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STATUTE I.-1919.
Appropriations, urgent
deficiencies. An
An Act
Act Making
to supply
supply urgent
in
Appropriations,
urgent deficiencies.
Making appropriations
appropriations to
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
appropriations
Bureau of
Insurance and for the payment of
appropriations for the Bureau
of War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
of pensions
pensions for
for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1919.
fiscal
June 5,
1919. June
5, 1919
1919 ..........................................
Appropriations, Congressional.
Congressional. An
An Act
incident to
to the
Appropriations,
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
for certain
certain expenses
expenses incident
the
first session of the Sixty-sixth Congress,
Congress, and for other purposes. June 17,
1919.
17, 1919.............
Confederate
Convention. Joint Resolution
Authorizing the Secretary
the
Confederate Veterans
Veterans Convention.
Resolution Authorizing
Secretary.of
of War
War to
to loan
loan to
to the
city of Dawson, Georgia,
Confederate veterans
Georgia, tents and cots
cots for
for use
use of
of Confederate
veterans in
in their
their State
State convenconvention, June 17 and 18,
17, 1919
18, 1919.
1919. June
June 17,
1919..................................
.............
Appropriations, Indian
for the
the current
current and
contingent
Appropriations,
Indian Department.
Department. An
An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
and contingent
expenses of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, for fulfilling treaty stipulations
expenses
stipulations with
Indian
with various
various Indian
tribes, and for other purposes,
p, for the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
30, 1920. June 30,
1919
year ending
June 30,1920.
30,1919........
Appropriation, Federal
To supply
adeficiency
in the
appropriation for
carAppropriation,
Federalrailroad
railroadcontrol.
control. An
An Act
Act To
supply a
deficiency in
the appropriation
for carrying out the Act entitled "An
transportation systems
systems
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
for the
the operation
operation of
of transportation
while under
under Federal
Federal control,
control, for
owners, and for other
for the just compensation
compensation of
of their owners,
other purpurposes,"
21, 1918.
1918.
June
1919
poses," approved March 21,
June 30,
30, 1919....-...................................
Third deficiency Appropriation
AppropriationAct,
Act, 1919. An Act Making appropriations
appropriations to
to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
in
appropriations for the
year ending June
June 30, 1919,
1919, and
appropriations
the fiscal
fiscal year
and prior fiscal years, and
and for
for other
purposes. July
July 11,
11, 1919
1919
....................................................
Appropriations, District
Columbia. An
Making appropriations
appropriations to
provide for
for the
the expenses
expenses of
Appropriations,
Districtof
of Columbia.
An Act
Act Making
to provide
of
government of the District of
the government
of Columbia
Columbia for
for the
year ending
30, 1920,
1920, and
and for
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
for
other
1919
other purposes. July
July 11,
11, 1919.........................................................
Appropriations,. Army.
Army. An Act Making
appropriations for the
the support
support of
of the
the Army
Appropriations,
Making appropriations
Army for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
30.
,1920, and
purposes. July
11, 1919
year ending
ending June 30,
and for other
other purposes.
July 11,
1919.........................
Appropriations
Making appropriations for the naval service for the fiscal
Appropriationstt naval service.
service. An Act Making
fiscal
year
purposes. July
11, 1919.............
1919
year ending
ending June 30, 1920,
1920, and
and for
for other purposes.
July 11,
.........
Telegraph
and telephone
telephone systems returned
returned to owners. An Act To repeal
repeal the joint resolution
Telegraph and
resolution entitled
entitled
'Joint
'Joint resolution to authorize the President
of war
to supervise
supervise or
or take
and
President in time of
war to
take possession
possession and
control of any
assume control
any telegraph, telephone,
telephone, marine
marine cable, or
or radio
radio system
system or
or systems or
or any
any
part thereof,
thereof, and to operate
operate the same in such manner as
as may
may be
be needful
needful or desirable
desirable for
for the
the
therefor," approved
1918, and
duration of the war and to provide
provide just compensation
compensation therefor,"
approved July 16,
16, 1918,
for other purposes. July 11, 1919 ......................................................
Hudson River Tunnel.
Tunnel. An Act To consent
consent to the proposed compact
compact oragreement
or agreement between
between the States
of New Jersey and New York
York for the construction,
construction, operation,
operation, repair, and maintenance
maintenance of a
a
tunnel or tunnels under the Hudson River between
between the cities of Jersey City and New
New York.
July 11,
11, 1919
July
1919....................................................................
Vocational rehabilitat
e eion . An Act To amend an Act entitled
Vocational
rehabilitation extension.
entitled "An Act
Act to provide for
for vocavocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation and return
return to civil
persons discharged
discharged from
civil employment
employment of
of disabled
disabled persons
from
the military or naval forces
forces of the United States, and for other purposes,"
approved June
June 27,
purposes," approved
1918. July 11,
1918.
11, 1919 ...... ....------------------.....
-......................-........
..
Bridge, Susquehanna
River. An Act To authorize
authorize the county of Luzerne, State of Pennsylvania,
Bridge,
Susquehanna River.
to
Susquehanna River
from the township
township of Conyngham,
Conyngham, county
county
to construct
construct a
a bridge
bridge across the
the Susquehanna
River from
of Luzerne, Pennsylvania, to the borough
Shickshinny, county of Luzerne, Pennsylvania.
borough of Shickahinny,
Pennsylvania.
July 11,
1919 .........................
11, 1919
..-.................... .........................
Bridge,
Susquehanna River.
To authorize
authorize the county
Bridge, Susquehanna
River. An
An .Act
ActTo
county of Luzerne
Luzerne, State
State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
to
construct aabridge across
iron the
Luzerne,
across the
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River fron
the city
city of
of Pittston,
Pittston, county of
of Luzerne,
Pennsylvania, to the borough of West Pittston,
Luzerne, State of PennState of Pennsylvania,
Pittston, county
county of Luzerne,
sylvania_
sylvania. duly
July 11,
11, 1919
1919 .-........- ......--.....-.................................
Bridge, Susquehanna
Susquhan
a River. An Act To authorize the county
Bridge,
county of
of Liuserne,
Luzerne, State
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
to construct a
township of Conyngham,
abridge acros
across the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River from the township
Conynghain county
of Luzene,
Luzerne, State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
the township
Salem, county
county of
of Luzerne,
Luzerne, State of
of
to the
township of
of Salem,
Pennsylvania. July
1919
Pennsylvani
July 11,
11, 1919
.....................................................
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Bridge,
John River.
River. An
An Act
For the
construction of
bridge across
across the
Saint John
John River
River
the Saint
Act For
the construction
of a
a bridge
Bridge, Saint
Saint John
between
of New
New Brunswick,
Brunswick, Canada.
Canada.
between Madawaska,
Madawaska, Maine,
Maine, and
and Edmundston,
Edmundston, Province
Province of
.
July
11, 1919
.......................................
1919 ...........
July 11,
Bridge, Snake
Snake River.
River. An
An Act
the construction
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto
construction of
of aa bridge
bridge and
Bridge,
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
across
Snake River
about three
miles above
above its
its confluence
with the
the Columbia
Columbia River
River
confluence with
River about
three miles
across the
the Snake
near
Washington. July
.......
1919
.................................
July 11,
11, 1919
near Pasco,
Pasco, Washington.
Bridge, Mississippi
An Act
To extend
extend the
time for
constructing a
bridge across
across the
the MissisMissisthe time
for constructing
a bridge
Mississippi River.
River. An
Act To
Bridge,
sippi
River
at
or
near
the
city
of
Baton
Rouge,
Louisiana.
July
11,
1919
sippi River at or near the city of Baton Rouge, Louisiana. July 11,1919 ..................
Bridge, Pend
Oreille River.
An Act
of a
abridge
bridge across
across the
the Pend
Oreille
Pend Oreille
River. An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the construction
construction of
Bridge,
Pend Oreille
River, between
the towns
towns of
of Metaline
Metaline and
Falls, in
the State
of Washington.
State of
Washington.
and Metaline
Metaline Falls,
in the
River,
between the
July
11, 1919
1919 ...............
...............-..
.............
July 11,
Bridge
Sulphur River.
River. An
Act Granting
the consent
Congress to
county of
of Miller,
Miller, State
of
to the
the county
State of
An Act
Granting the
consent of
of Congress
Bridge,'Sulphur
Arkansas,
to
construct
a
bridge
across
Sulphur
River
near
the
Texas
and
Pacific
Railroad
River
near
the
Texas
and
Pacific Railroad
Arkansas, to construct a bridge across Sulphur
bridge, in
State. July
11, 1919...........................................
1919
July 11,
in said
said county
county and
and State.
bridge,
Bridge,
River. An
An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
of Congress
Congress to
to the
of Miller,
Miller, State
of
the county
county of
State of
Sulphur River.
the consent
consent of
Bridge, Sulphur
Arkansas, to
bridge across
Blackmans Point, in said
said
Sulphur River,
River, at
at or near
near Blackmans
Arkansas,
to construct
construct aabridge
across Sulphur
county and
State. July
July 11,
11, 1919
1919 ......................................................
and State.
county
House
of Representatives,
hire. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
by each
each MemMemfor the
the appointment
appointment by
Providing for
Representatives, clerk
clerk hire.
House of
ber of
the House
two persons,
whose names
names shall
shall be
be placed
placed on the rolls
rolls
of Representatives
Representatives of
of two
persons, whose
ber
of the
House of
of
House of
of Representatives.
.11,
11, 1919
1919...........................
the House
Representatives. July .
of employees
employees of the
Niagara River,
River, diversion
diversion of
Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
War to
to issue
issue perperof War
the Secretary
Secretary of
Authorizing the
of water.
water. Joint
Niagara
mits
the diversion
of water
the Niagara
Niagara River.
River. July
12,1919 ......................
water from
from the
July12,1919
mits for
for the
diversion of
Appropriations,
del/ expenses.
Act Making
appropriations for
for sundry
sundry civil
civil expenses
expenses of
of
Making appropriations
An Act
expenses. An
sundry civil
Appropriations,sundry
the Government
Government for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
and for
other purposes.
purposes. July
19,
July 19,
June 30,
30, 1920,
1920, and
for other
the
the fiscal
1919
-.
........
........................................
1919 .........................
Military Academy,
Hung Chang
and Zeng
Zeng Tze
Tze Wong.
SecreResolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
the SecreAcademy, Tao
Tao Hung
Chang and
Wong. Joint
Joint Resolution
Military
tary of
receive, for
instruction at
United States
Academy at
Point,
Military Academy
at West
West Point,
War to
to receive,
for instruction
at the
the United
States Military
tary
of War
Tao Hung
Hung Chang and Zeng Tze
July.19,
19, 1919 ......................
Tze Wong,
Wong, citizens
citizens of
of China. July
Tao
Appropriations,
Department of
Agriculture. An
An Act
Making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the Department
Department of
of
Act Making
of Agriculture.
Appropriations,Department
Agriculture
for the
fiscal year
ending June
1919 ......................
Agriculture for
the fiscal
year ending
June 30,1920.
30,1920. July24,
July24,1919
World
Authorizing the President
extend invitations
invitations to
to
President to extend
Cotton Conference. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
World Cotton
other
to the
Conference to
to be
be held
held at
New
other nations
nations to
to send
send representatives
representatives to
the World
World Cotton
Cotton Conference
at New
Orleans,
13 to
to 16,1919,
16, 1919, inclusive.
inclusive. July
July 24,1919
24,1919 .......................
Orleans, Louisiana,
Louisiana, October
October 13
Army
tents, World
World War
Joint Resolution
to loan
tents
Army tents,
War veterans.
veterans. Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to
loan tents
for
World War.
War. July
26, 1919
1919 ...............
for use
use at
at encampment;
encampments held by
by veterans
veterans of
of the
the World
July 26,
Annual appropriations
appropriations extended.
extended. Joint
Joint Resolution
confirm from
from and
and including
July 1,
Annual
Resolution To
To ratify
ratify and
and confirm
includingJuly
1,
1919, obligations
obligations incurred
incurred pursuant
pursuant to
terms of
certain appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1919,
to the
the terms
of certain
year
1920.
July
31,
1919
1920. July 31, 1919 ..................................................................
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office, pay
pay increase.
pay of
pressmen
Government
increase. An
An Act
Act Increasing
Increasing the
the pay
of printers
printers and
and pressmen
employed in the
Government Printing
Printing Office,
for other
other purposes.
purposes. August
August 2,
2, 1919......
1919
employed
the Government
Office, and
and for
American
Printing House for
Providing additional
aid for
American Printing
for the Blind.
Blind. An Act
Act Providing
additional aid
for the
the American
American Printing
August 4,
House for
for the Blind.
Blind. August
4, 1919
1919 .....................................
..........
.
Near
incorporated. An
Act To
incorporate Near
Near East
August 6,
6, 1919..........
1919
Near East
East Relief incorporated.
An Act
To incorporate
East Relief.
Relief. August
War
disability compensation.
compensation. An
An Act
To amend
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
War Risk
Risk Insurance,
Insurance, total disability
Act To
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
'
An Act
Bureau of
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the establishment
establishment of aaBureau
of War Risk InsurInsurance in
in the Treasury
Treasury Department,
approved September
September 2,
amended." August 6,
6,
Department, approved
2, 1914,'
1914,' as amended."
1919
1919
................................
.
...........
Bridge, Savannah
Bridge,
Authorizing the
the counties
counties of
Aiken, South
Carolina, and
Savannah River. An Act Authorizing
of Aiken,
South Carolina,
and RichRichmond,
mond, Georgia,
Georgia, to construct
construct aabridge
bridge across the Savannah
Savannah River
River at or near Augusta,
Augusta, Georgia.
August
August 7, 1919 ............
........
......
.............
Bridge,
Flint River. An Act To authorize
Bridge, Flint
county of
State of Georgia,
authorize the county
of Dougherty,
Doughertv, State
Georgia, to construct
construct aa
bridge
bridge across the Flint River, connecting
connecting Broad
Street, in
the city
and
Broad Street,
in the
city of Albany,
Albany, said
said State
State and
county, with
Road, said
said county
county and
State. August
August 7,
7, 1919
1919 .................
county,
with the
the Isabella
Isabella Road,
and State.
Bridge, White River. An Act To extend
Bridge,
extend the time for
construction of
across the White
for the
the construction
of aabridge across
White
River, at or near Forsyth, Missouri.
7, 1919
1919 ...................................
Missouri. August
August 7,
River. An Act
Granting the consent
Congress to
to the
the city
city of
of Minneapolis,
Minneapolis,
Bridge, Mis.n.ssippi
MississippiRirer.
Act Granting
consent of the Congress
aamunicipal
maintain, and
municipal corporation,
corporation, to construct, maintain,
and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge across the Mississippi
Mississippi
River. August 7, 1919 ................................
.........................
Bridge,
the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
across the
the Rainy
River between
between
Bridge, Rainy
Rainy River.
River. An
An Act
Act For
For the
bridge across
Rainy River
Spooner,
Minnesota, and
and Rainy
River, Province
of Ontario,
Ontario, Canada.
Canada. August
August 7,
7, 1919.....
1919
Spooner, Minnesota,
Rainy River,
Province of
Bridge,
Pend Oreille
authorize the
construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge across
the Pend
Bridge, Pend
Oreille Riler,
Rirer. An
An Act
Act To
To authorize
the construction
across the
Pend
Oreille River
at the
the town
tisk, in
Washington. August
1919 .............
Oreille
River at
town of
of Usk,
in the
the State
State of
of Washington.
August 7,
7,1919
Bridge, Red
River.
An
Act
Authorizing
the
construction
of
a
bridge
and
approaches
thereto
across
Bridge,
Red Rier. An Act Authorizing the construction of a bridge and approaches thereto across
Red River about two miles above
above its confluence
confluence with the Washita
Washita River,
River, near
near Preston,
Preston, GrayGrayson County,
County, Texas.
Texas. August
7, 1919
1919
son
August 7,
.......
..................
Bridge,
Boy, etc.
Further extending
extending the
the time
commencement and
and complecompleBridge, Mobile Bay,
etc. An
An Act Further
time for
for the
the commencement
tion of the bridge or bridges authorized
entitled "An
authorized by an Act entitled
"An Act
Act to amend an Act to authorize
Railway and Harbor
Company, its
thorize the Dauphin
Dauphin Island Railway
Harbor Company,
it successors
successors or assigns,
assigns, to conconstruct
viaducts, across
water between
struct and maintain a
abridge or bridges,
bridges, or viaducts,
across the water
between the mainland,
mainland,
at or near Cedar
Cedar Point,
and Big;
Big; also
to dredge
dredge a
achannel
channel
Point, and Dauphin
Dauphin Island,
Island, both
both Little
Little and
also to
Dauphin
construct and maintain
from the deep waters
waters of Mobile Bay into Da
u phi n Bay;
Ba y; also
al
so to construct
maintain docks
and wharves along both Little and
Islands,' approved
and Big Dauphin
Dauphin Islands,"
approved June
June 18, 1912,
1912, as extended
approved June 30
tended by an Act approved
30, 1916.
August 8,
1916. August
8, 1919
1919 ...........................
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Bridge,
An Act
the Central
Railroad Company
Company of
of New Jersey
Jersey to conconCentral Railroad
To authorize
authorize the
Bay. An
Act To
Newark Bay.
Bridge, Newark
struct
across the
navigable waters
waters of
of the
the Newark
in the
the State
State of
of New
New Jersey.
Jersey.
Bay, in
Newark Bay,
the navigable
a bridge
bridge across
struct a
August
1919 ......................................................................
8, 1919
August 8,
Diocese
of Washington,
Washington, franchise
franchise to
to women.
women. An
Act To extend
parishes and
and
extend the franchise
franchise in the parishes
An Act
Diocese of
separate
congregations of
Church in
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
in the
Episcopal Church
of the
the Protestant
Protestant Episcopal
separate congregations
.
................------........--August 11, 1919 .................................
August
Army
1919. Joint
payment of bills lawfully
lawfully
the payment
To allow
allow the
Joint Resolution
Resolution To
obligations, 1919.
Army construction
construction obligations,
incurred for
for construction
construction work
performed or construction
construction material actually
actually puractually performed
work actually
incurred
chased
to the
of an
an Act
approved July
July 11,
11, 1919
1919 (Public
(Public NumNumAct approved
the approval
approval of
delivered prior
prior to
chased and
and delivered
bered
7, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Congress,
Congress, H.
H. R.
5227). August
August 12, 1919.........................
1919
R. 5227).
bered 7,
Bridge,
Act To
for the construction
Broadway Street
Street
of the Broadway
construction of
To extend
extend the
the time for
River. An
An Act
Bridge, Arkansas
Arkansas River.
bridge
Arkansas River
River between
the cities
cities of
of Little
Little Rock
Rock and
and Argenta,
Argenta, Arkansas.
Arkansas
between the
across the
the Arkansas
bridge across
August
1919
August 15, 1919......................................................
Bridge,
Arkansas River.
River. An
An Act
Act To
To extend
extend the
time for
the construction
construction of the
the Main
Main Street Bridge
for the
the time
Bridge, Arkansas
across
the Arkansas
between the
the cities
Rock and
Arkansas. August
August
and Argenta, Arkansas.
cities of Little Rock
River between
Arkansas River
across the
.................................
......
15,
1919 ............................
15, 1919
Bridge, Flint
Flint River.
An Act
Act Extending
Extending the time
time for the
the construction
construction of aabridge across Flint River,
River. An
Bridge,
1919..............................................
Georgia. August 15, 1919
in the
the State
State of Georgia.
a meeting
International Labor
Resolution To authorize
convene a
President to convene
authorize the President
Labor Conference.
Conference. Joint Resolution
International
of
an international
international labor
conference in
of Columbia.
Columbia. August
15, 1919..
1919
August 15,
District of
Washington, District
in Washington,
labor conference
of an
Public
assessments, 1919.
Joint Resolution
Resolution To
suspend the
requirements of annual
annual
the requirements
To suspend
1919. Joint
lands, mining
mining assessments,
Public lands,
assessment
on certain
certain mining
mining claims
claims during
during the year
August 15,
15, 1919.............
1919
1919. August
year 1919.
assessment work
work on
Charleston,
C., immigration
station, etc.
Resolution Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of Labor to
Authorizing the
etc. Joint
Joint Resolution
S. C.,
immigration station,
Charleston, S.
lease
Charleston immigration
station and
and dock
connected therewith.
therewith. August
August 15, 1919...
1919
dock connected
immigration station
lease the
the Charleston
Daylight saving
saving repeal.
daylight-saving law. August
August 20, 1919 ......
For the
the repeal
repeal of the daylight-saving
repeal. An
An Act For
Daylight
Public buildings,
buildings, losses
losses on
on contracts.
An Act
Act For
contractors and subcontractors
subcontractors for the
For the
the relief
relief of contractors
contracts. An
Public
post
offices and
and other
other buildings
and work
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of the
the Treasury
Department
Treasury Department
work under
buildings and
post offices
and
other purposes.
August 25,
1919
.
..........................................
25, 1919
purposes. August
and for
for other
Montgomery, Tennessee,
Bridge,Cumberland
Tennessee, to conthe county of Montgomery,
Authorizing the
River. An Act Authorizing
Cumberland River.
Bridge,
struct
the Cumberland
River within
seven miles
miles of
of Clarksville,
Tennessee.
Clarksville, Tennessee.
within seven
Cumberland River
across the
struct a
a bridge
bridge across
August
..............
...........
....................
1919 ............
August 31, 1919...
Bridge,
Susquehanna River.
construction of a
bridge across
across the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River
a bridge
the construction
An Act
Act For
For the
River. An
Bridge, Susquehanna
at
Wyoming County,
August 31, 1919 ...................
County, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. August
Falls, Wyoming
at or
or near
near Falls,
required by the Act enSoldiers'
sailors' civil relief,
Act Relating
Relating to affidavits required
relief, affidavits.
affidavits. An Act
and sailors'
Soldiers' and
titled
"An Act
Act to
to extend
protection to
to the
rights of
members of the Military
Military and
Naval
and Naval
of members
the civil
civil rights
extend protection
titled "An
Establishments of
the United
the present
war." September
September 3,
3, 1919....
1919
in the
present war."
engaged in
United States
States engaged
of the
Establishments
General of
creation of
of the office
office of General
General of the
the Armies of the
to the creation
An Act
Act Relating
Relating to
of the
the Armies.
Armies. An
General
......................
United States. September
September 3,
3, 1919 ...............................
United
District
holiday, 1919.
Resolution Making
September 17,
17, 1919,
1919, aalegal
legal
Wednesday, September
Making Wednesday,
1919. Joint
Joint Resolution
Districtof
of Columbia
Columbiaholiday,
holiday
the District
of Columbia.
September 15,
15, 1919 ................................
Columbia. September
District of
holiday in
in the
Bridge, Perdido
An Act
To authorize
Hiram I
citizen of
Baldwin County, Alabama,
a citizen
of Baldwin
I. Sage, a
Act To
authorize Hiram
PerdidoRiver.
River. An
Bridge,
to
maintain a
abridge
across the
River at or near
Nunez Ferry.
Ferry. Septemnear Nunez
the Perdido
Perdido River
bridge across
to construct
construct and
and maintain
ber 16,
16, 1919.
............
....... ..............
..
........
1919 ..........................
ber
American
American Legion. September
September 16, 1919.
incorporate the American
Legion incorporated.
incorporated. An
An Act To incorporate
American Legion
Federal Resere
Reserve Act
amendment, foreign business.
Act Amending
approved
An Act
Amending section 25 of the Act approved
business. An
Act amendment,
Federal
Reserve Act, as amended
December 23, 1913, known
known as the Federal Reserve
amended by the Act approved
approved
December
September 7,
September 17,
................................................
17, 1919
1919
7, 1916.
1916. September
September
necessary commissioned
Army, temporary
Army,
temporary commissioned officers. An Act To provide necessary
commissioned personnel
personnel for
the
June 30,
1920. September
September 17, 1919
1919......................................
30, 1920.
the Army
Army until
until June
Bridge,
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the D. E. Hewit
Hewit Lumber
Lumber Company
Company
Bridge, Tug River.
River. An Act Granting
to
construct and
and maintain
Martin County, Kentucky,
Kentucky,
connecting Martin
across Tug
Tug River,
River, connecting
bridge across
maintain aabridge
to construct
...............
and
Virginia. September
September 17, 1919 ..................
County. West Virginia.
and Mingo
Mingo County.
5 of an
entitled "An
sections 44and
Stock-raising
homesteads. An Act To amend sections
and 5
an Act entitled
"An Act to provide
provide
Stock-raisinghomesteads.
December 29, 1916.
for
purposes," approved
approved December
1916. Sepfor stock-raising
stock-raising homesteads, and for other purposes,"
tember
tember 29, 1919 ...........................................................
Public lands,
homesteaders. An Act
Act To
authorize absence
absence by homestead
homestead settlers
To authorize
leave of absence to homesteaders.
Public
lands, leave
......
September 29, 1919
and entrymen,
entrymen, and for other purposes. September
1919. ......................
allowances for
Army, travel
retired enlisted men. An Act To provide
provide travel
travel allowances
for certain
certain retired enArmy,
travel pay retired
1919 ..........................
listed men and Regular
Regular Army reservists. September
September 29, 1919.
cancellation stamp
cancellation stamp. An Act To extend
extend the cancellation
stamp
Memorial Association,
Association, cancellation
Roosevelt Memorial
privilege
Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial Association.
Association. September
September 29, 1919 ...................
privilege for the Roosevelt
Boulder, Colo. An Act Authorizing
Public
lands, Boulder,
Public lands,
Authorizing the
the city of Boulder,
Boulder, Colorado, to purchase
purchase certain
.
...................-....public
lands. September 29, 1919 ........................
public lands.
Petersburg, Alaska, bonds. An Act To authorize
authorize the incorporated
incorporated town of Petersburg,
Petersburg, Alaska,
Alaska,
Petersburg,
to
i
ssue bonds
bonds in
in any
any sum,
sum, not
not exceeding
of constructing
constructing and
for the purpose
purpose of
$75,000, for
exceeding $75,000,
to issue
a municipal electric light and power plant, and for the construction
installing a
construction of a
apublicpublic......
school
September 29, 1919
......... ........-----------1919.-............
school building.
building. September
Confederate Veterans'
Veterans' Convention.
Convention, Joint
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to
to loan
loan to
to
Authorizing the
Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Confederate
the
Atlanta, Georgia,
tents, cots,
equipment for the use of
and other camp equipment
blankets, and
cots, blankets,
Georgia. tents,
the city
city of
of Atlanta,
United
Confederate Veterans
convention from
from October
October 77to 10, 1919. September
Veterans in their convention
United Confederate
..............................................................
29, 1919......
1919
Resolution To provide for the payment
reenlistment. Joint Resolution
tra pay on reenlistment.
Army,
Army, trawl
payment of travel
travel pay upon
upon
discharge to
men of
of the
enlisted prior
prior to
to April
2, 1917.
September 29,
1919
29, 1919..
1917. September
April 2,
Army enlisted
to men
the Regular
Regular Army
disharge
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LIST OF
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ACTS AND
Page.
Page

Thanks of
of Congress
to General
General Pershing
American Expeditionary
Expeditionary Forces.
Forces. Joint
Joint Resolution
Thanks
Congress to
Pershing and
and American
Resolution TenTendering
thanks of
the American
people and
and the
the United
United States
States to
to General
dering the
the thanks
of the
American people
the Congress
Congress of
of the
General
John J.
John
Pershi '' and
to the
the officers
officers and
and men
men of
American Expeditionary
Expeditionary Forces.
Forces. SepSepJ. Pershing,
and to
of the
the American
tember
29, 1919
1919 ........
tember 29,
..........
.....................................
Ambassador, Belgium.
Belgium. Joint
Joint Resolution
Authorizing
the
appointment
of
an
ambassador
to
Ambassador,
Resolution Authorizing the appointment of an ambassador to BelBelgium.
29, 1919
1919 ............................................................
gium. September
September 29,
Bridge, Minnesota
An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of the
the Congress
Congress to
to the
county
of
Hennepin,
in
Bridge,
MinnesotaRiver.
River. An
the county of Hennepin, in
the
State of
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate a
a bridge
across the
the State
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, to
to construct,
maintain, and
bridge across
the Minnesota
Minnesota
October 10,
10, 1919
River. October
1919.
..
.............................
Bridge,
Bridge, Tennessee River.
River. An
Act To
revive and
Act entitled
authorize the
the
An Act
To revive
and reenact
reenact the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to authorize
Cincinnati, New
and Texas
Texas Pacific
Pacific Railway
Railway Company
to rebuild
rebuild and
reconstruct,
Cincinnati,
New Orleans
Orleans and
Company to
and reconstruct,
maintain, and operate a
a bridge
bridge across the
Tennessee River
River near
near Chattanooga,
Chattanooga. in
in Hamilton
Hamilton
the Tennessee
County, in
i
nthe
the State
State of
Tennessee," approved
approved April
5, 1916.
1916. October
1919
County,
of Tennessee,"
April 5,
October 13,
13, 1919...........
Camp
Camp A.
A. A.
Humphreys,. Va.
Va. Joint
Joint Resolution
the Secretary
of War
War to
cerA. Humphreys,
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
Secretary of
to expend
expend cersums appropriated
appropriated for
tain sums
the support
support of
of the
the Army
Army for
ending June
June 30,
30, 1919,
1919,
for the
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
years ending
and
30, 1920,
1920, at
at Camp
Camp A.
A. Humphreys,
Humphreys, Virginia.
October 14,
and June
June 30,
A. A.
Virginia. October
14, 1919
1919...............
Alaska railroads
railroads extension.
extension. An
Act To
To amend
amend an
Act of
Congress approved
12, 1914.
1914, auAlaska
An Act
an Act
of Congress
approved March
March 12,
auPresident of
thorizing the President
of the
the United
United States
locate, construct,
construct, and
operate railroads
States to
to locate,
and operate
railroads in
in
the
Territory of
Alaska, and
other purposes.
purposes. October
the Territory
of Alaska,
and for
for other
October 18,
18, 1919
1919 .........................
Public
Public lands, Nevada,
An Act
To encourage
reclamation of
of certain
Nevada, underground
undergroundwater
water supply.
supply. An
Act To
encourage the
the reclamation
certain
arid lands in
in the State of Nevada,
and for
other purposes.
purposes. October
October 22,
22, 1919
Nevada, and
for other
1919 ..............
Coloradoriots,
Colorado
Act For
For the
payment of
of claims
for loss
of private
on account
riots, 1914,
1914, losses.
losses. An
An Act
the payment
claims for
loss of
private property
property on
account
of the loss
firearms and
and ammunition
troops during
loss of
of firearms
ammunition taken
taken by
by the
the United
United States
States troops
during the
the labor
labor
strikes in
in the
State of
Colorado in
1914. October
October 22,
1919 ...............................
the State
of Colorado
in 1914.
22, 1919
National banks, loans
loans and indebtedness.
indebtedness. An Act
National
To amend
5200 and
the Revised
Revised
Act To
amend sections
sections 5200
and 5202
5202 of
of the
States as
Statutes of the United States
amended by
of June
June 22,
1906, and
1918.
as amended
by Acts
Acts of
22, 1906,
and September
September 24,
24, 1918.
October
22,
1919
October 22, 1919 ..................................................................
.
Food
control
and
District
Food
and District of
of Columbia
Columbia rents.
rents. An
An Act
To amend
amend an
an Act
"An Act
to provide
Act To
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
provide
further for the
the national
national security
and
defense
by
encouraging
the
production,
conserving
security and defense by encouraging the production, conserving
the supply, and controlling the distribution
distribution of food
products and
August
food products
and fuel,"
fuel," approved
approved August
10, 1917, and to regulate rents in
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia. October
October 22,
22 1919
in the
District of
1919 .............
Union Pacific
PacificRailroad
Union
Railroad Company.
Company. An
Railinad Company,
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Union
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Company, or
or its
its
convey for
successors, to convey
for public-road
public-road purposes
certain parts
of its
right of
of way.
way. October
October 22,
22,
purposes certain
parts of
its right
1919.................................................................................
1919
1919 -Shipping Board.
Steam vessels, Shipping
An Act
Act Extending
the provisions
provisions for
regulation of
of steam
steam vessels
vessels
Board. An
Extending the
for the
the regulation
Shipping Board,
to vessels owned or operated
operated by the United States Shipping
Board, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
October 25,
250.919
October
1919 ...................................................................
National
ProhibitionAct. An Act
Act To prohibit
National Prohibition
beverages, and
to regulate
regulate the
manprohibit intoxicating
intoxicating beverages,
and to
the manhigh-proof spirits
ufacture, production, use, and sale of high-proof
other than
purposes,
spirits for
for other
than beverage
beverage purposes,
and to insure
insure an ample supply of
alcohol and
and.promote
use in
of alcohol
promote its
its use
in scientific
scientific research
research and
and in
in the
the
development of fuer,
fuel, dye,
dye, and other
developinent
other lawful
industries. October
28, 1919................
1919
lawful industries.
October 28,
Postalservice, insular
Postal
i
nsular possessions.
An Act
the administration
of the
the postal
postal service
in
possessins. An
Act To
To improve
improve the
administration of
service in
the Territory
Hawaii, in
Territory of Hawaii,
in Porto
Rico and
Islands. October
October 28,
Porto Rico
and the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands.
28, 1919
1919..........

Bridge, Red River. An Act Granting the consent of
Bridge,
Paris-Hugo Bridge
to
of Congress
Congress to the
the Paris-Hugo
Bridge Company
Company to
a bridge
approaches thereto
construct a
bridge and approaches
thereto across
River, near
City, Lamar
Lamar
across Red
Red River,
near Arthur
Arthur City,
County, Texas.
October
28, 1919
October 28,
1919...
................................
.
Idaho and
and Payette
Payette National
lands to
Idaho
National Forests.
Forests. An Act Adding
Adding certain lands
the Idaho
Idaho National
Forest and
and
to the
National Forest
of Idaho.
the Payette National Forest, in
in the State
State of
October 29,
29, 1919
1919. ..................
Idaho. October
Motor
vehicle
Motor
thefts. An Act To punish the transportation of
of stolen
stolen motor
motor vehicles
vehicles in
in interstate
interstate or
or
foreign commerce.
commerce. October
October 29,
29, 1919
1919
.............................................
Cotton
crop
condition
report.
Cotton crop condition report. Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing and
and directing
directing the
the Secretary
Joint Resolution
Secretary of
of AgriAgriculture to prepare and issue aasupplementary report
on the
the condition
condition of
of the
the cotton
cotton crop.
Ocreport on
crop. October 30, 1919 ................................................................
Public lands,
lands, Florida
Public
An Act
authorize the
of
the
Interior
to
adjust
disFloridafaulty
faulty surveys.
surveys. An
Act To
To authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to adjust disputes or
or claims by entrymen, selectors, grantees, and patentees of the United States against
putes
against
the United States and
and between
between each
other, arising
arising from
in townships
townships twentytwentyeach other,
from faulty
faulty surveys
surveys in
twenty-eight east;
nine south, range twenty-eight
east; also
also in
thirty-seven. and
in townships
townships thirty-six
thirty-six, thirty-seven,
and thirtythirtytwenty-nine and
and thirty east,
eight south,
south, ranges
ranges twenty-nine
east, Tallahassee
meridian, m
in the
FlorTallahassee meridian,
the State
State of
of Florida, and for other
purposes. October
other purposes.
31, 1919
1919 ............................
October 31,
Reclamtion projects,
projects, town site school lands. An Act
Act Granting
Granting lands
Reclamation
lands for
for school
Governschool purposes
purposes in
in Government town sites on reclamation projects. October
October 31,
31, 1919
1919 .........................
...
First Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
appropriations to
First
Appropriation, Act, 1919. An Act Making
Making appropriations
to supply
deficiencies in
supply deficiencies
in
appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year ending
ending June 30,
30, 1920,
1920, and prior
fiscal years,
and for
other
prior fiscal
years, and
for other
purposes. November
November 4,
4, 1919
1919..................
................
.............
Ferest Grore,
Grore, Oregon,
lands. An Act Authorizing
Commissioner of
Forest
Oregon, Indian
Indian lands.
Authorizing the Commissioner
of Indian
Affairs to
to
Indian Affairs
transfer fractional block 6, of Naylor's
Naylor's addition, Forest
Forest Grove,
Oregon, to
to the
Un itedStates
Grove, Oregon,
the United
States of
of
America, for the use
America,
use of the Bureau of Entomology,
Entomology, Department
Department of
November
of Agriculture.
Agriculture. November
6,
9.......................................................
6, 1919
1919............................----------------------------CitCnmship, Indian,
Indian soldiers.
Citizenship,
soldiers. An
Act Granting
Granting citizenship
citi zens hip t
o certain
cer t
ai
n Indians.
In dians. N
ovem b
er 6,
1919_ _
An Act
to
November
6, 19i9.
Postal
sereie,
Joint
Postal service, increased
increased pay, 1920. J
oi
n tResolution
Resolution To provide
provide additional
additional compensation
compensati on for
for ememployees
of
the
Postal
Service
making an appropriation
ployees of the
and making
appropriation therefor.
therefor. November
November 7,
7, 1919...
1919.._
Bangkok,
Siam,
legatiioa
premises.
An Act Providing for the exchange
exchange of
oi certain legation buildings
Bangkok, Siam, legation premises. An
and grounds
grounds owned
Bangkok,Siam. November
and
owned by the Government
Government of the United States
States in Bangkok,Siam.
November
8. 1919 . .......
19
.......
... ..........................................................
.............
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Bridge, Red
Red River. An Act To authorize
Bridge,
authorize the construction
construction of
bridge across
the Red
Red River
of aabridge
across the
River at
at or
or near
near
Moncla,
Moncla, Louisiana. November
November 8, 1919
1919 ....................----------------------------------Bridge,
Pocomoke
River.
An
Act
To authorize the
Bridge, Pocomoke
construction of
of a
bridge across
across the
the Pocomoke
Pocomoke
the construction
a bridge
River, at
November 8, 1919.
..........
River,
at Pocomoke
Pocomoke City,
City, Maryland.
Maryland. November
Alien
entry
restricted.
An
Act To
Alien entry restricted. An Act
To regulate
regulate further
further the entry of aliens into
into the
United States
the United
States.
November
10, 1919
November
10,
1919
...
NoBridge,
PearlRiver.
1,
1919'
........................................................
Bridge, Pearl
PearlRiver.
River. An Act To extend the time for the construction of
Bridge,
of a
bridge across
across Pearl
Pearl River,
River,
a bridge
between
River County, Mississippi,
between Pearl
Pearl River
Mississippi, and Washington
Parish, Louisiana.
Louisiana. November
November 12,
Washington Parish,
12,
1919 .....
1919

-----............-------------Public
mining assessments,
assessments, 1919. Joint Resolution
Resolution To
Public lands,
lands, mining
suspend the
the requirements
requirements of
annual
To suspend
of annual
assessment work on mining claims during
during the
13, 1919
1919 ..-- the year
year 1919.
1919. November
November 13
Bridge,
Missouri River. An Act Authorizing
Bridge, Missouri
Authorizing the
Bridge Company,
corporathe Meridian
Meridian Highway
Highway Bridge
Company, a
a corporation, to
a bridge
tion,
to construct
construct and maintain
maintain a
bridge or bridges and
approaches thereto
across the
Missouri
and approaches
thereto across
the
Missouri
River between
between Yankton
River
Yankton County, South Dakota,
County, Nebraska.
Dakota, and
and Cedar
Cedar County,
Nebraska. November
November
18,
1919
18, 1919.....
....
......................................................
Quapaw
Indian
Lands,
Okla.
An
Act
Authorizing
Quapaw Indian
Authorizing the
inherited and
and unpartitioned
unpartitioned allotallotthe sale
sale of
of inherited
ments for town site purposes in the Quapaw Agency,
ments
Agency, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma. November
November 18,
18, 1919
1919...
Zioon
Ntional
Park,
Utah.
An
Act
To
Zion National Park,
establish the Zion National Park in
State of
Utah. NovemNovemin the
the State
of Utah.
ber 19, 1919
. ................................................-Santa
Fe,
N. Mex.,
Mex., public building.
Santa Fe, N.
building. An Act ToamendanActapproved
To amend an Act approved March
March 4,
entitled "An
4, 1913,
1913,entitled"
An
Act to
to increase
increase the limit of cost of certain
Act
certain public
public buildings
to authorize
enlargement,
buildings, to
authorize the
the enlargement,
extension, remodeling,
remod -ling, or improvement
improvemento
cert
ai
n public
to authorize
offcertain
public buildings,
buildings, to
authorize the
the erection
erection
and completion
completion of public
and
public builgs,
buildings, to authorize
the purchase
purchase of
of sites
buildings,
authorize the
sites for
for public
public buildings,
and for other
other purposes."
November
19,
1919
purpose"
November 19, 1919 .............................
Army,
Army, effects
effects of
of deceased persons. An Act To amend
amend the
Articles of
of War.
War. November
1919
the Articles
November 19,
19, 1919.....
North
Point,
Md.,
light
station.
An Act To transfer the tract of land
North Point, Md., light station. An
known as
the Light
Light House
land known
as the
House
reservation at North Point, Maryland,
reservation
Maryland, from the
of the
the Department
Department of
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of Commerce
ommerce
to thejurisdiction
the jurisdiction of the War Department. November
November 19,
19, 1919
1919 ........................
Craney
and Fishermans
Islands, Va. An Act Transferring
Transferring the tract
Craney and
Fishermans Islands,
tract of
land known
known as
as Craney
CraneY Island
of land
Island
from the
the jurisdiction
Department to
from
jurisdiction of the War Department
jurisdiction of
Department
to the
the jurisdiction
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
Department
and
transferring
the
tract
of
land
known
as Fishermans
Fishermans Island
and transferring
land
Island from
the jurisdiction
of the
the
from the
jurisdiction of
Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
19, 1919
War Department.
Department. November
November 19,
1919.. ...
K River. to the jurisdiction of the War
Bridge,
Choctawhatd
ee
An Act To authorize
Bridge, Choctawhatchee
authorize the State road
department of
of the
State of
of Florida
road department
the State
Florida
to construct
construct and maintain aabridge
to
bridge across the
Choctawhatchee'iver?near
Caryville, Florida,
the ChoctawhatcheeRiver
near
Caryville
Florida,
approximately one
hundred and
seventy feet south of the Louisville
approximately
one hundred
and seventy
Nashville RailLouisville and
and Nashville
Railroad
Bridge. November
road Bridge.
November 19, 1919 ..................
Equipment, Federal
Federal Railroad
Equipment,
Railroad Control.
Control. An Act To provide for
the reimbursement
of
the
United
for the
reimbursement of the United
States for motive
motive power
power, cars,
and other
other equpment
equipment ordered
railroads and
of
cars, and
ordered for
for railroads
and systems
systems of
transportation
under
Federal
transportation
Federal control,
control, and for other purposes.
purposes. November
19, 1919
November
1
1919
........
Bridge,
ConnecticutRiver. An Act Authorizing
Bridge, Connecticut
Authorizing the board
county commissioners
the county
board of
of county
commissioners of
of the
county of
of
Hartford, in
in the
the State of Connecticut, to construct
construct a
Hartford,
bridge across
across the
River,
a bridge
the Connecticut
Connecticut
River,
between
Windsor Locks and East Windsor,
between Windsor
Windsor, at Warehouse
Warehouse Point,
Point, in
in said
county and
State
said county
and State.
November 19, 1919 ....
..................................................
Army machine
tools. An
An Act
Act To provide
provide for further educational
educational facilities
Army
machine tools.
by authorizing
the SecreSecrefacilities by
authorizing the
tary
to sell
sell at
at reduced
reduced rates certain
tary of
of War
War to
certain machine
machine tools not
use for
for Government
purposes
not in use
Government purposes
to
trade,
technical,
and
public schools and universities, other
to trade, technical,
instiother recognized
recognized educational
educational mstitutions,
tutions, and for other purposes.
purposes. November
November 19, 1919
1919...................................
Postal
servce,
second, third,
third, andfourth
matter. An
Postal service, second,
and fourth class
class matter.
the return
return to
to the
the sender
An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
sender
dr the
the forwarding
forwarding of
of undeliverable
dr
undeliverable second,
second, third, and fourth class mail
November
mail matter.
matter.
November
19,
1919 ................
19, 1919
1919
19,
....... :°

'''.........--

Bridge, Tennessee
River. An Act To authorize
Bridge,
Tennessee River.
authorize the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
the Tennessee
Tennessee
River at
or near
city of Decatur, Alabama. November 19, 1919 ....................
River
at or
near the
the city
CoaLtar
products
imports.
Joint
Resolution
Coal-tar products imports.
Resolution To continue
continue the
control of
coal-tar
the control
of imports
imports of
of dyes
dyes and
and coal-tar
products.
products. November
19, 1919
November 19,
1919 ..
--.........................-.......------------............

...

Female suffrage.
suffrage. Joint Resolution
Resolution Proposing
Female
Proposing an
extending the
an amendment
amendment to
to the
the Constitution
Constitution extending
the
right of
of suffrage
5, 1919 ...........................................
right
suffrage to women. June
June 5,
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352
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STATUTE 11.-1919-1920.
II.-1919-1920.
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, police.
police. An Act To amend
District
amend an Act
Act entitled "An
"An Act
to the
the MetropolMetropolAct relating
relating to
itan police
police of
of the
District of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
itan
the District
approved February
February 28,
1901, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes
28, 1901,
December
December 5, 1919 .....
........................................................
Bridges,
ChincoteagueBay,
Act Authorizing
Bridges, Chincoteague
Bay, etc.
etc. An
An Act
Authorizing the Chincoteague
Chincoteague Toll Road and Bridge
Bridge Company,
Incorporated, a
a corporation
pany, Incorporated,
corporation created
created by,
and existing
existing under,
under, the
the laws
of the
Commonby, and
laws of
the
Commonn
wealth
of
construct certain
b dges to
wealth of Virginia,
Virginia, to construct
certain bridges
to connect
connect Chincoteague
Chincoteague Island
Island and
the
and the
mainland.
December
10,
1919
..................................................
mainland. December
--- .............................
_---.
"Charlotte
Graveraet Breitung,"
Breitung," change
change of name. An Act To authorize
authorize the change of the name of
"Charlotte Graveraet
of
the
Graveraet Breitung to T. K. Maher.
Maher. December
the steamer
steamer Charlotte
Charlotte Graveraet
10, 1919
December 10,
1919...........
Fort Peck
Fort
Peck Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont. An Act Providing
Providing additional
additional time
time for
the payment
payment of
for the
of purpurchase
homestead entries
chase money
money under
under homestead
entries of lands within the former
Fort Peck
Indian Reservaformer Fort
Peck Indian
Reservation,
tion Montana.
Montana. December1,
December 11, 1919
1919
.... ..........................................
Prbliclands, money
money refund
refunded.
An
Act
To amend
Public lan;ls,
ed.
A
n A
ctTo
amend an Act approved
approved March 26,
1908, entitled
entitled "An
26,1908
"An Act
Act
to
provide for
for the
the repayment
repayment of certain commissions,
to provide
commissions, excess
payments, and
and purchase
purchase moneys
excess payments,
moneys
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under the public
public land
lanlaws.
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laws."
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Army, allowance
allowanc,e for
in service.
service. An
An Act
for the
the payment
payment of
of six
six months'
pay to
the
to the
months' pay
Act To
To provide
provide for
for death
death in
Army,
widow , children,
other designated
dependent relative
relative of
man of
enlisted man
of any
any officer or enlisted
designated dependent
or other
children, or
widow
the
Regular
Army
whose
death
results
from
wounds
or
disease
not
the
result
of
his
own
mismisof
his
own
the Regular Army whose death results from wounds or disease not the result
....................
.
conduct.
December 17,
17, 1919............................
1919367
conduct. December

367

International
An Act
To authorize
authorize the
the President
of the
the United
States
United States
President of
Act To
Conference. An
Communication Conference.
InternationalCommunication
to arrange
arrange and
participate in
an international
conference to
to consider
to
relating to
questions relating
consider questions
in an
international conference
and participate
to
international communication.
367
...........
...................December 17, 1919
communication. December
international
Congressional
employees, December,
1919, salaries.
salaries. Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
the payment
of
payment of
Joint Resolution
December, 1919,
Conressionalemployees,
salaries of
employees of Congress
Congress for
17, 1919
368
December 17,1919......
1919. December
for December,
December, 1919.
of officers and off
salaries
District of
of Columbia,
birds. An Act To prohibit
.
purchase, sale, or possession for the purpose
the purchase,
wild birds.
Columbia, wild
District
of
birds in
in the
the District
District of Columbia.
368
1919.............
18, 1919
Colmbi. December 18,
wild birds
of certain
certain wild
of sale
sale of
Copyrights, war
war time
time protection.
protection. An
An Act
Act To
To amend
sections 8
Copyright Act,
approved
Act, approved
21 of
of the
the Copyright
8 and 21
amend sections
Copyrights,
March
368
.... ..........................
.........
1919 ...
18, 1919
December 18,
March 4, 1909. December
Congressional employees,
employees, December,
1919, salaries.
Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
payment of
of
the payment
Resolution Authorizing
salaries. Joint
December, 1919,
Congressional
salaries
of officers
employees of
December, 1919. December
December 20,
1919
369
20,1919......
of Congress
Congress for December,
officers and employees
salaries of
Codifying, etc.,
etc., permanent
Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
consolithe printing
printing of the bill to consoliAuthorizing the
laws. Joint
permanent laws.
Codifying,
date, codify,
codify, revise,
permanent laws of the United States.
and permanent
general and
the general
revise, and reenact the
date,
370
December 23, 1919 ...............
370
.......................................
December
Bridge,
Authorizing the Secretary of War to construct a
a
Joint Resolution Authorizing
Chattahoochee River. Joint
Bridge, Chattahoochee
pontoon bridge
bridge across
River at
at West
Point, Georgia,
for other purGeorgia, and for
West Point,
Chattahoochee River
the Chattahoochee
across the
pontoon
370
.....
......-.......
......................
poses. December 23, 1919 ...........
370
poses.
Gold
certificates. An
An Act
certificates of the
United States payable
payable to bearer on demand
the United
make gold certificates
Act To make
Gold certificates.
370
- 370
......
legal
----------------legal tender. December 24, 1919 ......-..--...................
War Risk
Risk Insurance
An Act
To amend
the War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance
modify the
and modify
amend and
Act To
Act Amendments.
Amendments. An
Insurance Act
War
371
Act. December
24, 1919 .................................................
December 24,1919
Deficiencies
Making appropriations
appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in approAct Making
An Act
appropriations. An
Deficienciesappropriations.
Employees' Compensation
Commission, the Bureau of War Risk Insurance,
Insurance,
Compensation Commission,
for the
the Employees'
priations for
377
Health Service
Service for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1920. December
1919.
24,1919.
December 24,
30,1920.
Public Health
and the Public
Federal Reserve
foreign financial banks,
An Act
Act To amend
December 23,
Act approved
approved December
the Act
amend the
etc. An
banks, etc.
Reserve Act,
Act,foreignfinancial
Federal
1913,
known
as
the
Federal
Reserve
Act.
December
24,
1919
378
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........................
1913, known as the Federal Reserve Act.
Navy
and Marine
Corps, allowances
for quarters,
quarters, etc.
Joint Resolution
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temporarily
Continuing temporarily
etc. Joint
allowances for
Marine Corps,
Navy and
1919.......... 384
certain
allowances to
officers of
the Navy
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Navy and
and Marine
of the
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certain allowances
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entry restrictions.
restrictions. Joint
immediately available
appropriation for
available the appropriation
Resolution Making immediately
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the expenses
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regulating further
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the entry
United States.
December 24,
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the United
of aliens
aliens into
entry of
of regulating
the
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.......... ......................
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Right of
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Secretary of War to grant
grant permission
permission to the
Authorizing the Secretary
Little Chute, Wis. An Act Authorizing
municipal authorities
authorities of Little Chute, Wisconsin,
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maintain and operate
operate sewers
sewers
construct, maintain,
muncipal
and under the United States canal at Little Chute, Wisconproperty and
certain Government
Government property
on certain
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..-................................
. . ...
sin. December 30, 1919 ......
River
Bridge,
Susquehanna River. An Act For the construction
Susquehanna River
construction of aabridge across the Susquehanna
Bridge, Susquehanna
at
Laceyville, Wyoming
Wyoming County, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. December 31,
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31, 1919 ..................
at Laceyville,
Sugar
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continuing the United
Sugar Equalization
Equalization Board until December 31, 1920, and for other purposes. DecemStates Sugar Equalization
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Reclassification of Salaries.
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1920.
National
5182, Revised
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Nationalcurrency.
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.........................
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387
...................
ary 13,
District of Columbia,
Columbia, teachers'
retirement of public-school
public-school teachers
teachers in the
retirement. An
An Act For the retirement
Ditrict
teachers'retirement.
District of Columbia. January 15,
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387
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387
a bridge
Bridge,
Lumber Corporation to construct a
authorize the Kingsdale Lumber
Bridge, Lumber
Lumber River.
River. An Act To authorize
across Lumber River, near the town of Lumberton,
390
1920.....
Lumberton, North Carolina. January 15, 1920
Great Pee
River. An Act To authorize J. L. Anderson
Anderson and II.
construct
H. M. Duvall to construct
Bridge, Great
Pee Dee Rirer.
a
Cheraw, South Carolina. January
January
a bridge across Great Pee Dee River at or near the town of Cheraw,
390
15, 1920 ...................................................................
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East
Bridge, Rock River. An Act For the construction of aa bridge across Rock River at or near East
Grande Avenue, in the city of Beloit, Wisconsin. January
January 15,
15, 1920
1920 .....................
391
Bridge
consent of Congress
Congress to the Connecticut
Connecticut River
Bridge Connecticut
lConnectict River. An Act Granting the consent
Railroad
Company,
its
lessees,
successors,
and
assigns
to
construct
a
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across
the
Conconstruct a
Railroad Company,
necticut River in the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Massachusetts. January
15, 1920
391
necticut
January 15,
1920................
391
Bridge,
Pearl
River.
An
Act
Granting
the
consent
of
Congress
to
Marion
Bridge, Pearl
Grantingthe consent Congress Marion (ountv
County, State of Mississippi,
to construct a
abridge across the Pearl River, in Marion County,
January
ississippi. January
County, State of iiseissippi.
391
15, 1920 ..............................................................................
Bridge,
River. An Act To authorize the construction,
construction, maintenance,
operation of a
Bridge, Tombigbee Rirer.
maintenance, and operation
a
bridge
Itawamba County,
bridge across the Tombigbee River near Iron Wood Bluff, in Itawamba
County, Mississippi.
Mississippi
January
January 15, 1920 ..........................................................
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Public
Saint Louis, Mo. An Act To provide for the erection
a Federal office building
Public building,
building, Saint
erection of a
on the site acquired
acquired for the Subtreasurv
Subtreasury in Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri.
Missouri. January
January 17, 1920
1920........
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certain
drainage. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing local drainage districts to drain
Public
drain certain
Public lands, Arkansas,
Arkansas, drainage.
public
Misissippi and Poinsett, and subjecting
public lands in
in the State of Arkansas, counties of Mississippi
January 17,
17, 1920 ........
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............................
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detached officers.
officers. An
detached service
officers of the
Army.
service of
of officers
the Regular
Regular Army.
An Act
Act Relating
Relating to
to detached
Army,
January 17,
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January
New York judicial
judicialdistricts.
districts. An Act To amend section
section 97 of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to codify, revise, and amend the laws
laws relating to the judiciary,"
1911. January 21,
judiciary," approved
approved March 3, 1911.
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Government to the
Fort
Ark,., old jail.
jail. An Act Releasing
Releasing the claim
claim of the United States Government
Fort Smith, Ark.,
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the city of Fort
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of Fort
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sergeants. An Act To increase the efficiency
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States. January
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District
Columbia, fire department.
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department. An Act To amend an Act entitled "An
District of Columbia,
officers
department of the
Columbia, and for
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the District of Columbia,
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other purposes," approved
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1906, and for other
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Army, medals
"An Act making
appropriations for the
Act entitled
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Army,
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An Act
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support
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support of
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the fiscal year ending
ending June
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State,
etc., homes
for disabled
disabled soldiers,
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amend an
Act entitled
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"An Act
to
State, etc.,
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soldiers, admissions
admissionsto.
An Act
Act To
To amend
an Act
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Territorial homes for the support of disabled
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soldiers and
and sailors of the
provide aid to State or Territorial
States," approved
1888, as
amended March
2, 1889. January
March 2,
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1920..
approved August 27,
27, 1888,
as amended
United States,"
Kentucky
eastern district
Kentucky eastern
eastern judicial
judicia district.
district. An
An Act
Act To amend
amend the Act establishing
establishing the eastern
district of
Kentucky. January
January 29
29, 1920
Kentucky.
1920..................................................
Buffalo Bridge
Bridge Commission.
Commission. An Act To establish a
a commission
feasibility,
commission on the practicability,
practicability, feasibility,
and
devise plans
bridge over the
River
to devise
plans for the
the construction
construction of aapublic bridge
the Niagara
Niagara River
and place, and
and to
from some
point in
in the
the city
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some point
in the
the Dominion
of Canada,
Canada,
city of
Buffalo, New
New York,
York, to
to some
point in
Dominion of
from
some point
January 30,
and for
for other
other purposes.
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1920
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Bridge,
authorize the county of Fountain,
Fountain, in
in the State of Indiana, to
Bridge, Wabash
Wabash River. An Act To authorize
Indiana.
construct a
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February
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...................................................
Bridge,
River. An
An Act
Authorizing the Interstate
Interstate Construction
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Corporation to construct
construct
Bridge, Columbia
Columbia River.
Act Authorizing
a
River, between
between the States
Washington, at or
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across the
the Columbia
Columbia River,
States of Oregon
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from Cascade
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in the
the State
State of Oregon,
granting aalicense
property belonging
belonging to the Governapproach to said bridge over property
maintain the
the approach
to construct
construct and maintsin
ment of the United
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United States.
States. February
February 3, 1920
Customs, night loading.
"An Act
to provide
provide for
for the
the lading
lading or
amend an Act
Act entitled "An
Act to
loading. An Act To
To amend
Customs,
purposes," apunIsiling of
vessels at night, the preliminary entry of vessels,
vessels, and for other purposes,"
unlading
of vessels
proved
February 13, 1911. February
February 7,
7,1920...........
1920
...................................
proved February
Ketchikcan,
incorporated town of
Ketchikan, Alaska,
to
the incorporated
of Ketchikan,
Alaska, to
Ketchikan, Alaska,
Alaska, bonds.
bonds. An
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Act To
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equipment of schools
and for
for other
other purposes
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construction and equipment
issue bonds for the
February
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Army
Authorizing the Secretary of War to loan Army rifles to
Army rifles,
rifles, American
American Legion.
Legion. An Act
Act Authorizing
posts
February 10,
10, 1920
1920 .......................................
the American
American Legion.
Legion. February
posts of
of the
Bridge
Waccamaw River.
River. An
Whiteville Lumber
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent of Congress to the Whiteville
An Act
Bridge,' Waccamaw
Company,
North Carolina,
to construct
construct a
Waccamaw River
at
River at
a bridge
bridge across
across the Waccamaw
Carolina, to
Company, Goldsboro,
Goldsboro, North
or near
near Old
Dock, County
Carolina. February
February 10,
10, 1920
1920 ...............
North Carolina.
County of
of Columbus,
Columbus, North
or
Old Dock,
Ochoco National
Forest, Oregon.
Act To
To add
add certain
lands to
the Ochoco
Ochoco National
National Forest,
Forest,
certain lands
to the
Oregon. An
An Act
Ochoco
National Forest,
Oregon.
11, 1920 .....................................................
February 11,
Oregon. February
Fort Berthold
Berthold Indians,
Indians, submission
submission of claims.
jurisdiction
claims. An Act To confer on the Court of Claims jurisdiction
Fort
to
determine the
the respective
respective rights
rights of
of and
and differences
differences between
Indians and
Berthold Indians
between the
the Fort
Fort Berthold
to determine
the
Government of
States. February
11, 1920
1920 .................................
February 11,
of the
the United
United States.
the Government
Oregon
and Crater
Crater National
National Forests,
To add
add to
the Oregon,
Siuslaw, and
and
tothe
Oregon, Siuslaw,
Oregon. An
An Act
Act To
Forests, Oregon.
Oregon, Siuslaw,
Siuslaw, and
Crater
National Forests
Forests in
in Oregon
certain lands
lands that
revested in
the United
United States
in the
that were
were revested
Oregon certain
Crater National
pursuant
to the
the decision
decision of
of the
Court of
of the
in the
of the
the Oregon
Oregon
the case
case of
United States
States in
the United
the Supreme
Supreme Court
pursuant to
and California
California Railroad
Railroad Company
Company against
against the
United States,
States, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes. FebFeband for
the United
and
ruary
...........................................................
11 1920
1920.....
ruary 11,
Right of
way, Fort
Fort Douglas,
Douglas, Utah.
Utah. An
An Act
Act Granting
rights of
and exchanges
exchanges of
of the
the
of way
way and
certain rights
Granting certain
Right
of way,
11, 1920.
1920.
same
across the
Fort Douglas
Military Reservation
in the State of Utah. February
February 11,
Reservation in
Douglas Military
the Fort
same across
Bridge,
Detroit River.
River. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
the city
city of
municipal corporation,
corporation,
amunicipal
Michigan, a
of Detroit,
Detroit, Michigan,
Authorizingthe
Bridge, Detroit
to
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
bridge across
across the
Channel of
of the
Detroit
the Detroit
American Channel
the American
a bridge
construct, maintain,
to construct,
River
Belle Isle.
February 11,
11, 1920...............
1920
...................................
Isle. February
to Belle
River to
Public
lands, restored
restored Carey
Carey Act
selections. An
entry by
preference right of entry
Act To
To authorize
authorize aa preference
An Act
Act selections.
Public lands,
certain
and for
for other
February 14,
14, 1920 ..................
purposes. February
other purposes.
Act entrymen,
entrymen, and
Carey Act
certain Carey
Appropriations, Indian
Act Making
and condncontincurrent and
for the
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appropriations for
Making appropriations
An Act
Department. An
Indian Department.
Appropriations,
gent expenses
Indian Affairs,
for ffulfilling
various
with various
stipulations with
lling treaty
treaty stipulations
Affairs, for
of Indian
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
expenses of
gent
Indian
for other
purposes, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
June 30,
1921. February
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14,
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year ending
ending June
for the
other purposes,
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and for
Indian tribes,
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Public
lands, homestead
homestead entries
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soldiers, etc.
Joint Resolution
Giving to
discharged soldiers,
to discharged
Resolution Giving
etc. Joint
entries by
Public lands,
sailors,
and marines
marines a
preferred right
of homestead
14, 1920
1920 .....-.......
February 14,
entry. February
homestead entry.
right of
a preferred
sailors and
Wrangell,
incorporated town
Alaska, t
too
Wrangell, Alaska,
town of Wrangell,
the incorporated
authorize the
Act To
To authorize
bonds. An
An Act
Alaska, bonds.
Wrangell, Alaska,
issue bonds
bonds for
enlargement, and
and equipment
equipment of
of schools,
schools, the
the acquisition
acquisition
for the
the construction,
construction, enlargement,
issue
and construction
of a
the construction
system, the
the construcconstrucof a
a sewer
sewer system,
construction of
system, the
a water-supply
water-supply system,
and
construction of
tion of
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dock, and
and to
and collect
collect a
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therefor. FebFebtax therefor.
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Army
hospital equipment,
loan to
to Kansas.
Kansas. Joint
Joint Resolution
of War
War
the Secretary
Secretary of
Authorizing the
Resolution Authorizing
etc., loan
equipment, etc.,
Army hospital
in his
the State
Kansas emergency
hospital equipment
be
to be
emergency hospital
equipment to
to the
State of
of Kansas
his discretion
discretion to
to turn
turn over
over to
in
used temporarily
emergency hospitals
hospitals to
established in
that State,
for other
other purpurState, and
and for
in that
to be
be established
in emergency
used
temporarily in
poses.
18, 1920................................-----..-----------------------436
1920
436
February 18,
poses. February
Bridge White
White River. An Act Authorizing
conGordon N. Peay, junior, his heirs and assigns, to conAuthorizing Gordon
Bridge,
'struct,
and operate
operate a
a bridge
and approaches
thereto across
across the
the White
White River.
River.
approaches thereto
bridge and
struct, maintain,
maintain, and
February
436
......................................
1920.......
February 19,
19, 1920
Navigation
vessels. An
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Navigation
to
Navigation to
To authorize
authorize the
An Act
Act To
of vessels.
names of
changing names
Navigation, changing
change the
the names
of vessels.
February 19,
19, 1920 ...............................
..------ 436
vessels. February
names of
change
Bridge, Savannah
River. An
Act To
To grant
grant the
the consent
Congress to
Company
Alfords Bridge Company
to the Alfords
consent of
of Congress
An Act
Savannah River.
Bridge,
to
construct
a
bridge
across
the
Savannah
River.
February
21,
1920
437
437
to construct a bridge across the Savannah River. February 21, 1920...................
Nonmetallic
etc., leasing.
To promote
phosphate, oil,
oil, oil
oil shale,
shale,
of coal,
coal, phosphate,
the mining
mining of
promote the
An Act
Act To
leasing. An
minerals,etc.,
Nonmetallic minerals,
gas,
and
sodium
on
the
public
domain.
February
25,
1920
437
437
gas, and sodium on the public domain. February 25, 1920........................
Reclamation projects,
projects, water
water leases.
leases. An
An Act
purposes
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous purposes
water supply
supply for
furnishing water
Act For
For furnishing
Reclamatin
.
in
connection
with
reclamation
projects.
February
25,
1920
451
1920...................
in connection with reclamation projects.
_Flathead
Indians, Mont.,
An Act
Act For
relief of
of certain
of the
the Flathead
Flathead
members of
certain members
the relief
For the
Mont., allotments.
allotments. An
lathead Indians
Nation
of
Indians,
and
for
other
purposes.
February
25,
1920
452
Nation of Indians, and for other purposes. February 25 1920......................
Coast
Guard,
duty
for
Venezuela.
An
Act
Granting
leave
of
absence
to
officers
of
the
Coast
Coast Guard, duty for Venezuela. An Act Granting leave of absence to officers of the Coast Guard
....
and for other purposes. February 27, 1920
452
1920................................
Hawaii National
To authorize
governor of the
Hawaii to acquire
the Territory
Territory of Hawaii
authorize the governor
An Act
Act To
Park. An
Hawaii
National Park.
privately owned
owned lands and rights
boundaries of the Hawaii National
National
way within
within the boundaries
rights of
of way
privately
............
Park. February
Pebruary 27,
1920
452
................................................
27, 1920...
Park.
Army,
etc. An Act
Appropriation Act for 1920, and for the
amend the Army Appropriation
Act To amend
construction, etc.
Army, camp
camp construction,
purchase of
construction work at certain
certain military posts, and for other
purchase
of land and to provide for construction
..................
purposes.
February 28, 1920
453
.......
...............
purposes. February
Transportation Act,
Act, 1920.
termination of Federal control of railroads and
1920. An Act To provide for the termination
Transportation
systems
transportation; to provide
provide for the settlement of disputes between
between carriers and
systems of transportation;
commerce,' approved
their
employees; to further amend an Act entitled "An Act to regulate commerce,"
their employees;
February 4
amended, and for other
urposes. February
February 28, 1920..............-..
1920
456
other ppurposes.
as amended,
4,t 1887,
1887, as
February
District
Columbia, Zoning
Zoning Commission.
Commission. An
Act To
and use
use of
of buildings
the height,
height, area,
area, and
An Act
To regulate
regulate the
of Columbia,
Districtof
in
the District
District of Columbia
create a
a Zoning
Zoning Commission,
Commission, and for other purposes.
Columbia and to create
in the
....
500
March 1
1, 1920
1920..........................................................
March
Bridge
construction of aa bridge across the
extend the time for the construction
Act To extend
Bridge, Roanoke River. An Act
502
Roanoke River in Halifax County, North Carolina. March 4, 1920 ........................
'Roanoke
deficiencies in
Second
Deficiency Appropriation
Act Making
to supply
supply deficiencies
in
appropriations to
An Act
Maring appropriations
Act, 1920.
1920. An
AppropriationAct,
Second Deficieney
appropriations
for the
1920, and prior fiscal years, and for other
June 30, 1920,
year ending
ending June
the fiscal
fiscal year
appropriations for
. 503
purposes. March 6, 1920 ..................................................
suits against the United
Admiralty
suits against
against United
United States,
States, etc.
etc. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing suits
United States in
Admiralty suits
admiralty,
providing for the release
release of merchant vessels
admiralty, suits for salvage services, and providing
belonging
jurisdictions, and for
belonging to the United States from arrest and attachment in foreign jurisdictions,
other purposes. March 9, 1920 ........
525
.................................................
Polish residents,
residents, return
return by
Army transports.
transports. Joint
Authorizing the
War to
of War
to
the Secretary
Secretary of
Resolution Authorizing
Joint Resolution
by Army
Polish
transports from Danzig, Poland, residents of the United States of Polish
Polish
bring back on Army transports
origin who were engaged in the war on the side of the allied and associated powers. March
March
....................................
528
10
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10, 1920 ..........................
approaches thereto
thereto across
a bridge and approaches
Authorizing the construction
construction of a
ed River. An Act Atithorizing
Bridge, Red
Red
River at a
apoint a
alittle east of north of Nocona
Nocona in Montague
Montague County,
County, Texas. March
March
Red River
12, 1920
................
529
12
1920...........................
Bridge,
extend the time for the construction
across the
construction of a
a bridge across
Connecticut River. An Act To extend
Bridge, Connecticut
Connecticut Rimer
Springfield and West Springfield, in Hampden County, MassaConnecticut
River between Springfield
529
.......
............................
chusetts. March 12, 1920
Five
Resolution To amend a
acertain
certain paragraph
paragraph of the Act entitled
Five Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, schools. Joint Resolution
"An
appropriations for the current
current and contingent expenses of the Bureau
Bureau of
"An Act making appropriations
Indian Affairs, for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes, and for other
purposes,
12
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921," approved February 14, 1920. March
12,1920
................................................
529
,1920 .
supplies, transfers.
transfers. An Act To authorize
Army surplus
Army
surplus supplies,
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of War to transfer certain
surplus motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles
vehicles and motor equipment
equipment and road-making
material to various
road-making material
services and departments of the Government,
Government, and for the use of the States. March 15,
1920
services
15,1920..
530
North
Carolina judicial
section 98 of an Act entitled "An
"An At
Act to codify,
codify,
INorth Carolina
judicialdistricts.
districts. An Act To amend section
revise, and amend the laws relating
approved March 3,
amended
relating to the judiciary,"
judiciary," approved
3, 1911, as amended.
revise,
17, 1920 .............
March 17,
.....................
................
531
Bridge, Columbia
construction of a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
Bridge,
Columbia Rirer.
River. An Act To authorize
authorize the construction
Kennewick, in the State of
across the Columbia
Columbia River, between
between the towns of Pasco and Kennewick,
Washington. March 17, 1920.................................................
1920
Washington.
. 533
RiLer. An Act Authorizing
a
Bridge, Xestucca
Nestucca Ricer.
Authorizing F. R. Beals to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
bridge across the Nestucca
Nestucca River, in Tillamook County, Oregon. March 17, 19
90
533
1920...........
533
Pan-American
An Act To give
give effect to
to certain
provisions of the conconPan-American trade-mark
trade-mark registration,
registration, etc. An
certain provisions
commercial
names,
made
and
signed
in
the
vention for the protection
of
trade-marks
and
protection
commercial names,
city of Buenos Aires, in the Argentine
purposes.
Argentine Republic, August 20, 1910, and for other purposes
March
533
arch 19, 1920
........
...............................................
33
Coaidlle
IndianReser-ation,
Co/
cille Indian
Resenat ion, cdedd
ceded lands.
resolution extending
extending the
lands. Joint Resolution Amending joint resolution
time
purchase money
homestead entlies
in
the
former
Colville
Indian
time for
for payment
payment of
of purchase
money on
on homestead
ent ies in the former Colville Indian
Reservation, Washington.
Reservation,
Washincton. March
9u..........................................
335
March 19,
19, 19
1920
35
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National
Resolution Extending
Extending the
the term
of the
National Screw
Screw
term of
the National
Joint Resolution
Screw Thread
Thread Commission.
Commission. Joint
National Screw
Thread Commission
for a
of two
years from
21, 1920.
March 23,
536
536
1920 .......
23, 1920
1920. March
March 21,
from March
two years
a period
period of
Commission for
Thread
Customs, laborers.
An Act
Act To
To authorize
Secretary of
of the
Treasury to
of certain
certain
the Treasury
to fix
fix compensation
compensation of
the Secretary
authorize the
Customs,
laborers. An
...
......
laborers in
in the
the Customs
Customs Service.
536
March 24, 1920 ................................
Service. March
laborers
Lincoln
Memorial Commission,
member. Joint
Resolution Relating
to supervision
the Lincoln
supervision of
of the
Lincoln
Joint Resolution
Relating to
Lincoln Memorial
Commission, member.
537
Memorial. March
March 20,
...................................
20, 1920
Memorial.
United States
etc. An
An Act
Relating to
the maintenance
maintenance of
of actions
actions for
for death
death
to the
on high
high seas,
seas, etc.
Act Relating
United
States courts,
courts, death
deathon
on the
the high
high seas
and other
other navigable
navigable waters.
30, 1920
1920 .............................
537
March 30,
waters. March
seas and
on
Appropriations,
An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
the support
support of
the Military
of the
Military
for the
appropriations for
Military Academy.
Academy. An
Appropriations, Military
Academy for
for the
the fiscal
ending June
30, 1921,
1921, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes. March
538
538
1920..
March 30,
30, 1920
for other
June 30,
year ending
fiscal year
Academy
Food
relief to
Europe. An
Providing for
for the
the relief
relief of
of populations
populations in
in Europe
and in
in countries
Europe and
countries
to Europe.
An Act
Act Providing
Food relief
contiguous
want of
food. March
1920
548
30 1920............................
March 30,
of food.
for want
suffering for
thereto suffering
contiguous thereto
Blackfeet
An Act
Act To
authorize the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
to acquire
acquire
Secretary of
Interior to
To authorize
irrigationproject.
project. An
Blackfeet Indian
Indian irrigation
certain Indian
lands necessary
for reservoir
purposes in
connection with
the Blackfeet
Indian
in connection
with the
Blackfeet Indian
Indian lands
necessary for
reservoir purposes
certain
reclamation
project. April
1, 1920
549
April 1,
1920 ...........................................
reclamation project.
Fort Peck
town sites.
sites. An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
of the
to issue
issue
the Interior
Interior to
the Secretary
Secretary of
An Act
Peck Indian
IndianReservation,
Reservation, town
Fort
patent to
District Numbered
Numbered Eight,
Eight, Sheridan
Sheridan County,
County, Montana,
Montana, for
for block
block one,
in
one, in
patent
to School
School District
Wakea
town site,
Fort Peck
Peck Indian
Reservation, Montana,
Montana, and
and to
to set
set aside
aside one
block in
in each
each
one block
Indian Reservation,
Wakea town
site Fort
549
town site
on said
for school
1920
school purposes. April 1, 1920........................
reservation for
said reservation
town
site on
Marine
Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Department of
to participate
participate in
of Commerce
Commerce to
in
Exposition. Joint
Authonzing the
the Department
Marine Exposition.
the National
Marine Exposition
to be
held in
in April,
April, 1920.
8, 1920
1920 .....
550
550
1920. April
April 8,
York in
be held
in New
New York
Exposition to
the
National Marine
Smithsonian
Joint Resolution
vacancy in
the
Resolution Providing
Providing for
for the
the filling
filling of
of a
a vacancy
in the
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, Regent.
Regent. Joint
Board
the Smithsonian
Institution, of
class other
Members of
of Congress
Congress.
of the
the class
other than
than Members
Smithsonian Institution,
Board of
of Regents
Regents of
of the
550
April
10, 192
1920 ........................................................................
0
April 10,
Federal
Act To
amend the
Act approved
approved December
1913, known
known
the Act
December 23,
23, 1913,
Reserve banks,
banks, rediscounts.
rediscounts. An
An Act
To amend
FederalReserve
as
the Federal
1920 .
550
550
.............................................
April 13,
13, 1920
Reserve Act.
Act. April
as the
Federal Reserve
Public
Dale. An
Act Authorizing
sale of
of lands
in Gregory
Gregory County,
County,
Authorizing the
the sale
lands in
County, S.
S. Dak.
An Act
Public lands,
lands, Gregory
Gregory County,
550
.
1920
South Dakota. April 15, 1920...................................................
Flood control,
control, Minnesota
etc. An
An Act
To authorize
construction of
of flood
flood control
and
control and
authorize the
the construction
River, etc.
Act To
Flood
Minnesota River,
improvement works in
Minnesota
between the States of Minnesota
in Minnesota
Minnesota River and Big Stone
Stone Lake between
improvement
and South
South Dakota.
Dakota. April
April 15,
1920 ............................................................
551
551
15, 1920
and
Bridge,
Act To
Forest road improvement
improvement district of
of Baxter
Baxter
River. An
An Act
To authorize
authorize the
the Ozark
Ozark Forest
Bridge, White
White River.
County,
Arkansas, to construct
construct and
White River,
River, near
near Norfork,
Norfork,
and maintain
maintain a
a bridge
bridge across
across the White
County, Arkansas,
Arkansas. April
April 15,
1920 ........
551
..........................
.......
551
Arkansas.
15, 1920
..........
Bridge,
Take Champlain.
authorize the construction
Bridge, Lake
Champlain. An Act
Act To
To authorize
construction of a
a bridge across
across Lake
Lake Champlain,
between
the towns
of Shoreham,
Shoreham, Vermont,
Ticonderoga, New York.
York. April 15, 1920...
1920
551
Vermont, and Ticonderoga,
between the
towns of
National
cemeteries burials
Act To
To amend
amend section
of the
Revised Statutes
section 4878
4878 of
the Revised
Statutes as
as
National cemeteries,
burials extended.
extended. An
An Act
amended
1897. April
552
552
amended by the
the Act
Act of March 3,
3 1897.
April 15,
15, 1920
1920 ....................................
Public
An Act
Interior to
issue
Public lands,
lands, Huron
Huron County,
County, Mich.
Mich. An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
to issue
patent
in fee
Michigan, for
certain-described
patent in
fee simple to
to the
the county
county of
of Huron,
Huron, in the State of Michigan,
for a
a certain-described
tract of
for public-park
public-park purposes.
15, 1920
1920 ..................................
552
tract
of land
land for
purposes. April
April 15,
552
Public
lands, erroneous
erroneous surveys, Utah. An
claimants of unnnAn Act
Act For the relief of occupants
occupants and claimants
Public lands,
surveyed public
north of range
surveyed
public land in township eight
eight north
range two
two west
west of
of Salt Lake meridian,
meridian, Utah
Utah.
April 15,
553
April
15, 1920
1920
.............................................................
553
Nez Perce
Perce Indian
Indian lands, Lapuvi,
Lapwai, Idaho.
Idaho. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing and directing
directing the
the transfer
transfer approxiRural High School
Lapwai, Idaho.
Idaho
mately of
of ten
ten acres
acres of land
land to
to Rural
School District
District Numbered
Numbered One,
One, Lapwai,
April 15,
1920 .......
553
April
15, 1920
............................
.........................................
553
Einnebunkport , Me.,
sale. An
An Act
For the
public sale
and
Kennebunkport,
Me., customhouse,
customhoiue, sale.
Act For
the public
sale of
of customhouse
customhouse building
building and
554
site at
at Kennehunkport,
Kennebunkport, Maine. April
April 15, 1920
1920............................................
554
Removal of causes
Providing for service
causes from State
State courts, process.
process. An
An Act
Act Providing
service of process in
in causes
causes
removed from
from a
aState
court to
States court.
April 16,
16, 1920
removed
State or
or other
other court
to aaUnited
United States
court. April
1920.............. 554
554
Army, dental
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War
Army,
dental outfits.
outfits. Joint Resolution
War to dispose
dispose of
of surplus
surplus
554
dental outfits.
outfits. April
April 17,
17, 1920 .
....
..............
.........................................
554
District
amend the Act
entitled "An
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Code
Code amendments.
amendments. An
An Act
Act To
To amend
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to establish
establish
acode
3, 1901," and the Acts
amendatory
a
code of law for the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved March 3,1901,"
Acts amendatory
thereof
thereto. April
1920
555
thereof and supplementary
supplementary thereto.
April 19, 1920.....................................
555
Farm
certain sections
sections of
of the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Act,
Farm Loan
Loan Act Amendments.
Amendments. An Act
Act To
To amend
amend certain
Loan Act,
approved
17, 1916.
1920
570
approved July
July 17,
1916. April
April 20,
20, 1920
.............................................
Bridge,t Pearl
PearlRiver. An Act Granting
Bridge
Granting the consent of Congress
Madison and Rankin
Rankin Counties,
Congress to Madison
in the State of Mississippi,
Mississippi, to construct a
in
a bridge across the Pearl River between Madison
Madison
and
Rankin Counties. April
...........................
572
and Rankin
April 21,
21, 1920
...................
.......
Bridge ' .Mahoning
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Bridge,
Mahoning River.
River. An
An Act
Act Granting
Congress to
to the city of Youngstown,
Youngstown,
Ohio,
construct a
a bridge
Mahoning River, at or near Division Street, in
in the
Ohio, to
to construct
bridge across
across the Mahoning
city
city of Youngstown,
Youngstown, Ohio.
Ohio. April 21, 1920
1920
............................................
572
Printing paper
amend section
section 600
600 of
Act approved
approved September
1916,
Printing
paper tariff
tariffrates.
ates. An
An Act
Act To
To amend
of the
the Act
September 8,
8, 1916,
purposes.' April 23,
entitled ""An Act
Act to increase
increase the
the revenue,
revenue, and
and for other
other purpose."
23, 1920
1920 ........ 573
Nitrate of Soda, from Army supply. Joint Resolution Authorizing
Nitrate
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War to turn
over
fertilizer distributors
supply of nitrate
over to
to agricultural
agricultural fertiizer
distributors or users
users aasupply
nitrate of soda.
soda. April
April 23,
23, 1920
1920..
573
Bridge,
An Act
To authorize
authorize the
construction of
across the
River
Bridge, Missouri
lMisouriRiver.
River. An
Act To
the construction
of a
a bridge
bridge across
the Missouri
Missouri River
near .
KKansas
ansas City. April 24, 1920 ........................................
574
574
errice. An Act Makin
appropriations for the service of the Post Office
Appropaior,
Appropriations ptal
postal service.
Making appropriations
Office
Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921,
1921, and for other purposes.
574
Departnient
purposes. April 24, 1920.
574
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Bridge,
River of
the North.
the village
village and
and townBridge, Red
Red River
of the
North. An
An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
township
of Shelly,
township of
of Caledonia,
Caledonia, Trail
County,
ship of
Shelly, Norman
Norman County,
County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
and the
the township
Traill County,
North Dakota,
and their
successors and
and assigns,
construct a
abridge
bridge across
the Ped
Red River
North
Dakota, and
their successors
assigns, to
to construct
across the
River
of
North on
boundary line
between the
said States.
States. April
April 24,
1920 ..............
24, 1920
line between
the said
of the
the North
on the
the boundary
Iowa Indians,
Indians, submission
claims. An
jurisdiction on
on the
the Court
hear,
Iowa
submissionof
of claims.
An Act
Act Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
Court of
of Claims
Claims to
to hear,
determine, and
render judgment
judgment in
the Iowa
Iowa Tribe
Tribe of
Indians against
against the
the United
determine,
and render
in claims
claims of
of the
of Indians
United
States. April
April 28,
1920
...............
..............
..............................
States.
28, 1920........
Pensions, Civil
Civil War,
etc., 'increased.
Act To
revise and
equalize rates
of pension
to certain
certain
Pensions,
War, etc.,
increased. An
An Act
To revise
and equalize
rates of
pension to
soldiers, sailors,
and marines
of the
the Civil
Civil War
and the
the War
with Mexico,
Mexico, to
certain widows,
widows,
soldiers,
sailors, and
marines of
War and
War with
to certain
including
War of
1812, former
dependent parents,
including widows
widows of
of the
the War
of 1812,
former widows,
widows, dependent
parents, and
and children
children of
of
such soldiers,
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and
and marines,
marines, and
and to
certain Army
Army nurses,
and granting
granting pensions
pensions and
such
to certain
nurses, and
and
increase
of pensions
certain cases.
cases. May
1920
in certain
May 1,
1, 1920
.....................................
increase of
pensions in
Bridge,
Saint Louts
An Act
To extend
extend the
the time
for the
the construction
construction of
of a
abridge
bridge across
across the
Bridge, Saint
Louus River.
River. An
Act To
time for
the
Saint
Louis
River
between
the
States
of
Minnesota
and
May 3,
3, 1920
1920.........
Wisconsin. May
Saint Louis River between the States of Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Fort
Douglas,
Utah,
sand,
etc.
Joint
Resolution
To
authorize
the
Secretary
of
War
to
grant
Fort Douglas, Utah, sand, etc. Joint Resolution To authorize the Secretary of War to grant
revocable licenses
the removal
and gravel
gravel from
Douglas Military
Military ReserReserrevocable
licenses for
for the
removal of
of sand
sand and
from the
the Fort
Fort Douglas
vation for
industrial purposes.
purposes. May
5, 1920
May 5,
1920 ...........................................
vation
for industrial
Coast Guard,
Lake Superior
station. An
Act To
To authorize
Guard station
station
Coast
Guard,Lake
Superiorstation.
An Act
authorize the
the establishment
establishment of
of a
a Coast
Coast Guard
on the
of Lake
Lake Superior,
Superior, in
in Cook
Cook County,
Minnesota. May
May 6,
1920 ..................
on
the coast
coast of
County, Minnesota.
6, 1920
Bridge,
An Act
Act Extending
the time
time for
Bridge, Bayou
Bayou Bartholomew.
Bartholomew. An
Extending the
for constructing
constructing aa bridge
bridge across
across the
the
Bayou
of Arkansa.
Arkansas. May
1920
Bayou Bartholomew,
Bartholomew, in
in the
the State
State of
May 7,
7, 1920............................
Bridge,
An Act
grant the
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
Bridge ComComBridge, Red
Red River.
River. An
Act To
To grant
the consent
the Elmer
Elmer Red
Red River
River Bridge
pany
bridge across
the Red
May 7
pany to
to construct
construct a
a bridge
across the
Red River.
River. May
7,,1920
1920 ..........................
Appropriations, deficiencies
deficiencies for
railroad control,
control, etc.
etc. An
An Act
to supply
Appropriations,
for railroad
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations to
supply aa
deficiency
the appropriations
for the
the Federal
Federal control
of transportation
transportation systems
systems and
and to
deficiency in
in the
appropriations for
control of
to
supply
deficiencies in
for the
the fiscal
year ending
June 30,
30, 1920,
1920,
supply urgent
urgent deficiencies
in certain
certain appropriations
appropriations for
fiscal year
ending June
and
for other
other purposes.
purposes. May
May 8,
8, 1920
and for
1920 ..................................................
Bridge' Pentwater
or Lake.
An Act
For the
the construction
bridge across
Bridge,
Pentuater River
River or
Lake. An
Act For
construction of
of a
a bridge
acros the
the Pantwater
Pentwater
River or
Pentwater Lake,
Lake, Michigan.
May 8,
River
or Pentwater
Michigan. May
8, 1920
1920 ......................................
Deportation
Deportation of undesirable
undesirable aliens.
Act To
certain undesirable
undesirable aliens
to deny
deny readaliens. An
An Act
To deport
deport certain
aliens and
and to
readmission to
those deported.
deported. May
May 10,
1920
mission
to those
10, 1920............
.......................
Army,
Army, aeronautic
aeronauticinstruction.
Act To
To provide
for the
training of
of officers
the Army
Army in
instruction. An
An Act
provide for
the training
officers of
of the
in aeroaeronautic
May 10,
1920
nautic engineering.
engineering. May
10, 1920....................................................
Coins,
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the coinage
50-cent pieces
nieces in
commemoration of
of
Coins, Maine
Maine centennial.
centennial. An
An Act
coinage of
of 50-cent
in commemoration
the one hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
the admission
admission of
of the
the State
of Maine
laine into
Union. May
May
of the
State of
into the
the Union.
1920....
10, 1920
..........................
................................................
Coins,
centennial. An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the coinage
50-cent pieces
commemoration
Coins, Alabama
Alabama centennial.
An Act
coinage of
of 50-cent
pieces in
in commemoration
of
the
one
hundredth
anniversary
of
the
admission
of
State of
of Alabama
Alabama into
the Union.
Union.
of the one hundredth anniversary of the admission of the
the State
into the
............................................................................
May 10, 1920
Fort Berthold
Fort
Berthold Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, ceded
Act For
For the
the sale
of isolated
isolated tracts
tracts in
ceded lands.
lands. An
An Act
sale of
in the
the former
former
Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation, North
Dakota. May
1920 ..........................
Indian Reservation,
North Dakota.
May 10,
10, 1920
Mexican border
Joint Resolution
Resolution To correct an
border losses, 1912. Joint
an error
in the
the appropriation
appropriation
error in
the wording
wording of
of the
of $71,000
$71,000 made
made in
Act approved
approved July
July 9,
1918, and
and to
to authorize
authorize the
of War
of
in the
the Act
9, 1918,
the Secretary
Secretary of
War to
to
pay said
said sum
sum to
respective parties
10, 1920....
1920
pay
to respective
parties entitled
entitled thereto.
thereto. May
May 10,
...................
Public lands,
Act To
grant certain
certain lands
lands to
to the
of Pocatello,
Pocatello, State
State of
Public
lands, Pocatello,
Pocatello, Idaho.
Idaho. An
An Act
Togrant
the city
city of
of Idaho,
Idaho,
for
the source
source of
of its
its water
12, 1920
1920 ...............
for conserving
conserving and
and protecting
protecting the
water supply.
supply. May
May 12,
Coins,
tercentennial. An
An Act
Act To
To authorize
Coins, Pilgrims
Pilgrims tercentennial.
authorize the coinage
coinage of
commemoration
of 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces in
in commemoration
of the three
three hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
landing of
May 12,
of the
the landing
of the
the Pilgrims.
Pilgrims. May
12, 1920
1920..........
Bridge, Red River. An Act Granting
the consent of
Bridge,
Granting the
Congress to
to Sid
Sid Smith,
Smith, of
Bonham, Texas,
of Congress
of Bonham,
Texas, for
for
the construction
construction of
across the
the Red
between the
the countries
Fannin, Texas,
of a
a bridge
bridge across
Red River
River between
countries of
of Fannin,
Texas,
and
Bryan, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma. May
May 13,
13, 1920
1920 ............
and Bryan,
............................
Bridge, Sabine River. An Act To authorize the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
Bridge,
bridge across
Sabine River
River at
at
across the
the Sabine
or
near Orange,
Orange, Texas.
Texas. May
1920 .................................................
or near
May 13,
13, 1920
¥National Educational
EducationalAssociation.
" An Act
Act to incorporate
incorporate the
National
Association. An Act To amend
amend an act entitled "
the
Educational Association of the United States"
States" by
by adding
adding thereto
National Educational
thereto an
additional
an additional
section.
13, 1920
1920 .............................................................
section. May
May 13,
Landing of the Pilgrims,
Pilgrims tercentnnial.
Landing
tercentennial. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
appropriation for
the parAuthorizing an
an appropriation
for the
participation of the United States in the observance
observance of
three hundredth
of the
of the
the three
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
the
landing
of the
Provincetown and
Massachusetts. May
May 13,
13, 1920....
1920
landing of
the Pilgrims
Pilgrim at
at Provincetown
and Plymouth,
Plymouth, Massachusetts.
Public lands,
lands. An Act To authorize
authorize the disposition
Public
lands, Uintah
Uintah ceded lands.
disposition of
of certain
certain grazing
grazing lands
in
lands in
the
State of
of Utah,
for other
other purposes.
May 14,
1920 ................................
the State
Utah, and
and for
purposes. Mav
14, 1920
Imperial
Valley,
Calif.,
irrigation.
An
Act
To
provide
for
an
examination and
and report
report on
Imperial lUlify, Call, irrigation.
provide
examination
on the condicondition
irrigation development
in California.
California. May
May 18,
1920.
tion and
and possible
posible irrgation
development of
of the
the Imperial
Imperial Valley
Valley in
18, 1920.
Public
Buldinng,
Beiford,
lowa,
accepted.
An
Act
Authorizing
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
Public Buildmg, Belford, Iowa, accepted.
Treasury to
accept on behalf of the United States the donation
donation by Sedgwick
Sedgw-ick Post
Numbered Ten,
Ten, Grand
Grand
Post Numbered
Army of the Republic, of its memorial
in Bedford,
Bedford, Taylor
Taylor County,
Iowa, for
for
memorial hall
hall property
property in
County, Iowa,
ay IS,
18, 1920
................................
Federal building
building purposes. May
Additional
Navy, etc. An Act To increase
Additional pay, Army,
Army, Nary,
increase the efficiency
efficiency of the commissioned
commissioned and
and
enlisted personnel
personnel of the Army, Navy,
Corps, Coast
Guard, Coast
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
Coast Guard,
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic SurSurvey,
and Public
Health Service.
vey, and
Public Health
Service. May
May IS,
18, 1920
1920 ......................................
Oregon Aational
,AationalForest.
Forest. An
An Act To enlarge
Oregon
enlarge the boundaries of the Oregon National
National Forest. May
May
20,
20, 1920
1920---.....................
................
.605
Reclamation Act, released
releasedlands.
1 ;nds. An Act To provide for the disposition
Reclamation
disposition of public lands
lands withdrawn
withdrawn
improved under the provisions
reclamation laws,
longer needed
and improved
nrovisions of the reclamation
Laws, and which
which are no longer
needed
in connection
connection with
May 20,
with said
said raws.
laws. May
20, 1920
1920.........................................
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Army,
relief of
certain officers,
Act For
For the
the relief
of certain
of the
the United
United States
States
officers of
relief of
certain officers
An Act
officers, etc.
etc. An
of certain
Army, relief
Army,
for other
other purposes.
purposes. May
21, 1920
1920 ...........................................
May 21,
Army, and
and for
Appropriations, fortifications.
An Act
Making appropriations
appropriations for
of
works of
other works
and other
for fortifications
fortifications and
Act Making
fortifications. An
Appropriations,
defense, for
for the
and for
for the
the procurement
of heavy
for trial
trial and
and
heavy ordnance
ordnance for
procurement of
thereof, and
the armament
armament thereof,
defense,
service,
fiscal year
year ending
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. May
21, 1920....
1920
May 21,
30, 1921,
1921, and
ending June
June 30,
for the
the fiscal
service, for
Civil Service
Retirement Act.
Act. An
Act For
For the
the retirement
employees in
in the
the classified
service
classified civil service
of employees
retirement of
An Act
Civil
Service Retirement
and
other purposes.
..................................................
May 22, 1920
purposes. May
and for
for other
Criminal
Code, sending
in the
the mails.
An Act
Act To
To amend
217 of
Act entitled
entitled
of the
the Act
amend section
section 217
etc., in
mails. An
sending poisons,
poisons, etc.,
CriminalCode,
"
An Act
to codify,
codify, revise,
and amend
the penal
approved March
March
States,"' approved
laws of
of the
the United
United States,"
penal laws
revise, and
amend the
Act to
" An
4, 1909.
May 25,
25, 1920
........ ..........................
1920.....................
1909. May
4,
Rights
of way
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing certain
certain railroad
companies, or
or their
their sucsucrailroad companies,
roads. An
way from
from land
and grant
grant roads.
Rights of
cessors in
in interest,
interest, to
to convey
purposes certain
of way.
certain parts of their rights of
for public-road
public-road purposes
convey for
cessors
May 25,
.
.................
. .......................
...........
25, 1920..
1920 ..
May
Public
Oreg. An
To authorize
authorize the
the city
of Myrtle
Myrtle Point,
Point,
by the
city of
the purchase
purchase by
An Act
Act To
Point, Oreg.
Public lands,
lands, Myrtle
Myrtle Point,
Oregon of
certain lands
in the grant to the Oregon and California Railembraced in
lands formerly
formerly embraced
of certain
Oregon,
road
Company and
and revested
revested in
the United
United States
by the
Act approved
June 9,
9, 1916.
1916. May
approved June
May
in the
States by
the Act
road Company
25,
25, 1920
1920...................................................................
Public lands,
Johnson County,
County, Wyo.
An Act
Act Authorizing
patent to
to Johnson
Johnson County,
the issuance
issuance of
of patent
Authorizing the
Wyo. An
Public
lands, Johnson
Wyoming,
forpoor-farm
May 25,
25, 1920
1920................................
purposes. May
of lands
lands for
poor-farm purposes.
Wyoming, of
Oregon-California
isolated tracts.
tracts. An
An Act
Act To
authorize the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior
Secretary of
To authorize
reested lands,
lands, isolated
Oregon-Californiarevested
to
dispose of
at public
public sae
certain isolated
and fractional
tracts of
formerly embraced
embraced
of lands
lands formerly
fractional tracts
isolated and
sale certain
of at
to dispose
in the
Oregon and
and California
California Railroad
Railroad Company.
Company. May 25,
25, 1920
1920..............
to the
the Oregon
in
the grant
grant to
the
Y., Army
Army buildings.
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War to turn over to the
buildings. An Act Authorizing
Watertown, N.. Y.,
Postmaster General
charge therefor
located
a certain
certain building,
building, or buildings, now located
therefor a
General without
without charge
Postmaster
at
York. May
May 25,
25, 1920
1920............................................
New York.
at Watertown,
Watertown, New
Army
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War to
Grand Army
Army encampment. Joint Resolution Authorizing
Army tents, etc.,
etc., Grand
Republic,
loan
Eighty-five, Grand Army of the Republic,
Numbered Eighty-five
Slocumb Post,
Post, Numbered
Paul E.
E. Slocumb
loan to
to Paul
Bloomington
Indiana,
necessary tents and
encampment to be held
and cots for use
use at the State
State encampment
Indiana, necessary
Bloomington,
at
Bloomington,
said city
.............
27, 1920.
May: 25,
1920 .......................
1920. May
25, 1920
25, 26, and 27,
at said city May 25,
Authorizing certain tribes of Indians
Indians to submit claims to
Indians, claims
claims of. An Act Authorizing
Klamath, etc.
etc., Indians
the Court
Claims, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes. May
26, 1920
1920
...........................
May 26,
and for
Court of
of Claims,
the
Five Civilized
An Act
Act making
making appropriaentitled "
"An
use of
of funds.
funds. An Act
Act To amend an Act entitled
Five
Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, use
tions for
expenses of the
Bureau of Indian
Indian Affairs,
fulfilling
Affairs, for
for fulfilling
the Bureau
current and
and contingent
contingent expenses
tions
for the
the current
treaty stipulations
stipulations with
with various
various Indian
fiscal year
year
the fiscal
other purposes,
purposes, for the
tribes, and
and for
for other
Indian tribes,
treaty
ending
1914," approved
approved June 30,
30, 1913. May 26, 1920.........................
June 30, 1914,"
ending June
Fort Logan H. Roots, Ark.,
Ark., disposal
disposalof land,
land, etc. An Act To convey
convey to the Big Rock Stone and ConFort
struction Company
Company a
portion of
reservation of Fort Logan
Logan H.
H. Roots, in the
of the military
military reservation
a portion
struction
State
1920
..............................................
May 26,
26, 1920.....
of Arkansas.
Arkansas. May
State of
Interlocking
bankers, etc.
etc. An
"An
Act To
To amend
amend section
section 88of an Act entitled "An
An Act
directorates, private
private bankers,
Interlocking directorates,
Act
monopolies, and for other
and monopolies,
against unlawful restraints and
laws against
Act to
to supplement
supplement existing laws
purposes," approved
1920
amended May 15, 1916. May 26, 1920...........
approved October
October 15, 1914, as amended
purposes,"
War Risk Insurance
accounting
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing and directing the accounting
accounts. Joint Resolution
InsuranceBureau,
Bureau, accounts.
War
Risk
officers of the Treasury
Treasury to allow credit to the disbursing clerk of the Bureau of War Bask
Insurance in certain
certain cases.
................................................
May 26, 1920
cases. May
Insurance
Farm Loan
Resolution Extending the provisions of an Act amending
amending secFarm
Loan bonds, purchases.
purchases. Joint
Joint Resolution
tion
32 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Loan Act
July 17,
1921. May 26,
tion 32
Farm Loan
Act approved
approved July
17, 1916,
1916, to
to June
June 30, 1921.
1920
1920..................................
............................................
Public
Klamath Bird
restore to the
in Klamath
Bird Reserve.
Reserve. An Act To
To restore
the public domain
domain certain
Public lands,
lands, uncovered in
reservation in Siskiyou and Modoc Counties, California,
California,
lands heretofore reserved for aabird reservation
Klamath County, Oregon,
purposes. May 27, 1920 ......................
Oregon, and for other purposes.
and Klamath
Bridge,
OldaGranting the consent of Congress to Muskogee County, OklaBridge, Arkansas River.
River. An Act Granting
homa, to construct a
abridge across the Arkansas River, between sections sixteen
sixteen and twentytwenty1920..
one, township
range nineteen east, in the State of Oklahoma. May 27,
27, 1920
one,
township fifteen north, range
Bridge,
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to Muskogee
Muskogee County, OklaBridge, Arkansas
Arkansas River. An Act Granting
homa,
construct a
Arkansas River, in section eighteen,
eighteen, township
township twelve
a bridge across the Arkansas
homa, to
to construct
north, range twenty-one
twenty-one east, in the State of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma. May 27, 1920 ...............
north,
United
officials. An Act To provide
provide for the punishment
punishment of officers
officers of
United States
States courts, embezzlement by oicials.
United States courts wrongfully converting
converting moneys coming into their possession,
possession, and for
1920
purposes. May 29, 1920.............................................-------other purposes.
Public
correcting erroneous
erroneoussurveys, Idaho.
certain persons to whom,
Public lands,
lands,. correcting
Idaho. An Act For the relief of certain_persons
whom,
their predecessors,
predecessors, patents
patents were
were issued to public lands along the Snake
Snake River
River in the State
or their
.....--------1920--.......-of Idaho under
under an erroneous
erroneous survey made in 1883.
1883. May 29, 1920
Appro, legislative,
appropriations for the
and judicial
udicial expenses. An Act Making appropriations
legislative, executive,
execute, , and
Appropriatins,
legislative, executive,
Government for the fiscal year ending
legislative,
executive, and judicial expenses of the Government
1921 and for other purposes.
purposes. May 29, 1920 ............................--------------------------.
June 30, 1921,
Joint stock lan
banks, liquidation.
Joint
land banks
liquidation. An Act To amend section 16 of the Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved
......----..-..-Lawn as the Federal Farm Loan Act. May 29, 1920 ..July 17, 1916, known
Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial Association.
Association. An Act To incorporate
incorporate the Roosevelt
Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial Association.
Association
May
M
ay 31, 1920
1920 -- --.
. ...............................................----...-.....
Department of
Appropriations, Aricultural
Agricultural Department.
appropriations for the Department
Appropriations,
Department. An Act Making
Making Appropriations
agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921.
31, 1920 .......................
agriculture
1921. May 31,
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National
by State.
State.
An
To accept
accept the
the cession
cession by
by the
the
Act To
An Act
jurisdiction by
of jurisdiction
cession of
Calif., cession
Parks, Calif,
National Parks,
State of
California of
of exclusive
jurisdiction of
lands embraced
within the
the Yosemite
Yosemite
embraced within
of the
the lands
exclusive jurisdiction
of California
State
National Park,
Sequoia National
and General
General Grant
Park, respectively,
respectively, and
and
National Park,
Grant National
Park, and
National Park,
Park, Sequoia
National
731
for other
other purposes.
purposes. June
2, 1920 731
...........................................
June 2,
for
Vocational rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, persons
persons disabled
disabled in
industry. AnAct
An Act Toprovdeforthe
To provide for the promotion
of vocaprmotionofvocanindutry.
Vocatioal
tional rehabilitation
persons disabled
disabled in
industry or
otherwise and
and their
return to
to civil
civil
their return
or otherwise
in industry
of persons
rehabilitation of
tional
employment. June
2, 1920
.............................................
1920735
June 2,
employment.
Cotton future
options repealed.
repealed. Joint
Joint Resolution
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act making
making
an Act
amend an
To amend
Resolution To
future options
Cotton
appropriations
the Department
Agriculture for
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921,"
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
of Agriculture
Department of
for the
appropriations for
738
approved
May 31,
31, 1920.
June 2,
2, 1920
738
..........................
1920.....-.....1920. June
approved May
Olympic
games, Arm
Army transports
Authorizing use
use of
of Army
transports
Army transports
Resolution Authorizing
Joint Resolution
teams. Joint
for teams.
transportsfor
Olympic games,
by teams,
and their
their equipment
representing the
United States
States in
in Olympic
Olympic
the United
equipment representing
individuals, and
teams, individuals,
by
.....................
games
international competitions.
1920
738
June 2; 1920.........
competitions. June
and international
games and
Sioux Indians,
An Act
Act Authonzing
the Sioux
Tribe of
of Indians
to submit
submit
Indians to
Sioux Tribe
Authorizing the
claims. An
of claims.
submission of
Indians, submission
Sioux
738
claims to
of Claims.
Claims. June
1920 .......................-............
738
3, 1920
June 3,
Court of
the Court
to the
claims
Appropriations,
diplomatic and
An Act
Maidng appropriations
appropriations for
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
for the
Act Making
consular. An
and consular.
Appropriations, diplomatic
Consular
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30, 1921.
1920 ...............
739
739
4, 1920
June 4,
1921. June
June 30,
for the
Service for
Consular Service
Crow Indians,
Indians, Mont.,
Mont., allotment,
allotment, etc.
etc. An
To provide
allotment of
of the
Crow
the Crow
lands of
of lands
the allotment
for the
provide for
Act To
An Act
Crow
751
Tribe, for
for the
the distribution
tribal funds,
funds, and
and for
June 4,
4, 1920..........
1920
purposes. June
other purposes.
for other
of tibal
distribution of
Tribe,
John
An Act
Act Authorizing
the Secretary
of the
to issue
issue a
apatent
patent to
to John
John ZimZimInterior to
the Interior
Secretary of
Athorizing the
Zimmerman. A
John Zimmerman.
merman for
for certain
certain lands
in the
Colorado National
National Forest
Forest upon
upon the
of other
other lands
lands of
surrender of
the surrender
the Colorado
lands in
merman
an equal
equal acreage
also located
located in
Colorado National
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado.
Colorado. June
June 4, 1920......
1920
757
57
the Colorado
in the
acreage also
an
Oregon-Calsfornia Railroad
revested lands,
lands, etc.
etc. An
An Act
Act Regulating
disposition of
of lands
lands formerly
formerly
the disposition
Regulating the
Railroadrevested
Oregon-Calfornia
embraced in
in the
the grants
grants to
to the
the Oregon
and California
California Railroad
Railroad Company
Company and
and Coos
Coos Bay
Wagon
Bay Wagon
Oregon and
embraced
Road Company.
Company. June
4, 1920......................58
1920
758
June4,
Road
Army reorganization,
An Act
To amend
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
for making
making further
further and more
Act for
amend an
Act To
etc. An
reorganization,etc.
Army
effectual provision
provision for
for the
defense, and
and for
for other
June 3, 1916,
approved June
purposes," approved
other purposes,"
national defense,
the national
effectual
759
..............
...
1920......
June 4, 1920
and
to establish
military justice.
759
justice. June
establish military
and to
Appropriations,
naval service.
An Act
Making appropriations
appropriations for
the naval
naval service
for the fiscal
service for
for the
Act Making
service. An
Appropriations, naval
812
year
30, 1921,
for other
other purposes.
June 4,
4, 1920............:..........
1920
812
purposes. June
and for
1921, and
June 30,
ending June
year ending
of invalid
invalid and other
Appropriations, pensions.
pensions. An
Act Making
the payment
payment of
other
for the
appropriations for
Making appropriations
An Act
Appropriations,
pensions ol
the United
for the
the fiscal
30, 1921,
and for
for other
other purposes.
1921, and
June 30,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
States for
United States
of the
pensions
837
... ............................
.......
June
4, 1920
837
1920 ....................
June 4,
Appropriations,
of Columbia.
Columbia. An
provide for the
the expenses
to provide
appropriations to
Making appropriations
Act Making
An Act
District of
Appropriations,District
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
te fiscal
year ending
June 30, 1921,
1921, and
ending June
fiscal year
for the
Columbia for
of the
government of
the government
of
837
.........................
for
purposes. June 5, 1920....................
1920
837
other purposes.
for other
Appropriations,
sundry civil
civil expenses.
An Act
Making appropriations
for sundry civil expenses
expenses of
appropriations for
Act Making
expenses. An
Appropriations,sundry
the Government
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
1921, and
and for other purposes.
purposes. June
June 5,
30, 1921,
year ending
Government for
the
874
........................
1920
............
......
1920.....................
New
use of
land grant
grant proceeds.
proceeds. An
Authorizing the
the State of New Mexico to apply the
An Act
Act Authorizing
of land
Mexico, use
New Mexico,
proceeds of
the grant
to said
State of
million acres
acres of
land made
by section
section 77of the
the Enmade by
of land
one million
of one
said State
grant to
of the
proceeds
Hidalgo
abling
Act, June
1910, for
reimbursement of
of Grant
Grant County,
County, Luna
Luna County, Hidalgo
the reimbursement
for the
20, 1910,
June 20,
abling Act,
947
Mexico. June 5, 1920.....-.
County, Santa
Santa Fe
Fe County,
and the
1920
New Mexico.
City, New
Silver City,
of Silver
town of
the town
County, and
County,
counties of Pembina,
Bridge,
An Act
Granting the
the consent
of Congress
Congrees to
Pembina,
to the counties
consent of
Act Granting
North. An
of the
the North.
River of
Red Aiver
Bridge, Red
North
and Kittson,
construct a
River of the
bridge across the Red River
a bridge
to construct
Minnesota, to
Kittson, Minnesota,
Dakota, and
North Dakota,
947
North
Dakota. June
5, 1920
947
1920 ...................
June 5,
North Dakota.
Pembina, North
of Pembina,
city of
the city
or near
near the
at or
North at
in
Bridge,
An Act
authorize the
of a
across the Rock
Rock River,
River, in
a bridge across
construction of
the construction
To authorize
Act To
River. An
Rock River.
Bridge, Rock
948
said county. June 5, 1920....
Lee
State of
Blinks, at
or near
of Dixon,
in said
1920
Dixon, in
city of
the city
near the
at or
of Illinios,
County, State
Lee County,
a certain
To remove
Panama
of tract,
Cristobal. An
An Act
remove a
certain tract
tract or lots of land
land in
in CrisAct To
tract, Cristobal.
release of
Canal, release
Panama Canal,
tobal,
Zone, from
operation and
and effect
of the
the Executive
Executive order of the President of
of
effect of
the operation
from the
Canal Zone,
tobal, Canal
December 5,
1912, pursuant
pursuant to
to the
August 24,
1912 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh StatStat24, 1912
of August
Congress of
of Congress
the Act
Act of
5, 1912,
December
.........................
utes,
June 5, 1920 ............
948
565). June
page 565).
390, page
chapter 390,
utes, chapter
Appropriations, Army.
An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
the support of the
the Army for the fiscal
for the
appropriations for
Army. An
Appropriations
.
year
1921, and
purposes. June
1920
948
......................
5, 1920
June 5,
other purposes.
and for
for other
30, 1921,
June 30,
ending June
year ending
Trading with
enemy, property
released. An
Act To
To amend
an Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
entitled "An
of an
section 99of
amend section
An Act
property released.
-ith enemy,
Trading
approved
purposes," approved
define,
enemy, and for other purposes,"
with the enemy,
trading with
punish trading
and punish
regulate, and
define, regulate,
.............
...............................
5, 1920
1920
October 66, 1917,
1917, as
as amended.
June 5,
977
amended. June
October
consolidation of forest
Sierra
National Forest,
Call, exchange
exchange of
lands. An
An Act
forest lands
lands in the
the consolidation
For the
Act For
of lands.
Cal,
Forest Ca,
Sierra National
980
5,1920
Sierra National
California, and
and for
purposes. June
June 5,
1920 ...................
980
other purposes.
for other
Forest, California,
National Forest,
Sierra
3 of an Act
Aliens,
admission of
illiterate women.
Act To
amend section
section 3
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
To amend
An Act
women. An
of illiterate
Aliens, admission
regulate the
the immigration
residence of aliens in, the United
United States,"
States,"
immigration of aliens to, and the residence
regulate
approved February
5, 1917.
981
...............................................
5, 1920
1920
June 5,
1917. June
February 5,
approved
incorpoPetersburg, Alaska,
To amend an Act
Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to authorize
authorize the incorpobonds. An Act To
Alaska, bonds.
Petersburg,
the
for
$75,000
in any
any sum not exceeding
rated town
of Petersburg,
Alaska, to
to issue
issue bonds
bonds in
exceeding $75,000
the
Petersburg, Alaska,
town of
rated
electric light and power plant and for
purpose
of constructing
and installing
municipal electric
for
installing aa municipal
constructing and
purpose of
981
June 5,1920..
the
public-school building,"
building," approved
29, 1919. June
5, 1920._
981
September 29,1919.
approved September
of a
a public-school
the construction
construction of
the
with
Spain,
War
of
the
sailors
and
soldiers
pension soldiers and sailors
etc. An Act To pension
Pen.sions,
the
Spain,
far, etc.
Spanish War,
Pensions, Spanish
982
..............
1920
June
5,
expedition.
relief
Philippine insurrection,
the China
expedition. June
982
China
and the
insurrection, and
Philippine
Public
Coq., water
Amending an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
water supply, etc. An Act Amending
Angeles, Calif:,
Lands, Los
Los Angeles,
Public Lands,
authorizing
and directing
directing the
Secretary of
Interior to sell
sell to the city
city of Los Angeles,
Angeles,
of the
the Interior
the Secretary
authorizing and
California, certain
public lands in California; and granting rights in,
in, over, and through the
certain public
California,
Timberland
Reserve, and the San
Sierra
Reserve. the
the Santa
Santa Barbara
Forest Reserve,
San Gabriel Timberland
Barbara Forest
Sierra Forest
Forest Reserve.
June 30,
approved June
California," approved
Reserve,
Angeles, California,"
30, 1906.
1906. June
California, to the city of Los Angeles,
Reserve, California.
983
..........
...............................
5,
...............
5, 1920
1920...............
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Custer State
State Park
Park Game Sanctuary,
Dak. An Act For the creation
Sanctuary, S. Dak.
creation of the Custer State Park
Park Game
Game
Sanctuary,
Sanctuary, in the State of South Dakota,
Dakota, and for
purposes. June
1920
986
for other
other purposes.
June 5,
5, 1920............
986
Women's Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Labor. An Act
Department of Labor.
the Department
Department of
of Labor
Labor aabureau
Act To
To establish
establish in
in the
bureau
to be known as the Women's
Women's Bureau.
Bureau. June
June 5,
5, 1920
1920 .................................
987
987
Public lands,
lands, Carey Act, segregation
segregationby
Public
by Oregon,
Oregon, extended. An Act
Act Providing
of time
time
Providing for
for the
the extension
extension of
for the reclamation
reclamation of certain lands in
in the
State of
of Oregon
Oregon under
Carey Act.
June 5,
5, 1920_
987
the State
under the
the Carey
Act. June
1920.
987
Merchant Marine
Marine Act, 1920. An Act To provide for the
Merchant
maintenance of
of the
American
the promotion and
and maintenance
the American
marine, to repeal certain
merchant marine,
certain emergency
emergency legislation,
legislation, and
provide for
disposition,
and provide
for the
the disposition,
regulation, and use of property acquired
regulation,
acquired thereunder,
thereunder, and
for other
5, 1920.
1920. _ 988
988
and for
other purposes.
purposes. June
June 5,
Anarchists, etc., excluded.
excluded. An Act To amend the Act
Anarchists,
"An Act
to exclude
and expel
Act entitled "An
Act to
exclude and
expel from
from
the United
United States aliens
aliens who are members of the anarchistic
anarchistic and similar
classes," approved
similar classes,"
approved
October
October 16, 1918.
1918. June 5, 1920
1008
........................................
. 1008
Appropriations,
rivers and harbors.
harbors. An Act Making
Appropriations, rivers
Making appropriations
appropriations for
the
construction,
repair,
for the construction, repair, and
and
preservation
preservation of certain
certain public works on rivers
rivers and harbors,
harbors, and
and for
for other
June 5,
other purposes.
purposes. June
5,
1920 .....--.--...............................................
1009
1009
Third Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1920. An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations to
to supply
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
in
appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year ending
ending June 30,
30, 1920,
1920, and
and prior
fiscal years,
years, and
and for
other
prior fiscal
for other
purposes. June 5, 1920 ....................
1015
...................................
1015
Postal service
service reclassification,
Postal
reclassification, etc. An Act To
postmasters and
of the
the Postal
Postal
To reclassify
reclassify postmasters
and employees
employees of
Service
Service and readjust their salaries and compensation
an
equitable
basis.
June
5,
1920
1045
compensation on
on an equitable basis. June 5, 1920.. 1045
Public
lands, Louisiana.
Louisiana. An Act To authorize
Public lands,
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior to
issue patent
to R.
R. L.
L
authorize the
Secretary of
to issue
patent to
Credille,
mayor
of the village of Bonita, Louisiana,
Credille,
Louisiana, in
in trust,
trust, for
for certain
certain purposes.
purposes. June
June 5,
5,
1920 ....................................................................
1053
1053
Coast
damages. An Act Authorizing
Coast and Geodetic Survey damages.
Authorizing the
Superintendent of
of the
the Superintendent
the Coast
Coast and
and GeoGeodetic Survey,
Survey, subject to the approval
approval of
Commerce, to
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce,
to consider,
consider, ascertain,
ascertain,
adjust, and determine
determine claims for damages
damages occasioned
occasioned by acts for
said survey
for which
which said
survey is
is responresponsible in certain cases. June
June 5,
1054
5, 1920
1920 ...........................................
.... 1054
Garden City, Kans., irrigation
irrigationproject.
project. An Act For the relief of
Garden
City (Kansas)
Water
of the
the Garden
Garden City
(Kansas) Water
Users'
Users' Association, and for
for other
purposes. June
June 5,
1920 .
1054
other purposes.
5, 1920
............................
1054
Bridge, Delaware
Delaware River. An Act To authorize
authorize the Central Railroad
Railroad Company
Company of
to
of New
New Jersey
Jersey to
construct a
a bridge
bridge across the waters of
River, between
between the
city of
of Easton,
of the Delaware
Delaware River,
the city
Easton, in
in the
the
State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
and the city of Phillipsburg,
Phillipsburg, in the
New Jersey.
the State
State of
of New
Jersey. June
June 5,
5,
1920-..........
...................
1920
1055
..
...............................................
1055
Bridge, Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River. An Act
Bridge,
Act Authorizing
County, Georgia,
Georgia, to
to construct
bridge
Authorizing Troup
Troup County,
construct a
a bridge
across the Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River near West
Georgia. June
June 5,
1920 ..................
1055
West Point,
Point, Georgia.
5, 1920
1055
Bridge, Chattahoochee
ChattahoocheeRiver. An Act Granting the
Bridge,
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the city
Columbus, in
the consent
consent of
city of
of Columbus,
in
the State of Georgia, to construct
construct a
abridge across the
the Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River.
5, 1920....
1920
1055
River. June
June 5,
1055
Navy, servicefor
service for South American Republics.
An Act
Act To
authorize officers
officers of
service to
to
Republics. An
To authorize
of the
the naval
naval service
compensation and emoluments
accept offices with compensation
emoluments from
the Republics
of
from Governments
Governments of
of the
Republics of
South America.
America. June
June 5, 1920................................................
1920
1056
1056
Caribou National
Idaho. An Act To
Caribou
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho.
To authorize
authorize the
of certain
certain lands
lands to
to the
the Caribou
Caribou
the addition
addition of
National Forest. June
1920 ..........
1056
June 5, 1920
.........
.
......
...........
1056
Hides, skins, and
and leather
leather statistics.
Director of
the Census
statistics. An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing and
and directing
directing the
the Director
of the
Census to
to
collect
and
publish
monthly statistics
collect
statistics concerning
concerning hides,
hides, skins,
June 5
5, 1920
skins, and
and leather.
leather. June
1920.. 1057
1057
Aids to navigation.
navigation. An
authorize aids
aids to
t
o n
avi
gati on an
dfor
f
or o
ther works
work
si
n the Lighthouse
An Act
Act To
To authorize
navigation
and
other
in
the Lighthouse
Service, and for other purposes.
June 5,
1920.1057
purposes. June
5, 1920.....................................1057
Alaska, reserved
shore spaces.
spaces. An Act To provide for the
Alaska,
reserved shore
the eighty-rod
the abolition
abolition of
of the
eighty-rod reserved
reserved shore
shore
spaces between
between claims
claims on shore waters
Alaska. June
June 5,
1920 .....................
1059
waters in Alaska.
5, 1920
1059
Flood
control, Red
Red River
River of the North,
North, etc. An Act To authorize
authorize the construction
Flood control,
construction of
flood control
control and
of flood
and
improvement works in
in Boise de Sioux River, the Red River
River of
and Lake
Lake Traverse,
of the
the North,
North, and
Traverse,
between the States of Minnesota, North
Dakota, and
Dakota. June
June 5,
5, 1920
1059
North Dakota,
and South
South Dakota.
1920......
1059
Hospitalfor
discharged
Hospital for discharged soldiers, etc., D. C. An Act To amend paragraph
(e) of
of section
section 77of
of the
the Act
Act
paragraph (e)
approved
approved March 3, 1919, entitled
entitled "An act to authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
to proTreasury to
provide
hospital and sanatorium
vide hospital
sanatorium facilities for discharged sick and disabled soldiers,
sailors, and
soldiers, sailors,
and
marines.
5, 1920
marines." June 5.
1060
............
....................
1060
Criminal
motion-pictre films,
films, etc. An
Criminal Code,
Code, obscene
obscene books, led
lewd motion-picture
An Act To amend the penal
laws of
penal laws
of the
the
United States. June 5, 1920.....................
1920
1060
...................
1060
Radio

Radio stations,
stations, use of Goernment.
Government. Joint Resolution
Resolution To authorize the operation of
of GovernmentGovernmentowned radio stations for the use of
ofthe
general public, and for other purposes.
the general
5, 1920.
purposes. June
June 5,
1920.._
Army
tents,
United Confederate
Veterans. Joint
Army tents, etc., United
Confederate Veterans.
Joi
n tResolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
to
War to
loan to
the Albert
Johnston Camp, United
Confederate Veterans, Numbered
loan
to the
Albert Sidney
Sidney Johnston.
United Confederate
Numbered Eighteen
Eighteen
hundred and twenty, Fort Worth, Texas, one hundred
hundred tents and
hundred
for the
of Confedand cots
cots for
the use
use of
Confederate
Veterans at the reunion
erate Veterans
reunion of said camp June 24 to 27, inclusive,
5, 1920
inclusive, 1920.
1920. June
June 5,
1920 ..
Army
cots,
American
Legion.
Joint
Resolution
Authorizing
Secretary of War
Army cots, American Legion.
Authorizing the Secretary
War to loan
to the
the
loan to
American
Legion Post Numbered Seventy-three,
Vincennes, Indiana, necessary
American Lion
Seventy-three, Vincennes,
for use
necessary cots
cots for
use
at the State encampment
encampment of the American
American Legion
be held
on
Legion to be
held at
at Vincennes,
Vincennes, Indiana,
Indiana, on
June 23
2S and 29, 1920. J
une 5
1920 ..
June
5,, 1920
.........................................
Monument, motor
C. Joint Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
Monument,
motor convoy starting
starting point,
point, D. C.
the erection
erection of
of aa
monument
monument marking
marking the starting point of the motor convoy
San FranFranconvoy from
from Washington
Washington to
to San
cisco. June
------June 5, 1920 --.---.---------------....................
Congresional
employees, June,
une,u 1920. Joint Resolution
Congressional session
session employees,
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
payment of
of the
the
Xte payment
c
sato of session
compensation
session employee
employeeii of the Senate and Rouse
of Representatives
for the
the month
oue of
Reprentiv for
month
i
.920,
on the
thet5th
5iday
off June,
1920,
day ofsaid
of said moth.
month. Jne5,1920.......
June 5, 1920
................
44281°-21-44231*--21-2
2
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1061

1061
1061

1062
1062
1062
1062
1063
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LIST
OF PUBLIC
LIST OF
PUBLIC ACTS
ACTS AND
AND RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.

Federal Water
Act. An
Act To
To create
Commission; to
to provide
for the
the imimFederal
Water Power
Power Act.
An Act
create a
a Federal
Federal Power
Power Commission;
provide for
provement of
of navigation;
of water
of the
the public
in
provement
navigation; the
the development
development of
water power;
power; the
the use
use of
public lands
lands in
relation thereto,
and to
repeal section
section 18
18 of
of the
the River
Appropriation Act,
Act, apaprelation
thereto, and
to repeal
River and
and Harbor
Harbor Appropriation
proved
1917, and
10, 1920.
1920 ..........................
purposes. June 10,
and for
for other
other purposes.
proved August
August 8,
8, 1917,
Army enlistments.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the enlistment
non-English speaking
speaking citizens
citizens and
and
Army
enlistments. An
An Act
enlistment of
of non-English
......
1920
aliens. June 14, 1920..................................................
dge
Bridge, Mississippi
An Act
To extend
extend the
time for
for the
completion of
the municipal
Miissippi River.
Bridge,
River. An
Act To
the time
the completion
of the
municipal bri
bridge
approaches, and extensions
of Saint
Louis within
within the
States
approaches,
extensions or additions
additions thereto,
thereto, by the
the city of
Saint Louis
the States
Missouri.
1920..............................................
of Illinois and
and Misu
ri. June
June 14, 1920
extend the time
time for the
construction of
of a
bridge across
across the
the
Bridge, Monongahela
Monongahela River.
River. An Act
Act To extend
the construction
a bridge
Monongahela River,
or near
near the
of Wilson,
Wilson, in
county of
in the
Monongahela
River, at
at or
the borough
borough of
in the
the county
of Allegheny,
Allegheny, in
the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. June 14,
14, 1920..........................
1920
............
.
Commonwealth
Bridge,
extend the time for the construction
Bridge, Allegheny River. An Act To extend
construction of aabridge
bridge across the
the
or near
in the
of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, county
county of
of Allegheny,
Allegheny,
Allegheny River,
River, at
at or
near Sixteenth
Sixteenth Street,
Street, in
the city
city of
in the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania. June 14, 1920
1920..
..........................
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Bridge,
Allegheny River. An Act To extend
extend the time for the construction
Bridge, Allegheny
construction of aabridge across the
Borough, in the county of Allegheny,
Allegheny, in the CommonAllegheny River at or near Millvale Borough,
wealth of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. June 14, 1920.
1920 .........................................
Bridge,
extend the time for the construction
River
Bridge, Ohio
Ohio River. An Act To extend
construction of aabridge across the Ohio River
at
McKees Rocks
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
at or near
near McKees
Rocks Borough, in the county of Allegheny,
Allegheny, in the
of
Pennsylvania. June 14, 1920....................................
1920
.........
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1077

1077

1077
1078
1078

1078
1078
1078
1078
1079

1079

STATU 1P., M.-1920-1921.
STATUTE
III.-1920-1921.
Congressional
employees, December
December 1920,
1920, salaries.
payment of
the
Congressional employees,
salaries. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing payment
of the
salaries of officers and employees
employees of Congress for December,
December, 1920,
1920, on the
the twentieth
twentieth day
of
day of
said month.
month. December
December 16,1920
1081
......................
.........
.....
1081
District of
Columbia, hotel
hotel proprietors.
of hotel
proprietors and
and
District
of Columbia,
proprietors. An
An Act
Act Establishing
Establishing the
the liability
liability of
hotel proprietors
innkeepers
December 21,
21, 1920
1081
innkeepers in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia. December
1920 ...................-......... 1081
Medal
An Act To provide
award of a
edal of merit, merchant
merchantmarine.
marine. An
provide for the award
a medal
meda of
oof merit to the permerchant marine of the United
States of America.
Dtrember.22
22, 1920......
1920 .
sonnel of the merchant
United .States
America. December
1082
Alien seamen, hospital
treatment in hospital
hospital of diseased
diseased
hospitaltreatment. An
An Act To
To provide
provide for
for the treatment
seanien. December
December 26,
26, 1920
alien seamen.
1920.....................................................
1082
Joint
Resolution To create
create a
Committee on the ReorJoint Committee
Committee on
on Reorganization.
Reorganization. Joint Resolution
a Joint Committee
ganization
ganization of the Administrative
Administrative Branch of the Government.
Government. December
December 29,
29, 1920
1920......... 1083
Mining
Extending the time for the
the doing of annual assessment work
Mining assessments,
assessments, 1920.
1920. An Act Extending
11921.
on mining claims for the year 1920 to and including
including July
July 1,
1921. December
December 31,
31, 1920.......
1920
1084
War Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation to take
take
Finance Corporation.
War
Corporation. Joint Resolution
Resolution Directing the War
Finance
Cinance
action for the relief of the present
certain action
present depression
agricultural sections of the
depression in the agricultural
country, and for
other purposes.
imposes. January 4, 1921...
1921
1084
for other
......................................
1084
Public lands,
lands, Carey
Carey Act
segregations. An
An Act
To amend
section 3
of an
an Act
"An Act
Act
Public
Act segregatins.
Act To
amend section
3 of
Act entitled
entitled "An
appropriations for
Government for the
fiscal year
making appropriations
for sundry civil
civil expenses
expenses of the Government
the fiscal
year
30, 1902, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
ending June 30,1902,
approved March
March 3,
3, 1901 (Thirty-first
(Thirty-first Statutes
at
Large, page
January 6,
1085
at Large,
page 1133).
1133). January
6, 1921
1921.
...................................................
1085
Fort
Assinniboine Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont., homesteads.
An Act
Providing additional
time for
the paypayFort Assinnitoine
homesteads. An
Act Providing
additional time
for the
purchase money under homestead
homestead entries of landswithin
lands within the former Fort Assinniboine
Assinniboine
ment of purchase
Military
Montana. January
January 6, 1921
1086
Military Reservation,
Reservation, in Montana.
..............................
1086
Public lands,
desert land entries.
Public
lands, desert
entries. An Act To amend
amend section 8
8of an Act to provide for the sale of
desert lands
in
certain States and
1877, as amended
Act
lands
and Territories
Territories approved March 3, 1877,
amended by an Act
to repeal timber culture laws, and for
for other
other purposes,
March 3,
3, 1891.
1891. January
January 6,
6,
purposes, approved
approved March
1921...............................
1921
1086
. ..............
... ......................
1086
Public lands,
lands, Sunnyside,
Sunnyside, Utah,
Public
Utah, water
An Act
Act For
of the
the water
water supply
supply of
water supply.
supply. An
For the
the protection
protection of
of the
the
town of Sunnyside, Utah.
Utah. January 7, 1921
1087
1921.............................................
1087
Serier
Sevier National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah. An Act To authorize
exchange of lands with
with Henry Blackburn.
Blackburn.
authorize an exchange
January
January 7, 1921 ......................................
1087
1087
Patcfic coast
coast naval bases.
bases. Joint Resolution Extending
Extending the time within which
Pacific
which the special joint
joint
committee appointed
the advisability
advisability of
st
ablishing certain
cert
ai
n naval,
naval, av
i
ation ,
committee
appointed to investigate
investigate the
of e
establishing
aviation,
United States is required
make its
Co ngress . January
January
and submarine bases in the United
required to make
its report
report to Congress.
8, 1921...........
1921
1088
.
........... ........... ............................
1088
Public lands, timber cutting. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
Public
the cutting of timber by corporations
corporations organized
orga
ni
zed
in one State and conducting operations in another. January
January 11,
1921
11, 1921
.............
1088
Inaugural
Inaugural ceremonies, 1921. Joint Resolution
Resolution To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate and
and the Clerk

of the House of Representatives to pay the necessary expenses of the inaugural ceremonies
of the President
House of Representatives
of the United State
to pay
s on the
Marc
necessary
h4, 1921 expenses
January
of 13,
the1921
inaugural ceremonies
of
the President
of the United States
on March
4, 1921.. January
13,
1921..............
Electoral vote
Joint Resolutio
Providing f
or the
th e payment
paymen to
of conveying
conveying
Electoral
vote messengers.
messengers. Joint
Resolutionn Providing
for
offexpenses
expenses of
electors for President and
votes of electors
and Vice
Vice President.
President. January
January 15,
15, 1921
1921
.....
....
Public
Public lands,
lands, Reclamation
Reclamation works. An Act
Act To provide
provide for the diposition
disposition of certain public lands
lands

1089

1089

1089
1089

withdrawn and improved under the provisions
provisions of the Act of Congress
Congress approved June 25
25,
Statutes at Large,
1910 (Thirty-sixth Statutes
847), as
as amended
amended by
by the
Act of
August 24,
1912 1089
Large, page
page 847),
the Act
of August
24, 1912
Thi•rty-seventh
Large, page
and which
which are
no longer
lo ng er needed.
ed. January
January 26,
26,
Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
page 497
497 ,,, and
are no
needed.
1921
1921
................................................................
1089
Bridge,
Alabama
River.
Anct
To
authorize the Louisville
Bridge,
An Act
authorize
Louisville and
Railroad, its
its successors
successors
and Nashville
Nashville Raiiroad,
and
assigns,
to
construct
and
maintain
a
bridge
across
a point
and asstgns, to construct and maintain a
across the Alabama
Alabama River at or
or near a
point
approximately
Alabama. January
approximately four miles from the city of Montgomery,
Montgomery, Alabama.
January 26, 1921
1921 .......
1090
1090

LIST OF PUBLIC ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
Public lands,
applications for and entries of
Public
lands, entries lalidated,
validated, etc. An Act Validating certain
certain applications
public
of public
lands, and for other
other purposes. January
January 27,
27, 1921
1921 ..........................................
Missiornary
Missionary Ridge boulevard.
boulezard. An Act Providing
Providing for a
areport
report on the cost
improving and
and maincost of
of improving
maintaining the Government
Government boulevard on Missionary
ChattaMissionary Ridge,
Ridge, in
in the
the Chickamauga
Chickamauga and
and Chattanooga
nooga National
National Military Park.
Park. February
2, 1921.......................................
1921
February 2,
Porto
publicfunds, bonds,
bonds, etc. An Act To amend
Porto Rico, public
amend an
entitled "An
Act to
provide a
acivil
civil
an Act entitled
"An Act
to provide
government
government for Porto Rico, and for
approved March
March 2,
February 3,
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
2, 1917
1917. February
3,
1921 .------------------------------............-----------------..
Lighthouse,
Harbor Range,
Range, Mich. An Act To authorize the
Lighthouse, Copper
Copper Harbor
of a
of the
the Copper
the sale
sale of
a portion
portion of
Copper
Reservation, Michigan,
Harbor Range Lighthouse Reservation,
Michigan, to Houghton
Counties,
Houghton and
and Keweenaw
Keweenaw Counties,
Michigan.
Michigan. February
February 5, 1921................................................
1921
Osage Indians,
Indians, land sales.
sales. An Act Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction on
on the
the Court
Court of
Claims to
hear, deterof Claims
to hear,
determine, and render judgment in
in the Osage civilization-fund
civilization-fund claim
the Osage
Osage Nation
claim of
of the
Nation of
of
Indians against
the
against the United
United States. February
February 6,
6, 1921
1921 ....................................
Army
enlistments. Joint Resolution
Resolution Directing the secretary
Army enlistments.
of War
to cease
cease enlisting
enlisting men
men in
in the
Secretary of
War to
the
Regular Army of the United States, except
Regular
except in the case
case of
of those
who have
already served
those men
men who
have already
served
one or more enlistments therein. February
February 7,
7, 1921...................................
1921
United States
States courts,
United
courts, clerks. An
amend section
of an
Act approved
approved February
February 26,
26, 1919,
An Act To amend
section 11of
an Act
1919,
entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to fix the salaries of the clerks
United States
courts and
clerks of
of the
the United
States district
district courts
and to
to
provide for their office expenses, and for other purposes."
purposes." February
February 11,
11, 1921
1921.............
Bridge,
Newark
Bay.
An
Act To extend the time for the construction
Bridge,
construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
the navinavigable waters of the Newark
Newark Bay, in the State
1921 ..........
State of
of New
New Jersey.
Jersey. February
February 15,
15, 1921
Bridge, Susquehanna
SusquehannaRiver. An Act To extend
Bridge,
extend the time for the construction
of a
abridge
construction of
bridge across
across the
the
Susquehanna River at Harrisburg,
Susquehanna
Pennsylvania. February
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
February 15,
15, 1921
1921 ......................
Bridge, Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee River. An Act Granting the consent of
of Congress
Congress to
the counties
Brooks
to the
counties of
of Brooks
and Lowndes
Lowndes,' in the State of Georgia,
Georgia, to construct
construct a
bridge over
the Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee River
a bridge
over the
River.
February
February 15, 1921.
1921 ............
......................
.....
.......
Bridge,
Mobile
Bay,
etc.
An
Act To revive and reenact
Bridge,
reenact the Act entitled "An
"An Act
authorize the
the
Act to
to authorize
Gulf Ports Terminal Railway
Railway Company, a
under the
laws of
of the
the State
a corporation
corporation existing
existing under
the laws
State
of Florida,
Florida, to construct
construct a
a bridge over and across the headwaters
headwaters of
Bay and
and such
of Mobile
Mobile Bay
such
navigable channels
channels as are between the east side of the Bay and
Island, in
and Blakely Island,
m Baldwin
Baldwin
and Mobile
Mobile Counties, Alabama,"
Alabama," approved
approved October
October 5, 1917.
1917. February
February 15,
15, 1921
1921 ............
Bridge, Lake Saint
Saint Croix. An Act Authorizing
Bridge,
Authorizing the Prescott
Prescott Bridge
Bridge Company
Company to
to construct
construct aabridge
bridge
across Lake Saint Croix at or near the city of Prescott in
in the
the State of
Wisconsin. February
February
of Wisconsin.
15, 1921 ......
...........................................................
Bridge,
Bridge, Delaware
Delaware River. An Act Granting consent
consent for the construction,
construction, maintenance,
and operation
maintenance, and
operation
of aabridge
bridge across
across the Delaware River from the city of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
to the
the
Camden, New
city of Camden,
New Jersey. February
February 15,
15, 1921
1921 ........................................
Bridge, Columbia
Columbia River. An Act To extend the
Bridge,
for the
the construction
of a
bridge across
across the
the time for
construction of
a bridge
the
Columbia River, between the States of
Oregon and
and Washington
at or
or within
within two
two miles
of Oregon
Washington, at
miles
westerly from Cascade
Cascade Locks,
Locks, in
State of
ofOregon.
Oregon. February
15
,
1921
in the
the State
February 15, 1921 ...................
Bridge, Hudson
Bridge,
Hudson River. An Act To revive and reenact the Act entitled "An
to authorize
"An Act
Act to
authorize the
the
Hudson River
Connecting Railroad
River Connecting
Railroad Corporation
to construct
bridge across
across the
the Hudson
Corporation to
construct a
a bridge
Hudson
River,
River, in the State of New York,"
York," approved March 13,
February 15,
1921
13, 1914.
1914. February
15, 1921..........
Bridge, Santee River. An Act To authorize
Bridge,
authorize the building
building of
River in
of aa bridge
bridge across
across the
the Santee
Santee River
in
South Carolina. February
February 15, 1921 ...................................................
Bridge, Peedce
Peedee River. An Act To authorize
authorize the building
building of
of a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
Peedee River
River in
the Peedee
in
South Carolina. February 15,
15, 1921 ..
.................................
.........
Bridge,
Wateree
River.
An
Act
To
authorize
Bridge,
To authorize the building of aa bridge
bridge across
across the
the Wateree
Wateree River
River in
in
South Carolina. February
February 15,
15, 1921
1921 ...................................................
Bridge,
North Branch
Branch of
of Susquehanna
usquehanna River.
River. Joint Resolution
Bridge, North
Resolution To extend the authority
authority of
of the
the
Luzerne State of Pennsylvania,
county of Luzerne,
Pennsylvania, to
to construct
across the
the North
North Branch
Branch of
construct aabridge
bridge across
of
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River
River from the city of Wilkes-Barre,
Wilkes-Barre, county
county of
of Luzerne,
Luzerne, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
Dorranceton, county
to the borough
borough of Dorranceton,
county of
February 15,
15, 1921......
1921
of Luzerne, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. February
Interstate
Commission, railroad
valuation. Joint Resolution
Resolution Making
Interstate Commerce Commission,
railroad valuation.
to
Making an
an appropriation
appropriation to
continue
continue the valuation of the
property of
of carriers.
February 15,
15, 1921..................
1921
the property
carriers. February
..
Public
lands, Florida
Florida school
school grant.
Public lands,
grant. An Act Providing
Providing for
survey of
of public
lands remaining
remaining
for the survey
public lands
unsurveyed
a view of satisfying the
unsurveyed in the State of Florida, with a
grant in
in aid
schools
the grant
aid of
of schools
made to
to said State under the Act of March 3, 1845, and
amendatory thereof
and other
other Acts
Acts amendatory
thereoL
February
February 16, 1921
......................................................
Appropriations, pensions.
pensios. An Act Making appropriations
Appropriations,
appropriations for
of invalid
and other
for the
the payment
payment of
invalid and
other
ensions of the United States for the fiscal
pensions
fiscalyear ending
ending June
1922, and
and for
other purpoes.
purposes
June 30,
30, 1922,
for other
February
1921....................
February 16,
16, 1921
.................................
PlatteRiver,
Rier,nonnavigable.
anonnavigable
Platte
nonnavigable. An Act Declaring Platte River to be a
nonnavigabIe stream.
stream. February
February
16, 1921 .............................................
Choctaw
Chiecasaw Indian
Indian lands,
Choctaw and Chickasaw
lands, Okla. An Act To amend
amend Act of Congress
June 30,
30,
Congress approved
approved June
...................................................
1913. February21,
February 21, 1921
Red
Inda Reservation
drainage, etc. An Act To authorize
Red Lake
Lake Indian
Reservation, Minn., drainage,
authorize the improvement
of Red
improvement of
Red
Lake and Red
ed Lake River, in
in the State of Minnesota,
navigation, drainage,
drainage, and
floodMinnesota, for
for navigation,
and floodcontrol purpose
purposes. February
February 21,
21, 1921...................
1921
......................
Bridgei,uuisippi
River. An
Granting the consent of Congres
Bridge,
ifississipps
An Act Granting
Congress to
of Saint
Paul,
to the
the city
city of
Saint Paul,
s
n neeota, to construct
34butesota,
construct a
abridge
bridge across the Mississippi
Mississippi River. February
February 22,
22, 1921
..........
7oteow and
and Chickasaw
ClRicasw coal
oal and asphalt
asphalt lands.
lands. An Act Authorizing
Choctaw
Authorizing the
Secretary of
of the
Interior
the Secretary
the Interior
to offer for sale
sale remainder
remainder of
ofthe coal and asphalt deposits
deposits in
in segregated
segregated mineral
mineral land
land in
in the
the
Choctaw and Chiaaaw
Oklahoma. February
Choctaw
Chickasaw Nations, State of Oklahoma.
February 242,
22, 1921
1921 ..................
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Page.
Bridge,
Hudson River.
construction of
of a
the Hudson
across the
Hudson River
River
Bridge, Hudson
River. An
An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the construction
a bridge
bridge across
between
the city
city of
of Troy
Troy in
the county
and the
city of
of Cohoos,
in the
the county
county
county of
of Rensselaer,
Rensaelaer, and
the city
Cohoes, in
between the
in the
1108
of
Albany, State
State of
February 22,
22, 1921
1921..................................
York. February
of New
New York.
of Albany,
Bridge,
Fork of
of Big
Act Granting
the consent
consent of
Congress to
the Majestic
Bridge, Tug
Tug Fork
Big Sandy
Sandy River.
River. An
An Act
Granting the
of Congress
to the
Majestic
Collieries
to construct
construct a
the Tug
Big Sandy
Sandy River,
at or
or
Collieries Company
Company to
a bridge
bridge across
across the
Tug Fork
Fork of
of Big
River, at
near
Mingo County,
Virginia, to
in Pike
Pike County,
Kennear Cedar,
Cedar, in
in Mingo
County, West
West Virginia,
to the
the Kentucky
Kentucky side,
side, in
County, Kentucky. February
February 22,
1108
1108
22, 1921
1921.........
.....................................
tucky.
Bridge, Little
Little Calumet
Calumet River.
An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the construction
construction of
of a
bridge across
the Little
Little
Bridge,
River. An
a bridge
across the
Calumet River,
River, in
in Cook
of Illinois,
Illinois, at
near the
the village
of Burnham,
Calumet
Cook County,
County, State
State of
at or
or near
village of
Burnham, in
in
said county.
county. February
110
said
February 22,
22, 1921
1921............................................
11088
Appropriations,
District of
of Columbia.
for the
the expenses
expenses
to provide
provide for
An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations to
Columbia. An
Appropriations,District
of the
the District
District of
Columbia for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
30, 1922,
of
the government
government of
of the
of Columbia
the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
1922, and
and
for other
22, 1921
1109
for
other purposee
purposes.: February
February 22,
1921 .
.............
......................
1109
Bayou
Cocodrie, n,onnaingable.
An Act
To declare
declare Bayou
Cocodrie nonnavigable
nonnavigable from
source
Bayou Cocodrie,
nonnavigable. An
Act To
Bayou Cocodrie
from its
its source
to its
its junction
junction with
with, Bayou
Chicot. February
February 25,
1921
1145
to
Bayou Chicot.
25, 1921..................................
1145
Indebtedness
to railroads,
railroads, etc.
An Act
Act To
To amend
Act, 1920.
26, 1921
1145
Indebtedness to
etc. An
amend the
the Transportation
Transportation Act,
1920. February
February 26,
1921. 1145
Corporations for foreign financial business.
An Act
Act To
amend the
the Act
Act approved
approved December
1913,
Corporationsforforeignfinancial
business. An
To amend
December 23,
23, 1913,
known as
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act.
February 27,
1921
known
as the
the Federal
Act. February
27, 1921.................................
1145
Connecticut judicial
judicial district.
district. An
An Act
To amend
Code, as
amended. FebFebConnecticut
Act To
amend section
section 74
74 of
of the
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
as amended.
ru.ary 27,
1921
1146
ruary
27, 1921
..................
...................
1146
Federal
reserve banks,
rediscounts. An
An Act
section 11
11 (m)
(m) of
of the
the Act
approved December
December
Federalreserve
banks, rediscounts.
Act To
To amend
amend section
Act approved
23,
1913, known
as the
Act, as
amended by
by the
Acts approved
September 7,
7,
23,1913,
known as
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
as amended
the Acts
approved September
1916, and
and March
1919. February
February 27,
1921
1146
1916,
March 3,
3,1919.
27,1921
.
................................
...... 1146
Alien
property. An
An Act
To amend
section 9
entitled "An
"An Act
define, regulate,
Alien enemy
enemy property.
Act To
amend section
9 of
of an
an Act
Act entitled
Act to
to define,
regulate,
and punish
trading with
with the
the enemy,
enemy, and
other purposes,"
October 6,
and
punish trading
and for
for other
purposes," approved
approved October
6, 1917,
1917, as
as
amended. February
27, 1921
1147
amended.
February27,1921
..............................................
1147
Public lands,
Bruce. An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing an
an exchange
exchange of
lands by
A. Bruce,
Public
lands, Colorado,
Colorado, A.
A. A.
A. Bruce.
An Act
of lands
by A.
A. A.
Bruce, of
of
La
Colorado. February
February 27,
1921
1147
La Vete,
Veta, Colorado.
27, 1921.......................................
1147
Federal
branches. An
An Act
section 4
4of
of the
the Act
July 17,
Federalland
land banks,
banks, Porto
Porto Rico
Rico branches.
Act To
To amend
amend section
Act approved
approved July
17,
1916,
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
Act, extending
extending its
its provisions
provisions to
to Porto
Feb1916, known
known as
as the
the Federal
Porto Rico.
Rico. February 27,
27, 1921.
1921 .................
1148
ruary
....................................
1148
Montezuma National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.
Colo. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the exchange
exchange of lands within the Montezuma
National Forest
in Colorado.
Colorado. February
27, 1921
1148
tezuma National
Forest in
February 27,
1921
.................................
1148
Shipping, bills
bills of
health. An
amend "An
"An Act
Act granting
additional quarantine
Shipping,
of health.
An Act
Act To
To amend
granting additional
quarantine powers
powers and
and
imposing
additional
duties
upon
the
Marine
Hospital
Service,"
approved
February
15,
imposing additional duties upon the Marine Hospital Service," approved February 15,
1893. February
27, 1921
1149
1893.
February 27,
1921 .........................
....................................
1149
New
York
Joint Resolution
To exempt
the New
York State
New York State
State Barge
Barge Canal.
Canal. Joint
Resolution To
exempt the
New York
State Barge
Barge Canal
Canal from
from
the provisions
provisions of
of section
201 of
of the
Transportation Act,
1920, and
and for
for other
purposes. FebFebthe
section 201
the Transportation
Act, 1920,
other purposes.
r
1921
1149
ruary 27, 1921...............
................... .............
......
..
1149
Volunteer Sodiers' Home,
Home, Manager.
Manager. Joint
For the
the appointment
of one
member of
of the
Volunteer
Joint Resolution
Resolution For
appointment of
one member
the
Board
Board of
of Managers
Managers of
the National
Home for
for Disabled
February 27,
27,
of the
National Home
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers.
Soldiers. February
1921.
1150
1921 ........................................................
1150
Appropriations,
service. An
An Act
for the
of the
the Post
Post Office
Appropriations, postal
postal service.
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
the service
service of
Office
Department for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
and for other purposes. March
March 1,1921..
1, 1921
1150
Department
30. 1922,
1922, andforotherpurposes.
1150
Appropriations, First
First Deficiency
1921. An
An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
to supply
deficiencies in
Appropriations,
Deficiency Act,
Act, 1921.
appropriations to
supply deficiencies
in
appropriations for
fiscal year
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, and
and prior
fiscal years,
and for
appropriations
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
prior fiscal
years, and
for other
other
purposes. March
1, 1921
1156
purposes.
Marchl,
1921 ...................................................
1156
Public
intermarried homesteaders.
homesteaders. An
the relief
Public lands,
lands, intermarried
An Act
Act For
For the
relief of
of bona
bona fide
fide settlers
settlers who
who intermarry
intermarry
after
complied with
with the
the homestead
homestead law
law for
for one
March 1,
1, 1921
1921 ..............
1193
after having
having complied
one year.
year. March
1193
Pine Ridge
Ridge Indian
Indian Resenaation,
Reservation, South
South Dakota
lieu selection.
selection. An
Act To
To authorize
lieu selection
selection
Pine
Dakota lieu
An Act
authorize aalieu
by the
of South
South Dakota
Dakota for
one hundred
sixty acres
on Pine
Ridge Indian
Indian ReserReserby
the State
State of
for one
hundred and
and sixty
acres on
Pine Ridge
vation,
and for
other purposes.
purposes. March
1, 1921
1193
vation, and
for other
March 1,
1921 ..................................
1193
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho. An Act
Act To authorize
authorize the
Weiser National
of certain
lands to
to the
Weiser
the addition
addition of
certain lands
the Weiser
National Forest, Idaho.
National
March 1,
1194
Idaho. March
1, 1921
1921
....
..........
.........
..........................
1194
Public lands,
easements on
on rights
of 'ray.
amend acts
use of
of the
right of
way
Public
lands, easenents
rightsofv
ay. An
An Act
Act To
To amend
acts to
to permit
permit the
the use
the right
of way
through the public
lands for
through
public lands
canals, and
and reservoirs,
reservoirs, and
for tramroads,
tramroads, canals,
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. March
March
1, 1921
1921 ..........................
1194
1,
............................................
1194
District of
of Columbia
Code, corporations.
corporations organized
organized in
in the
the District
District
District
Columbia Code,
coororations. An
An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize corporations
of Columbia to change
March 1.
change their names.
names. March
1. 1921
1921 ...............
1194
.................
....
1194
District
estate lazes.
To provide
provide for
for the
Districtof
of Columbia,
Columbia, subdivision
stbdi ision real
ralestate
taxes. An
An Act
Act To
the redistribution
redistribution of
of general
general
assessments due and payable
taxes and special assessments
payable on
estate in
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in
on real
real estate
the District
District of
casesofsubdivisionorsalesoflandtherein.
cases
of subdivision or sales of land therein. March
1. 1921
1195
March1.
1921 .............................
1195
Nez Perce
Forest, Idaho.
Idaho. An
To authorize
the addition
addition of
certain lands
to the
Nez
Perce National
National Forest,
An Act
Act To
authorize the
of certain
lands to
the Nez
Nez
Perce
National Forest. Idaho.
Idaho. March
Perce NationalForest.
March 1, 1921
1921............................................
.11961196
Public
Sandpoint, Idaho,
Public lands, Say.dpoint,
An Act
Granting certain
to the
city of
SandIdaho, water
?ater supply. An
Act Granting
certain lands
lands to
the city
of Sandpoint, Idaho,
to protect
protect the
the watershed
the water-supply
water-supply system
system of
of said
March 1,
point,
Idaho, to
watershed of
of the
said city.
citv. March
1,
1921.
1197
1921.. ......
........................................
1197
Targhee
National Forest,
Idaho. An Act To add certain
National Forest.
Targhee National
Forest, Idaho.
certain lands to the Targhee National
Forest
March 1, 1921.
1921 ...
1198
....................
............
.
1198
Public lands,
lands, Do
,'
my. Idaho,
water s-upply.
An Act
certain lands
the board
board of
trustees
Public
Dtnei.
Id'aho, water
suepplJ. An
Act To
To grant
grant certain
lands to
to the
of trustees
of the
the village
of
village of
State ot
Idaho, for
protection of
its water
water supply.
supply. March
March 1,
of Downey,
Doff-nev, State
oi Idaho,
for the
the protection
of its
1.
1921 ...................................... '~~""""""~~"`~''~'~1198"
1o21.
.....
.... ........................ 1198
1198
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National banks, directors.
directors. An Act To amend section 5146 of
National
Revised Statutes
of the
of the Revised
Statutes of
the United
United
States, in relation to the qualifications
qualifications of directors
directors cf
of the
the National
National Banking
Banking Association.
Association.
March
March 1.
1, 1921
.---------------------.............
..............
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho. An Act To add certain
Lemhi National
certain lands to the
National Forest,
the Lemhi
Lemhi National
Forest, Idaho.
Idaho.
March
March 1, 1921 .............................................................
Public lands,
lands, World War
War entrymen. An Act To authorize
Public
authorize certain
certain homestead
entrymen
homestead settlers
settlers or
or entrymen
who entered the military or naval service of the United
United States during
during the
the war
Germany
war with
with Germany
to make final proof of their entries.
1, 1921
entries. March 1,
1921 .................
..............
.....
Bridge, Rio Grande.
construction of aabridge over the
Grande. An Act To authorize
authorize the construction
Grande, bebethe Rio Grande,
tween the cities of Del
Texas, and
Las Vacas,
Vacas, Mexico.
Del Rio,
Rio, Texas,
and Las
Mexico. March
March 1,
1, 1921
1921 ..............
Appropriations,rivers
Appropriations,
rivers and harbors.
appropriations for
for the
the construction,
construction, repair,
harbors. An
An Act Making
Making appropriations
repair, and
and
preservation of certain public works on rivers and harbors, and
preservation
for other
other purposes.
purposes. March
and for
March 1,
1,
1921
1921. . ......................
................
..........................................
Alaska district
district court. An Act To amend
amend section 4,
4, chapter
of Title
Title I
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
chapter 11of
I of
of an
making further
further provision for a
Alaska, and
purposes," approved
a civil government
government for Alaska,
and for
for other
other purposes,"
approved
June 6,
amended by
by section
section 2
of an
an Act
Act entitled
"An Act
to amend
amend secsec6, 1900, as heretofore
heretofore amended
2 of
entitled "An
Act to
tion
provide a
agovernment
government for
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii,
provide for
tion 86
86 of
of an
an Act to
to provide
for the
Hawaii, to
to provide
for additional
additional
purposes," approved March
judges, and for other judicial purposes,"
March 3,
3, 1909, and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
March 2,
1921 .. ......................................................................
March
2 1921.
Five Civilized l'ribes,
Tribes, drainage
drainage of allotments.
Act Amending
Amending an
an Act
to provide
for drainage
of
allotments. An
An Act
Act to
provide for
drainage of
Indian allotments
allotments of the Five Civilized Tribes, approved
approved March
March 27,
27, 1914
1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth
Statutes, 310, Public,
Public, Numbered
Numbered 77).
1921
77). March 2,
2, 1921.....................................
Experiment vineyards,
For the purchase
vineyards, California.
California. An Act Foi
by experiment
experiment vinepurchase of land occupied
occupied by
vineyards near Fresno and Oakville, California.
California. March
March 2,
2, 1921
1921 ...............................
Appropriations,
diplomatic and
Appropriations diplomatic
for the
and
and consular.
consular. An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Consular Service for the fiscal year ending June 30,
March
1921
30 1922.
9.
March
ch, 2,
2, 1922.
1921..................
District of Columbia,
standardweights,
weights, 'measures,
measures, etc. An
District
Columbia, standard
standard weights
An Act
Act To establish
establish standard
weights and
and
measures
Superintendent of
measures for the District of Columbia;
Columbia; to define the duties of the Superintendent
of Weights,
Weights,
Measures, and Markets
Markets of the District of Columbia;
and for
purposes. March
March 3,
3, 1921..
1921
Columbia; and
for other
other purposes.
Appropriations, Indian
Indian Department.
Department. An
Act Making
Making appropriations
for the
the current
and contingent
Appropriations,
An Act
appropriations for
current and
contingent
expenses
expenses of the Bureau
Bureau of
for fulfilling
treaty stipulations
with various
Indian
of Indian Affairs,
Affairs, for
fulfilling treaty
stipulations with
various Indian
tribes, and for other purposes,
purposes, for
year ending
ending June
June 30,
March 3,
3, 1921
for the fiscal year
30, 1922.
1922. March
1921 ....
Osage Indians,
Indians oil, etc., lamb.
lands. An Act To amend section 33of the Act of
Osage
28, 1906,
of Congress of June
June 28,
1906,
entitled
entitled "An
"An Act for the division of the lands and funds of the Osage Indians
Indians in
Oldalaoma,
in Oklahoma,
other p
••:es." March
and for other
purposes."
March 3,
3, 1921
1921 ................................................
District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, Cedar
• Road. An Act To provide for the closing of Cedar
Quincy
Cedar Road
Road between
between Quincy
Street and Shepherd
Shepherd Street northwest, in
in the district of Columbia. March
March 3,
3, 1921
1921 .........
Public
Public building,
building, Spring Valley,
Valley, Ill.
Act Relating
to land
be acquired
acquired as
site
Ill. An Act
Relating to
to the
the title
title to
land to
to be
as a
a site
for a
a post-office building at Spring
1921
Spring Valley, Illinois. March
March 3,
3, 1921..........................
District
Columbia, deeds for low grounds.
grounds. An Act To
District of Columbia,
provide for
for the
on the
the
To provide
the conveyance
conveyance of
of lots
lots on
low grounds
grounds of Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia. March 3,
3, 1921 ........................
Appropriations, legislative,
and judicial
Appropriations,
legislative, erecutive
executive and
judicial expenses. An Act Making
appropriations for
for the
the
Making appropriations
legislative, executive, and judicial expenses
expenses of the Government
Government for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
June 30, 1922, and for other purposes.
purposes. March
March 3,
3, 1921
1921 ....................................
District
Columbia, municipal
municipal court. An Act To enlarge the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Municipal
Municipal Court
District of Columbia,
of the District of Columbia, and to regulate appeals from the judgments of said court, and
and
purposes. March 3, 1921.
1921 ....................................................
for other purposes.
Patents, priority
priority rights.
rights. An Act To extend temporarily
Patents,
temporarily the time for filing
filing applications
applications for
for letters
letters
patent, for taking actions in the United
Office with
for the
the
United States Patent
Patent Office
with respect
respect thereto,
thereto, for
reviving and reinstatement of applications for letters patent, and for other purposes.
purposes. March
March
... ........ ..........................
3, 1921
..
...............
...................
Appropriat-ns,
Appropriations, Department
Department of Agriculture.
Agriculture. An Act Making appropriations
appropriations for the
the Department
Department of
of
Agriculture
Agriculture for the fisca
fiscal year ending June 30,
30, 1922.
March 3,
1921 ......................
1922. March
3, 1921
Appropriations,
Appropriations, fortifications.
fortifications. An Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for fortifications
fortifications and other
other works
works of
of
defense,
procurement of heavy ordnance
defense, for the armament thereof, and for the procurement
ordnance for trial
trial and
and
service for the fiscal year ending
ending June
June 30, 1922, and for other purposes.
3, 192E
purposes. March
March 3,
1921 ...
Water Power
Power Act, excluion
Water
exclusion of
of national
national parks and
Act To
To amendfan
amend:an Actentitled
Act entitled
and monuments. An
An Act
"An Act to create
create a
aFederal Power
Power Commission;
provide for
for the
improvement of
of naviganavigaCommission; to
to provide
the improvement
tion; the development cf water power; the use of the public lands in relation
relation thereto; and
to repeal section 18 of the River and Harbor
Harbor Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, approved
approved August
August 8,
8, 1917,
1917,
and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved June 10, 1920. March 3,
30921
1921 .........................
.
Oklahoma town site
site trustfunnds.
Oklahoma
trust funds. An Act To authorize the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the
the General
General Land
Land Office
Office
to dispose
dispose of certain trust funds
funds in his possession.
3, 1921
possession. March
March 3,
1921 ..........-.............
American National
Cross, committee. An Act To amend
amend section 5
5o
offthe Act entitled "An
American
National Red Cross
"An Act
Act
American National
to incorporate
incorporate the American
National Red Cross,"
Cross," approved
approved January
January 5,
5, 1905.
1905. March
3,
March 3,
1921.
---1921 -------.......----....................
Misssipp
floods. An Act Directing
Mississippi River floodg
Directing the Missisippi
Mississippi River Commission to make an examinaAtchafalaya, Red, and Black Rivers, and to report
tion and survey of the Atchafalaya,
report plan
protection
plan for protection
of their basins from flood waters of the Kfississippi
3, 1921
1921 --....-.......Mississippi River.
River. March
March 3,
Right of way,
way Jackson
La. An Act Authoming
Authorizing the city of
Jackson Barracks,
Barradcs, La.
New Orleans,
Lonisiano, to
of New
Orleans, Louisiana
to
extend Dauphine
Street in said city across the United States military
military reservation
extend
Dauphine Street
reservation known as
Barracks. March
the Jackson Barracks.
March 3, 1921
1921 ..................................................
Bridge,
River. An Act For the construction of aabridge across Rock
Bridge, Rock
Rock Ricer.
Rock River at or near Shirland
Shirland
Avenue,
Avenue, in the city of
of Beloit, Wisconsin. March
March 3, 1921
1921.......
.................
........
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Fart Belknap
Belknap Indian
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont., allotments,
allotments, etc.
etc. An
Act Providing
Providing for
the allotment
of
allotment of
for the
An Act
Indian Reservation,
Fort
lands
within the
Belknap Indian
and for
for other
March
purposes. March
other purposes.
Montana, and
Reservation, Montana,
Indian Reservation,
Fort Belknap
the Fort
lands within
1355
3, 1921
1921
..............................................
.......................
3,
Termination
with Germany.
Germany. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution Declaring
Declaring that
certain Acts of Congress, joint
joint
that certain
War with
of War
Termination of
resolutions, and
construed as
if the
the war
ended and
present or
and the present
had ended
war had
as if
be construed
shall be
proclamations shall
and proclamations
resolutions,
existing
emergency expired.
March 3,
1921
1359
.. 1359
3, 1921......................................-.
expired. March
existing emergency
Census,
Army and
enumerators. Joint
Resolution To
payment to
to members
of the
the
members of
authorize payment
To authorize
Joint Resolution
Navy enumerators.
and Navy
Census, Army
Army
and
Navy
who
were
employed
as
enumerators
during
the
Fourteenth
Decennial
Decennial
Fourteenth
the
durin
Army and Navy who were employed as enumerators
1360
Census to
to take
census of
the Army
Army and
and Navy.
1921
March 3, 1921..............
Navy. March
in the
persons in
of persons
the census
take the
Census
National
Conservatory of
of Music.
Music. An
Act To
Act approved
3, 1891,
incorporating
1891, incorporating
March 3,
approved March
an Act
amend an
To amend
An Act
National Conservatory
1361
..................
the National
National Conservatory
Music of
of America.
America. March 4, 1921
1361
of Music
Conservatory of
the
New
An Act
Act To
To amend
an Act
The New Mexico
Mexico Enabling
Enabling Act."
Act."
"The
entitled "
Act entitled
amend an
district. An
judicial district.
Mexico judicial
New Mexico
1361
.. .
March
1361
......................................
1921 ...................
4, 1921..
March 4,
Public building,
building, Gastonia,
Gastonia, N.
N. C.
C. An
An Act
Act To
present Federal building and site at
the present
exchange the
To exchange
Public
1362
Gastonia, North
North Carolina,
Carolina, for
for a
new site
site and building.
1921
1362
building. March 4, 1921..................
a new
Gastonia,
Federal
loan bonds.
bonds. An
An Act
Act To
amend the
the first
first paragraph
paragraph of
of section
section 20 of the Act of Congress
To amend
Farm loan
FederalFarm
approved July
1916, known
Farm Loan
Act, as
amended by the Act of
of
as amended
Loan Act,
Federal Farm
as the
the Federal
known as
17 1916,
July 17,
approved
....... 1362
ngress approved
approved April
April 20,
20, 1920.
4, 1921
1921 ............................March 4,
1920. March
Congress
Alaska
lands. An
An Act
Act To
section 3
Act entitled
entitled "An
to provide for the leasing
"An Act to
an Act
3 of
of an
To amend
amend section
coal lands.
Alaska coaT
of
in the
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
and for
purposes," approved
approved October 24, 1914.
for other purposes,"
the Territory
Territory of
lands in
coal lands
of coal
March
1363
---- -..........................
...---.....
..
1921 ...................
4, 1921
March 4,
a 50-cent piece
Missouri
centennial half
Act To
piece in
in commemothe coinage of a
authorize the
To authorise
An Act
dollar. An
half dollar.
Missouri centennial
March
ration of
the one
of the
the admission
of Missouri
Missouri into the Union.
Union. March
admission of
anniversary of
hundredth anniversary
one hundredth
of the
ration
4, 1921
1363
............................................................
..
.....
1921 .
4,
Carson National
Forest, N.
An Act
Act For
the consolidation
consolidation of forest lands in the Carson National
National
For the
Mex. An
N. Mex.
NationalForest,
Carson
Forest,
for other
other purposes.
purposes. March
March 4, 1921..............................
1921
1364
and for
Mexico, and
New Mexico,
Forest, New
Chickasaw
An Act
Act To
To perpetuate
of the
Chickasaw and
the Chickasaw
memory of
the memory
perpetuate the
memorials. An
Seminole memorials.
and Seminole
Chickaaw and
1364
Seminole
Indians in
in Oklahoma.
1921..............................
4, 1921
March 4,
Oklahoma. March
of Indians
Tribes of
Seminole Tribes
Hospitals, etc.,
etc., for
Act Providing
additional hospital
hospital facilities
facilities for patients of the
Providing additional
An Act
ex-soldiers. An
for ex-soldiers.
Hospitals,
Bureau
of War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
and of
of the
Federal Board
Board for Vocational
Division
Education, Division
Vocational Education,
the Federal
Insurance and
Bureau of
1364
of
and for
for other
purposes. March
1364
March 4, 1921 ...............................
other purposes.
of Rehabilitation,
Rehabilitation, and
Bridge, Savannah
River. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
the counties
of Beaufort,
Carolina, and
Beaufort, South Carolina,
counties of
Authorizing the
Savannah River.
Bridge,
Savannah,
Chatham, Georgia,
Georgia, to
construct a
a bridge
the Savannah
Savannah River at or near Savannah,
across the
bridge across
to construct
Chatham,
1366
.........
.................................
Georgia. March
1921
.......
March 4,, 1921
Georgia.
Bridge,
Savannah
River.
An
Act
Granting
the
consent
of
Congress
for
the
construction
of
a
of
a bridge
Bridge, Savannah River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress for the construction
across
the Savannah
Savannah River
River near
Hailey's Ferry,
between the counties
counties of Anderson,
and between
Ferry, and
near Hailey's
across the
1366
............................
South
Georgia. March
March 4, 1921 .......
and Hart,
Hart, Georgia.
Carolina, and
South Carolina,
Rainier
National Forest,
Wash. An
Act Authorizing
exchange of lands within the Rainier
the exchange
Authorizing the
An Act
Forest, Wash.
Rainier National
1921....... 1366
National Forest,
in the
the State
State of
purposes. March
March 4, 1921
other purposes.
for other
and for
of Washington,
Washington, and
Forest, in
National
Medals
bestowal upon the
Authorizing bestowal
Act Authorizing
soldiers. An Act
unknown soldiers.
French unknown
and French
British and
of honor,
honor, British
Medals of
unknown,
in Westminster
Westminster Abbey
Abbey and the unknown,
unknown,
buried in
soldier buried
British soldier
unidentified British
unknown, unidentified
unidentified French
French soldier
soldier buried
buried in
in the
the Arc
Arc de
Triomphe of the congressional
medal of
congressional medal
de Triomphe
unidentified
. 1367
honor.
March 4,
4, 1921
1921 ........................................
honor. March
expenses of
Appropriations,
civil expenses.
An Act
Making appropriations
civil expenses
appropriations for sundry civil
Act Making
expenses. An
sundry civil
Appropriations,sundry
arch 4,
the Government
Government for
June 30, 1922,
1922, and for other purposes. March
4,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
the
1367
1921. ............................
...............................................
1921
4,1921..
Public
lands, validating
An Act
certain homestead
homestead entries. March 4,
1921
1433
Act Validating
Validating certain
etc. An
entries, etc.
validatingentries,
Publiclands,
Army, lost
personal property.
An Act
Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide for the settleAct To
To amend an Act
property. An
lost personal
Army,
ment
of the
claims of
of officers
officers and
enlisted men
men of
property
Army for the loss of private property
the Army
of the
and enlisted
the claims
ment of
destroyed
the military
military service
of the
United States,"
March 3, 1885,
1885, as amended
amended
approx ed March
States," approved
the United
service of
in the
destroyed in
by the
the Act
Act of
of July
1918, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes. March
1921
1436
March 4, 1921.......................
and for
9, 1918,
July 9,
by
Right of
Columbia River
Act Authorizing
Secretary of War to grant aa
the Secretary
Authorizing the
An Act
improvements. An
Rirer improvements.
wj, Columbia
of way,
Right
right of
over certain
lands to
to the
River
State of Oregon for the Columbia River
the State
Government lands
certain Government
way over
of way
right
...........
......................
... .......
Highway. March
4, 1921
1437
March 4,
Highway.
TerriRight
way, Port
de Russy,
Hawaii. An
An Act
Honolulu,Territo the
the city and county of Honolulu,
Granting to
Act Granting
Russy, Hawaii.
Port de
of way,
Right of
tory
of Hawaii,
over and across the Fort De Russy Military Reservation for
way over
of way
a right
right of
Hawaii, a
tory of
the purpose
extending its
its sewer
system. March
4, 1921
1921 ............................
1438
1438
March 4,
sewer system.
of extending
purpose of
the
Military
collection, etc.
etc. An
An Act
Act To
Secretary of War to furnish to the
authorize the Secretary
To authorize
equipment collection,
Military equipment
equipment, or clothing heretofore
National Museum
certain articles
materiel, equipment,
heretofore
articles of the arms, materiel,
Museum certain
National
issued or
or produced
for the
States Army,
Army, and
and to
dispose of colors, standards, and
to dispose
United States
the United
produced for
issued
guidons of
organizations of
of the
the United
States Army,
Army, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
United States
demobilized organizations
of demobilized
guidons
1438
March 4,
4, 1921
1438
1921 ..........................
March
a bridge across
maintenance of a
Bridge, Detroit
To authorize
the construction
construction and maintenance
authorize the
Act To
An Act
Ricer. An
Dehoit River.
Bridge,
Detroit River
River within
within or
near the
city limits
limits of
of Detroit,
March 4,
4, 1921 ........... 1439
Michigan. March
Detroit, Michigan.
the city
or near
Detroit
retrocede to the State of Virginia
Cradock,
Va., retrocession
retrocession of
of jurisdiction.
jurisdiction. An Act To retrocede
Virginia exclusive
Cradock, Va.,
America over the property
jurisdiction
heretofore acquired
property and
acquired by the United States of America
jurisdiction heretofore
Project
as United States Housing Corporation
persons of
of the town
territory known
known as
Corporation Project
site or
or territory
town site
persons
150A, located
located in
Norfolk County,
Virginia, and
and called
Cradock. March
March 4, 1921....
1921... _ 1439
called Cradock.
State of
of Virginia,
County, State
in Norfolk
150A,
memorials, etc. An Act To provide
Arlington
provide for the erection of memorials
4mphitheater, memorials,
Memorial Amphitheater,
Arlington Memorial
Amphitheater, in
bodies in the Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater,
in Arlington
entombment of bodies
the entombment
and the
National
Virginia, March 4, 1921 ......................................
1440
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, Virginia
Daughters
1812, badge
An Act
Act To
To renew
renew patent
patent numbered
numbered twenty-five
thousand nine
twenty-five thousand
badge patent.
patent. An
of 1812,
Daughters of
hundred and
and nine.
4, 1921
1440
.
...................................
1921
March 4,
nine. March
hundred
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District
Columbia, IT'ashington
Market Co7apany.
An Act
repeal and
certain parts of the
annul certain
and annul
To repeal
Act To
Company. An
aTishington Market
of Columbia,
Districtof
charter
lease granted
granted and
and made
made to
the Washington
Market Company
of Congress
Congress
Act of
Company by Act
Washington Market
to the
and lease
charter and
entitled "An
An Act
Act to
incorporate the
the Washington
Washington Market
Company, 'I approved
May 20,
approved May
Market Company,"!
to incorporate
entitled
1807. March
March 4,
1921 .................................................
4, 1921
1807.
Explosives,
To amend
entitled "An
"An Act to codify, revise and
an Act
Act entitled
amend an
Act To
An Act
Code. An
Criminal Code.
Explosives, Criminal
amend the
penal laws
laws of
of the
the United
United States,"
approved March 4, 1909 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
States," approved
the penal
amend
at Large,
Large, page
page 1134).
4, 1921 ..................................................
March 4,
1134). March
at
Standard time,
time, Texas
transfer the Panhandle
Panhandle and Plains section of
To transfer
An Act To
and Oklahoma. An
Texas and
Standard
Texas and
Oklahoma to
the United
United States
States standard
1921.....
time zone. March 4, 1921
standard central time
to the
and O.klahoma
Texas
Standing Rock
Indian Reservations,
homesteads. Joint Resolution Extending
Reservations, homesteads.
River Indian
Cheyenne River
and Cheyenne
Rock and
Standing
the time
of purchase
in the former Standing
Standing Rock
Rock
homestead entries in
purchase money on homestead
for payment
payment of
time for
the
Indian
States of
of North
North and
and for other purposes.
Dakota, and
and South
South Dakota,
the States
in the
Reservation, in
Indian Reservation,
--March 4,
4, 1921
--.-----------..
1921 ....................................-..........-March
Unknown
Arlington Memorial
Resolution Providing for
Memorial Amphitheater. Joint Resolution
soldier, Arlington
American soldier,
Unknown American
the bringing
bringing to
the United
United States
American, who was a
amember
the body
body of an unknown American,
States of the
to the
the
of
the American
Expeditionary Forces,
Forces, who
served in
in Europe
Europe and lost his life during the
who served
American Expeditionary
of the
World
the burial
burial of
remains with
with appropriate
March 4, 1921.
1921.
ceremonies. March
appropriate ceremonies.
of the
the remains
for the
and for
War, and
World War,
Boundary waters,
Dakota, etc.
Resolution Giving
United
consent of the Congress of the United
Giving consent
Joint Resolution
etc. Joint
iNorth Dakota,
waters, North
Boundary
States
to the
Dakota, South
Dakota, Minnesota,
Iowa, and
Wisconsin, Iowa,
Minnesota, Wisconsin,
South Dakota,
North Dakota,
of North
States of
the States
States to
Nebraska,
or any
two or
or more
more of
States, to
to agree
agree upon
exercised
jurisdiction to be exercised
upon the jurisdiction
of said
said States,
any two
Nebraska, or
by
States over
over boundary
boundary waters
waters between
March 4, 1921.
1921 _
or more
more of said States. March
two or
between any two
by said
said States
Electoral vote
messengers. Joint Resolution
discharging from the fine imposed by
Relieving and discharging
Resolution Relieving
vote messengers.
Electoral
law
payment of messengers
electors of certain
certain States
appointed by the electors
messengers appointed
the payment
law and
and authorizing the
to
electoral vote'of
vote of such
Vice President. March
March 4, 1921.
1921.
and Vice
States for President and
such States
the electoral
to deliver
deliver the

Page.
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CONGRESS
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
PUBLIC LAWS OF THE SIXTY-SIXTH
OF THE

UNITED STATES
STATES
UNITED
Passed at
the first
session, which
which was
Washington, in
in the
begun and held at the city of Washington,
was begun
first session,
at the
Passed
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, on
adjourned
of May,
May, 1919, and was adjourned
the nineteenth day of
on Monday,
Monday, the
District of
1919.
without
nineteenth day of November, 1919.
on Wednesday,
Wednesday, the nineteenth
day on
without day
W OODROW WILSON,
W ILSON, President;
MARSHALL, Vice
President; ALBERT
B.
ALBERT B.
Vice President;
R. MARSHALL,
THOMAS R.
President; THOMAS
WOODROW
C
UMMINS, President
tempore; FREDERICK
FREDERICK H.
H.GILLETT,
GILLETT, Speaker
Speaker
pro tempore;
Senate pro
of the
the Senate
President of
CUMMINS,

Representatives.
of the House of Representatives.

CHAP. 1.-An
1.—An Act
supply urgent
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
in
to supply
appropriations to
Act Making
Making appropriations
CHAP.
pensions
appropriations
the Bureau
Bureau of
Insurance and for the payment of pensions
of War
War Risk Insurance
for the
appropriations for
for
year ending June 30, 1919.
for the fiscal year

June 5, 1919.
[H. R.
[H.
R. 2329.]
2329.)
[[Public
P u b l c No. 1.]
i No. 1.]

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
House of
by the
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That the following
States of
States
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
following sums are apprpriatioienies
a pI
p
T
gl
e
gati(
orieneles
approappropriated, out
out of
money in
in the
the Treasury
otherwise approTreasury not otherwise
any money
of any
appropriated,
priated,
deficiencies in appropriations
appropriations for the Bureau
urgent deficiencies
to supply
supply urgent
prated, to
of
War Risk
Risk Insurance
fiscal
the payment of pensions for the fiscal
for the
Insurance and for
of War
year
year ending June 30, 1919, namely:
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY

Treasury DepartDepartTreasury
ment.
eprt
t. y

BUREAU
RISK INSURANCE.
INSURANCE.
WAR RISK
OF WAR
BUREAU OF

Insurance
War Risk
War
Risk Insurance
Bureau.
Bureau.
and exSalaries and
ea-

For salaries
of officers
officers and
pes
n
a
s
l
e
a
s
r
.
ies
$2,025,613.97; stationery penses.
employees, $2,025,613.97;
and employees,
salaries of
For
and miscellaneous
expenses, $100,000;
$100,000; furniture,
furniture, equipment,
and
equipment, and
miscellaneous expenses,
and
supplies,
$195,000; printing
and binding,
rental of quarquar$100,000; rental
binding, $100,000;
printing and
supplies, $195,000;
ters
the District
District of
$3,886.03; and traveling expenses,
expenses,
of Columbia,
Columbia, $3,886.03;
in the
ters in
$5,000;
in all,
all, $2,429,500.
$2,429,500.
$5,000; in
Military and naval
naval
allowances as filitarasnd
payment of military and naval family allowances
For the payment
famlly allowances.
authorized by
$39,615,000.
by law, $39,615,000.
authorized
Interior
Department.
InteriorDepartment.

DEPARTMENT.
INTERIOR
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
BUREAU
OF PENSIONS.
PENSIONS.
BUREAU OF

Pensions.
Pensions.

Navy.
and Navy.
Army and
invalids, widows,
Army
For invalids,
widows, minor children,
children, Army
pensions: For
Navy pensions:
and Navy
Army and
and
dependent relatives,
relatives, Army nurses, and all other pensioners who
and dependent
are
borne on
the rolls,
rolls, or
or who
who may
may hereafter
hereafter be
placed thereon,
thereon,
be placed
on the
are now
now borne
ro
$3,000,000: Provisos.
Congress, $3,000,000:
provisions of any and all acts of Congress,
under the provisions
Navy,
from naval
naal
Navy from
Provided, That
That the
aforesaid for Navy pensions shall fund.
appropriation aforesaid
the appropriation
Provided,
be paid
from the income
income of the Navy pension fund so far as the
paid from
be
Accounting.g.
further, That the Accountin
same shall
Provided further,
be sufficient
sufficient for that purpose: Provided
shall be
same
accounted
expended under each of the above items shall be accounted
amount expended
for separately.
separately.
Approved,
Approved, June 5, 1919.

incident to the
Making appropriations
CHAP 2.-An
2 —An Act Making
appropriations for certain expenses
expenses incident
CHAP.
first
Sixty-sixth Congress, and for other purposes.
purposes.
first session
session of the Sixty-sixth

Be
the Senate
Senate aad
aad Haase
of the
the United
Unitedn
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
by the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by

June
17, 19 19.
[ueR.
110.]
[H.
R. 1200.)

[Public, No. 2.
[Public, No.
No. 2)
2.]
[Public,

tions ff
or
,

assembled, That the following sums are expenses,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
e ATIP7 rifirst
tstsesion,
States of America in
appropriated, out
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise sity-6ixth
s'xtY-SiXth Cons.
=
the Treasury
any money in the
of any
out of
appropriated,
appropriated, namely:
namely:
appropriated,
C9

11

8.

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I
2, 3.
3.
CHS. 2,
I.. CMS.
SESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

2
Legislative.
Legislative.

1919.
1919.

LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

Mileage.
Mileage.

For mileage of Senators, $51,000.
For
mileage of
Representatives and
and Delegates
expenses of
of
and expenses
Delegates and
of Representatives
For mileage
Resident Commissioners,
$175,000.
Commissioners, $175,000.
Resident

Senate.
Senate.

SENATE.
SENATE.

Paages.
ges.

For compensation of officers,
officers, clerks, messengers, and others in the
service of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, namely:
namely:
service
Sixteen pages
pages for
for the
the Senate
Senate Chamber,
at the rate of $2.50 per day
Chamber, at
Sixteen
each, during
during the
the session,
session, from
from May
19, 1919,
1919, to June 30,
30, 1919, $1,720,
May 19,
each,
or so
so much
from and
and including
July
including July
and from
be necessary;
necessary; and
may be
as may
thereof as
much thereof
or
1,
1919, until the close of the first session of the Sixty-sixth Congress,
1, 1919,

P

Stationery,
tationery, 1919.
191.

so much
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
so
much as

For stationery for Senators and the President of the Senate, and for
committees
officers of
$3,000.
1919, $3,000.
year 1919,
fiscal year
Senate, fiscal
of the
the Senate,
and officers
committees and
Miscellaneous ite
items,
For
miscellaneous
items,
exclusive
of
labor,
fiscal
year 1918,
1918,
year
fiscal
of
labor,
exclusive
items,
miscellaneous
For
ms
9
M'iasl
1918
and
1919.
1
$10,000.
$10,000.
For
labor, fiscal
fiscal year 1919,
of labor,
exclusive of
items, exclusive
miscellaneous items,
For miscellaneous
$90,000.
$90,000.
House of
Represen.
SE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPESENT
H
House
of RepresenHOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE or
tatives.
Stationery.
Stationery.
Pages,
etc.
Pages,etc.

Tune 17, 1919.
June
[H.
J. 11(..
Res. 79.].
[H. J.
No. l.]
1.]
Res., No.
[Pub. lies.,

For stationery for Members and Delegates and
and Resident Commissioners, at
at $i25
$125 each,
each, for
for the
Sixty-sixth Conthe Sixty-sixth
session of the
first session
the first
missioners,
gress, $55,000.
gress,
For the following employees during the first session of the SixtyCongress, namely:
sixth Congress,
For forty-four
forty-four pages,
pages, including
including two
two telephone
pages, two
riding pages,
two riding
For
pages,
one _press
page, and
and ten
pages for
for duty
fluty at
at the
entrances
the entrances
ten pages
gallery page,
press gallery
pages, one
to
the Hall
Hall of
$2.50 per
per day
messengers in
nine messengers
day each; nine
at $2.50
House, at
the House,
of the
to the
the
of $100
$100 per month each; three telephone
rate of
at the rate
office at
post office
the post
operators
at the
$75 per
per month
much as may be
each; so much
month each;
of $75
rate of
the rate
operators at
necessary.
necessary.
Approved,
June 17, 1919.
Approved, June

Authorizing the Secretary of War
CIECAP.
3.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
War to loan to the city
CHAP. 3.-Joint
Georgia, tents and cots for use of Confederate
IDawson, Georgia,
of Dawson,
Confederate veterans
veterans in their State
convention, June 17 and 18,
iS, 1919.
convention,

United
Resolved by
the Senate
House of
of the
the United
Represefntatirvs of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Resulved
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
of
War
War
of
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to loan, at his discretion,
discretion, to the city
of Dawson, Georgia, for the use of Confederate
Confederate veterans in their State
convention, to
Dawson
on June 17 and 18, 1919, fifty tents
at
Dawson
be
held
to
convention,
Proriiiar.
and two
two hundred
Provided, That
caused
be caused
shall be
expense shall
no expense
That no
cots: Provided,
hundred cots:
author- and
expense authorNo expense
No
z
i
ized.
the
United States
States Government
Government by
said
and return of said
the delivery
delivery and
by the
the United
i.
property,
delivered to said city designated, at such
to be
be delivered
same to
property, the same
time
prior to
to the
the holding
encampment as
upon
as may
may bee agreed upon
of said
said encampment
holding of
time prior
furby
Secretary of War
Provided furthe mayor of said city: Provided
War and the
the Secretarv
by the
Bond req
require.
Bond
ther, That the Secretary
ther,
Secretary of War, before
betore delivering
delivering said tents and
sufficient
cots,
mayor of said
said city aa good and sufficient
from the mayor
take from
cots, shall take
bond
property in good order and condition,
condition,
return of
of said property
the safe return
bond for the
States.
whole without expense to the United States.
and the whole
Approved, June
1919.
Approved,
June 17, 1919.

vetertents, et..
anoan of tents.
state convention,
Dawson. Ga.
i.

Confederate
veterConfederate
ans.
Loan of
etc.,
for State convention,
Dawson,

S
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S
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1919.
Rine 30, 1919.
1919.

CHAP.
4.-An Act
the current
current and
contingent exand contingent
for the
appropriations for
Making appropriations
Act Making
CHAP. 4.-An
penses
the Bureau
Bureau of
Affairs, for
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
treaty stipulations
with various
various
stipulations with
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
of the
peneDs of
1920.
fiscal year ending
the fiscal
Indian
and for
other purposes,
for the
ending June 30,
30, 1
920.
purposes, for
for other
tribes, and
Indian tribes,

June30,

[H. R.
2480.1
R. 2480.]
[.

No.
[Public,
[
P ublic
,N
o.3.1
3.]

and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
Indian Department
Department
Indian
sums be, appropriations.
the following
States
of America
assembled, That
That the
following sums
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in,
States of
money in the Treasury
and
they are
hereby, appropriated,
out of
of any
any money
Treasury appropraton
appropriated, out
are hereby,
and they
paying the
of paying
not
otherwise appropriated,
for the
the purpose
the current
current
purpose of
appropriated, for
not otherwise
fulfilling
for fulfilling
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, for
of the
and
in full
full compentreaty stipulations
Indian tribes,
tribes, and
and in
compenvarious Indian
with various
stipulations with
treaty
provided for
are provided
sation
for all
all offices
and salaries
which are
for herein for the
salaries which
offices and
sation for
namely:
30,
service
of the
year ending
ending June
June 3
0,1920,
19
20 ,
namely:
fiscal year
the fiscal
service of
SURVEYING
SURVEYING

AND
AND

ALLOTTING
INDIAN
ALLOTTING INDIAN
(REIM'BUR,SABLE).
(REIMBURSABLE).

RESERVATIONS
RESERVATIONS

Indian reservations.

Indianreservations.

Surveying,
Surveying, allotting

ssveraty,
lands in
For the
the survey,
of lands
in inin
allotment of
and allotment
severalty, etc.
classification, and
resurvey, classification,
survey, resurvey,
For
Vol. 24,
24 p. 388.
,. 388.
Vol.
(Twenty1887
February 8,
of February
severalty
under the
provisions of
the Act
Act of
8,
(Twentyof the
the provisions
severalty under
fourth
age three
eighty-eight),
and eighty-eight),
hundred and
three hundred
Large, page
at Large,
Statutes at
fourth Statutes
entitled
Act to
or the
lands in
to
severalty to
in severalty
of lands
allotment of
the allotment
to provide
provide for
"An Act
entitled "An
Indians,"
and
under
any
other
Act
or
Acts
providing
for
the
survey or
or Repayment.
Indians," and under any other Act or Acts providing for the survey
proportionally out of Repayment
$10,000, to
allotment of
to be
be repaid
repaid proportionally
lands, $10,000,
Indian lands,
of Indian
allotment
States
United States
any Indian
in trust
trust or
or otherwise
otherwise by
the United
by the
held in
moneys held
Indian moneys
any
ico
Proio.e
That VSe
and available
available by
law for
such reimbursable
Provided, That
purposes: Provided,
reimbursable purposes:
for such
by law
and
i
n New Mexico
and
Arizona restricted.
restricted.
andArizona
no
part
of
said
sum
shall
be
used
for
the
survey,
resurvey,
classificlassifiresurvey,
survey,
the
for
used
be
shall
sum
said
no part of
cation, or
any land
land in
in severalty
on the
public domain
domain
the public
severalty on
of any
allotment of
or allotment
cation,
within the State
tribes, within
other tribes,
or other
to any
any Indian,
Indian, whether
whether of
Navajo or
the Navajo
of the
to
was not residing
who was
Arizona, who
State of
of New
New Mexico
Mexico and
the State
of Arizona,
residing upon
upon
and the
of
the public
public domain
prior to
to June
June 30,
30, 1914.
1914.
domain prior
the
vis ).

IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION

ON
ON

RESERVATION
INDIAN
INDIAN RESERVATIONS
ABLE).
ABLE).

Irrigation on reservaR tirrigatinoonreservaS UEIU
(REDIBURStions.

For the
repair, and
of irrigation
irrigation systems,
systems,
maintenance of
and maintenance
construction, repair,
the construction,
For
and
for purchase
or rental
rental of
appliances, water
water
and appliances,
tools and
of irrigation
irrigation tools
purchase or
and for
rights, ditches,
ditches, and
and lands
lands necessary
necessary for
for irrigation
purposes for
Indian
for Indian
irrigation purposes
rights,
or
reservations and
and allotments;
for operation
operation of
of irrigation
systems or
irrigation systems
allotments; for
reservations
availor availappurtenances thereto,
thereto, when
no other
other funds
are applicable
applicable or
funds are
when no
appurtenances
able
for the
the purpose;
for drainage
protection of
irrigable lands
lands
of irrigable
and protection
drainage and
purpose; for
able for
from
damage
by
floods
or
loss
of
water
rights,
upon
the
Indian irriirriIndian
the
upon
rights,
water
of
loss
or
floods
by
from damage
gation projects
projects named
below:
gation
named below:
Irrigation
district one:
Sand Creek
Agency projects,
projects, Klamath
Klamath
and Agency
Creek and
one: Sand
Irrigation district
Reservation,
$20,000;
Round
Valley
Reservation,
California,
$2,000;
$2,000;
California,
Reservation,
Valley
Round
Reservation, $20,000;
Colville Reservation,
Reservation, $10,000
$32,000.
total, $32,000.
$10,000;- total,
Colville
$1,200;
Irrigation
district two:
two: Moapa
River, $1,200;
Shivwits, $1,200;
$1,200; Shivwits,
Moapa River,
Irrigation district
Walker
River,
$8,500;
Western
Shoshone,
$5,000;
total,
$15,900.
$15,900.
total,
$5,000;
Shoshone,
Western
Walker River, $8,500;
Irrigation
district three:
three: Tongue
Tongue River,
River, Montana,
Montana, $2,000.
$2,000.
Irrigation district
Irrigation
four: Agua
Agua Caliente
Reservation, $3,000;
Ak
$3,000; Ak
Caliente Reservation,
district four:
Irrigation district
Chin,
Maricopa
Reservation,
$3,200;
Big
Pine
Reservation,
$3,500;
$3,500;
Reservation,
Pine
Big
$3,200;
Reservation,
Chin,iaaricopa
$6,000;
Reservation, $6,000;
Jolla Reservation,
Grindstone Creek
Reservation, $1,300;
$1,300; La
La Jolla
Creek Reservation,
Grindstone
Martinez
pumping plant,
Reservation, $1,600;
$1,600;
Morongo Reservation,
$2,000; Morongo
plant, $2,000;
Martinez pumping
Owens Valley
Valley Reservation,
Reservation, $1,000;
Pala Reservation,
Reservation, $4,500;
Rincon
$4,500; Rincon
$1,000; Pala
Owens
Reservation, $3,000;
miscellaneous projects,
$7,600; total,
total, $36,700.
$36,700.
projects, $7,600;
$3,000; miscellaneous
Reservation,
Pine River
Reservation, Pine
Ute
Irrigation
district five:
five: Southern
Lae Reservation,
River
Southern Irrigation district
Pueblos,
Mexico
project,
$8,000;
San
Juan
Reservation,
$20,000;
New
Mexico
Pueblos,
New
$20,000;
Reservation,
Juan
San
project, $8,000;
$11,000; Zuni
Zuni Reservation,
Navajo and
Hopi miscellaneous
miscellaneous
and Hopi
$18,200; Navajo
Reservation, $18,200;
$11,000;
projects, including
including Tes-nos-pos,
Tes-nos-pos, Moencopi
Moencopi Wash,
Wash, Captain
Captain Toni
Wash,
Tom Wash,
projects,
$18,200; total,
total, $75,400;
and Red Lake, $18,200;
For
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
incident to
general adminadminto the
the general
expenses incident
For necessary
istration
of Indian
projects, including
including salaries
of not
not to
to
salaries of
irrigation projects,
Indian irrigation
istration of
exceed
five
supervising
engineers:
engineers:
exceed five

teCncetrectinof
tencan
° ce ru
,e
e
t
t
e
i°n
.,mparj
;A mp
a
r
i
o
l
l:
ects.•
ects

disAllotments to
to d-

Allotments

tricts.

Wets.

dmistrti

ex.

kdministrativeei
peases
pensee.
-
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In
irrigation district
one: Oregon,
Oregon, Washington,
Washington, northern
northern
In Indian
Indian irrigation
district one:
California and
and northern
northern Idaho,
$10,000;
Idaho, $10,000;
California,
In
Indian irrigation
two: Southern
Idaho, Nevada,
Nevada, and
and
In Indian
irrigation district
district two:
Southern Idaho,
Utah,
$12,500;
Utah, $12,500;
In Indian
Indian irrigation
district three:
three: Montana,
and South
South
In
irrigation district
Montana, Wyoming,
Wyoming, and
Dakota, $11,000;
$11,000;
Dakota,
In Indian
Indian irrigation
irrigation district
district four:
four: Central
Central and
and southern
southern California
California
In
and southern
southern Arizona,
Arizona, $15,000;
$15,000;
and
In
Indian irrigation
Northern Arizona,
Arizona, New
New Mexico,
Mexico,
In Indian
irrigation district
district five:
five: Northern
and
Colorado,
$12,000;
and
Colorado,
$12,000;
Stream gauging.
gauging.
Stream
For cooperative
cooperative stream gauging with the United States Geological
Geological
Survey,
$4,000;
nveigati
ew
Survey,
$4,000;
Investigating
new
n
For necessary
and investigations
determine the
the feasibility
feasibility
provests.
For
necessary surveys
surveys and
investigations to
to determine
propets.
36, p.
858.
ool.. 36,
p.85.
and estimated
estimated cost of
of new projects
reservoir sites
sites on
projects and
and power
power and reservoir
on
Indian
reservations in
with the
the provisions
of section
section 13
13
Indian reservations
in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
of the
act of
of June
June 25,
25, 1910,
$10,000;
of
the
act
1910,
$10,000;
Chief engineer, etc.
Chieengneer, etc.
For pay of one chief irrigation
irrigation engineer,
chief
engineer, $4,000; one assistant
assistant chief
irrigation
engineer, $2,500;
one superintendent
superintendent of
irrigation comcomirrigation engineer,
$2,500; one
of irrigation
petent
to pass
upon water
water rights,
rights, $2,500;
one field-cost
field-cost accountant
accountant,
petent to
pass upon
$2,500; one
Expenses.
$2,250; and
andfor
traveling and
and incidental
incidental expenses
and
$2,250;
for traveling
expenses of
of officials
officials and
employees of
of the
service, including
including sleeping-car
sleeping-car fare,
fare,
the Indian
Indian irrigation
irrigation service,
employees
and a
per diem
diem not
not exceeding
$3.50 in
of subsistence
subsistence when
when actually
actually
in lieu
lieu of
and
a per
exceeding $3.50
employed in
designated headquarters
headquarters, $6,000;
$6,000;
employed
in the
the field
field and
and away
away from
from designated
Reimbursable.
Rembusable.
In .all
all,.,for irrigation
reservations,,$253,750,
irrigation on Indian
Indian reservations
$253,750, reimbursable
reimbursable
Vol. 38, p. 583.
Provisos.
proisos.
as provided in the Act of August
August 1, 1914: Provided,
Provided, That no part of
of
Use restricted.
se restrcted.
shall be
be expended
this appropriation
appropriation shall
on any
any irrigation
irrigation system
system or
or
expended on
reclamation project
for which
which public
funds are
may be
be otherwise
reclamation
project for
public funds
are or
or may
otherwise

Flood damages, etc.
Flood
damages, etc. available: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
That the foregoing amounts appropriated
appropriated
purposes shall
discretion
for such purposes
shall be available
available interchangeably
interchangeably in the
the discretion
of
Interior for
necessary expenditures
expenditures for
for
of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
for the
the necessary
damage by
by floods
floods and
other
unforeseen
exigencies: Provided,
Provided, howhowdamage
and
other
unforeseen
exigencies:
Limitation.
taton.
ever, That the amount so interchanged
ever,
interchanged shall not exceed in the aggreaggregate 10
all the
amounts so
so appropriated.
appropriated.
gate
10 per
per centum
centum of
of all
the amounts

SLTPPRESSING
SUPPRESSING LIQUOR
LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
TRAFFIC.
Suppressing liquor
trf
trait°. essig liquor
Provisos.
Having liquor in
possession made an
offense.

intoxicating liquors
For the suppression of the traffic
traffic in intoxicating
among
liquors among
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That
after July
July 1,
1, 1919,
1919, possespossesThat on
on and
and after
Indians, $100,000:
Havng' liquor in Indians,
ossion made an sion by
by aa person
intoxicating liquors in
Indian country
or
person of intoxicating
in the Indian
country or
where
the
introduction is
is or
or was
prohibited
by treaty
treaty or
or Federal
Federal
where
the
introduction
was
prohibited
by
Punishment.
statute shall
be an
an offense
offense and
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
shall be
ol. 27,
27, p. 260; Vol.
and punished
punished in
Vol.
Vol. statute
20,, p.
p. 506..06.
provisions of the Acts of July 23, 1892
1892 (Twenty-seventh
provisions
(Twenty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at
at
page 260),
260), and January
January 30, 1897
1897 (Twenty-ninth Statutes
at
Large, page
Statutes at
Net
Pomo
ceded
de
Large, page
That the
the provisions
provisions of
of Article
Article
further, That
Provided further,
age 506):
506): Provided
d Large,
(
I1dron
iaeIdaho.
lands,
Prohibition
contin- IX
i'ronibition rontinIX of the agreement
agreement with the Nez Perce
Force Indians
Indians of Idaho, dated
uel on,
May 1,
confirmed by
by the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress
2, p.
p:. 320.
May
ulci.
1, 1893,
1893, and
and ratified
ratified and
and confirmed
Vol. 2s,
approved August
August 15, 1894 (Twenty-eighth
(Twenty-eighth Statutes
Statutes at Large, pages
pages
286-330), prohibiting the sale of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
286-330),
liquors to those
those Indians
Indians
or its introduction upon their lands,
lands, are hereby
hereby extended
extended for the
period
years.
period of
of ten years.
RELIEVING DISTRESS,
RELIEVING
DISTRESS, AND SO FORTH.
FORTH.

Relieving
distress,
Con',
preventing
Terre ti.ti contagious
diseases,
etc.
ises,
e.

For
the relief
relief and
and care
care of
of destitute
Indians not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
For the
destitute Indians
provided
prevention and treatment
tuberculosis, trachoma,
for, and for the prevention
treatment of
of tuberculosis,
trachoma,
smallpox,
other contagious
and infectious
diseases, including
including
smallpox, and
and other
contagious and
infectious diseases,
transportation
of patients
to and
and from
hospitals and
and sanatoria,
sanatoria,
from hospitals
patients to
tesr
transportation of
W
Indians
rirIdls in western
Warhington.
Washington.
$ 375,U00,
75,000, of which $10,000
$10,000 shall be used to care for old
old and
and indigent
indigent
India.ns
$25,000 shall be
Indians in western Washington,
Washington, and of which
which sum 82.5,000
immediately available: Provided,
immediately
Proided, That not to exceed $45,000
$45,000 of
of

s
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said amount
amount may
be expended
the construction
construction and
equipment of
of Pitnewhospitals.
said
may be
expended in
in the
and equipment
Limit, Lie sv hospitals.
new
unit cost
of not
exceeding $15,000:
$15,000: Provided
Provided Use
se for
genera
not exceeding
at a
a unit
cost of
new hospitals
hospitals at
for general treatPreVis0.3.

e
further,
That this
this appropriation
be used
used also
for general
etc.ne'
medical ment,
ment, etc.
also for
general medical
may be
appropriation may
further, That
and
treatment of
of Indians,
the maintenance
and
maintenance and
Indians, including
including the
surgical treatment
and surgical
operation
of general
hospitals, where
where no
other funds
applicable
funds are
are applicable
no other
general hospitals,
operation of
Allotment to specior
Provided further,
out of
of the
the fiedtit
tsande'that purpose:
purpose: Provided
further, That
That out
or available
available for
for that
fied hospitals
and sanatoria.
appropriation herein
herein authorized
be available
for the
the toria.
available for
shall be
there shall
authorized there
appropriation
maintenance
sanatoria and
hospitals hereinafter
hereinafter named, and
and
and hospitals
the sanatoria
of the
maintenance of
for
incidental and
and all
all other
expenses for
their proper
proper conduct
conduct and
and
for their
other expenses
for incidental
equipment, and
management,
including pay
and
employees, repairs, equipment,
pay of
of employees,
management, including
improvements, not
not to
the following
following amounts:
amounts: Blackfeet
Blackfeet
to exceed
exceed the
improvements,
Hospital,
Montana, $12,500;
Carson Hospital,
$10,000;
Nevada, $10,000;
Hospital, Nevada,
$12,500; Carson
Hospital, Montana,
Cheyenne and
and Arapahoe
Oklahoma, $10,000; Choctaw
Choctaw and
Hospital, Oklahoma,
Arapahoe Hospital,
Cheyenne
Chickasaw Hospital,
Oklahoma, $35,000;
$35,000; Fort
Fort Lapwai
Lapwai Sanatorium,
Sanatorium,
Hospital, Oklahoma,
Chickasaw
Idaho, $40,000;
$40,000; Laguna
Laguna Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, $17,000;
$17,000; Mescalero
Mescalero
Idaho,
Hospital,
New Mexico,
Mexico, $10,000;
$10,000; Navajo
Sanatorium, Arizona,
Arizona, $10,000;
$10,000;
Navajo Sanatorium,
Hospital, New
Pima
Phoenix Sanatorium, Arizona,
Arizona,
$10,000, Phoenix
Pima Hospital, Arizona, $10,000;
$40,000; Spokane
and Fox
Fox
Sac and
$10,000; Sac
Washington, $10,000;
Hospital, Washington,
Spokane Hospital,
$40,000;
Sanatorium,
$25,000; Turtle
Dakota,
North Dakota,
Mountain Hospital,
Hospital, North
Turtle Mountain
Iowa, $25,000;
Sanatorium, Iowa,
$10,000;
Nebraska, $15,000;
$15,000; Crow
Crow Creek
Creek
Hospital, Nebraska,
Winnebago Hospital,
$10,000; Winnebago
Hospital, South
$10,000; Hoopa
Valley Hospital,
Hospital, California,
California,
Hoopa Valley
Dakota, $10,000;
South Dakota,
Hospital,
Canyon
Kew Mexico,
$10,000; Jicarilla
Jicarilla Hospital,
Hospital, New
Mexico, $10,000;
$10,0003 Truxton
Truxton Canyon
$10,000;
Hospital, Arizona,
camp
Arizona, $10,000;
Indian Oasis
Oasis Hospital,
$10,000; Indian
hospital, Arizona,
camp hospital,
$10,000.
$10,000.
Schools.
Schools.
SUPPORT
OF INDIAN
SCHOOLS.
INDIAN SCHOOLS.
SUPPORT OF
Support of
pupils,
Support
of pupils,

etc.
and industrial
For
day and
industrial schools not otherwise etc.
For support
support of Indian day
provided for,
for, and
other educational
industrial purposes
purposes in
in conconeducational and
and industrial
and other
provided
nection therewith,
$1,750,000, of
which sum
sum not
exceed $25,000
$25,000 Proio
nection
therewith, $1,750,000,
of which
not to
to exceed
a af
dumb, and
rta dumb,
and
Deaf and
not to exceed
shall
be immediately
immediately available:
exceed $40,000
$40,000 blind.
That not
available: Provided,
Provided, That
shall be
of this
amount may
be used
for the
the support
and education
education of
of deaf
deaf bn
public schools.
support and
may be
used for
of
this amount
In public
schools.
and dumb
blind Indian
Indian children:
further, That
That not
not more
more
children: Provuled
Prowtedfurther,
and
dumb or
or blind
than
of the
amount herein
herein appropriated
appropriated may be
be expended
expended
the amount
than $200,900
$200,000 of
for the
the public
public schools:
schools:
children enrolled
enrolled in
in the
for
the tuition
tuition of
of Indian
Indian children
Not
for
for
ot available
available
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That no
no part
part of
of this
appropriation shall
shall be
be specified
this appropriation
And
schoolsed
ool
industrial schools
used for
for the
the support
of Indian
Indian day
schools where
where
day and
and industrial
support of
used
specific appropriation
appropriation is made.
made.
specific
9 i

INDIAN SCHOOL
AGENCY BUILDINGS.
AND AGENCY
BUILDINGS.
SCHOOL AND
INDIAN

School and
buildings.
buildings.

agency
agency

Construct
ion, etc.
Construction,

purchase, repair,
repair, and
For
construction, lease,
lease, purchase,
and improvement
improvement of
of
For construction,
school
of necessary
and agency
agency buildings,
buildings, including
including the
the purchase
purchase of
necessary
school and
lands
installation, repair,
repair, and
and improvement
improvement of heating,
the installation,
lands and
and the
ProSo,.
lighting,
power, and
sewerage and
water systems
connection Provisos.
in connection
and water
systems in
and sewerage
lighting, power,
Supervision.
this appropriation
therewith, $335,000:
appropriation shall be sueron.
$335,000: Provided,
Provided, That this
therewith,
available for the
payinent of
expenses of persons
persons ememavailable
the payment
of salaries
salaries and expenses
and
ployed
in the
work of roads and
repair work
supervision of construction
construction or repair
ployed in
the supervision
bridges and
on school
school and
agency buildings
Service: Heat
bridges
and on
and agency
buildings in
in the
the Indian
Indian Service:
et and
to
and light
Keit to
employees.
Provided
Provided further,
further, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is authorized
authorized to employees.
allow employees
Service, who are furnished
furnished quarters,
employees in the Indian Service,
quarters,
necessary heat
heat and
and light
for such
quarters without
without charge,
charge, such
such
necessary
light for
such quarters
light to be
paid for
of the
the fund
fund chargeable
chargeable with
the Not
heat and light
be paid
for out
out of
with the
Not included
included in
in concompensation limit.
limit.
at the
the same
other buildi
buildings
and lighting other
cost of
cost
of heating
heating and
!is at
same place:
place: And pensation
Vol. 37, p. 521.
52.
the amount
so expended
expended for agency purposes
further That
That the
providedfurther,
provided
amount so
purposes Vo.37,p.
shall not be included in the maximum
maximum amounts
amounts for compensation
compensation of
prescribed by section 1,
August 24,
employees prescribed
1, Act of August
24, 1912.
1912.
INDIAN
INDIAN SCHOOL
SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION.
TRANSPORTATION.

Transportation.
TTsportation.

U.lieeting'
Foy
and transpo
rtation of
to and
and from
from Indian
and piFs
,pi
tng.'etc. ppa"
uIndian and
of pupils
pupils to
transportation
For collection
collection and
public schools, and for placing school pupils,
pupis, with
with the
the consent
consent of their
their
o

etc.,
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parents,
under the
care and
control of
give
to give
qualified to
families qualified
of white
white families
and control
the care
parents, under
ZtV.1.
them moral,
educational training, $72,000:
$72,000: Provided,
Provided,
moral, industrial, and educational
them
Provios.
ment
for MilrployThat
$5,000 of
used for obtaining
obtaining rethis sum may be used
of this
exceeding $5,000
not exceeding
That not
"ploybta'inig
munerative
employment for
for Indian
youths and, when
when necessary,
necessary, for
for
Indian youths
munerative employment
payment
transportation and
and other
other expenses
expenses to
to their places of emof transportation
payment of
ployment:
That where practicable
practicable the transportatransportafurther, That
Repayment.
Provided further
ployment: Provided
Repayment.
returned
tion and
and expenses
expenses of
pupils shall
refunded and
and shall be returned
be refunded
shall be
of pupils
tion
provisions of this section
to the
appropriation from
section
from which paid. The provisions
the appropriation
to
Alaska pupils.
shall also
apply to
to native
native Indian
Indian pupils
school age
twentyage under twentyof school
pupils of
also apply
shall
one
Alaska.
from Alaska.
brought from
of age
age brought
years of
one years

COST.
PER
PER CAPITA
CAPITA COST.

Per capita cost.

That hereafter,
That
hereafter , except
except for pay
pay of superintendents
superintendents and for transpupils, not
transportation of pupils
portation
of goods
goods and supplies
supplies and transportation
not
portation of
more
$225 shall
be expended
from appropriations
appropriations made in
hi this
expended from
shall be
than $225
more than
any one
Act,
any other
other Act,
Act, for
the annual
support and
education of any
and education
annual support
for the
or any
Act, or
pupil in
any Indian
school, unless
the attendance
attendance in any school
school shall
unless the
Indian school,
in any
pupil
Secretary of the
in which
be less
which case the Secretary
pupils, in
hundred pupils,
two hundred
than two
less than
be
Interior
authorize a
a per
capita expenditure
expenditure of
of not
to exceed
exceed
not to
per capita
may authorize
Interior may
Provisos.
$250:
That the
the total
amount appropriated
appropriated for
for the
the support
support of
of
total amount
Provided,That
$250: Provided,
Restriction.
triction.
Determining average such
Providedfurther,
school
shall
be
exceeded: Prolnde,d
further, That the number
number
be exceeded:
not
shall
school
such
Determiningaverage
attendance.
attendce.
of pupils in any school
school entitled
entitled to the
the per capita
capita allowance
allowance hereby
hereby
provided for
shall be
based upon
average attendance,
attendance, determined
determined by
by
upon average
be based
for shall
provided
dividing the
the total
total daily
daily attendance
attendance by the
the number
school
number of days the school
dividing
Limitation not apfor
in session:
session: Provided
all moneys
appropriated for
moneys appropriated
That all
further, That
Provided further,
plicable for fiscal
is in
isca yyear is
pltable
1919. 191.
school purposes among
among the Indians
Indians for the fiscal year
year ending June
June 30,
1919,
without restriction
restriction as to per capita expendiexpended, without
be expended,
may be
1919, may
education of any one pupil in any
and education
ture, for
for the
the annual
support and
annual support
ture,
school.

Limit of amount
amount per
pupil.

Limit of

er

pupil.

Industrial
work, etc.
Industrial work,etc.

OF TIMBER.
WORK AND CARE
INDUSTRAL WORK
INDUSTRIAL
CARE OF
TIMBER.

purposes of preserving
Timber
preservation ,
preserving living and growing timber
timber on
For the purposes
Timberpreservation,
etc.
reservations
educate Indians
Indians in the
the
allotments, and to educate
and allotments,
reservations and
etc.
Matrons,
Matrons.

Indian
Indian
proper
proper
care
of forests;
the employment
employment of
of suitable
suitable persons
persons as matrons
matrons
for the
forests; for
care of
to
teach Indian
Indian women
women and
and girls
girls housekeeping
household
other household
housekeeping and other
to teach
expenses of such matrons, and for furduties, for
traveling expenses
necessary traveling
for necessary
duties,

nishing
necessary equipments
equipments and
supplies and
and renting
renting quarters
quarters for
for
and supplies
nishing necessary
Indian
of experiments
them where
necessary; for
for the
the conducting
conducting of
experiments on
on Indian
where necessary;
them
school
agency farms
possibilities of soil and
designed to test the possibilities
farms designed
or agency
school or
climate in
the cultivation
trees, grains,
vegetables, cotton,
cotton, and
and
grains, vegetables,
of trees,
cultivation of
in the
climate
Farmers
- and for the employment
employment of practical
stock- fruits,and
fruits,
Farmers and stockpractical farmers and stockmen,
inen.
for
in
farmers now employed;
employed; for
agency and school farmers
to the
the agency
in addition
addition to
for
necessary traveling
expenses of
such farmers
and stockmen
stockmen and for
farmers and
of such
traveling expenses
necessary
furnishing necessary - equipment
equipment and supplies for them; and for
for
furnishing
superintending
directing farming
farming and
and stock
stock raising
among InInraising among
and directing
superintending and
Field matrons.
dians,
sum not
not less
less than
than $75,000
$75,000 shal
shall be
used for
for
be used
which sum
of which
475,000, of
dians, $475,000,
Fid matrons
Promo,.
shall
foregoing
Menominee
R
rvathe
employ
ment
of
field
matrons:
Provided,
That
the
the
foregoing
shall
That
Provided,
matrons:
of
field
employment
the
nomin":eeReservation.
not, as to timber
timber,, apply to the Menominee
Menominee Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation in
Soil, etc., experil r Wisconsin: Providedfurther,
amount
ments.
That not
exceed $25,000
$25,000 of the amount
not to exceed
Wisconsin: Provickdfurther, That
ms . etc., e pe
experiments on Indian
herein
appropriated shall
conduct experiments
used to conduct
shall be
be used
herein appropriated
school
or agency
agency farms
farms to
to test
the possibilities
possibilities of soil and climate in
test the
school or
the
cultivation
of
trees, cotton,
cotton, gram,
gram, vegetables,
and fruits:
fruits: ProProvegetables, and
of
trees,
cultivation
the
Pay not affected by
•
b
ruled,
also, That
That the
the amounts
paid to
to matrons,
matrons, foresters,
foresters, farmers,
farmers,
amounts paid
also,
y vided,
te
lim.atlt'ffe""
employees, and stockmen
physicians,
stockmen prohospital employees,
nurses, and other hospital
physicians, nurses,
vided
in this
Act shall
within the limitations
limitations on
included within
not be included
shall not
this Act
for in
vided for
Vol. 37, p. 121.
in the
the Act
employees contained
of employees
salaries and
and compensation
contained in
Act of Aucompensation of
salaries
vol. 37, p. 521.
1912.
gust 24, 1912.
Agricltural exper

Agricultural experi-

ments, etc.
etc.
me^ts,

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRES
S.
EXPENSES
EXPENSES

S
ESS. I
Cu. 4.
SESS.
I.. CH.
4.

INCIDENT TO
INCIDENT
TO PURCHASE
PURCHASE AND
TATION OF INDIAN
SUPPLIES.
TATION
INDIAN SUPPLIES.

77

1919.
1919.

TRANSPORTRANSPOR-

suPPlles•
supplies.

necessary to
purchase of
goods and
and supplies
for tatiorn,
tZuonre,her.' transpor
transporFor expenses necessary
to the purchase
of goods
supplies for
the Indian
Service, including
including inspection,
of necessary
necessary employees,
employees,
the
Indian Service,
inspection, pay
pay of
therewith, including
and all
all other expenses
expenses connected
connected therewith,
including advertising,
advertising,
storage, and
Indian goods
goods and
storage,
and transportation
transportation of
of Indian
and supplies,
supplies, $300,000:
$300,000: Proviso.
Provided, That no part
appropriated shall
shall be
be used
Three warehonges.
Provided,
part of
of the
the sum
sum hereby
hereby appropriated
used Thee
warehouses.
Indian
for the maintenance
maintenance of to exceed
exceed three
three warehouses
warehouses in
in the
the Indian
Service.
Service.
TELEGRAPHING
TELEGRAPHING AND TELEPHONING.
TELEPHONING.
Telegraphing

telegraph and telephone toll
pertaining tei
T
epehonlg.
.g
For telegraph
toll messages
messages on
on business pertaining
telephoing
to the Indian Service
Service sent and
received by the
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian
and received
the Bureau
Affairs at Washington,
Washington, $8,000.
$8,000.
COURT COSTS.
COSTS.
COURT

and
and
and

Court costs.
ourt costs.

For
For witness
witness fees
fees and
other legal
legal expenses
in suits
I
ga
t te=
and other
expenses incurred
incurred in
suits instituted
instituted all
alltmentg
s, etc.e. in

against Indians
Indians involving
of title
to lands
lands
in behalf
behalf of
of or
or against
involving the
the question
question of
title to
allotted
to them,
them, or
or the
of possession
possession of
held
allotted to
the right
right of
of personal
personal property
property held
hearings set
by the
the United
United States
States local
local land
to Proviso.
by them,
them, and
and in
in hearings
set by
land officers
officers to
Poo.
determine the
the rights
of Indians
determine
rights of
to public
attorneys' fees.
Indians to
public lands,
lands, $1,000:
$1,000: Provided,
Provided, No
No attorneys'
fees.
That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be
used in
in the
be used
the payment
payment of
of
attorneys'
attorneys' fees.
fees.
EXPENSES OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS.
COMMISSIONERS.
For expenses
of the
the Board
Board of
For
expenses of
of Indian
Indian Commissioners,
Commissioners, $10,000.
$10,000.

Citizen
m commission.
c
is s

Citi n omm ion.

PAY OF INDIAN
INDIAN POLICE.

For pay
pay of Indian
including chiefs
chiefs of
Indian police,
police, including
at not
exceed
of police
police at
not to
to exceed

$50 per month each and privates
privates at not
not to
to exceed
exceed $30
$30 per
per month
month each,
each,
to be employed in maintaining order, for
purchase of
for purchase
of equipments

Indian
police.
Ind
ian pol ce.

and supplies, and for rations for policemen
policemen at nonration
nonration agencies,

$200,000.

PAY OF JUDGES
JUDGES OF INDIAN
INDIAN COURTS.
Indian
For pay of judges of Indian courts where
where tribal relations
relations now exist, ejug
.
es ' n di
coU'r g
$8,000.
$8,000.
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
OF INDIAN
INDIAN SERVICE.
SERVICE.
Contin
expenses.
'
and Cotngntlee
annum; for traveling
per annum;
For pay of special agents, at $2,000 per
traveling and
Vol. 40,gent
p. 1250.
incidental expenses of such special agents,
including sleeping
sleeping car
agents, including
car fare,
fare,
and aaper diem of not to exc
eed $3.50
i
n li
eu of
ofsubsistence,
exceed
$3.50 in
lieu
subsistence, in
in the
the disdiscretion of the Secretary of the Interior, when actually
actually employed
employed on
duty in the field or ordered to
sortato the seat
seat of government;
government; for
for trans
transportation and incidental expenses of officers and clerks of the Office
Ihce of
of
Indian Affairs when traveling
traveling on official duty; forpayof
for pay of employees
employees not
otherwise provided for; and for other necessary expenses
otherwise
of the
the Indian
Indian
expenses of
appropriation is available,
Service for which no other appropriation
available, $135,000:
$135,000:
Provided,
amount shall
shall be
Provided, That $5,000
$5,000 of this amount
be immediately
immediately available:
available: P
A:urn
i
o
i
gs
t
.
at once.
ourntat
nce. m
Proided
further, That
That $15,000
$15,000 of
of this
be used
used for
for C
9opeteky
coOT5Provided further,
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
°F1Pewte.ng. C
contminug
contmunig the work of the Competency
Commission to
Competency Commission
to the
the Five
Five
Civilized
Tribes in Oklahoma.
Civilized Thbes

S
IXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
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SESS. I
4.
CH. 4.
I.. Cu.
SESS.

1919.
1919.

INDIAN
SERVICE INSPECTORS.
INSPECTORS.
INDIAN SERVICE

Inspectors.

For
pay of
six Indian
Indian Service
inspectors, exclusive
exclusive of
one chief
chief
of one
Service inspectors,
of six
For pay
inspector, at
salaries not
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,500
$2,500 per
per annum
and actual
actual
annum and
at salaries
inspector,
traveling
and incidental
expenses, and
to exceed
exceed $3.50 per diem
not to
and not
incidental expenses,
traveling and
in lieu
lieu of
when actually
actually employed
employed on
on duty
the field
field
in the
duty in
subsistence when
of subsistence
in
away
from home
or designated
designated headquarters,
$25,000.
headquarters, $25,000.
home or
away from

Pay, etc.

DETERMINING
HEIRS.
DETERMINING HEIRS.

of deceased Indian
For
the purpose
of determining
determining the
the heirs of
purpose of
For the
allottees
any right,
in any
any trust or restricted
interest in
or interest
title, or
right, title,
having any
allottees having
property,
under regulations
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
the InInof the
Secretary of
regulations prescribed
property, under
Provisos.
Clerks
in
in dian teror,
tenor, $100,000,
$100,000, reimbursable
reimbursable as
as provided
provided by
law: Provided,
Provided,
existing law:
by existing
Indiaan
n
Clerks
Office.
That
Interior is
not to
authorized to use not
the Interior
is hereby authorized
Secretary of the
That the Secretary
office.
exceed $30,000
$30,000 for
the employment
additional clerks
in the
Indian
the Indian
clerks in
of additional
employment of
for the
exceed
Office
connection with
with the
the work
work of
deceased
of deceased
the heirs
heirs of
of determining
determining the
in connection
Office in
Indians,
their wills,
out of
the $100,000
$100,000 appropriated
appropriated
of the
wills, out
and examining
examining their
Indians, and
Tribes
excluded.
herein:
Provided further,
provisions of
paragraph shall
shall
this paragraph
of this
That the
the provisions
further, That
herein: Provided
besecludd
Tribes of
not apply
Civilized Thbes
to the Five Civilized
nor to
Indians nor
Osage Indians
the ()sage
to the
apply to
not
Indians in
in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Indians
Determining heirs of

allottees.
allettring

hers of

Industry among Indians.

4
,37.,1 1
.1strY among In-

Encouraing farm. Encouraging
mg, etc., for self support.
or
pnet.

ll

Provisos.
Prooent.
Repayment.

Limitations.
Limitations.

(REIMBURSABLE).
INDUSTRY AMONG
AMONG INDIANS
INDIANS (REIMBURSABLE).
INDUSTRY
For the purpose of encouraging
encouraging industry
industry and self-support
self-support among
the
the Indians
Indians and to aid them in the culture of fruits, grains, and other
crops, $100,000,
$100,000, or
or so
so much
as may
be necessary,
necessary, to
be imimto be
may be
thereof as
much thereof
crops,
mediately
available, which
sum may
may be
used for
for the
of seed,
purchase of
the purchase
be used
which sum
mediately available,
equipment necesanimals, machinery,
machinery, tools,
tools, implements,
and other equipment
implements, and
animals,
s,
the discretion
discretion of
of the Secretary
of the Interior, to enable
Secretary of
in the
sary, in
Indians to
to become
self-supporting: Provided,
said sum
shall be
sum shall
That said
Provided, That
become self-supporting:
Indians
the
expended under
Secretary of the
prescribed by the Secretary
be prescribed
to be
conditions to
under conditions
expended
Interior for
its repayment
repayment to
to the
United States
or before
30,
June 30,
before June
on or
States on
the United
for its
Interior
1925:
Provided further,
That not
not to
exceed $50,000
$50,000 of
1925: Provided
further, That
to exceed
of the
the amount
amount
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
be expended
expended on
on any
reservation or for
one reservation
any one
shall be
herein
the benefit
tribe of
of Indians.
one tribe
any one
of any
benefit of
the

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Allowance
for mainmainAlownce for
temuice, etc.

provi.m.

r
orcbaseslimikd.
lruaslismitcd.

VEHICLES FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
SERVICE.
VEHICLES
That
$200,000 of
appropriations made
made
applicable appropriations
of applicable
to exceed
exceed $200,000
not to
That not
Indian Affairs
be available for the
ffairs shall be
Indian
operation of
motor-propelled and
and horseof motor-propelled
operation
vehicles
for the use of superintendents,
superintendents,
vehicles for
matrons, allotting.,
other
and other
irrigation, and
allotting, irrigation,
matrons,
exceed
Provided, That
service: Provided,
field service:
employees in
in the
the Indian
Indian field
That not
not to
to exceed
employees
$15,000 may
may be
be used
used in
horse-drawn passengerof horse-dravw
purchase of
in the
the purchase
$15,000
the purchase of
carrying vehicles,
and not
$40,000 for the
exceed $40,000
not to
to exceed
vehicles, and
carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, and that such vehicles
motor-propelled
shall be
used only
only for
for official
o cial service.
service.
shall
be used

herein for
for the
Bureau of
of
the Bureau
herein
maintenance,
repair, and
and
maintenance, repair,
drawn
passenger-carrying
drawn passenger-carrying
farmers,
physicians, field
field
farmers, physicians,

Miscidlancous.
Mliicllanmolis.
Live
li
dians.
'dLuJ..

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

stock of
of In-- SULPPBESSING
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES AMONG LIVE STOCK OF INDIANS.
SUPPRESSING CONTAGIOUS DISEASES AMONG LIVE STOCK OF INDIANS.

Pay
destroyed
Pay. for
for deatroyrd
diseased
etc.
animals, etc.
diseasied -miro-ils,

For
reimbursing Indians
Indians .for
for live
live stock
may be
hereafter
be hereafter
stock which
which may
For reimbursing
destroyed on account of being
being infected
infected with dourine or other condestroyed
connection with the work of
expenses in connection
of
diseases, and
and for expenses
tagious diseases,
eradicating
eradicating and preventing
preventing such diseases, to be expended
expended under such
such
rules
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may prescribe,
rules and
and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
350,000.
S50.000.

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS
SESS. I
CH. 4.
I.. CH.
CONGRESS.. SESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
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1919.
1919.

A. R. Snyder.
For
reimbursement of
of A.
R. Snyder
by him
for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by
him Reimbursement.
AeR. Snydent
For reimbursement
A. R.
Snyder for
in
repairing
his
personal
automobile
which
was
damaged
while
used
in repairing his personal automobile which was damaged while used
on
business, $27.20.
on official
official business,
$27.20.
mprovingstock
Improving
stock
For
developing and
and watering
watering places,
places, etc.
and otherwise
otherwise developing
wells, and
drilling wells,
springs, drilling
improving springs,
For improving
conserving
for the
the use
use of
of stock,
stock, including
the purchase,
purchase, construcconstrucincluding the
water for
conserving water
tion,
and
installation
of
pumping
machinery,
tanks,
troughs,
and other
other
troughs, and
tanks,
machinery,
of
pumping
installation
and
tion,
necessary
equipment, and
investigations and
surveys,
and surveys,
for necessary
necessary investigations
and for
necessary equipment,
for
of increasing
increasing the
the available
available grazing
grazing range
range on
unallotted
on unallotted
the purpose
purpose of
for the
lands
on
Indian
reservations,
$50,000.
$50,000.
reservations,
Indian
lands on
Final enrollment of
That the
the Secretary
Secretary,of
of the
Interior is
hereby authorized,
authorized, wherever
authorized.
wherever tribes
tribesauthrzed.
the Interior
is hereby
That
in his
his discretion
discretion such
action would
would be
be for
for the
the best
interest of
of the
the
best interest
such action
in
Indians, to
cause a
roll to
made of
of the
any
of any
membership of
the membership
be made
to be
a final
final roll
to cause
Indians,
Effect of approved
of app roved
rect
Indian tribe;
such rolls
rolls shall contain the ages and quantum of Indian rolls.
tribe; such
Indian
blood,
when
approved
by
the
said
Secretary
are
hereby
declared
to
blood, when approved by the said Secretary are hereby declared to
constitute the
legal membership
membership of
of the
respective tribes
for the
, . 591.
pur- Vol.
the purtribes for
the respective
thelegal
constitute
Vol. 40, p.
p
pose of
of segregating
segregating the
funds as
as provided
provided in
in section
of the
the V
28 of
section 28
the tribal
tribal funds
pose
Indian
Appropriation
Act
approved
May
25,
1918
(Fortieth
Statutes
Statutes
(Fortieth
1918
25,
Indian Appropriation Act approved May
at
591 and
592), and
shall be
conclusive both
to
as to
both as
be conclusive
and shall
and 592),
pages 591
Large, pages
at Large
Proviso.
ages
and quantum
quantum of
Indian blood:
the foregoing
foregoing Tribexcepted.
Provided, That
That the
blood: Provided,
Tribes excepted.
of Indian
ages and
shall
the Five
Civilized Tribes
to the
Osage Tribe
Tribe of
of
the Osage
or to
Tribes or
Five Civilized
to the
apply to
not apply
shall not
Indians,
or to
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
the Menominee
Menominee
or the
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, or
to the
Indians, or
Indians
of Wisconsin.roa
Wisconsin.
Indians of
grants
Railroad grants
rad
grants
That
for the relief
relief lands.
act for
"An act
act entitled
entitled "An
of an
an act
the provisions
provisions of
all of
of the
That all
Relinquishment to
ton
Relinq2ishment
of
Indians occupying
railroad lands
lands in
in Arizona,
New Mexico
or Indians
Mexico, or
Arizona, New
occupying railroad
of Indians
in Arizona,
extended.
California,"
March 4,
4, 1913
1913 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statute;
etcextended.vo
Statutes at
at etc.,
California," approved
approved March
Vol. 37, p.. 1007; Vol.
p. 48.
Large
act approved
11, 1916
1916 39, p.i8.
April 11,
approved April
the act
by the
as extended
extended by
1007), as
page 1007),
Large, page
(Thirty-ninth
Statutes at
Large, page
page 48),
be, and
and the
the same
are
same are
48), be,
at Large,
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
hereby,
for a
aperiod
period of
of one
one year
year from
from and
day
the 4th
4th day
after the
and after
extended for
hereby, extended
of
March,
1919.
of March, 1919.
ve stock
stock of
o rereLive
stricted Indians.
is strictedIndians.
That section
section 2138
2138 of
of the
the Revised
Statutes of
United States
States is
the United
of the
Revised Statutes
That
Restrictions on sales,
hereby amended
as to
to read
as follows:
"That where
where restricted
teStrictionssaes,
restricted etc.
follows: "That
read as
so as
amended so
hereby
S., see. 2138, p.
sec. 2138, p.
Indians
are
in
possession
or
control
of
live
stock
purchased
for or
R.S.,
for
or 373,R.
purchased
live
stock
of
or
control
in
possession
are
Indians
amended.
issued to
them by
or the
the increase
increase therefrom,
therefrom, such
such 373,amended
by the
the Government,
Government, or
to them
issued
stock shall
not be
be sold,
sold, transferred,
transferred, mortgaged,
mortgaged, or
or otherwise
disposed
otherwise disposed
shall not
stock
of, except
except with
the consent
writing of
of the
or other
other
superintendent or
the superintendent
in writing
consent in
with the
of,
officer in
charge of
the tribe
the owner or possessor
possessor of
of the
to which
which the
tribe to
in charge
of the
officer
live
belongs, and
violation of
of this
this provision
provision Branding.
live stock
stock belongs,
and all
all transactions
transactions in
in violation
Bdig.
and the
shall be
issued and
so purchased
purchased or issued
stock so
such live
live stock
All such
be void.
void. All
shall
grazed in the
increase therefrom
belonging to
to restricted
and grazed
Indians and
restricted Indians
therefrom belonging
increase
Indian country
country shall
shall be
with the
the IID
D or
of Removal
Removal restricted.
reservation brand
brand of
be branded
branded with
or reservation
Indian
restricted.
the
to which
which the
such stock
stock belong, and shall
of such
owners of
the owners
jurisdiction to
the jurisdiction
not be
be removed
Indian country
with the
in
consent in
the consent
except with
country except
the Indian
from the
removed from
not
writing
of the
the superintendent
superintendent or
other officer
in charge
charge of the tribe
tribe to
to
officer in
or other
writing of
which the
the owner
or possessor
of such
such live
stock belongs,
belongs, or
order
or by
by order
live stock
possessor of
owner or
which
of
Secretary of
of War,
with the
the movement
of troops.
troops.
movement of
in connection
connection with
War, in
of the
the Secretary
o "().
Every
provisions of
of this
section by selling
selling or
Fut
.tl
thi
nenttf
or
or latth
latiom.
this section
the provisions
violates the
person who
who violates
Every person
acquiring
otherwise
disposing of
of such
such stock,
otherwise acquiring
purchasing, or otherwise
stock, purchasing,
otherwise disposing
Indian counan in
or by
such stock from the
the Indian
removing such
by removing
therein, or
interest therein,
an
for
try, shall
fined in
not more
more than
$1,000, or
imprisoned for
or imprisoned
than $1,000,
sum not
be fined
in any
any sum
try,
shall be
imprisonment."
such fine
fine and imprisonment."
not
more than six months, or both
both such
not more

ARIZONA
AND NEW
NEW MEXICO.
ARIZONA AND

Arizona-

ri
A zna .

Sze. 2. For
For support
and civilization
of Indians
Arizona and
New in,
in,s287
t
sMexIno.
ail;r
l
ndP 7e:
e f
and New
in Arizona
Indians in
civilization of
support and
SEc.
Mexico,
of employees,
employees, $330,000.
oe cl.
$330,000.t
including pay
pay of
Mexico, including
Fort Mojave School.
School.
For
one hundred
and fifty
fifty Indian pupilsa
pupils
hundred and
of one
education of
and education
For support
support and
at the Indian school at Fort Mojave, Arizona, and for pay of superimprovements, $3,800;
$3,800;
intendent, $35,050;
$35,050; for general repairs and improvements,
in all, $38,850.
$38,850.
44281-.-21--3
44281°--21
3

10

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRE
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CONGRESS.
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Phoenix SchooL
School.

CH. 4.
I.. Cu.
S
ESS. I
SESS.

1919.
1919.

For support
support and education
education of seven hundred
hundred Indian pupils at the
Indian school
school at
Arizona, and for pay of
of supermtendent,
superintendent,
at Phoenix,
Phoenix, Arizona,
Indian
$142,500;
for general
general repairs
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements, $12,500;
in all,
all,
$12,500; in
$142,500; for

$155,000.
$155,000.
For support
support and
education of
hundred pupils
pupils at
the Indian
Indian
at the
one hundred
of one
and education
For
school
at Truxton
'Truxton Canyon,
Canyon, Arizona,
for pay
pay of
of superintendent,
superintendent,
and for
Arizona, and
school at
$24,000;
for general
improvements, $3,000;
$3,000; in
in all,
all, $27,000.
$27,000.
and improvements,
general repairs
repairs and
$24,000; for
for
Gila River
River ReservaReserveFor
the work
work of
constructing the
system for
irrigation system
the irrigation
of constructing
continuing the
For continuing
tioi
hon.
in the
the vicinity
Pima Indians
Continuingirrigation the irrigation
the Pima
Indians in
vicinity- of
of
the lands
lands of
of the
of the
irrigation of
Continingrigation
system.
system.
Sacaton, on the Gila River Indian Reservation, within the limit of
Sacaton
of
Vol. 33,
3, 1905 (Thirty-third Statutes at
at
S101. cost fixed
Vol.
33, p.
p. 1081.
fixed by the Act of March 3,
Large,
page 1081),
1081), $7,500;
$7,500; and
for maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
of the
the
operation of
and for
Large, page
Repayment.
pumping
plants and
canals systems,
$7,500; in
in all,
all, $15,000,
$15,000, reimreimsystems, $7,500;
and canals
pumping plants
Veol37,p.f t.522.
bursable
as provided
1912
section two of the Act of August 24, 1912
in section
provided in
bursable as
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
at Large,
page 522).
522).
page
at
Large,
Statutes
(Thirty-seventh
River
Resolorado
Colorado River
ResR
irrigation
ervation.
For
construction of the
the_pumping
pumping plant for irrigation
the construction
For continuing
continuing the
ervation.
°n purposes on the Colorado River Indian Reservation, Arizona,
Extending
irrigation
by the
the
purposes on the Colorado River Indian Reservation, Arizona, by
systeming'"rigE
system.
installation
settling basin, $11,000,
$11,000, and for continuing the cona settling
of a
installation of
struction
of the
necessary canals
and laterals for
utilization of
for the utilization
canals and
the necessary
struction of
Vol.
p. 273.
water
in connection
with said
said pumping
pumping plant,
in the
Act
the Act
as provided
provided in
plant, as
connection with
water in
273.
6 pVol. 36,
273), $82,000,
1910 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large, page 273),
of April 4, 1910
and
for maintaining
operating the
the pumping
canals, and
pumping plant, canals,
and operating
maintaining and
and for
Watering
structures, $41,000,
$41,000, reimbursable
reimbursable as
as provided
Act; and
and for
for
.said Act;
in said
provided in
additional structures,
aering additional
lands.
continuing
an appropriation
appropriation of water for the
of securing
securing an
purpose of
the purpose
continuing the
irrigation
of approximately
approximately one
fifty thousand
thousand acres of
and fifty
one hundred
hundred and
irrigation of
surveys and the preparareservation by the conduct
conduct of surveys
land on said reservation
a complete
estimates for a
complete irrigation system to supply
supply
tion of
of plans
plans and estimates
m
Roe F
paymnt
towa
Re lot
uts
y
a
:
i
me.
s
e
.ntfrom water to said
reimbursable from
from funds
in the
Treasury
the Treasury
funds in
$54,000, reimbursable
land, $54,000,
said land,
water to s
aes.
town
of
United States
reservation
of the Indians of said reservation
States to the credit of
the United
of the
arising from
from the
the sale
sale of
authorized by the
town lots authorized
of town
from the
proceeds from
the proceeds
arising
Vol. 35, p. 77.
in
April 13,
13, 1908
1908 (Thirty-fifth
Large, page
77); in
at Large,
page 77);
Statutes at
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
Act of April
VoLp7
all, $188,000.
$188,000.
all,
Papago Indian NHseven new
pumping
For
construction of
Papago IndianfilFor the
the construction
of seven
new .
pumping plants,
plants, including
including the
of
Water
for,
sinkinl of
of wells,
installation of
of pumping
machinery, construction
wells, installation
pumping machinery,
construction of
ater supply
supplyorsinking
tanks for
or domestic
domestic and
and necessary
necessary structures
structures for the
stock water, and
and stock
tanks
development and
and distribution
Papago Indian
distribution of aasupply of water for Papago
development
villages in
in southern
southern Arizona,
$38,000; for operation and
and maintenance
maintenance
Arizona, $38,000;
villages
Navajos
of
constructed works
for these
these villages,
villages, $14,000;
all, $52,000.
$52,000.
in all,
$14,000; in
works for
of constructed
Navajos.
of the
Interior to
to carry
carry into
effect the
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
School facilities for.
To
the Interior
into effect
the provoi. 15, p. 669.
the
between the
of June
the sixth
article of
visions of
of the
Vol. 1j, p. 669.
visions
sixth article
of the
the treaty
treaty of
June 1,
1, 1868,
1868, between
proclaimed
United States and the Navajo Nation or Tribe of Indians, proclaimed
August
whereby the United States
States agrees to provide school
school
1868, whereby
August 12, 1868,
facilities for
children of
Navajo Tribe
Tribe of
$100,000:
of Indians,
Indians, $100,000:
the Navajo
the children
of the
facilities
for the
Proviso.
Discretionary
Provided, That the said Secretary
Secretary may expend
expend said funds, in his disProvided,
Dietionary use.
cretion,
in
establishing
or
enlarging
day
or industrial
industrial schools.
schools.
or
or
enlarging
day
establishing
cretion,
in
opis.
vaj
and
Navajos an d Hois.
for the
a water
water supply
'Water
supply to r,pon
For continuing
the development
development of
of a
supply for
the Navajo
Navajo
continuing the
For
Water supplyfor,
reservations.
and Hopi Indians
Indians on
on the
the Navajo,
Navajo, Moqui,
Pueblo, Bonito,
Juan,
Moqui, Pueblo,
Bonito, San
San Juan,
Western Navajo
Navajo Reservations,
Reservations, $30,000,
$30,000, reimbursable
reimbursable out of any
and Western
Ganado
pmject.
funds
Indians now
now or
or hereafter
hereafter available.
available.
said Indians
of said
funds of
anado projct.
Operating.
For operation
and maintenance
of the
the Ganado
irrigation project,
maintenance of
Ganado irrigation
project,
For
operation and
Operating.
reimbursable
under
such
rules
and
regulations
as
the
Secretary
of the
the
as
the
Secretary
of
such
rules
and
regulations
reimbursable
under
ProriAo.
Reappropriatirm.
Interior
Provided, That
of the
the
That any
any balance
balance of
$3,000: Provided,
may prescribe,
prescribe, $3,000:
Interior may
Reapppropriairn.
Vol.
569.
$20,000 appropriated
by the
of May
May 25,
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes
Statutes
$20,000
l 40,
40',p.
p. 5.
appropriated by
the Act
Act of
25, 1918
unexpended on June
June 30,
1919, is
is
30, 1919,
at Large,
Large, page 569),
569), which shall
shall be unexpended
hereby
appropriated.
appropriated.
hereby
Laguna Pueblo, N.
Mgn""
Pneblo, .' For enlarging
ditch system
m
x.
enlarging and improving
improving the reservoir
reservoir and ditch
system for
for the
the
Irrigation
extension. Laguna
Laguna Indians of the Laguna Pueblo,
irrigation extension.
Pueblo, New Mexico, $5,000.
Salt River allotFor additional
the charges
for providing
providing water
water
charges for
of the
installments of
additional installments
For
mSatt
ments. River alotthousand three
six thousand
rights
Addfiotiro.nal water
vrater rights
rights for
for six
three hundred
hundred and ten acres of Salt River
River
Additional
Indian
Vol39,
VoL 39, p..
p. no.
Indian allotments reimbursable
reimbursable as provided
provided in the Act of May 18,
extension of
and laterals
and for
for the
1916, and for the extension
of canals
canals and
laterals and
the concon-

s
atLxton Canyon
Schooi.n

canyon
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struction
necessary irrigation
facilities to
to supply
supply the
the said
said
struction of
of other
other necessary
irrigation facilities
lands with
with water,
water, $15,000.
$15,000.
S
lands
San Xavier ReservaFor operation
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
pumping plants
plants on
the tion.
on the
the pumping
For
operation and
Pumping plants on.
San
Xavier Indian
Indian Reservation,
Arizona, $16,500,
out Pumpingplantson.
reimbursable out
$16,500, reimbursable
Reservation, Arizona,
San Xavier
of
any funds
of this
this reservation
reservation now
now or
or hereafter
hereafter
of any
funds of
of the
the Indians
Indians of
available.
available.
ava
iable..
Little Colorado
Colorado and
Diablo Rivers.
That
of $42,500
$42,500 appropriated
appropriated by
the Indian
Indian approappro- Canyon
CanyonDiablo
by the
That the
the amounts
amounts of

Bridges construcpriation Act
approved March
2, 1917
Statutes at
at tiOidges
construcMarch 2,
1917 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
priation
Act approved
tion.
Vol.
Large, page
by the
the Indian
Indian appropriaappropria- Vol.
975; Vol.
ol. 39,
39, p.
p. 975;
appropriated by
and $5,000
$5,000 appropriated
page 975),
975), and
Large,
,p.
.
tion Act
approved May
May.25,
(Public Number
Number 159),
159), in
in all
all $47,500,
$47,500, 4 57
25, 1918
1918 (Public
tion
Act approved
40

570

for
the construction
construction of
two bridges
bridges over
for the
of two
over the
the Little
Little Colorado
Colorado and
and Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
Canyon
Rivers, near
the Leupp
Leupp Indian
Indian Agency,
near the
Agency, Arizona,
Arizona, are
are
Canyon Diablo
Diablo Rivers,
hereby
reappropriated for
for the
same purposes
as provided
in said
purposes as
provided in
said
hereby reappropriated
the same
Acts,
reimbursable as
provided in
said Acts,
.Acts, and
to remain
remain a
a charge
charge Repayment.
Repayment.
in said
and to
as provided
Acts reimbursable
and
the lands
lands and
and funds
funds of
Navajo Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians
Indians
of the
the Navajo
and lien
lien upon
upon the
until paid.
until
paid.
San Carlos
ReserveThe
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
withdraw t,ion.
San
Carlos Reservato withdraw
authorized to
of the
The Secretary
Secretary of
Maintenance of
of
from the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
States the
of $17,500
$17,500 of
of any
from
the sum
sum of
any tMaintenance
from
from
tribal
funds on
of the
the Indians
Carlos tPrunindplant,
Indians of
of the
the San
San Carlos
tribal funds
on deposit
deposit to
to the
the credit
credit of
Fri gaY t
t
indT
Reservation
in Arizona,
Arizona and
for the
operation and
the operation
and
to expend
expend the
the same
same for
and to
Reservation in
maintenance of
plants for
for irrigating
the lands
of the
the Indians
Indians
irrigating the
lands of
maintenance
of pumping
pumping plants
on the
and for
for the
the installation
or tanks
tanks for
for
tank or
on
the said
said reservation,
reservation, and
installation of
of aatank
Proviso.
the
handling of
said pumping
plants: Provided,
Resireent.
the economical
economical handling
of fuel
fuel oil
oil for
for said
pumping plants:
Provided, Reimbursement.
That the
the sum
sum so
so used
shall be
be reimbursed
the tribe
the Indians
to the
tribe by
by the
Indians
That
used shall
reimbursed to
benefited, under
and regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of the
as the
under such
such rules
rules and
benefited,
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Interior
or Apache
Ap
a he ReserReserThe Secretary
hereby authorized
authorized to withdraw vFiO
is hereby
Interior is
Secretary of the Interior
The
Reconstruct.
from
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
the sum
of $17,600
u t
sum of
$17,600 of
of any
any ingR power
e c onsand
t r irrigaStates the
from the
tribal
on deposit
to the
Fort Apache
Apache tion plantr,
plant, from
tribal
tribal funds
funds on
deposit to
the credit
credit of
of the
the Indians
Indians of
of the
the Fort
triba
funds.
Reservation in Arizona, and to
expend the same,
same in connection
connection with funds.
to expend
Reservation
an equal
sum of
appropriated in
in this
for Indian
an
equal sum
of the
the funds
funds appropriated
this Act
Act for
Indian school
school
and agency
agency buildings,
for reconstructing,
reconstructing, repairing,
and improving
improving the
and
buildings, for
repairing, and
the
power plant
irrigation system
on the
the Fort
Apache Indian
power
plant and
and irrigation
system on
Fort Apache
Indian ReserReser- Provisos.
vation,
Arizona: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
shall be
vation, Arizona:
the tribal
tribal funds
funds so
so expended
expended shall
be Reimbursement.
Rembursement.
reimbursed to
benefited under
such rules
and
reimbursed
to the
the tribe by
by the
the Indians
Indians benefited
under such
rules and
regulations as
as may
may be
be_prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Interior:
regulations
prescribed by
Secretary of
of the
the Interior:
Fund available.
e
of $17,600
$17,600 of
sum of
And
further, That
That the
the sum
of the
the amount
amount approappro- Ant.
And provided
providedfurther,
Ante. p.
p. abl
5.
priated
in this
Act for
Indian school
buildings is
priated in
this Act
for Indian
school and
and agency
agency buildings
is hereby
hereby
set apart
apart and reserved
purpose.
reserved for this purpose.
Yuma County.
For
reimbursement of
of Yuma
Yuma County,
County, Arizona,
Arizona, for
and ¥i
For reimbursement
for traveling
traveling and
b"urmCounet.
Reimbursement.
other
in the
the arrest,
arrest, prosecuprosecuother expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by
by its
its county
county officers
officers in
River
tion, and commitment of four Indian youths of the Colorado River
Reservation
State institutions,
institutions, $167.75,
$167.75, to
immediately available.
available.
Reservation to
to State
to be
be immediately
Flanigan.
,,mangan.o
is hereby,
The
of the
Treasury be,
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and John
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
be, and
and he
Payment
to.
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
in the
otherwise
directed
out of
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated., to
to John
Flanigan the
sum of
for a
team of
of horses
horses
of $300
$300 for
a team
the sum
John Flanigan
appropriated,
lost
said horses
horses were
were being
used
lost and destroyed
destroyed in aaflood in 1914
1914 while
while said
being used
by the
of the
the Indian
the survey
survey of
Indian land
by
the employees
employees of
Indian Bureau
Bureau in
in the
of Indian
land
in Arizona.
in
Arizona.
1
Gospel
The Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
in his
discretion, Union.
nSp
M s ona
The
Secretary of
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, in
his discretion,
l i Missicsiary
Patent
to
tract on
and
under such
such terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
as he
he may
prescribe, to
cause to
and under
may prescribe,
to cause
to Western
Patent to tract
on
ertiOn. Navajo
N V oRResbe
issued to
be issued
to the
the Gospel Missionary
Missionary Union,
Union which has engaged in
in ervation.
mission work among the Navajo
Navajo Indians
Indians since 1896,
fee,
1896, a
a patent
patent in fee,
particular tract
tract of
land on
for mission purposes
purposes only, for that particular
of land
on the
the
Western
in Arizona,
Western Navajo Reservation,
Reservation, in
Arizona, not
not exceeding
exceeding 160
160 acres
acres in
in
it has continuously
continuously used
area, which
which it
for mission
used and occupied
occupied for
mission purposes
purposes
from
to the
the Executive
1900, withfrom aadate
date prior
prior to
Executive order
order of
of January
January 8,
8, 1900,
withdrawing from sale and settlement the lands which now constitute the
the
reservation; said patent in fee shall be issued on aalegal descripsaid reservation;
u

a iil

vation.

ant,
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Provided, That if said land shall cease
tion of the land so used:
used: Provided,
cease to be
used
purposes the
the same
shall revert
revert to
to the
the Navajo
Navajo Tribe
Tribe
used for
for mission
mission purposes
same shall
of
Indians.
Indians.
of
es r
tion
Salt River
River ReserveFor an
investigation by
Secretary of the Interior of the condiby the Secretary
an investigation
For
a
tiSnt
Inbvreidstgiegating
need t
i
ons on
on t
he Salt
Sal
t Ri
ver Indian
Indian R
eserva ti on ,
i
n Arizona,
Ari
zona ,
with respect
respect
investigating need
tions
the
River
Reservation,
in
with
for
on.
orgeon.
to the necessity
necessity of constructing,
constructing, for the use of the Indians,
Indians, aabridge
across
River, on
said reservation,
near Lehi,
Maricopa County,
County,
Lehi, Maricopa
reservation, near
on said
the Salt
Salt River,
across the
Arizona,
Secretary is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to
the said Secretary
Arizona and the
cause plans,
and reports
to be
be made,
made, together
with an
an estiestitogether with
reports to
plans, surveys,
surveys, and
cause
mated
limit of
bridge and
submit his
report thereon
thereon to
his report
and to submit
said bridge,
of cost
cost of
of said
matedlimit
Congress on
the first
first Monday
Monday.in
1919, $1,000,
$1,000, or
or so
so much
much
in 'December,
December, 1919,
on the
Congress
thereof
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for the
the purpose.
purpose.
as may
thereof as
Proviso.
Proviso.
Reversion
Reversion for
user.

non-

user.

non-

California.
California.

CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA.

Support, etc., of Inof indians pi.

S
EC. 3.
For support
support and
civilization of
of Indians
in California,
California, includincludIndians in
and civilization
3. For
SEC.
ing pay
of
employees $42,000.
$42,000.
pay
of
employees,
Lands for homeless
-Fornsthe
purchase
for the
the homeless
in California
California,
Indians in
homeless Indians
the employees,
purchase of lands for
Indins. for
Indians.
including improvements
thereon for
for the use and occupancy
occupancy of said
including
improvements thereon,
expended under such regulations
Indians, $20,000,
India,
$20,000, said funds to be expended
and conditions
conditions as
as the
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
the Secretary
Secretary of
and
Sherman
Institute
For support
support and
six hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty
.
Indian pupils
pupils
Indian
of six
education of
and education
For
Institute
schoorl
School.
at the Sherman
Sherman Institute, Riverside,
Riverside California, including
including pay of
superintendent, $138,600;
$138,600; for
general repairs
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements,
superintendent,
for general
Proviso.
all, $153,600:
Provided, That
That not
not to
to exceed
exceed $20,000
may
$20,000 may
$153,600: Provided,
in all,
$15,000; in
of water $15,000;
Prchse
Purchase of
rights from school re- be expended from Indian moneys, Proceeds of Labor, Sherman Instirigt rom schol re- be expended from Indian moneys, Proceeds of Labor, Sherman Instlceipts.
tute, for
for the
the purchase
of land
and water
water rights,
rights, the
the title
title to
to which
which is
is
purchase of
land and
tute,
to
in the
States.
United States.
the United
be held
held in
to be
lotmts
Yumaellotnrnts.
allotments,
For
and maintenance
charge on
Yuma allotments,
on Yuma
maintenance charge
For reclamation
reclamation and
Irrigation eb Teasel
iigationargesadyawed.
vanced.
$131,564.94, to be reimbursed from the sale of surplus lands
$131,564.94,
lands or from
other
funds that
that may
may be
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
other funds
be available,
available, in
in accordance
Vol. 36, p.1063.
of the
Act of
of March
3, 1911
ol36, p. 63.
of
the Act
March. 3,
1911 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page
Fort SidwellSchool.
Bidwellschool. 1063).
1063).
Fort
Fort Bidel.
For support
support and
and education
education of one
one hundred
hundred Indian
Indian pupils at the
the Fort
Bidwell Indian School,
School, California
including pay
superintendent,
pay of
of superintendent,
California, including
Bidwell
$24,000;
general repairs
repairs and improvements,
iMprovements, $3,500;
construc$3,500; for construc$24,000; for general
tion
of employees'
recently destroyed
destroyed by fire,
fire, $3,500;
$3,500; in
in all,
tion of
employees' cottage
cottage recently
$31,000.
GreenvilleSchool.
$31
000.
Greenville School.
fGre
or hoo
support
For
support and education
education of one
Indian pupils
pupils at the
one hundred
hundred Indian
Greenville indian
School, California,
including pay
superintendent,
California, including
pay of
of superintendent,
Greenville
Indian School,
$24,000;
general repairs
and improvements,
improvements including
including developing
developing
$24,000; for
for general
repairs and
and
water supply,
purchase of land
land and water
water
supply, and the purchase
and installation
installation of water
rights
$10,000; for
for purchase
purchase of
of dairy
dairy cows
farming implements,
implements,
cows and
and farming
rights, $10,000;
$1,200; in all, $35,200.
paValley
Valley RrHoops
Reser $1,200; in all, $35,200.
For continuing
continuing the
construction of
from Hoopa
Hoops to
to Weitchpec,
Weitchpec,
road from
the construction
of aaroad
y eser-• For
vation.
vat ion.
Road construction.
Road
costruction. on
on the Hoopa
Hoopa Valley
Valley Reservation,
Reservation, in Humboldt
Humboldt County,
County, California,
California,
in conformity
conformity with
with plans approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
$10,000,
any funds of the Indians
Indians of said
$10,000, and to be reimbursed
reimbursed out of any
reservation
now or
or hereafter
hereafter placed
to their
their credit
credit in
in the
Treasury of
of
reservation
now
placed
to
the
Treasury
Vol. 40, p. 570.
o 40
p 5.
the United States, in accordance
accordance with the
Indian Appropriation
Appropriation Act
the Indian
Act
of
May 25,
1918 (Fortieth
Statutes at
Large, pages
pages 570
570 and
and 571).
571).
of May
25, 1918
(Fortieth Statutes
at Large,

diansP.etc.

nds for homeing

l
Florida.
F
orida.
Seminoles.

Reie,,etC
.,o.
Relief, etc.,
of.

FLORIDA.
FLORIDA.
SEC. 4.
4. For
For relief
of distress
the Seminole
Seminole Indians
Indians in
in Florida,
Florida,
among the
relief of
distress among
SEC.
and for purposes of their civilization
civilization and education,
education, $20,000,
820,000, including
including
construction and
of necessary
necessary buildings.
buildings.
the construction
and equipment
equipment of

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I
Cu. 4.
CONGRESS. SESS.
I.. CH.
4.

1919.
1919.

IDAHO.
IDAHO.

13
13
Idaho.
Idaho.

Fort Hall ReservaSEC.
civilization of Indians on the Fort Hall tion.
tiort
SEC. 5. For support
support and civilization
Hal Reserva-

Reservation
in Idaho,
Idaho, including
Reservation in
pay of
$30,000.
including pay
of employees,
employees, $30,000.

improvement and maintenance
maintenance and operation
For improvement
operation of
Fort Hall
of the
the Fort
Hall
irrigation system,
irrigation
Provided, That
That expenditures
expenditures hereunder
system, $50,000:
$50,000: Provided,
hereunder
for improvements
reimbursable to the.
improvements shall be reimbursable
the, United
United States in
accordance with the provisions
accordance
the Act
Act of
1, 1907.
provisions of
of the
of March
March 1,
1907.
For fulfilling treaty stipulations
with the
For
stipulations with
the Bannocks
Bannocks in
in Idaho:
Idaho: For
pay
of physician,
physician, teacher,
teacher, carpenter,
pay of
carpenter, miller,
miller, engineer,
farmer, and
and
engineer, farmer,
blacksmith
(article 10,
blacksmith (article
treaty of
of July
July 3,
3, 1868),
1868), $5,000.
10, treaty
$5,000.
For the Coeur
d'Alenes, in
Coeur d'Alenes,
in Idaho:
pay of
of blacksmith,
carpenter,
Idaho: For pay
blacksmith, carpenter,
and
physician, and
purchase of
11, agreement
and physician,
and purchase
of medicines
medicines (article
(article 11,
agreement
ratified
March 3, 1891),
1891), $3,000.
$3,000.
ratified March
KANSAS.
KANSAS.

Support, etc., of Indupport,
dians on. etc., of In-

Irrigation System.
Irrigation
system.
Proviso.
epayment.
Repayment.

Vol. 34, p.
vol.34,
p.1025.
25.
Bannocks.
Fulflngtreaty.
Fulfilling
treaty.
Vol. 15, p. 676.

vol. 5, p. 676.

Coeur d'Alenes.

CoFufilifnety
Fulfilling treaty.
Vol. 26, p. 1029.
Vol.26,
1029.
Vansn s.
Knsas.

SEC.
6. For
and education
education of
seven hundred
S
EC. 6.
For support
support and
of seven
and fifty
fifty Bch-10101r.
kel 1Institute
hundred and
scIi 8lIkellInstitute
Indian pupils at the Indian
Indian school, Haskell Institute, Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Kansas, and for pay of superintendent, $152,600;
$152,600; for
repairs
for general
general repairs
and improvements,
improvements, $15,000;
$15,000; for water and fire protection
protection systems,
$20,000; in all, $187,600.
$187,600.
education of eighty Indian pupils at the Indian tio
tie
For support and education
Ki
n fta
h
Sf2 Rev
Reservaschool, Kickapoo
Kickapoo Reservation,
Kansas, including pay of supe-insupeiinReservation, Kansas,
tendent, $19,400;
tendent,
$19,400; for
general repairs
$4,000; in
for general
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements, $4,000;
in
all, $23,400.
$23,400.
That
the Interior
That the Secretary
Secretary of the
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Interior be, and
he is
authorized plascity.ni
asosCity.u
of Kansas City, Kansas,
to pay to the authorities
authorities of
sum of
of $1,000
Cemetery.
Kansas, the
the sum
$1,000 Indian
Indian Cemetery.
in consideration
consideration of the agreement
agreement of said authorities forever
forever to
maintain
maintain and care for the Huron Cemetery, a
atract of land in the city
of Kansas
Kansas City, Kansas, owned by the Government
Government of the
the United
States,
provided in
States, as provided
contract for
with the
said
in the
the contract
for said
said purposes
purposes with
the said
city of Kansas
Kansas City, Kansas,
Kansas, the use of which
conveyed by
which was
was conveyed
by
treaty to the Wyandotte
Wyandotte tribe
Indians as
as a
acemetery
cemetery for
tribe of
of Indians
for members
members
available.
appropriated Fund
Fund available.
of said tribe, such payment to be made from the $10,000
$10,000 appropriated
Vol. 39p.844.
39, p. 844.
for the preservation
said cemetery
by the
Act Vol.
preservation and improvement
improvement of
of said
cemetery by
the Act
of September
September 8, 1916 (Thirty-ninth Statutes at Large, page
page eight
eight
hundred and forty-four).
MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.

Michigan.
Mcgan.

SEC.
support and
of three
three hundred
S
EC. 7.
7. For
For support
and education
education of
hundred and
and fifty
rornt Pleasant
fifty sccoont
Pleasant

Indian pupils at the Indian school,
Mount Pleasant,
school, Mount
Pleasant, Michigan,
Michigan, and
and
for
pay ofsuperintendent,
of superintendent, $80,750;
for general
repairs and
and improvefor pay
$80,750; for
general repairs
unprovements, including
including repairs to heating plant, $10,000;
$90,750.
$10,000; in
in all,
all, $90,750.
MINNESOTA.a.
MINNESOTA.
SEC.
8. For
S
EC. 8.
For support
support and
and education
education of
of two
two hundred
hundred Indian
Indian pupils
pupils

Minnesota.
Pipestone
ipetoe SchooL
schooL

at Fth
or
es
Indianrtsc
oh
fo
aolsc
,Pipestone, Minnesota, including pay of superinat
the
Indian
school,
tendent, $46,650; for general repairs and improvements,
im
inp
ero
lu
pdi
pfe
v
as
p
na
t
o
s
y
f
,$8,000;
$8,000; m
in
all,
a
s
i
llp,$54,650.
of
the
For support of a school o
or
schools
the Missis- Chippewas
schi
of the
t°
rnsc
eh
'ools for
f
es
orothe
t
th
a;Chippewas of ::
Missis
t
solAir
o
s
sippi in Minnesota
of March.
March 19,
Minnesota (article three, treaty of
19, 1867),
1867), $4,000.
$4,000.
16 p.. 720.
vol. 16,
720.
The
Interior is hereby
celebration
Anial celebration
Ilie Secretary of the Interior
hereby authorized to advance
advance to Annual
White Earth Band.
the executive
executive committee
committee of the White Earth Band of
Chippewa of
of Chippewa
of hiteEarthBand.
Indians in Minnesota
Minnesota the sum of $1,000,
$1,00, or
80 much
thereof as
as may
or so
much thereof
may be
be
necessary, to be expended
expended in the annual
annual celebration
necessary,
celebration of
of said
band to
to
said band
be held June 14, 1919,
belonging to said band.
1919, out of the funds belonging
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funds derived
Red
Indian
That not
not to
exceed $10,000
$10,000 of
of the
the funds
derived from
from the
the sale of
of
to exceed
That
Lake Indian
Red Lake
Forest.
Forest, Minnesota,
Indian Forest,
Lo ggin g
g expenses
Red Lake
Lake Indian
Minnesota, under
under authority
authority
the Red
from the
timber from
expenses timber
FLogtgin
1 3. sales. of the Act of May 18,
at Large,
ete
vof
i
r
.
oz t
p
im
.Lir
Statutes at
Large, page 137),
137),
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
1916 (Thirty-ninth
of the Act of May 18, 1916
s7es.
etvroI9

may
by the
of the
the Interior
Interior in
in payment
payment of
of the
the
Secretary of
the Secretary
expended by
be expended
may be
all proproexpenses authorized
authorized by
by said
said Act:
Act: Provided,
That hereafter
hereafter all
Provided, That
expenses
ceeds of
sales of
timber products
manufactured at the Red
Red Lake
products manufactured
of timber
of sales
ceeds
shall be
Agency
sawmill,
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
be
necessary,
necessary,
be
may
as
thereof
much
so
or
Agency sawmill,
available for
for expenses
of logging,
logging, booming, towing, and
and manufacmanufacexpanses of
available
turing
said mill.
at said
timber at
turing timber
Red Lake
That
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized to withthe Secretary
That the
BeervaLake ReserveRed
tion.
States from
United States
Construction of
of draw
draw from
from the
Treasury of
the United
from funds on deposit
deposit
of the
the Treasury
tConstruction
bridge
Elves. across Red Lake to
to the
credit of
of the
the Indians
Lake Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Red Lake
of the Red
Indians of
the credit
bridgacrosedLke
Minnesota, the
the sum
sum of
of $3,000,
be used
used for
for the
the construction
construction of
of aa
to be
$3,000, to
Minnesota,
bridge
across the
Red Lake
on said
conformity
reservation in conformity
said reservation
River on
Lake River
the Red
bridge across
Approval,
with
approved by
Chief of
Engineers, United
States Army,
Army,
United States
of Engineers,
by the
the Chief
plans approved
with plans
Approval.
3, 1899
March
of
VoL
30,
p.
1151.
and
by
the
Secretary
of
War,
as
required
by
the
Act
of
March
3,
1899
Act
the
by
required
as
of
War,
Secretary
the
and by
VoL 30, p. 1151.
(Thirtieth Statutes
Large page 1151).
1151).
Statutes at Large,
(Thirtieth
withdraw
of the
Secretary of
The Secretary
Lac School.
The
the Interior is hereby
hereby authorized to withdraw
Fond ddu LacSchool.
County road work,
$2,000 of
sum of
of the
the United
from the Treasury
roadwork
County
Treasury of
United States
States the
the sum
of $2,000
of the
the
tribal
funds of
of the
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
and to
to pay
pay said
said
tribal funds
State, in lieu of the
amount
the county
county of
of Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, in
in said State
to the
amount to
expenditure of
like sum
employment of Indian labor on
the employment
for the
sum for
of aa like
expenditure
superinroad
work under
under an
agreement between
between said
said county,
county, the superinan agreement
road work
tendent of
of the
the Fond
Fond du
du Lac
Lac Indian
School, and
and the
firm of A. C.
the firm
Indian School,
tendent
Willcuts and
Son, of
date June
1917, approved
approved by the Assistant
Assistant
26, 1917,
June 26,
of date
and Son,
Willcuts
Secretary of
September 28, 1917.
on September
Interior on
the Interior
of the
Secretary
ChIPPewas et Mane'
That
the sum
sum of
of $10,000,
much thereof
thereof as
as may be necessary,
$10,000, or so much
That the
ChippewasofMimnesots.
of MinneIndians of the State
Expenses
State of
Minnethe tribal funds of the Chippewa Indians
of the
general of
of general
ee of
eounciL
sota,
is hereby
hereby appropriated
pay the
expenses of the general
general council
council
the expenses
to pay
appropriated to
sota, is
of
said tribe
held during
during July,
July, 1919,
pursuant to
the constituconstituto the
1919, pursuant
be held
to be
tribe to
of said
tion of
of said
said Chippewa
Indians of Minnesota,
Minnesota,
Chippewa Indians
council of
general council
the general
of the
tion
organi7ed in
May, 1913,
and to
to pay
the expenses
said general
general
expenses of said
pay tie
1913, and
in May,
organized
including the actual
council in
in looking
looking after
after the
the affairs
of said
said tribe,
tribe, including
actual
affairs of
council
Committee
to Washexpenses of its legislative committee in visiting Washnecessary expenses
and necessary
ash- and
committeeto
in
gton.
ington
during the
second and third
third sessions of the Sixty-fifth Conthe second
ington during
ington.
gress;
said sum
actual and
approved
expenses to be approved
necessary expenses
and necessary
said actual
and said
sum and
gress; said
by the
president and
and secretary
general council
council and certified
certified
of the general
secretary of
the president
by
approved and certified
to the
and as so approved
certified to
Interior and
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
to
be paid.
aid.
torthe completion
roll
of
ompleting
Compi
eWhite
gne mil
Earth
of
For
completion of the enrollment
enrollment of the
the allottees
allottees within
within the
allottees
,
Earth
allottees,White
Minnesota, required
State of
Reservation.
White
in the
the State
of Minnesota,
required by
by the
Reservation, in
Earth Reservation,
White Earth
Reservation.
Vol.
8.
1913, as amended,
amended, $2,000,
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 88.
Act of June 30, 1913,
$2,000, or so much
much thereof as may
be
necessary.
be necessary.
is hereby
Erection
The Secretary
Secretary-of
the Interior
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed to
to
Interior is
of the
The
Erection of homes,
etc.,
destroyed by
for- withdraw
withdraw from
the Treasury
of the
United States
States the
the sum of $60,000,
$60,000,
the United
Treasury of
from the
by foret.,
est hdetroyed
fires.
From
funds,
or so
much thereof
may be
be necessary,
of the
the tribal
funds of
of the
the
tribal funds
necessary, of
as may
thereof as
or
so much
From tribal
tribal fund
Chippewa Indians
expend or pay the same,
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and to expend
Indians of
Chippewa
erecfor the erecunder
rules and
and regulations
regulations as he
prescribe, ior
he may prescribe,
such rules
under such
tion
or purchase
purchase of
for Chippewa
Chippewa Indians in said State whose
of homes for
tion or
homes were destroyed
forest fires
fires during the year 1918, and to
to
destroyed by forest
homes
Provisos.
remain
available
until
expended:
Provided, That
That said
said sum
sum may
may be
be
remain available until expended: Provided,
Use
of ftmd.
eofSfund.
used
material and
and labor
for the
the construction
such houses;
houses; for
for
construction of such
labor for
used for
for material
to pay
the
of portable
portable houses;
pay for the erection of houses
or to
houses; or
purchase of
the purchase
under
contract, said
contract to be executed
executed or approved
approved by the
said contract
under contract,
approve all work
superintendent,
inspect and approve
work done or
or
superintendent, who shall also inspect
houses
erected or
purchased hereunder
hereunder before
before making
making payment thereor purchased
houses erected
limit.
f
or: Providedfurther,
Providedfurther,That
Thatno
to exceed
excee d $1,000
be used
used for
for the
the
$1,000 may be
nottto
for:
Limit.
That
prvdedffurther,
home: And
one home:
of any
construction
x- purchase
Administrative
Administritive e""
purchase
or
construction
any
one
And
provided
further,
That
pumps.
5 per centum of the amount
PSs
not to exceed
exceed 5
amount expended
expended may
may be used
used
for administrative
administrative purposes.
purposes.
for

Proviso.
r
urs oti
Use of timber
hereafter.
sales
hereafter.
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Repairing reservareservaThe Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
authorized to
tRePrS
to withdraw
withdraw tion
hereby authorized
Interior is
is herebyThe
roads.
from the
of the
the United
United States
States the
of the
the
$20,000 of
sum of
of $20,000
the sum
Treasury of
from
the Treasury
tribal
of the
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
Minnesota, and
and to
to expend
expend
of Minnesota,
tribal funds
funds of
or 'Day
same, under
and regulations
as he
he may
premay preregulations as
such rules
rules and
the same,
under such
or
pay the
scribe, for
the construction
repair of
on the
the Chippewa
and
Chippewa and
of roads
roads on
and repair
for the
construction and
scribe,
ceded Indian
reservations in
in the
the State
State of
of Minnesota.
Minnesota.d
ceded
Indian reservations

Lak ReservaRed Lake
e eser
Roads
and
bridges,
tand
cRods
sum
the
States the sum construction. bridges,
ized to
from the
the Treasury
of the
United States
the United
Treasury of
withdraw from
to withdraw
ized
of
$10,000,
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
be
necessary,
of
the
funds
of
the
funds
may
be
necessary,
of $10,000, or so much thereof as
on deposit
deposit to
of the
the Red
Band of
Chippewa Indians
Indians
of Chippewa
Red Lake
Lake Band
credit of
to the
the credit
on
in the
the State
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
to expend
expend the
the same
same in
the construcconstrucin the
and to
State of
in
tion
bridges on
Red Lake
in
Reservation, in
Lake Indian
Indian Reservation,
the Red
on the
and bridges
of roads
roads and
tion of
said State,
State, including
including the
purchase of
of material,
and supsup- PProviso.
material, equipment
equipment and
said
the purchase
plies,
and the
employment of
labor: Provided,
shall Indian
Indian labor.
labor.
labor shall
Indian labor
That Indian
Provided, That
of labor:
the employment
plies, and
be
employed
as
far
as
practicable.
be employed as far as practicable.
a
ge
die
tcshsm
etnts
r
;t; g asessments
That
Secretary of
of the
Interior be,
be, and
author- 1p,a
That the
the Secretary
the Interior
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorPaying
against
lands
on
reserized,
in
his
discretion,
to
pay
the
amounts
assessed
against
tribal
against lands onreserized, in his discretion, to pay the amounts assessed against tribal vations.
and
allotted lands
of the
the Indian
Indian reservations
of Minnesota
on account vat lo s.
Minnesota on
reservations of
lands of
and allotted
of
benefits accruing
to said
said lands
lands by
by reason
reason of
construction of
of the
the construction
of Reimbursement
of benefits
accruing to
fRendimbursement
There is
a
drainage ditch
ditch or
or ditches
ditches under
the laws
laws of
of Minnesota.
Minnesota. There
is from
under the
a drainage
from
individual or
or tritriindividual
bal funds.
funds.
hereby
appropriated, out
any money
in the
the United
United bal
of the
Treasury of
the Treasury
of any
money in
out of
hereby appropriated,
States
not otherwise
appropriated, the
$60,000, or
or so
so much
much
of $60,000,
the sum
sum of
otherwise appropriated,
States not
thereof
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, to
reimbursed from
from any
funds in
in
any funds
to be
be reimbursed
thereof as
the
possession of
the United
United States
to the
the individual
individual allotallotbelonging to
States belonging
of the
the possession
tees whose
lands are
benefited, or
or their
of their
their decease,
decease,
in case
case of
their heirs,
heirs, in
are benefited,
whose lands
tees
when
payment relates
relates to
to allotted
allotted lands,
lands, and
and from
from any
any funds
funds
when the
the payment
belonging to
to the
the tribe
to be
the payment
payment
when the
be prorated,
prorated, when
subject to
tribe subject
belonging
so.
relates
Provided, That
no patent
be issued
relates to
to tribal
tribal lands:
lands: Provided,
That no
patent in
in fee
fee shall
shall be
issued Pr
so.Patents
in fee withfor
any
tract
of
land
under
the
terms
of
this
paragraph
until
the
held
until
repayment
for any tract of land under the terms of this paragraph until the held until repyment
made.
United States
States shall have
assessments made.
have been wholly reimbursed for all assessments
United
paid or
such tract
the terms
hereof.
under the
terms hereof.
to be
be paid
paid on
on such
tract under
paid
or to
Chippewas of Minn&
The Secretary
the Interior
is hereby
withdraw rota.
to withdraw
hereby authorized
authorized to
Interior is
of the
The
Secretary of
5 0tC"ppsf""mne
Promoting
civilizafrom the
Treasury of
United States,
at his
discretion, the
the sum
from
the Treasury
of the
the United
States, at
his discretion,
sum tion,
Promoting
etc. ,fromcviliza
tribal
fnds..
of $100,000,
or so
much thereof
may be
be necessary,
principal funds.
the principal
necessary, of the
as may
thereof as
so much
$100,000, or
of
sum
deposit to
to the
the credit
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
in the
645
the State
State Vol.l 25,
25 p. 645.
of the
Indians in
sum on
on deposit
credit of
of Minnesota,
of the
January 14,
14, 1889,
1889,
Act of
of January
section 77of
the Act
arising under
under section
of
Minnesota, arising
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
the relief
relief and
civilization of
of the
the Chippewa
Chippewa IndiIndiand civilization
for the
entitled
ans
State of
of Minnesota,"
Minnesota," and
the same
same for
for the
purpose
the purpose
and to
to use
use the
ans in
in the
the State
of promoting
civilization and
and self-support
among the
the said
Indians in
said Indians
in
self-support among
of
promoting civilization
manner and
for purposes
purposes provided
for in
in said
said Act.
Act.
provided for
manner
and for

That the
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
author- tion
tion.
hereby, authorbe, and
of the
Secretary of
That

MISSISSIPPI.
MISSISSIPPI.

Mississippi.

Missppl -

Full-blood Choctaws
etc.ho
Relief, etc.
the appropriation
appropriation of
balance of
S
EC. 9.
That the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
of the
of Relief,
9. That
SEC.
Reappropriation of
of
$75,000
for the
Mississippi in the bRacppropriti
of Mississippi
Indians of
Choctaw Indians
full-blood Choctaw
the full-blood
$75,000 for
balance.
40, p.
p. 573.
Indian
May 25,
25, 1918,
is hereby
Vol40,
r3.
reappropriated Vol.
1918, is
hereby reappropriated
Act of
of May
Appropriation Act
Indian Appropriation
for
same purposes
for which
originally _appropriated
and for
for
appropriated and
purposes for
which originally
for the
the same
aiding the
the common
common schools
attended by
children of said
said Indians
Indians
schools attended
by the children
aiding
prescribed by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
regulations prescribed
under rules and regulations
Interior.
Interior.
Montaa
Montana.
MONTANA.
MONTANA.
Support,
of Indians.InSupport, etc.,
etc., of
.
of the
the Indians
Indians at Fort
Fort BelBel- dian
S
EC. 10. For
civilization of
SEC.
For support and
and civilization
Port
Belknap
Agency.
Agencv.
knap
Agency, Montana,
Montana including
employees $20,000.
$20,000.
including pay of employees
knap Agency,
Flathead Agency.
For support
support and
Mon- Fate
ency
Agency, Monat Flathead
Flathead Agency,
of .Indians
Indians at
and civilization
civilization of
For
Agey.
Trt
tana, including pay of employees, $20,000.
Fort Prk
Peck Agency.
For
civilization of
Indians at
Monat Fort
Fort Peck
Peck Agency,
Agency, Monof Indians
support and
and civilization
For support
$30,000.
tana, including
incuding pay
pay of
of employees,
employees, $30,000.
B
Blackfeett An
Agency.
For supprt
support and civilization of Indians at Blackfeet Agency, Montana, inc
uding pay of employees,
tana,
including
employees, $50,000.
$50,000.
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Fort
Belknap ResResFort Be]knp
ervation.
Irrigation systems.

S
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maintenance and operation,
operation, including repairs,
repairs, of the irrigation
irrigation
For maintenance

systems on
on the
Reservation, in Montana,
Montana, $30,000,
$30,000, reimBelknap Reservation,
Fort Belknap
the Fort
systems
Vol. 36,
bursable
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of April 4, 1910.
bursable in
277.
36 p.
p. 277.
Vo
Crows.
For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
with Crows,
Montana: For pay of physician,
Crows, Montana:
For
Crows.
Fulfilling treaty.
Vol. 15,,lp.a
p. 652.
$1,200;
and for
of carpenter,
and
carpenter, miller, engineer, farmer, and
pay of
for _pay
$1,200; and
Vol.
blacksmith
treaty of
May 7,
1868), $3,100;
$3,100; for
for pay
pay of
7, 1868),
of May
10, treaty
(article 10,
blacksmith (article
second
treaty), $1,200;
$1,200; in
all, $5,500.
$5,500.
in all,
same treaty),
8, same
(article 8,
blacksmith (article
second blacksmith
Northern Cheyennes
For subsistence and civilization of the Northern
Northern Cheyennes
Cheyennes and
NorthernCheyenmes
and Arapahoes.
February
Subsistence,
(agreement with
with the
Indians, approved
approved February
Sioux Indians,
the Sioux
Arapahoes (agreement
etc. Arapahoes
suten, etc.
Vol. 19, p. 256.
28, 1877),
including Northern
Cheyennes removed
removed. from
from Pine
Ridge
Pine Ridge
Northern Cheyennes
1877), including
28,
ol. 19, p. 2.
Agency to
to Tongue
physician, two
two
of physician,
pay of
for pay
and for
Montana, and
River, Montana,
Tongue River,
Agency
Physician,
etc.
Vol. 15, p. 658.
teachers,
two
carpenters,
one
miller,
two
farmers,
a
blacksmith,
and
blacksmith,
a
farmers,
two
miller,
one
carpenters,
two
teachers,
pi6.
si15,
engineer (article
7, treaty
of May
May 10,
10, 1868),
1868), $80,000.
$80,000.
treaty of
(article 7,
engineer
"Line riders."
For the
employment of
along the southern and
ders" along
"line riders"
of "line
he employment
"Lineriders"
eastern
boundaries of
of the
the Northern
Northern Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation
eastern boundaries
in the
State of
of Montana,
$1,500.
Montana, $1,500.
the State
in
Rocky Boy's Band
For the
the support
of the
the Rocky
Boy Band
of ChipBand of
Rocky Boy
civilization of
and civilization
support and
For
ky eBoy's
of Chippewas,
etc.Band
Support,
etc.
pewas,
homeless Indians m
in the State of
and homeless
indigent and
other indigent
and other
pewas, and
support et
Montana,
including pay
pay of
of employees,
employees, $10,000.
$10,000.
Montana, including
g
"
'
For
continuing construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of the
For continuing
iSigatei^Rstes
Flathead Reservation.
irrigation
systems on the Flathead
Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in Montana,
Montana,
irrigation systems
e
tion.
$375,000 (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), to
to remain
remain available
available until
until expended.
expended.
$375,000
operation of the
Fort Peck
Peck ReservReservecontinuing construction,
construction, maintenance,
and operation
maintenance, and
For continuing
Fort
tion.
irrigation systems on the Fort Peck Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in Montana,
irrigation
on.
$100,000 (reimbursable).
(reimbursable).
$100,000
Blackfeet
ReserveFor continuing
conti
nui
ng construction,
constructi on, ma
i
nt
enance ,and
an d operation
op
eration of
of the
the
maintenance,
For
Blackleet Reservaonirrigation
the Blackfeet
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in Montana,
Montana;
Blackfeet Indian
on the
systems on
irrigation systems
$50,000 (reimbursable):
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
exceed $15,000
$15,000 of
not to
(reimbursable): Provided,
iriga- $50,000
Vehicles
tor irrigaVeides for
Flathead, Blackfeet,
tion
applicable appropriations
appropriations made for the Flathead,
Blackfeet, and
and
applicable
t projects.
Fort Peck
irrigation projects
projects shall
shall be
maintenance,
available for the maintenance,
be available
Peck irrigation
Fort
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passengerpassengermotor-propelled and
repair,
carrying
vehicles for
for official
aforesaid irrigation
irrigation project:
project:
the aforesaid
upon the
use upon
official use
carrying vehicles
Purchases
exceed $3,500 may be used for the
further, That not to exceed
Providelfurther,
rcasesimited.' Provided
purchase
passenger-carrying vehicles, and that
that not
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
of horse-drawn
purchase of
to exceed
$4,000 may
may be
used for
motor-propelled
purchase of motor-propelled
the purchase
for the
be used
to
exceed $4,000
passenger-carrying vehicles.
vehicles.
passenger-carrying
Reat
Crow row
ReservatLon.
authorized
Improving
irrigation
That
the Secretary -of the Interior
Interior be, and
and he is hereby, authorized
That the
Improrong irrtion
systems
onin Big Horn t
•
withdraw from
from the
the United
United States the sum of
Treasury of the
the Treasury
withdraw
tni°br to
stleymSfrom
Nancy
, rom tnbal
deposit to the credit of the Crow
funds.
$150
000 of
any tribal
tribal funds
on deposit
funds on
of any
$150,000
funds.
Indians
the State
of Montana,
Montana, and
and to
to expend
expend the same
same for making
making
State of
in the
Indians in
Horn
necessary
to the
the irrigation
irrigation systems
systems in the Big Horn
improvements to
necessary improvements
Valley on
the Crow
Crow Reservation
Reservation in
sum, or such part
part
said sum,
Montana, said
in Montana,
on the
Valley

egation systems.

kli athm

stems

ti

PTOViZOS.

limited

f

Reimbursement,
Reimbursement.

0

thereof
may be
reimbursed
purpose indicated, to be reimbursed
be used
used for the purpose
as may
thereof as

to the
the tribe
tribe under
and regulations
regulations as
as may
may be
prescribed
be prescribed
rules and
such rules
under such
to
by the
Secretary of
of the
Interior.
the Interior.
the Secretary
by
Blackleet
Indian Appropriation
of March
1907
Act of
March 1, 1907
Appropriation Act
of the
the Indian
That so
so much
much of
Reserva- That
Blacdkeet Reservetion.
Disposal
Statutes at Large, pages 1015 and 1035),
1035), as relates
relates
(Thirty-fourth Statutes
iposal of surplus (Thirty-fourth

lands,.repealed.
l iel
e
n p.
d
035.
io.
Vol. r3
34,

to
the disposal
disposal of
of surplus
unallotted lands
lands within
the Blackfeet
Blackfeet
within the
surplus unallotted
to the
hereby repealed,
Indian
Reservation in
Montana, is hereby
repealed, and the Secrein Montana,
Indian Reservation
allotments under existing
make allotments
to make
is authorized
Allotments
In - tary
tary of
the Interior
Interior is
authorized to
existing
of the
Allotments to Indiens.
laws within the said reservation to any Indians of said Blackfeet
dians.
Blackfeet
Tribe
heretofore allotted,
after the approval
approval of
six months after
living six
allotted, living
not heretofore
Tribe not
this Act,
prorate all
otherwise unall unallotted
unallotted and otherwise
to prorate
thereafter to
and thereafter
Act, and
this
reserved lands
among the
the Indians
who have been
been allotted or
Indians who
therein among
lands therein
reserved
Proviso&
may be
be entitled
entitled to
to rights
rights within
within said
reservation: Provided,
Provided, That
That of
of
said reservation:
may
Proviso.,
designated
be
Designated
ds inalienable.
home- thelands
so
allotted
eighty
acres
of
each
allotment
be
designated
shall
allotment
each
of
acres
eighty
allotted
so
lands
the
t)eitnabedbhestea
5
patent
a trust patent
as
evidenced by a
homestead byithe allottee and be evidenced
as aa homestead
and shall
shall remain
remanalienable
in inalienable and
and nontaxable
nontaxable until Congress
Congress shall
and
tribal rolls
Blackfeet tribal
That the
further, That
Closing
oftnbalrolls. otherwise
direct: Provided
the Blackfeet
Provided further,
otherwise direct:
Cngotribalrolls.
after the approval of this Act and thereafter
shall
close six
thereafter
months after
six months
shall close

lala
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S
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4.
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1919.
1919.

Former grants, etc.,

no additional
additional names
added to
to said
said rolls:
Provided, That
ThatnFrmerants,
etc.,
rolls: Provided,
be added
not affected.
shall be
names shall
no
Vol. 34, pp. 1036,
nothing
shall be
to repeal
repeal the
the grants
vol. 34, pp. 1036,
made 1039.
of land
land made
grants of
be construed
construed to
herein shall
nothing herein
by the
1907, to
institutions and
and to
to the
the State
State
religious institutions
to religious
March 1,
1, 1907,
Act of
of March
by
the Act
of Montana
for school
purposes, nor
nor repeal
authority of
the
of the
repeal the
the authority
school purposes,
of
Montana for
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to dispose
of any
any land
land within
within said
said reservareservadispose of
Secretary
tion
suitable for
town-site purposes,
purposes, as
provided by
by that
that Act:
Act:
as provided
tion suitable
for town-site

1039.

e ndemnity

State indemnity

Provided,
That the
the State
State of
making indemnity
indemnity school
school selections.
selections.
school school
in making
of Montana
Montana in
Provided, That
selections shall
confined to
to nonmineral
nonmineral and
lands:
nonirrigable lands:
and nonirrigable
be confined
shall be
selections
Division of receipts.
Provided
That the
the provisions
provisions of
Act of
1907, Dvisionofreceipts.
March 1, 1907,
of March
of the
the Act
further, That
Providedfurther,
which require
require aa division
funds received
received from
from the
of the
the
the sale
sale of
of the
the funds
division of
which
surplus lands
immediately upon
the date
date of
of the
the approval
approval of
upon the
of the
the Intoxicants prohibsurplus
lands immediately
ited on all lands.
allotments
land are
hereby repealed:
repealed: Provided
the itedonalllands.
That the
further, That
Provided further,
are hereby
of land
allotments of
lands within
within said
said reservation,
whether allotted,
unallotted, reserved,
reserved,
allotted, unallotted,
reservation, whether
lands
set aside
aside for
for town-site
town-site purposes,
purposes, granted
to the
State of
of Montana
Montana
the State
granted to
set
for
school
purposes,
or
otherwise
disposed
of,
shall
be
subject
to
all
to all
be
subject
of,
shall
for school purposes, or otherwise disposed
the
laws of
of the
the United
States prohibiting
prohibiting the
the introduction
of ininintroduction of
United States
the laws
toxicants
the Indian
until otherwise
provided by
by Contoxicants into
into the
Indian country
country until
otherwise provided
Con- Reservation of all
minerals.
gress:
Provided
further,
That
any
and
all
minerals,
including
coal,
coal, minerals.
including
gress: Provided further, That any and all minerals,
oil,
the benefit
benefit of
the Blackfeet
Blackfeet
of the
for the
reserved for
are hereby
hereby-reserved
and gas
gas, are
oil, and
Tribe of
until Congress
shall otherwise
otherwise direct,
patents
and patents
direct, and
Congress shall
of Indians
Indians until
Tribe
hereafter
issued shall
shall contain
reservation accordingly:
accordingly: Provided,
Provided, Leases permitted.
contain a
a reservation
hereafter issued
That
the lands
lands containing
containing said
said minerals
minerals may
may be
be leased
such
under such
leased under
That the
rules
and regulations
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
rules and
regulations and
and upon
upon such
such terms
as the
the Trust patents for alSecretary
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe:
That lotments.
lotmraentts for al
further, That
provided further,
And provided
prescribe: And
of the
Secretary of
allotments herein
under such rules and
be made under
for shall
shall be
provided for
herein provided
allotments
regulations as
Secretary may
trust _patents
patents
and trust
prescribe, and
may prescribe,
said Secretary
as the
the said
regulations
March
shall
be issued
as provided
provided by the aforesaid Act of March
therefor as
issued therefor
shall be
1, 1907,
1907, except
as to
to the
homestead hereinbefore
hereinbefore mentioned.
mentioned.
the homestead
except as
1,
NEBRASKA.
NEBRASKA.

Nebraska.

Nebraska.

bra

Genoa School.
School.

S
EC. 11.
11. For
For support
support and
and education
education of
of four
Indian pupils
pupils
four hundred
hundred Indian
SEC.
at
the Indian
Indian school
at Genoa,
Genoa, Nebraska,
pay of
of superinsuperinincluding pay
Nebraska, including
school at
at the
tendent,
for general
general repairs
improvements, $10,000;
in Proviso.
P o.
$10,000; in
repairs and
and improvements,
$82,000; for
tendent, $82,000;
Water tank.
all,
That the
appropriated water
$3,000 appropriated
and the
the $3,000
the $2,400
$2,400 and
Provided, That
all, $92,000:
$92,000: Provided,
Reappropriation.
by the
the Acts
Acts of
of March
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
at Large,
page
by
March 2,
2, 1917
1917 (Thirty-ninth
Statutes at
Large, page Vol.
ol.
Vo 39, p.p. 980;
r Vol.
p. 574.
980),
and May
25, 1918
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes
Statutes at
for 40,o,p.574.
page 574),
574), for
at Large,
Large, page
May 25,
980), and
purchase and
and erection
of a
steel water
water tank
hereby reappropriated.
reappropriated.
tank are
are hereby
erection of
a steel
purchase
NEVADA.
NEVADA.

Nevada.

Nevada

Support, etc., of InSupport,

in Nevada,
of Indians
Indians in
and civilization
civilization of
support and
SEC. 12.
12. For
For support
Nevada, includinclud- disanin.*
SEC.
dians in

ing
pay of
$18,500.
ingpay
of employees,
employees, $18,500.
ty School.
chooL
Carson
Carson City
fifty Indian
Indian
For support
support and
and education
education of
of three hundred and fifty
pupils at
Indian school
City, Nevada,
Nevada, including
including pay
pay
pupils
at the
the Indian
school at
at Carson
Carson City,
of
superintendent, $75,750;
and improvements,
improvements,
of superintendent,
$75,750; for
for general
general repairs
repairs and
$10,000;
and improving
$10,000; for
for enlarging
enlarging and
improving sewerage
sewerage system,
system, $8,000;
$8,000; for
for
enlarging
irrigation system
additional
enlarging and improving
improving irrigation
system and
and placing
placing additional
land
in all,
Pyramid Lake ResPyramid
land under
under cultivation,
cultivation, $5,000;
$5,000; in
all, $98,750.
$98,750.
For maintenance
and operation
operation of the irrigation
irrigation system on
on the
the erv
maintenance and
ha
rt
Zion syste
t
em.
errpton
Nevada, $5,400,
Pyramid Lake Reservation,
Reservation, Nevada,
$5,400, reimbursable
reimbursable from any
funds
of the
Indians of
of this
this reservation
now or
or hereafter
hereafter available.
available.
reservation now
funds of
the Indians
NEW MEXICO.
MEXICO.
NEW
S
EC. 13.
13. For
and education
of four
four hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty
education of
For support
support and
SEC.
Indian pupils
the Indian
Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and
an
Indian
pupils at
at the
Indian school
school at
at Albuquerque,
New Mexico,
for pay
pay of
superintendent, $92,250;
general repairs
repairs and
and improveimprovefor
of superintndent,
$92,250; for
for general
ments, $10,000;
$10,000; in
in al,
all, $102,250.
ments,
$102,250.

New Mexico.

New Mexic.

Albuquerque School.

Albquerque Shoo
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Santa
Santa FeSchool.
Fe School.

1919.
1919.

support and.
and education
For support
education of four hundred
hundred Indian pupils at the
Indian school
Santa Fe,
Fe, New
and for
for pay
pay of
of superintendent,
superintendent,
Mexico, and
New Mexico,
at Santa
Indian
school at
$82,400; for
for general
general repairs
improvements, $8,000;
for water
water
$8,000; for
and improvements,
repairs and
$82,400;

supply,
$2,200; in
in all,
$92,600.
all, $92,600.
supply, $2,200;
For
the pay
attorney for
the Pueblo
of New
New
Indians of
Pueblo Indians
for the
one special
special attorney
pay of
of one
For the
Mexico,
be designated
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior, and
and for
for
by the
designated by
to be
Mexico, to
necessary
expenses of said attorney,
$5,000, or so much
much
attorney, $5,000,
traveling expenses
necessary traveling
thereof as
as the
Secretary of
may deem
thereof
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior may
deem necessary.
necessary.
Navajo and San Juan
For
on the
the Indian
Indian highway
from the
extending from
highway extending
work on
For continuing
continuing work
Rearvantindua
Reservation.
highway
National Park
to Gallup,
Gallup, New
Mexico, on
the Navajo
Navajo
esa Mesa
rom Mesa
Mesa Verde
Verde National
Park to
New Mexico,
on the
Highlwy from
Verde
to Galup.
Gallup. and San Juan Reservation, $25,000; said sum to be reimbursed from
erd Park
rk to
and San Juan Reservation, $25,000; said sum to be reimbursed from
any
funds which
which are
are now
now or
or may
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
be placed
placed in
may hereafter
hereafter be
any funds
Proso.
Proviso.
Employment
credit of
_Provided, That
such sums
sums shall
shall be
be
That such
Indians: Provided,
of said
said Indians:
to the
the credit
In- to
i Employment of
di
ns, etc.
expended under
under the
the direction
(liens,
expended
direction of
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior in
in such
such
manner
and at
times and
places as
as he
may deem
deem proper,
proper, and
and
he may
and places
at such
such times
manner and
in the
employment of
Indian labor
far as
as possible
possible for
for the
constructhe construcas far
of Indian
labor as
in
the employment
tion of said highway.
highway.
tion
Puebloetc.
Indians.
For
constructing ditches
ditches to
irrigate three
three hundred
additional acres
acres
hundred additional
to irrigate
For constructing
Iration,
Irrigation,
etc., for.
near
Jemez and
and Zia
Mexico $15,000,
$15,000, and
and for
for the
survey
Zia Pueblos,
Pueblos, New
New Mexico,
the survey
near Jemez
proposed irrigation
irrigation system
irrigate one thousand
hundred
thousand six
six hundred
of proposed
system to
to irrigate
acres at
at San Juan
New Mexico,
acres
Juan Pueblo, New
Mexico, $1,000;
$1,000; for sinking
sinking wells on
on
Pueblo Indian land
domestic supply
supply and for stock, $15,000;
$15,000; in
in
land for domestic
Pueblo
all,
$31,000
Mescalero ReseaMescalero
Reserva- all, $31,000.
For
bridge construction
Mescalero Indian
Indian ReserReserFor road
road and
and bridge
construction on the Mescalero
tion.
Roads
and
bridges.
in New
New Mexico,
including the
purchase of
of material,
material, equipment,
equipment,
vation, in
Mexico including
the purchase
Roads and bridges. vation,
and supplies;
supplies the
employment of
of labor;
the cost
cost of
and
the employment
labor; and
and the
of surveys,
surveys, plans,
plans,
Reimbursement,
and estimates
estimates, ifif necessary,
necessary, $25,000,
to be
be reimbursed
reimbursed from
any
Reimbursement.
and
$25,000, and
and to
from any
funds of
the
Indians
of
said
reservation
now or
or hereafter
on
deposit
funds
of
the
Indians
of
said
reservation
now
hereafter
on
deposit
Proviso.
labor
Indian
labor.
in
Treasury of the
United States:
States: Provided,
Provided, That Indian
Indian labor
the United
in the
the Treasury
biabor.
ind
shall
be
employed
as
far
as
practicable.
San
an River.
shall
be
employed
as
far
as
practicable.
San Juan River.
Bridge at Sbiprock,
For
completion of
of the
construction of
bridge across
across the
the San
San
hiprock,
For the
the completion
the construction
of aabridge
Navajo Rervati.
Reservation.
Juan
Shiprock, New
Mexico, on
Navajo Indian ReserReserJuan River at Shiprock,
New Mexico,
on the Navajo
vation, $4,226.14,
$4,226.14, in
n addition
addition to
to the
appropriated for
for this
vation,
the $16,500
$16,500 appropriated
this
Vol. 3,
p. 91.
91.
purpose
by the
the Act
Act approved
approved June
June 30,
vol.
38, p.
purpose by
30, 1913
1913 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Statutes
at
91), for payment
payment to
the El
El Paso
Bridge and
and Iron
Comat Large,_page
Large,page 91),
to the
Paso Bridge
Iron Company, of
of El
El Paso,
for extra
extra work
material the
the same
same being
being
and material,
work and
Texas, for
Paso, Texas,
pany,
Proviso.
proiso.
Reimbursement, eta. made
by acts
the Government:
Government: Provided,
Provided, That
That said
said sum
sum
made necessary
necessary by
acts of
of the
Reimbursement,et.
shall be reimbursed
reimbursed to the United States
States by the Navajo
Navajo Indians
and
Indians and
upon the lands, property, and funds
shall remain a
a charge and
and lien upon
funds
belonging
Navajo Indians
full.
belonging to
to said
said Navajo
Indians until paid in full.
Pueblo Indians.
for
attorney for.
special
Special attorney

New
York.
New York.
Senecas.
Annuity.

Annuity.
o1.

Vol. 4,
4, p. 442.
442.

Sit
Six Nstlons.
Nations.

Annity.
Annuity.

Vol. 7, p. 46.

ol.

.p.46.

North
Carolina.
North Carolina.

NEW YORK.
NEW
YORK.
SEC. 14.
with Senecas
Senecas of
of New
New York:
York: For
per.
SEC.
14. For
For fulfilling treaties
treaties with
For perannuity in
in lieu
lieu of
manent annuity
of interest
interest on
on stock
stock (Act
(Act of
of February
February 19,
19, 1831),
1831),
$6,000.
$6
000.
For fulfilling treaties with Six Nations
Nations of New
New York: For permanent
permanent
annuity,
(article 6,
6, treaty
annuity, in
in clothing
clothing and
and other
other useful articles
articles (article
treaty of
of
November 11,
1794), S4,500.
$4,500.
11, 1794),
November

NORTH
NORTH. CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.

Cherokee
herokee School.
School.

SEC.
15. For
For support
SEC. 15.
support and
and education
education of one hundred
hundred and sixty
sixty
Indian pupils at the
Indian school
the Indian
Cherokee, North
Carolina, ininschool at Cherokee,
North Carolina,
superintendent, 337,800;
$37,800; for
general repairs
cluding pay of superintendent,
for general
repairs and
and imimprovements, $6,000:
provements,
$6,000; in all, $43,800.
$43,800. That the
the sum of $8,000 approapproOcona
Lufty Rivr.
priated for
Ocona Luny
River. priated
for the
across the
the Ocona
Ocona Luftv
Lufty River
River
construction of
the construction
of aabridge
bridge across
Constructgbridge.
Cherokee, North
by the
the Act
Constructing
bridge. at or near the Indian school at Cherokee,
North Carolina,
Carolina, by
Act
Vol. 40, p. 576.
Roeapropriaio.
Reappropnatton.

approved May
(Public Numbered
Numbered 159,
159, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Congress),
Congress),
1918 (Public
25, 1918
May 25,
approved
as may
may be
be required,
required, is
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated for
or so
so much
much thereof as
is hereby
for
the same purpose
purpose and under
under the same
same conditions as provided
provided in the
said Act.
Act.
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4.
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19

1919.
1919.

NORTH
DAKOTA.
NORTH DAKOTA.

North Dakota.

North Dakota.

Devils Lake Sioux.

S
EC. 16.
16. For
For support
support and
civilization of
of the
the Sioux
Sioux of
of Devils
Dupiporakteetc.Siou.
Lake, Support,
Devils Lake,
and civilization
SEC.
North Dakota,
Dakota, including
pay of
employees, $5,000.
North
including pay
of employees,
$5,000.
In
Fortt Bethold
Berthold In.
For
support and
of Indians
Indians at
at Fort
Berthold Agency,
ero
din.
Agency, dians.
Fort Berthold
and civilization
civilization of
For support
Support, etc.
in
North Dakota,
Dakota, including
of employees,
etc.
For building
building Support,
pay of
employees, $15,000.
$15,000. For
in North
including pay
and
equipment
of
an
agency
'building
on
said
reservation,
$10,000.
and equipment of an agency building on said reservation, $10,000.
For barns
for housing
housing of
stock, $5,000;
$5,000; in
in all,
For
barns for
of live
live stock,
all, $30,000.
$30,000.
Turtle Mountain
cTurtle Mountain
of ChippeChippe- Chippewas.
Band of
For support
Mountain Band
of Turtle
Turtle Mountain
civilization of
and civilization
For
support and
Support,
etc.
was,
North
Dakota,
including
pay
of
employees,
$13,000.
Supportetc.
was, North Dakota, including pay of employees, $13,000.
For support
of one
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five Indian
Indian Bismarck
Bismarck School.
School.
For
support and
and education
education of
pupils
at the
Indian school,
school, Bismarck,
Bismarck, North
pay
pupils at
the Indian
North Dakota,
Dakota, including
including pay
of
for general
repairs and
improvements,
and improvements,
$29,725; for
general repairs
of superintendent,
superintendent, $29,725;
$6,000; in
in all,
$35 1725: Provided,
$5,000 of
the Proviso.
Proviso.
of the
not exceeding
exceeding $5,000
Provided, That
That not
all, $35,725:
$6,000;
Additional grounds,
grounds,
etdditinal
Appropriation Act for the etc.
reappropriated by the Indian Appropriation
amount reappropriated
Vol. 40, p. 577.
fiscal
year 1919
1919 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes
for employees'
40, p. 577.
page 577)
577) for
employees' Vol
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
fiscal year
quarters, may,
Secretary- of
the Interior,
Interior, be
be
of the
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
may, in
in the
the discretion
quarters,
used
for the
the purchase
purchase of
the Baker
cottage and
and grounds
grounds adjoining
adjoining
Baker cottage
of the
used for
the Indian
Indian school
grounds.
the
school grounds.
School.
Fort Totten School.
at Fort
pupils at
four hundred
For support
support and
education of
of four
hundred Indian
Indian pupils
Fort Fort
and education
For
Totten
Indian School,
School, Fort
Totten, North
North Dakota,
Dakota, and
pay of
for pay
of
and for
Totten Indian
Fort Totten,
superintendent, $82,000;
$82,000; for
improvements,
and improvements,
for general
general repairs
repairs and
superintendent,
$7,000;
$89,000.
$7,000; in
in all,
all, $89,000.
Wahpeton School.
For support
and education
education of
hundred Indian
Indian pupils
pupils at
at the
the Wahpeton
School.
two hundred
support and
of two
For
Indian
school, Wahpeton,
Wahpeton, North
North Dakota,
superintendand pay of
of superintendDakota, and
Indian school,
ent, $46,800;
for general
general repairs
$6,000; for a
a
ent,
$46,800; for
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements, $6,000;
shop
all, $55,800.
shop building,
building, $3,000;
$3,000; in.
in all,
$55,800.
Standing
ResStanding Rock
Rock Resauthorized to
The
hereby authorized
to withdraw
withdraw ervation.
is hereby
the Interior
of the
Interior is
Secretary of
The Secretary
Roads
from
the Treasury
United States
sum of
of $25,000
bridges
and bridges
Roads and
the sum
$25,000 of
of any
any from
Treasury of
of the
the United
States the
from the
tribal funds.
funds
to the
of the
Indian fromtnba l fu nds.
Rock Indian
on the
the Standing
Standing Rock
the Indians
Indians on
funds to
the credit
credit of
Reservation
and
to
expend
the
same
for
the
construction
of
roads
the
same
for
the
construction
of
roads
Reservation and to expend
and bridges
bridges within
said reservation.
reservation.
within said
and
'
ort Totten
Totten ReserReserThat the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
and didi- I
Fort
authorized and
is hereby
of the
That
Sere'
of
rected
to
sell
and
convey
two
acres
of
land
situated
in
township
in, to
saeiof
lands
rected to sell and convey two acres of land situated in township
school district.
west, of
of the
one hundred
hundred and
north, of
of range
sixty-five west,
the scho o l district.
range sixty-five
and fifty-two
fifty-two north,
one
fifth principal
in North
North Dakota,
situated in
the Fort
Fort Totten
Totten
fifth
principal meridian
meridian in
Dakota, situated
in the
Description.
Reservation, and
follows: Descrption.
Indian
School and
Indian School
and Agency
Agency Reservation,
and described
described as
as follows:
Beginning at
the northwest
the northwest
quarter of
of
Beginning
at the
northwest corner
corner of
of the
northwest quarter
northwest quarter,
twenty-one, township one hundred
hundred and
northwest
quarter, section twenty-one,
fifty-two north,
of range
range sixty-five
sixty-five west,
meridian in
fifty-two
north, of
west, fifth
fifth principal
principal meridian
in
North Dakota,
running south
south twenty
rods on
the section
section line,
North
Dakota, and
and running
twenty rods
on the
line,
thence east
east sixteen
sixteen rods,
rods, thence
thence north twenty
twenty rods,
rods, thence
thence west
west
sixteen rods on the section
section line
line to
to the
the point
point of
of beginning,
beginning, to
to the
the
public-school district in
public-school
less than
in which
which the land
land is situated,
situated, at
at not
not less
than
Proviso.
the appraised
Provided,
a
ty
ppraisede valuation:
vt
a
a
luato
iofn: o
P
rr
totri
: i)
ded,oThat
Th
ta a
fo
trIndi
o
anofchildren
childrenin shall
Indian
shall be
be Admission
P°on of
Indian
of Indian
permitted
attend any
thereon on an equality pupils.
to attend
any school established
established thereon
permitted to
:
with
with white
white children.
Benson County.
That
appropriated, out
in the
That there
there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
out of
of any
any money
Benoof nCon
money in
the Care
insane In-dians by.
Treasury
reimburse diansby.
Treasury not
not otherwise appropriated,
approprated, the
the sum of
of $676, to
to reimburse
Benson
County
Dakota
for money
money actually
paid by
Benson to
County,- North
North
Dakota, for
actually paid
by said
said
te
ee
county to the State of North Dakota for care of three insane
ne InIndians, Mary
Mary Josephine
Pejihutaskana, Alfred
Joseph
diana,
Josephine Pejihutaskana,
Alfred Littlewin.d,
Littlewind, and
and Joseph
'
,
singer, in
in the
Dakota State
Asylum.
Langer,
the North
North Dakota
State Insane
Insane Asylum.
vati

OKLAHOMA.
OKARHOMA.

Oklahoma.

Okahoma.

Wichitas, etc.
Sze. 17.
For support
support and
and civilization
the Wichitas
Wichitas and
affili- wlcitetc.
SEc.
17. For
civilization of
of the
and affiliSupport, etc.
ated bands
who have
have been
been collected
on the
reservations set
set apart
apart supporte
ated
bands who
collected on
the reservations

including pay
for their use and
and occupation
occupation in
in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, including
pay of
of emeumployees, $5,000.
$5,000.
ployees,

20
20
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i
ki°wasi_C°Inanches
authorized to withdraw
The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
Ianeikpacnes.
aowCS m s m s , The
and
Agency expenses
expenses from
Treasury of
the United
States, at his
his discretion,
discretion, the sum
sum of
of
fgercy
from the
the Treasury
of the
United States,
from triba
tribal funds.
$30,000, or
or so
thereof as
be necessary,
necessary, of
the funds
on
funds.
$30,000,
so much
much thereof
as may
may be
of the
funds on
deposit to
to the
and Apache
Apache Tribes
Tribes
of the
the Kiowa,
Kiowa, Comanche,
Comanche, and
deposit
the credit
credit of
of Indians
Indians in
Oklahoma, for
of the
the agency
pay of
of
support of
agency and
and pay
in Oklahoma,
for the
the support
of
employees maintained
maintained for
for their
their benefit.
benefit.
employees
Maintenance,
self
That
the Secretary
Secretary of
Maintenance,
sel
of the
authorized
m
That the
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
itcndams..
tsTitri Lat
' fr°— to withdraw from the Treasury of
discreof the United
United States, at
at his
his discretion,
or so
so much
thereof as
be necessary,
tion, the
the sum
sum of
of $250,000,
$250,000, or
much thereof
as may
may be
necessary,
of
of the
the Kiowa,
Comanche, and
Kiowa, Comanche,
and
on deposit
deposit to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the funds
funds on
Apache Tribes
in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and
pay out
the same
same for
Apache
Tribes of
of Indians
Indians in
and pay
out the
for
the benefit
of the
of said
said tribes
for their
and
tribes for
their maintenance
maintenance and
the
benefit of
the members
members of
support
and improvement
improvement of
of their
for the
the ensuing
support and
their homesteads
homesteads for
ensuing year
year
in such
regulations as
in
such manner
manner and
and under
under such
such regulations
as he
he may
may prescribe:
prescribe:
Provided,
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior shall
report to
Congress
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
Proviso.
shall report
to Congress
eport of ependa detailed
Report
"Penal- on the first Monday
Monday in December, 1920, a
detailed statement as
as to
to
tures.
all
moneys expended
as provided
for herein.
herein.
all moneys
expended as
provided for
Support, etc.,
For su
pp ort an
d civilization
civilization of
Arapahoes
Support,
etc., of InInFor
support
and
of the
the Cheyennes
Cheyennes and
and Arapahoes
chaps.
Cheyennes and
collected on the reservations
Cheyennes
and who have been collected
reservations set apart for their use
rapahoes.
Arapahoes.
and occupation
occupation in Oklahoma, including pay of employees, $35,000.
$35,000.
Kansas
Indians.
For support and civilization
K
ATI.As Indians.
civilization of the Kansas
Kansas Indians, Oklahoma,
including
pay of
employees, $1,500.
including pay
of employees,
$1,500.
Kiampoos.
For
civili7ation of
Kickapoo Indians
Indians in OklaFor support
support and
and civilization
of the
the Kickapoo
OklaKickapoos.
homa,
pay of
homa, including
including pay
of employees,
employees, $2,000.
$2,000.
Poncas.
For
and civilization
of the
the Ponca
Ponca Indians
Indians in
in Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Poncas.
For support
support and
civilization of
and Nebraska,
Nebraska, including
including pay
employees $8,000.
and
pay of
of employees,
$8,000.
Chilocco
and education
education of
of five
pupils
Schoo.
For support
Chilocco School.
support and
five hundred
hundred and
and fifty Indian
Indian pupils
at the
the Indian
Chilocco, Oklahoma,
including pay
of supersuperat Chilocco,
Oklahoma, including
pay of
at
Indian school
school at
intendent,
general repairs
and improvements,
$7,000;
intendent, $94,600;
$94,600; for
for general
repairs and
improvements, $7,000;
for
improvement of
water and
and engineering
engineering system,
of water
system, $20,000;
$20,000; in
in all,
for improvement
Proviso.
Provided, That
That $20,000
appropriated for
roads
for roads
$20,000 heretofore
heretofore appropriated
$121,600: Provided,
r $121,600:
Proriso.
R
d
ea
sg(r
i
o
ggrg
i
e
o
n for
bridge on the Chilocco Indian Reservation
road andbridg
and bridge
Reservation in Oklahoma, or any
Vol. p39, p. 932; Vol.
reappropriated and made
is.
2; Vol unexpended balance
4Vol.
40,
p. 578.
balance thereof,
thereof, is hereby reappropriated
available
the construction
or completion
completion of
of such
available for
for the
construction or
such roads
roads and
and
bridge.
bridge.
Pawnees.
For fulfilling treaties
treaties with
with Pawnees,
Pawnees, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For
For perpetual
perpetual
Pawnees
Annuity.
Annuitv.
p. 644.
annuity,
to be
in cash
cash to
to the
the Pawnees
(article 3,
agreement of
Vol. 27,
27,p.644.
annuity, to
be paid
paid in
Pawnees (article
3,
agreement
of
Schools .
Vol.
11, p.
November
23, 1892),
1892), $30,000;
manual labor
labor
of two manual
support of
$30,000; for support
November 23,
Vhos
p. 730..
etarer,.cksmeths,
Farmer,hlacksmiths, schools
treaty of
of September
September 24,
1857), $10,000;
schools (article
(article 3,
3, treaty
24, 1857),
$10,000; for
for pay
pay
etc.
et.
Vol. 11,
11, p.
of
farmer, two
two blacksmiths,
blacksmiths, one
miller, one
one engineer
engineer and
vol.
p. 730..
of one
one farmer,
one miller,
and apapprentices,
teachers (article
(article 4,
same treaty),
prentices, and
and two
two teachers
4, same
treaty), $5,400;
$5,400; for
for
purchase
necessaries for the
shops (article
purchase of
of iron
iron and steel and
and other necessaries
the shops
(article
4, same
same treaty),
treaty), $500;
pay of
physician and
and purchase
4,
$500; for
for pay
of physician
purchase of
of medimedicines,
in all,
all, $47,100.
$47,100.
cines, $1,200;
$1,200; in
Quapaw".
For support
of Quapaws,
Quapaws, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For
education (article
(article 3
3,
Quaets.
For
support of
For education
Education. etc.
Vol.
p. 425.
treaty
blacksmith and
and assistants,
oil.7,, p.
treaty of May
May 13,
13, 1833),
1833), $1,000;
$1,000; for
425.
for blacksmith
assistants, and
and
tools,
and steel
steel for
blacksmith shop
shop (same
(same article
and treaty),
treaty),
tools, iron,
iron, and
for blacksmith
article and
Prorisos.
use.
$500;
in all,
all, $1,500:
$1,500: Provided,
Provided, That
the President
of the
the United
United
President of
That the
$500; in
Disro
us
Discretionary
for the
interests of
of the
InStates shall certify the same to
to be for
the best
best interests
the InRestriction on using
using dians: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That hereafter
Restriction
hereafter no moneys shall be expended
expended
funds
funds of,
of.
from
tribal or
individual funds
the Quapaw
Quapaw or
or other
other
from tribal
or individual
funds belonging
belonging to
to the
the Quapaw
of Oklahoma
tribes of Indians
Indians of
of the
Quapaw Agency
Agency in
in the
the State
State of
Oklahoma
without
of law.
law.
without specific
specific authority
authority of
°mgrs.
That
the
Secretary
the
Interior is hereby
osages.
That
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
hereby authorized
authorized to
to withwithEducation.
1rom
triEbalfun
fr o draw from the Treasury of the United States, at his discretion, not
not
tribal
funds.
to
exceed the
the sum
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
may be
necessary,
to exceed
sum of
of $40,000,
$40,000, or
as may
be necessary,
of the money on deposit to the credit
credit of the Osage Tribe of Indians
Indians
in
Oklahoma, to
expended for
for the
and systemsystemin Oklahoma,
to be
be expended
the support,
support, education,
education, and
Prociso.
atic
vocational instruction
instruction of
of Osage
rovid ed, That
Proiwo.
atic vocational
Osage children:
children: P
Provided,
That the
the
M is s on
School.
St. Louis
Lo
Mission expenditure
expenditure of
shall include
the renewal
the present
renewal of
of the
present
include the
St.
of said
said money
money shall
School.
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contract with
with the
Mission Boarding
School, except
except that
that
Boarding School,
St. Louis
Louis Mission
the St.
contract
there shall
not be
expended more
than $300
$300 for
for annual
annual support
support and
more than
be expended
shall not
there
education of
of any
any one
one pupil.
pupil.
education

Agency expenses.

gency expeses.
withdraw
authorized to withdraw
The
Secretary of
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
the Interior
of the
The Secretary
from
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States,
at
his
discretion,
not
to
not
to
discretion,
at
his
States,
United
from the Treasury of the
exceed
sum of
$65,000, or
thereof as
necessary,
may be
be necessary,
as may
or so
so much
much thereof
of $65,000,
the sum
exceed the
of the
the funds
on deposit
to the
the credit
of the
Indians in
m
Tribe of Indians
the Osage
Osage Tribe
credit of
deposit to
funds on
of
Oklahoma, for
the Osage
Osage Agency
and pay of tribal
Agency and
of the
support of
for the
the support
Oklahoma,
officers
of said
agency.
said agency.
employees of
and employees
officers and
Oil and gas producad gassproduc
authorized to withdraw
hereby authorized
The
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
withdraw tiln
The Secretary
tion expenses.
from the
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States,
States, at
to
at his discretion, not to
the Treasury
from
exceed $35,000
the funds
funds on
on deposit
the credit
credit of
the Osage
Osage
of the
to the
deposit to
of the
$35,000 of
exceed
Tribe of
Indians in
in Oklahoma
and to
necca,ary
the same for necessary
to pay out the
Oklahoma and
Tribe
of Indians
expenses in
connection with
with oil
gas production
on the
the Osage
production on
and gas
oil and
in connection
expenses
for
Reservation, including
employees, rent
rent of quarters for
salaries of employees,
including salaries
Reservation,
employees, traveling
printing, telegraphing
telegraphing and
and telephonexpenses, printing,
traveling expenses,
employees,
repair, and operation of automobiles.
purchase, repair,
ing, and purchase
New office building,
ofcye bulding,
fiscal fNe
That the
the provision
provision in
m the
appropriation Act for the fiscal
Indian appropriation
the Indian
That
for Agency.
Vol.
579,
p. 579,
Vol. 4,40, p.
of not
the expenditure
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1919,
expenditure of
not exceedexceed- amended.
authorizing the
1919, authorizing
year
d
ing $25,000
$25,000 from
heretofore approfunds heretofore
Osage tribal funds
unexpended Osage
from unexpended
mg
priated for
any fiscal
fiscal year
year for
use and
and construction
construction of a
afireproof
fireproof
for the
the use
for any
priated
426, 1241.
Post, pp. 426,1241.
hereby amended
is hereby
Agency is
office
Osage Agency
amended to
to provide
provide that Post,
for Osage
building for
office building
not
exceeding
$35,000
of
such
unexpended
Osage
tribal
funds
may
g,
b
mayld
funds
tribal
Osage
not exceeding $35,000 of such unexpended
o of oldldbuilding,
e SUse
d
tg
fireproof office building, including etc.
be used
in the
construction of such fireproof
the construction
be
used in
rearrangement of
the
removal of the present office building and rearrangement
the removal
interior of same for employees'
employees' quarters.
quarters.
ictor Y..Loce.
Victor
Locke.
Payment from ChocChocdirected Paymnt
authorized and directed
That
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
hereby authorized
is hereby
Interior is
Secretary of
That the
taw funds to.
of the Choctaw
to pay
pay from
from the
the tribal
Choctaw Indians
Indians in Oklahoma
Oklahoma to twfudsto.
funds of
tribal funds
to
$1,290.26 as balance in full due him
the sum of $1,290.26
him for
for
Locke the
Victor M. Locke
chief of the Choctaw Nation.
salary
and expenses
as principal chief
expenses as
salary and

TRIBES.
FIVE
CIVILIZED TRIBES.
tIV.E, CIVILIZED

of the
the affairs
of the
SEC. 18.
18. For
For expenses
expenses of
affairs of
the Five
Five
of administration
administration of
SEC.

Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes.
Administration
penserntr""at
penses.

ex-

Civilized
Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma and the compensation
compensation of employees,
employees,
be available
$205,000,. of
of which
$20,000 shall be
available for expenditures
expenditures
sum $20,000
which sum
$205,000,
Provisos.
report reto Congress
a report
Provided, That a
from April
from
April 1,
1, 1919:
1919: Provided,
report shall
shall be made
made to
Congress PDeted
Detailed report
required.
quired.
through
Tribes
Civilized
the
by
the
Superintendent
for
Five
Civilized
Tribes
through
the
the
Superintendent
by
t
showing in detail the expenditure
of the Interior,
Secretary of
Interior' showing
expenditure of all Super
Secretary
Superintendent
to
undisputed
ProviedJurther,
adjust
undisputed
appropriated by this provision:
moneys appropriated
provision: Provided
further, That
That no adjust
claims.
undisputed lams
part of said appropriation
appropriation shall be
be used in forwarding
forwarding the undisputed

restricted allottees, or
claims to be paid from individual moneys of restricted
their
heirs, or
or in
uncontested agricultural
agricultural and mineralases
mineral Oil and gas cases exin forwarding
forwarding uncontested
their heirs,
cepted.
gas leases) made by individual
leases (excluding
(excluding oil and gas
individual restricted cepted.
Indian allottees, or their heirs, to the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior for
for
uncontested leases
approval,
approval, but all such undisputed
undisputed claims or uncontested
•
(except oil and gas leases) now required
required to be approved under existing
approved,
law by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall hereafter
hereafter be paid, approved,
rejected, or disapproved
disapproved by the Superintendent
Superintendent for the Five Civilized
Civilized
Appeal to the Secresecr
etoth
Tribes of Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: Provided,
Provided, however, That any party
party aggrieved tAp
tary.
by any decision or order of the Superintendent
Superintendent for the Five Civilized
Oklahoma may appeal
Tribes of Oklahoma
appeal from the same to the Secretary
Secretary of
or
the Interior within thirty days from the date of said decision or
order.
order.
Cherokee Nation.
For payment of interest
interest upon certain interest-bearing trust funds Retained trust fund
interest
to be
to.
be paid
d to
the interest to
Nation,, which funds arose from the
belonging
belonging to the Cherokee
Cherokee Nation
judgment
ourtof Cl
ai
ms of May 18, 1905, in
il favor of said
Claims
thee C
Court
judgment of th
nation, and were paid into and retained in the Treasury of the United
nation,
d.
School fund.
fund which arose School
States, as folows,
follows, to wit: On the amount of the fond
1 of said
sid judgment as such amount was
deterined and
from item 1
was determine&
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paid
the Secretary
Interior on
on July
July 2,
be by him
to be
1906, to
2, 1906,
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
to the
paid to
5
credited to
principal of
of the
school fund,
interest at 5
fund, interest
Cherokee school
the Cherokee
the principal
to the
credited
per centum
2, 1906,
1906, to
and including
including May
May 26,
26,
to and
July 2,
from July
annum from
per annum
centum per
per
National fund.
1910; on
on the
amount of
of the
the fund
fund which
which arose
from item
item 4
4 of
said
of said
arose from
the amount
1910;
Natnaid
judgment, as
determined and
and paid
paid to the
Secretary
the Secretary
was determined
amount was
such amount
as such
judgment,
of
the Interior
be by
to the
principal
the principal
credited to
him credited
by him
to be
1906, to
2 1906,
July 2,
on July
Interior on
of the
of
at 5
per centum
centum per annum
annum
5 per
interest at
fund, interest
national fund,
Cherokee national
the Cherokee
of the
from July
2, 1906,
to and
and including
1910; on
on the
original
the original
26, 1910;
May 26,
including May
1906, to
July 2,
from
centum
5 per centum
principal
sum of
item 4
said judgment,
judgment, interest
interest at 5
of said
4 of
of item
principal sum
amount
per
annum
from
July
1,
1893,
to
July
1903,
and
on
amount
the
1903,
1,
July
to
1893,
1,
July
from
per annum
of the
accruing _interest
4 per centum
centum per annum
interest at 4
thus accruing
interest thus
the interest
of
the aggregate of
and
from
December
29,
1905,
to
May
on
1906;
14,
toMay
1905,
29,
from December
the sums
sums of
of the
interest for
the last
last two periods
periods hereinabove
hereinabove menfor the
the interest
the
1906, to
tioned, interest
interest at
at 5
centum per annum from July 2, 1906,
5 per centum
tioned,
the
of the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act; and the sum of $27,500, or so
date of
the date
much thereof
as may
may be
necessary, to pay the interest above allowed,
allowed,
be necessary,
thereof as
much
is
hereby
appropriated and
and authorized
to be
be paid to
Cherokee
to the Cherokee
authorized to
appropriated
hereby
is
Proviso.
hereby
ImmediaLe payment
Nation: Prode,
Provided ' That
That the
Secretary of
of the Treasury is hereby
the Secretary
pa.ymet Nation:
Pediae
4 of
to
authorized
and directed to pay the amount arising from item 4
authorized and
agent
to agent.
said judgment,
interest thereon
hereinabove provided for, to
as hereinabove
thereon as
with interest
judgment, with
said
the agent
by the Cherokee
Cherokee Nation
Nation acting through its
appointed by
agent appointed
the
principal
chief to
to receive
receive the same, said payment to be made immediprincipal chief
ately upon
the approval
Act.
this Act.
of this
approval of
upon the
ately
Choctaws and ChickInterior be, and he is hereby, authorized
That the Secretary of the Interior
ecotawsndchickChickasaw Tribes
Per capita psym
paymentto
to ppay
to the
enrolled members
members of
Choctaw and Chickasaw
the Choctaw
of the
the enrolled
ay to
Perrt'capita
from tribal funds to.
of Indians
Indians of Oklahoma
Oklahoma entitled under existing law to share in the
omf
funds of
of said
their lawful heirs, out of any moneys
to their
or to
tribes, or
said tribes,
funds
belonging to
to said
said tribes
Treasury, or deposited
deposited
States Treasury,
United States
the United
in the
tribes in
belonging
in any
bank or
by any
any official
official under
jurisdiction of the
under the jurisdiction
held by
or held
any bank
in
exceed $200 per capita, said paySecretary
Interior, not to exceed
Secretary of the Interior,
ment
to be
be made
under such
Secretary
regulations as the Secretary
such rules and regulations
made under
to
ment
Provitat.
R estrtedIndia
t
ri
ct
ed I
n dian ,.
of the
the Interior
Interior may
Provided, That in cases where
where such
such
prescribe: Provide,
may prescribe:
of
enrolled
Indians mho
who by reason of their
are Indians
heirs, are
or their heirs,
members, or
enrolled members,
degree
Indian blood
Secretary
restricted class, the Secretary
to the restricted
blood belong to
of Indian
degree of
of
Interior may,
may, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, withhold
payments and
withhold such payments
the Interior
of the
Exempt from
from prior
Provided
prior use the same for the benefit of such restricted Indians: Provided
Exempt
debts, etc.
further,
paid to
members or their heirs,
enrolled members
the enrolled
to the
money paid
the money
That the
further,That
etc.
debts,
as
provided herein,
attorneys' fees
shall be exempt from any lien for attorneys'
herein, shall
as provided
or
prior to
to the passage of this Act except
except that
contracted prior
debt contracted
other debt
or other
Intenor is hereby authorized,
Henry
Vir. Blair.
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
authorized, within thirty
thirty days
Blir.
Henry W.
Inveation of
to exceed
not
claim
claim,
etc.
stig
after
the
passage
of
this
Act,
to
investigate
the
claim
exceed
the
investigate
to
after the passage of this Act,
claim, etc.
$200
contract between
between John Calvin Gray as an
of aa contract
out of
growing out
$200 growing
enrolled
member of
of the Choctaw
Chickasaw Nations and Henry
Choctaw and Chickasaw
enrolled member
case such claim is found to be valid and
W. Blair as attorney, and in case
the contract
approved in accordance
existing law, the said
accordance with existing
contract approved
the
Secretary may, in his discretion, apply any amount that may be
Secretary
found
due under
paragraph, or from any funds standing to the
this paragraph,
under this
found due
credit
Choctaw
of said John Calvin Gray as an enrolled member of the Choctaw
credit of
ments.
sot to
delay paypay- Nation
to the
the payment
fee ' but the amounts
amounts due hereunder
hereunder
of such fee,
payment of
Nation to
to delay
mNot
to
Nations
enrolled members of the Choctaw and Chicaksaw Nations
other enrolled
to other
promptly
shall not
abeyance to this claim, but shall be paid promptly
held in abeyance
not be held
shall
Distribution exreference thereto: Provided
Provided further,
further' That the Secretary of
ex- without reference
Distribution
p e se s
penses.
Interior is hereby authorized to use not to exceed $8,000
$8,000 out of
the Interior
r
.
the
Chickasaw tribal funds for the expenses
expenses and the
the Choctaw and Chickasaw
compensation of
necessary employees for the distribution of the
of all necessary
compensation
payuients.
said per capita payments.
Probate eroenses.
For salaries
salaries and
of such
such attorneys
attorneys and other
other employees
employees
expenses of
and expenses
For
erxenses.
probate
necessary
as
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion, deem necessary
as the
in
probate matters affecting restricted
restricted allottees or their heirs in the
in probate
Five
Tribes and in the several
several tribes of the Quapaw Agency,
Civilized Tribes
Five Civilized
saws.
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and for the costs and other necessary expenses incident to suits
suits
instituted or conducted
conducted by such attorneys
$85,000.
attorneys, $85,000.
Cherokee
Orphan
For the support, continuance,
continuance, and maintenance
maintenance of the Cherokee
Cherokee TChe",rk
orphan
Training School.

Orphan Training School, near
near Tahlequah, Oklahoma
Oklahoma, for
for the
the
Shool.
orphan Indian children
children. of the State of Oklahoma
Oklahoma belonging
belonging to the
the
restricted class, to be conducted
conducted as an industrial school
restricted
the
school under
under the
direction
Secretary of the Interior,
direction of the Secretary
Interior, $35,000;
$35,000; for repairs
repairs and
and
improvements, $8,000; in all, $43,000.
$43,000.
TribalQshools,
schools, indiscretion of the
the SecreThe sum of $225,000, to be expended in the discretion
Secre- oluding
Tribl
InQuapaw.
tary of the Interior, under rules and regulations
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
byl
paw.
him, in aid of the common schools in the Cherokee,
Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw,
Chickasaw, and Seminole
Seminole Nations and the Quapaw Agency
Agency in
in
Oklahoma,
the fiscal
fiscal year
Oklahoma, during
during the
year ending
June 30,
1920: Provided,
.Provided, Proviso.
ending June
30, 1920:
entage limitation
Parentage
limitation
P i able
not applicable.
That this appropriation
appropriation shall not be subject
subject to the limitation
limitation in notanp
Vol. 40, p. 564.
section 1
1of the
the Act of May
May 25, 1918 (Fortieth Statutes, page
page 564),
564), V40,
limiting the expenditure
expenditure of money to educate children of
of less than
than
one-fourth Indian
one-fourth
Indian blood.
Sales of tribal lands,
That the Secretary
That
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized etc.
Sales
of tribal lands,
to use not exceeding
Payment of expenges
proceeds of
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 of the proceeds
of sales
sales of
unallotted etPaymentofexpenses
of unallotted
from proceeds.
lands
lands and other tribal property belonging
belonging to any of the Five Civilized rom proceeds.
Tribes for payment of salaries of employees and other
expenses of
of
other expenses
advertising and sale in connection with the further sales of such
such
Coal and asphalt
lands and property,
tribal lands
property, including the
the advertising
sale of
the lslands.
advertising and
and sale
of the
and asphalt
land within the segregated
segregated coal and asphalt area of the Choctaw and
and
Chickasaw Nations or of the surface
surface thereof as provided for in
in the
the
37,p.
p. 67.
67.
"An Act to provide
provide for
Act approved
approved February
February 19, 1912, entitled "An
for the
the Vol.
Vo37,
sale of the
the surface of the segregated
segregated coal and asphalt lands of the
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nations, and for other purposes"
purposes" (Thirty(Thirtyseventh United States Statutes at Large, page 67),
67), and of the improvements thereon, which is hereby expressly
and for
for
expressly authorized,
authorized, and
other work necessary
a final settlement of the affairs of the Five
necessary to a
Provisos.
Civilized Tribes: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $2,500
$2,500 of
such amount
of such
amount Pocnrents.
Collecting rents.
may be used in connection
connection with the collection of rents of unallotted
unallotted
Specific authority relands
further, That during
lands and tribal buildings: Provided
Provided further,
during the
the fiscal
fiscal qifIruthorye
quired for expendiyear ending June 30, 1920, no moneys shall be expended from tribal tures
funds belonging
belonging to the Five Civilized Tribes, without
without specific appropriation by Congress, except as follows: Equalization
Equalization of allotments, Exceptions.
Exceptions.
per capita and other payments
authorized by law to individual
payments authorized
individual memmemtribes, tribal and other Indian schools for the
bers of the respective
respective tribes
the
current fiscal year under existing law
law,, salaries and contingent
contingent expenexpenses of governors, chiefs, assistant chiefs, secretaries,
secretaries, interpreters
and
interpreters, and
mining trustees of the t
ribes for
f
or the
the curren
scalyear
year at
at salaries
at
tribes
currenttfifiscal
salaries at
Tribal attorneys.
the rate
rate heretofore paid, and one attorney
attoneys.
attorney each for the Choctaw, Tribal
Chickasaw, and Creels
Creek Tribes employed under contract
Chickasaw,
contract approved
approved by
t in
Continuance
of
the President,
President, under existing
existing law, for the current fiscal year: Provided
Provided schools.
scos
uance of
further,
That
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
further,
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to
continue during the ensuing fiscal year the tribal and
and other
other schools
schools
among the Choctaw, Chickasaw,
Chickasaw' Creek, and Seminole Tribes from
the tribal funds of those nations, within his discretion and under such
such
Repairs to school
rules and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe:
prescribe: And provided further, buildings,
ReS
to school
etc.
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
hereby empowered,
empowered, during
during the
the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, to expend funds of the Chickasaw,
Chickasaw,
Choctaw,
Choctaw,. Creek, and Seminole
Seminole Nations available for school purposes
purposes
repairs, improvements,
under existing law for such repairs,
improvements, or new buildings
as he may deem essential
essential for the proper conduct
conduct of the several
schools of said tribes.
tribes.
Choctaws, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For permanent
For fuiing treaties with Choctaws
permanent Choctaws.
Fang
atia.u
yuyuling treaties.
Annuity.
annity
(article
2,
treaty
of
November
16,
1805,
and
srticle
Vouity.
annuity
November
article 13, Vo.n
Vol.; p. 901 Vol. 11,
treat
22,855),
11855), $3,000;
3,0 for pe
anent annuity
annuity for support,
uport p.
treaty of June 22,
permanent
p. 614.
6.
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of light horsemen
horsemen (article 13, treaty of October 18, 1820, and article
13,
treaty of
June 22,
22, 1855),
1855), $600;
annuity for
for support
support
$600; for
for permanent
permanent annuity
13, treaty
of June
blacksmith (article
6, treaty
treaty of
of October
October 18,
1820, and
9,
and article
article 9,
18, 1820,
(article 6,
of blacksmith
Vol. of
. 614.
treaty
of January
January 20,
and article
article 13,
June 22,
14 p.
ducation.
treaty of
20, 1825,
1825, and
13, treaty
treaty of
of June
22 ,1855),
1855 ),
ar
E
treaty
Education.
Vol.
235; Vol.
Vol- $600; for
permanent annuity
for education
(article 2, treaty of
of JanuJanueducation (article
annuity for
for permanent
Vol. 7,
7, p.
p. '2;
p 614
11 p.
614.
for per
per-$6,000;
22,,1855
1855),
treaty of June 22
Iron and
182 5, and article 13,
13 ,
), $
6,000 ;
20, 1825,
ary 20,
nd steel.
steel.
Iron
7
Vol. manent annuity for iron and steel (article 9, treaty of January 2
ol.614.
p. 236;
23; Vol.
7,,p.
20,
11,Vol.
p.
0,
ii,p..
1825, and article
all, $10,520.
$10,520.
1855), $320; in all,
artie e13, treaty of June 22, 1855),
Geo.
D. Rodgers.
ce v.
Rodger.
Payment eom
to, from
The
the Interior
Interior is
authorized and
directed to
and directed
to
is hereby
hereby authorized
of the
Secretary of
The Secretary
Paymentto
pay out of the tribal funds of the Chickasaw Nation to Geo. D.
Chickasaw
Chickasaw funds.
funds '
Rodgers
the sum
for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred
as reimbursement
reimbursement for
sum of
of $367.30
$367.30 as
Rodgers the
and
paid by
by him
him from
1910, to
to April
April 21,
1910, inclusive,
inclusive,
21, 1910,
February 21,
21, 1910,
from February
and paid
in connection
connection with
attorney for
for said
said Indian
Indian
services as
as tribal
tribal attorney
with his
his services
in
nation.
Stuart, Lewls, Gord
That
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior be,
is hereby,
authorized
hereby, authorized
and he
he is
be, and
of the
Secretary of
That the
uteRaor
doSntd Rutherford.
Payment from Creek and directed
directed to pay to Stuart, Lewis,
Payment
Lewis Gordon and Rutherford,
out
Rutherford, out
funds to for legal ser
Ices.dices.
of
funds in
of the
the United States
to the
the
of any
any funds
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
States belonging
belonging to
to,
Creek
Nation, the
the claim
claim
of the
full settlement
settlement of
being in
in full
of $7,000,
$7,000, being
the sum
sum of
Creek Nation,
of the
the said
and Rutherford
Rutherford against
the said
said
against the
Gordon and
Stuart, Lewis,
Lewis, Gordon
of
said Stuart,
Creek
for legal
legal services
rendered the
said Creek
Creek Nation
emNation emthe said
services rendered
Creek Nation
Nation for
ployed by
authority of
of an
act of
the national
of the
the Creek
Creek
national council
council of
of the
an act
ployed
by authority
Nation, approved
approved January
1898, the
the said
sum of
of $7,000
$7,000 having
having
said sum
January 7,
7, 1898,
Nation,
been appropriated
appropriated in
in payment
payment of
of said
act of
of the
naby an
an act
the nasaid services
services by
been
tional council
council of
of the
Nation approved
October 18,
18, 1900.
tional
the Creek
Creek Nation
approved October
1900.
posits.
That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
reoffer for
for sale
sale
osi and asphalt deThat the
is authorized
authorized to
to reoffer
Sale
of unsold
and
between September
15,
1919,
and
November 15,
1919, the
unsold
anbetween
s.eo
nsoidd
September
15,
1919,
and
November
15,
1919,
the
unsold
forfeited tracts.
Vol.
40, p.433.
and
tracts of
asphalt deposits
deposits in
in the
the Choctaw
p. 433.
Vol.4,
and forfeited
forfeited tracts
of coal
coal and
and asphalt
Choctaw and
and
Chickasaw
conditions as
as provided
provided
terms and
and conditions
upon the
the same
same terms
Nations upon
Chickasaw Nations
in
the Act
Act of
98, Sixty-fifth
in the
of February
February 8,
8, 1918
1918 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 98,
Sixty-fifth
Proviso.
Other
sales not
at. Congress):
Congress): Provided,
shall not
other
not prohibit
prohibit other
this provision
provision shall
That this
Provided, That
not atOthersaes
fected.
sales as provided by existing law, except that such tracts of coal
fectt3d.
and asphalt
not again
again be
be offered
offered for
for sale
after
sale until
until after
shall not
asphalt deposits
deposits shall
and
the
six months
months from
November 15,
15, 1919.
1919.
from November
of six
the expiration
expiration of
Creaks
and Semiclaims against
against the
the Creek
including
Seminole Nations,
Nations, including
Creek and
and Seminole
all claims
That all
reeks and
Semi- That
noles.
notes.
claims
against,
beA
Ag
d
IaLns
one
agni
.ns
ar
t, to claims to unpaid per capita and equalization
equalization money, which may now
be filed in one year be paid
law out of
of the respective funds of the Creek
plaid under existingi
Creek
and
Seminole Nations
Nations in
n the
the Treasury
or otherotherthe United
United States
States or
Treasury of
of the
and Seminole
wise
in the
hands of
of the
the Government,
shall be
be filed,
filed, not
later than
than
not later
Government, shall
the hands
wise in
one
year from
from the
the date
of the
Act, with
with the
the SuperinSuperinthe approval
approval of
of this
this Act,
date of
one year
tendent
for the
Civilized Tribes
or such
such other
the
persons as
as the
other persons
Five Civilized
Tribes or
tendent for
the Five
Secretary
of the
may designate,
under such
and
such rules
rules and
and under
designate, and
the Interior
Interior may
Secretary of
regulations
as said
said Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior may
to govern
may prescribe
prescribe to
govern
regulations as
Secretary of
settlement of said claims, and the claims
Adjudicaton, etc. the
the filing,
filing, determining,
determining, and
and settlement
Adjudication,
so submitted
and adjudicated
adjudicated under
under
and
and filed
ed shall
shall be
be considered
considered
on
so
submitted and
said
six months
months after
expiranot later
later than
than six
after the
the expirasaid rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations not
Payment.
tion of the time above limited for
for the
the filing
filing of the
the claims,
claims, and
and shall,
shall,
if approved
by the
Secretary of
of the
out of
the
the Interior,
Interior, be
be paid
paid out
of the
if
approved by
the Secretary
respective
funds of
of the
the Creek
Seminole Nations.
Nations.
respective tribal
tribal funds
Creek and
and Seminole
William R. McInt
os h.
That
the sum
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
Rn Mcntosiam
That the
sum of
of $1,666.65
$1,666.65 is
of any
any money
money
Choctaw
Payment
fundtso.,
n t
he possession
the United
belonging to
Choctaw
to the
the Choctaw
States belonging
United States
of the
the
possession of
in
from i
t, from
hPayent
Tribe
of Indians,
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to reimburse
reimburse William
oTrie of
Indians, not
not otherwise
William
R.
McIntosh for
for services
rendered as
and asphalt
asphalt mining
R. McIntosh
services rendered
as coal
coal and
mining trustee
trustee
for
the
Choctaw
Nation during
the
months of
October, November,
for
the
Choctaw
Nation
during
the
months
of
October,
November,
Proviso.
Restriction.
and December,
December, 1915,
February, 1916:
Restriction.
and
1915, and
and January
January and
and February,
1916: Provided,
Provided,
That no part of such
such sum shall be payable
payable to
to Wiliam
William It.
R. McIntosh
McIntosh
for
which disbursement
disbursement there
there is
is any
by existing
existing law.
for which
any authorization
authorization by
law.
Jacob B. Moore.
Payment
That the
the sum
sum of
of $392.60
$392.60 is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
money
That
of any
any money
JPanBent to,from
to, from
o''''''savria32
42of the
the United
United States
to the
the Chickasaw
Chickasaw Tribe
Tribe
Chckaaaw fnds,
possession of
in possession
States belonging
belonging to
B. Moore,
of Indians not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to reimburse
reimburse Jacob
Jacob B.
Moore,
of Ardmore, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for probate
probate expenses
expenses incurred
incurred and paid
paid by

Lighthoremen
Light
horsemen,
Vol-7,
11,
p.213; Vol. 11,
Vol. 7, p.213;
p.
p. 614.
614.
'
.
Blacksmith
'etc
;olle'
Vol. 7,pth.
Vol.
7, .23
0;

United
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him in the performance
performance of his duty as attorney
attorney for the Chickasaws
Chickasaws
under aa contract between him and Douglas H.
Johnston, governor
H. Johnston,
governor
of the Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nation, approved by the President
the United
United
President of
of the
States December
December 1, 1913.
1913.
OREGON.
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Oregon.
Oregon.
Support, etc., of In-

SEC.
Klamath dians.
S
EC. 19. For support and civilization
civilization of Indians of the Klamath
disprt' etc., of InKlamath Agency.
Agency, Oregon, including pay of employees,
Agency,
employees, $6,000.
Klamath Agency.
Warm Springs
For support and civilization
civilization of the confederated
confederated tribes and bands
bands Agency.
prngs
under Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, including
pay of
of employees,
including pay
employees,
$4,000.
$4,000.
Agency.
U
civilization of the Indians
Indians of
For support and civilization
of the
Umatilla Agency,
the Umatilla
Agency, Umatilla
matill 3 Agency
Oregon,
Oregon, icluding
including pay of
employees' $3,000.
of employees,
$3,000.
School.
For support
support and
and education of six hundred
hundred Indian pupils
pupils including
including Salem
Salem SchooL
native Indian pupils brought from Alaska, at the Indian
Indian school
school;
Salem,
Salem, Oregon, including
including pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $122,000;
$122,000; for
for general
general
repairs and improvements, including repair and construction of
walks
of walks
and roads, $20,000; for rebuilding barn destroyed
destroyed by fire,
the, $8,000;
$8,000; in
in
all, $150,000.
$150,000.
Grande Ronde and
For support
For
support and civilization of Indians at Grande Ronde
Ronde and
and Siletz
Gside
ene
ad
Agencies'
InRo
d
ian
dians.
Siletz Agencies,
including pay
Agencies, Oregon,
Oregon, including
pay-of
of employees
$3,000.
employees, $3,000.
s
Klamath
Reservar
For maintenance and operation of the Modoc Point irrigation syssys- tion.
a
Irrigation.
tern
Reservation, in the State of
tem within the Klamath
Klamath Indian Reservation,
of Oregon,
Oregon, Vol.
'
36,lgiT
p. 1071.
$5,000,
$5,000, reimbursable
reimbursable in accordance
accordance with the
the provisions
of
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
March
1911.
March 3,
3, 1911.
Charl
ood.
Charles S. Hood.
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
Investigation
of
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed claim
In ves tig ation of
for services.
to investigate the claim of Charles S. Hood, a
a Modoc
or
Modoc Indian, for services c
rendered in seeming
securing the restoration and enrollment
enrollment of the
the Modoc
Modoc
Indians
Indians of Oklahoma
Oklahoma as members of the Klamath
Klamath Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians
Indians
of the State of Oregon,
Oregon, and to report to Congress
Congress at the next session
session
what amount if any of money is equitably
equitably due
petition
due him under the
the petition
addressed to the Commissioner of Indian
of the Modoo
Modoc Indians, addressed
Indian
Affairs, dated September
September 9, 1911
1911 (file
(file number
number 84276).
84276).
issue of withheld
That where the issuance of trust patents
patents for
for certain
certain allotment
allotment trust
trust patents to
to ao
allottees.
Reservation, in Oregon, has
selections on the Klamath
Klamath Reservation,
has been
been withheld
withheld tees
for the reason that the lands so selected were
more
were found to
to be
be more
valuable for their timber than for agricultural
agricultural or grazing purposes,
purposes,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion,
discretion, is
is authorized
authorized to
to conconfirm
firm such selections
selections and to cause trust patents to be issued therefor
therefor
under existing laws.
South Dakota.
SOUTH
SOUTH DAKOTA.
DAKOTA.
South
Dakota.
Flandreau School.

SEC.
S
EC. 20. For support and education of three hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty Fldreach
Indian pupils at the Indian
Indian school at Flandreau, South Dakota, and
and
for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $82,750, of which $2,000
$2,000 shall be available
available
for expenses necessarily
necessarily incurred since May 1,
for general
1, 1919;
1919; for
general
repairs and
improvements, $10,000;
and improvements,
$10,000; in
in all,
all, $92,750.
$92,750.
School.
i
For support and education
education of two hundred
For
hundred and fifty Indian pupils
pupils Pierre
at
the
Indian
school
at
Pierre,
South
Dakota,
including pay of superat the
Dakota including
intendent, $58,250;
58,250; for gene
general
intendent,
ralrepairs
repai
rs and
and improvements,
$6,000:
improvements, $6,000;
forrepair
for
repair and improvement of artesian well, $10,000;
$10,000; in
$74,250.
in all, $74,250.
Rapid City School.
For support and education
education of two
hundred and
two hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five Indian
Indian Rapid
city School
pupils at the Indian school,
pupils
school, Rapid City, South
South Dakota,
Dakota, including
including
pay of superintendent,
general repairs and improvesuperintendent, $63,875;
$63,875; for general
improvements,
construction and
ments, including
including construction
and repair of roads, $8,000; m all,
$71,875.
$71,875.
For support
Sioux of
of different
tribes; including
including Santee
Sioux of
Sioux of different
support of
For
of Sioux
diferent tnrbes,
Santee Sioux
of.tribes.
sirdra~nt
e
dNor
South
D akota,
Nebraska;North Dakota, eb
and
South
Dakota: For
For pay
pay of
olat..1.3;ti.
Dakot:
of five
five teachers,
teachers, Tre
0.
e physan,
one carnter,
tw farmers,
one
physician, one
carpenter; one mill,
miller, one
one engineer, two
fanners, Additional
Additional employemploy44281ees
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Subsistence.
Snbsistence.
Vol. 12, p. 256.
Vol. 19, p 256.

Proviso.
Transporting
Tasporting
plies.
plies.

1919.
1919.

and
one blacksmith
blacksmith (article 13, treaty of April 29, 1868), $10,400;
$10,400;
and one
for
of second
furnishing iron, steel, and other
other
blacksmith, and furnishing
second blacksmith,
pay of
for pay
material
of same
same treaty),
treaty), $1,600;
additional
pay of additional
for pay
$1,600; for
8 of
(article 8
material (article
employees of
several agencies
Nebraska, North
for the Sioux in Nebraska,
agencies for
the several
of the
employees
Dakota, and
and South
Sioux
the Sioux
of the
subsistence of
for subsistence
$95,000; for
Dakota, $95,000;
South Dakota,
Dakota,
1877),
and for
for purposes
purposes of
their civilization
February 28, 1877),
of February
(Act of
civilization (Act
of their
and
$200,000: Provided, That this sum shall include transportation of
sup.
sup- $200,000: Provided, That this sum shall include transportation of
supplies
termination of
or steamboat transportatransportarailroad or
of railroad
the termination
from the
supplies from
tion,
and
in
this
service
Indians
shall
be
employed
whenever
practiwhenever
employed
be
shall
Indians
service
this
in
tion, and

Schools

Schools.

ehools

cable;
cabls
e;ioin
uxall, $307,000.
$307 :0in
0Ock
. dine

Vol.
254.
p. 25
19, p.
Vol. 12,

For support
and maintenance
o
ef
re
d
ea
ty
leh
a
nan
dd
in
r
d
e
u
ps
e
t
ire
riales
fc
e
h
e
o
ho
e
lselamong
schools
industrial
and
day
maintenanceeof
support and
For
the Sioux lndians, including the erection and repairs of school buildthe
ings,
$200,000, in
provisions of article 5
5 of the
the provisions
with the
accordance with
in accordance
ings, $200,000,
agreement made
made and
entered into
September 26, 1876, and ratified
into September
and entered
agreement
February 28,
28, 1877
Statutes, page
page 254).
254).
(Nineteenth Statutes,
1877 (Nineteenth
February

subsistence and civilization of the Yankton Sioux, South
For subsistence
Dakota,
$12,000.
including pay of employees, $12,000.
Dakota, including
For the
the equipment
equipment and
maintenance of the asylum
asylum for insane
Canton.
and maintenance
For
Canton.
Expenses of insane
incidental and all other exIndians at
Canton, South
South Dakota,
Dakota, for
for incidental
at Canton,
of insa e Indians
asy
asylum.
penses necessary
for its
its proper
and management,
management, including
including
conduct and
proper conduct
necessary for
penses
expense
pay of
of employees,
improvements, and for necessary
necessary expense
employees, repairs, improvements,
pay
of
Indians to and from said asylum, $45,000.
transporting insane Indians
of transporting
Rosebud
Agency
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized,
That the Secretary of the Interior
Rosebud Agency
authorized,
Indians.
the Treasury of the
the United States
from the
withdraw from
to withdraw
discretion, to
his discretion,
in his
ndiport etc., rom in
t
ribua
Cita
from the sum of $185,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, of the
the
Vol.
the sum of $185,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
p44a448.
3, p.
voL 36,
tribal
deposit to
Indians of Rosebud
credit of the Sioux Indians
to the credit
on deposit
funds on
tribal funds
Agency, South
South Dakota,
accruing under
1910
under the Act of May 30, 1910
Dakota, accruing
Agency,
(Thirty-sixth
Large, page
page 448), and to expend the same
at Large,
Statutes at
Cnhirty-sixth Statutes
for
the support,
Indians.
said Indians.
of said
education of
and education
civilization, and
support, civilization,
for the
Per capita
payment • The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby authorized,
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion,
Per
capita payment.
to withdraw
withdraw from
from the
the Treasury
of the
United States the sum of
the United
Treasury of
to
$140,000, or
or so
so much
much thereof
be necassary,
tribal funds
the tribal
of the
necessary, of
as may
may be
thereof as
$140,000,
1910
of the
the Rosebud
Rosebud Sioux
Sioux Indians
Indians accruing
under the
the Act of May 30, 1910
accruing under
of
for
(Thirty-sixth
at Large,
Large, page
448), and to use the same for
page 448),
Statutes at
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Indians
the
per capita
capita payment
to the Indians
$25 to
of $25
payment of
a per
making a
of making
purpose of
the purpose
thereto, under
under such
such rules
regulations as
as he
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe,
and regulations
rules and
entitled thereto,
chaofcae. entitled
Purchase of cattle.
Treasury the addiand
is further
further authorized
withdraw from the Treasury
authorized to withdraw
he is
and he
urchasattl.
purchase of cattle for the
tional sum
of $25,000
said funds
for the purchase
funds for
of said
$25,000 of
sum of
tional
Rosebud
Indians on
on the
the reimbursable
reimbursable plan,
plan, also under
under such rules and
Rosebud Indians
regulations as
as he
may prescribe.
prescribe.
he may
regulations
Yankton Sioux.
YSsistenSicouX.

Subsistence, etc.

sist

etc.

UTAH.
UTAH.

Utah.
rtes,

Confederated

S
EC. 21.
For support
Confederated Bands of
civilization of Confederated
and civilization
support and
21. For
SEC.
Utes: For pay of two carpenters,
carpenters, two millers, two farmers, and two
2, 1868),
blacksmiths
(article 15,
treaty of March
1868), $6,720; for pay of
of
March 2,
15, treaty
blacksmiths (article
two teachers
(same article
treaty), $1,800;
$1,800; for purchase
purchase of iron
and treaty),
article and
teachers (same
two
shop (article 9,
and
steel and
and the
the necessary
blacksmith shop
for blacksmith
tools for
necessary tools
and steel
Food, etc.
Food,
etc.
same treaty),
treaty), $220; for annual amount for the purchase of beef,
mutton,
wheat, flour,
other necessary
necessary articles
beans, and potatoes, or other
flour, beans,
mutton, wheat,
of food
food and
clothing, and
and farming
farming equipment
equipment (article
(article 12,
same treaty),
12, same
and clothing,
of
$30,000; for
pay of
of employees
at the
the several
several Ute agencies,
agencies, $15,000;
$15,000;
employees at
for pay
$30,000;
in all,
all, $53,740.
$53,740.
in
Support
For the support and civilization
detached
of detached
support of
civilization of Indians in Utah, not otherwise
Indian8.
provided
Indian.
provided for, including
including pay of employees, $10,000.
$10,000.
Utes,
to withdraw
hereby authorized
authorized to
Interior is
is hereby
the Interior
Secretary of
The Secretary
tes, Confederated
Confederated
The
of the
withdraw from
from
Bands.
the sum
discretion, the
Distribution from the
the Treasury
Treasury of the United States, within
within his discretion,
sum of
of
principal
funds.
principal funds.
350,000 of the principal funds to the credit of the Confederated
$350,000
Confederated Bands
of
Indians and
to expend
$50,000 of said amount for
the sum of $50,000
expend the
and to
Ute Indians
of Ute
the benefit
benefit of
Navajo Springs)
Springs) Band of
(formerly Navajo
Mountain (formerly
Ute Mountain
the Ute
of the
the
said
and the
the sum of $200,000 of said amount for
Colorado, and
Indians in Colorado,
said Indians

A
Bat
Bands. Coede ted
Carpenters, etc.
etc.
Carpenters
Vol. 15, p. 622.
Vol. I P.p
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the ITin.tah,
Uintah, White River, and Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre Bands of
Indians
of Ute Indians
in Utah, and the sum of $100,000 of said amount for the Southern
Southern
Ute Indians in Colorado,
Colorado which sums
charged t
id b
an d
s,
sums shall be
be charged
too sa
said
bands,
e l support,
and
For s
self
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is also
also authorized to withdraw
withdraw from For
pyortn,
etc., from accrued in-

the Treasury
Treasury the accrued interest
interest to and including
including June
June 30,
30, 1919,
1919, on
on terest.
erest.
Vol. 37, p. 934.
the funds
of the said Confederated
Confederated Bands of Ute Indians appropriated
the
funds of
appropriated vol.
37, p. 934
under the Act of March 4, 1913 (Thirty-seventh Statutes at
at Large,
Large,
page 934), and to expend or distribute the same for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
promoting
promoting civilization
civilization and self-support among the said
said. Indians,
Indians,
under such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may prescribe:
prescribe:
Provided,
Provisro.
Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior shall report to
to Congress, Report
Pro
eop
oof expendion the first Monday
Monday in December, 1920, a
a detailed
detailed statement as
tures.
as to
to ture
all moneys expended
expended as provided
provided for herein.
Uncompahgre, etc.,
authorized to
The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
to withdraw
withdraw from
from ucompahgre,
etc.,
Utes.
the Treasury of the United States, within
Irrigating
allotments
discretion, the
the
within his discretion
sum of
the sum
of of.Irrigatingallotments
$100,000 of the principal funds to the credit of the Confederated
Confederated f
Bands of Ute Indians
and
to
expend
same
for continuing
continuing the construcIndians
expend
construction of lateral distributing systems
systems to irrigate the allotted
of the
the
allotted lands
lands of
Uncompahgre,
and
White
Uncompahgre
Uintah,
River
Iites,
in
to
mainRiver
Utes,
in
Utah,
and
to
mainUncompahgre,
tain
existing irrigation systems
34, p
p. 375.
tain existing
authorized
authorized under the Act of June 21,
21, Vol.
vol 34,
375.
1906.
DuThe
expended in the discretion
The sum
sum of $12,000
$12 1000 to be expended
discretion of the SecreSecre- chesne
chestIlintah
ounand
i
uCounties.
Aid
to
public
schools
tary of the Interior,
Interior, under
under rules and regulations
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed in.
iAid topublic schols
by him,
him, in aid of the public schools in the Uintah and Duchesne
Duchesn.e
County school districts, Utah.
Utah.
WASHINGTON.
WASHINGTON.

Washington.
Washington.

SEC.
civilization of the D'Wamish and
S
EC. 22. For support
sup rt and civilization
infr3Pc:r4
and other
other inSfPort

allied tribes in Washington,
Wasi Lngton, including pay of employees,
employees, $7,000.
$7,000.

of
et., of

etc.,

D'Wamish,
etc.
D'Wamish, etc.

For support and civilization
including pay of
of Makahs.
civilization of the Makahs,
Makahs, including
ma
ka
hs

employees,
employees, $2,000.
$2,000.

For support
and civilization
Quil-leh-utes, lehQuites"'tsandQu'
For
support and
civilization of Qui-nai-elts
Qui-nai-elts and Quil-leh-utes,
i&tens!i43
including pay of employees, $1,000.
$1,000.
For support
support and
and civilization
civilization of Indians at Yakima
Agency, includ- Ya"ma
For
Yakima Agency,
YakimaAgencyAgency.
ing pay
of employees,
employees, $3,000.
$3,000.
pay of
Colville,
etc., AgenFor
support
cisl
e'1
ii
support and civilization of Indians
Indians at Colville,
Colville, Taholah,
Taholah, cis.
etes. Aeen
Puyallup,
Agencies, including pay
Puyallup, and Spokane Agencies,
for
pay of
of employees
employees and
and for
purchase
purchase of agricultural
agricultural implements, and support and civilization
civilization
of Joseph's
Joseph's Band of Nez Perce
Perce Indians
Indians in Washington,
Washington, $13,000.
$13,000.
Spokane&
For support
support of Spokanesin
Spokanes in Washington
Washington (
articl
e 6
6o
agreemen t Voi.27,p.
139.
(article
offagreement
ol.27,p. 139.
with
said
Indians,
dated
July 13,
with said
dated March
March 18, 1887, ratified by Act of July
13,
1892),
1892), $1,000.
$1,000.
Y
kimas.
For
operation and maintenance
For operation
maintenance of the irrigation
irrigation s
yst
em on
Irrigating allotsystem
on lands
lands y
Irrga¥ting
allot
allotted
Yakima Indians
Washington, $15,000
allotted to
to Yakima
Indians in Washington,
$15,000, reimbursable
reimbursable mvn^
r :34 pA060.
. 1w.
in
accordance with
with the
the provisions
Po. .
in accordance
provisions of the Act of March 1, 1907: pro
1thand

a

m

Provided, That money received under agreements for temporary

Provided,
water
supply
That
may
money
be expended
receivedunder
under
under
the
direction
offor
thetemporary
Secretary
water suppl3r
supply
may
be
expended
theagreements
direction of
the
Secretary

of the
the Interior
maintenance and improvement
Interior for maintenance
improvement of the irrigation
irrigation

system on said lands.

ot
t
s

,

Appcatin
Appration
ceptf

of reof

ceiP'L

Yakia

R

system
For
on sixth
said lands.
installment in
in payment
for water
water supply
Yakima t
ddl.
For the
the
sixth
installment
payment of
of $635,000
$635,000 for
supply tion.t
for addfor
irrigation
of
forty
acres
of
each
Indian
allotment
on
the
akima
tion
waer
suppl
to
for irrigation of forty. acres of each Indian allotment
Yakima Lori water toPPlY to
Indian Reservation
Reservation irrigation
irrigation system
Indian
system in the State of Washington,
Washington, altVol. 38, p.e6s
p. 604..
provided by the Act of
of August
August 1, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes at
at
be covered
into the
recl
ama tion fund:
f
und:
Lprgee paee
pag 604),
604), $100,000
$100,000 to
to be
covered into
the reclamation
.
Proviso.
ed, 9That
Provided,
rhat the land for which the
oresaid w
at
er su
pply was Land
the af
aforesaid
water
supply
specified.
and speciied.
purchased shall be understood
understood to be included within the
the Wapato
Wapato
irrvation project.
project.
Cgathon
Cushman School.
or support
upport and education
For
education o
ree h
und
red an
d twenty-five
twenty-five
off th
three
hundred
and
Indian
pupils
at
the
Cushma
Idiaian
School
Tacom,
Indian pupils
Cushman Indian School, Tacoma, Washington,
Washington,
for

a

28
28
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including
repairs and
improvements, and
for pay
superintendent,
of superintendent,
pay of
and for
and improvements,
including repairs
$65,000, said
appropriation being
made to
the Puyallup
Puyallup
supplement the
to supplement
being made
sai appropriation
$65,000,
funds used for said school.
school funds
Wapato
and enlargement
enlargement of
Wapato
the Wapato
of the
construction and
continuing construction
For continuing
irrigation For
wato irrigation
project.
irrigation and
system, to
to make
utilization of the
Continuing
construct- irrigation
make possible the utilization
drainage system,
and drainage
Conttin eostcotion, etc.
water supply
supply provided
provided by
by the
Act of
of August
August 1,
1, 1914,
1914, (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth
the Act
water
Vol. 38, p. 60.
604.
tv.
Statutes
at Large,
Large, page
cage 604),
604), for
for forty
forty acres
acres of
each Indian
Indian allotment
allotment
of each
Statutes at
under
the Wapato
on the
Indian ReservaReservaYakima Indian
the Yakima
project on
irrigation project
Wapato irrigation
under the
tion, Washington,
such other
other water
water supply
as may
may be
available
be available
supply as
and such
Washington, and
tion,
or obtainable
obtainable for
irrigation of
of one
hundred and twenty
twenty
one hundred
total of
of aatotal
the irrigation
for the
or
thousand
Indian lands
reservation, $500,000:
$500,000:
said reservation,
on said
lands on
allotted Indian
of allotted
acres of
thousand acres
Provisos.
Provided, That
entire cost of said irrigation
irrigation and drainage
drainage system
system
That the entire
Provided,
rimst.
Repayment.
shall
be reimbursed
the United
States under
the conditions
conditions and
and
under the
United States
to the
Vcs.
p. 154.
reimbursed to
shall be
39srp.
vol.39,
terms of
of the
the Act
of May
18, 1916:
Provided further,
further, That
the funds
funds
That the
1916: Provided
May 18,
Act of
terms
reimbursement of
of
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall
all be
for the
the reimbursement
available for
be available
Reimbursement
Reimburment for hereby
damages to landowndestroyed
crops
and
Indian
and
white
landowners
for
improvements
crops
improvements
for
landowners
white
and
Indian
to ladown
dmaB
ers.
by
Government in
connection with
construction of
irrigation
of irrigation
the construction
with the
in connection
by the
the Government
canals and
and drains
drains of
of this
project.
this project.
canals
Lttmmi Reservation.
That the
Secretary of
of the
Interior be
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
be and
the Interior
the Secretary
That
LmmlResOervatin.
Allotment on, canand directed
directed to
to cancel
cancel thepatent
in the
name of
of Davie
Davie Skootah,
Skootah,
the name
issued m
thepatent issued
celed,
etc.
and
oeled,etc.
allottee numbered
numbered thirty-five,
thirty-five on
Reservation, WashingWashingLummi Reservation,
the Lummi
on the
allottee
ton
to reallot
reallot the
the lands
lands under
under the
provisions of
of the
the general
general
the provisions
and to
ton, and
of the Lummi Tribe
allotment
law to
to unallotted
unallotted members
iiaembers of
Tribe in areas
areas
allotment law
of
exceeding ten
ten acres
each.
acres each.
not exceeding
of not
Yakima
For beginning
the construction
of diversion
dams and
and canal
canal systems
systems
diversion dams
construction of
beginning the
Reserva- For
Yakma Reservation.
for
irrigating
twelve
thousand
acres
of
Indian
land
adjacent
to Top
Topto
adjacent
land
Indian
of
acres
thousand
Irrigating
additional
twelve
irrigating
for
additional
Irrigatng
s
llands.
V,4,4...
Simcoe
Creeks, Yakima
Reservation $75,000
$75,000 the
the
Indian Reservation,
Yakima Indian
Simcoe Creeks,
and
penish and
.r,
ipPoe, p. 432.
Provided That
total
cost not
not to
exceed $150,000:
$150,000: Provided,
That the cost oftthe
Provisos.
to exceed
total cost
pJroim.
Reimbursement
off
diversion dams
dams and
and distributing
distributing systems
systems shall
be reimbursed
reimbursed to
to the
the
shall be
by landowners.
does. o diversion
costeby
United States
by the
of the
lands irrigable
irrigable thereunder
thereunder in
in not
not
the lands
owners of
the owners
States by
United
to
annual payments,
payments, and
arid the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
twenty annual
exceed twenty
to exceed
may
maintenance charges,
charges, which
which shall
shall be paid
and maintenance
operation and
fix operation
may fix
Charges a lien on al- as he may
any allottee
allottee shall
shall receive
receive patent
patent
if any
That if
Provided, That
direct: Provided,
corg a lien on ai- as he may direct:
lotments.
in fee
his allotment
allotment before
the amounts
amounts so
so charged
charged against
against him
before the
to his
fee to
in
amount remainsuch amount
shall have
to the
the United
then such
States, then
United States,
been paid to
have beenpaid
shall
ing unpaid
unpaid shall
be and
and become
become a
lien upon his
allotment, and
and the
the
his allotment,
a lien
shallbe
ing
Enforcement.
fact of such lien shall be recited
recited in such patent and
and may be enforced
enforced
Enorcement.
mortgage, and
by
the Secretary
of the
foreclosure as
as a
a mortgage,
by foreclosure
Interior by
the Interior
Secretary of
by the
sell any part of his allotment
should any
any Indian
Indian sell
allotment with the approval
approval
should
of
the Interior,
the amount
amount of
of any
any unpaid
unpaid charges
charges
Interior, the
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
against the
sold shall
be and
and become
lien thereon
thereon and
and
first lien
become aa first
shall be
land sold
the land
against
as aa
may be
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior by
by foreclosure
foreclosure as
the Secretary
be enforced
enforced by
may
such land
mortgage and
land may be refused
refused within
of water
water to such
and delivery
delivery of
mortgage,
the discretion
of the
the Secretary
the Interior
paid:
Interior until all dues are paid:
of the
Secretary of
discretion of
the
Compliance
with Providedfurther,That
irrigation
of
any
to
the
use
water
or
right
to
Providedfurther,Thatno
with
no
the
co°mplance
rules, etc., required.
reservation shall rest or be allowed
ditch or
or other
structure on
allowed
said reservation
on said
other structure
reqred. ditch
l,
herein provided
until the
the owner
land to
irrigated as
as herein
provided shall
to be
be irrigated
the land
of the
owner of
until
Interior
the Interior
comply
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of the
as the
with such
comply with
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
and he
he is
authorized to
to prescribe
prescribe such rules
rules
is hereby
hereby authorized
may
and regulations
he may
may determine
determine proper
proper for
for making
making effective
effective the
the
as he
and
regulations as
foregoing provisions
and to
of owners
owners of lands in fee such
to require
require of
provisions, and
foregoing
security
for the
reimbursement herein
herein required
as he
he may
may determine
determine
required as
the reimbursement
security for
necessary,
and to
delivery of
of water
tract of
of land until
any tract
to any
water to
refuse delivery
to refuse
necessary, and
the owners
thereof shall
shall have
complied therewith.
therewith.
have complied
owners thereof
the
Pierce County.
the Secretary
War and
and the
of War
the Secretary
ton
rietreCotla
0 That
That the
Secretary of
Secretary .of the
the Interior
Interior are
Return of lands t
to
dispossessed
Ind
ian hereby
investigate, and
and directed
hereby authorized
authorized and
directed immediately
immediately to
to investigate,
and to
nllians
dispossessed
in, etc.
session, the
at its
to Congress
report
in, etc.
report to
Congress at
its next
next session
the advisability
advisability and necessity
necessity
of acquiring
returning_. to
the dispossessed
dispossessed Indians, from
from
to the
to returning
a view
view to
with a
of
acquiring with
the authorities
of Pierce
those several
several tracts
Washington, those
County, Washington,
Pierce County,
the
authorities of
Reservation, Washof
Nisqually Indian
Indian lands,
lands, Nisqually
WashNisqually Reservation,
of allotted
allotted Nisqually
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ington, aggregating
aggregating approximately
acres
hundred acres
two hundred
thousand two
three thousand
approximately three
ington,
which
were
acquired
under
a
compromise
agreement
of
April
18,
which were acquired under a compromise agreement of April 18,
1918, between
of War
War and
and the
the Interior
Interior for
sum
the sum
for the
said Secretaries
Secretaries of
between said
1918,
of
from the
said Nisqually
Indians by
said county
county of
Pierce
of Pierce
by said
Nisqually Indians
the said
$78,400 from
of $78,400
for
War
Department
purposes,
and
which
said
lands
were
by
decree
by
decree
were
for War Department purposes, and which said lands
of
6, 1918,
1918, of the local
State court awarded in fee to the said
local State
May 6,
of May
county
Pierce for
purpose of
of transferring
title thereto
thereto to
to the
the
transferring title
the purpose
for the
of Pierce
county of
War
Department
as
an
addition
to
Camp
Lewis.
Lewis.
Camp
to
addition
an
War Department as
WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.issi
SEC. 23.
23. For
For the
education of
two hundred
hundred and
and thirty
thirty
of two
and education
support and
the support
SEC.

Wisconsin.
Hayward School.

Hayward School.

Indian pupils
the Indian
including
Wisconsin, including
Hayward, Wisconsin,
at Hayward,
school at
Indian school
at the
pupils at
Indian
pay
of
superintendent,
$53,350;
for
general
repairs
and
improveimproveand
repairs
general
for
$53,350;
pay of superintendent,
ments, $8,000;
ments,
$8,000; in
in all,
all, $61,350.
$61,350.
Tomah
Tomah School.
School.

For
and education
education of
of two
and seventy-five
seventy-five Indian
Indian
oh Schoo
two hundred
hundred and
For support
support and
pupils
at
the
Indian
school,
Tomah,
Wisconsin,
including
pay
of
pay
including
Wisconsin,
Tomah,
pupils at the Indian school,
superintendent, $63,875;
general repairs
improvements,
and improvements,
repairs and
for general
$63,875; for
superintendent,
$8,000;
drainage of
school land,
$74,375.
$8,000; for
for drainage
of school
land, $2,500;
$2,500; in
in all,
all, $74,375.
L
Chippewas of Lake
For support
civilization of
of the
the Chippewas
of Lake
suprior etc.
Superior, Superior.
Lake Superior,
Chippewas of
and civilization
support and
For
Wisconsin,
including pay
pay of
of employees
$7,000.
Wisconsin, including
employees, $7,000.
Suprt,
etc.
Pottawabomies.
For support,
support, education,
and civilization
of the
PotPaaopraeS.etc.
Pottawatomie Support,
the Pottawatomie
civilization of
education, and
For
Indians who
who reside
Wisconsin, including pay of emof Wisconsin,
the State of
in the
reside in
Indians
ployees,
Wisconsin
of
Wiconsin Band
Band of
$7,000.
ployees, $7,000.
Pottawatomies, Wis.
For
the support
support and
civilization of
of those
those portions
portions of
of the
Wisconsin and
Pottawatomies,
the Wisconsin
and civilization
For the
Mich. etc, Wis.
Band of
the States
States of
Wisconsin and
tc., from
rm
of Wisconsin
in the
residing in
Indians residing
Pottawatomie Indians
of Pottawatomie
Band
UL:21s.
and
Michigan ' and
to aid
said Indians
homes on
the Vol.
38, p. 102.
lo.
on the
Vol..
m establishing
establishing homes
and to
aid said
Indians m
and Michigan,
lands
purchased for
for them
them under
provisions of
Act of
of Congress
Congress
the Act
of the
the provisions
under the
lands purchased
approved
June
30,
1913,
$15,500,
or
so
much
thereof
as
necbe necmay
as
thereof
much
or
so
$15,500,
1913,
30,
approved June
essary, said
sum to
be reimbursed
United States out of the
to the United
reimbursed to
to be
said sum
essary,
appropriation when
when made,
of the
the principal
due as
as the
proportionate
the proportionate
principal due
made, of
appropriation,
share
in annuities
annuities and
Pottawatomie
the Pottawatomie
moneys of the
and moneys
Indians in
said 'Indians
of said
share of
Tribe in
in which
have not
not shared
forth in
in House
Document Per
Tribe
which they
they have
shared as
as set
set forth
House Document
Per capita pa
t
payment.
Numbered
830 (Sixtieth
(Sixtieth Congress,
Congress, first
first session),
session), and
Cpit
Secretary of
the Secretary
and the
Numbered 830
the
is hereby
authorized to
to make
payment of
of $40
the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
make aaper
per capita
capita payment
$40 pProvisos.,.
Restriction
Provided,That no further expendito said Indians out of said funds: Provided,
expendi- Restriction.
tures
be authorized
or made
heretofore enacted
appropriations heretofore
under appropriations
made under
authorized or
tures be
making
for the
the purchase
purchase of
the clearing
same Erik
making provisions
provisions for
of land
land and
and the
clearing of
of same
E
Mostad.
o. Morstad.
0.
Payment
for
the sums
Potfrom PotPayment from
sums tawatomie
from the
That from
further, That
Providedfurther,
Indians: Provided
Pottawatomie Indians:
for said
saia Pottawatomie
funds to.
funds
to.
heretofore
said Pottawatomie
the Secretary
Secretary tawatomie
Indians the
Pottawatomie Indians
for said
appropriated for
heretofore appropriated
of
Treasury is hereby authorized
authorized and directed to pay to Erik 0.
O.
of the Treasury
Morstad,
Laona, Wisconsin,
satisfaction for
Wisconsin, in person and in full satisfaction
Morstad, of Laona,
services rendered,
rendered, the
sum of
$2,000.
services
the sum
of $2,000.
Saint Croix Indians.
llief of
of distress,etc.
distress, etc.
For the
of subsistence supplies in relieving cases of actual Relief
purchase of
the purchase
For
distress and suffering among those needy St. Croix Indians of WisJanuary 30, 1915,
consin whose cases are referred to in report of January
transmitted
Repre- Vol. 38, p. 606.
of the
the Interior to the House of Reprethe Secretary
Secretary of
transmitted by the
p.6
o' '38,
sentatives March
March 3,
1915, pursuant
pursuant to
the provisions
provisions of the Act of
to the
3, 1915,
sentatives
Congress
Auust 1,
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, pages
pages
1914 (Thirty-eighth
Congress of
of August
1, 1914
Document Numbered
Numbered 1663, Sixtyprinted as House Document
582 to 605), and printed
Congress, third
t
hird session, $1,000.
third Congress,
$1,000.
Bad River ReservaFor the
construction of
of Odanah,
the tion.
in the
Odanah, in
the village
village of
road from
from the
of aaroad
the construction
For
Road from Odanah
Bad River
the south
said reservation,
reservation, $20,000,
$20,000, In,Road
mians
south line of
of said
Bad
River Reservation,
Reservation, to
to the
from fra
tribal
funds.
to
direction of
Secretary of the Interior
Interior,i
of the Secretary
to be expended
expended under
under the direction
placea
said awn
hereafter plEICOL,
snm to be reimbursable from any funds now or hereafter
Reserin the Treasury to the credit of the Indians on the Bad River Reservation, to
to remain
and lien
the funds
of Provisos.
p
funds of
of said tribe of
lien upon
upon the
charge and
vation,
remain aa charge
Indians
paid: Proned
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
the Interior
Stte cooperation.
Interior may
may State
of the
Secretary of
India until
until paid:
cOoerato
m the construction
nstreution of said Condition.
State of
of Wisconsin
Wi6ncom inin
cooperate with
with the State
rosa:
further,
moneyhere
herein appro4.
o a
aphpr0h
P ei -^
hftr, That:
That no part of the money
road: Provided
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Steve Grover.
Patent
of allotment

Patent of allotment

to.
to.

Wyoming.
Wyoming.
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printed shall
be expended
expended until
until the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior shall
of the
shall be
priated
have obtained
from the
the proper
proper authorities
of the
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin
State of
the State
authorities of
obtained from
have
satisfactory
of the
payment by the said State of at least
least
the payment
guaranties of
satisfactory guaranties
one-half of
tti
c
l
i
l
Lt of
construction of
road.
said road.
of said
the construction
of the
cost
of the
one-half
at
That
the relinquishment
May, 1914,
1914, at
of May,
day of
8th day
the 8th
on the
executed on
relinquishment executed
That the
a member of the lac
John Stone, a
Hayward,
Wisconsin., by John
Lac Court
Court
Hayward, Wisconsin,
relinquished all
d'
Band of
Indians, by
by which
which he
he relinquished
Chippewa Indians,
of Chippewa
Oreilles Band
d' Oreilles
his
interest, and
the allotment
allotment of
of Maggie
Maggie
to the
inheritance to
and inheritance
title, interest,
right, title,
his right,
Grover,
deceased,
allotment
numbered
seven
hundred
and
sixty-one
sixty-one
and
hundred
seven
numbered
allotment
deceased,
Grover,
of
said band
band of
of Indians,
and described
described as
west fractional
fractional
The west
follows: The
as follows:
Indians, and
of said
one-half
one-quarter of
of section
section eighteen,
in towntowneighteen, in
northwest one-quarter
the northwest
of the
one-half of
principal
ship thirty-nine
range eight
eight west
of. the
the fourth
fourth principal
west of
of range
north, of
thirty-nine north,
ship
seventy-three
meridian,
seventy-four acres and seventy-three
containing seventy-four
Wisconsin, containing
meridian, Wisconsin,
validated, and
one-htmdredths of
be, and
and thesame
hereby is, validated,
thesame hereby
acre, be,
an acre,
of an
one-hundredths
to
authorized to
that
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior be,
he hereby
is, authorized
hereby is,
and he
be, and
of the
the Secretary
that the
issue
patent to
to the
the above-described
land to
to Steve
Steve Grover,
Grover, the
above-described land
a patent
issue a
father
of the
aforesaid Maggie
deceased.
Grover, deceased.
Maggie Grover,
the aforesaid
father of

WYOMING.
WYOMING.

Shoshosses.
Support, eta.

Bsuhtltoe.
Reservation sehGol.

ReseatO sehod.
=ratt

4.
SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 4.
SESS.

ty.

•Fulfilling treaty.
Vol.
15, p. 576.
7.'
ol.1,p.

Indians in WyoS
EC. 24.
For support
support and
and civilization
Shoshone Indians
of Shoshone
civilization of
24. For
SEC.
ming, including
of employees,
employees, $15,000.
$15,000.
pay of
including pay
ming,
fifty Indian pupils
and fifty
For support
support and
education of
one hundred
hundred and
of one
and education
For
at
the Indian
Shoshone Reservation,
Reservation, Wyoming,
pay
including pay
Wyoming, including
school, Shoshone
Indian school,
at the
of
for general
general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements,
$36,250; for
superintendent, $36,250;
of superintendent,
$5,000; in
in all,
$41,250.
all, $41,250.
$5,000;

For
support of
of Shoshones
For pay of physician,
Wyoming: For
in Wyoming:
Shoshones in
For support
teacher,
miller, engineer,
farmer, and
blacksmith (article
(article
and blacksmith
engineer, farmer,
carpenter, miller,
teacher, carpenter,
pay of second blacksmith,
for pay
10,
treaty of
July 3,
1868), $5,000;
blacksmith,
$5,000; for
3, 1868),
of July
10, treaty
materials as may be required, as
and such
such.iron
and steel
other materials
and other
steel and
iron and
and
per
article
8,
same
treaty.
,$1,000;
all, $6,000.
$6,000.
in all,
$1,000; in
treaty,
same
8,
article
per
Irrigation system
For
continuing the
system within
within
irrigation system
an irrigation
constructing an
of constructing
work of
the work
For continuing
within
Reservation.
Resevatifon.
witin
Construction.
the
diminished
Shoshone
or
Wind
River
Reservation
' in
Wyoming,
Wyoming,
in
Reservation,
River
Wind
or
Shoshone
diminished
the
6
Contrlction
Vol. 33, p. 1106.
including
River and Dry Creek Canals, and including
including the
the Big
Wind River
Big Wind
including
$100,000, reimthe
operation of
of completed
completed canals,
canals, $100,000,
and operation
maintenance and
the maintenance
bursable
in accordance
with the
previsions of
3, 1905.
1905.
of March
March 3,
Act of
the Act
of the
the provisions
accordance with
bursable in
Irrigating additional
For continuation
investigations, construction,
operation and
construction, operation
of investigations,
continuation of
For
addia
glatnd.
lands.
irrigation
a project
project for the irrigation
maintenance
incidental operations
operations on
on a
and incidental
maintenance and
of a
portion of
of the
the conditionally
ceded lands
lands of
River ReserReserWind River
the Wind
of the
conditionally ceded
a portion
of
vation, Wyoming,
Wyoming, to
Riverton project,
project, $200,000,
$200,000,
the Riverton
as the
known as
to be
be known
vation,
reimbursable in
in accordance
with the
of the
the Act of March 3,
provisions of
the provisions
accordance with
reimbursable
Proviso.
the actual
the construction
construction charge
for the
actual cost of
of
charge for
That the
Payment of
Provided, That
1905: Provided,
of con- 1905:
PPaymnt
divided
and divided
struction, etc., charges. said project
the Interior
by the
strtin,etc.,chagcs
project shall be fixed
fixed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior and
and public and private land irriland and
equitably
between the
the Indian
Indian land
equitably between
gated
such project,
charge as
as fixed for said Indian
the charge
that the
and that
project, and
by such
gated by
provisions of the
lands
be reimbursable
with the
the provisions
accordance with
in accordance
reimbursable in
shall be
lands shall
Act of
of March
3, 1905,
1905, and
and that
as fixed
fixed for
for private
private and
charges as
the charges
that the
March 3,
Act
such project shall
public land
irrigated under
under such
shall be paid by the owner or
or
land irrigated
public
entryman in
accordance with
terms of
of payment
payment of
of construction
construction
the terms
with the
in accordance
entryman
and
as provided
provided by
by the reclamation
reclamation law and
charges as
maintenance charges
and maintenance
amendments
thereto.
amendments thereto.
Share of diversion
a diversion
diversion
For
the proportionate
proportionate share
share of
of constructing
constructing a
cost of
of the
the cost
dam for irrigating
InFor the
irrigating In
dam
dian
construction of canals and laterals
laterals for the irrigation
ian land,.
lands
dam and for the construction
Reservation,
of Indian
land on
on the
of the
Wind River
River Reservation,
the Wind
portion of
ceded portion
the ceded
of
Indian land
Wyoming, $50,000,
under such
regulations
such rules and regulations
reimbursable under
$50,000 reimbursable
Wyoming,
may prescribe.
as
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may
prescribe.
of the
the Secretary
as the
Roads and
of constructing
the work
For
Rods
and bridges.
bridges.
For continuing
continuing the
work of
constructing roads
roads and
and bridges
bridges within
within
in Wyoming,
Reservation,
River
the
diminished
Shoshone
or
Wind
River
Reservation,
Wyoming,
Wind
or
Shoshone
the diminished
reimbursed from any funds which are now
$25.000,
said sum
sum to
to be
be reimbursed
$25,000, said
the Treasury
or
may hereafter
be placed
placed in the
Treasury to the credit of said
said
hereafter be
or may
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charge and
Indians, to remain aa charge
and lien
lien upon
upon the lands
lands and funds of
said
until paid.
paid.
said Indians
Indians until
S
EC. 25.
addition to
the Indian
and treaty
treaty funds,
SEC.
25. That
That in addition
to the
Indian tribal
tribal and
funds, from tribal
funds for
tri bal lioin
funds
f
ot;
the expenditure
expenditure of
which is
authorized elsewhere
elsewhere in
in this
this fupespo,
the
of which
is specifically
specifically authorized
fier
ine4ec
" of
of specisPeetAct, and such sums as may be required for equalization
equalization of allotments,
education of Indian children,
children, per capita and other payments to
education
Indians,. reimbursement
United States
the expenditures
Indians,
reimbursement to the United
States of
of the
expenditures
reimbursable appropriations,
appropriations, and
expenditures for
from reimbursable
and expenditures
for the
the Five
Civilized Tribes,
Civilized
Tribes, in accordance
accordance with existing laws, the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Interior be, and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to expend
expend not
not exceeding
exceeding
$2,509,895 from funds held by the United States in trust for the
$2,509,895
respective tribes, for support and civilization of the Indians under
under
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
to wit:
of the
the following
following agencies,
agencies, to
wit:
Arizona.
In
Fort Apache,
Apache ' $87,291;
$87,291; Arzona
In Arizona:
Arizona: Colorado River,
River, $10,500;
$10,500; Fort
Kaibab,
Kaibab, $1,780; San Carlos, $145,990;
$145,990; Salt River,
River, $365; Truxton
Truxton
$55,000; Western
Navajo, $100.
$100.
Canyon, $55,000;
Western Navajo,
California.
In
$15,310; Pala,
$205; Round
Valley, California
In California:
California: Greenville,
Greenville, $15,310;
Pala, $205;
Round Valley,
$1,_340;
Tule River,
$1,340; Tule
River, $1,200.
$1,200.
Colodo
Colorado.
C
ol ra
In Colorado:
Colorado: Southern
Ute, $19,490;
$19,490; Ute
Mountain, $47,100.
In
Southern Ute,
Ute Mountain,
$47,100.
o.
Idaho.
In
d'Alene, $13,700;
Fort Hall,
$16,360; Fort
Fort Lapwai,
In Idaho:
Idaho: Coeur
Coeur d'Alene,
$13,700; Fort
Hall, $16,360;
Lapwai, Idho
$15,000.
$15,000.
Iowa.
In Iowa: Sac and Fox, $1,200.
$1,200.
Kanas.
Kansas.
In Kansas:
Kansas: Pottawatomie,
In
Pottawatomie, $4,750.
$4,750.
Lansas.
Louisiana.
In Louisiana: Chettimanchi,
$658.
Chettimanchi, $658.
Michigan.
Michigan.
In
Michigan: Mackinac,
Mackinac, $2,138.
In Michigan:
$2,138.
-eaano
Minnesota.
In
Minnesota: Leech
Lake, $1,000;
$1,000; Red
Lake, $15,000;
White e
In Minnesota:
Leech Lake,
Red Lake,
$15,000; Whit
Earth, $250.
$250.
Earth,
Montana.
Montana.
In Montana:
Montana: Blackfeet,
In
Crow„ $250,0001
Blackfeet, $51,920;
$51,920; Crow,
$250,000; Flathead,
Flathead,
$40,000; Fort Belknap, $41,000; Fort
Fort Peck,
$9,000; Rocky Boy,
Peck, $9,000;
Boy,
$21,000; Tongue River, $25,394.
$25,394.
Nebras
Nebraska.
In Nebraska:
Nebraska: Omaha, $16,400; Winnebago,
Winnebago, $5,423.
Nevada.
Nevada.
In Nevada:
Nevada: Nevada,
Nevada, $3,572; Walker
Walker River, $200; Western
Western Shoshone,_$21,270.
shone,
$21,270.
New Mexico.
In New Mexico:
Mexico: Jicarilla,
Jicarilla, $282,000; Mescalero,
Mescalero, $75,000; San Juan,
$2,500.
$2,500.
North Carolina.
Carolna.
In
North Carolina:
Cherokee, $3,500.
$3,500.
In North
Carolina: Eastern
Eastern Cherokee,
North Dakota.
Dakota.
In North Dakota: Fort Berthold, $25,000;
$25,000; Standing
Standing Rock,
$118,242;
$118,242; Turtle Mountain,
$250.
Mountain, $250.
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
In Oklahoma: Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache, $31,900; Cheyenne
Cheyenne
and Arapahoe,
Cantonment, $2,000; Seger, $100; Pawnee,
Arapahoe, $4,374; Cantonment,
Pawnee,
$1,500; Ponca,
Ponca, $1,450;
Seneca $500;
$500; Sae
$1,500;
$1,450; Seneca,
Sac and
and Fox,
Fox, $8,500.
$8,500.
Oregon.
Oregon.
In
Oregon: Illamath,
$125,600; Siletz,
Siletz, $110;
$1,500.
In Oregon:
Klamath, $125,000;
$110; Umatilla,
Umatilla, $1,500.
SouthDakota.
South Dakota.
In South Dakota:
Dakota: Cheyenne
Cheyenne River,
River , $159,0(0;
$159,0Q0; Crow Creek,
Creek, $500;
$500;
Lower Brule, $5,200; Pine Ridge,
$6,060; Sisseton,
$10,900; Yankton,
Yankton,
Ridge, $6,000;
Sisseton, $10,900;
$7 828.
$7,828.
Utah.
Utah.
In Utah: Uintah, and so forth,
forth, $74,010.
$74,010.
Washington.
Washington
In Washington:
Colville, $27,185; Cushman,
Cushman, $700; Spokane,
Wasington: Colville,
$28,000; TahoTah,
TahoIah, $4,800; Tulalip,
Tulalip, $5,000;
$72,000.
$5,000; Yakima,
Yakima, $72,000.
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
In
Wisconsin: La
La Pointe,
$5,000; Koshena,
Koshena, $390,350.
In Wisconsin:
Pointe, $5,000;
$390,350.
Wyoming.
In Wyoming:
Shoshone '$89,090.
Wyoming: Shoshone,
Mineral lands In
in
Indian reservations.
SEc. 26. That the Secretary
Sac.
Secretary of the Interior be, and hereby
hereby is, Ino"di'nreStc
ng
Gold, etc., mini”
g
authorized and empowered, under general regulations
authorized
regulations to
to be fixed leases
as aallowed
ll owed on on-allotted lands.
by him and under such terms and conditions
conditions as he may prescribe,
prescribe, llottdands.
not inconsistent with the terms of this section, to lease to citizens
of the United States or to any association
association of such persons
persons or to any
corporation
corporation organized
organized under the laws of the United
United States or of any
State or Territory thereof, any part of the unallotted
unallotted lands
lands within States specified.
any Indian
within the
the States
of Arizona,
California,
any
Indian reservation
reservation wit
States of
Arizona, California,
tat speced
Idaho., Montana,
Montana, Nevada.,
Nevada, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, Oregon
or
Idaho
Oregon, Washington,
Washington or
Wyoming,
heretofore withdrawn
withdrawn from
Wyoming, heretofore
from entry under
undo; the mining
mining laws
laws
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for
for deposits
deposits of
gold, silver,
copper, and
and other
other
silver, copper,
of gold,
of mining
mining for
the purpose
purpose of
for the
valuable
metalliferous minerals,
he irrevocable
irrevocable,
aluable metalliferous
minerals, which
which leases
leases shall be
and void
declared null and
except as herein
herein provided, but which may be declared
void
upon
breach of
of any
any of
upon breach
of their
their terms.
terms.
Lands subject to exmined.
Mat after
and approval
aproval of
of this
this section,
section unallotted
unallotted
the passage and
after the
That
to be deterpai
ploration,
ined.
portion
the Secretary of the Interior
lands, or such porrio
ar thereof as the
Interior shall
- h ll
determine, within
reservations heretofore
withheld from
from
determine,
within Indian
Indian reservations
heretofore withheld
Secretary
disposition under
under the
declared by the Secretary
the mining laws may be declared
disposition
of the
the Interiorto
Interior to be subject
subject to exploration for the discovery of deposits
of
of gold,
and other
other valuable
by
of
gold, silver,
silver, copper,
opper and
valuable metalliferous
metalliferous minerals
minerals by,
Location
of claims.
citizens
Location ofaims.
United States,
tates, and after such declaration mining claims
citizens of the United
claimsmay be
be located
such citizens
in the
the same
as mining
mining claims
claims
may
located by
by such
citizens in
same manner
manner as
Provisos.
are located
located under
mining .
laws of
the United
United States:
Provided,
States: Provided,
of the
laws
the mining
under the
have are
PLcats
Locators to
to have
preference for leases.
leases.
preference
That the locators of all such naming
mining claims, or their heirs, successors,
or
preference right
right to apply to the Secretary
Secretary
have a
a preference
shall havo
or assigns,
assigns, shall
of the interior
Interior for a
under the terms and conditions of this
a lease, under
section, within one year after the date of the location of any mining
within
a lease .within
claim, and
and any such locator who shall fail to apply for a
one year
year from
date of
of location
location shall
shall forfeit
all rights
rights to
to sucb
such minminforfeit all
the date
from the
one
Notices of applicaing claim:
That duplicate
copies of
of the
the location
location
duplicate copies
fuler, That
Provided further,
laim: Provided
ing
tions
fileketc
befiaec.
tins to be
filed within sixty days with the superintendent
in
superintendent in
notice shall
shall be filed
charge of the reservation
reservation on which the mining claim is located, and
that
application for a
alease under this section
section may be filed with such
such
that application
superintendent
for transmission
to, the
the
channels to,
official channels
through official
transmission through
superintendent for
Lands exde
excluded.
Secretary of the Interior:
Interior: And provided
• d further,
further, That -lands
lands conSecretary
taining springs, water holes, or otte
other
p
r
vbodiea
ItdieS of water needed or used
by the Indians for watering
watering live stock, irrigation,
irrigation, or water-power
water-power
purposes shall not be designated
designated by the Secretary
Interior
Secretary of the
the Interior
purposes
as subject
subject to
to entry
under this
section.
this section.
entry under
as
ofeases.
Term of
leases.
That leases under this section shall be for a
a period of twenty years,
with the preferential
preferential right in the lessee to renew the same for sucwith
cessive periods of ten_years
reasonable terms and conditions
ten years upon such reasonable
prescribed by the
as may be
be prescribed
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior,, unless
unless otherotherProvisos.
wise
by law
at the
the time
time of
the expiration
of such
such periods:
periods:
expiration of
of the
law at
provided by
wise provided
Protos.
Relinquishment, Promded,
lessee, may in the discretion of the Secretary
Relinquishment,
Provided, That the
the lessee,
Secretary: of
e tc
etc.
.
the Interior,
Interior, be permitted at any time to make written
written relinquishrelinquishacceptance thereof be
ment of all rights under such a
a lease and upon acceptance
Additional
all future
future obligations
lease.
under said lease.
obligations under
of all
relieved of
thereby relieved
for thereby
Additional tracts for
cam p sites, etc.
i
camp
That in
n addition to areas of mineral land to be included in leases
under this section the Secretary of the Interior
Interior, in his discretion,
may
may grant to the lessee the right to use, during the life of the lease,
subject
payment of an annual rental
rental of
per
subject to the payment
of not less than $1
$1 per
acre,
unoccupied land, not exceeding
exceeding forty acres
acres in
acre, a
a tract of unoccupied
in area,
for camp sites, milling, smelting, and refining
refining works, and for other
other
purposes connected
necessary to the proper developm
ent
development
connected with and necessary
use of
of the
covered by
by the
the lease.
the deposits
deposits covered
and-use
ur- and
Right to lease surface
lands.
face lands.
That the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion,
discretion, in making any
reserve to the United States the right
lease under this section, may reserve
a term not exceeding
to lease for a
exceeding that of the mineral lease,
lease, the surface
surface
of the lands embraced
embraced within such lease under existing law or
or laws
laws
hereafter enacted,
enacted, in
in so
so far
surface is
necessary for
use
is not
not necessary
for use
far as
as said
said surface
hereafter
proviso.
Proriao.
E qw ruents authorEasements
author- of the lessee in extracting
and
the
Proextracting
removing
deposits
therein:
ized.
vided, That the said Secretary,
tided,
Secretary, during the life of the lease,
lease, is hereby
hereby
authorized to issue such permits for easements
easements herein provided
provided to be
reserved.
reserved.
Conditions
'.
Condit
ions binL
bind in
That
successor in
or assignee
assignee of
any lease
of any
lease granted
granted
in interest
interest or
any successor
on successors
ceessors of
of
Iesse
That any
lessee
voluntary transfer,
under this section,
section, whether
whether by voluntary
transfer, judicial sale, foreclosure
otherwise, shall be subject to all the conditions of the
closure sale, or otherwise,
the
lease under which such rights are held and also subject to all the
the
Post, p. 1231.

,p.v1231.
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provisions
conditions of
this section
section to
to the
the same
same extent
as though
though
extent as
of this
and conditions
provisions and
such
or assign
assign were
were the
the original
hereunder.
lessee hereunder.
original lessee
successor or
such successor
Leases forfeited for
That
any lease
lease granted
forfeited and
this section
section may
may be
be forfeited
andnLes
foreitedwith
for
That any
granted under this
noncompliance
conditions.
canceled
by
appropriate
proceedings
in
the
United
States
district
conditins.
States
district
canceled by appropriate proceedings in the United
court
district in
which said
or some
some part
thereof is
is
part thereof
said property
property or
in which
for the
the district
court for
i
situated
whenever the
the lessee,
after reasonable
notice in
n writing,
writing, as
as
lessee, after
reasonable notice
situated whenever
prescribed in
lease, shall
shall fail
fail to
with the
terms of this
the terms
to comply
comply with
in the
the lease,
prescribed
section or
with such
not inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
herewith as
as may
be
may be
or with
such conditions
conditions not
section
specifically
lease.
in the
the lease.
recited in
specifically recited
Royalties for benefit
for benefit
ofIRnns
deposits of
mineral deposits
extracting the
That
for the
the privilege
of mining
mining or
or extracting
the mineral
privilege of
That for
Indians.
in the
covered by
by the
lease the
shall pay
United
pay to the United
the lease
the lessee shall
in
the ground
ground covered
States, for
benefit of
not be
less
be less
shall not
a royalty
royalty which
which shall
Indians, a
of the
the Indians,
for the
the benefit
States,
than 55per
per centum
c,entum of
net value
value of
of the
the output
output of
the minerals
minerals at
at
of the
of the
the net
than
the mine,
due and
and payable
payable at
at the
end of
month succeeding
succeeding
each month
the end
of each
mine, due
the
Annual rental.
that of
of the
the extraction
the minerals
annual Alrental.
the mine, and an annua
of the
minerals from the
extraction of
that
annually thereafter
thereafter on
rental, payable
payable at the
and. annually
date of such
such lease and
the date
rental,
the area
such lease,
lease, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of not
than 25
25 cents
not less than
by such
the
area covered
covered by
not less
less than
than 50 cents
per acre
acre for
the first
calendar year thereafter;
thereafter; not
first calendar
per
for the
respectively;
the second,
second, third, fourth, and fifth
fifth years,
years, respectively;
per acre for the
and not less than $1 per acre for each
each and every year thereafter
thereafter during
during
the continuance
continuance of
of the
except that
that such rental
any year
Credited against roylease, except
rental for
for any
year Creditedagainstroythe
the lease,
alties.
as they accrue for that
shall be
credited against
that year. alties.
royalties as
against the royalties
be credited
shall
Annual assessment
assessment
Anumal
as work
of the
to the
the payment
payment of
That
in addition
addition to
the royalties
royalties and
and rentals
rentals as
That in
required.
$100
in
wrk
required.
not
less
than
annually
herein
provided the lessee shall expend
herein provided
expend
$100 in
development
for each
located or
or leased
in the
the same
leased in
same
claim located
work for
each mining
mining claim
development work
an annual
annual expenditure
manner
expenditure for labor or improvements
improvements is
manner as an
required to
he made
the mining
laws of
United States:
States: Proviso&.
required
to be
made under
under the
mining laws
of the
the United
pov.
fDamagstoprperty
occasioned ofl?nadigingr
agree to pay all damages occasioned
That the
the lessee shall also agree
Provided,
Provided,That
property
by
of his
his mining
mining .operations
the land
or allotment
of any
any ofd
to the
land or
allotment of
operations to
by reason
reason of
Timber cutting
cutting rereTimer
or improvements
improvements thereon:
Indian
thereon: And provided
providedfurther,
further, stricted.
Indian or to
to the
the crops or
lessee except
reservation by the lessee
except
cut upon
upon the
the reservation
That no timber shall be cut
for
mining purposes
purposes and
and then only after first obtaining aapermit from
for mining
the
of the
the reservation
and upon
upon payment of the fair
fair
reservation and
the superintendent
superintendent of
value thereof.
Statements,
etc.,
etc.,
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
examine Statements,
authorized to
to examine
hereby authorized
the Secretary
That
from lessees.
lessees, and to
to acquire
acquire them to submit
accounts of lessees,
submit
the books and accounts
statements
or reports,
including information.as
information.as to
statements, representations,
representations, or
reports, including
to
cost
representations, or reports
reports so
cost of mining
mining, all
all of which
which statements,
statements, representations
required shall
shall 'be
otherwise specified
such
specified, and
and in
in such
be upon
upon oath,
oath, unless
unless otherwise
required
such blanks
blanks as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the interior
Interior may
form and upon such
Punishment for
false
orfalse
statement, representation,
any false
require;
and any
require •and
any person
person making
making any
false statement,
representation, Punishment
reports,
po etc.
or report under oath shall be subject to punishment
or
punishment as for perjury.
perjury. re rtte.
to be
be deunder the
the pro- Receipts
rentals under
royalties and
That
That all
all moneys
moneys received
received from
from royalties
and rentals
ited to credit of
visions
of this
deposited in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United-,
visions of
this section
section shall
shall be
be deposited
the United
to redit of
States to
the credit
the Indians
Indians belonging
belonging and
and having
having tribal
tribal rights
States
to the
credit of
of the
rights
reservation where the leased
is located,
which moneys
on the
the reservation
leased land
land is
located, which
moneys
shall
appropriation by
by Congress
Congress for
shall be at
at all times subject to
to appropriation
for their
their
benefit, unless
otherwise provided by
agreement ratified
benefit,
unless otherwise
by treaty
treaty or
or agreement
ratified
Proviso.
Provided, That such moneys shall be subject
by Congress: Provided,
subject to
to the laws
laws sPu
pro rta
Subject to
to pro
rata
distribution.
distributio.
funds.
tribal
Indian tribal
the pro
authorizing the
authorizing
pro rata
rata distribution
distribution of
of Indian
Regulations, etc.,
to
etc ., to
authorized to
to perform
of the
That
the Secretary
Secretary of
That the
the Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
perform bemSde
be made.
any and all acts and to make such rules and regulations not inconinconsistent with this section as
as may be
be necessary
and proper
proper for
for the propronecessary and
tection of the interests of the Indians
Ijndians and for the purpose of carrying
carrying
taxes ot
the provisions of this section into full force and effect: Pvded,
Provided, Proviso.
State, etc., taxes not
affected.
or
held
to
affect
shall
be
construed
That nothing in this section
section
affect the aeted.
right
ri'ght of the States or other local authority to exercise any rights
rights
which they may have to ley/
levy and collect taxes
taxes upon improvements,
w'eh
improvements,
output of mines, or other rights, property, or assets of any lessee.
lessee.
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That mining locations,
locations, under the terms
terms of this section, may be
made on unallotted
unallotted lands within Indian reservations
reservations by Indians who
who
have
heretofore or
or may
declared by the SecretarySecretary of
of the
be declared
may hereafter
hereafter be
have heretofore
Leases allowedmanage their own affairs; and the said
Interior to be competent to manage
allowed.
Leases
Secretary is
empowered to lease such lands
and empowered
authorized and
is hereby
hereby authorized
Secretary
to
such Indians
Indians in
accordance with
the provisions
this section:
section:
provisions of
of this
with the
in accordance
to such
prorw.
Provided,
That
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
be,
and
he
is hereby,
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
That
Provided,
n
pyOterni.
By
ot,her Indians.
make locations and obtain
authorized
other Indians
Indians to
to make
permit other
to permit
authorized to
tfe provisions
provisions of this section, under such rules and
leases under the
regulations as
prescribe in
regard to
the working,
working, developto the
in regard
he may
may prescribe
as he
regulations
ing,
disposition of
and selling of the products, and the disposition
disposition, and
ing, disposition,
the proceeds
proceeds thereof
thereof of any such mine
mine by such Indians.
the
No withdra
withdrawals
for
SE.
wals
reafter
for
S
EC. 27. That hereafter
hereafter no publicclands of the United States shall
reservations
reservations he
hereafter ,
except
by act
act of
Con- be
be withdrawn
by Executive
or otherwise,
for
otherwise, for
Executive Order
Order,, proclamation,
proclamation, or
withdrawn by
of Conexcept by
gress.
or as
as an
an Indian
reservation
except
byact
of Congress.
except
by
act
of
Congress.
or
Indian
reservation
gres
'
Indian Service.
Investigation
SEC. 28.
28. That
ComThat during this Congress those members of the Conby
SEc.
etiationof,
o, by
In
Representatives, not less
iHose comittehorn mittee on Indian
Indian Affairs of the House
House of Representatives
Indian Affairs, authorized.
than five
in number,
Members of
of the
the
Representatives,
Sixty-sixth Congress,
Sixty-sixth
who are
are Members
than
five in
number, who
ied.
are authorized
hearings and investigate
conduct of
investigate the conduct
are
authorized to
to conduct
conduct hearings
of Columbia, and
and elseIndian Service,
Service, at
at Washington,
Washington, District of
the Indian
Appropriation
for where, and the
Appropriation for
thesum
may be
necessary,
sum of $15,000,
$15,000, orso
or so much thereof
thereof as may
be necessary,
expenses.
immediately available,
available, is hereby appropriated
expenses
p.
to be immediately
appropriated for expenses
Powers conferred.
authorized and
incident thereto. The said committee is hereby
hereby authorized
Powers
conered
empowered to examine into the conduct and management
management of the
empowered
Bureau of Indian Affairs and all its branches
agencies, their
their
Bureau
branches and agencies,
organization
administration, to examine all books, documents,
documents,
organization and administration,
the said Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Affairs, its branches
branches or
or
and papers in the
agencies, relating
relating to the
the administration
administration of
business of
of the business
of said bureau,
bureau,
agencies,
have and is hereby granted
authority to subpoena
subpcena witnesses
witnesses,
and shall have
granted authority
compel their attendance,
attendance, administer
administer oaths,
oaths, and to demand any and
all books, documents, and papers of whatever
whatever nature relating
relating to
the
affairs
of
Indians
as
conducted
by
said
bureau,
its
branches,
and
and
by
said
bureau,
its
branches,
of
Indians
as
conducted
.the
affairs
Clerical ,etc ., assistSTICO.
committee is
authorized to employ such
Ctan
ce
tc.a. a agencies.
encies. Said
Said committee
is hereby authorized
clerical and
and other
assistance, including
including stenographers,
stenographers, as
as said
said comcomclerical
other assistance,
Provito.
mittee may
may deem
in the
proper prosecution
prosecution of
of its
work:
its work:
the proper
necesssary in
deem necesssary
mittee
Preoo.
erPay
Pay to
Provided, That
Th atstenographers
st
enogra ph ers so employed
em ploye ds
hall not
no trece
i
ve for
for their
their
to stenographstenograph- Provided,
shall
receive
s.
services
per printed
printed page.
services exceeding
exceeding $1
$1 per
page.
Approved, June
June 30,
30, 1919.
Approved,
1919.
iBcationsbyco-

Locations by competent Indians allowed.

te

R.12.]carrying
Irma 30, 1919.
HR.
N12.]
[H.
It.
5312.)
[Public,
4.]
[Public, No.
No. 4.]

CHAP. 5.-An
5.—An Act
Act To
To supply
supply a
deficiency in
in the
for carrying
carrying
appropriation for
a deficiency
the appropriation
CHAP.
out the
the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
provide for
operation of
transportation systems
systems
Act to
for the
the operation
of transportation
while under Federal control,
compensation of their owners,
and for
for other
other
control, for the just compensation
owners, and
purposes,"
March 21,
purposes," approved
approved March
21, 1918.
1918.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
eroaralroa eon- States of America in
Congress assembled, That to supply a
a deficiency
deficiency
in Congress
in the
the appropriation
for carrying
ca
• out
Act to
to
entitled "An
"An Act
out the
the Act
Act entitled
appropriation for
pnditifonal expe
in
transportation systems while under
provide
retcn f
provide for the operation
operation of transportation
under
Federal control,
the just
compensation of
their owners,
owners, and
and for
for
Federal
control, for
for the
just compensation
of their
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved March
March 21,
21, 1918,
there is
is appropriated,
appropriated,
other
1918, there
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
$750,000,000, which shall be in
in addition
to the
$750,000,000,
addition to
the appropriation
appropriation of
of
$500,000,000 made in section
6 of said Act, and shall be subject in all
all
$500,000,000
section 6
respects to the same authority for, and restriction of, expenditure
expenditure as
the said $500,000,000.
$500,000,000.
the
Approved,
June 30,
30, 1919.
Approved, June
1919.

t Federal railroad control.
Additional
appro.
prostion for
uses,
etc.
Vol. 40, p. 455.
Pot,
p. 457.
Post, p.
457.
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1919.
July11,
11, 1919.
July
1919
[11. R. 3478.]
[H.
. 3478.]

deficiencies in appropriaCHAP. 6.—An
6.-An Act Making appropriations
appropriations to supply deficiencies
tions for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal years, and for other

purposes.
purposes.

[Public,
5.]
No. 5.]
[Public, No.

Be
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United
Congress assembled,
That the following pIrtoPeficienc
proThi
priliZfil:rgrai
sums are
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
money in
in the
Treasury not
not othersums
out of
of any
any money
the Treasury
other- year 1919.
1919.
wise appropriated,
supply deficiencies
in appropriations
for the
the Post,
wise
appropriated, to
to supply
deficiencies in
appropriations for
Post, p.272.
p.m.
fiscal years, and for other
fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal
other
namely:
purposes, namely:

ALIEN PROPERTY
PROPERTY CUSTODIAN.
CUSTODIAN.

Alien Property Cusroperty Cus
todian.

toan

ppl
For
the Alien
Alien Property
Property Custodian
Custodian authorized
authorized by
by the
the etese,rgede:;.
For expenses
expenses of
of the
etS lnder. Supplies,
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
define,
regulate,
and
punish
trading
with
the
vol.
'
'
Act entitled "An Act to define, regulate, and punish trading with the Vol- 40 p- 415enemy, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved October 6, 1917, including
person-al and other services and expenses incident to the acquiring
personal
and rental of quarters in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
per diem allowances
allowances in lieu of subsistence
subsistence not exceeding $4, traveling
traveling
expenses, printing and binding, law books,
books, books
books of
of reference
reference and
periodicals, supplies and equipment,
repair , and
periodicals,
equipment, and maintenance, repair,
operation of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
operation
of motor-propelled
vehicles, $90,000.
$90,000.
That section
of the
'Act to
define, regulate,
regulate, and
punish trading
That
section 9
9 of
the "Act
to define,
and punish
trading enadng with the
for other
other purposes,"
purposes,' approved
approved October
October 6,
6, 1917,
Vol. 40 p.419, amendwith the enemy-,
enemy, and
and for
1917, Vol.40,p.419,amendis hereby amended
Claims
follows:
amended to read as follows:
Claim.; of other than
"
SEC. 9.
any person
or ally
enemy claiming
'es against
"SEC.
9. That
That any
person not
not an
an enemy
enemy or
ally of
of enemy
claiming enemies
against proppropany interest, right,
other property
property which
which fa held by ustod-.
right, or title
any
in any
any money
money or
or other
title in
may
been conveyed,
conveyed, transferred,
assigned, delivered,
delivered, or
or paid
paid Post,
977.
may have
have been
transferred, assigned,
Po, P.
p.977.
to the Alien Property
Property Custodian hereunder
hereunder and held by him or by
the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United
'United States, or to whom any debt may be
property or any part
owing from an enemy or ally of enemy whose property
thereof shall have been.
conveyed, transferred, assigned, delivered,
been conveyed,
or paid to the Alien Property Custodian hereunder, and held by him Notice to be filed, etc.
United States,
may file
file with the said
said Noticetobefied,etc.
or by
by the Treasurer
Treasurer of the
the United
States, may
custodian aa notice
a
t conveynotice of his claim under oath and in such form and
a Paymeant,al
.t.
beieoyr-containing- such particulars
particulars as
shall require;
require; and
and ancaSetc.
containing
as the said
said custodian
custodian shall
ortmay be
derL oy ine President.
the President, if application is made therefor by the claimant,
claimant, may derebythePresident.
order the payment, conveyance,
conveyance, transfer, assignment, or delivery
delivery to
to
Alien
said claimant
claimant of the money or other property so held by the Alien
Custodian or by the Treasurer
Property Custodian
Treasurer of the United States or of
the interest
interest therein to which the President shall determine said
Provisos.
Provided, That no such order by the
claimant is entitled: Prcnided,
President Rights
the President
ightsagainstclaimagainstelaimants not barred.
prosecution of any suit at law or in antsnotbsrd
shall bar any person from the prosecution.
equity
against the
the claimant
claimant to
to establish
any right,
right, title,
title, or
or interest
equity against
establish any
interest Suit allowed,
no
afer
after
have in
in such
such money
which he may have
money or
property. If the Presor other property.
Pres- the war,
war, to establish
establish
etc.
interest, et.
ident shall not so order within sixty days after
after the filing of such
such interest,
filed the notice as above
application or if the claimant shall have
have filed
required and shall have made no application
application to the President, said
claimant
may, at
the expiration
expiration of six
six months after
after Jurisdiction of
claimant may,
at any time before
before the
r
couisdito
n
the end of the war institute a
a suit in equity in the Supreme Court court&
distrct court of the United
of the District of Columbia or in the district
or, if a
a corporacorporaStates for the district in which such claimant resides, or
tion, where it
it has its principal place of business (to
o which suit the
Alien Property Custodian or the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States,
a partyparty defendent),
defendent), to establish
as the case may be, shall be made a
the interest, right, title, or debt so claimed, and if suit shall be so
ally
instituted then the money or other property of the enemy, or ally
enemy, against
title is
is asserted,
or Rten o r
of enemy,
against whom
whom such.
such interest, right, or
or title
asserted, or
claimed, shall be retained
custody off the Alien
ntni udgment
debt claimed,
retained in the custody
Alien Property erty
arty
Custodian,
Treasury of the United
United States, as provided
in etc'
Custodian, or in the Treasury
provided m
this Act, and until any final
ic shillU
finaljudgmen
judgment or Adecee
decree whith
shell be
4°, 13

elTrading

ed.

by

the

Custod

c

Retenu

etc

with

Y.

ilil.ralheld

ne
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entered in
in favor
satisfied by payment
payment
fully satisfied
shall be fully
claimant shall
the claimant
of the
favor of
entered
or
assignment, or
delivery by
the defendent
defendent
by the
or delivery
transfer, assignment,
or conveyance,
conveyance, transfer,
or
Alien. Property
Property Custodian
Custodian or Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States
the Alien
or by
by the
decree shall be
on
of the
the court,
until final judgment or decree
or until
court, or
order of
on order
entered
the claimant,
otherwise terminated:
terminated.: Provided,
Provided,
or suit otherwise
claimant, or
against the
entered against
coPi
nnVecifenuw
,p7
g, however,
That in
in respect
respect of
determined by
by
heretofore determined
property heretofore
all property
of all
however, That
coIretrenen

solely
in
territory of allies
in territory
rman,
by German,
occuied by
occupied
etc., form.
etc.,fores
becauste

sdelY because residing

on
dent to have been held for, by,
thePresi
President
.by, on
on account
account of,
of, or
on behalf
olliea
for the benefit
benefit of aaperson
of, or for
person who was an enemy
enemy or ally of enemy,
enemy,

if
after further
if the
the President,
President, after
further investigation,
investigation, shall determine
determine that
such
person
was
an
enemy
or
ally
enemy solely by reason of resiof enemy
ally
or
enemy
an
was
such person
dence in
in that
territory of any nation
nation associated with
the terntory
of the
portion of
that portion
dence
the United
United States
in the
the prosecution
prosecution of
of the
the war which
occupied
which was occupied
States in
the
by
the military
military or
or naval
forces of
Germany or Austria-Hungary,
Austria-Hungary, or
or
of Germany
navalforces
by the
their allies,
that such
person is aacitizen
citizen or subject of such assoassosuch person
and that
allies, and
their
„,gelZglerc- wit ciated
the President,
President, without
application being
without any application
then the
nation, then.
ciated nation,
oith,,
lowed,
conveyance, transfer, assignassi -nmade therefor, may order the payment, conveyance,
bowed.
milt, or
or delivery
delivery of
such money
money or
Alien
property held by the Alien
or other
other property
of such
ment,
Property
o the
the United States, or
or
Custodian, or by the Treasurer of
Property Custodian,
President shall determine
of the interest therein
therein: to which the President
determine such
such
person
either to
eneray .or
whom
or to the person by whom
the said enemy
to the
entitled, either
person entitled,
property was conveyed,
transferred, assigned,
assigned, delivered or paid
conveyed, transferred,
said property

over
the Alien
CuStodian.. And
And the receipt of the said
said
Property Custodian.
Alien Property
to the
over to
enemy
or of
of the
person by whom
conveyed, transproperty was conveyed,
whom said property
the person
enemy or
ferred assigned,
assigned, or
Alien Property Custodian, shall
shall
to the Alien
delivered to
or delivered
ferred,
be aafull acquittance
acquittance and discharge
discharge of the Alien Property
Property Custodian
Custodian
or
Treasurer of
of the
United States
States as the case may be, and of the
the United
or the
the Treasurer
United
States in
in respect
respect of
of all claims
heretofore or
or
persons heretofore
all persons
claims of all
United States
or
hereafter
any right, title, or interest in
in. said property, or
claiming any
hereafter claiming
compensation or
the capture
capture of
such property
?roperty
of such
from the
arising from
or damages
amages arising
compensation
r
n
Legal rights not imProperty Custodian:
paired. rights notby the President
President or the Alien Property
Custodian: Providedfurther,
Provided further,
p
however,
except as herein
herein provided
provided no such action
action by the PresThat except
however, That
ident shall
bar any person
prosecution of any suit at law
person from the prosecution
shall bar
ident
or
in equity
equity to
to establish
title, or interest which he may
right, title,
any right,
establish any
or in
have therein.
No other lien, etc.,
etc., have therein.
property conveyed,
enforceable.
"Except
Except as
herein provided,
money or
or other
other property
conveyed,
the money
provided, the
"
as herein
enforceable.
transferred,
Property Custotransferred, assigned, delivered, or paid to the Alien Property
attachment, garnishment, trustee
dian shall not be liable to lien, attachment,
process
or
execution,
or
subject
to
any order
order or
or decree
decree of
of any
any court.
court.
to
any
or
subject
process, or execution,
Moneysexcepted
Moneys excepted.
Vol.
40, p..
p. 420.
Vol. 4,
This section
however, to money paid to the
"."This
section shall
shall not apply, however,
Alien Property Custodian
under section
section 10 hereof."
hereof."
Custodian under

tbfrt ,o t
Effect:

theref

of

receipt
receipt

MEMORIAL
ARLINGTON MEMORIAL
A^rlpgtn Memorial ARLINGTON

Arlington Memorial
Amphitheater
ComComAmphitheater
mission.
mission.
Completing
cono
tileoinof amphitr uction
theater, etc.
Vol. 35 p. 540; Vol,
37, p. 8; ; Vol. 38, p.
848.

AMPHITHEATER
A.141PHITIIEArElt

COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

For completing
of a
acommiscommisdirection of
the direction
under the
the construction,
construction, under
completing the
For
ampohi
of the Navy,
sion
of the
the Secretary
of War,
the Secretary
Navy,
Secretary of
War, the
Secretary of
consisting of
sion consisting
theater, etc.
of the
the United States
and Superintendent
States Capitol Building and
and
Superintendent of
vol .38, p. and
kp.'

truc

Grounds;
Grand Army
Army of the RepubRepubrepresenting the Grand
John McElroy, representing
Grounds; John
Veterans
Confederate Veterans
United Confederate
commander of Camp
lic; the commander
Camp No.
No. 171,
171, United
Columbia; and
representing
and Charles W. Newton, representing
of Columbia;
of the District of
the United Spanish War Veterans,
Veterans, of aa memorial
memorial amphitheater,
amphitheater,
includi g a
achapel,
chapel, at the National
Virginia,
Arlington, Virginia,
National Cemetery at Arlington,
including
architects,
accordance with the plans of Carrere and Hastings,
Hastings, architects,
and in accordance
appointed,
by the commission heretofore
heretofore appointed,
of New York City, adopted by
and
each and
and every
every purpose
in connection
connection therewith,
therewith, $75,000,
$75,000,
purpose in
for each
and for
Limit
cost inthe said
and the
of cost
Limit of
in- to remain available
available until expended;
expended; and
the limit
limit of
of cost
cost of
of the
said
creased.
memorial is increased
crd
memorial
increased from
from $750,000
$750,000 to $S25,000.
$825,000.
Efficiency Bureau.
Efficiency
Bureau.

Transfer
statistiTransfer of
of statistcal
records, etc.,
cal records,
etc., to.
to.

EFFICIENCY.
BUREAU OF Eli+
ICIENCY.
BUREAU
Not
later than
30, 1919,
books, records,
and papers
relating
Not later
than June
June 30,
1919, all
all books,
records, and
papers relating
to the investigations
statistical and other work
work and
and
duplication of statistical
investigations of duplication

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS
SEss. I
CH. 6.
6.
CONGRESS.. SESs.
I.. CH.

1919.
1919.

to the work of
of the
the statistical
statistical clearing
house of
of the
the Central
Bureau
clearing house
Central Bureau
of Planning and
and Statistics shall
shall be
transferred to
the Bureau
Bureau of
be transferred
to the
of
Efficiency.
Efficiency.
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

37
37

Civil Service ComCorn-

mission.
mission.

For amount required during the fiscal year 1919
meet the
1919 to
to meet
the Envelopes,
Envelopes, 1919.
1919.
envelopes in accordance
increased cost of envelopes
accordance with
made
with the
the adjustment
adjustment made
by
the Postmaster
by the
Postmaster General
under section
4 of
the Post
Appro- Vol.
General under
section 4
753.
of the
Post Office
Office Approvol. 40,
40, p.
p. 753.
priation
Act approved
approved July
July 2,
2, 1918,
$2,650.
priation Act
1918, $2,650.
The unexpended
unexpended balances on
30, 1919,
appropriations for
on June 30,
1919, of
of appropriations
for Additional,
Additional, etc.,
etc., em.
em.
additional
and temporary
additional and
temporary employees
employees for
for the
the Civil
Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission Reappropriation.
eapp ropriation.
made, respectively,
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
App ro - Iro01l.. 40,
made,
respectively, in
in the
the Legislative,
and Judicial
Judicial Appro40, pp.
p. 1021,
1021,
propriation
propriation Act for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919,
and the
First Deficiency
1919, and
the "
"First
Deficiency
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1919,"
are reappropriated
reappropriated and
made available
available
Appropriation
1919," are
and made
under the same conditions
conditions for the fiscal year 1920: Provided,
Provided, That
That Proviso.
Prottens
iso.ion of apthe Act
Act to
the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
Fourteenth and
subse- pointment preferences
provide for
for the
the Fourteenth
and subsepreferences
tt discharged soldiers,
quent decennial censuses,"
censuses," approved
March 3,
3, 1919,
so far
it tdischaged
approved March
1919, so
far as
as it
soldiers,
Vol. 40,
40,
p.
1293,
relates to preference
employment of
honorably discharged
preference in
in employment
of honorably
discharged soldiers,
soldiers, amended.
Vol.
p.
129
sailors, and marines, be amended
to read
hereafter amende
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows: "That
"That hereafter
in making appointments to clerical
other positions
positions in
the Execclerical and
and other
in the
Executive branch of the Government
the District of
Government in the
of Columbia
Columbia or
or elseelsewhere preference
preference shall be given to honorably
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers,
soldiers,
sailors, and marines,
marines, and widows of such and to the wives of injured
of injured
salinjured Wives
wivesof
injuredsoi
diers, etc., added.
soldiers, sailors and marines who
who themselves
are not
not qualified;
but dersetc.,added.
themselves are
qualified, but
are qualified
whose wives are
qualified to
to hold
hold such
such positions."
positions."
Pic.
12,,

.

x

e e

E3CECUTIVE.
EXECUTIVE.

Executive Office.
Office.
Executive

Office of
the President:
President: For
For additional
of the
additional compensation
compensation to
expert Additional
to one
one expert
Additional pay
pay to
to
expert stenographer.
stenographer, fiscal
fiscal year
stenographer,
year 1920,
1920, $500.
$500.
expert stenographer.
LIBRARY
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
Contingent
expenses: For amount required
Contingent expenses:
required during
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
during the
1919 to meet
increased cost
of envelopes
envelopes in
with the
meet the increased
cost of
in accordance
accordance with
the
adjustment made by the Postmaster General
General under
under section
of the
section 4
4 of
the
approved July
Post Office Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
July 2,
2, 1918,
1918, $1,371.37.
$1,371.37.
of assistants
Distribution of card indexes: For services of
salaries
assistants at
at salaries
less than $1,000 per annum and for piecework
and work
by the
hour,
piecework and
work by
the hour,
including
for freight
charges, expressage,
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $500
$500 for
freight charges,
expressage, traveltravc!ing expenses
expenses connected
connected with such distribution,
distribution, and
expense I:f
f
and expense
attendance at meetings when incurred
attendance
incurred on -the
the written
written authorit
authority . ii
ii 1
1
direction
of the
Librarian, $2,142.25.
$2,142.25.
direction of
the Librarian,
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.

Library of Congress.
Congress
Envelopes,
Envelopes, 1919.
Vol.
40, p.
p. 753.
Vol. 40,
753.

Card Indexes.
indexes.

Columbia.
District of Columbia.

SALARIES.
SALARIES.

Coroner's
Coroner's office: For payment
payment of the deputy coroner during
during the
the
absence
absence of the coroner, 8110.
$110.
Free Public Library (including Takoma Park Branch):
For mainmainBranch): For
tenance, repairs, fuel, lighting, fitting up buildings,
buildings, lunch-room
lunch-room
equipment;
equipment; purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, and maintenance
maintenance of bicycles and
motor delivery
delivery vehicles, and other contingent expenses, for
for the
the
following fiscal years.:
years:
For 1916, $15;
$15;
For 1918, $43.62.
$43.62.

Deputy °atones.
orner.
Free Public Library.
Library.
Free
31isoeilanemas
MiSOOLlane0t1S.
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Contingent
expenses.
Contingentexpenses.
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1919.
1919.

CONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

maintenance, care,
For maintenance,
care 'and repair of automobiles, motor cycles, and
and
motor trucks owned by the District of Columbia,
Columbia, that are not otherwise
for including
including such
in connection
connection
personal services
services in
such personal
provided for,
wise provided
therewith
otherwise authorized,
as the
the commissioners
in
shall in
commissioners shall
authorized, as
not otherwise
therewith not
writing
specially
order,
$4,000.
$4,000.
writing
Morgue.
The appropriation
for the
the establishment
of an
ice or
or cold
cold storage
storage
an ice
establishment of
appropriation for
etc., at.
at.
The
ort,plant, etc.,
Ice
plant
contained in
in the District of Columbia ApproVol.
1011.
plant at the morgue, contained
i^, 39, p. 1i.
Vol.
priation Act
Act for
for the
fiscal year
year 1918,
is reappropriated
reappropriated and made
1918, is
the fiscal
priation
available for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1920, together
the further
further sum of
together with
with the
year 1920,
available
for the
$3,500.
$3,500.
General advertising.
For general
advertising, authorized
required by
authorized and
and required
by law,
law, and
and for
for
General advertising.
general advertising,
tax
school notices
notices and
and notices
fiscal
regulations, fiscal
of changes
changes in regulations,
notices of
tax and
and school
year
$464.85.
1918, $464.85.
year 1918,
Coroner's office.
For contingent
contingent expenses
including the
expenses of the
the coroner's office, including
oFor
Coroners
same
Columbia
the District of Columbia
this head
head in the
specified under
under this
objects specified
same objects
Appropriation
$2,000.
year 1919, $2,000.
fiscal year
Act for
for the fiscal
Appropriation Act
in For advertising
Advertising
dvertising taes
tares In
advertising notice of taxes in arrears July 1,
1, 1918, as required
required
arrears.
to
reimbursed by a
a charge
to be given by Act of March 19, 1890, to be reimbursed
$995.08.
lot or piece of property advertised, $995.08.
of 50 cents for each Tot
Telephone
service.
Telephone service.
For additional cost to the various
departments of the District of
various departments
Columbia
government for
for telephone
May
of May
the months
months of
service for
for the
telephone service
Columbia government
and
effective May 1, 1919,
1919, $2,300.
rates effective
increased rates
1919, due to increased
and June,
June, 1919,
Automobiles, etc.
etc.
Automobiles,
Maintenance.

Mintenc.

SEWERS.
SEWERS.

Sewers.
Sewers.
Cleaning, etc.
Cleaning,
etc.

For cleaning and repairing sewers and basins, $20,000.
pumping service,
service
For operation and maintenance
maintenance of the sewage purapin&
including repairs to boilers, machinery, and pumping
pumping stations, and
employment of mechanics,
mechanics, laborers,
purchase of
watchmen, purchase
and two watchmen,
laborers, and
employment
coal, oils, waste, and other supplies, and for maintenance
maintenance of motor
trucks, $12,000.
$12,000.
Reappropriations.
The unexpended
unexpended balance
appropriation for main and pipe
of the
the appropriation
balance of
The
Reippriatpis.
Main
and pipe.
VoL
39, p. 1018.
VoL39p.
01s.
sewers,
reappropnated and continued available
sewers, fiscal year 1918, is reappropriated
available
during
fiscal year
during the
the fiscal
year 1919.
1919.
tAnacotia
intereep
The unexpended
tor.
nacostla interee
P"
unexpended balance of the appropriation
appropriation for Anacostia
.Anacostia main
VoL. 39, p. e0.
interceptor, fiscal year 1917, is reappropriated
continued availVol.
ego.
interceptor,
reappropriated and continued
able during the fiscal year 1920.
Vol. 44,0,
40, p.. 8822.
Any unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation for Anacostia main
heretofore reappropriated
reappropriated for the
1916 heretofore
interceptor for the fiscal year 1916,
fiscal year 1919, is reappropriated
reappropriated for the fiscal year 1920.
Pumping
stations.
Pumping stations

STREETS.
STREETS.

Streets.
Streets.

Construction
suburban roads:
amount necessary
Construction of
of suburban
roads: For
For additional
additional amount
necessary
to complete the improvement
Concord Avenue,
improvement of Longfellow
Longfellow Street, Concord
and Kennedy
Kennedy Street, fiscal year 1918, $15,500.
$15,500.
Cleaning, etc.
Cleaning,
etc.
For dust prevention, cleaning, and snow removal, including the
same objects specified under this head in
in the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia
Proviso.
the fiscal
fiscal 'c-ear
$34,000: Provided,
That
1919, $34,000:
Provided, That
Act for
for the
year 1919,
Appropriation Act
to Appropriation
APodonaippay to
Additional
!sharers.
laborers
$6.000 may be paid from this appropriation
appropriation as addinot to exceed 86.000
tional compensation
from March
to June
June 1,
1, 1919, to laborers
laborers in the
the
tional
compensation from
March 5
5 to
department, so as to
street cleaning department,
to make
make their
their rate of
of compensation
compensation
for that period equal to the rate paid them
them prior
5, 1919.
prior to
to March 5,
1919.
Ashes, dispoa,
disposal, etc.
AsheS,
The
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
Columbia are
are hereby
thorDistrict of
of Columbia
hereby au
authorInvestigation, e
ot
of contracts ior,.
for.
' ized to investigate conditions affecting the existing contract for the
Post,
p.
TS.
Post, p. 7&
collection and
and disposal of ashes in the District of Columbia during the
collection
a view to determining
determining whether
whether
fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, with a
compensation paid, or to be
any adjustment should be made in the compensation

Specified
roads.

rospfed

subur
ban
suburban
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1919.
1919.

thereunder and to adjust
paid, thereunder
same if
facts disclose
adjust the
the same
if the
the facts
disclose the
the
necessity
adjustment: Provided
necessity for such adjustment:
Provided further,
further, That
That additional
additional Provsos.
Provisos.
Additional payment
compensation,
as authorized
compensation, if any, paid as
not exceed
authorized herein
herein shall
shall not
exceed the
the allowed.
alled
payment
sum of $22,000 for the
year, which
which sum,
sum ' or
so much
thereof as
as may
may
the year,
or so
much thereof
Collection, etc., unbe necessary,
necessary, is hereby
hereby appropriated.
appropriated. And the said
commissioners der
said commissioners
deCollectionetc.,
unCommissioners, auCommissioners,
authorized.
are further authorized,
authorized, if in their opinion such action
action shall
be
to
the
shall be to the thorized.
best interests of the District
to hereafter
to conduct
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
hereafter to
conduct
any or all of the operations involved
the collection
collection and
and disposal
involved in
in the
disposal
Purchase of equipof city refuse of every
every kind as
as municipal
municipal functions
functions,' and
and for
for that
that ment,
Purchase
of equipetc., for.
purpose
purchase or
or lease
lease the
necessary plants
purpose to purchase
the necessary
buildings, and
and
plants, buildings,

ment, etc., for

land,
and, to purchase
purchase or hire horses and
passengerand horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles,
vehicles, passengercarrying
carrying and other motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles,
vehicles, equipment,
equipment, and
and machinmachinery, and to employ
expert and
and other
services, and
and labor,
labor,
employ expert
other personal
personal services,
and to pay traveling, maintenance,
maintenance, incidental,
incidental, and
and contingent
contingent expenexpenof products, etc.
etc.
Provided, That products
ses: Provided,
products arising
arising from
from such
such operations
operations conducted
conducted Sale
Sale ofproducts,
as authorized herein
may be
be sold
arising therefrom
therefrom
herein may
sold and
and the_proceeds
the proceeds arising
shall be paid into the Treasury
Treasury of the United States
States to
to the
credit
the credit
of the United States and
and the
the District
of Columbia
parts:
District of
Columbia in
in equal
equal parts:
Effective on expiraProvided further,
further, That any or al
herein authorized
Provided
all operations
operations herein
authorized to toEnctier
tion of present con-

be conducted as municipal functions
tracts, etc.
etc.
functions may
put into
may be
be put
as such
such tracts,
into effect
effect as
expiration of any of the
the existing
upon the expiration
contracts for
existing contracts
for the
the collection
collection
and disposal of city refuse or upon the failure
the present
present
failure of
of any
any of
of the
contractors to properly
contractors
properly perform
the work
work covered
covered by
their contracts:
perform the
by their
contracts:
Provided
further, That it
Receiving gifts
Provided further,
it shall be unlawful for
any employee
employee of
for any
of the
the employees
Receiving
gifts by
by
removing
engaged in the
District of Columbia engaged
removal of
of garbage,
garbage, ashes,
ashes, refuse,
the removal
rempet.,
isung
etc., unlawful.
miscellaneous refuse, dead animals,
miscellaneous
animals, or night
night soil,
or for
for any
any employee
employee
soil, or
of a
a contractor
contractor doing such work for the District
of Columbia,
to
District of
Columbia, to
accept
accept any gift, except from his employer,
or any
any other
other
employer, in
in money
money or
for any
thing of value
value for
any service
performed in
with the
the
service performed
in connection
connection with
removal
of city
refuse as
Gifts for services =as hereinbefore
hereinbefore described;
described; and
removal of
city refuse
and it
it shall
be Gitsforivoesunshall be
lawful.
unlawful
such employer,
unlawful for any person,
person, firm, or corporation, except such
employer, lawful.
to pay or offer to pay, any
money or
or to
gift to
to any
such
any money
to make
make any
any gift
any such
a ty for violaPenalty
employee for such service; that any person
employee
person violating the provisions tisn
fto viola
tions.
of this paragraph
paragraph shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of a
a misdemeanor,
and
misdemeanor, and
shall, upon conviction,
shall,
conviction be
sum of
of not
not less
$5 n
or more
more
be fined
fined in
in aasum
less than
than $5
nor
than
$40 for
than $40
for each
each such
such offense.
offense.
eing Rad via
Denning Road viaheretofore made
The unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of appropriations
appropriations heretofore
made for
for duct,
duct, etc.
Reappropriation.
Benning
Benning Road viaduct and bridge
bridge are reappropriated
and made
made voe
reappropriated and
Vol. 40, pp
pp..^'7"u.
7, 350.
available
available during
during the
the fiscal
year 1920.
1920.
fiscal year
Pubi
onveniene
Public convenience
PUBLIC
STATIONS: For maintenance
maintenance of public
stations.
public con- statiom
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE
CONVENIENCE STATIONS:
venience stations, including
compensation of
including compensation
necessary employees,
of necessary
employees,
$2,000.
$2,000.
Bathing beach.
BATHING
BEACH: For amount required
required to
the life
BArkuN
G BEACH:
to reimburse
reimburse the
rife Bathingb
guards, clerks, laborers, and help at
bathing beach
after
at the bathing
beach pool
pool after
July 16, 1918, who received
received during
during the period
their employment
employment
period of
of their
only 50 cents per day,
day, $1,330.46.
$1,330.46.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

LONGEVITY
director of
LONGEVITY PAY:
PAY: For longevity
longevity pay
pay for
for director
of intermediate
intermediate

instruction,
instruction, supervising principals,
principals, supervisor and
assistant superand assistant
supervisor
visor of manual training,
training, principals of normal
high and
and manualmanualnormal high
training high schools, the assistant
principal (who shall be
assista.ntprincipal
dean of
be dean
of
Central
girls) of the C
en t
ralHigh
HighSchool, principals
principals of
manual-training
of grade
grade manual-training
schools, heads of departments, director and assistant director
director of
of priprimary
mary instruction,
instruction, directors
directors and assistant directors of drawing, physiphysical culture,
cal
culture, music,
music, domestic science,
science, domestic
domestic art,
kindergartens,
art, kindergartens,
and penmanship,
penmanship, teachers,
clerks, librarians
libraand
teachers, clerks,
librarians and clerks,
clerks, and
and librarians,
rians, to be paid in strict conformity
conformity with the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act
entitled "An
"An Act to fix and regulate
entitled
regulate the salaries of
of teachers,
teachers, school

schools.
Public schooa

Longevity
n
^
L
evRppar.

voL

aa

VoL 34p.
34, p. 320.
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40
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1919.

Vol.
officers, and
and other
other employees
employees of
of the
the board
board of
education of
of the
the DisDisol. officers,
vol. 35,
3. pp. 289;;VVol.
of education
36,
p. 393; Vol. 37, p.
156.
trict
Columbia," approved
June 20,
20, 1906,
as amended
amended by
by the
the
393; Vol
3p.
trict of
of Columbia,"
approved June
1906, as
Acts approved
approved May
May 26,
26, 1908,
1908, and
and May
18, 1910,
1910, and
and June
June 26,
26, 1912,
1912,
Acts
May 18,
$72,000.
$72,000.
Principals.
ALLOWANCE TO
TO ParricreArs:
allowance to
principals of
gradeALLoWANCE
PBINCIPALS: For
Princpals.
For allowance
to principals
of gradettoo school buildings for
Addnal pay
rendered as
as such,
such, in
in addition
addition to
to their
their
services rendered
school buildings for services
p
ftddtoae
for graded schools.
vol.
34, p. 320.
Vol. 34,
grade salary, to be
strict conformity
conformity with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of
be paid
paid in
in strict
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
to fix
fix and
the salaries
salaries of
teachers,
the
"An Act
Act to
and regulate
regulate the
of teachers,
school
officers, and
other employees
of the
the board
board of
of education
of the
the
school officers,
and other
employees of
education of
District of
of Columbia,"
approved June
20, 1906,
$1,000.
District
Columbia," approved
June 20,
1906, $1,000.
Western High
Hi gh For
For furniture
Western High
High School,
School, fiscal
fiscal year
year
Western
furniture and
and equipment,
equpment, Western
SSchool.
chooL
1916, $25.
$25.
1916,
W. H.
Marlow.
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
of Columbia
Columbia are
authorized and
and
W.
H.Marlow.
The
of the
the District
District of
are authorized
directed to
sum of
of $28,
$28, for
for fuel
fuel furnished
furnished
directed
to pay
pay to
to W.
W. H.
H. Marlow
Marlow the
the sum
without
usual inspection
inspection required
law, fiscal
year 1917.
without the
the usual
required by
by law,
fiscal year
1917.
Fuel,
and
For
fuel, gas, and
electric light
fiscal year
year 1918,
1918,
Fuel, light,
light, and
For fuel,
and electric
light and power, fiscal
power.
$1,831.73.
power.
$1,831.73.
Night
schools.
NIGHT
senooLs: .For
janitors of
of night
schools, ininNight schools.
NIGHT sCHOOLS:
For teachers
teachers and
and janitors
night schools,
cluding teachers
teachers of
of industrial,
commercial, and
instruction, and
and
cluding
industrial, commercial,
and trade
trade instruction,
teachers and
night schools
may also
also be
he teachers
teachers and
janiteachers
and janitors
janitors of
of night
schools may
and janiProviso.
„rim tors
of day$12,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That payment
is authorized
authorized
payment is
tors of
day schools,
schools, $12,000:
Payir for srv
a 8
8 to May
May 30,
employees who served
served in
March
30, to all employees
during the
the period
period
in the
the night schools
schools during
1919.
919.
8 to May 30, 1919, inclusive, at the rate
from March 8
rate of
of pay
pay they
they
were
7, 1919,
1919, this
payment to
to be
addition to
were receiving
receiving on.
on March
March 7,
this payment
be in
in addition
to
the
which such
such teachers
teachers received
received for
the service
service
the nominal
nominal sum
sum of
of $1
$1 which
for the
rendered.
Equipment, etc.
Equipment,
etc.
For contingent and other
other necessary
necessary expenses, including
including equipment
equipment
and purchase of
articles and
and supplies
for classes
of all
all necessary
necessary-articles
supplies for
classes in
in inincommercial, and
trade instruction,
dustrial, commercial,
and trade
instruction, $1,000.
$1,000.
s
Dewood 8chooL
Heartwood
the appropriation
appropriation of
of $50,000
$50,000 for
for the
the erecerecscooL
Not exceeding
exceeding $4,000
$4,000 of
of the
Toilet facilities.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
1a2.
Vol.
p. 1028.
addition to the
Deanwood School,
School, including
a four-room addition
tion of a
theD)eanwood
including assemassemand for
for plumbing
and toilet
for the
the existing
buildbly hall, and
plumbing and
toilet facilities
facilities for
existing buildthe District
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the
ing, contained
contained in
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
fiscal year
1918, is
to be
be expended
expended solely
solely for
the installainstallafiscal
year 1918,
is authorized
authorized to
for the
tion
school.
tion of
of necessary
necessary toilet
toilet facilities
facilities in
in said
sai school.
Police.
Police.
Fuel.
Fuel.

Motor vehicles.
Motor
vehicles.

METBQPOLITAN POLICE.
METROPOLITAN
POLICE.
MISCELLANEOUS:
MISCELLANEOUS: For fuel, $1,300.

For
of motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $1,500,
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as
For maintenance
maintenance of
$1,500, or
may be
may
be necessary.
necessary.
House ofDetention.
miscellaneous expenses,
of Detention.
House of Detention:
Detention: For miscellaneous
expenses, including rent,
rent,
fuel, gas, ice, laundry,
laundry, meals, maintenance
of motor
motor station
station vehicle
maintenance of
vehicle
and
necessary expenses,
expenses, $550.
$550.
and other
other necessary

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
FIRE
For
fuel, $15,000.
For fuel,
$15,000.
Forage.
For
forage, $11,000.
For forage,
$11,000.
Contingentexpenses.
contingent expenses, including
Contingent
expenses.
For contingent
including the same
same objects
specified under
under
objects specified
this head in the
the District of Columbia
for the
the
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Acts
Acts for
follow:
fiscal years
years that
that follow:
For
For 1919,
1919, $9,000;
$9,000;
For 1916,
For
1916, $76.
$76.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Health department.
department.
HEALTH
Fire department.
department.
Fuel.

Disinfecting service.
servic.

For maintenance
maintenance of
of disinfecting
service, including
For
disinfecting service,
including salaries
salaries or
or comcompensation for personal
in writing by
pensation
personal services when
wlen ordered in
by the commissioners and necessary
maintenance of said
missioners
necessary for maintenance
said service,
service, and
and for
for
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of necessary
necessary horses,
purchase
horses, wagons,
wagons, and harness,
harness,
$500.
$500.
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S
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1919.

For enforcement
provisions of
enforcement of the provisions
an Act to
to provide
for the
the
of an
provide for
drainage
drainage of lots in the District of Columbia,
approved May
May 19, 1896,
Columbia, approved

Drainage of lots, etc.
Drainage ofots,
Vol. 29, p. 125.

etc.

P
Vol. 34, p. 114.

and an Act to provide for the abatement
abatement of
nuisances in
District vO' 34p. 114.
of nuisances
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia by the commissioners, and for other
other purposes,
approved
purposes, approved
April 14, 1906, $500.
$500.
Enforcing milk reguFor contingent
contingent expenses
expenses incident
incident to
the enforcement
enforcement of
of an
to latiosnmilkreg
to the
an Act
Act to
lations.
p. '109.
regulate the sale of milk in the District of Columbia, and
for other
other Vol.
and for
Vol. 28,
28, p.
09.
purposes, approved March 2
2,1895,
1895, including the same objects specispecified under this head in the District of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act
for the fiscal year
year 1919, $100.
$100.
Pound.
maintenance of one motor vehicle for
For maintenance
for use
the pound
pound service,
use in
in the
service, Pound.
$150.
Crematory.
For maintenance,
maintenance, including personal
personal services, of the
cre- cre matory.
the public
public crematory, $150.
For repairing
repairing the roof and retort of the public crematorium,
crematorium, $500.
$500.
COURTS.
COURTS.
Appeals.
Court of Appeals.

Court of Appeals: For necessary expenditures
of
expenditures in the
the conduct
conduct of
office, $100.
the clerk's office,
$100.
Municipal court: For contingent expenses, including books,
books, law
law
books, books of reference, fuel, light, telephone, blanks,
blanks, dockets, and
and
all other necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and supplies, for the fiscal
years that follow:
follow:
For 1918, $151.74;
$151.74;
For 1919, $800.
Police Court: For printing, law books, books of reference,
reference, and so
forth, including the same objects specified under
in the
the
under this
this head in
District of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year
year 1919,
$710.70.

Municipal court.
Municipal
court.

Police Court.

WRITS
W
RITS OF LUNACY:
LUNACY: For expenses attending the execution of
writs
of writs
de lunatico
hmatico inquirendo and commitments
commitments thereunder
thereunder in
all cases
in all
cases of
of
indigent insane persons committed or sought to be committed
committed to
to
Saint Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital by order of the executive
executive authority
authority of
the District of Columbia
Columbia under the provisions of existing law, $1,350.

Lunacy writs.

COURTS
COURTS AND
AND PRISONS.
PRISONS.

Support of convicts: For support, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and transportatransportation of convicts transferred from the District
Columbia, and
and so
so
District of Columbia,
forth, including the same objects specified under this head in
the
in the
District of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919,
District
$35,000.

Support of convicts.
covicts.

CHARrITS AND
CHARITIES
AND CORRECTIONS.
CORRECTIONS.

Board of
maintenance of one motor ambuBoard
of Charities:
Charities: For
For the maintenance

lance, $600.

Board
of Charities.
Bo a rd of
Chrities.

Washington
Washington
Asylum and
Washington Asylum
Jail: For
provi
si
ons ,fuel,
f
ue l, f
orage ,an
d lum
and Jail:
For provisions,
forage,
and
iun
and
Jail. Jail.
and
so forth, mcluding
including the
the same
obj ec t
s specified
this
head
in
same objects
specified under
under this head in Maintenance.
ena
the District of Colu
m bi a Appropriation
Appropriation Act
fiscal year
Columbia
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year

Asy-

For maintenance
maintenance of jail prisoners of the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
including the same objects specified under this head in the
the District
District

p

1919,
$12,000.
1919, $12,000.

Support of la
jail prisri3
oners..

o

of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for
the fiscal
1919, $30,000.
$30,000.
for the
fiscal year
year 1919,
Home for Aged
d and
a
Home for Aged and
an d Infirm:
In firm -For' provisions,
provisions, fuel,
forage, harness
fuel, forage,
harness iHn
nd
flL tf Age
repairss to
and vehicles and repair
t
o same
clothing, dry
dry goods,
goods,
same, ice
ice, shoes
shoes, clothing,
tailoring, drugs and medical supplies,
supplies,ice,
furniture and bedding,
kitchea
bedding, kitchen
utensis, and other necessary
necessary items, including
utensils,
mcludine maintenance
maintenance of
of motor
motor
truck, $16,000.
Tuberculosis HospiTuberculosis Hospital: For provisions,
provisions, fuel, forage, harness
Tuberculosis
and t.
harness, and
tTUb'""1is
HcsPvehicles and repairs to same, gas, ice, shoes, clothing,harness,
dry goods,
al

44281°-21
44281*-21-----5
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1919.
1919.

tailoring,
drugs and
and medical
furniture and
and bedding,
kitchen
bedding, kitchen
supplies, furniture
tailoring, drugs
medical supplies,
utensils,
books, and
periodicals not
servexceed $50, temporary
temporary servnot to
to exceed
and periodicals
utensils, books,
ices
to exceed
$1,000, and
and other
items, $7.000.
$7,000.
other necessary
necessary items,
exceed $1,000,
ices not
not to
Board
of Children's
Children's
feeble-minded
Board of
Guardians: For maintenance
Board of Children's
Children's Guardians:
maintenance of feeble-minded
Guardians.
Guardians.
Feeble-minded chil(white
colored),
$2,000.
colored),
$2,000.
children
(white
and
Feeble-minded
chil- children
dren.
For board
and care
care of
of all
children committed
committed to
to the
the guardianship
guardianship
Board of
of children
children,
all children
board and
For
Board
etc.
of said board
board by the courts, including the same objects specified
specified
etc.
under
head in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Act for
Appropriation Act
Columbia Appropriation
under this
this head
the fiscal
$39,000.
1919, $39,000.
the
fiscal year
year 1919,
Additional to
Additional
to sectasecta- Authority
Authority is hereby
hereby granted to pay during the fiscal year 1919, in
in
rian institutions.
institutions.
rian
Vol.
40,
p.
947.
addition to
to the
the sum
further sum
$1,500 heretofore
addition
sum of
of $1,500
heretofore authorized,
authorized, aafurther
sum
Vol. 4, p.947.
institutions adjudged
sectarian
adjudged to be under sectarian
$4,500 to institutions
not to
to exceed $4,500
control.
Industrial Home
Industrial Home
for
For additional
additional for
Industrial
Home School
School For
For Colored Children:
Children: For
Industrial
Home
School
for Colored
chnool
Cor
Colored
Children.
maintenance,
maintenance, fiscal year
Children.
year 1918,
1918, $268.56.
$268.56.
Grand
home.
Grand Army
Army home.
Temporary
ex-Union Soldiers and Sailors, Grand Army
Temporary home for ex-Union,
the Republic: For maintenance, fiscal year 1917,
1917, $29.26.
$29.26.
of theRepublic:
Support of
of indigent
indigent
Support
HoSPITAL FOR
FOB THE
INSANE: For support of indigent insane of
HosPrrAL
THE
INSANE:
inSal2 3.
the District of Columbia in Saint Elizabeths Hospital, as provided
provided
.
$50,000.
law, $50,000.
by.law,
nonresiFor deportation
of nonresident
nonresident insane
insane persons,
with
For
deportation of
persons, in
in accordance
accordance with
de eptig
t=. nonres
the Act
Act of
proceedings for admission to
the proceedings
change the
"to change
of Congress
Congress "to
VoL
30, p.811.
p. 811.
the
VoL30,
the Government
for the
the Insane
for
and for
Insane in
in certain cases, and
Hospital for
Government Hospital
the
other
purposes," approved
$500.
approved January
January 31, 1899, $500.
other purposes,"
1

JUDGMENTS.
JUDGMENTS.
Payment of
of UldgldgPayment
ments.
ments.

For
judgments, including
including costs
the
rendered against the
costs rendered
payment of
of judgments
For payment
Numbered
District of Columbia, as set forth in House Documents
Documents Numbered
1788
1788 and
and 1822
1822 of the Sixty-fifth Congress, third session, and House
Document
Numbered 12 of the present session, $8,303.25,
$8,303.25, together
together
Document Numbered
with a
afurther sum to pay the interest at not exceeding 4
4per centum
per annum on said judgments,
judgments, as provided
provided by law, from the date
the same became due until the date of payment.

Water
Water department.
department.

WATER
DEPARTMENT.
WATER DEPARTMENT.

Distribution
Distribution branch.
branch.
Service expenses.
Service
expenses.

Limitation inLimitation
increased.
creased.
Vol.
40, p. 952.
952.
Vol. 40,
foregoing
Half of foregoing
from District revenues.

Emergency
Emerency
Fund.
ping Fund.
Recruiting
Recruiting

etc.
etc.

Ship-

crews,
crews,

of State.

Department of State.

Additional
employAdditional employees.
ees.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Pay restriction.
restriction.

$16.67.
For salaries,
salaries, distribution
distribution branch, fiscal year
year 1916,
1916, $16.67.
The limitation
placed on
for continuing
continuing
The
limitation of
of $420,685
$420,685 placed
on expenditures
expenditures for
maintaining of
service system
of
the extension and
and the maintaining
of the high service
system of
water distribution
for the
increased to
to $440,685.
$440,685.
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919
1919 is
is increased
water
distribution for
One-half of the foregoing
foregoing amounts
amounts to
deficiencies in
One-half
to meet deficiencies
in the
the
appropriations on
account of
District of
of Columbia
be paid
paid
Columbia shall
shall be
on account
of the
the District
appropriations
from the revenues
revenues of the District of Columbia
Columbia and one-half
one-half from any
any
money in
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
money
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated.
EMERGENCY SHIPPING
SHIPPING FUND.
EMERGENCY
FUND.
and training
officers, engineers,
engineers, and
and
For recruiting,
recruiting, instructing, and
training officers,
crews
for American
and for
all expenditures
expenditures incidental
crews for
American vessels,
vessels, and
for all
incidental
thereto, $500,000.
thereto,
$500,000.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
STATE.

For additional
additional employees
employees in
State, $20
$20,000:
in the Department
Department of State,
000:
Provided,
Provided, That not more than six persons shall be employed hereunder at a
arate
rate of compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800.
$1,800.
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1919.
1919.

Foreign intercourse.

Foreign ntercouse.

Contingent expenses,
Contingent
expenses,

United States
For contingent
expenses of
United
States Consulates:
Consulates: For
contingent expenses
of United
United consulates.
consulates.

States
same objects
objects specified
this
States consulates,
consulates, including
including the
the same
specified under
under this
head in the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Appropriation Act for
and Consular Appropriation
for the
the
fiscal year
fiscal
year 1919,
1919, $50,000.
$50,000.
Contingent expenses,
Foreign Missions:
Foreign
contingent expenses
expenses of
of foreign
Missions: For
For contingent
foreign missions,
missions, missions.
nmissig teXe
including the
this head
head in
Diplomatic
including
the same objects specified
specified under
under this
in the
the Diplomatic
and
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year 1919,
1919, $100,000.
and Consular
Consular Appropriation
fiscal year
$100,000.
elefc.,of Aer
Relief, etc., of AmeriFor relief
For
relief and
protection of
of American
foreign countries,
and protection
seamen.
American seamen
seamen in
in foreign
countries, can seametc
and in the Panama
Panama Canal Zone, and
shipwrecked American
seamen
and shipwrecked
American seamen
in the
Islands, Porto
Porto Rico,
and
in the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska,
Alaska, in
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Rico, and
the
Philippine Islands,
Islands, $60,000.
the Philippine
$60,000.
TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Treasury

mentas
ment.

DepartDep

OFFICE
OF CHIEF
CHIEF CLERK
CLERK AND
AND SUPERINTENDENT.
OFFICE OF
SUPERINTENDENT.
ing npartment

Arlington Building and Annex: For equipment
equipment of the Arlington
Arlington ings.r

build-

t bildArlington Building.
Arlington Building.

Building
Buildi
g and
including rugs and
window
and Annex,
Annex, including
and carpets
carpets, awnings,
awnings, window
shades
window ventilators
bathe water
coolers,
shades and
and carriers,
carriers, window
ventilators,, and
and bottle
water coolers,
$15,000, to
to continue
continue available
fiscal year
1920.
$15,000,
available during
during the
the fiscal
year 1920.
Treasury
Treasury Annex
Treasury Department Annex, Pennsylvania
Avenue and
Madison Building.
Treasury
Pennsylvania Avenue
and Madison
Bulding.
Place: For equipment
equipment of the building, including rugs
rugs and
and carpets,
awnings, window shades,
window ventilators, and
bottle water
water
shades, window
an bottle
coolers, $3,000,
$3,000, to
fiscal year
year 1920.
coolers,
to continue
continue available
available d
during the
the fiscal
1920.
A
Fouren
Annex, Fourteenth
Treasury
Annex, Fourteenth
and B
Treasury Department
Department Annex,
Fourteenth and
B Streets,
Streets, northnorth- and BB Streets
Street NW.
force.
west: For
the following
following employees
west:
For the
for care
care and
and maintenance
of the
employees for
maintenance of
the Operating
Ope"atng1 fbuilding during the fiscal year 1920, at annual
annual rates of compensation
compensation
as
Carpenter, $1,200;
$1,200; plumber,
plumber, $1,200;
$1,200; plumber's
plumber's helper,
helper,
as follows:
follows: Carpenter,
$1,000;
wireman., $900;
three mechanics,
mechanics, at
at $900
$1,000; electrician,
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; wireman,
$900; three
$900
each;
each; captain of the watch,
watch, $1,400; two lieutenants
lieutenants of the watch, at
at
$900 each; thirty-one watchmen,
janitor, $1,200;
watchmen, at
at $720 each;
each; janitor,
$1,200;
assistant
assistant janitor, $1,000; head of char force, $660; two assistant
assistant
heads of char force, at
at $480
$480 each;
each; one
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty charcharwomen, at $240 each; twelve
twelve male laborers, at $660
female
$660 each;
each; four
four female
all, $76,900.
$76,900.
laborers, at
at $660 each;
each; in all,
Operating expenses.
For
electric current,
ice, removal
removal of
of Opeating expese
For heating, electric
current, electrical
electrical equipment,
equipment, ice,
trash, repairs, equipment, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
year
expenses, fiscal
fiscal year
1920,
1920, $33,548.
$33,548.
Darby Building.
Darby Building: For heating, electric current, electrical
electrical equip- DbyBuing.
ment, ice,
miscellaneous items,
fiscal year
year 1920,
1920, $6,000.
ice, and
and miscellaneous
items, fiscal
$6,000.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

Contingent expense's.

Contingentexpene
Freight, etc.

service, $8,000. Frei ght,etc.
For freight, expressage, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone service,
n aivelopes, for 1918,
to meet
For amount
amount required
required to
meet the
the increased
increased cost
cost of
of envelopes
envelopes in
in ig
E"Pn
for 118,
accordance
adjustment made by the Postmaster
accordance with the adjustment
General
Postmaster General
under section 4 of the Post Office Appropriation Act approved July Vol.
Vo 40,
40o,p.
p. 753.
73.
2, 1918,
1918,
ection
for
the
t4efollowing
ofB th
one
dP
B
ost
fiscal
Office
years:
(reApnpterdopb
riva
us
tido
i
n Ac
) to
tapproved July
under
section
ofthe
2,
for
following
fiscal
years:
For
For 1918,
1918, $15,000;
$15,000;
For
1919, $80,000.
$80,000.
For 1919,
Mo
o
equpMoving ales
Fr selvg
a
for moving
m.Movinbureaus
of equipequipFor shelving and for moving
bureaus and
and divisions now
now located
located in ment,
mnt, etc.
etc.
six floors of the Bond Building (rented building) to Governmentowned
buildings of
owned buildings
of the
Treasury Department,
the Treasury
Department, $2,000.
$2,000.
Nvy Annex
Ann
Bil
Navy
BuildFor rent of the Navy Annex
Annex Building
Building on New York Avenue near
near tglv
hien!.
Eighteenth Street Northwest,
Northwest, fiscal year 1920, $40,000.
Eighteenth
$40,000.
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1919.
1919.

Auditor
DeAuditor for
for War
War De
OFFICE
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR WAR
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE OF
WAR DEPARTMENT.
partment.
pUrtncnt.
Additional employThe
unexpended balance
the appropriation
appropriation of
of
eA.dditiona employThe unexpended
balance on
on June
June 30,
30, 1919,
1919, of
of the
Vol.
40, p. 1164.
$100,000
DefiVol40,p.l64.
$100,000 for additional employees, contained
contained in the "Second Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1919,"
1919," is
is reappropriat,ed
for the
ciency
reappropriated for
the fiscal
fiscal
year 1920.
1920.
year
T
f
Treasurer's
reasure's office.
o ce.
OFFICE OF
OF THE
TREASURER.
OFFICE
TELE TREASURER.
National currency.
curency.

National
currency (reimbursable):
(reimbursable): For the following
National currency
following employees
employees
from
July 1,
1, 1919,
1919, to
to June
30, 1920,
1920, inclusive,
inclusive, at
at annual
annual rates
from July
June 30,
rates of
of comcompensation
as
follows:
pensation
as
follows:
Tellers, etc., redempiUones.etc.redemp.
Assistant tellers-One
tion
AsSiStailt
tellers—One $2,200, one $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—four
clerks-four of
of class
class
four, four
four of
class three,
three, four
four of
counters—twenty
four,
of class
of class
class two;
two; expert
expert counters-twenty
at
each, thirty
thirty at
at $900
each; three
messengers at
at $840
each.;
at $1,100
$1,100 each,
$900 each;
three messengers
$840 each;
messenger
boy, $480;
in all,
all, $75,400.
messenger boy,
$480; in
$75,400.
Natolal

Customs
Customs service.
service.Custo
New York.
Reimbursingg laborlabor-

RKa

US.

s

CUSTOMS
SERVICE.
CUSTOMS SERVICE.

For
reimbursement of
of certain
customs laborers
laborers at
of New
New
For reimbursement
certain customs
at the
the port
port of
York for expenses
for meals and car
expenses for
hours, incurred
car fares at unusual
unusual hours,
incurred
in connection
with the
guarding of
of German
German and
and Austrian
Austrian
in
connection with
the emergency
emergency guarding
vessels, piers
and the
appraisers' warehouse,
warehouse, during
during the
the period
period from
from
vessels,
piers,land
the appraisers
February
1917, inclusive,
inclusive, $910.15.
$910.15.
February to
to August,
August, 1917,

Internal
revenue.
InternalreveuINTENAL
Refunding
Re
f
unding
Sons.
tions.

collecen
ilee.

Vol
p. 725
325..
Vol- 35,
35, P•

En
graving
Engraving
printing.
printing.

and
and

Number of sheets for
for
Number
authorized work
work inauthorized
increased.
p"ot.
Post,
p.330.

3.

Vol. 38, p. 758.

VoL 40, p. 641.
61.

Salaries.
alaries.

Masteriasetc.
Materials, etc.

or
Continued use
of
power
presses, etc.,
etc.,
ower presses,
during present enter-

genc
preseut eegetie
oi.
.37, p. 430.
v,40
3,.amenV
oL 40, p.
349, amended.
ed.
'to

Use
other procse oof other
oer
pro
processes.

INTERNAL REVENUE.
REVENUE.
INTPA~NAL
R~EV'NUJ~.

Secretary of the Treasury to refund money covered
To enable the Secretary
covered
into
internal-revenue collections under
into the Treasury as internal-revenue
under the provisions
approved May 27, 1908, $50,000.
of the Act approved
BUREAU
OF ENGRAVING
ENGRAVING AND
AND PRINTING.
BUREAU OF
PRINTING.
The limitation in the Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act for
for the fiscal
fiscal
year 1919
number of
sheets of
of United
curyear
1919 as
as to
to the
the number
of delivered
delivered sheets
United States
States currency, national-bank
rency,
national-bank notes, and
reserve currency
currency to
to be
be
and Federal
Federal reserve
executed
increased from
from 123,000,000
of opium
executed is
is increased
123,000,000 to
to 129,000,000,
129,000,000, of
opium
orders and
special tax
the Act
of December
December 17,
17,
Act of
stamps required
required under
under the
orders
and special
tax stamps
1914, from
from 687,300
687,300 to
to 725,000,
725,000, and
and of
checks, drafts,
drafts, and
1914,
of checks,
and miscellamiscella-

neous
work from
14,452,800.
to 14,452,800.
5,052,800 to
from 5,052,800
neous work
necessary employees
For salaries
salaries of all necessary
employees other than
plate printers
than plate
printers
and plate
plate printers'
printers' assistants,
same objects
objects specified
specified
and
assistants, including
including the
the same
under this head
head in
in the Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act for
Civil Appropriation
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
year 1919,
$160,000.
1919, $160,000.
year
For engravers'
engravers' and
printers' materials
materials and other
except
and printers'
other materials
materials except
distinctive paper,
paper, miscellaneous
expenses, including
including paper
distinctive
miscellaneous expenses,
paper for
for internalinternalrevenue stamps,
stamps, and
maintenance, and
and driving
of
revenue
and for
for purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
driving of
necessary
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
necessary motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
vehipassenger-carrying vehicles, when
cles,
by the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
when in
in writing ordered
ordered by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
$100,000, to
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
$100,000,
to be
be expended
expended under
under the
the direction
of the
of the
the
Treasury.
Treasury.
the Treasury
Treasury is
is hereby
the
The Secretary
ecretary of
of the
hereby authorized,
authorized, during
during the
emergency
out of
of the
the war
with Germany,
Germany, to
have all
all bonds,
bonds,
emergency growing
growing out
war with
to have
notes,
checks, or
printed papers
now or
authorized
or hereafter
hereafter authorized
other printed
papers now
notes, checks,
or other
of the
to be executed by the -Bureau of
of Engraving and Printing of
Treasury Department
Treasury
Department printed in
and by
whatever
in such manner
manner and
by whatever
plate-printing
and on
on any
any style
of plate-printing
plateprinting process
process and
style of
plate-printing presses
presses
consider suitable
suitable for
for the
such securities
securities and
and
that he
he may
may consider
the issue
issue of
of such
apers in the form that will properly
other papers
properly safeguard
the interests
safeguard the
interests
of
the Government, and that such presses as are used in printing
of the
from intaglio plates shall be operated
operated by plate printers except on
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1919.
1919.

such work
work as
is now
done by
by other
similar
such
as is
now being
being done
other processes
processes and
and any
any similar

Proviso.

work that
that may
be necessary
necessary hereafter:
Prowled, That
That in
the execution
work
may be
hereafter: Provided,
in the
execution

RteOntion ofof plate
Retention
plate
printers.
work only
only such
of it
it shall
shall be
the present
of such
such work
such part
part of
be transferred
transferred from
from the
present prnters.
method
it as
will permit
permit of
the service
service
method of
of executing
executing it
as will
of the
the retention
retention in
in the
of such
permanent plate
as are
in the
the execution
of
such permanent
plate printers
printers as
are now
now engaged
engaged in
execution
of such
such work,
or such
similarly employed
employed
of
work, or
such temporary
temporary plate
plate printers
printers similarly
and
who can
can qualify
civil-service regulations
regulations for
permanent suspensio
and who
qualify under
under civil-service
for permanent
Suspension of
of re
retriction on
on powerand
power and
appointments;
Acts or
of Acts
enacted s
appointments; and
and all
all Acts
or parts
parts of
Acts heretofore
heretofore enacted
striction
hand
presses.
relative to
the use
and hand
the printing
printing of
relative
to the
use of
of power
power and
hand presses
presses in
in the
of handpressessecurities
Government are
hereby suspended
and declared
declared not
not
securities of
of the
the Government
are hereby
suspended and
in effect
termination of
said emergency
in
effect until
until that
that time,
time, and
and at
at the
the termination
of said
emergency
Vol. 37,
430.
such Acts
Acts or
parts of
shall be
as prior
to the
the Vol.
of Acts
Acts shall
be in
in effect
effect and
and force
force as
prior to
37, p.
p. 430.
such
or parts
Act of
October 6,
1917.
Act
of October
6, 1917.
Public buildings
buildings.
Public

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.

Operating
For
Operating supplies:
supplies: For
lucl
.
uding the
same objects
objects
including
the same
Civil
for
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for

Operating supplies.

operating
supplies for
operating supplies
for public
public buildings,
buildings,
specified
head in
the Sundry
specified under
under this
this head
in the
Sundry
the
year 1919,
1919, $285,000.
the fiscal
fiscal year
$285,000.

PUBLIC
kLTH
PUBLIC HE
HE4
LTH SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Operatingppliet

Public Health
Health ServServPublic
ice.Public ealth r-

For
pay of
of acting
acting sp.sistant
(noncommissioned medical
medical gea"
g Ac
tim
. g ass
i
s
ta
nt '
For pay
assistant surgeons
surgeons (noncommissioned
sst"
officers), 610,000.
officers),
$10,000.
For
freight, transportation,
transportation and
and traveling
the
For freight,
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including the

l
s
Contingentexse
ngen
te xpenses.
Cont

expenses, except
except membership
membership' fees,
fees, of
officers when
when officially
detailed
expenses,
of officers
officially detailed
of associations
for the
the promotion
of public
public health,
to attend
attend meetings
meetings of
associations for
promotion of
health,
$5,000.
$5,000.

For
maintenance of
marine hospitals,
For maintenance
of marine
hospitals, including
including subsistence,
subsistence and
and
necessary miscellaneous
expenses which
which are
are not
included
all other
other necessary
miscellaneous expenses
not included
under special
under
heads, $40,000.
$40,000.
special heads,
The
Secretary of
the Treasury
hereby directed
The Secretary
of the
Treasury is
is hereby
directed to
to acquire
acquire and
and
complete immediately
immediately the
hospital at
at Broadview,
Cook County,
County, Illicomplete
the hospital
Broadview, Cook
linois, authorized
appropriated for by an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
authorized and appropriated
.Act to
to
authorize
Secretary of
the Treasury
to provide
hospital and
authorize the
the Secretary
of the
Treasury to
provide hospital
and
sanatorium facilities
for discharged
discharged sick
sick and
and disabled
soldiers, sailors,'
sanatorium
facilities for
disabled soldiers,
sailors,
marines," approved March
and marines,"
March 3, 1919
1919 (Public
(Public Act
Act Numbered
Numbered 326,
326,
Si
-fifth Congress).
Sixty-fifth
Congress).
The last paragraph
paragraph of section 6
6 of
of the
the "Act
to authorize
authorize the Secre"Act to
Secretary
rreastuT to
to provide
hospital and
and sanatorium
tary of the
the Treasury
provide hospital
sanatorium facilities
facilities for
for
discharged
discharged sick
sick and
and disabled
disabled soldiers,
soldiers, sailors
sailors, and
and marines,"
marines," approved
approved
amended to read
March 3, 1919, is hereby
hereby amended
read as follows: The sum
sum of
$1,500,000 is hereby
$1,500,000
hereby authorized
fund for
authorized to
to be held
held as an emergency
emergency fund
for
the purchase of land and the erection
erection thereon
thereon of buildings or for the
purchase of
of land
and buildings,
buildings, and
remodeling thereof,
suitable
purchase
land and
and the
the remodeling
thereof, suitable
for
sanatoria purposes,
which the
the Secretary
the
for hospital
hospital and
and sanatoria
purposes, which
Secretary of
of the
Treasury is
Treasury
select and
and locate
for the
the uses
the
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to select
locate for
uses of
of the
United
Health Service,
Service, if
if in
in his
his judgment
the emergency
United States
States Public
Public Health
judgment the
emergency
requires it.
requires
it.
UNITED STATES
STATES SHIP
DIEGO.
BONDS OF
CREW OF
BONDS
OF CREW
OF UNITED
SHIP SAN
SAN DIEGO.

Marine hospitals.
SMiS1tenhpt .
Maintenance.
Broadview, DI.
HopitalattolbeaoHospital
at, to be acVol. 40, p. 1304.
Post, pp.
pp. 378,
Pot,
508,
378, 508,
1163.
3

q
uired and completed.
quirdand
completed.

'

Emergency
d
vme. r 40,yp0p.fund.
l.3,
Vol.
1303,

amended.t ded
-n"y
Use extended.
e

U.S.
S." San Diego."
U.S.S."SanDiego."

Duplicate
Any Liberty loan bonds belonging to an officer or member of the bonds
Dup^cuate
o Liberty
bety
authorized
to

officers, etc.,
which
crew
in possession
etc., of,
of, whch
crew of the United States ship San Diego and which
which were
were in
possession omers,
their
elost
t by sinking of
of the owner on board said vessel on
v,,,
of the owner on board said vessel on the 19th day of July, 1918, vessel
when such vessel was sunk off the coast of Long Island, New York,
York
and which shall be
shown to h
be shown
av e been
at that
lost beyond
beyond
have
been at
that time
time lost
declared to have been wholly destroyed
recovery are hereby declared
destroyed and
and
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
hereby authorized

issue duplicates
duplicates of such bonds in conformity with the provisions of
of

the Revised Statutes.
Statutes.

•
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War
War Department.
Deptment.
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Ca. 6.
6. 1919.
1919.
W
AR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTM ENT.
WAR
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
COlaiiNGENT
EXPENSES.

c

gmtagentexpensas.

c'ungen t"P'

Postage steam&

Psta

t

River
liver and
and
work.
work.

aiim
Par.nwnt
.
aims.

barbm•
harbet

damag°

Payment of damage

Vol. 35,
36, p.
p. 676.
670.
Vol.

Ordnane
Ordnance

muait
Malt.

Depart-

For purchase
For
purchase of professional and scientific books, law
books, includlaw books,
including their exchange, and so forth, including
including the
same objects
objects specified
the same
specified
under this head in the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
and Judicial
Judicial ApproAppropriation
priation Act for the fiscal year
1919, $150,000.
year 1919,
$150,000.
For postage
postage stamps for the department
department and
its bureaus,
bureaus, as
required
and its
as required
ruder
Union, to
under the Postal on matters
matters addressed
to
to prepay postage
postage on
addressed to
Postal Union
Union. countries,
countries, $75.
$75.
Postal
RIVER AND
HARBOR WORK.
AND HABBOR
WORK.

For payment of
claims adjusted
adjusted and
settled under
under section
section 4
of the
the
of claims
and settled
4 of
River and Harbor Apprivnation
approved June
and
Appropriation Act
Act approved
June 25,
25, 1910,
1910, and
certified to Congress m House Documents
Numbered 1756
1756 and
Documents Numbered
and 1819
1819
of the Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Congress,
Congress, third
third session,
session, $774.31.
$774.31.
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

If
i organ, N.of3.
S. claims
PaymentN.of
claso
for losses
lom by explosion
explosion
st.
Vol.
ol. 40, p. 1165.
1A.

For the payment of
of the
the
claims for
claims
for damage
damage to
to and
loss of
private
and loss
of private
i
t
ro
ty occasioned
the explosions
explosions and
property
occasioned by the
at the
plant of
T. A.
and fire
fire at
the plant
of T.
A.
Gi]respie
Company, at
New Jersey,
Jersey, which
have been
been deterGilespie Company,
at Morgan,
Morgan, New
which have
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of
agreed to
claimants, and
and
of War
War and
and agreed
to by
by the
the claimants,
in amounts not exceeding
exceeding those
and scheduled
those which
which are
are enumerated
enumerated and
scheduled
in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 1735, parts
parts 2
2and
the Sixty-fifth
and 3,
3, of
of the
Sixty-fifth
Congress
session, $852,106.49.
$852,106.49.
Congress, third
third session,
q
Subsequent
claimssU ciamr
For
payment of
the claims
claims for damage to and loss of private
For the
the payment
of the
roperty occasioned
occasioned by the explosions
property
explosions and fire
the plant
plant of
of the
fire at
at the
the
T. . A. Gillespie Company, at
Morgan, New
Jersey, which
which have
at Morgan,
have been
been
N ew Jersey,
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of War from
determined
submitted by
by the
from claims
claims submitted
the
sufferers and m
sufferers
in amounts not exceeding
exceeding those
are enumerated
those which
which are
enumerated
and scheduled in the final report of the Secretary
of War
War under
date
Secretary of
under date
of May 31, 1919, in Senate Document Numbered 31,
31, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth
Conress, first
Congress
session and
and shown
shown therein
therein a
hedules "A,"
first session,
ass sc
schedules
"A," "B,"
"B,"
"I," $463,392.08.
Dednct c. "C,"
,' "I),"
"D," and
and "I,"
$463,392.08.
Deductions, etc.
ol. 40,
4 p. 1164.
The disbursing
Vol.
disbursing authority
authority in
in paying
amounts appropriated
appropriated herein,
herein,
paying amounts
heretofore or hereafter appropriated
or amounts heretofore
for the
the
appropriated by
by Congress
Congress for
payment of claims for damage
damage to and
and-loss
loss of
of private
private property
property occaoccasioned
by the
the explosions and fire at the plant of the T.
sioned by
A. Gillespie
Gillespie
T. A.
Company, at Morgan,
Morgan, New
to make
make suc
h
New Jersey,
Jersey, is
is hereby
hereby directed
directed to
such
deductions
necessary
deductions as is found n
ecessary by
by
, any
errors or
or omissions
omissions on
on subany errors
submission
mission of further evidence.
evidence.
tMorg^,

Army.
Army.

MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.

Tncurreld obligations.
Incurred
obliratirms.
Payment from
from umPayment
un-

For the
the payment
payment of
of lawful
EstablishFor
lawful obligations
obligations of the Military
Military Establishment already
already incurred
years 1918
1918 and
ment
incurred during the fiscal
fiscal years
1919 and
and for
for
and 1919
which no
no appropriations
appropriations are available, the Secretary
which
of War
Secretary of
War is
is
authorized to use the unexpended
authorized
unexpended balances
balances of
following approof the
the following
appropriations for the fiscal years 1918
and 1919
and in
to exceed
1918 and
1919 and
in sums
sums not
not to
exceed
amounts, respectively:
respectively:
or Departeart- the
the following
following amounts,
Ordnance
ment.
mrte .
epatFrom appropriations of the Ordnance
Ordnance Department,
Department, $770,000,000;
$770,000,000;
Quartermaster
qcarterm
as ter
From appropriations
appropriations of
of the
Quartermaster Corps,
$450,000,000;
From
the Quartermaster
Corps, $450,000,000;
Corps
Service.
Air Senice.
From
appropriation, Air
Military, $20,000,000;
From appropriation,
Air Service,
Service, Military,
$20,000,000;
C,,
From appropriation,
appropriation, Air Service
Service, Production,
Production, $30,000,000
$30,000,000;;
Proem/.
Transer
directed
'I'ransf
era directed.
In
all, $1,270,000,000
$1,270,000,000: :P
In all,
rovided, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
Provided,
that the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
is authorized to make the transfers
transfers of appropriations
appropriations herein
herein authorauthorSercices in District is authorized
exc
in
Dit
ized: Provided
excluded.
Providedfurther,
the foregoing
ized:
further, That no part of the
foregoing sums
sums shall
shall be
be
transferred for
for the
payment of personal
transferred
the payment
personal services
services in the District of
of
expended
expended

balances.

balances
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1919.

Statement to ConColumbia: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
Secretary of
to Conshall transmit
transmit Statement
of War
War shall
That the
the Secretary
Columbia:
to
the first
first day
day of
next regular
session a
a statement
statement gress.
regular session
of its
its next
on the
Congress on
to Congress
showing the
the amounts
transferred to
or from
any appropriation
appropriation
from any
to or
amounts transferred
showing
gress.
Soldiers'
account
foregoing authorization.
authorization.
the foregoing
under the
account under

VOLUNTEER
NATIONAL HOME FOR DISABLED
DISABLED VOLUN
l'hER SOLDIERS.
SOLDIERS.
NATIONAL

olunteer
Home.

Soldiers'

Su
For
support of
of the
the National
for Disabled
Volunteer et
e
t.:upportof
branches,
PPortofbranches,
Disabled Volunteer
Home for
National Home
the support
For the
Soldiers,
including
the
same
objects
specified
in
the
Sundry
Civil
Civil
Sundry
in
the
specified
objects
the
same
Soldiers, including
Appropriation
Act for
the fiscal
year 1919
1919 for
following branches
branches
the following
for the
fiscal year
for the
Appropriation Act
and
heads, respectively:
respectively:
and under
under the
the following
following heads,
Milwaukee, Wis.
expen- Milwaukee, is.
Northwestern Branch,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
For current
current expenWisconsin: For
Branch, Milwaukee,
Northwestern
ses,
ses, $3,000;
$3,000;
For hospital,
$2,000;
For
hospital, $2,000;
For farm,
farm, $1,000;
$1,000;
For
In all,
all, $6,000.
In
$6,000.
Eastern Branch,
Togus, Me.
Me.
Togus,
$21,000;
For household,
household, $21,000;
Maine: For
Togus, Maine:
Branch, Togus,
Eastern
For hospital,
$3,000;
For
hospital, $3,000;
For
farm, $1,000;
$1,000;
For farm,
In
$25,000.
all, $25,000.
In all,
Leavenworth,
Western
Branch, Leavenworth,
Kansas: For
For household,
$26,000;Kens
LeaventhKans
household, $26,000;
Leavenworth, Kansas:
Western Branch,
For
$2,000;
current expenses,
expenses, $2,000;
For current
For
$6,000;
For hospital,
hospital, $6,000;
In all, $34,000.
$34,000.
santaMonicaCi.
Pacific Branch,
Branch, Santa
Santa Monica,
Monica, California:
California: For
For current
Santa Monica,
Calif.
a,Calf.
expenses,anta
current expenses,
Pacific
$4,000;
$4,000;
For household, $10,000;
$10,000;
For
hospital, $9,000;
$9,000;
For hospital,
In all, $23,000.
In
Marion,
Ind.
ond
ariond.
expenses, $5,000;
For current
current expenses,
Marion, Indiana, Branch:
Branch: For
Marion,
$5,000;
'
For farm, $5,000;
In all
all,e$10,000.
$10,000.
Danville,
Danvle
current expenses, $7,500;
Danville, Illinois,
Branch: For current
Illinois, Branch:
Danville,
household, $12,000;
$12,000;
For household,
For hospital,
hospital, $2,000;
$2,000;
For repairs,
repairs, $6,000;
$6,000;
In all, $27,500.
Hot Springs,
prings, S.Dak.
. Dak.
In
Hot
Battle Mountain
Mountain Sanitarium,
Springs, South Dakota: For
Sanitarium, Hot Springs,
Battle
household, $5,000;
$5,000;
household,
For
For hospital, $3,500;
$3,500;
In all,
all, $8,500.
Clothing.
Clothing.
Clothing:
for all branches,
including the same objects
branches including
clothing for
For clothing
Clothing: For
Appropriation Acts for
specified
specified under this head in the Sundry Civil Appropriation
follow:
the fiscal
fiscal years that follow:
For 1917, $258.62;
For 1918, $300.
$134,558.62: Proviso.
Soldiers,? $134,558.62:
National Home for Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers
In all,
all, National
Liquorrestriction.
be Liquor
Provided, That
no part
foregoing appropriations
appropriations shall
shall be
restriction.
of the
the foregoing
part of
That no
Provided
expended for any
any purpose at any branch of the National Home for
expended
Soldies
er that maintains
Disabled
maintains or permits to be mainDisabled Volunteer Soldiers
prem"ses a
a bar, canteen,
canteen, or other place where beer,
tained on
on its premises
wine, or other mtoxicating
intoxicating liquors are sold.

STATE, WAR,
AND NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS.
BUILDINGS.
WAR, AND
STATE,

State,
inSe
inMain

a
Buildild
etc. B

etc.,

Building.

and MainBuilding.
lights, repairs,
fuel, lights,
State,
and Navy
For fuel,
repairs, and
Navy Building:
Building: For
State, War,
War, and
miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items $5,000.
Potomac
bui
in :'so
.tomac ParkbuildPotomac
Park Office
Office Buildings:
repairs, and
and ig,.o
For fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, repairs,
Buildings: For
Potomac Park
miscellaneous
$15,000.
miscellaneous items,
items, $15,000.
bul
Tenrrary
buildbui0.
ingsi, locations.
Temporary
office buildings:
buildings: For
employees during the fiscal year ings,
For employees
Temporary office
tailed, locations.
follows, for the maintenance
annual rates
rates of compensation
1920 at
at annual
1920
compensation as follows,
maintenance
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Operating force.

Operatingore.
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1919.

and
temporary office
office buildings
buildings known as War
the temporary
of the
protection of
and protection
Trade Building,
Building, between
between B
Streets and
and Twentieth and TwentyTwentyC Streets
B and C
Trade
first Streets
Streets northwest;
Building Number 1,
Administration Building
Food Administration
northwest; Food
first
between Eighteenth
Eighteenth and
and Nineteenth
Nineteenth Streets
Streets and C
C and D Streets
between
northwest;
Food Administration
Administration Building
Building Number
Number 2, between
between New
northwest; Food
York
D Street
Street and
and Nineteenth
Nineteenth and
and Twentieth Streets
and D
Avenue and
York Avenue
northwest;
Building, on Eighteenth
Eighteenth
Defense Building,
National Defense
of National
Council of
northwest; Council
Street
northwest; Fuel Administration
Administration
C and D Streets northwest;
Street between C
Buildings Numbers
Numbers 1
bounded by
Virginia Avenue,
Avenue, Eighteenth
Eighteenth
by Virginia
2, bounded
1 and 2,
Buildings
and C
northwest; Fuel
Fuel Administration
Administration Building Number 3,
Streets northwest;
C Streets
and
and. Twenty-first
northwest;
Twenty-first Streets northwest;
between Twentieth and
Street, between
on D Street,
Virginia
II.
L. Pettus
Pettus Building,
Building, on Nineteenth
Nineteenth Street, between
between Virginia
H. L.
Avenue
and D
D Street
1725 New
New
Archie Butt Building, 1725
northwest; Archie
Street northwest;
Avenue and
York
Avenue northwest;
Corcoran Courts Building,
Building, on New
northwest; and Corcoran
York Avenue
York Avenue,
Avenue, between
between Seventeenth
Eighteenth Streets northSeventeenth and Eighteenth
York

$2,000;
clerk, $2,000;
principal clerk,
west: Assistant
superintendent, $2,000;
$2,000; principal
Assistant superintendent,
west:

clerks—one of class three, one of class two, three
three of class one; two
clerks-one

electricians-one
messengers at
at $840
each; chief
chief electrician,
electrician, $1,600;
$1,600; electricians—one
$840 each;
messengers

$1,400,
$1,200 each; foreman,
foreman, $1,600;
$1,600; carpenters-one
carpenters—one $1,400,
$1,400,
$1,400, four at $1,200
five at $1,200
plumbers—one $1,400,
three at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each;
$1,400, three
$1,200 each; plumbers-one
steam
writer, $1,400;
painters-three at $1,200
$1,400; painters—three
$1,400; sign writer,
fitter, $1,400;
steam fitter,
each,
assistant
$1,000 each; assistant
mechanics at $1,000
general mechanics
eight general
$1,000; eight
one $1,000;
each, one
engineers—one
$1,400, three at $1,200
$1,200 each; eighteen
eighteen firemen at $840
engineers-one $1,400,
passers at
guards—captain $1,600, three
at $720 each; guards-captain
each; eleven coal passers
lieutenants
$900 each,
each, one
sergeants at $900
$1,080 each, eighteen sergeants
lieutenants at $1,080
$1,200;
hundred and
sixty-seven privates at $780 each;
each; fire marshal, $1,200;
and sixty-seven
hundred
laborers, $1,000; assistant foremen of laborers-two
laborers—two at
at
foreman of laborers,
$720 each; eighty-four
eighty-four laborers
laborers at $660 each;
each; six
six
each, nine at $720
$840 each,
attendants
laborers and charwomen,
charwomen, $97,020; in all,
attendants at $480 each; laborers
$394,520.
$394,520.
Operating expenses.
For fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, repairs,
repairs, ground
rent, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
and
items, and
ground rent,
For
perating expense
printing,
fiscal year
$162,798.75: Provided,
Provided, That
care,
the care,
That the
1920, $162,798.75:
year 1920,
Supervision,
etc.
printing, fiscal
supevisioetc.
under
maintenance, and
protection of the above buildings shall be under
and protection
maintenance,
the supervision.
superintendent of the State, War,
supervision and control of the superintendent
Navy Department Buildings.
Buildings.
and Navy
Assistant to superState, War
War, and
Buildi g: For
For an
an assistant
assistant to the superinsuperinNavy Building:
and Navy
to super - State,
intendent.
intend
tendent,
fiscal
year 1920,
$3,600.
1920
$3,600.
year
fiscal
tendent,
Potomac Park buildadditional emPotomac Park Office Buildings:
Buildings: For the following additional
iPoto°parbldings,
1920.
Additional
operating ployees for the maintenance
maintenance and protection
protection of the buildings
buildings during
ddUonaoperating
force. o
f m
the fiscal year 1920, at annual rates of compensation
compensation as follows:
follows:
Foreman, $1,400;
$1,400; two assistant
assistant foremen, at $960 each;
each; nine
nine assistant
assistant
foremen
charwomen,
forewomen, at $780 each; laborers and charwomen,
foremen or forewomen,
$184,140; in
all, $194,480.
$194,480.
in
all,
$184,140;
Materials and supp- For cleaning
terit] ls and
cleaning material
material and
and supplies, fiscal year 1920,
1920, $19,308.
$19,308.
plies.
Mall
office buildings,
buildings,
employees for
additional employees
buildings: For the following
alloffice
Mall office
office buildings:
following additional
for
1920.
A
dditional operating the
maintenance and
and protection
protection of the
the buildings
buildings during
during the fiscal
fiscal
the maintenance
Additionaloperating
I ce
force.
year 1920, at annual rates of compensation
f
.
compensation as follows:
follows: Foremen,
Foremen,
fourteen assistant
$1,400;
$1,400; two assistant foremen,
foremen, at $960 each;
each; fourteen
assistant foreforewomen, at $780
$780 each; laborers
laborers and charwomen,
charwomen, $118,140;
$118,140;
men or forewomen,
in all,
all, $132,380.
$132,380.
in
Materials and supfiscal year 1920,
material and supplies, fiscal
cleaning material
For
1920, $11,814.
$11,814.
For cleaning
pateals and
plies.
Building, Eighteenth
Avenue
Temporary office
Temporary
office building
building (Eighteenth Street and Virginia Avenue
StreeiltandE'igah
Street and Virginia
Avenue NW.,
NW., 1920.
Avenue
920. northwest):
northwest): For the following
following additional employees
employees for the mainteAdditional operating
nance and protection
fiscal year 1920, at
at
buildings during the fiscal
protection of the buildings
nance
rAdd'0oieratg
force.
compensation as follows:
annual rates of compensation
follows: Assistant
Assistant foreman
foreman or forewoman, $780;
$780; laborers
laborers and
charwoman, $9,900;
$9,900; in
all, $10,680.
$10,680.
in all,
and charwoman,
woman,
ateria and
Materials and supFor
cleaning materials
and supplies,
fiscal year 1920, $1,068.
materials and
supplies, fiscal
For cleaning
pte.ra
and sup
plies.
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NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Navy Department.
Department.

Damage claims:
claims: To
adjusted and
and determined
determined by
by
Damage
To pay
pay the
the claims
claims adjusted
the
Navy Department
Department under
under the
Naval Appropriation
the
the Navy
the Naval
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
fiscal year
1911, on
private propfiscal
year 1911,
on account
account of
of damages
damages occasioned
occasioned to
to private
property
with vessels
vessels of
the United
United States
Navy and
for
erty by
by collisions
collisions with
of the
States Navy
and for
which
naval vessels
responsible, certified
certified to
Congress in
in House
House
to Congress
which naval
vessels were
were responsible,
Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 1755 of
of the Sixty-fifth Congress,
Congress, third
third session,
and
House Document
of the
the present
present session,
session, $8,211.47.
$8,211.47.
and House
Document Numbered
Numbered 29
29 of

Collision damage
claims.
Vol. 36, p. 607.

CONTINGENT
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
For
amount required
required during
fiscal year
1919 to
to meet
the inyear 1919
meet the
inFor amount
during the
the fiscal
creased cost
of envelopes
envelopes in
in accordance
accordance with
the adjustment
adjustment made
made
with the
creased
cost of
4 of the
the Post
Post Office
Office AppropriaAppropriaby the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General in
in section
section 4
tion
approved July
July 2,
1918, $32,265.52.
$32,265.52.
tion Act
Act approved
2, 1918,
HYDROGRAPMC
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE.
OFFICE.
The appropriation
for "Contingent
and miscellaneous
expenses"
"Contingent and
miscellaneous expenses"
The
appropriation for
for the
fiscal year
year 1919
and pur1919 is
is made
made available
available for
for the
the exchange
exchange and
purfor
the fiscal
chase of
of such
such printing
printing presses
as may
necessary.
chase
presses as
may be
be necessary.

Contingentexpenses.
Contingentexpenses.
Envelopes, 1919.
1919.

Vol. 40, P.
p. 753.

Hydrographic
Hydrographic
fice.
fice.

Of.
Of-

Printing presses.
presses.
Printing
Vol. 40, p. 1243.

BUREAU
OF CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND REPAIR.
REPAIR.
BUREAU OF

Bureau of ConstrueConstruction and Repair.

The limitation
limitation on
expenditures for
and other
other technical
technical
The
on expenditures
for draftsmen
draftsmen and
services from
vessels,"
services
from the appropriation
appropriation "Construction
" Construction and repair
repair of
of vessels,"
contained in the Legislative,
Executive, and Judicial Appropriation
Legislative, Executive,
Appropriation
sum of .$105,000.
Act for the fiscal year 1919 is increased by
by the sum
$105,000.

Technical services.
Technical
Increase allowed in
in
Increase
Department.
Department.
Vol. 40,
40, p. 790.

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.
NAVAL

Navy.

GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
GENERAL
Contingent.
Contingent, Navy: For all emergencies
incidental expenses, Contingent.
emergencies and incidental
including the same objects specified
specified under this head in the Naval
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919,
1919, $200,000.
$200,000.
Appropriation
Lepers.
Tare
Care of lepers: For maintenance
maintenance and care of lepers, special patients, Lepers.
Care, etc., Culion,
Care,
Cullon,
and for other purposes, including
including cost of transfer of lepers from Guam P. L.
Philippines, and
and their
to the island of Clulion,
Culion, in
in the
the Philippines,
their maintenance,
maintenance,
fiscal
$173.23.
fiscal year
year 1918, $173.23.
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION.
BUREAU
NAVIGATION.

Bureau
NavigaBureau of Navigation.

Outfits, first enlistOutfits on first enlistment:
of',
fist enistenlistment: For outfits for all enlisted men and ment.
apprentice
apprentice seamen of the Navy on first enlistment, at not to exceed
exceed
$60 each, fiscal year 1916, $178.10.
$178.10.
Maintenance
Maintenance of naval auxiliaries:
auxiliaries: For pay, transportation,
transportation ship- A-drz
subsistence of
clerks of
naval auxiliaries,
ping and
and subsistence
of civilian
civilian officers
officers and clerks
of naval
auxiliaries,
expenses connected
connected with naval auxiliaries
the
and all expenses
auxiliaries employed
employed in the
emergency which can not be paid from other appropriations, fiscal
fiscal
year 1916,
1916, $398.80.
$398.80.
riten +mew

PUBLIC
OF YARDS
PUBLIC WORKS,
WORKS, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
TARDS AND
AND DOCKS.
DOCKS.
Naval Academy.

Bancroft HaIl
Hall, exNaval Academy: For completion
completion of the extension of Bancroft Hll,
Hall, Barot
t
io
tension.

$325,000.
$325,000.

BUREAU OF
MEDICINE AND
BUREAU
OF MEDICINE
ND SURGERY.
SURGEY.

Bureau of Medicine
Medicine
and
and Surgery.
Surgeons'

necessaries for vessels in commission,
including te
For surgeon's necessaries
commission, including,
the ,s?
ries.
prition
same objects specifiedunder
specified under this head in the Naval A
Appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1919,
1919, $3,000,000.

necessa-

ne
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Contingent.
Contingent.

Hospital treatment.
treatment.
Hospital

For contingent,
contingent, Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery, including the
same objects
objects specified
head in
in the
the Naval
Appropriation
Naval Appropriation
this head
under this
specified under
same
Act for
year 1919,
1919, $750,000.
$750,000.
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
Act
For the care, maintenance,
maintenance and
treatment of
of patients
naval and
and
patients in
in naval
and treatment
For
in other
other than
naval hospitals,
hospitals, $4,500,000.
than naval
in

c0Bureau
of Constro
ConstrucBureau of
tion and
Repair.
tion
and Repair.

Teclmical services.
Technical
services.
Increase allowed
allowed at
Increase
yards, etc.
etc.
yards,
Vol. 40,
40, p.
p. 730.
730.
VoL

at

1919.
1919.

BUREAU OF
OF CONSTRUCTION
AND REPAIR.
REPAIR.
CONSTRUCTION AND
BUREAU

The
specified in
in the
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the
the Naval
limitation specified
The limitation
fiscal
expenditures for draftsmen
draftsmen and other technical
technical
year 1919 on expenditures
fiscal year
services
appropriation "Construction
repair of vessels"
vessels"
"Construction and repair
the appropriation
from the
services from
is increased
$1,000,000.
increased by the sum of $1,000,000.

Naval
Academy.
Naval Academy.

NAVAL
ACADEMY.
NAVAL ACADEMY.

Maintenance,
etc.
Maintenance, etc.

For general
and so forth,
forth, including
including the
repairs, and
and repairs,
maintenance and
general maintenance
For
Appropriation
same
under this head in the Naval Appropriation
specified under
same objects specified
$25,000.
Act for the fiscal year 1919, $25,000.

Corpe.
Marine Corps.

MARINE
MARINE CORPS.
CORPS.

Repairs to barracks,

barracks, and so forth, including
For repairs and improvements
improvements to barracks,
the
objects specified
under this
this head
in the
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation
the Naval
head in
specified under
the same
same objects
$1,323.40.
1917, $1,323.40.
year 1917,
the fiscal
fiscal year
Act for the
Quartermaster's
maintenance of
of the
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department,
department, Marine
Marine
Quartermaster's SedeFor maintenance
panment.
patmanee.
Maintenance.
Corps, including the same objects
objects specified
specified under this head in the
Naval
Appropriation Act
Act for
fascal year 1916,
1916, $1,353.20.
$1,353.20.
the fiscal
for the
Naval Appropriation
etpairs to barrack,

InteriorDepartment.
InteriorDepartment.

Contingent expenses.
Envelopes,
1919.
Envelopes, 1919.
Vol. 40,
753.
Vol.
40, p. 753.

Public
Public buildings.
buildings.

DEPARTMENT OF THE
THE INTERIOR.
INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT

EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.

the fiscal
For
required during
during
i
fiscal year 1919 to meet
meet the
For amount required
increased cost
cost of
envelopes in
n accordance
accordance with
with the
adjustment made
the adjustment
of envelopes
increased
by
Postmaster General
General under
under section
section 4
of the
the Post
ApproPost Office
Office Appro4 of
by the
the Postmaster
pnation
Act approved
approved July
2, 1918,
$30,000.
July 2,
1918, $30,000.
priation Act
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.

Capitol
Buildings.
Capitol Buildings.
General repairs,
repairs, etc.
etc.
General

general repairs
For work at the Capitol and for general
Capitol Buildings: For
including cleaning
cleaning and repairing works of art, flags for the
thereof, including
east
fronts of the center of the Capitol and for Senate and
east and west fronts
Buildings; flagstaffs,
halyards, and tackle; wages of
flagstaffs, halyards,
House Office Buildings;
mechanics and laborers;
of
laborers; purchase, maintenance, and driving of
mechanics
motor-propelled, passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying office vehicles;
vehicles; and not exceeding
exceeding
motor-propelled,
necessary reference
$100 for the purchase of technical
technical and necessary
reference books and
city
directory, $5,000;
to be
available until expended.
$5,000; to
be available
city directory,
Maltby
Building.
Maltby Building.
Additional
for reconreconAdditional for
Maltby Building: For an additional
additional amount to convert
convert the building
building
struction.
struction.
known.
tss the Maltby
Maltby Building into suitable
suitable condition
condition for office
office
known as
Vol. 40,
p. 552.
552.
Vol.
40, p.
purposes, said
hereunder to be
under the
purposes,
said work
work and
and expenditures
expenditures hereunder
be under
supervision and direction
direction of the Superintendent
Superintendent of the United States
Capitol Building and Grounds,
Grounds, to be available
available until expended,
expended, $4,400.
$4,400.
Courthouse,
D. C.
C.
Courthouse, D.
Reconstructing, etc.
etc.
Reconstructing,
Courthouse, District of Columbia: For reconstruction
reconstruction and furCourthouse,

Half
District
Half from
from District
revenues.
revenues.
George W.
W. Evans.
Evans.
George
Credit in
in accounts.
accounts.
Credit

courthouse, District
material
nishing of
of the courthouse,
District of Columbia,
Columbia, including material
and labor,
for each
each and
item incident
incident thereto,
thereto, to
to be
and
labor, and
and for
and every
every item
be
expended under
expended
under the
the direction
direction of the Superintendent
Superintendent of the
the Capitol
Capitol
Building and Grounds,
to be available
available until
until expended,
Grounds, to
expended, $57,000,
$57,000,
one-half to be
out of
of the
the Treasury
out of
the revenues
one-halfto
be paid
paid out
Treasury and
and one-half
one-half out
of the
revenues
of the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of
the District
District of
the Treasury
authorized to
to credit
credit in
in
The accoimting
accounting officers
officers of the
Treasury are
are authorized
Evans, disbursing
Department of
of
the accounts of
of George
George W.
W. Evans,
disbursing clerk, Department
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1919.
1919.

the
Interior, the
sum of
covering expenditures
expenditures from the
the sum
of $371.54,
$371.54, covering
the Interior,
appropriation
"Capitol Building
Repair," fiscal
1917-1918,
fiscal year
year 1917-1918,
Building .and Repairs,"
appropriation "Capitol
maintenance of office
by the
the
for the
the maintenance
office vehicles authorized
authorized and approved by
Superintendent of the Capitol Building and Grounds.
Superintendent
COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
INSTITUTION FOR
FOR THE DEAF.
COLUMBIA
DEAF.

For
support of
the institution,
institution, including
including salaries
salaries and
and incidental
incidental
For support
of the
expenses, books
illustrative apparatus,
apparatus, and general repairs and
books and illustrative
expenses,
improvements, $3,000.
improvements,
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL.
HOSPITAL.
SAINT ELIZABETHS

Colnmbia
InstituConlmba
S
institution for the Deaf.
tion
Support, etc.
tc.
Support,

Saint Elizabetbs HoeSint Elizabeths Hos.
pital.
pital.

For support, clothing, and treatment
treatment in Saint Elizabeths Hospital Maintenance.
aintea
of
the
insane
from
the
Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard,
Guard,
of the insane from the
Volunteer Soldiers,
inmates of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer
persons charged
charged with or convicted of crimes against the United
States
are insane,
insane, all
all persons
persons who
who have
insane since
become insane
since their
have become
States who
who are
entry
United States, civilians
civilians
and naval
naval service
service of the United
entry into the
the military and
transferred from
service of the Army, persons, transferred
in the
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's service
the Canal Zone, who have been admitted to the hospital
hospital and who
are indigent, including purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
operation
motor-propelled, passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, for the
operation of
of motor-propelled,
use of the superintendent,
superintendent, purchasing agent,
agent, and general hospital
hospital
business,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500;
exceed $45,240
$45,240 for
for adjustment
adjustment Adiustingpay
Adjusting pay oemof em$1,500; not
not to
to exceed
business, not
to be available
of
$100,000, to
available until ploye
P1°Y"s•
of employees,
employees, $100,000,
of compensation
compensation of
expended.
expended.
TERRITORY OF ALASKA.
TERRITORY
ALASKA.

Alaska.
Alaska

Alaska Engineering
Engineering Commission:
Commission: For carrying
carrying out the provisions commikassioEnnn
coentiangineering
(Thirty-eighth Statutes, page Vo.38, p.305.
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved March
p
12, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
March 12,
of
.305.

Vol. 38,

305), entitled -"An
President of the United
"An Act to authorize the President
States to locate, construct, and operate railroads in the Territory of
Alaska, and for other purposes,"
purposes," to continue available until expended,
$1,964,
351.
$1,964,351.
ORES,
METALS, AND MINERALS.
MINFRATA
OBES, METALS,

The
sum of
of $41,500,000
$41,500,000 of
of the
unexpended balance
balance of
The sum
the unexpended
of the
the approapproprovisions.of
priation heretofore
heretofore made for carrying
carrying out the provisions
of the Act
entitled
"An Act
Act to
provide further
further for
for the
national security
and
security and
the national
to provide
entitled "An
defense by encouraging
encouraging the production, conserving the supply, and
controlling the distribution of those ores, metals, and minerals which
which
controlling
formerly been largely imported,
have formerly
imported, or of which there is or may be
an inadequate
inadequate supply,"
supply, ' approved
approved October
October 5, 1918, shall be covered
covered
into the Treasury unmedlately
immediately upon the passage of this Act.

OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT

Conservation
of minof
inConservation
c
erals, etc.
f
Bacl
o
an
vee
r
ejt
or r
ii
x
t
p
oe
The:
Blacefor
expen

Treasury.

Treasury.

Department
Jus
Department of
of Justice.

Detection,
Detection,
prosecution of crimes against the United crimes.
For the detection and prosecution
States, including
the
same
objects
specified
under
this
head
in
the
including
specified
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919, $350,000.
$350,000.
Sundry Civil Appropriation

STATES COURTS.
UNITED STATES
UNITED'
COURTS.

For salary of the additional district judge for the northern
northern district
March 14 to June
June 30,
of
of Texas, at the rate of $7,500 per annum
annum from March
1919,
1919, $2,229.17.
$2,229.17.
For salaries, fees, and expenses of United States marshals
marshals and their
deputies,
ia the
deputies, including the same objects specified
specified under this head in
Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919,a
1919, /209
$20iQ,000

t

1274
Vol. 40, pp. 1010,1274..
VoL40.pp.1010

United

United

courts.

triT
cors,

Tes,

etc.,
etc.,

of

States
States

northern die-

northern di

Additional judge.
judge.
Additional
Vol. 40, p. 1183.

olp..

of

Marshals.
M"'-
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District attorneys.
attorneys.

Clerks.

et.

Commissionrs,
oners, etc.
Cor
R. S., sec. 1011b9.
e
R.S.,sec.04,p.lsa

S
ESS. I
6.
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I.. CIL
CH. 6.

1919.

For salaries of United States district attorneys and expenses
expenses of
United States district attorneys
including
attorneys and their regular assistants, including
United
pecified under this head in the Sundry Civil Approthe same objects s
specified
priation Act for
priation
for the
the fiscal year 1919, $45,000.
For
fees of
$50,000.
clerks, $50,000.
of clerks,
For fees
For
of United
States commissioners
commissioners and
and justices
the peace
For fees
fees of
United States
justices of
of the
peace
acting under section 1014, Revised Statutes of the United States,

$120,000.
$120,000.

For fees
$50,000.
fees of
of jurors,
jurors, $50,000.
For fees
of
jurors, fiscal
year 1918,
1918, $2,602.25.
$2,602.25.
For
fees
of
jurors,
fiscal year
Witnesses.
For fees
of witnesses
witnesses and
and for
the actual
actual expenses
expenses of
of
for payment
payment of
of the
R.s.,.ee. 8, p.
p.160.
160.
For
fees of
witnesses,
provided by
by section
850, Revised
witnesses, as
as provided
section 850,
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
the United
United
States,
$50,000.
States, $50,000.
Envei,
Envelopes, 1919.
For
amount required
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
to meet
the ininFor amount
required during
year 1919
1919 to
meet the
creased cost
cost of
of envelopes
envelopes in
with the
the adjustment
creased
in accordance
accordance with
adjustment made
made by
by
Vol.
40, p.
General under section 4
of the
the Post
Office AppropriaVol. 40,
p. 753.
the Postmaster General
4 of
Post Office
Appropriati_n.
Act, approved
2, 1918,
1918, $4,000.
$4,000.
July 2,
ti.il Act,
approved July
Miscellaneous.
For such
expenses as
may be
Miscellaneous.
For
such miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
as may
be authorized
authorized by
by the
the AtAttorney General,
General, for
for the
the United
States courts
and their
intorney
United States
courts and
their officers,
officers, including
so much
much as
may be
in the
Attorney
cluding so
as may
be necessary
necessary in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Attorney
Penitentiaries.
General
the District
District of
of Alaska,
Alaska, $35,000.
$35,000.
expenses in
in the
for such
such expenses
General for
Penitentiaries.
Leavenworth, Bans.
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For
subsistence, including
LLeavenworth,
Leavenworth,
For subsistence,
including the
the
same
this head
head for
at LeavenLeavensame objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
worth,
in the
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
fiscal
worth, Kansas
Kansas, in
the Sundry
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year
$80:000;
year 1919,
1919, $80,000;
For clothing,
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
the
For
clothing, transportation,
transportation, and
and traveling
including the
same
objects specified
under this
this head
head for
the .
penitentiary at
at Leavensame objects
specified under
for the
penitentiary
Leavenworth,
in the
Sundry Civil
for the
the fiscal
worth, Kansas,
Kansas, in
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
fiscal
year 1919,
1919, $15,000;
year
$15,000;
For
including the
objects speciFor miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including
the same
same objects
specified
under this
this head
for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, in
in
fied under
head for
at Leavenworth,
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919,
the
Sundry Civil
1919, $55,000;
$55,000For
medicines, medical
medical and
and surgical
For hospital
hospital supplies,
supplies, medicines,
surgical supplies,
supplies, and
and
all other
for the
the care
of sick
sick prisoners;
prisoners; and
for
all
other articles
articles for
care and
and treatment
treatment of
and for
expenses of
of interment
interment of
of deceased
deceased prisoners
prisoners on
on the
expenses
the penitentiary
penitentiary
reservation for
fiscal year
1918, $760.28.
$760.28.
reservation
for the
the fiscal
year 1918,
In all,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, Penitentiary,
In
all, Leavenworth,
Penitentiary, $150,760.28.
$150,760.28.
G
Atlanta, Ga.
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For
For subsistence,
including the
Atlanta,
subsistence, including
the same
same
objects
specified under
under this
head for
for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
objects specified
this head
Leavenworth,
Kansas, in
in the Sundry
Kansas,
the fiscal
1919,
Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
fiscal year
year 1919,
$45,000;
$45,000For clothing,
transportation, and
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
the
clothing, transportation,
and traveling
including the
same objects
objects specified
for the
at LeavenLeavensame
specified under
under this
this head
head for
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
worth,
Kansas, in
Civil Appropriation
Act for
fiscal
worth, Kansas,
in the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
year
1919, $32,500;
$32,500;
year 1919,
For miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including the
specified
the same objects
objects specified
under
under this head for the penitentiary
penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kansas, in
at Leavenworth,
in the
Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
fiscal year
1919, $30,000;
Sundry Civil
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year 1919,
$30,000;
For
hospital supplies,
including the
objects specified
For hospital
supplies, including
the same
same objects
specified under
under
this head for the penitentiary
Leavenworth, Kansas,
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Kansas, in
in the Sundry
Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Civil
Appropriation Act
the fiscal
year 1919,
Act for
for the
fiscal year
1919, -$1,000;
$1,000;
In all,
all, Atlanta,
In
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary,
Penitentiary, $108,500.
$108,500.
MeN eil Island,
Washington, Penitentiary:
For subsistence,
includw.MNeil
Island,
McNeil Island,
Island, Washington,
Penitentiary: For
subsistence, including the same objects specified under this
this head
head for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
at
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Leavenworth,
Civil Appropriation
Act for
for the
Kansas, in
in the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
the
fiscal year
fiscal
year 1919,
1919, $13,000;
$13,000;
For clothing,
and traveling
expenses, including
the
For
clothing, transportation,
transportation, and
traveling expenses,
including the
same
objects specified
specified under
head for
for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
at LeavenLeave n same objects
under this
this head
worth, Kansas,
Kansas, in
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Act for
kr the
worth,
in the
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
the fiscal
fiscal
year 1919,
$3,000;
year
1919, $3,000;

urorsFor

Jurors.

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 6.
6.
SESS.

For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including
including the
same objects
the same
objects specified
specified
under this head
head for
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
Kansas, in
in the
the
Sundry
Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
for the
fiscal year
year 1919,
1919, $8,000;
$8,000;
Act for
the fiscal
In all, McNeil Island (Washington) Penitentiary,
In
$24,000.
Penitentiary, $24,000.
For support of United States
same objects
States prisoners, including
including the
the same
objects
specified under this head in the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
Act for
Civil Appropriation
for
the fiscal year
year 1919,
1919, $500,000.
$500,000.
National
National Training
Training School for
of inmates,
inmates, ininfor Boys: For
For support
support of
cluding the same objects
objects specified
specified under this
head in
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Civil
this head
in the
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
Appropriation
1919, $7,300.
fiscal year
year 1919,
$7,300.
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
amount required
required during
fiscal year
1919 to
meet the
inFor amount
during the
the fiscal
year 1919
to meet
the increased cost of envelopes
envelopes in accordance with
adjustment made
with the adjustment
made by
by
the Postmaster General under
under section
section 4
4of
of the
the Post
Post Office
Office AppropriaAppropriation Act approved
approved July
July 2, 1918,
1918, $6,934.67.
$6,934.67.
For maintenance
maintenance of horses
horses and vehicles, including
including the same
same objects
specified under this
Executive, and
Judicial
this head in
in the
the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
and Judicial
Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919,
1919, $500.
$500.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, including the same objects
objects specified under
under
this head in the Legislative, Executive, and Judicial
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1919,
to exceed
exceed $2,000
$2,000 for
1919, and including
including not
not to
for
telephone service,
service, $5,000.
$5,000.
For furniture and filing cabinets,
$3,000.
cabinets, $3,000.
For publication of copies of the Official
Official Postal Guide,
$18,000.
Guide, $18,000.
POSTAL SERVICE.
OUT OF THE
T ELL
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1919.
1919.

Support of
of prisoners.
prisoners.

Training
National Training
School for
C.
School
for Boys,
Boys, B.
D. C.

Post Office Department.
Contingent
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Envelopes,
Envelopes, 1919.
1919.

Vol. 40, p.
p. 753.
753.
Horses and
and vehicles.
vehicles.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Furniture.
Furniture.
Official Postal Guide.
Guide.
Postal
Postal Service.

POSTAL REVENUES.
REVENUES.
POSTAL

OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER
OFFICE

GENERAL.
GENERAL.

electric power,
power, and
light, and
and repair
Post
For _gas,
gas, electric
and light,
repair of
of machinery,
machinery, Post
Office Department
Department equipment shops building, $1,000.
OFFICE OF
OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
OFFICE
GENERAL.

For compensation
compensation to postmasters, fiscal year 1917,
1917, $72.45.
$72.45.
special-delivery fees for the following fiscal years:
For special-delivery

For 1917, 32 cents;

For
1918, $1,067,700.70.
$1,067,700.70.
For 1918,
For temporary
temporary and
and for
for substitute
clerk hire
and auxiliary
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire
hire and
substitute clerk
hire
for clerks and employees
employees absent with pay at first and second class
post offices and temporary
temporary and auxiliary clerk hire at summ.er
summer and
resort post
post offices,
winter resort
offices, $300,000.
$300,000.
For unusual conditions
conditions at post offices, $25,000.nsal
$25,000.
OFFICE
OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF
GENERAL
ASSISTANT POSTIHASTLR
POSTMASTER GENERAL.

Postmaster General.
Postmaster
General
shops

=rentt
buifldg.n

Sho

PostFirst Assistant
Assistant Post.

master General.
rostmasters.
Postmasters.
Postmasters.

Special delivery fees.

Speldelivery ees

Temporarnd

saubili-

and Lbstitute

arT=n21).=
,rv
clerk hire:

cerkhr

Unusual c
conditions.

conditions.

Second Assistant
Second
Assistant
Postmaster
Postmaster General.
General.

Railway
For
For actual and necessary
necessary expenses, general superintendent
superintendent and icel,,R"
ice.

Arni IServ-

Mail s-

Traveling expenses.
assistant general
superintendent, division superintendents,
general sutierintendent.
superintendents, assistant
assistant Travengexpnses.
superintendents,
division supermten
ents, and chief clerks,
clerks, Railway
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
Service,
railway postal clerks,
and railway
clerks, while actually
actually traveling
of the
traveling on
on business
business of
the
Post Office Department
Department and away from thoir
dmignated
their several desigated
headquarters, $1,500.
$1,500.
i
headquarters,
P diem, two assist.
For per
per diem allowance
For
allowance of
of two
two assistant superintendents
superintendents while
while Ptrerdiem,
amt e
s
r
upariotenden
ts .
twosst.

actually traveling
actually
traveling on official business away from their home, their
their
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CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

SESS. I
Cu. 6.
6.
I.. CH.
SEss.

1919.
1919.

official domicile,
and their
their headquarters,
at a
arate
to be
be fixed
fixed by
the
by the
rate to
headquarters, at
domicile, and
official
Postmaster General,
General, not
to exceed
exceed $4
day, and
for their
necessary
their necessary
and for
$4 per
per day,
not to
Postmaster
official
by their
their per
per diem
allowance, not
not exceedexceeddiem allowance,
covered by
not covered
expenses not
official expenses
ing
$150; in
$822.
n all,
all, $822.
ing $150;
Third Assistant
Assistant
Third
Postmaster
General.
Postmaster General.

OFFICE OF
THIRD ASSISTANT
GENERAL.
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OF THIRD
OFFICE

For
manufacture of adhesive
adhesive postage
postage stamps,
stamps, special-delivery
special-delivery
For manufacture
stamps, books
books of
stamps, and
and for
coiling of
$400,000.
of stamps,
stamps, $400,000.
for coiling
of stamps,
stamps,
Indemnity,
lost mail.
For payment
payment of
indemnity for the injury or
pieces
or loss of pieces
of limited
limited indemnity
ieL For
Indemnity,lostn
of domestic
matter, insured,
and collect-on-delivery
mail
collect-on-delivery mail
insured, and
registered matter,
domestic registered
of
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
years that
For 1919,
$691,493.45;
1919, $691,493.45;
that follow:
follow: For
for
For
1918, $50,000.
$50,000.
For 1918,

Postage stamps.

Fourth
Assistant
Assistant
Fourth
Postmaster GeneraL
General.
Postmaster
Envelopes,
1919.
Envelopes, 1919.

Vol. 40,
p. 753.
40,p.753.

Vol.

Star
except
tar routes, except
Alaska.

routes,

Twine,
Twine, etc.
etc.
Department
ComDepartment of Cormerce.
Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.
Envelopes, 1915.
Envelopes,
1918.
Vol. 40, p. 753.

P 753
l 40

Census Ofice.
Office.
Census

Preliminary exPreliminary

OFFICE OF
OF FOURTH
FOURTH ASSISTANT
GENERAL.
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE

For amount required
required during the fiscal year 1919 to meet the

increased cost
of envelopes
and money-order
money-order blanks
blanks and
in
and forms in
envelopes and
cost of
increased
accordance
with the
the adjustment
adjustment made
by the
Postmaster General
General
the Postmaster
made by
accordance with
under section
of the
Post Office
Office Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act approved
approved
the Post
section 44 of
under
July 2,
1918, $122,219.25.
$122,219.25.
2, 1918,
July
For inland
transportation by star routes (excepting
inland transportation
(excepting service
service in
Alaska),
temporary service
to newly
offices,
established offices,
newly established
service to
including temporary
Alaska), including
$1,500,000.
$1,500,000.

For wrapping
2,282.95.
wrapping twine and
and tying devices, $
$ 2,282.95.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES.

For amount required during the fiscal year 1918 to meet the

increased cost
of envelopes
in accordance
with the
the adjustment
adjustment made
made
accordance with
cost of
envelopes in
increased
by
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
section 4
the Post
Office ApproApproPost Office
4 of
of the
under section
General under
b
y the
priation Act
Act approved
July 2,
$2,000.
2, 1918,
1918, $2,000.
approved July
priation
BUREAU
BUREAU OF THE
THE CENSUS.
CENSUS.

Not to exceed $100,000
$100,000 of the appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of the

Census. Fourteenth
Fourteenth Census,
contained in the
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
the Legislative,
Census, contained
Census.
eFourtelth
Vol. 40, pp.125,121.
pp. L255, 1291. Judicial
Judicial Appropriation
the fiscal year
year 1920,
1920, shall
shall be
be made
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
made

Pel
l
'Oeu
s
t
:
teenth

available
from and
and after
after the
the passage
passage of this
preliminary
for preliminary
this Act for
available from
expenses
in preparation
the Fourteenth
Decennial Census,
Census,
Fourteenth Decennial
preparation for
for the
expenses in
including
reference, printing,
and repairs to
to
alterations and
including books
books of reference,
printing, alterations
buildings,
strengthening of
the purchase
purchase and
and installation
buildings, the
the strengthening
of floors,
floors, the
installation
of freight
elevators, the
construction of
of fireproof
fireproof vaults,
vaults, the
the rental
rental
the construction
of
freight elevators,
Rent of tabulating
1
e~tc
." g of aa garage
mhnefry etc.
machinery,
garage and personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia; and
such
of the
Census, contained
contained
the appropriation
appropriation for
for the Fourteenth
Fourteenth Census,
such part
part of
in
the Legislative,
Executive, and
and Judicial
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
the
for the
in the
Legislative, Executive,
fiscal year
year 1920,
as may
may be
hereby made
available for
for
be necessary,
necessary, is
is hereby
made available
fiscal
1920, as
the rental
rental of
card-punching, card-sorting,
card-sorting, and
and card-tabulating
card-tabulating
the
of card-punching,
machinery
use in tabulating
tabulating census
census statistics.
statistics.
machinery for use
Coast
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic
Survey.
Survey.
Office expenses.
expenses.
Offie

COAST AND
AND GEODETIC

SURVEY.
SURVEY.

Office
Office expenses:
expenses: For
For the
the purchase
purchase of
of new
new instruments,
instruments, and so
so
forth, including
including the
the same objects
under this head
head in
in the
the
forth,
objects specified
specified under
Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for the fiscal year 1919,
1919, $24,000,
$24,000,
Sundry
fiscal year
year 1920.
1920.
to continue
continue available
available during
during the
the fiscal

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
S
IXTY-S IXTH CO
NGRE SS.

SESS. I
SESS.
I.. CH. 6.
6.
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1919.
1919.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF FISHERIES.
FISHERIES.

Fisheries Bureau.
Bureau.
Fisheries

general servAlaska, general
general service:
For protecting
Alaska,
service: For
protecting the
the seal
seal and
salmon ice.
and salmon
ic1Alaska
askagenera
fisheries of Alaska,
Alaska, including
including the furnishing
of food,
fuel, clothing
clothing,
furnishing of
food, fuel,
and other necessities of
to the
the natives
natives of
Pribilof Islands
Islands
of life
life to
of the
the Pribilof
of
including the
specified under
under this
head in
in the
of Alaska, including
the same
same objects
objects specified
this head
the
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919,
1919, $44,700.
$44,700.
Lighter for
for Pribilof
Pribilof
For an
For
an additional
additional amount
for the
the purchase
purchase or
or construction
amount for
construction of
of a
a Islands.
Lighter
wooden power lighter
Pribilof Islands,
and for
equiplighter for use at
at the Pribilof
Islands, and
for equipment
ment thereof,
thereof, $7,500.
$7,500.

DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR.
DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR.

Department of Labor.
Labor.
Departmentof

CONTINGENT
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.

Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.

For amount required during the fiscal year 1919 to
to meet the
the
increased
increased cost of envelopes
envelopes in
made
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the adjustment
adjustment made

Envelopes, 1919.
1919.
Envelopes,

by.the Postmaster
General under
Post Office
Postmaster General
under section
section 4
4 of
of the
the Post
ApproOffice Appro-

Vol. 40,
p. 753.
40, p.
73.

Vol.

priation Act
July 2,
2, 1918,
$5,496.79.
priation
Act approved
approved July
1918, $5,496.79.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
during the
the remainder
remainder of
of the
Empl oy
rT Ln t o
To enable
of Labor,
Labor, during
the wageearnerseet.
off
fiscal year 1919,
present organization
1919, to
to maintain
maintain the
the present
established Maintenance
etc., exorganization established
aintenance,etc.,exunder
contained in
under appropriations
appropriations contained
Civil Appropriation
PITT:40,p. 696.
in the
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Pevo'Lop.s96.
w

ers e

.

t

Act approved July 1, 1918, for the furnishing of information and
and the
the

renderng of
rendering
of assistance
assistance to
wage earners
throughout the
the United
States
to wage
earners throughout
United States
durin
during the present
present emergency,
services in
emergency, including
including personal
personal services
in the
the
District of Columbi
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, per
per diem
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence
at not exceeding
exceeding $4, traveling expenses, rental, and maintenance
maintenance of
of
quarters in
elsewhere, heat
and light,
light,
in the District of Columbia and
and elsewhere,
heat and

telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone service, supplies
and equipment,
equipment, and
and printsupplies and
printing
and binding,
binding, $272,000.
$272,000.
ingand
Contes
iliaet
t
i
z
on of labor
or
To
of Labor,
Labor, during
the remainder
remainder of
o enable the Secretary
Secretary of
during the
the diputesa etcn
of the
O
i
l.
40,
p..696.
fiscal year 1919, to carry on the work of mediation and
and conciliation
conciliation vol'0, p- 96.
in labor disputes, including personal services and rent
District
rent in the
the District
of Columbia and in the field, per diem in lieu
subsistence not
not to
lieu of
of subsistence
to
exceed
$4, traveling
exceed $4,
traveling expenses, law books, books
of reference,
peribooks of
reference, periodicals,
odicals, newspapers, supplies and equipment, contingent
contingent and
and miscelmiscellaneous expenses, and printing and
and binding, $26,393.11.
$26,393.11.
IMMIGRATION SERVICE.
SERVICE.
IMMIGRATION

For refund of head
of eighty-one
head tax paid on account of
eighty-one aliens
aliens in
in
transit through the United States, whose departure therefrom
therefrom after
after
the period
prescribed by
the immigration
regulations was
the
period prescribed
by the
immigration regulations
was caused
caused by
by
interrupted
Europe incident
interrupted passenger sailings
sailings to Europe
incident to
to war
war conditions,
conditions,

$648.
The Secretary of Labor is authorized
authorized to make
make settlement
for
settlement for
$11.85
of regulating
$11.85 from the appropriation
appropriation for expenses of
regulating immigraimmigrapayment for advertising erroneously
erroneously
tion for the fiscal year 1919, in payment
ordered without previous compliance
compliance with the terms of section
section 3828
3828
of the
of
the Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
HOUSING FOR WAR
ROUSING
WAR NEEDS.
NEEDS.

Immigration
Immigration
ice.

ServServ-

Head tax refund.

Advertising.

p.749.
R. S.,90C.
S., sec. 3828, p.
749.

Housing
Housing
needs.
needs.

for

war

The sum of $32,500,000
unexpended balance of the approappro- pAd
The
$32,500,000 of the unexpended
"rin
d i
ak
o
i
l
ee tmex
coy:
tt
of
ae

pnations
eredin
priations heretofore made for carrying out the provisions of the Act *red
inentitled
Act to
to authorize
vLa A
40
entitled "An
"An Act
authorize the President to provide housing
housing for Far
war needs," approved May 16,918,
16,1918, shall be
covered into
be covered
into the
the Treasury
easury

5

5

,
PP. 55% £445 '
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SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.

Proviso.
PrvY^
Revenues on hand
from all sources to be
covered
in.
coveredin

on.

ha,

SESS. I.
I.
SEss.

6.
CH. 6.

1919.
1919.

immediately
passage of
this Act:
That all
immediately upon the
the passage
of this
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
all revereve-

sources to be nues on hand June
1919, and all revenues
June 30, 1919,
revenues derived
derived thereafter
thereafter from
from

the exercise
exercise of
in the
the Act
the
of the
the authority
authority contained
contained in
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to
the President
to provide
war needs,"
needs," apapto authorize
authorize the
President to
provide housing
housing for
for war
proved May
amended by
Deficiency Appropriation
proved
May 16, 1918, as
as amended
by the
the Deficiency
Appropriation
Act approved
including revenues
from rentals,
rentals, the
the
Act
approved June
June 4, 1918,
1918, including
revenues from
operation
' the
disposal of
properties th
the
operation oof properties
e
e disposal
of properties,
e repayments
repayments
of
loans, and
and the
loans, shall
shall be
properties,
covered into the Treasury
of loans,
the mterest
interest on
on loans,
be
covered
Treasury
Detailed estimates
Detailed
estimate of
of
the United
as miscellaneous
United States as
miscellaneous receipts. And the
the proper
proper
ex- of
estimates for all exestimates
sub- authority
authority shall
to Congress
estimates of
of appropriato be
penses
shall submit to
be su
Congress detailed
detailed estimates
approprian it t
ed.
tions for the fiscal year ending
tions
ending June 30, 1920, and for each fiscal
year
the said
Act remains
effect, for
for personal
year thereafter
thereafter so
so long
long as
as the
said Act
remains in
in effect,
personal
services and
and all
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
services
all other
other expenses
expenses required
required in
Columbia
and
elsewhere to
provide for
for the
care, rental,
maintenance, and
and
and elsewhere
to provide
the care,
rental, maintenance,
operation
of properties
authorized by
by law.
law.
operation of
properties as
as authorized
mined.

LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

Legislative.
Legislative.

To enable
the Superintendent
Superintendent of the United
United States Capitol
Building
Capitol Building
To
enable the
estimates of cost for carrying
and Grounds to revise the plans and estimates
Vol'.3
out the extension
1
in accordance
with the
the
extension of the Capitol
Capitol Building
Building in
accordance with
report contained
in House
House Document
Document Numbered
Fifty-eighth
report
contained in
Numbered 385, Fifty-eighth
Congress, ;third
session, and
and supplementary
$2,500, to
Congress,
third session,
supplementary reports,
reports, $2,500,
to concontinue
available during the
the fiscal
1920.
tinue available
fiscal year
year 1920.
House Office
House
Office BuildHouse Office
Office Building:
Building: For maintenance, including miscellaneous
House
miscellaneous
giaintenance.
iaintenanee.
items, and for all necessary
necessary services, $7,000.
$7,000.
Legislative Drafting
Drafting
Legislative
Legislative Drafting
Drafting Service: For
and expenses of
of mainFor salaries
salaries and
mainService.
of the
the legislative
drafting service
authorized by
by section
section
Salaries
and exslies
ex- tenance
tenance of
legislative drafting
service as
as authorized
penses.
Act of
the unexpended
balance of
of the
the
unexpended balance
of 1918,"
1918," the
the "Revenue
"Revenue Act
1303 of
of the
pevons
Vol. 40, p.
p. 1141
1141.
appropriation for
for this
year 1919 is
is reapproreapproappropriation
this purpose
purpose for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
priated and
pnated
available for
year 1920, together
together with
with
and made
made available
for the fiscal
fiscal year
the further
further sum
of $20,000.
the
sum of

Capitol.
Plans, etc.,
etc., for extending,
to be revised.
tending, toberevised
Vol. 33, p. 481.

Cans'

ex-

in

SENATE.
SENATE.

Senate.
Assistance to SenaSenators not
not chairmen
cheairomein of

-

For
compensation of officers,
tor compensation
officers, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
and others:
others:
messengers, and
For assistance
to Senators
are not
not chairmen
chairmen of
committees,
For
assistance to
Senators who
who are
of committees,
as follows:
follows:
as
Prom Msrch
1
44 t o
at $2,000
$2,000 each
annum, from
from March
March 4
4 to
June 30,
Jue°30
Five clerks,
clerks, at
each per
per annum,
to June
Stine
30, 1919.
Vol.
40, p.
Vol40,
p. 760.
60.
1919; five assistant clerks, at $1,200
$1,200 each per annum, from March 4
4
five messengers,
messengers, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each
each per
per annum,
annum, from
from
to June 30, 1919; five
March
June 30, 1919, to
to be
be paid
the appropriation
for
March 44 to June
paid from
from the
appropriation for
assistance to
to Senators
Senators provided
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919.
1919.
assistance
provided for
for the
Designated persona.
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Senate
to pay
from the
the appropriaappropriapeso70;.
4, p.
To
Senate to
pay from
Vol. 40,
760.
tion for 1919 for compensation
compensation of officers, clerks, assistant
assistant clerks,
clerks,
and messengers
Senators not chairmen
messengers to Senators
chairmen of committees,
committees, to
to wit:
wit:
John J.J. McAllister,
McAiist. r,
John J.
J. McAllister,
John
McAllister, junior, for services
services rendered
rendered as clerk
clerk to Honorable
George H.
H. Moses,
Moses, Senator
the State
State of
New Hampshire,
able George
Senator from
from the
of New
Hampshire,
from
November 6, 1918, to
to November
November 21,
21, 1918, at
at the
rate of
$2,000
from November
the rate
of $2,000
per annum
additional compensation
compensation at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $120
$120 per
per
annum and
and additional
per
annum;
annum;
J. Rutledge McGhee.
J. utledgeMcGhee.
J. Rutledge McGhee,
McGhee, for services
services rendered
rendered as clerk to Honorable
Honorable
W. P. Pollock, Senator
Senator from
State of
South Carolina,
Carolina, from
from
from the State
of South
November 6, 1918, to December
December 1,
1, 1918, at the rate of $2,000
November
$2,000 per
per

committees.
committees.

to

Cornelia.

Moron.

Cornelia W. Morton.

Aline Thompson.

aune Thompson.

annum
annum and
and additional
$120 per
per annum;
annum;
additional compensation
compensation at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $120
Cornelia W. Morton,
Morton, for
for services
as clerk
to Honorable
Honorable
services rendered
rendered as
clerk to
Charles
6, 1918,
1918, to
to December
1918,
Charles L.
L. McNary-,
McNary, from
from November
November 6,
December 9, 1918,
at the rate of $2,000
$2,000 per
per annum
annum and additional
additional compensation
compensation at
the
at the
rate of
of $120
$120 per
annum;
rate
per annum;
rendered as assistant
Aline Thompson, for services
services rendered
assistant clerk
clerk to Honorfrom November
able Charles L. McNarv.
McNarv, from
November 6, 1918,
1918, to
to December
December 9,
9,
the rate
rate of
$1,1200 per
annum and
and additional
additional compensation
compensation
1918, at
at the
of 81,200
per annum
at the
the rate
rate of
of $120
$120 per
and
at
per annum;
annum; and
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Helen K. Kiefer,
Kiefer, for services rendered as messenger
K. Kiefer.
messenger to
to Honorable
Honorable Helen
HelenmKeiefer.
Charles L. McNary,
McNary, from November
November 6, 1918, to
1918, at
at
to December
December 9, 1918,
the rate of $1,200
$1,200 per annum and additional
additional compensation
the
compensation at
at the
rate of $120
$120 per
annum.
per annum.
To pay Susan Shoemaker
Susan Shoemaker.
Shoemaker for services
services rendered
additional clerk
rendered as
as additional
clerk Susan
Shoemaker.
to Honorable
from November
Honorable Charles L. McNary, from
to DecemNovember 6, 1918,
1918, to
December
ber 9, 1918, $113.33.
$113.33.
To reimburse the official
Official
reporters.
reporters of the proceedings
official reporters
proceedings and
and debates
debates Reimbursement.
fficialreorters

of
expenses actually
of the Senate for clerical expenses
actually and
and necessarily
necessarily incurred
incurred R
rseet
from July 1, 1918,
1918, to May 31,
31, 1919, $5,475.52.
$5,475.52.
Motor vehicles.
d
For maintaining, exchanging,
exchanging, and
and equipping
equipping motor
for Motor
motor vehicles
vehicles for
vehi les
carrying the mails
mails, and for official
carrying
official use
use of
of the
the offices
of the
ar
y
offices of
the Secret
Secretary
and Sergeant at Arms, $1,000,
$1,000, or so much thereof as may
be necessary.
necessary.
may be
Dennis M. Kerr.
To pay Dennis M. Kerr for extra and expert
rendered to
to Services.
expert services
services rendered
SDennE
' err.
the Committee on Pensions during the third session of the
the Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth
Congress as assistant
assistant clerk to said committee,
committee, by detail
detail from
from the
the
Bureau of
Bureau
of Pensions
Pensions,' $1,200.
$1,200.
Senate kitchens and
For the Capitol: For repairs, improvements, equipment, and
and supsup- restaurants.
reStaurat
ain
plies
plies for Senate
Senate kitchens
kitchens and restaurants,
restaurants, Capitol
Capitol Building
Building and
and Senate
Senate
Office Building, includin
includingg personal and
other services,
services, to
to be
be expended
and other
expended
by the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of the Capitol Building and
Grounds, under
and Grounds,
under the
the
supervision
supervision of the Committee on Rules, United States Senate,
Senate, $4,500,
$4,500,
to be
available until
to
be available
until expended.
expended.
Subway
t
Subways, Capitol
Capitol to
The balance
balance of
the appropriation
appropriation made in
in the Sundry Civil
Office Buildings.
The
of the
Civil Act
Act Offce
Builin.t
approved March
March 4, 1911,
approved
1911, "To provide suitable
transportation for
suitable transportation
for Roarp.iar.f
NIIceirrpPri
.l
ati
4
4
In.
freight
freight and other purposes in the
leading from
from the
Capitol to
to
the subway
subway leading
the Capitol
the Senate and House Office
Office Buildings,"
Buildings," is hereby made
made available
available for
for
the improvement
and maintenance
maintenance of the subway transportation
transportation systhe
improvement and
tem
the Senate
Senate subway.
tem in
in the
subway.
Refrigerating appaThe
unexpended balance
refrigerating ratusf for Capitol
apitol and
The unexpended
balance of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for refrigerating
Office
Buildings.
apparatus
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Capitol and
and Senate
apparatus for
for the
House wings of the Capitol
Senate Supplying
e Buldingsente
Senate
and House Office
Chamber with
with fro
fresh
Office Buildings, and for each
each and every purpose
con- Chamer
purpose consh
air etc. from.
nected
therewith,
including
the
cooling
of
the
air
supplied
to
Val.
itt,
p.1443.
the
v.o.s,
nected therewith, including
supplied to the
p.14m
Senate
Senate Chamber and the Hall of the House, completion
completion of
of the
icethe icewater
water plants in the Senate
Senate and House Office Buildings, for labor,
labor,
materials, and personal services, made in the Sundry Civil
Civil ApproAppropriation Act for the fiscal year 1912, is hereby
hereby made
made available,
to
available, to
provide at
a sufficient
supply
provide
at all times an equable
equable temperature
temperature and a
sufficient supply
of pure fresh air for the Senate Chamber
Chamber, together
together with
with the
the additional
additional
including labor,
sum of $42,000 for said purposes,
purposes, including
labor, materials,
materials, and
and
personal
ishereby
available until
personal services, which is
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, to be available
until
expended.
expended.
D011 C. Clayton.
appropriation mo
To enable the Secretary-of the Senate to pay from the appropriation
Cla at00
Services.
for
clerks
and
messengers
1919, to
for clerks
messengers to committees
committees for the fiscal year 1919,
to
Don C.
Clayton, for services
Don
C. Clayton
services rendered as clerk to the Committee
Committee on
on
Expenditures in the Interior Department,
Expenditures
Department, from October 25 to
27,
to 27
1918, both inclusive,
thee rate
off$2,220 per
inclusive, at th
ra t
eo
per annum
annum and
and additional
additional
compensation at the rate of $120
$120 per annum.
compensation
investigations ordered
For expenses
expenses of inquiries
inquiries and
and investigations'
ordered by
by the
Senate, tinquires
Inquiries and
investhe Senate,
and inves
tigations.
including
compensation to stenographers
including compensation
stenographers to committees,
committees, at such rate gat
as may
may be
fixed by
the Committee
Contingent
as
be fixed
by the
Committee to Audit and Control the Contingent
Expenses of
of the
the Senate, but not exceeding
exceeding $1
Expenses
$1 per printed page,
$10,000.
$10,000t.
That
Motor equipment to
Secretary of
of War
War be,
be, and
and he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized in
in his
That the
the Secretaryhis be
be tnerriPd
transferred fcm
from
discretion to
to transfer
transfer without
without charge
charge to
the Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms of the war
War Department.
Department.
discretion
to the
United States
suitable to
United
States Senate
Senate such motor equipment
equipment as is suitable
to the
the
needs of
Senate and which is no longer
needs
of the
the Senate
longer required for the use
use of
of the
the
War Department.
For fuel
oil, cotton
waste, and
and advertising,
dvertising, exclusive
exclusie of
500. FFuell ,"teetc*
For
fuel, oil,
cotton waste,
of labor,
labor, $
$500.
442S1°-21--6
44281
*-21---6
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For purchase
purchase of furniture for refitting
refitting ten rooms in the Senate
Terrace
for occupancy
occupancy by
Senate committees
committees and Senators, fiscal
by Senate
Terrace for
years
and 1920,
1920, $20,000,
necessary.
$20,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary.
1919 and
years 1919
Senate ()ince
Senate Office
Office Building:
the construction
construction of
fireproof
the fireproof
of the
Toward the
Building: Toward
Senate
Buildofice Buildsenate
building
for
committee
rooms
and
offices
for
the
United
States
Senate,
Senate
States
United
the
for
offices
and
rooms
committee
for
building
ion
in&onstruction.
in
Vol. 33, p.
p. 487.
provided for in the Sundry Civil Act
Act approved April 28, 1904, fisca
fiscal
VoL33,
years 1919
1919 and
and 1920,
$2,500, said sum to be expended
expended by the Super1920, $2,500
years
mtendent of
of the
Capitol Building
Building and
and Grounds
Grounds under the supervision
supervision
the Capitol
mtendent
of the
Committee on
on Rules,
Senate.
States Senate.
United States
Rules, United
of
the Committee

Furniture,
rniture,
rooms.

T
errace
Terrace

House of
RepresentHouse
o Representatives.

HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE OF

To pay
pay the
widow of
of William
Borland, late
late aa Representative
Representative
P. Borland,
William P.
the widow
To
from the State of Missouri, $7,500.
$7,500.
from
rohn
urnett.
To pay
pay the widow of John
John L. Burnett, late a
aRepresentative from
To
Burnett.
John L. B
Pay to widow.
the State of Alabama,
Alabama, $7,500.
$7,500.
a Representative
Albert
To
pay the
the widow
widow of
of Albert
Albert Estopinal,
Estopinal, late
Representative from
from
late a
To pay
Estopinal.
Albert Estopinal.
Pay to widow.
widow.
the State of Louisiana,
Louisiana, $7,500.
Harvey Helm.
To
widow of
of Harvey
Harvey Helm,
Helm, late
late a
Representative from the
a Representative
the widow
pay the
To pay
Helm.
Harvey
Pay
to widow.
ay towidow.
State of
$7,500.
State
of Kentucky,
lientuckiw
,$7,500.
ofCh
To pay
a Delegate
Charles August
pay the
oarles
Delegate from
from
of Charles August Sulzer, late a
widow
the wi
Sui- To
August SulCharles
zer.
Pay to
to widow.
widow.
the
Territory of
$7,500.
Alaska, $7,500.
of Alaska,
the Territory
Pay
a Representative
Representative from
Carl C.. Van
To pay
pay the
C. Van Dyke, late a
of Carl
Carl C.
the widow
widow of
van Dyke. To
carl
Pay
ay to
widow
to widow.
the State
$7,500.
the
State of
of Minnesota
Minnesota, $7,500.
contestees for
contestants and c,ontestees
Contested
election
allowance to the following contestants
for
election For allowance
Contested
expenses incurred by them
contested-election cases audited
expenses.
expenses
them in contested-election
audited and
recommended
Committees on
on Elections
Numbered One and
Elections Numbered
the Committees
by the
recommended by
Two:
Two:
Charles A.
A. Sulzer.
Sulzer.
$2,000, which sum shall be paid to his estate;
Charles A. Sulzer, $2,000,
Charles
James
Wickersham.
James Wickersham,
James
Wickersham, $2,000;
JamesWicersham.
$2,000;
T. A.
A. Chandler.
T.
Chandler, $2,000;
A. Chandler,
T. A.
James
Davenport, $1,600;
$1,600;
James S.. Davenport.
Davenport.
James S.
S. Davenport,
Thomas B.
Dunn.
B.nn.
$1,995.16;
Thomas B. Dunn, $1,995.16;
In all,
all, $9,595.16.
$9,595.16.
In
aying arrears
The action
Arms and the Clerk of the House of
Paying
arrears of
The
action of the Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms
of
pay, etc., to Members
complying with the resolution of
in
military serc
service, Representatives,
Representatives, respectively,
respectively, in complying
, 'mltitary
tifed.
ratified.
the
of Representatives
Representatives and
and paying
paying the
of salary
salary-and
and
arrears of
the arrears
House of
the House
Vol. 40, p
p. 13.
1324.
Vold.
clerk
allowance to
of the
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
the House
Members of
to Members
clerk allowance
their monthly salary and
Sixty-fifth
who did
receive their
did not receive
Congress who
Sixty-fifth Congress
allowance while
while absent
absent from
in the military service of the
House in
from the House
allowance
States during
the war,
war, is
is hereby
hereby ratified
confirmed.
and confirmed.
ratified and
during the
United States
to United
teorphe
Stenographers
to
for
to the Official Stenographers
For
Stenographers to Committees for
For reimbursement
reimbursement to
committees.
Reimbursement.
Reimburs
ement.
moneys
and necessarily
necessarily expended
from July
July 1,
1, 1918,
1918,
by them
them from
expended by
actually and
moneys actually
Reimbsement
$650 each, $2,600.
to
March 4, 1919,
1919, $650
to March
Trimble. di
South Trimble.
To
South Trimble,
Trimble, Clerk
Clerk of
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives,
of the
Compiling, etc.,
pay South
To pay
etc., d-Comiling,
gest
of contested elec- Sixty-fifth Congress, the amount
for services
amount due for
gest ofcontestedelecservices m
in compiling,
compiling,
tion cases.
ticasesarranging
for tie
the printer,
indexing of testimony,
arranging for
printer, reading
reading proof, indexing
testimony,
expenses
stenography and
and typewriting,
typewriting, supervising
supervising the work,
worl, and expenses
stenography
Congress
incuried
in the
the contested-election
contested-election cases of the Sixty-fifth Congress
incuned in
Vol.
24, p. 445.
ol.24,
(six in number),
authorized by an Act entitled "An
number), as authorized
"An Act relating
relating
to
contested elections,"
$1,435.90, and an
2, 1887,
1887, $1,435.90,
March 2,
approved March
elections," approved
to contested
engaged
additional sum of $933.35 to such persons
persons as were actually
actually engaged
additional
in the
designated by
the said
said South
South Trimble,
such proproand in such
Trimble, and
by the
work designated
in
the work
portions
he may
assistance rendered
rendered in the work;
work;
for assistance
just for
may deem
deem just
as he
portions as
in all,
$2,362.95.
all, $2,362.95.
m
Folding.
Folding.
For folding speeches
a rate not exceeding $1
$1 per
speeches and pamphlets, at a
thousand, $12,000,
available during the fiscal year 1920.
to continue
continue available
$12,000, to
thousand,
$100 per month
Post
employment of nine messengers at $100
To continue the employment
offce messenPost office
messen.
month
gers.
ge rs
Representatives, from April
each, in the post office
.
office of the House of Representatives,
1
30, inclusive,
1919, $7,200.
$7,200.
inclusive, 1919,
1 to
to November
November 30,
William
Borland.
P. Borland.
William P.

Pay to widow,
widow.
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1919.
1919.

For miscellaneous items and
and expenses
special and
expenses of
of special
and select
com- Miscellaneous
select cornMiscellaneous items,
etc.
mittees, exclusive
exclusive of salaries and
unless specifically
specifically ordered
and labor,
labor, unless
ordered etc.
by the
by
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, $90,000.
$90,000.
Furniture, etc.
purchase or repair
repair of
For purchase
and floor
for the
the House
House Furniture
of furniture
furniture and
floor coverings
coverings for
etc.
wing
wing of
Capitol Building
Building and
and for
the
House
Office
Building,
of the
the Capitol
for the House Office Building,
including
necessary upholsterers, cabinetmakers,
including services of necessary
cabinetmakers, finishers,
finishers,
and laborers,
laborers, $43,836.25,
$43,836.25, to continue
continue available
during the
the fiscal
year
available during
fiscal year

1920.
Stationery.
stationery for
for Representatives,
For stationery
Representatives, Delegates,
Delegates, and
Resident Comand Resident
Com- Stationery'
missioners, $125.
missioners,
$125.
Official reporters and
additional compensation
For amount required to pay additional
compensation at
the rate
at the
rate ste^ogeaphers
c
stenographers to committees.
of $1,000 per annum
to each of
annum to
of debates
of the official
official reporters
reporters of
debates and
and miittees.
Additional pay.
each of the official
official stenographers
stenographers to
to committees,
committees, and
and at
at the
rate of
the rate
of

$500 per annum
annum to
to the
the assistant
assistant to
to the
the official
official reporters
reporters of
of debates,
debates,
Resolution Numbered
in accordance
accordance with House Resolution
Numbered 506, adopted
Febadopted February 5,
5, 1919, from March 1, 1919,
1919, to
to June
June 30, 1920,
1920, inclusive,
inclusive,
$14,000.
$14,000.
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
PRINTING OFFICE.
GOVERNMENT
OFFICE.

Robinson, William
William Madden,
Madden, Joseph
Joseph De
To pay Samuel
Samuel Robinson,
De Fontes,
Fontes,
and Charles C. Allen,
messengers on
Allen, messengers
on night
night duty
duty during
during the
the SixtySixtyfifth Congress, third
third session,
session, for extra
extra services,
services, $700
each; in
in all,
$700 each;

$2,800.
$2,800.

PRINTING
BNDING.
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING.

ddition

y.

Government PrintGovernment
Print-

Office.
ing Office.

Samuel
Robinson,
Samuel Robinson,
William Madden, JoswphDe
and
seph
De Fontes,
Fontes, and
Charles C. Allen.

ChalesC. Allen.

Printing
bindPrinting and
and binding.

Post
Office Depart
DepartFor printing and binding for the Post Office Department,
Department, exclusive
exclusive mment.
Po t office
of the
money-order office,
office, $100,000.
the money-order
$100,000.
Pan American
me can
binding for the
For printing
printing and binding
Union, $8,000.
$8,000.
the Pan
Pan American
American Union,
Union.
Union.
Supreme Court, D.C.
For printing
printing and binding for the Supreme
Supreme Court of
the District
District of
of the
of supremeCourt,D.C.
Columbia, $500.
Columbia,
$500.
l?!partment of LaFor printing
printing and binding
Department of Labor, $30,000. boDetent
of L
binding for the Department
Superintendent
Office
amount required
Office of Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents:
Documents: For
For amount
required Dcuptden
t of
of
Documents.
during the fiscal
fiscal year 1919 to meet the increased
increased cost of envelopes
envelopes Envelopes,
nvelopes, 1919.
919.
adjustment made by
in accordance
accordance with the adjustment
by: the Postmaster
Postmaster , General
General
VoL 40, p. 753.
under section 4
4 of the Post Office Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
approved July
July VoL
40 p. 753'
bo .

2, 1918, $7,000.
$7,000.

JUDGMENTS,
COURTS.
JUDGMENTS, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS.

Judgments,
States
courts.
tautents

United

United

For payment
payment of the final
judgments and
and decrees,
decrees, including
including costs
costs voP.p
final judgments
,.P.505..
oi: 14 :
of suits, which have been rendered
rendered under
the provisions
of the
Act
under the
provisions of
the Act
of March 3,
3, 1887, entitled "An
"An Act to provide for
bringing of
of
for the
the bringing
suits against
against the
Government of
of the
States," certified
to the
the Government
the United
United States,"
certified to
the
Sixty-fifth
Congress, third session,
session, by
by the
the Attorney
Sixty-fifth Congress,
in House
Attorney General
General in
House
11 on.
Classification.
Document
Numbered 1702,
appealed, cauSt
Document Numbered
1702, and
and which
which have not been appealed,
namely:
namely:
Under the Treasury
Under
Treasury Department,
$200.
Department, $200.
Post Office Department,
Under the Post
$5,198.22.
Department, $5,198.22.
In all, $5,398.22,
$5,398.22, together
together with such additional sum as
be
as may
may be
necessary to pay interest on the respective
respective judgments
judgments at the
the rate
rate of
of
4
4 per centum per annum from the date thereof until the time this
appropriation
is made.
made.
appropriation is
"Esparta,"
r "
steamFor payment
payment of the judgment rendered
rendered against the Government
Government s'p
steamto
owners.
under
the provisions
of the
the Act entitled "An
"An Act for the relief of the ship.pment
rfent
to
owers.
under the
provisions of
Vol. 38, p. 1474.
steamship Esparta,"
Esparta," approved
February 14,
14, 1917,
owners of the steamship
approved February
1917, and
and v3p.'474.
certified to the Sixty-fifth Congress,
third
session,
in
House
Congress,
House Document Numbered
Numbered 1701,
$9,136.10.
1701, $9,136.10.
For
judgment rendered
rendered against
"Meanbiele Meyers,"
Government b,,re
For payment
payment of
of the
the judgment
against the Government
bark
i :
under the provisions
of
the
Payment to owners,
Act
entitled
"An Act
owm-,
provisions
entitled "An
Act for the relief of the Payment
etc.
e
owners
the barkentine
I. Meyers
owners of the
barkentine Mable I.
Meyers and her master
master and crew,
crew, Vol.
ol.39,39, p.p. 1393.
13a.
12 6 1 .

I
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60
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1919.

and
the relief
relief of
of the
the owners
of cargo
cargo of
of molasses
molasses late on board
owners of
for the
and for
said
1916, as
as certified
certified to the Sixty21, 1916,
August 21,
approved August
barkentine," approved
said barkentine,"
fifth Congress,
third session,
Senate Document
Numbered 429,
42%
Document Numbered
m Senate
session, in
Congress, third
fifth
$81,860.51.
$81,860.51.
Judgments, Court o
of
JUDGMENTS,
COURT OF CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.
JUDGMENTS, COURT
Judgments,

Claims.

Payment.
Payment.

Classification.

Clas

i

by.the Court of Claims
For the
payment of the judgments rendered
rendered by
the payment
For
and reported
to the
Sixty-fifth Congress,
session, in House
third session,
Congress, third
the Sixty-fifth
reported to
and
Numbered 428,
Document
Numbered 1700
and Senate
Senate Document Numbered
1700 and
Document Numbered
namely:
namely:
$929.72;
Under the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, $929.72;
Under
Under
$10,473.08;
Department, $10,473.08;
War Department,
the War
Under the
Under
Department, $169,360.46;
$169,360.46;
Navy Department,
the Navy
Under the
Under the
$101,913.55;
Department, $101,913.55;
Interior Department,
the Interior
Under
In all,
all, $282,676.81.
$282,676.81.
In
JUDGMENTS,
COURT OF CLAIMS.
JUDGMENTS, COURT

Additional.
Additional.

Classification.

Cluosdeoim.

3
delgrantrat
t
s
e'las.ldi.
I
ZTan
an

dedlantio,

Payment.
Payment.

Deductions.

Deoldu
Vol. 28, op.83.
p. 853.

Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.

Right to appeal

bto
Riht

appe.

Audited
claim.
Audited claims.
bPayment
of. certi fled
Paymentof.certinfld
y accounting officers.

y ac
in os.

0
Vol.
18, p.
110.
.
p11
Vol. 18,

2.
V. 23, p. 254.
voi.

For
rendered by the Court of Claims
of the judgments rendered
payment of
For payment
and
during the
present session in Senate Docuthe present
Congress during
to Congress
reported to
and reported
ment
namely:
12, namely:
Numbered 12,
ment Numbered
Under the War
Department, $5,618.36;
$5,618.36;
War Department,
Under
Under
Department, $5,039.18;
$5,039.18;
Navy Department,
the Navy
Under the
Under
$123.78;
Interior Department, $123.78;
the Interior
Under the
$208,694.94;
Under
Office Department, $208,694.94;
Post Office
the Post
Under the
In
$219,476.26.
In all,
al, $219,476.26.
None
judgments contained
contained herein shall be paid until the
the judgments
of the
None of
right
expired.
have expired.
shall have
appeal shall
of appeal
right of
JUDGMENTS IN INDIAN
DEPREDATION CLAIMS.
INDIAN DEPREDATION
JUDGMENTS

of Claims
Court of
rendered by the Court
For payment
payment of the judgment
judgment rendered
Claims in
in
an Indian
case, certified
certified to
to the
the Sixty-fifth
Congress,
Sixty-fifth Congress,
depredation case,
Indian depredation
an
third session,
session, m
in Senate
Senate Document
Numbered 427, $300; said judgDocument Numbered
third
required to be made under the
ment to
after the
the deductions
deductions required
paid after
be paid
to be
ment
provisions of
of section
approved March
March 3, 1891,
1891, entitled
entitled
section 66 of the Act approved
provisions
"
An Act
Act to
to _provide
for the adjustment
adjustment and payment of claims
provide for
"An
ascertained and
arising from
from Indian
Indian depredations,"
depredations," shall have been ascertained
arising
duly certified
certified by
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
the Secretary of the
Interior to the
Secretary of
by the
duly
Treasury,
certification shall
be made
as soon as practicable
made as
shall be
which certification
Treasury, which
deductions shall be made
of this Act, and such deductions
after the
the passage
made
passage of
after
according to
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, having
to the
according
due
to the
the educational
educational and
and other
requirements of
necessary requirements
other necessary
regard to
due regard
the tribe
or tribes
tribes affected;
and the
paid shall
reimbursed
be reimbursed
shall be
amounts paid
the amounts
affected; and
tribe or
the
to
United States
States at
proportions as the
at such times and in such proportions
the United
to the
decide to be for the interests of the
Secretary of
of the
Interior may decide
the Interior
Secretary
Indian Service.
None
of the
judgments contained
shall be paid until
Act shall
this Act
in this
contained in
the judgments
None of
the
appeal shall have expired.
right of appeal
the right
AUDITED
AUDITED CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.

to
following claims,
SEC. 2. That for the payment of the following
SEC.
claims, certified
certified to
be due by
by the
the several
officers of the
the Treasury
Departbe
several accounting
accounting officers
Treasury Department under
under appropriations
balances of which have been exhausted
exhausted
appropriations the balances
ment
5 of
or
provisions of section 5
surplus fund under the provisions
carried to the surplus
or carried
heretofore
the
Act of
of June
20, 1874,
under appropriations
appropriations heretofore
and under
1874, and
June 20,
the Act
treated
as permanent,
permanent, being
fiscal year 1916
1916
being for the service of the fiscal
treated as
and
other y-ears,
unless otherwise stated,
stated, and which have been
years, unless
and other
as
2 of the Act of July 7, 1884,
certified
certified to Congress under section 2
1884, as
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fully set forth in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 1714,
1714, reported
reported to
to
Congress
Congress during the Sixty-fifth Congress,
Congress, third
there is
third session,
session, there
is
appropriated as
as follows:
appropriated
follows:
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
CLAIMS ALLOWED
AUDITOR FOR
THE TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
FOR THE
DEPARTMENT.

Claims allowed by
For collecting the revenue
revenue from
from customs,
customs, $239.35.
$239.35.
Audito
fr Treasry
Auditor for
Treasury
Department.
For
For paper
paper money
money laundering
laundering machine,
machine, 1917,
1917, $8.94.
$8.94.
Department.
For salaries and expenses of
of
of agents
agents and
and subordinate
subordinate officers
officers of
internal revenue,
$65.76.
I'W
internal
revenue, $65.76.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Internal-Revenue
Service, $1.75.
$1.75.
Internal-Revenue Service,
refunding internal-revenue
For refunding
internal-revenue collections,
collections, $12.50.
$12.50.
For refunding taxes illegally collected,
collected, $202,602.57.
$202,602.57.
stamps, $1,454.83.
For redemption
redemption of
of stamps,
$1,454.83.
For payment
payment of judgments against
against internal-revenue
officers,
internal-revenue officers,
$97,494.93.
$97,494.93.
For allowance
allowance or
drawback, $1,943.
or drawback,
$1,943.
For plate printing,
printing, Bureau of
Printing, $54.05.
$54.05.
of Engraving
Engraving and
and Printing,
For the Coast Guard,
Guard, $1,449.90.
$1,449.90.
For operating
operating supplies for public
$4.51.
public buildings,
buildings, $4.51.
For furniture
furniture and repairs of same
for public
public buildings,
buildings, $227.76.
same for
$227.76.
For mechanical
mechanical equipment for public
$500.60.
public buildings,
buildings, $500.60.
For general expenses
expenses of
of public
public buildings,
buildings, $5.38.
$5.38.
For post office, Monroe,
Monroe, Michigan,
Michigan, $5.08.
$5.08.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
THE WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
FOR THE

For pay,
and so
the Army,
For
pay, and
so forth,
forth, of
of the
Army, $435.07.
$435.07.

A
Claims for
allowed
by
Audor
llowed
uditor
War De
bye

For extra-duty pay to enlisted men
clerks, and
so forth,
forth, at
Part3nent•
men as
as clerks,
and so
at partment.
Army division
division and department
headquarters, $892.30.
$892.30.
department headquarters,
For barracks
barracks and quarters,
Philippine Islands,
quarters, Philippine
Islands, $21.05.
$21.05.
transportation, Quartermaster
For supplies, services, and transportation,
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps,
$398.99.
For transportation
transportation of the Army and its supplies, $229.43.
$229.43.
For medical
medical and hospital department,
department, $70.45.
$70.45.
For appliances
appliances for disabled
disabled soldiers, $3.
$3.
For headstones for graves of
$25.82.
of soldiers, $25.82.
For incidental expenses, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, $63.30.
$63.30.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
FOR THE
THE NAVY
DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS
AUDITOR FOR
NAVY DEPARTMENT.

Claim allowed by
For pay,
$47.72.
For
pay, Marine
Marine Corps
Corps, $47.72.
Auditor
Auditor for
for Nal
Navy Department.
quartermaster department,
For maintenance,
maintenance, quartermaster
department, Marine
Marine Corps, $55.
partment.
For transportation,
transportation, Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, $1.50.
$1.50.
For outfits on first enlistment, Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, $10.
$10.
For pay of the Navy, $1,182.84.
$1,182.84.
For construction
construction and repair,
Bureau of
of Construction
Construction and
and Repair,
Repair,
repair, Bureau
$1,719.
$1,719.
For construction
construction plants at navy yards,
yards, Bureau
Bureau of Construction
Construction
and Repair, $900.
For destruction of clothing and bedding for sanitary
sanitary reasons,
reasons, $34.06.
$34.06.

CLAMS ALLOWED
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
THE INTERIOR
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Claims allowed
alowed by
For Saint Elizabeths Hospital, $5.
$5.
Auditor for Interir
Interior
Department.
Department.
For investigating mine accidents,
accidents, $7.57.
$7.57.
publications, Bureau of Mines,
Mines, $129.60.
For books and publications,
$129.60.
For suppressing
suppressing liquor traffic among Indians, 1918, $484.69.
$484.69.
For Indian school and agency
buildings, $101.60.
agency buildings,
For Indian school transportation
transportation,z 28 cents.
For purchase and transportation
trnsportation of Indi'
Indian
an supplies, 1918,
1918,
$74,927.42.
$74,927.42.
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For
transportation of Indian supplies, 1917,
and transportation
purchase and
For purchase
$1,205.02.
$1,205.02.
For purchase
and transRortation
$6.16.
Indian supplies, $6.16.
transportation of Indian
purchase and
For
For irrigation,
irrigation, Colorado
Colorado River
Reservation, Arizona
Arizona (reimbursable),
(reimbursable),
River Reservation,
For
$376.09.
$376.09.
For water
supply, Papago
Arizona, 1918, $867. 99.
villages, Arizona,
Indian villages,
Papago Indian
water supply,
For
For
support of
Mountain Band of Chippewas, North Dakota,
TurtleMountain
of Turtle
For support
1918, $36.
$36.
1918,
For
of Five
Five Civilized
Tribes, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
Civilized Tribes,
affairs of
of affairs
administration of
For administration
1918, $2,365.58.
1918,
$2,365.58.
For maintenance
and operation,
operation, Modoc
Point irrigation system,
Modoc Point
maintenance and
For
Klamath Reservation,
(reimbursable), 1918, $310.84.
Oregon (reimbursable),
Reservation, Oregon
Klamath
For
support of
of Sioux
Sioux of
of different
different tribes,
tribes, subsistence
civilization,
subsistence and civilization,
For support
$2.08.
South Dakota, $2.08.
For
school, Rapid
Rapid City,
City, South
Dakota, 1918, $8.71.
South Dakota,
Indian school,
For Indian
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
STATE AND
OTHER
AND OTHER
THE STATE
FOR TEE
AUDITOB FOR
CLAIMS
DEPARTMENTS.
DEPARTMENTS.
by
allowed etc
Claimsforallowed
Auditor
Claims
by
.,
State, etc.,
for State,
Auditor
Departments.
Departments.

1917,
For transportation
diplomatic and consular officers,
officers, 1917,
transportation of diplomatic
For
$659.78.
$659.78.
$44.44.
For salaries,
salaries, consular
consular service, $44.44.
For
For contingent
contingent expenses,
consulates, $9.12.
States consulates,
United States
expenses, United
For
$333.34.
For
consulates, $333.34.
clerks at consulates,
allowance for clerks
For allowance
For
Diplomatic and Consular Service,
the Diplomatic
in the
arising in
emergencies arising
For emergencies
1918, $26,244.30.
$26,244.30.
1918,
For relief
relief and
of American
American seamen, 1918, $9,439.04.
protection of
and protection
For
seamen, 1917, $2,319.82.
For relief
relief and
American seamen
protection of American
and protection
For
National
of collections,
preservation of
For Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
collections, National
Institution, preservation
For
Museum,
$2.60.
Museum, $2.60.
For
Interstate Commerce
Commission, $13.21.
$13.21.
Commerce Commission,
For Interstate
For
salaries, Department
Department of
Agriculture, $42.78.
$42.78.
of Agriculture,
For salaries,
For meat
meat inspection,
cents.
Bureau of Animal Industry, 38 cents.
inspection, Bureau
For
For general
general expenses,
Forest Service,
Service, $24.48.
$24.48.
expenses, Forest
For
For preventing
preventing spread
$9.37.
spread of moths, Bureau of Entomology, $9.37.
For
$2.28.
For general
general expenses,
Bureau, $2.28.
Weather Bureau,
expenses, Weather
For
For International
Congress, Denver, Colorado,
Farming Congress,
Dry Farming
International Dry
For
$2.54.
$2.54.
For contingent
Steamboat-Inspection Service, $1.52.
$1.52.
expenses, Steamboat-Inspection
contingent expenses,
For
$567.30.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1918, $567.30.
For
For testing
structural materials,
$2.05.
Bureau of Standards, $2.05.
materials, Bureau
testing structural
For
For
$34.
Standards, $34.
of Standards
Bureau of
equipment, Bureau
For equipment,
For investigation
investigation of
Standards, $110.
$110.
materials, Bureau of Standards,
railway materials,
of railway
For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
cents.
of Fisheries, 31 cents.
For
For Frying
Frying Pan
Shoals Light
Vessel, North Carolina,
Carolina, $2.52.
Light Vessel,
Pan Shoals
For
For general
Lighthouse Service,
Service, $30.55.
$30.55.
expenses, Lighthouse
general expenses
For
immigration,
regulating immigration,
For Department
Department of
of 'Labor,
expenses of regulating
Labor, expenses
For
$5.41.
$5.41.
For detection
detection and
and prosecution
prosecution of crimes, 1918, $13.25.
$13.25.
For
For
salaries, fees,
fees, and
and expenses
expenses of
United States
States courts,
marshals, United
of marshals,
For salaries,
$52.
For
of commissioners,
1918, $6,541.36.
$6,541.36.
United States courts, 1918,
commissioners, United
fees of
For fees
For fees
fees of
of commissioners,
commissioners, United
United States
States courts, 1917, $404.85.
$404.85.
For
For
fees of
of commissioners,
commissioners, United
$70.50.
States courts, $70.50.
United States
For fees
For support
support of
prisoners, United
United States
$26,861.22.
States courts, 1918, $26,861.22.
of prisoners,
For
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
POST OFFICE
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
Tar, AUDITOR
FOR THE
rat. POST
DEPARTMENT.
AUDITOR FOR
BY THE
CLAIMS ALLOWED

Claims
Claims allowed by
Auditor for Post Office
Auditor
Department.
Department.

For indemnities,
mail, $248.31.
registered mail,
international registered
indemnities, international
For
For
indemnities, domestic
domestic mail,
mail, $13.25.
For indemnities,
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shipment of supplies,
supplies, $54.30.
shipment
$54.30.
Star Route Service, special
special mail carriers,
$518.51.
carriers, $518.51.
Railway
$133.82.
Railway Mail Service,
Service, $133.82.
compensation to
to postmasters,
$49.09.
compensation
postmasters, $49.09.
Rural
Service, $90.16.
Rural Delivery
Delivery Service,
$90.16.
freight on stamped
stamped paper and
and mail
mail bags,
bags, $565.32.
$565.32.
AUDITED CLAIMS.
AUDITED
CLAIMS.

Audited
Audited claims.
claims.

SEC. 3.
3. That
payment of
the following
P
da
b
y
rraene
tof,
4 e
o
r
f
t
SEC.
That for
for the
the payment
of the
following claims,
claims, certified
certified to
to be
be de
fiePdbyan
crtunt
due by the several
officers of
of the
the Treasury
several accounting officers
Treasury Department
the Treasury.
Department cers of
ofthe

under appropriations
appropriations the balances
balances of
have been
been exhausted
exhausted or
of which
which have
or
carried to
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Vol.
Vol. l18,
p. 110.
to the
the surplus
surplus fund
fund under
under the
of section
section 5
5 of
s,p.
10.
Act of June
June 20, 1874,
1874, and under appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
treated as
as
permanent, being for the service of the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1916
1916 and
prior
and prior
years, unless otherwise stated, and which
certified to
to
which have been
been certified
Congress under
under section
section 2
2 of
of the
the Act
July 7,
1884, as
as fully
fully s
et forth
f
orth
Vol. 23'
23, p254.
Congress
Act of
of July
7, 1884,
set
vol.
254
in Senate Document
Numbered 426,
Document Numbered
reported to
the Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth
426, reported
to the
Congress,
Congress, third session, there is appropriated
appropriated as follows:
follows:
CLAIMS
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
FOR THE
THE TREASURY
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
AUDITOR FOR
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

For collecting the revenue
revenue from
from customs,
customs, $22.75.
$22.75.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Internal-Revenue
Internal-Revenue Service,
Service, $6.28.
$6.28.
For refunding taxes illegally collected,
collected, $93,827.61.
$93,827.61.
For redemption
redemption of stamps, $414.65.
$414.65.
For allowance
allowance or drawback,
$34.07.
drawback, $34.07.
For Coast Guard, $308.16.
For pay of crews, miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, and
forth, Life-Saving
Life-Saving
and so
so forth,
Service, $7.95.
$7.95.
expenses of public buildings,
For general expenses
$5.58.
buildings, $5.58.

Claims allowed by
Auditor for Treasury
Treasury
Auditor
Department.
Department.

CLAIMS
BY THE
AUDITOB FOR
FOR THE
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
.4.11.e. AUDITOR
THE WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

For pay, and so forth, of the
the Army,
Army, $743.75.
$743.75.

For extra-duty
extra-duty pay to enlisted men as clerks, and so forth, at
at
Army division and department
department headquarters,
headquarters, $260.25.
$260.25.
For supplies, services,
services, and transportation,
transportation, Quartermaster
Corps,
Quartermaster Corps,

Claims allowed

Auditor for
for War
Aucditor
wa

by

DeD
e

partment.
prtment.

$220.95.
$220.95.
For incidental expenses,
expenses, Quartermaster
Corps, $63.30.
$63.30.
Quartermaster Corps,
transportation of the Army
For transportation
and its
its supplies,
supplies, $58.92.
Army and
$58.92.

CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR Tim
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
THE NAVY

For
contingent expenses,
For contingent
expenses, Navy Department,
Department, 1917,
1917, $15.28.
$15.28.

Claims allowed
allowed by
Auditor
for Navy
Navy DDeAuditor for

For contingent
miscellaneous expenses, Ilydrographic
Hydrographic Office,
contingent and miscellaneous
P
e *
Office, partment.
$54.12.
$54.12.
For pay, miscellaneous
miscellaneous,'$137.44.
$137.44.
For maintenance, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
Corps,
Department, Marine
Marine Corps,
$46.52.
For gunnery
gunnery and engineering
For
engineering exercises,
exercises, Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, 1917,
1917,
$5.
$5.
For pay of the Navy, $175.80.
$175.80.
For construction
construction and repair, Bureau of Construction
For
Construction and
and Repair,
Repair,
$410.
For destruction of clothing and bedding for sanitary reasons, $5.90.
For
$5.90.
artni nt

CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS
THE AUDITOR
THE INTERIOR

For contingent
contingent expenses,
epenses, Department of
o<f the Interior
Interior,) 1918,
1918, Au
Afor
fonter
Cclittr Icipiriewed
Int by
$3,668.05.
$3,668.05.
Department.
Department.
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$100.
For
Geological Survey, $100.
For Geological
For investigating
investigating mine
$1,517.
accidents, $1,517.
mine accidents,
For
For suppressing
suppressing liquor
liquor traffic
traffic among
among Indians,
1918, $100.86.
$100.86.
Indians, 1918,
For
$59.61.
For Indian
support, $59.61.
schools, support,
Indian schools,
For
For Indian
agency buildings,
buildings, $21.
$21.
and agency
school and
Indian school
For
For
purchase and
and transportation
transportation of
of Indian
Indian supplies,
supplies, 1918,
For purchase
$31,255.80.
$31,255.80.
For
and transportation
transportation of
Indian supplies, 1917,
1917,
of Indian
purchase and
For purchase
$2,898.30.
$2,898.30.
For purchase
and transportation
transportation of Indian supplies, $30.28.
purchase and
For
$519.93.
For telegraphing
telegraphing and
telephoning, Indian
Service, 1918, $519.93.
Indian Service,
and telephoning,
For
For Indian
Indian school,
school, Truxton
Arizona, 50 cents.
Canyon, Arizona,
Truxton Canyon,
For
For
irrigation, Colorado,
Colorado, River
Reservation, Arizona
Arizona (reimburs(reimbursRiver Reservation,
For irrigation,
able),
$234.21.
able), $234.21.
For water
supply, Papago
Papago Indian
villages, Arizona,
$164.53.
Arizona, 1918, $164.53.
Indian villages,
water supply,
For
For
Indian
school,
Greenville,
California,
repairs and
and improverepairs
California,
Greenville,
school,
For Indian
ments,
25 cents.
1918, 25
ments, 1918,
For
Indian school,
Albuquerque, New
Mexico, repairs and improveNew Mexico,
school, Albuquerque,
For Indian
ments 1918,
cents.
1918, 30 cents.
ments,
For
Tomah, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, repairs
and improvements,
improvements,
repairs and
school, Tomah,
Indian school,
For Indian
1918, 50
cents.
50 cents.
1918,
irrigation of Shoshone or
For_plans,and
forth, for
for completing
completing irrigation
so forth,
plans, and so
For
Wind
River Reservation,
Reservation, Wyoming
Wyoming (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $535.97.
$535.97.
Wind River
For plans
and so
completing irrigation
irrigation of Shoshone
Shoshone or
or
forth, for completing
so forth,
plans, and
For
$50.
1917,
Wind
River
Reservation,
Wyoming
(reimbursable),
(reimbursable),
Wyoming
Wind River Reservation,
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
STATE AND
AND OTHER
OTHER DEPARTDEPARTTHE STATE
FOR THE
AUDITOR FOR
THE AUDITOR
CLAIMS
MENTS.
MENTS.
Claims allowed
allowed by
by
Claims
Auditor
State, etc.,
etc.,
for State,
Auditor for
Departments.
Departments.

For transportation
transportation of
diplomatic and
officers, 1917, $57.86.
$57.86.
consular officers,
and consular
of diplomatic
For
For
the relief
of American
seamen, 1918,
1918, $4,850.70.
American seamen,
protection of
and protection
relief and
For the
For Interstate
Commission, $2.82.
$2.82.
Commerce Commission,
Interstate Commerce
For
For salaries,
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $32.67.
$32.67.
salaries, Department
For
For library,
library, Department
Agriculture, $123.80.
$123.80.
Department of Agriculture,
For
Department of Agriculture, $9.70.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, Department
$9.70.
For
Bureau, $1.82.
For general
expenses, Weather
$1.82.
Weather Bureau,
general expenses,
For
Industry, $4.01.
Bureau of Animal Industry,
For
expenses, Bureau
$4.01.
general expenses,
For general
For
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Plant Industry, $77.16.
$77.16.
For general
For
general expenses,
expenses, Forest Service,
Service, $225.42.
$225.42.
For general
Chemistry, $88.50.
For
general expenses
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Chemistry,
$88.50.
For general
For enforcement
drugs Act, $570.37.
$570.37.
of the food and drugs
enforcement of
For
For general
general expenses,
Bureau of
Entomology, 67 cents.
of Entomology,
expenses, Bureau
For
For general
Bureau of
Biological Survey, 23 cents.
of Biological
expenses, Bureau
general expenses,
For
For general
of Crop
Crop Estimates,
Estimates, 71 cents.
Bureau of
expenses, Bureau
general expenses,
For
EngineerFor
general expenses,
Public Roads
Rural EngineerRoads and Rural
of Public
Office of
expenses, Office
For general
ing, $1.49.
$1.49.
ing,
Markets and Rural
For general
Office of Markets
Rural Organization,
Organization,
expenses, Office
general expenses,
For
$1.15.
$1.15.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, enforcement
enforcement of the Insecticide
Insecticide Act, $225.43.
$225.43.
For
For Naval
$101.83.
Investigations, $101.83.
Stores Investigations,
Naval Stores
For
$37.44.
For general
general expenses,
Bureau, $37.44.
expenses, Children's Bureau,
For
For detection
and prosecution
prosecution of crimes,
crimes, 1918,
1918, $37.50.
$37.50.
detection and
For
For
and expenses
United States
States courts,
courts,
expenses of marshals, United
fees, and
salaries, fees,
For salaries,
$11.35.
For fees
fees of
States courts, 1918, $2,946.05
$2,946.05
United States
of commissioners,
commissioners, United
For
For
fees of
States courts, 1918, $95.20.
$95.20.
United States
jurors, United
of jurors,
For fees
For
miscellaneous expenses,
United States courts, $756.98.
$756.98.
expenses, United
For miscellaneous
For
supplies for
United States
States courts, 1918,
1918, $12.48.
for United
For supplies
For
of prisoners,
States courts, 1918, $22,945.55.
$22,945.55.
prisoners, United States
support of
For support
States courts,
For
of prisoners,
prisoners, United
United States
courts, $160.20.
$160.20.
support of
For support
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CLAIMS
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTDEPARTCLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE POST
MENT.
MENT.
Claims allowed

For
international registered
For indemnities,
indemnities, international
registered mail,
mail, $108.95.
$108.95.
For shipment
shipment of
of supplies,
supplies, $290.33.
$290.33.
For
For compensation
compensation to
to postmasters,
$66.86.
postmasters, $66.86.
For
service, $71.59.
$71.59.
For star-route service,
For
offices, $108.31.
$108.31.
first and
and second class post offices,
For clerks, first
For
post offices,
clerks, third-class
third-class post
offices, $228.
$228.
For clerks,
For
$35.87.
For city
city-delivery
delivery carriers, $35.87.
For
Railway Mail Service,
Service, salaries,
$38.71.
salaries, $38.71.
For Railway
For
$48.
For Rural Delivery
Delivery Service,
Service, $48.

by

AudimtorS
Ofi
Auditor for Post Office
Department.
Department.

AUDITED
CLAIMS.
AUDITED CLAIMS.

Audited
claims.
Audited claims.

SEC. 4.
4. That
for the
payment of
of the
claims certified
following claims
certified to
to
SEC.
That for
the payment
the following

Payment of, certified
by accounting officers

Paymentof,ertifie

of the Treasury.
be due
several accounting
accounting officers of
Treasury Department
Department ofthe
Treasury.
of the
the Treasury
be
due by
by the
the several
under appropriations
appropriations the
of which
exhausted or
or
have been exhausted
which have
the balances
balances of
under
p. 110.
carried
to the
under the provisions
Vol 18,
18, P
110.
of section
section 55 of the Vol.
provisions of
fund under
the surplus
surplus fund
carried to
Act of
of June
heretofore treated as
appropriations heretofore
1874, and
and under
under appropriations
June 20
20,! 1874,
Act

permanent, being
fiscal year 1916 and prior
prior
being for
for the service of the fiscal
permanent,

years, unless
unless otherwise
been certified
certified to
years,
otherwise stated,
stated, and
and which
which have
have been
to Vol. 23, p. 254.
Congress under
of the
Act of
of July
1884, as
as fully
fully set
forth Vol 23 p. .
set forth
July 7,
7, 1884,
the Act
under section
section 22of
Congress
in Senate
Senate Document
reported to Congress at its present
present
Numbered 18, reported
Document Numbered
in
appropriated as follows:
session, there is appropriated
CLAIMS ALLOWED
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
THE TREASURY
ALLOWED BY
BY THE AUDITOR
CLAIMS
Claims allowed
allowed

by

Auditor for
For
collecting the
customs, $3.84.
for Treasury
from customs
the revenue
revenue from
For collecting
For freight,
freight, transportation,
transportation, and
Service, Department.
Department.
Health Service,
and so
so forth,
forth, Public
Public Health
For
$60.57.
For field investigations
investigations of public health, $377.69.
For
tax $67.50.
income tax,
$67.50.
For collecting
collecting the income
For
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service, $85.77.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Internal
Internal Revenue
For refunding
refunding Internal
Revenue collections, $10.
For refunding taxes illegally collected,
collected, $163,177.50.
$1,756.92.
of stamps,
stamps, $1,756.92.
For redemption
redemption of
For payment
payment of
against internal
internal revenue
revenue officers,
officers,
of judgments
judgments against
For
$127,730.01.
$127,730.01.
For
drawback, internal
internal revenue,
revenue, $49.66.
$49.66.
For allowance
allowance or drawback,
For Coast Guard, $4.52.
supplies for public buildings,
buildings, $15.61.
$15.61.
For operating
operating supplies
furniture and repairs of same for public buildings,
buildings, $2.85.
For furniture
preservation of public buildings, $103.
$103.
For repairs and preservation

FOR THE
WAR DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
AUDITOR FOR
THE WAR
DEPARTMENT.
Claims allowed
allowed by
Auditor for War Da

For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $2,510.76.

For extra-duty
extra-duty- pay
men as
and so
so forth,
at partment.
partment.
forth, at
as clerks,
clerks, and
to enlisted
enlisted men
pay to
For
headquarters, $833.25.
Army division and
and department
department headquarters,
$833.25.
transportation, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
For supplies, services,
services, and transportation,
$184.80.
$184.80.
For transportation
transportation of the Army and its supplies, $1,186.20.
For barracks and quarters,
quarters, $325.
325.
For medical
medical and hospital
hospital department,
department, 150.
$50.
For disposition of remains of officers, soldiers, and civil employees,
$4.76.
R THE
THE NAVY
NAVY TtEPARrMENT.
DRPATMXT.
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
CLAIMS ALLOWED

Marine Corps, $486.64.
$486.64.
pay, Marine
For pay,
8.93.
Ordnance, $8.93.
ordnance and ordnance stores, Bureau
For ordnance
ureau of Ordnance,
For pay of the Navy, $366.44.

'

Claims allowed
allowed by
Claim
Auditor
for Navy
Do
Navy De.
Auditr ior
pextment.
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CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
THE AUDITOR
THE INTERIOB
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
FOR THE
AUDITOR FOR
BY THE
CLAIMS
allowed by
Claims allowed
Auditor for Interior

Auditor tfor"nrior

Department.
Depatmeant

For
expenses, Department
of the
the Interior,
Interior, 1918,
Department of
contingent expenses,
For contingent
$4,130.86.
$4,130.86.
For
contingent expenses,
$9.
of the Interior, $9.
Department of
expenses, Department
For contingent
For
Department of
of the
1917, 74 cents.
Interior, 1917,
the Interior,
library, Department
For library,
For Capitol
Building and
and repairs,
repairs, 1917
and 1918,
1918, $1,772.92.
$1,772.92.
1917 and
Capitol Building
For
For education
of natives
natives of
1917 and
and 1918, $3,240.01.
$3,240.01.
Alaska, 1917
of Alaska,
education of
For
For restoration
of lands
lands in
reserves, $28.25.
$28.25.
forest reserves,
in forest
restoration of
For
For
surveying the
$3.33.
lands, $3.33.
public lands,
the public
For surveying
For
investigating mine
mine accidents,
accidents, $80.91.
For investigating
For
Mines, $38.38.
$38.38.
Bureau of Mines,
publications, Bureau
and publications,
books and
For books
For fees
fees of
of examining
surgeons, pensions
pensions, $8.
examining surgeons,
For
For suppressing
Indians, 1918, $13.27.
$13.27.
among Indians,
traffic among
liquor traffic
suppressing liquor
For
$15,For purchase
purchase and
transportation of
of Indian
Indian supplies,
supplies, 1918,
1918, $15,and transportation
For
492.73.
For purchase
and transportation
transportation of
of Indian
supplies, 1917,
1917, $220.62.
$220.62.
Indian supplies,
purchase and
For
For purchase
and transportation
transportation of Indian supplies, 80 cents.
purchase and
For
1918, $59.41.
For telegraphing
telegraphing and
and telephoning,
telephoni g, Indian
Indian Service,
$59.41.
Service, 1918,
For
For
and agency
buildings, $130.50.
$130.50.
agency buildings,
school and
Indian school
For Indian
For
repairs and improveArizona, repairs
Mojave, Arizona,
Fort Mojave,
school, Fort
Indian school,
For Indian
ments, 1918, $63.80.
ments,
Forirrigation,
1918,$63.80.
Colorado River
Reservation, Arizona
Arizona (reimbursable),
(reimbursable),
River Reservation,
Colorado
For irrigation,
$873.43.
$873.43.
For water
water supply,
villages, Arizona,
Arizona, 1918, $17.76.
$17.76.
Indian villages,
Papago Indian
supply, Papago
For
For support
Arizona and New Mexico,
Mexico, $28.
Indians in Arizona
of Indians
support of
For
For
Reservation, Kansas, repairs
repairs and
Kickapoo Reservation,
school, Kickapoo
Indian school,
For Indian
improvements, 1918,
$127.42.
1918, $127.42.
improvements,
improvements,
For
Indian school,
school, Lawrence,
Kansas, repairs
repairs and improvements,
Lawrence, Kansas,
For Indian
$16.44.
1918, $16.44.
For support
support of
of Indians
Indians of
}Klamath Agency,
Oregon, 1918, $3.20.
Agency, Oregon,
of Klamath
For
Pennsylvania, $308.83.
For Indian
school, Carlisle, Pennsylvania,
$308.83.
Indian school,
For
For Indian
Pennsylvania, heating
heating plant, $3.50.
Carlisle, Pennsylvania,
school, Carlisle,
Indian school,
For
For support
of Sioux
of different
different tribes,
subsistence and civilizacivilizatribes, subsistence
Sioux of
support of
For
tion,
South Dakota,
$37.
Dakota, $37.
tion, South
1919,
For
South Dakota,
boilers and stack, 1919,
Dakota, boilers
Pierre, South
school, Pierre,
Indian school,
For Indian
35 cents.
For
Indian school,
Hayward, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, repairs and improvements,
improvements,
school, Hayward,
For Indian
1918, $7.50.
$7.50.
1918,
For Indian
Wisconsin, 1918,
1918, $50.
Tomah, Wisconsin,
school, Tomah,
Indian school,
For
improvements,
repairs and improvements,
For Indian
Indian school,
school, Tomah,
Tomah, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, repairs
For
1918,
$69.34.
1918, $69.34.
For
Reservation, Wyoming,
Wyoming, repairs
repairs and
Shoshone Reservation,
school, Shoshone
Indian school,
For Indian
improvements,
improvements, 1918, $31.33.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED
CLAIMS

allowed by
Claims allowed
Auditor
for State,
etc.,
SLtteet.,
Auditorfor
Departments.
Departments.

BY
THE AUDITOR
FOR
AUDITOR FOR
BY THE
DEPARTMENTS.
DEPARTMENTS.

THE

STATE
STATE

AND OTHER
AND
OTHER

For
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, War
War Trade
Trade Board,
Board, 1918,
1918, $38.38.
$38.38.
For salaries
transportation of diplomatic and
For transportation
and consular
consular officers,
officers, 1917,
$1,507.71.
$1,507.71.
$15,970.75.
For contingent
expenses, foreign
1917, $15,970.75.
missions, 1917,
foreign mission,s,
contingent expenses,
For
For
Consular Service,
Service, $634.32.
salaries, Consular
For salaries,
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, United
consulates, $529.69.
United States consulates,
For contingent
For
consulates, 1918, $13,146.72.
States consulates,
United States
expenses, United
contingent expenses,
For contingent
For
protection of
of American
American seamen,
seamen, 1918, $3,549.81.
$3,549.81.
and protection
relief and
For relief
For
International Bureau
Bureau of
of Weights
Weights and Measures,
Measures, $2,521.01.
$2,521.01.
For International
For
Columbia,
Supreme Court, District of Columbia,
expenses, Supreme
miscellaneous expenses,
For miscellaneous
1919,
$1,157.74.
1919, $1,157.74.
For general
Animal Industry, 81 cents.
Bureau of Animal
expenses, Bureau
general expenses,
For

S
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For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Plant
Industry, 65
65 cents.
cents.
Plant Industry,
For
For
enforcement of
the Food
Drugs Act,
60 cents.
cents.
and Drugs
Act, 60
of the
Food and
For enforcement
For
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Entomology,
Entomology, 67 cents.
For general
For
Bureau of
Survey, 23
cents.
23 cents.
of Biological
Biological Survey,
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
For general
For
expenses, Bureau
1918, $260.34.
$260.34.
Survey, 1918,
of Biological
Biological Survey,
Bureau of
For general
general expenses,
For
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
71 cents.
cents.
Estimates, 71
of Crop
Crop Estimates,
For general
general expenses,
For general
expenses, States
States Relations
Service, $2.20.
$2.20.
Relations Service,
For
general expenses,
For agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment station,
station, Alaska,
from sale
of
sale of
receipts from
Alaska, receipts
For
$36.91.
products, $36.91.
For
general expenses,
Office of
Public Roads
Engineerand Rural
Rural Engineerof Public
Roads and
expenses, Office
For general
ing, 49
49 cents.
cents.
ing,
For
general expenses,
Markets and
Organization,
Rural Organization,
Office of
of Markets
and Rural
For general
expenses, Office
$1.15.
$1.15.
For
general expenses,
expenses, enforcement
of the
Insecticide Act,
Act, $225.43.
$225.43.
the Insecticide
enforcement of
For general
For enforcement
enforcement of
of wireless
wireless communication
communication laws,
laws, 1918,
1918, 35
35 cents.
cents.
For
For investigation
investigation of
Standards, $28.97.
of railway
railway materials,
materials, Bureau of Standards,
For
For equipment, Bureau
Standards, $80.
Bureau of Standards,
For
For general
general expenses,
Service, $174.37.
$174.37.
expenses, Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
For
For
salmon fisheries
fisheries of
of Alaska,
Alaska, 1917,
1917, $299.13.
$299.13.
seal and
and salmon
For protecting
protecting seal
For
immigration, $235.82.
$235.82.
of regulating
regulating immigration,
For expenses
expenses of
For
expenses, Department
Department of
of Commerce
and Labor,
Labor, 20
Commerce and
contingent expenses,
For contingent
cents.
For
marshals, United States courts,
expenses of
of marshals,
and expenses
For salaries,
salaries, fees, and
1918, $642.96.
$642.96.
1918,
For
expenses of
United States courts,
of marshals, United
fees, and
and expenses
For salaries,
salaries, fees,
$19.70.
For
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of district
States
district attorneys,
attorneys, United States
For salaries
courts,
1918, $1,975.31.
$1,975.31.
courts, 1918,
For fees
fees of
$3,280.63.
Courts, 1918, $3,280.63.
of clerks, United
United States Courts,
For
For
fees of
commissioners, United States courts, 1918,
1918, $908.60.
$908.60.
For fees
of commissioners,
For
commissioners, United States
courts, 1917, $49.55.
States courts,
For fees
fees of
of commissioners,
United States
$125.70
States courts, $125.70
For fees of
of commissioners,
commissioners, United
For
For fees of jurors, United
United States courts, 1918,
1918, $43.50.
$43.50.
For
3.
For fees of jurors,
jurors, United States
States courts ti $
$3.
For fees
fees of
of witnesses,
witnesses, United States courts, $12.60.
$12.60.
For
miscellaneous expenses,
courts, $25.
$25.
For miscellaneous
expenses, United States courts,
For support of prisoners,
prisoners, United States courts, 1918, $2,950.22.
$2,950.22.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
AUDITOR FOR
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
FOR THE
THE POST
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS
Claims
allowed by
Claims allowed

For
For indemnities
indemnities, domestic
domestic mail,
mail, $48.88.
$48.88.
Auditorfor Past
Office
Auditorfor
Post Office
Department.
Department
$3.17.
For shipment
shipment of
of supplies, $3.17.
For freight
freight on stamped paper and mail bags, 36 cents.
service, $432.69.
For railway
railway post-office
post-office car service,
$432.69.
For
For compensation
compensation to postmasters,
postmasters, $46.24.
$46.24.
For clerks, first and second class post
post offices,
offices, $50.
$50.
For city delivery,
delivery-,incidental expenses
$12.75.
expenses, $12.75.
For railway
railway mail service,
$6.66.
service, salaries
salaries, $6.06.
For watchmen, messengers,
messengers, and
laborers in post
offices, $5.81.
and laborers
post offices,
$5.81.
For rural delivery service,
service,
'
$520.97.
Total, audited claims
$377,838.71.
claims, section 4, $377,838.71.
Materials, supplies,
supplies,
Materiale
the several
several executive
of the
5. That
SEC.
SEC. 5.
That the
the heads
heads of
executive departments
departments and etc.
Purchases
to be
to
be
Pm
es
contained in made
expending appropriations
other responsible
officials, in expending
appropriations contained
responsible officials,
from available
this or
or any
any other
other Act,
so far
far as
as possible
shall purchase
stock
of other
other GovelnGovernsup- sto
def
this
Act, so
possible shall
purchase material,
material, supmentservices no longer
mntrbythesn.olo
plies,
plies, and .eqipment,
equipment, when needed and funds are available,
available, from required
by them.
other services of the Government
material, supplies, and
Government possessing material,
equipment no longer required
required because
because of the cessation of war activDuty before purities. It
It shall
the duty
D3t elsewhere.
beforeps ities.
shall be
be the
duty of
of the
the heads
heads of
of the
the several
several executive
executive chAging
departments
and other
purchasing any
any of
of the
departments and
other officials,
officials, before
before purchasing
the articles
articles
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described
to ascertain
ascertain from
from the
the other
services of
the GovernGovernof the
other services
herein, to
described herein,
ment whether
whether they
they have
have articles
described that
of the
the character
character described
that
ment
articles of
Price ce
stipulation,
are serviceable.
articles purchased
service from
another,
from another,
by one
one service
And articles
purchased by
tipulation
are
serviceable. And
if
been used,
used, shall
shall be
be paid
paid for
at aareasonable
price
for at
reasonable price
not been
the same
same have
have not
if the
not
to exceed
cost, and
and if
if the
the same
have been
used, at
at a
reasonbeen used,
a reasonsame have
actual cost,
not to
exceed actual
Salesauthorised,etc.
price based
based upon
upon length
length of
of usage.
usage. The
of
Salesauthorized.etc. able price
The various
various services
services of
the Government
to sell
sell such
such articles
articles under
under the
the conconare authorized
authorized to
the
Government are
ditions specified,
and the
the proceeds
of such
such sales
sales shall
shall be
covered into
into
ditions
specified, and
proceeds of
be covered
Provito.
Transfers under
Ex- the
as a
amiscellaneous
miscellaneous receipt:
Provided, That
That this
this section
section
receipt: Provided,
the Treasury
Treasury as
Traers
uner r Executive
order not afat' shall not be construed to amend, alter, or repeal the Executive
Executive order
order
ec
tfected.
ted.
of December
December 3,
1918, concerning
concerning the
the transfer
of
3, 1918,
transfer of
of office
office material, supplies,
equipment in
in the
the District
disuse
into disuse
falling into
of Columbia
Columbia falling
District of
plies, and
and equipment
because
the cessation
cessation of
of war
of the
war activities.
activities.
because of
qongressional
S
EC. 6.
appropriated by this
the money
money appropriated
no part of the
That hereafter
hereafter no
SEC.
6. That
Catioess"ona legis
use of appropriaUse
appropria- or any other Act shall,
shall,
in
in
the
the
absence
absence
of
express
express
authorization
authorization by
bytions for personal services, etc.,
Congress, be
directly or
personal
or indirectly to pay for any personal
used directly
be used
ices,
etc., in
n influre.
nenc- Congress,
letter,, printed or written
advertisement, telegram, telephone, letter
gressI
as to
in
ass
ts
to, forbidden.
forhrifddenn." service,
service, advertisement,
written
matter, or
intended or
designed to influence in any
any
or designed
other device,
device, intended
matter,
or other
manner
of Congress
favor or
or oppose,
by vote
vote or
or otherotherto favor
oppose, by
Member of
Congress to
manner aaMember
wise,
any legislation
appropriation by
Congress, whether
before or
or
by Congress,
whether before
legislation or
or appropriation
wise, any
after
the
introduction
of
any
bill
or
resolution
proposing
such
legisof
any
bill
or
resolution
proposing
such
legisafter
the
introduction
Comm
aon
Communication on
.
request, etc.,
181,1011 or appropriation;
appropriation; but
this shall
shall not
not prevent
officers and
and emembut this
prevent officers
requst
etc., not
not atat- lation
footed.
ployees
United States
from communicating
to Members
Members of
of
communicating to
ployees of
of the
the -United
States from
Congress on
on the
request of
of any
to Congress,
Congress, through
through
Member or
or to
any- Member
Congress
the request
the
proper official
requests for
for legislation
appropriations
or appropriations
legislation or
channels, requests
the proper
official channels,
which they
they deem
deem necessary
for the
the efficient
efficient conduct
conduct of
the public
public
of the
necessary for
which
be

a

of

Removal of offend
Removal
offending officer,
officer, etc.

etc.

Punishment for violati nolations.

ent or

TiteoActSE.
Title M Act.

July 11, 1919.
1,1919.
[Huly

-- [Public. No.
No. 6.1
[Public.
6 .1

business.
business.
Any
officer or
employee of the United
notice and
and
United States who, after notice
or employee
Any officer
hearing by
the superior
superior officer
vested with
the power
power of
removing him,
him,
of removing
with the
officer vested
by the
hearing
is
to have
or attempted
violate this
this section,
is found
found to
have violated
violated or
attempted to
to violate
section, shall
shall
be removed
removed by such superior officer
officer from office or employment.
employment. Any
officer or
or employee
the United
who violates
attempts to
to
States who
violates or
or attempts
employee of
of the
United States
officer
a misdemeanor
violate
section shall
misdemeanor and on conconthis section
shall also be
be guilty of a
violate this
viction
thereof shall
shall be
punished by
not more
more than
$500 or
or
by a
a fine
fine of
of not
than $500
viction thereof
be punished
by imprisonment
not more
more than
one year,
year, or
or both.
both.
by
imprisonment for
for not
than one
may be referred
SEC. 7. That this Act hereafter
hereafter may
referred to as
as the "Third
"Third
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
fiscal year
Deficiency
Act, fiscal
year 1919."
1919."
Approved,
July 11.
11, 1919.
1919.
Approved, July

CHAP.
7.—An Act
Making appropriations
appropriations to provide for the expenses of the
Act Making
CHAP. 7.-An

government of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
30, 1920,
and
government
the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
1920, and
for other purposes.
purposes.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
of the
the Unitecl
United
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be itit enacted
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
following
That one
one half of
of the
the following
States
sums, respectively,
is appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
in the
Treasury
the Treasury
money in
respectively, is
Distict sums,
272.
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
and the
other half
of the
revenues of
appropriated, and
the other
half out
out of
the revenues
of
the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in full for
following expenses
expenses of the
for the following
the
government of the
government
Columbia for the
the District
District of
of Columbia
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
June
June 30, 1920, namely:
namely:

of Columi
Columa
District
District of
'la
appropriations.
appropriations.
revenues.
Half from District
retnuesm

Post, p.

GENERAL EXPENSES.
GENERAL
EXPENSES.

General expenses.
expenses.
Executive office.

SMaries.
commisEXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE
Exective ofice.ssioners,
commissioner,
stoners, etc.
etc.
commissioner,

each; engineer
at $5,000
$5,000 each;
OFFICE: Two
engineer
Two commissioners,
commissioners, at
OFFICE:
so much as may be necessary
necessary (to make
$5,000);
make salary
salary $5,000);
secretary, $2,700;
$2,700; three assistant secretaries
commissioners at
secretary,
secretaries to commissioners
at
clerks—one $1,500,
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
one $1,200,
$1,200, one
$1,600 each; clerks-one
$1,500, three
three at
each, one
one
(who shall be a
$840, two
two
a stenographer
stenographer and
and typewriter)
typewriter) $1,200,
$1.200, one
one $840,
$720 each; two messengers,
messengers, at
at $600
each; stenographer
stenographer and
typeat $720
$600 each;
and typewriter,
writer, $1,200;
$1,200;
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Veterinary division:
Veterinary surgeon
surgeon for
for all
all horses
depart- Veterinary
Veterinary division.
division.
Veterinary
division: Veterinary
horses in
in the
the departments
$1,400;
ments of the District government,
government, $1,400;
Purchasing
Purchasing division:
Purchasing officer,
$3,000; deputy
Purchasing division.
division.
division: Purchasing
officer, $3,000;
deputy purchasing
purchasing Prchasing
officer, $1,800;
$1,800; computer, $1,440;
$1,440; clerks—one
at $1,500
officer,
clerks-one $1,800,
$1,800, three
three at
$1,500
each, six
six at $1,200 each,
one $1,100,
three at
at $900
$900 each,
seven at
each,
each, one
$1,100, three
each, seven
at $840
$840
each; storekeeper,
$600; inspectors—
each;
storekeeper, $1,200;
$1,200; messenger, $600;
$600; driver,
driver, $600;
inspectorsone
materials $1,400,
two at
at $900
laborers, at
at $720
one of
of materials
$1,400, two
$900 each;
each; two
two laborers,
$720 each;
each;
property-yard keepers,
keepers, at
labor, $250;
two property-yard
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; temporary
temporary labor,
$250;
Building inspection division;
assist- diBloidni7
inspection
division: Inspector of
of buildings,
buildings, $3,000;
$3,000; assistBuiding inspection
of buildings—principal
$1,500, one
ant inspectors
inspectors of
buildings-principal $2,000,
$2,000, one
one $1,500,
one $1,400,
$1,400,
ten at
$1,200 each;
each; fire-escape
fire-escape inspector,
at $1,200
inspector, $1,400;
$1,400; temporary
temporary employemployment of additional assistant inspectors
inspectors for
services
for such
such time
time as
as their
their services
may be necessary,
necessary-,$1,600;
or computers—one
$1,600; civil
civil engineers
engineers or
computers-one $2,000,
$2,000,
one $1,500; clerks-chief
clerks—chief $1,800,
$1,050, one
one $1,000,
$1,000, one
$1,800, one
one $1,050,
one (who
(who
shall be
be a
astenographer
$900; messenger,
stenographer and typewriter) $1,000,
$1,000, one
one $900;
messenger,
$600; assistant
assistant inspector,
inspector' $1,500;
$600;
$1,500;
s pro.
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
and I
sThPe
e
d
e
u
t
i:o
I
l
i
f
,
t3sbepre.
1;e
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia are
are authorized
authorized and
Scheduleofto
directed,
from time
time to
to time,
to prescribe
schedule of
of fees
directed, from
time, to
prescribe a
a schedule
fees to
to be
be paid
paid scribed
scribed for
for services.
services.
for inspecting
inspecting passenger elevators and for inspecting hotels,
hotels, public
public
halls, moving-picture
moving-picture shows, theaters,
and other
other places
theaters, and
places of
of amuseamusement which are required
required to have
have annual
annual licenses,
licenses, and
and for
for inspecting
inspecting
buildings which are required by law to have fire escapes;
escapes.;and they
they
are further authorized and directed
directed to impose
impose fees for
for all inspections
inspections
or service
service to be performed
performed by any
or employee
employee of
the
any public officer
officer or
of the
District of Columbia
Columbia under
under any law or regulation
force or
or
regulation now in force
hereafter enacted;
enacted; said fees
fees to
to cover
hereafter
cover the
cost and
and expense
expense of
of such
such Display
Display ofschedule.
of schedule.
the cost

inspections or
or service;
inspections
service; and a
shall be
be printed
and
a schedule
schedule of
of such
such fees
fees shall
printed and
conspicuously
in the
of the
conspicuously displayed
displayed in
the office of
the said
said commissioners,
comniksioners, and
Deposit of
of fees.
fees.
and Deposit
said fees shall be paid to the
collector of
of taxes,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
the collector
taxes, District
and deposited in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States
the credit
States to
to the
credit of
of
revenues of the District of Columbia and
and the United
States in
United States
in equal
equal
parts.
parts.
Plumbing inspecplumbing
Plumbing inspection
divison: Inspector
tiondi
Plumbing
inspection divison:
Inspector of plumbi
ng $2,000; tio
n division. inspeplumbing-principal $1,550, six
assistant inspectors
inspectors of plumbing—principal
each;
six at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
clerks-two
clerks—two at $1,200
$1,200 each, one $900; temporary
temporary employment
employment of
of
additional assistant inspectors
additional
inspectors of plumbing and
and laborers for such
such
time as their services may be necessary,
necessary, $3,000; .draftsman,
draftsman, $1,350;
$1,350;
sewer tapper,
tapper, $1,000; three members
members of
plumbing board,
board, at
at $150
$150
of plumbing
each;
each;
In all,
$124,490.
In
all, Executive
Executive Office,
Office, $124,490.
CABE
DISTRICT BUILDINO:
CARE OF
or DISTRICT
BUILDING: Assistant
Assistant superintendent,
superintendent, $2,000;
$2,000; DI
Strzt District
BunldinSg.
chief engineer,
engineer , $1,600;
$1,600; three assistant engineers,
engineers, at $1,200
each; Salaries'
$1,200 each;
Slries
electrician,
$1,400; two dynamo tenders, at $880 each; four
electrician, $1;400;
firemen,
four firemen,
at $840 each; three coal passers, at $600 each; electrician's
electrician's helper,
$880; eight elevator
elevator conductors, at $600 each; laborers—two
laborers-two at
at
$660 each, two at $500 each; two chief cleaners (who shall
shall also have
charge
lavatories), at $500 each; thirty-three cleaners,
charge of the lavatories),
cleaners, at $240
each; matron, $600; storekeeper,
storekeeper, $900; chief watchman,
watchman, $1,000;
$1,000;
assistant
chief watchman,
watchman, $660;i eight watchmen,
assistant chief
watchmen, at $600 each;
each;
pneumatic-tube
pneumatic-tube operator,
all, $41,000.
operator, $600; inn all,
$41,000.
Assessrs ofic
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE:
Assessor, $3,500;
assistant assessors—three
at Assessor's office.
AssEssoR's
oFFIE: Assessor,
$3,500; assistant
assessors-three at
$3,000 each, one
at $2,000
each; record
one at $2,000; five field men
men at
$2,000 each;
record
clerks-one
clerks—one $1,800, two at $1,500
$1,500 each,
one $1,200;
at
each, one
$1,200; clerks—three
clerks-three at
$1,400 each, two at $1,200
$1,400
from water
$1,200 each (including one transferred
transferred from
water
department), four at $1,000
$1,000 each (one
department),
transferred to
to collector's
collector's office),
office),
(one transferred
one $900, one $720, draftsmen-one,
draftsmen—one, $1,600,
$1,600, two at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; two
two
stenographers and typewriters
typewriters at $1,2M)
stenographers
each; assistant
or clerk,
$1,200 each;
assistant or
clerk,
900; messenger, $600; board
board of assistant assessors-clerk
$900;
assessors—elerk $1,500,
$1,500,

vault derk
$900; messenger and driver, $600; temporary
dark,$900;
temporary clerk hire,
500;;in
m sit,
all, $54,120.
'
$500
$54,120.
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assessment
assnment

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT
OFFICE: Special assessment
assessment clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
SPECIAL
ASSESSMENT OFFICE:
clerks-one $1,400, three at $1,200
$900, one $750;
clerks-one
$1,200 each, one $900,
$750; in all,
$8,650.
$8,650.
Personal tax
Personal
board.
tax board.
PERSONAL
assessors of personal taxes,
PERSONAL TAX BOARD: Three assistant assessors
at
$3,000 each;
each; appraiser
appraiser of
of personal
property, $1,800;
$1,800; clerk,
$1,400;
clerk, $1,400;
personal property,
at $3,000
assistant
$1,000; two
clerk
each; extra
extra clerk
inspectors, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
clerk, $1,000;
two inspectors,
assistant clerk,

ofe

clerks
at $1,500
$1,500
each,
intangible
personal
property-two
hire,
$2,000;
hire,
fiveinspectors
$2,000; intangible
at $1,200 personal
each, clerk
property-two
to board of personal
clerks attax
assessors,
each,
five inspectors at $1,200 each, clerk to board of personal tax assessors,
$1,800,
two clerks
$1,200 each;
each; in
$30,800.
$1 800, two
clerks at
at $1,200
in all,
all, $30,800.
LicenseLiceBuu
Bureau.
BUREAU: Superintendent
Superintendent of licenses
licenses (who shall also be
LICENSE Buitratu:
secretary to
to the
the automobile
additional compensation),
compensation),
board without
without additional
automobile board
secretary
$2,000; clerks-two
at $1,400 each,
each, two
two at
at $1,200
each, one
one $1,000,
one
$1,000, one
$1,200 each,
clerks-two at$1,400
$2,000;
$900;
$1,200; inspector
$1,200; assistant
inspecof licenses,
licenses, $1,200;
assistant inspecinspector, $1,200;
inspector of
$900; inspector,
tor of
licenses, $1,000;
$1,000; messenger,
messenger, $600;
in all,
all, $13,100.
$13,100.
$600; in
tor
of licenses,
Collector's offie.
office.
Collector's
COLLECTOR'S OFFICE:
collector, $2,000;
COLLECTOR'S
OFFICE: Collector,
Collector, $4,000;
$4,000; deputy
deputy collector,
$2,000;
chief
arrears division,
division $2,000;
cashier, $1,800;
$1,800; two
two assistant
assistant
$2,000; cashier,
chief clerk,
clerk, arrears
cashiers at
each; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $1,600
bailiffs, at
at $1,200
$1,200
$1,600;Ahree
three bailiffs,
$1,500 each;
cashiers,
at $1,500
each; clerks-four
thirteen at
four at
at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; four
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each; thirteen
each;
clerks-four at
$1,000 each
each (including
from assessor's
office), five
five
one transferred
transferred from
assessor's office),
$1,000
(including one
at
$900 each,
bank messenger,
two mesmes$1,200; two
$720; clerk
clerk and
and bank
messenger, $1,200;
at $900
each, one
one $720;
sengers,
at $600
$600 each;
$50,820.
each; in
in all,
all, $50,820.
sengers, at
Auditor's
office.
Auditors offioe.
AUDITOR'S OFFICE: Auditor, $4,000; chief clerk,
AunrroR's
clerk, $2,250; bookbookkeeper, $1,800;
$1,800; accountant,
at $1,600
four
$1,500;;clerks-three
clerks-three at
$1,600 each, four
keeper,
accountant, $1;500
at
$1,400 each,
each, one
four at
$1,200 each,
seven at
at $1,000
each,
each, seven
$1,000 each,
one $1,350,
$1,350, four
at $1,200
at $1,400
one
two at
at $720
each; messenger,
messenger, $600;
one $936,
$936, two
two at
at $900
$900 each,
each, two
$720 each;
$600; propproperty
survey officer,
$1,800;
deputy disdisdofficer,
disbursing officer,
officer, $3,000;
$3,000; deputy
erty survey
off
$1,800;
1,800; disbursing
bursing
officer, $1,600;
each, two
two at
at $1,000
$1,000
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
bursing officer,
$1,600; clerks-two
clerks-two at
each,
$900; messenger,
in all,
all, $50,176.
$50,176.
$600; in
one $900;
messenger, $600;
each, one
OFFICE OF
OF CORPORATION
CORPORATION COUNSEL:
Corporation nouncounCOUNSEL: Corporation
Corporation counsel, $4,500;
Corporation
OFFICE
$4,500;
sets
office.
sel's office.
assistants-first
assistants-first $3,000, second $2,500, third $2,000, fourth
fourth $1,800,
fifth $1,500,
$1,500, sixth
sixth $1,500,
$1,500; clerk
and stenographer,
stenographer,
seventh, $1,500;
clerk and
fifth
$1,500, seventh,
$1,400; stenographer
typewriter, $1,200;
two stenographers,
stenographers, at
at
stenographer and
and typewriter,
$1,200; two
$1,400;
$900
each; clerk,
$720; in
all, $23,420.
in all,
$23,420.
$900 each;
clerk, $720;
Sinking-fund office.

Coroner's office.

Superintendent
Superintendent

SINKING-FUND
OFFICE, UNDER
CONTROL OF
S
INKING-FUND OFFICE,
UNDER CONTROL
OF THE
THE TREASURER
TREASURER OF
OF

THE UNITED
TATzs: For
additional compensation
compensation to
in the
the
For additional
to the
the clerk
clerk in
THE
UNITED S
STATES:
office
the Treasurer
United States,
designated by
the TreasTreasurer of
of the
the United
States, designated
by the
Treasoffice of
of the
urer to
to perform
the necessary
necessary clerical
service in
in connection
with the
the
urer
perform the
clerical service
connection with
sinking fund
fund and
and payment
interest on
debt of
District of
of
sinking
payment of
of interest
on the
the debt
of the
the District
$500.
Columbia, $500.
CORONER'S
C
ORONER'S OFFICE: Coroner, $1,800;
$1,800; morgue master, $720; assistant
janitor, $600;
hostler and
janitor, $480;
$480; in
in
ant morgue
morgue master
master and
and janitor,
$600; hostler
and janitor,
all,
$3,600.
all, $3,600.
of

OFFICE OF
OF SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT OF
WEIGHTS, MEASURES,
MEASURES, .4
ND MARKETS:
OFFICE
OF WEIGHTS,
AND
MARKETS:

Superintendent,
Superintendent, $2,500; inspectors-chief
$1,500, five
$1,200 each;
each;
inspectors-chief $1,500,
five at $1,200
masters-two at $1,200
clerk, $1,200;
$1,200; market masters-two
$1,200 each,
each, two at $900 each;
each;
assistant
masters-two at $780
$600 each,
each, one
one
assistant market
market masters-two
$780 each,
each, two at
at $600
$300;
laborers-five at
at $600
five at
at $480
$480 each;
each;
$300; watchman,
watchman, $600;
$600; laborers-five
$600 each,
each, five
Proriro.
Proviso.
in all, $24,460: Provided,
Provided, That
commissioners each
each year
year in
in the
the
That the
the commissioners
Report of assignments.
the foreannual estimates
estimates shall
shall report
report to
menrt
ssign annual
to Congress
Congress the
the assignment
assignment of
of the
foregoing market masters,
masters, assistant market masters, watchman, and
and
laborers to
laborers
to the
the various markets and
and offices.
offices.
Engineer
commisENGINEER COMMISSIONER'S
Engineer of
f hways, $3,000;
$3,000;
highways,
of hi
OFFICE: Engineer
COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE:
ENGINEER
sioner offce.m
sioner's
office.
Engineers, superinEngieers,
superin- engineer
of streets
streets $2,000,
$2,000,
engineer of bridges,
bridges, $2,500; superintendents-one
superintendents-one o
tendents, etc.
enen
e
one
one of
of suburban
suburban roads $2,250; sanitary
sanitary engineer,
engineer, $3,300; asphalts
asphalts and
cements-inspector $2,400,
assistant inspector
$1,500; trees
trees and
and parkparkcements-inspector
$2,400, assistant
inspector $1,500;
Assistant engineers,
Assistant
engineers, ings-superintendent
$2,000,
assistant
superintendent
$1,350;
assistings-superintendent
$2,000,
$1,350;
etc.
ant engineers-two
engineers-two at $2,200 each, four at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, two at $1,600
$1,500 each,
at $1,350
$1,350 each,
one $1,200;
$1,200; transittransit,
each, four
four at
at $1,500
each, two
two at
each, one
men-three
$1,050; rodmen-eight
$900 each,
men-three at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, one $1,050;
rodmen-eight at
at $900
each,
chainmen-six at
at $720
$720 each,
each, six
six at
four at
at $780
$780 each; chainmen-six
at $650
$650 each;
each;
markets.
easure and
r
'
s
t
'
i
e
g l
e
t
i
s
imeasures,
Salaries.
Salaries.
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draftsmen-one $1,500,
two at
each, one
$1,050; general
eth.
general Inspectors,
Ispectors,etc.
one $1,050;
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
$1,500, two
draftsmen-one
of sewers, $1,200;
$1,200; bridge in$1,300; inspector
inspector of
inspector of
of sewers, $1,300;
spector, $1,200;
inspectors-two at
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
each, one
spector,
$1,200; inspectors-two
one $1,400,
$1,400, five
five
(including two of streets) at $1,200
$1,000, one $900; foreeach, one
one $1,000,
$1,200 each,
(including
men-twelve at $1,200
$1,050 each, ten
ten at $900
$900 each;
each;
each, four
four at
at $1,050
men-twelve
$1,200 each,
bridge keepers-one
three at
at $600
$600 each;
chief clerk,
Clerks, etc.
etc.
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; Clerks
each; chief
$650, three
bridge
keepers-one $650,
permit
clerk, $1,500;
clerks-one
$1,000; clerks-one
assistant permit
permit clerk,
clerk, $1,000;
permit clerk,
$1,500; assistant
$1,800, three
$1,400, two
$1,350 each,
each, seven
at
seven at
two at $1,350
each, one
one $1,400,
three at
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
$1,800,
$1,200 each,
each, two
each, one
one $900,
$900, three
$840 each,
each, one
three at $840
two at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
$1,200
$720, one
$600; seven
seven messengers,
messengers, at
at $600
skilled labor, $625;
$625;
$600 each;
each; skilled
$720,
one $600;
laboratory
$1,200; janitor,
$720; steam
steam engineers-prinengineers-prinassistant, $1,200;
janitor, $720;
laboratory assistant,
cipal
three at
$1,050 each;
each;
assistants at $1,050
each, three assistants
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
$1,800, three
cipal $1,800,
six
each; six
firemen, at
$900;
storekeeper, $900;
at $875 each; storekeeper,
six firemen,
six oilers,
oilers, at
at $600 each;
superintendent
watchmen,
$975; two watchmen,
stables, $1,500;
$1,500; blacksmith,
blacksmith, $975;
superintendent of
of stables,
at $630
each; two
drivers, at
$630 each;
in all,
each; in
all, $179,520.
$179,520.
two drivers,
at $630
at
$630 each;

Central Garage:
Garage: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
and drivdriv- Central
entral Garage.
Garage.
two mechanics
mechanics and
$1,500; two
Central
ers,
$1,000 each;
each; in
all, $3,500.
ers, at
at $1,000
in all,
$3,500.
oftricipalarchitect's
MUNICIPAL
architect, $3,600;
en- offie. a r l a h i t
$3,600; enOFFICE: Municipal
Municipal architect,
ARCHITECT'S OFFICE:
MUNICIPAL ARCHITECT'S
gineering
$2,000;
superintendent of construction,
construction, $2,000;
gineering assistant,
assistant, $2,400; superintendent
chief draftsman, $1,800;
$1,400, one
one $1,300;
$1,300; heating,
$1,800; draftsman-one
draftsman-one $1,400,
chief
ventilating, and sanitary
sanitary engineer, $2,000; superintendent
superintendent of repairs,
repairs,
$1,800; assistant
assistant superintendent
superintendent of
of repairs,
carpenter,
boss carpenter,
$1,350; boss
repairs, $1,350;
$1,800;
boss plumber,
plumber, boss
boss steam fitter, boss grader,
painter, boss
boss tinner,
tinner, boss painter,
$1,200, one
$1,200; clerks-one
clerks-one $1,200,
$1,200 each;
each; machinist,
machinist, $1,200;
six in all,
all, at $1,200
$1,050,
one (office
of superintendent
superintendent of
$720;
one $720;
$1,000, one
of repairs)
repairs) $1,000,
(office of
$1,050, one
copyist,
driver' $600;
$31,460.
$600; in all,
all, $31,460.
copyist, $840; driver,
•Puma)
UnirriEs COMMISSION:
Commissiorr: Executive
Secretary, $4,000;
$4,000; ac
pubtectoy
.
ties
Utilities
ac-_cooPubl
Executive Secretary,
PUBLIC UTILITIES
engineer, $3,000;
$3,000; assistant accountant,
countant, $3,000; traffic engineer,
$2,000;
chief . clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; inspectors-one
inspectors-one $1,800,
$1,800, one $1,600,
$1,600, one
$2,000; chief
$1,400;
inspector of gas and meters, $2,000; inspector
inspector of electric
electric
$1,400; inspector
meters,
assistant inspectors-one
$1,200, two at $900 each;
inspectors-one $1,200,
meters, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant
clerks-two
$1,400 each, two at $100
$100 per month each for seven
clerks-two at $1,400
months; two messengers, at $720 each; in all, $31,040;
$31,040;
For
incidental and
and all
all other
general necessary
necessary expenses
Expert services.
services.
authorized Expert
expenses authorized
other general
For incidental
including the
expert services
services where necessary,
necessary,
employment of
of expert
by law, including
the employment
$10,000;
$10,000;
In all,
all, Public
Commission, $41,040.
$41,040.
Public Utilities Commission,
In
B- sion.
i
diassistant auSuperintendent, $3,000; assistant
STREET-CLEANING DIVISION:
DrvisioN: Superintendent,
sigr
.
eat'
cleaning
STREET-CLEANING
perintendent and
cleric, $1,400;
stenographer and
$1,400; stenographer
and clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; chief clerK,
perintendent
clerks-two at $1,200
$1,200 each,
eack, one $1,100,
$1,100, one $1,000,
$1,000,
clerk, $1,000;
$1,000; clerks-two
two at $720
$720 each; chief inspector, $1,300;
$1,200
inspectors-four at $1,200
$1,300; inspectors-four
$1,100 each; foreman
$1,200; foremen-one
foreman of repairs, $1,200;
each, two
two at $1,100
$1,300, four at $1,200
$1,200 each,
$1,000, one
each, eight at $1,100 each, one $1,000,
$1,300,
foremen-three at $900 each,
each, two at $720 each;
each;
$900; assistant foremen-three
messenger and driver,
messenger
driver, $600; in all,
all, $44,180.
$44,180.
steam
BOARD
EXAMINERS, STEAM
STEAM ENGINEERS:
ENGINEERS: Three members,
members, at $300 ESID"-,
Examiners' stea
OF EXAMINERS,
BOARD OF
each, $900.
each,
$900.
departmensa
OF INSURANCE:
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT or
INSURANCE: Superintendent
Superintendent of insurance,
insurance, $3,500;
$3,500; m
departdeputy
examiner, $2,000;
$2,000; statistician,
statistician $1,700;
clerks, one,
rance
one, $1,200,
$1,200,
$1,700; clerks,
deputy and
and examiner,
two at
statistician,
$840; temporary clerk
clerk hire,
$600;
hire, $600;
each; stenographer,
stenographer,
$840;
two
at $909
$900 each;
$11,640.
in all, $11,640.
S
URVEYOR'S OFFICE:
Surveyor, $3,000;
assistant surveyor,
$2,000; Srosoffo.
Surveyors office.
surveyor, $2,000;
$3,000; assistant
SURVEYOB'S
OFFICE: Surveyor,
clerks-one $1,225,
$1,225, one
one $975,
$975, one
one $675;
assistant engineers,
engineers, at
at
$675; three
three assistant
clerks-one
$1,500 each; computer, $1,200; record clerk, $1,050;
$1,050; inspector,
inspector,
$1,500
$1,275;
$1,225, one $900; assistant computer,
computer' $900;
draftsmen-one $1,225,
$1,275; draftsmen-one
$700 each, two at
at
three rodmen, at $825 each; ehainrnen-threez
chainmen-three, at $700
$650 each; computer
transitman, $1,200;
$1,200; in all, $26,000.
$26,000.
computer and transitman,
Temporary services.
For services
services of temporay
temporary draftsmen,
draftsmen, computers,
computers, laborers,
laborers, addiaddi- T"p.a
-a
tional
field party when required,
o
supplies, care or hire of
required purchase of supplies,
tionsl field
fl1
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Minimum Wage
Minimum
Board.
Wage
From District reveroveFrom
nu

flues.
L
es.
Free
Public Library
Library
Free Public
Takoma
Park
Park
Takoa
ch
branch.
Salaries.
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teams, $8,000,
$8,000, all
all expenditures
hereunder to
be made only on the
to be
expenditures hereunder
teams,
written authority
authority of
of the
commissioners;
the commissioners;
written
In
all, $34,000.
$34,000.
In all,
contingent and
$2,500; contingent
BOARD: Secretary,
WAGE
MNIMnM
axINIMUM
WAGE BOARD:
Secretary, $2,500;
and miscelmiscella
laneous expenses,
expenses, $2,500;
$2,500; in
in all,
all, $5,000,
$5,000, to be
be paid wholly out of the
laneous
of the
revenues
the District
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
revenues of

Libra-FREE
TAKOMA PARK BRANCH:
BRANCH: Libra
INCLUDING TAKOMA
LIBRARY, INCLUDING
PUBLIC LIBRARY,
FBEE PUBLIC
circulating department,
rian,
$4,000; assistant
assistant librarian,
$1,800; chief circulating
librarian, $1,800;
rian, $4,000;
$1,500; director
$1,500; director
reference
director of reference
work, $1,500;
children's work,
of children's
director of
$1,500;
work, $1,500;
children's librarian,
librarian, $1,000;
work,
of school
school work,
supervisor of
$1,000; supervisor
$1,500; children's
work,
Takoma Park branch
$1,200; librarian's
librarian's secretary,
secretary, $1,000;
branch librarian
librarian.,
$1,000; Takoma
$1,200;
industrial
$1,000;
chiefs of
$1,200, industrial
accessions $1,200,
and accessions
divisions-order and
of divisions—order
$1,000; chiefs
$1,200;
reference librarian
catalogue department,
chief, catalogue
$1,200; chief,
librarian, $1,200;
$1,200; reference
periodicals $1,000,
$1,200; assistants—one
$1,600, one
one in
in charge
charge of periodicals
assistants-one $1,000,
$1,200;
eight
at $900
$900 each,
(including one
branch)
Park branch)
Takoma Park
the Takoma
for the
one for
seven (including
each, seven
eight at
at
each, six
six (including
(including one
one for
for Takoma
Park branch)
at $660
$660
branch) at
Takoma Park
at $780
$780 each,
cataloguerseach; copyist,
copyist, $660;
classifier, $900;
$900; shelf
lister, $1,020; cataloguers—
shelf lister,
$660; classifier,
each;
one
one $780,
$780, two
two at
at $660
each; stenographers
and typewrittypewritstenographers and
$660 each;
$840, one
one $840,
each,,
ers—one $1,000,
$1,000, one
attendants—one $780, six at $660 each,
$840; attendants-one
one $840;
ers-one
five
at $600
$600 each;
each; collator,
collator, $660;
$660; four messengers,
messengers, at $600 each; ten
five at
pages,
at $420
at $600
$600 each,
each, one of
of whom
whom shall
janitors, at
four janitors,
each; four
$420 each;
pages, at
act as
watchman; janitor
janitor of
of Takoma
Takoma Park
Park branch,
branch, $480;
night watchman;
as night
act
engineer , $1,200;
$1,200; fireman,
guard,
fireman, $720; workman, $600; library guard,
engineer,
$720; two
aro cloakroom
attendants, at
at $360
$360 each;
six charwomen,
charwomen, at
at
each; six
cloakroom attendants,
$720;
all, $68,560.
$240 each; in all,
$68,560.
$240
includtemporary service, includand temporary
Substitutes.
For substitutes
substitutes and
other special
special and
and other
For
Snbstitutes.
the dising
conducting of
in public-school
public-school buildings,
buildings, at the
stations in
of stations
the conducting
ing the
librarian, $2,500.
cretion
cretion of the librarian,
half holietc., openopen.
For
extra services
services on
Sundays, holidays,
and Saturday
Saturday half
holidays, and
on Sundays,
For extra
Sunday, etc.,
Sunday,
x'.
days,
da, $2,500.
$2,500.
books,
BRANCH: For
Miscellaneous.
TAKOMA
MISCTEANEOUS,
Misceaneous.
SCELLANEOTTS, INCLUDING
INCLUDING T
AKOMA. PARK
PARK BRANCH:
For books,
periodicals, and
and newspapers,
newspapers, including
including payment
payment in advance for subperiodicals,
newspapers, subscription
periodicals, newspapers,
scriptions to periodicals,
subscription books, and society
society
scriptions
publications, $12,500;
$12,500;
publications,
For binding,
binding, by
by contract
contract or
or otherwise,
necessary perincluding necessary
otherwise, including
For
sonal services, $6,000;
$6,000;
For maintenance,
repairs, fuel,
fuel, lighting,
lighting, fitting
buildings,
up buildings,
fitting up
maintenance, repairs,
For
maintenance of
exchange, and maintenance
lunch-room equipment;
purchase, exchange,
of
equipment; purchase,
lunch-room
contingent expenses,
other contingent
bicycles
motor-delivery vehicles,
expenses,
vehicles, and other
and motor-delivery
bicycles and
$11,000;
$11,000;
Extraordinary
improvements to the buildings
buildings of
extraordinary repairs and improvements
For extraordinary
rreExtMrardiry
pairs,
etc.
the free
libraries, $3,000;
$3,000;
public libraries,
free public
the
In
all, $32,500.
In all,

and
and

bra

Contingent expenses.

Contingentexpenses.
Items specified.
Items
spedied.

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES.
periodFor printing, checks, books, law books,
books 'books of reference, _perioddrawing
icals, stationery;
instruments and implements;
implements; thawing
surveying instruments
stationery; surveying
icals,
records;
materials; binding,
rebinding, repairing,
repairing, and preservation
preservation of records;
binding, rebinding,
materials;
apparatus
maintaining
order the laboratory
laboratory and apparatus
keeping in good order
maintaining and keeping
in
office of
of the inspector
inspector of asphalt
asphalt and cement;
cement; damages;
damages; livery,
in the
the office
buggies and bicycles
purchase, and
care of
carriages or buggies
and carriages
of horses and
and care
purchase,
ice; repairs to pound
not otherwise
provided for; horseshoeing;
horseshoeing; ice;
pound and
otherwise provided
not
department
vehicles;
of bicycles
bicycles by
inspectors m the engineer
engineer department
by inspectors
use of
vehicles; use
not
exceed $800;
other general
expenses of
District
of District
necessary expenses
general necessary
and other
$800; and
to exceed
not to
offices,
including the
office, Board
of Charities,
Charities, includBoard of
sinking-fund office,
the sinking-fund
offices, including
officer and
and to the secretary
ing
purchasing officer
secretary of
of
ing an
an allowance
allowance to the purchasing
exceeding $360
$360 each per annum for
of Charities of not exceeding
the Board of
maintenance
discharge of their official
for use in the discharge
maintenance of vehicles for
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duties, personal-tax
personal-tax board,
harbor master,
master, health
health department,
department,
board, harbor
duties,
surveyor'ss office,
and markets
markets
measures, and
of weights,
weights, measures,
superintendent of
office, superintendent
surveyor
office, and
and department
insurance, and
of new
new apparatus
apparatus
purchase of
and purchase
department of
of insurance,
office,
and laboratory
laboratory equipment
equipment in
in office
inspector of
of asphalt
asphalt and
and cement,
cement,
office of
of inspector
and
$45,000.
$45,000.

tinig
9aports,

For printing
printing all
and special
reports of
of the
the government
government of
of calrtr
fis.
191nll9.Prts
special reports
annual and
all annual
For
cal y
.

the
Columbia for
for the
ending June
for
June 30, 1919, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
of Columbia
the District
District of
submission
Congress, $10,000.
$10,000.
submission to
to Congress,
For
motor cycles
Motor vehicles.
of automobiles,
automobiles, motor
cycles,7 Maintean'ee
For maintenance,
maintenance, care,
care, and
and repair
repair of
Maintenance.
and motor
motor trucks
trucks owned
owned by
the District
District of
are not
not
that are
of Columbia,
Columbia, that
by the
and
otherwise
provided for,
for, including
including. such personal services
services in
herein provided
otherwise herein
connection
therewith not otherwise herein authorized,
authorized, as the comconnection therewith
missioners
specially order,
$25,000;
order, $25,000;
writing specially
shall in
in writing
missioners shall
Purchases, etc.
For
automobile for
for use
of the
the various
various Purchaseset.
use of
new automobile
of one
one new
the purchase
purchase of
For the
departments
government of the District of Columbia, and for
for
of the
the government
departments of
the
exchange of
automobiles now owned by the District of
of such automobiles
the exchange
Columbia
as, in
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the commissioners
commissioners of said District,
in the
Columbia as
have or
shall become
$5,700;
have
or shall
become unserviceable,
unserviceable, $5,700;
In
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $30,700.
All of
of said
ateedb.Y offiriels
re
officials re.
and strted
vehicles and
motor vehicles
said motor
$30,700. All
all, for
for motor
In all,
all
horse-drawn
provided for in this Act and all horse-drawn
all other motor vehicles provided
carriages
carriages and buggies owned by the District of Columbia shall be used
only
pertaining to the public services of said
directly pertaining
purposes directly
only for
for purposes
District,
District, and shall be under the direction and control of the commissioners,
from time to time alter or change the assignment
assignment
sioners, who may from
for use
use thereof or
or direct the joint
joint or interchangeable
interchangeable use
use of
of any
any of the prooW
poviso.
imit
cst
and employees
same
employees of the District: Provided,
Provided, That no li
mit oficost.
by officials
officials and
same by
or exchange,
automobile shall be acquired
acquired hereunder, by purchase
purchase 'or
automobile
at a
exceeding $1,500
$1,500
a vehicle exchanged, exceeding
a cost, including the value of a
for one seating
seating less
for
seating four
four or more
$1,200 for
more persons and $1,200
for one
one seating
than four
persons.
than
four persons.f
horses, etc.
restricted.
Appropriations in this Act shall not be expended
expended for the purchase
purchase res
u
get.lh°rse6 'etc"
Appropriations
or
vehicles for the use of the
horse-drawn vehicles
or maintenance
maintenance of horses or horse-drawn
commissioners,
maintenance of horses or horsecommissioners, or for the purchase or maintenance
or
drawn vehicles for inspection or other purposes for those officials
officials or
employees provided
provided with motor vehicles.
vehicles.
Appropriations in
this Act,
except appropriations
appropriations for
the militia,
militia, 4)=3:X0r
horses,
.forhorse
et.rx
for the
Act, except
in this
Appropriations
maintenance of horses,
shall not be used
used for the purchase, livery,
livery, or maintenance
maintenance, or repair of buggies or carriages
carriages
or for the purchase, maintenance,
and harness,
harness, except
except as provided for in the appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent
which
and miscellaneous
appropriation from which
expenses or unless the appropriation
miscellaneous expenses
the same is proposed
proposed to be paid shall specifically
specifically authorize such purlivery, maintenance, and repair,
repair, and except also as hereinafter
hereinafter
chase, lively',

authorized.

Fire nsurace pro-

authorized.
Appropriations in.
shall not
not be
used for
the payment
payment of
rim Insurance
hibited.
of Whited.
for the
be used
Act shall
in this
this Act
Appropriations
premiums or
other cost
cost of
of fire
fire insurance.
insurance.
premiums
or other
T
s
Telephones may
may be
be maintained
rourones. allowed
atTresidene.
d
the residences
residences of the superin- at
maintained in
in the
Telephones
tendent of the water department,
inspector
department, sanitary engineer, chief inspector
tendent
street-cleaning division, assistant superintendent
superintendent of the streetstreetof the street-cleaning
cleaning division, inspector
secretary of the Board of
inspector of plumbing, secretary
chief of the bureau of
officer,, assistant health officer, chief
Charities, health officer
fire department,
preventable
preventable diseases,
diseases, chief engineer
engineer of the fire:
department, superinfire-alarm
inspector in charge of the fire-alarm
tendent of police, electrical inspector
system, one fire-alarm
fire-alarm operator, and two fire-alarm
fire-alarm repair men, under
under Connection.
CoZesmcommissioners mayconappropriations
contained in this Act. The commissioners
may conappropriations contained
nect any or all of these telephones to either the system of the ChesaTelephone Company
Company or the telephone
system
telephone system
peake and Potomac Telephone
May
maintained by the District
District of Columbia, as in their judgment
judgment may
maintained
be most economical
p. e.
economical to the District.
potag forr strictly official mal
For postage
mail matter
-$15,poo.
ow
Postm
bras.
matter,.,$15,.-

The conmisiners ae authorized, in their di'retio,

to ffnish

necessary
The comnussioners
transportation
are in
in
authorized,
connectioninwith
furnish
their'
strictly
discretion,
officitd
tobUsbiess
bsmie
strictly
officigI
with
connection
transportation
necessary
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of the
the District
Columbia by
of car fares from appropurchase of
the purchase
by the
of Columbia
District of
of
priations contained
contained in
in this
Provided, That
expenditures
the expenditures
That the
Act: Provided,
this .Act:
priations
herein
authorized shall
be so
apportioned as not to exceed a
atotal of
so apportioned
shall be
herein authorized
police $5,000:
Provided further, That
That the provisions
provisions of this paragraph shall
$5,000: Providedfurther,
police

not include
include the
appropriations herein
made for the fire and police
police
herein made
the appropriations
not

departments.
departments.
procurement of chains of title, the
or judicial expenses,
For
expenses, including
including procurement
printing
of briefs
briefs in
the Court
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals of
District of Columbia,
the District
of the
m the
printing of
witness
fees,
and
expert
services
in
District
cases
before the Supreme
cases
District
in
services
expert
and
fees,
witness
Court of
$5,000.
of said
said District, $5,.000.
Court
Coroner's expenses.
For
purchase and
hire of livery, of means of transmaintenance, hire
and maintenance,
For purchase
Corone' expenss.
fees, witness
portation for
coroner's office
morguesjurors'
jurors' fees,
and the morgue,
office and
the coroner's
for the
portation
fees,
removal of
of deceased
autopsies, ice,
disinfectants,
ice, disinfectants,
making autopsies,
persons, making
deceased persons,
fees, removal
telephone service,
service, and
and other
necessary supplies for the morgue, and
other necessary
telephone
the necessary
expenses of
holding inquests,
inquests including
including stenographic
of holding
necessary expenses
the
bodies,
services in
testimony, and
and photographing
photographing unidentified
unidentified bodies,
taking testimony,
in taking
services
$6,000.
Advertising.

dial pens

Judicial expenses.

required by law, and for
and required
authorized and
For
advertising, authorized
for
general advertising,
For general

Aerting.

GeneraL

tax and
and school
school notices
notices of
changes in
regulations, $6,000.
m regulations,
of changes
and notices
notices and
tax
Taxes
arrears.
required
For
notice of taxes in arrears
arrears July 1,
1, 1919,
1919, as required
For advertising
advertising notice
VoL
2sin pl.24.
VoL 26, p. 24.
a charge
to
given by
by Act
March 19, 1890, to be reimbursed by a
of March
Act of
be given
to be
of 50
50 cents
cents for
for each
or piece
piece of property
property advertised,
advertised, $3,500.
lot or
each lot
of
Game
and fish
For enforcement of .game and fish
laws.
fish laws.
me and
fish laws, to be expended under the
direction
of the
the commissioners,
comnussioners, $100.
direction of
Removing danger1899
1, 1899,
For carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
of the
Act approved
approved March 1,
the Act
provisions of
For
noving dangeous buildings.
Vol. 30,
p. 923.
.
3Op.p
entitled "An Act to authorize
authorize the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of
VoL
Columbia
to remove
unsafe buildings and parts thereof,
or unsafe
dangerous or
remove dangerous
Columbia to
and for
for other
other purposes,"
board of survey
purposes," to pay members of the board
and
a comprovided for
inspector of buildings
buildings,'at a
the inspector
than the
other than
therein, other
for therein,
provided
pensation
of not
not to
of
for each survey, and to pay the cost of
$10 for
exceed $10
to exceed
pensation of
making safe
safe or
removing such
buildings upon
upon the
neglect
or neglect
refusal or
the refusal
buildings
such
removing
or
making
RppriaU.
Reappropriation.
of the
unexpended balance of the appropriation
appropriation
do, the unexpended
to do,
so to
owners so
the owners
of
9.
40 p. 924.
Vol.140,
for
reappropriated
made
for
this
purpose
for
the
fiscal
is
reappropriated
for
1913
year
fiscal
the
for
purpose
this
made for
the
the fiscal year 1920.
Copies
of wills,
wills, etc.,
etc.,
For
For furnishing to the office of the assessor copies of wills, petitions,
Copies of
to assessor.
and
$1,000.
and all necessary papers wherein title to real estate is involved, $1,000.
tosor.
Recorder of deeds.
rent of offices
For
rent
offices of the recorder of deeds, to be expended
expended under
under
deeds.
Recorderof
Office rent.
Superintendent of the Capitol Building and
the direction of the Superintendent
ffice ent.
Grounds,
Grounds, $6,000.
Pay
for
copying
The
authorized
of deeds of the District of Columbia is authorized
recorder of
The recorder
copying
er
ddy etc.
deeds,
and directed
directed to
for copying instruments filed for record in his
to pay for
and
office
per centum of the fees collected by him for filing, indexing,
40 per
office 40
and recording
recording said
the same
compensation
rate of compensation
same rate
and the
instruments, and
said instruments,
and
the
for
records of his office, and employees of the
making copies of the records
for making
office of
recorder of deeds of the District of Columbia when
when
the recorder
of the
office
employed therein
therein by
by the
compensation at the rate
receive compensation
shall receive
the day shall
employed
of $2.50
$2.50 for
each day
so employed,
employed, peyable
payable out of the fees and emoluday so
for each
of
ments of
office.
of said office.
ments
Vehicle tags.
horse-drawn
For
identification number tags for horse-drawn
of metal
metal identification
purchase of
For purchase
Vehicle tags.
vehicles
vehicles in the District
purposes and motor vehicles
used for business purposes
vehicles used
of
$15,000.
Columbia, $15,000.
of Columbia,
Repairing fire inju
For
repair of buildings owned
owned and used by the District of Columbia,
iufire
Repairig
ries.
when
injured by fire, the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation
when injured
of
reappropriated and con$10,000 made for the fiscal year 1910 is reappropriated
of $10,000
Veterinary supplies.
supplies
vetary
Motor vehicles.
Elevatorsinspection.

ietorsti

on.

tinued
available during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920.
1920.
tinued available
For medicines, surgical and hospital supplies for office of veterinary
$1,000.
surgeon, $1,000.
nary surgeon,
Building
Inspection Division:
Division: To reimbmuse
reimbmse three elevator inBuilding Inspection
spectors for
themselves of three motormaintenance by themselves
provision and maintenance
for provision
spectors
cycles for use in
inspection of elevators, $15 per month
their official inspection
in their
cycles
each,
each, $540.
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Automobiles inspecFor
transportation, means
means of
transportation, and
and maintenance
Automobile inspecof tion.
maintenance of
of transportation,
For transportation,
means
inspectors for
for
to inspectors
allowances to
including allowances
of transportation,
transportation, including
means of
automobiles at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month each,
.
automobiles
at the
of $30
each, $1,200
$1,200.i
spe
Plumbing
inspectio
Plumbing Inspection
Inspection Division:
Division: To
To reimburse
three assistant
assistant tiopu"in
reimburse three
Plumbing
inspectors
of plumbing
plumbing for
for provision
by themselves
themselves
maintenance by
and maintenance
provision and
inspectors of
of three
three motorcycles,
official inspections
inspections in
District
in the
the District
use in
in their
their official
for use
of
motorcycles, for
of
$15 per
month each,
each, $540.
$540.
of Columbia,
Columbia, $15
per month
D
District
Building.
District BuildingFor fuel,
power, repairs,
repairs, laundry,
mechan- Maintenance.
laundry, mechanlight, power,
fuel, light,
Building: For
District
ics,
exceed $4,000,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies,
supplies,
$4,000, and
not to
to exceed
and labor
labor not
ics, and
$35,000.
nnn
$35,000.
Superintendent
of
weigts.p
Office of
of Superintendent
of Weights,
Measures, and
Markets: For
gs
gliZt tiett
eg. expenses.
For W
and Markets:
Weights, Measures,
Superintendent of
Office
purchase
of small
of groceries,
and so
so Ietion expeses.
meats, provisions,
provisions, and
groceries, meats,
quantities of
small quantities
purchase of
forth,
including personal
personal services,
services in
connection with
investigation
with investigation
in connection
forth including
and detection
sales of
of short
and measure,
$100.
measure, $100.
short weight
weight and
of sales
detection of
and
Markets.
For
maintenance
and
repairs
to
markets,
$3,500.
Markets.
$3,500.
to
markets,
For maintenance and repairs
Fish wharf and marFor maintenance,
and lighting
fish wharf
wharf and
and market,
market, ket.ietswharf andmof fish
lighting of
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
For
$1,500.
Refrigerating plant.
For
repairs to
to refrigerating
plant, inplant.
in- Refigeatng
refrigerating plant,
and repairs
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
For maintenance,
cluding
engineer at
exceeding $1,200
$1,200 per
per annum,
annum, $2,600.
$2,600. Motor vehicles.
not exceeding
at not
salary of
of engineer
eluding salary
For maintenance
maintenance and
of three
vehicles, at
each, Motor veicles.
at $360
$360 each,
three motor
motor vehicles,
repair of
and repair
For
$1,080.
$1,080.
For allowance
the superintendent
to the
superintendent of weights, measures, and
allowance to
For
markets
of motor
in the
performance of
of
used in
the performance
vehicle used
motor vehicle
maintenance of
markets for
for maintenance
official
duties, at
not to
exceed $30
per month,
$360.
$30 per
month, $360.
to exceed
at not
official duties,

IMPROVEMENTS
AND REPAIRS.
REPAIRS
IMPROVEMENTS AND

Improvements
•repairs.
repaovemts

and

and

Assessment and
perr
a
d pe
Asseet
and permit
For assessment
ASSESSMENT AND
assessment and
permit work,
work, nit
WORK: For
PERMIT WORK:
AND PERMIT
ASESSMENT
work.
Reappropriatlou.
including
maintenance
of
motor
vehicles,
$200,000;
and
any
unexincluding maintenance of motor vehicles, $200,000; and any unex- ReVapropOEtP
Vol. 40, p. 925. .
pended balance
of the
the appropriation
in the
the Distict
of
District of
contained in
appropriation contained
balance of
pended
Columbia
assessment
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919 for assessment
Columbia Appropriation
and permit
work, streets,
available for
reappropriated and made available
streets, is reappropriated
and
permit work,
the same purposes during the fiscal year 1920.
Street improve.
S
TREET IMPBOVEMENTS:
IMPROVEMENTS: For
For paving,
paving, repaving,
repaving, grading,
and otherother- ments.
Street
improve
grading and
STBEET
wise
improving
streets,
avenues,
suburban
roads,
and
suburban
mens.
and
suburban
roads,
avenues,
suburban
streets,
improving
wise
streets,
as follows:
follows:
respectively, as
streets, respectively,
inl
vt!paving B Street
Southwest:
For repaving
with asphalt
asphalt the
the granite
granite block
B st
block roadway
roadway sRevig
repaving with
Southwest: For
of
13
Street
from
Delaware
Avenue
to
First
thirty-five
feet
feet
thirty-five
Street,
of B Street from Delaware Avenue to First
wide, $4,500;
$4,500;
Repaving Water
Water
Southwest:
asphalt the
the granite
granite block
Repaving
roadway Street
block roadway
with asphalt
repaving with
For repaving
Southwest: For
ee SW.
of
Water
Street
from
Eleventh
Street
to
Fourteenth
Street,
fifty-five
t
SW.
St
fifty-five
Street,
Fourteenth
to
Street
Eleventh
of Water Street from
feet wide, $49,000;
$49,000;
134'.,vingFirst Street
O Street to R
Southwest:
R Paving Frst street
paving with asphalt First Street, 0
For paving
Southwest: For
Street,
thirty-two feet wide, $22,000;
$22,000;
Street, thirty-two
Pavtitsit . Thirteenth
Southeast:
For paving
Thirteenth Street,
Potomac Stree
tPe
Th teeth
asphalt Thirteenth
Street, Potomac
Southeast: For
paving with asphalt
Avenue
to L
L Street,
Street, thirty-two
feet wide,
wide, $10,000;
$10,000;
thirty-two feet
Avenue to
Twelfth
Twefth
SPt^
Southeast:
For paving
paving with
to Po- St
I Street
Street to
Street, I
asphalt Twelfth Street,
with asphalt
Southeast: For
P
re:tv/11.
g
tomac
Avenue, thirty-two
feet wide,
wide, $6,000;
$6 000;
tomac Avenue,
thirty-two feet
Fifteenth
tee
Southeast: For
For paving
Street, Pennsyl- StYeSPaving
Fifteenth Street,
with asphalt
asphalt Fifteenth
paving with
Southeast:
a
etvJia.
g
$10,000;
thirty-two feet wide, $10,000;
vania Avenue to G Street, thirty-two
Southeast: For paving with asphalt Fifteenth Street, East Capitol
Street to
to B
Street, thirty-two
thirty-two feet
feet wide,
wide, $14,500;
$14,500;
B Street,
Street
N E!ving Elliott Street
Northeast:
concrete Elliott Street, F
F Street to
avNE.FiottSt
with concrete
Northeast: For paving with
Maryland Avenue,
feet wide
$5,000;
Maryland
Avenue, twenty-five
twenty-five feet
wide $5,000;
Warren
Northeast:
For paving
paving with
Street, B
B Street
Street to
C StPre:tva!
Waen
strPetvn
to C
Warren Street,
with concrete
concrete Warren
Northeast: For
Street, twenty-four
twenty-four feet
$6,000;
feet wide,
wide, $6,000;
bG=tet
Twentyr, sx?rading
. ilei.!., HamNortheast:
Northeast: For grading
grading and improving
improving Hamlin Street, Twentysixth Street
South Dakota
Dakota Avenue,
Avenue, thirty
$13,800;
thirty feet wide,
wide, $13,800;
sixth
Street to
to South
street
PSaving
treiet
Twelfth
Northeast:
paving with concrete Twelfth Street, Monroe in
Tel t
Northeast: For
For paving
$9,000;
Street to Otis Street, forty feet wide, $9,000;
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nji
eerv-png Ohio
AveReav
OhioAve-

Northwest: For repaving with asphalt Ohio Avenue,
Northwest:
Avenue, Twelfth to
Fifteenth Streetse
Streets, with
two roadways
twenty-two and one-half
one-half feet
feet
roadways twenty-two
with two
Fifteenth
wide and
center parking
$32,500;
fifteen feet wide, $32,500;
parking fifteen
and center
wide
Northwest: For grading
grading and improving Park Place,
Place
Place, Hobart Place
pCdanl etc., Park
Pl?icre
ad
/r4: eta"Park
to
twenty-four feet wide, $9,100;
$9,100;
Street, twenty-four
Lamont Street,
to Lamont
PavvNicWig.
ing Shepherd
Shepherd
sPavt
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving with concrete
concrete Shepherd
Shepherd Street, Rock Creek
Creek
Street
tret
.
Church Road to Fourth Street, thirty feet wide, $6,200;
$6,200;
14 ;1a
.
ving Taylor Street
PavingTaylorStreet
Northwest: For paving with concrete Taylor Street, Rock Creek
Creek
Church
to New
New Hampshire
Avenue, thirty
$19,000;
thirty feet wide, $19,000;
Hampshire Avenue,
Road to
Church Road
S Paving
ti. Fifteenth
Northwest: For
paving with
with concrete
concrete Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street,
Street, Buchanan
Buchanan
Northwest:
For paving
treetW Fteeth
Street to Crittenden
Crittenden Street, thirty feet wide, $4,500;
Pavin
SpringeRoad
pavinggspig
Northwest: For paving Spring Road, Thirteenth
Thirteenth to
Fourteenth
Northwest:
to Fourteenth
NW.
tree

Repaving z
IC street
Street
Npaing
NW.

thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $10,200;
Streets, thirty
$10,200;

Northwest: For repaving with small granite block the roadway
Northwest:
roadway-of
K
from Rock
Rock Creek
to Thirty-second
Thirty-second Street, fifty-six
feet
fifty-six feet
Creek to
Street, from
K Street,
wide,
$30,000; and
roadway is
of roadway
is
exceed this
this width
width of
and the use
use of not
not to exceed
wide, $30,000;
Roadway on
StRoadway
on Water
wate
hereby
authorized
authorized on the balance of this street west of Rock Creek
Creek
Street. ee
. and on Water Street in connection
connection with their
improvement;
their improvement;
Paving H
H stre
Street
Paving
Northwest: For paving with asphalt
H Street,
Twenty-third
Northwest:
asphalt H
Street, Twenty-third
NW.
thirty-two feet wide, $17,500;
$17,500;
Avenue, thirty-two
Street to Virginia Avenue,
Paving
Eighteenth
Street
asphalt Eighteenth
Eighteenth
p
Northwest: For paving
Northwest:
paving with asphalt
Eighteenth Street, C
C•
Street
Street NW.
strt.
to D Street,
Street, thirty-ive
to
thirty-five feet wide, $3,500;
$3,500;
Paving Euclid
Street
University Place to ColumEuclidStreet
Northwest: For paving
Northwest:
paving Euclid Street, University
NW.
NW.
wide, $33,000;
bia Road, 30 feet
feet wide,
$33,000;
Paving
Georgia AveNorthwest: For
Avenue, Buchanan
Buchanan Street
to
Street to
Georgia Avenue,
For paving
paving Georgia
Northwest:
pavigGeorgiaAvnue NW.
$122,000;
.
Military Road, 60 feet wide, $122,000;
nue
Paving Eleventh
Eleventh
H Street to Maryland
Eleventh Street, H
Northeast: For paving Eleventh
sPavng
Nortaeast:
Maryland
Street NE.
ret
Avenue,
wide, $17,000;
$17,000;
Avenue, 32 feet wide,
Accounting,
etc.
In
all, $454,300,
accounted for
for as
as "Street
"Street
and accounted
to be
be disbursed
disbursed and
In all,
$454,300, to
Accounting,etc.
Improvements" and
for that
purpose
shall
constitute one
fund.
one
fund.
shall
constitute
purpose
for
that
and
Improvements"
a
Work
on streets
balances of the
AVENUES: Any unexpended
STREETS AND
WORK ON sTnErrs
streets and
ork on
Won't
AND AVENUES.
unexpended balances
avenues.
Balances reapproprireappropri- appropriation
Balance
contained in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia Appropriation
appropation contained
of
Columbia
Appropriation
ated.
Act for
fiscal year
year 1919
avenues" are
and avenues"
Vol.
925,
on streets
streets and
"Work on
1919 for
for "Work
Act
for the
the fiscal
p.925.
VoL 40,
40, p.
reappropriated and
and made
available for
the same
purposes and under
under
same purposes
for the
made available
reappropriated
the same
conditions, respectively,
respectively, during
the
fiscal
1920.
year 1920.
the
fiscal
during
conditions,
the
same
Grading.
labor, purchase
AND ROADS:
ROADS: For labor,
ALLEYS, AND
GRADING
STREETS, ALLEYS,
Grading.
GRADING STREETS,
purchase and
repair
cars, carts,
and horses; and labor of
of same,
same, and
or hire
hire of
tools, or
carts, tools,
repair of
of cars,
the inmates
the Washington
Washington Asylum
Asylum and
Jail may be used in
and Jail
of the
inmates of
the
connection with this work, $30,000.
Condemnation.
Condemnation.
CONDEMNATION
AND ALLEYS:
purchase or
CONDEMNATION OF
OF STREETS,
STREETS, ROADS,
ROADS, AND
ALLEYS: For
For purchase
condemnation of streets,
streets, roads, and alleys, $1,000.
condemnation
Suburban
roads.
C
ONSTRUCTION OF
OF SlJBEIRBAN
unexpended balance
balance of
of
ROADS: Any
Any unexpended
Suburban
roads.
CONSTRUCTION
SUBURBAN ROADS:
Balances for conAppropriation
contained in the District of Columbia Appropriation
stction,
struction, repproprireappropri- the appropriation
appropriation contained
ated.
Act for the fiscal year 1919 for "Construction
"Construction of suburban
roads" is
suburban roads"
Vol. 40,
p.p.92.926.
40,
reappropriated and made available
available for the same purposes
under
purposes and under
reappropriated
the same conditions,
respectively, during
during the fiscal year 1920.
conditions, respectively,
the
Permanent high To carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions contained
contained in
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia
in the
To
highPermanent
ways
system.
streets •
tending streets,
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
authorizes
the corncomAppropriation
fiscal
year
1914
which
authorizes
a
,
etn
etc., to
with .
to conform with.
etc.,
missioners
extend, or
widen any
any street,
avenue, road
street, avenue,
road,s or
or
or widen
'0.
missioners to
to open,
open, extend,
tvoi.
Vol. 37,
37, p.
p. 950.
highway
highway to conform
conform with the plan of the permanent
permanent system of highways in
in that
that portion
of Columbia
Columbia outside
the cities
outside of
of the
cities
of the
the District
District of
ways
portion of
From s
District
reveD
i trct rev
$40,000,
and
Georgetown,
Washington
Georgetown,
$40,000,
to
be
paid
wholly
out of
ashington
of
nueom
nues.
the revenues
revenues of the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
the
pairs of streets
Repairs
streets,
REPAIRS--STREETS,
AVENUES, AND
AND ALLEYS:
For current
REPAIRS—STREETS, AVENETES,
ALLEYS: For
current work of
of
etc.
et
including resurfacing
resurfacing and
repairs of streets, avenues, and alleys, including
repairs to asphalt pavements
pavements with the same or other not inferior
inferior
Motor vehicles.
moto"
vhicI
material, and including the purchase
purchase of one motor truck at not to
$2,000, and maintenance
maintenance of motor vehicles,
vehicles, and including an
exceed $2,000,
allowance of not
exceed $30 pg
amonth
month for an automobile
automobile for use
per
to
exceed
allowance
not
Street railways pay
msetraaysP
e
for official purposes,
purposes, $500,000.
$500,000. This appropriation
appropriation shall be available
meats.
for repairing
repairing pavements
pavements of street railways when necessary; the
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p. 105.
105.
amounts thus
thus expended
shall be
amounts
expended shall
be collected
from such
railroad comcom- Vol.
collected from
such railroad
20, p.
VL 20,
panies
panies as provided
provided by
of "An
Act providing
providing a
by section 5
5 of
"An Act
a permanent
permanent
form of government
government for the District of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
approved June
June
credit of
11, 1878, and shall be deposited
deposited to the credit
appropriation for
for
of the appropriation
the fiscal
which they
are collected.
the
fiscal year
year in
in which
they are
collected.
Changingcurb lines.
The
authority given
given the
the commissioners
commissioners in
The authority
the District
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia VoL
VoL 34,
n. p. 1130.lines0.
Appropriation Act
Act approved
approved March
March 2,
1907, to
to make
make such
such changes
changes in
in
Appropriation
2, 1907,
the lines of the curb of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
its intersecting
intersecting
Avenue and
and its
streets in connection
connection with
with their
their resurfacing
as they
may consider
resurfacing as
they may
consider
necessary and
is made
applicable to
to such
and advisable
advisable is
made applicable
such other
other streets
streets and
and
avenues
as may
may be
under appropriations
avenues as
be improved
improved under
appropriations contained
contained in
in this
this Proviso.
Act: Provided,
no such
such change
change shall
shall be
be made
made unless
there shall
Provided, That
That no
unless there
shall Restriction.
Restrticton.
result therefrom
therefrom a
adecrease in the
improvement.
the cost
cost of the
the improvement.
Sidewalks, etc.
For
and repair
For construction
construction and
repair of
and curbs
curbs around
around public
public Sidewalks etc.
of sidewalks
sidewalks and
reservations and municipal
reservations
municipal and
United States
and United
States buildings,
buildings, $20,000.
$20,000.
Howard Road,SE.
The assessment
of costs
costs against
property on
The
assessment of
against abutting
abutting property
of Assessments
on account
Assessments of
of costs
costs
account of
improving, postthe construction
construction in November
November,'1918,
roadway on
on Howard
1918, of a
a concrete roadway
Howard for
ornmprov'g, po stponed.
Road
a distance
feet west from
Road for a
distance of sixteen hundred
hundred feet
Nichols Avenue
from Nichols
Avenueone
may be
the Commissioners,
be postponed,
postponed, in
in the
the discretion of
of the
Commissioners, for
for not
not to
to
exceed one
exceed
one year
year from
from the
the date
of the
approval of
of this
Act.
date of
the approval
this Act.
Suburban roads, re-REPAIRS TO
REPAIRS
TO SUBURBAN
SUBURBAN LOADS:
ROADS: .For
work of
repairs to
to pairs.
For current
current work
of repairs
pairs.
suburban roads and suburban
suburban streets, including
including maintenance
maintenance of
motor
vehicles, $200,000.
$200,000.
motor vehicles,
B
Bridges.
BRDGES: For construction
Banos:
construction and repairs, including
including the allowance
allowance to
to Bonstructon,
Construction,
rerepairs,
the overseer of bridges for the maintenance of an automobile
automobile for use pai, etc.
etc
in
performance of
of his
duties of
of not
to exceed
exceed &30
in performance
his official
official duties
not to
$30 per
per month,
month, Street bridges
briges over
over
for reptairng
$25,000. This appropriation
appropriation shall be available for
repairing when railroad rights
ights of
of way,
ay,
etc.
necessary
necessary any bridge
bridge carrying
carrying aapublic street over the right of way or etc.
railway company,
property of any railway
company-,or for constructing,
constructing, reconstructing,
reconstructing,
or repairing in such
such manner
shall in
in the
the judgment
judgment of
commis- O
manner as
as shall
of the
the comnisana
Over canals.
sioners be necessary
sioners
necessary reasonably
reasonably to accommodate
accommodate public traffic, any
any
bridge required to carry or carrying
carrying such traffic in aapublic street over
over
property of any canal
the right of way or property
canal company operating
operating as such
in the District
refusal of such railway
railway
District of Columbia,
Columbia, on.
on the neglect
neglect or
or refusal
or canal company to do such work when notified and required
required by the
commissioners,
commissioners, and the amounts
amounts thus expended
expended shall be a
a valid and
and
subsisting lien against the property
property of such railway company or of
collected from
such canal company and shall be collected
from such
such railway
railway company
company VoL
VoL 20, p.10105.
or from such canal company
the manner
company in the
section 5
5 of
manner provided
provided in section
of
an Act providing aapermanent form of government
government for the District of
Columbia, approved
11, 1878, and shall be deposited
approved June 11,
deposited in the
Treasury to the credit of the United States
States and the District of
of
Columbia in equal
equal parts.
Columbia
Highway Brid
Bridge.
Highway .Bridge across Potomac
Potomac River:
River: Draw operators-two
operators—two at H g hwaBrd
$1,020
$1,020 each, two at $720
$720 each; four watchmen, at $720
;720 each;
each; labor,
$2,000;
expenses of
$2,000; lighting, power, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies,
supplies, and expenses
every
operation and maintenance
maintenance of
every kind
land necessarily incident to the operation
approaches, $10,500;
the bridge and approaches,
$10,500; in all, $18,860:.
$18,860.
..
Repgeer
Replacing holdenFor completing replacement
replacement of the fenders
fenders of the bridge,
$25,000.
bridge, $25,000.
Ana
Bridge
a
Anacostia
Bridge.
Anacostia
Anacostia, River Bridge: For employees, miscellaneous
tra.se.e__Krteous
; 11
supplies,
supplies,
expenses of every kind
kind necessary
and expenses
necessary to operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance
of the bridge, $5,000.
$5,000.
se
SEWERS.
Cleaning, etc.
For cleaning
cleaning and repairing
repairing sewers
sewers and basins, purchase
purchase of a
amotor Cleg,E
truck at not to exceed
exceed $2,000, and maintenance
naaintenance of motor vehicles,
$80,000.
$80,000.
°
Pumping stat.on.
stations.
F.or operation and mintenance
-ofof the sewage Inlaying
pmp
service
For
maintenance
service*
neludim repairs
repairs to boilers,
boils, niachinery,
hinery, and pwniin
pp
ettnsa ..and
including
stations;
employment
laborers, and two
ln, purchias
purch of
employment of mechaics,
mechanics, laborers,
two wat
watchmen,
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Main and pipe.
pipe.
Suburban.
Suburban.
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coal, oils,
and other
and for maintenance
motor
maintenance of motor
other supplies,
supplies, and
oils, waste,
waste, and
coal,
trucks, $75,000.

For main and pipe sewers and receiving
receiving basins, $107,000.
$107,000.
For suburban
suburban sewers, including
including the purchase
purchase of one motor
motor field
field

wagon
exceed $2,000,
*2,000, and the maintenance
maintenance of motor veto exceed
at not
not to
wagon at
hicles, $110,000.
$110,000.
Reappropriation.
The unexpended
unexpended balance
the appropriation
appropriation for suburban
suburban sewers,
sewers,
of the
balance of
The
vRepop.riatisn.
Vol. 30, p. 1018.
year
1917,
reappropriated and
available for the
fiscal year
the fiscal
and continued
continued available
is reappropriated
1917, is.
1920.
Assessment and perassessment and permit
permit work,
work, sewers,
sewers, $50,000.
For assessment
mit work.
work.
d permit
Rights
of way.
Rights of
way.
construction,
For purchase or condemnation
condemnation of rights of way
way for construction,
maintenance,
and repair
repair of
$2,000, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof
public sewers,
sewers, $2,000,
of public
maintenance, and
as may
be necessary:.
necessary.
as
may be
Upper Potomac
otom In-- Upper
Potomac interceptor:
i-nterceptor: For continuing
Upper Potomac
continuing the construction
construction of
terceptor.
terceptorptor
Twenty-seventh and
K
the Upper Potomac interceptor between
between Twenty-seventh
and K
Streets and the Chain
Chain Bridge,
Bridge, $40,000.
Streets.
Streets.
Cleaning, etc.
Cleaning,
et

STREETS.
STREETS.
DUST PREVENTION,
PREVENTION, CLEANING,
AND &vow
SNOW REMOVAL:
For dust
dust preDUST
CLEANING, AND
REMOVAL: For
pre-

vention sweeping, and cleaning streets, avenues,
avenues, alleys, and suburvention,
under the immediate
immediate direction of the commissioners, and
ban streets, under
for cleaning
cleaning snow and ice from streets, sidewalks, crosswalks, and
and
gutters
including services and
of the commissioners, including
gutters in
in the discretion of
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of equipment, rent of storage rooms;
rooras;
purchase
purchase, and maintenance
maintenance
maintenance
repairs of stables; hire, purchase,
maintenance and repairs
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance,' and repair of wagons, harof horses; hire, purchase,
ness, and other
other equipment;
foremen for
for
allowance to inspectors and foremen
equipment; allowance
maintenance of horses and vehicles or motor vehicles used in the
maintenance
performance of official
official duties, not to exceed for each inspector
inspector or
performance
a horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicle,
foreman $25 per month for '
a
vehicle, $30 per month for
automobile, and $15
$15 per month for aamotorcycle; purchase, mainan automobile,
tenance, and repair
repair of motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles necessary
necessary in
in. cleaning
cleaning
tenance,
streets; purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
repair of bicycles;
bicycles; and necessary
necessary
incidental expenses,
expenses, $400,000.
Disposal o
OF Ciri
CITr REFUSE:
REFUSE: To enable the commissioners
of city refDISPOSAL or
commissioners to carry

USA.

out the provisions
provisions of existing law governing
governing the
the collection and
and disposal of garbage, dead animals, night soil, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous refuse
and ashes in the District of Columbia, including
inspection and allowincluding inspection
ance
inspectors for maintenance
motor
maintenance of horses and vehicles or motor
ance to inspectors
duties, not to exceed $25
$25
performance of official duties,
vehicles used in the performance
per month for each inspector
inspector for horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles, $30 per month
month
for automobiles,
public
motorcycles; fencing of public
$15 per month
month for motorcycles;
and $15
automobiles, and
for
and
by the
commissioners as
as public
public
the commissioners
property designated
designated by
and private
private .property
expenses, $656,000: Provided,
irt
pos'aproceed.,
i
dumps; and mcidenfal
Provided, That any proincidental expenses,
dumps;
Depitoproceeds.
ceeds received
from the
the disposal
disposal of
of city
city refuse
refuse or garbage shall be
ceeds
received from
paid into
into the
Treasury
of
the United
United States
States to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the United
United
of the
paid
the
Treasury
Use restricted.
States and
of Columbia
Columbia in
equal parts: Providedfurther,
Provided further,
in equal
use
estrited.
States
and the
the District
District of
available for collecting
collecting ashes or
appropriation shall not be available
That this appropriation
miscellaneous refuse from hotels, places
places of business, large apartment
apartment
miscellaneous
ing
or boarding houses.
Parking
coision.
Park
commission. or boarding houses.
PARKING COMMISSION:
COMMISSION: For
expenses, including
including laborers,
For contingent
contingent expenses,
PABKING
laborers,
trimmers,
nurserymen, repairmen,
repairmen, teamsters,
cart hire,
trees, tree
tree
trimmers, nurserymen,
teamsters, cart
hire, trees,
boxes,
stakes, tree
planting and care of trees
trees
tree stakes,
tree straps,
straps, tree
tree labels,
labels, planting
boxes, tree
suburban streets,
streets, care
spaces, maintenance
maintenance
on city and suburban
care of trees, tree spaces,
of two
motor
trucks,
and
miscellaneous
items, $60,000.
of
two
motor
trucks,
and
miscellaneous
items,
$60,000.
Bathing beach.
Bathingbeach.
BATHING BEACH:
BEACH: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $720; two watchmen, at $500
each; temporary
services, supplies,
supplies, and
maintenance, $4,500;
for
temporary services,
and maintenance,
$4,500; for
each;
grounds, $1,780;
and upkeep
upkeep of
of grounds,
$1,780; in
in all,
repairs to
to buildings,
buildings, pools,
pools, and
$8,000.
$8,000.
40, p. 9.

vol. 40, p. 539.
VoL
Ante, p. 38.
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PLAYGROUNDS:
PLAYGROUNDS: For maintenance,
maintenance, equipment, supplies, tools, con- Playgrounds.
lagrou
Maintenance.
struction
struction of toilet facilities, wading
wading pools, installation
installation of telephones
telephones
and telephone
telephone service, installation of electric lights and electric
and
electric servservice; grading, and repairs, including
including labor and materials,
materials, and transtransportation of materials,
materials, maintenance
maintenance and repair of storehouse,
storehowe, and
and
necessary
necessary incidental and contingent
contingent expenses for all playgrounds,
supervision of the commissioners,
under the direction
direction and supervision
$35,000;
commissioners, $35,000;
For salaries: Supervisor, $2,500; inspector of playgrounds, $1,200; Salaries.
salaries.
clerk (stenographer and typewriter),
typewriter), $1,200; to be employed not
not
exceeding
exceeding ten months-twenty-two
months—twenty-two directors of playgrounds
playgrounds or
or recrerecreation centers at $75 per month each, assistant director
per
director at $60
$60 per
month, general utility man at $60 per month; to be
be employed
employed not
not
exceeding seven months—three
months-three assistant directors at $60
month
$60 per month
each, four assistant directors at $50 per month each; to be employed
employed
not exceeding
months-five guards or swimming teachers
exceeding four months—five
teachers at
at $60
$60
per month each; to be employed not exceeding
exceeding three
months—four
three months-four
assistant directors at $60 per month each, twenty-two assistants at
at
$50 per month each; to be employed twelve months-twenty-two
months—twenty-two

watchmen
watchmen at $50 per month each, clerk (who shall be a
a bookkeeper)
bookkeeper)
at $75 per month; for services of extra directors
at not
35
directors at
not exceeding
exceeding 35
cents per hour
hour,, $800; for services of extra
not exceeding
exceeding
extra watchmen
watchmen at
at not
25 cents per hour, $600; in all,
$45,980;
all, $45,980;
For supplies,
supplies, installing electric
lights, repairs,
For
electric lights,
repairs, maintenance,
and
maintenance, and

Swimming pools.
Swimmingpools.

necessary,expenses
expenses of operating five swimming
swimming pools,
pools, $3,000;
$3,000;
In all,
all, for
for playgrounds
playgrounds, $83,980,
the revereve- nFrom
In
$83,980, to be paid wholly out
out of
of the
r
nues of the District of
of C
olumbia.
Columbia.
nuF
e .m

Ds

ct

reve

District rave-

PuBLIC CONVENIENCE
CONVENIENCE STATIONS:
For maintenance
maintenance of
PUBLIC
STATIONS: For
of public
public concon- tionvenisee
ti Cwrenience st
staa
--

venience stations,
stations, including
necessary employees,
employees,
venience
including compensation
compensation of necessary
$17,500,
$17,500,

BoARD FOR
OF INSANITARY
INSANITARY BUILDINGS:
all exex- ta
BOARD
Fon CONDENATION
CONDEMNATION OF
BUILDINGS: For
For all
t
r
mb
d
u
e
ildingf. lwant.
tar nb'ulngsni
P- 157
34, p.
157..

penses
enforcement
renses necessary
offan
Act
necessary and incident to the enforcem
ent o
an A
ctentitled
en titl ed Vol
"An
Act to
to create a
a board for the condemnation
'An Act
condemnation of insanitary
insanitary buildColumbia, and
ings in the District of Columbia,
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes" approved
approved
May 1,
May
1, 1906,
1906, including personal services when authorized
authorized by
the
by the
commissioners,
commiksioners, $2,500.
$2,500.
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Electrical

ecl
ment.

departdepart-

Electrical
electrical engineer, $2,000;
salrie.
Electrical engineer,
engineer , $2,750; assistant
assistant electrical
82,000; Salaries.

inspectors-one
inspectors—one $1,000,
$1,060, four at $900 each; electrician, $1,200; two

draftsmen, at
at $1,000 each; four telegraph operatois,
operatois, at $1,000
$1,000 each;
draftsmen,
each;

repairmen-expert
repairmen—expert $1,200,
$1,200, three at $900 each, one $840; telephone
telephone
operators-chief
$720 ten at $600 each,
operators—chief $900,
$900, four at $840 each, one $720,
one $540;
electrical inspectors—one
inspectors-one $2,000,
$2,000, one $1,800,
$540; electrical
$1,350,
,800, one
one $1,350,
four at $1,200 each; assistant electrician
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; clerks-one
clerks—one $1,400,
$1,400,
$1,200, two at $1,125
$1,125 each, one $1:050,
$1,050, one $750; assistant
one $1,200,
reassistant repairman
laborers-two at $600
pairmart $620; laborers—two
$600 each, two at $540 each; messenger, $630;
$630; storekeeper, $875; in all, $55,015.
0
Supplies contingent
For
general
supplies, repairs,
For general supplies,
repairs, new batteries and battery
batteiT supplies,
supplies, Suppieetc
t
telephone rental and purchase,
telephone
purchase, wire and cable for extension
extension of telegraph
telephone service,
graph and telephone
service, repairs of lines and instruments, purchase
of
poles,
chase of poles tools, insulators,
insulators, brackets,
brackets, pins,
pins, hardware,
hardware, cross arms,
ice,
record books,
ice, record
books, stationery, printing,
print
ing, livery,
livery, purchase
purchase and repair
repair
of bicycles,
bicycles, allowance
maintenance of two automobiles
automobiles at
of
allowance for the maintenance
at
not to
to exceed $30 per month each, washing, blacksmithing, extra
not
labor,
boxes,.,and other necessary
labor, new boxes
necessary items, $20,000.
P
wires underFor placing wire
wiress of
police-patrol,
offire-alarm,
fireal
arm ,tegrph,
ph, _police
:patrol, and teleele- grsnd.'
ground.
phone service
service underground
underground in
existing conduits,
including cost
cost of
in existing
conduits, including
of
cables, terminal boxes, and posts
posts, connections to and between
between existing conduits,
conduits, manholes,
forre-ala
nd pi
ing
manholes, handholes,
handlioles, posts for
fire-alarm and
police
expeesee,

boxes,
$4,000.
boxes, extra
extra labor, and other necessary
necessary items, $4,000.
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For
police-patrol system, including purof police-patrol
relocation of
and relocation
extension and
For extension
chase
of
new
boxes,
purchase
and
erection of
of necessary
necessary poles,
poles, cross
chase of new boxes, purchase and erection
arms,
insulators, pins,
pins, braces,
braces, wire,
conduit connections,
connections, posts,
cable, conduit
wire, cable
arms, insulators,
extra
labor, and
and other necessary items, $1,000.
extra labor,
The
appropriation for
the fiscal
year 1919
for "installing
"installing police1919 for
fiscal year
for the
Twelfth police preThe appropriation
pre
Telith
cinct.
patrol
telephone
system
in
the
new
number
twelve
police precinct,
precinct,
police
twelve
Telephone conne-o
connec- patrol telephone system in the new number
tlTelephone
tion.
including
the
purchase,
installation,
and
relocation
of
the
necessary
,
necessary
the
of
relocation
and
installation,
purchase,
the
including
Rppopi. on
Reappropriation.
boxes,
instruments, wire,
wire, cable,
cable, conduit
conduit connections,
Vol.
p. 931.
connections, extra labor, and
boxes, instruments,
931.
Vol 40,0,P.
other necessary
necessary items,"
purposes for
for the same purposes
available for
made available
is made
items," is
other
the
year 1920.
1920.
the fiscal
fiscal year
Lighting streets, etc.
LIGHTING:
purchase, installation,
installation and maintenance
maintenance of public
For purchase,
LIGHTING: For
ghtg streets, etc
lamps,
lamp-posts,
street
designations,
fixtures of all
and futures
lanterns,
designations,
street
lamp-posts,
lamps,
kinds
on. streets,
avenues, roads,
public spaces,
spaces, and for
and public
alleys, and
roads, alleys,
streets, avenues,
kinds on
all necessary
necessary expenses
therewith, including
including rental of
connection therewith,
in connection
expenses in
all
stables
and extra
extra labor, this sum to be exlivery and
storerooms, livery
and storerooms,
stables and
8 of the
Vol.
36, p.
pended in.
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of sections 77and 8
with the
in accordance
pended
100o
p.1008.
VOL 36,
1912
District
of
Columbia
Appropriation
for
fiscal
and
year
fiscal
the
for
Act
District of Columbia Appropriation
VoL 37, p. 181.
Act
with the
provisions of
of the
District of
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
of Columbia
the District
the provisions
with
VL 37, p. 181.
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1913, and
and other
other laws
$415,000.
applicable thereto, $415,000.
laws applicable
year 1913,
for
fire-alarm system, including
of fire-alarm
Fire-alarm boxes.
For extension
including purrelocation of
and relocation
extension and
For
Fire-lam
chase
of
new
boxes,
purchase
and
erection
of
necessary
poles, cross
necessary
of
erection
and
purchase
chase of new boxes,
arms, insulators,
pins, braces,
braces, wire,
wire, cable,
conduit connections,
connections, posts,
cable, conduit
insulators, pins,
arms,
extra
labor, and
and other
necessary items, $5,000.
other necessary
extra labor,
fiscal year 1919 "for
Head
quarters appaa PP aThe appropriation
appropriation for the fiscal
"for enlarging the fireThe
Headquarters
ratus.
pur-for the same pur
available
made
apparatus,"
Reappropriation.
alarm
headquarters
apparatus,"
is
available
headquarters
alarm
.
ops
t
VoL
poses for the fiscal year 1920.
931.
VOL, 40, p.. 931.
Police-patrol system.
Policepatrolsystem.

Public schools.

PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

OFFICERS:
$6,000; assistant
superintendents-one
assistant superintendents—one
Superintendent, $6,000;
OFFICERS: Superintendent,
$3,500, one
one $3,090i
director of intermediate
instruction, thirteen
intermediate instruction,
$3,000; director
$3,500,
supervising prmcipals,
supervisor of
manual training, and director of
of manual
principals, supervisor
supervising
primary
instruction, sixteen
all, at aa minimum salary of $2,200
sixteen in all,
primary instruction,
$1,600,
each; secretary,
$2,000; financial
financial clerk,
clerk, $2,000; clerks-one
clerks—one $1,600,
secretary, $2,000;
each;
one
$1,200 three at $1,000 each, one (to carry out the
one $1,200,
$1,400, one
one $1,400,
$1,000
provisions of
of the
law) $900;
stenographers, at $1,000
$900; two stenographers,
child-labor law)
the child-labor
provisions
each;
messenger, $720; in all, $62,520.
$62 520.
each; messenger,
4
Attendance officers.
at
Attendance
ATTENDANCE
OFFICERS: Attendance
Attendance officers-one
officers—one $900, four at
ATTENDANCE OFFICERS:
offcr.
$800 each,
each, four
four at
at $600
$62500.
each; in all, $61500.
$600 each;
$800

Salaries.
Salaries.
Officers.
Officers.

TEACHERS: For
For two
two thousand
and thirty-five teachers
teachers at minimum
thousand and
TEACHERS:
salaries
as follows:
salaries as
Principal,
Central
Principal,
Provided, That the
Principal
of the
Central High
High School,
$3,000: Provided,
School, $3,000:
the Central
Principal of
Central
Hligh.
present principal
principal of the Central
Central High School shall be placed at a
a
Proviso.
present
Basic salary.
basic salary
salary of $3,000
$3,000 per
shall be entitled to an increase
increase
per annum and shal
basic
of $100
annum for five years;
years;
per annum
$100 per
of
Assistant pri
principal.
l
ipa
Provided,
$1,800: Provided,
Assistant principal
principal of
of the Central High School, $1,800:
Assistant
Provisos.
Proviss. Id
Basic salary.
That said
principal shall
placed at aa basic salary of
shall be placed
assistant principal
said assistant
That
$1,800 per
and shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to an increase of $100 per
annum and
per annum
$1,800
Transferred
Transferr e d em- annum for
employee heretofore
heretofore transProvided, That an employee
e annum for five years: Provided,
ployee.
ployee
ferred from
from another
service of the Board of Educathe service
position in the
another position
ferred
tion
the position
assistant principal of the Central High School
of assistant
position of
to the
tion to
transfer;
shall not
decrease of salary by such tr
ansfer;
a decrease
not suffer a
shall
Other
princ pas.Other principals.
Principals
manual-training high schools,
normal, high, and manual-training
Principals of normal,
$2,500 each;
eight, at $2,500
Dean of girls, central
Central
Assistant principal,
principal, who shall be dean of girls of the Central
Central High
Assistant
High.
High.
Proviso.
School, $1,800:
$1,800: Provided,
Provided, That
Proviso.
That said assistant principal shall be placed
School,
Basic salary.
at a
basic salary
$1,800 per annum
annum and shall be entitled to an inof $1,800
salary of
a basic
at
crease of $100
years;
annum for five years;
$100 per annum
crease
Directors.
Directors
Directors
Directors of music, drawing, physical culture, domestic science,
domestic art,
kindergartens, and penmanship,
penmanship, seven, at $1,500 each:
art, kindergartens,
domestic
Teachers.

S
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Provided, That
the director
penmanship, who
shall be
an instructor
Provided,
That the
director of
of penmanship,
who shall
be an
instructor Proviso.
Pnns
Praurtanship.
in
school and
and a
the grades,
grades, shall
be placed
at
in the
the normal
normal school
a director
director in
in the
shall be
placed at
and shall
be entitled
aa basic
basic salary
salary of
of $1,500
$1,500 per
per annum,
annum, and
shall be
entitled to
to an
an inin-
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crease
per annum
for five
five years;
crease of
of $100
$100 per
annum for
years;
Assistant,
primary
Assistant, primary
Assistant director
of primary
Provided, That
That Instruction.
Assistant
director of
primary instruction,
instruction, $1,400:
$1,400: Provided,
instruction.
Proviso.
Basic salary.
the
assistant director
director of
primary instruction
instruction now
in the
the Basic
salary.
now in
the service
service of
of the
of primary
the assistant
public
schools, or
or hereafter
be appointed,
public schools,
hereafter to
to be
appointed, shall
shall be
be placed
placed at
at the
the
basic
salary of
of $1,400
$1,400 per,
annum, and
and shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to an
increase
basic salary
per,annum,
an increase
of $50
per amiura
for five
of
$50 per
annum for
five years;
years;
Other assistantt diAssistant directors
music, drawing,
drawing, physical
physical culture,
culture, domestic
domestic rectors.
rec tors a s
Assistant
directors of
of music,
d
science,
domestic art,
seven at
at
science, domestic
art, kindergartens,
kindergartens, and
and penmanship,
penmanship, seven,
Proviso.
$1,300
Provided, That
aissistant director
director of
of penmanship,
penmanship, ponship.
penmanahip
$1,300 each:
each: Provided,
That the
the assistant
who shall
shall be
be an
in the
the normal
school and
an assistant
assistant dinormal school
and an
who
an instructor
instructor in
rector
in the
grades, shall
be placed
placed at
basic salary
salary of
of $1,300
$1,300 per
per
at aabasic
the grades,
shall be
rector in
annum and
shall be
of $50
per annum
five
to an
an increase
increase of
$50 per
annum for
for five
annum
and shall
be entitled
entitled to
years;
years;
Manual training.
Assistant supervisor
supervisor of
of manual
manual training,
training, $1,300;
Mant
ig.
Assistant
$1,300;
Other
teachers.
Heads
manual-training high
in Otherteacher.
in high
high and
and manual-training
high schools
schools in
Heads of
of departments
departments in
group B
B of
of class
at $1,900
each;
$1,900 each;
class six,
six, fourteen,
fourteen, at
group
Normal, high,
manual-trainmg high
high schools,
schools, promoted
promoted for
for
Normal,
high, and
and manual-training
superior
work, group
B of
of class
class six,
six, twenty-eight
at $1,900
$1,900 each;
each;
twenty-eight at
superior work,
group B
Group
A of
of class
class six,
seven principals
manualprincipals of
of grade
grade manualGroup A
six, including
including seven
training schools,
schools, three
three hundred
hundred and
thirty-four at
$1,060 each;
each;
training
and thirty-four
at $1,060
Class five,
five, one
and thirty-six
including
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, including
one hundred
hundred and
thirty-six at
Class
vocational and
and trade
vocational
trade instructors;
instructors;
Class
four, four
four hundred
hundred and
and ninety-eight
each;
ninety-eight at $900 each;
Class four,
Class three,
three, five
and forty-three
forty-three at
Class
five hundred
hundred and
at $860
$860 each;
each;
Class two,
at $860
each;
Class
two, three
three hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four
sixty-four at
$860 each;
Proviso.
Class
ninety at
Provided, That all teachers
Class one, ninety
at $860 each: Prvided
teachers and
and PFnc.a
Full increased pay
allowed.
librarian
provided for
for shall
shalt be
to the full allowed
be entitled
entitled to
and clerks
clerks herein
herein provided
librarian and
amount of
any increased
for the
amount
of any
increased compensation
compensation granted
granted for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
1920
regardless of
1920 regardless
of the
the increase
increase herein
herein made:
made:
Total.
Tota
Special beginning
Special
beginning teacher
teacher in
in the normal
normal school,
school, $900;
$900
Proviso.
In
all
for
teachers,
In
teachers, $1,925,260:
$1,925,260: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part
part of
of said Teachin
g German
German
barred.
appropriation,
or any
any appropriation
the brnd.
for the
be used
used for
herein, shall
shall be
appropriation herein,
appropriation, or
payment
to give
instruction in
in the
German language,
language,
payment of
of any
any teacher
teacher to
give instruction
the German
or for
for use
instruction..
for the purchase
purchase of any books for
use in
in such
such instruction.
Salaries in
in lien
lieu of
The salaries
herein for
for teachers
classes one,
of
Selai
The
salaries appropriated
appropriated herein
teachers in
in classes
one, two,
two present
basic rates.
three, four,
and Group
A of
clerks, and
and librarians
in all
three,
four five,
five, and
Group A
of class
class six,
six, clerks,
librarians in
all P t basi
classes
the present
present basic
classes during
during the fiscal year
year 1920, shall be in
in lieu
lieu of the
basic
or
such classes
the present
present rates
rates of
longevity
or initial salaries
salaries for
for such
classes and
and the
of longevity
increases of pay
increases
pay for the said classes
classes shall apply to
to the basic or
or initial
initial
salaries
appropriated herein:
Provided,That
That for
year ending
ending June
oa
tr
salaries appropriated
herein: Provided,
for the
the year
June Proviso.
Additional
for fscal
fiscal
year IMO.
30,
of the
teachers, clerks,
clerks, and
in said
said classes
30, 1920,
1920, each
each of
the teachers,
and librarians
librarians in
classes yearl
i.
shall
receive placing
class to
so that
that each
each
shall receive
placing in
in the
the class
to which
which assigned,
assigned, so
teacher shall
shall receive
receive in
the basic
basic salarj
herein provided
teacher
in addition
addition to
to the
salary herein
provided
increase which
shall be
to the
the longevity
longevity increase
aa longevity
longevity increase
which shall
be equal
equal to
increase
which
that received
received June
June 30,
30t 1919.
which is
is next
next above
above that
1919.
brarindle
Librarians
andclerin
Librarians and
and clerks
at minimum
minimum salaries
as follows:
follows:
Librarians
clerks at
salaries as
Ten
and normal
normal schools
at $900
Ten librarians
librarians in
in high
high and
schools in
in class
class five,
five, at
$900
each; thirty
thirty clerks
clerks in
class four,
four, at
at $720
each;
in class
$720 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $30,600.
$30,600.
vacatonschoolsand
Vacation schools and
VACATION SCHOOLS:
For the
instruction, and
VACATION
SCHOOLS: For
the proper
proper care,
care, instruction,
and supersuper- playgrounds.
pygrond
vision of
children in
in the
vacation schools
and playgrounds,
playgrounds, and
and
vision
of children
the vacation
schools and
supervisors,
playsupervisors, teachers,
teachers, and janitors of vacation
vacation schools and playgrounds, may also be supervisors, teachers,
teachers, and janitors of day
schools,
schools, $14,000.
$14,000.
LongevitY
t Pay.
LoNGOEvrr
longevity pay
pay for
for director
director of intermediate
i ypy.
PAY: For longevity
L
ONGEVITY PAY:
intermediate IL
nstruction, supervisin
supervising princi
princip , supervisor
and assistant,
instruction,
supervisor and
assistant supervisor of manual training,
training, principals
high and manual
manual
prncipals of normal
norim
higih
Ce
l A&
gh
training high schools, the assistant principal of the Central
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School, the
the assistant
assistant principal
dean of girls)
girls) of the
principal (who shall be dean
School,
Central High
School, principals
grade manual
manual training schools,
principals of grade
High School,
Central
heads of
director and
assistant director
director of
of primary
primary
and assistant
departments, director
of departments,
heads
instruction, directors
directors of
physical
drawing, physical
of drawing,
assistant directors
and assistant
directors and
instruction,
culture, music,
science, domestic
domestic art
art, kindergartens,
kindergartens, and
domestic science,
music, domestic
culture,
penmanship, teachers,
clerks, librarians
and clerks, and librarians
librarians and
teachers, clerks,
penmanship,
to
be paid
strict conformity
conformity with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act entitled
entitled
the Act
paid in
m strict
to be
"An
Act to fix and regulate
regulate the salaries
salaries of teachers,
teachers, school officers,
officers,
"An Act
and other
other employees
of education
education of the District
District of
board of
the board
of the
employees of
and

VoL 35
35, p. 289;yoL
VoL Columbia," approved June 20, 1906, as amended by the Acts ap36,VoL
p. 393;p.289Vol. 37, p.
156. p.
proved May
May 26,
26, 1908,
1908, May
18, 1910,
1910, and
and June 26, 1912,
1912, $450,000.
$450,000.
May 18,
p3roved
Principals.
ALLOWANCE
TO PRINCIPALS:
allowance to
to principals
principals of grade
grade
For allowance
PRINCIPALS: For
ALLOWANCE TO
incipals.
addition to their
grtddel
t
sChWay for
school buildings
rendered as
in addition
their
as such, in
services rendered
for services
buildings for
fr school
hgrAdditcoosa
grade salary,
salary; to
to be paid in
conformity with the provisions of
strict conformity
in strict
grade
salaries of teachers,
teachers,
ol 34
Vol.
34. p.
P. 320.
320 the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to fix and regulate
regulate the salaries
school officers,
officers, and
other employees
the board
board of
education of the
of education
of the
employees of
and other
school
June 20, 1906, $36,000.
approved June
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
District of
sigh
s°b°°13Nioirr
scnooLs: For teachers
janitors of night schools,
schools, inteachers and janitors
NIGTr scHooLS:
NttscOOIL
cluding teachers
teachers of
of industrial,
trade instruction,
and trade
commercial, and
industrial, commercial,
cluding
and
janitors of
schools may also be teachers
and
teachers and
of night schools
and janitors
teachers and
and teachers
janitors of
of day
day schools,
schools, $50,000.
$50,000.
janitors
Equipment,
etc.
For
and other
other necessary
expenses, including
including equipment
equipment
necessary,expenses,
contingent and
For contingent
Eqipment, etc.
necessary articles and supplies for classes in
all necessary
purchase of all
and purchase
Akm.ericanization industrial, commercial,
commercial, and trade
trade instruction,
in.struction $4,000.
$4,000.
AMERICANIZATION
WORK: For Americanization
work and instrucAmericanization work
erickni.ation
AMERICANIZATION WORK:
Instructing
foreign- tion of foreigners of all ages in both day and night classes, including
including aa
instructing oreignera oisuages.
principal, who
shall give
give his
full time
time to
to this
work, at
at $1,800
$1,800 per
per
this work,
his full
who shall
principal,
esoials.
Americanization schools may
annum ' and teachers
teachers and janitors of Americanization
annum,
also be teachers and janitors of the day schools, $10,000.
Expenses.
For contingent
contingent and
expenses, including
including books,
books,
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
For
Expases.
eQuipment, and supplies, $2,500.
equipment,
kindergarten supplies, $6,000,
Kindergartens.
-KINDERGARTEN
KINDERGARTEN SUPPLmES:
SUPPLIES: For kindergarten
Kindergartens.
Janitors,
and care of
of
J
ANITORS AND
AND CARE
OF BUTLDINGS
AND GROUNDS:
GROUNDS: Superintendent
Superintendent
CARE OF
BUILDINGS AND
JANITORS
Janitors, and
buildings,
etc.
buildings,
etc.
..
$1,500;
of, janitors,
$1,500;
Engineer,, $1,500;
speciaea
building&
Central
Central High School (new): Engineer
$1,500; two assistant enpecified buiings.
$1,200; four firemen,
gineers, at $900 each; electrician
electrician t
firemen, at $720 each;
each;
t $1,200;
janitor, $1,100; three assistant janipassers, at $540 each; janitor,
two coal passers,
tors, at $900 each;
each; gardener, $840; night watchman, $720; two charfifteen laborers, at $500
$500 each; in all, $22,280;
women, at $480 each; fifteen
Dunbar High School: Engineer,
Engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; assistant engineer,
engineer, $1,000;
$1,000;
Dunbar
two firemen, at $720 each; coal passer, $540; janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; assistant
assistant
laborers, at $500 each; two charwomen,
charwomen, at $480
janitor, $900; nine laborers,
watchman, $720; in all, $12,260;
$12,260;
each; night watchman,
Janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; four laborCentral High School (old) and annex:
annex: Janitor,
$3,000;
ers, at $500 each; in all, $3,000;
$1,000; assistant
assistant janitor, $900;
$900;
Business High School: Janitor, $1,000;
laborers, at $500 each; in all, $3,900;
four laborers,
$3,900;
School: Engineer,
J. Ormond Wilson Normal School and Ross School;
$1,000;
watchman, $720; four laborers, at $500
$1,000; janitor
janitor,, $800; night watchman,
each; in all, $4,520;
$4,520;
Jefferson
$500 each; in all,
Jefferson School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000; two laborers, at $500
$2,000;
$2,000;
Western High School:
School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,100; four laborers,
laborers, at $500 each;
each;
in all, $3,100;
$3,100;
Franklin School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; three laborers,
laborers, at $500 each;
each;
Franklin
in all, $2,500;
$2,500;
MyTtilla
$1,000; assistant janitor,
Myrtilla Miner Normal School: Janitor, $1,000;
$500 each; charwoman,
charwoman, $480;
$480; in all, $3,880;
$3,880;
$900; three laborers, at $500
Eastern High School: Janitor, $1,000; two laborers,
laborers, at $500
$500 each;
each;
in all, $2,000;
$2,000;
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Stevens School:
two laborers,
at $500
$500 each;
all,
each; in
in all,
laborers, at
$1,000; two
Stevens
School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
$2,000;
$2,000;
McKinley
Manual Training
and
engineer and
Janitor,, $1,000
$1,000;;engineer
School: Janitor
Training School:
McKinley Manual
instructor
$1,000;
assistant engineer, $1,000;
$1,500; assistant
engineering, $1,500;
m steam
steam engineering,
instructor in
assistant
$720
watchman, $720; two firemen, at $720
$720; night watchman,
assistant janitor, $720;
each;
four laborers,
laborers, at
at $500
each; in
in all
all, $8,380;
$8,380;
$500 each;
each; four
Armstrong
Manual Training
assistant
Training School: Janitor, $1,000; assistant
Armstrong Manual
janitor,
$720; engineer
$1,200;
engineering, $1,200;
steam engineering,
instructor in steam
engineer and instructor
janitor, $720;
assistant engineer,
engineer, $720;
watchman, $720;
$720; fireman,
fireman, $720;
$720; three
three
$720; night
night watchman,
assistant
laborers, at $500
$500 each; in all, $6,580;
$6,580;
laborers,
M Street
Street High
High School
Douglass and Simmons
Simmons Schools:
(old) and Douglass
School (old)
M
Engineer, $1,000;
$900; four
each; in
in all,
at $500 each;
four laborers, at
janitor, $900;
$1,000; janitor,
Engineer,
$3,900;
$3 900;
Birney and annex,
Emery, New Mott, Henry
V. Brown
Brown, Emery,
Elizabeth V.
annex, Elizabeth
Birney
D.
Cooke Gage,
Gage, Park
Park View,
Petworth; Powell, Van
Buren, and
Van Buren,
View, Petworth,
D. Cooke,
Wallach Schools:
janitors, at
at $1,000
$1,000 each; eleven
at
eleven laborers, at
Eleven janitors,
Schools: Eleven
Wallach
$500 each;
each; in
all, $16,500;
$16,500;
in all,
$500
Brookland, Bryan,
Bryan, Congress
Heights, Curtis,
Dennison, Force,
Force,
Curtis, Dennison,
Congress Heights
Brookland,
Gales,
Garfield, Garnett,
Grant, Grover
Grover Cleveland,
Cleveland, Henry,
Langdon,
Henry, Langdon,
Garnett, Grant,
Gales, Garfield,
Lincoln, Lovejoy, Monroe
addition, Peabody, Randall, Seaton,
Seaton,
Monroe and addition,
Lincoln,
Sumner,
Twenty-two
Sumner, Webster, and Strong John Thomson Schools: Twenty-two
janitors, at $840 each; twenty-two
twenty-two laborers, at $500 each; in all,
$29,480;
$29,480;
Barret, Sayles J.
J. Bowen, Brightwood,
Brightwood, John F.
Benning, Berret,
Abbot, Banning,
Cranch, Dent,
Dent, Syphax, and Tenley Schools: Ten janitors, at
Cook, Cranch,
$840 each; in all, $8,400;
$8,400;
Adams, Addison,
Addison, Ambush,
Ambush, Amidon, Anthony Bowen, Arthur,
Banneker, Bell, Blair, Blake, Blow, Bradley, Brent, Briggs,
Briggs, BurrBanneker,
villa,
Carberry,.Cardoza,
Cardoza Manual
Manual Training,
Training,
Cardoza, Cardoza
ville, Bruce, Buchanan, Carberry,
Corcoran, Eaton, Edmonds1 Eckington,
Ecktngton, Fillmore, French, Garrison,
Garrison,
Corcoran,
Greenleaf, Harrison, Hayes, Hilton, Hubbard,
Hubbard, Hyde,
Giddings, Greenleaf
Isaac Fairbrother, Jackson, Johnson, Jones, Ketcham,
Ketcham, Langston,
Langston,
Madison Magruder,
Magruder, Maury, Montgomery,
Lenox, Logan, Ludlow, Madison,
Morgan, Morse,
Morse, 0
Payne, Phelps,
O Street Manual Training, Patterson,
Patterson Payne
Slater,'Smallwood,
Smallwood, Takoma,
Randle Highlands,
Highlands, Slater
Takoma,
Phillips, Pierce, Polk, Randle
Taylor,
Taylor Toner, Towers, Twining, Tyler, Van Ness, Webb, WeightWheatly,z Wilson, Woodburn
Woodburn, Wormley, and West Schools:
man, Wheatly
Seventy-three
janitors at $720 eachi; in all
all, $52,560;
Seventy-three janitors,
$52 560;
Brightwod Park, Crummell,
Criimmell, Keniiworth,
Kemlworth, and Wisconsin Avenue
janitors, at $600 each; in all, $2
400;
Manual Training Schools: Four janitors
$2,400;
Bunker Hill,
Hill Deanwood, Hamilton, 04,
Orr, Reno, Reservoir,
Reservoir, Smothers,
Stanton, Threikeld,
Threlkeld, and Military
Military Road Schools: Ten janitors, at $600
each; in all, $6,000;
$6,000;
Conduit Road, Chain Bridge Road, and Fort Slocum Schools:

Three janitors, at $250 each; in all, $750.

des
Three
For
matrons
janitors, in
i
at
nthe
the
$250
normal
each;and
and
in all,
high$750.
schools, including
including the
the following:
desigatdoo
following: 2t5atrAt,01.11
high
schools,
normal
For matrons
Wilson Normal,
Miner Normal,
Normal, New
Central High,Dunbar
High, Dunbar High
Wilson
Normal, Miner
New Central
Hight
Western High, Eastern High, McKinley
McKinley Manual
Business High, Western
Manual
Traini gHigh,
Mgh, and
Training
and Armstrong
Armstrong Manual Training
Training High, nine
nine in all, at
$500
each, $4,500;
$4,500;
$500 each,
In all, $202,390.
g
Smaller
buildings
and rented
rented rooms, including
For care of smaller buildings and
including cooking and
rented
rooms.
ned
rooms
manual-training schools, wherever located,
and manual-training
located, at a
a rate not to
exceed $72 per annum for the care
care of each schoolroom,
schoolroom other than
which service an
those occupied by atypical or ungraded
ungraded classes for which
amount not to exceed $108 per annum may be allowed,
allowed, $13,500.
_ Medical inspectors.
mspet
sanitary inspectort
and sanitary
medical and
NSPECTRS: Chief
MEDICAL msPzerons:
MEDICAL
Chief medical
inspectorz who
shall, under
the direction
officer of
the District
DM
. Ina of
shal,
under the
direction of
of the
the health
health officer
of the
of
Columbia, give his whole
direction and
ol time to, and exercise the direction
Columbia,
control of, the medical inspection and sanitary cnditi
conditions of the
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$2,500; sixteen
sixteen medical
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $2,500;
public schools
District of
medical
public
schools of
of the

inspectors of public
schools, one
woman, four
one of
of whom shall be aa woman,
public schools,
inspectors
shall be
be dentists,
dentists, and
and four
four shall be of the colored
colored race, at
at $500 each;
each;
shall
in all,
al, $10,500.
Graduate nurses.
For
ten graduate
nurses, three
three of whom shall
who shall
shall be colored, who
graduate nurses,
For ten
nurses.
Graduate
act
$1,200 each,
eacht $12,000.
as public-school
public-school nurses
nurses,' at $1,200
act as
public schools:
operators,
clinics in the public
schools:
Dental
operators,
For the maintenance
maintenance of free dental clinics
etc.
Eight dental operators,
etc.
Right
operators at $700 each;
each; four dental prophylactic
operators, at
$900 each;
each; equipment
equipment and
and supplies,
$2,000; in
in all,
supplies, $2,000;
at $900
operators,
$11,200.
$11,200.
Rent.
Rent.

11.1scELLANEous:
rent of
of school
school buildings
and grounds,
grounds, repair
repair
buildings and
For rent
MIscELLANEOUS: For

stock rooms,
rooms, $16,500.
shop, storage
storage and stock

For equipment
temporary rooms
rooms for
classes above
above the
second
the second
for classes
of temporary
equipment of
For
grade
now on
half time
and to
for estimated
estimated increased
enrollincreased enrollto provide
provide for
time, and
on half
grade, now
menCthat
operation of
the compulsory
compulsory education
education
of the
ment that may be caused by operation
law,
and for
for purchase
necessary articles
articles and supplies to be
be
all necessary
purchase of all
law, and
used in
instruction which
which may
may be
provided for
for atypical
atypical
be provided
course of
of instruction
used
in the
the course
and ungraded classes, $5,000.
$5,000.
aid
Repairs
For repairs
school buildings
buildings and grounds
grounds
improvements to school
repairs and
and improvements
For
imand 1111'
Repairs and
provements.
and for
for repairing
repairing and
and renewing
heating, plumbing,
plumbing, and
and ventilating
ventilating
provent.
and
renewing heating,
apparatus, and
and installation
sanitary drnking
drinking fountains
fountains in buildof sanitary
installation of
apparatus,
ings
$200,000.
igs not supplied
supplied with same, $200,000.
Furniture,
tools, maFor
purchase and
and repair
repair of
furniture, tools,
machinery.,material,
matexial,
of furniture,
tools, machinery,
or purcase
Furniture, tools,maan
chinery
for manual
and
books, and
and apparatus
apparatus to
to be
be used
used in
in connection
connection with
with. instruction
mstruction
and books,
traning,et. etc.
training,
incidental expenses connected therewith,
therewith,
in manual
manual training,
training, and incidental
$45,000.
$45,000.
$165,000.
electric light and power, $165,000.
For fuel,
fuel, gas, and electric
Fuel, light, and
power.
For
furniture
.
,
including
clocks
fpianos,
pianos
and
window shades
shades for
for
and
window
clocks,
including
r
For
furniture,
upwer.
t
Furniture,
for addland tools and
kindergartens' and
tions, etc.
additions to
to buildings;
buildings; equipment
equipment for
or kindergartenS;
additions
etc ' a
tionse
furnishings for
manual-training, cooking, and sewing
sewing schools, as
furnishings
for manual-training,
follows: Three
Three kindergartens, $2,400; two sewing schools,
schools, $520; one
housekeeping.
one cooking
cooking school,
school, $580;
$580;
housekeeping and cooking school, $800; one
two manual
manual training
training shops, $1,480;
$1,480; portable schools, $12,500; in
$18,280.
all $18,280.
Contingent
expenses.
For contingent expenses, including furniture
furniture and repairs
repairs of same,
For
Contingentexpenses.
for highstationery, printing, ice, purchase
purchase and repair of equipment
equipment forhighschool cadets, and
necessary items not otherwise provided
and other necessary
provided for,
including
exceeding $300 per annum
annum for livery
allowance of not exceeding
including an allowance
exceeding $360 per annum
annum for garage
garage for each
each the
of horse or not exceeding
superintendent of schools, the superintendent
janitors, the two
superintendent of janitors,
superintendent
instruction, the
assistant
assistant superintendents, the director of primary
primary instruction,
general secretary
secretary of community
community centers,
school cabinetmaker,
cabinetmaker, the general
schools, the
the supervising principal
principal i
inn charge of the white special schools,
chief medical and sanitary
sanitary inspectorof
inspector of schools,
schools, and the supervising
supervising
principal of the colored special schools,
principal
schools, and including
including not exceeding
exceeding
$3,000 for books of reference,
reference, and
and periodicals, $75,000.
$3,000
Paper towels.
towels
purchase of sanitary
and for
for fixtures
For purchase
sanitary paper
paper towels and
fixtures for
for disdispensing the same to the pupils,
$3,000.
pensing
pupils, $3,000.
Pianos.
For purchase
pianos for
for school
buildings and
and kindergarten
kindergarten
Pianos.
For
purchase of
of pianos
school buildings
schools, at an average
average cost not to exceed
exceed $300 each, $1,500.
For textbooks
Supplies to pupils.
textbooks and school
school supplies
supplies for use of pupils of the first
first
eight
same, to
eight grades, who at the time are not supplied with
with the same
be distributed by the superintendent
superintendent of public
public schools under
under regularegulations to be made
made by the board of education,
and for the necessary
necessary
education, and
expenses of purchase,
purchase, distribution, and preservation
preservation of said textnecessary labor
exceed $1,000,
$1,000, including
books and supplies, necessary
labor not
not to exceed
one bookkeeper
custodian of textbooks
textbooks and supplies
supplies at $1,200',
bookkeeper and custodian
$1,200,
Provided, That
and one assistant at $800, $80,000: Provided,
Provo.
Proviso,
That the board of
of
Echanes.
education,
is authorized
Exchanges.
education, in its discretion,
discretion, is
authorized to
to make
of such
such
make exchanges
exchanges of
publications now on hand
books and other educational
educational publications
hand as may not
be desirable for use.
Equipping tempotempoEquipping

vary classroom.
classroom'
s'

rary
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purchase of
of United
United States
States flags,
flags, $1,000.
$1,000.
For purchase

Flags.
Flags.
Playgrounds.
Playgrounds-

For maintenance
and repair
playgrounds now
maintenance and
repair of
of seventy-two
seventy-two playgrounds
now

established,
established, $3,000.
$3,000.
School gardens.
For utensils,
and labor,
for establishment
establishment and
For
utensils, material,
material, and
labor, for
and mainmain- Schoolgardens.
tenance of
gardens, $4,000.
$4,000.
of school
school gardens,
Physics departFor purchase
purchase of
For
of apparatus
apparatus and
and technical
technical books
books and
and extending
the mPhYpsislespart
extending the
ments, supplies.
equipment and
and for
for maintenance
maintenance of
of the
physics departments
equipment
the physics
departments in
the
in the
, sup
Dunbar High
High Schools,
Schools, $3,000.
Business, Central,
Central, Eastern,
Eastern, Western,
Western, and
and Iunbar
$3,000.
Chemistry and
and biolFor
For purchase
purchase of
of fixtures,
fixtures, apparatus,
and materials
apparatus, specimens,
specimens, and
materials and
and ogy
Chemistry
biollaboratories.
technical
books, for
for laboratories
of the
technical books,
laboratories of
chemistry ogylaboratories.
the departments
departments of
of chemistry
and biology in the
the Central,
Central, Eastern,
Western, Business,
Business and
and Dunbar
Dunbar
Eastern, Western,
and J.
High Schools, and
J. Ormond
Ormond Wilson
Wilson and
and Myrtilla
Myrtilla Miner
Miner Normal
Normal
Schools,
of same
$2,500.
Schools, and
and installation
installation of
same, $2,500.
c
tra3falgir
For
of the
New Central
Central High
For equipment
equipment of
the machine
machine shops
shops of
of the
the New
High traighopSh'
en'
School,
$25,000.
School, $25,000.
Cabinetmaker.
For
cabinetmaker for
for repairing
furniture, $1,200.
$1,200.
For cabinetmaker
repairing school
school furniture,
Cabinetmaker.
bl7:12g.
to portaFor extending
extending the telephone
telephone- system to portable
portable schools, to
be ble'shoneSt
to be
poota
expended
expended under the electrical
electrical department, $1,500,
or so
much thereof
thereof
$1,500, or
so much
ble
forums,
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
mmu
t
For
connected with
with the
organiza- etc.
For payment
payment of
of necessary
necessary expenses
expenses connected
the organizayo
tion
conducting of
of community
community forums
centers in
in school
tion and
and conducting
forums and
and civic
civic centers
school
buildings, including equipment, fixtures,
fixtures and
and supplies
for lighting
supplies for
lighting
equipping the
and equipping
the buildings,
buildings, payment
payment of
of janitor service,
service, secretaries,
secretaries,
teachers, organizers, and
teachers,
clerks, and
day schools
schools
and clerks,
and employees
employees of
of the
the day
may also be employees
the community
community forums
forums and
and civic
employees of
of the
civic centers,
centers,
Proviso.
$25,000; Provided,
Provided, That not more than
than 20 per centum of
this sum
sum Pay
of this
pyretictton.
restriction.
Post, p.328.
shall be expended for payment
secretaries, teachers, organizers,
organizers, Poat,p.328.
payment of secretaries,
and clerks.
clerks.
itrtnstrong M
Manual
n"
For additional equipment
equipment of the
Manual Training
Training Ta=.
the Armstrong
Armstrong Manual
School, $20,000.
School,
$20,000.
McKinley
Manual
the McKinley
McKinley TrairungFor the repair and extension
extension of the equipment of the
Ticey
manal
Manual
$10,000.
Manual Training
Training School,
School, $10,000.
p hool
sfor tubercuFor transportation
transportation for
attending schools
For
for pupils
pupils attending
schools for
for tubercular
tubercular laphpils
tu. uProfo.
necessary: Provided,
Provded, E
children,
children, $1,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary;
itr: viito
That expenditures for car fares
from this
be subject
fares from
this fund
fund shall
shall not
not be
subject
to the general limitations
limitations on the use
of car
by this
this Act.
use of
car fares
fares covered
covered by
Act.
The children
children of officers
officers and men
the United
men of
of the
United States
States .Army
Army and
and tr
chifdrn
dnt 7 adiird rtt
mated.
Navy stationed outside of the District of
of Columbia
be admitted
Columbia shall
shall be
admitted mitted.
to
public schools
payment of
to the
the public
schools without
without payment
of tuition.
tuition.
l
3uilclIngs and
BUILDINGS
For the
and erection
B
UILDINGS AND
AND GROWSDS:
GROUNDS: For
the construction
construction and
erection of
of grunds.
and
Portable schools.
portable
necessary grading, improvements,
schools
portable schools, including necessary
improvements, and Portable
toilet
toilet facilities
facilities, $25,000.
$25,000.
Petworth.
For additional
additional amount
amount required
for an
eight-room addition,
For
required for
an eight-room
addition, inin- Addition.
Additio.
cluding an assembly-hall, to the Petworth School,
School $20,000;
$20,000; and the
the
Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of C
ol
umbi a are hereby
Columbia
hereby authorized
authorized Contracts.
or contracts
to enter into contract or
contracts for
of said
said buildfor the
the construction
construction of
build- contractsing at aatotal
total cost not
not exceeding
exceeding $130
$130,500.
500.
Burrville.
For additional amount
addition to
to the
the Addition.
amount required
required for
for four-room
four-room addition
ddition.
Burrville School, $10,000;
$10,000; and the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
District
of
the District of
Contracts.
Columbia are hereby autorized
authorized to enter into contract or contracts
contracts Contracts
for said building at a
a cost not to exceed $60,000.
F;dth division, northFor additional amount required for the erection
erection of an
an eight-room
eight-room eaht.hd
New
building in the fifth division between Eighteenth
Eighteenth and Twentieth
Twentieth New building.
bidng.
Monroe and Newton Streets northeast, $20,000;
Streets and Monroe
$20,000; and
and
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia are
hereby authorized
are hereby
authorized
to enter into contract or contracts for said building at a
a cost not Contracts.
con t a c
exceeding $135,000.
exceeding
$135,000.
For sd1itional
aditional amount required
the erection of an addition
ad
required for the
o t6 Plb
s
Addition
the Pheli
assembly hall
ymnaium, $10,00Of
Phel School, including assembly
hall and gymnasium,
$10,0007
and the Commiion 'oners
ers of the Dirdriot
Ditieof
Col(Ibiuare
hereby autli
of Cohnnbia
are hereby
shops, Cen-

es

Tr t
ining.

li

p u p ils.

tare.

n

gr ou n d s
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ized to enter into contract or contracts for said building at a
a cost not
to exceed
exceed $75,000.
$75,000.
cost
The total
total cost
cost of the
the sites
sites and
and of
of the
the several and
and respective
respective buildbuildCost limited to authorizations.
ings herein
for, when completed upon plans and specificathoons
herein provided for
specifications to
to be
made previously
previously and
and approved,
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
several
the several
approved, shall
tions
be made
and
sums of
of money
money herein
appropriated or
or
respective sums
herein respectively
respectively appropriated
and respective
authorized
purposes.
authorized for
for such
such purposes.
to any person emsoliciting
cnbccriP. Appropriations
in this
this Act
not be
be paid
paid to
shall not
Act shall
Appropriations in
susic'tingfSd
tIons,
etc., forbidden.
ployed
connection with the
..
ployed under or in
in connection
the public schools of the District
District
of Columbia
who shall
or permit
permit to
be solicited
solicited or
or
or receive,
receive, or
to be
shall solicit
solicit or
of
Columbia who
received,
on any
public-school premises,
premises, any
any subscription
received, on
any public-school
subscription or
or donation
donation
of money
or other
other thing
thing of
of value
value from
from pupils
pupils enrolled
in such
enrolled in
such public
public
of
money or
Exceptions.
schools for presentation
presentation of
testimonials to school
or for
for any
any
Ept
schools
of testimonials
school officials
officials or
purpose
authorized by
board of
purpose except such as
as may
may be authorized
by the
the board
of education
education
recommendation of the superat aastated meeting
meeting upon
upon the written
written recommendation
superintendent
schools.
intendent of schools.
prsptiono
buildings provided for in this
PrePoration of pans
Phu&
The plans and specifications
specifications for all building's
Act shall be prepared
prepared under the supervision of the municipal
architect
municipal architect
and
commissioners, and
constructed
and shall
shall be
be approved
approved by
by the commissioners,
and shall
shall be constructed
conformity thereto.
thereto.
in conformity
Doors toopen
open outbuildings authorized
authorized and
herein shall
for herein
shall
and appropriated
appropriated for
school buildings
wDoto
out- The
The school
ward, etc.
entrances
be constructed
constructed with all doors intended to be used as exits or entrances
opening outward, and each of said buildings having an excess of eight
carried in this
rooms shall have
have at least
least four
four exits.
exits. Appropriations
Appropriations carried
maintenance of
be used
used for the maintenance
of school
school in
in any
any building
building
Act shall not
not be
unless all outside doors thereto
thereto used as exits or entrances
entrances shall open
outward and be kept unlocked every school day from one-half
one-half hour
hour
before until one-half
one-hall hour after school hours.
and dumb
Dea
COLUMBIA
INSTITUTION
Deaf and
dInnb puCOLUMBIA I
NSTITUTION FOR
FOR THE
THE DEAF: For expenses attending
attending
PEN.
R. S.,
4884, p. the
the instruction
deaf and
and dumb
dumb persons
persons admitted
admitted to
Columbia
a., sec. 484,
instruction of
of deaf
to the
the Columbia
932.
Vol. 31,
Institution for
the Deaf
Deaf from
from the
the District
of Columbia,
section
under section
District of
Columbia, under
Institution
for the
p. 844.
8sL
VoL
31, p.
Revised Statutes, and
4864 of
of the Revised
and as
as provided
provided for in the Act approved
approved
1, 1901,
March 1,
1901, and under
under aacontract
contract to
to be entered
entered into with the said
institution by the commissioners, $18,000,
$18,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may
may
institution
be necessary.
colored deaf mutes.
mutes.
For maintenance
deaf-mutes of teachable
teachable
Colored
maintenance and tuition of colored
colored deaf-mutes
age belonging
belonging to the District of Columbia,
Columbia!in Maryland, or
or some
some other
other
State,
under a
a contract
contract to
to be
be entered
entered into
into by
State, under
by the
the commissioners
commissioners,
Proviso.
$2,000,
much thereof
thereof as
be necessary:
necessary: Provided,
That all
all
Provided, That
may be
as may
so much
$2,000 or
or so
upervisio.
Supervision.
expenditures under this appropriation
appropriation shall be made under the supervision of the Board of Education.
For instruction of blind children of the District of Columbia, in
Blind children
children.
Maryland,
Maryland, or
or some
some other
other State, under
under aacontract to be
be entered into
Proviso.
by
the commissioners,
commissioners, $7,500,
so much
much thereof
thereof as
may be
be necessary:
necessary:
as may
orso
$7,500, or
by the
Proo.
Supervision.
Provided, That all expenditures under this appropriation shall be
Provided,
be
made under the supervision
supervision of the Board of Education.
Education.
Contracts.
Contracts&

Police.

Police.
Salaries.
Salaries.

Detective

etc.
etc.

METROPOLITAN POLICE.
METROPOLITAN
Major and superintendent,
assistant superintendents
superintendent, $4,000; two assistant
superintendents
at $2,500 each;
twelve captains,
each, three
three inspectors,
inspectors, at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; twelve
captains, at
at
property clerk,
$2,000 each; chief clerk, who shall also
also be property
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
clerk (who shall be aastenographer),
stenographer), $1,800;
$1,800; clerk and stenographer,
stenographer,
$1,500; clerks--one
property clerk)
$1,200,
$1,500;
clerks-one (who
(who shall
shall be
be assistant
assistant property
clerk) $1,200,
one $1,200,
$1,200, three at $1,000
$700;four surgeons of the police
$1,000 each, one $700;
servi
ce, and
fire departments,
at $840
additional compensation
compensation for
for
and fire
departments, at
$840 each;
each; additional
service,
thirty-five privates
privates detailed for special service in the detection
detection and
prevention of crime,
thereof as
prevention
crime, $16,800,
$16,800, or so
so much
much thereof
as may
may be
be necessary;
necessary;
additional compensation
compensation for fourteen privates detailed for special
special
service in the various precincts for the prevention
prevention and detection of
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crime, at the rate of $120 per annum,
or so
as
annum, $1,680,
$1,680, or
so much
much thereof
thereof as
may be necessary;
necessary; additional compensation
compensation for
for one
one inspector
or
inspector or
captain and
lieutenant detailed
for special
special service
the detecand one lieutenant
detailed for
service in
in the
detection and prevention
prevention of crime, at $400
$400 each;
each; twenty-one
twenty-one lieutenants,
lieutenants,
one of whom shall be harbor master, at $1,600
ser$1,600 each;
each; fifty-six
fifty-six sergeants, one of whom
detailed for
for duty
harbor patrol,
patrol,
whom may be
be detailed
duty in
in the
the harbor
at $1,400 each; four hundred and ninety-three
ninety-three privates
of class
privates of
class three,
three,
at $1,320 each; eighty-six privates
privates of class
each; two
two
class two,
two, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five privates of
class one,
one, at
at $1,080
each;
of class
$1,080 each;
amount required
required to
salaries of
of privates
privates of
of class
amount
to pay
pay salaries
class two
two who
who will
will be
be
promoted
promoted to class three and privates
will be
privates of class one who
who will
be propromoted to class two
$2,000; nine
nine telephone
two during the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920,
1920, $2,000;
telephone
clerks, at $900 each; eighteen
eighteen janitors,
j
anitors, at$600each;
at $600 each; laborer,
$720; mesmeslaborer, $720;
senger, $600; inspector, mounted on horse,
horse, $480; thirty-eight
thirty-eight captains,
captains,
lieutenants, sergeants, and privates, mounted on horses,
horses, at
at $480
each;
$480 each;
motor vehicle allowance
allowance to
and privates
privates at
to twenty sergeants
sergeants and
at $360
$360
each; sixty-four lieutenants,
lieutenants, sergeants,
sergeants, and
privates, mounted
and privates,
mounted on
on
bicycles, at $60 each; thirty-five drivers, at
five police
police
at $900 each; five
matrons, at $720 each, to possess police powers
powers of
of arrest;
arrest; four
four policepolicewomen,
at $900
$900 each;
each; in
in all,
women, at
all $1,272,680.
$1,272,680.
Criminal IdentifiesTo aid
aid in
in support
support of
To
of the
National Bureau
Bureau of
Bureau.
the National
of Criminal
Criminal IdentificaIdentifica- tion Bureau.tif
tion, to be expended under the direction of
commissioners, proof the
the commissioners,
provided the several departments
departments of
may be
of the
the General
General Government
Government may
be
entitled
entitled to like information from time to time as
as is
is accorded
accorded police
police
departments
departments of various municipalities
municipalities privileged
privileged to
membership
to membership
therein, $500.
$500.
MISCIELIANEOUS: For
MISCELLANEOU:
For fuel,
fuel, $7,000;
$7,000;
Fuel.
repairs and
and improvements
police stations
stations and
For repairs
improvements to
to police
and grounds,
grounds, Repairs,
etc.
Repirs,etc.
$8,000;
$8,000;
For miscellaneous and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
purchase of
of Miscellaneous.
including purchase
scleous
new wagons, rewards
rewards for fugitives,
fugitives, modern
modern revolvers,
revolvers, maintenance
maintenance of
of
stationery, city
directories, books
of reference,
reference periodiperiodicard system, stationery,
city directories,
books of
cals, telegraphing,
telegraphing telephoning,
telephoning, photographs,
photographs, printir%,
gas,
printing, binding,
binding, gas,
washng, meals for prisoners, furniture
ice, washing
repairs thereto,
thereto, beds
furniture and
and repairs
beds
and bed clothing, insignia of office, purchase
purchase of
of horses,
horses, bicycles,
bicycles,
motorcycles,
motorcycles, police equipments and
same, harness,
harness, forage,
and repairs
repairs to
to same,
forage,
repairs to vehicles,
vehicles, van, patrol wagons,
wagons, motor
saddles,
motor patrol, and
and saddles
mounted equipments
expenses incurred
reventi on and
and
mounted
equipments, and
and expenses
incurred in
in p
prevention
detection
necessary expenses, $45,000;
detection of crime, and other necessary
$45,000; of
of which
which
amount
a sum not exceeding $500
$500 may be expended
amount a
expended by the major
major
and superintendent
superintendent of police for prevention and detection
of crime,
detection of
crime,
certificate, approved
approved by the commissioners, and
under his certificate,
and every
every such
such
certificate shall be deemed a
a sufficient voucher
voucher for the sum therein
certificate
therein
expressed to have been expended: Provided,
Provided, That the
the War
expressed
War DepartDepart- T'rfer
Transfer of
of Army
Army
ment may,
furnish the
the commissioners,
commissioners, for use of the nwunt
muntequipet
ment
may, in its
its discretion,
discretion, furnish
4d equiPmentpolice, upon requisition,
requisition, such worn mounted equipment
equipment as
as may
may be
be
required;
required;
For
flags and
halyards, $200;
Flags.
or flags
and halyards,
$200;
as
maintenance of
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $18,000,
For maintenance
of motor
$18,000, or
or so
much
thereof
as
Motor
vehicles.
so much thereof as Motorvehicles.
may
mary be necessary;
necessary;
or additional
additional motor
For
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $4,500;
$4,500;
In
In all, $82,700.
HOUSE OF DETENTION:
commissioners to
Housz
DETENTION: To enable the commissioner;
to provide
provide House of Detention.
Deteno
transportation, including
including purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of necessary
necessary
horses, wagons,
a suitable place for the reception,
wagons, and harness, and a
reception,
transportation,
transportation, and detention of children under seventeen
years of
of
seventeen years
age, and, in the discretion of the commissioners, of girls and
and women
womr
over seventeen
seventeen years of age, arrested
arrested by the police on
of
n charge of
offense agai
nstan
ylaw in frce
force in the District of Cohnabia,
against
any
Columbia, orIra
held as
witnesses, or held pending final investigation
investigation or examination,examinatoi,
Or
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otherwise, including
two clerks,
drivers, at
at $780
$780
two drivers,
each; two
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
clerks, at
including two
otherwise,
each; six
six guards,
at $660
each; janitor,
$660; three
at $720
$720
matrons, at
three matrons,
janitor, $660;
$660 each;
guards, at
each;
each, to
possess police
of arrest;
expenses,
miscellaneous expenses,
arrest; miscellaneous
powers of
police powers
to possess
each,
including
rent, fuel,
fuel, gas,
ice, laundry,
laundry, meals,
maintenance of
motor
of motor
meals, maintenance
gas, ice,
including rent,
station vehicle
vehicle and
necessary expenses,
$7,000; in
$17,340,
in all, $17,340,
expenses, $7,000;
other necessary
and other
station
or
so much
thereof as
necessary.
be necessary.
may be
as may
much thereof
or so
IIARROR PATROL:
PATROL: Two
Two engineers,
at $1,000
one
firemen, one
two firemen,
each; two
$1,000 each;
engineers, at
HARBOR
watchman, and
deck hands
at $660
$660 each;
in all,
$5,300.
all, $5,300.
each; in
hands at
two deck
and two
watchman,
For
fuel, construction,
repairs, and
incidentals,
and incidentals,
maintenance, repairs,
construction, maintenance,
For fuel,
$3,500;
$3,500;
In all,
In
all, $8,800.

Harbor patrol.

Policemen, etc., rePolicemen,
lief
lie fund.

FUND.
POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN'S
FIREMEN'
S RELIEF FUND.
POLICEMEN

allowances authorized
allowTo pay
relief and other allowances
authorized by law, aasum not
the relief
pay the
To
and allow.
Relief and
to
exceed
$218,724.36
is
appropriated
from
the
and firepolicemen and
the policemen
from
appropriated
to exceed $218,724.36 is
71
VoL 39,
9, p. Hs.

ances from.
frome
inces

men's
fund.
relief fund.
men's relief

department.
Fire departmet.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
VIRE
DEPARTMENT.

Chief engineer, $3,500; two deputy chief engineers,
engineers, at $2,500 each;
$2,000;
eight battalion
battalion chief
chief engineers,
each; fire marshal, $2,000;
$2,000 each;
at $2,000
engineers, at
eight
deputy
fire marshal,
$1,400; four
four inspectors,
at $1,080
each; chief
$1,080 each;
inspectors, at
marshal, $1,400;
deputy fire
clerk,
clerk, $1,400;
clerk (who
shall be
be a
a stenographer
stenographer and
(who shall
$1,400; clerk
$2,000; clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
typewriter), $1,400;
$1,400; thirty-eight
captains, at $1,500
$1,500 each; forty
thirty-eight captains,
typewriter),
heutenants, at
at $1,320
forty-one sergeants,
$1,200 each;
sergeants, at $1,200
each; forty-one
$1,320 each;
lieutenants,
superintendent of
$2,000; assistant superintendent
superintendent
machinery, $2,000;
of
of machinery,
superintendent of
machinery,
twenty-seven engineers, at $1,200
$1,200 each; twenty$1,200; twenty-seven
machinery, $1,200;
seven assistant
$1,140 each; two pilots, at $1,150 each;
engineers, at $1,140
assistant engineers,
seven
engineers,
two•"'amine
engin.eers, at
at $1,200
marine engineers,
assistant marine
two assistant
each; two
$1,200 each;
two marine engineers,
at
each; two
two marine
at $840
hundred and
and
three hundred
each; three
$840 each;
firemen, at
marine firemen,
$1,140 each;
at $1,140
forty-two privates
class two,
two, at
at $1,140
each.; one
hundred and
one hundred
$1,140 each;
of class
privates of
forty-two
three
at $960
$600;
each; hostler, $600; laborer, $600;
$960 each;
one, at
of class
class one,
privates of
three privates
in
$761,020.
in all, $761,020.
improvements to engine houses
MICELL
EOUS: For repairs and improvements
tobuildgs.
Repars to
Repairs
buildings.
MISCELLANEOUS:
and grounds,
grounds, $16,000;
$16,000;
and
toapparatus,
For
to apparatus
apparatus and motor vehicles and other motorFor repairs to
epatc • toappamtus,
etc.
vehicles, new
driven apparatus,
apparatus, new motor
motor 'vehicles,
new apparatus,
for new
and for
apparatus, and
driven
the
appliances, employment
of mechanics,
mechanics, helpers, and laborers
laborers in the
employment of
appliances,
fire-department repair
for the
purchase of necessary supthe purchase
and for
shop, and
repair shop,
fire-department
provi,o.
plies,
materials, equipment,
equipment, and
and tools:
tools: Provided,
commisThat the
the commisProvided, That
plies, materials,
roiso.
'ruction
at
sioners are
authorized, in
to build
or construct,
construct, in
in
build or
discretion, to
their discretion,
in their
are authorized,
at rre- sioners
CpaioUCion
pair
shop.
repair
whole
or in
fire-department repair
fire-fighting apparatus in the fire-department
in part,
part, fire-fighting
whole or
shop,
$20,000;
shop, $20,000;
Supplies.
For hose,
$12,000;
hose, $12,000;
For
suppue.
For fuel,
fuel, $35,000;
$35,000;
For
For
purchase of horses,
$5,000;
horses, $5,000;
For purchase
For
forage, $20,000;
$20,000;
For forage,
For
improvements of fire boat, $2,500;
and improvements
repairs and
For repairs
Contingent expenses.
For contingent
contingent expenses, horseshoeing,
horseshoeing, furniture,
furniture, fixtures, oil,
Contingentexpenses.
medical and
and stable
supplies, harness,
harness, blacmithing,
gas and electric
blacksmithing, gas
stable supplies,
medical
lighting, flags
flags and
and halyards,
halyards, and
other necessary
necessary items, cost of
of
and other
lighting,
installation
telephones in the residences of the
of telephones
maintenance of
and maintenance
installation and
superintendent
of machinery
$25,000;
marshal, $25,000;
the fire marshal,
and the
machinery and
superintendent of
In all,
all, $135,500.
$135,500.
In
improvements: For one aerial hook and ladder truck,
Permanent
Newapperatus,etc.
NevraPPeratas etc.
Permanent improvements:
motor
$13,500;
driven, $13,600;
motor driven,
For three
three fire
fire engines,
driven at
$10,500 each;
at $10,500
motor driven,
engines, motor
For
For three
chemical and
hose wagons,
wagons, motor
motor driven,
driven, at
and hose
combination chemical
For
three combination
$5,800 each;
each;
$5,800
salaried

,
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For three
three fuel
fuel wagons,
motor driven,
$1,250 each;
For
wagons, motor
driven, at
at $1,250
each;
For installing
installing steam
heat in
engine and
and truck
houses, $6,000;
For
steam heat
in engine
truck houses,
$6,000;
In all,
all, $72,150.
H I41ALTH DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
HEALTH

Health officer,
officer, $4,000;
officer, $2,500; chief
chief clerk
clerk
Health
$4,000; assistant
assistant health
health officer,
and deputy
deputy- health
officer , $2,500; chief,
vital statistics,
statistics,
and
health officer,
chief, bureau
bureau of
of vital
$1,800; clerks-one
clerks-one $1,600,
$1,600, five
five at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, four at
at $1,200 each,
$1,800;
two
at $900 each,
one $720;
$720; sanitary
sanitary inspector-chief
assistant
two at
each, one
inspector-chief $1,800,
$1,800, assistant
chief $1,400,
two at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
ten at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, two
each, three
three at
at $900
chief
$1,400, ten
each; food
inspectors-chief $1,800,
$1,800, assistant
assistant chief
chief $1,400,
$1,400, three
three at
at
each;
food inspectors-chief
$1,400 each,
each, five
five at
six at
at $1,000
each, five
five at
each;
at $900 each;
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, six
$1,000 each,
$1,400
bureau of
of preprechemist, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant
assistant chemist,
chemist, $1,500;
$1,500; chief
chief of
of bureau
ventable diseases
diseases and
and director
$2,750;
ventable
director of
of bacteriological
bacteriological laboratory,
laboratory, $2,750;
serologist, $2,500;
$2,500; two
bacteriologists, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
two assistant
assistant bacteriologists,
serologist,
laboratory assistant,
skilled laborers-one
laborers-one $720,
one $600;
$600; two
$720, one
two
laboratory
assistant, $840; skilled
messengers at
$600 each;
each; two
chauffeurs, at
at $720
each; poundmaster,
messengers
at $600
two chauffeurs,
$720 each;
poundmaster,
$1,400; watchman,
not exceeding
per month
month
exceeding $60 per
$600; laborers,
laborers, at
at not
$1,400;
watchman, $600;
each,
$3,120; in
in all,
each, $3,120;
all, $89,790.
To carry
carry out
out the
Act to
to regulate
regulate the hours of
of employment
employment and
and
To
the Act
safeguard the
the health
females employed
employed in
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
of females
District of
safeguard
health of
approved
February 24,
1914, namely:
namely: For
inspectors (two
(two of
of
24, 1914,
For three
three inspectors
approved February
whom shall
shall be
be women)
at $1,200
clerk, $900;
$900;
whom
women) at
$1,200 each;
each; stenographer
stenographer and
and clerk,
in
all, $4,500.
in all,
For
enforcement of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of an
an Act
Act to
to prevent
the spread
spread
For enforcement
prevent the
of contagious
the District
Columbia, approved
March 3,
3,
in the
District of
of Columbia,
approved March
of
contagious diseases
diseases in
1897,
and an
an Act
Act for
scarlet fever,
diphtheria,
of scarlet
fever, diphtheria,
for the
the prevention
prevention of
1897, and

Health department.

Health department.

Salaries.
alaries

S

Female
38, employment.
Vol.

vemL38^p.m29ymen

Preventing spread of

Preventing spread of
diseseaot.
dIseacPs,
etc.
3 Vol.
Vol. 29, p. 635;
, p.
Vol.
34, p. 889.

5; Vol.

measles.? whooping
whooping cough,
poxl epidemio
epidemic cerebrospinal
cerebrospinal
cough, chicken
chicken pox
measles,

meningitis, and
typhoid fever
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved
meningitis,
andtyphoid
ever in
the District

February 9, 1907, and an Act to provide for registration of all cases tratbion.
tran.
Tt
l
ire
Vol. 35, p. 126.
of
Columbia, for
examination of
of Vol
35, p. 126.
for free
free examination
District of
of Columbia,
of tuberculosis
tuberculosis in
in the
the District
preventing the
sputum in
in suspected
suspected cases, and
and for
for preventing
the spread
spread of
of tubercutuberculosis
approved May
13, 1908, under
May 13,
under the
losis in said
said District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
direction of the health officer
manufacture of
of serums,
direction
officer of
of said
said District,
District, manufacture
serums, Infantile
nantile paralysis,
paraysis,
including
prevention of infantile etc.
etc.
including their
their use in indigent cases, and for the prevention
paralysis
cornparalysis and other communicable
communicable diseases, including
including salaries or compensation
pensation for
for personal
personal services,
services, not
not exceeding
exceeding $25,000,
$25,000, when
when ordered
ordered
in
commissioners and
enforcement
In writing
writing by the
the commissioners
and necessary
necessary for
for the
the enforcement
execution of
and execution
of said Acts, and for
for the prevention
prevention of
of such
such other
other
communicable
hereinbefore provided,
purchase and mainmainprovided, purchase
communicable diseases
diseases as hereinbefore
tenance
tenance of necessary horses, wagons, and
and harness,
harness, purchase
purchase of Smallpox
smpox hospital,
hospital,
maintenance of quarantine etc.Proviso.
reference books and medical
medical journals, and maintenance
for
station and smallpox hospital,
hospital, $45,000: Provided,
Provided, That any bacteri- P'torilogists
Bacteriologists
for
examissations.
ologist employed under
under this appropriation
dairy-emtis.
appropriation shall not be paid more dairy
$7 per day and may be assigned by the health
health officer to the
than $7
bacteriological
bacteriological examination
examination of
of milk
milk and
and other
other dairy
dairy products
products and
and
of the water
water supplies
supplies of dairy
dairy farms, and to such other sanitary
sanitary work
work
as in the judgment of the health officer will promote
promote the public
public
health, whether
whether such examinations be or be not directly related
related to
contagious diseases.
Dnfecting sesvice.
maintenance of disinfeeting
com- Dftiga-i
disinfecting service, including salaries or cornFor maintenance
pensation for personal services when
writing by the comcompensation
wen ordered
ordered in writing
missioners and necessary for maintenance
maintenance of said service, and for
purchase and maintenance of necessary horses, wagons, and haress,
harness,
37,000.
Drainage of lots.
For enforcement
enforcement of the
the provisions
provisions of
of an
an Act to provide
provide for
for the
the Voflots.
Vol. 29, p. 125.
drainage of lots in the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved May 19,
19, 1896,
1896,
nuisances.
nuisances in
in the District
District Abating
and an Act to provide for the abatement
abatement of nuisances
B4y
411
Vol.
34, p.. 114.
commissioners, and for other purposes, appre
of Columbia
Columbia by the conimissioners,

April 14. 1906, $1,000.
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For
special services
in connection
detection of the adulterathe detection
with the
connection with
services in
For special
Food, etc., adulteration of
drugs and
and of
of foods,
foods, including
including candy and milk, $100.
of drugs
tion
.
good
in good
Bacteriological
laboratory: For
For maintaining
and keeping in
maintaining and
Bacteriological
Bacteriological laboratory:
Bacteriological laboratory, etc.
scientific periorder, and
purchase of
reference books
books and scientific
of reference
the purchase
for the
and for
order,
toyetc
odicals, $1,500.
$1,500.
odicals,
Apparatus,
installation, supplies,
supplies and
and other
other
of installation,
cost of
equipment, cost
Apparatus, equipment,
expenses
the biological
biological and
and serological
serological d'iagnosis
of
diagnosis of
to the
incidental to
expenses incidental
disease $900.
$900.
disease,
Chemicallaboratory.
keeping in good order,
Chemical laboratory:
maintaining and
and keeping
For maintaining
laboratory: For
Chemical
Chemicealaboratory.
and
for
the
purchase
of
reference
books
and
scientific periodicals,
periodicals,
scientific
and
books
reference
of
purchase
and for the
$1,000.
$1,000.
For contingent
contingent expenses
the enforcement
enforcement of an Act to
to the
incident to
Enforcing milk reguexpenses incident
For
Enforcingmikregulations.
regulate the
the sale
of milk
in the
District of
of Columbia,
for other
other
and for
Columbia, and
the District
milk in
sale of
Vol. 28, p. 709.
regulate
Vol.28,
Food, candy, etc.
adulterathe
purposes,
approved
March
2,
1895;
an
Act
relating
to
the
adulterato
relating
Act
an
1895;
2,
March
approved
purposes,
candyp.tc398
Vood,
Vol. 30,
pp. 246, 398.
tion
of foods
District of
approved February
February
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
the District
in the
drugs in
and drugs
foods and
tion of
,P ,
17,
1898;
an
Act
to
prevent
the
adulteration
of
candy
in
the
District
District
the
in
candy
of
adulteration
the
prevent
to
Act
an
17, 1898;
Pure food law.
of
Columbia, approved
5, 1898;
an Act
for preventing
the manumanupreventing the
Act for
1898; an
May 5,
approved May
Vol.
768.
of Columbia,
p.76
VoL 34,, p.
facture,
sale, or
or transportation
transportation of
of adulterated
misbranded or
or
or misbranded
adulterated or
facture, sale,
poisonous
deleterious foods,
foods, drugs,
and
liquors, and
and liquors,
medicines, and
drugs, medicines,
or deleterious
poisonous or
purposes, approved
for
regulating traffic
traffic therein,
other purposes,
for other
and for
therein, and
for regulating
June
30, 1906,
June 30,
1906, $1,000.
$1,000.
including
For necessary
expenses of
of inspection
farms, including
inspection of dairy farms,
necessary expenses
For
dairy
nspecting dairy
IInspecting
farms, etc.
amounts
that may
be allowed
allowed the
health officer,
officer, assistant
assistant health
health
the health
may be
amounts that
officer, chief
chief medical
inspector in
charge of
of contagious-disease
contagious-disease servin charge
medical inspector
officer,
assigned to the inspection
ice, and
and inspectors
inspection of dairy
dairy farms, for
for
inspectors assigned
ice,
maintenance
by each
of a
and vehicle
vehicle at not to exceed $25 per
per
horse and
a horse
each of
maintenance by
use in
for use
month,
or motor
motor vehicle
vehicle at
at not
to exceed
exceed $30
month, for
per month,
$30 per
not to
month, or
allowances for such other
the discharge
his official
and allowances
duties, and
official duties,
of his
discharge of
the
inspectors
in the
the service
service of
health department
department as the commisthe health
of the
inspectors in
to exceed $15 per month for mainnot to
sioners
of not
determine of
may determine,
sioners may
tenance of
of a
motorcycle each,
each, or
or of
of not
exceeding $25 per annum
not exceeding
a motorcycle
tenance
discharge of their
for the
maintenance of
each, for
in the
the discharge
use in
for use
bicycle each,
of aabicycle
the maintenance
for
or so
official duties,
duties, and
other necessary
traveling expenses,
expenses, $7,500,
$7,500, or
necessary traveling
and other
official
necessary.
much
be necessary.
may be
as may
thereof as
much thereof
Isolating wards at
minor
Garfield
and Providence
Providence Hospitals:
Hospitals: For isolating wards for minor
Garfield and
wards at
Isolati
hospitals.
Hospitals,
Providence
and
contagious
diseases
at
Garfield
Memorial
Providence
Hospitals,
Memorial
at
Garfield
diseases
contagious
respectively, or so much thereof
$6,500, respectively,
maintenance, $10,000
$10,000 and
and $6,500,
maintenance,
necessary; in all,
as
commissioners may be necessary;
the commissioners
of the
opinion of
the opinion
in the
as in
$16,500.
$16,500.
Crematory.
the public
For maintenance,
maintenance, including
personal services,
services, of the
public cremaincluding personal
For
Crematory.
tory,
$2,300.
tory, $2,300.
Pound, vehicle.
for use in the pound
For
the maintenance
maintenance of
one motor
motor vehicle
vehicle for
of one
For the
Pound, vhide.
service, $600.
$600.
service,
Motor ambulance.
for
and for
exceeding $2,000,
at a
a cost
For
one motor
ambulance at
cost not
not exceeding
$2,000,. and
motor ambulance
For one
Motor ambulance
it in
equipping, maintaining,
operating the
the same and keeping it
and operating
maintaining, and
equipping,
good
order, $600;
$600; in
in all,
all, $2,600.
$2,600.
good order,
Pound, etc., repairs.
new
For alterations
alterations and
and repairs
at the
pound and
stable, including
including new
and stable,
the pound
repairs at
For
Pound, etc., repirs
awnings, new
wire
screens,
and
other
minor
repairs,.
$1,200.
$1,200.
repairs,
minor
other
D s fr
Dispensaries
for tu- awnings, new wire screens, and
or dispensaries
For the
maintenance of
dispensary or
dispensaries for the treatof aadispensary
the maintenance
For
berculosis
and venereal
berodadSvenereil
suffering
diseases.
ment of persons suffering from tuberculosis
tuberculosis and of persons suffering
from
venereal
diseases,
including
payment
for
personal
service,
rent,
rent,
service,
personal
for
payment
from venereal diseases, including
Provisos.
may accept
and supplies,
$12,500: Provided,
Provided, That
the commissioners
commissioners may
accept
That the
supplies, $12,500:
Volunteer
svices. and
-oleer services.
expedient in connection with
such
services as
they deem
deem expedient
as they
volunteer services
such volunteer
authorthe establishment
and maintenance
maintenance of
the
dispensaries herein
herein authordispensaries
the
of
and
establishment
the
Pay prohibition.
authorize
ized:
Provided further, That
That this
shall not
construed to
to authorize
be construed
not be
this shall
ized: Providedfurther,
Payprohibition.
on account of any such
the expenditure
payment of
any money
money on
of any
the payment
or the
expenditure or
the
service.
volunteer service.
volunteer
Washington Diet
children
of children
and maintenance
examination, advice, care,
clinical examination
For
For clinical
care and
maintenance of
Washington Diet
Kitchen.
Care o
of children
age, under aa, contract to be made with the Washof age,
six years
years of
under six
children un- under
care
der six.
ington
Diet Kitchen
by the
the health
health officer
officer of the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
Kitchen by
ington Diet
der sis.
$15,000.
$15,000.
Food, etc., adulteraons
tions.
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COURTS .
COURTS.

Courts.
courts.
Court of Appeals Re.

For
copies of
of volumes
volumes fifty-two
For eleven
eleven copies
fifty-two and
and fifty-three
fifty-three of
the reports
of the
reports po
pourtof Appeals Re.
r
ts. 32, p. 609.
of the
the Court
Court of
of Appeals
the District
be VL 32, p. 6s.
of
Appeals of
of the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, authorized
authorized to
to be

furnished under section 229 of the Code of Law
of
furnished
Law for the
the District
District of
Columbia as
as amended
amended July
July 1,
1, 1902,
at $5
$5 each,
each, $110.
Columbia
1902, at
$110.
Probation system,
PROBATION SYSTEM,
SYSTEM, S
UPREME COURT:
COURT: Probation
$2,000; Supreme
PROBATION
SUPREME
Probation officer
officer,' $2,000;
supreme Court.
Court.
assistant
probation officer,
officer, $1,200;
stenographer and typewriter
typewriter and
assistant probation
$1,200; stenographer
assistant,
contingent expenses,
motor
assistant, $900;
$900; contingent
expenses, $325;
$325; maintenance
maintenance of motor
vehicle used in
of official
vehicle
in performance
performance of
official duties, at
at not
not to
to exceed
exceed $30
$30
per month,
month, $360;
per
$360; in
in all,
all, $4,785.
$4,785.

Juvenile court.

In all,
all, $5,950.
$5,950.
In
POLICE
P
OLICE COURT: Two judges, at $3,600 each; clerk,
clerk, $2,200; deputy
clerks—one
$1,600, two $1,500, two at
$1,200 each; deputy financial
clerks-one $1,600,
at $1,200
financial
clerk, $1,500;
assistant financial clerk, $1,500;
$1,500; probation
probation
$1,500; deputy assistant
officer, $1,500; two assistant probation
probation officers,
officers, at $1,200 each; seven
bailiffs,
$1,000; janitor,
bailiffs, at $900
$900 each; deputy
deputy marshal, $1,000;
janitor, $600; engineer,
engineer,
engineer, $720;
firemen, $600;
$600; assistant janitor,
$300;
$900; assistant engineer,
$720; firemen
janitor, $300;
matron, $600; four cleaners,
cleaners, at $360 each; telephone
operator, $480;
$480;
telephone operator,
in all, $36,240.
Miscellaneous:
reference, direcMiscellaneous: For printing, law books
books, books of reference,
directories, periodicals,
tmies,
periodicals, stationery,
stationery, binding and rebinding,
rebinding, preservation
preservation of
typewriters and repairs thereto,
records, typewriters
thereto, fuel, ice, gas
gas, electric lights
and power, telephone service,
service, laundry work, removal of ashes and
rubbish, mops, brooms, buckets, dusters,
dusters sponges,
sponges painters'
painters' and
medicines, soap and disinfectants,
plumbers' supplies,
supplies, toilet articles, medicines,
disinfectants,
United States flags and halyards,
halyards, and all other necessary
necessary and incidental expenses
expenses of
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
for, $4,000;
$4,000;
dental
of every
every kind
kind not
For witness fees, $3,000;
$3,000;
For furniture
$500;
furniture and repairing
repairing and replacing
replacing same, $500;
For meals
meals and accommodations
accommodations of jurors and of bailiffs in attendance upon them when ordered
ordered by
$200;
by the court,
court, $200;
For compensation
compensation of
of jurors,
jurors, $10,000;
$10,000;
For
For repairs
repairs to buildings,
buildins, $1,500;
$1,500;
In arc.
all $19,200.
$-l9,2
In
i

Pl
rt
Police court.
Basaris.
Salaries.

Salaries.
JUVENILE
JUVENILE COURT: Judge, $3,600;
$3:600; clerk, $2,000; deputy
deputy clerk, who salaries.
is
authorized to
absence of that
is authorized
to act as clerk in the absence
that officer
officer,, $1,480;
$1,480;
financial
authorized to act as deputy clerk,' $1,200;
financial clerk, who is authorized
$1,200;
stenographer
authorized to
act as
a deputy
stenographer and
and typewriter,
typewriter, who is authorized
to act
as a
deputy
clerk, $1,080;
$1,080; stenographer
typewriter for judge's
stenographer and
and typewriter
judge's work, and
and to
to
clerk,
aid
clerk's office,
office $1,080;
probation officers—
$1,080; probation
officersaid in
in keeping
keeping records
records in
in clerk's
chief,
investigating officer
officer
chief, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant
assistant chief
chief (who shall
shall also
also be
be investigating
for
$1,200 each,
one for
adult cases
cases
for children's
children's cases),
cases), $1,500,
$1,500, two
two at
at $1,200
each, one
for adult
$1,200,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; investigating
cases,
officer for
for adult
adult cases,
$1,200, four
four at
investigating officer
$1,200;
and information
for probation
office, $1,200;
$1,200; record
record and
information clerk
clerk for
probation office,
$1,200;
clerk
probation office,
two bailiffs,
bailiffs, at
$900 each;
each; -telephone
clerk for
for probation
office, $900;
$900; two
at $900
telephone
operator, $600; messenger,
messenger, $600;
charwoman, $240;
operator,
$600; janitor, $600;
$600; charwoman,
$240;
in all, $28,480.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneou.
Miscellaneous:
Miscellaneous: For compensation
compensation of jurors, $900.
For meals of jurors and of prisoners
prisoners temporarily
temporarily detained
detained at court
awaiting trial, $50;
$50;
For rent, $2,000;
$2,000;
equipment, and repairs to the courthouse
courthouse
For furniture,
furniture, fixtures, equipment,
$500;
and grounds,
grounds, $500;
For fuel, ice,
ice , gas, laundry work, stationery, printing, books of
typewriters and repairs
repairs thereto,
reference, periodicals,
perioilicals„, typewriters
thereto, binding and
rebinding,
preservation of records,
brooms,,and buckets, rererebinding, preservation
records, mops
mops,: brooms,
of ashes and refuse,
and
moval of
refuse, telephone
telephone service,
service, traveling
traveling expenses, and.
otherwise provided for, $2,500;
other incidental
incidental expenses not otherwise
$2,500;

a
Miscellaneous.

ies fees,eet.
Witness
etc.
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Munmipal
Salaries.
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1919.
1919.

four
$1,500;
MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL COURT:
COURT: Five judges, at $3,600 each; clerk, $
1,5 00 ;
four
assistant clerks,
elevator operator,
operator,
$600; elevator
messenger,, $600;
each; messenger
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
clerks, at
assistant
$600; janitor,
janitor, $600;
$600; charwoman,
charwoman, $240;
$240; in all,
all, $25,540;
$25,540;
$600;

For
rent a
building, $3,600
For rent
of building,
$3,600;
For
furniture, fixtures,
to furniture
and
furniture and
repairs to
and repairs
equipment, and
fixtures, equipment,
For furniture,
building, and
such other
other expenses
expenses as
as may
may be
be authorized
authorized by
by the
for such
and for
building,
judges of
the court
court and
$1,200;
commissioners, $1,200;
the commissioners,
by the
approved by
and approved
of the
judges
For contingent
expenses, including
including books,
of
books of
books, books
law books,
books, law
contingent expenses,
For
reference,
fuel, light,
blanks, dockets,
necesall other
other necesand all
dockets, and
telephone, blanks,
light, telephone,
reference, fuel,
sary
$1,200;
supplies, $1,200;
and supplies,
items and
miscellaneous items
say miscellaneous
In all,
all, municipal
municipal court,
court, $31,540.
In
$31,540.
Lunacy writs.
Vol. 33, p.
W RITS OP
LUNACY: For
For expenses
expenses attending the execution
execution of writs
OF LUNACY:
WRIrs
7y4.
P. 740.
de
inquirendo and
and commitments
commitments thereunder
thereunder in
in all
all cases
cases of
lunatico inquirendo
de lunatic°
indigent
be committed
to
committed to
to be
sought to
or sought
committed or
persons committed
insane persons
indigent insane
Saint Elizabethsliospital
by order
order of
the executive
authority of
the
of the
executive authority
of the
Elizabeths Hospital by
Saint
District of
of Columbia
Columbia under
including
existing law, including
of existing
provisions of
the provisions
under the
District
the
of an
an alienist
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
per annum
annum
$1,500 per
alienist at
employment of
the employment
and
clerk at
stenographer and typewriter,
be aa stenographer
shall be
who shall
$900, who
at $900,
a clerk
and a
$5,500.
$5,500.
Interest and sinldng
INTEREST
FUND.
SINKING FUND.
AND SINKING
INTEREST AND
Indtrstandng
Rent, etc.
Rent

Amount.
AmoyItL

Emergency fnd.
fund.
Emegcy

Expendit ures
re
stricted.ndditures rea

Proviso.

rhas

Purchases.

Courts and prisons.

For interest
sinking fund
the funded
one-half
debt, payable one-half
funded debt,
on the
fund on
and sinking
interest and
For
out
of the
the revenues
the District
District of
of Columbia
one-half out of
and one-half
Columbia and
of the
revenues of
out of
any money
in the
Treasury not
appropriated, $975,408.
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
money in
any

EMERGENCY FUND.
EMERGENCY
FUND.
To
expended only
case of emergency,
emergency, such as
riot, pestilence,
pestilence,
as riot,
in case
only in
To be expended
public
insanitary conditions,
conditions, calamity
calamity by
or fire
fire or storm, and
flood or
by flood
public insanitary
of
and in
emergency not otherwise suffisufficases of emergency
in all cases
character, and
like character,
of like
ciently
in the
discretion of
the commissioners,
commissioners, $8,000:
$8,000:
of the
the discretion
for, in
provided for,
ciently provided
Provided,
in the
of all
all articles provided for in this Act
Act
purchase of
the purchase
That in
Provied,That
no
price shall
paid for
for any
any such articles, and
be paid
shall be
market price
the market
than the
more than
no more
all
market price shall be rejected
rejected
articles above the market
such articles
all bids for any such
and new
new bids
purchases made
made in open market, as may be
or purchases
received or
bids received
and
most
advantageous to the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
and advantageous
economical and
most economical

PRISONS.
COURTS AND PRISONS.

Support
convicts,
Support of convicts,
etc.,
out of the District.
etc.,outoftheDistrit.

For support, maintenance,
S
UPPORT or
or
corrvicTs: For
maintenance, and transportatransportaOONCTs:
SUPPOBT
expenses
transferred from the District of Columbia; expenses
tion of convicts transferred
convicts to their homes in the United
of shipping remains of deceased convicts
States,
expenses of interment
interment of unclaimed
unclaimed remains
remains of deceased
and expenses
States, and
convicts;
incurred in identifying and pursuing escaped conconvicts; expenses incurred
victs and rewards for their recapture;
recapture; to be expended under
under the
direction of
of the
$100,000.
General, $100,000.
the Attorney General,
direction
COCare,ctC.
Courrnousr,
DieriticT or
Commune.: For
care and
and protection,
protection
For care
OF COLUMBIA:
COURTHOUSE, DisTRICr
courtnhacare,et
under the
the direction
direction of
the United
States marshal of the District of
United States
of the
under
Columbia: Engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; electrician,
watchmen, at
at
electrician, $900; three watchmen,
Columbia:
$720
$720 each; five laborers, at $600 each;
firemen, at $720
$720 each; three firemen,
conductors, at $720 each;
six messengers, at $720
$720 each; two elevator conductors,
clerk
commissioner, $720; telephone
telephone operator, $720; attendto jury commissioner,
clerk to
expended
room, $300; in all, $16,920, to be expended
ant in ladies' waiting room,
under
the
direction of
the
Attorney
-General.
General.
Attorney
of
the
the
direction
under
Court of Appeals

Brokhne,
care,
e, etc.
pens
oBuilin,

Provisr.
Custodian.
Ctodin.

COLUMBIA:
OF C
COURT OF
OF APPEALS
APPEALS BLIILDLNG,
Diisruicr or
OLUMBIA: Two watchBUILDLNG, DrsTRICr
COURT
men, at $720 each; elevator
elevator conductor, $720; three laborers, at $480
each;
mechanician (under the direction of the Superintendent
Superintendent of the
each; mechanician
Capitol
Building and
and Grounds),
Grounds), $1,200;
Provided, That
clerk of
of
the clerk
That the
$1,200; Provided,
Capitol Building
the court
court of appeals shall be the custodian of said building, under the
direction and supervision
supervision of the justices of said court; in all $4,800.
direction
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For mops, brooms, buckets,
buckets, disinfectants,
disinfectants, removal
of refuse,
removal of
refuse, elecelectrical supplies, books, and all other necessary
necessary and
and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses
otherwise provided
for, $800.
not otherwise
provided for,
$800.
Supreme court.
FEES
OF WITNESSES,
COURT: For
For fees
fees of
of witnesses
witnesses and
and Witness fees,
FEES OF
WITNESSES, SUPREME
SUPREME COURT:
fees, etc.
R.
S., sec. 850,
8.50, p.
160.
p. 160.
payment
of the
actual expenses
witnesses in
in said
payment of
the actual
expenses of
of witnesses
said court,
court, as
as provided
provided
by
Revised Statutes
of the
United States,
States, $15,000.
$15,000.
by section
section 850,
850, Revised
Statutes of
the United
Jurors' fees.
Jurors'
fees.
JURORS, SUPREME
COURT: For
jurors, $60,000.
$60,000.
FEES OF JURORS,
SUPREME COURT:
For fees
fees of
of jurors,
Bailiffs, etc.
PAY
BAILIFFS: For not
not exceeding
one crier
crier in
each court,
court, of
PAY OF
OF BAILIFFS:
exceeding one
in each
of
office
who act
act as
as bailiffs
bailiffs or
or criers,
and for
for expenses
office deputy
deputy marshals who
criers, and
expenses
in United
United States
States cases
bailiffs
of meals and lodging
lodging for jurors
jurors in
cases and
and of
of bailiffs
in
ordered by
by the
$28,400.
in attendance
attendance upon same
same when
when ordered
the court,
court, $28,400.
Miscellaneous exexMiscellaneous
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES:
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES: For
For such
such miscellaneous
expenses as
miscellaneous expenses
as pensps.
penses.
may
authorized by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General
Court
may be
be authorized
General for
for the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
of the District of Columbia and
the furnishing
and its
its officers, including
includingithe
furnishing
evidence where
where the
United States
be a
a
and collecting
collecting of
of evidence
the United
States issor
or may
may be
party in interest,
interest, including
including also
than for
personal
also such expenses
expenses other
other than
for personal
services as may be authorized
authorized by the Attorney
Attorney General
court
General for
for the
the court
of
District of
of Columbia,
$15,000.
of appeals,
appeals, District
Columbia, $15,000.
Additional for temtern
For such additional miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
as may
may be
be authorized
authorized porary
quarters.
quarters.
by the Attorney General
General for
officers, made
made
for the
the supreme
supreme court
court and
and its
its officers,
necessary by the occupancy
of temporary
temporary quarters
pending the
occupancy of
quarters pending
the reconreconstruction of the courthouse,
courthouse, District
Columbia, including
including an
District of Columbia,
an elecelectrician at the rate of $900 per annum
annum and a
alaborer
laborer at the rate
rate of $600
annum, $3,750.
per annum,
$3,750.
CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS.
CHARITIES
CORRECTIONS.

Charities
rections.
retio
s.

and
corn d cor-

BoARD or
OF CHAErriES:
CIHAr TIES: Secretary,
BOARD
Secretary, $3,500;
assistant secretary
secretary and
and
$3,500; assistant
stenographer, $1,600;
stenographer,
$1,600; clerk, $1,400;
$1,400; messenger,
messenger, $600;
$600; inspectors—
inspectors$1,200 each,
$1,000 each, two at $900 each, two at
two at $1,200
each, three at $1,000
at
$840 each; drivers-one
drivers. one (who shall also act as
stables)
as foreman
foreman of
of stables)
$900, three at $720 each; hostler, $540; traveling
traveling expenses,
including
expenses, including
attendance
attendance on conventions,
all, $19,980.
conventions, $400; in
in all,
$19,980.
maintenance of one motor ambulance, $600.
For the maintenance
$600.

Board of
SalarieCh
s,arities.
etc.

REFORMATORIES AND
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION.
REFORMATORIES
AND CORRECTIONAL
INSin taIONS.

Reformatories, etc.

WASHINGTON
ASYLUM AND
W ASHINGTON ASYLUM
AND JAIL:
JAH.: Superintendent
Superintendent of
of hospital,
hospital,

resident physician, $480; two
$1,800; visiting physician,
physician, $1,200;
$1,200; resident
assistant resident physicians, at $120 each; clerk,
clerk, $900;
$900; engineer,
engineer,
$900; three assistant engineers, at $600 each; night
night watchman,
watchman, $480;
$480;
blacksmith
blacksmith and woodworker, $500; driver for dead wagon, $365;
$365;
hostler, and driver for supply and laundry wagon, at $240 each; hoshospital cook, $650; assistant cooks-two
cooks—two at $300 each, one $180;
$180; trained
trained
nurse, who shall act as superintendent
of nursing,
nursing, $1,200;
two gradsuperintendent of
$1,200; two
graduate nurses at $480 each; graduate nurse for receiving
receiving ward,
ward, $480;
$480;
operating room,
two nurses for annex
annex wards, at $540 each; nurse for operating
$540; eight orderlies, and two
annex wards,
wards, at
each;
two orderlies
orderlies for
for annex
at $400
$400 each,
pupil nurses, not less than twenty-one
(nurses to
twenty-one in number
number (nurses
to be
be paid
paid
not to exceed
exceed $200 per annum during first year
to
year of
of service
service, and
and not
not to
exceed
service), $4,450;
exceed $225 per annum during second year of service),
li,450; regisregistered pharmacist, who shall act as hospital clerk, $720;
$720; gardener,
gardener,
$540;
seamstress, $300; housekeeper,
$540; seamstress,
laundryman, $720;
$720; asashousekeeper, $420;
$420; laundryman,
sistant laundryman, $450; three laundresses,
laundresses, at $360 each; two
sistant
chambermaids, three waiters,
chambermaids,
waiters and seven ward maids at
at $180
$180 each;
each;
temporary
labor, not to exceed $1,200;
temporarylabor,
$1,200; operator
X-ray machine,
machine,
operator of X-ray
$600; pathologist,
r laboratory,
pathologist, $600; assistant
assistant ff r
laboratory, $600; anesthetist,
anesthetist,
300;;m
mall,
$300
all, $32,975.
EtosrprrAL:
For
provisions, fuel,
forage, harness
harness and
and vehicles and
Ho
Fi:
For provisions,
fel, forage,
and
repair
same gas
as.,,ices
scoth
e , clothing,
ing, dry
ry goods,
good, taile
repair to same,
ice, shoes,
taior
drs
and medical supplies,
suppliea, furniture and bedding,
kitchen utis,
id
bedding, lachen

salaries, etc.it

Reformatories, etc.

at
m
Washington
aw
ns Asylum
yl
and Jail.l'
Salaries.
salries.

Hospital expenses.
HOseh-tsd
ai
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other
necessary items, including an allowance
superintendent
allowance to the superintendent
other necessary
of not exceeding
exceeding $360 per annum
annum for maintenance
maintenance of vehicle for use
of
in discharge
$75,000.
discharge of his official duties, $75,000.
Repairs to buildings,
For repairs
to buildings,
buildings, plumbing,
painting., lumber,
lumber, hardware,
hardware,
plumbing, painting,
repairs to
For
g
etc.
etpc.stobuid
cement,
lime, oil,
oil, tools,
tools, cars, tracks, steam heating and cooking
cement, lime,
apparatus, $3,000;
apparatus,
$3,000;
Apparatus.
For purchase
of apparatus for operating
operating room, including Lumpurchase of
For
Apatu
bard's airway,
airway, gas
oxygen apparatus,
apparatus, and
suction
and electric ether suction
gas oxygen
bard's
apparatus,
$350;
$350;
apparatus,
Payment to aban3 of "An
For
payment to
to beneficiaries
named in section 3
"An Act making
making
beneficiaries named
For payment
etbn
S etc.
domeentita
doned families,
VoL 34,
34, p.
p. 8.
87.
willfully
it a
a misdemeanor
VoL
it
misdemeanor in the District of Columbia to abandon
abandon or willfully
maintenance by any person
neglect
support and maintenance
person
for the support
provide for
to provide
neglect to
children in destitute or necessitous
of his
or his
his or
or her
her minor children
necessitous
wife or
his wife
of
circumstances," approved
March 23,
$6,500, or
thereof
or so much thereof
1906, $6,500,
23, 1906,
approved March
circumstances,"
as may
be necessary,
necessary, to
by the disbursing officer of the
disbursed by
to be
be disbursed
may be
as
audited and apDistrict
on itemized
itemized vouchers
vouchers duly audited
Columbia, on
of Columbia,
District of
proved
by
the auditor
auditor of
said District;
District;
said
of
the
by
proved
Support of jail prismaintenance of jail prisoners
Support of prisoners:
prisoners: For maintenance
prisoners of
of the
the
Support
lp r
Snpors
oners,
etc. tja
District of
of Columbia
Columbia at
the Washington
Jail, including
Washington Asylum and Jail,
at the
District
pay of
of guards
guards and
and all
other necessary personal services, and for supall other
pay
identifying and purport of
of prisoners
prisoners therein,
incurred in identifying
expenses incurred
therein, expenses
port
suing escaped
escaped prisoners,
prisoners, and
their recapture,
recapture, repair
repair and
rewards for their
and rewards
suing
improvements to
to buildings,
buildings, cells,
cells, and
locking devices,
devices, and for the
and locking
improvements
$75,000;
support of
prisoners, $75,000;
of prisoners,
support
Transporting prisonn so
Transportation of
prisoners: For
For conveying
conveying prisoners
prisoners to Washof prisoners:
Transportation
ers
to jail.
ertosp'L
exceed
ington
Asylum and
including salary of driver, not to exceed
Jail, including
and Jail,
ington Asylum
$840, and
purchase and
necessary horses, wagons,
maintenance of necessary
and maintenance
and purchase
$840,
$2,500;
and harness, $2,500;
Washington Asylum
$195,325.
Jail, $195,325.
and Jail,
Asylum and
all, Washington
In all,
Home
for A
ged and
and In
Aged
Hoe for
HOME
FOR AGED
INFIRM: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,200;
$1,200; clerk,
clerk,
Infirm.
AGiD AND
AND INyERM:
HOME FO
inflrm.
Salaries.
l
at
$900; matron,
matron, $600;
$600; chief
chief cook, $720; baker and laundryman, at
$900;
$540 each;
each; chief
chief engineer,
engineer, $1,000;
$1,000; assistant
assistant engineer, $720; physi$540
cian and
and pharmacist,
second assistant
engineer, $480; two
assistant engineer,
$480; second
pharmacist, $480;
cian
attendants and two nurses, at $360 each;
each; two female attenmale attendants
at $360 each; assistant cooksdants, at
at $300
cooks—
firemen, at
three firemen,
each; three
$300 each;
dants,
one $360,
$360, one
foreman of
construction and repair, $840;
$840; blackof construction
$180; foreman
one $180;
one
smith
farmer , $720; truck gardner, $600;
$600;
$540; farmer,
woodworker,, $540;
and woodworker
smith and
each; seamstress,
four
farm hands,
dairyman, and tailor, at $360 each.
hands, dairyman,
four farm
$240;
laundress, hostler and driver, at $240 each; three
three servants,
$240; laundress,
temporary labor,
at
$144 each;
night watchman,
labor, $2,000; in
$240; temporary
watchman, $240;
each; night
at $144
all,
$19,092;
all, $19,092;
Contingent exp*msee • For provisions,
vehicles and repairs to
provisions, fuel, forage, harness and vehicles
contagentexpena.
same, ice,
ice, shoes,
shoes, clothing,
dry goods, tailoring, drugs and medical
clothing, dry
same,
supplies,
and bedding,
kitchen utensils,
necesand other necesutensils, and
bedding, kitchen
furniture and
supplies, furniture
sary items, including
$50,000;
truck, $50,000;
motor truck,
of motor
maintenance of
including maintenance
sary
$4,000;
Repairs,
Ii
or repairs
repairs and
and improvements to buildings and grounds,
grounds, $4,000;
For
etc.
Repirs, etc.
For purchase
purchase of
material for
permanent roads,
roads, $300;
$300;
for permanent
of material
For
Colored women's
additional amount for extension of colored women's ward,
For an additional
women's
colored
ward.
$13,000;
$13,000;
In
Home for
$86,392.
Infirm, $86,392.
and Infirm,
Aged and
for Aged
all, Home
In all,
Sale of
surplusproTdprod
The
commiasioners
are
authorized,
under
as they
they
regulations as
under such regulations
authorized,
are
commissioners
The
ofarpl
sale
nets.
may prescribe,
Aged
to sell
sell the surplus products of the Home for the Aged
prescribe, to
may
and. Infirm,
moneys derived
derived from
such sales
sales shall be paid into
from such
all moneys
and all
Infirm, and
and
the Treasury,
one-half to
to the
the United
United States
oneStates and oneof the
credit of
the credit
Treasury, one-half
the
half to
to the
of the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
the District
credit of
the credit
half
National Training NATIONAL T
hAINING SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR
BOYS: For
For care
care and
and maintenance
maintenance
FOR BOYS:
NATIONAL TRAINING
Boy.
School for Boys.
School
Care,
etc., of
of boys.
boys. of boys committed to the Natio al Training School for Boys by the
care, etc.,
courts of
the District
made by
by
under aa contract to be made
Columbia under
of Columbia
District of
of the
courts
the
Board of
authorities of
National Training
of said National
the authorities
with the
Charities with
of Charities
the Board
School for
for Boys,
thereof as may be necessary.
necessary.
$70,000, or so much thereof
Boys, $70,000,
School
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National
Training
Truing
NATIONAL TRAINING
TRAINING SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR
GIRLS: Superintendent,
FOR GIRLS:
Superintendent, $1,200;
$1,200; sNtional
NATIONAL
School for Girls.
Salaries.
treasurer, matron,
and four
four teachers,
at $600 each;
overseer, $720; Salaries.
each; overseer,
teachers, at
matron, and
treasurer,
two
at $600
teachers of
at
of industries,
industries, at
seven teachers
officers, at
$600 each; seven
two parole
parole officers,
$480
$720; assistant engineer,
night watchengineer, $600; night
each; engineer,
engineer, $720;
$480 each;
man,
two laborers,
$300 each;
$12,480;
all, $12,480;
each; in
in all,
at $300
laborers, at
$480; two
man, $480;
Contingent expenses.
For groceries,
fuel, soap,
candles, Contingentexpeses
soap, oil,
oil, lamps,
lamps, candles,
light, fuel,
For
groceries, provisions,
provisions, light,
clothing, shoes,
shoes, forage,
forage, horseshoeing,
attendance,
medical attendance,
medicines, medical
horseshoeing, medicines,
clothing,
hack hire, transportation, labor, sewing machines, fixtures, books,
stationery, horses,
vehicles, harness,
harness, cows, pigs,
fowls, sheds, fences,
pigs, fowls,
horses, vehicles,
stationery,
repairs,
typewriting, stenography,
stenography, and
necessary items,
items, includincludand other
other necessary
repairs, typewriting,
additional labor or services,
$500 for
for additional
not exceeding
exceeding $500
ing compensation
compensation not
for identifying
pursuing escaped
escaped inmates
inmates and
for rewards
rewards for
for their
their
and for
and pursuing
for
identifying and
capture, and
and for
transportation and
expenses incident
incident
and other necessary
necessary expenses
for transportation
capture,
to
discharged girls, not exceedsuitable homes for paroled or discharged
to securing
securing suitable
$150, $25,000;
ing $150,
$25,000;
$37,480.
In all, National
National Training School for Girls, $37,480.

MEDICAL
MEDICAL CHARITIES.
CHARITIES.

Medical
charities.
Medical charities.

Freedmen's HospiHospiFor
treatment of indigent patients, under a
a contract to tal.Freedmen's
For care
care and treatment
Hospitalby
be made with Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital
by the Board of Charities, $40,000, tal
o
--,
or so much thereof as may be necessary.
necessary.
Columbia Hospital
treatment of indigent patients,
For care and treatment
patients, under a
a contract to folrmba
for Women. Hospital
Lying-in Asylum
be
Columbia Hospital for Women
Women and Lying-in
be made
made with
with Columbia
$25,000.
Charities, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $25,000.
by the
the Board of Charities,
childrens Hospital.
Hospital
a contract to Children's
patients, under a
For care
For
care and
and treatment
treatment of
of indigent
indigent patients,
be
Children's Hospital by the Board of Charities, not to
be made with Children's
exceed
$17,000.
exceed $17,000.
Homeopathic HospiFor care
care and
and treatment
treatment of
of indigent
indigent patients,
totalomeoptBcHes.i
contract to
patients, under aa contract
For
tal.
Homeopathic Hospital
Hospital Association
Association by the
be made with National Homeopathic
Board
Board of Charities, not to exceed
exceed $10,000.
$10,000.
Providence HospiHospipatients, under aa contract to tLrovidence
For care and treatment of indigent patients,
tal.
be
Providence Hospital
Hospital by the Board of Charities, $19,000.
$19,000.
with Providence
be made
made with
Hospital.
Gaeld Hospital
indigent patients, under aa contract to Garfield
For care
care and
For
and treatment
treatment of indigent
be made with Garfield Memorial Hospital
Hospital by the Board of Charities,
$19,000.
$19,000.
Emergency HospiFor emergency
emergency care and treatment of, and free dispensary
dispensary service taL etaLmnCHospagreement to be made with
contract or agreement
to, indigent patients under aacontract
Central
Dispensary' and Emergency
Emergency Hospital by the Board of CharCentral -Dispensary
ties, $26,000.
$26,000.
Elevator.
elevators in the Central Dispensary and Emer- Elevators.
For repairing the elevators
gency
$1,500.
gency Hospital,
Hospital, $1,500.
Casualty Hospital.
Hospita
and treatment
treatment of, and free dispensary
For
emergency care and
For emergency
dispensary service casaty
patients under
under a
agreement to be made with
a contract or agreement
to, indigent patients
Hospitalby
Eastern Dispensary
Dispensary and Casualty
Casualty Hospital
by the Board of Charities,
$25,000.
$25,000.
Homefor Incurables.
a contract
under a
care and
and treatment
treatment of
For
For care
of indigent
indigent patients
patients under
contract to HometorIncuabs.
Washington Home for Incurables
be made with Washington
Incurables by the Board of
Charities, $5,000.
$5,000.
Charities,
GeorgetownDUniverGpogeto
i nverto be
be sity
For care
care and
and treatment
treatment of
patients under
of indigent
indigent patients
under aacontract
contract to
For
Hospital.
Charities,y
Georgetown University
University Hospital
Hospital by the Board
Board of Charities,
made with Georgetown
$6,000.
$6,000.
George Washington
For care and treatment
treatment of indigent
indigent patients
patients under a
a contract to be verStyopit
University HospitaL
made
Washington University
made with George Washington
University Hospital by the
the Board
Board of
Charities, $6,000.
Charities,
$6,000.
Tubercullsis HosrdTummy
l
- ams HosPrrAL:
Superintendent, $1,800;
$1,800; resident
Hospresident physiphysi- taL
TwUBERCULOs
HosPrr AL: Superintendent,
tel.
Salaries.
60G; ;ies.
roentgenologi •t,
resident physician,
physician, $300; roentgen°
cian, $600; assistant resident
ty $600;
engneer,
pharmacist and clerk, $780;
$780; superintendent
of nurses,
nurses an
pharmacist
superintendent of
and engineer,
at $720 each; pathologist,$300;matron,
dietician, chief
chiaicook,
assistant
pathologist, $300;.matro, dietician,
cook asistant
eight graduate
engineer, laundryman,
laundryman, and eight
graduate nurses,.
urses, at
at 11600
*660 each;
eeeh;
cooks-one $360,
$360, two at $240 each; assistant engineer,
assistant cooks—one
engineer,
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$600;
elevator conductor,
three laundresses,
laundresses, at
at $240
$240 each;
each;
$300; three
conductor, $300;
S600; elevator
farmer, laborer,
laborer, night
night watchman,
watchman, four
four orderlies,
and assistant
launassistant launorderlies, and
farmer,
dryman,
$360 each;
each; three
ward maids,
maids, at
at $240
each; four
four servants,
servants,
$240 each;
three ward
at $360
dryman, at
at
each; in
in all,
$20,640;
all, $20,640;
at $240
$240 each;

provisions, fuel.,
forage, harness, and
and vehicles
vehicles and repairs to
For provisions,
fuel, forage,
same,
gas, ice
goods, tailoring,
tailoring, drugs
and medical
medical
drugs and
dry goods,
ice, shoes,
shoes, clothing,
clothing, dry
same, gas,
supplies,
furniture and
and bedding,
bedding, kitchen
utensils, books,
books, and
periand perikitchen utensils,
supplies, furniture
odicals not
temporary services
$1,000,
to exceed $1,000,
not to
services not
$50, temporary
exceed $50,
not to
to exceed
odicals
and other
other necessary
items, $50,000;
$50,000;
necessary items,
and
Repairs, etc.
For
and improvements
to buildings
and grounds,
grounds, including
including
buildings and
improvements to
repairs and
For repairs
RBpirSet.
and sidewalks, $2,500;
$2,500;
roads ana
In all,
all, Tuberculosis
$73,140.
In
Tuberculosis Hospital,
Hospital, $73,140.
Gallium Hospital.
GALLINGER
MintrICIPAL HosPrrrL:
HosrrrAL: For
continuing the
the construction
construction
For continuing
Continuing
construcNOEB MUNICIPAL
GLTu
Cosni
tion.
of
Hospital in
in accordance
provision
the provision
with the
accordance with
Municipal Hospital
Gallinger Municipal
of the
the Gallinger
la
sVoL
Vol. 39, p. 1036.
for
Appropriation Act for
Columbia Appropriation
District of
of Columbia
in the District
that _purpose
purpose in
for that
Coat
Ct increased.
the
fiscalyear
1918,
100,000;
and
the
limit
ofostst
the fiscal year
$100,000;
of cost of said hospital
and accessory
$500,000 to
from $500,000
to $603,590.
$603,590.
buildings is
is increased
increased from
and
accessory buildings
Contingent
cmaati expenses.

tep.

Care of
of children.
Care
cbldre.
3
' 14
id r t n
of chil
Guardians.
Expenses.

CHILD-CARING INSTITUTIONS.
CHILD-CARING
ENST11 U tONS.

'
BOARD
or CHILDREmN'
Cnunars's GuAOrI
GUARDIANS:
administrative expenses,
expenses,
For administrative
ANs: For
BOBD OF
'
including placing and visiting children, city directory, purchase of
books of
periodicals not exceeding
exceeding $25, and all office
and periodicals
of reference
reference and
books
and sundry
sundry expenses,
expenses, $4,000;
$4,000;
and
8a h"
Salaries.
Salaries: Agent, $1,800;
stenogra$1,200, one $900; stenogra$1,800; clerks—one
clerks-one $1,200,
pher,
investigating officers—two
each,
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
officers-two at
$900; placing
placing and investigating
pher, $900;
one
$900 each; record clerk, $900; messenger, $500;
one $1,000,
$1,000, nine at $900
laborer,
all, $18,200.
$18,200.
laborer, $500;
$500; in
in all,
eh
Feeble-mindcd
°1111maintenance of
colored),
children (white and colored),
of feeble-minded
feeble-minded children
For maintenance
d
dren.
dren.
$35,000;
$35,000;
guardianship
committed to the guardianship
o °hah
ord , tc.," of
13°8rd"te
For board and care of all children committed
dren.
of
by the
the courts
of the
District, and
for temporary
temporary care
care of
of
courts of
the District,
and for
of said
said board
board by
from place
place
or while being
being transferred
transferred from
investigation or
children pending investigation
to
place, with
with authority
authority to
to pay not more than $1,500
$1,500 to institutions
to place,
adjudges to
to be
sectarian control
more than
than $400 for
and not
not more
control and
be under
under sectarian
adjudged
burial of
children dying
$150,000;
board, $150,000;
under charge
charge of
of the
the board,
dying while
while under
burial
of children
In
all,
Board
of
Children's
Guardians,
$207,200.
$207,200.
In
all
Board
of
Children's
Guardians,
Advances
to
Advan
to agent.
aget.
The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia
Columbia is authorized
authorized to
to
advance to the agent of the Board of Children's Guardians,
Guardians, upon
advance
requisitions
approved by the auditor of the District of
requisitions previously approved
Columbia
agent
as may be required
required of said agent
upon such
such security as
Columbia and upon
by the
the commissioners,
commissioners, sums
sums of
of money
to exceed
at any
any one
one
not to
exceed $300
$300 at
money not
by
time,
to be
for expenses
in placmg
children, traveltraveland visiting
visiting children,
placing and
expenses in
be used
used for
time, to
ing on
official business
for office
and sundry
sundry expenses,
expenses,
office and
of the
the board,
board, and
and for
business of
ing
on official
all
expenditures to
accounted for
for to
to the
accounting officers
officers
the accounting
to be
be accounted
al such
such expenditures
of
District of
Columbia within
itemized vouchers
vouchers
one month
month on
on itemized
of Columbia
within one
of the
the District
Industrial
properly approved.
approved.
Inda ifo, for
fr properly
Colored
Children.
INDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME S
CHOOL FOR
OLORED C
CHILDBEN:
HILDREN: SuperintendSuperintendCOLORED
FOR C
SCHOOL
INDUSTRIAL
Childrn
Colored
8
Salaries.
s lari,
ent, $1,200;
$1,200; clerk, $900; supervisor
supervisor of boys, $780;
school,
$780; matron of
of school,
$480;
assistant caretakers,
caretakers, nurse, and sewing
sewing
three caretakers,
caretakers, two
two assistant
$480; three
teacher, at $360 each; three teachers,
teachers, at $480 each; manual-training
manual-training
teacher,
teacher, $600; farmer, and blacksmith and wheelwright, at $480
each;
$360; stableman
stableman and
and watchman,
watchman, at
at $300
$300 each;
each;
each; farm
farm laborer,
laborer, $360;
cook,
laundress, $240;
temporary labor not to exceed
$500;
cook, $240;
$240; laundress,
$240; temporary
exceed $500;
in
$10,820;
all, $10,820;
in all,
Expense&
For maintenance,
and care
care of
horses, wagons,
wagons,
purchase and
of horses,
including purchase
For
maintenance, including
Ez-ir.
and
and harness,
harness, $20,000;
$20,000;
For repairs and improvements
grounds, $2,000;
$2,000;
improvements to buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
For
$1,000;
equipment, $1,000;
For manual-training
manual-training equipment,
For
construction of
of roads
roads and
and sidewalks,
$500;
For materials
materials for
for construction
sidewalks, $500;

oGard
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In
Industrial Home
Home School
School for
Children, $34,320:
$34,320:
In all, Industrial
for Colored
Colored Children,
Proviso.
Preowied,
Provided, That all moneys
moneys received at said school, as income from Pore
rom
7seo recei t
sfrom
sales, etc.
etc.
P
payment of board
instruction, or other- sales,
sale of products and from payment
board of instruction,
wise, shall
shall be
be paid
paid over
over to the commissioners
commissioners to
to be
be expended
expended by
by
them in
in the
the support
support of
of the
the school
school during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1920.
them
year 1920.
scI
h
n
o
d
oystrial Home
I
NDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME S
CHOOL: Superintendent,
INDUSTRIAL
SCHOOL:
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; supervisor
supervisor of
of scIndtrial
Home

boys,
boys, $780;
$780; matron, $480; three matrons, at $360 each; housekeeper
housekeeper
and sewing
sewing teacher, at $360 each; two assistant matrons, at $300
florist, $840;
each; nurse,
nurse, $360;
$360; manual-training
manual-training teacher,
teacher, $660;
$660; florist,
$840;
engineer , $720;
$720; farmer,
each; two
engineer,
farmer, $540;
$540; cook and
and laundress,
laundress, at $300 each;
housemaids,
temporary labor, not to
to exceed
exceed
housemaids, at
at $180
$180 each;
each; clerk, $900; temporary
$400;
$10,540;
in all,
all, $10,540;
$400; in
For maintenance,
maintenance, including care
care of horses,
horses, purchase
purchase and care
care of
wagon
$25,000;
wagon and harness,
harness, $25,000;
For
improvement to
grounds, $3,000;
to buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
$3,000;
For repairs
repairs and
and improvement
For new steam boiler and appliances,
appliances, $3,000;
$3,000;
In
Industrial Home
In all,
all, Industrial
Home School,
School, $41,540.

Salaries.
salaries.

Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,
etc

HomefolDesetute
for Destitute
For care
care and
maintenance of
of children
contract to
to be
For
and maintenance
children under
under a
a contract
be made
made Colored
coore
Children.
with
the
National
Association
for
the
Relief
of
Destitute
Colored
with the National Association for the Relief of Destitute Colored
Children by
Board of
Children's Guardians,
to
of Children's
Guardians, not
not to
Women and Children
by the Board
exceed $9,900.
exceed
Foundlings' Home.
Home.
For care
and maintenance
children under
under aacontract
contract to
to be
For
care and
maintenance of
of children
be made
made Foundings'
Children's
with Washington Home for Foundlings
Foundlings by the Board of Children's
Guardians,
$6,000.
Guardians, $6,000.
Ss
Ann's Infant
For care and maintenance
maintenance of children under a
acontract
contract to be made As
As"t
ylum. An's Inant
with
Asylum by the Board
Board of Children's
Children's Guardwith Saint Ann's
Ann's Infant Asylum
$6,000.
ians, $6,000.
Temporary homes.
TEMPORARY HOMES.
Temporary
homes.
TEMPORARY
HOMES.
Municipal lodging
Municipal lodging house and
Superintendent, $1,200; house.
and wood yard:
yard: Superintendent,
lodging
hou.pal
foreman, $480; cook, $360; night watchman
watchman for six
foreman,
six months,
months, at $25
$25
per month, $150; maintenance,
maintenance, $2,000; in
in all,
all, $4,190.
$4,190.
Grand Army SolTemporary home
home for ex-Union
ex-Union Soldiers
Soldiers and Sailors,
Grand Army
of dis
Temporary
Sailors, Grand
Army of
diers' Homse.
Home.
the Republic:
Republic: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,200; janitor, $360; cook, $360;
$360;
maintenance,
all, $5,920,
be expended
the direcmaintenance, $4,000;
4,000; in
in all,
$5,920, to
to be
expended under
under the
direc- Admissions.
1
sailors or marines of the Admi'ion
.
tion of the commissioners;
commissioners; and
and ex-soldiers,
ex-soldiers, sailors,
Spanish
War' Philippine
Spanish War,
Philippine Insurrection,
Insurrection, or China Relief Expedition,
Expedition,
who served
served at any time between
21, 1898, and July
1902,
between April 21,
July 4,
4, 1902,
shall
shall be admitted
admitted to the
the home.
home.
c
)Zif
fpe and
Help MbFor care and maintenance
children under a
Mis
a contract oP
and Help
maintenance of women and children
to be made with the Florence
Florence Crittenton Hope and Help Mission
Mission by
by
the
Board of
of Charities,
Charities, maintenance,
maintenance, $4,000.
the Board
si
inId
,, d
b
.rary for the
$4,000.
te
NATIONAL L
LIBRARY
FOR THE BLIND:
BLIND: For aid
aid and
and support
NATIONAL
IBRARY FOR
support of the B
National
Library for
Blind, located at seventeen
hundred and
National Library
for the Blind,
seventeen hundred
and
twenty-nine
direction
twenty-nine H Street northwest, to be expended under the direction
of
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
$5,000.
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $5,000.
lum
Instbliao
COLUMBIA
INSTrTUTE:
In"tute ftoeth
C
OLUMBIA POLYTECHNIC
POLYTECHNIC I
NSTITUTE. To aid the Columbia PolyPoly- nieCo
Institute
for tin;
Blind.
technic Institute
Institute for the Blind, located at eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and Blind
northwest, to be expended
expended under the direction of the
eight H Street northwest,
the
of the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $1,500.
Southern Relief
Commissioners of
District of
$1,500.
oSouthern
Relief SoSOUTHERN RELIEF
For care
care and
and maintenance
of needy
needy cety
ciety
for etConfederate
SOUTHERN
RELIEF SociETY:
SaeLETT. For
maintenance of
viyfor
and
infirm Confederate
widows and
dependents, ve
et
and infirm
Confederate veterans,
veterans, their
their widows
and dependents,
resident in the District of Columbia,
a contract
Columbia, under a
contract to be made with
the Southern Relief
Relief Society by the
Board of Charities
the Board
Charities,' $10,000.
$10,000.
Support of indigent
HEOSPITAL FOR
FO THE
THE INSANE:
HoarrrAL
INSANE: For
support of
of indigent
indigent insane
the isa
For support
insane of
of the
ofn
insane.
District
Saint Flizabeths
Hospital, as
by
District of Columbia
Columbia in
in Saint
Elizabeths Hospital,
as provided
provided by
law, $500,000.
law,
$500,000.g
aDeporting nonresiFor
nonresident insane
ne
with dent
For deportation
deportation of nonresident
insane persons, in
in accordance
accordance with
dent insane.
30, p.SaL
811.
VoLo.p
proceedin for admission
admission to the Vol.
Congress "to
"to change
the Act of Congress
eng.,e the proceedings
Go
t Hospital
t
l for the
thInsane
ertai cases,
Government
Inmne in
. eertam
eases, and for other
purposes," approved
approved January
January 31,
31, 1899,
purposes,"
1899, 14,000.
$4,000.
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sum the disbursing officer of the DisAdvances
Board
In
expending the
the foregoing
foregoing sum
In expending
to Board
Advances to
ofoChaities.
Charities.
trict of
authorized to
to advance
advance to
secretary of
the
of the
to the
the secretary
is authorized
Columbia is
of Columbia
trict
Board
of Charities,
Charities, upon
upon requisitions
approved by
the
by the
previously approved
requisitions previously
Board of
auditor
of the
of Columbia,
and upon
as the
the
security as
such security
upon such
Columbia, and
District of
the District
auditor of
commissioners
require of
of said
said secretary,
secretary, sums
sums of
money not
not exexof money
may require
commissioners may
ceeding
time, to
be used
used only
only for
deportation of
of nonresinonresifor deportation
to be
at one
one time,
$300 at
ceeding $300
dent
insane persons,
persons, and
to be
be accounted
for monthly
monthly on
itemized
on itemized
accounted for
and to
dent insane
vouchers
to the
the accounting
officer of
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of the
accounting officer
vouchers to
Relief
of the poor.
RELIEF
or THE
THE POOR:
For relief
relief of
the poor,
pay of
of
including pay
poor, including
of the
POOR: For
RELIEF OF
Reliefofthepoor.
physicians
to the
at not
not exceeding
$1 per
each, who
who shall
be
shall be
day-each,
per day
exceeding $1
poor at
the poor
physicians to
appointed by
the commissioners
of the
the health
health
the recommendation
recommendation of
on the
commissioners on
by the
appointed
officer , $12,000.
$12,000.
officer,
PAUPERS: For
of paupers,
paupers,
transportation of
For transportation
Transporting
OF PAUPERS:
TRANSPORTATION OF
pau- TRANSPORTATION
Trasporting Panpe
Pers.
$2,000.
rs.
$2,000.
physiREFORMATORY: Superintendent,
Workhouse,
etc.
W ORKHOUSE AND
AND REFORMATORY:
Superintendent, $3,600; physiWORKHOUSE
Workhouse, etc.
Salaries.
$1,200; superincian, $1,680; chief engineer, $1,200; electrician,
alaries.
electrician, $1,200;
tendent
of commissary,
$1,080; in
$8,760.
all, $8,760.
in all,
commissary, $1,080;
tendent of
superintendent, $1,680;
Assistant superintendent,
Administration.
W
ORKHOUSE (administration):
(administration): Assistant
$1,680;
WORKHOuE
Administratn.
chief clerk,
head matron,
$900; stenographer,
stenogra$720; stenograstenographer, $720;
matron, $900;
$1,200; head
clerk, $1,200;
chief
pher and
and officer,
$600;
officer, $600;
pher
Operation.
$900, stone-crushing
Foremen-construction $900,
Operation: Foremen-construction
Operation:
stone-crushing plant
plant
Operation.
$900, sawmill
sawmill $900;
superintendent brickkiln,
brickkiln, $1,500;
$1,500; clay worker,
$900; superintendent
$900,
$480; superintendent
superintendent tailor
$480;
shop, $480;
tailor shop,
$480;
$840;
laundry, $840;
and laundry,
Maintenance:
Superintendent of
of clothing
clothing and
Maintenance: Superintendent
Maintenance.
Maintenane.
veterinary and
$600; veterinary
storekeeper , $720;
$720; steward,
steward, $900;
stewardess, $600;
$900; stewardess,
storekeeper,
officer,
$880; captain
of guards,
guards, $1,200;
captain of
watch, $900;
of night
night watch,
$1,200; captain
captain of
officer, $880;
superintendent
each; superintendent
two
discharging officers,
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
officers, at
and discharging
receiving and
two receiving
at $840
$840
of
laundry-, $720;
$720; day
$900 each,
each, twenty-two
twenty-two at
at $900
guards-two at
day guards-two
of laundry,
three
$600; three
each;
twelve night
night guards
at $720
$720 each;
each; day
officer, $600;
day officer,
guards, at
each; twelve
captain of steamnight
each; hospital
hospital nurse,
nurse, $600;
$600; captain
$600 each;
at $600
officers, at
night officers,
superintendents-farm
boat,
e
eer of
of steamboat,
steamboat, $1,000; superintendents-farm
$1,100; engineer
boat, $1,100;
$1,000;
nurseryman, $1,000;
$1,200, dairy
dairy $1,000,
$1, 00, poultry
department $1,000;
$1,000; nurseryman,
poultry department
$1,200,
in
all,
$57,240;
57,240;
all,
xpensesofmain
Expenses of mainteclothing,
nance, etc.
etc.
For
maintenance, including
custody, clothing,
superintendence, custody,
including superintendence
For maintenance,
nane,
fugitives; profor fugitives;
guarding,
and support
prisoners; rewards
rewards for
of prisoners;
support of
care, and
guarding, care,
visions ' subsistence,
subsistence, medicine
medicine and hospital
hospital instruments,
instruments, furniture,
visions,
purchase
and quarters
quarters for
guards and
and other
inmates; purchase
and inmates;
employees and
other employees
for guards
and
and maintenance
of tools
tools and
equipment; purchase
maintenance of farm implepurchase and
and equipment;
of
miscellaneous items; transments, live
stock, tools,
equipment, and miscellaneous
tools, equipment,
live stock,
ments,
transportation,
and operation
portation; maintenance
maintenance and
operation of means of transportation,
portation;
of transportation;
transportation; supplies and labor; and all other necesand means
and
means of
sarY items,
$120,000;
items $120,000;
sary
Fuel,
etc.
Fuel, etc.
For
manufacturing and
For fuel
fuel for
for maintenance,
maintenance, $30,000;
$30,000; fuel
fuel for
for manufacturing
and
construction,
and repairs to plant, $50,000; in all,
oils, and
dynamite, oils,
construction, dynamite,
$80,000;
$80,000;
Repair material.
material.
Repair
For material for repairs
repairs to buildings,
buildings ' roads, and walks, $5,000;
$5,000;
Dairy
Dairy building.
building.
For additional
$15,000;
additional for a
adairy and forage building, $15,000;
the direction
under the
In all,
direction
be expended
expended under
sum shall
shall be
which sum
$277,240, which
In
all, $277,240,
of
the commissioners.
commissioners.
of the
Reformatory.
$1,800; chief
REFORMATORY: Assistant
chief clerk,
clerk,
superintendent, $1,800;
Assistant superintendent,
REFORMATORY:
Reformatory.
Salaries.
$1,500;
arie.
$1,200; assistant clerk and stenographer,
stenographer, $1,000; steward, $1,500;
instructors, at $1,200
six instructors,
captain
of day
$1,200 each; ten day
$1,200; six
officers, $1,200;
day officers,
captain of
officers,
of night force, $1,080;
$900 each;
each; captain of
officers,
$1,080; six night officers,
officers, at
at $900
all, $30,700;
at
$720 each;
parole officer,
officer, $1,200;
$1,200; overseer,
$1,200; in all,
$30,700;
overseer, $1,200;
each; parole
at $720
Construction.
buildings, including
including
of permanent
permanent buildings,
For continuing
continuing construction
construction of
For
Construction.
sewers,
water mains,
roads, and
and necessary
necessary equipment
industrial
equipment of industrial
mains, roads,
sewers, water
railroad,
$60,000;
railroad, $60,000;
ma
For maintenance,
custody, clothing,
clothing,
of maintel- For
nanee
Exppeets
,
e
xce
.
sof
maintenance, including
including superintendence,
superintendence, custody,
rewards for fugitives; proguarding, care
care and
and support
support of
o inmates;
inmates; rewards
guarding,
visions, subsistence,
subsistence, medicine and hospital
hospital instruments, furniture,
furniture,
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and quarters for guards
employees and
and inmates;
inmates; purchase
guards and
and other
other employees
purchase
of tools and equipment;
equipment; purchase
purchase and
farm impleand maintenance
maintenance of
of farm
implements, live stock, tools, equipment;
equipment; transportation
transportation and
and means
means of
of
transportation; maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of transportatransportation;
of means
means of
transportation; supplies
supplies and labor,
labor, and all
all other
other necessary
necessary items,
items, $60,000;
$60,000;
Fuel.
u
For fuel
$12,000;
For
fuel for
for maintenance,
maintenance, $12,000;
In
In all,
all, $162,700,
$162,700, which sum shall be
be expended
under the
the direction
direction
expended under
of
the commissioners.
commissioners.
of the
Sale of surplus prodThe commissioners are authorized,
such regulations
regulations as they
authorized, under such
they ucts.
Sucalet!surl pomay prescribe, to sell the surplus products
products of the said workhouse
workhouse
and
reformatory, and
all moneys
moneys derived
derived from
from such
such sales
and the said
said reformatory,
and all
sales
shall be
one-half to
of the
the United
United
be paid into
into the Treasury,
Treasury, one-half
to the
the credit
credit of
States
the District of Columbia.
States and one-half to the credit of the
Columbia.
MILITIA.

Militia.

Militia.

Expenses
For
the following,
following, to
to be
be expended
under the
the authority
authority and
For the
expended under
and direcdirec- ized.
rizp."e

commanding general,
who is
is hereby
authorized and
emtion of the
the commanding
general, who
hereby authorized
and empowered to
necessary contracts
contracts and
and leases,
namely:
powered
to make necessary
leases, namely:
For expenses
of camps,
camps, including
including hire
hire of
horses for
officers reexpenses of
of horses
for officers
required to be mounted,
to be
deducted from
from their
mounted, and such
such hire
hire not
not to
be deducted
their
mounted
for the
the payment
mounted pay, and for
payment of
subsistence
of commutation
commutation of
of subsistence
guard or
or move the United
for enlisted men who
who may be detailed
detailed to guard
States property
States
property at home stations on days
preceding and
and
days immediately
immediately preceding
immediatey following
immediately
following the annual encampments,
encampments, damages
damages to
to private
private
to encampments,
encampments, instruction, practice
property incident to
marches and
and
practice marches
practice
and parades,
practice cruises, drills and
and repair
parades, fuel,
fuel, light,
light, heat,
heat, care,
care, and
repair
armories, offices,
offices, and
and storehouses,
of armories
ships, boats,
boats, machinery
storehouses, practice
practice ships,
machinery
and dock, dredging alongside of dock, telephone
telephone service, horses and
mules for mounted
mounted organizations,
organizations, street
street car
fares (not
(not to
to exceed
car fares
exceed $200)
$200)
necessarily
necessarily used in the transaction
transaction of official business, and for general
general
incidental
of the
incidental expenses of
$24,000.
the service,
service, $24,000.
For rent
rent of
of armories,
armories, offices,
offices, storehouses,
storehouses, and
stables, $10,000.
$10,000.
and stables,
For printing, stationery,
postage, $1,200.
$1,200.
stationery, and
and postage,
repairing uniforms,
uniforms, arms,
arms, and
and equipments,
and
For cleaning
cleaning and repairing
equipments, and
contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,500.
$1,500.
For custodian
custodian in charge
charge of United States property
property and
and storerooms,
storerooms,
$1,000.
$1,000.
office of the adjutant
adjutant general,
For clerk, office
general, $1,000.
$1,000.
For expenses of target
For
practice and
and matches,
matches, $2,500.
target practice
$2,500.

For
pay of
other than
For pay
of troops
troops other
than Government
Government employees,
employees, to
to be
be disdis-

under the
and direction
genbursed under
the authority
authority and
direction of
of the
the commanding
commanding gen$10,000.
eral, $10,000.

REFUND
OF ERRONEOUS
COLLECTIONS.
REFUND OF
ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS.
commissioners, in any ease where
To enable the commissioners,
where special
special assessassess-

author-

author-

Camps,
drills, etc.
Camps,drills,etc

Rent,
etc.
Rent, etc.
Expenses.

Expe""ns

Pay of troops.

Pyoftrops.

Refund
of erroneous
Red of rrono
collections.
Payments.

Payments-

charges, rents, fees, or collections of any charments, school tuition charges,
character have been erroneously
erroneously covered
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the
the credit
covered into
into the
credit
of the United States and the District of
to
of Columbia
Columbia in
in equal
equal parts,
parts, to
payments, wholly or in part, mcluding
refund such erroneous
erroneous payments,
including the
refunding
authorized by
refunding of
of fees
fees paid for building permits authorized
by the DisVol.
oL 36, p. 9967.
trict of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
approved March 2, 1911,
Act approved
1911, $1,500,
$1,500, V
' 6
Proviso.
or so much
thereof as may be necessary: Provided,
yea.
much thereof
Provided, That this appro- pror
Prior years.
priation shall be available
available for such refunds
made within
within
refunds of payments made
the past three years.
FLATS.
ANACOSTIA RIVER
RIVER, AN)
AND FIATS.

Anacostia Park.
nacct-P=rk.

For
continuing the
th: reclamation
reLation and de
do
a Aromatic
i ta.
ucent
C
u
i
ngrecla
For continuing
n t
he Vol.
40,p.p. 950.
in
the
Park, to be expended
nded in accordance
accordance with the plan
plans specified i
VoL 40
item for the reclamation
Anacostia River and Flats, contained
ret1amati0n of the Anacostia

100
100
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Provisos.

poste possesPImnn
Immediate
sion on
on condemnation
odemnto
of lands, etc.
oflands, etc.

in the
the District
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
fiscal year
year
the fiscal
in
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
1919, $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That whenever
whenever the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War, in
in
of War,
1919,
pursuance of authority conferred
pursuance
conferred on
on him
him by
by law,
law, causes
causes proceedings
proceedings
to be instituted for the acquirement
acquirement by condemnation
condemnation of any lands,
easements, or
the United
easements,
or rights
rights of way
way needed for the said work, the
States,
proceedings, shall
States, upon the
the filing
filing of
of the petition in any
any such
such proceedings,
shall
have the
immediate possession of
lands, easements,
easements,
of said lands,
the right to take immediate
have
or
way to the
the extent of the interest to be acquired and to
or rights
rights of way

proceed
with such
such public
as have
been authorized
authorized by
by
proceed with
public works
works thereon
thereon as
have been
Provided, further,
certain adequate
provisions shall
to be Congress:
_ongress: Provided,
further, That
That certain
adequate provisions
shall

Compensation to be
made.

Copensatuon

have
payment of just compensation
have been made
made for
for the payment
compensation to the
the party
party
or parties
either by
by previous
previous appropriation
by the
the
thereto, either
appropriation by
or
parties entitled
entitled thereto,
Umted States
of security
United
States or by the deposit of
of moneys or other form
form of
security
in such
such amount
and form
as shall
shall be
be approved
court in
in which
which
in
amount and
form as
approved by
by the
the court
Judid
aproeedingsuch
proceedings shall be instituted. The respondent
respondent or respondents
Iu
dic
i
a
lPr'dings. such proceedings
respondents
may
may move
move at any time in the court to increase or change the amounts
or securities, and the court shall make such order as shall be just in
e t Dthe
req
pi
lre
g
e
e
r l'-ecuucla
the premises
as shall
shall adequately
adequately protect
In
protect the
the respondents.
respondents. In
premises and
and as
every
proceedings in condemnation
condemnation shall
shall be
be diligently
diligently proseevery case the
the proceedings
cuted
cuted on the part
part of
of the United States
States in
in order that such compensacompensation may be promptly ascertained
ascertained and paid.
Water
service.
Water service

WATER SERVICE.
SERVICE.
WATER

Amounts
wholly
Amounts wholly
from
water revenues.
revenues.
from water

Washington
Washington
duct.

Aque-

appropriated wholly out
The following sums
sums are
are appropriated
out of the revenues
revenues
of the water department
department for expenses
expenses of the Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct
and its appurtenances
department,
appurtenances and for expenses of the water department,
namely:
namely:
WASMNOTON
AQUEDUCT.
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.

Maintenance of, restervoir, tunnel, filtration
etc.
Uj
i plant,
pint, etc.

For operation,
operation, including
including salaries
salaries of
of all
all necessary
necessary employees,
employees, mainmainFor
tenance
repair of
Aqueduct and
accessories, Mctenance and
and repair
of Washington
Washington Aqueduct
and its accessories,
MoMillan Park Reservoir,
Reservoir, Washington
Aqueduct tunnel, the filtration
filtration
Washigton Aqueduct
preliminary treatment
treatment of the water
plant, the plant for the preliminary
water supply,
supply,
authorized water meters on Federal services, vehicles, and for each
authorized
each
and every purpose connected
connected therewith, $140,000.
Conduit Road.
ConduitRoad.
For ordinary
ordinary repairs, grading, opening ditches,
mainditches, and other maintenance of
Conduit Road,
Road, $5,000.
tenance
of
Conduit
$5,000.
Emergency fund.
Emergencyfund.
For emergency fund, to be used only
only in case of
serious break
of a
a serious
break
requiring immediate
immediate repairs in one of the more important aqueduct
aqueduct
structures, such as a
adam, conduit,
conduit, tunnel, bridge,
or filtration plant structures,
building, or important
important piece of
of machinery,
machinery, $5,000; all expenditures
expenditures
reported in
from this appropriation
appropriation shall be reported
Congress.
m detail to
to Congress.
Control of War DeNothing
Control not
of Were D,
affecting the superintendence
Nothing herein shall be construed
construed as affecting.
superintendence
partment
p
n ot altered.
lterd and control of the Secretary of War over the Washington Aqueduct,
and control of the Secretary of War over the Washington Aqueduct,
its rights, appurtenances,
appurtenances, and fixtures
fixtures connected with
with the
the same, and
and
appropriations and expenditures therefor as now provided
over appropriations
provided by
law.

rvorn tnnlnel,
i

tr-

Water department.
Revenue
and inspecRevenue and
tion
tion branch.
branch.

Distribution
Dlstribution branch.

DEPARTMENT.
WATER DEPARTMENT.

For revenue and inspection
inspection branch: Water registrar,
registrar, who shall
shall also
perform the
the duties
clerk, $2,400;
clerks—one $1,500,
duties of
of chief clerk,
$2,400; clerks-one
$1,500, one
one
$1,200, three
$1,000 each; index
$1,400; eight
eight meter
$1,200,
three at $1,000
index clerk,
clerk, $1,400;
meter comcomputers, at
at $1,000
$1,200; tap
tap clerk,
$1,000; ininputers,
$1,000 each;
each; meter
meter clerk,
clerk, $1,200;
clerk, $1,000;
spectors—chief
at $900
each; messenger,
messenger, $600;
$600;
spectors-chief $1,000,
$1,000, nineteen
nineteen at
$900 each;
For
branch: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $3,300;
$3,300; engineer,
engineer, $2,400;
$2,400;
For distribution
distribution branch:
assistant engineers—one
engineers-one $1,800,
$1,700; master
$1,800, one $1,700;
master mechanic,
mechanic, $2,000;
$2,000;
foreman,
foremen—one $1,275,
$1,275, one
one $1,200,
$1,200, one
foreman, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant
assistant foremen-one
one
$1,125,
$900; steam
engineers—chief $1,800,
at $1,200
$1,125, one
one $900;
steam engineers-chief
$1,800, two
two at
$1,200 each,
each,
assistants at $1,000
three assistants
$1,000 each; chief inspector
inspector of valves,
$1,600;
valves, $1,600;
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leveler, $1,200;
$1,200; inspector
draftsman, $1,050;
clerks—one
leveler,
inspector,' $1,200;
$1,200; draftsman,
$1,050; clerks-one
$1,800, one
three at
at $1,200
each (one
assessor's
$1,800,
one $1,500,
$1,500, three
$1,200 each
(one transferred
transferred to
to assessor's
office);
clerk $1,500,
$1,500, two
two at
at $1,000
office); stores
stores clerk
$1,000 each;
each; timekeeper,
timekeeper, $900;
$900;
two
$675 each; four
at
two rodmen
rodmen at
at $900
$900 each; two
two chainmen
chainmen at
at $675
four oilers at
$720
$900 each; janitor,
drivers—one
$720 each;
each; three firemen
firemen at $900
janitor, $900;
$900; drivers-one
$700, one
messengers, at
in all, $91,610.
at $600
$600 each; in
$700,
one $630;
$630; two
two messengers,
For contingent
contingent expenses,
including books,
books, blanks,
blanks, stationery,
stationery,
expenses, including
For

printing, postage,
postage, damages,
books and
technical reference
reference books
and
damages, purchase
purchase of
of technical
printing,
periodicals
not to
to exceed
necessary items,
$5,000.
other necessary
items, $5,000.
periodicals not
exceed $75 and other

Contingent
expenses.
Contingentexpenes.

Operation expenses.
For
fuel, repairs
boilers, machinery,
machinery, and
and pumping
pumping stations,
stations, pipe
pipe operationexpenses.
For fuel,
repairs to
to boilers,
distribution
to high
and low
low service,
service material
material for
for high
high and
and low
service,
low service,
distribution to
high and
including
public hydrants
and fire
plugs and
in repairing,
repairing,
fire plugs,
and labor
labor in
including public
hydrants and
replacing,
raising, and
and lowering
laying new
new mains
mains and
and conconmains, laying
lowering mains
replacing, raising,
nections,
and repairing
repairing fire plugs, purchase
purchase and mainmainnections, and
and erecting
erecting and
tenance of motor trucks,
necessary
wagons, carts, and harness
harness necessary
tenance
trucks, horses, wagons,
a sum not exceedexecution of this work, and including a
exceedfor the proper execution
ing
purchase and
and use
use of
bicycles by
inspectors of
of the
the water
ing $800
$800 for
for purchase
of bicycles
by inspectors
water
department,
three employees
for provision
provision and
and
department, and
and to
to reimburse
reimburse three
employees for
maintenance
themselves of three motorcycles
motorcycles for use in their
their
maintenance by themselves
official work in
$15 per
each, $45,000.
$45,000.
per month each,
in the
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $15
official
Service
For continuing
the extension
extension of
maintaining the
the high-service
Se
eSpe
Sterv
ic expenses,
high-service water
of and
and maintaining
For
continuing the
meters, etc.
system
of
water
distribution,
laying
necessary
service
and
trunk
w
ete,
trunk
service
and
laying
necessary
system of water distribution,
mains for
maintaining
installing, and maintaining
purchasing, installing,
service, and purchasing,
mains
for low service,
water meters
on services
such private
residences and
meters on
services to
to such
private residences
and to
to such
such busiwater
ness
required to
to install meters under existing
as may not
not be
be required
ness places
places as
regulations as
as may
may be
commissioners, said
meters at
at
said meters
be directed
directed by
by the
the commissioners,
regulations
all times
times to remain
remain the
the property of the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; to
to include
include
all
necessary land,
machinery, buildings, mains, and appurtenances,
appurtenances,
all necessary
land, machinery,
wagons, carts,
and labor, and purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of horses
horses, wagons,
necessary for the proper execution of this work, not to
and harness necessary
exceed $450,000
exceed
$450,000 of the amount available in the water fund during
expenditures hereinbefore
the fiscal year 1920 after providing for the expenditures
hereinbefore
authorized.
authorized.
?deers to be t e
ig
installation, and maintenance
For completing the purchase, installation,
maintenance of in
in'tl,,st
b.pSS
Government
'
ings
etc,
in
the
Diswater
placed on
in, etc, in the Diwater meters, to be placed
on the
the water services to the United States trict.
buildings,
reservations, or
in the
Columbia and
buildings, reservations,
or grounds
grounds in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
and ti
for each and every purpose connected therewith, said meters to be
purchased,
purchased, installed and maintained
maintained by and remain under the observation of the officer in charge
charge of the Washington
Washington Aqueduct,
Aqueduct, to be
available
available until expended,
expended, $9,600.
Construction work
S
EC. 2. That the services of draftsmen,
SEC.
draftsmen, assistant engineers,
engineers, levelers,
levelers, unOCtb
niO,
under the Commission.
transitmen, rodmen,
rodrnen chainmen
copyists, overseers,
overseers, and ers.s.
chainmen, computers, copyists,
Draftsmen, inspeo•
inspectors temporarily required
required in connection
connection with
with sewer,
sewer, street, tors,
tmpora
tors, etc.
eta., temporarily
employedstreet cleaning or road work or construction and repair of buildings mp1O-oy
and bridges, or any general or special engineering
engineering or construction
construction
appropriations may be employed exclusively
to
authorized by appropriations
work authorized
exclusively to
carry into effect said appropriations
appropriations when specifically
specifically and in writing
ordered by the commissioners,
commissioners and all such necessary
expenditures
necessary expenditures
for the proper
proper execution
execution of said
saidwork shall be paid from and
and equitably
charged against the sums appropriated
appropriated for said work; and the comchard
missioners
estimates shall report the number of such
missioners in their annual estimates
employees performing such services,
services, and their work, and the sums
Pros
paid to each, and out of what appropriation:
appropriation: Provided,
Provided, That the Lhnit.
P"01
P.mo.
1020 .
expenditures hereunder shall not exceed $100,000 during the fiscal Post,
r, p.
expenditures
year
year 1920.
1920.
Temporary laborers,
The commissioners
commissioners are
temporarily etc.
The
are further
further authorized
authorized to
to employ
employ temporarily
such laborers, skilled laborers
laborers, drivers, hostlers, and mechanics
mechanics as
may be required
required exclusively
exclusively.in connection with sewer, street, and
road work, and street cleaning, or the constrction
construction and repair-of
equipment, or any general or
buildings and bridges, fnitnre
furniture and equipments,
or
special engineering
construction or repair work, and to incur all
engineering or construction
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necessary
personal
necessary engineering
engineering and other expenses,
expenses, exclusive of personal
services, incidental to carrying
carrying on such work and necessary
necessary for the
proper
drivers,
proper execution
execution thereof,
thereof, said
said laborers
laborers,' skilled
skilled laborers,
laborers, drivers,
hostlers, and mechanics
mechanics to be
hostlers,
be employed
employed to perform
perform such
such work
work as
may
may not
not be
be required
required by law
law to
to be done
done under contract,
contract, and to pay
pay
for
expenses from
from the
appropriations under which
for such services
services and
and expenses
the appropriations
which
such services are rendered and expenses
expenses incurred.
incurred.
Horses, vehcles,etcvehicles, etc.
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That all
all horses,
harness, horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles
vehicles necessary
Horses,
SEC.
horses, harness,
necessary
13 pecial authority
for
use in
connection with
construction and
of sewer,
sewer,
and supervision
supervision of
with construction
in connection
for use
athoy
frpecial
from
Commissioners
for using.
for
using.
street-cleaning work,
work, including
street, street lighting,
lighting, road work, and street-cleaning
including
maintenance
maintenance and repair
repair
maintenance of
of said
said horses
horses and harness,
harness, and
and maintenance
purchase of all necessary
necessary articles and supplies
of said vehicles
vehicles, and purchase
in connection
connection therewith,
therewith, or on construction.and repair of buildings
and bridges, or any general or special engineering or construction
construction
work authorized
authorized by
by appropriations,
appropriations, may
may be
be purchased,
purchased, hired,
hired, and
and
maintained
exclusively to carry
maintained and motor trucks
trucks may be hired exclusively
carry into
ordered
effect said appropriations
appropriations, when specifically
specifically and in
in writing
writing ordered
by the commissioners;
commissioners; and all such
.
y for the
such expenditures necessar
necessary
proper execution
proper
execution of said work, exclusive
exclusive of personal services,
services, shall
be
paid
from
and
equitably
charged
against
the
sums
appropriated
paid
from
and
equitably
charged
Reprbe
against
the
sums
appropriated
Report,e etc.
p
B te.
for said work; and the
the commissioners
commissioners m
in the annual estimates shall
report the number of horses, vehicles, and harness
harness purchased,
purchased, and
horses and vehicles hired, and the awns
sums paid for same
same, and out of
what appropriation;
or maintained
by: the
appropriation; and all horses owned or
maintained by
the DisDistrict shall,
shall, so far as may be practicable,
practicable, be provided for in stables
stables
Proviso.
operated by
by said
District: Provided,
Provided, That
such horses,
horses,
That such
said District:
or operated
Tetporry
Temporary workonowned
work on owned or
excavations.
excavations,
horse-drawn
vehicles, and carts as may be temporarily needed
horse-drawn vehicles,
needed for
for
hauling and excavating
with works
authorized
hauling
excavating material
material in
in connection
connection with
works authorized
by appropriations
appropriations may
employed for
for such
by
may be
be temporarily
temporarily employed
such purposes
purposes
under the conditions
under
conditions named in section 2
2 of this Act in relation to the
the
employment
employment of laborers,
laborers, skilled laborers, and mechanics.
mechanics.
Water department.
Sao. 4.
4. That
That the
the services
services of
of assistant
assistant engineers
draftsmen,
engineers, draftsmen,
SEC.
mnt.
WEnagidepr
Engineers,
draftsmen,
etc., temporarily levelers, rodmen, chainmen,
chainmen, computers,
computers, copyists,
copyists, and
men,etc.,temporarily
and inspectors
inspectors
employed.
employed.
temporarily
water-department work
temporarily required
required in connection
connection with water-department
authorized
authorized by appropriations
appropriations may be employed exclusively
exclusively to carry
into effect said appropriations, and be paid therefrom,
therefrom, when specifi
specifiwriting ordered by
by the
the commissioners,
and. the
cally and in writing
commissioners, and
the commiscommissioners in their annual estimates shall report the number
number of such
employees performing such services and their work and the sums
employees
Proviso.
roiso.
Provided, That the expenditures
shall not
paid to each: Provided,
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall
not
Limit.
Limit.
exceed
exceed $15,000
315,000 during
during the
the fiscal year 1920.
Temporary lb
laborers,
Tempoby
The
commissioners are
temporarily
The commissioners
are further authorized
authorized to employ
employ temporarily
etc.
laborers, skilled
skilled laborers, and
mechanics as
may be required
required in
such laborers,
and mechanics
as may
water-department work, and to incur all necessary
connection with water-department
necessary
engineering and other expenses,
engineering
expenses, exclusive of personal
personal services,
incidental
incidental to carrying
carrying on such work and necessary
necessary for the proper
proper
execution thereof, said laborers, skilled laborers,
mechanics to
execution
laborers, and
and mechanics
to
be employed to perform such work as may not be
be required
required by existexisting law to be done under contract,
contract, and to pay for such services and
appropriation under which such services are
expenses from the appropriation
rendered and expenses incurred.
rendered
incurred.
Legal
holidays.
Legalholidays.
SEC.
laborers of the DisSEC. 5. That all per diem employees
employees and day laborers
Per
diem employees
for fifteen
Per diem
employeesd
fifteen
laborers al- trict of Columbia who have been regularly employed for fifteen
and day
day laborers
lowed
pay for.
loed pay
working days next preceding
such
days
as
are
legal
holidays
in the
preceding
District of Columbia,
and
Columbia, and whose employment
employment continues
continues through and
beyond
beyond said legal holidays, shall be granted such leave of absence
with pay as is granted
granted the regular annual employees of the
the District
District of
Columbia for
legal holidays.
holidays.
for said
said legal
iscellaneous trust
trust Columbia
Miscellaneous
funds.
funds
SEC.
commissioners are
S
EC. 6. That the commissioners
employ in
in the
the
are authorized
authorized to
to employ
Expermes
payable
SEp.enses payabe execution
from.
execution of work the cost of which is payable from the appropriappropii-
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VoL 33,
33, p.
p. 36.
368.
ation account created in the District of Columbia Appropriation
Act, VOL
Appropriation Act,
approved April 27, 1904, and known as the "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous trusttrustfund deposits, District of Columbia,"
Columbia," all necessary inspectors,
inspectors, overoverseers, foremen,
foremen, sewer tappers, skilled laborers, mechanics, laborers,
laborers,
crossings, one inspector
special policemen stationed at street-railway
street-railway crossings,
inspector
of gas fitting, two janitors for laboratories
laboratories of the Washington
Washington and
and
Georgetown
Companies, market master,
Georgetown Gas Light Companies,
master, assistant market
market
master, watchman,
watchman, horses, carts, and wagons,
wagons, and to incur all necesnecessary expenses
incidental to carrying
expenses incidental
carrying on such work and necessary
necessary for
for
the proper execution
execution thereof, such services and expenses
expenses to
to be
be paid
paid
account.
from said appropriation
appropriation account.
p p es
Material,
supplies,
commissioners and other responsible
•SEC.
SEC. 7. That
That the commissioners
responsible officials, in etMteri
su
l ,
etc.
expending
appropriations contained
Purchases
to
this Act,
Act, so
far as
expending appropriations
contained in
in this
so far
possible Purchases
as possible
to be
be
made from available
shall purchase
supplies, including food supplies,
purchase material,
material, supplies,
supplies, and equipequip- stock
tock of various
various Gov
Gov.
ment,
r
mg
m
ert r:
‘
zurlgdes no
ment, when
when needed
needed and funds are available, from the
the various
various services
services ermt
services
n
them.
of the Government
Government of the United
United States possessing
possessing material,
supplies, them.
material, supplies,
and equipment
equipment no longer required
required because
because of the cessation of war
war
activities. It
before purchasIt shall be the duty of the commissioners
commissioners and other Duty
Dutybeforepurchasactivities.
ing elsewhere.
officials, before purchasing
purchasing any of the articles described
described herein, to ngelewh ere.
ascertain from the Government
Government of the United States whether
ascertain
whether it
it has
has
stipulation.
articles of the character
character described that are serviceable.
serviceable. And articles
articles Price
Pricestipulation.
purchased from the Government, if the same have not been used,
a reasonable
shall be paid for at a
reasonable price not to exceed actual cost, and
and
a reasonable
reasonable price based upon length
if the same have been used, at a
length
authorized, etc.
of usage. The
Government of
The various
various services
services of the Government
of the
the United
United Sales
alesauthorietc.
States are authorized
authorized to sell such
such articles to the municipal
municipal government under the conditions specified
specified and the proceeds
proceeds of such sales
shall be covered
Treasury as a
a miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipt:
covered into the Treasury
receipt: ProPro- Proviso.
a under
Transfers
under Executive order
not afvided, That
That this section shall not be construed to amend,
amend, alter,
alter, or
or ecutive
order
not
atfected.
Executive order of December
repeal the Executive
December 3, 1918, concerning
concerning the
the
transfer of office material, supplies, and equipment in the District
District
of Columbia falling into disuse because
because of the cessation of war
war
activities.
Purchasesfro_mot1
In every
supplies, sources
ourhc
fr"tobete
In
eve
ry case
case where
where any
any material, supplies, including food supplies,
to be explained.
and equipment
coming
under
the
provisions
of
this
equipment
provisions
section shall have
have pained
purchased from any other source than the various services
been purchased
services of
the Government, it
it shall be affirmatively
affirmatively shown that the provisions
provisions
of this section have as far as possible been
been complied with.
with.
Transfers from DisSEC.
SEC. 8. That the sum of $75,000
$75,000 shall be transferred
transferred to
the credit
to the
credit tri^s'rerom
trict credits in Dhe
the
Treasury.
of the United States from the amount in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United TreRepayment o.
adof adStates to the credit of the District of Columbia
Columbia to pay the indebtedindebted- vaee,
vances, n7.
1878.
ness of the District of Columbia to the United States on account of
the unpaid balance of the advances
advances to defray District of Columbia
Columbia
VoL 19, p. 402.
expenses of the fiscal year of 1878, as
by section 17 of
as provided
provided by
of the
the VoL' ,p '
Act
Columbia for said
Act providing
providing for the support of the District of Columbia
fiscal year, approved
approved March 3, 1877; and said sum shall be transferred to the credit of the United States from the amount in the
Treasury to the credit of the District of Columbia immediately
Treasury
immediately upon
the approval of this
this Act.
Act.
Advne
or public
Advances for public
SEC.
sum of $75,000
$75,000 shall be transferred
transferred to the credit sdool,
schools, 1877.
8r7.
S
EC. 9. That the awn
of the United States from the amount in the Treasury of the United
States to the credit of the District of Columbia to pay the indebtedindebtedStates on account
ness of the District of Columbia to the United States
account
of advances for the support of public schools of the District of ColumColum- vo.
VoL a,
19, p.37.
347.
bia, as provided by a
a clause
clause of the Sundry Civil Appropriation Act,
approved March 3,
transferred to the
approved
3, 1877; and said sum shall
s all be transferred
credit of the United States from the amount in the Treasury
Treasury to the
upon the approval
approval
credit of the District of Columbia immediately
immediately upon
of
of this
this Act.
Act.
AdanceSfkw GeorgeGeorAdvances
school
building,
SEC.
N50,866
hall be
tean
o,ththe credi
S
EC. 10.
10- That the sum of $
$50,865
shall
be tr,yleferre4
crdittttown
eol
bondig,
of
Treasury of the
f ,
United
of the United
United States from the amount in the
the Treasury
'-',4"w
, 1875.
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States to
the District
of Columbia
Columbia to
to pay
the indebtedindebtedpay the
District of
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
States
ness of
on account
account of
United States on
the United
of Columbia to the
ness
of the
the District of
advances
to defray
expenses of
and equipping
a
equipping a
of constructing
constructing and
the expenses
advances to
defray the
school building
District of Columbia, as provided
provided
in Georgetown,
Georgetown, District
school
building in
Vol. 18, p. 404.
in
the Act
Act approved
March 3,
3, 1875;
1875; and
and said
transshall be
be transsaid sum
sum shall
approved March
in the
, p. 40.
Vol
ferred to
to the
the credit of the
in the TreasTreasthe amount
amount in
the United States from the
ferred
ury to
to the
of the
the District
of Columbia
immediately upon
the
upon the
Columbia immediately
District of
the credit
credit of
ury
approval of this Act.
Injuries to GovernSze.
11. That
That all
of the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
to e overnInJmiem
the provisions
of Congress
approved
S. 11.
all of
ment
employees.
Compensation
for, September
7, 1916,
entitled"An
Act
to provide
provide compensation
for,
September
7
1916,
entitled
"An
Act
to
compensation for
for
xcompull
extended to District
employees of
of the
United States
suffering ijuries
injuries while
while in
in the
the perper-.
States suffering
the United
y.sto Dstrit employees
employees.
Vol. 39, p. 742.
formance of
of their
their duties,
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," are
are hereby
hereby exexfor other
duties, and
formance
L39,,p.7L2.
tended
employees of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
government of
of the
the government
tended to
to employees
Police
firemen so
far as
applicable, except to those members
members of the
as they
they may
may be applicable,
and firemn
so far
oce and
excepted.
eepte
departments of the District of Columbia who are
police and fire departments
pensioned
pensionable under
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the District
District of
of
under the
pensioned or
or pensionable
Columbia
Appropriation
Act
approved
September
1,
1916.
Such
Such
1916.
1,
Columbia Appropriation Act approved September
Mode
payment.
Mo of paymt.
compensation as
as the
the commission
commission provided
in said
Act may
award
provided for
for in
said Act
may award
compensation
to employees
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall
the District
government of
of the
the government
to
employees of
be paid
paid in
law for
payment of
general
of the
the general
for the
the payment
by law
provided by
in the
the manner
manner provided
be
expenses of
of the Government
Government of
For
the District of Columbia. For
of the
expenses
Appropriation, etc.
appropriated
Appropriation,
etc. carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of this section, there is appropriated
$5,000;
and the
Commissioners of the
of Columbia
Columbia shall subthe District of
the Commissioners
$5,000; and
mit annually
to Congress,
through the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
Congress, through
mit
annually to
estimates
of appropriations
necessary for
the foregoing
foregoing purpose.
purpose.
estimates
of
appropriations
necessary
for
the
Public cabs, etc.
Sze.
12. That
That the
cabs and
hacks or
or vehicles
of
vehicles of
and hacks
public cabs
Loitering
of public
the loitering
loitering of
SEo. 12.
ateing in frontt of
hotels,
theaters, etc.,
hotels, theaters,
etc., all descriptions around or in front of the hotels, theaters
theaters,
or
public
forbidden.
orbiden
buildings in
in the
the District
District of
buildings
of Columbia,
Columbia, either
either by stopping, except
unnecessarily slow
slow driving, is
discharge aapassenger, or unnecessarily
to take on or discharge
Penalty for
for willful
hereby prohibited,
prohibited, and any driver of any such cab or hack who willvPty
winhl hereby
violations.
either by stopping or slow driving
driving
fully causes the same to loiter either

Vol.

p. 718.

Vol. 39, p. 718.

be
deemed
guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor
and punished
as the
aforesaid
in
as
aforesaid
policeshall
shall
courtbe
punished
ofdeemed
the District
guiltyofofColumbia
by afine
andof not less
in the police court of the District of Columbia by a fine of not less
s
te to than $10 nor more than
Regulation's,
for such
be
atom , eetc.,
, to than $10 nor more than $40 for
such offense.
offense. The
The Commissioners
Commissioners
be made.
of
empowered
hereby authorized
authorized and empowered
of the District
District of Columbia
Columbia are hereby
to make any regulations
regulations that may be necessary
necessary in furtherance
of
furtherance of
the
purpose of
of this
this section,
section, and
authority to revoke
and are
are hereby
hereby given
given authority
the purpose
the
the license of the driver of any public hack or cab who is convicted
violation of this section.
of aaviolation
Rent
profiteering.
Rentproflteertng.
SEC.
13. That the provisions of the joint resolution entitled "Joint
Sze.
"Joint
Provisions to prevepntetendeto°

vent, extended.
Vol. 40, p. 593.
Post. p.304.

resolution to
rent profiteering
profiteering in
in the
the District
of Columbia,"
Columbia,"
District of
to prevent
prevent rent
' resolution

July 11,
11, 1919.
52774
(H. t.R. 5227.

(Public, No. 7.1
7.J
Army
appropriaMons.
Post, pp. 272, 1632.

my

appropr

Poit,pp.272, l.

approved May 31, 1918, are extended and continued in full force and
effect for a period of ninety days following the definite conclusion
of a treaty of peace between the United States and the Imperial
German Government.
Approved, July 11, 1919.

CHAP.
Act Making
Making appropriations
of the
Army for
the
CHAP. 8.—An
8.-An Act
appropriations for
for the
the support
support of
the Army
for the
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
1920, and
and for
purposes.
for other
other purposes.
30, 1920,
ending June
fical

Be it
by the
and House
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United

Congress assembled, That the
following sums
slims be,
the following
States of America
America in
in Congress

and they are
are hereby,
and
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury

support of the Army
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the
the support
Army for
for the
the
year ending June
June 30, 1920:

CONTINGENCIES
CONTINGENCIES OF THE ARMY.
Contingent expenses.
conntpnses.

For all contingent
contingent expenses of the Army not otherwise
otherwise provided
branches of the military service, including the
for and embracing all branches
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SESS. I
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8.
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Emergencies.
Office of
of the
the Chief
Office
Chief of
of Staff;
Staff; for
extraordinary, Emergencie
for all
all emergencies
emergencies and
and extraordinary
expenses, including
including the
employment of
exclusive of
of
expenses,
the employment
of translators
translators and
and exclusive
all
other personal
services in
the War
War Department
or any
any of
its
all other
personal services
in the
Department or
of its
subordinate bureaus
bureaus or
or offices
offices at
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
subordinate
at Washington,
Washington, District
or
in the
the Army
Army at
at large
impossible to
anticipated or
or classifiedclassified;
or in
large but
but impossible
to be
be anticipated
to be
be expended
on the
approval and
authority of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of rerdiemsubsistence.
to
expended on
the approval
and authority
Per diem subsistence.
War, and
and for
for such
such purposes
purposes as
as he
he may
may deem
deem proper,
War,
proper, including
including the
the
payment of
of a
per diem
diem allowance
allowance not
not to
to exceed
lieu of
of subsubpayment
a per
exceed $4,
$4, in
in lieu
sistence,
to employees
of the
on official
official
sistence, to
employees of
the War
War Department
Department traveling
traveling on
business outside
of the
their povis.
business
outside of
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and away
away from
from their
Provisos.
Restrictions not
not apdesignated posts,
posts, $1,000,000:
$1,000,000: Provided,
restrictions herein
designated
Provided, That
That the
the restrictions
herein plicable
Restrictions
po sale of war
ar
above recited
personal services
services and
and the
amount allowable
above
recited concerning
concerning personal
the amount
pinces.to sale of w
allowable supplies.
Vol. 40,
40, p.
p. 8s0.
850.
for
diem allowance
not apply
apply to
so much
of the
funds herein
for per
per diem
allowance shall
shall not
to so
much of
the funds
herein vol.
appropriated
may be
be required
required to
to carry
the_p
urpose of
appropriated as
as may
carry out
out the
purpose
of existing
existing Salary restriction.
restriction.
to the
the sale
war supplies:
supplies: Provided
further, That
That none
laws relating
relating to
sale of
of war
Providedfurther,
none
of
the funds
appropriated or
available under
under this
this Act
shall be
be
of the
funds appropriated
or made
made available
Act shall
Sale of surplus motor
used for
payment of
of any
excess of
of $12,000
$12,000 per
per annum
used
for the
the payment
any salary
salary in
in excess
annum vehicles
Saleofsurplusmotor
authorized.
to
in the
the War
further, vehicles authorized.
to any
any civilian
civilian employee
employee in
War Department:
Department: Provided
Providedfurther,
That in
to the
delivery of
of the
the property
property heretofore
authorized
That
in addition
addition to
the delivery
heretofore authorized
to be
be delivered
Public Health
the Department
Department of
of
to
delivered to
to the
the Public
Health Service,
Service, the
Agriculture
and the
Post Office
Government, the
the
Agriculture and
the Post
Office Department
Department of
of the
the Government,
Secretary.
of War
and he
hereby, authorized
to sell
sell any
any surplus
surplus
Secretary of
War be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized to
supplies
including motor
and automobiles
automobiles now
owned by
by and
supplies including
motor trucks
trucks and
now owned
and
in the
of the
the Government
the use
of the
the War
War DepartDepartin
the possession
possession of
Government for
for the
use of
ment to
municipal subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, or
or to
to any
any corpoment
to any
any State
State or
or municipal
corporation or
or individual
may be
deemed best.
best.
ration
individual upon
upon such
such terms
terms as
as may
be deemed

OFFICE
OF THE CHIEF
CHIEF OF STAFF.
OFFICE OF
ARY
ARMY WAR
W AR COLLEGE.
COI.LT,GE.

For expenses of the Army
the purchase
of
Army War College,
College, being
being for
for the
purchase of
the necessary
necessary stationery;
stationery; typewriters,
and exchange
typewriters and
exchange of same;
same; office,
textbooks; books of reference;
scientific
toilet, and desk furniture; textbook;;
reference; scientific
and professional
professional papers and periodicals;
periodicals; printing
binding; maps;
printing and binding;
maps;
police utensils;
utensils; employment
employment of temporary, technical,
technical, or
special servor special
ices; and for
for all other absolutely
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
including $25
$25
absolutely necessary
additional to
to chief
clerk of
of
per month
month additional
to regular
regular compensation
compensation to
chief clerk
division for superintendence
superintendence of
Building, $9,000.
89,000.
of the
the War
War College
College Building,
GENERAL
CORPS.
GENERAL STAFF
STAFF CORPS.
MILITARY I
INTELLIGENCE
DIVISION.
MILITARY
NTELLIGENCE DIVISION.

Office, chiefof
Chief of Staff.
Office,
Staff.
Army War
War College.
College.
Army
Expenses.

Epenses-

General Staff Corps.
GenerlStaffCorps.

I t e en ce
i
D Militaryn Intelligence

CONTINGENCIES.
CONTINGENCIES.

For contingent
contingent expenses of the Military
Division,
Military Intelligence
Intelligence Division
General Staff Corps, including the purchase
purchase of law books,
books , professional
professional
books of reference;
and periodicals;
periodicals;
reference; subscription
subscription to newspapers
newspapers and
drafting and
drafting
service; and
and of
of the
military attaches
attaches at
at the
and messenger
messenger service;
the military
the
United
United States embassies and
legations abroad;
abroad; the
cost of
of special
special
and legations
the cost
instruction
instruction at home and abroad,
abroad, and
maintenance of
of students
students
and in
in maintenance
and attaches; and for such
the Secretary
of War
such other
other purposes
purposes as
as the
Secretary of
War
maydeem
may deern proper; to be expended
exPended under the
the Secretary
Secretary
the direction
direction of
of the
of War, $400,000.
$400,000.

Contingencies.

contigennces.

MIrrLrTA
OBSERVEBS
MILITARY
OBSERVERS ABROAD.
ABROAD.

For
the actual
and necessary
expenses of
of officers
officers of
of the
the Army
For the
actual and
necessary expenses
Army on
operatio
of armies of
duty abroad for the purpose
purpose of oserving
observing operations
44281
°-21-9
44281°-21--9

.

ratiop

nsabro
operations
Observing
abroad. tarY
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forçign
war, to
to be
Secretary
certificates of the Secretary
paid upon certificates
be paid
at war,
States at
foreign States
of War
War that
the expenditures
expenditures were
necessary for obtaining
obtaining military
were necessary
that the
of
information, $25,000.
$25,000.
information,
UNITED S
TATES SERVICE
SERVICE S
CHOOLS.
SCHOOLS.
STATES
UNITED

Service schools.
Instruction exexInstruction
penses.
Fort
Leavenworth,
Fort Leavenworth,
Kans.
Ka

IS*

Fort Riley, Kars

Fort Riley,

Fort Sill, Olds.
O.
p. 453.
Forto,p.
Post,

P

s la t o
ra
T
Translator&

n

r

To provide means for the theoretical
theoretical and practical
practical instruction at
at
the
service schools (including the Army
Army Staff College, the Army
Army
the Army service
School of
the Line,
the Army Field Engineer
Engmeer School, the Army
Army
Line the
of the
School
Field
School and
Correspondence School
for Medical
Medical Officers
Officers
School for
and Correspondence
Service School
Field Service
and the
Army Signal
Signal School)
School) at
at Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, the
the
Leavenworth, Kansas,
the Army
and
Mounted
Service School
at Fort
Fort Riley
Riley, Kansas
the School
School of
of
and the
Kansas, and
School at
Mounted Service
School of Arms
Fire for
for Field
Field Artillery,
the Infantry
Infantry 'School
Arms at
at
for the
and for
Artillery, and
Fire
reference,
of textbooks,
Fort Sill,
Sill, Oklahoma,
by the
textbooks, books of reference,
purchase of
the purchase
Oklahoma, by
Fort
scientific and
and professional
professional papers
papers, the purchase of modern instruscientific
ments
employfor theoretical
theoretical and practical instruction, employmaterial for
and material
ments and
ment
of temporary,
temporary, technical,
technical, or special
other
services, and for all other
special services,
ment of
absolutely necessary
expenses, to
to be allotted in such proportion as
necessary expenses,
absolutely
may, in
in the
opinion of
the best interests
interests
War, be for thebest
of War,
Secretary-of
of the
the Secretary
te opinion
may,
of
the military
Not exceeding
$300 per
month may
may be
be used
used
per month
exceeding $300
service. Not
military service.
of the
for the
the payment
of $100
per month
translator at
at the
the Army
Army
to aa translator
month to
$100 per
payment of
for
a
Service
Leavenworth, Kansas, $100 per month to a
Service Schools, Fort Leavenworth,
$100 per
translator at
Artillery, and $100
School of Fire for Field Artillery,
at the School
translator
Arms, Fort Sill,
month
to a
a translator
Infantry School of .Arms,
the Infantry
translator at the
month to
Oklahoma to
to be
be appointed
commandants of the schools
by the commandants
appointed by
Oklahoma,
named, with
approval of
the Secretary
$75,000.
War, $75,000.
of War,
Secretary of
of the
the approval
with the
named,

Adjutant General's
General's
Adjutant
Department.
Department.

GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
THE ADJUTANT
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
DISCONTINGENCIES, HEADQUARTERS
or MILITARY
MILITARY DEPARTMENTS,
DEPARTMENTS, DISHEADQUARTERS OF
CONTINGENCIES,
TRICTS,
TACTICAL C
OMMANDS.
COMMANDs.
AND TACTICAL
TRICTS, AND

Contingencies
Contingencies
headquarters.

at
at

beadquarters.

Chief of Coast Artil-

For contingent expenses at the headquarters
headquarters of the several territorial departments,
departments, territorial districts, tactical divisions and brigades,
brigades,
purchase of
being for
for the purchase
including
the Staff
Staff Corps
serving thereat,
thereat, being
Corps serving
including the
the necessary
necessary articles
office, toilet, and desk furniture, stationery,
articles of office,
the
maps,
ice,
and potable
potable water
water for
for office
office use
use when
necessary, binding, maps,
when necessary,
ice, and
technical books
of reference,
technical newspapers
newspapers
and technical
professional and
reference, professional
books of
technical
may be made in advance, and
which may
and periodicals,
for which
payment for
and
periodicals, payment
police utensils,
to be
be allotted
allotted by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War, and to be
police
utensils, to
the discretion
discretion of the commanding
in the
expended
expended in
commanding officers
officers of the several
military departments,
$12,000.
tactical commands,
commands, $12,000.
and tactical
districts, and
military
departments, districts,

of Coast ArtllCief
lery.

CHIEF
ARTILLERY.
COAST ARTILLERY.
OF COAST
CHIEF OF

Coast Artillery
Artillery
School,
Monroe,
Scol, Fort Monroe,
Va.

SCHOOL,
FORT
ARTILLERY S
C
OAST ARTILLERY
CHOOL, F
ORT MOaROE,
MONROE, VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA.
COAST

For incidental expenses of the school, including chemicals, stationof special
ery,
printing, and
and binding;
cost of
materials; cost
hardware; materials;
binding; hardware;
cry, printing,
as instructors;
instruction
officers detailed
instructors; employment
employment of tempodetailed as
of officers
instruction of
rary,
technical, or
or special
extra-duty pay
necespay to
to soldiers
soldiers necesspecial services;
services; extra-duty
rary, technical,
as artificers
than ten days as
sarily
employed for
for periods
periods not
artificers on
on
not less
less than
sarily employed
work
in addition
addition to
to and
and not
not strictly
strictly in
in line
military duties,
duties,
their military
line with
with their
work in
such
as carpenters,
carpenters, blacksmiths,
blacksmiths, draftsmen,
draftsmen, printers,
printers, lithographers,
lithographers,
such as
wheelphotographers,
engine drivers,
drivers, telegraph
telegraph operators,
teamsters, wheeloperators, teamsters,
photographers, engine
wrights,
laborers; for office
masons, machinists, painters, overseers, laborers;
wrights, masons,
furniture and fixtures,
fixtures, machinery, motor trucks, and unforseen
unforseen
expenses,
$12,000.
expenses, $12,000.
Special
4spedal apparatus,
For purchase of engines, generators,
generators, motors, machines, measuring
measuring
etc.
and materials for the division of
special apparatus,
instruments,
apparatus, and
instruments, special
enlisted specialists,
$10,000.
specialists, $10,000.
enlisted
Incidental
Incidental expenses.
expenses
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For purchase
For
of special
special apparatus
apparatus and
and for
for experiexperipurchase of
and materials
materials and
mental purposes for
artillery and
land defense,
defense,
for the department
department of
of artillery
and land
$1,500.
$1,500.
For purchase of engines, generators, motors,
measuring
motors, machines,
machines, measuring
instruments, special
instruments,
department of
of
special apparatus,
apparatus, and
and materials
materials for
for the
the department
engineering and
and mine
defense )$2,000.
$2,000.
engineering
mine defense,
Books,
Books, etc.
For
F
or purchase
of professional
treating of
military
purchase and binding
binding of
professional books
books treating
of military
and scientific
and
scientific subjects
of school,
for temporary
temporary Pr
subjects for
for library,
librarv, for
for use
use of
school, and
and for
Proviso.
Periodicals.
use
in coast
coast defenses,
defenses, $2,500:
Provided, That
That section
3648, Revised
use in
$2,500: Provided,
section 3648,
Revised Periodicals.
R. S., sec. 3648,
p.718.
Statutes, shall
shall not
not apply
Statutes,
to subscriptions
and professional
professional R.S.,sec.3648,p.718
apply to
subscriptions for
for foreign
foreign and
newspapers
and periodicals
periodicals to
to be
be paid
for from
this appropriation.
appropriation.
newspapers and
paid for
from this
PURCHASE
PURCHASE OF
OF TYPEWRITING
TYPEWRITING MACHINES.
MACHINES.

That no
part of
any money
money appropriated
this Act
shall be
be used
used
That
no part
of any
appropriated by
by this
Act shall

during the
fiscal year
purchase of
of any
any typewriting
typewriting
during
the fiscal
year 1920
1920 for
for the
the purchase
machine at
at aaprice
excess of
the lowest
lowest price
paid by
the GovernGovernmachine
price in
in excess
of the
price paid
by the
United States
States for
same make
make and
and substantially
substantially the
the
ment of the
the United
for the
the same
same model
same
machine during
during the
the fiscal
1918; such
price shall
shall
model of
of machine
fiscal year
year 1918;
such price
include the
of any
any typewriting
machine or
or machines
in
include
the value
value of
typewriting machine
machines given
given in
exchange,
but shall
not apply
apply to
granted on
on typetypeexchange, but
shall not
to special
special prices
prices granted
writing
machines used
used in
in schools
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia or
or of
of
writing machines
schools of
the Indian
Indian Service,
Service, the
lowest of
of which
which special
prices paid
paid for
for typethe lowest
special prices
typewriting
machines shall
not be
be exceeded
exceeded in
future purchases
such
writing machines
shall not
in future
purchases for
for such

Typewriting
Typewriting machines.

chines.

Restriction
Restriction on prices.

pr

.

schools: Provided,
construing this
Provided, That
That in
in construing
this section
section the
Commissioner Determining
Derrining char.
the Commissioner
bar.
of Patents
shall advise
advise the
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
Treasury as
as to
whether acter
seter of machines
machine!'
Patents shall
of
of the
the Treasury
to whether

changes in any typewriter
typewriter are
the changes
such structural
character as
as to
to
are of
of such
structural character
constitute aanew machine
not within
within the
machine not
of this
this section.
section.
the limitation of
OFFICE OF
OF THE
CHIEF SIGNAL
SIGNAL OFFICER.ef
11±E
, CHLLF
OFFICER.
SIGNAL
OF THE
ARMY.
S
IGNAL SERVICE
SERVICE OF
Th
ARMY.

Chief Signal
Signal Ofilcer.
Officer.
fficer.
Signal Service.

Signal Seice.

Telegraph
and telephone
telephone systems:
systems: Purchase,
Purchase, equipment,
equipment, operation,
operation, phToneegh
Tetgr
ap
h and te
taleTelegraph and
sd
phon

sy ste

and repair
military, telegraph,
telegraph, telephone,
radio, cable,
repair of
of military,
telephone, radio,
cable, and
and signalsignal- thiurchOf
,P„u, etc
rc ha.s"'
e,

ing systems; signal equipments
equipments and stores, field glasses, telescopes,
telescopes,
heliographs,
heliographs, signal lanterns,
lanterns, flags,
other necessary
flags, and
and other
necessary instruments;
instruments;
wind vanes, barometers,
barometers, anemometers,
and other
other
anemometers, thermometers,
thermometers, and
meteorological
instruments, photographic
meteorological instruments,
photographic and
and cinematographic
cinematographic work
work
performedfor
motorperformed for the Army by the Signal Corps, motor
motor cycles, motorriven and other vehicles for technical
technical and official purposes
driven
purposes in connecconnection with the
operation, and
the construction,
construction, operation,
maintenance of
communiand maintenance
of communication or signaling systems, and supplies
operation and
supplies for
for their operation
and
maintenance; professional
professional and scientific
maintenance;
of reference,
pamscientific books of
reference, pamphlets,
hlets, periodicals, newspapers, and maps for use in the office
office of the
telephone apparatus, including
Chief Signal Officer;
Officer; telephone
including rental
rental and
and paypayment for commercial,
commercial, exchange, message,
line, Tong
long distance,
and
message, trunk
trunk line,
distance, and
leased line telephone service at or connecting
connecting any
cantonany post,
post, camp, cantonment, depot, arsenal,
arsenal, headquarters,
headquarters, hospital,
aviation station,
or other
other
hospital, aviation
station, or
office or station of the Army,
Army, excepting local telephone
telephone service for
the
for the
Department in the District
various bureaus of the War Department
District of
Columbia
of Columbia
and toll messages
messages pertaining to
of the
of War;
War;
to the
the Office
Office of
the Secretary
Secretary.of
electric
rvi
ce; the
the rental
ren t
alof
ofcommercial
commerci
altelegraph
t
el
egraph lines
lines and
and
electric time
time se
service;
equipment and their operation
operation at or connecting
connecting any post, camp,
cantonment, de
cantonment,
sII t, arsenal,
arsenal, headquarters,
aviation stagadepot,
headquarters, hospital,
hospital, aviation
tion,
or other office
ton.,
oh ce or station of the Army, but not including
including payment
payment
telegraph messages
messages transmitted
transmitted over commercial
for individual
individual telegraph
commercial lines;
lines;
electrical installation
electrical
installations and maintenance
posts, eantoncantonmaintenance at
military posts,
at military
ments, camps,
Army; fire control
cam
and stations of the Army;
control and direction
direction

matriel for Field
id Artilery;
salaries of cvan emloyapparatus and materiel
Artillery; salaries
employ-

Telephones.
Telephones.

Exce

Exception.

ceto

e
opera.

OP
rs
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expertexperi-

ments.
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Telephone
Telephone commercial servieat.
service at.
cml

cable,
Washington-Alaska
etc.
cableshingtonA
ments,
Extensions,
etc.
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ees,
including those
necessary as
at vocational
vocational schools;
schools;
instructors at
as instructors
those necessary
ees, including
supplies
other expenses
conexpenses conand other
supplies, and
reserve supplies
repairs, reserve
general repairs,
supplies, general
nected
transmitting of
of information
information for
for the
the
and transmitting
collecting and
the collecting
with the
nected With
Army by
telegraph or
experimentation and
and research
for
research for
otherwise; experimentation
or otherwise;
by telegraph
Army
the purpose
improvements in
in apparatus
apparatus and
methods
and methods
developing improvements
of developing
purpose of
the
of signaling,
machines, instruments,
and other
other equipment
equipment
instruments, and
including machines,
signaling, including
of
for
laboratory
and
repair
purposes;
lease,
construction,
alterations,
alterations,
construction,
lease,
purposes;
repair
and
for laboratory
and repair
for such
such buildings
storing or
guarding Signal
Signal
or guarding
for storing
required for
buildings required
repair for
and
Corps
supplies,
equipment,
and
personnel
when
not
otherwise proprootherwise
not
when
personnel
and
equipment,
Corps supplies,
vided for,
the land
the introduction
introduction of
of water,
water,
therefor, the
land therefor,
including the
for, including
vided
electric light
light and
power, sewerage,
grading; roads
roads and
walks, and
and
and walks,
sewerage, grading;
and power,
electric
other
equipment required,
required, $3,250,000.
$3,250,000.
other equipment

Coast Artillery posts.

Ct

CH. 8.
I.. C.
S
ESS. I
8.
SESs.

better-

better-

Air ervice.

Air Service.

serto
r
S:1
,
1ss
es I
f
ionflY
fstVg
ion'
scshoos,
tions, et.
etc.
tions,

C
OMMERCIAL TELEPHONE
TELEPHONE SERVICE
SERVICE AT
AT COAST
COAST ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY P
POSTS.
OSTS.
COMMERCIAL
For providing
commercial telephone
service for
official purposes
purposes at
at
for official
telephone service
providing commercial
For
Coast Artillery
posts, $10,000.
$10,000.
Artillery posts,
Coast
W
ASHIN GTON-ALASKA MILITARY
MILITARY C
ABLE AND
AND TELEGRAPH
TELEGRAPH SYSTEM.
SYSTEM.
CABLE
WASHINGTON-ALASKA
For
defraying the cost of such extensions,
extensions, betterments,
betterments, operation
operation
For defraying
and
maintenance of
the Washington-Alaska
military cable
cable and
teleand teleWashington-Alaska military
of the
and maintenance
graph
may be
be approved
approved by
by the
Secretary of
of War,
War, to
to be
be
the Secretary
as may
system, as
graph system,
available until
close of
1921, from
from the
the receipts
receipts of
year 1921,
fiscal year
the fiscal
of the
the close
until the
available
the
cable and
and telegraph
telegraph system
system which
which
military cable
Washington-Alaska military
the Washington-Alaska
have
Treasury of
of the
the United
States, the
the extent
extent
United States,
the Treasury
into the
covered into
been covered
have been
reported
of such
such extensions
extensions and
and betterments
betterments and
and the
the cost
cost thereof
thereof to be reported
of
to Congress
Congress by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
$140,000.
War, $140,000.
by the
to
AIR SERVICE.
SERVICE.
AIR

Appropriations, Air
Creating, maintaining,
maintaining, and operating
Service: Creating,
Air Service:
Appropriations,
at
schools, courses
of instruction
instruction for
for aviation
aviation stustucourses of
flying schools,
established flying
at established
dents
and enlisted
enlisted men,
men, including
including cost
cost of
of equipment,
equipment, and
and supplies
supplies
dents and
necessary
instruction and
subsistence of
students, purchase
purchase of
of students,
and subsistence
for instruction
necessary for
tools,
equipment, materials,
machines, textbooks,
textbooks, books
of reference,
reference,
books of
materials, machines,
tools, equipment,
scientific and
and instruments
instruments and material for
papers, and
professional papers,
and professional
scientific
theoretical
and practical
practical instruction
schools; purchase
purchase of
of
aviation schools;
at aviation
instruction at
theoretical and
supplies
photoreproducing photoand reproducing
printing, and
developing, printing,
securing, developing,
for securing,
supplies for
graphs made
aerial observers;
observers; to
maintain and
and replace
replace the
the equipequipto maintain
by aerial
made by
graphs
ment
of
organizations
already
in
service;
improvement,
equipment,
equipment,
improvement,
service;
in
already
ment of organizations
aviation stations
maintenance, lease,
lease, and
and operation
stations, balloon schools,
schools,
of aviation
operation of
maintenance,
the acquisition
including
plants
for
testing
and
experimental
work,
including
acquisition of
work,
experimental
and
testing
plants for
land, or
interest in
purchase, lease,
lease, or
condemnation,
or condemnation,
by purchase,
land by
in land
any interest
or any
land,
and introducing
where
necessary to
to procure
gas; procuring
procuring and
introducing
helium gas;
procure helium
where necessary
water,
light and
power, telephones,
and sewerage,
sewerage,
telegraphs, and
telephones, telegraphs,
and power,
electric light
water, electric
including maintenance,
repair of
of such
such utilities;
utilities; saaries
salaries
and repair
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
including
and wages
of civilian
the District
of Columbia
elseor elseColumbia or
District of
in the
employees in
civilian employees
wages of
and
where as
as may
be necessary,
necessary, and
and payment
of their
their traveling
traveling and
and other
other
payment of
may be
where
necessary expenses
as authorized
authorized by
by existing
existing law;
law; experimental
experimental invesinvesexpenses as
necessary
tigation and
development of
new types
types of
of aircraft,
aircraft,
of new
and development
purchase and
and purchase
tigation
accessories
thereto, including
and aviation
engines,
aviation engines,
rights, and
gas rights,
helium gas
including helium
accessories thereto,
including patents
thereto, and
and plans,
plans, drawings,
drawings, and
and
rights thereto,
other rights
and other
patents and
including
purc
hases, manufac- specifications
specifications thereof;
purchase, manufacture,
construction, maintemaintemanufacture, construction,
thereof; purchase,
I'urch.ses,
ture es oi aeritc
operation of
of airships,
and
war balloons, and
airships, war
and operation
storage, and
repair, storage,
nance, repair,
threes et aeriall nu-- mince,
chin,
other
machines, including
gas plants,
hangars, and
and
plants, hangars,
instruments, gas
including instruments,
aerial machines,
other aerial
repair
shops, and
of every
sort tired
description necessary
necessary
and description
every sort
appliances of
and appliances
repair shops,
of aircraft,
for
the operation,
operation, construction,
or equipment
equipment of
all types
types of
aircraft,
of all
construction, or
for the
and
necessary spare
spare parts
parts and
equipment connected
connected therewith,
therewith, and
and
and equipment
all necessary
and all
clothing,
also
the purchase
and the
the issue
issue of
of special
special clothing,
or manufacture
manufacture and
purchase or
for the
also for
wearing apparel,
equipment for
for aviation
aviation purposes;
purposes; for
all
for all
similar equipment
and similar
apparel, and
wearing
c.
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necessary expenses
necessary
expenses connected
connected with
sale or
or disposal
or
with the
the sale
disposal of
of surplus
surplus or
obsolete aeronautical
aeronautical equipment,
equipment, including
including the
of civilian
civilian ememthe hire
hire of
ployees,
ployees, and the rental
rental of buildings,
buildings, and other
facilities for
the hanhanother facilities
for the
dling or storage of such equipment;
Consulting engineers.
services of
such consulting
equipment; for
for the
the services
of such
consulting Consulting
engineers.
engineers
experimental stations
engineers at experimental
stations of
Service as
as the
the Secretary
of the Air Service
Secretary
of War
War may deem necessary, including
including necessary
traveling expenses:
necessary traveling
expenses:
Provided,
Provided, That the entire expenditures
expenditures for
the services
of consulting
consulting Provisos.
for the
services of
Proom'.
Limit.
engineers
engineers for the fiscal year 1920
not exceed
exceed $100,000;
purchase Special
1920 shall not
$100,000; purchase
special apparatus,
apparatus,
etc.
of special apparatus
apparatus and appliances, repairs,
and replacements
of same
repairs, and
replacements of
same etc.
used in connection with special
medical research
the Air
special scientific
scientific medical
research in
in the
Air Aviation stations in
Service; for the establishment
establishment of aviation
aviation stations in
Philippine the
in the
the Philippine
th' ,itpinista
Philippines.inns
Islands, including the lease of
of land
or any
any interest
interest in
land for
land or
in land
for landing
landing
fields only and the preparation
preparation of land now owned
owned by
the Government
by the
Government
necessary
necessary to make the same suitable for
intended, buildfor the
the purpose
purpose intended,
buildings, heating, lighting, plumbing, water,
roads, and
walks, at
water, sewer,
sewer, roads,
and walks,
at a
a Domages to private
total cost not to exceed $350,000;
$350,000; in all, $25,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That proerty,
property, etc. private
claims not exceeding
exceeding $250 in amount
amount for damages
damages to
and
to persons
persons and
private property
property resulting from the operation
operation of
of aircraft
aircraft at
at home
home and
and
abroad,
abroad, may be settled out
hereunder, when
out of
of the
the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated hereunder,
when
each claim is substantiated
substantiated by a
asurvey report of a
aboard
officers
board of
of officers
appointed by the commanding
commanding officer
officer of
the nearest
nearest aviation
of the
aviation post,
post, and
and Amount for settleProvidedfurther,
approved by the Director of Air Service: Provided
further, That
That claims meo
n limited.
tef r settle
ment,
so settled and paid from the sum hereby appropriated
appropriated shall not
exceed
not exceed
aggregate the sum of $150,000:
in the aggregate
$150,000: Proided
Prowled further,
further, That
That herehere- inAAingaeeforoedtyw
g1
1
];a
wi
a
rn
on
"A r
tytra
wilte
it
out troops.
troops.
after
actual and
and necessary
after actual
necessary expenses
expenses only,
to exceed
exceed $8
only, not
not to
$8 per
per day,
day, out
shall be paid to officers
officers of the Army and contract
surgeons when
when
contract surgeons
traveling by
air on
traveling
by air
on duty
duty without
without troops,
troops, under
competent orders:
under competent
orders: Periodicals.
Periodicals.
sec. 3648, p. 718.
And provided
providedfurther, That section 3648, Revised
.se. 3648,
p718.
Revised Statutes, shall
shall not
not RR. S.,
apply to subscriptions
foreign and professional
subscriptions for foreign
professional newspapers
newspapers and
and
periodicals to be paid for from this appropriation.
appropriation.
periodicals
Schools for aviation
Secretary of War is hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to establish
The Secretary
establish stnoos
students. for aviation
and maintain at one or more established flying schools courses of
instruction for
aviation students.
instruction
for aviation
students.
gr
e
Aviation students shall
grade
to the
grade of
of estrPtigiede,det
eslblihed.
Aviation
shall be enlisted
enlisted in or appointed
appointed to
the grade
Proviso.
flying cadet, Air Service, which grade
is
hereby
Provided Protograde
established: Provided,
Limited number.
That
the total number of flying
time exceed
number.
That the
flying cadets shall not at any time
exceed Limited
one thousand three hundred.
ray, etc.
etc.
hundred. The base pay of a
aflying cadet shall be Pay,
$75
$75 per month, including extra pay for flying risk as provided
provided by law.
The ration allowance
allowance of a
a flying cadet
cadet shall not exceed $1 per day, and
his other allowances
Air Service.
allowances shall be those of a
aprivate, first
first class, .Air
Commissions In OffiUpon completion
a course
for flying
flving cadets,
completion of a
course prescribed
prescribed for
cadets, each
flying Comemisionsin
each flying
oelerv Corps.
cadet,
desire, may be discharged
discharged and commissioned
commissioned as a
a cers'
cr' Reserve
cadet, if
if he so desire,
Proviso.
second lieutenant
lieutenant in the Officers'
Provided, That the JPrors
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps: Provided,
Discharges.
s
Secretary
authorized to discharge
Secretary of War
War is authorized
discharge at any time any flying
cadet
recommended by
by a
cadet whose discharge
discharge shall have been recommended
a board of
of
not less than three officers.
officers.
PROVOST
PROVOST MARSHAL
MARSHAL GENERAL'S OFFICE.
OFFICE.

Provost

Marshal

Generals
office.
General's office.

Preservation, etc., of
COMPLETION,
PRESERVATION,
OF THE
COMPLETION, P
RESERVATION, AND
AND TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION OF
T119.1 RECORDS.
RECORDS. regstratit
registration records..of
Balance of appropriThat
to exceed
$3,500,000 of
of the
atBrce
ofappropriThat not
not to
exceed $3,500,000
the unexpended
unexpended balances on June ations
reappropriated
e
s
30, 1919, of the appropriations
appropriations "Registration
"Registration and Selection for orv
for1.40,
oexpenses.
ep t. 851,1
851,1027.
Military Service,
fiscal year 1919,"
pp.sOs,
Military
Service, fiscal
1919," contained
contained in the
the Army
Army AppropriaAppropria- post,
Post, pp.
509,951..
tion Act for 1919, approved
approved July
July_ 9,
9, 1918,
and the
the Deficiency
.Appro1918, and
Deficiency Appropriation
priation Act for 1919,
1919, approved November
November 4, 1918, are reappropnated
reappropriated
and made available for the fiscal
fiscal year 1920, for all expenses
expenses necessary
necessary
completion, preservation,
for the completion
preservation, and
and transportation
of the
records
transportation of
the records
draft under the Act
pertaining to the "raft
Act entitled "An Act to
to authorize
authorize
the
ent to
the Mirztary
Mitary Establishment
tablisment of
the Pre
President
to increase
increase temporarily
temporarily the
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the United
United States,"
May 18,
18, 1917,
including the employemploy1917, including
approved May
States," approved
the
ment of
of the
necessary clerical
other help
for duty in the office of
help for
and other
clerical and
the necessary
ment
The Adjutant
of the
connection with
with the arrangearrangein connection
Army in
the Army
General of
Adjutant General
The
ment, operation,
and maintenance
records:
maintenance of the files of those records:
operation, and
ment,
Provided, That
this appropriation
appropriation as may be necessary
necessary
of this
part of
such part
That such
Provided,

required to
shall be
be available
available for
for the
employment of
of clerical
clerical help required
the employment
shall

furnish
General of
of the
the several States statements
statements of
Adjutants General
the Adjutants
to the
furnish to
service of
all persons
States who
entered the military
who entered
those States
from those
persons from
of all
service
service during the war with Germany: Provided further, That this
this
Disbursement officer. service during the war with Germany: Provided further, That
Disbursementofflcer.
appropriation shall
disbursed by such officer as may be designated
designated
be disbursed
shall be
appropriation
by
Secretary of
of War
purpose.
the purpose.
for the
War for
the Secretary
by the

Quartermaster
Corps.
QuartermasterCorps.

QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.

Pay of
of the
the Army.
Army.
Pay

AND SO
PAY, AND
PAY,
SO FORTH,
FORTH, OF
OF THE
THE ARMY.
ARMY.
PAY
PAY OF
OF OFFICERS.
OFFICERS.

Officers.
Officers.
line.
Line.
Staff.
staff.
National
Guard.
Natioral G(uard,

Officers'
Reserve
Corps.
Mine Planter ServPlanter Service.
insular Affairs Bureau.
Signal Corps, aviation.
Philippine Scouts.
Scouts.
Philippine
Longevity.

rs'
Mic

ser

nsular fls Buignal

Enlisted
Enlisted men.

For pay of
$20,300,000.
of officers of the line, $20,300,000.
For
For pay
the officers
officers of
staff corps
corps and
and departments,
$19,429,367..
departments, $19,429,367.
of staff
of the
pay of
For
officers, National
Guard, $100.
$100.
National Guard,
Pay of officers,
$2,325,000.
For
the officers
officers of
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps, $2,325,000.
the Officers'
of the
of the
pay of
For pay
For pay of warrant officers, Mine Planter Service, $83,700.
$83,700.
officers, Bureau
For
Bureau of Insular
Insular Affairs,
Affairs, $15,000.
$15,000.
the officers,
pay of the
For pay
Aviation
to officers
officers of
the Signal
$775,000.
Signal Corps, $775,000.
of the
increase, to
Aviation increase,
For pay
of the
officers, Philippine
Philippine Scouts,
Scouts, $483,600.
$483,600.
the officers,
pay of
For
of service, $2,892,925.
Additional
pay to
for length
length of
$2,892,925.
officers for
to officers
Additional pay
PAY
OF ENLISTED
MEN.
ENLISTED MEN.
PAY OF

For pay
line, $92,728,230:
$92,728,230: Provided,
Provided, That the
of the line,
enlisted men of
of enlisted
pav of
For
pay
men of the
the Army shall not be withheld
withheld from
from them by
enlisted men
due enlisted
pay due
reason of the fact that their service records
records or other official papers
reason
been
showing the
the status
with respect to pay have been
accounts with
their accounts
of their
status of
showing
lost
not returned
returned from
regulations as
overseas and, under such regulations
from overseas
or not
lost or
may be
Secretary of War,
War, these men may be paid
prescribed by the Secretary
be prescribed
may
condition
upon
their personal
payment and condition
affidavit as to date of last payment
personal affidavit
upon their
accounts: Provided
payments made in accordaccordfurther That payments
Providedfurther,
Credit
accounts:
their
of their
Credit allowed in of
disbursing
officers' aacthe
upon
made
been
have already
which
regulations
such
with
offcers'
disbursing
ance
regulations
(or
which
already
been
made
upon
the
counts.
accounting officers of
affidavit of the soldier) shall be passed by the accounting
the
the credit
the disbursing
disbursing officers
officers making
making them.
of the
credit of
to the
Treasury to
the Treasury
National
$100.
enlisted men of National
National Guard.
For pay of enlisted
National Guard,
Guard, $100.
Staff
corps, etc.
For pay of enlisted men of the staff corps
corps and departments,
departments,
taff corps,etc.
$48,162,500.
$48,162,500.
Regular Army Reof enlisted
enlisted men
Regular Army
Army Reserves,
Reserves, $224,750.
$224,750.
the Regular
of the
men of
pay of
For pay
e- For
Army
sReular
set
,
.p.
Enl
isted
Receive
pay of enlisted
For pay
enlisted men of the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps, $77,500.
$77,500.
Reseive
Enlisted
Corps.
$7,750.
Aviation increase, to enlisted men of the Signal Corps, $7,750.
Signal Corps, aviaCs"al
tion.
For
pay of
the enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
Philippine Scouts, $1,007,500.
$1,007,500.
the Philippine
of the
For pay
Phitippine
Philippine Scouts.
Longevity.
length of service to enlisted men, $3,875,000:
Additional pay for length
$3,875,000:
Longevity.
Proviso.
Provided, That
That the
"An Act
Act
provisions of section 10 of an Act entitled "An
the provisions
Provided,
Proriso.
Emergency intemporarily the Military
to increase
the President
increase temporarily
President to
creased pay continued. to
authorize the
to authorize
cr^esdpaycontinut.
Vol. 40, p. 82.
Establishment of the United
United States", approved
approved May 18, 1917,
1917, in
in so
Establishment
Vol. 40, p.82.
it increases
increases the pay of the enlisted-men
men of the Army, be, and
as it
far as
the
same hereby
hereby are,
continued in force
force and effect from and after the
are, continued
the same
date
approval of this Act.
and approval
date and
Line.

Proiso.
Provisos.
Payment
on personal
persona
aymenton
affidavit
if service
service recaffidavit if
ord
delayed,
ord delaye, etc.

Retired
pay.
Retired pay.
Officers.
Officers.
On active
active duty.
On
duty.

RETIRED STATUS.
PEBSON8 WITH
OF PERSONS
PAY OF
PAY
wiiti RETIRED
STATES.

For pay of the officers
officers on the retired list, $2,500,000.
$2,500,000.

$200,000.
pay to retired
For increase
increase pax
retired officers on active duty, $200,000.
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Enlisted men.

For
pay of
of retired
retired enlisted
$3,000,000.
enlisted men, $3,000,000.
For pay
active duty.
active
For
pay and
and allowances
allowances of
of retired
retired enlisted
enlisted men on active duty, On
For pay
$20,000.
820,000.
Reservists on active
Reservists
For pay
Regular Army
Army reservists
reservists on
active duty,
duty, duty.
on active
of Regular
allowances of
and allowances
pay and
For
$40,000.
Philippine
Philippine Scout officers.
cers.
For pay
of retired
Philippine Scout officers, $45,000.
$45,000.
retired Philippine
pay of
For
Pay clerks.
For pay
pay of
retired pay clerks, $18,000.
of retired
For
Veterinarians.
Veterinarians.
For pay
retired veterinarians,
$3,500.
veterinarians, $3,500.
of retired
pay of
For
CLERKS, MESSENGERS, AND
AND LABORERS,
OF THE
THE CHIEF
CHTFIF OF
STAFF.
OF STAFF.
OFFICE OF
LABORERS, OFFICE

CLERKS, MESSENGERS,

Office
of
Office of Chief of
Staff.
Staff.

One
chief clerk,
clerk, at
at $2,500
$2,500 per
per annum,
$2,500.
annum, $2,500.
One chief
One
clerk,
at
$2,250
per
annum,
$2,250.
$2,250.
annum,
per
$2,250
at
One clerk,
Six clerks,
clerks, at
at $2,000
each per
per annum,
annum, $12,000.
$12,000.
$2,000 each
Six
Eight clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,800
annum, $14,400.
$14,400.
per annum,
each per
$1,800 each
Eight
Thirteen
clerks
at
$1,600
each,
per
annum,
$20,800.
annum,
per
each,
$1,600
at
clerks
Thirteen
annum, $29,400.
per annum,
Twenty-one clerks,
at $1,400
$1,400 each
each per
$29,400.
clerks, at
Twenty-one
$28,800.
annum, $28,800.
Twenty-four
each per
per annum,
$1,200 each
at $1,200
clerks, at
Twenty-four clerks,
$26,000.
Twenty-six
clerks,
at
$1,000
each
per
annum,
$26,000.
annum,
per
each
$1,000
at
clerks,
Twenty-six
per annum,
One captain
of the
at $900
$900 per
annum, $900.
$900.
watch, at
the watch,
captain of
One
Six
per annum,
annum, $4,320.
$4,320.
each per
$720 each
at $720
watchmen, at
Six watchmen,
One
at $720
$720 per
per annum,
annum, $720.
gardener,'at
One gardener
One packer,
at $840
per annum,
annum, $840.
$840.
$840 per
packer, at
One
annum, $1,000.
per annum,
One chief
chief messenger,
at $1,000
$1,000 per
$1,000.
messenger, at
One
annum, $2,520.
Three messengers,
per annum,
each per
$840 each
at $840
messengers, at
Three
$10,800.
Fifteen
$720 each
per annum,
annum, $10,800.
each per
at $720
messengers, at
Fifteen messengers,
annum,
per
Two
laborers,
at
$720
each
per
$1,440.
each
$720
at
Two laborers,
One
at $600
$600.
annum, $600.
per annum,
$600 per
laborer, at
One laborer,
Five charwomen,
charwomen, at
per annum,
annum, $1,200.
$1,200.
each per
$240 each
at $240
Five

Clerks, messengers,
messengers,
Clerks,
etc.

Headquarters,
de.
Headquarters,
partments, districts,
OF ARMY
FIELD CLERKS
CLERKS AND
MESSENGERS AT partments,
SERVICE MESSENGERS
CIVIL SERVICE
AND CIVIL
ARMY FIELD
OF
HEADQUARTERS OF
THE SEVERAL
SEVERAL TERRITORIAL
TERRITORIAL DEPARTMENTS,
schools, etc.
DEPARTMENTS, schools,
HEADQUARTERS OF THE
ARMY AND
HEADQUARTERS, TERRITORIAL
TERRITORIAL DISTRICTS,
DISTRICTS, TACTAC—
CORPS HEADQUARTERS,
AND CORPS
ARMY
AND
CAMPS AND
SCHOOLS, CAMPS
TICAL
AND BRIGADES,
BRIGADES, SERVICE SCHOOLS,
DIVISIONS AND
TICAL DIVISIONS
DEBARKATION.
AND
PORTS
OF
EMBARKATION
AND
DEBARKATION.
EMBARKATION
OF
PORTS

PAY
PAY

Clerks and
messenand messea-

.
geCleeks
gers.
Eighty clerks,
clerks, at
each per
$144,000.
per annum, $144,000.
$1,800 each
at $1,800
Eighty
$14,000.
Seven
clerks,
at
$2,000
per
annum,
$14,000.
each
at
clerks,
Seven
annum,
One hundred
hundred and
and seventy-two
clerks, at $1,600
$1,600 each per annum,
seventy-two clerks,
One
$275,200.
$275,200.
Eleven clerks,
annum, $19,800.
$19,800.
at $1,800 each per annum,
clerks, at
Eleven
annum,
Two hundred
hundred and
and twenty-two
$1,400 each per annum,
twenty-two clerks, at $1,400
Two

me

$310,800.
Fourteen
$1,600 each per annum, $22,400.
Fourteen clerks, at $1,600
Five
twenty-six clerks, at $1,200 each per annum,
hundred and twenty-six
Five hundred
$631,200.
Thirty-two
Thirty-two clerks, at $1,400 each per annum, $44,800.
One
messengers, at $720 each per annum,
hundred and nineteen messengers,
One hundred
$85,680.

Fifty-seven clerks, at
$1,200 each per annum, $68,400.
$68,400.
at $1,200
Fifty-seven
Forty-nine clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each
each per
$58,800.
per annum, $58,800.
Forty-nine
Thirty-nine messengers,
messengers, at
at $720
Foreis
per annum, $28,080.
each per
$720 each
Thirty-nine
Foreign service.
Additional pay
while on
on foreign
foreign service,
service, $8,000.
Commutationo
$8,000.
Commutation of
pay while
Additional
etc.
qarters,etc.
For
quarters and of heat and light, $23,040: ProPro- quarters,
of quarters
commutation of
For commutation
yetcnedcerks.
:ary:etc:,fiekiclerks.
vided,
field clerks
allowances and f
clerks shall have the same allowances
Army field
That Army
vided, That

benefits
heretofore allowed by law to pay clerks, Quartermaster
Quartermaster
benefits as heretofore
That the minihowver, That
Corps,
not
including retirement:
Provided, however,
retirement: Provided,
Corps, not including
mum or
or entrance
entrance pay
pay exclusive
allowances of
said Army field
of said
of said
said,allowances,
exclusive of
mum
clerks
shall be
be $1,200
Providedfarth:lr,
That Any
Army field
hr, That
anniun: Prouidedfi
per annum:
$1,200 per
clerks shall
the
beyoa,
erseo
pay
of
increese
a
the
clerks
shall
receive
the
same
increase
of
for
service
beyond
the
receive
hal
clerks

Minimum pay.

mU

Foreign

fcre

P6y
sservice

In.
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law to comcontinental
United States
as is
is allowed
allowed by law
States as
the United
of the
limits of
continental limits
the
provided further,
missioned officers of the Army: And provided
further, That the
emer- missioned
Secretary
authorized to employ, during the present emerof War is authorized
Secretary of
gcy
fild clrk
such
gency
period not
not exceeding
exceeding four
four months
months thereafter,
thereafter, such
for aa period
and for
gency and
additional Army
clerks as
as may
necessary, not exceeding
exceeding 4,272.
be necessary,
may be
field clerks
Army field
additional
Field
clerks, QuarFor commutation
commutation of quarters
quarters and of heat and light for field clerks,
QuarField clerks,
termaster Corps.
e
t
Quartermaster Corps,
$76,800: Provided,
Provided, That said clerks, mesProviso*.
Corps, $76,800:
Quartermaster
ps
Pro
Service assignment.
be employed
employed and assigned by the Secshall be
laborers shall
and laborers
sengers, and
met. sengers,
Servcea
retary of
to the
and positions
which they
serve:
to serve:
are to
they are
in which
positions in
offices and
the offices
War to
of War
retary
eat duty
further, That
no clerk,
clerk, messenger,
headquarlaborer at headquarmessenger, or laborer
That no
Providedfurther,
duty Prowled
feorbdt
foiPtitga
r
e
t
n
m.
ters
of tactical
tactical divisions,
military departments,
departments, brigades,
brigades, service
service
divisions, military
ters of
schools,
and office
of the
Chief of
Staff shall
assigned to duty in
be assigned
shall be
of Staff
the Chief
office of
schools, and
any bureau
of the
the War
War Department.
Department.
bureau of
any

Additional
emergency field clerks.

Additional

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Contract
surgeons.
ontract surgeons.
Nurses.
Nurses.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

For pay of contract surgeons, $90,000.
$90,000.
For pay of nurses, $800,000.

For
pay of
matrons, $3,600.
$3,600.
hospital matrons,
of hospital
For pay
For pay
of reserve
reserve veterinarians,
$350,000.
veterinarians, $350,000.
pay of
For
courts-martial, courts of inquiry, military comexpenses of courts-martial,
For expenses
missions,
of reporters
reporters and
and witnesses
witnesses
compensation of
and compensation
boards, and
retiring boards,
missions, retiring
attending
and expenses
depositions and securing
securing
taking depositions
of taking
expenses of
same, and
attending same,
other evidence
for use
the same,
same, $200,000.
before the
use before
evidence for
other
For additional
°Meer
building
s'
additional pay to officer in charge of public buildings and
officer,' buildings,
and grounds, D. C.
d g s, .C. grounds at Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, $500.
commissioned
commutation of quarters and heat and light to commissioned
Commutation of
commutation
For
Commutation
quarters,etc.
uarterset
officers, warrant
warrant officers, members
members of the Nurse Corps, and enlisted
enlisted
includmen
on
duty
at
places
where
no
rublic
quarters
are
available,
includavailable,
are
quarters
Public
no
where
places
at
duty
men on
enlisted
ing enlisted
enlisted men
the Regular
Army Reserve
Reserve and retired enlisted
Regular Army
of the
men of
ing
duty, $4,821,150.
men
to active duty,
ordered to
when ordered
men when
Interest
on depositsdeposits.
For interest
interest on soldiers' deposits, $145,000.
For
Interest on
Expert accountant.
For pay
of expert
expert accountant
Inspector General's DepartDepartaccountant for the Inspector
pay of
For
accountant.
Expert
ment, $2,500.
$2,500.
ment,
Extra pay,
pay, seacoast
For extra
extra pay
to enlisted
employed on
extra duty for periods
on extra
men employed
enlisted men
pay to
For
Extra
fortifications.
of
not less
than ten
the offices of Coast Defense Artillery
in the
days in
ten days
less than
of not
Engineers
and Coast
Coast Defense
officers, and
and as
switchboard
as switchboard
Ordnance officers,
Defense Ordnance
Engineers and
operators
at
seacoast
fortifications, $25,000.
$25,000.
fortifications,
seacoast
at
operators
Stchbord operaerators
Switchboard
at
posts.
op
F
or extra
on extra
duty as switchextra duty
employed on
men employed
enlisted men
to enlisted
pay to
extra pay
For
interior posts.
at interior
tors
board operators
each interior
post of
of the
$19,215.
Army, $19,215.
the Army,
interior post
at each
operators at
board
Alaska cale,
cable, etc.,
etc.,
For
extra pay
to enlisted
men of
of the
the line
of the
the Army
to
and to
Army and
line of
enlisted men
pay to
For extra
seieka
service.
Department, and
enlisted men
men of
Medical Department,
Corps, Medical
Quartermaster Corps,
the Quartermaster
of the
enlisted
the
of the
the Signal
Corps employed
in the
Territory of Alaska on the
the Territory
employed in
Signal Corps
of
not
of
periods
for
Washington-Alaska
cable
and
telegraph
system
not
system
telegraph
and
cable
Washington-Alaska
less
than ten
ten days
at the
the rate
of 35
35 cents
cents per
per day,
$38,430.
day, $38,430.
rate of
days at
less than
For
commissioned officers, warrant officers,
officers, members
to commissioned
mileage to
For mileage
Mileage to officers,
Mileage
etc.
of
the Officers'
Corps, when
when ordered
active duty, conto active
ordered to
Reserve Corps,
Officers' Reserve
of the
etc.
Department,
tract
surgeons,
expert
accountant,
Inspector
General's
Department,
General's
Inspector
accountant,
expert
surgeons,
tract
Quartermaster Corps, when
Army, field
clerks, and
and field
field clerks
of the
the Quartermaster
clerks of
field clerks,
Army,
authorized by
$2,500,000.
law, $2,500,000.
by law,
authorized
Foreign
pay.
For
additional
10 per centum,
increase of pay of officers on foreign
foreign
centum increase
additional
or
Foreign pay.
officers.
service,
$1,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That hereafter
officers shall
warrant officers
hereafter warrant
Proviso.
service, $1,000,000:
ro,:,s.
Allowed 'Tarrant officontinental
receive
Alloedwarrantoreceive the same increase of pay for service beyond the continental
cers.
limits of
the United
United States as is allowed to commissioned
commissioned officers of
of the
limits
the Army.
Army.
the
Enlisted
men.
For additional
additional 20
20 per centum increase of pay of enlisted men on
For
Enlisted men.
foreign service,
service, $4,000,000.
$4,000,000.
foreign
Computer.
For
pay of
for Artillery
Artillery Board,
Board, $2,500.
computer for
one computer
of one
For pay
computer.
Loss
by exchange.
Lossbyexchange.
For payment
payment of exchange
exchange by acting
acting quartermasters
quartermasters serving in
foreign countries
countries and
and when
when specially
specially authorized
authorized by the Secretary
foreign
Quartermaster
of W
II ar
disbursing funds
funds pertaining
pertaining to the Quartermaster
officers disbursing
by officers
ar by
of

Hospital matrons.
RHospital
Reserve veterinarians..ere
Courts martial,
martial, etc.
etc.
Courts

matrons,
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Corps when serving in
in Alaska, and
and all
all foreign money
money received
received shall
be charged to and paid out by disbursing
disbursing officers of the Quartermaster Corps at the legal valuation fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
Treasury, $1,000.
Officers
furnishing
Officers furnishing
For additional pay to officers below the grade
required mounts.
grade of major
major required
mounts.
to be mounted and who furnish
furnish their own
own mounts,
mounts, $240,000.
$240,000.
payment to
For amount
amount required
required to make
make monthly payment
to Jennie
Jennie Carroll,
Carroll, Jennie Carroll.
Carroll, late major, United
widow of
of James
James Carroll,
United States
States Army,
Army, $1,500.
$1,500.
Mabel H. Lazear.
For amount
amount required
required to
Mabel H.
For
to make
make monthly
monthly payments
payments to
to Mabel
H. Mabel H. Lazear.
Lazear,
surgeon,
Lazear, widow
widow of
of Jesse W. Lazear,
Lazear, late acting assistant
assistant surgeon,
United
United States Army, $1,500.
$1,500.
John R.
R. Kissinger.
Kissingcr.
required to make
For amount required
make monthly
monthly payments
payments of $100
$100 to John
John John
R.
Company D, One
R. Kissinger,
Kissinger, late
late of Company
One hundred
hundred and
and fifty-seventh
fifty-seventh
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, also late of the Hospital
Hospital Corps, United
United
States Army, $1,200.
$1,200.
spedPay accounts
accounts speciand fied.
All the money hereinbefore
hereinbefore appropriated
appropriated for pay
pay of the
the Army
Army and
miscellaneous,
mileage to commissioned
commissioned
miscellaneous, except
except the appropriation
appropriation for mileage
officers,
contract surgeons,
expert accountant,
Inspector General's
accountant, Inspector
General's
officers, contract
surgeons, expert
Department,
Quartermaster
Department, Army field clerks,
clerks, and
and field
field clerks of
of the Quartermaster
Corps,
when authorized
shall be
be disbursed
disbursed and
accounted for
and accounted
for
Corps, when
authorized by
by law,
law, shall
as pay of the Army, and for that purpose shall constitute one fund.
SUBSISTENCE OF
THE ARMY.
ARMY.
SUBSISTENCE
OF THE

Subsistence.
Subsistence.

Purchase of supplies
Purchase
subsistence supplies:
supplies: For
For issue
issue as
as rations
rations to
to troops,
Purchase of
of subsistence
troops, for
orss
Issue. ofppue
including enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Army Reserve
Reserve and retired
retired
enlisted men when ordered to active duty, members
members of Reserve OffiOffieers"Fraining
camps, civil employees when entitled thereto,
cers'
Training Corps at camps,
hospital matrons,
under
matrons, nurses, applicants for enlistment while held under
observation,
observation, general prisoners of war (including
(including Indians held by the
Army as prisoners, but for whose subsistence appropriation
appropriation is not
not
otherwise made), Indians employed with the Army as guides and
otherwise
scouts, and general prisoners at posts; for the subsistence of the
masters, officers,
officers, crews, and employees
employees of the vessels of the Army
Arm
transport
transport service;
service; hot coffee
coffee for troops traveling when supplied with
cooked or travel rations; meals for recruiting
recruiting parties and applicants
applicants
for enlistment while under observation;
observation; for sales to officers, includigetc.
mcluding Sales to officers, etc.
members of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve Corps while on active duty, and
and
Provisos.
enlisted men
of the
the Army:
That the
of $12,000
enlisted
men of
Army: Provided,
Provided, That
the sum
sum of
$12,000 is
is Competitors
o
at
a
at national
rifle match.
authorized
be expended
supplying meals
meals or
or furnishing
authorized to be
expended for supplying
furnishing commucommu- tonarife
match.
tation of rations to enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Army and the
National Guard who may be competitors in the national rifle match:
match:
at Brestriction.
Ration
Pronidedfurther,That no competitor
competitor shall be entitled to commutation R
ion rt c
Providedfurther,
of rations in excess of $1.50 per day, and whea
when meals are furnished
furnished
expense than that sum per man per day for the period the
no greater expense
Payments.
O=,to nfcfr F
contest is in progress shall be incurred.
incurred. For payments: Of commucommu- Commutation
tation of rations to the cadets of the United States Military Academy
ons.
Academy tions.
in lieu of the regular established
established ration, at the rate of 68 cents per
per
ration; of the regulation allowances
allowances of commutation
commutation in lieu of rations
rations
to enlisted men on furlough, enlisted men and male and female
female
places where rations in kind can not be
nurses when stationed at places
economically issued,
Army
economically
issued, including enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Army
Reserve
Reserve and retired enlisted men when ordered to active duty, and
and
when traveling
traveling on detached
it is impracticable
detached duty where it
impracticable to carry
carry
rations of any kind, enlisted men selected to contest for places or
traveling
prizes in departments
departments and Army rifle competitions
competitions while traveling
male and female nurses
leave of
to and from places of contest, male
nurses on leave
absence,
appicants for enlistment, and
and general pristmers
prisoners while
absence, applicants
while
traveling under
r latin allowanes
ander orders. For payment of 'the
the regulation
allowances
of commutation in lieu
lie of ration
r me
-berw
NsirOr
rations for
member
of the-Nurse
Corps
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(female) while
while on
on duty
hospital, and
and for
for enlisted
enlisted men,
men, applicants
applicants
in hospital,
duty in
(female)
for
enlistment while
while held
held under
observation, civilian
employees
civilian employees
under observation,
for enlistment
who
are entitled
entitled to
to subsistence
subsistence at
at public
public expense,
expense, and
and general .priswho are
oners
sick therein,
to be
be paid
the surgeon
charge; advertising;
advertising;
in charge;
surgeon in
to the
paid to
therein, to
oners sick
for
War for
C
to be established
established by the Secretary
Secretary of War
Prizesorbakesnd
Prizes
kir baker° and for providing prizes
ooks.
enlisted men of the Army who graduate from the Army schools for
enlisted
bakers and
cooks, the
amount of
of such
such prizes
various
the various
prizes at the
total amount
the total
and cooks,
bakers
Expenses of
of Plu$900 per annum; for other necessary
to exceed
exceed $900
necessary expenses
expenses
not to
schools not
pur- schools
Expenses
chase, etc.
incident
to the
the purchase,
purchase, testing,
care, preservation,
preservation, issue, sale, and
testing, care,
incident to
accounting for
subsistence supplies
for the
the Army,
$62,526,466.50:
Army, $62,526,466.50:
supplies for
for subsistence
accounting
of this
this sum be made available
Proving
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
exceed $22,500
$22,500 of
not to
Aberdeen
Provng Proided,
Aberdeen
Ground.
Ground.
the care
care of
the peach
orchard on
Aberdeen Proving
on Poole Island, Aberdeen
peach orchard
of the
Care,
of for
for the
etc., of
sale, etc.,
Care, sale,
s
crops.
Ground, and the grain
reservations and
now growing at this and other reservations
grain now
Ground,
crop .
the harvest
of the
the crops;
crops; and
disposal by sale or
and such disposal
disposal of
and disposal
harvest and
the
otherwise shall
be made
to such
such regulations
be
may be
as may
regulations as
pursuant to
made pursuant
shall be
otherwise
Deposit of receipts.
moneys
all
prescribed
by
the
Secretary
of
War:
Provided
further,
That
all
That
Providedfurther,
War:
of
Secretary
Deposit ofreceipts. prescribed by the
received by
as the
the proceeds
proceeds of
such sales
sales shall be
of such
States as
United States
the United
by the
received
deposited
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
"Miscellaneous
States as "Miscellaneous
United States
the United
in the
deposited in
Receipts."
Receipts."
REG1JLAR,
UPPLIES.
SUPPLIES.
REGULAB S

Corps, including their care
Regular supplies
Quartermaster Co,
the Quartermaster
of the
supplies of
Regular
reservation
and
protection; construction
and repair
repair of
of military
military- reservation
construction and
and protection;
fences;
stoves and
and heating
apparatus required
the use of the
required for the
heating apparatus
fences; stoves
Army
for heating
heating offices,
hospitals, barracks
barracks and quarters, and
offices, hospitals,
Army for
recruiting
stations, and
United. States
disciplinary barracks; also
States disciplinary
and United
recruiting stations,
ranges,
coffee roasters,
for cooking
cooking.and
and serving
serving
appliances for
and appliances
roasters, and
stoves, coffee
ranges, stoves,
food at
at posts,
in the field, and when traveling, and repair and mainposts, in
food
tenance
such heating
necessary
appliances; and the necessary
cooking appliances;
and cooking
heating and
of such
tenance of
power
for the
the operation
operation of
of moving-picture
moving-picture machinesmachines; authorized
authorized
power for
Heat, light,
to issues
of candles
candles and matches; for furnishing
furnishing heat and light for the
issues of
etc., to
light, etc.,
Heat,
quarters.
offices, including members of
authorized allowance
allowance of quarters for offices,
authorized
quarters
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps when
enlisted
when ordered to active duty, and enlisted
the
men,
men, warrant officers, and field clerks, including enlisted men of the
Regular Army
Army Reserve
Reserve and
enlisted men when ordered to
retired enlisted
and retired
Regular
active
contract surgeons
stationed at and occupying
occupying
when stationed
surgeons when
duty; contract
active duty;
public)
at military
officers of the National Guard
for officers
posts; for
military posts;
quarters at
publio quarters
attending
and for
guards,
recruits, guards,
for recruits,
schools, and
garrison schools,
and garrison
service and
attending service
Recreation buildoffices, the buildings erected at private cost,
ecr.atn build- hospitals, storehouses, dikes,
int
sOl. 32, p. 282.
approved May
of the
the Act approved
in the operation
in
operation of
May. 31, 1902,
1902, and buildings
l.32, p2s.
28
for
similar purposes
on military
reservations authorized
authorized by War
military reservations
purposes on
for similar
Department
regulations; for sale
including also fuel
sale to officers, and including
Department regulations;
and engine
engine supplies
required in
operation of modern
modern batteries
the operation
in the
supplies required
and
Bakeries, ice
ma- at
and
bake ovens
bakeries,
post
for
posts;
established
posts;
bakeries,
including
ovens and
established
at
e
r,
CBakerdes
chines, and
and laundries.
laundries,
chines,
ice
for
thereof;
apparatus
pertaining
the
repair
thereof;
machines
and
thereto
pertaining
apparatus
and
comfort
maintenance where required for the health and comfort
their maintenance
and their
of
organizations of
and for cold storage; ice for issue to organizations
troops and
of the troops
Secretary of War may
enlisted
enlisted men and offices at such places as the Secretary
construction,
determine, and
preservation of stores; for the construction,
and for preservation
determine,
operation,
and maintenance
maintenanoe of laundries
laundries at military posts in the
operation, and
'United States
authorized issues of
possessions; for the authorized
its island possessions;
and its
States and
United
laundry
general prisoners confined at military
laundry materials for use of general
posts without
enlistment
allowances, and for applicants for enlistment
without pay or allowances
posts
authorized issues of soap; toilet paper
under observation; authorized
held under
while held
Supplies for
necessary furniture,
the necessary
towels; for the
furniture, textbooks, paper, and
schools, and towels;
for schools.
supplies
equipment for
libraries, and schools for nonthe post schools and libraries,
for the
equipment
purchase and issue of instruments,
commissioned officers;
instruments,
officers; for the purchase
commissioned
office furniture,
furniture stationery,
stationery, and
and other
other authorized
authorized articles for the use
office
several military posts; for purchase of
of
of officers'
officers' schools at the several

Regular quartermassteresupplies.a
ter
supplies.
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relief
maps for
issue to
organizations, commercial
commercial newspapers,
newspapers,
relief maps
for issue
to organizations,
market reports,
reports, and
so forth;
forth; for
tableware and
and mess
mess furniture
furniture
the tableware
and so
for the
market
for kitchens
kitchens and
mess halls,
halls, eaoh
each and
all for
the enlisted
men ininfor the
enlisted men,
and all
and mess
for
cluding recruits;
for forage,
forage, salt,
and vinegar
horses, mules,
milks, Forge,
/ g etc.,
* for
for amanifor the
the horses,
salt, and
vinegar for
cluding
recruits; for
oxen,
draft and
riding
animals
the Quartermaster
Corps
Quartermaster Corps
ri
riding
a
n imals of
of the
and other
other draft
a
oxen, and
at the
the several
armies in
in the
the field,
field,
and with
with the
the armies
posts and
and stations
stations and
at
several posts
and for
for the
horses of
the several
regiments of
Cavalry and
batteries
and batteries
of Cavalry
several regiments
of the
and
the horses
of Artillery,
Artillery,and
such companies
of Infantry
Scouts as
as may
be
may be
Infantry and
and Scouts
companies of
and such
of
mounted; for
for remounts
the authorized
number of
of officers'
officers'
for the
authorized number
remounts and
and for
mounted;
horses, including
including bedding
bedding for
for the
the animals;
and implements
seeds and
implements
animals; for
for seeds
horses,
required
for the
and on
military
depots and
on military
of forage
forage at
at remount
remount depots
the raising
raising of
required for
labor
reservations
Philippine Islands, and for labor
in the Hawaiian and Philippine
reservations in
thereto, including,
specifically authorincluding, when
when specifically
incident thereto,
and expenses
expenses incident
ized
Secretary of
of War,
the cost
cost of
irrigation; for
straw for
for
for straw
of irrigation;
War, the
by the
the Secretary
ized by
soldiers
bedding, stationery,
typewriters and
exchange of
Y printing,
P
g'
same, Statonery,
of same,
and exchange
stationery, typewriters
soldiers' bedding,
including
and blank
forms for
Army, certificates
for
certificates for
for the
the Army,
blank forms
blank books
books and
including blank
discharged soldiers,
soldiers, and
for printing
printing department
department orders
reports,
and reports,
orders and
and for
discharged
ra

e, etc ,

etc
S.
tati°ner

$87,083,334.
$87,083,334.

,

rintin

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
INCIDENTAL

Postage; cost
business received and sent by
on official business
cost of
of telegrams
telegrams on
Postage;
officers
Army , including
including members
members of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
officers of the Army,
employed
to active duty; extra pay to soldiers employed
when ordered
ordered ix.
Corps, when
on extra duty, under
under the direction of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, in
the
quarters, and storehouses
storehouses,' in the conthe erection of barracks, quarters,
struction of roads, and other constant labor for periods of not less
less
school-teachers during the school term
than 10 days; as additional school-teachers
military
at
quartermasters at military
at post schools, and as clerks for post quartermasters
posts,
prisoners at posts designated
designated by
posts, and
and for overseers of general prisoners
the War Department
prisoners, and
Department for the confinement
confinement of general
general prisoners
guard; of extra-duty
extra-duty
for the United
United States disciplinary
disciplinary barracks
barracks_guard;
pay at rates to be fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of War for mess stewards
for
and cooks at recruit depots who are graduates of the schools for
bakers and cooks, and instructor cooks at the schools for bakers and
cooks; for expenses
expresses to and from frontier
frontier posts and armies
expelles of expresses
in
quartermaster
in the field;
field; of escorts to officers
officers or agents of the Quartermaster
Corps to trains where military escorts
escorts can not be furnished;
furnished; hire of
laborers in the Quartermaster
laborers
Quartermaster Corps, including the care of officers'
mounts when the same are furnished by the Government, and the
Army; compensation
compensation of
hire of interpreters,
interpreters, spies, or guides for the Army
clerks
Quartermaster Corps, and clerks,
of the Quartermaster
clerks and other employees of
foremen watchmen,
watchmen, and organist for the United States disciplinary
disciplinary
foremen,
apprehension,
barracks, and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of recruiting; for the apprehension
barracks,
delivering of deserters,
deserters, including escaped military
securing, and delivering
military
prisoners, and the expenses incident to their pursuit, and no greater
greater
sum than $50
S50 for each deserter or escaped
escaped military
mlitary prisoner shall, in
officer or
the discretion
Secretary of War,be
War, be 'mid
paid to any civil officer
discretion of the Secretary
a donation
citizen for such services
services and expenses; for a
donation of $10 to
each dishonorably
dishonorably discharged
discharged prisoner
prisoner upon his release
release from confinement under
finement
under court-martial
court-martial sentence,
sentence involving dishonorable
dishonorable discharge;
are necessary, and
charge; and such additional expenditures
expenditures as are
authorized by law in the movements and operation of the Army,
authorized
and at military posts, and not expressly assigned to any other depart$30,000,000.
ment, $30,000,000.

Incidental expenses.
expenses.

Extra-duty
Extra-duty pay, etc.

TRANSPORTATION OF
THE ARMY
UPPLIES.
ES.
TRANSPOBTATION
OF TlHAI
ABY AND
D rrs
ITS S
STPPL

Army and its supplies_,
supplies including transtran
For
transortation of the Army:
Ftnsportstion
portation
Portation o the troops when moving either by.land or water, and o
of
includg membes
Oces' RESOFIF,
e
Cops
their bsgagage,
baggage, including
members off the Officers'
Corps,
tnlisted Reserve
retired enlisted
enlisted men
enlisted men
men of the Enlisted
Reserve Corps, and retired

Transportation.
TransportbtIo
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when ordered
ordered to
to active
active duty,
duty, including
including the cost of
of packing
packing and
when
crating;
parties; of
crating; for transportation
transportation of recruits and
and recruiting parties;
applicants
for enlistment
stations and
and recruiting
recruiting stations
recruiting
applicants for
enlistment between
between recruiting
Travel allowance,
etc.,
National Guard.
etc., Navtisonl
G0ua
Vol.
p.217.
39, p.
Vol. 39,
217.

depots;
for travel
to officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
on discharge;
discharge;
depots; for
travel allowance
allowance to
officers and
men on
for payment
payment of
of travel
as provided
section 126
126 of
of the
the Act
provided in
in section
Act
for
travel allowance
allowance as
approved June 3, 1916, to enlisted men of the National
National Guard on their
their

discharge from the service of the United
United States, and to members
members of
the
National Guard
into the
the
the National
Guard who
who have
have been
been mustered
mustered into
the service
service of
of the
United
States and
and discharged
on account
account of
of physical
disability; for
physical disability;
for
United States,
discharged on
payment
ravel pay
National Guard on their
their
pay to officers
officers of the National
payment of t
travel
discharge from the service
States, as prescribed
prescribed in the
discharge
service of the United States,
VoL 31, p. 902.
Act
approved March
March 2,
2, 1901;
for travel
travel allowance
to persons
persons on
on their
their
VoL 31, p 902
Act approved
1901; for
allowance to
discharge from.
United States
States disciplinary
barracks or
or from
from any
any
discharge
from the
the United
disciplinary barracks
sentence of dishonorable
dishonorable
place in
in which they
they have
have been
been held under
under aasentence
discharge and
more than
six months,
months, or
or from
the
for more
than six
from the
discharge
and confinement
confinement for
Government Hospital
Hospital for
transfer thereto
thereto from such
such
Government
for the Insane after transfer
barracks or
homes (or elsewhere
elsewhere as
place, to
to their homes
as they may elect),
elect),
barracks
or place,
provided the
than to the place
provided
the cost in each case shall not be greater than
enlistment; of the necessary
necessary agents
employees,
of last enlistment;
agents and other
other employees,
Terdiem subsistence. including per diem allowances
Perdemsubsistence.
including per diem allowances in
of subsistence
subsistence not
not exceeding
exceeding
in lieu
lieu of
authorized to
allowance •of clothing
$4 for those
those authorized
to receive
receive the per
per diem
diem allowance;
and
and other quartermaster
quartermaster stores from
Army depots or
or
and equipage
equipage and
from Army
purchase or delivery
delivery to the several
several posts and
and Army depots
places of purchase
and from those depots
field; of horse equipment;
equipment;
depots to the troops in the field;
of
ordnance and ordnance
stores and
of ordnance
ordnance stores,
and small
small arins
arms from the
the foundries
armories to the
Army
and armories
the arsenals,
arsenals, fortifications,
fortifications, frontier posts, and Army
depots;
for payment
wharfage, tolls,
ferriages; for
for transportatransportadepots; for
payment of
of wharfage,
tolls, and
and ferriages;
Payment to land
an d
tion
Army; for
the payment
of Army
transportation
Army transportation
payment of
the Army;
for the
of the
funds of
tion of funds
granty.
grant
roads. to l
lawfully
such landg
,rant railroads
as have
have not
received aid
aid in
in
lawfully due
due such
land-grant
railroads as
not received
Government
adjusted in
accordance with
with the
the derision%
Government bonds
bonds (to
(to be
be adjusted
in accordance
decisions
of
Court in
decided under
under such
such land-grant
land-grant Acts),
Acts),
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
in cases
cases decided
but in
no
case
shall more
than 50
50 per
per cent
of
full amount
amount of
service
of
service
shall
more
than
cent
of
full
but
in
no
case
Proviso's.
Basis of comput
computa- be
Provided, That
That such
shall be
upon
such compensation
compensation shall
be computed
computed upon
be paid:
paid: Provided,
Bais
tdon.
MOI.
the tariff or
or lower
the basis of the
lower special
special rates
rates for
like transportation
transportation
for like
performed
for the
the public
at large
large and
and shall
as in
in full
full
performed for
public at
shall be
be accepted
accepted as
Fifty per cent to for all demands for such service: Provided further, That in expending
to for all demands for such service: Providedfurther,That in expending
Fifty
roads
notper
bondcent
aided.
the money appropriated
appropriated by this Act aarailroad
railroad company
company which has
has
not
received aid
bonds of
not received
aid in
in bonds
the United
States and
and which
which obtained
obtained a
of the
United States
a
grant
of public
aid in
in the
the construction
construction of
of its
railroad on
on congant of
public land
land to
to aid
its railroad
conditions
that such
such railroad
railroad should
route and
road,
ditions that
should be
be aapost
post route
and military
military road,
subject
to the
United States
States for
postal, military,
military, naval,
naval,
subject to
the use
use of
of the
the United
for postal,
and other
other Government
services and
also subject
subject to
to such
such regulations
regulations
and
Government services,
and also
as Congress
may impose
impose restricting
the charge
charge for
such Government
Government
as
Congress may
restricting the
for such
transportation, having
claims against
the United
United States
States for
for transtransportation,
having claims
against the
transportation of
munitions of
and military
military supplies
portation
of troops
troops and
and munitions
of war
war and
supplies and
and
property
over such
railroads, shall
shall be paid out
out of the moneys
moneys
property over
such aided
aided railroads,
appropriated by
the foregoing
only on
on the
of such
such
provisions only
the basis
basis of
appropriated
by the
foregoing provisions
rate for
for the
transportation of
of such
such troops
and munitions
munitions of
of war
war and
and
rate
the transportation
troops and
militarysupplies and
the Secretary
military supplies
and property
property as
as the
Secretary of
of War
War shall
shall deem
deem
just and
and reasonable
the foregoing
just
reasonable under
tinier the
foregoing provision,
provision, such
such rate
not to
to
rate not
exceed 50
50 per
centum of
of such
such Government
Government transtransexceed
per centum
of the
the compensation
compensation of
portation as
that time
time be
to and
paid by
by private
portation
as shall
shall at
at that
be charged
charged to
and paid
private
parties to
to any
any such
such company
and similar
similar transportation;
transportation; and
company for
for like
like and
and
the
the amount
amount so
so fixed
fixed to
be paid
shall be
be accepted
accepted as
as in
in full
full for
for all
all
to be
paid shall
ep
Full pay to excepted
demands for such service: And provided further,
roFSadl
roads. patoexc tcd demands for such service: A nd protidedfurther,That nothing in the
preceding provisos
provisos shall
shall be
construed to
to prevent
prevent the
accounting
preceding
be construed
the accounting
officers
of the
from making
making full
full payment
payment to
to land-grant
officers of
the Government
Government from
land-grant
railroads
for transportation
property or
or persons
persons where
where the
courts
railroads for
transportation of
of property
the courts
of
the United
United States
such property
property or
persons do
do not
not
of the
States have
have held
held that
that such
or persons
come within
within the
the deductions
deductions provided
provided for
for in
in the
land-grant
come
the scope
scope of
of the
the land-grant

National Guard officers on
cers
on discharge.
schage.
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the purchase
purchase and
draft and
Acts; for the
and hire
hire of
of draft
and pack
animals in
in such
Draft
and
pack
pack animals
such mals,
DSrfte
a, pack
vehicles,
etc.sannumbers
actually required
required for
service, including
including reasonable
numbers as are
are actually
for the
the service,
reasonable
ce, et
provision
unserviceable animals;
provision for replacing unserviceable
purchase, hire,
animals; for
for the
the purchase,
hire,
operation,
maintenance, and repair
operation, maintenance,
repair of
such harness,
wagons, carts,
of such
harness, wagons,
carts,
drays,
drays, other vehicles,
vehicles, and motor-propelled
horse-drawn passengerpassengermotor-propelled and
and horse-drawn
carrying vehicles
required for
transportation of
and
carrying
vehicles as
as are
are required
for the
the transportation
of troops
troops and
supplies
for official,
supplies and for
official, military,
military, and
and garrison
garrison purposes;
purposes; for
for drayage
drayage
and cartage
at the
the several
several depots;
for the
the purchase
purchase and
and repair
etc.
and
cartage at
depots; for
repair of
hips, boats,
of Ships,
boats, etc.
ships, boats, and other vessels
vessels required
required for
for the
the transportation
transportation of
of
supplies and for official,
troops and supplies
official, military,
and garrison
garrison purposes;
purposes;
military, and
for
expenses of
for expenses
of sailing
sailing_ public
public transports
transports and
and other
other vessels
vessels on
on the
the Trmsports.
Trnsports.
the Gulf
various rivers, the
the Atlantic
Atlantic and
and Pacific
Gulf of Mexico,
Mexico, and the
Pacific
Oceans: Provided
Oceans:
Provided further,
further, That
That $225,000
$225,000 of
of the
the appropriation
hereby bo 7),7))alilY."3
on bar.
appropriation hereby
toee's on
harmade shall be available
available for additional
additional pay
employees on
pay of
of employees
on harbor
harbor
boats, quartermaster
quartermaster service,
of subsistence,
subsistence, $230,000,000.
service, in lien of
$230,000,000.
WATER
W ATER AND
AND SEWERS
SEWERS AT
AT MILITARY
MILITARY P
OSTS.
POSTS.

For procuring
procuring and
For
water to
to buildings
premises at
and introducing
introducing water
buildings and
and premises
at
such military posts and stations as from their situations
to
situations require
require it
it to
be brought from a
a distance; for the installation
installation and
and extension
extension of
of
plumbing within buildings
buildings where the same
specifically provided
provided
same is
is not
not specifically
for in other
other appropriations;
appropriations; for
and repair
repair of
of fire
fire appaappafor the
the purchase
purchase and
ratus, including
including fire-alarm
fire-alarm systems;
disposal of
systems; for the disposal
of sewage,
sewage, and
and
expenses
expenses incident thereto, for repairs to water
water and sewer
sewer systems
systems
and
for hire
of employees,
employees, $7,000,000.
$7,000,000.
and plumbing;
plumbing; for
hire of
CLOTHI
AND C
CAMP
CLOTHING AND
AMP AD
AND GARRISON
GARRISON EQUIPAGE.
EQUIPAGE.

Water, sewers, etc.

ater, sewers, etc.

Clothing.

For cloth,
purchase and
cloth, woolens, materials,
materials, and for the purchase
and manufacmanufac- t Purchase,
ye, etc. e' manufmanufacArmy z
ture of clothing for the Army
enlisted men of the Regular
Ret
cr,ular tue, etc.
, including enlisted
Army Reserve and retired enlisted men when ordered to active duty,
for members
members of
the Reserve
Reserve Officers
Officers Training
issue and
and for
of the
Training Corps;
Corps; for
for issue
for
sale at cost price
according to the
price according
regulations; for
the Army
Army regulations;
for payment
payment for
for
clothing not drawn due to enlisted men on discharge; for
for altering
and
altering and
fitting clothing
clothing and
and cleaning
when necessary;
necessary; for
and washing
washing and
cleaning when
for equipequipment -and repair
repair of equipment
equipment of laundries,
laundries, dry-cleaning
dry-cleaning plants,
plants,
salvage and sorting storehouses, hat repairing
repairing shops,
repair
shops, shoe
shoe repair
shops, clothing
clothing repair shops, and garbage reduction
reduction works; for equiEquipage.
equi- Equipage.
of toilet
toilet articles,
page, including authorized
authorized issues of
barbers' and
tailors'
articles, barbers'
and tailors'
materials,
confined at military
materials, for use of general
general prisoners
prisoners confined
military posts withallowances and applicants
out pay or allowances
applicants for
enlistment while
held under
under
for enlistment
whileheld
observation; issue of toilet kits to recruits upon their first enlistment,
enlistment,
Army; for expenses
and issue of housewives to the Army;
expenses of
of packing
packing and
and
handling,
necessaries; for a
handling, and similar necessaries;
citizens outer
outer clot
a suit
suit of citizens
clothing,
$15, to be issued upon release from
to cost not exceeding
exceeding $15,
confinement
from confinement
to each
a court-martial
each prisoner
prisoner who has been confined
confined under a
court-martial sendishonorable discharge..
discharge; to each
tence involving
involving dishonorable
enlisted man
coneach enlisted
man convicted by civil court
courtfor
an offense
in a
penifor an
offense resulting
resulting in
in confinement
confinement in
a penitentiary or other civil prison; and to each enlisted man ordered
ordered
interned
interned by reason of the fact that he is an alien enemy, or, for the
same reason,
discharged without internment;
internment; for
for indemnity
indemnity to
reason, discharged
to offioffi- Tldemity
IndoinnitY for des r
cers
men of
Army for
clothing and
cers and
and men
of the
the Army
for clothing
and bedding,
bedding, and
and so
so forth,
forth, strayed
oyed clott.ire
clothing.
destroyed since April 22,
22, 1898, by order of medical
medical officers
of the
officers of
the
Army for sanitary reasons, $20,000,000.
$20,000,000.
HORSES FOR
FOR C
CAVALRY,
ERY,
ArTILL
A)N SO Fownt.
ENGINEERS,
FOBTH.
HORSES
AVALRY, ARTILLERY,
ENGLNEERS AND

ose
H°
.rsea•

For
the purchase
purchase of horses
horse of ages, sex, and size as may be; proFor the

P
Purchase.
rch ase-

scribed
scribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
arfor
f
or remounts,
remount
s,
f
or o
fficerseen
. to
of W
War
for
ofic
ntitled
public mounts for the Cavalry,
Cavalry, Artillery, Signal Corps, and Engineers,
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the United States Military Academy,
schools, and
Academy, service
service schools,
and staff
staff colleges and for the Indian
Indian Scouts, and for such Infantry
Infantry and members
of the Medical Department in
campaigns as
in field campaigns
as may be
be required
required to
Provisos.
be
mounted, and
and the
the expenses
incident thereto,
thereto, $2,500,000:
Pro$2,500,000: Proexpenses incident
be mounted,
Prions.
Limitation.
vided,
the number
of horses
horses purchased
purchased under
this appropriaappropriavided, That
That the
number of
under this
tion added to
limited to
tion,
to the number
number now
now on
on hand,
hand, shall
shall be
be limited
to the
the actual
actual
neeis
reasonable provisions for
for
needs of
of the mounted service,
service, including
including reasonable
remounts, and
unless otherwise
otherwise ordered
the Secretary
War, no
remounts,
and unless
ordered by
by the
Secretary of
of War,
no
out for
horses not
part of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be paid
paid out
for horses
not purchased
purchased
by contract
after competition
competition duly
invited by
by the
the Quartermaster
by
contract after
duly invited
Quartermaster
and
inspection
under
direction
authority
of the
the
Corps
and
an
inspection
under
the
direction
and
authority of
pur
OPen market PurWhen practicable,
practicable, horses
be purchased
in
ce
Secretary of
of War.
War. When
horses shall
shall be
purchased in
- Secretary
chases. market
open
market at
military posts or stations,
at a
a
open market
at all military
stations, when
when needed,
needed, at
maximum
Secretary of War: Provided
Provided
maximum price to be fixed by the Secretary
Standard
standard required. further,
further, That no part of this appropriation shall be expended
expended for the
purchase
purchase of any
any horse
horse below
below the
the standard set by Army Regulations
Regulations
for Cavalry and Artillery
Artillery horses, except when
when purchased
purchased as remounts
instruction of cadets
or for instruction
cadets at the
the United States
States Military Academy:
Academy:
Polo ponies.
l ps
And provided
provided further,
further, That no part of this appropriation
approriation shall be
expended for
ponies except
Academy,
expended
for polo
polo ponies
except for
for West
West Point
Point Military
Military Academy,
and
such pomes
pomes shall
not be
be used
any other
other place.
and such
shall not
used at
at any
place.
Barracks and quarBarracks
ters.
ters

BARRACKS AND
AND QUARTERS.
BARRACKS
QUARTERS.

For barracks, quarters,
quarters, stables, storehouses,
storehouses, magazines,
magazines, adminisadministration
office buildings,
buildings, sheds,
shops, and
necestration and
and office
sheds, shops,
and other
other buildings
buildings necessary
sary for
for the
shelter of
stores, and
and for
the shelter
of troops,
troops, public
public animals,
animals, and
and stores,
for
administration
purposes, except
except those
those pertaining
the Coast
administration purposes,
pertaining to
to the
Coast
Artillery; for
for construction
construction of
of reclamation
Artillery;
reclamation plants;
plants; for
for constructing
constructing
and
public buildings
at military
military posts;
posts; for
hire of
of employees;
and repairing
repairing public
buildings at
for hire
employees;
for rental
of the
quarters for
includfor
rental of
the authorized
authorized allowance
allowance of
of quarters
for officers,
officers, including members
members of
of the
Officers' Reserve
ordered to
the Officers'
Reserve Corps
Corps when
when ordered
to active
active
duty, on
duty with
with the
and stations
duty,
on duty
the troops
troops at
at posts
posts and
stations where
where no
no public
public
quarters are
of barracks
of quarquarquarters
are available;
available; of
barracks or
or authorized
authorized allowance
allowance of
ters
for noncommissioned
enlisted men
on duty
ters for
noncommissioned officers
officers and
and enlisted
men on
duty where
where
public quarters
are not
not available,
including enlisted
enlisted men
of the
public
quarters are
available, including
men of
the
Regular
Army Reserve,
Reserve, retired
Regular Army
enlisted men,
and members
members of
of the
the
retired enlisted
men, and
Corps when
when ordered
ordered to
enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps
to active
active duty;
duty; for
grounds for
for
for grounds
cantonments
sites, and
other military
and for
buildcantonments,2 camp
camp sites,
and other
military purposes,
purposes, and
for buildings or
or portions
portions of
of buildings
buildings for
for occupation
occupation by
as
by troops,
troops, for
for use
use as
stables,
stables, storehouses, and
and offices,
and for
military purposes;
purposes;
offices, and
for other
other military
for the
hire of
the hire
of recruiting
recruiting stations
lodgings for
for recruits;
recruits; for
for such
stations and
and lodgings
such
furniture
the public
messes and
officers'
furniture for
for the
public rooms
rooms of
of officers'
officers' messes
and for
for officers'
quarters at
military posts
posts as
as may
may be
be approved
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
quarters
at military
approved by
by the
War; for wall lockers in permanent
permanent barracks
barracks and
refrigerators in
in
and refrigerators
barracks and
and quarters;
quarters; for
for screen doors,
barracks
window screens,
doors
doors, window
screens, storm
storm doors
and
and sash,
sash, and
and window
window shades
offices, and
and quarters,
quarters, and
and
shades for
for barracks,
barracks, offices,
Guard in
Guard
in for flooring and framing for tents, and for the National.
National Guard when
when
called
or drafted
into the
the service of the United
called or
drafted into
United States, $7,500,000.
$7,500,000.

eContructin,
repair,
etc.
'repair,

National
National
rv
service.
se ice.

Post exchanges.
Construction, equipip

mentTcn,
ment, etc.

equ

Recreation
buildRecreation
buildings.
Vol. 32, p. 2S2.
Camp recreation
recreation exCamp
expenses.

o. 32, p. 22.

MILITARY
EXCHANGES.
MIrrTARY POST
POST EXCHANGES.

For continuing
the construction,
continuing the
maintenance of
of
construction, equipment,
equipment, and
and maintenance

suitable
suitable buildings at
a tmilitary
mili tary posts and stations for the conduct of the
exchange, school, library,
library, reading,
reading, lunch,
amusement room
s,
an d
post exchange,
lunch, amusement
rooms,
and
gymnasium, including repairs to buildings erected at
gymnasium,including
private cost,
in
at private
cost, in

the
operation of
the Act
approved May
31, 1902, for
rental of
of
the operation
of the
Act approved
May 31,
for the
the rental
films, purchase
films,
purchase of slides, supplies
supplies for and making repairs to movingpicture outfits, and for similar and other recreational
at
recreational purposes at
training and mobilization
mobilization camps
camps now established, or which may be
be
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hereafter
hereafter established,
established, and for
such purposes
enumerated above
above as
for such
purposes not
not enumerated
as
Secretary of War may deem
the Secretary
advisable, to
to be
be expended
expended in
deem advisable,
in the
the
under the direction
discretion and under
of the
Secretary of
direction of
the Secretary
of War,
War, $675,000.
$675,000.
BARRACKS
B
ARRACKS AND
AND QUARTERS,
QUARTERS, PHILIPPINE
PHILIPPINE I
SLANDS.
ISLANDS.

Philippine Islands.

Philippine Islands

Continuing the
the work
of providing
work of
providing for
for the
the proper
proper shelter
shelter and
and protegai
rrae
orA
ks s
y
ni
d
n. quarpro- terBsfor
Akrmyin.q

tection of officers and enlisted men
the Army
Army of
of the
United States
men of
of the
the United
States
lawfully on
in the
Islands, including
including repairs
and payon duty in
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
repairs and
payment of rents, the acquisition of title to
sites, and
and such
to building
building sites,
such addiadditions to existing
reservations as
as may
existing military
military reservations
may be
be necessary,
necessary, and
and
including also shelter for the animals
animals and
all other
other
and supplies,
supplies, and
and all
buildings necessary
post administration
necessary for post
administration purposes,
purposes, and
and for
for shelter
shelter
and repair
repair thereof,
thereof, and
rentals for
for the
the United
troops in
China,
and
and rentals
United States
States troops
in China,
$250,000.
$250,000.

ROADS, WALKS,
WALKS, WHARVES,
AND DRAINAGE.
DRAINAGE.
ROADS,
WHARVES, AND
For the
the construction
and
repair
by of
the
Quartermaster
of
roads,
For walks,
construction
and wharves;
andfor
repair
the pay
by
the
employees;
Quartermaster
for theCorps,
Corps,
disposal
of

roads, walks, and wharves; for the pay of employees; for the disposal
for dredging
channels; and
and for
for care
and improvement
of
of drainage;
drainage; for
dredging channels;
care and
improvement of
grounds at
posts and
and stations,
$4,000,000.
at Military
military posts
stations, $4,000,000.
CONSTRUCTION
REPAIR
HOSPITALS.
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND R
EPAIR OF
OF HOSPITALS.

For
construction and
military posts
For construction
and repair
repair of
of hospitals
hospitals at
at military
posts already
already
established and occupied,
occupied, including
including the extra-duty
enlisted
extra-duty pay of enlisted
men employed on the same, and including also all expenditures
expenditures for
construction
construction and repairs required at the Army and
and Navy Hospital
at Hot Springs, Arkansas, and
and repair
and for the
the construction
construction and
repair of
of
general hospitals
hospitals and expenses incident
general
incident thereto, and for additions
needed
terneeded to meet the requirements
requirements of increased garrisons,
garrisons, and for temporary hospitals
and cantonments;
hospitals in standing camps and
for the
the alteracantonments; for
alteration of permanent
permanent buildings at posts for use as hospitals, construction
construction
and repairs of temporary
temporary hospital buildings at permanent
permanent posts, contemporary general hospitals, rental or purstruction and repair of te.mporary
chase of grounds, and rental and
for use
use for
for
and alteration of buildings
for
hospital purposes
purposes in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, for use
during the existing emergency,
emergency, including
including necessary
necessary temporary
temporary quarquarters for hospital personnel, outbuildings, heating and laundry
laundry appaapparatus, plumbing, water and sewers,
sewers, and electric
electric work,
work, cooking
cooking appaapparatus, and roads and walks for the same, $5,000,000.
$5,000,000.

QUARTERS

QUARTERS FOR
FOR HOSPITAL
HosPrrAL S
TEWARDS.
STEWARDS.

Troops
Troops in
in China.
china.
Roads, wharves,
Roads,
wharves, etc.
etc.
pairs"ecto"
'
paConstruction,

Hospitals.
Hospitals.
Cosn=ctton, re.
re

-

pair
parSettion

TemIxearYhMitalS
Temporaryhospitals
a
t
camps, etc.

at

s,etc.

Emergency use.
Emergency
use.

Quarters for hospital
usrtews for hopit
stewards.

etc.
For construction and repair of quarters
quarters for hospital stewards
stewards at Construction,
Constrution,.et-

military posts already
already established
established and occupied,
occupied, including the extraduty pay of enlisted men employed on the same, $20,000.
$20,000.
S
HOOTING GALLERIES
GAIT,PRIES AND
RANGES.
SHOOTING
AND RANGES.

For shelter, grounds,
small-arms
grounds, shooting galleries,
galleries ranges
ranges for small-arms
machine-gun practice,
target practice, machine-gun
practi ce ,field-artillery
practice, repairs,
field-artillery practice,
repairs,
incident thereto,
including flour
and expenses
expenses incident
thereto, including
flour for
for paste
marking
paste for
for marking
targets, hire of employees,
be open
employees, such ranges
ranges and galleries to be
open as
as
(Guard and organized rifle clubs
far as practicable
practicable to the National Guard
Secretary of War, $100,000.
under regulations
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
$100,000.
CLAIMS
DAMAGES TO
TO AND
PRIVATE
CLAIMS FOR
FOR DAMAGES
AND Loes
LOEB OF
OF P
RIVATE PROPERTY.
PROPERTY.•

Shooting
Shooting
and ranggaes.
ranges.

galleries
galleries

Expenses.
Expenses.

et

da
'
r
mar
aget
ges.Practke2 °ix"
doages."
.

For payment
payment of claims for damages
and loss
lose of
private property
damages to
to and
ofprivate
property prPivaitteapgreolpaeW°r'
prite pforp
to

incident to the training, practice,
practice, operation, or maintenance
maintenance of the

to
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Army that have accrued, or may hereafter accrue, from time to time,
to be immediately available and to remain

Army
to be immediately
that have accrued,
available
or may
and to
hereafter
remain accrue,
available
from
until
time
expended:
to time,
expended:
until
available

Prods&
Settlement,
etc.
settleent, etc.

Provided, That
That settlement
settlement of
be made
made by
by the
.Auditor
the Auditor
shall be
claims shall
such claims
of such
Provided,

Army
Army War
War College.
uolege.

for
War Department,
Department, upon
upon the
the approval
approval and recommendation
recommendation of
for the
the War
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
where the
damages has been ascerthe amount of damages
War, where
the
tained by
the War
War Department,
and payment
thereof will
accepted
will be accepted
payment thereof
Department, and
by the
tained
by
the owners
owners of
of the
satisfaction of such damages,
property in full satisfaction
the property
by the
$40,000.
$40,000.
MAINTENANCE,
ARMY W
AR COLLEGE.
COLLEGE.
WAR
MAINTENANCE, ARMY
For supplying
supplying the
the necessary
for heating the Army War College
fuel for
necessary fuel
For
Building
Washington Barracks and for lighting the building and
at Washington
Building at
$1,400; and assistant
at $1,400;
grounds;
also for
of a
achief
chief engineer,
engineer, at
pay of
for pay
grounds; also
each;
engineer,
at $1,000;
$1,000; carpenter,
$1,000; four
four firemen,
firemen, at
at $720
$720 each;
at $1,000;
carpenter, at
engineer, at
one elevator
elevator conductor,
at $720;
$14,620.
$720; $14,620.
conductor, at
one

Maintenance.
Maintenance.

R,ENT OF BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, QUARTERIASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
CORES.
RENT

Rent.
Bent

For rent of buildings
buildings and parts of buildings
building's in the District of
Columbia
military purposes
purposes during
during the
the fiscal
year 1920,
$75,000:
1920, $75,000:
fiscal year
for military
Columbia for
Proviso.
appropriation shall
be available
if space
is
space is
available if
shall not
not be
this appropriation
That this
Provided, That
if Provided,
available if
Not available
Not
owned
space
by the
the Public
Public Buildings Commission in Government
Government owned
rovided
Go- provided
provided in Govspace provided
ernment
uildings
ernment buildings.
buildings.
buildings.
Vocational training.
VOCATIONAL
TRAINING.
Vocational
VOCATIONAL T
RAINING.

Buildings
,
in District of Columbia.

i

tButUdn tJ

Instructors,

tools,
Inttso7m~,etc. tools,

equipment,

VoL3a,p.186.

L39,p.

Civilian military
Military inInstruction.

struction.

Expenses
Expenses
ranges
for.
ranges for,

of
of

rifle

proviso.
Prori.o.
Desienition of
of Stat
State,
Desienat/on
etc.,
teams.
etc., teams.

instructors in the
necessary civilian instructors
For the
the employment
employment of the necessary
most
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of carpenter's,
carpenter's, machinist's,
machinist's,
trades, for
important trades,
most important
may be
mason's,
electrician's, and
such other
equipment as may
and equipment
tools and
other tools
and such
mason's, electrician's,
for
required,
including machines
with the
trades, for
the trades,
connection with
in connection
used in
machines used
required, including
the purchase
purchase of
and other
other supplies
necessary for
for instruction
instruction
supplies necessary
material and
of material
the
of such
such buildings
and training
purposes and
and the
buildings needed
needed
construction of
the construction
training purposes
and
and shelter
for
vocational training
training in
in agriculture
agriculture for
for shops,
shelter
storage, and
shops, storage,
for vocational
of machinery
machinery as
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out
the provisions
of secsecprovisions of
out the
may be
as may
of
in addition
tion
27 of
of the
approved June
1916, authorizing,
authorizing, in
addition
3, 1916,
June 3,
Act approved
the Act
tion 27
means
to
military training
training of
of soldiers
soldiers while
while in
in the
the active
active service, means
the military
to the
study and receive instruction
for
securing an
to study
instruction upon
opportunity to
an opportunity
for securing
educational
lines of
such character
to increase
military effieffitheir military
increase their
as to
character as
of such
educationallines
life better
better equipped for inciency
and enable
them to
to civil life
return to
to return
enable them
ciency and
this
of this
part of
dustrial, commercial,
and general
business occupations,
occupations, part
general business
commercial, and
dustrial,
or
instruction
consist of
vocational education
education either
either in
agriculture or
in agriculture
of vocational
to consist
instruction to
the mechanic
arts, $2,000,000.
$2,000,000.
mechanic arts,
the
RIFLE RANGES
SUPPLIES
AND SERVICES
QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER S
UPPLIES AND
SERVICES FOR
FOR RIFLE
RANGES FOR
FOR
CIVILIAN
INSTRUCTION.
C
IVILIAN I
NSTRUCTION.

To establish
maintain indoor and outdoor rifle ranges for the
establish and maintain
To
use
able-bodied males capable of bearing arms, under reasonof all able-bodied
use of
to be prescribed by the National Board for Promoregulations to
able regulations
approved by the Secretary of War; for
Rifle Practice, and approved
tion of Rifle
the employment
of labor
connection with the establishment
establishment of outin connection
labor in
the
employment of
ranges, including
including labor in operating
operating targets; for
door and indoor rifle ranges,
the
employment of instructors,
instructors, for clerical
clerical services; for badges and
the employment
transportation of employees, instructors, and
other insignia; for the transportation
materials, supcivilians to
purchase of materials,
in practice;
practice; for the purchase
to engage
engage in
civilians
plies,
expenses incidental
incidental to instruction of citiand services, and for expenses
plies, and
zens
marksmanship, to be expended
expended under
zens of the United States in marksmanship,
the
direction of
Secretary of
and to remain available until
of War
War and
of the
the Secretary
the direction
expended, $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That the governors of the States,
expended,
Territories, or
the Board of Commissioners of the District of Columor the
Territories,
bia may
respective States,
team shall represent their respective
which team
may designate which
bia
Territories, or District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Territories,
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QUARTERMASTER SUPPLIES,
SUPPLIES, EQULIPMENT,
EQUIPMENT, AND
AND SO
SO FORTH,
QUARTEBMASTER
FORTH, RESERVE
RESERVE
OFFICERS'
TRAINING C
ORPS.Corps.
CORPS.
OFFICERS' TRAINING

Reserve
aeserve
Training

Officers'
Oer
iers'

For
the procurement
and issue,
issue, under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
may be
For the
procurement and
as may
supbe pQiUtermase.
1
9e
uartet
rmager
su
t
E
0
1
.vs
ilag! c"
prescribed
Secretary of
to institutions
at which
or
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
of War,
War, to
institutions at
which one
one or
having.
uni
vol. 39, p. 191.
Vol.
more
Reserve Officers'
more units
units of
of the
the Reserve
Officers' Training
Training Corps
Corps are maintained,
maintained,
such
uniforms, equipment,
and means
means of
transportasuch public
public animals, uniforms,
equipment, and
of transportation as
may deem
deem necessary,
and to
the expense
expense of
of the
the
tion
as he
he may
necessary, and
to forage
forage at
at the
United States
States public
public animals
animals so
issued; for
for transporting
animals
United
so issued;
transporting said
said animals
and other
other authorized
equipment from
issue to
and
authorized equipment
from place
place of
of issue
to the
the several
several Training camps.
institutions and
and return
same to
of issue
issue when
for
institutions
return of
of same
to place
place of
when necessary;
necessary; for
the maintenance
maintenance of
of camps
camps for
practical instruction
instruction of
the
the
for the
the further
further practical
of the
members of
of the
the Reserve
Corps, and
and for
for transporttransportmembers
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps,
ing members
of such
to and
camps, and
to subsist
subsist
and to
ing
members of
such corps
corps to
and from
from such
such camps,
them
traveling to
to and
and from
from such
such camps
camps and
and while
while remaining
remaining Commutation
them while
while traveling
Commutationofsubof subtherein so
therein
will permit;
permit; for
of corncom- sistence. p. 193.
far as
as appropriations
so far
appropriations will
for the
the payment
payment of
mutation of
of subsistence
the senior
senior division
the
of the
division of
of the
mutation
subsistence to
to members
members of
such rate, not exceeding
Reserve
Officers' Training
Fraining Corps,
exceeding the cost
cost
Reserve Officers'
Corps, at such
of the
the garrison
ration prescribed
for the
as authorized
the
authorized in
in the
prescribed for
the Army,
Army, as
of
garrison ration
Act
June 3,
3, 1916,
$4,000,000.
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
1916, $4,000,000.
QUARTERMASrEtt S
UPPLIES FOR
CHOOLS
QUARTERMASTER
SUPPLIES
FOR MILITARY
MILTARY EQUIPXENT
EQUIPMENT OF
OF S
SCHOOLS

Schools and colleges.

choolsandcolleges.

AND
AND COLLEGES.

For the procurement
procurement and supply as provided
provided in section 56 of the piQuatermaster
lasuarf
te
r
rpt
aseT sag;
g
ther.° t
raining
Act
Congress approved
approved June
1916, of
of such
tentage and
and equipof Congress
Act of
June 3,
3, 1916,
such tentage
equip- oter.
Vol.339, p. 197.
ment,
including the
the transporting
transporting of
of same,
same, as
as the
of War
War
ment, including
the Secretary
Secretary of
shall
necessary for
for proper
proper military
training to
colshall deem
deem necessary
military training
to schools
schools and
and colVol. 39, p. 19
192.
leges other
other than
than those
provided for
for in
47 of
the Act
above Vo.l39,p.
of the
Act above
leges
those provided
in section
section 47
referred to, $100.
referred
$100.
Storage and ship.
facilities.
ping facilities.

STORAGE AND SHIPPING FACILITIES.

Inland and port.

storage, including all necessary
For inland and port storage,
necessary buildings, Ilndandport.
docks, tracks, ban
• and other facilities for Government
handling
Government supplies,
including
rentals and
and hire
"re of
of the
the necessary
employees, $30,000,000.
$30,000,000.
including rentals
necessary employees,
That all the money hereinbefore
hereinbefore designated under the titles "Subti Gnsener?LaWepneraua'rtoper
"Sub- tio
P
r
ngs
rc tt
i
l:
sistence
of the
Army," "Regular
Quarternaaster Corps," Co213
3
.41;rropriatons
priarions
sistence of
the Army,"
"Regular supplies,
supplies, Quartermaster
e
des"Incidental
expenses, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,"
o the
ignated°83"Incidental expenses,
Corps," "Transportation
'Transportation of
the ignaptepdropat
dsArmy and its supplies,"
posts,"
supplies," "Water and sewers at military
military posts,"
"Clothing and camp and garrison
equipage" shall be disbursed and
"Clothing
garrison equipage"
approprations, Quartermaster
accounted for as 'General
"General appropriations,
Quartermaster Corps,"
and for that purpose shall constitute
constitute one fund.
Medical Department.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

eca

DzrAirrarawr.
MEDICAL AND llosPrral.
HosPrrTL DI)EP
TMKNT.
For the
and
purchase
For the manufacture
manufacture
and manufacture
medical
hospital and
suppurchase of
of medical
medical and hospital
sup-

disinfectants for military posts, camps,
camps, hospitals, hosplies, including disinfectants

pital ships, and transports,
transports, for laundry work for enlisted
enlisted men and

Medical and hospital
supplies, etc. hospital
supplies,etc.
Mosquito
o
Mosquit

destruc-

tion.
Army nurses while patients in aahospital,
hospital, and supplies required for o
mosquito destruction in and about military posts in the Canal Zone:
Zone: Provisos.
mbnlainces.
Provided,
Secretary of War may, in his discretion,
discretion, select Motor
Provided, That the Secretary
Motor arnbulanPes.
types and makes of motor ambulances
ambulances for the Army and authorize
authorize
their purchase
purchase without regard to the laws prescribing advertisement
advertisement
for proposals
proposals for supplies and materials for the Army; for the purchase
chase of veterinary
veterinary supplies
supplies and hire of veterinary
veterinary surgeons;
surgeons; for ex- Private
rivate treatment,
penses of medical supply depots; for medical
medical caret
treatment not etc.
care and treatment
etc.
otherwise provided
provided for, including care and subsistence
subsistence in private hoshoeotherwise

44281°-21----1O
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pitals, of
of officers,
officers, enlisted
enlisted men,
men, and
civilian employees of the Army
and civilian
pitals,
other perof applicants
applicants for
for enlistment,
and other
war and
of war
prisoners of
of prisoners
and of
enlistment, and
of
thereto
sons
in the
the military
military custody
custody or
or confinement,
confinement, when
when entitled
entitled thereto
sons in
Not applicable
while by law
this shall not
That this
further,
Provided
regulation,
law,
while
applicable
Not
,
regulation,
or
contract:
Provided
further,
not
on furlough, etc.
io officers
enlisted men
hosprivate hosin private
treated in
are treated
who are
men who
and enlisted
officers and
apply to
ses. apply
onUrouds
Contagious diseases pitals or by civilian physicians
the proper
while on
on furlough;
furlough; for the
proper care
cntago diseases pitas or by civilian physicians while
expenses.
the Army or
and treatment
epidemic and
and contagious
contagious diseases
diseases in
in the
of epidemic
treatment of
and
at military
military posts
posts or
or stations,
stations including
including measures to prevent the spread
at
prothereof, and
and the
the payment
damages not
not otherwise
otherwise proreasonable damages
of reasonable
payment of
thereof,
destroyed in such
or destroyed
vided for,
for, for
for bedding
and clothing
clothing injured
injured or
bedding and
vided
including
prevention;
the pay
of male
female nurses,
nurses, not
not including
and female
male and
pay of
for the
prevention; for
the
Corps (female),
of cooks,
cooks, and
employed
civilians employe
other civilians
and other
and of
(female), and
Nurse Corps
the Nurse
regulations
soldiers, under such regulations
fixing
the proper
proper care of sick officers and soldiers
the
for
fixing their
qualifications, assignments,
and allowances
allowances
pay, and
assignments, pay,
number, qualifications,
their number,
fixing
as
shall have
been or
the Secretary
War;
of War;
Secretary of
by the
prescribed by
be prescribed
shall be
or shall
have been
as shall
for the
pay of
of civilian
civilian physicians
physicians employed
employed to
physically
examine physically
to examine
the pay
for
applicants for
enlistment and
and enlisted
enlisted men; and to render
render other profor enlistment
applicants
authority; for the
fessional
services from
from time
time under
under proper
proper authority;
to time
time to
fessional services
the payment
for the
pay of
of other
of the
the Medical
Department; for
payment
Medical Department;
employees of
other employees
pay
of express
compames and local transfers
transfers employed directly by the
express compames
of
Medical
for the
transportation of
of medical
and hospital
hospital
medical and
the transportation
Department for
Medical Department
analysis; for supfor analysis;
supplies, including
including bidders'
and water
water for
samples and
bidders' samples
supplies,
plies for
for use
teaching the
art of
cooking to
the enlisted
enlisted force of
to the
of cooking
the art
in teaching
use in
plies
Hot Springs, Ark.,
H.ot Springs, Ark,
hospital.

ospl

ZONE
HOSPITAL CAIE,
CARE, Cam
ONE GARRISONS.
GARRISONS.
CANAL Z
HosPrrAL

Canal Zone.
Zone.
Care of troops, etc.,
troops,
in.

etc.,

are of

Proviso.

Subsistence
Sbisnce
ments.
ments.

the
Department; for the supply of the Army and Navy HosMedical Department;
the Medical

g,
b ing,
pital at Hot Springs, Arkansas;
Arkansas; for advertising, print
printing ' bin
binding,
laundry , and
all other
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of the MediMediother necessary
and all
laundry,
cal
$4,500,000.
Department, $4,500,000.
cal Department,

pay-pay

exclusive
For paying
the Panama
Panama Canal
such reasonable
reasonable charges,
charges, exclusive
Canal such
paying the
For

Secretary of War, for
of subsistence,
for
approved by the Secretary
be approved
as may be
subsistence, as
of
caring in
in its
military prisoners,
prisoners, and
officers, enlisted men, military
hospitals for officers,
its hospitals
caring

civilian employees
the Army
Army admitted
thereto upon
upon the
of
request of
the request
admitted thereto
of the
employees of
civilian
proper military
authority: Provided,
of the
the
subsistence of
the subsistence
That the
Provided, That
military authority:
proper

said, patients,
patients, except
commissioned officers,
officers, shall be paid to said
except commissioned
said
hospitals
appropriation for subsistence of the Army at the
of the appropriation
hospitals out of
rates
provided therein
patients
commutation of rations for enlisted patients
therein for commutation
rates provided
in
general
hospitals,
$50,000.
$50,000.
hospitals,
general
in
lospiReed
Valter
Walter Reed HospiFor the purchase
Land for
and other
other purposes:
purchase of land
purposes: For
hospital and
for hospital
I).. c.
C.
Land
tal,Additional
adjoining
General Hospital, District of ColumReed
Walter
the
to
contiguous
Walter
General
contiguous
ddirionalajoiit,.g
land,
for
museum,
etc.
w.
ba
lond, for museum

final
for the final
more or less, for
bia,
and nine-tenths
nine-tenths acres,
acres, more
twenty-six and
bia, twenty-six
location
General's Library,
of the Army Medical Museum, the Surgeon General's
location of
improvements now on the
and the
the Army
Medical School, and for the improvements
Army Medical
and
land
$350,000.
purchased, $350,000.
land to be purchased,

Post, p.. 456..
Post,

Medical Museum.
Medical

spei--sPec'

Preserving
Preserving
mens, etc.
mens,
Surgeon
Siurzeon
Library.

General's
General's

LIBRARY.
ARMY MEDICAL
AND LIBRARY.
MUSEUM AND
MEDICAL MUSEUM
ABxMY

For Army Medical
Medical Museum,
Museum, preservation
preservation of specimens, and the
preparation and
specimens, $10,000.
$10,000.
purchase of new specimens,
and purchase
preparation
S
URGEON GENERAL'S
LIBRARY.
GENERAL'S LIBRARY.
SUGTEON

Purchase of books,
Prchehe
etc.

of the Surgeon
e General's
ofice, including
For the library of
General's office,
including the pur$20,000.
chase of
necessary books
and periodicals,
periodicals, $20,000.
reference and
of reference
books of
the necessary
of the
chase

Insular Affairs
BuAffairs BuInsular
reau.
reaul

BUREAU OF INSULAR
INSULAR AFFAIRS.
BUREAU

of

Care of insane solCare

diers.
diers.

Philippine Islands.

SOLDIEBS.
C
ARE OF
OF LNS.ANE
LNSANE FnLPLro
FILIPLNO S
OLDIERS.
CARE
For
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
treatment at
at asylums
in the
Philippine
the Philippine
asylums in
and treatment
For care,
Islands of
of insane
natives of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands cared for in such
insane natives
Islands
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institutions
Vo 1. 35, p. 122.
institutions conformable
conformable to the Act of
Congress approved
May 11,
of Congress
approved May
11, Vol35,p.122.
1908, $1,000.
$1,000.

CARE
OF INSANE
SOLDIERS,
PORTO
C
ARE OF
INSANE S
OLDIERS, P
ORTO RICO
RICO REGIMENT
OF I
NFANTRY.
REGIMENT OF
INFANTRY.

care, maintenance,
For care,
maintenance, and
and treatment
atasylums
as yl ums in
i
n Porto'Rico
Por t
o Rico of
treatment at
of

insane soldiers of the Porto
Regiment of
of Infantry,
$100.
Porto Rico
Rico Regiment
Infantry, $100.
ENGINEER
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER
DEPOTS.
ENGINEER DEPOTS.

For incidental expenses
expenses for
for the
the depots,
depots, including
mcluding fuel,
lights,
fuel, lights,

chemicals,
chemicals, stationery, hardware, machinery,
machinery, pay
clerks,
pay of
of civilian
civilian clerks,
mechanics, laborers, and other employees,
employees, extra-duty
extra-duty pay
pay to
to soldiers
soldiers
necessarily employed
employed for periods not
not less
than ten
days as
as artificers
less than
ten days
artificers on
on
work in addition to and not strictly in the line
of their
their military
line of
military duties,
duties,
such as carpenters, blacksmiths, draftsmen,
draftsmen, printers,
printers, lithographers,
lithographers,
photographers, engine drivers, telegraph
telegraph operators,
photographers,
operators, teamsters,
teamsters,
wheelwrights, masons, machinists, painters,
painters, overseers,
overseers, laborers;
laborers; for
for
lumber and materials
materials and for labor for packing
packing and
engineer
and crating
crating engineer
supplies; repairs
repairs of, and for materials to
to repair,
public buildings,
buildings,
repair, public
machinery,
machinery, and instruments,
instruments, and
for unforeseen
and for
unforeseen expenses,
expenses, $100.
$100.
ENGINEER
ENGINEER SCHOOL.
SCHOOL.

Porto
Porto Rico.
Ri"o

Engineer DepartEngineerDepart-

ment.

Depots.
Depots.
Incidental expenses.
Incidental
expenses

School,
C.
School, D.
D.C.

Equipment
n
t
Equipment and maintenance
Equipment
maintenance of
of the
eer S
choo l, including
including maintemance.
and
the Engin
Engineer
School,
mainqtnm'ee
and
purchase and repair of instruments, machinery, implements,
implements, models,
models,
school and
and materials for the use of the school
and for
for instruction
engineer
instruction of
of engineer
troops in their special duties as sappers
sappers and
and miners;
miners; for
for land
land mining,
mining,
pontoniering, and signaling;
purchase and
signaling; for purchase
of professional
and binding
binding of
professional
works and periodicals
works
periodicals of recent date treating
military and
treating on
on military
and civil
civil
engineering
engineering and kindred scientific subjects
subjects for
library of
the
for the
the library
of the
United States Engineer School;
incidental expenses
School; for incidental
of the
school, Incidental
expenses.
expenses of
the school,
Incidentalexpense
including chemicals
chemicals, stationery, hardware,
hardware, machinery,
including
machinery, and
an dboats;
boa t
s; f
or
for
clerks, draftsmen,
pay of civilian
civilian clerk;,
draftsmen, electricians,
and laborers;
laborers;
electricians, mechanics,
mechanics, and
compensation of civilian
payment of
compensation
civilian lecturers and payment
of tuition
tuition fees
fees of
of
student officers
officers at civil technical
technical institutions;
institutions; for
for unforeseen
unforeseen expenses;
expenses;
for travel expenses
expenses of officers on journeys
journeys approved
approved by
Secretary Travel expeses
expenses.
by the
the Secretary
of
0 °. of mileage,
made for the purpose
instruction: Provided,
of War
War and
and made
purpose of
of instruction:
Provided, That
That the
the int
IPnf
°u of
leage
traveling
traveling expenses
expenses herein provided for shall be in
mileage and
and etc.
etc.
in lieu of
of mileage
other
and to provide
other allowances;
allowances; and
provide means for the theoretical
theoretical and
and pracpractical instruction at the Engineer
Engineer School
School by
by: the
Textbooks, etc.
etc.
the purchase
purchase of
of textbooks,
textbooks, Textbooks,
books of reference,
scientific and professional
professional papers,
books
reference, scientific
papers, and
for other
other
and for
absolutely necessary expenses, $50,000.
$50,000.

ENGLNEER
EQUIPMENT OF
TBOOPS.
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT
OF T
ROOPS.

Equipment
troops.
troopa

of
of

For pontoon
For
pontoon material,
material, tools, instruments,
instruments, supplies, and
and appliances
appliances pumateiI
t t.,tet
erV' tools,
t°°12,
p, su
sup
required for use in the engineer equipment of troops, for
for military
military
etc.
surveys, and for engineer
engineer operations
operations in
including the
the purpurin the field,
field, including
chase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of the
the necessary
chase,
motornecessary motorcycles, the
the purchase and preparation
preparation of engineer
cycles,
engineer manuals
manuals and
and proprocurement of
for aareserve
curement
ofspecial paper for same and for
of above
reserve supply
supply of
above
equipment,
$300,000: Provided,
drafts- ProlgraL
equipment, $300,000:
.Provided, That the services
services of skilled draftsproi. •i
In
men, civil
civil engineers,
services as
men,
engineers, and such other services
asthe Secretary
Secre t
aryof
War ofT
XrCileI7,i
'
e rli:
of War
Tofi'
Chief of'L3
nee
mayjdeem
necessary
may
be
employed
may_deem
employed only in the office of
Chief peers"
of the
the Chief
,of
ngineers to carry mto effect
effect the
Of Engineers
the various
for
various appropriations
appropriations for
Engineer
equipment of
troops," "Engineer
"En
gineer equipment
of troops,"
"Engineer operations
0Nretaene In the field,"
field,"
and other military appropriobaus,
ppropriation, tQ be paid from
and
frm such
such ,appropriaa Opi -
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tions: Provided
Provided further,
expenditures on
on this
this account
account for
for
the expenditures
That the
further, That
tions:

Limit.
Limit.
Annual
report.
Annualreport

the fiscal
fiscal year
not exceed
exceed $225,000.
$225,000. The Secretary
Secretary of
shall not
1920 shall
year 1920
the
the
Congress
to
War
shall
each
year,
in
the
annual
estimates,
report
to
Congress
report
estimates,
annual
the
in
War shall each year,
number of
persons who
who are
employed, their
duties, and
and amount
paid
amount paid
their duties,
are employed,
of persons
number
to each..
each.,
to

,ftan.

1
c.ivilia

Civilian assistants.

UFFICERS.
C
IVILIAN ASSISTANTS
ENGINEER OE/
ICERS.
TO ENGINEER
ASSISTANTS TO
CIVILIAN

Surveyors, etc.
etc.
Surveyors,

draftsmen,
For services
services of
of surveyors,
parties, draf
tsmen, photographers,
photographers,
survey parties,
surveyors, survey
For
staffs of division,
master
and clerks
clerks to
to Engineer
officers on
the stalls
on the
Engineer officers
laborers, and
master laborers,
corps, and
and department
department commanders,
$40,000.
commanders, $40,000.
corps,

operations.
Field operations.

THE FIELD.
ENGINEER
IN THE
FIELD.
OPERATIONS IN
ENGINEER OPERATIONS

Expenses.

For expenses incident to military engineer
engineer operations in the field,
such
of material for such
including the
purchase of
of material
material and
and a
areserve
reserve of
the purchase
including
rental of storehouses
operations
construction or
or rental
storehouses within and
the construction
operations, the
outside
of Columbia,
Columbia, the operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
District of
the District
outside this
repair
horse-drawn and
passenger-carrying vehimotor-propelled passenger-carrying
and motor-propelled
of horse-drawn
repair of
provided for under approcles,
and such
are ordinarily
ordinarily provided
as are
expenses as
such expenses
cles, and
Engineer
priations
for
"Engineer
depots,"
"Civilian
assistants to Engineer
assistants
"Civilian
depots,"
"Engineer
for
priations
Department," $3,000,000.
officers," and
and "Maps,
War Department,"
"Maps, War
officers,"

pense.

Plailippine Islands.
Islands.
Philippine
En
gineer contingencontingenEngineer

cies.
des.

and maps.
Surveys and
maps.
Surveys

Eg.xl)e"
ixens

Of preparP
reP
ar-

of

protho.
ffices to
to
offices
ther o
Other
sis.
gist

as-

Alaska.

DEPARTMENT, PHILIPPINE
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT,
CONTINGENCIES,
C
ONTINGENCIES, ENGINEER
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
ISLANDS.

For
contingent expenses
expenses incident
to the operations
operations of the Engineer
Engineer
incident to
For contingent
the discreDepartment m
Islands, to
expended at the
be expended
to be
Philippine Islands,
the Philippine
in the
Department
tion
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, $2,500.
$2,500.
tion of

AND MAPS.
MILITARY
MILITARY SURVEYS
SURVEYS AND
MAPS.
For
For the
the execution
execution of topographic
topographic or other
other surveys, the securing of
preparation
and the preparation
such extra
topographic data
data as
as may
be required,
required, and
may be
extra topographic
such
and
of maps
for military
purposes, to be immedimilitary purposes,
required for
maps required
printing of
and printing
Proately
and remain
available until
until December
December 31, 1920: Proremain available
available and
ately available
Secretary of War is authorized to secure the assistvided, That the Secretary.
of the United States Geological
ance,
Geological Survey,
practicable, of
wherever practicable,
ance, wherever
the Coast
Coast and
and Geodetic
Survey, or
or other
other mapping
mapping agencies of the
Geodetic Survey,
the
funds therefor to them from this
Government
work and
and to
to allot
allot funds
this work
in this
Government in
$200,000.
appropriation,
$200,000.
appropriation,
ROADS,
POST
C
ONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE OF
Or MILITARY
MILITARY AND
AND P
OST ROADS,
AND MAINTENANCE
(CONSTRUCTION
ALASKA.
BRIDGES,
AND TRAILS,
TRAILS, ALASKA.
BRIDGES, AND

A.

anl.
Roods, bridges, art!
Roads,
trails in.

Ordnance
Ordnance
ment.
ment.

1919.
1919.

Depart-

maintenance of military and post
repair, and maintenance
For
construction, repair,
post
For the
the construction,
Alaska, to be immediately
of Alaska,
roads,
bridges, and
immediately
Territory of
trails, Territory
and trails,
roads, bridges,
$100,000.
available, $100,000.
available,
ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
ORDNANCE
SERVICE.
ORDNANCE SERVICE.

Current expenses.

Department in connection
For
the current
current expenses
expenses of
of the
Ordnance Department
connection
the Ordnance
For the
ordnance and ordwith purchasing,
with
purchasing, receiving,
receiving, storing, and issuing ordnance
office duties, rents, tolls, fuel,
and office
nance stores,
police and
comprising police
stores, comprising
nance
typewriters, and adding
light,
stationery, typewriters,
adding
advertising, stationery,
and advertising,
water, and
light, water,
exchange, and office furniture,
including their exchange,
machines,
furniture, tools, and
machines, including
expenses of the Ordnance
instruments of
of service;
for incidental
incidental expenses
Ordnance Servservice; for
instruments
of ordnance,
ice,
attending practical
trials and
and tests
tests of
ordnance, small
practical trials
those attending
and those
ice, and
arms,
and other
other ordnance
publications for libraries of the
ordnance stores; for publications
arms, and
subscriptions
Ordnance Office; subscriptions
Ordnance Department,
Department, including
including the Ordnance
Ordnance
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which may
may be
paid for
for in
advance; and
and payment
payment for
for
to periodicals,
periodicals, which
be paid
in advance;
mechanical
office of
of the
the Chief
of Ordnance;
and for
for mainmainmechanical labor
labor in
in the
the office
Chief of
Ordnance; and
tenance, repair, and
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or
or horse-drawn
and operation
operation of
horse-drawn Provisos.
Proos.

Material to
to be
be of
of
passenger-carrying
vehicles, $7,000,000:
Promded, That
Material
passenger-carrying vehicles,
$7,000,000: Prowled,
That all
all material
material American
American
manufacture.
pm-chased under
the appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the Ordnance
Ordnance Department
Department ture.
purchased
under the
Exception, etc.

this Act
Act shall
manufacture, except
except in
in cases
cases when,
when,
m this
shall be
be of
of American
American manufacture,

Excetion, etc.

in
the judgment
the Secretary
Secretary of
War, it
it is
in the
judgment of
of the
of War,
is to
to the
the manifest
manifest interest
interest
of the
the United
United States
States to
to make
abroad, which
which material
of
make such
such purchases
purchases abroad,
material
Technical services in
shall be
be admitted
free of
of duty:
Provided, That
Chief of
of Ordnance
Ordnance District
shall
admitted free
duty: Provided,
That the
the Chief
Technical
services in
of Columbia.
of
United
States
Army
is
authorized
to
employ
in
the
District
of
of the
the United States Army is authorized to employ in the District of District of Columbia.
Columbia, out
of the
this .Act
for designing,
Columbia,
out of
the appropriations
appropriations made
made in
in this
Act for
designing,
procuring, caring
for, and
supplying ordnance
and ordnance
ordnance stores
stores to
to
procuring,
caring for,
and supplying
ordnance and
the Army,
such services,
other than
than clerical,
clerical, as
as are
necessary for
the
Army, such
services, other
are necessary
for Per diem subsistence.
carrying out
out these
these purposes:
That the
appropriations Per di'emsubstence
carrying
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
the appropriations
herembefore made
made under
the heading
"Ordnance Department"
shall
hereinbefore
under the
heading "Ordnance
Department" shall
be
available for
the payment
of an
allowance not
not to
to exceed
exceed $4
per
be available
for the
payment of
an allowance
$4 per
day
in lieu
subsistence to
to civilian
civilian employees
employees of
the Ordnance
Ordnance
day in
lieu of
of subsistence
of the
Department
on official
business outside
outside of
of the
District of
of
Department traveling
traveling on
official business
the District
Columbia and
and away
away from
from their
their designated
posts of
of duty.
duty.
Cotumbia
designated posts
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE S
TORES, AMMUNITION.
STORES,
AMMUNITION.

Ammunition.

Ammunition.

Manufacture, etc.,of,
Manufacture and
purchase of
small arms
arms and
Manufacture
and purchase
of ammunition
ammunition for
for small
and for
for for
fMnuactueetc.of
small arms.
hand use
use for
supply, ammunition
ammunition for
for burials
the National
National fo
hand
for reserve
reserve supply,
burials at
at the

Soldiers' Home
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, ammunition
ammunition
Soldiers'
Home in Washington,
Washington, District
evening gun
posts prescribed
prescribed
for firing the
the morning
morning and
and evening
gun at
at military
military posts
by.General
Numbered 70,
70, headquarters
by
General Orders, Numbered
headquarters of the
the Army,
Army, dated
dated
Home for Disabled
July 23, 1867, and at National
National Home
Soldiers
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers
and its several branches, including
including National
National Soldiers'
Home at
at
Soldiers' Home

soldiers' and sailors'
sailors' State
Washington, District of Columbia, and soldiers'
homes, $1,600,000.
$1,600,000.
SMAI
TS-A
TARGET
PRACTICE.
S
MALL-ARMS T
ARGET P
RACTICE.

Small arms ttarget
r ge t

practice.
practice.

A
i
Ammunition,
tarammunition, targets, and other gets,
For manufacture
manufacture and purchase
purchase of ammunition,
mqu
Uo,
aretc., for.
accessories for small arms, hand, and machine-gun
machine-gun target practice
and instruction;
instruction; marksmen's
marksmen's medals,
medals, prize arms, and insignia
insignia for all
all
oeducational instiarms of the service; and ammunition,
Toeducationalintammunition, targets,
targets, target materials,
materials, and tutions,
other accessories
which
may be issued for small-arm
accessories
small-arm target practice
practice
'
and instruction at the educational
institutions and State soldiers'
soldiers' and
and
educational institutions
lawfully
sailors' orphans'
orphans' homes to which issues of small arms are lawfully
regulations as
War may
may prescribe,
prescribe,
made, under such regulations
as the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
$50,000.
Manufactureofarms.
MANUFACTURE OF
OF ARMS.
ARMS.
Manufctureofarms.
MANUFACTURE

For manufacturing,
issuing arms at the
manufacturing, repairing, procuring, and issuing
$1,000,000.
national armories, $1,000,000.
ORDNANCE S
STORES
ORDNANCE
TORES AND
AND SUPPLIES.
SUPPLIES.

overhauling, cleaning, repairing,
repairing, and preserving
preserving ordnance
For overhauling,
ordnance and
and
ordnance
ordnance stores in the hands of troops and at the arsenals,
arsenals, posts, and
and
depots; for Infantry, Cavalry, and Artillery
Artillery equipments,
equipments, including
horse equipments
equipments for Cavalry and Artillery,
Artillery, $2,000,000.
$2,000,000.

At armories.
Atarmorie.
Stores and supplies.
StoeSandaupplim
Preserving, etc.

Pr serg'etc

infantry,
1 "etc.,
t ' equip.
meats.
"m[te
i

Rifle contests.
NATIONAL T
TBOPHY
MEDATL FOR
FOB RIFLE
RIFLE CONTESTS.ifecont
NATIONAL
ROPHY' AND
AND MEDALS
CONTESTS.
Trophy,
Trophy, medals,
medals,
For the purpose of furnishing aa national
national trophy and medal
prlas,et
r
medal and PriateaN
etcother prizes to be provided and
annuall, under such
and contested
contested for annually,
such
regulations as maybe
may be pesibed
prescribed by the Secretary of War, said ccon
.

.
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test to
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Marine Corps,
and the
National
the National
Corps, and
Navy, Marine
to the
be open
open to
to be
test
Guard
or Organized
Militia of
of the
the several
States, Territories,
Territories, and
of
and of
several States,
Organized Militia
Guard or
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, members
rifle clubs,
and civilians,
civilians, and
and
clubs, and
of rifle
members of
the
for the
cost of
of the
and medals
medals herein
herein provided
provided for,
for,
prizes, and
trophy, prizes,
the troplay,
the cost
for
and
for the
the promotion
of rifle
the United
United States,
States,
throughout the
practice throughout
rifle practice
promotion of
and for
reimbursement of necessary expenses
National Board for including
expenses of members
members of the
including the reimbursement
National
i f National Board
Rifle Practice,
Practice, to be expended
expended
Promotion of Rifle
the Promotion
for the
ae Nationa Board for
of Rifle
Promtitn of
for the
the purpose
the direction
the
of the
direction of
under the
prescribed under
hereinbefore prescribed
purpose hereinbefore
for
Secretary of
$10,000.
War, $10,000.
of War,
Secretary
machine
Automatic machine
Automatic

rifles.
rifles.

Purchases
,manufac
manufac"
Prchases,
t

ture, aetc.
ture,

Armored motor
cars.
motorcars.
Armored

AUTOMATIC
AUTOMATIC MACHINE RIFLES.
RIFLES.

maintenance of
For the purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, test, repair, and maintenance

automatic
machine rifles, or other automatic or semiautomatic
automatic machine
semiautomatic guns,
machinery
including
mounts sights,
sights, and
and equipments,
equipments, and
and the machmery
their mounts,
including their
necessary
their manufacture,
manufacture, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
for their
necessary for
ARMORED MOTOR
MOTOR CARS.
CARS.
ARMORED

maintenance of
Purchases,
manufacFor the
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, test,
repair, and maintenance
test, repair'
For
manufacPurchases,
et c
tare,
armored motor cars, to
until the
end of
the fiscal
fiscal
ture, etc..
armored
to remain
remain available
available until
the end
of the
year
1920,
$500,000.
year 1920, $500,000.
GUARD.
NATIONAL GUARD.
National
NATIONAL
Guard
National Guard.
Armin
g,
etc.
etc.
Arming,

ARMING,
TRAINING THE
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD.
GUARD.
AND TRAINING
EQUIPPING, AND
ARMING, EQUIPPING,

Purchase of
of animals
animals for
for mounted
mounted units,
$1,000,000.
units, $1,000,000.
Purchase
Procurement of
of forage,
so forth, for animals,
bedding, and so
forage, bedding,
Procurement
$1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
Compensation
help for
for care
equipment,
animals, and equipment,
care of materiel, animals,
Care, etc.
of help
Compensation of
Care,
etc.
$1,250,000.
$1,250,000.
Instruction
Instruction camps.
camps.
of instruction,
$4,000,000.
Expenses, camps
camps of
instruction, $4,000,000.
Service
schools ininExpenses, selected
selected officers
officers and
and enlisted men, military
military service
service
Expenses,
Service schools
struction.
struction.
schools, $39,000.
schools,
$39,000.
Officers, Militia
Militia BuOfficers,
BuPay and allowances, officers,
Militia Bureau,
officers, National
National Guard, Militia
reau.
$12,000.
$12,000.
Property,
etc., offiProperty, etc.,
offthe United States,
States,
Pay of property
property and disbursing
disbursing officers for the
cers.
$43,750.
$43,750.
General
General expenses,
expenses,
General expenses,
General
expenses, equipment
equipment and instruction, National Guard,
e
quipment, etc.
$500,000.
etc.
equipment,
$500,000.
Travel,
offiTravel of Federal
Travel, Federal
Federal offFederal officers and noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
officers making incers.
spections,
$25,000.
spections, $25,000.
Travel of
Federal officers
officers and
officers changing
changing
noncommissioned officers
and noncommissioned
of Federal
Travel
stations,
$5,000.
stations, $5,000.
Travel of
of Federal
noncommissioned officers on visits of
officers and noncommissioned
Federal officers
Travel
instruction, $30,000.
$30,000.
instruction,
Travel
of Federal
Federal officers
officers and
connected
officers connected
noncommissioned officers
and noncommissioned
Travel of
with camps
camps of
instruction, $10,000.
$10,000.
of instruction,
with
Inspection of
of target
$1,500.
ranges $1,500.
target ranges,
Inspection
Inspection
epenses.
Inspection expenses.
Inspection
of material,
material, Field
Artillery, Coast
Coast Artillery,
Signal
and Signal
Artillery, and
Field Artillery,
Inspection of
Corps, $2,500.
$2,500.
Corps,
Transportation
of supplies,
supplies, $200,000.
$200,000.
Transporting
sup
Transportation of
Transporting supExpenses, sergeant-instructors,
sergeant-instructors, $50,000.
$50,000.
Expenses,
plergent-instructors.
Sergeant-instructors.
Office rent,
$9,000.
inspector-instructors, $9,000.
rent, inspector-instructors,
Office
Pay
Pay of
National Guard (Armory
That
drill), $5,000,000:
$5,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
(Armory drill),
Pay
of National
National
Pay of
af National
Guard.
u
all the
the moneys
moneys hereinbefore
appropriated for
for the
the arming,
equipping,
arming, equipping,
all
hereinbefore appropriated
GPrerriFo.
ri"
.
training of the National Guard shall be disbursed and accounted
and training
Accouting.
Accounting.
for as
as oon"- ,,.fund.
Clothin
and e
quipClothingg and
eqlipSecretary of War is hereby authorized
The Secretary
The
authorized to issue from stores now
ment from Army
on hand
purchased for
for the
the United
United States
States Army
articles of
of
stores.
Army such articles
hand and
and purchased
sroest
rom I Am
on
clothing
and equipment
be needed
needed by the National
may be
materiel as may
equipment materiel
clothing and
Animals.
Animals.

Forage.
Forage.
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Guard organized
organized under
under the
the provisions
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act
"An Act
the Act
provisions of
Guard
for
effectual provision
provision for
for the
the national
denational defurther and
and more
more effectual
for making
making further

Vol. 39, p. 197.

Vol. 39, p. 197.

Without charge,
charge, etc.
etc.
issue without
This issue
June 3,
fense,
approved June
3, 1916.
1916. This
purposes," approved
for other
other purposes,"
and for
fense, and
and shall
shall
shall
made without
charge against
militia appropriations
appropriations and
against militia
without charge
shall be
be made
be reimbursed
for all
all Federal
into service
service
brought into
property brought
Federal property
in kind
kind for
be
reimbursed in
Provisos.
by State
State troops:
That the
the provisions
of section
section 62
of the
62 of
the Strength
provisions of
by
troops: Provided,
Provided, That
Strength assumed.
assumed.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
p. 198.
198.
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
making further
more effectual
effectual provision
provision voi.
further and more
Act for
for making
Act entitled
for
the national
national defense,
defense and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
3,
June 3,
approved June
purposes," approved
for the
1916,
shall be
considered fulfilled
therementioned therefirst strength
strength mentioned
if the
the first
fulfilled if
be considered
1916, shall
in be
attained by
June 30,
the other
provided
increments provided
other increments
and the
30, 1920,
1920, and
by June
in
be attained
State action.
therein
be attained
attained by
by successive
Provided further, State action
years thereafter:
thereafter: Provided
successive years
therein be
That this
not prevent
prevent any
any State
compliance with
with the
the propro- Provisions immediState from
from compliance
this shall
shall not
That
ately applicable.
applicable.
appropriations ately
visions of
of said
said section
section 62:
further, That the appropriations
Providedfurther,
62: Provided
visions
and provisions
of this
Act referring
referring to
to the
become
Guard shall become
the National
National Guard
this Act
provisions of
and
apphcable
and available
upon the
approval of
Act.
of this
this Act.
the approval
available upon
applicable and
That section
section 69 of
Act entitled
"An Act
Act for
making further
That
of the
the Act
entitled "An
for making
further and
and V"ol. 39,.e
2p00
200,
amended.
other pur- amended.
more
effectual provision
provision for
for the
the national
national defense,
defense, and
and for other
more effectual
be, and is hereby, amended
poses,"
amended to read
June 3, 1916, be,
approved June
poses," approved
as follows:
follows:
Period same as
Regas
Reg
perioduarArmyde
Hereafter the period
Enlistments in the National
"SEC. 69.
69. Enlistments
National Guard:
Guard: Hereafter
"SEC.
ular Army.
Vol.
40,
p.
1211.
of enlistment
enlistment in
the National
as is,
is, or may Vol. 40, p. 1211.
Guard shall be the same as
National Guard
in the
of
Provisos.
be, prescribed
Regular Army:
Army: Provided,
Provided, That
That all persons
persons who Elistment
for the
the Regular
be,
prescribed for
Enlistment for one
year,
etc., if honorably
etc.,ifhonorably
have served as enlisted men in the Army
Army of the United States, oryear,
discharged from millservice sinceApril
since April
taryservice
the Organized
Organized Militia
the several
States, subsequent
subsequent to April 6, tarp
several States,
of the
Militia of
the
1917.
service, 6,6,1917.
1917,
1917, and who have been
been honorably
honorably- discharged
discharged from such service,
may
six months
months after
months
discharge or within
within six months
after such
such discharge
may within
within six
period
National Guard
of this
after
this Act, enlist in the National
Guard for a
aperiod
after the
the passage
passage of
of one year
of
year and may
may reenlist for like
like periods, and that
that such enlistproportion authorized
be counted
ments
counted in computing
computmg the proportion
authorized
ments shall not be
of enlistment
to conform
conform to
period of
to be
be enlisted
enlisted for
for one
year to
to the
the period
enlistment Enlisted men servto
one year
sx-yerpeprescribed for
further, That enlisted
ng under six-year
prescribed
for the Regular
Regular Army:
Army: Provided
Providedfurther,
enlisted men ing
period may
may enist
enlist for
for one
one
of the several States now serving under con- eiod
Guard of
m
National Guard
mi the
the National
year, etc.
period of enlistment-three
a six-year
six-year period
tracts
enlistment—three years in
tracts providing
providing for a
remaining three
organization and the remaining
three years
years in the Natactive organization
an active
tional
Reserve—shall be
opportunity to
for
be afforded
afforded an opportunity
to enlist for
tional Guard
Guard Reserve-shall
entering into a
a new contract
the periods specified
specified above,
above, and upon
upon entering
contract
of enlistment
period of
of three
three years
years under
under this
this authority
shall
of
enlistment for
for aaperiod
authority shall
be
given credit
under the old enlistment
concredit for the
the period served
served under
enlistment conbe given
shall in such
such cases and with
tract and
and the previous
with the
enlistment shall
previous enlistment
tract
National
Guard
consent
enlisted man be canceled."
canceled." •
the enlisted
consent of the
National Guard, D.
That
provisions of section
That to comply with the provisions
section 110, of the
the Act enen- c.
f fl e
ttfstaff officers
"
and more
further and
making further
titled "An
"An Act for making
more effectual
effectual provision
provision for
for estished.o
estVaobll.i39,
shed.
p. 210.
Vol.
39,
p.
210.
3,
1916,
June
approved
other
purposes,"
for
and
defense,
the national
national defense,
for
purposes," approved June
hereby provided
provided that
that staff
it
staff officers,
officers including
including officers
officers of the Pay,
it is hereby
appointed in the
Inspection,
Medical Departments,
Departments, appointed
Inspection, Subsistence,
Subsistence, and
and Medical
National Guard
Guard of the District of Columbia shall have
National
have had previous
previous
military experience
shall hold
hold their
until they
shall
military
experience and shall
their positions
positions until
they shall
retired prior to that
have reached
reached the age of sixty-four
sixty-four years,
ysars, unless retired
that
time by reason
reason of resignation,
resignation, disability,
disability, or for cause
cause to be detera court-martial
court-martial legally
legally convened
purpose, and
mined by a
convened for that purpose
vacancies among
filled by appointment
that vacancies
among said officers shall
shall be filled
appointment
from the officers of the National
National Guard
Guard of theDistrict
the District oIColumbia.
of Columbia,.
C.

ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE

EQUIPMENT FOR RIFLE
EQUIPMENT
CIVILIAN
INSTRUCTION.
CIVILIAN INSTRUCTION.

RANGES
RANGES

FOR
FOR

Civin
Gilt'

inmilitar tI-

militarY

For arms,
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, targets,
accessories for
etc., forrifle
for rifle
target 4tArms, tc.,
for target
other accessories
and other
targets, and
For

pracconnection with the encouragement
issue in connection
practice
practice for issue
encouragement of
of rifle prae5100,000.:
provisions of law,
tice in pursuance of
of the provisions
law, *100,000.

*oL
po,.21.
01. se, p.
au.
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caps.
Training camps.
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CAMIPS.
TRAINING CAMPS.
CIVILIAN MILITARY
MILITARY TRAINING

overhauling and reArms, ammunition,
For arms and
ordnance equipment, including
including overhauling
and ordnance
Arms,
etc., for civilian.
etc.,
for civilian.
pairing
pairing of personal equipments,
equipments, machine-gun
machine-gun outfits,
outfits, horse equip-

Vol. 39.
39, p.
p. 194
194.
Vol

Reserve OMcers'

Reserve Officers'
Training Corps,
Corps.

ment; ammunition,
and other
accessories for target
target practice;
practice;
other accessories
targets, and
ammunition, targets,
ment;
and for
for overhauling
and repairing
repairing arms
use in connecconnecand use
issue and
for issue
arms for
overhauling and
and
tion
with training
training camps
camps for
for civilians
in pursuance
of the
provisions
the provisions
pursuance of
civilians in
tion with
further and more
of
54 of
"An Act
making further
for making
Act for
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
the Act
section 54
of section
purposes,"
effectual provision
for the
the national
national defense,
defense, and for other purposes,"
provision for
effectual
approved June
1916, $100.
$100.
3, 1916,
June 3,
approved

CORPS.
RESERVE CORPS.
RESERVE
RESERVE CORPS.
OFFICERS'
ORDNANCE S
TORES, EQUIPMENT,
AND SO
FORTH, RESERVE
RESERVE OFFICERS'
SO FORTH,
EQUIPMENT, AND
STORES,
ORDNANCE
TRAINING CORPS.
CORPS.
TRAINING

Ordnance

stores,

Ordnance etc.,
storetso,
equipme
t
eqipment,
nt, etc.,
units having,
having.
Vol. 39, p. 191.

vol.39,p.9iL

For arms
arms and
ordnance equipment,
including overhauling
overhauling and
reand reequipment, including
and ordnance
For

machine-gun outfits, and horse equippairing of personal
personal equipments, machine-gun

ments for
with the
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training
connection with
in connection
use in
for use
ments
Corps, established
established by the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act for making further
and
effectual provision
other
national defense, and for other
the national
for the
provision for
more effectual
and more
purposes,"
approved June
June 3, 1916, $100.
purposes," approved

Schools and colleges.

Schools andolleges. ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE SUPPLIES
FOR MILITARY
MILITARY EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT OF
OF S
SCHOOLS
SUPPLIES FOR
CHOOLS AND
AND

COLLEGES.
COLLEGES.

Ordnance supplies to
other.

For
arms and
ordnance equipment, including overhauling
overhauling and reand ordnance
For arms
equippairing
of personal
equipments, machine-gun
outfits, and
and horse eeqquuiipmachine-gun outfits,
personal equipments,
pairing of
mentsfor
issue
to
schools
and colleges
in
pursuance
of
the
provisions
provisions
the
of
pursuance
in
colleges
and
schools
to
issue
for
ments
.
3,
1.
ol
Vol. 39, p. 197.
of
section 56
the Act
entitled "An
Act for
for making
further and more
making further
"An Act
Act entitled
of the
56 of
of section
197.
O 39,
effectual
for the
national defense,
purposes,"
defense, and for other purposes,"
the national
provision for
effectual provision
approved June
3, 1916,
1916, $100.
$100.
3,
June
approved
Printing,
binding,
Army
That
appropriations herein
herein made for the
the support of the Armythe appropriations
hat the
bmidig,
etcrin.
etc.
Au thorized from
National Guard
Guard are
are available
available for such printing, binding, and
the National
and the
from and
Armutunhod
Army
funds.
blank books
books as
putting in effect the objects of
in putting
necessary in
be necessary
may be
as may
blank
the
appropriations.
on reall the appropriations.
Restriction
Restriction on
part of
made herein nor any of
appropriations made
the appropriations
of the
any of
of any
no part
That no
estate prchases
purchases and
and That
estate
camp construction.
made for the
heretofore
appropriations
the unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of appropriations
heretofore
the
camp
constructio
Post, pp. 278, 453,
Establishment
support and
Army or the Military Establishment
the .Army
435.
maintenance of the
and maintenance
support
47A.'
shall be
be expended
expended for
for the
the purchase
purchase of real estate of for the construcshall
tion
of Army
Army camps
except in
National
in such cases at National
cantonments except
or cantonments
camps or
tion of
Army
or National
National Guard
camps or
cantonments which were in use
or cantonments
Guard camps
Army or
prior
November 11,
11, 1918,
1918, where
it has been or may be found more
where it
to November
prior to
economical to
to the
purpose of salvaging
salvaging such
the purpose
for the
Government for
the Government
economical
camps
or cantonments
buy real
real estate
than to continue to pay
estate than
to buy
cantonments to
camps or
rentals or
claims for
for damages
except where
where industrial
industrial
thereon, and except
damages thereon,
or claims
rentals
plants
have been
been constructed
constructed or
Government for
for
or taken over by the Government
plants have
proorder to
necessary in order
chase of
land is necessary
of land
purchase
the purchase
war
and the
purposes
war purposes
inses and
to protect the
the interest
interest of
of the
the Government.
Government.
tect
Time measuring deThat no
part of
appropriations made
this bill shall be availin this
made in
the appropriations
of the
no part
That
viTemeasurin dovices.
superintendent,
manager,
officer,
salary
No pay to
officer, able
able for the
salary or pay of any officer,
superintendent,
the
to
officer,
etc. unng, on work of
any employee.
employee,
foreman
or other person having charge
charge of the work of any employee
employee
foreman, or
any
of
the United
United States
while making
making or
causing to be
be made
or causing
Government while
States Government
of the
with
stop watch
or other
other time
measuring device
a time
time study of any
device a
time measuring
watch or
with aastop
job
of any
completion
between the starting and the completion
employee between
such employee
any such
job of
thereof,
or of
the
movements
of any
engaged
while engaged
employee while
such employee
any such
of
movements
the
or
of
thereof,
Cash rewards, etc.
upon such
work; nor
shall any
any part
part of
of the
in
appropriations made in
the appropriations
nor shall
such work;
etc upon
resCrictediL
restricted.
this
to pay
premium or bonus or cash reward
any premium
pay any
available to
be available
bill be
this bill
sugto
employee in
addition to
his regular
except for sugwages, except
regular wages,
to his
in addition
any employee
to any
gestions resulting
improvements or economy in the operation of
in improvements
resulting in
gestions

other
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provided further,
further, That no part of the Pro"o.1
any Government
Government plant: And provided
1
Z°viri.
Restriction

on putr

moneys
in each
each or
or any
section of
of this
this Act
moneys appropriated
appropriated in
any section
Act shall
g articlens
ar t
t
clerwhich
shall be
be used
used chas
chasing
hich
e

le ioii

:
at
i. ,i
ena
l
ys. produced at

acquirement of any article or arti- as
or expended
expended for the purchase
purchase or acquirement
cles
that, at
at the
time of
the proposed
acquirement, can
can be
manube manuthe time
of the
proposed acquirement,
cles that,
factured
or produced
produced in
or any
any of the
arsenals of
the Government
Government arsenals
of
factured or
in each
each or
the United
United States
States for
for a
they can
proor probe purchased
purchased or
can be
less than
than they
a sum
sum less
the
cured
otherwise.
cured otherwise.

produced at

ganiza-

That the
the several
several organizations
the Army,
Army, to
wit: The
That
organizations of
ot the
to wit:
The Chemical
Chemical stipeced
orgnizaco ntiZed
to
Warfare
the Air
Air Service,
the June30,1920.
June 30, 1920.
Division, the
the Construction
Construction Division,
Service, the
Service, the
Warfare Service,
Tank Corps,
Corps, and
and the
Motor Transport
Transport Corps,
powers and
and
their powers
with their
Corps, with
the Motor
Tank
duties
defined in
in orders
orders and
regulations in
in force
and effect
on
effect on
force and
and regulations
as defined
duties as
November 11,
11, 1918,
1918, shall
to and
until June
June 30,
1920.
30, 1920.
and until
be continued
continued to
shall be
November
That
officers of
of the
the emergency
emergency Army
Army appointed
appointed to
to the
the Officers'
Officers' Cors
Officers' Reserve
Corps.
Reserv
That officers
Appointments from
Reserve Corps
may be
by them
them Amppointments
from
grade held
held by
be appointed
appointed therein
therein to
to the
the grade
Reserve
Corps may
in
the emergency
emergency Army
Army or
or next
higher grade,
grade, as
as the
the Secretary
of War
war emergency
emerency Army.
Army.
Secretary of
next higher
in the
may direct.
may
CHAPTER I.
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CHAPTER
ea

Memorial archway
archway at
at Vicksburg,
Vicksburg, Mississippi:
Mississippi: That
That there
Memorial
there is
is hereby
hereby

Vicksburg, Miss.,
Miss.,
Vicksburg,
memorial
Pmep archway.
trial

archbal.

appropriated,
funds in
in the
not otherwise
Payments from
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any funds
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise approappro- anees.
p p. 812.
12
anVoL
es 39,
priated,
appropriation under an Act
Act
of an appropriation
unexpended balance of
pnated, the unexpended
September 8, 1916, for the National Memorial
Memorial
of Congress approved September
Reunion and
and Peace
held at
at Vicksburg,
which
Mississippi, which
Vicksburg, Mississippi,
Peace Jubilee,
Jubilee, held
Reunion
unexpended balance
balance is understood
understood to be about
about $35,000,
$35,000, for the
unexpended
following purposes,
purposes, to
to wit:
wit:
following
(I)
sum of
of $3,000
$3,000 to
be paid
paid to
A. Roziene,
Frederick A. ReoRo(I) The
The sum
to be
to Frederick
Frederick A.
Roziene, president
zidenik
president ziene.
of the
the National
National Association
Veterans, to
reimburse him
Reimbursement.
him Reimbursement.
to reimburse
Association of
of Vicksburg
Vicksburg Veterans,
of
personal expenditures
in
expenditures in bringing the subject to the
in part for his personal
attention of
of Congress
and the
country.
attention
Congress and
the country.
wy.
(II) The
of $32,000,
$32,000, but
not exceeding
exceeding the
sum which
ma
Memorial
archway.
(II)
The sum
sum of
but not
the sum
which may
las, construction,
consrctiOn,
Plans,
balance after the said payment
remain of
of said unexpended
remain
unexpended balance
payment to FredFred- etc.
etc.
designs and
and
erick A.
A. Roziene
securing designs
for the purpose
purpose of securing
is made,
made, for
erick
Roziene is
memorial archway
archway to be erected
plans
erected
of, aamemorial
and the
the construction
construction of,
plans for, and
city of VicksVicksat
the intersection
extended, in
in the
the said
said city
Clay Street,
Street, extended,
of Clay
at the
intersection of
Vicksburg National Military Park.
burg,
bounds of
of the
the Vicksburg
burg, within
within the bounds
SEC.
2. That
That the
SEC. 2.
the aforesaid
aforesaid memorial
memorial archway
archway shall
shall be
be constructed
rcs
org Mdmo
7
.
1
'a1
constructed Avr'coksbg
Secretary of War, and the
approval of the Secretary
under the supervision
supervision and approval
"Vickswork shall
shall be
to a
acommission,
be known
known as the "Vickscommission, to be
be committed
committed to
work
composed of three members who
Commission," composed
Memorial Arch
Arch Commission,"
burg Memorial
participated in the siege
served
siege and defense of
Civil War and participated
served in the Civil
Vicksburg,
in eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-three.
sixty-three. One
of the
Composition.
the memmem- CompoiUon.
One of
eighteen hundred
Vicksburg, in
Vicksburg
the president
president of the National
National Association of Vicksburg
bers shall be
be the
chairman
Veterans,
who served
the Federal
shall be
be the chairman
Army; one shall
in the
Federal Army;
served in
Veterans, who
Commission; and one shall be aa
of the
the Vicksburg
of
Vicksburg National
National Park Commissionresident of
served in the Confederate
Mississippi, who served
the State
State of Mississippi,
of the
resident
Army,
shall be
be designatedby
designated by the
governor of
State of
of MisMisthe State
of the
thegovernor
and who
who shall
Army, and
appropriate Duti,
Theduties
of the
the commissionshall
sissippi.
duties of
commission shall be
be to
to secure
secure appropriate
Duties, et
etc.
sissippi. The
plans for
for the
the said archway, to select and employ the
designs
designs and
and plans
architects
architects and sculptors for the erection of the same, and to make
contracts therefor
exceeding the available amount herein
approherein approtherefor not
not exceeding
contracts
priated. The
members of
of the
commission shall
receive no
no compencompenpriated.
The members
the commission
shall receive
added to
sation.
dedication thereof, the said structure
sburgg National
,ddto
sation. After the dedication
structure shall become
become viick
ettt
Park
of the
the National
National Military
Military Park, at Vicksburg,
Vicksburg, and be under
under the Park'
aapart of
control
of the
Commission.
control of
the Vicksburg
Vicksburg National
National Park
Park Commission.
S

ae
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CHAPTER IL
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Go·vnwmBt real es-

Disposal of
of realproperty
sale or
lease: That
That the
the Preident
President is
is tat
eDisposal
real propy by
by sale
or lease:
te.
authorized, through
'
hereby authorized,
throug the head of
of any executive
executive department
deoptaeiteEt ? f„r
upon
terms and
upon terms
and conditions
by hiBm
him or
APril
no
or
iu such bead
onditions considered
eonaidered advisable
advisable by
he
Ap, 61 19
I7 and
a no
Gaveranient real es-

DisPeas1
84

17

ese there
thteinor
property or
sell or
or lease
of departne,
of
department; to
to sell
lease real
real property
or any iiatm
inteiv"
ia m.icarer
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Deposit oroeeds,
of proceeds,
etc.
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appurtenant
acquired by
United States
since
States of
of America
America since
by the
the United
appurtenant thereto
thereto acquired
April 6,
for storage
purposes for
the use
of the
the Army,
Army, which
which in
storage purposes
for the
use of
in
April
6, 1917,
1917, for
such department
department is no
President or the head of such
the judgment
judgment of the President
longer
needed for
for use
the United
United States
America, and
execute
States of
of America,
and to execute
use by
by the
longer needed
and
behalf any
the United
United States
States and
and in
in its behalf
and deliver
deliver in the name of the
and
instruments necessary
necessary to
to
and all
all contracts,
contracts, conveyances,
conveyances, or other instruments
effectuate any such
lease. ,
such sale or lease.
effectuate

That all moneys received
received by the United States as
the proceeds
proceeds of
of
as the
any
such sale
lease shall
shall be
be deposited
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
United
sale or
or lease
deposited in
any such
receipts" and aafull report
States to the credit of "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous receipts"
report of
same
shall
submitted annually
annually
to
Congress.
shall
be
submitted
the
same
p Armyyicold'cold
-Si -storage
g Exchange
cold-storage plant, Chicago,
Exchange of Army
Army cold-storage
Chicago, Illinois: That the
plant, Chicago, IlL
Exchange
Exchange authorPresident
author- President
is
hereby
through
the
Secretary of War,
upon
hereby
authorized,
the
Secretary
War, upon
ized for other propterms and
and conditions
conditions considered
considered advisable
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
advisable by
War,
r prop terms
erty,.t
erty
,etc. ot
States Army
Army cold-storage
cold-storage plant in the city
to dispose of the United States
machinery and equipment
equipment therein
therein
of Chicago,
Chicago, State of Illinois, with machinery
appurtenances thereunto belonging, and to accept
accept in
contained, and
and appurtenances
part payment
therefor a
warehouse adjacent
adjacent to
to the
Army general
general
a warehouse
the Army
part
payment therefor
supply depot
depot in
Chicago, State
State of
Illinois, containing
containing
of Illinois,
of Chicago,
the city
city of
in the
supply
approximately
hundred and
fifty thousand
square feet
of storage
Prov.
approximately six
six hundred
and fifty
thousand square
feet of
storage
Proviso.
space, together
together with
with the
land comprising
comprising the
site of
of same:
Provided,
Appropriation
for space,
the site
same: Provided,
the land
Approiaion for
costs
costs of conveyancing.
onveyancing. That
That such exchange
exchange shall be effected without expenditure
expenditure for this
purpose by the
conveyancing
costs of
of conveyancing
the United
United States,
States, except
except necessary costs
purpose
Execution
exceeding $500,
$500, hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated for this purpose. The
deeds, not exceeding
Execution of deeds,
etc.
President, through
etc.
through the Secretary
Secretary of War, is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
execute
name of the
States of America
America and
and
execute and
and deliver
deliver in the name
the United
United States
behalf any and all contracts, conveyances,
instruments
conveyances, or other instruments
in its behalf
necessary-to
sale or
or exchange.
exchange.
necessary
to effect
effect such
such sale
Disposal of proceeds,
etD
oltr. d
That all moneys
moneys received by the United States as the proceeds
proceeds of
etc.
such sale or exchange
exchange shall
deposited in the Treasury
Treasury of the
shall be
be deposited
United States to the credit
credit of "Miscellaneous
receipts," and a
a full
full
United
"Miscellaneous receipts,"
submitted to Congress.
report of the same shall be submitted
Deposit

CHAPTER III.
CHAPTER
III.
Boughton Memorial
Association. Memora

Memorial
That the
BOUGHTON MEMORIAL
MEmortiAr. ASSOCIA'TION:
the Boughton
Boug,hton Memorial
ASSOCIATION: That
BOUGHTON
Assoigt
at eret building Association, aa corporation
corporation organized and
and existing under the laws of
of
K
the State of Kansas, be, and is
is hereby,
the
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to erect
erect and
and mainmaintain
suitable building,
building, under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
tain aa suitable
as the
War
may prescribe,
and upon
the United
United States
States military
military reservareservaWar may
prescribe, in
in and
upon the
tion
Leavenworth, Kansas,
of such
building to
to be
be
tion at
at Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, the
the plans
plans of
such building
first
approved and
to be
in such
such location
location as
as may
be
first approved
and to
be constructed
constructed in
may be
Proviso.
prescribed by the Secretary of War: Provided, That the use of such
Use
for post
Use for
post office prescribed by the Secretary of War: Provided, That the use of such
free of
charge.
ofcharge.
floor of
-portion of the ground
ground floor
of said
said building
as may
building as
may be
be necessary
necessary
shall
be given
given to
Office Department
Department of
of the
United States,
States,
shall be
to the
the Post
Post Office
the United
free
charge, for
the post-office
post-office service
of the
the reservation.
reservation.
free of
of charge,
for the
service of

May erect building
at Fort Leavenworth,
Kans. tans.

office

CHAPTER IV.
Armunition, eXp10.explop

Transfer
of ammunition:
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War be,
be, and
he is
is
and he
ammunition: That
Transfer of
authorized to turn over on request
hereby, authorized
request from other executive
executive dedepartments
of the
the Government,
Government, in
his discretion,
discretion, from
from time
to time,
time to
time,
in his
partments of
.
therefor, such ammunition,
without charge therefor,
ammunition, explosives,
explosives, and other
other
ammunition
components as
as may
prove to be
be or
ammunition components
may prove
or shall
shall become
become surplus
surplus
or
for the
purposes of
of the
the War
War Department
Department and
shall
or unsuitable
unsuitable for
the purposes
and as
as shall
be
suitable for
use in
in the
the proper
of other
other executive
executive debe suitable
for use
proper activities
activities of
departments.
partments.
American Red Cross.
Medical
American Red
Cross: The
The Secretary
of
the American
Red Cross:
Secretary of
Armerimeical
rs supMedical supplies
supplies for
for the
Army
medic-al
plies, iooredstf,
foodstuffs, t;
etc., War is hereby authorized to place at the disposal of
plies,
American
authorized
disposal
the
American
may be
delivered to,
may
bedelivered
to,
for
relief o
of prec,ing
r relie
prsing Red Cross, such
medical and
and supplementary
such medical
and surgical
surgical supplies, and
supplementary
needs abroad.
needs
brad
and dietary
dietary foodstuffs
injured
and
foodstuffs used
used in the treatment
treatment of the sick
sick and injured

sivs.tc.i
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ex

Surplus,
etc., mny
may
surplus, etc.,
be transferred
other
t too ot
her
deprtmi
departments.
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Pot,
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now
in Europe
for but
essential to
are not now essential
which are
but which
designed for
and designed
Europe and
now in
the needs
American Expeditionary
needed for
for use
or needed
Forces, or
Expeditionary Forces,
the American
of the
needs of
the
in military
military hospitals
in the
States, or as
as military or hosUnited States,
the United
hospitals in
in
pital stores
stores for
for the
of the
the United
States, to
used by
by said
be used
to be
United States,
Army of
the Army
pital
the
American
Red
Cross
as
it
shall
determine,
to
supply
supply
and
relieve
to
determine,
shall
as
it
Cross
American Red
pressing
of the
peoples of
of countries
etc
ons etc.
R
war. Regulations,
late war.
in the
the late
involved in
countries involved
the peoples
needs of
pressing needs
eatinetc.
The Secretary
of War
prescribe regulations
and conditions
conditions for
regulations and
shall prescribe
War shall
Secretary of
The
the
and delivery
delivery of
foodstuffs to
to the
the
and foodstuffs
supplies and
said supplies
of said
selection and
the selection
nst the
American
Cross for
for the
the purposes
purposes aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Cim
Red Cross
American Red
Claims against the
States.
Vr!ited st-tes.
it 'United
Prosecution
of claims
That it
employees: That
Government employees:
former Government
by former
claims by
Prosecution of
Prosecution
of, b
by
roflecetic enofag
commissioned officer
shall be unlawful
unlawful for any person
person who,
who, as
as aa commissioned
officer of
of officers,
engaged
officers, etc., engaged
since April 6, 1917, in
the
or officer
or employee
employee of
of the
the United
at any
any procuring
in
6, 1917,
since prilArmy
has at
States, has
United States,
officer or
Army, or
the Army,
supplies, unlawful. su
time
since April
6, 1917,
1917, been
been employed
employed in
in any
any Bureau
Bureau of
of the
Gov- piiesuinawf
the GovApril 6,
time since
ernment and
in such
such employment
employment been
engaged on behalf
behalf of the
been engaged
and in
ernment
United
States in
in procuring
procuring or
or assisting
assisting to procure supplies for the
United States
Military Establishment,
Establishment, or
or who
who has
been engaged
engaged in
settlement
in the settlement
has been
Military
or
adjustment of
contracts or agreements
procurement of
agreements for the procurement
of contracts
or adjustment
after
supplies for
the Military
Establishment, within two years next after
Military Establishment,
for the
supplies
Government,
his
discharge
or
other
separation
from
the
of
the
Government,
service
the
from
his discharge or other separation
to
in the
the presentation
presentation or to aid or assist for comemployment in
solicit employment
to solicit
pensation
in the
the prosecution
prosecution of claims against the United States
pensation in
arising
contracts or
or agreements
agreements for the
procurement of
the procurement
any contracts
of any
out of
arising out
supplies for
Bureau, which
which were
pending or
into while
while Punishment
Pnishment for.
or entered
entered into
were pending
supplies
for said
said Bureau,
therewith. A violation
the
officer or
associated therewith.
violation
employee was associated
or employee
said officer
the said
of this
of this
chapter shall be punished by a
a fine of not
not
this chapter
provision of
this provision
of
Proriso.
a reio. laws
Poe
more
than $10,000
$10,000 or
imprisonment for not more than one year, or Inconsistent
or imprisonment
more than
pealed.
pealed.
any
with
both:
Provided,
That
all
Acts
or
parts
of
Acts
inconsistent
both: Provided, That all Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent
of
repealed.
provisions of this Act are hereby repealed.
the provisions
of the
1919.
11,
Approved,
July
11,
Approved,

CHAP. 9.-An
9.—An Act
appropriations for the naval service for the fiscal
Making appropriations
Act Making
CHAP.
year ending
ending June
1920, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for
30, 1920,
June 30,
year

July.11,
11, 1919.
[H. R.
56081
R. 5608.]
[H.
[Public,
S.]
[Public, No. S.]

Be
enacted by
and House
Representatives of
the United
N
ser
United Naval
of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
service approStates
of America
congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
following sums be, priations.
in Congress
America in
States of
Po81, p. 272.
p.27.
in the Post
be paid out of any money in
to be
and they
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated
appropriated to
they are
and
the
of
Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, for
service
naval service
the naval
for the
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
purposes:
Government for
the year ending June 30, 1920, and for other purposes:
for the
Government
General
expanses.
General expenses.

GENERAL
EXPENSES.
GENERAL EXPENSES.

Schedule of all pay
Schedule
be

allowances to
nnd allowances
beginning and
The Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy shall
to Congress
Congress at
the beginning
at the
send to
shall send
Secretary of
The
sent to Congress.
to congress.
the set
session aa complete
of
regular session
complete schedule
schedule or list showing the
next regular
its next
of its

allowances for each grade of
amount
money of all pay and for all allowances
of money
amount of
officers, and for all officers
officers
including retired officers,
Navy, including
the Navy,
in the
officers in
included
included in this Act and for all enlisted men so included

Pay, miscellaneous.
miscellaneous.
Pay,

PAY,
PAY, MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
...

Expenses

For
and interest;
interest; transportation
transportation of funds; exchange;
exchange; ntedn
naEta
commissions and
For commissions
mileage to officers
officers while traveling
traveling under orders in the United States,
mileage
abroad
and for
personal expenses
expenses of officers
traveling abroad
officers while traveling
actual personal
for actual
and
expenses of civilian
under orders,
orders, and for traveling
traveling expenses
civilian employees,
employees, and
under
midshipmen entering the Naval
for mileage,
Naval
at 55 cents per mile, to midshipmen
mileage, at
for
1, 1919,
Academy
subsequent to June 1,
1919, while
while proceeding
proceeding from their
Academy subsequent
Academy for examination and appointment
appointment as
homes to the Naval Academy
expenses of female nurses;
midshipmen;
traveling expenses
nurses; actual
midshipmen; for actual traveling
on shore patrol duty; mileage
expenses
officers while
while on.
mileage to officers of
expenses of officers
the
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force traveling
traveling under orders of the Secretary of
the Naval

penseS

desig-
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the
hire of
of launches
in Asiatic
Asiatic waters;
for
waters; for
small boats
boats in
or other
other small
launches or
the Navy;
Navy; hire
rent
and. offices
not in
navy yards,
yards, including
the rental
of
rental of
including the
in navy
offices not
of buildings
buildings and
rent of
offices in
in the
the District
Columbia expenses
expenses of
of courts-martial,
courts-martial,
District of
of Columbia;
offices
prisoners and
Inquiry, boards
boards of
of inspection,
inspection,
of inquiry,
and courts
courts of
and prisons,
prisons, and
prisoners
examining boards,
with clerks,
and witnesses'
fees, and
and traveling
traveling
witnesses' fees,
clerks, and
boards, with
examining
expenses
expenses of
defense districts;
districts; stationery
stationery
of naval
naval defense
and costs;
costs; expenses
expenses and
and
and periodicals
periodicals for
for the
the
newspapers and
books; newspapers
religious books;
and recording;
recording; religious
Navy Department
advertising for the Navy
Department and its
its
all advertising
service; all
naval service;
bureaus (except
(except advertising
recruits for
Bureau of
Navigation) ;
of Navigation);
the Bureau
for the
for recruits
advertising for
bureaus
copying;
ferriage; tolls;
tolls; costs
costs of
of suits;
suits; commissions,
commissions, warrants,
warrants, diplodiplocopying; ferriage;
mas, and
discharges; relief
in distress;
distress; recovery
recovery of
of valuables
valuables
relief of
of vessels
vessels in
mas,
and discharges;
from
shipwrecks; quarantine
expenses; reports;
reports; professional
professional investiinvestiquarantine expenses;
from shipwrecks;
Special Instruction.
gation; cost
cost of
special
instruction
at
home and
abroad, including
abroad,
including
at
home
and
special
instruction
gation;
of
Speinmstructio.
Proriros.
maintenance of
and attaches:
attaches: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this approapproof students
students and
Special
loances maintenance
specl alallowances
for
unusual conditions. priation
"Pay, Marine
Corps," shall be availforunualconditions.
priation and the appropriation
appropriation "Pay,
Marine Corps,"
able
for special
for maintenance
maintenance to officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted
allowances for
able for
special allowances
conditions;
unusual
men of
of the
Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps
Corps serving
serving under
unusual conditions;
under
the
Navy
men
Information from
r o m information from abroad and at home, and the collection and classifiand the collection and classifiabroad,
information from abroad and at
abIroad, etc.
cation
thereof; all
charges pertaining
the Navy
Department and
and
to the
Navy Department
pertaining to
all charges
cation thereof;
its bureaus
for ice
shore (except
cooling of drinking water on shore
bureaus for
ice for the cooling
its
at
telephone rentals
rentals and
and tolls,
tolls, telegrams,
telegrams, cablecablehospitals), telephone
at naval
naval hospitals),
and postage,
postage, foreign
and domestic,
domestic, and
and post-office
box rentals;
rentals;
post-office box
grams, and
foreign and
Cleritcseices grams,
Clerical, etc., services
That
other necessary
and incidental
incidental expenses:
expenses: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
necessary and
and other
at
yards and
and stations.
staions. and
at yards
the
sum to
to be
out of
of this
this appropriation,
appropriation, under
under the
direction of
of
the direction
be paid
paid out
the sum
clerical, inspection,
inspection, and messenger
messenger
for clerical,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, for
in navy
yards, naval
stations, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June
year ending
naval stations,
navy yards,
service in
nd service
Interned persons and
for
30, 1920,
shall not
not exceed
exceed $450,000,
necessary expenses
expenses for
for necessary
war.
$450,000, and for
1920, shall
ofr.
30,
prisoners of
the interned
and prisoners
of war
the jurisdiction
of
under the
jurisdiction of
war under
persons and
prisoners of
the
interned persons
interned
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, including
including funeral
funeral expenses for such
such interned
the
persons or prisoners of war as may die while under such jurisdiction;
Pament for
Payment
for damadama- persons or prisoners of war as may die while under such jurisdiction;
in all,
all, $5,100,000:
$5,100,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy is
is authorauthorSecretary of
private propprop in
ges to private
erty, etc.
erty,
etc.
ized to consider, ascertain,
ascertain, adjust, determine,
determine, and
and pay the amounts
due in
in all
all claims
claims for
for damages
damages (other
such as
as are
are occasioned
occasioned by
by
(other than
than such
due
vessels of
of the
the Navy),
Navy), to
to and
and loss
loss of
owned property,
property, ococof privately
privately owned
vessels
curring subsequent
subsequent to
6, 1917,
1917, where
amount of the claim
claim
where the
the amount
to April
April 6,
curring
does
exceed $500,
for which
which damage
damage or
or loss
loss men
the naval
men in the
$500, for
does not
not exceed
service
Marine Corps
found to be responsible,
payments in
in.
responsible, all payments
Corps are
are found
service or
or Marine
settlement
said claims
claims to
to be
be made
made out
appropriation "Pay,
"Pay,
out of the appropriation
settlement of
of said
Report of adjusted
all claims
adjusted under
further, That
That all
Provided further,
iRepSrt
of adjuted miscellaneous":
miscellaneous": Provided
claims adjusted
under
claims.
authority during
this authority
during any fiscal year shall be reported in detail to the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy.
Navy.
by the
the Secretary
ocers Congress
Congress by
Disbursing
Disbursing
ofdcers
The
of the
Treasury shall
any disbursing
disbursing
shall relieve
relieve any
the Treasury
officers of
The accounting
accounting officers
relieved from losses,
etc.,
without
fault.
etc., without fault.
officer of
of the
the Navy'
Navy charged
charged with responsibility
or
officer
responsibility on account
account of loss or
deficiency
while in
the line
duty, of
of Government
Government funds,
funds, vouchers,
vouchers,
deficiency while
in the
line of
of his
his duty,
records, or
or papers,
papers, in
his charge,
charge, where
where such
such loss
loss or
or deficiency
deficiency occurred
occurred
in his
records,
Prorisot.
prorio.
Determination
by without
Determination
without fault
fault or
or negligence
negligence on
on the
the part
of said officer:
Provided,
part
officer:
Provided,
Secretary.
Secretary.
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy shall
shall have
officer
That the
Secretary of
have determined
determined that
that the
the officer
retary.
That
was
the line
line of
his duty,
loss or
deficiency occurred
without
and the
the loss
or deficiency
occurred without
was in
in the
of his
duty, and
Effect
of decision
Effect of
decision fault
negligence on
fault or
or negligence
on his
his part:
part: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
That the
the deternidetermiconclusive.
nation by
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy of the aforesaid
aforesaid questions
questions shall
of the
conclusive.
nation
by the
the Secretary
be
conclusive upon
upon the
the accounting
of the
the Treasury:
Treasury: Provided
Provided
officers of
accounting officers
be conclusive
t o
Report of cases.
eport
ca
further,
further, That all cases
cases of relief granted
granted under
authority during
during
under this authority
by the
any fiscal year shall be reported in detail to the Congress by
Secretary of the Navy.
TInercanhof
Interchange
of s
sup- Secretary of the Navy.
plies,
plie., equipment,
equipment, etc.,
etc.,
The interchange
without compensation
compensation therefor,
military
The
interchange without
therefor, of
of military
with Army,
authorr y aut or stores, supplies, and equipment of every character, including real
h - stores, supplies, and equipment of every character, including real
ae
ized..
estate owned
owned by the Government,
Government, is hereby authorized
authorized between the
Army and
the Navy
Navy upon
the request
of the
head of
upon the
request of
the head
of one
one service
service and
and
Army
and the
with the
the head
the other
other service.
service.
head of
of the
with
the approval
approval of
of the
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CONTINGENT, NAVY:
I
For
and extraordinary
Contingent.
extraordinary Contingent.
emergencies and
all emergencies
For all
NAVY:
CONTINGENT,
expenses,
of personal
personal services
services in
Navy Department,
or
Department, or
the Navy
in the
exclusive of
expenses, exclusive
anv of
its subordinate
subordinate bureaus
or offices
at Washington,
Washington, District
of
District of
offices at
bureaus or
of its
any
Columbia, arising
home or
or abroad,
abroad, but
but impossible
to be
anticibe anticiimpossible to
at home
arising at
Columbia,
pated or
be expended
e4pended on
on the
the approval
approval and
authority of
and authority
to be
classified, to
or classified,
pated
the Secretary
and for
deem
may deem
he may
as he
purposes as
such purposes
for such
Navy, and
the Navy,
of the
Secretary of
the
Islands.
proper,
Virgin Islands.
proper, $150,000.
Expenses, tempo$loO,000.
proper,
tin.
T
EM
PORARY
GOVERNMENT
FOR
W
EST
I
NDIAN
I
SLANDS:
For
Expenses
i;ovenainenempot
o-vernment
rary
For
ISLANDS:
INDIAN
WEST
FOR
GOVERNMENT
TEMPORARY
expenses incident
incident to
to the
and to
Vol. 39,
1132.
39 p.
p. 1132.
to the
the Vo
Islands and
Virgin Islands
the Virgin
of the
occupation of
the occupation
expenses
execution of
of the
provisions of
the act
providing a
atemporary
temporary governgovernact providing
of the
the provisions
execution
ment
for
the
West
Indian
Islands
acquired
by
the
United.
States
United
the
by
acquired
Islands
ment for the West Indian
from
Denmark, and
and for
for other
other purposes,
purposes, approved
1917, to
to be
be
3, 1917,
March 3,
approved March
from Denmark,
applied under
under the
of the
President, $200,000.
$200,000.
Fuel oil and gasogasoFuel
the President,
direction of
the direction
applied
I
NVESTIGATION
OF
FUEL
on:
For
an
investigation
of
fuel
oil
and
line.
Investigation,
INVESTIGATION OF FUEL OIL: For an investigation of fuel oil and l"nInestigation, etc"
etc.,
gasoline
adapted to
to naval
naval requirements,
requirements, including_
the question
of of,
naval uses.
of, for naval
question of
including the
gasoline adapted
supply
and storage
storage and
and the
the availability
economically and
and otherwise
otherwise
availability economically
supply and
of
such
supply
as
may
be
allowed
by
the
naval
reserves
on
the
public
public
the
on
reserves
naval
the
by
allowed
be
may
as
supply
of such
domain,
for such
other expenses
transportation and hire of
for transportation
expenses for
such other
and for
domain, and
vehicles in
with naval
naval petroleum
petroleum reserves,
Secretary
reserves, as the Secretary
connection with
in connection
vehicles
of the
the Navy
deem appropriate,
the purchase
of necessary
necessary
purchase of
for the
appropriate, for
may deem
Navy may
of
instruments
for the
of the
the naval
fuel-oil Testing plant.
plant.
naval fuel-oil
extension of
the extension
appliances, for
and appliances,
instruments and
testing
plant
at
the
navy
yard,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania,
and
the
the
and
Pennsylvania,
testing plant at the navy yard, Philadelphia,
temporary
employment of
civilian experts
experts and
and assistants,
assistants, $30,000.
consulting
$30,000.
of civilian
temporary employment
EXPENSES,
CIVILIAN NAVAL
CONSULTING BOARD:
BOARD: For
o
an consulting
actual bboard.
For actual
NAVAL CONSULTING
EXPENSES, CIVILIAN
expenses incurred
by and
connection with
with the
civilian Naval
Naval Conthe civilian
in connection
and in
incurred by
expenses
Aviation.
$25,000.
sulting
Board,
sulting Board, $25,000.
A
Gene
viaura m
General expenses.
direction lexpenses.
AVIATION,
For aviation,
aviation, to
to be
be expended
under the
the direction
expended under
NAVY: For
AVIATION, NAVY:
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy for
for procuring,
procuring, producing,
producing, constructing,
of
operating,
establishment
aircraft, establishment
handling aircraft,
and handling
storing, and
preserving, storing,
operating, preserving,
work in
and maintenance
aircraft stations,
stations, for
for experimental
experimental work
of aircraft
maintenance of
and
purchase
the
for
development
of
aviation
for
naval
purposes,
for
purchase
or
and
purposes,
naval
for
aviation
of
development
manufacture
and issue
issue of
of special
wearing apparel,
apparel, and
and
clothing, wearing
special- clothing,
manufacture and
similar equipment
equipment for
for aviation
$25,000,000 to
be expended
ted
de
to be
expended
purposes, $25,000,000
aviation pin-poses,
similar
as
follows:
For
necessary
aircraft
and
equipment
for
fleet use,
use, Items designated.
fleet
for
equipment
and
aircraft
necessary
For
as follows:
$3,027,250;
for the
planes,
special type planes,
five special
of five
abroad of
purchase abroad
the purchase
$3,027,250; for
$100,000;
for the
of two
hangars
two hangars
land of
on Government-owned
Government-owned land
erection on
the erection
$100,000; for
for two
two large
large dirigibles,
dirigibles, $3,700,000;
$3,700,000; for
construction of one rigid
the construction
for the
for
dirigible,
dirigible of
of the
the
of one
one dirigible
abroad of
purchase abroad
the purchase
for the
$1,500,000; for
dirigible, $1,500,000;
latest
$2,500,000; for
conversion of the United States
the ,conversion
for the
type, $2,500,000;
latest type,
steamship
into an
$500,000; for the
the concarrier, $500,000;
aeroplane carrier,
an aeroplane
Jupiter into
steamship Jupiter
version
two merchant
merchant vessels
$700,000; for
tenders, $700,000;
aircraft tenders,
into aircraft
vessels into
of two
version of
the
aircraft factory,
factory, helium
helium plant and
of aircraft
operation of
and operation
maintenance and
the maintenance
aircraft
$3,008,007; for
for continuing
developand developexperiments and
continuing experiments
stations, $3,008,007;
aircraft stations,
equipment
ment
work for
all types
types of
of aircraft,
$6,700,000; for flying
flying equipment
aircraft, $6,700,000;
for all
ment work
for Marine
Marine Corps
Corps advanced
advanced base
base units,
$618,000; for general and
units, $618,000;
for
miscellaneous
contingencies, $2,646,743;
and the
the money
etc.
Accoing, etc.
herein Accounting,
money herein
$2,646,743; and
miscellaneous contingencies,
and
specifically
for "Aviation"
disbursed and
be disbursed
shall be
"Aviation" shall
appropriated for
specifically appropriated
accounted for
"Aviation" and for
accordance with existing law as "Aviation"
in accordance
for in
accounted
that purpose
purpose shall
That the
the sum
sum to
to be
that
shal constitute
constitute one
one fund:
fund: Provided,
Provided,That
be Provisos.
PR
.
ices.
paid out
of this
appropriation under
the direction
direction of
of the Secretary
Secretary Ices.
under the
this appropriation
out of
paid
of the
drafting, clerical,
and messenger
service
messenger service
inspection, and
clerical, inspection,
for drafting,
Navy for
the Navy
of
for aircraft
aircraft stations
exceed $300,000:
further, That ajrg
. Ytg damges
g by
y
Providedfurther,
$300,000: Provided
not exceed
shall not
stations shall
for
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy
is
hereby
authorized
to
consider,
ascertain,
ascertain,
consider,
to
authorized
the Secretary of the Navy is hereby
adjust,
determine, and
and pay
out of
of this
appropriation the
amounts
the amounts
this appropriation
pay out
adjust, determine,
to
due
damages which
which have
have occurred
occurred or may occur to
for damages
on claims
claims for
due on
pt o adjusted
private
out of
of the
the operations
operations of
aircraft,
of naval
naval aircraft,
growing out
property growing
private property
firther, ci-a s.
Providedfurther,
the sum of $500: Provided
where
such claim
exceed the
not exceed
does not
claim does
where such
fiscal year
That
adjusted under this authority, during any fiscal
That all claims adjusted
ecretary of the
shall be
detail to
the Congress by the Secretamy
to the
m detail
reported in
be reported
shall
Navy: Provided
That no
no part
of this
this apprapriato
appropriation shall
stations linurn.
be a
shd.nore stations
sh be
part of
further, That
Providedfurther,
Navy:
expended
for
maintenance
of
more
than
six
heavier-than-air
stations
stations
expended for maintenance of more than six heavier-than-air
I

Pa

i

dama es

b

adjusted
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Use for aeroplane
for aeopane
factory forbidden.

on
further, That no
United States:
States: Provided
Providedfurther,
no
on the coasts
coasts of
of continental
continental United
part
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used for
for the
the construction
construction of
of aa
part of
of this
this appropriation
Joint report to be
manufacture of aeroplanes:
aeroplanes: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
That the
to be factory
factory for the
the manufacture
Joint report
submitted
on Army,
Navy,
postal air-a-y, and
and postal
air- Secretary
Secretary of War, the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, and the Secretary
Secretary of the
craft.
craft.
Navy
submit to
to Congress
Navy shall
shall submit
Congress on the first day of the
the next
next regular
regular
session
ajoint
report
of aircraft
aircraft under
their respective
jurisdiction on
on
Dets
session
a
joint
report
of
under
their
respective
jurisdiction
Details required.
re
November
1, 1910,
1919, showing the
November 1,
and cost
cost of
of all
all aircraft
aircraft
the number, type,
type, and
under contract
contract to
to be
built, the
the number
number and
and
built, building,
building, and
and under
be built,
type of aircraft to be constructed
constructed in
Government plants
plants for
for which
which
in Government
material has been delivered,
is in
of delivery,
or is
is on
order,
delivered, is
in course
course of
delivery, or
on order,
and showing
every kind
kind are
are maintained
showing in
in detail
detail what
what facilities
facilities of
of every
maintained
wholly or in part
where, for
procuring, producing,
conpart by each,
each, and
and where,
for procuring,
producing, consupplying, preserving,
preserving, storing,
storing, and
and
structing, inflating,
inflating, operating,
operating, supplying,
handling
aircraft, indicating
handling aircraft,
indicating as
as occupy
rented property
property the
the
as to
to such
such as
occupy rented
area
and annual
annual rental.
h
area
and
rental.
State marine schools.
Payment
m
STATE MARINE
To reimburse
State of
New York
York
N"ew
STATE
MARINE scnoois:
Payment
to New
SCHOOLS: To
reimburse the
the State
of New
York, Massachusetts,
of Massachusetts
$25,000, and
the State
State of
aSachsetts $25,000,
$25,000, the
the State
State of
Massachusetts $25,000,
Yok,Washingtonand the
of WashWashand
ington
expenses incurred
in the
the maintenance
maintenance and
and support
support
1353.
ington $25,000,
VoL 36
$25,000, for
for expenses
incurred in
Vol. 36, p. 1353.
Vol
of marine
marine schools in those States in accordance
accordance with section
section 2
2of
of the
the
Act
establishment of
schools, and
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
for the
the establishment
of marine
marine schools,
and
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
March 4,
4, 1911;
1911; in
in all,
$75,000.
approved March
all, $75,000.
Lepers.
CARE OF
or LEPERS,
LEPERS, ETC.,
ETC., ISLAND
Naval station,
station, island
island of
of
ISLAND OF
OF GUAM:
GUAm: Naval
CARE
Lasetcps.etc.,
Care,
etc., Canon,
Car~e,
Culion,
P.
I.
P. L'
'
' Guam: Maintenance
Maintenance and care of lepers, special patients, and
and for other
other
purposes, including
purposes,
of transfer
transfer of
of lepers
from Guam
Guam to
to the
island
including cost of
lepers from
the island
of
in the
the Philippines,
Philippines, and
and their
$20,000.
of Cuhon,
Culion, in
their maintenance,
maintenance, $20,000.

rse

Bureau of
gaNavigaBureau
of Navi
tion.
tion.
Transportation.
Transportation.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF NAVIGATION.
NAVIGATION.

Transportation
Transportation and Recruiting: For travel allowance
allowance of enlisted
men
discharged on
account of
enlistment; transportation
transportation
men discharged
on account
of expiration
expiration of
of enlistment;
of enlisted men and apprentice
apprentice seamen
seamen and
and applicants
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment
at
home and
subSistence and
transfers en
en route,
route, or
or cash
cash
at home
and abroad,
abroad, with
with subsistence
and transfers
thereof;;transportation.
transportation to their homes, if
in lieu thereof
residents of
of the
the United
if residents
United
States,
men and
apprentice seamen
discharged on
on medical
medical
States, of
of enlisted
enlisted men
and apprentice
seamen discharged
survey, with subsistence and transfers
transfers en route, or cash in lieu thereof;
thereof;
transportation
of sick
enlisted men
and apprentice
apprentice seamen
seamen to
to
transportation of
sick or
or insane
insane enlisted
men and
hospitals, with subsistence and
and transfers
transfers en
en route,
or cash
cash in
in lieu
lieu
route, or
transportation of
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force to
to
Naval Reserve
Naval
Reserve thereof; transportation
of enlisted
enlisted men of the
the Naval
Force,
etc.
Force, etc.
and from duty, with subsistence and transfers
transfers en route,
route or cash
cash in lieu
thereof;
transportation of
of civilian
offic ers and
an d crews of
of naval
naval auxilithereof; transportation
civilian officers
auxiliaries;
of deserters
deserters and
stragglers, and
for
aries; apprehension
apprehension and
and delivery
delivery of
and stragglers,
and for
Recruitin
g.
Recruiting.
railway
guides and other expenses
transportation; expenses
railway guides
expenses incident to transportation;
expenses
of recruiting for the naval service;
service; rent
rent of rendezvous
rendezvous and expenses
expenses of
of
maintaining the
rental, maintenance,
maintenance operation,
operation, exchange,
and
maintaining
the same;
same; rental,
exchange and
repair of motor-propelled
vehicles for
use;
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
for official
official use;
advertising for and obtaining
obtaining men
seamen; actual
actual and
and
men and apprentice
apprentice seamen;
necessary expenses in lieu of mileage to officers on duty with traveling
recruiting
$9,000,000.
recruiting parties
parties, $9,000,000.
Enlistment
period
1
p
Until
enlistments in the
for
for" 1920.
e192.
Until June
June 30, I.920,
1920,
enlistments
the Navy may be for terms of
of
Vol.
Vol. 40,0, p.
p. 65.
s5.
two,
two, three or four
four years, and all laws now applicable
applicable to four
four year
year
enlistments
regulations as may be
be prescribed
enlistments shall apply, under such regulations
prescribed
to enlistments
enlistments for
for a
ashorter
by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, to
shorter period
period with
with
proportionate benefits
benefits upon
upon discharge
discharge and
and reenlistment.
proportionate
reenlistment.
Recreation, enlisted
Recreation,
enlisted
Recreation for enlisted
enlisted men: For
amusement, comcomFor the recreation,
recreation, amusement,
men.
men.
fort, contentment,
contentment, and health
health of
Navy, and
and for
for such
such other
other purposes
of the
the Navy,
purposes
of like character
of
character as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy may
may deem
deem advisable,
advisable, to
to
be
expended
in
the
discretion
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
under
such
be
expended
Pr,
in
the
discretion
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
under
such
Provi4o.
Pay restriction.
regulations
prescribe: Provided,
regulations as he may prescribe:
Provided, That
person shall
That no person
shall be
be
employed hereunder
hereunder at
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per
per
at a
a rate
rate of
of compensation
annum,
$400,000.
annum, $400,000.
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Contingent:
continuous-service certificates, discharg
discharges,
Contingent: Ferriage, continuous-service
es,
good-conduct
good-conduct badges, and
and medals for men and boys, including
including civi"an
civilian
employees who render
service by
render conspicuous
conspicuous service
by putting
putting their
their life in
in
jeopardy to save life or property;
property; purchase
purchase of
of gymnastic apparatus;
apparatus;
transportation
transportation of effects of deceased
deceased officers and enlisted men
men of the
the
Navy, and of
of officers
officers and
and enrolled men
men of the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force
who
apprentice seamen
who die while
while on duty; books
books for
for training apprentice
seamen and
and
landsmen;
pack-.
landsmen; maintenance
maintenance of gunnery
gunnery and
and other training classes;
classes; packing boxes and materials; books
books and models; stationery;
other
stationery; and other
contingent expenses
contingent
expenses and emergencies
emergencies arising under cognizance
cognizance of
of the
the
Bureau
Navigation, unforeseen
unforeseen and
impossible to classify,
classify, $20,000.
$20,000.
Bureau of Navigation,
and impossible

Contingent.
Contingent.

Gunnery
and engiGUNNERY AND
AND ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING EXERCISES:
and neering
Gunnery and
engiGUNNERY
EXERCISES: Prizes,
Prizes, trophies,
trophies, and
exercises.
practice, engineering
engineering exer- neering exercises.
badges for excellence
excellence in
gunnery, target practice,
in igunnery,
cises,
and for
economy in
n coal
under
for economy
coal consumption,
consumption, to
to be
be awarded
awarded under
cises, and
formulate; for the
Secretary of the Navy may
may formulate;
such rules as
as the
the Secretary
purpose of printing,
printing, recording, classifying, compiling, and publishing
Target ranges,
ranges, etc.
the rules
rules and
and results;
results; for
for the
establishment and
of shootshoot- Target
etc.
the
the establishment
and maintenance
maintenance of
established
ranges; for hiring established
ing galleries,
galleries, target houses,
houses, targets, and ranges;
ranges,
ranges, and
and for transporting
transporting the civilian assistants
assistants and equipment
equipment to
to
and from
from ranges, $350,000.
$350,000.
on first
i r enOUTFITS
ENLISTMENT: Outfits
OUTFITS ON
ON FIRST
FIRST ENLISTMENT:
Outfits for all enlisted men and listi.
listments. on f st enapprentice
first enlistment at not to exceed
exceed
apprentice seamen of the Navy on first
$100 each;
clothing not to exceed
men
to men
exceed $15
$15 per man to
$100
each; for
for civilian
civilian clothing
undesirability, or inaptitude; in
given discharges
discharges for bad conduct, undesirability,
all, $9,000,000.
$9,000,000.
Officers
Officers of the United
United States Naval Reserve Force who were Norav
Unaolrnalrogl%Ittuitey"to
e
ileg; to

sffleers transferred
Volunteers under
the provisions
provisions officers
transferred
transferred from
from the
National Naval
Naval Volunteers
transferred
the National
under the
of the
Act of
of July
July 1,
1, 1918,
shall be
paid the
same uniform
uniform gratuity
gratuity frv.
It. 40,
40, p. 708.
1918, shall
be paid
the same
of
the Act
o.
officers of the Naval Reserve
Provided, That they coo
as other officers
Reserve Force:
Force: Provided,
Egfciiton.
shall not
not have
have received
any State
such gratuity.
gratuity.
shall
received from
from any
State such
Su pInstruments
and supplies:
Instruments and
supplies: Supplies
for seamen's
seamen's quarters;
quarters; and
and for
Supplies for
plinstrments
for plies,
supetc.
equipage at home and abroad;
of all
all other articles of equipage
the purchase
purchase of
the
abroad;
vessels therewith and
payment of labor
labor in equipping
and
equipping vessels
and for
for the
the payment
manufacture
manufacture of such articles in the several
several navy yards; all pilotage
war; canal
canal tolls, wharfage,
of ships
ships of war;
and towage of
and
wharfage, dock and port
port
nature;
expenses of aasimilar nature;
charges,
necessary incidental
incidental expenses
other necessary
charges, and
and other
•
in repairing,
repairing, correcting, adjusting,
and materials
services and
materials in
adjusting, and testing
testin
services
astronomical
compasses
nautical and astronomical
on board
board ship;
ship; nautical
on shore
shore and
and on
compasses on
instruments and repairs to same;
instruments
same; libraries
libraries for ships of war, profesprofesmaintenance of gunnery and
sional
sional books,
books schoolbooks, and papers; maintenance
other training classes; compasses, compass fittings,
fittings, including binnacles, tripods,
tripods, and
and other
other appendages
of ship's
ship's compasses;
Compasses; logs
logs and
and
appendages of
nacles,
other
the ship's way, and leads and other
measuring .the
other appliances
appliances for measuring
and
appliances
sounding; photographs,
instruments and
photographic instruments
photographs, photographic
for sounding;
appliances for
necessary
outfit and materials;
materials,
materials, printing outfit
materials; and for the necessary
civilian electricians
electricians for gyrocompass
gyrocompass testingand
testing and inspection,
inspection, $1,500,000$1,500,000.
Ocean and lake sue.
OCEAN AND
AND LAKE
LAKE SURVEYS:
SURVEYS: Hydrographic
Hydrographic surveys,
including the
the veys.
surveys, including
ocean
OCEAN
and lake suir
pay of
of the
the necessary,hydrographic
hydrographic surveyor,
surveyor, cartographic
cartographic draftsmen,
draftsmen, e
and
recorders, and
and for
purchase and
and printing
of nautical
and recorders,
for the
the purchase
printing of
nautical books,
books, ps,.
Proviso.
Hydrographic
Office
gaao
r r
charts, and
sailing directions,
directions, $155,000:
$155,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
charts,
and sailing
the Secretary
Secretary details.
P e Ofice
dei
detail such naval
the Navy
Navy is
is authorized
authorized to detail
of
naval officers
officers as may be
of the
necessary to
necessary
to the
the Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office.
Office.
N
Naval Reserve
SCHOOLS
OR CAMPS
OF INSTRUCTION:
Naval Reserve
Force: That
That of
&Hoots OR
CAMPS OF
INSTRUCTION: Naval
Reserve Force:
of Force.
Payment of incurred
the
unexpended and
the unexpended
and unobligated
unobligated balance
remaining of
balance remaining
of all
all money
moneyo obli
gations, otncured
etc., for
0 ayPtefI
instruction
schools,
heretofore
appropriation authorized
Public etc.,
nstron
schools,
heretofore appropriated
appropriated and
and of
of the
the appropriation
authorized in Public
from balances reNumbered 182,
182, Sixty-fifth Congress, approved
approved July
1, 1918,
July 1,
1918, under
under maining. balances re
VoL 40, p. 713.
or Camps
Force, VOL 0, p. 3.
the heading
the
heading "Schools
"Schools or
Camps of
of Instruction,
Instruction, Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
instructing recruits
for
training, and instructing
recruits and reserves
reserves of all
for assembling,
assembin, training,
ad subsection patrols 'submarines
includng the
classes, including
classes,
the crews of section
submarines and
subonnected
ail purpoe
chasers, and beach patrol, and for an
marine chasers
marine
purposes connected
therewith," $500,000
$560,000 is
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated for
for the
purpose of
of
the purpose
is hereby
therewith,"
ro

t
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YTraining
YerbaBuenalsland,
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Coast ers
1 Harbor
Ioasters
Island, R. . Harbor
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paying
all obligations
obligations or
the instance
instance of
the Navy
Navy
of the
at the
or claims
claims incurred
incurred at
aying all
Department in
in carrying
out the
provisions of
of said
Acts and
and for
the
said Acts
for the
Department
carrying out
the provisions
purpose of
of paying
all expenses
expenses incident
to the
the closing
closing of
the schools
schools
incident to
of the
purpose
paying all
maintained and
and operated
of said
Acts.
maintained
operated in
in pursuance
pursuance of
said Acts.
NAVAL
ALIFORNIA: Maintenance
Maintenance of
of naval
naval
CALIFORNIA:
STATION, C
TRAINING STATION,
NAVAL TRAINING
training
station, Yerba
Island, California:
and material;
training station,
Yerba Buena
Buena Island,
California: Labor
Labor and
material;

buildings and
and wharves;
general care,
repairs, and
and improvements
of
wharves; general
care, repairs,
improvements of
buildings
grounds, buildings,
and wharves;
wharfage, ferriage,
and street
street car
ferriage, and
car
grounds,
buildings, and
wharves; wharfage,
fare; purchase
purchase an
maintenance of
and attendance
attendance on
on
and maintenance
of live
live stock,
stock, and
fare;
same; motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles,
vehicles, wagons,
wagons carts,
implements, tools,
tools,
carts, implements,
same;
and
to same,
including the
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
operaand repairs
repairs to
same, including
and operation
of one
one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
to be
used
vehicle, to
be used
passenger-carrying vehicle,
tion of
only for
purposes; fire
engines and
fire engines
and extinguishers;
extinguishers; gymnastic
gymfastic
only
for official
official purposes;
implements,
models, and
other articles
in instruction
instruction of
of
and other
articles needed
needed in
implements, models,
apprentice seamen;
seamen; printing
outfit and
and maintenance
materials, and
maintenance
printing outfit
and materials,
apprentice
of same;
heating and
and lighting;
lighting; stationery,
schoolbooks and
and
of
same; heating
stationery, books,
books, schoolbooks,
periodicals,
water, and
washing; packing
packing boxes
boxes and
and materials;
materials;
periodicals, fresh
fresh water,
and washing;
and all
all other
other contingent
of dispensary
dispensary buildbuildmaintenance of
contingent expenses.
expenses; maintenance
and
ing;
entertainments for
in
seamen; in
for apprentice
apprentice seamen;
ing; lectures
lectures and
and suitable
suitable entertainments
all, $225,000.
all,
$225,000.

NAVAL
TRAINING STATION,
RHODE ISLAND:
ISLAND: Maintenance
Maintenance of
naval
of naval
STATION, RHODE
NAVAL TRAINING
training
station, Coasters
Coasters Harbor
Island, Rhode
Rhode Island:
Island: Labor
and
training station,
Harbor Island,
Labor and
material, buildings
buildings and
wharves; dredging
channels; extending
sea
material,
and wharves;
dredging channels;
extending sea
walls; repairs
repairs to
to causeway
sea wall;
and
walls;
causeway and
and sea
wall; general
general care,
care, repairs,
repairs, and
improvements of
of grounds
buildings, and
and wharves;
wharfage, ferriage,
ferriage,
improvements
grounds, buildings,
wharves; wharfage,
and street
car fare;
fare; purchase
and maintenance
maintenance of
of live
stock, and
and
and
street car
purchase and
live stock,
attendance
implevehicles, wagons,
wagons, carts
carts, impleattendance on
on same;
same; motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles,
ments,
and repairs
to same,
same, including
maintenance,
ments, and
and tools,
tools, and
repairs to
including the
the maintenance,
repair, and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles
repair,
and operation
operation of
of two
two horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
to
for official
and extinguishers;
extinguishers;
to be
be used
used only
only for
official purposes;
purposes; fire
fire engines
engines and
gymnastic
implements; models
models and
and other
needed in
gymnastic implements;
other articles
articles needed
in instrucinstruction of
of apprentice
apprentice seamen;
seamen; printing
outfit and
maintetion
printing outfit
and materials,
materials, and
and mainteheating and
lighting; stationery,
stationery, books,
nance of same; heag
andlighting;
books, schoolbooks,
schoolbooks,
fresh water,
water.
,and washing; packing
boxes and
and maand periodicals;
periodicals; fresh
packing boxes
materials; and all
terials;
contingent expenses;
and suitable
all other contingent
expenses; lectures and
suitable
entertainments for
apprentice seamen;
$350,000: Provided,
Provided,
in all,
all, $350,000:
seamen; in
for apprentice
v- entertainments
Povet. etc., servclerical,
ices.
That the
the sum
paid out
out of
of this
the direction
ices.
' "
That
sum to
to be
be paid
this appropriation
appropriation under
under the
direction
of
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
drafting, inspection,
inspection, and
of the
the Secretary
Navy for
for clerical,
clerical, drafting,
and
messenger
messenger service
service for the fiscal
fise.al year
1920, shall not
not
year ending
ending June 30, 1920,
exceed
$15,701.60.
exceed $15,701.60.
Ill.
NAVAL
STATION, GREAT
GREAT LAKES:
of naval
naval
Great Lakes, Il
NAVAL TRAINING
TRAINING STATION,
LAKES: Maintenance
Maintenance of
station: Labor
Labor and
and material; general
training station:
imgeneral care,
care, repairs, and
and improvements of
of grounds,
grounds, buildings,
buildings, and
street car
car fare;
fare; purchase
purchase
provements
and piers;
piers; street
and
maintenance of live
motorand maintenance
live stock,
stock, and
and attendance
attendance on
on same;
same; motorpropelled
propelled vehicles,
'vehicles, wagons, carts,
carts, implements, and tools, and repairs
repairs
repair, and
and operation
to same, including the maintenance, repair,
one
operation of one
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle, and
horse-drawn
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle,
and one
one horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle to
be used
used only
official purposes;
purposes; fire
fire
passenger-carrying
to be
only for
for official
apparatus
extinguishers; gymnastic
implements; models
models and
and
apparatus and
and extinguishers;
gymnastic implements;
printing
other articles
articles needed
needed in instruction of apprentice seamen; printing
same; heating
outfit and material, and maintenance
maintenance of same;
heating and lighting,
and
to power-plant
distributing mains,
mains, tunnel,
tunnel,
and repairs
repairs to
power-plant equipment,
equipment, distributing
schoolbooks, and periodicals;
and conduits: stationery, books, schoolbooks,
periodicals;
washing; packing boxes and materials; lectures and
and suitable
suitable entertainments
all other
expenses:
tainments for
for apprentice
apprentice seamen;
seamen; and all
other contingent
contingent expenses:
Provided, That
the
sum to
be paid
out of
this appropriation
appropriation under
Proviso.
P
,rom. Provided,
That
the
sum
to
be
paid
out
of
this
under
et
Clerical,
c.,, servser - the direction of the Secretary
clerical, drafting,
Ieical, etcSecretary of the Navy for clerical,
ices.
inspection, and
messenger service
inspection,
and messenger
service for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30,
1920, shall not exceed $6,000;
naval training
training station,
station, Great
Great
$6,000; in
in all,
all, naval
Lakes, $850,000.
Lakes,
$850,000.
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Saint
Helena, etc.,
etc.,
NAVAL
TRAININIG STATION,
STATION, S
SAINT
HELENA,
OPERATING Va.
NAVAL TRAINING
AINT H
ELENA, AND
AND NAVAL
NAVAL OPERATING
Sa t Helena,
BASE,
HAMIPTON
ROADS,
VIRGINIA:
Maintenance
naval training
BASE, H_Amr-rox ROADS, VIRGINIA: Maintenance of
of naval
stations at Saint Helena and at naval operating base, Virginia, labor
labor
and material,
improvements; schoolbooks;
material, general care, repairs, and improvements;
schoolbooks;
8310,000.
and all
all other
other incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, $310,000.
Naval Reserve
FNaVr
Reserve
NAVAL
RESERVE FORCE:
FORCE: For
of organizing,
organizing, administerNAVAL RESERVE
For expenses
expenses of
administer- Force.
ing, and
and recruiting
recruiting the
the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
Force, $50,000.
Organizing, etc.
$50,000.
i
i
t
)
r
e
g
cnii
;
g
i
g
iDarr
et %cks._
RECEIVING BARRACKS:
receiving barracks,
barracks, for
for a
RECEIVING
BARRACKS: Maintenance
Maintenance of receiving
a Temporary
Temporary maintenance.
anc
n e.
period not exceeding
exceeding six months, $100,000.
$100,000.
/sil:dv
ealIsT
an
ard. College,
Island.
e,
RHODE I
ISLAND:
NAVAL
COLLEGE, RHODE
maintenance of the mRhode
NAVAL WAR
W AR COLLEGE,
SLAND: For maintenance
Naval War College
College on Coasters Harbor Island, including the mainmaintenance, repair, and operation of one horse-drawn
passenger-carrying
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
tenance,
vehicle to be used only for official
official purposes; and care of grounds
grounds for
vehicle
same, $82,750;
$82,750; services of a
a professor of international
international law, $2,000;
$2,000;
civilian lecturers,
lecturers, rendered
rendered at the War College, $1,200;
$1,200;
services of
of civilian
preservation of the library, including the purchase, binding,
care and
and preservation
Proviso.
and repair of books of reference
reference and periodicals,
Provided, Clerical,
periodicals, $5,000: Provided,
cal, etc.,
etc., serv
services.
appropriation under the direction ices.
sum to be
be paid out
out of this appropriation
That the sum
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy for clerical, inspection,
inspection, drafting, and
not
messenger service
service for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30
30, 1920, shall not
exceed
$50,000; in all,
College, R
Rhode
Island, $90,950.
all, Naval War College,
hode Island,
$90,950.
exceed $50,000;
deiphia,
.
Naval Home,
Pa
NAVAL HOME,
Hon, PHILADELPHIA,
OF EMPLOYEES:
EMPLOYEES: dNaal
Home,
Phila
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA,' PAY
PAY OF
NAVAL
employees.
$1,800; one
one superPay of
of employees.
One secretary,
secretary, $1,800;
$1,800; one
one foreman
One
foreman mechanic,
mechanic, $1,800;
superin- Pay
tendent of
of grounds,
$900; one steward, at $900; one store laborer,
laborer,
grounds, at
at $900;
tendent
office assistant, at $720;
beneficiaries'
$720; one beneficiaries'
and office
at $660; one matron and
at
attendant, at $480; one chief cook, at $660; one assistant
assistant cook, at
attendant,
laundress, at $420; two
assistant cook, at $480; one chief laundress,
$540; one assistant
laundresses, at
each; one chief
laundresses, at $300 each;
$360 each;
each; three laundresses,
laundresses,
at $360
scrubbers, at
each; one head waitress,
waitress,
at $360
$360 each;
scrubber, at
at $420;
$420; three scrubbers,
at
waitresses, at $360 each; four waitresses,
waitresses, at $300 each;
at $480; four
four waitresses,
one kitchen attendant, at $540; seven laborers, at $600 each; five
laborers, at $540
$540 each; one stable keeper
keeper and driver,
driver, at $660;
$660; one
master at arms, at $900;
$900; two house corporals, at $600 each; one barpainter, at $1,200; one
$1,200; one painter,
carpenter,, at $1,200;
ber, at $600; one carpenter
painter, at $1,020;
$1,020; one engineer, $1,080;
each;
laborers, at $720 each;
$1,080; four laborers,
painter,
three laborers, at $840 each; one laborer, at $600; one chauffeur, coal
truck,
chauffeur,
truck, at
at $840;
$840; one
one chauffeur,
one chauffeur,
chauffeur, small
small truck,
truck, at
at $960;
$960; one
governor's car, $840; total for employees,
employees, $39,540.
$39,540.
governor's
Maintenance.
M AINTENANCE: Water
Water rent,
rent, heating,
heating, and
and lighting;
burial Mantefanace
lighting; cemetery,
cemetery, burial
MALNTENANCE:
improvements of grounds,
expenses and headstones;
headstones; general care and improvements
expenses
equipment,
power-plant equipment,
repairs to power-plant
buildings, walls, and fences; repairs
implements, tools, and furniture, and purchase of the same; music
beneficiaries; stationery, books,
entertainments for beneficiaries;
in chapel
chapel and entertainments
beneficiaries
and periodicals
•transportation
transportation of indigent and destitute beneficiaries
periodicals;'
to
their
beneficiaries, their
Naval Home, and of sick and insane beneficiaries,
to the Naval
attendants
necessary subsistence
other
subsistence for both, to and from other
attendants and necessary
about
beneficiaries in and about
Government hospitals;
hospitals; employment of such beneficiaries
the
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
Navy,
Naval Home, as
as may
may be authorized
the Naval
beneficiaries,
support of beneficiaries,
recommendation of the governor;
on the recommendation
governor;
.
including the maintenance,
and all other contingent expenses, including
maintenance, repair,
and
operation of
of one
one horse-drawn
vehicle, two
two Pble
and operation
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle,
rom naval
naval
Payable from
motor-propelled vehicles
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-arryng penin
nd
motor-propelled
vehicles and one motor-propelled
pension fund.
Naval
vehicle, to be used only for official purposes,
purposes, $105,366;
$105,366; in all, Naval
$144,906, which sum shall be
Home, $144,906,
be paid out of the income from
pension fund.sted
fund.
the naval pension
strength of
of
Enlisted strength
The total authorized
authorized enlisted strength of the active list of the Navy.
Temp orary increase
Navy is hereby temporarily
temporarily increased
increased from 131,485 during the period
period teor
to
30, 192).I,,nmc0s
2
714.
from July
July 1,
1919, to
to September
30, 1919,
1919, to
men, and
from Vol.
from
1, 1919,
September30,
to 241,000
241,000 men,
and from
VoL4,40, p.
p. 714
October 1, 1919, to December
December 31,
31, 1919, to 191,000 men, and from
October
President
January 1, 1920, to June 30, 1920, to 170,000 men and the President
44281*-21-11
44281°-21-11
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judgment aasufficient
his judgment
hereby authorized,
whenever in
sufficient national
in his
authorized, whenever
is hereby
Emergencyease is
emergency
the authorized
strength of
of the
the
enlisted strength
authorized enlisted
increase the
to increase
exists, to
emergency exists,
is hereby
Naval
to 191,000
and the
the Secretary
hereby
Secretary of the Navy is
men, and
191,000 men,
Navy to
Reserve Navy
Naval Reserve
naval
authorized to call to or continue on active service on strictly naval
Force.
Force,
authorized
Male
and
Male membe
members and
nurses inative
in activersnava
naval duties,
with their
such numbers
numbers of
of the
male members
and
members and
the male
consent, such
their consent,
duties, with
nurses
authorized,
nurses of the Naval Reserve Force in enlisted ratings as may be
service, authorized
necessary to
to supply
deficiencies to
to maintain
maintain the
authorized
total authorized
the total
supply deficiencies
necessary
strength
for the
periods herein
herein authorized.
total
foregoing total
The foregoing
authorized. The
the periods
strength for
authorized
shall include
include the
the hospital
hospital corps,
corps, apprentice
strength shall
authorized strength
seamen,
those sentenced
to discharge,
discharge, enlisted
enlisted men
men
court-martial to
by court-martial
sentenced by
seamen, those
of
those under
under instruction
instruction in
trade schools,
and
schools, and
in trade
Corps, those
Flying Corps,
the Flying
of the
Active duty
of
remem
bers of
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
so
serving.
That during
during the
the
That
serving.
so
Force
the
of
remembers
o
duty
Active
servistsrestricted.
Reserve
fiscal year
30, 1920,
the Naval
Naval Reserve
of the
member of
no member
1920, no
June 30,
ending June
year ending
fiscal
ersestct
Force shall
shall be
be recalled
to active
or any
purother purany other
training or
for training
duty for
active duty
recalled to
Force
Previsos.
Provisos.
pose except
except as
hereinbefore provided:
average
the average
That the
Provided, That
provided: Provided,
as hereinbefore
omispose
overage commisAverage
of the line, permanent, temporary,
officers of
sioned
number of
of commissioned
commissioned officers
temporary,
personnel im- number
sioned personnel
ited.
and reserves
reserves on active duty, shall not exceed during the periods
periods
aforesaid,
the total
total temporary
temporary authorized
enlisted
authorized enlisted
of the
centum of
per centum
4 per
aforesaid, 4
strength
of the
the Regular
and Temporary
Temporary Navy,
members of the
and members
Navy, and
Regular and
strength of
duty, and the
Naval
Reserve Force
Force in
enlisted ratings
ratings on
on active
active duty,
in enlisted
Naval Reserve
number
of
staff
officers
shall
be
in
the
same
proportion
as provided
Pemanent
Permanent strength
strength number of staff officers shall be in the same proportion as provided
herein shall be
not
under
law: Provided
Provided further,
That nothing
nothing herein
further, That
existing law:
under existing
affected
not affected,
construed as
commissioned, or
enlisted
or enlisted
permanent, commissioned,
the permanent,
affecting the
as affecting
construed
strength of
of the
Regular
Navy as
authorized
by
existing law.
law.
existing
by
authorized
as
Navy
Regular
the
strength
e
N
davai
l
lesel
eo
j
rp
eF
sI
ce:
Female
members, except
nurses, of
Naval Reserve
Force and
and
Reserve Force
the Naval
of the
except nurses,
Female members,
ReCorps
Marine
and
serve.
members to the Marine Corps Reserve shall, as soon as practicable and
no
and in no
seeale
Female members to the Marine Corps Reserve shall, as soon as practicable
this Act,
be placed
placed on
on inactive
inactive event
event later
later than
than thirty
thirty- days
days after
after the
the date
date of
of approval
approval of this
be
dut
N y.
Reserve Force
o civilian
civilian shore
be placed
placed on
on inactive
duty. Members
Members of
the Naval
Force
Naval Reserve
of the
inactive duty.
shore be
o
duty hereafter by shall not hereafter be ordered
ordered to perform active duty on shore of aa
Naval Reserve Force.
l Reserve F.
kind
which is
ordinarily performed
performed by
civilians, and
and all reservists
kind which
is ordinarily
by civilians,
reservists
within
duty within
such duty
now performing
performing such
shall be
from such
relieved from
be relieved
duty shall
such duty
now
of this Act.
thirty
days after
after the
the date
of approval of
date of
thirty days
Temporary
civil ap.
of the
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve
Reserve
and Marine
Force and
Reserve Force
Naval Reserve
the Naval
Members of
pnt Members
Temporaryof
or fciil
pointments
efficient
pointmenis
members
authorized,
whose
efficiency have
the desirdemonstrated the
have demonstrated
and efficiency
services and
conduct, services
whose conduct,
membersauthorized.
of the Secretary of
ability
their retention
the discretion
discretion of
in the
may, in
retention may,
of their
ability of
the
civil appointments
appointments in the Navy Detemporary civil
given temporary
be given
Navy, be
the Navy,
usual rates of
and usual
partment or
Establishment at
the ordinary
ordinary and
at the
Naval Establishment
or Naval
partment
a similar character
performing a
pay accorded
character of work,
employees performing
accorded employees
pay
provided such
services are
necessary.
are necessary.
such services
provided
May take civil servCorps Reserve
Marine Corps
and Marine
ice
examination
fill
Members
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Force and
Reserve
Reserve Force
of the
Members of
ll
take civi toeo
iceay
who accept such temporary
occurring vacancies
vacancies '
temporary civil appointments shall be given an
opportunity
by a
service examination
examination for certificacertificacivil service
a civil
qualify by
to qualify
opportunity to
tion in
civil service
rules to
to fill
such vacancies as
fill such
service rules
with civil
accordance with
in accordance
tion
may
in cases
cases where they are not already eligible for appointoccur, in
may occur,
ment or reinstatement. All temporary appointments
Term.
appointments made hereof
30, 1920.
Appropriation for re- under
Tune 30,
1920. For
For pay
pay of
than June
later than
not later
terminate not
shall terminate
under shall
Appropriationforreestablishment, or civil service
to the
the civil establishment,
transferred to
servists
transferred, reservists
reservists so transferred
trnsfered,
serists
etc.
employees
appointed in
in lieu
thereof, $8,613,220,
their pay
pay prior to
to
$S,613,220, their
lieu thereof,
employees appointed
the Navy,"
transfer to
to be
of the
Navy," and
"Pay of
appropriation "Pay
to the
the appropriation
charged to
be charged
transfer
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy shall
Congress on
on the
the first
first day
day
to Congress
submit to
shall submit
the
and
of the
session a
astatement
statement showing
showing the
number and
the number
regular session
next regular
the next
of
designation of
of the
employed hereunder
hereunder and
rate of
cornof comthe rate
and the
persons employed
the persons
designation
lay
restriction for
employee paid under the
no employee
That no
Provided, That
each: Provided,
to each:
paid to
pensation paid
for pensation
ay.trictcion
i° .
Department
of this
this paragraph,
except expert
expert technicists,
receive
shall receive
technlcists, shall
paragraph, except
provisions of
service provisions
Department service,
annual compensation
compensation in
in excess
excess of
$2,000 for
services rendered
rendered in the
for services
of $2,000
annual
Navy Department,
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided
Provided
Washington, District
Department, Washington,
Limit
ocompensNavy
Limit on compensatwenty-four employees shall be so apthan
exceedm' ,gs2,000.
further,,That not more than twenty-four
2,o. further,
timo exceeding
$2,000 per annum, and that in
pointed
exceeding $2,000
compensation exceeding
at aacompensation
pointed at
$4,000 per annum.
no
exceed $4,000
compensation exceed
the compensation
shall the
case shall
no case
Emergency increase.
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Promotion selection
The
which requires
Secretary of
The provision
provision of
of existing
existing law
law which
requires the
the Secretary
of the
the board
Promotion
eetletion
to meet
annually.
Navy
to
make
computations
semiannually
as
of
July
1
ally.
1
and
January
semiannually
as
of
July
Navy to make computations
Vol.
39, p. 578;
578; Vol.
V
1
of each
each year
and to
convene the
officers of the line 40o
V.
select officers
to convene
the boards
boards to
to select
1 of
year and
40,
86. 'P
and
the staff
staff corps
corps for
for promotion
that said
said
and of
of the
promotion is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended so
so that
computations
at
said boards
boards shall
shall be
be convened
convened at
computations shall
shall be
be made
made and
and said
least
once each
each year
at such
Secretary of the
the Navy
least once
year and
and at
such times as the Secretary
and the boards
boards shall
shall recommend
recommend for promotion such
may direct, and
number
of officers
officers as
as may
existing
to fill
fill vacancies
vacancies then existing
may be
be necessary
necessary to
number of
and
which may
may occur
occur during
the next
time.
period of time.
next period
during the
and which
No reduction in pay,
That
That nothing
nothing contained
Act shall
shall be
to reduce
reduce etc.,
contained in
in this
this Act
be construed
construed to
ar Navy.
ay,
etc.,iedUtion
in Regular
any commissioned,
commissioned, warrant, or appointed
appointed
or allowances
allowances of any
the pay or
or
authorized by law for such officer
officer or
or any enlisted
officer
enlisted man as authorized
officer or
enlisted
n his
his present
permanent status
the Regular
in the
Regular Navy.
Navy. Reservists.
man i
in
present permanent
status in
enlisted man
Enrolled men
of the
Naval-Reserve
and of
the Marine
Marine Corps
Enrolled
men of
the Naval
Reserve Force
In active duty durForce and
of the
Corps nasctisduty
the war may serve
Reserve, other than commissioned and warrant
officers, who have ing
warrant officers,
Ithearmayserve
time of enrollment
enrollment in
in
Navy, etc.
etc.
performed
duty during
war, may,
may, upon
upon their
applica- reguar
reguar Navy,
performed active
active duty
during the
the war,
their own
own application,
transferred to the regular Navy
Navy and
and Maxine
Marine Corps,
Corps, respection, be
be transferred
tively,
serve the
the unexpired
term of
of their
enrollment in
in such
such rating
rating
unexpired term
their enrollment
tively, to
to serve
regulations as the Provisos.
or
rank as
they may
may be found qualified under such regulations
as they
or rank
Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy may
may prescribe:
Provided, That
That men
men so
so transSecretary of
prescribe: Provided,
trans- Conditon.
Condition.
ferred
at least
least one year
or
the regular
regular Navy
Navy or
year to serve in
in the
shall have
have at
ferred shall
the Marine
before the
expiration of
their current
Not to
the
Marine Corps
Corps before
the expiration
of their
current enlistment:
enlistment: Not
to eceed
exceed anauthorized strength.
of thorizedstrength.
That such transfers may not be made in excess of
Provided
further, That
Providedfurther,
the
authorized enlisted
the Navy
Navy or
Corps: Pay,
ay, etc
the authorized
enlisted strength
strength of
of the
or Marine
Marine Corps:
etc.
Provided
enrolled men
transferred shall be entitled
Providedfurther,
further, That
That enrolled
men so transferred
to and
receive the
the same
same pay,
in all
all
and allowances
allowances in
rights, privileges,
privileges, and
pay, rights,
to
and receive
existing law for men regularly discharged
respects as
as now
now providedby
provided by existing
discharged
respects
four-year
immediately upon expiration
and reenlisted immediately
expiration of their full four-year
enlistment
in the
enlistment in
the Regular
Regular Navy
or Marine
Corps.
Navy or
Marine Corps.
Travel allowance
allowance to
enlisted men dismenend
disAll enlisted
enlisted men of the Navy and Coast Guard who have served
served enlisted
charged
of
charged before
before end
of
full term.
in the war with the German
German Government
Government and who may hereafter
hereafter be fullterm.
discharged
discharged or who have been discharged
discharged from the service since
enlistment
November
November 11,
11, 1918, and before the expiration
expiration of their full enlistment
shall receive,
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
shall
receive, under such
Navy may prescribe,
prescribe, an honorable
honorable discharge
discharge and shall
shall receive
receive 5
5cents
from the
actual bona
fide home
per mile from
the place
place of
of his
his discharge
discharge to
to his
his actual
bona fide
home Profi.
Provisos.
Sea travel allowance.
option: ProPro- Seatravelallowance.
the service
muster into
or
or original
or residence,
residence, or
original muster
into the
service at
at his option:
vided,
That for
sea travel
travel on
on discharge,
discharge , transportation
and subsist,
vided, That
for sea
transportation and
subsist- Condition.
Condition
furnished to enlisted men: Provided,
ence
ence only shall be furnished
Provided, That the
records of
of such
warrant such
honorable discharge.
discharge.
•
records
such men
men warrant
such honorable
enlistn
Men enlisting for
Any
man of
Marine Corps,
or Coast
Coast Guard,
Any enlisted
enlisted man
of the
the Navy,
Navy, Marine
Corps, or
Guard, who,
who, four
yearssincebruFebrufour years
i
ary ,
since
before November
November 11,
since February
February 3,
3, 1917,
1917, and
and before
11, 1918,
1918, enlisted
enlisted for
for ary
,te
1917,
may be
d 'ho
honorable
l
ischarge,
etc.
upon his
his application
of four
four 3 ears
the
the period
period of
ears shall
shall upon
application made
made to
to the
the ischarge, etc.
Secretary of the Navy
Navy on or before September 1, 1919, be held
held and
and
construed to have enlisted
construed
enlisted for the duration of the war and shall when
when
discharged
honorable discharge, and upon the fakir'!"
taking
discharged be granted an honorable
effect
shall be
notified by
by the
Navy of
his pros.
effect of this Act
Act shall
be notified
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
of his
Provisos.
Condition.
said enlisted man is condition.
Provided, That said
right to file such application: Provided,
Not to delay return
otherwise entitled to
to an
an honorable
honorable discharge:
discharge: Providedfurther,
otherwise
Provided further, That of
offto
forces. desy ret
the return
of the
the American
American Expeditionary
Forces shall
shall not
not be
be
home of
Expeditionary Forces
the
return home
Gratuity pay
pay if rethereby
delayed: Provided
Providedfurther,
urther, That
That any
any enlisted
enlisted man
man who
re
thereby delayed:
who takes
takes Gratuity
enlisting for four years.
advantage
advantage of the
the provisions
provisions of this paragraph
paragraph to secure aadischarge
discharge eUStinfoUryeal.
reenMarine Corps,
from the Navy, Marine
Corps or Coast Guard, and thereafter
thereafter reenlists within four months in the Navy or in the Marine Corps, under
under
for a
a period
period of
of four
conditions as now prescribed
prescribed by
years shall
shall
four years,
by law, for
conditions
be entitled to receive the benefits
benefits of the gratuity pay provided
provided by
existing
existing law
law for
for reenlistments.
reenlistments.
Enlstment periods
periods
Enlistment
Enlisted men
of the
Corps, and
Coast Guard,
Guard, who
men of
the Navy,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
and Coast
who may
may be
be extended,
tended, etc.
Enlisted
a period of
enlisted for the period
period of the war or enlisted
enlisted for a
of four years
between
between February
February 3, 1917, and November 11,
11, 1918,
1918, and have
have their
their
P.
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status
to that
that of
men who
enlisted for
for the
the period of the war
war
of men
who enlisted
changed to
status changed
if
otherwise entitled
to an
an honorable
discharge, may,
may, under
under such
such
honorable discharge,
entitled to
if otherwise
regulations as the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe, extend their
Pay, allowances, etc. regulations as the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe, extend their
and
a period
c. enlistments
enlistments for a
period of one, two, three, or four full years, and
ay,owan
shall
and receive
receive the
the same
same rights,
privileges, pay,
pay, and
and
rights, privileges,
to and
entitled to
shall be
be entitled
allowances in
in all
all respects
respects as
as now
provided by law
law for men who
now provided
allowances
extend
completion of
terms of
of enlistment,
enlistment, except
except as
as to
to
of terms
on completion
extend enlistment
enlistment on
Praise.
Provided, That
That as,
to gratuity
gratuity pay,
pay, such
enlisted men
men
such enlisted
as, to
Gratuity pay for ex- gratuity
pay: Provided,
gratuity pay:
Gratity
tensions.
who extend
extend their
as before
before provided
be entitled
entitled to
to
provided shall
shall be
enlistment as
who
their enlistment
tensions,
receive
an allowance
allowance of
month's pay
pay for
for extending
extending their
enlisttheir enlistone month's
of one
receive an
ment
for one
one year,
year, two
pay for
extending their
their enlistment
enlistment
for extending
months' pay
two months'
ment for
for
years, three
three months'
pay for
for extending
extending their
their enlistment
for
enlistment for
months' pay
for two
two years,
three
and in
in the
Navy four
four months'
months' pay
pay for
for extending
their
extending their
the Navy
years, and
three years,
enlistment for
four years.
years.
for four
to enlistment
Quarters, etc.,., to
16, 1918
1918 (Public,
Numbered 129),
129), granting
granting under
under
families
of officers
(Public, Numbered
utC- The
s limThe Act
Act of
of April
April 16,
fnisof
ited to period0of war.
certain
conditions,
to
every
commissioned
officer
of
the
Army
the
the
the
Army
of
officer
commissioned
to
every
Vol.
40,
p.
530.
conditions,
certain
war.
vtoL0rp
Post, p. 384.
right to
to quarters
quarters in
in kind
kind for
for their
their dependents
dependents or
or the
the authorized
authorized comcomright
Post,
p. 384.
mutation
therefor, including
the allowances
allowances for heat and light, shall
including the
mutation therefor,
hereafter be
apply to
officers of the Navy and
and Marine
Marine
to officers
to apply
construed to
be construed
hereafter
Corps
during the
the period
period of
of the
the war
in no
no event
event beyond
beyond
war and
and in
only during
Corps only
October 1,
1, 1919.
1919.
October
men.
Enlisted men.
Increased
of pay
pay
prescribed in section 15 of an Act entitled "An
"An
The rates of pay prescribed
increased rate of
for.
Act to
temporarily-increase
increase the
the commissioned
and warrant
warrant and
and enencommissioned and
to temporarily
Act
Vol. 40,
40, p. 87.
Vol.
"
listed
strength of
of the
the Navy
and Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, and for other purposes,
purposes,"
Navy and
listed strength
approved
1917, are
are hereby
permanent rates of pay
the permanent
made the
hereby made
May 22,
22, 1917,
approved May
of the
during their
their present
present current
current enlistof the
the Navy
Navy during
men of
the enlisted
enlisted men
of
ment and
and for
for those
who enlist
reenlist prior
to July
July 1,
1, 1920,
1920, for
prior to
or reenlist
enlist or
those who
ment
the term
such enlistment
enlistment or reenlistment.
term of
of such
the
of the
the permanent
Officers.
That
officers of
permanent Navy who have served satisfactorily
satisfactorily
That officers
oficers.
In temporary
war with
with the German
German Government
Government in aa temporary
temporary grade
grade
during the
the war
grebde during
dun
thempear
during
the war eligible
for
or permanent
permanent promopromo- or rank shall be eligible
eligible under
under the provision of existing
existing law for selection, etc.
ion, etc.
tion for promotion and for promotion to the same permanent
permanent grade
or
rank until
until July
July 1,
1920, without
without regard
regard to
statutory requirements
requirements
to statutory
1, 1920,
or rank
other
than professional
professional and
and physical
physical examinations:
examinations: Provided,
Prowled, That
That
Precise.
other than
Preriso.
Age, etc.,
of
com- the age and
Act
approved
by
the
prescribed
requirement
etc.,
of
comAne,
grade
requirement
prescribed
approved
mander.
Vol. 39, p. 379.
79.
commander, is hereby
August 29, 1916, in the rank
rank of commander,
hereby extended
extended
from
June 30,
1920, to
to June
1921.
June 30,
30, 1921.
30, 1920,
from June
Precedence of rear
Any officer
with the
the permanent
permanent rank
rank of
of rear
rear admiral
admiral who has
officer with
Any
aschief
admral as
admiral
chiefof
of bbureau.
heretofore
bureau
heretofore served
served a
reau.
a full term
term and is now
now serving as chief of
of any bureau
R. S., sec. 1486, p.
credited with service for all purDepartment shall be credited
the 'Navy
'Navy-Department
25.' S., sec . 14 p. of the
258.
poses
as provided
by section
1486 of
of the
the Revised
and nothRevised Statutes, and
section 1486
poses as
provided by
ing
herein contained
increase the rank
any
rank or pay of any
operate to increase
contained shall operate
ing herein
such
by law.
law.
authorized by
as now
now authorized
such officer
officer as
Naval Academy.
Section 1
the Act
"An Act
to increase
increase the
the number
number of
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
1 of
Section
valAcaode'nmdAllowance
of midshipmen.
shipmen.
midshipmen at the United
United States Naval Academy,"
Academy," approved
approved
R. S., sec. l1513,
p.
l
December
20, 1917,
1917, is
hereby amended so
follows:
so as to read as follows:
is hereby
December 20,
260,
amended.
'
261Oasended.
VoL 40, p. 430.
That
hereafter there
there shall
shall be
be allowed
at the
the United
United States
States Naval
Naval
allowed at
voL 40 P430.
That hereafter
Academy
midshipmen for
for each
Senator, Representative,
Representative, DeleDeleeach Senator,
Academy five
five midshipmen
orto
Mn d
Porto Rico and Disin Congress,
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from
from Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, and
and
and Resident
Congress, and
i- gate
gate in
trict of Columbia intrict
creasedcreased
five for the District of Columbia,
Columbia, fifteen
fifteen appointed each year
year at
at
large,
and one
hundred
appointed annually
from enlisted
men of
of the
the
from
enlisted
men
annually
one
hundred
appointed
Frce
large,
and
Naal
Resere
Naval Reserve Force
Navy, and
members of
the Naval
Reserve Force
Force on
active duty,
duty, as
as
on active
of the
Naval Reserve
added.
Navy,
and members
now authorized
authorized by
by law.
law.
now
Warrant officers.
Warrant
officers of
on shore
shore duty
duty beyond
the continental
continental
beyond the
the Navy
Navy on
of the
Warrant officers
Seardt
pMtofcor
Sea duty pay
to, for
shore
duty abroa.
abroad.
shore duty
limits of the United States shall,
shall, while
while so serving and from the time
of
departure from
from and
and until
the time
time of
to said
said limits
limits under
of departure
until the
of return
return to
under
foreign-shore duty, receive
orders to or from such foreign-shore
receive the same pay-as
as is
now or
or may
be authorized
authorized by
by law
law for
for warrant
warrant officers
officers on
sea duty:
now
may be
on sea
duty:
Prori'.so.
Provided, That
paragraph shall
be effective
effective from
from April
April 6,
6, 1917.
1917.
shall be
From April6,
April 6, 1917.
That this
this paragraph
91. Provided,
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Any
of the
the Navy
Navy or
who has
has been
been or
or g
nliqeedi men.
crnistdforaserv
Marine Corps
Corps who
or Marine
man of
enlisted man
Any enlisted
_red'
ra__ servce if discharged to be
may
discharged to
him to
to accept
accept appointment
appointment as
as a
i
if discharged to be
a corncom- ice
to enable
enable him
be discharged
may be
ommissioned in Reerves, and roan itstmg.
missioned or
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Force or
Marine serves,andreenistng.
or Marine
Reserve Force
in the
officer in
or warrant
warrant officer
missioned
Corps Reserve,
Reserve, and
reenlists in
the Navy
Corps after
after
or Marine
Marine Corps
Navy or
in the
who reenlists
and who
Corps
the termination
termination of
service shall
be entitled,
entitled, in
to former
orm
d to
computing,F Restored
in computim
shall be
reserve service,
his reserve
of his
the
service for
retirement, to
credit for
grade, etc.
and i grade,
service; and
reserve service;
active reserve
all active
for ;ill
to credit
for retirement,
service
he reenlists
reenlists in
the Navy
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps within
within four
four or
or three
three months,
months,
Navy or
in the
he
respectively,
from
the
date
of
the
termination
of
his
service
as an
as
an
his
service
of
respectively, from the date of the termination
officer of
he shall
shall be
restored to
to the
or rank
rank held
held
the grade
grade or
be restored
Reserve he
of the
the Reserve
officer
such commission
commission or warto accept
accept such
discharged to
by him before being in
Continuous service
rant,
and
his
service
n
the
Regular
Navy
or
Marine
Corps, including
continuous service
including pay.
Corps,
Marine
or
Navy
rant, and his service in the Regular
his
active service
Naval Reserve
Force or
or Marine
Reserve, payCorps Reserve,
Marine Corps
Reserve Force
in the
the Naval
service in
his active
shall
be regarded
regarded as
purposes of
of continuous-service
continuous-service Provisos.
for purposes
as continuous
continuous for
shall be
pay:
Provided
,
That
any
warrant
officer
in
the
Navy
or Marine
Corps Wrat
Warrant officers
and
officers and
Navy
or
Marine Corps
in
the
warrant
officer
pay: Provided, That any
a cr to
t o have simand
any pay
Corps who
who has
has accepted
or who
who may
havesimmay parclerk
accepted or
the Marine
Marine Corps
clerk in
in the
pay Clerk
and any
ilar
hereafter
as a
acommissioned
commissioned officer
officer in
in the
the Naval
cet.
Naval
appointment as
accept appointment
hereafter accept
Reserve
Force
or
Marine
Corps
Reserve
shall
be
entitled,
upon
the
the
upon
be
entitled,
shall
Reserve
Corps
or
Marine
Force
Reserve
i
termination of
of his
commissioned officer
officer in
n the
a commissioned
as a
appointment as
his appointment
termination
Reserve
to
revert
to
his
former
status
as
a
warrant
officer
in
the
Navy
Reserve, to revert to his former status as a warrant officer in the Navy
or
or as
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
and shall
shall be
be
the Marine
in the
pay clerk
clerk in
as a
a pay
Corps, or
Marine Corps,
or Marine
entitled
to count
count all
reserve service
longevity
of longevity
for purposes
purposes of
service for
active reserve
all active
entitled to
Naval
pay
Provided, That
no part
part or
parts of
of any
any existing
existing Transfers
anss to
to Naval
retirement: Provided,
That no
or parts
pay and
and retirement:
Naval
Reserve
not a
a
laws
shall be
be construed
as having
having discharged
from the
Naval Militia
Force, not
Reserve Force,
Militia discharge
the Naval
discharged from
construed as
laws shall
from.
of
any State,
State, Territory,
District of
of Columbia,
members dischargefrom.
those members
Columbia, those
the District
or the
Territory, or
of any
of
the National
"Volunteers who
who were
were transferred
to the
Naval
the Naval
transferred to
Naval Volunteers
National Naval
of the
Reserve
by authority
authority of
of the
the Act
Congress making approAct of
of Congress
Force by
Reserve Force
priations for
Service which
law on
July 1,
1918; Reservists may join.
on July
1, 1918;
became a
a law
which became
for the
the Naval
Naval Service
priations
eservists mayo
nor
prevent members
members of
of the
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force from being
being or
the Naval
to prevent
nor to
becoming
members of
of the
the Naval
Naval Militia
Militia of
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or the
the Condition.
of any
becoming members
membership in the Naval Condition
District
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
such membership
That such
Provided, That
District of
duties by such memMilitia
shall not
with the
of duties
the discharge
discharge of
interfere with
not interfere
Militia shall
bers
thereof who
who are
in the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Force.
Assistant
aymaster
Reserve Force.
are in
bers thereof
Assistant Paymaster
That
Assistant Pay
master John
Flynn, United
States Iolm
JoAn Flynn.
Flynn.
United States
John Flynn,
Paymaster
That hereafter
hereafter Assistant
Date of appointment
fpoi Dtment
Dati
Navy,
as having
been appointed
an assistant
assistant established.
as an
appointed as
having been
regarded as
be regarded
shall be
Navy, shall
1917,
paymaster
the United
Navy on
on the 20th day of June
June, 1917,
United States
States Navy
in the
paymaster in
with
as such
after Assistant
Assistant Paymaster
Henry Proviso.
Paymaster Henry
immediately after
such immediately
rank as
with rank
py,etc.
Poobck
back pay,
etc.
Provided, That
Guilmette, United
Navy: Provided,
That nothing
nothing herein
herein No
States Navy:
United States
Guilmette,
John Flynn,
shall be
be construed
construed to
to entitle
entitle Assistant
Paymaster John
Assistant Paymaster
shall
United
States Navy,
Navy, to
back pay, allowances, or other emoluto any back
United States
ments on
ments
on this
this permanent
permanent rank.
rank.
Date ofappointment
Date
of appointment
of designated
ensigns
George
Maynard, Arthur
Arthur B.
B. McCrary,
Lindblad, Seldon
desa t ensign
of
Seldon established.
Axel Lindblad,
McCrary, Axel
E. Mavnard,
George E.
and William E. O'Connor shall be regarded as having es t a hed
L.
Almon,. and
L. Almon,
been appointed
ensigns in
the United
Navy on
on the
the 28th
28th day
day Proviso.
in the
United States
States Navy
been
appointed ensigns
por,etc
No back pay,
to No
etc.
construed to
herein shall
of
June, 1917:
Provided, That
nothing herein
shall be
be construed
That nothing
1917: Provided,
of June,
entitle the
said officers
officers to
allowances, or other emoluback pay, allowances,
to any
any back
the said
entitle
ments.
ments.
Edgar Hayes.
appointed
That the
President is
to appoint,
and with
Haybeappted
the May be
with the
by and
appoint, by
authorized to
is hereby
hereby authorized
the President
That
first lieutenant, Man the
perma- rine
t, Ma
(Y
fi Corps.
in
the permalieutenant i
first lieutenant
a first
the Senate,
advice
Sena,
te as a
consent of the
and consent
advice and
nent
establishment of
of the
the United
United States
Marine Corps,
Corps 'First Sergeante
Sergeant
States Marine
nent establishment
Marine Corps, to be an extra number in
Edgar Hayes
in
United States Marine
Hayes,'United
Edgar
that grade
and in
grade to
which he
he may
promoted: Provisos.
that
grade and
in any
any grade
to which
may hereafter
hereafter be
be promoted:
pr
Qualifications
rere
satisfac- Quaiificaons
to the
shall establish
Provided, That
the said
establish to
the satisfacHayes shall
Edgar Hayes
said Edgar
That the
Proided,
tion
of the
of the
the Navy,
mental, moral, physical, and q r
Navy, his mental,
Secretary of
the Secretary
tion of
profession.al
perform all
all the
duties of
of said
said grade:
grade: No back pay, etc..
the duties
professional qualifications
qualifications to
to perform
construed to entitle No bCkP
be construed
shall be
nothing herein
Provided
That nothing
herein shall
further, That
Providedfurther
pay,-,allowances, or other emoluHayes to any back pay
the said Edgar kayos
ments
by reason
reason of
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act.
.Act.
ments by
of the
er
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BTUREAU
OF ORDNANCE.
BUREAU OF
ORDNANCE.

Ordnance and
ordOrdnance
and ordnance stores.

ORDNANCE AND
AND ORDNANCE STORES: For procuring, producing,
ORDNANCE
producing,
preserving, and
ordnance material;
material; for
for the
armament of
the armament
handling ordnance
and handling
preserving,
ships,
for fuel,
fuel, material,
labor to
in the
the general
general work
of
work of
used in
to be
be used
and labor
material, and
ships, for
the Ordnance
Ordnance Department;
Department; for
at naval
ammunition depots,
naval ammunition
for furniture
furniture at
the
torpedo stations,
stations, naval
ordnance plants,
and proving
for
grounds; for
proving grounds;
plants, and
naval ordnance
torpedo
maintenance of
of proving
proving grounds,
grounds, powder
stations,
torpedo stations,
factory, torpedo
powder factory,
maintenance
gun
ammunition depots,
depots, and
and naval
naval ordnance
ordnance plants, and
and for
for
factory, ammunition
gun factory,
Passenger
vehicles. tar
target
assengervehicles
get practice; for the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, or operation of horsedrawn and
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles, to
used
be used
to be
passenger-carrying vehicles,
drawn
and motor-propelled
only
for official
naval ammunition
ammunition depots,
depots, naval
naval proving
proving
at naval
purposes at
official purposes
only for
naval torpedo
torpedo stations, and for
grounds,
naval ordnance
ordnance plants,
plants 'and naval
grounds, naval
drafting, inspection, and messenger
the pay
clerical, drafting,
messenger
of chemists
chemists, clerical,
the
pay of
service
i
n navy
navy yards,
naval
stations,
naval ordnance
plants,
and
and
plants,
ordnance
naval
stations,
naval
yards,
in
.
servce
Provisos.
naval
ammunition. depots:
Provided, That
That the
the sum
sum to
to be
be paid
out
paid
out
Provided,
depots:
Chemical,
etc.,
servammunition
servnaval
etc.,
emical,
s
ices.
ice
appropriation under the direction of the Secretary of the Navy
of this appropriation
for chemists,
clerical, drafting,
drafting, inspection,
watchmen, and
and messenger
messenger
inspection, watchmen,
for
chemists, clerical,
service in
navy yards,
naval stations,
naval ordnance
plants, and
ordnance plants,
stations, naval
yards, naval
in navy
service
30, 1920,
1920,
naval
ammunition depots
ending June
June 30,
year ending
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
depots for
naval ammunition
Reinstatement of
Provided, That all
$25,000,000: Provided,
$2,900,000; in all, $25,000,000:
of shall not exceed $2,900,000;
Reinstatement
Government employformer Government
who have
entered the
or
the military or
have entered
employees who
Government employees
eeswhnoeneredmpoyees
who entered armed former

service
during the war. naval service of the United States in the war with the German Govservicedungthewar.
ernment shall
be reinstated
application to
to their
former positions
positions
their former
on application
reinstated on
shall be
ernment
if
honorable discharge
to
qualified to
and are
are qualified
discharge and
an honorable
received an
they have
have received
if they
perform
of the
position.
the position.
the duties
duties of
perform the
Smokeless powder.
powder.
powder,, $2,500,000.
$2,500,000.
Purchase
manufacture of smokeless powder
Purchase and manufacture
Smokeless
improved
NAVAL
WASHINGTON, D. C.: New and improved
FACTORY, WASHINGTON,
NAVAL GUN FACTORY,
Naval
gun factory,
factory,
Naval gun
D. C.
D.
C.
machinery for existing shops, $500,000.
Torpedoes, etc.
etc.
APPLIANCES: For the purchase
TORPEDOES AND APPLIANCES:
Torpedoes,
purchase and manufacture
manufacture of
torpedoes
appliances, to
available until June 30, 1922,
1922,
to be
be available
and appliances,
torpedoes and
$1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
Torpedo Station,
TORPEDO STATION,
STATION, NEWPORT,
NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND: For labor and mateTorpedo
Station,
TORPEDO
Newport,
rial; general care of and repairs to grounds, buildings, and wharves;
Newport, R.
R. I.
L
wharves;
boats, instruction,
experiments, and general
general
instruction, instruments,
instruments, tools, experiments,
boats,
torpedo outfits,
$200,000.
outfits, $200,000.
torpedo
Machinery,
etc.
For new and improved machinery
Machinery,etc
machinery and tools for torpedo factory,
$200,000.
$200,000.
Experimental work.
experimental work in
BUREAU OF
Experimental
work.
EXPERIMENTS,
EXPERIMENTS, BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE:
ORDNANCE: For experimental
the
development of
of armor-piercing
armor-piercing, and
and torpedo
shell and
and other
proother protorpedo shell
the development
jectiles,
powders, and
and high
high explosives,
explosives, in
connection with
in connection
fuses, powders,
jectiles, fuses,
problems
attack of
of armor
direct and
fire at variinclined fire
with direct
and inclined
armor with
of the
the attack
problems of
ous
ranges, including
the purchase
purchase of
of armor,
projectiles, and
and
powder, projectiles,
armor, powder,
including the
ous ranges,
fuses
above purposes
of all necessary
necessary material
material and labor
purposes and of
fuses for
for the
the above
in
connection therewith;
therewith; and
under the
experimental work under
and for
for other experimental
in connection
cognizance
of Ordnance
connection with the developdevelopin connection
Bureau of
Ordnance in
of the
the Bureau
cognizance of
ment
ordnance material
material for
the Navy,
Navy, $200,000.
$200,000.
for the
ment of
of ordnance
Contingent.
Contingent.
CONTINGENT, BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE:
CONTINGENT,
BUREAU OF
ORDNANCE: For miscellaneous items,
namely,
ammunition depots
cartage, expenses
expenses of light and water at ammunition
namely, cartage,
and stations,
tolls, ferriage,
technical books,
books, and
and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses
ferriage, technical
and
stations, tolls,
attending inspection
inspection of
of ordnance
ordnance material,
material, $25,000.
$25,000.
attending
of Yards and
Bureau of
aud
a
rdss.
Dock
Docks.

Maintenance.

Maintenance.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

BUREAU OF
DOCKS.
AND DOCKS.
YARDS AND
OF YARDS
BUREAU

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU
MAINTENANCE,
BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS: For general
general mainmaintenance
yards and
and docks,
docks, including
including not
exceeding four
four naval
naval barnot exceeding
tenance of
of yards
drawings; purracks
racks abroad,
abroad, namely, for books, maps, models, and drawings;purchase
of fire
fire engines;
apparatus and
plants; machinmachin
and plants;
engines; fire
fire apparatus
chase and
and repair
repair of
erv, operation or repair, purchase;
ery,
purchase; maintenance
maintenance of horses and driving
teams;
carts, timber
wheels, and
all vehicles,
vehicles, including
including motortimber wheels,
and all
teams; carts,
propelled and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles to be used
and horse-drawn
propelled
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official purposes,
purposes, and including
including motor-propelled
for
only for official
motor-propelled vehicles for
freight-carrying purposes
freight-carrying
purposes only for use
yards; tools
tools and
and
use in the
the navy
navy yards:
repair of the same; stationery;
furniture for
and
repair
stationery; furniture
for Government
Government houses and
offices in
other fuel; candles,
candles,
offices
in navy
navy yards
yards and naval stations;
stations; coal
coal and
and other
oil, and
gas; attendance
on light
light and
and power plants;
plants; cleaning
cleaning and
attendance on
oil,
and gas;
clearing
on. fires,
fires, lights,
clearing up
up yards and
and care
care of buildings; attendance
attendance on
lights,
fire
apparatus and plants; incidental
incidental labor
labor at navy
navy
fire engines,
engines, and
and fire
fire apparatus
yards; water tax, tolls, and ferriage; pay of watchmen
watchmen in navy
yards;
navy yards;
employees on leave,
awnings and
and packing
packing boxes; and pay for employees
$7,500,000: Provided,
appro- Prct?iso&
$7,500,000:
Provided, That
That the
the sum
sum to
to be
be paid out of
of this approProvisos.
Clencal, etc.,
priation under
under the
direction of
of the
the Navy
Navy for
priation
the direction
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
for clerical,
clerical,

er
etc"' sserv-

ces .

l
ceCs.
el'

inspection, drafting,
other classified
work in
navy Post
P°8'
,P
5"'
inspection,
drafting, messenger,
messenger, and
and other
classified work
in the
the navy
p.511
.

yards and
naval stations
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
yards
and naval
stations for
shall not
not exceed
exceed $1,5000,000:
shall
$1,500,000: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
appropriation contained
contained in
this Act
Act shall
used for
for
in this
shall be
be used
appropriation
passenger-carrying automobiles.
automobiles.
passenger-carrying

June
1920,
June 30,
30, 1920,
no part of any gerPchase
obs
f vai
en;
Pur
a1asm
e
ogies
s
i
s
e
e
r
the
from, forbidden.
forbidden.
the purchase
purchase of
of from,

C
ONTINGENT, BUREAU
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS:
DOCKS: For contingent
CONTINGENT,
BUREAU OF
contingent exeximprovements of
at
penses and minor
minor extensions
extensions and
and improvements
of public works at
$150, 000.
navy yards and stations, $150,
PUBLIC WORKS,
BUREAU OF
DOCKS.
PUBLIC
WORKS, BUREAU
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS.

Contingent.

Contingent

Public works.
Public
works.
Hospital

construc-

HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION:
CONSTRUCTION: Naval
hospital, Fort
Lyon, Colorado,
Colorado, tion.
tru
HosPrrAL
Naval hospital,
Fort Lyon,
tion
Fort
Lyon,
Colo.
$275,000; contingent,
contingent, $225,000; in
in all,
$500,000.
Fort Lyon, Coo.
$275,000;
all, $500,000.
N. H.
H.
NAVY YARD,
HAMPSHIRE: New
New boiler
Portsmouth, N.
NAVY
YARD, PORTSMOUTH,
PORTSMOUTH, NEW
NEW HAMPSHIRE:
boiler for
for Portsmouth,
power plant, $65,000;
$65,000; lumber yard and storage, $30,000;
$30,000; in all,
$95,000.
$95,000.
trgetery Water Disauthorized to advance
advance to the Kittery trit
Water Dis
The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is authorized
Advanee to,
to, for
for exexWater
District, a
a corporation
of the
the State
of Maine,
Water District,
corporation of
State of
Maine, from
from the
the unexunexAdvance
tending water supply
supply
-i
pended balance of the appropriation made by the Act of July 1,
pended
1, 1918, to
to navy yard.
yard.
Vol. 40, p. 723.
making
appropriations for
the naval
naval service,
under the
"Emer- Vol
40, p. 73.
making appropriations
for the
service, under
the title
title "Emerexpenses, Bureau of Yards and Docks,"
gency expenses,
Docks," the sum of $150,000,
to be expended
expended for the extension and improvement, under the supervision of the Navy Department, of the water system owned and operated
ated by said Kittery
Kittery Water District and supplying water
water to the
That the
Rfrom from wate
navy yard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire:
Hampshire: Provided,
Provided, That
the said
said ProvisOo.
Refund
water
bils.
Kittery
Water District shall, by contract, with bond equal to the bills.
Kittery Water
amount advanced,
undertake to
to refund
United States
States the
the said
said
advanced, undertake
refund to
to the
the United
sum of $150,000
$150,000 in an installment
installment each month of an amount equal to
centum
50 per cent
um of the amount of the bill rendered
rendered against said navy
yard
received during the preceding month, until the end of
yard for water received
the month following the declaration
thereafter in such
declaration of peace, and thereafter
such
Interest on deferred
deffred
Secretary of the Navy may approve: Provided
Providedpatyiets.
installments
installments as the Secretary
payments.
further,
deferred refund payments
payments shall bear interest
further, That all deferred
interest at the
rate of 5
5 per centum
cent= per annum, payable semiannually,
semiannually, and that all
refunds
refunds of the principal
principal and payments
payments of interest
interest shall be deposited
deposited in
in
as "Miscellaneous
the Treasury
Treasury as
"Miscellaneous receipts."
receipts."
to navy yard.
To aid in construction
connecting city of Portsmouth, Bridge
Bridgetonavyar.
construction of bridge connecting
New Hampshire,
Hampshire, with navy yard at Kittery,
Kittery, Maine,
Maine, $500,000,
$500,000, of
of Proviso.
which $250,000
is hereby
Provided, That an equal concurrence
$250,000 is
hereby appropriated:
appropriated: Provided,
Concurrence of
Maine and New HampfMaineapdNew'5
sever- shire
same purpose
purpose severamount
shall be
be expended
expended concurrently
amount shall
concurrently for the same
in expense.
ally by the States of Maine
p
Maine and New Hampshire, the location to be sn
Secretary of the Navy for convenient
approved by the Secretary
convenient access to the
approved
Portsmouth Navy Yard.
Portsmouth
Yard.
Boton
Boston, Mass.
forilities for
NAVY YARD,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTs:
for
twenty-five-ton floatfloat- Shore faaties
NAVY
YARD, BOSTON,
MASSACHUSETTS: Two
Two twenty-five-ton
dry dock. etc.
ing derricks, $40,000;
$40,000; shore facilities
facilities for Commonwealth
Commonwealth Dry Dock, dr docketc.
South Boston,
$500,000; in all, $540,000.
$540,000.
psdi
Boston, $500,000;
Philadelphia, Pa.
NAVY YARD,
PHILADELPHA, PENNSYLVANIA:
PENNSYLVANA:Dry
k, to
dad,
con- Dry
NAVY
YARD, PHILADELPHIA,
Dry doc
dock,
to COMdock,etc.
etc.
S1,200,000;
plete, and the limit of cost is increased to $4,700,000
$4,700,000, $1,200,000;
develpaving, railroad tracks, sewers, water pipes, and gener
general yard devel-
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opments, $200,000;
$200,000; kapok
kapok mattress
mattress and
life preserver
preserver factory,
and life
opments,
all, $1,900,000.
in
$400,000;
storage,
and
shop
Washington, D. C. $100,000;
$100,000; pattern
$1,900,000.
pattern
West extension

DISTRICT OF
YARD, WASHINGTON,
NAVY
NAVY YARD,
W ASHINGTON, DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA:
COLUMBIA :West extension
$214,000; extra ducts
development,
$43,000;
power
plant
extension,
extension,
plant
power
$43,000;
development,
etac
and
fireproofing storehouse
storehouse numbered
numbered .ten,
$36,500; fireproofing
manholes, $36,500;
and manholes,
$15,000;
sewer,
water,
and
paving
extensions
in
eastern
addition,
eastern
in
extensions
paving
and
water,
sewer,
$15,000;
$75,000;
$50,000; railroad
railroad classification
classification yard,
dispensary, $75,000;
$36,500; dispensary,
yard, $36,500;
$50,000;
raising
roof
of
open-hearth
shop
and
additional
crane,
$40,000
proof
$40,000;
crane,
additional
and
shop
open-hearth
of
roof
raising
oil
shop,
$250,000; outside
distribution system,
system, $20,000; outside oil
outside distribution
shop, $250,000;
distribution system,
$800,000.
in all, $800,000.
$20,000; in
system, $20,000;
distribution
Naval Academy.
BUILDINGS AND
NAVAL ACADEMY:
Repair of
of roads,
ACADEMY: Repair
NAVAL
GROUNDS
AND GROUNDS,
BUILDINGS
NavalAcademy.
$25,000; addition
addition to
power plant,
$225,000.
$200,000; in all, $225,000.
plant, $200,000;
to power
$25,000;
Norfolk, Va.
NAVY
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA:
VIRGINIA: Water-front
improvements,
Water-front improvements,
YARD, NORFOLK,
NAVY YARD,
Va.
Norfolk,
$500,000; tracks,
tracks, streets,
sewers, $100,000;
fitting-out
auxiliary fitting-out
$100,000; auxiliary
and sewers,
streets, and
$500,000;
cranes, $100,000;
$100,000; grading
grading Schmoele
Schmoele tract,
tract, $25,000;
$25,000; dispensary,
cranes,
$25,000;
oil storehouse,
$75,000; pattern
pattern shop and storage,
storehouse, $75,000;
and oil
paint and
$25,000; paint
$400,000;
in.
all,
$1,225,000.
$400,000; in all, $1,225,000.
Charleston, S.
C.
NAVY
CHARLESTON, S
OUTH CAROLINA:
CAROLL'sTA: Dredging,
Dredging, to
to conconSOUTH
YARD, CHARLESTON,
NAVY YARD,
S. C.
Charleton,
$118,000;
tinue,
$30,000;
air
compressors
and
auxiliaries,
$118,000;
oxyacetyauxiliaries,
and
compressors
air
tinue, $30,000;
$223,000.
lene
fire protection,
protection, $50,000; in all, $223,000.
$25,000; fire
plant, $25,000;
lene plant,
Key
Fla.
NAVAL
STATION, KEY
EST, FLORIDA:
Station improvements,
improvements,
FLORIDA: Station
WEST,
KEY W
NAVAL STATION,
est, Fla.
Key West,
$25,000.
$25,000.
$16,000;
Shell house, $16,000;
NAVAL STATION,
ORLEANS, LOUISIANA:
LOUISIANA: Shell
New Orleans,
NEW ORLEANS,
STATION, NEW
NAVAL
I.
Orleans, Is.
No
sewer
extensions, $850;
$850; mine
mine storage
storage building,
building, $32,000; fire station
sewer extensions,
and
$18,000; in
$66,850.
all, $66,850.
in all,
equipment, $18,000;
and equipment,
Mare
Island, Ca
Cat
NAVY YARD,
M ARE I
SLAND, C
ALIFORNIA: Maintenance
Maintenance of
and
dikes and
of dikes
CALIFORNIA:
ISLAND,
YARD, MARE
NAVY
Mare Island,
dredging,
$100,000.
dredging, $100,000.
confor construction
and for
nau-oacienrmection.
For purchase
of right
right of
of way
way and
construction of railroad conpurchase of
For
Baifroad connection.
nection between
causeway now
crossing Mare
Island Straits
the
Straits and the
Mare Island
now crossing
between causeway
nection
$165,000.
South Vallejo
railroad yards,
yards, not exceeding
exceeding $165,000.
Vallejo railroad
South
Puget Soud,
Sound, Wash.
Wash.
WASHINGTON:
NAVY
PUGET SOUND,
SOUND, W
ASHINGTON: Railroad
Railroad extensions
extensions,
YARD, PUGET
NAVY YARD,
Puget
grading,
for
$50,000;
twenty-ton
floating
crane,
$50,000;
for
grading, filling, and
$50,000;
crane,
$50,000; twenty-ton floating
sea wall
wall construction,
construction, to
complete, $350,000;
$350,000; in
in all, $450,000.
to complete,
sea
Pearl
Harbor, HaElectric connections
NAVAL STATION,
PEARL HARBOR,
HARBOR, HAWAII:
HAWAII: Electric
connections to
to
STATION, PEARL
NAVAL
Pearl Harbor, Ha
waii.
Dry
dock, etc.
dry
dock, $21,000;
$21,000; substation
near dry
dry dock,
dock, $68,000; salt-water
salt-water
substation near
dry dock,
Drydocketc.
fire
connections to dry dock, $11,500;
$11,500;
fresh-water connections
$35,000; fresh-water
protection, $35,000;
fire protection,
air connections
to dry
dock, $8,000;
$8,000; toilet facilities
facilities for ships in dock,
dry dock,
connections to
air
$25,000; in
in all,
$168,500.
all, $168,500.
$25,000;
Tutuila, Samoa.
NAVAL
SAMOA: Lumber
Lumber storage,
storage, $5,000; addiTUTUILA, SAMOA:
STATION, TUTUILA,
NAVAL STATION,
Samoa.
Tutuila,
tional
quarters
for
hospital
apprentices,
$2,000;
in all, $7,000.
$2,000;
apprentices,
hospital
for
quarters
tional
Guam
extension
NAVAL
STATION, GUAM:
Quarters for
for hospital,
hospital, $16,000; extension
GUAM: Quarters
NAVAL STATION,
Guam.
of
lumber shed, $5,000; in all, $26,000.
$26,000.
$5,000; lumber
buildings, $5,000;
shop buildings,
of shop
Naval magazines.
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
MAGAZINE, FORT
FORT MIFFLIN,
MIFFLIN, PENNSYLVANIA:
PENNSYLVANIA: Dredging,
Dredging,
NAVAL
Pa.
F Mflin,
Fort
Mifflin, Pa.
$10,000.
$10,000.
Lake
Denmark, N. I.
JERSEY:
NEW J
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
LAKE DENMARK,
DENMARK, NEW
ERSEY: Fire protection,
protection,
MAGAZINE, LAKE
NAVAL
LakeDenmark,N.J.
generator
kilowatt generator
$30,000; purchase
and installing
installing two
two one
one hundred
hundred kilowatt
purchase and
$30,000;
sets,
direct
and boiler
pump, $15,000;
$15,000; in
in all,
all, $45,000.
$45,000.
feed pump,
boiler feed
connected, and
direct connected,
sets,
Charleston,
track
CAROLLNA:
SOUTH
CHtARLESTON, S
MAGAZINE, CHARLESTON,
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
Charleston, S.. C..
NAVAL
OUTH C
AROLINA: Railroad
Railroad track
$8,000.
all,
in
$3,000;
house,
primer
Puget
Wash. and
and equipment,
equipment, $5,000;
$5,000; fuse and primer
$8,000.
storage
Additional storage
SOUND,
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
Puget Sound, Wash.
NAVAL
MAGAZINE, PUGET
PUGET S
OUND, WASHINGTON:
W ASHINGTON: Additional
building, $40,000;
$40,000; power
plant (cost
(cost not
not to
to exceed
$15,000), $15,000;
$15,000;
exceed $15,000),
power plant
building,
in all,
$55,000.
$55,000.
all,
in
Mare Island,
Calif.
Mechanic shop,
CALIFORNL\: Mechanic
NAVAL
Island, Caif.
Mare
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
MAGAZINE, MARE
MARE ISLAND,
ISLAND, CALIFORNIA:
shop,
$25,000;
filling house,
one magazine
magazine building, $35,000; one
$5 000; one
house, $5,000;
$25,000; filling
shell house,
all, $110,000.
$110,000.
in all,
$45,000; in
house, $45,000;
Torpedo station, R.I. shell
RHODE ISLAND,
TORPEDO STATION,
NEWPORT, RHODE
ISLAND, BUILDINGS:
BUILDINGS: Oil
Oil
STATION, NEWPORT,
TORPEDO
Trpedostation,R.I.
storehouse,
$10,000;
new
piers,
$75,000;
in
all,
$85,000.
$85,000.
all,
in
$75,000;
piers,
new
$10,000;
storehouse,
Great Lakes trainin g
NAVAL TRAINING
STATION, GREAT
GREAT LAKES,
ILLINOIS, BUILDINGS:
BUILDINGS:
LAKES, ILLINOIS,
TRAINING STATION,
NAVAL
Lon. t
stati
station.
to
not to
Shore protect ion, et e. Toward
development (to cost not
shore protection
protection and harbor development
Toward shore
Shoreprotection,etc.
exceed
$1,500,000), $200,000.
$200,000.
exceed $1,500,000),
Washington, D. C.

Yard
improvements,
Yard improvements,

etc.

Sound,
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Fuel depots.
DEPOTS FOR
COAL: For
coal and
and other
fuel, Yorktown,
depots.
For depots
depots for
for coal
other fuel,
Yorktown, Fel
DEPOTS
FOR COAL:
Virginia,
wharf,
$50,000;
oil
proofing
reservoirs,
$150,000;
in
all,
Virginia, wharf, $50,000; oil proofing reservoirs, $150,000; in all,
$200,000.
and custody
of naval
custody of
naval petropetroContingent, $35,000;
$35,000; care
care and
$200,000. Contingent,
leum
all, $245,000.
$245,000.
$10,000; in
in all,
leum reserves,
reserves, $10,000;
Hampton, Va.
NAVAL
OPERATING BASE,
HAMPTON ROADS,
ROADS, VIRGINIA:
Toward NavaP
NAVAL OPERATLNG
BASE, HAMPTON
VIRGINIA: Toward
mproveNaval base
base improvements.
water-front improvements
improvements and
and permanent
station, ments.
permanent improvements
improvements to
to station,
water-front
including
grading, and
and so
so forth,
$1,000,000.
including piers,
piers, bulkheads,
bulkheads, filling,
filling, grading,
forth, $1,000,000.
get Sound, Wash.
NAVAL
HOSPITAL, PUGET
SOUND, W
ASHINGTON : Quarters
Quarters for
PugettSoundWash
for Pu
WASHINGTON:
PUGET SOUND,
NAVAL HOSPITAL,
Hospital.
nurses (female),
(female), $40,000.
$40,000.
nurses
Marine barracks,
MARINE
Incinerator plant,
plant, Quantico,
Vbarracs
Qante Va.
QUANTICO, VERGINIA.:
VIRGINIA: Incinerator
MARINE BARRACKS,
BARRACKS, QUANTICO,
$67,790.
$67,790.
R
epairs and preserand preservepars
YARDS: For repairs and vation.
REPAERS AND
AT NAVY
NAVY YARDS:
PRESERVATION AT
AND PRESERVATION
REPAIRS
preservation at
at navy
yards, fuel
plants, and
stations,
fuel plants,
and stations,
fuel depots,
depots, fuel
navy yards,
preservation
$4,000,000.
$4,000,000.
Amounts
available
Total
the amounts
available
herein approappro- until
Amounts
and the
amounts herein
works, $12,632,140,
public works,
$12,632,140, and
Total public
expended.
priated
therefor,
except
for
repairs
and
preservation
at
navy
yards
priated therefor, except for repairs and preservation at navy yards untilexpnded.
and
stations, shall
shall be
available until
until expended.
expended.
be available
and stations,
Naval training sstaThe
"Maintenance, Bureau
Yards and
and Docks,"
Docks," tiNal
Bureau of
of Yards
The appropriations
appropriations "Maintenance,
tions. training taUse
appropriaand
"Repairs
and
Preservation"
shall
be
available
for
the
mainteand "Repairs and Preservation" shall be available for the mainte- tions
Useforof
ofmaintenance.
appropriaappropriations o forntn
nance of
training stations
stations where
where the regular appropriations
of naval training
nance
for the
thereof are
found to
to be insufficient.
are found
maintenance thereof
for
the maintenance
San
Diego, Calif.
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy is
accept from
the Acceptance
The
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to accept
from the
aneDiego,
anf
of land
for trainng
training station
station
San
Diego Chamber
Chamber of
San Diego,
Diego, California,
all for
California, free
free of
of all
of Commerce,
Commerce, San
San Diego
from.
encumbrance
and without
without cost
the United
United States
cost to
to the
States Government,
Government, from.
encumbrance and
one
hundred and
situate on
on the
Bay of
San
the Bay
of San
thirty-five acres
acres of
of land
land situate
one hundred
and thirty-five
Diego,
San Diego
Diego County,
County, California,
for the
the purpose
of establishing
establishing
purpose of
California, for
Diego, San
Condition.
a
naval training
station thereon,
thereon, providing
that the
city of
San Condition.
of San
providing that
the city
training station
a naval
Diego will
will donate
donate to
to the
States Government
of charge
charge
Government free
free of
the United
United States
Diego
the tide
tide lands
San Diego
the
lands in
in the
the Bay
Bay of
of San
Diego adjoining
adjoining said
said lands to the
bulkhead line,
line, and
a site
site for
for a
a naval
Balboa Park.
bulkhead
and also
also a
naval hospital
hospital in
in Balboa
Park.
Plans, etc., to be
The Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy is
The
Secretary of
and submit
submit submitted
is directed
directed to
to have
have prepared
prepared and
Plans, etc.
to be
to Congress.
of aa suitable
suitable subittedto
and specifications
for the
the construction
detailed
plans and
specifications for
construction of
detailed plans
naval
said land
and to
to report
report at
at the
the next
land and
next re,a,ular
regular
naval training
training station
station on
on said
session of Congress the total
total estimated
estimated cost of said station with an
itemized cost
cost of
all necessary
buildings and
and improvements
improvements thereon
thereon
itemized
of all
necessary buildings
and the
the estimated
estimated annual
annual cost
cost of
of maintenance
maintenance of
of said
station.
and
said station.
Exchange of tract
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to exchange
a fxor
iaeorpf
authorized to
exchange a
for Marine
Corps bae.
base.
tract of
of land,
land, containing
containing one
one and twenty-nine
twenty-nine hundredths
hundredths acres,
acres,
tract
being
of the
the Marine
Corps base
Calibeing a
a part
part of
Marine Corps
base reservation,
reservation, San
San Diego,
Diego, California, and bordering on the northerly line of said reservation
reservation approxiapproximately one
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred feet from the
the extreme
extreme northnorthmately
easterly
easterly angle thereof
thereof for so much of lot three hundred
hundred and twenty
shown on the plan of the city of San Diego, California, as lies between
between
Boulevard and the
the property
property of the
the United States.
the Point Loma
Loma Boulevard
SURGERY.
OF MEDICINE
MEDICINE AND
BUREAU
BUREAU OF
AND SURGERY.

Bureau of
of Medicine
Medicine
Bumreau
and
and Surgry.
Surgery.

MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT: For
surgeon's necessaries
necessaries for
for vessels
vessels in
in rie
g
recias' e essa
reS'
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT:
For surgeon's
commission,
commission, navy yards, naval stations
stations, Marine Corps, and for the
Civil establishment.
civil establishment
establishment at
several naval
navy yards,
naval civi estabihment.
civil
at the
the several
naval hospitals,
hospitals, navy
yards, naval
medical supply depots, Naval Medical
Dispensary,
Medical School and Dispensary,
Washington, and Naval Academy, including one bookkeeper
bookkeeper at
at
Washington,
$1,600 and
and one
one clerk at $1,400
$1,400 at the
the naval
naval medical
$1,600
medical supply
supply depot,
depot,
accumulation of aareserve supply of medical
Brooklyn, and toward the accumulation
medical
stores,
stores, $7,500,000.
$7,500,000.
Contingent.
CONTINGENT, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF MEDICINE
AND SURGEBY:
SITRGERY: For
For tolls
tolls and
CONTINGENT,
MrEDICNE AND
and Cotnet.
including
ferriages; care, transportation,
transportation, and burial of the dead, including
officers
the United States, and supernumerary
supernumerary
officers who die within
withinthe
patients who die in naval hospitals; purchase
purchase of cemetery
cemetery lots;
stationery, binding of medical
purchase of books and stationery,
records,
medica reords,

HeOeSSEle
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unbound books,
books, and
and pamphlets;
and sanitary
sanitary investigainvestigahygienic and
pamphlets; hygienic
unbound

Vehicles, etc.
etc.
ehiles,

Dental outfits.

Dentaloutfits

tion and
illustration; sanitary
hygienic instruction;
instruction; including
including
and hygienic
sanitary and
and illustration;
tion
the
printing and
medical bulletins
bulletins and
arid supplesuppleissuing of naval medical
and issuing
the printing
ments; purchase
and repairs
of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying wagons,
wagons, autorepairs of
purchase and
ments;

mobile ambulances,
and harness;
harness; purchase
of and
feed for horses
horses
and feed
purchase of
ambulances, and
mobile
passengerand
repair, and
and operation
of two passengeroperation of
maintenance, repair,
cows; maintenance,
and cows;
carrying
vehicles for
for naval
dispensary, Washington,
District
Washington, District
naval dispensary,
motor vehicles
carrying motor
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and of
one motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicle
vehicle for official use
use
of one
of
only for
medical officer
on out-patient
out-patient medical
medical service
service at the
officer on
the medical
for the
only
Naval Academy,
and a
transportation of
of
omnibus for the transportation
motor omnibus
a motor
Academy, and
Naval
convalescent
and attendants
Naval Hospital at Las
Las
the Naval
at the
attendants at
patients and
convalescent patients
Animas,
to be
be used
used only
official purposes;
purposes; trees, plants,
for official
only for
Colorado, to
Animas, Colorado,
care of
grounds, garden
garden tools,
and seeds;
incidental articles for the
seeds; incidental
tools, and
of grounds,
care
Naval Medical
Medical School
dispensary, Washington,
Washington, naval
naval
naval dispensary,
and naval
School and
Naval
marine
medical supply
depots, sick
quarters at
at Naval
Naval Academy
Academy and marine
sick quarters
supply depots,
medical
Medical School
barracks;
washing for
for medical
medical department
department at
Naval Medical
School
at Naval
barracks; washing
and naval
naval dispensary,
medical supply
supply depots,
naval medical
Washington, naval
dispensary, Washington
and
sick quarters
Naval Academy
an'd marine
marine barracks,
dispensaries
barracks, dispensaries
Academy and
at Naval
quarters at
sick
at
and naval
naval stations,
stations, and
and ships;
ships-' and
and for
for minor
minor repairs
yards and
navy yards
at navy
on buildings
buildings and
of the
United States
Naval Medical
Medical School
School
States Naval
the United
grounds of
and grounds
on
and
medical supply
supply depots;
rent of
of rooms
rooms for naval dispensary,
depots; rent
naval medica
and naval
Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, not to exceed
exceed $1,200;
$1,200; for the care,
District of
Washington, District
maintenance
treatment of the insane
insane of the Navy
Navy and Marine
maintenance, and treatment
Corps
Pacifio coast,
coast, including
held for
transfer
for transfer
supernumeraries held
including supernumeraries
the 'Pacific
on the
Corps on
to the
the Government
Government Hospital
Insane;.for
outfits and
and
for dental outfits
for the Insane;
Hospital for
to
dental material,
other necessary
contingent expenses;
expenses; in all,
necessary contingent
all other
and all
material, and
dental
$1,000,000.
$1,000,000.

Transporting
reremains
of officers, etc.
Transporting

SO FORTH,
REMAINS OF
BRINGING HOME
BRINGING
HOME REMAINS
OF OFFICERS,
OFFICERS, AND
AND SO
FORTH, NAVY
NAVY
Secretary of the Navy, in his discretion,
DEPARTMENT: TO
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
discretion,
DEPARTMENT:
to
cause to
be transferred
homes the remains of officers
officers and
transferred to their homes
to be
to cause
members of the
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Navy
Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, of members
enlisted
Nurse Corps,
Corps, of
civilian officers
officers and
crews of
naval auxiliaries,
auxiliaries and
and
of naval
and crews
of civilian
Nurse
Militia, Reserve
Reserve o
officers and
enlisted men
men of the
Naval Militia
Militia and National
National Naval
Naval
the Naval
and enlisted
offofficers
Miltia,
Force,
etc.
Volunteers and
and the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Force when
when on active service
Reserve Force
Volunteers
Foree
with
action ashore
ashore or afloat, and
with the Navy, who die or are killed in action
also to
to enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy, in
his discretion, to cause
in his
the Navy,
of the
also
homes the remains of civilian employees
to be
be transported
employees
their homes
transported to their
to
who
die outside
outside of
of the
continental limits of the United States,
the continental
who die
Applft;tion
of Amd. $700,000:
$700,000: Provided,
appropriated shall be
That the sum herein appropriated
Provided, That
Appicationoffund.
available
for payment
payment for transportation
transportation of the remains of officers
officers
available for
21,
and
who have
while on
duty at any
any time since April
April 21,
on duty
died while
have died
men who
and men
1898, and
and shall
shall be
until June
June 30,
30, 1921.
1921.
available until
be available
1898,
pamaintenance, and
the care,
HOSPITAL PATIENTS:
OF HOSPITAL
CARE or
are
:of
Of hospital
hospital pa
CARE
PAriENTs: For
For the
care, maintenance,
and
hospitals,
treatment of
of patients
patients in
in naval
naval and in other
other than naval hospitals,
treatment
$1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
of Supplies
Bureau
Bureau of
Supplies
BUREAU OF
OF SUPPLIES
UrYLIES AND
AND ACCOUNTS.
ACCOUNTS.
BUREAU
Accounts.
and Accounts.
and
Pay
prescribed by law
Pay of
of the
the Navy.
Navy.
PAY OF THE
THE NAVY: Pay
Pay and
and allowances
allowances prescribed
law of officers
officers
Officers,
Officers, etc.
etc.
on sea duty and other duty, and officers on waiting
waiting orders,
orders, and the
$35,863,989;
$780 per
pay
of midshipmen
shall hereafter
per annum, $35,863,989;
hereafter be $780
midshipmen shall
pay of
for
$3,442,918; commutation
Commutation of officers
commutation
officers on the retired
retired list, $3,442,918;
commutation of
of quarters
quarters for
quarters, etc.
officers, including
quarter, etc.
officers,
including boatswains,
boatswains, gunners,
gunners, carpenters,
carpenters, sailmakers,
sailmakers,
and mates, naval constructor,
machinists,
pharmacists, pay
pay clerks,
clerks, and
machinists, pharmacists,
and assistant
assistant naval
constructors, $2,875,656, and also
also members
members of
naval constructors,
and
serving
Nurse Corps
Corps (female),
hire of
of quarters for officers
officers serving
for hire
$44,200; for
(female), $44,200;
Nurse
with
there are
are no
public quarters
quarters belonging
belonging to the
no public
where there
troops where
with troops
Government,
not sufficient
sufficient quarters
quarters possessed
possessed
are not
there are
where there
and where
Government, and
by the
United States
accommodate them or commutation
commutation of
to accommodate
States to
the United
by
quarters not
to exceed
amount which
which an
officer would receive
receive
an officer
the amount
exceed the
not to
quarters
were
with troops
and hire
hire of
of quarters
officers and
and
quarters for officers
troops and
serving with
he not
not serving
were he
ca
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enlisted
men on
on sea
at such
they may
may be
deprived of
enlisted men
sea duty
duty at
such times
times as
as they
be deprived
of Enlisted men.
quarters on
conditions which
which Enlistedmentheir quarters
on board
board ship
ship due to
to repairs
repairs or
or other
other conditions
may
render them
them uninhabitable,
$25,000; pay
enlisted men
men on
on the
may render
uninhabitable, $25,000;
pay of
of enlisted
the
retired list,
list, $585,000;
pay to
to men
reenlisting under
retired
$585,000; extra
extra pay
men reenlisting
under honorable
honorable
discharge, $525,570;
on deposit
by men,
pay of
discharge,
$525,570; interest
interest on
deposit by
men, $30,000;
$30,000; pay
of
petty
officers, seamen,
landsmen, and apprentice
apprentice seamen,
seamen, including
including
petty officers,
seamen, landsmen,
men
i
n the
the engineers'
detailed for
for duty
duty with
with the
Fish
men in
engineers' force
force and
and men
men detailed
the Fish
Commission ' enlisted
enlisted men,
men in
in trade
trade schools;
schools; and
and pay
pay of
Commission,
men, men
of enlisted
enlisted
men of
of the
pay of
of enlisted
enlisted men
men underundermen
the Hospital
Hospital Corps,
Corps, $87,507,405;
$87,507,405; pay
going sentence
of court-martial,
and as
many machinists
machinists
going
sentence of
court-martial, $1,836,000,
$1,836,000, and
as many
as
President may
from time
time to
time deem
to appoint;
as the
the President
may from
to time
deem necessary
necessary to
appoint; Apprentice seamen.
and
seamen under
under training
at training
training stations
on Apprenticeseamenstations and
and on
and apprentice
apprentice seamen
training at
board training
at the
the pay
pay prescribed
prescribed by
board
training ships,
ships, at
by law,
law, $4,694,400;
$4,694,400; pay
pay
of the
Nurse Corps,
for members
of
the Nurse
Corps, $1,392,600;
$1,392,600; rent
rent of
of quarters
quarters for
members of
of the
the Naval Reserve
Nurse Corps, $55,800; retainer
retainer pay and active-service
Foraeva. Reserve
active-service pay
pay of
of members
members Force.
of the
the Naval
Reserve Force,
Force, $15,371,176;
$60 discharge
of
Naval Reserve
$15,371,176; payment
payment of
of $60
discharge Accounting.
Accounting
$9,953,780; in
$164,203,494; and the money
money herein
gratuity, $9,953,780;
in all,
all, $164,203,494;
herein
specifically appropriated
"Pay of
the Navy"
Navy" shall
shall be
be disbursed
disbursed
specifically
appropriated for
for "Pay
of the
and
for in
in accordance
with existing
law as
as "Pay
the Proiso.
and accounted
accounted for
accordance with
existing law
"Pay of
of the
Proviso.
Corps to
SupNavy," and for that purpose shall constitute
constitute one fund:
fund: Provided,
Provided, Pay
Navy,"
to be
be SupPaorps
ply Corps hereafter.
That hereafter
hereafter the Pay
Corps
shall
be
called
the
Supply
Corps.
That
Pay Corps shall be called the Supply Corps.
plyrpsereafter.
Captains.
That
provisions of the Act of August
August 29,
29, 1916,
1916, regarding
That the provisions
regarding the
the CPrtations
ofif
Promotions of,if
wounded in line of
promotion of
captains in
the
permanent Navy
Navy shall
shall not
promotion
of captains
in the line
line of
of the
the permanent
not wounded
in line of
duty.
39, p.
p. 574.
574.
restrict the
the promotion
of such
as may
voi. 39,
restrict
promotion of
such captains
captains as
may have
have been
been wounded
wounded Vol.
in
in line of
of duty and
and who are
are now
now on
on the
the active
active list,
list, and such
such captains
captains R.S., sec. 1494, p. 258.
benefits of the
shall be
be entitled to the benefits
the provisions of section 1494,
1494, R* S ec' 4
p.1267.
Revised Statutes
of the
States, and
and also
to the
of the
VoI.36,p.1267.
Revised
Statutes of
the United
United States,
also to
the benefits
benefits of
the Vol.36,
Act
March 4,
Act of
of March
4, 1911.
1911.
Provisions
Provisions.
PROVISIONS,
PROVISIONS, NAVY: For provisions
provisions and commuted
commuted rations for the
seamen and marines
marines, which commuted rations may be
be paid
paid to
caterers
messes, in
in case
of death
orders of
of the
the
caterers of
of messes,
case of
death or
or desertion,
desertion, upon
upon orders
Commutation of rracommuted rations for officers
officers on
on sea
sea duty
duty (other
tions increased.
(other tions
increased o
commanding officers,
officers commuted
than commissioned
commissioned' officers of the line, Medical and Pay Corps,
gunners chief
carpenters, chief
chief R..s.,sec.1585,p.n,
chaplains, chief boatswains, chief gunners,
chief carpenters,
S., sec.1585, p.271,
amended.
midshipmen amended.
machinists,
sailiiaakers) and midshipmen
machinists, chief pay clerks, and chief sailmakers)
commuted rations stopped
at 68 cents per diem,
diem, and
and commuted
stopped on
on account
account of
sick in hospital and credited
credited at the rate of 50 cents
cents per ration to the
subsistence of officers
officers and men unavoidably
naval hospital fund; subsistence
unavoidably
detained
detained or absent
absent from vessels
vessels to which
which attached under orders
orders
(during which subsistence
stopped on
and
subsistence rations
rations to
to be
be stopped
on board
board ship
ship and
no credit for commutation
commutation therefor to be given); subsistence of
men
of men
on detached duty; subsistence of officers and men of the Coast Guard
and
while cooperating
cooperating with
Navy in
so far
and Lighthouse
Lighthouse Services
Services while
with the
the Navy
in so
far
appropriations for these services
as the regular appropriations
services are insufficient
insufficient
therefor; subsistence
subsistence of
officers and men
naval auxiliary
auxiliary service
service;
therefor;
of officers
men of
of the naval
subsistence of members of the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force during period of
of
service; and for subsistence
subsistence of female
female nurses
Navy .and
active service;
nurses and Navy
and
Marine Corps general
prisoners undergoing
Marine
general courts-martial
courts-martial prisoners
undergoing imprisonimprisonment
sentences of dishonorable
dishonorable discharge
from the
service at
at Proviso.
ment with
with sentences
discharge from
the service
ro
the expiration
expiration of such confinement:
confinement: Provided,
to
ommuted ration to
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of Commuted
prisoners.
the Navy is authorized
authorized to commute
commute rations for such general courtscourts- presmartial prisoners in such amounts
amounts as seem to him
him_proper,
proper, which may
prison, but which
vary in accordance
accordance with the location of the naval prison,
which
shall
in no
no case
ease exceed
exceed 30
diem for
for each
each ration
so commuted;
shall in
30 cents
cents per
per diem
ration so
commuted; Army
Army emergency
eergency
ration..
and for the purchase
emergency rations
as ratiom.
purchase of
of United
United States
States Army
Army emergency
rations as
required;
$42,664,500, to be available until the close of the
required; in all, $42,664,500,
fiscal year
year ending
fiscal
ending June
June 30,
30, 1921.
1921.
antae
MAINTENANCE,
BvREAIr o
fuel
MAINTENANCE, BITHEAIT
OP SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
AND ACCOuNSTS:
AccouNrs: For
For fuel
garbage from
the removal and transportation
from ships of
o
transportation of ashes and garbage
stationery for cornwar; books, blanks, and stationery, including stationery
ATISITIA14
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mending
navigating officers
officers of
of ships,
ships, chaplains
chaplains on shore and
and navigating
manding and
afloat, and
and for
for the
the use
use of
of courts-martial
on board
board ships; purchase,
purchase,
courts-martial on
afloat,
repair,
and exchange
exchange of
of typewriters
typewriters for
ships; packing
boxes and
and
packing boxes
for ships;
repair, and
materials;
interior fittings
fittings for
storehouses, pay
pay offices,
and
offices, and
general storehouses,
for general
materials; interior
accounting offices
expenses of
of disbursing
disbursing officers;
officers;
yards; expenses
in navy
navy yards;
offices in
accounting
coffee mils
mills and
thereto; expenses
of naval
naval clothing
clothing factory
factory
expenses of
repair thereto;
and repair
coffee
Equipment supplies. and
purchase of
equipment; purchase
laboratory equipment;
the samesame; laboratory
for the
machinery for
and machinery
Equipmentsupplies.
articles
of equipage
eqmpage at
the cognizance
cognizance of
of the
the
under the
abroad under
and abroad
at home
home and
articles of
Bureau
Accounts, and
and for
for the
labor in
payment of labor
the payment
and Accounts,
Supplies and
of Supplies
Bureau of
equipping vessels
vessels therewith,
therewith, and
and the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of such
such articles
articles in
in
equipping
the several
several navy
musical instruments
instruments and
music; mess
mess outoutand music;
yards; musical
navy yards;
the
fits;
soap on
board naval
els; athletic
athletic outfits;
tolls, ferriages,
ferriages,
outfits; tolls,
vessels;
naval yes.
on board
fits; soap
yeomen's
stores, safes,
safes, and
expenses; labor
labor in
in gengenincidental expenses;
and other
other incidental
yeomen s stores,
eral storehouses,
and accounting
accounting offices
in navy
navy
offices in
offices, and
paymasters' offices,
storehouses, paymasters'
eral
yards
naval stations,
stations, including
maintained in
in
stations maintained
naval stations
including naval
and naval
yards and
island possessions
possessions under
the control
of the
the United
States, and
and exexUnited States,
control of
under the
island
penses
handling stores
stores purchased
purchased and
and manufactured
"Genunder "Genmanufactured under
m handling
penses m
FOOd
inspection,
eral
account of
and reimbursement
reimbursement to
to appropriations
appropriations of
of
advances ; and
of advances"eral account
Foodinspection.
the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture of
of cost
cost of
inspection of
of meats
meats and
and
of inspection
Department of
the
Proviso.
eh
Pro
emi
Viso
es
.I, etc., very- meat food products
products for the Navy Department:
Department: Provided,
Provided, That the
ices.
to be
out of
of this
appropriation, under
under the direction
direction of the
this apopropiation,
be paid
paid out
sum to
iceh.mic.3 4 etc., se- sum
Post,p.3 .
Secretary
Navy, for chemists
Post,p.334.
Secretary of the Navy,
chemists and for clerical,
clerical, inspection,
storemen store
store laborer,
laborer, and
and messenger
messenger service
service in
in the
the supply and
storemen,
accounting
of the
the navy
navy yards
yards and
and naval stations
stations and
departments of
accounting departments
disbursing offices
offices for
for the
fiscal year
June 30,
1920, shall not
30, 1920,
year ending
ending June
the fiscal
disbursing
exceed
all, $15,500,000.
$15,500,000.
in all,
exceed $5,700,000;
$5,700,000; in
All freight
Freight, Department
Department
F
REIGHT, BUREAU
OF S
UPPLIES ANT)
freiht and
and
ACCOUNTS: All
AND ACCOUNTS:
SUPPLIES
BUREAU OF
FREIGHT,
and bureaus.
express
pertaining to the Navy Department
Department and its bureaus,
charges pertaining
and bus
express charges
except
the transportation
of coal
coal for
Bureau of
of Supplies
Supplies and
and
for the
the Bureau
transportation of
except the
Accounts,
$3,000,000.
Accounts, $3,000,000.
Fuel
and transptatranspertasteamers' and
Fueland
FUEL AND TRANSPORTATION:
TRANSPORTATION: Coal and
and other fuel
fuel for steamers'
tion.
ships'
transportation, storage,
storage, and hanexpenses of transportation,
use, including
including expenses
ships' use,
dling the
maintenance and general
operation of machinery
machinery of
of
general operation
the same;
same; maintenance
dling
naval
depots and
and fuel
plants; water
for all
all purposes
purposes on
board
on board
water for
fuel plants;
fuel depots
naval fuel
naval
and ice
ice for
for the
the cooling
including the
expense
the expense
water, including
cooling of
of water,
vessels; and
naval vessels;
Provisos.
of transportation
transportation and
and storage
storage of
of both,
both, $12,000,000:
$12,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
No tfchater
charter hire for of
Government
owned the United States Shipping Board shall not require payment from
,eoverment owned
the United States Shipping Board shall not require payment from
vessels.
the
Navy Department
Department for
the charter
charter hire
of vessels
vessels furnished
furnished or
or to
to
hire of
for the
the Navy
be
furnished from
from July
1, 1918,
1918, to
to June
June 30,
30, 1920,
inclusive, for
for the
the
1920, inclusive,
July 1,
be furnished
use
of that
such vessels
vessels are
owned by the United
United
are owned
when such
use of
that department
department when
Mining coal, etc., for
of the
the approProvidedfurther,
States Government:
Government: Provided
further, That
That $1,000,000
$1,000,000 of
iningcoal, etc. for States
naval use, in Alaska.
Reappropriation.
"Fuel and transportation,
transportation, 1919,"
Rcappropristion.
priation
priation "Fuel
1919," or so much thereof
thereof as
Vol.
730.
Vol. 40,
o. p.
p 40,
may
be necessary,
hereby continued
may be
necessary, is
is hereby
continued and made available
available for
for use,
use,
Secretary of the Navy, in mining
mining coal or
in the discretion of the Secretary
contracting for
for the
transportation of the same,
Alaska, the
the transportation
same in
in Alaska,
the same
contracting
and
the construction
bunkers and the
necessary docks for
the necessary
of coal
coal bunkers
construction of
and the
Selection
of
coal
the Secretary
use in
therewith; and
coal use
lection of
in supplying
supplying ships
ships therewith;
and the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy is
is
areas.
hereby authorized
authorized to
select from
lands in Alaska such
such
public coal lands
from the public
to select
hereby
areas
as may
be necessary
purposes stated
stated
for use
use by
by him
him for the purposes
necessary for
areas as
may be
herein.
herein.
Government
fuel
of the
provisions of
the provisions
Hereafter the
fuel
Hereafter
the Sundry
Sundry Civil Act, approved
approved July
Government
yard,
D.C.
yard, D.
C.
Vurchases
for Navy
IN,-avy 1,
fuel yard
lYurcihases for
1 1918,
providing for
for the
establishment of
1918, providing
the establishment
of aaGovernment
Government fuel
yard
from, not required.
in
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
shall not
apply to
the fuel
fuel required
required for
for
to the
not apply
Vol.
40, rped.72.
p. 672.
the District
District of
in the
C. 40,
the
Naval Establishment,
Establishment, except
naval hospital,
hospital, in
in the
the District
District
except the
the naval
the Naval
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of
Bureau of ConstrucBUREAU OF
AND REPAIR.
REPAIR.
OF CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND
BUREAU
of CRonstrutires
tion
and Repair.
Repair.
rcConstruction and reConstruction
pair of vessels.
vessels.
pair

C
ONSTRUCTION AND
REPAIR OF
OF VESSELS:
VESSELS: For
preservation and
and
For preservation
AND REPAIR
CONSTRUCTION
completion
vessels on the stocks
stocks and in ordinary;
purchase of
ordinary; purchase
of vessels
completion of
materials
and stores
all kinds; steam steerers,
materials and
stores of all
steerers, pneumatic
pneumatic steerers,
steerers,
steam
capstans, steam
steam windlasses,
and all
all other
other auxiliaries;
auxiliaries; labor
labor in
windlasses, and
steam capstans,
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navy yards
yards and
and on
on foreign
foreign stations;
stations; purchase
purchase of
machinery and
and tools
navy
of machinery
tools
for use
use in
carrying on
of experimental
experimental model
model tank
tank and
for
in shops;
shops; carrying
on work
work of
and
wind
vessels; construction
wind tunnel;
tunnel; designing
designing naval
naval vessels;
construction and
and repair
repair of
of
lighters, and
yard craft, lighters,
and barges;
barges; wear, tear, and
and repair
repair of vessels
vessels
afloat;
care, increase,
and protection
the Navy
the
in the
afloat; general
general care,
increase, and
protection of
of the
Navy in

Coast Guard and
line of
construction and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of vessels
vessels LiCghhtuse
repair; repair
repair and
of construction
and repair;
line
Lighthouse vessels.
vessels.

of the
the Coast
and Lighthouse
Services; submarine
submarine chasers,
chasers,
Guard and
Lighthouse Services;
of
Coast Guard
patrol boats;
boats; incidental
expenses for
for vessels
vessels and
and navy
innavy yards,
yards, inpatrol
incidental expenses
spectors' offices,
offices such
photographing, books,
professional magaspectors'
such as
as photographing,
books, professional
magazines,
stationery, and
instruments for
for drafting
room, and
drafting room,
and for
for
zines, plans,
plans, stationery,
and instruments

pay
classified force
force under
the bureau;
hemp, wire,
and
for hemp,
wire, iron,
iron, and
pay of
of classified
under the
bureau; for
other
cables,
materials for the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of cordage,
cordage, anchors,
anchors, cables,
other materials
galleys,
purchase thereof
thereof shall be so
galleys, and
and chains;
chains; specifications
specifications for purchase
prepared
canvas for
for the
prepared as
as shall
shall give fair and free competition;
competition; canvas
manufacture
interior
work; interior
hammocks, and
and other work;
manufacture of sails,
sails, awnings,
awnings, hammocks,
appliances and tools for manufacturing
purposes in navy yards
yards and
and
manufacturing purposes
appliances
naval
for the
the purchase
purchase of
all other
articles of
equipage
naval stations;
stations; and
and for
of all
other articles
of equipage
at home
in equipping
equipping
of labor
labor in
and for the
the payment of
at
home and
and abroad;
abroad- and
manufacture of
several
of such
such articles
articles in
in the several
vessels therewith
therewith and manufacture
navy yards;
other than
than electric,
electric, namely,
namely:,
naval signals
signals and
and apparatus,
apparatus, other
navy
yards; naval
lanterns 'running
lanterns, and
lights, lanterns,
and lamps and their
their
signals, lights, lanterns,
running lights,
appendages for general
general use on board ship for illuminating
illuminating purposes;
purposes;
appendages
and oil
oil and
used in connection
bunting and other
other
connection therewith;
therewith; bunting
and
and candles
candles used
materials
making and
and repairing
of all
all kinds;
kinds; for all perfor making
repairing flags of
materials for
manent galley
and equipage;
equipage; rugs,
manent
galley fittings
fittings and
rugs, carpets,
carpets, curtains
curtains,' and
and
hangings on
on board
Provided, That
the
That the
naval vessels,
vessels, $31,000,000:
$31,000,000: Provided,
hangings
board naval
limitations
existing law
law relative to repairs
repairs to vessels of
of
limitations imposed by
by existing
the Navy shall
of funds
shall not apply to
to the
the expenditure
expenditure of
funds made-available
made available
in
in this
this Act: Provided
Proidedfurther,
further, That the sum to
to be paid
paid out
out of this
appropriation
the direction
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, for
for
direction of
under the
appropriation, under
clerical, drafting,
keepers), and mesdraf4g, inspection,
inspection, watchmen (ship keepers),
messuperinsenger service in
in navy yards,
yards, naval stations,
stations, and offices of
of superintending naval constructors
constructors for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920,
shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $3,750,000.
$3,750,000.
construction plants:
improveImprovement
Improvement of construction
plants: For repairs and improvements of machinery
machinery and implements at construction
construction plants
plants at navy
yards at Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, New Hampshire,
Hampshire ' $10,000;
$10,000; Boston, MassachuMassachuYork New York, $35,000; Philadelphia,
setts, $25,000;
$25,000; New York,
Philadelphia, PennPennVirginia $35,000;
sylvania, $25,000;
$25,000; Norfolk, Virginia,,
$35,000; Charleston,
Charleston South
Carolina,
Carolina $10,000;
$10,000; Mare Island,
Island, California,
California, $35,000; Puget
Puget ,Sound,
Sound,
Washington,
all, $200,000.
Washington, $25,000;
$25,000; in
in all,
$200,000.
BUREAU OF
OF STEAM
BUREAU
STEAM ENGINEERENTG.
ENGINEERING.

EquiPment supplies.

EquiPmentsupples

provios.
Proviaoa.
Repairslimit
not apRegprslimitnotapplicable.
p ca

ib

Clerical,
Clerical,
ices.
ices.

etc., servetc.,

Post,P- 334-

ot,3.

Construction plants.
Con S t plants

Bureau of Steam Engineering.
ginering e Engineering repairs,

miefg
preservation, and
and renewal
of machinery,
ENGINEERING:
ENGINEERING: For repairs,
repairs, preservation,
renewal of
machinery-,machinery,
etc.repac.
auxiliary
craft, and
auxiliary machinery,
machinery, and
and boilers of
of naval vessels,
vessels, yard
yard craft,
and
ships' boats, distilling and refrigerating
refrigerating apparatus;
apparatus; repairs,
preservarepairs, preservation, and renewals
renewals of electric
electric interior
and exterior
signal communition,
interior and
exterior signal
communiwhatsoever nature
cations and all electrical
electrical appliances
appliances of whatsoever
nature on board
naval vessels, except range
range finders,
finders, battle order and range
range transmitters
transmitters
and indicators
the controlling apparatus
indicators, and
and motors and
and their
apparatus used
used to
to
operate
machinery belonging
belonging to
to other
their bureaus;
bureaus; searchlights
searchlights and
fireoperate machinery
other
and fireDirector of Naval
control equipments
for antiaircraft
antiaircraft defense
shore stations;
mainte- Comtaurucations.
control
equipments for
defense at
at shore
stations; mainteof ai
,Diretocs
nance
and
operation
of
coast
signal
service,
including
expenses
of
of
nance and operation of coast signal service, including expenses
office
Communications and
land Equipment supplies.
and the
the purchase
purchase of
of land
office of
of Director
Director of
of Naval Communications
Eqoipment supplies.
as
stations; equipage, supplies,
supplies, and Equpmentsup
as necessary
necessary for
for sites for radio
radio shore stations;
mainmaterials under the cognizance
cognizance of the bureau required
required for the manitenance
tenance and operation
operation of naval vessels, yard craft, and ship's boats;
of machinery,
machinery, toos,
tools,
purchase, installation,
purchase
installation, repair, and
andpreservation of
and appliances
appliances in navy
navy yards and
and stations, pay of classified
force
classifid force
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under the
the bureau;
incidental expenses
for naval
vessels, navy
navy yards,
yards,
naval vessels,
bureau; incidental
expenses for
under
and stations,
stations, inspectors'
offices, the
the engineering
engineering experiment
station,
experiment station,
and
inspectors' offices,
such as
as photographing,
photographing, technical
books and
and periodicals,
periodicals, stationery,
stationery,
technical books
such
Radio
work.
Radio work.
and instruments;
instruments and apparatus,
apparatus, supplies,
instruments; instruments
supplies, and technical
technical
books and
necessary to
on experimental
experimental and
books
and periodicals
periodicals necessary
to carry
carry on
and research
research
Clerical „etc.
serv- work in
the naval
naval radio
laboratory: Provided,
Provided,
radio laboratory:
at the
radiotelegraphy at
in radiotelegraphy
Cleric,'
etc., ser-work
ices.
That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation,
direction
appropriation, under the direction
of the
the Secretary
of the
for clerical,
drafting, inspection,
and
inspection, and
clerical, drafting,
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, for
of
messenger service
service in
navy yards,
yards, naval
stations, and
and offices
of United
United
offices of
naval stations,
in navy
messenger
States inspectors
inspectors of
machinery and
and engineering
engineering material
material for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
States
of machinery
Otter Cliffs, Me.
year
30, 1920,
1920, shall
exceed $3,000,000:
$3,000,000: Provided
Provided
not exceed
Radio
shall not
ending June
June 30,
year ending
RostaterCistation.
further,
That the
the sum
be paid
paid out
out of
of this
the
this appropriation
appropriation for
for the
further, That
sum to
to be
purchase of
land for
for a
asite
site for
radio shore
shore station
station at
at Otter
Otter Cliffs,
Cliffs,
for aaradio
of
land
purchase
Restriction
on comRestriction on
cornnot exceed
exceed $32,500:
$32,500: Providedfurther,
That no
of this
this
no part
part of
mercial service. o m - Maine,
Providedfurther,That
aine, shall
shall not
merlctialnce.
appropriation shall
be expended
expended for
acquisition of
radio stations
stations
of radio
for the
the acquisition
shall be
appropriation
in whole
whole or
used for
the transmission
transmission or
or reception
of commercommerreception of
part used
for the
in
or in
in part
cial
in all,
$30,000,000.
cial messages;
messages; in
all, engineering,
engineering, $30,000,000.
Engineering experiENGINEERING EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT S
TATION, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES NAVAL
NAVAL
STATION,
mentgteeinf
ENGINEERING
ment
station. expenExperimental work.
Experimental
works ACADEMY,
ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS,
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND:
MARYLAND: For original investigation
investigation and
extended experimentation
experimentation of
of naval
!i_ppliances, testing
testing implements
implements
naval appliances,
extended
and
apparatus; purchase
of such
such machines
machmes and
and
purchase and
and installation
installation of
and apparatus;
auxiliaries
considered applicable
applicable for
for test
and use
use in
in the
the naval
naval service,
service,
test and
auxiliaries considered
and
maintenance and
equipment of
of buildings
buildings and
grounds,
and grounds,
and for
for maintenance
and equipment
$200,000.
Guard
Coastoast
Guard aand $200,000.
The foregoing
the Naval
Naval Establishment
Establishment shall
shall be
be
Li
ghthouse Services.
for the
appropriations for
The
foregoing appropriations
Services.
Lighthouse
I
Naval
appropriaexpenses of
Coast Guard
Lighthouse
Guard and
and Lighthouse
of the
the Coast
available for
for similar
similar expenses
tiNavaiappO
tions
availableP for, available
while
operating with
while operating
Services while
wth Services
while cooperating
cooperating with
the Navy
Navy in
as the
with the
in so
so far
far as
the regular
regular
Navy.
Navy.
appropriations
when
appropriations for these services are insufficient therefor;
therefor; and, when
expenditures are
are thus
thus made,
naval appropriations
appropriations need
need not be reimreimexpenditures
made, naval
appropriations of
bursed from the
the appropriations
of the Coast
Coast Guard and Lighthouse
Lighthouse
Services.
Services.
Transfer
of credits.
Transerofcreit.
So much
much of
the naval
appropriations for
for the
the fiscal
year 1920
So
of the
naval appropriations
fiscal year
1920 as is
necessary for
for the
the foregoing
foregoin purpose
may be
transferred on
on the
necessary
purpose may
be transferred
the books
books
of
the Treasury
of the
the regular
regular appropriations
appropriations of
of the
of the
Treasury to
to the
the credit
credit of
the Coast
Coast
Guard and Lighthouse Services.
Cast
Guard cutters.
Coast Guard
cutters. Guard and Lighthouse Services.
Construction
of Coast
Coast Guard
Guard vessels:
For the
the completion
of five
five
vessels: For
completion of
Construction of
Construction.
Construction.
Vol.
40, p.
p. 4s8.
4s8.
Vol. 40,
Coast Guard
Guard cutters
cutters within
within the
of cost,
$3,500,000, fixed
Coast
the limit
limit of
cost, namely,
namely, $3,500,000,
fixed
by
Act of
of March
$2,850,000.
March 28,
28, 1918,
1918, $2,850,000.
by the
the Act
Naval
Academy.
Naval Academy.
Pay of professors,etc.

NAVAL ACADEMY.
ACADEMY,
NAVAL

Pay,
Naval Academy:
Academy: PAY
OTHERS, NAVAL
NAVAL
Pay, Naval
PAY OF
OF PROFESSORS
PROFESSORS AND
AND OTHERS,
ACADEMY:
of professors
professors and
and instructors,
instructors, including
professor
ACADEMY: Pay
Pay of
including one
one professor
as librarian,
librarian, $269,700.
$269,700.
as
Instructors, etc.
Istrctretc.
One swordmaster,
700-assistants: one
one $1,500,
one $1,300swordmaster, $1
$1,700—assistants:
$1,500, one
$1,300;
head
physical
physical training,
training, $2,000;
$2,000; instructors
instructors in physical
head master
master in
in physical
training—one $1,800,
$1,600 each,
$1,500 each;
each;
training-one
$1,800, two at $1,600
each, seven at $1,500
assistant librarian,
$2,400; cataloguer,
$1,600; shelf
shelf assistants, two at
at
assistant
librarian, $2,400;
cataloguer, $1,600;
$1,200
each; secretary
secretary of
of the
clerks—two at
at
the Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy, $2,500;
$2,500; clerks-two
$1,200 each;
$1,900
each, two
at $1,700
$1,700 each,
each, two
two at
$1,600 each,
each, four
at $1,400
two at
at $1,600
four at
$1,400
$1,900 each,
each,
four at
at $1,200
each, fourteen
$1,100 each,
each, seven
seven at
at $1,000
$1,000
each, four
$1,200 each,
fourteen at
at $1,100
each;
draftsman, $1,700;
surveyor, $1,500;
services of
of choirmaster
choirmaster and
and
each; draftsman,
$1,700; surveyor,
$1,500; services
organist
chapel, $1,700;
$1,700; captain
captain of
$1,460; second caporganist at
at chapel,
of the watch,
watch, $1,460;
tain of
of the
at $1,160
$1,160 each;
each; four
four
tain
the watch,
watch, $1,300;
$1,300; thirty
thirty watchmen,
watchmen, at
telephone switchboard
$660 each; mail messenger,
operators, at
at $660
messenger,
telephone
switchboard operators,
$1,100.
of professors
and others,
others, Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy,
pay of
professors and
$1,100. In
In all,
all, pay
$390,000.
$390,000.
ordDepartment
Depart m ent of
of ordDEPARTMENT
OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE AND
AND GLUNNERY:
GUNNERY: For
For leading
leading ordnanceordnanceance and
DEPARTMENT OF
nance
andmgnnery.
gunnery.
men, ordnancemen,
ordnance
helpers,
and electricians,
electricians, $16,776.80.
$16,776.80.
ordnance
helpers,
and
Depatments
ofelecmen,
ordnancemen,
Departments of elee])"
trim! eneinesTing
EPARTMENTS OF
OF ELECTRICAL
AND Pursics:
For
PHYSICS: For
DEPARTMENTS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING AND
trical
engineering andd
electrical
machinists, mechanics,
physics.
electrical machinists,
mechanics, and laboratorians,
$15,549.84.
laboratorians, $15,549.84.
Payolprofessors,etc.
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DEPARTMENT
SEAMANSHIP: Three
Three coxswains,
each; three
three Department
Department of
of sea.
sea$1,152 each;
coxswains, $1,152
OF SEAMANSHIP:
DEPARTMENT OF
seamen,
at
$1,001
each;
two
seamen,
at
$826
each;
in
all,
$8,111.
manship.
in
all,
$8,111.
each;
at
$826
two
seamen,
each;
seamen, at $1,001
maDEPARTMENT
MARINE ENGINEERING
AND NAVAL
CONSTRUCTION: Drneeangineeingf
Department of amnd
mi!
an i
DEPARTMENT OF
OF MARINE
ENGINEERING AND
NAVAL CONSTRUCTION:
For
machinists,
assistants,
pattern
makers,
boiler
makers,
naval
cou.struction.
For master machinists, assistants, pattern makers, boiler makers, navalconstruction.
blacksmiths,
coppersmiths, who
shall be
be conconwho shall
molders, coppersmiths,
machinists, molders,
blacksmiths, machinists,
sidered
instructors of
employees,
and other
other employees,
of midshipmen,
midshipmen, and
practical instructors
sidered practical
$52,694.16.
$52,694.16.
m C
en
orissary
C
OMMISSARY DEPARTMENT:
chief clerk
clerk and
and purchasing
nt, Cmmissr departdepart.
purchasing age
agent,
DEPARTMENT: For
COMMISSARY
For chief
cook and
cooks, steward
and assistant
hers,
stenographers,
stewards, stenograp
assistant stewards,
steward and
and cooks,
chief cook
typists,
head waiters,
waiters, and
and assistant
pantrymen,
waiters, head pantryrnen,
head waiters,
assistant head
typists, head
chief baker
baker and
and bakers,
chauffeurs, mechanicians
for
mechanicians for
truck chauffeurs,
butchers, truck
bakers, butchers,
chief
repair of
of trucks,
trucks, firemen,
seamstresses, and
pantrymen,
necessary pantrymen,
and necessary
firemen, seamstresses,
repair
butcher's
baker's helpers
coffeemen, dish pantrypantrywaiters, coffeemen,
helpers, waiters,
helpers, baker's
butcher's helpers,
men,
linenmen, scullions,
scullions, and other unskilled and
utility men, linenmen,
men, utility
unclassified
occupations wages
wages to
be determined
determined by the Superinto be
unclassified occupations,
per
tendent of
Naval Academy, and
$75 per
in no
no case to exceed $75
and in
of the
the Naval
tendent
month in
cases of
unskilled and
and unclassified
employees, $250,200:
$250,200: Pro
unclassified employees,
of unskilled
in cases
month
Provided,
That no
paid under
provisions of
of this
para- Pay
Payviso.
restriction.
the provisions
this parano employee
employee paid
under the
Provided, That
grr
receive a
in excess
$2,000.
graph shall
shall receive
a salary
salary in
excess of
of $2,000.
inD
gsep
a:r
dtm
gre
ont o
c
f
s
b
.
uildDEPARTMENT
OF BUILDINGS
EPARTMENT OF
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS:
GROUNDS: One
One messenger
messenger toto ings andgrounds.
attendants, $40,564.80;
superintendent, $750; necessary
necessary building
building attendants,
$40,564.80; in
superintendent,
all
all,
all, $41,314.80.
$41,314.80.
the employment
additional temporary
temporary force
rai-E
y
mein
erfroR'es! emP°.
of rarygemployees
For the
employment of
of such
such additional
force of
employees
in the
Academy as in
Naval Academy
of the
the Naval
departments of
various departments
the various
employees in
Secretary of the Navy may be necessary to the
judgment of the Secretary
the judgment
transaction of
of official
on account
account of
of the
emergency,
existing emergency,
the existing
business on
official business
transaction
$150,000.
$150,000.
In
$924,646.60.
In all, civil
civil establishment,
establishment, $924,646.60.
Contingentexpenses
C
URRENT AND
EXPENSES, NAVAL
NAVAL ACADEMY:
Tex
Text Contingent expenses.
ACADEMY: Text
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
AND MISCELLANEOUS
CURRENT
and.
reference books
blank books
use of
of instructors; stationery, blank
books for use
and reference
apparatus and materials
materials
and forms, models, maps, and periodicals; apparatus
for
athletics; expenses of lectures
training and
and athletics;
in physical
physical training
for instruction
instruction in
and entertainments
entertainments not
not exceeding
$1,000, including
including pay
expenses
pay and
and expenses
exceeding $1,000,
and
of
chemicals, philosophical
philosophical apparatus
apparatus and instruments,
of lecturer;
lecturer; chemicals,
machinery, tools,
materials for
for
stores, machinery,
tools, fittings, apparatus, and materials
instruction purposes,
purposes, $110,000.
$110,000.
instruction
Purchase, binding,
binding, and
repair of
Library.
pur- Library.
(to be purthe library
library (to
of books for the
and repair
Purchase,
chased
market on the
order of the superintendsuperintendopen market
the written
written order
chased in
in the open
ent),
o
ent), $2,500.
$2,500.d
r do of Visitors.
i t
For
expenses of
of the
the Board
of Visitors
to the
the Naval
Academy, BBoard
For expenses
Board of
Visitors to
Naval Academy,
$3,000.
For
contingencies for
for the
the academy,
academy, to
to be
be Superintendent.
Superintendent
of the
For contingencies
the superintendent
superintendent of
expended in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, $3,000.
$3,000.
expended
Co
For contingencies
contingencies for
the commandant
of midshipmen,
commandant of
midshipmen, to
to be
be Commandant.
For
for the
expended in
discretion, $1,000.
expended
in his discretion,
$1,000.
In
In all,
all, current
current and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $119,500.
$119,500.
Maintence
andreyain
. tenance and
MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIRS,
REPAIRS, NAVAL
general mainmain pa
MAINTENANCE AND
NAVAL ACADEMY:
AcADEMY: For general
pairs.
necessary
namely: For necessary
tenance and repairs at the Naval Academy,
Academy, namely:
repairs
pubhc buildings, wharves,
wharves, and walls inclosmg
inclosing the grounds
repairs of
of public
for
improvements, repairs,
repairs, and fixtures;
of the Naval
Naval Academy, improvements,
fixtures; for
books,
periodicals, maps, models, and drawings; purchase and
books, periodicals,
etc.
purchase vehicl",
apparatus and plants;
repair
of fire
fire engines;
engines; fire
repair of
fire apparatus
plants; machinery;
machinery; purchase
Vehicle'
s,
etc'
and
academy,
for use at
at the
the academy,
horses and
and vehicles
vehicles for
and maintenance
maintenance of all horses
operation, and repair of three horseincluding
maintenance operation,
including the
the maintenance,
drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles and two
motor-propelled passengerpassengertwo motor-propelled
drawn passenger-carrying
carrying
carrying vehicles to be used only for official purposes; seeds and
stationery; furniture
plants; tools and repairs of the same; stationery;
furniture for Govand ether
other fuels;
ernment
fuels;
academy; coal-and
ernment buildings and offices at the academy;
leaning
candles, oil, and gas;
gas attendance on light and power
power plants;
plants; cleaning
nailing/4; attedace
attendance on face,
fires,
and clearing up station and care of buildings;
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lights, fire
engines, fire apparatus,
apparatus, and plants, and telephone,
telephone, telefire engines,
lights,
graph,
and clock
incidental labor;
labor; advertising,
tax,
water tax,
advertising, water
systems; incidental
clock systems;
graph, and
postage, telephones,
telephones, telegrams,
tolls, and
and ferriage;
ferriage; flags and
awnings;
and awnings;
telegrams, tolls,
postage,
quarters;
packing
fuel for
for heating
heating and
bandsmen's quarters;
lighting bandsmen's
and lighting
boxes; fuel
packing boxes;
pay
of inspectors
draftsmen; music,
and astronomical
astronomical
musical and
music, musical
and draftsmen;
inspectors and
pay of
instruments;
and for
for the
the pay
pay of
employees on
on leave,
leave, $950,000.
$950,000.
of employees
instruments; and
Rent.
the academy,
Rent
of buildings
buildings for
academy, and commutation of
use of the
for the
the use
Rent of
Rent.
rent for
bandsmen, at
month each,
each, $13,500.
$13,500.
per month
$15 per
at $15
for bandsmen,
rent
Naval1 A
Academy
Naval Academy
Academy-Band:
Band: The
The Naval
hereafter
Academy Band shall hereafter
Naval Academy
cademy Naval
B3dV
Band.
Composition,
pay, consist of one leader, with pay and allowances of first lieutenant
Comp tion, pay,
lieutenant in
etc., of.
the
Corps; one
one second
leader, with
a base pay of $81 per
with a
second leader,
Vol.
36, p. 27.
297.
Marine Corps;
the Marine
Vol. 36,p.
month; forty-five
forty-five musicians,
musicians, first
first class,
class, with a
a base pay of $51 per
month;
month; twenty-seven
musicians, second
second class,
a base
$44
base pay of $44
with a
class, with
twenty-seven musicians,
month;
per
one drum
with a
month;
per month;
57.20 per
of $57.20
pay.of
a base
base pay
major, with
drum major,
month; one
per month;
and the
the said
leader of
of the
second leader
band, drum
the band,
of the
eader of
second
band, secoband,
the band,
said leader
and
major of
enlisted musicians
musicians of
of the band shall be
the enlisted
and the
band, and
the band,
of the
major
and
entitled
to the
the same
pay, emoluments,
emoluments, and
to pay,
repsect to
in repsect
benefits in
same benefits
entitled to
retirement arising
from longevity,
and length of
reenlistment, and
longevity, reenlistment,
arising from
retirement
service as
as are
are or
may hereafter
hereafter become
become applicable
applicable to other officers or
or may
service
enlisted
men of
of the
the Navy.
Navy.
enlisted men
In
$963,500.
repairs, $963,500.
maintenance and repairs,
all, maintenance
In all,
In all,
exclusive of
of public
public works,
$2,007,646.60.
works, $2,007,646.60.
Academy, exclusive
Naval Academy,
In
all, Naval
Marine
arine Corps.
Pay.
Officers.
Ofiers.

Retired officers.

Retiredofficers.

MARINE
CORPS.
MARINE CORPS.
PAY,
ORPS: Pay
Pay of
of officers,
and reserve
reserve list:
list: For
For
active and
officers, active
CORPS:
MARINE C
PAY, MARINE
pay and
and allowances
allowances prescribed
by law
for all
the active
on the
officers on
all officers
law for
prescribed by
pay
$3,463,383.
and reserve list,
list, $3,463,383.
and
law, on the retired list: For two
officers prescribed
prescribed by law,
of officers
For pay of
major
generals, three
brigadier generals,
generals, five
five colonels,
colonels, three
three lieutenant
lieutenant
three brigadier
majorgenerals,
second
colonels,
captains, one first
first lieutenant, two second
four captains,
majors, four
forty majors,
colonels, forty
lieutenants, and
and for
for officers
may be placed thereon during the
officers who may
lieutenants,
year, including
increased pay
pay as is now or may hereafter be
such increased
including such
year,
provided for
retired officers
assigned to active duty,
regularly assigned
officers regularly
for retired
provided
$277,756.

Pay
enlisted
men,
active and
list: Pay
and allowances
Pay
reserve list:
and reserve
men, active
of enlisted
Pay of
men.reserve
Enlisted
reserve
Pa and
a1 1 owances of
e
men,
Active and
noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers, musicians, and privates, as prescribed
prescribed by
list.
Enlisted men.

allowances of

law, and
and for
for the
the expenses
of clerks
clerks of the United States Marine Corps
expenses of
law,
additional compensation
traveling
compensation for
for
under orders, and including additional
traveling under
sharpenlisted men
men of
the Marine
as expert
riflemen, sharpexpert riflemen,
qualified as
Corps qualified
Marine Corps
of the
enlisted
shooters,
regularly detailed
n
captains gun
gun captains,
detailed as gun
or regularly
marksmen, or
shooters, marksmen,
holdmg
pointers,
sergeants, cooks,
cooks, messmen,
mg
signalmen, or hol
messmen, signalmen,
mess sergeants,
pointers, mess
good-conduct
medals, pins,
pins, or
or bars,
on deposits
deposits by
interest on
including interest
bars, including
good-conduct medals,
enlisted men,
men, post-exchange
under such rules as
deserters, under
of deserters,
debts of
post-exchange debts
enlisted
prescribe, and the authorized travel
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy may prescribe,
of the
the Navy
the
prizes for excellence
allowance of
of discharged
discharged enlisted
enlisted men
excellence in
men and for prizes
allowance
gunnery exercise
and target
target practice
practice and for pay of enlisted
enlisted men
exercise and
gunnery
designated as
Navy mail
mail clerks
clerks and
and assistant
assistant Navy
Navy mail clerks, both
as Navy
designated
Proviso.
afloat
and
ashore, $14,893,848:
Provided,
That
the words
enlisted
That
the
words "
"enlisted
prorfo.
afloat
and
ashore,
$14,893,848:
Provided,
Pay, etc., to women,
Pay, etc., towomnmen,"
appropriation Acts, shall not
be conmen," as contained in prior appropriation
not be
construed
enrolled in the naval service,
deprive women, enlisted or enrolled
to deprive
strued to
of
the pay,
allowances, gratuities,
other benefits
benefits granted
granted by
and other
gratuities, and
pay, allowances,
of the
law to
the enlisted
personnel of
the Navy
and Marine
Corps.
Marine Corps.
Navy and
of the
enlisted personnel
to the
law

Authorized enlisted
enhited
strength.
Poet, p. 8.30.

Sthgtzed

ot, p. s3o.

Proviso.
Average
eraige on active
duty, restricted.

on

duty, reatrcted.

Marine
of the
the Marine
The
authorized enlisted
enlisted strength
of the
active list
list of
the active
strength of
The authorized

Corps is
hereby temporarily
temporarily increased
to 27,400, plus such number of
increased to
is hereby
Corps

men as
as may
may be
be serving
serving with
the American
Expeditionary Forces
Forces
American Expeditionary
with the
men
the
enlisted men
abroad:
the average
average number
of enlisted
men of
of the
number of
That the
Provided, That
abroad: Provided,
30,
year ending
ending June
fiscal year
Marine Corps
Corps on
during the
the fiscal
June 30,
duty during
on active
active duty
Marine
1920, shall
shall not
not exceed
27,400, distribution
distribution in
various grades to be
in the
the various
exceed 27,400,
1920,
made in
in the
same proportion
proportion as
as provided
under existing
existing law.
provided under
the same
made
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That in
That
in making
making reductions
reductions required
by this
officers holding
required by
this Act,
Act, officers
holding Officers
may be apt
eI to tem ir°
temporary
be given
temporary appointments
appointments may be
given temporary
temporary appointments
appointments in
in Iow
f
ogr grades.
grades.
itl

rs m ay l

o

ap-

rary

appointed shall take
lower grades,
grades, and
and officers
officers so appointed
take precedence
precedence from
from
the dates of their original
original appointments
appointments in such
lower grades.
such lower
grades.
Retired
enlisted
much of the
1918 (Public
That so much
the Act of July
July 1, 1918
(Public Numbered
Numbered 182),
182), as
as mntred
enliste d
men.
e
Promotions
to
active
authorizes
the
promotion
Promotions
authorizes
promotion of retired enlisted
enlisted men
men of the Navy and warrant
t° acti
grades legallegalgrades
Marine Corps ordered to active duty shall not be so construed as
ized.
as to ized.
Vol. 40, p. 719.
make illegal
heretofore been
been made
make
illegal promotions
promotions of such men as have heretofore
made to
to Vol
40, p. 719'
warrant grades or as to deprive
deprive them of any of the pay, allowances,
allowances, or
or
accruing under
other benefits
benefits accruing
under such
such promotion.
promotion.
Navy and Marine
That the accounting officers of the Treasury
Department are
Treasury Department
are hereby
hereby Corps
Corps accounts.
e
Entaertencywar
lx
authorized
and
directed
authorized
directed to allow, in
in. the
the settlement
settlement of
of the
the accounts
accounts of
of ments
war
payo mergnc
bursing
payD, dis
disoursing
officers,
ments aiowed.
Zowed.
disbursing
Marine Corps covering
disbursing officers of the Navy and Marine
covering the
period offcers,
the period
of the present emergency-,
credits for
for payments
to officers
officers and
and
emergency, such
such credits
payments to
enlisted men not ordinarily
ordinarily allowable
allowable under the
as are
are certicertithe statutes,
statutes, as
fied to them by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy as having
having been
been incurred
incurred
under military necessity, or as having been occasioned
occasioned by
by accidental
accidental
circumstances or conditions over which such disbursing
circumstances
disbursing officers
officers had
had Proviso.
pr
no control
justly responsible:
control and for which they were not
not justly
responsible: Provided,
Provided, Emergency
Emergency period
period
deciguated.
si nated
That the period of the present emergency
emergency as contemplated
contemplated by this de
paragraph shall be regarded
regarded as beginning
beginning on the 6th day of April,
April,
1917,
and as terminating
six months
1917, and,
terminating six
months after
after the
the expiration
expiration of
of the
the quarter
quarter Supplies
Suppli, and
and servin
which peace
is declared.
contracts
be conin which
peace is
declared. And that nothing
nothing herein
herein shall
shall be
con- ices contracts
excepted.
strued to include
nclude payments
contracts for
payments under contracts
for supplies
or services.
supplies or
services.
Retired enlisted
enlisted
Retired
For pay and allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed by law of enlisted
enlisted men on the men.
retired list: For eleven sergeants
sergeants major,
major, one
one drum
drum major, twenty-five
twenty-five
quartermaster sergeants,
sergeants, forty first
gunnery sergeants, twenty-five
twenty-five quartermaster
first
sergeants,
sergeants, eleven corporals,
sergeants, fifty-two
fifty-two sergeants,
corporals, two principal
musiprincipal musicians, sixteen first-class
musicians, one second-class
first-class musicians,
second-class musician,
musician, one
one
drummer,
drummer, and ten privates,
privates, and for those
those who may
may be retired during
during
the fiscal year,
year $164,862.
$164,862.
Undrawn
ndra wn clothing.
Undrawn clothing:
Undrawn.
clothing: For payment
payment to discharged
discharged enlisted men
men for U
cothng.
clothing undrawn,
undrawn., $100,000.
$100,000.
Mileage.
Mileage: For mileage
Mileage:
mileage to officers
officers traveling under orders
orders without Mleage
troops, $162,500.
$162,500.
Commutation of
For commutation
commutation of quarters of officers on duty without troops quarters.
quarters.
where
there
are
no
public
quarters,
$212,500.
where
quarters, $212,500.
v orce.
Civil force.
PAY
CIVIL FORCE:
FORCE: In
In the
the office
office of the major
PAY OF
OF CIVIL
major general
general comcommandant:
general commandant: Temporary special assistant
assistant to the major
major general
commandant,
mandant, $2,750;
$2,750; one chief
chief clerk, at $2,250;
$2,250; one clerk,
clerk, at
at $1,800;
one messenger,
messenger, at $971.28.
In
In the office of the paymaster: One
One chief clerk, at $2,250; one clerk,
at $1,500.
$1,500.
In the
the office
In
office of the adjutant and inspector:
inspector: One chief clerk, at
at
$2,250; one clerk, at $1,800;
$1,800; clerk, at $1,600;
at $1,500;
$1,500;
$1,600; one clerk,
clerk, at
one clerk, at $1,400;
$1,400; one clerk, at
at $1,200.
$1,200.
In
the office
of the quartermaster:
Temporary special assistant to
In the
office of
quartermaster: Temporary
to
quartermaster, $2,750;
the quartermaster,
one chief
$2,750; one
chief clerk,
clerk, at
at $2,250;
$2,250; two
two clerks,
clerks, at
at
$1,800 each; one clerk, at $1,500; two clerks,
clerks, at $1,400
each; two
two
$1,400 each;
clerks, at $1,200
engineer, $2,300;
$2,300; one draftsman,
$1,200 each;
each; technical engineer,
draftsman,
at $2,000.
$2,000.
In the office of the assistant quartermaster,
quartermaster, San Francisco,
In
Francisco, Cali-

fornia: One chief clerk, at $2,000.
In
Philadelphia, PennsylIn the
the office
office offthe assistant quartermaster, Philadelphia,
vania: One
On chieffclerk,
clerk, at $2,000; one messenger,
at $840.
messenger, at
$840.
Accounting.
In
all, for
pay of civil force, $45,711.28,
$45,711.28, and the money herein Aonting.
in
pay
specifically appropriated for pay of the Marine
Marine Colipsi
Corps shall be disspecifically
disb
f nei
rsed
cia: and
a
Oli
n
yf
d
eoeae
racchi
o
p
o
oe fn
e:erkfo,raitn
bursed
accounted
for in$accordance
ac
accordance
2,
with existing law as pay of the
Marine Corps, and for that purpose
shall constitute
one fund.
fund.
purpose shall
constitute one

In al,
all, pay, Marine
Marine Corps, $19,320,560.28.
$19,320,560.28.
0
44281
442810-21-12
-21-12
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DEPARTMENT, MARINE
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT,
MAINTENANCE, QUARTERMASTER'S
MARINE CORPS.
CORPS.
MAINTENANCE,

PROVISIONS, MARINE
Cons: For enlisted men serving
serving ashore;
ashore; subsubMARINE CORPS:
PROVISIONS,
duty,
sistence
and
lodging
of
enlisted
men
when
traveling
or cash
cash
on
traveling
when
sistence and lodging of enlisted men
in
lieu thereof;
of rations
rations to
to enlisted
enlisted men
men regularly decommutation of
thereof; commutation
in lieu
tailed
as clerks
and messengers;
messengers; payments
payments of
of board
board and lodging of
clerks and
tailed as
applicants
for enlistment
enlistment while
while held
held under
observation, recruits,
recruits, reunder observation,
applicants for
cruiting parties,
and enlisted
men where
it is
otherimpracticable to otheris impracticable
where it
enlisted men
parties, and
cruiting
wise
furnish
subsistence,
or
in
lieu
of
board,
commutation
of
rations
rations
of
commutation
board,
of
lieu
in
or
subsistence,
wise furnish
to recruiting
recruiting parties,
and enlisted
enlisted men
traveling on special duty at
at
men traveling
parties, and
to
such
rate as
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
prescribe; ice machines
machines
may prescribe;
Navy may
of the
as the
such rate
and their
their maintenance
required for
the health
health and
comfort of
of
and comfort
for the
where required
maintenance where
and
of
the
troops
and
for
cold
storage;
ice
for
offices
and
preservation
preservation
and
offices
for
ice
storage;
cold
for
and
troops
the
Proviso.ration except rations, $4,526,964: Provided, That hereafter, except
except when
detached
when detached
Pry
Naxry tion except rations, $4,526,964: Provided, That hereafter,
when servini
United States for duty with the Army, enenof the United
President of
the President
by the
serving with by
when
Army.
listed
of the
Corps shall be entitled to the same allowMarine Corps
the Marine
men of
listed men
Army.
ance
as are
enlisted men
men of
the Navy,
Navy, under
under such rules
of the
are enlisted
rations as
for rations
ance for
of the Navy.
and
regulations
as
may
be
prescribed
by
the
Secretary
Secretary
the
by
prescribed
be
may
as
and regulations
clothing.
CLOTHING ' MARINE
MARINE CORPS:
CORPS: For enlisted
enlisted men authorized by law,
law,
CLOTHING,
clothing.
Proviso.
$8,438,624: Provided,
Provided, That
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be
hereafter this
That hereafter
for $8,438,624:
etc., for
Uniforms,,etc
Uniforms
equipSide to after&
.,
available for
for the purchase
purchase of uniforms,
uniforms, accouterments,
accouterments , and
and e
quipavailable
offcer.0
saleto
Vol. 40, p. 1054.
rnent for
for sale
sale at
officers under such regulations
regulations as
as the
the
cost price to officers
at cost
ment
oL 40, p. 1054.
prescribe.
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy may prescribe.
Secretary
Fuel,
FUEL, MARINE
MARINE C
ORPS: For
heat, light,
light, and
and commutation
commutation thereof
thereof
For heat,
CORPS:
FUEL,
etc.
light, etc.
el, light,
and enlisted
for
the
authorized
allowance
of
quarters
for
officers
enlisted men,
officers
for the authorized allowance of quarters for
and
buildings and
and grounds
grounds pertaining
pertaining to the
the Marine Corps and
and
other buildings
and other
for
erected by
by authority
authority of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Navy on
buildings erected
for buildings
Marine
reservations by
by welfare
organizations at private cost;
welfare organizations
Corps reservations
Marine Corps
fuel, electricity,
and oil
for cooking,
cooking, power,
power, and
and other purposes; and
and
oil for
electricity, and
fuel,
sales to
to officers,
officers, $390,078.
$390,078.
sales
at $4
Wilitary stores.
MILITARY
CORPS: Pay
armorer, at
$4 per
per
chief armorer,
of chief
Pay of
MARINE CORPS:
STORES, MARINE
MILITARY STORES,
diem;
purchase and
repair of
equipments, such as rifles,
military equipments,
of military
and repair
diem; purchase
revolvers, cartridge
cartridge boxes,
boxes, bayonet
scabbards, haversacks,
haversacks, blanket
blanket
bayonet scabbards,
revolvers,
bags,
rifle slings,
swords, drums,
trumpets, flags,
flags, waistbelts,
waistbelts,
drums, trumpets,
slings, swords,
canteens, rifle
bags, canteens,
waist
plates, cartridge
rifles, machetes;
machetes;
repairing rifles,
for repairing
parts for
spare parts
belts, spare
cartridge belts,
waist plates,
tents, field
field cots,
cots, field
field ovens,
and stoves
instruments for
stoves for tents, instruments
ovens, and
tents,
bands; purchase
purchase of
accessories, articles
articles of field
field
musical accessories,
and musical
music and
of music
bands;
sports
for enlisted
enlisted men,
signal equipment
purchase and
equipment and stores; purchase
men, signal
sports for
marking
of prizes
prizes for
for excellence
excellence in
gunnery and rifle practice; goodin gunnery
marking of
enlisted
conduct
badges; medals
buttons awarded
awarded to officers
officers and enlisted
and buttons
medals and
conduct badges;
service;
special
and
men
by
the
Government
for
conspicuous,
gallant,
and
service;
gallant,
conspicuous,
for
men by the Government
incidental expenses
expenses of
construction, equipequipapplication; construction,
of application;
schools of
of schools
incidental
and
rooms
amusement
and
ment,
and
maintenance
of
school,
library,
amusement
and
library,
school,
of
maintenance
and
ment,
Instruction
gymnasiums for
enlisted men,
establishment, rental, and mainmainmen, establishment,
for enlisted
camps, gymnasiums
Instruction camps,
etc.Ammunition, etc.
entrance fees
tenance
target ranges,
ranges, and
and entrance
fees in
instruction, target
of instruction,
camps of
of camps
tenance of
Cimmuntion, etc.
competitions; procuring,
procuring, preserving,
preserving, and
handling ammunition and
and handling
competitions;
other necessary
necessary military
supplies; m
in all,
$5,158,412.
all, $5,158,412.
military supplies;
other
For transCORPS: For
RECRUITING, MARINE
AND RECRUITING,
Transportation
aid
TRANSPORTATION AND
MARINE CORPS:
transTPANSPORTATION
Transportation and
recruiting.
between recruitportation
and of
of applicants
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment between
troops, and
of troops,
portation of
ing
and recruiting
recruiting depots
or posts,
posts, including
ferriage and
including ferriage
depots or
stations and
ing stations
transfers
en route,
route, or
cash in
in lieu
thereof; toilet kits for issue to
to
lieu thereof;
or cash
transfers en
recruiting
recruits upon
upon their
first enlistment
enlistment and
the expense
expense of the
the recruiting
and the
their first
recruits
service, $852,414.
$852,414.
service,
improvements
Repairs
barracks,
REPAIRS OF
OF BARRACKS,
ARINE CORPS:
CORPS: Repairs and improvements
BARRACKS, M ARIrNE
REPAIRS
to barracks,
Repairs to
etc.
e tc
posts and stations;
to barracks,
quarters, and
other public
buildings at posts
stations;
public buildings
and other
barracks, quarters,
to
.
for the
the renting,
renting, leasing,
leasing, and
of buildings
buildings in the District
District
improvement of
and improvement
for
of Columbia,
Columbia, with
the approval
approval of
Buildings Commission,
Commission,
Public Buildings
the Public
of the
with the
of
and at
other places
places as
as the
public exigencies
exigencies require
require and the
the public
such other
at such
and
erection of
upon the
the approval
Secretary
approval of the Secretary
buildings upon
temporary buildings
of temporary
erection
Provisions.
Provisions.
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Temporary
buildof the Navy; such temporary
temporary buildings as may be
be erected
erected in
in purpur- ing
Tiemporary
builds.
suance
a total cost not to exceed
suance hereof at a
exceed $10,000
$10,000 during
during the
the year,
year,
$660,898.
$660,898.
Forage.
FORAGE,
FORAGE, MARINE
MARINE CORPS:
CORPS: For forage in
stabling for
public Forage.
in kind
kind and
and stabling
for public
animals of the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department
and the
the authorized
authorized
Department and
number of officers'
number
officers' horses,
horses, $113,616.
$113,616.
Commutation of
of
COMMUTATION
OF QUARTERS,
C
OMMUTATION OF
QUARTERS, MARINE
MARINE CORPS:
CORPS: Commutation
Commutation of
of quarters
Commutation
with troops.
quarters for enlisted
men on
on recruiting
enlisted men
recruiting duty,
duty, for
officers and
and enlisted
for officers
enlisted

serving with troops where
there are no
men serving
where there
no public
public quarters
quarters belonging
belonging
to the Government, and where
where there
there are
quarters
are not
not sufficient
sufficient quarters
possessed by the United States to accommodate
accommodate them, for
for enlisted
enlisted
men employed as
and messengers
messengers in
in the
the offices
of the
the comas clerks and
offices of
commandant, adjutant
adjutant and inspector,
paymaster, and
quartermaster,
inspector, paymaster,
and quartermaster,
and the offices of the assistant adjutant
and inspectors,
adjutant and
inspectors, assistant
assistant
paymasters,
paymasters assistant quartermasters,
quartermasters, at
each per
per month,
month, and
and
at $21
$21 each
for enlisted
enlisted men employed as
messengers in
in said
said offices,
offices, at
at $10
$10 each
each
as messengers
per month,
month, $548,000.
$548,000.
CONTNGENT,
MARINE C
CORPS:
freight, expressage,
CONTINGENT, MARINE
ORPS: For
For freight,
expressage, tolls,
tolls, cartcart- Contingent.
ontingent.
age, advertising, washing of bed sacks, mattress
mattress covers,
covers, pillowcases,
pillowcases,
expenses of officers
towels, and sheets, funeral expenses
officers and
enlisted men
and
and enlisted
men, and
retired officers
the war, and
officers on active duty during the
enlisted
and retired
retired enlisted
men of the Marine Corps, including
including the
of bodies
and
the transportation
transportation of
bodies and
apparel from
place of
their arms and wearing apparel
from the place
demise to
to the
the homes
of demise
homes
deceased in the United
of the deceased
United States;
States; stationery
stationery and
paper,
and other
other paper,
printing
printing and binding; telegraphing,
rent of
telephones; purchase,
purchase,
telegraphing, rent
of telephones;
repair,
typewriters;
repair , and exchange
exchange of typewriters;
,s
apprehension
of stragglers
stragglers and
and
apprehension of
deserters;
enlisted
deserters; per diem of en
1" ted men
men employed
employed on constant
constant labor
labor for
for
not less than ten
periods of not
ten days;
employment of
of civilian
labor;
days; employment
civilian labor;
purchase,
purchase, repair, and installation and maintanance
mamtanance of gas, electric,
electric,
sewer,
fixtures; office
sewer, and water pipes and fixtures;
office and
and barracks
barracks furniture,
furniture,
vacuum cleaners,
cleaners, camp and garrison equipage and implements;
implements;
mess utensils for enlisted men; packing
packing boxes,
boxes, wrapping
wrapping paper.
paper,
oilcloth, crash, rope
rope, twine,
camphor and
and carbonze
carbonized
twine, quarantine
quarantine fees,
fees, camphor
paper, carpenters
carpenters-)
rope
,
paper,
tools,
tools for police
police purposes, safes,
safes purchase,
purchase,
hire, repair, and maintenance
maintenance of such
wagons,
such harness,
harness, wagons,
wagons, motor
motor wagons,
armored
automobiles, carts, drays,
armored automobiles
drays, motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, to bte
be used
only for
for official
official purposes,
used only
purposes, and
and
other vehicles
vehicles as are required for the transportation
transportation of
of troops
troops and
and
supplies and for official military
military and garrison purposes;
purposes; purchase
purchase of
of
public horses and mules; services of veterinary
veterinary surgeons,
surgeons, and
and medimedicines for public animals, and the authorized
authorized number
officers'
number of
of officers'
purchase of mounts and
horses; purchase
horse equipment
for all
all officers
officers below
below
and horse
equipment for
mounted; shoeing
the grade of major
major required to be mounted;
public
shoeing for
for public
animals and the authorized
horses; purchase
purchase and
animals
authorized number of officers'
officers' horses;
and
repair of hose, fire extinguishers,
extinguishers, hand grenades,
grenades, carts,
wheelbarrows,
carts, wheelbarrows
purchase, installation
installation, and
and lawn mowers, _purchase,
and repair
repair of
of cooking
cooking and
and
heating stoves
stoves and
and furnaces;
furnaces; installation,
purchase
heating
purchase of towels, soap, combs,
combs, and
brushes
brushes for offices; postage stamps for foreign
foreign and registered
registered postage;
postage;
books,
newspapers, and periodicals;
periodicals; improving
books, newspapers,
grounds;
improving parade
parade grounds;
repairs of pumps and wharves,
wharves ,w
at
er; straw
st
raw f
or bedding,
beddin, mattresses;
mattresses;
water;
for
mattress covers, pillows
pillows, sheets, furniture for Government
Government quarters
quarters
and repair
crating officers'
repair of same; packing
packing and crating
officers' allowance
allowance of
of bagbaggage
deodorizing, lubricants,
gage on
on change of station; deodorizing,
lubricants, disinfectants;
disinfectants tarrruiripe
for the construction,
construction, operation,
operat
ion and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of laundries;
laundries; and
and
for all emergen
for
ci
es and
an d extraordinary
ex t
raorilinary expenses
at home
home and
and
emergencies
expenses arising
arising at
Proviso.
abroad, but impossible to anticipate
anticipate or classify,
classify, $2,740,322:
$2,740,322: Provided,
Provided, Be
v~a'
r Wm:dry
Use ot
That hereafter
eipt.
That
hereafter the funds received
received in payment
payment for laundry
latmdry work per- ceipts.
formed
to defray the
the cost of
opera
formed by
by post laundries shall be used
used tadefray
of o
peration of said laundries and the receipts and expenditures
expenditures -shal
s
be
be
accounted for in accordance
accordance with the methods prescribed
law and
accounted
prescribed by
bylaw
any sums remaining at the end of
of the
the fiscal
year after
such cost
cost of
of
fiscal year
after such

re.
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maintenance and
operation have
deposited
been defrayed shall be deposited
have been
and operation
maintenance
in
the Treasury
Treasury to
the credit
appropriation from which the cost
the appropriation
of the
credit of
to the
in the
of operation
of such
such plants is
is paid.
operation of
of
Marine
Quartermaster's Department, Marine
Disbursing
and
ae"
all, for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of Quartermaster's
In all,
ac- In
and
Disbursing
counting.
specifically appropriated
Corps, $23,429,328;
$23,429,328; and
and the
appropriated
the money herein specifically
Corps,
counting.
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine
Marine
for
Corps,
shall
be
disbursed
and
accounted
for
in
accordance
the
with
accordance
in
for
accounted
and
disbursed
be
shall
Corps,
existing law
law as
as maintenance,
Department, Marine
Quartermaster's Department,
maintenance, Quartermaster's
existing
Corps, and
and for
for that
that purpose
constitute one fund.
shall constitute
purpose shall
Corps,
Total, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, exclusive
exclusive of
of public
public works,
$42,749,888.28.
works, $42,749,888.28.
Total,
Increase
of the Navy.
IncreaseoftheNavy.

THE NAVY.
INCREASE OF THE
INCREASE
NAVY.

Construction a
nd
and

On acMACHINERY: On
INCREASE OF
THE NAVY,
AND MACHINERY:
acCONSTRUCTION AND
NAVY, CONSTRUCTION
OF THE
INCREASE
count
of hulls
and outfits
machinery of vessels heretooutfits of vessels and machinery
hulls and
count of
fore
$80,000,000.
authorized, to be available until expended, $80,000,000.
fore authorized,
of subBOATS: On account of
Submarine
NAVY, TORPEDO
THE NAVY,
NCREASE OF
OF THE
TORPEDO BOATS:
INCREASE
torpedo° I
Submarine torped
boats.
boats.
marine
torpedo boats
boats heretofore
heretofore authorized, to be available until
marine torpedo
expended, $17,000,000.
$17,000,000.
expended,
Armor
and armaarmor
Towardthe
AND ARMAENT:
I
NCREASE OF
NAVY, ARMOR
ARMAMENT: Toward
the armor
ARMOR AND
THE NAVY,
OF TH6
INCREASE
Armor and
ment.
authorized, to be available
and
for vessels heretofore
heretofore authorized,
available until
armament for
and armament
ment .
expended,
$26,000,000.
expended, $26,000,000.
Ammunition.
of ammuniI
NCREASE OF
THE NAVY,
On account
account of
AMMUNITION: On
NAVY, AMMUNITION:
OF THE
INCREASE
Amion
tion
for vessels
heretofore authorized,
available until expended,
expended,
to be available
authorized, to
vessels heretofore
tion for
$10,000,000.
$10,000,000.
Total
increase of
$133,000,000.
heretofore authorized, $133,000,000.
Navy heretofore
the Navy
of the
Total increase
Time limit
co
The provision
in the
"An Act making appropriations
Act entitled "An
the Act
provision in
or o-The
limit for
Time
struction repealed.:
for the
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and for
for
Service for
Vol. 40,
40, p.
Naval Service
the Naval
for
3.
p. 738.
Vol.
other
purposes,"
approved
July
1, 1918, under the increase
increase of the
1,
July
other purposes," approved
1919,"
an June 30, 1919,"
Navy,
which reads
reads7f
ollows: "but
"but not later
later than
asfollows:
Navy, which
*
is
hereby repealed
repealed,
hereby
is
Limits of cost in' The limits of
of the
heretofore authorized and herein
vessels heretofore
the vessels
c6sttof
Cot - The limits of ces
creis oe co
creased.
below enumerated
.
enumerated are increased as follows:
below
p. 833.
33.
pPost,
g, p.
Battleships.
Battleships numbered
numbered 43 and 44 from $7,800,000
$7,800,000 to $11,250,000.
Battleships.
Battleships
numbered 45,
45, 46,
$13,800,000 to
46, 47, and 48 from $13,800,000
Battleships numbered
$15,000,000.
$15,000,000.
Battleships
numbered 49, 50, and 51 from $18,000,000 to
Battleships numbered
$21,000,000.
$21,000,000.
Battle
5 from $19,800,000 to
Battle cruisers
2, 3,
4, and 5
3, 4,
1, 2,
numbered 1,
cruisers numbered
Battle
crusers.
Battle cruisers.
$23,000,000.
$23,000,000.
Scout cruisers
cruisers numbered
$6,000,000 to $7,500,000.
7 from $6,000,000
Scout cruisers.
cruisers.
numbered 4, 5, 6, and 7
Scout
Scout
Scout
numbered 8, 9, and 10 from $7,200,000 to $7,500,000.
cruisers numbered
Scout cruisers
Gunboat.
Gunboat
numbered 21
$1,100,000.
$1,032,000 to $1,100,000.
21 from $1,032,000
Gunboat numbered
Gunboat.
Ammunition
Ammunition ship numbered
ship.
Ammunition ship.
Ammunition
numbered 11from $2,820,000 to $3,250,000.
Submarines.
Submarines
numbered 21, 22, 23,
23, 24, 25, 26, and 27 from
(R) numbered
Submarines (R)
Submarines.
$700,000
to $875,000.
$875,000.
$700,000 to
$1,500,000.
Submarines (S) numbered
numbered 1, 2, and 3
3from $1,200,000
$1,200,000 to $1
1500,000.
Submarines
Submarines (S)
(S) from
4 to number 41, both inclusive, from
number 4
from number
Submarines
$1,300,000
to $1,750,000.
$1,750,000.
$1,300,000 to
Fuel ship.
Fuel ship
ship numbered
numbered 16 from
to $2,550,000.
$2,550,000.
$1,800,000 to
from $1,800,000
Fuel
ship.
Fuel
Hospital ship.
Hospital ship numbered
Hospital slip.
numbered 11from $2,820,000
$2,820,000 to $3,250,000.
$3,250,000.
Destroyer tender.
numbered 33from $2,760,000
Destroyer
Destroyer Tender
Tender numbered
$2,760,000 to $3,400,000.
Destroyir tender.
Submarine tender.
$2,280,000 to $3,400,000.
Submarine Tender
numbered 3
from $2,280,000
3 from
Tender numbered
Submarine
Submine tender.

mConstruction
echinery.

m ch n

sy i

emergency
N a v a 1 emergency
Naval
NAVAL
FUND.
EMERGENCY FUND.
NAVAL EMERGENCY
end.
fund.
fu
to owners
owners
To
restore to
To restore
To
enable
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy
to restore to the owners,
property
taken, etc.,
To enable the Secretary of the
ropert tretnetc.,
for
boats, vessels, land, or other property.as has
donors,
lessors such boats,
or lessors
donors, or
uses
ar uses.
onnaval war
been
donated, commandeered,
commandeered, chartered, or leased prior to the pasbeen donated,
sage
of
this
Act
in
prosecution of the war in the
connection with the prosecution
in connection
Act
this
of
sage
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condition
as required
required in
the agreements,
agreements, charters, contracts, or leases
leases
in the
condition as
applying to
boats,. vessels,
land, or
property, $15,000,000,
$15,000,000,
or other
other property,
vessels, land,
to said
said boats,
applying
to be
available for
heretofore and hereafter
on
hereafter incurred on
obligations heretofore
for obligations
be available
to
this
to
this account.
account.
Articles not to be acThat except
except for
of the
moneys quired
which
quired abroad which
no part
part of
the moneys
requirements no
That
for emergency
emergency requirements
be madeatreasonmade at reasoncbe
appropriated in each or any section of this Act shall be used or can
appropriated
able price in United
expended for
acquirement in any foreign country of States.
States.
the purchase or acquirement
for the
expended
any
proposed
materials that, at the time of the proposed
or materials
or articles or
article or
any article
acquirement,
manufactured or
or produced
produced at
at reasonable
reasonable prices in
can be
be manufactured
acquirement, can
the
operation of the Navy necesunless the efficient operation
States unless
the United States
sitates
purchase or
or acquirement
acquirement elsewhere.o
elsewhere.
sitates purchase
t of
No pay to officers,
That no
of the appropriations
appropriations made in
Act shall be avail- etc.
in this Act
etc., usng
using time
time mesmeaspart of
That
no part
uring device on work
work
on
device
uring
able for
for the
the salary
salary or
or pay
pay of
of any
superintendent, of
officer, manager, superintendent,
any officer,
able
employees.
foreman,
of the
the work
work of
any employee
of any
charge of
having charge
person having
other person
or other
foreman, or
of the
the United
United States Government
Government while making
making or causing to be made
of
with a
time-measuring device a
atime study of any
a stop watch or other time-measuring
completion thereof,
between the starting and completion
of any such employee between
job of
or
movements of any
employee while engaged
or of the
the movements
any such employee
engaged upon
upon such
such Cash rewards,
reards etc.,
etc
ds etc
limitre
made m this Act be limited.
work; nor
appropriations made
the appropriations
part of
of the
shall any
any part
nor shall
work;
available to
premiums or bonus or cash reward
reward to any
pay any premiums
to pay
available
employee in
addition to his
his regular
regular wages, except for suggestions
in addition
employee
on ,R
improvements or economy in the operation of any
any Gov- Restriction
resulting in improvements
on purwch
appropriated m each chasng
ernment plant; and that no part of the moneys appropriated
chasing articles which
be produced at
at
roduced
be
a
expended for the purchase can
or any section of this Act shall be used or expended
navy yards.
or acquirement
acquirement of any article or articles that, at the time of the proproduced in each or any
posed acquirement,
acquirement, can be manufactured
manufactured or produced
navy yards of the United States, when time and
Government navy
of the Government
facilities permit, for a
asum less than it can
can be purchased or acquired
otherwise.
otherwise.
Approved,
Approved, July 11, 1919.

10.—An Act To repeal the joint resolution entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution to
CHAP. 10.-An
authorize the
in time
supervise or
take possession
assume
authorize
the President
President in
time of
of war
war to
to supervise
or take
possession and
and assume
control of any telegraph,
telegraph, telephone, marine
marine cable, or radio system or systems or any
any
thereof, and
operate the same in such manner as may be needful or desirable
desirable
and to operate
part thereof,
approved
provide just compensation
compensation therefor,"
therefor," approved
war and to
to provide
duration of
of the war
for the
the duration
July
1918, and for other purposes.
July 16, 1918,

July 11, 1919.
1919.
[S.
120.)
is. 120.]
[public,
9.].
[Public, No. 9.).

House of Representatives
Telegraph and
and House
Representatives of the United Telegraph
Be it enacted by the Senate and
and teletelephone system.
assembled
assembled,
That chapter 154 of the Acts phonesystem.
in. Congress
Congress
America in
States of
GovAuthority for gov.
..
.
-j
of, reee nt control or,
of the second session of the Sixty-fifth Congress, being the joint ernment
v l
Peale.d0 re
resolution entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution to authorize
authorize the President in P
resolution
Va. 40, p.
p. 904,
rewiled.
a,
time of war to supervise or take possession and assume control of any pil
VoL 40, p. 1807.
40 p
telegraph, telephone, marine cable, or radio system or systems, or
any part thereof and to operate the same in such manner as may
may; be
needful
needful or desirable for the duration of the war and to provide just
compensation
compensation therefor," approved on the 16th day of July, 1918, be,
and the
hereby, repealed
repealed to take effect at midnight
midnight on the Proviso.
and
the same
same is
is hereby,
Existing
telephone
g telphone
Pro- rates
last day of the calendar month in which this Act is approved:
approved: ProCOn.
ine con, temporarily
telephone rates ttnued.
and
vided, however, That the existing toll a
nd exchange
exchange telephone
priorto
as established
established or approved
Postmaster General
General on or prior
, to
approved by the Postmaster
a period not to exceed four
shall continue in force for a
1919, shall
June 6,
6, 1919,
changed
after this Act takes effect, unless sooner modified or changed
months after
otherwise-havng
State, municipal,
municipal, or otherwise—having
authorities-State,
public authorities
the public
by the
control
jurisdiction of tolls, charges,
charges, and rates or by contract
contract or by
or jurisdiction
control or
voluntary
reduction.
voluntary reduction.
BetnmR
of
pmpr
Return
of ProPertY
to owners.
and.too'e.
S
E°. 2.
2. That
That the President be, and he is hereby, authorized and.
Sri.
which
calear mont.
directed, at midnight on the last day
da_y of the calendar
month m
in, which
directed,
this
Act is
approved, to
return and
to
re ownets
r
tpo the respective
d
a deliver
to rern
is approved,
this Act
or
of or
thereof all
possession
po
a
propery taken
ies, and property
sytems, lines,
the systems,
all of the
thereof
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Compensation to
to be
be
Compesation
paid,
etc.
Post,
1021.
p 1021.
Pd, p.

Detailed report
report
allDetailed
operations
to
made.peratn to

of
of
be

be

Ped°clembracedperiod embraced.

SESS. I.. CHS. 10-12.
SESS.

1919.

received,
operated, surpervised,
surpervised, or
or controlled by him under authority
received, operated,
of
said joint resolution.
of said
SEC. 3.
3. That the first proviso of said joint resolution prescribing
SEC.
the
just
compensation
.
be paid for and on account of said supercompensation to be
just
the
vision,
operation therein
specified shall contherein specified
or operation
control, or
possession, control,
vision, possession,
shall be
tinue
in
full
force
and
effect
until
such
just
compensation
compensation
just
such
until
effect
and
force
full
in
tinue
fully adjusted
adjusted and
according to the terms
in the manner and according
and paid in
fully
and
set forth.
therein set
conditions therein
and conditions
Sac. 4.
4. That
within ninety
days after this Act shall take effect the
ninety days
That within
SEC.
account
a detailed
President
to be
be made
made to the Congress a
detailed account
cause to
President shall cause
connection with the
and report
report of
of all
proceedings in connection
and proceedings
acts and
his acts
all his
and
telephone,
supervision,
possession, control, and operation of the telephone,
supervision, possession,
telegraph,
and marine
cable systems
systems of the United States, and of all
marine cable
telegraph, and
moneys received
and expended,
expended, and
all property and assets acquired
and all
received and
moneys
or held,
liabilities or
obligations incurred
incurred, including contracts
or obligations
all liabilities
and all
held, and
or
the
detail the
to compensation
relative to
compensation awards, such report to show in
in detail
relative
from
system
financial
results
of
the
operation
of
each
separate
system
wire
separate
each
of
financial results of the operation
August 1,
1, 1918,
1918, up
up to
date when
the said systems shall have been
when the
the date
to the
August
returned.
Approved,
11, 1919.
Approved, July 11,

July
11, 1319.
1319
Jul11
469.1
[S. 409.1
[Public;
No. 10.]
10.1
Public, No.

proposed compact or agreement between
CHAP. 11.-An
11.—An Act
Act To
consent to
to the
the proposed
between
To consent
CHAP.
the States of New Jersey and New
York
for the
construction, operation,
operation, repair,
and
repair, and
the construction,
for
York
New
and
Jersey
New
the States of
cites
the
maintenance of
of a
tunnel or
River between
between
cities of
of
tunnels under the Hudson River
or tunnels
a tunnel
maintenance
Jersey City and New York.
Jersey

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House of Represerbtatives
Senate and House
the Senate
by the
Be
assembled, That the Congress
States
of America
Congress of the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
of America
hereby consents
agreeconsents to the contracts, agreeAmerica hereby
States of
United States
ments, or
between the
the States
States of
of New
and New
New
Jersey and
New Jersey
compacts between
or compacts
ments,
1918
Laws of
authorized by chapters
York authorized
chapters 49 and 50 of the Session Laws
of 1918
York
of
Jersey and
chapter 70 of the Session Laws of 1919 of New
and chapter
New Jersey
of New
Jersey
and by
by chapter
178 of the General
General Laws of New York for 1919,
chapter 178
Jersey and
for
construction, operation,
operation, repair, and maintenance
maintenance of a
a tunnel
the construction,
for the
or
under the
the Hudson
Hudson River
River between the city of Jersey
Jersey City,
tunnels under
or tunnels
i
Manhattan, in
in
n the
the State of New Jersey, and the borough of Manhattan,
in the
maintecity and
State of
of New
New York,
York, and
and for the joint operation, mainteand State
city
regulating their
nance,
and repair
repair of
such tunnel
tunnels, for regulating
or tunnels,
tunnel or
of such
nance, and
traffic
and policing
policing and
same, for the fixing and collecprotecting the same,
and protecting
traffic and
tion
of tolls
and charges
the use
use of such tunnel or tunnels, and
for the
charges for
tolls and
tion of
for the
such other
other matters
'natters as are incidental thereto.
of such
regulation of
the regulation
for
Jurisdiction of
of
SEC. 2.
2. Nothing
Nothing herein
contained shall
be construed
affect the
the
to affect
construed to
shall be
herein contained
SEC.
Jurisdiction
United
States not right
of the
regulate interstate commerce
commerce or the
States to regulate
United States
the United
affected.
right of
afsected.
jurisdiction
United States over navigable waters.
the United
of the
jurisdiction of
Amendment.
SEC. 3.
3. That
hereby
right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
the right
That the
SEC.
Amendment.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
11, 1919.
July 11,
Approved, July

Hudson
River.
Hudson River.
Consent given to
tunnel
under,
between
tunnnderbetween
New York
York City
and
City and
New
Jersey City,
States
bytates
City, by
Jersey
of New Jersey and New
ofNew.JerseyandNew
York. k

1919.
Yuly
11, 1919.
Jul 11,
CHAP.
12.—An Act
Act To
To amend
amend an
entitled "An Act to provide for vocaan Act entitled
[S.
CHAP. 12.-An
1213.]
I.l 1213.]
tional
rehabilitation and
employment of disabled persons
persons discharged
discharged
civil employment
to civil
return to
and return
tional rehabilitation
No.
Public,
[Public, No. 11.
11.1
the military
or naval
purposes,"
United States, and for other purposes,"
forces of the United
naval forces
military or
from the
ic l from
approved
June 27, 1918.
1918.
approved June

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be it
Vocational rehabili2 of
That
Vocaticmal
rehabiliUnited
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That section 2
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
teflon.
tation.
rehabilitation
Vol. 40,
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
for vocational
vocational rehabilitation
amend- the
p.617, amend40, p.617,
Vol.
provide for
to provide
Act
the
ed.
and
employment of disabled
disabled persons discharged from
civil employment
to civil
return to
and return
the military
military or naval
forces of the United States, and for other
other
naval forces
the

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS.. S
SIXTY-SIXTH
ESS. I
CHs. 12,
SESS.
I.. CHS.
12, 13.
13.
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1919..
1919.

purposes,"
27, 1918,
1918, be
be hereby
amended to
to read
read as
purposes," approved
approved June
June 27,
hereby amended
as
follows:
follows:
Benefits extended to
"SEc. 2.
2. That
That every
person enlisted,
enlisted, enrolled,
enrolled, drafted,
drafted, inducted,
inducted, additieonaldised
"SEC.
every person
additional disabled
persons.
or
appointed in
the m
military
naval forces
forces of
of the
the United
United States,
or appointed
in the
military or
or naval
States, persos.
including
authorized by
law, who,
who, since
including members
members of
of training
training camps
camps authorized
by law,
since
has resigned
April 7, 1917, has
resigned or has been
been discharged
discharged or
or furloughed
furloughed
therefrom under
therefrom
under honorable
honorable conditions, having
having a
a disability
disability incurred,
incurred,
increased,
member of
increased, or aggravated
aggravated while a
a member
of such
such forces,
forces, or later
later
developing
disability traceable
traceable in
the opinion
opinion of
of the
to
developing aa disability
in the
the board
board to
Duty of Vocational
service with such forces, and who, in the opinion of the Federal
Federal EduCt
of Board.
Va
Education
Board for Vocational
Education, is
Vocational Education,
is in
in need of
of vocational
vocational rehabilitarehabilitation to overcome
tion
overcome the
furnished
the handicap
handicap of such disability, shall
shall be
be furnished
board, where
vocational rehabilitation
by the
the said board,
where vocational
rehabilitation is feasible,
feasible, such
such
course of
of vocational
vocational rehabilitation
prescribe and
rehabilitation as
as the
the board
board shall prescribe
and
provide.
provide.
Courses to be fur"The
it shall
shall be its
"The board shall have the power, and it
its duty,
duty, to
to furnish
furnish nished.
oniS
to be fthe persons
persons included
included in
this section
section suitable
vocational
the
in this
suitable courses
courses of
of vocational
rehabilitation to be prescribed
prescribed and
by the
rehabilitation,
and provided by
the board;
board; and
and
every person
person electing
electing to
such a
rehabilitaevery
to follow
follow such
a course
course of
of vocational
vocational rehabilitapaym
Monthly payments
be paid
monthly by
by the
said for
tion shall, while
while following
following the
the same,
same, be
paid monthly
the said
for maintenance,
mattenameantd
and
dependents.
board
from the
the appropriation
appropriation hereinafter
board from
hereinafter provided
provided such
sum as
in of
such sum
as in
ofdependents.
the judgment of the said
the
necessary for his
maintenance
said board is
is necessary
his maintenance
and
and for
the maintenance
maintenance and
support of
persons dependand support and
for the
and support
of persons
depend- Proviso.
Proviso.
1
Maximum ao,
allowed.
ing upon him, if any: Provided,
Oed
Provided, however, That in no event shall the mam"
Post, p. 1021.
be more than
sum so paid such person while pursuing such course be
a single man without dependents, or for a
a man
$80 per
per month for a
$80
with
$100 per
month plus
plus the
the several
sums prescribed
with dependents
dependents $100
per month
several sums
prescribed as
as Vol. 40, pp. 401, 610.
family
family allowances
allowance; under
under section 204 of
II of the
Risk vol 40, pp. 4, 610.
of Article
Article II
the War
War Risk
Insurance Act.
Insurance
Act.
Disability
Disability allowance
"No compensation
III of the Act entitled 'An
Act suspended.
suspended.
compensation under Article III
'An Act
irol. 40, pp
pp. 406, 612.
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to authorize
0 40 -. 4 612
to amend
amend an Act
"An Act
authorize the
the establishment
establishment
Bureau of
Risk Insurance
in the
Treasury Department,"'
Department,"
of a
a Bureau
of War Risk
Insurance in
the Treasury
approved
be paid for
approved October
October 6, 1917,
1917, shall be
which
for the period
period during
during which
any such person
person is being furnished
furnished by said board
of vocavoca- Provio.
board a
a course
course of
Proviso.
Equalization to (Ustional
abil,
ioya
to diso
tional rehabilitation
rehabilitation and support as herein
herein authorized:
authorized: Provided,
Provided, ability
allowance.
any person
vocahowever, That in
in the
the event
event any
person pursuing
pursuing a
a course
course of
of vocarehabilitation is entitled under said Article
Article III to
tional rehabilitation
compensato compensation
in an
of the
the payments
payments made
made to
him by
by the
the
tion in
an amount
amount in
in excess
excess of
to him
said board for his support
and the
support and
dependents, if
if any,
the support of his dependents,
any,
War Risk
Insurance shall
shall pay
person
the Bureau
Bureau of
of War
Risk Insurance
pay monthly
monthly to
to such
such person
such additional
may be necessary
necessary to equal the
additional amount as may
the total
compensation due under said Article III of said Act.
compensation
Appropriation.
"There is hereby appropriated,
"There
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury Post,
Pu,pp.
pp. 1'78
178, 3s,
32S,
504, 1379.
of the United
United States not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, available
available immeimme- 604
1379
diately and until expended,
$6,000,000, or
expended, the
the sum
sum of
of $6,000,000,
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof
necessary, to be used by the Federal
for Vocational
Vocational
as may be necessary,
Federal Board for
Education
Education for the purpose of making
making the payments
payments prescribed by
this section
the administrative
administrative expenses
section and for defraying the
expenses incident
incident
thereto."
thereto."
Approved,
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1919.
1919.

CHAP
Luzeme, State
State of
Pennsylvania,
CHAP. 13.—An
13.-An Act
Act To authorize
authorize the county
county of
of Luzeme,
of Pennsylvania
to construct a
a bridge acroe
across the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River
township of
River from the
the township
of Conyrehlun,
Conyngham,
county
Pennsylvania, to the
county of
of Luzeme,
Lilzeme,
county of
of Luzeme,
Luzerne, Pennsylvania,
the borough
borough of
of Shickshinny,
Shickhinny, county
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Ady 11,
1919.
1, 1919.
[H.
240.]
[. B. 240.]
[Public,
[PubMe, No.12.]
No. 12.1

Be
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
of the
United susqueba
Be it
it enacted
enacted.by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
the United
nsqne a River.
River.
States of
in Congress
assembled, That the county of Luzerne,
of America
Americain
Congress assembled,
Luzern°, p.
I
.
Atziebridgtnty.
Luzemer
ounty,
authorized to
State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, be,
be, and it
it is hereby,
hereby, authorized
construct,
to construct,
a bridge and approaches
maintain, and operate a
approaches thereto across the
rins
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CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

SESS. I.
I. CHS.
CHs. 13-15.
13-15.
SESS.

1919.
1919.

Susquehanna River at a
navigation
point suitable
suitable to the interest of navigation
a point
Susquehanna
from
Main Street,
Street, in
Conyngof Conyngtownship of
Mocanaqua, township
of Mocanaqua,
village of
the village
in the
from Main
hara,
and State
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Main Street,
Street,
to Main
Pennsylvania, to
Luzerne, and
county of
of Luzerne,
ham, county
in the
the borough
county of
Luzerne, and
State of
and the State
of Luzerne,
of Shickshinny,
Shickshinny, county
borough of
in
Pennsylvania, as
same is
is now
established and
and used
respecused in
in the
the respecnow established
the same
as the
Pennsylvania,
tive municipalities,
present structure
structure erected at the
replace the present
municipalities, to replace
tive
same location,
location, in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
with the
the provisions
same
"An Act to regulate
"An
regulate the construction of bridges
"bridges over navigable water,"
water,"
approved
approved March
March 23, 1906.
hereby
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1919.
1919.
Approved,

Lcation.
Location.

Construction.
construction.
Vol.
34, p. 84.
ol.34,
p. 84
Amendment.
Amendment.

July
11, 1919.
1919.
July 11
[LI. R. 241.1

[H. R. 24.]
[Public, No. 13.

[Public, No. 13.]

Luzerne, State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
CHAP. 14.-An
14.—An Act To authorize
authorize the county
county of Luzeme,
to
across the
the Susquehanna
the city
city of
of Pittston,
Pittston, county
county
from the
River from
Susquehanna River
bridge across
to construct
construct aabridge
of
Pennsylvania, to the borough
borough of West Pittston, county of Luzerne,
of Luzerne,
Luzerne, State of Pennsylvania,
State of Pennsylvania.
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives

Susquehanna River.
River. States of America in
susquehana
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the county of Luzerne,
Luzerne,
Luzenao
County,
County,

Luzerno

to construct,
construct,
is hereby,
Pennsylvania, be,
it is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
and it
be, and
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Fittys State

Pa.,
may bridCe
brider, PittsPa.,Un
ton to West Pittston.

tton

a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the
est Pitston. maintain, and operate a
Susquehanna
interests of navigation
navigation
Susquehanna River, at aapoint suitable to the interests
of. Luzerne,
from the city of Pittston, county
county of.
Luzerne, and State of PennsylPennsylvania, to the borough of West Pittston, county
county of Luzerne,
Luzerne, and State
of Pennsylvania,
in prolongation
Street, as the same
of Exeter
Exeter Street,
or in
prolongation of
at or
of
Pennsylvania, at
municipalities, to
is now established and used in the respective municipalities,

construction.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Vol. 34, .

Amendment.
Amendment.

July 11,
1!, 1919.

[H. R. 242.]

[H. R. 242.]

[Public,

o. 14.]
14.]
No.

replace
replace the present structure
structure erected
erected at the same location
location in accordaccord"An Act to regulate the
ance with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An

water," approved
construction of bridges over navigable water,"
approved March 23,
construction
1906.

SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is
hereby expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, July 11, 1919.

CHAP. 15.-An
15.—An Act To authorize the county of Luzerne, State of Pennsylvania,

to construct
bridge across
across the
River from
of Conyngham,
Conyngham,
the township
township of
from the
Susquehanna River
the Susquehanna
a bridge
to
construct a
Luzerne, State
State of Pennsylvania,
county of Luzerne,
county
Pennsylvania, to the township
township of Salem,
Salem, county of Luzerne,
State of Pennsylvania.
zerne, State

Be
enacted by
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
by the Senate

States of
America in
assembled, That
of Luzerne,
Luzerne,
That the
the county
county of
in congress
Congress assembled,
County, States
of America
State
and it
it is
is hereby,
authorized to
to construct,
construct,
hereby, authorized
be and
Pennsylvania, be,
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Wapwaopen.
a bridge
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the
maintain, and operate a
to the interests
interests of navigation
at a
a point
point suitable to
Susquehanna River,
Susquehanna
River, at
navigation
of Luzerne,
of Conyngham,
Conyngham, county
from
from the
the township
township of
county of
Luzerne, State of Pennsylvania, to
to the
Luzerne, State
of Salem,
Salem, county
county of
of Luzerne,
State of
of PennPennsylvania,
the township
township of
in prolongation
prolongation of
of Church
sylvania, at
at or in
sylvania,
Church Street, in the village of
Wapwallopen, township
township of
Conyngham, county
county of
of Luzerne,
Luzerne, State
State
Wapwallopen,
of Conyngham,
of
Pennsylvania, in
with the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act entitled
of the
entitled
of Pennsylvania,
in accordance
accordance with
Cmastruction.
"An
Act to
to regulate
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable
regulate the
"An Act
n.
VConsrucp.
Vol.
34, p.84.
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
waters," approved
waters,"
approved March
Amendment.
SEC.
right to alter, amend, or
Amendment.
SEC. 2. That the right
repeal this
this Act
or repeal
Act is
is hereby
hereby
reserved.
expressly
expressly reserved.
July 11,
11, 1919.
Approved, July
Approved,
1919.

LSq,u'zer"

Susquehamaa
River.
Luze rno
County,
Pa..
may
bridge,
Pa,.
may bridge,
Wapvtallopen.
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CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I
16 -18.
I.. CHs.
CHS. 16-18.
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1919.

CHAP. 16.—An
16.-An Act For
For the construction
of a
bridge across
John River
River
construction of
a bridge
across the
the Saint
Saint John
between Madawaska,
Madawaska, Maine,
Edniundston, Province
Province of
of New
Brunswick, Canada.
between
.iaine, and
and Edmundston,
New Brunswick,
Canada.

July
July 11,
11, 1919.
1919.
[H. R.
530.]
[H.
R. 530.
[Public, No.
No. 15.]
[Public,
15.]

enacted by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
United
Be it enacted
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
Saint JohnRiver.
River.
States of America in
States
Congress assembled,
of Congress
Congress Sint
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent of
MaineJohn
and Canada
may
brid
g
e,
is
construction, maintenance,
and operation
operation My bridge, Madais hereby
hereby given
given to
to the
the construction,
maintenance, and
waska, Me., toMadaEdby the State of Maine and the Dominion of
of Canada,
Canada, jointly, of
of aa mundston,
New
'mundton,
ew BrunsBru
wick.
bridge to be erected
erected across the Saint John
John River,
River, at
at a
a point
suitable wick.
point suitable
to
of navigation,
navigation, between
Madawaska, Maine,
to the
the interests of
between Madawaska,
Maine, and
and
Edmundston, Province
of New
Brunswick, Canada,
Canada, in
in accordance
accordance Construction.
Edmundston,
Province of
New Brunswick,
Cvolstrton.
Vol.
34, p. 84.
with the provisions
provisions of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to regulate
the
the Act
"An Act
regulate the
construction of
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March
construction
of bridges
Proviso.
23, 1906: Provided,
Provided, That the construction
construction of said bridge
not C
bridge shall
shall not
Consent of Canada
re
q
uired.
consent of
authorities of
of the
the required.
be commenced
commenced until the consent
of the
the proper
proper authorities
Dominion of Canada for
the
erection
of
the
structure
shall
have
been
for the erection of the structure shall have been
obtained.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
SEC.
the right
right to
to alter,
amend, or
this Act
hereby Amendment.
Amendment.
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1919.
1919.

CHAP.
17.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge and
approaches
CHAP. 17.-An
and approaches
thereto
the Snake River
thereto across the
above its
confluence with
the ColumRiver about
about three
three miles above
its confluence
with the
Columbia River,
near Pasco,
Pasco, Washington.
bia
River, near
Washington.

it enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
o Representatives
Representatives o
the .United
United
House of
of the
States of
ofAmerica in
in. Congress
the State
of Washington,
Washington,
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
State of
the county of Walla.
Walla Walla, in the State of Washington,
Washington, the county of
Franklin, in the said State of Washington and
and the
of Washingthe State
State of
Washington, or the said counties of Walla Walla
Walla and Franklin, acting jointly,
jointly,
be, and they or either of them are hereby, authorized
authorized to construct,
construct,
maintain, and operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the
Snake River at a
apoint suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation, along
the route of and continuous with the Inland Empire
Empire Highway
Highway as
as
officially designated
officially
designated by the State highway commissioner
commissioner of the State
State
of Washington,
Washington, and about three
three miles
miles above
above the
of the
the confluence
confluence of
the
Snake River with the Columbia
Columbia River, near Pasco,
Washington, in
in
Pasco, Washington,
accordance with the provisions
accordance
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
reguAct to reguconstruction of bridges over navigable
late the construction
approved
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March 23, 1906.
March
]906.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
or repeal
is hereby
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, July 11, 1919.
CHAP. 18.-An
the time
time for
a bridge
CHAP.
18.—An Act To extend
extend the
for constructing
constructing a
bridge across
across the
the
Mississippi River
Mississippi
at
on R
ouge ,Louisiana.
River at
at or
or near
near th
thee city
city o
offB
Baton
Rouge,
Louisiana.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
Reresentativesof the United
and House
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the times for comcommencing
authorized by the act of Conmencing and completing the bridge authorized

July 11, 1919.
[H. R.
[.
R. 1706.]
170.]
Pl
N.
[Public,
No. 16.]
16.]
Snake
Snake River.
River.
Washington, and
Washington,
and
Walla
Walla and
and
Walla Walla
Franklin
Counties
Franklin Counties
may
bridge, Pasco,
may bridge,
Pasco,
Wash.
Wash.

Construction.
Construction.
Vol.
34, p.
p. 84.
84.
Vol. 34,

Amendment.
Amendment.

July 11,
11, 1919.
1919.
July
[H.
R. ml7.]
1711.]
[L R.
[Public,
17.]
[Public, No.
No.17.]

Mississippi River.f
River.
Time
TimeSimeslpp
extended
extended for
for
at
brid
g
ing,
by
bridgg,B
brgBaton
Rou
ge Bridge and
gress approved
approved July
be built
July 17,
17, 1914,
1914, to
to be
across the
built across
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River Terminal
Terinal Company,
any,
Louisiana, are
extended La.Vol.
at or near the city of Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
are hereby
hereby extended
38, p. 51
Vol. 38,
514,
4,
amended.
respectively, from
from the
the date
of approval
approval amded.
three years and six years,
years, respectively,
date of
hereof.
hereof.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this act is hereby A
-nnent.
expressly
exprmsly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, July 11, 1919.
1919.
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CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

l, 191.
July 11,
1919.
[H. R.. 2954.]
2951.]
[Public,
18.]
No. 18.]
[Public, No.

Szss. I.
CHs. 19-22.
19-22.
I. CHS.
SEss.

1919.
1919.

CEHAP. 19.-An
CHAP.
19.—An Act To authorize
authorize the construction
construction of aa bridge
bridge across the Pend
Pend
Oreille River, between
between the towns
towns of Metaline and Metaline
Metaline Falls, in
in the State of
of
Washington.
Washington.

Be it
enacted by
House ofRepresentatives
of Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be

Pend
Oreille
Riverin Congress
Congress assembled
assembled, That Pend Oreille County,
of America
America in
States of
River States
Oreille County,
Pend Oreille
Oreille
County,
Pend
Wash.
etc. may
may State of
Wash. ,etc.,
ofWashington,
Washington, and the towns of Metaline
Metaline and Metaline
Metaline Falls,
bridge, Metaline
and
MetalineAa
Metoline
Pend Oreille
Oreille County,
County, Washington
successors and assigns,
assigns, be,
Washington,.,their successors
Pend
Metainme Falls.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

vonstr. 4pn

Amendment.
Amendment.

and
hereby, authorized,
authorized, jointly or separately,
separately, to construct,
construct,
and they are hereby,
maintain,
operate a
a bridge
approaches thereto
thereto across the
bridge and approaches
maintain, and operate
Pend
River, at
at a
navigation
of navigation
the interests
interests of
to the
suitable to
a point
point suitable
Oreille River,
Pend Oreille
between
said towns,
in accordance
accordance with the
the provisions
provisions of
Act
of the Act
towns, in
between said
entitled "An
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
over navconstruction of bridges over
the construction
"An Act
entitled
igable waters,"
waters," approved
1906.
23, 1906.
March 23,
approved March
igable
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, July 11, 1919.
1919.
Approved,

Tuly
11, 1919.
July ll,
[IL
[L R.
R. 4630.]
4630.]

No. 19.]
[Public, No.19.]

consent of Congress
CHAP.
the consent
Congress to the county of Miller,
Granting the
Act Granting
CHAP. 20.—An
20.-An Act
State of
construct a
across Sulphur
Sulphur River,
River, near
near the
the Texas
and
Texas and
bridge across
a bridge
to construct
Arkansas. to
of Arkansas.
State
Pacific Railroad
Railroad bridge,
county and State.
bridge, in said county
Pacific

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
and House
by the
Be
States of
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of Congress
Congress
consent of
the consent
of America
America in
ier ContyArk., States
Arkansas, to conmay
is hereby granted to the
the county
county of Miller, State of Arkansas,
struct, maintain,
and operate
operate aabridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
and
maintain,
struct,
Location.
Loatin.
the Sulphur River at a
a point suitabe
suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation,
Railroad bridge,
Pacific Railroad
near
bridge, in the county of Miller,
the Texas and Pacific
near the
accordance with the provisions
in
the State
State of Arkansas,
provisions of the
Arkansas, in accordance
in the
ot
construction.
Construction.
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
to regulate
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
over
regulate the
Act to
Vol. 3,
34, p. 84..
Act entitled
Vo
navigable
waters,"
approved
March
23,
1906.
1906.
23,
March
approved
waters,"
Amendment.
navigable
Amendment
SEC. 2.
That the
right to
alter, amend,
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
amend, or repeal
to alter,
the right
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
1919.
Approved, July
July 11, 1919.
Approved,
Sulphur River.
Miller County, Ark.,
may bridge.
bridge.

July 11,
3'uly
i, 1919.
[H. R. 4631.]
[H.R.

[Public,
20.]
Public, No.
No. 20.

Sulphur River.
MulPerontyArk
Miller MillrCounty
County. Ark.,
may bridge,
Wlackbridge, black-

llions
Point.
mans Point.

Construction.
onstruction

Vol. 34, p. 84.
84.
Anaendm
Amcn'ment.

ent.

19

July
uly 11, 1919.
19.
[H. J. Res. 104.]

. Res. 104 ]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 2.]
[Pub.
[.

CRAP.
21.—An Act
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the county
county of
of Miller,
Miller,
consent of
the consent
Granting the
Act Granting
CHAP. 21.-An
bridge across Sulphur River, at or near
State
near Blackmans
Blackmans
construct aabridge
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, to construct
State of
Point,
in said county and State.
Point, in
State.

Be it
it enacted
of the United
Representativesof
of Representatives
and House
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be
enacted by
States
ofAmerica
America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress
That the
assembled That
States
States oof
conis
granted to the county
county of Miller,
Miller, State of Arkansas,
Arkansas, to cotiis hereby
hereby granted
struct, maintain,
and operate
operate aabrid
bridge
approaches thereto
struct,
maintain, and
geand approaches
thereto across
the Sulphur
suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation,
point suitable
at a
a point
River at
the
Sulphur River
at
Blackmans Point,
county of Miller,
Miller, in the State of
Point, in the county
or near
near Blackmans
at or
Arkansas,
in accordance
with the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled,
entitled, "An
"An
the provisions
accordance with
Arkansas, in
Act
g ulate the construction
navigable waters,"
waters,"
Act to re
regulate
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
approved
SEC. 2.
That the
right to
repeal this
this Act
Act is hereby
hereby
or repeal
amend, or
to alter,
alter, amend,
the right
SEC.
2. That
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, July
11, 1919.
1919.
July 11,
Approved,

appointment by each Member of
Resolution Providing
CHAP. 22.-Joint
22.—Joint Resolution
Providing for the appointment
persons, whose
of two
two persons,
the
House of
of Representatives
whose names shall be placed
placed on the
Representatives of
the House
rolls of employees
employees of the House
House of Representatives.
Representatives.

Resolved
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Senate and
House of
the Senate
Resolved by
Clerk hire Houseof
in
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
Congress assembled,
That the
the appropriation
appropriation in
to twoper- States
the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
and Judicial
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Ac t, approved
approved
the
March
for clerk
hire for
Members, Delegates,
Delegates, and Resident
Resident
for Members,
clerk hire
MJarch 1, 1919, for
219

Clerk hire, House of
Representatives.
Repreentatives.
Payment
Pament to two persons designated
by
Members,
etc., authorMembers,etc.,authorized.
40 p
e.i
Vol. 40, p. 1219.
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Commissioners
Commissioners may
Clerk of
the House
may be
be paid
paid by
by the
the Clerk
of the
House of
of RepresentRepresentatives to two persons
each Member,
Member, Delegate,
persons to
to be
be designated by
by each
Delegate,
and Resident
Resident Commissioner,
Commissioner, the names
be placed
placed
names of
of such
such persons
persons to
to be
upon the
the House
House of
together
the roll of employees
employees of the
of Representatives
Representatives together
with the amount to be paid each,
and Representatives,
Representatives, Delegates,
Delegates,
each, and
and Resident Commissioners
Commissioners elect to
shall likewise
be
to Congress
Congress shall
likewise be
entitled to make such
persons
such designations:
designations: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such persons
shall be subject
subject to removal at any time
time by such
such Member,
Member, Delegate,
Delegate,
or Resident Commissioner
Commissioner with or
or without
without cause.
Approved, July
Approved,
July 11,
11, 1919.
1919.
CHAP.
Resolution Authorizing
the Secretary
CHAP. 23.-Joint
23.—Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
Secretary of
permits for
for
of War to
to issue permits

the
the Niagara
Niagara River.
the diversion
diversion of
of water
water from
from the
River.

Proviso.
Removal, etc.

12, 1919.
July 12,
[S.
Res. 63.]
63.]
Is. J.
J Res.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 3.]
3.]

Resolved by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the United
United
and House of Representatives
Niagara River.
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of War
War be,
be, Diversion
the Secretary
ia Ri of water
ater
from,
above
and he
he is
is hereby,
at will,
will, for
and
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to issue
issue permits,
permits, revocable
revocable at
for the
the permitted
permitted
from, above
the Falls.
diversion
Niagara River
River above
diversion of water in the United States from the
the Niagara
above Limit.
40, p. 633.
the
the Falls for
power to
individuals, companies,
or Vol.
for the
the creation
creation of
of power
to individuals,
companies, or
Vol.40, p633.
corporations
corporations which
actually producing
which are
are now
now actually
producing power
power from
from the
the
waters of said river, in quantities which in no event shall exceed
in
exceed in
the aggregate
aggregate aa daily diverson at the
the rate of
of twenty thousand
thousand cubic
cubic Proviso.
Proiso.
feet
feet per
per second:
shall remain
force Expiration
second: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
Expiration of
this resolution
resolution shall
remain in
in force
of perpermits,
ts , etc.
until
until the 1st day of July, 1920, and no longer, at the expiration
expiration of
of mi
etc.
which time all permits granted hereunder
hereunder shall terminate,
terminate unless
unless
sooner revoked, or unless the Congress
that date
Congress shall
shall before
before that
date enact
enact
legislation
regulating and
controlling the
the diversions
diversions of
legislation regulating
and controlling
of water
water from
from the
the
Niagara River, in which event this resolution shall cease to be of any
any
further force
further
force or
or effect.
effect.
Punishment for riovioPunishment
Any individuals,
companies,' or corporations
individuals, companies
corporations 'violating
violating any
any of
of the lating.
provisions of said permits, or diverting water from said river above
above
the Falls for the creation of power, except
issued under
except under
under aapermit
permit issued
under
the authority of this law, shall be guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and be
be
punished
a fine not exceeding $2,000 nor less
punished by a
$500, or
less than $500,
or by
by
imprisonment not
imprisonment
not exceeding
exceeding one
year nor
nor less
less than
than thirty
thirty days,
days, or
one year
or
both in the discretion
discretion of the court; and each and every day on
which
on which
such violation
violation occurs
a separate
occurs or is committed shall be deemed a
separate Proviso.
proviso.
li u
Personal
liability
of
offense:
is charged
dPrcn
b aletc.
cab ity of
offense: Provided,
Provided, That where such violation is
charged against
against the directors,
company or corporate
corporate body, the offense shall be taken
taken and
and deemed
deemed to
s etc
be that of any director, officer, agent, or employee of such company or
or
corporate
corporate body ordering, directing,
or permitting
permitting the
the same.
same.
directing, or
Approved,
Approved, July 12, 1919.
1919.

CHAP. 24.-An
24.—An Act Making appropriations for sundry civil expenses
expenses of
of the Goveminent for the fiscal year ending June
ernment
June 30, 1920, and for other purposes.

July
19, 1919.
July 19,1919.
[H. R.
[L
R. 73431
7343.]
[Public, No. 21.1
21.]

Be it
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
House of
of Representatives
United Sundry
sandry civil
i
edexappropriations.
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following
States
in Congress
following sums
sums are penses
psPost,appropriations.
p.272.
appropriated, out
out of
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise approapproappropriated,
of any
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
priated, for the fiscal year ending June 30,
namely:
30, 1920,
1920, namely:
State
Department.
seaDepartmaLt
DEPARTMENT
STATE.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
Temporary employenpoyeeTaapmrary
temporary employees
employees in the Department
For temporary
Department of
of State, $250,000:
$250,000: ee&
.
Proviso.
Provided,
person shall
shal be
Provided, That no person
be employed
employed hereunder
of Pytricu
hereunder at
at a
a rate
rate of
Pay restriction.
compensation exceeding
$1,800 per annum.
compensation
exceeding $1,800
annum.
wa
Trao
War Trade Board.
To enable the Department of State to pe
rform the duties
erform
duties transtrans- Duties,
tist etc.,, transsferred by order of the President from the War
War Trade
"rade Board to the
the ferred.
tBe
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Department
State, the
the sum
unexpended balance
sum of $200,000 of the unexpended
of State,
Department of
the
of
$3,500,000 for
for the
the War Trade Board for the
of $3,500,000
appropriation of
the appropriation
of the
fiscal
1919, is
reappropriated and made available
available for the fiscal
fiscal
is reappropriated
year 1919,
fiscal year
year
1920.
year 1920.
DepartTREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY

Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
p. 652.
40, p.
VoL 40,

Treasury
Treasury
ment.

for
For rent
of quarters
quarters in the District of Columbia, $100,000;
$100,000; for
rent of
For
operating
expenses,
$25,000;
in
all,
$125,000:
Provided,
That
this
this
That
Provied,
$125,000:
all,
in
$25,000;
operating expenses,
appropriation
not be
be available
available if
if space
provided by the Pubis provided
space is
shall not
appropriation shall
lic Buildings
Commission in
Government-owned buildings.
in Government-owned
Buildings Commission
lic

Rent,
C.
D.C.
etc., D.
Rent, etc.,
Proviso.
Condition.
Condi.

Auditor
Auditor for Post
Office
Department.
Office Department.
Employees on meEmployees
chanical devices, etc.

on

e

cal devices,
VoL
40, p. 774.
4.
VoLp.
VoL
39,
p. 1os
1066.
Vol 39, p.

Public
buildings.
Public buildings.

OFFICE
FOR THE POST
AUDITOR FOR
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE OF

OFFICE

DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

appropriations of $297,130 for
The
unexpended balances
balances in the appropriations
The unexpended
compensation for
fiscal year
June 30, 1919,
1919 as provided
ending June
year ending
the fiscal
for the
compensation
by the
the legislative
legislative Act of July 3, 1918, and for positions
positions diminished
diminished
by
under authority
authority of
Act approved
approved March
March 3, 1917, Public No. 381,
the Act
of the
under
are
reappropriated and
and made
available for
expenditure during the
for expenditure
made available
are reappropriated
fiscal
year
ending
June
1920.
30,
June
ending
fiscal year
BENT, AND SITES.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
CONSTRUCTION, RENT,
SITES.
BUILDINGS, CONSTRUCTION,
PUBLIC

For
sites, commencement,
or completion
completion of public
continuation, or
commencement, continuation,
For sites,
law, rent
authorized by law
respective limits of cost authorized
buildings within
within the respective
rent
buildings
and
removal expenses
in cities
cities pending
pending extension
extension and remodeling
remodeling of
expenses in
and removal
follows:
buildings,
buildings, severally, as follows:
Amherst,
Amherst, Mass.
Amherst, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, post office: For completion,
completion, $52,500.
Amherst,
Apalachicola, Florida,
Florida, post
post office
and customhouse:
customhouse: For compleApalachicola,
Apalachicola, Fla.
office and
Apalachicola,
tion, $42,500.
$42,500.
tion,
Batavia,
Batavia, II.
I1L
Batavia, Illinois,
Illinois, post
office: For
For completion,
completion, $61,050.
post office:
Batavia,
Bellefourche,
Bellefourche, S.
S. Dak.
Dak.
Bellefourche South
Dakota, post office: For completion,
completion, $10,500.
$10 ,
500 .
South Dakota,
Bellefourche,
$47,500.
Bluffton, Ind.
Bluffton,
Indiana,
post
office:
For
completion,
$47,500.
completion,
For
office:
post
Indiana,
Bluffton,
Conn.
Branford, Cam.
completion,' $34,000.
Branford,
Branford, Connecticut,
post office: For completion
Connecticut, post
Branford,
Buffalo, N.
office:
N. Y
B
u
ff
a
l
o
,
N
ew
Y
or
k,
customhouse
and
office: For remodeling
remodeling
post
and
customhouse
York,
New
Buffalo,
repair $100,000.
and repair,
Carroll, Iowa.
completion, $36,500.
Carroll,
post office: For completion,
$36,500.
Iowa, post
Carroll, Iowa,
Carroll,
Central City,
Iowa.Nebr.
Central City, Nebr.
Central
City, Nebraska,
Nebraska, post office: For completion, $34,000.
Central City,
Chamberlain, S.
S.
Chamberlain,
Chamberlain,
office: For completion,
completion, $44,500.
$44,500.
post office:
Dakota, post
South Dakota,
Chamberlain, South
Dak.
Chandler, Oklahoma,
office: For
For completion,
completion, $30,300.
$30,300.
post office:
Chandler,
Oklahoma, post
Chandler, Okla.
Chandler,
Charles Town,
Town, West
completion, $39,500.
$39,500.
Charles
Virginia, post office: For completion,
Town,W.Va.
West Virginia,
Charles Toarn,W.Va.
Charles
$31,500.
Cheboygan, Michigan,
Michigan, post
post office:
office: For completion, $31,500.
Cheboygan,
Cheboygan, Mich.
Cheboygan,
Iowa
Cherokee,
$7,500.
Cherokee, Iowa
Cherokee, Iowa, post office: For completion, $7,500.
Clinton,
Indiana, post
post office:
completion, $26,000.
office: For completion,
Clinton, Ind.
Clinton, Indiana,
completion, $39,500.
Clinton,
$39,500.
Clinton, S. C.
Carolina, post office: For completion,
South Carolina,
Clinton, South
$16,000.
Cohoes,
post office:
office: For completion,
completion, $16,000.
Cohoes, N.
N. Y.
York, post
Cohoes,
New York,
Cohoes, New
$35,000.
Comanche,
Texas., post
post office:
completion, $35,000.
office: For completion,
Comanche, Tex.
Comanche,
Comanche, Texas.,
Cordova,
post office
office and courthouse:
courthouse: For completion,
completion,
Cordova,
Cordova, Alaska.
Alaska, post
Cordova, Alaska,
$64,500.
$64,500.
Dawson,
Dawson, Ga.
Dawson, Georgia,
completion, $35,000.
$35,000.
Georgia, post office: For completion,
Dawson,
Decatur, Ala.
Decatur, Alabama,
post office:
office: For
For completion,
$13,500.
completion, $13,500.
Alabama, post
Decatur,
Des
Moines,
Iowa.
Des
$100,000.
Des Moines,
Moines, Iowa,
For continuation,
continuation, $100,000.
courthouse: For
Iowa, courthouse:
Des
Donors,
Donora, Pa.
Donora, Pennsylvania,
completion, $51,700.
$51,700.
office: For completion,
post office:
Pennsylvania, post
Donora,
Douglas, Ga.
Douglas,
Douglas, Georgia,
post office:
office: For
completion, $30,000.
For completion,
Georgia, post
Douglas,
East Las Vegas,
Vegas, N.
courthouse: For comEast
New Mexico,
Mexico, post
post office
office and courthouse:
Vegas, New
Las Vegas,
East Las
Mex.
Mex.
$86,500.
pletion, $86,500.
Eldorado, Kans.
Eldorado,
$35,000.
Eldorado,
Kansas, post office:
office: For completion,
completion, $35,000.
Eldorado, Kansas,
Eureka,
Eureka, Utah.
Eureka,
post office:
For completion,
$35,000.
completion, $35,000.
office: For
Utah, post
Eureka, Utah,
Minn.
Fairmont, Minn.
Fairmont,
Minnesota, post office:
office: For completion,
completion, $50,000.
Fairmont, Minnesota,
Fallen, Nev.
Fallon,
post office:
Fallon,
Nevada, post
office: For completion, $40,000.
Fallon, Nevada,
Fayette, Mo.
Fayette,
Fayette,
post office:
office: For completion, $39,700.
Missouri, post
Fayette, Missouri,

Sites, construction,
construction,
Sites,
etc.
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Fort Fairfield,
Fairfield, Maine,
post office
office and
customhouse: For
For complecompleand customhouse:
Fort
Maine, post

tion,
tion, $12,000.
$12,000.
Fort Plain,
New York,
York, post
post office:
office: For
completion, $44,500.
$44,500.
Fort
Plain, New
For completion,
Franklin, New
New Hampshire,
Hampshire, post
office: For
completion, $50,500.
$50,500.
Franklin,
post office:
For completion,
Franklin, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post
post office:
office: For
For completion,
completion, $11,000.
$11,000.
Franklin,
Franklin,
Tennessee, post
post office:
office: For
$27,550.
For completion,
completion, $27,550.
Franklin, Tennessee,
Front
post office:
office: For
$7,000.
For completion,
completion, $7,000.
Virginia, post
Front Royal,
Royal, Virginia,
Gallipolis,_Ohio,
post office:
office: For
$52,500.
Gallipolis. Ohio, post
For completion,
completion, $52,500.
Geneseo,Illinois,
office: For
completion, $30,000.
$30,000.
For completion,
Geneseo,
llinois, post
post office:
Gilmer, Texas,
post office:
For completion,
Texas, post
office: For
completion, $15,000.
$15,000.
Gilmer,
Globe, Arizona,
Arizona, post
post office
courthouse: For
Globe,
office and
and courthouse:
For completion,
completion,
$20,000.
$20,000.
Harrisonville, Missouri,
completion, $27,000.
$27,000.
Harrisonville,
Missouri, post
post office:
office: For
For completion,
Hastings , Michigan,
Michigan, post office:
$48,750.
completion, $48,750.
office: For completion,
Hastings,
Honey Grove,
rove, Texas,
post office:
office: For
For completion,
Honey
Texas, post
completion, $29,200.
$29,200.
Honolulu,
For
customhouse: For
courthouse, and
and customhouse:
post office,
office, courthouse,
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii, post
completion, $849,000.
completion
$849,000.
Hoosick Falls,
Falls New
New York,
completion, $41,150.
$41,150.
Hoosick
York, post
post office:
office: For
For completion,
Houghton, Michigan,
Michigan, post
post office:
office: For
For completion,
Houghton,
$19,500.
completion, $19,500.
Huntington
additional for rent of temporary
temporary
West Virginia:
Virginia: For additional
Huntington, West
quarters
officials and
and moving
moving
of Government
Government officials
quarters for
for the
the accommodation
accommodation of
expenses
thereto $1,500.
$1,500.
expenses incident thereto,
Jerseyville,
$46,100.
completion, $46,100.
Jerseyville, Illinois, post office: For completion,
Kansas
courthouse: For completion,
completion,
Kansas City,
City, Missouri, post office and courthouse:
$250,000.
$250,000.
Kenton,
Ohio, post
Kenton, Ohio,
post office: For
For completion,
completion, $16,000.
$16,000.
Leesburg,
Leesburg, Virginia,
Virginia, post
post office:
office: For
For completion,
completion, $26,250.
$26,250.
Leominster,
office: For
For completion,
completion, $49,500.
$49,500.
Leominster, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, post
post office:
$46,500.
Lewistown
Pennsylvania,tTost
post office:
completion, $46,500.
Lewistow_ni Pemisylvania
office: For
For completion,
Liberty, Missouri,
Missouri, post office: For completion,
completion, $32,500.
$32,500.
Lock Haven,
post office:
office: For
completion, $52,000.
For completion,
Lock
Haven, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post
Lon g Island
Island City,
York, post
post office: For completion,
$25,000.
completion, $25,000.
Long
City, New
New York,
post office:
McZees Rocks,
Rocks, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post
McKees
office: For
For completion,
completion, $14,500.
$14,500.
Madison, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, post office and courthouse:
courthouse: For continuation.
$200,000.
$200,000.
$23,500.
Marianna,
Arkansas, post
post office:
For completion,
completion, $23,500.
Mariarma, Arkansas,
office: For
Marianna, Florida, post office
office and courthouse: For completion,
completion,
Marianna,
$16,000.
$16,000.
Memphis, Tennessee, sub post office: For completion, $79,500.
$79,500.
Metropolis,
post office:
completion, $30,000.
office: For
For completion,
Metropolis, Illinois,
Illinois, post
Midland,
post office:
For completion,
Midland, Michigan
Michigan,, post
office: For
completion, $15,700.
$15,700.
Mineral Point,
Point, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, post
post office
customhouse: For
Mineral
office and
and customhouse:
For
completion,
$35,500.
completion, $35,500.tc
Montclair,
New Jersey,
Jersey, post
post office:
Montclair, New
For completion,
office: For
completion, $20,000.
$20,000.
Pleasant, Michigan,
Mount Pleasant,
Michigan, post office: For completion, $17,500.
$17,500.
$29,500.
Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Texas, post office: For completion,
completion, $29,500.
GovernMichigan: For rent of temporary quarters for GovernMuskegon, Michigan:
Muskegon_,
ment
ment officials
officials and moving
moving expenses
expenses incident
incident thereto
thereto, $1,500.
$1,500.
Mystic,'Connecticut,
Connecticut, post
Mystic
office: For
post office:
For completion,
completion, $31,000.
Nashville,
Tennessee: For
temporary
Nashville, Tennessee:
For additional
additional for
for rent
rent of
of temporary
incident
quarters
quarters for Government officials and moving expenses incident
thereto, $6,500.
$6,500.
Newport,
Newport, Rhode Island:
Tsland: For additional
additional for rent of temporary
temporary
Government officials and moving
quarters for the accommodation
accommodation of Government
expenses incident thereto
$2,500.
thereto,' $2,500.
Nogales,
post office
office and
and customhouse:
customhouse: For
For completion,
completion,
Nogales, Arizona,
Arizona, post
$79,000.
North
(branch): For
office (branch):
For completion,
completion,
North Topeka,
Topeka, Kansas,
Kansas, post
post office
$15,000.
North
completion, $36,500.
$36,500.
Indiana, post office: For completion,
North Vernon, Indiana,

Fort Fairfield, Me.

FortFairfield,Me.
Fort Plain, N. Y.

Fort Plan, N.Y.

Franklin, N. H.

Frankli

N. H.

Franklin, Pa.

Franklin,Pa.

Franklin, Tenn.

Franklin, Tenn.

Front Royal, Va.

Front Royal, Va
Gallipolis, Ohio.

Gallipols, Ohio.
Geneseo,
Geneseo, Il.
Gilmer, Tex.

Gilmer,Tex.
Globe,Ariz.
Globe, Ariz.

Ilarrisonville, Mo.

Harrisonve, Mto.
Hastings,SMich.

Mch.
Hastings,
Honey Grove, Tex.

Honey
Grove, Tea
Honolulu, Hawaii.

HOOll

Hawaii

Hoosick
Hoosick Fals,N.Y.
Falls, N. Y.
Houghton,
Mich.
Houghton, Mich.
Hntington,
Va.
Huntington, W ..Va.

Rent.

Jerseyville,
I
Jerseyvlle,
Kansas City, Mo.
Kana ty, Mo.
Kenton, Ohio.

Kenton, Ohio.
Leesburg, Va.
Leominster, Mass.
Leomister, Mass.
Lewistown, Pa.
Lewistow, Pa.
Leesburg, Va.

Liberty, Mo.
Liberty,
Mo.

Lock Haven, Pa.

Lock Haven, Pa

N.Long
Y
Island City,
N.Y
. Island city
McKees Rocks, Pa.
Pa.
Madison,
Wis.
s
M
a

Mclees Bocks,
disoW

Marianna, Ark.
Marianna,Ark.
Marianna, Fla.
Fla.

Maria

Memphis, Tenn.

Tenn.
Memphi,
Metropolis, M.

Metropois, I.
Midland, Mich.
Mdlnd, Mch
Mineral
M
a l Point, WAS.
P

W

Montclair, N. J.

MoIteasant
Mount Pleasant,
Mich.
Mach.
Mount Pleasant,
as n t
a
,
ent Plex
Tex.
Muskegon,
Mich.
Mh.
Muskeg,
Rent, etc.
Mystic, Conn.

Msi, Ce,.L

Nashville, Term.
RentT'metc.
Rent,

112,

R.
IetL

Nogales, Ariz.
North
Nrth
Kans.

Topeka,

Topeka,

North Vernon, Ind.

Noth Vn,li.
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Oconto,
Wis.
oontoOconto,
is.
Olyphant, Pa.
Olyphnt, Pa.
Orange, Tex.

Orange, Tex.

Owego, N. Y.
N. Y.
Owego.

Paxton,
Paxton, Ill.
In.

Phoenixville, Pa.

hoemxville, Pa.

Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Site for new
new post
post
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contoWisconsin,
Oconto,
Wisconsin, post office:
office: For completion, $27,000.
completion, $41,500.
Pennsylvania, post office:
Olyphant,
Olyphant, Pennsylvania,
office: For completion,
$10,000.
Orange, Texas, post office:
office: For completion,
completion, $10,000.
Owego, New York, post office:
office: For completion,
completion, $9,500.
Paxton, Illinois,
office: For
For completion,
Paxton
Illinois, post
post office:
completion, $38,000.
Phoenixville, Pennsylvania,
office: For completion,
Phoenixville,
Pennsylvania, post office:
completion $43,500.

Pittsburgh,
PennsylN
ania: That
Secretary
completion,
of the
be,
the Secretary
of
the Treasury be,
Pittsburgh, Pennsy
lania:
That the
and
he is
hereby, authorized
directed to
acquire, by
by purchase,
purchase,
and directed
to acquire,
ishereby,
authorized and
and he
condemnation
or otherwise,
otherwise, a
site for
for a
a new
new post-office
post-office building
building at
at
a site
condemnation or
gh, Pennsylvania,
at a
cost not
not exceeding
$950,000.
exceeding $950,000.
a cost
Pennsylvania, at
roceds Pittsbur
Pittsburgh,
Depostf
Deposit
of proceeds
And
so much
much of
of section
section 18
Building Act
of
Act of
Public Building
18 of
of the
the Public
And that
that so
of former
former builag,
building, repealed.
March
4,
1913,
as
provided
that
the
proceeds
the
of
the
former
former
of
the
sale
of
proceeds
the
that
as
provided
1913,
4,
March
P VoL 37,7,p.883.
p. 883.
unused post
post office
site in
said city
be deposited
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
unused
office site
in said
city should
should be
deposited in
Paid installments
as a
miscellaneous receipt
receipt is
is hereby
repealed.; and
paid
three paid
and the
the three
hereby repealed;
a
miscellaneous
me
approriated
appropriated
for
new as
ssite.
te
.
installments
purchase price of said former site, together with
installments of the purchase
with
the
on said
said purchase
purchase price
price heretofore
heretofore paid,
paid, aggregating
aggregating
the interest
interest on
$761,108.33,
are
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated and
made
available,
together
$761,108.33,
are
hereby
and
made
available,
together
Additional amount.
with the further
$188,891.67, which is hereby appropriated,
appropriated,
Addionamount. with
further sum of $188,891.67,
for
under the above-stated
above-stated limit of
said new
new site under
acquisition of
of said
for the acquisition
cost.
Remaining installsite,
And that
the remaining
installment of the price of said former site
remaining installment
that the
And
inttale
memang
ments
covered into
the
Treasury.
Treasury.
when paid, together
together with the interest thereon, shall be deposited in
the
Treasury as a
miscellaneous receipt.
the Treasury
a miscellaneous
receipt.
Pittsburg, Tex.
Pittsburg,
Te.
Pittsburg, Texas, post office: For completion,
$29,500.
completion, $29,500.
Pittston, Pa.
Pittston, Pennsylvania,
completion, $64,500.
Pittston, Pa.
Pennsylvania post office: For completion,
Pratt,
Pratt Kans.
Kansrat.
Pratt, Kansas,
office: For completion,
completion, $12,600.
Pratt,
Kansas, post office:
Prescott, Ark.
PrescottArk.
Prescott, Arkansas, post office: For completion,
completion, $10,000.
$10,000.
Red
Bluff, Calif.
Red Bluff,
Calif.
post office: For completion, $27,500.
Red Bluff, California, post
$27,500.
Rhinelander, Wis
Rhinelander,
Wis
Rhinelander, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, post office: For completion, $54,500.
Ripon, Wis.
Wis.
Ripon,
completion, $64,600.
$64,600.
Ripon, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, post office:
office: For completion,
Rochester, Ind.
Rochester,
nd.
Rochester, Indiana, post office: For completion,
Rochester,
completion, $51,800.
$51,800.
Rucvellville
Ark.
Rnsseiville Ark.
RussellHille, Arkansas,
Russellville,
Arkansas, post office:
office: For completion,
completion, $24,000.
Saco,
saco, Me.
Saco, Maine,
office: For completion,
completion, $39,500.
Saco,
Maine, post office:
$39,500.
Sacramento,
Calif.
For fitting
fitting up
courthouse:
and
post
alifornia,
Sacram
sr
Sacramento,
dirct
Cli
Sacramento,
California,
post
office
courthouse:
Quarters
for
district
Quarters
Court.
court.
quarters
accommodation of the district court of the northern
quarters for the accommodation
VoL 40, p. 1271.
VoL 40, p. 1.
district of California,
California, $60,000.
$60,000.
Saint Johnsbury, Vt.
$61,000.
Vermont,
Saint
Johnsbury,
Vermont, post office:
office: For completon,
completon, $61,000.
Johnsbury,
Vt.
Saint
Johsbu
Saint
Saint
Louis, Mo.
Mo.
aint Louis,
Saint
Missouri, appraisers' stores: For remodeling plumbSaint Louis,
Louis Missouri,
inc
necessary repair
ing system, rewiring, and other necessary
repair work, $40,000.
$40,000.
Salem, Va..
Salem,
Salem,
Virginia, post office: For completion,
completion, $34,750.
alem, Virginia
Salisbury, Md.
Salisbury,
Maryland, post
For completion,
Md.
Sapobur,
Salisbury, Maryland,
post office:
office: For
completion, $64,500.
$64,500.
Sandpoint, Idaho.
Sandpoint,
Idaho, post
post office:
For completion,
completion, $30,000.
$30,000.
For
Idaho,
office:
Idaho.
Sandpoint,
Sandpit,
Sandusky, Ohio.
Sandusky,
Ohio, post
post office:
completion, $103,000.
$103,000.
office: For
For completion,
Sandusky, Ohio,
Ohiof.
Sandusy
San Pedro, Calif.
Sa Pedro Cal"
office and customhouse:
San Pedro,
Pedro, California, post office
customhouse: For complecompletion, $43,500.
$43,500.
tion,
Santa Fe, N. Max.
Santa
Fe, .Mx.
Santa
Santa Fe, New Mexico, post office and courthouse: For continuation, $150,000.
tion,
$150,000.
Saranac Lake, N. Y.
Saranac
Lake, New
New York,
York, post
office: For
completion, $39,500.
$39,500.
arnac Lake,N. .
Saranac Lake,
post office:
For completion,
Sayre, Pa.
Sayre,
Pa.
Pennsylvania, post
Sayre, Pennsylvania,
post office:
office: For
For completion,
completion, $39,500.
$39,500.
Shawnee, Okla.
Shawnee,
Oklahoma, post
office: For
For completion,
completion, $43,500.
$43,500.
Shawneely,
ok.
Shawnee, Oklahoma,
post office:
Shelbyville, Ind.
Shelby
vile, Indiana,
Indiana, post
shelibyvile, nd.
Shelbvville,
post office:
office: For
For completion,
completion, $18,000.
$18,000.
Shelbyville, Ky.
sheihyviie, y.
Shelbyville,
Shelby
vile, Kentucky,
Kentucky, post office: For completion,
completion, $15,000.
$15,000.
Spanish Fork, ttah.
Spanish
Fork, Stah. Spanish
Spanish Fork, Utah, post office: For completion,
completion, $29,500.
$29,500.
State College, Pa.
state ollee, Pa.
State College
College, Pennsylvania,
completion, $10,000.
Pennsylvania, post office:
office: For completion,
$10,000.
Steubenville, Ohio.
Steubenvie, Ohi.
Steubenville,
post office:
For continuation,
Steubeu
nville, Ohio, post
office: For
continuation, $75,000.
$75,000.
Sunbury,
Pa.
Sunbury, Pa.
Sunbury, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post office: For completion,
completion, $15,000.
$15,000.
Tamaqua, Pa.
Tamaqua,
Pa.
Tamaqua,
Pennsylvania, post office:
office: For
Tamaqua, Pennsylvania,
For completion,
completion, $38,000.
$38,000.
Thibodaux, La.
Thibodaux, Louisiana,
Louisiana, post
post office:
For completion,
$30,000.
Thibodau, La.
Thibodaux,
office:
For
completion,
$30,000.
Thomasville, N. C.
Thomasville, North
North Carolina,
Carolina, post
completion, $34,500.
$34,500.
Thomasville,
post office:
office: For
For completion,
Thomaill,
N. C.
Tomah, Wis.
Tomah, is.
Tomah, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, post office: For completion, $26,500.
offi ce
office.

.
limited.
Cst
Cost limited.
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Tullahoma, Tenn.
Tullahoma,
office: For
completion, $20,500.
$20,500.
Tullahoma, Tennessee,
Tennessee, post
post office:
For completion,
Tullahoma,
Tenn.
Tulsa, Okla.
Tulsa,
and courthouse:
The sum
sum of
$35,000 Reappropriation.
Tulsa, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, post
post office
office and
courthouse: The
of $35,000
ueaproriatioa.
40, p. 111.
of the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
the "post
office Vol.
appropriation for
for the
"post office
vol. 40,
p.1.
and courthouse,
courthouse, Tulsa,
Tulsa, Oklahoma,"
is reappropriated
reappropriated and
made availavailand
Oklahoma," is
and made
able for
necessary changes
changes and
and remodeling
remodeling at
at the
able
for necessary
the said
said building.
building.
Vernal, Utah.
office: For
For completion,
completion, $25,250.
$25,250.
Vernal, Utah,
Utah, post
post office:
Vernal,,tah.
Vineland, N. J.
Vineland, New
New Jersey,
post office:
office: For
completion, $12,500.
Vineland,
Jersey, post
For completion,
$12,500.
Vneand, N.
a.
Vinton, Iowa
Iowa.
Vinton,
Iowa, post
post office:
Vinton, Iowa,
office: For
For completion,
completion, $51,000.
$51,000.
Vinon,
.
Walden, N. Y.
Walden,
York, post
post office:
$12,500.
Walden, New
New York,
office: For
For completion,
completion, $12,500.
Waden,N.Y.
Washington, D. C.
Washington, District of Columbia,
Columbia, Bureau
of Engraving
Engraving and
and PrintPrint- E
Bureau of
Engraving
n
gasghon
and
Printing Bureau.
For an
additional boiler,
$12,000.
ing: For
an additional
boiler, $12,000.
Printing Bureau.
Graham Building.
Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Building: For
installa- GrahamBnildin.
Columbia, Graham
Graham Building:
For installasystem, $6,000.
tion of
of a
a sprinkler
sprinkler system,
$6,000.
Hygienic
LaboraWashington,
Washington, District of Columbia,
Columbia, Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory:
Laboratory: For the
the toryygiec
Labora
tory.
construction of an additional
additional building for laboratory
purposes and
and
construction
laboratory purposes
research
and remodeling
the present
research work,
work, and
and for
for enlarging
enlarging and
remodeling the
present animal
animal
house connected
connected with the Hygienic
Laboratory, $250,000.
$250,000.
Hygienic Laboratory,
Washington, Mo.
Washington,
Missouri, post
office: For
completion, $33,500.
Washington, Missouri,
post office:
For completion,
$33,500.
Washington, Mo.
Water Valley, Miss.
Water Valley,
Valley, Mississippi,
post office:
office: For
For completion,
completion, $7,500.
Water
Mississippi, post
$7,500.
Water alley, Miss.
Waynesboro, Va.
Waynesboro, Virginia,
Virginia, post
post office:
office: For
$5,000.
Waynesboro,
For completion,
completion, $5,000.
Waynesboro, Va.
West Point, Ga.
West Point,
Georgia, post
completion, $9,500.
$9,500.
West
Point, Georgia,
post office:
office: For
For completion,
West Point, Ga.
Wilmington, Ohio.
Wilmington, Ohio,
office: For
$41,000.
Wilmington,
Ohio, post
post office:
For completion,
completion, $41,000.
Wilncheste, Mao.
Winchester,
es er Mass.
ass
Winchester, Massachusetts,
Winchester,
Massachusetts, post
post office:
office: For
For completion,
completion, $10,000.
$10,000.
Winc
t '
Winnemucca, Nev.
Winnemucca, Nevada,
Nevada, post
post office:
$5,000.
Winnemucca,
office: For
For completion,
completion, $5,000.
Wirnemucca, ev.
Okla.
o dw d Oa
Woodward, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, post
post office
and courthouse:
Woodward,
office and
courthouse: For
For completion,
completion, Woodward,
$64,500.
$64,500.
Wyandotte,
Wyandotte, Mich.
Mich.
Wyandotte,
office: For
Wyandotte, Michigan,
Michigan, post
post office:
For completion,
completion, $39,050.
$39,050.
Remodeling
etc.
Remodeling
etc.,
occupied buil'
Remodeling, and
Remodeling,
and so
so forth,
forth, public
remodeling, enen- occupiedbuildings.
public buildings:
buildings: For
For remodeling,
larging, and extending completed
completed and occupied
inoccupied public
public buildings, including any necessary
necessary and incidental
incidental additions to or changes
changes in
mechanical equipment thereof
mechanical
thereof so as to provide for additional
additional space
space
for emergent
aggregate of $20,000
Limitation.
one Limitation.
emergent cases, not to exceed
exceed an aggregate
$20,000 at
at any
any one
building, $220,000.
building,
$220,000.
arih hospitals.
Marine
MARINE
MARINE HOSPITALS.
HOSPITALS.

Chicago, Il.
Ill.

Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois: For remodeling present
present building, $50,000;
$50,000; medical officers'
quarters, $10,000;
officers' quarters,
$10,000; junior medical officers'
officers' quarters,
$12,000; pharmacists'
pharmacists' and nurses'
nurses' quarters, $16,000;
attendants'
$16,000; attendants'
quarters, $33,000; in
quarters,
in all,
all, $121,000.
$121,000.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio:
Ohio: For
For additional
additional for
for repairs
so forth,
forth, $10,000.
$10,000. Cindati,
repairs, and
and so
ohio.
Ala.
Alabama: For remodeling
remodeling present
Mobile, Alabama:
present building, $50,000;
$50,000; medi- Mobile,
MobeAa
cal officers'
officers' quarters, $10,000; in all,
$60,000.
al, $60,000.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
and remodeling
remodeling of
of prespres- PhiladiphiaPa
Pennsylvania: For extension
extension and
ent building, $20,000.
$20,000.
Savannah, Ga.
Savannah,
officers' quarters,
Ba
h,
Savannah, Georgia:
Georgia: For medical officers'
quarters, $10,000.
$10,000.
QUARANTINE STATIONS.
STATIONS.
QUARANTINE

Quarantine stations.

Quarantine stations.
Cape Charles, Va.

a pe
le s
Cape Charles,
Charles, Virginia:
Virginia: For
For a
a water
Cape
$20,000.
water supply,
supply, $20,000.
Chr
Va
Supervision of concOn
The foregoing work under "Marine
Hospitals" and "Quarantine
"Quarantine stret
"Marine Hospitals"
struction, etc.
Stations"
Stations" shall be performed under the supervision and direction
direction of
of
the Supervising
Supervising Architect of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.

PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, REPAIRS,
BEPAIRS, EQUIPMENT,
EQUIPMENT, AND
AND GENERAL
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
preserve-

preservation of all cormRepairs and preservation:
preservation: For repairs and preservation
com- tonpc'
tion,
RePoL.
irs ' P
peted and occupied public buildings and the grounds
pleted
grounds thereof, under
under
the control of the Treasury
Treasury Department, and for wire partitions
and
partitions and
fly screens therefor, Government
Government wharves
wharves and
piers under the conand piers
trol of the Treasury
Treasury Department, together
together with the neoasary
necessary dredgdredik
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ing
adjacent thereto, buildings and wharf at Sitka, Alaska, and the
ing adjacent
Secretary
Treasury may,
may, in
in renting
said wharf,
wharf, require
require that
that
renting said
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
the lessee
lessee shall
shall make
necessary repairs
thereto; care
of vacant
vacant
care of
repairs thereto;
all necessary
make all
the
sites
under the
the control
the Treasury
Department, such as necesTreasury Department,
of the
control of
sites under
sary
filling dangerous
dangerous holes,
holes, cutting
cutting grass
grass and
and weeds,
weeds, but not
not
fences, filling
sary fences,
for any
thereon; repairs
repairs and
preservation
and preservation
improvements thereon;
permanent improvements
any permanent
for
of buildings
reserved by
by vendors
on sites
sites under
control of
under the control
vendors on
not reserved
buildings not
of
the Treasury
Department acquired
acquired for
for public
buildings or
or the
the enenpublic buildings
Treasury Department
the
largement of
of public
public buildings,
buildings, the
the expenditures
expenditures on
on this
this account
account for
largement
the
current fiscal
not to
exceed 15
15 per
per centum
the annual
annual
of the
centum of
to exceed
year not
fiscal year
the current
Provisos.
rentals
of
such
buildings:
Provided,
That
of
the
sum
herein
approapproherein
sum
the
of
That
Provided,
buildings:
Marieospitasnd
Marine
hospitals and rentals of such
quarantine stations.
stations.
$125,000 may be used for marine hospitals and
priated
and
exceeding $125,000
not exceeding
priated not
quarantine
quarantine stations
and completed
completed and
and occupied
occupied outbuildings,
outbuildings, instations and
quarantine
cluding wire partitions and fly screens for same, and not exceeding
Treasury
buildings, eluding wire partitions and fly screens for same, and not exceeding
Tsry buldi,
Liberty Loan,
$16,000
the Treasury,
Treasury Annex,
Arlington, Liberty
Annex, Arlington,
D.
Treasury, Treasury
for the
$16,000 for
.
D. C.
Post, p. 330.
Auditors Buildings
Post,p.330.
Butler, Winder,
Winder, and Auditors
Buildings in the District
District of Columbia:
Columbia:
Personal services reavailable for the paynot be available
sum shall
shall not
this sum
That this
further, That
Provided further,
services r Provided
stroai
stricted.
ent
personal services
except for
contract or for
for
work done by contract
for work
services except
of personal
ent of
temporary
job labor
labor under
under exigency
exigency not
exceeding at
at one
time the
the
one time
not exceeding
temporary job
sum
of $100
$100 at
any one
one building,
building, $800,000.
$800,000.
at any
sum of
Mreleknical equip Mechanical
equipment: For
installation and
and repair
repair of
of mechanical
mechanical
For installation
Mechanical equipment:
ment.
equipment.al
Heating,
lighting,
public buildings
in all
all completed
occupied public
buildings under the
and occupied
completed and
equipment in
lghting, equipment
Heating,
etc.
control of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
heating, hoisting,
hoisting,
including heating,
Department, including
control
plumbing,
gas
piping,
ventilating,
vacuum
cleaning,
and
refrigerating
refrigerating
and
cleaning,
vacuum
ventilating,
piping,
gas
plumbing,
apparatus,
meters, interior
interior pneumatic tube
tube and
plants, meters,
electric-light plants,
apparatus, electric-light
intercommunicating telephone
telephone systems,
systems, conduit, wiring, call bell and
intercommunicating
repair of tower
and repair
signal
systems, and
and for
maintenance and
tower clocks; for
for
for maintenance
signal systems,
installation and
and repair
repair of
mechanical equipment,
equipment, for any of the foreof mechanical
installation
going
items, in
in buildings
buildings not
not reserved
reserved by
by vendors
vendors on'
on sites under the
going items,
control
the Treasury
Department acquired
acquired for
public buildings
buildings or
for public
Treasury Department
of the
control of
the enlargements
of public
public buildings,
buildings, the total expenditures
expenditures on this
enlargements of
the
account for
for the
the current
not to
exceed 10
per centum
centum of
of the
the
10 per
to exceed
year not
fiscal year
current fiscal
account
Provisos.
annual rentals of such buildings: Provided, That of the sum herein
Marine hospitals and annual rentals of such buildings: Provided, That of the sum herein
Marinehospitalsand
quarantine
stations.
may be
be used for marine
exceeding $70,000
appropriated, not
$70,000 may
marine hosappropriated,
not exceeding
quarantinestations.
exceeding $12,000
pitals and
quarantine stations,
and not
$12,000 for the
not exceeding
stations, and
and quarantine
pitals
Treasury buildings,
Liberty Loan, Butler, Winder,
Treasury, Treasury
Treasury Annex,
Annex, Arlington,
Arlington, Liberty
Winder,
buldings, Treasury,
DTreasur
D. C.
and Auditors
Auditors Buildings
Buildings in the District of Columbia, but not including
and
Auditors Building,
the
generating plant
and its
its maintenance
in the Auditors
Building,
maintenance in
plant and
the generating
Pneumatic
$10,000 for the maintenance,
u b e and not exceeding
Pneumatic ttube
exceeding $10,000
maintenance, changes
changes in, and reservice, New York
pairs of
pneumatic-tube system
between the appraisers'
appraisers' warehouse
warehouse
system between
of pneumatic-tube
City.
CSviye. INew o r pairs
at
Greenwich, Christopher,
and Barrow
Barrow Streets
Streets and
and the
Washington, and
Christopher, Washington,
at Greenwich,
the
new
customhouse in
in Bowling
Bowling Green,
Manhattan, in the
of Manhattan,
Borough of
Green, Borough
new customhouse
city
York, including
including repairs
to the
the street
street pavement
pavement and subsubrepairs to
New York,
of New
city of
surface
to or
or resulting
from such
maintenance,
such maintenance,
resulting from
incident to
necessarily incident
surface necessarily
Personal services
rere
v
changes, or
That this
this sum
sum shall
shall not
be
not be
further, That
Provided further,
repairs: Provided
or repairs:
changes,
streal
strict ed. d ser
of personal
available for
the payment
payment of
personal services except for work done
for the
available
exceeding
labor under exigency
job labor
by
or for
for temporary
exigency not exceeding
temporary job
by contract,
contract, or
at
one
time
the
sum
of
$100
at
any
one
building,
$550,000.
$550,000.
building,
one
any
at
$100
of
sum
the
time
at
one
tsafsetc
Vaults, safes,
etc.
a
ault and safes: For vaults and lock-box equipments
us
t e
Vault
equipments and repairs
repairs
thereto
in all
completed and
public buildings
buildings under the conoccupied public
and occupied
all completed
thereto in
trol
of the
the necessary
necessary safe
safe equipfor the
and for
Department, and
Treasury Department,
the Treasury
trol of
the control
ments and
and repairs
thereto in
all public
buildings under
under the
control
public buildings
in all
repairs thereto
ments
of the
the Treasury
whether completed
completed and
and occupied
occupied or in
in
Department, whether
Treasury Department,
of
course of construction,
construction, exclusive
exclusive of personal services, except
except for work
course
done
for temporary
labor under
under exigency
exigency not exjob labor
temporary job
or for
contract or
by contract
done by
ceeding
at
one
time
the
sum
of
$50
at
any
one
building,
$90,000.
$90,000.
building,
one
any
at
s50
of
sum
the
time
one
at
ceeding
Generaleenses
General
expenses.
to exeexeof the
oL 35, p.537.
537.
General expenses:
vol;Sp.
General
expenses: To
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury to
cute and
give effect
the provisions
provisions of
section 6
of the
the Act
Act of
May
of May
6 of
of section
to the
effect to
and give
cute
additional salary
suAper,shyalArelli
salt
a
era:
30, 1908
(Thirty-fifth Statutes,
537): For
For additional
salary of
page 537):
Statutes, page
1908 (Thirty-fifth
,t 30,
Arcl
Superising
$1,000
the Supervising
Treasury for the fiscal
fiscal
Architect of the Treasury
Supervising Architect
for the
$1,000 for
Sitka, Alaska.
SitkaAlask.
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year 1920;
foreman draftsmen,
draftsmen, architectural
apprenyear
1920; foreman
architectural draftsmen,
draftsmen, and
and appren-

Technical services.

Technical sevices.

tice draftsmen,
draftsmen, at rates of pay from $840 to $2,500 per annum;
structural
structural engineers
engineers and draftsmen,
draftsmen, at rates of pay from $840 to $2,500
per annum;
heating and ventilating,
annum; mechanical,
mechanical, sanitary, electrical,
electrical, heating
illuminating engineers
engineers and draftsmen,
draftsmen, at rates
and illuminating
rates of pay from $1,200
$1,200
to
at rates
of pay
from
to $2,400
$2,400 per annum; computers
computers and estimators,
estimators, at
rates of
pay from
$2,500 per annum; the expenditures
$1,600 to $2,500
expenditures under all the foregoing
foregoing
classes
compensation is
classes for
for which aa minimum
minimum and
and maximum
maximum rate of compensation
stated, not to exceed $176,800;
$176,800; supervising
supervising superintendents,
superintendents, superinsuperin- Superintendents.
Superintendents.
tendents,
junior superintendents
superintendents of
construction and
tendents, and
and junior
of construction
and inspectors,
inspectors,
at rates
rates of
of pay
pay from
from $1,600
to $2,900
$2,900 per
per annum,
annum, not
$1,600 to
not to
to exceed
exceed
at
$206,650; expenses
expenses of
expenses of
in- ten
;‘ ne
$206,650;
of superintendence,
superintendence, including
including expenses
of all
all intendsesncofnsupecitnr
Euene
ses i'ns
fsp
ue
P
e
e
to.
rs:
spectors and
other officers
officers and
on duty
duty or
or detailed
detailed in
on- etc.
and employees
employees, on
in c
conetc.
spectors
and other
nection
nection with work on public buildings and the furnishing and equipment
Architect's Office,
ment thereof,
thereof, and the work of the Supervising Architect's
under
Treasury Department;
Department; for
transportation of
for the transportation
orders from
from the Treasury
under orders
household
incident to change
change of
supervising
of supervising
of headquarters
headquarters of
household goods,
goods, incident
superintendents,
superintendents of
of conconsuperintendents, superintendents,
superintendents, and junior superintendents
struction and
not in
excess of
thousand pounds
inspectors, not
in excess
of five
five thousand
pounds at
at any
any
struction
and inspectors
one time,
time,. together
together with the necessary
necessary expense incident to packing
packing
and draying
draymg the same,
same, not to exceed in any one year a
atotal expendiexpendioffice rent
expe.nses of superintendents,
superintendents, including
including
rent and
and expenses
ture of
of $7,500;
$7,500; office
temporary stenographic
assistance in the
the preparation
preparation of
and other assistance
temporary
stenographic and
property,-,and so forth;
reports
forth; advertising;
advertising;
reports and
and the care of public property
office supplies,
supplies, including
materials, specially
Office supplies
supplies, etc
etc.
office
including drafting
drafting materials,
specially prepared
prepared paper,
paper, Office
typewriting
abormechanical labormachines, and other mechanical
typewriting machines, adding machines,
electric-light
saving devices, and exchange of same, furniture, carpets, electric-light
fixtures, and office
$6,000
fixtures,
office equipment;
equipment; telephone
telephone service; not
not to
to exceed
exceed $6,000
40 p.1232.
for stationery;
stationery; not
not to
exceed $1,000
of reference,
reference, law
Vol. 40,, p
1232law books,
books, VOL
for
to exceed
$1,000 for
for books
books of
technical periodicals and journals; not to exceed $10,000
$10,000 for transporttransporttechnical
ing
-lag drawings, miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies, and so forth, for public buildings
Treasury Department;
Department; contingencies
contingencies
ings under the
the control of the
the Treasury
of every kind and description, traveling expenses of site agents, reevidences of
photographic instruments,
cording deeds and other evidences
of title,
title, photographic
instruments,
chemicals, plates, and photographic
photographic materials,
materials, and such other
chemicals,
other articles
articles
enumerated,
and supplies and
and such minor
minor and
and incidental
incidental expenses not enumerated,
connected
acquisition of
connected solely with work on public buildings, the
the acquisition
sites, and the administrative
administrative work
work connected
the annual
connected with
with the
annual apappropriations under the Supervising
Supervising Architect's
propriations
Architect's Office as the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury may deem necessary
necessary and specially order or approve,
service, awnings,
awnings, curtains,
curtains, or
or
but not including
including heat, light,
light, janitor
janitor service,
Treasury Building,
any expenses
expenses for the general
general maintenance
maintenance of the
the Treasury
Building,
or surveys,
surveys, plaster models, progress
progress photographs, test pit borings,
or
or mill
mill and
and shop
shop inspections,
inspections, $489,050.
$489,050.
ArchitecturaicompeArchitectural
To enable
enable the
of the
Tress-titAiorncshliectnralcompeArchitectural competitions:
competitions: To
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treastitions.
ury to
to make
make payment
payment for
architectural services
en- siPa Y:tc.ntof'coise
e.
it or commisservices under
under contracts
contracts enury
for architectural
Vol.
27, p. 468.
tered
into prior
the repeal
of the
Act entitled
"An Act
authorizing vol.
Pnas 2,
repeal of
the Act
entitled ".An
Act authorizing
46S.
tered into
prior to
to the
the
obtain plans and specifications
for
specifications for
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to obtain
the Secretary
erected under the supervision
supervision, of the Treasury
Treasury
public buildings to be erected
Department, and providing
Department,
providing for local supervision
supervision of the construction
construction
of the same,"
same," approved
1893, including
approved February
February 20, 1893,
including additional
additional comcontracts due to increase
missions accruing
accruing under certain of said contracts
increase in
specifically
certain buildings,
buildings, except
except as.otherwise
as otherwise specifically
the limits of cost of certain
provided by
by law,
payment for
the services
services from
July 1,
1, Hilo Hawaii.
provided
law, and
and including
including payment
for the
from July
1912, of
of the
the architect
the TT
specially selected
Glo,
ol.36,,p. 133;
1912,
architect of
of the
o, Hawaii,
Hawaii, building,
building, specially
selected Vol1373; Vol.
approved March
1911, the unex- p37,Psunder the provisions
provisions of the Act approved
March 4, 1911,
pended balances
balances of the appropriations
appropriations for architectural
architectural competitions,
competitions,
1919, or so much thereof as may
public buildings, for the fiscal
fiscal. year 1919,
ppoe
dung
is continued
be
be necessary,
necessary, is
continued and made
made available
available for said purposes
during
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920.
1920.
the
P.

'36
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EXPENSES.
OPERATING EXPENSES.
BUILDINGS, OPERATING
BUILDINGS,

Operating force: For such personal services as the Secretary
Secretary of the

Treasury may
deem necessary
connection with
with the care, maintein connection
necessary in
may deem
Treasury
nance,
and
repair
of
all
public
buildings
under
the control of the
under
buildings
public
all
of
repair
nance, and
Treasury Department
(except as
provided), together with
hereinafter provided),
as hereinafter
Department (except
Treasury
the
thereof and
and the
the equipment
-furnishings therein, inandfurnishings
equipment and
grounds thereof
the grounds
cluding
assistant custodians,
custodians, janitors,
watchmen, laborers,
and charlaborers, and
janitors, watchmen,
cluding assistant
women;
engineers firemen,
elevator conductors,
conductors, coal
passers, eleccoal passers
firemen, elevator
women; engineers,
tricians,
wiremen; mechanical'labor
lampists, and wiremen;
tenders, lampists
dynamo lenders,
tricians, dynamo
force in
in connection
connection with
with said
said buildings,
buildings, including
including carpenters, plumbforce
ers
fitters, machinists,
painters, but
but in
m no case shall the
and painters
machinists, and
steam fitters,
ers, steam
rates
compensation for
mechanical labor force be in excess of
such mechanical
for such
of compensation
rates of
the rates
rates current
current at
at the
and in
in the
the place
place where such services are
time and
the time
the
Proviso.
Buildings for which employed, $3,650,000:
Provided,
That
the foregoing
appropriation
foregoin appropriation
the
That
Provided,
ulngs ior which employed, $3,650,000:
buildings under
available.
shall be available
for use
use in connection
connection with all public buildings
available for
shall
availabla
the
control of
of the
Treasury Department,
customhouse
including the customhouse
Department, including
the Treasury
the control
in the
Columbia, but
including any other public
public buildnot including
but not
of Columbia,
District of
the District
in
ing
within the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and exclusive
exclusive of marine hospitals,
the District
ing within
quarantine
stations, mints,
branch mints,
mints, and
offices.
assay offices.
and assay
branch
mints,
stations,
quarantine
c.
Furniture, etc.
Furniture and
and repairs
furniture: For furniture,
furniture .carpets, and rerepairs of furniture:
Furniture
itnre,etc.
pairs of
completed and occupied
occupied public buildings under the
for completed
same, for
of same,
pairs
control
marine hospitals,
hospitals,
of marine
exclusive of
Department, exclusive
Treasury Department,
the Treasury
of the
control of
quarantine
stations, mints,
mints, branch mints, and assay offices, and for
quarantine stations,
gas
and electric
fixtures and repairs of same for completed
completed
lighting fixtures
electric lighting
gas and
and
occupied public
buildings under the control of the Treasury Depublic buildings
and occupied
partment, including
stations, but
marine hospitals and quarantine stations,
including marine
partment,
exclusive
branch mints,
mints, and
assay offices, and for furniture
and assay:
of mints,
mints, branch
exclusive of
and carpets
carpets for
buildings and extensions of public buildings in
public buildings
for public
and
course
of
construction
custody and
which are to remain under the custody
course of construction which
control of
of the
Department, exclusive of marine hospitals,
Treasury Department,
the Treasury
control
quarantine stations,
branch mints, and assay offices, andbuildand buildstations, mints, branch
quarantine
inestablishments
establishments
or
departments
executive
constructed
for
executive
departments
other
constructed
ings
Po.
Proviso:.

the Government,
$555,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the foregoing
approforegoing approGovernment, $555,000:
of the
Persona services re- of
shall not be used for personal
priation shall
personal services except for work done
under contract
contract or
or for
job labor under exigency, and not
temporary job
for temporary
under
exceeding
at
one
time
the
sum
of
$100
at any
Provided
building: Provided
one building:
any one
at
$100
of
sum
the
time
one
at
fuexceeding
of
present
se
Use of present furfurther,
other
furniture now owned by the United States in other
That all furniture
further, That
niture.
buildings rented by the United States shall be
buildings or in buildings
public buildings
used,
it corresponds with the present
present
whether it
practicable, whether
as practicable,
used, so far as
regulation plan
plan for
for furniture
or not.
not.
furniture or
supplieregulation
Operatng
Operating supplies.
Operating supplies:
supplies: For
fuel, steam,
steam, gas
gas for
for lighting and heating
For fuel,
water,, Operating
liht water
Fu.el,
Fuel, light,
etc.
an
ice, lighting supplies, electric current
current for lighting and
purposes, water, ice,
etc.
power purposes,
telephone service for custodian forces; removal of
purposes, telephone
power
ashes
rubbish snow, and ice; cutting grass and weeds, washing
and rubbish,
ashes and
towels,
miscellaneous items for the use of the custodian forces in
towels, and miscellaneous
occupied public buildings
the care
maintenance of completed and occupied
and maintenance
care and
the
and the
the grounds
grounds thereof
thereof under
under the control of the Treasury Departand
ment,
in the
the care
maintenance of the equipment and furnishcare and maintenance
and in
ment, and
appliances
ing
miscellaneous supplies, tools, and appliances
in such buildings; miscellaneous
ing in
required
in the
the operation
embracing repairs)
repairs) of the mechanical
mechanical
(not embracing
operation (not
required in
equipment,
including heating, plumbing, hoisting, gas piping, venequipment, including
tilating,
vacuum-cleaning and refrigerating
electric-light
apparatus, electric-light
refrigerating apparatus,
tilating, vacuum-cleaning
plants,
interior pneumatic-tube
pneumatic-tube and intercommunicating
intercommunicating teleplants, meters, interior
phone
conduit wiring, call-bell
call-bell and signal systems in such
systems, conduit
phone systems,
Buildings excluded.
excluded but
buildings
the customhouse
customhouse in the District of Columbia, but
(including the
buildings (including
Buildings
Treasury
the
excluding
any
other
public
the
of
Treasury
control
under
building
public
other
excluding any
Department within
within the District
Columbia, and excluding also maof Columbia
District of
Department
rine hospitals
quarantine stations, mints, branch mints, and
and quarantine
hospitals and
rine
contract
assay offices,
offices, and
and personal
personal services, except
except for work done by contract
assay

Personal services restricted.

stricted.
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or for temporary
temporary job labor under exigency not exceeding
exceeding at
at one
time
one time
governors.
the sum of $100
$100 at
at any
any one
one building),
building), $2,300,000.
appropriation Gas
82,300,000. The
The appropriation
Gasgovernors.
made herein
herein for gas shall include the rental and use of
of gas
gas governors,
governors, Provisos.
when ordered by the Secretary of
in writing:
writing: Provided,
of the Treasury
Treasury in
Provided, Rerotal
Rental.
That rentals shall not be paid for
gas governors
governors greater
greater than
than 35
35
for such
such gas
per centum of the actual value of the
thereby, which
saving
the gas saved thereby,
which saving
shall
be determined
such tests
tests as
Secretary of
Treasury
shall be
determined by
by such
as the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
further, That
Secretary of
shall direct: Provided
Provided further,
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is tra
Ac
(
t
i
s
va
au
n gorf
i
li
zeed. cmtracts
authoried.
authorized
authorized to contract
contract for the purchase
purchase of fuel
for public
public buildings
fuel for
buildings
under the control of the
Treasury Department
Department in
in advance
advance of
of the
the
the Treasury
availability of the appropriation
availability
appropriation for
payment thereof.
thereof. Such
Such conconfor the
the payment
tracts, however, shall not
fiscal
not exceed
exceed the
the necessities
necessities of
of the
the current
current fiscal
year.
year.
Salamanca, N. Y.
Salamanca, New
New York,
rent: For
For annual
ground rent
of Ground
York, ground
ground rent:
annual ground
rent of
Groaud rent.
the Federal building site at Salamanca,
Salamanca, New York, on account
of
account of
Indian leases,
leases, due and payable on February
February 19
19 of
in adadof each
each year,
year, in
vance, to the treasurer of the Seneca
of Indians,
Indians, beginning
Seneca Nation
Nation of
beginning
February 19,
19, 1915,
1915, and expiring
February 19,
19, 1991,
expiring February
1991, $7.50.
$7.50.
COAST GUARD.
GUARD.

For every expenditure
expenditure requisite
requisite for
authorized
for and
and incident
incident to
to the
the authorized

work of the Coast Guard, as follows, including
including maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair,

and
and operation
operation of
of motorcycles,
motorcycles, to
to be
be used
used only
purposes:
only for
for official
official purposes:

Coast Guard.
Coast
Guard.
Expenses.

Expses.

Motorcycles.

Motorcycles.

Pay
-n and
Pay, etc.,oficers
etc., officers
enlisted
men.
enlisted men.

prescribed by law for commissioned
For pay
pay and allowances
allowances prescribed
commissioned officers,
cadets
cadets and cadet engineers,
engineers, warrant officers, petty
and other
other
petty officers,
officers, and
enlisted men, active and
enlisted
substitute surfmen,
and retired,
retired, temporary
temporary and
and substitute
surfmen,
and one civilian instructor,
instructor.
,$4,575,000;
$4,575,000;
Rations.
tions
For rations or commutation
commutation thereof
thereof at the rate of
of 45
45 cents
ration Ra
cents per
per ration
for warrant
officers, petty
warrant officers,
officers; and
and other
other enlisted
men, 40358,000;
petty officers,
enlisted men,
$858,000;

ClerrstosuprntenClerks to superinten-

For twelve clerks to district superintendents
superintendents at such
such rate as the dents.
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury may determine,
determine, not to exceed
exceed $1,200
$1,200 each,
each,
$13,000;
$13,000;
Fuel, etc.
For fuel and water for vessels, stations, and houses of refuge, Fuel,etc.
$345,000;
$345,000;
Outfits, stores, etc.
For outfits, ship chandlery, and engineers'
engineers' stores for the same,
same, Outfts'stores
etc'
$500,000;
$500,000;
$500000;
Stations, houses
Stations,
houses of
of
For rebuilding
rebuilding and
For
and repairing
and houses
houses of
of refuge,
refuge, tempotempo- refuge,
repairing stations
stations and
refuge, etc.
etc.
rary leases, rent, and improvements
improvements of
of property
property for
for Coast
Coast Guard
Guard
purposes, including
including use
use of
of additional
land where
necessary, $200,000;
additional land
where necessary,
$200,000; Traveling
Tveg
expenses.
expenses.
For
or actual traveling
traveling expenses or mileage, in the discretion
discretion of
the
of the
Secretary of the Treasury, for officers,
Secretary
officers, and actual
actual traveling
traveling expenses
expenses
for other persons traveling on duty under orders from the Treasury
Treasury
Department, $62,000;
Department,
$62,000;
Death allowances.
For
carrying out
out the provisions
approved vol.th22,
For carrying
provisions of section 8
8 of the Act approved
Vol. 22, p.S57;ol.
p. 57; Vol.
35. p. 46.
4, 1882,
May 4,
1882, $5,000;
$5,000;
35iftanimals.
Draft animals.
For
their maintenance,
maintenance, $30,000;
For draft animals and their
Telephones.
Telephones.
For telephone
telephone lines and their maintenance, $30,000;
$30,000;
civilian
employees.
Civilian employees.
compensation of
of civilian
civilian employees
For compensation
employees in
$61,000;
in the
the field,
field, $61,000;
contngentexp
.
Cantingentexpenses.
Vol. 40,
40, p.
p. 1232.
For contingent
expenses, including
contingent expenses,
including communication
communication service,
service, subsub- Vol.
32.
sistence
sistence of shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
persons succored
succored by the
Guard, wharfthe Coast
Coast Guard,
wharfage, towage, freight, storage, repairs to station apparatus, advertising,
surveys, medals, stationery, labor, newspapers
newspapers and periodicals
periodicals for
for
statistical purposes, and all other necessary expenses which are
not
are not
included
included under any other
$70,000;
other heading, $70,000;
In all, $6,749,000.
$6,749,000.
In
BpA-tocutte.
Repairs to cutters.
For repairs to Coast Guard cutters,
cutters, $300,000.
$300,000.
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Engraving
printing.

Engraving
printing.

a n d

a

d

1919.

AND PRINTING.
ENGRAVING
ENGRAVING AND

For the
the work
work of
of engraving
engraving and
printing, exclusive of repay work,
and printing,
For
during
the fiscal
exceeding 136,000,000 delivered
delivered
not exceeding
of not
1920 of
year 1920
fiscal year
during the
sheets
of United
United States
States currency,
currency- national-bank
Federal
national-bank notes, and Federal
sheets of
reserve
currency, 101,440,090
101,440,090 delivered
internal-revenue
delivered sheets of internal-revenue
reserve currency,
stamps, 40,400
customs stamps,
539,000 delivered
delivered sheets of
stamps, 539,000
of customs
sheets of
40,400 sheets
stamps,
Vol. 38, p.785.
opium
and special
stamps required
required under the Act of
tax stamps
special tax
orders and
opium orders
Volp785
December
1914, and
and 11,787,867
delivered sheets of checks, drafts,
11,787,867 delivered
17, 1914,
December 17,
follows:
miscellaneous work, as follows:
and miscellaneous
For
all necessary
employees
employees, other than employees
necessary employees,
of all
salaries of
Salaries.
For salaries
required for
for the
bureau of the class prowork of the bureau
administrative work
the administrative
required
vided
and specified
specified in
in the Legislative,
Executive, and Judicial
Legislative, Executive,
Vol. 40, p. 1231.
for and
vided for
Vol.40,p.1231.
Appropriation Actfor
Act for the
fiscal year
and plate
plate printers and plate
1920, and
year 1920,
the fiscal
Appropriation
printers
assistants,
$2,375,000,
to
be
under the direction
direction of
expended
be
to
$2,375,000,
assistants,
printers'
the
Secretary of
of the
for custody of dies,
$8,400 for
including $8,400
Treasury, including
the Treasury,
the Secretary
rolls, and
and plates:
That no portion of this sum shall be
Provided, That
plates: Provided,
Proviso.
rolls,
Prio.
Large notes.
expended
for printing
printing United
larger
United States notes or Treasury notes of larger
expended for
Large notes.
denomination
than those
those that
that may be canceled
canceled or retired, except in
denomination than
in executing
so
as such
such printing
necessary-in
executing the requirements
printing may be necessary
far as
so far
vol. 31,
45.
of the
Act ""To
standard of value, to maintain the
define and fix the standard
To define
the Act
of
p. 45.
31, p.
Vol.
to
parity of
of money issued or coined by the United States, to
forms of
all forms
of all
parity
refund the
for other purposes,"
approved March
March
purposes," approved
and for
debt, and
public debt,
the public
refund
14, 1900.
WagesFor wages
wages of
of plate
plate printers, at piece rates to be fixed by the SecreSecreFor
wages.
tary
of the
the Treasury,
such
not to exceed the rates usually paid for such
Treasury, not
tary of
work,
including the wages of printers' assistants, when employed,
work, including
$2,035,455, to
be expended
direction of the Secretary of
expended under the direction
to .be
$2,035,455,
Provisos.
the
Treasury:
Provided,
That
no
portion
of this
this sum
sum shall
shall be
expended
be expended
of
portion
no
Provided, That
the Treasury:-United
Large
notes.
provisos.
for printing
notes or Treasury notes of larger denomidenomiStates notes
printing United States
Afor
nations
canceled or retired, except in so far
may be canceled
those that may
than those
nations than
requirements of
as such
such printing
necessary in executing the requirements
be necessary
may be
printing may
as
standard of value, to maintain
maintain the parity
Vol. 31, p. 45.
the Act to define and fix the standard
45.
of all
all forms
money issued
issued or
refund
coined by the United States, to refund
or coined
of money
forms of
of
the
public debt,
debt, and for
March 14, 1900:
for other purposes, approved March
the public
Wages of
Provided further, That no part of this
his sum shall be used to increase
increase
printers' Providedfurther,
of printers'
Wages
assistants.
the wages of plate printers until all printers' assistants receive not
assistants.
less than $2.24 per day.
For
engravers and
except
printers' materials and other materials except
and printers'
Materials,
etc.
For engravers'
Materials,etc.
Vol. 40, p. 1212.
for
paper
including
distinctive
paper,
miscellaneous
expenses,
including
paper
internalmiscellaneous
paper,
distinctive
232
.
p. 140,
Vol
revenue stamps,
stamps, and for
maintenance, and driving of necespurchase, maintenance,
for purchase,
revenue
sary motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles,
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
sary
$1,602,000,
when,
Secretary of the Treasury, $1,602,000,
in writing, ordered by the Secretary
when, in
Secretary of the Treasury.
to be
expended under the
the direction of the Secretary
be expended
to
Proceeds
During the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1920 all
proceeds derived from work perall proceeds
year 1920
work During
from work
Proceeds from
credi ted to formed
by the
the Bureau
Engraving and Printing, by direction of the
of Engraving
Bureau of
formed by
. credited
tu
Secretary of the
covered and embraced in the approTreasury, not covered
the Treasury,
Secretary
priation
for the said fiscal year, instead of being
for said bureau for
priation for
covered
covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, as provided by
the Act
August 4,
227), shall
page 227),
Statutes, page
(Twenty-fourth Statutes,
1886 (Twenty-fourth
4, 1886
of August
Vol.
24,
p.
277.
Act of
the
27.
p.
vol.
be credited
received to the appropriation
appropriation for said bureau
bureau for
when received
credited when
be
the fiscal year 1920.

Work authorized for
for
authorized
fiscaloryear
1920.

t°

War Risk Insurance
Insurance
War
Bureau.

Bureau.

Expenses.
Vol. 40, pp. 401. 600.

Exenses.

o. 4 p.40,

Family allowances.
allowances.
Family

BISK INSURANCE.
BUREAIJ OF WAR RISK
BUREAU
INSURANCE.

Act
Insurance under the Act
For expenses of the Bureau of War Risk Insurance
approved October 6, 1917, as amended:
amended:
payment of
the payment
Military and naval family allowance:
allowance: For the
of military
military
law,
by
authorized
and
naval
family
$48,000,000.
as
allowances
and naval family

SIXTY-SIXTH
SS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRE

S
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24.
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Military and
naval compensation:
payment of
of military
military
the payment
For the
compensation: For
and naval
Military
and naval
naval compensation,
funeral expenses,
services and
supplies, as
and supplies,
expenses, services
compensation, funeral
and
authorized
law, $50,000,000.
$50,000,000.
by law,
authorized by
For
rent of
the District
of Columbia,
$10,000.
Columbia, $10,000.
District of
in the
of quarters
quarters in
For rent
Provided,
of appropriations
appropriations made
Bureau
the Bureau
for the
herein for
made herein
none of
That none
Provided, That
of War
shall be
be expended
expended to
to reimburse
reimburse any
any expenses
expenses
Insurance shall
Risk Insurance
War Risk
of
incurred
by any
any Government
Government owned
under conconhospital under
or hospital
hospital or
owned hospital
incurred by
tract with
Health Service
or treatcare, or
examination, care,
for examination,
Service for
Public Health
the Public
with the
tract
ment
of beneficiaries
of the
Insurance.
Risk Insurance.
War Risk
of War
the Bureau
Bureau of
beneficiaries of
ment of

Compensation, etc.
etc

compensation,

Rent, D. C.

D. .
R
f
so
r
evia expenses

of

use for expenses of

Government
owned,
owned,
Goverent
os
. p 1ta 1s,
tr
egidh
den
forbidden.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
OBJECTS, TREASURY
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS,

Appropriations

for enforcing
con- available
The
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
authorized to
use for,
and in confor, and
to use
is authorized
The Secretary
T..7L r!lating to the
g to the
Treasury lTrsre
the Treasury
nection with,
with, the
the enforcement
of the
laws relating
relating to
to the
the laws
enforcement of
nection
Details permitted.
permitted.
under its Details
Department and
and the
the several
branches of
of the
public service
service under
the public
several branches
Department
control, not
exceeding at
at any
any one
one time
time four persons paid from the
not exceeding
control,
from
appropriation
for the
the collection
persons paid from
four persons
customs, four
of customs,
collection of
appropriation for
the
appropriation for
for salaries
expenses of
internal-revenue agents
of internal-revenue
and expenses
salaries and
the appropriation
or
appropriation for
the foregoing
purpose, and four persons
foregoing purpose,
for the
the appropriation
from the
or from
paid
the appropriation
appropriation for
for suppressing
other
counterfeiting and other
suppressing counterfeiting
from the
paid from
crimes,
not exceeding
persons so
so detailed
detailed shall
ro
shall be
be employed
employed Proviso.
but not
exceeding six
six persons
crimes, but
Other details.
details.
at
That nothing
nothing herein
contained other
herein contained
Provided,That
hereunder: Provided,
time hereunder:
one time
any one
at any
shall
construed to
to deprive
of the
from
Treasury from
the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
deprive the
be construed
shall be
making
detail now
by existing
law.
making any
any detail
now otherwise
otherwise authorized
authorized by
existing law.
Contentexpense
Contingentexpenses,
Independent T
re asTreasFor contingent ex- Independent
Contingent expenses,
Independent Treasury:
Treasury: For
expenses, Independent
Contingent
penses under
requirements of
of section
3653 of
of the
Stat -r'l ..S., see. 3653,
p
3 p.
the Revised
Revised Statsection 3653
the requirements
under the
penses
719.
utes,
for the
collection, safe-keeping,
safe-keeping, transfer,
and disbursement
disbursement of
of 719.
transfer, and
the collection,
ntes, for
Vol. 40, p. 11"B2.
l 40
the public
money, transportation
securities
transportation of notes, bonds, and other securities
public money,
the
of
the United
United States,
special agents, actual expenses
expenses of
of special
salaries of
States, salaries
of the
accounts, and money on
examiners
detailed to examine
examine the books, accounts,
examiners detailed
including national R. S., sec. 3649, p.715.
hand
several subtreasuries
subtreasuries and
and depositaries,
depositaries, including
at the
the several
hand at
banks acting
acting as
as depositaries
under the requirements
requirements of section
section 3649 RSse3649
depositaries under
banks
of the
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, also
also including
including examinations
account
examinations of cash account
of
the Revised
registered
at
mints, and
and cost
of insurance
insurance on
on shipments
shipments of
of money
money by registered
cost of
at mints,
mail
necessary, $160,000.
$160,000.
e of gold
Re
mail when
when necessary,
Recolnage of gold
Recoinage of gold coins: For recoinage
recoinage of uncurrent gold coins in coins.
S., sec. 3512, p.696.
R.s.,c.3512, p.696.
of the
the direction
under the
the
to be
expended under
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of R.
be expended
Treasury, to
the Treasury,
the
by section 3512 of the Revised Statutes,
as required
required by
Treasury, as
the Treasury,
$5,000.
$5,000.
Recoinage of minor
ecolnge o minor
the Treasury
Treasury coins.
Recoinage
minor coins:
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary.of
of the
To enable
coins: To
of minor
Recoinage of
to continue
continue the
recoinage of
of worn
of the
uncurrent minor coins of
and unctwrent
worn and
the recoinage
to
Treasury or hereafter
United States
hereafter received, and to reimStates now in the Treasury
United
burse the
difference between
between
States for the difference
United States
the United
of the
Treasurer of
the Treasurer
burse
the
face value
such coin
the amount
amount the same will
and the
coin and
of such
value of
or face
the nominal
nominal or
$10,000, together with the unexpended
produce
in new
unexpended balance
coin, $10,000,
new coin,
produce in
of the
the appropriation
purpose for
for the
the fiscal year 1919.
this purpose
for this
appropriation for
of
Money laundry mama"
nd
in con- ch,
expenses in
For all
Money
laundry machines:
machines: For
all miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
Money laundry
cJone.
nection
with the
the installation
maintenance of
laundry
of money laundry
and maintenance
installation and
nection with
machines, including
including repairs
purchase of supplies, for machines
machines iin
and purchase
repairs and
machines,
the
subtreasury offices,
various subtreasury
the various
in the
and in
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
District of
the District
$3,000.
$3
000
Distinctive
paper
P p for
t
Distinctive
paper for
For distinctive
distinctive securities.
f"
erfor
st
securities: For
States securities:
United States
for United
Distinctive paper
uinantities authorpaper for
for United
United States
States currency,
bank currency,
currency, and
and Federal
Federal Guantites authornational bank
currency, national
paper
that the Bureau
reserve bank
currency, 142,800,000
142,800,000 sheets, in order that
bank currency,
reserve
136,000,000 sheets of United
of Engraving
and Printing
United
deliver 136,000,000
may deliver
Printing may
Engraving and
of
States currency,
currency, national
national bank and Federal reserve
reserve bank currency,
l.er
including
of paper,
paper, traveling,
traveling, mill
jand other
other necessary
necessary pPersonal services.
iland
transportation of
including transportation
V"
expenses $685,440;
expenses of officer detailed from
film. the Treasury
Treasury
$685,440; expenses
expenses,
$SO;Whree
Department,
duty, $600three
ctually on dutry,
month when actually
-e month
Department, $50 .per
euutrs, at $800
Se counters,
registers, at $1,380
$1,380 each;
$800 ed *gas-rne ne
eac; six
r

e

-l

ize
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$1,000,
four at
each; two
skilled laborers,
$840 each; in all,
laborers, at $840
two skilled
$900 each;
at $900
$1,000, four
$701,260.
$701,260.
Suppressing counterSuppressing
counterfeiting and
and other
other crimes: For expenses inSuppressing counterfeiting
feiting,
etc.
tSupretsngtounterVol. 40,
40, p. 1232.
Secretary of
approval of the Secretary
with the approval
curred under
under the
or with
authority or
the authority
curred
1232.
Vole
into
the
Treasury
in
detecting,
arresting,
and
delivering
the custody
custody
delivering
arresting,
detecting,
in
the Treasury
of the
United States
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction dealers
dealers and pretended
pretended
marshal having
States m
the United
of
dealers
counterfeit money
money and
engaged in counterfeiting
counterfeiting
persons engaged
and persons
in counterfeit
dealers in
Treasury notes,
notes, bonds,
national-bank notes,
and other securities
securities of
notes, and
bonds, national-bank
Treasury
the United
foreign governments,
governments, as
as well
as the
the coins
well as
of foreign
and of
States and
United States
the
of the
United States
States and
of foreign
other felonies
and other
governments, and
foreign governments,
and of
the United
of
committed against
against the
the laws
laws of
of the
relating to the pay
States relating
United States
the United
committed
Vol. 40, p. 511.
and
laws, and
and for
enforcement of
of section
section 18
War
18 of the War
the enforcement
for the
bounty laws,
and bounty
ol.40, p. 511.
Finance
Corporation Act;
Act; hire
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or
hire and
Finance Corporation
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles when necessary;
necessary; per
per diem
diem
Perdlemsubsistence.
Vol.
Vol. 38, p. 680.
in lieu
subsistence, when
to section 13 of the
pursuant to
allowed pursuant
when allowed
of subsistence,
lieu of
in
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
1914, and for no
1, 1914,
August 1,
approved August
Act approved
Sundry
the person
of
other
purpose
whatever, except
except in
in the
the protection
of
person of the
protection
whatever,
purpose
other
of
person
Protecting
the President, etc.
President
and the
the members
members of
his immediate
and of
of the
the person
person
family and
immediate family
of his
President and
e resident, etc.
chosen
to
be
President
of
the
United
States,
$275,000:
Provided,
Provided,
$275,000:
States,
United
the
of
President
be
to
chosen
Psee.tc
Fees, etc.
That
no part
part of
this amount
be used
in defraying
defraying the
the expenses
expenses of any
used in
amount be
of this
That no
person
subpcenaed by
by the
the United
attend any trial
United States courts to attend
person subpoenaed
before
United States
States court
preliminary examination
examination before
before any
court or preliminary
a United
before a
United
States
commissioner, which
expenses shall
be paid
paid from the
the
shall be
which expenses
commissioner,
States
United
1
Poet,
appropriation for
"Fees of
of witnesses,
witnesses, United
United States
States courts."
courts."
for "Fees
appropriation
0.
p. 2210.
Post, p.
den.
Payment
to persons
detailed,
etc.,
forbidAppropriations in
this Act shall not be used in payment
payment of comcornin this
Appropriations
forbidetc.,
detailed,
Exception.
pensation or
or expenses
of any
person detailed
detailed or
or transferred,
transferred, except to
any person
expenses of
pensation
eption.
the
State, from
from the Secret
Secret Service Division of the
of State,
Department of
the Department
Treasury
Department,
or
who
may
year
any time during the fiscal year
at
may
who
or
Treasury Department,
1920 have
have been
been employed
employed by
or under
under said
said Secret
Secret Service Division.
by or
1920
Afids, etc.
Custody,
etc.
Lands
of the
the United
States: For custody, care,
United States:
property of
other property
and other
Lands and
tody,tetc.
protection, and
and expenses
expenses of sales of lands and other property
property of the
protection,
B. S.,secs.3749,37,
•
•
United
States, acquired
and held under sections 3749 and 3750 of the
acquired and
United States,
R.
p.
739.
p 739
Revised
recording of deeds, adverStatutes, the examination of titles, recording
Revised Statutes,
$300.
tising,
and
auctioneers'
fees
in
connection
therewith,
therewith,
in
connection
fees
auctioneers'
and
tising,
Perdiernsubsistence.

Protecting Person of

S ,secs 3749, 375°,

CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Customs service.
service.
customs
Collecting
revenue.

reoenuett

customs

customs

from customs,
For
collecting the
the revenue
revenue from
customs, including
including not exceeding
exceeding
For collecting

$200,000 for
for the
prevention of frauds upon the customs
and prevention
the detection and
$200,000

revenue, $10,000,000.
$10,000,000.
revenue,

Scales
customs service:
service: For construction
construction and
and installation of
for customs
Scales for
special automatic
automatic and
and recording
recording scales
merchandise, and
and
weighing merchandise,
scales for weighing
special
so forth,
in connection
connection with
with imports
imports at the various ports of entry
forth, in
so
under direction
direction of the Secretary
Treasury, $75,000.
$75,000.
Secretary of the Treasury,
under
Compensation In lieu
Compensation in
lieu of
of moieties:
For compensation
compensation in lieu of
moieties: For
in lieu
Compensation
ofCmoei'tonie
of moieties. ie" '
moieties
in certain
certain cases
customs revenue laws, $10,000.
$10,000.
the customs
under the
cases under
moieties in

Automatic, etc.,
scales.

scsomatic,

etc.,

Public Health ServiPublic
ealth
ice.

Ser-

Pay, etc., Surgeon
Surgeon
et.,officers,
PGay,
General,
etc.

PUBLIC
PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH SERVICE.
SERVICE.

For
commutation of quarters for commiscommisand commutation
allowance, and
pay, allowance,
For pay,
sioned
medical officers,
officers, including the Surgeon
Surgeon General, Assistant
Assistant
sioned medical
and
Surgeons
Large not exceeding
exceeding three in number, and
at Large
General at
Surgeons General
pharmacists,
$850,000;
$850,000;
pharmacists,
Acting assistant Sta.
For pay of acting assistant
assistant surgeons (noncommissioned
(noncommissioned medical
medical
as.stants
g r
geoin
geOLLS.
officers),
$300,000;
$300,000;
officers),
Pay allotments per
The
of the
the Treasury
is authorized
officers of the
authorized to permit officers
Treasury is
Secretary of
The Secretary
pe
miallotments
mitted.
Public Health Service
Service to make allotments from their pay under such
Public
regulations
as he
he may
may prescribe;
prescribe;
regulations as
Other
emplo
Other employees.
ci pay
of
all other
other employees
forth), $700,000;
$700,000;
(attendants, and so forth),
employees
all
of
pay
ee
or
Freight, travel, etc.
including the
For
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
transportation, and traveling
For freight, transportation,
Freight,
tre
expenses, except
membership fees,
officers when
when officially
officially detailed
detailed
fees, of officers
except membership
expenses,
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I.. CH. 24.
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to
health,
the promotion
promotion of
of public
public health,
to attend
attend meetings
meetings of associations
associations for the
$40,000;
$40,000;
For
light, and
water, $125,000;
Fuel,
For fuel,
fuel, light,
and water,
$125,000; etc.
Fuel,etc.
For
furniture and
repairs to
to same,
same, $8,000;iture.
$8,000;
Furniture.
For furniture
and repairs
For
purveying depot,
depot, purchase
medical, surgical,
surgical, and
and hospital
For purveying
purchase of
of medical,
hospital Supplies.
Supplies
supplies, $85,000;ic
$85,000;
supplies,
Ffy gienic LaboraLaborsFor
maintaining the
the Hygienic
Laboratory, $27,000;
tory.
For maintaining
Hygienic Laboratory,
$27,000;
tory.
For maintenance
maintenance of
For
of marine
and Mol.
-1
'
-,'„it,
p
°113
t
als•
marine hospitals,
hospitals, including
including subsistence,
subsistence, and
rie,h
hop32s.
all
expenses which are not
o.
all other
other necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
not included
o.
included provi,
special heads,
heads, $625,000:
That there
may be
ases for
ad- Ca.se,s
under special
$625,000: Provided,
Provided, That
there may
be adfor study.
study.
mitted
into said
said hospitals
hospitals for
persons with
with infectious
or other
other
mitted into
for study
study persons
infectious or
diseases affecting the public health,
health, and not to exceed
exceed ten cases in
any
one time;
any one
one hospital
hospital at
at one
time;
Outside
Outside treatment,
treatment,
medical examinations,
examinations, care of seamen,
seamen care and treatment etc.
For medical
of all other persons entitled to relief, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses other
than marine hospitals, which
which are not included under special heads,
heads,

$220,000;

$220,000;
For preparation
preparation for
shipment and
For
for shipment
and transportation
transportation to
to their
their former
former
homes of remains
of officers
officers who
who die
die in
in the
the line
of duty,
duty, $5,000.
remains of
line of
For journals
journals and scientific books
books, $500;
$500;
$2,985,500, which
In all,
all, $2,985,500,
which shall
shall include
include the
the amount
amount necessary
necessary for
for the
the
medical inspection of aliens, as required
required by section 16 of the Act of
of
February 5,
1917.
February
5, 1917.
medical, surgical,
hospital services
warFor medical,
surgical, and
and hospital
services and
and supplies
supplies for
for warrisk insurance
insurance patients
and other
other beneficiaries
Public Health
risk
:patients and
beneficiaries of the
the Public
Health
necessary personnel,
commisService, including
including necessary
personnel, regular and
and reserve
reserve commissioned
sioned officers
officers of the Public Health Service, clerical help in the District
trict of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, maintenance,
maintenance, equipment,
equipment, leases,
leases,
fuel, lights, water, printing, freight, transportation
transportation and
and travel, maintenance and
of passenger
motor vehicles,
vehicles, and
and reasonable
reasonable
tenance
and operation
operation of
passenger motor
burial
expenses (not
(not exceeding
burial expenses
exceeding $100 for any patient
patient dying
in hospital),
hospital),
dying in
$4,000,000.
$4,000,000.
Quarantine
service: For
For maintenance
maintenance and
Quarantine service:
and ordinary
ordinary expenses,
expenses, exexelusive of pay
officers and employees
at
clusive
pay of officers
employees of quarantine
quarantine stations
stations at
Eastport
Massachusetts; Providence,
Eastport and Portland, Maine; Boston, Massachusetts;
Providence,
Rhode Island; Perth Amboy, New Jersey;
Jersey; Delaware
Delaware Breakwater;
Breakwater;
Reedy Island, and the Delaware
Delaware Bay and River; Alexandria,
Alexandria VirVirginia; Cape Charles
Charles and supplemental
supplemental station thereto;
ginia;
thereto; Cape
Cape 'Fear,
Fear,
Newbern, and Washington,
Newbern,
Washington, North Carolina;
Georgetown, Charleston,
Charleston,
Carolina; Georgetown,

Transporting re-

mains
Transporting
of officers.
mainsofoffcers.
Books, etc.
Books,
etc.
inspection
aliens.
Inspection of
ofaliens.
vo
f. 39,
P. 885.
39, p.
vol.

Hospital
facilities to
Hospital facilities
to
discharged
sick solsoldischarged sick

diers etc.

din.t
e
,p" p.1302,1304.
rVo.40,pp.
1302,1304.

Quarantine
service.
Quaantlneservice.
12
3 2
VoL40,
Vol. 40, p.
p. 1232.

Beaufort,
and Port
Port Royal,
Royal, South
Carolina; Savannah;
Savannah; South
South Atlantic;
Atlantic;
Beaufort, and
South Carolina;
Darien, Brunswick;
River; Biscayne
Biscayne
Darien,
Brunswick; Cumberland
Cumberland Sound;
Sound; Saint
Saint Johns
Johns River;
Cedar Key;
Key;
Bay; Key West; Boca Grande;
Grande; Tampa
Tampa Bay; Port Inglis;
Inglis; Cedar
Rassa; Saint Georges
Punta Rassa;
Georges Sound
Sound CEast
(East and West Pass)Pass); Saint
Saint
Joseph;
New 6
Orleans
Joseph; Saint
Saint Andrews
Andrews and
and Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida;
Florida; Mobile,.
Mobile- New
rleans
and supplemental stations
stations thereto;
Pascagoula; Gulf;
Gulfport; Galand
thereto; Pascagoula;
Gulf Gulfport;
Galveston, laredo
Laredo,t Eagle
Pass, and
and El
El Paso,
Paso, Texas;
Texas; San
,an Diego,
Eagle Pass,
Diego, San
San
Santa Barbara,
Barbara, San
San Francisco,
Monterey,
Pedro and adjoining
adjoining ports, Santa
Francisco, Monterey,
and Port Harford, California; Fort Bragg, Eureka, Columbia
Columbia River
River,
Florence,
Newport, Coos
Gardn er, Oregon;
Oregon ;Port
Townsend
Florence, Newport,
Coos Bay,
Bay, and
and Gardner,
Port Townsend
and supplemental
of Alaska,
Alaska, the
the
and
supplemental stations thereto;
thereto; quarantine
quarantine systems
systems of
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands including
including the leprosy hospital; Porto Rico; and
the Virgin Islands; and including and not exceeding
exceeding $500
$500 for printing
on account
account of
on
quarantine service
of the quarantine
service at
at times
times when
when the
the exigencies
exigencies of
immediate action, $200,000.
that service
service require immediate
Prevention of epidemics:
epidemics: To
To enable
enable the
the President,
President, in
in case
only of
Prevention
case only
demiensn n of
of deimsmi:se.ntio
of epi..
epi
p 1232.
threatened or
or actual
epid emi
c o
hol
era ,
typh
us f
ever, yellow
yellow fever,
Vol. 40
40, p.
threatened
cholera,
actual epidemic
offc
typhus
fever,
fever, vOL
-. 123
smallpox,
plague, Chinese plague or black
trachoma,
smallpox, bubonic plague,
black death,
death, trachoma,
influenza,
paalysis, to aid
aid State
and local
local boards,
influenza, or infantie
infantile paralysis
State and
boards: or
or
otherwise,
discretion, in preventing
preventing and suppressg
otherwise, in his discretion,
suppressing the spread
spread
emergency in the
execuon of any quaranof the same, and in such emergency
the execution
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Proviso.
expendReport
Report of expenditures.

tures.

Field investigations.

1919.

tine laws
laws which
force, $400,000: Provided,
Provided, That aa
then in force,
be then
may be
which may
tine
detailed report
report of the expenditures
hereafter
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall annually
annually hereafter
detailed
be submitted
submitted to
to Congress.
Congress.
be

Field investigations: For investigations
investigations of diseases of man and
conditions
propagation and
including
and spread
spread thereof, including
influencing the
the propagation
conditions influencing
sanitation and
navigable streams
streams and
and
and sewage, and the
the pollution
pollution of navigable
sanitation
lakes
of
the
United
States, including
personal
serc ice,
ice $300,000.
lakes
of
the
United
States,
incluming
personal
ser
$300,000.
Interstate quaranand
Interstate quarantine
quarantine service:
For cooperation
cooperation with
With State
State and
service: For
Interstate
tine
service.
qnaranItenstite
municipal
health authorities
authorities in the prevention of the spread of conmunicipal health
tagious and
infectious diseases
diseases in
interstate traffic,
tagious
and infectious
in interstate
traffic, $25,000.
$25,000.
Rural sanitation.
Rural
Rural santation.
ural sanitation: For special
special studies of, and demonstration work
in, rural sanitation,
sanitation, including
including personal
including not
not
personal services, and including
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operato exceed $5,000 for the purchase,
Proviso.
tion of
$50,000: ProProvehicles,' $50,000:
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
Cooperation
of tion
of motor-propelled
of
Cotperation
States,
etc., required.
tates, etc.,
required. vided, That no part of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
available for demonstration
work in
rural sanitation
sanitation in
in any
any community
the
community unless the
in rural
onstration work
State,
community is located
located
the community
municipality in which the
State, county, or municipality
agrees to
to pay
pay one-half
one-half the
the expense
of such
demonstration work.
work.
expense of
such demonstration
agrees
Pellagra studies.
Pellagras
S
a temporary
temporary
Pellagra: For rental, equipment, and maintenance
maintenance of a
field hospital and laboratory, including pay of personnel,
personnel, for special
special
studies
of
pellagra,
$30,000.
irus,
serums
etc.
studies
of
pellagra,
$30,000.
Viruses, serums, etc.
Biologic
products: To
To regulate
regulate the
propagation and
sale of
of viruses,
viruses,
and sale
Regulating
sales,etc.
the propagation
Biologic products:
Regulatinegsaesetc.
serums, toxins
preparation of
serums,
toxins, and analogous products, and for the preparation
curative and diagnostic biologic products, including personal servcurative
ice,
Venereal ice, $35,000.
Division of Venereal
Diseases.
maintenance and expenses
For the maintenance
expenses of the
the Division of Venereal
Venereal
Vol. 40, p. 886.
3 and 4, Chapter
Act
Vol.40,p.886.
Diseases, established by sections 3
Chapter XV, of the Act
approved July 9,
9
, 1918,
approved
1918, including
including personal
personal and
and other
other services
services in
in the
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, $200,000.
$200,000.
District of
the District
and in
fied and
Labora- field
Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory.
purchase of equipment
equipment and furniture for the additional
tory.
For
the
purchase
Equipping new
building of
of the
Laboratory, $20,000.
$20,000.
the Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory,
baldingp
new building
building.
Statement of
health
Statement
of health
The heads
heads of the several executive
executive departments
departments and other Govactivities by
by executive
executive
activities
departments to be sub- ernment
Establishments are authorized
and directed
directed to submit
departmentstobesubeminent
authorized
submit to
to
mitted.
Congress not later than the first Monday
Congress
Monday in December,
December, 1919, aastatement showing for the fiscal year 1919 the activities of their respective
departments
departments or establishments
establishments pertaining
pertaining to the public health,
health, and
the amounts expended
expended on account of each of the said activities.

ieldinvetigations

Alien Property
CusAllen
Property Cus-

todian.. Prerty
tl

Services,
Services, supplies,
etc.
etc.
Vol. 40, p. 415.

ol. 40

. 415.

Arlington Memorial.
Memorial,
Arlington

ALIEN PROPERTY
PROPERTY CUSTODIAN.
ALIEN
CUSTODIAN.

For expenses of the Alien Property.Custodian authorized by the
Act entitled "An
"An Act to define,
define, regulate, and punish trading with
with
the enemy, and for other purposes,"
approved October 6, 1917,
1917,
purposes," approved
including personal and other services and -rental of quarters
quarters in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere,
allowances in lieu of
elsewhere, per diem allowances
exceeding $4,
subsistence not exceeding
$4, traveling expenses, printing and binding, law books, books of reference
reference and periodicals,
periodicals, supplies and
equipment, and maintenance,
equipment,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and operation
operation of motor-propassenger-carrying vehicles, $800,000.
pelled passenger-carrying
ARLINGTON MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL AMPHrrHEATET,
AMPITHr EATER COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
ARLINGTON

Amphitheater Comdedicating the Arlington Memorial
CommispnPhitheater
For expenses of dedicating
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater
mission.
Dedication
expenses. and Chapel
Dediationexpenses.
in Arlington National
National Cemetery, Virginia, $2,000.
Board of Mediation

and Conciliation.
onciliation

Salaries and exand ex
penslaries
penses.

BOARD
BOARD OF
OF MD
MEDLATION
ELITION AND CONCILIATION.
CONCILIATION.
commissioner, $7,500;
For commissioner,
$7,500; assistant commissioner, $5,000; necesincurred in connection with any arbitrasary and proper expenses incurred
carrying on of the work of mediation and conciliation,
tion or with the carrying

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SEss.
CH. 24.
24.
I.. CH.
SEss. I
SIXTY-SIXTH
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1919.
1919.

including rent
in the
the District
of Columbia,
and other
other
traveling, and
Columbia, traveling,
District of
rent in
including
necessary
expenses of
of members
or employees
of boards
boards of
of arbitraarbitraemployees of
members or
necessary expenses
tion, furniture,
furniture, office
office fixtures,
fixtures, and
and
of reference
reference and
books of
supplies, books
and supplies,
tion,
periodicals, salaries,
salaries, traveling
other necessary
expenses
necessary expenses
and other
expenses, and
traveling expenses,
periodicals,
of
or employees
employees of
Mediation and
Conciliaand Conciliaof Mediation
the Board
Board of
of the
members or
of members
tion, to
approved by
chairman of
said board,
$32,040; in
board, $32,040;
of said
by the
the chairman
be approved
to be
tion,
all, $44,540.
$44,540.
all,
Authority for
expenses, including
including subsistence,
boards peAuth.ority
pesshrity
by boards
subsistence, by
for incurring
incurring expenses,
Authority
of Mediation
of arbitration
arbitration shall
be obtained
obtained from
from the
the Board
Board of
Mediation
first be
shall first
of
and Conciliation.
Conciliation.
and
COMMISSION
FINE ARTS.
OF FINE
COMMISSION OF
For expenses
expenses made
by the
the Act
17, 1910
1910,,
May.17,
approved May
Act approved
necessary by
made necessary
For
entitled
establishing a
Commission of
including
Arts," including
of Fine
Fine Arts,"
a Commission
Act establishing
"An Act
entitled "An
to be
be disthe purchase
purchase of
of periodicals,
periodicals, maps,
maps, and
and books
reference, to
of reference,
books of
the
bursed on
approved by
by the officer
officer in
commission by
the commission
by the
vouchers approved
on vouchers
bursed
charge of
of public
public buildings
be the
the secretary
secretary
shall be
who shall
grounds, who
and grounds,
buildings and
charge
and shall
shall act
act as
of said
commission, $10,500.
$10,500.
said commission,
officer of
executive officer
the executive
as the
and
COUNCIL OF
DEFENSE.
NATIONAL DEFENSE.
OF NATIONAL
COUNCIL

for

or ox-

'ino
Commission of Fine
Arts.

Arts.

Expenses.
Expenses.

Vol. 36, p. 371.

ol.

p.371.

Council of National
Defense.

Defense.

Experimental work,

work,
etc.permenta
For
experimental work
undertaken etc.
investigations undertaken
and investigations
work and
of experimental
expenses of
For expenses
Vol. 39, p. 649.
by the
Defense, by
by the
advisory commission,
commission, or
or Vol 39, p. 649.
the advisory
National Defense,
of National
the Council
Council of
by
Director, employees,
employees,
director, secretary,
subordinate bodies;
bodies; for
for the
the employment
of aa director,
secretary, etDirector,
employment of
subordinate
etc.
chief
clerical, and
assistance; equipother assistance;
and other
expert, clerical,
other expert,
and other
clerk, and
chief clerk,
including law books, books of reference,
ment
supplies, eincludinglaw
reference, newsment and supplies,
subsistence and travel, including the expapers, and
and periodicals;
periodicals; subsistence
papers,
penses of members of the advisory commission,
commission, or subordinate
bodies
employees going to and attending meetings of the
bodies or other employees
advisory commission
commission or subordinate
subordinate bodies; and printing and bind- Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
advisory
p. 646.
6440, pVoL 40,
unexpended balance Vol.
Office, the unexpended
Government Printing Office,
ing done at the Government
and
is
reappropriated
1919
year
the
fiscal
appropriation for
of the appropriation
reappropriated
made available
available for the fiscal year 1920.

DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT OF

of ColumDistrict of
o
bia. strit o
Pumping
enPumping
y

stations
stations

a
The
The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are hereby au- employee
compensation to the engine room forces
thorized to pay additional
additional compensation
sewage _pumping
pun ping
pumping station and the water department pumping
of the sewage
appropriated
station in the District of Columbia and there is hereby appropriated
at from
from District
$12,000, payable one loiaff
half from the Half
for said purpose the sum of $12,000,
District
revenues.
revenues of the District of Columbia and the other half from any revenues.
revenues
Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
moneys in the United States Treasury
appropriated. Columbia Hospital,
etc.
Columbia Hospital and Lying-in
tc
repairs and etc.
Lying-in Asylum: For general repairs
Regain, etc.
each
for additional construction,
construction, including
including labor and material
material for each
therewith, $5,100;
$5,100; for expenses of heat,
connected therewith,
and every item connected
light, and power required in and about the operation of the hospital,
$15,000,
thereof as may be necessary;
necessary; in all, $20,100, to Half ffrom District
$15,000, or so much thereof
c
m Dnsct
rvn
be expended under the direction of the Superintendent
Superintendent of the Capitol, revenues.
and paid, one-half
one-half out of the revenues of the District of Columbia
Columbia
and one-half
'United States.
one-half out of the Treasury of the United
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
EMPLOYEES'

$3,000;
S
ALARIES: Three commissioners,
commissioners, at $4,000 each; secretary,
secretary, $3,000;
SATLArES:
$2,500;
accounts, $2,500;
attorney, $3,000; chief statistician, $3,500; chief of accounts,
assistant chief of accounts,
examiners—chief, $2,250,
accounts, $1,600; claim examirners-chief,
assistant
each;
at $1,600 eakcil.;
$1,800, two assistants at
$2,000, assistant $1,800,
assistant $2,000,
cerk
eac; clerks--—five
$1,600 each;
special agents-two
agents—two at $1,800 each, two at $1,600
special
at
one, three
of
twenty-one of ClaE
claw one,
three at
three, nine of class two, twenty.one
class three,
of class
$1,000 each; messenger, $840; in all, $91,290.
$1,000

Employees?
Co mComEmployees'
pensation
Commission.
peatonommission.
Salaries.
Salaries
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furniture and
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
For furniture
and other equipment
equipment and
EXPENSES: For
CONTINGENT
repairs
thereto,
$2,500;
law
books,
books
of
reference,
periodicals,
periodicals,
reference,
of
books
books,
law
$2,500;
repairs thereto
stationery,
and supplies,
supplies, $1,000;
traveling expenses,
$5,000; printexpenses, $5,000;
$1,000; traveling
stationery, and
ing and
binding to
be done
at the
the Government
Office, $7,500
$7,500;
Printing Office,
Government Printing
done at
to be
and binding
ing
Experts, etc.
experts and
and temporary
in the
the District
Columbia and
District of Columbia
assistants in
temporary assistants
experts
Experts,etc.
elsewhere
to be
be paid
rate not
not exceeding
exceeding $8
$8 per
per day:,
and tempoday, and
a rate
at a
paid at
elsewhere to
rary
clerks,
stenographers,
or typewriters
typewriters in
in the
the District
of ColumColumDistrict of
or
stenographers,
clerks,
rary
Medic al examinaxam
bia
to
be
paid
at
a
rate
not
exceeding
$100
per
month,
$10,000;
medi$10,000;
month,
per
$100
exceeding
not
tions,
etc.
e ine bia to be paid at a rate
tiobedl
cal examinations,
examinations, traveling
and other
other expenses,
expenses, and
and loss
of wages
loss of
traveling and
cal
payable to
to employees
employees under
under section
section 21 of the Act of September
September 7,
Vol.
39, p.
payable
p. 747.
vol. 39,
1916, and
miscellaneous items,
items, $2,000;
$2,000; in
in all,
all, $28,000.
$28,000.
for miscellaneous
and for
onfund. 1916,
EMPLOYEES'
For the
payment of
of compencompenthe payment
CAollmowpeannscaetsio?rn
fund.
FUND: For
COMPENSATION FUND:
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
om.
CAmoSancetifrom.
Vol. 39,
745. sation provided
provide compensation
provided by
An Act
Act to provide
compensation for employees
employees
"An
by "
743, 74.
pp. 743,
39, pp.
Vol.
of the
the United
suffering injuries
injuries in
the performance
performance of their
in the
States suffering
United States
of
duties, and
for other
approved September
September 7,
7, 1916,
1916, includincludpurposes," approved
other purposes,"
and for
duties,
ing medical,
and hospital
services, and
and supplies
provided by
supplies provided
hospital services,
surgical, and
medical, surgical,
ing
section 9,
9, and
the transportation
and burial
expenses provided
provided by
by
burial expenses
transportation and
and the
section
sections 9
11, $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, to
available until
until expended.
expended.
remain available
to remain
and 11,
9 and
sections
Contingent expenses.
Contingentexpenses.

Vocational
Vocation
tion
Board.

EducaEducaa

FEDERAL BOARD
BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
EDUCATION.
FEDERAL

Rehabilitation of discharged soldiers, etc.
Vol. 40, pp.
pp. 617,
1179.
17,1179.
Ante, p. 159.
Post, pp. 328,1379.

carrying
Vocational
an additional
amount for can
ing
additional amount
For an
rehabilitation: For
Vocational rehabilitation:
out the provisions
provisions of the act
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act to provide for the
disabled
vocational rehabilitation
to civil
civil employment
employment of disabled
return to
and return
rehabilitation and
vocational
persons
from the
military or
or naval
forces of
of the
the United
United
naval forces
the military
discharged from
persons discharged
amended,
States,
for other
other purposes,"
approved June
June 27, 1918, as amended,
purposes," approved
and for
States, and
including
personal services
in the
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
of Columbia
District of
the District
services in
including personal
printing
and binding
to be
be done
done at
the Government
Government Printing
Office,
Printing Office,
at the
binding to
printing and
law
books, books
of
reference, and
and periodicals,
periodicals, $8,000,000,
$8,000,000, of
of which
which
reference,
of
books
books,
law
Rent allowance, connot exceeding
may be
be expended
expended for
for rent
of quarters
quarters in
rent of
$15,000 may
exceeding $15,000
sum not
dintialowan cCon- sum
ditional.
the District
Columbia if
if space
is not
not provided
provided in
in governmentgovernmentspace is
of Columbia
District of
the
Pror.
Proviso.
owned buildings
by the
the Public
Buildings Commission:
Commission: Provided,
Provided,
Public Buildings
Pay restrictions.
buildings by
owned
Payrestriction.
Ante,
p. 159.
appropriation
That no person shall be paid by said Board out of the appropriation
An, p.
159.
contained in
in this
this Act,
Act, or
or the
the Act
Act approved
July
amending
,,1919, amending
approved July
contained
section 2
of the
the act
June 27,
27, 1918,
1918, at aarate
rate of compencompenapproved June
act approved
2 of
section
sation exceeding
$2,500 per
per annum
except
above that sum, except
rates above
and rates
annum and
exceeding $2,500
sation
not
following: One at $6,000,
$6,000, two at $5,000
$5,000 each,
the following:
exceed the
to exceed
not to
not in excess
twenty-eight
excess of
of $3,500
$3,500 and
and not
excess of $4,000 each,
in excess
twenty-eight in
twenty-seven
at $3
500 each,
each, seventy
$2,750
seventy at $3,000 each, sixty at $2,750
$3,500
twenty-seven at
at $2,500
$2,500 each.
each,
one hundred
hundred at
and one
each, and
chagedsiiers, etc.
vol4,
pog, pp. 2,13.

Federal Trade ComTrade. Commission.

oa

Salaries.
8alaries.
All other expenses.
expenses.

Vol. 38, p. 722.

vol .a, p.72.2

FEDERAL
TRADE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
EDERAL TRADE
For five
five commissioners,
commissioners, at $10,000
$10,000 each;
each; secretary, $5,000;
$5,000; in all,
For
$55,000.
$55,000.
For all
other authorized
expenditures of the Federal Trade Comauthorized expenditures
all other
For
mission
performing the duties
duties imposed by law or in pursuance
pursuance of
of
in performing
mission in
law, including
personal and
services in
Columbia
District of Columbia
in the District
other services
and other
including personal
law,
and
elsewhere, supplies
and equipment,
books of referequipment, law books, books
supplies and
and elsewhere,
ence, periodicals,
periodicals, printing
traveling expenses, per diem
diem
and binding, traveling
printing and
ence,
in
lieu of
of subsistence
exceed $4,
$4, newspapers,
newspapers, foreign postage,
not to exceed
subsistence not
in lieu
and witness
fees and
and mileage
accordance with section
section 9
9of the Fedmileage in accordance
witness fees
and
eral
Trade Commission
$1,000,000.
Commission Act, $1,000,000.
eral Trade

Interdepartmenta
Botar. I
Social Hygiene Board

Sociate

ene

INTERDEPARTMENTAL
SOCIAL HYGIENE
HYGIENE BOARD.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL SOCIAL

balances on June
The unexpended
unexpended balances
June 30, 1919,
1919, of the appropriations
appropriations
_for
for the
year 1919
1919 contained
in sections
sections 5,
5, 6,
6, and
and 77 of
Chapter
of Chapter
contained in
fiscal year
the fiscal
XV of
of the
the Armyapproved July 9, 1918, are rereAppropriation Act, approved
Army Appropriation
XV
appropriated
made available
for the fiscal
purposes for
for the same purposes
available for
and made
appropriated and
proml.
That the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the sum of
Proided, That
1920: Provided,
year 1920:
ernalervices. year

Expenses.

Expenses.
Balances

Balances reapproprireappropri
te d
aated.
.
Vol. 40, p. 3.57.
Pror149.
Personal services.

SIXTY-S IXTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
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24.
SESS.
I.. CH. 24.
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1919.
1919.

$100,000
in section
to be
used under
the direction
of the
the InterdeInterdedirection of
under the
7 to
be used
section 7
$100,000 in
personal
partmental Social
Social Hygiene
shall be
available for personal
be available
Board shall
Hygiene Board
partmental
services in
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, books
books of
of reference
reference
in the
the District
District of
services

and periodicals,
and binding,
binding, traveling-,
and other
other necessary
necessary
traveling, and
printing and
and
periodicals, printing
expenses
board in
in the
the provisions
Chapof Chapof the
provisions of
administration of
the administration
of the
the board
expenses of
ter XV of the said Act.
INTERSTATE
COMMISSION.
COMMERCE COMMISSION.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
For nine
nine commissioners,
$10,000 each;
secretary, $5,000;
all,
$5,000; in
in all,
at $10,000
each; secretary,
For
commissioners, at

pAslemsi:ni
strative
Acministrative

CX-

cx-

Ps
Interstate
Commerce
Interstate Commorce

Commission.
Commission.
Salaries.

Salaries

$95,000.
$95,000.
Expenses.
E
xpenses.
in the
the execution
execution rerdiemsubsistence.
For all
authorized expenditures
expenditures necessary
rerdiemsubsistence.
necessary iin
all other
other authorized
For
of laws
commerce, including
per diem
n lieu
lieu of
of subsistsubsist- Vol.
of
laws to
to regulate
regulate commerce,
including per
diem in
vo 3,.
.
38, p. 680.
ence when
allowed pursuant
pursuant to
13 of
of the
sundry civil
civil approappro''
the sundry
to section
section 13
when allowed
ence
priation
1914, $1,100,000,
of which
which sum
sum Amount
Amount for counsel.
counsel.
1, 1914,
$1,100,000, of
priation Act
Act approved
approved August
August 1,
there
may
be
expended
not
exceeding
$50,000
in
the
employment
of
of
employment
in
the
there may be expended not exceeding $50,000
counsel,
reports, and periodperiodnecessary books, reports,
$3,000 for necessary
not exceeding
exceeding $3,000
counsel, not
icals,
not exceeding
in the
open market
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of
market for
the open
$100 in
exceeding $100
icals, not
office
or kind
to that
the general
general Rent, D. C.
in the
listed in
that listed
class or
kind to
in class
similar in
office furniture
furniture similar
supply schedule
and not
exceeding $70,000
$70,000 for
for rent
rent of
buildings in
inRent,D.C.
of buildings
not exceeding
schedule and
supply
the
the District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Enforcing
Enforcing accountaccounting by
by railroads.l
railroads.
To
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission to
enforce ing
to enforce
the Interstate
enable the
To further
further enable
Vol. 34, p. 593; Vol.
p. 556. 593; Vol
36,p.
the Act
compliance with
with section
of the
Act to regulate
regulate commerce as 36,
20 of
section 20
compliance
amended
by
the
Act
approved
June
29,
1906,
including
the
employthe
employincluding
29,
1906,
June
amended by the Act approved
ment of
necessary special
agents or
examiners, $300,000.
$300,000.
ment
of necessary
special agents
or examiners,
Railway
Railway s
safety
To
Interstate Commerce
to keep
keep informed
informed appliances.
t
apliances.
Commission to
Commerce Commission
the Interstate
enable the
To enable
p531;
Vol.
Vol. 27,
Vol.
,
27 p. 531;
Vol.
regarding
to enforce
Acts to
to promote
the safety
safety 29
29, p. 85;
p.
85. Vol.
;v. 32, po.
with Acts
promote the
enforce compliance
compliance with
regarding and
and to
943;
Vol.
36,
p.
298.
298
36,
p.
94a;VoL
cornrequiring
Act
the
railroads;
of
and travelers
upon
railroads;
.Act
requiring
comtravelers upon
employees and
of employees
rminv i- Accidents.
Accidents.
oacesh
36, p. 350.
350.
mon
carriers to
reports of
and authorizing
investi- Vol.
Vo. 36,p
authorizing investiaccidents and
of accidents
to make
make reports
mon carriers
gations
and to
to enable
Commerce Commission
gations thereof;
thereof; and
enable the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commission BBlock signals, etc.
Vol.
34,
p. 838;; Vol.
Vol.
34,gp
vol.324;Vol838;
p.
to
and test
test block-signal
block-signal and
and train-control
train-control systems and Vol3,
to investigate
investigate and
35, p. 324; Vol. 38, p.
appliances
intended
to
promote
the
safety
of
railway
operation,
as
p.
38,
p
324;
Vol
as
32
operation,
of
railway
the
safety
promote
to
appliances intended
212.
authorized
approved June
June 30,
1906, and the
30, 1906,
the
by the joint
joint resolution
resolution approved
authorized by
provision of
Sundry Civil
Act approved
approved May
27, 1908,
1908, including
including Perdiemsubsistence.
eriemsubsstece.
provision
of the
the Sundry
Civil Act
May 27,
the
of inspectors,
and per
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence
0.
3,emp
in lieu
per diem
diem in
inspectors, and
the employment
employment of
Vol. 38, p. 680.
when
to section
13 of
Sundry Civil
Civil AppropriaAppropria- Vol 3p. 80 .
section 13
of the
the Sundry
pursuant to
when allowed
allowed pursuant
tion Act
approved August
August 1,
1914, $313,600.
$313,600.
tion
Act approved
1, 1914,
ftr cal valtio
valuation
Valuation
of .property
carriers: To
enable the Interstate
Com- otr
al. uti
Interstate CornTo enable
of carriers:
property of
Valuation of
Vol. 37, P. 701; Vol.
merce
to carry
carry out
objects of
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
merce Commission
Commission to
out the
the objects
the Act
"An 40,
40V p. 271.
701; V' .
Act
to amend
amend an
an Act
entitled 'An
to regulate
commerce,' apap'An Act
Act to
regulate commerce,'
Act entitled
Act to
proved February
February 4,
4, 1887,
and all
all Acts
amendatory thereof,"
thereof," by
by
Acts amendatory
1887, and
proved
providing for
for a
valuation of
of property
property of
of carriers
providing
a valuation
of the
the several
several classes
classes of
carriers Issues oof stock, etc.
et.
subject thereto
thereto and
and securing
securing information
concerning their
Isuessto
stocks, Perdiemsubsistence.
their stocks,
information concerning
subject
per rerdiemsubsstence.
1, 1913,
March 1,
approved March
bonds and
1913, including
including per
other securities
securities, approved
and other
bonds,
Vol. 38, p. 680.
to section
section 13
38, P. 60.
of the Vol.
diem in
fn lieu
W
13 of
allowed pursuant
pursuant to
when allowed
of subsistence
subsistence when
lieu of
diem
Sundry
Civil
Appropriation
Act
approved
August
1,
_1914,
and
Sundry Civil Appropriation Act approved August 1, 1914, and Rent,
R
D C.
D.
District
including not
exceeding $15,000
$15,000 for
for rent of buildings in the District
not exceeding
including
of Columbia,
Columbia, $2,500,000.
$2,500,000.e
locomotive
Safe
locomotive
boilers,
etc.o
il
For all
authorized expenditures
provisions of
of the
the Act
of bo
Act of
under the
the provisions
expenditures under
all authorized
For
Vol. 36, p. 913; N'Ul.
February 17,1911,
17, 1911, "To
"To promote
promote thesafety
the safety of
of employees
employees and
and travelers
travelers 4vo3
February
40, p. 616. p- 913; 0Vol
compelling common carriers engaged in interstate
railroads by compelling
upon railroads
commerce
equip their
and suitable
suitable boilers
commerce to
to equip
their locomotives
locomotives with
with safe
safe and
boilers Vol. 38, p. 192.
and appurtenances
and amendment
amendment of
4, 1915
1915, Vol 38 p. 1192of March
March 4,
thereto," and
and
appurtenances thereto,"
extending
same powers
respect to
to all parts and
duties with
with respeet
powers and
and duties
"the same
extending "the
appurtenances
the locomotive and
stenoincluding such stenoand tender"
tender," -including
of the
appurtenances of
graphic
clerical help
inspector and
and his
his two
assistants
two assistants
the chief
chief inspector
help to
to the
and clerical
graphic and
as the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
may deem
deem necessary,
and Perdiemsubsistence.
Commission may
necessary, and
as
the Interstate
for
per diem
of subsistence
subsistence when
to section
section Pernbene.
pursuant to
when allowed
allowed pursuant
for per
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
Vol. 38, p. 680.
13
of the
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
approved August
August 1,
1, 1914
1.914; vol.
8 p. 680.
Act approved
Appropriation Act
Sundry Civil
13 of
$288,000.
:
$288,000.
of ra

oad s
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Lincoln
Memorial
Lincoln
Memorial
Commission.
Commission.
Dedication expenses.
0
Pon,
.'
Post, p. 1390.

ens

Advisory
Committee
Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
Aeronautics.

for

expenses.
All expenses.

Vol.

SESS. I.
I. CH.
Ca. 24. 1919.
1919.
SESS.

LINCOLN MEMORIAL
COMMISSION.
LINCOLN
MEMORIAL COMMISSION.
For
expenses of
of dedicating
Memorial, and
and for
for each
each and
and
dedicating the
the Lincoln
Lincoln Memorial,
For expenses
every purpose connected
connected therewith,
therewith, $5,000.
$5,000.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.
AERONAUTICS.
NATIONAL

investigations, and special
For scientific research, technical investigations,
special reports
in the field
field of aeronautics,
aeronautics, including
including the necessary
necessary laboratory
laboratory and
assistants; traveling expenses
technical assistants;
expenses of members and employees;
employees;
office supplies, printing,
miscellaneous expenses,
office
printing, and
and other
other miscellaneous
expenses, including
including
technical periodicals
periodicals and books of reference;
equipment, maintetechnical
reference; equipment,
mainteresearch laboratory
laboratory and wind
wind tunnel, and
and
nance, and operation
operation of research
construction of additional buildings
buildings necessary
necessary in connection
connection therethereconstruction
with; not to exceed
$1,500 for the purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and operaoperaexceed $1,500
tion
of one
one motor-propelled
vehicle; personal
personal
tion of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicle;
in the
the field
field and
and in
Columbia: Provided,
s-serv- services
services in
in the
the District of
of Columbia:
Provided, That
That
the sum to be paid
paid out of this appropriation
appropriation for clerical,
clerical, drafting,
drafting,
watchmen, and messenger
messenger service for
the fiscal
fiscal year
June 30,
30.
watchmen,
for the
year ending
ending June
exceed $43,000;
$43,000; in
1920, shall
shall not exceed
in all, $175,000.
$175,000.

p. 930; Vol.

Vol. 38, p. 930; Vol.
40, p. 557.

0, p. 557.

Proviso.

Clerical,
etc.
Clerical, etc.,
ices.
Ices.

Rock Creek
Creek and Potomac Parkway
Parkway Comtomac
mission.
mission.

ROCK CREEK
CREEK AND POTOMAC
COMMISSION.
POTOMAC PARKWAY
PARKWAY COMMISSION.

Acquitingadditional
land.
Vol. 37, p. 885.

To enable
commis.sion created
section 22
22 of
of the
public
To
enable the
the commission
created by
by section
the public
March 4,
buildings Act approved
approved March
4, 1913 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
at
Statutes at
toward the acquisition of
Large, page 885), to continue proceedings
proceedings toward
lands
a connecting
connecting parkway
Lands required
required for a
parkway between Potomac Park, the
Zoological Park, and Rock
Rock Creek Park, $250,000,
$250,000, to be available
available until
Half from District
revenues.
payable one-half
out of
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the
of the
one-half out
and to
to be
be payable
expended and
ren esom District expended
United States and one-half
one-half out of the revenues of the District of
of
Provisos.
Prsited.
Columbia:
Provided,
That
the
total
area
Columbia:
Provided,
That
the
total
area
of
lands
finally
to
be
of
lands
finally
to
be
Area limited.
acquired
said parkway
exceed the
the area
and parcels
parcels
acquired for
for said
parkway shall
shall not
not exceed
area and
described and delineated
described
delineated in the map numbered 2, contained
contained in
in
House Document
Document Numbered
first
Numbered 1114 of the Sixty-fourth Congress,
Congress, first
conditions
further, That the expenditure
Conditions impo.
mP'ed- session: Provided
Provided furth,er,
expenditure of
of the
the funds approapproherein shall be subject
priated herein
subject to all the conditions imposed
imposed by the
Vol.
ol. 39, p. 282.
282.
Sundry
Appropriation Act approved July 1,
Sundry Civil Appropriation
1, 1916.
1916.

land."""

vol. 37, p. 885.

Shipping
Shipping Board.
Salaries.

All other expenses.
expenses.
Vol.
728.*
Vol. 39, p.
P. 728

Emergency
ping Fund.

Ship-

Ship building
building
authorization reduced.
authorigtion
reduced.
Vol
it,. 40
V.
ot
p. 1891.
Po
81. *
Acquiringship
Dcq8lrniship buildng plants, ships, etc
ing
etc.

Reappropriations.

pprop

s.

SHIPPING BOARD.
For five commissioners,
commissioners, at $7,500 each; secretary,
secretary, $5,000; in all
all
$42,500.
$42,500.
authorized by
approved SepSepFor all other expenditures
expenditures authorized
by the
the Act approved
tember 7, 1916, including
including the compensation
compensation of attorneys,
attorneys, officers,
officers,
naval architects,.
architects, special experts, examiners,
examiners, clerks,
clerks, and other employees in
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
and for
all other
other
ployees
in the
the District
elsewhere; and
for all
expenses
expenses of the board, including the rental
rental of quarters
quarters outside the
the
District of Columbia, law books
books, books of reference,
periodicals,
reference, and periodicals,
printing and
and binding, and actual and necessary
necessary expenses of members
members
of the board,
board, its special
other employees
upon
special experts,
experts, and other
employees while upon
official
official business outside of the District
$730,486,
District of
of Columbia, $730,486.
EMERGENCY SHIPPING
EMERGENCY
SHIPPING FUND.
FUND.

authorization of $2,884,000,000
The authorization
$2 884,000,000 heretofore
heretofore established
established for
for the
the
construction of ships is
construction
is
reduced
uced by the sum of $120,000,000.
$120,000,000.
pql
For
purchasing, requisitioning,
acquiring plants,
plants,
For purchasing,
reuisitioning, or
or otherwise
otherwise acquiring
material, charters,
constructed or in the course of concharters or
or ships now constructed
struction, and the expediting
construction of
of ships
ships thus
expediting of construction
thus under
under
construction,
for the
of construction
construction of
of ships,
within the
the
construction, and
and for
the cost
cost of
ships, within

limit of cost authorized
authorized by law, $356,000,000;
$356,000,000; and the
the unexpended
unexpended
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1919.
1919.

employees,
employees
balances
the appropriations
establishing plants
plants and
etellousing
etc
acquiring ing
and acquiring
for establishing
appropriations for
of the
balances of
property
for the
the housing
employees and
and their families,
of shipyard
shipyard employees
housing of
property for
the
of certain
transportation systems
and the
transportathe transportasystems and
certain transportation
over of
taking over
the taking
under
tion
of shipyard
shipyard and
employees, the
purchase of ships under
the purchase
plant employees,
and plant
tion of
construction
to be
be constructed
constructed in
countries,
in foreign countries,
shipyards in
in shipyards
or to
construction or
p. 651.
Vol 40,
40, p- 651and the
the operation
ships, contained
in the
Civil AppropriaAppropria- Vol.
Sundry Civil
the Sundry
contained in
of ships,
operation of
and
Purchase
of ships.
ships.
balance of the rurchase of
tion
Act for
unexpended balance
the unexpended
and the
1919, and
year 1919,
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
tion Act
in
appropriation of
$150,000,000 for
for the
contained
purchase of ships contained
the purchase
of $150,000,000
appropriation
Vol. 40,
p. 345.
345.
40, p.
the
Appropriation Act
approved October
October 6, 1917, are Vol.
Act approved
Deficiency Appropriation
the Deficiency
reappropriated
already
to meet obligations already
available to
made available
and made
reappropriated and
incurred
within the
the purposes
purposes of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation herein
herein made.
made.
incurred within
No contracts
contracts for
ship construction
construction to
to be
be entered
entered into
provide tracrtis'riced.on
trzst
Cis
`) rterurtiiered.
into shall
shall provide
for ship
No
that the
the compensation
of the
the contractor
contractor shall be the
the cost of concompensation of
that
for
struction
for profit,
profit, or
or plus aafixed fee for
thereof for
percentage thereof
plus aapercentage
struction plus
profit.
profit.
'
Disposal
Disposal of material
material
plants.
emergency shipping orVol.
defined under the emergency
material or plant, as defined
40,
Any material
approved June vol.40, p. 13.
Appropriation Act approved
fund
provision of the Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
fund provision
15, 1917,
1917, acquired
the United
United States
Shipping Board
Emergency
Board Emergency
States Shipping
by the
acquired by
15,
Fleet
Corporation, may be disposed of as the President
President may direct.
Fleet Corporation,
ing
Rzlet
tmi s o
e
t
w.
No part
part of
made in
in this
this Act
for the
rintShipping ineSrct, on ntc.
the Shipping
Act for
appropriations made
the appropriations
of the
No
expended for the
Board
the Emergency
Emergency Fleet
Corporation shall be expended
Fleet Corporation
or the
Board or
preparation,
or publication
of any
any bulletins, newspapers,
publication of
printing, or
preparation, printing,
same,
magazines,
periodicals, or for services
services in connection
connection with same
magazines, or periodicals,
not
document
preparation and printing of reports or documents
not including preparation
authorized
authorized by law.
a

s

e
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SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
INSTITUTION.
SMITHSONLAN
International exchanges:
international exchanges
exchanges
of international
system of
exchanges: For the system
International
between the
the United
direction
foreign countries, under the direction
States and foreign
United States
between
of
and
including necessary employees and
Institution, including
Smithsonian Institution,
of the
the Smithsonian

purchase
of necessary
necessary books
periodicals, $45,000.
$45,000.
purchase of
books and
and periodicals,
American
ethnology: For
continuing ethnological
ethnological researches
researches among
among
For continuing
American ethnology:
the American
American Indians
natives of Hawaii, including the
the natives
and the
Indians and
the
preservation of archseologic
excavation
archologic remains, under the direcexcavation and preservation
necessary employees
including
tion
of the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution, includin
.a necessary
employees
tion of
$42,000.terntl
and
purchase of
of necessary
books and
and periodicals,
periodicals, $42,000.
necessary books
the purchase
and the
cooperaFor the cooperaLiterature: For
International
Catalogue of
of Scientific
Scientific Literature:
International Catalogue
International Catalogue
work of the International
the work
in the
tion of
the United
United States
States in
of the
tion
of
preparation of a
aclassified
classified index
index
Literature, including the preparation
of Scientific
Scientific Literature,
catalogue of American
American scientific publications
publications for incorporation
incorporation in the
catalogue
books and
International
purchase of necessary
necessary books
and
Catalogue, clerk hire, purchase
International Catalogue,
periodicals, and
other necessary
necessary incidental
$7,500.
periodicals,
and other
incidental expenses,
expenses, $7,500.
Astrophysical
Observatory: For maintenance
Astrophysical
maintenance of Astrophysical
Astrophysical Observatory:
Observatory, under
under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution,
Observatory,
necessary books and periodicals,
including assistants,
assistants, purchase
periodicals,
purchase of necessary:
including
apparatus
necessary observations in high altitudes, repairs
apparatus, making necessary
and
alterations of
of buildings,
expenses $13,000.
$13,000.
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
buildings, and
and alterations
The
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
appropriation "for
"for observation
of
The unexpended
the appropriation
observation of
so forth,"
1918, and
the
eclipse of
sun of
of June
June 8,
8, 1918,
and so
forth," is reapproreapprothe sun
of the
the total
total eclipse
priated and
observation of the total eclipse of
available for observation
made available
and made
priated
the sun
sun of
May 28,
1919, visible
in Bolivia.
the
of May
28, 1919,
visible in
Bolivia.
appliances
National
Museum: For
cases, furniture,
furniture, fixtures,
fixtures, and
and appliances
For cases,
National Museum:
required for
the exhibition
exhibition and
and safe-keeping
safe-keeping of collections,
collections, including
including
for the
required
necessary
employees, $20,000;
$20 000;
necessary employees,
telegraphic, and telephonic service,
electrical, telegraphic,
For
heating, lighting, electrical,
service,
For heating,
455000;
$55,000;erving
YOE
continuing preservation,
preservation, exhibition, and increase of collections
collections
For continuing
from
the surveying
surveying and
exploring expeditions
expeditions of the Government,
Government,
and exploring
from the
and
other sources,
sources, including
employees, all other
other
necessar employees
includig necessary
from other
and from

SmithsonianInstituSmithsonian Institution.
tion.

International
changnes.t
changes.

ex-

Americanethnoloy.

American ethnology.

tInternational CataScientLfic Litlogu
logue of
of Scientific
Lit-

erature.
erature.

ob-

Astrophysial

Astrophysical

Ob-

servatory.
servatory.

sun,
Eclipse of
of the
the sun,
Eclipse
19
1019.

.p

pi

vol. 4, p. 122.
National
National Musam.
Museum.
etc.
Furniture,
Furniture, etc.

Hn,

Heating,
etc.

etc.

Preserving
tions, etc.

tions, etc.

lighting,

eoleccollec-
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necessary
$5,500 for
for drawings
drawings and
and illusexceeding $5,500
not exceeding
and not
expenses, and
necessary expenses,
trations for
for publications,
$300,000;
publications, $300,000;
trations
Repairs, etc.
For repairs
of buildings,
shops, and
and sheds,
including all necessary
necessary
sheds, including
buildings, shops,
repairs of
For
Repairs, etc.
labor
and material,
$10,000;
$10,000;
material,
and
labor
etc.
Books,
Books, etc.
For purchase
of books,
pamphlets, and
periodicals for
reference,
for reference,
and periodicals
books, pamphlets,
purchase of
For
Boos,etc.
$2,000;
$2,000;
Postage.
For postage
foreign postal
postage stamps and foreign
postal cards,
cards, $500;
ostageor
National ZooloN tinIn In all,
National Museum,
$387,500.
Museum, $387,500.
all, National
Park.
Zoological Park:
Park:• For roads, walks, bridges,
bridges, water supply,
National Zoological
ool gical National
Park.
otherwise improving
Expenses.
sewerage, and drainage; grading, planting,
planting, and otherwise
improving
sewerage,
Expenses.
the
grounds;
erecting
and
repairing
buildings
and
inclosures;
care,
inclosures;
and
buildings
repairing
and
erecting
the grounds;
subsistence,
purchase, and
transportation of
of animals;
necessary
animals; necessary
and transportation
subsistence, purchase,
employees;
incidental expenses
not otherwise
including
provided for, including
otherwise provided
expenses not
employees; incidental
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and driving
and vehicles
vehicles required
required
horses and
of horses
driving of
purchase,
for official
official purposes,
$100 for
the purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary
for the
exceeding $100
not exceeding
purposes, not
for
books
and periodicals,
and exclusive
of architect's
fees or compensacompensaarchitect's fees
exclusive of
periodicals, and
books and
Half from District
revenues.
tion, $115,000;
$115,000; one
half of
of which
which sum
sum shall be paid from the revenues
one half
tion,
revenues.
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
and the
the other
hall from
from the
the Treasury
Treasury of
other half
Columbia and
of
the
United
States.
States.
United
the
..
Tariff Commission.
TARIFF COMMISSION.
XoMMISIJi4»N.
TARIFF
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and
an d

ex-

795.
p. 795.
Vol. 39, p.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Disbursing clerk.

Department.
War Department.

Armories and
spnais„
senals.
Benicia, Calif.
Benicia,

ar-

Frank
-ford, Pa.
Frankford,

Honolulu, Hawaii.

Rock
Island, Ill.
Rock Island,

Bridges, etc.

Springfield, Mass.
Mass.
Springfield,
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
Vol. 40, p. 654.
654.

For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
of the
Tariff Commission,
States Tariff
United States
the United
expenses of
For
including
the purchase
purchase of
professional and
and scientific
scientific books,
books, law
law books,
of professional
including the
books
of reference
and periodicals
as may
may be
be necessary,
as authorized
authorized
necessary, as
periodicals as
reference and
books of
increase the revenue,
under
of the
the Act
.Act entitled
entitled "An Act to increase
VII of
Title VII
under Title
Pro1916, $300,000: Pro
8,
September
and
for
other
purposes",.
approved
September
approved
purposes",
other
and for
vided, That
disbursing clerk
clerk of the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department shall
shall
the disbursing
That the
vided,
act
capacity for
for the
United States Tariff Commission.
Couuvission.
the United
similar capacity
a similar
in a
act in
WAR
DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
ARMORIES
ARSENALS.
AND ARSENALS.
ARMORIES AND

California:
Benicia Arsenal, Benicia, California:
$20,000.
For hospital
hospital and dispensary
dispensary building, $20,000.
For
Frankford Arsenal,
Arsenal, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania:
Frankford
For extension
extension and expans-on
expans-m of heating
heating mains, $40,000;
$40,000;
For
For
construction of roads, railroad sidings, and other facilities to
For construction
improve transportation,
$50,000;
transportation, $50,000;
improve
fountains, $15,000;
For drinking-water
drinking-water fountains,
$15,000;
noncommissioned officers,
For
one set
double quarters
quarters for noncommissioned
officers,
set of double
For one
$12,000;
$12,000;

$117,000.
In all
all, $117,000.
In
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Ordnance Depot:
Depot: For
one black-powder
black-powder magamagaFor one
Hawaii, Ordnance
Honolulu,
zine,
$8,000;
zine, $8,000;
For additional
additional roads, $5,000;
$5,000;
For
In all,
$13,000.
all, $13,000.
In
Rock
Island Arsenal,
Arsenal, Rock Island,
Island, Illinois:
Rock Island
For
of sidewalks,
$10,000;
sidewalks, $10,000;
construction of
For construction
repairs, $15,000;
For
and sidewalk
sidewalk repairs,
$15,000;
road and
For road
For
repairs to
to cornices,
slate roofs on shops,
shops, $15,000;
$15,000;
gables, and slate
cornices, gables,
For repairs
For maintenance
and operation
operation of power plant, $20,000;
$20,000;
maintenance and
For
For operating,
operating, repair
repair and
Rock Island bridges
bridges
preservation of Rock
and preservation
For
and
and repair
repair of
of the
arsenal street
street conthe arsenal
maintenance and
and maintenance
viaduct- and
and viaduct;
necting the
the bridges,
bridges, $30,000;
$30,000;
necting
In all,
all, $90,000.
$90,000.
In
Springfield Arsenal,
Arsenal, Springfield,
unexpended
Massachusetts: The unexpended
Springfield, Massachusetts:
Springfield
boiler
balance
of the
of $200,000
"for enlarging
enlarging the boiler
$200,000 "for
appropriation of
the appropriation
balance of
forth," contained
room at
contained in
m the Sundry
Sundry
and so forth,"
shops, and
water shops,
the water
at the
room
Civil Appropriation
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919,
1919, is made
made available
available
for the
Appropriation Act
Civil
for the
the improvement
improvement of
of the
power plant.
the electric power
for
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Watertown
Massachusetts: For
For remodeling
remodeling
Arsenal, Watertown,
Watertown, Massachusetts:
Watertown Arsenal,
it into a
a
necessary machinery,
machinery, and converting it
shop, providing
providing necessary
paint shop,
woodworking shop,
$20,000;
shop, $20,000;
woodworking
For
storage shed
with necessary
facilities, $50,000;
necessary facilities,
$50,000;
bar-stock storage
shed with
For bar-stock
In
$70,000.
In all, $70,000.
Watertown Arsenal,
Arsenal, testing
machines: For necessary
necessary professional
professional
testing machines:
Watertown
and
of materials,
and appliances
appliances for
for
tools, and
materials, tools,
labor, purchase
purchase of
skilled labor,
and skilled
operating
testing machines,
machines, for
for investigative
investigative tests
tests and
tests of
of
and tests
the testing
operating the
material in
in connection
connection with
manufacturing work of the Ordnance
with the
the manufacturing
material
Department, and
and for instruments
materials of operating the
instruments and materials
Department,
chemical laboratory
laboratory in
therewith, and for maintenance of
in connection
connection therewith,
chemical
establishment, $50,000.
$50,000.
the establishment,
Watervliet
Arsenal, West
West Troy, New York:
Watervliet Arsenal,
For wood
block floor
floor in
in old
gun shop
$60,000.
and small
small shop, $60,000.
old gun
shop and
For
wood block
Repairs of
of arsenals:
repairs and
and improvement
improvement of arsenals,
arsenals,
For repairs
arsenals: For
Repairs
and
to meet
such unforseen
unforseen expenditures
accidents or other conexpenditures as accidents
and to
meet such
tingencies
during the
the year
render necessary,
necessary, including
machinery
including machinery
may render
year may
tingencies during
for
in the
arsenals, $1,550,000.
the arsenals,
purposes in
for manufacturing
manufacturing purposes

Watertown, Mass.
Mass.
Watertown,

Testing
Testing machines.
machines.

Watervliet, N.
N. Y.
Y.
Watervliet,
Repairs.
Repairs.
Machinery.
Machinery.

Quartermaster
Corps.
Quartermaster Corps.
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
CORPS.
QUARTERMASTER
Fort Monroe, Va.

Fort Monroe,
Virginia, wharf,
wharf, roads,
and sewer: For
repair and
hrM.onreV
and wharf.
For repair
roads, and
Monroe, Virginia,
Fort
maintenance
apron of wharf, including all necessary
necessary
and apron
wharf and
maintenance of wharf
labor
material therefor,
therefor , fuel
rooms, water, brooms,
fuel for
for waiting rooms,
and material
labor and
$900; four laborers, $2,880; in
wharfinger, $900;
and shovels,
shovels, $40,000; whakinger,
all, $43,780;
$43,780; for one-third
one-third of said sum, to be supplied
supplied by the United
States, $14,593.33.
$14,593.33.
States,
Repairs to roads, etc.
For
shovels, and
brooms; repairs
roadway, pavements,
pavements,
repairs to roadway,
and brooms;
rakes, shovels,
For rakes,
macadam
repairs to
asphalt block; repairs to street crossings; repairs
macadam and asphalt
$10,000; six laborers cleaning
clestninr roads, at $720 each; in
street drains, $10,000;
all,
supplied by
by the United States,
to be
be supplied
all, for
for two-thirds of said sum, to
$9,546.67.
$9,546.67.
sewersetc.
For
etc.
oil, boiler
boiler repairs, sewer pipe, cement, brick, and sup- Sewers,
For waste,
waste, oil,
plies,
engineers, at
each; two
at $720
$720
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
two laborers,
laborers, at
plies, $1,725;
$1,725; two
two engineers,
each;
in all,
all, $5,565;
$5,565; for two-thirds of said sum, to be supplied by the
each; in

United States,
$3,710.
States, $3,710.
National
National cemeteries.
cemeteries.
Maintenance.
NATION
XL CEMETERIES:
national Maintenance.
CEMETERIES: For maintaining and improving national
NATIONAL
laborers and
fuel for
for superintendents,
superintendents, pay of laborers
cemeteries, including
including fuel
other employees,
employees, purchase
purchase of
other
of tools,
tools, and
superintendents.
and materials,
materials, $150,000.
$150,000.
Superintendents.
seventy-six superintendents
cemeteries,
national cemeteries,
superintendents of national
For pay of seventy-six
including
$1,500 for the superintendent
superintendent at Mexico
Mexico
to exceed
exceed $1,500
including not to
City, $63,720.tones
$63,720.
City,
or
Poi.
continuing the
the work
furnishing headstones
of durable
stone di
rr
ers
e°,,tr
grav
f
%!°1l]or continuing
work of
of furnishing
headstones of
durable stone
diers,
etc., es
g^avs.*
durable material
material for unmarked graves of Union and Conor other
other durable
federate
marines in national, post, city, town,
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and marines
federate soldiers,
and village
village cemeteries,
cemeteries, naval
naval cemeteries
at navy
navy yards
and stations
,
48n4.9„.
and
cemeteries at
yards and
stations R.S.,se.47,p.94.
of
United States,
places under
under the
acts of
p. 281;
20, P21; Vol.
Vol.
March Vol. 20,
the acts
of March
burial places,
and other
other burial
States, and
of the
the United
4
cri=s.
3, 1873, February
February 3, 1879, and March 9, 1906;
19;36; continuing
continuing the work 3
34brv
.
iitm.
of
for unmarked
graves of
of civilians
civilians interred
mterred in
p. 396; Vol.
vol. 33, p.
in Vol.
unmarked graves
headstones for
of furnishing
furnishing headstones
cemeteries under
anarateS.
under the acts of April 28, 1904, and June 30, 1906; 34confer
post cemeteries
and
furnishing headstones
headstones for the unmarked graves of Confederate
and furnishing
soldiers,
sailors, and
and marines
national cemeteries,
cemeteries, $100,000.
$100,000.
Repairs
to road vrays.
soldiers, sailors,
marines in
in national
Repairstoroadways.
For repairs
to national
national cemeteries
been pi"g.
For
repairs to
to roadways
roadways to
cemeteries which
which have
have been
constructed
Congress, $12,000:
Encroachments
by
constructed by
by special
special authority
authority of
of Congress,
$12,000: Provided,
Proviled, railways
roacments
forbidden. by
That
the right
of way
way which
which r ys bidden.
right of
upon the
shall be
be permitted
permitted upon
railroads shall
That no
no railroads
may
United States
national cemetery,
cemetery,
States to aanational
by the
the United
been acquired
acquired by
may have
have been
or to
to encroach
upon any
roads or
walks constructed
or
encroach upon
any roads
or walks
constructed thereon
thereon and
and Reo
maintained
the United
United States:
States: Providedjrfter,
Provided further, That
part of
of Restriction.
That no
no pa
by the
maintained by
ownediw
the
ti1
this sum shall be used for repairing any roadway-not owned
United States within the corporate
of
corrate iimita
i of any city,
cit, town,
townot
64

p

•
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any
for national
repair
or the repair
national cemeteries
cemeteries or
appropriation for
any appropriation
thereto shall be expended
expended in the maintenance
maintenance of more
than a
asingle
to any
any national
national cemetery.
cemetery.
approach to
single approach
than
Burial of Indigent
For
of burying
burying in
the Arlington
Arlington National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, or
or in
in
in the
expenses of
For expenses
S.. D. C. nt
solBi eretc.,
soldiers,
Limited
pLimied
approach.
app

to on e
No
of
part of
No part
to
o n e
roa
of roadways

the
cemeteries of
indigent ex-Union
ex-Union solof Columbia, indigent
District of
of the District
the cemeteries
either
diers,
ex-sailors, or ex-marines
ex-marines of the United States service, either
diers, ex-sailors,
Receular
Volunteer, who have
retired
or retired
discharged or
been honorably discharged
have been
or Volunteer,
Regular or
an who
who die
die in
of Columbia,
Columbia, to be disbursed by the SecDistrict of
in the
the District
and
retary
War, at a
a cost
exceeding $45 for such burial expenses
expenses
not exceeding
cost not
of War,
retary of
Half from
from District in each case, exclusive of cost of grave, $2,000,
Half
$2,000, one-half of which sum
revenues.
shall be paid out of the revenues
revenues.
revenues of the District of Columbia.
Antietam
battl e1
Antietam
battle field:
For repair
and preservation
monuments,
of monuments,
preservation of
repair and
field: For
Antietam battle
f,,lt
field, Md. m bMat.tl
Preservation.
tablets, observation
observation tower,
tower, roads,
forth, made
made and
and
roads, and fences, and so forth,
Preservation.
tablets,
constructed by
by the
States upon
upon public lands within the limits
the United
United States
constructed
of the
battle field,
field, near
near Sharpsburg,
Maryland, $7,500.
$7,500.
Sharpsburg, Maryland,
of
the Antietam
Antietam battle
Superintendent.
For
of superintendent
superintendent of
battle field,
field, said
said superinsuperinAntietam battle
of .Antietam
For pay
pay of
Superintendent.
perform his duties under the direction of the Quartertendent to perform
master Corps
and to
to be
selected and appointed by the Secretary
Secretary of
be selected
Corps and
master
War,
selected and appointed to this
War, at his discretion, the person selected
position to
discharged Union soldier, $1,500.
honorably discharged
to be an honorably
position
Interment of
of reInterment
reremains
of
officers,
Disposition
of
remains
soldiers, and civilian
civilian employees:
employees:
solofficers, solmains of officers,
transportation to their homes or
For
preparation and transportation
or of preparation
For interment,
interment, or
diers, etc.
to
designated by proper authority,
as may be designated
cemeteries as
to such
such national cemeteries
in
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of War, of the remains of officers,
in the discretion
Military Academy, including acting assistant
assistant
United States Military
cadets, United
surgeons
enlisted men in active service; interment, or of preparaand enlisted
surgeons and
remains of civil emtransportation to their homes, of the remains
tion and transportation
.Alluy in the employ of the War Department
Department who die
ployees of the Army
abroad, in Alaska, in the Canal Zone, or on Army transports, or who
in the field or at military posts within the limits of
duty in.
die while on duty
United States; interment of military prisoners who die at military
the United
interment and shipment to their homes of remains of
posts; for the interment
in hospitals in the United States and
discharged m
enlisted men who are discharged
continue as inmates of said hospitals to the date of their death, and for
for
continue
interment of prisoners
prisoners of war and interned alien enemies
enemies who die at
at
interment
Removing
Removing remains
remains
prison camps
camps in the United States; removal
removal of remains from abanfrom abandoned
posts,
abandonedposts,
from
doned posts to permanent
permanent military
military posts or national cemeteries,
cemeteries, inetc.
Federal soldiers, sailors, or marines, interred
cluding the remains of Federal
abandoned private
private and city cemeteries;
cemeteries; and in any case
in fields or abandoned
shipment of the remains of officers
officers or
where the expenses of burial or shipment
men of
of the Army who die on the active list are borne by
enlisted men
individuals, where
where such
such expenses
expenses would
lawful claims
claims
would have been lawful
individuals,
Reimbursement to against the Government, reimbursement to such individuals
eimbidlrsement to against the Government, reimbursement to such individuals may be
individuals.
made
Government for such services out
allowed by the Government
made of the
the amount allowed
of this sum, but no reimbursement
reimbursement shall be made of such expenses
o.
incurred prior to July 1, 1910, $8,451,000: Provided, That during the
Plndedduring
fl.t
v
r
g'i
ed during the
the incurred prior to July 1, 1910, $8,451,000: Provided,
war to retired
retired list on continuance
continuance of the present
present war the above provisions shall be applicable
applicable
active duty.
active duty.
in the cases of officers and enlisted men on the retired list of the Army
who have died or may hereafter
hereafter die while on active duty by proper
proper
assignment.
Confederate Mound,
proChicago: For care, proCemetery, Chicago:
Oakwood Cemetery,
Mound, Oakwood
Confederate Mound,
Motlo' Confederate
CConfederte
Chicago,
Ill.
the plat
plat of
of ground
ground known as "Confederate
tection, and maintenance
maintenance of
"Confederate
of the
tection,
Mound" in
in Oakwood
Cemetery, Chicago,
Chicago, $500.
$500.
Oakwood Cemetery,
MCound"
Confederate
StockFor
care,
protection,
and
maintenance
of Confederate
Stockade
Confederate Stockade
of
maintenance
and
protection,
care,
For
Stock
aderate
ade, Ohio.
Cemetery, Johnstons
in Sandusky
$350.
Ohio, $350.
Bay, Ohio,
Sandusky Bay,
Island, in
Johnstons Island,
Cemetery,
Confederate
burial
Confederate burial
maintenance of
protection, and maintenance
For care, protection,
burial plats: For
Confederate
bu ri l
Cop er"te.
plats.
Care, etc.
care,etc.
Confederate
Confederate burial plats, owned by the United States, located and
designations: Confederate
North
Confederate cemetery, North
known by the following designations:
Alton, Illinois; Confederate
Ohio;
cemetery, Camp Chase, Columbus, Ohio;
Confederate cemetery,
Confederate section, Greenlawn
Greenlawn Cemetery, Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, Indiana;
Indiana;
Confederate
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Confederate cemetery,
Point Lookout,
Lookout, Maryland,
Maryland, and
and Confederate
Confederate
cemetery, Point
Confederate
cemetery,
Rock Island,
Island, Illinois,
Illinois, $1,250.
$1,250.
cemetery, Rock
Monuments in C
Cuba
Monuments or
or tablets
tablets in
and China:
For repairs
repairs and
and preservapreserva- and
Monuments
in Cuba
Cuba and
China: For
and China
China..
tion of
of monuments,
tablets, roads,
so forth,
and
tion
monuments, tablets,
roads, fences,
fences, and
and so
forth, made
made and
constructed by
by the
States in
in Cuba
China to
to mark
mark the
the
constructed
the United
United States
Cuba and
and China
places where
where American
soldiers fell,
places
American soldiers
fell, $1,000.
$1,000.
Little Rock, Ark.
Burial
indigent patients:
patients: For
burying in
in the
the Little
Burial of
of deceased
deceased indigent
For burying
Little Burial
Burial in cemetery,
cemetery,
of patients dying at
Rock (Arkansas)
National Cemetery,
including transportation
transportation thereto,
Rock
(Arkansas) National
Cemetery, including
thereto, Hot
f patientgs
at
Springs dig
Hospital.
indigent ex-soldiers,
ex-sailors, or
ex-marines of
of the
United States
States
indigent
ex-soldiers, ex-sailors,
or ex-marines
the United
pri
osit
service, either
either Regular
Regular or
or Volunteer,
Volunteer, who
have been
disservice,
who have
been honorably
honorably discharged or
and who
die while
while patients
Army and
and Navy
Navy
who die
patients at
at the
the Army
charged
or retired
retired and
General Hospital,
Hospital, Hot
disbursed at
at aacost
cost
General
Hot Springs,
Springs, Arkansas,
Arkansas, to
to be
be disbursed
not exceeding
exceeding $35 for
exclusive of
of
not
for such
such burial
burial expenses
expenses in
in each
each case,
case, exclusive
$200.
cost of grave,
grave, $200.
San Francisco, Calif.
Francisco National
National Cemetery:
Cemetery: For
For preparation
preparation of new exten- S
s'3sextenion.
San Francisco
New extension.
sion in
in order
order to
to provide
provide additional
burial sites,
sites, $10,000.
$10,000.
sion
additional burial
NATIONAL
MILITARY PARKS.
PARKS.
NATIONAL MILITARY

Military parks.
parks.
Military

and
Chickamauga
and
National Park:
Park: For , continuing
Chickamauga and Chattanooga
Chattanooga National
continuing the Chattanooga.
ciabt
i
t
e
lo
ma
gfa
Chickamauga
establishment of
expenses of civilian
civilian
establishment
of the
the park;
park; compensation
compensation and
and expenses
commksioner, maps,
maps, surveys,
surveys, clerical
clerical and
including
commissioner,
and other
other assistance,
assistance, including
$300
clerical labor under
direction of
of the
the chairman
chairman of the
necessary clerical
under direction
$300 for necessary
commission;
repair, and
and operation
operation of
one motor-promotor-procommission; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
of one
pelled and
one horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicle;
vehicle; office and all
pelled
and one
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
other
necessary expenses;
expenses; foundations
State monuments;
other necessary
foundations for
for State
monuments; mowing;
mowing;
historical
tablets, iron
iron gun
carriages; roads
roads and their
gun carriages;
their
historical tablets,
iron and
and bronze;
bronze; iron
maintenance; purchase
of small
small tracts
tracts of
of lands
lands heretofore
authorized
maintenance;
purchase of
heretofore authorized
by law,
law , $50,000.
$50,000.
by
Gettysburg.
Gettysburg
continuing the establishment
the Gettysburg.
Gettysburg National
National Park: For continuing
establishment of
df the
park;
acquisition of
of lands,
maps; constructing,
constructing, improvimprovpark; acquisition
lands, surveys,
surveys, and
and maps;
ing, and maintaining
maintaining avenues, roads,
roads, and bridges
bridges thereon;
thereon; fences and
gates;
marking the
the lines
battle with
tablets and
and guns,
guns, each
tablet
gates; marking
lnes of
of battle
with tablets
each tablet
bearing a
legend giving
giving historic
historic facts
and compiled
compiled without
without
bearing
a brief
brief legend
facts and
censure and
and without
without praise;
praise; preserving
the features
features of
of the
the battle
battle field
field
censure
preserving the
and the monuments
compensation of civilian commissioner,
monuments thereon; compensation
expes,es, and
clerical and other
other services, expenses,
labor; purchase
preparaand labor;
purchase and preparation of tablets and gun carriages and placing them
them in position; maintenance, repair,
and operation
repair ' and
motor-propelled pasenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
operation of aamotor-propelled
$50,000.
vehicle, and all other expenses incident to the foregoing, $50,000.
uil ford Courthous.
Courthouse.
GUILFORD COURTHOUSE
MILITARY PARK:
NATIONAL MILITARY
GUILFORD
COURTHOUSE NATIONAL
PARK: For continuing
continuing Guilford
Vol. 39, p.
p. 996.
the establishment
establishment of aanational military park at the battle field of
Guilford Courthouse, in accordance
accordance with the Act entitled "An
"An Act to
a national military park
establish a
park at
battle field
field of
Guilford CourtCourtat the
the battle
of Guilford
house, " approved
house,"
approved March
$9,200.
March 2, 1917, $9,200.
SHILOH
continuing the establish- SBU
MILITARY PARK:
SHILOH NATIONAL
NATIONAL MILITARY
PARK: For continuing
ment of the
ment
compensation of
civilian commissioner;
the park;
park; compensation
of civilian
commissioner; secretary
secretary
and superintendent;
and
labor, historical
superintendent; clerical
clerical and other
other services;
services; labor,
historical
surveys; roads; purchase
transportation of
tablets; maps and surveys;
purchase and transportation
supplies, implements,
materials; foundations
foundations for monuments;
monuments;
supplies,
implements, and materials;
office
necessary expenses,
office and other necessary
expenses, including
including maintenance, repair,
and operation
a motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
operation of a
passenger-carrying vehicle,
$25,435.
$25,435.
Vicksburg.
VShkbu

VICKSBURG NATIONAL
NATIONAL MILITARY
ARK: For
For continuing
continuing the
the estabPARK:
estabMILITARY P
VICKSBURG
lishment
compensation of civilian
civilian commissioners;
commissioners; clericlerilishment of the
the park; compensation
cal and other
other services, labor, iron gun carriages,
cal
carriages, mounting of siege
guns, memorials, monuments, markers, and historical
historical tablets, giving
giving
his
. torical facts,
without praise
censure; maps,
maps,
historical
facts, compiled
compiled without
praise and
and without
without censure;
a
,
earthwor, purchase
surveys, roads, bridges,
bridges retoration
restoration of elatliWOrkS:
purchase
materials; and other
purchase and
and transportation
purchase
transportation of supplies and materials;
necessary expenses, $30,000.
30,000.
necessary
44281°-21-14
442810-21
14
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Engineer DepartEngineer Department.
Buildings
Buildings
grounds, D. C.

and
and
nd

mprovementand
d
Improvement
an
care.

Monument Grounds.

umetGrods.

General repairs, etc.

enerarepairs, et.

Rock

Creek

Park

and Piney Branch
Brarc
Parkway.
Parkway.

Potomac Park-.
Potomac
Park.

Outdoor sports.

outdoorsports.

ill

Meridian
Meridian Hill Park.

Plaza
Union Station Plaza

fountains.
fountains.

maintenance,

Park maintenance.

bathing
Tidal Ban
Tidal
Basin
a bathing
beach.

beac.

Ting
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ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER

Buildings and
grounds in
and around
Washington: For
For improveBuildings
and grounds
in and
around Washington:
improvement
and care
care of
of public
grounds, District
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as follows:
ment and
public grounds,
District of
follows:
For improvement and maintenance
maintenance of
Executive
of grounds
grounds south of
of Executive
Mansion, $4,000.
For ordinary
greenhouses and nursery, $2,000. For repair
repair
ordinary care of greenhouses
and reconstruction
greenhouses at the nursery, $3,000.
reconstruction of the greenhouses
ordinary care of Lafayette
Lafayette Park, $2,000.
For ordinary
For ordinary care
care of Franklin
Franklin Park,
Park, $1,500.
$1,500.
For improvement
improvement and
and ordinary
care of
Park, $2,000.
$2,000.
For
ordinary care
of Lincoln
Lincoln Park,
For care and improvement
improvement of Monument
Monument Grounds
Grounds and annex,
$7,000.
$7,000.
For improvement,
improvement, care,
Garfield Park,
Park, $2,500.
$2 1500.
For
care, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of Garfield
For construction
construction and repair of post-and-chain
post-and-chain fences, repair of
high iron fences, constructing
constructing stone coping about reservations, paintpainting watchmen's
watchmen's lodges, iron fences, vases, lamps, and lamp-posts;
lamp-posts;
repairing and extending
extending water pipes,
purchase of
of apparatus
apparatus for
for
repairing
pipes, and
and purchase
cleaning them; hose, manure, and
and hauling same; removing snow and
cleaning
purchase and repair
plant
ice; purchase
repair of
of seats and tools;
tools; trees, tree and
and plant
stakes, labels, lime, whitewashing, and stock for nursery-,
flowerpots,
nursery, flowerpots,
twine, baskets, wire, splints, and moss, to be purchased by contract
contract
or otherwise, as the Secretary
determine; care,
construcSecretary of War may determine;
care, construction, and repair of fountains;
fountains; abating nuisances, cleaning statues,
repairing pedestals, $18,550.
and repairing
For improvement,
improvement, care, and maintenance
maintenance of various reservations,
reservations,
including maintenance, repair, exchange,
exchange, and operation of three
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles to be used only for offimotor-propelled passenger-carrying
cial purposes, $35,000.
$35,000.
For improvement, care, and maintenance
maintenance of Smithsonian
Smithsonian grounds,
$4,000.
$4,000.
improvement and maintenance
maintenance of
For improvement
of Judiciary
Judiciary Park,
Park, $2,500.
For laying cement and other walks in various
various reservations,
reservations, $3,000.
For broken-stone road covering
covering for parks, $10,000.
For curbing,
curbing, coping,
park roads
roads and
and walks,
$2,000.
coping, and
and flagging
flagging for
for park
walks, $2,000.
For
care and
and improvement
improvement of
of Rock
Rock Creek
For care
Creek Park
Park and
and the
the Piney
Piney
Branch Parkway, exclusive of building for superintendent's
superintendent's residence,
residence,
services in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $23,200.
and including
including personal
personal services
the District
$23,200.
For improvement, care,
maintenance of
of West
Potomac Park,
care, and
and maintenance
West Potomac
Park,
and constructing
including grading, soiling, seeding, planting, and
constructing paths,
paths,
$30,000.
For oiling or otherwise
otherwise treating
treating macadam
macadam roads, $8,000.
$8,000.
For care and improvement
improvement of East Potomac
Potomac Park, $50,000.
For continuing
improvement of Montrose
Montrose Park,
continuing the improvement
its
Park, and
and for
for its
care
and maintenance,
care and
maintenance, $5,000.
$5,000.
For placing
placing and maintaining
maintaining special portions of the parks in condition for
for outdoor
outdoor sports,
sports, $15,000.
$15,000.
For improvement,
improvement, care,
Meridian Hill Park,
care, and maintenance
maintenance of Meridian
$30,000.
$30,000.
For
For care
maintenance of
of Willow
Willow Tree
care and maintenance
Tree Park,
Park, $1,500.
$1,500.
the center
For care
care of the
center parking
Avenue northeast,
northeast,
parking on
on Maryland
Maryland Avenue
$1,000.
$1,000.
For operation, care, repair,
and maintenance
of the
the pumps
pumps which
which
repair, and
maintenance of
operate
Plaza, $4,000.
operate the
the three
three fountains
fountains on
on the
the Union
Union Station
$4,000.
Station Plaza,
To provide for the increased
maintenance, $25,000.
increased cost in park maintenance,
parking in Pennsylvania
Avenue, between
between
For care of the center parking
Pennsylvania Avenue,
Second and
Seventeenth Streets
Streets southeast,
southeast, $2,500.
$2,500.
and Seventeenth
Second
Tidal Basin bathing beach:
beach: For purification
purification of waters of the Tidal
Basin and maintenance
maintenance of the bathing beach, $15,000.
$15,000.
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For extension of the bathhouse
at the
bathing beach,
beach,
bathhouse at
the Tidal
Tidal Basin
Basin bathing
$20,000.
$20,000.
Ferry to Potomac
For aaferry
ferry line from the vicinity
vicinity of Seventh
Seventh and Water
Streets to
to pFaekr
Water Streets
to Potomac
Park.
East Potomac
Park, $7,000.
$7,000.
East
Potomac Park,
For repair of sea wall
wall in
Park, $3,000.
$3,000.
in West
West Potomac
Potomac Park,
For cement walk in grounds south
of Executive
Mansion connectconnectsouth of
Executive Mansion
ing walk around
around the Ellipse with
sidewalk bounding
boundingthe
th e park,
park,
with street
street sidewalk
$5',000.
$5,000.

For aanew lodge and comfort
comfort station
station in
Smithsonian Grounds,
in the
the Smithsonian
Grounds,

Smithsonian

Grsons
Grounds. h s on i
Comfort station.
station.
Comfort

an

$4,000.
Seaton Park.
For soiling and seeding
seeding East and West Seaton Park, $5,000.
$5,000.
Seaton Park.
Half from District
One half of the foregoing sums under "Buildings
One
"Buildings and
and grounds
grounds in
in reelefr
District
revenues.
and around Washington"
be paid
Washington" shall be
paid from
from the
the revenues
revenues of
of the
the DisDistrict of Columbia and the other half
half from the
Treasury of
of the
the United
the Treasury
United
States.
States.
Gro unds of execuFor
improvement, care,
care, and
tmfnecu
For improvement,
and maintenance
maintenance of grounds of executive
executive tG
tive departments,
etc.
th e d ep ar tmen

$1,000.
departments, $1,000.
For such trees, shrubs
shrubs, plants, fertilizers, and
and skilled
skilled labor
labor for
for the
the
grounds of the Library of
may be requested
Of Congress
Congress as may
by the
the supsuprequested by
erintendent
erintendent of
Library Buildings,
$1,000.
of the
the Library
Buildings, $1,000.
For such trees, shrubs, plants, fertilizers,
fertilizers and
for the
and skilled
skilled labor
labor for
the
grounds of the Capitol and the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House Office
Buildings
Office Buildings
as may be requested
requested by the Superintendent
as
Superintendent of
Capitol Building,
Building,
of the
the Capitol
$4,000.
$4,000.

For improvement
improvement and maintenance
maintenance of Executive
Executive Mansion
For
Mansion grounds
grounds

Executive
groEuti
grounds.

Mansion
Mansiond

(within iron
iron fence),
$5,000.
fence), $5,000.
n
e
eetc.
tc
For the employment of an engineer by the officer
officer in charge
charge of pubpub- EEngineer,
ge r
and grounds,
grounds, $2,400.
lic buildings and.
$2,400.
repair of machinery
For purchase
preaso and repair
machinery and tools for
at nursery,
nursery,
for shops
shops at
and for the repair of shops
storehouses, $1,000.
slops and storehouses,
$1,000.
For
a new
new roof
roof for
for the
the storehouse at the propagating
For a
propagating gardens,
$1,000.
$1,000.
Executive Mansion.
Executive Mansion:
Mansion: For ordinary care, repair, and refurnishing
Executive
refurnishing of
of c'reSrteiet!"
Care, repair, etc.
Executive
purchase, maintenance,
Executive Mansion, and for purchase,
maintenance and driving
driving of
of
horses and vehicles for official p
purposes,
urp
oses ,to
t
o b
expended by
bee expended
by contract
contract
or otherwise,
otherwise, as the President may determine,
determine, $40,000.
$40,000.
FFuel.
For fuel for the Executive
greenhouses, $8,000.
Executive Mansion
Mansion and greenhouses,
$8,000.
re
Greenhouses.
For care and maintenance
Executive Mansion,
maintenance of greenhouses, Rvecutive
Mansion,
$9,000.
For repair
greenhouses, Executive
repair to greenhouses,
Executive Mansion,
$3,000.
Mansion $3,000.
For reconstructing
reconstructing one greenhouse,
greenhouse, Executive
Executive Mansion,
Mansion $4,000.
$4,000.
Traveling expenses

expenses of
the President
President of
For traveling
traveling expenses
of the
of the
States, orof the
the United
United States,
the President.
devnt
to be
accounted for on his
to
be expended
expended in his discretion
discretion and accounted
his certificate
certificate
solely,
$25,000.
solely, $25,000.
For lighting the Executive
Executive Mansion,
Mansion grounds,
grounds, and greenhouses,
greenhouses, LightingLUh
. w
including
all
including
necessary expenses
expenses of installation,
installation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
repair, $8,600.
$8,600.
repair,
Lighting and heatLighting the public
grounds: For
For lighting
lighting
public grounds:
lighting the
the public
public grounds,
grounds, ingbin
phu~bV
m. public
ground:
watchmens
watchmen's lodges, offices, and greenhouses
greenhouses at
at the
the propagating
propagating
gardens, including
gardens,
including all necessary
necessary expenses of installation,
installation, maintenance,
maintenance,
and repair,
$23,000.
repair, $23,000.
For heating
heating offices,
offices, watchmen's
watchmen's lodges, and greenhouses
greenhouses at
the
at the
propagating
propagating gardens,
gardens, $4,500.
$4,500.
HW from Dist
District
In all,
all, $27,500,
or so
so much thereof
In
$27,500, or
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, one half
half rut
revenues.
of
which
sum
shall
be
paid
from
the
revenues of the District
of which
paid
revenues
District of
of
Columbia and
and the
Columbia
the other half from the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
States. Government
United States.
Government tei
taleTelegraph
connect the Capitol with the departments
graph.
Telegraph to connect
and GovGov- graph
departments and
em ent P'Printing
Office: For
For care
ernment
rinting Office:
care and
and repair
repair of
existing lines,
lines, $00.
$500. wabst
of existing
Mo.anWashington MomWashington Monument:
Monument: For•
For custodian,
Washington
custodian, $1,200;
$1,200; steam engineer,
engineer, meet.
mat.
Maintenance
sala$960;
fireml,
660; assistiant
i
Iref
$960; assistant
assistant steam engineer,
engineer, $840;
$840; ee
fireman, $680;.ssaistant
rries.
man, $660;
$900; attendants-one
man,
$660; conductor of
of elevator
elevator car, $900;
attendants—one on
on
3
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Operating expenses.

operating epenses

Sunday opening.
opening.
Sunday

1919.
1919.

floor $720,
three night and day watchmen, at
$720; three
top floor, $720;
on top
$720, one on
floor
$720
$8,820.
$720 each; in all, $8,820.

For fuel, lights, oil, waste, packing,
packing, tools, matches,
matches, paints, brushes,
brushes,

brooms, lanterns,
nails, screws,
screws, lead,
lead, electric lights, heating
heating
lanterns, rope, nails,
brooms,
apparatus,
oil stoves for
car and upper
floors;
upper and -lower floors;
for -elevator
elevator car
apparatus, oil
repairs
boilers, dynamos,
repairs of all
dynamos, elevator, and repairs
to engines,
engines, boilers,
repairs to
kinds
Monument and machinery;
purchase
machinery; and purchase
the Monument
connected with the
kinds connected
of all
all necessary
necessary articles
articles for
Monument, machinery,
machinery,
for keeping
keeping the Monument,
of
elevator, and
and electric
electric plant
plant in
order, $4,500.
in good
good order,
elevator,
For
employees and
and
and for additional supplies and
of employees
For extra
extra services
services of
materials, to
Monument to the public
the opening
opening of the Monument
for the
to provide
provide for
materials,

on
and legal
legal holidays,
holidays, $2,000.
$2,000.
on Sundays
Sundays and
Building
Abraham -Lincoln
and mis,incoln died: For painting and
Building where Abraham
cellaneous
$200.
repairs, $200.
cellaneous repairs,
Wakefield, Va.
Va.
Wakefield,
Birthplace of George
Washington, Wakefield,
George Washington,
Wakefield, Virginia: For repairs
repairs
to fences
fences and
cleaning up
maintaining grounds about the monuup and
and maintaining
and cleaning
to
ment, $100.
Reflecting
pool, Pocommencing the construction
Po- For commencing
Reflecting pool,
construction of aareflecting pool in west Pototomac Park.
mac Park,
Park, $175,000.
$175,000.
mac
Lincoln
Memorial.
Lincoln
Custodian, $1,200;
$1,200; watchman,
watchman, $720;
$720; laborer,
laborer,
Memorial: Custodian,
Memorial.
Lincoln Memorial:
Lincoln
Maintenance.
nan
$660; heat, light, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies, $2,000;
$2,000; in all, $4,580.
Arlington Memorial
Arlington
Memorial Amphitheater
Arhinton
Memorial
Arlington Memorial
Amphitheater and Chapel:
Chapel: For care and mainmainAmphitheater, etc.
Memorial Amphitheater
tenance of the Arlington Memorial
Amphitheater and Chapel and
and
tenance
Maintenance.
Maintenance.
including
Arlington National Cemetery, Virginia, including
grounds in the Arlington
a
custodian at $1,200,
$720, and a
a laborer
laborer at $660,
$660,
watchman at $720,
$1,200 watchman
a custodian
$5,260,
expended under
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of War.
War.
under the
the direction
to be
be expended
$5,260, to
Grant Memorial.
approved
The
made in the Sundry Civil Act approved
$5,000 made
of $5,000
appropriation of
The appropriation
eGrntv Memrial
Unveiling,
etc., expenses.
'.
August
1 1914, for unveiling and dedicating
penses.
August 1,
dedicating the memorial to General
General
Reappropnation.
Reappropriation.
Ulysses
Grant, and
and every
every purpose
connected there
there-,purpose connected
for each
each and
and for
S. Grant,
Vol.
40, p.
p. 660.
Ulysses S.
66'
vol" 4",
Poet, pp.
with, including erecting and taking down viewing
viewing stands
stands and putting
putting
pp. 900,1390.
90, 1390.
pot,
the grounds
grounds in sightly condition,
condition, is made
made available
available for said purposes
purposes
the
during the
the fiscal
1920.
year 1920.
fiscal year
during
Aqueduct
Aquedut Bridge,
Aqueduct Bridge:
construction of the bridge
Aqueduct
Bridge: For continuing the construction
new.
Construction.
construction.
provide for
authorized in section
section 1
1 of an Act entitled "An Act to provide
Vol. 39, p. 163.
Vol. 39, p. .
across
the removal of what is now known as the Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge,
Bridge, across
the
Potomac River,
River, and
and for
for the
of aabridge
bridge in
in place
place thereof,"
thereof,"
the building
building of
the Potomac
Half from District
18 1916,
1916, $200,000,
$200,000 one half to be payable out of the
from District approved May 18,
ree
revenu
Treasury of
of the
United States
revenues
and the other half out of the revenues
the United
States and
Treasury
of the District of Columbia.
Rivers and harbors.
Harbors and
and rivers,
rivers, contract
Toward the construction
construction of
of
work: Toward
contract work:
Harbors
cracthwrbor.
Contract
work.
works on
on harbors
under contract
contract and
and otherwise,
otherwise, and
and
rivers, under
works
harbors and
and rivers,
horse-drawn and motorauthorized by law,
law, including
including horse-drawn
within the limits authorized
vehicles required
required and to be used only
propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
namely:
for official business, namely:
Vol. 39, p. 406.
For works authorized
Vol.
39, p.4.
authorized by the River and Harbor Act of 1916, as
follows:
Kahului, Hawaii.
Kahului,
Hawaii.
Kahului, Hawaii,
completing improvement,
improvement, $50,000.
$50,000.
Kahului,
Hawaii, Harbor:
Harbor: for completing
Flood
control.
Flood
FLOOD CONTBOL:
CoNTRoL: For
For prosecuting
prosecuting work
control in
in accordaccordProsecuting
of flood control
work of
FLOOD
work.
Proecuting work.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
Vol.
p. 948.
948.
ance with the _provisions
provisions of the Flood-Control
Flood-Control Act approved
approved March
March
1,
as follows:
follows:
1917, as
1, 1917,
Mississippi
River.
MiLsissippi River.
Mississippi
$6,670,000;
Mississippi River, $6,670,000;
Sacramento
Sacramento River.
River.
Sacramento River, California,
California, $500,000.
Survey of northern
Survey
of
northern
and northwestern
survey of northern
northern
lakes: For survey
northwestern lakes:
Survey of northern and
ey or northern
an northwestern
and
lakes, etc.
and northwestern
northwestern lakes,
lakes, Lake
Lake of the Woods,
Woods, and other
other boundary
boundary- and
connecting
between said lake and Lake Superior, Lake
connecting waters between
Champlain, and the natural
natural navigable
navigable waters
waters embraced
embraced in the naviNew York
canal
New
York canals.
including all necessary
gation system of the New York canals, including
necessary expenses for preparing, correcting,
correcting, extending,
extending, printing, binding, and
issuing charts and bulletins, and of investigating
investigating lake levels with
with
$125,000.
aaview to their regulation, $125,000.

Lincoln's
Lincoln's
place.
p

es.

death
death
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For defraying
California Debris
defraying the expenses
expenses of the
Commission: For
Debris Commission:
California
commission
in
carrying
on
the
work
authorized
by
the
approved
Act approved
commission in carrying on the work authorized by the Act
March
1,
1893,
$15,000.
March 1, 1893, $15,000.New
Harbor of
of New
York: For
For the
obstructive and
and
of obstructive
prevention of
the prevention
New York:
Harbor
injurious deposits
deposits within
and adjacent
adjacent waters
waters of
New
of New
harbor and
the harbor
within the
injurious
York City:
City:
York
For
pay of
inspectors, deputy
deputy inspectors,
office force,
force, and
and
and office
inspectors, and
of inspectors,
For pay
expenses
office, $10,260;
$10,260;
of office,
expenses of
For
pay of
of crews
crews and
and maintenance
of patrol
fleet, six
tugs
steam tugs
six steam
patrol fleet,
maintenance of
For pay
and one
one launch,
$90,000;
launch, $90,000;
and
In
all, $100,260.
In all,
$100,260.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
MEDIOAL

California Ddbris
Debris
cauforSi
Commission.
Vol.
27,
p.
507.
507.
Vol. 27, p.
New York
York Harbor
Harbor.
Preventing
injurious
reventing injurious
deposits.

deposits.

Medical DepartMedical
ment.
ment.
Artificial limbs.

Artificial
limbs: For
artificial limbs
limbs and
or
apparatus, or
and apparatus,
furnishing artificial
For furnishing
Artificial limbs:
commutation
necessary transportation,
transportation, $50,000.
$50,000.
urgical appliances.
appliances.
commutation therefor,
therefor, and
and necessary
Surgical
Appliances
for disabled
soldiers: For
For furnishing
furnishing surgical
surgical appliances
appliances
disabled soldiers:
Appliances for
to
disabled in
or naval
naval service
service of the
United
the United
military
militaroof or
the military
in the
to persons
persons disabled
States,
to October
6, 1917,
and not
not entitled
artificial limbs or
to artificial
entitled to
1917, and
October 6,
prior to
States, prior
trusses for
for the
the same
same disabilities,
disabilities, $1,000.
trusses
$1,000.
Trusse.
Trusses.
R..S.,sec.1176,p.211.
S., sec. 1176, p. 211.
Trusses
for disabled
disabled soldiers:
for persons
entitled Vol.
persons entitled
trusses for
For trusses
soldiers: For
Trusses for
20, p. 353.
p 353.
Vol-20
thereto
under
section
1176,
Revised
Statutes
of
the
United
States,
States,
thereto under section 1176, Revised Statutes of the United
and the
Act amendatory
March 3,
1879, $1,500.
Providence
and
the Act
amendatory thereof
thereof approved
approved March
3, 1879,
$1,500.
Providence Hospi, D.
D. C.
C.
For an
an additional
additional amount
repairs to
to and
and improvements
improvements of
of the
the tal
tam
for repairs
amount for
For
Repairs to heating,
plant.°
etc.,
and
Hospital,
Providence
of
the
plant
heating, lighting,
lighting, and
power plant of the Providence
plant.
and power
heating,
therewith, $2,000,
for
and every
connected therewith,
$2,000, to be expurpose connected
every purpose
for each
each and
pended
the direction
supervision of
of Half from District
of the
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
and supervision
direction and
pended under
under the
D.
revenles
to be
be paid one-half
the Capitol
Capitol Building
one-half out of the revenues.
Building and Grounds and to
the
Treasury of
of the
United States
States and one-half
one-half out of the revenues of the
the United
Treasury
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
SOLDIERS.
NATIONAL
DISABLED VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
NATIONAL HOME FOR DISABLED

for
National Home for
Disabled Volunteer
DisabledVolunteer
Soldiers.
Soldiers.
Support.

For
For support of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers,
as follows:
follows:
Dayton,
as
Dayton, Ohio.
Current expenses.
pay of
of Currentexpenses.
Central Branch,
Ohio: Current
Current expenses:
expenses: For
For pay
Dayton, Ohio:
Branch, Dayton
Central
of the home,
home, with such excepofficers
and noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
officers of
officers and
weighmasters, and
their clerks, weighm.asters,
tions as
as are
hereinafter noted, and their
are hereinafter
tions
entertainment for the
and entertauunent
orderlies;
instruction, and
religious instruction,
chaplains, religious
orderlies; chaplains,
members of
of the
the home,
home, printers,
bookbinders, librarians, musicians,
printers, bookbinders,
members
telegraph and
and telephone
telephone operators,
operators guards, janitors, watchmen,
watchmen,
telegraph
fire company,
property and materials purchased for their use,
company, and property
fire
including repairs
repairs not
clone by the home; articles of amusement,
not done
including
and musical instruments,
library books,
books, magazines,
magazines, papers, pictures, and
library
and repairs
done by
home; stationery,
stationery, advertising,
Prvo.
advertising, legal proviso.
by the
the home;
repairs not
not done
and
deceased
advice, payments
due heirs
deceased members:
members: Provided,
Provided, That
ll members.
Effects of
ot de
mmbe
all
That a
of deceased
heirs of
payments due
advice,
the
receipts
on
account
of
the
effects
of
deceased
members
during
members
of
deceased
effects
the
receipts on account of
fiscal year
year shall
available for such payments;
payments. and for such
such
also be available
shall also
fiscal
icluded under other
other expenditures
expenditures as can
properly be included
can not properly
other

heads
of expenditures,
expenditures, $60,000;
Subsistence
$60,000;
heads of
Subsistence.
Subsistence: For
sergeants, commissary clerks,
of commissary
commissary sergeants,
pay of
For pay
Subsistence:
waiters, and others
porters,
dishwashers, waiters,
others
bakers, cooks, dishwashers,
laborers, bakers,
porters, laborers,
supplies, except
employed
department; food supplies,
subsistence department;
the subsistence
in the
employed in
subsistence of
articles of special diet for the sick, purchased
purchased for the subsistence
articles
the members
members of
home and
regularly employed
employees regularly
civilian employees
and civilian
of the
the home
the
and
the branch,
their freight,
freight, preparation,
preparation, and serving;
serving;
branch, their
at the
residing at
and residing
aprons,
jackets for
kitchen ani
and dining-room
din mg-room employees;
employees;
for kitchen
and jackets
caps, and
aprons, caps,
tobacco;
dining-room and
and kitchen
kitchen furniture
furniture and
and utensils,
utensils, bakers'
bakers' and
tobacco; dining-room
repair not done by the
butchers' tools
and appliances,
appliances, and
and their repair
tools and
butchers'
home, $320,000;
$320,000;
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Household:
quarters; bedsteads,
bedsteads, bedding,
officers' quarters;
for officers'
furniture for
For furniture
Household: For

bedding material,
material, and
other articles
articles required in the quarters of the
all other
and all
bedding
employed and remembers,
of civilian
civilian employees
employees permanently
permanently employed
and of
members, and
repaired by the home;
siding
branch, and
their repair, if not repaired
home;
and their
the branch,
at the
siding at
firemen,
engineers and firemen,
fuel,
cooking, heat, and light; engineers
for cooking,
fuel for
including fuel
fuel, including
bathhouse
laundry employees, and for all labor,
janitors, laundry
keepers, janitors,
bathhouse keepers,
materials,
household use, and repairs, if
required for household
appliances required
and appliances
materials, and
not
repaired
by
the
home,
$160,000;
home, $160,000;
repaired by the
notHospital:
assistant surgeons, matrons, druggists,
of assistant
pay of
For pay
Hospital: For
hospital
and stewards,
masters, nurses, cooks, waiters,
stewards, ward masters,
clerks and
hospital clerks
readers, drivers,
tumoral escort,
escort, janitors,
janitors, and for such other services
drivers, furneral
readers,
dead;
as
be necessary
necessary for
for the care of the sick; burial of the dead;
may be
as may
surgical
instruments and
appliances, medical
medical books, medicine,
medicine,
and appliances,
surgical instruments
liquors,
fruits and
purchased under
necessaries for the sick not purchased
other necessaries
and other
liquors, fruits,
subsistence;
bedding, and
and bedding
other
materials, and all other
bedding materials
bedsteads, bedding,
subsistence; bedsteads,
furniture,
special
articles
necessary
for
the
furnitiire,
including
hospital
wards;
the
for
special articles necessary

special articles
appliances for hospital kitchen and dining room;
and appliances
articles and
special

Transportation.

repairs to hospital
carriage, hearse,
coffins; and for all repairs
hospital
stretchers, coffins;
hearse, stretchers,
carriage,
$90,000;
furniture and
appliances not done by the home, $90,000;
and appliances
furniture
Transportation: For transportation
transportation of members of the home,
Transportation:

$750;
$750;
Repairs:
pay of
blacksmiths, carpencarpenengineer, builders, blacksmiths,
of chief engineer,
For pay
Repairs: For
ters,
fitters, electrical
tinsmiths,
electrical workers, plumbers, tinsmiths,
gas fitters,
painters, gas
ters, painters,
masons, and laborers,
steam fitters,
laborers, and for all apfitters, stone and brick masons
steam
roads
pliances and
materials
used under
under this
head; and
repairs of roads
and repairs
head;
this
used
materials
and
pliances
Poviso.
Proviso.
Procharacter,
Restriction
on
now
and
other
improvements
of
a
permanent
$70,000:
Pro-a
improvements
other
Restriction on new and
bu ldi
buildin
gs.
vided, That
no part
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for repairs for any of the
part of
That no
vided,
ogs.
building;
branch homes
used for
construction of any new building;
for the construction
be used
shall be
homes shall
branch
Farm.
Farm: For pay of farmer, chief gardener, harness
Farm.
harness makers, farm
hands,
horseshoers, stablemen,
stablemen, teamsters, dairymen,
dairymen,
gardeners, horseshoers,
hands, gardeners,
herders,
laborers; tools,
tools, appliances,
appliances, and materials
required for
for
materials required
and laborers;
herders, and
farm, garden,
and dairy
products, hay, straw,
grainproducts,
and grain
grain, and
work; grain,
dairy work;
garden, and
farm,
fertilizers, seed,
carriages, wagons, carts, and other conveyances;
conveyances;
seed, carriages,
fertilizers,
animals
purchased for
park);
work (including animals in the park);
or work
stock or
for stock
animals purchased
gasoline;
labor for flower
lawn, park,
flower garden, lawn,
and labor
tools, and
materials, tools,
gasoline; materials,
not
and cemetery;
and construction
repairs not
construction of roads and walks, and repairs
cemetery; and
and
done by the home, $26,000:
done
ilwauk
In all,
$726,750.
all, $726,750.
In
.
Milwaukee,
Mee,
Current
expens
Ills.
es.
Northwestern
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: For current exBranch, Milwaukee,
Northwestern Branch,
urrent expenss.
penses,
including the
under this head for the
objects specified under
the same objects
penses, including
Sub st
Central
Branch,
$45,000;
$45,000;
Branch,
entral
Subsistence.
sience.
For
subsistence, including
including the same objects specified under this
For subsistence,
ubstence
head
for
the
Central
Branch, $170,000;
$170,000;
head for the Central Branch,
Household.
For
household, including
including the
under this
specified under
objects specified
same objects
the same
For household,
ousehold
Branch, $107,000;
$107,000;
head for the Central Branch,
including the same objects specified under this head
For hospital,
head
hospital, including
For
Hnspi;Ja.
Transportation.
for
the
Central
Branch,
$45,000;
$45,000;
Branch,
for the Central
Transportation.
R
For
transportation of
members of
the home,
$500;
home, $500;
of the
of members
For transportation
epas.
epairs.
For
including the
specified under this head
the same objects specified
repairs, including
For repairs,
Reprs
F
$37,500;
for the Central Branch, $37,500;
arm. Fa m
For farm,
farm 'including
including the same objects specified under
under this head for
for
For
.
the Central
$8,000;
Branch, $8,000;
Central Branch,
the
Tops
In
In all, $413,000.
$413,000.
Me.
Ts, ,Me.
Current
expenses.
Eastern
For current
current expenses,
expenses, including
Maine: For
Togus, Maine:
Branch, Togus,
Eastern Branch,
enst expenses.
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under this head for the Central Branch,
the
$41,000;
$41,000;
Substnce.
Subsistence.
specified under this
For
subsistence, including the same objects specified
For subsistence,
hold.
head for
for the
the Central
Branch.,
$115,000;
$115,000;
Branch,
Central
head
usehold.
House
For household,
household, including the same objects specified under this
For
head for
$100,000;
Branca, $100,000;
Central Branch,
the Central
for the
head
Repairs.

Repairs.
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For hospital,
hospital, including
the same
specified under
under this
head
this head
objects specified
same objects
including the
For
for the
Branch, $40,000;
$40,000;
Central Branch,
the Central
for
For
of members
of the
the home,
$800;Transportation.
home, $800;
members of
transportation of
For transportation
For repairs,
repairs, including
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head
For
for
Branch, $33,500;
$33,500;
Central Branch,
the Central
for the
For
this head for
under this
specified under
objects specified
same objects
the same
including the
farm, including
For farm,
the
$16,000;
Branch, $16,000;
Central Branch,
the Central
In
$346,300.
In all, $346,300.
Southern Branch,
Branch, Hampton,
Hampton, Virginia:
For current
current expenses,
expenses, inVirginia: For
Southern

Hospital.
Hospital.
Transportation.
Repairs.
RePai
'

Farm.
Farm.

Hampton, Va.

Hampton,
Current expenses.
expenses.
Va.
Current

eluding the
specified under this head for the Central
same objects specified
the same
cluding
Branch,
Branch, $45,000;
Subsistence.
For subsistence,
subsistence, including the same objects specified
specified under tnis Subsistence.
For
head
Branch., $210,000;
$210,000;
for the Central Branch,
head for
Household.
For household,
household, including
the same
same objects specified under this head Household.
including the
For
for the Central Branch,
Branch, $90,000;
$90,000;
Hospital.
For hospital,
hospital, including
including the
the same
under this head Hospital.
specified under
objects specified
same objects
For
$43,000;
for the Central Branch, $43,000;
Transportation.
For
members of
Transportation.
$1,000;
home, .$1,000;
the home,
of the
of members
transportation of
For transportation
Repairs.
For repairs,
repairs including
the same
same objects
specified under
under this head Repairs.
objects specified
including the
For
$43,000;
Central Branch, $43,000;
for the Centra'l
Farm.
For farm,
same objects
specified under this head for Farm.
objects specified
the same
including the
farm, including
For
the Central Branch, $9,000;
$9,000;
$441,000.
Leavenworth,
Hans,
In all, $441,000.
Leavenworth, Kans.
expenses.
Current expenses,
Western Branch,
Branch, Leavenworth,
Kansas: For current expenses, Current
Leavenworth, Kansas:
Western
including
specified under this head for the Central
including the same objects specified
Branch, $48,000;
$48,000;
Subsistence.
including the same objects specified.under
specified under this
subsistence, including
For subsistence,
Branch, $230,000;
head for the Central Branch.,
Household.
For
objects specified
specified under this Household.
same objects
the same,
including the
household, irtcluding
For household,
$128,000;
head for the Central Branch, $128,000;
.
Hospital.
For
including the same objects specified under this head Hospital.
hospital, including
For hospital,
$60,000;
for the Central Branch, $60,000;
Transportation.
Transportation.
For
$1,000;
transportation of members of the home, $1,000;
For transportation
Repairs.
Repairs.
For repairs, including
including the same objects specified under this head
$58,000;
Farm.
for the Central Branch, $58,000;
Farm.
specified under this head for
farm, including the same objects specified
For farm
Branch, $17,000;
$17,000;
the Central Branch,
In all, $542,000.
$542,000.
Santa Monica, Calif.
expenses.
expense.
Current
Pacific
Branch, Santa
Monica, California:
current expenses
Santa Monica,
Calif.
expenses,, Current
California: For current
Santa Monica,
Pacific Branch,
Central
the
for
including the same objects specified
spectied under this head
Branch, $47,000;
$47,000;
Subsistence.
For
including the
the same
specified under this Subsistence.
same objects specified
subsistence, including
For subsistence,
head for the Central Branch,
Branch., $290,000;
$290,000;
Household.
For
including the
wider this Household.
the same objects specified under
household, including
For household,
$110,000;
head for the Central Branch, $110,000;
HospitaL
For
hospital, including
objects specified
specified under this head HospitaL
including the same objects
For hospital,
$68,000;
for the Central Branch, $68,000;
Transportation.
For
transportation of
of members
members of
of the
the home,
home $2,500;
$2,500;
Transportation.
For transportation
Repairs.
For
repairs
including
the
same
objects
under
this
Repairs
head
specified
objects
same
For repairs, including the
$44,000;
Farm.
for the Central Branch, $44,000;
Farm.
For
including the same objects specified
specified under this head for
farm,'including
For farm
the Central Branch,
Branch, $17,000;
$17,000;
Marion. Ind.
In all, $578,500.
$578,500.
expense
Current
expenses, including Current
Marion Branch,
Marion, Indiana: For current
Marion, expenses.
Ind.
current expenses,
Branch, Marion,
Marion
the same objects
objects specified
specified under this head for the Central Branch,
Branch,
$43,000;
Subsistence.
$43,000;
specified under this SsisehoekL
For subsistence,
including the same objects specified
subsistence, including
For
HjiaehokL
$156,000i
Household.
Branch, $156,000;
head for the Central Branch
specifd under this head
same objects specified
thesame
houshold, including the
For household,
.
Central Branch
for the Central
Branch, $72,000;
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For hospital, including the same objects specified
specified under this head
head
for the
$40,500;
the Central
Central Branch, $40,500;
for
For transportation
transportation of
of members
members of
of the
the home,
home, $300;
$300;
For
specified under
including the same objects specified
under this head
repairs,' including
For repairs
$38,000;
for the Central Branch, $38,000;
For farm
farm,' including the same objects specified under this head
$15,000;
for the Central Branch, $15,000;

In all,
all, $364,800.
$364,800.
In
Danville Branch, Danville, Illinois: For current
current expenses, including
including
objects specified
Branch,
head for the Central Branch,
specified under this head
the same objects

$45_1000;
$45,000;
specified under this
including the same objects specified
For subsistence, _including
head for the Central
Central Branch, $190,000;
$190,000;

head
including the same objects specified
For household,
household, including
specified under this head

$104,000;
for the Central Branch, $104,000;
For hospital, including the same objects
objects specified under this head
for the
Central Branch,
Branch, $41,000;
$41,000;
for
the Central

For
members of
of the
$500;
the home,
home, $500;
of members
For transportation
transportation of
For
under this head
the same objects specified under
For repairs,
repairs, including the
for the Central
Central Branch, $40,000;
$40,000;
Farm
Farm.
For farm, including the same objects
objects specified under this head
$9,500;
for the Central Branch, $9,500;
In all,
all, $430,000.
$430,000.
In
lohnson
City, T
Tenn.
Mountain
Johnson City,
City Tennessee:
Tennessee: For
For current
current expenses,
expenses,
ohCnsonitey,
Mountain Branch,
Branch, Johnson
Current expenses.
objects specified
including
specified under this head for the Central
including the same objects
$43,000;
Branch, $43,000;
Subsistence.
For subsistence, including the same objects specified
Subsistence.
specified under
under this
head for the Central Branch, $140,000;
$140,000;
Household.
For
including the
the same
specified under
this
under this
objects specified
same objects
household, including
For household,
Household.
$77,000;
head for the Central Branch, $77,000;
Hospital
For
hospital, including the same objects specified under this head
For hospital,
HospitaL
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $40,000;
$40,000;
for
Transportation.
For
of the
$1,000;
the home,
home, $1,000;
members of
of members
transportation of
For transportation
Transportati.
For repairs,
repairs, including
Repairs.
including the same objects specified
specified under this
this head
head
for the
Central Branch,
Branch, $31,000;
$31,000;
for
the Central
Farm.
For farm, including the same objects specified
specified under this head for
for
Fann
$18,000;
the Central Branch, $18,000;
In all, $350,000.
$350,000.
Hot Springs, S..Da-.
Dak.
Battle Mountain
Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, Hot
Hot Springs,
For
HotSprings,
Battle
Springs, South
South Dakota:
Dakota: For
Current expenses.
expenses, including the same objects
rren expense.
current expenses,
objects specified
specified under this
head
the Central
$23,000;
Central Branch, $23,000;
for the
head for
subsistence.
For subsistence, including the same objects
objects specified
Subsistence.
under this
this
specified under
the Central
$59,000;
Branch, $59,000;
Central Branch
for the
hhead
ead for
HouseholdFor
Household.
For household, including the same objects
objects specified
specified under this head
for
the Central
$55,000;
Branch, $55,000;
Central Branch,
for the
Hospital
For hospital, including the same objects specified
specified under this head
HospitaFor
for
the Central
Branch,
$40,000;
$40,000;
Branch,
Central
for
the
Transportation.
Transpottion.
transportation of members of
For transportation
of the
the home, $3,000;
$3,000;
Repairs
For repairs, including the same objects specified
specified under this head
Repairs.
head
for
the Central
Central Branch, $15,500;
$15,500;
for the
Fa r
m.
Farm.
For farm,
farm, including the same objects specified
specified under
this head
for
under this
head for
the Central
Central Branch,
$5,000;
Branch, $5,000;
the
In
$200,500.
In all, $200,500.
underclothing, hats, caps,
branches:•For clothing, underclothing
Clothingallbranches.
Clothing,
all branchesClothing for all branches
machines, tools,
boots, shoes,
overalls; labor, materials, machines,
shoes, socks, and overalls;
boots,
and
appliances employed,
in the
the tailor
shops, knitting
knitting
tailor shops,
and for
for use
use in
employed, and
and appliances
shops, and shoe shops, or other home shops in which any kind of
clothing is made
made or
repaired, $275,000.
$275,000.
or repaired,
clothing
of
managers:
President,
$4,000; secretary,
Board
of
mangers.
Board
B°E'rd
°f mana
gers
managers:
secretary, $500; general
general
Salaries, etc.
treasurer,
who shall
shall not
board of
of managers,
managers,
of the
the board
be aa member
member of
not be
treasurer, who
Transportation.

TSortatinO

Repairs.

Repairs.
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$4,500; inspector
inspector general
general and
and chief surgeon, $4,000; assistant general
$4,500;

treasurer
and assistant
inspector general,
general, $3,000; assistant inspector
inspector
assistant inspector
treasurer and
general,
$3,000;
clerical
services
for
the
offices
of
the
president,
president,
the
of
offices
the
for
services
general, $3,000; clerical
$15,500;
general treasurer
and chief
surgeon, $15,500;
chief surgeon,
general and
inspector general
and inspector
treasurer,' and
general
of the
clerical services
services for
for managers,
managers, $2,700;
traveling expenses
expenses of
$2,700; traveling
clerical
board
of
managers,
their
officers,
and
employees,
including
officers
of
of
officers
including
employees,
and
officers,
their
board of managers,
branch
homes when
detailed on
work, $10,000;
$10,000; outside
inspection work,
on inspection
when detailed
branch homes
relief,
$100; legal
examinations, stationery,
stationery, telemedical examinations,
services, medical
legal services,
relief, $100;
grams and
other incidental
$1,700; in all, $49,000;
$49, 000 ;
expenses, $1,700;
incidental expenses,
and other
grams,
In all, National
Home for
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, $4,716,850.
$4,716,850. Proviso.
for Disabled
National Home
In
Provided, That
That no
part of
of the
the foregoing
shall be
be Intoxicants.
IPrnts.
appropriations shall
foregoing appropriations
no part
Provided,
expended for
any purpose
purpose at
at any
the National
National Home
for
Home forts.
of the
branch of
any branch
for any
expended
be mainDisabled Volunteer
to be
permits to
or permits
maintains or
that maintains
Soldiers that
Volunteer Soldiers
Disabled
where
tained
on
its
premises
a
bar,
canteen,
or
other
place
beer,
wine,
place
other
or
canteen,
bar,
a
premises
its
tained on
or Territorial
State or
or
other intoxicating
State
Territorial
sold.
are sold.
liquors are
intoxicating liquors
or other
homes.
State and
and Territoria
Territorial homes
homes for
disabled soldiers and sailors: For homes.
for disabled
State
didito.
25, p.
Vol.
continuing
aid to
to State
State or
or Territorial
support of
of disabled
disabled V
i
ctt,
p. 450
45a
the support
for the
homes for
Territorial homes
continuing aid
volunteer
in conformity
conformity with
with the
approved August 27,
Act approved
the Act
soldiers, in
volunteer soldiers,
1888, including
including all
all classes
admissible to
to the
the National
National Home pro.
of soldiers
soldiers admissible
classes of
1888,
tor
Disabled
Volunteer
Soldiers,
$900,000:
Provided,
That
no
Intoxicants
of Intoxicants.
part of
no part
That
Provided,
$900,000:
Soldiers,
Volunteer
for Disabled
Territorial
this appropriation
appropriation shall
be apportioned
State or Territorial
any State
to any
apportioned to
shall be
this
inare Collections
home
that maintains
or canteen
intoxicating liquors
liquors are
Collections from inwhere intoxicating
canteen where
bar or
a bar
maintains a
home that
m
sold: Provided
Provided further,
for any
any sum
sum or
or sums collected in any mates.
That for
further, That
sold:
manner from
from inmates
inmates of
of such
Territorial homes to be used
or Territorial
State or
such State
manner
for
the
support
of
said
homes
a
like
amount
shall be deducted from
shall
amount
a
like
homes
said
for the support of
the aid
aid herein
herein provided
provided for,
for, but
but this
this proviso
proviso shall not apply to any
the
State or
or Territorial
Territorial home
wives or widows of soldiers
the wives
which the
into which
home into
State
are
maintained.
and maintained.
admitted and
are admitted
Back
payand bounty.
Backpayandbounty.

al,

p

BOUNTY.
BACK PAY AND BOUNTY.
BACK

ro d 808.

Bacp

dbnt

to
Civil
to Civil
folvolunte.
voil
linteetA
For
pay of
volunteers, for bounty to War
two and three year volunteers,
of two
of pay
arrears of
For arrears
Commutation
of
of
heirs, for bounty under the comutaption
legal heirs,
volunteers
their widows
and legal
widows and
and their
volunteers and
rations.
a ons
Act of
1866, and
amounts for commutation
commutation of rations to r
and for amounts
28, 1866,
July 28,
of July.
Act
prisoners of
States of
the so-called
so-called Confederacy,
Confederacy, and to soldiers
of the
in States
war in
of war
prisoners
accounting officers
on furlough,
certified to be due by the accounting
officers
that may be certified
furlough, that
on
WarwithSpain.etc.
War
with Spain. etc.
year 1920, $1,000.
of the
the fiscal year
during the
Treasury during
the Treasury
of
officers
allowances on account of service of officers
For arrears
arrears of pay and allowances
For
and men
the Army
during the War with Spain and in the Philippine
Army during
of the
men of
and
Islands
may be
be certified
accounting officer of the
be due by the accounting
to be
certified to
that may
Islands that
are chargeable to the
and
Treasury
during
the
fiscal
year
1920
and
that
1920
year
fiscal
the
Treasury during
appropriations
carried to the surplus fund $500.
have been carried
that have
appropriations that

INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT
without charge,
to transfer,
The Secretary
Secretary of
of War
is authorized
transfer, without
authorized to
War is
The
Department,
Interior
the
of
use
for
to
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
Department,
Interior
the
of
Secretary
to the
material for which the War Department
explosives
explosive material
Department
and explosive
explosives and
has no
further use.
use.
no further
has
BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Payment
Payment

Interior Department.

nteorrpartment.

Explosives, etc.
Transfers from War
TEsrIotwa
authorExartment

mnst

Ante, p. 130.

author-

,r- 1-0.

bdings.
Public buildings.
Departto DepartRepairs to
Repairs

buildings.
meat buildings.
Res airs of
repairs of Patent
Patent Office Buildin,
Building, Pen- ment
For repairs
buildings: For
of buildings:
Repairs

sion
Ihce Building, and
General Land Office Building, mcudincludand of the General
sion Office
electric-lighting
steam-heating and electric-lighting
ing
preservation and
repair of steam-heating
and repair
ing preservation
elevators, $30,000, of which sum not exceeding
plants and
exceeding $7,500
$7,500
and elevators,
plants
may be
be expended
expended for
for work
work done
by contract.
contract..
done by
except for
labor except
day labor
for day
may
general repairs
Capitol Buildings:
Buildings: For work at the Capitol and for general
Capitol
thereof, including
cleaning and
repairing works of art, flags for the
and repairing
including cleaning
thereof,
Senate and
fr Senate
east
east and west fronts of the center of the Capitol and for
wages of
and
halyards,
flagstaffs,
House
Office
Buildings;
flagstaffs,
halyards,
tackle;
wages
of
Buildings;
House Office
mechanics
maintenance, and driving of
mechanics and laborers; purchase and maintenance,

Capitol Budngs.
Capitol
Buildings.
Repairs,
etc.
Repai, tcB
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motor-propelled,
passenger-carrying
m
office
vehicles; and not exceedexceedoffice vehicles;
motor-propelled, passenger-carrying
ing
tech'cal and necessary
reference books
necessary reference
of technical
purchase of
$100 for the purchase
ing $100
and city
$38,500.
directory, $38,500.
city directory,
o and
r of
. floors
Restoring
For commencing
the restoration
restoration of
the floors
floors of
of the
BuildCapitol Buildthe Capitol
of the
For
commencing the
(Capitol.
CaRitoog foor o
ing, and for each and every expense
expense incident thereto, $25,000.
$25,000.
Improving
Capitol
Grounds: For
For care
care and
and improvement
of grounds
surroundgrounds surroundimprovement of
Capitol Grounds:
Improvirg grounds.
grounds.
ing
Office Buildings, pay of one clerk,
Capitol, Senate and House Office
the Capitol,
ing the
pavements, walks, and
mechanics, gardeners,
fertilizers, repairs to pavements,
gardeners, fertilizers,
mechanics,
roadways, $35,570.
roadways,
Repairs
For repairs and improvements
improvements to steam fire-engine house, Senate
Repars to stables,
stables,
etc.
<
of floors and courtand House stables, and repairs to and paving of
yards
of same,
including personal
personal services,
four
and the
the four
this and
$1,500; this
services, $1,500;
same, including
yards of
*purchases
•Purchases.
foregoing sums may, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior,
be
for purchases
purchases of
4
to section 4
reference to
without reference
articles without
of articles
expended for
be expended
Vol. 36, p. 531.
off the
the Act
approved June
June 17,
17, 1910,
1910, concerning
for execupurchases for
concerning purchases
Act approved
V. 36, p. 53.
tive departments.
departments.
tive
Public lands.
lands.
rublic
PUBLIC
SERVICE.
LANDS SERVICE.
PUBLIC LANDS
Registers
ceivers.

Rceisers

and
and

re-

Proviso.
itmeau,
unea: Alaska.
Register to perform
duties of receiver.

Registers and receivers:
receivers: For salaries
salaries and commissions
commissions of registers

and receivers of public moneys at district land
offices and
land offices
of district
district land

Provided,
offices, at
not exceeding
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 per
$475,000: Provided,
annum each, $475,000:
per annum
at not
offices,
register
That the
is authorized
consolidate the offices
offices of register
authorized to consolidate
President is
the President
dReister to perfiom That
the
receiver at
Alaska and to appoint, by and with the
at Juneau, Alaska,
and receiver
. and

the
office.• All the
advice and consent of the Senate, a
a register for said office
powers, duties, obligations, and penalties imposed by law upon both
the register and receiver
exercised by and
receiver of said office shall be exercised
Salary, etc.
imposed upon the register,
a salary of
register , whose compensation shall be a
$3,000
all fees and commissions
commissions collected by said
$3,000 per annum; and all
register,
when earned, shall be paid into the Treasury without abateregister, when
ment or deduction.
Contingent expenses.
other
Contingent
Contingent expense.
Contingent expenses
expenses of land offices: For clerk hire, rent, and other
offices, including the exchange
Per
diem subsistence. incidental expenses of the district land offices,
Perdiemsubsistence.
of typewriterssubsistence, of clerks detailed to
typewriters; per diem, in lieu of subsistence,
examine
management of district land offices and to
examine the books and management
Vol. 38, p. 680.

vol.

3,

p 60..

Proviso.

Expnditures
Expenditures
stricted.
stncted.

re-

Depositing
moneys.
Depositing moneys.

depreddepredaTimber
tions, protecting, and
swamp land claims.
Vol.mp
Vol. 40,nd
40, p. 1250.
Post, p. 335.

protecting. and
cs.
st, p.33.

Pot+. p. 3-13.

Post, p. 513.

assist
the operation
operation of
of said
said offices,
and in
in the
opening of
of new
new land
land
the opening
offices, and
assist in
in the
offices
allowed pursuant
pursuant to section 13 of the
reservations, when allowed
and reservations,
offices and
Appropriation Act approved August 1, 1914, and for
Sundry Civil Appropriation
necessary traveling
necesof said clerks, including necesexpenses of
traveling expenses
actual necessary
sary sleeping-car
expenses chargeable
chargeable to
That no expenses
Promded, That
fares: Provtded,
sleeping-car fares:
sary
the Goverrunent
Government shall be incurred by registers
registers and receivers
receivers in the
conduct of local land offices except
except upon previous specific authorizaconduct
tion
the Commissioner
of the
Land Office,
$350,000.
Office, $350,000.
GeneralLand
the General
Commissioner of
by the
tion by
money
moneys: For expenses of depositing money
Depositing public money's:
received
from the disposal of public lands, by registered mail, bank
received from
exchange,
otherwise as may be directed
directed by the Secretary of the
exchange, or otherwise,
Interior, and
Secretary of the
and under rules to be approved by the Secretary
Interior,
Treasury,
$500.
Treasry, $500.
Depredations on public timber, protecting public lanas,
lands, and settlement
of claims
swamp land
land and
and swamp-land
indemnity: For
For
swamp-land indemnity:
for swamp
claims for
tlement of
protecting timber on the public lands, and for the more efficient
efficient execution
relating to the cutting thereof;
thereof; of protectprotectrules relating
law and rules
of the
the law
tion of
ing public lands from illegal and fraudulent
fraudulent entry or appropriation,
appropriation,
and
indemnity for swamp
and of
of adjusting claims for swamp lands, and indemnity
lands, including
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $15,000
$15,000 for
clerical services in bringing
for clerical
lands,
making current the work of the General Land Office,
Office, $500,000,
$500,000,
up and
and making
including
not exceeding
purchase of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
the purchase
for the
$15,000 for
exceeding $15,000
including not
passenger-carrying
motorcycles for
passenger-carrying vehicles and for the purchase of motorcycles
the use
use of
agents and
employed in the field service and for
others employed
and others
of agents
the
operation,
maintenance, and exchange
operation and
exchange of same and for operation
operation, maintenance,
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maintenance of
a motor
compensation of
of
That the
the compensation
Provided, That
of a
motor boat:
boat: Provided,
maintenance

Provisos.
Proipyo pay
Service

ta.

estab-

the
chief of
hereunder, including
his services
ished.
services lished.
including his
employed hereunder,
of field
field service
service employed
the chief
in the
District of
shall not
not exceed
annum and
per annum
exceed $3,500 per
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
in
the District
the
of all
all others
others employed
employed hereunder
hereunder shall
not exceed
exceed
shall not
compensation of
the compensation
$2,700 per
annum each,
except in
Alaska, where
where a
acompensation
compensation not
not
in Alaska,
each, except
per annum
$2,700
diem subsistence.
to exceed
annum may
may be
be allowed:
That Per
Perdiemsubsistence.
further, That
Providedfurther,
allowed: Provided
per annum
$3,000 per
to
exceed $3,000
agents
and
others
employed
under
this
appropriation
may
be
allowed
agents and others employed under this appropriation may be allowed
per
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence,
pursuant to
to section
section 13
13 of
of the
Sundry
the Sundry
subsistence, pursuant
per diem
38, p. 680.
SO
Vo
Civil
Appropriation Act
August 1,
1914, at
at a
rate not
not Vol.
. 38, p. 6 .
a rate
1, 1914,
approved August
Act approved
Civil Appropriation
exceeding
$3.50
each
and
actual
necessary
expenses
for
transportaexceeding $3.50 each and actual necessary expenses for transportaAlaska service.
service.
tion, including
necessary sleeping-car
sleeping-car fares,
fares, except
except when
are Alaska
when agents
agents are
including necessary
tion,
employed
in Alaska
may be
be allowed
allowed not
exceeding $5
per day
day
$5 per
not exceeding
they may
Alaska they
employed in
each
in lieu
of subsistence.
subsistence.
lieu of
each in
For
the protection
protection of
of the
so-called Oregon
Railroad tornFaegiond
for2M iraZiilansiac
n
'adt
California Railroad
Oregon and
and California
the so-called
For the
lands
Coos Bay
Bay Wagon
Wagon Road
Road lands:
To enable
enable the
Secretary of
Protecting.
of Protecting.
the Secretary
lands: To
lands and
and Coos
the
Interior, with
with the
the Secretary
Secretary of
or
of Agriculture
Agriculture or
of the
the cooperation
cooperation of
the Interior,
otherwise
as in
in his
judgment may
may be
be most
to establish
establish
advisable, to
most advisable,
his judgment
otherwise, as
and
maintain a
apatrol
trespass and
guard against
against and
and
and to
to guard
prevent trespass
patrol to
to prevent
and maintain
check
upon the
the lands
revested in
States by
by the
the Act
Act v
c
ol. 39
218.
39, p.
p. 218
vol.
the United
United States
in the
fires upon
lands revested
check fires
approved June
9, 1916,
1916, and
the lands
known as
as the
land
lands.s.
Wagon Road
Coos Bay
Bay Wagon
the Coos
lands known
and the
June 9,
approved
Vol. 40, p. 1179.
Road
involved in
the case
of Southern
Company versus
o0. 40, p. 1179.
versus
Oregon Company
Southern Oregon
case of
in the
lands involved
Road lands
United
(numbered 2711,
2711, in
Circuit Court
Appeals of
of
of Appeals
Court of
the Circuit
in the
States (numbered
United States
the Ninth Circuit),
Circuit), $25,000.
$25,000.
Hearings in land enn
ld
tries.
proceedings held tries.
Hearings in
entries: For hearings or other proceedings
in land entries:
Hearings
by: order
of the
General Land
Land Office
to deterdeterOffice to
the General
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
by
order of
of the
mine
character of
of lands;
alleged fraudulent
fraudulent entries
entries are
are
whether alleged
lands; whether
the character
mine the
of that
that character
made in
and of
of Proviso.
of
character or
or have
have been
been made
in compliance
compliance with
Proviso.
with lawlaw;' and
depositions.
hearings in
disbarment proceedings,
Thatwhere
where Fees
for depositions.
Iees for
Provided, That
$25,000: Provided,
proceedings, $25,000:
hearings
in disbarment
depositions
are
taken
for
use
in
such
hearings
the
fees
of
the
officer
depositions are taken for use in such hearings the fees of the officer
taking
per folio
folio for
for taking
certifying same
same
and certifying
taking and
20 cents
cents per
shall be
be 20
them shall
taking them
and
10 cents
each copy
copy furnished
party on
request. Re
Reproducing
on request.
and 10
cents per
per folio
folio for
for each
furnished to
to a
a party
rod ' plats
1t of
f
Reproducing
slats of
To enable
enable the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of the
sur,fys. ucIng
the surveys.
of surveys:
surveys: To
Reproducing plats
0 cc to
defaced
worn and defaced
General
continue to reproduce
reproduce worn
to continue
Land Office
General Land
official
of surveys
surveys on
on file,
and other
plats constituting
constituting a
apart
of
part of
file, and
other plats
plats of
official plats
the
said office,
to furnish
local land
land offices
offices with
the same,
with the
office, to
furnish local
records of
of said
the records
and for
for reproducing
plats of surveys
original plats
photolithography original
by photolithography
and
reproducing by
prepared
general, $5,000.
$5,000.
prepared in
in the
the offices
offices of
of surveyors
surveyors general,
National forests.
Restoration of
of lands
reserves: To
of National
forests.
Advertising
restoraAdvertisinrestorathe Secretary
Secretary of
To enable
enable the
in forest
forest reserves:
lands in
Restoration
the
to advertise
advertise the
the restoration
domain of
tin of lands
lands tiOfl
of lands
public domain
to the
the public
restoration to
Interior to
the Interior
in forest
forest reserves
or of
of lands
temporarily withdrawn
withdrawn for
forest reserve
reserve
for forest
lands temporarily
reserves or
in
purposes, $7,500.
purposes,
$7,500.
Opening Indian
Opening
reservations (reimbursable):
Opening Indian
For expenses
expenses perper- reservatio
y
reservationstoentry.
(reimbursable): For
Indian reservations
Opening Indian
taining to
opening to
and settlement
of such
taining
to the
the opening
to entry
entry and
settlement of
such Indian
Indian reserreser- Proso.
Proviso.
Reimburgermat.
Provided, Reimburseent.
vation
lands as
as may
be opened during the fiscal year 1920: Provided,
may be
vation lands
That
expenses pertaining
to the
the opening
opening of
reservaof each of
of said reservapertaining to
That the
the expenses
tions
paid for
for out
out of
of this
be reimbursed
reimbursed to
to
shall be
this appropriation
appropriation shall
and paid
tions and
of the
the lands
the United
money received
received from the sale of
the money
States from
from the
the
United States
embraced in
in said
reservations, respectively,
respectively, $7,500.
$7,500.
embraced
said reservations,
00s

;3

ay

Wagon

P 3 so

of lands in

ns to entr

.

surveying.
Surveying,
SUBVEYLNG THE PUBLIC
LANDS.
PUBLIC LANDS.
SUBVEYInG

For
lands under
the supervision
supervision
under the
of •public
publio lands,
and resurveys
resurveys of
surveys and
For surveys
Ofice and direction of the
of the General Land Office
of
Commissioner of
of the Commissioner
expending this
Provided, That in expending
$700,000: Provided,
Secretary of the
the Interior, $700,000:
Secretary
appropriation
given' first, in
in favor of surveying
surveying
preference shall be given,
appropnation preference
lands
townships
in whole
whole or in part
settlers and
and of lands
part by actual
actual settlers
townships occupied
occupied in
ranted to
the States
by the
the Act
approved February
February 22,
22, 1889,
granted
to the
States by
Act approved
1889, and
and
the
Acts approved
approved July
July 3
3 and
and July
1890, and
and to survey under
under
July 10,
10, 1890,
the Acts
States
and
such
as provide
States mid
to the several
s
for land grants
grants to
Act as
provide for
such other
other .Acts
Territories,
indemnity landss
lands as thseral
the several .States and
Terriand TriTerritories, and
and such
sucehindemnty
teas
tories may he
be entitled to in
inlieu
lans granted
t 101nforeducati°nal
or u
lieu of lands:
plated #

o pp:
Provisos.
Preferences.

Aremces.

Vol. 25, p. 616.

p.*. 26, pp

Vo'

Vol. 26, pp.616
215, 222.

215,

196
196
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Pay of surveyors.

Pay

of surveyors.

and other
may have
included in some
or included
have been sold or
which may
purposes which
and
other purposes
reservation or
otherwise disposed
disposed of, except
except railroad
railroad land grants,
or otherwise
reservation
and other
other surveys
surveys shall
agriculture and lands
adapted to agriculture
include lands adapted
shall include
and
deemed advisable
survey on
on account
irrigation
for irrigation
availability for
account of availability
to survey
advisable to
deemed
or
farming, lands
disposition under
under mineral
mineral land laws
subject to disposition
lands subject
dry farming,
or dry
where survey
thereof is
is not
not otherwise
otherwise provided for, lines of reservareservasurvey thereof
where
tions,
and lands
lands within
within boundaries
includreservations, and includforest reservations
of forest
boundaries of
tions, and
ing
such retracements
retracements and
boundaries as shall
re-marking of State boundaries
and re-marking
ing such
be found
found necessary
necessary in
land lines thereon.
order to close the public land
in order
be
The surveys
and resurveys
resurveys provided
for in
this appropriation
appropriation to
be
to be
in this
provided for
surveys and
The
made
competent surveyors
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
surveyors as the Secretary
by such
such competent
made by
may
select, at
at such
such compensation,
compensation, not exceeding
exceeding $200 per month
may select,
each,
as he
he may
except in Alaska,
where a
acompensation
compensation
Alaska, where
prescribe, except
may prescribe,
each, as
not
exceeding $300
month each
may be
be allowed
surveyors,
such surveyors
allowed such
each may
per month
$300 per
not exceeding

exceed
Secretary of the Interior
of snr except that the Secretary
Interior may appoint not to exceed

SupervisorS of surveys.
eys.

superviso

Perdiem subsistence.
erdiemsbsee.
Vol. 38, p. 650.

Resurvey!, etc.

Resurveys, etc.

one supervisor
supervisor of
of surveys,
surveys, whose
whose compensation
shall not
not exceed
exceed $300
$300
compensation shall
one
per month,
month, and
and not
to exceed
exceed ten
ten surveyors
surveyors who may be employed
employed
not to
per
in a
asupervisory
capacity, whose
whose compensation
compensation shall
not exceed
exceed $250
$250
shall not
supervisory capacity,
m
per month
each, and
such per
per diem
diem in
of subsistence,
subsistence, not
exceednot exceedin lieu
lieu of
and such
month each,
per
ing $3.50,
$3.50, when
to section
13 of
of the
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Civil
section 13
pursuant to
allowed pursuant
when allowed
mg
Appropriation
Act approved
August 1,
1, 1914,
and actual
actual necessary
necessary
1914, and
approved August
Appropriation Act
expenses
transportation, including
including necessary
necessary sleeping-car
sleeping-car fares,
for transportation,
expenses for
said
per diem
diem and
traveling expenses
expenses to
to be
be allowed
allowed to
to all
all surveyors
surveyors
and traveling
said per
employed
hereunder and
and to
to such
competent surveyors
surveyors
who are competent
clerks who
such clerks
employed hereunder
who may
be detailed
detailed to make
examinations of
resurveys, or examinations
surveys, resurveys,
make surveys,
may be
who
surveys 'heretofore
made and
reported to be defective
defective or fraudulent,
and reported
heretofore made
surveys
and
mineral deposits, coal fields, and timber districts, and
inspecting mineral
and inspecting
for making,
making, by
by such competent surveyors, fragmentary
fragmentary surveys,
for
and
survey's or examinations as may
may be required for
for
and such other surveys

identification of
of lands
for purposes
of evidence
evidence in
in any
any suit
proor prosuit or
purposes of
lands for
identification
ceeding in
Umted States: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That the sum
in behalf
behalf of the United
or- ceeding
hereby appropriated
exceeding 10 per centum
centum of the amount hereby
appropriated
of not exceeding
Commissioner of the General Land Office,
expended by the Commissioner
may be expended
Interior,, for the purchase
Secretary of the Interior
purchase
with the approval of the Secretary
of
metal
or other equally
equally durable
durable monuments
monuments to be used for publicpublicof
metal
Field employees deland survey
survey comers
corners wherever
Provided further,
That not
not
further, That
practicable: Provided
wherever practicable:
tailed to General
and land
eoerel Land
tailed
Office.
Offce.
to exceed $10,000
appropriation may be expended
$10,000 of this appropriation
expended for salaries
of employees
of the
the field
field surveying
surveying
i
service
temporarily detailed
detailed to
to
service temporarily
employees of
Oregon and CaliforCalifor of
Oregon
nia
to exceed
exceed $50,000
That not
the General
General Land
Provided further,
not to
$50,000
urther, That
Land Office:
Office: Provided
Railroad lands,
lands, etc. the
na Railroad
classification, and
, classification,
appropriation shall be used
use for the survesurve- ,
of this appropriation
Oregon and California
California
sale of
of the lands and timber of the so-called Oregon
Railroad lands
lands and
and the
the Coos
Bay Wagon
Wagon Road
Road lands.
lands.
Coos Bay
Railroad
reando
Abandoned reservaserr
Abandoned
reservations: For
expenses of
of survey,
survey,
necessary expenses
For necessary
Abandoned reservations:
tions.e
tions.
Vol. 23, p. 103.
appraisal, and sale of abandoned
reservations transferred
abandoned military reservations
appraisal,
ol. 23,p. 103.
Interior under the .provisions
provisions
Secretary of the Interior
to the control of the Secretary
1884, and any law prior thereto,
approved July 5, 1884,
of an Act of Congress approved
$4,000.
$4,000.
Indian Affairs.
Metal

netai
ners.

section

secti

cor-

Indian Affairs.

Crow Reservation,
Mont.
Payment
Payment for prior
Irrigation expenses,
etc.
erigation
Ante,
16.
Ante, p.
p. 16.

Interior is
Of
$150,000, which
which the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Of the sum of $150,000,
for
authorized
authorized by the Indian Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1920
Crow Indians in the state
of the Crow
the tribal
from the
tribal funds
funds of
to withdraw
withdraw from
spens, to
of Montana
expended for making necessary
improvements to
Montana to be expended
necessary improvements
to
Reservairrigation systems
Horn Valley on the Crow Reservasystems in the Big Horn
the irrigation
tion in
in Montana,
Montana, said
such part
part thereof
thereof as may be used for
sum, or such
said sum,
tion
purpose indicated,
indicated, to be reimbursed
under such
such
reimbursed to the tribe under
the purpose
rules
and regulations
as may
may be prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
regulations as
rules and
of this amount shall be available
Interior, not to exceed $25,000
$25,000 of
available for
for
expenses
incurred during
fiscal year
en.ding June
June 30,
30, 1919.
1919.
year ending
the fiscal
during the
nse s incurred
Reserva-e ex
approaches
That the
the $10,000
for construction
of a
asteelbridge
steel bridge and
and approaches
construction of
$10,000 for
That
Reservation in
across the Santa Clara River on the Shivwits Indian Reservation

Mot.eseration

shis

Shirwits
tion, Utah.

tion,
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the State
State of
of Utah,
Utah, and
and the
construction of
of a
wagon road
road
a wagon
for construction
$5,000 for
the $5,000
the
through the
the said
reservation, appropriated
Indian Appropriathe Indian
by the
appropriated by
said reservation,
through
tion Act
Act for
ending June
June 30,
(Fortieth Statutes
1919 (Fortieth
30, 1919
year ending
the fisoal
fiscal year
for the
tion
at
page 587),
are hereby
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated and
made available
available
and made
587), are
Large, page
at Large,
for the
endinp:, June
reimbursable as
provided in
in
as provided
1920, reimbursable
30, 1920,
June 30,
year ending
the fiscal
fiscal year
for

Bridge and road on.
dpproiad on.
Brige
Reappropriation.
Vol.
p. 587.
40, p.
587.
Vol. 40,

the Act
Act aforesaid:
Protided, That
That should
the cost
cost of
of the
the proposed
proposed 1Za
t
v
i
rlc°tion on use
estri°tion
should the
aforesaid: Prowided,
the
bridge
exceed $10,000
$10,000 no
part of
of the
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
f
orbrid
ge.
bridge.
shall for
money herein
the money
no part
bridge exceed
be expended
expended until
Secretary of the Interior shall-have obtained
the Secretary
until the
be
from the
the proper
authorities of
of Utah
guarsatisfactory guarUtah satisfactory
State of
the State
of the
proper authorities
from
anties
by the
said State
any and
and all
all expenses
expenses
of any
State of
the said
payment by
the payment
of the
anties of
above
that amount
the proper
authorities of
of the
said State
State
the said
proper authorities
that the
and that
amount and
above that
shall assume
full responsibility
responsibility for,
will at
times maintain
maintain
all times
at all
and will
for, and
assume full
shall
and repair,
repair, said
said bridge
thereto.
approaches thereto.
and approaches
bridge and
and
UNITED
STATES GEOLOGICAL
SUTVEY.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
UNITED STATES

Geological
Geological Survey.

Geological Sey.

Salaries, Director,

Office of
of Director:
Director: Director,
Director, $6,000;
disbursing etc.
ets.
$2,500; disbursing
clerk, $2,500;
chief clerk,
$6,000; chief
Office

clerk,
$2,500; librarian, $2,000; photographer, $2,000;
$2,
000 ;assistant phoclerk, $2,500;
tographers—one
$900, one
three of
two, three
of class two,
clerks-one of
$720; clerks—one
one $720;
tographers-one $900,
class one,
one $1,000,
$1,000, four
each; four
copyists, at
$720 each;
at $720
four copyists,
at $900
$900 each;
four at
one, one
class
four messenger
each; in
in all,
four
messenger boys,
boys, at
at $480
$480 each;
all, $31,020;
$31,020;
Scientific
assistants: Geologists-two
Geologists—two at
$3,000,
one $3,000,
each, one
at $4,000
$4,000 each,
Scientific assistants:
one
paleontologists, at
at $2,000 each;
$3,000;
chemist, $3,000;
each; chemist,
two paleontologists,
$2,700; two
one $2,700;
geographers—one
$2,700, one
one $2,500;
topographers, at
at $2,000
two topographers,
$2,500; two
geographers-one $2,700,
each; in
in all,
all, $29,900;
$29,900;
each;
General expenses:
For every
expenditure requisite
requisite for
for and
incident
and incident
every expenditure
expenses: For
General
to the
the authorized
authorized work
of the
the Geological
Geological Survey,
Survey, including personal
personal
work of
to

services
the District
of Columbia
in the
including not
to
not to
the field,
field, including
and in
Columbia and
District of
in the
services in
exceed $10,000
the purchase
and not
to exceed
exceed
not to
exchange, and
and exchange,
purchase and
for the
$10,000 for
exceed
$30,000 for
and operation
of motormotoroperation of
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
hire, maintenance,
for the
the hire,
$30,000
field use
propelled
vehicles for field
passenger-carrying vehicles
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
and horse-drawn
propelled and
to
only
topographers, engineers,
engineers, and
and land
land classifiers,
classifiers to
geologists, topographers,
by geologists,
only by
be expended
the regulations
regulations from
from time
to time
prescribed by
time prescribed
time to
under the
be
expended under
by
of the
the Interior,
under the
the following
heads:
following heads:
and under
Interior, and
the Secretary
Secretary of
by.the
For
pay of
of skilled
and various
various temporary
temporary employees,
employees,
laborers and
skilled laborers
For pay

lr

les'

Director,

sientifi asistants.

Scientific assistants.

General expenses.
8
Vol. 40, p.p.1250. .

voel

Vehicles.

Veic

Skilled laborers, etc.
siledlaborersetc.

$15,080;
$15,080;

TopographicsurTopographic
sur-

including lands
lands m
forests, $325,000;
$325,000;
in national
national forests,
including

-veys.
eologic surveys.
Geologic

veys.
For topographic
topographic surveys
various portions
United States, veys.
the United
of the
portions of
in various
surveys in
For

For geologic
geologic surveys
surveys in
in the
various portions
United States,
of the United
portions of
the various
For
$347,073.50
$347,073.50

For
chemical and
physical researches
o the
the
the geology
geology of
to the
relating to
researches relating
and physical
For chemical
United States,
States, including
including researches
with a
view of
determining
o determining
a view
researches with
United
geological conditions
presence of deposits of potash
the presence
to the
favorable to
conditions favorable
geological
salts,
$40,000;
salts, $40,000;
For preparation
of the
the illustrations
of the
the Geological
Geological Survey,
illustrations of
preparation of
For

physChemical and physical researches.
Potash deposits.

rehe
Potash deposits.
Illustrations.

om
$18,280;
$18,280;
Mineral resources reFor
preparation of
of reports
of the
mineral resources
United port.
pt.eresore
the United
of the
resources of
the mineral
reports of
For preparation

States, $110,000;
States,
$110,000;

re-

Alaska mineral
minra reAlaska

For
the investigation
investigation of
the mineral
.
so
of sources.
resources of
mineral resources
of the
of the
continuation of
For continuation
Alaska, $75,000,
$75,000, to
available immediately;
immediately;
Alaska,
to be available
Water
water supply.
For
streams and
and determining
determining the
the
of the
supply of
water supply
the water
gauging streams
For gauging
United
States, the
investigation of
of underground
underground currents
currents and artesian
the investigation
United States,
wells,
and the
preparation of
of reports
reports upon
methods of
of utilizutiliz- Boring vrells.
upon the
the best
best methods
wells, and
the preparation
ing the
the water
may be used to Bnr n
$175,000, of which $25,000 may
resources, $175,000,
water resources,
ing
test
existence of
artesian and
and other
other underground
water supplies
supplies
underground water
of artesian
test the
the existence
suitable
for irrigation
in the
the arid
and semiarid
by boring
boring
regions by
semiarid regions
arid and
irrigation in
suitable for
wells.
ISmaa.
wells.
Unary.
For
necessary books
books for
for the
including direcdireclibrary, including
the library,
of necessary
purchase of
For purchase
tories
professional and
and scientific
needed for
for statisstatisperiodicals needed
scientific periodicals
and professional
tories and
tical purposes,
purposes, $2,000;
$2,000;
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For engraving and printing geologic maps, $118,000;
$118,000;

Maps.
Maps.

Classifying lands
For
examination and
and classification
classification of
lands requisite
of lands
requisite to the
For the
the examination
folassifyinglands
for
enlarged
homesteads,
determination
their suitability
suitability for
stocksteads, etc.
determination of
of their
for enlarged
enlarged homesteads,
homesteads, stock-

raising homesteads,
homesteads, public
places, and
and stock
stock driveways,
as
raising
public watering
watering places,
driveways, as
laws $175,000;
$175,000;
required by the public land laws,
In
States Geological
Geological Survey,
$1,461,353.50.
In all,
all, United
United States
Survey, $1,461,353.50.

Bureau
Mines.
Bureau of
of Mines.
General

saneraet
salaries, etc.

Vol.

expenses,

expeses,

Vol. 40, p. 1210.
12.

BUREAU
OF MINES.
BUREAU OF
MINES.

For
expenses, including
including pay
director and
and necessary
necessary
of the
the director
pay of
general expenses,
For general
assistants,
clerks, and
assistants, clerks,
and other
other employees,
employees, in
the office
the District
of
in the
office in
in the
District of

Columbia
Columbia, and in the field, and every other expense requisite for and
general work of the bureau in the District of Columbia,
incident to the general
and
be expended
expended under
under the
the Secretary
the direction
direction of
of the
Secretary
and in
in the
the field,
field, to
to be
of the
Interior, $73,300;
of
the Interior,
$73,300;
Investigating mine
m e
For investigation
causes of
of mine
methods of
of
explosions, methods
mine explosions,
to the
the causes
as to
For
investigation as
^g~g
eI,,
explosions,
etc.
mining, especially
especially in relation to the safety of miners, the appliances
appliances
best
prevent accidents,
the possible
possible improvement
improvement of
of
best adapted
adapted to
to prevent
accidents, the
conditions
conditions under which mining operations are carried on, the use
of
electricity, the prevention
other
prevention of accidents, and other
of explosives
explosives and
and electricity,
inquiries
and technologic
technologic investigations
mining
inquiries and
investigations pertinent
pertinent to
to the
the mining
industry,
and including
including all
supplies, and
of
and expenses
expenses of
industry, and
all equipment,
equipment, supplies,
travel and subsistence
subsistence, $422,210;
$422,210;
Investigating
minproducts
fuels and unfinished mineral products
of mineral
mineral fuels
investigation of
For investigation
erIneSigattg
mmeral
fuels, etc.
belonging
or for
the use
of the
the United
with aaview
view to
to their
their
United States,
States, with
to or
for the
use of
belonging to
eEconomic use in deEconomc use in d most efficient mining, preparation,
preparation, treatment,
treatment, and use, and to recpartments, etc.
ommend to various departments
departments such changes in selection
selection and use of
of
fuel as may result in greater economy, and including all equipment,
subsistence, $150,000;
supplies and expenses of travel and subsistence
$150,000;
supplies,
Inquiries, etc., for
For
technologic investigations
investigations concernconcernscientific and technologic
and scientific
or inquiries
inquiries and
ror
etc., conInqouirie, mining
improving
ditions,
etc.
diUons,etc.
ing the mining, preparation
preparation, treatment, and utilization
ing,
utilization of ores and
other
a view to improving
other mineral substances,
substances, with a
improving health conditions and increasing
increasing safety, efficiency,
efficiency, economic
economic development,
development.
,and
and
conserving resources through the prevention of waste in the mining,
quarrying, metallurgical,
metallurgical, and other mineral
qu,
mineral industries; to inquire
into
the
economic conditions
including
intA
f
fr
arie
nLonomie
conditions affecting
affecting these industries;
industries •and including
Proviso.
all equipment,
wor forbidrri'ate work
equipment, supplies,
supplies, expenses
expenses of
of travel
travel and
and subsistence:
subsistence: Provided,
Provided,
Private
forbid- all
den.
den.
That no part thereof may be used for investigation
investigation in behalf
behalf of any
private
party:,
$100,000;
private
party,
$100
000;
etroleanat
Petroleum and natuFor inquiries
inquiries and
concerning the
the mining,
For
and investigations
investigations concerning
mining, preparaprepararal gas investigations.
investigations.
tion, treatment, and utilization of petroleum
petroleum and natural gas, with aa
development and conserving resources
view to economic
economic development
resources through
the prevention
prevention of waste; to inquire into the economic
economic conditions
affecting
affecting the industry, including equipment, supplies, and expenses
expenses
of travel,
travel, and subsistence, $125,000;
$125,000;
Explosives Act.
The
balance of
appropriations heretofore
heretofore made
the
for the
made for
of appropriations
unexpended balance
appro.
The unexpended
antveof
Balances
of appropriations for
priation
for enforcing,
enforcing, enforcement
of
the
Ac
entitled,
"An
Act
to
prohibit
the
manfa
enforcement
Act
"An
manufaccovered
in.
An Act to prohibit the manufac.
cover in.
Vol. 40,
40, pp.
pp. 3s,
3.55, 389, ture, distribution,
vol.
storage, use, and
distribution storage
possession in time of war of
1
671.
67
.
explosives,
explosives, providing
providing regulations
regulations for the safe manufacture,
manufacture, distribution, storage, use, and possession
possession of the same, and for other purinto the
the Treasury
oses, " approved
approved October
October 6,
6, 1917,
1917 shall
shall be
be covered
covered into
Treasury
Eepti or con- pose.s,"
Exception for conimmediately upon the approval
exception of the
cludegtino.
approval of this Act,
Act, with
with the
the exception
the
immediately
cluding
work. onsum of $15,000 which may be used for expenses
expenses incident to concludconcluding the work under said Act;
Personal
Personal services
service5 In
in
Not
exceeding 20
20 per
preceding sums
sums for
DiPtrict
o Columbia.
Colurbia.
Not exceeding
per centum
centum of
of the
the preceding
for investigainvestigaIThtrict of
Allowances
from tion as to the causes of mine explosions; for inquiries and scientific
llSownets for,
for, from
scientific
specifiedinvestigations.
technologic investigations concerning
and technologic
concerning the mining, preparation,
treatment, and utilization of ores and other mineral substances; for
inquiries
inquiries and investigations concerning the mining, preparation,
preparation,
treatment, and utilization of petroleum and natural gas; and not
treatment,
not
exceeding 30 per centum of the preceding
investigation
exceeding
preceding sums for investigation
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NGRE SS.
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CONGRESS.

S
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24.

1919.
1919.
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of
mineral fuels
unfinished mineral
belonging to
for
of mineral
fuels and unfinished
mineral products
products belonging
to or
or for
the use of the United States, may be
year
be used
used during
during the fiscal
fiscal year
1920
1920 for personal
personal service
service in
in the
the District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
Details from
from Public
The Secretary
Secretary- of
of the
Treasury may
may detail
detail medical
officers of
the Health
The
the Treasury
medical officers
of the
Details
Pubic
Service.
Public
Health Service
Service for
cooperative health,
safety, or
sanitation Health ervice.
Public Health
for cooperative
health, safety,
or sanitation
work with
Bureau of
Mines, and
compensation and
work
with the
the Bureau
of Mines,
and the
the compensation
and expenses
expenses
of
detailed may be paid
applicable appropriaof officers so
so detailed
paid from
from the
the applicable
appropriations
Mines;
herein for
for the
the Bureau
Bureau of Mines;
tions made herein
ning experiment
experiment
personal services and all other expenses
For
the employment
employment of
For the
of personal
expenses in st Mining
connection
maintenance, and
of Expenses.
Expenses.
and operation
operation of
with the
the establishment,
establishment, maintenance,
connection with
Vol. 38, p. 959.
mining
experiment stations,
stations, authorized
authorized by
by the
Act approved
approved March
March Vol. 38 p. 959.
mining experiment
the Act
3,
1915, $150,000;
3, 1915,
$150,000;
h experiPittsburgh
For
personal services
expert
mentttsn.
For such
such additional
additional personal
services as
as may
may be necessary
necessary for
for the
the ment
station. n
care and
of the
the new
new buildings
at Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, $17,220;
buildings at
$17,220;
care
and maintenance
maintenance of
rescue cars.
For
of mine
cars, including
services, Mine
For operation
operation of
mine rescue
rescue cars,
including personal
Minerescue
rs.
personal services,
Operating
expenses.
traveling
and subsistence,
subsistence, equipment
authorses
traveling expenses
expenses and
equipment and
and supplies,
supplies, author-g
ized
by the
Act approved
to be
be available
expendiapproved March
March 3,
3, 1915;
1915; to
available for
for expendiized by
the Act
ture on any preliminary
necessary in connecpreliminary work that may be found necessary
tion with
such cars
of their
their
as are
are to
to be
be purchased
purchased prior
prior to
to the
the time
time of
tion
with such
cars as
actual delivery, $154,667;
8154,667;
Mine inspector,
Inspector,
p e c to
For one
one mine
mine inspector
inspector for duty
duty in
Alaska, $3,000;
in Alaska,
Alaska.
Alaska.
For
inspector of Alaska,
$1,500;
For clerk
clerk to mine
mine inspector
Alaska, $1,500;
For per
diem, subject
subject to
to such
rules and
regulations as
the SecreSecreand regulations
as the
For
per diem,
such rules
tary of
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe,
in lieu
of subsistence,
subsistence, at
at a
arate
not
rate not
prescribe, in
lieu of
tary
of the
exceeding
$4 when
on official
official business
designated
exceeding $4
when absent
absent on
business from
from his
his designated
headquarters,
necessary traveling
traveling and contingent
contingent
headquarters, and for actual necessary
and clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500;
expenses of
of said
said inspector and
or technical
technical and
scientific books
For
and scientific
books and publications
publications and
and books
books of
of Library.
Library.
reference, $1,500;
reference,
Headquarters
for
Headquarters for
necessary land, where and under such rescue
For purchase
purchase or lease of necessary
cars, etc.
conditions as the Secretary
may direct,
direct, for
for headquarheadquarSecretary of the Interior may
ters
construction of necessary
ters of
of mine
mine rescue
rescue cars and
and construction
necessary railway sidings
sidings
and housing for the same, or as the site of an experimental
experimental mine and Proviso.
rois
Acceptance
Acceptance of doSecretary nated
Proided,That the Secretary
a plant for studying explosives, $1,000:
a
$1,000: Provided,
lands, etc.
of the Interior is authorized
authorized to accept
accept any suitable land or lands, nted lnds, etc.
improvements, that may be donated for said purpose
buildings, or improvements,
subject
and to enter into leases for periods not exceeding
exceeding ten years, subject
Congress;
to annual appropriations by Congress;
field empoyeeseain
oosfPersons employed
p:17o ee
ds
etti
lg
)l
employed during the fical
&cal year 1920 in field work, outside field:ni
of Columbia.
of
Columbia: under the Bureau
Bureau of Mines, may be trict
trict ofolumbia.
of the District
District of
of Columbia,
detailed temporarily
temporarily for service in the District of Columbia, for purpreparing results of their field work; all persons so detailed
poses of preparing
detailed
compensation only their
shall be paid in addition to their regular compensation
expenses or per diem m
in lieu of subsistence
actual traveling
traveling expenses
subsistence in going Proviso.
to and
Provided, That
herein sha
shall Paymt
to
and returning
returning therefrom:
therefrom: Provided
That nothing
nothing herein
of nece
Payment of
necesPensa,expenses.
prevent
prevent the payment
payment to employees
employees of the Bureau
Bureau of Mines their sary
necessary expenses or per diem, in lieu of subsistence
subsistence while on temnecessary
purposes only of conconporary detail in the District of Columbia, for purposes
Report to be made
sultation or investigations
investigations on behalf of the United
United States. All oRepot
to be made
of.
during the predetails made hereunder
hereunder,, and the purposes
purposes of each, dining
ceding fiscal year, shall tie
reported in the annual estimates of approbe reported
priations
Congress at
at the
the beginning
beginning of
regular session
session thereof;
thereof; Government
priations to
to Congress
of each
each regular
overnment fu
fuel
, District of
transportation of G i
Government Fuel Yards: For the purchase
Government
purchase and transportation
d
i
s
mbia.
Mr
Purchase of
fuel,
fuel;storing
handlingof
fuel; storing and handling
of fuel in yards; maintenance
maintenance and operation Purhas
fel,
etc.
of
yards and
passenger-carry- rmaintenance,
of yards
and equipment,
equipment, including
including motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrynl 40, p.etc.
Vol.
673.
i vehicles
for inspectors,
inspectors, purchase
purchase of
of equipment,
rentals, and all
equipment, rental,
vehicles for
mg
other expenses
expenses requisite
requisite for and incident thereto, including
personal
including personl
Balance
e reappropriservices in
the unexended
unexpended balance
balance of
Columbia,) the
of the
the ,t.
" 'pp"oservices
m the
the District
District of Columbia
ated.
appropriation
made for
the fiscal year
ear: 1919fi is
for t.
these purposes
purpos for
for these
appropriation made
reappropristed
purposes for rth
the foisal
fiscal Damage claims.
reappropriated and
and made
made available
availabl for
for such
such purposest
year
of such
exceeding $500
be available
to Dmr
hall be
available to
such sum
sum not
not exceeding
$500 shall
year 1920,
1920, and
and of
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settle claims
damages caused
by motor
motor vehivehiproperty by
private property
to private
caused to
for damages
claims for
settle
received
cles
used
in
delivering
fuel:
Provided,
That
all
moneys
received
from
moneys
all
That
Provided,
fuel:
delivering
in
cles used
the sale
of fuel during the fiscal year 1920 shall be credited to this
sale of
the
appropriation and
and be
available for
of this
paragraph;
this paragraph;
purposes of
the purposes
for the
be available
appropriation
Contracts prior to
The
Secretary of
the Interior
to contract
contract for the
authorized to
is authorized
Interior is
of the
The Secretary
prioruthoapCocts
appropriations
authorappropriations
ized.
purchase of fuel for the Government fuel yard in advance
advance of
of the
the
3 . purchase of fuel for the Government fuel yard i
S.,se.sec. 3732,
R. S.,
3732, p. 736.
availability of
of the
appropriation for
for the
the payment
thereof. Such
Such
payment thereof.
the appropriation
.seavailability
contracts, however,
however, shall
not exceed
the current
current
of the
necessities of
the necessities
exceed the
shall not
contracts,
year;
Exchange of equip- year;
Exchange
Authority is
hereby granted
to the
of the
the Interior
to
Interior to
Secretary of
the Secretary
granted to
is hereby
ment, etc.,
etc., authorized.
Authority
authoie.
ment,
exchange, as
as part
in the
of new
new equipment,
equipment,
purchase of
the purchase
consideration in
part consideration
exchange,
motor
vehicles and
and any
any other
equipment used
by said
said fuel
fuel yards;
yards;
used by
other equipment
motor vehicles
In all,
Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines, $1,201,897.
$1,201,897.
all, Bureau
In

Proviso.
Sales
credited to apap
ales credited
propriation,
etc.
propriation, etc.

Reclamation
Service.
Reclamation Service.

RECLAATION
RECLAMATION

SERVICE.
SERVICE.

The following
appropriated out
of the
the special
special fund in the
out of
are appropriated
sums are
following sums
The
1902,
Treasury
of the
the United
United States created by the Act of June 17, 1902,
Treasury of
and
therein
designated
"
the
reclamation
fund":
fund":
reclamation
and therein designated "the
All expenses.
authorized by the Act of June 17, 1902 (32d
Allexpenses.
For all expenditures authorized
Statutes,
page
388),
and
Acts amendatory
thereof and
supplementary
and supplementary
amendatory thereof
Statutes, page 388), and Acts
thereto,
known
as
the
reclamation
law,
and
all
other
Acts
under
which
under which
Acts
other
all
and
law,
reclamation
the
as
known
thereto,
Objects specified.
salaries in the
including salaries
authorized, including
are authorized,
fund are
said fund
from said
expenditures from
bjcts spefied. expenditures
of estimates
District
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; examination
examination of
estimates for
for
of Columbia
District of
appropriations
in
the
field;
printing
and
binding;
law
books,
books
books, books
law
binding;
and
appropriations in the field; printing
statistical publications,
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, engineering
publications, not
and statistical
engineering and
of
Vehicles.
operation
exceeding
$1,500;
purchase,
maintenance,
and
operation
of horsehorseand
maintenance,
purchase,
$1,500;
exceeding
Vehicles.
drawn or
or motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles; payment
payment of
drawn
damages caused
owners of
of lands
lands or
or private
private property of any
the owners
to the
caused to
damages
States, its officers
kind by
reason of
operations of
the United
United States,
officers or
of the
the operations
of the
by reason
kind
of
maintenance
operation,
employees,
in
the
survey,
construction,
or
maintenance
construction,
survey,
the
in
employees,
irrigation
which may
may be
compromised by agreement bebe compromised
and which
works, and
irrigation works,
tween the
the claimant
and the
the Secretary
Interior; and payment
payment
Secretary of the Interior;
claimant and
tween
for
in the
case of
hereafter incurred in case
field hereafter
the field
service in
telephone service
official telephone
for official
authorized
when
official
telephones
installed
in
private
houses
when
authorized
under
houses
private
in
installed
telephones
official
Interior:
the
regulations
established
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior:
of
Secretary
the
by
established
regulations
Projects
designated
ted
Proects d
acAriz.
Salt River
Salt
River project, Arizona: For examination
examination of project and acRiver, Ari.
Salt River,
counts,
$1,000;
counts, $1,000;
maintenance,
Yuma, Ariz.-Callf.
Yuma project,
project, Arizona-California:
Arizona-California: For operation and maintenance,
Arz.talif.
Yuma,
$383,000;
continuation
of construction,
operations, $383,000;
incidental operations,
and incidental
construction, and
continuation of
Orland,
Calif.
continuaOrland project, California: For maintenance, operation, continuaOrland, Calif.
operations,.$113,000;
tion of
construction, and
$113,000;
incidental operations
and incidental
of construction,
tion
maintenance,
and maintenance,
Grand Valley,
Valley, Colo.
Grand Valley project, Colorado: For operation and
Colo.
Grand
incidental operations, $192,000,
continuation of
of construction,
and incidental
$192,000,
construction, and
continuation
Vol. 40, p. 674.
appropriation for the
balance of the appropriation
together with
unexpended balance
the unexpended
with the
together
ol. 4, p. 674.
project for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919;
for the
project
Uncompahgre, Colo.
maintenance,
Uncompahgre project,
project, Colorado:
Colorado: For
For operation
operation and maintenance,
Coo. Uncompahgre
Cncompahgre,
operation, $206,000;
continuation
of construction,
$206,000;
incidental operation,
and incidental
construction, and
continuation of
Boise, Idaho.
Boise
For operation
maintenance, continuation
continuation
and maintenance,
operation and
Idaho: For
project, Idaho:
Boise project,
, dahp.
Boise
Vol. 40, p. 674.
operations, $664,000,
of
construction, and
$664,000, together
together with the
incidental operations,
and incidental
of construction,
for the fiscal
unexpended balance
the appropriation
for this
this project
project for
appropriation for
of the
balance of
Prunexpended
Prori.to.
expended for extensions
1919: Proided,
Provided, That
no money
extensions
money shall be expended
That no
Extensions restrictrestrict- year
year 1919:
Extensions
ed
ed.
be collected
of the
Boise project,
project, except
amounts as
collected from
as may be
such amounts
except such
the Boise
of
.
construction
project under
public notice;
notice;
under public
that project
on that
charges on
construction charges
Ring Hill, Idaho.
King Hill
Idaho: For
For continuing
continuing construction
construction and
and inciinciproject, Idaho:
Hill project,
King
Pinoil, Idaho.
Proviso.
Restriction.
dental
That no part of this appropriProvided, That
$332,000: Provided,
operations, $332,000:
dental operations,
Restriction.
ation shall
be expended
project if
if without
without consent
consent
Hill project
King Hill
the King
for the
expended for
shall be
ation
released from
of the
of the
the Interior
Interior any
any lands
are hereafter
hereafter released
lands are
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
any
of the
the irrigation
district assessments
assessments apportioned
apportioned against the
irrigation district
part of
any part
same
board of
directors of
the King
King Hill
Hill irrigation
irrigation district;
of the
of directors
the board
by the
same by

Payments from recreclamation fund.
Vol. 32,
p. 388.
32, p.3.
Vol.

laymenndrom
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Minidoka
project, Idaho:
Idaho: For
For operation
and maintenance,
maintenance, continuacontinuaoperation and
MBinidoka project,
$463,000, together
together
incidental operations, $463,000,
construction, and incidental
tion of construction,
with
the unexpended
balance of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for this
for
this project for
unexpended balance
with the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1919;
year 1919;
the
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Minidoka, Idaho.
Idaho
Mido',
Vol. 40, p. 671.

Huntley, Mont.
Mont.
maintenance, con- Huntley,
and maintenance,
Huntley project,
project, Montana:
operation and
For operation
Montana: For
Huntley
tinuation
of
construction,
and
incidental
operations,
$95,000;
tinuation of construction, and incidental operations, $95,000;
Milk River, Mont.
River, Mont
con- Milk
Milk
Montana: For
For operation
maintenance, conand maintenance,
operation and
project, Montana:
River project,
Milk River
tinuation of
of construction,
construction, and
incidental operations,
operations, $234,000;
$234,000;
Mt
and incidental
tinuation
Sun
River, Mont.
n
nn c
maintenance, conSun River
River project,
project, Montana:
operation and maintenance,
For operation
Montana: For
Sun
tinuation
and incidental
$141,000;
operations, $141,000;or
incidental operations
of construction
construction, and
tinuation of
Lower i
Na
eli owstone,
Mont.-N. Dak.st n
Lower
project, Montana-North
operation Mont.-N.
For operation
Dakota: For
Montana-North Dakota:
Yellowstone project,
Lower Yellowstone
and
maintenance, construction
construction work
and incidental
incidental operations,
work and
and maintenance,

$59,000;

operation and mainNorth
mainNebraska-Wyoming: For operation
North Platte project, Nebraska-Wyoming:
tenance, continuation
construction, and incidental
incidental operations,
operations,
of construction,
continuation of
tenance,

North Platte, Nebr.orth Platte, Nebr.Wyo.

$880,000;
$880,000;

Newlands, Nev.
Newlands project,
project, Nevada:
Nevada: For
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance, concon- Newlands
Nev
For operation
Newlands
tinuation of
of construction,
and incidental
incidental operations, $359,000, toconstruction, and
tinuation
gether with
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for this
this Vol.
p. 674.
674.
Vol. 40, p.
with the
gether
1919;
vear 1919;
project
project for the fiscal year
Carlsbad, N. Mex.
Mex.
and maintenance,
For operation
Carlsbad
Mexico: For
operation and
maintenance and Carlsbad,
New Mexico:
project, Xew
Carlsbad project,
Vol. 40, p. 674.

the unexpended
incidental
operations, $81,000, together
together with
with the
unexpended balance
balance Vol 40, p. 674.
incidental operations,
of
the
appropriation
for
this
project
the
fiscal
year
1919;
1919;
year
the
fiscal
for
project
of the appropriation for this
Rio Grande,
Grande, N.
N.
mainte- Rio
Rio Grande
project, New
New Mexico-Texas:
Mexico-Texas: For
operation and
and mainteFor operation
Grande project,
Rio
Mex.-Tex.
nance continuation
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, vol.
p.674.
T440, p.
Vol.
674.
continuation of
nance,
$1,256,000,
together with
of the sum approbalance of
the unexpended
unexpended balance
with the
$1,250,000, together
Pro.iso.
priated
project for
Provided, That no Proviso.
fiscal year 1919: Provided,
for the fiscal
this project
for this
priated for
Use fordranage
drainage re
reappropriation shall be expended
expended for drainage
drainage except in sUcto
part of this appropriation
stricted.
execution
irrigation
irrigation districts formed under State laws and upon the execution
project
repayment to the United
United States of all project
of agreements
agreements for the repayment
investments;
investments;
Dakota
a k o ta
North Dakota
North Dakota:
Dakota: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, North D
project, North
pumping project,
Dakota pumping
North
p. 675
675
operations, $85,000,
incidental operations
operation, and incidental.
operation
$85,000, together with the un- pu1m
P Vol.
p.
expended
of the
project for the fiscal
this project
for this
the appropriation
appropriation for
balance of
expended balance
year 1919;
1919;
Umatilla, Oreg.
Uniatilla project,
project, Oregon:
Oregon: For
For operation
operation and maintenance, con- Umatilla,
Umatilla
$113,000;
tinuation
of
construction,
and
incidental
operations,
$113,000;
and
incidental
tinuation of construction,
Oreg.Klamath, Oreg.For operation
Klamath
project, Oregon-California:
operation and mainte- Klamath,
Oregon-California: For
Klamath project,
p. 675.
75,
operations, vo 40, p.
incidental operations,
construction, and incidental
continuance of construction,
nance, continuance
the
appropriation
balance
$357,000,
together
unexpended
balance
of
appropriation
the
unexpended
with
together
$357,000,
1919;
for this project
project for the fiscal year 1919;
Belle
Fourche, s.
S.
Beue Fourche,
Fourche project,
Belle Fourche
project, South Dakota: For operation and mainte- Dak.
nance,
continuation of
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
operations, vol.
incidental operations,
Vol. 40, p.. 675.
nance, continuation
$141,000,
together with the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation
$141,000, together
for
project for
1919;
the fiscal
fiscal year 1919;
for the
for this
this project
Strawberry Valey,
Valley,
uaherr
maintenance, Utah.
Utah: For operation and maintenance,
Strawberry Valley project,
Strawberry
project, incidental operations, $55,000;
construction, and incidental
continuation
$55,000;
continuation of construction
Wash.
okanogan, Wash.
maintenance, Okanogan,
and maintenance,
Okanogan
project, Washington:
Washington: For
For operation
operation and
Okanogan project,
Vol. 40, p. 675.
and incidental
continuation
of construction,
incidental operations,
operations, $325,000,
$325,000 Vol.4, p. 67.
construction, and
continuation of
balance of the appropriation
unexpended balance
together
appropriation for this
together with the unexpended
project
year 1919:
project for the
the fiscal year
1919;
Yakima, Wash.
ws
VWashington: For operation and maintenance, Yima,
Yakima project, Washington:
Yakima
Vol. 40, p.675.
4
$353,000,
operations,
incidental
and
construction,
continuation
of construction,
operations,
continuation of
together
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation for this
with the unexpended
together with
project for
1919;
project
for the
the fiscal year
year 1919;
Shoshone, Wyo.
Shoshone project,
project, Wyoming:
Wyoming: For
maintenance, Vol.
ShohoneWyo.
operation and
and maintenance,
For operation
Shoshone
40, p. 673.
$343,000, Vol 40, p- 67.
operations, $343,000,
incidental operations,
and incidental
of construction
construction, and
continuation of
continuation
together with
with the
balance of the sum appropriated
appropriated for
for
the unexpended
unexpended balance
together
1919;
this project
project for the fiscal year
year 1919;
Secondary projects.
projects.
miscllaneous inves- secoda
and other miscellaneous
cooperative and
Secondary projects:
projects: For
For cooperative
Secondary
tigations,
tigations, $75,000;
$75,000;
-- 15
44281°-21-15
44281°-2
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Expenditures limitlimiot
ed
to specified
specified alloted to
allotments, etc.
etc.
ments,

dExpendtees

Interchangeable
amounts.

aInterchangeable

Leases of reserved
reserved
Leaes
lands,
etc.
lands,
etc. of
Proceeds from, etc.,
Proceeds
etc.,
to
to be covered
covered into
into
t
reclamation
und.
reclamation fund.

Cn. 24.
CH.

1919.
1919.

Under the
the provisions
provisions of
no greater
greater sum
sum shall
shall be
be expended,
expended,
Act no
this Act
of this
Under

nor shall
obligated to
the fiscal
fiscal
be obligated
to expend,
expend, during the
nor
shall the
the United
United States
States be
year
for herein
herein an
an
project appropriated
appropriated for
any reclamation
reclamation project
year 1920,
1920, on any
amount in
in excess
of the
the sum
herein appropriated
appropriated therefor,
therefor, nor
nor shall
shall
sum herein
excess of
amount
the whole
obligations incurred
all of
such projects
projects
incurred for
for all
of such
or obligations
the
whole expenditures
expenditures or
for the
fiscal year
year 1920
amount in
in the
the "reclamation
"reclamation
the whole
whole amount
1920 exceed
exceed the
for
the fiscal
fund" for
for that
fiscal year;
year;
fund"
that fiscal
interTen
centum of
the foregoing
foregoing amounts
amounts shall
shall be
be available
available interof the
per centum
Ten per
changeably
expenditures on
on the
the reclamation
reclamation projects
projects named;
named; but
but
for expenditures
changeably for
not
more than
10 per
shall be
added to
to the
the amount
amount approapprobe added
per centum
centum shall
not more
than 10
priated
for any
any one
one of
projects;
priated for
of said
said projects;
hereafter received
proceeds heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
The
The proceeds
received from the lease of any
any

lands reserved
under the
the
lands
reserved or
or withdrawn
withdrawn under
the reclamation
reclamation law
law or
or from
from the
sale
of the
the products
products therefrom
therefrom shall
be covered
covered into
into the
the reclamation
reclamation
shall be
sale of
fund; and
reservation or
withby aareservation
or withsuch lands
lands are
are affected
affected by
fund;
and where
where such
drawal under
some other
other law,
the lease
lease of
of land
land and
and
the proceeds
proceeds from
from the
under some
law, the
drawal
the
products therefrom
be covered
covered into
into the
the
likewise be
therefrom shall
shall likewise
the sale
sale of
of products
reclamation fund
lands are
are needed
needed for
for the
prothe proin all
all cases
cases where
where such
such lands
reclamation
fund in
tection
or other
other works
works constructed
constructed
reservoir or
tection or
or operation
operation of
of any
any reservoir
under the
the reclamation
reclamation law,
law, and
and such
shall be
be and
remain under
under
and remain
such lands
lands shall
under
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior;
of the
Interior;
of the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
In all,
the Reclamation
Reclamation Service,
In
all, for
for the
Service, $7,300,000.
$7,300,000.
Yakima Indian ResResFor reimbursement
eYatmaIndnan
reimbursement to the reclamation
reclamation fund
fund the
the proportionate
proportionate
ervation, Wash.
Reimbursement to expense
of the
the reservoirs
reservoirs for
for furnishing
furnishing
Reimbursement
expense of
of operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
fund for water furReservation, Washington,
Yakima Indian Reservation,
stored
water to
the lands
Washington,
to the
lands in Yakima
stored water
dtseo of.fufnaedfor
nished to lands
Vol.
ol. 3S,
p. 601.
3s, p.
64.
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 22
of the
in accordance
with the
22 of
the Act
Act of
of August
August 1,
1,
1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page 604),
604), there
there is
is appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of
1914
any money
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, $11,000.
$11,000.
any
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
VlsrAlaneous.
Miscellaneous.

TESTIMONY IN DISBARMENT
DISBARMENT PROCEEDINGS.
PROCEEDINGS.
TESTIMONY

Disbarment
Disbarment proceeproceed"

ings.

To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to take
take testimony and
and

prepare the
the same,
proceedings instiinstiprepare
same, in
in connection
connection with
with disbarment
disbarment proceedings
tuted
against persons
persons charged
practices before
before the
the
tuted against
charged with
with improper
improper practices
department, its
its bureaus
$500, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
may
department,
bureaus and
and offices,
offices, $500,
as may
be necessary.
necessary.
be

Alaska.
Alaska.

TERRITORY OF ALASKA.
ALASKA.
TERRITORY

Alaska
Engineering
laska Engineernmg
Commission.
Railroad
construc:miilrd
construetion, et,.
etc.
tion,
3, p.. 305.
Vol. V,
Past, pp.
P3t,
pp. 203,335.
293,335.

'vol'

.

Sale
supplies, etc.,
Sa
of of s3upopli,
etc.,
to employees.

Receipts
sales,
from sacles,
Reepts from
etc., to
to be
be credited
credited to
etc.,
to
construction
construction account.
account.

Alaskan
Alaskan Engineering
Engineering Commission:
Commission: For carrying
carrying- out the provisions
provisions
of the Act
Act approved March
March 12,
12, 1914,
1914, entitled "An Act to authorize
authorize
the
locate, construct,
construct, and
and operate
the President
President of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to locate,
operate
railroads
Territory of
of Alaska, and for
for other
railroads in the
the Territory
other purposes,"
purposes," including
including
expenses
to conducting
conducting hearings
and examining
estimates
expenses incident
incident to
hearings and
examining estimates
for appropriations
appropriations inAlaska,
inNAlaska, to
continue available
available until
until expended,
to continue
expended,
$2,038,029.
$2,03S,029.

granted to
purchase during
during the
fiscal year
Authority is granted
to purchase
the fiscal
year 1920,
1920, from
from
the appropriation
construction and
operation of
of railthe
appropriation made
made for
for the
the construction
and operation
railroads in
Alaska, articles
articles and
and supplies
supplies for
sale to
to employees
employees and
and conconroads
in Alaska,
for sale
tractors, the
appropriation to
tractors,
the appropriation
be reimbursed
by the
the proceeds
to be
reimbursed by
proceeds of
of such
such
sales.
sales.
approDuring the fiscal
fiscal year
vear 1920 there shall
shall be
be covered
covered into
into the
the appropriation
established from
year time
priation established
time to
time under
Act approved
March
to time
under the
the Act
approved March
12, 1914, entitled
entitled "An
to authorize
authorize the
the President
President of
the United
"An Act
Act to
of the
United
States to
States
locate, construct,
and operate
railroads in
in the
the Territory
Territory of
of
to locate,
construct, and
operate railroads
Alaska, and
and for
for other
the proceeds
of the
the sale
sale of
material
Alaska,
other purposes,"
purposes," the
proceeds of
of material
utilized
temporary work
work and
structures in
connection with
with the
the
utilized for
for temporary
and structures
in connection
operations
said Act,
Act, as
as well
well as
as the
sales of
all other
other condemned
condemned
operations under
under said
the sales
of all
property
property which
been purchased
purchased or
the proprowhich has
has been
or constructed
constructed under
under the
mone-s refunded
visions thereof, also any moneys
refunded in connection with the
construction and
said Act,
construction
and operations
operations under
under said
report hereunder
hereunder
Act, and
and aareport
shall be
be made
made to
to Congress
the beginning
beginning of
of its
its next
shall
Congress at
at the
next session.
session.
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1919.
1919.

of insane.
Insane
Alaska: For
of persons
persons legally
Insane of
of Alaska:
For care
care and
and custody
custody of
Care ofinsane
legally adjudged
adjudged Care
insane in
in Alaska,
other expenses,
insane
Alaska, including
including transportation
transportation and
and other
expenses, Proviso.
,
$111,480:
is granted
granted to
Secretary of
of Payment to Sani$111,480: Provided,
Provided, That
That authority
authority is
to the
the Secretary
tarium Company.
the Interior
from this
this appropriation
to the
Com- tarium
the
Interior to
to pay
pay from
appropriation to
the Sanitarium
Sanitarium CornCompany.
pany
Portland, Oregon,
not to
to exceed
exceed $495
per capita
per annum
pany of
of Portland,
Oregon, not
$495 per
capita per
annum
for the
the care
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of Alaskan
Alaskan insane
insane patients
during the
for
patients during
the
fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920.
Educati on of
Education in
Education
Secretary of
of the
in naiues
in Alaska:
Alaska: To
To enable
enable the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior, in
a t' o of
his
discretion
and
under
his
direction,
to
provide
for
the
education
his discretion and under his direction, to provide for the education
and support
the Eskimos,
Indians, and
and other
other natives
of
and
support of
of the
Eskimos, Aleuts,
Aleuts, Indians,
natives of
Alaska;
erection, repair,
and rental
Alaska; erection,
repair, and
rental of
of school
school buildings;
buildings; textbooks
textbooks
natives.

and
traveling expenses
expenses of
of
and industrial
industrial apparatus;
apparatus; pay
pay and
and necessary
necessary traveling

superintendents, teachers,
physicians, and
other employees,
employees, and
and all
all
superintendents,
teachers, physicians,
and other
other necessary
miscellaneous expenses
which are
are not
under
other
necessary miscellaneous
expenses which
not included
included under
Provisos.
the above
above special
That no
no person
person emthe
special heads,
heads, $250,000:
$250,000: Provided,
Provided, That
em- Pyrestrictions
Pay restrictions.
ployed
hereunder as
inspector, or
to perform
perform any
any
ployed hereunder
as special
special agent
agent or
or inspector,
or to
special or
unusual duty
duty in
connection herewith,
herewith, shall
receive as
as comcomspecial
or unusual
in connection
shall receive
pensation exceeding
month, in
addition to
traveling
pensation
exceeding $200
$200 per
per month,
in addition
to actual
actual traveling
expenses
per diem
exceeding $4
lieu of
of subsistence,
when
expenses and
and per
diem not
not exceeding
$4 in
in lieu
subsistence, when
absent
duty from
his designated
designated and
and actual
duty: Provided
absent on
on duty
from his
actual post
post of
of duty:
Provided Services
District
ervices in
in District
of Columbia.
further,
That of
of said
said sum
sum not
not exceeding
$7,000 may
may be
be expended
expended for
for of
further, That
exceeding $7,000
Coumbia.
personal
of Columbia.
Columbia.
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
Su r rvTon of exe
All
expenditures of money appropriated
appropriated herein
herein for
school purposes
purposes pendiPue.
All expenditures
for school
in
Alaska for
other than
those for
for the
the education
education of
white
in Alaska
for schools
schools other
than those
of white
children under
under the
jurisdiction of
of the
the governor
governor thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be under
under
children
the jurisdiction
the
supervision and
and direction
of the
the Commissioner
of Education
and
the supervision
direction of
Commissioner of
Education and
in conformity
such conditions,
conditions, rules,
rules, and
and regulations
as to
to conconin
conformity with
with such
regulations as
and methods
instruction and
and expenditure
expenditure of
of money
may
duct and
methods of
of instruction
money as
as may
from
to time
time be
be recommended
by him
and approved
by the
the
from time
time to
recommended by
him and
approved by
Secretary
of the
Interior.
Secretary of
the Interior.
i
t ical and sanitary
Medical relief in Alaska: To
enable the Secretary
the Interior
in re"cal
Medical
To enable
Secretary of
of the
Interior in
an
and itary
advice and cooperation
his discretion and under
under his direction,
direction, with the advice
cooperation
of the Public Health Service, to provide for the medical and sanitary
sanitary
relief
Eskimos, Aleuts,
Indians, and
of Alaska;
Alaska;
relief of
of the
the Eskimos,
Aleuts, Indians,
and other
other natives
natives of
erection,
purchase, repair,
repair, rental,
rental, and
of hospital
hospital builderection, purchase,
and equipment
equipment of
buildings; books and surgical apparatus;
necessary traveling
apparatus; pay and necessary
expenses
and and
and other
other employees,
employees, and
and all
all other
other
expenses of
of physicians,
physicians, nurses,
nurses, and
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses which are not
under the
the
not included
included under
above
$80,900.
above special
special heads,
heads, $80,000.
0
of
dmissi
Patients
may be
be admitted
the hospitals pat
t^s,1'
Patients who are not indigent may
admitted to the
Pa
of Pay
ents.
payment of
charges
for care
care and treatment
treatment on
on the
the payment
of such
such reasonable
reasonable charges
therefor as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior shall
shall prescribe.
therefor
of the
the Interior
prescribe.
Reindeer.
Reindeer
Reindeer for
support of
stations in
Als.ska
for Alaska:
Alaska: For
For support
of reindeer
reindeer stations
in Alaska
and instruction of Alaskan
Alaskan natives in the care
care and
and management
management of
of
reindeer, $7,500:
$7,500: Provided,
Provided, That
Commissioner of
of Education
Education is
is Proviso.
reindeer,
That the
the Commissioner
Proo.
Sale of males, etc.
authorized
to sell
sell such
such of
of the
the male
reindeer belonging
to the
the GovernGovernauthorized to
male reindeer
belonging to
eof
ae
advisable and
use the
the proceeds
proceeds in
in the
the purpurment as he may
may deem
deem advisable
and to
to use
chase of female reindeer
reindeer belonging to missions and in
in the distribudistribution of reindeer
portions of Alaska in
in which
reindeer to natives
natives in those
those portions
which
reindeer have not yet been placed and which are adapted
adapted .to the
pendiruri

re l r

on

reindeer
reindeer industry.
industry.
Protection of game.
Protection of
game in
in Alaska:
For carrying
the Act
app_roved v.
Protection
of game
Alaska: For
3, p.
p.102.
carrying out
out the
Act approved
01
Vol. 35,
entitled "An
"An Act for
for the
the protection
game inA.W.ka,
May 11,
11, 1908,
1908, entitled
protection of
of game
in Alaska
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," including
salaries, traveling
expenses of
of
and
including salaries,
traveling expenses
game wardens,
wardens' and all other necessary expenses,
expenses, $20,000,
$20,000, to be expended
under the
direction of
of the
governor of
of Alaska.
Alaska.
pended under
the direction
the governor
liquor
liquors: For sppression
suppression of the
traffic in
in traffic.
Traffic in intoxicating
intoxicating liquors:
the taffi
TSuppnasing
"sn
the natives
intoxicating liquors among the
natives of Alaska,
la aKar to be
be "exPendc.d
expeded
the Interior, $i000
under the direction of the Secretay
tary of the
o
rtf
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Parks.
National Parks.
Director of National
of National
Director
Park
Service,
etc.
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PARS.
NATIONAL PARKS.
NATIONAL

assistant director, $2,500;
National Park
Park Service:
$2,500;
Director, $4,500; assistant
Service: Director,
National
draftsman, $1,800;
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; editor,
$1,800; clerks-two
clerks—two
$2,000; draftsman,
editor, $2,000;
chief

of class
of class
class two,
$1,020, two at $900 each; mestwo, one $1,020,
two of
three, two
class three,
of
senger,
in all,
all, for
for park
Columbia,
service in the District of Columbia,
park service
$600; in
senger, $600;
$22,220.
$22,220.
Crater Lake, Oreg.
Crater
Lake National
Park, Oregon:
protection and improveOregon: For protection
National Park,
Crater Lake
Crater Lake, Oreg.
ment,
and repairing
repairing and
and extension
including not exceeding
exceeding
extension of roads, including
ment, and
$300 for
the maintenance,
operation, and repair of a
a. motor-driven
motor-driven
maintenance, operation,
for the
$300
passenger-carrying vehicle
the use
superintendent and
use of the superintendent
for the
vehicle for
passenger-carrying
employees in
in connection
with general
general park
work, $28,225.
$28,225.
park work,
connection with
employees
General Grant, Calif.
General Grant
Grant National
National Park,
Park, California:
protection and
California: For protection
General
Grant, Caf
cenerl
repairing and
trails,
improvement,
construction
of
fences
and
and
repairing
improvement, construction of fences
extension
roads, $6,000.
$6,000.
of roads,
extension of
Glacier, Mont.
Glacier
National Park,
For administration
improveadministration and improveMontana: For
Park, Montana:
Glacier National
Gaer, Mont.
bridges, and telephone
ment,
roads trails, bridges,
telephone lines and
construction of roads,
ment, construction
the
repair thereof,
thereof, including
repairs to the roads from
necessary repairs
including necessary
the repair
Reservation to
Glacier Park
Station through
Indian Reservation
Blackfeet Indian
the Blackfeet
through the
Park Station
Glacier
various points
points in
the boundary
Glacier National
National Park,
line of the Glacier
boundary line
in the
various
including not
not exceeding
$1,000 for the
maintenance, repair, and
the maintenance,
exceeding $1,000
including
operation
one motor-driven
motor-driven and
passenger-carrying
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
one horse-drawn
and one
of one
operation of
vehicle
for the
of the
employees in connection
connection
and employees
superintendent and
the superintendent
use of
the use
vehicle for
with
general
park work,
work, $85,000.
$85,000.
park
general
with
Grand Canyon, Ariz.
administration, proGrand Canyon
National Park, Arizona:
Arizona: For administration,
Canyon National
Grand
aaCanyon.Ari.
not
development,
and
improvement,
tection maintenance,
maintenance,
development, including
including not
tection,
exceeding $2,500
for the
the purchase,
maintenance, operation, and
purchase, maintenance,
$2,500 for
exceeding
repair of
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
of
vehicle for the use of
a motor-driven
of a
repair
the
superintendent and
employees in
connection with general park
m connection
and employees
the superintendent
work, $49,000.
$40,000.
work,
Hawai
HawaiL
Haa
Hawaii
incident to securing donations
expenses incident
For expenses
National Park: For
Hawaii National
of
lands and
Hawaii
way over patented lands in Hawaii
of way
rights of
and rights
patented lands
of patented
_National
Park,
$750.
$750.
Park,
National
Hot Springs Reset
Springs Reservation
Arkansas: The
The unexpended
unexpended balance of
of
Reservation, Arkansas:
Hot Springs
eser-. Hot
vation, Ark.
Civil
New buildings.
in the Sundry
contained
authorization
the
appropriation
and
authorization
contained
Sundry
and
appropriation
the
brilding.
New
Reappropriation.
construction of aa
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
for the construction
1919 for
year 1919
fiscal year
Vol.
40, p.
p. 69.
679.
Appropriation
Vol. 40,
bathhouse building is reapnew administration
Government free bathhouse
administration and Government
new
SecreThe SecreAcceptance of
of sites
propriated and made available
available for the fiscal
fiscal year 1920. The
sites,,propriated
Acceptance
etc.
tary
discretion, to use such
of the Interior is authorized, in his discretion,
tary of
etc
appropriation and
and authorization
construction of separate
in the construction
authorization in
appropriation
buildings
free bathhouse
bathhouse purposes and to
and free
administration and
for administration
buildings for
accept sites
sites in
the city
donated for said
city of Hot Springs which may be donated
in the
accept
buildings.
buildings.
National
Lafayette, Me.
Lafayette,
Lafayette National
National Park,
Park, Maine:
Maine: For
For administration,
administration, maintenance,
maintenance,
Lafayette
Vol.
40, p.1178.
ie.
voL.40,p.
protection,
and
exceeding $600 for mainnot exceeding
including not
improvement, including
protection, and improvement,
passenger-carrying
a motor-driven
tenance,
operation and repair of a
motor-driven passenger-carrying
tenance, operation,
vehicle
a' .dministration of the park, $10,000.
$10,000.
vehicle for use in administration
Mesa Verde, Colo.
protection and improveMesa Verde
Verde National
Colorado: For protection
Park, Colorado:
National Park,
Mesa
Mesa Verde, Col.
maintenance,
ment,
including not
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 for purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
not exceeding
ment, including
passengermotor-driven passengeroperation, and
and repair
horse-drawn and motor-driven
of horse-drawn
repair of
operation,
carry ing vehicles
the superintendent
superintendent and employees,
of the
use of
for use
vehicles for
carrying
$11,000.
$11,000.
Mount Rainier
and
nainier,' Mount Rainier National Park, Washington:
Mhunt
Washington: For
For protection
protection and
Wath.
improvement, construction
bridges fences, and trails, and
construction of roads, bridges,
improvement,
exceeding $500 for the mainteimprovement of
roads including
including not exceeding
of roads,
improvement
nance,
operation,
and
repair
of
a
motor-driven
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
motor-driven
a
of
repair
and
nance, operation,
vehicle
for use
use of
the superintendent
employees in connecconnecpark employees
and park
superintendent and
of the
vehicle for
$32,500.
park
tion
with
general
work,
$32,500.
tion
National
rnonu
National Monuments:
Monuments: For
the preservation,
development, adminadminpreservation, development,
For the
National
mNational mon
ments.
expended
Protection.
protection of the national
istration, and protection
Proteetin.
istration
national monuments,
monuments, to
to be
be expended
Interior, $8,000.
the Interior,
under the
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
of the
Secretary of
of the
under
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Platt
Oklahoma: For
For improvement
protection,
and protection,
improvement and
Park, Oklahoma:
Platt National
National Park,

Platt,

Platt, Okla.
Oka.

$6,000.
protection and
and C Rocky Mountain,
Rocky
National Park,
Park, Colorado:
Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
Colorado: For
For protection
Mountain,
improvement, $10,000.
$10,000.
improvement,
Sequoia National
National Park,
Park, California:
California: For
protection and improve- Sequoia,aif.
Sequoia, Calif.
For protection
Sequoia
ment,
construction and
of bridges,
bridges, fences,
fences, and
trails, improveimproveand trails,
and repair
repair of
ment, construction
ment of
other than
than toll
toll roads,
roads, including
for
not exceeding
exceeding $500 for
including not
ment
of roads
roads other
the maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
and repair
repair of
of a
motor-driven passengerpassengera motor-driven
the
and employees
employees in
carrying vehicle
the use
use of
of the
superintendent and
the superintendent
for the
carrying
vehicle for
connection
with the
the general
park work,
work $35,000.
$35,000.
general park
connection with
Wind
Cave National
South Dakota:
Cave, S.. Dak.
Wind Cave,
Dak.
improvement and
and Wind
Dakota: For
For improvement
Park, South
Wind Cave
National Park,
protection,
$4,000.
protection, $4,000.
Yellowstone, Wyo.
administration, proYellowstone
Park, Wyoming:
Wyoming: For
For administration,
pro- Yellowstone,Wyo.
National Park,
Yellowstone National
tection,
maintenance, and
improvement, including
exceed
to exceed
not to
including not
and improvement,
tection, maintenance,
leading out
$7,500
for maintenance
of the
in the
reserve leading
out
the forest reserve
road in
the road
maintenance of
$7,500 for
of the
the park
from the
the east
east boundary,
boundary, not
for mainmainexceed $7,500
$7,500 for
not to
to exceed
of
park from
tenance of
of the
road in
the forest
forest reserve
reserve leading
out of
of the park from
leading out
in the
the road
tenance
the south
not to
$15,000 for
for a
a bridge
bridge over
over the
the
to exceed
exceed $15,000
boundary, not
the
south boundary,
Buffalo Fork
the Snake
on the
approach, not
not to
to
the Lander
Lander approach,
River on
Snake River
Fork of
of the
Buffalo
exceed $7,600
for the
repair
and repair
maintenance, and
operation, maintenance,
the purchase,
purchase, operation,
$7,600 for
exceed
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
including feed
feed
vehicles, and
and including
passenger-carrying vehicles
of
for
other animals
animals and
and salaries
of buffalo
buffalo keepers,
keepers, $255,500,
$255,500,
salaries of
and other
for buffalo
buffalo and
to
be expended
the direction
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Proviso.
by and
and under
under the
direction of
the Secretary
to be
expended by
Interior:
$2,000 may
may be
be expended
snow removal.
removl.
for Snow
expended for
exceeding $2,000
That not
not exceeding
Provided, That
Interior: Provided,
the removal
removal of
of snow
snow from
from any
any of
of the
the roads
roads for
for the
of opening
opening
the purpose
purpose of
the
them in
in advance
advance of
of the
tourist season.
season.
Yosemite,
them
the tourist
Yosemite, Calif.
aif.
Yosemite National
National Park,
Park, California:
For protection
improveand improveprotection and
California: For
Yosemite
ment,
repair of
of bridges
fences,. and
and
and trails, and
bridges, fences,
and repair
ment, construction
construction and
improvements of
of roads
than toll
toll roads;
roads; including not
exceeding
not exceeding
roads other
other than
improvements
$2,300
for purchase,
maintenance, operation,
repair of
of horsehorseand repair
operation, and
purchase, maintenance,
$2,300 for
drawn and
and motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles for use of the
passenger-carrying vehicles
drawn
superintendent
and employees
employees in
in connection
general park
with general
park work,
connection with
superintendent and
feet
exceeding twenty
twenty feet
not
exceeding $55,000 for
grading in width not
not exceeding
for grading
not exceeding
El Portal-Yosemite
Portal-Yosemite Road, $200,000.
$200,000.
El

$6,000.

olo.
Itc'ckY

SAINT
HOSPITAL.
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL.
SALNT EL.TZABETHS

Elizabeths
Saint
Elizabeths
Hospital, D.C.
D.C.
Hospital,

te
For
support, clothing,
treatment in
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
"
Hospital Maintenance.
in Saint
and treatment
clothing, and
For support,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, Coast Guard,
of the
the insane
Guard,
the Army, Navy,
insane from the
of
inmates
National Home
Home for Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers
Soldiers,
inmates of the National
convicted of crimes against
persons charged
charged with or convicted
against the
the United
States
who are insane,
persons who have become insane since
all persons
insane, all
States who
naval service of the United
United States,
into the
the military
military and naval
their entry into
Army persons transcivilians in the quartermaster's
quartermaster's service of the Army,
ferred
been admitted to the hospital
Zone, who have been
the Canal Zone,
ferred from the
and
who are
indigent, including
including exchange,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and
exchange, maintenance,
are indigent,
and who
the
operation
of motor-propelled
vehicles, for the
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
operation of
of the superintendent,
use
superintendent, purchasing
purchasing agent, and general
general'hospital
hospital
use of
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 of this sum may be
and not
not exceeding
$1,000,000; and
business, $1,000,000;
expended
in the
removal of
exceeding
not exceeding
friends, not
their friends,
of patients
patients to their
the removal
expended in
purchase of such books, periodicals, and papers as may
$1,000 in the purchase
$1,000
of the hospital
required for
hospital and for the medical
medical
the purposes of
for the
be required
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 for actual and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses
library, and not exceeding
incurred in
in the
the apprehension
apprehension and
and return
return to
hospital of
escaped Proviso.
incurred
to the
the hospital
of escaped
poo.
patients: Provided,
Provided, That
Secretary of
the Interior
of pay.
Adjsment of
is authorize
authorized to Adjustment
of the
Interior is
the Secretary
That the
patients:
of officers
officers and employees at Saint Elizabeths
adjust the
compensation of
Elizabeths
the compensation
adjust
Hospital
Hospital
The War
Department is
authorized to
to transfer
to Saint
p
r
i
j
The
War Department
is authorized
transfer to
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeth
s fdiem, t
loaned to that
Hospital the
X-ray and
and dental
dental outfits
outfits at present
present loaned
the X-ray
Hospital
War Department.
the War
hospital
by the
the medical
of the
branch of
medical branch
hospital by
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authorized and directed to transfer without
without
The Secretary
Secretary of War is authorized
ambulance, eight
charge to Saint Elizabeths Hospital one motor ambulance,
eight
passenger-carrying motor
motor trucks,
trucks, and not
not to
to exceed
exceed eleven
eleven passenger-carrying
motor
vehicles for
for use
in general
vehicles
use in
general hospital
hospital business.
business.
Buildings
and
For the
the buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, as
as follows:
follows:
For
BguiId'ngs and
grounds.
For general
and improvements,
improvements, $60,000.
$60,000.
repairs and
For
general repairs
For roadways, grading, and walks, $5,000.

Motor vehicles
vehicles transtrans
Iotor
ferred from Army.

ed

f y

Cohn:able
Columbia Institution
the Deaf.
tion for
ortheDeaf.
Maintenance,
aintenance, etc.
etc.

Repairs.
Repairs.

Howard University.
University.
Howard

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA

INSTrITTION
INS.1.1 UTION FOR THE
.1.‘Ht. DEAF.
DEAF.

For support of the institution,
institution, including salaries and incidental
incidental
expenses, books and illustrative apparatus, and general repairs and
improvements,
improvements, $85,000.
For repairs
repairs to buildings of the institution, including plumbing and
steam
pavements within
and for
for repairs
repairs to
to pavements
within the grounds,
grounds, $7,500.
$7,500.
steam fitting,
fitting, and
HOWARD UNIVERSITY.
HOWARD
-NrIVERSITY.

Maintenance,
etc.
Maintenance, etc.

For maintenance,
maintenance, to be used in payment of part of the salaries of the
officers,
officers, professors, teachers, and other regular employees of the
university, ice and stationery, the balance of which shall be paid
from donations
donations and other sources, of which sum not less than $1,500
$1,500
shall be used for normal instruction, $76,437.75;
$76,437.75;
instructors and other necessary
For tools, materials, fuel, wages of instructors,
necessary
expenses of the department
$20,000;
department of manual arts, $20,000;
furniture, and fixtures for the libraries, $1,500;
$1,500;
For books, shelving, furniture,
$10,000;
For improvement of grounds and repairs of buildings, $10,000;
departmnt.
department: For part cost of needed
Medical department.
Medical department:
needed equipment, laboratory
laboratory
supplies, apparatus, and repair
repair of laboratories
buildings? $7,000;
$7,000;
supplies,
laboratories and buildings,
biological, and
For material and apparatus for chemical, physical, biological,
natural-history studies
studies and use in laboratories
science hall,
natural-history
laboratories of the science
including cases and shelving, $2,000;
$2,000;
Fuel and
Fuel
and light.
light.
Fuel and light: For part payment for fuel and light, Freedmen's
Freedmen's
Hospital
Hospital and Howard
Howard University,
University, including
including necessary
necessary labor to care
for and operate the same, $5,000;
$5,000;
In all, $121,937.75.

Freedmen's
Freedmen's
pital.

Hos-

FREEDMEN'S
HOSPITAL.
FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL.

compensation of the surgeon in chief,
chiefz not to
For salaries and compensation
exceed $3,000, and for all
all other professional and other services that
may be required and expressly approved by. the Secretary of the
Interior, $33,360. A detailed statement of the expenditure
expenditure of
of this
this
submitted to Congress;
Congress;
sum shall be submitted
Contingent expen,es.
expenses.
Contingent
clothing, bedding,
bedding, forage,
medicine,
For subsistence,
subsistence, fuel and light, clothing,
forage, medicine,
medical
medical and surgical supplies, surgical instruments,
instruments, electric lights,
repairs, furniture, motor-propelled
absolutely
motor-propelled ambulance,
ambulance, and other absolutely
necessary expenses, $47,000;
necessary
In all, $80,360.
Salaries etc.

Department of JusDepartment
tice.

Penitentiaries.
Penitentiaries.
Atlanta, Ga.
Working capital
fund reappropriated,
reappropriated,
etc.
SIT, 1035.
1035.
VoL 40, pp. 897,

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS.

appropriation of $150,000
$150,000 for
for
Atlanta, Georgia, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: The appropriation
the fiscal year 1919, for aaworking capital fund, is reappropriated
reappropriated and
made available for the fiscal year 1920; and the said working
capital
woring capital
fund and all receipts credited thereto may be used as a
a revolving
revolving
fund during the fiscal year 1920.
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Leavenworth,
Kansas, Penitentiary:
For continuing
construction,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Penitentiary: For
continuing construction,

Leavenworth, Kans.
Leavenworth,
Ka.
Construction.

S100,000, to remain
available until
expended, and
be expended
so
$100,000,
remain available
until expended,
and to
to be
expended so
as to
to give
amount of
employment to
to the
the inmates
as
give the
the maximum
maximum amount
of employment
inmates of
of said
said

penitentiary.
penitentiary.
McNeil
Island,
McNeil Island,
Washington, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For
McNeil
Island, Washington,
For the
the construction
construction wMacNe
Island,
Wash.
New
buildings.
complete
of the
the following
following buildings:
buildings: New
and Newbuildings.
complete of
New dining
dining room,
kitchen, and
room, kitchen,
bakery,
$60,000; new
new hospital,
$20,000; residence
residence for
the warden
bakery, $60,000;
hospital, $20,000;
for the
warden and
and
residence
for the
warden $10,000;
$10,000; cottages
cottages for
for guards
and
residence for
the deputy
deputy warden,
guards and
employees,
$12,000; in
to remain
remain available
until exemployees, $12,000;
in all,
all, $102:000
$102,000 to
available until
expended,
and to
be expended
expended so
give the
pended, and
to be
so as
as to
to give
the maximum
maximum amount
amount of
of
employment to
the inmates
inmates of
said penitentiary.
penitentiary.
employment
to the
of said
f h
her buildErst ftr ot
Appropriations
Act under
under the
Department of
Justice shall
Appropriations in
in this
this Act
the Department
of Justice
shall ings forbidden.
not
used for
the construction
or additional
not be
be used
for beginning
beginning the
construction of
of any
any new
new or
additional
building,
than those
for herein,
any
building, other
other than
those specifically
specifically provided
provided for
herein, at
at any
Federal penitentiary.
Federal
penitentiary.
ings

r

d d en .

Miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS,
OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.
MISCELLANEOUS
OBJECTS, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF

Miscellaneous.

Conduct
Conduct of customs

Conduct of
of customs
customs cases:
cases: Assistant
General, $8,000;
$8,000; cases.
Conduct
Assistant Attorney
Attorney General,
cases.
com
Assistant Attorney

special attorneys
attorneys and
counselors at
special
and counselors
of customs
at law
law in
in the
the conduct
conduct of
customs Geneat
ttorneye
General, attorneys,
eta.
101.
cases, to
to be
employed and
and their
compensation fixed
the Attorney
Attorney. Vol. 36, p. 10g.
cases,
be employed
their compensation
fixed by
by the

General, as
30 of
of section
section 28
of the
the Act
of
General,
as authorized
authorized by
by subsection
subsection 30
28 of
Act of
August 5,
5, 1909;
1909; necessary
and other
other employees
employees at
August
necessary clerical
clerical assistance
assistance and
at

the
government and
to be
be employed
and their
the seat
seat of
of government
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, to
employed and
their
compensation fixed by the Attorney
Attorney General; supplies, Supreme
compensation
Supreme Court
Court
reports
Digests and
and Federal
and Digests,
printing,
reports and Digests
Federal Reporter
Reporter and
Digests, printing,
traveling, and other miscellaneous
incidental expenses,
traveling,
miscellaneous and
and incidental
expenses, to be
ended under
the direction
direction of
the Attorney
in all,
all, $65,000.
expended
under the
of the
Attorney General;
General; in
$65,000.
or traveling
traveling expenses,
allowance of
For
expenses, fees
fees, and
and mileage
mileage allowance
of witnesses
witnesses
before
before the
the Board
Board of
of United
General Appraisers, $3,000.
$3,000.
United Stales
States General
Appraisers,
Defending
in claims
claims against
against the
the United
States: For
For necessary
necessary
Defending suits
suits in
United States:
expenses
the examination
examination of
of witnesses
expenses incurred
incurred in the
witnesses and
and procuring
procuring
evidence in the matter of
of claims
claims against the United States, including
Indian depredation
depredation claims and such other
expenses as
necesother expenses
as may be necessary in defending
defending suits in the Court of Claims, and including
including not
not
exceeding
exceeding $500
$500 for
for law
law books which
which shall be available
available to keep current
current
existing
sets of United
United States Supreme
Supreme Court reports, to be
existing sets
expended
be expended
under the direction of the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, $60,000.
$60,000.
Detection
prosecution of
the detection
Detection and
and prosecution
of crimes:
crimes: For
For the
detection and
and proseprosecution of crimes against
cution
United States;
of the
against the
the United
States; the investigation
investigation of
the
official
records, and
and accounts
of marshals,
marshals, attorneys,
attorneys, clerks,
official acts,
acts, records,
accounts of
clerks,
referees, and
of the
courts and
the Territorial
referees,
and trustees
trustees of
the United
United States
States courts
and the
Territorial
courts
for which
which purpose
purpose all
all the
the
courts, and United States commissioners
commissioners, for
official
records, and
and dockets
official papers,
papers,records,
exception,
dockets of said officers,
officers, without exception,
shall be examined
examined by the agents of the Attorney General
General at any tune;
time;
for the protection
the person of
of the
the President
of the
the United States;
States;
protection of the
President of
for
investigations regarding
under the
for such
such other
other investigations
regarding official
official matters
matters under
the
control of the Department of Justice
Justice or the Department of State as
may be directed by
General; hire
by the Attorney General;
hire of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or
or
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles when necessary;
per diem
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
necessary; per
diem
in
pursuant to
to section
13 of
of the
in hen
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence when
when allowed
allowed pursuant
section 13
the
Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
approved August
August 1,
including
Sundry Civil
Act approved
1, 1914,
1914, including
not
$140,000 for
employees at
at the
the seat
of governgovernnot to
to exceed
exceed $140,000
for necessary
necessary employees
seat of
ment,
including a
aDirector
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
at
ment, and
and including
Director of
of Investigation
Inot
at not
not
exceeding $7,500
per annum,
to be
be expended
the direction
direction of
exceeding
$7,500 per
annum, to
expended under
under the
of
the Attorney General;
General; in all, $1,600,000.
$1,600,000.
Inspection of
and prisoners:
prisoners: For
For the
inspection of
of United
United
Inspection
of prisons
prisons and
the inspection
States
and prisoners,
prisoners, and
and for
collection, classification,
classification, and
and
States prisons and
for the
the collection,
of criminal identification
identification records
and their
their exchange
exchange
preservation of
records and
with the officials
OffiCifilAt of
including salary
of State
State and other
other institutions,
institutions, including
salary of
of

Supplies,
es etc.

upp , etc.

Witee,
Witnesses, Board
Board of
of
General Appraisers.
Appraisers.

General
Ddin
Defending

cl

claims.

suits in

Detectio
Detection ad
and pros
prose.
cution off crimes.
crimes.
cution

P

Protection

President.
President.

of

the

pdiemsumtece

Perdiem subsistence.

Vol
38, p.
.
vol. ss,p.eso•

Drector of
of Bureau
Director
Bureau

of nvestigat
investiion
gation.
o.

Inspection
of prisons,
aspetionofprisons,
etc.
etc
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under
expended under
the assistant
superintendent of
of prisons,
prisons, $2,500, to be expended
assistant superintendent
the
the direction
of
Attorney General,
General, $11,000.
$11,000.
the Attorney
of
direction
the
Traveling, etc., exmiscellaneous expenses:
and miscellaneous
penses.
expenses: For traveling
traveling and
and other
other
Traveling and
etc, ex- Traveling
Taeling,
miscellaneous and
emergency expenses,
expenses including
advances made by
including advances
and emergency
miscellaneous
Attorney
the
disbursing clerk,
authorized and
and approved
approved by the Attorney
clerk, authorized
the disbursing
R. S.,sec.3648,p.718. General, to
discretion, the
the provisions
section
provisions of section
his discretion,
at his
expended at
be expended
General, to be
R.s.,sec.s8,p.718.
Enforcingantitrust 3648, Revised Statutes, to
to
the
contrary
notwithstanding,
$7,500.
the contrary notwithstanding,
Enforing antitrust 3648, Revised Statutes,
laws.
Enforcement
antitrust laws: For the enforcement
enforcement of antitrust
antitrust
of antitrust
Enforcement of
laws.
necessary
salaries of
for
$15,000
exceeding
not
laws
vol.
38,
p.
730.
laws,
including
exceeding
$
1
5,0
00
salaries
of necessa
ry
7.
38,p.
Vol.
government, $100,000:
Provisos.
employees at the seat of government,
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, however,
however,
e for proecutingemployees
labor organizations, That
That no
no part
part of
this money
money shall be spent in the prosecution
prosecution of any
of this
labrorgizations,
entering into any combination
forbidden,
organization or individual
individual for entenng
combination or
or
organization
forbidden.
shortening
agreement
having
in
view
the
increasing
shortening of
wages,
of
increasing
the
agreement having in view
hours
or bettering
of labor, or for any act done in
conditions of
the conditions
bettering the
hours or
Providedfurther,
Associations
of
f
"
furtherance
thereof,
not
in
itself
unlawful:
Provided
further, That no
unlawful:
itself
in
not
thereof,
ssociations of farm- furtherance
ers, etc.
of
appropriation shall be expended for the prosecution of
part of this appropriation
ers,etc.
cooperate
who
producers
of
farm
products
and
associations
of
farmers
cooperate
farmers
associations
and
producers of farm products
and
organize in
obtain and mainpurpose to obtain
the purpose
for the
and for
to and
effort to
an effort
in an
and organize
products.
their
On lands.
tam
n
a
fair
and
reasonable
price
for
their
products.
for
tain a fair and reasonable price
n lands.
ExPenses of
of nal
Suits affecting
withdrawn oil lands: To enable
enable the Attorney
Attorney GenGenaffecting withdrawn
Suits
suts aal'
Expenses
tooting withdrawn
States in
eral
to
represent
and
protect
the
interests
the
United
of
interests
the
protect
and
eral to represent
fectgwithdrawn
matters and
and suits
suits affecting
affecting withdrawn
oil lands
lands and
and for expenses in
withdrawn oil
matters
connection
therewith,
including
salaries
of
necessary
employees in the
employees
necessary
of
salaries
including
therewith,
connection
Use

for

prosecuting

arm

conve „
es , rive
i
District
$65,000.
Columbia, $65,000.
of Columbia,
District of
Conveaes,
Civiliz
Tribes.
Suits to
to set
removal of
allotted lands for removal
of allotted
conveyances of
aside conveyances
set aside
Suits
civeTie.
Suits to set aside.
restrictions,
allotted lands, Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes: For necessary
necessary
restrictions, allotted
uits toset aside
F ve

Proviso
Proviso.

Expediting
directed.
Expeditingdirected.

rnforang
orin interstate
commerce laws.
lws.
commerace

expenses
at the
Secretary
request of the Secretary
the request
brought at
suits brought
any suits
to any
incident to
expenses incident
of the
the Interior
judicial district
district of
Oklahoma, to be
of Oklahoma,
eastern judicial
the eastern
in the
Interior in
of
$10,000:
of the Attorney General, $10,000:
expended under
under the
direction of
the direction
expended
Provided, That
That said
said suits shall be advanced
advanced upon the docket
docket and their
Provided,

trial expedited.
expenses of repreEnforcement
regulate commerce:
commerce: For expenses
repreEnforcement of Acts to regulate
Vol.34,
p. 379; Vol.
0736,
1
entitled
Act
the
under
arising
in
p_ 539;
01;
senting
the
Government
all
matters
arising
under
the
Act
entitled
Government
the
senting
L
7;o
,
p.
Vol.
commerce," approved
"An Act
regulate commerce,"
approved February 4, 1887,
1887, as
as
to regulate
Act to
40 "An
ol. 40,
p. 219; Vol.
3 p.219;
ol. 38,
p. 272.
amended, including
including traveling
be expended
expended under the
to be
expenses, to
traveling expenses
amended,
p 27 .
direction of
the Attorney
General, including
including salaries of employees in
Attorney General,
of the
direction
$8,750.
ed Fedal
the
District
of
Columbia,
$8,750.
Columbia,
of
District
- the
C
Feral Court
eports and
Federal Court
Court Reports
Digests: For one hundred
hundred and seventyand Digests:
Reports and
Federal
Digests.
and Digests.
ports
nine copies
copies of
continuations of
Federal Reporter,
Reporter, as issued,
the Federal
of the
of continuations
nine
estimated at
at ten
volumes per
continue sets now furnished
to continue
year, to
per year,
ten volumes
estimated
various
officials, at
$2 per
$3,580.
volume, $3,580.
per volume,
at $2
various officials,
For
two sets
sets of
Reporter, from
from
Federal Reporter,
the Federal
of the
of two
continuation of
the continuation
For the
volumes 229
264, inclusive,
seventy-two volumes, at $2 per
inclusive, seventy-two
to 264,
229 to
volumes
volume, $144.
$144.
volume,
c'rera For fifteen
of volume
volume 63
63 of
of the
the Lawyers'
Lawyers' Edition
Edition of the
copies of
fifteen copies
For
tive
E
Vo ume
Cv°°oe
,tiLeEitSon,
03.
Supreme Court
Court Reports,
advance sheets
to continue
continue the
sheets to
including advance
Reports, including
Supreme
63.
$112.50.
sets
now
in
the
hands
of
certain
officials,
at
$7.50
per
volume,
volume,
$112.50.
per
$7.50
at
officials,
certain
of
hands
the
in
now
sets
United States ReFor two hun d
re dan dseventy cop
i
es each
eac hof
of
four
volumes—namely,
four volumes-namely,
and seventy copies
two hundred
For
p Pnited States R
Purchased Volumes
256, inclusive,
inclusive, of
Reports to continue the
of the Supreme Court Reports
to 256,
253 to
volumes 253
Prirchaseo
2.53-256.
per volume,
sets
now
in
the
hands
of
certain
officials,
at
$1.75
per
volume, $1,890.
$1,890.
$1.75
at
officials,
certain
of
hands
the
in
sets now
23-25i.
Two
sets of Volumes
Volumes
For the
the continuation
continuation of two sets of Supreme
Supreme Court reports from
from
For
Twosetsof
240-256.
volumes
240 to
to 256,
inclusive, thirty-four
thirty-four volumes at 81.75
$1.75 per
256, inclusive,
volumes 240
24)-256.
volume,
$59.50.
volume, $59.50.
Paerailroad suits.
Protecting
interests of
of the
United States
States in
in suits
suits affecting
affecting Pacific
the United
Protecting interests
railcsadsuits.
PExpenses.
to represent
railroads: To
To enable
the Attorney
Attorney General
represent and
and protect
protect
General to
enable the
railroads:
the
interests of
the United
United States
in matters
affecting the
matters and suits affecting
States in
of the
the interests
Pacific railroads,
railroads, and
for expenses
in connection
connection therewith,
therewith, $18,500.
expenses in
and for
Pacific
R

orts.
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1919.
J
Judicial.

udicial.

Supreme Court.
Supreme Court.
Law clerks for Jus-

For
law clerks,
clerks, one
the Chief
Chief Justice
Justice and
one for
each tices.
neer.
for each
and one
for the
one for
nine law
For nine
Associate
Justice,
at
not
exceeding
$3,600
each,
$32,400.
$32,400.
each,
$3,600
exceeding
not
at
Justice,
Associate
UNITED
UNITED

STATES COURTS.
COURTS.
STATES

clerks for Jus-

United States courts.

For
of the
for the
district Texas
Tes lii3
4
:
3
1ggart
il dUs:
disnorther
northern district
the northern
judge for
district judge
additional district
the additional
salary of
For salary

of Texas,
$7,500.
of
Texas, $7,500.

trict.
Vol. 40,
Is3.
40, p. 1183.

Vol.

For salaries,
fees, and
United States
and their
their Frshals.
mQarsh, als•
marshals and
States marshals
of United
and expenses
expenses of
For
salaries, fees,
deputies,
including the
office
,
perses.
in
marshals
States
United
of
expenses
ofice
the
including
deputies,
the District of Alaska, services
expenses
rendered
of United
in behalf
States
of marshals
the United
in pe-nasZes and
the District of Alaska, services rendered in behalf of the United
States or
or otherwise,
otherwise, services
in Alaska
collecting
in collecting
Oklahoma in
and Oklahoma
Alaska and
services in
States
evidence for
for the
when so
so specially
specially directed
directed by
the
by the
States when
United States
the United
evidence
Attorney
General,
and
maintenance,
alteration,
repair,
and
operation
operation
and
repair,
alteration,
Attorney General, and maintenance,
of
vehicles used
used
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-driven passenger-carrying
and motor-driven
horse-drawn and
of horse-drawn
in
transaction of
of the
official business of the office
the official
the transaction
with the
in connection
connection with
of
marshal for
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $1,730,000.
$1,730,000.
District of
for the
States marshal
of United
United States
Advances.
Advances to
to United
in accordance
law, Advance
existing law,
with existing
accordance with
marshals, in
States marshals,
United States
Advances
may be
made from
from the
appropriations, as
provided,
herein provided,
as herein
proper appropriations,
the proper
be made
may
disbursements
immediately
the passage
passage of
of this
Act; but no
no disbursements
this Act;
upon the
immediately upon
shall
be made
July 1,
1, 1919,
1919, by
said disbursing
disbursing officers
from
officers from
by said
to July
prior to
made prior
shall be
the funds
funds thus
no disbursements
shall be
made therebe made
disbursements shall
and no
advanced, and
thus advanced,
the
from to
to liquidate
liquidate expenses
expenses for
fiscal year
year 1919,
prior years:
years: prov.
for the
the fiscal
1919, or
or prior
from
Provisos,

Cost of
keeping atatof keeping
cost
of tached
Provided,
there shall
shall be
be paid
paid hereunder
hereunder any
necessary cost
cost of
any necessary
That there
Provided, That
vessels, etc.
etc.
vessel
tahed
in
in
admiralty
or
libeled
keeping vessels
vessels or
other property
attached or libeled in admiralty
property attached
or other
keeping
such
amount as
the court
petition setting
the facts
diessubsistence.
under Per diem
facts under
forth the
setting forth
on petition
court on
as the
such amount
oath, may
may allow:
allow: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
and office
deputy Vol.
83.
Per. 29, p. 183.
office deputy
marshals and
That marshals
oath,
marshals
in the
the District
District of
of Alaska)
per diem
a per
granted a
be granted
may be
Alaska) may
(except in
marshals (except
of not
not to
exceed $4
respectively, in
lieu of
of subsistence,
instead
subsistence, instead
in lieu
$3, respectively,
$4 and
and $3,
to exceed
of
of, but
but under
the conditions
conditions prescribed
prescribed for,
the present
for
allowance for
present allowance
for, the
under the
of,
actual expenses
District attorneys.
of subsistence.
subsistence.
expenses of
actual
ex
and exalaries and
district attorneys
States district
United States
For
attorneys and
and expenses
expenses of Salaries
of United
salaries of
For salaries
aA,
e
r:ices
during
vaserices
mcluding
assistants,
regular
their
United
States district
attorneys and
includin,g
district attorneys
United States
cancies.
the
office
expenses
of
United
States
district
attorneys
in
Alaska,
and
canclesand
Alaska,
in
attorneys
district
States
United
of
expenses
the office
for
salaries of
of regularly
appointed clerks
to United
United States district
district
clerks to
regularly appointed
for salaries
attorneys for
for services
rendered during
vacancy in
the office
of the
the Proviso.
attorneys
prOvo.
services rendered
during vacancy
in the
office of
Subsistence per diem.
United
district attorney,
attorney, $708,300:
That United
United subsistenceperdiem.
Provided, That
$708,300: Provided,
States district
United States
States district
and their
their regular
regular assistants
may be
granted
be granted
assistants may
attorneys and
district attorneys
States
of not
not to
exceed $4
$4 in
in lieu
of subsistence,
subsistence, instead
instead of, but
lieu of
to exceed
diem of
aaper
per diem
under the
the conditions
for, the
for actual
allowance for
the present
present allowance
prescribed for,
conditions prescribed
under
Columbia.
District oof Columbia,
expenses
subsistence.
District
of subsistence.
expenses of
F
rom and
and after
after July
6, 8,
8, 13,
14, 15,
18 disjrictattorney
From
July 1,
1, 1919,
1919, sections
sections 6,
13, 14,
15, 16,
16, and
and 18
ditriclttorney 1.
of the
Executive, and
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
a
.
p- mAlitugge
to.
madea'cable to.
Act, apand Judicial
Legislative, Executive,
the Legislative,
of
proved
be applicable
to the
the office
of the
vol.."
1' 1'
2,PP'180-183
district VOL
the district
office of
applicable to
shall be
1896, shall
28, 1896,
May 28,
proved May
attorney
for the
the District
District of
of Columbia
assistants. Certificates
Certificates
his assistants.
and his
Columbia and
attorney for
of
to
effect that
the public
the appointment
appointment of
requires the
interest requires
public interest
that the
the effect
to the
assistants
said district
attorney shall
be made
made by the chief
shall be
district attorney
to the
the said
assistants to
and prnaay
justice
the Supreme
Court of
the District
of Columbia
and the
the w
aryof,, and
prtnColumbia and
District of
of the
of the
Supreme Court
justice of
Pe ise

PP

cipal'
of
a salary
salaryand
paid
beofficial
attorney
The
attorney.
districtpr
district
$6,000
per
attorney.
annum inThe
full district
district
compensation
attorney
forshall
shall
all hisbe
paid services
a
of ciPai

n.
$6,000 per annum in full compensation for all his official services and
his principal
assistant shall
shall be
be paid
not in
excess of
$4,000
of $4,000
in excess
salary not
paid aasalary
his
principal assistant
per
annum, as
as the
the Attorney
Attorney General
may from
time to
to time
determine. Regular
assistants.
time determine.
Rla
General may
from time
per annum,
assistants.
For
regular assistants
assistants to
United States
States district
are
who are
attorneys who
district attorneys
to United
For regular
appointed by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General at
afixed
fixed annual
annual compensation,
Proviso.
compensation, Provso.
at a
appointed
Compensation.
$400,000:
That except
except as
prescribed by
p. 181.
$400,000: Provided,
Provided, That
as otherwise
otherwise prescribe
by law
law , Vol.
vo. 29,=pL
the
the assistant
authorattorneys authordistrict attorneys
assistant district
of the
of such
such of
compensation of
the compensation
ized
the act
28, 1896,
Attorney
1896, as the Attorney
May 28,
approved May
act approved
8 of
of the
section 8
ized by
by section
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General may deem necessary, may be fixed at not exceeding
exceeding $3,000
$3,000
General

per
annum.
per annum.
For assistants to
to the
and to
to United
United States
States
For
the Attorney
Attorney General
General and
district attorneys employed
employed by the Attorney General
General to aid in special
special
cases, and
and including
to exceed
exceed $30,000
clerical help
help for
for such
such
cases,
including not
not to
$30,000 for
for clerical
Foreign counsel.
assistants, and for payment
payment of foreign counsel
counsel employed by the
Attorney General
General in
in special
special cases
cases (such
(such counsel
counsel shall
not be
be required
required
ath
Attorney
shall not
Oath.
Statutes
S., sec. 366, p. 62.
R.
62 to take oath of office in accordance
accordance with section 366, Revised
R. S.,
Revised Statutes
in. all, $300,000,
$300,000, to
be available
available for
expenditure
of the United States),
States), in
to be
for expenditure
in the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
in
District of
Clerks.
For
salaries of
of clerks
States district
district courts,
courts, their
their deputies,
deputies,
Salaries,
Salrieks, etc.
For salaries
clerks of
United States
of United
Vol. 49, p. 1182.
Vol.
4, p. ls.
and other assistants,
assistants, expenses
expenses of
travel and
and subsistence,
subsistence, and
and other
of travel
other
expenses of
of conducting
their respective
respective offices,
offices, in
in accordance
with the
sexpenses
conducting their
accordance with
the
Proviso.
provisions of
the Act
Act approved.
$800,000: ProProEffective date.
Effective
date.
provisions
of the
approved February
February 26,
26, 1919,
1919, $800,000:
vided, That
the said
said Act
Act shall
shall become
July 1,
1, 1919.
1919.
vided,
That the
become effective
effective on
on July
Fees.
For fees
of clerks,
clerks, $18,000:
$18,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That after
July 1,
1919, only
only
1, 1919,
after July
Proviso.
For
fees of
lrsoo.
Travel
restriction, actual expenses of travel and expenses of lodging and subsistence, not
Tceioof circuit
circecot,
clerks
courts actual expenses of travel and expenses of lodging and subsistence, not
to exceed
of appeals.
appeals.
exceed $5 per day, shall be allowed any clerk of aaUnited
United States
States
circuit court of appeals when
on
when absent from his official residence on
official business.
commissioners,
Commissioners, etc.
For fees of United States commissioners and
of the
the peace
and justices
justices of
peace
R. S., sec.1014, p. 189.
R.S.,sec.1014,p. s9. acting under section 1014, Revised Statutes of the United
United States,
States,
$225,000.
$225,000.
Jurors.
For
fees of
Jurors.
For fees
of jurors,
jurors, $1,150,000.
$1,150,000.
Witnesses.
witnesses.
Fees of witnesses:
Fees
witnesses: For
For fees
witnesses and
and for
for payment
payment of
fees of
of witnesses
of the
the
R.
S., sec.o,
850, p.
160. actual expenses of witnesses,
R.S.,
p.160.
provided by section 850, Revised
witnesses, as provided
Revised
$1,200,000.
Statutes of the United States, $1,200,000.
Rent of
of court
Rent
court rooms.
rooms.
For rent of rooms for the United
United States courts and
and judicial
judicial officers,
officers,
$55,000.
$55,000.
Bailiffs,
etc.
Bailifs,etc.
For bailiffs and criers, not exceeding
exceeding three
three bailiffs and one crier in
each court, except
except in
district of
York and
and the
in the southern
southern district
of New
New York
the
Provisos.
northern district
district of
of Illinois:
Provided, That
That all
all persons
persons employed
employed
Illinois: Provided,
Attendance.
northern
Ptnance.
R.
sec. 715,
p. 136.
136. under section 715 of the Revised
R.S.,
S.,sec.
715, p.
Revised Statutes shall be deemed
deemed to be in
in
actual attendance when they
they attend upon
upon the order
order of
of the
the courts:
courts:
Provided further,
such persons
persons shall
Provided
further, That
That no
no such
shall be
be employed
employed during
during
Traveling
Traveling expenses
expenses vacation;
vacation; expenses
expenses of circuit
circuit and district judges of the United States
of judges.
ofjudges.
and the judges of the district
district courts
courts of the
the United
United States
States in
in Alaska,
Alaska,
Vol. 36, p. 1161.
ol. 36, p.
6.
provided by section
Porto Rico, and Hawaii,
Hawaii, as provided
259 of
of the
the Act
Act
section 259
approved
March 3,
1911, entitled
"An Act
Act to
codify, revise,
revise, and
and
March
3,
1911,
entitled
"An
to
codify,
Jury expenses.
amend
laws relating
the judiciary";
judiciary"; meals
meals and
lodging for
Jury expenses
amend the
the laws
relating to
to the
and lodging
for
jurors in United States cases, and of bailiffs in attendance
attendance upon the
the
In iAlaska.
Alaska.
m
same, when ordered by the court, and meals and
and lodging for jurors
Vol. 31, p. 363.
o. 31,
in Alaska,
provided by
section
193,
Title
II, of
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
6,
Alaska, as
as provided
by
section
193,
Title
II,
June 6,
Jury commissioners.
commissioners. 1900; and compensation
Jury
commissioners, $5 per day, not
1900; and compensation for jury commissioners,
not
exceeding
exceeding three days for any
any one term of
of court, $250,000.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For such miscellaneous expenses
expenses as may be authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Attorney General,
United States
General, for the United
States courts
officers,
courts and
and their
their officers,
including so much as may be necessary
necessary in the discretion
discretion of
of the
the
Attorney
General
AttorneyGeneral
such
expenses
in
District
of
Alaska,
$450,000.
for
such
expenses
in
the
District
of
Alaska,
$450,000.
Supplies.
oupplies.
For supplies, including the
of typewriting
typewriting a
n d addi
ng
the exchange
exchange of
and
adding
machines for the United States courts and judicial
judicial officers,
to be
be
officers, to
expended under the direction of the
Attorney General,
the Attorney
General, $70,000.
$70,000.
Support
of prisoners.
Supporto
prisoners.
For support
support of United States
States prisoners,
prisoners, including
including necessary
necessary
clothing and medical aid, discharge
gratuities provided
by law
law and
and
discharge gratuities
provided by
transportation
place of
conviction or
of bona
bona fide
residence
transportation to
to place
of conviction
or place
place of
fide residence
in the United States or such
such other
place within
within the
United States
States as
as
other place
the United
mav
may be authorized
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General;
support of
of prisoners
prisoners
authorized by
General; support
becoming insane
insane during
and who
becoming
during imprisonment,
imprisonment, and
who continue
continue insane
insane
after expiration
expiration of sentence
have no
whom they
sentence who
who have
no friends
friends to
to whom
they can
can
be sent; shipping
shipping remains
remains of
deceased prisoners
to their
their friends
or
of deceased
prisoners to
friends or
relatives in
States and
interment of
of deceased
deceased prisoners
prisoners
in tae
the United
United States
and interment
Assistants in special

cases.

CASPs.

inspeci
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incurred in identifying and
whose remains are unclaimed;
unclaimed; expenses incurred
and
pursuing escaped
escaped prisoners
prisoners and for rewards for their recapture;
and
recapture; and
not exceeding $2,500 for repairs, betterments, and improvements
improvements of
of
sidewalks, $975,000.
$975,000.
the United States jails,
jails, including
including sidewalks,
Penitentiaries.
Leavenworth,
Kansas Penitentiary:
For subsistence,
subsistence, including
including LeaenortiKans.
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Penitentiary: For
Leavenworth, 1Zsins.
Subsistence.
supplies
from
the
Kansas,
prison
Subsistence
and
physisupplies from the prison stores for warden,
warden, deputy warden,
cian, tobacco
tobacco for prisoners, kitchen and dining-room
dining-room furniture and
utensils, seeds and implements, and for purchase of ice if necessary,
$200,000;
$200,000;
Clothing, transportaFor clothing, transportation, and traveling
including tionC,
traveling expenses, including
tion, etc.g't
etc.
materials for making clothing at the penitentiary;
penitentiary; gratuities for
for
prisoners at release,
furnished to
release, _provided
provided such gratuities shall be furnished
to
prisoners sentenced
sentenced for terms of imprisonment of not less than six
months, and transportation
transportation to place of conviction or place of bona
fide residence
residence in the United States, or to such other place within the
United States as may be authorized by the Attorney General;
General;
expenses of shipping remains of deceased
deceased prisoners to their homes in
the United States; expenses of penitentiary
penitentiary officials while traveling
official duty; expenses
on official
expenses incurred
incurred in pursuing and identifying
escaped prisoners,
prisoners, and for rewards
rewards for their
their recapture,
recapture, $75,000;
$75,000;
sce aneous
miscellaneous expenditures
For miscellaneous
expenditures in the discretion
discretion of the Attorney
Attorney Miscellaneous.
General,
generating
General, fuel, forage, hay, light, water, stationery, fuel for generating
steam, heating apparatus, burning bricks and lime; forage for issue
to public animals, and hay and straw for bedding;
bedding; not exceeding
exceeding
motor-propelled and horse$500 for maintenance
maintenance and repair of motor-propelled
horsepassenger-carrying vehicles; blank books,
books, blank forms,
drawn passenger-carrying
memorandum books for guards,
typewriting
typewriting supplies, pencils and memorandum
books for use m
in chapel, paper, envelopes,
envelopes, and postage stamps for
repairing steam
steam heating
heating
issue to prisoners; labor and materials for repairing
circulation, and drainage;
drainage '
•labor
labor and
plant, electric plant, and water circulation,
supplies,
materials for construction
construction and repair of buildings; general
general supplies,
machinery, and tools for use on farm and in shops, brickyard,
brickyard, quarry,
gallery,
limekiln, laundry, bathrooms,
photograph gallery,
bathrooms, printing office, photograph
stables, policing buildings
ounds; purchase
purchase of cows, horses,
'horses,
uildings and grounds;
oils, office
lubricating oils
veterinary supplies, lubricating
mules,
mules, wagons,
wagons, -harness,
harness veterinary
and oils,
blankets, bedding,
furniture stoves, blankets,
bedding, iron bunks, paints arid
furniture,
library books,
books, newspapers
electrical supplies,
supplies;
library
newspapers and periodicals, and electrical
payment of water supply, telegrams,
telegrams, telephone
telephone service, notarial and
veterinary services; advertising
newspapers; fees to consulting
advertising in newspapers;
veterinary
supposed insane
physicians called to determine mental conditions of supposed
prisoners, and for other services in cases of emergency;
emergency; pay of extra
guards or employees
by the
Attorney GenGen- Proviso.
employees when deemed necessary
necessary by
the Attorney
Stock.
Provided, That live stock may be exchanged
LiveStock.
exchanged or traded when Live
eral: Provided,
authorized
Attorney General,
General, $150,000;
$150,000;
authorized by
by the Attorney
it
Hospital.
For hospital
supplies, medicines,
medical and surgical supplies, Hpit
hospital supplies,
medicines, medical
For
and all other articles for the care and treatment
prisoners;
treatment of sick prisoners;
and for expenses of interment of deceased prisoners on the penitentiary
$7,225;
tiary reservation
reservation, $7,225;alari
Salaries.
salaries: Warden,
Warden, $4,000;
$4,000; deputy warden,
warden, $2,000; chaplains-chaplainsFor salaries:
one
$1,500, one $1,200;
physician's
pharmacist and physician's
$1,800; pharmacist
$1,200; physician, $1,800;
one $1,500,
assistant, $1,000;
$1,000; chief
chief clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; record clerk, $1,200; stenogeach;
rapher, $900; clerks-one
clerks—one $1,200,
$1,200, one $1,000, four at $900 each.;
rapher,
head cook,
cook, $1,000; steward and storekeeper,
superintendent
storekeeper, $1,200; superintendent
of farm and transportation,
transportation, $1,200; three captains of watch, at $1,000
$1,000
at
each; guards, at $70 per month each, $84,000; two teamsters,
teamsters, at
each; engineer and electrician,
electrician, $1,500; two assistants, at $1,200
$600 eacheach; in all, $116,700;
$116,700;
laundrymen, tailor, printer, and shoemaker, when
For foremen,
foremen, laundrymen,
necessary, $4,300;
necessary,
$4,300;
In all, Leavenworth, Kansas, Penitentiary,
Penitentiary, $553,225.
$553,225.
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Atlanta, Georgia
Penitentiary: For
For subsistence,
subsistence, including
the
including the
Georgia, Penitentiary:
Atlanta,

penitentiary at LeavenLeavensame objects
objects specified
specified under
under this head for the
the penitentiary

worth, Kansas, $150,000;
Cotngtranso
Clothing, transporta- worth, Kansas, $150,000;
For
transportation, and
traveling expenses,
For clothing,
clothing, transportation,
and traveling
expenses, including
including
specified under
penitentiary at
the same
same objects
objects specified
under this
this head
head for the penitentiary
at
Leavenworth,
Kansas,
$77,000;
$77,000;
Kansas,
Leavenworth
iscellaneo
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
expenditures, including the same objects
miscellaneous expenditures,
specified under this head for the penitentiary
penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
mamtenance and repair of horseKansas, and not
not exceeding
exceeding $25 for maintenance
horsedrawn passenger-carrying
vehicles, $110,000;
$110,000;
passenger-carrying vehicles,
drawn
Hospital.
mcluding the same objects
For hospital supplies, including
objects specified under
under
this
head
for
the
penitentiary
at
Leavenworth,
Kansas,
$5,000;
$5,000;
Kansas,
Leavenworth,
at
penitentiary
for
the
head
this
alaries
Salaries.
For salaries:
salaries: Warden,
deputy warden,
$2,000; chaplainschaplainsFor
Warden, $4,000;
$4,000; deputy
warden, $2,000;
one
$1,500, one
$1,200; chief clerk,
physician, $1,800;
$1,800; pharone $1,500,
one $1,200;
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; physician,
macist and physician's assistant, $1,000;
$1,000; bookkeeper
bookkeeper and record
clerk, $1,200; stenographer,
stenographer, $900; clerks-one
clerks-one $1,200,
$1,200, one $1,000,
$1,000,
four at $900
$900 each; engineer
engineer and electrician, $1,500;
$1,500; two assistants,
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
steward and
storekeeper, $1,200;
$1,200; superintendent
superintendent of
of
at
each; steward
and storekeeper,
farm and transportation, $1,200;
$1,200; two teamsters, at $600 each; head
cook, $1,000;
$1,000; three
three captains
watch, at
cook,
captains of
of watch,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; guards,
guards, at
at $70
$70
per month each, $63,000;
$63,000; in
in all, $95,700;
$95,700;
For foremen, tailor, shoemaker, laundryman, and carpenter,
when necessary, $4,000;
$4,000;
In all,
all, Atlanta,
Penitentiary, $441,700.
$441,700.
Georgia, Penitentiary,
Atlanta, Georgia,
In
McNelislandWash.
McNellisland,Wash.
Subsistence.
Washington, Penitentiary:
Subsistence.
McNeil Island, Washington,
Penitentiary: For
subsistence, inFor subsistence,
including the same
same objects
objects specified under
under this
for the
cluding
this head
head for
the penitentiary
penitentiary
at Leavenworth, Kansas, and for supplies for guards, $20,000;
Clothingtransporta
Clothing, transporta- at Leavenworth, Kansas, and for supplies for guards, $20,000;
uon,
For clothing, transportation, and traveling
tion, etc.
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including
the
specified under
at
the same objects
objects specified
under this
this head for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, $14,000;
$14,000;
Leavenworth,
scelaneous.
MiScellaneous.
expenditures, including
including the same objects
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
specified under this head
specified
head for the penitentiary
penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,
Kansas,
$20,000;
$20,000;
Kansas,
Hospital.
Hospital.
For hospital supplies, including the same objects specified under
under
this
head
for
the
penitentiary
at
Leavenworth,
Kansas,
$750;
$750;
Kansas,
Leavenworth,
at
penitentiary
the
for
head
this
alaries.
Salaries.
Forsalaries:
$1,200; physician,
physician
For
salaries: For warden, $2,000; deputy warden, $1,200;
$1,600;
steward and cook, $1,000;
clerk, $1,200;
$1,200; engineer and
$1,600; steward
$1,000; chief clerk,
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; supermtendent
$1,200; chaplain
chaplain and
superintendent of boats, $1,200;
$1,000; guars,
$15,700; in all,
teacher, $1,000;
guards, at
at $70 per month each, $15,700;
$26,100;
S26,100;
In
all, McNeil
$80,850.
Penitentiary, $80,850.
(Washington) Penitentiary,
Island (Washington)
McNeil Island
In all,
Train
Nation
National
Training
School
Boys, D.
D. C..
National Training
Training School
School for
Boys: Superintendent,
$2,500;
school for Boys,
National
for Boys:
Superintendent, $2,500;
Salaries.
assistant superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; teachers and assistants, $12,120;
$12,120;
Salaries,
chief clerk, $1,000;
$1,000; matron of school and nurse, at $600 each; storekeeper and steward, $720; farmer,
tailor, $720;
$720;
keeper
farmer, $660; baker,
baker, $660;
$660; tailor,
parole officer, $900;
$900; office clerk, $720; assistant office clerk,
clerk, $480;
$480;
physical
$720; seven matrons of families,
each;
physical director, $7200
families, at
at $240 each;
foremen of shop and skilled
skilled helpers,
helpers, $4,200;
$4,200; assistant
assistant farmer
farmer and
and
assistant engineer, at $420 each; laundress, $360; teamster, $420;
assistant
$420;
florist,
$540; engineer
shoemaker, at
at $600
florist, $540;
engineer and
and shoemaker,
$600 each;
each; cook,
cook, $600;
$600;
dining-room
officers $240;
$240; housemaid,
$216;
dining-room attendants-boys
attendants-boys $300,
$300, officers
housemaid, $216;
seamstress,
assistant cook,
cook, $300;
$300; watchmen,
watchmen, not
to exceed
exceed nine
seamstress, $240; assistant
not to
nine
in
number, $3
$3 780;
780; secretary
secretary and
janitor, $420;
$420; in
in number,
and treasurer,
treasurer, $900;
$900; janitor,
in
Ifrintenance.
all, $40,136;
$40,136;
all,
Maintenance
For
of inmates,
feed, meats,
For support
support of
inmates, including
including groceries,
groceries, flour,
flour, feed,
meats, dry
dry
goods,
shoes, gas
fuel, hardware,
furniture, tableware,
tableware,
goods, leather,
leather, shoes,
gas,' fuel,
hardware, furniture,
farm
seeds, harness
harness and
to same,
fertilizers,
farm implements,
implements, seeds,
and repairs
repairs to
same, fertilizers,
books and
periodicals, stationery,
books
and periodicals,
stationery, printing,
printing, entertainments,
entertainments, plumbing,
plumbing,
painting, glazing,
glazing, medicines
medicines anil
and medical
medical attendance,
attendance, stock,
stock, maintemaintenance, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, fencing,
roads,
to buildings,
and other
roads, all
all repairs
repairs to
buildings, and
other necessary
necessary items,
items, including
including

tion, etc.
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compensation, not
additional labor or services,
for additional
$1,500, for
exceeding $1,500,
not exceeding
compensation,
for identifying
escaped inmates,
inmates, for
for rewards
rewards for their
their
pursuing escaped
and pursuing
identifying and
for
recapture, not
not exceeding
motor-propelled
purchase of aamotor-propelled
the purchase
for the
$800 for
exceeding $800
recapture,
passenger-carrying
not exceeding
for transportaexceeding $500 for
and not
vehicle, and
passenger-carrying vehicle,
tion and
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incident
incident to
homes
suitable homes
securing suitable
to securing
tion
for discharged
boys, $20,000;
$20,000;
discharged boys,
for
In
National Training
Training School
School for
$60,136.
Boys, $60,136.
for Boys,
all, National
In all,
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

Department of ComDepartment
merce.
merce.

DOMESTIC COMMERCE.
AND DOMESTIC
BUREAU
OF FOREIGN
COMMERCE.
FOREIGN AND
BUREAU OF

Foreign and
and DomesForeign
tic Commerce Bureau.
Promotion of
cornof comPromotion

merce.
The proviso
in the
appropriating $325,000
$325,000 to merce.
paragraph appropriating
the paragraph
contained in
proviso contained
The
Vol. 40,
pp.
aVonde?0
further
domestic commerce
commerce of the amended.
foreign and domestic
develop foreign
and develop
promote and
further promote
United States
States to
expended under
the Secretary of Commerce
under the
be expended
to be
United
found in
"An Act
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the legislative,
legislative, execuexecuAct making
in "An
found
tive, and
and judicial
judicial expenses
expenses of
the Government
Government for the fiscal year
of the
tive,
ending June
June 30,
30, 1920,
1920, and
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved March 1,
for other
ending

1256,
1256,

1919, be
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
branch
Allotment for
for branch
read as
1919,
be amended
Allotment
officesincreased.
increased.
"Provided,
That no
no more
more than
$60,000 of
of the
sum shall be offlics
foregoing sum
the foregoing
than $60,000
"Provided, That
Post, p. 516.
56
used for
for the
expenses of
branch offices."
offices."
of branch
the expenses
used
OTHER
VESSELS, AND
SIGNALS, LIGHT
LIGHTHOUSES,
FOG SIGNALS,
LIGHT VESSELS,
AND OTHER
BEACONS, FOG
LIGHTHOUSES, BEACONS,
WORKS UNDER
SERVICE.
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
THE LIGHTHOUSE
UNDER THE
WORKS

Lighthouses
Lighthouses Bureau.
Bureau.
navigation.
Aids to navigation.
Execution

Rocks,
Rocks,

Y.
N.Y.
Execution
Station, New York: For restoring and N.
Light Station,
Rocks Light
Execution Rocks
P.R.
iguero, P.
Point
improving the
$10,000.
the light station, $10,000.
improving
Point Jiguero,
R.
stastathe
Point
Jiguero
Light
Station,
Porto
Rico:
For
rebuilding
rebuilding
For
Rico:
Porto
Station,
Light
Point Jiguero
tion
Manitowoc, Wis.
Wis.
Manitowoc,
tion, $24,000.
$24,000.
tion,
Breakwater Light
Station, Wisconsin:
For improving
improving
Wisconsin: For
Light Station,
Manitowoc Breakwater
Chicago,
the
$9,000.
station, $9,000.
signal station,
the light
light and fog sq.].
Chicago, i.
Ill.
New
breakwater
breakwater
New etc.
Chicago Harbor
•ht Station, Illinois: For completing
completing the removal
removal lights,
Harbor Light
Chicago
and
Harbor Light
Light Station
Station and establishing lghtsetc.
Chicago Harbor
of Chicago
rebuilding of
and rebuilding
Lightkeepers'dwelllights
new breakwater
in Chicago
Chicago Harbor,
$6,400.
Harbor, $6,400.
breakwater in
on the
the new
lights on
Light
keepers' dwell.
Light
keepers' dwellings:
dwellings and
of cost.
appurte- in
and appurtekeepers' dwellings
light keepers'
For light
dwellings: For
Inca. t of
cost.
Light keepers'
p.906.
96.
Vol. 34, p.
cost fixed
nant
structures, including
within the
the limit
of cost
fixed vol.
limit of
therefor, within
sites therefor,
including sites
nant structures,
Topknsve
by the
the Act
Act approved
approved February
February 26,
$50,000.
26, 1907,
1907, $50,000.
by
Tompkinsville,
Y depot.
depot.
N.Y.,
Tompkinsville,
Staten Island,
Lighthouse Depot: For N.
New York, Lighthouse
Island, New
Tompkinsville, Staten
extending
and
enlarging
the
machine
shop,
$30,000.
district.
Third
district.
extending and enlarging the machine shop, $30,000.
reinforce foundations
to reinforce
Third Lighthouse
Lighthouse District:
riprapto
foundations of
For riprap
District: For
Third
Aa.
$150,000. Alaska.
light stations
stations and
and constructing
improving boat landings, $150,000.
constructing or improving
light
improvements
navgation
Alaska:
For
establishing
aids
to
navigation
and
improvements
new
establishing
For
Alaska:
of
of existing aids, $75,000.

LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
SERVICE.
LIGHTHOUSE
General
repairs, maintenance,
maintenance, and incisupplies, repairs,
For supplies,
expenses: For
General expenses:
buoyage, fog
dental expenses
of lighthouses
lighthouses and
and other lights,
lights, beacons, buoyage,
expenses of
dental
signals,
lighting of
rivers heretofore
heretofore authorized
to be
light
lighted, light
be lighted,
authorized to
of rivers
signals, lighting
vessels, other
to navigation,
lighthouse tenders,
including the
tenders, including
and lighthouse
navigation, and
aids to
other aids
vessels,
establishment, repair,
repair, and
and improvement
beacons and day marks
improvement of beacons
establishment,
and purchase
land for
post lights,
lights, buoys,
buoys,
of post
establishment of
same; establishment
for same;
of land
purchase of
and
carbide
or
oil
of
submarine
signals,
and
fog
signals;
establishment
of
oil
or
carbide
establishment
signals;
fog
and
signals,
submarine
houses, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $10,000:
$10,000: Provided,
Provided, That any oil or carbide
carbide
houses,
construction of
cost; construction
in cost;
house erected
erected hereunder
hereunder shall
shall not
$550 in
exceed $550
not exceed
house
necessary.outbuildings
outbuildings' at a
acost not exceeding
exceeding $500 at any one light
necessary
station
in any
year; improvement
improvement of
of grounds
grounds and
and buildings
conbuildings confiscal year;
any fiscal
station in
stations and
nected
with
light
stations
and
depots;
restoring
light
restoring
depots;
and
stations
nected with light
That such
Provided, That
depots and
therewith: Provided,
such
connected therewith:
buildings connected
and binlclings
depots
purpose of the structuresrestoration
shall be
be limited
limited to
to the
the original
structures;
original purpose
restoration shall
wages
laborers attending
temporary employees
employees and
post lights; temporary
attending postlights;
of laborers
wages of

service.
Lighthouse service.
Lighthouse

nnes
(ntrl expenses.
General
;ecifed.
Objects specided.

objectss;

tbide houses.
oOn or carbide
houses.
Oproa

c"
tor:r' al

buildings

lited
limited--

statin.
Restoring; stations.

,-,

Limit.
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Rations, etc.
Ratons,
etc.
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field force
force while
while engaged
engaged on
on works
works of
of general
general repair
repair and
and maintenance,
maintenance,
field
and laborers and mechanics at lighthouse depots; rations
and prorations andprovisions or
or commutation
commutation thereof
thereof for keepers
lighthouses, working
working
keepers of lighthouses,
visions
parties in
in the
field, officers
officers and
of light
vessels and
and tenders, and
and
light vessels
and crews
crews of
the field,
parties
officials
and other
other authorized
persons of
of the
Service on
on
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
authorized persons
officials and
duty
on board
tenders or
or vessels,
accruing from
from
and money accruing
vessels, and
of such
such tenders
board of
duty on
commutation
provisions for the above-named persons
rations and provisions
commutation for rations
on
light vessels or
working parties
parties in the field
field
or in working
and light
of tenders
tenders and
on board
board of
may
paid on
on proper
having charge of the
person having
vouchers to the person
proper vouchers
be paid
may be
by
prescribed by
mess
of such
vessel or
or party;
party; reimbursement
reimbursement under rules prescribed
such vessel
mess of

of
the Secretary of Commerce of keepers of light stations and masters of
light
of lighthouse
for rations
and provisions
provisions and
rations and
tenders for
lighthouse tenders
and of
vessels and
light vessels
clothing furnished shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
persons who may be temporarily
temporarily proclothing
vided for by them, not exceeding
$5,000 in any fiscal year; fuel
exceeding in all $5,000
vided
Purchase of sit,es,
sites, etc.
Purehsse
etc. and rent of quarters
quarters where necessary
necessary for keepers
keepers of lighthouseslighthouses; purchase
of landsites
land-sites for
for fog
signals; rent
necessary ground for all such
rent of
of necessary
fog signals;
chase of
temporary use or to mark changeable
lights and beacons as are for temporary
channels
rent
permanent, rent
consequence can not be made permanent,channels and which in consequence
mileage- library
of offices,
expenses; mileage;
offices, depots, and wharves; traveling expenses;
books for light stations and vessels, and technicalbooks
books and periodicals
exceeding $1,000;
$1,000; traveling and subsistence
subsistence expenses of
icals not exceeding
actually employed
employed by States or private persons to
teachers while actually
Contingent
expenses. instruct
the children
of lighthouses;
lighthouses; all
all other
other contingent
contingent
of keepers
keepers of
expenses.
instruct the
children of
Cotint
expenses
of
district
offices
and
depots;
and
not
exceeding
$8,500 for
for
exceeding
$8,500
and
depots;
and
not
of
district
offices
expenses
Bureau expenses.
office of the Bureau of Lighthouses
contingent expenses of the office
Lighthouses in the
Bueepenses
contingent
District of
of Columbia,
District
Columbia, $3,500,000.
$3,500,000.
Keepers.
exceeding one
one thousand
Keepers
thousand
eepers of lighthouses:
lighthouses: For salaries of not exceeding
eperK.
eight
and fog-signal
fog-signal keepers
keepers and laborers
laborers attendlighthouse and
eight hundred lighthouse
$1,300,000.
ing lights exclusive
exclusive of
of post
post lights,
lights, $1,300,000.
Lighthouse vessels.
of
Lighthouse vessels:
salaries and wages of officers and crews of
Lighthouse
vessels: For salaries
Lithouse vessels.
temporary employment
employment
light vessels and lighthouse tenders, including temporary
when necessary-,
$1,400,000.
necessary, $1,400,000.
when
Inspectors, etc.
Inspectors,
Inspectors, etc.
Inspectors, clerks, and so forth: For salaries of seventeen superintendents
of lighthouses,
for clerks
authorized permapermaand other
other authorized
and for
clerks and
tendents of
lighthouses, and
nent employees
offices and
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse
in the district offices
and depots of the
nent
employees in
Service,
regularly employed
in the
the
employed in
the office
office of
of the
exclusive of
of those
those regularly
Service, exclusive
Bureau
of Lighthouses,
of Columbia,
Columbia, $380,000.
Bureau of
Lighthouses, District
District of
$380,000.
Retired pay.
For
retired pay
pay of
of officers
employees engaged
engaged in
field
the field
in the
and employees
officers and
For retired
60.
p. 608.
Voo,40, p.
Vol.
service or
of the
Lighthouse Service,
Service, except
conexcept persons conthe Lighthouse
service
or on
on vessels
vessels of
tinuously
employed in
in district
offices and
$45,000.
tinuously employed
district offices
and shops,
shops, $45,000.
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic
Coast
. and Geodetic
Survey.
Su
Expenses.
Expenses.

COAST AND
GEODETIC SURVEY.
SURVEY.
AND GEODETIC
COAST

For every expenditure
expenditure requisite
requisite for and incident to the work of the
Geodetic Survey, including maintenance,
maintenance, repair, or operaCoast and Geodetic
tion of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
vehicles for use in field work,
horse-drawn vehicles
including
extra compensation
compensation at not to exceed
exceed $1
$1. _per
each
per day for each
including extra
Lighthouse Service while observing tides
station to employees of the Lighthouse
or currents, and including
including compensation, not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated
commutation to officers
officers
for, of persons employed in the field work, and commutation

of the
field force
force while
while on
exceeding $2.50
at a
a rate not
not exceeding
$2.50
of
the field
on field
field duty,
duty, at
per day
day each,
to be
be expended
accordance with
in accordance
with the regulations
regulations
per
each, to
expended in
relating to
Geodetic Survey
Survey prescribed
Secrethe Secrerelating
to the Coast and Geodetic
prescribed by the
tary
-of
of Commerce,
and under
under the
following
heads:
heads:
and
the
following
Commerce,
tarv
Field expenses.
Field expenses:
expenses: For
For surveys
,resurveys of
the AtAtof the
and necessary
necessaryresurvevs
surveys and
nd Gulf
Gili Field
Atleantic
Atlantic and
coasts.
coatst.
lantic and Gulf coasts of the United States, including the coasts of
of
Proviso.
under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
ProUnited States: Prothe United
islands under
rstic- outlying
outlying islands
Isrldsetc.
Islands,
etc., restrictions.
vided, That
That not more than $45,000
$45,000 of this
this amount
amount shall be
be expended
expended
on
the coasts
coasts of
outlying islands,
islands, and
Atlantic entrance
entrance to
to
on the
of said
said outlying
and the
the Atlantic
the Panama
$115,000;
Panama Canal, $115,000;
the
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Pacific coast.
For
necessary resurveys
coasts on the
Pacific Ocean
Ocean Pacifc
coast.
of coasts
the Pacific
resurveys of
For surveys and
and necessary
under the
United States,
$250,000;
under
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
States, $250,000;
Physical hydrograhydrographhysical
in physical hydrography, relating
researches in
For
continuing researches
relating- to har- phy.
For continuing
bors
bars, and
for tidal
tidal and
current observations
the coasts
coasts
bors and
and bars,
and for
and current
observations on
on the
of
the United
States, or
or other
under the
of the
United States,
other coasts
coasts under
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the
United
815,000;
States, $15,000;
United States,
Coast Pilot.
For compilation
of the
Coast Pilot,
including the
employment of
of oastPilot'
the employment
Pilot, including
the Coast
For
compilation of
field and office
office as
as may
may be
such pilots
pilots and nautical
nautical experts in
in the field
necessary for
same, $5,600;
$5,600;
necessary
for the
the same,
Magnetic
observaFor
and to
to establish
b rv
tionseetc.
meridian tions,
establish meridian
magnetic observations
observations and
etc.
For continuing
continuing magnetic
lines
in
connection
therewith
in
all
parts
of
the
United
States;
maglines in connection therewith in all parts of the United States; magnetic
other regions
of the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
observations in
in other
regions under the
netic observations
United
States; purchase
magnetic instruments;
instruments; lease of
additional magnetic
purchase of additional
United States;
sites
necessary and
and erection
temporary magnetic
building;
of temporary
magnetic building;
erection of
where necessary
sites where
and
continuing the line of exact levels between
between the Atlantic, Pacific, and
Gulf
coasts; establishing
lines of
Alaska; determinalevels in Alaska;
of exact
exact levels
establishing lines
Gulf coasts;
the
geographical positions, by triangulation
triangulation or traverse for the
tion of
of geographical
control
and other
engineersurveys and
and engineerother surveys
boundary, and
State, boundary,
of Federal,
Federal, State,
control of
ing
works in
all parts
parts of
of the
of the
Alaska;
States and
and Alaska;
the United
United States
the interior
interior of
in all
ing works
determination of
continuing gravity
of field
field astronomic
astronomic positions; for continuing
determination
observations; and
employment in
and office
office
field and
in the
the field
the employment
and including
including the
observations;
of such
such magnetic
$2,200 per
per
exceeding $2,200
salaries not
not exceeding
observers, at
at salaries
magnetic observers,
of
annum, as
be necessary,
as may
may be
necessary, $100,000;
$100,000;pecalsurveys.
annum,
Special surveys.
For
special surveys
may be
the Bureau
Bureau of Lightec
Lightby the
be required
required by
that may
surveys that
For special
houses or
or other
other proper
proper authority,
authority, and
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses incident
incident
houses
thereto,
thereto, $5,000;
$5,000;
Miselaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For objects
objects not
not hereinbefore
named that
that may
deemed urgent,
urgent,
may be
be deemed
hereinbefore named
For
including
specifications of
plans and specifications
purchase of
of plans
preparation or purchase
the preparation
including the
vessels
such hull
draftsmen in
the field
field and
Reimbursement for
vessels and
and the
the employment
employment of
of such
hull draftsmen
in the
and Reimbursement
for
relief of shipwrecked
office
may be
be necessary
necessary for
of shipwecked
under relief
reimbursement, under
the reimbursement,
the same;
same; the
for the
as may
office as
persons, etc.
rules
by the
the Secretary
etc.
the Coast
of officers
officers of the
of Commerce,
Commerce, of
Secretary of
prescribed by
rules prescribed
and Geodetic
Survey for
for food,
and other
other supmedicines, and
food, clothing,
clothing, medicines,
and
Geodetic Survey
plies
furnished for the
temporary relief of distressed persons in remote
the temporary
plies furnished
localities
by
provided for by
temporarily provided
persons temporarily
to shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
and to
localities and
them, not
not to
to exceed
of $550;
$550; actual
actual necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
exceed a
a total
total of
them,
officers
of the
force temporarily
temporarily ordered
office in
the DisDisin the
ordered to
to the
the office
the field
field force
officers of
trict of
consultation with the
superintendent, and not
the superintendent,
for consultation
trict
of Columbia for
exceeding
$500 for
the expenses
of the
of the
the American
American International
Renternational
the attendance
attendance of
expenses of
for the
exceeding $500
Council.
delegates
of the
the International
Research Council, search
searchCouncil.
International Research
meetings of
at the
the meetings
delegates at
$4
$41_000;
000;
in all,
all, field
In
field expenses,
expenses, $494,600.
$494,600.
vessels.
Vessels.
etc.
Vessels:
repairs and
maintenance of
of the
complement of
of vesves- Repairs,
Repairs,etc.
the complement
and maintenance
For repairs
Vessels: For
sels,
expenses of
of persons
inspecting the repairs,
repairs,
persons inspecting
including traveling
traveling expenses
sels, including
and exclusive
of engineer's
supplies and
chandlery!$56,000.
$56,000. Officers and
and
exclusive of
engineer's supplies
and other
other ship
ship chandlery,
a cre ws.
For all
to man
man and
equip the
vessels, including
rs
including Oea
the vessels,
and equip
employees to
all necessary
necessary employees
For
professional
serving as
mates on
vessels of
of the
the survey,
survey, to
to
as mates
on vessels
seamen serving
professional seamen
execute
the survey
herein provided
provided for
for and
and authorized
authorized
survey herein
work of
of the
execute the
the work
$460,000.
by law, $460,000.
. Salaries.
s aries.
Superintendent,
enensuperintendent,
Salaries: Superintendent,
and geodetic
geodetic enengi- gineers,
hydrographic and
$6,000; hydrographic
Superintendent, $6,000;
Salaries:
etc.
neers,
junior
hydrographic
and
geodetic
engineers,
and
aids,
to
be
gneerse
tobe
aids,
neers, junior hydrographic and geodetic engineers, and
employed
in the
or office,
as the
the superintendent
superintendent may
direct,
may direct,
office, as
field or
the field
employed in
one
Commerce to
to
designated by the Secretary of Commerce
may be designated
of whom may
one of
act
as assistant
engigeodetic engiand geodetic
hydrographic and
superintendent; hydrographic
assistant superintendent;
act as
neers—one
one $4,000,
$4,000, one
two at
at $3,200
each, four
four
$3,200 each,
one $3,500,
$3,500, two
$4,500, one
neers-one $4,500,
at
$3,000 each,
at $2,800
$2,800 each,
at $2,500
$2,500 each,
each, twelve at
at
five at
each, five
four at
each, four
at $3,000
$2,400
twelve at $2,200
fourteen at
at $2,000 each; junior
each, fourteen
$2,200 each,
each, twelve
$2,400 each,
$1,800 each, fourhydrographic and geodetic
engineers—sixteen at $1,800
geodetic engineers-sixteen
hydrographic
teen
each;
at $1,400 each, thirteen at $1,200 each;
each, twelve at
$1,600 each,
teen at $1,600
aids—ten
at $1,100
each, nineteen
each; in
$256,900.
in all,
all, $256,900.
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
nineteen at
$1,100 each,
aids-ten at
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Office
force: Disbursing
library
Disbursing agent, $2,500; chief of section of library
Office force:
and archives,
$1,800; clerk
clerk to
superintendent, $1,800; chief of printto superintendent,
archives, $1,800;
and
$1,650
ing
sales, $2,000;
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, three at $1,650
clerks-three at
$2,000; clerks-three
and sales,
ing and
each, four
eleven at
$1,200 each,
$1,000 each,
each,
each, five at $1,000
at $1,200
each, eleven
$1,400 each,
at $1,400
four at
each,
ten
at
$900
each,
six
at
$840
each;
each;
$840
at
six
ten at $900 each,
Topographic
hydrographic draftsmen:
$2,400 each,
draftsmen: Two at $2,400
and hydrographio
Topographic and
three
three
at
$2,200
each,
three
at
$2,000
each,
three
at
$1,800 each,
each,
$2,000
at
three
each,
$2,200
at
three
six at $1,200 each, two at
three at
at $1,600
$1,600 each,
six at
at $1,400
at
each, six
$1,400 each,
each, six
three
$1,000
each,
two
copyist
draftsmen
at
$1,000
each;
each;
$1,000
at
draftsmen
$1,000 each, two copyist
computers: One
Astronomical,
geocetic, tidal,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous computers:
tidal, and
Astronomical, geodetic,
at $2,000 each,
three
$2,500,
three
at
$2,200
each,
two
at
$2,100
each,
each,
$2,100
at
two
each,
$2,200
at
three
$2,500,
each, eleven at
four
each, four
at $1,600
each, six
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
six at
$1,600 each,
four at
$1,800 each,
at $1,800
four at

$1,200 each;
each;
$1,200
$2,200 each, three at
Copperplate engravers:
engravers: One
two at
at $2,200
$2,400, two
One $2,400,
Copperplate
$1,400
$2,000
each,
three
at
$1,800
each,
two
at
$1,600
each,
each, two at $1,400
$1,600
at
two
each,
$1,800
at
three
each,
$2,000
each, three
$1,200 each;
each;
at $1,200
three at
each,
Engravers and apprentices at
$1,000 each,
$3,600;
each, $3,600;
exceeding $1,000
not exceeding
apprentices at not
Engravers and
Instrument
makers.
Instrentma
Instrument
engineer $2,750,
$1,800, one
$2,750, one $1,800,
Mechanical engineer
makers: Mechanical
Instrument makers:
$1,400 each,
each, two
each;
$1,200 each;
two at $1,200
three at $1,400
$1600, three
et. $1,600,
aes, etc.
Pattermakers,
Pattern
Pattern makers
carpenters: Three at $1,400 each, two carmakers and carpenters:
pattnmaer Pattern
penters and painters at $900 each;
each;
Printing employee
Printing
employees penters and painters at $900
transferers, lithographic
draftsmen, transferers,
Lithographers,
lithographic draftsmen
Lithographers, lithographic
helpers, and
pressmen
and their
printers and
and their helpers,
and
plate printers
helpers, plate
their helpers,
pressmen and
other
at $2,000
$1,800 each, one
at $1,800
two at
each, two
$2,000 each,
Two at
laborers: Two
skilled laborers:
other skilled
$1,000
$1,700, one
$1,600, one
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, two at $1,000
eight at
$1,400, eight
one $1,400,
one $1,600,
$1,700,
each, one
$900, five
five at
at $700
$700 each;
each;
one $900,
each,
Photographers.
Photographers.
One $1,700,
one $1,600,
$1,600, one
one $1,200.
$1,200.
$1,700, one
Photographers: One
Engineers,
watch
watch-_ Photographers:
Engineers,
Engineer, electricians,
electricians, dynamo
dynamo tenders,
tenders, and electrotypers:
electrotypers: One
men,
Engineer,
en, etc.
each;
$1,080 each;
$1,800,
one $1,400,
four at $1,080
$1,200, four
one $1,200,
$1,400, one
$1,800, one
Watchmen, firemen,
firemen, messengers,
messengers, and
and laborers:
laborers: Three at $880
$880 each,
Watchmen,
three
at $840
each, four
four at
each, three at $720 each, four at
$820 each,
at $820
$840 each,
three at
$700 each,
three at
$630 each,
$550;
each, one $550;
at $630
each, three
$640 each,
at $640
two at
each, two
$700
force, $266,780.
In
all, pay
pay of
of office
office force
$266,780.
In all,
Office expenses.
expenses.
oice
Office
expenses: For
For purchase
purchase of
instruments, including their
their
new instruments,
of new
Office expenses:
supplies required
exchange, materials,
equipment and supplies
required in the instrumaterials, equipment
exchange,
books scientific
ment shop,
carpenter shop,
shop, and
and drawing
drawing division,
division, books,
shop, carpenter
ment
and
reference, maps, charts, and
books, journals, books of reference,
technical books,
and technical
subscriptions; copper
copper plates,
paper, printer's
printer's ink, copper,
zinc,
copper, zinc,
chart paper,
plates, chart
subscriptions;
engraving,
and
and photographing;
photographing; engraving,
electrotyping and
for electrotyping
chemicals for
and chemicals
printing,
and electrotyping
supplies; photolithophotolithoelectrotyping supplies;
photographing, and
printing, photographing,
graphing
and printing
printing from
stone and copper for immediate
from stone
charts and
graphing charts
the District of Columbia
use;
the employment
employment in the
Columbia of such
such
including the
use; including
personal services,
services, other
necessary for the
be necessary
may be
as may
clerical, as
than clerical,
other than
personal
Vol. .
Vol. 40, p. 1261.
prompt preparation
preparation of
exceed $6,000; stationery for
of charts, not to exceed
prompt
1.
vol
office and
and field
field parties;
instruments and supplies
supplies
of instruments
transportation of
parties; transportation
office
when
not
charged
to
party
expenses;
office
wagon
and horses or autooffice
expenses;
party
to
charged
when not
mobile truck;
lighting, and power
power; telephones,
telephones including
including
heating, lighting,
truck; heating,
mobile
operation
of
switchboard;
telegrams,
ice,
and
washing;
telephones,
office furniwashing;
and
ice,
telegrams,
switchboard;
of
operation
traveling expenses
employed in
others employed
and others
officers and
of officers
expenses of
repairs, traveling
ture, repairs,
office;
of
the
office
sent
on
special
duty
in
the
service
of
the
office
•miscelservice
the
in
duty
special
the office sent on
laneous
expenses, contingencies
kinds, and
exceeding $3,400
not exceeding
and not
all kinds,
of all
contingencies of
laneous expenses,
for
extra labor, $80,000.
$80,000.
for extra
Subsistence
allow Subsistence allow,
ances restricted.
Appropriations herein
made for
for the
the Coast
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
herein made
Appropriations
ancesrestricted.
shall
not
be
available
for
allowance
to
civilian
or
other
officers
officers for
other
or
civilian
to
shall not be available for allowance
hereinbefore
subsistence
on duty
duty at
as hereinbefore
(except as
Washington (except
at Washington
while on
subsistence while
provided for
for officers
field force
ordered to
to Washington
Washington for short
force ordered
the field
of the
officers of
provided
periods
except as now
now
superintendent), except
the superintendent),
with the
consultation with
for consultation
periods for
provided
by
law.
provided by law.
rars.
Engravers.

Engave.
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Fisheries Bureau.
Bureau.
Fisheries

Commissioner's office:
office: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $6,000;
commis- utComtsoner,
ut?
,,o
,r
e
n
tr
en
.iRgioner,
dep.
dep.
deputy commis$6,000; deputy
Commissioner's
sioner,
$3,500; assistants
assistants in charge of divisions-fish
divisions-fish culture, $2,700,
$2,700,
sioner, $3,500;
inquiry respecting
food fishes
fishes $2,700,
$2,700, fishery
$2,500; assistindustries $2,500;
fishery industries
respecting food
inquiry
ants-one
office $2,500,
$2,500, one $2,400,
$2,400, one for
for
one $2,500,
$2,500, one
in charge
charge of office
ants-one in
developing fisheries
for saving
and use
use of
of fishery
$2,400,
products $2,400,
fishery products
saving and
and for
fisheries and
developing
one $2,220,
$2,220, one
for fishery
food laboratory
$2,000, one $2,000,
ono
$2,000, one
laboratory $2,000,
fishery food
one for
one
$2,500;
$1,800,
one $1,600,
$1,600, two at
$1,200 each; fish pathologist, $2,500;
at $1,200
$1,800, one
architect
engineer, $2,200;
$2,200; assistant
assistant architect,
architect, $1,600;
$1,600; draftsman,
and engineer,
architect and
$1,200; accountant,
accountant, $2,100;
$2,100; librarian, $1,500; superintendent
superintendent of car
$1,200;
and
messenger service, $1,600;
$1,600; clerks-three
clerks-three of class four, four of class
and messenger
three, one
one to
to commissioner
commissioner $1,600,
five of
class two,
class
of class
two, seven
seven of
of class
$1,600, five
three,
one, three
three at
$1,000 each,
each, fourteen
(including one for
at $900 each (including
fourteen at
at $1,000
one,
$1,000
Seattle office);
agents-two at
each, two at $1,000
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
statistical agents-two
office); statistical
Seattle
$600, one
each; local
local agents-one
agents-one at
at Boston
$300, one at Gloucester
Gloucester $600,
Boston $300,
each;
at
Seattle $600;
$600; engineer,
engineer, $1,080;
$1,080; three
firemen, at $720 each; two
three firemen,
at Seattle
watchmen, at
each; five janitors
$720 each;
messengers, at $720
and messengers,
janitors and
$720 each;
at $720
watchmen,
each;
janitress $480;
$480; messenger
charwomen, at $240 each;
messenger boy, $360; five charwomen,
janitress,
in
all,
$;12,940.
in all, $112,940.
Alasksevice.
Alaska service:
service: Pribilof
agents and
and caretakers
at Agents,
tr,Ita
sn'
h
i
Adans,
physicians,
caretakers at
Islands-two agents
Pribilof Islands-two
Alaska
etc$2,000
to agent
agent $1,200,
$1,200, two physicians
$1,500 each, etc.
physicians at $1,500
assistant to
each, assistant
$2,000 each,
three
schoolteachers at
each, two
$1,800 each;
storekeepers at $1,800
two storekeepers
$1,200 each,
at $1,200
three schoolteachers
Alaska
Service at
large-agent, $2,500; assistant agents-one
agents-one $2,000,
at large-agent,
Alaska Service
one
$1,800, one
one $1,500;
$1,500; inspector, $1,800;
$1,800; wardens-one
$1,200, six
wardens-one $1,200,
one $1,800,
at $900
$900 each;
eaeh; in
all, $31,600.
$31,600.
at
in all,
Employees
large: Field
Field assistant,
$3,000; two
two field
largeat large.
Employees at
super- Employees
station superfield station
assistant, $3,000;
at large:
Employees at
$1,200;
intendents,
at
$1,800
each;
field
assistants-one
$1,500,
one
$1,200;
$1,500,
assistants-one
field
intendents, at $1,800 each;
fish-culturists-two
$900 each;
machinists,
six machinists,
each; six
at $900
two at
each, two
at $960
$960 each,
fish-culturists-two at
at
each; two
each; in
in all,
$20,220.
all, $20,220.
$720 each;
at $720
coxswains, at
two coxswains,
at $960
$960 each;
Distribution (car)
(car) employees:
employees: Five
Five captains,
cTstdb
. 11°1°11
e'mo empDia
six pli
each; six
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
captains, at
Distribution
messengers, at
each; five
at $900
$900 each;
messengers, at
assistant messengers,
five assistant
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
messengers,
five
apprentice messengers,
messengers, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; five
five cooks,
cooks, at
each;
$600 each;
at $600
five apprentice
in
all,
$23,100.
Station employee
in all, $23,100.
Afogmak, Alasa.
Aissirs
Afognak
(Alaska) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; foreman,
foreman, $1,200;
$1,200; Afognak,
Station
employees.
Superintendent, $1,500;
Afognak (Alaska)
two
fish-culturists,
at
$960
each;
three
apprentice
fish-culturists,
at
two fish-culturists, at $960 each; three apprentice fish-culturists, at
$900 each;
each; cook,
in all,
all, $8,220.
$900, in
cook, $900;
$900
Alpena
Station: Foreman,
Mic.
Alpena Mich.
$900; Alpena,
fish-culturist, $900;
$1,200; fish-culturist,
Foreman, $1,200;
(Michigan) Station:
Alpena (Michigan)
in
all $2,100.
$2,100.
in all
Baird (California)
and Battle
Battle Creek
Stations: SupercrBeaad Battle
Super- ertailr,dcalair
(California) Stations:
Creek (California)
(California) and
Baird
intendent, $1,500;
fish-culturist, $900; three ap$1,080; fish-culturist,
foreman, $1,080;
$1,500; foreman
intendent,
prentice
at $600
$5,280.
in all,
all, $5,280.
each; in
$600 each;
fish-culturists, at
prentice fish-culturists,
Baker
Lake (Washington)
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Lake, Wash
Wash
Baker Lake,
fish- Baker
$1,500; fish(Washington) Station:
Baker Lake
m all,
culturist,
fish-culturists, at $600 each; in
apprentice fish-culturists,
two apprentice
$900; two
culturist, $900;
$3,600.
n.C.
$3,600.
Beaufort
(North Carolina)
Carolina) Biological
Station: Superintendent
and Beaort
Beaufort, N.
NCC.
Superintendent and
Biological Station:
Beaufort (North
fish-culturist, $900; apdirector, $1,500;
$1,500; scientific assistant, $1,400; fish-culturist,
director,
prentice
fish-culturist, $600;
$600; in
$4,400.
in all,
all, $4,400.
prentice fish-culturist,
Berkshire (Massachusetts)
(Massachusetts) Trout
Trout Hatchery:
Hatchery: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Berkshire,
Berkre M
$1,500; Mass.
Berkshire
fish-culturist,
$900; two
fish-culturists, at
each; in
in
$600 each;
at $600
apprentice fish-culturists,
two apprentice
fish-culturist, $900;
rr
Boot
all,
Harbor,
all, $3,600.
$3,600.
3
.
Boothbay
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
°°thbaY Hrb
M.
fish- 3/1
$1,500; fish(Maine) Station:
Harbor (Maine)
Boothbay Harbor
culturist, $900;
$1,100; apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists--one
$780,
fish-culturists-one $780,
$900; engineer,
engineer, $1,100;
culturist,
two
at $600
three firemen,
firemen, at
each; custodian
lobster
of lobster
custodian of
at $600
$600 each;
$600 each;
each; three
two at
pounds,
Bozeman,
pounds, $720; in all,
all, $8,000.
$8,000.
Boeman, mora
Mont
Bozeman
(Montana) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
foreman
Superintendent, $1,500; foreman,
Bozeman (Montana)
fish-culturists, at $600
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturist, $900; two apprentice
$1,200; fish-culturist,
each; in all, $4,800.
$4,800.
Bryan% Point, Md.
d
BraPoint,
Bryans Point
Station: Custodian, $360.
(Maryland) Station:
Point (Maryland)
Bryans
442810-21-16
16
44281o-21-
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Cape
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; firefireVincent (New York) Station: Superintendent,
Cape Vincent
man,
$720;
apprentice
fish-culturist-one
$720,
two
at
$600
each;
$600 each;
at
two
$720,
man, $720; apprentice fish-culturist-one
$4,140.
in all, $4,140.
Superintendent,
Clackamas, Oreg.
Clackamas
(Oregon) and
subsidiary stations: Superintendent,
and subsidiary
Clackal as (Oregon)
Oreg.
Clackamas,
fish-culturapprentice fish
$1,500;
foreman, $1,200;
$1,200; fish-culturist,
-culturfish-culturist, $900; apprentice
$1,500- foreman,
ists-three
two at
at $600
$600 each;
all, $6,960.
in all,
each; in
each, two
$720 each,
at $720
ists-three at
Cold
Cold S
pr i
ngs
(Georgia)
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500; . fish(Georgia) Station:
Springs
Cold
Ga.
prings, Ga.
cold Springs,
culturist,
$900;
two
apprentice
fish-culturists,
at
each; in
all,
in all,
$600 each;
at $600
fish-culturists,
culturist, $900; two apprentice
$3,600.
$3.600.
Craig
Brook, Me.
Me.
Craig
fish-cub
$1,500; fish-cul.
Superintendent, $1,500;
Station: Superintendent,
(Maine) Station:
Brook (Maine)
Craig Brook
Craig Brook,
turist, $900;
$900; three
three apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at
in all,
$600 each; in
at $600
turist,
$4,200.
$4,200.
Duluth, Minn.
Duluth
(Minnesota) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; two fishfishStation: Superintendent,
Duluth (Minnesota)
l
Duluthb,.
culturists, at
each; two
two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600 each;
$900 each;
at $900
culturists,
in all, $4,500.
Edenton, N. C.
Edenton (North
Carolina) Station:
$1,500; fishSuperintendent, $1,500
Station: Superintendent,
(North Carolina)
Edenton
Edenton,N. C.
culturist,
$900; two
apprentice fish-culturists,
$600 each;
in all,
each; m
at $600
fish-culturists, at
two apprentice
culturist, $900;
$3,600.
$3,600.
Erwin, Tenn.
Erwin
(Tennessee) Station:
fish-culturist,
$1,500; fish-culturist,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Station: Superintendent,
Erwin (Tennessee)
Tenn.
Erwin,
$900;
three
apprentice
fish-culturists,
at
$600
each;
in
all, $4,200.
each;
$600
at
fish-culturists,
$900; three apprentice
Fairport,
Fairport
(Iowa) Biological
Station: Director, $1,800;
superintend$1,800; superintendBiological Station:
Fairport (Iowa)
Iowa
Fakport Iowa.
$1,400, one $1,200;
ent of
fish culture,
$1,500; scientific
$1,200;
assistants-one $1,400,
scientific assistants-one
culture, $1,500;
of fish
ent
foreman, $1,200;
$1,200; shell
shell expert,
expert, $1,200;
$1,000;
$900; engineer, $1,000;
clerk, $900;
$1,200; clerk,
foreman,
two
$600 each;
each; two
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at
$600
at $600
two apprentice
at $600
firemen, at
two firemen,
each;
$12,600.
in all, $12,600.
each; in
Gloucester,
Gloucester (Massachusetts)
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fishStation: Superintendent,
(Massachusetts) Station:
Gloucester
Mas
Glonceter, Mass.
culturist, $900;
three apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600
$600
$720; three
fireman, $720;
$900; fireman,
culturist,
$4,920.
each; in all, $4,920.
Superintendent, $1,500;
Green Lake,
Me.
Green
(Maine) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; two fishLake (Maine)
Green Lake
Lake, Me.
Green
culturists,
two apprentice
apprentice fish-cultinists,
each;
fish-culturists, at $600 each;
each; two
$900 each;
at $900
culturists, at
in all,
all, $4,500.
Homer,
Homer (Minnesota)
(Minnesota) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; scientific
Homer
Minn.
Homer, Minn.
$1,000;
assistants-one
$1,400, one
foreman, $1,200;
engineer, $1,000;
$1,200; engineer,
$1,200; foreman,
one $1,200;
assistants-one $1,400,
two firemen,
firemen, at
$600 each;
two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600
each; two
at $600
two
each;
all, $8,700.
each; in all,
Key
West, Fla.
Key
West (Florida)
(Florida) Biological Station:
Superintendent, $1,800;
$1,800;
Station: Superintendent,
Key West
Fla.
Key west
fish-culturist, $900; two apengineer,
$1,000; laboratory
aid, $900; fish-culturist,
laboratory aid,
engineer, $1,000;
prentice
each; m
in all, $5,800.
$5,800.
at $600
$600 each;
fish-culturists, at
prentice fish-culturists,
$1,500; foreman,
Leadville, Colo.
Leadville
Superintendent, $1,500;
(Colorado) Station: Superintendent,
Leadville (Colorado)
Col.
Leadville,
fish-culturistsapprentice fish-culturists$1,200; two fish-culturists, at $900
$900 each; in
$1,200;
one
$720, two
two at
cook, $480; in
n all, $6,900.
$6,900.
each- cook,
$600 each;
at $600
one $720,
$1,500; . fishSuperintendent, $1,500;
(Kentucky) Station:
Louisville,
Louisville (Kentucky)
Station: Superintendent,
Louisvilisville Ky.
fish-culturists, at $600 each; in all,
apprentice fish-cultinists,
culturist, $900; two apprentice
culturist,
$3,600.
Superintendent, $1,500;
th Springs (Arkansas) Station: Superintendent,
A Mammoth Sprs
Pri
ng
s,
Mammoth
$1,500;
rk.
Ark
fish-culturist, $900; three
three apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600 each;
in
all, $4,200.
$4,200.
in all,
fish-culturist,
Manchester,
Manchester
Superintendent, $1,500; fish-culturist,
Manchester (Iowa) Station: Superintendent,
Manchester, Iowa.
$4,200.
$900;
three apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at
$600 each; in all,
all, $4,200.
at $600
$900; three
Nashua,
N.. H.
Nashua (New
(New Hampshire)
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fishfishHampshire) Station:
Nashua
Nshua,
m all,
culturist, $900;
two apprentice
fish-culturists, at $600 each; in
apprentice fish-culturists,
$900; two
culturist,
$3,600.
Neosho,
Mo.
Neosho (Missouri)
$1,500; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Station: Superintendent,
(Missouri) Station:
Neosho
Neosho, Mo.
$720, two at $600 each;
$900; apprentice
each; in
fish-culturists-one at $720,
apprentice fish-culturists-one
$900;
$4,320.
all, $4,320.
Northville, Mall.
Northville (Michigan)
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; foreman,
foreman.
(Michigan) Station:
Northville
Northvilie,
Mich.
$960;
fish-culturist, $900;
$900; four
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600
four apprentice
$960; fish-culturist,
each;
$5,760.
all, $5,760.
in all,
each; in
Orangeburg,
S. C.
Orangeburg (South
Carolina) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; fishfishSuperintendent, $1,500;
(South Carolina)
Orangeburg
oangebrg, s..
fish-culturlsts, at $600 each; in all,
culturist,
apprentice fish-cultunsts,
$900; two apprentice
culturist, $900;
$3,600.

Cape

Cape Vincent,
incent, N. Y•
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Sound, Wash.
PugetSound,
ash.
$1,200 each;
each; Puget
Puget Sound (Washington)
(Washington) Station:
Station: Three
Three foremen,
Puget
foremen, at $1,200
nine
fish-culturists, at $600
each; in
in all,
all, $9,000.
$9,000.
nine apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
$600 each;
in Bay, Ohio.
Put inBayOhio.
Put
Bay (Ohio)
(Ohio) Station:
$1,500; foreman,
foreman, Put
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Put m
in Bay
$1,000;
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at
$600 each;
each;
$1,000; machinist,
machinist, $960;
$960; two apprentice
at $600
in all, $4,660.
Saint Johnsbury and
Saint
and Holden
Aux- Holden,
oSlntnsbunryand
Saint Johnsbury
Johnsbury (Vermont) Station
Station and
Holden (Vermont)
(Vermont) AuxVt.
iliary Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; foreman,
foreman, $1,200; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist,
$900; apprentice
fish-culturists--one $720,
$720, four at
$600 each; in all,
at $600
apprentice fish-culturists-one
$900;
$6,720.
San Marcos, Tex.
$1,500; foreman,
San Marcos (Texas) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
foreman, sanMarco s'Tex$1,200; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900;
$900; three
fish-culturists, at
at $600
$600
$1,200;
three apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
each; m
all, $5,400.
$5,400.
each;
m all,
Saratoga, Wyo.
Saratoga
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fish-culSaratoga (Wyoming)
(Wyoming) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
fish-cul- Sartoga,
Wyo.
turist, $900;
$900; two
apprentice fish-cultursts,
fish-cultursts, at
each; in
in all,
all, $3,600.
$3,600.
at $600
$600 each;
turist,
two apprentice
Spearfish, S. Dak.
Spearfish
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Spearfish (South
(South Dakota) Station:
$1,500; fish- Spearfih,
s. Dak.
fish-culturists, at $600 each; m all,
culturist, $900; two apprentice fish-cultursts,
$3,600.
Utah.
pringvile, Utah.
Superintendent, $1,500;
Springville (Utah) Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, Springville,
$900; two
fish-culturists, at
at $600
$600 each;
in all,
$3,600.
all, $3,600.
each; in
two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
$900;
Private John A
Allen,
le r
Private
John Allen
(Tupelo, Mississippi):
Mississippi): Superintendent,
Superintendent, Tupelo,
n
Tupelot, Miss. .
Private John
Allen Station
Station (Tupelo,
$1,500;
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600
$600
$1,500; fish-culturist, $900; three apprentice
each;
all, $4,200.
each; in
in all,
$4,200.
Washington, D. C.
Washington (District
(District of
of Columbia)
Columbia) Central
Station and
Washington
Central Station
and Aquaria:
Aquaria: Central
gtation
Central
Station and
and
Aquaria
$1,500; two
two apprentice
Superintendent,.
Superintendent
,$1,500;
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $720
$720 each; Aquaria.
laborer, $600; in all, $3,540.
White Slphur
Sulphur
White Sulphur
Sulphur Springs
(West Virginia)
Virginia) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, Springs,
White
Springs (West
Whi.te
W. Va.
$1,500;
fish-culturist, $900;
$1,500; fish-culttuist,
$900; three
three apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists
fish-culturists at
at $600 Sprn, W. a.
each; in
i
n all, $4,200.
Woods Hole, Mass.
Woods Hole
(Massachusetts) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
Hole, Mas.
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; Woods
Woods
Hole (Massachusetts)
at
machinist, $960; two fish-culturists
fi.sh-culturists at $900 each;
each; three firemen,
firemen, at
four apprentice
$600 each; in all, $8,460.
fish-culturists, at
at $600
$600 each;
each; four
apprentice fish-culturists,
Wytheville, Va.
Wytheville
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; two fish- WytheillVa.
Wytheville (Virginia) Station: Superintendent,
apprentice fish-culturists, at $600 each;
culturists,
cultursts, at $900 each; two apprentice
in all, $4,500.
$4,500.
e
,
Yes Bay, Alaska.
Hatchery: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; foremen,
foremen, Yes Bay' Al8 a
Yes Bay (Alaska) Hatchery:
$1,200;
each; three
apprentice fish-cu!fish-culfish-culturists, at
at $960 each;
three apprentice
$1,200; two fish-culturists,
twists,
turists, at
at $900 each; cook,
cook, $900;
$900; in all, $8,220.
Vessels.
general assistant, $1,200;
$1,200; Ve
Steamer Albatross: Naturalist, $1,800;
$1,800; general
fishery
fishery expert, $1,200;
$1,200; clerk, $1,000; in all, $5,200.
$1,500; engineer,
Osprey: Master,
Steamer
Steamer Osprey:
Master, $1,500;
engineer, $1,100;
$1,100; cook, $600; two
firemen,
$720 each;
seaman $600;
$600; in all, $5,240.
$5,240.
at $720
each; seaman,
firemen, at
$1,100; fireman,
fireman, $720;
$720;
Steamer Gannet: Master, $1,200; engineer, $1,100;
two seamen, at $600 each; in all, $4,220.
Steamer Halcyon:
Halcyon: Master,
Master, $1,700;
officer, $1,200; engineer,
first officer,
$1,700; first
Steamer
firemen at $780 each; three
$1,400; assistant
$1,400;
assistant engineer,
engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; three
three firemen
$600; in all, $11,740.
seamen at $810
10 each;
each; cook, $870; cabin
cabin boy, $600;
$11,740.
engineer, $1,200;
fireman,
Phalarope: Master,
Steamer Phalarope:
Steamer
Master, $1,500;
$1,500; engineer,
$1,200; fireman,
$780; two
two seamen
seamen at
at $810
each; cook,
$870; m
all, $5,970.
$5,970.
$780;
$810 each;
cook, $870;
m all,
Ilaas fiherie
Alaska
fisheries ves.
yesofficers and crew of vessel for Alaska
For officers
Alaska fisheries service, $26,000. seL
Administration exAdministration:
For expenses
of the
of the
the commissioner,
commissioner, pensed.
Admistration ex
Administration: For
expenses of
the office
office of
p. 1261.
Op.
Ml.
including
scientific and reference
reference books,
including stationery, scientific
books, periodicals,
periodicals, PvTVal. 40,
telegraph and
newspapers, for library, furniture, telegraph
and telephone
telephone service,
service,
newspapers,
repairs to
to and
heating, lighting,
equipment of
of buildings, comlighting, and equipment
and heating,
repairs
expenses
necessary expenses
employees, and all other
pensation
temporary employees,
other necessary
pensation of temporary
connected
therewith, $11,000.
connected therewith,
$11,000.
P
o expe
Propagation
expem
maintenance, equipment,
Propagation of food fishes: For maintenance,
equipment, and MIL
ea.
operations
fish-cultural stations, general
operations of fish-cultural
general propagation
propagation of food fishes
fishes
and
distribution, including movement, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and their
their distribution,
repairs of
of ears,
purchase of
apparatus, contingent
contingent
of equipment
equipment and
and apparatus,
cars, purchase
repairs
labor, and not to exceed
expenses,
expenses, temporary labor,
exceed $10,000
$10,000 forpropagation
for propagation
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and distribution
distribution of fresh-water
expenses
fresh-water mussels
mussels and
and the
the necessary
necessary expenses
connected
connected therewith, $400,000.
$400,000.
Aquatic
Aqnatio leather.
leather.
For developing by.
by the Bureau
Bureau of Fisheries in cooperation
cooperation with the
Developing sources
OfDvelopg
sous Bureau
of Standards
of.
Bureau of
Standards new aquatic
aquatic sources
sources of supply of
of leather,
including personal
personal services
in the
the District
of Columbia
and in
the
including
services in
District
of
Columbia
and
in the
Reappropriation.
field, the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
the appropriation
appropriation for
the fiscal
year
for the
fiscal year
of the
field,
voL 40, rp. 693..'
VoL
1919 is reappropriated
made available
for the
the fiscal
year 1920.
reappropriated and made
available for
fiscal year
1920.
Maintenance
vesMaintenance of
of veMaintenance
Maintenance of vessels: For maintenance
maintenance of vessels
vessels and launches,
sels.
se
including
including purchase and repair
repair of boats, apparatus,
apparatus machinery,
machinery, and
and
other facilities
facilities required
required for
use with
apparatus,
hire of vessels, and
other
and all
for use
with the
the same
same,
hire
all
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in
therewith, and
money accruing
accruing
other
in connection
connection therewith,
and money
from commutation
commutation of rations
rations and provisions
provisions on
board vessels
vessels may
be
on board
may be
paid on proper vouchers
vouchers to the persons having charge
charge of
of the mess
mess of
such vessels, $120,000.
$120,000.
rood
fishes int/dry.
Food fSltm
Inquty.
into the
of the
the
Inquiry respecting food fishes:
fishes: For inquiry into
the causes
causes of
decrease
decrease of food
fishes in
of the
the United States,
for
food fishes
in the
the waters
waters of
United
States, and
and for
investigation and experiments
in respect
aquatic animals,
investigation
experiments in
respect to
to the
the aquatic
animals,
culture and
the fishery
fishery
plants, and waters
waters, in
in the interests
interests of
of fish
fish culture
and the
industries, including
of reports,
including expenses
expenses of travel
travel and
and preparation
preparation of
reports,
$45,000.
$45,000.
Statistical Inquiry.
Statiticalinqy.

Statistical inquiry:
compilation of statistics
Statistical
inquiry: For collections
collections and compilation
statistics of

the fisheries
fisheries and the
the study
methods and
study of their
their methods
and relations,
relations, including
including
travel
travel and preparation of reports
necessary expenses
expenses in
in
reports and all
all other
other necessary
connection
connection therewith, $15,000.
Spofee
i
.
Sponge
fisheries.
Sponge
S
fisheries, including
Sponge fisheries:
fisheries: For
For protecting
protecting the sponge fisheries,
including
Protection, etc.
vol 38, pi.'
t
Vol.
p. 692.
employment
of inspectors,
emiployment of
inspectors, watchmen,
watchmen, and
and temporary
temporary assistants,
assistants, hire
hire
of boats,
rental of
office and
storage, care
of seized
sponges and
and other
other
boats, rental
of office
and storage,
care of
seized sponges
travel, and all other expenses necessary
property,
.
to carry
carry out
out the
necessary to
the
provisions of the Act of August 15,
the sponge
15, 1914,
1914, to
to regulate
regulate the
sponge
fisheries,
$3,000.
fisheries, $3,000.
Alaska, general
servAlaska,
eneralserv
Alaskalaska, general
For protecting
Alaska,
general service:
service: For
protecting the seal fisheries
fisheries of Alaska,
ice.
Seal fisheries
fisheries protecprotec- including the furnishing
and
food,
furnishing
of
fuel,
clothing,
other necessities
Seal
tion, food to natives,
etc.
of life to the
of Alaska,
the natives of
of the
the Pribilof Islands
Islands of
Alaska, transportation
transportation
supplies to and from the
of supplies
agents and
the islands,
islands, expenses
expenses of
of travel
travel of
of agents
and
other employees
subsistence while on
on said
said islands
and
employees and subsistence
islands, -hire
hire and
maintenance of vessels, and for
for all
all expenses
necessary t
maintenance
expenses necessary
too carry
carry out
out

the
provisions of
approved April
21, 1910,
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act approved
April 21,
1910, entitled
to protect the seal fisheries of Alaska,
Alaska and for other purposes,"
purposes," and
and
for the protection
protection of the fisheries
fisheries of Alaska,
including travel,
travel, hire
hire of
of
Alaska, including
boats, employment of temporary
temporary labor, and all other necessary
necessary
expenses connected
connected therewith,
therewith $125,000.
$125,000.
expenses
1Vincent, N. Y.
Cape 'Vincent,
C
N.
. Cape
Cape Vincent
York) Fish Hatchery:
Vincent (New
(New York;
Hatchery: For general
general repairs,
repairs,
Repairs, etc.
including
supply and
and renewal
renewal of
of equipment,
including improvements
improvements to
to water
water supply
equipment,
$8,000.
$8 000.
Duluth, Minn.
Duluth
Fish Hatchery:
For the
of a
Fo'sotttage.
Duluth (Minnesota)
(Minnesota) Fish
Hatchery: For
the construction
construction of
a
Foreman's
cottage.
foreman's
foreman's cottage,
cottage, $4,000.
Fairport ,Iowa.
Firport,
Toaa.
Fairport (Iowa)
Biological Station:
Station: For an additional
Fairport
(Iowa) Biological
additional amount for
Laboratory
building. rebuilding the laboratory
Labotrybudi.
$10,000.
rebuilding the laboratory building,
building, $10,000.
Wytheville, Va..
Wytheville
(Virginia) Fish
Hatchery: For
Wytheville (Virginia)
Fish Hatchery:
I pthevle s
For general
general improvements
improvements
Improvements.
to the
supply, including
including the
the purchase
purcaase of
right of
for pipe
to
the water
water supply,
of aaright
of way
way for
pipe
line,
construct dam
dam and
reservoir, $5,000.
$5,000.
to construct
and reservoir,
and right
right to
line, and
Ditnrlution cas.
Di4ribution
ears.
Reapprooriation.
Reappronriation.
Distribution
cars: The
of 855,000
$55,000 in
Distribution cars:
The appropriation
appropriation of
in the
the Sundry
Sundry
Vol.
ol. 40,
40, p.. 168.
168.
Civil Appropriation
or
Civil
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1918 for the purchase
purchase or
construction
construction of the two steel cars for the distribution of useful food
food
fishes
fishes is continued and made available during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920.
1920.
VoL36,
VoL
36, p.326
p. 326.

Steamboat
Stecaboat
tionServie.$
Service.

Inspec-

Contingent
expenses.
Continge.tesoPr.ese
Additonai appropriappropriAdditional
ation.
40 p.125.
Vol.. 40,
1257.

STEAMBOAT-INSPECTION SERVICE.
STEAMBBOAT-INSPECTION
SERVICE.

Contingent expenses:
Continrrent
fees to
to witnesses;
traveling and
and other
other
expenses: For
For fees
witnesses; traveling
expenses
business of
Inspector
expenses when on official
official business
Supervising Inspector
of the
the Supervising
supervising inspectors,
inspectors, traveling
inspectors, local
General, supervising
traveling inspectors,
local and
and
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assistant inspectors,
inspectors, and
clerks; instruments,
stationery,
furniture, stationery,
instruments, furniture,
and clerks;
assistant
janitor service,
service, and
every other
thing necessary
into effect
Tite LII,
LI, pp.
to carry
carry into
effect R.. S.,., Title
necessary to
other thing
and every
janitor
pp.
852-869.
the provisions
provisions of
52, Revised
fiscal year
year 1919,
1919, $5,550.
$5,550. 8s2-s69
Statutes, fiscal
Revised Statutes,
of title
title 52,
the
BUREAU
STANDARDS.
OF STANDARDS.
BUREAU OF
Testing of
large scales:
scales: For
For investigation
railroad
of railroad
and testing of
investigation and
of large
Testing
track scales,
weighing comother scales used in weighing
elevator scales, and other
scales, elevator
track
modities for
interstate shipments
shipments and
secure equipment and
and to secure
for interstate
modities
assistance
for testing
Government in its transby the Government
the scales used by
testing the
assistance for
actions
the public,
such as
post-office, navy-yard,
and customnavy-yard, and
as post-office,
public, such
with the
actions with
house scales,
and for
for the
with the
the States in
cooperating with
of cooperating
purpose of
the purpose
scales, and
house
securing uniformity
uniformity in the
measures laws and in the
the weights and measures
securing
methods of
inspection, including personal
personal services in the District of
of inspection,
methods
Columbia
i
n the
$40,000.
the field, $40,000.
and in
Columbia and

Standards Bureau.

Standards Bureau.

Testing
large scalea
scales.
Testing large

Department of
of Labor.
Labor.
Department

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
DEPARTMENT
IMMIGRATION
STATIONS.
IMMIGRATION STATIONS.

Ellis
Island, New
continuation of granite-faced
granite-faced sea wall,
For continuation
New York: For
Ellis Island,
_under
original limit of cost, $175,000.
under original
IMMIGRATION
SERVICE.
IMMIGRATION SERVICE.

Immigrant
stations.
Immigrant stations.
Ellis
Ellis Island,
Island, N.
N. Y.
Y.
Sea
wall.
Sea wall.

Immigrationservice,
Immigrationservice.

Enforcing laws reguFor
enforcement of
of the
aliens into
awsregiof
aEnorcing
into lating
of aliens
immigration of
laws regulating
regulating immigration
the laws
For enforcement
admission
aliens.
the
including the
laws •cost
of reports
reports aliens.
cost of
the contract-labor
contract-labor laws;
States, including
the United
United States,
Vol. 40, p. 1263.
for the use of Vol. 40, p. 1263
thereof, for
digests thereof,
of decisions
of the
the Federal
Federal courts,
courts, and
and digests
of
decisions of
the Commissioner
Commissioner General
General of Immigration;
Immigration; salaries and expenses
expenses of
the
in- Per diemsubsstence.
to enforce
appointed to
all
and employees
enforce said
said laws,
Jaws, inemployees appointed
clerks, and
officers, clerks,
all officers,
subsistence.
p. 68.e
680.
to secsec- Vol. 38, p.
pursuant to
allowed pursuant
when allowed
lieu of
of subsistence
cluding
in lieu
subsistence when
per diem
diem in
cluding per
tion
13 of
of the
Act approved
August 1,
1,
approved August
Appropriation Act
Civil Appropriation
the Simdry
Sundry Civil
tion 13
8 4; Vol.
1914;
enforcement of
of the
provisions of
of the
of February
1917, o40VoI. s,3.p. 874;
VoL
5, 1917,
February 5,
the Act
Act of
the provisions
1914; enforcement
Act to
to regulate
entitled
regulate the immigration
immigration of aliens to and the resi"An Act
entitled "An
the United States,"
dence
States, and Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof;
thereof;
aliens in the
dence of aliens
machines, alnecessary supplies,
including exchange
of typewriting
typewriting machines,
exchange of
supplies, including
necessary
i.
hi
said Chinese
authorized by
terations, and
and repairs
and for
for all
other expenses
expenses authorized
by said
all other
repairs, and
terations,
exclusion.
on
the United States, Chie e
Act;
preventing the
unlawful entry
entry of
of Chinese
into the
Chinese into
the unlawful
Act; preventing
by the
the appointment
of suitable
enforce the laws in relation
relation
officers to enforce
suitable officers
appointment of
by
persons found to
thereto; expenses
expenses of
returning to
to China
China all Chinese
Chinese persons
of returning
thereto;
be
United States,
States, including
imprisonment
including the cost of imprisonment
in the
the United
unlawfully in
be unlawfully
and
actual expenses
conveyance of
of Chinese
persons to
efunding head
head tax,
tax,
frontier Refunding
to the
the frontier
Chinese persons
of conveyance
expenses of
and actual
or sealboard
seaboard for
maintenance etc.
deportation; refunding of head tax and maintenance
for deportation;
or
showing conclusively that collecbills
upon presentation
of evidence
evidence showing
presentation of
bills upon
Government officers;
error of Government
tion
officers; all to be exthrough error
made through
was made
tion was
pended under
under the
of the
Secretary of
Labor, $2,450,000:
r.
$2,450,000: Provisos.
of Labor,
the Secretary
direction of
the direction
pended
Vehicles outsideDisa
outside Diaoperation of Vehicle
Provided,
the purchase,
purchase, use,
use, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
That the
ProrWled, That
trict of Columbia.
horses
and motor
in the
the enforcement
of the
the immiimmi- trictofColumbia
enforcement of
required in
vehicles required
motor vehicles
horses and
gration and
and Chinese
laws outside
Columbia
of the District of Columbia
outside of
exclusion laws
Chinese exclusion
gration
may be
be contracted
contracted for
for and
the cost
cost thereof
thereof paid from the appropriaand the
may
enforcement of
laws, under
terms and
and condicondi- Limitation.
tion for the
Limitation.
the enforcement
of those
those laws,
under such
such terms
Providedfurther,
tions as
Secretary of Labor may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided
further, That
That
the Secretary
as the
tions
$12,000 of the sum appropriated
than $12,000
appropriated herein may be exnot more
more than
pended
in the
the purchase
purchase and
of such
vehicles.
Alienanarchis,
such motor
motor vehicles.
pended in
and maintenance
maintenance of
Alien
anarchists, etc.
Exclusion of.
of.
Excluion
The
for the
the immigraimmigra- Vol.
of the
enforcement of
the enforcement
made for
herein made
appropriation herein
The appropriation
40. p. 1012.
carrying out the provisions
be available
shall be
tion
available for
for carrying
provisions of the Act Vo. 40. P. 012
laws shall
tion laws
entitled
"An Act
to exclude
exclude and
expel from
the United States
States aliens
aliens
United
from the
and expel
Act to
entitled "An
who are
are members
of the
the anarchistic
anarchistic and
and similar
classes," approved
similar classes,"
members of
who
October
1918, and
and Acts
thereof.
uanico Central.
central.
October 16,
16, 1918,
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof.
Guanico
e.
Refund of fine.
For
refund of
immigration fine
collected Refund
and collected
assessed and
erroneously assessed
fine erroneously
of immigration
For refund
$10.
Rico, $10.
from Guanica
Guanica Central,
Ensenada, Porto Rico,
Central, of Ensenada,
from
40 ,p .5
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collected
immigration fine erroneously assessed and collected
refund of immigration
For refund

W.
and C.
T. Jones
Jones
c. T.
w. and
Steamship Company.
Refund of fine.

Company at Newport
from the
W. and
and C.
Jones Steamship
Newport News,
Steamship Company
T. Jones
C. T.
the W.
from
Virginia,
$100.
$100.
Virginia,
BuBu-

SRea oi nmepan

aalon
Naturalization
reau.l
reau.

NA
Iu
RALTZATION SERVICE.
SERVICE.
NATURALIZATION

Pay of examiners,
interpreters,
clerks,
erpreters,
etc.

e,

etc.

For
to be
fixed by
of Labor,
Labor, of examSecretary of
the Secretary
by the
be fixed
compensation, to
For compensation,

iners, interpreters,
interpreters, clerks, and stenographers,
stenographers, for the purpose of carrying
on
the
work
of
the
Bureau
of
provided for
the
for by the
Naturalization, provided
of Naturalization,
Bureau
ing on the work of the

Act approved
1906, as
as amended
amended by
by the
the Act
March
approved March
Act approved
29, 1906,
June 29,
approved June
Vol. Act

Vol. 34, p. 596.
Vol. 37p'.637, p. 736; Vol.
Vol:
40,
p. 542.
40,p.542.

and May
736), and
May 9, 1918
1918
4, 1913 (Statutes at Large, volume 37, page 736),
(Statutes at
Large,
volume 40,
pages 542
to
548,
inclusive),
including
including
inclusive),
to
548,
542
40,
pages
volume
at
Large,
(Statutes
t
in Distr
District
not
to exceed
exceed $50,000
$50,000 for
for personal
personal services
District of
Columof Columthe District
in the
services in
not to
of
Columbia.
ofColubi.
absent
bia, and
and for
their actual
actual necessary
expenses while absent
traveling expenses
necessary traveling
for their
bia,
from
their
official
stations,
including
street
car
fare
on
official
business
business
official
on
fare
car
street
including
stations,
official
from their
Per diem subsistence.
at
official stations,
together with
with per
per diem
lieu of
subsistence, when
when
of subsistence,
in lieu
diem in
stations, together
at official
6t
ve'lm8,ps.
Vol.
38, p. 680.
allowed pursuant
to section
Appropriation
section 13 of the Sundry Civil Appropriation
pursuant to
allowed
Act
1914, and
and for
for such
diem together
with
together with
per diem
such per
1, 1914,
August 1,
approved August
Act approved
actual necessary
necessary traveling
expenses of
officers and employees of the
of officers
traveling expenses
actual
Bureau of
of Naturalization
Naturalization in
in Washington
Washington while
while absent
absent on official duty
Bureau
outside of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
telegrams, verifications
legal
verifications of legal
Columbia; telegrams,
outside
papers, telephone
telephone service
service in
in offices
offices outside of the District of Columbia;
papers,
not to
$7,000 for
rent of
of offices
the District of Coof the
outside of
offices outside
for rent
exceed $7,000
to exceed
not
lumbia where
where suitable
suitable quarters
obtained in public buildings;
quarters can not be obtained
lumbia
into effect
(ThirtyAssistance to
13 of the Act of June 29, 1906 (Thirtyeffect section 13
carrying into
clerks carrying
to clerks
Assistance
of courts.
fourth Statutes, page 600), as amended by the Act approved June
Vol.
p. 600;Vol.
Vol. fourth Statutes, page 600), as amended by the Act approved
ol. 34, p60036pp.
765, 830.
765), and in accordStatutes at Large, page 765),
CThirty-sixth
1910 (Thirty-sixth
25,
36o8'.7(f30.
Vol.. 40,
p. 171.
4O'p.
ance
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act of
of June
and
ance with
with the
the Sundry
SundryCiv
Civil .Act
June 12,
12, 1917;
1917; and
United
for
fees to
witnesses subpoenaed
subpmnaed on
behalf of the United
on behalf
to witnesses
and fees
mileage and
for mileage
appropriation shall be made in the
States, the expenditures from this appropriation
as the Secretary
manner
and
such
reg-ulations
Secretary of Labor may
regulations
under
manner
Proviso.
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
Pay
assistants to prescribe,
prescribe, $450,000:
appropriation
$450,000: Provided,
ay to
toassistants
clerks of United States
clerks of
to clerks
shall
be
available
for
the
compensation
of
assistants
assistants
of
compensation
the
for
be
available
shall
forbidden
courts,
Courts, forbidden.
United States courts.
United
Naturalization.
Any
person of
foreign birth
birth who
military or naval
the military
in the
served in
who served
of foreign
Any person
Aliens
serving in
Niens serving
war, after final examipresent war,
armed
during forces
forces of
of the
during the
the present
States during
the United
United States
forces durig
armed forces
the war.
war.
nation and
acceptance by the said
authorities, and
military or naval authorities,
said military
and acceptance
nation
Vol.
4, p. 596.
Vo. 34,
Vol. 40,
p. 5.
542.
acceptance and servsuch acceptance
after such
shall have
discharged after
honorably discharged
been honorably
have been
shall
Vol. 40 p.
4 of
ice, shall have the benefits of the seventh subdivision of section 4
1,
the Act
Act of
June 29,
29, 1906,
1906, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Statutes
Statutes at Large, part 1,
of June
the
No
etc. page 596, as amended,
ee required,
required, etc.
No fee
amended, and shall not be required to pay any fee
therefor; and
and this provision
provision shall continue
continue for the period of one year
therefor;
after
all of the
returned to the United States.
troops are returned
American troops
the American
after all
Se
Services

Housing
tion.

corpora
Corpora-

Salariesin
S
t
al
ugb
iri.in District of

CORPORATION.
HOUSING CORPORATION.
STATES ROUSING
UNITED
UNITED STATES

the
Salaries:
For officers,
clerks, and
other employees
employees in
in the
and other
attorneys, clerks,
officers, attorneys,
Salaries: For
the
District of Columbia
Columbia necessary to carry
carry out the provisions of the
(PublicNumbered
Acts of May 16,
16, 1918 (Public
Numbered 149, Sixty-fifth Congress),
Congress),
Numbered 164, Sixty-fifth Congress),
and of
Congress),
June 4, 1918 (Public Numbered
of June
and
$250,000;
$250,000;
Contingentexpenses
expenses
contingent and miscellaneous
Coningentexpenses.• Contingent expenses:
expenses: For contingent
miscellaneous expenses
blank books,
of blank
of the
the offices
at Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.,
purchase of
including purchase
C., including
offices at
of
maintemaps, stationery,
file cases,
towels, ice,
ice, brooms,
and soap; maintebrooms, and
cases, towels,
stationery, file
maps,
passenger-carrying
nance,
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
repair, and
nance, repair,
freight and express
vehicles
only for
for official
official purposes;
purposes freight
used only
be used
to be
vehicles to
charges;
telegraph and
printing and
binding; and
and binding;
service; printing
telephone service;
and telephone
charges; telegraph
all other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items and
necessary expenses
expenses not
in
included in
not included
and necessary
all
the foregoing,
to collect
made to
corporations
to corporations
loans made
collect loans
necessary to
and necessary
foregoing, and
the
and associations,
associations, $60,000;
$60,000;
and
Rent, D. C.
District of ColumRent:
For buildings
buildings and
and part
of buildings
in the
the District
buildings in
part of
For
Rent:
BuHosing,etc.,
Housing, etc., Bu
bia
for the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Industrial.
Housing and
and TransportaTransportaIndustrial Housing
of the
use of
the use
bia for
rea.
tion,
$22,000;
tion, $22,000;

n DiSt
Columbia.

Vol. 40,
40, pp.
595,
pp. 550,
50,595.
821.

ol.
2Acts

SIXTY
SIXTII CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . S
ESS. I
CH. 24.
24.
I.. CH.
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Commandeered
Commandeered
For dwellings
dwellings commandeered
1918, dwellin
commandeered under the Act of May 16, 1918,
For
gs.
n,40, p.
Vol.
Vol.
p. 5o0.
550.
$24,620;
(Public Numbered
Numbered 149,
Sixty-fifth Congress),
Congress), 824,620;
149, Sixty-fifth
(Public

In all,
valuation
Proprt valuation
$46,620.
rent, $46,620.
Property
all, rent,
In
establish rents, etc.
toestablirentsetc.
and expenses
Valuation
property: For
For compensation
compensation and
expenses of inde- to
of property:
Valuation of
pendent
appraise the buildings and lands owned by
to appraise
boards to
expert boards
pendent expert
the
corporation
for
the
purpose
establishing a
abasis for rental
rental rates
of establishing
the corporation for the purpose of
deigand for
for fixing
sales basis,
basis, $75,000;
$75,000;peraton
fixing sales
and
Operation o
of desigprojects.
natedprojects.
Operation of
projects: To
maintain, alter, rent, lease nated
manage, maintain,
To manage,
of projects:
Operation
lands,
houses, buildings,
buildings, improvements,
improvements, local transportation, and
lands, houses,
other general
community- utilities,
including the maintenance
inamtenance and
utilities, including
general community
other
operation of
of hotels
hotels owned
or leased
to the
the United
United States or the
leased to
by or
owned by
operation
Lnited.
Housing Corporation,
and commandeered
commandeered by the Vol. 40, pp. 550, 595.
Corporation, and
States Housing
United States
United States,
provided by
the Acts
of May 16,
16, 1918 (Public Vol.40,pp.550,595
Acts of
by the
as provided
States, as
United
Numbered 149,
149, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Congress),
and June 4, 1918 (Public
Congress), and
Numbered
Numbered 164,
Congress), including the cost of premiums
premiums
Sixty-fifth Congress),
164, Sixty-fifth
Numbered
on fire
fire insurance
insurance policies,
policies, fidelity
employers'
fidelity bonds, public and employers'
on
liabilities, as
follows:ses
as follows:
liabilities,
Houses.
HOUSES.
HOUSES.
Aberdeen, Maryland,
Maryland, $5,000;
$5,000;
Aberdeen,
Alliance Ohio,
Ohio, $6,500;
$6,500;
Alliance,
Bath,
$7,500;
Maine, $7,500;
Bath, Maine,
Bremerton 'Washington,
`ashington '$24,000;
$24,000;
Bremerton,
$19,000;
Bridgeport, Connecticut
tract), $19,000;
4-Crane tract),
(site 4-Crane
Connecticut (site
Bridgeport,
$19,000;
Bridgeport, Connecticut
green), $19,000;
5-Mill green),
(site 5-Mill
Connecticut (site
Bridgeport,
Bridgeport, Connecticut
$8,000;
12-Grassmere), $8,000;
(site 12-Grassmere),
Connecticut (site
Bridgeport,
Charleston, West
Virginia, $8,000;
West Virginia,
Charleston,
Erie,
Pennsylvania (east tract), $4,500;
Erie, Pennsylvania
Erie,
Pennsylvania (west
tract), $18,500;
$18,500;
(west tract),
Erie, Pennsylvania
$13,000;
Hammond,
Indiana, $13,000;
Hammond, Indiana,
Indian
Head, Maryland,
$8,000;
Maryland, $8,000;
Indian Head,
New Brunswick,
$17,000;
New Jersey, $17,000;
Brunswick, New
New
New London,
London, Connecticut,
Connecticut, $8,000;
New
Groton, Connecticut,
Connecticut, $1,750;
$1,750;
Groton,
Newport,
Rhode Island, $3,750;
$3,750;
Newport, Rhode
Niagara Falls, New York, $13,000;
$13,000;
Niagara
Niles, Ohio,
Ohio, $5,750;
Niles,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
$44,000;
Pennsylvania, $44,000;
Philadelphia,
$12,500;
Portsmouth, Virginia,
$47,000; Truxton, $12,500;
Cradock, $47,000;
District: Cradock,
Virginia, District:
Portsmouth,
$1,000;
Pompton
Lakes,
Jersey,
$1,000;
New
Pompton Lakes,
Quincy,
Massachusetts, $36,000;
Quincy, Massachusetts
Rock
Island District:
District: Davenport,
Iowa, $15,000;
Moline, Illinois,
$15,000; Moline,
Davenport, Iowa,
Rock Island
$16,500;
$9,000;
East
Moline,
Illinois,
$8,000;
Rock
Island,
Illinois,
$16,500;
Island,
Rock
$8,000;
$9,000; East Moline, Illinois,
Vallejo,
California (Mare
(Mare Island),
Island), $21,000;
$21,000;
Vallejo, California
$1,000;
Washington ' District
District of Columbia, navy yard, $
1,
000 ;
Washington,
$4,000;
Waterbury,
Connecticut,
$4,000;
Connecticut,
Waterbury,
Watertown, New
$7,000;
York, $7,000;
New York,
Watertown,
In all,
all, houses,
$412,250.
houses, $412,250.
In
HOTELS.
HOTELS.

Hotel.
Hotels.

Bremerton, Washington,
Washington, $165,000.
$165,000.
Bremerton,
or GovernHotel for
Kittery
Point, Maine,
$74,000.
Hotel
GovernMaine, $74,000.
Kittery Point,
Washington,
Columbia, Government
Government Hotel
Gov- mentwnrsD).
ment workers, D.C.
for GovHotel for
of Columbia,
District of
Washington, District
ernment
personal service
maintain,
service-maintain,
manage-including personal
to manage-including
workers; to
eminent workers;
alter,
houses, buildings,
improvements owned by the
and improvements
buildings, and
lease houses,
rent, lease
alter, rent,
to
Corporation and to
United
States and
or the
Housing Corporation
States Housing
United States
the United
and or
United States
operate
and
maintain
restaurants
therein,
as
provided
by
the
Acts
the
by
provided
as
therein,
restaurants
maintain
operate and
of
1918 (Public
(Public Numbered
Sixty-fifth Congress),
Congress), and
149, Sixty-fifth
Numbered 149,
16, 1918
May 16,
of May
June
4,
1918
(Public
Numbered
164,
Sixty-fifth
Congres,),
including
including
Congre),
Sixty-fth
June 4, 1918 (Public Numbered 164
the cost
of selling
selling the
the same
same or,
or, and
premiums on fire
fire
part thereof; premins
and part
cost of
the
insurance policies,
fidelity bonds,
public and employers'
employes' hbiit,
bonds, pubfic
policies, fidelity
insurance
$939,000.
$700,000:
m all, hotels,
$700,000: in
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Restaurants.
Restarants.

RESTAURANTS.
RESTAURANTS.

Apartrments.
Apartments.

Quincy,
Massachusetts, $2,500;
$2,500;
Quincy, Massachusetts,
Vallejo,
(Mare Island),
$110,000; in all, restaurants,
restaurants,
Island), $110,000;
California (Mare
Vallejo, California
$112,500.
$112,500.

APARTMENTS.
APARTMENTS.

Bremerton
Washington '$6,000;
$6,000;
Bremerton,' Washington,
Bridgeport, Connecticut
(site one,
one, Black
$33,000;
Rock), $33,000;
Black Rock),
Connecticut (site
Bridgeport,
Bridgeport,
Connecticut (site
Connecticut Avenue),
Avenue),
fourteen, Connecticut
(site fourteen,
Bridgeport, Connecticut
$15,000;
$15,000Erie,
(West Tract),
$1,000;
Tract), $1,000;
Pennsylvania (West
Erie, Pennsylvania
Portsmouth, Virginia,
Cradock, $6,000;
$6,000;
District: Cradock,
Virginia, District:
Portsmouth,
Washington
District of Columbia: Navy Yard, $600;
$600;
Washington, District
In
$61,600.
apartments, $61,600.
all, apartments,
In all,
Dormitories.
Dormitorie.

Provio.
Proviso.
Use
approotherapprouse of other

DORMITORIES.
DORMITORIES.
Indian Head,
Head, Maryland,
Maryland, $6,000;
$6,000;
Indian
Quincy, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, $74,000;
$74,000;
Quincy,
Vallejo California
(Mare Island),
$28,000;
Island), $28,000;
California (Mare
Vallejo,
Washington,
of Columbia:
Columbia: Navy
Navy Yard,
Yard, $4,000;
$4,000;
District of
Washington, District
In all,
dormitories, $112,000.
$112,000.
all, dormitories,
In

appropriations
In all,
$2,068,970: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
the appropriations
of the
Provded, That
all, $2,068,970:
In
heretofore made
and available
available for
by the
the United
United States
States
expenditure by
for expenditure
made and
heretofore
Housing
Corporation shall
shall be
expended for the purposes
purposes for which
which
be expended
Housing Corporation
are made
made herein.
herein.
appropriations are
Housing
ousin for war appropriations
authorize the President to
needs.
Section
An Act to authorize
to
Act entitled "An
Section 55of the Act
neecd.
Vol.40,
p.552, amend- provide
provide housing
housing for
war needs,"
needs," approved
approved. May
16, 1918,
1918, is
is hereby
hereby
May 16,
for war
.552,amen.ded4O
ed.
follows:
read as follows:
amended to read
amended
herein shall
Termination
au"SEC. 5.
5. That
That the
the power
and authority
authority-granted
granted herein
shall cease
cease
power and
"SEC.
Termination of anthority.
with the
present war as formally proclaimed by the
of the present
termination of
the termination
with
thorit.
President, except
except the
the power
authority to care
care for, rent, operate, and
and authority
power and
President,
sell
such property
as remains
undisposed of; to conclude
conclude and execute
remains undisposed
property as
sell such
incurred during
contracts or
other obligations
during the war
war or in
made or incurred
obligations made
or other
contracts
carrying out
out the
of this section;
section; to collect the
the principal
principal
provisions of
the provisions
carrying
and
interest of
of loans
obligations
or other
other sums due under obligations
made or
loans made
and interest
entered into
this Act;
Act; and
take such other
other steps as are
to take
and to
under this
into under
entered
Government and to fulfill the
necessary to
to protect
the interests
interests of the Government
protect the
necessary
obligations
duly incurred
incurred in carrying,
powers granted
granted by said
carrying out the powers
obligations duly
Sale
market value as soon as
Al property
property shall be sold at its fair market
of property Act.
Act. All
tale
thereupon.
a reasonable
can
done, and a
reasonable effort shall be made to
to
advantageously done,
be advantageously
can be
sell
houses direct
direct to
individual home owners for their
their
to prospective
prospective individual
the houses
sell the
are offered
own
before they are
offered for sale in bulk or to speculaspeculaoccupancy before
own occupancy
tive investors.
investors. Full
Full power and
authority is hereby
hereby given to sell
sell and
and
and authority
tive
convey all
all such
property
remaining
undisposed
of after
terminaafter the terminaof
undisposed
remaining
property
such
convey
Eyerution of convey- tion
t
i
All deeds,
deeds, contracts,
contracts, or other instruments
instruments
war. All
present war.
the present
of the
'eytion m
ancutoc.o
of
Housing Corporation
Corporation
United States Housing
the United
by the
executed by
conveyance executed
of conveyance
title to the
by
officer or
officers where
where the legal
legal title
or officers
authorized officer
duly authorized
its duly
by its
property in
in question
is in
in the
said corporation, and by the
name of said
the name
question is
property
United States
of America
by the Secretary
where the title
Secretary of Labor where
America by
States of
United
the name of the United States of
to the
property in
question is in the
in question
the property
to
America, shall
shall be
be conclusive
conclusive evidence
evidence of the transfer of title to the
America,
deeds, contracts,
property in
question according
according to
to the
contracts,
the purport of such deeds,
in question
property
or other
other instruments
instruments of
and in
case shall any purin no case
conveyance, and
of conveyance,
or
chaser or
or grantee
required to
to see
see to
the applicationof
application of
to the
be required
thereunder be
grantee thereunder
chaser
sale or conveyance
That
d. pur- any
Provided,
money:
purchase
any
purchase
money:
Provided,
however,
That
no
conveyance
Pro°rios.
Lien for unpai
unpaid purreserving aa first lien on
chase money.
money.
shall
made hereunder
without reserving
on
credit without
on credit
hereunder on
be made
shall be
chase
unpaid purchase
purchase money:
No free disposal, etc.' such property
No
property for the unpaid
money: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
in no
case shall
shall any
property be
away; nor
rents be
nor shall rents
be given
given away;
such property
any such
in
no case
as
charges shall be reasonable
furnished
rental charges
reasonable and just as
the rental
but the
free, but
furnished free,
o'

priations forbidden,
forbidden,
priatims

alleeS.

PTOri3(18.

disposal, etc
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between the tenants and the Government.
Government. The
between
The United
United States
States Dissolution of lousHousing Corporation on discorporation organized
organized by authority of the posal
pCsaiof property,
roperty etc.
Housing Corporation
Corporation (a corporation
etc.
9
Vol. 40,
pp. 5.50,
595.
President of the United States, pursuant to the provisions of an Act Vol.
40, pp.
.
55, 5
entitled 'An
'An Act to authorize the President
President
approved May 16, 1918, entitled,
to provide housing
needs,' and an Act approved
approved June 4,
housing for war needs,'
4, 1918,
entitled 'An
'
An Act making appropriations to supply additional
additional urgent
deficiencies
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918,
deficiencies in appropriations
on account
account of war expenses,
expenses, and for other purposes')
purposes') shall wind up
its affairs
affairs and dissolve as soon as it
property- and
and
it has disposed of said
said property
to Congress.
performed
Reports to
Congress.
performed the duties and obligations
obligations herein
herein set forth: Provided,
Provided, That
That Reports
the corporation shall report to Congress on December 31,
31, 1919, and
and
on June 30, 1920, all sales made and the amounts received
received therefrom
therefrom
together with a
a detailed
detailed statement of
expenditures on
on
of receipts and expenditures
account
account of the other activities authorized
law."
authorized by
by law."
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

industry.
To enable
To
enable the
the Secretary
Labor to
to continue
investigation Women in
Secretary of
of Labor
continue the
the investigation
inindustry.
Investigation of.
touching women
touching
women in industry, including personal
personal services
services in the
the DisDis- Investigationo.
trict of Columbia and in the
the field,
$40,000.
field, $40,000.
Employment of
wage
To enable
Secretary of
Labor to
to foster,
enable the
the Secretary
of Labor
foster, promote,
promote, to
to develop
develop Employment
ofwage
earners.
the welfare
welfare of
of the
the wage
the
wage earners
to improve Maintenance
earners of
of the
the United
United States,
States, to
of emMaintenance of
ployment offices, etc.
their working conditions, to advance their
profitable plVent
their opportunities
opportunities for profitable
Vol. 40, pies,
P. 696. tc.
employment
employment by maintaining a
a national system of employment
employment offices
offices
in the several States and political subdivisions
subdivisions thereof
thereof and to
to coorcoordinate the public employment
employment offices
offices throughout
throughout the
the country
country by
by
furnishing and publishing information
information as
opportunities for
as to
to opportunities
for employemploya system
ment and by maintaining a
system for clearing
clearing labor
labor between
between the
several States, including personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and for their
necessary traveling expenses
their actual necessary
expenses
Perdiem subsistence.
while absent
from their
their official station
while
absent from
station together
together with their per diem Perdiemsubsistence.
Vol. 38, p. 680.
in
to section
13 of
of the
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence,
subsistence, when
when allowed
allowed pursuant
pursuant to
section 13
the Vol.38,p.680.
Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
August 1,
1, 1914,
Act approved
approved August
1914, supplies
supplies
and equipment, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone service, and
and printing
printing and
binding, $400,000.
$400,000.

DEPAR,THENT
OF AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE.
Additional
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
fiscal year
year 1920,
1920,
Additional for
for rent
rent in
Columbia, fiscal
available if
$41,509: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall not be available
space is
the Public
Buildings Commission
Commission in
in GovernmentGovernmentspace
is provided
provided by
by the
Public Buildings
owned
buildings.
owned buildings.Legis
LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

Department of Agriculture.fen
Ag
culture.
Additional rent,D.C.
Apdos
20.
Post, p. 260.rentp.
f
Proviso.
Condition.

P- o.

Leg~ue.

Legislative.

Statement
of approapproStatement of
For preparation,
under the
the direction
direction priations.
statement of
Statement
of appropriations:
appropriations: For
preparation 'under
of
the Committees
Committees on
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
on Appropriations
Appropriations of
of the
and House
of For
or third session of
of
Sixty-fifth Congress.
Representatives
of the
the statements
statements for
third session
of the
Representatives,'of
for the
the third
session of
the SixtySixty- Sixty-fitongress.
fifth Congress, showing appropriations
appropriations made,
made, new
created,
new offices
offices created,
offices the
of which
which have
or reduced,
reduced,
offices
the salaries
salaries of
have been
been omitted,
omitted, increased,
increased, or
indefinite appropriations,
appropriations ' and
and contracts
authorized, together
indefinite
contracts authorized,
together with
with aa
Vol. 25, p. 587.
chronological history
of the
the regular
regular appropriation
as required
required Vol.25,p.587.
chronological
history of
appropriation bills,
bills, as
to be
be paid
paid to
persons designated
designated by
by the
by law
law,, $4,000, to
to the
the persons
the chairmen
chairmen
of said
do said
of
said committees
committees to
to do
said work.
work.
To include stateThe statement
statement of
of appropriations,
appropriations, new
new offices
offices created,
omitted, ment
The
firstutsesot
session of
created, offices
offices omitted,
tme'
fofornfi
Sixty-sixth Congress.
and so
by law
law to
to be
be prepared
prepared under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the sity-thcoges.
and
so forth,
forth, required
required by
Committees on
on Appropriations
of the
the Senate
and House
of RepreRepreCommittees
Appropriations of
Senate and
House of
sentatives
of the
the Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Congress,
shall
sentatives, for the third session
session of
Congress, shall
include the
statement of
of appropriations,
and so
include
the statement
appropriations, and
so forth,
forth, required
required by
by
law to
law
be prepared
prepared for
the first
of the
the Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Congress.
to be
for the
first session
session of
Congress. Botanic Garden.
Botanic Garden:
For general
to buildings,
buildings, heating
heating apparaBotanic
Garden: For
general repairs
repairs to
appara- Repairs,
,epaire
etc.
tus,
painting, glazing,
glst zing, repairs
repairs to
to footwalks
and roadways,
tus, painting,
footwalks and
roadways, general
general
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repairs to
sheds, storerooms,
storerooms, and stables, including skilled
packing sheds,
to packing
repairs
superintendent; care
fixed by the superintendent;
laborers and laborers at rates to be fixed
and
motor-propelled vehicle; repairing and putting
and maintenance
maintenance of aamotor-propelled
comfort
direction of the
condition; all under the direction
comfort station in sanitary condition;

Joint
$15,000.
the Library,
Library, $15,000.
on the
Committee on
Joint Committee
For purchase
installation of new boiler to replace three old ones,
purchase and installation
boierFor

New boiler.

ew

Protection of Capitol,
etc.
totetio
Additional
police
force.

Ad

including
$1,350.
and labor,
labor, $1,350.
services and
personal services
including personal

of the
For an
an additional
additional uniformed
police force
force
uniformed police
Capitol: For
the Capitol:
Protection of
of Capi- Protection
Capitol Building
and Grounds,
Grounds, the Senate
Building and
the Capitol
protection of the
for the
the protection
nal police for

Po.

Proviso.
Appointments.
Appointments.

for
and House Office Buildings, and the Capitol power plant, and for
emergencies, and
and. every item
item incident thereto, $30,000, oneand each and
emergencies,
one-half by
Secretary of the Senate and one-half
be disbursed by-the Secretary
half to be

Provided, That the
Representatives: Provided,
House of Representatives:
the
by the Clerk of the House

appointment
herem provided
provided shall be made by the
appointment to the positions herein
Sergeants
Superintendent of the
Arms of the two Houses and the Superintendent
Sergeants at Arms
Capitol
of
Grounds, and shall be made solely on account of
Capitol Building and Grounds,
efficiency and special
special qualifications.
qualifications.
efficiency
Senate
Building: For
miscellaneous items and
maintenance, miscellaneous
For maintenance,
Office Building:
Senate Office
Ofic BuildBnild- Senate
Senate Office
ing.
personal and other
other services
services for the care
necessary personal
supplies, and for all necessary
iiintenance.
direction and
and operation
operation of the Senate Office
Office Building,
Building, under the direction
Supervision of the Senate Committee on Rules, $65,000.
Supervision
Furniture.
For furniture for the Senate Office
Office Building and
and for labor and
and
material incident
incident thereto
shades, awnings,
awnings,
window shades,
thereof, window
thereto and repairs thereof,
carpets, glass for windows
windows and bookcases,
bookcases, desk lamps, window
window ventilators, name plates for doors and committee
electric fans,
fans, and
committee tables, electric
so forth, $23,500.
Capitol.
For the
the Capitol:
Capitol: For
equipment, and supimprovements, equipment,
repairs, improvements,
For repairs,
For
end
kitchens and
S kitchens
Senate
restaurants.
Building and Senate
kitchens and
restaurants, Capitol Building
restaurants.
plies
lies for Senate kitchens
and restaurants,
Senate
II I
Ice Building, including
personal and other
other services,
services, to be expended
expended
including personal
Office
by the Superintendent
Superintendent of the Capitol Building and
and Grounds,
Grounds, under
under
supervision of the Committee
Committee on Rules, United States Senate,
the supervision
$41,000.
Restoring wall
wall decodecoRestoring
For continuing the work of restoring the decoration
decoration on the walls of
rations, Senate
wing
a
corridors in the Senate wing of the Capitol, to be
be
corridors.
the first-floor corridors
expended under the direction
direction of the Superintendent
Superintendent of the Capitol
expended
Building and
and Grounds,
Grounds, $5,000.
$5,000.
Building
Automobile drivers
For
amount
Vice
for driving the automobiles of the Vice
additional
dentarnd
ice
Prle
foro
for Vice President and
Speaker.
President and the Speaker
House of Representatives,
Representatives, $240
$240
speaker.
President
Speaker of the House
each, $480.
Storekeeper, Senate.
Senate.
Storekeeper,
storekeeper of the Senate a
a
For additional
additional amount to pay the storekeeper
salary of
fiscal year
the fiscal
year 1920, $280.
salary
of $2,500 for the
House Office
Office BuildHouse
Build- House Office Building: For maintenance,
maintenance, including
including miscellaneous
miscellaneous
ing.
Maintenance.
inaintenance.
items, and for all necessary
necessary services,
services, $60,000.
Capitol
plant.
Capitol power
power plant.
Capitol power plant: For lighting the Capitol, Senate and House
Maintenance.
Maitenance.
Office Buildings,
Congressional Library Building, and the
Buildings, and Congressional
Garden, Senate stables and engine
engine
grounds about the same, Botanic Garden,
Maltby Building, and folding and storage rooms
rooms
house, House stables, Maltby
$1,600
superintendent of meters, at the rate of $1,600
of the Senate; pay of superintendent
shad inspect all gas
as and electric meters of the GovernGovernper annum, who shall
Columbia without additional
additional compensation;
compensation;
ment in the District of Columbia
necessary personal and other
other services;
services; and for materials
materials and labor
for necessary
connection with the maintenance
m --atenance and operation
operation of the heating,
in connection
substations connected
connected therewith,
therewith,
lighting, and power plant, and substations
$111,000.
$111,000.
Fuel, oil, etc.
For fuel, oil, and cotton waste, and advertising
advertising for the power plant
Fe, oii,ete.
which furnishes heat and light for the Capitol and congressional
congressional
Purchases.
$150,000. This and the two foregoing
Purchases.
buildings, $150,000.
foregoing appropriations
appropriations shall
shall
be expended
Superintendent of the Capitol
Capitol Building
Building and
expended by the Superintendent
direction of the commission
Grounds under
under the supervision
supervision and direction
commission in
VOL 3,p.
34, p. 136.
1365.
Vol
control of the House Office Building, appointed
appointed under the Act
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approved
4, 1907, and without reference
approved March
March 4,
reference to section 4
4 of
of the
the Vol. 36,p.531.
36, p. 531.
Act approved
purchases for executive
approved June 17, 1910, concerning
concerning purchases
departments.
The
Department of the Interior
Reimbursement
Interior and the Union
elet for
for
The Department
Union Station group of cureitbs
current supplied.
temporary housing
housing shall reimburse
reimburse the Capitol power
power plant for current
temporary
current
supplied during the fiscal year
year 1920
amounts so
reimbursed
1920 and
and the
the amounts
so reimbursed
shall be credited
credited to the appropriation"
appropriations for the said
shall
said plant
and be
be
plant and
available
available for the
the purposes
purposes named
named therein.
therein.
Joint Commission on
Joint Commission
Commission on Reclassification
Reclassification of
of Salaries:
Joint
Salaries: For
For an
additional RcolanstsCfiiomSSiOn
an additional
a
Reclassification
of sali esamount
aries.
amount to enable
enable the commission
commission to complete
complete the reclassification
reclassification of ar
n a
salaries in
Additional
approprirequirements of section 99 of the atAditi'
ppropri
salaries
in accordance
accordance with the requirements
ation.
Legislative, Executive,
40, pp. 12691269.
fiscal Vol.
vOl 40,
Legislative,
Executive, and Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
$50,000.
year 1920,
1920, $50,000.
Contested
election
For allowance to Zebulon Weaver,
Weaver, contestee
the contested
For
contestee in
in the
contested elecelec- expenses.
expted
election
n Weaver.
tion case
case of Britt versus Weaver,
Congress, for
tion
Weaver, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Congress,
for expenses
expenses Zebulon
Zebulo Weaver.
incurred
incurred by him in that case and actually
actually paid out, as
as ascertained
ascertained by
by
Elections Committee
Committee Numbered
Three, $2,000.
Numbered Three,
$2,000.
James
Britt.
e J. Br
i tt
For payment
payment to James J.
incurred in
the contested
contested Jam
J. Britt for
for expenses
expenses incurred
in the
election case of Britt versus Weaver,
Weaver, Sixty-fifth Congress,
Congress, audited
audited and
recommended by the Committee on Elections
Numbered Three,
recommended
Elections Numbered
Three,
$2,000.
$2,000.
Printri nt
GOVERNMENT
PRINTING OFFICE.
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
OFFICE.
ingGovernment
offce.t
ing
Office.
PUBLIC

PRINTING AND BINDING.
PRINTING
BINDING.

Pilbiic P ntemtr:
Office of Public Printer: Public
Public Printer,
Printer, $6,000;
$6,000; purchasing
agent, chbngiciagte
purchasing agent,
p
clerk
c

g agIt,

s

$3,600;
$2,750; accountant,
accountant, $2,500;
purchasing etc.
$3,600; chief clerk, $2,750;
$2,500; assistant purchasing
agent, $2,500; cashier and paymaster, $2,500;
$2,500; clerk in
of
in charge of
Congressional Record at the Capitol,
Congressional
Capitol, $2,500; private
private secretary,
secretary,
$2,500; assistant accountant,
$2,250 ;chief
$2,000;;paying
paymg
accountant, $2,250;
chief timekeeper,
timekeeper, $2,000
teller, $2,000; clerks—four
clerks-four at $2,000
$2,000 each,
each, ten
four, thirteen
thirteen
ten of class
class four,
of class three, twelve of class two, ten
class one,
one, fifteen
fifteen at
at $1,000
$1,000
ten of
of class
each, eleven at $900
$840; paymaster's
$900 each, one $840;
paymaster's guard, $1,000;
$1,000;
doorkeepers-chief, $1,200, one $1,200;
doorkeepers--chief,
$1,200; five
five assistants at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each;
two messengers,
messengers, at $840 each; delivery
delivery men-chief
men—chief $1,200,
$1,200, five
five at
at
$950 each;
$720; three
each; telephone switchboard
switchboard operator, $720;
three assistant teletelephone
switchboard operators,
phone switchboard
operators, at $600
$600 each; seven
messenger boys,
boys,
seven messenger
at $420 each; in all,
all, $153,930.
$153,930.

etc.

Deputy Publio
Office of Deputy Public Printer:
Printer: Deputy
Deputy Public
Public Printer,
Printer, $4,500;
$4,500; Priner
Printer, clerks, etc.
etc.

clerks-one of class three, one of class two, one $840;
clerks—one
$840; messenger;
messenger; in
in
all, $9,180.
Watch
fore.
Watch force.
Watch force: Captain, $1,200;
$1,200; two lieutenants,
lieutenants, at
$900 each;
each; sixtysixtyat $900
watchmen; in
four watchmen;
$49,080.
in all,
all, $49,080.
Holidays.
Holidays: To enable the Public Printer
Printer to
with the
the proproto comply with
visions of the law granting holidays and the Executive
Executive order granting
half holidays with pay to the employees
employees of the Government
Government Printing
Printing
Office, $287,286.
Office,
$287,286.
Leave of
of absence.
absence.
Leaves
Leaves
to comply
Leaves of absence:
absence: To enable
enable the
the Public Printer
Printer .to
comply with Leaes
nce
days' annual
the provisions
provisions of the law granting
granting thirty
thirty_days'
annual leave to
to the
the
employees
Government Printing
employees of the Government
Printing Office,
Office, $477,000.
$477,000.
Public
Public printing
printing and
and
For public
public printing, public
paper for public printing binding.
binding.
public binding,
binding, and paper
Aggregate suruzult.
and
binding,
including
proceedand binding, including the cost of printing
printing the
the debates
debates and
and proceed"gate amount.
ings of Congress
Congressional Record,
Congress in the Congressional
Record, and for lithographing,
lithographing,
engraving, for both Houses
mapping, and engraving,
Houses of Congress, the Supreme
Supreme
Court of
Supreme Court of the District of
of the United
United States, the Supreme
Columbia, the Court of Claims,
Claims, the Library
the SmithSmithLibrary of Congress,
Congress, the
sonian Institution, the Interstate
Interstate Commerce Commission
the InterInterCommission,' the
national Bureau of American Republics, the Executive
Executive Office,
and Ofice
Office, and
salries and
Office salaries
and
the departments;
expenses.
salaries,' compensation,
the
departments; for salaries
compensation, or..
wages of all neces- expense
sary
employees additional to those herein
sary employees
herein specificafly
specifically appropriated
appropriated
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for,
foreman of
of binding
binding and
and the
of the foreman
the compensation
compensation of
for, including
including the
foreman
of printing;
fuel, gas,
and elecelecgas and
current, gas
gas, electric
electric current,
printing; rents,
rents, fuel,
foreman of
tric fixtures;
electrical vehicles
vehicles for
the carriage
carriage of
of printing
printing
for the
tric
fixtures; bicycles,
bicycles, electrical
and
printing supplies,
and operation
operation of
of
repair, and
and the
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
supplies, and
and printing
the
same, to
to be
be used
only for
for official
official purposes,
mainteincluding the
the maintepurposes, including
used only
the same,
nance
repair, and
and operation
operation of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
nance, repair,
vehicles
official use
officers of
Government Printing
Printing
of the
the Government
use of the
the officers
vehicles for
for official
ordered by the Public
Public Printer (not exceeding
exceeding
when in
in writing
writing ordered
Office when
$1,500); freight,
telegraph and
service; furnifurnitelephone service;
and telephone
expressage, telegraph
$1,500);
freight, expressage,
ture,
postexpenses, stationery,
stationery, posttraveling expenses
and carpets;
carpets; traveling
ture, typewriters,
typewriters, and
age, and
advertising; directories,
directories, technical
technical books,
books, and
and books
books of
of
age,
and advertising;
reference,
not exceeding
exceeding $500;
$500; adding
numbering machines,
machines,
and numbering
adding and
reference, not
Machinery,
Machinery, equipother machines
of similar
equip- time
time stamps,
stamps, and
and other
machines of
similar character;
character; machinery
machinery
ment, etc.
etc.
ment,
(not exceeding
exceeding $100,000);
$100,000); equipment, and for repairs to machinery,
implements,
and for
minor alterations
to buildings
buildings
for minor
alterations to
and buildings,
buildings, and
implements, and
Reconstructing
ga' (including
(including not
not to
to exceed
exceed $50,000
for reconstructing
reconstructing garage
as warewaregarage as
$50,000 for
raeConstructn
rage
as warehouse. gahouse); necessary
necessary equipment,
equipment, maintenance,
maintenance, and
supplies for
for the
the
and supplies
house);
emergency room
use of
all employees
employees in
in the
of all
the Government
Government
emergency
room for
for the
the use
Printing Office
Office who
taken suddenly
receive injury
injury while
while
suddenly ill or receive
Printing
who may
may be taken
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
other necessary
and miscellaneous
on duty; other
necessary contingent
contingent and
miscellaneous items authorized
the Public
Printer; and
and for
for all
the necessary
materials and
and
all the
necessary-materials
ized by
by the
Public Printer;
equipment
the prosecution
prosecution and
mailing of
of the
the
in the
and delivery
delivery and
and mailing
equipment needed
needed in
work,
work, $6,000,000.
$6,000,000.
Total.
In
including salaries
salaries of
of office
office
Total.
In all,
all, for
for public
public printing and binding,
binding, including
force,
payments for
for holidays
and leaves
of absence,
and
the lastforce,
payments
holidays
and
leaves
of
absence,
and
the
lastAllotments.
named sum,
$6,976,476; and
and from
the said
said sum
printing and
otn s
named
sum, $6,976,476;
from the
sum printing
and bindbinding shall
shall be
be done
by the
Printer to
the amounts
following,
to the
amounts following,
ing
done by
the Public
Public Printer
respectively, namely:
namely:
respectively,
Congress.
For
printing and
for Congress,
proceedings
ongress.
or printing
and binding
binding for
Congress, including
including the
the proceedings
and
$2,292,276. Printing
and binding
binding for
Congress chargeand debates
debates,'$2,292,276.
Printing and
for Congress
chargeable to
to this
when recommended
recommended to
to be
by the
the
able
this appropriation,
appropriation, when
be done
done by
Committee
shall be
so recommended
in
Committee on
on Printing
Printing of
of either
either House,
House, shall
be so
recommended in
a
approximate estimate
estimate of
thereof,
a report
report containing
containing an
an approximate
of the
the cost
cost thereof,
together
with aa statement
statement from
from the
together with
the Public
Public Printer
Printer of
of estimated
estimated
approximate
cost of
of work
work previously
previously ordered
Congress within
approximate cost
ordered by
by Congress
within
the
fiscal year
for
which this
appropriation
is made.
appropriation
is
made.
the
fiscal
year
for
which
this
Depc.rtments, etc.
For
Deprments, etc
For the State
State Department, $40,000.
printing required
by the
the
For the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, including
including printing
required by
Federal
Farm
Loan Act,
8475,000.
Federal
Farm
Loan
Act,
$475,000.
Proriso.
Army
medical buibulFor the
Department, $1,000,000:
$1,000,000: Provided,
of
the sum of
Provided, That the
the War Department,
For
Armo medical
s
83,000,
as may
necessary, may
be used
let ms.
in .
S3,000, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
may be
be necessary,
may be
used for
for the
the
publication,
bulletins prepared
prepared under
publication, from
from time
time to time,
time, of bulletins
under the
the direcdirection of
of the
Surgeon General
General of
of the
of medmedtion
the Surgeon
the Army-,
Army, for
for the
the instruction
instruction of
ne
r" Chief
Chief of
ical officers,
officers, when
Secretary of
not
War, and not
of War,
the Secretary
by the
approved by
when approved
nefr
of Eni- ical
er,
exceeding
exceeding $50,000
$50,000 shall be
available for printing and
be available
and binding under
under
the
Chief of
of Engineers.
Engineers.
the direction
direction of
of the Chief
For the
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, $300,000,
$300,000, including
not exceeding
exceeding
For
including not
$50,000 for
Hydrographic Office.
Office.
$50,000
for the
the Hydrographic
For the
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $70,000
For
the Interior
Interior Department,
Department, including
$70,000 for
for
the Civil
Commission, and
not exceeding
exceeding $25,000
the
the
Civil Service
Service Commission,
and not
$25,000 for
for the
publication of
the Annual
of the
the Commissioner
publication
of the
Annual Report
Report of
Commissioner of
of Education,
Education,
$320,000.
$320,000.
For the
the Patent
Patent Office:
For printing
printing the
weekly issue
of patents,
issue of
patents,
For
Office: For
the weekly
designs,
trade-marks, and
and labels,
labels, exclusive
for
of illustrations;
illustrations; and
and for
designs, trade-marks,
exclusive of
printing,
engraving illustrations,
illustrations, and
Gazette,
printing, engraving
and binding
binding the Official Gazette,
including weekly, monthly,
monthly, bimonthly,
bimonthly, and
and annual
indices, $550,000.
$550,000.
including
annual indices,
For
States Geological
Geological Survey:
the illusFor the
the United
United States
Survey: For
For engraving
engraving the
illustrations
report of
director, and for
trations necessary
necessary for
for the annual
annual report
of the
the director,
for the
monographs, professional
professional papers,
water-supply papers,
papers, and
monographs,
papers, bulletins,
bulletins, water-supply
and
the report
report on
on mineral
mineral resources,
and for
and binding
binding the
for printing
printing and
resources, and
the

Vehicles.

Vehicles.
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same publications,
sum not
not more
$45,000 may be
than $45,000
more than
which sum
of which
publications, of
same
used for
$125,000.
engraving, $125,000.
for engraving,
used
For
Institution: For printing and binding the
Smithsonian Institution:
the Smithsonian
For the
Annual Reports
appendixes,
general appendixes,
Regents, with general
of Regents,
Board of
the Board
of the
Reports of
Annual
$10,000;
the
editions of
shall not
exceed ten
ten thousand
thousand copies,
copies, $10,000;
not exceed
which shall
of which
the editions
under
the
Smithsonian
Institution:
For
Annual
Reports
of the
Annual
the
For
Institution:
Smithsonian
the
under
National
general appendixes,
appendixes, and for printing labels
with general
Museum, with
National Museum,
and
and for
for the
the Bulletins
Proceedings of the National
and Proceedings
Bulletins and
blanks, and
and blanks,
Museum, the
thousand copies,
shall not exceed four thousand
which shall
of which
editions of
the editions
Museum,
and
half morocco
morocco or material not more expensive, scienscienin half
binding, in
and binding,
tific books
books and pamphlets
pamphlets presented
to or
acquired by the National
or acquired
presented to
and
tific
Museum Library,
Library, $37,500;
Reports and Bulletins of
the Annual Reports
for the
$37,500; for
Museum
the
Bureau of
of .American
Ethnology, and
and for
miscellaneous printing
printing
for miscellaneous
-American Ethnology,
the Bureau
and
the bureau,
$21,000; for miscellaneous
miscellaneous printing and
bureau, $21,000;
for the
binding for
and binding
binding for
for the
International Exchanges,
International
$200; the International
Exchanges, $200;
the International
binding
Catalogue
of Scientifio
Scientific Literature,
$100; the National Zoological
Literature, $100;
Catalogue of
Park,
$200 the
the Astrophysical
Observatory, $200; and for the Annual
Astrophysical Observatory,
Park, $200:
$76,200.
Report
T-Tistorical Association,
Association, $7,000; in all, $76,200.
American fistorical
the American
of the
Report of
For the
the Department
$40,000.
of Justice,
Justice, $40,000.
Department of
For
For
the United
United States
States Court
of Customs
Customs Appeals,
Appeals, $1,500.
Court of
For the
For the
the Post
Post Office
money-order
the money-order
of the
exclusive of
Department, exclusive
Office Department,
For
office, $300,000.
$300,000.
office,
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Deprtment oof Agri.
Department
Agri.

culture
For the
Department of
$47,000 culture
including not to exceed $47,000
Agriculture, including
of Agriculture,
the Department
For
Vol. 28,
616.
p. 616.
for the
the Weather
and including
the Annual
the Sec28, p.
Sec- vol.
of the
Report of
Annual Report
including the
Bureau, and
Weather Bureau,
for
retary of
required by
by the
the Act
12, Vol.34, p. 825.
January 12,
approved January
Act approved
as required
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, as
retary
1895, and
and in
in pursuance
pursuance of
the joint
resolution numbered
approved Vol.3 p.
13, approved
numbered 13,
joint resolution
of the
1895,
March 30,
1906, and
and also
including not
not to exceed $200,000 for farmers'
also including
30, 1906,
March
bulletins, which
shall be
adapted to
interests of the people
people of the
the interests
to the
be adapted
which shall
bulletins,
different
sections
of
the
country,
an
equal
proportion
of
four-fifths of
of
proportion
equal
an
country,
the
of
sections
different
which shall
delivered to
or sent
sent out
under the
addressed franks
the addressed
out under
to or
be delivered
shall be
which
furnished
by Senators,
Senators, Representatives,
and Delegates
in Congress, as
Delegates in
Representatives, and
furnished by
$600,000.
they shall direct, $600,000.
they
For the
the Department
Department of
including the
the Coast
and Geodetic
Geodetic
Coast and
Commerce, including
of Commerce,
For
$300,000.
Survey
and
exclusive
of
the
Bureau
Census,
$300,000.
Census,
the
of
Survey and exclusive of the Bureau
For the
the Department
Department of
Labor, $150,000.
$150,000.
of Labor,
For
For the
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
$15,000; and the
United States, $15,000;
the United
the Supreme
For
printing
for
the
Supreme
Court
shall
be
done
by
the
printer
may
it may
printer it
the
by
done
be
printing for the Supreme Court shall
employ, unless
shall otherwise
order.
otherwise order.
it shall
unless it
employ,
For
of the
District of
$1,500.
of Columbia, $1,500.
the District
Court of
Supreme Court
the Supreme
For the
For
Court of Claims, $30,000.
the Court
For the
the
For
Library of
of Congress,
Congress, including
copyright office and the
the copyright
including the
the Library
For the
publication of
Catalogue of
Title Entries
the copyright
office,
copyright office,
of the
Entries of
of Title
the Catalogue
of the
publication
and binding,
binding, rebinding,
rebinding, and
library books, and for buildof library
repairing of
and repairing
and
grounds, $200,000.
$200,000.
ing and grounds,
For
Executive Office,
Office, $3,000.
$3,000.
For the
the Executive
For
the
Interstate
Commerce
Commission,
of which
which sum
sum
$130,000, of
Commission, $130,000,
Commerce
For the Interstate
not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
be available
print and
furnish to the
and furnish
to print
available to
shall be
$10,000 shall
not
States at
cost report-form
report-form blanks.
at cost
States
For
the Pan
American Union, $25,000.
Pan American
For the
Quarterly
Quarterly allotFor the
the United
Geographic Board,
$2,000.
Board, $2,000.
States Geographic
United States
For
ments.
Not
more
than
an
allotment
of
one-half
of
the
sum
hereby
approments
approhereby
sum
the
of
one-half
Not more than an allotment of
priated
public printing
for the
binding shall
shall be
stric
be Restrictions.
public binding
the public
and for
printing and
the public
for the
priated for
expended
in the
the first
two quarters
of the
the fiscal
year,, and no more than
fiscal year
quarters of
first two
expended in
one-fourth
may be
in either
of the
the last
quarters
two quarters
last two
either of
expended in
be expended
thereof may
one-fourth thereof
of the
the fiscal
that, in
thereto, in
in either
of said last
either of
addition thereto,
in addition
except that,
year, except
fiscal year,
of
quarters the
of allotments
preceding quarters
quarters
for preceding
allotments for
balances of
unexpended balances
the unexpended
quarters
may be
no department
department or
establishment
Government establshment
or Government
and no
expended; and
be expended;
may
shall consume
in any
any such
such period
period a
of its
allotment
its allotment
percentage of
greater percentage
a greater
consume in
shall
than
can
be
lawfully
expended
during
the
same
period
of the
whole
the whole
of
period
same
than can be lawfully expended during the
appropriation.
appropriation.
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Money
under the
foregoing allotments
allotments shall
shall not be
be
the foregoing
appropriated under
Money appropriated
expended
printing or
for any
any of
the executive
executive departments
departments
of the
or binding
binding for
for printing
expended for
or
Government establishments,
except such
such as
as shall
shall be
be certified
in
certified in
establishments, except
or other
other Government
writing
to the
Public Printer
Printer by
the respective
respective heads
heads or
or chiefs
chiefs thereof
thereof
by the
the Public
writing to
to be
conduct the
ordinary and
and routine
routine business
business required
required
the ordinary
to conduct
to
be necessary
necessary to
by
law of
of such
or Government
Government establishments,
establishments,
departments or
executive departments
such executive
by law
and except
except such
reports, monographs,
or other
other publications
publications
bulletins, or
monographs, bulletins,
such reports,
and
as are
authorized by
by law
law or
or specifically
for in
appropriations
in appropriations
specifically provided
provided for
as
are authorized
herein;
or deemed
desirable
or desirable
necessary or
deemed necessary
required or
all other
other printing
printing required
herein; all
by heads
heads of
of executive
or other
other Government
Government establishestablishdepartments or
executive departments
by
ments or
or offices
offices or
bureaus thereof
done only
only as
as Congress
Congress shall
shall
shall be
be done
thereof shall
or bureaus
ments
from time
time to
time authorize.
to time
authorize.
from
Restriction on
on payiRestriction
pay- No part
partof
appropriated in this Act shall be paid to any
of any money
money appropriated
ing detailed employees.
for
person employed
Government Printing
Printing Office
while detailed
detailed for
Office while
the Government
in the
employed in
person
branch of the public servexecutive branch
or performing
service in
any other
other executive
in any
performing service
or
ice
the United
United States
States unless
such detail
detail be
authorized by
by law.
law.
be authorized
unless such
ice of
of the
Apportionment
of
Apportionment
of
All
expenditures
from
appropriations
made
herein
under
Governexpenditures
appropriations
under
Governexpenditures to work
executed.
executed.
ment Printing
Printing Office, except
ment
for salaries
salaries and
and for
stores
except appropriations
appropriations for
for stores
and general
expenses in
in and
for the
of superintendent
superintendent of
docuof docuthe office
office of
and for
and
general expenses
ments,
shall be
apportioned and
and charged
by the
the Public
Public
charged by
be equitably
equitably apportioned
ments, shall
Printer
to each
executed under
under any
any of
of the
the foreforeor work
work executed
publication or
each publication
Printer to
going
allotments so
work done
done from
from the
the
charges for
for work
that the
the total
total charges
so that
going allotments,
appropriations aforesaid
less than
than the
the total
total amount
amount
be less
not be
shall not
aforesaid shall
appropriations
actually expended
from all
said appropriations.
appropriations.
all of
of said
expended from
actually

Certificate
Crtificate of necessity required.

of neces-

Office of
of SuperinOffice
Documents.
of Documents.
tendent of
Salaries.

Contingent
expenses.
Contingentexpenses.

Panama Canal.

All expenses.
expenses.
specified.
Objects specified.

OFFICE
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS.
DOCUMENTS.
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT

clerksassistant superintendent,
Superintendent,
$3,500; assistant
superintendent, $2,500; clerks—
Superintendent, $3,500;
class
class two,
two, eight
two of
of class
four , three
class three,
three, five
five of class
eight of class
three of
of class
two
class four,
one,
eleven at
each, ten
ten at
at $900
$900 each,
twenty-four at $840 each;
each;
each, twenty-four
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
one, eleven
each, four
at $1,200
cataloguers—one
in charge,
$1,800, two
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
four at
$1,200
charge, $1,800,
two at
cataloguers-one in
each,
one $1,100,
$1,100, eight
eight at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, four
four at
at $900
$900 each;
cashier,
each; cashier,
each, one
foreman,
$1,200;
$1,600;
assistant
$1,500;
foreman,
$1,600;necessary
librarian, n
labor
$1,600;
librarian,i
$1,500;
makingforeman,
distribution
$1,600;
of Government
assistant foreman,
publications,
$1,200;
labor necessary in making distribution of Government publications,
$116,033.20; in
all, $215,393.20.
$215,393.20.
$116,033.20;
in all,
For furniture
furniture and
fixtures typewriters,
carpets, labor-saving
labor-saving
typewriters, carpets,
For
and fixtures,
machines
and accessories,
and numbering
numbering
machines and
accessories, time stamps, adding and
machines,
awnings, curtains,
reference, directories,
directories, books,
machines, awnings,
curtains, books of reference,
miscellaneous office
office and
and desk
desk supplies;
supplies; paper;
paper; twine,
twine, glue,
glue, envelopes,
envelopes,
miscellaneous
postage,
car fares
soap, towels,
drayage,
postage, car
fares, soap,
towels, disinfectants,
disinfectants, and
and ice;
ice; drayage,
express, freight,
freight, telephone
and telegraph
service; repairs
to building,
building,
express,
telephone and
telegraph service;
repairs to
elevators,
and machinery;
machinery; preserving
elevators, and
preserving sanitary
sanitary condition of building,
light,
heat, and
power; stationery
stationery and
and office
office printing,
printing, including
including
light, heat,
and power;
bhmks, price
price lists,
catalogues and
and
blanks,
lists, and
and bibliographies
bibliographies, $39,000;
$39,000; for
for catalogues
indexes, not exceeding
for binding
binding reserve
reserve remainders,
indexes,
exceeding $16,000;
$16,000; for
remainders, and
for
books to
to depository
depository libraries
libraries? $80,000;
$80,000; equipment,
equipment,
for supplying
supplying books
material, and
and supplies
$20,000;
material
supplies for distribution
distribution of publc
public documents,
documents, $20,000;
in
$155,000.
all, $155,000.
in all,

THE PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL.
For every expenditure
incident to the maintenance
maintenance
expenditure requisite for and incident
operation, sanitation,
government of the Panama
Panama Canal
and operation,
sanitation, and civil government
including the following:
following: Compensation
officials
Compensation of all officials
and Canal Zone, including
compensation to the
employees, including
$1,000 additional
additional compensation
including $1,000
and employees,
Auditor for the War Department
Department for extra services in auditing acacPanama Canal;
Canal; foreign and domestic
domestic newspapers
counts for
for the Panama
newspapers and
periodicals; law books not exceeding
exceeding $500,
$500, textbooks and books of
reference; printing
printing and binding, including
including printing of annual
annual report;
report;
reference;
services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; purchase
purchase or
rent and personal services
typewriting, adding,
machines; purchase or
exchange of typewriting,
adding, and other machines;
exchange
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o damages
aetims
exchange,
repair, and
and operation
motor-propelled and AtPaims
for
damages,
of motor-propelled
operation of
maintenance, repair,
exchange, maintenance,
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying
vehicles;
claims
for
damages
to
vesvesto
damages
for
claims
vehicles;
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
sels
through the
the Panama
as authorized
authorized by
Canal, as
Panama Canal,
of the
locks of
the locks
passing through
sels passing
the Panama
claims for
for losses
of or
or damages
property
damages to property
losses of
Act; claims
Canal Act;
Panama Canal
the
for VoL 37, p. 563.
claims
arising
from
the
conduct
of
authorized
business
operations;
claims
for
operations;
business
authorized
of
conduct
the
from
arising
damages to
to property
property arising
arising from
from the
the maintenance
maintenance and
and operation,
operation, VL37, p
damages
sanitation,
and civil
government of
the Panama
Canal; acquisition
of
acquisition of
Panama Canal;
of the
civil government
sanitation, and
land
and
land
under
water,
as
authorized
in
the
Panama
Canal
Act;
Act;
Canal
Panama
the
in
authorized
as
water,
under
land
and
land
terials,
Dic
and icea
ex enses incurred
incurred in
in assembling,
storing, repairing,
p
tirgatgials
unse
,etc.
etc.
repairing, and
assorting, storing,
assembling, assorting,
expenses
selling
machinery,
and
equipment
heretofore
or
hereafter
hereafter
or
heretofore
equipment
selling material, machineryi and
purchased or
or acquired
acquired for
construction of
Panama Canal which
of the Panama
the construction
for the
purchased
are
unserviceable or
or no
longer needed,
needed, to
to be
be reimbursed
reimbursed from the
no longer
are unserviceable
proceeds of
expenses incident
incident to
to conducting
hearings and
conducting hearings
sales; expenses
such sales;
of such
proceeds
examining
estimates for
for appropriations
appropriations on
on the
the •Isthmus;
expenses
Isthmus; expenses
examining estimates
incident
arising because
because of
fire,
flood, fire,
by flood,
calamity by
of calamity
emergency arising
any emergency
to any
incident to
pestilence,
or
like
character
not
foreseen
or
otherwise
provided
for
diemsnbsistence.
Perdiemsubstence.
for Per
provided
otherwise
or
not
foreseen
pestilence, or like character
herein;
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
when prescribed
prescribed by
subsistence when
allowance in
diem allowance
per diem
herein; per
the Governor
Governor of
Panama Canal,
to persons
in field work
engaged in
persons engaged
Canal, to
the Panama
of the
the
38, p.
680.
p. 680.
or
traveling
on
official
business,
pursuant
to
section
13
of
the Sundry
Vol 38,
Sundry Vol.
the
of
13
section
to
pursuant
business,
official
or traveling on
other
Civil
Appropriation
Act
approved
August
1,
1914;
and
for
such
other
such
for
Civil Appropriation Act approved August 1, 1914; and
Panama
expenses not
in the
Governor of the Panama
the Governor
as the
States as
United States
the United
not in
expenses
Canal
may
deem
necessary
best
to
promote
the
maintenance
and
and
maintenance
the
promote
to
best
necessary
Canal may deem
operation, sanitation,
and civil
civil government
government of
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, all
of the
sanitation, and
operation,
to be
expended under
under the
of the
the Governor
Panama
Governor of the Panama
direction of
the direction
be expended
to
and
Canal
accounted for
follows:
as follows:
for as
and accounted
Canal and

of oppration.
tIrtigenr
.
tance and
Governor. etc.
the governor, $10,000; purchase, inspection, delivery, handling, and Purchases,
storing
of material,
to all
all departdepartissue to
for issue
equipment for
and equipment
supplies, and
material, supplies,
storing of
t t
branches
other
Railroad,
Panama
the
Canal,
Panama
the
of
ments
ments
of the United
of the Panama
States Government,
Canal, the Panama
and for authorized
Railroad, other
sales ,branches
payment nri
p
papiearn
t to alien
le.
crp
payment
sales,
of the United States Government, and for authorized
742'
in
lump sums
sums of
of not
not exceeding
exceeding the
authorized by
by the InjuryP.
Injury V°I• 392
P• 742
amountss authorized
the amount
in lump
Compensation Act
September 7,
to alien
cripples
ahen cripples
1916, to
7, 1916,
approved September
Act approved
Compensation
who are
Canal by
by reason
of injuries
injuries
reason of
Panama Canal
the Panama
upon the
charge upop.
a charge
now a
are now
who
sustained
while
employed
in
the
construction
of
the
Panama
Canal, Additional
Additional fro
from rere
Canal,
Panama
the
of
construction
the
in
sustained while employed
$7,547,939, together with
all moneys
from the
conduct of
eipt.
of cents.
the conduct
arising from
moneys arising
$7,547,939, together with all
business operations
authorized by
Sanitation,
etc.
Sanitti, etc.
Act;
Canal Act;
Panama Canal
the Panama
by the
business operations authorized
For
sanitation,
quarantine,
hospitals
and
medical
aid
and
support
support
and
aid
medical
and
hospitals,
For sanitation, quarantine,
of the
insane and
of lepers,
aid and
and support
support of
of indigent
indigent persons
and aid
lepers, and
and of
the insane
of
legally
within
the
Canal
Zone,
including
expenses
of
their
deportation
deportation
their
of
expenses
legally within the Canal Zone, including
when practicable,
and
including
additional
compensation
to any
any
to
compensation
additional
including
and
when practicable,
officer
of
the
United
States
Public
Health
Service
detailed
with
the
the
with
officer of the United States Publio Health Service detailed
Panama
Canal
as
chief
quarantine
officer,
$850,000;
government
vil goernment
cCivil
Panama Canal as chief quarantine officer, $850,000;
expenses.
salary
the Panama
of the
operationinspection,
andpurchase,
maintenance
For
the
For
governor,
maintenance
$10,000;
and
operation
of
Panama
deliveryCanal,
Canal
,handlin
, salar
g,y
and
of

For civil government of
the Panama
and Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone, expense.
Canal and
Panama Canal
of the
For civil government
district judge at
the
rate
of
$7,500
per
annum
from
March
1,
1919,
district judge at the rate of $7,500 per annum from March 1, 1919,
district attorney
attorney $5,000,
marshal
$5,000,
and
for
gratuities
and
necesnecesand
gratuities
for
and
$5,000,
$5,000, marshal
district
Seagoingcoal barges.
sary
seagngcoalare
$702,000;
prisoners, $702,000;
discharged prisoners,
indigent discharged
for indigent
clothing for
sary clothing
Completing two.
or completing in every detail
detail two
two sea-going
coal
barges
now
under
Vol. 40, p.177.
two.
Compi
sea-goingcoal barges now under
in every
completing
For
ing
construction by
by contract
contract entered
into
by
the
TJnited
States
Shipp
. 40 p 7
Shipin
States
United
the
by
entered into
construction
Canal,
Board
acting for
the Panama
Panama Can
for the
Corporation acting
Fleet Corporation
Emergency Fleet
Board Emergency
to
the
extent
that
it
was
acting
within
the
limits
of
the
authority
authority
the
of
limits
the
to the extent that it was acting within
of the
Panama Canal
12, 1917
(Fortieth
1917 (Fortieth
June 12,
approved June
act approved
the act
under the
Canal under
the Panama
of
Statutes at
$364,949 each,
each, or
or so
as
thereof as
much thereof
so much
177), $364,949
page 177),
Large, page
at Large,
Statutes
Proviso.
may
be
necessary,
in
addition
to
$800,000
each
appropriated
for
two
pa limit removed.
two
for
addition to $800,000 each appropriated
be necessary, in
Cost
may
sea-going barges in
said
Act:
Provided,
That
the
limitation
contained
t mod
co
contained
limtation
the
That
Proided,
Act:
in said
barges the
sea-going
in
cost of
each barge
exceed $800,000
not exceed
shall not
barge shall
of each
total cost
that the total
Act that
said Act
in said
each
hereby removed,
removed, $729,898.
$729,898.
is hereby
each is
Number of employemployIn
expended.
until expended.
available until
continue available
to continue
$9,829,837, to
all, $9,829,837,
In all,
ees limited to estiExcept in cases of emergency, or
or conditions
conditions arising
subsequent
to
mates.
ceptions.
imited to esti.
arising subsequent to
emergency,
Except in casesatofthe
and
of submitting
estimates to mpt
annual estimates
the annual
submitting the
time of
unforeseen at the time
and unforeseen
Congress,
except for
employed in
he
with the
connection with
in connection
those employed
for those
and except
Congress, and
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Construction
Construction
ployees.
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emof permanent
construction of
permanent quarters,
quarters, offices,
offices, and other necessary
em- construction
repair shops, yards, docks, wharves,
dry docks,
docks, repair
buildings, dry
wharves, warebuildings,
houses,
storehouses, and
other necessary
appurtenances
and appurtenances
facilities and
necessary facilities
and other
houses, storehouses,
repairs,
for
providing coal
other materials,
materials, labor,
labor, repairs,
and other
coal and
of providing
purpose of
the purpose
for the
Permanent
organi- and
organization
operating
the
permanent
and
supplies,
and
except
for
the
permanent
operating
organization
for
except
and
supplies,
org
ermnent
zation.
of the
the various positions is limited
compensation of
under
which the compensation
under which
zati.
Vol.
37, p.
p. 561.
561.
not be employed
there shall
shall not
Act, there
by
section 4
4 of
the Panama
employed
Canal Act,
Panama Canal
of the
by section
vol. 37,
at any
any time
time during
during the
the fiscal
year 1920
under any
any of
the foregoing
foregoing
of the
1920 under
fiscal year
at
appropriations
Panama Canal
Canal any
persons
of persons
number of
greater number
any greater
the Panama
for the
appropriations for
than
notes submitted,
connection
in connection
respectively, in
submitted, respectively,
in the
the notes
are specified
specified in
than are
the estimates
estimates for
of said
in the
the annual
annual
appropriations in
said appropriations
each of
for each
with the
Rateateof
of pay
pay re- with
such
any such
Book of
for said
nor shal
shall there
there be
be paid
paid to any
year, nor
said year,
Estimates for
of Estimates
Book
stricted.
stritede.
person during
during that
that fiscal
year any
any greater
greater rate
compensation than
than
of compensation
rate of
fiscal year
person
Report
gency was
authorized to
be paid
paid to
persons occupying
occupying the same or like
to persons
to be
was authorized
of emer
emergency
Report of
eases.
1, 1918;
1918; and all employments
positions on
on July
July 1,
employments made or compensation
compensation
positions
be
increased because
shall be
so arising
arising shall
conditions so
or conditions
of emergencies
emergencies or
because of
increased
by the governor in his
specifically
set forth,
forth, with
the reasons
reasons therefor,
therefor, by
with the
specifically set
report for
the fiscal
1920.
year 1920.
fiscal year
for the
Moneys from desig- report
the foregoing
foregoing sums
is appropriated,
appropriated, for
the
for the
there is
sums there
to the
nated
addition to
InIn addition
te
to be
sources to
nated sources
credited to ori
ginal
the several
fiscal
1920 for
for expenditures
reinvestment under the
and reinvestment
expenditures and
year 1920
fiscal year
credritato osiinal
appropriations.
heads of
of appropriation
appropriation aforesaid
covered into
the
into the
being covered
without being
aforesaid without
heads
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States,
all moneys
moneys received
received by the Panama
States, all
Treasury
Canal
and supplies
furnished
supplies furnished
materials and
or materials
rendered or
services rendered
from services
Canal from
Canal
the Canal
to
the United
States, the
Company, the
Railroad Company,
Panama Railroad
the Panama
United States,
to the
to the
Zone
or to
to their
their employees,
employees, respectively,
or to
respectively, or
government, or
Zone government,
Panama
Government, from
hospital supplies
services;
and services;
supplies and
and hospital
hotel and
from hotel
Panama Government,
from
rentals, wharfage,
wharfage, and
and like
like service;
materials, and
and
labor, materials,
from labor,
service; from
from rentals,
supplies
other services
vessels other
than those
other than
to vessels
furnished to
services furnished
and other
supplies and
passing
the canal,
to others
obtain the
the same
same
to obtain
unable to
others unable
and to
canal, and
through the
passing through
by-products of manuelsewhere; from
the sale
sale of
of scrap
scrap and other by-products
from the
elsewhere;
facturing and
shop operations;
operations; from
of obsolete
and unservunservobsolete and
the sale
sale of
from the
and shop
facturing
iceable materials,
materials, supplies,
supplies, and
and equipment
equipment purchased
or acquired
acquired
purchased or
iceable
for the
the operation,
protection, sanitation,
governand governsanitation, and
maintenance, protection,
operation, maintenance,
for
Net profits covered ment of the canal and Canal Zone; and any
net profits
profits accruing
from
accruing from
overed ment of the canal and Canal Zone; and any net
tTTreasury.
ineto the
into
covered into
be covered
such business
to the
the Panama
Panama Canal
annually be
shall annually
Canal shall
business to
such
the
of the
United States.
States.
the United
Treasury of
the Treasury
Operating waterIn addition
addition there
is appropriated
for the
maintenance,
operation, maintenance,
the operation,
appropriated for
there is
In
rs etn
works,
etc., forPanafor Panama and Colon.
and
sewers, and pavements in the cities of
of waterworks, sewers,
extension of
and extension
maandColon.
Panama
and Colon,
the fiscal
fiscal year
the necessary
necessary- porpor1920, the
year 1920,
during the
Colon, during
Panama and
or directly
tions of
of such
be paid
directly by the
water rentals
rentals or
as water
paid as
as shall
shallbe
sums as
such sums
tions
Government of
Panama for
such expenses.
expenses.
for such
of Panama
Government
Sums for salaries
to
sa l r i
S
EC. 2.
2. That
appropriated by this Act for salaries of officers
sums appropriated
all sums
That all
SEC.
es to
Sbeui
be in full.
and employees
employees of
Government shall
shall be
be in
in full
for such
such salaries
for
salaries for
full for
the Government
of the
and
they
to the
extent they
the fiscal
year 1920,
and all
laws or
the extent
of laws
laws to
or parts
parts of
all laws
1920, and
fiscal year
the
are in
conflict with
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act are
are repealed.
repealed.
of this
with the
in conflict
are
pli
aterial,supplies,
Material,
su p
and
S
EC. 3.
3. That
the heads
several executive
executive departments
departments and
of the
the several
heads of
That the
SEC.
etc.
ettia
Purchases of, to be
in
other responsible
in expending
contained in
appropriations contained
expending appropriations
officials, in
responsible officials,
toc no
bo other
machRaeSo,
made
from stock
longer
by other
other this Act, so far as possible shall purchase
needed by
loner needed
purchase material, supplies, and
activities, when possiwhen needed
are available,
services
available, from other services
funds are
and funds
needed and
uipment, when
eequipment,
ble.
be.
no
of the
the Government
supplies, and
and equipment
equipment no
material, supplies,
possessing material,
Government possessing
of
longer required because of the cessation of war activities. It
It shall
shall
if
Ascertainment
if longer required because of the cessation of war activities.
tscertainment
departments and
available before purpur- be the duty of the heads of the several
available
several executive departments
and
chasing elsewhere.
purchasing any of the articles
officials, before
other
other officials,
before purchasing;
articles described herein,
chsing elsewhere.
they
to
ascertain from
from the
the Government
Government whether they
of the
other services
services of
the other
to ascertain
Price.i c e .
character described
have articles
articles of the character
described that are serviceable.
serviceable. And
And
have
not
articles
purchased by
by one
one service
from another,
the same
have not
if the
same have
another, if
service from
articles purchased
price not to exceed
been
used, shall
shall be
for at
at a
areasonable
reasonable price
exceed actual
actual
be paid
paid for
been used,
cost,
price based
based upon
upon
reasonable price
at aareasonable
used, at
been used,
have been
same have
if the
the same
and if
cost, and
Ses ze.
Sales authorized.
length of
usage. The
The various
various services
Government are authorof the
the Government
services of
of usage.
length
proized to
such articles
articles under
the conditions
specified, and
the proand the
conditions specified,
under the
to sell
sell such
ized
a miscellanecovered into the Treasury as a
miscellanesales shall be covered
of such sales
ceeds of
loyee.
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ous
to Tr
IP'isr'
d E-Pr
E.
ous receipt:
receipt: Provided,
Provided, That this section shall not be construed toder
iave
ansfe rs tuir
Lnot afecutive
amend,
repeal the
the Executive
Executive order
order of
3, 1918,
1918, ecut
rns order not
of December
December 3,
or repeal
alter, or
amend, alter,
fected.
concerning
of office
office material,
material, supplies,
e
ct e
d.
supplies, and equipment in f
transfer of
the transfer
concerning the
the
District of
disuse because
of the
the cessation
cessation
because of
into disuse
falling, into
Columbia fallinc
of Columbia
the District
printing
Transfer
Government equipment,
the Government
of
war activities:
any officer
officer of
of the
eT
ransfer of
of etc.,
printintog
That any
further, That
Providedfurther,
activities: Provided
of war
having
machinery,
material,
equipment
or
supplies
for
printing
Government
et
c., to
printing
Government
printing,
for
having machinery, material, equipment or supplies
s servbinding,
and blank
blank book
work, including
O
Office
f from
other
from other
ice
photolithog- ices.
lithography, photolithog:
including lithography,
book work,
binding, and
raphy, and
and other
other processes
of reproduction,
reproduction, which
no longer
longer
are no
which are
processes of
raphv,
required or
or authorized
service, shall
report
detailed report
submit aa detailed
shall submit
his service,
for his
authorized for
required
of
to the
Public Printer,
and the
Public Printer
hereby
is hereby
Printer is
the Public
Printer, and
the Public
same to
the same
of the
authorized,
with the
approval of
of the
Joint Committee
Printing, to
on Printing,
Committee on
the Joint
the approval
authorized, with
requisition such
such articles
of the
herein described
described as are
character herein
the character
articles of
requisition
serviceable in
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office, and
shall be
same shall
the same
and the
the Government
in the
serviceable
promptly
to that
office.
that office.
delivered to
promptly delivered
sciscontinued agenS
EC. 4.
except as
as otherwise
provided by
the President
D
s
ciD
ontinued agenis eie
President is
law the
by law
otherwise provided
That except
4. That
SEC.
authorized to
to transfer
transfer to
custody and
and care
care of
depart- f Files,
Files, etc.,
etc., transtransauthorized
to the
the custody
of such
such of
of the
the departments
or independent
independent establishments
he may
may determine
determine the
the files
files establishments.
eezeglisitlomxietsr.manent
as he
establishments as
ments or
and records
of the
the agencies
agencies created
period of
the war
war upon the
of the
the period
for the
created for
records of
and
discontinuance
of such
such activities.
Army
discontinuance of
activities.
Ary motor
motor vehiei
S
EC. 5.
5. The
War is
is authorized
to transfer
transfer any
any unused
unused cles,
cles, etc.
etc.
authorized to
of War
Secretary of
The Secretary
SEC.
surplus, to
Sales of
any Sales
of any
and surplus
surplus motor-propelled
and motor
motor equipment
of surplus,
to
equipment of
vehicles and
motor-propelled vehicles
and
kind, the
same to
s
o
e
t
4
1f Government
G.vernme
any ser
to any
herein, to
provided herein,
as provided
made as
be made
to be
for same
payment for
the payment
kind,
branch of
of the
the Government
Government service
available Provisos.
appropriations available
service having
having appropriations
branch
for
the purchase
of said
said vehicles
and equipment:
equipment: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in Price
conditions.
Price conditions.
vehicles and
purchase of
for the
reasonable price not to
case of
the transfers
transfers herein
authorized aa reasonable
herein authorized
of the
case
exceed actual
actual cost,
and if
the same
same have
at a
reasonable
a reasonable
used, at
been used,
have been
if the
cost, and
exceed
price
length of
of usage,
usage, shall
be determined
upon and
and an
determined upon
shall be
upon length
based upon
price based
equivalent
amount of
appropriation available
available for
for said purchase
purchase
each appropriation
of each
equivalent amount
shall be
be covered
covered into
as a
miscellaneous receipt, and the
a miscellaneous
Treasury as
the Treasury
into the
shall
a
propriation in
case reduced
accordingly: Provided
Provided further,
further,
reduced accordingly:
each case
in each
appropriation
Preference directed.
directed.
l*h atit
it shall
be the
the duty
of each
having Preference
Government having
of the
the Government
official of
each official
duty of
shall be
That
such
purchases
in
charge
to
procure
the
same
from
any
such
unused
unused
such
any
from
same
the
procure
to
charge
in
such purchases
or surplus
if possible:
hereafter no
I
t
r: vehicles
raTs
.,,Iiefeer
g
sr
o
ef
.
of
Free
transfers
no m
That hereafter
further, That
Provided further,
possible: Provided
stock if
or
surplus stock
remotor
transfer of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles
vehicles and
and motor
unless stricted.
stricted.
equipment, unless
motor equipment,
transfer
any
specifically
be made
free of
charge to
to any
of charge
made free
shall be
law, shall
by law,
authorized by
specifically authorized
branch
of the
service.
branch of
the Government
Government service.
einda
elveprlat
riSEC. 6.
6. That
following portions
portions of
unexpended balances
of „„1,'.'erPe appropnded
balances of
of the
the unexpended
the following
That the
SEC.
n
appropriations
for
the
fiscal
year
1919
for
the
support
of
the
various
lions
covered
into
the
the
i
to
covered
ion
various
the
of
support
the
for
1919
year
fiscal
the
for
appropriations
services, as
into the
Treasury Treasury.
rey.
the Treasury
covered into
be covered
shall be
section, shall
this section,
in this
forth in
as set
set forth
services,
immediately upon
upon the
the approval
Act, namely:
Iaes Corncapital Issues
Capital
Corn.
namely:
this Act,
of this
approval of
immediately
Capital Issues
mIttee.
mittee.
$265,000;
Committee, $265,000;
Issues Committee,
Capital
crmmbltnfomeel
$200,000
Committee
200 ,
000 of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation of co
P
rnilVielniA.
"matiion
'
n
Information, $
Public Information,
on Public
Committee on
Vol.
40 p.
ol. 40,
p. 640.
Federal Trade
ComTrade cornFederal
$1,250,000;
$1,250,000;
mission.
mi.ion.
$200,000;
Federal Trade
Commission, $200,000;
Trade Commission,
Federal
Food
AdministraFood Administration.
tion.
$3,500,000;
Food
Administration, $3,500,000;
Food Administration,
Fuel AdministraoFel AdmnistraFuel Administration,
$655,000;
tion.
Administration, $655,000;
Fuel
War
Industries
War
ar Industries
$1,925,000;
Board, $1,925,000;
War Industries
Industries Board,
Board.
War
Trade
Board.
Boad.
Trade
War
War
Trade Board,
Board, $70,000;
$70,000;
War Trade
Total
appropriations
to
be
covered
into
the
Treasury
by
this
secsecthis
by
Treasury
the
into
covered
to
be
Total appropriations
tion,
tion, $6,815,000.
$6,815,000.ashinto
Z
Use of state
gtmate land
land
SEC. 7.
For the
the purpose
securing an
area of
suitable for
v-s
for aagrants
lands suitable
of lands
an area
of securing
purpose of
7. For
SEC.
for University
eniesty
feratsexperzment
demonstration forest
forest and
and forest
station for
for the
the University
University forest
staexperiment station
forest experiment
demonstration
of the State of Washington, the consent of Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
granted tion
authorized
tion authorized.
Congress is

of the State of Washington, the consent of

the
Board of
of Regents
Regents of
the University
Washington,,
of Washington
State of
the State
of the
University of
of the
the Board
and
the State
State of
Washington, acting
acting through
properly constituted
constituted
its properly
through its
of Washington,
and the
authorities, to
to exchange
heretofore granted
of Vol. 25, pp. 679-681.
State of
granted to
to the
the State
lands heretofore
exchange lands
authorities,
Washington
by
Act
of
Congress
approved
February
22,
1889,
for
the
oL Pe 679e
th
forthe
Washington by Act of Congress approved February 22, 1889,
purposes of
in said
or lands
by said
said Act
Act granted
granted to
to
lands by
State, or
said State,
a university
university in
of a
purposes
educational penal,
the State
t)f Washington
Washington "for
State charitable,
charitable, educational,
"for State
State of
the
Washand
reformatory
institutions"
thereafter
by
the
State of Washand
institutions"
reformatory
and
ington. in
in part
for the
and support
the University
University
of the
support of
use and
the use
apportioned for
part apportioned
ington
44281°-21-17
44281°-21-17
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of
Washington, for an area of equal value to be chosen and agreed
of Washington,
granted to said State by said Act of
of lands heretofore granted
upon out of
Congress
support of common
schools, whether heretofore
heretofore or
common schools,
for the
the support
Congress for
hereafter formally
selected or
or patented
patented under
the laws of the United
under the
formally selected
hereafter
comStates.
Lands so
so acquired
the comfor the
of Washington
Washington for
the State of
acquired by the
States. Lands
mon
and lands
acquired for
for the
use of
the State Uniof the
the use
so acquired
lands so
schools, and
mon schools,
versity shall
be subject
subject to
to the
as to
to
conditions as
and conditions
restrictions and
same restrictions
the same
shall be
versity
sale and
and disposal
imposed upon
the lands
granted
lands originally granted
upon the
were imposed
as were
disposal as
sale
by
the Act
February 22, 1889, to the State of
approved February
Act of Congress approved
by the
Washington
of the
common schools and the State Unithe common
use of
for the
the use
Washington for
versity,
respectively.
versity, respectively.

J. F. McMurray.
583, third parapage 583,
S
EC. 8.
chapter eight,
eight, Laws
1918, page
of 1918,
Laws of
hat chapter
8. That
SEC.
"United States,"
Choctaws and C a- graph,
graph, in line 16 of said paragraph,
paragraph, after
after the words "United
amended by
following:
inserting the following:
by inserting
5s3, beeamended
with jurisdiction
also to
to hear,
hear, consider,
and adjudicate
adjudicate any
any
consider, and
jurisdiction also
And with
claim re- And
and all other claims or demands by or against either party to said
Court
litigation, to the end that aa complete and
Claims
litigation
and. final adjustment
adjustment may be
had
controversy
between said parties as to outstanding matters of controversy
had between
or
account
between
them:
Provided,
That
nothing
in
this
amendment
amendment
in
this
nothing
That
Provided,
them:
between
account
or
Proviso.
proviso
McMurray or Mansfield,
Claims
Claims
specically shall be construed to include claims by J.
specifically
J. F. McMurray
Mansfield,
excluded.
excluded.
McMurray
McMurray and Cornish relating to the sale of the Choctaw-Chickasaw
Choctaw-Chickasaw
coal lands
lands or
or claims relating to
to the Leased District, or claims relating
coal
to
proceeds arising
from the
the sale of timber lands,
unallotted or other
lands, unallotted
arising from
to proceeds
lands
rendered
or any
any other claim where the services were not actually rendered
lands or
and
of said
people: Provided
Provided
said people:
benefit of
the benefit
to the
resulted to
and resulted
finished and
and finished
Limitation.
Limitation.
further, That
presenting
McMurray shall be limited in presenting
J. F.
F. McMurray
the said J.
That the
further,
such
hereafter
matters as may have or shall hereafter
additional claims to such matters
such additional
defendants.
way of set off or counterclaim by the defendants.
be set
set up by way
Approved, July 19, 1919.

JTF. McMnrray.
Claims
of, against
Choctaws and Chickasaws.
Vol.
40,
p.
583,
amended.
adetionl
Additional claims referred
to Court of
ferred to
Claims.

July 19,
1919.
July
19, 1919.

[R. J.
J. Res.
Res. 120.1
1201
[H.
[Pub. Res., No.
No. 4.]
4.1
[Pub.

Authorizing the Secretary of War to receive, for
CHAP 25.—Joint
Resolution Authorizing
25.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.
Hung Chang
instruction
the United
Academy at
West Point,
Tao Hung
Chang
Point, Tao
at West
Military Academy
States Military
United States
at the
instruction at
and
Wong, citizens
citizens of
China.
of China.
Zeng Tze
Tze Wong,
and Zeng

of Representatives
and House of
Resolved
Representatives of the United
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Resolved by
War
the Secretary
Secretary of War
States of
of America
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
Tze Won . States
and
Tao
and
authorized
permit
Mr.
Hung
Chang
to
is,
authorized
hereby
he
be,
and
Academy.
Zeng
Wong, citizens of China, to receive instruction
instruction at the
Tze
Mr.
Zeng
Provisos.
Provisos.
United States Military
Academy at West Point: Provided,
Provided, That no
Military Academy
United
No
expense.
No expense.
Conditions.
expense
shall be caused to the United States thereby, and that the
expense shall
comply
said
Tze Wong shall agree to comply
said Tao Hung Chang and Zeng Tze
with
regulations for
for the
the police and discipline of the academy, to
all regulations
with all
accomplish the
be
to give
give their utmost efforts to accomplish
and to
studious, and
be studious,
course
departments of instruction, and that the said
course in the various departments
Tao Hung Chang and Zeng Tze Wong shall not be admitted to the
academy until they shall have
have met the mental and physical requireacademy
ments
that
prescribed for candidates from the United States, and that
ments prescribed
they
shall
be immediately
immediately withdrawn
conduct
deficient in studies or conduct
if deficient
withdrawn if
be
shall
they
Oath and service.
service.
further, That
academic board: Provided
Provided further,
recommended by the academic
and so recommended
R.
S., sces.
secs. 1320,
1320, 131,
1321, and
R. S.,
p.
p. 227.
227.
in the
the cases
cases of the said Tao
Tao Hung Chang and Zeng Tze Wong the
in
provisions of
of sections 1320 and 1321 of the Revised Statutes shall be
provisions
suspended.
suspended.
Approved,
Approved, July 19, 1919.

Tao Hung Chang
Chang
and
Zeng Tze Wong.g
and Zeng
Admitted to Military Academy.

July 24, 1919.
1919.
[H. R.
[H.
R. 7413.)
7413.]
[Public, No. 22.]

CHAP. 26.-An
for the
the Department
Department of
CHAP.
26.—An Act
Act Making appropriations
appropriations for
of Agriculture
Agriculture
for
30, 1920.
1920.
June 30,
ending June
year ending
the fiscal
fiscal year
for the

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
House of
it enacted
Be it
DeartA ricultural DepartAgricultural
men
appropriations.
America in
appropriations. States
mencc
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following sums be,
Post,
p.272.
Pt,
p. 272.
and they
they are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
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235
235

of
United States
otherwise appropriated,
compensation
appropriated, in full compensation
not otherwise
States not
of the
the United
for
year ending
ending June 30,
30, 1920, for the purposes and objects
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
hereinafter
namely:
hereinafter expressed, namely:

AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT
Secretary's
Office.
Secretary's Office.

SECRETARY.
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE SECRETARY.
OFFICE

SALARIES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
OF AGRICULTURE:
AGRICULTURE:
OF THE
SALARIES,

Secretary Bi•sPay
Pay of
A-s:
Secretary,
of S
Be
olicitt
ar
orys'elC

Secretary

of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $12,000;
Secretaries of Agriculture, at
$12,000; two Assistant Secretaries
of
$5,000
solicitor, $5,000;
additional
and $500 additional
$3,000, and
clerk, $3,000,
chief clerk,
$5,000; chief
each; solicitor,
$5,000 each;
as custodian
of buildings;
buildings; private
secretary to
Secretary of Agrithe Secretary
to the
private secretary
as
custodian of
$2,100;
culture, $2,500;
clerk, $2,250; executive clerk, $2,100;
executive clerk,
$2,500; executive
culture,
stenographer
and executive
Agriculture,
executive clerk to the Secretary of Agriculture,
stenographer and
$2,250; private
to the Assistant
Agriculture,
Secretary of Agriculture,
Assistant Secretary
secretary to
private secretary
$2,250;
$2,250; one
in charge of
of
$2,000; one assistant in
clerk, $2,000;
appointment clerk,
one appointment
$2,250;
information, $3,000;
officer in
supplies, $2,000; one
in charge of supplies,
one officer
$3,000; one
information,
la
assistant,
$2,000; one
one inspector,
inspector, $3,000;
$3,000; one
inspector, $2,250;
as,p
e
e
t
Vors, law
clrketctr.
one e
$2,250; one
one inspector,
assistant, $2,000;
at
attorney,
$3,500;
two
attorneys,
at
$3,250
each;
two
law
clerks,
each;
$3,250
at
attorneys,
two
$3,500;
attorney,
$3,000
each; two
law clerks,
at $2,750
four law clerks, at $2,500
$2,750 each; four
clerks, at
two law
$3,000 each;
each;
law clerks,
at $2,250
$2,250 each;
each; one law clerk, $2,200; five
clerks, at
eight law
each; eight
law
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; three
three law
law clerks,
clerks, at $1,800
$1,800 each; two law
law
clerks, at
law clerks,
clerks,
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
assistant
$2,000; four assistant
editor, $2,000;
assistant editor,
one assistant
each; one
clerks, at
editors, at
$1,600; one expert on
each; one assistant editor, $1,600;
$1,800 each;
at $1,800
editors,
exhibits,
$3,000;
one
assistant
in
exhibits,
$2,000;
one
telegraph and
one telegraph
$2,000;
exhibits,
in
assistant
one
$3,000;
exhibits,
I
engers
me
telephone operator,
messengers,
etc."
and captain of etPerks'
clerk and
chief clerk
assistant chief
one assistant
$1,600; one
operator, $1,600;
telephone
the watch,
watch, $1,800;
class four;
four; fourteen
three;
clerks, class three;
fourteen clerks,
clerks, class
five clerks,
$1,800; five
the
twenty-one
class two;
twenty-seven clerks, class one; one
two; twenty-seven
clerks, class
twenty-one clerks,
auditor,
$2,000; one
accountant and bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000; one clerk,
one accountant
auditor, $2,000;
$1,440;
two
clerks,
at
$1,100
each;
clerk,
$1,020;
seven clerks,
$1,020;
one
$1,440; two clerks, at $1,100 each;
two
at
$1,000
each;
eighteen
at
$900
each;
clerks,
at $840
at
clerks,
eighteen
each;
$1,000
at
each;
fourteen messengers
or laborers,
laborers, at
twelve messengers,
messengers Mechanics, eetc.
each; twelve
$840 each;
at $840
messengers or
each; fourteen
et
h
or
at $720
each; one
messenger or laborer, $660; one mechanone messenger
$720 each;
laborers, at
or laborers,
ical
superintendent, $2,500;
one mechanical
mechanical assistant, $1,800; one
$2,500; one
ical superintendent,
mechanical
assistant, $1,400;
one mechanical
$1,380; one
assistant, $1,380;
mechanical assistant,
$1,400; one
mechanical assistant,
engineer,
$1,400;
one
electrical
engineer
and
draftsman,
$1,200;
two
$1,200;
draftsman,
and
engineer
engineer, $1,400; one electrical
assistant engineers,
$1,200 each; two assistant engineers,
engineers, at $1,000
at $1,200
engineers, at
assistant
each; one
one fireman,
$840; eight
eight firemen,
firemen, at
$720 each;
each; one
elevator
one chief elevator
at $720
fireman, $840;
each;
conductor,
$840;
sixteen
elevator
conductors,
$720
each; three
three
at
conductors,
conductor, $840; sixteen elevator
elevator conductors,
at $600
$600 each;
superintendent of shops,
each; one superintendent
conductors, at
elevator
or
$1,400;
one cabinet
cabinet shop
shop foreman,
cabinetmakers or
$1,200; five cabinetmakers
foreman, $1,200;
$1,400; one
at
carpenters,
at
$1,200
each;
three
cabinetmakers
or
carpenters,
at
cabinetmakers
three
carpenters, at $1,200 each;
2 0 each;
$1,100
nine cabinetmakers
cabinetmakers or
carpenters, at
$1,020
three
each; three
at $1,0
or carpenters,
each; nine
$1,100 each;
cabinetmakers
or
carpenters,
at
$900
each;
one
instrument
maker,
cabinetmakers or carpenters, at $900 each; one instrument maker,
$1,200;
electrician, $1,100;
$1,100; two
two electrical
electrical wiremen,
at $1,100
$1,100
wiremen, at
one electrician,
$1,200; one
each;
electrician or
or wireman,
wireman, $1,000;
$1,000; one
wireman,
electrical wireman,
one electrical
one electrician
each; one
$900; one
electrician's helper,
$840; three
at
helpers, at
electrician's helpers,
three electrician's
helper, $840;
one electrician's
$900;
$720
each;
one
painter,
$1,020;
one
painter,
$1,000;
five
painters,
at
at
painters,
five
$1,000;
painter,
$720 each; one painter, $1,020; one
$900 each
each; five
five plumbers
steamfitters, at
$1,020 each;
each; two
plumber's
two plumber's
at $1,020
orsteamfitters,
plumbers or
$900
helpers, at
at $840
each; two
one
each; one
$720 each;
at $720
helpers, at
plumber's helpers,
two plumber's
$840 each;
helpers,
blacksmith, $900;
$900; one
one elevator
$900; one
tinner or
or sheetm labor,
sheet- Iv
one tinner
machinist, $900;
elevator machinist,
blacksmith,
metal
worker, $1,100;
$1,100; one
one tinner's
tinner's helper,
helper, $720;
one lieutenant
lieutenant of
ers,etc.
of en,etc.
$720; one
metal worker,
the watch,
$1,000; two
lieutenants of
the watch,
at $960
each;
$960 each;
watch, at
of the
two lieutenants
watch, $1,000;
the
seventy-three
watchmen,
at
$720
each;
four
mechanics,
at
$1,200
at $1,200
mechanics,
four
each;
$720
at
seventy-three watchmen,
each;
mechanic, $1,0
00 ;one skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,000;
$1,000; two skilled
$1,000;
one mechanic,
each; one
laborers,
at $960
each; one
one skilled
laborer, $900;
$900; two
laborers,
skilled laborers,
two skilled
skilled laborer,
$960 each;
laborers, at
at
$840
each;
two
skilled
laborers,
at
$720
each;
one
janitor,
$900;
$900;
janitor,
one
each;
$720
at
laborers,
skilled
two
each;
at $840
fourteen
messengers or
or laborers,
laborers, at
$600 each;
driver,
carriage driver,
one carnage
each; one
at $600
fourteen messengers
$600; eight
eight messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at
at $600
$600 each;
messenger
twenty-four messenger
each; twenty-four
$600;
boys,
at
$480
each;
one
messenger
boy,
$360;
one
&azwomsm,
$540;
$540;
charwoman,
one
$360;
boy,
messenger
one
each;
$480
at
boys,
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three
charwomen, at
at $480
$480 each;
each; one
one charwoman,
charwoman, $360; fifteen charthree charwomen,
employments,
emergency employments,
women,
at
$240
each;
for
extra
and emergency
labor
extra
for
women, at $240 each;
Farm
Management
$20,000;
in
all,
$500,520.
Farm Management $20,000; in all, $500,520.
chief of office,
MANAGEMENT: One Chief
°Moe.
S
ALARIES, OFFICE
office,
OF FARM MANAGEMENT:
OFFICE OF
SALARIES,
offce.
Salaries.
$5,000; one
assistant to the chief, $2,520; one executive assistant,
one assistant
$5,000;
alaries.
class three; three clerks,
$2,250; two
clerks, class
two clerks,
four; two
class four;
clerks, class
two clerks,
$2,250;
$1.100 each;
class two;
clerks, class
class one;
one; three
three clerks,
each; four
clerks, at $1.100
eight clerks,
two; eight
class
clerks,
at $1,080
each; one
one clerk
or draftsman,
draftsman, $1,020;
$1,020; ten clerks, at
clerk or
$1,080 each;
clerks, at
$1,000 each;
eighteen clerks,
clerks, at
at $900
$900 each;
each; six
six clerks
or map
tracers,
map tracers,
clerks or
each; eighteen
$1,000
at
$840 each;
one messenger
messenger or
laborer, $720;
$720; one
messenger boy,
one messenger
or laborer,
each; one
at $840
$660; three
three messenger
$480 each;
charwoman, $480;
$480;
each; one charwoman,
at $480
boys, at
messenger boys,
$660;
five charwomen,
charwomen ' at
$1,
440 ;one
one library assistant, $1,440;
each; one
$240 each;
at $240
five
library
assistant, $900;
$900; one
one cartographer,
cartographer,
$1,400; one
photographer, $1,400;
one photographer,
library assistant,
$1,500;
one draftsman,
draftsman, $1,440;
$1,440; one
one draftsman,
draftsman, $1,200;
$1,200; two
two draftsmen,
$1,500; one
General
expenses.
at $900
each in all, $84,430.
$900 each
at
Ceralpenses.
GENERAL
EXPENSES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF FARM
FARM MANAGEMENT:
MANAGEMENT: For the
GENERAL EXPENSES,
employment of
persons in
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
of Washington
city of
the city
in the
of persons
employment
furniture, supplies,
supplies, traveling
outside of the District of
rent outside
expenses, rent
traveling expenses,
furniture,
Columbia, a
and all
necessary in carrying out the work
expenses necessary
other expenses
all other
Columbia,
herein authorized,
authorized, as
as follows:
herein
Farm
management
and encourage
To investigate
encourage the adoption of improved methods
methods of
investigate and
To
arm management
and practice.
That of
Provided,
practice,
farm
Proviso.
farm
management
and
farm
practice,
$218,160:
Provided,
That
of
management
farm
Pri.
this amount
prodton. this
of production.
Cost of
amount $23,873
$23,873 may
may be
be used
used in
in ascertaining
ascertaining the
the cost
cost of
of producproduction of
principal staple
staple agricultural
agricultural products.
the principal
of the
tion
Agriculture, $803,110.
Total for
for Office
Office of
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
$803,110.
of the
Total
Bureau.
Weather Bureau.
of buPay of
of chief of
reau, clerks, etc.
clerks, etc.
reau,

WEATHER
BUREAU.
WEATHER BUREAU.

S
ALARIES, W
EATHER BUREAU:
One chief
bureau, $5,000; one
one
of bureau,
chief of
BUREAU: One
WEATHER
SALARIES,
assistant
chief
of
bureau,
$3,250;
one
clerk,
$2,500; one chief of
chief
one
$3,250;
assistant chief of bureau,
division of
$2,750; one
printing division,
one chief of printing
accounts, $2,750;
and accounts,
stations and
of stations
division
$2,500; three
of division,
each; eight clerks, class four;
four;
$2,000 each;
at $2,000
division, at
chiefs of
three chiefs
$2,500;
clerks, class two; thirty-one
eleven clerks,
three; twenty-three
twenty-three clerks,
class three;
clerks, class
eleven
$900
Printer mechanics , clerks,
one; twenty-six
twenty-six clerks,
$1,000 each; ten clerks, at $
900
clerks, at $1,000
class one;
clerks, class
rintersmechanics,
s,
three
$1,500; three
etc.
each;
one foreman
foreman of
of printing,
one lithographer,
lithographer, $1,500;
$1,600; one
printing, $1,600;
each; one
mecha
etc.
lithographers, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each.;
one pressman,
pressman, $1,200; one printer
printer or
each; one
lithographers,
compositor, $1,440;
printers or
or compositors,
$1,350 each;
at $1,350
compositors, at
five printers
$1,440; five
compositor,
fourteen printers
printers or
or compositors,
compositors, at $1,300
$1,300 each; one printer or comfourteen
at $1,080 each;
positor, $1,200;
printers or
or compositors,
compositors, at
each; five
six printers
$1,200; six
positor,
at
feeders,
folders
printers
or
compositors,
at
$1,000
each;
and
feeders,
at
four
each;
$1,000
at
printers or compositors,
at
$720
maker, $1,440;
$1,440; three instrument makers at
instrumentmaker,
one instrument
each; one
$720 each;
mechanic,
$1,260;
$1,300
each;
one
instrument
maker,
$1,260;
one
skilled
mechanic,
maker,
instrument
$1,300 each; one
mechanics,
each; five skilled mechanics,
$1,300; three
skilled mechanics,
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
mechanics, at
three skilled
$1,300;
at
$1,000 each;
one skilled
skilled mechanic,
mechanic, $840;
$840
artisans, at $840
skilled artisans,
six skilled
$840; six
each; one
at $1,000
each; one
one fireman
four
$840; four
fitter, $840;
steam fitter,
and steam
fireman and
$1,300; one
engineer, $1,300;
one engineer,
each;
firemen, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; one
one captain
$1,000; one elecwatch, $1,000;
the watch,
of the
captain of
firemen,
trician, $1,200;
one repairman,
repairman, $960;
$1,000; four
gardener, $1,000,
one gardener,
$960; one
$1,200; one
trician,
Messengers
repairmen,
repairmen, at $720
$720 each; four watchmen,
watchmen,
six repairmen,
each; six
$840 each;
at $840
repairmen, at
etc.
esengers,,etc.
at $720
$720 each;
each; twenty-eight
messengers or
laborers, at $720
$720 each; six
or laborers,
twenty-eight messengers
at
messengers or
laborers, at
at $660
$660 each;
each; twenty-two
twenty-two messengers or
or laborers,
messengers
laborers,
$600 each;
messenger boys,
boys, at
at $600
$600 each; ninetyeleven messenger
each; eleven
at $600
laborers, at
nine messenger
at $480
$480 each;
each; one
one charwoman,
charwoman, $360; three charboys, at
messenger boys,
nine
General expenses
women,
$240 each;
all, $342,890.
$342,890.
in all,
each; in
at $240
women, at
ses
aeneral
into effect
C1.3..seeation.
GENERAL
EATHER BUREAU:
effect
carrying into
BUREAU: For carrying
WEATHER
EXPENSES, W
GENERAL EXPENSES,
Claietion.
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
elsewhere in the
the United States, in the
and elsewhere
the District
in
West Indies,
Indies, in
in the
the Caribbean
Caribbean Sea, and on adjaCanal, the
Panama Canal,
the Panama
West
Bermuda, and in Alaska, the
cent
coasts,
in
in Bermuda,
Islands, in
Hawaiian Islands,
the Hawaiian
in the
coasts,
cent
Vol. 26, p. 653.
provisions
Act approved
approved October
October 1,
1890, so far as they relate
relate to
1, 1890,
of an
an Act
provisions of
ol. 26, p. 653.
the
weather service
service transferred
transferred thereby
thereby to
the Department
Department of Agrito the
the weather
culture, for
for the
the employment
employment of
of professors
professors of
of meteorology,
meteorology, district
district
culture,
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forecasters,
meteorologists, section directors, observforecasters, meteorologists
local forecasters,
forecasters, local
ers, apprentices,
apprentices, operators,
skilled mechanics,
makers,
instrument makers,
mechanics, instrument
operators, skilled
ers,
foremen, assistant
assistant foremen,
foremen, proof
compositors, pressmen,
pressmen,
proof readers, compositors,
foremen,
lithographers, folders
repairmen, station agents, mesfeeders, repairmen,
folders and feeders,
lithographers,
sengers, messenger
and
special observers, displaymen, and
boys, laborers, special
messenger boys,
sengers,
other
employees; for fuel,
express
gas, electricity,
electricity, freight and express
fuel, gas,
necessary employees;
other necessary
charges,
stationery, ice,
ice, dry
twine, mats,
mats, oil, paints,
dry goods,
goods, twine,
furniture, stationery,
charges, furniture,
glass,
lumber, hardware, and
advertising; for
towels; for advertising;
and washing
washing towels;
glass, lumber,
purchase,
purchase
vehicles, the purchase
of horses
horses and vehicles,
care of
and care
subsistence, and
purchase, subsistence,
and repair
repair of
harness, for
purposes only; for instruments,
official purposes
for official
of harness,
and
shelters,
and repairs
thereto; for
for
repairs thereto;
towers and
storm-warning towers
shelters, apparatus,
apparatus, storm-warning
rent
offices; for
and improvements
improvements to existing
existing buildings and
for repairs
repairs and
rent of
of offices;
care
and preservation
preservation of
construction of
including the construction
of grounds,
grounds, including
care and
necessary
sidewalks on public
public streets abutting
and sidewalks
outbuildings and
necessary outbuildings
Weather
erection of
of temporary
temporary buildings for
and the erection
grounds; and
Bureau grounds;
Weather Bureau
living
observers; for
teleexpenses; for teletraveling expenses;
official traveling
for official
of observers;
quarters of
living quarters
phone
and for
telegraphi g, telephoning,
and cabling reports
telephoning, and
for telegraphing,
rentals, and
phone rentals,
and
messages, rates
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture by
the Secretary
fixed by the
to be fixed
rates to
and messages,
agreements
performing the service;
service; for the
agreements with the companies performing
mamttnance
Weather Bureau telegraph, telephone, and
maintenance and repair of Weather
cable lines;
lines; and
and for
for every
every other
other expenditure
required for
for the estabexpenditure required
cable
lishment, equipment,
and maintenance
meteorological offices
offices and
maintenance of meteorological
equipment, and
lishment,
weather forecasts and warnings of
and for
for the issuing of weather
stations and
storms, cold
gauging and measurand heavy
heavy snows, the gauging
waves, frosts, and
cold waves,
storms,
ing
flow of
of rivers
the issuing
of river
forecasts and warnwarnriver forecasts
issuing of
and the
rivers and
the flow
of the
ing of
ings;
for observations
and reports
relating to
crops and
and for
for other
other Cooperalion
Wth
Cooeron
to crops
reports relating
observations and
ings; for
with
other bureaus,
bureaus, etc.
etc.
necessary
observations and
and reports,
with other
other other
cooperation with
including cooperation
reports, including
necessary observations
bureaus
Government and societies and institutions
institutions of learning
learning
the Government
bureaus of the
for
follows:
information, as
as follows:
the dissemination
dissemination of
of meteorological
meteorological information,
for the
Expenses in WashFor necessary
necessary expenses
city of
of Washington
Washington incident
ington.
in wa
incident to
to ixtpn
For
expenses in
in the
the city
collecting and
disseminating meteorological,
meteorological, climatological,
climatological, and
and disseminating
collecting
marine information,
information, and
and for
investigations in
meteorology, climatolclimatolin meteorology,
for investigations
marine
and aerology,
$109,250;
ogy, seismology,
volcanology, evaporation,
aerology, $109,250;
evaporation, and
seismology, volcanology,
ogy,
Mike.
For
the maintenance
maintenance of
of a
aprinting
printing office
office in
in the
Washington Printing
Priting ofce
of Washington
the city
city of
For the
for
printing of
of weather
maps, bulletins,
bulletins, circulars,
forms, and
and
circulars, forms,
weather maps,
the printing
for the
other
publications including
including the
employees, when
when
of additional
additional employees,
pay of
the pay
other publications,
Provisos.
necessary,
$12,80d: Provided
printiniashall
be done
done
` by
by the
the P^vbo-.
necessary, $12,800:
Provided, That
That no
no printing
shall be
Limitation on work.
of
the
judgment
the
that,
o
h
na
et, ein
t th
th
eeAu
od
yg
el en
ne
t
n of
o
tf
Printing
Prin
t e Secretary of Agri- Limitat
Bureau
Weather can
Wenietautrhee,r
be dt
without
culture, can be done at the Government Printing Office without
General printing
impairing
the service
provided further
That the
the strictions
rintng rereOeneral
further,tThat
And provided
bureau: And
of said
said bureau:
service of
impairing the
nnot aapplicaproviso
contained in
section 11
11 of
of the
the Act
ble.
ot ppuc
for ble.~o
appropriations for
making appropriations
Act making
in section
proviso contained
VoL 40, p. 1270.
40, p.10.
the
executive, and
and judicial
judicial expenses
expenses of
of the
the Government
Government Vo
legislative, executive,
the legislative,
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30, 1920,
1920, shall
printing
the printing
prohibit the
not prohibit
shall not
June 30,
for the
in the
office of
Bureau in
Washington
of Washmgtxra
the city
city of
in the
Weather Bureau
the Weather
of the
the printing
printing office
in
of the
maps, bulletins,
bulletins, circulars,
circulars, forms,
forms, and
and other
herein
publications herein
other publications
of
the mas,
authorized;
authorized;
w E
i
=outaide of
For
necessary expenses
expenses outside
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington incident
incident wE.545t
of the
outside of
For necessary
to collecting
collecting and
and disseminating
meteorological, climatological,
climatological, and
disseminating meteorological,
to
marine
information, and
and for
in meteorology,
meteorology, climatolclimatolinvestigations m
for investigations
marine information,
ogy,
volcanology, evaporation
$1,304,230,
aerology, $1,304,230,
and aerology,
evaporation, and
seismology, volcanology,
ogy, seismology,
including
not to
to exceed
exceed $672,500
$6 72 ,
500 for
for salaries,
for special
special
$129,040 for
salaries, $129,010
including not
observations
and reports,
reports, and
teletelegraphing and telefor telegraphing
$295,750 for
and $295,750
observations and
phoning;
phoning;
Traveling expenses.
For official
official traveling
traveling expenses,
$26,000;
For
expenses, $26,000;
i
Aerological stations.
For the
establishment and
Weather Bureau
Bureau of
Vol.
0, 40, p. 43.
of VoL
the Weather
by the
maintenance by
and maintenance
the establishment
For
additional aerological
aerological stations,
for observing,
and investiinvestimeasuring, and
observing, measuring,
stations, for
additional
gating atmospheric
phenomena in
aeronautics, inclding
incbiding
the aid of aeronautics,
in the
atmospheric phenomena
gating
salaries, travel,
travel, and
and oenses
other expenses
expenses in
in ther
the city
of Washington
Washington and
and
city of
salaries,
elsewhere, $85,040;
elsewhere,
$85,040;
In
for general
general expenses,
$1,537,320.
expenses, $1,537,320.
all, for
In all,
Total
for Weather
Bureau, $1,880,210.
$1,880,210.
Weather Bureau,
Total for
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Animal
Animal
Bureau.

Industry
Industry

Pay of chief of bureau, clerks, etc.

r

ktc.

General expenses.
Generalexpenses.
Vol. 23, p. 31.

Vol. 23,p. 31.

Vol. 26,
26, p.
833.
p. 833.
Vol.

Vol. 26,
414.
p.414.
Vol.
28, p.
Vol. 32, p. 193.
32, p. 193.
Vol.

1919.
1919.

OF ANIMAL
BUREAU
BUREAU OF
ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
INDUSTRY.

bureau,
INDUSTRY:
ANIMATL I
OF ANIMAL
SALARIES,
S
ALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
NDUSTRY: One
One chief of bureau,
$2,250;
$5,000; one chief clerk, $2,500
$2,500; one editor and compiler, $2,250;
$5,000;
one executive
executive assistant,
$2,500; three
three executive
executive clerks,
clerks, at $2,000
each;
$2,000 each;
assistant, $2,500;
one
seven
clerks,
class
four;
one
clerk,
$1,680;
fourteen
clei
ks,
class
three;
three;
class
clerks,
fourteen
$1,680;
clerk,
one
four;
class
clerks,
seven
three
clerks, at
each; thirty-four
thirty-four clerks,
class two;
two clerks,
two; two
clerks, class
$1,500 each;
at $1,500
three clerks,
at
$1,380 each;
each; three
three clerks,
at $1,320
$1,320 each;
each; one
one clerk,
clerk, $1,300;
two
$1,300; two
clerks, at
at $1,380
clerks,
each; one
hundred and
class one;
clerks, class
twenty-two clerks,
and twenty-two
one hundred
$1,260 each;
at $1,260
clerks, at
four
$1,100 each;
each; six
six clerks, at $1,080 each;
each; eleven clerks,
clerks ,
at $1,100
clerks, at
four clerks,
at
at $1,020
$1,020 each;
sixty-five clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,000
clerks, at
fourteen clerks,
each; fourteen
$1,000 each;
each; sixty-five
at
one
$960
each;
fifty-three
clerks,
at
$900
each;
one
architect,
$2,000;
$2,000;
architect,
one
each;
$900
at
clerks,
fifty-three
each;
$960
illustrator, $1,400;
one laboratory
aid, $1,200;
$1,200; one
laboratory helper,
one laboratory
laboratory aid,
$1,400; one
illustrator,
$1,200;
two laboratory
helpers, at
at $1,020
$1,020 each;
one laboratory
helper,
laboratory helper,
each; one
laboratory helpers,
$1,200; two
$1,000; one
one laboratory
helper' $960;
$960; two
two laboratory
helpers, at $840
laboratory helpers,
laboratory helper,
$1,000;
$600
at $600
each; one
helper , $720;
$720; two
laboratory helpers,
helpers, at
two laboratory
laboratory helper,
one laboratory
each;
one carpenter, $1,140;
each; one
laboratory mechanician,
mechanician, $1,440;
$1,440; one
one laboratory
each;
ians,
at
two
carpenters, at
at $1,000
custodians,
$, at
0
and custodians,
messengers and
two messengers
each; two
$1,000 each;
two carpenters,
at
laborers,
$1,200
each;
one
quarantine
assistant,
$900;
two
laborers,
at
skilled
two
$900;
assistant,
$1,200 each; one quarantine
$1,000
each; ten
skilled laborers,
laborers, at
at $900
each; one
painter, .$900;
one painter,
$900 each;
ten skilled
$1,000 each;
$840 each;
two
$900 each;
nine messengers
or laborers,
laborers, at $840
messengers or
each; nine
at $900
laborers, at
two laborers,
three
laborers, at
at
messengers or laborers,
twenty-nine messengers
each; twenty-nine
$780 each;
at $780
laborers, at
three laborers,
$720 each;
laborers, at
$660 each;
each; twenty-four
twenty-four laborers,
laborers, at $600
$600
at $660
four laborers,
each; four
$720
each; thirty-two
thirty-two laborers,
laborers, at
at $540
thirty laborers,
laborers, at $480 each;
each;
each; thirty
$540 each;
each;
one
messenger boy,
$660; three
messenger boys, at $600 each;
each; sixteen
three messenger
boy, $660;
one messenger
messenger
each; eight
eight messenger
each;
messenger boys, at $360 each;
$480 each;
at $480
boys, at
messenger boys,
one charwoman,
charwoman, $600;
charwomen, at $540 each; sixteen chartwo charwomen,
$600; two
one
charwomen
women, at
each; five
five charwomen
at $360
$360 each,two charwomen
each- two
charwomen at
$480 each;
at $480
women,
at $300
$300 each;
charwomen, at $240 each; in ail,
all, $553,150.
seven charwomen,
each; seven
at
GENERAL
BUREAU OF
ANIMAL INDUSTRY:
INDUSTRY: For
For carrying
carrying
OF ANIMAL
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL VIXPENSES,

29, 1884, establishing
out the
provisions of
the Act
Act approved
establishing aa
May 29,
approved May:
of the
the provisions
out
of the Act approved
Bureau of
and the
the provisions
provisions of
Industry, and
of Animal
Animal Industry,
Bureau
treatment
March 3,
3, 1891,
providing for
for the
the safe
humane treatment
and humane
transport and
safe transport
1891, providing
March
of
export cattle
cattle from
the United
United States to foreign countries, and for
from the
of export
other
the Act
Act approved
providing for the
approved August 30, 1890, providing
purposes; the
other purposes;
importation
of animals
into the United States, and for other
other purposes;
purposes;
animals into
importation of
and the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act of
inspection
91 1902, extending the inspection
May 9
of May
the Act
and
of meats
meats to
to ,process
butter, and
providing for the inspection of facand providing
process butter,
of
provisions of the
tories,
and so
and the provisions
forth; and
so forth;
packages, and
of packages,
markin of
tories, marking

Secretary of Agriculthe Secretary
Act approved
2, 1903,
to enable
enable the
Agricul1903, to
ebruary 2,
approved February'
Act
the spread of conprevent
and
ture
to
more
effectuaty
suppress
and
prevent
consuppress
effectually
ture to more
other purposes;
tagious
infectious diseases
live stock,
purposes;
for other
and for
stock, and
of live
diseases of
and infectious
tagious and
Vol. 33, p. 1264.
and
also the
provisions of
of the
Act approved
approved March
3, 1905,
1905, to
enable
to enable
March 3,
the Act
the provisions
and also
attle33uaantie
Cattle
quarantine.
maintain quarantine
the Secretary
Agriculture to
quarantine
establish and maintain
to establish
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the
movement of cattle and other
districts, to
to permit
and regulate
regulate the movement
other
permit and
districts,
live
stock therefrom,
carrying out
out
and for other purposes; and for carrying
therefrom, and
live stock
7 ho
"An Act to prevent
entitled "An
1906, entitled
29, 1906,
Vol.
34, p.
the provisions of
of the
prevent
June 29,
of June
Act of
the Act
p 607. hour
Vol. 34,
Twenty-eight
ur the provisions
cruelty
means of transto animals while in transit by railroad or other means
cruelty to
law.
Vol. 37 p. 832.
Animal
viruses,
etc. portation;"
for carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions of the Act approved
approved
and for
portation;" and
es.etc.
knli Pi
sale, barter, exchange,
March
1913, regulating
exchange, or
preparation, _sale,
the preparation,
regulating the
4, 1913,
March 4,
shipment
of any
any virus,
analogous products
manufacproducts manufacor analogous
toxin, or
serum, toxin,
virus, serum,
shipment of
tured in
in the
the importation
of such
products
such products
importation of
and the
States, and
United States,
the United
tured
to enable
inmra- intended for use in
Collecting InformsCollecting
in the treatment
treatment of domestic
domestic animals;
animals; and
and to
enable
Ural, etc.
the
and disseminate
disseminate information
information
collect and
to collect
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
concerning live
live stock,
dairy, and
animal products;
products; to prepare
other animal
and other
stock, dairy,
concerning
and disseminate
reports on
animal industry;
to employ and pay from
industry; to
on animal
disseminate reports
and
the
herein made
made as
as many
many persons
in the
the city
Washof Washcity of
persons in
appropriation herein
the appropriation
Tuberculin, se
senims,
• gt.0n. or
the
in the
etc., tests.
m
necessary; to purchase in
elsewhere as he may deem necessary;
or elsewhere
"um s ington
,etcT.,te
analoor
antitoxins,
open
market
samples
of
all
tuberculin,
serums,
tuberculin,
all
of
open market samples
gous products,
domestic manufacture,
manufacture, which are sold in
or domestic
foreign or
of foreign
products, of
gous
the
United
States,
for
the
detection,
prevention, treatment,
treatment, or cure
prevention,
detection,
the
for
the United States,
Vol.
p. 791.
32,p.791.
Vol. 32,
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of diseases
diseases of
domestic animals,
disseminate
to disseminate
and to
same, and
the same,
test the
to test
animals, to
of domestic
of

the results
tests in
as he
he may
deem best;
best; to
to pin'Purchase,
destracdestucd
tioPrchase,f
pur- tion,.,
may deem
manner as
such manner
in such
said tests
of said
results of
the
animals.
same
the
quarantine
or quarantine
chase and
and destroy
or exposed
animaetc
ls.
of diseased
animals or
exposed animals
diseased or
destroy diseased
chase

whenever in
judgment essential
to prevent
the spread of pleuroprevent the
essential to
his judgment
in his
whenever
pneumonia,
tuberculosis,
or
other
diseases
of
animals
from
from one State
animals
of
diseases
other
or
tuberculosis,
pneumonia,
qu
and guarInspection
to
as follows:
fgr
ec ti
Iand
follows:
to another,
another, as
For
and quarantine
work, including
including all necessary antinework.
quarantine work,
inspection and
For inspection
expenses
for the
the eradication
eradication of
of scabies
and cattle, the inspecsheep and
in sheep
scabies in
expenses for
live
tion
of southern
southern cattle,
supervision of
the transportation
transportation of live
of the
the supervision
cattle, the
tion of
stock
and
the
inspection
of
vessels,
the
execution
of
the
twentythe
of
execution
the
vessels,
of
stock and the inspection
eight-hour
law, the
the inspection
quarantine of
imported animals,
of imported
and quarantine
inspection and
eight-hour law,
including
maintenance of
quarantine stations
of quarantine
and maintenance
establishment and
the establishment
including the
and
repairs, alterations,
alterations, improvements,
improvements, or
additions to
to buildings
or additions
and repairs,
thereon;
inspection work
work relative
to the
existence of contagious
contagious
the existence
relative to
the inspection
thereon; the
au

diseases,
the mallein
testing
mallein testing
and the
diseases, and
disease
the
control
For investigating
and eradication,
the for
disease
the

e w or

of
animals $525,000;
$525,000;
Tuberculosis of
of animals,
malos
its
for
animals,
of
tuberculosis
of
of
tuberculin
tuberculosis
testing
of of
animals,
animals,
forand
its Investigating
Tuber culosis of

control and eradication, for the tuberculin testing of animals, and

ma is.

anifor

for
Investigating
control,
k eradication,

e
at:le

for researches concerning
cause of
of the
disease, its
modes of
of etc.,
nt:of.
0
its modes
the disease,
the cause
researches concerning the
for
0

eradication,

spread, and
and methods
methods of
treatment and
including demonprevention, including
and prevention,
of treatment
spread,
strations, the
the formation
of organizations,
such other means as
and such
organizations, and
formation of
strations,
may be
be necessary,
necessary, either
independently or
or in
cooperation with
in cooperation
either independently
may
farmers,
associations,
State,
Territory,
or
county
authorities,
authorities,
county
or
Territory,
State,
associations,
farmers,
$1,500,000, of which $500,000 shall
shall be
be set
aside
for administrative
administrative Application
of fund.
Applicati onud.
for
aside
set
$500,000
which
of
$1,500,000,
Protisos.
and operating
operating expenses
expenses and
$1,000,000
for
the
payment
indemniProvisos.
indemniof
payment
the
for
and $1,000,000
bursng ownand
on
or catte destroythe purpose
ties:
in carrying
purpose of this erserfrctedestring
r
out the
carrying out
That in
however, That
Proided,however,
ties: Provided,
appropriation, if in the
opinion
of
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture, it
ed,etc.
ed,etc.
it
Agriculture,
oI
Secretary
the
of
opinion
the
in
if
appropriation,
shall
be necessary
necessary to
to destroy
animals and
and to
compensate
to compensate
tuberculous animals
destroy tuberculous
shall be
owners
for
loss
thereof,
he
may,
in
his
discretion,
and
in
accordance
and
discretion,
his
in
may,
he
thereof,
loss
owners for
the
with
such rules
rules and
and regulations
as he
he may
expend in the
prescribe, expend
may prescribe,
regulations as
with such
city of
of Washington
Washington or
elsewhere
out
of
the
moneys
of
this
approapprothis
of
moneys
the
of
out
or elsewhere
city
priation,
he shall
determine to
be necessary,
necessary, within
to be
shall determine
as he
sums as
such sums
priation, such
the limitations
provided, for
for the
owners of
of owners
reimbursement of
the reimbursement
above provided,
the limitations above
animals
so
destroyed,
n
cooperation
with
such
States,
Territories,
Territories,
States,
i
such
with
cooperation
in
animals so destroyed,
counties,
law or
or by
by suitable
action in
in
suitable action
by law
shall by
as shall
municipalities, as
or municipalities,
counties, or
regulaand
keeping
with
its
authority
in
the
matter,
and
by
rules
by
keeping with its authority in the matter, and
tions adopted
in pursuance
pursuance thereof,
inspection
provide inspection
thereof, provide
enforced in
and enforced
adopted and
tions
of
tuberculous
animals
and
for
compensation
to
owners
of
animals
t!lu !f
animals
of
owners
to
compensation
for
and
animals
of tuberculous
of
alCooperation
so destroyed, but no part of the money
gt
c
e'Uteo
r
.:I
r
tates,etc.,required.
shall 'S
appropriated shall
hereby appropriated
so destroyed, but no part of the money hereby
be used in
compensating
of such
animals except
except in
in cooperacooperasuch animals
owners of
compensating owners
used in and
be
tion with and
supplementary
to
payments
to
be
made
by
State,
te,
by
made
be
to
payments
to
supplementary
tion with
Territory,
county,
or
municipality
where
condemnation
of
such
such
of
county, or municipality where condemnation
Territory,
animals shall take place; nor shall any payment
payment be
be made
made hereunder
hereunder Rteton
ne
A Fiction on
psy
on pay
animals shall take place; nor shall any
if
as
compensation
for
or
on
account
of
any
such
animal
destroyed
as compensation for or on account of any such animal
at the time of
inspection
or test
of such
such animal
or at
of
time of
the time
at the
animal or
test of
inspection or
the time ofthereof,
at
condemnation
it
shall
belong
to
or
be
upon
the
premises
of
of
preise
the
upon
be
or
to
belong
shall
condemnation thereof, it
any person, firm, or
corporation,
to
which it
it has
been sold,
sold, shipped,
shipped,
been
has
which
to
corporation,
or
firm,
person,
any
or delivered for
the purpose
slaughtered: Provide
Provided further,
c
r, tmjt oil compensaft,
being slaughtered:
of being
purpose of
or delivered for the
That out of
of the
money
hereby
appropriated,
no
payment
-as
cornco
tic
o
as
payment
no
appropnated,
hereby
money
That out forthe
pensation
any tuberculous animal destroyed shall exceed onesensation for any tuberculous animal destroyed shall exceed onethird of the difference
between the
the appraised
of such
such animal
animal
value of
appraised value
difference between
of the
third
and the value
value of
the
salvage thereof;
thereof; that
no
payment hereunder
hereunder
payment
no
that
salvage
the
of
and the
shall exceed the amount
to be
paid by
Territor,
State, Territory,
the State,
by the
be paid
or to
paid or
the amount paid
exceed municipality,
shall
county, or municipality,
where
the
animal
shall
be
condemned;
be condemned;
shall
animal
where the
county, or
and that
in no
case shall
any payment
payment hereunder
be more
more than
than $25
$25
hereunder be
shll any
case
no animal
in
thatgrade
and any
for
or more than
$50
for
any
pure-bred
animal,
than $50 for any pure-bred animal,
il

ini

i

eq

red

me tt

for any grade animal or more
i fo
complied
has
owner
theprovided
made unless
all
and
no
quarantine
shall be
reg,ulation
,
s: Andthe
owner has
further,
complied
Thatwith
with
the diate slaughter of
no payment
and lawful
andiateslaghterof
the
test.
That
furtther,
provided
And
regulations:
quarantine
all lawful
Act
approved May 29,1884
1884 (Twenty-third Statutes
Statutes
at
Large,
page
to
mals reacting
test.
mgto
page
arge,
at
(Twenty-third
Act approved May 29,
shippi.ng

31), be,
cattlewhic
winch
amended to permit cattle
hereby amended
is hereby,
same is
the same
and the
be, and
31),
have reacted to the tuberculin test to be shipped,, tranported
transported, or
or
btabetest
oe State,
have
movedreacteom
from one
Territory, or the District of Columbia, to
moved from one State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, to
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any
Columbia, for immeState, Territory, or the District of Columbia
any other
other State,
diate slaughter,
slaughter, in accordance
regulations as
accordance with such rules and regulations
diate

provided
of Agriculture:
shall be
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of
Agriculture: And provided
the Secretary
be prescribed
shall

Agriculture may, in his discretion,
further, That the Secretary of Agriculture
further,
and
under such
such rules
rules and
permit
as he
he may prescribe, permit
regulations as
and regulations
and under
cattle
which have
breeding or feeding purposes
for breeding
shipped for
been shipped
have been
cattle which
from one
another
the District
District of Columbia, to another
Territory, or the
State, Territory,
one State,
from
State,
District of Columbia,
Columbia and which have reacted
or the District
State, Territory, or
reshipped
tuberculin test subsequent to such shipment, to be reshipped
to the tuberculin

in
interstate commerce
original owner;
owner;
the original
to the
commerce to
in interstate
For
all necessary
for the
of southern
southern cattle
cattle
eradication of
the eradication
expenses for
necessary expenses
For all
ticks, $741,980,
netc.,
$741,980, of which sum $50,000 may be used for live stock
stock
cooperation with the States
and
demonstration work, in cooperation
and dairy demonstration
Proviso.
Proviso.
Relations Service
Service, and of this amount
amount no part shall be used in the
Purchase of matepurchase of
this approof this
no part of
That no
Provided, however, That
animals:•Provided,
of animals
rials,
etc.,limited.
purchase
t
rials,etclimited.
priation shall
shall be
be used
in the
the purchase
of materials for or in the
purchase of
used in
priation
construction
of dipping vats upon land not owned solely by the
construction of
United
Department
United States, except at fairs or expositions where the Department
of
.Agriculture makes exhibits or demonstrations;
demonstrations; nor shall any part
part
of Agriculture
of
appropriation be used in the purchase
purchase of materials or mixtures
of this appropriation
for
dipping vats
demonstration
experimental or demonstration
in experimental
vats except in
in dipping
use in
for use
work
by the
or agents of the Bureau of Animal
officials or
the officials
on by
carried on
work carried
Industry;
Industry.
industry;
DairyDairy
industry.
necessary expenses
For all necessary
expenses for investigations
investigations and experiments
experiments in
For
Dairyindust
dairy industry,
industry, cooperative
investigations of the
industry in the
the dairy industry
cooperative investigations
dairy
renovated-butter factories
States, inspection
factories and markets,
inspection of renovated-butter
various States,
$350,370;
Animal husbandry
husbandry. $350,370;
Feeding,
breeding,
expenses for investigations
investigations and experiments
experiments in
breeding For all necessary expenses
Feeding,
etc., experiments.
experiments in animal
animal husbandry;
animal feeding
feeding and breeding,
husbandry; for experiments
etc.,experments.
agricultural experiment
including
cooperation with
with. the State agricultural
experiment stations,
including cooperation
including
repairs and
additions to and
buildings absolutely
and erection
erection of buildings
and additions
including repairs
necessary to
experiments 'including the employment
employment of
carry on the experiments,
to carry
necessary
labor in the city of Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, rent outside of the
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and all
other necessary
necessary expenses,
$327,680:
expenses, $327,680:
all other
District of
Proio.
Provisos.
appropriated $36,940 may be used
Rorses
Provided, That of the sum thus appropriated
military Provided,
Horses for military
purposes.
maintenance of horses for military
breeding and maintenance
experiments in the breeding
for experiments
pupolSt~.
Poultry.
purposes:
Provided
further, That
of the sum
$58,640
sum thus appropriated
appropriated $58,640
Thatof
purposes:
Providedfurther,
Sheep
experiment
may be
be used
used for
experiments in
feeding and breeding:
breeding: ProProin poultry
poultry feeding
for experiments
dimep t may
ShtieOpIdaho.
station,
vided
appropriated $8,000
$8,000 may be used
sum thus
thus appropriated
of the sum
vided further,
further, That of
equipment of the United States sheep experiment
experiment station in
for the equipment
Fremont
Fremont County, Idaho, including repairs and additions to and the
furnish facilities
facilities for the investiganecessary buildings
investigabuildings to furnish
erection of necessary
tion
industry on the
pertaining to the sheep and wool industry
problems pertaining
tion of problems
Western States;
States ;
farms and ranges of the Western
Animal diseases inFor
all necessary
scientic investigations
investigations in diseases
for scientific
expenses for
necessary expenses
For all
vestigation"s.
vestigations.
improvement of the
maintenance and improvement
of animals, including the maintenance
bureau experiment
experiment station
necessary
Maryland, and the necessary
Bethesda, Maryland,
station at Bethesda,
bureau
alterations of
of buildings
thereon, and the necessary expenses
expenses for
buildings thereon,
alterations
investigations
tuberculin, serums,
serums, antitoxins,
antitoxins, and
analogous
and analogous
of tuberculin,
investigations of
Pi.
Proviso.
$124,560: Provided,
Provided, That
of said
said sum
sum $49,400
may be
be
$49,400 may
That of
products, $124,560:
abor'ion products,
Contiaious
Contagious abortion
of animals,
animals.
of
used for researches
researches concerning the cause,
cause modes of spread,
spread, and
methods
disease of contagious
and prevention
prevention of the disease
treatment and
of treatment
methods of
abortion of
animals;
of
animals;
abortion
Hog cholera.
For
the disease
or
cholera, and for its control or
hog cholera,
of hog
disease of
investigating the
For investigating
Investigating,
Investigate, demonstrations,
etc.
onstrations, etc.
eradication by such means as may be necessary,
eradication
necessary, including demonstraeither
tions, the
the formation
formation of organizations
methods, either
organizations,' and other methods,
tions,
independently
or
cooperation with farmers, associations,
associations, State
or in cooperation
independently
Provisos
Provided! That
of said
sum $163,560
$163,560
said sum
That of
$641,045: Provided,
authorities, $641,045:
county authorities,
or county
legufaing trade .n
in or
Reuating
*viruses, etc.
of the
provisions
shall
be
available
for
expenditure
in
carrying
out
the
provisions
the
carrying
expenditure
for
available
be
shall
etc.
virues,
Vol. 37, p. 832. p
act
March 4,
4, 1913,
1913, regulating
regulating the
the preparation, sale, barter,
approved March
act approved
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exchange, or
or shipment
shipment of
of any
virus, serum,
toxin, or
or analogous
analogous
serum, toxin,
any virus,
exchange,
product
States and
importation
the importation
and the
United States
the United
in the
manufactured in
product manufactured

of
use in
in the
treatment of
of domestic
pathological
domestic Pathological
the treatment
for use
intended for
products intended
such products
of such
rescarches.
animals:
sum $30,620
$30,620 shall
shall be researches.
said sum
of said
That of
further, That
provided further,
And provided
animals: And
available
researches concerning
concerning the
cause, modes of spread, and
the cause,
for researches
available for
methods
of
treatment
and
prevention
of
this disease;
disease;
this
of
prevention
and
treatment
of
methods
For
all necessary
expenses for
for the
the investigation,
treatment, and
eradication.
Dourineerdictio.
and Dourine
investigation, treatment,
necessary expenses
For all
Administrative
eradication
of
dourme,
$88,800;
eradication of dourine, $88,800;
For general
traveling expenses
expenses and
and work.
wM..ministrative
including traveling
work, including
administrative work,
general administrative
For
rent
salaries
of
employees
engaged
in
such
work,
outside
of
the
work,
salaries of employees engaged in such
District of
Columbia, office
and supplies,
supplies, express, freight,
fixtures and
office fixtures
of Columbia,
District
telegraph,
other necessary
expenses, $26,686;
necessary expenses,
and other
telephone, and
telegraph, telephone,
In all,
general expenses,
expenses, $4,326,121.
$4,326,121.
Meat
inspection.
Meat inspection.
for general
all, for
In
Addit ional expenses.
Additionalexpenses.
additional
M
EAT
INSPECTION,
BUREAU
OF
ANIMAL
I
NDUSTRY:
For
additional
For
INDUSTRY:
ANIMAL
OF
BUREAU
INSPECTION,
MEAT
Vol. 34, pp. 874, 1260.
'
.4,126
expenses
in carrying
provisions of
the meat-inspection
meat-inspection Act
Act of
of the
the provisions
out the
carrying out
expenses in
amended
June
30,
1906
(Thirty-fourth
Statutes
at
Large,
page
674),
as
amended
page
Large,
at
June 30, 1906 (Thirty-fourth Statutes
by
Act of
of March
4, 1907
1907 (Thirty-fourth
(Thirty-fourth. Statutes
Large, page
page
at Large,
Statutes at
March 4,
the Act
by the
1256),
there is
hereby appropriated
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
mit
.emeat inspecinspe
June 30, E uine
fiscal year
for the
appropriated for
is hereby
1256), there
tion.cl.•
inspection tion
for the inspection
1920,
$903,960, of
of which
which sum
be used
used for
may be
$100,000 may
sum $100,000
1920, $903,960,
of
meat in
the manner
provided in
said Act,
amended.
as amended.
Act, as
in said
manner provided
in the
etc., reequine meat
of equine
etc.,
qLrng,
qu
And,
hereafter, no
no person,
i
i'
rl
d
e
.ng'
u
officer, agent, or qu
or officer,
corporation or
or corporation
firm, or
person, firm,
And, hereafter,
employee
thereof
shall
transport
or
offer
for
transportation,
and
no
and
transportation,
for
offer
or
employee thereof shall transport
carrier
foreign commerce,
shall transport
receive
or receive
transport or
commerce, shall
or foreign
interstate or
of interstate
carrier of
for
transportation from
or Territory
or the
the District of
Territory or
State or
one State
from one
for transportation
Columbia to
Territory or the District of Columbia
Columbia
or Territory
State or
other State
any other
to any
Columbia
or
to
any
place
under
the
jurisdiction
of
the
United
States
or
any
to any
or to
States
United
the
of
jurisdiction
the
under
place
or to any
foreign
country any
of such
thereof unless
products thereof
food products
or food
meat or
such meat
any of
foreign country
plainly
and conspicuously
labeled, marked,
branded or
tagged
or tagged
marked, branded
conspicuously labeled,
plainly and
under
"Horse-meat"
or
"Horse-meat
Product"
as
the
case
may
be,
under
be,
may
case
the
as
Product"
"Horse-meat
or
'Horse-meat"
such
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as may
be prescribed
Secretary of
provisions,
enral provisions,
of General
the Secretary
by the
prescribed by
may be
such rules
Agriculture. All
All the
penalties,
terms
and
provisions
in
said
Act,
as etc.,
applicaLl .
etc.applicale
as
Act,
said
in
provisions
and
the penalties, terms
Agriculture.
amended,
applying to
to animals
slaughanimals slaughtherein applying
exemption therein
the exemption
except the
amended, except
tered by
any farmer
retail butchers
butchers and
and retail
retail dealers
dealers
to retail
farm, to
on aafarm,
farmer on
by any
tered
in
meat
food
products
supplying
their
customers
are
hereby
made
made
hereby
are
customers
their
in meat food products supplying
applicable to
horses, their
carcasses, parts
and meat
meat food
food
carcasses and
of carcasses
parts of
their carcasses,
to horses,
applicable
products
establishments and
and other
where
places where
other places
the establishments
and the
thereof, and
products thereof,
such
animals are
or the
or meat
meat food
products
food products
meat or
the meat
slaughtered or
are slaughtered
such animals
thereof
are prepared
or packed
packed for
or foreign
commerce,
foreign commerce,
interstate or
the interstate
for the
prepared or
thereof are
and to
persons, firms,
corporations and
and ememagents and
officers, agents
and officers,
firms, corporations
all persons,
to all
and
ployees
thereof
who
slaughter
such
animals
or
_prepare
or
handle
such
such
handle
or
prepare
or
animals
such
ployees thereof who slaughter
meat or
food products
products for
for interstate
or foreign
Employees
allowed
Employees allowed
commerce.
foreign commerce.
interstate or
meat food
or meat
meat
That, hereafter, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture
is
authorized,
in
his
—
for
overtime
work.
work.
overtme
or
his
in
of Agriculture is authorized,
That, hereafter,
discretion, to
to pay
employees of
the Bureau
Animal Industry
Industry e
memof Animal
Bureau of
of the
pay employees
discretion,
ployed in
establishments subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
Meat InInthe Meat
of the
provisions of
in establishments
ployed
at
spection Act
of June
30, 1906,
1906, for
overtime work
performed at
work performed
all overtime
for all
June 30,
Act of
spection
such
establishments
at
such
rates
as
he
may
determine,
and
to
accept
accept
to
and
determine,
may
he
as
rates
such
at
such establishments,
from
such establishments
establishments wherein
wherein such
such overtime
overtime work
performed
is performed
work is
from such
reimbursement
for
any
sums
paid
out
by
him
for
such
overtime
work.
work.
overtime
such
for
him
by
reimbursement for any sums paid out
Total for
Bureau of
of Animal
Industry, $5,783,231.
$5,783,231.
Animal Industry,
for Bureau
Total
BUR
EAU
BUREAU

OF PLANT
INDUSTRY.
PLANT INDUSTRY.
OF

BuIndustry BuPlant Industry
rma.
rau.
of bal
toPay of chief of

SALARIES, BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY: One physiologist and relus,
Y
elZei
f
eSALARIES BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY: One physiologist and reau, clerks, etc.
piathologist,
who
shall
be
chief
of
bureau,
$5,000;
one
assistant
to
the
pathologist, who shall be chief of bureau, $5,000; one assistant to the
chief, $3,000;
one executive
assistant in
distribution, $2,500;
$2,500;
seed distribution,
in seed
executive assistant
$3,000; one
chief,
one officer
in
charge
of
publications,
$2,250;
one
landscape
gardener,
gardener,
landscape
one
$2,250;
publications,
of
charge
in
officer

one
clerk,
one executive
$2,250;;one
m charge of records,
$1,800;
one officer
records, $2,250
executive clerk,
officer in
$1,800;;one
$2,000; three
executive
clerks,
at
$1,980
each;
one
seed
inspector,
inspector,
seed
one
each;
$1,980
at
clerks,
$2,000; three executive
$1,000;
$1,400; one
seed warehousem.an,
warehouseman,
one seed
warehouseman, $1,400;
seed warehouseman'
one seed
$1,000; one
$1,000; one
seed warehouseman,
nine clerks,
clerks, class
four; fourclass four;
$840; nine
warehouseman, $840;
$1,000; one seed
teen
clerks,
class
three;
four
clerks,
at
$1,500
each;
twenty-five
cLW,
teen clerks, class three; four clerks, at $1,500 each; twenty-fie cleTks,
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class
$1,320 each;
seventy-three clerks,
clerks, class
class
each; seventy-three
at $1,320
clerks, at
three clerks.
two; three
class two;
one;
two clerks
clerks or
at $1,200
each; two
two clerks,
$1,100
at $1,100
clerks, at
$1,200 each;
draftsmen, at
or draftsmen,
one; two
each;
four clerks,
clerks, at
each; seven
at $1,020
$1,020 each;
each; thirty
thirty
clerks, at
seven clerks,
at $1,080
$1,080 each;
each; four
clerks,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; forty-three
or
clerk or
one clerk
each; one
$900 each;
at $900
clerks, at
forty-three clerks,
clerks, at
draftsman, $900;
$900; eleven
eleven clerks,
clerks, at
$840 each;
each; one
$780;
laborer, $780;
one laborer,
at $840
draftsman,
forty-two
or laborers,
laborers, at
$720 each;
each; eight
eight messengers
messengers or
or
at $720
messengers or
forty-two messengers
each;
laborers, at
or laborers,
laborers, at
$600 each;
at $600
messengers or
sixteen messengers
each; sixteen
$660 each;
at $660
laborers,
one
$1,620; one
one artist,
$900; one
or artist, $1,400; two
clerk or
one clerk
artist, $900;
artist, $1,620;
one artist,
clerks
or
artists,
at
$1,200
each;
one
photographer,
$1,200;
one phopho$1,200; one
photographer,
one
each;
Laboratory aids, etc. clerks or artists, at $1,200
Laboratory
to
apher, $840;
laboratory aids,
at $1,440
laboratory
one laboratory
$1,440 each; one
aids, at
two laboratory
$840; two
tographer,
$1,380; four
clerks, at
laboraone laboraeach; one
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
or clerks,
aids or
laboratory aids
four laboratory
aid,,$1,380;
tory aid,
aid, clerk,
clerk, or
or skilled
laboratory aids,
aids,
three laboratory
$1,080; three
laborer, $1,080;
skilled laborer,
tory
clerks,
or skilled
skilled laborers,
laborers, at
at $1,020
$1,020 each;
each; two
at
laboratory aids, at
two laboratory
clerks, or
$960
each; one
one laboratory
laboratory aid,
laboratory aids, at $840
$840
four laboratory
$900; four
aid, $900;
$960 each;
each;
seven laboratory
aids, at
at $720
one laboratory
apprentice,
laboratory apprentice,
each; one
$720 each;
laboratory aids,
each; seven
Gardeners,
etc.
Gardeners etc
$1,440
$900; two gardeners,
$720; one
tracer or
gardeners, at $1,440
laboratory aid, $900;
or laboratory
one map
map tracer
$720;
each; four
gardeners, at
each; eight
at $1,100
each;
$1,100 each;
gardeners, at
eight gardeners,
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
four gardeners,
each;
fifteen gardeners,
gardeners, at $780 each;
nineteen gardeners,
each; nineteen
$900 each;
at $900
gardeners, at
fifteen
one
skilled laborer,
$1,100; one
skilled
laborer, $960; two skilled
skilled laborer,
one skilled
laborer, $1,100;
one skilled
laborers, at
$900 each;
each; three skilled laborers, at $840 each; one
one
at $900
laborers,
assistant in
in technology,
$1,400; one
$1,380;
technology, $1,380;
in technology,
assistant in
one assistant
technology, $1,400;
assistant
one
mechanical assistant,
$1,200; one blackassistant, $1,200;
one mechanical
$1,080; one
mechanician, $1,080;
one mechanician,
smith,
carpenter, $900;
$900; one
one painter,
painter, $900; one teamster,
teamster,
one carpenter,
$1,200; one
smith, $1,200;
$840;
one teamster,
teamster, $600; twenty-one
twenty-one laborers, at $540 each; twenty$840; one
messenger boys, at
Dine
messengers or
or laborers,
laborers, at $480 each; three messenger
at
nine messengers
messenger boys,
$660 each;
fourteen messenger
$600 each; ten messenger
messenger boys, at $600
each; fourteen
$660
messenger
sixteen messenger
at $480
five messen_ger
at $420
$420 each; sixteen•
boys, at
messenger boys,
each; five
$480 each;
at
boys,
at $360
$360 each;
charwomen, at $480 each; twenty-one charfour charwomen,
each; four
boys, at
women, at
each; in
in all,
all, $491,280.
$491,280.
$240 each;
at $240
women,
a.1
necesGENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU OF
INDUSTRY: For
POT all
all DOCOSPLANT INDUSTRY:
OF PLANT
EXPENSES, BUREAU
g
,
etc.
GENEBAL
vestigation,
sary expenses
in the
the investigation of fruits, fruit trees, grain, cotton,
expenses in
sary
tobacco, vegetables,
vegetables, grasses,
medicinal, poisonous, fiber,
fiber,
veProviso. e
°3411- tobacco,
grasses, forage, drug, medicinal,
and other
other plants
plants and
and plant
plant industries,
cooperation with other
in cooperation
industries, in
and
State experiment stations, and pracbranches
the department,
department, the
the State
of the
branches of
Proso.
tical farmers,
farmers, and
erection of necessary farm buildings: Pro,Profor the erection
and for
Limit
imit for buildings. tical
vided,
That the
$1,500;
the cost
cost of any building erected shall not exceed $1,500;
vided, That
for
and station
including fences, drains, and other
station expenses, including
field and
for field
farm improvements;
improvements; for repairs in the District of Columbia and elseelsefarm
Investigators,
etc.
where; for rent outside of the District of Columbia; and for the ememinvestigators,etc.
agricultural
ployment of
investigators, local
local and special agents, agricultural
of all
all investigators,
ployment
alllabor
explorers, experts,
experts, clerks,
clerks, illustrators, assistants, and all
labor and
explorers,
Washington and elsewhere
other
elsewhere
necessary expenses in the city of Washington
other necessary
required for
for the
experiments, and
and demonstrations
demonstrations
investigations, experiments,
the investigations,
required
herein
follows:
as follows:
authorized, as
herein authorized,
Plant diseases, etc.
For investigations
investigations of plant diseases and pathological
Pltdiseases, etc.
pathological collections,
including the
maintenance of
of a
aplant-disease
$62,020;
survey, $62,020;
plant-disease survey,
the maintenance
including
Orchard,
etc., fruits
investigation of diseases of orchard and other fruits,
For the investigation
ruits.
Orchard, etc.,
Proti ,o.
available for
be availabld
$80,935:
$8,000 of
said amount
amount shall be
of said
That $8,000
Provided, That
$80,935: Provided,
Peca.
Pecans.
the investigation
investigation of
of the pecan;
pecan;
of diseases
diseases of
the
For conducting such investigations
Citruscanker.
Citrus
canker.
investigations of the nature and means of
communication
communication of the disease of citrus trees, known as citrus canker,
eradication or control of the disease
and
applying such
such methods of eradication
for applying
and for
as in
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may be necessary,
judgment of the Secretary
in the judgment
as
including
the
payment
of
such
expenses
and the employment
employment of
such
of such
cerative expeCooperative
expen including the payment of such expenses and the
persons and means, in the city of Washington
di lures.
ditures.
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and cooperation with
with such
such authorities
organizations
the States concerned, organizations
authorities of the
operation
of growers,
growers, or
individuals, as
as he
may deem
necessary to accomplish
accomplish
deem necessary
he may
or individuals,
of
discretion of the Secretary
such
$196,320, and,
Secretary of
the discretion
and, in the
purposes, $196,320,
such purposes,
Local contributions
contributions Agriculture,
rLocal
Agriculture, no expenditures
expenditures shall
shall be made for these purposes
purposes until
required.
expenditures shall have been
to such expenditures
or sums
at least
least equal to
been
sums at
sum or
aa sum
appropriated, subscribed,
contributed by
by State,
State, county, or local
or contributed
subscribed, or
appropriated,
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prvi
authorities, or
or by
by individuals
accomplishment Proviso.
the accomplishment
for the
organizations for
or organizations
individuals or
authorities,
No pay for trees ,
etc.,

of such
Provided, That
That no
part of
of the
money herein
approherein approthe money
no part
purposes: Provided,
such purposes:
of
priated
shall
be
used
to
pay
the
cost
or
value
of
trees
or
other
property
property
other
or
trees
of
value
or
cost
the
pay
to
priated shall be used

Nopayfortrees,etc.,

destroyed.
destroyed.

mjured
or destroyed;
destroyed;
Trees, shrbs,
Trees,
shrubs, etc.
injured or
For
of diseases
diseases of
and ornamental
ornamental trees
trees and
forest and
of forest
investigation of
the investigation
For the
shrubs,
study of
of the
nature and
the parasitic
habits of the
and ha,bits
the nature
including aa study
shrubs, including
fungi causing
causing the
disease, the
the white-pine
blister
white-pine blister
bark disease,
chestnut-tree bark
the chestnut-tree
fungi
rust,
and
other
epidemic
tree
diseases,
for
the
purpose
of
discovering
discovering
of
purpose
the
for
rust, and other epidemic tree diseases,
new methods
methods of
and applying
methods of
eradication or
control
or control
of eradication
applying methods
control and
of control
new
blister
already
$82.315;
White-pie blister
discovered, $82.315;
already discovered,
For applying
such methods
or control
of the
white- rushint.
rul
s
I
t
r.
hite.Pine ne
the whitecontrol of
eradication or
of eradication
methods of
applying such
For
methoi°nd
Agriculture
of Agriculture
Secretary
of
judgment
in
rust as including
pine blister
may
be necessary,
in the
the judgment
the payment
of the
theofSecretary
such expenses
of
and the troEd
trc rmadeitTotr.
and

may be necessary, including the payment of such expenses and the

employment
of such
means in
in the
Washington and
and
of Washington
city of
the city
and means
persons and
such persons
employment of
elsewhere,
in
cooperation
with
such
authorities
of
the
States
conStates
the
of
authorities
such
with
cooperation
in
elsewhere,
cerned,
as he
he may
may deem
necessary to
to Local
contributions.
ocal contributions.
deem necessary
individuals as
or individuals
organizations, or
cerned, organizations,
accomplish
such
purposes,
$220,728,
and
in
the
discretion
the
of
discretion
the
in
and
$220,728,
accomplish such purposes,
Secretary
of Agriculture
shall be
made for these
be made
expenditures shall
no expenditures
Agriculture no
Secretary of
purposes
until
a
sum
or
sums
at
least
equal
to
such
expenditures
shall
shall
expenditures
such
to
purposes until a sum or sums at least equal
have
been
appropriated,
subscribed,
or
contributed
by
State,
county,
State,
by
contributed
or
subscribed,
have been appropriated,
.
or
or by
individuals or
or organizations
organizations for
accomthe accomfor the
by individuals
authorities, or
local authorities,
or local
plishment
of
such
purposes:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
the
money
Nopayfortrees,etc.,
:17
:T r
o
°p
ra
isv
°.for trees, ete.,
money
the
of
part
no
That
Provided,
purposes:
plishment of such
herein appropriated
shall
be
used
to
pay
the
cost
or
value
of
trees
or
destro
yed '
destroyed.
or
trees
of
value
or
cost
the
pay
to
used
be
shall
herein appropriated
etc.,
other
property injured
injured or
.
Cotton,
Cotton, crops, etc.,
destroyed;
or destroyed;
other property
For the
of cotton,
potatoes, truck
crops, diseases.
di
s
truck crops,
cotton, potatoes,
diseases of
of diseases
investigation of
the investigation
For
forage
crops, drug
drug and
plants, $87,800;
$87,800;
Physiology ot crop
related plants,
and related
forage crops,
For investigating the
plants and
testing and
and plants.
piPals.icklu of crop
for testing
and for
crop plants
of crop
physiology of
investigating the physiology
For
Soil bacteriology,etc.
breeding
varieties thereof,
Soibacterioogyetc.
$48,460;
thereof, $48,460;
breeding varieties
For
soil-bacteriology
and
plant-nutrition
investigations,
including
investigations,
plant-nutrition
and
soil-bacteriology
For
the
testing of
open market,
market, of
of cultures
for
cultures for
the open
in the
procured in
samples, procured
of samples,
the testing
inoculating
legumes,
and
if
any
such
samples
are
found
to
be
impure
, Publishing
igtests. tests.
be
impure,
to
found
are
samples
such
if
any
inoculating legumes, and
nonviable, or
misbranded, the
the results
of the
be published,
published,
may be
tests may
the tests
results of
nonviable, or misbranded,
together with
the names
and of
of the
persons by
by
the persons
manufacturers and
the manufacturers
of the
names of
with the
together
whom
the
cultures
were
offered
for
sale,
$39,060;
oierti
Soil
fertility.
$39,060;
sale,
for
whom the cultures were offered
For
soil-fertility investigations
and Soiertilty.
infertility and
of infertility
causes of
organic causes
into organic
investigations into
soil-fertility
For
remedial measures,
of productivity,
productivity, properties
properties and
and comcommaintenance of
remedial measures, maintenance
soil
of
and
position
of
soil
humus
and
the
transformation
and.
formation
transformation
the
and
humus,
soil
of
position
ting trp
humus
organisms, $35,060;
..
$35,060;
soil organisms,
by soil
umus by
;‘.cimag.
etc. tropi
For acclimatization
acclimatization and
and adaptation
adaptation investigations
of cotton,
cotton, corn, calplants,etc.
ca. plants,
cl
Usin
investigations of
For
and
other
crops
introduced
from
tropical
regions,
and
for
the
improveand other crops introduced from tropical regions, and for the improvement of
breeding,
methods, breeding,
cultural methods,
by cultural
plants by
fiber plants
other fiber
and other
cotton and
ment of cotton
and selection and
for
determining
the
feasibility
. of
of
increasing
the
the
increasing
and selection and for determining the feasibility
United States Provisos.
r
production
oi
hard
fibers
outside
of
the
continental
States,
United
continental
the
of
outside
fibers
hard
of
production
Buildings.
$104,410: Provided, That the limitation in
this
Act
as
to the
the cost
of
Ante,
p. 242.
Buildings.
of
cost
to
as
Act
this
in
limitation
the
That
Provided,increased to $2,500 in so far as it applies to this Cottonseed
$104,410:
inter2
farm
buildings be
interA"e
this
to
applies
it
as
breeding.
farm buildings be increased to $2,500 in so far
breeding.
sum
paragraph:
Provided
further,
That
not
less
than
$7,500
of
sum
this
New Zealand flax for
of
$7,500
than
less
not
That
further,
Provided
srasgraph:
binder twine.
in cottonseed
twine.
lpr- binder
And prointerbreeding: And
cottonseed interbreeding:
may
for experments
experiments in
used for
e used
mayrbe
videdfurther, That
of
this
amount
$3,000
may
be
used
for
experiments
experiments
for
used
be
may
$3,000
amount
this
of
That
videdfurther,
in the production of
and for
for
States and
United States
the United
in the
flax in
Zealand flax
New Zealand
in the production of New
its
utilization
in
the
manufacture
of
binder
twine;
binder
of
in the manufacture
utilization
itsFor
the investigation, testing, and improvement of plants yielding Drug Plants'ete.
For the investigation, testing, and improvement of plants yielding Drgplatst
drugs,
spices, poisons,
oils, and
and related
related products
products and
and by-products,
and
by-products, and
poisons, oils,
drugs, spices,
Crop technology;
for
general
physiological
and
ferme
ntation
investigati
ons„
$58820
; nematodes.
technology;
crop
$58,820;
physiological and fermentation investigations,
general
forFor
crop technological
i
nvestigations, including
the
study
of
plantnematodes.
plantof
study
the
including
investigations,
For crop teEhnological
Biophysical
investiioohysical investi.
infesting
nematodes,
$24,940;
nematodes, $24,940;
infesting
gationsFor biophysical investigations in
in coection
connection with
with the
the various
lines
gatiois.
lins
various
or bophsical investigations
Commercial
Commercial seeds,
of
$32,500;
authorized, $32,500;
herein authorized,
work herein
of work
grasses, etc.
For studying and testing commercial seeds,
seeds, including
the
testing
of
grasses,etc.
of
Testing samples.
including the testing
testing commercial
For studying and
samples of seeds
clover, or
or alfalfa,
alfalfa, and
and lawn-grass
seeds Testing samples.
lawn-grass seeds
grasses, clover,
of grasses,
of seeds of
samples
secured in the open market,
are found
found to
be
to be
samples are
such samples
where such
and where
market, and

secured in the open
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adulterated
shall be published,
published,
misbranded the
the results
results of the tests shall
adulterated or misbranded

revent
Preventing

adulterated seed and grain ad.
ad-

ated sdeed angraim

together with
with the
of the
persons by
whom the
together
the names
names of
the persons
by whom
the seeds
seeds were
were
o
_ffered for
for sale,
carrying out
the act
act approved
of the
approved
offered
sale, and
and for
for carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of

August
24, 1912,
act to
to regulate
commerce by
by
foreign commerce
August 24,
1912, entitled
entitled "An
"An act
regulate foreign
prohibiting
the admission
into the
the United
States of
certain adulterated
prohibiting the
admission into
United States
of certain
adulterated
grain and
seeds unfit
for seeding
Statutes
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
unfit for
seeding purposes"
purposes" (Thirty-seventh
grain
and seeds
at
Large,
page
506),
$36,680;
$36,680;
506),
page
Large,
at
ereals.
Cereals.
For the
the investigation
and methods
of
of cereals
cereals and
methods of
investigation and
and improvement
improvement of
For
cereal
production, and
and the
of cereal
cereal diseases, and
and for
for the investiinvesticereal production,
the study
study of
gation
of the
and breeding
breeding of
of flax
purposes,
seed purposes,
gation of
the cultivation
cultivation and
flax for
for seed
including
investigation and imdiseases, and
and for the
the investigation
including aastudy
study of
of flax
flax diseases,
provement
of broom
corn and
and methods
provement of
broom corn
methods of
of broom-corn
broom-corn production,
production,
Provisos.
Corn improvement. $452,505:
$452,505: Provided,
That $40,000
$40,000 shall
be set
aside for
for the
of
shall be
set aside
the study
study of
Cornimprovement.
Provided, That
corn improvement
improvement and
Provided also,
also,
of corn
corn production:
production: Provided
corn
and methods
methods of
$100,000 shall be
be set aside for
for the
Rust diseases.
That $100,000
the investigation
investigation and
control of
and control
of
the diseases
diseases of
of wheat,
barley known
as black
black rust
stripe
rust and
and stripe
the
wheat, oats,
oats, and
and barley
known as
Destroying infectin g rust:
rust: Provided
Provided also,
That $150,000
$150,000 shall
shall be
be set
aside for
for the
the location
location
set aside
also, That
DeSoyingfecting
vegetation.
of
and destruction
destruction of
of the barberry bushes and
vegetation from
from
and other vegetation
of and
Cor root, etc., disdiswhich
such
rust
spores
originate:
Provided
also,
That
shall
be
Corn
which
originate:
Provided
also
$25,000
be
eases.
eeset
set aside for the mvestigation
and. for
for
investigation of corn root and stalk diseases
diseases and
the
the inauguration
inauguration of
of such control
control measures
measures as may
may be found necessary;
necessary;
• Soil and seed infectTo enable
enable the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
meet the
emergency
the emergency
to meet
the Secretary
Secretary of
inSea adseed ct- To
radication, etc.
caused by the existence
existence in the United
United States of
of flag smut of
of wheat,
wheat,
take-all,
helminthosporium, and other destructive soil and
take-all, helminthosporium,
and seed
seed
infecting diseases of wheat and of
infecting
of other
other cereals, there
there is hereby
hereby apappropriated,
of any
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
propriated, out
out of
any moneys
moneys in
Treasury not
otherwise approapproCooperation
with
$50,000, to
be used
cooperation with
the Plant
Plant Disease
Disease
with the
in cooperation
to be
used in
riated, $50,000,
tcoopesetn
with Dnated,
States,
Mc.
States,
etc.
survey,
Survey, investigation, and
and control
control authorities
authorities of the several
several States to
prevent
further spread
to eradicate
prevent the
the further
spread of and
and to
eradicate or
or control
control these
these
diseases;
diseases;
T
etc.obacco
production,
For the
improvement of
tobacco and
and the
methods
For
the investigation
investigation and
and improvement
of tobacco
etc.co
duction,
the methods
of
tobacco production
production and handling,
$32,000;
of
tobacco
handling,
$32,000;
Arid land crops.
Iridlando.
For the "breeding
breeding and physiological
physiological study of alkali-resistant
alkali-resistant and
and
drought-resistant
$24,280;
pt
ti- drought-resistant crops,
crops, $24,280;
Sugarugr
plant
investigations.
For sugar-plant
investigations, including
including studies
and the
the
gations .
For
sugar-plant investigations,
studies of
of diseases
diseases and
improvement of the beet and beet seed, and methods of culture, and to
improvement
determine
for each
each sugar-beet
sugar-beet area
operations
agricultural operations
area the agricultural
determine for
psois,
Li
r/Teta strains of
insure aa stable
agriculture, $94,115:
$94,115: Provided,
That not
not
Aerican
of required
required to
to insure
stable agriculture,
Provided, That
sugar
seed, etc.
less
$10,000 of
the development
development and
sugar beet
beetsetc
less than
than $10,000
of this sum
sum shall be used
used for
for the
and
improvement of American strains of sugar-beet
improvement
sugar-beet seed and for the estabCane
and sorghum
of a
permanent sugar-beet
sugar-beet seed
United
seed industry in
in the United
a permanent
Cane and
sorghum lishment
lishment of
by products,
Providedfurther,
products, etc.
States: Provided
further, That of this sum $12,500
$12,500 may-be used for
investigations
investigations in connection with the production of cane and sorghum
sorghum
siru, including the breeding, culture, and diseases
sirup,
diseases of cane and
and the
utilization of
of cane
cane and
and sorghum
by-products;
sorghum by-products;
the utilization
orhum, and
s sorglaum,
rainand
Grazing
lands, etc.
gc
For investigations
investigations in economic and systematic
systematic botany and the
improvement and
and utilization
utilization of
of wild
wild plants
and grazing
lands, $22,200;
$22,200;
grazing lands,
plants and
crop improvement
Dr
land, etc clop
Dry land
methods.,
etc.,
For
investigation and
and improvement
producmethods.
For the
the investigation
improvement of
of methods
methods of
of crop
crop producPrwiro
tion under
subhumid, semiarid,
semiarid, or
or dry-land
dry-land conditions
$159,000:
conditions, $159,000:
tion
under subhumid,
Prorio.
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
used in the free
Free
distribuFree tree
tree distrib
u- Provided,
appropriation shall be used
tion limited.
on lmted.
distribution, of
of cuttings,
distribution, or propagation
proyagation for free
reedistribution,
cuttings, seedseedlings,
lings, or
or trees of willow,
willow, box elder,
elder, ash, caragana,
caragana, or
or other common
common
varieties of fruit, ornamental,
ornamental, or shelter-belt
shelter-belt trees in
Northern
varieties
in the
the Northern
Great Plains area, except
except for experimental
experimental or
or demonstration
demonstration purposes
Dakota west
poses in
in the States of
of North
North and
and South
South Dakota
west of
of the
the one hundredth
and in
and Wyoming
fivedredth meridian,
meridian, and
in Montana
Montana and
Wyoming east
east of
of the
the fivethousand-f
oot
contour
line;
Utilizing
western re
re- thousand-foot contour line;
Utilizing western
investigations in connection
connection with
irrigation agriculture,
agriculture,
claimed lands, etc.
For investigations
with western
western irrigation
utilization of lands reclaimed under the
the utilization
the Reclamation
Reclamation Act, and
and
regions, $73,580;
$73,580;
other areas in
in the arid
arid and
and semiarid regions,
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nuts.
Ediblenutsu
.
and deterdeter- Edible
the investigation,
investigation, improvement,
For
improvement, encouragement,
encouragement, and
For the
Growing, shipping,
mination
to different
and climatic
climatic conditions
mination of
of the
the adaptability
adaptability to
different soils
soils and
conditions etc.
etc.
of
almonds, Persian
walnuts, black
walnuts, hickory
of pecans,
pecans, almonds,
Persian walnuts,
black walnuts,
hickory nuts,
nuts,
butternuts, chestnuts,
chestnuts, filberts,
other nuts,
nuts, and
and for
for m
ethod s of
of
butternuts,
filberts, and
and other
methods
growing, harvesting, packing, shipping,
and utilizing
utilizing the
shipping, storing,
storing, and
the
same, $20,000;
$20,000;
same,
Fruits.
For the
fruits, and
and the
the method
method Growing,
For
the investigation
investigation and
and improvement
improvement of
of fruits,
Growing, shipping,
etc.
cooperation with the Bureau of etc.
harvesting, and, in cooperation
of fruit
fruit growing, harvesting,
Markets,
the behavior
behavior of
during the
the processes
of
Markets, studies
studies of
of the
of fruits
fruits during
oso.
processes of
.Proviso.
marketing
while in
commercial storage,
storage, $83,200:
marketing and
and while
in commercial
$83,200: Provided,
Provided, That
That New
New grape indusdeveloping tries.
tries.
investigating and developing
be used for investigating
$20,000
$20,000 of
of said amount may be
new
grapes heretofore
new grape
grape industries
industries and methods of
of utilizing grapes
heretofore used
used
for the
of alcoholic
beverages;
the production
production of
alcoholic beverages;
for
Experinndatal
garL
To cultivate
for the
the gardens
gardens and
and grounds
of the
Depart- dens P aand
To
cultivate and
and care
care for
grounds of
the Departnd grounds,
groun,
District of Columbia.
ment
of Agriculture
Agriculture in
in the
the city
Washington, including
including the
keep and
the keep
and Districtof Columbia.
city of
of Washington,
ment of
construction, surfacing,
surfacing, and repairing
repairing
lighting of
of the
the grounds
grounds and
and the construction,
lighting
and walks;
walks; and
and to erect, manage,
of
manage, and maintain
maintam conof roadways
roadways and
servatories, greenhouses,
and plant
and fruit
fruit propagating
houses on
on
plant and
propagating houses
servatories,
greenhouses, and
the
grounds of
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture in
the city of
of WashWashof the
in the
the grounds
ington,
ington, $11,690;
$11,690;
orticutura invesHorticultural investigations, etc.
of producing
producing tigations,
investigations, including
For horticultural
horticultural investigations,
including the
the study
study of
For
Marketing
vegetavegetain bles,
Marketing
and
harvesting truck
related crops,
crops, including
potatoes, and,
and, in
and related
including potatoes,
and harvesting
truck and
etc.
of the behavior of les'etc.
cooperation with the Bureau
Markets, studies
of Markets,
studies of
Bureau of
cooperation
vegetables while
marketing and in commercial
commercial
of marketing
processes of
while in
in the processes
vegetables
vegetable gardening, floristudy of
of landscape
landscape and vegetable
storage, and
and the study
culture, and
and related
subjects, $73,340;
$73,340;
Arlington, .
culture,
related subjects,
eArlington, Va., exFor continuing
the necessary
necessary improvements
to establish
and mainmain- perimentalfarm.
perimental farm.
For
continuing the
improvements to
establish and
tain
general experiment
farm and
station on
the Vol. 31, p. 135.
tain aa general
experiment farm
and agricultural
agricultural station
on the
Arlington estate,
the State
Virginia, in
the
with the
31,*p.13
in the
State of
of Virginia,
in accordance
accordance with
Arlington
estate, in
Proviso.
provisions of
of the
the Act
Congress approved
approved April
April 18,
provisions
Act of
of Congress
18, 1900,
$21,900: Buildings.
1900, $21,900:
Buildings.
build- Ante pp.. 242.
3
the cost
cost of
of farm
in
this Act
Provided, That
That the
the limitation
limitation i
n this
Act as
as to
to the
farm buildProvided,
• shall
not apply
paragraph;
ins
shall not
apply to
to this
this paragraph;
Foreign
and
Foreign seed and
or investigations
in foreign
foreign seed
plant introduction,
introduction, including
including plant introduction.
introduction.
IFor
investigations in
seed and
and plant
the
collection, purchase,
purchase testing,
testing, propagation,
distribution
and distribution
propagation, and
the study,
study, collection,
trees, shrubs, vines,
vines, cuttings,
of
cuttings, and
bulbs, trees,
valuable seeds, bulbs,
of rare and valuable
for experiexperiplants from
foreign countries
countries and from our possessions,
possessions, and for
plants
from foreign
ments with
reference to
and cultivation
cultivation in
this Plant
ments
with reference
to their
their introduction
introduction and
in this
annsnian
inspection and
country,
which sum
Secretary of
Agriculture is
is detention
oni
detentionstain
station.
country, $132,700,
$132,700, of
of which
sum the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
authorized to
expend $50,000,
or so
thereof as
as may
may be
necessary, Land,
authorized
to expend
$50,000, or
much thereof
so much
be necessary,
Land,bUiidngs,
tc.,
buildlngs,otc.,
for.
for
purchase of
suitable land near the for.
exceed fifty
fifty acres of suitable
for the
the purchase
of not to exceed
erection thereon
city of
Washington, District
thereon
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and the erection
of Washington,
city
of all
all necessary
necessary buildings
buildings and
and equipment,
for the
the establishment
of
equipment, and
and for
establishment Praises.
rrows.
limitation.
of
plant-inspection and
and detention
detention station:
not to
to Land
That not
Land limtation.
station: Provided',
Provide*, That
of aa plant-inspection
exceed $10,000
the purchase
purchase of
of the
uildings.
the Buildings.
for the
sum shall
shall be
be expended
expended for
$10,000 of
of this
this sum
exceed
Ante, p.
p. 242.
land:
further, That
the limitation
limitation in
in this
this Act
as to
to cost
22.
cost of
of Ante,
Act as
That the
land: Provided
Providedfurther,
farm
shall not
this paragraph;
farm buildings
buildings shall
not apply
apply to
to this
paragraph;
New and rare seeds,
seeds,
crops, etc.
For
the purchase,
purchase, propagation,
propagation, _testing,
distribution of
foragecrops,etc.
of new
new forage
testing and
and distribution
For the
and improvement
and rare
rare seeds;
investigation and
improvement of grasses,
seeds; for
for the investigation
and
of
alfalfa, clover,
clover, and
and other
crops, including the
investigation of
the investigation
other forage
forage crops,
alfalfa,
the utilization
of cacti
and to
conduct Weed
the
utilization of
cacti and
and other
other dry-land
dry-land plants;
plants; and
to conduct
weedecaio
eradication.
Proviin.
investigations
methods of eradicating
d disiinvestigations to determine
determine the most effective
effective methods
eradicating Po
Purchase =xi distribution.
weeds,
$139,780: Proided,
Provided, That
That of this
amount not
$57,800 bution.
not to exceed
exceed $57,800
this amount
weeds, $139,780:
may be used for the purchase
purchase and distribution of such new and rare
Admnisative exAdministrative
exseeds;
seeds;
pen&mii.
For
general administrative
administrative expenses
expenses connected
with the
the aboveabove- pense.
connected with
For general
investigation, including
mentioned
mcluding the office
office of the chief of
mentioned lines of investigation,
bureau, the
assistant chief
chie,fof
bureau, the
the officers
officers inch
of publipubliin charge of
of bureau,
the assistant
bureau,
miscellaneous excations,. records,
and for miscellaneous
and property,
property, and
supplies, and
records, supplies,
cations,
$29,040;
penses incident
incident thereto, 829,040;
penses
$2,529,378.
In all, for general expenses,
expenses, $2,529,378.
In
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purchase,
For purchase,.

PURCHASE
DISTRIBUTION OF VALUABLE
VALUABLE SEEDS: For
AND DISTRIBUTION
PURCHASE AND

congressional distribu- propagation,
and congressional
congressional distribution
distribution of valuable seeds,
seeds,.
testing, and
propagation, testing,
congresadistribution. t i o n
bulbs,
and plants;
plants; all necessary
necessary office
office
cuttings, and
vines, cuttings,
shrubs, vines,
trees, shrubs,
bulbs, trees,

fixtures
fuel, transportation
twine, gum, postal
paper, twine,
transportation, paper,
supplies, fuel,
and supplies,
fixtures and
cards
current, rent outside of the District of Columbia,
electric current,
gas, electric
cards, gas,
official
traveling expenses,
expenses, and
and all
all necessary
necessary material and repairs for
official traveling
employment
putting up
up and
and distributing
distributing the
the same;
same; for repairs
repairs and the employment
putting
of local
local and
and special
agents, clerks,
assistants, and
and other
other labor
labor required,
required,
assistants,
clerks,
agents,
special
of
Seeds adapted to lo•
1 in
the SecAnd
and
elsewhere,
$358,980.
And
Secelsewhere,
and
Washington
cantles.
the
city
of
Washin
is
gton
of
city
the
in
to
dtea
caS.
as.
retary
expend the said sum, as.
to expend
directed to
hereby directed
Agriculture isshereby
of Agriculture
retary of
nearly
in the
distribution of
the purchase, testing, and distribution
practicable, in
as practicable,
nearly as
such valuable
shrubs, vines,
the
cuttings, and plants, thea
vines, cuttings,
bulbs, shrubs,
seeds, bulbs,
valuable seeds,
such
best he
he can
at public
public or
private sale,
sale'and
suitand such as shall be suitor private
obtain at
can obtain
best
able for
respective localities
apporthe same are to be apporwhich the
to which
localities to
the respective
for the
able
tioned,
in which
which same
same are
are to
stated,.
hereinafter stated,.
as hereinafter
distributed as
be distributed
to be
and in
tioned, and
and such
so purchased
purchased shall
include a
avariety
vegetable and
variety of vegetable
shall include
seeds so
such seeds
and
Provisos.
flower
seeds
suitable
for
planting
and
culture
in
the
various
sections of
thevarious
in
culture
and
planting
for
suitable
seeds
piflower
Contracts for pack- the
States: Provided,
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, after
after
the Secretary
That the
Proided,That
States:
United
for pack- the United
Conts
eta, mailing, etc.
due
advertisement and
and on
on competitive
authorized to award
is authorized
bids, is
competitive bids,
due advertisement
etsmaiin etc.
the
contractfor the
the supplying
supplying of
envelopes and the
the,
and envelopes
printedpackets and
of printedpackets
the contractfor
packeting,
assembling, and
mailing of
of the seeds, bulbs, shrubs, vines,
and mailing
packeting, assembling,
cuttings, and
part thereof,
thereof, for a
more,
a period of not more.
any part
or any
plants, or
and plants,
cuttings,
than
five
years
nor
less
than
one
year,
if
by
such
action
he
can
best,
best.
can
he
action
such
by
if
year,
one
than
less
nor
years
l than five
Conessional
is
8
8 gr
of
An
bulion.
protect
the
interests
of
the
United
States.
equal
proportion
of
States.
United
the
of
interests
protect the
d- a
buio
shall
fi.ve-sixths
seeds, bulbs,
bulbs, shrubs,
shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants, shall.
all seeds,
of all
five-sixths of
AgriSecretary of Agriupon
after due
notification by the Secretary
due notification
request, after
their request,
upon their
culture, that
that the
the allotment
allotment to
respective districts is ready for
to their respective
culture,
distribution, be
be supplied
supplied to
Senators, Representatives,
Delegates
Representatives, and Delegates
to Senators,
distribution,
in Congress
Congress for
for distribution
among their
mailed by
constituents, or mailed
their constituents,
distribution among
in
the department upon
upon the
receipt of
of their
franks in
in packages
packages
addressed franks,
their addressed
the receipt
Contents
to
be the department
the
Agriculture
marked
on
wrapper,
of
such
weight
as
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
and
the
Postmaster
of
Secretary
the
as
weight
such
of
pper,
marked on
each
Provided, however, That upon each
selection, etc.
General
jointly determine:
determine: Provided,
may jointly
General may
etc.
selection,
contents
envelope
or wrapper
wrapper containing
packages of seeds the contents
containing packages
envelope or
thereof shall
plainly indicated,
indicated, and
distribSecretary shall not distribthe Secretary
and the
be plainly
shall be
thereof
unfit
ute to
to any
Senator, Representative,
Representative, or
Delegate seeds entirely unfit
or Delegate
any Senator,
ute
distribute
shall
represents,
for
the
climate
and
locality
he
but
the
locality
and
cimate
for the
as.
near
as
Early distribution
same
so
that
each
Member
may
have
seeds
of
equal
value,
as
as.
value,
equal
of
seeds
have
may
Member
each
that
so
same
Early distribution
Provided
for southern sectionmay be,
and the
adapted to the locality he represents:
represents: Provided
best adapted
the best
be, and
may
forsorsectioa.
also,
Senators and Representatives
Representatives for
the seeds allotted to Senators
also, That the
twenty-fifth and
the
distribution
in
the
districts
embraced
within
twenty-fifth
and
embraced
districts
the
in
distribution
later
not
delivery
Distribution of nu_ thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth
parallels
of
latitude
shall
be
ready
for
later
for
ready
be
shall
latitude
of
parallels
Distributon of un
the
of the
Providedalso,
of January:
called
for allotments.
than the
day of
January: Provided
also That any portion of
10th day
the 10th
than
calledforallotments.
Congress
allotments to
to Senators,
Representatives, and Delegates
Delegates in Congress
Senators, Representatives,
allotments
remaining
uncalled for
for on
the 1st day of April shall be distributed by .
on the
remaining uncalled
the Secretary
Agriculture, giving
preference to those persons whose
giving preference
of Agriculture,
Secretary of
the
Reprenames
and
addresses
have
been
furnished
by Senators and Reprefurnished
been
have
addresses
and
names
season
Report
of purchases, sentatives in
Congress
and
who
have
not
before
during
the
same
season
same
the
during
before
not
have
who
and
Congress
in
sentatives
Report of purcha,
etc.
been supplied
the departments:
provided also, That the Secdepartments: And provided
by the
supplied by
been
etc.
retary shall
provided in
and
in this Act, the place, quantity, andas provided
report, as
shall report,
retary
price
of
seeds
purchased,
and
the
this
purchase; but nothing m this
of purchase;
date of
the
and
purchased,
seeds
price of
Agriculture
paragraph
shall be
prevent the Secretary of Agriculture
to prevent
construed to
be construed
paragraph shall
Diversion of approamount
the
And
same.
the
for
apply
those
from
appro
ofd
priation
forbidden,
rom
sending
seeds
to
who
for
the
same.
And
the
amount
Dprivton
for any other purherein
not be
be diverted
diverted or
or used
purused for
shall not
appropriated shall
herein appropriated
of
distribution
pose
but
for
the
purchase,
testing,
propagation,
and
distribution
propagation,
testing,
purchase,
the
for
but
pose
valuable
bulbs, mulberry
and other
rare and valuable trees,,
other rare
mulberry and
seeds, bulbs,
valuable seeds,
shrubs,
vines, cuttings,
cuttings, and plants.
shrubs, vines,
$3,379,638.
Total for Bureau of Plant Industry, $3,379,638.
Total
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SERVICE.
FOREST
FOREST SERVICE.

SALARIES, FOREST
SERVICE: One forester, who shall be
be chi
ef of
chief
SALARIES,
FOREST SERVICE:

bureau, $5,000;
$5,000; one chief of office
office of accounts
accounts and fiscal agent, $2,500;
$2,500;
fiscal agents,
one inspector of records, $2,400; seven district fiscal
agents, at $2,120
$2,120
each; one forest supervisor, $3,040; one forest supervisor, $2,700; eight
eight
forest supervisors,
twenty forest supervisors, at
at
supervisors, at $2,400 each; twenty
$2,200 each;
each; forty-nine
forty-nine forest supervisors,
supervisors, at $2,000 each; sixty-six
forest supervisors, at $1,800 each; five forest supervisors, at $1,600
$1,600
each; one deputy forest supervisor,
$1,800; four deputy forest supersupervisor, $1,800;
$1,700 each;
twenty-eight deputy
deputy forest
visors, at
at $1,700
each; twenty-eight
forest supervisors,
supervisors, at
at
$1,600
$1,600 each; thirty-one deputy
deputy forest supervisors, at $1,500 each;
each;

Forest
Service.
Forest Service.
forester, so
si
Pay of forester,
Pel
Ay
sog, etc.
pervisors,

Rangers,

etc.

deputy forest
eighteen deputy
eighteen
forest supervisors,
supervisors, at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each; eleven forest Rangersetc.
rangers, at $1,500 each; twenty-three
twenty-three forest rangers, at $1,400
each;
$1,400 each;
seventy-eight
rangers, at $1,300
hundred and
and eightyseventy-eight forest rangers,
$1,300 each;
each; two hundred
rangers, at $1,200
forest
eight forest rangers,
$1,200 each; six hundred
hundred and thirty forest
$1,100 each; one hundred
hundred forest guards, at $1,100 each, for
for
rangers, at $1,100
exceeding six months in the aggregate; forty forest guards,
periods not exceeding
at $1,100 each,
for periods not exceeding
exceeding three months in the aggregate;
aggregate;
each,forperiods
Clerks, etc.
one clerk, $2,100; four clerks, at $2,000 each; nineteen clerks, at $1,800
$1,800 Cleks etc
each; twenty-one
$1,600 each; nine clerks, at $1,500 each;
each;
twenty-one clerks, at $1,600
twenty-three
twenty-three clerks, at $1,400 each; nine clerks, at $1,300 each; one
hundred
clerks, at $1,200
$1,200 each; ninety-five
hundred and thirty-eight clerks,
ninety-five clerks, at
at
$1,100 each; fifty-four
$1,020 each;
each; thirty clerks,
clerks, at $960
$960
fifty-four clerks, at $1,020
each;
twenty-two clerks, at $900 each; two clerks,
each; one hundred and twenty-two
at
reader, $1,400; one
one clerk or
or proof
proof reader,
each; one clerk,
clerk, $600;
$600; one
at $840 each;
t m
s e n etc.
clerk or
or translator,
translator, $1,400;
$1,400; one
one compiler,
compiler, $1,800;
$1,800; one
one draftsman,
draftsman, DDraftsmen,
clerk
$1,800 each; three draftsmen,
draftsmen or surveyors, at $1,800
$2,000; two draftsmen
at
$1,600 each;
each; one
clerk or compositor, $1,600;
$1,600; three draftsmen or
one clerk
at $1,600
surveyors, at $1,500
$1,500
surveyors, at $1,600 each; sixteen draftsmen or surveyors,
each;
draftsmen or surveyors
surveyors, at $1,400 each; two draftsmen, at
each; six draftsmen
at
each; four
draftsmen, at $1,300
$1,300
four draftsmen,
draftsmen, at
at $1,400 each;
$1,500 each;
each; nine draftsmen,
each; sixteen draftsmen, at $1,200 each; two draftsmen,
draftsmen, at $1,100
$1,100
each;
one
each; three draftsmen, at $1,020 each; one draftsman, $1,000; one
each;
draftsman,
each;
draftsman, $960; twelve draftsmen or map colorists, at $900 each;
draftsman or artist, $1,200; one draftsman
draftsman or negative
negative cutter,
one draftsman
$1,200; one artist, $1,600;
$1,600; one artist, $1,000;
$1,000; one photographer,
photographer,
$1,600; one photographer,
photographer, $1,400; one photographer, $1,200; one
photographer, $1,100;
$1,100; one lithographer or photographer,
photographer,_ $1,200;
$1,200; one
photographer,
lithographer's helper,
helper, $780; one blue-printer,
blue-printer , $900; one blue-printer,
blue-printer,
lithographer's
MecBhanlcsetc.
$1,260; Mechanics,
$720;
telephone operators,
operators, at
$600 each;
one machinist,
machinist, $1,260;
etc.
at $600
each; one
two telephone
$720; two
two carpenters,
$1,200 each; three carpenters, at $1,000 each; one
carpenters, at $1,200
laboratory aid and engicarpenter, $960;
$960; one electrician, $1,020; one laboratory
$1,000; nine laboratory
engineers, at $900 each; two
laboratory aids and engineers,
neer, $1,000;
laboratory aids and engineers, at $800 each; one laboratory helper,
laboratory
$720; one laboratory
laboratory helper, $600; one packer,
ame laborers,
s,
packer, $1,000;
$1,000; one packer,
packer, Watchmen,
etc.
laborers, at etc.
$840 each;
$780; four watchmen,
watchmen, at $840
each; two messengers
messengers or laborers,
$960
three messengers
messen$900 each; four messenor laborers, at $900
messengers or
each; three
$960 each;
gers
or laborers,
at $840
each; three
three messengers
$780
messengers or laborers, at $780
$840 each;
laborers, at
gers or
or
messengers or
messengers or laborers, at $720 each; six messengers
each; five messengers
laborers, at $660
$660 each; five messenger
messenger boys, at $600 each; two messenger boys,
boys at $540 each; three messenger
messenger boys, at $480
$4 80 each; three
messenger
boys, at
at $420
$420 each;
each; thirteen
thirteen messenger
each;
boys, at $360 each;
messenger boys,
messenger boys,
one
charwoman, $540;
one charwoman,
charwoman, $480; one charwoman,
charwoman, $300;
$540; one
one charwoman,
eleven
charwomen, at
$240 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $2,485,660.
General
expenses.
Generalxpenses
$2,485,660.
at $240
eleven charwomen,
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FOREST
FOREST S
ERVICE: To
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
SERVICE:
GENERAL
Agriculture
experiment and
make and
and continue
investigations
Agriculture to
to experiment
and to
to make
continue investigations
umbering,' T
Test. et.,resetea
national forests,
forests, forest fires, and Turn
on forestry,
forestry, national
and
and report on
but
shall be used for any experiment or to United sta
appropriation shall
but no
no part of this appropriation
outside the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States;
States; to advise
advise
test made outside
woodlands as to the proper care of the same; to hivesinvesthe owners
owners of woodlands
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tigate and
and test
test American
American timber and timber
timber trees and their uses, and
tigate
methods
treatment of timber; to seek, through
through
preservative treatment
the preservative
for the
methods for
investigations
and
the
planting
of
native
and
foreign
species,
suitable
suitable
species,
foreign
and
native
of
planting
the
and
investigations
Proiso,.
Proviso.
Cost
necessary buildings: Provided,
Provided,
the treeless regions; to erect necessary
for
trees
of buildings.
ost of
buildings.
Protection
° of nation- That
the cost
of any
any building
building erected shall not exceed $800; to pay
cost of
onat That the
ft"rr°tste"cti
al forests.
all expenses
necessary to protect, administer, and improve .the
expenses necessary
all
national forests,
forests, including
including the
the payment of rewards under regulations
national
arrest
of
Agriculture for information
information leading to the arrest
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
relating to
to
regulations relating
conviction for violation of the laws and unlawful
and conviction
m lawful taking of, or
or
fires
in or
near national forests, or for the unlawful
or near
fires in
injury
Government property;
natural conditions
conditions
the natural
to ascertain the
property; to
to, Government
Sale of timber.
injury to,
timber,
upon and
and utilize
utilize the national
Secretary of Agriculnational forests; and the Secretary
upon
ture
may, in
his discretion,
timber and other forest products
permit timber
discretion, permit
in his
ture may,
cut
or removed
from the
the national
national forests
forests to
to be
be exported
exported from
from the
the
removed from
cut or
Care of
and
respectively situated;
fish and
care
of fish
State or Territory
Territory in which said forests
forests are
are respectively
situated; to
to
game.
transport
and care
national
and game supplied to stock the national
care for fish and
transport and
forests or
or the
the waters
waters therein;
therein; to employ
assistants,
clerks, assistants,
employ agents, .clerks,
forests
and
other labor
required in
in practical
forestry and in the administrapractical forestry
labor required
and other
tion of
of national
national forests
forests in the
Washington and elsewhere;
elsewhere; to
city of Washington
the city
tion
experiments and
collate,
digest, report, and illustrate the results of experiments
collate, digest,
Supplies, etc.
necessary
investigations
Service; to purchase necessary
made by the Forest Service;
investigations made
Suppies, etc.
supplies,
apparatus, office
fixtures, law books, and technical books and
office fixtures,
supplies, apparatus,
technical journals
officers of the Forest Service stationed outside
journals for officers
technical
of Washington,
Washington, and for medical supplies and services and other
of
assistance necessary
laborers, and
relief of artisans, laborers,
necessary for immediate relief
assistance
other employees
employees engaged
hazardous work under the Forest
Forest
engaged in any hazardous
other
Service; to
telephone, and telegraph
telegraph chargesj
charges_;
to pay
pay freight, express, telephone,
Service;
official
electric light and power, fuel, gas, ice, washing towels, and official
for electric
traveling
necessary expenses,
expenses, including traveling expenses
other necessary
traveling and other
for legal
officers while performing Forest Service work;
work;
fiscal officers
legal and fiscal
for
Rent.
and
for
outside
of
District
Columbia, as follows:
follows:
District of Columbia,
of
the
rent
outside
and
for
Rent.
National forests.
For salaries
salaries and
and station
mainthe mainincluding the
expenses, including
station expenses,
field and
and field
Maintenance,
For
alitence, etc.
necessary for the
tenance
collecting seed, and planting necessary
nurseries, collecting
tenance of nurseries,
protection of the national
use, maintenance,
improvement, and protection
national
use,
maintenance, improvement,
forests named
named below:
forests
Absaroka, Mont.
Mont.
Absaroka,
Absaroka
National Forest, Montana,
$6,703;
Absaroka National
Montana, $6,703;
Angeles,
Angeles, Calif.
Cali.
Angeles
National Forest,
Angeles National
Forest, California,
California, $11,926;
Apache,
Apache, Ariz.
Apache
Arizona, $8,079;
Apache National
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
$8,079;
Arapahoe, Colo.
Arapahoe
National
Forest,
Colorado,
$5,736;
$5,736;
Colorado,
Forest,
National
Arapahoe
Ark.
C\°.
rapano.'
Arkansas,
Arkansas,
Arkansas National
Forest, Arkansas,
Arkansas, $10,730;
$10,730;
National Forest,
Ashley,
Utah and
Arkansas
\shley, Utah
Wyo.
Ashley
National
Forest,
Utah
and
Wyoming,
$3,865;
$3,865;
Wyoming,
and
Utah
Forest,
National
Ashley
Col.
iattlement Colo.
Battlement,
Battlement
National Forest,
Colorado, $4,916;
$4,916;
Forest, Colorado,
Battlement National
Mont.
Beartooth,
Beartooth, Mont.
Beartooth
National Forest,
Montana, $5,437;
$5,437;
Forest, Montana,
Beartooth National
13eaverhead,
Mont.
MIont.
Ieaverhcal,
1
and Idaho.
Idaho, $5,296;
Montana and
Beaverhead National
Beaverhead
National Forest,
Forest, Montana
and Idaho,
$5,296;
al'n
I'
, 'y
Bighorn, Wyo.
Bighorn
Forest, Wyoming,
$6,937;
Wyoming, $6,937;
National Forest,
Bitterroot,
Bighorn National
ont.
Bitterroot, Mont.
Bitterroot
National Forest,
$17,189;
Montana, $17,189;
Forest, Montana,
Dlackfect,
Mont.
Bitterroot National
rlackfeet. Mont.
Black
s. Dak.
Black Hills,
nills, S.
Blackfeet National
National Forest,
Forest, Montana,
Blackfeet
Montana, $19,888;
$19,888;
an d Wyo.
Black
National Forest,
$12,668;
and Wyoming, $12,668;
Dakota and
South Dakota
Forest, South
Hills National
Black Hills
aBose,
Boise, Idaho.
Boise
National
Forest,
Idaho,
$5,247;
$5,247;
Idaho,
Forest,
National
Boise
vy-o.
Brier,
Bridger, Wyo.
Bridger
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $3,159;
$3,159;
National Forest,
Bridger National
Iont.
cabnet, Mont.
Cabinet,
Cabinet
National Forest,
Montana, $16,806;
$16,806;
Forest, Montana,
Cabinet National
and
Cache,
Utah and
Cache, ttah
Idaho.
Cache
Utah and
$2,207;
and Idaho, $2,207;
Forest, Utah
National Forest,
Cache National
C ii
Idao
California, Calif.
California
California, $15,028;
$15,028;
Forest, California,
National Forest,
California National
n
Caribou, Idaho
Idah:.o and
carinou,
Wyo.
Caribou
Forest, Idaho and Wyoming, $6,403;
$6,403;
National Forest,
Caribou National
yo .
Carson, N. Mex..
Carson National
National Forest,
New
Mexico,
$9,302;
Carsona,
...
Carson
Forest,
New
Mexico,
$9,302;
Cascade, Oreg.
ascade, Oreg.
Cascade National
National Forest
Forest, Oregon, $7,835;
$7,835;
Idaho.
$3,668;
Forest, Idaho, $3,668;
Challis National
Chli, I.
National
Chelan, Wash.
Chelan National
National Forest,
S6,260;
Washington, $6,260;
Forest, Washington,
Chelan
asa.
Chglanch. Alaska.
Chugach,
Chugach
National
Forest,
Alaska,
$7,938;
$7,938;
Alaska,
Forest,
National
Chugach
ho.
leater,
Clearwater, Idaho.
Clearwater National
National Forest,
$38,201;
Idaho, $38,201;
Forest, Idaho,
Clearwater
Cleveland, Cli.
Calif.
Cleveland,
$8,433;
National Forest,
Forest, California, $8,433;
Cleveland National
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Cochetopa National
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $5,931;
$5,931;
Cochetopa
Coconino
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $21,673;
$21,673;
Coconino National
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Cochetopa, Cola

Cochetopa, Colo.
Coconino, Ariz.

Coconino,Ariz.

Coeur d'Alene,
IdaCoeur
d'Alene,
d
d ene Ida-

Coeur
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho $53,290;
ho.
$53,290;
d'Alene National
Coeur d'Alene
Colorado, Colo.
Colorado
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $7,459;
Colorado, Colo.
$7,459;
Colorado National
Columbia, Wash.
Columbia National
National Forest,
$9,758;
Columbia, Wash.
Washington, $9,758;
Forest, Washington,
Columbia
Colville, Wash.
Colville National
Forest, Washington,
$11,183;
Colvile, Wash.
Washington, $11,183;
National Forest,
Colville
Coronado, Ariz.
and
Ariz.
Ariz and
an
d
Coronado,
Coronado
National
Forest,
Arizona
and
New
Mexico,
$11,050;
N.
$11,050;
and
New
Mexico,
Coronado National Forest, Arizona
N. Mex.. ,
Crater,
Oreg.
and
Crater National
Forest, Oregon
and California,
California, $22,688;
Crater, Oreg.
$22,688;
Oregon and
National Forest,
Crater
Cald.
Crook National
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
$3,735;
Crook, Ariz.
Crook,
Crook
Arizona, $3,735;
Custer,
Mont.
Custer. Mont.
Custer National
Montana, $2,830;
$2,830;
Forest, Montana,
National Forest,
Custer
Datil, N. Max.
Datil National
Datil, N. Hex.
$13,950;
New Mexico,
Mexico, $13,950;
Forest, New
National Forest,
Datil
Deerlodge, Mont.
Deerlodge, Mont.
Deerlodge National
$19,813;
Montana, $19,813;
Forest, Montana,
National Forest,
Deerlodge
Deschutes, Oreg.
Deschutes, Oreg.
Deschutes National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
$10,175;
Oregon, $10,175;
Deschutes
Dixie,
Ariz.
and
Ariz. and
NDi-xe,
Dixie National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
and Nevada, $1,596;
Arizona, and
Utah, Arizona
Dixie
Ne v.
Durango,
Colo.
Durango, Colo.
Durango
National Forest,
$4,964;
Colorado, 14,964;
Forest, Colorado,
Durango National
Eldorado, Calif. and
Eldorado
National Forest,
Forest, California
Nev.
Ca.
nd
Elro,
California and
and Nevada,
Nevada, $10,238;
$10,238;
Eldorado National
Fillmore, Utah.
Fillmore
National Forest,
$4,987;
Fillmore, Utah.
Forest, Utah,
Utah, $4,987;
Fillmore National
Fishlake, Utah.
Fishlake
Utah, $2,320;
$2,320;
Fishlake, Utah.
Forest, Utah,
National Forest,
Fishlake National
Flathead, Mont.
Flathead
National
Forest,
Montana,
$51,826;
Flathead, Mont.
Flathead National Forest, Montana, $51,826;
Florida, Fla.
Florida, Fla.
Florida
Forest, Florida,
Florida, $4,927;
$4,927;
National Forest,
Florida National
Fremont, Oreg.
Fremont National
Forest, Oregon,
Fremont, Oreg.
$5,427;
Oregon, $5,427;
National Forest,
Fremont
Gallatin, Mont.
Gallatin, Mont.
Gallatin National
$4,810;
Montana, $4,810;
Forest, Montana,
National Forest,
Gallatin
Gila, N. Mex.
GilaN.Mex.
Gila National
Mexico, $10,847;
$10,847;
New Mexico,
Forest, New
Gila
National Forest,
Gunnison,
Colo.
G un
Gunnison National
National Forest,
nson, Colo.
$5,371;
Colorado,;$5,371;
Forest, Colorado
Gunnison
Barney,
S.
D ak
S flak.
rn
.
Ha ey, .
Harney
Forest, South
South Dakota,
$6,535;
Dakota, $6,535;
National Forest,
Harney National
Hayden, Wyo.
and
w
Hayden
Forest, Wyoming
and Colorado,
Colorado, $5,868;
$5,868;
Coloaden yo and
Wyoming and
Colo.
National Forest,
Hayden National
Helena, Mont.
Helena
National
Forest,
Montana,
$4,012;
Helena, Mont.
Helena National Forest, Montana, $4,012;
Holy
Cross, Colo.
Colo.
Hol Cross,
Holy Cross
Colorado $6,394;
$6,394;
Forest, Colorado,
National Forest,
Cross National
Holy
Humboldt,
Nev.
Humboldt
National Forest,
Nevada, $6,330;
i6,330;
Humboldt, Nev.
Forest, Nevada,
Humboldt National
Idaho, Idaho.
Idaho, Idaho.
Idaho
Idaho, $18,385;
18,38k;
Forest, Idaho,
National Forest,
Idaho National
Inyo, Calif. and Nev.
Inyo Calif.andNev.
Inyo National
National Forest,
Forest, California
California and
Nevada, $3,076;
and Nevada,
Inyo
Jefferson,
Mont.
fl
Je erson, Mont.
Jefferson National
National Forest,
$8,430;
Montana, $8,430;
Forest, Montana,
Jefferson
Kaibab, Ariz.
aibab, Ari.
Kaibab National
Arizona, $2,708;
Forest, Arizona,
National Forest,
Kaibab
ICanilu, Idaho
ah o and
Kaniksu National
Forest, Idaho
Idaho and
ash.
and Washington,
Washington, $34,943;
National Forest,
Kaniksu
Wash.
Klamath,
Calif. and
and
Calif.
Elamath,
Oregon,
Klamath
National
Forest,
California
and
$20,249;
California
Forest,
National
Klamath
Oreg.
Kootenai National
Forest, Montana
Kootenai, Mont.
Orotenal,
$26,102;
Montana, $26,102;
National Forest,
Kootenai
ta
La
Utah
and
h and
Sal, U
La Sal,
La
National Forest, Utah and Colorado,
Colorado, $2,754;
Sal National
La Sal
Colo.
Colo.
Lassen
Calif.
Calf.
Lassen
National Forest,
Forest, California
$14,181;
California, $14,181;
Lassen National
Leadville, Colo.
Leadville
Forest, Colorado,
Idaho.
Colorado, $5,524;
$5,524;
Leadville National
National Forest,
Lemhi,
Idaho.
Lemhi, Idaho.
Lemhi
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho, $2,490;
$2,490;
Lemhi National
National Forest,
Lewis
Lews and Clark,
Mont.
Mont.
Lewis
and Clark
$10,626;
Montana, $10,626;
Forest, Montana
Clark National Forest,
Lewis and
Lincola,
N. Mex.
. Mex.
m,o l
Line
Mexico, $11,178;
Lincoln
National Forest,
Forest, New
New Mexico,
$11,178;
Lincoln National
Lobo, Mont.
Lobo
National
Forest,
Montana
$26,652;
Mont.
Lolo,
Lolo National Forest, Montana, $26,652;
Luquillo,
P. B.
L
Luquillo
National Forest,
Forest, Porto
Porto Rico,
uqlo, P. R.
$1,700;
Rico, $1,700;
Luquillo National
Madison, Mont.
Madson, Oreg,.
ont.
Madison
Montana, $3,930;
$3,930;
Forest, Montana,
National Forest,
Madison National
Malheur,
g
Ma lhe
Malheur National
National Forest,
ur, Or
Oregon, $6,091;
Forest, Oregon,
Malheur
Manti,
an t Utah.
ta
i U h.
Manti
Forest, Utah, $6,090;
National Forest,
Manti National
Manzano, N. Max.
Manzano National
Mexico, $5,860;
$5,860;
Manzano, N. exo.
Forest, New
New Mexico,
Manzano
National Forest,
Medicine Bow, Wyo.
MediineBowyo.
Medicine
National Forest, Wyoming,
$6,450;
Wyoming, $6,450;
Medicine Bow National
Mielripn, Mich.
MichiganMieh.
Michigan National
Michigan, $1,981;
$1,981;
National Forest, Michigan,
Michigan
Minam. Oreg.
Minam,
Minam
Oregon, $6,476;
Idaho a
$6,476;
Forest, Oregon,
Minam National
National Forest,
Minidoka, Idaho and
Minidoka
Minidoka National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho
Idaho and
and Utah,
Utah, $4,709;
$4,709;
, dhn
Utah.
Minnesota, Minn.
Minn.
Minnesota
National Forest,
Minesots,
$2,970;
Minnesota, $2,970;
Forest, Minnesota
Minnesota National
Missoula,
Mont.
M
is s ou l a Mo n t.
Missoula
Forest, Montana
$15,212;
Montana, $15,212;
National Forest,
Missoula National
Modoc,
Modoc National
National Forest,
California, $7,388;
$7,388;
Modoc
Forest, California,
Mono,
Nev.
and
Mono,
Nev.
f
CaliL
.
Cali
National Forest, Nevada and California,
California, $1,647;
Mono National
Monterey, Caw
Monterey
National Forest,
California, $3,547;
Monterey National
Forest, California,
$3,547;
Montery, CaColo.
Montezumm,
Montezuma National
National Forest
Colorado, $4,670;
$4,670;
Montezuma
Forest, Colorado,
onebrasa, Nebr.
Cebr.
Nebraska,
Nebrask9, National
Forest, Nebraska,
Nebraska, $1,165;
and to
extend the
ebr.
$1,165; and
to extend
the Proviso.
,
Nebraska
National Forest,
Young trees to arid
work
to Niobrara
Niobrara division
$5,000: Provided,
trees to arid
Yourg
from the
the bud
That from
Provided, That
thereof, $5,000:
division thereof,
work to
residents.
nurseries
on said
forest the
the Secretary
of Agriculture,
such rules
rules bnd resdent.
under such
Agriculture, under
Secretary of
said forest
nurseries on
4428P-21-18
44281°-21
18
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prescribe, may furnish young trees free, so
and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe,
by
covered by
far as
as they
they may:
spared, to residents of the territory covered
may be spared,
far

a portion of Nebraska,'
increasing the area of homesteads
"An act increasing
"An
homesteads in a
Nebraska,"
approved
April 28, 1904, $6,165;
$6,165;
approved April
Nevada, Nev.
Nev.
Nevada,
Nevada
Nevada, $2,249;
$2,249;
Nevada National
ational Forest, Nevada,
Nez
Idaho.
Ne Perm,
Perem, Idaho.
Nez Perce National Forest, Idaho, $25,690;
$25,690;
°chow,
Oreg.
Ochoo, Oreg.
Oregon, $6,451;
Ochoco National
National Forest, Oregon
$6,451;
Okanogan, Wash.
Okanogan,
Wash.
Okanogan National
National Forest
Forest,i_Washington,
Washington, $11,464;
$11,464;
Okanogan
Olympic, Wash.
Olympic
National Forest, Washington,
Wash.
Olympic National
Washington, $16,598;
$16,598;
Oregon,
Oregon
Oreg.
Oregon, Oreg.
$20,409;
Oregon National
National Forest, Oregon, $20,409;
Ozark, Ark.
rrkansas,
oarkOzark
OzarkNational
NationalForest,
Forest, Arkansas, $9,030;
$9,030;
Payette, Idaho.
Idaho.
Payette,
Idaho, $8,537;
Payette National
National Forest, Idaho,
$8,537;
Pend Oreille,
Idaho.
Oreille, Idaho.
Pend
Pend Oreille National Forest, Idaho
Idaho, $20,074;
$20,074;
Pike,
Pike, Colo.
Col.
Pike National
National Forest, Colorado, $13,373;
Pike
$13:373;
Plumas,
Pnms, Calif.
Calif.
Plumas National
National Forest, California, $19,803;
$19,803;
Powell,
Powel, Utah.
Utah.
Powell
Forest, Utah, $1,010;
Powell National
National Forest,
$1,010;
Prescott,
Ariz.
Prescott, Ariz.
Prescott
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $6,255;
Prescott National
National Forest,
$6,255;
Rainier,
Rainier, Wash.
Wash.
Rainier
Washington, $13,035;
Rainier National
National Forest, Washington,
$13,035;
Rio
Colo.
Rio Grande,
GrandeColo.
Rio Grande
Grande National Forest, Colorado, $7,157;
$7,157;
Routt, Colo.
Rontt,
Coo.
Routt National Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $6,585;
$6,585;
Saint
Joe,
Idaho.
Saintoe,
Idaho.
National Forest, Idaho,
Saint Joe National
$32,026;
Idaho, $32,026;
Salmon, Idaho.
Idaho.
Salmon,
Salmon National
National Forest, Idaho, $6,177;
$6,177;
SanIsabl,
Isabel,Cob.
Cob.
SOn
San Isabel
National Forest,
$3,924;
Isabel National
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $3,924;
San Juan, Cob.
San
Juan, colo.
San Juan National
National Forest, Colorado
Colorado, $5,534;
$5,534;
Santa Barbara, Calif.
$9,774;
Santa
California, $9,774;
Forest, California,
National Forest,
Barbara National
Santa Barbara
sta
Barbar aif
Santa Fe,
$17,040;
Mexico, $17,040;
N. Mex.
Mex.
Santa Fe N.
Santa Fe National Forest, New Mexico,
San.tiam,
Oreg.
Santiam,
Oreg.
Santiam National Forest, Oregon,
$7,852;
Oregon, $7,852;
Savrtooth,
Idaho.
Sawtoothidaho.
Sawtooth National Forest, Idaho, $4,953;
$4,953;
Selway,
Selway, Idaho.
Forest,Idaho,
Selway National
National Forest,
Idaho, $47,367-;
$47,367;
Se
Seqquoia, Calif.
i
Seqiuoia National
National Forest
Sequoia
Forest, California,
California, $13,744;
$13,744;
Sevier, Utah.
svierw
Utah.
Sever National Forest
$2,110;
Sevier
Forest, Utah,
Utah, $2,110;
Shasta,
Calif.
Shasta.Ct
California,:,$17,425;
Shasta National
National Forest, California
$17,425;
Shoshone,
Wyo.
SohneoShoshe
Shoshone National Forest, Wyoming, $7,381;
$7,381;
Sierra,
$15,750National Forest, California,
Cai.
sierra, Calif.
Sierra National
California, $15,750;
Sioux, S. Dak- and
Sioux National
Forest, South
South Dakota
Montana ' $2,646;
$2,640;
Dakota and
and Montana,
National Forest,
oi S.. Dak. and
Mont.
Siskiyou,
Oreg.
and
iiyou,
Oreg. and
$12,660;
Siskiyou National Forest, Oregon and California. $12,660;
Calif.
Sitgreaves,
Ariz.
sitgreaves, Ai.
Sitgreaves
Arizona, $8,341;
$8,341;
Sitgreaves National
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
Siuslaw, Oreg.
Siujsaw,
Oreg.
Siuslaw National Forest, Oregon,
$6,042;
Oregon $6,042;
Snoqualmie, Wash.
Wash.
snoquamie,
$13,566;
Snoqualmie National
National Forest, Washington, $13,566;
Sopris,
Cob.
Soprs, Colo.
Soprns
Sopris National Forest, Colorado, $5,411;
$5,411;
Svolialaus,
Stanislaus, CaiI.
Stanislaus National Forest, California,
California, $14,697;
$14,697;
Superior, Minn
Mimi.
supeior,
Superior
Minnesota, $9,809;
Superior National
National Forest, Minnesota,
$9,809;`
Tahoe, Calif. and
Tahoe National
California and
Nevada, $16,337;
$16,337;
and Nevada,
Tahoe,
CH and
Tahoe
National Forest,
Forest, California
Nev.
Targhee, Idaho
Taghee,
Idaho and
Targhee
and
Targhee National
National Forest, Idaho
Idaho and Wyoming, $9,558;
$9,558;
Wvo.
Teton, Wyo.
~Teton,
National Forest,
$4,404;
Teton National
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $4,404;
Toiyabe, Nev.
Toiyabe,
Nev.
Toiyabe National Forest, Nevada, $3,694;
Tongue,
Tongas, Alaska.
Alaska.
Tongass National Forest, Alaska, $15,224;
$15,224;
Tonto, Ariz.
Tonto,
Arizona, $7,685;
Tonto National
National Forest, Arizona,
$7,685;
Trinity, Calif.
Cal.
Trinity National
$19,484;
National Forest, California,
California, $19,484;
Tusayan,
Ariz.
Tusayan, Ari.
National Forest, Arizona,
$12,904;
Tusayan National
Arizona, $12,904;
Uintah, Utah.
UL-tah,
Uintah National Forest, Utah, $4,555;
$4,555;
Oreg.
Umatilla, ore.
$6,562;
Umatilla National
National Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $6,562;
Umpqua, Oreg.
Oreg.
Umpqua,
Umpqua National
National Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $13,509;
$13,509;
Uncompahgre, Colo.
Cola
Uncompahgre,
Uncompahgre
$6,690;
Uncompahgre National Forest, Colorado, $6,690;
Wallowa,
Wallowa, Oreg.
Oreg.
Wallowa
Wallowa National Forest, Oregon, $9,617;
$9,617;
Wasatch,
Wasatch, Utah.
Utah.
Wasatch
$5,000;
Wasatch National Forest, Utah, $5,000;
Washakie,
Washakie, Wyo.
Wyo.
Washakie
Washalde National
National Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $6,726;
$6,726;
Washington, Wash.
Washington,
Washington
Washington National Forest, Washington, $7,642;
$7,642;
Weiser, Idaho.
Weiser,
Idaho.
Weiser National Forest, Idaho, $6,493;
$6,493;
Wenaha, Wash. and
Wenaha National
Washington and
$5,420;
and Oregon, $5,420;
Wenaha
National Forest, Washington
owenaba Wash.and
Oreg.
Vol. 33,
33, p.
p. 547.
547
Vol.
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Wenatchee
Wenatchee National
Washington $11,884;
$11,884;
National Forest,
Forest, Washington,

White
Colorado, $6,272;
i6,272;
White River National Forest, Colorado,
Whitman National
Whitman
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
$18,725;
Oregon, $18,725;
Wichita National
National Forest,
Wichita
Forest, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $2,416;
$2,416;
Wyoming National
National Forest,
Wyoming, $5,089;
$5,089;
Forest, Wyoming,
Additional
national forests
Additional national
forests created
to be
section 11
11
created or
or to
be created
created under
under section
of the Act of March 1, 1911 (Thirty-sixth
Statutes at
page 963),
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
at Large,
Large, page
963),
and lands under contract for purchase
purchase or
acquisition of
of which
which
or for
for the
the acquisition
condemnation proceedings
condemnation
proceedings have
have been
been instituted
instituted for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of
said
$76,850;
said Act,
Act, $76,850;
For necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
incident to
the general
general adminadminexpenses incident
to the
istration of the Forest Service and of the
the national
national forests
forests specified
specified
above:
$61,700;
In National
National Forest District One,
One, $61,700;
In
Two $47,800;
$47,800;
In National
National Forest District
District Two,
In.
National Forest District
Three, $55,200;
$55,200;
In National
District Three,
In National
National Forest
Fort District Four, $49,500;
$49,500;
In National
National Forest
Five, $69,740;
Forest District
District Five,
$69,740;
In National
In
National Forest District
District Six, $60,800;
$60,800;
In
Forest District
District Seven,
Seven $14,900;
In National
National Forest
$14,900;
In the District of
$122:850;
In
of Columbia,
Columbia, $122,850;
improvement, protection,
In all, for the use, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
protection, and
general
administration of the specified
general administration
specified national
national forests, $2,069,201:
$2,069,201:
Provided, That
That the
amounts appropriated
such purposes
Prowied,
the foregoing
foregoing amounts
appropriated for
for such
purposes
shall be available
available interchangeably
interchangeably in the
discretion of the
the discretion
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Agriculture for the necessary
Agriculture
necessary expenditures
expenditures for fire protection and
and other
other
unforeseen exigencies:
Providedfurther,
unforeseen
exigencies: Provided
so inter,
further, That
That the amounts
amounts so
inter.
changed
changed shall not exceed in
10 per
the
in the
the aggregate
aggregate 10
per centum
centum of
of all
all the
amounts so appropriated;
appropriated;
and segregation
segregation of
For the selection, classification, and
of lands
lands within
within the
the
boundaries of national forests that may be opened to
to homestead
homestead setsettlement and entry under the homestead
homestead laws applicable
applicable to the
the national
examination and appraisal- of
forests; for the examination
in effecting
effecting
of lands in
exchanges
exchanges authorized
and for
survey and
and platting
authorized by
by law;
law; and
for the
the survey
platting of
of
certain lands, chiefly valuable for agriculture,
agriculture, now listed
listed or
or to be
be
listed within the
national forests,
forests, under
the national
under the
June 11,
the Act
Act of
of June
11, 1906
1906
(Thirty-fourth Statutes, page 233),
233), and the Act of March
March 3, 1899
1899
as provided
by the
(Thirtieth Statutes, page
page 1095),
1095), as
provided by
the Act
4,
Act of
of March
March 4,
1913, $107,000;
$107,000;
1913,
For fighting and preventing forest fires and for
unforeseen
for other
other unforeseen
emergencies,
emergencies, $150,000;
$150,000;
For the purchase
maintenance of necessary field, office,
office, and
purchase and maintenance
laboratory supplies,
laboratory
supplies, instruments,
equipments, $161,100;
$161,100;
instruments, and
and equipments,
For investigations
investigations of methods for wood distillation
distillation and
and for
for the
the
preservative treatment
of timber,
timber, for
preservative
treatment of
timber testing,
testing, and
the testing
for timber
and the
testing
of such woods as may require test to ascertain
ascertain if they be suitable for
for
making paper, for investigations and tests within the United
United States
States of
of
foreign woods
woods of commercial
commercial importance
importance to industries
industries in
in the
the United
States, and for other investigations
experiments to
to promote
promote
investigations and
and experiments
economy in the use of forest products, and for
for commercial
commercial demonstrademonstrations of improved methods
methods or processes,
processes, in cooperation
cooperation with individtions
individuals and companies,
$173,260;
companies, $173,260;
within
For experiments
experunents and
and investigations of range conditions within
national forests
forests or elsewhere
elsewhere on the public range, and of methods for
for
improving the range by reseeding, regulation
improving
of grazing,
grazing, and
and other
regulation of
other
means, $35,000;
means
$35,000;
For the purchase of tree seed, cones,
cones, and nursery stock, for seeding
and tree
tree planting within national forests,
forests, and for experiments
experiments and
and
investigations
investigations necessary
necessary for such seeding and tree
planting, $145,640:
tree planting,
$145,640:
Provied, That of this sum the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture is authorized
Provided,
authorized

Wenatchee,
Wash.
Wenatchee, Wash.
White River,
River, Colo.
Colo.
White
Whitman, Oreg.
Oreg.
Whitman,

Wichita, Okla.
Wichita,
Okla.
Wyoming, Wyo.
Wyo.
Wyoming,
Additional
forests
Additional
forests

under Conservation
Act.
sertion
Vol. 36, p. 963.

ct.
Vol 3, p. 963.

Miscellaneous
admStsllaneoUs
ministration
expenses.

aed

Total.

Provios.

Proviso.
Interchangeable ex-

penshes
penses.

able

ex-

Limit.
Limit.

eleng

Selecting lands
for
nds for
homestead entries, etc.

h

tdenrs,etc.

Survey,
agrietc., oof agrSurey, etc.,

cultural lands.
culturallands.

ol.

p.233.

Vol. 34,
34, p. 233.

Vol.30,p.1095.

Vol. 30, p. 1095.
Vol. 37, p. 842.

Vol. 3p.

42.

Emergencies,
Emernies
ing
fires, etc.

fight-

fight

Equipment supplies.
Equipmentsupplies.
Investigating wood
wood
distillation,
forest
products,
products, etc.
etc.

sltigatig,

Cooperative commercoiaOdeSraSose
cial demonstrations.

Rangeconditions and
imRangeonitis'onsand
improvements.

Seeding, tree
tree plantplan t
t
ing, etc.

s

P"r .
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$200; to acquire
but not to exceed
necessary, liut
use so
much as
be necessary,
exceed $200,
acquire
as may
may be
so much
to use
for nursery, to
Michigan
land now used
purchase land
used as a
aforest nursery site for the Michigan
bby purchase
:
National
National Forest;

Land
Land for nursery,
Michigan Forest.

Michigan Forest

experiments and investiFor silvicultural, dendrological, and other
other experiments
gations
independently or
in cooperation
with other
other branches
of the
the
branches of
cooperation with
or in
gations independently
Federal Government,
with States
States and
and with
with individuals,
individuals, to
to determine
determine
Government, with
Federal
the best
boot methods
for the
the conservative
forests and
and
of forests
management of
conservative management
methods for
the
forest
lands, $78,728;
$78,728;
forest lands,
Appraising timber,
For estimating
and appraising
timber and other resources on the
appraising timber
estimating and
For
timber,
siSfg
fAr
for
sale,
etc.
of
national
to disposal
sale or
or to
to the
issue of
the issue
by sale
disposal by
preliminary to
forests preliminary
national forests
occupancy permits,
permits, and
and for
for emergency
expenses incident
incident to
to their
their
emergency expenses
occupancy
sale or
000$80,000;
use, $80
or use
sale
Collating results, etc.
other miscellaneous
forest investigations,
investigations, and for collating,
miscellaneous forest
For other
Collatingresults,etc.
digesting,
recording, illustrating,
and distributing
the results
the
of the
results of
distributing the
illustrating, and
digesting, recording,
experiments
for, $31,280;
$31,280;
provided for,
herein provided
investigations herein
and investigations
experiments and
Permanent improveFor the
the construction
construction and
maintenance of
of roads,
roads, trails,
fire
bridges, fire
trails, bridges,
and maintenance
For
ersmanent imprvements.
and other improvements necfences, and
lanes,
neccabins, fences,
lines, cabins,
telephone lines,
lanes, telephone
essary for
proper and
and economical
economical administration,
and
protection, and
administration, protection,
the proper
for the
essary
Provisos.
development
of
the
national
forests,
$450,000:
Provided,
That
not
to
to
not
That
Provded,
$450,000:
forests,
Division
of fences,
fences, development of the national
of
D°ion
driveways,
etc.
expended for the construction and mainexceed $50,000 may be expended
driveways,etc.
exceed
corrals,
tenance of
and range
range division
division fences,
fences, counting
counting corrals,
boundary and
of boundary
tenance
stock
development of
watering
of stock
stock watering
the development
bridges, the
and bridges,
driveways and
stock driveways
places,
the eradication
eradication of
of poisonous
poisonous plants on the national
and the
places, and
Travel expenses
()rests: And
provided further, That
That no
no part
part of
herein apapthe money herein
of themoney
And providedfurther,
forests:
es
ricion.e
striction.
propriated
transportation or
or traveling
traveling
the transportation
to pay
pay the
used to
be used
shall be
propriated shall
on
except he be traveling on
or agent except
officer or
expenses of
of any
any forest
forest officer
expenses
business directly
directly connectedwith
connected, with the
Forest Service
Service and
and in
in furtherance
furtherance
the Forest
business
by
of the
works, aims,
aims, and
objects specified
specified and
and authorized
authorized in and by
and objects
the works,
of
Articles
for publicaapproalso,
provided
appropriation:
this
appropliation:
And
provided
also,
That
,
no
part
of
this
approfor
public
uArtles
tion.
for in
the purpose of,
used for the
priation
shall be
be paid
paid or used
of paying
paying for,
in whole
priatio shall
E.
newspaper or magaof any
or
in part
the preparation
preparation or
or publication
publication of
Any-newspaper
magapart the
or in
out to all persons
giving .out
zine
article, but
not prevent
prevent the
persons
the giving
shall not
this shall
but t
zine article,
writers
without
newspaper and
and magazine
magazine •
writers
including newspaper
discrimination, including
without discrimination,
the
and
publishers, of
any facts
facts or
or official
information of
of value
value to the
official information
of any
and publishers,
public
public:
In all,
for general
$3,481,209.
expenses, $3,481,209.
all, for
general expenses
In
Conservation of nay
' To
To enable
of Agriculture
Agriculture more
more effectively
effectively to
out
carry out
to carry
Secretary of
the Secretary
enable the
waters.
igable waters
Vol.
36, p. 961.
1, 1911 ,(Thirty-sixth
Vol. 36,p.
61.
the provisions of the act of March 1,
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
page
961), entitled
"An Act
Act to
enable any
any State
State to
to cooperate
cooperate with
with
to enable
entitled "An
page 961),
protecStates, for the p
United States,
the United
any other
other State
State or
or States,
States, or
or with
r
otecwith the
any
commission
a commission
tion
watersheds of
of navigable
navigable streams,
appoint a
and to appoint
streams, and
of watersheds
tion of
for
the acquisition
of lands
lands for
for the
purpose of
conserving the
the naviganavigaof conserving
the purpose
acquisition of
for the
Expenses in Washappropriated
bility of
of navigable
navigable rivers,"
rivers," $21,770
the moneys appropriated
of the
$21,770 of
.iC Wash- bility
insesD. C.
ington,
therein,
or for
out its
purposes;, shall
be available
the
for the
available for
shall be
its purposes.
carrying out
for carrying
therein, or
other
assistants, and other
lerks, assistants,
employment of
title attorneys,
attorneys, clerks,
of agents,
agents, title
employment
supplies and equipment required
purchase of supplies
the purchase
labor and
for the
required for
and for
labor
the purpose
purpose of
of said
Act in
in the
Washington. '
of Washington.
the city
city of
said Act
the
Total for
for Forest
Service, $5,966,869.
$5,966,869.
Forest Service,
Total

Management of
of forforMansaement
est lands, etc.

Chemistry Breau.
Bureau.
Chemistry

BUREAU OF
OF CHEMSTRT.
BUREAU
CHEMISTRY.

Pay of chief of b
hu
-oe
riet
rPay
reau,
clerks,
etc.o. h-

OF CHEMISTRY:
S
ALARIES, BTREAU
BUREAU OF'
CHEMISTRY: One chemist,
chemist, who
who shall be chief
SALARIES,
one administrative
$2,500; one
of bureau,
$5,000; one
chief clerk,
administrative assistclerk, $2,500;
one chief
of
bureau, $5,000;
clerks, class
ant, $2,500;
executive clerks,
clerks, at
at $2,000
each; ten
ten clerks,
$2,000 each;
three executive
$2,500; three
ant,
four; thirteen
three; two
at $1,440
$1,440 each;
each; twenty
twenty
clerks, at
two clerks,
class three;
clerks, class
thirteen clerks,
four;
clerks, class
two; one
one clerk,
clerk, $1,300;
$1,300; seventy-five
seventy-five clerks, class one; one
class two;
clerks,
$1,000
at $1,000
clerk, $1,100;
$1,100; thirteen
at $1,020
each; fifteen
clerks, at
fifteen clerks,
$1,020each;
clerks, at
thirteen clerks,
clerk,
each; two
one clerk,
$960;
clerk, $960;
each; one
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
operators, at
multigraph operators,
two multigraph
each;
$2,500
at $2,500
eleven clerks,
at $900
each; two
food and
and drug
inspectors, at
drug inspectors,
two food
$900 each;
clerks, at
eleven
each; two
inspectors, at
at $2,250
$2,250 each;
each; one food and drug
and drug
drug inspectors,
food and
two food
each;

Inspectors, etc.
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inspector,
$2,120; thirteen
inspectors, at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each;
and drug
drug inspectors,
food and
thirteen food
inspector, $2,120;
thirteen food
drug inspectors,
$1,800 each;
food and
and drug
drug
one food
each; one
at $1,800
inspectors, at
food and
and drug
thirteen
inspector,
eleven food
food and
and drug
drug inspectors,
each;
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
inspectors, at
$1,620; eleven
inspector, $1,620;
ten food
food and
inspectors, at
$1,400 each;
assistant, $1,600;
$1,600;
one assistant,
each; one
at $1,400
and drug
drug inspectors,
ten
four
laboratory helpers,
$1,200 each;
one laboratory
laboratory helper,
$1,020;
helper, $1,020;
each; one
at $1,200
helpers, at
four laboratory
four
helpers, at
each; four
four laboratory
laboratory helpers,
at
helpers, at
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
laboratory helpers,
four laboratory
$960 each;
at $900
each; seven
seven laboratory
laboratory
$900 each;
helpers, at
three laboratory
laboratory helpers,
$960
each; three
helpers, at
$840 each;
two laboratory helpers,
at $780
twenty$780 each;
each; twenty-.
helpers, at
at $840
each; twolaboratory
helpers,
four
laboratory helpers
helpers or
laborers at
laboratory
two laboratory
$720 each;
each; two
at $720
or laborers,
four laboratory
helpers
or laborers,
at $660
each; twenty-seven
helpers or
or
laboratory helpers
twenty-seven laboratory
$660 each;
laborers, at
helpers or
laborers,
each; one
one laboratory
laboratory assistant, $1,200;
tool$1,200; one toolat $600
$600 each;
laborers, at
maker, $1,200;
$1,200; three
three samplers
$1,200 each;
each; one
one janitor,
$1,020;
janitor, $1,020;
at $1,200
samplers, at
maker,
one
mechanic, $1,800;
two mechanics,
mechanics, at
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each; one
mechanic,
one mechanic,
$1,800; two
one mechanic,
$1,200;
one mechanic,
one mechanic
one mechanic,
mechanic,
$1,000; one
$1,020; one
mechanic, $1,000;
mechanic, $1,020;
$1,200; one
$960;
one mechanic,
mechanic, $900;
$300 each;
each; two
two
at $300
assistants, at
two student
student assistants,
$900; two
$960; one
messengers, at
laborer, $1,050;
$1,050; one
one skilled
skilled
one skilled
skilled laborer,
each; one
at $840
$840 each;
messengers,
laborer,
boys, at
at $600
$600 each;
each; three
messenger
three messenger
messenger boys,
seven messenger
$840; seven
laborer, $840;
boys, at
at $540
six messenger
messenger
at $480
$480 each;
each; three messenger
messenger boys, at
each; six
$540 each;
boys,
boys, at
two messenger
at $360
each; seven
seven laborlabor$360 each;
boys, at
messenger boys,
each; two
at $420
$420 each;
boys,
ers, at
at $480
$480 each;
thirteen charwomen,
charwomen at
at $240
ers,
each; thirteen
$240 each;
$411,670. Generalexpenses.
each; in
in all,
all, $411,670.
GaMid
GENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU OP
1
HEMLSTRY: For
supplies,
Apparatus, supplies,
necessary etc.Apparatus,
For all necessary
CHEMISTRY:
OF t
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL
expenses
che,mical apparatus,
repairs to
to etc and supplies,
supplies, repairs
chemicals and
apparatus, chemicals
for chemical
expenses, for
apparatus, gas,
gas, electric
electric current,
expenses, telegraph
telegraph
official traveling
traveling expenses,
current, official
apparatus,
and
telephone
service
express
and
freight
charges,
charges,
for the employfreight
express
and
service,
telephone
and
ment
Secretary
clerks, and other persons as the Secretary
of such
such assistants, clerks,
ment of
of Agriculture
necessary for
for the
purposes named,
named, in
in
the purposes
may consider
consider necessary
of
Agriculture may
the
n conducting
investigations;
in
conducting investigations;
elsewhere, i
and elsewhere,
city of
of Washington
Washington and
the city
collecting,
investigacollecting, reporting, and illustrating the results of such investigations;
and for
rent outside
outside of the
Cohunbia, for
for carrying
the District
District of Columbia,
for rent
tions; and
out the
the investigations
investigations and
and work
work herein
as follows:
out
herein authorized,
authorized, as
follows:
eneral subjects.
General
387.
For conducting
conducting the
contemplated by
by the
the Act
of May
12, p.
p. 387.
May Vol.
Vol. 12,
Act of
investigations contemplated
the investigations
For
15,
of chemistry
chemistry to
to agriculture,
agriculture,
to the
the application
application of
1862, relating
relating to
15, 1862,
$42,400;
$42,400;
Collaboration with
with
Collaboration
For
collaboration with
of the
de- other
departments.
other departments.
the Government
Government deother departments
departments of
with other
For collaboration
siring
investigations and
and whose heads request
request the Secretary
siring chemical
chemical investigations
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
for such
miscellaneous work
work,.,
other miscellaneous
and for
for other
such assistance, and
of
$14,000;
Examing
$14,000;
Examining foreign
foreign
American food
food
tests of
of American
For investigating
the character
character of
the chemical
chemical and
physical tests
tests tests
and physical
of the
investigating the
For
products.
which are
foreign countries,
countries, products.
in foreign
products in
food products
to American
American food
applied to
are applied
which
and
inspecting the
the same
before shipment
when desired
desired by
by the
the
same before
shipment when
for inspecting
and for
shippers
countries where
intended for countries
products intended
of these products
owners of
shippers or owners
chemical
and physical
tests are
required before
the said
said products
before the
products are
are required
physical tests
chemical and
allowed
necessary expenses in conallowed to be sold therein; and for all necessary
nection
and studies of methods of analysis in
with such inspection and
nection with
foreign countries,
84,280;
foreign
countries, S4,280;
Poultry and eggs.
egs.
For investigating
investigating the
preparation for market, handling, grading,
grading,
the preparation
For
packing,
freezing, drying,
storing, transportation, and preservation
preservation
drying, storing,
packing, freezing,
of
experimental shipments of poultry and
and for experimental
poultry and
and eggs,
eggs, and
of poultry
eggs
United States,
States, in cooperation
Bureau of
of
with the Bureau
cooperation with
the -United
within the
egs within
arkets and
and the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Fsh
handling ship
Animal Industry,
Industry, $45,000;
$45,000;
Markets
of Animal
Fish handling, shipFor investigating
handling, grading,
packing, canning,
etc.
canning, freezin,
freezing, ping, etc.
the handling,
grading, packing,
For
investigating the
storing,
of fish,
fish, shrimp,
oysters, and
and other sheli
shell
shrimp, oysters,
and transportation
transportation of
storing, and
fish, and for experimental
experimental shipments of fish, for the utilization of
of food,
food, $20,000;
waste
products, and
the development
development of
sources of
$20,000;
of new
new sources
and the
waste products,
Biological food, etc.,
. etc
For
biological investigation
investigation of food and drug products
eBioo ito,
products and examinations.
For the biological
manufacture thereof, including
substances used in the manufacture
including investigations
mvestigations
substances
of the physiological effects of such products on the human organism,
organism,
$15,000;
citrus
$15,000;
Citrus fruits
traits bybyetc.
products, etc.
For the study and improvement
improvement of methods of utilizing by-products products,
Fruit and ve getable
ble
rit
andvegeta
of citrus fruits; and the investigation
investigation and development
development of methods maturity.
for determining
determining maturity in fruits and vegetables, in cooperation
cooperation
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Plant Industry
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Markets,
Markets,
with the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Plant
Industry and
and the
$13,000;
$13,000;
Utilizing rawi!aateFor investigation
investigation and
experiment in
in the
utilization, for
for coloring
For
and experiment
the utilization,
coloring
UiU ~ ^$1,t000
ts
purposes, of
raw materials
or produced
produced in
in the
the United
States,
purposes,
of raw
materials grown
grown or.
United States,
m. cooperation
persons, associations,
associations, or
as
cooperation with
with such
such persons,.
or corporations
corporations as
may be found
found necessary,
necessary-, including
ineludiqg repairs,
repairs, alterations,
alterations, improvements,
maybe
improvements,
or additions
building on
on. te
the Arlington
Experimental Farm,
or
additions to
to a
a building
Arlington Experimental
Farm,
$100,000;
$100,000;
Table
sirup,
etc.
Table srup, etc.
: For
Fo the investigation
investigation and development of methods for the
manuthe manufacture of table
table sirup and
of methods
the manufacture
of sweet
sweet
and of
methods for
for the
manufacture of
sirupsaby the utilization
sirupsby
utilization of new agricultural
agricultural .sources,
sources, $12,000;
$12,000;
Pure foodinspection,
For-enabling
of A
Agriculture
For
enabling the
the Secretary
Secretary of
.r.,eiculture to
to carry
into effect
effect the
carry into
etc.urefoodispecn,
the

previsions of
of the
of June 30,
"An. Act
Act for
for _prepreprovisions
the Act
Act of
30, 1906,-entitled
1906, entitled "An
venting the
manufacture, sale,
transportation of
of adulterated,
the manufacture,
sale, or
or transportation
adulterated, or
or
poisonous, or deleterious
misbranded, or.
or poisonous
drugs, medicines,
medicines, and
deletious foods, drugs,
and
liquors, and for regulating
regulating traffic
other purposes,"
purposes,"
traffic therein,
therein, and
and for
for other
in the city of Washington
W
!ton and elsewhere,
elsewhere, including
including chemical
chemical appaapparatus,
and supplies,
repairs to
apparatus, gas,
gas, electric
ratus, chemicals
chemicals and
supplies, repairs
to apparatus,
electrio
current, official traveling
traveling expenses,
and telephone
telephone service,
expenses, telegraph
telegraph and
service,
expresei
and all
all other
other expenses,
expenses, employing
employing such
such
express and
and freight
freight charges,
charges, and
assistants, clerks, and.
and other persons
as may
be considered
considered necessary
necessary
prsons as
may be
for the purposes named, and rent outside
outside of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
of the District of
Revision of PharmaReP ion otphafrand
scientific societies
in the
and to
to cooperate
cooperate with
with associations
associations and
and scientific
societies in
the
copreia.
revision
revision of the United States Pharmacopoeia
Pharmacopceia and
development of
of
and development
methods
of
analysis,
$620,221;
$620,221;analysis,
of
methods
investistos
Nav
Naval stores investigation, etc.
etc.
For, investigating
investigating the
weighing, handling,
handling, transportation,
transportation,
For
the grading,
grading, weighing,
and uses of naval
naval stores, the
preparation of
samples
the preparation
of definite
definite type
type samples
thereof, and for the demonstration
demonstration of
of improved
or processes
processes
improved methods
methods or
of preparing
preparing naval
in cooperation
with individuals
comnaval stores,
stores, in
cooperation with
individuals and
and companies, including the employment
necessary persons
employment of
of necessary
persons and
and means
means
in the
the city
of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere, $10,000;
$10,000;
f
city of
Inecticiea and funm
and elsewhere,
Inqecticides
gicides.
the investigation
investigation and
For the
and development
development of
methods of
of manufacof methods
manufacInvestigations, etc.
Investigationsetc.
turing insecticides
and for
investigating chemical
turing
insecticides and fungicides,
fungicides, and
for investigating
chemical
problems
composition, action, and
problems relating to the composition,
of
and application
application of
insecticides and
insecticides
and fungicides,
fungicides, $25,000;
$25,000;
Dehydrating
foodl
For the
study and
methods of
dehydrating matematerials.
t
For
the study
and improvement
improvement of
of methods
matenals.
of dehydrating
mateCooperativestudy of, rials used for food, in cooperation with such persons, associations,
Cooperativestudyor,
rials
cooperation
persons, associations,
etc.
or corporations
disseminate
corporations as may be found necessary, and to disseminate
information as to the value and suitability of
for food,
food,
of such products
products for
$50,000;
Wol-scouringte
Wool-scouring waste. $50,000;
investigation and development
development of methods
For the investigation
methods of
of utilizing
utilizing
wool-scouring waste,
waste, $9,000;
$9,000;
wool-scouring
In all, for
expenses, $979,901.
In
for general
general expenses,
$979,901.
Total for
of Chemistry,
for Bureau
Bureau of
Chemistry, $1,391,571.
$1,391,571.
Vol. 34, p. 768..
Vol.

Soils
Solis Burean.
Bureau.
Pay of
of chief
of bubureau,-clerks
Pay
chief of

reau, clerks, etc.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF SOILS.
SOILS.

SALARIES,
BuREAU OF
One soil
SALARIES, BUREAU
or SOILS:
SOILS: One
who shall
shall be
be chief
soil physicist,
physicist, who
chief
of bureau, $4,000; one
one chief
chief clerk,
one executive
assistant,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; one
executive assistant,
$2,000; four clerks,
clerks, class four;
four; two
two clerks,
clerks, class
class three;
five clerks,
clerks,
three; five
$1,260; ten clerks, class one;
class two; one clerk, $1,260;
one; seven
seven clerks,
clerks, at
at
$1,000
cartographer, $1,800;
$1,000 each; one soil cartographer,
one chief
$1,800; one
chief draftsman,
draftsman,
$1,600; one soil bibliographer
draftsman, $1,400;
bibliographer or draftsman,
$1,400; one
photographer,
one photographer,
$1,200;
draftsmen, at
at $1,200
each; one
one clerk-draftsman,
$1,200;
$1,200; five
five draftsmen,
$1,200 each;
clerk-draftsman, $1,200;
two draftsmen, at $1,000 each;
each; one
one laboratory
laboratory helper,
helper, $1,000;
three
$1,000; three
laboratory
laboratory helpers,
each; one
$1,440; one
one mahelpers, at
at $840
$840 each;
one machinist,
machinist, $1,440;
machinist, $1,380;
$1,38,0; one instrument maker,
one machinist's
maker, $1,200;
$1,200; one
machinist's
helper, $900; one messenger,
messenger, $840;
one messenger
or laborer,
laborer, $480;
8840; one
messenger or
$480;
two messenger
messenger boys, at
at $480
$480 each;
laborers, at
at $600
$600 each;
each;
each; three
three laborers,
one laborer, $300; one charwoman
charwoman or laborer, $480;
$480; in
in all,
all, $74,160.
$74,160.
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expenses.
Genera expenses.
necessary expenses General
GENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU OF
SOILS: For all necessary
OF SOILS:
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL
connected with
with the
the investigations
investigations and
experiments hereinafter
hereinafter auand experiments
connected
thorized, including
including the
employment of investigators,
investigators, local and
the employment
thorized,
special agents
experts, clerks, draftsmen, and labor in
assistants, experts,
agents, assistants,
special
the city
of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere; official traveling expenses,
and elsewhere;
the
city of
materials,
repairs to apparatus,
instruments, apparatus, repairs
tools, instruments
materials, tools
chemicals, furniture,
furniture, office
fixtures, stationery, gas, electric current,
office fixtures,
chemicals,
telegraph and
telephone service,
service, express and freight
freight charges, rent
and telephone
telegraph
outside the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and for all other necessary supplies
outside
and expenses
follows:
as follows:
expenses, as
and
For chemical
chemical investigations
investigations of
soil types,
and soil
tionsgoils,
Chemical e:c.
soil tionsofsoils,etc.
composition and
soil composition
types, soil
of soil
For
minerals, the
soil solution,
solution, solubility
solubility of
soil and
and all chemical
chemical propof soil
the soil
minerals,
erties of
of soils
soils in
relation to soil formation, soil texture, and soil
in their
their relation
erties
chemical work in connection
productivity, including all routine
routine chemical
connection
productivity,
Physical1producti
with the
$25,610;
soil survey,
survey, $25,610;
the soil
with
rodirtivtyinvestigations.
For
physical investigations
UgesTigations
investigations of the important properties of soil ity
For physical
which determine
as moisture relations, aerations,
productivity, such as
determine productivity,
which
investigations of the
heat conductivity,
and other physical investigations
texture and
conductivity, texture,
heat
Naturalfertiizr
various soil
soil classes
types, $12,225;
$12,225;
soil types,
and soil
classes and
various
Natural fertilizers.
For
United States to
to
within the United
investigation within
and investigation
exploration and
For exploration
other
determine possible
sources of supply of potash, nitrates, and other
possible sources
determine
li

ll

$31,340.
natural fertilizers,
fertilizers, $31,340.
natural

For
investigation of
soils, in
branches of
other branches
cooperation with other
in cooperation
of soils,
the investigation
For the
the
the
Department
of
Agriculture,
other
departments
of
Government,
departments
other
Agriculture,
of
the Department
State agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations,
stations, and other State institutions,
State
and
for mdicating
otherwise, the
maps and plats, by coloring or otherwise,
mdicating upon maps
and for
results
of
such
investigations,
$198,200;
results of such investigations, $198,200;
For
of soils
to aid
aid in
in the
the classification
agricultural
of agricultural
classification of
soils to
examination of
For examination
lands in
in cooperation
cooperation with
department and other
bureaus of the department
other bureaus
with other
lands
departments
Government, $18,100;
$18,100; .
of the
the Government,
departments of
For
the investigation
investigation and
demonstration within the United States
and demonstration
For the
to determine
determine the
the best
best method
method of obtaining
commercial
obtaining potash on aa commercial
to
from such
scale,
Provided, That
product obtained
obtained from
the product
That the
$127,600: Provided,
scale, $127,600:
a price to be determined by the Secexperimentation
be sold at a
may be
experimentation may
retary
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, and
and the
obtained from the sale thereof
thereof
amount obtained
the amount
retary of
shalfbe
into the
the Treasury
as miscellaneous
receipts;
miscellaneous receipts;
Treasury as
covered into
shall be covered
For general
general administrative
administrative expenses
expenses connected
with the
abovethe aboveconnected with
For
mentioned
lines
of
investigation,
84,000;
$4,000;
investigation,
of
lines
mentioned
In all,
all, for
for general
general expenses,
$417,075.
expenses, $417,075.
In
Total
$491,235.
of Soils, $491,235.
Bureau of
for Bureau
Total for

i

P

Cooperative soil inin.
vestigations, mapping,

etc.
e
t
c'

Classification

Classification of agragri-

cultuallands.
cultural lands.
otash
Potash

tions.

investig
investiga-

Proviso.

products.
ofproducts.
Sale of

Administratlve
Administrative
Pensespenses

ex-

Entomology BureaLu
Bureau.
Entomology
BUREAU
ENTOMOLOGY.
BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY-

Pay
of chief
of bubuchief of
Pay of

reu, clerks, etc.
S
ALARIES, BlIREAtr
One entomologist,
who shall
shall reau,
etc.
entomologist, who
ENTOMOLOGY: One
OF EikrromoLoor:
BUREAU or
SALARIES,
be
chief
of
bureau,
$5,000;
one
chief
clerk
and
executive
assistant,
assistant,
executive
and
clerk
chief
one
$5,000;
be chief of bureau,
$2,250 one editor, $2,250; one
$2,250; one
administrative assistant, $2,250;
one administrative
$2,250;
financial clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; four clerks, class four; seven clerks, class
financial
three;
sixteen clerks,
clerks, class
twenty-two clerks, class one; eight
eight
two; twenty-two
class two;
three; sixteen
clerks, at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
one insect
insect delineator,
delineator, $1,600;
$1,600; two
delintwo insect delneach; one
clerks,
eators, at
$1,400 each;
entomological draftsmen,
draftsmen, at $1,400 each;
two entomological
each; two
at $1,400
eators,
one entomological
entomological draftsman,
draftsman $1,080;
$1,200; one
photographer, $1,200;
one photographer,
$1,080; one
one
entomological preparator,
$1 ,000; four
entomological preparators,
at
preparators, at
four entomological
preparator, $1,000;
entomological
$840
each;
eight
entomological
preparators,
at
$720
each;
seven
seven
each;
$720
at
preparators,
$840 each; eight entomological
entomological
preparators, at
$600 each;
each; one
two
$1,080;- two
at $1,080
laborer, at
one laborer,
at $600
entomological preparators,
laborer,, $840;
messengers
messenger or laborer
laborers, at $900 each; one messenger
or laborers,
messengers or
three
laborers, at
at
messenger boys, at
six messenger
each; six
$720 each;
at $720
or laborers,
messengers or
three messengers
$480
each; one
$540; one
laborer , $480;
$480; two charwomen,
charwomen, at
at
one laborer,
laborer, $540;
one laborer,
$480 each;
epenses.
Gonra
$480
each; three
three charwomen,
240 each;
$124,010.
General expenses.
in all $124,010.
each; in
$240
at $
charwomen, at
$480 each;
t
GENERAL
EXPENSES,
BURR&U
or
ENTOMOLOGY:
the
promotion
investigation
a
of inInvesti
promotion
the
For
ENTOMOLOGY:
OF
BUREAU
EXPENSES,
GEsNEAL
8 'et
habit
the
of
investigating the
habits!'"e•
history.and
the history
for investigating
entomology for
economic entomology;
of economic
of
insects injurious.=
laeneficial to
to agriculture,
horticulture,
arbriture, arboriagricultur, hort
injuriouaanadene&fcia
of insects
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culture, and
and the
study of
affecting the health of man and
insects affecting
of insects
the study
culture,
domestic
animals,
and
ascertaining
the
best means of destroying
destroying those
domestic animals, and ascertaining the best
illusreporting,
digesting,
found
to
be
injurious;
for
collating,
digesting,
and illuscollating,
for
found to be iniurious;
employthe
and
trating
the
results
of
such
investigations;
for
salaries
investigations;
such
of
results
the
trating
ment
labor in
the city
city of
elsewhere rent outside
outside of
and elsewhere,
Washington and
of Washington
in the
of labor
ment of
official traveling
the District
District of
express charges,
charges,
elsewhere,
freight, express
Columbia, freight,
of Columbia,
the
expenses,
office fixtures,
fixtures, supplies,
apparatus, telegraph and telephone
telephone
supplies, apparatus,
expenses, office
service, gas,
gas, and
current, in
in connection with the following
electric current,
and electric
service,
investigations:
investigations:
fruits, orchards,
affecting deciduous fruits,
sErucirs,edit°Zrti;•ses,
For
orchards,
of insects affecting
investigations of
For investigations
obects.
scified
said sum
of said
$9,600
That
Provide,
105,780:
nuts,
etc.
vineyards, and
$105,780: Provided,
$9,600 of
sum
vineyards,
etc.
Pecans.
shall be
available for the investigation of insects
insects affecting
affecting the
the pecan
pecan
be available
shall
e:
Proviso.

and
CerealCereal
and
crops.

forage
forage

control of
ofsame.
same;
and method
of control
method of
and

For
ereal and forage
forage crops,
affecting cereal
insects affecting
of insect's
investigations of
For investigations
the chinch
and
including
a
special
investigation
fly
chinch
Hessian
the
of
investigation
including a special
$147,060;
$147,060;
bug,
European corn
borer.
Cooperative
To enable
of Agriculture
Agriculture to meet the emergency
emergency
Secretary of
the Secretary
enable the
To
borer.
EuropeancornprevenMassaof the European corn borer in Massation
of spread of
of.
caused
the establishment
establishment of
by the
caused by
tonspread
the
for
chusetts,
New
York,
and
other
States,
and
to
means
provide
to
and
States,
chusetts, New York, and other
control
and prevention
prevention of
this insect in these States or elseof this
spread of
of spread
control and
where
United States,
cooperation with
with the
the State or States
in cooperation
States, in
the United
in the
where in
concerned,
including rent
rent outside
outside of
employthe District of Columbia, employof the
concerned, including
other
ment of
of labor
in the
the city
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and all other
of Washington
city of
labor in
ment
necessary expenses,
expenses, $250,000;
•
$250,000;
necessary
Southern field
crops.
investigations of insects affecting
affecting southern
southeni field
field crops,
crops, including
including
For investigations
field crops
Southern
so forth, and
and
cane,
insects
cotton, tobacco,
tobacco, rice,
rice, sugar
affecting cotton,
insects affecting
the cigarette
cigarette beetle
ant, $
100 ,
400 ;
$100,400;
Argentine ant,
and Argentine
beetle and
the
Forests.
Truck omps, stored
For
investigations
of
insects
affecting
$48,790;
$48,790;
forests,
affecting
insects
of
investigations
For
ruck crps stored
products, etc.
For investigations
investigations of
of insects affecting truck crops, including insects
For
products, etc.
affecting the
potato, sugar
onion, tomato,
tomato, beans, peas,
cabbage, onion,
beet, cabbage,
sugar beet,
the potato,
affecting
$134,960;
and
so
forth,
and
insects
affecting
stored
products,
$134,960;
products,
stored
so forth, and insects affecting
and
35,000;
Bee
culture.
For
investigations and demonstrations
demonstrations in bee culture, $35,000;
For investigations
Beeculture.
Tropical and sub
subtropical
and
tropical
affecting
insects
of
tropical
fruits.
For
investigations
affecting
,tropical
and
subtropical
investigations
For
ubropicl nd
fruits, including
including insects
insects affecting
affecting the
grapefruit, mango,
the orange, lemon, grapefruit,
fruits,
and so
forth, $16,500;
$16,500;
so forth,
and
Fruit flies.
For investigations
control, in cooperation with the Federal
investigations and control,
For
Fruit es.
Horticultural
Board,
of
the
Mediterranean
Mediterranean and other fruit flies,
the
of
Horticultural Board,
$32,000;
, $32,09O;
Camphorth
and habits
Camphor
Eradication
thrip.
of, etc.
For
conducting investigations
investigations and study of the nature
nature and
habits
For conducting
etc.
CESamdation
of
the pest
pest known
as the
the camphor
discovering
camphor thrip, for the purpose of discovering
known as
of the
methods
control and
and applying
applying methods
eradication or control
methods of eradication
of control
methods of
already
discovered,
$5,000;
$5,000;
discovered,
in- already
Miscellaneous
iseaneous
of
classification of
systematic classification
Forinvestigations,
identification, and systematic
sects.
investigations, identification,
For
sects.
miscellaneous
including the study of insects affecting the
insects, including
miscellaneous insects,
health of
animals, household
household insects, and the
domestic animals,
and domestic
man and
of man
health
$62,330;
insects,
Administrative exex- importation
importation
and
exchange
of
useful
useful
of
exchange
and
Administrative
penses.
For general
connected with,
with above lines of
expenses connected
administrative expenses
general administrative
For
.
p.iste.
investigation,
and for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses incident thereto,
thereto, $5,480;
$5,480;
investigation, and
$943,300.
In
all,
for
general
expenses,
$943,300.
expenses,
In all, for general
Gypsy and brown
tal moths.
PREVENTING SPREAD
OF MOTES
BUREAU OF
or ENTOMOLOGY:
ENTOMOLOGY: TO
To
MOTHS,' BUREAU
SPREAD OF
PREVENTING
uhs.
tai(I~l
by
caused by
emergency
the
to
orC.antmlling
spread enable the Secretary
of
A
gr
iculture
meet
emergencyAgriculture
of
Secretary
c,-trllg spreadl enable the
conductby
the
continued
spread
of
the
gypsy
and
brown
tail
moths
tail
brown
and
gypsy
the
of
spread
continued
the
ing
necessary to determine the best
best
be necessary
may be
as may
experiments as
such experiments
ing such
methods of
of controlling
controlling these
insects; by
introducing and establishing
by introducing
these insects;
methods
the parasites and
natural enemies
enemies of
of these
these insects
and colonizing
colonizing them
insects and
the parasites and natural
quara guarmaintaining a
and maintaining
establishing
by
•
C°°/)el:
a" quaran.
within
the
infested
territory;
establishing
territory;
infested
the
within
quantoopiettine against.
the
by
provided
is
as
manner
m
spread
Vol37,
pp'
315,
s.
"
antine
against
further
in
such
manner
as
is
provided
by
the
further
against
vol. 3;, PP 31, . 1. antine
amended,
as
1912,
general nursery-stock
nursery-stock law,
law, approved
approved August 20, 1912,
general
entitled
"An Act
to regulate
regulate the
the importation
importation of nursery
nursery stock and
Act to
entitled "An
other plants
and plant
plant products,
to enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of AgriculAgriculproducts, to
other plants and
diseases
ture
to
establish
and
maintain
quarantine
districts
for
plant
diseases
districts
ture to establish and maintain quarantine

crops.
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and insect
insect pests,
to permit
permit and
movements of fruits,
regulate the movements
and regulate
pests, to
and
plants, and
vegetables therefrom,
therefrom, and
purposes," in cooperaand for other purposes,"
and vegetables
plants,
tion
the authorities
authorities of
different States concerned
concerned and with
of the different
with the
tion with
the
several State
State experiment
experiment stations,
outside of the
rent outside
including rent
stations, including
the several
the
m
District
of
Columbia,
the
employment
in
city of Washlabor
of
employment
the
District of Columbia,
ington
and elsewhere,
$304,050.
elsewhere, and all other necessary expenses, $304,050.
ington and
$1,371,360.
Total for Bureau of Entomology, $1,371,360.
SURVEY.
BUREAU
OF BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.
BUREAU OF

Biological
Biological

B
Bureau. ureau.

Survey
Survey

S
ALARrES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
or BIOLOGICAL
SURVEY: One
y:y a
pi t ofof bubu.
ofcief
who rPay
biologist, who
One biologist,
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY:
SALARIES,
shall be
be chief
chief of
bureau $4,000;
$4,000; one
one chief
executive
clerk and executive
chief clerk
of bureau,
shall
assistant,
assistant, $2,250; one executive
administrative assistant,
one administrative
$1,800; one
assistant, $1,800;
assistant,
three clerks,
clerks, class
three;
class three;
$1,600; three
clerk, $1,600;
financial clerk,
one financial
$1,800; one
assistant, $1,800;
six clerks,
clerks, class
class two;
$1,260; ten
ten clerks,
clerks, class
class one;
clerk,
one clerk,
one; one
clerk, $1,260;
one clerk,
two; one
six
at
four
$1,100;
one
clerk,
$1,080;
three
clerks,
$1,000
each;
clerks,
at
$1,000
at
clerks,
three
$1,080;
$1,100; one clerk
$900
clerk, $840;
one clerk,
clerk, $720;
$1,200;
preparator,, $1,200;
$720; one preparator
$840; one
one clerk,
each; one
$900 each;
one
messenger, $720;
$720 ; one photographer,
one messenger,
$900; one
preparator, $900;
one preparator,
$1,300;
one
game
warden,
$1,200;
two
messenger
boys,
at $480
each;
$480 each;
boys, at
messenger
two
$1,200;
warden,
game
$1,300; one
at
charwomen,
two
$600;
laborer,
one
$360;
boy,
messenger
one
$240 each; i
n all,boy,
$55,970.
$360; one laborer, $600 ;two charwomen, at
rel

$240 each; in all, $55,970.
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General

e

GENERAL
URVEY: For
For salaries
salaries General
expenses.
Gera eenses.
SURVEY:
BIOLOGICAL S
OF BIOLOGICAL
BUREAU OF
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES,
and
employment
of
labor
in
the
city
of
Washington
elsewhere,
elsewhere,
and
and employment of labor in the city of Washington
furniture,
other expenses
expenses necessary
necessary in
in
all other
and all
traveling, and
supplies, traveling,
furniture, supplies,
conducting
investigations and
out the
of the bureau,
work of
the work
carrying out
and carrying
conducting investigations
as follows:
follows:
for
Reservations
as
follows:
game
animals
and
and
For the
maintenance of
of the
the Montana
National ,
Bison Range
Reserva
"
animal
and ga
Range and
Bison
Montana National
the maintenance
For
other reservations
reservations and
game introduced
ds:
Mie
into bbir
introduced into
of game
maintenance of
the maintenance
for the
and for
other
the Biological
suitable
localities on
on public
public lands,
lands, under supervsion
supervision of the
suitable localities
Survey, including
fencing, wardens'
uarters,
wardens' quarters,
of fencing
construction of
including construction
Survey,
shelters for
landings, roads,
roads, trails,
tilephorte,
ditches, teephon
bridges, ditches,
trails, bridges,
animals, landings,
for animals,
shelters
lines, rockwork,
bulkheads, and
other improvements
for
necessary for
improvements necessary
and other
rockwork, bulkheads,
lines,
eai
.
on of bird
the
economical
administration
and
protection
of
the
reservations,
p Pr°tect
f bid
e.
reservations,
the
of
protection
and
administration
the economical
1104.
Vol.35,p.
4, Vol.
and for
the enforcement
of section
of the
approved March
March 4,
35, p. 1104.
Act approved
the Act
84 of
section 84
enforcement of
for the
and
1909,
entitled "An
"An Act
and amend
penal laws
the penal
amend the
revise, and
codify,.,revise,
to codify
Act to
1909, entitled
of
$34,600, of
of which
which sum
sum $2,500
$2,500 may
may be
used for
for
be used
States," $34,600,
United States,"
the United
of the
the purchase,
capture, and
game for national
of game
transportation of
and transportation
purchase, capture,
the
nis ia
reservations;
reservations;
For the
of the
Says Hill
suib's Hu'game
Past'preiumprovlga
National Improving
Hill National
in Sullys
preerves in
game preserves
the game
improvement of
the improvement
For
seresin.
all
of
Park,
in
the
State
of
North
Dakota,
including
the
construction.
of
all
serves
in.
construction
the
mcluding
Park, in the State of North Dakota,
fences, sheds,
sheds, buildings,
roads, shelters,
structures
other structures
shelters, and other
corrals, roads,
buildings, corrals,
fences,
which may
be necessary
protection of
of game
or for
for the
of
the use of
game or
the protection
for the
necessary for
may be
which
visitors,
in addition
the amount
amount heretofore
appropriated, $5,000,
$5,000,
heretofore appropriated,
to the
addition to
visitors, in
bir
bs
bood
the same
same to
to be
be available
available until
expended;
. '
N
until expended;_
F
doo
r:a
lhabits
.
of birds
the
For investigating
the food
food habits
of North
American birds
, ma s.
and
and az
birds and
North American
habits of
investigating the
For
mammals
relation to
agriculture, hortic
ultute, and
and forestry,
forestry,
horticulture,
to agriculture,
in relation
mammals in
including
experiments and
demonstrations in
in destroying
wolves,
destroying wolves,
and demonstrations
including experiments
coyotes, prairie
animals injrious
injurious to
to
other animals
and other
gophers, and
dogs, gophers,
prairie dogs,
coyotes,
agriculture
and
animal
husbandry,
and
for
investigations
and
Fur-bearing
an1g anFur-b
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investigations
for
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husbandry,
anial
and
agriculture
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.
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ma
l
s"
experiments in connection with rearing of fur-bearg- animals,
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s
Proded,That .of ti
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:
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and other
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2
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public domain
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j
i
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sum
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And proide
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the
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the
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Biological investi gaBiologicalinvestigations.

including the relations,
investigations, including
biological investigations,
For biological
relations, habits,
geographic distribution, and migrations of animals
animals and plants, and
geographic
$24,400;
the preparation
of maps
maps of the
the life zones, $24,400;
preparation of
the
Mi gratory bird
enforcing the provisions of
expenses for enforcing
For all necessary expenses
bryd pproteiton
of the
the
tection.
Vol.
40, p.
p. 755.
migratory-bird treaty
Numbered 186,
186,
of July 3, 1918 (Public, Numbered
treaty act of
migratory-bird
ol. 40
755.
Sixty-fifth
for cooperation
with local
authorities in
local authorities
cooperation with
and for
Congress), and
Sixty-fifth Congress),
the
protection of
migratory
birds, and
and for
necessary investigations
investigations
necessary
for
birds,
migratory
of
protection
the
s
$147,000: Provided,
connected therewith,
tor"
o.
giip.connected
therewith, $147,000:
Provided, That of this sum not
ment
of
prohibited
more
than
$22,000
may
be
used
the
enforcement of sections 241,
the enforcement
for
be
used
may
$22,000
than
hibited more
menf
c.
birds
Voi.et35,
35, pD.
pp. 1137,
242, 243,
243, and
the Act
Act approved
approved March
4, 190
"An
entitled "An
19099,entitled
March 4,
of the
244 of
and 244
1137, 242
bvS
States,"
113&
Act
revise, and
and amend
amend the
the penal
laws of the United
United States,"
penal laws
codify, revise
to cedify,
Act to
1a
and for the enforcement
enforcement of section 11 of the Act approved
Crring illegally
illegally and
Carrying
approved May
May 25,
tions

killed game
Vol. 31,
P..
187.
Vol.
31, p
187.

1900, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to enlarge
powers of the
of
Department of
the Department
the powersof
enlarge the
1900,
commerce of
interstate commerce
Agriculture,
the transportation
transportation by interstate
prohibit the
Agriculture, prohibit
game
killed m
in violation
violation of
laws, and
purposes,"
other purposes,"
for other
and for
local laws,
of local
game. killed
including
all
necessary
investigations
in
connection
therewith;
therewith;
connection
investigationsin
necessary
all
Administrative
ex- -mncluding
A
,tatve exi*
.For general administrative
connected with the aboveFor
administrative expenses
expenses connected
abovepenses.
mentioned
lines of
of work,
with other Federal
cooperation with
including cooperation
work, including
mentioned lines
bureaus,
boards, and
commissions, on request from
from
and commissions,
departments, boards,
bureaus, departments,
them
$10,760;
them,'$10,760;
In all,
general expenses,
expenses, $686,200.
$686,200.
for general
In
all, for
Total
for Bureau
of Biological
Biological Survey,
Survey, $742,170.
$742,170.
Bureau of
Total for
Accounts
and disdisAccounts and
bursements division.
DIVISION
OF' ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS, AND
AND DISBURSEMENTS.
DISBURSEMENTS.
DIVISION OF
division.
bursements
Salaries.
Salaries.
SARIES,
SION OF
ACCOUNTS AND DISBURSEMENTS:
DISBURSEMENTS: One
One
SAI.Aunr,s, 'D
DrvistoN
or AccorMrs
chief of
of division
disbursing clerk,
clerk, $4,000;
$4,000; one supervising
and disbursing
division and
chief
auditor
$2,250; one cashier and chief clerk, $2,250; one deputy
auditor,i $2,250;
accountant and bookkeeper, $2,000;
disbursing
$2,000;
$2,000; one accountant
clerk, $2,000;
disbursing clerk,
two
class
four; four clerks,
lerks class three '
•six clerks, cass
dais two;
two;
classfourfoclers,
cler,
two clerks,
seven clerks,
one; foucle,
four clerks,
at $1,000
1,000 each;
eich; one messenger,
lerks, at
class.one;
clerks, class
seven
$720;
one messenger
boy, $600.
$600.
messenger boy,
$720; one
Total
for Divison
Division 'of
Accounts and
and Disbursements,
Disbursements, $44,620.
$44,620.
of Accounts
Total for
Publications dividiviPublications
sion.
mvisrox
PUBLICATIONS.
sion.
DIVISION or
OF PUBLICATIONS.
ray
chief of
of dividiviPay of
of chief
sion,
assistants, etc.
etc.
sion, assistants,

Clerks,
lerks, etc.

OP PUBLICATaONS:
SALARIES,
SALARIES, DIVISION OF
PUBLICATIONS: One chief of division,
$3,500; one
one chief
editor, $3,000;
$3,000; one assistant
assistant chief of division,
division, $2,500;
$2,500;
chief editor,
$3,500;
one superintendent
of distribution,
$2,500; one
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
chief clerk,
one chief
distribution, $2,500;
superintendent of
one
one assistant,
one assistant,
$1,400; one assistant
assistant in charge of
assistant, $1,400;
$2,000; one
assistant, $2,000;
one
indexing, $2,000;
$1,400; one assistant in charge
charge of
indexer,' $1,400;
one indexer
$2,000; one
indexing,
illustrations,
$2,100; two
two draftsmen
draftsmen or
each;
or photographers,
photographers, at $1,600 each;
illustrations, $2,100,
two draftsmen
draftsmen or
three draftsmen
each; three
at $1,500
$1,500 each;
or photographers,
photographers, at
draftsmen or
two
photographer,
photographers, at
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each; one draftsman or photographer,
photographers,
assistant
$1,300; ten
photographers, at $1,200 each; one assistant
or photographers,
draftsmen or
ten draftsmen
$1,300;
lantern-slide colorist, $840;
photographer, at $900;
$900; one lantern-slide
$840; one laboratory
laboratory
photographer,
aid
one assistant
assistant in
in charge
charge of
section, $2,000; one
of document
document section,
$270; one
aid,? $270;
assistant
$1,800; one
one assistant
secdocument secin document
assistant in
section, $1,800;
document section,
assistant in document
one
tion,
$1,400; one
miscellaneous distribution,
distribution, $1,500;
$1,500; one
foreman, miscellaneous
one foreman
tion, $1,400clerk,
clerks, class two; ten clerks, class one; sixteen
two clerks,
three; two
class three;
clerk, class
clerks, at
at $1,000
forty clerks,
clerks, at
each; twenty-one
twenty-one clerks,
at $900 each;
each; forty
$1,000 each;
clerks,
five skilled
at
$840 each;
each; five
five machine
at $1,200
$1,200 each; five
operators, at
machine operators,
at $840
laborers, at
$1,000 each;
seven
each; seven
$900 each;
laborers, at $900
skilled laborers,
two skilled
each; two
at $1,000
laborers,
each;
skilled
laborers, at
$840 each;
four skilled
laborers, at
at $780 each;
skilled laborers,
each; four
at $840
skilled laborers,
$900; thirteen
one
chief folder,
$1,200; one
messenger or laborer,
laborer, $900;
one messenger
folder, $1,200;
one chief
messengers or
laborers, at
skilled laborer, $720; one
one skilled
each; one
$720 each;
at $720
or laborers,
messengers
folder , $1,000;
each; two
two skilled
laborers, at
skilled laborers,
$900 each;
at $900
folders, at
two folders,
$1,000; two
folder,
$1,10d each;
skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,000;
messengers, at $840
$840
two messengers,
$1,000; two
one skilled
each; one
$1,100
each; seven
messenger boys,
boys, at
each; three messenger
messenger boys,
at $720
$720 each;
seven messenger
each;
at $600
each; two
two messenger
at $480
messenger boys,
two messenger
$480 each; two
boys, at
messenger boys,
$600 each;
at
at $420
each; two
two messenger
boys, at
laborer, $840;
at $360 each; one laborer,
messenger boys,
$420 each;
at
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two
each; three
charwomen, at $480 each;
two laborers, at $600 each; three charwomen,
charwomen,
at $240
$240 each;
each; in all, $196,520.
$196,520.
charwomen, at
General expenses.
PUBLICATIONS: For miscellaneGENERAL EXPENSES,
DIVISION OF
miscellane- Geexese
OF PUBLICATIONS:
EXPENSES, DIVISION
GENERAL
publication,
the
ous
expenditure in connection with
ous objects of expenditure
distribution of bulletins, documents,
documents, and
indexing, illustration, and distribution
rep orts, as follows:
reports,
Tor
including necessary
necessary supplies,
supplies, $5,000;
$5,000;etc. Supplies,
Supplies etc.
machinery, including
rFor labor-saving
labor-saving machinery,
$7,500;
materials, $7,500;
For envelopes,
envelopes, stationery, and materials,
For office
office furniture
furniture and
and fixtures,
fixtures, $1,320;
$1,320
For
P
I
,,h
or :
t
t
i
o
v
78;ap
le
hs
i
mate
rihtiettg3hi
For photographic
photographic materials
materials and rials,
etc.
equipment and for photographic
photographic equipment
For
of
SL'oas
sales, etc.,
the Secretary
artists' tools
tools and
and supplies,
supplies, $22,000:
Provided, That
That the
Secretary of
etc.,
n a of
$22,000: Provided,
artists'
fll.Agriculture
is authorized,
and regulations
subject filmsregulations and subject
such rules and
under such
authorized, under
Agriculture is
to
as he
to loan, rent, or sell copies of
prescribe, to
may prescribe,
he may
conditions as
to such
such conditions
' receip ts,
films: Provided,
Provided, That
the sale
or rental
rental of
of films
educational et
e j .references,
.reerences
receipts,
films educational
sale or
in the
That in
films:

organized
institutions or
education not organized
agricultural education
for ,agricultural
associations for
or associations
institutions
for profit
have preferenceall moneys
received from such
moneys received
preference; all
shall have
profit shall
for
rentals or
or sales
sales to
be covered
covered into
into the
the Treasury
of the United
United States
Treasury of
to be
rentals
as
receipts;
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts;
For
telephone and
telegraph service
and freight
freight and
and express
ceeo
charges, Miscelianeous.
express charges,
service and
and telegraph
For telephone
$750;
•
$750;
harness, and mainFor wagons,
wagons, motor
trucks, bicycles,
bicycles, horses,
homes, harness,
motor trucks,
For
the same,
tenancesame, $1,000;
$1,000;
•
of the
tenance of
For
purchase of
of manuscripts,:
traveling expenses,
expenses electrotypes,
electrotypes,
manuscripts, traveling
For purchase
illustrations, and
and other
other expenses
otherwise provided
provided for, $4,000
$4,000;
expenses not otherwise
illustrations,
For extra
extra labor
emergency. employments
in. the.District
the- District of
of
employments in
and emergency.
labor and
For
Columbia, $2,500;
$2,500; $44,070.
In all, for general expenses,
expenses, $44,070.
In
Total for Division of
$240,590.
of Publications, $240,590.
Total
I

I

•

•

BUREAU
CROP ESTIMATES.
ESTIMATES.
OF CROP
BUREAU OF

Crop Estmates
Estimates BuBuCr
reau-

. •

otbbu
ckef
One statistician,
SALARIES, Btraratr
CRCI
P•
ESTLVATES:
statistician, who reuy
Paycof
oE cbi
e
f c'
ESTIMATES: •One
OF CROP
BUREAU or
SALARIES
reau,
clerks,
etc.
clerks,
six
$1,800;
one
shall
be
chief
of
bureau,
$4,000;
-one
chief
clerk,
$1,800;
clerks,.
$4,000;
bureau,
of
chief
be
shall
class
nine clerks,
clerks, class
class three;
three; fifteen
fifteen, clerks,
clerk,
clerks, class two; one clerk,
four; nine
class four;
$1,300;
twenty-four clerks,
clerks, class
at $1,000
each;
$1,000 each;
clerks,. at
nineteen clerks,
one; nineteen
class one;
$1,300; twenty-four
twenty
four clerks,
at $900
three meesen$840; three.messenmessenger, $840;
$900 each; one messenger,
clerks, at
twenty-four
gers or
or laborers,
laborers, at
at $720
three messenger
messenger boys,
each;
boys, at $660 each;
$720 each; three
gers
one
messenger boy,
$480; one
one charwoman,
one charwoman,
charwoman,
$540; one
charwo540charwoman,
boy, $480;
one messenger

$360; in all, $129,060.
$129,060. • •

GENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU OF
OF CROP
CROP ESTIMATES:
ESTIMATES:
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL

For all
all necesnecesFor

sary expenses
collecting, •compiling,
compiling, abstracting,
abstracting, analyzing,
analyzing,
for collecting,
expenses -for
sary
summarizing, and
relating to agriculture; for making
data relating
interpreting data
and interpreting
summarizing,
and
periodically crop
crop and
and live-stock
including
estimates, including
live-stock estimates,
publishing periodically
and publishing
follows:
acreage,
yield,
and
value
of
farm
products,
as
f011OWS:
'
products,
farm
of
value
acreage, yield, and

e

Her

f.,;T;rir

Salaries and
and employment
employment of
labor in
in the
city of
of Washington
Washington and
andinton, etc.
the city
of labor
Salaries

elsewhere, supplies,
supplies, telegraph
telegraph and
telephone service
freight and
service, freight
and telephone
elsewhere,
express
charges,
and
all
other
necessary
miscellaneous
service,
admiistrative
miscellaneous
necessary
other
all
and
express charges,
expe
nses, $25,480;
,
$25,480;
expenses,
salaries, travel,
necessary expenses
expenses of
employees out
out of
of
of employees
other necessary
and other
travel, and
Salaries,
the
city
of
Washington
engaged
in
field
investigations,
$216,562;
$216,562;
mvestigations,
field
in
engaged
Washington
of
the city

.

·

$660; three meaenger boy, at
nge
messenger,
one messenger
boy,
messenger, $720; oe
nxmdgr,
et
n
,720;$660; three messenger boys, at
one; Ws

:

Wash.

Field investigations.

Library.
Library.

SALARIES, LIBRARY,
DEPARTMENT OF
OF AGRICULTURE:
AGRICULTURE: One
One librarian,
librarian,
LIBRARY, DEPATMENT
SALABIES,
$2,000;
clerk, class
five clerks,
lass
clerks, class
class two;
two; five
one clerk,
class three;
three; one
one clerk,
clerk, class
$2,000; one
one; three
clerks, at
each; three
three clerks,
at $1,020
$1,020 each;
each; four
four
clerks, at
$1,080 each;
at $1,080
three clerks,
one;
clerks,
at $1,000
each; six
clerks, at
one
840; one
one clerk, $840;
each; one
$900 each;
at $900
six clerks,
1,000 each;
clerks, at

in

Fieldinvestigations.

In
$242,042.
expenses, $242,042.
general expenses,
for general
all, for
In all,
•Total
Bureau of
of Crop Estimates,
$371,102.
Estimates, $371,102.
for Bureau
Total for

[
•LIBRARY,
DEPARTMENT
or AGRICULTURE.
ABGICULTURE.
ENT OF
LIBRARY, DEPARTM

p

General expenses.

Salaries.
Salaries.
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$600 each;
each; one
charwomen, at $480 each;
two charwomen,
$480; two
boy, $480;
messenger boy,
one messenger
$600
in all,
$32,160.
all, $32,160.
in

books,
law books,
books of
GENERAL EXPENSES,
LIBRARY: For
For books
of reference,
reference, law
EXPENSES, LIBRARY:
GENERAL
technical
and
scientific
books,
papers
and
periodicals,
and
for
expenses
expenses
technical and scientific books, papers and periodicals,
employment of
incurred
in completing
imperfect series;
series-, for
the employment
for the
completing imperfect
incurred in
additional assistants
the city
of Washington
Washington and elsewhere; for
city of
in the
assistants in
additional
official
traveling expenses,
for library
library cards,
fixtures, library
library fiximres,
and for
expenses, and
official traveling
$18,000.
supplies, and
for all
necessary expenses,
expenses, $18,000.
other necessary
all other
and for
supplies,
Total for
Library, $50,160.
$50,160.
for Library,
Total

Ceneral
expenses.
eneral expenses.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
MISCELLANEOUS

Contingent expenses.

OF AGRICULTURE:
DEPARTMENT OF
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
MIsCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
AGRICULTURE: For
For
stationery,
blank
books,
twine,
paper,
gum,
dry
goods,
soap, brushes,
stationery, blank books, twine, paper, gum, dry goods, soap,
brooms, mats,
mats, oils,
hardware, ice, fuel, water and
lumber, hardware,ice,fuel,water
glass, lumber,
paints, glass,
oils, paints,
brooms,
forlights,
ga,spipes, heatingapparatus,
heating apparatus, furniture
carpets, and rnattings
for lights,
mattings;;
furniture, carpets,and
gaspipes,
postage,
freight,
express
charges,
advertising,
telegraphing,telephorung,
postage,
telegraphing,telephonmg,
advertising,
freight, express charges,
washing towels,
and necessary
necessary repairs
repairs and
to buildings
buildings
improvements to
and improvements
washing towels, and
and heating
apparatus; for
for the
subsistence, and care of
purchase, subsistence,
the purchase,
heating apparatus;
and
horses and
and the
purchase and
repair of
harness and
and vehicles,
vehicles, for
official
for official
of harness
and repair
the purchase
horses
purposes
only;
for
the
payment
of
duties
on
imported
articles,
and
imported
on
duties
of
payment
the
for
purposes only;
the
Department of
proportionate share of the expense
Agriculture's proportionate
of Agriculture's
th Department
of
the dispatch
agent in
New York;
York; for
for official
official traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses;
in New
dispatch agent
of the
otherwise proand for
for other
miscellaneous supplies
supplies and
and expenses
expenses not
pronot otherwise
other miscellaneous
and
the
of
work
vided
for,
and
necessary
for
the
practical
,
efficient
and
practical
the
for
necessary
and
vided for,
necessary repairs
Heating plant le" department, $175,500,
shall be for necessary
of which
which $33,000
repairs
$33,000
of
$175,500,
department,
plant
Heating
pairs.
to
the central
heating plant
plant of
of the
department.
the department.
central heating
to the

Contingentexpenses.

COLUMBIA.
RENT
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA.
IN THE
BENT IN

Rent.
in
Bundings
Buildings In
Wet
Columbia.
of Columbia.
trict of
Ante,
p.22S.
22
Ante,p.

Ds-

Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction.
Restriction.

States
States
Service.
Service.

AGRICULTURE: For rent of
RENT
or BUILDINGS,
or AGRICULTURE:
DEPARTMENT OF
BUILDINGS, DEPARTMENT
RENT OF
the
in
buildings
and
parts
of
buildings
District
of Columbia, for use of
buildings and parts of buildings
Department of Agrithe
various bureaus,
Agridivisions,, and offices of the Department
bureaus, divisions
the various
shall
of this sum shall
only
culture,
$100,000:
Provided,
hat
such
part
That
culture, $100,000: Provided,
be
available to
to pay
pay rent
furnished by the
space which can not be furnished
for space
rent for
be available
Publie Building
Government buildings located in the
in Government
Building Commission in
Public
District of
of Columbia.
District

Ms'

Relations
Relations

STATES RELATIONS
RELATIONS SERVICE.
SERVICE.
STATES

ERVICE: One
One director,
$4,500; one
one
director,
RELATIONS SERVICE:
SALARIES, STATES
STATES RELATIONS
S
ct
SALARIES,
financial
one
chief
clerk,
$2,000;
one
clerk
or
chief
accountant,
$2,400;
financial
accountant,
chief
or
chief clerk, $2,000; one clerk
clerk,
one clerk,
clerk, $1,980;
$1,980; one clerk or proof reader, $1,800;
$1,800;
$2,000; one
clerk, $2,000;
$1,500
four
clerks
class
four
'•
eleven
clerks, class three; two clerks, at $1,500
four clerks, class four; eleven clerks,
each; thirteen
clerks, class
class two;
two; two
clerks, at $1,320
$1,320 each; one
two clerks,
thirteen clerks,
each;
clerk, $1,260;
$1,100
clerks at $1,100
three clerks
one; three
class one;
clerks, class
thirty-six clerks,
$1,260; thirty-six
clerk,
$900
at
clerks,
each;
thirty-nine
clerks,
at
$1,000
each;
thirty-one
clerks,
thirty-one
ach;
$1each;
at
clerks,
thirty-nine
each;
$840
at
each;
one
clerk
or
lantern-slide
colorist,
$900;
clerks,
at,
$840
three
each; one clerk or lantern-slide colorist,
$720
at
each;
two
clerks,
at
$720
each;
five
messengers
or
laborers,
$720
messengers
five
ach;
each;
at
clerks,
two
each;
each; two
messengers
or
laborers,
at
$600
each;
three
messengers
or
messengers
three
ach;
each; two messengers or laborers, at $ach;
laborers, at
at $480
three messenger
messenger boys, at $600 each,
each; thirteen
each; three
$480 each;
laborers,
messenger boys,
at $480
messenger boy, $360; three mesmes$480 each; one messenger
bovs, at
messenger
charwomen,
senger
$300 each;
each; one skilled laborer, $900; four charwomen,
at $300
boys, at
senger boys,
$203,840.
at $480
$480 each;
$240 each; in all, $203,840.
charwomen, at $240
eleven charwomen,_
each; eleven
at
into
Support of agriculSERVICE:
GENERAL
EXPENSES,
S
TATES RELATIONS
ERVICE: TO
To carry
carry into
RELATIONS S
STATES
EXPENSES,
GENERAL
ofepemenirSttppt
tural experiment staentitled
tions.
approved
effect
the
provisions
of
an
Act
approved
March
2,
1887,
entitled
effect the provisions of an Act
ption.
Vol.
24, p. 440.
connection
"An
An Act
Act to
to establish
establish agricultural
agricultural experiment stations in connection
vo. 24, p. 440.
the proviunder
States
with
the
colleges
established
several
several
the
in
with the colleges established
sions
of
an
Act
approved
July
2,
1862,
and
of
the
Acts
supplementary
supplementary
Acts
the
of
and
Vol.
12,
p.
503,
1862,
2,
July
approved
Act
an
of
sions
503.
p.
12,
voL
thereto,"
the sums
to the
the several
Territories,
States and Territories,
several States
apportioned to
sums apportioned
thereto," the
$720,000;
to
be
paid
quarterly
in
advance,
$720,000;
advance,
in
quarterly
paid
to be

Pay of
clerk
s, etc.directc.
director,
r,
cler -
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To
carry into
effect the
an Act
approved March
March 16,
of addi'Allotm"entrofaddi16, tioAllotment
of an
Act approved
the provisions
provisions of
into effect
To carry
opr
la p oprations.
i
63.
p.
34,
vol.
1906,
entitled
"An
Act
to
provide
for
an
increased
annual
appropriaincreased
an
for
provide
to
Act
"An
entitled
1906,
tion for
for agricultural
stations and
expendithe expendiand regulating
regulating the
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
tion
Territure thereof,"
thereof," the
the sums
sums apportioned
to the
the several
several States
States and
and Terriapportioned to
ture
o vtories,
to
be
paid
quarterly
in
advance,
$720,000:
Provided,
That
not
i
ri'v
rnit
t
"'
not Pr'
That
Provided,
$720,000:
advance,
in
quarterly
be
paid
to
tories,
to exceed
shall b
paid to
each State
and Territory under
State and
to each
beepaid
$15,000 shall
exceed $15,000
to
this act;
act;
this
Cooperative agrieulwork.
To enable
enable the
to enforce
the provisions
of tu
tur
provisions of
c
,nq(exten'sion
a
n
tis
v
ioenaZ
e
k!1
.
1enforce the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
Secretary of
the Secretary
To
\ol.
Act \
"An Act
the above
and the
the Act
approved May
May 8,
1914, entitled
entitled "An
°'• 3S,p. 372.'
8, 1914,
Act approved
Acts and
above Acts
the
to provide
provide for
for cooperative
agricultural extension
extension work between the
cooperative agricultural
to
benefits of an
agricultural colleges
the several
receiving the benefits
States receiving
several States
in the
colleges in
agricultural
Act
July 2,
1862, and
Acts supplementary
supplementary
of Acts
and of
2, 1862,
approved July
Congress approved
of Congress
Act of
thereto,
the United
United States
States Department
Agriculture," relative
of Agriculture,"
Department of
and the
thereto, and
to their
the administration
administration of agricultural
for the
and for
administration and
their administration
to
experiment
stations in
in Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Porto Rico,
Rico, the
of
,
island ofl
the island
Hawaii, Porto
experiment stations
N o

34, p .6

P
T

aSe,13. 372

including
States,
the United
of and
Islands of
Virgin assistants,
and
Guam,
Guam,
employment
and the
the
of clerks,
Virgin
Islands
the
United
other persons
States, in
including
the citythe
the
of

peCes.ic

peCje
es
r
.
icaI,

etc.,

etc.,

employment of clerks, assistants, and other persons in the city of
Washington
elsewhere, freight
express charges,
official travelcharges, official
and express
freight and
and elsewhere,
Washington and
ing expenses,
office fixtures,
fixtures, supplies,
apparatus, telegraph and telesupplies, apparatus,
expenses, office
ing
phone service,
service, gas,
rent outside
outside of
of the
the District
District Annual
Anulstmets
and rent
current, and
electric current,
gas, electric
phone
statements.
statemt
of
$69,600; and
Secretary of
Agriculture shall
shall preof Agriculture
the Secretary
and the
Columbia, $69,600;
of Columbia,
scribe the
formi of
financial statement
required under the
statement required
annual financial
the annual
of the
the form
scribe
above
ascertain whether
the expenditures
expenditures are
are in
accordance
in accordance
whether the
Acts, ascertain
above Acts,
with
work of
Department of
the Department
of the
the work
coordinate the
provisions,' coordinate
their provisions
with their
Agriculture with
of the
the State
State agricultural
colleges and experiagricultural colleges
that of
with that
Agriculture
ment stations
the lines
authorized in
and make report
Acts, and
said Acts,
in said
lines authorized
in the
stations in
ment

thereon
Congress;
emonstration work
Demonstration
work
to Congress;
thereon to
outside cotton belt.
For
farmers' cooperative
work outside
outside of
of the
the cotton
cottn belt.
cotton outside
demonstration work
cooperative demonstration
For farmers'
belt, including
employment of
of labor
labor in
the city
Washington
of Washington
city of
in the
the employment
including the
belt,
and
elsewhere,
supplies,
and
all
other
necessary
expenses,
$751,280;
coteonstrations,ot$751,280; Demonstrations,
expenses,
necessary
and elsewhere, supplies, and all other
ton boll weevilravages,
For farmers'
cooperative demonstrations
demonstrations and
for the
the study
and tonbollweevilravages,
study and
and for
farmers' cooperative
For
etc.
demonstration of
of the
best methods
methods of
of the
the etc.
ravages of
the ravages
meeting the
of meeting
the best
demonstration
of
cotton-boll
weevil,
including
the
employment
of
labor
in
the
city
city
the
in
labor
of
employment
the
including
cotton-boll weevil,
Washington and
elsewhere, supplies,
supplies, and
and all
all other
other necessary
expenses, ?Mat°.
Proviso. contribunecessary expenses,
and elsewhere,
Washington
Voluntary
within
State
th state
withi the
Vion"
de- tions
be de$645,040: Provided,
That the
the expense
service shall
shall be
such service
of such
expense of
Provided, That
$645,040:
accepted.
8aepted.
may
as
frayed
from
this
appropriation
and
such
cooperative
funds
as
funds
cooperative
such
and
appropriation
this
from
frayed
be voluntarily
voluntarily contributed
contributed by
and municipal
municipal agencies,
agencies,
county, and
State, county,
by State,
be
associations of
of farmers
farmers, and
and individual
farmers, universitiest
universities rcolleges,
colleges,
individual farmers,
associations
boards
of
trade,
chambers:
of
commerce,
other
local
asseciations
of
associations
local
other
commerce,
of
chambers
trade
of
boards
business men,
organizations, and
individuals within the
and individuals
business organizations,
men, business
business
State; .
Additional coopers.
coopersAdditional
State;
For
agricultural extension
work, to
to be
agricultural work.
t"vegiculturaworkt
paid tive
allotted, npaid,
be, allotted,
extension work,
cooperative agricultural
For cooperative
and
the same
same manner,
manner, upon
same terms
terms and
condiand condithe same
upon the
in the
expended in
and expended
tions,
under the
the same
same supervisaon
ins the
additional appropnappropria- Vol.. 38, p. 372.
the additional
supervisionias
and under
tions, and
Statutes
(Thirty-eighth
tions
made by
Act of
8 ,1914 (Thirty
-eighth St
at
ut
es at
at
May 8,
of May
the Act
by the
tions made
Large, page
entitled "An
"An Act
agricooperative agrifor cooperative
provide for
to provide
Act to
372), entitled
pae 372),
Large,
sevcultural
extension work
work between
agricultural colleges
colleges in the
the sevbetween the agricultural
cultural extension
eral
receiving the
of an
an Act
Act of
Congress approved
approved
of Congress
benefits of
the benefits
States receiving
eral States
of expendexpendipans
July 2,
Acts supplementary
and the
h
. of
United p
the United
thereto, and
supplementary thereto,_
of Acts
and of
1862, and
2, 1862,
July
States
Department
of
Agriculture,"
$
1,
500 ,
000 ;and
all
sums approtures.
ture
approsums
all
and
$1,500,000;
of
Agriculture,"
States Department
priated
Act for
for use
demonstration or
or extension
work
extension work
for demonstration
use for
this Act
by this
priated by
accordance
in
expended
and
used
within
any State
expended
accordance with
with
State shall be
within any
plans
the Secretary
Secretary of
and the
the
Agriculture and
of .Agriculture
by the
upon by
agreed upon
mutually agreed
plans mutually
proper
officials
of
the
college
in
such
State
which
receives
benefits
the
proper officials of the college in such State which
of
Farmers' Institutes,
istitates.
Fanrers'
8, 1914;
1914;
of May
May 8,
Act of
of said
said Act
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
to investigate
and report
:lcultural schol
schools,
report :Fetural
investigate and
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
Secretary of
To
upon
the
organization
and
progress
of
farmer's
institutes
and
agriInvestigating
Prog
upon the organization and progress of farmer's institutes and agn- Investipting progof.
rss
cultural
schools
in
the
several
States
and
Territories,
and
upon
re'
similar
upon
and
Territories,
and
States
several
the
in
cultural schools
organizations
foreign countries,
suggestions of
of plans
plans
special suggestions
with special
countries, with
n foreign
organiations in
and
methods for
making such
such organizations
effective for
the
for the
more effectiie
organiztions more
for making
and methods
offAgridissemination
of the
the results
work of
of the
the Departnent
Department o
Ag
rithe work
of the
results of
dissemination of
-
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improved methture and
and the
agricultural experiment
experiment stations,
stations, and of improved
the agricultural
ture
ods of
of agricultural
agricultural practice,
the employment
employment of labor
labor in the
including the
practice, including
ods
city
of
VV
ashington
and
elsewhere,
other
necessary
expenses,
necessary
other
all
and
elsewhere,
and
Washington
of
city
$20,600;
E•cperimental
staAgriculture to establish
lions in Alaska, an
To enable
the Secretary
establish and maintain
maintain
Secretary of Agriculture
enable the
tadd To
timons
insular
possessions.
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
stations in Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii Porto
Porto Rico, the
agricultural
insr posseions.
United States, including
island of
of Guam,
including
Virgin Islands of the United'
the Virgin
and the
Guam, and
island
the erection
erection of
of buildings,
buildings, the
the preparation,
preparation, illustration, and distributhe
tion
reports and
and bulletins,
and all
all other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
bulletins, and
of reports
tion of
$215,000,
follows: Alaska,
Alaska, $75,000,
$75,000, of
of which
which $10,000,
$10,000, or so much
as follows:
$215,000, as
thereof as
be necessary,
necessary, shall
shall be
be immediately
immediately available for the
may be
as may
thereof
erection of
of barns,
barns, purchase
of breeding
breeding live
live stock, and other expenses
purchase of
erection
connected
with
the
stock-breeding
experiments
on the island of
experiments
stock-breeding
the
with
connected
Kodiak and
and at
Matanuska station;
station- Hawaii,
$50,000; Porto Rico,
Hawaii, $50,000;
the Matanuska
at the
Kodiak
$50,000;
$25,000, of which $5,000,
$5,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may
may
Guam, $25,000,
$50,000; Guam,
be
shall be
available to
repair damage due to
to repair
immediately available
be immediately
necessary, shall
be necessary,
Sale of products
typhoon; and
and the
Virgin Islands
Islands of
of the
the United
States $15,000;
$15,000; and
United States,
the Virgin
typhoon;
eooducts
products
such
sell
to
e
Secretary
of
Agriculture
is
authorized
products as
the Secretary of Agriculture is authorize
experiment
are
obtained
on
the
land
belonging
to
agricultural
experiment
agricultural
the
to
belonging
land
the
on
obtained
are
stations
in
Alaska Hawaii,
Hawaii, Porto
Porto Rico
the island
island of
of Guam,
Guam, and the
Rico,' the
Alaska,
in
stations
Provirm.
Hawaii
t i
Virgin Islands of the United States: Provided, That of the sum herein
herein
ext ion Virgin Islands of the United States: Provided, That of
aaii'
work,
appropriated for the experiment
experiment station
station in Hawaii
Hawaii $10,000 may be
appropriated
work.
Providedfurther,
vir
gin
Islands.
used in
agricultural extension
extension work
work in Hawaii:
Hawaii: Provided
further, That
in agricultural
to used
asandsee
virgin
eas e
s absence to
assigned to
employees.
hereafter employees
of the
the Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture assigned
employees of
hereafter
employees
permanent duty
duty in
in the
Virgin_ Islands
entitled to the same
shall be entitled
Islands shall
the Virgin
permanent
privileges
as to
to leave
of absence
absence as
as are
conferred upon emplovees
employees
are conferred
leave of
privileges as
assigned
to Alaska,
Alaska . Hawaii,
the Act of
Hawaii, Porto Rico, and Guam by the
assigned to
Vol.rni
38 i,ve
n. 441. l
c
June 30,
1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Statutes at
at. Large,
441), and if
Large, page 441),
0, 1914
s June
.le-lavn
experiment stations:
allowed,
any employee
employee of
the• agricultural
stations.of the United
United
agricultural experiment
of the
any
alowed.
or
States in
in Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, Guam,
Guam, •
or the
the Virgin Islands
States
shall elect
to postpone
postpone tin;
taking of any or all of the annual leave
leave to
to
the taking
elect to
shall
he
which he
he may
may be
be .entitled
the said Act of June 30, 1914,
1914, he
under the
entitled under
which
Agriculture, subject to the
may, in
in the
Secretary of Agriculture,
of the Secretary
discretion of
the disaeetion
may,
interests
the public
service, be
be allowed
allowed to take at one
one time
time unused
unused
public service,
of the
interests of
annual leave
may have
within not to exceed
exceed
accumulated within
have accumulated
which may
leave which
annual
prevailing during the year such
four years,
years and
and be
be paid
paid at the rate
rate prevailing
such
four
leave of absence
accumulated;.
absence has accumulated;
leave
$20,600;

ex ens on

no

t

eaves

proiistionth
a i
gtgiithV
0me.
.
ohf

Administrative
penses.

Administrative

ex-

ex

Public
R oads BuBuIqblic Roads
reau.
uiblic Roads B.

py oi chief of bu-

Pay
d o
er
fke
shi
,:
t
t.°1

reau,

To
Secretary of
investigate the relative
relative
Agriculture to investigate
of Agriculture
the Secretary
enable the
To enable

products for food, clothing,
utility and
economy of
apicultural products
clothing, and
of agricultural
and economy
utility
methods
and methods
plans
of
other
uses
in
the
home,
with
special
suggestions
other uses in the home, with special
purposes,
for the
more effective
effective utilization
utilization of
of such products
products for these purposes,
the more
for
with the
of other
department, and to disbureaus of the department,
other bureaus
cooperation of
the cooperation
with
including the employseminate useful
employinformation on this subject, including
useful information
seminate
ment of
of labor
labor in
the city
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, supplies, and
of Washington
city of
in the
ment
all other
other necessary
expenses, $46,280;
$46,280;
necessary expenses,
all
For general
administrative expenses
expenses connected
the lines of
connected with the
general administrative
For
work of
of the
States Relations
Relations Service,
including the offices
offices of the
Service, including
the States
work
director,
the chief
clerk, the
the officers
officers in
charge of publications,
publications, library,
library,
in charge
chief clerk,
director, the
exaccounts,
records,
supplies,
and
property,
and
for
miscellaneous
miscellaneous
and
property,
and
supplies,
records,
accounts,
$14,180.
penses
thereto, $14,180.
incident thereto,
penses incident
In
for general
general expenses, $4,701,980.
all, for
In all,
$4,905,820.
Total
States Relations
Relations Service,
ervice, $4,905,820.
for States
Total for
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC ROADS.
ROADS.

bureau, $6,000;
ROADS: One
BJ-nEAu
SLARIES,
S
ALARTFS, B
canAu OF
OF PUBLTC
PUBLIC Roans:
One chief
chief of
of bureau,
$6,000;
one
editor,
$2,500;
one
draftsman
or
clerk,
$1.920;
$1,900;
clerk, $1,900;
one
one editor, $2,500; one draftsman or clerk, $1,920;
one
instrument
maker,
$1,800;
one
model
ma:6r,
$1,800;
four
clerks,
clerks,
$1,800;
maker,
model
one
$1,800;
maker,
one instrument
class four;
four-' six
six clerks,
clerks, class
$1,600 ;
three; one clerk or editorial clerk, $1,600;
class three;
class
two
clerks, at
each; one clerk or photographer, $1,440; one
$1,500 each;
at $1,500
two clerks,
clerk or
$1,440; one clerk
clerk or tabulator,
tabulator, $1,440;
$1,440; one
maker, $1,440;
instrument maker,
or instrument
clerk
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clerk, class
two clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,380
ach; t
wo clerks,
cl
erks,a
$1 ,320
clerk,
class two;
two; two
$1,380 e
each;
two
att$1,320
each; four clerks,
clerk;, at $1,260 each; six clerks,
one; one
one clerk
clerk or
clerks, class
class one;
or
editorial clerk, $1,200; one draftsman,
draftsman, $1,320; one
clerk or
or draftsman,
draftsman,
one clerk
$1,200; one clerk or draftsman,
photographer,
61,200;
draftsman, $900;
$900; one
one clerk or photographer,
$1,200; one clerk or photographer,
clerks, at $1,140
each;
photographer, $1.000;
$1,000; two clerks,
$1,140 each;
each; one
clerk, $1,020; nine
one clerk, $1,100;
$1,100; two clerks, at $1,080
$1,080 each;
one clerk
nine
clerks at $1,000
skilled laborer,
81,006; four
four clerks,
clerks,
$1,000 each;
each; one clerk
clerk or skilled
laborer, $1,000;
clerks,
at $900 each,
each; one mechanician,
$1,680; one
or instrument
maker,
mechanician, $1,680;
one clerk
clerk or
instrument maker,
$1,200;
$1,200; one lantern-slide
lantern-slide colorist,
colorist, $1,320;
one mechanic,
$1,500; one
one
$1,320; one
mechanic, $1,500;
mechanic, $1,200; one skilled laborer, $1,200; one laboratory
laboratory aid,
$960; two
$840
two laborers,
laborers, at
at $900 each;
each; two messengers
messengers or laborers, at $840
messengers, laborers, or laboratory helpers,
each; two messengers,
helpers, at $720
$720 each;
each;
two messengers
laborers, at
$660 each;
messengers or laborers,
at $660
each; four messengers
messengers or laborers,
laborers,
$600 each;
each; one
at $600 each;
each; three messenger
messenger boys, at $600
one fireman,
fireman, $720;
$720;
charwomen, at
$240 each;
each;
eight messenger
messenger boys, at $480
$480 each; eight charwomen,
at $240
in all, $113,640.
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General expenses.

OF PUBLIC ROADS: For salaries
BUREAU OF
GENERAL EXPENSES,
GENERAL
EXPENSES, BUREAU
salaries and Generalexenses.
employment of
elsewhere,
the employment
of labor in
in the city
city of
of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
supplies,
fixtures, apparatus
apparatus, traveling
traveling and all other
supplies, office
office fixtures
other necessary
necessary
expenses,
experiments, and
for
expenses, for conducting
conducting investigations
investigations and
and experiments,
and for
collating,
illustrating the results
same and for precollating, reporting, and illustrating
results of same,
preparing,
publishing, and
and distributing
bulletins and
and reports,
reports, as
follows:
parng, publishing,
distributing bulletins
as follows:
Proviso.
Provnded,
That no
no part
part of
of these
these appropriations
Provided, That
appropriations shall
shall be
be expended
expended for
for PRooli
maR oad-making
m achinery
restrictions.
machinery,
except
such
as
may
chinery
restrictions.
the rent or purchase of road-making
road-making machinery, except
be necessary
necessary for field experimental
experimental work as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
provided for:
Road management.
management.
of road
management throughout
For
inquiries in
in regard
recard to
to systems
systems of
road management
throughout Road
For inquiries
the United States and for giving
.
.ving expert
expert advice
advice on this
this subject, $38,240;
$38-,240;
Materials, etc.,
stigt
etc., inFor investigations
investigations of
of the
the best
best methods
For
methods of
of road
road making,
making, especially
especially vestigations.
ordinary
ordinary sand-clay
sand-clay and dirt roads, and the best kinds of
of road-making
road-making
furnishing expert advice
advice on road
road building
building and
and mainmaterials, and for
for furnishing
tenance,
tenance, $138,220;
$138,220;
veC
sIrmical,
etc., inFor
of the
and physical
of road
road Chesi
For investigations
investigations of
the chemical
chemical and
physical character
character of
etc., in
materials, $47,020;
$47,020;
Field eperiments,
experiments,
For conducting
field experiments
experiments and
and various
various methods
road concon- etc.
methods of
of road
Field
For
conducting field
concerning
struction
and
maintenance
and
investigations
concerning
various
investigations
and
maintenance,
struction
for investigating
developing
and developing
investigating and
preparations; for
road materials
materials and for
application of bituminous
preparation and application
equipment intended
intended for the preparation
equipment
purchase of materials
materials and equipment;
equipment; for
for
other binders;
binders; for the purchase
and other
labor for the erection
employment of assistants and labor;
erection of bildings;
buildings;
the employment
such experimental
work to
nearly as possible
possible to one
one
as nearly
to be
be confined as
such
experimental work
•
point during
during the fiscal
fiscal year,
year, $60,000;
$60,000;
Farm bides!on, etc.,
i
For
investigating and reporting
water in ivSFSmU,.
For investigating
reporting upon the utilization
utilization of
of water
farm
irrigation, including
.apply in
practice; the
in practice;
methods to apply
the best methods
including the
farm irrigation,
different kinds of power and appliances,
appliances, and the development
development of
equipment
pipes,
of water in
in ditches,
ditches, pipes,
the flow-of
farm irrigation; the
equipment for farm
and
conduits; the
apportionment1 and
and measurement
measuremeait of
duty, apportionment
the duty,
other conduits;
and other
affectin irrigairrigation
water; the
regulations, and laws affecting
irrigathe customs
customs, regulations,
irrigation water;
tion;
for the
the purchase
purchase and installation
experimental
of equipment
equipment for experimental
installation of
tion; for
purposes;
for the
the giving
giving of
of expert
expert advice
assistance; for the
and assistance;
advice -and
purposes; for
preparation and
and illustration
illustration of reports
bulletins on irrigation;
irrigation;
reports and bulletins
preparation
for
the employment
assistants and
labor in
in the
city of
of Washington
Washington
the city
and labor
of assistants
employment of
or the
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; for
outside of
cif -the:District
the:District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; and
for
and for
rent outside
for rent
and
supplies
and all
all necessary
supplies an
necessary expenses,
expenses, $82,440;
$82,440;
.
D
nae
Draina
ged
of mas,
farms,
lands, etc.
etc.
For
upon farm
farm drainage
and upon
upon the
the swamp
wmpins,
drainage and
reporting upon
and reporting
For investigating
investigating and
drainage
of swamp
swamp and
other wet
wet lands
be made
made availavailmay be
which may
lands which
and other
drainage of
able
purposes; for
for preparing
plans for the removal
removal of
of
preparnng plans
agricultural purposes;
able for
for agricultural
surplus
by drainage,
drainage, and
for givng
giving expert
expert assistance
assistance b
by advice
advice
and for
water by
surplus water
or
otherwise in
in the
the drainage
of suchlands;
suchlands; for
expericonducting field eperifor conducting
drainage of
or otherwise
ments
construction and
mamteand maintethe construction
concerning the
investigations concerning
and investigations
ments and
equipnance
of farm
investigating and
and developin
de-velopMg equipfor investigating
work; for
drainage work;
farm drainage
nance of
ment
intended for
construction and
of far
farm &
,,
g:e
drainage
maintenance of
and maintenance
the construction
for the
ment intended
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structures; for
for the
of materials
equipment; and for preprematerials and equipment;
purchase of
the purchase
structures;

Domestic water
s
water supDomestic
p/y
of farms, etc.
ply of farms, etc. uP

Administrative
Administrative
peuses.
penses.

paring
and illustrating
reports and
drainage; and for the
the
bulletins on drainage;
and bulletins
illustrating reports
paring and
employment
and labor
in the
the city of Washington
Washington and
labor in
assistants and
of assistants
employment of
elsewhere;
for rent
rent outside
the District of Columbia, and for
of the
outside of,
elsewhere; for
.
$73,760;supplies
and.a1.1 necessary
expenses, $73,760;
necessary expenses,
supplies andall
disdrainage
and
domestic
For
investigating
farm
domestic
water
supply
drainage
disinvestigating
for.
engineering
rural
other
and
posal the
other rural engineering
construction of farm buildings,
the construction
posal,
problems
principles, including
including the erection
erection of
mechanical principles,
involving mechanical
problems involving
be necesmay
such
structures
outside
of
the
District
of
as
Columbia
such structures outside of the District
in the
labor
sary
for
experimental
purposes
only,
the
employment
of
employment
only,
purposes
sary for experimental
city of
of Washington
and elsewhere,
other necessary
necessary
elsewhere, supplies, and all other
Washington and
city

$25,000;
expenses, $25,000;
e-expenses,

ex_

Markets
Markets Bureau.

For
general administrative
expenses connected
connected with the aboveaboveadministrative expenses
For general
$16,000;
mentioned
lines
of
investigations
and
experiments,
$16,000;
and
investigations
of
mentioned lines
$480,680.
In
expenses, $480,680.
general expenses,
for general
all, for
In all,
Total
Bureau of
$594,320.
Public Roads, $694,320.
of Public
for Bureau
Total for
BTIREATT OF
OF MARKETS.
MARKETS.
BUREAU

$5,000; one
BUREAU OF
SALARIES, BUREAU
oALA.RIES
or MARKETS:
MARY-ma - One chief
chief of
of bureau,
bureau, $5,000;
one
chief
assistant, $3,000;
$3,900; one adminisadminisadministrative assistant,
one administrative
$2,000; one
clerk, $2,000;
chief clerk,
trative assistant,
$2,500; ,one,
charge of supplies and accounts,
one clerk in charge
assistant, $2,500;
trative
$2,250; two.executive
two executive clerks,
clerks, at
$2,000 each;
each; one
one clerk, $2,000; one
at $2,000
$2,250;
executive
assistant,
$1,980;
one
administrative
assistant, $1,980;
$1,980;
assistant,
administrative
one
$1,980;
executive assistant,
fourteen clerks, class three;
eleven
four; one
clerk, $1,740;
$1,740; fourteen
three;
one clerk,
class four;
clerks, cla-ss
eleven clerks,
$1,380;
one
clerk,
$1,440;•
thirty-five
derks,
class
two;
one
$1,380;
five
clerk,
one
two;
class
clerks,
thirty-five
one clerk, $1,440;
clerks,
$1,320 each;
$1,300; one
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three
sixty-three
lerk, $1,300;
one clerk,
each; one
at $1,320
clerks, at
forty clerks, at $1,100
clerks, class
one; one
$1,140; forty.
$1,100 each;
each;
clerk, $1,140;
one clerk,
class one;
clerks,
eighty-eight
clerks, at
$1,0110 each;
each; thirteen
thirteen clerks,
clerks, at $1,080 each;
at $1,000
eighty-eight clerks,
twenty-four
seven
clerks, at
$1,020 each;
each; two
two clerks,
clerks, at $960 each; twenty-four
at $1,020
seven clerks,
clerks, at
$900 each;
clerks, at
at $840
$840 each;
clerks, at $720
$720
each; two clerks,
three clerks,
each; three
at $900
clerks,
three
$960;
aid,
laboratory
each;
one
laboratory
helper,
$900;
one
laboratory
one
$900;
helper,
each; one laboratory
laboratory
aids, at
at $900
$900 each;
each; one
one laboratory
laboratory aid,
labora$840; one laboraaid, $840;
laboratory aids,
$1,200;
tory
aid,
$720;
one
photographer,
$1,400;
one
photographer,
$1,200;
photographer,
one
$1,400;
photographer,
one
tory aid, $720;
Telegraph operatos,
operators, one
of telegraph,
telegraph, $2,000; one supervising
supervising telegrapher,
telegrapher,
superintendent of
one superintendent
etTegraph
etc.
telegraph
forty-seven
each;
$1,600
$1,620;
five
telegrapheperators,
at
$1,600
each;
forty-seven
telegraph
at
operators,
telegraph
$1,620; five
te$1,320; seven teleoperators, at
each; line
telegraph operator,
operator, $1,320;
one telegraph
$1,400 each;
at $1,400'
operators,
two
$1,080;
operator,
graph
operators,
at
$1,200
each;
one
telegraph
operator,
$1,080;
telegraph
one
each;
$1,200
at
operators,
graph
$840; one
one telephone
telephone
at $900
$900 each;
telephone operator,
operator, $840;
one
each; one
operators, at
telephone operators,
draftsman,
$1,400; three
draftsmen,. at
at $1,200
$1,200 each; one draftsman,
draftsman,
three draftsmen,
draftsman, $1,400;
$900;
one map
map tracer,
tracer, $900;
$900; one
$720; one map
map tracer,
tracer, $720;
map tracer,
one map
$900; one
operators,
machine
two
$600;
four
machine
operators
at
$1,200
machine
operators,
each;
$1,200
at
operators,
$600; four machine
at
at $1,100
$1,100 each;
each; one
machine operator,
$1 ;000; three
three chauffeurs, at
operator, $1;000;
one machine
at
at
$900
each;
two
skilled
laborers,
at
$900
each;
three
laborers,
$840
laborers,
three
each;
$900
at
laborers,
skilled
$900 each; two
each;
six laborers,
laborers, at
at $720
laborers at $660 each;
each; five
four laborers)
each; four
$720 each;
each; six
messenger,
one
each;
laborers,
at
$600
each;
two
laborers,
at
$540
each;
messenger,
$540
at
laborers,
two
each;
$600
at
laborers,
/720; ten
messengers, at
$540 each;
messenger, $480;
$480; six mesone messenger,
each; one
at $540
ten messengers,
$720;
each;
$540
senger
boys,
$600
each;
five
boys,
at
$540
each; twentymessenger
$600
at
boys,
senger
one messenger
each.; three
messenger boys,
boys, at $420 each;
three messenger
$480 each;
at $480
boys, at
messenger boys,
one
one messenger
charwoman,
boy, $300; one charwoman,
messenger boy,
one messenger
$360; one
boy, $360;
messenger boy,
one
$540;
six charwomen,
charwomen, at
at $480
each; six
charwomen, at $300 each; nine
six charwomen,
$480 each;
$540; six
charwomen, at
each; M.
$671,810.
all, $671,810
in all,
$240 each;
at $240
charwomen,
Geueral e\Tenses.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU.OF
For salaries
salaries and
and the
the
MARKETS: For
BUREAU.OF M.A.RKETS:
GENERAL
Generalexpenses.
furnielsewhere,
employment
of
labor
in
the
city
of
Washington
and
elsewhere,
furniand
Washington
of
city
the
in
labor
of
employment
ture, supplies,
supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, rent
District of
the District
of the
outside of
rent outside
ture,
investigaColumbia, and
all other
other expenses
necessary in conducting
conducting investigaexpenses necessary
and all
Columbia,
follows:
tions, experiments,
and demonstrations
demonstrations, as follows:
experiments, and
tions,
States
United States
mamatin
Di
alribobntg
o
u
r
tin
iarin
g iroia
r
For acquiring
acquiring and
diffusing among the people of the
the United
and diffusing
For
marketing and disurea,
etc.
useful information
on subjects
connected with
with the marketing
subjects connected
information on
useful
suipplies, et.
ur, supplies,
tributing
of farm
noninanufactured food
food products
products and the purand nonmanufactured
farm and
tributing of
chasing of
of farm
farm supplies,
supplies, independently
independently and
and in
in cooperation
cooperation with
chasing

Payclerks,
of chief
chief
of bubureau,
etc. of
of
Pay
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the department, State agencies, purchasing
branches of the
purchasing and
other branches
transportation,
consuming organizations,
}persons engaged in the transportation,
organizations, and persons
consuming
marketing,
and distributing
farm and
and food products, $317,520;
distributing of farm
marketing, and

tnewse.
dvegetaof liailfes
frikt and
For collecting
collecting and
and distributing,
mail, and
and otherwise,
otherwise, of
distributing, by
by telegraph,
telegraph, mail,
For
vegeta-

bles.
commercial movement, disposi- bles.
timely information
timely
information on the supply, commercial
, e.
t
tion,
and
market
prices
of
fruits
and
vegetables,
$250,000;
$250,000;
vegetables,
tion, and market prices of fruits and
Supervision e
o
t
f'bnsibusiof
To
Agriculture to
to carry
carry into
into effect
effect until
until Supervision
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the secretary
To enable
enable the
nesses connected with.
of the
proclamations of
the proclamations
their termination,
provisions of
of the
the PresiPresi- nesses connected with.
the provisions
termination, the
their
1
7
6
o
.
l. 40,
40, pp.
pp. 1802,
1802,
vol.
the regulations
regulations there- 18,1
dent
6, 1918,
1918, and the
September 6,
and September
18 and
of June
June 18
dent of
under,
relating to
stockyards industry,
industry-, including
including the employto the
the stockyards
under, relating
ment of
as the
Agriculture may deem
demn
of Agriculture
the Secretary
Secretary of
such persons
persons as
ment
of such
necessary,
in the
District of
elsewhere, $75,000;
$75,000;
and prodLivestock
and elsewhere,
Columbia and
of Columbia
the District
necessary, in
uoLivestock
ivestock and
prodTo
enable the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to gather
gather from stockmen, ucts.
the Secretary
To enable
live-stock
State live-stock and
tributing
nformation
live-stock associations, state
and agricultural
agricultural boards,
boards, trib
u
a
t
t
l
ing.inf
orm
andon
atiti .
.aising, marketing,
marketig,
raismg,
common carriers,
carriers, stockyards
commission firms,
firms, live-stock
live-stock exchanges,
exchanges, eotler
stockyards, commission
common
slaughtering and meat-packing
companies, and other information
information
meat-packing companies,
slaughtering
relative to
the number
and grades of marketable
classes and
different classes
of different
number of
to the
relative
live stock,
sheep in the principal
principal liveand sheep
hogs, and
cattle, hogs,
especially cattle,
stock, especially
live
sections; prices, receipts, and
stock feeding
growing sections;
and growing
districts and
stock
feeding districts
cattle,'hogs, and sheep
shipments of the different
classes and grades
grades of cattle
sheep
different classes
shipments
Meats and fish prices,
Mseatsandcfishrce
market centers;
at
at live-stock
live-stock market
centers; prices of meats, fish, and meat and
and stora
ge, etc.
g
products in
fish food
products and
and the
of such
such products
in storage;
storage- to
to
the amounts
amounts of
fish
food products
frequent intervals
at such frequent
compile
and publish
information at
intervalsas
such information
publish such
compile and
most
effectively to
guide producers,
distributors in
consumers, and distributors
producers, consumers,
to guide
most effectively
the
sale and
of live
stock, meats,
meats, fish,
fish and
and other
other animal
animal Pubishinresuits.
live stock,
purchase of
the sale
and purchase
PubItshirks,results.
products; and
and to
and publish
related information perany related
publish any
gather and
to gather
products;
and distribution
distribution of live stock, meats, fish,
taining to
fish, and
marketing and
to marketing
taining
animal by-products,
of $105,320;
$105,320;
poultry
Dairy
sum of
the sum
by-products, the
animal
Dairy and
and poultry
trade information.
information.
telegraph, mail,
by telegraph,
and distributing,
For collecting
collecting and
distributing, by
mail, and otherwise,
otherwise, trade
For
movement,
timely- information
on the
supply,. demand,
demand, commercial
commercial movement,
the supply,
information on
timely
disposition,
market prices of dairy and poultry
poultry products,
and market
quality, and
disposition, quality,
$80,600;
$80,600;
Gran,
Grain, feeds,
feeds, etc.,
etc., in
inFor collecting
and distributing,
distributing, by
by telegraph,
mail, and
and otherwise,
otherwise, formation.
formation.
telegraph, mail,
For
collecting and
commercial movement,
timely information
the supply,
demand, commercial
movement,
supply, demand,
on the
information on
timely
location,
and market
prices of
grain, hay, feeds,
of grain,
market prices
quality, and
disposition, quality,
location, disposition,
and
seeds, $50,000;
Agricultural
$50,000;
and seeds,
A
gricultural food
food
products.
To
make investigation
investigation relating
to the
storage, products.
the transportation,
transportation, storage,
relating to
To make
Marketing, supply,
preparation,
marketing, manufacture,
manufacture, and
distribution of
of agcul
agricul- etcretinsupply
etc.
and distribution
preparation, marketing,
tural food
extent, manner,
manner, and
and methods
of
methods of
the extent,
including the
products, including
food products,
tural
any
manipulation of
markets or
control of
of the
the visible
visible supply
supply of
or control
the markets
of the
any manipulation
such
food products
products or
or any
any of
of them
them by
by any
assogroups, assoindividuals, groups,
any individuals,
such food
ciations,
combinations or
Peanuts
$48,800;
or corporations
corporations, $48,800;
ciations, combinations,
Peanuts and
and prodproduct s.
For
collecting and
and distributing,
distributing, by
elegraph, mail,
mail, and
and otherwise,
otherwise, ucts.
For collecting
by t'
telegraph,
Supply, commercial
information
on the
the supply,
demand, commercial
etc.
movepent, etc.
disposi- movement,
movement, disposicommercial movement,
supply, demand,
information on
tion, quality,
and market
price of
of peanuts,
and its
its products,
products, $12,000;
$12,000; Perishable farm
peanuts, and
market price
quality, and
tion,
products.
certify prduct.e
Agriculture to investigate
of Agriculture
For
Secretary of
investigate and certify
For enabling
enabling the Secretary
Certifying condition
to shippers
shippers and other
parties the
the quality
quality and
and conditions
of ofctifeng
other interested parties
conditions of
shipments,cditio
etc., is
interstate
commerce
fruits,
vegetables,
poultry,
butter,
hay,
and
other
perishable
farm
interstateconmerce.
farm
fruits, vegetables, poultry, butter, hay, and other perishable
products,
received in
interstate commerce
at such
such important
important
commerce at
in interstate
when received
products, when
central
markets as
Agriculture may
may from
from time
time to
to
of Agriculture
Secretary of
as the
the Secretary
central markets
time designate,
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as he
he may
may prepresuch rules
under such
designate, under
time
scribe,
such fees
as will
will be
be reasonable
reasonable and
and as
as pr
Proviso.
fees as
of such
payment of
incuding payment
scribe, including
Effect of certificates.
nearly
as may
may be
be to
to cover
cover the
the cost
for the
the service
o cetificates.
Pro- Effect
rendered: Proservice rendered:
cost for
nearly as
vided,
certificates issued
by the
the authorized
authorized agents
agents of
of the
the departdepartissued by
That certificates
ided, That
ment
be received
of the
the United
United States
States as
as prima
prima
all courts
courts of
in all
received in
shall be
ment shall
facie
evidence of
of the
of the
contained,
therein contained,
statements therein
the statements
truth of
the truth
facie evidence
Cotten
standards
otton etc.standards,
$150,000;
$150,000;
For investigating,
investigating, demonstrating,
demonstrating, and
and promoting
promoting the
the use
use of
stand- ginning,
giing,etc.
of standFor
ards for
different grades,
and conditions
conditions of
and
of cotton,
cotton, and
qualities, and
grades, qualities,
the different
for the
ards
Proviso.
for
investigating the
marking, Teg.spi
Testing spinning vsl•
baling, imaring,
staping, baling,
grading, stapling,
the ginning,
ginning, grading,
for investigatin
etc.
Tsi
opreinv'gaml,aria tare of cotton, $45,920: Provided, That of the
compressing,
the sum
sum nee,
spetc. netC.

compressing, and tare of cotton, $45,920: Provided, That of
44281*-21---19
44281°-21-19
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thus appropriated
$26,960 may
may be
be used
used for
for testing
testing the waste, tensile
appropriated $26,960
thus

grades and classes
strength, and
and bleaching
qualities of
of the
different grades
the different
bleaching qualities
strength,
of cotton
cotton in
in order
to determine
their spinning
spinning value and for demondetermine their
order to
of
strating
the results
of such
tests;
such tests;
results of
strating the
Agriculture to
farCm°°ers.
among
To enable
enable the Secretary-of
of Agriculture
to make
make studies
studies of
of cooperacoopersTo
among
cooperation
farmers.
the people
diffuse
to
United
the
in
Diffusing
infurma
tion
among
farmers
'United
States;
diffuse
among
farmers
among
Diffusing informa- tion
of the United
ton,
tion, etc.
United States
States useful information
information growing
growing out
out of
of these
these studies,
studies,
secured
results
of
in
order
to
provide
a
basis
for
a
broader
utilization
results
secured
utilization
broader
a
for
basis
a
in order to provide
by the
and demonstration
demonstration work of the Departexperimental, and
research, experimental,
the research,
by
experiment
ment of
of Agriculture,
colleges, and
and State experiment
agricultural colleges,
Agriculture, agricultural
ment
stations,
$15,780;
$15,780;
stations,
F
arm pr odu cts.
the Secretary
Agriculture to
cooperate with
with the
the
to cooperate
of Agriculture
Secretary of
aistii- To
enable the
To enable
distriIvet
bution
i
, marketing,
several
States
in the
the employment
employment of agents
agents to acquire and diffuse
diffuse
in
States
several
marletiug,
butio.
etc., or.t c
useful information
information connected
connected with
with the
the distribution
distribution and marketing
marketing of
useful
e
farm products
products through
demonstrational, or exteninvestigational, demonstrational,
through investigational,
farm
sion
$77,750methods, $77,750;
sion methods,
Grain handling,
grading, and transportation
handling, grading,
For
investigating the
the handling,
transportation of
For investigating
grtacandlin,
grading,
etc.
of fixing definite
purpose
grain,
including
the
grain
sorghlims,
for
the
purpose
definite
the
for
sorghums,
grain
grain, including the
grades
thereof,
$86,050;
small grades thereof, $86,050;
Standard
Standard
small
To enable
enable the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
carry- into
into effect
effect the
the Act
Act
to carry
Secretary of
the Secretary
leatcconTo
fruits,
frita etc., containers.
Executing
law
fix- entitled
baskets for grapes
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to fix
fix standards
standards for Climax
Climax baskets
grapes and
w fixExeaC
other
and vegetables,
vegetables, and
to fix
standards for
for baskets and
fix standards
and to
kfol. 39,p.
39, p. 673.
fruits and
other fruits
673.
'o1.
other
for small
fruits, berries,
berries, and vegetables, and
and for
small fruits,
containers for
other containers
employthe
including
other
purposes,"
approved
August
31,
1916,
1916,
including
the
31,
August
approved
purposes,"
other
ment
of such
such persons
persons and
means as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
and means
ment of
$3,800;
elsewhere,
deem
necessary,
in
the
city
of
Washington
and
elsewhere,
$3,800;
and
Washington
of
city
deem necessary, in the
Administrative
For general
general administrative
administrative expenses
expenses in
in connection
connection with
Nvith the lines
For
edm-stev.
penses.
of
investigation, experiment,
experiment, and
demonstration conducted
conducted in the
and demonstration
of investigation,
$20,635;
Bureau of
Markets, $20,635;
of Markets,
Bureau
In all,
for general
expenses, $1,339,175.
$1,339,175.
general expenses,
all, for
In
Peratiem

-

in

ex-

Cotton Futures
Act.
Futures Act.
Cotton
Enforcement.

UNITED STATES
ENFORCEMENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES CTTOrN-FUTurES
COTTON-FUTunES ACT:
ACT: To
TO
ENFORCEMENT

to carry
the Secretary
of Agriculture
carry into effect the provisions
provisions
Agriculture to
Secretary of
enable the
Vol. enable
of the
States Cotton-Futures
Cotton-Futures Act, including
including all
all expenses
expenses
United States
the United
of
necessary
equipment and
and supplies; for travel;
travel;
of equipment
purchase of
the purchase
for the
necessary for
for the
of persons
persons in
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington and elseelsein the
employment of
the employment
for
including rent
where; and
and for
for all
all other
rent outside
outside of
of the
expenses, including
other expenses,
where;
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, that
may be
be necessary
executing the pronecessary in executing
that may
District of
visions
of
this
Act,
$131,780.
$131,780.
Act,
this
of
visions
ACT: To
GRAIN-STANDARDS ACT:
Standards
ENFORCEMENT
OF THE UNITED
UN1TmJ STATES
STATES GRAIN-STANDARDS
ENFORCEMENT OF
Standards

76
3
Vol.
p. 476;
; Vol.
9 pi
Vol. 39,
40, p.1351.

,

p. 135

Grain
Grain
Act.
Enforcement.
Enforcement.
Vol. 39,
482.
39, p.
p. 482.
Vol.

enable the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
carry into effect
effect the provisions
to carry
Agriculture to
Secretary of
enable
Grain-Standards Act, including
off the
the United States Grain-Standards
including such
such rent and
and

the
persons and
and means
means as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agrisuch persons
of such
employment of
the employment
culture
necessary, in
the city
of Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
city of
in the
deem necessary,
may deem
culture may
$598,600.
$598,600.
'Warehouse Act.
Warehouse
ADMINISTRATION
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES WAREHOUSE
W AREHOUSE ACT:
ACT: To
To
STATES
ADMINISTRATION OF
ot.
rdminhtraion of.
Administration
the
effect
into
Vol.
39,
p.
486.
enable
the
Secretary
Agriculture
to
carry
proAgriculture
of
Secretary
the
enable
p..
39,
Vol.
visions
United States
Act, including
including the payment
payment
Warehouse Act,
States Warehouse
the United
of the
visions of
as the
means
persons
of
such
rent
and
the
employment
of
such
persons
and
means
such
of
employment
the
and
rent
of such
the city of WashSecretary
Agriculture may
deem necessary,
necessary, in the
may deem
of Agriculture
Secretary of
ington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $35,000.
$35,000.
ington
said
of said
on and after
Bonds
of warehousewarehouseThat,
effective on
after the passage of this Act, section
section 66of
That, effective
Bonds of
men.
of
Warehouse
Conditions modified.
Warehouse Act
Act is hereby amended by striking
striking out
out of
States
United
modified. United
Conditions
Vol.
39,
p. 486 ,
personal
than
"other
the
amended.
the
first
sentence
of
said
section
words
"other
personal
section
the first sentence of said
amended.' P
security",
by striking
out at
at the
the end
end of the second
second sentence of
striking out
and by
security", and
said
the words
including the
requirements of
fire insurance";
insurance ";
of fire
the requirements
words""including
section the
said section
out
striking
by
amended
hereby
Act
said
18
Tare
ve
V
o
ii?e,i;ecc_rigatsii
and
section
18
of
is
hereby
by
striking
out at
at the
the
section
and
reeiot
sWrehoth
conspicuously
and
plainly
fun
s
g
sioles49 mOduaed.
have
it
"if
modified
fungibles
vol.
. 4„ , end of said section the words "if it have plainly and conspicuously
48
p
amended., P
embodied in
its written
written or
or printed
terms a
aprovision
that such receipt
receipt
provision that
printed terms
in its
embodied
'
amended.
pages 486-491,
39, pages
is not
not negotiable"
(Acts August
August 11,
1916, volume
volume 39,
486-491,
11, 1916,
negotiable" (Acts
is
sections 1-33;
October 1,
1918, volume
page 1003,
1003, section 1).
1).
40, page
volume 40,
1, 1918,
1-33; October
sections
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Administration
of
Administration
of
hereafter, in
performance of the duties required
That hereafter,
in the performance
required of the
the oaths,
etc.
Bureau
Markets in
in the
the administration
administration or
or enforcement
enforcement of
of provisions
provisions Vol.
482.
Bureau of
of Markets
Vol. 39,
39, pp. 476,
476, 482.
86 673.
4 , 673
at 486,
Statutes at
Thirty-ninth Statutes
of
(United States
Cotton Futures
Act, Thirty-ninth
Futures Act,
States Cotton
of Acts
Acts (United
Large,
Thirty-ninth
Large, page 476; United States Grain
Grain Standards
Standards Act, Thirty-ninth
Statutes
Warehouse Act,
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page 482;
482; United
United States
States Warehouse
Act, ThirtyThirtyninth
Statutes at Large,
Large, page 486;
Standard Container
Container Act, ThirtyThirtyninth Statutes
486; Standard
Statutes at Large, page 673; and
annual
and the Acts making
making annual
ninth Statutes
appropriations
for the
the Department
Department of
Agriculture) relating
to the
the
relating to
of Agriculture)
appropriations for
authorized.
Persons authorized.
Agriculture, or
Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
or any
any Persons
Department of
representative specifically
specifically authorized
writing by him for the purauthorized in writing
representative
pose, shall have power to administer
administer oaths, examine
examine witnesses, and
call
production of books
and papers.
papers.
books and
call for
for the production
Wool clip of 1918.
To
enable the
of Markets
Markets to
to complete
complete the
the work
of the
the Enforcing regulaTo enable
the Bureau
Bureau of
work of
tions for handling, etc.
Domestic
Domestic Wool
Wool Section of the War Industries
Industries Board and to enforce
enforce tions for handling, etc.
the
handling the
the wool
wool clip of 1918 as
regulations for
for handling
the Government
Government regulations
established
by the
the Wool
Wool Division
Board, pursuant
pursuant to
the
to the
Division of
of said
said Board,
established by
Executive
transferring such work
31, 1918,
1918, transferring
Executive Order
Order dated
dated December
December 31,
to the said Bureau, $35,000.
$35,000.
Total for
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Markets,
$2,811,365.
Markets, $2,811,365.
Total

ENFORCEMENT
OF 111E,
ACT.
THE INSECTICIDE
INSECTICIDE ACT.
ENFORCEMENT OF

Insecticide
Insecticide Act.

Pay of executive offi-

S
ALARIES, ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT OF
OF TEE
IRE I
NSECTICIDE ACT:
ACT: One
One executive
executive cer,
eerP,
a
cTe
o
rke
s
x
,etc.
Te.tive
clerks,
INSECTICIDE
SALARIES,
officer,
assistant, $2,000;
$2,000; one
clerk, class
three;
one clerk,
class three;
one executive
executive assistant,
officer, $2,750;
$2,750; one
one
$1,140
two clerks, at $1,140
three clerks, class one; two
clerk, class
class two;
two; three
one clerk,
each;
clerks, at
fungicide
each; three insecticide
insecticide and fungicide
each; two clerks,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
inspectors, at
each; two
two clerks
clerks and
and sample
sample collectors,
collectors, at $1,000
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
inspectors,
each;
laboratory
custodian, $1,200; one laboratory
one sample
sample and
and storeroom
storeroom custodian,
each; one
helper, $840;
$840; one
one laboratory
helper,
$720; one
one laboratory
laboratory helper,
laboratory helper,
helper, $720;
helper,
one unskilled laborer, $480;
$600; one unskilled laborer, $600; ione
$480; two
messenger
boys, at
*360; two charmessenger boy,
boy, $360;
$480 each;
each; one
one messenger
at $480
messenger boys,
$29,150.
women, at $480 each; in all, $29,150.
enforcing.
GENERAL
EXPENSES, ENFORCEMENT
rkLli I
NSECTICIDE ACT:
ACT: For
Expenses enforcing.
For Expenses
INSECTICIDE
OF THE
ENFORCEMENT OF
GENERAL EXPENSES,
salaries
and the
of labor
labor in
the city of Washington
Washington and
in the
employment of
the employment
salaries and
elsewhere,
furniture, supplies,
supplies, traveling
rent outside
outside of
of the
the
expenses, rent
traveling expenses,
elsewhere, furniture,
follows:
necessary expenses,
expenses, as follows:
all necessary
Columbia, and for all
District of Columbia,
To enable
enable the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry
into effect
effect the
the proviprovi- oteSalie
Salaries, supplie
pp
'
carry into
the Secretary
To
sions of
of the
of April
April 26,
26, 1910,
"An Act
for preventing
preventing the
the Vol13- 331..
Vol. 36,,p.
Act for
1910, entitled
entitled "An
Act of
the Act
sions
manufacture, sale, or
adulterated or misbranded
misbranded
or transportation
transportation of adulterated
manufacture,
Paris greens,
other insecticides,
and also
also fungicides,
fungicides,
insecticides, and
lead arsenates,
arsenates, other
Paris
greens, lead
and for
for regulating
purposes," $94,790.
traffic therein, and for other purposes,"
regulating traffic
and
Total for
for enforcement
Insecticide Act,
$123,940.
Act, $123,940.
of Insecticide
enforcement of
Total
°ffi-

su

36

FEDERAL
ULTURAL BOARD.
BOARD.
FEDERAL HORT%
HORTICULTURAL

lies

331

Federal HorticultuHortlcultural
ral Board. ord. cutuSalaries.

S
ALARIES, FEDERAL
FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD:
BOARD: One
One secretary
secretary of
of
SALARIES,
board, $2,280;
one executive
executive clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; one
one clerk,
clerk, $1,980;
$1,980; one
one
$2,280; one
board,
clerk, class
class threeone clerk,
clerk, $1,560;
$1,560; three
three
three; one
one clerk,
clerk, class
class four;
four; one
clerk,
clerks,
at $1,440
$1,440 each;
each; two
two clerks,
clerks, class
class two;
two clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,260
$1,260
two; two
clerks, at
each; seven
seven clerks,
class one;
messenger boy,
$600; one
messenone messenboy, $600;
one; one
one messenger
clerks, class
each;
ger
$480; two
two messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at
each; one charwoman,
charwoman,
at $360 each;
ger boy,
boy, $480;
$240; in all, $31,300.ale
$31,300.
General expenses.
GENERAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD:
BOARD: For
For sala- G
exs.
FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FEDERAL
ries
and the
of labor
city of
elseand elseWashington and
of Washington
in the
the city
labor in
the employment
employment of
ries and
where,
expenses, rent
rent outside of the
traveling expenses,
supplies, traveling
furniture, supplies
where, furniture,
District
and for
for all
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, as
as follows:
follows:
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
e
all other
g
To
enable the
of Agriculture
to carry
carry into
into effect
prom„M
q
etc.
qaranne,
plant cweing
effect the
the proviAgriculture to
the Secretary
Secretary of
To enable
sions
of the
the Act
August 20,
1912, as
amended, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to VOa-.T,
v07.
37, pp.
pp' 315,
' s.
20, 1912,
as amended,
of August
Act of
sions of
regulate
the importation
stock and
and other
plants and
and plant
plant
other plants
nursery stock
of nursery
importation of
regulate the
products; to
to enable
enable the
Agriculture to
establish and
and
to establish
of Agriculture
the Secretary
Secretary of
products;
maintain quarantine
quarantine districts
for plant
plant diseases
pests; to
to
insect pests;
and insect
diseases and
districts for
maintain

ge-77.
31 5, 864.
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permit
regulate the
movement of
fruits, plants, and vegetables
vegetables
of fruits,
the movement
and regulate
permit and
therefrom,
and
for
other
purposes,
$47,700;
$47,700;
purposes,
therefrom, and for other
Potato wart.
To
enable the
the Secretary
Agriculture to
the emergency
emergency
meet the
to meet
of Agriculture
Emergency
Secretary of
To enable
expenses
mergeyexpenses
for exterminating, etc. caused
establishment of the potato wart in eastern PennsylPennsylthe establishment
by the
or eterminating, etc. caused by
disease in
vania,
means for
for the
extermination of
of this disease
the extermination
provide means
to provide
and to
vania, and
cooperation with
Pennsylvania
in the
in cooperation
States in
United States
the United
elsewhere in
or elsewhere
Pennsylvania or
rent outside the District of
the State
States concerned,
including rent
concerned, including
or States
State or
the
Washington or elseColumbia,
employment of
of labor
city of
of Washington
the city
in the
labor in
Columbia, employment
$50,000;
where, and
other necessary
expenses, $50,000;
necessary expenses,
all other
and all
where,
In all,
all, for
$97,700.
expenses, $97,700.
for general
general expenses,
In
Total for
Federal
Horticultural Board,
Board, $129,000.
$129,000.
Horticultural
Federal
for
Total
Interchangeable apAnd
to exceed
centum of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing amounts for the
per centum
10 per
exceed 10
not to
And not
ap
propriations.
prnop-Iation
bureau, division, or office
miscellaneous expenses
the work
of any
any bureau,
office
work of
of the
expenses of
miscellaneous
herein provided
shall be
be available
available interchangeably
interchangeably for expendiexpendifor shall
provided for
herein
tures
on the
the objects
objects included
within the
the general
general expenses
such
expenses of such
included within
tures on
more than 10 per centum
bureau,
or office,
no more
centum shall be
but no
office, but
division, or
bureau, division,
extraorin cases
added to
to any
of appropriation
appropriation except
cases of extraorexcept in
item of
one item
any one
added
dinary emergency,
and then
then only
upon the
the written order
order of the
only upon
emergency, and
dinary
Secretary of
Agriculture.
of Agriculture.
Secretary
Total amount for DeTotal,
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, for
for routine
routine and
and ordinary work,
Total, Department
ttforDeoTaamont
partment.
$31,355,811.
$31,355,811.
Miscellaneous.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Miscellaneous.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Reclamation
projpr
ecamti
ects.
Aiding agricultural
eideng
development of.

the SecRECLAMATION PROJECTS:
DEMONSTRATIONS ON
DEMONSTRATIONS
ON RECLAMATION
PROJECTS: To
To enable
enable the
Sec-

encourage and aid in the agricultural
of Agriculture
Agriculture to encourage
agricultural developdevelopretary of
agricultoIl retary
ment
of the
reclamation projects;
projects; to assist, through demdemGovernment reclamation
the Government
meent of
onstrations,
and in
ways, settlers
settlers on the projects;
projects; and
other ways,
in other
advice, and
onstrations, advice,
for
employment of
of persons
and means
means necessary
necessary in the city
city of
persons and
the employment
for the
Washington and
elsewhere, $48,600.
$48,600.
elsewhere,
and
Washington
Conservation of
navof nav-

Conservatfon
igable waters, etc.
etc.
igablewaters,

Cooperation
with
cooperetaon
States,
etc., for
for fire
profireirth
etc.,
States,
tection, etc.,, of waterwatertection
sheds.
p. 961
'Vo3,
Vol. 36, p.
961.

Cane
sugar and
cotand cotCane sugar

ton districts.
districts.
ton

C
OOPERArl Vhl FIRE
FIRE PROTECTION
PROTECTION OF
OF FORESTED
WATERSHEDS OF
OF
FORESTED WATERSHEDS
COOPERATIVE

NAVIGABLE sTREAMS:
STREABIS: For cooperation
cooperation with any State or
or group of
of
NAVIGABLE
from fire
States in
in the
the protection
fire of the forested watersheds
watersheds of navinaviprotection from
States
gable streams
streams under
under the
provisions of
of section
section 2
2 of
of the
the Act of March
March
the provisions
gable
cooperate with any
1, 1911,
entitled "An
Act to
to enable
State to
to cooperate
any State
enable any
"An Act
1911, entitled
1,
United States, for the protection
other
State or
the United
protection
with the
or with
States, or
or States,
other State
of
the watersheds
watersheds of
of navigable
to appoint
appoint a
acommission
commission
and to
streams, and
navigable streams,
of the
for the purpose
for the
the acquisition
acquisition of
lands for
purpose of conserving
conserving the navinaviof lands
for
gability
of navigable
rivers," $100,000.
$100,000.
navigable rivers,"
gability of
LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION
DEMONSTRATIONS IN
EXPERIMENTS AND
EXPERIMENTS
AND DEMONSTRATIONS
IN LIVE-STOCK
PRODUCTION

UNITED STATES:
OF THE
AND COTTON
CANE-SUGAR AND
Cooperative experi
IN THE
THE CANE-SUGAR
COTTON DISTRICTS
DISTRICTS OF
THE UNITED
STATES:
experi--IN
Cooperative
Tlion
ments, etc.,
liv
etc., in n.
ments,
To enable the Secretary of Agriculture, in cooperation with the
stock
production i
etockproductionine

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture, in cooperation with the
such
individuals, to make such
authorities
of the
States concerned,
concerned, or
or with
with individuals,
the States
authorities of
investigations and
and demonstrations
may be
be necessary
necessary in
in connecconnecas may
demonstrations as
investigations
tion with
development of
of live-stock
production in
in the
the cane-sugar
cane-sugar
live-stock production
the development
with the
tion
and
districts of
of the
the United
United States,
States, including
including the erection
erection of
of
cotton districts
and cotton
barns
and other
the employment
persons
employment of persons
and the
buildings, and
necessary buildings,
other necessary
barns and
elsewhere, $60,000.
and means
means in
the city
of Washington
Washington and elsetvhere,
$60,000.
city of
in the
and

PRODUCTION IN
DAIRYING AND
IN DAERYTNG
EXPERIMENTS IN
Western
irrigated,
EXPERIMENTS
AND LIVE-STOCK
LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION
IN SEMISEMIirrigated,
Western
etc.,
lands.
etc., lands.
Dairying
ARID AND
AND IRRIGATED
IRRIGATED DISTRICTS
DISTRICTS OF
OF THE
THE WESTERN
WESTERN UNITED
UNITED STATES:
STATES:
live ARID
and live
Dairyng and
stock experiments in.
eperiments in To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to conduct investigations and

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to conduct investigations and
experiments in
in problems
connected with
with the
establishment of dairythe establishment
problems connected
experiments
ing
and
meat-production
enterprises
on
the
semiarid
irrigated
and irrigated
semiarid and
the
on
enterprises
meat-production
and
ing
lands of
of the
western United
United States,
States, including
the purchase
purchase of live
including the
the western
lands
stock,
barns and
and other
other necessary
necessary buildings,
buildings, and
the
and the
of barns
erection of
the erection
stock, the
employment
necessary persons
and means
means in
city of
of WashWashthe city
in the
persons and
of necessary
employment of
ington
elsewhere '$40,000.
$40,000.
and elsewhere,
ington and
Passenger vehicles.
Allowance
for, in
That
$75,000 of
of the
appropriations herein
herein
lump-sum appropriations
the lump-sum
exceed $75,000
to exceed
not to
hat not
eShricln
pAllowance
lump
made for
the Department
Department of
available for the
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall be available
the
for
made
appropriasum appropriatnmp sum
tions.
purchase,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
and
maintenance, repair,
purchase, maintenance,
horse-drawn
necessary in
in the
the conduct
conduct of
of
vehicles necessary
passenger-carrying vehicles
horse-drawn passenger-carrying

stock
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the field
field work
work of
of the
the Department
of Agriculture
District
the District
Agriculture outside the
Department of
the
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
to exceed
exceed $15,000
of this
this amount
amount
$15,000 of
not to
That not
Provided, That
of

Provisos.

Purces, etc., limPurchases,
United.
ited.
shall
expended for
vehicles, and that such I
purchase of such vehicles,
for the purchase
be expended
shall be
vehicles shall
shall be
used only
official service
service outside
outside the
District of
of
the District
for official
only for
be used
vehicles
prevent the continued
Columbia, but
but this shall not prevent
continued use for official
Columbia,
service of
motor trucks
the District
District of
Columbia: Provided
further,
Providedfurther,
of Columbia:
in the
trucks in
of motor
service
Report of
of expendi
expend!That the
the Secretary
griculture shall, on the first day
day of each regular ttReot
Agriculture
of A
Secretary of
That
urea.
session
of
Congress,
make
a
report
to
amount
amount
the
showing
to
Congress
a
report
make
session of Congress,
expended
the provisions
this paragraph
paragraph during
during the preceding
of this
provisions of
under the
expended under
fiscal year.
year.
fiscal
Contagious disases
disee.-1
ERADICATION
FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND
CONTAGIOUS DISDIS- of
of animals.
animals.
OTHER CONTAGIOUS
AND OTHER
OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH
ERADICATION OF
Emer
gency
approEASES
OF ANIMALS:
ANIMALS: In
arising out
out of
of the
erap texis'- prEtmegefor
the exisi,
an emergency
emergency arising
case of
of an
In case
EASES OF
priation for eradica
ing,
etc.
g,
etc.
pleuropneucontagious
once of
of foot-and-mouth
disease rinderpest,
rinderpest, contagious pleuropneufoot-and-mouth disease,
ence
monia or
disease of animals which, in
or infectious
infectious disease
contagious or
other contagious
or other
monia,
threatens the live-stock
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
live-stock
Agriculture, threatens
of Agriculture
of the
opinion of
the opinion
industry
of the
he may
may expend
expend in
in the
city of
of Washington
Washington
the city
the country,
country, he
industry of
or
of any
any money
m the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise approapprothe Treasury
money m
out of
elsewhere, out
or elsewhere,
priated,
$1,000,000, which sum is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated,
of $1,000,000,
sum of
the sum
priated, the
or
much thereof
as he
he determines
be necessary,
necessary, in
arrest Paymnt
of claims
in the arrest
to be
determines to
Payment of
thereof as
so much
or so
for animals
destroyed,
destroyed,
animals
claims for
and
of any
any such
including the payment of claims
disease, including
such disease,
eradication of
and eradication
etc.
growing
past and
destruction in coopera- et
and destruction,
purchases and
future purchases
and future
of past
out of
growing out
tion
the States,
States, of
affected by or exposed to, or of maof animals
animals affected
tion with
with the
terials
contaminated by
by or
or exposed
exposed to,
to, any
any such
such disease,
disease, wherever
wherever
terials contaminated
found
and irrespective
of ownership,
like or substantially simiunder like
ownership, under
irrespective of
found and
lar
when such
such owner
owner has
with all
all lawful
pri,
lawful Provisos.
has complied
complied with
lar circumstances,
circumstances, when
Appraisement ofval
of valAppraisement
quarantine
regulations: Provided,
the payment
payment for
for animals
animals ues.
That the
Provided, That
quarantine regulations:
ues
the
hereafter
purchased
may
be
made
on
appraisement
on
based
hereafter purchased may be made on appraisement
meat, dairy,
or breeding
breeding value,
appraisement based
based on
of appraisement
case of
in case
but in
value, but
dairy, or
meat
breeding
appraisement of any animal shall exceed three
no appraisement
breeding value no
times its
its meat
or dairy
value and
and except
except in
extraordinary
in case
case of an extraordinary
dairy value,
meat or
times
emergency,
to be
be determined
Secretary of Agriculture, the
the Secreta.iy
by the
determined by
emergency, to
payment
lay by
United States
States Government
Government for
for any
any animal
shall Unexpended balance
animal shall
the United
payment -by
by the
Uapaproadedb
not
exceed one-half
appraisements: Provided
Provided further,
further, reappropriated.
any such appraisements:
one-half of any
not exceed
Vol. 38, p. 1115.
15.
.
That
so much
of the
$2,500,000 made by the AgriAgri- Vol-p
appropriation of $2,500,000
the appropriation
much of
013
That so
cultural
Act of
March 4,
4, 1915,
endmg
year ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
1915, for
of March
Appropriation Act
cultural Appropriation
June
eradication of
of foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth disdisand eradication
arrest and
the arrest
for the
1916, for
30, 1916,
June 30,
ease,
rinderpest,
contagious
pleuropneumonia,
or
other
contagious
or
or
contagious
or
other
pleuropneumonia,
contagious
ease, rinderpest,
infectious disease
animals, as
as remains
remains unexpended
at the
the close
close of
of
unexpended at
of animals,
disease of
infectious
available
made
the
fiscal
year
1919,
is
hereby
reappropriated
and
available
and
reappropriated
is
hereby
1919,
the fiscal year
for expenditure
expenditure during
fiscal year
June 30,
30, 1920,
for the
the
1920, for
ending June
year ending
the fiscal
during the
for
objects
mentioned in
in said
said appropriation
Act, including
including necessary
necessary inappropriation Act,
objects mentioned
vestigations
determine whether
whether said
said diseases
diseases have
been comcomhave been
to determine
vestigations to
pletely
eradicated in
in districts
districts where
previously existed.
existed.
_ Prink
bonvrorm
ak bolworm
they previously
where they
pletely eradicated
ERADICATION
OF PINK
PINS BOLLWORM:
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of cotton.
cotton.
To enable
BOLLWORM: To
ERADICATION OF
Agriculture
meet the
the emergency
by the
existence of
of the
the for
Ee=ar Pe
's
pe
oEre.de
the existence
caused by
emergency caused
to meet
Agriculture to
pink bollworm
bollworm of
Mexico and
prevent the
establishment
the establishment
to prevent
and to
in Mexico,
of cotton
cotton in
pink
means
of such
such insect
in the
the United
State; by
employment of all means
by the employment
United States
insect in
of
necessary, including
including rent
rent outside
of the
the District
Columbia and the
District of Columbia
outside of
necessary,
employment of
of persons
persons and
and means
in the
Washington and
and
of Washington
city of
the city
means in
employment
preventin
, g etc., enpirntng,
elsewhere, $595,800,
as follows:
follows:
$595,800, as
elsewhere,
cot°
To prevent the
movement of
of cotton
cotton and
and cotton
cotton seed
seed from
from Mexico
Mexico trconird"
cotton and cot
r of
the movement
To
into
the
United
States,
including
the
regulation
of
the
entry
into
the
t°13313ed
Mexk°'
exico.
eBadrm
into the United States, including the regulation of the entryinto the
United States
States of
of railway
cars and
other vehicles,
vehicles and
freight, exress,
express,
and freight,
and other
railway car
United
baggage,
materials from
the inspection,
inspection,. CleanDep esit d
of rept
I
)
is
cean- Det
and the
Mexico, and
from Mexico,
or other
other materials
baggage, or
big, and disinfection
disinfection
thereof,
$148,560;
any
moneys
received
m
payrar
clewing,
etc.
thereof, $148,560; any moneys receied in pay- force.ietcing, and
ment of
of charges
charges fixed
fixed by
by the
of .Agriculture
on account
account of
of
Agri uture on
Secretary of
the Secretary
ment
such cleaning
cleaning and
and disinfection
at plants
constructed therefor
therefor out
out of
of
plants constted
disinfection at
such
cotton
any
appropriation
made
on
account
of
the
pink
bollworm
cotton
of
bollworm
pin
the
of
account
on
any appropriation made

.tercoeave
, pink =te.,
receipts;
miscellaneous
the
Treasury
into the
covered
to
be
to To
be make
covered
surveys
into
to Treasury
determineas
asthe
miscellaneous
actual distribution
receipts;of the
eve in MexTo make surveys to determine the actual distribution of the pink mn ,etc.,neboliwbrin in
in Mexico
and to
to exterminate
in Mexico
Mexieo-le°infestations in
local infestations
exterminate local
Mexico and
bollworm
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near the border of the United States,
States in cooperation
cooperation with the Mexican
Mexican
Government
or
local
Mexican authorities,
$25,000;
$25,000;
authorities,
local
Mexican
or
Government
Investigations
for
8
To
Mexico or
or elsewhere
elsewhere the
the pink
bollworm as
a
as a
pink bollworm
investigate in
in Mexico
To investigate
control. ti
basis for
control
measures, $25,000;
$25,000;
measures,
for
control
basis
Surveys, inspections,
Suetc,
inpttes.' States.
To conduct surveys and inspections
inspections in Texas or in any other State
etc.,
in United
to
to detect
detect any infestation and to conduct such control measures, includcotton-free areas, in cooperation
cooperation with the
the
ing the establishment
establishment of cotton-free
State
Texas or
or other States
States concerned,
concerned, as may be
be necessary
necessary to
of Texas
State of
stamp out such
infestation, to
establish in cooperation
cooperation with the
to establish
such infestation,
stamp
States concerned
concerned a
azone
or zones
free
near
culture on
on or near
from
cotton
or
zones
free
zone
States
Cooperation for exany State or States
States adjacent
adjacent to Mexico,
Mexico and to cooperate
with Mex-- the border of any
terCation
terminationxwith
ico
ico.
Mexican authorities
authorities, or other.
with the Mexican
Mexican Government
Government or local Mexican
Mexico
such
measures
the extermination
extermination
for
the
measures
Mexico
such
in
by
undertaking
wise,
wise, by
pink
of the
the pink
bollworni of
of cotton
as shall
shall be
be determined
determined to
to be
be pracpracas
cotton
bollworm
pink
of
Pvis.
Proviso.
Nopay
showing its distribution, $397,240:
$397,240: Provided,
surveys showing
Provided,
No
pay for
for crops,
crops, ticable from surveys
etc., destroyed.
etc.,
destoyed.
That no part of the money herein
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be used to pay
pay
cost
of
crops
property
injured
or
destroyed.
or
destroyed.
injured
crops
or
other
property
or
value
of
the
cost
American bison.
That hereafter
Agriculture may,
may, in
his discretion
in his
discretion
of Agriculture
the Secretary
Secretary of
hereafter the
That
AGits
Gifts to municipalimunicipalities,
etc., fomsuplus.
from surplus. and ties, etc.,
under such conditions
conditions as he may prescribe,
prescribe, supply to any municipality
or public
institution not
not more
than one
one American
American bison
bison from
from
more than
pality or
public institution
any surplus
surplus which
which may
may exist
exist in
in any
any herd
under the
control
of the
the
herd
under
the
control
of
any
iding
Aiding propagation.
Aidg
propato Department
Department of Agrieuture;
Agriculture; and, in order to aid in the propagation
propagation
species annnAls
loaned to or exchanged
exchanged with other
other
animals may
may be loaned
of the species,
owners
of
American
bison.
of
American
bison.
nowners
Conservaticn of navigable waters.
That, in order
out the
the _purposes
mentioned in section
section 3
3 of
purposes mentioned
order to
to carry
carry out
That,
gable
waters.
Vol. 36 p. 961;
61 Vol. the Act entitled "An
Act to
any State
with any
any
to cooperate
cooperate with
State to
to enable
enable any
; Vol the Act entitled "An Act
37,V7ol.s
P
.
8.54 p.
7 ' ~
other State or States, or with the United
United States for the protection
protection
of the watersheds
watersheds of navigable
navigable streams, and to appoint
appoint a
commission
a commission
for
the purpose
purpose of conserving
conserving the naviganavigaacquisition of lands for the
for the acquisition
bility
of
navigable
rivers," approved
approved March.
1,
1911 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth
March.
1,
1911
rivers,"
bility
of
navigable
Additional appropriStatutes
at Large,
TArge, page
page 961)
approhereby approthere is
is hereby
amended, there
961),2 as
as amended,
Statutes at
atUofndfot
ation for lSdetc.
lands, etc.
priated,
out of
any moneys
moneys in
Treasury not otherwise approapproof any
in the Treasury
priated, out
priated,
expended, the sum of $600,000 for the fiscal
fiscal
until expended,
priated, available until
year
ending on
30th day
day of
of June,
June, 1920.
1920.
the 30th
on the
year ending
Travel
expenses.
Travelexpenses
Allowances for, lay
Secreending June 30, 1920, the Secrefiscal year ending
during the
the fiscal
Whenever, during
oy Whenever,
motor vehicles.
motor
tary
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall find
the expenses
tary of
find that
that the
expenses of
of travel
travel can
can be
be
under
reduced thereby, he may, in lieu of actual traveling expenses,
expenses under
such
regulations as
authorize the payment of
not
of not
as he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, authorize
such regulations
exceed 3
motor cycle or 7
7 cents per mile for an
to exceed
3 cents per mile for aamotor
for necessary
necessary travel
on official
official business.
business.
travel on
usedfor
utomobile, used
ith automobile,
n with
Coop
Cooperation
That
hereafter in
on the
activities of
of the
Department of
of
the Department
in carrying
carrying on
the activities
enrtn actitievs.
That hereafter
department
activities.
dei
State county
involving cooperation
Agriculture involving
cooperation with State,
county and municipal
municipal
outsidburis
outside
parties tore
to t
ic(
1
3Agriculture
paid
only throughth
through the agencies,
paidtonly
individual farmers,
agencies, associations of farmers,
farmers individual
farmers, universities
universities,
Secretary,
or
othe
oagencmerce,
the colleges,s,
or State,
1117ionl
,orgaiautions.
chambers
ther local
colleges, boards of trade, chamb
ers of
of commerce,
commerce, o
or other
local
etc.,
organizations.
associations of
organizations, and individuals
business men,
men, business
business organizations,
associations
of business
within the State, Territory,
which
Territory, district or insular possession in which
within
such
activities are
are to be
on, moneys
contributed from such
such
moneys contributed
be carried
carried on,
such activities
outside sources,
sources, except
except in the case of the authorized
authorized activities
activities of the
outside
Service shall be paid only through the Secretary
Secretary of AgriculForest Service,
ture or through State, county or municipal
municipal agencies,
farm
agencies, or local farm
bureaus or like organizations,
organizations, cooperating
cooperating for the purpose
purpose with the
bureaus
Secretary.of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
notSecretary
Contributions
Contributions
not
The
the employees
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
of the
and the
employees of
officials and
The officials
to prohibition
pohion
bsubec
subject
to
against
aymg engaged
agalnst use
use for
for payi
activities described
in the
preceding
paragraph
and
engaged in the activities
described in
paragraph
and
i
.
·
.
.
.1
Government
dais,
.
Government officials,
etc.
paid in whole
whole or
or in part
part out
of funds contributed
contributed as
as provided
provided therein,
therein,
etc.
paid
out of
Vol. 39, p. 1108.
vol.
39, p 0.
and the persons,
corporations, or associations
persons, corporations,
associations making contributions
contributions
therein, provided,
provided, shall not
proviso contained
contained in
not be subject
subject to
to the proviso
as therein
the
making appropriations
legislative, executive, and
and
appropriations for the legislative,
the Act
Act making
judicial expenses of the Government
fiscal year ending June
June
Government for the fiscal
30,
1918, and
purposes, approved
approved March 3,
3, 1917,
1917, in Thirtyfor other
other purposes,
30, 1918,
and for
ninth
official or emLarge, at page 1106; nor shall any official
ninth Statutes at Large,
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ervice
rst sService
ployee
engaged in
of the
Forest Service,
Service
Forest
inthe Forest
activities of
cooperative activities
the cooperative
in the
ployee engaged
to
contributing
or
the
persons,
corporations,
or
associations
contributing
such
cluded.
or the persons, corporations, or associations
activities
the said
said proviso.
proviso.
Agriculturalbit
to the
subject to
be subject
activities be
ricuetc.
ltural
etc.
fairs,
To enable
the Secretary
of Agriculture
to make
suitable aoricult 1
exhibits
agricul- atAg
make suitable
Agriculture to
Secretary of
enable the
To
tural
exhibits
at
State,
interstate
and
international
fairs
held
w6ithin
Appropriation
for.
Appropriaonfor.
within
held
fairs
international
and
tural exhibits at State, interstate,
the
at
Dairy Show to be held at
National Dairy
the 'National
including the
States, including,_
United States
the United
$100,000:
Chicago,
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June 30, 1920, $100,000:
during the
Illinois, during
Chicago, Illinois,
National
r
be used
Provided, That not more than $25,000 shall
Provided,
shall -be
used in
in connection
connection Limit
Pnwis°Limit for
National
for National
show.
Dairy
and
Illinois,
with the
National Dairy
Show to
to be
be held at Chicago
Show.
Chicago,
Dairy Show
the National
with
that
not more
than $5,000
$5,000 shall
connection with any
shall be used in connection
more than
that not
International
other one
fair.
ternational Farm
Farm
one fair.
other
Congess
authorized to extend
That
hereby authorized
extend invitations
invitations toss.Congre
the President is hereby
That the
invitation
to foreign
foreign
vita to
Invitation

to the Inter- nations.
or representatives
delegates
appoint to
toCongress
other
national
other Nations
Nations
Farm to
appoint
delegates
be heldorat
representatives
InterKansas City, to
Missouri,
the
in
national Farm Congress to be held at Kansas City, Missouri, in
world
September,
World Cotton ConConSepember,1919.
1919.
1919.
September
ference.
That
the President
President is
hereby authorized
extend invitations
invitations to ferenoe.
to extend
authorized to
is hereby
hat the
=Ions invited to.
all nations
nations of
in the
the manufacture
manufacture or raising of Nations invitedto.
interested in
world interested
the world
of the
all

cotton to
appoint delegates
representatives to the World
World Cotton
Cotton
delegates or representatives
to appoint
cotton
Conference
to
be
held
at
New
Orleans,
Louisiana,
October
13, 14,
14,
13,
October
Louisiana,
Conference to be held at New Orleans,
15,
and
16,
1919:
Provided,
That
no
appropriation
shall
be
granted
granted
be
shall
appropriation
no
That
Provided
1919:
16,
and
15,

Po.

xpense
authorauthorisio7
°.
expense
No

incurred Ied
other expenses
for any
delegates
such
of said
the expenses
for
in connection
with
of
suchconference.
delegates or
or for
any other
expenses incurred Pure Food Act.
Pure Food Act.
conference.
in connection with said
4

That
the word
word "
package"" where
where it
the second
second and
and last
last time
time Vol
Vol.
r
St,
32,
p 7 732,
3 p. 771.
p.
occurs the
it occurs
" package
That the
amended.'
amended.
entitled,
act
an
of
8
section
amend
in the
act entitled
entitled "An
'An act to
8
act entitled ,
the act
in
'An act
act for
or transportation
transportation of
of
me
sale, or
manufacture, sale,
the manufacture,
preventing the
for preventing
'An
weight
toat
sject
adulterated
or misbranded
deleterious foods, drugs, ag Wra
stgect
ed to
poisonous deleterious
or poisonous
misbranded or
adulterated or
et.,marings.
for
and
therein,
traffic
regulating
for
medicines,
and liquors,
liquors, and
and
regulating traffic therein, and for etc., marking:*
medicines, and
other
approved March
1913, shall
shall include
include and
shall
and shall
3, 1913,
March 3,
purposes,'" approved
other purposes,'
be
meats inclosed
inclosed in
in papers
other
papers or other
wrapped meats
include wrapped
to include
construed to
be construed
Homestead
materials
the manufacturers
manufacturers thereof
for sale.
Homestead settlem
settlers.
thereof for
by the
prepared by
as prepared
materials as
That any
settler or
or entryman
entrym
, an who, during the calendar
Allowed
leave
offood
abab
food,
of
leave
Allowes
obtain
to
who, during the calendar sencB
to obta
t
i
Ai
r
oh
homestead settler
any homestead
That
year
1919,
finds
it
necessary
to
leave
s
homestead
to
seek
employr
t
g
.,
ce
b
ent
o
etc.,beueotaglrou
employseek
year 1919, finds it necessary to leave his homestead to
ment
in order
to obtain
other necessaries
of life
life for
ecInditi°113himself, condition
for himself,
necessaries of
and other
food and
obtain food
order to
ment in
family, and
and work
work stock,
because of
great and
and serious
drought conserious drought
of great
stock, because
family,
ditions,
or partial
of crops,
upon /ding
filing
may, upon
crops, may,
failures of
partial failures
total or
causing total
ditions, causing
of
form
the
m
with
the
register
and
receiver
proof
of
such
conditions
in
of
conditions
such
of
proof
receiver
and
register
the
with
acorroborated
corroborated affidavit,
be excused
excused from
homehis homeupon his
residence upon
from residence
affidavit, be
a
stead
during all
all or
part of
the calendar
1919, or
or the
current year
year Resdence
Rod d
e
rqute
the current
year 1919,
calendar year
of the
or part
during
stead
such homestead.
which may
may fall
fall principally
in
the year
19 19, and
and ment
construed.
requireontrued.
mnt
1919,
of
year
the
in
principally
which
homestead
of such
in
the
making
of
.final
proof
upon
such
an
entry
absence
granted
in the making of.final proof upon such an entry absence granted
under this
this Act
Act shall
be counted
counted and
as constructive
constructive resiresiconstrued as
and construed
shall be
under
dence
by said
homesteader.
said homesteader.
dence by
Total carried
carried by
by this
this bill
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Department of
the Department
for the
bill for
Total
$33,900,211.
$33,900,211.
Approved,
24, 1919.
1919.
July 24,
Approved, July

CHAP.
27.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
to
to
CHAP. 27.-Joint
the President
PresidentConference
to extend
extend invitations
invitations
to
other nations
to send
to the
be held at
to be
Cotton Conference to
World Cotton
the World
representatives to
send representatives
nations to
other
New
Louisiana, October
inclusive.
1919, inclusive.
to 16, 1919,
13 to
October 13
Orleans, Louisiana,
New Orleans,

Inly 24
24, 1919.
1919.
luly
(H. I. Res. 731
pub.
No. 51
Ed J.Res.
6.1
B.WeLNo.-31
I(Pb.

orldCotton
ConResolved
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Cotton CnWorld
nited W
e tU
House of
and Howse
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
nee.
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled
That
the
President
is
Invitation extended
terence.
hereby ten
States of America in Congress assembe, That the President is hereby
to foreign taons.
n.itirom
authorized to
to extend
extend invitations
invitations to
to all
all other
other nations
world to
the worl
of the
nations of
authorized
Supra.
interested
in
the
manufacture
or
raising
of
cotton
to
appoint
deleinterested in the manufacture or rasing of cotton to appoint dele- t.gates or
representatives to
the World
World Cotton
Cotton Conference
Conference to
to be
held Proviso
be held
to the
or representatives
gates
No sppropriation
ipropriation,
at
New
Orleans,
Louisiana,
October
13,
14,
15,
and
16,
1919:
ProPro1919:
16,
and
15,
14,
13,
at New Orleans, Louisiana, October
etc.N
vided,
That no
wanted for
the expenses
expenses of
of et
for the
be granted
shall be
appropriation shall
no appropriation
ided, That
such
for any
any other
incurred in
in connection
connection with
with
expenses incurred
other expenses
or for
delegates or
such delegates
said
conference.
said conference.
Approved,
July 24, 1919.
1919.
Approved, July
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CHAP. 28.-Joint
28.—Joint Resolution Authorizing
Authorizin g the Secretary
Secretary of War to loan tents for
for
World War.
use at
at encampments
encampments held
held by veterans
veterans of the World
use

1919.
July 26, 1919.
[H. J.
65.]
Res- 65]
[IH
J- Res.
[Pub. Res. No. 6.]

of the United
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
United
i Congress
1025, States
States of
of America
Congress assembled, That the last proviso
proviso of
of
America in.
102,
11, approved
J. Res. 11,
H. J.
approved March
March 2, 1913,
1913, be, and the same is, amended
amended
to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
Loans of, extended to
except to the
"That hereafter
made except
hereafter no loan of tents shall be made
"That
WLoarldn
World Warr veternddt
veterans
Veterans,
organizations.
Confederate -Veterans,
Grand
Army of
of the Republic,
Republic, the United Confederate
Grand Army
organizations.
the United
United Spanish
Spanish War
Veterans, and
and to
recognized organizations
organizations
to recognized
War Veterans,
the
of
late World
World War
by whatever
name they may
whatever name
War by
the late
of the
veterans of
of veterans
be
known."
be known."
26, 1919.
July 26,
Approved,
1919.
Approved, July
[Pub. Res No. 6.]
Tents, Army.
p.

VoL
VoL 37,
37,
amended.
amended.

CHAP. 29.--oint
29.--Joint Resolution
Resolution to ratify
ratify and confirm from
from and including July 1,
for the fiscal
certain appropriations
terms of
the terms
obligationsincurred
1919,
1919, obligations
incurred pursuant
pursuant to
to the
of certain
appropriations for the fiscal

July 31, 1919.
147.]

July 31,1919.
147.

[H..J.
J. Res.
Res.

year 1920.

Res. No. 7.1
7.]
[Pub. Res.

Resolved
Senate and
House of
Rpresentatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
appropriations for the
States
Ihatappropriations
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
of the
1920, contained
contained in
in the
the Agricultural,
Agricultural, Army,
year 1920,
fiscal year
the fiscal
service of
1914, 68, service
Columbia, Navy, and Sundry Civil Appropriations
Appropriations Acts,
District of Columbia,
and
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal year 1919,"
1919,"
Deficiecy Apropriation
"Third Deficiency
the "Third.
and the
1,
July
shall
be
available
from
and
including
July
1919, for the purposes
purposes
including
and
from
shall be available
respectively
provided in
the said
appropriations for the service
service of the
said appropriations
in the
respectively provided
Incurred obligations
incurred pursuant
year.
fiscal
said fiscal
And all obligations
obligations incurred
pursuant to the terms
terms
said
oblgations
irionrT
ratified.
of
such appropriations
aforesaid Acts as approved are
are ratified
ratified
appropriations in the aforesaid
of such
and
confirmed from
and including
1919.
including July 1, 1919.
from and
and confirmed
Approved, July
July 31,
1919.
31, 1919.
Approved,

Annual appropriations
made apSble
available
tiarnmaader
from July 1, 1919.
A"nte,
Ante, ppl,
pp.234, 104, 68,
131, 163, 35.
131,163,35.

Artgwt 2, 1919.
Regt&]2,19
R. 6418.]
[Public,
23.]
No. 23.]
[Public, No.
Government
Government

Printdeignat
designated
employ
40
ee:s
pi
n.c
r
ead
.se .
incrsed.
empyees

ing Office.
igc
Pay of
S

in
30.-An Act Increasing
CHAP. 30.—An
Increasing the
the pay
pay of printers
printers and pressmen employed
employed in
CHAP.

Government Printing
Printing Office,
and for other purposes.
Office, and
the Government
- the

p36

Augast 4,1919.
1
[U. R. 2647.]
7 .

RA.st

[Public,
24.]
[Public, No. 24.]

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives ef the
the United
United
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
pasStates of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assemb, That
That on
on and
after the pasand after
America in
States
sage of
this Act
Act the
printers, printer
printer linotype operators,
operators,
of all printers,
pay-of
the pay
of this
sage
copy editors
printer
operators, makers-up,
makers-up, copy
editors,
keyboard operators,
monotype keyboard
printer monotype
and
proof
readers,
bookbinders,
bookbinder-machine
operators,
and.
bookbinder-machine
bookbinders
readers,
proof
pressmen
in the
the Government
Printing•Office shall
shall be at
at
Government Printing'Office
employed in
pressmen employed
the
of 75
75 cents
per hour
actually employed.
employed.
the time actually
for the
hour for
cents per
rate of
the rate
Approved,
1919.
2, 1919.
August 2,
Approved, August

CHAP.
31.—An Act
Providing additional
American Printing House
additional aid for the American
Act Providing
CHAP. 31.-An
for the Blind.

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
of the United
United
of Representatives of
House ojRepresentatives
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States
of America
America in
assembled, That for the purpose
purpose of enCongress assembled,
in Congress
States of
Blind more adequately
the Blind
abling the
the American
Printing House
adequately
House for the
American Printing
abling
cr
nriation
for, increased.
tion for,
to
provide
books
and
apparatus
for
the
education
of the
the blind there
of
education
the
for
apparatus
and
books
to provide
is hereby
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated annually
annually.to
to it
it in
in addition
addition to
to
hereby authorized
is
467.
2 p. 47.
Vol. 20
ol. 34,p. 480,amend- the
permanent appropriation
of $10,000
$10,000 made
made in
in the Act
Act entitled
entitled
appropriation of
the permanent
voi.34l,p.460,aeded.
"An Act
Act to
promote the
of the
the blind,"
blind," approved
approved March 3,
3,
education of
the education
to promote
"An
Poet, p.332.
p.332
ePot,
shall be expended
sum
1879,
as
amended,
the
sum
of
$40,000,
which
sum
expended
which
$40,000,
of
sum
the
1879, as amended,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the requirements
requirements of said
said Act to promote
promote the
in
blind.
education
of
the
blind.
the
of
education
Approved, August
August 4,
4, 1919.
1919.
Approved,
American
American

Printing

the
Blind.
for
House
lic
A
euf
a
of thB
approprialid.
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SESS. I
CH. 32.
32.
I.. CH.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CHAP. 32.-An
32.—An Act
Relief.
East Relief.
Near East
incorporate Near
To incorporate
Act To
CHAP.

1919.
1919.
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August 6,, 1919.
1919.
August
[S.
180.]
IS. 180.]

25.]
Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
°like
United [Public No.
No. 25.]
the United
Representativesof
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
States
District ofColumbia,
of Columbia,
persons, District
following persons,
the following
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembl,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Near East
i in.
namely,
Cleveland H.
Dodge, Henry
Henry Morgenthau,
Morgenthau, corporated
corporated. Relief
H. Dodge,
Barton, Cleveland
L. Barton,
James L.
namely, James
Edwin M.
Bulkley, Alexander
Crane, William
cotois.
William Incorporators.
R. Crane,
Charles R.
Hemphill, Charles
J. Hemphill,
Alexander J.
M. Bulkley,
Edwin
Howard Taft,
Hughes, Elihu
Root, Abram I. Elkus,
Elihu Root,
Evans Hughes,
Charles Evans
Taft, Charles
Howard
Charles
W.
Eliot,
Harry
Pratt
Judson,
Charles
E.
E. Beury, Arthur J.
Charles
Judson,
Pratt
Harry
Charles W. Eliot,
Brown, John
B. Calvert,
Calvert, William
William I.
Chamberlain, Robert J.
J. Cuddihy,
I. Chamberlain,
John B.
Brown,
Cleveland E.
Dodge, William
T. Ellis,
Ellis, James
Cardinal Gibbons, David
David
James Cardinal
William T.
E. Dodge,
Cleveland
H.
Greer,
Harold
A.
Hatch,
William
I.
Haven,
Myron
T.
Herrick,
Myron
Haven,
I.
William
Hatch,
A.
Harold
H. Greer,
Hamilton
Holt, Frank
Frank W. Jackson, Arthur
Arthur Curtiss James, Frederick
Frederick
Hamilton Holt,
Lynch,
Vance
C.
McCormick,
Charles
Macfarland, Henry B. F.
Lynch, Vance C. McCormick, Charles S. Macfarland,
Macfarland,
B. Millar,
Millar, John
R. Mott,
Frank Mason North,
Mott, Frank
John R.
William B.
Macfarland, William
George
A. Plimpton,
Plimpton, Philip
Philip Rhinelander,
William Jay
Jay Schieffelin,
Schieffelin,
Rhinelander, William
George A.
Lincoln
Edward
Sloane,
George
T.
Scott,
Sloane,
Edward
Lincoln
William
Shaw,
Albert
Scott,
T.
George
Smith,
James M.
M. Speers,
Spears, Oscar
Charles
Oscar S. Straus, Charles
Speer, James
Eliot Speer,
Robert Eliot
Smith, Robert
V.
Harry A.
A. Wheeler,
White, Ray Lyman Wilbur,
Stanley White,
Wheeler, Stanley
Vickrey, Harry
V. Vickrey,
Talcott Williams,
and Stephen
Stephen S. Wise,
essociates and successors
Wise, their associates
Williams, and
Talcott
declared to be aa body
duly
body
incorporated and declared
hereby incorporated
chosen, are hereby
duly chosen
corporate
of
the
District
of
Columbia
by
the
name of Near East
name
by
Columbia
of
corporate of the District
Relief
that name
shall be
and have
succesperpetual succeshave perpetual
known and
be known
name shall
by that
and by
Relief and
sion, with
with the
restrictions herein
contained.
herein contained.
and restrictions
limitations, and
powers, limitations
the powers,
sion,
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
object for
corporation is
is incorporated
incorporated Object.
Obect.
said corporation
which said
for which
the object
SEC.
shall be
be to
to assist
assist in
rehabilitarepatriation, rehabilitain the repatriation,
and to
relief and
provide relief
to provide
shall
tion,
and reestablishment
of suffering
dependent people of the
and dependent
suffering and
reestablishment of
tion, and
Near
East
and
adjacent
areas;
to
provide
for
the care
orphans and
and
of orphans
care of
the
for
provide
to
Near East and adjacent areas;
widows
to promote
the social,
industrial welfare
and industrial
economic, and
social, economic,
promote the
and to
widows and
dependent directly or
of
those who
who have
have been
been rendered
rendered destitute, or dependent
of those
indirectly,
by
the
vicissitudes
of
war,
the
cruelties
men, or other
of men,
cruelties
the
war,
of
vicissitudes
the
by
indirectly,
causes beyond
their control.
Board of trustee.
trustees.
control.oard
causes
beyond their
S
EC. 3.
That the
the direction
management of
of the
affairs of
of the
the Membership o
of frst
first
the affairs
and management
direction and
3. That
SEC.
corporation,
and
the
control
of
its
property
and
funds,
shall
be
vested
board.
b
vested
be
shall
funds,
and
property
its
of
control
the
and
corporation,
in
board of
trustees, to
of the
individuals:
following individuals:
the following
composed of
be composed
to be
of trustees,
a board
in a
James
L.
Barton,
Cleveland
H.
Dodge,
Henry
Morgenthau,
Edwin
Edwin M.
Morgenthau,
Henry
Dodge,
H.
James L. Barton, Cleveland
Bulkley,
R. Crane, William
William Howard
Howard
Charles R.
Hemphill, Charles
J. Hemphill,
Alexander J.
Bulkley, Alexander
Taft,
Charles Evans
Evans Hughes,
Hughes, Elihu
Elihu Root,
Abram I.
I. Elkus, Charles
Root, Abram
Taft, Charles
W.
Eliot, Harry
Charles E.
Arthur J. Brown,
E. Beury, Arthur
Judson, Charles
Pratt Judson,
Harry Pratt
W. Eliot,
John
B. Calvert,
William I.
I. Chamberlain,
Chamberlain, Robert
CleveCuddihy, CleveJ. Cuddihy,
Robert J.
Calvert, William
John B.
land
Cardinal Gibbons, David H.
Ellis, James Cardinal
T. Ellis,
William T.
Dodge, William
E. Dodge,
land E.
Greer
Harold A.
I. Haven, Myron
Myron T. Herrick,
Herrick ,HamHamHatch, William I.
A. Hatch,
Greer, Harold
ilton 'Holt,
Frank W.
W. Jackson,
Curtiss James,
James, Frederick
Frederick
Arthur Curtiss
Jackson, Arthur
Holt, Frank
ilton
Lynch, Vance
McCormick, Charles
Charles S.
S. Macfarland,
Henry B. F.
Macfarland, lienry
C. McCormick,
Vance C.
Lynch,
Macfarland,
R. Mott,
Mott, Frank
Frank Mason
Mason North,
John R.
Millar, John
B. Millar,
William B.
Macfarland, William
George A.
A. Plimpton,
Plimpton, Philip
Rhinelander, William
Schieffelin,
Jay Schieffelin,
William Jay
Philip Rhinelander,
George
George
T.
Scott,
.Albert
Shaw,
William
Edward
Lincoln
Smith,
Edward
Sloane,
William
Shaw,
George T. Scott, Albert
Robert Eliot
M. Speers,
Speers, Oscar
Oscar S.
S. Straus,
Straus, Charles
Charles V.
James M.
Speer, James
Eliot Speer,
Robert
Vickrey,
A. Wheeler,
Wheeler, Stanley
Stanley White,
Ray Lyman
Wilbur,
Lyman Wilbur,
White, Ray
Harry A.
Vickrey, Harry
Talcott
Williams,
and
Stephen
S.
Wise,
who
shall
constitute
first
first
the
constitute
shall
who
Wise,
S.
Stephen
and
Talcott Williams,
board
and constitute
constitute the
members of the
corporation.
the cororation.
the members
trustees and
of trustees
board of
Vacancies
or otherwise
otherwise shall be filled
filled
resignation, or
death, resignation,
by death,
occurring by
Vacancies occurring
by
trustees in
the by-laws
by-laws shall preas the
manner as
such manner
in such
remaining trustees
the remaining
by the
scribe, and
and the
so elected
elected shall
shall thereupon
become trustees and
thereupon become
persons so
the persons
scribe,
da.
_
also members of the corporation.
Ofileent.
corporation.
S
EC. 4.
That the
the principal
principal office
of the
corporation shall
shall be
located
be located
the corporation
office of
4. That
SEC.
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, but
but offices
may be
maintained and
meetand meetbe maintained
offices may
in
ings
of
the
corporation
or
of
the
trustees
committees
be
held
held
may
committees
and
trustees
the
of
or
corporation
the
of
ings
in other
as the
the by-laws
time to
to time
time fix.
fix.
Corporate power&
from time
may from
by-laws may
such as
places, such
in
other places,
SEC. 5.
5. That
That the
the said
trustees shall
shall be
be entitled
take, hold,
hold, and
and C
Ppa
to take,
entitled to
said trustees
SEC.
administer any
securities, funds,
hinds, or
or property
property which may be transany securities,
administer
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ferred to
to them
them for
the purposes
hereinbefore enumerated
enumerated
and objects
objects hereinbefore
purposes and
for the
ferred
by the
existing and
unincorporated American
American Committee
AnneCommittee for
for Armeand unincorporated
by
the existing
man and
Syrian Relief,
property as
as may
at any
any
may at
or property
other funds
funds or
and such
such other
Relief, and
man
and Syrian
time
devised, or
or bequeathed
bequeathed to them
them or
or to
to such
such corporation,
corporation,
be given,
given, devised,
time be
for
power from time to time to
trust; with full power
purposes of the
the trust;
for the purposes
adopt
officers, whether
of the
whether members of
to appoint
appoint officers,
a common
common seal, to
adopt a
board
of trustees
employees as may be deemed
deemed
such employees
or otherwise,
otherwise, and such
trustees or
board of
necessary
carrying on
business of
of the
corporation, and at
at such
the corporation,
on the
the business
for carrying
necessary for
salaries or
with such
such remuneration
think proper;
proper; and
and
may think
as they
they may
remuneration as
salaries
or with
full
such rules
rules or regulations as may be
and such
to adopt
adopt by-laws and
full power
power to
necessary
transaction of
of the business
convenient transaction
safe and convenient
secure the safe
to secure
necessary to
of the
of
the corporation.
corporation.
tim
eeting f"
organizeS
EC. 6. That as soon as may be possible after the passage
passage of this
SEC.
or ogan
Meng
Act
trustees berembefore
by
hereinbefore named shall be called by
a meeting of the trustees
Act a
Cleveland H.
[1. Dodge,
Morgenthau, Abram I.
I. Elkus, Edwin M.
M.
Henry Morgenthau,
Dodge, Henry
Cleveland
Thilkley, Alexander
J. Hemphill,
Hemphill, William
Millar, George
George T.
T. Scott,
Scott,
B. Millar,
William B
Alexander J.
Bulkley,
James L. Barton,
Barton and
Vickrey, or any six of them, at the
and Charles V. Vickrey,
JamesL.
borough of
Manhattan in
notice served
served in
York, by notice
the city
city of
of New York,
in the
of Manhattan,
borough
person or
by mail,
mail, addressed
to each
each trustee
at his
his place
of residence;
residence;
place of
trustee at
addressed to
or by
person
sff
Erctin
ection of
El
etc.
and
the said
said trustees
named herein,
herein, or
a majority
majority thereof, being assemor a
trustees named
and the
etc.
bled,
proceed to
to adopt
adopt by-laws,
elect officers,
to elect
by-laws, to
organize and
and proceed
bled, shall
shall organize
officers,

usqnt
Subsequent
lugs.

meetmeet-

and generally
organize the
said corporation.
corporation.
to organize
the said
and
generally-to

S
EC. 7.
associates, or
incorporators, their associates,
the incorporators,
SEC.
7. That
That aa meeting of the
successors, shall
held once
once in
in every
year after
after the
the year
of incorporaincorporayear of
every year
shall be
be held
successors,
tion at such
prescribed in the by-laws,
as shall be prescribed
and place as
such time and
tion
when
annual reports
reports of
of the
the officers
executive boards
shall be
boards shall
and executive
officers and
the annual
when the
presented
and members
of the
the executive
executive board
board elected
elected for the ensuing
members of
presented and
year.
meetings of the corporation
corporation may be called upon such
year. Special
Special meetings
Annualreport
pro- notice
as may
be prescribed.
prescribed.
may be
ofpronotice as
Anmalrepot of
ceedings,
etc.
S
EC. 8.
copy of
of the
and by-laws
by-laws and
and of
of all
all
constitution and
the constitution
a copy
8. That
That a
SEC.
ceedings,etc.
amendments thereto
Congress when
when adopted,
be filed with the Congress
thereto shall be
amendments
and
or before
the 1st
of April
April each
each year
said corporation
shall
corporation shall
year said
1st day
day of
on or
before the
and on
make
report of
of its
proceedings for the
its proceedings
the Congress
Congress aareport
transmit to the
make and transmit
year ending
ending December
December 31
such report
report the
in such
including in
31 preceding,
preceding, mcluding
year
names and residences
residences of
account
and itemized account
of its
its officers,
officers, and aafull and
names

igsee

m

of all
and expenditures.
expenditures.
receipts and
all receipts
of
S
EC. 9.
corporation shall
power to issue certifishall have no power
9. That the
the corporation
SEC.

Restrictions,

Restrictin.

Residence
of
Residence of
bens, etc.
bers,

etc.

men'mem-

Termination.

Ternan.

Amendment.

Amendment.

Auut 6,
61919.
August
1919.
6450.]
.65.
[Public, No. 26.]
War Risk Insurance.
Disability compensation.
Vol. 4D,p.613, amended.

cates
stock or
or declare
or pay
pay any
dividends, or
or otherwise
otherwise distribute
distribute
any dividends,
declare or
of stock
cates of
to
proceeds therefrom,
therefrom, or
of its property, or the proceeds
to its
its members
members any of
corporation otherwise
operations. On dissolution
dissolution of the corporation,
from its operations.
than
by Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress the property
property shall escheat
escheat to the
the United
than by
States.
States.
SEC.
10. That
S
EC. 10.
That all
all members
members and
and officers
officers of
of the
the corporations
corporations and
and of
of
its
may reside
reside in
in or
or be
citizens of
any place
place within
within the
the
of any
be citizens
body may
its governing
governing body
United
States.
United States.
SEC. 11. That
That the franchise
franchise herein
herein granted shall terminate
terminate at the
SEC.
expiration
years from
from the
the date
of the
the approval
approval of
of the
the
date of
of twenty-five
twenty-five years
expiration of
Act; and that Congress
Congress reserves
reserves the right to repeal, alter, or amend
amend
this
any time.
this act
act at
at any
Approved,
August 6,
6, 1919.
Approved, August

CHAP.
33.-An Act To amend
CHAP. 33.—An
amend an Act entitled "An Act to amend
amend an Act entitled
entitled
'An Act to
War Risk Insurance in the
establishment of aa Bureau of War
'An
to authorize
authorize the
the establishment
Department, approved
Treasury
Treasury Department,
approved September
September 2,
2, 1914,'
1914,' as
as amended."
amended."
Be
the Senate
Senate and
and Howse
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the

Congress assembled, That section 12 of an Act
WarraskinSrane. States of America in Congress

S^Vio .613
6
ed..

"An Act
entitled 'An
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the
'An Act
an Act
Act entitled
Act to
to amend
amend an
entitled "An
od- entitled
establishment of aa Bureau of War
establishment
War Risk Insurance
Insurance in the Treasury
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SESS.
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1919.

Department, approved
amended," be, and is
September 2, 1914,' as amended,"
approved September
Department,
hereby, amended
amended as
follows:
as follows:
hereby,
At
end of
of subdivision
12, insert: "Except
"Except in case of
section 12,
H, section
subdivision H,
the end
At the
of both feet and
of
loss
of
both
hands
and
both
eyes,
or
loss
case
in
or
eyes,
both
and
hands
loss of both
both
or in
hands and both feet,
feet, in which
which
both hands
of both
loss of
of loss
case of
in case
eyes, or
both eyes,
aa nurse
for
per
$100
cases
there
shall
be
an
allowance
$100
month
nurse or
of
cases there shall be an allowance
attendant, the
same in
in addition
to the
$100 per
per month allowed in this
the $100
addition to
the same
attendant,
Act
for the
both feet,
feet, or
eyes."
or both hands, or both eyes."
of both
loss of
the loss
Act for
Approved, August
August 6, 1919.
Approved,

CHAP. 34.-An
34.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Aiken, South Carolina, and Richof Aiken,
counties of
the counties
Authorizing the
CHAP.
mond,
across the Savannah
River at or near Augusta,
Savannah River
bridge across
a bridge
construct a
to construct
Georgia, to
mond, Georgia,
Creor&t.
Georgia.

Additional total disAdditional
ability
allowance.
ability allowance.
Post, p.
373.
p. 373.
Post,

Attendant,
Attendant,

August 7,1919.
7, 1919.
August
[H. R.64384
6438.
-__.R.

Be it
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representativesof the United
House of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
the counties of Aiken,
That
assembled,
States of America in Congress
and
be,
South
Carolina,
and
Richmond,
Georgia,
and
are hereby, authorGeorgia,
Richmond,
and
South Carolina,
and approaches
bridge
a
operate
ized to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
ized
to the interests
thereto
across
the
Savannah
River
at
a
point
suitable
interests
suitable
point
a
at
River
thereto across the Savannah
the
with
of
navigation
at
or
near
Augusta,
Georgia,
in
accordance
accordance
in
Georgia,
Augusta,
near
or
at
of navigation
of
construction
the
provisions
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
regulate
construction
regulate
to
Act
"An
provisions of the Act entitled
1906.
23,
March
bridges
over
navigable
waters,"
approved
March
23,
1906.
approved
waters,"
bridges over navigable
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
alter, amend,
to alter,
SEC.
expressly reserved.
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from Broadway
be
to a
on the
the north
north bank
bank of
of said
said river,
river, in
in the
the city
city of
of Argenta,
Argenta,
point on
a point
sp.685,amend- to
Vol.3
Vol.38,p.685,amended.
county of
Arkansas, are
are hereby
hereby extended
year and
and
ed.
county
of Pulaski,
Pulaski, Arkansas,
extended one
one year
three
years, respectively,
respectively, from
the
date of
approval hereof.
hereof.
from
the
date
of
approval
Amendment
three
years,
Amendment.
alter, amend, or repeal
this Act is hereby
SEC.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
right to alter,
repeal this
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, August
1919.
August 15, 1919.
Approved,
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Arkansas River.
extended
itende for States of America in Congress assembled,
bridging, Little Rock
briging,
to Argenta, Ark.
Time
TkLe
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1919.

construction of the Main
Act To
extend the time for the construction
Main Street
To extend
46.-An Act
CHAP. 46.—An
Bridge
the Arkansas
Arkansas River between
between the cities
cities of Little Rock and
and Argenta,
Argenta,
across the
Bridge across
Arkansas.
Arkansas.

Au gust 15,1919.
15, 1919.
August
[S. 2595.]
25951
IS.

No. 3S.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
33.]

River
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of the United Arknsas
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
Arkansas River.
for
extended for
Time extended
States
of America
America in
assembled, That the times for com- Time
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
LT,Rock
mencing and
the construction
of aabridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches toArgenta, Ark.
construction of
completing the
and completing
mencing
toVol.40,p.396,amendArgenta,
thereto, authorized
Act of
of Congress
approved October
October 6, 1917, to
to eVol40°,p396,amendCongress approved
by Act
authorized by
thereto,
ed.
city of Little Rock
bp built
across the
Arkansas River
River at
Rock on the
the city
at the
the Arkansas
built across
be
site
now occupied
the free
free highway
highway bridge
bridge constructed
constructed by
by said
by the
occupied by
site now
year
county
in
the
years
1896
and
1897,
are
hereby
extended
one
year
one
extended
hereby
are
1897,
and
1896
years
the
in
county
approval hereof.
and three
three years,
date of approval
the date
from the
respectively, from
years, respectively,
and
Amendment.
repeal this Act is hereby Amedment
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
to alter,
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
15, 1919.
August 15,
Approved, August

across
construction of aa bridge across
CHAP.
Act Extending
for the construction
Extending the time for
47.-An Act
CHAP. 47.—n
Flint River,
River, in
in the
of Georgia.
Georgia.
State of
the State
Flint

Au
gust 15,
1919.
15, 1919.
August
IR. R.
7110.]
[H.
R. 7110.]
[Public,
No. 39.]
39.]
[Public, No.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the pint Rix
enacted by
it enacted
Be
v
:er.
Fietnded
assembled, That the times for Time
ded forr
f
or
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
for
extended
United

commencing
Nec52,
v
i
I
ton,
Gaa.ol;
construction of aa bridge authorcommencing
completing the
the construction
author- brdging,Newton,
3e
amendand completing
commencing and
amendp. 52,
Vol. 39,
52
be built
ized
Act of
Aril 17,
17, 1916,
1916, to
built across
across ed.
&iv
.
°L 9'
P'
to be
approved April
Congress approved
of Congress
by Act
ized by
the
Georgia, by
by,Mitchell
Mitchell County,
County, or by Baker County,
River, Georgia,
Flint River,
the Flint
extended
hereby
are
Georgia,
jointly
or
separately,
are
extended one and three
separately,
or
Georgia, jointly
years, respectively,
hereof.
date hereof.
the date
from the
respectively, from
years,
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
That the
to alter,
amend, or
repeal this
this Act is hereby
hereby Amendment
or repeal
alter, amend,
right to
the right
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
August 15,
1919.
15, 1919.
Approved, August

convene aameeting of
CHAP
48.—Joint Resolution
Resolution To
authorize the President to convene
To authorize
CHAP. 48.-Joint
an
international labor
labor conference
conference in
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Washington, District
in Washington,
an international

Resolved
Senate and
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
the
of the
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
President of
the President
in Congress
America in
of America
States
United States
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized to
to convene
convene and
and to
to
he hereby
and he
be, and
States be,
United
make arrangements
the organization
of aa_general
international
general international
organization of
for the
arrangements for
make

August 15,
15, 1919.
1919.
August
[S. J.
J. Res.
Res. 80.]
80.]
IS.
No. 9.]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
9.]
[Pub.
International
International Labor
Labor
Conference,
meeting at
confereneeetingat

Wauthorio
:
i
ir
Post,
thshin
orizp.
g
e
t
cn
342.
42
Pot,p.3 .

D.
D. C"

labor conference,
conference, to
be held
held in
Washington, District of Columbia: Proviso.
in Washington
to be
labor
to
P
Provided,
however,
That
nothing
herein
be held to authorize Subject
herein shall be
nothing
to raOti
ratificaProvided, however, That

tion of
of peace
peace treaty
treaty
States tion
the
delegates to
the United
United States
represent the
to represent
any delegates
appoint any
to appoint
President to
the President
provisions.
of
America
at
such
conference
or
to
authorize
the
United
States
of America at such conference or to authorize the United States proVlioaS.
of America
America to
to participate
participate therein
unless and until the Senate shall
therein unless
of
have
ratified
the
provisions
of
the
proposed treaty
treaty of
of peace
peace with
proposed
the
of
provisions
have ratified the
Germany with
with reference
to a
a general
mternationar labor conference.
conference.
general international'labor
reference to
Germany
Approved, August
August 15, 1919.
Approved,

CHAP.
Resolution To
To suspend
the requirements
requirements of
of annual
annual asessment
assessment
suspend the
49.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 49.—Joint
work
on certain
during the
year 1919.
1919.
the year
claims during
mining claims
certain raining
work on

Au
gust 15,1919.
15, 1919.
August
[11. J. Res. 150.]

[H.J. Res. 150.]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 10.]
10.]
[Pub.

lands.
blic lands.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
the United
United Public

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of
Mining claims assessStates of
in Congress
That the
the provision
of section
section manta
mrtingscaimsssed
provision of
suspended ffor
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States

1919.
2324
of the
the Revised
Statutes of
of the
States which
requires on
on 19o9.
which requires
United States
the United
Revised Statutes
2324 of
R. S., see. 2324,2p.426.
243p4
each
mining
claim
located,
and
until
a
patent
has
been
issued
therefor,
Post,
.,sp.p. 354.
A
therefor,
issued
been
has
a
patent
until
and
each mining claim located,
not
than $100
$100 worth
worth of
labor to
to be
be performed
or improvements
improvements
performed or
of labor
less than
not less
aggregating such
amount to
made during
each year,
be, and
and the Provisos.
year, be,
during each
be made
to be
such amount
aggregating
Limitation.
Piiti,,.
same
is
hereby,
suspended
during,
the
calendar
year
1919:
Provided,
Provided,
1919:
year
calendar
the
during
suspended
hereby,
is
same
That
such suspension
shall be
granted to
any one
one claimant
claimant for
for Notice
ot of retention of
to any
be granted
suspension shall
no such
That no
more
than five
claims: Provided,
Provided, That
every claimant
claimant of
claim to be filed.
such dtobefn.
any such
of any
That every
five claims:
more than
mining
claim in
in order
obtain the
benefits of
this resolution
resolution shall
shall file
file
of this
the benefits
to obtain
order to
mining claim
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1919.

or
filed in
in the
the office
where the location
location notice or certificate
certificate
office where
be filed
to be
cause to
or cause
is recorded,
on or
or before
before December
notice of his desire
desire to
31, 1919, aanotice
December 31,
recorded, on
is
resolution.
hold
said
mining
under
this
claim
mining
said
hold
of owners
in
owners in
Rights of
S
EC. 2.
That this
shall not be
be construed to alter, modify,
resolution shall
this resolution
2. That
SEC.
afarmed
service not
not afarmed service
fected.
fected.
amend,
or
repeal the
the public
public resolution
resolution entitled
entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution
resolution to
repeal
or
amend,
Vol. 40,
40, p.
243.
p. 243.
Vol.
relieve
the owners
of mining claims who have been mustered into the
owners of
relieve the
military
States as officers or enlisted
enlisted
of the United States
service 0T
naval service
or naval
military or
men from
from performing
performing assessment
assessment work
work during
during the
the term of such servmen
July 17, 1917.
ice," approved July
1917.
ice,"
Approved, August
August 15, 1919.
1919.
Approved,
Au
gust 15,1919.
15, 1919.
August
[H.
J. Has.
163.]
Re. 1]
[H. J.
[Pub.
Res., No.
No. 11.1
11.]
IPnb. Res..

Authorizing the Secretary
CHAP. 50.-Joint
50.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Secretary of Labor to lease the
CHAP.
Charleston immigration station
station and dock
dock connected
connected therewith.
therewith.

Resolved by
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved
States of
of America
in
Congress assembled,
That
Secretary of Labor
That the Secretary
assembled,
Congress
in
America
Son,tates
Immigrant
immi
grant sta
station, is authorized, in his discretion, to lease for other than
than governmental
governmental
may be
qP4I
is authorized, in his discretion, to lease
be leased
may
purposes the
Charleston immigration station,
known as the Charleston
property known
the property
purposes
Secretary shall fix the
with
the improvements
Terms,
improvements thereon; and said Secretary
etc.
Terms, etc.
with the
amount
of rental
rental per
annum to
which rental
rental shall
to be paid therefor, which
per annum
amount of
be
sum for
character, situation,
situation, and
property of like character,
for property
just sum
and just
fair and
be aafair
value
prescribe such
such conditions
regarding the uses to be made
conditions regarding
and prescribe
value and
ProiWs.
Provisos.
of said
said property
property as
as he
he shall deem
proper: Provided,
Provided, That all expenses
expenses
deem proper:
Maintenance,
etc., of
etc.,
by lessee.
by
of maintenance
and repairs
on
building and dock at said station
building
the
on
repairs
and
maintenance
of
Termination.
shall be
borne by
the lessee
lessee or lessees:
lessees: Provided
Provided further,
further, That any
any
by the
be borne
shall
lease executed
executed under
terminated and
and the
resolution may be terminated
this resolution
under this
lease
property reoccupied
reoccupied under
conditions as the Secretary
Secretary of Labor
such conditions
under such
property
prescribe.
may prescribe.
Approved,
August 15, 1919.
Approved, August
Charleston, S.
S. C.
C
Charleston,

20, 1919.
1919.
August 20,
3854.]
R. 3854.
[H. R.
[Public, No. 40.]
4
[Public,

I'

daylight-saving law.
the daylight-saving
of the
CHAP.
51.—An Act
Act For
For the
the repeal
repeal of
CHAP. 51.-An

Be
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
House of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
3 of
section
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
That
3
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
or United
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
save daylight
daylight and to provide
provide standard
to save
the
March 19,
time for
for the
United States,"
States" approved
approved March
19, 1918,
1918, is hereby
hereby
the United
time
1919, after the
repealed, effective
effective on
the last
la'st Sunday of October, 1919,
on the
repealed,
approval
approval of this Act, when by the retarding of one hour the standard
each zone
zone shall
thereafter be the
returned to and thereafter
shall be returned
of each
time of
ard time
mean
time of
each
degree of longitude governing each
the degree
of the
astronomical time
mean astronomical
zone
defined in
in section
Act approved
approved March 19,
19, 1918.
1 of said Act
section 1
as defined
zone as
FH
H GILLETT
GaLETT
F
Speaker
of Representatives.
Representatives.
House of
Speaker of the House
Thos. R.
R. MARSHALL
MARSHALL
THOS.
Vice
and
Presidentof the United States and
Vice President
President of
of the Senate.
President

.]

Daylight savin
saving.
Advancing time
tim for,
Advancing
repealed.
repealed.
Vol.40,p.451,repealed.
VoL.4,p.451,repe

IN THE
THE HOUSE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
REPRESENTATIVES OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE OF
IN

August 19,
1919.
19, 1919.
August
House
the
to
returned
the
The
President
of
the
United
States
having
having
The President of the United States
Rebpreth
PaSage Rerprese
ntaHouse
bill (H. R.
twes.
of Representatives,
it originated,
originated, the
the bill
R. 3854)
which it
in which
of
Representatives, in
tives.
"For
repeal of
of the
the daylight-saving
objections
law," with his objections
daylight-saving law,"
the repeal
"For the
thereto, the
the House
House proceeded
in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
the Constitution
Constitution to
proceeded in
thereto,
reconsider the
the same;
same; and
and
reconsider
Resolved,
That the
the said
bill pass,
thirds of
of the
the House
House of
of
two thirds
pass, two
said bill
Resolved, That
the same.
Representatives agreeing
agreeing to
pass the
to pass
Representatives
g
Passae

by

Attest:
Attest:

PAGE
WM T
YLER PAGE
TYLER
WM

Clerk of
the House of Representatives.
Representatives.
of the
Clerk
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1919.
1919.

STATES.
I
ENATE OF
THE UNITED
TATES.
UNITED S
OF THE
SENATE
THE S
INN THE
August
20, 1919.
August 20,
the Sen
by the
The
Senate having
having proceeded,
in pursuance
pursuance of
the Constitution
Constitution Passage
Passageby
Sen.
of the
proceeded, in
The Senate
to
reconsider the
the bill
bill (H.
R. 3854),
3854), "An
"An Act
Act for
for the repeal
repeal of ate
a
t
'
.
(H. R.
to reconsider
the
law", returned
to the
Representaof RepresentaHouse of
the House
returned to
daylight-saving law",
the daylight-saving
tives
by the
the President
the United
United States,
objections,
with his objections,
States, with
of the
President of
tives by
and
by the
Representatives to the Senate with the
of Representatives
House of
the House
sent by
and sent
message of
President returning
returning the bill.
the President
of the
message
RESOLVED,
the bill
pass, two-thirds
two-thirds of
of the
the Senate
Senate agreeagreedo pass,
bill do
That the
RESOLVED, That
ing to
to pass
pass the same.
ing
Attest:
Attest:
Secretary.
GEORGE
A.SANDERSON
SANDERSON Secretary.
GEORGE A.

contractors and subcontractors
CHAP.
52.—An Act
For the
the relief
of contractors
subcontractors for the
the post
post
relief of
Act For
CHAP. 52.-An
offices and
work under
under the
the supervision
of the
the Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartsupervision of
and work
buildings and
and other
other buildings
offices
ment, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for
ment,

August 25,1919.
2.5, 1919.
August
[H. R.
It. 6323.]
6323.1
[H.
No. 41.]
41.]
[Public, No.

Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of the United
Senate and House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Public bulings.
buildin gs.
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
of the Publi
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
in
Congress
States of America
Reimbursement
for
loss
on
contracts
for,
for,
contracts
Treasury
is hereby
and directed,
directed, under
under such
such regulations
on
regulations loss
authorized and
hereby authorized
Treasury is
etc.,
due
to
war
conwar converified claims
ditions.
as
may prescribe,
prescribe, to receive
receive fully itemized
itemized and verified
claims and
and dtio
he may
as he
Post, pp. 507, 592.
507,592.
pp.
Pot,
material
reimburse
contractors
and
their
subcontractors,
including
material
including
subcontractors
their
and
contractors
reimburse
men,
the construction,
construction, improvement,
special repair, equipment,
improvement, special
for the
men, for
Courthouse and Linor
furnishing
of
post
offices
and
other
buildings
or work
under the
the coln
LinCourthouseand
work under
Memorial, D. C.
or furnishing of post offices and other buildings or
supervision
the Treasury
well as
as the United
United con MemoriD.C.
(as well
Department (as
Treasury Department
of the
supervision of
States courthouse
the District
District of
of Columbia
and the
the approaches
approaches
Columbia and
in the
courthouse in
States
the
Memorial
and
retaining
wall
to
the
Lincoln
Memorial
in
District
of
Lincoln
the
to
wall
and retaining
Columbia) whose
were awarded
awarded or
therewhose bids as thereor whose
contracts were
whose contracts
Columbia)
governmental
proper governmental
after
were mailed
or delivered
delivered to the proper
mailed or
accepted were
after accepted
into the war
authority
prior
to
the
entrance
of
the
United
States
into
war
States
United
the
of
entrance
authority prior to the
with
Germany, to
to wit,
April 6,
6, 1917,
1917, and
whose contracts
contracts have
and whose
wit, April
with Germany,
been
will be
after said
for loss due directly to
date, for
said date,
completed after
be completed
or will
been or
first, to increased
increased
costs
thereafter
arising,
due
either,
increased cost
cost
due
arising,
thereafter
costs
increased
of
labor or
second, to
to delay
account of the action of
delay on account
or, second,
materials, or,
or materials,
of labor
the
States Priority
or other
other governmental
activities,
governmental activities,
Board or
Priority Board
United States
the United
United States Government
or,
third, to
to commandeering
commandeering by
Government of
by the United
or, third,
plants
materials shown
shown to
of the Treasury
Treasury to have
have
Secretary of
the Secretary
to the
or materials
plants or
reason
contracts
of
been
sustained
by
them
in
the
fulfillment
such
contracts
by
reason
fulfillment
the
in
them
by
been sustained
of
war conditions
conditions alone:
Provided, That
any subcontractor
may Provias.
tradzos.
subcontractor may
That any
alone: Provided,
of war
tots;be
besubEstmates
of
Secretary
the
or
contractor
the
through
claim
his claim
submit his
submit
Treasury.
And the
through
Secretary
the contractor
of the Treasury
or to
to is
the
hereby
Secretary
directed
of the
the
to witted.
E
u
stima
mt
i
es
ract

Treasury. And the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby directed to mitted.
submit from
time to
to carry
carry out
out
appropriations to
for appropriations
estimates for
time estimates
to time
from time
submit
fiPng
i
the
provisions
of
this
Act:
Provided
further,
That
no
claims
for eiTine
or ng
it.or
claims limit
for
claims
no
the provisions of this Act: Provided further, That
Treasury
filed with the Treasury
such reimbursement
reimbursement shall
shall be
paid unless
unless filed
be paid
such
Department within
within three
after the
the passage
passage of
of this Act: Restrictions.
months after
three months
Department
A
shall the
case shall
no case
And provided
That in
the contractor
contractor or
or sub
subin no
further, That
provided further,
And

Re

contractor
be reimbursed
an extent
extent greater
sufficient to
to
than is sufficient
greater than
to an
reimbursed to
contractor be
subconor subconcover
his
actual
increased
cost
in
fulfilling
his
contract
contract
his
cover his actual increased cost in fulfilling
tract,
of any
all profits
contractor or subconsubconprofits to such contractor
and all
any and
exclusive of
tract, exclusive
tractor;
nor shall
shall such
inchide any
any advances
advances or
Sureties
of fili
failing
of
or so5et
reimbursement include
such reimbursement
Uet
tractor; nor
payments
made
by
the
sureties
of
such
contractor
or
subcontractor
can
subcontractor
or
contractor
such
of
sureties
payments made by the
in executing the
surety on
on. any
contract coming within
within
any contract
the surety
but the
work, but
executing the work,
m
the provisions
Act who,
who, as
completed, or may
may
surety, has completed,
as surety,
this Act
of this
provisions of
the
complete, the
the work
of any
any defaulting
such concontractor on any such
defaulting contractor
work of
complete,
contractor
tract,
or who
has furnished
afailing contractor
assistance to a
financial assistance
furnished financial
who has
tract, or
to
on
any such
such contract
contract whereby
such contractor
contractor has been enabled to
whereby such
on any
complete
such contract,
claim, within
within the
the period
period hereinbehereinbefile claim,
may file
contract, may
complete such
fore
fixed, and
be reimbursed
in the
Ranibtusement*
provided Rimburement.
hereinbefore provided
manner hereinbefore
the manner
reimbursed in
and be
fore fixed,
of
specified
hereinbefore
for
the
increased
cost
due
to
the
causes
hereinbefore
specified
of
causes
the
to
due
cost
increased
for the
44281 0-21-20
44281°-21--20
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the labor
labor and
and material
material supplied
completing any such contract,
supplied in so completing
the
or
for the
the increased
of the
labor and material paid for from
from
the labor
cost of
increased cost
or for
further, That the
a'
so furnished
such surety: And provided further,
furnished by such
funds so
of funds
Secretary of the
beginning
the Treasury shall report to Congress at the beginning
Secretary
of
each session
session thereof
thereof the amount of each expenditure
expenditure and the
of each
facts on which the same is based.
facts
Approved,
25, 1919.
Approved, August 25,

Detailed report
expenditures.
expenditures.

31, 1919.
August 31,
1919.
[11.
8076.]
R. 8076.]
[H. R.
[Public, No. 42.]
42.]

Szss. I.
I.
SE8S.

-

to
of Montgomery,
CHAP. 53.—An
county of
Montgomery, Tennessee,
Tennessee, to
the county
Authorizing the
Act Authorizing
53.-An Act
CHuAP.
construct a
across the
the Cumberland
River within
within seven
seven miles
miles of
of Clarksville,
Clarksville,
Cumberland River
bridge across
a bridge
construct
Tennessee.
Tennessee.

Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be

States
of America
Congress assembled, That the county
county of Montin Congress
America in
States of
ComnberlandRv
to
authorized
hereby,
gomery,
Tennessee,
be,
and
is
hereby,
authorized
construct, mainis
and
be,
Tennessee,
gomery,
ty,Ten., ma bridge,
the CumCuma bridge and approaches
tain, and operate
operate a
approaches thereto across
across the
Cumberland River.
Montgomery County, Tenn., may bridge,
nearClarksville.
nearClarksvle.

navigation, and
berland River
suitable to the interests of navigation,
a point suitable
at a
River at
berland

Construction.

voln
Vol. 34,, p. 84.
Amendment.
Amendment.

31, 1919.
August 31,
[H.
8117.]
R. 8117.]
[H. R.
[Public, No. 43.]
43.]
Susquehanna
River.
Susquehanna River.
Pennsylvania may
bridge,
Falls,
Pa.
Pa.y
bridge,'

ls,

Construction.
construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

o.34, p.84.

Amendment.
Amendment.

September 3, 1919.
[S. 27.36.]
[S.
2236.]
[Public,
44.]
[Public, No. 44.]

within a
adistance
distance of
of seven
seven miles
Clarksville, Tennessee,
Tennessee, in
in accordaccordfrom Clarksville,
miles from
within
ance
provisions of
the Act
"An act
act to
regulate the
to regulate
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
the provisions
with the
ance with

March
construction of
of bridges
navigable waters,"
waters," and approved March
over navigable
bridges over
construction
23,
23, 1906.
1906.

is hereby
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
amend, or
alter, amend,
to alter,
SEC.
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, August 31, 1919.
Approved,
CHAP
54.—An Act
Act For
Susquehanna
construction of aa bridge across the Susquehanna
For the construction
CHAP. 54.-An
River at or near Falls, Wyoming
Wyoming County,
County, Pennsylvania.
River

Be
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
it enacted
Be it

States of
of America
the consent
consent of
of Congress
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States

Pennsylvania to conCommonwealth of Pennsylvania
is hereby granted to the Commonwealth
struct,
and operate
operate a
approaches thereto,
thereto, across
across
a bridge and approaches
maintain, and
struct, maintain,
Susquehanna River at aa point suitable to the interests of navithe Susquehanna
gation,
at or
Pennsylvania, in
Wyoming County, Pennsylvania,
Falls, Wyoming
or near Falls,
and at
gation, and
"An Act
accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An
Act to reguregu-

waters," approved
late
the construction
construction of
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved
of bridges
late the
March
March 23,
23, 1906.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
right to
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby
Act is
this Act
alter, amend,
to alter,
the right
SEC.
reserved.
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved,
August 31,
31, 1919.
Approved, August
CHAP. 55.-An
55.—An Act
Act Relating
required by
by the
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
Act entitled
the Act
affidavits required
to affidavits
Relating to
CHAP.
and Naval Estabto extend
extend protection
protection to
to the
the civil
civil rights
of members
of the
the Military
Military and
members of
rights of
to
in the present war."
lishments
of the
the United
United States
States engaged
war."
engaged in
lishments of

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Congressassembled, That where any judgment
States
America in,
judgment has
in Congress
ofAmerica
States of
been
since March 8,1918,in
8,1918,in anyaction
any action orproceedig
or proceeding commenced
commenced
enteredsinceMarch
been entered
in any court where there was aafailure to file
file insuch
in such action
action the
the affidavits
affidavits
Act approved
the Act
required
by section
200 of
article 2
2of
approved March
March 8,1918,
8, 1918,
of the
of article
section 200
required by
ool. V4p. 441.
entitled
An Act
Act to
protection to
to the
the civil
civil rights
rights of
of members
members
extend protection
to extend
"An
entitled "
of the
and Naval
Establishments of
United States
the United
of the
Naval Establishments
Military and
the Military
of
Acceptance of sub- engaged in the present war" (Fortieth Statutes
page 440),
Large,
at
Statutes
Large,
440),
(Fortieth
war"
present
in
the
engaged
o
t
Acceptance
sequent affidavit that
plaintiff, after
after such
such notice
notice as the court
court may prescribe, may file
defendant Ms
was not
in the
the plaintiff,
not in
dfendt
service.
defendants, in default in
defendant, or defendants,
an
stating that
that the
the defendant,
affidavit stating
an affidavit
and
such
judgments,
are
not
at
the
time
of
such
filing,
and were not at the
filing,
such
of
time
the
at
such judgments, are not
time
of the
in the
military service
naval or military
the naval
judgment, in
such judgment,
of such
entry of
the entry
time of

Soldiers' and Sailors'
Sailors'
and
soldier'
Act.
Relief Act.
Civil Relief
Judgments in
in dejudgments
fault.
fauit.
Vol. ie. p. 441.
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1919.
1919.

of the
the United
United States,
and upon
upon the
the filing
such affidavit
affidavit the court
court
of such
filing of
States, and
of
may
enter
an
order
that
such
judgment,
if
o
.herwise
legal,
shall
stand
stand
shall
legal,
.herwise
o
if
judgment,
such
that
order
an
may enter
and
as of
of the
the date
of the
the entry
of such
judgment as if such
such judgment
entry of
date of
effective as
be effective
and be
Punishment for
for tabs
fals
Punishment
such affidavits.
or use
affidavit
had
been
duly
filed.
Any
person
who
shall
make
use such
make or
shall
who
person
Any
filed.
duly
been
affidavit had
vl
an
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, knowing
knowing it
be false,
false, shall
be punishable
punishable by afd
shall be
to be
it to
affidavit as
an affidavit
imprisonment
not to
years or
or by
by fine
to exceed
$5,000,
exceed $5,000,
not to
fine not
two years
to exceed
exceed two
imprisonment not
or
both, in
the discretion
court.
the court.
discretion of the
in the
or both,
Approved,
September 3,
3, 1919.
Approved, September
CHAP.
56.—An Act
Act Relating
Relating to
to the
the office
office of General
General of the Armies
of the
creation of
the creation
CHAP. 56.-An
of
United States.
States.
of the
the United

September 3,
3, 1919.
1919.
September
[H. R.
7594.]
R. 7594.]
[H.
45.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 45.]

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
by the
enacted by
Be
States o
of
America
Congress assembled, That
Army.
i
ti
lm
ierica in
in Congress
That the office
office of General Appointment
Arin7*
of Gen.

of the
the States,
Armiesauof
of
Armies
is hereby
of the
es of
of the
the United
States is
hereby revived,
revived, and
and the
the PresiPresi- eratof
eraf
vncited
United States
of
the Armies
auStates,
United
I- the
dent
authorized, in
in his
his discretion
discretion and
by and
and with
with the
the thoed.tate
and by
hereby authorized,
is hereby
dent is

advice
and consent
of the
office a
ageneral
general
appoint to said office
to appoint
Senate, to
the Senate,
consent of
advice and
war,
recent
officer
of
the
Army
who,
on
foreign
soil
and
during
the
and
soil
foreign
on
who,
officer ot the Army
has
especially distinguished
distinguished in
in the
command of military
higher command
the higher
been especially
has been
Pay,
etc.
Pay, etc.
forces
of the
United States;
States; and
and the
the officer
under the Vol.
appointed under
officer appointed
the United
forces of
16, p. 320.
foregoing
authorization
shall
have
the
pay
pi
escribed
by
section
24
320
Vo16p
24
section
by
piescribed
pay
the
have
shall
foregoing authorization
of the
of Congress
Congress approved
approved July
15, 1870, and
and such
such allowances
allowances
July 15,1870,
Act of
the Act
of
other
as
President shall
appropriate; and
and any
of existexist- ofcerrepeaied.
ofr,„e„"
repe
denag
provision of
any provision
deem appropriate;
shall deem
the President
as the
ing law
that would
would enable
any other
other officer
officer of
of the
to take
take Vol.
Vol- 40,
P. 46.
0p.46.
Army to
the Army
enable any
law that
ing
rank and
and precedence
precedence over
over said
said officer
officer is
is hereby
repealed: Provided,
Provided, Limitation.
S,,tio.
hereby repealed:
rank
under
That
no more
than one
office shall be made under
appointment to office
one appointment
more than
That no
the
terms of this Act.
the terms
Approved,
Approved, September 3, 1919.
CHAP
Resolution Making
Making Wednesday,
Wednesday, September
September 17,
17, 1919, a
a legal
57.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 57.—Toint
holiday in
in the
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
holiday

1919.
SepUmber
15, 1919.
eptember 15,
IS. J. Res.
100.1
Res. 100.1
[SJ.

[Pub. Res.,
No. 12.1
123
Res., No.
[Pub.

District of
of ColumColumDistrect
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of the United bia.
Representatives of
of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved
September
17,
1919,
States
America in
Wednesday, September
17, 1919,
September bSptember
That Wednesday,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in COngress
of America
States of
made
e alegal holiday
17,
1919,
being_the
day
of
the
grand
review
of
the
First
Division
of
holda
a
legl
mad
of
Division
First
the
of
review
grand
In.
17, 1919, being the day of the
the American
Expeditionary Forces,
hereby made
made a
a legal public
public
Forces, is hereby
American Expeditionary
the
holiday
in the
of Columbia
Columbia to
to all
all intents
intents and purposes
purposes in the
District of
the District
holiday in
same
manner
as
is
Christmas,
the
1st
day
of
January,
the 22d day
January,
of
day
1st
the
Christmas,
is
as
same manner
of February,
February, the
30th day
day of
May, the
first
the 4th day of July, and the first
of May
the 30th
of
Monday in
as are
are now
now by law public holidays.
September as
in September
Monday
Approved,
September 15,
15, 1919.
1919.
Approved, September
September
September
CHAP 58.
— An Act
Act To
authorize Hiram
I. Sage,
Sage, a
citizen of Baldwin
Baldwin County,
County,
a citizen
Hiram I.
To authorize
58.-An
CHAP.
Alabama,
and maintain
maintain a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
the Perdido
Perdido River
River at or near
construct and
to construct
Alabama, to
Nunez
Ferry.
Nunez Ferry.

16, 16,19.
1919.
[S. 1362.)
I362.
[Public, No.
No. 46.
461
[Public,
[s.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
the United
United P
Rr. .
of the
Perdidoo River
of Representatives
Representaives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
Hiram I. Sagemay
States
of
America
in
Congress
assemb,
That
Hiram
I.
Sage,
of
saeFerry.
my
brid
g
e,
Nunes
of
I.
Sage,
Lii
That
Hiram
States of America in Congress assembled,
Baldwin County,
County, Alabama,
assigns, be,
and he
he is
Nm Fery
hereby, d
is hereby,
be, and
and assigns,
heirs and
his heirs
Alabama, his
Baldwin
a toll
authorized
maintain, and
toll bridge
bridge and
operate a
and operate
construct, maintain,
to construct,
authorized to
approaches thereto
across the
point suitable
at aa point
River, at
Perdido River,
the Perdido
thereto across
approaches
to
the interests
of navigation,
navigation, in
section twenty-two,
twenty-two, township
township six
in section
interests of
to the
south,
range
six
east,
in
Baldwin
County,
Alabama,
at
or near
near the
the Construction.
ctohtee.
or
at
Alabama,
County,
south, range six east, in Baldwin
34, p. 84.
point known
known as
Nunez Ferry,
Ferry, in
in accordance
with the
vo.34,p.8.
provisions Vol.
the provisions
accordance with
as Nunez
point
bridges
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
regulate
the
construction
of
construction
the
regulate
to
of the Act entitled "An Act
over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
me
am
1906.
Amenchnent.
approved March
over navigable
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this
Act is
hereby
is hereby
this Act
or repeal
amend, or
SEC.
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved,
September 16, 1919.
1919.
Approved, September

284
284
September 16,
16,1919.
1919.
[H.
R. 6806.1
[H. R.
680.1]
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59.-An Act To incorporate
Legion.
CHAP. 59.—An
incorporate the
the American Legion.

Sernate and
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Representatives of the United
States
of
in Congress
St
at
es o
f America in
Congress assembled, That the
the following
following persons,
persons, to
to
g
incorporated.
Incorporators.
wit:
William S.
S Beam,
North Carolina;
Carolina iCharles
Charles H.
H. Brent,
Brent, of
of New
New
of North
Beam, of
wit: William
"Incor"oratod
York;
Brown, of
of Connecticut;
Connecticut; G.
Edward Buxton
Buxton,
G. Edward
William H.
H. Brown,
York; William
junior,
of Rhode
Rhode Island;
Island; Bennett
C. Clark,
Clark, of
Missouri; Richard
Richard
of Missouri;
Bennett C.
unior, of
Derby, of
of New
New York;
H. Evridge,
Eviidge of
of Texas;
Texas; Milton
J. Foreman,
Foreman,
Milton J.
York; L.
L. H.
Derby,
of Illinois;
Ruby D.
D. Garrett,
Garrett, of
of Missouri;
Missouri; Fred
Fred J.
Griffith, of
of OklaOklaJ. Griffith,
of
Illinois; Ruby
homa; Roy
Roy C.
C. Haines,
Haines, of
Maine; John
John F.
F. J.
J. Herbert,
of MassachuMassachuHerbert, of
of Maine;
homa;
setts; Roy
Roy Hoffman,
Oklahoma; Fred
Fred B.
B. Humphreys,
Humphreys, of
of New
New
of Oklahoma;
setts;
Hoffman, of
Janney, of Maryland;
Mexico
Inzer, of
of Alabama;
Alabama; Stuart
Stuart S. Janney,
Maryland;
John W.
W. Inzer,
Mexico;•John
Luke
Henry- Leonard,
of Colorado;
Colorado ; Henry
Henry D.
D.
Leonard, of
Lea, of
of Tennessee;
Tennessee; Henry
Luke Lea,
Lindsley,
of Texas;
Ogden L.
of New
New York;
W.
York; Thomas
Thomas W.
Mills, of
L. Mills,
Texas; Ogden
Lindsley, of
Miller,
Edward Myers
of Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; Franklin
Franklin
Myers, of
of Delaware;
Delaware; Edward
Miller, of
D'Olier, of
Pennsylvania;
junior, of
of Pennsylvania;
W. G.
G. Price,
Price, junior,
of Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; W.
D'Olier,
S. A.
York; Theodore
Roosevelt, junior,
New
of New
junior, of
Theodore Roosevelt,
Ritchie, of
of New
New York;
S.
A. Ritchie,
York; Albert
J. Sullivan,
Sullivan, of
Washinp,.of WashingJohn J.
of Illinois;
Illinois; John
Albert A.
A. Sprague,
Sprague, of
York;
ton;
Dale Shaw,
Shaw, of
Daniel G.
of Montana;
Montana; H.
H. J.
J.
G. Stivers,
Stivers, of
of Iowa;
Iowa; Daniel
ton; Dale
Turney, of
White, of
Fisher Wood,
Wood, of
of
Eric Fisher
of Oregon.
Oregon; Eric
A. White,
of Ohio,•
Ohio- George
George A.
Turney
Pennsylvania.
H. Wood,
of Ohio;
Oregon;
H. Murphy,
of
Ohio;
Mathew H.
Murphy, of
Pennsylvania; George
George H.
Wood, of
Alabama;
Andrew P.
P. Martin,
of Arizona;
of Arkansas;
Arkansas;
J. J.
J. Harrison,
Harrison, of
Martin, of
Arizona; J.
Alabama; Andrew
Henry G.
G. Mathewson,
California; H.
Saidy, of
Colorado;
A. Saidy,
of Colorado;
H. A.
of California;
Mathewson, of
Henry
Alfred
M. Phillips,
Connecticut; George
George N.
Davis, of
of DelaDelaN. Davis,
junior, of
of Connecticut;
Alfred M.
Phillips, junior,
ware; A.
Florida; Walter
Walter Harris
Georgia; E.
C.
of Georgia;
E. C.
of Florida;
Harrs, of
ware;
A. H.
H. Blanding,
Blanding, of
Boom, of
Seaman, of
of Illinois;
Illinois; Raymond
Raymond S.
S.
George G.
G. Seaman,
Boom,
of Idaho;
Idaho; George
Springer, of
of Indiana;
Mathew A.
W. A.
A. Phares,
Phares, of
of
of Iowa;
Iowa; W.
A. Tinley,
Tinley, of
Indiana; Mathew
Springer,
Kansas;
of Kentucky;
Kentucky; T.
Semmes
T. Semmes
De Haven
Haven Moorman,
Moorman, of
Kansas; Henry
Henry De
Walmsley
of LouisianaRobinson of
of Maine;
Maine; James
James A.
A. Gary,
Gary,
Walmsley,, of
Louisiana; A.
A. L.
L. Robinson,
junior
of Maryland;
George C.
of Michigan;
Michigan; Harrison
Harrison Fuller,
Fuller,
Maryland; George
C. Waldo,
Waldo, of
junior, of
of
Minnesota; Alexander
Fitzhugh, of
of Mississlppi;
Mississippi; H.
H. C.
Clark, of
of
C. Clark,
Alexander Fitzhugh,
of Minnesota;
Missouri; Charles
Charles E.
E. Pew,
Maher, of
G. Maher,
of Nebraska;
Nebraska;
Missouri;
Pew, of
of Montana;
Montana; John
John G.
J.
G. Scrugham,
Scrugham'of
Nevada; Frank
Knox, of
of New
New Hampshire;
Hobart
of Nevada;
Frank Knox,
Hampshire; Hobart
J. G.
Brown,
of New
New Jersey;
Jersey; Charles
M. Be
Mexico; C.
C. K.
K.
Bremon, of
of New
New Mexico;
Charles M.
De Bremon,
Brown, of
Burgess,
of North
of North
North Dakota;
Dakota; F.
F. C.
C.
Baker, of
North Carolina;
Carolina; Julius
Julius Baker,
Burgess, of
Galbraith,
of Ohio;
Ohio; Ross
N. Lillard,
E. J.
J. Eivers,
of
Eivers, of
Lillard, of
of Oklahoma;
Oklahoma; E.
Ross N.
Galbraith, of
Oregon;
Alexander H.
H. Johnson,
Johnson,
of Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; Alexander
F. Tyler
Tyler,'of
Oregon; George
George F.
Mt L.
Carolina; M.
of
Soul Carolina.
L. Shade,
IH Walker,
Walker, of South
Island; Julius
Julius H.
of Rhose
Rhose Island;
of South
South Dakota;
Roane Waring,
Waring, of
of TennesseeTennessee; Claude
Claude V.
V. Birkhead,
Birkhead,
Dakota; Roane
of
of
E King,
King, of
Charles Francis
Cooke, of
of VirVirFrancis Cocke,
of Utah;
Utah; Charles
Wesley E.
of Texas;
Texas- Wesley
ginia;
Nelson Jackson, of Vermont;
Vermont; Harvey I. Moss, of WashR. Nelson
ginia; H.
ington;
Arnold, of
of West
West Virginia;
John C.
of WisWisC. Davis,
Davis, of
Virginia; John
ngton; Jackson
Jackson Arnold,
consin; A.
Beach, of
Jones, of
of the
the District
District
Wyoming; E.
E. Lester
Lester Jones,
A. H.
H. Beach,
of Wyoming;
consin;
of Columbia;
Hawaii; Robert
Robert R.
R. Landon,
Landon, of
of the
the
Judd, of
of Hawaii;
of
Columbia; Lawrence
Lawrence Judd,
Philippine Islands;
Islands; and
as may
may be
be chosen
chosen who
who are
are
and such
such persons
persons as
Philippine
members of
unincorporated patriotic
patriotic
Legion," an
an unincorporated
of the
the "American
"American Legion,"
members
society of
of the
sailors, and
marines of
of the
the Great
1917War, 1917and marines
Great War,
society
the soldiers,
soldiers, sailors,
1918, known
"American Legion,"
successors, are
are
and their
their successors,
the "American
Legion," and
1918,
known as
as the
hereby created
and declared
body corporate.
corporate. The
The name
name of
of
to be
be aa body
hereby
created and
declared to
this corporation
corporation shall
"The American
American Legion."
Legion."
shall be
be "The
this
2. That
That said
said persons
persons named
1 and
Organization.
S
EC. 2.
named in
in section
section 1
and such
such other
other persons
persons
Organization.
SEC.
as
may be
among the
the membership
of the
the American
American
from among
membership of
as may
be selected
selected from
Legion, an
an unincorporated
unincorporated society
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and
and marines
marines
of the
the soldiers,
society of
Legion,
of the
1917-1918, are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to meet
meet to
to
the Great
Great War
War of
of 1917-1918,
of
complete the
organization of
of said
said corporation
corporation by
selection of
of
by the
the selection
complete
the organization
officers, the
adoption of
constitution and
and by-laws,
and to
to do
do all
all other
other
officers,
the adoption
of a
a constitution
by-laws, and
Qualifications
provisions of this Act, at
63(411
11" t"ns of things
things necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry into effect the
the provisions
at
delegates.
which
meeting any
any person
person duly
accredited as
delegate from
any
which meeting
duly accredited
as aa delegate
from any
local
organizalocal or
or State
State organization
organization of
of the
the existing
existing unincorporated
unincorporated organization known
known as
the "American
be permitted
to participarticition
as the
"American Legion"
Legion" shall
shall be
permitted to
pate in
thereof.
proceedings thereof.
in the
the proceedings
pate
[Public, No. 47.1
LeThe American
American Le-

ion
The
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Purposes.
U es
P

rpo
S
EC. 3.
purpose of
of this
this corporation
shall be:
be: To promote
corporation shall
the purpose
That the
3. That
SEC.
peace and
and good
good will
among the
United States and all
the United
of the
peoples of
the peoples
will among
peace
the
nations of
of the
earth; to
the memories
incidents of
and incidents
memories and
preserve the
to preserve
the earth;
the nations
the
Great
War
of
1917-1918;
to
cement
the
ties
of
love
and
comradecomradeand
love
of
ties
the
cement
to
1917-1918;
of
War
the Great
ship born
of service;
and to
the efforts
members to
its members
of its
efforts of
consecrate the
to consecrate
service; and
born of
ship
mutual helpfulness
and service
to their
country.
their country.
service to
helpfulness and
mutual
Corporate powers.
S
EC. 4.
4. That
created by
act shall have the cororate powrs
this act
by this
corporation created
the corporation
That the
SEC.
following powers:
succession with power to sue
perpetual succession
have perpetual
To have
powers: To
following
and
be
sued
in
courts
of
law
and
equity;
to
receive, hold, own, use,
to receive,
equity;
and
law
of
and be sued in courts
and
of such
such real
estate and
personal property as shall be necesnecesand personal
real estate
dispose of
and dispose
sary for
corporate purposes;
purposes; to
adopt a
alter
and alter
seal and
corporate seal
a corporate
to adopt
its corporate
for its
sary
the
same
at
pleasure;
to
adopt
a
constitution,
by-laws,
and
regularegulaand
by-laws,
constitution,
a
adopt
to
the same at pleasure;
tions
its purposes,
purposes, not
inconsistent with
the laws of the
with the
not inconsistent
out its
carry out
to carry
tions to
United
States
or
of
any
State;
to
use
in
carrying
out
the
purposes
purposes of
the
out
carrying
United States or of any State; to use in
the
corporation
such
emblems
and
badges
as
it
may
adopt;
estabto estabadopt;
may
it
as
badges
and
emblems
such
the corporation
lish
and maintain
maintain offices
for the
the conduct
of its
business; to establish
establish
its business;
conduct of
offices for
lish and
State
and Territorial
Territorial organizations
and local
local chapter
post organiorganior post
chapter or
organizations and
State and
generally
zations;
to
publish
a
magazine
or
other
publications,
and
generally
and
publications,
other
or
magazine
a
publish
to
zations;
to do
all such
such acts
acts and
and things
things as
as may
be necessary
necessary and proper
proper
may be
and all
any and
do any
to
in
carrying
into
effect
the
purposes
of
the
corporation.
corporation.
the
of
in carryin into effect the purposes
Membership
s p quali6.
SEC. 5.
That no
person shall
shall be
member of
this corporation
corporation unless
~Mem
unless cations.
of this
a member
be a
no person
5. That
SEC.
he
served
in
the
naval
or
military
service
of
the
United.
States
at
some
States
he served in the naval or military service of the United
1918,,
time
during the
between April
April 6,
6, 1917,
11,1918
November 11,
and November
1917, and
period between
the period
time during
both
dates
i
nclusive,
or
who,
being
citizens
of
the
United
at
States
United
the
of
citizens
being
who,
or
inclusive,
both dates
the time
naval services of any
military or naval
the military
in the
served in
enlistment, served
of enlistment,
time of
the
of
associated with the United States during the
Governments associated
the Governments
of the
Great
War.
Nonpolitical
War.
Great
Nonpolitical charao
characGreat War.
tr.
SEC. 6.
the organization
an organ- ter.
as an
and, as
nonpolitical and,
be nonpolitical
shall be
organization shall
That the
6. That
SEC.
ization, shall
shall not
promote the
the candidacy
candidacy of
public
seeking public
person seeking
any person
of any
not promote
ization,
office.
Acquisition of assets
office.isitinssts
body.
SEC. 7.
That said
said corporation
corporation may
may acquire
acquire any
any or
or all
all the
the assets
existing body.
of of existing
assets of
SEC. 7. That
the
existing
unincorporated
national
organization
known
as
the
known
organization
national
the existing unincorporated
"American
discharging or
or satisfactorily
providing for
satisfactorily providing
upon discharging
Legion" upon
"American -Legion"
to
Exclusive right
the
payment
and
discharge
of
allitabilities.
liabilities.
Exclusive
right to
the payment and discharge of all its
118Me.
S
EC.
8.
That
said
corporation
and
its
State
and
local
subdivisions
a
subdivisions
local
and
State
its
and
corporation
said
SEC 8. That
shall
have the
the sole
exclusive right
to use in carrying
and to
have and
to have
right to
and exclusive
sole and
shall have
out
its
purposes
the
name
"
The
American
Legion."
to
ports to
Annual reports
Annal
out its purposes the name "The American Legion."
Congress.
ongress.
S
EC.
9.
That
the
said
corporation
shall,
on
or
before
the
1st
of
of
day
1st
the
before
or
on
shall,
corporation
said
the
That
9.
SEC.
January in
in each
transmit to
the Congress
Congress a
report of
a report
to the
and transmit
make and
year, make
each year,
January
its
proceedings
for
the
preceding
calendar
year,
including
a
full
and Proviso.
full and
a
including
year,
its proceedings for the preceding calendar
retricton.
prntg restriction.
Provided, however, Printing
complete
its receipts
and expenditures:
expenditures: Provided,
receipts and
of its
report of
complete report
That
said
report
shall
not
be
printed
as
public
documents.
State agents.
That said report shall not be printed as public documents.
S
EC. 91.
as a
precedent to
any power
power stat
of any
exercise of
the exercise
to the
condition precedent
a condition
That as
9½.That
SEC.
or privilege
granted or
or conferred
the American
American Legion
shall file
file
Legion shall
conferred the
herein granted
privilege herein
or
in
the
office
of
the
secretary:
of
state
of
each
State
the
name
and
postpost
and
name
the
in the office of the secretary of state of each State
office
of an
an authorized
such State
upon whom
whom legal
legal
State upon
in such
agent in
authorized agent
address of
office address
process
American Legion
Legion may
be served.
served.
may be
Amendment.
the American
against the
demands against
or demands
process or
S
EC. 10.
10. That
the right
right to
to repeal,
repeal, alter,
alter, or
this act
act at
at any
m
any
amend this
or amend
That the
SEC.
time
is
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly
hereby
is
time
Approved, September
16, 1919.
1919.
September 16,
Approved,
23,1913,
CHAP
co.—An Act
section 25 of
the Act
1913,
approved December 23,
Act apprcrved
of the
Amending section
Act Amending
CHP. 60.-An
known
Reserve Act,
amended by
approved September
September 7,
7,
Act approved
the Act
by the
as amended
1916. as
Act, as
Federal Reserve
the Federal
as the
known

September 17.1919.

z
9
S.eptiBgo
[8.
418
-Pblie,
[Public, Na
No. 48.]

1916.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
United Federal
Reserve
ederal Reserve
the Uniited
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representties
States of America in Congress assembled,
That
section
25
of
the
Act
At
m
,.
b
usi
ness of
basiness
Ft
Act
of America in Congress assembled, That section 25 of the
States
approved December
23,
1913,
known
as
the
Federal
Reserve
Act,
mitt
bets
. b755
Vol
Act,
esere
Federal
the
as
known
1913,
23,
approved December
as
the Act
Act approved
September 7,
7, 1916,
ed.
'11
further ed.
be further
1916, be
approved September
by the
amended by
as amended

of
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S
IXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

SESS. I
CHs. 60, 61.
I.. CRS.
SESS.

1919.
1919.

amended
addition of
paragraph at the
the end of
following paragraph
of the
the following
the addition
by the
amended by
the first
first paragraph,
the word
word "possessions":
"possessions":
after the
paragraph, after
2 of
of the
subparagraph 2
May invest in ex- subparagraph
"Until January 1, 1921, any national banking association, without
without
"Until
regard
amount of
capital and
and surplus,
may file
file application
application
surplus, may
of its
its capital
to the
the amount
regard to
Federal Reserve
for permission,
permission, upon
conditions
upon such
such conditions
Board for
Reserve Board
with the
the Federal
cdition with
Conditions.
and
under such
be prescribed
prescribed by
said board,
to
board, to
by said
as may
may be
regulations as
such regulations
and under
invest
an amount
amount not
not exceeding
exceeding in
per centum
of its
centum of
5 per
aggregate 5
in the
the aggregate
invest an
paid-in
capital and
and surplus
surplus in
the stock
of one
corporations
or more
more corporations
one or
stock of
in the
paid-in capital
chartered
under the
the laws
the United
United States or of
of the
laws of
incorporated under
or incorporated
chartered .or
any State
and, regardless
its location,
location, principally
engaged
principally engaged
of its
regardless of
thereof and,
State thereof
any
in such
of international
foreign financial
operations as
as may
may
financial operations
or foreign
international or
phases of
such phases
in
be necessary
the export
export of
of goods,
goods, wares,
wares, or
merchandise
or merchandise
facilitate the
to facilitate
necessary-to
be
from
United States
States or
its dependencies
or insular
insular possespossesdependencies or
or any
any of
of its
the United
from the
Proviso.
sions to
any foreign
foreign country:
country: Provided
' however,
however, That
That in
in no
event
no event
Provided;
to any
sions
L.mon,~,
Ltation.
shall
investments authorized
authorized by this section
section by any
any one
total investments
the total
shall the
national
10 per
centum of
and surplus."
surplus.'
capital and
of its
its capital
per centum
exceed 10
bank exceed
national bank

May invest in export corporations.
corporations.

Details of applicaSze. 2.
tions modified.
Vol.
755, after the
VoL 39, p. 755,
amended.
nedd

by adding
adding
said section
amended by
be amended
section be
of said
2 of
paragraph 2
That paragraph
SEC. 2. That
financial,"
"or
line three,
three, the words "
word "banking,"
ba ing," in
or financial,"
in line
after the word

etals of appli
39P.

'

Information of foreign business.
Vol.
39, 3p.p. 753,
ol.
aeme n d
amended.

Inkmation of

755,

To Comptroller.

To omptroller.

Board.
To Reserve
Reserve Board.

91
September 17, 1
1919.
SePtembe217
[S. 2622.)

2 .

(Public, No.
No. 49.]
491
[Public,

so
sentence will read: "Such
"Such application
application shall specify the
that the sentence
so that
name
and capital
banking association
filing it,
apit, the powers apassociation filing
the banking
of the
capital of
name and
plied
and the
the place
places where
financial
or financial
banking or
the banking
where the
or places
place or
for, and
plied for,
operations proposed
on."
carried on."
to be
be carried
are to
proposed are
operations
said section
section be amended
of said
S
EC. 3.
3. That
paragraph 3
3 of
amended by striking
That paragraph
SEC.
out the
words "subparagraph
first paragraph
paragraph of
section"
of this
this section"
2 of
of the
the first
"subparagraph 2
out
the words
and
above," so that the paragraph
paragraph
in lieu thereof the word ""above,"
inserting in
and inserting
read:
will read:
"Every
banking association
association operating
branches
foreign branches
operating foreign
national banking
"Every national
shall be
required to
information concerning
condition of
of
the condition
concerning the
to furnish
furnish information
be required
shall
such branches
to the Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency upon demand, and
branches to
such
every member
member bank investing in the
Corthe capital stock of banks or corevery
porations described
shall be
to furnish
information
furnish information
required to
be required
above shall
described above
porations
concerning the
Federal
corporations to the Federal
banks or corporations
such banks
condition of such
the condition
concerning
Reserve Board
Board upon
upon demand,
Reserve Board may
demand, and the Federal Reserve
Reserve
order special
special examinations
examinations of
banks, or corporaof the
the said branches, banks,
order
tions
such time
time or
or times
times as it may deem best."
at such
tions at
Approved,
September 17, 1919.
Approved, September

CHAP.
61.—An Act
provide necessary
necessary commissioned
commissioned personnel
personnel for the Army
Army
To provide
Act To
CHAP. 61.-An

until June
June 30,
30, 1920.
1920.
.until

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
of the
the United
United
ofRepresentativesof
House ofRepresentatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
it enacted
States
of America
Congress assembled
That until
June 30, 1920,
1920,
until June
assembled, That
in Congress
America in,
States of
Retention of tempo- the Secretary- of War is authorized and directed to maintain such
o temonthe Secretary of War is authorized and directed to maintain such
rryetenttn
rary
commissioned
personnel in
in addition
to the
officers of
officers
the permanent
permanent
the officers
of the
addition to
30, commissioned
commissioned personnel
offcers until
until June
June 30,
1920.
19
establishment
temporary grades such officers
their temporary
at their
to retain at
and to
establishment and
20of the
the Regular
Regular Army
as in
his judgment
be necessary
necessary for
for
may be
judgment may
in his
Army as
of
the proper performance
performance of
the functions
functions of
the
Military
EstablishEstablishMilitary
the
of
the
of
the proper
ProuoS.
Provisos.
ment: Provided,
That additional
additional officers
shall be
be seseso maintained
maintained shall
officers so
Selection.
Provided, That
ment:
Selection.
lected,
far as
as practicable,
who
men who
enlisted men
and enlisted
officers and
from officers
practicable, from
so far
lected, so
served
during the
emergency and
and are
in
for appointments
appointments in
applicants for
are applicants
the emergency
served during
Maximum
permanent establishment:
Provided further,
That after October
October
further, That
establishment: Provided
the permanent
number. the
Maximum number.
31, 1919,
of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers exclusive
exclusive of
of
number of
total number
the total
31,
1919, the
retired officers
officers and
awaiting discharge
discharge
officers awaiting
emergency officers
disabled emergency
and disabled
retired
upon completion
physical reconstruction,
shall at
at no
no
reconstruction, shall
for physical
treatment for
of treatment
completion of
upon
Details of
active offithousand: Provided
further, That no officer on
Providedfurther,
ofactive
offi- time exceed eighteen thousand:
Details
cers restricted.
cr restricted.
the active list shall be detailed for recruiting service or for duty at
schools and
and colleges,
not including
including schools
schools of
the service,
officers
service, where officers
of the
colleges, not
schools
the retired
can be
secured who
are competent
such duty:
duty:
for such
competent for
who are
be secured
list can
Officers retired
retired for
retired list
on the
or on
officers
for physical
physical disdisability.
And
provided further, That
officers retired
retired for
dishereafter officers
That hereafter
And providedfurther,
disability.
Army.
Army.

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.. S
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS
ESS. I.
SESS.
I.

Cns.
61-63.
CHS. 61-63.

1919.
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ability shall
ability
retired list:
list: And
And provided
shall not form
form part of
of the
the limited
limited retired
provided
further,
one thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred emergency
shall be
Service assignfurther, That
That one
emergency officers
officers shall
be Air Service
ments.
assigned to the Air Service, of whom not less than 85 per centum men
assigned
ts '
shall be
duly qualified
qualified fliers.
fliers.
shall
be duly
Approved, September
September 17,
1919.
Approved,
17, 1919.
CHAP. 62.--An
Hewit Lumber
62.—An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the D. E. Remit
Company to construct and maintain
a bridge
Martin
maintain a
bridge across
acroas Tug River, connecting
connecting Martin
County, Kentucky,
Mingo County,
Virginia.
County,
Kentucky, and
and Mingo
County, West
West Virginia.

September 17 1919.
1919.
September7
[S.
IS.2700.i
2700.
[[Public,
c, No.
N. 50.1

[Pblic, No. 50

it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
United
Tug
Tug River.
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent of Congress D.
River.
States
in Congress
E. HeNvit Lumis hereby
Lumber Company,
Company, and
and its
suc- ber.
omayt Lmay
hereby granted
granted to
to the
the D. E.
E. Hewit
Hewit Lumber
its sucber Company
may
bridge, L.ermit, W.
cessors and
and assigns,
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
bridge and
cessors
to construct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aabridge
and vbrdg,
Kermit, W.
Va.
approaches
across the
Tug River
point suitable
suitable to
to the
approaches thereto
thereto across
the Tug
River at
at a
a point
the
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, one
end of
said bridge
',midge bemg
bemg in
in Martin
Martin County,
County,
interests
one end
of said
Kentucky,
the said
bridge being
on the
opposite
Kentucky, and the other end
end of
of the
said bridge
being on
the opposite
side
at Kermit,
in Mingo
Mingo County,
County., in
State of
of Construction.
side of
of the Tug
Tug River,
River, at
Kermit, in
in the
the State
o
ti.
West
Virginia, in
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
entitled Vol.
West Virginia,
with the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
34, p. 84.
Vol. 34,
84.
regulate the construction
construction of
"An Act to
to regulate
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
waters,"
23, 1906.
approved March
March 23,
1906.
waters," approved
nt.
SEC. 2.
That the
the right
right to
hereby Amendme
repeal this Act is
is hereby
Amendment
SEC.
2. That
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
expressly reserved.
Approved, September 17, 1919.
Approved,
•
CHrA.
"An Act to
CHAP. 63.-An
03.—An Act To amend sections
sections 4
4and 5
5of an Act entitled "An
provide
stock-raising homesteads,
homesteads, and for
purposes," approved
approved December
provide for
for stock-raising
for other purposes,"
December
29, 1916.

September 25, 1919.
1919.
September29
[S.
276.]'
I . 276]
No.51.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 51.]

enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the United
United sto-.aisng
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
Stock-raising home
homesteads.
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That sections
4 and 5
5 of the stead
3 p. 863,
in Congress
sections 4
Vol. 39,
Act entitled "An Act to provide
amended.
stock-raising homesteads,
homesteads, and amended.'
provide for stock-raising
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved December 29, 1916, be amended
amended to read

as
as follows:
follows:
Additions to pendlinshomestead entries.
entryman of
of lands of the character
"SEC.
"
SEC. 4.
4. That
That any
any homestead
homestead entryman
character inghomestead
Noncontig
ve. uous
herein
described who
has not
not submitted
proof upon
upon his
his existing
existing lands^lloedU
herein described
who has
submitted final
final proof
lands allowed.
enter,, subject to the provisions of this
entry shall have the right to enter
of lands designated
Act,
designated for entry under the provisions
provisions
Act, such amount of
of
Act, within
radius of
twenty miles
miles from
from said existing
existing entry,
of twenty
within aaradius
of this
this Act,
in his original
original entry,
amount embraced
embraced in
not, together with the amount
as shall not,
exceed
hundred and
and forty
forty acres,
upon the
the original
original
exceed six
six hundred
acres, and
and residence
residence upon
Improvements
reimprovements must be qtIm'r
entry shall be credited
credited on both entries,
entries, but improvements
quired.
Proviso.
made on the additional
entry equal
equal to $1.25
additional entry
thereof: Contiguous
$1.25 for each acre
acre thereof:
tonus
a- to
areas
to
be fist
first selected.
selected.
Provided, That
That the
the entryman
required to
to enter
enter all
all contiguous
contiguous be
Provided,
entryman shall
shall be
be required
areas of the character
character herein described
described open to entry prior to the entry
entry
of any
land.
of
any noncontiguous
noncontiguous land.
Homesteders may
Homesteaders
additional
con"SEc. 5.
That persons
who have
final proof
proof upon,
or enter
additioal conupon, or
enter
persons who
have submitted
submitted final
"SEC.
5. That
tiguous or zusesoontigureceived
patent for,
received patent
for, lands
lands of
of the
the character
character herein
herein described
described under
under the
the ous
tnd,
-'u"
lands.
and reside upon
upon the land so acquired,
homestead
acquired,
who own
own and
homestead laws, and who
this Act,
Act, make additional entry
may,
entry.for
for
provisions of thig
to the provisions
may, subject
subject to
and obtain
patent to
lands designated
entry under
under the
provisions
the provisions
for entry
designated for
to lands
and
obtain patent
of
this Act,
Act, within
within a
radius of
of twenty
twenty miles
from the
lands theretofore
theretofore
miles from
the lands
a radius
of this
acquired under
under the
the homestead
homestead laws,
which, together
together with
with the
the area
area Improvements reacquired
laws, which,
ep-vements
theretofore
under the
the homestead
homestead laws, shall not exceed
exceed six quired.
quired.
acquired under
theretofore acquired
hundred and
acres, on
proof of
the expenditure
by
required by
expenditure required
of the
on proof
forty acres,
and forty
hundred
this
on account
account of
of permanent
permanent improvements
improvements upon
upon the
this Act
Act on
the additional
additional Pra.
Precise.
areas to
to
to enter
enter all
all beContiguous
areas
cnti
entry:
required to
the entryman
entryman shall
shall be required
entry: Provided,
Provided, That the
first entered.
entry
beten
contiguous
areas
of
the
character
herein
described
open
to
described
open
to
contiguous areas of the character herein
land."
noncontiguous land."
entry of any noncontiguous
prior to the entry
Approved, September
September 29, 1919.
Approved,
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CHs. 64-67.
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SIXTY-SIXTH

September
29, 1919.
1919.
September 29
[S.
[* 277.]
277".
[Public,
No. 52.]
52.]
[Public, No.

1919.
1919.

authorize absence
64.-An Act To authorize
CHAP.
absence by homestead settlers
settlers and
and entrymen,
entrymen,
CHAP. 64.—An
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and

Public lands.
lands.
Public
Homestead entryentryHomestead
m"
Army,
'c
etc.
harge'
,al
lowed
f"
dschargedllrod
rmen
etc.,
allowe
Army,

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That every person who, after
in Congress
of America
America 2,n,
States
States
discharge from
from the military
military or naval
naval
service of the United States
discharge
andservice

absence
vocational during
during the
against Germany and its allies,
allies, is furnished any
any.
the war against
or vocational
absence for
rehabilitation.
rehabilitation.
Vol. 40, pp. 6
617. 17.course
course of
vocational rehabilitation
terms of the Vocational
Vocational
under the terms
rehabilitation under
of vocational
Vol.4
40, pp. 4407.
Vol. 40,
Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act approved
approved June 27, 1918, upon the ground
ground that he
comes
'vol111 of the Act of October 6, 1917, fortieth volarticle 111
within article
comes within
ume,
Statutes at Large,
before entering
entering upon such
page 398, and who before
Large, page
ume, Statutes
course
shall have
made entry
application for public lands of
upon or application
entry upon
have made
course shall
the United
United States
homestead laws,
laws or who has settled or
or
under the homestead
States under
the
shall
hereafter settle
settle upon
public lands, shall be entitled to aa leave
upon public
shall hereafter
of
from his
his land
land for
for the
of undergoing
undergoing training
training by
purpose of
the purpose
absence from
of absence
Residence
con- the
the Federal
Federal Board
Board of
Vocational Education,
]ducation, and such absence,
absence, while
of Vocational
conResidence
strued.
strued.
actually engaged
engaged in such training shall be counted as constructive
constructive
Pr
to
issue
shall
Cultivation,
etc.,
re
residence:
Provided,
That
no
patent
any
.
homestead
patent
no
That
Provided,
etc., re- residence:
oviso.
Pv.tion,
q
uired.
settler who
who has
has not
upon, improved, and cultivated his
resided upon,
not resided
settler
qued.
homestead for
period of at least one year.
for aaperiod
homestead
Approved,
Approved, September 29, 1919.
September 29 1919.
1919.
September29
[S. 2624.j
[i.
2624j
[Public,
No. 53.]
531
[Public, No.

CHAP.
retired enlisted men
allowances for certain retired
Act To
To provide travel allowances
65.-An Act
CHAI . 65.—An
and
Regular
Army
reservists.
reservists.
Army
and Regular

Be it
by the
Senate and
United
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House of
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Army.
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
section 126
126 of the Act
That section
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States
effectual provisions
and
reservists
called entitled.
entitled "An Act for making further
eeists called
nd active
further and more effectual
provisions
alservice
into active
into
service alnational defense, and for other
other purposes," approved
approved June 3,
the national
lowed
travel pay.0al. for the
owedavelp
1916, as
as amended
entitled "An
"An Act permitting
permitting
section 33of an Act entitled
by section
amended by
Vol.
p. 217.
1916,
217.
ol. 39, p.
Vol. 40, p.. 1203.
any person
person who has served
or
United States Army, Navy, or
served in the United
any
1203.
Vol40,
Marine Corps
retain his uniform and personal
personal
the present war to retain
Corps in the
Marine
equipment,
under certain conditions,"
conditions," approved
approved
and to wear the same under
equipment, and
February 28,
1919, shall be held to apply to any enlisted man for
28, 1919,
February
whom
the law
authorizes travel
travel allowances
allowances as an incident
incident to entry
law authorizes
whom the
upon
called
from active duty with the Army who has been called
relief from
and relief
upon and
into
active service
emergency, or who shall herethe present emergency,
during the
service during
into active
after be called into active service.
Approved, September
September 29, 1919.
1919.
Approved,

men
Retiredenlisted men
Aetirdenisted

September
29, 1919.
1919
s e pt
[S.. 2972.]
2

.
No.5
[Public, No.
54.]]
No. 54.]
[Public,

CHAP. 66.—An
To extend
the cancellation
stamp privilege
privilege for
for the
the Roosevelt
Roosevelt
cancellation stamp
extend the
Act To
66.-An Act
CHAP.
Memorial
Association.
Memorial Association.

Be
enacted by
by rne
tne Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
America in
in, Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Postmaster
Postmaster
Congress assembled,
of America
United States
Association.
Association.
and
authorized
General
of
the
United
States
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
States
United
the
of
cancel- General
ofspecial
Use of
Use
special canceling
stamps bearin
g,
al- directed
employment of special
the employment
directed to
to permit
permit the
special canceling
canceling stamps
stamps bearbearing,alstamps
g
lowed.lowed
ing the
words and
figures: "Roosevelt
ing
the following
following words
anc_ figures:
‘"Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial AssoAssomay designate
he
as
offices
post
ciation October
October 20-27,"
20-27," at such
designate
ciation,
and under
such rules
regulations as he may prescribe.
rules and regulations
under such
and
Approved, September
September 29, 1919.
Approved,
Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial
Roosevelt

September
1919.
SeptemiNer. 29, 1919.
[H. R. 0410.]

[H

N.
.

(Public, No.
[Public,
No. 55.1
551

Public lands.
lands.
Public

CHAP. 67.—An
67.-An Act Authorizing
purchase
CHAP.
Authorizing the city
city of Boulder, Colorado, to
to purchase
certain public
public lands.
lands.
_] certain

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
Be
in Congress
States of America
America in
States
Congress assembled, That
That the city of Boulder,
Boulder,
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Boulder,
Cob.
Colot
Bouldedradditional
a period granted
in
of Boulder,
Colorado, is
hereby authorized,
authorized, for a
is hereby
Boulder, Colorado,
county of
the county
in the
supwater
lands
for
tor
and
purchase,
Act, to purchase,
this Act,
of this
of five
from and
and after
after the
passage of
the passage
years from
five years
of
y
ply.
'
P'
said
to
convey
to
directed
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
is
hereby
directed
conveysaid
hereby
the Secretary of the Interior is
by
city for
for use
the lands heretofore purchased by
with the
connection with
in connection
use in
city
Vol. 34,
1223.
p.223.
34 p.
Act of Congress entitled,
said
city under
provisions of
the Act
entitled, "An
"An Vol.
of the
the provisions
under the
said city
Act
to
grant
certain
lands
to
the
city
of
Boulder,
Colorado,"
approved
Colorado,"
Boulder,
Act to grant certain lands to the city of
March
1907 (Thirty-fourth
Statutes, page
page 1223),
1223), for purposes of
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
2, 1907
March 2,
water storage
described Description.
waterworks, the following described
its waterworks,
of its
supply-of
and supply
storage and
water
twenty-seven and the north
lands,
wit: The
The west
of section
north DPuit
section twenty-seven
half of
west lac&
to wit:
lands, to
one
township
half
of
the
northwest
quarter
of
section
thirty-four,
thirty-four,
section
of
quarter
northwest
half of the
containing
meridian,
north, range
seventy-three west,
west sixth principal meridian,
range seventy-three
north,
four hundred
hundred acres
acres within
the Colorado
Forest, or any part
Colorado National Forest,
within the
four
ce
Price.
of
said
lands.
lands.
said
of
payment
SEC. 2.
conveyance shall
made upon the payment
be made
shall be
said conveyance
the said
That the
2. That
SEC.
P s
by said
said city
city for
lands purchased
purchased at
at the
the rate of $1.25
$1.25 per acre:
acre: Provisos.
the lands
for the
by
Prior
rights
afrights not atPrior
include
not
shall
authorized
Provided,
That the
the conveyance
hereby authorized
conveyance hereby
Provided, That
fee ted.
ieced
shall
patent
any
lands
which
at
the
date
of
the
issuance
of
be
covered
of
issuance
any lands which at the date of the
r
deposits reunder the
by avalid
valid existing
bona fide
fide right
right or
initiated under
the laws •Mineral deposits
claim initiated
or claim
existing bona
bya
served.
served.
reserved
be
of the
the United
United States:
Provided further,
further, That
reserved
That there shall
States: Provided
of
to the
and other mineral deposits
deposits that may
coal, and
oil, coal,
all oil,
States all
United States
the United
to
for nonuse of
be found
found in
the lands
lands so
and all
of the lands Reversion
necessary use
all necessary
Reversion for
nongranted and
so granted
in the
be
user.
user.
shall
city
said
for
extracting:
the
same:
And
provided
further,
That
further,
provided
And
same:
the
extracting
for
not
the right
right to
to sell
sell or
or convey
convey the
granted, or any part
herein granted,
land herein
the land
have the
not have
thereof,
or
to
devote
the
same
to
any
other
purpose
than as hereinpurpose
other
any
to
same
the
devote
to
or
thereof,
before
described;
and
if
the
said
land
shall
be
used for such
not
before described; and if the said land shall
so used,
not so
parts
municipal
purpose,
the
same,
or
such
thereof
used,
or
same,
the
municipal purpose,
reservations
shall
revert
to
the
United
States;
the
conditions
and
reservations
conditions
the
States;
United
the
to
shall revert
herein provided
for shall
expressed in the patent.
be expressed
shall be
provided for
herein
Approved, September
September 29, 1919.
Approved,
September
29, 1919.
1919.
Septembe 29,
CHAP. 68.—An Act To
authorize the
the incorporated
Petersburg, Alaska,
Alaska,
of Petersburg,
town of
incorporated town
Act To authorize
68.-Anany
to CHAP.
issue bonds in
.
sum, not
not exceeding
$75,000, for
for the
purpose of constructing
constructing
purpose
the
$75,000,
exceeding
sum,
any
in
bonds
to issue
and installing
installing a
municipal electric
electric light
and power
power plant, and for the construction of
light and
a municipal
and
a
public-school
building.
a public-school building.

7709.
[Ell• R. 7709-)
56.)
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 56.)

Aas.
United pe.t
Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
ods
issue
Mey
States of America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
incorporated
Drit
i
n2d
4
s
i
t
town
incorporated
the
That
in Congress assembled,
of America
States
mprovments.
publi
of
Petersburg,
Alaska,
is
hereby
authorized
and
empowered
to
issue
Pu
blic i
m
Pmviimeuis *
empowered
and
authorized
hereby
is
Alaska,
of Petersburg,
bonds in
in any
any- sum,
$75,000, for
for the
con- P°841).981.
the purpose of conexceeding $75,000,
not exceeding
sum, not
bonds
plant,
power
and
structing
and
installing
a
municipal
electric
light
structing and installing a municipal
elect on to
and
the construction
of a
apublic-school
election to
.
building.
public-school building.
construction of
for the
and for
lt
election
special
a
S
EC. 2.
before said
auSt=3.
said bonds shall be issued a
That before
2. That
SEC.
Petersburg
shall
ordered by
the common
common council
council of the town of Petersburg,
by the
be ordered
shall be
at
which election
the question
question of whether such bonds shall be issued
election the
at which
shall be submitted
submitted to
to the
qualified electors
electors of
of said town of Petersburg
qualified
shall benames appear the
whose
on
the
last
assessment
roll of said town for
assessment
last
the
whose names appear on
municipal
notice of such election shall be
days' notice
Thirty days'
taxation. Thirty
municipal taxation.
given by
publication thereof
thereof in
in a
newspaper printed
and published
published
printed and
a newspaper
publication
by
given
for such
and of
general
circulation
in
said
town
before
the
fixed
day
the
before
town
said
in
of general circulation

and

Conduct
election.
of electio.
Codut 0:
election.
election.
of
the
election,
Sze.
3.
That
the
registration
for
such
manner
of
such
for
SEc. 3. That the registration
conducting the same,
and the
of the
returns of
election
said election
of said
the returns
canvass of
the canvass
the same, and
conducting
requirements
the
shall
be,
as
near
as
practicable,
in
accordance
with
requirements
shall be, as near as practicable, in accordance
of
law in
in general
general or
municipality, and said
said municipality,
in said
elections in
special elections
or special
of law
the
bonds
shall be
issued only
majority of t
he
a majorit
that a
condition that
upon condition
only upon
be issued
shaul
bonds
votes cast at such election
election in
in said
said town
shall be
in favor
of issuing
issuing
favor of
be in
town shall
votes cast at such
sale,
rate, as,
Interearas,
said bonds.
lamest
bonds.
said
SEC. 4. That the bonds above specified,
when
authorized
to
eta.
ear
be
to
specified, when authorized
SEC. 4. That the bonds aboveshall
issued as hereinbefore provided,
rate to be
at aa rate
interest at
bear interest
provided, shall bear

issued as hereinbefore
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fixed by
council of
of Petersburg, not to exceed 77 per
common council
the common
by the
fixed
centum per
per annum,
annum, payable
pay-able semiannually,
semiannually, and shall not be sold for
centum
less than
par value
with accrued
interest, and shall be in
accrued interest,
value with
their par
than their
less
denominations
$1,000 each,
each, the principal
principal to be due in
exceeding $1,000
not exceeding
denominations not
twenty years
from date
date thereof:
comthe comThat the
however, That
Provided, however,
thereof: Provided,
years from
twenty
mon
council of
said town
of Petersburg
reserve the right to
Petersburg may reserve
town of
of said
mon council
$5,000
pay
off such
in their
numerical order at the rate of $5,000
their numerical
bonds in
such bonds
pay off

Provisos.
Redempt1m.
Redemrpti

thereof
per annum
from and
after the
expiration of
years from
from
five years
of five
the expiration
and after
annum from
thereof per
their
date. Principal
and interest
interest shall
be payable
money
lawful money
in lawful
payable in
shall be
Principal and
their date.
of the
the United
States of
of America
America at
at the
the office
the town
treasurer,
town treasurer,
of the
office of
United States
of
or
such bank
bank in
the city
city of
New York,
York, in
the State of New York,
in the
of New
in the
at such
or at
or
place as
common council of the
the common
by the
designated by
be designated
may be
as may
such place
or such
town of
of Petersburg, the
place of
mentioned in
the
in the
be mentioned
to be
payment to
of payment
the place
-Petersburg,
town
Signatures and
shall
bond
such
every
and
bonds:
And
provided
further,
each
shall
That
further,
provided
And
bonds:
seal
and
gnaures
required.
have the
the written
written signature
of the
the mayor
mayor and clerk of said town of
signature of
have
Petersburg,
and
also
bear
the
seal
of
said
town.
said town.
of
seal
the
bear
also
Petersburg, and
Use of funds
SEC. 5.
5. That
That no
no part
part of
the funds
funds arising from the sale of said
of the
dstSEri.' S.
stricted.of
s
bonds
be used
used for
for any
any purpose
other than
in this
this Act.
Act.
specified in
than specified
purpose other
shall be
bonds shall
e o
Sale of bonds.
in such
only in
Said
bonds shall
be sold
such amounts
amounts as the common council
sold only
shall be
Said bonds
aleb of
shall
thereof shall
shall be
disbursed for the purbe disbursed
proceeds thereof
the proceeds
and the
direct, and
shall direct,
poses
under the
the order and direction of
and under
mentioned and
hereinbefore mentioned
poses hereinbefore
said
time to
time as
as the
same may
be required
required
may be
the same
to time
from time
council from
common council
said common
Proi
Proviso.
Provided, That not to excede $50,000 of the
purposes: Provided,
said purposes:
for said
Division of proceeds. for
Divisiofproe.
expended for the conproceeds
of the sale of said bonds shall be expended
proceeds of
struction
of the electric light and power plant and
installation of
and installation
struction and
construction
not to
thereof shall
expended for the construction
shall be expended
$25,000 thereof
exceed $25,000
to exceed
not
of
public-school building.
of the public-school
Approved,
September 29, 1919.
Approved, September

t

Payment of princi-

pal and Tt.opre1i"n
interest.
ed
Pa

seal

re

September 29, 1919.
95.
J. Res. 954

S.
I
S. J. RIes.
[Pub.
RNo

[Pub. Iles., No. 13.1

[Pub. es, No. 13.

CHAP. 69.-Joint
89.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War to loan to the city
CHAP.
of Atlanta,
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, tents,
other camp equipment
equipment for the use of
and other
blankets, and
cots, blankets,
tents, cots,
of
7 to 10, 1919.
convention from October 7
United Confederate
Confederate Veterans
Veterans in their convention
1919.
United

United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
Resolved
War
of
Secretary
the
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Secretary
War
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
°fderoeAtlVt States
discretion, under such
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized to loan, in his discretion,
such
is hereby,
and he
ete, be,
deposit, should the Secretary
a cash
cash deposit,
rules
and regulations,
regulations, including
including a
Secretary
rules and
Lon
deem such
such necessary,
reunion
prescribe, to the reunion
Secretary may prescribe,
the Secretary
as the
necessary, as
deem
executive
committee of Atlanta,
Confederate
Atlanta, for the use of the United Confederate
executive committee
Veterans
their encampment
October
encampment to be held in Atlanta from October
in their
Veterans, in
to October
October 10, 1919, such
camp
tents, cots, blankets, and other camp
such tents,
77 to
equipment
as the
in his
his discretion,
discretion, deems
deems sufficient
sufficient
War, in
of War,
Secretary of
the Secretary
equipment as
Provisos.
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of the
the encampment:
encampment: Provided,
Provided, That no expense
expense shall
for
rNo°pense.
No
expense.
Government by delivery and return of
States Government
be caused
caused the
the United
United States
be
said
the same
same to
delivered to said committee at such
such
be delivered
to be
property, the
said property,
time
prior to
the holding
encampment as may be agreed upon
of said encampment
holding of
to the
time prior
by the
Secretary of
War and
and the
and treasurer
of said
said
treasurer of
chairman and
the chairman
of War
the Secretary
by
Bod
Bond required.
committee: Provided
Secretary of War, before
That the Secretary
further, That
Provided further,
committee:
delivering
said cots,
blankets, and other camp equipment
equipment to
tents, blankets,
cots, tents,
delivering said
the
committee, shall
take from
and treasurer
treasurer of said
chairman and
the chairman
from the
shall take
the committee,
reunion executive
a bond with good and suffiof Atlanta, a
committee of
executive committee
reunion
cient
for the
return of
of said
said property,
in good
good order
order and
and
property, in
safe return
the safe
security for
cient security
condition,
the same
same to
expense to the United States
without expense
be without
to be
condition, the
Government.
Approved,
September 29, 1919.
Approved, September

Confederate
Veterans' Reunion, Atlanta,
Ga.
of
a
Loan of tents, etc.,
tet,
to.
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travel pay upon disCHAP. 70.-Joint
70.—Joint Resolution
provide for
the payment
payment of
of travel
for the
To provide
Resolution To
CHAP.
1917.
April 2, 1917.
to April
charge to
men of
the Regular
Army enlisted
enlisted prior
prior to
Regular Army
of the
to men
charge

291919.
September, 29
1919.
September,
[H.
175.1
Res. 175.]
J. Res.
[H. J.
[Pub.
Res., No. 141
14.]
[Pub. Res.,

United
Resolved by
the Senate
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved
dised men
men
enlisted
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
those
That
assembled,
Conqress
nMed
men disin
States of America
charged
reenlist alchared to reenlist
of
who enlisted
enlisted in
in the
Regular Army
Army prior
prior to April 2, lowed
the Regular
Army who
the Army
of the
travel pay.
1917, and
and who
lit,ve accepted
or may
may accept
discharge from owedtravelpay.
accept their discharge
accepted or
who have
1917,
Vol. 40, p. 1211.
terms of the Act vol.40, p.1211.
the terms
such enlistment
enlistment in
to reenlist
under the
reenlist under
order to
in order
such
entitled
Act to
to authorize
resumption of voluntary
voluntary enlistthe resumption
authorize the
"An Act
entitled "An
approved
ment
in
the
Regular
Army,
and
for
purposes,"
approved
purposes,"
other
for
ment in the Regular Army, and
pay
February
28,
1919,
shall
upon
such
discharge
receive
travel
discharge
such
upon
shall
1919,
28,
February
Vol. 40, p. 1203.
Act permitting
at the
the Act
Act entitled
permitting any VoL40,p.1203.
entitled "An Act_
in the
provided in
rate _provided
the rate
at
person
who has
the United States Army, Navy, or Marine
in the
served in
has served
person .who
Corps
in the
the present
war to
personal equipequipuniform and personal
retain his uniform
to retain
present war
Corps in
approved
ment,
to wear
the same
under certain
conditions," approved
certain conditions,"
same under
wear the
and to
ment, and
February 28,
28, 1919,
from the
the place
place of
such discharge
discharge to their actual
of such
1919, from
February
authorbona
home or
or residence
original muster
muster into the service,
service, Dhges
or original
residence or
Discharges authorfide home
bona fide
ized.
izsd.
discharge
to
as
they
may
elect.
The
Secretary
of
War
is
authorized
discharge
authorized
is
War
as they may elect. The Secretary of
any
or all
all of
these men
enlisted prior to April 2, 1917, who desire
men enlisted
of these
any or
discharge from
from their
old enlistment
enlistment for the purpose of so reenlisting,
their old
discharge
contract proso
regardless of
of whether
whether or
or not
period of
original contract
their original
Proviso.
of their
the period
not the
regardless
Men discharged
to
discharged to
Men
any reenlist
or enlistment
has been
completed: Provided,
Provided, That in
in case any
been completed:
enlistment has
to receive $60.
or
0.
pur-eentore
the
for
enlisted
man has
or hereafter
shall be discharged
discharged
purhereafter shall
been or
has been
enlisted man
pose of
of reenlisting
Regular Army,
be entitled
entitled to the
the Vol. 40, p. 1151.
shall be
he shall
Army, he
the Regular
in the
reenlisting in
pose
Vol40p.1151
entitled
the
1406
in
payment
of
$60
as
provided
in
section
1406
of
Act
ent
i
t
led
provided
as
$60
of
payment
"An
Act to
to provide
provide revenue,
and for
purposes," approved
approved
other purposes,"
for other
revenue, and
'An Act
February
1919.
February 24, 1919.
Approved, September
September 29, 1919.
Approved,
Ar

CHAP. 71.-Joint
71.—joint Resolution
Tendering the
thanks of the American people
people and
and
the thanks
Resolution Tendering
CHAP.
and
the Congress
the United
States to
John J.
J. Pershing,
Pershing, and
and to
the officers
officers and
to the
General John
to General
United States
of the
Congress of
the
Forces.
men of
of the
Expeditionary Forces.
American Expeditionary
the American
men

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
Resolved
the thanks of the AmeriStates
of
America
in,
Congress
assembled,
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
can
people
and
of
the
Congress
of
the
United
due, and
are
and are
are due,
States are
can people and of the Congress of the United States
distinhereby
tendered,
to
General
John
J.
Pershing
for
his
highly
for
Pershing
J.
John
hereby tendered, to General
guished
commander in
chief of
American Expeditionary
Expeditionary
the American
of the
in chief
as commander
services as
guished services
Forces
in
Europe
and
to
the
officers
and
men
under
under his command for
men
Forces in Europe and to the officers and
their unwavering
unwavering devotion
heroic valor throughout the war.
and heroic
devotion and
their
1919.
Approved,
September
29,
Approved, September

ambassador to
CHAP.
72.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
of an
an ambassador
appointment of
the appointment
Authorizing the
CHAP. 72.-Joint
Belgium.
Belgium.

Sep
tember 29,
29, 1919.
September
[H.
211.]
Res. 211.]
J. Res.
[H. J.

15.1
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 15.]

J.

General John J. PerPer
g
shing.
Thanks of Congress
of Congress
to,Thanks
and American
Expeditionary
itiooary Forces in
Europe.

Forces in

e

September 29,
1919.
29 1919.
S. J. Res. '5.)

ls.J. es.'5.
[Pub. Res.,
16.]
No. 16.1
Res, No.
[Pub.

of

Resolved
by the
House of
Representatives of the United Belgium.
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved by
anBel=;do to, auStates
in Congress
assembled, That
be, and Ambassador
President be,
the President
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
thorized.
p.22
6
thor
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
appoint,
as
the
representative
the
R.
S.,
see.1675,
p.
292,
of
representative
the
as
he is hereby, authorized to appoint,
United States,
an ambassador
ambassador to
the Kingdom
Kingdom ofBelgium,
of Belgium, who
who shall
shall amended.L.
to the
States, an
United
receive
as
compensation
the
sum
of
$17,500
per
annum.
annum.
per
receive as compensation the sum of $17,500
Approved, September
September 29, 1919.
Approved,

the county
CHAP
Granting the
the consent
of the
the Congress
Congress to
to the
county of Henconsent of
Act Granting
73.-An Act
CHAP. 73.—An
across
nepin, in
Minnesota, to
to construct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
abridge
bridge across
construct, maintain,
of Minnesota,
State of
the State
in the
nepin,
the Minnesota
River.
Minnesota River.
the

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of the
the
Repesentatives of
of _Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
consent
of
consent
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
United States of Anerica

October
1919.
October 10, 1919.
EH. R. 9091.)

[L BR.9091.]

[Public,
No. 57.1
57.
[Public, No.

.

Minnesota River.
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the State
Hennepin, in
hereby granted
Congress is hereby
granted to the county of Hennepin,
in the
State
County, Congress
successors, to construct,
off Minnesota,
Minnesota, and its successors,
construct, maintain, and operate
operate
a bridge
bridge and
approaches thereto
the Minnesota
Minnesota River,
River, at aa
across the
thereto across
and approaches
a
intersection
interests of navigation
point
suitable to the
the interests
navigation at or near the intersection
Location.
point suitable
Location,
commonly known
of that
certain_public
said county
county commonly
known and
in said
highway in
public highway
that certain
of
Avenue, with the said Minnesota
designated
Minnesota River, in
in
Lyndale Avenue,
as Lyndale
Construction.
designated as
construction,
provisions of the Act entitled "An
Vol.
with the provisions
accordance with
"An Act to regureguaccordance
p. s84.
34 e.
Vol. 34,
late
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved
over navigable
of bridges
construction of
the construction
late the
1906.
March
March 23,
23, 1906.
amend, or repeal
to alter, amend,
Amendment.
the right to
Sre. 2.
That the
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
2. That
SEC.
Amendment.
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Received
by the
President, September
September 29,
29, 1919.
1919.
the President,
Received by

Hennepin

Minn.,
Hennepin
may brCidoguen.ty,

n.

mayge

having
foregoing act having
[
NOTE BY
THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE.-The
STATE.—The foregoing
BY THE
[NOTE
been
presented to
President of
of the
the United
United States
States for
for his approval,
the President
to the
been presented
by him to the house of Congress
and
having been
been returned
Congress m
in which
which
returned by
not having
and not
it originated
originated within
time prescribed
by the
the Constitution
Constitution of the
prescribed by
the time
within the
it
United States,
States, has
has become
become a
alaw
his approval.]
approval.]
without his
law without
United
October 13,
1919.
13,1919.
[S. 29111.1

[I.2fs.l
No. 58.1

[Public,
[Public, No. 58.1

CHAP. 74.—An
reenact the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to authorize
authorize
74.-An Act To revive and reenact
CHAP.
the
Cincinnati, New
and Texas
Railway Company
Company to
to rebuild
rebuild and
and reconreconPacific Railway
Texas Pacific
Orleans and
New Orleans
theCincinnati,
struct,
maintain, and
operate a
abridge
bridge across the Tennessee
Tennessee River near Chattanooga,
Chattanooga,
and operate
struct, maintain,
approved April 5, 1916.
in
Hamilton County,
Tennessee," approved
in the
the State ofTennessee,"
County, in
in Hamilton

the United
Be it
by.the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be
assembled, That the Act approved
States of
Congress assembled,
approved April 5,
5,
in Congress
of America
America sn
States
1916,
authorizing the
the Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, New Orleans and
and. Texas Pacific
1916, authorizing
Tenn.
reconstruct, maintain,
vol.39,p. ,amend- Railway
Railway Company
Company to rebuild
rebuild and reconstruct,
maintain, and operate
operate
near the city of Chattanooga,
a
bridge across
Chattanooga,
River near
Tennessee River
the Tennessee
across the
a bridge
.
revived and reenacted:
Tennessee,
same is
hereby, revived
reenacted:
is hereby,
the same
and the
be, and
Tennessee, be,
Proviso.
conProvided,
That
this
Act
shall
he
null
and
void
unless
the
actual
conactual
the
unless
void
and
null
be
Construction,
onstua etc. Provided, That this Act shall
struction of
of the
commenced within
year and completed
completed
within one year
be commenced
bridge be
the bridge
struction
date hereof.
from the date
within
years from
three years
within three
Amendment.
alter, amend, or repeal
S
EC. 2.
right to alter,
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
the right
2. That
That the
SEC.
Amendment.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
1919.
Received by
the President,
October 1, 1919.
President, October
by the
Received

Tennessee River.
Time
extended for
me extended
bridging, etc., Chatbdogg,
tanooga, Tenn. Chat
Vol.39, p.47,
4 7 amended.
ed

STATE.-The foregoing
[
NOTE BY
foregoing act having
OF STATE.—The
DEPARTMENT or
THE DEPARTMENT
BY THE
[NOTE
for his
been
presented to
to the
of the
United States
States for
his approva,
approval,
the United
President of
the President
been presented
and not
not having
having been
returned by
by him
the house
house of
of Congress
Congress in
in which
which
to the
him to
been returned
and
it
originated within
the time
prescribed by the Constitution of the
time prescribed
within the
it originated
a law
United States,
States, has
law without his approval.]
become a
has become
United
October 14, 1919.
October
CRAP.
75.—Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War to
to expend
expend cerof War
Resolution Authorizing
[11.
J. Res. 20S.1
20$.]
CHAP. 75.-Joint
[C. J.Res
tain sums
appropriated for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
years ending June 30,
30,
Army for
of the
the Army
support of
the support
for the
sums appropriated
N.R
.tain
[Pub. Res., No. 17.]

ub. Re

No.

1919,
A. A. Humphreys,
Humphreys, Virginia.
30, 1920, at Camp A.
June 30,
and June
1919, and

Resolved
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
Senate and
Resolved by
Camp A. A. Humu
be,
of War
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
Secretary
War
be,
Congress
in
America
of
States
mH
a.
v
rCamp
phreys, %a.
appropriated
Completion of
of qFar
quar- and
and hereby
is,
authorized to
to expend
following sums appropriated
expend the following
authorized
is,
hereby
Completion
ters, etc., at. from
from
support of
the Army
Army for
for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1919,
the fiscal
of the
the support
for the
appropriations, for
Army appropriations,
1919.
at Camp
Camp A.
A. A.
A. Humphreys,
Virginia, for the completion
completion of bungalow
bungalow
Humphreys, Virginia,
at
1919.
Vol. 40, p. 881.
constructed, including
quarters, now
partially constructed,
including gravel roads, walks,
now partially
quarters,
Vol. 40, p. 1.
sidewalks,
electric light
light lines,
lines, heating,
heating, water
water lines,
lines, painting,
painting,
sewers, electric
sidewalks, sewers,
clearing, brushing,
brushing, grading,
grading, sodding,
sodding, and
and alteration
alteration of
of existing
existing
clearing,
buildings and
construction incident
incident thereto,
incidental construction
miscellaneous incidental
and miscellaneous
buildings
not
$116,000.
exceeding $116,000.
not exceeding
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Maintenance
is, authorized
S
EC. 2.
That the
the .Secretary
War be,
be, and hereby
authorized to peM
nsesatu
etroite
ed frexeo
x
in.
hereby is,
of War
Secretary of
2. That
SEC.
expend
not exceeding
for Army
appropriations,
Army appropriations,
appropriated for
already appropriated
sums already
from sums
$20,000 from
exceeding $20,000
expend not
the support
support of
the Army
Army for
year ending
30, 1920,
1920, such
such mainmain- 191;ae,
Ate, p. 119.
June 30,
ending June
the year
for the
of the
the
and
tenance
and
repair
funds
as
may
be
necessary
for
maintenance
maintenance
for
necessary
be
may
as
funds
repair
and
tenance
repair work,
storage of
clearing up
debris at Camp
Camp
up debris
and clearing
material and
of material
work, storage
repair
A.
Virginia.
Humphreys, Virginia.
A. Humphreys,
A. A.
Received
by the
President, October
1919.
October 2, 1919.
the President,
Received by
[NoTE
THE DEPARTMENT
foregoing _joint
joint
STATE.-The foregoing
OF STATE.—The
DEPARTMENT OF
BY THE
[NOTE BY
resolution
having been
been presented
presented to
the President
President of the United
to the
resolution having
States
for his
not having
returned by him to the
been returned
having been
and not
approval, and
his approval,
States for
time prescribed
house
of
Congress
in
which
it
originated
within
the
prescribed
the time
within
it
originated
which
in
house of Congress
by
Constitution of
United States,
has become
become a
law without
without
a law
States, has
the United
of the
the Constitution
by the
his approval.]
approval.]
his
•

CHAP. 78.—An
To amend
Congress approved
approved March
12, 1914, author
author
March 12,1914,
of Congress
Act of
an Act
amend an
Act To
76.-An Act
CHAP.
izing
the President
the United
United States
to locate,
construct, and
and operate
operate railroads
railroads in
in
locate, construct,
States to
of the
President of
izing the
the Territory
of Alaska,
other purposes.
for other
and for
Alaska, and
Territory of
the

Be it
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assemb, That
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
That the
in Congress
America in
States of
"An Act
to authorize
the President
States to locate,
United States
the United
of the
President of
authorize the
Act to
"An
construct,
and
operate
railroads
in
the
Territory
of
Alaska,
for
and for
Alaska, and
of
Territory
the
in
construct, and operate railroads
other purposes
purposes,"
at the
the conclusion
conclusion of secinserting at
by inserting
amended by
be amended
" be
other
tion
following:
the following:
tion 2
2 the
"Provided, That
That in
to complete
complete on
before December
December 31,
31,
or before
on or
order to
in order
"Provided,
1922, the
and equipment
equipment of
of the
the railroad
railroad between
between
construction and
the construction
1922,
spurs, and
Seward
Fairbanks, together
with necessary
and
sidings, spurs,
necessary .sidings,
together with
and Fairbanks,
Seward and
hereby
is
lateral
branches,
the
additional
sum
of
$17,000,000
is
hereby
author$17,000,000
of
sum
additional
the
lateral branches,
ized to
be appropriated,
to be
continuously availimmediately and continuously
be immediately
appropriated, to
to be
ized
able
until expended."
expended."
able until
Received by
by the
President, October
October 7,
1919.
7, 1919.
the President,
Received

18,1919.
October
October 18,
1919.
[H.
R. 7417.1
7417.1
[H. R.
59.]
[Pubic,
[Public, No.
No. 59.]

Alaska railroads.
Avlo.3,p.,aend.
01.38, p.307,amend.
ed.
ed.

Additional sum ausun auAddltional
thorized
for constructini gretc.,
etc., Seward
Seward to
to
Fairbanks.
Fairbanks.
Past, p.
p. 335.
335.
Pat,

act having
[
NOTE BY
BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE.-The
STATE.—The foregoing
having
foregoing act
THE DEPARTMENT
[NOTE

approval,
been presented
to the
the President
President of
of the
United States
States for
for his approval,
the United
presented to
been
and
having been
been returned
which
returned by him to the house of Congress mm which
not having
and not
it
time prescribed
prescribed by
by the
of the
the
Constitution of
the Constitution
the time
within the
originated within
it originated
approval.]
United States,
States, has
become a
his approval.]
without his
law without
a law
has become
United
October 22
1919.
22 1919.
October
CHAP.
the reclamation
of certain
certain arid
arid lands
lands in
in the
the
reclamation of
encourage the
To encourage
Act To
77.-An Act
CHAP. 77.—An
State
of
Nevada,
and
for
other
purposes.
purposes.
other
for
and
Nevada,
of
State

L. 9.is
9.i
I.
[Public,
No. 60.]
801
[Public, No.

Nevada
Be
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
United Nevada.
the United
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Permits authorized
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
of
the
prospect authorized
for underStates of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the toPermits
water on
desondesInterior
hereby authorized
authorized to
to grant
grant to
to any
any citizen
citizen of
the United
proater
United tground
of the
is hereby
Interior is
=
up
ublic lands
lands
States,
or
to
any
association
of
such
citizens,
a
permit,
which
shall
public
td
States, or to any association of such citizens, a permit, which shall i
give
exclusive right,
right, for
for a
a period
not exceeding
exceeding two
two years,
to
years, to
period not
the exclusive
give the
drill
or otherwise
explore for
for water
water beneath
the surface
not exexof not
surface of
beneath the
otherwise explore
drill or
ceeding
thousand five
hundred and
sixty- acres
acres of
of unreserved,
unreserved,
and sixty
five hundred
two thousand
ceeding two
unappropriated,
nonmineral,
nontimbered
public
lands
of
the
Unithe Uniof
lands
public
nontimbered
nonmineral,
unappropriated
ted States
the State
of Nevada
not known
be susceptible
susceptible of
to be
known to
Nevada not
State of
in the
States in
ted
successful
from any
any known
known source
of Provisos.
pr ,
source of
cost from
reasonable cost
at aa reasonable
irrigation at
successful irrigation
Permitslimed.
limited.
water supply:
supply: .Provided,
however, That
not more
one such
permit permts
such permit
thanone
more thanThat not
Provided, however,
water
shall
be
issued
to
the
same
citizen
or
the
same
association
of
citishall be issued to the same citizen or the same association of iti- Fences, etc., rezens
within an
area of
forty miles
square: And
And provided
further, stricted.
Fctetd.
proaded further,
miles square:
of forty
an area
zens within
That
said.
land
shall
not
be
fenced
or
otherwise
exclusively
used
by I:riorddesignationn-reThat said land shall not be fenced or otherwise exclusively used by
the
permittee except
as herein
herein provided:
provided: And
further, That
qurdesigOe
That quired.
providedfurt
And provided
except as
the permittee
said
shall theretofore
Secretary
designated by the Secretary
been designated
have been
theretofore have
land shall
said land
of the
the Interior
Interior as
to disposal
disposal under
provisions of this act.
under the provisions
subject to
as subject
of
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Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized,
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the Secretary
authorized,
on
application
or
otherwise,
to designate
designate the
the lands
subject to
to disdissubject
lands
to
or
otherwise,
on
application
Proviso.
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this act:
act: Provided,
Provided, however, That
That
of this
Acceptance
posal under
apli posal
Acceptanceofof applications
prior to
to desigperson or association
esig- where any person
ations prior
association qualified
qualified to receive
receive a
apermit
permit under
under
nation.
the
provisions of this act shall make
make application
application for such
such permit
permit
the provisions
upon land
which has not
designated as subject to disposalunder
disposal under
not been designated
land which
upon
the provisions
provisions of
this act
accompanied
said application is accompanied
(provided said
act (provided
of this
the
and supported by properly
properly corroborated
corroborated affidavit
affidavit of the applicant,
applicant,
in duplicate,
duplicate, showing
facie that
the land
for is
is of
of the
the
applied for
land applied
that the
prima facie
showing prima
in
Suspension of
application, together
suspension
of acc- character
character contempleted
contempleted by this act),
act), such application,
together
tion.
bion.
with the regular fees and commissions,
commissions, shall be received
received by the register
and
receiver
of
the
land
district
located and
said land is located
which said
district in which
the
land
of
receiver
ter and
No disposa
disposal of
of the
of
been
determined by the Secretary
shall
have
the suspended until it
No
it
have
been
determined
Secretary
land, during suspenthe Interior whether said land is actually of that character. That
sion. dg
during such suspension
land described
described in the application
application shall
shall
suspension the land
during
not be
designated under
under this
the land shall be designated
if the
of; and if
disposed of;
be disposed
not
otherwise it shall
act,
allowed; otherwise
shall be reapplication shall be allowed;
such application
act, then such
jected, subject
to
appeal.
appeal.
to
subject
jected,
Applications for per.
a permit under section
applicant for a
SEC.
AppPicationsPSEC. 3. That any
any qualified
qualified applicant
section
nuts.
Requirements
of 1 of
f
Requirements
1
this Act shall file
file with the register
register or receiver
receiver of the land disgood faith and for perapplication for such permit
sonallbeneit.
benefit.
trict in which said land is located the application
permit
son
and shall
subscribe before
proper officer and fife
file with
with
before the proper
and subscribe
make and
and
shall make
said
receiver an affidavit
application is honestly
honestly
affidavit that such application
register or receiver
said register
reclamation and cultivapurpose of reclamation
and in good faith made for the purpose
benefit of any other person
person or corporation,
corporation, and
tion and not for the benefit
acting as agent for any person, corporation,
corporation,
is not acting
applicant is
that the applicant
making such application,
application, nor in collusion
collusion with any
any
in making
or syndicate in
syndicate to give
corporation, or syndicate
give them the benefit
benefit of the land
person, corporation,
applied for or any part thereof, and that the applicant
applicant will faithfully
faithfully
endeavor to comply
and honestly
comply with all of the requirements
requirements of
honestly endeavor
register and receiver
Fee.
this Act, and shall pay to said
said register
receiver a
a filing fee
fee of
1
acre of land embraced
embraced in said application,
application,
1 cent per acre for each acre
Issue.
ssue.
and such applicant
applicant shall then be entitled to receive
receive such
such permit
permit after
after
2
embraced therein are designated
designated as provided in section 2
the lands
lands embraced
of this Act.
deConditions for deConditions
SEC. 4.
4. That
That such
shall be
be upon
upon condition
condition that the pera permit
permit shall
such a
SEC.
veiopmnt
velopment ortiortns
operations.
underground
mittee shall begin operations for the development
development of underground
permit and continue
waters within
six months from the date of the permit
continue
within six
waters
reasonable diligence
diligence until water has been dissuch operations with reasonable
covered
in the
quantity hereinafter
described, or
until the
date of
of
the date
or until
hereinafter described,
the quantity
covered in
Forfeiture for lack
a c of
of
time
at
any
the
expiration
of
the
permit.
Upon
the
presentation
at
any
time
of
presentation
the
Upon
permit.
the
of
expiration
oc
the
l
t
dilgence,
diligence, etc.
Interior that any permittee
proof satisfactory
satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior
permittee
operations in good faith
is not conducting
conducting such operations
faith and with reasonable
reasonable
diligence,
Secreviolated any of the terms of the permit, the Secreor has violated
diligence, or
forthwith cancel
cancel such permit, and such permittee
permittee shall
tary shall forthwith
not again be granted
granted a
a permit under
under this Act.
Patent
for one-orth
one-fourth
establishing at any time within two years
5. That
SEC.
S
EC. 5.
That on establishing
years from
from
Pateant for
of area on discovery
of
development of
of the date of the permit to the satisfaction
and development
satisfaction of the Secretary
Secretary of the
underground
wa t
sufficient quantity to produce
waters in sufficient
Interior that underground
underground waters
s Interior
rfo t n waters
for irrigation.
at
profit agricultural
crops other than native
native grasses upon not less
less
agricultural crops
a profit
at a
discovered and developed
developed and
and
than twenty acres of land has been discovered
available for such use within the limits of the land emrendered available
braced
in any
any permit
patent
permittee shall be entitled to aapatent
permit the said permittee
braced in
embraced in the permit, such area to be
one-fourth of the land embraced
for one-fourth
selected
permittee in compact
according to the legal subcompact form according
by the
the permittee
selected by
public land surveys if the land be surveyed,
surveyed, or to be
divisions of the public
surveyed
at his
his expense
expense under
established by
under rules and regulations established
surveyed at
the Secretary
of the Interior
Interior if located
unsurveyed land.
on unsurveyed
located on
Secretary of
the
SEC.
Remainder subject
Remainder
subject
S
EC. 6. That the remaining
remaining area within the limits of the land ememt homestead
t
t
to
entry.
°Volhtotepl
braced in any such permit
permit shall thereafter
thereafter be subject to entry and
and
39'.
VoL. 12, p..39
Vol.
392.
Designation
of lands.
Designtionof

ands.
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disposal only
Act to secure
secure homesteads
homesteads to actual settlers
"An Act
under "An
only under
disposal
on the
the public
May 20,
20, 1862,
amendments
and amendments
1862, and
approved May
public domain,"
domain," approved
on
thereto,
known as
as the
the one-hundred-and-sixty-acre
one-hundred-and-sixty-acre homestead
homestead Act.
thereto, known
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Receipts to reclama-

reclama
u
SEC. 7.
That the
obtained from
from the
of lands
lands under
under tion fund.
sale of
the sale
receipts obtained
the receipts
7. That
SEC.
Vol. 32, p. 338.
32,p.388.
the
hereof shall
shall be
paid into,
reserved, and
and Vol.
into, reserved,
be paid
6 hereof
section 6
of section
provisions of
the provisions

appropriated
as a
apart
reclamation fund
fund created
created by
by the act of
the reclamation
of the
part of
appropriated as
Congress
June 17,
17, 1902,
Reclamation Act.
Act.
the Reclamation
as the
known as
1902, known
approved June
Congress approved
Mineral deposits redeposi re
SEC. 8.
entries made
made and
patents issued
issued under
iinder the
the proviprovi- serve
served.
and patents
all entries
8. That
That all
SEC.
the
sions
of this
Act shall
shall be
subject to and
contain a
areservation
reservation to the
and contain
be subject
this Act
sions of
United States
of all
the coal
coal and
and other
minerals in the lands
valuable minerals
other valuable
all the
States of
United
so
entered and
patented, together
with the
the right
right to
prospect for,
for Disposal of.
to prospect
together with
and patented,
so entered
mine, and
the same.
same. The
The coal
coal and
valuable mineral
mineral Disposalof.
other valuable
and other
remove the
and remove
mine,
deposits
be subject
subject to
by the
the United
United
to disposal
disposal by
shall be
lands shall
such lands
in such
deposits in
States
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
the
coal
and
land Prospecting rights,
mineral
and
coal
the
of
provisions
the
with
States in accordance
righ
laws
in force
time of
such disposal.
disposal. Any
person qualified
qualified to
to etsc.r
Any person
etc., for.
of such
the time
at the
force at
laws in
locate and
and enter
coal or
other mineral
mineral deposits,
deposits or
or having
right
having the right
or other
the coal
enter the
locate
to mine
and remove
remove the same under
of the United States,
under the laws of
mine and
to
shall have
have the
the right
times to
the lands
entered or
or
lands entered
upon the
to enter
enter upon
all times
at all
right at
shall
patented, as
provided by
Act, for
prospecting for
for
purpose of prospecting
for the
the purpose
by this
this Act,
as provided
patented,
coal or
other mineral
he shall
damage,
injure, damage,
shall not injure,
provided he
therein, provided
mineral therein,
or other
coal
or destroy
the permanent
permanent improvements
improvements of
the entryman
entryman or
patentee,
or patentee,
of the
destroy the
or
and
shall be
to and
and shall
the entryman
entryman or patentee
compensate the
shall compensate
be liable
liable to
and shall
for all
the crops
crops on
such.lands
by reason
of such
such prospectprospect- Occupation surreason of
lands by
on such
to the
all dasitiAges
damages to
for
face
for development
development
Cor
United States
ing. Any
has acquired
acquired from
from the
States the
the coal fce
the United
who has
person who
Any person
ing.
works.
worksreor
other
mineral
deposits
in
any
such
land,
the
right
or
mine
to
right
the
or
land,
such
any
in
deposits
or other mineral
move
the same,
same, may
may reenter
reenter and occupy
occupy so much of the surface
move the
thereof
be required
required for
for all
all purposes
purposes reasonably
reasonably incident
incident to the
may be
as may
thereof as
Conditions.
mining
coal or
other minerals,
first, upon
securing Cedo1ms.
upon securing
minerals, first,
or other
the coal
of the
or removal
removal of
mining or
the
consent or
waiver of
of the
the homestead
entryman or
patentee;
or patentee;
homestead entryman
or waiver
written consent
the written
second, upon
upon payment
of the
damages to
to crops
or other
other tangible
tangible imcrops or
the damages
payment of
second,
provements to
where agreement
agreement may be had as to
to
thereof, where
owner thereof,
to the
the owner
provements
the
thereof; or,
or, third, in
in lieu of either of the foregoing proamount thereof;
the amount
visions,
the execution
of a
good and
and sufficient
sufficient bond or
or undera good
execution of
upon the
visions, upon
entryman
taking
to the
benefit of the entryman
for the use and benefit
United States for
the United
taking to
or
owner of
to secure
secure the
the payment
such damages
damages to
to the
the
of such
payment of
land, to
the land,
of the
or owner
may
as
crops
or
tangible
improvements
the
entrymen
owner,
be
or
owner,
entrymen
the
of
improvements
crops or tangible
determined
and fixed
in an
an action
brought upon
upon the bond
underbond or underaction brought
fixed in
determined and
taking
in a
acourt
court of
of competent
jurisdiction against
principal and
against the principal
competent jurisdiction
taking in
undertaking to be in form
thereon such bond or undertaking
form and in acsureties thereon,
cordance
with rules
rules and
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
and regulations
cordance with
Interior
filed with
with and
approved by
receiver
register and receiver
the register
by the
and approved
be filed
to be
and to
Interior and
of
local land
district wherein
wherein the land is situate,
situate, sub- Proviso.
the district
of the
office of
land office
the local
of the
patents to
patent'
e
ject
appeal to
Commissioner of
of the
the General
Land Office:
Pro- Mineral
Office: ProGeneral Land
the Commissioner
to the
to appeal
ject to
reserve disposal of sursatvided, That
issued for
for the
coal or
or other
other mineral
mineral deposits
^,seds
deposits face
the coal
Ian.
patents issued
all patents
That all
vided,
herein
contain appropriate
declaring them
notations d
appropriate notations
shall contain
reserved shall
herein reserved
to be
reference to the disthis Act with reference
provisions of this
to the
the provisions
subject to
be subject
to
position,
occupancy, and
use of
the surface
of the
the land.
position, occupancy,
and use
of the
surface of
land.
etc.
Reguations
Regulations, etc.
S
EC. 9.
That the
of the
the Interior
authorized to
to prepreis authorized
Interior is
Secretary of
the Secretary
9. That
SEC.
scribe
the necessary
necessary and
proper rules
rules and
regulations and
and to
do any
any
to do
and regulations
and proper
scribe the
and all
carry out
out and
accomplish the purposes
purposes of
and accomplish
to carry
necessary to
things necessary
all things
and
this Act.
October 22, 1919.
Approved, October
October 22
22, 1919.
October

CRAP.
For the
the payment
payment of
of claims
loss of
property on
on
private property
of private
for low
claims for
Act For
78.-An Act
CHAP. 78.—An
united States troops
account of
the loss
taken by the United
ammunition taken
and ammunition
firearms and
of firearms
loss of
of the
account
during
of Colorado
1914.
in 1914.
Colorado in
State of
the State
in the
strikes in
labor strikes
the labor
during the

[S. 253.]

[S. 253.
[Public, No.
No. 61.]
61.]
[Plic,

Colorado riots, 14.
1914.
Be it
bg the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United coado,
Representativesof
and House
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
or
sum
the
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
sum
of
$7,800,
or
assembled,
Congress
in
America
States of
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appropriated, to be
so much
much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated,
SO
immediately available and to remain available untll
until June 30, 1920,
ammunition
for payment
payment of
of claims
claims on
of loss
loss of
of firearms
firearms and ammunition
on account
account of
for
taken
by the
United States
troops from
civilians in the State of
from civilians
States troops
the United
taken by
Colorado
in the
the
occurred in
which occurred
troubles which
strike troubles
labor strike
the labor
during the
Proviso.
Colorado during
Proviso.
Approval 3f Secreshall
claims
such
of
That
calendar
year
1914:
Provided,
That
settlement
Provided,
1914:
year
calendar
ecref
Approal
tary of War, etc.
approval
Department upon the approval
be made
made by
War Department
the War
for the
Auditor for
by the
the Auditor
be
of War,
War, where the amount
and
recommendation of
of the
the Secretary
amount of
Secretary of
and recommendation
payment
the
has been
the War
War Department,
Department, and payment
by the
ascertained by
been ascertained
loss has
the loss
property in full satisthereof
will be
be accepted
accepted by
by the
the owners
owners of the property
thereof will
faction of
claims.
such claims.
of such
faction
22, 1919.
Approved, October
October 22,
Approved,

Appropriation
for
for
Appropriation
firearms, etc., taken

taken
etc.,during.
firarms,
from
civilians
civilians
from

October 22,
22, 1919.
1919.
October

[R. R.
R. 7478.]
7478.]
[H.
[Public,
No. 62.]
62.]
[Public, No.

the Revised
CHAP. 79.-An
79.—An Act To amend
amend sections 5200 and 5202 of the
Revised Statutes of
1918.
the
States as
as amended
amended by
by Acts
and September
September 24, 1918.
22, 1906,
1906, and
of June
June 22,
Acts of
United States
the United

United
Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Rresen,tatives of the United
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That section
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States
of America
section 5200 of the
America in
States of
of
Acts of
Revised
Statutes of
as amended
amended by
the Acts
by the
States as
United States
the United
of the
Revised Statutes
to read
June
22, 1906,
September 24,
24, 1918,
further amended
amended to
be further
1918, be
and September
1906, and
June 22,
as follows:
follows:
as
Limit
person
"
SEc.
loans to
to one
one
Limit ofof loans
"
S
EC. 5200. The total liabilities to any association of any person
persons, etc.
includor of
of any
corporation, or
or firm
firm for
borrowed, includmoney borrowed,
for money
R.o,S., sec.
sec. 5200,
any company,
company, corporation,
5200, pp. or
peR
106.5,
5 amended.
liabilities of
company or
firm the
the liabilities
liabilities of the several
or firm
a company
of a
the liabilities
in the
ing in
Vol.40,
p.967,
amend- ing
967 amenda 0p.
Vol
amount
ed.
members
ed.
members thereof, shall at no time exceed
exceed 10 per centum
centum of the amount
unin
and
paid
of
the
capital
stock
of
such
association
actually
paid
actually
of the capital stock of such association,
Provisos.
Provided,
unimpaired surplus fund: Provided,
impaired,
Provisos.
impaired, and 10 per centum of its unimpaired
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
however, That
(1) the
bills of
of exchange
exchange drawn
drawn in good
of bills
discount of
the discount
That (1)
Bills
exchangese- however,
of ehageseils of
cured
by bills
lad- faith against
and bills of
including
values,
o
ladcured by
ills of
against
actually
existing
values,
including
drafts
ing, etc.
conveying or securing
documents conveying
exchange secured
secured by
securing
shipping documents
by shipping
exchange
obligations
title
including demand obli
gations when seand including
shipped, and
to goods
goods shipped,
title to
by documents
commodities in
actual process
of shipshipprocess of
in actual
covering commodities
documents covering
cured by
of forfor- cured
ets
Acceptances
of
s
described
the
acceptances
bankers'
ment,
and
also
also
including
including
bankers'
acceptances
of
kinds
described
and
ment,
°
bi
ei
s
bill0s. p. 233.
section 13
of the
Reserve Act,
(2) the
discount of
of commercommerthe discount
Act, (2)
Federal Reserve
the Federal
13 of
Commercial
dis- in
in section
ommercial discounts.
counts.
cial or business paper actually owned by the person, company, corcorthe same, (3) the discount of notes seNotes secured
by poration,
or firm
negotiating the
firm negotiating
poration, or
secured by
Notes
bills
g,
etc.,
on
etc., on
of ladin
lading,
bills of
receipts, or other such
documents! warehouse
warehouse receipts,
shipping. -documents,
by shipping
cured by
staples, cured
nonperishble staples,
nonperishable
etc.
etc.
documents conveying
conveying or securing
securing title covering readily marketable
Value
of security
security.
including live stock, when the actual market
nonperishable staples,
staples, including
nonperishable
Value of
not at any time less
is not
value of
of the
the property
securing the
the obligation
obligation is
property securing
value
than
115 per
per centum
centum of
face amount
amount of the notes secured
secured by such
the face
of the
than 115
documents and
and when
when such
such property
property is
is fully
covered
by
insurance,
by insurance,
covered
fully
documents
Federal
with
Notes
Notes
Federal
notes secured
(4) the
the discount
discount of
of any
note or
or notes
secured by not less than aa
any note
and (4)
securities
collateral. and
as collateral.
securities as
United States issued since
like face
amount of
bonds or
or notes
of the
the United
notes of
of bonds
face amount
like
of indebtedness
indebtedness of the United States,
April 24,
or certificates
certificates of
1917, or
24, 1917,
April
shall not
not be
considered as
money borrowed
borrowed within
meaning of
the meaning
within the
as money
be considered
shall
this
section.
The
total
liabilities
to
any
association,
of
any
person
any person
of
association,
any
to
liabilities
total
The
section.
this
comlata
mited
nititeacir ith c
molltrtee
r
r
ai
several members
the several
of
Federal securities.
company, or the
securities. or of any corporation,
of Federal
corporation, or firm, or company,
members
thereof upon
any note
or notes
notes purchased
purchased or discounted
discounted by such
note or
upon any
thereof
indebtedassociation
by bonds,
or certificates
certificates of indebtednotes, or
bonds, notes,
secured by
and secured
association and
(except to the extent
ness as
as described
described in
in (4)
hereof shall
not exceed
extent
exceed (except
shall not
(4) hereof
ness
the Comptroller
permitted
by rules
rules and
and regulations
prescribed by the
Comptroller
regulations prescribed
permitted by
of
the Currency,
Currency, with
with the
approval of
the Secretary
of the Treasury)
Secretary of
of the
the approval
of the
as10 per
of such
such capital
fund of
of such
such assurplus fund
and surplus
stock and
capital stock
centum of
per centum
10
Secured
and the total liabilities to any association of any person
of sociation and
person or
bills of
secured by bills
ladin
g,
etc.
lading,etc.
or of any corporation,
or firm, or
or company,
corporation, or
company, or the several members
members
thereof
money borrowed,
the liabilities
notes
upon notes
liabilities upon
including the
borrowed, including
for money
thereof for
secured in
the manner
manner described
under (3)
except transactions
hereof, except
(3) hereof,
described under
in the
secured
centum of the
exceed 25 per centwn
(1), (2),
(2), and
shall not
not at
at any
any time exceed
(4), shall
and (4),
(1),
National banks.
banks.
National
discounts
Loans
and discounts
Loans and
by.
by.
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amount of
the association's
association's paid-in
and unimpaired
unimpaired capital
stock
capital stock
paid-in and
amount
of the

Limitation for
not apply
and surplus.
surplus. The
exception made
hereof shall
shall not
apply ishabletaplnes
(3) hereof
under (3)
made under
The exception
and
ishable staples.
to the
the notes
notes of
of any
any one
one person,
firm or
or company,
company, or
or
to
person, corporation
corporation or
or firm

months in any conthe several
several members
members thereof
than six months
thereof for more than
the
twelve months."
secutive
months."
secutive twelve
the Revised
Revised Statutes
S
EC. 2.
section 5202
Statutes of
of the
the United
United
5202 of
of the
That section
SEC.
2. That
States
as amended
amended by
section 20,
Title I,
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved April
April
by section
20, Title
I, of
States as
5, 1918,
1918, be
further amended
amended so
read as follows:
follows:
so as
as to read
be further
5,
No national
"SEC.
"
SEc. 5202.
5202. No
national banking
banking association
association shall at any time be
the amount
an amount
amount exceeding
way liable,
liable, to
or in
in any
any way
indebted,
indebted, or
to an
exceeding
amount
incpVol. the
of its
stock at
time actually
paid in
unin and
and remaining
remaining unactually paid
at such
such time
capital stock
of
its capital
diminished by
by losses
otherwise, except
account of
diminished
losses or
or otherwise,
except on
on account
of demands
demands of
of
the
following:
nature following:
the nature
"First. Notes
Notes of
circulation.
of circulation.
"First.
by the association.
or collected
collected by
"Second.
"Second. Moneys
Moneys deposited
deposited with
with or
"Third. Bills
Bills of
exchange or
actually
against money
money actually
or drafts
drafts drawn
drawn against
of exchange
"Third.
on deposit
to the credit of
association, or due thereto.
of the association,
deposit to
on
for
association for
of the
"Fourth. Liabilities
Liabilities to
to the
stockholders of
the association
the stockholders
"Fourth.
dividends
reserve profits.
profits.
and reserve
dividends and
provisions of the Federal
"Fifth. Liabilities
incurred under the provisions
Liabilities incurred
"Fifth.
Reserve
Reserve Act.
Act.
"Sixth. Liabilities
Liabilities incurred
provisions of
of the
the War
War
the provisions
incurred under
under the
"Sixth.
Finance Corporation
Corporation Act.
Act.
Finance
"Seventh. Liabilities
created by
by the
the indorsement
of accepted
"Seventh.
Liabilities created
indorsement of
accepted
bills
exchange payable
actually owned
indorsmg
the indorsing
owned by
by the
abroad actually
payable abroad
of exchange
bills of
bank
discounted at
at home
or abroad."
abroad."
home or
bank and
and discounted
Approved, October
October 22, 1919.
1919.
Approved,

perr

Indebtedness of naof nationalebns
tional banks.

Limitation of.
R.
R. S., sec. 5202, p.
1006, amended.
amended.
512,
40, p.
p. 512,
Vol. 40,
p
4
amended.
amended.

Limitationot.
1i06,
Exceptions.
Exceptions.

Circulating notes.
Circulating
notes.

Deposits.
Deposits.

Drafts,
ra t , etc.
D
etcDividends, etc.

Dividendsetc.

lia
Federal
reserve liaFederal reserve
bilities.

bilities.

War Finance Corporation liabilities.
liabilities.
Vol. 40, p. 1313.
Vol.
Accepted foreign
bills of exchange.
Vol. 40, p. 235.

ration

xcceped foreign

bisIofexchanlge.

22, 1919.
October 22,1919.
[If.
E. 862.]
5624.]
[H. R.

CRAP.
entitled "An
"An Act to provide
provide furtherfor
further for the
80.-An Act To amend an Act entitled
CHAP. 80.—An
national
security and
encouraging the
production, conserving
conserving the
the supply,
national security
and defense
defense by
by encouraging
the production,
supply,
and
fuel," approved
approved August 10, 1917,
1917,
distribution of food products and fuel,"
and controlling
controlling the distribution
Columbia.
and
and to
to regulate rents in the District of Columbia.

[Public, No. 63.]
63.]

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the United
United Food
Food Control
Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
Control and
and
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That this
this Act
cited District of
of Columbia
Columbia
be cited
Act may
may be
assembled, That
of America
America in
States of
as "The
Food Control
and the
District of
Act."
Beats Act.
aentsAct.
Rents Act."
Columbia Rents
of Columbia
the District
Control and
as
"The Food
TITLE I.—FOOD
AMENDMENTS.
ACT AMENDMENTS.
CONTROL ACT
I.-FOOD CONTROL
TITLE

Food control.

Food control.

Amendments.

ol.40, p.276, amendmendfor Vmed0p
Act to
to provide
That
section one
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
provide further
further for
of the
one of
That section
the national
security and
encouraging the
edproduction, con- ed.
the production,
by encouraging
and defense
defense by
national security
the
serving
the supply,
of food
food products
products
the distribution
distribution of
controlling the
and controlling
supply, and
serving the
amended to read as
and fuel,"
fuel," approved
approved August
August 10,
10, 1917, is hereby amended
and
follows:
follows:
Conserving supply of
"That by
by reason
reason of
the existence
state of
war, it
nsrissaries
of war,
it is
is essential
essential deCgsnated
of a
a state
designated
of the
existence of
"That
td neg
esthe
during the
ssetl
prosecution of wa
to the
the national
national security
and defense,
successful prosecution
for the successful
defense, for
security and
to
r.
the war and for the support and maintenance
maintenance of the Army and Navy,
Navy-,
to assure
assure an
an adequate
adequate supply
supply and
and equitable
to facilto
equitable distribution,
distribution, and
and to
facilonmi n=lird
added..
itate the
the movement
foods, feeds,
wearing apparel, containers
containers prpri- food cone
feeds, wearing
of foods,
itate
movement of
marily designed
designed or
intended for
containing foods,
or fertilizers;
fertilizers;
feeds, or
foods, feeds,
for containing
or intended
marily
fertilizer and fertilizer
fuel,
including fuel
fuel oil and
natural gas, and fertilizer
fertilizer
and natural
fuel, including
ingredients, tools,
tools, utensils,
utensils, implements,
implements, machinery,
machinery, and equipment
equipment
ingredients,
!expired for
the actual
production of
and fuel,
fuel, hereafter
required
for the
actual production
of foods,
foods, feeds,
feeds, and
hereafter Prevention
Prevention of
of scarin this Act
necessaries; to
prevent, locally
scarcity, city, et
et.2.
generally, scarcity,
or generally,
locally or
to prevent,
Act called
called necessaries;
in
monopolization, hoarding,
speculation, manipulation,
and
manipulation, and
injurious speculation,
hoarding, injurious
monopolization,
private controls
controls affecting
and movement;
movement; Government
G
supply, distribution
distribution, and
affecting such
such supply,
private
controL
and
establish and
neces- Means
overnmentontro
such necescontrol of
of such
governmental control
maintain governmental
and maintain
and to
to establish
created.
saries during
during the
the war.
war. For
For such
such purposes
instrumentalities, E
the instrumentalities
purposes the
saries
means,
methods,
powers,
authorities,
duties,
obligations,
and prohiprohiand
obligations,
duties,
authorities,
powers,
means, methods,
bitions
hereinafter set
set forth
forth are
created, established,
conferred, and
and
established, conferred,
are created,
bitions hereinafter
during
d
g

foz

ec

ai

44281°-21-21
44281°-21-21

d
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prescribed. The President is authorized
authorized to make such regulations
out the
and to
such orders
orders as
are essential
essential effectively
carry out
effectively to carry
as are
to issue
issue such
and
provisions of this Act."
provisions
V01.40,p.277,amendS
EC. 2. That section 4
hereby
eo.4o,p.277,amendSEC.
4 of such Act of August 10, 1917, is hereby
ed.
amended to read as follows:
amended
Enhancing
it is hereby
"That it
to
price to
Enhancing price
"That
hereby made unlawful
unlawful for any person willfully to derestrict supply,
hoardrestrict
supply, hoard.
stroy
for the
the purpose
or rereprice or
the price
enhancing the
of enhancing
unlawful.
purpose of
any necessaries
necessaries for
stroy any
ing, etc., unlau.
Offenses specified.
stricting the supply thereof;
thereof ;knowingly
willfully
knowingly to commit waste or willfully
Offenses
specified.
to
permit preventable
preventable deterioration
any necessaries
in or
in conconor in
necessaries in
of any
deterioration of
to permit
Vol.
p. 278.
nection wth
with their
their production,
production, manufacture,
manufacture, or
distribution; to
to
or distribution;
nection
Vol. 40,
40, p.
hoard, as
as defined
section 6
necessaries; to monopomonopoAct, any
any necessaries;
this Act,
6 of
of this
in section
defined in
hoard,
lize
attempt to
monopolize, either
locally or generally, any neceseither locally
to monopolize,
or attempt
lize or
saries;
engage in
discriminatory and
unfair, or
any deceptive
deceptive
or any
and unfair,
in any
any discriminatory
to engage
saries; to
or
wasteful practice
practice or
or device,
device, or
unreasonable
to make any unjust or unreasonable
or to
or wasteful
Conspiracies,
etc., to
to rate or charge
charge in handling or dealing in or with any necessaries;
necessaries; to
conspirace, etc.,
accomplish unlawful
conspire,
. other person, (a) to
combine, agree, or arrange with any
conspire, combine,
acts.
acts.
limit
facilities for
for transporting,
transporting, producing,
harvesting, manuproducing, harvesting,
the facilities
limit the
facturing,
supplying, storing,
storing, or
necessaries; (b) to
dealing in any necessaries;
or dealing
facturing, supplying,
restrict
any necessaries;
distribution of
of
restrict distribution
to restrict
(c) to
necessaries; (c)
of any
supply of
the supply
restrict the
any necessaries;
to prevent,
limit, or
lessen the
manufacture or
or
the manufacture
or lessen
prevent, limit,
(d) to
necessaries; (d)
any
production
any necessaries
necessaries in
in order
to enhance
enhance the
thereof;
the price thereof;
order to
of any
production of
or (e)
(e) to
to exact
for any
necessaries, or
or to
aid or
or abet
to aid
any necessaries,
prices for
excessive prices
exact excessive
or
doing of
any act
act made
this section. Any
person
Any person
by this
Punishment
unlawful by
made unlawful
of any
the doing
for viovio- the
unishment for
lations.
section upon conviction
violating any
the provisions
provisions of
of this section
conviction thereof
any of
of the
tviolating
shall
for not
not more
more
be imprisoned
imprisoned for
or be
$5,000 or
exceeding $5,000
not exceeding
fined not
be fined
shall be
Provisos.
this
That
section
shall
not
apply
provisos.-than
two
years,
or
both:
Provided,
Provided,
Agricultural occupato any
farmer, gardener,
vineyardist, planter
planter,' ranchtions
not affected.
horticulturist, vineyardist,
gardener, horticulturist,
to
any farmer,
tionsaotaeted.
man, dairyman,
dairyman, stockman,
stockman, or
other agriculturist, with respect to the
or other
man,
farm products
products produced
raised upon
upon land
leased, or cultiowned, leased,
land owned,
or raised
produced or
farm
Collective
bargain- vated
be
shall be
Act shall
Provided further
nothing in
this Act
in this
That nothing
further That
him: Provided
by him:
vated by
Collective bargaiing
farmers' associaassociam
Ing of farmers'
to forbid
or make
make unlawful
unlawful collective
by any
any
tions,
bargaining by
collective bargaining
forbid or
construed to
not forbidforbid- construed
etc., not
tions, etc.,
den.
den.
cooperative association
cooperative
association or other association of farmers, dairymen,
dairymen,
gardeners,
or other
other producers
of farm
farm products
respect to the
products with respect
producers of
gardeners, or
farm
produced or
or raised
its members
members upon
land owned,
owned,
upon land
by its
raised by
products produced
farm products
them."
by them."
cultivated by
or cultivated
leased, or
Former
punishS
EC. 3.
"An Act
Act to prothe Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
8 and 9
9 of the
3. That sections 8
SEC.
Former punishments for specified
vide
further
for
the
national
security
and
defense
by
encouraging
the
the
encouraging
offenses,
repealed.
by
defense
and
security
national
the
for
further
vide
rerPeed.
oaenes,
Vol. 40,
40, p.
279, rere- production,
production, conserving the supply,
Vol.
p. 279,
supply.
,and controlling the distribution of
pealed.
eaed
food products
fuel," approved
food
products and fueI,"
approved August 10, 1917,
1917, be, and the same
Proviso.
are
hereby
repealed:
Prowled,
any offense committed
committed in violaThat
repealed:
Provied,
are
hereby
rotiso.
Continued for prior
tion
and 9,
this Act,
Act, may
be
may be
of this
the passage
passage of
to the
prior to
9, prior
said sections
sections 88and
offenses.
of said
tion of
offenses.
prosecuted
same
the same
in the
enforced in
therein enforced
prescribed therein
penalties prescribed
the penalties
and the
prosecuted and
manner and
and with
this Act
not been passed.
passed.
had not
Act had
as if
if this
effect as
same effect
the same
with the
manner
Authority
in
Authority vested
vested in
the President.

P
istrict of
Columbia
of Columbia
District
rents.

TITLE II.-DISTRICT
IL—DISTRICT OF
OF C
OLUMBIA RENTS.
RENTS.
COLUMBIA
TITLE

S
EC. 101.
101. When
When used
used in
in this
this title,
title, unless
unless the
context indicates
the context
SEC.
otherwise—
otherwiseThe
Rental property."
any building or part thereof
means any
property" means
"rental property"
term "rental
The term
property."
'Rental
or land
in the
District of
Columbia rented
rented or
or
of Columbia
the District
thereto in
appurtenant thereto
land appurtenant
or
hired
and
the
service
agreed
or
required
by
law
or
by
determination
determination
or
by
law
by
hired and the service agreed or required
of the
the commission
be furnished
connection therewith;
does
but does
therewith; but
m connection
furnished in
to be
commission to
of
not
include
an
hotel
or
apartment.
apartment.
or
not include an hotel
The
includes an
an individual,
association,
partnership, association,
individual, partnership,
"person" includes
The terra
term "person"
"Person."
or
corporation.
or corporation.

Meaning of
of terms.
terms.
Meaning

"Person."

"apart-

"Hotel" or
or "apartment." t

"Hotel"

meat."me
"

hotel or apartment
any hotel
The
"apartment" means
apartment
means any
or "apartment"
"hotel" or
term "hotel"
The term

or part
part thereof,
the District
District of
rented or hired and the
of Columbia,
Columbia, rented
in the
thereof, in
or
land
and outbuildings
appurtenant thereto,
the service
agreed
service agreed
and the
thereto and
outbuildings appurtenant
land and
or
required
by
law
or
by
determination
of
the
commission
to
be
furor required by law or by determination of the commission to be furnished
in connection
connection therewith.
therewith.
nished in
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O

wer.
includes aalessor or sublessor, or other person ""Owner."
The
"owner" includes
term "owner"
The term
entitled to
to receive
receive rent
rent or
charges for
occupancy of any
or occupancy
use or
for the
the use
or charges
entitled
rental
property, hotel or
interest therein, or his
or apartment,
apartment, or any interest
rental property,
agent.
agent.
Tenant."
"Tenant."
The term
tenant" includes
includes aasubtenant, lessee, sublessee or other "
"tenant"
term "
The
person, not
occupancy of any rental
owner, entitled to the use or occupancy
the owner,
not the
person,
property,
apartment.
or apartment.
hotel or
property, hotel
ervi e "
The
term. "service"
includes the furnishing of light, heat, water, ""Service."
"service" includes
The term
telephone
elevator service,
service, furniture,
furniture furnishings,
furnishings window shades,
or elevator
telephone or
screens, awnings,
storage, kitchen,
kitchen, bath
bath and laundry
laundry facilities
facilities and
awnings, storage,
screens,
privileges, maid
maid service,
service, removal of refuse, making all
janitor service,
service, janitor
privileges,
repairs suited
to the
of building
building or necessitated
necessitated by ordinary wear
wear
type of
the type
suited to
repairs
and tear,
and any
any other_privilege
or service
service connected
connected with the use or
other privilege or
tear, and
and
occupancy of
any rental
rental property,
apartment, or hotel.
property, apartment,
of any
occupancy
"Commisson.
Commission of the Dis- "Commission."
The term
"commission",means
means the
the Rent Commission
term "commission"
The
trict
Columbia.
Rent Commission
trict of
of Columbia.
Rent
Commission
to be
established, to
SEC. 102.
A commission
is hereby
hereby created
and established,
be created.
created and
commission is
102. A
SEC.
known as
as the
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia, which
which Composition.
the District of
Commission of
Rent Commission
the Rent
known
shall
composed of three
commissioners, none of whom shall be Com"osition
three commissioners,
be composed
shall be
interested in or
in any manner interested
directly or
engaged in,
in, or in
indirectly engaged
or indirectly
directly
ointment
connected with,
the real
real estate
estate or
in the
the District
of Appointment,
District of
business in
or renting
renting business
with, the
connected
t
terms,etc.
etc.
Columbia. The
The commissioners
commissioners shall be
appointed by the President
President terms,
be appointed
Columbia.
each
by
and with
consent of the Senate. The term of each
advice and consent
with the advice
by and
years, except
commissioner
shall be
except that any person
person chosen to
to
two .years,
be two
commissioner shall
unexpired
the
fill
a
vacancy
shall
be
appointed
unexpired
term of the
for
only
appointed
be
shall
vacancy
fill a
commissioner
whom. he
succeeds. The
The commission
commission shall at the time
he succeeds.
commissioner whom
a chairman from its
elect a
of
its organization
organization and
annually thereafter
thereafter elect
and annually
of its
regulations as
commission
The
own
membership.
commission
may
make
such regulations
membership.
own
may be
carry this
this title
title into
into effect.
may
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
effect.
x
of powp
Execution
of
ers.
the commission may be exercised by a.a era.
of the
duties of
and duties
powers and
All powers
vacancy in the commission
majority of its
members. A vacancy
commission shall not
its members.
majority
impair
the right
of the
remaining commissioners
commissioners to exercise
exercise all the
the remaining
right of
impair the
powers
official
commission shall have an official
The commission
commission. The
the commission.
of the
powers of
seal,
which shall
shall be
com
o.
be judicially
judicially noticed.
noticed.
seal, which
Compensation.
SEC. 103.
103. Each
shall receive
of $5,000
$5,000 aa Empoyees
a salary
receive a
salary of
SEC.
Each commissioner
commissioner shall
Employees andeand exauthorized.
penses authorized.
secretary, penses
appoint aa secretary,
year,
payable monthly.
monthly. The
The commission
commission shall
shall appoint
year, payable
manner;
who
receive a
asalary:
salary of $3,000 aayear, payable in like manner;
shall receive
who shall
and,
subject to
to the
provisions of
of the
the civil-service
civil-service laws, it
it may appoint
the provisions
and, subject
and
officers, employees,
employees, and agents and make such exsuch officers,
remove such
and remove
penditures
for rent,
rent, printing,
telegrams, telephone, law books, books
books
printing, telegrams,
penditures for
of
reference, periodicals,
furniture, stationery, office equipment, and
periodicals, furniture,
of reference,
other
supplies and
and expenses
be necessary
to the
the administration
administration a~n.
necessary to
as may
may be
expenses as
other supplies
Accounting.
commission shall
of this
title. All
of the
the expenditures
expenditures of
of the
the commission
shall upon
All of
this title.
of
the
of itemized
itemized vouchers
vouchers therefor
approved by the
therefor approved
presentation of
the presentation
manner
paid in the same manner
chairman of
of the
the commission
be audited
audited and paid
commission be
chairman
as other
other expenditures
for the
District of
of Columbia.
A
tm from
.
Columbia.
the District
expenditures for
as
Civil Service eligibles.
With
secretary, all
all employees
commi' s-c"ivgfteiles.
the commsof the
employees of
the secretary,
of the
exception of
the exception
With the
sion shall
be appointed
from lists of eligibles supplied by the Civil
appointed from
shall be
sion
Assessor, D.
D. C.
C.
Assesr,
Service Commission
in accordance
accordance with
law.
civil-service law.
the civil-service
with the
and in
Commission and
Service
Advisory duties, etc.
S
EC.
104.
The
assessor
of
the
District
of
Columbia
shall
serve
ex
Adviorydu-setc.
ex
serve
shall
Columbia
of
District
the
of
assessor
The
SEo. 104.
officio
as an
advisory assistant
assistant to
he shal
shall have
have Data from official
the commission,but
commission, but he
to the
an advisory
officio as
records.
none of
of the
the powers
or duties
of a
acommissioner.
commissioner. He
attend the rcors.
e shall attend
duties of
powers or
none
meetings and
and hearings
hearings of
commission.. Every
Every officer or employee
the commission.
of the
meetings
of
United States
States or
of the
District of
of Columbia,
requested
whenever requested
Columbia, whenever
the District
or of
of the
the United
or inany
by
the
commission,
shall
supply
to
the
commission
any
data
commission
the
to
supply
shall
commission,
by the
Additiii pay to
formation pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the administration
of this
which may
may Additional
title which
to
this title
administration of
formation
am .
be
in the
records of
of his
office. The assessor shall receive 83411161101r.
his office.
the records
contained in
be contained
for
of the
by this
asalary of
section asalary
this section
required by
duties required
the duties
performance of
the performance
for the
y
$1,000
in addition
addition to such other s
monthly, in
payable monthly,
annum, payable
per annum
$1,000 per
as may
may be prescrilied
prescribed for his office by law.
as
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SEC. 105. For the purposes
purposes of this title the commission
commission or any
SEC.
officer,
employee, or
or agent
duly authorized
authorized in writing by it, shall at
at
agent duly
officer, employee,
all
access to, for the purpose
purpose of examination,
examination,
reasonable times have access
all reasonable
and the
right to
to copy,
any books,
books, accounts, records, papers, or correcopy, any
the right
and
authorized
spondence
matter which the commission is authorized
any matter
relating to any
spondence relating
to consider or investigate; and the commission shall have power to
require by
attendance and testimony of witnesses and
the attendance
subpoena the
by subpcena
require
production of all such books, accounts, records, papers, and corthe production
Issue
member of the comrespondence relating to any such matter. Any member
subpmnas, respondence
Issue of subpcenss,
etc.
mission may sign subpoenas,
subpcenas, administer
administer oaths and affirmations,
etc.
receive evidence.
examine witnesses, and receive
Such attendance
of
witnesses and
the production
production of
such books,
books,
of such
and the
witnesses
of
attendance
tSuch
Attendance, etc.,
tc at accounts, records,
correspondence may
be required
required from
from
may be
and correspondence
papers, and
hearings.
accounts, records, papers,
hearimngs.'
hearing.
designated place of hearing.
United States at any designated
place in the tinted
any place
In case
case of
of disobedience
disobedience to
to a
a subpena
subpoena or
or of
contumacy of
any
of any
the contumacy
of the
Assistance of courts.
cots. In
Assistance
witness appearing
appearing before the
commission ' the commission
commission may inthe commission,
witness
voke the
the aid
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia or of
the Supreme
of the
aid of
voke
any
district court
thereupon
the United States. Such court may thereupon
of the
court of
any district
subpoena,
issue an order requiring the person subpoenaed
subpcenaed to obey the sub_pcena,
to
give evidence
evidence touching
the matter
matter in question.
failure to
question. Any failure
touching the
to give
Contempt
or to
proceed- or
contempt proceeda
obey
order of the court may be punished by such court as a
such order
obey such
ha.
commission shall,
Divulging
employee of the commission
rien
i
nforma
.
- contempt
contempt thereof. No officer or employee
inmaDivulging
competent
unless
authorized by the commission or by a
a court of competent
unless authorized
ionorbidd.
by
obtained
jusisdiction,
make
public any information
the commission.
information
make
jurisdiction,
tion
Property affected.
it is declared
S
EC. 106. For the purposes of this title it
declared that all (a)
SEC.
Property affected.
rental
and (b) apartments and hotels are affected with aa
property and
rental property
etc., to
be fair public interest,
interest, and that all rents and charges therefor, all service in
tobefair
Rents, etc.,
and reasonable.
therewith, and all other terms and conditions of the use
connection therewith,
connection
and reasonable
reasonable;; and any unreaoccupancy thereof, shall be fair and reasonable
or occupancy
sonable
or unfair
provision of
of a
alease
act
and
forany
the use or
other contract
lease or other
unfair provision
sonable or
respect
occupancy of such
such rental property, apartment, or hotel with respect
occupancy
declared
to
to such
such rents, charges, service, terms, or conditions is hereby declared
own
be contrary
to public
public policy. The commission upon its own.
contrary to
Determination
to be
Determination by to
Commission,
on comrent,
the
whether
determine
complaint
or
may,
com- initiative
comnmssion, on
initiative
upon
complaint
shall,
plaints, etc.
charges, service,
service, and other terms or conditions of aalease
lease or other concharges,
pts t
property, hotel, or
tract for
the use or occupancy
occupancy of any such rental property,
for the
tract
apartment
are fair
and reasonable.
reasonable. Such
Such complaints
complaints may be made
fair and
apartment are
Parties.
where
Post,
p. 1634.
owner except
any owner
and (b)
(b) by any
(a) by or on behalf of any tenant, and
1634.
Pst,p.
except where
the
contract,
other
lease
a
the
tenant
is
in
possession
under
a
lease
or
other
contract,
term
possession
the tenant is in
specified
reasonableness
specified in which has not expired, and the fairness and reasonableness
determined by the commission.
which has not been determined
commission.
of which
In
personally or
cases the commission shall give notice personally
all such cases
In all
Public
hearings.
Public hearings.
by registered
mail and afford an opportunity
opportunity to be heard to all parties
by
registered mail
in interest.
determine
The commission shall promptly hear and determine
interest. The
in
hearings
the
in all
complaints submitted to it. All hearings
all complaints
involved in
issues involved
the issues
public. If the commission
commission
shall be open to the public.
Determination
commission shall
the commission
o before
before the
Determination of
rates.
determines
that such rents, charges, service, or other terms or concondetermines that
raes.
Poet,
determine and fix such
unreasonable, it
ditions are unfair or unreasonable,
it shall determine
such
134.
p. 1634.
post, p.
fair
reasonable rent
rent or
therefor, and fair and reasonor charges therefor,
and reasonable
fair and
able service,
terms, and
and conditions
of use
In any
any
occupancy. In
or occupancy.
use or
conditions of
Effect
service, terms,
In landlord
landlord able
Effect in
and tenant suits.
suit in any court of the United States or the District of Columbia
Columbia
suit
and tenant suits.
any question
question arising
arising out
relation of landlord and
out of the relation
involving any
tenant with
with respect
respect to
any rental
property, apartment, or hotel,
rental property,
to any
tenant
except on
from the
commission's determination
determination as provided
provided
the commission's
appeal from
on appeal
except
in
this title,
determine the
rights and duties of
of the
the rights
shall determine
court shall
such court
title, such
in this
parties in
in accordance
with the
determination and
and regulations
the
of the
regulations of
the determination
accordance with
parties
commission
thereto.
relevant thereto.
commission relevant
Determination
SEo. 107.
of the
the commission
and
a fair
fair and
fixing a
commission fixing
A determination
determination of
107. A
effec-- SEC.
Determination effec
tive
from date
filing
of filing
date of
tive from
reasonable rent
rent or
charge made
complaint
begun by complaint
proceeding begun
in a
a proceeding
made in
or charge
reasonable
complaint.
o
complaint.e
shall be
from the
date of
of the
the complaint. The
filing of
of the filing
the date
effective from
be effective
shall

Authority to exam
to examAuthority
the
papers, etc.
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difference between
the amount
amount of
of rent
rent and
and charges
charges paid
paid for
period Coll
a tion of
dier
of differColltion
the period
for the
between the
difference
rate.
and fair
paid
from
the filing
filing of
complaint to
to the
the date
of the
the commission's
en Zanrfa
e
rrru
at
m
e.°unt
commission's pa
date of
the complaint
of the
from the
determination and
amount that
that would
would have
have been
payable for
been payable
the amount
and the
determination
such
period at
fixed by the
commission
the commission
rate fixed
reasonable rate
and reasonable
fair and
the fair
at the
such period
may be
be added
subtracted from,
from as
the case
demands, future
case demands,
as the
or subtracted
to or
added to
may
rent payments,
the final
final decision
an appeal
from the comappeal from
of an
decision of
after the
or after
payments, or
rent
mission's
determination may
may be
sued for
for and
action
recovered in an action
and recovered
be sued
mission's determination
Columbia.
in
of the
District of Columbia.
the District
Court of
Municipal Court
the Municipal
in the
lit
Commia
S
EC. 108.
108. Unless
Unless within
the filing
of the
the commission's
commission's Finadter
F
nipsa e
t
y
erof
of cs
o
a
r
t
i
lon
mi:
filing of
after the
days after
ten days
within ten
SEC.
determination
party to
to the
complaint appeals
appeals therefrom
therefrom to the sio
the complaint
any party
determination any
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals of
of the
District of
the determination
of Appeal to court of
determination of
Columbia, the
of Columbia,
the District
Court
Appeal to court of
is
appeal
the
commission
shall
be
final
and
conclusive.
If
such
an
appeal
is appeals.
an
such
If
conclusive.
and
final
be
shall
the commission
taken
from the
the determination
the commission,
commission, the record before
of the
determination of
taken from
the commission
commission or
part thereof
thereof as
may order shall be
court may
the court
as the
such part
or such
the
certified
by it
it to
to the
the court
court and
shall constitute the record before the
and shall
certified by
court,
and the
determination shall
modified or
shall not be modified
commission's determination
the commission's
court, and
Order to hear add Iset
aside
by
the
court,
except
for
error
of
law.
If
any
party
applies
aidear
o
evidence
altto tional
applies to
party
any
If
set aside by the court, except for error of law.
lowed.
the court
court for
for leave
to adduce
evidence and shows to the lowed.
additional evidence
adduce additional
leave to
the
satisfaction
of the
such additional evidence is material
that such
court that
the court
satisfaction of
and
that
there
were
reasonable
grounds
the failure to adduce
for the
grounds for
reasonable
and that there were
such evidence
in the
proceeding before
the commission,
commission, the
the court
before the
the proceeding
evidence in
such
commission
may
order
such
additional
evidence
to
before
commission
the
before
taken
be
may order such additional evidence to
and
to be
upon the
manner and
such
and upon such
such manner
in such
hearing in
the hearing
be adduced
adduced upon
and to
terms
conditions as
as the
may deem
deem proper.
proper. The
The commission
s
odifiestion
etc.,
as tto fct,
facts, and'
etc.,
as
i gl
commission 2
court may
the court
and conditions
terms and
may
modify
its
findings
as
to
the
facts,
or
make
new
findings,
by
upon.
upon.
by
findings,
may modify its findings as to the facts, or make new
reason
additional evidence
taken, and it shall file such
so taken,
evidence so
the additional
of the
reason of
modified
findings, which
shall be
conclusive, and its recombe conclusive,
which shall
new findings,
or new
modified or
aside of its original Court procedure.
setting
mendations
if
any
for
the
modification
or
modification
for
mendations if any
determination, with
with the
the return
return of
of such
additional evidence.
In the court"Pdu
evidence. In
such additional
determination,
proceedings
such court
court on
on appeal
appeal from
determination of
from aa. determination
before such
proceedings before
the commission,
commission, the
appear by
its counsel
counsel or
other
or other
by its
shall appear
commission shall
the commission
the
representative
and submit
submit oral
arguments to support the
or written arguments
oral or
representative and

ot ,xontinuaton
of the
the determination
and The
findings
findings
SEC. 109.
and
the
determination
right of a tenant
of
the
tocommission.
commission.
the use or occupancy of any isting
Continuation
tenancies. of
SEC. 109. The right of a tenant to the use or occupancy of any istng tenancies.

rental property,
apartment, existing_
at the
the time
time this
Act
this Act
existing at
or apartment,
hotel or
property, hotel
rental
contract
takes
effect,
or
thereafter
acquired,
under
any
or
other
contract
lease
any
under
takes effect, or thereafter acquired,
for such
use or
or occupancy
occupancy or
thereof by operation
operation
extension thereof
or under any extension
such use
for
of
shall, notwithstanding
by
Kxed by
term fixed
the term
of the
expiration of
the expiration
notwithstanding the
law, shall,
of law,
such
lease
or
contract,
continue
at
the
option
of
the
tenant
subject,
subject,
tenant
the
of
option
the
at
such lease or contract, continue
however,
any determination
of the
Eviction restro.
metric.
commission Eviction
the commission
regulation of
or regulation
determination or
to any
however, to
relevant
thereto; and
and such
tenant shall
shall not
be evicted
ikes.
dispossessed tom.
or dispossessed
evicted or
not be
such tenant
relevant thereto;

so
long as
he pays
the rent
rent and
and performs
performs the other terms and conpays the
as he
so long
ditions of
the tenancy
as fixed
fixed by
or contract,
case
in case
or in
contract, or
lease or
such lease
by such
tenancy as
of the
ditions
such lease
contract is
is modified
any determination
regulation
determination or regulation
by any
modified by
or contract
lease or
such
of the
the commission,
commission then
modified lease
contract. Right to end lawmen
or contract.
lease or
such modified
by such
fixed by
as fixed
then as
of
All remedies
commission,
of d
property louson any
any provision
provision sale of
mattpd.ry
based on
equity, based
or equity,
law or
at law
owner at
the owner
of
All remedies
pouted.
of
any
such
lease
or
contract
to
the
effect
that
such
lease
or
contract
PNAdd
contract
or
lease
such
that
effect
the
of any such lease or contract to
shall
be determined
the premises
hereb
premises are sold, are hereby
if the
forfeited if
or forfeited
determined or
shall be
shall
suspended
long as
as this
title is
force. Every purchaser
purchaser shall
in force.
is in
this title
so long
suspended so
Possession by winser
take
conveyance
of
any
rental
property,
hotel,
or
apartment
subject
by wentake conveyance of any rental property, hotel, or apartment subject forpme
personal
to
the
rights
of
tenants
as
provided
in
this
title.
The
rights
of
the
puny,
,esnowed.
p ate,.for
to the rights of tenants as provided in this title. The rights of the
tenant under
shall be
to the
the limitation
limitation that the P
subject to
be subject
title shall
this title
under this
tenant
bona
fide
owner
of
any
rental
property,
apartme.nt,
or
hotel shall
shall
or hotel
apartment,
property,
rental
any
of
owner
fide
bona
have the
right to
to possession
possession thereof
for actual
actual and
and bona
bona fide
occufide occuthereof for
the right
have
pancy by
.11, or
his wife,
children, or
or dependents,
dependents, or
the
for the
or for
wife, children,
or his
himself,
by him:
pancy
purpose
tearing down
or razing
the same
same in
order immediately
immediatel to
in order
razing the
down or
of tearing
purpose of
construct
or apartment
if approved
approv ed by oy
apartment if
hotel, or
property, hotel,
rental property,
new rental
construct new
the
commission,
upon
giving
thirty
days'
notice
in
writing,
served v.
tt!'31,p.
31 ,713W
31711
.
served
wn,
m
notice
dauys
thirty
giving
upon
the commission,
in
the manner
by section
1223 of
the Act
Act entitled
A1 Actt
eatitled "An.
of the
section 1223
provideTaby
manner provided,
in the
to establish
of Columbia,"
approved
Columbia," approved
District of
the District
for the
laws for
of laws
code of
establish aa code
to
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May 3,
3, 1901,
as amended,
amended, which
which notice
notice shall contain
contain a
afull and corcor1901, as
May
rect statement
statement of
of the
circumstances upon which the same
the facts and circumstances
rect
case shall possession be demanded or
no case
is
based; but
but in
or obtained
obtained
in no
iS based;
lease or
any
by
such
owner
in
contravention
of
the
terms
such
of
by such owner in contravention of the terms

between the owner
there is a
contract. If
If there
a dispute
dispute between
owner and
and the
the tenant
tenant
contract.
in such
the
of
as
to
the
accuracy
or
sufficiency
statement
set
forth
such
as to the accuracy or sufficiency

notice, as
as to
to the
the good
good faith
faith of
of such
such demand, or as to the service of
notice,
notice, the
matters in
in dispute
dispute shall
determined by the commiscommisshall be determined
the matters
notice,

sion
upon complaint
complaint as
as provided
section 106
106 of
of this
this title.
in section
provided in
sion upon
a determination
from a
S
EC. 110.
110. Pending
decision on
on appeal
appeal from
determination
final decision
the final
Pending the
SEC.
shall be in full
of
the
commission,
the
commission's
determination
determination
commission's
of the commission, the
a supersedeas
force and
and effect
and the
shall not
supersedeas or
operate as a
not operate
appeal shall
the appeal
effect and
force
determination
in
any
manner
stay
postpone
the
enforcement
of
the
determination
enforcement
in any manner stay or postpone
nalec
Modification on
de- appealed
Immediately updecision
appealed from.
upon the entry
entry oa
of a final
decision on
on
from. Immediately
on deModification
cision of court.
determination
its
the
appeal
the
commission
shall,
if
necessary,
modify
determination
modify
necessary,
if
shall,
tei appeal the commission
difference, if
Collection of
differdecision. The difference,
to such decision.
in order
if any,
any,
conform to
it conform
make it
to make
order to
differ- in
ofamount
Collection
between amount
ence between
the
from
period
the
charges
and
rent
between
the
amount
of
rent
and
charges
paid
for
period
the
of
amount
the
paid
decided. between
rate decided.
and rate
aid and
appealed
date
the filing
filing by
determination appealed
the determination
commission of the
the commission
by the
of the
date of
from
the amount
that would
would have
payable for such period
period
have been payable
amount that
and the
from and
final
under
the determination
determination as
modified in accordance
accordance with the final
as modified
under the
the
account
on
decision
on
appeal
may
be
added
to
allowed
account
of,
as
allowed
or
to
added
be
decision on appeal may
recovered
case demands,
payments or
sued for and recovered
may be sued
or may
rent payments
future rent
demands, future
case
in an
the Municipal
Municipal Court
Court in the District of Columbia.
in the
action in
an action
Determinationof in a
proceeding
commission in
of the commission
D
determination
The
rates,
etc.,
not
al:10'10d
EC.
111.
determination
in a
a proceedi
ng
SEC.
ratsetc ,not afie^ted
s
b
zipc
or
hat
n
egeoefy.ownerbegun by
or upon
von its
its own
own initiative
initiative fixing
fixing fair and reasonreasoncomplaint or
by complaint
of owner- begun
cihapne
by
able
rents, charges,
charges, service,
other terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions of use or
or
and other
service, and
able rents,
shall conoccupancy
of
any:
rental
proper
y,
hotel,
apartment
apartment
or
hotel,
property,
occupancy of any rental
stitute the
commission's determination
determination of the fairness and reasonthe commission's
stitute
ableness
of
such
rents,
charges
service, terms, or conditions for the
ableness of such rents, charges, service,
rental
hotel, or
full
apartment affected, and shall remain in full
or apartment
property, hotel,
rental property,
force
ownership or tenancy
tenancy
notwithstanding any change in ownership
effect notwithstanding
and effect
force and
thereof,
unless and
the commission
modifies or sets aside such
such
commission modifies
until the
and until
thereof, unless
or of the tenant.
- determination
determination upon
upon complaint
either of
of the
the owner
owner or
complaint either
inugeces
fm.
SEC. 112.
If the
property, apartment,
apartment, or
or hotel
hotel
the owner of any rental property,
112. If
SEC.
~ecPenal
"' rts
rtets.
g
*mess
en.cplieetof
collects
any
rent
or
charge
therefor
in
excess
the
amount
fixed in
collects any rent or charge therefor
a
determination of
commission made and in full force and effect
effect
the commission
of the
a determination
in
accordance
with.
the
provisions of
title he shall be liable for
this title,
of this
in accordance with the provisions
directed to commence
and
the commission
commission is
is hereby
hereby authorized
and 'directed
commence
authorized and
and the
Columbia to
amount,
Recovery
etc.a double
in the
the Municipal
in the
the District
District of Columbia
Court in
Municipal Court
action in
an action
double an
amouCeryof
recover double
double the
amount of
together with the costs of
excess, together
such excess,
of such
the amount
recover
the proceeding which
which shall
include
an attorney's
fee of
$50, to
to be
be taxed
taxed
of $50,
fee
attorney's
an
include
shall
proceeding
the
of.
al of.
D
Disposal
on
as
part
of
the
costs.
Out
of
any
sums
received
account
of such
received
sums
any
of
Out
costs.
the
of
as part
recovery
the commission
pay over
over to the tenant the amount of
shall pay
commission shall
recovery the
Treasthe
excess
se
paid
by
him
and
the
balance
shall be paid into the Treasshall
balance
the
and
him
by
paid
so
the excess
p1.
Poet, Po,
p. 1634.
of Columbia:
ury
credit of the District of
Columbia:
States to the credit
United States
the United
of the
ury of
. 134.
Proviso.
such excess
Payments
made Provided, That if the commission finds that
that such
excess was paid by
Payments made Pirovied, That if the commission finds
with
knowledgeof
rate the
the tenant
voluntarily and
commission's deterknowledge of the commission's
and with knowledge
tenant voluntarily
of rate
with knowledge
mination,
amount of such recovery
recovery shall be paid into the
whole amount
the whole
mination, the
determined.
of the District of Columbia.
credit
Treasury
of
the
United
States
to
the
the
credit
Columbia.
to
Poet,
p.
1634
States
United
Treasury of the
Pot, p. 1634
begun by
commission,
before
Services
to
tenants.
S
EC.
113.
If
in
proceeding
before
the
commission,
by
proceeding
any
in
If
113.
SEC.
to tenant.
services
Assessment
on
on the
own initiative, and involving
involving any
commission's own
the commission's
or on
owner
complaint or
nuu complaint
ormwilfully
owners" for
withdrawing.
rental property,
lease
other contract
contract for
for the
the use
occupancy of
of any
any rental
property,
or occupancy
use or
or other
lease or
withdrawing.
hotel,
or apartment
apartment the
the commission
finds that
at any time after the
that at
commission finds
hotel, or
passage of
Act but
but during
during the
directly
the owner has, directly
tenancy the
the tenancy
this Act
of this
passage
or indircctly,
from the tenant
tenant any service agreed
agreed
withdrawn from
willfully withdrawn
indirectly willfully
or
or
by aa determination
determination of
of the
commission to be furnished,
furnished,
the commission
required by
or required
or has
by act,
act, neglect,
omission contrary
contrary to
to such
such lease or conor omission
neglect, or
has by
or
in pursuance
tract
or
to
the
law
or
any
ordinance
or
regulation
made
regulation
or
ordinance
any
tract or to the law or
of law,
of a
of the
commission, exposed
tenant,
exposed the tenant,
the commission,
determination of
a determination
or of
law, or
of
Tenarry continued
ed
appeal.
duringgappeal.
durin
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directly or
indirectly, to
to any
any unsafe
insanitary condition
condition or
imposed
or imposed
or insanitary
unsafe or
or indirectly,
directly
upon him
burden, loss,
loss, or
or unusual
unusual inconvenience
inconvenience in
connection
in connection
any burden,
upon
him any
with his
his use
use or
occupancy of
such rental
rental property.,
hotel, or
or apartment,
apartment,
property, hotel,
of such
or occupancy
with

Determination
of
°n of
the commission
commission shall
shall determine
determine the
in its
its judgment
judgment will
will amDoe.rminat
which in
sum which
the sum
amount.
the

fairly and
therefor.
tenant therefor.
the tenant
reimburse the
or reimburse
compensate or
reasonably compensate
and reasonably
fairly

Bonuses to be in-

luded. to
In
involving aalease
lease or other contract, the term cluded.
proceeding involving
such proceeding
In any
any such
specified
not expired
time the
the proceeding
proceeding was
was
the time
at the
expired at
had not
which had,
in which
specified in
begun, the
determine the
the amount
amount or
or value
value
likewise determine
shall likewise
the commission
commission shall
begun,
of
any bonus
or other
in excess
in
named in
rental named
of the
the rental
excess of
consideration in
other consideration
bonus or
of any
such lease
lease or
at any
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly by
by
time directly
any time
received at
contract received
or contract
such
Recovery by tenant.
the
in connection
such lease
lease or
The tenant
may Recoverybytenant.
tenant may
contract. The
or contract.
with such
connection with
owner in
the owner
recover any
determined by
by the
an action
action
in an
the commission
commission in
so determined
any amount
amount so
recover
in the
Municipal Court
Court of
of the
the District
Columbia.
A
of Columbia.
District of
the Mumcipal
in
Action by Commistenbehalf of tenS
EC. 114.
114. Whenever
under this
this title
tenant is
is entitled
entitled to
to bring
bring sion
sio on behalf
title aa tenant
Whenever under
SEC.
ant.
suit
to recover
recover any
any sum
sum due
him under
determination of the ant.
any determination
under any
due him
suit to
commission, the
the commission
commission shall,
the tenant
tenant
by the
application by
upon application
shall, upon
commission,
and
to him,
commence and
and prosecute
prosecute in
in the
munithe munihim, commence
expense to
without expense
and without
cipal court
the District
an action
on behalf
behalf of the
action on
of Columbia
Columbia an
District of
of the
court of
cipal
tenant for
for the
the recovery
recovery of
of the
amount due,
due, and
and in
in such
case the
court
the court
such case
the amount
tenant
shall
in any
any judgment
judgment rendered
in favor
favor of
the tenant
tenant the costs
of the
rendered in
include in
shall include
of the
including a
attorney's fee,
fee, to
be fixed
fixed by
by
to be
a reasonable
reasonable attorney's
action, including
the action,
of
the court.
attorney's fee
when recovered
recovered shall be
fee when
and attorney's
costs and
Such costs
court. Such
the
paid
into the
Treasury of
of the
States to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the DisUnited States
the United.
the Treasury
paid into
proced
trict
Columbia.
of Columbia.
trict of
Summary
procedetc., under
under ComSEC. 115.
115. The
The commission
commission shall,
by general
general order,
order, from
from time
time to
to ure, etc.,
shall, by
SEC.
rols-sion.
time prescribe
procedure to
followed in
proceedings under
under mission.
in all
all proceedings
be followed
to be
the procedure
prescribe the
time
its jurisdiction.
jurisdiction. Such
Such procedure
procedure shall
shall be
simple and
and summary
summary as
as
be as
as simple
its
may
be practicable,
the commission
commission and
appearing before
before
parties appearing
and parties
and the
practicable, and
may be
it shall
shall not
not be
be bound
by technical
technical rules
rules of
of evidence
evidence or
of pleading.
ex
punset
or of
pleading.
bound by
it
Punishment for
for exacting bonuses, etc.
SEC. 116.
person who
who with
intent to
to avoid
the provisions
provisions of
of actingbonuses,
avoid the
with intent
Any person
SEC.
116. Any
this
title enters
entersinto
rs into any
or arrangement
arrangement for
for the
the payment
payment
agreement or
any agreement
this title
of
any bonus
or other
in connection
connection with any lease or consideration in
other consideration
bonus or
of any
other
contract for
use or
of any
rental property,
hotel, Making
property, hotel,
or occupancy
occupancy of
any rental
for the
the use
other contract
Making fictitious
fictitious
etc.
or
who participates
fictitious sale
or other
device sales, etc.
other device
sale or
m any
any fictitious
participates in
or who
apartment, or
or apartment,
or
arrangement the
purpose of
to grant
grant or
or obtain
obtain the
use or
or
the use
is to
of which
which is
the purpose
or arrangement
occupancy
rental property,
property, hotel,
hotel, or
or apartment
apartment without
subwithout subany rental
of any
occupancy of
jecting
.the provisions
of this
this title
title or
or to
to the
the
provisions of
to the
or occupancy
occupancy to
use or
such use
jecting such
jurisdiction
of the
the commission
comm ission shall
be punished
punished by
by
conviction be
upon conviction
shall upon
jurisdiction of
fine not
not exceeding
or by
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
for .not
exceeding
not exceeding
$1,000 or
exceeding $1,000
aafine
Forms
one year
both.
by both.
or by
year or
one
Forms oflease,
of leases, etc.,
etc.,
to be
be prescrbed.
prescribed.
S
EC. 117.
The commission
shall prescribe
of leases
leases to
forms of
standard forms
prescribe standard
commission shall
117. The
SEC.
and other
other contracts
the use
of any
any rental
rental property,
property,
or occupancy
occupancy of
use or
for the
contracts for
and
hotel,
or apartment
apartment and
shall require
require their
their use
by the
the owner
thereof. Legal effect of.
owner thereof.
use by
and shall
hotel, or
Every
such
lease
or
contract
entered
into
after
the
commission
has LP1ffect" .
has
the
commission
after
into
entered
or
contract
lease
such
Every
prescribed and
form for
the tenancy
tenancy provided
provided by such
for the
a form
promulgated a
and promulgated
prescribed
tease
or contract
contract shall
be deemed
with such
such standard
standard form;
accord with
to accord
deemed to
shall be
Iease or
and
any such
such lease
contract in
in any
any proceeding
proceeding before
the comcombefore the
or contract
lease or
and any
mission or
in any
any court
the United
United States
States or
or of the District of
of the
court of
or in
mission
Columbia shall
shall be
be interpreted,
enforced in the same
applied, and enforced
interpreted, applied,
Columbia
manner as
as if
it were
form and
and contained
stipulations of
contained the stipulations
the form
in the
were in
if it
manner
such standard
form.
such
standard form.
Data required of
The
of an
an hotel
hotel or
shall file
file with
the commission
commission htand
with the
hotel and apart
apartment
or apartment
apartment shall
owner of
The owner
owners.
plans
other data
data in
as the
requires, dede- ownrs
commission requires,
the commission
detail as
in such
such detail
and other
plans and
scriptive
of the
the rooms,
rooms, accommodations
accommodations andservice
and service in
in connection
connection with
with
scriptive of
such
hotel or
and a
aschedule
schedule of
of rates
and charges
charges therefor.
therefor.
rates and
or apartment,
apartment, and
such hotel
Rates i
ebe fixed by
d by
t to b
The
shall, after
after consideration
of such
such plans,
plans, schedules
schedules, Commimacm.
consideration of
commission shall,
The commission
data, or
or other
other information,
and fix
schedule of fair and
fix aaschedule
determine and
information, determine
data,
reasonable
charges for
hotels or
or apartments;
the
apartments and the
such hotels
for such
and charges
rates and
reasonable rates
rates and
charges stated
in such
such schedule
schedule sha
shall thereafter
thereafter constitute
constitute
stated in
and charges
rates
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the fair
reasonable rates
and charges
or apartfor such hotel or
charges for
rates and
and reasonable
fair and
the
determination in such case shall be made
Hearings, etc., for. ment. The commission's determination
after such
hearing and
and shall
shall have
the same
same force
force and
and effect
effect
have the
and hearing
notice and
such notice
after
and be
appeal in
the same
same manner
manner as
as aadetermination
determination of
of
in the
to appeal
subject to
be subject
and
the commission
commission under
under section
section 106
of this title.
106 of
the

Hearings, etc., for.

Assigning and subleasing restricted.

lassinng srtand

b-

Post, p. 1634.

Post, p. 1634.
Former Resolution
Resolution
repealed.
Vol. 40, p. 593.
Ante, p. 104.

Former
'vo.40, p. 593.

any rental
S
EC. 118.
No tenant
his lease
lease of
of or
or sublet
sublet any
assign his
shall assign
tenant shall
118. No
SEC.

property or
or apartment
excess of. the rate
rate paid by him
apartment at aa rate in excess
property
under
his
lease
without
the
consent
of
the
commission
upon
applicaupon applicacommission
of
the
consent
the
without
his
lease
under
tion
particular case,
case, and
in such
such case
case the
commission shall
detershall deterthe commission
and in
a particular
in a
tion in
mine
fair and
and reasonable
reasonable rate of rent or
assignment
or charge
charge for such assignment
mine a
a fair
or sublease.

resolution entitled
119. The
SEC.
S
EC. 119.
The public
public resolution
entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution to prevent profiteering
profiteering in
in the
the District
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
approved May
May 31,
31,
District of
vent

as amended,
repealed, to
to take
take effect
sixty days after
after
effect sixty
is hereby
hereby repealed,
amended, is
1918, as
the date
date of
the confirmation
confirmation by
by the
the Senate
Senate of
of the
the commissioners
commissioners first
first
of the
the
Enforcement
of dede- nominated
President under
under the provisions
provisions of
of this title; but aa
by the
the President
nominated by
Enforcement of
of sixty
the commission
commission made
determination by
by the
made within
within such period
period of
Corn- determination
terminatin
days shall
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this title,
in accordance
accordance with
be enforced
enforced in
shall be
days
provisions of such public
Conflicting
sus- notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions
public resolution.
resolution. All laws
Conflicting laws sus
pended.
pended.
or parts of laws in
n conflict with any provision
provision of this title are hereby
hereby
i
suspended
so
long
as
this
title
is
in
force
to
the
extent
that
they
are
are
they
that
extent
to
the
force
is
in
title
this
as
long
suspended so
in
such conflict.
in such
An,

p. 0.

=,,v" of

Corn-

Appropriaticai for ex-

Appropriationforex-

revenues.
Halt from

Ha

District
from District

Invalidity
clause, etc., of
not any
to
affect othere.
others.

nota t

clauSed.
affct

Emerg ency for
fr
Emtntdergedncy
enactment
declared.

TemP'rarY

th s"
arna-on
Temprary
termination

te r and
declared.
declared.

October 22.
22. 1919.
1919.
October
S. 2100.]
2100.)
Is.
[Public, No. 64.1

[Pnblic, .o. 64.]
ublic,o.

S
EC. 120.
120. The
sum of
of $50,000,
$50,000, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be necesnecesThe sum
SEC.
sary,
and made
made immediately
immediately available
to
available to
appropriated and
hereby appropriated
is hereby
sary, is
carry out
out t
he provisions
provisions of
ofthis
this title,
title,one
-half th
ereoft
be paid
paid out
out
thereof
too be
one-half
the
carry
of money
of the
States not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriappropriUnited States
the United
the Treasury
Treasury of
in the
of
money in
ated and
other one-half
of the
revenues of
of the
the District of
the revenues
out of
one-half out
the other
and the
ated
Columbia.
Columbia.
S
EC. 121.
If any
clause, sentence,
sentence, paragraph,
paragraph, or
or part
part of
of this
this title
any clause,
121. If
SEC.
shall be adjudged
adjudged by any court of competentjurisdicton
competent jurisdiction to be invalid,
such
judgment shall
not affect,
invalidate the
the remainder
remainder
or invalidate
impair, or
affect, impair,
shall not
such judgment
thereof but
be confined
in its
its operations
operations to
to the
the clause,
clause, sentence,
sentence,
confined in
shall be
but shall
thereof
paragraph, or
art thereof
thereof directly
directly involved
mvolved in
in the
the controversy
controversy in
in
or part
paragraph,
which such
ju I is ent shall
have been rendered.
rendered.
shall have
such judgment
which
a
this title
QEc. 122.
It is
is hereby
hereby declared
declared that
that the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
title
122. It
SEC.
are
made necessary
necessary by
emergencies growing
growing out
out of
of the
the war
war with
with the
the
by emergencies
are made
Imperial
German Government,
Government, resulting
resulting in
rental conditions
conditions in the
in rental
Imperial German
District of
to the public health and burdensome
burdensome
dangerous to
Columbia dangerous
of Columbia
District
to
and employees
duties require
recLuire them
them to
to reside
reside
whose duties
employees whose
officers and
public officers
to public
within
the District
and other
activities are essential
essential
whose activities
persons whose
other persons
District and
within the
to
the maintenance
and comfort
comfort of
of such
employees, and
and employees,
officers and
such officers
maintenance and
to the
thereby embarrassing
embarrassing the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government in
the transaction
transaction of
of
in the
thereby
the
public business.
also declared
declared that
that this
this title
title shall
shall be
be conis also
It is
business. It
the public
temporary legislation
legislation and that it
it shall terminate
terminate on the exsidered temporary
piration of
two years
from the
date of
of the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act,
unless
Act, unless
the date
years from
of two
piration
sooner repealed.
repealed.
sooner
Approved, October
October 22, 1919.
1919.
Approved,

CHAP. 81.—An
Act Authorizing
the Union
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, or its
its
Authorizing the
81.-An Act
CHAP.
successors,
to convey
certain parts
parts of its right of way.
purposes, certain
public-road purposes,
convey for public-road
successors, to

Be
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by

of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Union
Union Pacific
RailPacific RailCongress assembled,
America in
States of
vnion Pacific Rail- States
road
Company,
or
any
of
its
successors
or
assigns,
is
hereby
authorCompany, or any of its successors or assigns, is hereby authorroad
ized
to convey
convey to
to any
any State,
county, or
or municipality
municipality any
any portion
portion of
of
State, county,
ized to
rts
e
its
right
of
way,
to
be
used
as
a
public
highway
or
street:
Provided,
Provided,
street:
or
highway
public
a
as
used
be
to
way,
of
right
its
P"oYso
That
no such conveyance
have the effect to diminish the right
right
conveyance shall have
That no
of way of said railroad
railroad company
company to aaless width than
than fifty feet on
on
.

Union Pacific Railcompany.
road Company.
May
convey for
pubfor pubay.convey
lic roads
parts of
of right
right
road pas
of way.
Proviso.
Width
of track
track rereWidth of
tained.t a n e d
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as now
now
each side
side of
of the
the center of the
the main track
track of
of the railroad
railroad as
established and maintained.
maintained.
established
Received
by the
10, 1919.
Received by
the President,
President, October
October 10,
1919.
[NOTE BY
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE.—The
BY THE
THE DEPARTMENT
STATE.-The foregoing
foregoing act
act having
having
been
to the
the President
of the
the United
United States
his approval,
been presented
presented to
President of
States for
for his
approval,
and not
not having
returned by
him to
to the
Congress in
which
and
having been
been returned
by him
the house
house of
of Congress
in which
it originated
within the
the time
time prescribed
prescribed by
the Constitution
the
it
originated within
by the
Constitution of
of the
United States,
States, has
has become
United
become aalaw
law without
without his
his approval.]
approval.]

CHAP.
the provisions
provisions for
for the
regulation of
of steam vessels
vessels
the regulation
Extending the
CHAP. 82.—An
82.-An Act
Act Extending
to vessels
or operated
States Shipping
and for
for other
other
to
vessels owned
owned or
operated by
by the
the United
United States
Shipping Board,
Board, and
purposes.
purposes.

October 25,
1919.
October
25, 1919.
[S.
[s. 633.]
633.]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 65.]
65.]

Be
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
United Regulation of Steam
States
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That all
all steam vessels
vessels owned
owned Vessels.
esselat
n of Steam
ShippingBoard vvesor operated
United States
States Shipping
or any
any corporation
or
operated by
by the
the United
Shipping Board,
Board, or
corporation sels
Sbfpng
essubject Board
to.
organized
or controlled
by it,
it, shall
subject to
of
organized or
controlled by
shall be
be subject
to all
all the
the provisions
provisions ofels
ct to.
R. S., Title
Title LH,
title 52
of the
the Revised
Statutes of
States for
for the
the regulatitle
52 of
Revised Statutes
of the
the United
United States
LU, pp.
regula- 852-869.
R..,
pp.
tion
of steam
acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof or
supplemental
tion of
steam vessels
vessels and
and acts
or supplemental2thereto.
thereto.
Received
President, October
October 14,
Received by
by the
the President,
14, 1919.
1919.
[
NOTE BY
TMENT OF
STATE.—The foregoing
foregoing act
having
[NOTE
BY THE
THE DEPAII
DEPAITMENT
OF STATE.-The
act having

presented to the President of the United States
approval,
been presented
States for
for his
his approval,
been returned
returned by
him to
Congress inwhich
m which
and not
not having
havingbeen
byhim
to the house
house of Congress
it originated
originated within the time prescribed
prescribed by
by the
it
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the
United States,
law without
without his
his approval.]
approval.]
United
States, has
has become
become aalaw

CHAP. 85.—An
85.-An Act To prohibit intoxicating
beverages, and to regulate
intoxicating beverages,
regulate the
manufacture,
manufacture, production, use, and sale of high-proof
high-proof spirits for other than beverage
beverage
purposes, and to insure an ample supply of alcohol and promote its use in scientific
research
development of fuel,
research and in the development
fuel, dye, and other lawful industries.

October
28, 1919.
(H It.
R.28919.]
(H.
6810.]
[Public,
No.
66.]
IPublic, No. 66.]

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Unite!'
National Prohib
United Nationa
P r hi b
States of
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assemb, That
the short
Act.
States
of America
America in
That the
short title
title of
of this
this tion
tion Act.

Act shall be the "National
"National Prohibition
Act."
Prohibition Act."
Trrix
I.
TITLE I.

TO
THE ENFORCEMENT
OF WAR
WAR PROHIBITION.
PROHIBiION.
TO PROVIDE
PROVIDE FOR
FOR THE
ENFORCEMENT OF

War
enprohibition enWar prohibition

forcement.
Foreent.

Meaningof terms.

a oters.
The term "War
Act" used in this Act
"War Prohibition Act"
Act shall mean
mean the Menng
provisions
provisions of any Act or Acts prohibiting the sale and manufacture
manufacture
of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors until the conclusion of the present
present war
war and
and
demobilization, the date of
thereafter until the termination of demobilization,
determined and
and proclaimed
the President
President of
the
which shall
shall be
be determined
proclaimed by
by the
of the
Alcoholic strength of
United States. The words "beer, wine, or other intoxicating
intoxicating malt
malt intoriating
intoxicating3 bevg
bever-

or vinous
vinous liquors"
or
War Prohibition
Prohibition Act
shall be
hereafter agesliquors" in
in the
the War
Act shall
be hereafter
age.
construed to mean any such
beverages
which
contain
one-half
of
such beverages which contain one-half of
Proviso.
1 per centum or
or more of alcohol
alcohol by
volume: Provided,
That the
1
by volume:
Provided, That
the Dasicohoieed
wine,
Dealcoholized wine,
near
beer, etc.,
foregoing definition shall not extend to
to dealcoholized
dealcoholized wine
any cepted.
er eder,
etc. exeforegoing
wine nor to
to any
beverage
beverage or liquid produced by the process by which beer, ale, porter
or wine is produced, if it
it contains less than one-half
one-half of 1
1per centum
Post, p. 318.
of alcohol by volume, and is made as prescribed in section 37 of Conditions.
aStos8.
Title II
II of this Act, and is otherwise
otherwise denominated
denominated than
than as
as beer,
beer,
ale, or porter, and is contained
contained and sold in, or from, such sealed and
labeled bottles, casks, or containers as the commissioner
labeled
commis -ioner may by
regulation
regulation prescribe.
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S
EC. 2.
2. The
The Commissioner
his assistants, agents,
agents,
Revenue,his
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Commissioner of
SEC.
Investigation and
and inspectors, shall investigate
investigate and report violations
violations of the War
War Proctions

Investigation and
prosecution of violations.

hibition .Act
district in which comcoinUnited States attorney for the district
the United
to the
Act to
hibition
mitted, who shall
shall be
charged with
prosecuting, subject to
the duty of prosecuting,
with the
be charged
mitted,who
the
direction of
of the
Attorney General,
the offenders
offenders as in the
the case
case of
General, the
the Attorney
the direction
Issue of
of warrants,
of the United
against laws
other
offenses against
lawsof
United States;and
States; and suchCommissioner
such Commissioner
offenses
other
warrants,
Issue
etc., by revenue offiswear
a.ssistants,agents and inspectors
inspectors may swear
Revenue, his assistants,agents,
Internal Revenue
of Internal
nue
cials.
cs.
out warrants
warrants before'
commissioners or other
other officers
officers or
or
United States commissioners
before United
out
courts
authorized to
issue the
apprehension of such
for the apprehension
same for
the same
to issue
courts authorized
offenders,
and may,
may, subject
subject to the control
States
control of the said United States
offenders, and
attorney, conduct
conduct the
the prosecution
prosecution at the
committing trial for the
the committing
attorney,
purpose
offenders held
action of a
agrand jury.
for the action
held for
the offenders
having the
of having
purpose of
Premises where
where liqSEC.
S
EC. 3. Any
Any room, house,
house, building,
building ' boat, vehicle, structure,
structure, or
or
qPremises
uor is unlawfully sold,
place of any
where intoxicating liquor
liquor is sold, manufactured,
manufactured,
any kind where
etc.,
nui. place
declared nuietc. declared
sances.
sale, or bartered
kept for sale,.
saces.
bartered in violation
violation of the War
War Prohibition
Prohibition Act,
and.
all intoxicating
liquor and all
property- kept and used in mainall property
intoxicating liquor
and all
taining
public and common
common
declared to be aapublic
is hereby
hereby declared
place, is
such aaplace,
taining such
Punishment
maintains or assists in maintaining
maintaining
nuisance, and any person who maintains
Punishment for nuisance,
-naintaining,

maintaiing,

etc.
etc.

misdeamenor,
such
such public
public and common nuisance
nuisance shall be guilty of a
amisdeamenor,

and upon
conviction thereof
than $100
$100 nor
nor
thereof shall be fined not less than
upon conviction
and
more
$1,000, or be imprisoned
imprisoned for not less than thirty days or
or
than $1,000,
more than
Property knowingly
one year, or both. If aa person has knowledge
knowledge that his
knowingly more than one
Property
subject
used
therefor subject
used therefor
propertyis
occupied or
violation of
the provisions
War
provisions of the War
of the
in violation
used in
or used
is occupied
property
to lien,
sale, ete.
etc.
en, sale,
property
used such property
Prohibition Act
Act and
and suffers
same to be so used,
suffers the same
Prohibition
shall be
be subject
subject to
lien for,
for, and
and may
may be
sold to pay, all fines
fines and costs
be sold
to aalien
shall
assessed
the occupant
property for any
any
building or property
occupant of such building
against the
assessed against
violation of
WarProhibition Act occurring after the passage
passage hereof,
the WarProhibition
of the
violation
which said
lien shall
shall attach
from the time of the filing of notice
notice of the
attach from
said lien
which
commencement of
the office
office where
transthe records of the transwhere the
in the
suit in
the suit
of the
commencement
fer of
of real
are kept;
kept; and
and any such
established
such lien may be established
estate are
real estate
fer
Enforcement.
Enforcement.
and
legal action
action instituted
instituted for that purpose in any
any
by .legal
enforced by
and enforced
jurisdiction. Any
Any violation
of this title upon any
any
violation of
having jurisdiction.
court having
leases. court
Forfeiture of leases.
leased
premises by
the lessee
occupant thereof shall, at the option
option
or occupant
lessee or
by the
leased premises
of the lessor,
lessor , work
work a
forfeiture of the lease.
a forfeiture
of
attorney for the district where such
S
EC. 4.
United States attorney
such
Prosecutions
4. The United
SEC.
Prosecutions for
abatement.
officer designated
nuisance
abatement.
nuisance as is defined in this Act exists, or any
any officer
designated
by him
the Attorney
General of the
United States, may prosecute
the United
Attorney General
or the
him or
by
a
suit in
equity in the
enjoin
name of the United States to abate and enjoin
the name
in equity
a suit
nuisances
the same. Actions in equity to enjoin
enjoin and abate such nuisances
the
may
be brought
brought in any
any court
court having
having iurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear and determay be
Jurisdiction
mine equity
equity causes. The
The jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the courts of the United States
Jurisdiction of mine
courts.
under this
concurrent with that of the courts of the
section shall be concurrent
this section
under
court.
several
States.
several
evidence under
Temporary
injuncappear by affidavit,
affidavitt or other evidence
under
If it be made to appear
Temporary injuctions.
the
of the
the court, or
or judge
tions.
oath, to
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
oath,
judge in vacation, that the
nuisance complained
complained of exists, aa temporary,writ of injunction
injunction shall
nuisance
defendants from conductforthwith issue
restraining the defendant
defendant or defendants
conductissue restraining
forthwith
ing or
or permitting
permitting the continuance
continuance of such
such nuisance
nuisance until the coning
injunction is prayed
temporary injunction
4)rder
re- clusion
clusion of the trial. Where aa temporary
prayed for,
restraining rorder restraining
moval, etc.
the
order restraining
restraining the
the defendants
defendants and
and all
court may issue an order
the court
moval, c
the
with
interfering
other
persons
from
removing
or
in
interfering
way
any
in
or
removing
other persons from
connection with the viofixtures, or other things used in connection
or fixtures,
liquor or
lation constituting
the nuisance. No bond shall be required
re.quired as a
aconconstituting the
lation
injunction under
dition
making any
issuing any writ of injunction
under
any order or issuing
for making
dition for
Prohibition of
of furthis Act. If the court shall find
find the property
property involved
involved was being
furProhibition
ther sales, etc., thereunlawfully used
used as
aforesaid at or about the time alleged in the petias aforesaid
etc. there- unlawfully
ftrSle,
from.
tion,
court shall
shall order
liquors shall be
manufactured,
be manufactured,
no liquors
that no
order that
the court
tion, the
sold, bartered,
room, house, building, boat, vehicle,
in such room,
stored in
or stored
bartered, or
sold,
structure, or
or places
kind, for
exceeding one
for aa. period of not exceeding
any kind,
of any
places of
structure,
Conditional
period of demobilization.
year, or during
during the war
war and
and the period
demobilization. WhenWhendelivery year,
Conditional delivery
of premises.
ever an
pursuant
action to enjoin aanuisance shall have been brought pursuant
an action
ever
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to
provisions of this
tenant, or
to the provisions
this Act,
Act, if the
the owner, lessee,
lessee, tenant,
or occupant
occupant
appears and pays all costs of the proceedings and files a
a bond, with
approved by the
which the action
sureties to be
be approved
the clerk
clerk of
of the
the court in
in which
action
liquidated sum of
of not less
less than $500 nor
nor more
is brought,
brought, in
in the
the liquidated
Conditions.
than
immediately abate said
said nuisance
nuisance Conditions.
than $1,000,
$1,000, conditioned
conditioned that he will immediately
and
prevent the
the same
from being
being established
therein a
period
or kept
kept therein
a period
and prevent
same from
established or
of one
year thereafter,
thereafter, or
demobilizaperiod of
of demobilizaor during
during the war and period
of
one year
tion,
or in
vacation the
judge, may,
may, if
of his
his good
good
if satisfied
satisfied of
in vacation
the judge,
tion, the
the court,
court, or
property, if already
faith
appropriate order that the property,
already closed
closed
faith, direct by appropriate
or held
order of
abatement, be
be delivered
and
to said
said owner,
owner, and
delivered to
of abatement,
or
held under
under the
the order
said
order of
of abatement
canceled, so
so far
the same
may relate
relate to
to
far as
as the
same may
abatement canceled,
said order
said
property; or
given and
and costs
costs therein
therein paid before
before
bond be
be given
or if
if said
said bond
said property;
judgment
order of
of abatement,
abatement, the
the action
action shall
shall be
be thereby
thereby
an order
on an
judgment on
abated as
as to
to said
said room,
house, building,
building, boat,
boat, vehicle,
structure,
or Noreleasefrom
abated
room, house,
vehicle, structure, or
No release from judgjud gplace
only. The
of the
provisions of ment,
ment, etc.
under the provisions
the property
property under
The release
release of
place only.
this
from any
any judgement,
judgement, lien, penalty,
penalty, or
or
it from
shall not
not release
release it
this section
section shall
be
subject
bylaw.
law.
may
be
subject
by
to
which
it
liability
liability to which it may
injunction,
Contempt proceedIn
proceedIn the case
case of the violation of any injunction, temporary or per- iontemrt
ings for violating ininmanent,
granted pursuant
pursuant to the provisions
junctions.
provisions of this Title, the court, junctions.
manent, granted
or in
vacation a
a judge
judge thereof,
thereof, may
and punish
the procedure.
or
in vacation
may summarily
summarily try
try and
punish the
Procedure.
defendant. The
for punishment
punishment for contempt
contempt shall
shall be
proceedings for
The proceedings
defendant.
commenced by
by filing
filing with
the clerk
clerk of
from which
which such
such
the court
court from
of the
with the
commenced
injunction issued information
under oath setting out the alleged
alleged
information under
injunction
violation, whereupon
whereupon the
the court
court or
or judge
judge shall
facts constituting
constituting the violation,
defendant shall
forthwith cause a
a warrant
warrant to issue under which the defendant
be
The trial
trial may
may be
had upon
either party
affidavits, or either
be had
upon affidavits,
be arrested.
arrested. The
may demand
the production
examination of
witnesses.
of the witnesses.
and oral examination
production and
may
demand the
Any
contempt under the provisions of
of this
Any person found guilty of
of contempt
this Punishment.
unismet.
section
a fine of not less than $500 nor more
punished by a
section shall be punished
nor
imprisonment of not less than thirty days nor
than $1,000,
$1,000, or by imprisonment
more than
twelve months,
or by
both fine
fine and
imprisonment.
more
than twelve
months, or
by both
and imprisonment.
Powers
of officials to
Revenue, his assistants, enforce.
Powersofofficialsto
SEC.
SEC. 5. The Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
inspectors, and all other officers
officers of the United
United States
agents, and inspectors,
whose duty
criminal laws, shall have all the power
power
duty it
it is to enorce
enforce criminal
Prohibition Act or any provisions
for the enforcement
enforcement of the War Prohibition
enforcement of existing
thereof which is
is conferred
conferred by
by law for
for the enforcement
intoxicating liquors under
laws relating to the manufacture
manufacture or sale of intoxicating
under
the laws of the United States.
Invalidity of any
SEC.
ec not toal.
S
EC. 6. If any section or provision of this Act shall be held to be setSon,
section, etc.,
to affect
other provisios.
provisions.
all other
this Act
invalid, it
it is
is hereby
hereby provided
provided that
that all
other provisions
provisions of
of this
Act fectother
invalid,
which are not expressly held to be invalid shall continue
continue in full force
and effect.
effect.
No repeal of War
Act, oror
SEC. 7. None
None of
provisions of
Prohibition Act,
construed to Prohib'itin
of the
the provisions
of this
this Act shall be construed
SEC.
re
g
ulations.
repeal any of the provisions of the "War
07.
"War Prohibition Act," or to relations
Vol. 40, pp. 958, 1047.
prohibiting the manufacture,
regulation prohibiting
limit or annul any
any order or regulation
sale, or
disposition of
of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
within certain
prescribed
certain prescribed
liquors within
or disposition
sale,
zones or
or districts,
districts, nor
and naval b
provisions of
of this Act
Act be
be construed
construed mriftiafroyr
"ior'menta
by
zones
nor shall
shall the
the provisions
military and naval auaucontinued.
thoritiescontinued.
the militarymilitary or
or naval
naval authorities
the use
use of
of the
the power
to
to prohibit
prohibit the
power of
of the
authorities thorities
enforce the
or
the President
President or Secretary- of War or
to enforce
the regulations
regulations of the
Navy
manufacture, use,
prohibiting the manufacture,
in pursuance
pursuance of law, prohibiting
Navy issued in
possession,
other disposition
intoxicating liquors during
disposition of intoxicating
possession, sale, or
or other
the period of the war and demobilization
demobilization thereafter.
TITLE II.
TITLE
II.
BEVERAGES.
PBOHIBITION
OF INTOXICATING
INTOXICATING BEVERAGES.
PROHIBITION OF

SEC.
1. When used in Title II and Title III of this Act (1) The
S
EC. 1.
word "liquor"
"liquor" or the phrase
phrase "intoxicating
"intoxicating liquor" shall be construed
to.ne,
include
alcohol,
brandy,
whisky,
rum, gin, beer, ale, porter, and
anted in addition theeto any spirituous,
or forfrmalt, or
wine, and in addition thereto
thereto any spirituous
spirituous, vino,
vinous, malt,
fer-

Prohibition of inintoxicating beverages.
toxicating
beverages.
Terms construed.

Term construed.

"Liquor" and "intoLcating
toxicating liliquor."
quor."

Bevera
ges of
desigTBeverDes
o desih
nated
alcoholic
trength
stren
g
th
included.
strength included.oliuded
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mented
raented liquor,
compounds whether
whether medicated,
medicated, propriliquor, liquids,
liquids, and
and compounds,
proprietary, patented, or not,
name called,
containmg
not, and by
by whatever
whatever name
called, containing
one-hall
per centum
or more
alcohol by
by volume
volume which
which are
are fit
one-half of
of 11per
centum or
more of
of alcohol
fit
tzr i
tliomed win
., for
for use
for beverage
beverage purposes:
Dealoholied
wine,
use for
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
tbe foregoing
foregoing definidefininear
near beer, ete.,
etc., ex tion shall not extend to dealcoholized
wine nor
nor to
to any
any beverage
beverage or
dealcoholized wine
or
cepted.
cepted.
liquid
produced by
by which
liquid produced
by the
the process
process by
which beer, ale, porter or wine
wme is
Conditions.
produced, if it
it contains less than one-half of 1
1 per centum of
Conditions,
produced,
of alcohol
alcohol
Post, p. 318.
by volume, and is made as prescribed in section 37
37 of
this title
and
of this
title, and
denominated than as
is otherwise
otherwise denominated
as beer,
is contained
beer, ale,
ale, or
or porter,
porter, and
and is
contained
and sold in, or from,
fromi such
sealed and
and labeled
lalaeled bottles,
bottles, casks,
casks, or
such sealed
or conconas the
the commissioner
commissioner may
may by
by regulation
regulation prescribe.
tainers as
prescribe.
"Perso."
"
Person."
(2) The word "person"
and include
include natural
natural persons,
persons,
"person" shall
shall mean
mean and
associations, c,opartnerships
associations,
corporations.
copartnerships,tand
and corporations.
"'Commissr"
"Commissioner."
(3) The word "commissioner"
shall mean
mean Commissioner
of InIn(3)
"commissioner" shall
Commissioner of
ternal
Revenue.
ternal Revenue.
"Application."
(4) The term "
"application"
"Application."
application" shall mean
mean a
written request
a formal
formal written
request
supported
supported by a
facts showing
showing that
the coma verified
verified statement
statement of
of facts
that the
commissioner may
missioner
may grant
grant the
the request.
request.
"Pmennt."
(5) The term "permit"
a formal written
"Permit."
(5)
permit" shall mean a
written authorization
authorization
by the commissioner
commissioner setting forth
that
forth specifically
specifically therein
therein the
the things
things that
are
authorized.
B d"
"Band."
(6) The term "bond"
"bond" shall
shall mean an
obligation authorized
an obligation
authorized or
or
required
required by or under this Act or any
regulation, executed
any regulation,
executed in
in such
such
form and for such a
a penal sum
required by
by a
sum as may be
be required
a court,
court, the
the
commissioner
commissioner or prescribed by
by regulation.
regulation.
"Regulation."
(7)
The term
term "regulation"
shall mean
mean any
any regulation
"Rgato"
(7) The
regulation" shall
regulation prescribed
prescribed
commissioner with the approval
by the commissioner
approval of the Secretary
the TreasSecretary of
of the
Treasury for carrying out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
commissioner
Act, and
and the
the commissioner
is authorized
authorized to
such regulations.
to make such
regulations.
1
au

.

uDtiiyg
Delegation
tion of

Any
act authorized
authorized to
to be
done by
by: the
may be
be perAny act
be done
the commissioner
commissioner may
per-

formed
formed by any assistant
assistant or
or agent
by him
for that
purpose.
agent designated
designated by
him for
that purpose.
Records
required to
to be
Records reqtured
commissioner may
be filed
filed with
with
be filed
filed with
with the
the commissioner
may be
commissioner or other person designated
an assistant commissioner
designated by
by the
the comcommissioner
receive such
such records.
missioner to
to receive
records.
Investigation
a
Investigation
a n
n d
d
proecution
ot violaviolaSEC. 2. The
prosecution of
OEC.
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, his
assistants,
The Commissioner
his assistants,
tions.
agents, and inspectors shall investigate and report
dons.
report violations
violations of
this
of this
Act to the United States attorney
attorney for the
district in
comthe district
in which
which committed, who is hereby charged
charged with the duty
duty of
of prosecuting
prosecuting the
the
offenders,
subject to
to the
direction of
the Attorney
Attorney General,
in the
Issne
o
wrrants
to
offenders,
subject
the direction
of the
General, as
as in
the
Issue of warrants to
revene officials.
other offenses against
revenue
officials.
case of other
against the
the laws
United States;
States; and
and
laws of
of th
thee United
such Commissioner
Revenue,hi
ass i
st
an t
s,agents,
agents, and
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
hiss assistants,
and
inspectors may
swear out
before United
States commismay swear
out warrants
warrants before
United States
commissioners
sioners or other officers or courts authorized to
issue the
same for
for
to issue
the same
the
apprehension of such offenders, and may, subject to the control
the apprehension
attorney, conduct
of the said United States attorney,
the prosecution
prosecution at
conduct the
at the
the
committing trial for the purpose of
having the
offenders held
held for
for the
of having
the offenders
the
Cri
inalprocedIre.
of a
a grand jury. Section
Section 1014 of
Criminal
procedure,
Statutes of
of the
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
the
R. S., sec.1014,
p.189. action

URnited States
in the
United
States is hereby made applicable
applicable in
the enforcement
enforcement of
this
of this
Officers mentioned
in said
to issue
Officers
mentioned in
said section
section 1014
1014 are
are authorized
authorized to
issue
search warrants
warrants under
under the
the limitations
provided in
in Title
Title XI
XI of
limitations provided
of the
the
Act approved
approved June 15, 1917 (Fortieth Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
217,
page 217,
et seq.).
et
seq.).
en na
t
prohibited
Acts
prohibited
SEC. 3.
person shall
shall on
or after
the date
date when
when the
SEC.
3. No
No person
on or
after the
the eighteenth
eighteenth
when
national
prohibitionn
force.
amendment
bition
in force.
amendment to the Constitution of the United States goes into effect,
ol. 40, p.
manufacture, sell, barter, transport, import, export,
Vol. 4),
p. 1941.
1941.
manufacture,
export, deliver,
deliver, furnish
furnish
or possess any intoxicating
intoxicating liquor
authorized in
Act,
liquor except
except as
as authorized
in this
this Act,
and all the provisions of this Act
.Act shall be liberally
liberally construed
the
construed to
to the
end that the use of intoxicating liquor as a
may be
be prevented.
a beverage
beverage may
prevented.
onbed
nqei wine
nonbeverage purposes
Nonbecerage
Liquor for nonbeverage
purposes and
for sacramental
sacramental purpurand wine
wine for
and
sacramentalliquor
alloed upon
permits. poses may be manufactured,
manufactured, purchased,
allowed
upon permits,
purchased, sold,
sold, bartered,
bartered, transported,
transported,
imported,
imported, exported,
exported, delivered,
delivered, furnished
furnished and possessed,
possessed, but
but only
only as
as
Sach wan
Search warrants,
Vol.40,
228t.
Vol.
40, p
p. 228.

Act.
Act.
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herein provided,
provided, and
and the
the commissioner
commissioner may,
may, upon
application, issue
issue
upon application,
herein
permits therefor:
shall prohibit
prohibit t
r
e
°
a=g. in
in wareDealing
Act shall
this Act
in this
nothing in
That nothing
Promided, That
waretherefor: Provided,
permits

no
ott
the purchase
and sale
warehouse receipts
receipts covering
distilled spirits
spirits housereceipts
house recepts n
covering distilled
of warehouse
sale of
purchase and
the
on
in Government
Government bonded
special tax affec te.
d
bonded warehouses, and no special
deposit in
on deposit
liability
shall attach
attach to
to the
the business
selling such
purchasing and selling
of purchasing
business of
liability shall
warehouse
warehouse receipts.
Articles exempt.
S
EC. 4.
articles enumerated
enumerated in this
section shall not, after Acleexemp
this section
The articles
4. The
SEC.
having
been
manufactured
and
prepared
for
the
market,
be
subject
subject
having been manufactured and prepared for the market,
to
Act if
if they
they correspond
correspond with
following
with the following
this Act
of this
provisions of
the provisions
to the
and limitations, namely:
descriptions and
Denatured alcohol.
(a)
Denatured alcohol
or denatured
denatured rum produced
produced and used as "atured alcohol.
alcohol or
(a) Denatured
provided
force.
preparaMedicinal
in force.
hereafter in
or hereafter
now or
and regulations
regulations now
laws and
by laws
provided by
z
s
edu
ieue
,
r
e
"rar.
ti
ne for
fori.e
beverunfit
(b)
Medicinal preparations
manufactured in accordance
accordance with for- tins
preparations manufactured
(b) Medicinal
mulas
prescribed by
by the
United States Pharmacopceia,
ages'
Pharmacopoeia, National agesthe United
mulas prescribed
Formulary or
American Institute of Homeopathy
Homeopathy that are unfit
unfit
the American
or the
Formulary
for
use for
for beverage
purposes.
med
Patent,
beverage purposes.
for use
i
n
nit
ht etc.,
e b
ohyette
unfit for
(c) Patented,
Patented, patent,
and proprietary
proprietary medicines
medicines that
that are
for cines unfit for bevern
e
l
v
ed
e
rt
are unfit
patent, and
(c)
use
for beverage
beverage purposes.
purposes.
a
g
es.
use for
agilet
preparations,
Toilet
preparations,
(d)
and antiseptic
preparations and
and solutions
etc., unfit
unfit for
for beverage
beverage
solutions etc.,
antiseptic preparations
medicinal, and
Toilet, medicinal,
(d) Toilet,
that are
are unfit
unfit for
use for
purposes.
use.
Flavoring extracts,
extracts,
Flavoring
for beverage
beverage purposes.
for use
that
are unfit
that are
(e)
and sirups
unfit for use as aabever- etc.,
etc, unfit
unfit for
for beverbeversirups that
extracts and
Flavoring extracts
(e) Flavoring
vine
g
ar
and prepreage,
or
for
intoxicating
beverage
purposes.
a
g
e
u
-es.
and
Vinegar
purposes.
beverage
age, or for intoxicating
tcider.
(f)
Vinegar and
served
sweeiquor
perciderseed
sweet
cider.
sweet cider.
and preserved
preserved sweet
(f) Vinegar
Use of l
manufacturmittedfor manufacturA person
the articles
articles mentioned
in this
this mittedfor
mentioned in
of the
any of
manufactures any
who manufactures
A
person who
section
purchase and
and possess
possess liquor
liquor for
that purpose,
purpose, but
but he
requirements.
he in g
grequirements
for that
may purchase
section may
purchase such
shall
and to purchase
such
manufacture such articles and
to manufacture
permits to
secure permits
shall secure
liquor 'give the bonds, keep the records, and make the reports specispeciliquor,
fied in
Act and
and as
commissioner. No such manudirected by the coramissioner.
as directed
this Act
in this
fied
facturer
sell, use, or dispose of any liquor otherwise than as an
shall sell,
facturer shall
ingredient of
articles authorized
authorized to
Quantity of
of alcohol
alcohol
therefrom. Quantity
be manufactured
manufactured therefrom.
to be
the articles
of the
ingredient
imited.
in the
used in
be used
No more
more alcohol
the manufacture
manufacture of any extract, limited•
shall be
alcohol shall
No
sirup, or
the articles
in paragraphs
c, and
this section
section
of this
d of
and d
b, c,
paragraphs b,
named in
articles named
or the
sirup,
which may
may be
beverage purposes
purposes than
than the quantity
quantity necesfor beverage
used for
be used
which
sary for
extraction or
or solution
the elements
elements contained
therein
contained therein
of the
solution of
for extraction
sary
Penalty for
and
for the
preservation of
of the
the article.
article.
Penalty
for selling
sellin g
the preservation
and for
articles for
for
exempted articles
mentioned exempted
Any
person who
knowingly sell any of the articles mentioned
shall knowingly
who shall
Any person
bevera
ges.
beverage purposes, or be erages.
for beverage
section for
this section
in
paragraphs a,
b, c,
and d
d of
of tins
c, and
a, b,
in paragraphs
any extract
extract or
sirup for
for intoxicating
intoxicating beverage
purposes, or who shall
beverage purposes,
or sirup
any
sell
the same
circumstances from which the seller might
might
same under circumstances
of the
any of
sell any
reasonably
deduce the
the intention
intention of
the purchaser
to use
them for
for Ieverages
use them
Deverages of
of hlgler
higher
of the
purchaser to
reasonably deduce
al-oholle strength.
of 11al2ollholcstrength.
one-half of
such
or shall
shall sell
sell any
beverage containing
containing one-half
any beverage
purposes, or
such purposes,
per centum
centum or
or more
of alcohol
by volume
volume in
extract, Post, p.3113.
3
any extract,
which any
in which
alcohol by
more of
per
Sales prohibted
prohibited for
sirup,
or other
used as
ingredient, shall
be subject
subject to
the Paest
for
to the
shall be
an ingredient,
as an
is used
article is
other article
sirup, or
violations.
penalties provided
commissioner violations.
section 29 of this Title. If the commissioner
provided in section
penalties
shall find,
and hearing
section 5
5of this
provided for in section
hearing as provided
notice and
after notice
find, after
shall
Title, that
that any
has sold
sold any
sirup, or bevextract, sirup,
flavoring extract,
any flavoring
person has
any person
Title,
erage in
notify such
such person,
person, and
shall notify
he shall
paragraph, he
this paragraph,
of this
violation of
in violation
erage
any
for whom
made, to
to desist
from selling Sales
thereafter,
a e s thereafter,
desist fromselling
was made,
the sale
sale was
whom the
any known
known principal
principal for
permit, etc.,
etc.,
such article
be unlawful
for a
aperiod
period of
one without
without permit,
of one
unlawful for
thereupon be
it shall
shall thereupon
and it
article;•and
such
unlawful.
year
person so
notified to
to sell
such extract,
extract, naf
any such
sell any
so notified
any person
for any
thereafter for
year thereafter
sirup,
or beverage
beverage without
without making
making an
application for,
for, giving
abond,
bond,
giving a
an application
sirup, or
and
obtaining
a
permit
so
to
do,
which
permit
may
be
issued
upon
upon
issued
be
may
permit
which
to
do,
so
permit
a
obtaining
and
such
conditions as
may deem
deem necessary
to prevent
prevent
necessary to
commissioner may
the commissioner
as the
such conditions
commissioner shall
such
sh II require
require aa
sales, and in addition the commiasioner
illegal sales,
such illegal
Investigation, etc.,
record and
and report
Inves
report of
of sales.
sales.
record
of articles claimin g
SEC. 5.
5. Whenever
Whenever the
has reason
reason to
to believe
that any
any Of artile cl
believe that
commissioner has
the commissioner
SEC.
on
article
section 4
not correspond
with te,
the descripdescripcorrespond with
does not
4 does
in section
mentioned in
article mentioned
tions
shall cause
cause an
an analysis
analysis of
of
he shall
provided, he
therein provided,
limitations -therein
and limitations
tions and
Notice, etc.,
mansaid
to be
be made,
and if,
analysis, the
the commissioner
to man
etc., to
Notice,
comisioner ufacturer.
such analysis,
upon such
if, upon
made, and
article to
said article
shall
find
that
said
article
does
not
so
corntipond,
he
shall
give
not
less
es
a
nuot
give
shall
he
correspond,
so
not
does
article
said
shahl find that
than
fifteen days'
in writing
writing to
to the
who is
the manufacmanufacis the
person who
the person
notice in
days' notice
than fifteen
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dealt with
be dealt
turer
thereof to
to show
show cause
cause why
said article
article should
should not
not be
with
why said
turer thereof
as
liquor, such
notice to
be served
served personally
personally or
or by
by
to be
such notice
intoxicating liquor,
an intoxicating
as an
registered
mail,
as
the
commissioner
may
determine,
and
shall
specify
specify
shall
and
determine,
may
commissioner
the
as
mail,
registered
the
time when,
the place
where, and
and the
the name
of the
the agent
agent or
or official
official
name of
place where,
when, the
the time
before
whom
such
person
is
required
to
appear.
appear.
to
required
is
person
such
before whom
satisfaction
to the satisfaction
If the
said article
fails to
show to
to show
Revocation
of perarticle fails
of said
manufacturer of
the manufacturer
If
perRevocation of
mit, etc., for cause.
corresponds to the descriptions
of the commissioner
commissioner that the article
article corresponds
descriptions
mit, etc., or ause.
Ante, p. 309.
limitations provided
in section
section 4
4of
of this
this Title,
Title, his
to manumanupermit to
his permit
provided in
Review
and limitations
equity and
by0 equity
eview by
shall be revoked. The manufacturer
court.
facture and
and sell
sell such
manufacturer may
article shall
such article
facture
court.
of
by
court of
of equity
equity have
have the
the action
action of
in aa court
proceeding in
appropriate proceeding
by appropriate
or
modify,
affirm,
may
court
the
and
the
commissioner
reviewed,
erreine
reviewed,
t
w
he
andt
is
sne
the commissioner
the court
ouertthmeaireeatfefiremn,dw
e
mla°diofPthoer
e
reverse the
he finding
fin
of the commissioner as the facts and law of the
reverse
proceedings may
case may
warrant, and
during the
pendency of
of such
such proceedings
the pendency
and during
may warrant,
case
restrain
the manufacture,
or other
other disposition
such article.
article.
of such
disposition of
sale, or
manufacture, sale,
the
restrain
Permits required for
purchase,
sell,
S
EC.
6.
No
one
shall
manufacture,
purchase,
transport,
or
manufacture,
shall
one
No
6.
SEC.
merfmitsreaqufieredr
manufacture, sale, purchase, etc.,
etc., of
any liquor without first obtaining
obtainmg a
a permit from the
prescribe any
iquors. prescribe
of liquors.
chase,
a person may, without aapercommissioner so
so to
to do,
do, except
except that a
Prescriptions
commissioner
Prescriptions
excepted.
mit, purchase
and use
for medicinal
medicinal purposes
purposes when
when prepreliquor for
use liquor
purchase and
mit,
excepted.
scribed
by
a
physician
as
herein
provided,
and
except
that
any
any
that
except
and
provided,
herein
as
Allowance for in- scribed by a physician
Alowance
a bona
commissioner is conducting
ebriate
hospitals, etc.
etc. person who in the opinion of the commissioner
conducting a
bona
ebriate hospitals,
fide
or sanatorium
sanatorium engaged
engaged in
in the
the treatment
treatment of persons
persons
hospital or
tide hospital
suffering
may, under
under such
such rules,
regulations, and
rules, regulations,
alcoholism, may,
from alcoholism,
suffering from
conditions as
the commissioner
prescribe, purchase
purchase and use,
shall prescribe,
commissioner shall
as the
conditions
in accordance
in use
use m
in such
such institution,
institution, liquor, to
to
methods in
the methods
with the
accordance with
in
directhe
be
administered
to
the
patients
of
such
institution
under
direcunder
institution
such
of
patients
the
to
be administered
tion of
qualified physician
physician employed
employed by
such institution.
by such
duly qualified
a duly
of a
tion
Yearly issue of peror transport
All
permits
to
manufacture,
prescribe,
sell,
transport liquor,
prescribe,
manufacture,
to
rmits
er
pAl
of
issue
Yearly
mits
to sell,
etc.
may
be
issued for
for one
one year,
and shall
on the
the 31st
31st day
day of
of
expire on
shall expire
year, and
issued
be
may
Provisos.
That
Provided,
December
next
succeedmg
the
issuance
thereof:
Provided,
That
thereof:
issuance
the
succeedig
December next
Extension.
Extesion
the commissioner
may without
formal application
application or new bond
without formal
commissioner may
the
extend any permit granted
under
this
Act
or laws now in force after
to extend any permit granted under this Act or laws now in force after
Limit
r
Lmit on permits
August 31
31 in
in any
of the
succeeding year: Prothe succeeding
31 of
December 31
to December
year to
any year
purchase.
August
purchase.
for the purpose of
vided
further,
That
permits
to
purchase
liquor
liquor
purchase
to
permits
That
further,
vided
m force
provided in this Act shall
manufacturing
or selling
shall not be in
force
as provided
selling as
manufacturing or
to purA
to
exceed
ninety
days
from
the
day
of
issuance.
permit
issuance.
of
day
the
from
days
ninety
to exceed
chase liquor
liquor for
any other
other purpose
purpose shall
exceed
shall not be in force to exceed
for any
chase
shall specify
liquor
thirty
days.
Permits
to
purchase
liquor
specify the quantity
quantity
purchase
to
Permits
days.
thirty
it is to be used.
and
kind to
be purchased
for which
which it
purpose for
the purpose
and the
purchased and
to be
and kind
Persons excluded.
one year prior
within
who
No
permit
shall
be
issued
to
any
person
who
prior
person
any
to
issued
be
No permit shall
persons excluded
vioated
to
application therefor
thereof shall have violated
therefor or issuance thereof
the application
to the
the terms of any permit issued under this
law of
of the
the
any law
or any
Title or
this Title
Retailing limited to the terms of any permit issued under
permit
United
States or
regulating traffic in liquor. No permit
of any State regulating
or of
United States
pharmacists.
pharmacists.
shall
issued to
anyone to
to sell liquor
unless the sale is
liquor at retail, unless
to anyone
be issued
shall be
to be
be made
pharmacist designated
in the permit and duly
duly
designated in
a pharmacist
through a
made through
to
dispense
and
.
licensed
under
the
laws
of
his
compound
dispense
compound
to
State
Permits to
physi- licensed under the laws of his
to physi
Permits
clans.
medicine prescribed
prescribed by a
a duly licensed
licensed physician. No one shall be
be
medicine
clans.
given
a
permit
to
prescribe
liquor
unless he is aa physician
physician duly
duly
unless
liquor
prescribe
given a permit to
licensed to
to practice
medicine and
engaged m
in the practice
practice
actively engaged
and actively
practice medicine
licensed
Details in permits.
when
of
such profession.
Every permit
permit shall
writing, dated
dated when
shall be in writing,
profession. Every
of such
permits.
Details
authorized agent. It
issued,
signed by
by the commissioner
It
commissioner or his authorized
and signed
issued, and
shall give
the name
whom it is issued
issued and
the person to whom
of the
address of
and address
name and
give the
shall
shall
designate and
limit the
the acts
permitted and the time
acts that are permitted
and limit
shall designate
when
and
place
where
such
acts
may
performed. No permit
permit
performed.
be
may
acts
such
where
when and place
shall
be issued
issued until
until aa verified,
verified, written
application shall have been
been
written application
shall be
made
therefor, setting
setting forth
forth the
the qualification
qualification of the applicant and
made therefor,
the purpose
for which
liquor is
is to
be used.
to be
the liquor
which the
purpose for
the
Form, etc.
form of all permits and
The
commissioner may
may prescribe
prescribe the
the form
The commissioner
Form, etc.
applications and
and the
facts to
permit
forth therein. Before any permit
set forth
to be set
the facts
applications
is
granted the
the commissioner
commissioner may
require aa bond in such
such form
form and
and
may require
is granted
amount as
as he may
insure compliance
compliance with the terms of
prescribe to insure
may prescribe
amount
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the permit
and the
title. In
the event
event of
the court
Review by
equity
the
permit and
the provisions
of this
this title.
In the
of the
Review
by toequity
provisions of
issue
toffrefusal
refusal by
by the
of any
any application
for a
permit, the
the permit.
Permit. refusa l
a permit,
application for
commissioner of
the commissioner
refusal
applicant may
may have
of his
decision before
court of
of equity
equity
before aacourt
his decision
review of
have aareview
applicant
5 hereof.
in the
the manner
in section 5
provided in
manner provided
in
m
ine for
Nothing
in this
title shall
to apply
apply to
to the
manufacture, uWine
for religious
religious
the manufacture,
held to
be held
shall be
this title
Nothing in
us
g_visions
not appliProvisionsnotapplisale, transportation,
importation, possession,
wine cable
of wine
distribution of
or distribution
possession, or
transportation, importation,
sale,
thereto.
catlx
e
c
t
e
h
petr
ieot
i&
t

for sacramental
sacramental purposes,
or like
except section
section 66 Exceptions.
rites, except
religious rites,
like religious
purposes, or
for
(save
as the
the same
apermit
permit to
here- Post,
pp. 312,
312, 316.
316Post pp
10 heresection 10
and section
purchase) and
to purchase)
requires a
same requires
(save as

of, and
of this
this Act
Act prescribing
prescribing penalties
the violaviolafor the
penalties for
provisions of
the provisions
and the
of,
Sales, etc.,
etc., restricted.
restrited.
tion
of either
either of
sections. No
permit may
be Sales,
may be
a permit
to whom
whom a
person to
No person
said sections.
of said
tion of
issued to
sell wines
wines for
sacrafor sacraor sell
import, or
transport, import,
to manufacture,
manufacture, transport,
issued
mental purposes
purposes or
or like
rites shall
shall sell,
barter , exchange,
exchange,
sell, barter,
religious rites
like religious
mental
or furnish
person not a
of the gospel,
a rabbi,
rabbi, minister of
to any
any person
such to
any such
furnish any
or
priest, or
or an
an officer
officer duly
authorized, for
for the
church
any church
purpose by any
the purpose
duly authorized
priest,
or congregation,
nor to
any such
such except
except upon
upon an
an application
application duly
duly
to any
congregation, nor
or
subscrthed by
by him
which application,
application, authenticated
authenticated as regulations
him, which
subscribed

the seller.
seller.
preserved by
filed and
and preserved
be filed
prescribe, shall be
may prescribe,
by the

uTer-e;
for
The
The head
head vision
viPermits
r
i
e
onts
man
r°rufaTZ.l
of manufacture.
of
any
conference
or
diocese
or
other
ecclesiastical
.
jurisdiction
may
may
jurisdiction
ecclesiastical
other
of any conference or diocese or
designate
any rabbi,
rabbi, minister,
or priest
supervise the
the manufacmanufacto supervise
priest to
minister, or
designate any
section
ture of
wine to
be used
used for
for the
the purposes
rites in this section
purposes and rites
to be
of wine
ture
mentioned,
the person
so designated
may, in
discretion of
the discretion
in the
designated may,
person so
and the
mentioned, and
the commissioner,
commissioner, be
be granted
granted a
to supervise
supervise such
manufacture.
such manufacture.
permit to
a permit
the
'
c'siprescrp prescribe tPhys
to prescribe
a permit
SEC. 7.
No one
one but
physician holding
holding a
permit to
tions
PhYs
. klan'sPrescriP
a physician
but a
7. No
SEC.
liquor
shall
issue
any
prescription
for
liquor.
And
no
physician
shall
Limitations.
Limitations.
shall
no
physician
And
liquor.
for
prescription
any
liquor shall issue
of the perprescribe
unless after
after careful
careful physical
physical examination
examination of
liquor unless
prescribe liquor
son
for whose
whose use
use such
sought, or
if such
examination
such examination
or if
is sought,
prescription is
such prescription
son for
is
upon the
the best
obtainable,
information obtainable,
best information
then upon
impracticable, then
found impracticable,
is found
he in
in good
good faith
that the
use of
liquor as a
a medicine
medicine
of such
such liquor
the use
believes that
faith believes
he
by
person is
necessary and
afford relief
to him
some
from some
him from
relief to
will afford
and will
is necessary
such person
by such
known ailment.
Not more
than a
to be
be
liquor to
spirituous liquor
of spirituous
pint of
a pint
more than
ailment. Not
known
taken internally
shall be
be prescribed
use by
the same
same person
person
by the
for use
prescribed for
internally shall
taken
within
period of
be filled
filled
shall be
prescription shall
no prescription
and no
days and
of ten
ten days
any period
within any
more than
than once.
once. Any
pharmacist filling
at the
the bCphnarmaaton
byCphnac
an ce
ti on
shall at
prescription shall
filling aa prescription
Any pharmacist
more
time
indorse upon
upon it
it over
his own.
the word
"canceled,'
word "canceled,"
signature the
own signature
over his
time indorse
liquor was delivered, and then make
together
the liquor
when the
date when
the date
with the
together with
the
of the
the record
to keep
as herein
herein
keep as
required to
is required
he is
that he
record that
part of
a part
same a
the same
provided.
provided.
ecords to be kept
provided
Every physician
physician who
issues a
for liquor
shall keep
keep aaby
s
tat
l be kept
physidan.
byltzr
liquor shall
a prescription
prescription for
who issues
Every
alphabetically arranged
record, alphabetically
arranged in a
abook prescribed
prescribed by the commiscommisrecord,
sioner, which
which shall
shall show
the date
of issue,
issue, amount
amount prescribed,
prescribed, to
to
date of
show the
sioner,
whom issued,
issued, the
purpose or
or ailment
ailment for
for which
it is
is to
be used
and
used and
to be
which it
the purpose
whom
directions
for use,
use, stating
the amount
amount and
of the
dose.
the dose.
frequency of
and frequency
statigthe
directions for
to be printed blanks for the tion blanks to b
cause
shall
commissioner
8.
The
SEC.
S
EC.
8.
prescriptions
Theherein
commissioner
required,shall
and cause
he shall
to be
furnish
printed
theblanks
same, for
freethe
of issued.
tiort ank
°f s to

prescriptions herein required, and he shall furnish the same, free of issued.

cost,
to physicians
physicians holding
permits to
prescribe. The
The prescription
prescription
to prescribe.
holding permits
cost, to
blanks
shall be
form and
consecunumbered consecube numbered
shall be
and shall
book form
in book
be printed
printed in
blanks shall
tively from
from one
one to
to one
hundred, and
and each
each book
book shall
given a
a numbe given
shall be
one hundred,
tively
ber,
and
the
stubs
in
each
book
shall
carry
the
same
numbers
as and
and
as
numbers
the
same
carry
ber, and the stubs in each book shall
onbe
copies
of
the
prescriptions.
The
books
containinc
such
stubs
i
rdut
n
lalks
fsi,
u4
s
C
Issued
.
etc.
blanks,
issed
stubs
such
containing
books
The
be copies of the prescriptions.
shall
be returned
returned to
to the
commissioner when
the prescription
blank
prescription blanks
when the
the commissioner
shall be
have been
directed by the commissoner.
commissioner. All
if directed
sooner, if
or sooner,
used, or
been used,
have
unused, mutilated,
or defaced
blanks shall
shall be
returned with
with the
the Emerge:ter PreseriPbe returned
defaced blanks
mutilated, or
unused,
book. No
shall prescribe
no pharmacist
pharmacist shall
shall fill
any a,."
dons.
fill any
and no
prescribe and
physician shall
No physician
book.
prescription for
for liquor
liquor except
on blanks
except in
in cases
cases
provided, except
so provided,
blanks so
except on
prescription
of
in which
record and
and report
be made
made and
and
shall be
report shall
event aarecord
which event
of emergency,
emergency, in
on violatins
Action on
Action
violations
kept
as m
in other
cases.
other cases.
kept as
etc.
EC.
9. If
If at
at any
any time
there shall
shall be
he filed
with the
the commissioner
or permits, etc.
cemmisaine aadomit,
filed with
time there
EC. 9.
complaint
under oath
oath setting
setting forth
or if
if the
the comincomn2ieshowing, or
facts showing,
forth facts
complaint under
sioner
has reason
reason to
any person
who has
has a
apermit
is not
not
permit is
person who
that any
to believe,
believe, that
sioner has
in
good faith
faith conforming
the provisions
of this
Act, or
has violatAid
violated
or has
is Act,
provisions of
to the
eonforming to
in good
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of any
any State
State relating
the laws of
relating to intoxicating
intoxicating liquor, the commissioner
commissioner
or
his agent
agent shall
immediately issue
order citing
citing such
such person
person to
to
shall immediately
issue an
an order
or his
appear
named not more than thirty and not less
appear before
before him on aaday named
than fifteen days from the date of service upon such permittee
permittee of a
a
copy
citation shall
accompanied by a
acopy
copy
copy of
of the citation,
citation, which
which citation
shall be
be accompanied
of
complaint, or
proceedings be initiated
initiated
of such
such complaint,
or in
in the
the event that the proceedings
by
commissioner with
statement of
facts constituting the
by the commissioner
with aastatement
of the facts
which time a
ahearing
hearing shall be had unless conviolation charged, at which
Hearin
gs.
Hearings.
tinued for cause. Such hearings shall be held within the judicial
judicial
district and within fifty miles of the place where
where the offense
offense is alleged
alleged
Revocation,
of to have
parties agree
on another
another place.
place. If
If it
Revocation, etc.,
etc., of
occurred, unless the
the parties
have occurred,
agree on
it be
be
permits.
found
such person
person has
has been
guilty of
of willfully
violating any
found that
that such
been guilty
willfully violating
any
such laws, as charged, or has not in
m good faith conformed to the
provisions of this Act, such permit shall be revoked, and no permit
equity
Review by
Review
by e
quity proisions of this Act, such permit shall be revoked, and no permit
court.
shall be granted to such person within one year thereafter. Should
permit be revoked
revoked by
permittee may have
the permit
by the commissioner, the permittee
have
review of his decision before
before a
acourt of equity in the mariner
aareview
manner proAnte,
Anti, p.
309.
p. 309.
vided in section 5
5 hereof. During the pendency
pendency of such action such
such
permit
shall be
be temporarily
revoked.
revoked.
temporarily
shall
permit
Records of manufacS
EG. 10.
No person
shall manufacture,
manufacture, purchase
purchase for
for sale,
sale, sell,
sell, or
or
person shall
SEc.
10. No
tre, s'le,
ture,
sale, etc.f
etc.
Details
required.
Detaisreqired.
transport
transport any
any: liquor
liquor without
without making
making at
time aapermanent
permanent record
record
at the
the time
thereof showing in detail the amount
amount and kind of liquor manufacmanufacthereof
tured,
purchased, sold,
together with
names and
and
tured, purchased,
sold, or transported,
transported, together
with the
the names
addresses
persons to
in case
case of
of sale,
sale, and
and the
the conconaddresses of
of the
the persons
to whom
whom sold,
sold, in
signor and
in case
and the
the time
time and
and place
signor
and consignee
consignee in
case of
of transportation,
transportation, and
place
Inspection
nspectiono.of.
manufacture, sale, or transportation.
transportation. The
The commissioner
of such manufacture,
commissioner
may prescribe the form of such record, which shall at all times be
open
inspection as
88 in
in this
this Act
Act provided.
provided.
open to
to inspection
Copies of permits to
SEC. 11.
11. All
All manufacturers
manufacturers and
wholesale or retail druggists shall
aS to
t be
be kept
ksept
SEC.
and wholesale
shall
purchase
byyseller.
seller.
permits
keep as a
apart of the records
records required
required of them aacopy of all permits
made, and no manufacmanufacto purchase on which aasale of any liquor is made,
wholesale druggist shall sell or otherwise
otherwise dispose of
of any
turer or wholesale
any
liquor except
except at wholesale
wholesale and only to persons
persons having permits to
to
purchase in such quantities.
quantities.
Labels
for conconSEC.
Labels for
S
EC. 12. All persons manufacturing
manufacturing liquor
liquor for sale under
under the protainers.
Details, etc.,
Details,
etc., rere- visions of this title shall securely
securely and permanently
permanently attach to every
quired.
quired.
container thereof,
thereof, as the same
container
same is
is manufactured,
manufactured, a
label stating
stating name
name
a label
of
manufacturer, kind and
quantity of liquor contained
contained therein,
therein, and
and
of manufacturer,
and quantity
number of the
permit
the date
date of
of its
its manufacture,
manufacture, together
together with the number
the permit
authorizing the manufacture
persons possessing such
manufacture thereof; and all persons
quantities shall securely
securely keep and maintain
maintain such
such
liquor in wholesale
wholesale quantities
Attaching to
to packAttaching
pack- label thereon;
thereon; and all persons
persons selling at wholesale
wholesale shall attach
attach to
a
ges.
every package
a label setting forth the kind and
package of liquor, when sold, a
quantity of liquor
liquor contained
contained therein, by whom manufactured,
manufactured, the
date of sale
sale, and the person
person to whom sold; which label shall likewise
likewise
be kept and maintained
maintained thereon until the liquor is used for the purpose
for which
authorized.
pose for
which such
such sale
sale was
was authorized.
Carriers
to keep
Carriers to
keep recrecSEC.
It shall be the duty of every
at
SEC. 13. It
every carrier to make aarecord at
ord of shipments, etc.
the
receipt of any liquor transported,
transported, and he
the place
place of shipment
shipment of the receipt
persons who present to the carrier
carrier aaverishall deliver liquor only to persons
purchase which
fied copy of aapermit to
to purchase
which shall
shall be
be made aapart of the
the
carrier's
permanent
record
at
the office
office from
which delivery
delivery is
made.
cos
r
carrier's
permanent
record
at
the
from
which
is
made.
Consees' permits
The agent
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to purchase
to be veri- ter'i
to adminadmincarrier is
the common
common carrier
The
agent of
aseseo
to
fied. f i
ister the oath to the consignee
consignee in verification
verification of the copy of the perpersonally known to the agent, shall be
be
mit presented, who, if not personally
identified before the delivery
delivery of the liquor to him. The name and
identified
address of the person
person identifying
identifying the consignee
consignee shall be included in
address
the
the record.
Shippin g reresnhippting
SEC.
unlawful for aa person
S
EC. 14. It
It shall be unlawful
person to use or induce
induce any
quirements.
carrier,
or employee
thereof, to
to carry
or ship
ship any
any package
carrier, or
or any
any agent
agent or
employee thereof,
carry or
package

Canictatn
ance,
etc.

app-a
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or receptacle
without notifying
notifying the
the carrier
of the
carrier of
liquor without
contailning liquor
receptacle containing
or
packages.
for packages.
Labels for
transport Labels
shall transport
carrier shall
true nature
nature and
and character
character of
of the
shipment. No
No carrier
the shipment.
true
appears
there
nor
shall
any
person
receive
liquor
from
a
carrier
unless
appears
unless
nor shall any person receive liquor from a carrier
on the
the package
liquor the
following
the following
such liquor
containing such
package containing
of the
outside of
the outside
on
information:
information:
Details.

Name
and address
address of
of the
the consignor
or seller,
seller, name and address of Details.
consignor or
Name and
the
kind and
and quantity
quantity of
liquor contained
and
contained therein, and
of liquor
consignee, kind
the consignee,
number of
of the
to purchase
the same,
same, together
together with
ship the
or ship
purchase or
permit to
the permit
number
the
name and
of the
the person
permit.
the permit.
using the
person using
address of
and address
the name
Receivin g,etc.,
SEC. 15.
15. It
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
for any
to accept
accept or
or rere- paRcvinth
consignee to
any consignee
paelzaccs with feale
false
be unlawful
SEC.
statements, unlawful.
unlawful.
which appears
ceive
any package
any liquor
upon which
appears aastatements,
liquor upon
containing any
package containing
ceive any
statement
to him
him to
false, or
or for
for any
any carrier
carrier or other person
be false,
to be
known to
statement known
to consign,
ship, transport,
deliver any
such package,
package, knowing
knowing
any such
or deliver
transport, or
consign, ship,
to
such
statement
to
be
false.
false.
be
to
such statement
Delivery except for
for
Delinave
SEC. 16.
give to
carrier or
or any
any officer,
officer, bona
any carrier
to any
fide except
consi gnee,
to give
unlawful to
be unlawful
shall be
It shall
16. It
SEC.
unlawful.
agent, or
person acting
acting or
assuming to
act for
for such
carrier an order unlawful.
such carrier
to act
or assuming
or person
agent,
conpackage
liquor
requiring
the
delivery
to
any
person
any
liquor
or
package
any
of
person
any
to
delivery
the
requiring
consigned
taining liquor
consigned to,
to, or
or purporting
purporting or
claimed to
to be consigned
or claimed
liquor consigned
taining
to a
person, when
when the
the purpose
purpose of
of the
the order
person
order is to enable any person
a person,
to
not
an
actual
bona
fide
consignee
to
obtain
such
liquor.
liquor.dvertis
such
obtain
to
consignee
fide
bona
actual
an
not
S
EC. 17.
17. It
shall be
to advertise
advertise anywhere,
anywhere, or
or by
any mentsunlawful.
mL
enicg or wt
f
t
o
d
ivertiseby any
unlawful to
be unlawful
It shall
SEC.
or
for
means
or
method,
liquor,
or
the
manufacture,
sale,
keeping
sale
manufacture,
the
or
liquor,
means or method,
etc., pro
furnishing of
same, or
or where,
where, how,
how, from
from whom,
or at
what price
price Billboards,
proBillboards, etc.,
at what
whom, or
of the
the same,
furnishing
the
obtained. No
hibited.
permit any sign or bill- hibited.
shall permit
one shall
No one
be obtained.
may be
same may
the same
business
Athord
board
advertisement to
to remain
one's premises.
premises. A
oriz
upon one's
remain upon
such advertisement
containing such
board containing
etc., aland wholesale
But
nothing herein
shall prohibit
prohibit manufacturers
wholesale price
price lists, business
manufacturers and
herein shall
But nothing
druggists
holding permits
permits to
sell liquor
liquor from
furnishing price lists, OWBd.
°wedfrom furnishing
to sell
druggists holding
with
description of
liquor for
for sale,
to persons
persons permitted
permitted to purchase
purchase
sale, to
of liquor
with description
liquor,
advertising alcohol in business publications
publications or trade
trade
from advertising
or from
liquor, or
journals
circulating
generally
among
manufacturers
of lawful
alcolawful alcoof
manufacturers
among
journals circulating generally
medicinal Proviso.
holic
perfumes, toilet
preparations, flavoring
flavoring extracts,
extracts, medicinal
toilet preparations,
holic perfumes,
pap
preparations, and
like articles:
That nothing
nothing in Fore'
Foreignnewspapers.
however, That
Provided, however,
articles: Provided,
and like
preparations,
Vol.
39, p. 109.
1069.
39,p.
Vol.
Office
Post
the
this
Act
or
in
the
Act
making
appropriations
for
appropriations
making
Act
the
this Act or in
Department, approved
approved March
March 3,
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
Statutes at
at
1917 (Thirty-ninth
3, 1917
Department,
pubnewspapers
to
apply
Large,
Part
1,
page
1058,
et
seq.),
shall
newspapers
shall
Large, Part 1, page 1058, et seq.),
t c.,
Advertising,
mailed to
when mailed
lished in
in foreign
foreign countries
countries, when
to this country.
Advertising t
lished
ega
means
SEC .18
It shall
shall be
unlaW"ful to
manufacture sell,
sell,Or
moons for ujo
i
al
eroan
o
c
li:.
pos- ufacture
or posadvertise, manufacture,
to advertise
be unlawful
18..It
SEC.
of liquor,
ulaUwful.
,
seas
for sale
utensil, contrivance,
contrivance machine,
machine, preparation
com- unlawful.
preparation, comany utensil,
sale any
sess for
pound,
substance, formula
recipe advertised,
advertised,
direction, or recipe
formula direction,
tablet, substance,
pound, tablet,
designed,
intended for
in the
the unlawful
manufacture of intoxiunlawful manufacture
use in
for use
or intended
designed, or
cating liquor.
liquor.
eating
Soliciting
etc., f
d
u
d
Ir
.
iquor
SRc. 19.
19. No
No person
shall solicit
receive, nor knowingly permit orderi,
soitg
or receive,
solicit or
person shall
SEc.
frbda.
his employee
employee to
to solicit
solicit or
from any
any person
person any
any order
order for d
receive from
or receive,
his
liquor or give any information
information of how liquor may be obtained
obtained in
in,
liquor
b
l
Inturies
intoxiy intoxiuries by
In
violation of
of this
this Act.
Act.
violation
cated persons.
cActOsnistlqu
S
EC.
20.
Any
person
who
shall
be
injured
in
person,
property,
property,
person,
Action
a
g
ainst
liquor
SEC. 20. Any person who shall be injured in
etc., for damages.
seeretc.,ordamag.
means
person or by rea- seller,
intoxicated person,
by any intoxicated
or otherwise by
support, or
of support,
means of
m his death
son
intoxication of any person, whether resulting in
the intoxication
son of the
shall, by
or
not,
shall
have
a
right
action
against
any
person
who
person
against
action
of
right
a
have
or not, shall
unlawfully selling
unlawfully assisting
assisting in
procuring liquor
liquor for
for
in procurng
or unlawfully
to or
selling to
unlawfully
such intoxicated
intoxicated person,
person, have
have caused
contribute& to such intoxcaused or contributedc
such
ication,
and in
in any
such. action
action such
person shall
shall have aa right to In ca
such person
any such
case of death..
ication, and
recover
actual and
and exemplary
case ,of the death of
damages. In case
exemplary damages.
recover actual
either
action given
given by this section
section shall
party, the action or right of action
either party,
adminstrator, and the
survive
executor or administrator,
against his or her executor
to or against
survive to
amount so
so recovered
recovered by
by either
wife or child shall be his or her sole
sole
either wife
amount
and separate
property. Such
action may be
court of
brought in any court
be brought
Such action
separate property.
and
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction. In
In any
any case
case where
where parents
shalthe entitled
entitled By Parents.
parents shallbe
competent
therfor,
to
such
damages,
either
the
father
mother
may
sue
alone
therefor,
or
father
the
either
to such damages,
but recovery
such parties
parties shall
boa
brought by
by
bar to suit brougt
a bar
shall be
of such
one of
by one
recovery by
but
the
other.
the other,
44281°
21-22
44281°-21--22
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SEC. 21.
building, boat,
vehicle, structure,
structure, or place
place
boat, vehicle,
house, building,
room, house,
Any room,
21. Any
SEC.
where
intoxicating liquor
sold, kept,
kept, or
or bartered
in viowhere intoxicating
liquor is
is manufactured,
manufactured,sold,
bartered inviossances.
a c es
n
lation of this title, and all intoxicating
intoxicating liquor and propertykept
used
property kept and used
hereby declared
nuisance,
declared to be aacommon nuisance,
in maintaining
maintaining the same, is hereby
Punishment
Punishment ff o
o rr and any person who maintains
maintains such aacommon nuisance
nuisance shall be guilty
maintaining.
maintaining.
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined not more
Property
knowingly than.
Property knowingly
than $1,000
$1,000 or be imprisoned
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both. If aa
used therefor,
subject
used
therefor, subject
to
lien, sale, etc.
to lien,
person has
has knowledge
knowledge orreason
orreason to
person
to believe
that his room,
room, house,
building,
believe thathis
house, building,
boat,
structure, or
place is occupied
manufacture
or used for the manufacture
or place
occupied or
vehicle, structure,
boat, vehicle,
or
of liquor
the provision
provision of
of this
title, and
and suffers
suffers the
this title,
the
or sale
sale of
liquor contrary
contrary to
to the
occupied or
house, building, boat, vehisame to
to be so occupied
or used,
used, such room, house,
cle, Eitructure,
to
be subject
subject to
to aalien for
for and may be sold to
structure, or place
place shall
shall be
cle,
person guilty of such nuinuiagainst the person
pay all
all fines
fines and
and costs assessed against
Enforcement.
Enforcement.
sance for such
lien may be enforced by
such violation,
-violation, and any such hen
by
action
having jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
action in
in any
any court
court having
Prosecution of acSEC.
Prosecution
SEC. 22. An action to enjoin any nuisance
nuisance defined in this title
title
tions to enjoin.
tionstoenjoin.
in the name of the
the United
United States by the Attorney
may be brought
brought in.
Attorney
General
United States
attorney or any
any
the United
States or by
by any United States attorney
General of the
prosecuting
attorney
of
any State
State or
any subdivision
subdivision thereof
thereof or
or by
by
of
any
or
any
prosecuting
attorney
Jurisdiction
equiof eq
Jurisdctio of
ui- the commissioner
action shall
commissioner or his deputies
deputies or assistants. Such action
ty courts.
be
brought and
and tried
as an
equity and
may be
be brought
brought in
in any
any
be brought
tried as
an action
action in
in equity
and may
Issue of temporary court having jurisdiction
hear and
determine equity cases. If it
and determine
Issue of temporary court having jurisdiction to hear
Injunctions.
is
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of
by affidavits
affidavits or
or otherwise,
otherwise, to
J.un .
is made
made to
to appear
appear by
vacation, that such nuisance
nuisance exists, aa tempothe court, or judge in vacation,
rary
injunction shall
restraining the defendant
defendant
rary writ
writ of injunction
shall forthwith
forthwith issue restraining
conductmg or permitting
permitting the continuance
continuance of such nuisance
nuisance
from conducting
Order 1
restraining reinjunction
is prayed
trial. If aatemporary
until the
the conclusion
conclusion of
of the
the trial.
temporary
.
injunction is
prayed
mOrder
until
moval ofrestratin
liquor, etc.g
for the
the court
may issue
order restraining
the defendant
and. all
all
for,
court may
issue an
an order
restraining the
defendant and
removing or in any way
way interfering
interfering with the
other persons from removing
liquor
fixtures, or other .things
gs used in
i
n connection
connection with the violaviolaliquor or
or fixtures,
things
tion of
of this
this Act
Act constituting
constituting such
nuisance. No
No bond
bond shall
be required
required
tion
such
nuisance.
shall
be
No liquor to be
such proceedings.
proceedings. It
It shall
shall not
not be
necessary for
for the
the
be necessary
instituting such
made Isold
sold, etc., on in instituting
premises.
premises.
court to find the property involved
involved was
was bein
being unlawfully
unlawfully used
used as
as
aforesaid
aforesaid at
at the
the time of
of the hearing, but on finding
finin that
that the
the material
material
allegations of the petition are true, the court sall
shall order that no
liquors
bartered, or
liquors shall be manufactured,
manufactured, sold,
sold, bartered,
or stored in such room,
room,
house, building,
vehicle, structure,
structure, or
or place,
place or
or any
house,
building, boat,
boat, vehicle,
any part
part thereof.
thereof.
Restriction on use
And
upon judgment
judgment of
of the
the court
court ordering
such nuisance
to be
be abated,
abated,
nuisance to
ordering such
And upon
etc.
ofR^r""i,
premises, etc.
the court
court may
may order
order that
house, building,
building, structure,
boat,
that the
the room,
room, house,
structure, boat,
the
vehicle,
occupied or used
thereafter;
be occupied
used for one year thereafter;
vehicle, or
or place shall not be
Condition.
Condition.
but the court may, in its discretion,
discretion, permit
permit it to be occupied
occupied or used
occupant thereof
thereof shall give
give bond with
with
if the owner, lessee, tenant,
tenant, or occupant
court making the order, in
sufficient surety, to be approved
approved by the court
liquidated sum of not less than
than $500
$500 nor
more than
than
nor more
the penal
penal and
and liquidated
$1,000,
United States, and conditioned that intoxi$1,000, payable to the United
intoxithereafter be manufactured,
manufactured, sold,
bartered,
will not
not thereafter
sold, bartered,
cating liquor
liquor will
kept,
otherwise disposed
disposed of therein
therein or thereon, and that he will
kept, or
or otherwise
pay all fines, costs, and damages
damages that may be assessed for any violation of
of this
title upon
upon said
property.
tion
this
title
said
property.
Injunction
against
S
EC. 23.
any person
person who
intent to
to effect aa sale
with intent
who shall, with
That any
SEC.
23. That
bootlegging,
soictin
bootiegO soliciting
ilJegalgia,
SoliCitin.
illegal
sales, etc.
etc.
of liquor,
by himself,
employee, servant,
or agent,
agent, for
for himself
himself or
illegal sales,
liquor, by
himself, his
his employee,
servant, or
or
around on his
any person
person, company- or
or corporation,
corporation, keep or
or carry
carry around
person, or in a
vehicle, or other conveyance
conveyance whatever, or leave
leave in a
a
a vehicle,
another to secure, any liquor,
solicit,
place for another
liquor, or who shall travel to solicit,
or solicit,
take, or
or accept
accept orders
orders for
the sale,
sale, shipment,
shipment, or
or delivery
or
solicit, or
or take,
for the
delivery
of liquor
in violation
violation of
of this
guilty of
nuisance and
and may
may be
be
of
liquor in
this title
title is
is guilty
of a
a nuisance
restrained by injunction,
injunction, temporary
permanent, from doing or
or
temporary and permanent,
continuing to
to do
do any
any of
said acts
acts or
things.
continuing
of said
or things.
in ferre
Intention
inferred
nto
d
In
any intention
intention
Inte
In such
such proceedings
proceedings it
it shall
shall not
not be
be necessary
necessary to
to show
show any
from violation.
on
part of
of the
the accused
continue such
such violations
violations if
if the
the action
on the
the part
accused to
to continue
action
law.
is brought within sixty days
days following
following any
any such violation
violation of the law.
Premises where
liPremisegswh
liquor
is illegally erde
sold,

etc., declared
nuietc.,
declared nu-
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Enforcement
charges
Enforcementcharges
the officer
officer allowed.
For
property in
enforcing this
Act the
this Act
in enforcing
selling property
and selling
removing and
For removing
the
shall
entitled to
and receive
of the
receive the same fee as the sheriff of
to charge
charge and
shall be
be entitled
and selling
selling property under
under
county would
would receive for
for levying
levying upon and
execution,
closing the
the premises
and keeping
keeping them
them closed
closed aa
premises and
and for
for closing
execution, and
reasonable
sum shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed by
by the court.
court.
reasonable sum
Forfeiture oeases.
of leases.
lessee Forfeiture
leased premises
premises by
of this
title upon
Any
violation of
Any violation
this title
upon any
any leased
by the
the lessee
or
shall, at
at the
the option
work aa forlessor, work
foroption of
of the
the lessor,
thereof shall,
or occupant
occupant thereof
feiture
of the
the lease.
lease.
feiture of
Contempt pr oceedftempviolating
laFog in
SEC. 24.
In the
the case
case of
of the
the violation
violation of
of any
injunction, temporary
temporary ing for
any injunction,
24. In
SEC.
injunctions.
the provisions of this title, the junctions.
or
permanent, granted
granted pursuant to the
or permanent,
court,
or in
a judge thereof,
thereof, may summarily try and punish
in vacation
vacation a
court, or
for punishment
the defendant.
proceedings for
punishment for contempt shall
The proceedings
the
defendant. The
be
by filing
filing with
with the
clerk of
of the
such
the court from which such
the clerk
be commenced
commenced by
injunction
information under
alleged
out the alleged
under oath setting out
injunction issued
issued information
facts
constituting the
the violation,
violation, whereupon
judge shall
the court
court or judge
whereupon the
facts constituting
the defendant
defendant shall
forthwith cause
cause a,
warrant to issue
issue under which the
a warrant
forthwith
affidavits, or either
either party
be
be had
had upon
upon affidavits,
trial may
may be
be arrested.
arrested. The trial
may
demand the
the production
production and
and oral
oral examination
of the witnef3ses.
witnesses.
examination of
may demand
Punishment.
Any person
found guilty
guilty of
under the provisions of this Punishment.
of contempt under
Any
person found
less than
than $500
section shall
shall be
fine of not less
$500 nor more
a fine
punished by a
be punished
section
imprisonment of not less than thirty days nor
than $1,000,
$1,000, or by imprisonment
more
than twelve
twelve months,
both fine
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
P
months, or
or by
by both
fine and
more than
Possession of liquor,
etc., unlawful.
S
EC. 25.
25. It
It shall
or possess
possess any
any liquor
liquor or
or etc.,
SEC.
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful to
to have
have or
property designed
designed for
the manufacture
manufacture of
intended for
in
for use in
liquor intended
of liquor
for the
property
violating
this title
or which
has been
used, and
no property
rights
and no
property rights
been so
so used,
which has
title or
violating this
Seizu
on search
on searc h
search warrant may se"i
shall exist in any such liquor or property. A search
waroral.n 40
ts. p. 228.
the SixtySixty- Vol. 40, p. 228.
of the
numbered 24
issue as
as provided
provided in
in Title
Title XI
XI of
of public
public law
law numbered
24 of
issue
fifth Congress,
Congress, approved June 15, 1917, and such liquor, the containers
thereof, and
and such
such property
subject to
to such
such Destructionn ifif illeso seized
seized shall
shall be
be subject
tainers thereof,
property so
disposition as
make thereof.
If it
is found
found that
it is
that such
such gally
gay held, etc.
etc.
disposition
as the
the court
court may
may make
thereof. If
been
so unlawfully held or possessed,
possessed, or had been
property was so
liquor or property
designed for the
so unlawfully
unlawfully used,
the liquor,
liquor, and all property
property designed
used, the
so
manufacture of liquor, shall be destroyed, unless the court
unlawful manufacture
Private dwellings ex,dwfm
,edsearch.
any empt
ermpt
shall otherwise
No search
search warrant
shall issue
issue to
search any
to search
warrant shall
order. No
shall
otherwise order.
from
private dwelling
it is being used for the unsuch unless it
as such
occupied as
dwelling occupied
private
Exeption.
used for
for some
some Exception.
lawful sale
or unless
unless it
is in
in part
part used
it is
liquor, or
sale of
of intoxicating
intoxicating liquor,
lawful
business purpose
purpose such
as aastore,
shop, saloon,
hotel, or
or Residence
Residence rooms
rooms in
saloon, restaurant,
restaurant, hotel,
such as
store, shop,
business
included.
hotels included.
boarding house.
house. The
term "private
"private dwelling"
dwelling" shall
halI be construed
construed hotels
The term
boarding
occupied not transiently but
room or rooms used and occupied
to include
to
include the room
solely
as a
residence in
apartment house,
house, hotel, or boarding house.
in an apartment
a residence
solely as
Seized property not
The property
property seized
on any
any such
shall not
not be
be taken
taken from
,u
ln"tjTrti";
from subject
such warrant
warrant shall
The
seized on
to replevin.
replevin or other like
seizing the same on any writ of replevin
the officer seirAng
process.
Seizure of
of liquors,
iquo
proceSeizure
SEC 26.
26. When
commissioner, his
his assistants,
or any
i
etc., file.
and vehicles, etc.,
any and
inspectors, or
assistants, inspectors,
the commissioner,
When the
SEC
golly carrying liquors.
officer
the law
law shall
shall discover
in the
the act
of transporting
act of
transporting gaely arryiantluor
person in
discover any
any person
of the
officer of
in violation
in any
buggy,
any wagon,
wagon, buggy,
intoxicating liquors
liquors in
of the
the law,
law, intoxicating
in
violation of
craft, or other vehicle, it
automobile, water
it shall be his duty
air craft,
water or air
automobile,
liquors found therein being trans
all intoxicating
to seize
intoxicating liciliors
transto
seize any and all
ported
Whenever intoxicating
transported
intoxicating liquors transported
to law.
law. Whenever
contrary to
ported contrary
or possessed
illegally shall
shall be
be seized
by an
an officer
officer he shall
take poposshall take
seized by
possessed illegally
or
water
automobile, boat, air or water
session of the vehicle and team or automobile,
charge Procedure.
craft, or any other conveyance,
conveyance, and shall arrest any person in charge
thereof.
Such officer
proceed against the person arat once
once proceed
shall at
officer shall
thereof. Such
rested
the provisions
court having
release of
of
Tem
ry release
competent Temporary
any court
having competent
of this
this title
title in
in any
provisions of
rested under
under the
vehicle, etc.
jurisdiction;
the said
said vehicle
vehicle or
returned vehiieetc
hall be
be eturned
or conveyance
conveyance shall
but the
jurisdiction; but
to the
the owner
owner upon
execution by
him of
and valid
valid bond,
bond, with
with
good and
of a
a good
by him
upon execution
to
sufficient
sureties, in
the value
value of
of the
which
property, which
the property,
double the
a sum
sum double
in a
sufficient sureties,
said
bond shall
shall be
approved by
be conditioned
conditioned
hall be
and shalt
officer and
said officer
by said
be approved
said bond
to return
said property
the custody
custody of
of said
the day
day of
of DDestruction
io of liquor
on the
said officer
officer on
to the
property to
to
return said
sale of conveyance
ve
sa
conviction adand
court. The court
trial to
the judgment
of the
the court
court upon
upon conviction
judgment of
trial
to abide
abide the
on conviction.
of
person so
so arrested
arrested shall
the liquor
liquor destroyed,
destroyed, and
unlea
and unless
hall order
order the
the person
of the
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contrary is shown by the owner, shall order aasale
good cause to the contrary

by public auction of the property
property seized,
seized, and the officer
officer making the

sale,
sale, after deducting
deducting the
the expenses
expenses of keeping
keeping the
the property,
property, the
the fee
fee
for the seizure, and the cost of the sale,
sale 'shall pay all liens, according
according
to their
their priorities,
priorities, which are
are established,
established, by
by intervention
intervention or
or otherwise
otherwise
proceeding brought for
at said
said hearing
hearing or
or in other proceeding
for said purpose,
purpose, as
as
being bona
bona fide
and as
as having
having been
created without
without the
being
fide and
been created
the lienor
lienor having
having
notice that the carrying
carrying vehicle was being used or was to be used
any notice
balance of
for illegal transportation
transportation of liquor,
liquor, and
and shall
shall pay the
the balance
of the
the
proceeds into the
Treasury of the United
miscellaneous
proceeds
the Treasury
United States as
as miscellaneous
property sold under
provisions of this
receipts. All liens against property
under the
the provisions
section shall be transferred from the property to the proceeds of
of the
the
Sale
Sale of
of unclaimed
unclaimed sale of the property.
If, however, no one shall be found claiming
vehicle, etc., after
team, vehicle,
water or
air craft,
or automobile,
the taking
of the
nohile,
etc., a i t e r the
the team,
vehicle, water
or air
craft, or
automobile, the
taking of
the
notice.
description thereof, shall
advertised in
same, with a
a description
shall be
be advertised
in some newsnewspaper
paper published
published in
in the city
city or county
county where
where taken or if
if there
there be no
no
newspaper
published in
newspaper having
newspaper published
in such
such city or county,
county, in a
a newspaper
having
circulation
circulation m
in the county, once
once aa week
week for two weeks
weeks and
and by handhandbills posted in three public places near the place of seizure,
seizure, and
and if
no claimant
claimant shall appear
appear within ten days after the last publication
publication
Disposal
of proceeds. of the advertisement,
Disposalofproceeds.
proceeds
advertisement, the property shall be sold and the proceeds
deducting the
after deducting
the expenses
expenses and
and costs shall be paid
paid into
into the Treasury
Treasury
of the United States
receipts.
States as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
Deliver/
of
conS
EC. 27. In all cases in which intoxicating liquors may be subject
quor to
to Govsubject
demned liquor
SEC.
demned
Government
departments, to be destroyed under the provisions
ernment departments,
provisions of this Act the court shall have
etc.
application of the United States attorney
jurisdiction upon the application
attorney to
order them
delivered
to
any
department
or
agency of
of the
United States
order
them
delivered
to
any
department
or
agency
the
United
States
Sales to authorized
for medicinal,
medicinal, mechanical,
to order
Government for
mechanical, or
or scientific
scientific uses,
uses, or
or to
order
athars. Government
purca
purchasers.
the same sold at private sale for such
purposes to
to any
any person
such purposes
person having
having
a permit to purchase liquor the proceeds to be covered into the
a
Treasury
Treasury of the United States to the credit of miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts,
Applicable to
Appicable
to prepro- and all liquor heretofore seized in any suit or proceeding
for
proceeding brought
brought for
vious seizures.
violation of law may likewise
likewise be so disposed
violation
disposed of, if not
not claimed
claimed within
within
section takes effect.
sixty days from the date this section
Officials empowered
0o1ciaa
empowered
SEC.
28. The commksioner
commissioner,, his assistants,
assistants, agents,
S
Eo. 28.
agents, and
inspectors,
and inspectors,
to enforce Act.
and all
all other
other officers of
of the
the United States, whose
whose duty it
it is to
to enforce
enforce
protection in the
the enforcecriminal laws, shall have all the power and protection
enforcement of this Act or any provisions thereof which
which is conferred
conferred by law
for the enforcement
existing laws
to the
the manufacture
manufacture or
or
enforcement of
of existing
laws relating
relating to
sale of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors under the law of the United States.
Punishment
Pulishm^nt for
SEc.
for IlIImanufactures or sells
sells liquor
liquor in
in violation
S
EC. 29. Any person
person who manufactures
violation
legal manufacturing or
selling.
e"mog.
of this title shallfor
shall for a
afirst offense be fined not more than $1,000,
$1,000, or
imprisoned not exceeding
exceeding six months, and for a
a second or subsequent
subsequent
$2,000 and
offense shall be fined not less
less than
than $200
$200 nor
nor more than
than $2,000
and be
be
imprisoned not less than one month nor more than five years.
Punishment for vioAny person
violating the
provisions of
of any
or who
who makes
for vialPunapment
Any
person violating
the provisions
any permit,
permit, or
makes
permits,
lating
permits, making
false
statements, etc.
false statements,
etc. any
false record,
any false
report, or
or affidavit required
by this
this title,
title, or
or violates
violates
record, report,
required by
any
penalty
any of the provisions of
of this title, for which
which offense
offense aaspecial penalty
is not prescribed, shall be fined for a
a first offense not more
more than $500;
$500;
offense not less
$100 nor
for aasecond
second offense
less than $100
nor more than
than $1,000,
$1,000, or
or be
offense
imprisoned not more
more than ninety
ninety days; for
for any
any subsequent
subsequent offense
he shall be fined not less than $500 and be imprisoned not less than
Ascertainment of
of three
Ascrtafnment
three months
months nor
nor more
more than
than two
years. It
shall be
duty of
of the
the
two years.
It shall
be the
the duty
prior eoriviction.i.
prior onviion.,.
prosecuting
prosecuting officer
officer to
to ascertain
ascertain whether
whether the
the defendant
defendant has
has been
been pre-.
previously
the affidavit,
affidavit,
viously convicted
convicted and
and to plead
plead the prior
prior conviction
conviction in
in the
Nonintoxiesting information, or indictment.
The
penalties provided
provided in
this Act
in this
Act
The penalties
icahome information, or indictment.
cirn n'tox
i
cider,
etc.,
for
allowed.
use allowed,
against
the manufacture
manufacture of
against the
of liquor without aapermit shall not apply to
to
cider and
fruit juices
juices
aa person
person for
for manufacturing
manufacturing nonintoxicating
nonintoxicating cider
and fruit
exclusively
for use
use in
in his
his home
such cider
and fruit
fruit juices
juices shall
sh all
exclusively for
home,' but
but such
cider and
not be
be sold
or delivered
delivered except
to persons
permits to
not
sold or
except to
persons having
having permits
to manumanufacture
facture vinegar.
vinegar.
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ground that it
the ground
on the
SEC. 30.
excused, on
it may
be excused,
shall be
person shall
No person
30. No
SEC.

Compulsory
Compulsory
mony.

testi-

testitend
to incriminate
incriminate him
or subject
subject him to
penalty or forfeiture,
to a
a penalty
him or
tend to
from attending
attending and
testifying, or
or producing
books, papers,
papers, documents,
documents,
producing books,
and testifying,
from
and
in obedience
subpcena of
court in any
of any court
a subpoena
obedience to a
evidence in
other evidence
and other
suit or
proceeding based
or growing
out of
of any
any alleged
violation
alleged violation
growing out
upon or
based upon
suit
or proceeding
of
this
Act;
but
no
natural
person
shall
be
prosecuted
or subjected
subjected to
Criminal
l
immunity
pemmunis
to toatural
or
prosecuted
be
shall
person
natural
of this Act; but no
any
or forfeiture
for or
matter, to natura persons.
transaction, matter,
any transaction,
of any
account of
or on
on account
forfeiture for
penalty or
any penalty
or
thing as
which, in
in obedience
and under oath, he
subpoena and
to a
a subpcena
obedience to
to which,
as to
or thing
may
so testify
produce evidence,
person shall
be exempt
exempt
shall be
no person
but no
evidence, but
or produce
testify or
may so
from prosecution
and punishment
punishment for
committed in
in so
so
perjury committed
for perjury
prosecution and
from
testifying.
testifying.
euvenerue
e
c
z for
SEC. 31.
31. In
In case
case of
sale of
of liquor
where the
was d
IT:
of acti
ations
for
thereof was
devenu
the delivery
delivery thereof
of aasale
liquor where
SEC.
eryYbyYcariers.
be
shall be
delivery-shall
made by
sale and
and delivery
the sale
carrier the
other carrier
or other
common or
by aa common
made
deemed
made in
the county or
district wherein the delivery was
or district
in the
be made
to be
deemed to
made by
carrier to
the consignee,
his agent
employee, or
or in
in
agent or employee,
consignee, his
to the
by such
such carrier
made
the
district wherein
wherein the
the sale
sale was
was made
from which the
or from
made, or
or district
county or
the county
shipment
prosecution for
delivery may
for such
such sale or delivery
and prosecution
made, and
was made,
shipment was
county or district.
had in any such county
be had
SEC.
SEC. 32. In
In any affidavit, information,
information„ or indictment
indictment for the vio- Pleadnwsma inin_
Indictments may
lation of
of this
offenses may
be united
united in
in separate
counts elude
sepamte °den'ses.
cludeseparateoffenses.
separate counts
may be
separate offenses
Act, separate
this Act,
lation
and
the defendant
may be
on all
all at
for
at one trial and the penalty for
tried on
be tried
defendant may
and the
orm
all
offenses
may
be
imposed.
It
shall
not
be
necessary
in
any
affietcFm131
of
cmplaint,
of complaint,
affim
any
necessary
be
not
It
shall
imposed.
be
may
offenses
all
davit,
indictment to give the name of the purchaser
purchaser or
or indictment
information, or
davit, information,
to
include any
defensive negative
negative averments,
it shall
be sufficient
sufficient
shallbe
but it
averments, but
any defensive
to include
to
the act
and there
and
prohibited and
there prohibited
then and
of was
was then
complained of
act complained
that the
state that
to state
unlawful,
but this
provision shall
be construed
preclude the
construed to preclude
not be
shall not
this provision
unlawful, but
trial
from directing
defendant a
bill of
of parpara bill
the defendant
the furnishing
furnishing the
directing the
court from
trial court
ticulars
it proper to do so.
deems it
it deems
when it
ticulars when
SEC. 33.
After February
February-1,
1, 1920,
1920, the
the possession
possession of
of liquors
by any
tePtabiio
any te
p0o1aliquors by
33. After
SEC.
ry
person
not
legally
permitted
under
this
title
to
possess
liquor
shall
be evidence
evidence of
intended
of intended
be
shall
liquor
to
possess
title
this
under
permitted
not
legally
person
prima
such liquor
liquor is
for the
being violation
violation.
of being
purpose of
the purpose
kept for
is kept
that such
evidence that
facie evidence
prima facie
sold, bartered,
bartered, exchanged,
exchanged, given
given away,
away, furnished,
otherwise disfurnished, or otherwise
sold,
Report
liquors in
in
posed
of the
provisions of
this title.
title. Every
Every person
person possession.
of liquors
eport of
of this
the provisions
violation of
of in
in violation
posed of
0
legally
under this
this title
liquor shall report
report to the p sessin.
have liquor
title to have
permitted under
legally permitted
commissioner within
within ten
ten days
days after
after the
date when
eighteenth
the eighteenth
when the
the date
commissioner
amendment
the Constitution
Constitution of
United States goes into
into effect,
of the United
of the
amendment of
private dwellings
the kind
of intoxicating
liquors in
his possession.
possession. But
But forIn
private dwellings
npersonal
in his
amount of
intoxicating liquors
the
kind and
and amount
use excepted.
it
shall not
not be
unlawful to
dwelling cepted.
private dwelling
in one's
one's private
liquors in
to possess
possess liquors
be unlawful
it shall
while
same is occupied
occupied and used
by him as his dwelling only and
used by
the same
while the
such liquor
liquor need
need not
not be
be reported,
reported, provided
provided such
such liquors
liquors are
for use
are for
such
only
for the
personal consumption
of the
the owner
owner thereof
thereof and
and his
his family
family
consumption of
the personal
only for
residing
in such
dwelling and
of his
fide guests
guests when
entertained
when entertained
bona fide
his bona
and of
such dwelling
residing in
n
Burden of
of pr
proof oon
Bude
possessor possessor.
of proof shall
burden of
and the
by
therein; and
the burden
shall be
be upon the possessor
him therein;
by him
in
action concerning
same to
to prove
that such
lawwas lawliquor was
such liquor
prove that
the same
concerning the
in any
any action
possessed, and used.
acquired, possessed,
fully acquired,
Authorised inspecS
EO. 34.
records and
and reports
kept or
or filed
filed under
the_provisions
ried
Auth
nspetc
provisions tion
under the
reports kept
SEC.
34. All
All records
of all
records,
etc.
of this
shall be
subject to
any reasonable
by
hour by
reasonable hour
at any
to inspection
inspection at
be subject
Act shall
this Act
of
the commissioner
agents or
any public
public prosecutor
prosecutor or
or
by any
or by
his agents
any,of
of his
or any
commissioner or
the
by any
peace officer
officer in the State
or by any peace
by him,
him, or
designated by
person designated
by
any person
Copies as evidence.
where the
record is
is kept,
kept, and
copies of
such records
reports duly
duly Copis a evidence.
and reports
records and
of such
and copies
the record
where
certified
by
the
person
with
whom
kept
or
filed
may
be
introduced
in
introduced
be
may
filed
or
kept
certified by the person with whom
evidence with
effect as
as the
originals thereof,.
and verified
verified copies of
of
thereof, and
the originals
like effect
with like
evidence
such
shall be
commissioner when
when called
called for.
for.
the commissioner
to the
furnished to
be furnished
records shall
such records
Repaid of
of inconsistSEC. 35.
35. All
All provisions
provisions of
with this
this Act
Act est
eos i tRepa
inconsistent with
are inconsistent
that are
law that
of law
laws.
SEC.
are
to the
the extent
inconsistency and
and the
the regularegulasuch inconsistency
of such
extent of
only to
repealed only
are repealed
tions
provided for
for the
the manufacture
manufacture or
or traffic
traffic, iin intoxicating
intoxicating No tax exemption.
tions herein
herein provided
liquor
shall be
be construed
construed as
as in
to existing
existing laws.
laws. This
This Act Notao-ptoL
in addition
addition to
liquor shall
shall
not relieve
relieve anyone
anyone from
taxes or
or other
im- Advane
Advance issue
issue of
of
other -charges
charges imfrom paying
paying any
any.taxes
shall not
stamps for illegal manposed upon
upon the
manufacture or
or traffic
traffic in
liquor. No
liquor samps
ufacture,oretc.,
mea forbidsuch liquor.
No liquor
man
posed
the manufacture
in such
den.
revenue
or tax
for any
illegal manufacture
or sale
sale d.
fobd
"
manufacture or
any illegal
receipts for
tax receipts
stamps or
revenue stamps
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shall
evidence of
of such
manushall be
be issued in
in advance,
advance, but
but upon
upon evidence
such illegal
illegal manufacture or sale a
a tax shall be assessed against, and
collected from, the
facture
and collected
person responsible
responsible for such illegal manufacture
manufacture or sale in double
double the
amount now
now provided
provided by
by law,
with an
an additional
additional penalty
penalty of
of $500
Payment
Payment no immu- amount
law,
with
$500 on
on
nity, etc.
nity,
retail dealers
$1,000 on manufacturers.
such
dealers and $1,000
manufacturers. The payment of such
tax or penalty
penalty shall give no right to engage
engage in the manufacture
manufacture or
or
sale of such liquor, or relieve anyone from criminal
criminal liability, nor shall
this Act relieve any person
person from any liability,
liability, civil or
criminal, herehereor criminal,
hereafterincurred
under existing
existing laws.
laws.
Com
sf of civil
civil tofore
tofore or
or hereafter
incurred under
Compromise
action ise c
The commissioner, with the approval
actions.
Secretary of
Treasapproval of the Secretary
of the Treasury, may compromise
compromise any civil-cause
this title
title before
before
cause arising under
under this
court; and with
bringing action in court;
with the approval
Attorney
approval of the Attorney
General he may compromise
compromise any such cause
cause after action
action thereon
thereon has
been
commenced.
Invalidity of any been commenced.
provision not
provision
not to affect
SEC.
SEc. 36. If any provision of this Act
Act shall
shall be held
held invalid
it shall
shall
invalid it
others.
others.
s
not
be construed to invalidate
invalidate other
other provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act.
Act.
Permissive use of
stock on hand.
SEC.
SEC. 37. Nothing herein shall prevent the storage in
in United
United States
States
manufactured prior to the taking
bonded warehouses
warehouses of all liquor manufactured
effect of this Act, or prevent
prevent the transportation
transportation of such liquor
liquor to
to
such warehouses
warehouses or to any wholesale druggist for sale
druggist
sale to such druggist
for purposes
paid,
permits
beissued
therefor.
not prohibited when
when the tax is p
aid, and p
ermits may
Double
if
Double tax, etc., if
manufactured.
manufactured.

be Issued therefor.

Manufacturers o
Manufacturers
o ff
beverages
A manufacturer of any beverage containing less than one-half of
higher
1per centum of alcohol by volume may, on making appli ca tion an d
alcohol.

beverages
A manufacturer of any beverage containing less than one-half of
tradlcgholer 1 per centum of alcohol by volume may, on making application and

authorized
autorized

s
i
lit
z
.
t
e
y
ngt,t-oduce

giving such bond as the commissioner
shall perscribe,
perscribe, be
be given
given aa
commissioner shall
permit to develop
develop in the manufacture
manufacture thereof
thereof by the usual
usual methods
methods
of fermentation
fermentation and fortification
fortification or otherwise
otherwise a
aliquid such as beer,
ale,
porter,
wine, containing
more than
one-half of
of 1
1per
per centum
centum
Reduction before
before usale,
porter, or
or wine,
containing more
than one-hal
Reduction
usof alcohol by
such liquid
is withdrawn
withdrawn from
f
rom
ing.
by volume
volume, but before
before any
any such
liquid is
the factory
factory or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed of the alcoholic
alcoholic contents
contents thereof
shall under such rules and regulations
regulations as the commissioner
commissioner may
premay prescribe be
be reduced
such one-half
one-half of
alcohol:
Proviso.
scribe
reduced below
below such
of 11per
per centum
centum of
of alcohol:
Proviso.
Regulations
re- Provided,
Provided, That such
liquid may
may be
be removed
removed and
and transported,
transported, under
under
Regulations for
for resuch liquid
moval, etc.
bond and
and under
under such
such regulations
regulations as the commissioner
prescribe,
bond
commissioner may prescribe,
from one bonded plant or warehouse
warehouse to another for the purpose
purpose of
of
Use by other parties. having the alcohol extracted
Usebyotherparties.
extracted therefrom.
therefrom. And
And such
such liquids
be
liquids may
may be
developed, under
developed,
under permit, by persons
persons other than the manufacturers
manufacturers
of beverages
beverages containing less than one-half
one-half of
per centum
of alcohol
alcohol
of 1
1 per
centum of
by volume,
volume, and
sold to
to such
for conversion
into such
such
by
and sold
such manufacturers
manufacturers for
conversion
into
Tax on
on alcohol
beverages. The
alcohol removed
removed from
such liquid,
liquid, if
if evaporated
evaporated and
a I c h ° beverages.
saved
The alcohol
from such
and
saved.
not
saved,
shall
condensed
and
saved,
shall
not
be
subject
to
tax;
if
saved,
it
not
be
subject
to
tax;
if
saved,
it
Credit for payments.
Creditorpayments. shall be subject
alcoholic liquors. Credit
subject to the same law as other alcoholic
Credit
shall be allowed
allowed on the
the tax due
due on
on any
any alcohol
alcohol so
so saved
to the
saved to
the amount
amount
of any tax paid upon distilled spirits
spirits or brandy
brandy used in the fortificathe liquor
liquor from
from which
Spirits in fortified
spirits
fortified tion
of the
tie of
which the
the same
same is
is saved.
saved.
wines used for
nonfor nonWhen fortified
fortified wines
wines are made and used for the
the production
of nonnonproduction of
be verage alcohol, not
eteage alcohol not beverage alcohol,
alcohol, and
and dealc,oholized
wines containing
containing less
less than
than onedealcoholized wines
taxed.
oneof 1
alcohol by
volume, no
no tax
tax shall
shall be
be assessed
assessed
Dealeoholized wines half
half of
1 per
per centum
centum of
of alcohol
by volume,
Dealcoholized
taxed
wines.
taei as still wines.
or paid on the spirits used in such fortification
fortification, and
and such
such dealcoholdealcoholproduced under the provisions
ized wines produced
provisi ons of
ofthis Act, whether
whether carcarbonated or not, shall not be subject
bonated
subject to the tax on
artificially carboncarbonon artificially
ated or sparkling
sparkling wines,
be subject
to the
the tax
tax on
on still
wines
wines, but
but shall
shall be
subject to
still wines
only.
Liquids for author- only.
ad beverages.
ized
beverages.
In
case where
where the manufacturer
manufacturer is charged
In any
any case
charged with manufacturmanufacturing or
or selling
for beverage
beverage purposes
any malt,
malt, vinous,
vinous, or
or fermented
fermented
Burden of proof on ing
selling .for
purposes any
Burden
manufacturer as to liquids containing
manufacturer
containing one-half
one-half of
per centum
centum or
or more
more of
ofalcohol
al
co h
olby
by
of 1
1 per
alcoholic strength.
aloholc strength.
volume,
volume, or
or in
any case
where the
manufacturer, having
having been
been permitpermitin an
case where
the manufacturer,
by
ted b
.y the commissioner
commissioner to develop
such as
as ale,
porter,
develop a
a liquid such
ale, beer,
beer, porter,
or wine containing
containing more than
centum of
of alcohol
by
than one-half
one-half of 1
1 per
per centum
alcohol by
volume in the manner
manner and for the purpose
purpose herein
is charged
charged
herein provided,
provided, is
failure to reduce the alcoholic content of
with failure
liquid below
below
of any
any such liquid
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such one-half
one-half of
of 1
1per
same from
the
from the
the same
withdrawing the
before withdrawing
centum before
per centum
such
factory,
either such
burden of
be on
on such
such
shall be
proof shall
of proof
the burden
case the
such case
in either
then in
factory, then
manufacturer
to show
that such
so manufactured,
manufactured, sold, or
liquid so
such liquid
show that
manufacturer to
withdrawn
less than
than one-half
one-half of
of 1
per centum
centum of
of alcohol
alcohol by
by cot
of analysis.
Cost of
analysis.
1 per
contains less
withdrawn contains
volume.
In any
proceeding involving
involving the
the alcoholic
content
alcoholic content
or proceeding
suit or
any suit
volume. In
of
any beverage,
beverage, the
of analysis
analysis of
of such
such beverage
beverage
expense of
reasonable expense
the reasonable
of any

shall
costs in
Expenses
Expenses of enforcecase.
in the
the case.
as costs
be taxed
taxed as
shall be
ment authorized.
autihorized.
SEC. 38.
38. The
Commissioner of
Attorney ment
the Attorney
and the
Revenue and
Internal Revenue
of Internal
The Commissioner
SEC.
General of
the United
United States
are hereby
authorized to
to
respectively authorized
hereby respectively
States are
of the
General
appoint
and employ
such assistants,
assistants, experts,
experts, clerks,
clerks, and
and other ememploy such
appoint and
ployees
in
the
District
of
Columbia
or
elsewhere,
and
to
purchase
to purchase
and
elsewhere,
or
Columbia
ployees in the District of
such
as they
they may
necessary for
the Civilservice
Civil service appointappointfor the
deem necessary
may deem
equipment as
and equipment
supplies and
such supplies
ment of employees.
employees.
enforcement
of the
provisions of
of this
such assistants,
assistants, experts,
experts, mentof
but such
Act, but
this Act,
the provisions
enforcement of
Exceptions.
clerks,
and other
except such
executive officers as may
such executive
employee, except
other employees,
clerks, and
be
the Attorney
Attorney General
General to have
or the
Commissioner or
the Commissioner
by the
appointed by
be appointed
immediate
direction
of
the
enforcement
of
the
provisions
of this Act,
provisions
the
of
immediate direction of the enforcement
and
persons
authorized
to
issue
permits,
and
agents
and
inspectors
inspectors
and
agents
and
permits,
issue
to
authorized
and persons
in the
the field
service shall
be a
ppointed under
under the
rules and regulations
regulations Provisos.
the rules
appointed
shall be
field service,
in
prescribed by
by the
the Civil
Civil Service
Service Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
war
referee for war
Commissioner Preference
the Commissioner
prescribed
service.
and
Attorney General
in making
making such
such appointments
prefer- service.
give prefershall give
appointments shall
General in
and Attorney
or naval
service in
n the
the Authorization.
ence
those who
have served
served in
mifitary or
i
naval service
the military
m the
who have
to those
ence to
recent
war,
if
otherwise
qualified,
and
there
is
hereby
authorized
to
thoto
to
authorized
hereby
is
there
and
qualified,
recent war, if otherwise
be
appropriated, out
out of
money in
Treasury not
otherwise
not otherwise
the Treasury
in the
any money
of any
be appropriated,
appropriated,
such sum
be required
required for
for the
enforcement of
the enforcement
may be
as may
sum as
appropriated, such
this
Act
including
personal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia, and
and Appropriation fo r
Columbia,
of
District
the
in
services
personal
including
this Act
for
the fiscal
June 30,
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, 11920.poptn
for
there is
1920, there
30, 1920,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
for the
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
the
the
Under Commissioner
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
sum of
for the
the use
use of
of the
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal ReveReve- ordeCote
rRevenue.
the Commissioner
$2,000,000 for
of $2,000,000
sum
De;artment of Jusus
nue and
the use
use of
of the
Department of
of Justice
Justice for
for the
Deprtment of
the tice.
the Department
for the
$100,000, for
and $100,000,
nue
enforcement
of
the
provisions
of
this
Act,
mcluding
personal
services
services
personal
including
Act,
this
of
provisions
the
enforcement of
in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
and necessary
axid binding.
Service
of summons,
summons,
Service of
binding.
printing and
necessary printing
District of
in the
tc., o n property
S
EC. 39.
cases wherein
the property
pro_perty of
any citizen
pro- e
etc, on property
is procitizen is
of any
wherein the
owners.
all cases
In all
39. In
SE.
ceeded
or wherein
judgment affecting
it might
might be
rendered,
be rendered,
affecting it
a judgment
wherein a
against or
ceeded against
and the
the citizen
is not
one who
who in
provisions
violated the provisions
person violated
in person
the one
not the
citizen is
and
of the
law, summons
summons must
issued in
due form
form and
and served
served personally,
personally,
in due
be issued
must be
the law,
of
if said
said person
person is
within the
the jurisdiction
of the court.
jurisdiction of
found within
be found
to be
is to
if
evenue.

of

rna

TITLE
III.
TTLE III.
Industrial
alcohol.
Induitrial alcool.

INDUSTRIAL
ALCOHOL.
INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL.
SEo. 1.
used in
title—
in this
this titleWhen used
1. When
SEC.
The
term "alcohol"
as ethyl
ethyl alcohol,
alcohol,
known as
substance known
that substance
means that
"alcohol" means
The term
or
source
hydrated
oxide
of
ethyl,
or
spirit
of
wine,
from
whatever
source
or
whatever
from
wine,
of
spirit
or
hydrated oxide of ethyl,
whatever processes
processes produced.
produced.
whatever

Meaning of "slophor as
as used. "id

Deftio
Definition o·
of "co"conThe
term "container"
"container" includes
any receptacle,
or form
of tainer."
t,1., ,
form of
vessel or
receptacle, vessel,
includes any
The term
holding,
package,
or conduit
capable of use for ho
ldin g
,storg,
storing,
or capable
used or
conduit used
tank, or
package, tank,
transferring, or
shipment of
alcohol.
of alcohol.
or shipment
transferring,
Plants and
and warewarePlants
houses.
INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL
ALCOHOL PLANTS
PLANTS AND
hoases.
WAVEHOUSES.AND WAREHOUSES.
LNDUSTRAL[
. ...

Industrial
Industrial

alcohol

plants.
SEC. 2
2 Any
now producing
producing alcohol
alcohol shall,
shall, within
s.
days pi
thirty days
within thirty
person now
Any person
SEC.
after
the
passage
of
this
Act,
make
application
to
the
commissioner
Registration, bonds,
after the passage of this Act, make application to the commissioner and
permits requiren
for registration
registration of
of his
his industrial
as soon
soon therethere- adetb-"a
and as
plant and
alcohol plant,
industrial alcohol
for
for.
after
as
practicable
the
premises
shall
be
bonded
and
permit
may
or.
may
permit
an
after as practicable the premises shall bebonded
issue
operation of
such plant,
any person
estabhereafter estaberson hereafter
lant and
and any
ofsuch
the operation
issue for
for the
lishing a
aplant
plant for
shall likewis
likewise before
opbe ore opalcohol shall
o alcohol
production a
the production
for the
lishing
eration
make
application,
file
bond,
and
receive
permit.
Warehouses.
W:anew
eration make application, file bond, and receive permit.
Establishment of, to
Sm. 3.
Warehouses for
of alcohol
to
Ehitalcohol for rnonto store
alcohol to
distribution of
and distribution
the storage
storage and
for the
SEC.
3. Wareiouse
awau
beverage
uses.f-o.
t
A
bo
be
used
exclusively
for
other
than
beverage
purposes
may
be
estabmay
purposes
be used exclusively for other than beverage
at
lished upon
application and bond
issuance of
of per
Permit
it t bfd issuance
an and
filing off application
upon filing
lished
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Transfers of industria alcohol.
acoh
trial
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such places, either in connection
connection with the manufacturing
manufacturing plant
plant or
or
elsewhere,
commissioner may determine;
elsewhere, as the commissioner
determine; and the entry and
and
storage of alcohol therein, and the withdrawals
withdrawals of alcohol therefrom
therefrom
shall be made in such containers
as the
the comcontainers and
and by
by such means as
commissioner by regulation
regulation may
may prescribe.
prescribe.

S
EC. 4.
Alcohol produced
at any
registered industrial
industrial alcohol
alcohol
SEC.
4. Alcohol
produced at
any registered
bonded warehouse
warehouse may be transferred
plant or stored in any
any bonded
transferred under
under
regulations
regulations to any other registered
registered industrial
industrial alcohol
alcohol plant or bonded
bonded
warehouse
warehouse for
for any
any lawful
lawful purpose.
purpose.
Tax requirements.
requirements.
Tax
SEC.
5. Any
Any tax
tax imposed
imposed by
SEc. 5.
by law
law upon alcohol shall attach to such
such
alcohol as soon as it
it is in existence
as such, and all proprietors
existence its
proprietors of industrial alcohol plants and bonded warehouses
warehouses shall be jointly
and
jointly and
severally
liable
for any
any and
and all
all taxes
taxes on
on any
any and
and all
all alcohol
alcohol produced
severally
liable
for
produced
Lien on product,
thereat or
or stored
therein. Such
Such taxes
be a
afirst
first lien
lien on
such
etc.,
thereat
stored therein.
taxes shall
shall be
on such
eta., for paymnt.
payment.
alcohol and the premises and plant in which
which such alcohol is
is proproduced or stored, together
together with all improvements
improvements and
and appurtenances
appurtenances
appertaining.
thereunto be1onging
belonging or
or in
in any
any wise
wise appertaining.
Withdrawal of beveragespirits
SEC. 6. Any distilled
distilledspirits
spirits produced
beverage purposes
purposes
bond
SEC.
produced and fit for
for beverage
erage spirits in
in bond
hproeConstitutional
Contiotutonal remaining
when
in any bonded
bonded warehouse
warehouse on or before the date when
remaining in
when the
prohibition in force.
eighteenth amendment
amendment of
of the Constitution
eighteenth
Constitution of the United States goes
into effect, may, under
under regulations,
regulations, be withdrawn
withdrawn therefrom
therefrom either
either
for
denaturation
at
any
bonded
denaturing
plant
or for
for deposit
deposit in
in aa
stiati
f
o
for
denaturation
at
any
bonded
denaturing
plant
or
Redistillation fo r
nonbeveragen
warehouse established
established under
under this
Act; andwhenso
and when so withdrawn,
bonded warehouse
r bonded
nonbeverage uses.
this Act;
withdrawn,
if not suitable as to proof, purity,
beverage
purity, or quality for other
other than
than beverage
purposes, such distlled
distilled spirits shall be redistilled,
redistilled, purified,
purified, and
and
proof so as to render
changed in proof
render such spirits suitable for other purposes, and having been so treated may thereafter be denatured
denatured or
sold in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of this
this Act.
Operation of present
dsoti
ertsprn
SEC.
bonded warehouse
SEC. 7. Any
Any distillery
distillery or bonded
warehouse heretofore
heretofore legally
legally esesdistilleries,
etc., for
industrial alcohol.
industrial
oh.
tablished may,
may, upon filing
filing application and
granting of
tablished
and bond and the granting
permit, be operated
industrial alcohol plant or bonded
operated as an industrial
bonded warehouse
house under the provisions
provisions of this title and regulations
regulations made
theremade thereunder.
Disposal of
Disposal
of product.
product.
SEC.
8. Alcohol
Alcohol may
S
EC. 8.
may be
be produced
produced at any industrial
industrial alcohol
alcohol plant
plant
established under the provisions of this title, from any raw materials
materials
or by any processes
processes suitable
suitable for the production
production of alcohol,
alcohol, and, under
under
regulations, may be used at any industrial
industrial alcohol plant
plant or bonded
bonded
warehouse
warehouse or sold or disposed
disposed of for any lawful purpose, as in this Act
Act
provided.
Industrial
industrial alcohol
aloohS SEC.
9. Industrial
SEC. 9.
Industrial alcohol
alcohol plants and bonded warehouses
warehouses estabestabplants
plants and warehouses.
warehouses.
Exempt from
Exempt
rom specispec - lished
under the provisions
of
this
title
shall
be
exempt
from
the
prolished
provisions
shall
exempt
profied distillery a 11 d
waeho
of sections
sections 3154,
3154, 3244,
3244, 3258,
3258, 3259,
3259, 3260,
3260, 3263,
3264, 3266,
3263, 3264,
warehouse piryovii
provisions. visions of
3266,
R. S., secs. 3154,
3267, 3268,
3268, 3269,
3273, 3274,
3279, 3280,
3283, 3284,
32R
3,
2s 3253,
3269, 3271,
3271, 3273,
3274, 3275,
3275, 3279,
3280, 3283,
3284,
3244,
3258-3260,
3263, 3267,
3264.3266-329,
3266-3269, 32,
3271, 3285, 3286, 3287,
324.
3289, 3290,
3290, 3291,
3293, 3294, 3295,
3295,
3287, 3288,
3288, 3289,
3291, 3292,
3292, 3293,
3273-3275. 3280, 32833295, 3302,03,
3303, 3307, 3308,
3308, 3309,
3309, 3310,
3313, 3314,
and 3327
3310, 3311,
3311, 3312,
3302, 3303, 3so73307- 3302, 3303,
3312 3313,
3314, and
3327
3314, 3327,PPr.
pp. 604,
3^4,3327,
6 of the Revised Statutes; sections
sections 48 to 60, inclusive, and sections
sections 62
62
622-646.
Vol. 28,
568. and 67 of the Act
28, pp. 567, 56.
Act of August 27,
27, 1894
Statutes, pages
pages
1894 (Twenty-eighth
(Twenty-eighth Statutes,
563 to 568),
568), and from such other provisions
relating
provisions of
of existing laws relating
to distilleries
distilleries and bonded
bonded warehouses
warehouses as may,
may, by regulations,
be
regulations, be
declared
inapplicable to industrial
declared inapplicable
industrial alcohol plants
plants and bonded
bonded warewarehouses established
established under
under this Act.
Regulations authorIegulations
authorRegulations may
may be
be made
embodying any provision of the sections
Regulations
made embodying
ized.
above enumerated.
enumerated.
Tax-free
alcohol.
Tax-free alcohol.
TAX-FREE ALCOHOL.
TAX-FREE
ALCOHOL.

md.

Petuing

PlTants
Peen
r
rIl
u
tu
t
s
r ilf
g
or plants.
shi
Itching

ng

SEC.
10. Upon
Upon the
the filing
application and bond and issuance
issuance of
SEC. 10.
filing of
of application

permit
may be established upon the premises
permit denaturing
denaturing plants maybe
premises of any
any
industrial alcohol plant, or elsewhere, and shall be used exclusively
exclusively
for the denaturation
denaturation of alcohol by the admixture
admixture of such denaturdenaturmaterials as shall render
render the alcohol, or any compound
ing materials
compound in which
which
it is authorized
authorized to be used, unfit for use as an intoxicating
intoxicating beverage.
beverage.
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Alcohol
lawfully denatured
under regulations,
be sold
sold free
free of
of
regulations, be
may, under
denatured may,
Alcohol lawfully
tax either
either for
for domestic
or for export.
export.
use or
domestic use
tax
Nothing
shall be
construed to
require manufacturers
manufacturers
to require
be construed
Act shall
this Act
in this
Nothing in
of
distilled
vinegar
to
raise
the
proof
of
any
alcohol
such
used in such
alcohol
any
of
proof
the
raise
to
vinegar
of distilled
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exemption.
Tax exemption.

egar.
Distilled vinegar.
Disted

f
manufacture
or to
the same.r
same.
denature the
to denature
manufacture or
Transfer of alcohol
etc.,
denaturing,
for
S
EC.
11.
Alcohol
produced
at
any
industrial
alcohol
plant
stored
denaturing,
etc.,
stored
or
plant
alcohol
SEC. 11. Alcohol produced at any industrial
of tax.
in
any bonded
under regulations,
regulations be
withdrawn tax free
free of
be withdrawn
may, under
warehouse may,
bonded warehouse
in any
warehouse for
free
from such
such plant or warehouse
existing law from
by existing
provided by
as provided
free as
may, under
transfer
to
any
denaturing
plant
denaturation,
or
denaturation,
for
plant
transfer to any denaturing
regulations,
denaturation, be
be removed
removed from any such
after denaturation,
or after
before or
regulations, before
plant or
or warehouse
for any
any lawful
purpose.
tax-free purpose.
lawful tax-free
warehouse for
plant
Proofalowed.
may,allowed.
Spirits
less proof
proof than
and sixty
degrees may,
Proof
sixty degrees
hundred and
one hundred
than one
of less
Spirits of
under regulations,
for the purpose of denaalcohol for
be alcohol
to be
deemed to
be deemed
regulations, be
under
turation,
of this
title.
this title.
provisions of
the provisions
under the
turation, under
Alcohol
may be
be withdrawn,
withdrawn, under
under regulations,
from any
any indusindus- hoithdal
holviactrtVg&tAlcohol may
regulations, from
of lment
free ofof tax.
trial
bonded warehouse
tax free
free by
by the
States or
etc., use free
any etc.,
or any
United States
the United
warehouse tax
or bonded
plant or
trial plant
governmental agency
or by
by the
several States
States and Territories
the several
thereof, or
agency thereof,
governmental
or any
by the
the District
District of Columbia,
or by
thereof or
subdivision thereof
municipal subdivision
any municipal
or
or for
for the
of any
university or college of learning, any
scientific university
any scientific
use of
the use
or
laboratory for
in scientific
research, or for use in any
scientific research,
exclusively in
use exclusively
for use
laboratory
purchase
Peits
hospital or
sanatorium.
Permits to
to purchase
or sanatorium.
hospital
re uired.
But
any person
person permitted
permitted to
to obtain
obtain alcohol
alcohol tax free, except
except the
the required.
But any
United
States and
and the
the several
several States
Territories and
and subdivisubdivi- Exxeptions.
Ceptions.
and Territories
States and
United States
sions
thereof, and
and the
the District
of Columbia, shall first apply for and
District of
sions thereof,
p. 0.
prescribed A
secure
to purchase
same and
and give
bonds prescribed
the bonds
give the
the same
purchase the
permit to
Ante, P. 309.
secure aapermit
for nonbeverage
withdrawn for
under
title II
II of
of this
this Act,
Act, but alcohol withdrawn
nonbeverage
under title
purposes
United States
States and
and the
several States, Terthe several
the United
of the
use of
for use
purposes for
of Columbia
the
ritories
and
subdivisions
thereof,
and
District
Columbia may
thereof,
subdivisions
and
ritories
be purchased
purchased..and
subject only
regulations as may
such regulations
to such
only to
withdrawn subject
and withdrawn
be
be prescribed.
prescribed.
be
GENERAL
General provisions.
General
PROVISION.
GENERAL PROVISIONS.
P
Penalties herein are
SEC. 12.
12. The
The penalties
in this
title shall
shall be
be in
in addition
addition to
additional. herein are
to addEitioanlal.
this title
provided in
penalties provided
SEC.
any penalties
title 2
2 of
of this
Act, unless
unless expressly
expressly otherotherthis Act,
in title
provided in
penalties provided
any
Regulations, etc.,
wise
therein
provided.
Regulations,
etc., to
wise therein provided.
S
EC. 13.
13. The
The commissioner
shall from
time issue regu- be prescribed.
to time
time to
from time
commissioner shall
SEC.
lations
the establishment,
bonding, and operation
of
operation of
establishment, bonding,
respecting the
lations respecting
industrial
alcohol plants,
plants, denaturing
denaturing plants,
and bonded
warehouses Detils
Details
specified.
sPeced.
bonded warehouses
plants, and
industrial alcohol
of
use
and
export,
authorized herein,
herein, and
and the
the distribution,
distribution, sale,
authorized
alcohol which
which may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, advisable,
advisable, or
or proper, to secure the
alcohol
revenue,
diversion of
of the
alcohol to illegal uses z
the alcohol
z and to
prevent diversion
to prevent
revenue, to
industries using
place the
alcohol industry
using
industry and other industries
nonbeverage alcohol
the nonbeverage
place
such alcohol
chemical raw
raw material
material or
lawful purpose
for other lawful
or for
as aachemical
alcohol as
such
upon the
commercial efficiency
efficiency
and commercial
scientific and
of scientific
plane of
possible plane
highest possible
the highest
upon
consistent
with
the
interests
of
the
Government,
and which
which shall inand
Government,
the
of
consistent with the interests
sure an
promote its
its use
use in
in scientific
of sciensure
an ample
ample supply
supply of
of such
such alcohol
alcohol and
and promote
scientific Promotion
rti ot oet
research
lawful products.
produtts. tine research etc.
and other lawful
dyes,,and
fuels, dyes
of fuels,
development of
the development
and the
research and
S
EC. 14.
14. Whenever
Whenever any
alcohol is
is lost
evaporation or
other Anowce
Allowance for
evap
for evapor other
by evaporation
lost by
any alcohol
SEC.
shrinkage,
cause during
during distillation,
distillation oratilakge
°rati°11'
leakage' etc.
etc'
unavoidable cause
or unavoidable
casualty, or
leakage, casualty,
shrinkage, leakage,
warehosredistillation,
denaturation
withdrawal,
piping,
shipment,
warehous
shipment,
piping,
redistillation, denaturation, withdrawal,
ing, storage,
tranSfer , or
or recovery,
aloohol the
recovery, of any such alcohol
packing, transfer,
storage, packing,
ing,
commissioner
may remit
remit or
tax incurred
under existing
existing Rend
Rehmd of
of tax.
incurred under
any tax
refund any
or refund
commiioner may
has
the
law
upon
such
alcohol,
provided
he
is
satisfied
alcohol
has
that
satisfied
is
he
provided
law upon such alcohol,
not
been diverted
diverted to
to any
illegal use:
use: Provided,
Provided, also,
also, That
That such
such allowallow- Proviso.
Insurance
exception.
exc
any illegal
not been
ance
shall
not
be
granted
if
the
person
claiming
same
is
indemniindemniis
same
ance shall not be granted if the person claiming
fied
such loss
loss by
by a
valid claim
for vi
insurance.met
of insurance.
claim of
a valid
against such
fied against
turing
SEC. 15.
15. Whoever
Whoever operates
an industrial
plant ora
or adenadena-P Punishment
forst
io
t for
p
cohol plant
industrialalalcohol
operates an
SEC.
plant
without
complying
with
the
provisions
of
this
title
and
i
t
ti
t
's
in
li
e.
stiits
and
title
this
of
provisions
the
with
turing plant without complying
lawful regulations
made thereunder,
or whoever
whoever withdraws,
withdraws or atthereunder, or
regulations made
lawful
tempts
to withdraw
or secure
secure tax
tax free
free any
subjeott to, tax,
or
a, or
alcohol subjeot
any alcohol
withaw or
tempts to
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whoever otherwise
violates any
whoever
otherwise violates
any of
the provisions
provisions of
of this
title or
or of
of
of the
this title
regulations lawfully
regulations
lawfully made
shall be
be liable,
for the
the first
made thereunder
thereunder shall
liable, for
first
offense,
a penalty
penalty of
of not
not exceeding
offense, to a
or imprisonment
imprisonment not
not
exceeding $1,000,
$1,000, or
exceeding
exceeding thirty days,
days, or
both, and
and for
for aasecond
or cognate
cognate offense
offense
or both,
second or
a penalty
penalty of not
not less
less than
to a
than $100
more than
$10,000, and
and to
to
$100 nor
nor more
than $10,000,
Refusal of permits for imprisonment
imprisonment of
not less
less thaii
thirty days
days nor
nor more
more than
than one
one year.
year.
seR,,fusaofrpertfor
of not
than thirty
second offense.
It
It shall be lawful for the commissioner
commissioner in
all cases
cases of
of second
second or
or cogcogin all
nate offense
refuse to
offense to refuse
to issue
for aaperiod
period of
year a
apermit
permit for
for
issue for
of one
one year
manufacture or use of
the manufacture
alcohol upon
upon the
of any
any person
person
of alcohol
the premises
premises of
responsible in
responsible
in any
any degree
degree for
for the
the violation.
violation.
Discretionary
Discretionary
SEC.
16.
payable
alcohol
under existing
S
EC.
Any
tax
payable
upon
alcohol under
existing law
law may
may be
be
method of collectin g
ethod of
g collected
collected either
by stamp
stamp as
as regulations
regulations shall
shall proproeither by
by assessment
tax.
assessment or
or by
vide; and
and if
by stamp,
stamp, regulations
regulations shall
shall issue
issue prescribing
prescribing the
if by
thekind
kind
of stamp
stamp to
used and
and the
affixing and
and canceling
canceling the
the
to be
be used
the manner
manner of
of affixing
same.
same.
Release
of seized
Relese under
uner
oeied
SEC.
property is seized
S
EC. 17. When
When any property
seized for violation
it
violation of
of this title it
property
bond.
may be released
to the
the claimant
released to
claimant or
or to
any intervening
intervening party,
the
to any
party, in
in the
discretion of the commissioner,
commissioner, on
on aabond
bond given
given and
and approved.
approved.
General
revenue
General
revenue
SEC.
Sno. 18. All administrative
administrative provisions
provisions of internal-revenue
internal-revenue law,
law,
laws,
etc.,
applicable.
laws etc., appble including
including those relating to assessment,
assessment, collection,
collection, abatement,
and
abatement, and
refund of
refund
of taxes
taxes and
penalties, and
the seizure
seizure and
and forfeiture
forfeiture of
of proppropand penalties,
and the
applicable to
to this
this title in so
so far
erty, are made
made applicable
as they
are not
not inconinconfar as
they are
sistent with
provisions thereof.
thereof.
sistent
with the
the provisions
Inconsistent laws
laws rereInconsistent
SEC.
relating to
SEC. 19. All prior
prior statutes
statutes relating
to alcohol
alcohol as
as defined
defined in
in this
pealed.
pealed.
title are hereby
hereby repealed
repealed in so far as they are inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the
the
provisions of
provisions
of this
this title.
title.
S
EC. 20.
That it
shall be
to import
import or
or introduce
into the
the
Canal Zone.
CanalZone.
SEC.
20. That
it shall
be unlawful
unlawful to
introduce into
General
Zone, or
or to
manufacture, sell,
sell, give
give away,
away, dispose
dispose of,
transport,
roibi'tion Canal
' prohibition
Canal Zone,
to manufacture,
of, transport,
of General
li luors
one's possession
or have in one's
possession or
under one's
one's control
control within
the Canal
or under
within the
Canal
Zone, any alcoholic, fermented,
fermented, brewed,
distilled, vinous,
brewed, distilled,
vinous, malt,
malt, or
or
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
sacramental, scientific,
spirituous liquors, except
except for sacramental,
scientific, pharmaceutical,
pharmaceutical,
industrial,
purposes, under regulations
industrial, or medicinal
medicinal purposes,
regulations to be made
made by
by
the President, and
and any
such liquors
within the
the Canal
in violaany such
liquors within
Canal Zone
Zone in
violaProriso.
Proiso.
tion hereof
hereof shall
shall be
be forfeited
forfeited to
the United
States and
and seized:
seized: ProProto the
United States
Transit
permitted
Transit
permitted vided,
vided, That this section shall not apply to liquor
liquor in transit
transit through
through
through.
the Panama Canal
Canal or
or on
Panama Railroad.
Railroad.
on the
the Panama
Punishment for
vioPlanishment
for vioThat each and
and every
every violation
violation of
of any
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
secany of
this seclations.
tion shall be punished
a fine
fine of
of not
punished by a
more than
than $1,000
$1,000 or
or imprisonimprisonnot more
ment not exceeding
a first offense,
exceeding six
six months
months for a
offense, and
and by
by aafine
fine not
not
and imprisonment
imprisonment not
less than $200 nor more than $2,000 and
less than
than
not less
more than five
one month nor more
five years
for a
or subsequent
years for
a second
second or
subsequent
offense.
offense.
Prior
offenses.
Prioroffenses.
That all offenses
offenses heretofore
heretofore committed
committed within the Canal Zone
Zone may
may
be prosecuted
and all
all penalties
prosecuted and
penalties therefor
therefor enforced
enforced in
the same
in the
same manner
manner
and to
Act had
not been
passed.
imeotenorment.
to the
the same
same extent
extent as
as if
if this
this Act
had not
been passed.
Time
of enforcement. and
S
EC. 21.
21. Titles
Titles I
and III
III and
and sections
sections 1,
1, 27,
27, 37,
37, and
and 38
38 of
title II
Immeditaely.n
SEC.
I and
Immeditaely.
of title
II
Act shall
shall take
take effect
of this Act
effect and
and be
from and
and after
passage
be in
in force
force from
after the
the passage
WhenConstitutional
The other
When
Constitutional and approval of the Act. The
other sections
of title
title II
shall take
take
sections of
II shall
prohibitionnorce.
prohibition in force, effect and be in
force from and after
after the
date when
when the
eighteenth
in force
the date
the eighteenth
amendment
amendment of the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the United
goes into
into effect.
effect.
United States
States goes
F
FH
H GIT.LTT
Clir.T.Prr
Speaker of the House
House of Representatives.
Representatives.
THOS.
THOS. R.
R.MARSHALL
MARSHALL
Presidentof
Vice President
of the
United States
States and
and
the United
President of
the Senate.
President
of the
Senate.
IN
THE HOUSE
HOUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES OF
Ix THE
OF THE
nil. UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
October 27,
27, 1919.
1919.
October
Passage
the
The
President
of
the
United
States
having
returned
to
the
House
Hogse
Repesenta
President
United
The
of
the
States
having
returned
to
the
House
House of Representafties.
of Representatives,
(H. R.
tives.
Representatives, in which it originated, the bill (H.
R. 6810)
6810)
by
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SESS.
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ESS. I
CHs. 85, 86.
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entitled
to prohibit
prohibit intoxicating
and to
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
intoxicating beverages,
beverages, and
to regulate
regulate
the
production, use,
sale of
of high-proof
spirits for
for
the manufacture,
manufacture, production,
use, and
and sale
high-proof spirits
other than beverage
beverage purposes, and
and to insure
insure an ample supply of
of alcohol
and promote
use in
in scientific
in the
the development
development
hol and
promote its
its use
scientific research
research and
and in
of
other lawful industries,"
objections thereto,
of fuel,
fuel, dye, and
and other
industries," with his objections
the House proceeded
pursuance of the Constitution
reconsider
proceeded in pursuance
Constitution to reconsider
the
and
the same; and
Resolved, That the said bill pass, two thirds of the House of
Representatives agreeing to pass the same.
Representatives
Attest:
W
M. TYLER
TYLER PAGE
PAGE
WM.
Clerk.
Clerc.
I
SENATE OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES.
UNITED S
STATES.
INN THE
THE SENATE
1919.
Legislative
October 22,
1919, Calendar
Calendar Day, October
October 28, 1919,
Legislative Day,
Day, October
22,1919,
sa b the Sen.
ge by the SenR. 6810)
6810) atas
reconsider the
bill (H.
(H. R.
t
Passage
the bill
to reconsider
having proceeded
proceeded to
The Senate
Senate having
"An Act
Act to
intoxicating beverages,
to regulate the
the
beverages, and to
"An
to prohibit
prohibit intoxicating
manufacture,
use and sale
high-proof spirits for other
sale of high-proof
manufacture, production,
production, use,

than beverage purposes, and to insure an ample supply of alcohol
and
thanpromote
beverageitspurposes,
and to research
insure an
and
ample
i
supply
development
of alcohol
of
of
research
and
in the
the
development
promote
its use
use in
in scientific
scientific
and
President
fuel,
returned by the President
lawful industries"
industries," returned
dye, and other lawful
fuel, dye
of
the -United
House of
Representatives, in which
which it
it
of Representatives,
the House
United States to the
of the
originated,
House on aareconand passed
passed by the House
his objections,
objections, and
originated, with his
sideration
it was
sideration of the same, it
was
RESOLVED, That the
said bill
bill pass,
pass, two-thirds of the Senators
the said
RESOLVED,
present having voted in the affirmative.
affirmative.
present
Attest:
GEORGE
A.SANDERSON
SANDERSON
GEORGE A.
Secretary.
Secretary.

CHAP.
To improve
improve the
the administration
of the
postal service
service in
the
in the
the postal
administration of
Act To
86.-An Act
CHAP. 86.—An
Territory of
the Virgin
Islands.
Territory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, in
in Porto
Porto Rico
Rico and
and the
Virgin Islands.

of the
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
by the
of Representatives
the United
United
and House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
enacted by

October 28
28,1919.
1919.
October
[H. R.
R. 7972.
7972.
[H.
[Public,
[Public, No. 67.]
67.1

ostal

ice.

States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Postal Service.
Soffices, etc.,
That the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General Branch
States
of America
America in
is hereby
hereby directed
establish in
in the
the Islands
Islands of
Hawaii, in
in Porto
Porto Rico
Rico Vrecteit
in Haaii,
Hiwaii,
directedl in
of Hawaii,
to establish
directed to
is
and the
be prescribed
prescribed Islands.'an
Islands.
144a
to be
regulations to
appropriate regulations
under appropriate
Islands under
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
and
nonaccounting offices, or stations
stations of
of
such branch offices, nonaccounting
by him, such
Amalie, respectively, as in his
and Charlotte
Charlotte Amalie,
Juan and
Honolulu, San Juan
ranc

t.

'
rto

leo, and

be Proviso.
Proviso.
to improve
be necessary
necessary to
judgment may
may be
improve the
the service
service and
and as
as may
may be
judgment
required for
convenience of
of the
''hat oal.er"isting
oics.r existi
Provided, however,
however, That
the public:
public: Provided,
for the
the convenience
required

post

such branches,
conducted
stations shall be conducted
and stations
offices, and
nonaccounting offices,
such
branches, nonaccounting
under the
of the
affected so as to maintain
maintain
existing post offices affected
the existing
name of
the name
under
the
identity of the offices
concerned.
offices concerned.
the identity
Provided,
Postmaster General
General be
be authorized
authorized to
the H
Honolulu,
Hawaii.
ster
oonlu
to fix
fix the
That the
the Postmaster
Provided, That
Salary
of postmaster
salary
of the
the postmaster
postmaster at
at Honolulu
Honolulu at
at not
not to
to exceed
$4,000 per
per
exceed $4,000
salary of
annum.
Received by
by the
the President,
16, 1919.
1919.
October 16,
President, October
Received

act having
STATE.-The foregoing
[
NOTE BY
BY THE
OF STATE.—The
foregoing act
hayinf
DEPARTMENT OF
THE DEPARTMENT
[NOTE

approys.,
been presented
presented to the President of the United States for his approvl,
and
having been returned by him to the house of Congress
Congress iwhich
mwhich
not having
and not
it
by the
Constitution of
of the
the
the Constitution
time prescribed
prescribed by
the time
within the
it originated
originated within
United States,
States, has
his approval.]
approval.]
law without
without his
a law
become a
has become
United
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October
October 28, 1919.
1919.
8986.]
[H. R. 8986.]
[H.
[Public, No. 68.]
[Public,

CHAP
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to the Paris-Hugo
Paris-Hugo Bridge
Bridge
Granting the
Act Granting
87.-An Act
CHAP. 87.—An
Company
to construct
construct a
approaches thereto
thereto across
Red River,
River, near
near Arthur
across Red
and approaches
bridge and
a bridge
Company to
Lamar County,
County, Texas.
Texas.
City, Lamar

Be
it enacted
and House
enacted by the Senate and
Be it

Red
Red River.
River.
Paris-Hugo Bridge
Company
may bridge,
bBridge,
CompaHy
Arthur City, Tex.

Arthur

ity, Tex.

Construction.
construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.

Amendment.

1919.

of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United

assembled, That the consent
in Congress
America in
States of America
Congress assembled,
consent of Congress
Congress
is hereby
Paris-Hugo Bridge Company,
Company, a
acorporation,
corporation,
the Paris-Hugo
to the
granted to
hereby granted
is

successors and assigns,
assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate at
and its successors
a
approaches
navigation interests aa bridge and approaches
point suitable to navigation
a point
thereto
across Red
River from a
a point on its south bank, north of
Red River
thereto across

and
near Arthur
City, in
Lamar County,
County, Texas,
Texas, to aapoint immediin Lamar
Arthur City,
and near
County, Oklaately
beginning and
and located
located in Choctaw
Choctaw Count?",
said beginning
of said
north of
ately north
"An
entitled
of
homa,
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
the
Act
".An Act
with
accordance
homa, in
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction of
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters,"
bridges over
of bridges
to
approved March
1906.
23, 1906.
March 23,
approved
SEC. 2.
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
SEC.
reserved.
reserved.
Received
by the
President, October
1919.
16, 1919.
October 16,
the President,
Received by
[
NOTE BY
THE DEPARTMENT
OF STATE.
The foregoing
foregoing act
act having
having
STATE.-The
DEPARTMENT OF
BY THE
[NOTE
approval,
been
presented to
the President
President of
of the
the United
United States for his approv,
to the
been presented
him to the house of Congress in which
and not
not having
having been
returned by him
been returned
and
by the Constitution
it
within the
Constitution of the
prescribed by
time prescribed
the time
originated within
it originated
United
without his
his approval.]
approval.]
a law
law without
become a
has become
States, has
United States,
—

October 29,
29, 1919.
October
[H. R.1429.]
R. 1429.]
[H.

[Public, No
No. 69.]

National Forest and the
CHAP.
to the Idaho National
lands to
certain lands
Act Adding
Adding certain
88.-An Act
CHAP. 88.—An
Payette
State of
Idaho.
of Idaho.
the State
in the
Forest, in
National Forest,
Payette National

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
ofRepresentatives
and House
Senate and
it enacted
Be it

Public lands.to naPublicands.to naAdditions
tional forests in Idaho.
Idaho.

tioal forests

Idaho National Forest. es.
Payette
National
National
Fayette
st
Forest.
Fore
.

States of
America in
approval
Congressassembled, That, subject to the approval
in Congress
ofAmerica
States
central Idaho within
lands in central
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
all public
public lands
within
the Interior,
Interior, all
of the

Mountain region, bounded
the
tract commonly
known as
as the_Thunder
bounded
the Thunder Mountain
commonly known
the tract
by
the Idaho,
Salmon, Challis,
Challis, and
Payette National
National Forests,
Forests, are
are
and Payette
Idaho, Salmon,
by the
national forest
hereby reserved
reserved .and
forest lands, as follows,
follows,
apart as national
set apart
and set
hereby
subject to
all valid
existing claims,
claims, and
said lands
lands shall
shall hereafter
hereafter
the said
and the
valid existing
to all
subject
be subject to all laws affecting the national forests: That part of the
said
tract lying
lying nor"th
north of
the fourth
standard parallel
Boise
said tract
of the
fourth standard
parallel north,
north, Boise
meridian and
and base,
base, is
is hereby
hereby added
to and made
made a
apart of the Idaho
Idaho
added to
meridian
National Forest; and that part of the said tract lying south of the said
said
fourth standard parallel is hereby added to and made aapart of the
Payette
National Forest.
Forest.
Payette National
17, 1919.
Received
by
the
President, October
October 17,
President,
the
by
Received
act having
[
NOTE BY
THE DEPARTMENT
STATE.—The foregoing
having
foregoing act
OF STATE.-The
DEPARTMENT OF
BY THE
[NOTE
been presented
to the
the President
of the
the United
United States for his approval
approval,
President of
presented to
been
and
to the
the house
house of
of Congress
Congress inwhich
m which
him to
by him
returned by
been returned
having been
not having
and not
it originated
the time
prescribed by the Constitution of the
time prescribed
within the
originated within
it
United States,
has become
become a
approval.]
his approval.]
without his
a law
law without
States, has
United

October 29,
29, 1919.
29".
[Ot
[11. It. %r.
9203.]

'ubl . ]
[Public, No. 70.]

[Public, No. 70.]

National Motor VeAct.
hicle Theft Act.
Definitions.
Definitions.
vehicle."
" Motor vehicle."

CHAP. 89.-An
89.—An Act
Act To
To punish
punish the
the transportation
of stolen
stolen motor
vehicles in
in
motor vehicles
transportation of
CHAP.
interstate or
or foreign
foreign commerce.
commerce.
interstate

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of the United
House of
enacted by
Be
States of
ofAmerica
in Congress
congress assembled,
assembled, That this Act may be cited as
America in
States
the
Vehicle Theft Act.
the National Motor Vehicle
S
EC. 2.
That when
in this
Act:
this Act:
used in
when used
2. That
SEC.
(a)
automobile, autoshall include an automobile,
vehicle" shall
"motor vehicle"
term "motor
The term
(a) The
mobile
truck, automobile
automobile wagon, motor
motor cycle, or any other selfmobile truck,
propelled
vehicle not designed
designed for running
running on rails;
rails;
propelled vehicle
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(b) The
The term
or foreign
used m
this
m this
as used
commerce" as
foreign commerce"
"interstate or
term "interstate
(b)
Act shall
shall include
include transportation
transportation from
one State,
the
or the
Territory, or
State, Territory,
from one
Act
District
to another
or the District of
Territory, or
State, Territory,
another State,
Columbia, to
of Columbia,
District of
Columbia,
or to
to a
country, or
or from
country to any
foreign country
a foreign
from a
a foreign
foreign country,
Columbia, or
State,
Territory,
or
the
District
of
Columbia.
District
the
or
Territory,
State,
transported
SEC. 3.
3. That
That whoever
cause to
to be
be transported
or cause
transport or
shall transport
whoever shall
SEC.
in interstate
foreign commerce
the same
same
knowing the
vehicle, knowing
a motor
motor vehicle,
commerce a
or foreign
interstate or
in
to have
have been
stolen, shall
fine of
more than
not more
of not
by aa fine
punished by
be punished
shall be
been stolen,
to
$5,000,
by imprisonment
of not
than five
years, or
both.
or both.
five years,
more than
not more
imprisonment of
or by
$5,000, or
1Punishment
or
SEC. 4.
4.
That whoever
whoever shall
receive, conceal,
store, barter,
barter, sell,
sell, or
conceal, store,
shall receive,
That
SEC.
Tornowingly
SEC.4.
part of, or
dispose
vehicle, moving
moving as,
is a
a part
which is
or which
as, or
motor vehicle,
any motor
of any
dispose of
which constitutes
or foreign
foreign commerce,
the same
knowing the
commerce, knowing
interstate or
constitutes interstate
which
than
more
not
fine
a
by
to
have
been
stolen,
shall
be
punished
a,
of
more
than
punished
be
shall
to have been stolen,
$5,000,
or by
imprisonment of
of not
not more
more than
than five
five years,
or both.
$5,000, or
by imprisonment
years, or
both.
SEC. 5.
person violating
Act may
in
punished in
be punished
may be
this Act
violating this
any person
That any
5. That
SEC.
transmotor
any
district
in
or
through
which
such
vehicle
has
been
such
which
through
or
in
district
any
ported or
or removed
removed by
by such offender.
ported
Received
by the
the President,
October 17,
1919.
17, 1919.
President, October
Received by

"Interstate or
or
"Interstate
eign
commerce."

for-

for-

gcommerc."

Punishment

for
for

Punishment

for
for

trPnnishmeht
transporting stolen
trcnsporting
motor vehicles.
vehicles.
motor

knowingshmreetivifng
knowingly receiving,
receiving,

disposing, etc., stolen
etc., stolen
diposing,
vehicles.

Venue

tions.
tonsu

of

prosecu-

o-

of

INoTE
STATE.—The foregoing
foregoing act
act having
having
OF STATE.-The
DEPARTMENT OF
BY TILE
THE DEPARTMENT
[NOTE BY

been presented
President of
of the
United States
States for
for his approval,
the United
the President
to the
presented to
been
and
having been
been returned
him to
to the
the house of Congress m which
by him
returned by
not having
and not
it
originated within
within the
by the
Constitution of the
the Constitution
prescribed by
time prescribed
the time
it originated
United States,
States, has
has become
become a
without his approval.]
approval.]
law without
a law
United

CHAP
90.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of AgriculAgriculdirecting the
and directing
CHAP. 90.-Joint
ture to
and issue
issue a
on the
condition of
of the
cotton crop.
crop.
the cotton
the condition
report on
supplementary report
a supplementary
to prepare
prepare and
ture

October 30,
30, 1919.
October
[H. J. Res. 230.1
[H. J.Res. 230.]
[Pub. Res., No.
No. 18.]
[Pub.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
House of
of Itpreseniatives
of the
the United
United Cotton
crop.
Representatives of
cotoncrop.
Resolved by
Senate and
and House
Supplementary
r
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
of
upplementary reAgri--port
of
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
States of
directed on condiof, October
October 25,
25,
of,
ion
culture
is hereby
prepare and publish tion
directed to prepare
and directed
authorized and
hereby authorized
culture is
not later
later than
November 2,
2, 1919,
1919, a
a. supplementary
estimate of the 1919.
1919.
supplementary estimate
than November
not
condition of
October 25, 1919
1919
the cotton crop as of the date October
of the
condition
18, 1919.
Received by
by the President, October
October 18,
Received
[Num BY
nit DEPARTMENT
resojoint resoforegoing joint
STATE.-The foregoing
OF STATE.—The
DEPARTMENT OF
BY THE
[NOTE
lution
having
been
presented
to
the
President
of
the
United
States
of
the
President
to
the
presented
been
having
lution
for
his approval,
approval, and
returned by him to the house
been returned
having been
not having
and not
for his
of Congress
the time
prescribed by the
time prescribed
within the
it originated
originated within
in which
which it
of
Congress in
apa law without his apbecome a
of the United States, has become
Constitution of
proval.]
CHAP.
To authorize
authorize the
Interior to adjust
adjust disputes
disputes
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Act To
91.-An Act
CHAP. 91.—An
or claims
selectors, grantees,
grantees, and
patentees of
of the
against
States against
United States
the United
and patentees
entrymen, selectors,
by entrymen,
claims by
or
the
between each
faulty surveys
surveys in
in townships
from faulty
arising from
other, arising
each other,
and between
States and
United States
the United
twenty-nine
east; also
townships thirty-six,
thirty-six, thirty-seven,
thirty-seven,
also in
in townships
twenty-nine south,
south, range
range twenty-eight
twenty-eight east;
and
ranges twenty-nine
and thirty
thirty east,
Tallahassee meridian,
meridian, in
in
east, Tallahaaee
twenty-nine and
south, ranges
thirty-eight south,
and thirty-eight
the
State of
of Florida,
Florida, and
other purposes..
purposes.
and for other
the State

Be it
by the
the Senate
of the
the Uited
United
Representativesof
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be

States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States

October 31,
31, 1919.
1919.
October
[S. 55.]
55
Public,
No. 71.]
71.]
Public, No.

publi

limas
Publilaiinds.

Adjusetment *
of fatilof
falAdjustment

t
adjust disputes
to equitably
authorized
is hereby,
he is
Interior
Interior
and claims
be, and
by entrym.en,
he
selectors,
authorized
grantees,
to
equitably
and _patentees
adjust
disputes
of the pted
Florida.

np

in

and claims by entrymen, selectors, grantees, and patentees of the Floa.
United States,
heirs or
or 'is-signs,
the UniIted
United States
and
States and
against the
assigns, against
their heirs
States, their
United
between
each
other,
arising
from
faulty
surveys
in
township
tw
en
tytentymi
surveys
between each other, arising from
thirtynine
ge t
wenty-eight east; also in townships thirty-sur,
twentyeight
range
south, ran
nine south,
thirty
thirty-seven, and
d thirty-eight
twenty-nine and thirty
thirty-eight south, ranges twenty-nine
thirty-seven,
east,
Tallahassee
meridian
in
the
State
of
Florida,
said
su
rve y
s
onances and
sres
da
the
Stateaid
S
o
meridian,
Tallahassee
east,
having been
been shown
shown to
to have
been faulty
faulty by
of certain
certain lands
lands Convey
Zt
s
.
;easgnceses an
andt
resurve of
by the
the resurvey
have been
having
ed

in
said townships,
for this
this purpose
purpose the
the said
said Secretary
is authorized
P:ttrect
errors.
rrct errors.
authorized e
Secretary is
and for
townships, and
in said

t
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to accept
conveyances from
accept conveyances
from and
and grant
grant patents
patents to
to any such entrymen,
entrymen,
selectors,
grantees, patentees,
patentees, their heirs
selectors, grantees,
heirs or assigns,
assigns, of any of the
lands of the United States in
said townships
in the said
townships open
to entry
entry or
open to
or setsetjudgment or discretion
tlement which,
which, in the judgment
discretion of said Secretary, it
it
shall be just and equitable
equitable to grant
grant or convey
convey to such _parties
any
parties or any
of them, to make up any
any deticiency
deficiency or loss sustained by
by any such
such
parties by reason of such
such faulty surveys,
surveys, or by the meander
meander lines,
lines,
existence of lakes or other bodies of water, not shown
location, or existence
shown
or incorrectly shown by such original faulty surveys of the United
United
States in said township,
townships, to the end that such entrymen, selectors,
grantees,
grantees, patentees,
patentees, their
be duly
duly vested
with
their heirs or assigns,
assigns, may be
vested with
the title to such part of the lands of the United States as shall
be
shall be
necessary
necessary or proper to make up any deficiency
deficiency in acreage
acreage or loss,
loss, as
as

far
as possible,
due to
faulty survey,
survey, as
as shown
shown by
by the
the resurvey
resurvey of
of
far as
possible, due
to such
such faulty
the said townships,
townships, preserving
preserving to the
have lands
lands shown
the owners
owners who have
shown
by the former faulty surveys
surveys to be actually bounded by
or
by lakes
lakes or
other bodies of water, as far as practicable,
practicable, the right to have patented
patented
to them the lands shown by such new
new resurveys to lie between
between their
their
Provisos.
atents limited
linted to
Patents
to holdings and such lakes
lakes or bodies of water: Provided,
Provided, That in the
areas conveyed,
etc.
areas
conveyed, etc.
said adjustment
area shall be patented
said
adjustment no greater
greater area
patented to any claimant
claimant
than that which is surrendered
surrendered by him or of which he is deprived
deprived by
by
the fact that, under the corrected
corrected survey, the area to which title,
title,
derived from the United States, is now asserted by the entryman,
entryman,
selector, grantee,
grantee, patentee,
patentee, his heirs or assigns,
assigns, is found to have no
existence in fact, or to be covered
covered by water
water and to have been so covcovMaximum allowed.
nllowed. ered
Maximum
ered at
time of
of the
the faulty survey:
at the
the time
survey: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That nothing
nothing
herein shall be construed as authorizing
Secretary of the Interior
authorizing the Secretary
Interior
in the
the said
settlement to patent to any entryman,
in
said settlement
entryman, selector, grantee, or
or
patentee, or his heirs or assigns
eAsigns an area which,
which, when added
added to the
entryman, selector,
area retained by the said entryman,
selector, grantee, patentee,
patentee, or
or
his heirs or assigns,
assigns, shall give a
a larger
larger acreage
acreage than that originally
originally
entered
thought
acquired from the United States, or any
entered or thoug
ht to be acquired
any
grantee
grantee of the United
United States.
Surveys ordered.
surveys
ordered.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the said Secretary
Secretary of the Interior be, and is
is hereby
hereby
authorized,
authorized, to cause to be made such surveys or resurveys
said
resurveys in said
townships
townships as may
may in his judgment be necessary
necessary in order to carry
carry out
out
the provisions
provisions of this Act.
Act.
Received
Received by the President,
President, October
1919.
October 20, 1919.
oundariesonakes,
Boundaries
onlakes,
etc.,
etc., preserved.
preserved.

[NOTE
OF STATE.—The
[
NOTE BY THE
THE DEPARTMENT OF
foregoing act
act having
having
STATE.-The foregoing
presented to the President
President of the U
been presented
n it edStates
St at
es for
for his
approval,
United
his approval,
and not having been returned
returned by him to the house
house of Congress in which
which
it originated within the time pre-scribed
prescribed by the Constitution of the
it
a law without his approval.]
United States, has become a
October
31, 1919.
October 31, 1919.
[. 794.]
[S.
[Publi, No. 72.
Public,No 72
[Public, No. 72.]

Public lands.

liclandstric
School
districts
School
districts
granted lands
lands within
within
granted

aontoites.

reclamation town sites.

CHAP. 92.-An
92.—An Act Granting lands for
in Government
Government town
for school
school purposes in
town
sites
projects.
ites on
on reclamation
reclamation projects.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Re
esentatives of
United
Representatives
of the
the United
States of America in
in Ccmgress
Congress assemb,
States
That the
the Secretary
the
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
hereby authorized,
Interior be and he is hereby
authorized, upon
upon application
application by
by the
the
proper officers
school district
located wholly
wholly or
or in
in part
within
proper
officers of
of a
a school
district located
part within
theboundaries
the
boundaries of a
aproject of the United
United States Reclamation
Reclamation Service,
to issue patent conveying
conveying to such
such district
district such unappropriated
unappropriated undisundisposed of lands,
lands, not exceeding
exceeding six acres
acres in
in area, within any Government
Government
reclamation town site situated
situated within such school district
district as,
as, in the
Secretary of the Interior, are necessary
opinion of the Secretary
necessary for use by
by said
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1919.
1919.

district
school buildings
Provided, That
if any
any land
ctreroi.
district for
for school
buildings and
and grounds:
grounds: Provided,
That if
land Provi.oo
so conveyed
purposes title thereto
conveyed cease
cease entirely to be used
used for school
school purposes
thereto user.
user.
shall revert
revert to
to and
revest in
in the
States.
shall
and revest
the United
United States.
Received
by the
the President,
Received by
President, October
October 20,
20, 1919.
1919.

for non

[NOTE
[
NOTE BY
BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE.—The foregoing
having
THE DEPARTMENT
OF STATE.-The
foregoing act
act having

been presented
President of
of the
United States
States for
for his
his approva,
approval,
been
presented to
to the
the President
the United
and not having been returned
returned by him
house of
in which
him to
to the
the house
of Congress
Congress in
which
it originated
originated within
within the
the time
time prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the
it
become aalaw
law without
his approval.]
United States,
States, has
has become
without his
approval.]

CHAP. 93.-An
93.—A n Act
appropriations to
to supply
deficiencies in
in appropriaCHAP.
Act Making
Making appropriations
supply deficiencies
appropriations
ending June
June 30, 1920,
1920, and prior
for other
tions for the fiscal year ending
pror fiscal
fiscal years,
years, and for
purposes.
purposes.

November 4,
1919.
November
4, 1919.

9-05.]
[H. R.
R. 9:051

----

No. 7

[Public,
No. 73.]
73.]
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be it
the Senate
and House
Representativesof
States
assembled, That
the following
sums are
are prsit
First Deficiency
Deficiency Ap
Ap.
States of
of America
America in
in congress
Congress assembled,
That the
following sums
propnation
Act, 1920.
appropriated,
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appronot otherwise
approany money
in the
appropriated, out
priated, to
to supply
in appropriations
appropriations for
the fiscal
year
priated,
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
for the
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
and prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
years, and
for other
other purposes,
purposes,
ending
30, 1920,
1920, and
and for
namely:
namely:
Civil Service
Service ComCivil
CIVIL
SERVICE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
CIVIL SERVICE
mission.
mission.

Temporary employemploytemporary employees for
Service Commission,
Commission, $50,000:
$50,000: Temporary
for the Civil Service
For temporary
Provided,
That not more
than two
employed herehere- ees
Provided, That
more than
two persons
persons shall
shall be
be employed
eeProso.
i;roviso.
Pay restrictions.
wider
at a
rate of
compensation exceeding
$1,400 per
annum and
and Payrestrictions.
under at
a rate
of compensation
exceeding $1,400
per annum
no
person shall be employed
employed hereunder
no person
hereunder at
at a
a rate
rate of compensation
compensation
exceeding
per annum.
annum.
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per
Committee on
on Pub.
Committee
Pub.
lie
Information.
lie Irnformation.
Expenses of closing
the Council
Council of
granted the
Director of
Authority is
is hereby
hereby granted
Authority
the Director
of the
of NaNa- aExOSeS's
accounts, etc.of closing
Post,
p. s8.
886.
tional
tional Defense
Defense to
fiscal year
year 1920
the sum
of Pt, p.
to expend
expend during
during the
the fiscal
1920 the
sum of
$32,000
now to
credit of the Committee
Committee on
Pub-.
on Pub$32,000 from
from the
the funds now
to the
the credit
lic
Information for necessary
lie Information
necessary expenses
expenses incurred
incurred therefor
therefor since July
July
1, 1919,
for the
of auditing
and closing
closing the
the accounts
accounts
1,
1919, and
and for
the expenses
expenses of
auditing and
Unexpended balunexpended balances
and affairs of said committee. All unexpended
balances of appro- anTexndo
ances available forbalincurred
liabilities.
priations
for and
and allotments
to the
the Committee
on Public
Public InformaInforma- curred liabilities.
priations for
allotments to
Committee on
tion
available for payment
tion shall remain
remain available
payment under the direction
direction of the
Director of
Council of
of National
National Defense
Defense of
of such
such liabilities
liabilities as
as
Director
of the
the Council
prior to Pro
were
actually and necessarily
incurred by the committee
committee prior
were actually
necessarily incurred
Proviso.
Amount covered
covered inJune
Provided, That
That $1,000,000
$1,000,000 of
such appropriations
June 30,
30, 1919:
1919: Provided,
of such
appropriations and
and Amount
into
the Treasury.
allotments
covered into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury immediately
immediately upon
upon totheTresury.
allotments shall
shall be
be covered
the passage of
of this Act.
COMMITTEE
ON PUBLIC
INFORMATION.
PUBLIC INFORMATION.
COMMITTEE ON

DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT OF
SEWERS.
SEWERS.

District of Columbia.

District oColumbi

Sewers.
Sewers.
Main and pipe, sub-

urbSand
The unexpended
unexpended balances
of appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in
in the
the DisDis- urban,
balances of
The
etc.

pipe,

sub

m^."rePPriAppropriation Act for the fiscal year
trict of Columbia Appropriation
year 1919 for main
main at
ate
l
3
d
alan
.
eel reaPP"Pri40, p.929.
and for
for VoL
voeL0p.
a, .
and
sewers and
and receiving
basins, for
for suburban
sewers, and
pipe sewers
receiving basins,
suburban sewers,
and pipe
assessment and
and permit
work, sewers, amounting
amounting in
in all to
to approxipermit work,
assessment
mately
are hereby
reappropriated and
continued available
available
hereby reappropriated
and continued
mately $120,000,
$120,000, are
during the
1920.
during
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920.
Upper pPotomac in
inUpper
For additional
additional amount
amount required
for tereptor.
tereeptor.
required for
interceptor: For
Potomac interceptor:
Upper Potomac
completing the
the construction
the upper
Potomac interceptor
beinterceptor beconstruction of
of the
upper Potomac
completing
tween Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh and
and K
K Streets
Streets and
and the
Chain Bridge, $i9,000.
$19,000.
the Chain
tween
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Public
schools.
Public schools.
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1919.
1919.

PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

ommunity forums,
Community forums and civic centers:
centers: Not to exceed
exceed 33½
33i per
per
centum of
the appropriation
appropriation of $25,000 for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920
1920 for
for
of the
centum
eAllowance
expenses of
of the
the community
community forums
forums and
civic centers
centers in
in the
the public
public
and civic
expenses
schools
Columbia may
expended for payment
payment
District of
of Columbia
may be expended
schools of the District
organizers, and
and clerks.
clerks.
of secretaries,
secretaries, teachers, organizers,

Community forums,
etc.
Allowance for
for emplc* cos.
Ante,
SS.
A te, p. 85

Courthouse.
Courthouse.

COURTHOUSE.
COURTHOUSE.

Charwomen.
Charwomen.

For the care and protection
protection of the courthouse
courthouse of the District of
of
Columbia,
direction of
States marshal
marshal of the
of the
the United
United States
under the
the direction
Columbia, under
namely: Five charwomen,
charwomen, at $240
$240 each per
District of Columbia, namely:
annum, from
from November
November 1, 1919,
1919, to June 30, 1920, both dates incluincluannum,
sive, $800,
$800, to
be expended
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General.
General.
sive,
to be
expended under

Columbia
Columbia Hospital
Hospital
for Women.
Women.
for

COLUMBIA
LYING-IN ASYLUM.
COLUMBIA. HOSPITAL AND
AND LYING-IN
ASYLUM.

Columbia Hospital and Lying-in
Asylum: For general
general repairs and
and
Lying-in Asylum:
for
and material
material for
and
labor and
for each and
construction, including
including labor
for additional
additional construction,
every item connected
therewith, $2,900.
$2,900.
connected therewith,
every
One-half of
of the foregoing
amounts to meet
Half from District
meet deficiencies
in approOne-half
foregoing amounts
deficiencies in
revenues.
priations on
on account
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be
be paid
revenues.
priations
account of
of the
the District
paid from
from
the
revenues of the District
one-half from any
any
District of Columbia and one-half
the revenues
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
the _Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
money in
in the

etc.

Repairs,
Repairs, etc.

Vocational
Vocational
tion Board.

Educa-

Rehabilitation
of disdisRehabilitationof
charged
etc.
charged soldiers,
soldiers, etc.
Vol.
617, 1179.
cl. 40,
40, pp.
pp. 617,117.
Ante, pp. 159, 178.

nte, pp. 159,

178.

Proviso.
restritio.
Pay
restriction.
A
178.
A nte, p.
p. 178.

nte,

Federal Trade ComFederal

mission.
mission.

Food
stuffs, etc,
etc., intstu',
veFd
vesti
gations.

inlihsonlan
Smithsonian
tution.

Insti-

National
Nat
ional Museum.
Museum.
Free
Building exFreer Building
penses.
penses.

FEDERAL
FOR VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION.
FEDERAL BOARD FOR
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Vocational rehabilitation:
rehabilitation: For an
an additional
Vocational
additional amount
amount for
for carrying
carrying
out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide for the
vocational
employment of
of disabled
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation and return
return to civil
civil employment
disabled
persons discharged
discharged from the
the military
military or naval
naval forces
forces of
of the United
States,
purposes," approved June 27,1918, as amended,
amended,
States, and
and for
for other purposes,'
including .personal
personal services in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere, printing and binding to be done at the Government
Government Printing
Office law
reference, and periodicals,
periodicals, $5,000,000:
$5,000,000:
Office,
law books,
books, books of reference,
Provided,
the salary
prescribed by
by the
the item
item of
of apaplimitations prescribed
salary limitations
That the
Provided, That
propriation for
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation contained
in the
the Sundry
Sundry
for vocational
contained in
propriation
19, 1919,
1919, shall apply
the appropriation
appropriation
apply to
to the
approved July
July 19,
Civil Act, approved
hereby made.
FEDERAL TRADE
TRADE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
FEDERAL
with the
the collection
collection of
of ininin connection
connection with
expenses necessary
necessary in
For all
all expenses
formation as may be directed
directed by the President of the United States,
or within the scope of its powers, regarding the production,
production, ownership, manufacture,
distribution of foodstuffs,
foodstuffs, or other
other
manufacture, storage,
storage, and distribution
necessaries,
products or by-products
by-products arising
arising from or in conthe products
necessaries, and the
nection with
with the
preparation and
manufacture thereof,
thereof, together with
and manufacture
the preparation
nection
figures
and wholesale
wholesale and retail
retail prices,
prices, $150,000.
$150,000.
of cost
cost and
figures of

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
INSTITUTION.
SMITHSONIAN

National Museum:
heating, lighting,
lighting, ventilating,
ventilating, electrical,
electrical,
For heating,
Museum: For
National
and telephonic
the Freer
and
telephonic service
service for the
Freer Building,
Building, $14,715.
$14,715.
Aircraft exhibition.
Aircraft
To enable the Regents
Regents of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian to heat, and to fit up
Expenses
Expen:es of temtern·.....
an exhibition
exhibition of
of the
aircraft and
and accessories
accessories produced
produced by
by this
the aircraft
porary
for an
ar Army building for
for.
for.
Government
since the
the declaration
war, the
temporary metal
metal
the temporary
of war,
declaration of
Government since
Vol. 40,
49, p. 102.
structure erected
erected in
Departthe Smithsonian
Smithsonian Grounds
Grounds by the War Departstructure
in the
ment under
resolution Numbered
Numbered 5,
5, approved
approved
ment
under the
the authority
authority of public resolution
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1919.

transerre
Secretary of War is hereby
June 9, 1917,
1917, $14,000: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
hereby C
'
z'ontrol
o
rov
t
i
r
s
o
el
custody and control
control of the said building to Regents.
authorized to transfer the custody
to the
Regents of
of the
Institution.
to
the Regents
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution.
International
e"[exnternational
unexpended balance
International
balance of the appro- changes.
exchanges: The unexpended
International exchanges:
priation
for the
the system
system of
under the
the direction
direction Reapprop
la tion,
Reapprop rriation,
of international
international exchanges,
exchanges, under
priation for
of
of the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, for
for the
1918, is
is reapproreappro- etc.
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1918,
etol.
p. 122.
Vol. 40, p.
payment of
expenses of
of the
the international
exchanges for
for
priated for
for payment
of expenses
international exchanges
the fiscal
year 1919,
with the
the additional
sum of
the
fiscal year
1919, together
together with
additional sum
of $903.68.
$903.68.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE.
STATE.
DEPARTMENT

State Department.
State
Department.

Department
Salaries:
For additional
additional officers
officers and
in the
the Department
employees in
and employees
Salaries: For

Additional force.
force.

Additional

Provided, That
$200,000: Provided,
That no
of State
State during the fiscal year 1920, $200,000:

Proviso.
Povio.

Pay restriction.

person shall
shall be
employed hereunder
hereunder at
rate of
compensation exceedexceedof compensation
at aarate
be employed
person

Payrestriction

ing $4,500
$4,500 per
annum.
per annum.
mg

FOREIGN
FOREIGN INTERCOURSE.
INTERCOURSE.

Foreign intercourse.
Intercourse.

Belgium.
Ambassador
extraordinary and
and plenipotentiary
Ambassador extraordinary
plenipotentiary to
to Belgium:
Belgium: Salary
Salary of ambassador
to.
to
extraordinary dorAnte,
Toward
ambossador extraordinary
the salary of the ambassador
the paymentpayment of the
Toward the
p. 291.
and plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to Belgium
authorized by Public
Public Resolution
Resolution
t p'
Belgium as
as authorized
and
Numbered 16, approved
approved September
rate of
of $5,500 per
29, 1919,
1919, at the rate
September 29,
Numbered
September 30, 1919,
June 30, 1920,
to June
1920, both dates inclu1919, to
annum, from September
Additional
to
of amount
Additional to
balance of
the appropriation
unexpended balance
and the
sive, $4,140.28, and
sive,
the unexpended
of the
appropriation of
t
4( x
prster.
$12,000 for
the salary
salary of
an envoy
extraordinary and
and minister
325.
pleni- Vol. 40, p. 1325.
minister pleniof an
envoy extraordinary
for the
$12,000
potentiary to
year 1920,
1920 appropriated
appropriated in the
to Belgium
Belgium for the fiscal year
potentiary
Diplomatic
Consular Act
hereby
1919 is hereby
Act approved
approved March
March 4, 1919,
Diplomatic and Consular
made
ambassador extraorto the
the salary
salary of the ambassador
to be applied
applied to
available to
made available
Belgium.
dinary
plenipotentiary to Belg,ium.
dinary and
and plenipotentary
ies._
Peace
Emeraniesace
Diplo- AEmmeerrgiceannc
•To
To reimburse
appropriation "Emergencies
"Emergencies arising
arising in
in the
the Diplo
reimburse the
the appropriation
Commission expenses.
expenses.
of allotmatic
and Consular
fiscal year
year 1920,"
1920," on
on account
account of
allot- comission
ervice, fiscal
Consular ServIce,
matic and
Vol. 40, p. 1329.
ments
American Mission
Mission to
to V. 40,p.1329.
the American
for expenses
expenses of the
made therefrom
therefrom for
ments made
$388,000.
Negotiate Peace,
Peace, $388,000.
Interparliamentary
For
the contribution
contribution of
the United
the maintenance
maintenance Interparliamentary
States toward
toward the
United States
of the
For the
A
rrnliatiton. promote
promote
of the
Interparliamentary Union
Union for
for the
the promotion
of International
International Artation.
promotion of
of
the Interparliamentary
Arbitration
Arbitration at Brussels,
Brussels, Belgium,
Belgium, $2,000.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY

Treasury
Treasury

DepartDepart-

ment.
ment.

Secretaryl offce.
°nice.
Secretary'

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.
SECRETARY.

Bookkeeping
and
Division
employees Warrants
Bookkwr
sindion
For additional
additional employees
and Warrants:
Warrants: For
of Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping and
Division of
Division.
Additional emploympioyAddi&tlul
rates ON.
from
1919, to
1920, inclusive,
at annual
annual rates
inclusive, at
30, 1920,
to June
June 30,
1, 1919,
November 1,
from November
of
Clerks-one of class four, two of class
class e'
as follows: Clerks-one
of compensation
compensation as
three, two
two of
of class
$6,800.02.
one; in all, $6,800.02.
two of
of class one;
class two,
two, two
three,
OFFICE OF
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR TREASURY
OFFICE

Auditor for Treasury
AuditorforTreasury
Department.
Department.

e
ditional employFor
employees from
from November
November 1,
1, 1919,
1919, to
June 30,
30, 1920,
1920, ee ddo ti l employto June
For additional
additional employees
inclusive,
at
annual
rates
of
compensation
as
follows:
Clerks-seven
Clerks--seven
inclusive, at annual rates of compensation as follows:
of
thirteen at $1,000
$1,000 each;
five calculating
machine operators
operators
calculating machine
each;five
one, thirteen
of class
class one,
(nonapportioned) at
(ionapportioned)check assorters
assorters (nonapportioned)each; check
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
(nonapportioned)
four
$720 each,
at $700
$700 each;
each; in all, $26,253.42.
$26,253.42.
each, thirteen
thirteen at
at $720
four at
e

OFFICE OF
FOR NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
OFFICE

For
employees from
from November
1, 1919,
to June
1920,
30, 1920,
June 30,
1919, to
November 1,
additional employees
For additional
inclusive, at
rates of
of compensation
as follows:
follows: Clerks-ten
of
Clerks-ten of
compensation as
at annual
annual rates
inclusive,
class
four, ten
of class
class two,
of class
class one;
one; assistant
assistant
two, ten
ten of
ten of
three, ten
of class
class three,
ten of
class four,
messenger
$720; two
laborers at
at $660
each; messenger
boy at$480;
at $480,
messenger boy
660 each;
two laborers
at $720;
messenger at
in all, $41,680.10.
M
44281° -21-23
44281°-21-23

Auditor

for

Departme
Department.t

Navy

Nav

Additional employop'
sea.
Additil
ens
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Auditor

for

State,

Auditor
for State,nt
etc.,
Departments.
etc.,
Departments.
Additional employemployAdditional
ees.

ee.
Engraving and
and.
intging Bureau.
u
Printing
Additional

auddthoi
authorized.

work
w o

rk

p.641.
Vol.40, p.61.
Ante, p. 44.
A,
p.

Comptroller
of the
the
Comptroller of
Currency.
Additional
Additional

ccounters.
ou

money

nters.

Independent
Independent TreasTreasury.
ry.
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Coigent

Internal
Internal revenue.
revenue.
Washington,
I). C.
Washington, D.
C.
Rent,
ent, office
offce of collectorin.
torin.
Vol.40,
p.1231
Vol. 40, p.
1234.

Public buildings.

1919.
1919.

OFFICE OF
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR STATE
STATE AND
DEPARTMENTS.
OFFICE
AND OTHER
OTHER DEPARTMENTS.

November 1,
1, 1919, to June 30,
For additional
additional employees from November
1920,
1920, inclusive, at annual rates of compensation
compensation as follows:
follows: ClerksClerks—
one of class four, two
two of
of class
class three,
of class
two; in
three, two
two of
class two;
in all,
all, $5,200.02.
$5,200.02.
ENGRAVING AND
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING
BUREAU
AND PRINTING.
PRINTING.

The limitation
limitation for
for the
year 1919
1919 as
as to
to the
the number
of delivered
The
the fiscal
fiscal year
number of
delivered
sheets of United
United States
States currency,
currency, national-bank
national-bank notes,
notes, and
and Federal
Federal
reserve currency
currency is
is increased
increased from
to 130,715,269.
from 129,000,000
129,000,000 to
130,715,269.
OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER
COMPTROLLER OF
OF THE CURRENCY.
CURRENCY.

National
National currency (reimbursable):
(reimbursable): For ten
ten money counters
counters at the
the

rate of $1,000
$1,000 each per annum
annum from November
November 1, 1919, to June 30,
1920, inclusive,
$6,666.70.
1920,
inclusive, $6,666.70.
INDEPENDENT
TREASURY.
INDEPENDENT TREASURY.

Contingent expenses:
For contingent
expenses of
of the
the Independent
Contingent
expenses: For
contingent expenses
Independent

Treasury,
Treasury, including the same objects specified
specified under this
head in the
this head
the
Sundry Civil Appropriation
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919,
Sundry
Appropriation Act
Act for
1919, $40,000.
$40,000.
INTERNAL REVENUE.
REVENUE.
INTERNAL

Authority
the expenditure
expenditure of
of $4,020
$4,020 from
from the
approAuthority is_graiited
is granted for
for the
the appropriation
priation for "Collecting
"Collecting the war revenue, fiscal year
1920," fcr the
year 1920,"
rental of
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
for a
a branch
office of
of
rental
of quarters
quarters in
the District
branch office
the collector
collector of internal
internal revenue
Maryland.
revenue for
for the
the district
district of Maryland.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
BUILDINGS.

Operating spplies.
supplies.
operatig

operating supplies for public
Operating supplies:
supplies: For operating
public buildings,
including the same objects
objects specified under
under this
this head
head in
the Sundry
Sundry
in the
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act for
fiscal year
year 1919,
1919, $157,406.11.
$157,406.11.
for the fiscal
Repairs and
preserand preserRepairs
and _preservation:
preservation: The
The provision
Repairs and
provision for the limitation of
of
vation.
vation.
Allowance for
for TreasTreas- $16,000
$16,000
the
Treasury,
Treasury
for
the
Treasury
Annex,
Arlington, Liberty
Loan,
Annex,
Arlington,
Libert Loan,
ury buildings,
buildings, D.
D C.,
Winder,.C.tthLo
,
Winder, and
Auditors Buildings
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
crea
' D C. Butler,
Increased.
Butler, Winder,
and Auditors
Buildings in
the District
Ants,
p.
168.
An, P. 18.
expendable from the appropriation
expendable
appropriation of $800,000 contained
contained in the
Sunthe SunJuly 19,
1919, is
is hereby
hereby extended
extended so
not
dry Civil Act approved July
19, 1919,
so that
that not
exceeding $21,000 may be expended
expended for repairs to those buildings.
Mount
Mount Olive,
live, N.
C.
N.C.
Mount
Mount Olive, North Carolina,
Carolina, post office: For continuation (site),
$2,800.
82,800
Nashville, Tenn.
Nashville,
Tenn.
Nashville,
rent of
of buildings:
For additional
for rent
rent of
of
Rent.
Nashville, Tennessee,
Tennessee, rent
Rent, etc.
buildings: For
additional for

temporary
quarters
for
the
accommodation
of Government
and
temporary
movingquarters
expenses
for
incident
the accommodation
thereto, $3,000.
of
Government officials,
officials,

Newport,
R.. I.
Newport, R.
Rent, etc.

e.

and moving expenses incident thereto, $3,000.
Newport, Rhode Island, rent of buildings: For additional for rent

of temporary quarters
accommodation of Government
quarters for the accommodation
Government offioffi-

cials, and moving expenses
$1,500.
expenses incident thereto, $1,500.
Cape
Cape Charles,
Charles, Va.,
Va.,
Cape Charles, Virginia, quarantine
quarantine station: For wharf, bulkhead,
bulkhead,
quarantine station.
Proviso.
Prorio.
breakwater, and dredging
breakwater,
dredgm
. g of channel,
$125,000: Provided,
Provided, That all
all
channel,
$125,000:
Supervision
work. work authorized in this paragraph
upervisi of
ofwork.
work
paragraph shall be performed under the
supervision
Supervising Architect
Architect of
Treasury.
supervision and direction of the Supervising
of the Treasury.
DiviSecret Service Division.

SECRET
SERVICE DIVISION.
SECRET SERVICE
DIVISION.

Suppressing
counterSuppressingcounteretc.
feiting, etc.

Suppressing
Suppressing; counterfeiting
counterfeiting and other crimes: For expenses incurred under the authority
authority or with
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of
of
with the
the approval
the
arresting, and
and delivering
delivering into
into the
the custody
custody
the Treasury in
in detecting,
detecting, arresting,

S
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of the
United States marshal
marshal having jurisdiction, dealers, and prepre.the United
of
tended
dealers in
counterfeit money, and persons engaged
engaged in counin counterfeit
tended dealers
terfeiting
notes, bonds,
national-bank notes,
senotes, and other sebonds, national-bank
Treasury notes,
terfeiting Treasurycurities of
of the
the United
Governments, as well as
States and of foreign Governments,
Unted States
curities
the
of the
the United
States and
of foreign
other
Governments, and other
foreign Governments,
and of
United States
coins of
the coins

felonies committed
committed against
the laws
the United
States relating
relating to
to
United States
of the
laws of
against the
felonies
of the
the
18 of
the
and for
for the
enforcement of
of section
section 18
the enforcement
laws, and
bounty laws,
and bounty
pay and
the pay
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
War
Finance Corporation
hire and
and operation
operation of
Act; hire
Corporation Act;
War Finance
vehicles when
or
when necessary; per diem
passenger-carrying vehicles
or horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
of the
13, of
in lieu
of subsistence,
subsistence, when
when allowed
section 13,
to section
pursuant to
allowed pursuant
in
lieu of

Fnance Corpo
wa
War Finance Corpo-

ration bonds, etc.
Vol.

40, p. 511.
p. 511.
Vol. 40,

Per
diem subsistence.
Perdiemsubsistence.
V
Vo
.
l38, p. 6so.
l
V

38,

680

Sundry
Appropriation Act
approved August
August 1, 1914, and for no
Act approved
Civil Appropriation
Sundry Civil
Protection of
of the
the
Protection
protection of the person of the President,
the protection
other
whatever, except
in the
except in
purpose whatever,
other _purpose
etc.
President
and
the
members
of
his
immediate
family
and
of
the
perof
and
family
immediate
of
his
members
the
and
President
Provisos. e
$50,000: Provuded
States, $50,000:
son
chosen to
to be
be President
President of
the United
United States,
Provided wP'of the
son chosen
Witness fees.
further,
That
no
part
of
this
amount
be
used
in
defraying
expenses
expenses
the
defraying
further, That no part of this amount be used in
of
person subpcenaed
by the
United States courts to attend any
the United
subpoenaed by
any person
of any
before a
preliminary examination
examination before
a United States court or preliminary
trial before
expenses shall be paid from
any
commissioner, which expenses
States commissioner,
United States
any United
the appropriation
appropriation for
"Fees of
Courts": Pay restriction.
United States Courts":
witnesses, United
of witnesses,
for "Fees
the
Provided
That no
no person
be employed
employed hereunder
at aa Pay restriction.
hereunder at
shall be
person shall
further, That
Provided further,
exceeding
not
compensation
greater
than
that
allowed
by
except
exceeding
except
law
by
allowed
tht
than
th
greater
compensation
day.
three persons
may be
paid not exceeding
$12 per day.
exceeding $12
be paid
who may
persons who
three
OFFICE
THE TREASURER.easurer's
TREASURER.
OF THE
OFFICE OF

National currency
currency (reimbursable):
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
(reimbursable): The
National
is authorized
authorized to
assess the
the proper
National and Federal
Reserve Banks
Banks
Federal Reserve
proper National
to assess
is

in the
sum of
during the fiscal year 1919
1919
amount paid during
the amount
of $10,416.99,
$10,416.99, .the
the sum
in
by
the
Bureau
of
Engraving
and
Printing
certain
employees
its employees
to
certain of its
Printing
and
Engraving
of
by the Bureau
while detailed
the Treasurer's
to assort
National
assort notes in the National
Office to
Treasurer's Office
to the
detailed to
while

Treasurer's Office.
Office.
Treasurer's
Offce.
National currency.
ReOiburs'ingenReimbursing
Entracing and
and Printing
Printing
Bureau.

=ag

Bank Redemption
Agency.
Adtional
.
Redemption Agency.
Bank
Additional employo-curNational currency
employees in
in re- eesredemption
Efes, redemption of
(reimbursable)::For additional employees
currency (reimbursable)
National

recyreimbursed by rency.
deeming Federal
Federal reserve and
and national currency, to be reimbursed
deeming
1,
November
period
the
the
Federal
reserve
and
national
banks,
for
period
November
banks,
national
and
the Feceral reserve
1919, to
compensation as
June 30, 1920, inclusive, at annual rates of compensation
to June
1919,
superintendent t at $3,000; chief of money section,
Assistant superintendent,
follows: Assistant
at $2,750;
$2,750; chief
of accounting
clerks—three of ,
class
$2,750; clerks-three
at $2,750;
section, at
accounting section,
chief of
at
four, four
three, seven of
expert counters-fifty
counters—fifty at
at
of class two; expert
of class
class three,
four of
four,
$900
sixty-two at $
$1,100 each, sixty at $1,000 each, sixty-two
$1,100
900 each;
each; two mesmeseach; two assistant
assistant messengers, at $720
$720 each;
each; one
sengers, at $840 each;
messenger
boy, at $480; three charwomen,
charwomen, at $240 each; in all,
messenger boy,
$136,813.94
$136,813.94
War Risk
Risk Insurance
War
BUREAU
WAR RISK INSURANCE.
INSURANCE.
OF WAR
BUREAU OF

For expenses
the Bureau
Insurance, as authorized
authorized
of War Risk Insurance,
Bureau of
of.the
expenses of
For
such
director and commissioners, and of such
law: For salaries of the director
by law:
deputies,
assistants, accountants,
clerks, and other employees
employees
accountants, experts, clerks,
deputies, assistants,

Bureau.
Bureau.

Salaries.
Salaries.

Ofce supplies,
may deem
Treasury may
in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
Secretary of
the Treasury
deem Office
of the
the Secretary
as the
District of
in the
supplies, etc.
etc.
necessary, $4,000,000;
$4,000,000; stationery
and minor office
office supplies,
supplies, $550,000;
$550,000;
stationery and
necessary,
miscellaneous expenses,
telephones, telegrams,
telegrams, freight, exexpenses, including telephones,
miscellaneous
street car
$100
press, foreign
foreign postage,
exceeding $
100 for street
ear fares, not
not exceeding
postage, not
press,
exceeding $500
$500 for
periodicals,
books of reference, and periodicals,
for law books, books
exceeding
Printing, etc., from
er.t
fln
$60,000; not
to exceed
exceed $800,000
$800 ,
000 of the
"salaries field
appropriation for "salaries
the appropriation
expenses.
not to
$60,000;
VoL 40, p. 1227.
VoL40,p.17.
exand
and expenses
engaged in
field investigations
investigations
in field
employees engaged
of employees
expenses of
and
penses
fiscal year
1920," is
available for printmade available
is made
year 1920,"
offices, fiscal
branch offices,
of branch
penses of
ing and
binding, to be
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office, and
and
done at the Government
be done
and binding,
mg
necessary-printing
forms, and
and so
so forth,
forth, for
abroad may
may be
be done
done
sp
ddogh
for use
use abroad
of forms,
printing of
necessary
tetsi,s°g741th SUP
I
r75,00ph pliAesetc.P
abroad;
equipment, and
supplides $75,000; addilassograph
and supplies,
furniture, equipment,
abroad; furniture,
supplies,
traveling expenses
expenses (exclusive
(exclusive of
of field investigainvestiga161,536; traveling
supplies, $161,536;
tions), $10,000;
$10,000; purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
repair of a
a motor-protions),
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Repayment
to NaNaRepayment to
tional Museum.

Proviso.
Proviso.
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pelled passenger vehicle, $1,000; for payment
payment to the National
National MuMuseum on
on account
account of repairs and other expenses made necessary
necessary by
seum
the
Insurance,
building by the Bureau of War Risk Insurance,
that building
of that
the occupancy
occupancy of
employees appropriated
$4,863,176: Provided,
$5,640; in all, $4,863,176:
$5,640;
Provided, That all employees
appropriated

Work of employees
for by
by this
paragraph shall
shall be
be engaged
the work
of the
the
work of
on the
exclusively on
engaged exclusively
this paragraph
restricted. employees for
restrcf

Bureau
Insurance during the fiscal year 1920.
Risk Insurance
Bureau of War Risk
BLIND.
AMERICAN PRINTING
PRINTING HOUSE
HOUSE FOR
FOR THE
THE BLIND.
AMERICAN

Printing House
for
House for
Printing
the Blind.

more adeTo
American Printing
Printing House
House for
Blind more
the Blind
for the
the American
enable the
To enable
to provide books and apparatus
apparatus for the education of the
accordance with the
provisions of the Act approved August
the provisions
accordance
$30,000: Provided,
Provided, That
two copies
each of the publicapubicacopies of each
That two
Proviso.
$30,000:
Proviso.
Publications to Li- tions printed by the American Printing House for the Blind shall
°nd - tions printed by the American Printing House for the Blind shall be
brubliC
brary foratioh
the Blind,
furnished
charge to the National Library for the Blind located
located
furnished free of charge
D f t
at
Seventeen hundred
hundred and
twenty-nine H Street northwest, Washand twenty-nine
at Seventeen
ington,
District of
of Columbia.
ington, District
Expenses.
Expenses.

Ante, p.
272.
Ante,
p. 272.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
C. G.
C.
G. Dugaxuae.
Duganne.
Credit in
accounts.
in accounts.
Credit

R. S.,
S., see.
3709, p.
sec. 3709,
R.
733.
733.

Sydney
Sydney E. Smith.
Credit
aeoints.
in weaning.
Credit in

War Department.
Department.
War

quately
blind in
m
blind
4,
1919,
4, 1919,

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Credit in
in the
accounting officers
officers
Duganne: The accounting
accounts of C. G. Duganne:
the accounts
Credit
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department are'hereby
are' hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to
of
officer,
credit
in the
formerly disbursing officer,
Duganne, formerly
C. G. Duganne
of C.
accounts of
the accounts
credit in
United
States Reclamation
Reclamation Service,
Service Denver,
Denver, Colorado, the sum of
United States
Hendee Manufacturing
Manufacturing
representing amount paid by him to the Hendee
$147, representing
Company
($144) and
to M.
M Killian ($3), the former
former
overpayment to
and overpayment
Company ($144)
having
disallowed by•
officers of the Treasury
Treasury
by the accounting officers
been disallowed
having been
contravention of the provisions
Department as having been paid in contravention
of section
section 3709,
Revised Statutes,
because of
of the item
and the latter because
Statutes, and
3709, Revised
of
representing
overpayment to the payee named, $147.
representing an overpayment
Credit in
accounting officers
officers
E. Smith: The accounting
of Sydney
Sydney ]±.
accounts of
in the
the accounts
Credit
of the
the Treasury
accounts of
directed to allow and credit in the accounts
Treasury,are directed
of
Sydney E.
disbursing clerk
clerk of the War Department, the sum
E. Smith, disbursing
Sydney
appropriation for contingent
contingent
expended by him from the appropriation
of $550 expended
expenses, War
ending June 30, 1917,
War Department, for the fiscal year ending
expenses,
Navy
for the
partitions in the State, War, and Navy.
of certain
certain partitions
removal of
the removal
for
Building,
appropriated
Building, and for this purpose the sum of $550 is hereby appropriated
out
of any
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
the Treasury
any money
out of

DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

Rent.
Rent.

For
of professional
scientific books, law books, includprofessional and scientific
purchase of
For purchase
ing
their exchange;
reference, blank
blank books, pamphlets,
pamphlets,
books of reference,
exchange; books
ing their
periodicals,
newspapers, maps;
typewriters and
adding machines;
machines;
and adding
maps; typewriters
periodicals, newspapers,
furniture
repairs to
oilcloth, file cases,
carpets, matting, oilcloth,
same; carpets,
to same;
and repairs
urniture and
towels, ice,
ice, brooms,
brooms, soap,
soap, sponges,
sponges, fuel, gas, and heating apparatus
apparatus
towels,
for
and repairs
repairs to
to buildings
buildings (outside
(outside of the State,
State, War, and Navy
for and
Department
occupied by the War Department
Department and its
Building) occupied
Department Building)
bureaus;
operation of motor trucks
trucks and
and operation
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
bureaus; maintenance,
motor
cycles, and
one motor-propelled,
motor-propelled, passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle,
and one
motor cycles,
to be
for official
purposes; freight
freight and express
express charges;
charges;
official purposes;
only for
used only
be used
to
street
car fares,
not exceeding
other absolutely
absolutely necessary
necessary
and other
$1,000; and
exceeding $1,000;
fares, not
street car
expenses,
per diem
diem allowance
not to
to exceed
exceed $4
$4 in
in lieu
lieu of
of
allowance not
including aaper
expenses, including
subsistence, $400.000.
$400.000.
subsistence,
For rent
rent of
of buildings
of Columbia for the use of the
District of
in the
the District
buildings in
For
War
Department, fiscal
fiscal year
$1,978.72.
year 1919, $1,978.72.
War Department,
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ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER

333
Public building
building and
Public
grounds, D.
D. C.

Judiciary Park.
JuniaryPketc.
and Improvements,
Public
Buildings and
and Grounds:
Grounds: For
For construction
of walks
walks and
construction of
Public Buildings
etc.
service
and the
and planting
planting of
of grounds
grounds around the
restoration and
the restoration
road and
service road
courthouse in
in Judiciary
Park, including
including the
the removal
of the
the statue,
statue,
removal of
Judiciary Park,
courthouse
t t
District
revenues of the revenures
from the
$23,445, one-half
one-half of
which shall
shall be
be paid
paid from
the revenues
revenu
fel.mm
of which
$23,445,
District
Columbia and
and one-half
one-half from
from the
Treasury of the United
United
the Treasury
of Columbia
District of
States.
States.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Transporting, etc.,
hinsperfges
defraying the cost Chinese
Transportation
China of
of Chinese
Chinese refugees:
refugees: For defraying
refugees fro
from
to China
Transportation to
Mexico
China.
toChina.
Chinese ref- Mexico to
of
to China
China of
of certain
certain Chinese
subsistence to
and subsistence
transportation and
of transportation
ugees
from Mexico
Mexico who
who have
been under
under military
jurisdiction since
military jurisdiction
have been
ugees from
1917,
to be
be expended
expended under
under the
the direction
Secretary of War,
of the Secretary
direction of
1917, to
n-Tert.
nOrna.
$31,165.
$31,165.
Ordnance
DepartORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ORDNANCE
ment.
Civilian schools on

on
granted for reseratiSns
Ordnance
res
Authority is granted
schools: Authority
civilian schools:
reservation civilian
Ordnance reservation
of
ammunition,
Use
$45,000
exceed
to
not
of
1920
the
expenditure
.
during
the
fiscal
year
1920
of
not
to
exceed
Use
or
alEnna
.
unitio
n,
year
fiscal
the
during
expenditure
the
appropriations for exfrom
appropriations heretofore
for the
the "purchase,
"purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, appropriati
ons
for.oe
xa
specfied
penses of, atXs
made for
heretofore made
from appropriations
pvo1.
and
test of
of ammunition
for mountain,
siege cannon,"
cannon "for p
l
ace'40
field, and siege
Vol.
40, p.
p. 816.
816.
mountain, field,
ammunition for
and test
reservations at Amatol
the operation
operation and
and maintenance
ordnance reservations
Amato'
maintenance on ordnance
the
Virginia, Jacksonville,
and
Landing, New Jersey, Nitro, West Virginia,
Mays Landing,
and Mays
Tennessee,
Muscle Shoals, Alabama,
and MuscIe
Sheffield and
Virginia, Sheffield
Penniman, Virginia,
Tennessee, Penniman,
and
for children
children of persons emof schools
schools for
Pennsylvania, of
Tullytown, Pennsylvania,
and Tullytown,
conveniently available
ployed
thereon, where
available
public schools are not conveniently
where public
ployed thereon,
for
such children,
children, including
salaries, supplies, stationery, and indusincluding salaries,
for such
trial work,
work, replacement
replacement and
and repair
repair of books and equipment, and all
trial
incidental
necessary expenses
expenses in
connection therewith.
in connection
and necessary
incidental and.
ARMORIES
AND ARSENALS.
ARSENALS.
ARMORIES AND

Armories
and arasArmories and
senals.
Il.
Rock Island, Dl.

Shop building for
for
hop build
Rock Island,
Illinois, Arsenal:
The remaining
unexpended balbal- recuperators.
remaining unexpended
Arsenal: The
Island, Illinois,
Rock
re
ances,
not
to
exceed
$450,000,
of
the
appropriation
of
$2,965,000
for
$2,965,000
of
appropriation
the
of
$450,000,
exceed
to
ances, not
increasing the
the facilities
for the
artillery matemanufacture of field artillery
the manufacture
facilities for
increasing
riel,
including the
the necessary
equipment, and
for propro- R^ppWopis.
and for
and equipment,
buildings and
necessary buildings
riel, including
Reappropriations.
facilities, either by
viding additional
storage space and other storage
storage facilities,
additional storage
viding
building and
and equipping
storehouses or
or by building and equipnew storehouses
equipping new
building
ping
shops
for
manufacturing
purposes
and equipping as storeand
purposes
ping shops for manufacturing
Vol. 40, pp. 128, 353.
houses shops
shops thereby
vacated and
and made
available (Act
of June
June 12,
12, Vol- 4 PP- 128, 53(Act of
made available
thereby vacated
houses
1917)
and
of
the
appropriation
of
$1,295,200
additional
increasincreasfor
1917) and of the appropriation of $1,295,200 additional
including
ing facilities
facilities for
field artillery
artillery materiel,
mat6riel, including
of field
manufacture of
the manufacture
for the
ing
the necessary
necessary buildings
buildings and
and equipment
(Act of
of October 6, 1917)
1917) are
are
equipment (Act
the
made available
available for
for the
erection of
shop build:
manufac- Proviso..
the manufacfor the
building for
a shop
of a
the erection
made

That this
ture
recuperators at
Island Arsenal:
this sum
sum
Provided, That
Arsenal: Provided,
Rock Island
at Rock
of recuperators
ture of

shall not
not be
be available
present plant
for the
the manufacture
manufacture of
plant for
the present
until the
available until
shall
recuperators is
is disposed
of.
disposed of.
recuperators

Restriction.
aestrktam.

atrton, Mas.

Watertown, Mass.

Repairing planes,
planers,
Repairing
Watertown,
Massachusetts, Arsenal:
unexpended etc.
remaining unexpended
The remaining
Arsenal: The
Watertown, Massachusetts,
et
eleetriand
repairing
"For
balance
of
the
appropriation
of
$32,000
repairing
electribalance of the appropriation of $32,000
fyinf
large planers
and boring
mills" contamecl
in the
Sundry
the Sundry
contained in
boring mills"
planers and
five large
fying five
Civi
Appropriation Act
for the
year 1919
1919 is
is reappropriated
and Vol.
ReaPPr
p. 6afritt..°31o 40,r
reappropriated and
fiscal year
the fiscal
Act for
CiviTAppropration
1920.
made
available
for
the
same
purpose
for
the
&cal
year
fical
the
for
purpose
same
made available for the

RIVER AND
AND HARsOR
HARBOR WOE.
WORN.
RIVER

ciaco
River
?
az
kid
d
aai

Harbor
Harbor
River and darflage

work.

d
For
of claims
adjusted and
and settled
section 4
of the
the c.am
4 of
under section
settled under
claims adjusted
payment of
For payment
Vol. 36, p. 676.
River
and Harbor
Harbor Appropriation
approved June
June 25,
and VOL ,p. 67.
1910, and
25, 1910,
Act approved
Appropriation Act
River and
Documents
certified to
to Congress
Congress during
during the
session in
House Documents
in House
present session
the present
certified
and 177, $907.52.
Numbered
108, and
83, 108,
Numbered 83,
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Soldiers' NATIONAL
HOME FOR
FOR DISABLED
DISABLED VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
SOLDIERS.
NATIONAL HOME
Volunteer Soldiers'

Volunteer

Home.

Eastern
specified
repairs, including the same objects specified
For repairs,
Branch: For
Eastern Branch:
under this
in the
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
Civil Appropriation
the Sundry
head in
this head
under
year
1920 $12,000.
year 1920,
Santa Monica,'Calif.
Pacific
repairs, including
objects specified
specified
the same objects
including the
For repairs,
Branch: For
Pacific Branch:
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
under
this head
head in the
fiscal
Sundry Civil Appropriation
the Sundry
under this
year 1920,
1920, $10,000.
$10,000.
year

Togas, Me.
Me.
Togus,

Santa Ifmica

Cs"

Canal.
Panama Canal.

PANAMA
CANAL
PANAMA CANAL.

Court
expenses.
Court expenses.

Zone salaries
For
civil government
government of the Panama Canal and Canal Zon.s,
For civil
marshal
$5,000,
attorney
of
district
$7,500,
district
attorney
$
5
,
000
,
$5,000,
$7,500,
judge
district
of
and for
for gratuities
and necessary
necessary clothing for indigent discharged
discharged
gratuities and
and
prisoners,
$150,000, to continue available
available until expended.
expended.
prisoners, $150,000,

Navy
Department.
Navy Department.

NAVY
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
RENT.
BENT.
For
rental of
additional quarters
Navy Department,
Department, fiscal
fiscal
quarters for the Navy
of additional
For rental
$175.
year
1919,
$175.
year
DAMAGE
CLAIMS.
DAMAGE CLAIMS.

Rent.
Rent.

Collision
damages
Collision damages
Vol. 36, p.607.

cvolp.6o7.

Navy.

To pay
pay the claims
determined by the Navy Departclaims adjusted and determined
To
the fiscal year
ment,
under
the
Naval
Appropriation
Act
for the
year 1911,
1911,
Act for
Appropriation
Naval
ment, under the
on
of damages
occasioned to private property
property by collisions
damages occasioned
account of
on account
with
vessels of
States Navy, and for which
which naval
naval vessels
United States
the United
of the
with vessels
were
certified to Congress
Senate Document NumCongress in Senate
responsible, certified
were responsible,
bered 104
of this session, $6,289.94.
$6,289.94.
104 of
bered
NAVAL
ESTABLISHMENT.
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT.

Bureau
Supplies
of Supplies
Bureau of
and Accounts.
Accounts.
and

SUPPLIES AND
BREAU
BUREAU OF
OF SUPPLIES
AND ACCOUNTS.
ACCOUNTS.

Additional allowalloweAdfditional
ance
for classified employees.
ploye.es.
Ante, p. 148.

The limitation
expenditures from the appropriation
a_ppropriation "Main"Mainlimitation on expenditures
The
tenance,
Bureau
of
Supplies
and
Accounts,
fiscal
year
1920,"
for
pay
pay
for
1920,
year
fiscal
Accounts,
and
tenance, Bureau of Supplies
sum of $500,000.
of
increased by
by the
the sum
is increased
employees is
classified employees
of classified

Bureau
of ConstrucConstrucBureau of
tion and Repair.
Repair.

AND REPAIR.
BUREAU
OF CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND
REPAIR.
BUREAU OF

A,148.

Additional allowclassified emance for classified
ployees.
ployees.
Ante,
149.
p. 149.
Ante, p.

Interior
Interior Department.
buildings.
Public buildings.

Annex to Senate
folding
room.
folding room.
Repairs, etc.
Repairs,

Education
Bureau.
Education Burea.

The
on expenditures
expenditures from the appropriation
appropriation "Construc"Constrliclimitation on
The limitation
classified
tion and
and repair
repair of
of vessels,
1920," for pay of classified
fiscal year 1920,
vessels, fiscal
tion
employees is
is increased
increased by
$250,000.
sum of $250,000.
the sum
by the
employees
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
Old
Exchange Building:
Building: For
repairs and improvements
For repairs
Telephone Exchange
Old Telephone
to
Telephone Exchange
Exchange Building,
Building, twenty-three
B Street northnorthtwenty-three B
Old Telephone
to Old
twenty-one
west,
to make
an annex
to the
Senate Folding Room, twenty-one
the Senate
annex to
it an
make it
west, to
B Street
Street northwest,
northwest, and
connect up both buildings with heating
heating
to connect
and to
B
expended under
plant of
Maltby-Building,
$3,500, to be expended
under the direcdirecBuilding, $3,500,
of Maltby
plant
Capitol
the
tion
and
supervision
of
the
Superintendent
Building
of
Superintendent
the
of
supervision
and
tion
and
Grounds.
and Grounds.
BUREAU
EDUCATION.
OF EDUCATION.
BUREAU OF

registers of teachers
For maintaining registers
teachers and assisting
assisting officers of
requiring
positions requiring
for positions
etc.education education innding
teachers for
special
qualificaqualificaspecial qulific
requiringspecil
for positions
teachers
finding teachers
in finding
education in

Registers
of teachers,
Register ofteachers,
etc.
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tions,
including personal
Columbia and
tions, including
personal services
services in the
the District
District of Columbia
and
elsewhere,
$5,000.
elsewhere, $5,000.
activiHome Gardens:
Directed Home
School and
and School
School Directed
Gardens: To
To continue
continue the
the activiSchool
ties of the United States school garden army of the Bureau
Bureau of Eduschool and
school-directed home
gardens,
cation in
in promoting
promoting school
and school-directed
home gardens,
personal services
services in
including personal
in the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere, $25,000.
$25,000.
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School
School
gardens.

and home
home
and

COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
INSTITUTION FOR
FOR THE
COLUMBIA
THE DEAF.
DEAF.

Columbia Institufor theDeaf.
tion for
the Deaf.

damaged by fire
1919,
fire on August
August 26, 1919,
repairs to
to the
the cottage damaged
For repairs
$2,000.
$2.000.

Repairing
n fire damps
g
ages.
a ge .Pr

NATIONAL PARK
PARK SERVICE.
SERVICE.
NATIONAL

fire dam-

National Park SerPark Servional
vice.

Glacier, Mont.
Glacier National
National Park,
Park, Montana:
For reimbursement
reimbursement of
the approMontana: For
of the
appro- Ftlciegort
Glacier
Fighting forest fires.
fires.
priation
for
Glacier
National
Park
for
the
fiscal
year
1920
on
account
priation for Glacier National Park for the fiscal year 1920 on account
of
expenditures for
in the
the park,
of expenditures
for fighting
fighting forest
forest fires
fires in
park, $50,000.
$50,000.
r FltBridge over FlatFor the
of aabridge
the Flathead
Flathead River at
Belton, head river.
River.
at Belton,
construction of
bridge over
over the
the construction
For
Montana, $12,000.
$12,000.
Montana,
Yellowstone.
Yellowstone.
the Fighting forest fires.
Yellowstone National
National Park,
For reimbursement
reimbursement of
of the
Wyoming: For
Park, Wyoming:
Yellowstone
appropriation
for Yellowstone
Yellowstone National
year 1920
1920
the fiscal
fiscal year
National Park for the
appropriation for
on account
of expenditures
for fighting
fighting forest
forest fires
fires in
in the
the park,
park,
on
account of
expenditures for
$25,000.
$25,000.
Public
lands.
Public lands.
GENERAL
LAND OFFICE.
OFFICE.
GENERAL LAND

Protecting
Protecting public
public lands, timber,
timber, and so forth:
forth: To reimburse
reimburse the
the
appropriation "Protecting
public lands,
timber, and so forth,"
lands, timber,
"Protecting public
appropriation
expenditures for protecting
protecting timber on the public
fiscal year 1920, for expenditures
lands
from forest
fires, $160,000.
$160,000.
lands from
forest fires,
•

PATENT
OFFICE. •
PATENT OFFICE.

Protecting, etc.
Fighting forest fires.

Pg

foretfes.

Patent
Office.
Patent Office.
Patent Oce.
Tice and Lynch.

For
the payment
and Lynch,
Lynch, customhouse
customhouse brokers,
brokers, of
of Payment
paymentLto™.
Tice and
of Tice
payment of
For the
to.
New
advanced by them
them to Stevens and
of $84.75,
$84.75, advanced
sum of
New York, the sum
Brown,
American library
literary agency,
agency, of London,
London,. Engand literary
library and
an American
Brown, an
consignments
land, to cover insurance
insurance premiums
premiums taken out on six consignments
of
forwarded to the United States Patent Office,
Office,
patents forwarded
British patents
of British
$84.75.
Additional employFor
additional employees
employees from
November 1,
to June
30, ees.
employAddUonal
June 30,
1919, to
1, 1919,
from November
For additional
Clerksas
1920,
inclusive,
at
annual
rates
of
compensation
follows:
Clerks—
compensation
1920, inclusive, at annual rates of
one
four, one
of class
class three,
two of class two, two of class
three, two
one of
class four,
one of
of class
one,
two at
at $1,000
each, two
at
fifteen copy pullers, at
$900 each; fifteen
two at $900
$1,000 each,
one, two
$480
each; in
in all,
$13,066.99.
$480 each;
all, $13,066.99.opes
Copies of
of weekly
weekly isFor
producing copies of weekly
designs', and trade- sues
,es of patents, etc.
e.
of patents,
patents, designs'
weekly issue of
For producing
production of copies of drawings
marks; production
drawings and specifications
specifications of exexhausted
patents and other papers;
papers '• and
and for expense of transporting
hausted patents
publications
of patents
patents issued
issued by
Office to foreign
foreign govgovPatent Office
by the
the Patent
publications of
ernments, $15,000:
$15,000: Provided,
Provided, That hereafter
hereafter 10 cents per copy Proviso.
reoaunce
Price
for uncertified
copies.
uncertified printed copies of specifications
shall be charged for uncertified
specifications and copies.
drawings
of patents.
drawings of
patents.
Alaska.
TERRITORY OF
OF ALASKA.
ALASKA.
TERBETOTR
Engineering Co
mCom
For carrying out the provisionsd mnis"seer
Commission:
Alaska Engineering C
ommission:
ission:
incident
For carrying out the provisions
Constructing railof the
the Act
approved March
12, 1914,
1914, entitled
to authorize
authorize Constructig raU.
entitled "An
"An Act to
arch 12,
Act approved
of
r
a 3.t
p. 305.
,p.
305.
the President
President of
of the United
construct, and operate
operate vt
to locate, construct,
United States to
the
and
for other
other purposes,"
iirp?ses, as
railroads
in
the
Territory
of
Alaska,
tom
as
and
for
of
Alaska,
Territory
in
the
railroads
amielinadskeda, Engineeri
includingngexpenses
c i
ducting hearings and
amended, including expenses incident to conducting hearings and
examining estimates
estimates for appropriations
available
in Alaska, to be available
appropriations in
examing
until
$6,000,000.
until expended,
expended, $6,000,000.
ru d

et
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POSTAL SERVICE.
SERVICE.
POSTAL

Postal service.
service.
Postal
From postal
revepostal reveFrom
nues.
nues.

OUT OF
OF THE
THE POSTAL
POSTAL REVENUES.
REVENUES.
OUT

First Assistant PostGitantPo.
Firster General.
master

OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE FIRST
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
FIRST ASSISTANT

at ost

offices.
Clerks,
etc., at post
Cerks, etc.,

OFFICE

and second
For compensation
compensation to clerks and
and employees
employees at
at first
first and second
class
post offices, $750,000.
$750,000.
class post
OFFICE
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OF THIRD ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF

Third Assistant PostThirdAsAistantPostmaster
General.
master General.
Indemnity lost
dondemnity lost domastic mail.

mestle

mil.

For payment
payment of
of limited
indemnity for the injury or loss of pieces
pieces
limited indemnity
For

of domestic
registered matter,
matter, insured, and collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery mail
mail
domestic registered
of

for the
the fiscal
fiscal years that follow:
for
For 1918,
$100,000;
1918, $100,000;
For
For
$700,000.
1919, $700,000.
For 1919,

OFFICE
THE FOURTH
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
FOURTH ASSISTANT
OF THE
OFFICE OF'

Fourth
Assistent
Fourth Assistant

Postmaster General.
General.
Postmaster

For wrapping
wrapping twine
twine and
and tying
fiscal year 1919, $50,000.
$50,000.
devices, fiscal
tying devices,
For

Twine, ete.
etc..
Twine,

JusDepartment of JosDepartment
tice.

•

DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
•

Additional employAdditiai
ees. e

eml.oy-

.

Chief clerk.
clerk.
Chief
Additional pay.
Additional a.

Private secretary.
ivate secretay
Additional
pay.

Pardon attorney.
ardon ttornaey.
Additional
pay

Additio

Y

Contingent
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Furniture,
etc.
Furniture, etc.
Staticelery.
tationry.
Mlecellaneous.
Mscellaneous.

-sALARrEs.
SALARIES.

DepartFor
subclerical employees in the Departand subclerical
clerical and
additional clerical*
For additional
ment
of Justice
Justice in the District of Columbia, $12,000.
ment of
services as
For additional
additional •compensation
as
compensation to the chief clerk for services
For
at the
of the Department
general
administrative agent
agent of
Department of Justice,
Justice, at
the
general administrative
rate
of $500
$500 per
from November
1920,
November 1, 1919, to June 30, 1920,
annum from
per annum
rate of
both
dates inclusive,
inclusive, $333.34.
•
both dates
For
additional compensation
compensation to
the private
private secretary
secretary and assistant
assistant
to the
For additional
GenAttorney
the
to
to
the
Attorney
General
for
special
.Attorney
Genassistance
special
for
General
Attorney
to the
June
1919,
1,
eral,
at
the
rate
of
$600
per
annum
November
1919,
to
June
November
from
annum
eral, at the rate of $600 per
30,
inclusive, $400.
both dates inclusive,
1920, both
30, 1920,
For
compensation to
attorney in charge
charge of pardons,
pardons,
the attorney
to the
additional compensation
For additional
30,
annum from November
at the
the rate
of $600
per annum
November 1, 1919, to
to June
June 30,
$600 per
rate of
at
$400.
1920, both
both dates
dates inclusive,
inclusive,
1920,
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

cases,
and cases,
For furniture
furniture and
and repairs,
repairs, including
including carpets,
carpets, file holders,
holders, and
For
$3,000.
$3,000.
For
for department
department and its several
several bureaus,
bureaus, $7,000.
$7,000.
stationery for
For stationery
lights,
fuel,
telegraphing,
For
miscellaneous
expenditures,
telegraphing,
including
expenditures,
For miscellaneous
foreign
postage, labor,
labor, repairs
of buildings,
building's, care of grounds, books of
repairs of
foreign postage,
reference,
periodicals, typewriters
typewriters and
and adding
adding machines
machines and exchange
reference, periodicals,
of same,
same, street-car
not exceeding
exceeding $200,
$200, and other necessaries,
necessaries,
fares not
street-car fares
of
$7,000.
directly
ordered
by
the
Attorney
General,
Attorney
the
by
ordered
directly
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

LAWS:
LA.ws: For
For the enforcement
enforcement of
of antiantimoney
this
of
part
no
That
trust laws,
laws, $200,000:
$200,000: Provided,
Provided, however,
money
trust
other than
prosecution of any organization
organization other
than an
an
for prosecuting shall be spent in the prosecution
public
a
than
any
or
organization
of
public
officers
any
individual
other
than
a
public
officers
organization of public
m
officer for
entering into
any combination
combination or agreement
agreement having in
into any
for entering
officer
Exception,
view the
increasing, of
shortening of hours,
hours, or bettering the
wages, shortening
of wages,
the increasing
view
conditions
of labor,
labor, or
for any
furtherance thereof,
thereof, not
not
any act done in furtherance
or for
conditions of
appropriaAssociations
of farm
no part of this appropriaThat
further,
in
itself
unlawful:
Provided
further,
That
Provided
unlawful:
itself
in
msof.
Assocatc
etc.

Enforcing
antitrust
Enforcing antitrust
laws.
Provisos.
Proisos.
Use
se for prosecuting
labor, etc., organiMtions 'obden.
forbidden.
tons
Exception.

CIss,
era, etc.

ENFORCEMENT
ANITTRUBT
ENFORCEMENT OF ANTITRUST

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I
CH. 93.
93.
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tion shall
shall be
be expended
for the
the prosecution
prosecution of
of producers
of farm
farm
producers of
expended for
tion
products and
and associations
who cooperate
cooperate and
and organize
organize in
farmers who
of farmers
associations of
products
an
effort to
purpose to
and maintain
maintain aafair
fair and
obtain and
to obtain
the purpose
for the
and for
to and
an effort
reasonable
their products.
products.
for their
price for
reasonable price
orting,
Transportation of
For expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the transmtemed enemy aliens.
trans- m',eOtngyales.
aliens: For
of aliens:
Transportation
portation
of alien
to places
of internment
and to
to the
or
the return
return or
internment and
places of
enemies to
alien enemies
portation of
removal of
said aliens
places of
of internment
the United States
in the
internment in
from places
aliens from
of said
removal
to
which they
they are
or to
their places
resiplaces of resito their
citizens, or
are citizens,
of which
countries of
the countries
to the
dence,
or, in
discretion of
of the
to such
other
such other
General, to
Attorney General,
the Attorney
the discretion
in the
dence, or,
places
the United
as they
and for
expenses of
for expenses
elect; and
may elect;
they may
States as
United States
in the
places in
internment
of
maintaining
aliens
in
hospitals
or
otherwise
outside
internment
outside
otherwise
or
hospitals
in
aliens
maintaining
camps,
to be
be available
for expenses
incurred
heretofore incurred
expenses heretofore
also for
available also
$200,000, to
camps, $200,000,
Transp

for said
said purposes.
enddrose.
prose
purposes.
for
r tec ion
ou an
ofcrim6s
CRIMES: For the detection
DETECTION AND
OF CRIMES:
detection and cation
eu
f
e.
PROSECUTION OF
ArND PROSECUTION
DETECTION
on oc

s

ti

prosecution of
against the
States; the
the investigation
investigation
United States;
the United
crimes against
of crimes
prosecution
attorneys,
of
the
official
acts,
records,
and
accounts
marshals,
attorneys,
marshals,
of
accounts
and
records,
of the official acts,
clerks, referees,
referees, and
trustees of
of the
the United
courts and
and the
the
States courts
United States
and trustees
clerks,
Territorial courts,
courts, and
United States
commissioners, for
for which
which purStates commissioners,
and United
Territorial
pose
all the
official papers,
and dockets
of said
said officers,
officers withwithdockets of
records, and
papers, records,
the official
pose all

p

out
exception, shall
be examined
examined by
by the
of the
the Attorney
Attorneyn Protection of
the agents
agents of
shall be
out exception,
of the
e
President, etc.
etc.
President presdent,
General
at any
any time;
time •for
of the
the President
person of
the person
of the
protection of
the protection
for the
General at
of
for such
regarding offiinvestigations regarding
other investigations
such other
States; for
United States;
the United
of the
cial
matters under
under the
the control
the Department
of Justice
Justice or the
Department of
of the
control of
cial matters
Department
of
State
as
may
be
directed
by
the
Attorney
General;
General;
Attorney
the
by
directed
be
may
as
Department of State
hire
of motor-propelled
or horse-drawn
vehicles Perdiemsubsis
passenger-carrying vehicles
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
hire of
motor-propelled or
Per diem subsistence.
38, p.us0.
680.
pur- Vol. 3s,
allowed purwhen
lieu of
subsistence when
when allowed
of subsistence
in lieu
diem in
per diem
necessary; per
when necessary;
suant
to
section
13
of
the
Sundry
Civil
Appropriation
Act
approved
approved
Act
Appropriation
Civil
Sundry
the
of
13
suant to section
August 10.914,
be expended
the direction
direction of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney
under the
expended under
to be
1, 1914, to
August
General; in
in all,
all, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
General;
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Penitentiaries.
Penitentiaries.
Leavenworth, Ks.
ICans.
Leavenworth,

Repairing
damLeavenworth,
Penitentiary: For
and repair
repair of
tre damBepairing fire
of ages.
rebuilding and
For rebuilding
Kansas, Penitentiary:
Leavenworth, Kansas,
9 19,
damage
done
by
fire
occurring
in
the
west
main
cell
wing
on
July
July
on
wing
cell
damage done by fire occurring in the west main
1919,
$100,000.
Atlanta, Ga.
Ga.
Atlanta,
1919 $100,000.
Mill
equipment
Mllequipment
Atlanta,
For mill
equipment, $50,000.
$50,000.
mill equipment,
Penitentiary: For
Georgia, Penitentiary:
Atianta, Georgia,

JUDICIAL.
JUDICIAL.
UNITED
STATES COURTS.
COURTS.
UNITED STATES

Judicial.
Ju ic al

i

.

United State
States courts.
courts.
United
Mantua'.

For
fees, and
States marshals
and their
their
h^marshals and
United States
of United
expenses of
and expenses
salaries, fees,
For salaries,
deputies,
including
the
office
expenses
of
United
States
marshals
in
in
marshals
States
United
of
expenses
office
the
deputies, including
the
in behalf
behalf of
of the
United States
States
the United
rendered in
services rendered
Alaska, services
of Alaska,
District of
the District
or
otherwise, services
in collecting
evidence
collecting evidence
Oklahoma in
and Oklahoma
in Alaska
Alaska and
services in
or otherwise,
for
the United
United States
when .so
directed by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney
specially directed
so specially
States when
for the
General,
and maintenance,
maintenance, alteration,
operation of horseand operation
repair, and
alteration, repair,
General, and
drawn and
passenger-carrying vehicles
connecin connecused in
vehicles used
motor-driven passenger-carrymig
and motor-driven
drawn
tion
with the
of the
official business
the office
office of
of United
United
of the
business of
the official
transaction of
the transaction
tion with
States
marshal
for
the
District
of
Columbia,
for
the
fiscal
years
years
fiscal
the
States marshal for the District of Columbia, for
that
follow:
that follow:
For
$200,000;
1920, $200,000;
For 1920,
District att
atizeneys.
Distri.t
For
$45,000.
1919, $45,000.
For 1919,
For
States district
district attorneys
and expenses
expenses of
attorneys and
United States
of United
salaries of
For salaries
United
district attorney's
regular assistants
assistants, mcluding
mduding
their regular
and their
attorneys and
States district
United States
the
office
expenses
of
United
States
district
attorneys
in
Alaska
and
and
Alaska,
in
attorneys
district
States
United
of
expenses
the office
for
appointed clerks
to United
district
States district
United States
clerks to
regularly appointed
of regularly
salaries of
for salaries
attorneys for
for services
rendered during
during vacancy
vacancy in the office of the
services rendered
attorneys
United
district attorney,
attorney, fiscal
$35,000.
1919, $35,000.
year 1919,
fiscal year
States district
United States
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For salaries of clerks of United States
States district
district courts, their depu-

ties, and
other assistants,
and subsistence,
subsistence, and
and
ties,
and other
assistants, expenses
expenses of
of travel
travel and

expenses of conducting
their respective
respective offices,
in accordance
accordance
other expenses
conducting their
offices, in
provisions of the Act approved
1919, $150,000:
$150,000:
with the
the provisions
approved February
February 26,
26, 1919,

Proviso.

Per diem subsistence Provided,
Provided, That
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence may
be granted
granted to
to
may be
per diem
diem in
That per
Pervdiemsoussnce

clerks of United States district
district courts, their deputies and other
other assistants, instead of, but at the rates prescribed
prescribed and
and under
under conconditions
applicable to
the allowance
allowance for
of subsistditions applicable
to the
for actual
actual expenses
expenses of
subsistence,
provided in
in said
ence, as
as provided
said Act.
Act.
Assistants in special
For
assistants to
to the
and to
United States
States disdisFor assistants
the Attorney
Attorney General
asistants i speca
General and
to United
cases.
trict attorneys
attorneys employed
employed by
the Attorney
General to
to aid
aid in
in special
special
trict
by the
Attorney General
cases,
payment of
of foreign
foreign counsel
counsel employed
employed by
the Attorney
Attorney
cases, and
and for
for payment
by the
General
cases (such
be required
General in
in special
special cases
(such counsel
counsel shall
shall not
not be
required to
to take
take
Oath.
oath
of
office
in
accordance
with
section
366,
Revised
Statutes
of
of
with
section
366,
Revised
Statutes
R.tsS., sec.
.
oath
of
office
in
accordance
.ee3
p.
366,
62.
the
United States),
States), to
to be
be available
for expenditure
expenditure in
in the
the District
District of
of
the United
available for
Columbia,
for the
fiscal years
follow:
Columbia, for
the fiscal
years that
that follow:
For
$300,000;
For 1920,
1920, $300,000;
For
For 1919,
1919, $25,000.
$25,000.
Miwallaneons.
For
miscellaneous expenses
as may
authorized by
Misceano.
For such
such miscellaneous
expenses as
may be
be authorized
by the
the AtAttorney General,
General, for
United States
and their
officers,
torney
for the
the United
States courts
courts and
their officers,
including
so much
much as
be necessary
necessary in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the AtAtincluding so
as may
may be
torney General
for such
in the
District of
of Alaska,
Alaska, fiscal
fiscal year
year
torney
General for
such expenses
expenses in
the District
1919,
•
1919, $15,000.
$15,000.
instead of actual exnse s
penses.

e

.

Penitentiaries.
Penitentiaries.

ONiTE'D
STATES
PENITENTIARIES.
'13
.
14I
TIEE
C*ST
ATES PENITENTIA
RIES.

Watch force.
Salaries established

WarihsOrsablished

Leavenworth, Kans.
Additional pay,

Additional pay,

watch force.
force.
watch

Atlanta, Ga.
Additional
Addittional
watch
force.
watch force.

'

McNeil
Island,
Island,

McNeil

Additional
Additional
guards.
Clothing,
lothing, etc.

pay,
pay,

etc.

Iowa Reformatory.
Iowa
Reformtory.to
Reimbursement
Reimbursement
to
warden.
warden.

Vol. It, p. 480.

Vol. 1, p. 480.

Agricultural DepartAgricultural
Department.

Japanese beetle.

service, $90
For the third
third year of service,
$90 per month.
month.
For the
and subsequent
years of
service, $100
$100 per
per month.
FLnwoh,
For
the fourth
fourth and
subsequent years
of service,
month'.

Leavenworth,
Kansas, ,Penitentaary:
additional for
for salaries
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Peenitentiary: For
For additional
salaries of
of
captains
$1,125; for additional
captains of watch, $1,125;
additional, for salaries of guards,
$9,750; in
$10,875.
all, $10,875.
in all,
A9,750;

pay,
pay,

Miscellaneous.
icla

wash.
Wash.

From and
and includkig
October 1,
1919, the
the salaries
salaries of
of the
the captains
captains of
of
1, 1919,
including October
From
the
the watch
watch in
in the
Stites penitentiaries
penitentiaries shall
shall be
be at
the United
United States
at the
the rate
rate
salaries of
of guards
guards as
as follows:
of $1,500
the salaries
follows:
'
annum and
and the
of
$1,500 per
per annum
For
For the
the first
$70 per
first year
year of
of service
service,t$70
per month.
month.
For the second year of
of service;
service, $80
$80 per month.

Japanese beetle.
Emergency expenses
Emergency
expenses
to
control, etc.
tocontrol,
etc.

Atlanta,
Penitentiary.:For additional
additional for salaries of capAtlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary:

tains of watch, $1,125;
of guards,
guards, $7,200;
$1,125; for additional
additional for salaries
salaries of
$7,200;
in
$8,325.
all, $8,325.
in all,
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
For
expenditures, including
including the
the same objects specified
under this
head in
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Act for
for the
the
fied under
this head
in the
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919,
$2,947.60.
1919, $2,947.60.
McNeil Island,
Island, Washington,
Washington, Penitentiary:
for salasalaMcNeil
Penitentiary: For
For additional
additional for

ries
ries of
of guards,
guards, $1,600.
$1,600.
For clothing, transportation,
transportation, aid
arid traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including the
the
same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
the Sundry
Appropriaunder this
this head
head in
in the
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
year 1919,
1919, $634.99.
tion Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
$634.99.
Support
prisoners: The
authorized and
and
Support of
of prisoners:
The accounting
aecounting officers
officers are
are authorized
directed
the warden
directed to reimburse the
warden of
of the
the Iowa
Iowa Reformatory
at AnaAnaReformatory at
mosa, for
for gratuities
amounting to
mosa,
gratuities amounting
to $181
$181 furnished
furnished United
United States
States
prisoners
from that
institution during
during the
the quarter
quarter ended
prisoners discharged
discharged from
that institution
ended
March 31,
31, 1919,
of the
of March
March 3,
3, 1875,
1875, notnotMarch
1919, the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act of
withstanding.
withstanding.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE.
To enable
Secretary of
Agriculture to
to meet
meet the
the emergency
emergency
To
enable the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
caused
caused by the recent and sudden
sudden spread
spread of the Japanese
Japanese beetle m
the
m the
State
New Jersey
Jersey and
and to
for the
the control
control and
and prepreState of
of New
to provide
provide means
means for
vention
of this
this insect
insect in
that State
State and
and to
to other
other States,
States, in
in
vention of
of spread
spread of
in that
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1919.

cooperation
with the
the State
State of
and other
concerned
other States concerned
Jersey and
New Jersey
of New
cooperation with
and with
with individuals
the employment
of peremployment of
including the
affected, including
individuals affected,
and
sons
and means
city of
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and all
of Washington
in the
the city
means in
sons and
other
necessary expenses,
$45,000.
expenses, $45,000.
other necessary
FOREST SERVICE.
SERVICE.
FOREST

Forest Service.
Service.
Forest

To
enable the
the Secretary
Agriculture to meet the existing emerSecretary of Agriculture
To enable
gency and
expenses heretofore
heretofore incurred
incurred or
or which
which may herepay expenses
to pay
and to
gency
after be
be incurred
preventing forest
endangering
forest fires endangering
and preventing
fighting and
in fighting
incurred in
after
$2,950,000.
the
national forests during
1920, $2,950,000.
during the fiscal year 1920,
the national

Emergency fighting
fighting
mergen;cy
forest
fires.

DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE.
OF COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT

Department of
of ComComDepartment
merce.
merce.

COAST AND
SURVEY.
GEODETIC SURVEY.
AND GEODETIC
COAST

Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic
Coast

Survey.

Additional
drafts1
draftsmenition
For additional
draftsmen from
from No- na
hydrographic draftsmen
and hydrographic
topographic and
additional topographic
For
vember
1919, to
June 30,
30, 1920,
1920, inclusive,
inclusive, at annual rates of comcomto June
1, 1919,
vember 1,
pensation as
as follows:
Three at $2,000
three at $1,750 each; in
$2,000 each; three
follows: Three
pensation
all,
$7,500.03.
$7,500.03.
watchAdditional
all, $7,500.03.
Additional
men, etc.
watc
etc.
For additional
additional employees
November 1, 1919,
1919, to June 30, 1920, men,
from November
employees from
For
Watchmen,
follows:
inclusive,
annual rates of compensation
compensation as follows: Watchmen,
inclusive, at annual
firemen,
messengers, or
seven at $840 each; plumber
plumber and
or laborers,
laborers, seven
firemen, messengers,
steamfitter,
$1,200; i
n all, $4,720.
$4,720.
in
steamfitter, $1,200;
l.

h

BUREAU OF FISHERIES.
FISHERIES.
BU-REAU

Fisheries Bureau.
Bureau.

Fisheries

Envelopes, 1919.

required during the fiscal Enveopes'1919
amount required
Miscellaneous
For amount
expenses: For
Miscellaneous expenses:
year 1919
1919 to
to meet
the increased
envelopes in
accordance with
with Vol. 40, p. 753.
in accordance
of envelopes
cost of
increased cost
meet the
year
4 Vo 40, p. 753.
under section
the
adjustment made
made by
by the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General under
section 4
the adjustment
Office Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
approved July 2, 1918,
1918, $300.
$300.
of the
the Post Office
Maintenance
of vesvesMitenance of
For an additional amount
Maintenance
amount for furnishing sels.
vessels: For
of vessels:
Maintenance of
Subsistence.
Subsistence.
inFisheries,
of
Bureau
subsistence
to
employees
on
vessels
of
the
Bureau
of
Fisheries,
the
of
vessels
on
subsistence to employees
Proviso.
tation ofof rra$5,000: Provided,
cluding
positions, $5,000:
Provided, That P
statutory positions,
holding statutory
those holding
eluding those
Commutation
tions,
1920.
920.
tions,
to
paid
be
commutation
rations not
not to
exceed $1 per day may
to exceed
of rations
commutation of
officers and
crews of
of vessels
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of Fisheries
Fisheries during the
vessels of
and crews
officers
fiscal year
1920 under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
regulations prescribed
year 1920
fiscal
Commerce.
Commerce.
Baker Lake, Wash.
Rebulding staU
Baker
Station: For the reconstruction
reconstruction of the Rebuilding
station.
Washington, Station:
Lake, Washington
Baker Lake
buildings
and the
the replacement
replacement of the equipment
equipment recently
recently destroyed
destroyed by
by
buildings and
fire,
$50,000.
fire, $50,000.
Fairport, Iowa.
Fairport,
Iowa, biological
biological station:
For the
the purchase
purchase and
and installainstalla- ShopeflSpmt.
Shop equipment.
station: For
Fairport, Iowa,
tion of
lathe and
and power
saw, $1,000.
$1,000.
Va.
Whe,
power saw,
metal-working lathe
of aa metal-working
tion
Wytheville, Va.
Wytheville,
fish hatchery:
hatchery: For
general improvements
supply.
ater supply.
improvements Water
For general
Virginia, fish
Wytheville, Virginia,
to water
water supply,
including purchase
purchase of a
a right of way for pipe line
supply, including
to
and right
right to
construct dam
and reservoir,
reservoir, $4,000.
dam and
to construct
and
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
SERVICE.
LIGHTHOUSE

purchasing and equipping
General service:
constructing or purchasing
equipping
service: For constructing
General
lighthouse tenders
tenders and
and light
to replace
replace vessels worn out in
vessels, to
light vessels,
lighthouse
lighthouse districts, or for
service, in
the third,
fifth and
for
and eighth lighthouse
third, fifth,
in the
service,
$760,000.
use
in the
the Lighthouse
ervice generally, $760,000.
Service
Lighthouse S
use in
Diamond
Carolina: For
For constructing
constructing and
and equipping
equipping
North Carolina:
Shoal, North
Diamond Shoal,
a
light vessel
vessel for
for station
Diamond Shoal,
Shoal, North
North. Carolina,
Carolina, or for
off Diamond
station off
a light
$450,000.
general service,
service, $450,000.
ight and fog
Conneaut Light
completing the light
Station, Ohio: For completing
Light Station,
Conneaut
signal
$19,600.
signal station,
station, $19,600.

Lighthouse Service.

Ighthu

Service.

Vessels.
Vessels.
Constructing, etc.
Constructing,
Vol. 40, p. 607.
607.

Dismandl3beal,N.C.
Diamnad Shlsl,.C.
Light vessel fur,
etc.
or, etc.
Light

Cormeaut, Ohio.
Ohio
Conneaut,
Light station.
station.
Light
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Bureau.
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BUREAU OF
NAVIGATION.
BUREAU
OF NAVIGATION.

Shipping
service.
Shipping
Galveston,
Shipping Service: For aa shipping commissioner at Galveston,
hipping service.
c,emmiasioner
at Galveston,
Tex.
Texas,
the rate
rate of
of $1,500
tO
October 1, 1919, to
annum from October
$1,500 per annum
at the
Texas, at
veston,Tex.
June
30, 1920,
$1,125.
1920, inclusive,
inclusive, $1,125.
June 30,
Clerks
be fixed
fixed by the Secretary
For
compensation, to
Secretary of Commece,
Commerce of
to be
For compensation,
Clers in
in offices.
of.
not to
to exceed
$1,600 per
per annum
annum to
to each
each person
of clerks
in the
the offices
offices
clerks in
person of
exceed $1,600
not
Proviso.
of
shipping
commissioners, $10,000:
Provided, •
That one
clerk may
may
one clerk
That
$10,000: Provied,
commissioners,
shipping
Pay
of
alowace.
Pay allowance.
be
hereunder at
at a
compensation not
exceed $2,200
$2,200 per
per
to exceed
not to
a compensation
employed hereunder
be employed
annum.
annum.
Motor
en- - Enforcement
Enforcement of navigation
tolaws.
boats to
Motor boats
navigation laws: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of
force
navigation
Commerce
to
provide
and
operate
such
motor
and employ
boats
motor
such
Commerce to provide and operate
thereon such
such persons
may be
be necessary
necessary for
the enforcement,
enforcement, under
under
for the
as may
persons as
thereon
his direction
by customs
customs officers
laws relating
relating to
to navigation
navigation and
and
of laws
officers, of
direction by
his
inspection
of vessels,
boarding of
of vessels,
vessels, and
counting of
of passengers
passengers
and counting
vessels, boarding
inspection of
on excursion
$18,000.
boats, $18,000.
excursion boats,
on
Wireless communicommni- •Wireless communication
Wireless
communication laws: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
cation on steamers.
to enforce
enforce the
Acts of
of Congress
"to require
require apparatus
and operators
operators
apparatus and
Vol.
38,
629 ;vol.
Vol. to
Congress "to
the Acts
Vol. 3,
p. p. s;
37, p99.
p. 199.
" to regulate
for radio
ocean steamers"
steamers" and "
regulate
certain ocean
communication on certain
for
radio communication
37,.
nslio communication"
and to
to carry
carry out
international radio
the international
out the
communication" and
rrdio
telegraphic
to employ
such persons
and means
means as
as
persons and
employ such
and to
convention, and
telegraphic convention,
may
be necessary,
and subsistence
purchase
expenses, purchase
subsistence expenses,
traveling and
necessary, traveling
may be
and
exchange of
technical books,
rent, and
and all
all other
other
books, rent,
of instruments,
instruments, technical
and exchange
miscellaneous items
items and
and necessary
included in
in the
the foreforenot included
expenses not
necessary expenses
miscellaneous
going,
That no
part of
of this
this sum
sum shall
shall be
used to
to
Proviso.
be used
no part
$20,000: Provided,
Provided, That
going, $20,000:
Proyvio.
No pay increase.
increase
persons employed
employed to
to enforce
enforce wireless
wireless
of persons
compensation of
the compensation
increase the
No payncrease
communication laws.
communication
Standards Bureau.
Standards
Bureau.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF STANDARDS.
STANDARDS.

General
expenses: For
For fuel
fuel for
office expower; office
and power;
heat, light, and
for heat,
General expenses:
penses,
stationery, books
and periodicals;
periodicals; traveling
traveling expenses
expenses (in(inbooks and
penses, stationery,
cluding expenses
expenses of
attendance upon
upon meetings
meetings of technical and
of attendance
cluding
professional societies
societies when
when required
required in
in connection
connection with
with standardizastandardizaprofessional
tion,
testing, or
work of
of the
bureau); street
car fares
street car
the bureau);
official work
other official
or other
tion, testing,
not exceeding
exceeding $100;
expenses of
of the
the visiting
committee; expenses
of
expenses of
visiting committee;
$100; expenses
not
attendance
American member
member at
at the
the meeting
International
meeting of the International
of American
attendance of
Committee
and Measures;
operation, mainMeasures; supplies for operation,
Weights and
of Weights
Committee of
tenance, and
and repair
repair of
automobile and
and motor
motor trucks
trucks for
for
passenger automobile
of a
a passenger
tenance,
official
use, including
including their
their exchange;
exchange; and
and contingencies
contingencies of all
official use,
kinds, $35,000.
$35,000.
kinds,
Cooperative
induscooperation
Industrial
research:
technical investigations
investigations in
in cooperation
For technical
research: For
Industrial
indu
coopertive
trial research developfundamental problems involved
with the industries
involved in industrial
industries upon fundamental
with
ment.
ment.
development following
the war,
war, with
view to
to assisting
assisting in
in the perperwith aaview
following the
development
manent establishment
establishment of
industries developed
developed during
during the
the
American industries
of American
manent
p
ne
ai
rsosn
eral
vic
se
ee
rviicnesthla.
Columbia
an
biad and in
of Columbia
in the District of
services
war, including personal
the
field, $250,000.
$250,000.
the field,
materials: For
For the
the specification,
specification, testing,
testing, and
and
'resting
Governmen t Testing
Government materials:
Testing Government
TetingGovenment
materials.
inspection
of materials
equipment purchased
purchased by the Government
Government
materials and equipment
inspection of
mateals.
war,
including personal
departments
to
determine suitability
suitability for the
specific uses involved,
the specific
to determine
departments
istrict of
of Columbia and in
the
in the
including personal services in the District
field,
$100,000.
field, $100,000.
Investigating, etc.,
etc 7. Industrial
Industrial safety
To investigate
of personal
investigate conditions
conditions of
safety-standards:
standards: To
Investigating,
safe ty standards fo
hazard in
industrial, and
and mercantile
mercantile establishments
establishments and
electrical, industrial,
in electrical,
industrial
tono.hazard
d=S occupations
other
places where
and machinery
are used
used or
or hazardous
hazardous
machinery are
apparatus and
where apparatus
other places
materials
safety standards
standards covering
covering conconformulate safety
to formulate
handled; to
are handled;
materials are
struction,
operation of
of electrical
electrical and
and mechanical
mechanical
and operation
installation, and
struction, installation
apparatus and
and machinery,
the handling
materials; to
prepare
to prepare
of materials;
handling of
and the
machinery, and
apparatus
Safety
national
suitable for
general applicaoption
application and
and for
adoption
for adoption
for general
Safetycodes.
codes safety codes suitable
and enforcement
enforcement by
by Federal,
State, and
and municipal
municipal bodies;
to
bodies; and to
Federal, State,
and
Miscellaneous.

Miscen
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cooperate with
industrial organizations
organizations in
in the
the develdeveland industrial
with engineering
engineering and
cooperate

opment
and revision
and with
with administrative
bodies
administrative bodies
of such
such codes
codes and
revision of
opment and
in the
introduction and
the codes,
in
the introduction
and interpretation
interpretation of
of the
codes, including
including personal
personal
services in
Columbia and
the field,
field, $25,000.
$25,000.
the District
District of
of Columbia
and in
in the
services
in the
Standardization
of instruments,
Standardization of
instruments, machinery,
machinery, and
and equipment:
equipment: To
To
enable the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Standards to
with Government
Government dedeof Standards
to cooperate
cooperate with
enable
.partments,
establishment of
of
manufacturers in
in the
the establishment
partments, engineers,
engineers, and
and manufacturers
standards, methods
equipinstruments, equipand inspection
inspection of instruments,
methods of
of testing,
testing, and
standards,
devices used
indusused in
in the indusand mechanical
mechanical devices
ment, tools, and
and electrical
electrical and
tries and
and by
the Government,
Government, including
practical specification
specification for
for
the practical
including the
by the
tries
quality and performance
and the formulation
formulation of
of such
such devices,
devices, and
performance of
quality
methods
service tests, including
including permethods of inspection, laboratory, and service
sonal
services in the District
$50,000.
in the
the field,
field, $50,000.
Columbia and in
District of Columbia
sonal services
platinum and other
purchase of
For the
the purchase
metals: For
Platinum and
rare metals:
of platinum
other
and rare
Platinum
Bureau
rare
required for
for use
work of
of the
the Bureau
experimental work
use in
in the
the experimental
rare metals
metals required
$15,000.
of Standards,
Standards, $15,000.
For the
the completion
retaining wall
wall along
along the
the south
south side
side of
of the
the
of a
a retaining
completion of
For
new
industrial laboratory,
laboratory, together with
that portion
piping
portion of the piping
with that
new industrial
tunnel adjacent
adjacent to the
building and involved
construction of
the construction
involved in the
the building
tunnel
the retaining
wall, and
incident thereto, $20,000.
$20,000.
and the
the grading incident
the
retaining wall,

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR.
LABOR.
SERVICE.
IMMIGRATION SERVICE.
131111GRATIOir

C
°°peration w
with
it h
jcooperation
tecluucal
organiza-

tions.
tions.

aroprative
aruiTing

statnditTru
d:
ments, machinery, etc.

ments,machinery,etc.

Plat . m
,Ztin
m u

rare
and rar
and

Purchase
Purchase of.
retaininCompleting
Completing retain-

Department oof
Department
Labor.
Labor.
Immigration BuBuImmigration
reau.
reau.

cing
For enforcement
enforcement of
the laws
laws regulating
regulating the
immigration of
of aliens
aliens tiElnorcing
the immigration
of the
For
tiras

mm

immigrai igra-

specified under
under this
the United States, including the same objects specified
into the
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919,
Civil Appropriation
in the
the Sundry
head in
$263,072.04.
$263,072.04.
Interned aliens.
conbalance of the appropriaNot to exceed $25,000 of the unexpended
unexpended balance
appropria- Apptrtieda
Appropriation con!
and
tinned.a
is
continued
1917-1918,"
aliens, 1917-1918," continued
tion
"Expenses of interned aliens,
tion for "Expenses
tinVuoeL 40, p. a
216.

Immigration Service
expenditures incurred
for expenditures
made
available for
made available
incurred by the Immigration

40, . 26.

V

for interned aliens during the fiscal years 1919 and 1920.
BUREAU OF
LABOR STATISTICSbor
STATISTICS.
BUREAU
OF LABOR

For
Bureau of Labor Statistics, inof the
the Bureau
miscellaneous expenses of
For mascellaneous
cluding the
specified under this head in the Legislative,
Legislative,
the same objects specified
cluding
Executive, and Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1920,
$12,000.
$12,000
$12,0
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING.
BINDING.

Labor
Labor Statistics
Statistics BuBuStatistics Bu
reau.
isnellitrigons
1

(S

1-

Printing and
Printing
and bindbindaig.
ing.

The
Secretary of
Labor is authorized
authorized to
couel
elefor
settlements for co
to make
make settlements
of Labor
The Secretary
B
utts
n
ir
y
i
r
en
litra°L^b
1.11`oer'
and New:Ma
r
tian
and Natsallation
expenses of the printing
for expenses
from appropriations
$5,630.58 and
$5,630.58
and $81
$81 from
appropriations for
printing expenses.
Miscel- "nses
and binding services of the War Labor Administration
Administration and
and "Miscelp. 601.
2S,p.
601.
Vol. 28,
laneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau
1918-1919," respectively,
respectively, Vol.
Naturalization, 1918-1919,"
of Naturalization,
Bureau of
laneous
in payment
for printing
ordered without compliance
compliance with
with. the Act
Act
printing ordered
payment for
in
approved
12, 1895.
1895.
January 12,
approved January
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF
OF LABOR.
LABOR.

International Labor
International

Conence.
Conference.

For salaries
of the
the International
Conference of
of Labor,
Labor, penS
Salaries and
nd exexInternational Conference
expenses of
salaries and
and expenses
For
embeuG
as follows:
United
States Government
Government executive
executive staff: For
tirst2't e'eu"
one-half tivtat.
two and
and ene-helf
For two
United States
months, at
to the SecreAssistant to
follows: Assistant
as follows:
compensation as
monthly compensation
at monthly
months,
200
tary, $450;
$450; first
first assistant, $300; three
assistants, at $2,00
executive assistants,
three executive
tary,
each; two assistants at hotels, at $200 each;
each; private
private secretary, $200;
$200;
two
stenographers, at
at $150
typist, $125;
$125; and two messengers,
each; typist,
$150 each;
two stenographers,
at
$6,312.50.
at $75
$75 each;
each; in all, $6,312.50.
.
estastaff.
Conference
compenatio s as
Conference
Conference staff,
staff , for two months,
months at monthly compensation
follows: Two
Two stenographers,
each; two
secretaries, at
at
two deputy
deputy secretaries,
at $150
$150 each;
stenographers, at
follows:
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$300 each;
each; four
subsecretaries (for
$200 each;
each; four
commissions), at $200
(for commissions),
four subsecretaries
$300
at $200
interpreters,
at
$200
each;
three
English-French
translators,
$200
translators,
English-French
three
each;
$200
at
interpreters,
each; three
French-English translators
French stetranslators, at $200 each; six French
three French-English
each;
nographers, at
at $83.33
$83.33 each;
each; six
stenographers, at $150 each;
each;
English stenographers,
six English
nographers,
chief
eight messengers, at $75 each; expenses, at not
not
$125; eight
messenger, $125;
chief messenger,
$23,649.96.
exceeding
diem for
for each
each person,
$12,000; in all, $23,649.96.
person, $12,000;
per diem
$10 per
exceeding $10
Chief
cleric's office.
office, for two months,
Chief
Chief clerk's office,
months, at monthly compensation
compensation as
as
ofe.
ccerk's
cicek's
$150; and stefollows:
Chief
clerk,
$200;
assistant
chief
clerk,
stechief
assistant
$200;
follows: Chief clerk,
nographer, $150; in all, $1,000.
$1,000.
nographer,
Expenses.
Expenses;
reporting proceedings,
$20,000; printing
printing proceedproceedproceedings, $20,000;
For reporting
xpenses .For
Expenses.
ings, $10,000;
$10,000; paper,
$2,500; contingent
$1,000; in all,
contingent expenses, $1,000;
paper, $2,500;
ings,
$33,500.
$33,500 .
Provisos.
Provided,
International Conference
Conference of Labor, $64,462.46:
$64,462.46: •Provided,
Total, International
Pr'iw-.
Accounting.
be done
shall
That
all
accoun
I
,
in
connection
with
the
conference
shall
conference
the
with
connection
in
That all accounting
Accounting.
Subsistence
w- by
s cer of the Department
Department of Labor:
Labor: Provided
Providedfrther,
further,
by the disbursing officer
Internaherein appropriated
money herein
appropriated for
for the Interimthe money
of the
part of
no part
aow- Tat at no
Subsistence allo
mice restricted.
tional Conference
Labor shall
available for the payment of an
be available
shall be
of Labor
Conference of
tional
allowance for
for per
diem expenses
expenses in
person
lieu of subsistence to any person
in lieu
per diem
allowance
No other
funds to
residing in
Clumbia: Provided
Provided further,
further, That this sum
District of Columbia:
the District
in the
be residing
to be
other funds
No
s ed
appropriaused,
shall not
not be
supplemented by
from any other appropriaexpenditures from
by expenditures
be supplemented
shall
u tion
nor shall
any part
appropriation be used for
for
this or any other appropriation
of this
part of
shall any
tion nor
telegraphing or
or cabling
cabling the
conference.
proceedings -of. the said conference.
the prpceedmgs
telegraphing

LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

Legislative.

Legislative.

Botanic Garden.
Garden.
Botanic

Botanic
Botanic Garden: For pay to thestatutory
the statutory employees
employees of the Botanic
Botanic
$1,075.
superintendent,
Garden, at
$1,075.
rates to be fixed by the
at rates
Garden,

Senate.
Senate.

SENATE.
SENATE.

For additional
additional expenses
eenses of
of reporting
reporting and
and transcribing the debates
For
nearly the
and
Senate and to equalize
equalize more nearly
the
of the Senate
proceedings of
and proceedings
amounts paid
by the
House of Representatives
Representatives for
and the House
Senate and
the Senate
paid by
amounts
reporting,
their respective
respective proceedings
1, 1919, to June 30,
proceedings from June 1,
reporting their
1920,
payable in
October 1, 1919,
installments from October
monthly installments
equal monthly
in equal
1920, payable
$10,716.66.
$10,716.66.
at
Chief telephone
op.
For pay-to the chief telephone
telephone opChief
telephone operator,
operator, office of the Sergeant
Sergeant at
orator.
Arms
of
the
Senate,
$300.
$300.
Senate,
the
ertArms of
Inquiries and invesinvestigations ordered by the Senate,
For expenses
of inquiries
inquiries and
and investigations
expenses of
For
tinures
tigations. and inves
including compensation
committees, at such rate
stenographers to committees,
to stenographers
compensation to
including
as
fixed by
Committee to Audit and Control the Continby the Committee
be fixed
may be
as may
gent
$1 per printed
printed page,
Senate, but not exceeding $1
the Senate,
Expenses of the
gent Expenses
$135,000.
$135,000.
Motor vehcles.
vehicles.
For
equipping motor vehicles
vehicles for
for
exchanging, and equipping
For maintaining, exchanging,
Motor
carrying the
the mails,
mails, and
and for
for official
official use of the offices
offices of the Secretary
Secretary
carrying
and
at Arms,
$1,033.85.
year 1919, $1,033.85.
fiscal year
Arms, fiscal
Sergeant at
and Sergeant
Fuel,
etc.
exclusive of labor,
and advertising,
For fuel,
fuel, oil,
oil, cotton
waste, and
advertising, exclusive
labor,
cotton waste,
For
oil, etc.
Fuel, oil,
fiscal
year
1919,
$400.97.
$400.97.
1919,
year
fiscal
Folding.
For
folding speeches
and pamphlets,
pamphlets, at
at a
arate
rate not
not exceeding
exceeding $1
$1 per
per
speeches and
For folding
Folding.
thousand,
$10,000.
thousand, $10,000.

Reporting debates.
Reportigdebates.
Additional
compensation.
compnsation.l

REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE OF
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES.

House
of Represer.Represertouse of
tatives.
tat ives.

Ragsdale.
Willard Ragsdale.
3. Willard
J.
Pay to widow.
ray

To
pay the
of J.
Ragsdale, late aa Representative
Representative
Willard Ragsdale,
J. Willard
widow of
the widow
To pay
$7,500.
the State
State of
Carolina, $7,500.
South Carolina,
of South
the
To
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph B.
B. Thompson,
Thompson, late aaRepresentative
Representative
the widow
pay the
T.Th
T oppay
State of
from
from the
the State
of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $7,500.
$7,500.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
expenses of special
select comspecial and select
and expenses
items and
For
mittees,
exclusive of
of salaries
specifically ordered by
unless specifically
labor, unless
and labor,
salaries and
mittees, exclusive
the
House of
of Representatives,
fiscal years that follow:
follow:
Representatives, for the fiscal
the House

from
from
B. ThpJoseph B. Thomp-

Joseph

son.
Pay
Pay to widow.
widow.

Miscellaneous Items,
items,
etiscelanos
etc.
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For
$45,000;
For 1919, $45,000;
For
1920, $139,000.
$139,000.
For 1920,
Stationery.
For
stationery for
Delegates, and Resident CorCom- Stationery.
Representatives, Delegates,
for Representatives,
For stationery
missioners,
$210.
missioners, $210.
of $50,000 for
The unexpended
balance of
of the
the appropriation
for furnishfurnish- ingHouse
IIouse offce
Office Buildappropriation of
unexpended balance
The
office
Additional
the
ing
additional
rooms
in
the
House
Office
Building,
contained
in
the
Additional
0
ffice
in
contained
Building,
Office
ing additional rooms in the House
tp.i.. 24o.
eqVo
available for eci
Public
Resolution approved October 24, 1913, is made available
Vin
.,at
240.
Public Resolution
additional office
for such of the
the rooms of that building as
equipment for
office equipment
additional
may
on account
account of the
appointment of additional
additional clerks
the appointment
be necessary
necessary on
may be
to
to Members.
Members.
Furniture, etc.
etc.
For
furniture, and
and materials
materials for
same, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal Furniture
the same,
of the
repairs of
for repairs
For furniture,
years
that follow:
follow:
years that
For
1919, $96.76;
$96.76;
For 1919,
For
1920, $15,000.
$15,000.
For 1920,
GOVERNMENT
OFFICE.
PRINTING OFFICE.
GOVERNMENT PRINTING

Government PrintPrintGovernment

rint

ingOfe.
ing Office.

Samuel
Robinson,
binson,
To
Samuel Robinson,
Robinson, William
Joseph De
De Fontes,
Fontes, and wil
Madden, Joseph
William Madden,
pay Samuel
To pay
William Madde
Madden,
Joseph
De
Fontes,
and
Fontes,
De
seph
Sixty-sixth
the
during
duty
Charles
night
dining i
Sixty-sixth Charles C. Allen. and
Charles C. Allen, messengers on night
Extra services.
Extraservices.
Congress, first
session, for
services, $700 each;
each; in
n all, $2,800.
$2,800.
extra services,
for extra
first session,
Congress,

JUDGMENTS,
UNITED STATES
COURTS.
STATES COURTS.
JUDGMENTS, UNITED

Judgments,

United

United
O,.
sti
States Courts.
PayTment
Payment of.

o 5.
For payment
payment of
of the
and decrees,
including costs
costs Vo
24,p.
decrees, including
the final
final judgments
judgments and
For
Vol. 24,
p. 505.
Act
of
the
provisions
the
of
suits,
which
rendered
under
provisions
been
have
which
of suits,
of
1887, entitled "An
"An Act to provide for the bringing of
March 3, 1887
of March
suits against
the Government
Government of
States," certified
certified to ConUnited States,"
the United
of the
against the
suits
Attorney General
the present session by the Attorney
General in
in. Senate
Senate
during the
gress during
Document
Numbered 100, and which
which have not been appealed,
appealed,
Document Numbered
Classification.
Classfication.
namely.
namely:
$1,578.90;
Under the
War Department, $1,578.90;
the War
Under
Under the
the Navy Department, $7,725.05;
$7,725.05;
Under
Interest.
In rB
te st.
In
all, $9,303.95,
additional sum as may be
such additional
together with such
$9,303.95, together
In all,
necessary
to pay
interest on the
respective judgments at the rate
rate of 4
4
the respective
pay interest
necessary to
per centum
per annum
annum from
from the
the date
thereof until
until the time this approdate thereof
centum per
per
is made.
priation is

CLAIMS.
OF CLAIMS
JUDGMENTS,
COURT OF
JUDGMENTS, COURT
For payment
payment of
the judgments
judgments rendered
rendered by
the Court
Court of Claims and
by the
of the
For
Documents
reported
present session in Senate
Senate Documents
Congress during the present
to Congress
reported to

Judgments, Court of

Court of
Cments,
Claims.
Payment of.

Payment of.

Classification.

Clastncatlon.
Numbered
102 and
125, namely:
namely:
and 125,
Numbered 102
Under the
the Treasury
Department, $61,300.20.
$61,30 0.2
Treasury Department,
Under
Department, $26,038.60.
$26,038.60.
Under the War Department,
Under
Navy Department,
Department, $29,076.13.
$29,076.13.
the Navy
Under the
Under
Interior Department,
$215.76.
Department, $215.76.
the Interior
Under the
In all,
$116,630.69.
all, $116,630.69.
In
None of
the judgments
judgments contained
contained herein
shall be
paid until the right
be paid
herein shall
of the
None
of
appeal
shall
have
expired.
of appeal shall have expired.
eir
tige
ora s40 to
Additional
SEC. 2.
2. That
That section
of the
the Legislative,
Judicial employees.
and Judicial
Executive, and
Legislative, 'Executive
section 77of
SEC.
VoL40,p..1287,amendAppropriation Act,
Marcia 1,
1, 1919,
1919, is
is amended
dV.aL4p.I26men
adding ed.
by adding
amended by
approved March
Act, approved
Appropriation
at
the end
end of
the first
first paragraph
paragraph thereof,
thereof, the
following additional
additional
ati
the following
of the
at the
Philipployees
Limit iot
nhe fo
iVh;
Philip
in the
proviso:
"Provided further.
further, That
That no
employee of
of the
the Federal
Federal GovernGovern- ploees
no employee
proviso: "Provided
pines.
"
p'ne
additional
receive
Islands,
Philippine
ment
shall,
for
services
in
the
Philippine
Islands,
receive
additional
ment shall, for services
compensation under
rate which
which is more than 20 per
at aarate
section at
this section
under this
compensation
received by such
centum of
of the
the rate
of the
compensation received
annual compensation
total annual
the total
rate of
centum
employee."
tatstics.
.
employee.
Methods of colect
collectSEC. 3.
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Efficiency
to investigate
investigate the
todsto be investithe big,
is directed
directed to
Efficiency is
That the
3. That
SEC.
etc.,
es t
scope
and
character
of
statistics
needed
by
the
Government,.
and
the
i
"
tobe
gated.
&.e'tc,
the
and
Government,
the
by
needed
scope and character of statistics
nfomamethods of
of collecting;
statistical Informspresenting statistical
and presenting
compiling, and
collecting, compiling,
methods
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tion
executive departments
independent Governdepartments and independent
several executive
the several
by the
tion by
report of its findings
a
ment
establishments
and
submit
a
Congress
to
submit
and
ment establishments
together with
With such
Such recommendations
recommendations as
proper..
as it deems proper.
together
AUDITED CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.
AUDITED

Audited
claims
Audited claims.
Claims
certified by
by
Claims certiied
accounting officers.

counting offces.

Vol. 18,
10
p. 110.
18, P.
vol.

Val.
p. 254.
254.
23, p.
Vol 23,

SEC. 4.
4. That
the payment
payment of the following claims certified
certified to
to
for the
That for
SEc.
Department
be
due by
the several
several accounting
accounting officers
officers of the Treasury Department
by the
be due
under appropriations
the balances
balances of
which have
have been exhausted or
of which
appropriations the
under
5 of the
of section 5
carried
to
the
surplus
fund
under
the
provisions
provisions
the
under
fund
carried to the surplus
Act
of June
201 1874, and
under appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
treated as
as
and under
June 20,
Act of
permanent,
being for
for the
the service
of the
19417 and prior
fiscal year 19.17
the fiscal
service of
permanent, being
years, unless
otherwise stated,
which have been
been certified to Conand which
stated, and
unless otherwise
years,
the Act of July
gress
2of
of the
July 7, 1884,
1884,. as fully set forth
forth` in
section 2
under section
gress under
Senate
Numbered 94,
reported to Congress at its present
present
94, reported
Document Numbered
Senate Document
session,
there ia
appropriated as
as follows:
follows i
• •
is appropriated
session, there
CLAMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE ArDY±OR
FOR
THE TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
TRBEASUR DEPARMENT.
FOB THE
AtIDlB
CLAIMS ALaOWBD

Claims allowed by
Auditor
for Treasury
Auditor forasy
Department.
Deprtmnt

For collecting
revenue from
from customs,
cents.
58 cents.
customs, 58
the revenue
collecting :the
For
For
transportation, and
and so
forth, Public
Public Health
Health Service,
so forth,
freight, transportation,
For freight,

- • .
$243.06.
•.
$243.06.
For
seamen, and
and so
so forth,
Public Health
Service, $63.
Health Service,
forth, Public
of seamen,
care of
For care
$3.75.
-For
preventing
the
spread
of
epidemic
diseases,
diseases,
epidemic
of
For preventing the spread
•
For Quarantine
$2.78.
Service, $2.78.
Quarantine Service,
For
For
refunding internal
revenue collections,
collections, $5.
internal revenue
For refunding
For
Internal Revenue
Service) $7.18.Revenue Service)
expenses. Internal
miscellaneous expenses,
For miscellaneous
$191,314.82.
For
refonAine
taxes
illegally
collected,
$191,314.82.
collected,
illegally
For refunding taxes
For
of stamps,
$3,287.29.
stamps, $a,287.29.
redemption of
For redemption
officers;
For
judgments against
against internal
internal revenue -officers;
of judgments
payment of
For payment
$147,874.77.
$147,874.77.
For allowance
or drawback,
drawback, internal
internal revenue,
revenue, $5,314.56.
$5,314.56.
allowance or
For
For Coast
Coast Guard,
•
$4,683.73.
Guard, $4,683.73.
For
For
pay of
of crews,
crews, miscellaneous
and so forth, Lifemiscellaneous expenses, and
For pay
Saving-Service,
Saving-Service 95 cents.
For materials
materials and
and miscellaneous
Engraving
miscellaneous expenses, Bureau of Engraving
For
and Printing,
Printing, $3,441.35.
$3,441.35.
and
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, assay
assay office at New York, 69 cents.
For contingent
For
supplies for
public buildings, $15.41.
$15.41.
for public
operating supplies
For operating
For furniture
$259.61.
and repairs of same for public buildings, $259.61.
furniture and
For
For
repairs and
publio buildings, $12.32.
preservation of public
and preservation
For repairs
For mechanical
buildings, $2.45.
$2.45.
equipment for public buildings,
mechanical equipment
For
For general
expenses of
buildings, $35.01.
public buildings,
of public
general expenses
For

CLAIMS
BY THE
THE AJUDITOB
Armrron FOR
WAR DEPARTMEIT.
DEPARTMENT.
THE WAB
FOB THE
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED
Claims
allowed by
claim allowed
Auditor for War Depertmet.
partment.

1918, $5,000.
$5,000.
contingencies of the Army, 1918,
For contingencies
For Signal Service of the Army,
Army, $434.86.
For
so forth,
forth, of the Army, $438,866.44.
$438,866.44.
and so
pay, and
For pay,
For
extra-duty _pay
enlisted men as clerks, and so forth, at
to enlisted
pay to
For extra-duty
Army division
and, department
$1,018.70.
department headquarters, $1,018.70.
division and
Army
$121.12.
surgeons, $121.12.
For
mileage
to
officers
and contract
contract surgeons
For mileage to officers and
For supplies,
supplies, services,
services, and
and transportation,
Quartermaster Corps,
transportation, Quartermaster
For
$29,629.48.
$29,629.48.
For
Army and its supplies, $39.54.
$39.54.
the Army
of the
transportation of
For transportation
For
quarters, $15,346.45.
$15,346.45.
and quarters,
barracks and
For barracks
For
$56.67.
Quartermaster's Department, $56.67.
supplies, Quartermaster's
regular supplies,
For regular
For
wharves, walks,
and drainage,
drainage, $2,541.01.
$2,541.01.
walks, and
roads, wharves,
For roads,
For
quarters for
for hospital
hospital stewards, $5.
$5.
For quarters
For transportation
of rifle
teams to
to national
national matches, $108.88.
rifle teams
transportation of
For
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For
encampments and
and maneuvers,
Organized Militia, $124.80.
maneuvers, Organized
For encampments
For
civilian military
training camps,
$828.44.
camps, $828.44.
military training
For civilian
$10.
For medical
medical and
and hospital department, $10.
For
For
burial
of
indigent
soldiers,
$81.
$81.
soldiers,
indigent
of
For burial
For disposition
disposition of
remains of
of officers,
officers, soldiers, and civil employees,
employees,
of remains
For
$234.38.
$234.38.
For
maintenance of
South Pass,
Pass, Mississippi
Mississippi River, 1918,
channel, South
of channel,
For maintenance
$900.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
ittli NAVY
DEPARTMENT.
THE AUDITOR
BY THE
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED

For
1918, $16,271.
$16,271. 73.
73.
Department, 1918,
Navy Department,
expenses, Navy
contingent expenses,
For contingent
For
and miscellaneous
Observatory,
expenses, Naval Observatory,
miscellaneous expenses,
contingent and
For contingent
50 cents.
For pay,
miscellaneous, $18.75.
$18.75.
pay, miscellaneous,
For
$228.80.
For pay,
Marine Corps, $228.80.
pay, Marine
For
For
Marme Corps,
Corps $837.20.
$837.20.
contingent, Marine
For contingent,
For
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine Corps,
maintenance, Quartermaster's
For maintenance,
$1,036.08.
$1,036.08.
$1,779.59.
For pay
pay of the Navy, $1,779.59.
For
For freight,
Bureau of
of Supplies
Supplies and
Accounts, $20.67.
and Accounts,
freight, Bureau
For
$15.15.
For
engineering,
Bureau
of
Steam
Engineering,
$15.15.
Engineering,
Steam
of
For engineering, Bureau

A

by
Claims
Calms allowed
allowed by

partment.
pil
rtment.
l
i

CLAIMS ALLOWED
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
FOR THE
1HE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT.
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
AUDITOR FOR
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS

AuditS
For
contingent expenses,
Department of
Interior, 1918,
1918, $2,$2,- Auditor
Aalt
inr
sforownedrio
f
tlii.M
d
terl'0
3
;
the Interior,
Interior
of the
for
expenses, Department
For contingent
Department.
102.05.
Department.
102.05.
Interior, $135.95.
For contingent
expenses, Department
De •
artment of the Interior,
$135.95.
contingent expenses,
For
$59.20.
For scientific
scientific library, Patent Office,
Ihce, $59.20.
For
For
return of
of funds
patients, St. Elizabeth
Elizabeth Hospital, $7.60.
of patients,
funds of
For return
$10,000.
For
power plant, 1919, $10,000.
Capitol power
For Capitol
For
surveying public
$554.
public lands, $554.
For surveying
For
Geological Survey, $8.38.
For Geological
For investigating
investigating mine accidents,
accidents, $92.47.
For
$37.39.
For
books
and
publications
' Bureau
Bureau of Mines, $37.39.
publications,
For books and
For testing
$138.80.
Bureau of Mines, $138.80.
testing fuel, Bureau
For
explosives, Bureau of
For
of the
regulate explosives,
Act to regulate
the Act
enforcement of
For enforcement
Mines, 1919, $25.05.
For
of examining
$42.
examining surgeons, pensions, $42.
fees of
For fees
For
diseases
prevention, and so forth, of diseases
and prevention,
distress and
relieving distress
For relieving
among
among Indians, $6.60.
For Indian
Indian schools, support, $27.47.
For
For
school and
agency buildings,
buildings, $218.40.
$218.40.
and agency
Indian school
For Indian
$11.58.
For
transportation, $11.58.
Indian school transportation,
For Indian
$15,For
and transportation
of Indian
Indian supplies, 1918, 115,transportation of
purchase and
For purchase
617.62.
For
and transportation
of Indian supplies, $786.80.
$786.80.
transportation of
purchase and
For purchase
$231.93.
1918,
For
telegraphing
and
telephoning,
Indian
Service
'
1918,
$231.93.
Service,
Indian
telephoning,
and
For telegraphing
cents.
For
Indian Service,
Service, 19 cents.
telephoning,,Indian
and telephoning
telegraphing and
For telegraphing
For
general expenses,
Service $28.98.
$28.98.
Indian Service,
expenses, Indiltn
For general
For
water supply,
Papago Indian
1918, $69.45.
$69.45.
villages, Arizona, 1918,
Indian villages,
supply, Papago
For water
improverepairs
For
Indian
school,
Fort
Mojave,
Arizona,
repairs
and
improveArizona,
Mojave,
For Indian school, Fort
ments,
$612.35.
ments, 1918, $612.35.
For
Fort Bidwell,
California, 1918, $2.90.
Bidwell California,
school, Fort
Indian school,
For Indian
For
support
of
nonreservation
Indians
in
and 1919,
1919,
Nevada, 1918 and
in Nevada,
Indians
nonreservation
of
For support

$1.87.
For
Oklahoma, repairs
improvements,
repairs and improvements,
Chilocco, Oklahoma,
school, Chilocco,
Indian school,
For Indian
$22.23.
1919, $22.23.
For
Carlisle, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, $88.33.
$88.33.
school, Carlisle,
Indian school,
For Indian
For
support
of
Sioux
of
different
tribes,
subsistence
civilizaand cvilizsubsistence
tribes,
different
of
Sioux
For support of
$26.07.
tion,
Dakota, $26.07.
tion, South Dakota,
44281°-21-24
442810-21--24
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For
and improveimproveIndian school, Rapid City, South Dakota, repairs and
For Indian
$69.33.
ments, 1918, $69.33.
education, Sioux Nation, South Dakota, $60.90.
For education,
AUDITOR FOR THE STATE AND
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
AND OTHER DEDEBY THE AUDITOR
CLArMS ALLOWED
PARTMENTS.
PARTMENTS.
Claims
ClAims allowed by
by

allowed

Auditor for
etc.,
State, etc.,
for State,
Auditor
Departments.

•

For
stationery, furniture,
so forth,
Department of State, 1918,
forth, Department
and so
furniture, and
For stationery,

$5.40.
$5.40.

For transportation
transportation of diplomatic
consular officers,
officers, 1919,
diplomatic and consular
For
$1,267.14.
$1.267.14.
For transportation
transportation of diplomatic
consular officers, $1,786.45.
$1,786.45.
diplomatic and consular
For
1919, $6,632.
For
contingent
expenses
foreign
missions,
missions,
foreign
expenses,
For contingent
For contingent
foreign missions, 1918, $52,620.95.
expenses,'foreign
contingent expenses,
For
For
$10,229.33.
foreign missions, $10,229.33.
expenses, foreign
contingent expenses,
For contingent
For
Service, $2,897.61.
$2,897.61.
salaries, Consular Service,
For salaries,
For
allowances, to
consular officers, $100.
and consular
diplomatic and
to diplomatic
post allowances,
For post
For
allowance for
consulates, $415.20.
$415.20.
for clerks at consulates,
For allowance
For
$43,expenses, United States consulates, 1919, $43,contingent expenses,
For contingent
229.61.
229.61.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, United
consulates, 1918, $96,$96,United States consulates,
For
859.54.
contingent expenses, United States consulates, $466.50.
For contingent
For relief
relief and
protection of
American seamen,
seamen, 1918, $2,359.68.
$2,359.68.
of -American
and protection
For
For relief
relief and
protection of American
$251.27.
American seamen, $251.27.
and protection
For
-For
For Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
collections, National
National
of collections,
preservation of
Institution, preservation
Museum, $16.95.
Museum,
For
expenses, Supreme
Supreme Court, District of Columbia,
Cohimbia,
miscellaneous expenses,
For miscellaneous
1919, $354.06.
1919,
For
convicts, District of Columbia, 1919,
1919, $24,039.
$24,039.
support of convicts,
For support
For
Animal Industry, $44.73.
$44.73.
•
Bureau of Animal
expenses, Bureau
general expenses,
For general
For
inspection, Bureau
Bureau of Animal Industry, $50.13.
meat inspection,
For meat
For general
expenses,Bureau
cents.
Bureau of Plant Industry, 50 cents.
general expenses,
For
expenses Forest Service,
Service, $1,404.20.
$1,404.20.
For general expenses,
For enforcement
enforcement of the
the food and drugs Act, $22.84.
$22.84.
For
For general
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Biological
Biological Survey, $3.45.
general expenses,
For
Service $294.88.
For general
expenses, States
States Relations
Relations Service,
general expenses,
For
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Office
Markets and Rural Organization,
Organization,
Office of Markets
For
$161.28.
$161.28.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Office
Office of Public Roads and Rural EngiFor
neering, $25.25.
$10.
For
general expenses
Weather Bureau, $10.
expenses,' Weather
For general
For
Library, Department
Agriculture, $16.10.
Department of Agriculture,
For Library,
general expenses,
expenses, Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
Service, $2,061.20.
$2,061.20.
For general
For
miscellaneous expenses,
Bureau of Fisheries, $15.22.
$15.22.
expenses, Bureau
For miscellaneous
For
$133.
Standards, $133.
Bureau of Standards,
equipment, Bureau
For equipment,
For expenses
immigration,, $24.
regulating immigration
expenses of regulating
For
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of
Of Justice,
Justice, stationery,
1919,
stationery, 1919,
For contingent
$81.
$81.
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Justice, transportation,
transportation,
Department of Justice,
For contingent
1919,
$95.62.
1919, $95.62.
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of Justice, miscellaneous
miscellaneous
For contingent
$270.94.
1919, $270.94.
items, 1919,
For
expenses, Department
miscellaneous
Department of Justice, miscellaneous
contingent expenses,
For contingent
$4_
items, $4.
officers, $11.50.
For
$11.50.
For books for judicial officers,
$358.38.
For
prisoners, 1919, $358.38.
prisons and prisoners,
of prisons
inspection of
For inspection
For
and expenses
United States
attorneys, United
district attorneys,
expenses of district
salaries and
For salaries
aourts,
courts, $157.80.
For
clerks, United
States courts, 1918, $1,073.95.
United States
of clerks,
fees of
For fees
For fees
clerks, United
$63.50.
courts, $63.50.
United States courts,
of clerks,
fees of
For
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$1,113.91.
For
fees of
of commissioners,
commissioners, United
States courts,
courts, 1918, $1,113.91.
United States
For fees
For
fees
of
commissioners,
United
States
courts,
$9.85.
courts,
States
United
For fees of commissioners,
For
fees of
of jurors,
jurors, United
United States
courts, $4.
States courts,
For fees
For fees
fees of
of witnesses,
witnesses, United
courts, $8.75.
$8.75.
States courts,
United States
For
courts,
States
For
miscellaneous
expenses,
United
States
courts,
$24.30.
United
expenses,
For miscellaneous
For supplies
for United
United States
courts, 1918, $28.84.
States courts,
supplies for
For
For support
of prisoners,
prisoners, United States courts, $20.
support of
For
DEPARTPOST OFFICE
THE POST
CLAIMS ALLOWED
FOR THE
OFFICE DEPARTAUDITOR FOR
THE AUDITOR
BY THE
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS
MENT.
MENT.

For shipment
shipment of supplies, $22.43.
For
For
freight on
stamped paper
$208.89.
paper and mail bags, $208.89.
on stamped
For freight
For
Star Route
Service, special
special mail
carriers, $47.92.
mail carriers,
Route Service,
For Star
For
indemnities, international
international registered
registered mail, $996.25.
For indemnities,
$2,943.63.
For
railroad transportation,
transportation, $2,943.63.
For railroad
For
Service, $174.06.
Delivery Service,
Rural Delivery
For Rural
For
rent,
light,
and
fuel,
$845.49.
fuel, $845.49.
and
light,
For rent,
For Railway
Mail Service,
miscellaneous expenses, $6.73.
Service, miscellaneous
Railway Mail
For
$490.50.
For
village
delivery
$490.50.
service,
For village delivery
For
office appliances,
appliances, $45.50.
For office
For
first and
second class post offices, $43.75.
$43.75.
and second
clerks, first
For clerks,
$15.70.
expenses, $15.70.
For
city
delivery,
incidental
expenses,
incidental
For city delivery,
$17.27.
For
city delivery
delivery carriers,
carriers, $17.27.
For city
$50.89.
For Railway
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
Service, salaries
salaries,'$50.89.
For
$72.05.
postmasters,
For
compensation
to
postmasters
$72.05.
For compensation
For indemnities,
domestic mail, $19.51.
i19.51.
indemnities, domestic
For
Total, audited
4, $1,160,333.82.
$1,160,333.82.
section 4,
claims, section
audited claims,
Total,
AUDITED CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.
AUDITED

allowed by
Claims
by
Claims allowed
Office
Office
Department.
Department.
Auditor for
for Post

Audited claims.
Audited
claims.

SEC. 5. That for the payment of the following claims, certified to Adtioya
Additional cotin
claims
SEC. 5. That for the payment of the following claims, certified to offiers.
Depart
be due by
by the
several
accounting
officers
of
the
Treasury
Departc
a
i
t
e
m
ers
ed
.
bYaccclunting
Treasury
the
of
officers
the several accounting
be due
ment under
the balances
balances of which
which have been exappropriations the
under appropriations
ment
p. 1.
ol. is,
hausted or
carried
to
the
surplus
fund
under
the
provisions
IS, p.110.
provisions of section Vol.
the
hausted or carned to the surplus fund under
heretofore
5
of
the
Act
of
June
20,
1874,
and
under
appropriations
heretofore
appropriations
under
and
1874,
5 of the Act of June 20,
treated
1917
service of the fiscal year 1917
the service
for the
being for
permanent, being
as permanent,
treated as
and prior
prior years,
unless
otherwise
stated,
which have
have been
cerbeen cerand which
years, unless otherwise stated, and
and
Volu
asfuly
tified to Congress
Congress under
under section
2of
the Act
Act of
July 7,
1884,
as
fully
Vol. 23, pp. 254.
1884,
7,
July
of
the
of
2
section
tifiedto
at
Congress
set
forth
in
Senate
Document
Numbered
126,
to
Congress
reported
set forth in Senate Document Numbered 126,
its present
present session,
session, there
there is
is appropriated
appropriated as follows:
follows:
its
PEPATMEBT.
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY THE AUDITOR FOR THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS ALLOWED BY THE AUDITOR FOR THE TBEABURIT

For
the revenue
from customs,
customs, $2.10.
revenue from
collecting the
For collecting
For
refunding
internal-revenue
collections,
$20.
collections,
For refunding internal-revenue
For
refunding
taxes
illegally
collected,
$123,690.81.
$123,690.81.
collected,
illegally
taxes
For refunding
$496.41.
For
redemption of stamps, $496.41.
For redemption
For
or drawback,
drawback, $13.18.
$13.18.
allowance or
For allowance
For Coast
$2,129.29.
Guard, $2,129.29.
Coast Guard,
For
For operating
supplies for
public buildings,
$6.79.
buildings, $6.79.
for public
operating supplies
For
For furniture and repairs
repairs of
of same
for
public
buildings,
$119.50.
buildings, $119.50.
public
for
same
and
furniture
For
16&824.
For
repairs
and preservation
preservation of
of public
buildings, $168.24.
public buildings
repairs and
For
For mechanical
equipment for
2.13.
buildings, $42.13.'
public buildings,
for public
mechanical equipment

Claims
allowed by
Claims allowed
Auditor for
for Treasury
Treasury
Auditor
Departammt.
Deprtmot.

For

CLAIMS ALLOWED BY
THE AUDITOR FOR THE WAR DEPARTMENT.
DPAnR~T- NT
CLAIMS ALLOWED BY THE AUDITOR FOR THE WAR
Auditor
War Dewd
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $508.76.
Claims
bY
CliAsforallowed
of the Army, S508.76.: and so forth,. parforth,
and sopay
For pay,
extra-duty
to enlisted men as clerks,
at
170.aand so forth,
men as clerks,
to enlisted
extra-duty
For division
Army
andpay
department
headquarters, $170.50.
$170.50.
department headquarters,
division and

Army
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Quartermaster Corps,
For
services, and
transportation, Quartermaster
and transportation,
supplies, services,
For supplies,
$1,258.53.
$1,258.53.
$2.71.
For
arming, equipping,
equipping, and
and training
training the National
National Guard, $2.71.
For arming,
For
training camps, $29.17.
$29.17.
For civilian military training
cents.
For headstones for graves oof soldiers, 62 cents.
For disposition
disposition of
remains of officers,
officers, soldiers, and civil employees,
of remains
For
$60.96.
$60.96.
THE NAVY
OR THE
MUM. ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
AUDITOR FOR
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
THE AUDITOOR
CLAIMS

Claims allowed
allowed by
by
Claims
Navy DeAuditor for
Dofor Navy
Auditor
pat"ment.

$128.80.
Marine Corps, $128.80.
contingent Marine
For contingent,
$1,130.25.
For pay of the Navy, $1,130.25.
For

CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
AUDITOR FOR
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
THE INTERIOR
FOR THE
THE AUDITOR
CLAIMS ALLOWED
allowed by
Claims
by
Claims allowed
Auditor for
for Interior
Interior
Auditor
Department.
Department.

For contingent
expenses, Department
the Interior, 25 cents.
of the
Department of
contingent expenses,
For
of the Interior, 1918,
For
contingent
expenses,
Department
1918,
I)epartment
expenses,
For contingent
$30.73.
$44.32.
Education, $44.32.
For
collecting statistics
statistics,' Bureau of Education,
For collecting
For Columbia
Hospital for
Women and Lying-in Asylum, 1919,
1919,
for Women
Columbia Hospital
For
$1,040.20.
$1,040.20.
For Hawaii
$1.85.
National Park, 1919, $1.85.
Hawaii National
For
For protection
protection of
national monuments,
1919, $451.85.
$451.85.
monuments, 1919,
of national
For
For
of surveys,
General Land Office, 1919,
surveys, General
plats of
reproducing plats
For reproducing
$144.50.
••
$144.50.
$6.50.
For
Surve7,.$6.50.
Geological Survey,
For Geological
$1,729.70.
For mineral
mineral mining
mining investigations,
investigations, Bureau
Bureau of Mines, $1,729.70.
For
For
investigations, petroleum
petroleum and natural gas, Bureau of Mines,
Mines,
For investigations,
$5.11.
$5.11.
For
inspecting mines
mines in
b. Alikslrit,
$1.75. '
Alaska, $175.
For inspecting
For enforcement
orcement of
of the
Act to
explosives, Bureau
Bureau of
regulate explosives,
to regulate
the Act
For
Mines;
$1,410.80.
1919, $1,410.80.
Mines; 1919,
For relieving
distress, and
and prevention,
prevention, and so forth, of diseases
diseased
relieving distress,
For
$8.99.
among Indians, $8.99.
For Indian
and agency
agency buildings, $61.70.
school and
Indian school
For
For purchase
and transportation
1918, $655.58.
$655.58.
Indian supplies, 1918,
transportation of indian
purchase and
For
For pay
pay of
police, $100.98.
$100.98.
Indian police,
of Indian
For
For water
water supply,
Navajo and
Indians, Arizona,
Arizona, (reimbursand Hopi Indians,
supply, Navajo
For
$499.08.
able), 1918
1918 and 1919, $499.08.
able),
For Indian
California, 1919,
1919,. $109.28.
$109.28.
Riverside, California,
school, Riverside,
Indian school,
For
1919, $53.57.
For Indian
school, Lawrence,
Lawrence, Kansas,
Kansas, .1919,
$53.57.
Indian school,
For
For Indian
school, Cherokee,
Cherokee, North
1919, $1.02.
$1.02.
North Carolina, 1919,
Indian school,
For
Dakota, $11.55.
For
Indian school,
Bismarck, North Dakota,
$11.55. •
school, Bismarck,
For Indian
For Indian
school, Wahpeton,
Wahpeton, North
North Dakota, 1919, $5.09.
Indian school
For
For
of Chippewas
Lake Superior,
Superior, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, 1919,
Chippewas of Lake
support of
For support
$86.50.
$86.50.

For
Wisconsin, repairs
and improvements,
improvements,
repairs and
Hayward, Wisconsin,
school, Hayward,
Indian school,
For Indian
1918,
$17.94.
$17.94.
1918,

OTHER
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
FOR THE
THE STATE
STATE AND
AND OTHER
AUDITOB FOR
THE AUDITOR
BY THE
CLAIMS ALLOWED
DEPARTMENTS.
DEPARTMENTS.

Claims
allowed by
by
claims allowed
Auditor
for State,
etc.,
State, etc,
for
Auditor
Departments.
Departments.

For
Executive Office, 50 cents.
expenses, Executive
contingent expenses,
For contingent
For
contingent
expenses,
$383.25.
State, 1919, $383.25.
of State,
Department of
For contingent expenses, Department
For stationery,
forth, Department
Department of State, 1919,
1919,
so forth,
and so
furniture, and
stationery, furniture,
For
$868.43.
For transportation
diplomatic and
and consular
consular officers,
officers, $1.15.
of diplomatic
transportation of
For
For transportation
diplomatic and
and consular
officers, 1919,
consular officers,
of diplomatic
transportation of
For
$3,759.70.
$3,759.70.
For salaries
of secretaries,
secretaries, Diplomatic
Diplomatic Service,
Service, $1,968.75.
$1,968.75.
salaries of
For
For contingent
foreign missions,
$269.70.
missions, $269.70.
expenses, foreign
contingent expenses,
For
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Consulates, 1918, $8,411.07.
For
United States Consulates
$8,411.07.
contingent expenses, United
For contingent
For contingent
Consulates, 1919, $13,310.14,
$13,310.14,
expenses, United States Consulates,
contingent expenses,
For
For relief
transportation of
destitute American
citizens in
American citizens
of destitute
and transportation
relief and
For
Mexico, $18.
$18.
Mexico,
Conciliation, 31 cents.
For Board
Mediation and Conciliation
Board of Mediation
For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
Court, District of Columbia,
Columbia,
Supreme Court,
expenses, Supreme
For
1919, $592.37.
$592.37.
1919,
For
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Plant
$8.57.
Plant Industry, $8.57.
general expenses,
For general
For
Weather Bureau, $4.27.
expenses, Weather
general expenses,
For general
For
Bureau of Standards
$131.55.
Standards, $131.55.
equipment, Bureau
For equipment,
For
expenses, Bureau of Standards,
Standards, $2.85.
$2.85.
general expenses,
For general
$13.11.
For
standardization, Bureau
Standards, $13.11.
Bureau of Standards,
color standardization,
For color
For
chemical laboratory
laboratory building,
building, Bureau
Standards,
Bureau of Standards,
equipping chemical
For equipping
$70.
$70.
For
research, Bureau of Standards,
Standards, $61.87.
radio research
For radio
For
testing miscelianeous
miscellaneous materials,
Standards, $8.20.
of Standards,
materials, Bureau of
For testing
For
testing structural
structural materials,
Standards, $10.05.
$10.05.
materials, Bureau of Standards,
For testing
For general
expenses, Lighthouse
Service, $11,700.
$11,700.
Lighthouse Service,
general expenses,
For
immigration, $1,164.
For
regulating immigration,
$1,164.
For expenses of regulating
For
regulating immigration,
$47,028.35.
immigration, 1917 and 1918, $47,028.35.
of regulating
expenses of
For expenses
$7.78.
Chldren's Bureau, $7.78.
For
expenses, Children's
general expenses,
For general
$127.61.
For
prosecution of crimes,
crimes, $127.61.
detection and prosecution
For detection
miscellaneous
For
contingent expenses,
Department of
of Justice, miscellaneous
expenses, Department
For contingent
items, 1919,
1919? $596.84.
$596.84.
items,
For
expenses, Department
Department of Justice, transportation,
transportation,
contingent expenses,
For contingent
1919,
1919, $46.35.
$46.35.
For
salaries, fees,
fees, and
expenses of
marshals, United
United States
States courts,
courts,
of marshals,
and expenses
For salaries,
$98.76.
$98.76.
For support
States courts,
courts, $80.85.
United States
prisoners, United
of prisoners,
support of
For
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
of district
district attorneys,
attorneys, United States
expenses of
For
courts $39.
courts,
$65.60.
For fees of
commksioners, United
United States courts,
courts, 1918, $65.60.
of commissioners,
For
THE POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
AUDITOR FOR TILL
CL
AW S ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY THE
LH/. AUDITOR
DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS

For
For
For
For

indemnities, international
international mail,
$273.45.
mail, $273.45.
indemnities,
railroad
$1,140.43.
transportation, $1,140.43.
railroad transportation,

For Star
Star Route
Route Service?
Service, special
mail carriers,
carriers, $4.77.
special mail
For
For shipment
supplies, $20.18.
shipment of supplies,
For
For Railway
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
Service, $2.40.
$2.40.
For
$18.68.
Service, $18.68.
For equipment,
equipment, City Delivery Service,
For
$110.89.
For unusual
conditions at post offices, $110.89.
unusual conditions
For
$202.01.
For clerks,
clerks, first
first and
offices, $202.01.
post offices,
class post
second class
and second
For
$37.50.
For clerks,
clerks, third-class
third-class post offices, $37.50.
For
For
city delivery
$20.70.
carriers, $20.70.
delivery carriers,
For city
For
$3.33.
Service, $3.33.
Delivery Service,
Rural Delivery
For Rural
For
Railway Mail
expenses, $1.72.
$1.72.
miscellaneous expenses,
Service, miscellaneous
Mail Service,
For Railway
For
foreign mail
$124,777.87.
transportation, $124,777.87.
mail transportation,
For foreign
Total
audited claims,
section 5,
5, $353,920.50.
$353,920.50.
claims, section
Total audited
S
EC. 6.
6. That
Act hereafter
hereafter may
may be
be referred
to as
the "First
"First
as the
referred to
this Act
That this
SEC.
1920."
Deficiency
year 1920."
fiscal year
Act, fiscal
Appropriation Act,
Deficiency Appropriation
Approved,
November 4, 1919.
Approved, November

CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
to transfer
tauer
Affairs to
Indin Affairs
of Indian
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
94.-An Act
CHP. 94.—Au
fractional
block 8,
of Naylor's
Naylor's addition,
addition, Forest
the United
Stares of
of
United States
to the
Oregon, to
Grove, Oregon,
Forest Grove,
6, of
fractional block
America,
use of
Bureau of
Entomology, Department
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Department of
of Entomology,
the Bureau
of the
the use
for the
America, for

Claims allowed
allowed bby
Alaims
Auditor for Post Office
Department.
Deprtment.

Title ofAct.
of Act.
Tie

November 6,1919.
6, 1919.
November
B. 441]
[H
[H. RAUL]
[Public, No.
No. 74J
744
[Publ

Be it
cnaded by
of Represenatoives
Representatives of
of the i United
Gnid
ed tFarettG
House of
and Hottse
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it nacted
Be
1 .
Stcaes
of
,America
in.
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Commissioner
of
Louie,
t=.2i0
of
o
LSS
a
Comrnm
the
That
assembled,
Congress
States of America in
EtertrOm
Indian
Affairs,
under
the
direction
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior;
is
B
ur"'"
E
'
kcy.
Bmthe
of the
Secretare of
of the Snterior,
ndianAffairs under
hereby
authorized and
and directed
to transfer
transfer all
right, title,
interest
and interst
title, and
all rght,
directed to
hereby authorized
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SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I
Cns. 94, 95, 99.
99.
I.. CHS.
CONGRESS. SEss.
SIXTY-SIXTH

1919.
1919w

in fractional
Forest Grove,
fractional block 6, of Naylor's addition to the city of Forest
in
United States
States of America, for the use of the Bureau
Bureau
to the
the United
in Oregon, to
of Entomology,
Entomology, Department
Department of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Received
October 25, 1919.
Received by the President, October
(Nom BY
THE DEPARTMENT
STATE.—The foregoing
foregoing act
act having
OF STATE.-The
DEPARTMENT or
BY THE
[NOTE

presented to the President of the United States for his approval,
been presented
returned by him to the house
and not having been returned
house of Congress in which
which
it
Constitution of the
it originated
originated within the time prescribed by the Constitution
United States, has become
become a
a law without his approval.]
November 6
6 1919.

95.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 95.—An
Granting citizenship
citizenship to certain Indians.

[H. R. 5007.1

[H. R. 5067.1

[Public, No.

n.l

Representativesof
and House of
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
ubcN. 75.
ofRepresentatives
of the United
Citizenship.
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That every
American Indian
Indian
every American
Congress assembled,
Indians States
ACtP
American

in World
War who served in the Military
Military or Naval
World
stqin
Naval Establishments
Establishments of the United
United
on w
disGovernment, and
Imperial German Government,
States during
during the war against
against the Imperial
who
received or who shall hereafter
hereafter receive
receive an honorable
honorable discharge,
discharge,
has received
who has
if not now a
a citizen and if he so desires, shall, on proof of such
such discharge and
after proper
proper identification
identification before
competent
court of competent
before aa court
and after
charge
jurisdiction,
without other
examination except as prescribed
prescribed by
other examination
and without
jurisdiction, and
Tribal rights, etc.,
pertainthe
privileges
with
all
citizenship
be
granted
court,
etc.,
Brht,
nTrta
said
granted
full
citizenship
privileges
pertainnot impaired.
affecting
impairing or otherwise affecting
ing thereto, without in any manner impairing
the
Indian or his
property rights, individual or tribal, of any such Indian
the property
interest m tribal
Indian property.
tribal or other Indian
interest
Received by the President,
President, October
October 25, 1919.
Received

servi
ti ng , to,

charge.
carge.

[
NOTE BY
THE DEPARTMENT
act having
foregoing act
STATE.-The foregoing
OF STATx.—The
DEPARTMENT OF
[NOTE
BY THE
been
presented to the President of the United States for his approval,
approva,
been presented
returned by him to the house of Congress in which
and not having been returned
it originated
originated within the time prescribed
prescribed by the Constitution
Constitution of the
it
United States, has become
become a
approval.]
a law
law without his approval.]
United
November 7,
7, 1919.
1919.
November
[H.
Y. Res.
151.)
Res. 151.1
[H. Y.
lies., No. 19.]
19.1
[Pub. Res.,
Postal Service.
Increased pay
pay

Vor 40, p.
l98.
p. 1198.
PVol40,
s

masters and
sspe:
other
and other

mters

rifled
employees,
cifiedemployees,

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Resolved
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
because
of
the
unusual
the
unusual
of
because
That
assembled,
States of America in Congress
compensation provided
conditions which now exist,
exist, the compensation
provided for in the

for Sidles
for

Ireased
1920
iro to desgnatedemdesignated em1:" v

employees
compensation for employees
Resolution To provide additional compensation
99.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 99.—Joint
of the
the Postal
Postal Service
making an
therefor.
an appropriation
appropriation therefor.
and making
Service and
of

Act
entitled "An
making appropriations
appropriations for the Post Office
Office
Act making
"An Act
Act entitled
Department for
the fiscal
ending June
June 30
30, 1920,"
1920," approved
approved
year ending
fiscal year
for the
Department
February 28
28, 1919,
employees shall be infollowing classes of employees
the following
1919, the
February
creased as
as follows
follows for
for such
fiscal year
only:
year only:
such fiscal
creased
(a) Postmasters
Postmasters at
of the
the third
third class;
class; assistant
assistant postmasters
postmasters
offices of
at offices
(a)
and
including clerks
clerks at
at division
division headquarters
headquarters of
of post-office
post-office
and clerks,
clerks, including
inspectors,
bookkeepers, printers,
printers, meclerks, bookkeepers,
finance clerks,
clerks, finance
special clerks,
inspectors, special
chanics,
skilled laborers
watchmen, messengers,
other
laborers, and other
messengers, laborers,
laborers, watchmen,
chanics, skilled
employees
of offices
offices of
of die
first and
and second
second class;
carriers in
in the
lelter carriers
class; leaer
the first
employees of
City
Service; employees
in Government-owned
automobile
Government-owned automobile
employees in
Delivery Service;
City Delivery
service; supervisory
supervisory officials,
inspectors, railway
railway- postal
postal clerks,
clerks, ininofficials, inspectors,
service;
cluding substitutes,
substitutes ' superintendents,
packers, and
fillers, packers
requisition fillers,
superintendents, requisition
cluding
laborers; the
charge, clerks, and messengers
messengers at the United
in charge,
the agent
agent in
laborers;
States Stamped
Envelope Agency, Dayton,
Dayton, Ohio; and employees of
of
Stamped Envelope
States
the
equipment shop
shop who
compensation at
at the
rate per
per
the rate
receive compensation
who receive
mail equipment
the mail
ofannum of—
(1) Not
less than
than $1,000
increased
be increased
$1,200, to be
nor more than $1,200,
$1,000 nor
Not less
(1)
$200.
(2) More
than $1,200
$1,200 and
and not
more than
than $1,600, to
increased
to be increased
not more
(2)
More than
$150.
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CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
I. CH.
Ca. 99.
99.
SIXTY-SIXTH

1919.
1919.
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(3)
(3) More than $1,600 and not more than $2,000,
$2,000, to be increased
increased
$125.
$125.
(4) More than $2,000 and not
$2,500, to be
increased
not more
more than
than $2,500,
be increased
$100.
$100.
Proviso.
third class
Provided, That no third-class postmaster
Provided,
postmaster shall receive
receive more than PLmit*
Limit, third
class
postmasters.
postmasters.
per annum.
$2,000 per

Village carriers, and
and
service, and
(b) Carriers
Carriers in
in the
the village
delivery service,
and other
other employees
employees emv
village delivery
(b)
employeescarrierss't,
at less than
s1,000receiving compensation
paid
compensation at the $1,000.
appropriations, receiving
from lump-sum appropriations,
paid from
rate
centnm of
increased 20 per centum
less than
than $1,000
$1,000 per
per annum, to be increased
rate of less
their
compensation.
present compensation.
their present
carriers.
Rural carriers.
and rural letter
on daily
daily routes
routes and
letter carriers
carriers on Rural
carriers on
letter carriers
Rural letter
(c) Rural
two
triweekly routes
routes whose
whose routes are
are—
two triweekly
$75.
miles or less in length,
length, to
to be
be increased
increased $75.
(1) Eleven
Eleven miles
Over eleven miles
miles and under twenty miles in length, to be in(2) Over
creased $100.
$100.
creased
Twenty miles and under twenty-four
twenty-four miles in length, to be in(3) Twenty
creased $150.
$150.
creased
(4)
Twenty-four miles
miles or
increased $200.
in length,
length, to be increased
or over
over in.
(4) Twenty-four
Triweekly rural
rural carTriweekly
l ral
ar-.
T
(d) Ruralletter
Rural letter carriers
on triweekly
riers.
routes of—
oftriweekly routes
carriers on
(d)
(1)
length, to be increased $37.50.
$37.50.
(1) Eleven
Eleven miles
miles or less in length,
(2)
twenty miles in length, to be inand under
under twenty
eleven miles and
(2) Over
Over eleven
creased
$50.
creased $50.
(3)
miles and
twenty-four miles in length, to be inand under
under twenty-four
(3) Twenty
Twenty miles
creased $75.
(4)
Twenty-four miles
miles or
or over
length, to
to be
be increased
clas postin length,
increased $100.
$100.
(4) Twenty-four
over in.
Fourth class post(e)
at offices
fourth class
by an masters.
be increased
increased by
class to be
offices of the
the fourth
(e) Postmasters
Postmasters at
amount
15 per
per centum
centum of
of their
compensation.
amount equal
equal to
to 15
their present
present compensation.
ubstitute tempotemp
Substitute,
and auxiliy
auxiliary
ry, and
at first
first and second
clerks at
(f)
temporary, and
and auxiliary
auxiliary clerks
second rary,
Substitute, temporary,
(f) Substitute,
clerks and carriers.
class
post offices,
substitute, temporary,
and auxiliary
auxiliary letter
letter cdersand
carriers.
temporary, and
and substitute,
offices, and
class post
carriers in
the City
City Delivery
Service shall receive
receive after
after the passage of
Delivery Service,
in the
carriers
remainder of the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, in
the remainder
Act, for
for the
this Act,
lieu
their present
cents per
a compensation
compensation of 60 cents
compensation, a
present compensation,
of their
lieu of
hour
of service
service performed.
performed.
hour of
each hour
for each
hour for
Increase
effective
1,1919.
919.
compensation shall from
increases in compensation
SEC. 2.
above-mentioned increases
2. That the above-mentioned
from July
July 1,
SEC.
apply to
to officers
Postal Service at the time
time of the
in the Postal
employees in.
officers and employees
apply
passage of
of this
1, 1919,
1919, or as of such
such
effective as of July 1,
this Act, and be effective
passage
subsequent
entered the Postal Provisos.
when such officers
officers or
or employees
employees entered
subsequent date
date when
etc.,
Substitutes,
Service: Provided,
Provided, That as to substitute,
temporary, and auxiliary
auxiliary substtutes,
substitute, temporary,
Service:
from date of A.Ct.
employees, and
and employees
from lump-sum
lump-sum appropriations,
appropriations, the fromdate
of At.
paid from
employees paid
employees,
increases shall
shall be
be effective
after the
the passage
of Limitatio
increases
effective from
from and
and after
the date
date of
of the
passage of
Limitation.
provided
this Act:
Act: And
none of the increases provided
That none
further That
providedfurther,
And provided
this
herein
be applicabe
applicable to
officers and employees
employees who have received
received
to officers
shall be
herein shall
an increase
increase in their
more than $300 per annum
compensation of more
their compensation
an
during the
the current
fiscal year.
during
current fiscal
year.
No ofce
advanced
office advanced
SEO. 3.
office shall
be advanced
advanced to
the next
next higher
higher to higher class.
to the
shall be
post office
no post
3. That
That no
SEC.
class as
aresult
result of
the increases
increases in
postmasters herecompensation of postmasters
in compensation
of the
as a
class
in provided.
provided.
in
Appropriatio.
Appropriation.
SEo.4. That
in order
order to
to provide
provide for
for the
the increased
increased compensation
compensation Appton.
That in
SEo.4.
herein authorized,
authorized, so
so much
much as
is necessary
necessary-is
is hereby
appropriated
hereby appropriated
as is
herein
out
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
otherwise appropriated,
in the
money in
of any
out of
supplement the
appropriated for
various classes
classes of
em- voLp.
of emfor the
the various
VoL 40, p. L100.
the amounts
amounts appropriated
supplement
appromentioned, in the Act entitled "An
ployees herein mentioned,
"An Act making
making apgrcoai
Office Department
priations
service of the Post Office
Department for the fiscal
the service
priations for the
0, approved
year
1920,"
approved February 28, 1919.
ending June 30, 1920"
year ending
Received
the President,
President, October
27, 1919.
1919.
October 27,
by the
Received by

[Nam
BY THE DEPARTMENT
or STATE.-The
STATE.—The foregoing
foregoing joint
joint resDEPARTMENT OF
[NOTE BY
olution
having been presented to the President of the United States
olution having
for
his approval,
approval, and
and not
having been
returned by him to the
the house
been returned
not having
for his
of
Congress in
time prescribed
by the
the
prescribed by
the time
within the
it originated
originated within
in which
hich it
of Congress
Constitution of
the United
States, has
become a
slaw
hs
law without his
has become
United States,
of the
Constitution
approval.]
approval]
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Cris. 100-102.
100-102.
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SESS. I.
CONGRESS. Sass.
SIXTY-SIXTH

November
s, 1919,
November 8,

[S.
2250.]
E
s- 225°1

1919.
1919.

of certain
• for the exchange
ex
certain legation
legation buildings
buildings and
and
CHAP.
OILA&P. 100.-An
100.—An Act Providing

grounds
owned by
Government of
grounds owned
by the
the Governm
of the
the United
United States
States in
in Bangkok,
Bangkok, Siam.
Siam.

76.1
[Public, No. 76.]

Be
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
it enacted
Be it
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary' of State,
of America
America in
States
Bangok, Sitm.
Wsnp Sit:awn
hereby
buildings
at,
author- acting
States, is hereby
Government of the United States,
the agent of the Government
as the
acting as
t,sathorbaudi
ized.
authorized
and directed
directed to
transfer to the Government
Government of Siam al
aUl
to transfer
authorized and
title
located in the city
city of
in, that parcel of land located
interest in,
and interest
to, and
title to
Menam Chao Phya,
Bangkok,
Phya' together with the
Bangkok, Siam, on the river Menam
buildings
other appurtenances
appurtenances appertaining
which His
apperta ning thereto, which
and other
buildings and
Majesty'
of Siam,
Government of
presented to the Government
Siam, in 1884, presented
King of
the King
Majesty the
the United
for legation
and to
receive in exchange
exchange
to receive
purposes; and
legation purposes;
States for
United States
the
therefor
from the
Government of Siam title to all that parcel of land
the Government
therefor from
and the
buil I I !es and
and other
other appurtenances
appurtenances appertaining
appertaining thereto
thereto
the buildings
and
city of Bangkok, Siam,
situated on
on the
ong Poh
Poh Yome, in the city'
the Klong
situated
which
Government of
United States now rents and
and occupies
of the
the United
the Government
which the
for legation
together with a
acertain parcel of land
land contiguous
contiguous
for
legation purposes, together
thereto,
said transfer
transfer not
to be
be made
satisfactory title to the
until satisfactory
made until
not to
the said
thereto, the
property
be acquired
acquired by the
Government of the United States has
the Government
to be
property to
Government of Siam.
been conveyed
conveyed by the Government
been
Received
October 28, 1919.
President, October
the President,
by the
Received by

g act having
STATE.-The foregoin
[
NOTE BY
foregoing
having
DEPARTENT OF STATE.—The
TEE DEPARTMENT
BY THE
[NOTE
been
of the
the United
United States
for his
his approval,
States for
President of
to the
the President
presented to
been presented
and
not having
having been
returned by
by him
him to
to the
m which
of Congress
Congress 1,n
the house
house of
been returned
and not
it
within the
prescribed by the Constitution of the
time prescribed
the time
originated within
it originated
United
become aalaw without his approval.]
approval.]
States, has become
United States,
November 8
8, 1919.
3096.]
309.]

s.
[S.

[Public
No .77.
771
[Public,,No.

RdRi.

Red River.

Avoyelles Parish
Parish
Aoyeles
may bridge,
'cla'
ola
ay bridge, m
La.

Constmetien.
constructiao

Vol_ 34, p. 84.
VoL4,
p. .
Amendment.
e

Amndment.

Act To
To authorize
authorize the construction
Red
construction of aa bridge across the Red
101.-An Act
CHAP. 101.—An
River
or near
near Moncla,
Louisiana.
Moncla, Louiiana
at or
River at

Be it
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Senate and
the Senate
Be
it enacted
enacted by
assembled, That the Parish of Avoyelles
States
of America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
is hereby
hereby authorized
be, and
in
the State
State of
of Louisiana,
and is
authorized to conLouisiana, be,
in the
approaches thereto
struct,
operate a
a bridge and approaches
struct, maintain, and operate
the interests
across
suitable to
to the
interests of naviganavigapoint suitable
at aa point
River at
Red River
the Red
across the
accordance with
Moncla,'in said parish
tion, at or near Moncla
parish and State, in accordanee
the provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the construction of
of bridges
over navigable
waters," approved
approved March
March 23, 1906.
navigable waters,"
bridges over
tion
right to alter, amend, or repeal
That the
S
EC. 2.
2. That
the right
repeal this Act is
SEc.
hereby
hereby expressly reserved.
Received by
by the
President, October
1919.
October 28, 1919.
the President,
Received
[
NOTE BY
OF' STATE.-The
STATE.—The foregoing
foregoing act
having
act having
DEPARTMENT OF
THE DEPARTMENT
BY THE
[NOTE
been
President of
the United
United States
approva,
States for his approval,
of the
the President
to the
presented to
been presented
m which
and not
not having
having been
returned by
by him
him to the house of Congress in
been returned
and
it
within the
prescribed by the Constitution
Constitution of the
the time prescribed
originated within
it originated
United
States, has
his approval.]
without his
law without
become aalaw
has become
United States,

November 8, 1919.
[S. 3190.]

NovemSlr'l19
S-cN.
3

.

[Public,
78.3
[Pablic, No. 78.]

CIAP. 102.-AnActToauthorizetheconstructionof
CHAP
102.—An Act To authorize the construction of abridge
abridge acro
across the Pocomoke
River,
at Pocomoke
Maryland.
City, Maryland.
Pocomoke City,
River, at

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
o Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
the Senate
Be
That the State roads
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,'that
roads commisStatesoof
c roads commi- States
f America in
of Maryland, its successors
of the
sion o
the State
State of
successors and assigns, be, and
donmasbndepoco sion
moke y,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
construct, maintain,
operate aa bridge
bridge
is
to construct,
maintain and
and operate
and
approaches
thereto
across
the
Pocomoke
River,
at
a
point
suitsuita
point
at
River,
Pocomoke
the
across
thereto
approaches
and
able
to the
navigation, and
at or
near Pocomoke
Pocomoke City,
City,
or near
and at
of navigation,
interests of
the interests
able to
Pccomoke River.
State roads commisaku ma T—
bril
cia , P°""
moire Cay,
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CONGRESS . SESS.
SESS. I
SIXTY-SIXTH
I.. Cris.
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1919.

1919.

accordance with the proMaryland, in accordance
State of Maryland,
Worcester County, State
in Worcester

visions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of

visions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

onstruction
34, p

bridges over navigable waters," approved March 23, 1906.
Amendment.
Amendment
Act is
repeal this
amend, or
to alter,
alter, amend,
right to
2. That
That the right
SEC.
SEC. 2.
or repeal
this Act
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
28, 1919.
Received by the
October 28,
the President, October
Received
bridges over navigable waters," approved March 23,

[NOTE

BY THE
OF STATE.-The
STATE.—The foregoing
foregoing act
act having
having
THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
BY

been presented
presented to
President of the
approval,
the United
United States for his approva,
the President
to the
been
which
and
Congress in
111 which
returned by him to the house of Congress
having been
been returned
and not
not having
prescribed by the Constitution of the
time prescribed
within the
the time
it originated
originated within
a law without
without his approval.]
United States, has become a.

States.
the United
aliensinto
entry of
the entry
CHAP.
104.—An Act
To regulate
regulate further
of aliens
into the
United States.
further the
Act To
CHAP. 104.-An

November 10,
10, 1919.
November
[H. R.
9782.)
R. 9782.]
[H.

[Public, No.
No. 79.]
79.)
[Public,

Be
by the
the Senate
House of
of aliens.
United Entry
Representatives of the United
and House
of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Entry of
aliens.
Restrictions imimRestrictions
States
the President
President shall
shall posed
That if the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
on.
prohibitions posed on.
find that
that the
public safety
safety requires
that restrictions
restrictions and
and prohibitions
requires that
the public
find
in addition
provided otherwise
otherwise than by this Act
Act be imposed
imposed
to those
those provided
addition to
in
upon the
of aliens
United States,
States, and shall
shall make public
the United
into the
aliens into
the entry
entry of
upon
proclamation thereof,
thereof, it
ordered by the President
President
otherwise ordered
it shall,
shall, until
until otherwise
proclamation
or Congress,
be unlawful—
Aliens
pre
or
Congress, be
unlawfulAliens violating prescribed rules.
rles.
the United
or attempt
attempt to
(a) For
enter or
to enter
enter the
United States
States scribed
to enter
alien to
For any
any alien
(a)
except
reasonable rules,
regulations, and orders, and subrules, regulations,
such reasonable
under such
except under
ject to
to such
such passport,
passport, vise,
limitations and exceptions
exceptions as the
other limitations
vise, or
or other
ject
President
prescribe;
Transportin
proPresident shall
shall prescribe;
Transporting
prohibited persons.
to transport
(b) For
person to
to transport
or attempt
attempt to
transport into the hibitedpersons.
transport or
For any
any person
(b)
United States
States another
another person
knowledge or reasonable
reasonable cause to
to
person with knowledge
United
believe that
that the
the entry
such other
person is
is forbidden
this Act;
Act; Making
believe
entry of
of such
other person
als appliforbidden by
by this
m
appli
false
cations for pssports
passports,
(c) For
For any
any person
to make
make any
false statement
statement in
in an
an cationsfor
any false
knowingly to
person knowingly
(c)
etc.
application for
passport or
United.etc
enter the
the United
to enter
other permission
permission to
or other
for aa passport
application
States with intent
induce or secure
secure the granting
granting of such permispermisto induce
intent to
States
sion,
either for
himself or
another;
sion, either
for himself
or for
for another;
Furnishing vised
Furnishing
vis4ed
(d) For
person knowingly
knowingly to
or attempt
furnish or
passport of
of another
another
to furnish
or paport
furnish or
attempt to
to furnish
(d)
For any
any person
person.
assist in
viseed passport
passport or other permit or person.
a viseed
another a
to another
in furnishing
furnishing to
assist
evidence of
of permission
designed for such
permission to enter, not issued and designed
evidence
other person's
Pa
sing vit;i1ed
vsd passperson's use;
use;
other
Using
(e) For
For any
to use
or attempt
attempt to
to use
any viseed
viseed port
port of another.
another.
use any
use or
knowingly to
person knowingly
any person
(e)
passport or
or other
permit or
or evidence
of permission
enter not
not issued
issued
to enter
permission to
evidence of
other permit
passport
and
designed
for
his
use;
and designed for his use;
Forging, etc.,
etc, passpssports.
(f)
For any
any person
to forge,
mutilate, or
or alter,
alter , or
cause pots.
or cause
forge, counterfeit,
counterfeit, mutilate,
person to
(f) For
or procure
procure to
counterfeited, mutilated,
altered, any
mutilated, or altered,
forged, counterfeited,
to be
be forged,
or
permission to enter the
evidence of permission
passport, vise or other permit
permit or evidence
passport,
United States;
Using
States;
United
Using alse,
false, etc..
etc.,
(g)
any person
person knowinglyuse or
to use
use or
or furnish
furnish passports.
PosaPosts•
or attempt
attempt to
to use
knowingly to
For any
(g) For
to
use any
any false,
counterfeited, mutilated,
or altered
altered
mutilated, or
forged, counterfeited,
false, forged,
for use
to another
another for
passport, permit,
of permission,
passport, permit,
permit,
or any
any passport,
permission, or
or evidence
evidence of
permit, or
passport,
or
evidence of
permission whic,
though originally
valid, has
behas be
originally valid,
which, though
of permission
or evidence
come
void or
invalid.
f· Vio.
punihmet for
made void
or invalid.
come or
or been
been made
Punishment
vie.
lotions.
S
EC. 2.
That any
any person
shall willfully
any of
of the iatims.
violate any
willfully violate
who shall
person who
SEC.
2. That
provisions
Act, or
of any
President
of the President
proclamation of
or proclamation
any order
order or
or of
this Act,
of this
provisions of
promulgated,
any permit,
permit, rule,
rule, or
regulation issued
issued thereunder,
thereunder,
or regulation
or of
of any
promulgated, or
shall, upon
more than $5,000,
or if
Corporation o
official
corporatim
if a
a natural
natural participating
$5,000, or,
not more
be fined
fined not
upon conviction,
conviction, be
shall,
therein_
person,
for not
or both;
both; and
and the
the pticpt-ppt theian
five years,
years, or
more than
than five
not more
imprisoned for
person, imprisoned
officer,idirector, or agent
agent of any corporation
corporation who knowingly
knowingly participarticiof vehicle,
pates
n such
punished by
by like
fine or
or imprisonoritre ofvehicle,
impnson- Forfeiture
like fine
habe be punished
violation shall
pates in
such violation
vessel, etc.
ment,
and any
vehicle or
any vessel,
vessel, together
together with
its or
or her
her vessel,
etc.
with its
or any
any vehicle
or both;
both; and
ment, or
appurtenances, equipment,
tackle, apparel,
furniture, concerned
concerned
and furniture,
apparel, and
equipment, tackle,
appurtenances,
in
any such
such violation,
shall be
be forfeited
forfeited to
to the
United States.
States.
the United
violation, shall
in any
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"United States"
SEC. 3.
3. That
States" as used in this Act inThat the term "United
SEC.
cludes
Canal Zone
Zone and
all territory
waters, continental
continental or
territory and waters,
and all
the Canal
cludes the
insular,
subject to
to the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States.
insular, subject
'
Person??
The
"person" as used
used herein shall be deemed to mean any
The word "person"
"persn
company, or other unincorindividual,
partnership, association,
association, company,
individual, partnership,
porated body
body of
individuals, or
or corporation,
or body
body politic.
politic.
or
corporation,
of
individuals,
porated
Appropri
Appropriation.
SEC. 4.
4. That
That in
purposes and provisions
provisions of
carry out the purposes
to carry
order to
in order
SEC.
n
Approp
this
Act
the
sum
of
$600,000
is
hereby
appropriated.
appropriated.
hereby
is
$600,000
of
sum
the
Effective on termitenmi- this Act
Effective
S
EC. 5.
5. That
That this
this Act
nation of
of previous
Act.
Act shall take effect upon the date when the proSEC.
previous Act.
nation
Vol. 40, p. 559.
59
40
visions
of
the
Act
of
Congress approved
22d day
of May,
May.,1918,
1918,
day of
the 22d
approved the
Congress
of
Act
the
of
visions
Post,
p.
385.
.
385
Pot,
entitled
Act to
to prevent
prevent in
in time
departure from
from and entry
entry
war departure
of war
time of
"An Act
entitled "An
Duration.
Dumtioninto the
United States,
the public
safety," shall cease to
public safety,"
to the
contrary to
States contrary
the United
into
until
be
operative
and
shall
continue
in
force
until and includeffect
and
force
in
continue
shall
and
be operative,
ing the 4th day of March, 1921.
Received by the President, October
October 29, 1919.
Received
Mewling of terms.
"United 8tates.".

FeaUniotdtater,;

,

[
NOTE BY
THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE.—The foregoing
foregoing act
act having
having
OF STATE.-The
BY THE
[NOTE
approva,
for
States
been
presented
to
the
President
of
United
States
his
approve,
United
the
of
President
the
to
been presented
and not
having been
been returned
returned by
by him
the house
house of Congress in which
to the
him to
not having
and
it
ori&inated
within
the
time
prescribed
by
Constitution of the
the Constitution
by
prescribed
time
the
it originated within
United States,
States, has
approval.]
without his approvaL]
law without
become aalaw
has become
United
12, 1919.
November
November
l
No t 12

7.
[ . l Ssedr.]
No. 80

[Public, No. 80.]

-Publi,

Pbl

No. 0.

a bridge acrom
construction of a
CHAP. 105.—An
extend the time
time forthe
for the construction
across
To extend
Act To
105.-An Act
CHAP.
ariah,
Pearl River,
River, between
Pearl River
River County,
Washington Parish,
Missiippi, and Washington
County, Missiasippi,
between Pearl
Pearl
Louisi'ana.
Loiana.

of te
the United
United
Be it
by the
the Senate and House of Rerentatves
Re esentatittres of
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Pearl RiTer.
at
the
times
corncomfor
times
the
That
assembled,
Coness
in Conqress
Time exended
extended fo
for States
America tfl
States of America
TAe
by
tive
g
r
intoun4, mrst
r
.,
mencmg
and
completing
the
construction
of
a
bridge,
authorized
authorized
bridge,
a
of
construction
the
completing
isl, mencingand
Riveoubty
Par Act of Congress approved February
and washington
February 27, 1917, to be built across the
and
Wshingtn Par'
Ian. La.
the fourth
as, p.
Pearl River,
River, at
fourth ward of the
the parish
parish of Washington,
Washington,
near the
at or
or near
Pearl
ols.
p. 9413.
'. b3,
ed
yo1.40, 13.1041, amend- State
state of
Louisiana, are
and three
years, respecrespecthree years,
one and
extended one
hereby extended
are hereby
of Louisiana,
dvol4.p.04i.amend.
tively,
from the
date of approval
approval hereof.
the date
tively, from
Amendment.
alter, amend,
SEC. 2.
That the
the right
right to
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act
Act is
to alter,
2. That
SEC.
Amendment.
hereby expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
hereby
Presented to
to the President,
President, October 31, 1919.
Presented
[
NOTE BY
THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE.-The
STATE.—The foregoing
act having
having
foregoing act
BY THE
[NOTE
approval,
his
or
been
presented
to
the
President
United
States
for
approved,
United
the
of
President
been presented to the
and
been returned
returned by
by him to the House of Congress .in
having been
not having
and not
prescribed by the Constitution
which
it originated within the time prescribed
which it
of
United States,
become aalaw without his approval.]
States, has become
the United
of the
November
13, 1919.
1019.
November 13,
[H. J.
241.1
J. Res.
Res. 241.1
[H.
Res., No.
20.1
No. 20.)
[Pub. Res.,

requirements of annual
CHAP.
CHAP. 106.-Joint
106.—Joint Resolution
Resolution To suspend the
the requirements
annual asesment
assessment
work on
claims during
during the
the year
year 1919.
1919.
mining claims
on mining
work

Be
it resolved
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
resolved by
Be it
section
States
of America
Congress assembled,
the provision
provision of
of section
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
2324 of the Revised Statutes of the United
United States, which requires on
each
claim located
located and until a
apatent
patent has been issued
issued therefor,
therefor,
mining claim
each mining
R .,. 2324,
not
less
than
$100
worth
of
labor
to
be
performed,
or
improvements
improvements
or
performed,
be
to
labor
of
worth
not less than $100
, p. 279.
aggregating such
such amount
to be
be made
year, be, and
and the
the same is
each year,
made each
amount to
aggregating
hereby
suspended
as
to
all
mining
claims
in
the
United
States,
includincludStates,
United
the
in
hereby suspended as to all mining claims
Proviso.
the calendar
year 1919:
1919: Provided,
Provided, That every
every
calendar year
during the
Alaska, during
ing Alaska.,
retention ing
o retention
Notice
of
'Notf
of
claim to be filed.
claimant
of any such
such mining claim in order to obtain
obtain the benefits
benefits of
claimant of
ofclaimtobefiled.
this resolution
resolution shall
shall file
file or cause to be filed in the office where the
this
location
notice
or'
certificate
recorded on or before
before December
December 31,
31,
is recorded
location notice or' certificate is
1919,
notice of his
under this
this
desire to hold said mining claim under
his desire
1919, aa notice
resolution.
resolution.
Approved,
Approved, November 13, 1919.
d.

PublicPubc
lands.
Mining
claims assessMiningcl~amisassessments
suspended
for
ments suspended for
1919.
R. 8., sec. 2324, p.426.
p.426.
Ante, p. 279.
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1919.
1919.

Bridge Company,
Highway Bridge
Authorizing the Meridian
Meridian Highway
Company, aacor108.-An Act Authorizing
CHAP. 108.—An
poration, to
and maintain
or bridges
approaches thereto across
and approaches
bridges and
bridge or
a bridge
maintain a
to construct
construct and
poration,
the Missouri
River between
between Yankton
Yankton County,
South Dakota,
Cedar County,
Dakota, and Cedar
County, South
Missouri River
the
Nebraska.
Nebraska.

November 18, 1919.
1919.
November

2883.]
[S. 2883.]

[Public, No.
81.]
No. 81.]
[Public,

Be
the Senate
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Missouri River.
River.
Highway _Missouri
Meridian Highway
assembled, That the Meridian
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
Highway
Meridian
Meridian Highway
Bridge
the laws
State Bridge
of the State
srijip Company may
may
laws of
under the
organized under
a corporation
corporation organized
Company, a
Bridge Company,
bridge, Yankton
ankton
bridge,
of
South Dakota,
Dakota, its
successors and
and assigns,
and they
they are hereby, County,
be, and
assigns, be,
its successors
of South
County, S. Dak.
and
Dak. and
Cedar County, Nebr.
authorized
to construct,
bridge or bridges Cedar
and operate
operate aa bridge
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
authorized to
and
thereto across
the Missouri
Missouri River
at a
point or points
a point
River at
across the
approaches thereto
and approaches
Location.
suitable to
to the
navigation, in
section eighteen,
eighteen, township
township Location.
in section
of navigation,
interest of
the interest
suitable
ninety-three,
range fifty-five
west, or
or section
township
thirteen, township
section thirteen,
fifty-five west,
ninety-three, range
ninety-three,
Dakota,
County, South Dakota,
Yankton County,
west, Yankton
fifty-six west,
range fifty-six
ninety-three, range
to
shore opposite
thereto at
at a
point in
eleven or twelve,
twelve,
sections eleven
in sections
a point
opposite thereto
the shore
to the
township
thirty-three north,
range one
Cedar County,
County, Nebraska,
Nebraska,
west, Cedar
one west,
north, range
township thirty-three
Construction.
Construction.
in accordance
accordance with
"An Act to reg- Vol. 34,
provisions of an Act entitled "An
with the provisions
in
34, p. 84.
navigable waters,"
ulate
construction of
of bridges
bridges over navigable
waters," approved
approved
the construction
ulate the
March
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
Amendment.
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
this Act
to alter,
right to
the right
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Received by
President, November
November 6, 1919.
by the
the President,
Received

having
[
NOTE BY
DEPARTMENT OF
foregoing act
act having
STATE.-The foregoing
OF STATE.—The
THE DEPARTMENT
BY THE
[NOTE

been presented
presented to the President of the United States
States for his approval,
approval,
been
Congress m which
and not
not having
having been
been returned
returned by
by him
the house of Congress
him to the
and
it originated
the time
by the
Constitution of the
the Constitution
prescribed by
time prescribed
within the
originated within
it
United States,
States, has
law without
without his
approval.]
his approval.]
a law
become a
has become
United

unpartitioned allotCHAP 109.—An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the sale
sale of inherited
inherited and unpartitioned
109.-An Act
CHAP.
ments for
for town-site
town-site purposes
purposes in
Quapaw Agency,
Oklahoma.
Agency, Oklahoma.
in the
the Quapaw
ments

November 18
18, 1919.
1919.
November
[H.
7751.]
[H. R..77R1.]

[Public, No. 82.]
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
the United
Quapaw Indian
United Quapaw
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be
Agency, Okla.
Okla.
States of
of America
Secretary of
the Aency,
of the
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
Sale
of
of surface
surface of
Sale of
allotments for townInterior
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
in his
(liscretion tupon
upon the
the allotments
his discretion,
authorized, in
and he
be, and
Interior be,
sites authorized.
ininterest
of
interest of
application
heretofore or
hereafter made,
majority.in
of aamajority
made, of
or hereafter
application heretofore
Quapaw
allotmentin
the
owners of
of any
inherited and
unpartitional allotment
m the quapaw
and unpartitioned
anyinherited
the owners
allotted lands, in whole
Agency,
the surface
of said allotted
surface of
sell the
to sell
Oklahoma, to
Agency, Oklahoma,
or
in part,
part, for
for town-site
town-site purposes,
purposes, under
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as
or in
he
concerning terms
terms of
of sale
and disposal
disposal of
of the
prothe prosale and
prescribe, concerning
he may
may prescribe,
ceeds
of the
respective Indians:
That any
any
Provided, That
Indians: Provided,
the respective
benefit of
the benefit
for the
ceeds for
duly
of the
the Interior
may
Department may
Interior Department
representative of
authorized representative
duly authorized
execute
any deed
deed or
or other
instrument necessary
of
necessary to the completion of
other instrument
execute any
such
sale in
the name
name and
on behalf
any of the
owners of said land
the owners
of any
behalf of
and on
in the
such sale
to execute
if
legal representative
fail or
or refuse
refuse to
execute
shall fail
representative shall
or his
his legal
owner or
if such
such owner
such
being
instrument for aaperiod of thirty days after being
other instrument
or other
deed or
such deed
given
notice in
in such
manner as
the Secretary
Interior may
may
Secretary of the Interior
as the
such manner
given notice
prescribe that
that such
deed or
or other
other instrument
instrument is
ready for
execution.
for execution.
is ready
such deed
prescribe
In conducting
conducting such
sale the
Secretary of the
Interior may, in his
the Interior
the Secretary
such sale
In
discretion, prescribe
prescribe such
such conditions
conditions and
requirements as may be
and requirements
discretion,
necessary
the protection
persons he may find to
or persons
person or
any person
of any
protection of
for the
necessary for
have
said lands
lands or
or the
the improveimproveof said
any.of
in any
interests in
equitable interests
or equitable
legal or
have legal
ments thereon,
thereon, making
due allowance,
allowance, in
his discretion,
discretion, for the
the value
in his
making due
ments
of such
such improvements,
preference right to purchase
purchase any lot or
or
but no preference
improvements but
of
tract
shall
be
accorded
any
person
for
a
period
exceeding
ninety
ninety days.
days.
exceeding
tract shall be accorded any person for a period
There is
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
money in
the Treasury
Treasury
in the
any money
of any
out of
is hereby
There
not otherwise
appropriated, the
sum of
of $5
t000, to
cover the
not
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
$5,000,
to cover
the expense
expense
of conducting
conducting such
such sale,
such sum
the Treasury
Treasury
to the
reimbursed to
be reimbursed
to be
sum to
sale, such
of

sites authorized

.
Pr
Proviso.

Execution of deeds.
Exeutonodeeds.

Legal

et,-.
rig
rights,' etc

protected.
protected.

ppp

Appropriation
expenses.
expenses

Repyet
Repayment
proceeds.

poceeds.

for

from
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out of
of the
the proceeds
the sale
sale and
to be
be apportioned
among the
disthe disapportioned among
and to
of the
proceeds of
out
tributees of the fund derived
derived from the sale.
tributees
Received
President, November
November 6,
6, 1919.
1919.
the President,
Received by
by the
[Nart nr
THE DEPARTMENT
or STATE.-The
STATE.—The foregoing
foregoing act
act having
having
BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF
[NOTE

been presented
to the
the President
President of
of the
the United
for his
approval,
his approval
United States
States for
been
presented to
and
not having
been returned
him to
to the
house of
in which
which
Congress m
of Congress
the house
by him
returned by
having been
and not
it originated
by the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the
prescribed by
the time
time prescribed
within the
it
originated within
United States,
law without
without his
approval.]
his approval.]
a law
has become
become a
States, has
United

November 19 1919.
9
[S. 425 1

sNovee .

CHAP
establish the Zion
National Park in the State of Utah.
Zion National
To establish
Act To
1 10.-An Act
CHAP. 110.—An

[Public, No. 83.]
P3.1
Nio. Park,
ubi,
Zion
National
Utah.
tmtaL
Former
national
o.
eFntad
m
monument
changed to.
Vol. 34,
3 p. 225.
r5 dp.

Be itit enacted
by the
of Representatives
the United
of the
Representativesof
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
States
of America
assembled, That
That the
Zion National
National
the Zion
in Congress
America in
Congress assembled,
States of
Monument,
in the
county of
Utah, established
established
of Utah,
State of
of Washington,
Washington, State
the county
Monument, in
Vol
.
a national
and designated as a
national monument
monument under
under the Act of June 8,
1906, entitled
"An
Act
for the
preservation of
of American
American antiquities,"
antiquities,"
for
the
preservation
"An
Act
.
1906,
entitled
vol.,
Vol. 36, p. 2498; Vol.
by
presidential
proclamations
of
July
31,
1909,
and
March
18, 1918,
18,
1918,
and
March
31,
1909,
of
July
40,vp40,
p.
1760.
proclamations
presidential
^ Vol by
lpi
dedicated as such for
for
to be
be a
a national
national park and dedicated
declared to
is hereby-declared
the
benefit and
and enjoyment
of the
the Zion
Zion
the people,
people, under the name of
enjoyment of the
the benefit
National
under which
which name
the aforesaid
aforesaid national
park shall
shall
national park
name the
Park, under
National Park,
be
maintained by
funds heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter approapproby allotment of funds
be maintained
priated
for the
national monuments,
independent
such time as an independent
monuments, until such
the national
priated for
appropriation is
made therefor
therefor by
by Congress.
Congress.
is
made
appropriation
Administration by
That the administration,
SEC. 2.
2. That
administration, protection,
protection, and promotion of
SEC.
NatLdoEsIP
National
Park Service.
Vol.
39, p.
535.
National Park shall be exercised under the direction of the
said Zion National
Vol. 39,
p. 535.
Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior by
National Park
Park Service, subject to
the National
by the
Secretary of
Act to
the provision
provision of
August 25, 1916, entitled "An
"An .Act
the Act
Act of August
of the
the
establish a
National Park
Service, and
for other
other purposes,"
and Acts
purposes," and
and for
Park Service,
a National
establish
additional thereto
amendatory thereof.
thereof.
thereto or amendatory
additional
Approved,
November
19,
1919.
19,
1919.
November
Approved,
November
November 19 1919.
191
[S. 681.1

9

Nv[8.6

[Public, No. 841

[Public, No. 84.]

Santa Fe,
Santa
Fe, N.
N. Me
Mex.
Use of
of public
public building at, for United
States courts, repealed.
Vol.
37,
p.
875,
875,
amended.

CHAP.
To amend
March 4,1913,
4, 1913, entitled
"An Act
Act
entitled "An
an Act approved
approved March
amend an
Act To
CHAP. 111.—An
111.-An Act
to increase
increase the limit of cost of certain public
public buildings,
enlargement,
buildings, to authorize the enlargement,
authorize the
extension, remodelin7,
improvement of certain public buildings,
buildings, to authorize
extension,
remodeling, or improvement
erection
completion of public
sitesfor pubprchase of siteefor
authorize the purchase
public buildings, to authorize
and completionof
erection and
purposes."
lic buildings, and for other
other purposes."

Be
enacted by
Representatives of the
the
by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
States of America
That so
so much of
of the
the
in Congress
Congress assembUd
assembledIThat
America in
United States

approved March
4, 1913
1913 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes,
Statutes,
March 4,
of Congress
Congress approved
Act of
sntates, orepUted Act
vol. 37, p.
page 875),
875), as authorized
authorized the erection
erection of aabuilding for the accommodaaccommodaamtion
of the post office
office and United States
States courts
at Santa
New
tion of
courts at
Santa Fe,
Fe, New

Mexico
require that
that
Mexico, be, and the same is hereby, amended so as to require
said
be for
for the
the accommodation
accommodation of the post office and
shall be
said building
building shall
other governmental
offices, exclusive
the United
States courts.
courts.
United States
of the
exclusive of
other
governmental offices,
Approved,
19, 1919.
November 19,
Approved, November

November119, 1919.
9
Sove.
N
beI13731
[S.
[Public,
No. 85.]
851
[Public, No.
Articles of War.
ar.
Articles
Vol. " p. 668.
Vol..,
p.
883,
amended.

vol
sne.

CHAP.
112.—An Act
Act To
amend the
the Articles
of War.
War.
Articles of
To amend
CHAP. 112.-An

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Reresentatives
Representatives of the United

States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That article
112 of
of section
section
article 112
America in
of America
States of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
by.
States, as
as amended
amended by
the United
United States,
p. 88s, 1342
1342 of
the
Act entitled
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
the support
for the
support of
of
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
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SESS. I
SESS.
I.. this.
CHS. 112,
112, 113.
113.
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1919.
1919.

the Army
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
30, 1919,
1919, approved
approved July
July 9,
9,
the
Army for
year ending
June 30,
1918,"
and the
is hereby,
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
amended to
hereby, amended
the same
same is
be, and
1918," be,

Effects of deceased
de
PERSONS-DISPOSITION persons
DECEASED PERSONS—DISPOSITION
EFFECTS OF
"
ARTICLE 112.
112. EFFECTS
OF DECEASED
"ARTICLE
persons.
Disposal
by comcomDisposal by
the
any person subject to military
of any
death of
case of
case
of the
the death
military law
1i ma
manding
officer.
law the
nding officer.
Post, p. 809.
commanding
command will permit
legal Postp.s09.
permit the legal
of command
the place of
officer of the
commanding officer
representative or
or widow
widow of
deceased, if
present, to
to take possession
possession
if present,
of the
the deceased,
representative
of all
effects then
then m
quarters, and
representano legal representain camp
camp or
or quarters,
and if no
of
all his
his effects
tive
or widow
present the
commanding officer
officer shall
direct a
tive or
widow be
be present
the commanding
shall direct
a sumsum- Action
Action of
summary
of summary
court.
mary court
to secure
summary court
court shall court.
said summary
effects; and said
such effects;
secure all such
mary
court to
have authority
authority to
collect and
and receive
receive any
any debts
debts due
due decedent's
decedent's estate
estate Distributiontospeoto collect
have
Distribution to speckin, etc.,
etc., through
by
local debtors;
debtors; and
as soon
as practicable
the collection
of ified
through
ifiedkin,
collection of
after the
practicable after
and as
soon as
by local
Quartermaster Corps.
s
such
effects
said
summary
court
shall
transmit
such
effects,
and
any
rmaster Corp
such effects said summary court shall transmit such effects, and any
money
through the
Quartermaster Department,
Governat GovernDepartment, at
the Quartermaster
collected, through
money collected,
ment expense,
to the
widow or
or legal
representative of
the deceased,
deceased, Delivery to father
ment
expense, to
the widow
legal representative
of the
restricted.
if
such be
found by
by said
or to
pro- restricted.
to the son, daughter, father, prosaid court,
court, or
be found
if such
vided
abandoned the
of his family, mother,
the support
support of
has not abandoned
father has
vided the
the father
brother,
sister, or
or the
kin in
in the
the order
order named,
be
named, if such be
of kin
the next
next of
brother, sister,
found
found by said court, or the beneficiary named in the will of the
deceased., if
if such
such be
be found
by said
and said court shall theretherecourt, and
said court,
found by
deceased,
upon
make to
War Department
report of
its transactions;
transactions; Tr-sitta
upon make
to the
the War
Department a
a full
full report
of its
Transmittal to Auditor
War
Departbut
persons hereinabove
or such
such persons
persons ment
Wr
ditor for
ar DeEartnamed, or
hereinabove named,
none of
of the
the persons
if there
there be
be none
but if
for action I/ no
or
addresses are
not known
or readily
readily ascertainable
by said
said heir,
heir etc.,
etc., found.
found.
ascertainable by
known to
to or
are not
or their
their addresses
court,
so find,
find, said
said summary court shall
the said
said court shall so
court, and
and the
have authority
authority to
public or
or private
private sale,
not
sale, not
by public
into cash,
cash, by
to convert
convert into
have
earlier
thirty days
death of
of the
deceased, all
all effects
effects
the deceased,
after the
the death
days after
than thirty
earlier than
of
deceased except
except sabers,
insignia, decorations,
decorations, medals,
medals, watches,
watches,
sabers, insignia,
of deceased
trinkets, manuscripts,
manuscripts, and
and other
other articles
chiefly as
as keepvaluable chiefly
articles valuable
trinkets,
sakes;
and as
soon as
as practicable
practicable alter
such effects
effects into
into
converting such
after converting
as soon
sakes; and
cash
said summary
deposit with
the proper
officer, to
be
to be
proper officer,
with the
shall deposit
court shall
summary court
cash said
designated
any cash
bash belonging
belonging to
estate,
to decedent's
decedent's estate,
regulations, any
in regulations,
designated in
and shall
shall transmit
receipt for
such deposits,
any will
will or
or other
other papers
papers
deposits, any
a receipt
for such
transmit a
and
insignia, decorations,
of
deceased, any sabers, msignia,
belonging to the deceased,
of value
value belonging
medals, watches,
watches, trinkets,
manuscripts, and
and other
other articles
valuable
articles valuable
trinkets, manuscripts,
medals,
chiefly. as
as keepsakes,
keepsakes, together
inventory of
secured
effects secured
of the effects
together with an inventory
chiefly.
by
said summary
summary court,
and a
full account
account of
its transactions
transactions to the
the
of its
a full
court, and
by said
War
Department for
Auditor for the War
War Departto the Auditor
transmission to
for transmission
War Department
ment
authorized by law
settlement of
accounts
of accounts
in the settlement
law in
as authorized
for action
action as
ment for
of
deceased officers
officers and
the Army.
of deceased
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
Army.
nsoldiers' Home inSoldiers'
mates dyin
dying at
at outside
outside
"The
this article
shall be
be applicable
applicable to
inmates of
of the
the mates
to inmates
article shall
provisions of
of this
"The provisions
Army hospital inUnited
States Soldiers'
who die
die in
in any
any United
States military
military d=.
cluded. hesptal LUnited States
Home who
Soldiers' Home
United States
hospital
Columbia where
from the
the
sent from
where sent
of Columbia
of the
the District
District of
outside of
hospital outside
home
treatment."
home for treatment."
Approved, November 19,
19, 1919.
Approved,
ed

OF.—In
OF.-In

November 19,
1919,
I9 19191
Noember
CHAP. 113.—An
To transfer
transfer the
tract of
of land
land known
the Lighthoum
Lighthouse ResirIteeeras the
known as
the tract
Act To
113.-An Act
CHAP.
vation
at North
North Point,
Point, Maryland,
from the
the jurisdiction
jurbdiction of
of the
of Commerce
Commerce
Department of
the Department
Maryland, from
vation at
to
jurisdiction of the War Department.
the jurisdiction
to the

Be it
and House
Representatives of
the
of the
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be
it enacted
enacted by the

United States
of America
That the
the followingfollowingassembled That
Congress assembled
in Congress
America in
States of
lUnited

]

[s.

Pahl*, Ns
Ne.116.1
a]L
[Pbla

North
North

Pit Lh tP

a

in t

house
msaawai.

described
tract of
of land
land situated
situated at
at North
Point, Maryland,
faryland, now
now under
under
to w
described tract
North Point,
the
control and
jurisdiction of
of the
Department of
Commerce, and
and Dep-t
pepest
ment„
t.
of Commerce,
the Department
and jurisdiction
the control
known as
the Lighthouse
Reservation, at
North Point,
Point, Maryland,
Maryland, be,
be,
at North
as the
Lighthouse Reservation,
known
and
hereby is,
is, transferred
transferred to
to and
and placed
the control
control
under the
placed under
same hereby
and the
the same
and
jurisdiction of
the War
Department for
for use
for military
purposes: Description.
military purposes:
use for
War Department
of the
and jurisdiction
Beginning at
post now
m the
the ground
ground north,
north, eighty-two
degrees De
eighty-two degrees
now set
set in
at aapost
Beginning
east,
one and
and a
perches from
from the
center of
of a
astump,
and north
north
stump, and
the center
a quarter
quarter perches
east, one
sixty-five
degrees
west,
fourteen
perches
from
a
large
black
oak
tree
tree
oak
a
large
black
from
perches
sixty-five degrees west, fourteen

t.
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now
marked, and
and running
thence south
south sixty-five
sixty-five degrees
degrees east, fourrunning thence
now marked,
teen
perches to
to the
thence still
south sixty-five
sixty-five degrees
still south
oak, thence
black oak,
said black
the said
teen perches
east, twelve
twelve and
and a
perches to
to a
apost
sixty-five and threepost north, sixty-five
a half
half perches
east,
quarters degrees
post standing
standing southwardly
southwardly
to a
a post
perches to
twelve perches
east, twelve
degrees east,
quarters
nine feet
white oak,
forty-seven degrees
degrees
thence south forty-seven
oak, thence
large white
a large
from a
feet from
nine
east,
forty-eight perches
marked sassafras,
sassafras, thence
south
thence still south
to aa marked
perches to
east, forty-eight
forty-seven
degrees east,
east, two
two perches
to the
the water
water of
Chesapeake
of Chesapeake
perches to
forty-seven degrees
Bay, thence
thence bounding
on the
the water
water on
said Bay
Bay and
and Pataspco
Pataspco River
River
on said
bounding on
Bay,
south, seventy-four
seventy-four degrees
degrees west
seven perches,
perches, south eighty and aa
west seven
south,
half
degrees west
west ten
ten perches,
perches, north
north seventy-one
degrees west fifteen
fifteen
seventy-one degrees
half degrees
perches, north
north fifty-seven
degrees west
twelve perches,
perches,
west twelve
half degrees
a half
and a
fifty-seven and
perches,
north forty-six
forty-six and
degrees west,
perches, north fortytwelve perches,
west, twelve
half degrees
and aahalf
north
six and
half -degrees
west,. forty-four
forty-four perches
perches and eight-tenths
eight-tenths of a
a
degrees west,
a half
and a
six
perch,
line &awh
forty-eight degrees west
west
drawh south forty-eight
a line
intersects a
it intersects
until it
perch, until
containig
from
the place
of beginning,
and thence
thence to the beginning,
beginning, containing
beginning, and
place of
from the
seven
acres and
perches of
of land more or less. •
square perches
twenty-two square
and twenty-two
seven acres
Approved, November
November 19,
19, 1919.
Approved,
•
November
19 1919.
N Is. 2495.1
i

t s. s l

S]
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-Publi, No.
(Public,

p

CHAP.
114.—An Act
Act Transferring
known as Caney
Craney Island
Transferring the tract of land known
C HAP. 114.-An
from
jurisdiction of
of the
the War
Department to
to the
of the
Treasury Dethe Treasury
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
War Department
the jurisdiction
from the
partment and
and transferring
Fishermans Island
Island from the
traisferring the tract of land known as Fishermans
partment
jurisdiction of
Department.
Treaury Department to the jurisdiction of the War Department.
of the Treasury
jurisdiction

Be
it enaded
enactsd by
the Senate
offiepresentative,s
of the United
Representativesof
ouse of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it
States
America in
That the
reservation
military reservation
the military
assembled,That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of Americ
States of
known as Craney Island, now under
under the control and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
the War
War Department,
Department, lying
lying on the
western side of the Elizabeth
Elizabeth
the western
the
River in
Norfolk County,
waters of
of
Virgnia, and bounded by the waters
County, Virginia,
in Norfolk
River
the
River, Craney
Craney Island
Island Creek,
Thoroughfare Creek, and
Creek, Thoroughfare
Elizabeth River,
the Elizabeth
James River,
hereby, is, transferred
transferred to and
and placed
placed
and the same hereby
be, and
River, be,.
James
under
the
control and
and jurisdiction
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
for
Department for
of
jurisdiction
control
the
under
Pishermans Island.
island
sandspit
the
that
the
use
of
the
Public
Health
Service;
and
that
the
sandspit
or
island
and
Service;
Health
Public
the
of
use
the
or
rahnsferred
Transferred
for
Army uses.
called
Fishermans Island, or Linen Bar, now under the control and
called Fishermans
uses.
Army
and being
jurisdiction of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, situate,
situate, ling,
lying, and
jurisdiction
m
the county
county of
off the
the point
point of
Cape Charles
between
Charles, between
of Cape
Northampton off
of Northampton
m the
the Atlantic
Chesapeake Bay,
Bay, in
in the
the eastern
eastern district
district of
and Chesapeake
Ocean and
Atlantic Ocean
the
Virginia,
about twelve
of Ciape
Cape Charles
Charles City
City and about
about
south of
miles south
twelve miles
Virginia, about
one and
and one-quarter
containing two
miles from Cape Charles Light, containing
one-quarter miles
one
high-water mark;
hundred
and twenty-five
twenty-five acres,
more or less, above high-water
mark'
acres, more
hundred and
under the control
placed
be,
and
the
same
hereby
is,
transferred
and
placed
to
transferred
is,
be, and the same hereby
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the War
War Department
Department for use for military
military purposes.
and
Approved,
November 19, 1919.
Approved, November
r

Island,
angeg
e
ltind

Va.

Pubcrsn?%Public Health
use.
H"ath Service
8ere use.
le

November 19, 1919.
35r5.)
sNoveb
[S.
3159.1

No.
ubc,
(Public, No. 88.1
[Publc, No. 8
Choetavrh etches
nicer.
State road department may bridge, Caryville, ra.

coetahtceee

mst

ryvlle,

rmay^bidg-

CHAP.
Act To authorize the State road department of the State of Florida
115.-AnActToauthorizetheStateroaddepartmentoftheStateofFloida
CHAP. 115.—An
Choctawhatchee River, near Carya bridge across the Choctawhatchee
construct and maintain a
to construct
vine,
approximately one hundred and seventy
seventy feet south of the Louisville
Louisville
ville, Florida, approximately
and Nashville
Nashville Railroad
Bridge.
Railroad Bridge.
and

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
Coniress assembled,
assembled, That authority
authority is hereby
hereby
granted
to the
the State
State road
State of Florida, its
department of the State
road department
granted to
successors and assigns, to construct
construek maintain, and operate
operate a
abridge
bridge
a point
and
thereto across
Choctawhatchee River
River at a
point
the Choctawhatchee
across the
approaches thereto
and approaches
suitable
the interests
interests of
navigation, near
near Caryville,
approxiFlorida, approxiCaryville, Florida,
of navigation,
to the
suitable to
mately
of the Louisville
Louisville and
south of
feet south
seventy feet
and seventy
hundred and
one hundred
mately one
Nashville
in accordance
Act
with the provisions of the Act
accordance with
Bridge, in
Railroad Bridge,
Nashville Railroad
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entitled "An
Construction.
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navi- Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
gable waters,"
waters," approved
March 23, 1906.
Vol.34,p.84.
approved March
SEC.
2.
That
Amendment.
SEC.
the right to alter, amend.
amend ; or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby Amendment.
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, November
19, 1919.
Approved,
November 19,
1919.
CHAP. 116.—An
116.-An Act To provide for the reimbursement
CHAP
reimbursement of the United States for
motive power,
power, cars, and other equipment
equipment ordered
railroads and systems of transordered for railroads
portation under Federal control, and for other purposes.Public,
purposes.

1
November
19, 1919.
io.
3319.

S. 3319.]

N.
.
[Public,, No.
No. 89.]
9.]

Be it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
House of
Representativesof
al ra
lroadenFederal
railroad
conin Congress
Congress assembl
assembled,' That in order to make
States of America in
make pro- trder
trol.
Reimbursement
of
vision
the
reimbursement
for
of
the
United
States
for
the
sums
of
Reimbrsement
vision
reimbursement
for
slims advances
to carriers
advances to
carriers
advanced
to provide
power, cars,
cars, and
advanced to
provide motive
motive power,
and other
other equipment
equipment for
formotives
ercaro
s,
motive power,
cars,
etc., fuiseurg.
furnished during.
ordered by the President for the railroads
railroads and systems of transpor- etc.,
ordered
tation now
called "carriers,"
"carriers," pursuant
pursuant Vol.
tation
now under
under Federal
Federal control,
control, herein
herein called
o 40,
40p. 455.
to the authority conferred
conferred by
second paragraph
paragraph of
by the
the second
of section
section 66 of
of
.
the
of March
21, 1918,
1918, the President
the Act
Act of
March 21,
President may,
may, upon
upon such
as Meopayment
such terms
terms as
Mode of payment.
he shall deem advisable, receive
receive in reimbursement
reimbursement cash, or obligaobligations of any
tions
or part
or in
his
any carrier,
carrier, or
part cash
cash and
and part
part such
such obligations,
obligations, or
in his
Acceptance=ctrepof e
quipdiscretion he
he may
may accept
accept for
cars, or
other equipdiscretion
for such
such motive
motive power,
power, cars,
or other
equip- mentArust
ment trust securities,
etc.
ment,
secured or unsecured,
unsecured, etc.
ment, cash
cash or the
the shares of
of stock
stock or
or obligations,
obligations, secured
corporation not a
a carrier organized
organized for
of any corporation
for the
the purpose
purpose of owning
owning
equipment or equipment
equipment obligations,
and part
part such
such ..
obligations, or
or part
part cash and
shares of stock
shares
stock and obligations
obligations, and
and he
he may
may transfer
transfer to
to such corpocorpo- Titletratransferred.
e
ration any obligations of carriers received
received on
account of
on account
of motive
power, cars, or other equipment,
any instruexecute any
instruequipment, and he may intent
ments
necessary and
proper to
out the
the intent of
of the
the second
second
ments necessary
and proper
to carry
carry out
paragraph
said Act
Act of
of March
1918, to
to the
the end
end
paragraph of section 6
6 of
of said
March 21,
21, 1918,
and other equipment
equipment so
so ordered
that title to
to the
the motive
motive power,
power, cars, and
ordered
by the
aforesaid for
for the
the carriers
carriers may
may rest
by
the President
President as
as aforesaid
rest in
in them
them or
or
or nominees.
nominees.
their trustees
trustees or
fug
ail:71
offca
cars, etc.,
In
In addition
addition to
to the
and heretofore
the fi
the powers
powers herein
herein and
heretofore conferred,
conferred, the
to carriers.
tocarrie.
further authorized
in the
the manner
manner and
and for
for the
the
President is
is further
authorized to
to dispose,
dispose, in
consideration aforesaid,
aforesaid, of
of motive
other equipment,
equipment,
consideration
motive power,
power, cars,
cars, and
and other
if
accordance with
any other
provisions of
of
if any,
any, provided
provided by
by him
him in
in accordance
with any
other provisions
said
obligations of carriers
carriers that
be received
received
said section,
section, and of any obligations
that may
may be
in
reimbursement of
cost thereof.
in reimbursement
of the
the cost
thereof.ontracts
or cars
Contracts for
cars,
etc., may
may provide
provide for
for
SEC.
2. That
That any
contract for
sale of
any motive
SEC. 2.
any contract
for the
the sale
of any
motive power,
power 'cars,
cars, etc.,
title not to vest until
or
or provided
any of
of the
provisions titlc
or other
other equipment
equipment ordered
ordered or
provided under
under any
the provisions
pricenot
fullyt paid. until
of
section 6
of March
March 21,
21, 1918,
19181 may
may provide
provide that
that title
title
of said
said Act
Act of
of section
6 of
delivery of possession,
possession, shall not vest in the
thereto, notwithstanding
notwithstanding delivery
carrier
until the
be payable
payable in
in installinstallpurchase price,
price, which
which may
may be
carrier until
the purchase
ments during
period not exceeding
during any period
exceeding fifteen
fifteen years
shall be
be fully
years, shall
fully Contract requirereq
paid and the conditions of purchase
purchase fully performed.
performed. Any such menats.
m t
contract shall
be in
proved before
before
acknowledged or proved
contract
shall be
in writing,
writing, and aoknowledgA:d
some
person authorized
to administer
administer , oaths,
oaths, and
filed with
with the
the
and filed
some person
authorized to
Interstate Commerce
Commission within
within sixty
days after
the delivery
delivery
sixty days
after the
Interstate
Commerce Commission
enforceable as against al
thereof, and shall be valid and enforceable
all persons
persons
whomsoever.
whomsoever.
Powers of President
SEC.
contained shall
SEC. 3. That nothing
nothing herein contained
deemed to abroabro- not impaired.
shall be
be deemed
mpaired.
President by said Act
conferred upon the President
powers conferred
Act
limit the
the powers
gate or limit
March 21,.1918.
of March
21,.1918.
Delegation of powera..
S
EC. 4.
4. That
the President
may execute
of the
the powers
powers herein
herein er
SEC.
That the
President may
execute any
any of
' p-granted through
agencies as
as he
may determine.
granted
through such
such agencies
he may
determine.
Emergeneydeelared.
SEE.
legislation enacted to meet EmeI
SEC. 5. That this Act is emergency
emergency legislation,
conditions growing
growing out of war
and to
effectuate said
said Act
Act- of March
March
to effectuate
war and
conditions
21, 1918.
1918.
21,
Approved, November
Approved,
November 19, 1919.
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November 19,1919.
19, 1919.
November
[S. 3332
3332]
[8.
[Public, No. 90.]

Connecticut River.
Connecticut
Hartford County,
Hartford
Conn.,
bridge,
Conn., may bridge,
Windsor Locks
to East
LockstoEast
Windsor
Windsor.
Whnisor.

Coatructcn.
Construction.
Vol.
p. 84.
4.
34, p.
VoL 34,
Amendment.
Amendmsnt.

November 19,
19, 1919.
November
[H.
B...3143.1
]
[H.LR.14a
91.]
[Public, No. 91.]

1919.
1919.

the board
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
CHAP.
117.—An Act
board of
of county
county commissioners
commissioners of the
the county
county
CHAP. 117.-An
a bridge across the Connecticut
of Hartford, in the State of Connecticut,
Connecticut, to construct
construct a
Connecticut
River,
between Windsor
Windsor Locks and
Windsor, at Warehouse
Warehouse Point, in said county
and East Windsor,
River, between
and State.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be it
States
America in
Congress assembled,
authority is hereby
assembled, That authority
in Congress
of America
States of
granted
county commissioners
commissioners of the county
county of Hartboard of county
to the
the board
granted to
ford
the State
of Connecticut,
Connecticut, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
State of
in the
ford,:in
a
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the Connecticut
Connecticut River, at aa
a bridge
bridge and
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
to
navigation, one end of said bridge to
of navigation,
interests of
point
be in
in the
the town
town of
Locks and the other in the town of East
Windsor Locks
of Windsor
be
Windsor
village of
of Warehouse
Warehouse Point, all in the county of
at the village
Windsor ,at
accordance with the proHartford,
State of
of Connecticut,
Connecticut, in accordance
the State
in the
Hartford, in
construction of
visions of
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
entitled "An
of the Act entitled
visions
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March 23,
23, 1906.
waters," approved
bridges
hereby
SEC. 2.
2. That
the right
right- to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amexid, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
That the
SEc.
expressly reserved.
expressly
1919.
Approved, November 19,
19, 1919.
Approved,

CHAP
1113.—An Act
provide for further
further educational
educational facilities
facilities byauthorizing
by authorizing
To provide
Act To
CHAA . 118.-An
the
of War
War to
to sell
rates certain machine
machine tools not in use for Govreduced rates
sell at
at reduced
Secretary of
the Secretary
ernment
and public schools
schools and
and universities, other
other
technical, and
purposes to trade, technical,
ernment purposes
reccnized educational
educational institutions,
and for other purposes.
purposes.
institutions and
recognized

Be
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
enateand House
by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
Machinetool.
Machine
took.
Army surplus, may States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of War
be sold at reduced rates States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of War
beosdysdmeys
authorized, under such regulations as he may
be, and he is hereby, authorized,
may
tc.
schools, etc.
to schools,
technical
prescribe
15,per centum
centum of their cost to trade, technical,
prescribe,: to sell at 15per
public schools and universities,
universities, and other recognized
educational
recognized educational
and public
machine tools as are
application in writing, such machine
institutions, upon application
use. which
United States
States of
of
which are now owned by the United
suitable for their use
America and
are under
under the
the control
the War
War Department
Department and are
of the
control of
and are
America
proceeds.
Use of proceeds.
use
Government purposes. The money realized
realized from the
not needed
needed for Government
Secretary of War to defray expenses, except
except
sale may be used by the Secretary
cost of transportation, incident to distribution of the tools, and the
balance shall
United States
States as
Treasury of the United
shall be turned into the Treasury
balance
proVo.
Proviso.
Restriction.
miscellaneous
estriction.
miscellaneous receipts:
receipts: Provided,
Provided, That in the event any such material
material
without the consent in writing
is offered for sale by said institutions without
revert to the United States.
thereto shall revert
of the Secretary of War, title thereto
Approved, November
November 19, 1919.
Approved,
November 19, 1919.
[H. R.
6951.]
R. 6961.]
[H.
[Public,

No. 92.]
93.]
No.

Postal service.

ourth
Perishablee fourth
Perishable
class matter may be
forwarded to new adreturned to
dress or returned
sender.
Vol. 32, p. 1176.

ssa matter may be

vodelr2 p. 116.

Provisos.

Undeliverable secsecUndeliverable
fourth
fourth
may
forclass
mail
be
forclass mail
warded
to new address
arded to
or
returned.
orreturned.

ond, third,
and
third, and
and,

Pledge
Pledge required.

reuired.

forwarding of
CRAP. 119.-An
119.—An. Act Authorizing
Authorizing the return to the sender or the forwarding
CHAP.
undeliverable
fourth class mail
mail matter.
third, and fourth
second, third,
undeliverable second,

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of the United
Representatiesof
of Representatives
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
States
of America
Congress assembled,
That hereafter,
hereafter, under
under such
such
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
prescribe, fourth-class
may prescribe,
regulations
fourth-class
General may
Postmaster General
as the
the Postmaster
regulations as
perishable nature may be forof aaperishable
which is of
value which
obvious value
of obvious
matter of
warded
to the
addressee at
at another
post office
office charged
charged with
with the
the
another post
the addressee
warded to
a perishamount
of the
forwarding postage,
postage, and when such matter of a
the forwarding
amount of
able
nature is
undeliverable to
to the
the addressee
it may be returned
returned to
to
addressee it
is undeliverable
able nature
the
sender
charged
with
the
return
postage:
Prowled,
That
other
other
That
Protided,
postage:
return
the
with
charged
sender
the
undeliverable
undeliverable matter of the second,
second, third, and fourth
fourth classes may be
forwarded to
addressee or
or to
to such
such other
other person
the sender
sender may
may
as the
person as
the addressee
to the
forwarded
direct, at another
another post office, charged
charged with the amount of the forwardforwarding
be returned
returned to
charged with the
the sender charged
to the
it may
may be
or it
postage, or
ing postage,
return
postage, when
it bears the
sender's pledge that the postage
the sender's
when it
return postage,
for forwarding
return will
collected
such postage to be collected
paid, such
be paid,
will be
and return
forwarding and
for
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furon
Provided further,
when the
sender refuses
refuses to
to furthe sender
That when
further, That
delivery: Provided
on delivery:
from
nish
such
postage
in
accordance
with
his
pledge,
acceptance
acceptance
the
pledge,
his
with
nish such postage in accordance
him of
of further
bearing such
may be refused.
pledge may
such pledge
matter bearing
further matter
him
Approved,
1910.
19, 1919.
November 19,
Approved, November
a bridge
CHAP.
120.—An Act To
authorize the construction
construction of a
bridge across
across the TenTo authorize
CHAP. 120.-An
nessee
River at
or near
the city
city of
Alabama.
Decatur, Alabama.
of Decatur,
near the
at or
nessee River

Restriction
Restriction It
ment not made.

pay-

pay-

November 19, 1919.
1919.
November
[H. R. 10208.]
10208.]

[H.

[Public,
[Public, No. 93.]
93.]

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the Tennessee
Tennessee River.
River.
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Limestone-M organ
Limestone-Morgan
Limestonethe
That
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
LimestoneCongress
in
America
of
States
United
may
Bridge Company may
bridge, Decatur,
Decatur, Ala.
Ala.
Morgan
Company, a
organized under
the laws
laws of bridge,
under the
corporation organized
a corporation
Bridge Company,
Morgan Bridge
the
State of
of Alabama,
Alabama, its
its successors
and assigns,
assigns, be, and is hereby,
successors and
the State
authorized
to
construct,
maintain,
and
operate
a
intera highway and interoperate
and
maintain,
authorized to construct,
urban
bridge and
Tennessee
thereto across the Tennessee
approaches thereto
and approaches
railway bridge
urban railway
River
or near
near the
city of
at a
point suitable
suitable to
to Construction.
constructon.
a point
Alabama, at
of Decatur,
Decatur, Alabama,
the city
at or
River at
84.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
the
provisions
the
the
interests
of
navigation,
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
with
accordance
in
navigation,
of
the interests
Act
Act to
regulate the
construction of
of bridges
bridges over Proviso.
the construction
to regulate
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
restrictions.
Toll restrictions.
Provided, however, Toll
23, 1906:
navigable
waters," approved
March 23,
1906: Provided,
approved March
navigable waters,"
reasonable rates of toll
That, subject
subject to
to the
said Act, reasonable
of said
provisions of
the provisions
That,
may be
over said bridge,
bridge, but no
passage over
received for passage
and received
charged and
be charged
may
train
interurban
charge
for
the
passage
of
a
single
passenger
on
interurban
tram
an
passenger
single
a
of
charge for the passage
cents.
exceed 25 cents.
shall exceed
Amendment.
endet
Act is
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
right to
to alter,
this Act
is hereby
hereby
repeal this
or repeal
amend, or
alter, amend,
the right
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, November
No rember 19, 1919.
Approved,

CHAP. 121.—Joint
Resolution To continue
continue the control
control of imports of dyes and
121.-Joint Reeolution
CHAP.

coal-tar
products.
coal-tar products.

November 19,
1019.
19, 1919.
November
[H. J.
[H.
J. Res.
Res- 249.]
249 .]
[Pub. Res., No. 21.]
21.]

Resolved by
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Coal
oal tar dyes,
dyes, etc.
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Resolved
Restrictions on Imi
Restrictioson
notwithstanding the porting
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That notwithstanding
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
continued un.
til January 15
15, 1920.
1920.
tanuay
Trading
prior
termination
of
the
present
war,
the
provisions
the
of
provisions
the
war,
present
the
of
termination
prior
Vol. 40, pp.422, 1748
48
with
approved October
6, 1917,
1917, and
and of
of any
any proclamaproclama- VOl. 40, Pp. 42, 1
October 6,
Act, approved
Enemy Act,
the Enemy
with the
prohibit or
tion of
President issued
issued in
in pursuance
thereof which prohibit
pursuance thereof
the President
of the
tion
control
importation into
the United
States of dyes or other
other
United States
into the
the importation
control the
products
or indirectly
from coal
coal tar, are continued
continued
indirectly from
directly or
derived directly
products derived
January 15, 1920.
until January
Approved,
19, 1919.
November 19,
Approved, November
44281°-21-25
44281°-21-25
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PROPOSED
TETE CONSTITUTION,
CONSTITUTION, 1919.
1919.
AMENDMENT TO THE
PROPOSED AMENDMENT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

H.
Res. 1.
J. Res.
H. J.

Proposing an
an amendment
amendment to
to the
Constitution extending
extending the right
right of suffrage to
to
the Constitution
Proposing
women.
women.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Re resentatives of the United
of Representatives
Resolved
States of America in
Congress
assembled
(two-thirds
of each
House
each House
(two-thirds of
assembled
Amendment pro:- States of America in Congress
is proposed
posed
therein), That
That the
article is
proposed as an
following article
the following
therein),
conurrngt
itu- concurring
te Constituto the
posedto
Post, p. LS93.
amendment to
to the
the Constitution,
Constitution, which
which shall be valid to all intents
intents
amendment
on, ps.
and
purposes
as
part
of
the
Constitution
when ratified by the legisConstitution
the
of
part
as
and purposes
latures
three-fourths of the several States.
of three-fourths
latures of
Amendment

pro -

Han.

".Anna.x
"ARTICLE-.

shall not be

to vote
vaTtgit
t
a
i
=g
"The right
citizens of the United
United States
Stites to
vote shall not be
of citizens
right of
"The
to
voght of Citzage
on account
account "sex.
denied or abridged
abridged by the United
United States
States or by any State
State on account
account
denied
of ex.
Enforcement.
.
Erc

of
sex.
of sex.
"Congress
shall have
power to enforce
enforce this article by appropriate
appropriate
have power
"Congress shall
legislation."
F. . G
legislation."
F. H. GLLErr.
GrT.T.r.rr.
Speaker of
the House
House of
Representatives.
f Representatives.
of the
Speaker
Thos. R.. .18HALL.
MARSHALL.
THOS.
Vice President
President of
of the
the United
and
United States and
Vice
President
Presidentof the Senate.
Deposited in
in the
the Department
Department of State,
State, June
June 5, 1919.
1919.
Deposited

PUBLIC LAWS OF THE SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS
OF THE
THE
OF

UN
ITED SZI
STATES
UNITED
A_
TES
Passed
of Washington, in
in
session, which was begun and held at the city of
second session,
Passed at the second
District of Columbia,
day of
of December, 1919,
1919, and was
Columbia, on Monday, the first
first day
the District
adjourned without
June, 1920.
of June,
1920.
Saturday, the fifth
fifth day of
adjourned
without day on Saturday,

WOODROW
WILSON,
THOMAS R. MARSHALL,
President; ALBERT B.
W
OODROW W
ILSON, President;
President; THOMAS
M ARSHALL, Vice President;
Cummnsrs,
President of
of the
the Senate
tempore; REED
R EED SMOOT,
SMOOT, Acting
President of
of
Acting President
pro tempore;
Senate pro
CUMMINS, President
the
Senate pro
JAMES E. WATSON,
W ATSON, Acting
January 17, April 17-20, 1920; JAMES
the Senate
pro tempore, January
President
CHARLES
11 and 12, April 6-8, 1920; CHARLES
pro tempore,
tempore, March
March 11
the Senate
Senate pro
President of the
pro tempore,
tempore, March
CURTIS, Acting President of the Senate pro
March 25-30, 1920; SELDEN
SELDEN
P. S
PENCER, Acting President
Senate pro tempore, May
May 14, 1920; THOMAS
THOMAS
President of the Senate
SPENCER,
S
TERLING, Acting
President of the Senate pro
tempore, May 19, 1920; IRVINa
IRVING L.
pro tempore,
Acting President
STERLING,
LENROOT, Acting President
Senate pro
FREDERICK
pro tempore, May 21, 1920; FREDERICK
President of the
the Senate
LENROOT,
GILLETT, Speaker
Speaker of the House of Representatives;
Representatives '
•JOSEPH
JOSEPH WALSH,
W ALSH, Speaker
Speaker
H. GILLETT,
of the
the House
Representatives pro
pro tempore,
March 11-20, 1920; PHILIP P.
tempore, March
of
House of
of Representatives
CAMPBELL, Speaker
Representatives pro tempore, April 26 and
and 27,
House of Representatives
of the
the House
Speaker of
CAMPBELL,
1920.
relating to the Metropol"An Act relating
CHAP. 1.-An
entitled "An
Metropolamend an Act entitled
1.-An Act
Act To amend
CHAP.
itan police
police of
the District
District of
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
February 28,
28, 1901,
and for
for other
other
itan
of the
approved February
1901, and
purposes.
purposes.

December 5, 1919.
1919.
Dcembr
[IL R. 9821.)
[[Public,
ublc, No. 94.)
94.]

United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
by the Senate
Be it
District of Columbia.
ietroitofColba.
States
of America
assembled, That
paragraphs 2, 8, and 99 of Metropolitan
That paragraphs
in Congress
Congressassembled,
America in
States of
police.
Vol
31,
p. 819.
31,p819.
Metropolitan Vol.
"An Act relating
section
relating to the Metropolitan
of the Act entitled "An
section 1, of
Vol.34,p.221,amendFebruary 28,
police of the District of Columbia,"
approved February
28, 1901,
1901, as ed.
Columbia," approved
amended by the Act approved
June 8, 1906, entitled "An Act to
approved June
amend section 1
1of anAct
an Act entitled 'An
relating to the Metropolitan
Metropolitan
'An Act relating
police of the District of Columbia,'"
Columbia," approved
approved February
February 28, 1901,
are hereby amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Appointment of
"PAR. 2. The
District shall
shall appoint
appoint to office, force
ent
forpce .
said District
of said
commissioners of
The commissioners
"PAR.
P .
assign to such duty or duties as they may prescribe, and promote all Provisos.
Civil service lawsto
laws to
Provided, civilservice
officers
members of said
Metropolitan police force:
force: Provided,
said Metropolitan
and members
officers and
govern.
eption.
That all officers,
officers, members, and civilian employees
except Exceptions.
employees of the force, except
the major and superintendent,
superintendents, and the
superintendent, the assistant superintendents,
appointed and
accordance Vol
inspectors, shall hereafter
hereafter be
be appointed
and promoted
promoted in
in accordance
Vol. 22, p. 403.
with
Act to regulate
regulate and
and improve
'An Act
entitled 'An
of an
an act entitled
the provisions
provisions of
with the
States,' approved
approved January 16, 1883, as
the civil service of the United States,'
amended, and the rules and regulations
regulations made
made in pursuance
pursuance thereof,
amended,
in the
classified civil
service of
of the Selection
eIect of
civil service
members of the classified
in
the same
same manner
manner as members
of assstnt
assistant
superintendents and
an d
superintendents
United States:
States: Provided
hereafter the assistant super- inspectors.
That hereafter
further, That
Providedfurther,
United
C
'
pO
the
from
intendents
and
inspectors
be
selected
among
captains
selected
shall
intendents
of the
captain when the Privates.
rivates.
of captain
returned to the rank of
the force and shall
shall be returned
of
commissioners so
Provided further,
further, That privates of class
so determine:
determine: Provided
commissioners
probation, privates
1 if found efficient, shall serve one year on probation,
1,
privates of
class
subsequent to service in class 1, and
2 shall serve two years subsequent
class 2
privates of class
served
privates who have served
class 33 shall include all those privates
privates
efficiently three or more years."
years."
sai increased.
ee
Salaries
amend"
PAR, 8.
the annual
salaries of
the officers
officers and
and members
VoL34,mp. 23,amendmembers ed.Vol.34,p.223,
of the
basic salaries
annual basic
8. That
That the
'PAR.
of
the
Metropolitan
police
of
the
District
of
Columbia
shall
be
ed
as
be
shall
of the Metropolitan police of the District of Columbia
superintendent, $4,500; assistant
assistant superintendents,
follows: Major and superintendent,
$3,000
each; police surgeons, $1,600
each;
$1,600 each;
inspectors, $2,400 each;
each; inspectors,
$3,000 each;
captains, $2,400
lieutenants, $2,000
$2,000 each; sergeants, $1,800
$1,800
each; lieutenants,
$2,400 each;
captains,
each; privates
class 3,
3, $1,660
privates of
class 2,
2, Sl,560each;
$1,560 each; Mounted
of class
$1,660 each;
each; privates
of class
Mo ted men.
each;
privates of
privates of
of class
$1,460 each.
Members of
of said
said poice
police force
force who
each. Members
1, $1,460
class 1,
privates
TIT be
mounted on
on horses,
themselves,
furnished and maintained by themselves,
horses, furnished
be mounted
may
sli
'
compensation of $540 per annum; and
extra compensation
an extra
receive an
each receive
shll
members
of the
the said
said force
force who
mounted on motor vehicles,
veices,
be mounted
may he
who may
members of
furnished and maintained
themselves, shall each receive
receive an extra
maintained by themselves,
363
363
s
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compensation of
of $480
$480 per
annum; and
members of the said force
force who
and members
per annum;
compensation
may be
be mounted
on bicycles
bicycles shall
shall each
an extra
extra compensation
compensation
receive an
each receive
mounted on
may

Provisos.
Status of patrol of $70 per
Provided, That
patrol drivers
drivers of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan
That patrol
annum: Provided,
of patrol of $70 per annum:
Stats

police
police
of the
the
of
vates,
vates,

Metropolitan police
are
hereby declared
declared to be members
members of the Metropolitan
are hereby
District
but shall
shall not
rated above class 22prinot be rated
Columbia, but
of Columbia,
District of
and
those patrol
drivers who
been appointed
appointed since April 6,
6,
have been
who have
patrol drivers
and those
1917 shall
shall be
required to
to pass
the usual
physical and
and other
other tests
tests
usual physical
pass the
be required
d 1917,
res all owed
Increase
I
That
from August 1,,1l.
1919.
required
for members
force: Provided
rovided further,
further, That
regular force:
the r
of the
members of
required for
fromAugust
eve
officer or
or member
member of
of the
the re
i
ropolitan police
police at the time this
Metropolitan
every officer
Act
law, shall,
shall, in
to the
the salary
salary received
received by him
for
him for
addition to
in addition
becomes law,
Act becomes
Act
his period
August 1, 1919, and the time this Act
between August
service between
of service
period of
his
such
between such
becomes
period the
the difference
difference between
such period
receive for such
law,, receive
becomes law
salary and
him under the provisions
provisions of this Act,
Act,
payable to him
salary payable
and the salary
salary
for
a
period
of
equal
duration."
duration.L"
equal
of
period
a
for
orwith
Afftion
Affiliation with or"PAR.
9. No
member of
of the
Metropolitan police of the District of
of
the Metropolitan
No member
ganizations
advocating
PiB. 9.
a adcati
strikes, prohibited.
organization or of an
Columbia shall
be or
an
a member
member of any organization,
or become a
shall be
Columbia
stprohibited
organization
affiliated with
another organization,
organization, which
which itseif,
itself, or any
any
with another
organization affiliated
subordinate,
component
or affiliated
affiliated organization
organization of which holds,
or
component
subordinate,
Discharge for violaenforce its demands. Upon sufficient
the strike
uses the
claims, or
or uses
strike to enforce
sufficient
o-vi claims,
toisDige for
tion.
proof
to the
the Commissioners
the District
District of
Columbia that any
any
of Columbia
of the
Commissioners of
proof to
member
of the
police of
of the District of Columbia has
Metropolitan police
the Metropolitan
member of
violated
of this
this section,
section, it
it shall
shall be the duty of the
provisions of
the provisions
violated the
Commissioners of
of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia to immediately
immediately discharge
District of
Commissioners
such
member
from
service.
the
from
member
such
confr
Pniht
Punishment for con.
"Any member
member of
of the
Metropolitan police who enters into aaconthe Metropolitan
"Any
spiracy, etc, to interinter
spiracyetc.,to
fere with duties by
spiracy,
combination
or
agreement
the purpose
purpose of substantially
with the
agreement
or
combination,
spiracy,
bye
es etc.
strik
strikes,
interfering with
with or
or obstructing
obstructing the
the efficient
efficient conduct
conduct or operation of the
interfering
police force
force in
the District
District of
Columbia' by
b3r aastrike or other disturbof Columbia
in the
police
ance
conviction shall be
misdemeanor and upon conviction
guilty of aamisdemeanor
be guilty
shall be
ance shall
punished
than $300 or by imprisonment
imprisonment of not
not
fine of not more than
a fine
punished by a
six months,
months, or
both.'
•
.
by both.
or by
than six
Resignationsremore than
Resignationsre- more
stricted.
"No
officer or
of the
said police
police force,
force, under
under penalty of
of
the said
or member
member of
"No officer
stricted.
or •
forfeiting
salary or pay
withdraw or
which may be due him, shall withdraw
pay which
the salary
forfeiting the
resign,
except by
Commissioners of the District of
the Commissioners
of the
by permission
permission of
resign, except
Columbia, unless
shall have given the major and superintendent
superintendent
he shall
unless he
Columbia,
one
month's notice
writing
such intention."
intention."
such
of
in
writing
notice
month's
one
Appropriation
for
SEC. 2.
2. That
That one-half
necessary to provide for the
amount necessary
the amount
of the
one-half of
SEC.
for
spay.
inc
Increased
increased
and compensation
Metropolitan police authorcompensation of the Metropolitan
salaries and
increased salaries
ized
in this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the TreasTreasin
ized
Half from District
ury not
appropriated, and the other one-half out of the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Disttury
revenu.m
revenue.
revenues
of the
District of Columbia, to supplement the amounts
the District
revenues of
appropriated for
for the
members and employees
employees of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan
the members
appropriated
Ante,
"An Act making
police mentioned
s8.
Ante, p. 86.
mentioned in the Act entitled "An
making appropriations
appropriations
of the District
to provide
the expenses
expenses of the
Government of
District of
the Government
for the
provide for
to
Columbia for
ending June 30, 1920, and for other puryear ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
Columbia
poses," approved
approved July 11, 1919.
poses,"
provided by the United States Govern3.
That the watchmen
SEC.
Sac.
watchmen provided
Governen in public
Patr
T
Watchm
vet c en
public
squares to be so termed
public.
ment
public squares and reservations
reservations in the
in any of the public
service in
squares
for service
ment for
squaretobesotermed.
District
of Columbia
shall hereafter
known as the "United
"United States
hereafter be known
Columbia shal
District of
Salaries.
s a la ri es
annual basic salaries shall
park police,"
their annual
shall be as follows: Lieuand their
police, " and
park
.
tenant,
$1,900; first
$1,580; privates,
sergeants, $1,580;
$1,700; sergeants,
sergeant, $1,700;
first sergeant,
tenant, $1,900;
at
watchman employed
Provided, That
every watchman
employed for such
such service
service at
That every
Increase
$1,360: Provied,
increase allowed $1,360:
from August 1, 1919.
in addition
the
becomes law
law shall,
shall, in
addition to the salary
salary received
received
Act becomes
the time this Act
rom August , 1919.
by
the period
period of
August 1,
1, 1919,
1919, and
and the
between August
of service
service between
for the
him for
by him
time
receive for such period the difference
difference belaw, receive
becomes law,
Act becomes
this Act
time this
tween
salary and
and the
the salary
salary payable
payable to him under the provisions
such salary
tween such
of
period of
duration.
equal duration.
of equal
for aaperiod
section for
this section
of this
SEC. 4.
4. That
That to
to provide
provide for
for the
the increased
salaries and
and compensation
compensation
toir istion for
for
salaries
increased
SEC.
Appropriation
In
of
park police,
as is
is necessary
necessary is hereby
much as
so much
police, so
States park
United States
the United
of the
Vol.
1240.
40p p. 240.
Vol 40,
Post, p. 50g.
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise approthe Treasury
appropriated,
pot,p. B.

drivers,
drivers.

a

g

c

pay
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priated, to supplement
appropriated for park watchmen
watchmen
supplement the amounts appropriated
mentioned in the Act entitled "An
"An Act making
mentioned
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the
legislative, executive,
executive, and judicial expenses
expenses of the
legislative,
the Government
Government for the
the
fiscal year ending
ending June 30, 1920, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved
March 1,
1, 1919.
1919.
Approved,
December 5,
1919.
Approved, December
5, 1919.
CHAP.
CHAP. 2.-An
2.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Chincoteague
Chincoteague Toll Road
Road and Bridge
Bridge Company, Incorporated,
a corporation
Incorporated, a
corporation created
created by,
the laws
the
by, and
and existing
existing under,
under, the
laws of
of the
Commonwealth
to construct
construct certain
Commonwealth of Virginia, to
bridges to
to connect
connect Chincoteague
certain bridges
Chincoteague
Island and
the mainland.
Island
and the
mainland.

December
December
S. 10, 1919.
1919.
[S. 2961.)
[Public,
[Public, No. 95.
95.]

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives

Chincoteague Island,
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Chincoteague
Chincoteague Toll
Toll Vanteg
land
Va.
Chincoteague
Road
Bridge Company,
Road and
and Bridge
Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated, a
a corporation
created by,
corporation created
by, Road
C.hncoteag
e Teol11
1
ai3Ige
and existing under, the
the laws
laws of
of the
the Commonwealth
of Virginia,
Virginia, be,
be, pany may
Commonwealth of
conne,
may condnc
with m ainland by
and it
it is
is hereby,
authorized to
and
hereby, authorized
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate,
operate, at
at bridges.a
by
rges.

points suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation, six
six highway
highway bridges
bridges
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across Mosquito
Mosquito Creek,
Creek, Cockle
Cockle Creek,
Queen
Creek, Queen
Sound, Wire Narrows, Black
Brack Narrows,
Channel for
Narrows, and
and Chincoteague
Chincoteague Channel
for
the purpose of connecting
connecting Chincoteague
Island to
to the
the mainland,
mainland, in
Chincoteague Island
in
accordance
provisions of the Act
to regulate
accordance with the provisions
Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
regulate
the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March
23, 1906.
23,
1906.
SEC.
2. That
That the
the right
alter, amend,
amend, or
SEC. 2.
right to
to alter,
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
or repeal
repeal this
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, December
December 10, 1919.
1919.

Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the change
CHAP. 3.-An
3.—An Act
change of
of the
the steamer
the name
name of
of the
steamer Charlotte
Charlotte
Graveraet
Breitung to T.
Graveraet Breitung
T. K.
K. Maher.
Maher.

Construction.
Cvotro"n.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.

Amendet.

10, 1919.
December 10
[H. R. 6357.]
[-Puc,
. 96.
[Public, No. 96.

[Public, No. 96.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be it
by the
and House
House of
United "harlotte
Graver"Charlotte GraverStates of
of America
America in
Congress assembled
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of aet
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
act Breitung,
Breitung," steam.
steam-

er.
Navigation is
is hereby
and directed, upon the application
Navigation
hereby authorized
authorizedassembled,
and
application erchange
Change o
of name
name

to
to

T K. Maher," auof
the owner,
owner, the
the Morrow
Steamship Company,
of the
Morrow Steamship
Company, of
of Mentor,
Mentor , Lake
Lake ""T.
K. Maher," authorized.
County, Ohio, to change
of the
the steamer
steamer Charlotte
Charlotte Gravebrave- trd.
change the name of

raet Breitung, official
official number twenty-seven
twenty-seven thousand
six hundred
hundred
thousand six
T. K.
S. Maher.
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, to the T.
Maher.
Approved,
Approved, December
December 10,
10, 1919.

CHAP. 4
4.-An
Act Providing
CHAP
—An Act
Providing additional
additional time
for the
payment of
of purchase
purchase money
money
time for
the payment
under homestead
entries of
of lands
lands within
Peck Indian
under
homestead entries
within the
the former
former Fort
Fort Peck
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Montana.
Montana.

December 11, 1919.
December
11 191.
is. 183.1
IN.
9 .
[Public, No. 97.)
blic, o.

Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of the
United Fort
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Unit
Fort Pec
Peck Indian
Indian
States of
America in
assembled, That
made Rervation,
Reservation, Mont.
States
ofAmerica
in Congress
Congressassembled,
That any
any person
person who
who has
has made
ont.
Time extra:talons for
homestead
entry under
homestead entry
of Congress
Congress approved
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the act
act of
approved instalnmeents
installments by hoin
homeStatutes at Large,
Large, page
page 558),
558), entitled
entitled "An
"An
May 30, 1908 (Thirty-fifth Statutes
Act for the survey
survey and
allotment of
of lands now
and allotment
now embraced
within the
the
embraced within

steaders on ceded lands
of.
fVol. 35, p. 561;
35,
561; Vol.
38, p. 1952.
V01.39, p.994, amended
ed.

dersocedeands
ol.
.

limits of
of the
Peck Indian
the Fort
Fort Peck
Indian Reservation,
in the
the State
State of
of Montana,
Reservation, in
Montana, 3Pis.91i.amend-

surplus lands
after allotment,"
allotment,"
and the
the sale
sale and disposal of all
all the
the surplus
lands after
extension of
one year
from the
of
may obtain an
an extension
of time
time for one
year from
the anniversary
anniversary of
the date of entry last preceding
preceding the passage of
which
of this Act
Act within which
to pay the one-half of the
of any
any prethe installment
installment then due
due or such part of
preceding
not been
been yet
and where
where
ceding installment,
installment, where paynient
payment has
has not
yet made
made and
an extension of time therefor is not authorized
act of Congress
Congress
authorized by
by the
the act
approved March
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page994),
page 994),
March 2,
2, 1917 (Thirty-ninth
at Large,
by
the rate
rate of
5per
annum an
the sauen
sums
by paying
paying interest
interest at
at the
of 6
per centum
centum per
per anaum
on the
to be extended
extended from
maturity of
unpaid installments
to the
the
from the maturity
of the unpaid
installments to

.

Waved paraints.

inatSYtMa

.
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Provisos.

Extension of
paytenin of payments due
one
due within
within one
ments
y.
ear

1919.

expiration
of the
period of
extension, the interest to be paid to the
of extension,
the period
expiration of
receiver of
of the
the land
which the lands are sitthe district in which
office for the
land office
receiver
uated,
within such
such time
as may
may be
be prescribed
for that
that purpose
purpose by
by
prescribed for
time as
uated, within

the
of the
the Interior:
That the
one-half of any
any
the one-half
Provded, That
Interior: _Prowled,
Secretary-of
the Secretary
passage of
from the
year from
• stallment which becomes
one year
within one
installment
m
becomes due
due within
the passage
of

which an extension
extension of time for payment
payment is not authis Act and for which
a
thorized by
by the
the said
said Act
of March
1917, may also be extended
extended for a
2, 1917,
March 2,
Act of
thorized
period of one year by paying interest thereon
thereon in
in advance
at
the
said
advance at the said
exten period of one year by paying interest
Additional
extenAdditional
sion.
rate: Provided
Provided .
further, That
that any payment
may thereafter
thereafter
payment so extended may
further,
rate:
sion.
Commutation
coutation pay- be extended
ments.
extended for a
a period of one year in like manner:
manner: And provided
further,
That if
commutation proof
is submitted,
submitted, all the unpaid
unpaid payproof is
if commutation
further, That
Interest
ments
must
be
made
at
that
time.
n t to credit ments must be made at that

y ear

.

PaY-

to credit of

S
EC. 2.
paid as
as interest
interest provided
herein shall
shall be
provided for herein
moneys paid
That moneys
2. That
SEC.
deposited
in the
the Treasury
Treasury to
the credit
the Fort
Fort Peck Indians,
Indians, the
credit of the
to the
deposited in
same
as moneys
realized from
the lands.
the sale of the
from the
moneys realized
same as
7
S
EC. 3.
That the
failure of
an entryman
en.tr man to make
make any payment that
that
of an
the failure
3. That
SEC.
try
to make pa
on failure
failure to
ments.
may be
be due
the same
same be
be extended,
extended, or
or to
to make
make any payment
payment
unless the
due, unless
may
mnts.
provisions of
extended
provisions hereof or under
under the provisions
of
under the provisions
either under
extended either
the
such
before the time to which such
1917, at or before
March 2, 1917,
of March
Act of
said Act
the said
payment
been extended,
shall forfeit the entry and the same shall
extended, shall
has been
payment has
be
and all
payments theretofore
made shall be
theretofore made
all payments
any and
and any
canceled, and
be canceled,
forfeited.
forfeited.
Approved, December
11, 1919.
December 11,
Approved,

Indians.
Indians.

December 11, 1919.
[S. 2129.]
[
[Public, No. 98.]

December n, 1919.
9

Public lands.

am3, p.4c
Vol. 35,p.
Vol.
48, amend-

ed.
ed.

Repayment of purchase moneys, etc., in
rejected
entries.
rejectedentries.

chaz menys, etc.,

entitled "An
1908, entitled
March 26,
CHAP. 5.-An
5.—An Act To amend an Act
Act approved
approved March
26, 1908,
"An Act
Act
to
provide for
certain commissions,
commissions, excess
payments, and purchase
excess payments,
of certain
repayment of
the repayment
for the
to provide
moneys
paid under
under the
public land laws."
laws."
the public
moneys paid
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
House of
Senate and
the Senate
Be
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That an Act approved
approved March
March
assembled, That
of America in
States
"An Act
26,
48), entitled
entitled "An
Act
(Thirty-fifth Statutes at Large, page 48),
1908 (Thirty-fifth
26, 1908
to
provide for
repayment of certain
certain commissions, excess payments,
payments,
for the repayment
to provide
laws," be amended
and
purchase moneys
moneys paid
amended
the public land laws,"
paid under the
and purchase

to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
to
under
commissions paid
"
SEO. 1.
paid under
moneys and commissions
purchase moneys
where purchase
That where
1. That
"SEC.
any public land law have been or shall hereafter
hereafter be covered
covered into
into the

Treasury
United States
application to
to make
make any
any
any application
under any
States under
the United
of the
Treasury of
entry, or proof, such purchase moneys
filing, location,
selection, .entry,
moneys and
location, selection,
commissions shall
who made
made such application,
application,
repaid to the person who
shall be repaid
commissions
entry, or
representatives, in all cases
cases where
where such
such
or proof, or to his legal representatives,
entry,
application,
entry, or
has been
been or shall hereafter
rejected, and
hereafter be rejected,
proof has
or proof
application, entry,
neither
legal representatives
representatives shall have
have been
been
his legal
applicant nor his
such applicant
neither such
guilty
of any
any fraud
attempted fraud
fraud in
m connection
connection with
with such
applisuch applior attempted
fraud or
guilty of
Proviso.
cation: Provided, That such person or his legal representatives shall
Time
limit for ap- cation: Provided, That such person or his legal representatives shall
Tirmeliit
plications.
purchase moneys and
and comfile aa request for the repayment of such purchase
plications.
missions
years from
application, entry,
entry,
rejection of such application,
from the rejection
two years
within two
missions within
or
proof, or
years from the passage
passage of this Act as to such
such
two years
within two
or within
or proof,
applications,
proofs, or
or entries,
entries, as
rejected.
eretofore rejected.
as have been heretofore
applications, proofs,
Repayment of excess
"SEC. 2.
2. That
That in
all cases
shall appear
appear to the satisfaction
satisfaction
it shall
where it
cases where
in all
'SEc.
Rpymn of ecess
payments.
of
Secretary of
that any
heretofore or shall
any person has heretofore
Interior that
the Interior
of the
the Secretary
of the
hereafter
the United
United States
States under the public
to the
payments to
any payments
make any
hereafter make
land
laws
in
excess
of
the
amount
he
was
lawfully
required to pay
required
lawfully
was
he
amount
the
of
excess
in
laws
land
under
such laws,
such excess
shall
be repaid
repaid to
such person
person or
or to
to his
his
to
such
be
shall
excess
such
laws,
such
under
prorio.
Proviso.
representatives: Provided,
Provided, That such person or his legal repreTime
limit for aplegal representatives:
a- legal
Tim"limit
plications.
sentatives shall file aarequest
plications.
request for the repayment
repayment of such excess within
two
years
after
the
patent
has
issued
embraced in such
such
land embraced
for the land
issued
two years after the patent has
payment, or
within two
two years
years from
from the
the passage
of this
Act as to such
this Act
passage of
or within
payment,
as have
have heretofore
heretofore been
made.
been made.
payments as
excess payments
mo to b c excess
Amounts to be cer"SEC. 3.
3. That
That when
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
the General
General Land
Land Office
Office
of the
when the
"SEC.
Secretary of
to Secretary
tified
fied to
the Treasury, etc.
moneys, purchase moneys,
shall ascertain
amount of any excess moneys,
ascertain the amount
shall
the Tresury, etc.
Condition.
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1919.
1919.

or
commissions in
any case
case where
authorized by
by this
this
is authorized
repayment is
where repayment
in any
or commissions
statute,
Secretary of
Interior shall
at once
once certify
certify such
amounts
such amounts
shall at
the Interior
of the
the Secretary
statute, the
Payment authorized.
to the
the Secretary
of the
is hereby
authorized and
and di- Paymentauthorized.
hereby authorized
who is
Treasury, who
the Treasury,
Secretary of
to
rected to
to make
make repayment
repayment of
amounts so
out of
of any
any
certified out
so certified
of all
all amounts
rected
moneys not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
in settlesettlewarrant in
his warrant
issue his
and issue
appropriated and
moneys
ment
thereof.
ment thereof.
pre.
to be
be pre"
SEC. 4.
4. That
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
to Qcnb
to
Rules
authorized to
is hereby
of the
Secretary of
That the
"SEC.
u
for
proper
make
such
rules
and
regulations
as
necessary
and
proper
for
e
.
and
be
necessary
may
as
make such rules and regulations
of carrying
carrying the
provisions of
of this
this Act
into full
force and
and
full force
Act into
the provisions
purpose of
the purpose
effect."
effect."
Approved, December
11, 1919.
1919.
December 11,
Approved,

CHAP. 6.-An
6.—An Act
the payment
payment of
of six
six months'
pay to
to the
months' pay
for the
To provide
provide for
Act To
CHAP.
widow,
dependent relative
of any
any officer
or enlisted
enlisted
officer or
relative of
or other
other designated
designated dependent
widow, children,
children, or
man
the Regular
Army whose
death results
results from wounds or
or disease not the result
whose death
Regular Army
of the
man of
misconduct.
of his
his own misconduct.

December 17, 1919.
1919.
December17
[
S. 2497.]
- [Public,
[. 2497.No. 99
[Public, No. 99*

United
Representatives of the United
House of
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
it enacted
Be
Army.
States of
Congress assembled,
That hereafter,
imme- Adncesordath
Allowances for death
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
hereafter, imme-

in
service to
to include
include
diately upon
upon official
official notification
notification of
of the
the death
or disdis- retired
in service
wounds or
from wounds
death from
diately
on active
active
ist on
retired list
i

ease, not
not the
the result
result of
of his
of any
or enlisted
enlisted duty.
duty.
t
officer or
any officer
misconduct, of
own misconduct,
his own
ease,
man on the active list of the Regular Army or on the retired list Vol. 35, p. 108.

man on the active list of the Regular Army or on the retired list
when on
active duty,
duty, the
General of
of the
the Army
shall
Army shall
Quartermaster General
the Quartermaster
on active
when

Vol.
611.
P 10
vol 40,
35, p.

CHAP
To authorize
authorize the
President of
of the
to arrage
States to
United States
the United
the President
Act To
7.-An Act
CHAP. 7.—An
and
in an
an international
international conference
to consider
consider questions
questions relating
relating to
conference to
and participate
participate in
communication.
international
international communication.

December
1919.
eeSber17,
[H. 17, 1919.
9632.7
[Public,
No.
100.]
i,R.No.
100.

cause to
to be
be paid
paid to
to the
the widow,
widow ' and
widow to the child
and if there be no widow
cause
or children,
and if
be no
child to
any other
other dependent
dependent
to any
or child
widow or
no widow
if there
there be
children, and
or
relative of
of such
such officer
officer or
or enlisted
enlisted man
man previously
designated by
him,
by him,
previously designated
relative
an
equal to
six months'
at the
the rate
received by
officer
such officer
by such
rate received
pay at
months' pay
to six
amount equal
an amount
Beneficiaries
be
or
man at
at the
of his
death. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
War shall
es to
to be
Benefl
shall designated.
of War
his death.
date of
the date
enlisted man
or enlisted
establish
regulations
requiring
each
officer
enlisted
man
having
enlisted
and
officer
each
requiring
establish regulations
no
wife or
or child
child to
to designate
designate the
the proper
proper dependent
to whom
whom
relative to
dependent relative
no wife
this amount
amount shall
be paid
of his
his death.
death. Said amount shall be
case of
in case
paid in
shall be
this
paid
from funds
funds appropriated
appropriated for
for the
the pay
pay of
of the
Army.
i
onl
paid from
the Army.
Applicable
only to
my.
Regular Army.
shall be
SEC. 2.
'be construed
construed as
as making
making the Aegiabler
this Act
Act shall
nothing in this
2. That
That nothing
SEC.
provisions
or enlisted
men of
of any
any
enlisted men
to officers
officers or
applicable to
Act applicable
of this
this Act
provisions of
forces
or troops
troops of
of the
the Army
Army of
of the
the United
United States other than those of
forces or
the Regular
Regular Army,
ANuy, and
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be construed
construed to
to
in this
nothing in
and nothing
the
apply
in
commissioned
grades
to
any
officers
except
holding
those
except
officers
any
to
grades
apply in commissioned
permanent or
provisional appointments
in the
Regular Army.
Army.
the Regular
appointments in
or provisional
permanent
Approved,
December 17,
17, 1919.
Approved, December

United
Be
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
of the
the munication
Internatimal
ComCotmunatio
President of
the President
Congress assembled,
ConAmerica in
States of

in
thenrencr
and
authorized
requested
is
and he
he is
be, and
United
name
UnitedofStates
States
the Government
be,
of hereby,
hereby,
the United
requested
Statesand
to call,
authorized
in his discrein the i
fereoce-..__
o
Presi
arrange
'''foar
u
,
t
er. ized
name of the Government of the United States to call, in his discre- toarran

, etc.

tion, an
to assemble
assemble in
to
Washington, and to
in Washington,
conference to
international conference
an international
tion,
appoint,
and with
the advice
advice and
of the
Senate, representrepresentthe Senate,
consent of
and consent
with the
by and
appoint, by
atives
to participate
participate therein,
all international
international aspects
aspects
to consider
consider all
therein, to
atives to
of
cable, wireless
telephone,
wireless telephone,
telephone, cable,
telegraph, telephone,
by telegraph,
of commumcation
communication by
and wireless
wireless telegraphy,
make recommendations
with a
view
a view
recommendations with
to make
and to
telegraphy, and
and
to
entire world
world with
for international
international
facilities for
adequate facilities
with adequate
the entire
providing the
to providing
communication on
on a
fair and
and equitable
equitable basis.
communication
a fair
basis.
pt
.
S
EC.
2.
That
the
sum
of
$75,000,
or
thereof as
as may
may be
AlanPraHon t
for
beorPxPs.
much thereof
so much
or so
$75,000,
of
SEC. 2. That the sum
necessary,
is hereby
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury
in the
out of
appropriated out
hereby appropriated
necessary, is
not otherwise
approprmted, the same to be disbursed under the
otherwise appropriated,
not
direction
and in
expenses
the Secretary
Secretary of State for expenses
in the discretion of the
direction and
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incidental to
including personal
the
in the
services in
personal services
conference, including
to the
the conference,
incidental
District
of Columbia
other
the provisions
provisions of any other
notwithstanding the
Columbia notwithstanding
District of
Act: Provided,
That no
part of
of said
said sum
sum shall
shall be
be used
used in
in entertainentertainno part
Provided, That
Act:
ment
or for
purchase of
medals and
and badges.
badges.
of medals
for the
the purchase
ment or
Approved, December
December 17, 1919.
1919.
Approved,

Proviso.
Restriction.

PRestion.

December 17,
17, 1919.
191.
Dember
[H. J. Res. 260.)
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 22.]
22.
[Pub.
Congressional
cerseS'.to"a
cers, etc., to be

1919.

8.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
CHAP.
CHAP 8.—Joint
Authorizing the payment
payment of salaries of officers
officers and

employees of
Congress for
for December,
December, 1919.
1919.
of Congress
employees

Resolved by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Rere,sentatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
the Senate
Resolved
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
Representatives are authorized
Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representatives
authorized
and instructed to pay the officers
and
officers and employees
employees of the Senate and
Representatives, including the Capitol Police, their respecHouse of Representatives,
respective salaries
salaries for
for the month
December, 1919, on
on the day of adjournmonth of December,
tive
ment
holiday recess.
recess.
•
present session
session for the holiday
ment of the present
17, 1919.
Approved, December 17,

offi- States
paflid
paid

December,
December, 1919,
1919 salsalaries on day of adjourn-

ment forholiday recess.
mentforholidayrecess.
Post, p.
P. 360.

o4 36.

10.-An
199.- CHAP. 1
December 118, 1919
December
0.—An Act To prohibit the purchase,
purchase, sale, or
or possession
possession for the purpose
purpose
[H. R. 1199.]
of
of certain
certain wild
birds in
in the
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
wild birds
sale of
of sale
[Public, No.
No. 101.
101.1
[Pubi,

Be
enacted by
1,y the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
the Senate
Be itit enacted
ofColmb
Columbia.
District of
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That it
it shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful,
Dealing,
etc., in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
i des- States
Dealing,
etc,
ignated wild birds, unwithin the District
District of
Columbia, for
any person
person at
at any
any time
time to
to buy,
buy,
within
of Columbia,
for any
lafli in. birdsulawful
sell, or expose
possession for the purpose of
of
for sale, or to have in possession
expose for
sell,
white,
selling, any
any heath
heath hen,
hen .sage hen, any kind of quail, bob white,
selling,
grouse, partridge
potarriugail 'prairie
prairie chicken, pheasant, wild turkey,
turkey,
grouse,
partridge,tptarmigan,
ring-necked, Mongolian
Hungarian partridge,
Mongolian or Chinese
partrdge, English, ring-necked,
Hungarian
pheasant, or
blackbird.'
or marsh blackbird.
pheasant,
ik:M
Sze. 2.
2. That
That nothi
nothing herein
heroin contained
contained shall
shall prevent the
the right of
SEC.
cid
or e;kientigi
licenstingior
purposes, allowed
any person
to take
or kill
allowedany
person to
take or
any game
game birds
when the
the same
same
kll any
birds herein
herein defined
defined when
shall
license duly
killed by virtue of the authority of aalicense
so taken
taken or killed
shall be
be so
for
issued
proper authorities
authorities of said District
District of Columbia
Columbia for
issued by the proper
scientific purposes.
purposes.
scientific
vioat any
all violate
io- That
hat any person who shall
ent for
Lat
lmiShnt
li'unishment
for vie
any of the provisions
provisions of this
Act
shall
be
fined
not
more
than
$100,
or
be
imprisoned
for not
not more
more
Act shall be fined not more than $100, or be imprisoned for
Proviso.
That
imprisoned: Provided,
Pro.
than one month, or both so fined and imprisoned:
Provided, That
8 a
Each
bird
separate each bird mentioned
sold,
bought, sold,
asepaatte
EoffEehb"d
mentioned in this Act so had in possession, bought,
offense.
of sale
sale shall
exposed
for sale,
or had
had in
possession for
the purpose
purpose of
shall
for the
in possession
sale, or
exposed for
constitute a
separate
offense.
a
separate
offense.
constitute
s
les
rm
,
Sales permitted,
if
the sale
this Act shall
That nothing
nothing in this
SEC.
ty, or
ed
rSales
SEC. 3. That
Shall prevent
prevent the
sale at
at any
an_y time
time
raised
prop
luatavity,
or
for
orpropgt.
of Hungarian
partridges,
English,
ring-necked,
Mongolian
or
Chinese
Hungarian
English, ring,-necked, Mongolian
pheasants, when the
been raised in captivity, or the
have been
same shall
shall have
the same
pheasants,
sale of
of birds
purposes,
this Act alive, for propagating purposes,
mentioned in this
birds mentioned
sale
under such
such regulations
regulations and
and requirements
requirements as shall
shall be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
under
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia.
Columbia.
of
Commissioners
inconsistent laws reSEC.
hereby
S
EC. 4. That all Acts or parts of Acts in conflict
conffict herewith are hereby
pealed.e- nt lws
repealed.
Approved,
18, 1919.
December 18,
Approved, December

December 18, 1919.
December

sections 8
8 and
CHAP. 11.-An
11.—An Act To amend sections
and 21 of the
the Copyright
Copyright Act, approved
approved
March
4, 1909.
1909.
March 4,

Copyrights.
Copyrights.

States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That sections 88 and 21 of the

[H.
R. 3754.]
3754.]
[H. R.
[Public, No.
No. 102.1

Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it

Act
Act to
amend and consolidate
consolidate the
respecting
Acts respecting
the Acts
to amend
"An Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
copyright," approved
March 4,
4, 1909, be
be amended
amended to
to read as follows:
follows:
approved March
copyright,"

SIXTY -SIXTH CO
NGRESS . S
ESS. II.
11, 12.
12.
CHS. 11,
SESS.
II. CHS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
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1919.
1919.

Issue
to author,
author,
sue of,
of, to
"SEc.
That the
the author
or proprietor
proprietor of
of any
any work
work made
made the
the assigns,
author or
8. That
"SEC. 8.
etc.
1077,
subject of
of copyright
copyright by
by this
this Act,
his executors,
administrators, or
or Vol.
Vol. 35, p.
P. 1077,
executors, administrators,
or his
Act, or
subject
amended.
and amended.
the conditions
assigns,
copyright for
under the
conditions and
work under
such work
for such
have copyright
shall have
assigns, shall
Proviso.
for the
Provided, however,
That the
for
the terms
terms specified
specified in
in this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Ptretrtions.
however, That
the copycopy- Alien
restrictions.

right secured
this Act
Act shall
shall extend
work of
of an
or
author or
an author
to the
the work
extend to
secured by
by this
right
proprietor who
who is
or subject
subject of
of aaforeign
or nation
only:
nation only:
State or
foreign State
citizen or
is aacitizen
proprietor
"(a) When
an alien
alien author
author or
proprietor shall
be domiciled
domiciled within
shall be
or proprietor
When an
"(a)

Residents.

Residents.

the United
States at
the first
publication of
of his
work; or
ard
or
his work;
first publication
time of
of the
at the
the time
United States
the
Of country affording
"
(b) When
When the
foreign State
or nation
such author
author or
or reciprocal
reciprocal protection.
of which
which such
nation of
State or
the foreign
"(b)

proprietor
is aacitizen
or subject
subject grants,
by treaty,
treaty, convention,
convention,
either by
grants, either
citizen or
proprietor is
agreement, or
or law,
law, to
to citizens
citizens of
the United
States the
the benefit
benefit of
of
United States
of the
agreement,
copyright
on substantially
basis as
own citizens,
citizens, or
as to its own
the same
same basis
substantially the
copyright on
copyright protection
protection substantially
substantially equal
to the
the protection
protection secured
secured to
equal to
copyright
such foreign
foreign author
under this
when such
such foreign
foreign
or when
by treaty;
treaty; or
or by
Act or
this Act
author under
such
State or
nation is
to an
an international
agreement which
which prointernational agreement
party to
is a
a party
or nation
State
vides for
for reciprocity
reciprocity in
the granting
the terms
terms of
by the
of copyright,
copyright, by
granting of
in the
vides
which agreement
agreement the
United. States
pleasure, become
become a
a
its pleasure,
may, at its
States may,
the United
which
party thereto.
party
thereto.
Proclamation.
Proclamation.
"The
reciprocal conditions
conditions aforesaid
shall be
be deterdeteraforesaid shall
the reciprocal
of the
existence of
'The existence
mined
the President
the United
United States,
proclamation made
made Provisos.
Provisos.
by proclamation
States, by
of the
President of
mined by
by the
Protection of works
from
to time,
the purposes
of this
this Act
Act may
may require:
Provided, produced
of works
Protection
require: Provided,
as the
purposes of
from time
time to
time, as
produced
abroad durabroad
mg the
the
World War.
War.
however,
all works
works made
made the
subject of
of copyright
copyright by
by the
laws of
of ng
World
the laws
the subject
That all
however, That
the United
States first
produced or
abroad after
August 1,
after August
published abroad
or published
first produced
United States
the
1914,
the date
date of
of the
President's proclamation
proclamation of peace,
peace :of
the President's
before the
and before
1914, and
which the
authors or
are citizens
citizens or
or subjects
foreign
any foreign
subjects of any
or proprietors
proprietors are
the authors
which
State or
or nation
nation granting
works by
by citizens of
for works
protection for
similar protection
granting similar
State
the
United States,
States, the
of which
shall be
be determined
determined by
by aa
which shall
existence of
the existence
the United
copyright
proclamation issued
of the
United States,
States,
the United
President of
by the
the President
issued by
copyright proclamation
shall
be entitled
entitled to
the protection
the copyright
copyright laws
laws of
of
by the
conferred by
protection conferred
to the
shall be
the United
States from
after the
the accomplishment,
accomplishment, before the expiand after
from and
United States
the
ration
fifteen months
months after
the date
date of
the President's
President's proclamation
proclamation
of the
after the
of fifteen
ration of
of peace,
peace, of
conditions and
and formalities
withrespect to
to Prior republications.
prescribed withrespect
formalities prescribed
of the
the conditions
of
such works
by the
copyright laws
laws of
of the
United States:
States: Provided
Provided PorrePublabons.
United
the the copyright
works by
such
further,
herein. contained
contained shall
to deprive
construed to
shall be construed
nothing herein.
That nothing
further, That
any
person of
of any
right which
which he
acquired by
by the
the republicarepublicahave acquired
he may
may have
any right
any person
tion of
such foreign
work in
the United
approval
United States prior to the approval
in the
foreign work
of such
tion
rotecAd
of this
this Act.
Act.
of
Ad interim
interim protection it
if published
"SEc. 21.
21. That
That in
case of
of a
abook
book first
abroad in
in the
the tion
published
published abroad
first published
the case
in the
"SEC.
abroad peace..prociamaEnglish language
or after
the date
the President's
.
date of
of the
President's proclamation
proclamation tibon
English
language on
on or
after the
e
tion opae'
of
o1.35, p. 1080, amend.
p. ,amendof peace,
the deposit
in the
later than.
days l..3,
than sixty days
not later
office, not
the copyright
copyright office,
deposit in
of
peace, the
Time extended.
after
its publication
publication abroad,
abroad, of
of one
one complete
complete copy
copy of
of the
the foreign
foreign Time
extended.
after its
edition,
with
a
request
for
the
reservation
of
the
copyright
and
a
edition, with a request for the reservation of the copyright and a
statement
of the
the name
and of the
the copycopynationality of the author and
name and nationality
statement of
right
and of
of the
the said book, shall
shall
of the
of publication
publication of
date of
the date
proprietor and
right proprietor
secure
to the
the author
author or
an ad
ad interim
interim copyright,
copyright, which
which
or proprietor
proprietor an
secure to
shall have
effect given to copyright by this Act, and
force and effect
all the force
have all
shall
shall endure
endure until
until the
after such deposit
deposit
months after
expiration of four months
the expiration
shall
in
the copyright
office."
copyright office."
in the
Approved, December
18, 1919.
1919.
December 18,
Approved,
CHAP.
12.—Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
payment of salaries
salaries of officers and
and
the payment
Resolution Authorizing
CHAP. 12.-Joint
employees
Congress for
1919.
for December,
December, 1919.
of Congress
employees of

December 20, 1919.
1919.
Decmber
[H. I. Res. 267.]
- Res. 267][H.
[Pub. Res., No. 23.1

[Pub. Res., No. 3.

congressional ofotp.Resolved by
by the
United col
Representatives of the United
of Represeniatives
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved
etc., to be paid
States
of Ameria
America in
in Conqress
Congress assenthlsd
That the
Secretary of
of the
the cars,
be
etc
c
assembled, That
the Secretary
States of
December salaries December 20, i,
1919.
DI.
Senate and
Clerk of
the House
House of
Representatives are
are authorized
authorized comber
of Representatives
of the
the Clerk
and the
Senate
and
instructed
to
pay
the
officers
and
employees
Senate
and
Senate
of
the
employees
and
officers
the
and instructed to pav
House of
of Representatives,
respectheir respecpolice, 'their
Capitol police,
the Capitol
including the
Representatives, including
House
tive salaries
salaries for
month of
of December,
December, 1919,
twentieth day
1919, on the twentieth
the month
for the
tive
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SIXTY-SIXTH

S
ESS. H
CHs. 12-15.
12-15.
II. . CHS.
SESS.

1919.
1919.

Resolution
Resolution of said month; and
and the provisions
provisions of the resolution
resolution (H. J.
J. Res.
Res. 260)
260)
salaries of
of salaries
entitled "Joint
authorizing the
payment of
the payment
resolution authorizing
"Joint resolution
entitled
this
officers and
of Congress
Congress for
1919," of
of this
December, 1919,"
for December,
employees of
and employees
officers
session of
be, and
are hereby,
hereby, rescinded.
rescinded.
same are
the same
and the
Congress be,
the Congress
of the
session
Approved,
December' 20,
20, 1919.
1919.
Approved, December

Former
Farmer
escinded.
date.,
p.368.
dt.,p.368.

December 23,
1919.
23,
December
3 1919.
M. 1.
2 .1
J. Res. 266.)
[Pub.
[Pub. Res., No. 24.]

[H.

CHAP 13.-Joint
13.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
the printing
printing of
consolidate,
of the bill to consolidate,
Authorizing the
CAP.
codify, revise,
revise, and
the general
permanent laws of the United States.
and permanent
general and
reenact the
and reenact
No. 24.1 codify,

o

Resolved
by the
House of
fRepresentatives
United
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved by
on
the Committee
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Committee on
in Congress
Printing oftbils, etc., States
Representativess
House of
Revision of
of the
the Laws
Laws in
in the
the House
of Representatives
is hereby
hereby
Revision
authorized to
amendments to
to H.
H. R. 9389, or
and amendments
additions and
print additions
to print
authorized
in its
other
the same
subject, if
its judgment
judgment necessary,
necessary,
if in
same subject,
concerning the
bills concerning
other bills
such
in
the style
in which
which said
is now
now printed,
printed, with
with such
bill is
said bill
form in
and form
style and
in the
of
variations
as the
said committee
committee deems
deems m
in the
the interests
interests of
the said
thereof as
variations thereof
efficiency
and economy,
and to
to so
so continue
continue until
until final
final enactment
enactment
economy, and
efficiency and
thereof in
both Houses
Houses of
the Congress
Congress of
of the
United States.
States.
the United
of the
in both
thereof
Approved,
December
23,
1919.
1919.
23,
Approved, December

Revision of the Laws.
RevisionoftheLaws.

Printing of bills, etc.,
for use of House Committee, authorized.
mittee,authorized.

December
1919
23, 1919.
December 23,
(S. J. Res.
137.]
Res. 137.1
[S.J.
[Pub.
No. 264
25.]
Res., No.
[Pub. Res.,

War to
CHAP. 14.-Joint
14.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
of War
to construct
construct aaponponSecretary of
CHAP.
West Point,
River at
toon bridge
across the
the Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River
at West
Point, Georgia, and for other
other
bridge across
toon

purposes.
purpoees.

Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
and House
by the
Resolved
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
of
War
War
of
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
discretion to construct
be, and
and. he
is hereby,
hereby.
,authorized
his discretion
construct and
in his
authorized in
he is
be,
maintain a
apontoon bridge across the Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River at West
West
Georgia 'and
and to
to loan
to the
the city
of West
West Point,
Georgia, withwithPoint, Georgia,
city of
loan to
Loan of material, etc. Point,
Point, Georgia,
Loanomateral,etc.
out expense
expense of
transportation to
the Government,
Government, the
the necessary
necessary
to the
of transportation
out
material for
such construction
of the
the War
War DepartDepartpossession of
in possession
now in
construction now
for such
material
Provisos.
roviss.
Use permitted.
use of
the
That
ment
and
not
needed
for
immediate
use:
Provided,
That
the
Provided,
use:
immediate
for
needed
not
and
ment
Use permitted.
supervision, regulation,
such
bridge as
highway under
the supervision,
regulation and
under the
a highway
as a
such bridge
West
control of
the duly
authorities of said city
city of 'West
constituted authorities
duly constituted
of the
control
Point, Georgia,
Georgia, is
is hereby
hereby permitted
permitted for
time as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary
such time
for such
Expenses
con Point,
ot cons of
Esr
struction,
furter, That
necessary: And
of
shall determine
determine to
to -be necessary:
And provided
provided further,
War shal
of War
structian etc..
city of
all cost
shall be
be borne
borne by
of West Point,
the city
by the
construction shall
of construction
cost of
all
authorized to make
Georgia,
and the
the Secretary
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
of War
Secretary of
Georgia, and
such rules
and regulations
regulations for
the return
the material
material to the
of the
return of
for the
rules and
such
Government
herein
authorized
to
be
loaned
as
he
may
deem
necesdeem necesmay
he
as
loaned
be
to
authorized
herein
Government
sary.
sary.
Approved,
December 23,
1919.
23, 1919.
Approved, December

Chattahoochee
River.
Construction of pontoon bridge aross,
across, at
ton
West
West Point, Ga.

Chattahoochee
onstruction pon
at
brdg
oint, Ga.

December
24, 1919.
December24.
[8. 3458.)
No8.]
[
Pu.ic,
(Public,
No. 1113.]

certificates of the United
CHAP. 15.-An
18.—An Act To make
make gold certificates
United States
States payable
payable to
to
bearer
on demand
demand legal
legal tender.
tender.
bearer on

Gold certificates.
Made a
legal tender.
aclegalrteder.
Made
Vol. 34, p. 1289.

States of
of America
America in
certificates of the
That gold certificates
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States

199.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
ofRepresentatives
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it

hereby
United States
States payable
to bearer
on demand
be and
and are
are hereby
shall be
demand shall
bearer on
payable to
United
and
made
legal tender
tender in
of all
all debts
debts and
and dues,
dues, public
public and
payment of
in payment
made legal
private.
private.
Inconsistent
SEC.
laws rereInconsistent laws
S
EC. 2. That all Acts or parts of Acts which are inconsistent
inconsistent with
pealed.
this Act
Act are
hereby repealed.
repealed.
are hereby
this
led
Approved,
1919.
24, 1919.
December 24,
Approved, December
Vol. 34, p 1289.
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1919.

CHAP. 16.—An
Act To
To amend
amend and
and modify
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act.
Act.
CHAP.
16.-An Act
modify the
the War

December
24, 119.
1919.
December 24,
[H. R.
H. 8778.]
8779.] —
[H.

'o.
104.]
of the
the United
United S[Public,
Representatives of
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
%r
ra Risk
No.
ins
104.]
urance
Act Rmendkments.3e
assembled, That the office of the Cornin Congress
Arnerica in
States of America
States
Congress assembled,
Com- A
Offices in Bureau
missioner of Military and Naval
Insurance and
Com- abolished
missioner
Naval Insurance
and the office
office of the CornOfices
in Breau
abolished
and
powers
transfered
to Director.
Director.
missioner of
of Marine
and Seamen's
Seamen's Insurance
by the
the War
War transfered to
created by
Insurance created
Marine and
missioner
17°1.40, p.398, amendRisk
Insurance Act
abolished and
powers and
and duties
duties ed
and the
the powers
are hereby
hereby abolished
Risk Insurance
Act are
ed. l.40,p.398,amendpertaining
hereby transferred
such offices are
are hereby
transferred to the Director of the
pertaining to such
Bureau
Insurance, who
receive a
Bureau of War
War Risk
Risk Insurance,
who shall hereafter
hereafter receive
a salary
salary at Discretionary conofdiisions
the rate of $7,500
$7,500 per annum.
Until such
such time as the Secretary
Secretary of tinuancet
tinuance of
divisions.
the
otherwise, and subject to the provisions
provisions of
may direct
direct otherwise,
the Treasury may
section 9
9 of
the War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act,
there shall
be in
the Bureau
Bureau
shall be
in the
Act, there
section
of the
of
Seamen's Insurance
Insurance
and Seamen's
a Division
Division of
of Marine
Marine and
Risk Insurance
Insurance a
of War
War Risk
a Division of Military and Naval Insurance. All laws inconsistand a
modified as to conform
ent with this section are hereby
hereby so modified
conform to the
provisions hereof.
hereof.
provisions
Beneficiaries.
S
EC. 2.
paragraph (b)
(b) of
of the
the second
second subdivision
of secsec- Vol.1,amend(1) of
subdivision (1)
SEC.
2. That
That paragraph
Vol.40, p.401, amended.
tion
of the
War Risk
hereby amended
to read
read as
as edInsurance Act
Act is
is hereby
amended to
tion 22
22 of
the War
Risk Insurance
follows:
follows:
"Legally
adopted
a op ted
"(b) A
adopted."
child."
chilY
i
child legally
legally adopted."
"(b)
A child
S
EC. 3.
That paragraph
second subdivision
subdivision (1) of secthe second
(d) of
of the
3. That
paragraph (d)
SEC.
Insurance Act is hereby amended
amended to read
read
of the
the War
War Risk Insurance
tion 22
22 of
as follows:
"Illegitimate child."
"(d)
child, but,
but, as
the father
father only,
"(d) An illegitimate
illegitimate child,
as to
to the
only, if
if acac- Qualification
Iualificiateon modimodif
i
ed.
knowledged in
in writing
judicially fied.
writing signed by him, or if he has been judicially
knowledged
support, or has been
been
contribute to such child's support,
ordered or decreed to contribute
judicially
to be
be the
the putative
putative father
father of
such child."
child."
judicially decreed
decreed to
of such
"Parents."
"Parents."
SEC. 4. That
That section
section 22
22 of
of the
War Risk
Act is
is hereby
hereby New subdivisions.
the War
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act
SEC.
amended by
inserting therein
following subdivisions
subdivisions (4)
therein immediately
immediately following
by inserting
amended
and (5),
(5), respectively,
two new
new subdivisions
subdivisions to
to be known
known as
as subdivision
subdivision
respectively, two
and
(4a)
subdivision (5a)
and to
to read
follows:
(4a) and
and subdivision
(5a) and
read as
as follows:
Addition
of stepstepAddition
adopted parparents, adopted
par"
(4a) The
The terms
terms 'father'
include stepfathers
stepfathers and
and parents,
'mother' include
'father' and
and 'mother'
"(4a)
ents, etc.
stepmothers, fathers
fathers and
and mothers
mothers through
adoption, and
who nvo,
through adoption,
and persons
persons who
'p.60,amendVol.40,
p.609, amendd
military or naval
member of the military
in
have stood i
n loco parentis to a
a member
naval eed.
forces
at
any
time
prior
to
his
enlistment
or
induction
for
a
period
of
forces at any time prior to his enlistment or induction for a period of Proso.
Proviso.
Effective October 6,
not
less than
one year:
year •Provided,
Provided, That
That this
subdivision shall
shall be
be 1917.
not less
than one
October 6,
Ective
this subdivision
"Brother" and "sisdeemed
as of
of October
6, 1917."
"Brother"
deemed to
to be
be in
in effect
effect as
October 6,
1917."
ter."
"
(5a) The
The terms
terms 'brother'
'brother' and
and 'sister'
children of
of a
ater.Chd
"(5a)
'sister' include
include the
the children
Child of person
person in
loco parentis included.
person
of not
less than
than one
stood in
in loco
loco locoparentisincluded.
one year,
year, stood
not less
who, for
for aa period
period of
person who,
parentis
member of the
military or naval forces of the United
United
the military
to aa member
parentis to
States
enlistment or induction,
induction ' or another
another
States at any time prior to his enlistment
Proviso.
person during such provso.
member of the same household as to whom such person
Effective
ect
affv October
October 6,6,
period
parentis: Provided,
Provided, That this subdivision
subdivision 1917.
stood in loco
loco parentis:
period likewise
likewise stood
shall
be deemed
deemed to
to be
in effect
effect as
as of
of October
October 6,
1917."
shall be
be in
6, 1917."
Payments to
to insane
SEC. 5. That
section 23
23 of
of the
the War
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act
is hereby
SEC.
That section
persons.
War Risk
Act is
hereby persons.
Vol. 40, p.402, amendamended
a new paragraph
paragraph to read as ed.olp4
amended by the addition
addition thereto of a
dTo be
held in
TreasTo
be held
in Treasfollows:
follows:
ury if no guardian, etc.
"
entitled to receive
receive payments
payments under
under this Act
Act shall be uryifnoguardian, etc.
" If any person entitled
or hospital for the insane maintained by the
of any asylum
asylum or
an inmate
inmate of
United States,
by any
several States
Territories of the
States or Territories
any of
of the
the several
or by
United
States, or
United
any political
political subdivision
and no
guardian
no guardian
thereof .,and
subdivision thereof
States, or
or any
United States,
or curator
curator of
property of
person shall
appointed by
by
have been appointed
shall have
of such
such person
of the
the property
or
competent
authority, the
director, if
satisfied after
after due
due investiif satisfied
the director,
legal authority,
competent legal
gation that any such person is mentally
mentally incompetent,
incompetent, may order
order that
that
all moneys payable to him or her under this Act shall be held in the Di
emn.
Disbursements.
To asylum, etc.
Treasury
United States
States to
to the
the credit
of such
such person.
person. All
Al Toasylnuetc.
credit of
of the
the United
Treasury of
funds
shall be
be disbursed
under the order
director and
and
the director
order of the
disbursed under
funds so
so held
held shall
subject
his discretion,
the chief
chief executive
officer of
of the
the
executive officer
either to
to the
to his
discretion, either
subject to
hospital in which such person
person is an inmate,
inmate, to be used by
or hospital
asylum or
such
comfort of such inmate,
inmate, subject
subject
and comfort
maintenance and
for the
the maintenance
such officer
officer for
account to the Bureau
Bureau of War
War Risk Insurance
Insurance and to
to
to the duty to account
c
.,t

ime nIni
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repay any
any surplus
surplus at
at any
any time
hands in
in accordance
accordance
repay
time remaining
remaining in
in his
his hands
with
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
the director;
director; or
to the
the wife
wife (or
with regulations
regulations to
by the
or to
(or
dependent husband
the inmate
inmate is
minor children,
and
husband if
if the
is a
a woman),
woman), minor
children, and
dependent parents
of such
in such
parents of
such inmate,
inmate, in
such amounts
amounts as
as the
the director
director
shall find
necessary
for
their
support and
and maintenance,
maintenance, in
in the
the order
order
shall
find
necessary
for
their
support
If found mentally
named; or,
if at
at any
such inmate
shall be
be found
found to
to be
be mentally
mentally
competentetcntau
named;
or, if
any time
time such
inmate shall
competent,
etc.
competent, or shall
die, or
or a
aguardian
or curator
estate
shall die,
guardian or
curator of
of his
his or
or her
her estate
be appointed, any balance
balance remaining
remaining to
to the
the credit
credit of
of such
such inmate
inmate
shall be paid to such inmate,
mentally competent,
competent, and
and otherwise
otherwise to
inmate, if
if mentally
to
his
his or
her guardian,
guardian, curator,
curator, or
personal representatives."
representatives."
or her
or personal
Assignments of conEC. 6.
the provisions
28 of
of the
War Risk
InsureAssedments
en- S
of perSEC.
6. That
That the
provisions of
of section
section 28
the War
Risk Insurverted
insurance
mitted.
ance
construed to
prohibit the
the assignment
assignment by
by any
any
mitted.
ance Act
Act shall
shall not
not be
be construed
to prohibit
Vol. 40, p. eat
Vo. '
insurance shall be payable
payable under
person to whom converted insurance
under Article
Article
IV of such Act of his interest in
such insurance
insurance to
to any
any other
other member
member
in such
of
the permitted
permitted class
class of
beneficiaries.
of
the
of
beneficiaries.
New section.
S
EC. 7.
new section
section is
the War
Risk
Vol.40,p.60,
Vol. 40, p.810, amendSEC.
7. That
That a
a new
is hereby
hereby added
added to
to the
War Risk
ed.
Insurance Act, to be known as section 31,
Insurance
and
to read
as follows:
31,
and
to
read
as
follows:
Disability, etc., compeDnsabi ty 1etc., con"SEC.
That if
"Sac. 31.
31. That
after induction
induction by
local draft
draft board,
board, but
if after
by the
the local
but
pensation.
Allowed to persons before being accepted and enrolled for active service, the person died
dlowed but
to not
persons
inducted
en- before being accepted and enrolled for active service, the person died
rolled for
roiled
or active service. or became disabled as a
a result of
of disease contracted
contracted or
or injury
injury suffered
suffered
in the line of duty and not due to his own willful
willful misconduct
misconduct involving
involving
moral turpitude, or as aaresult of the aggravation, in the line
line of
of duty
duty
and not because
because of his own
misconduct involving
involving moral
moral
own willful misconduct
turpitude.
turpitudezof an existing disease or
injury, he
he or
or those
entitled thereto
thereto
or injury,
those entitled
shall
receive the
the benefits
benefits of
under Article
Proviso.
shaUl receive
Proviso.
of compensation
compensation payable
payable under
Article III:
III:
Insurance
allowed.
Insuranceallowed.
Provided,
Provided, That any insurance application
application made by
by a
a person after
after
induction by the local draft board
but before being
board but
accepted and
and
being accepted
enrolled for
for active
service shall
shall be
valid."
Familyallowances.
active service
be deemed
Family allowances. enrolled
deemed valid."
Vol.40, p. 403, amendVol.40,p.40,amendSEC.
SEC. 8. That the second paragraph
paragraph of section 204 of the War
War
ed.
ed.
Risk Insurance Act is hereby
amended
hereby
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Period payments extended, etc.
et.
e
- "The
tended,
"The family
family allowance
allowance shall be paid from
the time
time of
from the
of enlistment
enlistment
to death in or one month after discharge
service, but
not
discharge from
from the
the service,
but not
for more than four months after the termination
termination of
of the
present war
war
the present
emergency. No
allowance shall
shall be
be made
made for
preemergency.
No family
family allowance
for any
any period
period preceding November
November 1, 1917. The payment
payment shall
be subject
shall be
subject to
to such
such
regulations as
cases of
of desertion
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed relative
relative to
to cases
desertion and
and
imprisonment
imprisonment and
and of
of missing
missing men."
men."
New section.
section. .
9 That
EC 9.
That a
a new
new section
ion is hereby added to Article II of the
SEC.
Vol.40, p.403, amended.ol .lp.
men
War Risk Insurance Act, to be known as section 211,
211, and to read as
follows:
follows:
Final discontinuance
of famiy
allowtances
"SEC.
of
family allowances,
"SEc. 211. That all family allowances and allotments
allotments payable by
etc.
etc.
the Bureau
of War
Risk Insurance
Insurance under
authoritv of this article
the
Bureau of
War Risk
under the authority
shall be discontinued
discontinued at
fourth calendar
calendar month
month after
at the
the end
end of
of the
the fourth
after
the termination of the present
present war emergency,
declared
by
emergency, as
as
declared
by procprocVoluntary pay allotmeotaryl
rallot- lamation of the President
pay
Presid en to
and thereafter
offth
thee United
United States, and
thereafter all
all
ments
permitted.
shall be
voluntary and
and shall
be made
made under
under such
such
allotments of
of pay
pay shall
be voluntary
shall be
regulations
may be
be prescribed
by the
the Secretary
of War
War and
regulations as
as may
prescribed by
Secretary of
and the
the
the Navy,
Navy, respectively."
Death
y Secretary
Secretary of
of the
respectively."
Death or disability
compensation.
copenatsiityion.
SEC.
the second
paragraph of
S
EC. 10. That the
second paragraph
of subdivision
of section
section
subdivision (g)
(g) of
301 of the War Risk Insurance
Insurance Act is
amended to
as
is hereby amended
to read
read as
follows:
follows:
To dependent
To
dependent

ily, etc.
etc.
ily,

fam-

Burial expenses if
derial
eSpenes to
death
sabsequenr
death
subsequent
to
April
8, 1917.
Arril5,
117.
Vol. 40, p.812, amended.
ed·e

"If
occur or shall have occurred subsequent
"If death
death occur
subsequent to April 6,
1917,
before discharge
discharge or
resignation from
service, the
1917, and
and before
or resignation
from service,
United
the United
States shall pay for
of body
his
for burial
burial expenses
expenses and
and the
the return
return of
body to
to his
home a
asum
sum not
exceed $100,
$100, as
fixed by
regulations."
loanc eective
not to
to exceed
as may
may be
be fixed
by regulations."
Allowances
effective home
from April6,1917.
April 6, 1917.
That section 301 of the War
Insurance Act,
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Act, as
as amended,
amended,
P oso.
shall be deemed to be in effect
effect as of April 6, 1917: Provided,
Provided, howhowDeductions.
ever, That
before compensation thereunder shall be paid there shall
ever,
That before
first be deducted
deducted from said sum so
be paid
paid the
the amount
any
so to be
amount of
of any
payments such person may have
by way
gratuities or
have received
received by
way of
of gratuities
or
tif
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payments
pension laws
laws in
force and
and existence
existence between
between April
in force
under pension
payments under
6, 1917,
1917, and
and October
October 6, 1917.
1917.
6,
amen d
' 'Vol.40,p.611,
v ° 40 611 amendp
ol
ed
Act is hereby ed.
SEC. 10a.
10a. That
That section
the War
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act
War Risk
of the
300 of
section 300
SEC.
amended to
to read
follows:
read as follows:
amended
Classes of officers, enenlirSsemofe'ers.
"SEc.
300. That
That for
for death
death or
disability resulting from personal listed
or disability
"SEC. 300.
men, etc., entitled.
injury
disease contracted
contracted in
duty ,
, by
by any titled.
the line of duty,
in the
or disease
suffered or
injury suffered
Army
commissioned officer
enlisted man, or
or by any member of the Army
or enlisted
officer or
commissioned
Nurse Corps
or of
Navy Nurse
Corps (female)
(female) when
Nurse Corps
the Navy
of the
(female) or
Corps (female)
Nurse
employed in
Department or Navy
the War Department
under the
service under
active service
the active
in the
employed
Department, the
United States
hereinafter Excluded
for perperExcluded for
as hereinafter
compensation as
shall pay
pay compensation
States shall
the United
Department,
sonal misconduct.
misconduct.
provided;
but no
compensation shall be paid if the injury or disease soali
no compensation
provided; but
Provisos.
on enenSoundness on
That so°ness
bilsk been
been caused
caused by
by his
his own
misconduct: Provided,
Provided, That
willful misconduct:
own willful
has
trance inferred.
or other
for
this section
section said
other tranceinfrred.
man, or
enlisted man,
officer, enlisted
said officer,
of this
purposes of
the purposes
for the
member
shall be
be held
and taken
to have
have been
condition T:frective from April
sound condition
in sound
been in
taken to
held and
member shall
when
and enrolled
for service:
Provided fur117.
fur- 6,6,1917.
service: Provided
enrolled for
accepted, and
examined, accepted,
when examined,
ther,
That
this
section,
as
amended,
shall
be
become
to
be
deemed
shall
amended,
as
section,
this
That
ther,
Disability
compenDisability compeneffective as
of April
6, 1917."
1917."
April 6,
as of
effective
sation
SEC. 11. That section 302
302 of
of the
War Risk
Risk Insurance Act is hereby sation.
the War

SEC. 11. That section
follows:
amended to read as follows:
amended

"
SEC. 302.
if disability
disability results
results from
the injuryinjury—
Totalandtemporary.
from the
That if
"SEC.
302. That
Total
and temporary.
Amounts increased.
increased.
"
(1) H
and while
while the
the disability
disability is rated as total and temporary, Amounts
If and
"(1)
o1. 40, pp. 406,
612,
amended.
the
shall be
following amounts:
amounts:
406
612,amede.
be the
the following
compensation shall
monthly compensation
the monthly
If the
the disabled
disabled person
person has
neither wife
child living,
$80.
living, $80.
nor child
wife nor
has neither
""(a)
(a) If
"(b) If
he has
but no
no child living, $90.
wife but
has aa wife
If he
"(b)
"(c) If
If he
he has
has a
awife
wife and
one child
child living, $95.
and one
"(c)
"(d) If
he has
a wife
two or
or more
children livin,
living, $100.
$100.
more children
and two
wife and
has a
If he
"(d)
"(e) If
has no
one child
child living,
living, $90,
$90, with
$5 for each
each
with $5
but one
no wife
wife but
If he
he has
"(e)
additional
child.
additional child.
"
(f) If
has a
amother
mother or
father, either
dependent on him
both dependent
or both
either or
or father,
If he
he has
"(f)
for support,
then, in
in addition
addition to
above amounts,
amounts, $10
$10 for
each
for each
to the
the above
support, then,
for
Partial and
temand temPartial
parent so dependent.
dependent.
parent
laarsy.
r
"
(2) If
If and
while the
the disability
as partial
partial and
and temporary,
3 iof
rate.
ofrate.
PBas'
temporary, po
rated as
is rated
disability is
and while
"(2)
the
monthly compensation
compensation shall
be a
compensation
of the
the compensation
percentage of
a percentage
shall be
the monthly
that
be payable
payable for
his total
total and
and temporary
temporary disability,
disability, equal
equal
for his
would be
that would
to
the degree
of the
the reduction
reduction in
from
resulting from
capacity resulting
in earning
earning capacity
degree of
to the
the
disability, but
compensation shall
be payable
reduction
a reduction
payable for a
shall be
no compensation
but no
the disability,
in
rated at
less than
than 10
10 per
per centun.
centum.
Total
permaat less
in earning
earning capacity
capacity rated
Total and
and permanent.
"(3) If
If and
while the
disability is
is rated as total and permanent, nent.
the disability
and while
"(3)
Provisos.
ght, limbs,
limbs,
sight,
Lossoof si
the rate
rate of
of compensation
shall be
be $100
$100 per
Provided, however,
however, Loss
month: Provided,
per month:
compensation shall
the
etc.
That
loss of
of both
feet, or
or both hands, or the sight of both eyes, or etc.
both feet,
the loss
That the
the
loss of
one foot
one foot and the sight of one eye,
or one
hand, or
one hand,
and one
foot and
of one
the loss
or
one
hand
and
the
sight
of
one
eye,
or
or becoming helpless and pereye,
one
of
sight
the
and
or one hand
manently
bedridden, shall
shall be
be deemed
tow, permanent
Doble disability
disa- Double
permanent disadisability
to be
be total,
deemed to
manently bedridden,
bility: Provided
Provided further,
total, permanent
permanent disability
disability rate.
rate.
double, total,
for double,
That for
further, That
bility:
Partial
pernaand permaPartial and
the
rate of
shall be
be $200
$200 per
per month.
month.
compensation shall
of compensation
the rate
"
(4) If
If and
and while
disability is
is rated
partial and
and permanent,
permanent, nent
&inliPi
s
t
altli
t
i
i
t
on of
of dedenentisabil
as partial
rated as
the disability
while the
" (4)
the
monthly compensation
shall be
percentage of
of the
the compensation
gree.
compensation grimbe aapercentage
compensation shall
the monthly
equal
that
would be
payable for
for his
his total and permanent
permanent disability equal
be payable
that would
the
to
of the
the reduction
in earning
earning capacity
capacity resulting
resulting from the
reduction in
degree of
to the
the degree
disability,
no compensation
compensation shall
shall be
a reduction in
for a
payable for
be payable
but no
disability, but
Schedules of
of ratngs
ratings
schedules
centum.
per centum.
10 per
than 10
earning capacity
capacity rated
at less
less than
rated at
earning
for injuries.
"A
schedule
of
ratings
of
reductions
in
earning
capacity
from
speor
InjiS
spe
from
capacity
earning
in
reductions
"A schedule of ratings of
cific
injuries or
permanent nature shall
of aa permanent
injuries of
of injuries
combinations of
or combinations
cific injuries
Basis ot
be
and applied
by the
the bureau.
Ratings may
may be
high as
as Basiso.
be as
as high
bureau. Ratings
applied by
adopted and
be adopted
100
centum. The
The ratings
shall be
based, as
far as
practicable,
as practicable,
as far
be based,
ratings shall
per centum.
100 per
upon
average impairments
impairments of
resulting from
capacity resulting
earning capacity
of earning
the average
upon the
in
such injuries
injuries in
civil occupations
impairment in
upon the impairment
not upon
and not
occupations and
in civil
such
earning
capacity in
each individual
individual case,
so that
that there
there shall
shal be no
case, so
in each
earnin capacity
m overreduction
of compensation
compensation for
for individual success in
rate of
the rate
in the
reduction in
coming
handicap of
of a
injury. .The
in adoptadoptbureau in
The bureau
a permanent
permanent injury.
the handicap
coming the
ing the
schedule of
in earning
capacity shall
shall cixtconearning capacity
reduction in
of reduction
ratings of
of ratings
the schedule
ing
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Bider
impairment in
in ability
results
sider the
the impairment
ability to
to secure
secure employment
employment which
which results
from such
bureau shall
shall from
to time
time readjust
from
such injuries.
injuries. The
The bureau
from time
time to
readjust
this
schedule of
of ratings
ratings in
accordance with
experience.
with actual
actual experience.
in accordance
this schedule
Aliowance fr nnurse
r se
or
attendant. o
person is
is so
helpless as
as to
constant
so helpless
to be
be in constant
If the
the disabled
disabled person
"" (5)
(5) If
orattnnt.
need of
or attendant,
attendant, such
additional sum
be paid,
paid,
sum shall
shall be
need
of a
a nurse
nurse or
such additional
but
per month,
month, as
director may
may deem
deem reasonreasonbut not
not exceeding
exceeding $20
$20 per
as the
the director
Medical sery
sur- able.
Medical
services,urable.
gical
appliance
ices,
s,e etc.,
'(6)
(6) In
In addition
addition to
to the
above provided,
the injured
injured
gica appliances,
.,
the compensation
compensation above
provided, the
tobefurnished
person shall be furnished by the United States such reasonable
to
be furnished.
governmental
governmental medical, surgical, and hospital
hospital services
services and with
with such
such
supplies, including
including wheeled
chairs, artificial
artificial limbs,
and
supplies,
wheeled chairs,
limbs, trusses,
trusses, and
similar appliances,
determine to
similar
appliances, as the director may determine
to be
be useful
useful and
and
reasonably
which wheeled
wheeled chairs,
artificial limbs,
reasonably necessary,
necessary, which
chairs, artificial
limbs, trusses,
and
similar appliances
appliances may be procured
of War
War
and similar
procured by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Risk Insurance
Insurance in
Risk
either by purchase
in such mariner,
manner, either
purchase or
or manufacture,
as
the director
director may
to be
be advantageous
advantageous and
and reasonably
reasonably
as the
may determine
determine to
at"'
ef
ore
die. necessary:
necessary: Provided,
That nothing
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
construed to
to
be construed
nothing in
Provided, That
df.
bete
Status b
chargefrom
affect the necessary
serice
charge
from servicenecessary military control over any member of the military
military
or naval establishments
establishments before
before he
he shall have
have been
been discharged
discharged from
from
Apportionment
the military
military or
or naval
naval service.
service.
fif the
Aprtionment
notigtogether.
"(7)
not livmg together.
"
(7) Where the
the disabled
disabled person and
living together,
together,
and his
his wife
wife are
are not
not living
where the
are not
in the
the custody
the disabled
or where
the children
children are
not in
custody of
of the
disabled person
person
apportioned as
may be
be prethe amount
amount of the compensation
compensation shall
shall be
be apportioned
as may
preDependent
husband. scribed
regulations.
scribed by
by regulations.
Dependenthusband.
"(8) Te
term 'wife'
wife' as
as used
used in
section shall
husthis section
shall include
include 'hus"(8)
The term
in this
Transportation,servband'
if the
husband is
dependent upon
upon the wife for support.
is dependent
the husband
band' if
Transporttionsee
ch
ies,et.,todis
af
""(9)
ices
etc. , dischared
(
9) That the Bureau of War Risk Insurance
Insurance is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
members
of
allied
forces.
to
furnish transportation,
transportation, also
the medical,
medical, surgical,
and hospital
forces
to furnish
also the
surgical, and
hospital
services and
supplies and
appliances provided
provided by
subdivision
services
and the
the supplies
and appliances
by subdivision
(6)
members of
the military
military or
(6) hereof,
hereof, to discharged members
of the
or naval
naval forces
forces of
of
those
which have
associated in
war with
the
those Governments
Governments which
have been
been associated
in war
with the
United States since April
come within
within the
the provisions
provisions
April 6, 1917, and
and come
of
similar to
the War
Risk Insurance
Tnsurance
of laws of
of such
such Governments
Governments similar
to the
War Risk
Act, at such rates and under such regulations as the Director of the
irservices
Similar
services, etc,
etc., Act, at such rates and under such regulations as the Director of the
byalliedovenments
Insurance may prescribe;
by
allied Governments Bureau of War Risk Insurance
prescribe; and the Bureau
similar
authorized to utilize
o, Amerto members
members
of
Ameri- of War Risk Insurance
Insurance is hereby authorized
utilize the similar
can
forces, authorized.
fore
author
ized.
appliances provided
provided for the discharged
services, supplies, and appliances
discharged
members of
forces of
of those
those Governments
Governments
members
of the
the military
military and
and naval
naval forces
in war
war with
with the
United States
States since
which have
have been
been associated
associated in
the United
since
Governments similar to the War
April 6, 1917, by the laws
laws of such Governments
War
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act, in furnishing
the discharged
members of
the
furnishing the
discharged members
of the
military and naval forces of
who live
the
of the United States
States who
live within
within the
territorial
territorial limits of such Governments
Governments and come within the
provisions
the provisions
Funds available,
of
subdivision (6)
hereof, with
the services,
appliances
supplies, and appliances
with the
services, supplies,
(6) hereof,
of subdivision
Fundsavailable.
appropriations that have
have
provided for in such subdivision; and any appropriations
been or may hereafter
hereafter be made for the purpose
purpose of furnishing
furnishing the
provided for by subdivision (6)
services, supplies, and appliances
appliances provided
hereof are hereby made available
available for
payment to
Governfor the
the payment
to such
such Governments or
agencies for
and appliances
or their agencies
for the
the services,
services, supplies,
supplies, and
appliances so
so
furnished
and under
regulations as
Director
furnished at such
such rates and
under such
such regulations
as the
the Director
Bureau of
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance may
prescribe.
may prescribe.
of War
the Bureau
of the
of Aprn of
In effect as
6, 1917.
as of April
6,
1917.
"(10)
"
(10) That section
section 302 of the War Risk Insurance
Insurance Act as amended
amended
Promo.
etc., shall
to be
be in
in effect
of April
6, 1917:
1917: Provided,
Provided, That
That
POthrensions,
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
effect as
as of
April 6,
Other pensions, etc.,
surrendered.
an
y person
who is
is now
now receiving
gratuity or
or pension
pension under
under exist'
to be
be surrendered
any
person who
receiving a
a gratuity
existing•
law shall not receive compensation
compensation under this Act unless he shall
sII
IIISLIrattee.
first
claim to such gratuity
ens i
on ."
pension."
gratuity or p
first surrender
surrender all
all claim
Insurance.
SEC.
hereby
SEC. 12.
12. That section 401 of the War Risk Insurance Act is hereby
Time for
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
p- amended
making apfor making
Time
pincatons.
end
"SEC. 401. That such insurance must be applied for within one
"Sac.
plications.
amendVol. 40 ,
p.614 ,
ed.
into or
ed.
hundred and twenty days after enlistment
enlistment or after entrance
entrance into
or
employment in the active service and before discharge or resignation,
resignation,
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except that those persons who are in the active
active war service at the
time of the publication of the terms and conditions
contract
conditions of such contract
of insurance
insurance may apply at any time
and twenty
twenty
time within one hundred
hundred and
and while
in such
such service:
days thereafter
thereafter and
while in
service: Provided,
Provided, That
any person
person Provisos.
That any
ersons in service
Persons
during
the
war _applyapplyin the active service
on
or
after
the
6th
day
of
April,
1917,
and
during
the war
service
6th day of April, 1917, and before
before mg
after period had exthe 11th day of November, 1918, who while
while in
pired.
in such active service pired.
expiration of more than
made application
application for insurance
insurance after the expiration
than, one
hundred and twenty days after October 15, 1917,
1917, or more
more than one
hundred and twenty days after entrance
employment in the
entrance into or employment
the
active service, and whose application
application was accepted
policy
accepted and aa policy
issued thereon,
thereon, and from whom premiums
premiums were collected, and who
becomes or had become totally and permanently
permanently disabled,
dies
disabled, or dies
or has died, shall be deemed to have made
made legal application
application for such
application shall be valid.
insurance and the policy issued on such application
valid. Application
lication
onconAny person
Any
person in
in the
the active
active service
service on
on or
6th day
of April,
or after
after the
the 6th
day of
if persons
persons in
in
April, strued
strut Ii
service during the war
1917, and
and before the 11th day of November,
1917,
November, 1918, who, while in
in Sanviedrdgthe
waryg
and disabled or dying
such
such service, and
and before
before the
the expiration
expiration of
and twenty
twenty therein.
of one
one hundred
hundred and
therein.
days after October 15, 1917, or one hundred and
and twenty
twenty days after
after
entrance into
active service,
becomes or
or has
has
entrance
into or employment in
in the
the active
service, becomes
become
become totally and permanently
permanently disabled, or dies or
or has died, without having applied
applied for insurance,
deemed to have
insurance, shall be deemed
have applied
applied
for and to have been granted
insurance, payable
granted insurance,
payable to such person
person If inducted by draft
during
his life
in monthly
monthly installments
installments of $25 each; and
during his
life in
and any person board
board andtebedrft
and disabled or
dying before enrolled.
inducted
service by
inducted into
into the
the service
draft board
board after
after the
6th day
day of
of dying
by a
a local
local draft
the 6th
before enrolled.
April, 1917, and before the 11th
11th day
day of November,
November, 1918,
1918, who, while
while
being accepted
in such service, and before being
accepted and enrolled
enrolled for active
becomes or
military- or naval service, becomes
or has become totally
totally and permanently disabled,
disabled, or dies or has died,
having applied
applied for
for
died, without
without having
insurance,
insurance, shall be deemed
deemed to have applied for and to have been
been
granted insurance,
insurance, payable
gel-anted
payable to
such person
person during
in monthly
monthly DeathaUowanes
to such
during his
his life
life in
Death allowances.
installments
installments of $25 each. If
If he shall die either
before he
either before
he shall
shall have
received any of such monthly installments
ins -11nsents or
before he
or before
he shall have
received
received two hundred and forty of such monthly installments, then
then
$25 per month shall be paid to his widow from the time of his death
death
and during
during her widowhood;
widow surviving him,
widowhood; or if there is no
no widow
then to his child or children;
children; or if there is
surviving him,
is no child surviving
mother surviving
then to his mother; or if there be no mother
surviving him, then to
Payments limited.
Provided, however,
his father, if and while they survive
survive him: Provided,
however, That
That Paymentslimi.
no more than two hundred and forty of such monthly
monthly installments,
installments,
including those received
received by such person
person during
during his total and perpermanent disability, shall be so paid. The amount of
of the monthly
monthly
installments
apportioned between
between children
children as
be proproinstallments shall be apportioned
as may
may be
vided
further, That
That each
each officer
officer and
and enlisted
enlisted lost
vided by
by regulations:
regulations: Provided
Providedfurther,
lostInsurance
onon
" U. .S. to.S. those
""Cycy-e
man attached
attached to the United States ship Cyclops
Cyclops on the 4th day
day of clops."
clops."
officer and enlisted
enlisted man who on
March, 1918, and every officer
on said date
date
was a
apassenger on said vessel
deemed to have
granted
vessel shall be deemed
have been
been granted
insurance
insurance in the sum of $5,000 permitted under the War Risk Insurance Act."
Class of beneficiaries
SEC.
13. That the permitted class of beneficiaries
SEC. 13.
beneficiaries for insurance
insurance as
as extended.
df bd'eid.
Vol.40,p.615,amendspecified
specified in section 402 of the War Risk Insurance
Insurance Act is
hereby ed.
is hereby
dVol'40,p.-65,amndenlarged
enlarged so as to include,
include, in addition
addition to the persons
persons therein
enumeratherein enumerated, uncles, aunts, nephews,
nephews, nieces, brothers-in-law
brothers-in-law and sisters-inlaw of the insured. This section
he deemed
effect as of
of
section shall be
deemed to
to be
be in
in effect
Provisos.
aymen under forOctober 6, 1917: Provided,
Provided, That
That nothing herein
herein shall be
be construed
construed to
to pPayments
frmer Act continued for
interfere with the payment
monthly installments
interfere
payment of the monthly
installments authorized
authmized two
mAct
cotind
for
months.
to be made under the provisions of said War
Insurance Act, as
War Risk Insurance
originally enacted and
originally
and subsequently
subsequently amended,
including Revision
amended, up to
to and
and including
ev is ion of
of al
all
awards.
the second
calendar month after the passage
second calendar
passage of this Act:
Act; ProvidefurProvidedfur- awards
ther, That
That all awards
awards of insurance under the provisions
provisions of the
the said
said
War Risk Insurance
originally enacted
enacted and subsequently
subsequently
Insurance Act, as originally
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shall be
revised as
the first
first day
day of
of the
third calendar
amended, shall
be revised
as of
of the
the third
calendar
month
after the
passage of
this Act,
in accordance
month after
the passage
of this
Act, in
accordance with
with the
the proviprovisions of the said War Risk Insurance
modified by
by this
Insurance Act
Act as
as modified
this amenamendatory Act.
Act.
datory
Payment to estate
SEC. 14.
That if
if no
no person
the permitted
cisriesstfp^
SEC.
14. That
person within
within the
permitted class
class of
of benefibenefiif
no beneficiaries
survive.
vive.
ciaries survive the insured, then there shall be
to the
the estate
estate of
be paid to
of
monthly installments
installments payable
and applicable
under
the insured
insured the
the monthly
payable and
applicable under
of Article
of the
War Risk
Act.
the provisions
provisions of
Article IV
IV of
the War
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act.
Term Insurance.
SEC. 15.
That if
if any
any person
person to
to whom
renewable term
term
Payent off unpaid
unpaid
15. That
SEC.
whom such
such yearly
yearly renewable
Payment
installments,
death, insurance
intaments on
ondeath,
has been awarded dies, or his rights are
insurance
otherwise
termiare
otherwise
termietc., of beneficiary.
etc., oe
car
nated after
the death
after the
death of
of the
but before
of the
the insured,
insured, but
before all
all of
the two
two hunhundred
monthly installments
installments have
have been
been paid,
monthly
dred and forty monthly
paid, then
then the
the monthly
installments
and applicable
payable to
perinstallments payable
payable and
applicable shall
shall be
be payable
to such
such perthe permitted
beneficiaries as
son or persons within
within the
permitted class
class of
of beneficiaries
as would,
would,
under the
laws of
of the
of residence
residence of
of the
insured, be
entitled
under
the laws
the State
State of
the insured,
be entitled
property in case of
to his personal
personal property
if the
permitted
of intestacy;
intestacy; and
and if
the permitted
beneficiaries be
class of beneficiaries
before all
the two
be exhausted
exhausted before
all of
of the
two hundred
hundred
and forty monthly installments
installments have
have been
then there
shall
been paid,
paid, then
there shall
be paid
paid to
estate of
last surviving
the permitto the estate
of the
the last
surviving person
person within
within the
permitted class
the remaining
unpaid monthly
monthly installments.
installments.
ted
class the
remaining unpaid
Converted insurance.
SEC. 16.
That if
beneficiary within
within the
permitted class
be desigdesigSEC.
Converted
insuance
16. That
if no
no beneficiary
the permitted
class be
Disposition
if no
beneficiary designated, nated by the insured
benearydignated,
beneficiary for
for
converted
insurance,
insured
as
beneficiary
converted
insurance,
granted
granted
etc.
tc.
under the provisions of Article
Article IV of the War Risk Insurance
Insurance Act,
either
either in his lifetime or by his last will and testament,
or if
if the
the desigtestament, or
desigbeneficiary does
not survive
the insured,
then there
be
nated beneficiary
does not
survive the
insured, then
there shall
shall be
to the
the estate
estate of
the remaining
remaining unpaid
unpaid monthly
installpaid to
of the
the insured
insured the
monthly
installOn death of desigt beneficiary.deSic-- ments;
ona
ments; or
or if
if the
the designated
designated beneficiary
survives the
the insured
insured and
dies
beneficiary survives
and dies
nated
before
all of
of the
the installments
before receiving
receiving all
of converted
payable
installments of
converted insurance
insurance payable
then there
there shall
shall be
be paid
to the
of such
such benefiand applicable,
applicable, then
paid to
the estate
estate of
beneficiary the
installments.
l lump sum,ciary
the remaining
remaining unpaid
unpaid monthly
monthly installments.
Optional lump sum,
S
EC. 17.
17. That
the Bureau
ar Risk
etc., payments.
etc,ppayments.U
SEC.
That the
Bureau of
of WTar
Risk Insurance
Insurance may
may make
make
converted insurance
provision in the contract for converted
optional setinsurance for
for optional
settlements, to be selected by
by the insured, whereby
insurance
whereby such
such insurance
may be made payable
payable either in one
for thirtythirtyone sum or
or in
in installments
installments for
Other
O ther installment six
six months or more. The bureau may also include
include in said contract aa
periods.
periodsprovision provision authorizing
authorizing the beneficiary
beneficiary to elect to
to receive
receive payment
payment of
of
the insurance in installments for
for thirty-six
thirty-six months
or more,
more, but
only
months or
but only
if the insured has not
the right
right of
of election
hereinbefore
not exercised
exercised the
election as
as hereinbefore
provided; and even though
the insured
have exercised
though the
insured may
may have
exercised his
his
right
the said
said contract
authorize the
the beneficiary
beneficiary to
to
right of
of election,
election, the
contract may
may authorize
such insurance
elect to receive such
insurance in
in installments
installments spread
greater
spread over
over aagreater
selected by the
period of time than that selected
insured.
the insured.
Premium payments
S
EC. 18.
18. That
premiums paid
on account
account of
insurance contoPreudjntetysSEC.
That all
all premiums
paid on
of insurance
conto be credited to Government
insurance verted under the provisions of
ernment life insurance
of Article
IV of
of the
Risk Insurance
Article IV
the War Risk
Insurance
fund.
fund.
Act
shall be
deposited and
and covered
Act shall
be deposited
covered into the Treasury to the credit of
of
the United States Government
Government life insurance
fund and
and shall
shall be
be
insurance fund
available
available for the payment of losses,
dividends, refunds,
refunds, and
and other
losses, dividends,
other
Payments from.
from.
Payments
benefits
provided for
benefits provided
for under
under such insurance.
insurance. Payments
Payments from this
fund shall be made upon
accordance with
by the
upon and in
in accordance
with awards
awards by
the
direc tor.
director.
Reserve fund
Reserve
fund to be
The
Bureau
of
Risk Insurance
authorized to
to set
The Bureau of War
War Risk
Insurance is
is hereby
hereby authorized
set
kept.
kept.
aside
of the
fund so
collected such
reserve funds
may be
aside out
out of
the fund
so collected
such reserve
funds as
as may
be rerequired, under accepted
accepted actuarial
actuarial principles,
to meet
all liabilities
principles, to
meet all
liabilities
Investment, etc.
etc.
under such insurance;
Secretary of
of the
Treasury is
is hereby
hereby
insurance; and the Secretary
the Treasury
authorized to invest and reinvest the said
authorized
said United
United States
States GovernGovernment life insurance fund,
or any
fund, or
any part
part thereof,
thereof, in
in interest-bearing
interest-bearing
obligations of the United
United States and to sell the
obligations for
for the
the obligations
the
purposes
the said
purposes of
of the
said fund.
fund.
Unpaid installments,
enpaid
tament",
SEC.
S
EC. 19. That the amount of the monthly installments
installments of
of allotallotpayable to peretc., payable
Toareprntative
ec
nal
ea :iiresentafive of ment and family allowance,
compensation,
allowance,
compensation,
or
yearly
renewable
term
or
yearly
renewable
term
beneficiary.
1
bf c 'y insurance
insurance which has become payable under the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
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Insurance Act but which
which has not been paid prior to the
War Risk Insurance
death
the same
same may
to
may be payable
payable to
entitled to
to receive
receive the
of the
the person
person entitled
death of
the
representatives of
the deceased person.
of the
the personal
personal representatives
Approved, December
December 24, 1919.
Approved,
CHAP. 17.—An
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
appropriations to supply urgent
Act Making
Making appropriations
17.-An Act
CHAP.
appropriations
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission,
Bureau of
of War
War Risk
Risk
appropriations for
for the
the Employees'
Commission, the
the Bureau
Service for the fiscal year ending
Insurance, and the Public Health
Health Service
ending June 30, 1920.
Insurance,

December 24, 1919.
[H. R. 11223.1
105.]
[Public, No. 105.)

December 24,119.
[Public, No.

Be it
by the
the United
United Urgent deficiencies
Representatives of the
Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Be
Uprpent dfifcenciEm
States
in Congress
following sums appropriations
Congress assembled, That the
America in
States of America
for EmappropriadriationsforEaUtiont
ySees'Compn
are
appropriated, out
out of
any money
money. in
Treasury not otherwise ,(g
in the Treasury
of any
are appropriated,
ni
isstM arR gl
nd Public
insurance, and
for the Insurance,
in appropriations
appropriations for
appropriated, to
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
to supply
supply urgent
appropriated,
Health Service.
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission,
Commission, the Bureau of War Risk eaths
Employees'
Insurance, and the Public Health Service for the fiscal year ending
June
June 30, 1920, namely:
namely:
1

EMPLOYEES'
COMPENSATION COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION

and
equipment and
CiairrixeErrr EXPENSES:
ExpErTsEs: For
For furniture
furniture and
and other
other equipment
CONTINGENT

ees

i

nsa i ii

Employees Compenson
saioComis
sation Commission.
Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.

e

repairs
periodicals,
books of reference,
reference, periodicals,
$750; law books,
books, books
repairs thereto, $750;
temporary assistants
assistants in
stationery, and supplies, $850; experts and temporary
the District of Columbia and elsewhere
elsewhere to be paid
paid at a
arate not exc
eeding .$8 per day, and temporary clerks.
clerks, stenographers,
stenographers, or typeceeding
a rate not exceeding
exceeding
writers in the District of Columbia to be paid at a
$100
medical examinations,
examinations, traveling
other Vol. 39, p. 747.
and other
traveling and
$7,650; medical
month, $7,650;
$100 per
per month,
payable to employees
expenses,
employees under section
section 21 of Vl 39 p.747
expenses, and loss of wages payable
the
September 7,
miscellaneous items, $750; in
7, 1916,
1916, and
and for
for miscellaneous
the Act
Act of September
all, $10,000.
$10,000.
all,
Compensation fund.
EMPLOYEES'
FUND: For
oll
un
For the
the payment
payment of
of comrsacompensa- Allowances
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION FUND:
under.
Vol.
39, pp. 743,74.
743,745.
employees
for emp
provide compensation
compensation for
ogees vol. 39,
Act to
to provide
tic n provided
by "An Act
provided by
tion
of
the United
injuries while
in the
of
the performance
performance of
while in
suffering injuries
States suffering
United States
of the
their
other purposes,"
7, 1916,
September 7,
approved September
purposes," approved
and for
for other
their duties,
duties, and
including medical,
surgical and
and hospital
services, and
supplies
and supplies
hospital services
medical, surgical,
including
provided by
by section
9, and
and the transportation
expenses
transportation and burial expenses
section 9,
provided
.
pr
ovided by
by sections
sections 9
11, $1,100,000,
available until P
to remain available
$1,100,000, to
and 11,
9 and
provided
expended:
the compensation
compensation heretofore
or hereafter
to eanemPaymnt to
hereafter Paymenta
heretofore or
That the
Provided That
expended: Provided,
paid
Shipping Board
rr
e e,1,,pot
masno
u
Cor- M
FectCrp
Fleet CorBoard Emergency
Emergency Fleet
States Shipping
by the
the United
United States
paid by
poration to
on account
account of
of employees
employees for
for disability or death
death reor on
to or
poration
suiting
personal injuries
injuries sustained
while in
in the
performance
the performance
sustained while
from personal
sulting from
of their
their duties
be in
full satisfaction
of the
claims of
of such emthe claims
satisfaction of
in full
shall be
duties shall
of
ployees
or their
legal representatives
representatives against
against the
United States.
the United
their legal
ployees or
p

TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
PUBLIC
SERVICE.
HEALTH SERVICE.
PUBLIC HEALTH

r

Treasury
ment.

Ts

Departpa

De

rt

Public Health ServSrrice.
ie.
saPPties,

h__ki
For medical,
surgical, and
and hospital
hospital services
and supplies
etsc.,t:artsk insurance
war- et
for warsupplies for
services and
medical, surgical,
For
patients and others.
beneficiaries of the Public Health
Health pt a doth
risk insurance
insurance patients and other beneficiaries
comService including
including necessary
necessary _personnel,
regular and
reserved comand reserved
personnel, regular
Service,
mission'ed
officers of
clerical help in the
of the
the Public Health Service, clerical
missioned officers
maintenance, equipment, leases,
elsewhere, maintenance,
District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere,
fuel,
transportation and travel, mainprinting, freight, transportation
water, printing,
lights, water,
fuel, lights,
reasonable
vehicles, and reasonable
tenance
passenger motor vehicles,
operation of passenger
tenance and operation
burial
exceeding $100 for any patient dying in hos(not exceeding
expenses (not
burial expenses
pital), $2,000,000.
pital),
t
3er

442810-21
26
44281°-21--26

k
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Broadview, III.
Broadview,IIl.

SEss.
II.
SESS. II.

Cus.
17, 18.
CHS. 17,18.

BROADVIEW, COOK COUNTY,
HOSPITAL AT
AT BROADVIEW,
COUNTY,

1919.
1919.

ILLINOIS.
ILLINOIS.

Hospital building at,
budingat,
etcHosital
etc.

That so
much of
of an
an Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act making
appropriations
making appropriations
Act entitled
so much
That
to
deficiencies in appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
to supply
supply deficiencies
June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal years, and for other purposes" (Public
,pp.45,
45 amended.
A
Ante,
amended. June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal years, and for other purposes" (Public
Post, :5.
p.
p.508.
pos,
' Numbered
SecreNumbered 5, Sixty-sixth Congress),
Congress), as reads as follows:
follows: "The
"The Secretary
of the
is hereby
acquire and
and complete
complete
to acquire
directed to
hereby directed
the Treasury
Treasury is
tary of
immediately the
hospital at
at Broadview,
Cook County,
Illinois,
County, Illinois,
Broadview, Cook
the hospital
immediately
authorized and
and appropriated
for by
by an
an Act
Act entitled
Act to
to
entitled 'An
'An Act
appropriated for
authorized
Treasury to provide hospital
authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
hospital and
and
sanatorium
for discharged
discharged sick and
disabled soldiers,
soldiers, sailors,
and disabled
facilities for
sanatorium facilities
and
marines,' approved
approved March
3, 1919"
Numbered 326,
March 3,
1919" (Public Act Numbered
and marines,'
Sixty-fifth Congress),
Congress), is
hereby amended
amended so
so as
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
is hereby
as to
Sixtv-fifth
Uncompleted build.
"That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, directed
directed
the Treasury
the
.
"That
d-site, lt
inm
tagan
and
to be immediately acquired.
mediatl
acquired
immediately to acquire the uncompleted
hospital building at Broadimmediately
uncompleted hospital
view,
County, Illinois,
the site
site thereof, consisting
consisting of three
three
and the
Cook County,
Illinois, and
view, Cook
hundred
and
twenty
acres, more
more or
less, and
and to
to cause
cause the
the work
work on
on
Cons n
hundred
and
twenty
acres,
or
less,
Construction of, and
hospital building
to be
be completed
the five
auxiliary
five proposed
proposed auxiliary
and the
completed and
building to
said hospital
auxiliary budinadibuildings, di- said
re
c
t
e
d
rected.
buildings to be constructed
constructed in accordance
accordance with
with plans and specificaspecificaShank Company July 15, August 16,
16, and
to the
the Shank
tions transmitted
transmitted to
contained in
appropriation therefor
1919, and
September
and the
the appropriation
therefor contained
in
September 23, 1919,
VoL 40,
p. 1304.
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
.
the Act entitled 'An Act to authorize
VoL 40,p.
to provide
provide hospital
for discharged
discharged sick
sick and
and
facilities for
and sanatorium
sanatorium facilities
to
hospital and
disabled
soldiers,' approved
approved March
1919, together
together with
with such
such further
further
3, 1919,
March 3,
disabled soldiers,'
changes
found necessary
necessary or desirable."
desirable."
buildings as may
may be found
changes in said buildings
Risk Insurance
Insurance
War Risk
Baurea.
Bureau.

BUREAU
RISK INSURANCE.
INSURANCE.
BUREAU OF
OF WAR
WAR RISK

Compensation, etc.
Compensation,
etc.

Military
naval compensation:
For the
payment of
Military and
and naval
compensation: For
the payment
of military
military
and
compensation, funeral
funeral expenses,
expenses, services
services and
and supplies,
supplies, as
as
and naval
naval compensation,
authorized
830,000,000.
authorized by
by law,
law, $30,000,000.
Approved,
Approved, December
December 24, 1919.
1919.

December
24, 1919.
1919.
Deember
24,
(S. 24721
106.J
[Public, No. 106.

CHAP. 18.-An
18.—An Act To amend
amend the Act
Act approved December
December 23, 1913,
1913, known
known as
as
the
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act.
Act.
the Federal

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Be it
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
approved
Act approved
assembled, That
That the Act
States of
Vol.39,
p. 756, amend- December
Vdol.39,p.756,amendDecember 23, 1913, known as the Federal Reserve
Reserve Act, as amended,
amended,
ed.
be further amended
a new section as follows:
follows:
amended by adding a
Federal Reserve Act

Amendments.
Amendments.

Foreign banking

gb
business.
busitness.

g "BANNING
BANKING

Corporations for for-

CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS

AUTHORIZED
AUTHORIZED
BUSINESS.
BUSINESS.

TO
TO

FOREIGN
DO FOREIGN

BANKING
BANKING

"SEc. 25
to be
be organized
organized for
for the
the purpose
of
purpose of
Corporations to
"SEC.
25 (a).
(a). Corporations
international
foreign banking
international or foreign
engaging in international
engaging
banking or other international
ized.
ized.
or foreign
foreign financial
operations, or in
or other
other financial
financial operations,
in banking
banking or
financial
Pose,,p.
p. 1145.
1145.
operations in aa dependency
possession of the United
operations
dependency or insular possession
United
States,
either directly
directly or
through the
the agency,
agency, ownership,
ownership, or
control
States, either
or through
or control
of
institutions m
in foreign
or in
in such
such dependencies
dependencies or
or
of local institutions
foreign countries,
countries, or
possessions as provided
provided by this
insular possessions
section, and
and to act
act when
when
this section,
required by the Secretary
the Treasury
as fiscal
fiscal agents
of the
the
Secretary of
of the
Treasury as
agents of
United States,
any number
number of
of natural
persons,
States, may
may be formed
formed by
by any
natural persons,
not less
any case
case than
than five.
five.
in any
less in
associa- not
Articles
Articles of artiation.
"Such
"
Such persons shall enter
enter into articles of association which shall
specify
general terms
specify in general
terms the objects
objects for which the association
association is formed
formed
and may
may contain
contain any
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with law
any other
other provisions
provisions not
law
which the
association may
see fit
to adopt
adopt for
for the
the regulation
of its
its
which
the association
may see
fit to
regulation of
business and
affairs.
business
and the
the conduct
conduct of
of its
its affairs.

eign financial opera
opera-eiCrninancial
tions.
authortiFomation
Format ion author-
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Signatures, etc.
"Such articles
shall be
be signed
by all
all of
of the
persons stn'tuess.tc
the persons
signed by
association shall
of association
articles of
"Such
intending
participate in
in the
organization of
corporation and,
and
of the
the corporation
the organization
to participate
intending to
thereafter,
Federal Reserve
Board and
and shall
Reserve Board
to the
the Federal
be forwarded
forwarded to
shall be
thereafter, shall
be filed
in its
office. The
persons signing
signing the
said catOer.ganization
ertifl.
o gan atin certili.
the said
The persons
its office.
and preserved
preserved in
be
filed and
articles
shall, under
their hands,
hands, make
an organization
organization
make an
under their
of association
association shall,
articles of
certificate which
shall specifically
specifically state:
certificate
which shall
state:
Nae.
Name.
"First.
name assumed
assumed by
by such
corporation, which
shall be
be
which shall
such corporation,
The name
"First. The
subject to
approval of
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Board.
subject
to the
the approval
Reserve Board.
PPlace of operation.
eation
of pat
"Second.
place or
or places
where its
its operations
are to
to be carried
carried
operations are
places where
The place
'Second. The
on.
on.
on.
Home
Home office.
office.
"Third.
place in
the United
United States
States where
its home
home office
to
is to
office is
where its
in the
The place
"Third. The
be located.
located.
be
Capital.
"Fourth.
amount of
of its
stock and
of shares
shares Capita
and the
the number
number of
its capital
capital stock
The amount
" Fourth. The
into
shall be
be divided.
Subscribers' name,
into which
which the
the same
same shall
divided.
Subscribers'
names,
"Fifth.
names and
and places
of business
of the
etc.
per- etc.
the perresidence of
or residence
business or
places of
The names
"Fifth. The
sons executing
the certificate
and the
the number
shares to
which each
each
to which
of shares
number of
certificate and
sons
executing the
has subscribed.
subscribed.
•
has
Declaration of
of purDeclaration
purpose.
"Sixth. The
is made
made to
the persons
persons pose.
to enable
enable the
certificate is
that the
the certificate
The fact
fact that
"Sixth.
subscribing the
all other
companies, and
and
firms, companies,
persons, firms,
other persons,
and all
same, and
the same,
subscribing
corporations, who
who or
thereafter subscribe
to or
or purchase
purchase
subscribe to
may thereafter
or which
which may
corporations,
shares
of the
the capital
stock of
such corporation,
corporation, to
to avail
themselves
avail themselves
of such
capital stock
shares of
of the
the advantages
advantages of
section.
•
to FedFedTransmittal to
of this
this section.
Transmittal
of
eral Reserve
Board.
Reserve Board.
"The
persons signing
signing the
organization certificate
certificate shall
shall duly
duly acknowlacknowl- eral
the organization
"The persons
edge
execution thereof
thereof before
of some
some court
court of
or
record or
of record
a judge
judge of
before a
the execution
edge the
notary
public who
shall certify
the seal
seal of
of such
court
such court
under the
thereto under
certify thereto
who shall
notary public,
or notary,
notary, and
thereafter the
the certificate
shall be
Iueofcer
forwarded to
to the
the Issue
be forwarded
certificate shall
or
and thereafter
of charter.
Federal Reserve
Board to
be filed
filed and
preserved in
Upon
its office. Upon
in its
and preserved
to be
Reserve Board
Federal
duly making
making and
and filing
articles of
association and
an organization
organization
and an
of association
filing articles
duly
certificate,
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
the
has approved
approved the
Board has
the Federal
and after
after the
certificate, and
same
issued a
to begin
begin business,
the association
shall Generalcorporate
business, the
association shall
same and
and issued
a permit
permit to
General corporate
powers
become and be a
a body corporate, and as such and in the name desig- powers.
nated
power to
adopt and
and use
seal,
corporate seal,
use aa corporate
to adopt
have power
shall have
therein shall
nated therein
to
the pleasure
pleasure of its board of directors; tc;
which
at the
be changed
changed at
may be
which may
have
succession for
for a
aperiod
period of
of twenty
years unless
sooner dissolved
dissolved by
by
unless sooner
twenty years
have succession
or by an
the act
of the
the shareholders
shareholders owning
owning two-thirds
two-thirds of the stock ca.
the
act of
vioAct
or unless
its franchises
franchises become
become forfeited by
by some viounless its
Congress or
Act of
of Congress
lation
law; to
make contracts;
contracts; to
and be
be sued,
sued.
,complain,
complain, and
sue and
to sue
of law;
to make
lation of
or equity;
equity; to elect or appoint directors, all
defend in
in any.court of law
law or
defend
of
shall be
be citizens
the United
board of
of
its board
and, by its
States; and,
United States;
of the
citizens of
whom shall
of whom
directors, to
to appoint
appoint such
may be
be deemed
deemed
as may
and employees
employees as
such officers
officers and
directors,
proper,
their authority
and duties
require bonds
bonds of
of them, and
duties, require
authority and
define their
proper, define
fix
diamiss such
such officers
officers or
or employees,
or any
employees, or
thereof, dismiss
the penalty
penalty thereof,
fix the
thereof, at
others to fill their places; to preand appoint others
at pleasure
pleasure and
thereof
scribe, by
board of
by-laws not
inconsistent with law or
or
not inconsistent
directors, by-laws
its board
of directors,
scribe,
by its
with the
of the
Board regulating
regulating the
the
Reserve Board
the Federal
Federal Reserve
regulations of
with
the regulations
manner in
in which
stock shall
be transferred,
its directors
directors elected
elected or
or
transferred, its
its stock
shall be
manner
which its
transappointed,
officers and
property transappointed, its property
and employees
employees appointed,
its officers
appointed, its
ferred,
the privileges
privileges granted
by law
exercised and
ferred, and
and the
granted to
to it
it by
law exercised
and enjoyed.
enjoyed. Specific powers.
under such
such rules Specifc poe
"Each corporation
so organized
have power,
power, under
shall have
organized shall
"Each
corporation so
and regulations
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
may prescribe:
prescribe:
and
regulations as
as the
Board may
eain
in comrDea
a
l
p
ineg
r. in (=met"
(a) To
To purchase,
sell, discount,
negotiate, with
p
its clai
clalpaper.
discount, and
and negotiate,
with or
or without
without its
"(a)
purchase, sell,
indorsement or
or guaranty,
guaranty, notes,
drafts, checks,
checks, bills of exchange,
exchange,
indorsement
notes, drafts,
acceptances,
including bankers' acceptances,
other Securities.
acceptances, including
acceptances, cable transfers,
transfers, and other
or without its
evidences
indebtedness; to purchase
evidences of
of indebtedness;
purchase and sell,
sell, with
with or
indorsement
indorsement or guaranty,
guaran, securities, including
including the obligations
obligations of the
but not including
of stock Acaept drafts, etc.
&ate thereof
thereof but
including shares
hares of
United States
States or of
of any State
ptd"et
corporation except as herein provided; to accept bills or drafts
in any
any corporation
restrictions as the
such limitations
it subject to such
limitations and restrictions
drawn upon
upon it
Federal
to issue
of credit;
credit; to
parto purissue letters
letters of
Reserve Board
Board may
may impose;
impose; to
Federal Reserve
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chase and
and sell
sell coin,
bullion, and
exchange; to
to borrow
borrow and to lend
and exchange;
coin, bullion,
chase
notes under
money; to
and promissory
promissory notes
under such
such
bonds, and
debentures, bonds,
to issue
issue debentures,
money;
general conditions
as to
to security
security and
limitations as
as the
Federal
the Federal
such limitations
and such
as
conditions
general
Limit.
Reserve
Limit.
may prescribe,
prescribe, but
Reserve Board
Board may
but in
in no
no event
event having
having liabilities
liabilities outoutstanding thereon
at
any one
one time
time exceeding
ten times
times its
capital stock
stock
capital
its
ten
exceeding
any
at
thereon
standing
Receive depositsoutto receive
deposits outside
outside of the United
United States and to
receive deposits
surplus; to
and surplus;
itSut
edeee
side
of
United
States, and
United States,
side of
etc.
receive
only such
deposits within
within the
the United
United States as may be incisuch deposits
receive only
etc
dental to
or for
for the
purpose of
of carrying
out transactions
transactions m
in foreign
foreign
carrying out
the purpose
to or
dental
countries or
or dependencies
or insular
insular possessions
of the
the United
United States;
States;
of
possessions
or
dependencies
countries
Other powers congenerally to
exercise such
such powers
powers as
as are
are incidental
incidental to
to the
the powers
powers
to exercise
nected
foreign and
and generally
with fo
nee with
financialbusiness.
conferred
in the determination
determination of the
usual, inthe
conferred by this Act or as may be usual,
fnancialbusess.
Federal
Board, in
in connection
connection with
with the
the transaction
transaction of:
of the
the
Reserve Board,
Federal Reserve
business of
bank-in or
in the
countries,
the countries,
operations in
financial operations
other financial
or other
of banking
business
colonies,
or possessions
in which
which it
it shall
transact busishall transact
possessions in
dependencies, or
colonies, dependencies,
ness and
and not
with the
the powers
powers specifically
specifically granted
granted herein.
inconsistent with
not inconsistent
ness
Limitations.
Nothing
Limitations.
Nothing contained
contained in this section shall be construed
construed to prohibit the
Post, p. 1636.
Federal
Reserve Board,
Board, under
its power
prescribe rules
and regnregurules and
to prescribe
power to
under its
FederalReserve
op. 63.
lations, from
from limiting
the aggregate
liabilities of
of any
any or
or all
all
of liabilities
amount of
aggregate amount
limiting the
lations,
classes
incurred by
the corporation
and
outstanding at
any one
one time.
time.
at
any
and
outstanding
the
corporation
by
incurred
classes
Reserves for deposits
organized under
this section
section receives
deposits
receives deposits
under this
a corporation
corporation organized
Whenever a
tedOpsits Whenever
inRUte
in
United States.
in
the United
United States
authorized by
by this
section it
carry reserves
reserves
it shall
shall carry
this section
States authorized
in the
in such
amounts as
as the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Board may
may prescribe,
in
but in
prescribe, but
Reserve Board
in
such amounts
no event
less than
10 per
per centum
deposits.
its deposits.
of its
centum of
than 10
less
event
no
Foreign branches or
"
To establish
establish and
maintain for
for the
transaction of
business
its business
of its
the transaction
and maintain
(b) To
e(b)
agencies.
agmSiie br De heS
branches or
or agencies
agencies in
foreign countries,
their dependencies
or colocolodependencies or
countries, their
in foreign
branches
nies and
in the
possessions of the United
United
insular possessions
dependencies or insular
the dependencies
and in
nies,
Stat:es, at
at such
such places
as may
may be
approved by
by the Federal
Federal Reserve
be approved
places as
States,
Board and
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
it may
may prescribe,
prescribe,
as it
regulations as
and under
Board
the original
including countries
countries or
or dependencies
dependencies not
not specified
specified in
in the
including
organization
certificate.
organization certificate.
Interest in corpora"(c)
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board to
to purchase
purchase
of the
consent of
the consent
With the
(c) With
tions not
not engaged
tions
merchandising
merchandiing in
in the
the and hold stock or other certificates
certificates
ownership
any
other
corporaof
ownership
in
any
other
corporaUnited
States.
United States.
tion
under the
provisions of this section, or under the laws
tion organized
organized under
the provisions
laws
of
foreign country
country or
or aacolony
colony or dependency
dependency thereof,
under
thereof, or under
any foreign
of any
the laws
laws of
United
dependency, or insular possession of the United
State, dependency,
of any
any State,
the
States
engaged in the general
general business
business of buying or selling
selling
not engaged
but not
States but
States, and
goods,
wares, merchandise
merchandise or
commodities in the United
Unitetates,
and
or commodities
goods, wares,
not transacting
any business
business in
the United
United States
except such
as
except
such
as
States
in
the
any
not
transacting
Post, p. 16311.
p' p. li'
in the judgment
judgment of the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board may
be incidental
incidental to
to
may be
Provisos.
its international
foreign business:
business: Provided,
Provided, however, That,
That, except
except
or foreign
international or
therein its
Irstmets therein
Investments
li.mited
with the approval
approval of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board,
Board, no corporation
corporation
organized hereunder
hereunder shall
shall invest
invest in
one corporation
corporation an amount
amount in
in any
any one
organized
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum of
of its
its own
own capital
capital and
and surplus,
surplus, except
except in
in aa
10 per
excess
corporation engaged
in the
the business
of banking,
banking, when
when 15
15 per
per centum
centum
of
engaged
in
business
corporation
In competitive corof
surplus may
so invested:
invested: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
That
be so
may be
and surplus
capital and
of its
its capital
er'
potstlrtb'iddenid
porations
forbidden.
no corporation
corporation organized
organized hereunder
purchase, own,
own, or
or hold
hold
hereunder shall
shall purchase,
no
of ownership
ownership in any other corporation
certificates of
corporation organized
organized
stock or
or certificates
hereunder or
or under
under the
the laws of
any State
State which is in substantial
of any
hereunder
competition
holds stock
certificates or
or ownerstock of
of certificates
which holds
therewith, or which
competition therewith,
ship in
in corporations
in substantial
competition with the
substantial competition
which are
are in
corporations which
ship
purchasing corporation.
corporation.
purchasing
Temporary holding
"Nothing contained
prevent corporations
corporations organized
organized
shall prevent
herein shall
contained herein
"Nothing
thereof allowedto
allowed
to
thlre
prevent
losses.
prevent losses
hereunder
hereunder from purchasing
purchasing and holding stock m
in any corporation
corporation
where such
shall be
be necessary
necessary to prevent
prevent a
a loss upon aa
where
such purchase
purchase shall
debt
previously contracted
contracted in
stock so purchased
purchased or
debt previously
in good faith;
faith; and stock
or
corporations organized
acquired in corporations
acquired
organized under
under this section shall within
six months
from such
purchase be
be sold
sold or
or disposed
disposed of at
at public
public or
months from
such purchase
six
private sale
private
sale unless
unless the time to so dispose of same is extended by the
Federal
Reserve Board.
Federal Reserve

Coin, buon
bullion and
and exexCoin,
change.
Issue bonds, etc.
Isebondsetc.
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Operations inUnited
"No corporation
corporation organized
under this
this section
shall carry
on any
"No
organized under
section shall
carry on
any s°?tofn°SYUtn'od
States limited to for-

business.
part of
of its
in the
the United
States except
such as,
as, in
in the
the judgeignbusiness.
judg- eign
except such
United States
business in
part
its business

ment of
Reserve Board,
Board, shall
incidental to
to its
its interinter- Proviso.
ment
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
shall be
be incidental
proo.
No powers
conferred
national or
or foreign
provided further,
except such
such until
No
powersonterred
further, That
That except
And provided
foreign business:
business: And
national
charter issued.
as
is incidental
preliminary to
its organization
no such
such corporacorpora- utha
d
to its
organization no
incidental and
and preliminary
as is
tion
the powers
powers conferred
section until
it
this section
until it
conferred by
by this
exercise any
any of
of the
tion shall
shall exercise
has
been duly
duly authorized
Reserve Board
Board to
to commence
commence
by the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
authorized by
has been
business
as aa corporation
organized under
the provisions
of this
this
under the
provisions of
corporation organized
business as
section.
section.
Dealing in other
"No
corporation organized
under this
section shall
shall engage
in comcom- commodities
"No corporation
organized under
this section
engage in
Dcomm inoroerg
prices thereof, Almerce or
or trade
trade in
commodities except
except as
in this
this grice
provided in
specifically provided
as specifically
in commodities
merce
den. thereof, forbd-

section
directly or
or fix
or attempt
fix or
attempt Charter forfeited
control or
or indirectly
indirectly control
either directly
norshall it
it either
section, norshall
to control
or fix
the price
price of
of any
The charter
charter of
of ther
commodities. The
any such
such commodities.
therefor. forfeite
fix the
to
control or
any corporation
subject to
to forfeiture
forfeiture
this provision
provision shall
shall be
be subject
corporation violating
violating this
any
s;
in
hereinafter provided
shall be
be unthis section.
section. It
It shall
un- trol
trouspriceundlawul.
manner hereinafter
provided in
in this
in the
the manner
lawful for
any director,
director, officer,
employee of any such corporacorporaagent, or
or employee
for any
officer, agent,
lawful
tion to
to use
conspire touse
credit, the
or the
the power
power of
of
funds, or
the credit,
the funds,
to conspire
to use the
tion
use or
or to
the corporation
or control
any such
such commodities,
the
corporation to
to fix
fix or
control the
the price
price of
of any
commodities, Punishment
unishment for.
and any
such person
person violating
violating this
this provision
provision shall
shall be
liable to
to aafine
be liable
fine
any such
and
of not
not less
$1,000 and
and not
not exceeding
not
$5,000 or imprisonment
imprisonment not
exceeding $5,000
than $1,000
of
less than
less
one year
and not
not exceeding
exceeding five
five years,
both, in
in the
the
years, or
or both,
year and
less than
than one
discretion of
the court.
discretion
of the
court.
Capital stock.
of payment.
aodeofpayment.
"No corporation
organized under
provisions of this Mode
the provisions
under the
be organized
shall be
corporation shall
"No
section
with a
capital stock
of less
$2,000,000, one-quarter
one-quarter of
stock of
less than
than $2,000,000,
a capital
section with
which
paid in
before the
corporation may
to
may,be
be authorized
authorized to
the corporation
must be
be paid
in before
which must
begin business,
the remainder
stock of
of such
such corporacorporaof the
the capital
capitalstock
and the
remainder of
begin
business, and
tion shall
installments of
10 per
centum on
the whole
on the
whole
of at
at least
least 10
per centum
paid in
in installments
tion
shall be
be paid
amount
be limited
as frequently
as
limited as
frequently as
the corporation
corporation shall
shall be
amount to
to which
which the
one
installment at
at the
the end
each succeeding
two months
months from
the
from the
of each
succeeding two
one installment
end of
time
the commencement
of its
its business
until the
whole
business operations
operations, until
the whole
of the
commencement of
time of
allowed.
of
shall be
be paid
paid in.
in. The
The capital
I r ea seaied.
stock of any such increase
capital stock
capital stock
stock shall
of the
the capital
corporation
may be
at any
the' approval of
of the
the
be increased
increased at
any time,
time, with
with the'approval
corporation may
Federal
Reserve Board,
vote of
shareholders or
Board, by
by a
a vote
of two-thirds
two-thirds of
of its shareholders
Federal Reserve
by
consent in
in writing
of the
the shareholders
without a
by unanimous
unanimous consent
writing of
shareholders without
a
meeting
aformal
vote, but
any such
such increase
increase of
of capital
capital
but any
meeting and
and without
without a
formal vote,
shall be
be fully
fully paid
paid in
in within
days after
after such
approval; and
Redution.
such approval;
and Reduction.
ninety days
within ninety
shall
may
be reduced
provided that
that in
in no
event shall
shall it
it
may be
reduced in
in like
like manner,
manner, provided
no event
Capitairestriction.
herein provided,
provided, cpitalrestrcton.
be
less than
than $2,000,000.
No corporation,
except as
as herein
corporation, except
$2,000,000. No
be less
shall during
during the
it shall
or
its operations,
operations, withdraw
withdraw or
the time
time it
shall continue
continue its
shall
permit
to be
withdrawn, either
the form
form of
of dividends
or otherwise,
otherwise,
dividends or
permit to
be withdrawn,
either in
in the
National banks may
any
its capital.
Any national
national banking
banking association
association may
may investntal.
any portion
portion of
of its
capital. Any
y
invest in stock.
invest
in the
stock of
of any
any corporation
the provisions
provisions
organized under
under the
invest in
the stock
corporation organized
of
this section,
section, but
the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount of
held in
all corporain all
corporaof this
but the
of stock
stock held
5
39, p.
p. 7M.
75Vol 39,
described in this section and in Vol.
tions engaged
engaged in business
business of the kind described
section
25
of
the
Federal
Reserve
Act
as
amended
shall
not
exceed
section 25 of the Federal Reserve Act as amended shall not exceed
10
per centum
centum of
the subscribing
bank's capital
and surplus.
surplus.
10 per
of the
subscribing bank's
capital and
Capital
to be conconCapital
bt; United
'A
nited
A majority
majority-of the shares ofthe
of the capital stock of any such corporaco
ra- trolled by
States citizens.
tion
be held and owned
owned by
by citizens
citizens of the United Statescitan.
tion shall
shall at all
all times be
States,
corporations the
the controlling
controlling interest
in which
is owned
owned by
by
States, by
by corporations
interest in
which is
under the laws
laws of the
the United
citizens
United States, chartered
citizens of
of the
theUnited
chartered under
States or of a
aState of the United States, or by firms or companies,
di
nterlo
the controlling interest
interest in which is owned by citizens
citizens of the United Interlocking
direcetc.,
restricapproved October
October torates,
tortes
et., rastriact approved
States. The
The provisions of section 88 of the act
tions.
Vel. 3S,
3, p. 733; Vol.
existing laws
laws against
15,
1914, entitled
15, 1914,
entitled 'An
'An Act
Act to
to supplement
supplement existing
against unun- ti.
39, pp. 121, 756.
lawful
restraints and
for other
lawful restraints
and monopolies,
monopolies, and
and for
other purposes,'
purposes,' as
as amended
amended 39 p- 12 1 756.
by
the Acts
of May
May 15,
1916, and
and September
September 7,
7, 1916,
1916, shall
shall be
be conconby the
Acts of
15, 1916,
strued to apply to the directors, other officers,
officers, agents, or employees
employees
Provisos.
of
provisions of
this section:
section: ProPro- M.mb
of corporations
corporations organized
organized under
under the
the provisions
of this
bank omMember bank
officials,
etc., may serve
vided,
That nothing
herein contained
shall (1)
prohibit oorporations
vided, however,
hever, That
nothing herein
contained shall
(1) prohibit
may
dals, ete.,
in which
any
or other
officer, agent
employee of
or employee
of any member
member bank,u interested. i hch
director or
other officer,
agent or
any director
who has
has procured
the approval
approval of
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board from
from
who
procured the
?f funds to conT

al

be
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serving at
same time
or other
officer, agent
or
as a
a director
director or
other officer,
agent or
serving
at the
the same
time as
employee of
corporation organized
the provisions
of this
provisions of
this
organized under
under the
of any
any corporation
employee
Officials of corporacorpora- section in whose capital
invested;
officials
stock such member bank shall have invested;
to capital
tions my
may serve in
or (2)
prohibit any
or other
other officer,
officer, agent,
agent, or
or employee
of
others in
in which
inter- or
employee of
any director
director or
(2) prohibit
othnas
whchinterested.ested.
any corporation
corporation organized
organized under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this section, who
has procured
the approval
approval of
Federal Reserve
Board, from
from serving
serving
of the
the Federal
Reserve Board,
has
procured the
at the
the same
same time
as a
a director
director or
or other
other officer,
agent or
or employee
officer, agent
employee
at
time as
of any
any other
in whose
whose capital
stock such
such first-mentioned
first-mentioned
capital stock
of
other corporation
corporation in
corporation shall
have invested
invested under
the provisions
provisions of
section.
of this
this section.
under the
shall have
corporation
Interest by Federal
'No member of the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board shall be an officer or
or
l- "No
interest by P
Reserve Board members
forbidden.
bersforbidden.
director
corporation organized under the provisions
director of any corporation
previsions of this
section, or
or of
of any
corporation engaged
engaged in
in similar
business organized
organized
similar business
section,
any corporation
under the
laws of
any State,
State, nor
in any
any such
such corporation,
corporation,
nor hold
hold stock
stock in
under
the laws
of any
and
before entering
entering upon
upon his duties as a
a member
member of the
Federal
the Federal
and before
Reserve Board
certify under
oath to
Secretary of
the
Board he
he shall
shall certify
under oath
to the
the Secretary
of the
Reserve
Treasury that
he has
has complied
complied with
with this
req.
uirement.
Treasury
that
he
this
requirement.
:i
Shareholders liable
"
Shareholders in
in any
any corporation
under the
for
unpaid subscripprovisiois
t ardp
absr
"Shareholders
corporation organized
organized under
the provisions
tions.
of this section shall be liable
liable for the amount of their unpaid
unpaid stock
subscriptions.
No such
corporation shall
shall become
member of
of any
any
become aamember
subscriptions. No
such corporation
Federal reserve
reserve bank.
bank.
Federal
Violations
to forfeit
hereunder violate or fail to
"Should any corporation
corporation organized
organized hereunder
Violatios to
orfeit
"Should
1;6
rights, etc.
provisions of this section,
rights,,
comply with any of the provisions
section, all of its rights
privileges,
franchises derived
derived herefrom
herefrom may
may thereby
thereby be
be forfeited.
forfeited.
privileges, and
and franchises
Judicial action to deBefore any
be declared
declared dissolved,
dissolved, or
or its
rightsf
its rightsi
shall be
corporation shall
such corporation
any such
Before
teJidlatintodetermine.
privileges, and
any noncompliance
with, or
or
noncompliance with,
privileges,
and franchises
franchises forfeited,
forfeited, any
violation of
determined and adjudged
adjudged
violation
of such
such laws
laws shall, however, be
be determined
by a
the United
United States
competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, in
in a
a suit
suit
States of
of competent
by
a court
court of
of the
brought for
purpose in
in the
the district
territory in
in which
which the
for that
that purpose
district or territory
brought
home office
office of
of such
corporation is
is located,
located, which
suit shall be
be brought
brought
such corporation
which suit
home
by the United States at the instance of the Federal Reserve Board or
ablitytor
Pero liability
Personal
for by the United States at the instance of the Federal Reserve Board or
unlawful
acts.
uniawiulacts.
the Attorney
Upon adjudication
Attorney General.
General. Upon
adjudication of
of such
such noncompliance
noncompliance
or violation,
who participated
in, or
or assented
assented
each director
director and
and officer
officer who
participated in,
or
violation, each
to, the
illegal act
or acts,
shall be
in his
individual
or individual
to,
the illegal
act or
acts, shall
be liable
liable in
his personal
personal or
capacity
for all
said corporation
have suscorporation shall
shall have
suscapacity for
all damages
damages which
which the
the said
tained in
thereof. No
dissolution shall
or
tamed
m consequence
consequence thereof.
No dissolution
shall take
take away
away or
impair
remedy against
stockholders, or
impair any
any remedy
against the
the corporation,
corporation, its
its stockholders,
or
officers for
any
liability or
penalty previously
incurred.
officers
for
any
liability
or
penalty
previously
incurred.
Voluntary liquida "Any
corporation may go into voluntary
and be
"Any such
such corporation
voluntary liquidation and
OolUntary liqulabe
tion.
closed by
by aa vote
of its
its shareholders
owning two-thirds
two-thirds of
its stock.
closed
vote
of
shareholders
owning
of
its
stock.
In..xilvency proceedinolvency
proceed'Whenever the Federal Reserve Board shall become satisfied of the
"Whenever
ings.
insolvency of
appoint a
insolvency
of any
any such
such corporation,
corporation, it
it may
may appoint
a receiver
receiver who
who
shall take
possession of
corporashall
take possession
of all
all of
of the
the property
property andi
and assets
assets of
of the
the corporation
and exercise
exercise the
the same
same rights,
rights, privileges,
authority,
tion and
privileges, powers,
powers, and
and authority
with respect
respect thereto
thereto as
are now
of national
with
as are
now exercised
exercised by
by receivers
receivers of
national
banks appointed
appointed by
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
the Currency
Currency of
of the
the United
United
by the
banks
Prorio.
Proviso,
Foreign asets.
assets.
Foreign
States:
Provided, however, That the assets of
States: Provided,
subject
of the corporation
corporation subject
to
of other
other countries
jurisdictions shall
in
to the
the laws
laws of
countries or
or jurisdictions
shall be
be dealt
dealt with
with in
accordance
accordance with the
the terms of
of such
such laws.
Stockholders'
meetStockholdes' meet"Every corporation
provisions of this section
"Every
corporation organized under the provisions
ings.
shall hold
hold a
ameeting
meeting of
of its
its stockholders
upon a
shall
stockholders annually
annually upon
a date
date fixed
fixed
in
meeting to
be held
held at
at its
its home
office in
the United
United
in its
its by-laws,
by-laws, such
such meeting
to be
home
office
in
the
Office
rds,etc.
office records,
etc. States. Every such corporation
corporation shall keep at its home office books
books
containing
names and
and
containing the
the names of all
all stockholders
stockholders thereof,
thereof, and
and the
the names
addresses
members of
of its
together with
addresses of
of the
the members
its board
board of
of directors,
directors, together
with
Reports to be made, copies of all reports
Reportobemade,
Reserve Board.
reports made by it
it to the Federal Reserve
etc.
et
Every such corporation
corporation shall make
Everymake reports
reports to
to the Federal Reserve
Reserve
Board at such times and in
in such form as
it may
shall
as it
may require; and
and shall
be subject
once a
a year
year and
such other
other times
times as
as
be
subject to
to examination
examination once
and at
at such
may
necessary by
by examiners
examiners
may be
be deemed
deemed necessary
by the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board by
appointed
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board,
Board, the
cost of
examinaappointed by
by the
the cost
of such
such examina-
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tions,
of the
the examiners,
be fixed
fixed by
by
to be
examiners, to
the compensation
compensation of
including the
tions, including
the
Federal Reserve
corporation
be paid
paid by
by the
the corporation
Board and
and to
to be
the Federal
Reserve Board
examined.
examined.
"The
of any
corporation organized
organized under
provisions Dividends.
the provisions
under the
any corporation
"The directors
directors of
of
declare a
dividend of
of so
so much
of 8Srplu fd.
this section
section may,
of this
may, semiannually,
semiannually, declare
a dividend
much of
the net
net profits
profits of
of the
judge expedient;
expedient; but
but Surplus fwad.
shall judge
as they
they shall
the corporation
corporation as
the
each corporation
before the
declaration of
of a
a dividend,
dividend, carry
carry
the declaration
shall, ,
before
corporation shall,
each
one-tenth of
of its
net p
rofits of
of the
the preceding
half year
its surplus
surplus
to its
year to
preceding half
its net
profits
one-tenth
fund until
the same
hall amount
to 20
20 per
centum of
its capital
of its
capital stock.
stock.
amount to
per centum
fund
until the
same s
shall
"Any corporation
the provisions
this section
taxes, etc.
etc.
Sttetaxes,
of this
section State
provisions of
under the
organized under
corporation organized
"Any
shall be
be subject
subject to
State within
home office
office is
is
its home
which its
within which
tax by
by the
the State
to tax
shall
corporalocated
in the
the same
same manner
manner and
to the
the same
same extent as other corporaand to
located in
tions organized
organized under
laws of
that State
State which
transacting
are transacting
which are
of that
under the
the..laws
tions
a
similar character
of business.
stock in
in such
such corporacorporaof stock
The shares
shares of
business. The
character of
a similar
tion shall
shall also
as the
personalproperty
owners
property of
of the
the owners
the personal
subject to
to tax
tax as
also be
be subject
tion
as the
or
thereof in
the same
same extent
extent as
to the same
and to
same manner
manner and
in the
or holders
holders thereof
shares
stock in
similar State
shares of
of stock
in similar
State corporations.
corporations.
Extensionof exst
"Any
organized under
provisions of
of this
nce.
section ence.
this section
the provisions
under the
corporation organized
"Any corporation
may
any time
within the
the two
two years
years next
previous to
the date
of Extension of
date of
to the
next previous
time within
may at
at any
the
by a
shareholders
a vote
vote of
of the
the shareholders
existence, by
of its
its corporate
corporate existence,
expiration of
the expiration
owning
of its
Reserve Board
to the
the Federal Reserve
stock, apply to
its stock,
two-thirds of
owning two-thirds
for its
the penod
period of
of its
corporate existence
a
for a
existence for
its corporate
extend the
approval to extend
for
its approval
term
of not
twenty years,
years, and
upon certified
certified approval
of
approval of
and upon
than twenty
not more
more than
term of
the
Reserve Board
corporation shall
corporate
its corporate
shall have
have its
Board such
such corporation
the Federal
Federal Reserve
existence
for such
such extended
extended period
unless stoner
sooner dissolved
by the
the
dissolved ,by
period unless
existence for
act
its stock,
stock>or
an Act
Act
or by
by an
two-thirds of
of its
owning two-thirds
of the
the shareholders
Rheoldes owning
act of
it franchise
franchise becomes
or unless its
of
becomes forfeited
forfeited by some
B01110 violation
Violation
Congress tor
of Congress
Conversion
Conversion offState,
of law '
"Any bank
bank or
or banking
banking institution,
principally engaged
in foreign
etc banksanuted
banks authorised.
foreign etCo,
engaged in
institution, principally
"Any
business, incorporated
incorporated by
by special
special law
law of
United
the United
State or
or of
of the
of any
any State
business,
States or
the general
general laws
any •State:
of the
the
State or
or of
laws of
of any
under the
or organized
organized under
States
capital sufficient
United States
States and
having an
sufficient to entitle
nnimpaired capital
an unimpaired
and having
United
it
to become
become a
may,
of this
this section may,
the provisions
provisions of
under the
a corporation
corporation under
it to
by
the vote
the shareholders
shareholders owning
not less
than two-thirds
two-thirds of
of
less than
owning not
vote of
of the
by the
the
such bank
or banking
banking association,
association, with the
of such
bank or
capital stock
stock of
the capital
approval
the Federal
be
Federal
into aaFederal
Board, ,
be converted
converted into
Reserve Board,
of the
Federal Reserve
approval of
corporation
authorized by
with any
any name
name proviso.
Provo.
section with
by this section
of the
the kind
kind authorized
corporation of
approved
the Federal
Reserve Board:
Board: Provided,
however, That
That Codoeings
r
by the
Federal Reserve
Provided, however,
approved by
Proc eeuings re•
qured.
said
shall not
contravention of the
In (Inked.
the State law. In
be in
in contravention
not be
said conversion
conversion shall
such case
the articles
certificate may
association and
and organization
organization certificate
articles of
of association
such
case the
the directors
be executed
by aa majority
directors of the bank or banking
majority of the
executed by
be
institution,
certificate shall
shall declare
at
that the
the owners of at
declare that
the certificate
and the
institution, and
least two-thirds
two-thirds of
the capital
authorized the directors
stock have
have authorized
capital stock
of the
least
to
make such
such certificate
and to
to change
change or
banking
the bank
bank or banking
or convert
convert the
certificate and
to make
directors,
institution
A majority
majority of the directors,
a Federal
Federal corporation.
corporation. A
institution into
into a
after executing
executing the
the articles
articles of
association and
organization cerand the organization
of association
after
to execute
execute all
all other
other papers and to do whattificate,
power to
tificate, shall have power
ever
may be
to make
its organization
organization perfect
and complete
complete conti
.
of ,,,
ever may
be required
required to
make its
perfect and
cotbaotei
.,

Ccald

i

ngstock.
as
Federal corporation.
corporation. The
The shares
of any
such corporation
may tog
stock.
corporation may
shares of
any such
as a
a Federal
continue to be
be for
for the same amount each as they were before
continue
before the
the
conversion,
and the
continue to be directors
directors of the
directors may
may continue
the directors
conversion, and
corporation
elected or
in accordance
accordance with
corporation until
until others
others are
are elected
or appointed
appointed in
with
arter
the
provisions of
this section.
When the
Federal Reserve
Board has
has Lome al charter.
the Federal
Reserve Board
section. When
of this
the provisions
corporation a
a certificate that the provisions of this
given to such
such corporation
section have been complied with, such corporation
corporation and all its stockholders, officers, and employees,
employees' shall have the same powers and
privileges,
privileges, and shall be subject to the same duties, liabilities, and
prescribed by this
regulations, in all respects,
respects, as shall have been prescribed
section
originally organized
organized hereunder.
hereunder.
section for
for corporations
corporations originally
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"Every o
fficer, di
rector,clerk,
cl
erk, employee,
empl
oyee ,or
agen t of
of any
an y corca
ror agent
"Every
officer,
director,
cetc.
er
poration
under this
who embezzles,.
or
poration organized
organized under
this section
section who
embezzles, abstracts,.
abstracts, or
willfully
any of
of the
moneys, funds,
funds, credits,
securities,
the moneys,
credits, securities,
willfully misapplies
misapplies any
evidences of
of indebtedness
indebtedness or
assets of
of any
any character
such corcorcharacter of
of such
evidences
or assets
poration; or
who, without
without authority
from the
the directors,
directors, issues
issues or
or
authority from
poration;
or who,
puts forth
forth any
draws any
any order
order or
or bill
bill of
of
of deposit,
deposit, draws
puts
any certificate
certificate of
exchange,
assigns any
any note,
debenture,
note, bond,
bond, debenture,
exchange, makes
makes any
any acceptance,
acceptance, assigns
draft,
exchange, mortgage,
judgment, or
or decree;
decree; or
or who
who makes
makes
mortgage, judgment,
draft, bill
bill of
of exchange,
any false
false entry
entry in
in any
of such
such corporation
corporation
any
any book,
book, report,
report, or
or statement
statement of
with
injure or
defraud such
such corporation
corporation or
with intent,
intent, in
in either
either case,
case, to
to injure
or defraud
or
any
other company,
body politic
politic or
corporate, or
or. any
individual
any other
company, body
or corporate,
any individual
person, or
to deceive
any officer
such corporation,
corporation, the
the Federal
Federal
officer of
of such
person,
or to
deceive any
Reserve
Board, or
any
agent
or examiner
appointed
to examine
the
Reserve
Board,
or
any
agent
or
examiner
appointed
to
examine
the
By receivers, etc.
affairs of
any such
receiver of
of any
such corByreceivers, etc.
affairs
such corporation;
corporation; and
and every
every receiver
any such
of any
corporation
every clerk
or employee
receiver who
who shall
clerk or
employee of
of such
such receiver
shall
poration and
and every
embezzle,
abstract, or
misapply or
or wrongfully
wrongfully convert
convert to
to
embezzle, abstract,
or willfully
willfully misapply
his
own use
funds, credits,
credits, or
assets of
of any
any character
character
moneys, funds,
or assets
his own
use any
any moneys,
which
may come
come into
his possession
or under
under his
control in
in the
the
which may
into his
possession or
his control
execution
his trust
trust or
or the
of the
duties of
of his
his employemployexecution of
of his
the performance
performance of
the duties
ment; and
and every
such receiver
clerk or
or employee
of such
receiver
receiver or
or clerk
employee of
such receiver
ment;
every such
who shall,
with. intent
intent to
to injure
or defraud
person, body
body politic
politic
who
shall, with
injure or
defraud any
any person,
or corporate,
to deceive
mislead the
the Federal
Reserve Board,
Board,
or to
deceive or
or mislead
Federal Reserve
or
corporate, or
or any
or examiner
appointed to
the affairs
of such
such
to examine
examine the
affairs of
or
any agent
agent or
examiner appointed
receiver, shall
shall make
make any
false entry
in
any book,
report,
or record
record
receiver,
any
false
entry
in
any
book,
report,
or
Accessories.
aceeDs
of any matter
matter connected
connected with the
duties of such
receiver; and
and every
the duties
such receiver;
every
person
like intent
aids or
or abets
abets any
any officer,
director, clerk,
person who
who with
with like
intent aids
officer, director,
clerk,
employee,
or agent
of any
under this
this section,
section,
employee, or
agent of
any corporation
corporation organized
organized under
or receiver
receiver or
or clerk
employee of
of such
aforesaid in
in any
or
clerk or
or employee
such receiver
receiver as
as aforesaid
any
Ptinishment.
Punishment
violation
violation of this section,
section, shall upon conviction
conviction thereof be imprisoned
imprisoned
nor more
more than
than ten
ten years,
years, and
and may
may also
also
for not less
less than
than two
two years
years nor
fined not more than
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the court.
court.
be fined
than $5,000,
$5,000, in
Punishment
for tep"Whoever
being connected
connected in
in any
any capacity
capacity with
with any
corporation
any corporation
"Whoever being
iep
Punishment forn
Unite
rresenting
S
States
liabl efor securisecUri- organized
organized under
under this
this section
section represents
in any
any way
way that
that the
the United
United
tatesliable
represents in
ties,
etc.
ti
es, etc.
States
is liable
liable for
the payment
States is
for the
payment of
of any
any bond
bond or other obligation,
obligation, or
the interest
thereon, issued
or incurred
incurred by
by any
corporation organized
organized
the
interest thereon,
issued or
any corporation
hereunder,
United States
incurs any
any liability
in respect
respect
hereunder, or that
that the
the United
States incurs
liability in
act or
of the
corporation, shall
shall be
be punished
punished by
by a
of any act
or omission
omission of
the corporation,
a
for not
not more
more
fine or not
not more
more than $10,000
$10,000 and
and by
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
than
five years."
years."
than five
Approved, December
December 24,
1919.
Approved,
24, 1919.

Offenses
by corporaOffenses byorr
Uon
tio officials, etc.

nofficialso

d

December 24,
December
2 , 11919.
1919.

[11.
213.1
[H. J..
$. rtes.
Res 213.]
2a
Res-.,No
I[Put Res.,
[Pub.
No. 29]
Navy.
N"amble.
Preamble.

0.
vol.
Vol. 40, p
p. 530.

Quarters allowances
ffiers' families.
al
to officers'
Restriction repealed.
Restrictionrepealed.

qto

Ante,
p.140, repealed.
Ante.p.140,repeated.

CIAP. 19.-Joint
CHAP.
i9.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Continuing
Continuing temporarily certain
certain allowances
allowances to officers
officers
of the
the Navy
and Marine
Marine Corps.
Corps.
Navy and
of

Whereas since
it now
appears that
that peace
has not
not been
been declared
declared by
by
peace has
since it
now appears
Whereas
October
which date
officers of
the Navy,
Navy, by
by operation
operation
October 1, 1919, on
on which
date officers
of the
of
will cease
cease to
to receive
the benefits
benefits prescribed
prescribed in
in the
Act of
of
the Act
receive the
law, will
of law,
April
April 16,
16, 1918
1918 (Public, Numbered
Numbered 129),
129), and
and
Whereas
benefits will
Whereas said benefits
of the
the Army
Army until
until peace
peace
will accrue
accrue to
to officers
officers of
Therefore be it
it
shall have
have been declared:
declared: Therefore
Resolved
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
United
Resolved by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
paragraph in
in the
the
States of
assembled, That
That the
the paragraph
Act of July 11, 1919 (Public, Numbered
Numbered 8), which
which reads
reads as follows:
"The
Numbered 129),
"
The Act of April 16, 1918 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
129), granting
under
granting under
certain
certain conditions
conditions to
to every
every commissioned
commissioned officer
officer of
the Army
Army the
the
of the
right to quarters in kind for their dependents
dependents or the authorized
authorized comcommutation
mutation therefor, including the
heat and
the allowances
allowances for heat
and light, shall
hereafter be
be construed
construed to
to apply
to officers
of the
Navy and
an d Marine
Marine
hereafter
apply to
officers of
the Navy
Corps only during
during the period
period of the
the war and in no
no event
event beyond
beyond
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October
and the
l ances contincontin
October 1,
1, 1919,"
1919," be,
be, and
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, repealed:
repealed: Provided,
Provided, j'Itr•
present
That
officers
of
the
Navy
and
Marine
Corps
shall
be
entitled
to
all
tied
during
during present
ued
to
all
entitled
shall
be
Corps
Marine
Navy
and
of
the
officers
That
the
Act of
of April
Public, emergency.
e
mergencY.
(Public,
1918 (
April 16,
16, 1918
said Act
under said
and benefits
benefits under
rights and
the rights
Numbered 129),
from and
and after
October 1,
1, 1919,
and during
during the
the
1919, and
after October
129), from
Numbered
present
emergency.
present emergency.
Approved, December
December 24,
24, 1919.
Approved,

CHAP.
Resolution Making
Making immediately
appropriation for
the appropriation
for
immediately available
available the
20.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 20.—Joint
the
expenses of
of regulating
of aliens
aliens into
into the
United States.
States.
the United
the entry
entry of
further the
regulating further
the expenses

1
p
r
e
S
e
.
eil
.
bges
24.11?.7 .
es.mbr2l
.l
D[es.
[Pub.
Res., No.
27.]
No. 27.]
[Pub. Res.,

Resolved
the Senate
of Representatives
the United
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United Entry of aliens.
Resolved by
1
:374iVIOT .
reguStates
of America
sum of
of 4
reguAppropriation
of the
the sum
much of
That so
so much
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
a
a
v
tlg
a6e, immediately
immediately
$600,000
section 4
4 of
of Public
Act Numbered
latig
of l
79 of
Numbered 79
Public Act
by section
appropriated by
$600,000 appropriated
Ante, p. 354.
the
Sixty-sixth Congress,
Congress, entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to regulate
p. 354.
the Ante,
further the
regulate further
"An Act
the Sixty-sixth
Vol. 40, p. 5.59.
entry
aliens into
the United
States," as
be necessary
necessary is
is hereby
hereby Vol' 40 p. 559
as may
may be
United States,"
into the
of aliens
entry of
made immediately
available for
expenses of
of regulating
entry into
into the
the
regulating entry
for expenses
immediately available
made
United States,
in accordance
the provisions
provisions of
Act approved
approved Proviso.
Proo.
of the
the Act
with the
accordance with
States, in
United
Limit for
for 1920.
190.
sum Limit
May 22,
1918: Provided,
Provided, That
not more
than $450,000
said sum
of said
$450,000 of
more than
That not
22, 1918:
May
fiscal year 1920.
shall
be used
used during
remainder of the fiscal
the remainder
during the
shall be
Approved, December
December 24,
1919.
24, 1919.
Approved,

CRAP. 23.-An
23.—An Act
Authorizing the
Secretary of
of War
War to
permission to
to the
the
to „grant
grant pemasion
the Secretary
Act Authorizing
CHrP.
municipal
Chute, Wiscin,
Wiacotann, to
operate
maintain, and operate
construct,, nnuntain,
to construct,
of Little
Little Chute,
authoritie of
municipal authorities
sewers
Government
under the
the United States can
canal at Little
and under
property and
Government property
can
on certain
seers on
Chute,
Chute, Wisconsin.
Wiscousin.

December 30, 1919.
[Public,
107.]
No. 107.]
[Publ, No.

R. 10402.]
De[.[H.mber402.]

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
LittleChute,
Wis.
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
House of
ofRepresentatives
of the
the United
United Little
Chute, Wis.
Construction of
of sewStates
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of
sewof War
War ersConstruction
the Secretary
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
etc., on Governnten.
p
rop
erty
by,
perOybyepopen
and directed to grant permission m^e
be,
authorized and
be, and
and he is
is hereby, authorized
itted.
to the
municipal authorities
in the
the mmitrd.
Chute, in
Little Chute,
village of
of Little
of the
the village
authorities of
to
the municipal
county
Outagamie, in
in the
the State
State of
of Wisconsin,
their sucand their
Wisconsin, and
of Outagamie,
county of
sewers and
cessors and
and assigns,
to construct,
and operate sewers
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
assigns, to
cessors
appurtenant works
works on
on United
United States
and under
the United
United
under the
property and
States property
appurtenant
Provisos.
States canal
canal at
village: Provided,
Thatsuch
o
s,et.sub
shall be
be Conditions,
such permission
permission shall
Provided, That
at said
said village:
States
etc., subject
Secretary of
subject
to such
such conditions,
restrictions, rules,
rules, and
the tt to
to
secretary
of
as the
and regulations
regulations as
conditions, restrictions,
subject to
War.
Secretary of War may from time to time prescribe, and that the
Secretary
construction of such sewers and works shall not be commenced
commenced until
construction
therefor prepared
prepared by
by the
the said
said authorities shall have been subplans therefor
received Right
mitted by
by them to the Chief of Engineers and
and shall
shall have
have received
to terminate.
tanmnate
Right to
his
Providedfurther,
further, That the Secretary of War
his written
written approval: Provided
may
whenever and at such time as in
may terminate
terminate the said permission whenever
interests require.
his judgment
judgment the public
public interests
require.
dm
Amendment.
SEC. 2. That
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
to alter,
That the
the right
SEc.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, December 30, 1919.

Susquehanna
a bridge across
acros the Susquehanna
32.-An Act For the construction
CRAP.
construction of a
RCHA.32.—An
River
Laceyville, Wyoming County, Pennsylvania.
River at
at Laceyville,

December
December 31,
31 1919.
1919

M.
HDe-sR.
(
H.
R. 89(421
[Publc, No.
No. 108.]
loSl.
[Public,

Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
United susquahann%
Be it
enacted by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
'United
susqaeanna River.
Pennsylvania
may
States
That the
the consent
Con- bridge,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assemble, That
States .of
of America
America in
consent of
of ConPnZ
,2sie
ay
Lateeyville, Pa.
gress
is
hereby
granted
to
the
Commonwealth
Pennsylvania
to
ge
P
of
Pennsylvania
gress is hereby granted to the Commonwealth
construct within the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania a
a bridge,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
construct
with approaches
Susquehanna River at Lacey- Construction.
approaches thereto, across the Susquehiuma
Cov.3,p.
vile, Wyoming County
County,.,Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, at a
a point suitable to the Vol.
34, p. 84.
interests
provisions of the Act
Act
with the provisions
navigation, in accordance
accordance with
interests of navigation,
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over naviwaters," approved
approved March 23, 1906.
gable waters,"
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SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
Sze.
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, December
December 31,
31, 1919.
Approved,
1919.

Amendment.
Amendment.

December
1919.
December 31,
31, 1919.
[S..De
3284.)
(Public, No. 109.]
109.)
[Public,

United
welfare by continuing the United
33.-An Act To provide for the national welfare
CHAP. 33.-An
States
Equalization Board tmtil
December 31,1920,
31, 1920, and
and forother
for other purposes.
States Sugar
Sugar Equalization
until December
purposes.

s324.]

Sugar

1919, 1920.
1920.
1919,

Equallzation
na

Be it enacted
of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
Representativesof the United

of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the President
is authorauthorEqu lation States
States of
Congress assembled,
President is

Bsr
Board.

Commotion conized to
continue during
the year
ending December
December 31,
31, 1920,
the
1920, the
year ending
during the
to continue
ytn
aon- ized
tinc
tinued for one
year.

United States Sugar Equalization
Equalization Board (Incorporated),
ncorporated), a
a corpoorganized under
under the laws of the State of Delaware, and to
ration organized
to,
corporation held
vote or use the stock in
in such
such corporation
held by him for
for the
the benefit.
benefit:
of
United States,
States, or
otherwise exercise
exercise his
control overthe
of the
the United
or otherwise
his control
over-thi
corporation
authorizeaad
and..
corporation and
and its
its directors,
directors, in such
such ,aamanner
manner as
as to
to authorize
adopt and
carry out
out until
December 31,
1920, plans
require them to
to adopt
and carry
until December
31, 1920,
and
securing)if found
found meceFsary
for the
public goo,
and methods
methods of securing,
necessary for
the public
good, an
an

Sugar

suar

and

malasses

mo

supply and
of sugar
sugar at
and,
a fair
fair asdf
at a
distribution of
an equitable
equitable distribution
and an
. adequate
adequate supply

reasonable price to the people of the United States. Section
Sectione 56:
gni:ditioiang
and 10
of the
entitled'An
further provide
provide for
for the
the national
"An Act
10 of
the Act
Act entitled
Act to
to further
national
untiil Decgmber and
t
31,
1920.
and defense
defense by
by encouraging
the production,
production, conse
•
conserving
encouraging the
279 security
security
and
27 279.
31vol.
pp 277,
ol 04o, pp.
the
supply,
and controlling
the supply,
and
controlling the distribution of food products
products and
an
1917, as far
same relates
relates to
to raw
or
fuel," approved
approved August
August 10, 1917,
far as the
the same
raw or
refined sugar, syrups, or molasses, are hereby
hereby continued in full force
force,
and effect
effect until
December 31,
the provisions
of
provisions of
notwithstanding the
31, 1920,
1920, notwithstanding
and
until December
ol. 400, p. 283.
2
Vol.
Provims.
section 24 of said Act:
Proviso*
,.
Provided,
That
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act
shall
Act:
Provided,
That
the
this
Act
shall
Domestic product.
,
expire
as to
to the
June 30,
30, 1920:
1920: And
And providedfurprovided furdomestic product
product June
the domestic
expire as
Domestiproduct
s
3
Z
ermi
That the
distribution of
of sugars
sugars heretoheretote, That
the zone
zone system
system of
of sale
sale and
and distribution
syTnof
t, rsir:t:c.
etc.fwne the,
fore
established by
Equalization Board
Board
fore established
by the
the said
said United
United States Sugar Equalization
shall be abolished
abolished, and
reestablished or
maintained, and
and shall
shall not
not be reestablished
or maintained,
be permitted
be sold
sold and
and to
to circulate
freely in
in
circulate freely
permitted to
to be
shall be
of ac- that
that sugars
sugars shall
Enforcement of
Enforcement
crued
rights, liabilities,
liabilities, every
portion of
of the
States. The
The termination
this Act
Act
ruedrights,
every portion
the United
United States.
termination of
of this
etc. continued,
continued.
etc.,
shall not affect any act
act done, or
or any
or
any right
right or obligation accruing or
accrued,
or any
any suit
had or
or commenced
commenced in
any civil
civil
accrued, or
suit or
or proceeding
proceeding had
in any
before the said termination
this Act;
Act;but
but all
case before
termination pursuant
pursuant to this
all rights
rights
and liabilities
and
its termination
liabilities under
under this Act
Act arising
arising before
before its
termination shall
shall
continue and may be enforced
enforced in
manner as if the Act had
continue
in the
the same
same manner
Prosecution of prior n
oPosecutn
of prior not
terminated. Any offense
offenses.
ot terminated.
offense committed
committed and
and all
all penalties,
penalties, forfeiforfeitures,
or liabilities
prior to
on may
prosetures, or
liabilities incurred
incurred prior
to such
such terminati
termination
may b
bee prosecuted or
punished in
same manner
manner and
and with
same effect
effect as
as
cuted
or punished
in the
the same
with the
the same
terminated.
if this Act had
had not
not been
been terminated.
Approved,
December 31,
3/, 1919.
1919.
Approved, December
Licensing
Licesing and
and

re:-reasonable

January
January 10, 1920.
[H. J.. Res. 2831
[H.
263.1
Pub.
Res., No.
Pub. Res.,
No 2a.
28. I

CHAP.
the time
time for
for filing
final report
report of
of the
Joint
CHAP. 37.-Joint
37.-Joint Resolution
Extending the
Resolution Extending
filing final
the Joint
Commission on
Reclassification of
of Salaries,
Salaries, created
created by
by section
section 9,
9, Public
Public Numbered
Numbered
Commission
on Reclassification

Sixty-fifth Congress, approved
date not later than March
Much 12,
314, Sixty-fifth
approved March 1,
1, 1919, to a
a date
1920.
1920.

Resolved
by the
Senate and
Re
entatives of
of the
the United
United
Resolved by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representasives
Reclassificationofsal- States
States of
America in
in Congress
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
at the
the time
for filing
filing of
time for
of
the final
final report
report to
of the
Joint Commission
Commission on
on ReclassificaTime
the
to Congress
Congress of
the Joint
Reclassiicap 129, tion of Salaries, created
by section
created by
section 9,
Public Numbered
Numbered 314,
Sixty9, Public
314, Sixtyfifth Congress,
Congress, approved
approved March 1
1, 1919, be, and the same is hereby,
Condition.
a date not later than March
March 12, 1920:
extended to a
1920: Provided,
Provided, That the
work of completing the preparation
preparation of said
said final report and the
printing thereof shall be
limits of
be accomplished
accomplished within
within the
the limits
of the
the approappropriations
priations heretofore
heretofore made.
made.
Approved,
Approved, January
January 10,
1920,
10, 1920.

Joint Commission
Joint
Commission on
on
Reclassification of Sal arms.
Time for fnal
final report
report
extended.
exvtnded.
Vol. 40, p. 1269,
amended.
amended.
P TOVi.90
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Sass.
SESS. II.
II.

CHs.
39.
CHS. 38,
38,39.

1920.
1920.

CHAP 38.—An
Revised Statutes of the
United States.
the United
section 5182, Revised
Act To amend
amend section
38.-An Act
CHAP.

387
January
13, 1920.
1920.
January 13,
[S.
2902.1
[S. 2902.1
[Public, No. 110.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United National
[Public, banks.
No. 10.
the United
House of
Senate and
by the
Be
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That section
section 5182,
5182, Revised
Revised
America in
Congress assembled,
States
of America
Statutes
the United
States, be
amended to
to read
circulating
e oof circulating
read as
as follows:
follows:
be amended
of the
United States,
Statutes of
Issue
"SEc.
association receiving
notes under
notes by.
by.
promissory notes
under promissory
circulating notes
receiving circulating
Any association
5182. Any
"SEC. 5182.
p
18 2 p.
0,11.
sec.
e182,
, .
seede5
this title
may, if
its promise
promise to
such notes
notes on
expressed 11,
R. amended.
is expressed
on demand
demand is
to pay
pay such
if its
title may,
this
Signatures
may
be
thereon attested
by the
written or
engraved signatures
signatures of
the presthereon
attested by
the written
or engraved
of the
pres- written
sitnatres
mayed
or engraved.
ident
or vice
and the
cashier thereof
m such
ed.
or en
as to
to
such manner
manner as
the cashier
thereof in
vice president
president and
ident or
make
obligatory promissory
at its
its
payable on
on demand
demand at
notes payable
promissory notes
make them
them obligatory
place of
circulate the
Such
same as
as money.
money. Such
and circulate
the same
of business,
business, issue,
issue, and
place
written or
or engraved
signatures of
vice president
president and
and
of the
the president
president or
or vice
engraved signatures
written
the cashier
be attached
such notes
either Legal tender except
the
cashier of
of such
such association
association may
may be
attached to
to such
notes either
except
for customs duties and
before
after the
receipt of
of such
notes by
by such
such association.
association. And
And for
dutiesdebt.
and
customs
the receipt
such notes
before or
or after
interest
on public
such
notes shall
shall be
received at
par in
the United
United States
States in
in
parts of
of the
in all
all parts
at par
be received
such notes
payment
of taxes,
all other
to the
the
dues to
lands,, and
andll
other dues
excises, public
public lands,
payment of
taxes, excise,
United
on imports;
also for
and
all salaries
salaries and
and also
for all
duties on
imports; and
States, except
except duties
United States,
other
debts and
demands owing
the United States
States to
individuals,
to individuals,
and demands
owing by
by the
United
other debts
corporations,
and associations
within the
United States,
States, except
except
the United
associations within
corporations, and
interest
debt, an
redemption of
of the
national
the national
and in
in redemption
public debt,
on the
the public
interest on
currency."
currency."
Approved,, January
January 13,
1920.
13, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP. 89.—An
Act For
the retirement
public-school teachers
in the
the District
District
teachers in
retirement of
of public-school
39.-An Act
For the
CHAP.

of
Columbia.
of Columbia.

,

'

Jan.uari
1920.
15, 1920.
an. ary 15,

[H. R. 5818.1

fPublic,
Public, No..
No. 111.1
ill.

Be
it enacted
and House
Representatives
of the
United Public
Be it
enacted by the
te Senate
Senate and
House_()f
of Representa
the 'United
e of
Publc Schools,
Schools DisDisof Columbia.
America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That within
trictoColumbia.
sixty days
days trict
within sixty
assembled, That
America in
DedUction from pay
passtage
this Act,
Act, there
shall be
be deducted
withheld of
passage of
of this
there shall
deducted and
and withheld
teacherstotoprovide
provid
of teachers
on retirement.
basic
of every
every teacher
the public
the annuity
annuityonretirement.
public schools
schools of
of the
teacher in
in the
salary of
basic salary
District of
Columbia.an
an amount
amount computed
nearest tenth
tenth of a
a
computed to
to the
the nearest
District
of Columbia
thereon at 4
sufficient, with interest thereon
4 per
per centum
centum
dollar that
that will
will be
be sufficient,
per annum,
annum, compounded
compounded annually,
under the
provisions
annually, to
to purchase,
purchase, under
the provisions
per
of this
this Act,
an annuity:
of his
average annual
annual Vol,
of
Act, an
annuity equal
equal to
to 11per
per centum
centum of
his average
36.
Vol. 34, p. 316.
basic salary
salary received
since the
the passage
passage of
of Public
Act Numbered
254,
received since
Public Act
Numbered 254,
basic
approved
June 20,
1906, for
each year
year of
his whole
whole term
service,
term of
of service,
20, 1906
for each
of his
approved June
payable monthly
life, for
every such
such teacher
teacher who
who shall
shall be
be,,
for every
payable
monthly throughout
throughout life,
retired, as
retired,
as herem
herem provided.
provided.
Beals of deductions.
The deductions
herein provided
for shall
be based
based on
on such
such annuity
annuity Bss of dedc
shall be
The
deductions herein
provided for
table as
as the
the Secretary
Treasury shall
table
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
shall direct,
direct, and
and shall
shall be
be
varied yearly
to correspond
any change
change in
i
of
the Provisos.
varied
yearly to
correspond to
to any
in the
the basic
basic salary
salary
of the
Prorito,.
i
ma"
n.mcase Maximum.
no case
teacher:
Provided, however,
deductions shall
shall inn no
That said
said deductions
however, That
teacher: Provided,
Basicsalary
limited
Baicsalary
providedfurther,
of his
exceed 8
per centum
centum of
his annual basic
basic salary:
salary: And provided
further,
8 per
exceed
That when
basic salary
$1,500 the
deductions shall
shall be
be
That
when the
the basic
salary exceeds
exceeds $1,500
the deductions
made
on a
basic salaryof $1,500.
$1,500.
made as
as on
a basic
salary of
Certificate of
of deducCertificate
deducfor the
the year.
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury shall
shall cause
cause to
be filed
filed with
the tion
to be
with the
tionfor
ear.
The
the Treasury
Board of Education
a certificate
certificate showshowEducation on September
September 10 of each
each year a
ing the
of deduction
to be
made from
from the
of each
ing
the amount
amount of
deduction to
be made
the salary
salary of
each
deduction to be made in equal amounts,
teacher during the year, said deduction
one to be
be deducted
deducted for each school month.
one
A similar
certificate
month. A
similar certificate
shall
calendar month
shal be filed
filed not
not later than the 15th
15th day
day of each calendar
month to
to
deduction shall be made from leas
less
cover cases of new entrants. No deduction
than an
month's salary.
than
an entire
entire month's
salary.
Depositin
TrenDeposit
in the
the Trelsto credit of teachei.
SEC.
nrytocreditoftechei.
SEC. 2. That
That the amount so deducted and withheld
withheld from the basic ivy
salary
salary of
of every teacher
teacher shall be
be deposited
deposited in
in the
the :Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United
and shall
together with
at 44per
United States,
States, and
shall be
be credited,
credited, together
with interest
interest at
per
centum per
centum
annum, compounded
to an
an individual
account Investment
per annum,
compounded annually,
annualy, to
individual account
Investment of fund.
fund.
of the teacher
teacher from whose salary the deduction is made. The fund
thus created shall be held and invested by the Secretary of the Treasury until paid out as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, and the income derived
derived

States of
of
States
after
after the
the
from
the
from the
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from such
such investments
investments shall
shall constitute
constitute aa part
part of
of said
said fund
fund for
the
for the
from
purpose of
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act.
out the
of carrying
purpose
Retirement for
for age.
age.
Retirement
SEC
SEC. 3. That any teacher who shall have
have reached
reached the age
age of sixtytwo
retired by the
or
on its own
own motion, or
be retired
the Board
Board of Education
Education on
two may
may be
shall
be retired
if application
application is
is made
made by
the teacher.
teacher. Any
Any teacher
teacher
by the
retired if
shall be
who shall
shall have
have reached
readied the
of seventy
shall be
be retired
unless in
in
age of
seventy shall
retired unless
who
the age
the judgment
ju ••is ent of
of two-thirds
two-thirds of
the Board
Board of
of Education
teacher
the
of the
Education such
such teacher
should
longer retained
retained for
good of
of the
the service.
should be longer
for the
the good
service.
Retirement for disabRjient
SEC.
shall have reached
fo d
SEC. 4. That any
any teacher
teacher who shall
reached the age of fortyfortybility.
five, or
or who
shall have
taught continuously
continuously for fifteen years
years in
in the
have taught
five,
who shall
public schools
schools of
Columbia, and
and who
who by
by reason
reason of
of
of Columbia,
public
of the
the District
District of
accident
or illness
not due
due to
vicious habits
habits has become
become physically
physically
to vicious
accident or
illness not
or
disabled and
and incapable
of satisfactorily
satisfactorily performng
perforrnmg the
the
or mentally
mentally disabled
incapable of
duties
may be
be retired
Board of
of Education
Education under
under
the Board
duties of
of teacher,
teacher, may
retired by the
the provisions
provisions hereinafter
hereinafter stated.
stated.
the
Annuity allowance.
S
EC. 5.
That following
following the
the passage
passage of
thiq Act
Act every
teacher who
Annuity
aowae.
SEc.
5. That
of this
every teacher
who
shall
be retired
retired under
under the
provisions of
of section
section 33or
or section
hereof
shall be
the provisions
section 44hereof
shall
during the
of his
life an
an annuity
annuity composed
composed of
of
his life
remainder of
the remainder
receive during
shall receive
basis.
aary basis.
Salary
(1) a
asum
sum equal
equal to
of his
his average
average basic
basic salary
salary receive
rec,eived.
to 11per
per centinn
centum of
(1)
Lo
ngevity.
since the
passage of
Act Numbered
254, approved
approved June
June 20j
20,
Numbered 254,
of Public
Public Act
since
the passage
Longevity.
1906, for
for each
each year
of his
his whole
and (2)
an additional'
year of
whole term
term of
of service,
service, and
(2) an
additional
1906,
sum
sum of $10 for
fur each year
service, such
such annuity
payable
year of
of said service,
annuity to be payable
monthly
cease and
at his
death.
his death.
determine at
to cease
and determine
and to
monthly and
Minimum. n m
.
SEC.
S
EC. 6. That the annuity of aateacher
the provisions;
provisions
teacher retired
retired under
under the
of
hereof shall
and the annuity of aa
of section
section 3
3 hereof
shall not be
be less
less than
than $480, and
teacher retired
retired under
section 4
shall not
not be
be less
less than
than $420.
$420.
4 hereof
hereof shall
under section
L ty aable teacher
froniwrisTriitcYtelpaina
ses.
w
S
EC. 7.
That the
the second
the annuity
annuity provided
provided for
by secsecstritexpenses.
SEC.
7. That
froi
second _part
part of
of the
for by
tion 55hereof shall be paid by
by appropriations
appropriations from the same
same fund as
as
Insufficient
salary
the current
current expenses
expenses of
District of
of Columbia
are now
now paid
paid or
or
Columbia are
of the
the District
s
the
Insuicient
deductions.
deductions.
may hereafter
hereafter be paid;
if the
the deductions
from a
salary
paid; and
and if
deductions from
a teacher's
teacher's salary
made under section 1
1and
section 2
hereof with
with accumulated
and section
2 hereof
accumulated interest,.
interest,
insufficient to pay the
shall be insufficient
forthe first
first part of the annuity
annuity provided
provided for
5 hereof, the
in section 5
deficiency shall be
by appropriations
the deficiency
be paid by
appropriations
from the same
current expenses
expenses of
of the
the District
District of
of ColumColumsame fund as the current
Allowance
his are
now paid
paid or
or may
hereafter be
be paid.
paid.
may hereafter
are now
out- bia
for out.
Allowance for
sideschoolservice.
SEC.
side
school service.
SEC. 8. That in computing length
length of service
service of retiring
retiring teachers
teachers
credit shall be given,
given, year for year, but not
not to exceed
ten years,
for
exceed ten
years, for
public-school
equivalent outside the District
public-school service or its equivalent
District of
of ColumColume

bia.
bla.
No sum
sum shall
be paid
to any
any teacher
upon his
retirement under
under thetheNo
shall be
paid to
teacher upon
his retirement
me
nt.
provisions of section
3 hereof
ment,
section 3
hereof unless he shall have been
been employed as aa
public-school teacher
teacher continuously
District of
continuously in the District
from
of Columbia from
For disability.
disability
the
of his
age of
of fifty-two
years.
fifty-two years.
of the
the age
attainment of
his attainment
time of
the time
For
No sum shall
upon his
his retirement
retirement under
the
shall be
be paid
paid to any teacher
teacher upon
under the
provisions of section
hereof unless he shall
shall have been
section 44 hereof
been employed
employed
continuously
schools of
of the
the District
District of
of
continuously as
as aa teacher
teacher in
in the
the public
public schools
Highest
salary basis. Columbia
Columbia for
years immediately
prior to his retirement.
for ten years
immediately prior
Highestsalary
When the average
average basic salary exceeds
part of
of the
the
exceeds $1,500,
$1,500, the
the first
first part
annuity provided for in section
5 hereof
section 5
hereof shall be based
based on an average
Refund to
basic salary
salary of
$1,500.
of $1,500.
to teachers
teachers basic
Refund
leaving
service.
SEC. 9.
That upon
upon separation
of any
any teacher
teacher from
service of
of
eaving sevice.
SEC.
9. That
separation of
from the
the service
the public
schools of the
the
public schools
Columbia prior
prior to
age of
of
the District
District of
of Columbia
to the
the age
sixty-two years, except for disability, as provided in section 44hereof,
hereof,
he shall receive
amount of his
receive the amount
the
his deductions, together with
with the
interest then
then credited
thereon, as
as provided
provided in
section 2
in section
2 hereof.
hereof.
credited thereon,
Conditions
Conditions on rein- interest
statement.
statement.
No teacher who shall withdraw
withdraw the amount
amount of his deductions
deductions
under this section
section shall, after
reinstatement, be
be entitled
entitled to
to the
the benebeneafter reinstatement,
fits under
under section
section 66 unless he
served at
at least
ten years
years
he shall have
have served
least ten
after such reinstatement.
reinstatement. In case
reinstatement in
service
case of his
his reinstatement
in the
the service
of the public schools of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, the monthly
monthly deducdeducService
District
Sarvice in
In Dietrict
required Ior
for age retireretire-
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tions thereafter
thereafter from
as herein
herein provided
provided
from his
his salary
salary shall
shall be
be computed
computed as
tions
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and
age at
at the
the date
date of
such reinstatement.t
reinstatement.
fr
fund,
of such
his age
and from
from his
Payment from
fund,
S
EC. 10.
10. That
That in
the death
death of
teacher while
while in
the service,
in the
service, ififdymginserice.
of aateacher
of the
in case
case of
dyingin service.
SEC.
the
amount of
of his
his deductions,
interest then
then credited
credited
together with
with the
the interest
deductions, together
the amount
thereon, as
provided in
in section
hereof, shall
his legal
to his
legal
shall be
be paid
paid to
2 hereof,
section 2
as provided
thereon,
representatives.
representatives.
Annuitant dyingbeIn
of the
the death
death of
of an
before he
he shall
shall have
bAnnuftantdying
have received
received fore
an annuitant
annuitant before
In case
case of
receiving amount
of
deductions.
annuity
payments
equal
to
the
amount
of
his
deductions,
together
of
deductions.
together
of
his
deductions,
to
the
amount
annuity payments equal
with
the interest
credited thereon,
thereon, as
hereinbefore provided,
the
provided, the
as hereinbefore
interest credited
with the
balance
thereof remaining
remaining to
to his
credit at
of his
death shall
shall
his death
the date
date of
at the
his credit
balance thereof
be
paid to
his legal
representative.
to his
legal representative.
be paid
Eligibility.
SEC. 11.
11. That
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act shall
shall apply
apply to
teachers Eligibility.
to all
all teachers
this Act
That the
SEC.
who
were
on
the
rolls
of
the
public
schools
of
the
District
of
Columbia
of
Columbia
of
the
District
who were on the rolls of the public schools
for
the month
month of
of June,
otherwise eligible.
eligible.
for the
June, 1919,
1919, if
if otherwise
Continuance in servdeemed
consent
S
EC. 12.
teacher who
shall continue
in the
of ice
ice
deemed aaconsent
service of
the service
continue in
who shall
every teacher
That every
12. That
SEC.
to deductions.
the
schools of
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia after
the passage
of tdeductions.
passage of
after the
the District
public schools
the public
this
Act, as
person who
hereafter may
appointed to
to
may be
be appointed
who hereafter
as every
every person
as well
well as
this Act,
a
position as
public schools
of the
the District
Columbia,
of Columbia,
District of
schools of
in the
the public
as teacher
teacher in
a position
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
consent and
and
made and
the deductions
deductions made
and agree
agree to
to the
to consent
shall
provided for
for herein,
pay, or
which
compensation, which
or compensation,
the salary,
salary, pay,
and the
herein, and
provided
may be
paid monthly
monthly or
other time,
and comcomfull and
be aafull
time, shall
shall be
any other
or at
at any
may
be paid
plete discharge
of all
and demands whatsoclaims and
all claims
acquittance of
and acquittance
plete
discharge and
ever
all services
services rendered
by such
teacher during
during the
period
the period
such teacher
rendered by
for all
ever for
covered
by such
payment, except
the benefits
benefits to
which
to which
claim for
for the
except his
his claim
such payment,
covered by
he may
may be
entitled under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, notwithstanding
notwithstanding Vol. 34, p. 316.
he
be entitled
the
Public Act
.Act Numbered
June 20,
20, v". 3,P-316.
254, approved
approved June
Numbered 254,
said Public
of said
the provisions
provisions of
1906, and
of any
any other
law, rule,
or regulation
regulation affecting
affecting the
salary,
the salary,
rule, or
other law,
1906,
and of
of the
pay,
compensation of
of the
teachers employed
service of
the service
employed in the
the teachers
or compensation
pay, or
public
schools of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
D
public schools
Discharges not pre
preSEC. 13.
That nothing
this Act
shall be
be construed
construed to
vented.S
prevent vented.
to prevent
Act shall
in this
13. That
nothing in
SEC.
the discharge
of any
any teacher
teacher at
any time
discretion of
of the
the discretion
time in
in the
at any
the
discharge of
Board of
Education of
Columbia under
under the
provisions
the provisions
of Columbia
of the
the District
District of
Board
of Education
of law.
Definitions.
SEC. 14.
14. That
That the
the term
term "teacher,"
"teacher," under
under this
all
"ns
shall include
include all
this Act
Act shall
Teacher."
SEC.
teachers
by the
the board
board of
of education
in the
the
education in
employed by
teachers permanently
permanently employed
public day
day schools
schools of
District of
of Columbia,
superincluding the
the superColumbia, including
the District
of the
public
intendent
of public
the assistant
all supersupersuperintendents, all
assistant superintendents,
schools, the
public schools,
mtendent of
visors and
and directors
principals, principals,
spe- "Basic
visors
directors of
of instruction,
instruction, group
group principals,
principals, spe. salary."
cial
and librarians
therein; the
term "basic
shall be
be "B a
salary shall
"basic salary"
the term
librarians therein;
cial teachers,
teachers, and
construed
to mean
lowest salary
salary of
the class
teacher "His."
of the
class in
in which
which the
the teacher
construed to
mean the
the lowest
H
is
whenever the
pronoun "his"
occurs in
in this
it
this Act
Act it
"his" occurs
the pronoun
and whenever
placed; and
is placed;
shall
construed to
both male
teachers.
female teachers.
, to be
shall be
be construed
to mean
mean both
male and
and female
Records, etc.,
to be
S
EC. 15.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury shall
prepare and kept.
kept
shall prepare
the Treasury
SEC.
15. That
keep all
all needful
needful tables,
and accounts
required for carrying
accounts required
tables, records,
records, and
keep
out
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act. The
The records
to be
shall include
include
be kept
kept shall
records to
out the
data
mortality experience
experience of
teachers in
in the
the service
of the
the teachers
the mortality
data showing
showing the
of the District of Columbia and the rate of withof
the public
public schools of
of the
to
drawal
such service,
service, and
and any
information pertaining
pertaining to
any other
other information
drawal from
from such
for future
future
such
service that
that may
may be
of value
value and may
serve as
as aaguide
guide for
may serve
be of
such service
valuations and
adjustments of
of the
the plan
plan for
for the
the retirement
retirement of
of teachers.
re
to
teachers. Annual
A
and adjustments
valuations
report to
The Secretary
the Treasury
Congress.
comparative congrss.
Treasury shall
shall make
make a
a detailed
detailed comparative
The
Secretary of
of the
report annually
annually to
showing all
and disbursements
disbursements
all receipts
receipts and
to Congress
Congress showing
report
under
the provisions
provisions of
of Valuation
latin of
retire
with the
the total
total number
number of
of this
this Act,
together with
Act, together
under the
of retirement fund, etc.
persons receiving
receiving annuities
the amounts
paid them.
the mentfund,etc.
them. And
And the
amounts paid
and the
annuities and
persons
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall have
have made
third year
year after
after the
made every
every third
of the
Secretary
passage of
an actuarial
actuarial valuation
valuation of
this retirement
retirement fund
fund and
and
of this
passage
of this
this Act
Act an
the
thereof, which
condition of the
show the financial condition
which shall
shall show
the operation
operation thereof,
Congress
fund,
investigation to Congress
of such investigation
report the findings of
and shall
shall report
fund, and
at
opening of
of the
following session.
session.
at the
the opening
the following
Appopiai
Appropriation.
S
EC. 16.
16. That
in order
to carry
Act
of this
this Act
the provisions
provisions of
carry out
out the
order to
That in
SEC.
during the
the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
30, 1920,
1920, the
the sum
sum of
of $30,000,
$30,000,
fiscal years
years ending
during
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including
not more
more than
than $3,000
$3,000 for
clerical and other services and all
for clerical
including not
expenses is hereby appropriated
appropriated from the revenues of the
other expenses,
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and the
Treasury of
of the United States in the
thTreasury
District
Estimates hereafter. proportion authorized by
Thereafter the Secretary
Secretary: of the
authorized by law. Thereafter
Estimates heeafter. proportion
a
Treasury
shall include
include in his annual estimate of appropriations
appropriations a
shall
Treasury
o
oaddito
No additional pay to
officer or
sufficient to
or
of this Act. No officer
provisions of
the provisions
out the
carry out
to carry
employees for sservices
sum sufficient
ces sum
employeeor
hereon.
the Govor compensation
a regular
regular salary
employee receiving
hereon.
employee
receiving a
salary or
compensation from the
Government
receive any additional salary or compensation for any
shall receive
ernment shall
service
rendered in connection with the system of retiring teachers
service rendered
provided for
Act.
this Act.
by this
for by
provided
Rules, et.,
etc., to
to be
authorized
the Secretary of the Treasury
SEC.
e
Res,
S
EC.
17.
That
Treasury is hereby authorized
made.
to perform,
performed, any or all acts and to make
cause to be performed,
or cause
perform, or
to
such rules
rules and
regulations as may
necessary and
ando proper for the
may be necessary
and regulations
such
purpose
of
carrying
the
provisions
of
this
Act
into
full
force
and effect.
effect.
force and
full
into
Act
of
this
provisions
the
of
carrying
purpose
No assignment,
No assignment, at.
SEC. 18.
That none
of the
the money
money mentioned
mentioned in
in this Act shall be
none of
18. That
SEC.
tachment,
etc.
tachment, et.
levy
assignable either
either in law or equity, or be subject
subject to execution
execution or levy
assignable,
by attachment,
attachment, garnishment,
garnishment, or
or other
other legal
process.
legal process.
by
Not applicable if anSEC. 19.
provisions of
of this Act shall not apply to any
the provisions
That the
19. That
SEC.
nuotppiea
nuity
receivedelse
elseteacher who receives an annuity
annuity from any State or municipality
municipality
where.
Columbia.
other than the District of Columbia.
other
Approved, January 15, 1920.
1920.
Approved,

"
Janau Vl.5,
janal
21 18
5
461
17,.
[Public, No.112.1
No.112.]
rPubic,

CHAP. 40.-An
40.—An Act To authorize the Kingsdale Lumber Corporation
Corporation to conLumberton, North Carolina.
of Lumberton,
struct
bridge across
across Lumber
the town
town of
near the
River, near
Lumber River,
a bridge
struct a

United
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
the Senate
enaded by
Be it
assembled, That the Kingsdale Lumber
States
of America
in Cngress
Congress assembled,
Lumber
in
ica
iStteS
St
co
ration may Corporation
losses, successors,
assigns, be, and they are heresuccessors, and assigns,
Corporation, its lesses,
Cororationmay
bri,
Lumberton,
a
N. N.
C. '
authorized and empowered
construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
empowered to construct,
by, authorized
' by,
bridge
River at a
apoint
point suitable
approaches thereto across Lumber River
and approaches
bridge and
to
navigation, near
near the
the town
Robeson
Lumberton, Robeson
of Lumberton,
town of
of navigation,
interests of
the interests
to the
Construction
Construction.
Vol. 34, p.
accordance with the provisions of an
an
County, North Carolina, in accordance
4.
p. 84.
vol.34,
over
construction of bridges over
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
Act entitled "An
navigable
waters," approved March
March 23, 1906.
navigable waters,"
Amendment.
SEC.
Amendment.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter,
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, January
January 15, 1920.
Approved,
iam
L
gr a

WiLei
r
i.
mber
er
aRiv
inLumber

January 15, 19
1920.
[II. R. 9947.1
l
[Public, No. 113.]
113.1

i'Il. .s
[Pubic,

.

CHAP. 41.—An
Anderson and H. M.
M. Duvall to construct
construct
41.-An Act To authorize J. L. Anderson
CHAP.
aabridge across Great Pee Dee River at or near the town of Cheraw, South Carolina.

Representatives of the United
Be
by the Senate
and House
Howe of
of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted

J. L.
L. Anderson and H.
Congress assembled,
America in
ee States of America
P ee Dee
G
rea t Pee
Great
in Congress
assembled, That J.
Ri er.
J.. I.
L. Anderson
Anderson and M.
AL Duvall,
Duvall, their successors
assigns, be, and they are hereby,
successors and assigns,

PridAci=
,
i
sC:
empowered to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate aa
to construct,
and empowered
authorized and
C.Y authorized
baridge, Cheaw,1
a point
point
Dee River
River at a
bridge and
and approaches
thereto across
across Great Pee Dee
approacfes thereto
bridge
suitable to
the town of
of navigation
navigation and at or near the
the interests
interests of
to the
suitable
Construction.
Cheraw, Chesterfield
County, South
Carolina, in
with the
accordance with
in accordance
South Carolina,
Chesterfield County,
Cheraw,
..
Vol.
vol'
s 34, p. 44.
provisions of
of an
An Act
regulate the
the construction
construction of
of
to regulate
Act to
"An
entitled "
Act entitled
an Act
provisions
A mCndment.
Amendment.
bridges
over navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23, 1906.
bridges over
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
amend, or repeal
repeal this
That the right to alter, amend,
SEC. 2. That
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, January
January 15,
15, 1920.
1920.
Approved,

S
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Rock River at or near
CHAP. 42.—An
bridge across Rock
42.-An Act For the construction of aabridge
CHAP.
East Grand
Grand Avenue,
Avenue, in
in the
the city
Wisconsin.
city of
of Beloit,
Beloit, Wisconsin.
East

January 15, 1920.
[H. R. 10135.)
R. No.
10135.]
[Public,
114.]
[Public, No.
114.]

Janary 15,1920.
[H.

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
United Rock River.
of the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
Be
States
America in
That the
city of
of Beloit,
in Dzoift,iviri....,
Beloit, in
the city
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assemb,
of America
States of
may
Beloit, Wis., may
the
State of
be, and
and the
same is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to bridge.
bridge. '
authorized to
the same
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, be,
the State
construct,
and operate
bridge and
approaches thereto
and approaches
operate aa bridge
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
Location.
across the
the Rock
Rock River,
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
interests of navi- Location.
a point
at a
River, at
across
gation,
at
or
near
the
point
where
East
Grand
Avenue,
in
said
city
gation, at or near the point where East Grand Avenue, in said city Cotruction.
Construction.
of Beloit,
Beloit, crosses
crosses the
the said
said Rock
accordance with the proviprom Vol.
River, in
in accordance
Rock River,
of
Vol. 34, p. 84.
sions
Act entitled
Act to
of
construction of
regulate the construction
to regulate
"An Act
entitled "An
of the
the Act
sions of
bridges over
waters" approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
navigable waters,"
over navigable
bridges
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
the right
to alter,
after, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
hereby Amendment.
this Act is hereby
amend, or
right to
That the
SEC.
2. That
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, January
January 15, 1920.
Approved,
ns

Connecticut River
43.-An Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the Connecticut
CHAP. 43.—An
Railroad Com_pany,
successors, and
and assigns
across the
construct aabridge across
assigns to construct
Company, its lessees, successors,
Railroad
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Connecticut River in the Commonwealth
Massachusetts.
Connecticut

January 15,
15, 1920.
1920.
January

[H. R.
R. 105581
10558.]

[Public, No.
115.]
No. 115.)
[Public,

United
Representativesof the United
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Be it

States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Connecticut
Connecticut River
River Connecticut
g
o
o
nn
nnec
etuutRiRiver
gv
n
er
America in
States
of America
Railroad Company,
its lessees,
lessees, successors,
and assigns
be, and
and they
Railroal C
oftray
Coiany
they mailred
assigns be,
successors, and
Company, its
Railroad
bridg, Hoyoke
Ym
t

ge

i

e

CcopeeMass.
a bridge to
hereby are,
authorized to construct,
construct, maintain,
t
:aJhicopee,
Mass!
maintain, and operate a
are, authorized
hereby
a point suitand
approaches thereto
Connecticut River at a
the Connecticut
across the
thereto across
and approaches
able
of navigation,
navigation, one
the
bridge being in the
one end
end of said bridge
to the
the interests
interests of
able to
city of
Holyoke and
and the
in the
the city
city-of
of Chicopee,
Chicopee, Massachusetts,
.
Massachusetts, Construction.
the other
other in
city
of Holyoke
in
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
to regreg- vol.S34, p.4.
"An Act
of the
Act entitled
with the
in accordance
waters," approved
ulate
construction of bridges over navigable waters,"
approved
the construction
ulate the
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
SEC. 2.
That the
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
Amendment.
Act is
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
this Act
repeal this
the right
right to
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
January 15, 1920.
1920.
Approved, January

CHAP. 44.—An
Act Granting
Granting the
consent of
Congress to Marion
Marion County, State of
of Congress
the consent
44.-An Act
CHAP.
Mississippi, to
to construct
construct a
County, State of
across the Pearl River, in Marion County,
a bridge
bridge across
Mississippi,

Mississippi.
Mississippi.

Be
it enacted
by the
th,e Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United
Representatives of the United
House of
Be it
enacted by

January 15,
1920.
1,1920.
January
[H.R.
47.!
R. 10847.)
[II.
(Public,
No.
116.)
[Public, No. 11e.)

liTum t,

Congress PearlRivernnty,
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the consent of Congress
of America in
States
States of
is
hereby granted
State of
an d its
its Mss.,may
Miss., may brag:'
bridge
of Mississippi,
Mississippi, and
County, State
to Marion
Marion County,
granted to
is hereby
successors
and assigns,
assigns to
operate aabridge
maintain, and operate
to construct,
construct, maintain,
successors and
and approaches
approaches thereto
the Pearl
suitable to
to
point suitable
River, at
at aapoint
Pearl River,
across the
thereto across
and
the
of navigation,
navigation, at
or near
ferry," in
in
the interests
interests of
at or
near "the
"the iranton
Branton old
old ferry,"
Marion County,
County, State
Mississippi, in
with the
the proviproviMarion
State of
of Mississippi,
in accordance
accordance with
entitled "An
sions
of the
the Act
Act entitled
sions of
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of
of
March 23,
23, 1906.
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters"
waters," approved
approved-March
1906.
SEC. 2.
to alter,
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
or repeal
right to
alter, amend,
That the
the right
SEC.
2. That
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved, January
1920.
Approved,
January 15,
15, 1920.

CHAP. 45.-An
45.—An Act
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
operation
the construction,
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
CHAP.
of a
bridge across
Tombigbee River
River near
near Iron
Iron Wood
Itawanaba County,
Wood Bluff,
Bluff, in Itawamba
a bridge
acreo the
the Tombigbee
of

Mississippi.

Location.
ocaton.
Construction.
4

vol.34, p. .
Amendment.
medment.

January
January 15,1920.
15,6 1920.
[H. R.11025.1
11 25.
[in.R.
[Public, No. 117.]

Tombigbee River.
of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the Senate
Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted.by
and House
Representatives ofthe
United Tombigbee
River .
States of
of Ameri
ca in
assembled, That
fliat the
the board
board of
supervisors itawambe
CountY
of supervisors
tamb >InaCrounty
States
America
in Conoress
Congress assembled,
wood
se, m wood
authorized to construct,
Mississippi, is hereby
of Itawamba
Itawaniba County, Mississippi,
hereby authorized
construct, Vila,
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maintain,
and operate
operate a
bridge and
and approaches
thereto across
across the
the
approaches thereto
a bridge
maintain, and
Tombigbee River
suitable to
navigation
interests of navigation
to the interests
point suitable
at a
a point
River at
Tombigbee
near
Bluff, m
in Itawamba
Itawamba County,
in accordaccordMississippi, in
County, Mississippi,
Wood Bluff,
near Iron
Iron Wood
provisions of
of the Act
Actentitled
entitled "AnAct
An Act to regulate
regulate the
the provisions
with the
ance with
navigable waters,"
approved March
March 23,
23,
waters," approved
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
construction of

P.
vConstrl.

Vol. 34, p. 84.
Construction.

1906.
1906.

SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
SEc.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
15, 1920.
January 15,
Approved, January

Amendment.
Amendment.

January 17, 1920.
a[H.
. 484
17
[H. R.
484.]
No. 118.1
118.l
[Public,
[Public, No.

on
Federl office
CHAP.
Act To
for the
the erection
erection of
office building
building on
of aa Federal
To provide
provide for
CHAP. 46.—An
46.-An Act
the
acquired for
Subtreasury in
in Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri.
Missouri.
for the
the Subtreasury
site acquired
the site

Be
by the
and House
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
of America
Congress assembled,
carrying out that
assembled, That in carrying
in Congress
America in
States of
sPublic States

Saint
PublicLoui
building
at,
at,
bdi
may omit rooms
rooms for

may

Sims.
Srss. III.

vol.37,p.ses,amendr
r
Soi.7,p.
6,amend-

ed
ed.
.

January 17, 1920.

provision in the Act of Congress approved March
March 4, 1913 (Thirtya
construction of a
seventh
Statutes, page
886), which authorized the construction
page 886),
seventh Statutes,
building
States Subtreasury
and other
governmental
other governmental
Subtreasury and
the United
United States
building for
for the
theretofore acquired
acquired
offices in
upon the site theretofore
m Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri, upon
offices
for
purpose, the
buildmg
have said building
the Treasury
Treasury may have
Secretary of the
the Secretary
for that
that purpose,
so constructed
constructed as
omit accommodations
accommodations for
for the
Subtreasury.
the Subtreasury.
so
as to
to omit
17, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
January 17,
Approved, January
CRAP.
47.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing local
drainage districts
drain certain
public
certain public
to drain
districts to
local drainage
CHAP. 47.-An
lands in
Arkansas, counties
counties of
of Mississippi
and subjecting
subjecting
and Foinsett,
Poinsett, and
Mississippi and
of Arkansas,
the State
State of
lands
in the
said lands to taxation.

[".t.
[H. R. 3175.
3175.]
[Public, No. 119.]
1191
[Public,

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representativesof
the United
States of
of America
in Congress
That all
all of
of those
unentered,
those unentered,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States
laws appiable
to. unreserved
laws
applicable to.
unreserved public lands,
all of
of those
lands for
which
lands, and
and all
those entered
entered lands
for which
areas hereinafter
no
been issued,
within the areas
hereinafter
no final
final certificates
certificates have been
issued, within
the laws
described, are hereby made and
described,
and declared
declared to
to be
be subject
subject to the
of the State
the organization,
organization, government,
government,
of
State of Arkansas
Arkansas relating
relating to the
and regulation
drainage districts
of drainage
districts to the same
same extent
extent and in the
and
regulation of
same
manner, except
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, in
which
held
same
manner,
except
as
in
which lands
lands held
PT0410.
Rights,
under private
private ownership
Provided,
be subject to said laws: Provided,
ownership are or may be
in MIsMis- under
etc., in
ights, etc.,
Soippi
t
=i and Poinsett That the United States and all persons legally. holding unpatented
unpatented
United
laws of
public-land laws
lands under entries made under the public-land
Coie.
of the
the United
accorded all
States shall be accorded
all the
the rights, privileges, and benefits
benefits given
given
by
laws to
lands in
private ownership,
ownership, said
said lands
by said
said laws
to persons
persons holding
holding lands
in private
lands
being
thostipublic
lands in
in Mississippi
Mississippi County,
County :Arkansas,
Arkansas, m
in townships
townships
being those
public lands
fourteen,
east, and
townships
fourteen, fifteen,
fifteen, and sixteen
sixteen north, range
range nine
nine east,
and townships
fifteen and
and sixteen north,
north, range
range ten
ten east, fifth
fifth principal
fifteen
principal meridian,
meridian,
according to the official
official surveys
thereof approved
approved October
October 12,
1915,
according
surveys thereof
12, 1915,
lands, and
those entered
entered lands
lands
and all of
of those
those unentered
unentered public
public lands,
and all
all of
of those
for which no final certificates
have been
County,
certificates have
been issued in
in Poinsett
Poinsett County,
Arkansas, in townships
townships eleven
and twelve
north, range
range six
Arkansas,
eleven and
twelve north,
six east,
east, fifth
fifth
principal
principal meridian,
meridian, according
surveys thereof
thereof approved
according to the
the official
official surveys
approved
Public lands.
A
x gansss
drai
nage
drainage
Asas

o
s

es.and

P°Insett

Drainage

orks
wor
ks

Drainage

July
July 30,
30, 1913.
1913.

under bState
laws SEC.
construction and maintenance
maintenance of
under
tate laws
SEC. 2. That the construction
canals, ditches,
of canals,
ditches,
authorized,
authorized.
levees, and
and other
other drainage
drainage works upon and across
levees,
across the lands subject
subject
to the
the operation
operation of
Act are
are hereby
the
to
of this
this Act
hereby authorized,
authorized, subject
subject to
to the
Arkansas
conditions as are imposed by the laws of the State
tio f same conditions
State of Arkansas
CO6t8,
, eortc.
etc.ion
upon
upon lands held
held in private
private ownership,
ownership, and
and that
that the cost of construction
construction
maintenance of
of canals,
canals, ditches,
works
and maintenance
ditches, levees,
levees, and
and other
other drainage
drainage works
incurred
connection with any drainage project under said laws
incurred in connection
shall be equitably
equitably apportioned
apportioned among
among all
all lands
lands held
held in
in private
private
Certificates f
fasses- ownership,
all unentered public lands, and all lands emb race d i
n
ficates
assess- ownership, all unentered public lands, and all lands embraced in
ent to land officers.
oters. unpatented
ments
affected by
such project.
certified
unpatented entries
entries affected
by such
project. Officially
Officially certified
of charges
assessed against
smallest
lists showing the
the amount of
charges assessed
against each
each smallest
Apportionment

o
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legal subdivision
such lands
shall be
to the
the register
and
register and
furnished to
be furnished
lands shall
of such
subdivision of
legal
receiver
of
the
United
States
land
office
of
the
district
in
which
the
which
in
district
the
of
office
land
States
United
the
of
receiver
lands
situated as
as soon
become a
a
would become
charges would
said charges
as said
soon as
are situated
affected are
lands affected
lien
if the
lands were
lien if
the lands
were held
held in
in private
private ownership.
ownership.
Enforcement
of
Enforcement of
S
EC. 3.
3. That
all charges
to the
the drainage
drainage charges.
charges.
pursuant to
assessed pursuant
legally assessed
charges legally
That all
SEC.
laws of
of the
of Arkansas
by a
adrainage
against any
any unUmdistrict against
drainage district
Arkansas by
State of
the State
laws
entered public
or against
lands embraced
embraced m
unpatented
in unpatented
any lands
against any
lands, or
public lands,
entered
entries, subject
to the
this Act,
shall be
lien upon
said
upon said
be aalien
Act, shall
of this
provisions of
the provisions
subject to
entries,
lands, which
sale in
the same
and subject
subject
manner and
same manner
in the
by sale
enforced by
be enforced
may be
which may
lands,
to
except as
hereinafter set
set forth,
forth, under
under which
which
as hereinafter
conditions, except
same conditions,
the same
to the
said charges
charges shall
shall be
held in
in private
ownership, Certificates
ertificates ofof rere
private ownership,
said
be enforced
enforced against
against lands
lands held
from sales,
and
whenever any
of said
shall. be
nonpayment of
such ceipts
etc,
sales, etc.,
from
ceipts
of such
for nonpayment
sold for
be sold
lands shall
said lands
any of
and whenever
for nonpayment.
a statement for nonpayment.
charges,
inclusive of
of lands
lands bid
drainage district, a
bid in for aa drainage
charges, inclusive
showing
the
name
of
the
purchaser,
the
price
at
which
each legal
legal
each
which
at
rice
the
purchaser,
the
of
name
the
showing
subdivision was
sold, the
the amount
amount assessed
together with
it, together
against it,
assessed against
was sold,
subdivision
penalties
interest, if
any, and
and the
cost of
of the
the sale,
and the
the amount
amount
sale, and
the cost
if any,
and interest,
penalties and
of excess,
if any,
all lawful
lawful assessment
charges and the
assessment charges
above all
and above
over and
any, over
of
excess, if
cost
be officially
officially certified
certified to
to the
the register
and rec,eiver
of the
the
receiverof
register and
shall be
of sale,
sale, shall
cost of
United
States land
office of
of the
the lands
lands are
are situated
situated
abili
which the
the district
district in
in which
land office
United States
%Tliability
of
United
immediately
sale but
but nothing
taeSter
united States
this for.
nothing in this
of such
such sale,
completion of
the completion
after the
immediately after
Act shall
be construed
as creating
the United for.
obligation on the
any obligation
creating any
construed as
shall be
Act
States
to pay
any of
of said
States to
pay any
said charges.
charges.
.

S
EC. 4.
4. That
all moneys
the sale
of entered
or ass
ofasonemeinex"bess
entered or
sale of
Mess
on
m
ey
entintoex e
m cov
o
f
from the
received from
moneys received
That all
SEC.
ered into the Treasury.
unentered
lands subject
the operation
operation of
of this
which shall
shall be
be eredintotheTreasury.
Act which
this Act
to the
subject to
unentered lands
in excess
excess of
of assessments
due thereon
with penalties
penalties and
and
together with
thereon, together
assessments due
in
interest
and
the
costs
of
the
sales,
shall
be
paid
by
the
proper
county
county
the
proper
by
paid
be
shall
sales,
the
of
costs
the
and
interest
officer to
the receiver
receiver of
of the
the United
United States
office of the
district
the district
land office
States land
to the
officer
in which
lands are
are situated,
situated, and
and such
such excess
excess moneys
be
moneys shall be
the lands
which the
in
covered
into the
the United
proceeds from
from the sales
as proceeds
Treasury as
States Treasury
United States
covered into
of
lands.
of public
public lands.
1
,
:ten
extrt? p
lan
urds.
S
EC. 5.
5. That
time within
within ninety
after the
the sale
sale of
of
Panvt Sctseri
That at
at any
any time
ninety days
days after
SEc.
If not redeemed..
unentered
and at
at any
time within
within ninety
ninety days
after the
the fnot redeemed.
days after
any time
lands and
public lands
unentered public
expiration of
of the
the period
period of
provided for in the drainage
redemption provided
of redemption
expiration
been
laws
under which
lands are
redemption having
having been
sold, no redemption
are sold,
the lands
which the
laws under
made, after
after the
the sale
sale of
of lands
embraced within
unpatented entries, the
within unpatented
lands embraced
made,
expressly
purchaser at
at such
such sale,
sale, a
drainage district being
being herein
herein expressly
a drainage
purchaser
excepted from
the operation
operation of
of this
this provision,
shall, upon
upon the filing
provision, shall,
from the
excepted
of an
an application
application therefor
therefor and
and an
containing proof
proof of
of necesnecesaffidavit containing
an affidavit
of
sary
qualifications with
of the
United States Fees, etc., to be paid.
the United
receiver of
and receiver
register and
the register
with the
sary qualifications
land
office, and
payment to
to the
of the
the price
price of
$5 per
per Fees,etc.,tobe paid.
of $5
receiver of
the receiver
upon payment
and upon
land office,
acre, together
together with
and commissions
commissions charged
charged in entry
the usual fees and
with the
acre,
of
homestead laws,
entitled to receive aa patent: Proviso.
laws, be entitled
the homestead
under the
lands under
of lands
Provided,
the qualifications
qualifications required
required Homeste
Homestead require
requirehave the
shall have
purchaser shall
such purchaser
That such
Provided, That
ments.
in
of lands
lands under
laws and any such
such meats.
homestead laws,
the homestead
under the
entry of
making entry
in making
purchaser
purchase
shall exhaust
further homestead
laws,
of the purchaser
homestead right
any further
exhaust any
purchase shall
to
the extent
the amount
of lands
thus purchased
purchased by
by him.
him. Not
Not
lands thus
amount of
of the
extent of
to the
more
one hundred
sold
acres of such lands shall be sold
hundred and sixty acres
than one
more than
and
one purchaser
purchaser under
provisions of
of this
Act.
districts
this Act.
dstcts
to any
any one
under the
the provisions
and patented
patented to
excepted:
This
shall not apply-to
subject to the operation
operation of exceptd.
to lands
lands subject
limitation shall
This limitation
this
be bid
district, but
no patent
patent
but no
a drainage
drainage district,
bid m
in for
for a
may be
which may
this Act
Act which
shall be
be issued
issued to
to a
drainage district
to any
anyone
bidding in
in said Deposit of proceeds.
one bidding
or to
district or
a drainage
shall
the Governlands for
for a
The proceeds
proceeds derived
derived by
Govern- Depoit of proceeds.
by the
district. The
a drainage
drainage district.
lands
Treasury and applied as
ment
be covered
covered into
United States Treasury
into the United
shall be
ment shall
provided
the disposal
of the
of
proceeds from the sale of
the proceeds
disposal of
for the
law for
by law
provided by
public
lands.
public lands.
Subrogation of rights
failsght
purchaser fails
to
if puraier
S
EC. 6. That unless the purchaser
purchaser shall, within the time specified
specified if
SEC.
make homestead appa
ometea
pmake
of
theUnited
in
section
.5
of
this
Act,
file
with
the
register
and
receiver
receiver
of
the
-United
and
register
the
with
file
this
Act,
5
of
in section
plicatica.
together with the required
required p
States land office an application for aapatent, thgether
purchase price, fees, and comaffidavit,
affidavit, and make payment of the purchase
qualimissions as
as provided
in said
person having the
thequali5, any person
section 5,
said section
provided in
missions
fications
of an
entryman under
the homestead
laws may
file an
an
may file
homestead laws
under the
an entryman
fications of
4428r-21-27
27
44281°-21-
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application
for a
together with
the required
required affidavit,
affidavit, and upon
u_pon
with the
patent, together
a patent,
application for
payment to
the receiver
receiver of
of the
the purchase
Of 55
S5 per acre, tees,
tees,
purchase price of
to the
payment
and
and in
in addition
thereto an
an amount
equal to
the
to the
amount equal
addition thereto
commissions, and
and commissions,
drainage
penalties, interest, and
costs for which the lands
and costs
charges, penalties,
drainage charges,
were sold,
and if
if the
the lands
lands were
were bid
in for
for the
the, drainage
drainage district, an
bid in
sold, and
were
additional
to 6
per centum
centum per
per annum
annum on the sum for
6 per
equal to
amount equal
additional amount
which the
the lands
were sold
sold from
the date
applicant
such sale, said applicant
of such
date of
from the
lands were
which
shall
become subrogated
subrogated to
such purchaser
purchaser and
and shall
of such
rights of
the rights
to the
shall become
be
receive a
apatent for not more
more than one hundred
hundred and
to receive
entitled to
be entitled
acres of
of said
said lands. When payment is made to effect subroient tto firt sixty acres
puViasYe1r°.ent
P
•
gation
as herein
herein provided
the register
register and
and reeivrerof
receiver of the United States
provided the
gation as
•
land
shall serve
notice upon
upon the
application
purchaser that an application
the purchaser
serve notice
office shall
and office
for
patent for
lands purchased
him has
and that
been filed, and
has been
by him
purchased by
the lands
for the
for patent
eoats
the
amount of
the drainage
charges, penalties,
penalties, interests,
interests, and 'costs
drainage charges,
of the
the amount
Parneuiu required.
required.
Payment

first

aee
submission of proof of pu
of the
the sale
will be
be paid
upon submission
purchase
im upon
to him
paid to
sale will
of
and
payment by
him of
sums.
of said
said sums.
by him
and payment

The
make sub
such
shal make
receiver shall
The receiver

shall have been fulfilled..
To drinags
dlaills" district
district 'payment
payment as
soon as
as said
said ,requirement
requirement shall
fulfilled.
as soon
To

If
the lands
were bid
for a
adrainage
district, the receiver will pay to
drainage district,
in for
bid in
lands were
the
the
proper county
officers the
amount of
penaldrainage charges, penilof the drainage
the amount
county officers
the proper
ties, and
interests and
and costs
of sale,
sale, together
together with
with the
the additional
sum
additional sum
costs of
and interests
ties,
of
centum per
per annum,
annum, to
which said
said drainage
drainage district
district is entitled.
to which
per centum
6 per
of 6
DeP°'"nidan'
All remaining
remaining moneys
the United States may be entitled
moneys to which the
Al
Dpt o
•
shall be
covered into
into the
the United
United States Treasury
Treasury and applied as
be covered
shall
provided 'by
for the disposal of the proceeds from the sale .of
law for
by law
provided

lands.
public lands.
public
Sae. 7.
7. That
That aa copy
copy of
of all
all notices
notices required
required by
the drainage
laws
drainage laws
by the
do SaC.
occupants of
given to the owners and occupants
tricot land office.
office,
of the
State of
of Arkansas
Arkansas to be given
of
the State
triet
as such notice is issued,
lands held
private ownership
ownership shall,
shall, as
as soon
soon as
in private
held in
lands
States land office
be
register and
of the
United States
the United
receiver of
and receiver
the register
to the
delivered to
be delivered
of the
the district
district in
which the
the lands
are situated
situated where
where any of the lands
lands are
in which
of
Act are affected, and the United States
subject
to the
the operation
of this
this Act
operation of
subject to
s1511tit ofeutrm.
entrYulan.
and the entryman
entryman claiming under the public land laws of the United
same rights to be heard by petition,
the same
States
shall he
accorded the
be accorded
States shall
answer
remonstrance, appeal, or otherwise, as are given to persons
answer,, remonstrance,
holding
in private
private ownership, and all entrymen
entrymen shall be given
lands in
holding lands
to the owners of land held
are given to
the same
rights of
redemption as
as are
of redemption
same rights
the
in private
private ownership.
ownership.
in
involved
lands involved
to any
any lands
Effect on
S
EC. 8.
this Act
Act shall
be effective
as to
effective as
not be
shall not
8. That
That this
EC.
pendding
m Pen
SEuet
a view to
of the United States with
in suits
on behalf
behalf of
with a
instituted on
in
suits instituted
lands until and unless such
quieting title
title in
in the
the Government
Government to
such
such lands
to such
quieting
favor of the United States.
suits shall
shall be
be finally
determined in favor
finally determined
suits
Approved,
January 17,
17, 1920.
1920.
Approved, January
ar t
i
o
nr
efur i
r
s
,

ticDSref l

iS

1920.
January 17
17, 1920.
JanuarT

CHAP. 48.—An
Relating to detached
detached service of officers of the Regular
Regular Army.
48.-An Act Relating
CHAP.
United
House of Representatives
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
it enacted
enaced by
Be it
Army.
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That,
after
the
termination
termination
the
after
That,
assembled,
Congress
in
detached States of America
Officers
rs on detached
oA
Austriaand Austriaservice during
during World
World of the emergency
emergency incident to the war with Germany
service
Germany and
War
regarded as
as
War to
to be
be regaded
construction of any law relating to detached
with
troops.
Hungary,
in the construction
detached service
Hungary, in
with troops.
of
the officers
officers of
the Regular
service performed
performed by such
such
Regular Army, all service
of the
of the
service with
regarded as service
officers
during the
the said emergency
emergency shall be regarded
with
officers during
troops
or organizations
organizations thereof.
troops or
17, 1920.
Approved, January
January 17,
Approved,

7S52.
[H.'[R.
R. 7752.)
[Public,
No. 120.]
120.)
[Public, No.

January
21 1920.
20
J
Act to codify,
CHAP.
To amend
section 97
Act entitled
codify,
entitled "An Act
the Act
97 of
of the
amend section
Act To
50.-An Act
CHAP. 50.—An
anS.
[S.294119 .
revise, and
amend the
laws relating
the judiciary,"
approved March
March 3,
1911.
3, 1911.
judiciary," approved
to the
relating to
the laws
(Public, No.
121.1 revise,
and amend
No. 121.1
[Public,
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
Act
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
97 of
of the
the Act
section 97
in Conress
States of
p. 1119, States
entitled "An
Act to
codify, revise,
revise, and
amend the
the laws
laws relating
to
relating to
and amend
to codify,
"An Act
entitled

Tnitedtstascots.

United States courts.
Vol. 36,
6, p. 1119,
amended.

ol.
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1920.
1920.

the
March 3,
be, and
amended so
it is, amended
and it
3, 1911,
1911, be,
approved March
judiciary," approved
the judiciary,"
as to
follows:
read as
as follows:
as
to read
N ew York judicial
judici
"SEc.
97. The
The State
is divided
four judicial
judicial distrit
dist ts
into four
divided into
York is
of New
New York
State of
"SEC. 97.
districts, to
be known
as the
the northern,
eastern, southern,
southern, and
.
and western
western Northern district.
northern, eastern,
known as
districts,
to be
districts of
The northern
northern district
shall include
the terriinclude the
district shall
NewYork. The
of NewYork.
districts
tory
embraced on
the 1st
1st day
counties of
of Albany,
Albany,
in the
the counties
of July, 1910, in
day of
on the
tory embraced
Broome Cayuga,
Chenango, Clinton,
Essex,
Delaware, Essex,
Cortland, Delaware,
Clinton, Cortland,
Cayuga, Chenango,
Broome,
Franklin, Fulton,
Herkimer, Jefferson,
Jefferson Lewis, Madison,
Madison,
Hamilton, Herkimer,
Fulton, Hamilton,
Franklin,
Saint
Rensselaer, Saint
Otsego, 'Rensselaer,
Montgomery, Oneida,
Oneida, Onondaga,
Onondaga, Oswego,
Oswego,. Otsego,
Montgomery,
Lawrence,
Tioga, Tompkins,
War- Terms.
Terms.
Tompkins, WarSchoharie, Tioga,
Schenectady, Schoharie,
Lawrence, Saratoga,
Saratoga, Schenectady,
ren, and
Washington, with
with the
the waters
thereof. Terms
Terms of
district
of the
the district
waters thereof.
and Washington,
ren,
court
for said
said district
shall be
be held
at Albany
Albany on
on the
Tuesday
second Tuesday
the second
held at
district shall
court for
in
at Utica
Utica on
first Tuesday in December;
December; at Binghamon the
the first
February; at
in February;
ton
on the
second Tuesday
Tuesday in
in June;
June; at
at Auburn
on the
the first
first Tuesday
Tuesday
Auburn on
the second
ton on
first Tuesday
in October;
at Syracuse
Tuesday in April; and, in the
on the first
Syracuse on
October; at
in
discretion
of the
judge of
of the
court, one
one term
term annually
at such
such time
Resseiaer County
County
time Renelaer
annually at
the court,
the judge
discretion of
and place
within the
the counties
counties of
Rensselaer, Saratoga
Saratoga, Onondaga, added.
of Rensselaer,
place within
and
Saint
Lawrence, Clinton, Jefferson,
Jefferson, Oswego, and Franklin,
Franklin, as he
Saint Lawrence,
shall be made
may
to time
time appoint.
Such appointment
appointment shall
appoint. Such
time to
from time
may from
by
notice of
of at
at least
least twenty
twenty days
district.
published Es
newspaper published
in aanewspaper
published in
days published
by notice
at the
the place
place where
where said
to be
be held.
The eastern
district Eastern district.
eastern district
held. The
is to
court is
said court
at
shall
include the
the territory
territory embraced
embraced on the 1st day of July, 1910,
shall include
in
the counties
counties of
of Richmond,
Queens, Nassau,
Nassau, and
and Suffolk,
in the
Richmond, Kings,
Kings, Queens,
Suffolk, Tarns.
Te
with
the waters
district
thereof. Terms of the district court for said district
waters thereof.
with the
southerndistrict.
month. Southern
every month.
Wednesday in
on the
Brooklyn on
shall
be held
held at
at Brooklyn
the first Wednesday
in every
district.
shall be
The
southern district
shall include the territory embraced
enibriteed• on the
district shall
The southern
1st day
day of
Columbla, Dutchess,Greene,
of Columbia,Dutchess,Greene,
the counties
counties of
in the
1910, in
of July,
July, 1910,
Ist
New York,
Orange, Putnam,
Putnam, Rockland,
Rockland, Sullivan,
and WestWest- TM.
Sullivan, Ulster,
Ulster, and
New
York, Orange,
chester, with
with the
the waters
forTerms.
thereof. Terms of the district court for
waters thereof.
chester,
di
said
district shall
be held
held at
at New
New York City
Tuesday in
int
City on the first Tuesday
shall be
said district
each
The district
district courts
courts of
the southern
eastern
and
and eastern
southern and
of the
- dis- tioof eastern
east eln anti
month. The
each month.
tricts
shall have
have concurrent
concurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
waters within
within the
the southern
rsodistricts.
e
91.
over the
the waters
tricts shall
sec. 5, p. 9
Nassau, Richmond,
Queens, Nassau,
York, Kings,
New York,
counties
of New
Kings, Queens,
Richmond, and
counties of
such
and all matters done in such
Suffolk,
over all
made and
seizures made
all seizures
and over
Suffolk, and
waters; all
processes or orders issued within either
either of said courts
all processes
waters;
or
by any
judge thereof
shall run
run and
and be
be executed
executed in
in any
any part
of w
western district.
or by
any judge
thereof shall
part of
ict
said waters.
waters. The
district shall include the territory emwestern district
The western
said
braced on the 1st
Allegany, Cat1st day
day of July, 1910, in the counties of Allegany,
braced
Monroe,
Livingston, Monroe,
Erie, Genesee,
taraugus,
Genesee, Livingston,
Chemung, Erie,
Chautauqua, Chemung,
taraugus, Chautauqua,
Niagara, Ontario,
Orleans, Schuyler,
Wayne,
Niagara,
Ontario, Orleans,
Schuyler, Seneca,
Seneca, Steuben,
Steuben, Wayne,
rm
Wyoming,
and Yates,
Yates, with the waters
thereof. Terms of the district
district
waters thereof.
Wyoming, and
Elmira on the second Tuesday
court for said district shall be held at Elmira
Tuesdays in March and NovemJanuary; at Buffalo on the second
in January;
second Tuesdays
Jamestown on
ber;
at Rochester
Rochester on
second Tuesday
on
Tuesday in May; at Jamestown
the second
on the
ber; at
at Lockport
Lockport on the second Tuesday
the
second Tuesday
Tuesday in
Tuesday in
in
in July; at
the second
October; and
at Canandaigua
on the
the second
Tuesday in
in September.
September. Bankruptcy ndadCanandaigua on
second Tuesday
October;
and at
proceeding at
western district for miralty prPoWedings
The regular
regular sessions of the district
district court for the western
proceedings
the
" in bankruptcy
bankruptcy and the Buflo.
motions, and for _p
of motions,
the hearing
hearing of
trial of
of causes in admiralty, shall
shall he held at Buffalo at least two weeks
of the year,
year, except August, unless the business is
each month
month of
in each
sooner disposed
disposed of. The times for holding the same and such other
special sessions
sessions as the court shall deem necessary
necessary shall be fixed by
proceedings Iterch
e
rules of the court. All process
process in admiralty causes
causes and proceedings
made returnable
returnable at
Buffalo. The
judge of
of any
district m
in jdges.
j
X,r re
any district
at Buffalo.
The judge
shall be made
York may perform
the
perform the duties of the judge of any
the State
State of New York
other district in such State upon the request
request of any resident judge
entered in the minutes of his court; and in such cases such judge
same powers
shall
powers as are vested
vested in the resident judge."
judge."
have the same
shall have
Approved,
January 21, 1920.
Approved, January
ric
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Sass.

Ciis. 51,53,
51, 53, 54.
Cmis.
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Governwent to
iUnited States
CHAP.
51.—An
of the
the ;United
States Government
to the
the
claim of
the claim
Act Relesigirtg
Releasing .the
.- An Act
CHAP. 51
upon which
Stafe of
in the
Smith, in
Fort Smith,
city of
block
of land
in the
of Port
the State
of Arkaieas,
Arkaneas, upon
which
the city
land in
or square
square of
block or
for aaconvention
for aasite
Fort Smith
city of
to the
the city
Jail, to
is situated
situated the
Federal Jail,
of Fort
Smith for
site for
eonventicm
the old
old Federal
is
public purpoes.
hall, community
building, or
or other
other public.purpoeee.
community btilding,
hall,

the United
of the
•Be
the Senat
Senate and
and Houie
esentativeiv,
United
ouse of 11erseeatidea
y the
enated by
it enacted
Be it
etar of
State.t of
of America
in Cogress
C
ess assoiembed
assembled, T1at
Jap „Secretary
of the
the
Tat te.-e
Ameri in
orSmigteFra. States
Interier be,
be and
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to issue
issue aapatent
patent
iaherevy, authoried
and he
he ishereky
Interior
ja granted to.
granting, remissing, releasing,
releasing;and
quitclaiming all
01 right,
right, title,
claim,
title; claim,
and quitclaiing
granting,
and
interest of
United.' States
of America
America m.and,to
the block
block or
r
nand.to the
States of
the United
of the
and interest
square of
of land
land in
in the
city of Fort
Srtrah, s
ill
the State
State of Arkansas,
in the
Fort Smith,
of
the city
square
Parker Avenues,
bounded
by' Secondand
Second andThird
4treets and ti.
and Parker
AvemieS,
oersera and
Tird Street
bounded by
ieets and two
fronting
three hundred
feet. on
'Third,Streets
on Second.
Second and Third
hundred feet
fronting thee
Rogers
hundred
ou-Eogs
one-hundredts feet on
twenty-five one-hyndredtha
and twenty.-five
ninety and
and ninety,
hundre and
is situated
and Parker.
upon which
Which .is
situated the old Federal .aa,
.Jile
Avenues, upon
Parker. Avenues,
and
tbirty-tw"
being a
section eight,
eight, tOvre.ship
township eight north, range thirty-tWO
of section
a part
part of
being
forb
a site
west, to
the city
city. of
Smith, Arkansas,
Arkansas; in trust,
trust, for
for a
site for
Fort Smith,
of Fort
to the
west,
convention hall;,
halt', community
building,
or .other
.
other public
purposes;
purpoes;
public
or
building,
community
convention
Proviso.
Provided, however,
however, That.
said land
not be
be used
used for
for such purshall not,
land sfmll
if said
That if
Reversion.
Provided,
BPeron.
poses
it shall
revert to
to the
the :United
States.
United States.
shall revert
poses it
Approved,
23, 1920.
1920.
January 23,
Approved, January

Fort Smith, Ark.
Site of old
d Federal
Jail granted to.

•

J
Jammu
24, 1933.
9
[H. R.24,2
29804
123.]
[Public, No. 123.]

~anu

.
.anua
A.
of
Establishment
the Military
Military Establishment
the
increase
3s5.-An ActTo
CHA. 53.—An
CHAP.
Act
'To increase
the efficiency
efficiency of
of the
of
States.
the United
United States.„
.

of the United
.
Be it
by the
th,e,Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
epresentatives of
Senate and
enatedby
it enacted
.Be
States of
of America
in Cngress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 1110,
1110, Revised
Revised
Ameriv in
sergeant State
proviso of section 12 of the Act entitled "An
Statutes, and
the first
first proviso
"An
and the
Statutes,
Act for
for making
making further
further and
and more
more effectual
effectual provision
for the
the national
national
provision for
Act
defense,
for other.
p,
es," approved
approved June 3, 1916, be, and
other prposes,"
ad for
defense, and
the
hereby are,
repealed.
are, repealed.
same hereby
the same
January 24, 1920.
Approved,
1920.
Approved, January

Army.
Ordnance
rosance sergeant
limitation
removed.
remed
limitation
R. S., sec. 1110, p.
204, repealed.
Vol, 39,
174 re39 p. 174,
pealed.

2, repea

p

1920.
24,1920.
January 24,
[H. R. 101371
[IH. R 10 1
[Public, No. 124.1

[Plc, No.

to classify
the officera
"An Act
entitled "An
amend an
Act To
CHAP.
CHAP. 54.-An
54.—An Act
To amend
an Act
Act entitled
Act to
classify the
officers
purother purand
members of
the fire
department of
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and for
for other
of the
the District
fire department
of the
and members
other purposes.
poses,"
20, 1906,
1906, and
and for
for other
purposes.
June 20,
approved June
poses," approved

Be
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
of
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
sections 2,
2, 3,
3, and
and 4
4of
That sections
in Congress
of America
America in
States.of
an
"An Act
the officers
officers and
members of the
and members
classify the
to classify
Act to
entitled "An
an Act
Act entitled
fire
District of
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes,"
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
the District
of the
department of
fire department
approved
June 20,
20, 1906,
1906, is
is hereby
hereby amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended to
approved June
Commissioners
haove
exclusine J to
"Sac. 2. That the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
District of
of Columbia
shall
"Sac.
Columbia shall
have exclusive Jurisprescribe, promote,
may prescribe,
appoint, assign
assign to
such duty
or duties
duties as
as they may
promote,
duty or
to such
appoint,
diction.
Vo 1. 34, p.314, amendreduce, fine,
fine, suspend,
suspend, with
or without
pay, and
and remove
remove all
all officers
officers
without pay,
with or
reduce,
edo.34,.3
ed.
and
the fire
department of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
District of
fire department
of the
members of
and members
commissioners, in
according
to such
rules and
regulations as
as said
said commissioners,
in
and regulations
such rules
according to
their
judgment (except
(except as
as herein
herein otherand judgment
jurisdiction and
exclusive jurisdiction
their exclusive
Provisos.
wise
provided), may
time to
time make,
make, alter,
alter, or
or amend:
amend: ProProto time
from time
may from
wise provided),
P risn r.
Existing rules rativided,
That the
the rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations of
the fire
department heretoheretofire department
of the
d, That
fied. tin rule rat
fore
promulgated are
are hereby
as herein
herein otherwise
otherwise
(except as
ratified (except
hereby ratified
fore promulgated
provided)
and shall
shall remain
remain m
in force
force until
until changed
changed by said commiscommisprovided) and
civilian
Appointments
sioners: Provided
Appointments here- sioners:
Provided further,
further, That
That all
all officers, members, and
and civilian
under civil servafter under
employees
such department,
chief engineer
engineer and
and deputy
deputy
the chief
except the
department, except
of such
employees of
ice
ce laws.
laws.
Vol.
ol. 22,
22, p.
4.
p. 403.
chief engineers,
appointed and promoted
promoted in accordengineers, shall hereafter be appointed
ance
with the
of the
the Act
entitled 'An
'An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate and
and
Act entitled
provisions of
the provisions
ance with
improve the
the civil
service of
of the
the United
United States,'
States,' approved
January
approved January
civil service
improve
16, 1883, as
and the
rules and
and regulations
regulations made
made in
in purpurthe rules
as amended,
amended, and
16,
suance thereof,
thereof, in
in the
of the
the classified
classified civil
civil
manner as
as members
members of
the same
same manner
suance
District of Columbia.
Detrtment
Fir
Fire Department.
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service
the United
except as
as herein
herein otherwise
otherwise provided:
provided: Ciefenineer.
States, except
United States,
of the
service of
Provided further,
That the
of the
department shall Chief engineer'
fire department
the fire
engineer of
chief engineer
the chief
further, That
Provided
hereafter
be selected
selected from
from among
among the
deputy chief
chief engineers,
engineers, the
the deputy
hereafter be
eputy chi
battalion chief
and the
superintendent of Denutv
chief en
enthe superintendent
marshal and
fire marshal
the fire
engineers, the
chief engineers,
battalion
gineers.
machinery
;
the
deputy
chief
engineers
shall
hereafter
selected
gineele.
selected
be
hereafter
shall
machinery; the deputy chief engineers
from among the
the fire
marshal,, and the origina
fire marshal
engineers, the
chief engineers
battalion chief
among the battalion
from
superintendent of machinery: Provided further, That all original ap- ments
Origi'and
nal promotions.
superintendent of machinery: Providedfurther, That all original ap- mentsanaipromotions.
have
who
privates
pomtrnents
of
privates
shall
be
made
to
class
privates
one;
class
to
made
be
shall
pointments of privates
transferred
efficient, be transferred
served one
one year
class one
one shall, if found efficient,
in class
year in
served
class two
in
to
class
two,
and
privates
who
have
served
years
two
served
have
to class two, and privates who
transfers
Such
shall,
if
found
efficient,
be
transferred
to
class
three.
three.
class
to
transferred
be
efficient,
found
shall, if
shall not
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of such
such Act
Act of January
January 16, 1883,
1883,
subject to
be subject
not be
shall
Additional
as
amended,
and
the
rules
and
regulations
made
in
pursuance
thereof.
Additional prate.
privates.
thereof.
pursuance
in
made
regulations
and
rules
as amended, and the
Whenever vacancies
vacancies occur
occur in
in classes
classes two
two or
or three which can not be
be
Whenever
additional
may appoint additional
filled by
such transfers,
commissioners may
the commissioners
transfers, the
by such
filled
in classes
vacant
privates
i
n
class
one
equal
in
number
to
the
positions
vacant
classes
positions
the
to
number
in
equal
one
class
in
privates
payment
for
two
or
three;
and
any
moneys
appropriated
the
payment
of the
two or three; and any moneys appropriated
such
to
to
salaries
for
such
vacant
positions
shall
be
available
pay
such
available
be
shall
positions
vacant
such
salaries for
Classifiation
additional privates
of class
class one
the salaries
Classification of
of offoffigrade."
their grade.
of their
salaries of
one the
privates of
additional
"SEC. 3. That
the
fire
department
of
the
District
of
Columbia
shall
cers,
etc.
md
i4,
cevS,3p.3let
shall
Columbia
Vol.34,p.314
,amend.
of
District
the
of
" SEC. 3. That the fire department
consist
engineer, two
two deputy
chief engineers, all of whom ed.
ed.
deputy chief
chief engineer,
one chief
of one
consist of
in
shall
have
had
at
least
five
years
of
experience
in some regularly
regularly
experience
of
shall have had at least five years
organized
number of battalion
battalion chief
chief
suci number
department; such
fire department;
municipal fire
organized municipal
engineers
es said
commissioners may
necethary from time to
to
deem necessary
may deem
said commissioners
engineers as
time
within
the
appropriations
made
by
Congress;
oneifire
marshal;
marshal
fire
one
Congress;
by
made
time within the appropriations
such number
inspectors, and
-and clerks
clerks as said
marshals, inspectors,
fire marshals,
deputy fire
of deputy
number of
such
conamissioners
may
deem
necessary
from
time
to
time
Within
the apwithin
time
to
time
from
commissioners may deem necessary
lieutenants,
propriations
made
by
Congress;
such
number
of
captains,
lieutenants,
captains,
of
number
such
Congress;
by
made
propriations
and
as said
said commissioners
may deem
necessary from time to
to
deem necessary
commissioners may
sergeants as
and sesreants
superintendent
time
within
the
appropriations
made
by
Congress;
superintendent
one
Congress;
by
made
time within the appropriations
of machinery;
such number
number of
superintendents of maassistant superintendents
of assistant
and such
machinery; and
of
engineers,
chinery,
pilots,
marine
engineers,
assistant
marine
engineers, marine
marine
marine
assistant
chinery, pilots, marine enineers,
class
of
privates
s
firemen,
privates
of
class
three,
privates
class
two,
privates
class
of
privates
class
tee,
of
tes
firemen,
.
necessary
deem
may
one,
hostlers
and
laborers
as
said
commissioners
necessary
Provisos.
one, hostlers, and laborers as said commissioners
veterinaryservie.
Profrom
time
to
time
within
the
appropriations
made
by
Congress:
ProVeterinary service.
Congress:
by
made
appropriations
the
within
time
from time to
ruled,
chief engineer
engineer of
the fire
department of the District
District of
fire department
of the
the chief
That the
vided, That
services
Columbia
shall
have
the
right
to
call
for
and
obtain
the
services
of any
any
obtain
and
for
call
to
right
Columbia shall have the
at the time shall
veterinary
employed by
shall
the District who at•
by the
surgeon employed
veterinary surgeon
Medical
not
engaged in
more emergent
veterinary service
service for
for the District:
District: polic
Medical service
service by
by
emergent veterinary
a more
in a
be engaged
not be
esurgeons.
sureos.
police
required
are
District
of
Provided
flirt
her,
That
the
police
surgeons
said
District
are
required
surgeons
police
the
That
further,
Provided
to
atten, without
without charge,
fire department
department of said
members of the fire
the members
charge, the
to attend,
new
District,
and
examine
all
applicants
for
appointment
to,
promotion Transfers
Transfers to
to, promotion
appointment
for
applicants
all
District, and examine
in,
and retirement
from said
department: Provided
further, That gradegradee.
Providedftrer,
fire department:
said fire
retirement from
in, and
the engineers
assistant engineers
engineers in
fire department
department shall
skall be
in the fire
and assistant
engineers and
the
three,
two,
one,
transferred
to
the
position
of
privates
of
class
or
class
of
privates
of
position
the
to
transferred
August
on
service
respectively,
depending
on
whether
their
length
of
service
August
length
their
respectively, depending on whether
shall vol.
transfers shall
1, 1919,
was one,
one, two,
two, or
or three
or more
more years;
such transfers
vol. 22,
?a, p. 40.
403.
but such
years; but
three or
1919, was
1,
regulate and improve
not
the Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An Act to regulate
improve the
to the
subject to
be subject
not be
January 16, 1883,
civil
United States,'
approved 'January
1883, as
States,' approved
the United
of the
service of
civil service
amended, and
and the
and regulations
thereof, Additional
Additional privates
privates
pursuance thereof,
in pursuance
made in
regulations made
rules and
the rules
amended,
authoried
hereby
is
classes
various
the
and
the
authorized
number
of
privates
in
the
various
classes
hereby
authorized.
in
and the authorized number of privates
additional privates
increased to
to provide
provide for
for such
transfers, and for additional
privates
such transfers,
increased
equal in
in number
the vacancies
vacancies existing
engineer
existing in the positions of engineer
to the
number to
equal
becomes effecand
at the
effecamending Act becomes
time this amending
the time
engineer at
assistant engineer
and assistant
Salaries
tive."
Salaries increased.
increased.
tive. "
VoL34,p.315,amendmembers
and
"
S
EC.
4.
That
the
annual
basic
salaries
of
the
officers
and
members
VOI.34,p.315, amend.
officers
the
of
salaries
"SEC. 4. That the annual basic
engineer, $4,000; deputy
of said
shall be
deputy ed
ed'
follows: Chief engineer,
be as follows:
department shall
said department
of
each;
$2,400
engineers,
chief engineers,
chief engineers,
engineers, $3,000
$3,000 each;
each; battalion
battalion chief
chief
fire marshal,
$1,
660
fire marshal, $2,000; inspectors, $1,660
deputy fire
$2 400; deputy
marshal, $2,400;
fire
stenographer and
each;
chief clerk,
shall be
be aa stenographer
(who shall
clerk (who
$2,400; clerk
clerk, $2,400;
each; chief
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typist), $1,660;
$1,660; captains,
captains, $1,900
$1,900 each;
$474* each;
each; serserlieutenants,; $;,70:
each; lieutenants,
typist),
geants, $1,700
of machinery,
machinery, $2,500
$2,500; assistant.
assistant,
superintendent of
each; superintendent
$1,700 each;
geants,
superintendent
each; marine
marine enen$1,700.each;
pilots, $1,700
$2,000; pilots,
machinery, $2,000;
of machinery,
superintendent of
gineers,
each; assistant
assistant marine
marine engineers,
engineers, $1,660
$1,660, each;
each; marine
marine
$1,700 each;
gineers, $1,700
firemen,
privates of
of class
class three,
three, $1,660
$1,660 each;
of
privates of
each; privates
each; privates
$1,460 each;
firemen, $1,460
class,
two, $1,560
each;
.privates
of class
class one,
one, $1,460
each; hestlers.
each;
hostls,.
$1,460
of
privates
$1,560
each;
class
two,
Increase totelatefrom
$1,080 each;
$1,000 eahh.
eae.h. Every
Every dicer
member of
the
of the
and merber
officer and
laborers, $1,000
each; laborers,
$1,080
9
August I,11E9.
Augst1,
thisamendfire
department of
of the
the District
of Columbia
amendr
at the
the time
time- thia
Columbia at
District of
fire department
salary received
lug
effective shall,
shall, in
the salary
received by
to the
in addition
addition to
becomes effective
ing Act
Act becomes
him
for his
of service
between August
time
the time
1, 1919,,,and
919,,and. the
August 1,
service between
period of
his period
him for
between
diference between
this Act
receive for
period the
the difference
for such
such period
law, receive
becomes law,
Act becomes
this
such salary
salary and
the salary
salary payable
him under
the provisions
provisions of
of
under the.
to him
payable to
and the
such
Act for
period of
of equal
equal duration."
duration."
,
for aaperiod
this Act
. this
~
Service restrictions.
Sectien 5
of such
hereby amended*
iam ded,
ishereby
1906, is
June 20, 1906,
of June
Act of
5 of
such Act
2. Section
VoL
34, p.315, amend- . Ste.
SEc. 2.
VoL34,p,amended.
by adding
at
the
end thereof
thereof the
following:
Membership in or- by
.
the
following:
at
the
end
adding
dembershi
,
_
ganizations
advocating
nsians advocating
member of the fire
ire department
olumb,
"No
'No member
department of
of the District of
of Columbia
'
strikes, forbidden.
shall
become a
of any
organization, or
of an
organiz
.
or of
an organiza
any organization,
a member
member of
be or
or become
Sden.
shall be
i,
tion affiliated
affiliated with
organization, which
which itself or any suboranother organization,
with another
tion
dinate, component,
or affiliated
affiliated organization
organization of
which holds,
claims„
holds, claims
of which
or
dinate,
component,
Discharger for violaor uses
TOT
tre
uses the strike to enforce
enforce its demands. Upon sufficient
sufficient proof to
tion.
of,
the
of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia that
any member
member of
that any
District of
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
the
fire department
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
has violated
the
violated the
Columbia has
department of
the fire
duty of the Commissioners
shall be the duty
provisions
this section,
section, it
Commissioners,
it shall
of this
provisions of
member
such member
discharge such
of the
of Columbia
Columbia to
to immediately
immediately discharge
District of
of
the District
service.
the service.
from the
to ob- from
consirin to
Conspiring
of Columbia
Columbia
"
Any Member
the fire
District of
of the
the District
department of
fire department
of the
"Any
member of
struct
of
struct operation
operation of
department,
unlawful.
the
agreement with
combination, or agreement
enters into a
departmentuwf
who enters
a conspiracy, combination,
with the
efficient
or obstructing
obstructing the efficient
with or
purpose
substantially interfering
interfering with
of substantially
purpose of
of the
the District
conduct
or operation
the fire
District of Columbia
Columbia
department of
of the
fire department
operation of
conduct or
by
a
strike
or
other
disturbance
shall
be
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
misdemeanor
of
a
guilty
be
shall
disturbance
other
or
strike,
a
by
unishmentr
e
n
Punishment for.
a fine
fine of
of not
more than
and upon
conviction shall
shall be
and
upon conviction
be punished
punished by
by a
not more
than
$300
or
by
imprisonment
of
not
more
than
six
months,
or
by both."
by
both."
months,
or
than
six
of
not
more
imprisonment
300
or
by
rpra$tiofornAppropriation
for
ino
creased
pay, etc. iet.
S
EC. 3.
the payment
increased salaries
salaries authorized
authorized in
of the
the increased
in
SEC.
3. For
For the
payment of
creamsedpay,
this Act
for the
for in
in the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act
"An Act
provided for
positions provided
the positions
Act for
this
An, p. 8&
Ante,
88.
making appropriations
appropriations to
provide for
for the
expenses of
government
the expenses
of the
the government
to provide
making
of the
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
30, 1920,
1920,
June 30,
year ending
ending June
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
of
the Distract
and
other purposes,"
July 11
11, 1919,
1919, and
the paypayand for
for the
purposes," approved
approved July
and for
for other
ment
of
the
salaries
designated
herein
to
the
additional
number
of
of
number
additional
the
to
herein
romrr rment of the salaries designated
Half from District
Act, one-half
in this
revenues.
men in
in the
classes of
of privates
privates authorized
authorized in
this Act,
one-half
the various
various classes
m Dtuct men
reve
Pot,p.
83.
necessary is hereby
Post,
p. 837.
off the amount
amount necessary
hereby appropriated
appropriated out of any money
money
other one-half
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and the other
one-half
not otherwise
in
out of
of the
Columbia, to
to supplement
the
District of
of Columbia,
supplement the
out
the revenues
revenues of
of the
the District
amounts
for the
of the
and members
members of
of
the salaries
salaries of
the officers
officers and
amounts appropriated
appropriated for
such fire
department in
in such
of July
1919.
11, 1919.
July 11,
Act of
such Act
fire department
- such
Ag
Age limits for
for origare hereby
Mal
SEC. 4.
4. The
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia are
hereby
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
oareme SEC.
InS police
poor
lice or firemen
appontments.
appointments,
authorized to determine and fix the minimum and maximum
maximum limits
of age
original appointments
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
Police
within which
which original
appointments to
to the
of
age within
and
Departments may
may be
be made.
made.
ire Departments
and Fire
Approved January
24, 1920.
1920.
January 24,
Approved
January 24, 1920.

CHAP.
To amend
"An Act
making appropriations
appropriations
Act making
entitled "An
an Act
Act entitled
amend an
Act To
55.-An Act
CHAP. 55.—An
for
the support
support of
Army for
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
1919," approved
July
approved July
June 30,
30, 1919,"
for the
fiscal year
of the
the Army
for the
9,
9, 1918.
1918.

1sI.
Ja[.Ill,f R.
R. 10331.1
[Public,
No. 125.
125.1
Public, No.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United
of the
the United
Representativesof
House of
by the
enated by
Be it
States of America
assembled, That
That so
so much
of the
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
much of
the Act
Act
entitled "Ai
"An Act
Act making
appropriations for
for the
of the
the Army
Army
making appropriations
the support
support of
ed\l.4p.8,amend- entitled
for the fiscal year
year ending June 30,
for
30, 1919,"
1919," approved
approved July
July 9,
9, 1918,
1918, as
as
constitutes
the fifth
the subheading
"Medals of
of honor,
section under
under the
subheading "Medals
honor,
constitutes the
fifth section
medals"
distinguished-service
crosses, and distinguished-service
distinguished-service medals"
distinguished-service crosses,

of

of
Arm
Army
medals
honor, etc.
e4.Vol.
N
-01.40,
p.871, amendend40,p.871,am
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CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

S
ESS. II.
55, 56.
CHs. 55,56.
II. CHS.
SEss.
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(Fortieth
page 871),
871), be,
amended
hereby, amended
is hereby,
and is
be, and
Large, page
at Large,
Statutes at
(Fortieth Statutes
so
follows:
as follows:
read as
to read
as to
so as
Only one issue to a
sue toa
person.
"That no
one medal
distinguished- peOrsnone
or one distinguishedhonor or
of honor
medal of
than one
more than
no more
"That
service cross
one distinguished-service
distinguished-service medal
be issued
to any
e,. r subse
any que
issued to
shall be
medal shall
or one
cross or
service
Ear, etc. for subseone
for each
each succeeding
succeeding deed
deed or
act sufficient
sufficient to
to justify
justify quent'deed.
or act
but for
person; but
one person;
the
award of
of a
medal of
of honor
honor or
or a
distinguished-service cross or aa
a distinguished-service
a medal
the award
distinguished-service medal,
medal, respectively,
respectively, the
the President
President may award
award
distinguished-service
tasuitable bar
or other
other suitable
device, to
to be
as he
str frfor citashall direct. slSilver star
he shall
worn as
be worn
suitable device,
bar or
aasuitable
in orders.
tioninorders.
And for
citation of
of an
an officer
officer or
enlisted man
man for
for gallantry
in tion
gallantry in
or enlisted
each citation
for each
And
n
lg authority exaction, published
published in
orders issued
force tenoded.ath
headquarters of aa force
the headquarters
from the
issued from
in orders
action,
commanded by,
by, or
which is
is the
the appropriate
appropriate command
general
command of, aa. general
or which
commanded
officer, not
medal of honor or distinguishedof aamedal
award of
the award
warranting the
not warranting
officer,
service cross,
cross, he
he shall
be permitted
to wear,
President shall teeuk
as the President
wear, as
permitted to
Conflicting laws reshall be
service
Conietinglaws re
direct,
a
silver
star
three-sixteenths
of
an
inch
in
diameter."
diameter."
in
inch
an
of
direct, a silver star three-slxteenths
pealed.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That all
and parts
parts of
laws in conflict herewith are pealed.
of laws
laws and
all laws
SEC.
rescinded.
rescinded.
24. 1920.
January 24,
Approved,
Approved, January
CHAP. 513.—An
To amend
provide aid to State
Act to provide
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
an Act
amend an
Act To
56.-An Act
CHAP.
or Territorial
homes for
for the
of disabled
disabled soldiers
soldiers and sailors of the United
support of
the support
Territorial homes
or
States," approved
approved August
August 27,
1888, as
amended March
March 2, 1889.
as amended
27, 1888,
States,"

January 27, 1920.
lana[H. R. 27i190
1216.1
Public, No. 126.]
[Public,
126.]

Territorial
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
ofRepresentatives
Rresentatives of
of the
the United
United State
State or Territorial
House of
and House
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
homes for
for disabled
1 of an Act homes
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 1
in Congress
America in
States oof America
soldiers.
Vol. .26,pp.
975,
, pp.4,450,95,
for vol
entitled
Act to
to provide
provide aid
to State
State or
or Territorial
Territorial homes
homes for
aid to
"An Act
entitled "An
ended.
the support
support of
of disabled
disabled soldiers
United. States,"
States," amended.
the United
of the
sailors of
and sailors
soldiers and
the
hereby
approved
August 27,
27, 1888,
as amended
March 2, 1889, is hereby
amended March
1888, as
approved August
Federal
aid to.
Federalaid
amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended to
Service of inmates
inmates
or which
States or Territories which have established,
"That all
established, or
which sevtof
all States
"That
extended to all wars.
sailors
shall
hereafter
establish,
State
homes
for
disabled
soldiers
and
homes
State
establish,
shall hereafter
of the
who served
in the
Civil War
previous or
or
War or in any previous
the Civil
served in
States who
United States
the United
of
and by
otherwise,
subsequent
war
who
are
disabled
by
age,
or
otherwise,
disease,
age,
by
subsequent war who are disabled
reason
disability are
are incapable
incapable of
living, provded
provided
earning aa living,
of earning
such disability
of such
reason of
such disability
was not
m service
service against
against the Unted
Umted States,
incurred m
not incurred
disability was
such
Amounttinrad.
shall be
paid for
every such
such disabled
soldier or
or sailor who
who may be Amount
disabled soldier
Increased.
for every
be paid
shall
Ascertainment
of
of
Ascertanment
admitted
and cared
for in
home at
the rate
$120 per
per annum.
annum. number
of $120
rate of
at the
such home
in such
cared for
admitted and
of inmates.
onmates.
numbe
Territory
or
"The
number
of
such
persons
for
whose
care
any
State
State
or
Territory
any
care
whose
for
persons
"The number of such
shall
receive the
the said
payment under
under this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be ascertained
ascertained by
said payment
shall receive
Disabled Volunteer
the Board
Board of
of the
the National
Volunteer Control oof State or
for Disabled
Home for
National Home
Managers of
of Managers
the
xcusm
prescribe, but the said State TeCrritory
Soldiers
under such
regulations as
as it
it may
may prescribe,
Territory exclusive.
such regulations
Soldiers under
or
Territorial homes
homes shall
exclusively under the control of the
be exclusively
shall be
or Territorial
authorities, and the board of managers
respective State or Territorial authorities,
managers
respective
shall
not have
assume any management
management or control
control of said State
have nor assume
shall not
or
Territorial homes.
Insption, eetc.
homes.
or Territorial
Inspection,
however, have
"The board
managers of
of the
national home
home shall,
shall, however,
the national
of managers
board of
"The
power to
to have
such
said State or Territorial homes inspected at such
the said
have the
power
Provisos.
limited.
shall report
times
as
it
may
consider
and shall
report the result of such PlOe
necessary, and
Allowance limited.
times as it may consider necessary,
Provided, That no State
inspections to Congress
Congress in its annual report: Provided,
inspections
Reduction for
sums
r sms
shall be
be paid
sum exceeding
one-half the cost of
maintenance of each Reductun
of maintenance
exceeding one-half
a sum
paid a
shall
received from
from pe""
penreeived
any
of
one-half
Providedfurther,
soldier
or
sailor
by
such
State:
Provided
further,
That
one-hall
of
any
State:
such
by
soldier or sailor
sions.
received
sum
or sums
by State
pensions received
on account of pensions
homes on
State homes
retamed by
sums retained
sum or
,rbidIntoxicants forbidfrom inmates
shall be
deducted from the aid herein provided
provided for. Intts
be deducted
inmates shall
from
den.
That no
no money
money shall
apportioned to any State or Territorial
Territorial home den.
be apportioned
shall be
That
Deductionformoney
Deduction for money
liquors are sold: collected
that maintains
maintains aabar
canteen where
where intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
or canteen
bar or
that
o inmates.
from
cpisnoecte
any
m
collected
sums
or
sum
Provided
further,
That
for
any
any
sum
or
collected
m
any
manner
for
That
Exception.
Providedfurther,
the
for
from inmates
of such
Territorial homes to be used
used
State or Territorial
such State
inmates of
from
support of
said homes
homes a
alike
like amount
shall be deducted
deducted from the aid
amount shall
of said
support
or
apply to any State
herein
provided
for,
but
this
proviso
shall
State or
not
shall
proviso
this
but
for,
herein provided
are
Territorial home
which the
the wives
or widows
widows of
soldiers are
of soldiers
wives or
into which
home into
Territorial
admitted
maintained."
and maintained."
admitted and
Approved, January
January 27, 1920.
Approved,
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[Public,
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CHAP.
Act To
To amend
the Act
CHAP. 57.-An
57.—An Act
amend the
Act establishing
the eastern
district of
of
establishing the
eastemn district

Kentucky.
Kentucky.

Be it
and House
House_ of
Re esentatives ofthe
of the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
ofRepresentatives
Kentucky
States of
in Cowress
assembled, That
That regular
regular terms
terms of
of the
the
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
easer States
,ntuc district.eastern
Judicial
Vol.36,p.1112,arnend- District
of the
United States
for the
Eastern District
District of
of KenKenStates for
the Eastern
Court of
the United
voi.36,p.u1amendDistrict Court
ed.
ed
tucky
shall be
held at
the following
times andplaces,
and .places, namely:
namely:
tucky shall
be held
at the
following times
Terms
of court.
At
Jackson: Beginning
the first
in March
March and
Tems of Own.
At Jackson:
Beginning on
on the
first Monday
Monday m
and the
the third
third
Monday
year.
in each
each year.
Monday in
in September
September in
At Frankfort:
Beginning on
on the
the second
second Monday
the
and the
Monday in
in March
March and
Frankfort: Beginning
At
fourth
in September
in each
each year.
year.
September in
Monday in
fourth Monday
At
Covington :Beginning
Beginning on
the firbt
Monday in
in April
April and
and the
the
on the
first Monday
At Covington:
third
in each
year.
third Monday
Monday in
in October
October in
each year.
At
on the
fourth Monday
Monday in
April and
and the
the
the fourth
mi April
At Richmond
Richmond::' Beginning
Beginning on
second
Monday in
in November
November in
each year.
year.
in each
second Monday
At London:
London: Beginning
Beginning on
on the
the second
and tth,
second Monday
Monday in
in May
May and'
At
fourth Monday
Monday in
in November
November in
each year.
year.
in each
fourth
At Catlettsburg:
Catlettsbn7: Beginning
fourth Monday
Monday in
in May
My and
and the
the
on the
the fourth
At
Beginning on
second
December in
each year.
year.
in December
in each
Monday in
second Monday
At Lexington:
Lexington: Beginning
the second
Monday in
Lexington
added.
Lein added.
At
Beginning on
on the
second Monday
in January
January ,and
and
That
suitable
year:
Provided,
in
each
in
June
Koons;
to
be
prosecond
Monday
oons to be pr the
rooms
the
second
and
accommodations
Monday
in
June
for
in
holding
each
year:
court
Provided,
at
Lexington
That
suita
shall
be
vided.
vided.
rooms and accommodations for holding court at Lexington shall ble
be
furnished
to the
the United
furnished without
without expense
expense to
United States.
States.
Other
pieces authorother
Pplcsauatbr
And at such other times and places
may hereafter
places as may
provided
hereafter be
be provided
ised.
by law.
law.
by
Offices for
clerk.
offes
for cerk.
The clerk of the court
court for
for the
the eastern
of Kentucky'
eastern district
district of
Kentucky shall
shall
maintain an
an office
charge of
himself, a
or a
clerical assistant,
assistant,
maintain
office in
in charge
of himself,
a deputy,
deputy, or
a clerical
at each
each of
of the
the places
holding court
court within
within said
said district.
district.
places of
of holding
at
Approved, January
29, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
January 29,
January
3
01920.
January 42i.)
30
10.
[S. 3 ! [s.34
[Public, No.
No. 128.1
[Pubic,
128

CHAP. 58.—An
58.-An Act
Act To
To establish
establish aacommission
commission on
on the
practicability, feasibility,
feasibility,
the practicability,
a
a public bridge over the Niagara
nd place, and to devise plans for the construction of a
and
River from
in
the
city
of
Buffalo,
New
York,
to
some
point
in
the
Dominion
River
from some
some point
point in the city of Buffalo, New York, to some point in the Dominion
of
Canada, and
other purposes.
purposes.
of Canada,
and for
for other

Be it
it enacted
by the
House of
of Representatives
Re
entatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
BuffaloPublicBridge
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
BuffaloPublicBridge United
United States
assembled, That
That aacommission
commission
Congress assembled,
Comixdssion
created.
om
eated. be,
and hereby
called the Buffalo Public Bridge
be, and
hereby is,
is, created
created to
to be
be called
Commission.
Commission.
Composition.
Compoditlo
SEC.
shall consist
consist of
S
EC. 2. That such commission shall
of the
the followingfollowingnamed persons:
Frank B.
Edward J.
Barcalo, Marcus
named
persons: Frank
B. Baird,
Baird, Edward
J. Barcalo,
Marcus Bar-Barmon, Frederick
Frederick G.
G. Bagley,
Emanuel Boasberg,
Colonel Charles
mon,
Bagley, Emanuel
Boasberg, Colonel
Charles
Clifton John
W. Cow
per, William
A. Fischer,
Clifton,
John W.
Cowper,
William A.
A. Eckert,
Eckert Louis
Louis A.
Fischer,
Carmelo Gug,ino,
Charles M.
Heald, Edward
B. Holmes,
Allan I.
I.
Carmelo
Gugino, Charles
M. Heald,
Edward B.
Holmes, Allan
Holloway,
E. Joralemon,
Joralemort, Charles
Charles B.
B. Kane,
Kane, Edward
Edward Kener,
Holloway, Edgar
Edgar E.
Kener,
John
Stanislaus Lipowicz,
Edward P.
P. Lupfer,
Lupfer, James
James H.
H.
John A.
A. Kloepfer,
Kloepfer, Stanislaus
Lipowicz, Edward
McNulty,
W. Van
Allen, John
McNulty, Jacob
Jacob J.
J. Siegrist,
Siegrist, John
John W.
Van Allen,
John G.
G. Wickser,
Wickser,
Floyd
M. Wills,
and Frank
Frank Winsch.
Floyd M.
Wills, and
Winsch.
Plans for bridging
Nia
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That the
shall inquire
the practicability,
practicability,
into the
inquire into
the commission
commission shall
fSEC.
N.a gara
aa River
Rivera at gutalototo bedevisedby.
estimated expense
expense of
of the construction
of a
a public
ado
be devised by. feasibility, and estimated
construction of
public
bridge, from
point in
in the
Buffalo, New
the
bridge,
from some
some point
the city
city of
of Buffalo,
New York,
York, over
over the
Niagara
River, to
to some
some point
Niagara River,
the Dominion
Dominion of
Canada, and
and devise
point in
in the
of Canada,
devise
aaplan
plan for the
the construction
construction of
of such
such bridge
bridge and
and the
the manner
manner of
of financing
financing
its construction.
its
construction.
Hearings, etc.
Herings,
etc.
SEC.
by subSEC. 4. That the commission is authorized as aawhole, or by
committees
of the
the commission
hold sittings
sittings and
committees of
commission duly
duly appointed,
appointed, to
to hold
and
public
and to
to take
take testimony of
of experts
and others
public hearings
hearings and
experts and
others, but
but
without
creating any
expense or
or obligations
Unit ed States
States
without creating
any expense
obligations to
to th
thee United
thereby.
thereby.
thereby.
Limitation,
Limitation.
LimitatiSEC.
shall expire
expire two
SEC. 5. The term of said commission shall
two years
years after
after
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
the
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SEC. 6.
commission be,
it hereby
is, empowered
empowered
hereby is,
be, and
and it
6. That
That such
such commission
SEC.
to
regulations for
conduct of
busmess of
of
the business
of the
for the
the conduct
and regulations
rules and
to adopt
adopt rules
the commission.
commission.
the
Approved, January
January 30,
30, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
CHAP.
authorize the
county of
the State
State of
of Indiana,
Indiana,
in the
of Fountain,
Fountain, in
the county
To authorize
Act To
59.-An Act
CHAP. 59.—An
to
across the
River at
of Attica,
Attica, Fountain County,
at the
the city of
Wabash River
the Wabash
a bridge
bridge across
construct a
to construct
Indiana.

Anthority.
Authority.

February 3,
February
3 1920.
1920
[H.
[H. R.11608.)
R. nI6o.]
129.]
[Public, No. 129.]

Be
the Senate
and House
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
by the
Be it
it enacted
River.
States
in, Congress
assembled, That
the county
county of
Fountain, Wabash
Wabsh
of Fountain,
That the
Congressassembled,
of America
America in
States of
FountainRiVer.
County,
Ind.,
may
bridge,
State
Indiana, is
authorized to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
may bridge
Ind.,
and Attica.
is hereby
hereby authorized
of Indiana,
State of
operate
a
bridge
and
approaches
thereto
across
the
Wabash
River,
Attica.
River,
the
Wabash
across
thereto
and
approaches
a
bridge
operate
from
Fountain County, Indiana, to a
a
in the
the city of Attica, Fountain
from a
a point in
point
in. the
suitable
point suitable
at aapoint
of Indiana
Indiana, at
the State
State of
County, in
in Warren
Warren County,
point in
to
navigation at
at a
place near
bridge now in operaoperaa bridge
near a
a place
of navigation
to the
the interests
interests of
tion
constructed by
said Construction.
at said
County at
by said
said Fountain
Fountain County
heretofore constructed
tion and
and heretofore
p. s4.
vcst34,
34, p.
84.
point,
the provisions
Act entitled "An Vol.
of the Act
provisions of
with the
accordance with
all in
in accordance
point, all
.Act
regulate the
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
waters,"
navigable waters,"
over navigable
the construction
Act to
to regulate
approved March
March 23,
1906.
approved
23, 1906.
Amendment.
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
the right
amend, or
is hereby
hereby
this Act
Act is
or repeal
repeal this
to alter,
alter, amend,
right to
2. That
That the
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
February 3, 1920.
Approved, February
-

CHAP.
60.—An Act
Interstate Construction
Construction Corporation
Corporation to
the Interstate
Authorizing the
Act Authoriging
CHAP. 60.-An
construct a
a bridge
across the
Columbia River,
States of
and
of Oregon
Oregon and
the States
between the
River, between
the Columbia
bridge across
construct
Washington,
at
or
within
two
miles
westerly
from
Cascade
Locks,
in
of
the State
State of
Washington, at or within two miles westerly from Cascade Locks, in the
Oregon,
granting a
license to
construct and
and maintain
maintain the
approach to
said bridge
bridge
to said
the approach
to construct
a license
and granting
Oregon, and
over
property belonging
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
to the
belonging to
over property

February 3,
1920.
3,1920.
[S. 3331.)
[8.3331.1
[Public, No. 130.]

[PublicNo.130.]

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
the United
Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Re esentatves of
by the
of the
United Columbia River.
ConstrueStates
in Congress
assembled, That
authority is
Interstate Constr
hereby Interstate
is hereby
That authority
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of America
tion
Pani3ssCirAe
cd
near
a
btirdge,C
grantedi
to
the
Interstate
Construction
Corporation,
a
corporation
a
corporation
Corporation,
granted to the Interstate Construction
Oreg.
organized under
under the
the laws
laws of
the State
State of
of Washington,
Washington, and
suc- Locks,
Loct,
Oreg.
and its
its sucof the
organized
Pod, p. 1101.
cessors and
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
operate a
a bridge
bridge
and operate
maintain, and
to construct,
cessors
and assigns,
and
approaches thereto
across the
River at
suitat aa point
point suitthe Columbia
Columbia River
thereto across
and approaches
able to
to the
the interests
interests of
at or
or near
point within
within two
two
near a
a point
navigation at
of navigation
able
miles westerly
westerly from
Locks, in
in the
the county
county of
River, Construction.
onstruction.
of Hood
Hood River,
from Cascade
Cascade Locks
miles
p. 84.
State of
of Oregon,
Oregon in
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act en4, p 84.
en- Vol.
Vo. 34,
the Act
in accordance
State
titled
"An
Oregon,
Act
regulate the
of bridges
over navignavigbridges over
construction of
the construction
titled "An Act to regulate
able
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
1906.
Approaches over
over
23, 1906.
able waters,"
S
EC. 2.
2. That
is hereby
granted to
to the
Interstate ConCon- €31"eqlant
prope
povernm t property
the Interstate
hereby granted
license is
That aa license
SEC.
struction
Corporation a
a corporation
organized under
under the
the laws
of er
laws of
corporation organized
struction Corporation,
the
State of
Washington, and its successors
to conand assigns,
assigns, to
successors and
of Washington,
the State
struct, maintain,
maintain, and
an approach
approach to
mentioned
to the bridge
bridge mentioned
and operate
operate an
struct,
and
to in
i
n section
section 1
of this
belonging to
to
property belonging
this Act
Act over
over property
1 of
and referred
referred to
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
States, said
said approach
con- Desmiptkm.
approach to
to be
be conDesripti.
the
United States,
structed
locations, to
to wit:
upon the following
following locations
structed as
as near as
as practicable
practicable upon
Across
area two
width, the
the center
center
locations,
line of which
line
feet in
in width,
two hundred
hundred feet
Across an
an area
a point on the section
originates
originates and bears as follows: Beginning at a
section
twelve and thirteen in township two north,
line between sections twelve
meridian,' in Hood River County,
range seven east, Willamette
Willamette meridian
Oregon,
four thousand
feet west of
of
and ninety-four feet
thousand four hundred and
Oregon, four
the
corner of said
twelve, township two north,
said section
section twelve,
the southeast
southeast corner
range
whence extending
extending in
north
in a
a straight line bearing north
seven east, whence
range seven
seventy-six
forty-four minutes
with
an intersection
intersection with
minutes west
west to an
seventy-six degrees
degrees forty-four
the
north shore of
Washington,
River, in
in the
the State of Washington,
of the
the Columbia River
the north
location to
War.
the exact location
to be fixed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of War.
Amendment.
S
EC. 3.
amend, or
hereby Andmt.
Act is hereby
or repeal
repeal this Act
to alter,
alter, amend,
That the
the right
right to
SEC.
3. That
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
February 3,
3, 1920.
Approved,
1920.
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402
February 7 1931
[Se.
[S. 34ar
sns.i
[Public,
No.131.]
[Public, No.131.1

1920.
1920.

CRAP. 61.—An
amend an
Act entitled
to provide
*de for
for the
the lading
lading
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
an Act
Act To
To amien
61.-An Act
CHAP.
or
of veasels
vessels at
night, the
preliminary entry
of vesel
veeIs,and
and for
other purpurfor other
eatry of
the preliminar
at night,
unlading of
or unlarling
poses,"
approved February
February 13,
1911.
poses," approved
13,1911.
,.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of.Represeantauw
of Representatives oftie
of the
United
lUnited
and House
by the
Senate and
Be it
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That section
section 5
of an
an
5 of
assembled, That
in Congress
States
vssels
night, Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide for the lading or unlading of vessels
purposes,"
at night,
preliminary entry of vessels, and for other purposes,"
at
night, the preliminary
approved February
1911, be,
and is
is hereby,
to read
.
approved
February 13,
13, 1911,
be, and
hereby, amended
amended to
read as
follows:
follows:
inExtra pay to in
spectors,
etc., foroverfor over"Sac.
Secretary of
Treasury shall
fix a
areasonable
reasonable
shall fix
of the Treasury
That the
the Secretary
SEC. 5.
5. That
speto, es,
nig
time service at night
compensation for overtime services
t.at compensation
ht rate
aehholidays.
rate of extra
services of inspectors,
inspectors, storeand
keepers,
who
and employees
employees who
officers and
customs officers
other custeins
and other
weighers, and
keepers; weighers
may
required to
between the
of five
o'clock
five o'clock
the hours
hours of
on duty
duty between
to remain
remain on
be required
may be
postmeridian
o'clock antemeridian,
or
on Sundays or
antemeridian, or on
eight o'clock
and eight
postmeridian and
holidays,
perform services
connection with the lading
lading do
dr unladin
unlading
services in
in connection
to perform
holidays, to
of cargo,
the lading
cargo or
or merchandise
for transportation
transportation
merchandise for
of cargo
lading of
of
cargo, or
or the
in
for exportation
exportation in
or for
with benefit
benefit
bond or
for exportation
exportation with
in bond
in bond
bond or
or for
of drawback
drawback, or in connection
the receiving
receiving or delivery
delivery of cargo
cargo
connection with the
Passengers' baggage
baggage of
Passengers'
added.
added.
on or from the wharf, or in connection
connection with the unlading,
unlading, receiving,
receiving,
or examination
examination of
of passengers'
passengers' baggage,
baggage, such
such rates
fixed on
on the
the
to be
be fixed
rates to
Rates
or
incmeamd
Rate increased.
two hours or fraction
basis
of one-half
one-half day's
day's additional
fraction
for each
each two
additional pay for
basis of
thereof of
of at
at least
overtime extends beyond five
hour that the overtime
least one
one hour
thereof
o'clock
postmeridian (but
not to
to exceed
and one-half
one-half days'
days' pay
o'clock postmeridian
(but not
exceed two
two and
pay
o'clock
for the full period from five o'clock postmeridian
postmeridian to eight
eight o'clock
Payment
to collector antemeridian),
days' payfor Sunday
Sunday or
holiday
pay for
or holiday
and two
two additional
additional days'
antemeridian), and
Paymenttoouector
by master, etc.
duty. The said extra compensation
by mastetc.
compensation shall be paid by the master,
master,
or other
other conveyance
consignee of
conveyance
of such vessel or
owner, agent,
agent or consignee
whenever such
such special
special license
or
or permit for immediate
immediate lading or
license or
whenever
unlading at night or on Sundays
unlading or for lading or unlading
Sundays or holidays
unlading
shall be
the collector
who shall
shall pay
same
pay the same
collector of
of customs,
customs, who
shall
be granted
granted to
to the
to
officers and employees
thereto accordaccordemployees entitled thereto
to the
the several
several customs officers
Provisos.
ing to the rates fixed therefor by the Secretary of the Treasury:
Pdi'
eporg
Pay due if
reporting ing to the rates fixed therefor by the Secretary of the Treasury:
for
or duty.
Provided,
Provided, That such extra compensation
compensation shall be paid
paid if
if such
such officers
officers
or employees
been ordered
to report
report for
for duty
duty and
so
have been
ordered to
and have
have so
or
employees have
Boarding officers,
officers, reported, .whether
whether the actual lading, unlading, receiving,
receiving, delivery,
delivery, or
etc., may administer
examination takes
takes place
or not.
not. Customs
Customs officers
boarding
officers acting
acting as
as boarding
place or
oeths.may mnster examination
oaths.
officers and
designated for that
that
officers
and any
any customs officer
officer who
who may be designated
purpose by
collector of
are hereby
Extra
py for serv- purpose
by the
the collector
of customs
customs are
hereby-authorized
authorized to
to adminadminExtra pay
ister the
the oath
oath or
or affirmation
affirmation herein
herein provided
provided for,
for, and
boarding
such boarding
and such
niht, etc.
ices at night,
etc.
ister
ices
compensation for services in boarding
officers shall be allowed extra compensation
officers
vessels
Sundays or
prescribed
or holidays
holidays at the
the rates
rates prescribed
vessels at
at night
night or
or on
on Sundays
by
Secretary of
herein provided,
provided, the
the said extra
of the Treasury
Treasury as herein
by the Secretary
Working hours
Working
hours of compensation
compensation to be paid by the master, owner, agent, or consignee
port
control, etc.
etc.
port to
to control,
of such vessel: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That in those ports where
where customary
working
mentioned, the
the
working hours
hours are
are other
other than those
those hereinabove
hereinabove mentioned,
Collector of Customs is vested with authority to regulate the hours
of customs employees
employees so as
as to agree
agree with prevailing
prevailing working
working hours
hours
in
said ports,
in this
this proviso
proviso shall
shall be
be construed
construed
in said
ports, but
but nothing
nothing contained
contained in
in
to affect
or alter
alter the
working day
day for
in any manner
manner to
affect or
the length
length of
of a
a working
for
customs employees
the overtime
pay herein fixed."
fixed."
customs
employees or the
overtime pay
Approved,
February 7,
7, 1920.
Approved, February

Customs.
Lading
mnladding and unlading vessels at night,
etc.
V01.36,p.93LamendVoi36,p.901,amended
ed.
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February77, IWO.

[H. R.
.
F[1H.
R.8l89.53.)
(Pub
li c, No.132.1
No. 132.1
[Public,

Ketchikan,
ehoo

Betchikan, Alaska.
Alaska.
May issue bonds for
schoolhouse. bonds for

CHAP. 62.—An
to
Alaska, to
town of
of Ketchikan,
Ketchikan, Alaska,
authorize the
the incorporated
incorporated town
62.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
CHAP.
issue bonds
bonds for
the construction
construction and
and equipment
schools therein,
and for
other
therein, and
for other
equipment of
of schools
for the
issue
purposes.
purposes.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
th e United
United
Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the incorporated
incorporated
States
of America
assembled, That
town of
of Ketchikan,
Alaska, is
hereby authorized
authorized and
to
empowered to
and empowered
is hereby
Ketchikan, Alaska,
town

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
62,:64.
SESS.
II. CHs. 62,64.
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issue
bonds in
any sum
exceeding $100,000
$100,000 for
the purpose
of
purpose of
for the
not exceeding
sum not
in any
issue its
its bonds
constructing a
and equipping
the same.
same.
equipping the
town and
in said
said town
a schoolhouse
schoolhouse in
constructing
election to
to
S
EC. 2.
2. That
before said
aUSeaelecton
a special
special election
election authorize.
be issued
issued a
said bonds
bonds shall
shall be
That before
SEC.
shall
be
ordered
by
the
common
council
of
the
town
of
Ketchikan,
at
shall be ordered by the common council of the town of Ketchikan, at
which
election the
question of
be issued
issued
bonds shall
shall be
such bonds
of whether
whether such
the question
which election
shall
submitted to
qualified electors
electors of
town of
of Ketchikan.
Ketchikan.
said town
of said
the qualified
to the
be submitted
shall be
Thirty
any.such
by publication
publication
shall be
be given
given by
election shall
such election
notice of
of any
days' notice
Thirty days'
thereof in
in a
printed and
published and
and of
circulaof general
general circulaand published
a newspaper
newspaper printed
thereof
tion
in said
said town
the day
fixed for
such election.
election.
for such
day fixed
before the
town before
tion in
of election.
SEC. 3.
3. That
That the
the registration
registration for
for such
election, the
manner of
con- Conduct
Conduct of election.
of conthe manner
such election,
SEC.
ducting the
same, and
canvass of
of the
returns of
of said
election shall
shall
said election
the returns
the canvass
and the
the same,
ducting
be, as
as nearly
practicable, in
accordance with
the requirements
of
requirements of
with the
in accordance
as practicable,
be,
nearly as
law
said municipality,
municipality, and
and said
said bonds
bonds
in said
elections in
or special
special elections
in general
general or
law in
shall
be issued
issued only
upon the
votes
majority of
of the
the votes
that a
a majority
the condition
condition that
only upon
shall be
cast at
said town
shall be
be in
in favor
favor of
said
of issuing
issuing said
m said
town shall
cast
at such
such election
election in
bonds.
bonds.
rate, sale,
S
EC. 4.
the bonds
above specified,
specified, when
when authorized
be etc.Interest
ale,
Interest rate,
to be
authorized to
bonds above
4. That
That the
SEC.
issued
bear interest
at a
not to
to etc
a rate
rate not
interest at
shall bear
provided, shall
hereinbefore provided,
issued as
as hereinbefore
exceed 6
per centum
annum, payable
annually, and
and shall
be
shall not
not be
payable annually,
centum per
per annum,
exceed
6 per
sold for
for less
less than
their par
par value
be
and shall
shall be
interest, and
accrued interest,
value with
with accrued
than their
sold
in denominations
$1,000 each,
to be
be due
due
principal to
each, the
the principal
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
denominations not
in
n s.
Provisos.
in fifteen
That the
the Redemption.
Prao
however, That
thereof: Provided,
Provded, however,
from the
the date
date thereof:
fifteen 3ears
years from
in
common
council of
said town
Ketchikan may
right Redemptgn
the right
reserve the
may reserve
of Ketchikan
town of
the said
of the
common council
to
the rate
Of $10,000
$10,000
order at
at the
rate of
to pay
pay off
off said
said bonds
bonds in
in their
their numerical
numerical order
r
bond payor
less thereof
thereof per
at any
Provided farther,
frther Premium
iod Proled
perest
intre period:
any interest
annum at
per annum
or less
s.um bond pay
shall be paid
first year after date there shall'be
That on all bonds paid
paid' off the first_year
a
off the
the second
second year a
bonds paid
paid off
all bends
2½per centum,
centum, on all
of 21
aapremium
premium of
premium
of 2
centum, on
all bonds
bonds paid
the third
third year
preyear a
a preoff the
paid off
on all
2 per
per centum,
premium of
mium of
per centum,
all bonds
bonds paid
off the
principaid off
the fourth
fourth year
year a
a Payment
Payment of
o princimium
of 11
1½per
centum, and
and on
on all
premium
centum besides
Principal and
and interest
and interest.
interest.
pal and
interest pal
besides interest.
interest. Principal
of 1
1 per
per centum
premium of
shall
of the
the United
America, at
at the
of America,
States of
United States
lawful money
money of
paid in
in lawful
be paid
shall be
office of
of the
the town
Ketchikan, Alaska,
at
or at
Alaska, or
of Ketchikan,
town of
town treasurer
treasurer of
of the
the town
office
such other
may be
designated by
by the
the common
council of
of the
the
common council
be designated
place as
as may
such
other place
town
payment to
be mentioned
said sias"
ad seal
owl
in said
to be
mentioned in
of payment
Signacitures and
Ketehikan; the
the place
place of
town of
of Ketchikan;
bonds:
and every
every such
bond shall
shall req.
requea
such bond
That each
each and
provided further,
further, That
bonds: And
And ,providfd
have the
the mayor
and clerk
clerk of
of said
said town
of
town of
mayor and
of the
signature of
the written
written signature
have
Ketchikan,
and also
the seal
said town.
Ketchikan and
also bear
bear the
seal of
of said
town.
se of funds
refd reUse
S
EC. 5.
5. That
That no
part of
of the
funds arising
arising from
the sale
of said
said bonds
bonds stricted.
Ustictd.
sale of
from the
the funds
no part
SEC.
shall be
be used
for any
than that
that specified
Sale of
of bends.
shall
used for
any purpose
purpose other
other than
specified in
in this
this Act.
Act. sa
bed,.
Said
bonds shall
sold only
in such
such amounts
amounts as
the common
common councounas the
only in
be sold
shall be
Said bonds
cil
direct, and
and the
shall be
by the
the
be disbursed
disbursed by
thereof shall
proceeds thereof
the proceeds
cil shall
shall direct
school
imposed
hereinbefore imposed
the limitations
limitations hereinbefore
town under the
of such
such town
board of
school board
and under the direction
direction of said common council from time to time as
the
aforesaid.
the same
same may be required for the purposes aforesaid.
Approved, February 7, 1920.
Approved,

rifes to
CHAP.
64.—An Act
Authorizing the Secretary of War to loan Army rifles
Act Authorizing
CHAP. 64.-An
pouts
of the American Legion.
poets of

February uary
10,
10,1
0, 1920.
Febr
[IL
R.g.l]
91124
[H.R.
[Public,
No.1334
[PublicNO.133.

of the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
y the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United amen
Ig.
Be it
enacted by
American Legion.
rifles to
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
to be
be
War Army
Amy rifs
assembled,That
in Congress
Congress assemble
States of
States
f America
America in
is
authorized, under
under rules,
rules, limitations,
and regulations
regulations to
to be
be 1
1,11:47;.9.
27.
7.
is hereby
hereby authorized,
limitations, and
"dp
prescribed
him, to
obsolete or
or condemned
condemned Army rifles to
to posts
to loan
loan obsolete
prescribed by him,
connection with
with the funeral
of
the American
funeral
them in connection
Legion for
use by them
for use
of the
American Legion
ceremonies
sailors, and
and for
other Blank
. mnnition
ceremonies of
of deceased
deceased soldiers,
soldiers, sailors,
and marines,
marines, and
for other
Blnk amnmmitito
post
ceremonial purposes;
to such
such posts
cost.
.cst
ammunition atProviso.
posts blank ammunition
and to
to sell
sell to
purposes; and
post ceremonial
.410
m
suitable amounts
for said
plus cost
cost of
packtation.
In suitable
amounts for
said rifles
rifles at
at cost
cost price,
price, plus
of pac
Limitation.
exceed ten such
That not
not to exceed
and
transportation: Provided,
sue
Provided, however,
however, That
and transportation:
issued to
to any one
one post.
rifles shall be issued
post.
Approved,
February 10, 1920.
Approved, February
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65,67,68;
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February 10, 130.
1920.
February
(H.
1071o.]
1i. R. 10701.)
[Public,
No. 1341
134.)
[Public, No.

a.

Waccamaw River.
r
mavisw Lumber
Whiteville
Company ma_y bridge,
Old Dock, N. C.

Wa

CHAP
Granting the,
the sopeent
of Congress
the Whiteville
Whiteville Lumber
Lumber
the
to •
Congrege to
coIsent of
Act Granting
65.-An Act
CHAP. 65.—An

Waccamaw
Company, Goldsbor,
Goldsboro, North
North, Garoiona,
Gerofmn,to
to construct aabrindei
bp.dge acrs
aeros, the
the, W.Scanlaw
North CarlN.
olmb,
River at or near Old Dock, Cunty
Cchmty of
of Columbus,
Carolina.
'

:Be
it enacted
by theSen
and House
House of
Representatioes of
ofItthe
United
e united
of Represnrtives
the Se*a-te anld
enacted by
aBeit
That the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress
assetiMed That
in Congress assembled;
2America in
of America
States of

d0ogress

Lumber Company, Goldsboro,
Whiteville Lumber
is hereby
hereby granted
the -Whiteville
to the
granted ,to
ridge, is
Commayba
North Carolina,
Carolina, and
and their
successors and
and assigns,
to construct,
construct,
assigns, to
their successors
O c North
maintain, and
and operate
approaches.thereto
the
across the
tereto across
and approaches:
bridge and
a bridge
operate -amaintain,
Waccamaw
apoint
point suitable
the inteiest
of navigation,
navigation,
inerest of
to the
suitable to
at a
River at
Waccamaw River
at
near Old
Old Dock,
Dock, in
in the
County of
of Columbus;
or adjacent
adjacent,thereto,
thereto
Cohnmbu, or
the County
or near
at or
Construction.
in the
the State
State of
Carolina, in
accordance With
the provisioniof
With theprovisions•Of
in accordance
of North
North Carolina,
in
Vols34,tcp.
Vol.
p. 84.
the Act
Act entitled
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
ionstructiciti ..
of bridged
bridgee
,
of
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
the
over navigable
navigable waters,"
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906. • •approved March
waters," approved'
over
Amendment.
SEc. 2. That
That tit6
Aot is
is hiereb
keit*
this Act
repeal thia
or repeal
amend, or
to alter,'
alter, amend,
right to
the right
ndentE.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
• expressly
Approved, February
10, 1920.
February 10,
Approved,
Tebrnarl
11,01920..
Pebrr1
[H. H. 348.)
[Public, No. 135.)
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lads to the Ochoco
add certain
CHAP. 67.—An
67--An Act To add
certain lands
Ochoco National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon
Oregon,

.
.
Repreenaives of the Ued
and House of
the Sende
Senate and
Be
by !he
& Representatives'of
Be it
it enacted.by
Ochoco National States
4ntertca
in coligress
a
-ssembled, That
That
the following
descri
the
following described
assembled,
Conress
in
America
of
Sates
National
Ohoco
Foresta Or

co.35

sadded to.
to.
F^asdded

Description.

February 11, 1920.
[13. R. 4382.1
[Public, No. 136.1

February 1, I0
I[.R. 4382.1
Public, No. 16l

the samo.
same, are hereby, included in and
lands he,
be, and
lands
apil the
and. made a
apart
part of
the Ochoco
Ochoco National
subject to
to all
all prior
prior valid adverse
adverse
Oregon, subject
Forest, Oregon,
National Forest,.
the
said landsTiaJl
to all
all laws
laws
subject to
be subject
hereafter be
lands Shall hereafter
that said
and that
rights, .and..
thirty-fourtl
twenty-seven and thirty-four
Sectiions twenty-seven
tional forests: Sections
affec
affectiii
national
townslup
seventeen. south,
twenty-one east,
east, sections
sections three
range twenty-one
south, range
township seventeen
and
ten, and
the. east
east half
half of
of section
section nine,
nine township eighteen
eighteen south,
and the
and ten,
range
all of
of Willamette
Willamette meridian
meridian and base.
east, all
twenty-one .east,
range twenty-one
Approved,
February 11,
1920.
11, 1920.
Approved, February
CHAP.. 68.—An
the Court of Claims jurisdiction
jurisdiction to determine
determine
confer on the
CH
68.-An Act To confer
respective rights
differences between
Berthold Indians
Indians and the
between the Fort Berthold
and differences
rights of and
the respective
Government
United States.
States.
Government of the United

Indi- Wherem
Whereas the Indians of the Fort Berthold
Berthold Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation in the
State of
of North
North Dakota,
Dakota, including
tribes known
as the
the Arickarees,
Arickarees,
known as
the tribes
including the
State
the Gros Ventres,
Ventres, and the
the Mandans,
the
Mandans, and the individual
individual members
members of
of
United States
such
claim against
the United
States on account
account of
against the
make claim
tribes make
such tribes
various treaty
provisions which,
which, it
it is
is alleged,
have not
not been
been comcomalleged, have
treaty provisions
various
plied with,
and on
various encroachments
encroachments upon the
of various
account of
on account
with, and
plied
tribes and
appropriation by
by said
said Government
Government of
of territory
territory of said tribes
appropriation
Indians: Therefore
Therefore
Indians:
of the United
Representativesof
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Indians
may subsub- States of America in
That all claims of whatsoever
assembled,
in
Congress
Indians of,
on
may
Congress
whatsoever
mit all undetermined
nature which
any or
tribes of
Indians of
of the
the Fort
Fort Berthold
Berthold
of Indians
of the
the tribes
or all
all of
claims
which any
aml to Court of nature
Claims.
United States,
may have
Reservation,
North Dakota,
Dakota, may
have against
against the
the United
Reservation, North
Claims.
which have
been determined
determined by the Court of Claims,
heretofore been
not heretofore
have not
which
to
Claims,'with the right of appeal to
may
be submitted
submitted to
of Claims
Court of
to the
the Court
may be
party, for deterthe Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
States by
by either
either party
deterthe United
United States
of the
the
United States
mination
the amount,
amount, if
any, due
tribes from
from the
the Iniited
said tribes
due said
if any,
of the
mination of
misunder
any treaties,
treaties, agreements,
or laws
laws of
of Congress,
Congress, or
the misor for
for the
agreements, or
under any
tribes, or for the
of said
said tribes,
appropriation
of any
any of
of the
the failure
failure of the
funds of
the funds
appropriation of
Jurisdiction conto pay
tribe any
any money
money or
or other
other property
property due;
due; and
and
said tribe
pay said
States to
United States
coL United
errisdction
ferred.
Supreme jurisdiction
of Claims, with
conferred upon
upon the Court of
with the
is hereby
hereby conferred
to Sapreme
jurisdiction is
Appeal
Court.
of the United
United
right of
of either
to appeal
appeal to
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
to the
party to
either party
right
court.
if any,
States to
to hear
hear and
and determine
all legal
and equitable
claims, if
any, of
of
equitable claims,
legal and
determine all
States
said tribe
tribe against
against the
to enter
thereon.
enter judgment
judgment thereon.
and to
States, and
the United
United States,
said

Fort
Berthold, IndiFort Berthold,
an Reservation, N.
N
Dak.Rstios
Preamble.
Preamble.

ak.
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SEC.
2. That
That if
or claims
be submitted
submitted to
to said
said courts,
i
it
at
gb
utfsbof
of limitalimita
tatutes
courts, ti S
claims be
claim or
if any
any claim
SEC. 2.
they
the rights
rights therein,
legal and
and equitable,
each ° °a an
of each
equitable, of
both legal
therein, both
shall settle
settle the
they shall
and all
all the
thereto, notwithstanding
of time
statutes
or statutes
time or
lapse of
notwithstanding lapse
parties thereto,
the parties
and
of limitation,
limitation, and
and any
any payment
payment which
may have
upon any
any
made upon
been made
have been
which may
of
claim so
submitted shall
be pleaded
as an
estoppel, but
but may be
an estoppel,
pleaded as
not be
shall not
so submitted
claim
pleaded as
as an
an offset
offset in
such suits
and the
the United
United States
States
or actions,
actions, and
suits or
in such
pleaded
shall be
credit for
for all
all sums
sums heretofore
heretofore paid
or expended
for Pre
expended for
paid or
be allowed
allowed credit
shall
FT ent ation of
the
of said
tribe or
or any
The clam
or claims
of clams.enatn
cl
aim
claims of
claim or
thereof. The
any band
band thereof.
said tribe
benefit of
the benefit
the
tribes or
band or
or bands
bands thereof
be presented
presented separately
separately
may be
thereof may
or band
said tribes
the said
or
by petition,
however, to
to be
be
suit to
to amendment,
amendment, suit
subject, however,
petition, subject,
jointly by
or jointly
filed within
years after
after the
this Act;
Act; and
and such
action
such action
of this
the passage
passage of
five years
within five
filed
shall make
or petitioners
petitioners party
plaintiff of plaintiffs
plaintiffs
party plaintiff
petitioner or
the petitioner
make the
shall
and the
the United
United States
States party
or bands
of
bands of
band or
and any
any band
defendant, and
party defendant,
and
said
tribe the
the court
may deem
necessary to
determination of
of
final determination
to aafinal
deem necessary
court may
said tribe
such
suits may
may be
be joined
therein as
as the
order.
may order.
court may
the court
joined therein
or suits
suit or
such suit
Verffication of peti.
Such petition,
be verified
by a
apetitioner
an attorney
attorney don
. tion of e ti
ifica
or an
petitioner or
verified by
shall be
which shall
petition, which
Such
employed
by
said
petitioner,
tribes
of
any
bands
thereof,
shall
set
set
shall
thereof,
any
bands
of
tribes
employed by said petitioner,
forth all
facts on
recovery are
are based,
based, and
and said
for recovery
claims for
the claims
which the
on which
all the
the facts
forth
petition shall
shall be
by the
the attorney
and EEvidence attd
employed, and
or attorneys
attorneys employed,
attorney or
be signed
signed by
petition
admitted.
no other
Official letters,
e
ence
papers,
letters, papers,
necessary. Official
be necessary.
shall be
verification shall
other verification
no
documents, and
records, or
may be
be
thereof, may
copies thereof,
or certified
certified copies
public records,
and public
documents,
used in
in evidence,
of the
shall give
give
Government shall
the Government
departments of
the departments
and the
evidence, and
used
access
to the
attorney or
or attorneys
attorneys of
of said
tribe or
or bands
to
bands thereof to
said tribe
the attorney
access to
such treaties,
papers, correspondence,
or records
records as
may be
be needed
by
needed by
as may
correspondence, or
treaties, papers,
such
Attorneys' fees.
the
or attorneys
or bands
of Indians.
Indians.
Attorneys'
fees.
bands of
tribes or
said tribes
for said
attorneys for
attorney or
the attorney
Restrictions on..
S
EC. 3.
3. That
upon the
the final
determination of
such suit, cause, or Restrctions
of such
final determination
That upon
SEC.
action
Court of
decree such
fees as
as it
it shall
find reareashall find
such fees
shall decree
Claims shall
of Claims
the Court
action the
sonable
to be
the attorney
or attorneys
attorneys employed
employed therein
by said
therein by
attorney or
be paid
paid the
sonable to
tribe or
Indians, under contracts negotiated
negotiated and approved
approved as
of Indians,
bands of
or bands
tribe
provided by
in no
no case
case shall
shall the
the fee
fee decreed
decreed by said
law, and
and in
by existing
existing law,
provided
Court of
of Claims
Claims be
be in
in excess
excess of
of the
the amounts
the contracts
contracts
in the
stipulated in
amounts stipulated
Court
approved
by the
Commissioner of
Indian Affairs
and the
Secretary- of
of
the Secretary
Affairs and
of Indian
the Commissioner
approved by
the
and no
attorney shall
shall have
said
the said
to represent
represent the
right to
have aaright
no attorney
Interior, and
the Interior,
tribe or
or any
any suit,
suit, cause,
or action
under the
the proaction under
cause or
in any
thereof in
band thereof
any band
tribe
visions
contract shall
shall have
been approved
as Tog
approved as
have been
his contract
until his
Act until
of this
this Act
visions of
herein
The fees
decreed by
the court
the attorney
attorney' or
or us
beovePreelad.fromo
orecover.
to the
court to
by the
fees decreed
provided. The
herein provided.
in
attorneys of
record shall
be paid
out of
of any
or sums recovered
recovered in
sum or
any sum
paid out
shall be
of record
attorneys
such
actions, and
and no
of such
fee shall
be taken
taken from
any
from any
shall be
such fee
no part
part of
or actions,
such suits
suits or
money
the Treasury
of the
belonging to such tribes
United States belonging
the United
Treasury of
in the
money in
specifior bands
of Indians
brought unless specifibehalf the suit is brought
in whose behalf
Indians in
or
bands of
cally authorized
in the
contract approved
approved by
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
the contract
authorized in
cally
Proviso:
Indian
Affairs and
and the
the Interior
provided: Proviso:
as herein
herein provided:
Interior as
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Indian Affairs
Amount limited.
Provided,
case shall
shall the
by said
said court
limited
amount Amount
court amount
fees decreed
decreed by
the fees
in no
no case
That in
Provided, That
to more
than 10
per centum
centum of
of the
the amount
amount of
of the
the judgment
recovered
judgment recovered
10 per
to
more than
in
cause.
in such
such cause.
Approved, February
February 11,
11, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
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Oregon, Siuslaw, and Crater National
National Forests
CHAP. 69.—An
69.-An Act To add to the Oregon,
in
revested in the United States pursuant to the decision
lands that were revested
Oregon Certain
certain lands
in Oregon
Supreme Court of the United States in the case of the Oregon
Oregon and California
California
of the Supreme
other purposes.
Railroad Company
Company against the United States, and for
for other
Railroad

February 11,
11, 1920.
1990.
February
[H. RB. 8028.1
[H.
8M0.1
[Public,
No. 137.1
[Public No- 13

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Be
States of
of America
That such
portions of
of the
the cOrergo
such portions
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
America in
in Congress
States
CraOrefRStioand
ol=s
tr Fo
ttrests, Ore
g.
reg.
as shall
shall be deemed necessary
lands hereinafter
necessary by the ests,
described as
lands
hereinafter described
11evested OregonSecretary
of the
the Interior
and the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
for the
California
ilroad
the Caltfornia
caried RaOagoa
Secretary .of
Interior and
the Secretary

lands added to.
supplies of the cities of landsaddedto.
water supplies
the water
of the
conservation and
protection of
and protection
conservation
are
which
and
Oregon
City,
Dallas,
Corvallis,
and
Ashland,
Oregon,
Oregon,
Ashland,
and
Corvallis,
Oregon City, Dallas,
to the
the -Oregon
within
grant by
by the
the United
United States
Oregon and
States to
of the
the grant
the limits
limits of
within the
revested in the United States
California
Railroad Company,
Company, that
were revasted
that were
California Railroad
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pursuant to
decision of
Supreme Court
of the
States
United States
the United
Court of
the Supreme
of the
to the
the decision
pursuant
m the
the case
of the
the Oregon
Oregon and
and California
California Railroad
Company against
against
Railroad Company
case of
m
the
United States
States (two
hundred and
and thirty-eight United States
(two hundred
the United
Statutes, page
393), and
and an
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
June 9,
9, 1916,
1916,
an Act
page 393),
Statutes,
be and
and the
the same
same are
are hereby,
hereby, reserved
reserved and
aside as parts of the
and set aside
be,
Oregon, Siuslaw
and Crater
Crater National
National Forests,
subject to
to all
all laws
Forests, subject
Siuslaw,, and
Oregon,
affecting
as follows:
follows:
forests, as
national forests,
affecting national
As
part of
of the
the Oregon
National Forest,
Forest, south
and east
east of
of the
the
south and
Oregon National
As part
Willamette
Oregon:
meridian, Oregon:
Willamette meridian,
Township five
five south,
four east,
east, section
all; stion
section
section one,
one, all;
south, range
range four
Township
eleven, all;
thirteen, all;
section fifteen,
fifteen, north
north half
southeast
half southeast
all; section
section thirteen,
all; section
eleven,
quarter , southwest
half; section twenty-three,
quarter and north half;
southwest quarter
quarter,
al;
four south,
range five
east,
five east,
south, range
township four
all; township
twenty-five, all;
section twenty-five,
all; section
sectionnineteen all;
all; section
section twenty-seven,
northeast quarter;
quarter; section
section
twenty-seven, northeast
section.nineteen,
twenty-nine, northwest
northwest quarter
quarter; south
half northnorthsouth half
northwest quarter;
quarter northwest
twenty-nine,

To
section thirty-one,
thirty-one,
quarter; section
Oregastwest quarter, and south half northeast quarter;
To protect
protect Oregon
City water supply.
hirty-five, east half, for the protection
all; section
section thirty-five,
protection of the water
water
l
N
supply
of
Oregon
City,
Oregon.
Oregon
City,
Oreon.
slaw
supply
of
National
stuaaw N ationall • As part of the Siuslaw National Forest, south and
of the
As part of the Sislaw National Forest, south and west of
Fost
Forest.
Oregon:
Willamette
meridian, Oregon:
Willamette meridian,
Description.
Township seven south, range
northDescription.
range six west section
section twenty-one,
twenty-one, northeast quarter
southeast quarter,
west half
half southeast
quarter and
southeast quarter
quarter, west
east
quarter southeast
southwest quarter;
twenty-nine, northeast
quarter and
and south
south
northeast quarter
section twenty-nine,
quarter; section
southwest
one-half;
section
thirty-three,
north
half
northeast
quarter,
northnorthquarter,
northeast
half
north
one-half; section thirty-three,
otect Dallas
Da
To protect
water supply.
west
and southeast
southeast quarter,
protection of the water
water
quarter, for the protection
west quarter
quarter and
watersupply.
supply
•
Oregon.
Dallas, Oregon.
of Dallas,
supply of
Township twelve
twelve south,
range seven
section fifteen,
fifteen, south
seven west, section
south, range
Township
half
quarter, northwest
northwest quarter
quarter southwest
southwest quarter, and
half southwest
southwest quarter,
southwest quarter
southeast quarter;
quarter; section
twenty-one, southeast
southeast
section twenty-one,
quarter southeast
southwest
quarter, and
and north
half; section
section twenty-three,
twenty-three, southwest quarter
quarter
north half;
quarter,
To
Corvallis northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter, and
and west
half southwest
quarter; section
section twentytwentysouthwest quarter;
west half
To protect
protect Corvallis
water supply.
supply.
seven, all;
thirty-five, north
north half,
half, for
for the
the
seven,
all; section
section thirty-five,
the protection
protection of
of the
water supply
Corvallis, Oregon.
Oregon.
of Corvallis,
water
supply of
esrater
National For
A part
es
Crater National
For.
As
part of
of the
east of
of the
the Crater
Crater National
National Forest,
Forest, south
south and
and east
the
t.
Willamette
in Oregon:
Oregon:
meridian in
Willamette meridian
Description.
Township
Description.
Township thirty-nine
range one
one east,
nineteen, east
east
thirty-nine south,
south, range
east, section
section nineteen,
To
protect Ashland
twenty-one, east
one-half of
and east
east
one-half, and
of west
west one-half,
east one-half
section twenty-one,
one-half; section
To protect
Ashland one-half;
water supply.
one-half,
protection of the water supply of Ashland, Oregon.
Oregon.
one-half, for the
the protection
watersupply.
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture finds
Timber sales perper.
SEC. 2.
That when the
the Secretary
finds that mer2. That
SEC.
charitable
cut from
without
lands without
may be cut
from the
the above-described
above-described lands
chantable timber
timber may
mitted.
of or depletion
depletion of the water
detriment
purity of
water supply, said
detriment to the purity
Secretary
hereby authorized
authorized to dispose
dispose of such merchantable
merchantable
is hereby
Secretary is
1 hereof
section 1
timber on
forests by section
hereof
to said
said national
national forests
on the
the lands
lands added
added to
timber
Agriculture
in
regulations of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
in accordance
accordance with the regulations
Use
of proceeds,
for
the national
forests and
the entire
proceeds of
of any
sale there
there
any sale
and the
entire proceeds
for the
national forests
seofproceeds.
Treasury of the United
United States
States in a
aspecial
special
shall be deposited
deposited in the Treasury
fund,
designated as
"The Oregon
land-grant fund,"
as "The
Oregon and California land-grant
fund designated
Vol. 39
referred to
to in
of the
the said
said Act
June 9
1916 and
and be
be disdis9, 1916,
of June
Act of
10 of
section 10
in section
referred
39 p.r.2
Vol.
Proviso .
posed of
in the
the manner
manner therein
Provided, That
That in
in the
the
profio.P
posed
of in
therein designated:
designated: Provided,
Disposal so
of eeliminalSL
nated lands. f
event any of said
said lands are eliminated
eliminated from said forests as not necesnecespurposes for
reservation is made they shall
for which this reservation
sary for the
the purposes
be
provided for by said Act of June
June 9, 1916.
1916.
manner provided
in the manner
be disposed
disposed of in
Approved,
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Approved, February
February 11,
11, 1920.
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70.-An Act
Act Granting
Granting certain
certain rights
of the
CHAP. 70.—An
rights of
of way
way and
and exchanges
exchanges of
the same
same
across the
Fort Douglas
Douglas Military
Reservation in
State of
of Utah.
Utah.
the State
in the
Military Reservation
the Fort
across

Fort Douglas

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
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is hereby
hereby granted
granted
of America
America in
States of

tary Reservation.
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taryo
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Salt Lake City,
to
Salt Lake
organized and
and existing
Crighty,
Lake ri g
Salt granted
existing Utah,
ht of
corporation, organized
municipal corporation,
a municipal
City, a
Lake City,
to Salt
way
through, forwater
for water
under
the
laws
of
the
State
of
Utah,
a
perpetual
easement
and
right
through,
way
right
and
easement
perpetual
a
Utah,
of
State
the
of
under the laws
supply conduit, etc.
of way
for the
operation, maintenance,
and renewal
renewal of
of aa supplyconduit, etc.
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
the operation,
way for
of
feet
conduit
and
pipe
line
to
be
located
not
more
than
twenty-five
feet
twenty-five
than
more
not
located
be
conduit and pipe line to
easterly
from the
conduit and
of the
said city
now concity now
the said
line of
pipe line
and pipe
the conduit
easterly from
structed
over and
and upon
the Fort
Fort Douglas
Military Reservation
Reservation in
Douglas Military
upon the
structed over
said
State,
the
same
being
connected
with
the
water-supply
system
system
water-supply
the
with
connected
being
same
the
said State,
of the
city; and
and also
also for
operation, maintemainteconstruction, operation,
the construction
for the
said city;
the said
of
nance,
of all
all valve
be deemed
deemed Provisos.
may be
which may
houses which
valve houses
and renewal
renewal of
repair, and
nance, repair,
on work,
work,
necessary
connection with
Restrictionon
said etc.Restriction
the said
That the
Provided, That
line: Provided,
pipe line:
said pipe
with said
in connection
necessary in
conduit
and
pipe
line
must
be
at
all
times
maintained
entirely
below
etc.
below
conduit and pipe line must be at al times maintained entirely
the
surface of
of the
the ground;
ground must
must at
at all
be kept
times be
all times
the ground
that the
ground; that
the surface
in
such condition
condition as
enable troops
troops to
over the
without
same without
the same
pass over
to pass
will enable
as will
in such
hindrance;
shall be
be constructed
constructed to
to prevent
prevent the
fences shall
no fences
that no
hindrance; that
passage
troops; and
done upon
in
reservation in
the reservation
upon the
work done
all work
that all
and that
of troops;
passage of
pursuance
this grant
grant shall
shall be
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
the post
post comof the
be to
of this
pursuance of
mander
and under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
interest
the interest
in the
prescribe in
may prescribe
he may
as he
mander and
of good
good order
order and
and discipline;
discipline; and
and that
case of
the removal
removal of
of the
the
of the
in case
that in
of
conduit
or
pipe
line
or
any
of
the
valve
houses
the
ground
shall
be
be
shall
ground
the
houses
valve
the
of
any
or
line
conduit or pipe
Revocationreserved.
restored by
by the
Provided, That
That in
Revocationresved
in
condition: Provided,
original condition:
its original
to its
grantee to
the grantee
restored
the
the Secretary
of War
privilege herein
herein conferred
conferred
the privilege
War the
Secretary of
of the
discretion of
the discretion
may be
his instance
instance if
may
as may
regulations as
the regulations
when the
if and
and when
at his
revoked at
be revoked
may
be
prescribed
by
him
to
carry
into
force
and
effect
this
Act
shall
be
shall
Act
this
effect
and
force
into
be prescribed by him to carry
violated
Salt Lake
Lake City,
City, Utah.
Utah.
of Salt
city of
said city
the said
of the
part of
the part
upon the
violated upon
Amendment.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or
repeal this
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
Act is
this Act
or repeal

SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,

reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
11, 1920.
February 11,
Approved, February

CHAP. 71.—An
Detroit, Michigan,
Michigan, a
municipal
a municipal
of Detroit,
city of
the city
Authorizing the
Act Authorizing
71.-An Act
CHAP.
corporation,
to construct,
maintain, and
abridge
bridge across
the American
Channel
American Channel
across the
operate a
and operate
construct, maintain,
corporation, to

February11, 1920.
br

3452.1
S.i3520.
Fe [S.
[Public, No. 139.]
139.1
[Public,

of
the Detroit River to Belle Isle.
of the

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
United Detrot Ri er
House of
Representativesof
Senate and
and House
the Senate
Be it
may
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
at
authorityhereby DetroitMi.,
Detroi
i
t,Riv.
Micb., may
is hereby
authority
That
assembled,
Congress
in
States of America
granted
city.of
of Detroit,
Detroit, a
municipal corporation
corporation of
loidie
ChI o Isle.
J.ei
0., to Belle
State brtBele
of the
the State
a municipal
to the
the city
granted to
of
and its
construct, maintain, and operate
to construct,
successors, to
its successors,
Michigan, and
of Michigan
a
bridge
arid
approaches
thereto
across
the American
American Channel
Channel of
the
across
thereto
approaches
and
a bridge
the Detroit
to Belle
Belle Isle,
in said
city, at
at or
Boule- Construction.
o
Grand Bouleor near
near Grand
Isle, in
said city,
River, to
the
Detroit River,
Vol.
34, p. 84.
84.
on.34,p.
vard
East,
and
at
a
'Joint
suitable
to
the
interests
of
navigation,
navigation,
of
interests
the
to
suitable
point
a
vard East, and at
"An Act to
in
the provisions
ki
provisions of the Act entitled "An
with the
accordance with
in accordance
regulate the
navigable waters," apbridges over navigable
of bridges
construction of
the construction
regulate
proved
23, 1906.
Amendment.
Amndmen
proved March
March 23,
1906.
S
EC. 2.
right to
amend, or
hereby
Act is hereby
this Act
repeal this
or repeal
alter, amend,
to alter,
the right
That the
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1920.
February 11, 1920.
Approved, February
CHAP. 74.—An
To authorize
preference right of entry by certain
a preference
authorize a
Act To
74.-An Act
CHAP.
Act entrymen,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
entrymen, and
Act

Carey
Carey

February 14,
14, 1920.
190.
February
[11. R.
2950.)
R. 2950.1
[H.
[Public, No. 140.)
140.
[Public,

Be
it enacted
and House
the United
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
ands.
uc
United Public
lands.
Entren on
on reStates
of America
the Secretary
Secretary of
reElntrymend
the stored
of the
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
Carey Act lands
a
llo
wed
pr
e
ference
Interior,
domain lands
that have
been salowed preference
have been
lands that
public domain
the public
to the
restoring to
when restoring
Interior, when
homestead,
for homestead,
segregated
to a
aState
State under
of the
Act of
18, 1894
1894, right
right f:r
August 18,
of August
the Act
section 44 of
under section
segregated to
V
ol.
28,
p.
422.
.
and
amendatory thereof
thereof and supplemental
supplemental etoL 2s 42.
resolutions amendatory
and resolutions
Acts and
the Acts
and the
dishis
thereto,
commonly
called
the
Carey
is
in
disauthorized,
is
Act,
thereto, commonly called the Carey
establish
cretion and
rules and
and regulations
regulations as he may establish
such rules
under such
and under
cretion
to
allow for
for not
exceeding ninety
ninety days
days to
entryman
Carey Act entryman
any Carey
to any
not exceeding
to allow
a
entry under
under applicable
any of
such
of such
of any
laws of
land laws
applicable land
of entry
right of
preference right
a preference
lands which
which such
entered under
pursuant to
the
to the
and pursuant
under and
had entered
person had
such person
lands
State laws
laws providing
for the
of the grant under the
administration of
the administration
providing for
State
etc
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Carey
which such
established actual
actual bona
bona
had established
such person
person had
Act and
and u
upon/ which
Carey Act
fide
residence
or
;I made
made substantial
and permanent
permanent improvements:
improvements:
substantial and
or
had
fide
residence
Proviso.
Credit for
for residence
residence Provided,
be entitled to a
a credit as residence
each entryman
entryman shall beentitled
Provided, That each
Credit
on claim,
claim.
upon
new homestead
homestead entry
allowed hereunder
of the
the time
that
time that
hereunder of
entry allowed
his new
upon his
he
the claim as aabona fide resident thereof.
lived upon the
has actually
actually lived
he has
Approved, February
February 14, 1920.
Approved,

February
192D,
February.. 14,
1t4.]
[B.
11368.)
No. 14i.
141.
[Pubic,No.
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C.A&P.
75.-An Act
appropriations for the current and ,
continent
CHAP. 75.—an
Act Making
Making appropriations
continent
expenses of the
Bureau of
Affairs, for
for fulfilling
treaty stiulatons
stipulations with
with various
various
fulfilling treaty
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
expenses of the Bureau
Indian
and for
fur other
other purposes,
purposes for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June SO,
30, 1921.
1921.
the ficai
tribes, and
Indian tribes,

kVited
qf the United
Representativesof
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House

States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the following
sums be,
be,
following sums
Congresssasembled,
in Congress
States
aIniDPnartmen't
ations.

Indian
appropri

DePartmeut

hereby, appropriated,
Treasuy
appropriated, out of any money .in the Treasury
and they
they are hereby,
not
appropriated, fot
for the
paying the current
ourrent
purpose of payig
the purpose
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
and contingent
contingent expenses
the Bureau
Bureau of
Indian Affairs, for
fu
for, ful,
of Indian,Afairs,.
of the
expenses of
and
filling
tribes, and in full como
coin,
various Indian tribes,
treaty stipulations
stipulations with various
filling treaty
pensation forr all
offaces and salaes
salaries which
provided for herein
herein
whih
whfor are provided
a ofc
offes
pensation
service of th.e
30, 1921, namely:
June30,
year ending June
the fiscal year
for the service

Indian reservations.
reservations. SURVEYING
SURVEYING AND ALLOTTING
ALLOTTING
Surveying, allotting
in severalty,
e tt
allo etc.

Insver

VoL
24,
Vol. 24,

p. US.
3.

ng

P.

INDIAN RESERVATIONS.
RESERVATI0ONS

For
survey, resurvey,
classification, and allotment
allotment of lands in
resurvey, classification,
the survey,
For the
severalty
severalty under the provisions of the Act of February 8, 1887 (Twen-

ty-fourth Statutes at Large, page 388),
388), entitled "An
"An Act to provide
for
Indians," and under any
to Indians,"
severalty to
in severalty
of lands in
the allotment
allotment of
for the
other
or Acts
providing for
the survey
or allotment
allotment of
of Indian
Indian
for the
survey or
other Act
Act or
Acts providing
pon
Previa°.
iTee
in New
reimbursable: Provided,
Provided, That no part of said sum
$10,000, reimbursable:
Mexico lands, $10,000,
New Mexico
usin
andArionarestricted.
classification,
and AEiwnarestricted *shall be used for the survey, resurvey,
classification, or allotment
allotment
of
whether
severalty on the public domain to any Indian, whether
land in severalty
of any land
of
Mexico and
of the
the Navajo or other tribes, within the State of New Mexico
the
State of
of Arizona,
Arizona, who was not residing upon the public
public domain
domain
the State
prior to June 30, 1914.
Inigationon reservations.

irigattononrese.

te
cotru=
,etc., no,fmat
of pr
tenance,

Construction, main.

ects.
ects

lotmn

to di

tAll otments to di
tItments.

IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION ON INDIAN
INDIAN RESERVATIONS
RESERVATIONS (REIM(REIMBURSABLE).
BURSABLE).

For
repair, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
systems,
of irrigation
irrigation systems,
construction, repair
the construction,
For the

and for purchase
purchase or rental of irrigation tools and appliances, water
purposes for Indian
Indian
necessary for irrigation purposes
rights, ditches, and lands necessary
reservations and allotments; for operation of irrigation
irrigation systems or
reservations
appurtenances
appurtenances thereto when no other funds are applicable or availprotection of irrigable lands
able for the purpose; for drainage and protection
damage by floods or loss of water rights, upon the Indian
from damage

irrigation projects
projects named
below:
irrigation
named below:
Irrigation district
district one:
Round Valley
Valley Reservation,
Reservation, California,
California,
one: Round
Irrigation
$1,000.
$1
000.
Irrigation
irrigation district two: Moapa River, $1,050; Shivwits, $800;
$14,135.
Walker River, $9,285;
$9,285; Western Shoshone, $3,000; total, $14,135.
Walker
Irrigation
Tongue River, Montana,
Irrigation district three: Tongue
Montana, $2,000.
$2,000.
Chin, Maricopa
Reservation, $4,000;
Irrigation district four: Ak Chin,
Maricopa Reservation,
La Jolla Reservation,
Reservation, $2,200;
Coachella Valley
plants,
$2,200; Coachella
Valley pumping
pumping plants,
Morongo Reservation,
Reservation, $5,500; Ileadgate,
Indians,
Headgate, McDowell
McDowellIndians,
$8,500; Morongo
Reservation, $4,500;
$4,500; Rincon
Salt River
River Reservation,
Reservation, $1,500;
$1,500; Pala
Pala Reservation,
Rincon
Reservation, $2,000; miscellaneous
miscellaneous projects, $15,000;
Reservation,
$15,000; total,
total, $43,200.
Irrigation
district five: San
San Juan
Juan Reservation
Reservation, $20,000;
$20,000; New MexIrrigation district
ico Pueblos,
Pueblos, $11,000;
$11,000; Zuni Reservation,
Reservation, $9,800;
$9,80d; Navajo
Navajo and
and Hopi,
miscellaneous projects,
miscellaneous
projects, including Tes-nos-pos, Moencopi
Moencopi Wash,
Wash,
Captain
Wash, and
Red Lake,
Lake, $18,200;
Captain Tom
Tom Wash,
and Red
$18,200; total,
total, $59,000.
$59,000.

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRE
SS.

SESS. II.
II. CH.
CH. 75.
SESS.
75.

409
409

1920.
1920.

For
For necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses incident to the general
general
administration
administration of Indian irrigation
irrigation projects, including
including salaries
salaries of
of not
not
to exceed five supervising engineers:
engineers:

Administrative exexAdmieitrative
penses.
upervisng engiSupervising
en ginears.

neers.

In Indian irrigation
irrigation district one: Oregon, Washington, northern
In
northern
California,
California and northern Idaho,
Idaho, $10,000;
$10,000;
In Indian irrigation district two: Southern Idaho,
Idaho, Nevada,
Nevada, and
and
$12,500;
Utah, $12,500;
In Indian irrigation district three: Montana, Wyoming,
Wyoming, and
and South
South
Dakota, $11,000;
Dakota
$11,000;
In Indian irrigation
irrigation district four: Central and southern
southern California
California
and southern
southern Arizona,
Arizona, $15,500;
$15,500;
In Indian
Indian irrigation
irrigation district five:
five: Northern Arizona,
Arizona, New
Mexico,
New Mexico,
and Colorado, $12,000;
$12,000;
For cooperative
cooperative stream gauging with the United States Geological
Geological Stream gauging.
Survey, $2,000;
$2,000;
For necessary
Investigating
new
For
necessary surveys and investigations
investigations to determine
determine the feasi- prInvestigating
new
bility
bility and
and estimated cost of new projects and power and reservoir projectsetc.
sites on Indian reservations
reservations in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
with the
provisions of
of
Vol. 36, p. 858.
25, 1910,
1910, $2,000;
section 13 of the Act of June 25,
$2,000;
Vol.
36, p. 858
8
Irrigation
Projectsfrom
tribal
miscellaneous fIunds
Irrigation district
district one:
one: Sand Creek, agency
agency and miscellaneous
rom trbal
projects,
$6,100; Colville Reservation,
projects, Klamath
Klamath Reservation,
Reservation, $6,100;
Reservation, $6,000;
$6,000;
irrigation district five:
five: Southern Ute Reservation,
River project,
project,
Reservation, Pine
Pine River
$8,000; the above amounts to be paid out of tribal funds;
$8,000;
funds; reimreimbursable under
under such rules, regulations, and conditions as the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Interior may prescribe.
prescribe.
et engineer, etc.
Chief
For pay of one chief irrigation engineer, $4,000; one assistant chief Ch
engineers etc.
irrigation engineer,
irrigation
engineer, $3,000; one superintendent
superintendent of irrigation
irrigation compecompetent to pass upon water rights
rights,! $2,500; one field-cost
accountant, Travel, etc., exfield-cost accountant,
Travel, etc., ex$2,250; and for traveling
incidental expenses of officials and penses.
traveling and
and incidental
penses'
e
employees
irrigation service,
employees of the Indian
Indian irrigation
servi
ce ,including
sleeping-car
including sleeping-car
exceeding $3.50 in lieu
fare, and a
aper diem not exceeding
when
lieu of subsistence
subsistence when
actually
actually employed
employed in the field and away from designated
designated headquarheadquarters, $6.,000;
$6,,000;
Reimbursement.
In
all; for irrigation on Indian reservations,
reservations, $222,185,
In all,
reimbursable VRoilmb
$222,185, reimbursable
Vol. 38, p. et.
583.
as
provided
in
the
Act
of
August
1,
1914
(Thirty-eighth
at
as provided in
(Thirty-eighth Statutes at
Provisos.
Large, page 582): Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall Use
r restricted.
strcted.
be expended
expended on any irrigation
irrigation system or reclamation
reclamation project
project for
for
which
public
funds are or may be otherwise
Flood damages, etc
available: Provided
Provided Flooddamagesetc
which public funds
otherwise available:
further, That
foregoing amounts
amounts appropriated
appropriated for
further,
That the foregoing
such purposes
purposes
for such
shall be available
interchangeably in the discretion
available interchangeably
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
of
the Interior
Interior for the necessary expenditures for damages
damages by
by floods
floods Limitation.
and
other unforeseen exigencies:
exigencies: Provided,
however,'That the amount
and other
Provided, however
amount
so interchanged
interchanged shall not exceed
exceed in
i
n th
thee aggregate 10
10 per
per centum
centum of
of
all the amounts
amounts so
so appropriated.
appropriated.
Construction
on
The
the Interior
Interior is hereby authorized
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
authorized and directed
directed to charbS.trct
c
il
t
r
etjbursement of,
require
the
owners
require the owners of irrigable
irrigable land under any irrigation
irrigation system
system by
by oowners ofirigate
of irrigated
d
heretofore
hereafter constructed
constructed for the benefit
benefit of Indians
heretofore or hereafter
Indians and
and llands.
to
which water
to which
water for irrigation purposes can be delivered
delivered to begin
begin
partial
reimbursement of the construction charges, where reimbursepartial reimbursement
reimbursement
law, at such times and in such
ment is
is required
required by
by law,
such amounts
amounts as he
g
may
deem best;
cCredit to
may deem
best; all
all payments
payments hereunder
hereunder to be credited on a
a per charges.
to acreage
areaO
acre
basis
in
favor
of
the
land
in
behalf
of
which
acre basis in favor
such payments
payments
shall have
and to
be deducted
deducted from the totaf
shall
have been
been made
made and
to be
total per acre
f
charge assessable
said land:
land: Provided,
reimbursable ttiuo
ret^rict.eS
charge
assessable against
against said
Provided, That no reimbursable
i
otrss
n
erestrictled.''Pr'
moneys
irigation works shall be used
moneys appropriated
appropriated in this Act for irrigation
used
for
purpose other than operation and maintenance
maintenance unless
for any
any p
unless the
the
Secretary uof
Secretary
f
3
.
1
:13ethe
thee Interior
Interior has prescribed rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations for
for
the payment
per acre charge by all the users of water under
the
payment of the _per
under
the
to apply
the project,
project, to
apply on the reimbursement of the total amount
amount
Report
of repay.
rt
0of
y
expended: And
And provided
providedfurther, That the said Secretary
menp
expended:
Secretary shall submit m
jr ants.
44281°-21-.28
44281°-21-28
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410

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. U
Cri. 75.
75.
SIXTY-SIXTH
II. . CH.

1920.
1920.

Congress on
1921, showing
showing
aareport
report to
to Congress
on the
the first
first Monday
Monday in
in December,
December, 1921,
the irrigation
repayment of
conthe
irrigation projects
projects or
or units
units thereof
thereof where
where repayment
of the
the construction charge
charge has
required.
struction
has been
been required.
SUPPRESSING LIQUOR
LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
TRAFFIC.
SUPPRESSING
Suppressing
Suppressing liquor
liquor
trafsfi.
traffic.

For the suppression
suppression of the
traffic in intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
the traffic
liquors among
Indians, $65,000.
$65,000.

RELTEVINCr DISTRESS,
AND SO
SO FORTH.
RELIEVING
DISTRESS, AND
FORTH.
Relievin
distress
Relevingg distres,
preventin
ses g contagios
contagious
reventg
For the relief and care of destitute
destitute Indians not otherwise
provided
otherwise provided
,
etc. e
for, and
and for
prevention and treatment
for,
for the
the prevention
treatment of tuberculosis,
tuberculosis, trachoma,
trachoma,
smallpox,
and infectious
infectious diseases,
diseases, including
including
smallpox, and
and other
other contagious
contagious and
transportation of patients
patients to
from hospitals
hospitals and sanatoria
sanatoria,
transportation
to and
and from
Provisos.
$350,000: Provided
further, That
this appropriation
used
may be
be used
Providedfurther,
That this
appropriation may
UseiorgeseraltreatUse
for general treat- $350,000:
ment,
etc.
ment, etc.
also for
general medical
surgical treatment
also
for general
medical and
and surgical
Indians, including
including
treatment of
of Indians,
the
operation of
general hospitals,
where no
no other
other
the maintenance
maintenanoe and
and operation
of general
hospitals, where
Allotment spaa
to
speci-- funds
nAloetalt
to
are applicable
or
for
purpose:
Provided
applicable
available
that
purpose:
Provided
furfurfied
hospitals
and
sani a
atoria.
ator .
l'er,
ther, That out of the
the appropriation
appropriation herein authorized
authorized there shall
shall
maintenance of the
sanatoria and
and hospitals
hospitals
be available
available for the maintenance
the sanatoria
hereinafter
named, and
for incidental
incidental and
expenses for
for
and all other expenses
hereinafter named,
and for
their
conduct and management,
management, including
employees,
their proper conduct
including pay of employees,
repairs,
improvements, not
exceed the
the following
following
not to exceed
repairs, equipment,
equipment, and improvements,
amounts: Blackfeet
Blackfeet Hospital,
Hospital, Montana,
Montana, $12,500;
$12,500; Carson
Carson Hospital,
Hospital,
Nevada,
$10,000; Cheyenne
Cheyenne and Arapahoe
Arapahoe Hospital, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
Nevada, $10,000;
$10,000; Choctaw
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Hospital,
Oklahoma, $30,000;
$30,000;
$10,000;
Choctaw and
Hospital, Oklahoma,
Fort Lapwai
Sanatorium, Idaho,
Idaho, $40,000;
$40,000; Laguna
Lapwai Sanatorium,
Laguna Sanatorium,
Sanatorium,
New Mexico,
Mexico, $17,000;
Mescalero Hospital,
New Mexico,
Mexico, $10,000;
$10,000;
New
$17,000; Mescalero
Hospital, New
Navajo Sanatorium,
Arizona, $10,000;
Pima Hospital,
Hospital, Arizona,
Arizona,
Navajo
Sanatorium, Arizona,
$10,000; Pima
$10,000; Phoenix
Phoenix Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Arizona,
$40,000; Spokane
Spokane Hospital,
Arizona, $40,000;
Hospital,
$10,000; Sac
Sac and
Sanatorium, Iowa,
Iowa, $25,000;
$25,000;
Washington, $10,000;
and Fox
Fox Sanatorium,
Turtle Mountain
Hospital, North
Turtle
Mountain Hospital,
North Dakota, $10,000;
$10,000; Winnebago
Winnebago
Hospital,
Nebraska, $15,000;
$15,000; Crow
Hospital, South
South Dakota,
Dakota,
Hospital, Nebraska,
Crow Creek
Creek Hospital,
$8,000;
Hoopa Valley
Hospital, California,
California, $10,000;
$10,000; Jicarilla
Hos$8,000; Hoopa
Valley Hospital,
Jicarilla Hospital,
New Mexico,
Truxton Canyon
Canyon camp
hospital, Arizona,
Arizona,
pital, New
Mexico, $10,000;
$10,000; Truxton
camp hospital,
$10,000; Indian Oasis Hospital, Arizona, $10,000.
$10,000;
$10,000.
Sch o o
Schools.
ls

Support
Support

SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF INDIAN
INDIAN SCHOOLS.
of
of pupils,
pupils,

For support
support of
of Indian
day and
and industrial
otherwise
For
Indian day
industrial schools
schools not otherwise
educational and industrial
provided for, and other educational
industrial purposes in conProvisos.
therewith, $1,600,000:
$1,600,000: Provided,
Provided, That
not to
exceed $40,000
eaf and
or nection
nection therewith,
That not
to exceed
$40,000
Deaf
and dumb,
dumb, or
blind.
of
amount may
education of deaf
of this amount
may be used for the support and education
deaf
Discontinuance of
boDotinsoscho
oif and dumb or blind Indian children: Provided, That
That all
all reservation
reservation
boarding schools with and dumb or blind Indian children: Provided,
minimum
minimum attendance.
attendance. and
and nonreservation
nonreservation boarding
boarding schools,
schools, with
an average
attendance of
of
with an
average attendance
forty-five and eighty
less than forty-five
eighty pupils,
respectively, shall
shall be
pupils, respectively,
be discondisconPupils transferred. tinued
Pupilstransferred.
on or
or before
before the
beginning of the
tinued on
the beginning
the fiscal year 1921.
1921. The pupils
pupils
in schools so discontinued
discontinued shall be
transferred first,
first, if
if possible,
possible, to
to
be transferred
Indian
Indian day schools or State public schools; second,
second, to adjacent
reseradjacent reservation
or nonreservation
nonreservation boarding
schools, to
limit of
of the
the capacity
vation or
boarding schools,
to the
the limit
capacity
Day schools with
mim
attendane,
Providedfurther, That all
average
schools: Providedfurther,illat
all day
day schools
schools with
with an
an average
minimum
attendance, of said schools:
discontinued.
discontinued.
attendance of
of less
less than eight be,
attendance
be, and are hereby,
hereby, discontinued
discontinued on or
or
before the
the beginning
beginning of
provided further,
further,
And provided
year 1921:
1921: And
the fiscal
fiscal year
of the
to be re--before
Moneys
Moneys to
turned to tlae Treasury.
Treasury. That all
turnedtothe
all moneys
appropriated for
for any
school discontinued
discontinued pursuant
moneys appropriated
any school
pursuant
to this Act or for other cause
cause, shall
shall be
returned immediately
immediately to
to the
the
be returned
Treasury
United States:
Providedfurther,
Treasury of the 'United
State: Provided
further, That hereafter
hereafter the
ompulsory attendSecretary of
of the
to make
make and
and enforce
enforce such
such
the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
authorized to
Compulsory
attend- Secretary
ance of eligible
eligible chil- rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
may be
be necessary
necessary to
the enrollment
as may
to secure
secure the
enrollment
dren.
and regular attendance
attendance of eligible Indian children
children who are wards
wards of
Government in schools
schools maintained
benefit by the United
the Government
maintained for their
their benefit
United
etc.

ec.

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
CH. 75.
II. CH.
75.

411
411

1920.
1920.

States or in public schools: Provided
Provided further,
further, That not more
ooltlo.n In
more than
than schw
Tuition
public
in public
$200,000 of the amount herein appropriated may
be expended
may be
expended for
for 0o.
the
in the
the public
schools: And
And
the tuition
tuition of
of Indian
Indian children
children enrolled
enrolled in
public schools:
provided
part of
of this
this appropriation
sh all be
be used
use dspeaiechooSe
ri 9t
ces
e
v
htlitie for
provided further,
further, That
That no
no part
appropriation shall
for
for the support of Indian day
schools where
where specific
day and
and industrial
industrial schools
specific
appropriation is
made.
appropriation
is made.
INDIAN SCHOOL
INDIAN
SCHOOL AND
AND AGENCY
AGENCY BUILDINGS.
BUILDINGS.

School and
builings.
buildings.

agency

agecy

Construction, repair,
Construction,

For construction,
For
construction, lease,
lease, purchase,
purchase,. repair,
repair, and
and improvement
sites, etcimprovement of
of sites,etc.
and agency
purchase of
of necessary
school and
agency buildings,
buildings, including
including the
the purchase
necessary
lands and the installation,
installation, repair,
improvement of
repair, and improvement
of heating,
heating, lightlighting, power,
power, and
ing,
and sewerage
systems in
connection therewith,
rovi
m.
sewerage and
and water
water systems
in connection
therewith, p
Provos
on$335,000: Provided,
That this
$335,000:
Provided, That
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
available for
for the
supervisingg c
the stletion
con.
,etc.
.
payment
expenses of persons employed
the superpayment of salaries and expenses
employed in
in the
super- structionetc.
vision of construction
construction or repair work of
bridges and
of roads and bridges
and on
on
school and
and agency
agency building's
buildings in
school
Indian Service:
Provided further,
in the
the Indian
Service: Providedfurther,
eat and light to
Heat and light to
That the
That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
authorized to
allow employees
Interior is
is authorized
to allow
employees employees.
employees.
in the Indian Service, who are furnished
furnished quarters,
quarters necessary
necessary heat
and
heat and
light for such quarters without charge, such heat and light to be
paid for out of the fund chargeable
of heating
chargeable with
with the cost of
heating and
and
lighting
other buildings
buildings at
the same
same place:
provided further,
lighting other
at the
place: And
And provided
further, Not
Notincludedinco
included in comThat
at the
the amount
amount so
so expended
expended for
for agency
purposes shall
shall not
not be
in- pensation
agency purposes
be inpensstionlimit.
limit.
Vol. 37, p. 521.
eluded in the maximum
cluded
maximum amounts
amounts for compensation
compensation of employees Vol.
37, p. 21
prescribed by section 1,
prescribed
24, 1912.
1, Act
Act of August
August 24,
1912.
INDIAN
TRANSPORTATION.
INDIAN SCHOOL
SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION.

For collection and transportation
transportation of pupils to and from Indian and
and
public schools, and for placing
placing school pupils, with
with the consent
consent of
of
their parents, under the care and control
control of white families qualified
qualified to

them moral, industrial,
industrial, and
give them
educational training,
training, $68,000:
$68,000:
and educational
Provided, That not exceeding $5,000 of this sum
may b
bee u
used
for
Provided,
sum may
sed for
obtaining remunerative
remunerative employment
employment for
for Indian
Indian youths
youths and,
and, wh
when
transportation and other expenses to their
necessary, forpayment
for payment of transportation
their
employment: Provided
places of employment:
Provided further,
the
further That where practicable
practicable the
transportation
of pupils
pupils shall
transportation and expenses
expenses of
shall be
be refunded
refunded and
shall be
be
and shall
returned to the appropriation
appropriation from which
which paid.
provisions of
of
paid. The
The provisions
this section shall also apply to native Indian pupils of school age
age
under twenty-one years of age brought from Alaska.
INDUSTRIAL
OF TIMBER.
INDUSTRIAL WORK AND CARE
CARE OF
TIMBER .

For the purposes
growing timber
purposes of preserving living
living and
and growing
on
timber on
Indian reservations and allotments, and to
educate Indians in
to educate
in the
the
proper care of forests; for the employment of suitable persons as
matrons
housekeeping and other
matrons to teach Indian women and girls housekeeping
other
household
necessary traveling expenses
household duties,
duties for necessary
such matrons,
matrons,
expenses of such

Transportation.

ransportation.

Collecting,
pupils.

etc.,

Provisos.
baing employ
Obtaining
employmentttforpupils.
for pupils.

en

Repayment.
RepymentAlaska pupils.
pupils.

Industrial work, etc.

Industrialwork,etc.
Timber
Timber
tion,
etc.
tion,etc.

preserva-

atn

Matrons.

and supplies
and for furnishing necessary
necessary equipments
equipments and
renting Agricultural
supplies and
and renting
riultal
experexperiquarters for them where necessary;
necessary; for the conducting
conducting of
of experlexpern- ments,
mentsetc.
etc.
ments on Indian school or agency farms designed
designed to test the possibilities of soil and climate
cultivation of
grains, vegetavegeta- Farmers
climate in the cultivation
of trees, grains,
Farmers and stock
stockbles, cotton, and fruits, and for the employment of practical farmers
farmers men.
and stockmen, in addition to the agency
agency and school farmers
farmers now ememnecessary traveling expenses of such farmers
ployed; for necessary
farmers •and
and stockfurnishing necessary equipment
equipment and supplies
men and for furnishing
them;
supplies for
for them;
and for
superintending and
and
for superintending
directing farming
and stock
stock raising
raising Field
and directing
farming and
Fd matxona.
matrons.
among Indians,
Provisos.
of which
which sum
sum not
$75,000 shall
shall Proo.
Indians $460,000,
$460,000, of
not less
less than
than $75,000
Menominee Reservabe used for the employment of field matrons: Provided,
Provided, That the timeo
tion.
foregoing shall not,
not as to timber,
timber,apply to the
Menominee Indian
Indian
the Menominee
Reservation in Wisconsin: Pr
Provded further,
further, That not to
Reservation
to exceed
exceed

412
412
Soil,

menots
ments..

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
etc.,
et e

Snss. II.
II.
SESS.

Cu. 75.
Ci
75.

1920.
1920.

eexperi- $15,000 of the amount herein appropriated
s all be
used to
to conduct
conduct
be used
xperi- $15,000 of the amount herein appropriated shall

experiments
school or
agency-farms
to test
the possibilities
possibilities
experiments on
on Indian
Indian school
or agency
farms to
test the
of
soil
and
climate
in
the
cultivation
of
trees,
cotton,
grain,
vegetaPap
affected by of soil and climate in the cultivation of trees, cotton, grain, vegetaa not affected
limitation.
bles,
fruits: Provided,
Provided, also,
also, That
That the
the amounts
paid to
to matrons,
matrons,
bles, and
limitation.
and fruits:
amounts paid
foresters,
and other
other hospital
hospital employees,
foresters, farmers,
farmers, physicians,
physicians, nurses,
nurses, and
employees,
and stockmen
provided for
in this
this Act
be included
for in
Act shall
shall not
not be
included within
within
and
stockmen provided
Vol. 37, p. 521.
521.
vol.
the limitations
employees contained
limitations on salaries
salaries and
and compensation
compensation of
of employees
contained
in the
Act of
of August
24, 1912.
1912.
August 24,
in
the Act
Supplies.

suppAe1

EXPENSES INCIDENT TO PURCHASE
PURCHASE AND TRANSPORTAEXPENSES
TRANSPORTATION OF
SUPPLIES.
OF INDIAN
INDIAN SUPPLIES.
TION

Purchase, transpor-

For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary, to
of goods
goods and
and supplies
supplies for
for
to the
the purchase
purchase of
For
the Indian
Service, including
including inspection,
of necessary
necessary empay of
emthe
Indian Service,
inspection, pay
ployees,
and all
other expenses
expenses connected
connected therewith,
therewith, including
including
all other
ployees, and
advertising, storage,
and transportation
of Indian
Indian goods
goods and
and supsupadvertising,
storage, and
transportation of
plies, $300,000:
$300,000: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
of the
the sum
appropriated
plies,
That no
part of
sum hereby
hereby appropriated
shall be
be used
the maintenance
maintenance of
of to
to exceed
exceed three
three warehouses
in
warehouses in
for the
used for
shall
the Indian
Indian Service:
Provided further,
further, That
That the
of inspection,
inspection,
the
Service: Provided
the cost
cost of
storage, transportation,
transportation, and
of coal
coal for
the Indian
Indian Service
Service
storage,
and so
so forth,
forth, of
for the
shall be
be paid
from the
support fund
of the
or agency
agency for
for which
shall
paid from
the support
fund of
the school
school or
which
the
coal is
is purchased.
the coal
purchased.

tatson
tation, etc. ' traspor-

Provisos.
Three warehouses.
warehouses.

oal delivery et.

Coal delivery, etc.

TELEGRAPHING AND
TELEGRAPHING
AND TELEPHONING.
TELEPHONING.
Telegraphing
telephoning.

telephoning.

and

Court

Court costs.

Legal expenses in

allotmen
Legal t
expenses
suiu3, etc.
allotnent
suits,
etc. in

Proviso.
No
attorneys' fees.
oattomreys'

For
telegraph and
and telephone
For telegraph
telephone toll
toll messages
messages on
on business
business pertaining
pertaining
to
sent and
received by
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Indian
to the
the Indian
Indian Service
Service sent
and received
Indian
Affairs at
at Washington,
Washington, $7,500.
Affairs
$7,500.
COURT
COURT COSTS.
COSTS.
For witness
other legal
legal expenses
expenses incurred
instituted
For
witness fees
fees and
and other
incurred in
in suits
suits instituted
Indians involving
involving the question
of title
title to
in behalf
behalf of or
or against Indians
question of
to lands
lands
allotted to
them, or
the right
of possession
possession of
personal property
property held
held
allotted
to them,
or the
right of
of personal
by
them, and
in hearings
hearings set
set by
the United
States local
local land
land officers
officers
by them,
and in
by the
United States
to
determine the
the rights
rights of
public lands,
$800: Provided
Provided,
to determine
of Indians
Indians to
to public
lands, $800:
That no part of this appropriation
in the payment
appropriation shall be used
used in
payment of
of
attorneys
attorneys fees.
fees.

EXPENSES OF
EXPENSES
INDIAN COMMISSIONERS.
COMMISSIONERS.
OF INDIAN
Citizen commission.

Citizen commission.

expenses of
of the
Board of
For expenses
the Board
$10,000.
of Indian
Indian Commissioners,
Commissioners, $10,000.
PAY OF
OF INDIAN
INDIAN POLICE.
POLICE.
PAY

Indian police.
Indian
ndpic

For
pay of
Indian police,
including chiefs
For pay
of Indian
police, including
chiefs of
of police
police at
at not
not to
to exceed
exceed
$50 per month each
each and
and privates
privates at
at not to exceed
exceed $30
$30 per
per month
month
each, to be employed
employed in
purchase of
of equipequipin maintaining
maintaining order,
order, for
for purchase
ments and supplies, and for rations for policemen
policemen at nonration
nonration
agencies, $200,000.
agencies,
$200,000.

PAY OF
OF JUDGES
JUDGES OF INDIAN
INDIAN COURTS.
COURTS.
Judges, Indian
Indian
codgs,
courts.

For pay
of judges
judges of
of Indian
Indian courts
courts where
where tribal
tribal relations
relations now
now
For
pay of
exist,
$1,000.
exist, $7,000.

EXPENSES OF
GENERAL EXPENSES
Contingentexpengeg,,
ConFingentexpense

speialgents,
et.
special
agents, ete.
Post, p. 673.
Pp.3.

INDIAN SERVICE.
SERVICE.
INDIAN

For pay
annum; for
f
or traveling
t
rave ling and
an d
pay of special
special agents,
agents, at
at $2,000 per
per annum;
incidental expenses
expenses of such
special agents,
agents, including
including sleeping-car
sleeping-car
such special
fare, and
diem of
to exceed
$3.50 in
lieu of
of subsistence,
in
fare,
and aaper
per diem
of not
not to
exceed $3.50
in lieu
subsistence, in
the discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, when actually
actually em-
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duty- in the field or
or ordered
ordered to
seat of
of government;
government;
ployed on duty
to the
the seat
for transportation
transportation and incidental
officers and
clerks of
of
incidental expenses
expenses of
of officers
and clerks
the
Indian Affairs
when traveling
traveling on
official duty;
duty; for
for pay
pay
the Office
Office of Indian
Affairs when
on official
of employees not
otherwise provided
provided for;
for; and
and for
for other
other necessary
not otherwise
necessary
o
Provisos.
expenses
expenses of the Indian
Indian Service
Service for which no
no other appropriation
appropriation Amount
Provisost
at once.
is available, $135,000: Provided,
Provided, That $5,000 of this amount shall
shall m ou t at o
immediately available:
available: Provided
further, That
$10,000 of
of this
this Cometncy
c
o
Fi
rnve
pete
lve
il;
izeo0
d=
be immediately
Providedfurther,
That $10,000
Comm
appropriation shall be used for continuing
continuing the
the work
work of the CompeCompe- s ion *
tency
Commission to
Civilized Tribes
Tribes of
Oklahoma.
tency Commission
to the
the Five
Five Civilized
of Oklahoma.
That
Interior be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby,authorized
authorized commissio
Other ns.
That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
and he
he is
Commtsion.Pete"cY
and directed
$15,000 out
of applicable
applicable funds
funds
directed to
to expend
expend not
not less
less than $15,000
out of
competency of
by competency
competency
in the work
work of
of determining
determining the
the competency
of Indians
Indians by
commissions
commissions on Indian reservations
reservations outside of the Five
Civilized
Five Civilized
Tribes in Oklahoma.
si°11

competency

Inspectors.

INDIAN SERVICE
SERVICE INSPECTORS.pecto
INDIAN
INSPECTORS.

Pay, etc.
etc.
Pay,

Service inspectors,
inspectors, exclusive
of one
For pay of six Indian
Indian Service
exclusive of
one chief
chief
inspector, at salaries not to exceed
exceed $2,500 per annum and actual
traveling
traveling and incidental expenses, and
per diem
diem
and not to
to exceed
exceed $3.50 per
in lieu of subsistence
subsistence when actually
employed on duty in
in the
actually, employed
the field
field
away from home or
designated headquarters,
headquarters, $25,000.
or designated
$25,000.

DETERMINING HEIRS.
FEIRS.
DETERMINING
Determining heirs of

For the purpose
purpose of
determining the
of deterinining
the heirs
heirs of
of deceased
Indian alallottees.
deceased Indian
deceafaiottees.
al- deceased
lottees
lottees having
having any right, title, or interest in
or restricted
restricted
in any
any trust or
property, under regulations
of the
the Interegulations prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Inte- Provisos.
provo,.
Indian Office.
rior,
reimbursable as
rior ' $100,000,
$100,000, reimbursable
as provided
by existing
Provided, Clerksin
provided by
existing law:
law: Provided,
ClerksinindianOffice.
That the Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to use not
not
to exceed $30
$30,000
2000 for the employment of additional
additional clerks in the
connection with the work of determining
Indian Office in connection
determining the heirs
heirs
of deceased
of
deceased Indians
examining their
their wills,
out of
the $100,000
$100,000 Payments
Indians,' and
and examining
wills, out
of the
yments by
by benbeneficiaries.
appropriated
appropriated herein: And provided
provided further,
further, That
That hereafter
upon a
aefldaries.
hereafter upon
determination of
any trust
or restricted
property
of the
the heirs
heirs to
to any
trust or
restricted Indian
Indian property
of the value of $250 or more, or
allotment, or,
or, after
after approval
or to any
any allotment,
approval
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior of any will
will covering
such trust
or
covering such
trust or
restricted
restricted property, there shall be paid by such heirs, or by the benebeneficiaries
ficiaries under such will, or from the estate of the decedent,
decedent, or
or from
from
the proceeds
proceeds of sale of the allotment, or
any trust
trust funds
funds bebeor from
from any
longing to the estate of the decedent,
decedent, the sum
of $15
$15 where
where the
ap- Amonts
sum of
the apAmounts.
praised
praised value of the estate
estate of the decedent does not
the sum
sum
not exceed the

of $1,000. Where the appraised
value $
of the estate of decedent is
isedvaluofe
heestate
which amo
o
f
un
dec
t s
e
h
da
eu
nt
bis
e
of $1,000.
0.is $1,000
W here and
othreovaeprprtahe
more
than
less thansurn
$3,000,
$1,000
$3,000,o5f0t,
$20
;w
here the
th
e appraised
appraised
$20;
where
value of the estate of the decedent
is $3,000
$3,000 b
ut
no tmore
than $5,000,
$5,000,
decedent is
but
not
more than
the sum of $25, and
where the
apprai
se d va
l
ue of
ofthe
the estate
es t
at
e of
ofth
e
and where
the appraised
value
the
d
decedent
is $5,000 or over, the sum of $50, which amount shall be

accounted
the Treasury
accounted for and paid in 'the
Treasury of the United
United States; and a
a
report shall be made annually
annually to Congress
Congress by the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior on or before the first Monday
Monday in December
December of all moneys
moneys

collected
collected

and deposited
deposited

as herein provided:

ofreceipts.

Report of receipts.

Provided
further, Tribes
Provided further
Tribesexcuded.
eirolmiPA

That the provisions
thi s paragraph
paragraph shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
to the
the Osage
provisions of
of this
Osage
Indians nor to the Five Civilized Tribes
Tribes of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
INDUSTRY AMONG
(REIMBURSABLE).
AMONG INDIANS (REIMBURSABLE)

Industry
Theism:
Int

among

among

Encouraging _farmEncomaging

of e
encouraging
For the purpose of
ncouragi
ng industry
industry and
and self-support
self-support among
among mng
ingr,
t ewt
etc., for self
self suppo
the Indians and to
them in the
the culture
culture of
offruits,
f
ruits,grains,
grai
ns,and
an
Pa
to aid them
.
other crops, $100,000,
$100,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, which
which
sum may be used for the purchase
machinery, tools,
purchase of seed,
seed, animals,
arliYnals, machinery,
implements,
equipment necessary,
necessary, in the discretion
implements, and other equipment
discretion of the
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Secretary
of the
Indianato
self-supporting:
to beCome
bcome self-supporting:
enable -Indians
to enable
the Interior,
Interior, to
Secretary of
Provided
, That said
sutra shall be expended
ander conditions to be
expended tinder
said sum
Provied,
prescribed by the
Secretary of
repayment to the
of the Interior for its repayment
the Secretary
prescribed
Limit.
United States on or
Provided further, That
1930: Providedfrther,
June 30, 1930:
or before
before June
United
$20,000 of the amount
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be
amount herein:
exceed $20,000
not to exceed
expended on
on any
any one
reservation or
or for
benefit- of any one tribe
for the benefit
one reservation
expended
Indians and that
appropriation shall be used for
for
Tibal herds exclud- of
Tribal
this appropriation
no part of this
that no
of Indians,
ed.1.
the purchase of tribal herds.
herds.
Provisos.
Provisos.

Repayment.
Repayment.

Veldclas.
Veicles.
Amount for
mainAmount
for maintenance, repair, etc.

tenanrepar etc.

VEHICLES FOR INDIAN SERVICE.

applicable appropriations
That not to exceed $200,000 of applicable
appropriations made
herein for the Bureau
Affars shal
Bureau of Indian
Indian Affairs
shall be available
available for the
the

maintenance, repair,
repair, and
operation of
motor-propelled and
and horiehoreof motor-propelled
and operation
maintenance,
drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
o superintendents,
superintendents,
use of
the use
vehicles for the
drawn passenger-carrying
farmers,
matrons; allotting,
allotting, irrigation,
irrigation, and
other
and other
fiel matrons,
physicians, field
farmers, physicians,
Provisos.
exceed
service: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed
Indian field service:
in the
the Indian
employees m
Puelasitd.limited. employees
Purchases
$15,900
may be
used in
of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger.
passenger.:
purchase of
in the
the purchase
be used
$15,000 may
exceed $40,000 for the purchase of mocarrying
and not to exceed
vehicles, and
carrying vehicles,
tor-propelled
vehicles, and
and that
that such
such vehicles
vehicles
passenger-carrying vehicles,
tor-propelled passenger-carving
Motor
vehicles from
Provided
further,
officia
service:
for
shall
only
official
service:
Provided
further,
That
such
Motor
sha
be
used
eces
om
War Department.
purchased from the War Departmotor-propelled
shall be
be purchased
vehicles shall
motor-propelled vehicles
ment, if
practicable.
if practicable.
ment,
Livestock
of Indians.
vestockofIndians.

SUPPRESSING
SUPPRESSING CONTAGIOUS
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
DISEASES AMONG
AMONG LIVE STOCK
STOCK
OF
INDIANS.
OF INDIANS.

Paying fordestroyed
diseased animals, etc.

For reimbursing
for live
live stock
may be hereafter
hereafter
stock which
which may
Indians for
For
reimbursing Indians
with dourine
dourine or other condestroyed on
on account
infected with
of being
being infected
account of
destroyed
connection with the work of
for expenses
expenses in connection
tagious diseases,
diseases, and for
eradicating and
expended under
under
such diseases,
diseases, to be expended
preventing such
and preventing
eradicating
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
the Interior
Interior may
may prepreof the
Secretary of
as the
the Secretary
such
scribe, $40,000.
$40,000.
scribe,

daSd fordStrd

stock
Water for live stock.
Water
increasing
grazing
Increasing evergg
ges by
dgapn,
by developing,
ranges
reservations.
etc., on reservation.%

Proviso.
Proviso.
Condition.

lands.
Sales of Indian lands.

Advertising
ses.

dvertisng expenexpen-

DEVELOPING WATER
FOR INDIAN STOCK.
WATER FOR
DEVELOPING

drilling wells, and otherwise developing
For improving springs, drilling
developing
conserving water
including the purfor the use of Indian stock, including
water for
and conserving
installation of pumping machinery, tanks,
chase, construction, and installation
troughs, and other necessary
necessary equipment, and for necessary
necessary investiincreasing the available
gations and surveys, for the purpose of increasing
grazing range on unallotted
unallotted lands on Indian reservations,
reservations, $50,000:
$50,000:
Provided,
necessity exists on any Indian reservation
reservation so far
Provided, That the necessity
as
concerned.
themselves are concerned.
as the Indians themselves
ADVERTISEMENT FOR SALE OF INDIAN LANDS
ADVERTISEMENT
(REIMBURSABLE).
(REIMBURSABLE).

There is hereby appropriated
appropriated from any fund in the Treasury
Treasury of the
United
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
$6,000, or
or so
so much thereof
thereof
appropriated, $6,000,
States not
United States
as may
may be
necessary for
for the
the payment
payment of
of newspaper
newspaper advertisements
advertisements of
of
as
be necessary
sales
of Indian
Indian lands,
lands, reimbursable
from payments
payments by
by purchasers
purchasers of
of
reimbursable from
sales of
costs
and regulations
costs of
of sale,
sale, under
under such rules
rules and
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Interior
ogi
e
ZiL
That any
any disbursing
Service, with
with the
the approval
approval
the Indian
Indian Service,
of the
agent of
disbursing agent
d ing onf That
Agon thdr:Zir.s
Indian Affairs,
authorize a
aclerk
employed
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian
Affairs, may
may authorize
clerk employed
in
his office
his place
discharge all
all the
the duties
duties devolved
devolved
in his
office to
to act
act in
in his
place and
and discharge
upon him
him by
or regulations
regulations during
time as
as he
be unable
unable
upon
by law
law or
during such
such time
he may
may be
Proviso
to
perform the
duties of
of his
his position
position because
because of
physical
of absence,
absence, physical
to perform
the duties
prori.
Covered
disability or other disqualifying
disqualifying circumstances:
circumstances: Proided,
Covered by bond
bond of disability,
Provided, That the
principal.
l
pipa
official bond given by the disbursing
disbursing agent
agent to the
United States shall
shall
the United
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be held
held to
cover and
and apply
of the
employee authorized
authorized Personal bond, etc.
the employee
apply to
to the
the acts
acts of
be
to cover
to
in his
his place,
place, who
shall give
give bond
bond to
agent in
in such
such Prsonal bond, etc.
disbursing agent
to the
the disbursing
who shall
to act
act in
sums as
as the
may require,
require, and
and with
respect to
any and
all acts
acts
and all
to any
with respect
the latter
latter may
sums
performed by
him while
while acting
principal, shall
to
be subject
subject to
shall be
his principal,
for his
acting for
by him
performed
all
liabilities and
prescribed by
by law
law for
for official
official misconmisconpenalties prescribed
and penalties
all the
the liabilities
duct
of disbursing
agents.
disbursing agents.
duct of
Charges allowed for
That
hereafter in
in the
of all
all Indian
Indian allotments,
allotments, or in leases,
expensesofsales,leases,
leases, or
or expensesofsales,leases,
the sale
sale of
That hereafter
etc.
assignment
covering tribal
tribal or allotted lands
lands for mineral, etcleases, covering
of leases,
assignment of
farming,
grazing, business
business or
or other
other purposes,
purposes, or
or in
the sale
timber
of timber
sale of
in the
farming, grazing,
thereon, the
hereby, authorized
authorized
is hereby,
he is
be, and
and he
Interior be,
of the
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
thereon,
and
directed, under
such regulations
regulations as
as he
may prescribe,
charge
to charge
prescribe, to
he may
under such
and directed,
reasonable fee
the work
work incident
incident to
to the
the sale,
sale, leasing,
leasing, or
or assigning
assigning
for the
fee for
aareasonable
of
such lands,
the sale
of the
the timber,
timber, or
or in
in the
the administration
administration of
of Payable by vendees,
of such
lands, or
or in
in the
sale of

Indian
forests, to
to be
be paid
paid by
vendees, lessees
from etca.8ablebyvendees,
etc.
or from
or assignees
assignees,' or
lessees, or
by vendees,
Indian forests,
the
proceeds
of
sales
the
amounts
collected
lessees,
be
covered
into
the
the
into
covered
to
be
collected
the proceeds of sales, the amounts
Treasury
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
Treasury as
Abandoned
school
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
to sell
sell and
sgenc
platsandd
i
l
i
V is
ngsan
. d
agency
and E
authorized to
is hereby
hereby authorized
That
convey at
the highest
bidder, under
under such
such regulations
regulations uilding.s
highest bidder,
to the
sale, to
at public
public sale,
convey
Sale authorized.
and
and conditions
as he
he may
prescribe, at
less Saleauthorized.
not less
at not
may prescribe,
conditions as
terms and
under such
such terms
and under
than the
the appraised
appraised value
abandoned day
day or
or boarding
any abandoned
thereof, any
value thereof,
than
school
plant, or
any abandoned
agency buildings,
buildings, situated
lands Part ofsite included.
abandoned agency
situated on
on lands
school plant,
or any
nclded
belonging
any Indian
tribe and
not longer
longer needed
needed for Indian or ad- Pat
and not
Indian tribe
to any
belonging to
ministrative
purposes, and
and to
to sell
sell therewith
not to exceed
exceed one
one hundred
therewith not
ministrative purposes,
and
sixty acres
of land
land on
such plant
or buildings
buildings may
and sixty
acres of
on which
which such
plant or
may stand.
stand. Title to purchaser.
Title
all lands
disposed of
of under
under the
provisions of this Act shall
ietnreaser.
the provisions
lands disposed
to all
Title to
pass
to the
by deed
deed or
patent in
fee, with
reservawith such reservain fee,
or by
by patent
the purchaser
purchaser by
pass to
tions or
just and proper,
may deem just
Secretary may
the said
said Secretary
as the
conditions as
tions
or conditions
no purchaser
in
and sixty
sixty acres in
hundred and
one hundred
acquire more than one
to acquire
purchaser to
no
any
one tract:
tract: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
of all
all such
such sales
'ro
rol
Ces:cis to credit of
of
be c
rots
sales shall
shall be
the proceeds
proceeds of
any one
Indian owners.
deposited
Treasury of
credit of the Indianowners.
the credit
United States to the
of the
the United
the Treasury
in the
deposited in
Indians
to whom
whom said
said lands
lands belong,
be disposed
of in
in accordance
accordance
disposed of
to be
belong, to
Indians to
with
law.
with existing
existing law.
Arizona.
Arizona.
ARIZONA.
ARIZONA.
Support, etc., of In-

disanpso ettc., of InS
EC. 2.
2. For
support and
and civilization
of Indians
in Arizona,
includ- dians.
Arizona, includIndians in
civilization of
For support
SEC.
ing pay
employees, $200,000.
$200,000.
of employees,
ing
pay of
Fort Mojave School.
For
support and
education of
pupils F rt Mojav B SchooL
and fifty Indian pupils
of one
one hundred and
and education
For support
at the
the Indian
Indian school
Fort Mojave,
Mojave, Arizona,
and for pay of superinArizona, and
at Fort
school at
at
tendent,
$35,050; for
for general
improvements, $3,800;
$3,800;
and improvements,
repairs and
general repairs
tendent, $35,050;
for
to replace
replace building destroyed by fire, $25,000; for
schoolhouse to
for schoolhouse
electric-light plant,
plant, $5,000;
chool
$5,000; in
in all,
all, $68,850.
$68,850.hoe
electric-light
Phoenix School.
For
seven hundred
eixhoo
pupils at the
Indian pupils
hundred Indian
of seven
education of
and education
support and
For support
Phoenix,? Arizona,
Indian
Arizona and for pay of superintendent,
Indian school at Phoenix
improvements, $12,500; for remod$142,500;
repairs and improvements,
$142,500; for general repairs
eling
plant, $5,000;
in all,
all, $160,000.
$160,000.
eling ice
ice plant,
$5,000; m
Truxton
Truxt on Canyon
For support
and education
education of
pupils at
Indian School.
School.
at the Indian
hundred pupils
one hundred
of one
support and
For
superintendent,
school
Arizona, and
and for pay of superintendent,
Canyon, Arizona,
at Truxton Canyon
school at
$24,300;
for general
repairs and improvements,
improvements, $5,000;
$5,000; in
in all,
general repairs
$24,300; for
$29,300.
Gil
$29,300.
Gila River
River ReservaReservaFor
continuing the
irrigation system for tion.
the irrigation
constructing the
the work
work of
of constructing
For continuing
Continthgirrigation
the
Pima, Indians
Sacs- system
the irrigation
irrigation of the lands of
of the
the Pima
Indians in the
the vicinity of SacacotenmfrlaI
for Pima In.
ton,
the limit of
of cost
cost =.aVol. 33, p. 11Ni.l
Gila River
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, within
within the
ton, on the Gila
Large, VoL33,p.11.
1905 (Thirty-third
fixed
by the
the Act of
March 3,
3, 1905
(Thirty-third Statutes
Statutes at Large,
of March
fixed by
page
for maintenance
maintenance and
operation of
the pumppump- Repayment.
page 1081),
1081), $5,000;
$5,000; and
and for
and operation
of the
p
ing
plants and
canals systems,
systems, $10,000;
$15,000, reimbursable
mg plants
and canals
$10,000; in
in all,
all, $15,000,
reimbursable VoL
p 522.
52
Vol. 37
37, p.
as
in section
(Thirty-seventh
the Act of August 24, 1912 (Thirty-seventh
section 22of the
as provided
provided in
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
Statutes
page 522).
522).
Colorado River Reservation.
tion
For continuing
continuing the construction
construction of the necessary canals and lat
laterals erals
Extending irrigation
ndirigation
Extedng
for
the utilization
utilization of
of water
water from
the pumping
on the
the Colorado
Colorado system.
plant on
pumping plant
from the
for the
p. 273.
2
vsLp.
River
Reservation, as provided in the Act of April 4, 1910 VoL3ó,
River Indian Reservation,
(Thirty-sixth
LArge, page
monk$50,000; and for mainpage 273), $50,000;
at Large,
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at
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taming
the pumping
canals, and
and structures,
structures,
plant, canals,
pumping plant,
and operating
operating the
taining and
aforesaid
$36,000;
all,$86,000,
$86,000, reimbursable
reimbursable as provided
provided in the aforesaid
in all,
$36,000; in
Act.
apago Indian vl
new pumping
For
Isgrgn
tersupply
Indian
for.
For the
the construction
construction of
of five
five new
pumping plants,
plants, including
including the
the
Wa ster pply for. sinking of wells, installation
construction
installation of pumping machinery, construction
of tanks for
for domestic
and stock
stock water,
necessary structures
structures for
for
and necessary
water, and
domestic and
of
the
of a
a supply
of water
water for
for Papas°
Papago
supply of
distribution of
and distribution
the development
development and
Indian
villages in
southern Arizona,
$35,000; for operation and mainmamArizona, $35,000;
in southern
Indian villages
tenance
constructed works
for these
these villages,
$17,000; in
all,
in all,
villages, $17,000;
works for
of constructed
tenance of
$52,000.
$52,000.
I
r
e
a
h
v
olfaMollifies
To
enable the
the Secretary
carry into
into effect
the proeffect the
to carry
the Interior
Interior to
of the
Secretary of
To enable
ities for.
for
Schl
vol 15,
669.
15, p
1 1868, between the
Vol.
P.
669.
visions of the sixth article
article of the treaty of June 1,
United States
the Navajo
Nation or
or Tribe
Tribe of
Indians, proclaimed
proclaimed
of Indians,
and the
Navajo Nation
States and
United
to provide
provide school
school
August
12, 1868,
States agrees
agrees to
the United States
August 12,
1868, whereby the
facilities
for the
children of
of the Navajo
$100,000:
of Indians, $100,000:
Navajo Tribe of
the children
facilities for
Prov(so.
Provided, That the said Secretary
Secretary may expend
expend said funds, in his disdi*,
Provided,
Proato.
Diseretionary use. cretion, in establishing or enlarging day or industrial schools.
DratUayae.
Navajos
and Hopis.
For continuing
the development
supply for the Navajo
of a
a water
water supply
development of
For
continuing the
Ropis.
Navajos
and
Water supply
for, on
reeraons.yron
and Hopi Indians
Indians on the Navajo,
Moqui, Pueblo,
reservations.
Navajo, Moqui,
Pueblo, Bonito,
Bonito, San Juan,
and Western
Western Navajo Reservations,
Reservations, $35,000, reimbursable
reimbursable out of any
Indians now
now or hereafter
hereafter available.
available.
funds of
of said Indians
Ganado project.
of the
the Ganado
Operating.
For
Ganado irrigation project,
project,
and maintenance
maintenance of
operation and
For operation
(isapd*o
Secretary of the
reimbursable under such rules and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
reimbursable
Interior
prescribe, $3,500.
$3,500.
Interior may
may prescribe,
Ban Xavier R"etva. For
For operation
maintenance of
of the
the
the pumping
pumping plants on the
and maintenance
operation and
soBaneB
tion.
reimbursable out
Pumping
Plants
San
Xavier Indian
out
umping plantson.
San Xavier
Indian Reservation, Arizona,
Arizona, $18,500,
$18,500, reimbursable
of
any funds
funds of
of this
this reservation
reservation now
now or
or hereafter
hereafter
of the
the Indians
Indians of
of any
available.
available.
San
ReserveInterior is
withdraw from
san Carlos
carlos Reserva
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
is hereby authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
from
Son.
Operating 4,P..MPIng
pmping the Treasury
any tribal
tribal
Treasury of the United States the sum of $38,500 of any
DMinea
r
iftnif
iZeion,' funds
deposit to
to the credit
credit of the Indians of the San Carlos Reserfunds on deposit
omtrita
vation in Arizona,
Arizona, and to
to expend
expend the
the same for
for the operation and
maintenance
maintenance of pumping
Indians
pumping plants for irrigating
irrigating the lands of
of the Indians
on the
the said reservation
reservation, and
and for the
the installation
installation of two
two new pumping
pumping
plants, fuel tank, and the drilling of a
a test well in McMillan Wash
for
Wash for
the
providing water
water for
for the
the irrigation
irrigation of
additional Indian
Indian
the purpose
purpose of
of providing
of additional
Proviso.
land: Provided,
That the
the sum
so used
be reimbursed
reimbursed to
the tribe
tribe
to the
used shall
shallbe
sum so
Reimbursement
to land:
Provided,That
ment to
PRere
Indiana
by the
the Indians
Indians benefited,
benefited, under
under such
rules and
as the
Indiana.
by
such rules
and regulations
regulations as
the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Secretary
a
The Secretary
the Interior
is hereby
authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw from
from
hereby authorized
of the
Interior is
Secretary of
he Rea"
eser-- The
vFoior
vatFort
ton. Apache
R
cc
onstructin
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
of any tribal
tribal funds
of $7,750 of
States the
the sum of
the United States
ng
g the
R ee r
on
st ret
power
olant,
etc., frfrom
tribal fInde'
fluids.'
Indians of the
the Fort
Fort Apache
trDibalr
Om on deposit
deposit to
to the
the credit of
of the
the Indians
Apache Reservation
Reservation
in Arizona,
Arizona, and
and to
to expend
expend the
the same,
same, in
in connection
connection with
with the
the sum
sum of
of
in
Ante, p.
p. 11.
11.
$3,550 of
the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act for
school and
$3,550
of the
for Indian
Indian school
and
completing the
reconstruction, repair,
imagency buildings,
buildings, for
for completing
the reconstruction,
repair, and
and improvement of the power plant and irrigation system
system on the
Fort
the Fort
Apache
Arizona, as
provided for
for in
Apache Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona,
as provided
in the
the Act
Act of
of
Reimbursement.
ProviRat.
June 30,
30, 1919
(Forty-first Statutes
page 11):
11): Provided,
Provided,
at Laize,
Large, page
Statutes at
1919 (Forty-first
June
Reimbursement.
expended shall
That the tribal funds so
so expended
shall be reimbursed
reimbursed to
to the
the tribe
tribe by
the Indians
under such
regulations as
maybe
be pr
epreas may
such rules
rules and
and regulations
Indians benefited
benefited under
agency
U'se
'se of
of a
gency fund
fund. the
Ane, p. 411.
scribed by the Secretary
Ante,
411.
Secretary of the Interior: And
And provided furth,er,
further, That
That
the sum of $3,550 of the amount appropriated
appropriated m this Act for Indian
school and agency buildings is hereby set apart
apart and reserved
reserved for this
purpose.
purpose.
ReservaRiver ReserveFor completing the construction
Indian Service of aa dam
Gila
Gila River
construction by the Indian
tion.
Dam,
etc. fordivertfor divert- with
bridge superstructure
and the
the necessary
on t
ro lling works
Dam,etc.
with a
a bridge
superstructure and
necessary c
controlling
works for
for
log,ater
water for I
n
dian divertinu
water from
from the
Gila River
for the
the irrigation
irrigation of
Indian
diverting water
the Gila
River for
of Indian
Indian land
land
and Indian
Indian allotments
allotments on
the Gila
Gila River
River Indian
Reservation, Arizona,
Arizona,
on the
Indian Reservation,
recommended by the Board of Engineers of the United States
as recommended
Army in paragraph 217 of its
Secretary of
War of
of Febits report to the Secretary
of War
Feb$150,000, to be
ruary 14, 1914 (House Document
Document Numbered 791),
791), $150,000,
I.
Sinkazs oi

on.
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Reimbursement.
immediately
in section
section 2
oeibusement.
the Vol.
2 of
of the
37, p. 522.
provided in
as provided
reimbursable as
available, reimbursable
immediately available,
Act
of August
August 24,
24, 1912
1912 (Thirty-seventh
at Large,
Large, page
522):
page 522):
Statutes at
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Act of
Proviso.
Provided, That
That the
limit of
of cost
cost of
the said
and bridge
bridge fixed
the CPnc
Cost increased.
fixed by
by the
said dam
dam and
of the
the limit
Provided,
40, p.
p. 569.
Act
of May
(Fortieth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page 569),
569), is
hereby Vol.
569.
vol.40,
is hereby
1918 (Fortieth
25, 1918
May 25,
Act of
changed from
$400,000.
changed
from $250,000
$250,000 to
to $400,000.
Gia River.
For
by the
Indian Service
of a
diver- Diversion
ging% dam,
dam,
a diverService of
the Indian
construction by
the construction
completing the
For completing
sion
dam
and
necessary
controlling
works
for
diverting
water
from
above
Florence'
Florence.
above
from
water
diverting
for
works
controlling
sion dam and necessary
the
at a
Arizona, as
as provided
provided by
the VoL
Vol. 39,
39, p.
130.
p. 130.
by the
Florence, Arizona,
a site
site above
above Florence,
River at
the Gila
Gila River
Act
May 18,
18, 1916
1916 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
page 130),
130), Proviso.
Poo.
Large, page
of May
Act of
Cost increased.
costincreased.
$75,000,
to be
be immediately
total cost Vol.
the total
That the
Provided, That
available: Provided,
immediately available:
$75,000, to
39, p. 975.
is
hereby
changed
from
$175,000
to
$250,000,
to
remain
available
p975Vol.39
available
is hereby changed from $175,000 to $250,000, to remain
until
expended,
reimbursable
as
provided
by
the
aforesaid
Act
May
May
of
Act
aforesaid
the
by
provided
as
until expended, reimbursable
18, 1916.
1916.
18,
That the
of the
Interior is
authorized and
and directed
directed ig
esU
a g
Trgrvaltneed
i
lL
Investigang
is hereby
hereby authorized
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
That
to
make an
an investigation
investigation of
of the
conditions on
on the
the Papago
for road
across.
road across.
Res- for
Indian ResPapago Indian
the conditions
to make
ervation in
Arizona, with
with respect
respect to
to the
constructing aa
necessity of constructing
the necessity
in Arizona,
ervation
road
between
Ajo
and
Tucson,
across
said
reservation,
and to
to submit
submit
and
reservation,
said
across
Tucson,
and
Ajo
road between
his
report thereon
on the
the first
December, 1920,
Monday in December,
first Monday
Congress on
to Congress
thereon to
his report
which
report shall
recommendation by
by the
Secretary
the said Secretary
include aa recommendation
shall include
which report
as
to what
what proportionate
construction of said road should
should
the construction
of the
part of
proportionate part
as to
behalfofthP
Indians
be paid
paid by
by the
the United
Little Colorado
Colorado and
and
PapagooIndians.
Little
United States
States on
on behalf
of theeapag
be
Canon Diablo
Diablo Rivers.
Rivers.
For
construction of
approaches to
to two
two bridges
the Little
Colo- Canon
Little Coloover the
bridges over
of approaches
For construction
Approaches
to
bridge
rado and
and Canon
Canon Diablo
Diablo Rivers,
Rivers, near
near the
Approachestobridge
Agency, over.
Indian Agency,
Leupp Indian
the Leupp
rado
Arizona
approwiations
for
which
were
made
by
the
Act
of
June
30,
Ante, p
p. 11.
ovr
30,
June
of
Act
the
by
Arizona, appropriations for which were made
1919, $3,500,.
so much
as maybe
to beimmediately
beimmediately Repayment.
eyt.
necessary to
thereof as
maybe neceastary
orso
much thereof
$3,500, or
1919,
available,
from the
of the
Indians, Rep
aYment.
Navajo Indians,
the Navajo
funds of
tribal funds
the tribal
reimbursable from
available, reimbursable
in
addition
to
the
unexpended
balance
of
the
appropriations
for
the
the
for
appropriations
the
of
balance
unexpended
the
to
addition
in
construction of
which is
hereby made
made available
available for the
is hereby
bridges, which
said bridges,
of said
construction
Salt River.
approaches.
approaches.
For
the construction
of a
abridge
bridge across
River, on
on the
Salt River
River B
a
r
l
i
t
d
g
Re
ivac
erioss, near
near
across,
Bridge
the Salt
Salt River,
across Salt
construction of
For the
Indian
Reservation,
near
Lehi,
Arizona
$15,000,
to
be
expended
Le
Pe
L
payment.
IRepyent
expended
be
to
$15,000,
Arizona,
Lehi,
Indian Reservation, near
under
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, said sum to be
the direction
under the
reimbursable
any funds
now or
hereafter placed in the Treasury
Treasury
or hereafter
funds now
from any
reimbursable from
to the
the Indians
Indians on
the Salt
Salt River
Reservation, to remain a
a
River Reservation,
on the
of the
credit of
the credit
to
charge
upon the
funds of
of said
Indians until paid:
of Indians
tribe of
said tribe
the funds
lien upon
and lien
charge and
with
Provided,
the Secretary
the Interior
may cooperate
cooperate with the cooperation
roo
m :Zion
with
Interior may
of the
Secretary of
That the
Provided, That
State
of Arizona
the construction
construction of
fur- Arizona'
Arizona
Providedfurbridge: Provided
said bridge:
of said
in the
Arizona in
State of
ther,
That no
no part
of the
money herein
shall be
be expended
required.
untereir
expended Guaranties
appropriated shall
herein appropriated
the money
part of
ther, That
proper
the
until
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
shall
have
obtained
from
proper
obtained
have
shall
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
until
authorities
State of
or the
the county
Maiicopa, satisof Maricopa,
county of
Arizona, or
of Arizona,
the State
of the
authorities of
State
factory
guaranties
of
the
payment
by
the
or county
county of at
said
by
payment
the
of
factory guaranties
said bridge:
least three-fourths
three-fourths of
of the
the cost
cost of
of said
bridge: Maintenance by
construction of
the construction
of the
least
Provided
said State
State or
county shall
to defray
Ma,
i
n
e
gnance by
etc.
defray State,
agree to
shall agree
or county
the said
That the
further, That
Providedfurther,
all
maintenance and
and repair of said bridge and its apthe maintenance
of the
expense of
all expense
condition at all times.
proaches
and to
the same in good condition
to keep the
proaches and
California.
California.
CA TA-FORMA..
CALIFORNIA.
Support, etc., of Inrt, etc of I
diaS
in- dia
in California, inSEC. 3.
and civilization
civilization of
Indians in
of Indians
support and
For support
3. For
SEC.
Lands
eluding pay
Ixands for
for homeless
homeless
$42,000.
employees, $42,000.
pay of
of employees,
cluding
homeless Indians in California, Indians
the homeless
lands for
For the
the purchase
purchase of
for the
of lands
For
includingimprovements
for the
the use
and occupancy
occupancy of said
said
use and
thereon, for
improvements thereon,
including
Indians, $10,000,
to be expended
such regulations
expended under such
funds to
said funds
$10,000, said
Indians,
Sherman
and
conditions as
as the
of the
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Sherman Institute.
Interior may
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
and conditions
the
at
For
support
and
education
of
seven
hundred
Indian
pupils
Indian
hundred
seven
of
For support and education
Sherman Institute,
Riverside, California,
including pay of superinCalifornia, including
Institute, Riverside,
Sherman
tendent,
$142,600; for
for general
repairs and
and improvements,
$15,000;
improvements, $15,000;
general repairs
tendent, $142,600;
in
all,
$157,600.
ymarllotYnenta
Yuma allotments.
in all, $157,600.
s- e d
For
on Yuma
.eaehargeead'
loncharg
allotments, Irrigati
Yuma allotments,
charge on
maintenance charge
and maintenance
reclamation and
For reclamation
from
or
surplus
$70,365.07,
to
be
reimbursed
from
the
sale
of
lands
$70,365.07, to be reimbursed from the sale
other funds
be available,
available, in
accordance with
with the provisions
in accordance
may be
that may
funds that
other
nS

Indians.
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Vol. 36,
1066.
Vo.
36 p.. 1063.

1920.
1920.

of
Statutes at
of the
the Act
Act of
of March
March 3, 1911 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Stattes
at Large, page
page

Fort
Bidwell School.
FortBidwellchool.

Greenville
SehooL
GreenvilleschooL

1063).
1063).

For support and education
education of one hundred
hundred Indian pupils at the
Fort
Indian School
California, including
including pay
pay of
of superintendsuperintendFort Bidwell
Bidwell Indian
School,;California,
ent, $24,000;
general repairs
and improvements,
improvements, $5,000;
all,
in all,
$5,000; in
repairs and
$24,000; for
for general
ent,
$29,000.
$29,000.

support and
Indian pupils at
the
For support
and education of
of one hundred
hundred Indian
at the

Greentille Indian School,
California, including
including pay
pay of
st.
iperintendent,
of superintendent,
School, California,
Greenvillelndian
$24,100;
and improvements,
improvements, $5,000;
$29,100.
$5,000; in
in all,
all, $29,100.
for general
general repairs
repairs and
$24,100; for

Hoops, Valley
Valley ReserFor continuing
continuing the
construction of
of a
from Hoopa
Hoopa to
to WeitcheerHoopa
For
the construction
a road
road from
Weitchvatiou.
Reservation, in Humboldt County, Caliconstruction
constractton pec, on the Hoopa
Hoopa, Valley
Valley Reservation,
Cali.
ornia, in
in conforraity
with plans
plans approved
approved by
Secretary of
of the
the
by the
the Secretary
conformity with
fonia,
Reimbnrsement.
cillReimbursement.
t
Interior,
$10,500, to
to be
be reimbursed
reimbursed out
out of
of any
any funds
of the
funds of
the Indians
Indians
Interior, $10,500,
of said
or hereafter
hereafter placed
placed to
to their
their credit
in the
the
credit in
now or
of
said reservation
reservation ,now
Vol.
40, p.
Vol. 40,
p. 570.
Treasury of the United States, in accordance
50.
Indian ApproTreasury
accordance with the Indian
Appropriation .Act
1918 (Fortieth
Statutes at
at Large,
pages 570.
579
Large, pages
25, 1918
(Fortieth Statutes
priation
Act of
of May
May 25,
and
and 571).
San Diego Cottg
: .
te.
a
For purchase
purchase of
a certain
certain ten-acre
tract of
of land
land in
in San
San Diego
Diego
ten-acre tract
of a
For
SanDiego Cunty.
County, California,
California, on
which is
an old
old Indian
Indian cemetery
used,
cemetery used
situated an
is situated
on which
County,
by the
the Indians
Indians of
Volcan Indian
and needed
needed for
far
of the
the Volcan
Indian Reservation
Reservation and.
by
present
use, $600.
$600.
present and
and future
future use,
Hoopa
Valley ReserThat
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior and
and the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
the Secretary
Treasury
That the
the Secretary
Hoop vally
Bservation.
FilYing
road concon- be,
be, and
they are
hereby, authorized
authorized to
allow payment
payment of
of an
an indebted_
indebteJare hereby,
to allow
pyg road
and they
r
tiebt
ness amounting
$3,215.12 incurred
incurred by
the Superintendent
of
Superintendent of
by the
to $3,215.12
amounting to
etrion
d bt from ness
tribal
funds.
Hoopa
Agency, California,
California, during
and SeptemSeptemi
during Silly,
July, August,
August, and
Hoopa Valley
Valley Agency,
her,
the construction
River ReservaReservatrail on the Klamath River
construction of a
a trail
her, 1918, in
in the
tion,
the tribal
fund known
known as
as "Proceeds
of Klamath
Klamath River
River
"Proceeds of
from the
tribal fund
tion, from
Reservation,
was made
available for
that and
and
which was
made available
for that
Reservation, California,"
California," which
Vol.
39, p.976.
p. 976.
ol.39,
other purposes
purposes by the Act of March 2, 1917 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
at Large,
Large, page
976), but
were authorized
authorized
page 976),
but from
from which
which no
no expenditures
expenditures were
at
Vol.
40, p. 591.
VoL 40,p.
591.
by section
section 27 of the Act of May 25, 1918 (Fortieth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large,
page
page 591).
Florida.
Florida.
FLORIDA.
FLORIDA.

Voa
Road

Seminoles.
Seminoles.

Sxc. 4.
4. For
For relief
distress among
the Seminole
Florida
in Florida
Indians in
among the
Seminole Indians
of distress
SEC.
relief of
and
purposes of
of their
civilization and
and education,
education, $5,000, including
including
and for
for purposes
their civilization
the construction
necessary buildings.
buildings.
the
construction and
and equipment
equipment of
of necessary

etc. of.
Relief, etc.,
Relief,

IDAHO.

Idaho.
Fort Hall ReservaHall
tion.
nSupport, etc., of Inetc.,
dians on.
Irrigation
system.
rrigation system.

iort

Resira-

duponrt,

of

Proviso.
reo'mprehenive
Comprehensive
report
on project,
port on
project, etc.

Bannock.
Fuing'treaty.
Fulfilling treaty.
Vol. 15, p. 676.
13, p.6.

vol.

Cceur d' Alenes.
Fulfilling
Fulfilling treaty.
treat.
Vol.
26, p.
Vol. 26,,p.

1020.
o2.

Ka a

s.

Kan4a.s.
Haskell

SEC.
civilization of Indians on
SEC. 5.
5. For support and civilization
on the
Hall
the Fort
Fort Hall
Reservation
Reservation in Idaho,
Idaho, including pay of employees, $29,000.
$29,000.

For improvement,
and operation
of the
For
improvement, maintenance
maintenance and
operation of
the Fort
Fort Hall
Hall
irrigation
system, $50,000:
of the
the
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
Provided, That
$50,000: Provided,
irrigation system,
Interior shall submit to Congress
Congress on the first Monday in December,
December,
1920, aareport relating to
to the
the construction, enlargement,
enlargement, and improveimproveirrigation project,
project, including
including the
ment of said Fort Hall irrigation
the irrigation
irrigation of
of
such additional lands
feasible and
and practicable,
practicable,
lands as may appear
appear to
to be
be feasible
together with
with the estimated
together
estimated cost of such
such irrigation.
irrigation.
For
the Bannocks
in Idaho:
Idaho:
Bannocks in
treaty stipulations
stipulations with
with the
fulfilling treaty
For fulfilling
For pay of physician, teacher, carpenter, miller, engineer, farmer,
10, treaty
treaty of
of July
July 3, 1868), $4,500.
and blacksmith
blacksmith (article
(article 10,
$4,500.
For the
the Coeur
Coeur d'Alenes,
d'Alenes, in
Idaho: For
For pay
blacksmith, carpenFor
in Idaho:
pay of
of blacksmith,
carpenter,
and physician,
physician, and
ter, and
and purchase
purchase of medicines (article 11, agreement
agreement
ratified
March 3,
1891), $3,000.
ratified March
3, 1891),

KANSAS.
KANSAS.
Institute.
Institute.

SEc.
S
EC. 6. For support and education
education of seven
seven hundred
fifty
hundred and
and fifty
Indian pupils at the Indian
Indian school, Haskell Tnstitute,
Institute, Lawrence,
Lawrence,
superintendents, $152,600;
Kansas, and for pay of superintendents,
$152,600; for general repairs
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and
improvements, $20,000;
heating and
and power
power
to heating
for improvements
improvements to
$20,000; for
and improvements,
plant,
equipment for laundry, kitchen, and engineer's
engineer's
$20,000; new equipment
plant, $20,000;
Proviso.
shop,
$207,600: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Provso.
Secretary of the Sale
all, $207,600:
in all,
$15,000; in
shop, $15,000;
of lands for beneInterior
may
sell
and
convey
at
public
sale
to
the
highest
bidder
fitofschool.
bidder
highest
fit
of school.
the
to
sale
at
public
convey
and
sell
may
Interior
that
part of
the Haskell
Haskell School
School reserve
lying south
south of
of Wakarusa
Wakarusa
reserve lying
of the
that part
Creek,
comprising ten
ten acres,
more or
less, the
the proceeds
proceeds -f such sale
or less,
acres, more
Creek, comprising
to
be available
for expenditure
expenditure for
for the
the benefit
school.
said school.
of said
benefit of
available for
to be
Kickapoo
Reservaopo ReservaFor purchase
and construction
construction of two day-school
day-school plants on tio
tion.
sites and
of sites
purchase of
For
Day-school plants.
the Kickapoo
Kickapoo Reservation,
Day-schoolplants.
$10,000.
Kansas, $10,000.
Reservation, Kansas,
the
MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.

Michigan.

Michigan.

Mount

S
EC. 7.
support and
education of
of three
three hundred
and fifty
shoot
fifty School.
hundred and
and education
For support
7. For
SEC.

Indian pupils
pupils at
the Indian
Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Michigan, and
school, Mount
ndian school,
aIndian
Indian
for
pay of
and improveunproverepairs and
general repairs
for general
$80,750; for
superintendent, $80,750;
of superintendent,
for pay
ments,
new power and heating plant, $30,000; in all,
$10,000; for new
ments, $10,000;
$120,750.
$120,750.
MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.

Pleasant

Pleasant

Minnesota.
Mi

neota.

-

,.

.,

SEC. 8.
and education
hundred Indian
Indian pupils
pupils
of two
two hundred
education of
support and
For support
8. For
SEC.

Pipestone
School.
Pipestone School.

itonhoo

at
the Indian
school, Pipestone,
including pay
of supersuperpay of
Minnesota, including
Pipestone, Minnesota,
Indian school,
at the
intendent, $46,650;
improvements, $8,000;
$8,000;
and improvements,
repairs and
general repairs
for general
$46,650; for
intendent,
in all,
in
all, $54,650.
Chippewas of the
Missis- pMissis f the
the Missisof the
For support
support of
or schools
schools for
for the
Chippewas of
the Chippewas
a school
school or
of a
For
Schools for,.
sippi in
in Minnesota
Minnesota (article
(article 3,
of March
March 19,
19, 1867),
sippi
3, treaty
treaty of
1867), $4,000:
6 P.
p. .720..
$4,000: Vol
Vol. 16,
Provided,
That no
part of
the sum
sum hereby
hereby appropriated
Provso.
appropriated shall be used Proviso.
of the
no part
Provided,That
Use restricted.
except
for school
or schools
schools of
the Mississippi
Mississippi Chippewas
now in
in the
the U
Chippewas now
of the
school or
except for
State
Annual
of Minnesota.
State of
Minnesota.
Annual celebration
celebration
Band.
Earth Band.
White Earth
advance to of White
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
is hereby
to advance
authorized to
hereby authorized
Interior is
of the
The
the
of the
the White Earth
Earth Band of Chippewa
committee of
executive comraittee
the executive
Indians
in Minnesota
Minnesota the
sum of
of $1,000,
$1,000, or so much thereof as may
the sum
Indians in
be
necessary, to
to be
expended in
in the
celebration of said band
the annual celebration
be expended
be necessary,
to be
held June
June 14,
14, 1920,
1920, out
out of
funds belonging
belonging to
band.
nnehiewa
to said
said band.
of the
the funds
to
be held
Chippewas of Minnesota.p
That
the sum
sum of
or so much thereof as may be necessary, sota.
of $10,000,
$10,000, or
That the
Expenses of general
of general
cESnoeP
of
the tribal
tribal funds
Indians of the
of Minnesota council.
the State of
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
of the
funds of
of the
is
hereby
appropriated
to
pay
the
expenses
the
general
council
general
the
of
expenses
is hereby appropriated to pay the
of
said tribe
to be
held at
at Bemidji,
beginning the second
second
Minnesota, beginning
Bemidji, Minnesota,
be held
tribe to
of said
general
Tuesday in
July, 1920, pursuant
constitution iof the general
to the constitution
pursuant to
in July,
Tuesday
council of
of said
Chippewa Indians
Indians of Minnesota,
Minnesota, organized
organized in May,
said Chippewa
council
1913,
to pay
pay the
expenses of
said general
general council
council in
nlooking
looking after
after
of said
the expenses
and to
1913, and
Committee to WashCommittee to Washthe
affairs of
of said
tribe, including
the actual
necessary expenses
expenses ington.
and necessary
actual and
including the
said tribe,
the affairs
of
committee in
in visiting
during the second inton.
Washington during
visiting Washington
legislative committee
of its
its legislative
session
of the
Sixty-sixth Congress;
Congress; said
immediately
be immediately
to be
sum to
said sum
the Sixty-sixth
session of
available,
approved by the president and
to be
be approved
expenses to
said expenses
and said
available, and
secretary
certified to
to the Secretary of
council and certified
general council
the general
of the
secretary of
the
Interior, and
approved and
certified to
to be
paid.
be paid.te
and certified
as so
so approved
and as
the Interior,
White Earth
Earth ReserReserFor
of the
enrollment of
of the
within the
the vation.
vation.
allottees within
the allottees
the enrollment
the completion
completion of
For the
C
oc
t
implet
teesin
tig
iinr
.oll of
ll of
required by the anComleting
White
Reservation, in
the State
Minnesota, required
of Minnesota,
State of
in the
Earth Reservation,
White Earth
Vol.38, p.834 VoL 39,
Act of
of June
1913, as
as amended,
$1,000, or
thereof as may p. VoL38,p88;VoL39,
so much
much thereof
or so
amended, $1,000,
30, 1913,
June 30,
Act
136.
necessary.
be necessary.
Red Lake ReservaLake ae satio
That
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
he is hereby, authorized tion.
be, and he
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
Con.qtruction of roads
to withdraw
from the
Treasury of
of the
United States
States the
tructionofroads
of and bridges
sum of
the sum
the United
the Treasury
to
withdraw from
on.
on
$10,000, or
much thereof
be necessary,
funds on
of the
the funds
necessary, of
as may
may be
thereof as
so much
or so
$10,000,
Chippewa Indians in
deposit
to the
Band of Chippewa
Lake Band
Red Lake
the Red
of the
credit of
the credit
deposit to
construction
Minnesota, and to expend the same in the construction
of Minnesota,
State of
the State
of roads
roads and
bridges on
on the
the Red
Indian Reservation,
said
Reservation, in said
Lake Indian
Red Lake
and bridges
of
State, including
the purchase
of material,
material, equipment
and supplies,
P
o.
State,
including the
purchase of
equipment and
supplies, Proviso.
labor.
Indian labor.
and the
of labor:
labor shall
shall be
be Indian
That Indian labor
Provided, That
labor: Provided,
employment of
the employment
and
employed as
far as
as practicable.
practicable.
as far
employed
Minneof
opppti"Mi
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
hereby authorized
authorized to withdraw 8,sota.
is hereby
the Interior
Interior is
The
from
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the United States, at his discretion, the sum
from the
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of
$60,000,
or so
so much
necessary of;
of
principal
of
$60,000, or
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary
of the
the principal
othprincipal
deposit to
the credit
credit of
of the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians in
in the
the State
sum on
on deposit
to the
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, arising under section 7
7of the Act of January 14, 1889,
entitled
Act for
the relief
relief and
of the
the Chippewa
Indians
Chippewa Indians
and civilization
civilization of
entitled ""An
An Act
for the
in
the State
State of
Minnesota," and
same for
for promoting
and to
to use
use the
the same
promoting
in the
of Minnesota,"
civilization
and self-support
said Indians
in manner
and
manner and
Indians in
the said
among the
self-support among
civilization and
Provisos.
Provsos.
Aid
to public schools. for purposes provided
Aidtopublicschoos.
provided for in said Act: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed
exceed
$5,000
amount shall
be used
used to
to aid
aid the
the public
public schools
schools
shall be
the above
above amount
of the
$5,000 of
Condition.
ondition.
in
Chippewa country:
country: Provided,
at
children shall
shall at
Provided, That Indian children
in the
the Chippewa
all times
be admitted
admitted to
to said
on the
the same
same terms and
and conditions
conditions
said schools
schools on
all
times be
Hattie
A. McKusick.
as white
white children.
children.
cKrick. as
HattieA.
Payment
For payment
Hattie A.
Payment to.
For
payment to
to Hattie
A. McKusick
McKusick for
for land
land purchased
purchased for
for allotallotment
nonremoval Mille
Mille Lacs
Lacs Indians,
described as
as the
Indians, described
the
ment to
to homeless
homeless nonremoval
west
half of
the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
township forty-one
section eight,
eight, township
forty-one
west half
of the
of section
north,
range seventeen
seventeen west,
in Pine
Minnesota, contamin
contaming
west, in
Pine County,
County, Minnesota,
north, range
eighty
acres, being
being the
between the
the consideration
consideration for
for sai
said
the difference
difference between
eighty acres,
Vol. 38,
33, p.
p. 531.
Vol.
531.
land of $880 and the amount $236.34
$236.34 available for its purchase
purchase remaining
of the
the appropriation
the Act
August 1,
under the
Act of
of August
appropriation under
ing unexpended
unexpended of
1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
591), and
and for recording
recording
page 591),
1914
fees and
and expenses
incident to
purchase, $645,
$645, to
be immediately
to be
immediately
expenses incident
to said
said purchase,
fees
available.
available.
MississippL
Miaaiasppi
MISSISSIPPI.

Promoting civilizatibza
tion,
etc., from tribal
Promtang
funds.
ds. '
Vol.
25,
p.
645.
Vol. 25, p 65.

rtonetin

civ

SEC. 9.
the relief
of distress
distress among
full-blood Choctaw
Choctaw
among the
the full-blood
For the
relief of
SEC.
9. For
Indians
of Mississippi,
Mississippi, including
pay of
of one
special agent, who
the pay
one special
including the
Indians of
shall
one farmer,
farmer, and
one field
and other
necesfield matron,
matron, and
other necesphysician, one
and one
shall be
be a
a physician,
Schools.
sary administration
administration expenses,
expenses, $10,000;
by estabestabfor their
their education
education by
$10,000; for
sary
lishing,
and maintaining
maintaining day
day schools, including the purlishing, equipping,
equipping, and
chase
of land
and the
their
and their
buildings, and
construction of
of necessary
necessary buildings,
land and
the construction
chase of
Lands, etc.
equipment,
for the
of lands,
improvelands, including
including improve$30,000; for
the purchase
purchase of
equipment, $30,000;
ments
not exceeding
eighty acres
for any
any one
the
acres for
one family,
family, for
for the
ments thereon,
thereon, not
exceeding eighty
use
and occupancy
occupancy of
be expended
expended under
under conditions
use and
of said
said Indians,
Indians, to
to be
to be
be prescribed
by the
the Interior,
Interior, for
for its
its repayment
of the
repayment
to
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
to the
United States
States under
such rules
rules and
regulations as
as he
he may
and regulations
may
to
the United
under such
Encouraging
indUS- direct,
direct, $15,000;
$15,000; for
the purpose
purpose of
of encouraging
industry and
and selfEncouraging indusfor the
encouraging industry
etc.
try,
try, etc.
support
among said
Indians and to
homes, in
support among
said Indians
to aid
aid them
them in building
building homes,
in the
the
culture
which
culture of
of fruits, grains,
grains, cotton,
cotton, and other crops, $10,000; which
sum may be used for the purchase
seed, animals,
animals, machinery, tools,
tools,
sum
purchase of seed,
implements, and other equipment
discretion of
implements,
equipment necessary,
necessary, in the
the discretion
of the
the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, to
to enable
become selfSecretary
enable said
said Indians
Indians to
to become
selfconditions to
to be
the
supporting, to be
be expended
expended under
under conditions
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Repayment.
Repayment.
Secretary for
for its
its repayment
repayment to
the United
United States
States on
or before
before
said Secretary
to the
on or
June 30,
30, 1925;
1925; in
in all,
all, $65,000.
June
$65,000.
Pull-blood
ChocFullblood C
hoctaws.
Relief,
of.
Reliet, etc., o.

Montana.
Montana.
Support,
Support, etc., of In-

dians.
dians.
Fort Belknap
Belknap
Fort
Agency.
Agency.
Flathead Agency.
Flathead
Agency.
Fort
Peck Agency.
Fort Peck
Agency.
Blackfeet Agency.
Agency.
Blackfeet

Fort
ResFort Belknap
Belknap Reservation.
ervation.
Irrigations systems.
systems.
Irrigations
Vol. 36,
36, p.
p. 277.
277.
Vol.

Crows.
Crows.
Fulfilling
treaty.
Fulfilling treaty.
VoL
15, p.
p. 652.
652.
VoL 15,

MONTANA.
MONTANA.
SEC. 10.
the Indians
SEC.
10. For
For support
support and civilization
civilization of
of the
Indians at
at Fort
Fort BelBelknap Agency,
Agency, Montana,
$20,000.
knap
Montana, including
including pay
pay of
of employees,
employees, $20,000.
For support
support and
and civili7ation
For
civilization of
of Indians
Indians at
at Flathead
Flathead Agency,
Agency,
Montana,
including pay
of employees,
Montana, including
pay of
employees, $20,000.
$20,000.
and civilization
civilization of
Indians at
at Fort
Fort Peck
Peck Agency,
For support
support and
of Indians
Agency,
Montana,
of employees,
employees, $30,000.
Montana, including
including pay
pay of
$30,000.
For support
support and
and civilization
at Blackfeet
Blackfeet Agency,
Agency,
For
civilization of
of Indians
Indians at
Montana,
including pay
pay of
of employees,
Montana, including
employees, $50,000.
$50,000.
maintenance and
operation, including
of the
the irrigation
irrigation
For maintenance
and operation,
including repairs,
repairs, of
systems
the Fort
in Montana,
$30,000,
systems on
on the
Fort Belknap
Belknap Reservation,
Reservation, m
Montana, $30,000,
reimbursable
of April
reimbursable in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
April
4, 1910.
4,
1910.
For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
pay of
of physician,
physician,
with Crows, Montana:
Montana: For
For pay
$1,200;
engineer, farmer, and
$1,200; and for pay of carpenter, miller, engineer,
and blackblack-
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smith
1868), $2,580;
second
7, 1868),
$2,580; for
for pay
pay of
of second
(article 10,
10, treaty
treaty of
of May
May 7,
smith (article
blacksmith (article
(article 8,
8, same
same treaty),
treaty), $720;
$720; in all, $4,500.
blacksmith
of the Northern
Northern Cheyennes
and civilization
For
subsistence and
For subsistence
civilization of
Cheyennes and
February
Arapahoes
(agreement. with
the Sioux
Sioux Indians,
approved February
Indians, approved
with the
Arapahoes (agreement
28, 1877),
Northern Cheyennes
from Pine
28,
1877), including
including Northern
Cheyennes removed
removed from
Pine Ridge
Ridge
Agency
to Tongue
Tongue River,
River, Montana,
Montana, and
for pay
pay of
of physician,
two
physician, two
and for
Agency to
teachers, two
two carpenters,
carpenters, one
miller, two
blacksmith, and
and
a blacksmith,
one miller,
two farmers,
farmers, a
teachers,
engineer (article
treaty of
of May
May 10,
10, 1868),
1868), $75,000.
$75,000.
7, treaty
engineer
(article 7,
For the
employment of
"line riders"
southern and
and
the southern
along the
riders" along
of "line
For
the employment
eastern
Northern Cheyenne
Reservation
Cheyenne Indian Reservation
of the
the Northern
eastern boundaries
boundaries of
in
the State
State of
of Montana,
$1,500.
Montana, $1,500.
in the
of ChippeFor the
the support
the Rocky
ChippeBoy Band
Band of
Rocky Boy
of the
and civilization
civilization of
support and
For
was, and
homeless Indians
Indians in
in the
the State
State of
of Montana,
Montana,
and homeless
and other
other indigent
indigent and
was,
including pay
of employees,
employees, $9,000.
pay of
including
continuing construction,
For continuing
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of the
irrigation
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in Montana,
Montana,
the Flathead Indian
irrigation systems on the
$200,000
(reimbursable), to
to remain
available until
until expended.
expended.
remain available
$200,000 (reimbursable),
and operation
maintenance, and
continuing construction,
For
construction, maintenance,
operation of the
For continuing
irrigation systems on the Fort Peck Indian Reservation, in Montana,
$40,000 (reimbursable).
(reimbursable).
$40,000
the
and operation
maintenance, and
For continuing
construction, maintenance,
operation of the
For
continuing construction,
irrigation
Indian Reservation,
in Montana,
Montana,
Reservation, in
systems on
on the
the Blackfoot
Blackfeet Indian
irrigation systems
$25,000
to exceed
exceed $15,000
of
That not
not to
$15,000 of
$25,000 (reimbursable):
(reimbursable): Provided,
Provided, That
applicable
appropriations made
made for
the Flathead,
Blackfeet, and
and Fort
Fort
for the
Flathead, Blackfeet,
applicable appropriations
Peck
irrigation projects
Peck irrigation
projects shall be available
available for
for the
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
and operation
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
of motor-propelled
horse-drawn passenger-ca
passenger-carrying
and
operation of
evehicles
irrigation project:
project: Proofficial use
use upon the aforesaid
aforesaid irrigation
vehicles for official
vided,
to exceed
used for
for the
the purchase
purchase
may be
be used
not to
exceed $3,500
$3,500 may
further, That
That not
viled,further,
of horse-drawn
that not
not to
to exceed
exceed
of
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
and that
$4,000 may be used for the purchase
purchase of motor-propelled
$4,000
motor-propelled passengerpassengercarrying
vehicles.
carrying vehicles.
That
Secretary of the
and he
he is
is hereby,
That the
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized
the sum
of the
the United
United States
from the
Treasury of
to
to withdraw
withdraw from
the Treasury
States the
sum of
of
$100,000 of any tribal funds on deposit to the credit of the Crow
Crow
$100,000
Indians
expend the
improveIndians in the State
State of
of Montana,
Montana, and
and to expend
the same
same for
for improvement, maintenance,
and operation
the irrigation
on the
the
ment,
maintenance, and
operation of
of the
irrigation systems
systems on
Crow
Montana, including
maintenance assessments
assessments
Crow Reservation,
Reservation, Montana,
including maintenance
payable to
to the
LegOas Water
Water Users'
Users' Association,
Association, said
sum, or
or
payable
the Two
Two Leggins
said sum,
such
part thereof
as may
may be
for the
the purpose
purpose indicated,
indicated, to
be
to be
used for
be used
thereof as
such part
reimbursed to the tribe
and regulations
regulations as
as may
may be
reimbursed
tribe under such rules
rules and
be
prescribed
by the
Interior.
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
For
of $15,000
$15,000 in
in part
part payment
for construction
construction
payment for
the expenditure
expenditure of
For the
Montana,
of aapublic school building within the town site of Browning, Montana,
on the Blackfeet
Indian Reservation:
Provided, That Indian
Blackfeet Indian
Reservation: Provided,
Indian children
shall
public school
entire equalequalshall at
at all times be
be admitted
admitted to
to said public
school on
on an
an entire
ity
children.
ity with
with white
white children.
Reservation in Montana
Montana entitled to
The Indians of the Fort Peck Reservation
existing laws
laws may
may select
select lands classified
allotments under existing
allotments
classified as coal and
receive
patents therefor
m accordance
the Act
of May
receive patents
therefor m
accordance with
with the
Act of
May 30,
30, 1908
1908
(Thirty-fifth Statutes at Large, page 558), with a
a reservation,
reservation, however,
to the
Indians of
deposits therein
and of
therein and
of the
the
ever, to
the Fort
Fort Peck
Peck Indians
of the
the coal
coal deposits
right
to prospect
prospect for,
for, mine,
mine, and
the same.
same.
right to
and remove
remove the
officials, is
That the State of Montana, acting
acting through its proper officials,
hereby
to select
select two
of unappropriated,
unappropriated,
hereby authorized
authorized to
two hundred
hundred acres
acres of
nonmineral lands within the boundaries of the former
unreserved, and nonraineral
former
Flathead Indian Reservation
Flathead
Reservation in Montana,
Montana, or
or an equal quantity of
public
character within the boundaries of said State, in
public lands
lands of
of like
like character
leu of the northwest
lieu
northwest quarter
quarter and the northeast quarter
quarter of the southwest quarter of section
section sixteen, township eighteen
eighteen north, range
twenty-one west, Montana
Montana, upon
proper
Montana meridian,
meridian, Montana
upon due
due and
and proper
twenty-one
showing that the lands
lands authorized
authorized herein to be surrendered
surrendered by the
the

Northern Cheyennes
and Arapahoes.
Subsistence, etc.

anorthernCheYennes
Subsistence, etc.

eo
Physic9an, 256
e.2.

l 15,
15 p. 658.
Vol.
VO
P, 658.
"Line riders."

"Lineriders."

Rocky Boy Band of
Rcky Boyetc.
Chippewas,
Support,
Support, etc.

ot

uppnd

etc.

Irrigation systems.
Flatbead
Rese rva.
tion.

goaTnyems.

tion-

Fort Peck Reserva-

tionrt
tion.

Peck Reserva-

Blackfeet
tion

ion

et

Reserva-

eerva-

Prov isos.
Verics for
or irrigation projects.

irriga-

tionprojects.

Purchases limited.

Purchases limited.

Crow Reservation.
Improvingirrigation
irrigation
systems, from tribal
funds.

Improving
systems. from tribal

Rembment
Reimbursement

Indians.

of

of

Blackfeet Reservation.
at

Blackfeet Reservation.
School building at
BrSownilng
Browning.
Proviso.
Condition.

PonSion.

Fort
Peck ReservaFort Peck
Reservation.

Allotments of coal
eor
landtmei'S
lands to reserre
riL 35,
35, p
p. 55
558.

mining

Flathead ReservaFlathead
tion.
Montana may etehnoge lands in.

tin.

chMgeandsm

e.-
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State
been sold
otherwise encumbered
it,and the
encumbered by it,
sold or otherwise
not been
have not
State have
its
selection
State shall
shall be a
awaiver of its
of such lieu lands by the said State
selection of
right,
title, and
and claim
claim in and to the tracts in said section sixteen above
right, title,
Proviso.
described: Provided,
in case
case the
the exchange
herein contemplated
contemplated
exchange herein
That in
Provided, That
lnds described:
Purerd
Surrendered
lands
surrendered by the State shall be held
held
perfected the lands so surrendered
held
benet of shall be perfected
held for benefit
ttribe.
ri b e
disposition
for the benefit of the Flathead
Flathead Tribe and be subject to such disposition
.
as
shall be
by the
Secretary of the Interior.
Interior.
the Secretary
be directed
directed by
as shall
Fort Peck
Peck ReservaThat
allotments authorized
authorized by
by the
ti
eAct
of August
(Thirty1 1914 (ThirtyAugust 1,
Act of
That allotments
eervFort
tion.
Statutes at
Large, page
page 593),
593), to unallotted
unallotted children on the
at Large,
Extension of allot- eighth
eighth Statutes
Extension
ments
Fort Peck
Peck Reservation
Reservation may
may be
irrigable lands
lands in the same
from irrigable
made from
be made
of irrigable
irigable Fort
mnts in. of
lands
.
by the Act of May 30,
the same extent as authorized by
and to the
manner and
Vol.
38, p.
Vol. 1908
Large, page
page 558), to members
members of
of the
(Thirty-fifth Statutes at Large,
1908 (Thirty-fifth
p. 593;
593; Vol.
Vol. 38,
335,
5 pp. S558.
tribe
"living at
the day
of the
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the work
of allotment
allotment on
on
work of
day of
at the
tribe "living
'
"
said reservation."
said
reservation."
Blackfeet Reservaconstruction of a
a bridge across Two Medicine Creek,
Creek, on
on
Reeva- For the construction
Backfeet
tion.
the Blackfeet
Indian Reservation,
in Montana,
Montana, being
being a
alink
link in
in the
the
Bridging Two
Two MediMedi- the
Reservation, in
Blackfeet Indian
tindgng
cine Creek on, from highway connecting Yellowstone National Park with Glacier National
Glacier National
tribald
tribal
funds. on, from highway connecting Yellowstone National Park with
Park, to
Treasury of the United States
the Treasury
funds now in the
out of
of funds
to be paid out
Park,
to the credit of said Bla,ckfeet
$10,000.
Blackfeet Indians, $10,000.
Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Genoa
Genoa School.
School.

NEBRASKA.
NEBRASKA.

SEC.
education of four hundred Indian
S
EC. II.
II .For support and
and education
Indian pupils
pupils
Nebraska, including pay
Genoa, Nebraska
pay of superinsuperinat the Indian school at Genoa,
general repairs and improvements,
$10,000;
improvements, $10,000;
$82,000; for general
tendent, $82,000;
for extension of water system and additional
additional water supply, $4,500;
in all, $96,500.
NEVADA.

Nevada.

Nevda.

support, etc., of

Support, etc., of InIndians in.
Carson City
city School.
School.

carn

SEc.
-S
EC. 12.
12. For support and
and civilization
civilization of Indians in Nevada,
Nevada, includemployees, $18,500.
ing pay of employees,
at the
For support and education
education of four hundred Indian
Indian pupils
pupils at

Indian school
school at
at Carson
Carson City,
Nevada, including
including pay of superinsuperinCity, Nevada,
Indian

$12,000; in
repairs and improvements,
tendent, $82,000;
$82,000; for general
general repairs
improvements, $12,000;
in
all, $94,000.
Pyramid Lake ResLake ResFor maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of the irrigation system in the
Pao'mid
ervation.
Irrigation
Reservation, Nevada, $3,000,
Irrigation system Pyramid
Pyramid Lake Reservation,
$3,000, reimbursable
reimbursable from any
any
maintenance.
Indians of
reservation now or hereafter
hereafter available.
of this
this reservation
funds of
of the
the Indians
mantenace.
New Mexico.
Mexico.
New

NEW
MEXICO.
NEW MEXICO.

SEC.
SEC. 13. For support and civilization
civilization of Indians
Indians in New Mexico,
Mexico,
including pay
of employees,
employees, $130,000.
$130,000.
pay of
including
Albuquerque School.
AlbuquerqueSchool.
For
support and
and education
of four
and eighty
Indian
For support
education of
four hundred
hundred and
eighty Indian
pupils at the
Indian school
Mexico, and
and for pay
pay
New Mexico,
school at
at Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, New
pupils
the Indian
of superintendent,
superintendent, $98,250;
$98,250; for general
general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements,
$10,000;
for enlarging
and improving
improving sewer
sewer system,
system, $7,000;
for
$10,000; for
enlarging and
$7,000; for
additional
rights, the
the title
title to
to which
which is
to be
additional school
school land
land -and
and water
water rights,
is to
be
held
in
the
United
States,
$14,000;
in
all,
$129,250.
$129,250.
all,
i
$14,000;
States,
United
held in the
School.
Fe School.
anta Fe
Santa
For support and education
education of
of four hundred
at the
hundred Indian
Indian pupils at
Indian school
school at
New Mexico,
Mexico, and for pay
pay of superinsuperinIndian
at Santa
Santa Fe,
Fe, New
tendent, $82,400;
general repairs
improvements, $8,000;
$8,000; for
tendent,
$82,400; for general
repairs and improvements,
for
water
$2,200; for
for improvement
enlargement of
of steamsteamwater supply,
supply, $2,200;
improvement and
and enlargement
heating system,
$10,000; in
all, $102,600.
$102,600.
in all,
system, $10,000;
heating
Pueblo
Pueblo Indians.
Indians.
For the
the pay
pay of
special attorney
the Pueblo
Indians of
of
Special attorney
attorney for.
attorney for
for the
Pueblo Indians
of one
one special
special
or. For
designated by the
the Interior, and
and
New Mexico,
Mexico, to
to be
be designated
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
for
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
said attorney, $5,000, or so much
much
for necessary
expenses of
of said
thereof as
as the
the Interior
deem necessary.
necessary.
thereof
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior may
may deem
Navajo and San Juan
For
completing the
the work
the Indian
highway extending
from
extending from
Indian highway
on the
work on
For completing
RTavaloanaanuan
Reservation.
Highway from Mesa the Mesa
Mesa Verde National
National Park to Gallup, New Mexico,
Mexico, on the Navajo
Navajo
ighwPaykom
Verde Park to Gallup.
from
be reimbursed
sum to
$11,000; said
Reservation, $11,000;
V o ark . and San Juan Reservation,
said sum
to be
reimbursed from
Support, etc., ofnof In.
in.

srt,

etc.,
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any
funds which
which are
are now
now or
hereafter be
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
any funds
or may
may hereafter
be placed
placed in
to the
of said
said Indians:
Indians: Provided,
to
the credit
credit of
Provided, That
That such
be exex- Employment
Em pl
oyment of In.
Insuch sums
sums shall
shall be
pended under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior
Interior in such diansetc.
'
'
manner
such times
and places
places as
as he
he may
proper, and
in
manner and
and at
at such
times and
may deem
deem proper,
and in
the
far as
as possible
for the
the construction
construction
the employment
employment of
of Indian
Indian labor
labor as
as far
possible for
of
of said
said highway.
highway.
Laguna Pueblo.
For the reconstruction
Laguna LagunaPuebloir
reconstruction of the irrigation
irrigation project
project for the Laguna
Reconstruction of irPueblo,
and for
for the
maintenance of
of the
the system,
system,for.
rigation projector.
project
rigation
the operation
operation and
and maintenance
Pueblo, and
$10,000,
reimbursable by
Indians benefited,
under such
such rules
rules and
and
$10,000, reimbursable
by the
the Indians
benefited, under
regulations as
as the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
may prescribe.
prescribe.
regulations
the Secretary
Interior may
Pueblo Indians.
or continuing
continuing the
of wells
wells on
on Pueblo
Pueblo Indian
land to
For
the sinking
sinking of
Indian land
to Sinkin
inkingg wells,
wells, etc.,
provide
and stock
stock purposes,
purposes, and for building for.
for domestic
domestic and
provide water for
tanks,
necessary structures for the
tanks, troughs,
troughs, pipe
pipe lines, and other
other necessary
utilization of
of such
such water,
utilization
water, $15,000.
$15,000.
Mescalero ReserveMescalero Indian
Indian Reser- tion. e r ReervaFor road and bridge
bridge construction
construction on
on the
the Mescalero
Roads and
equip- coRtid
bridge
the purchase
purchase of
of material,
including the
in New
Mexico, including
material, equipconstruction.bridge
New Mexico,
vation, in
ment,
and supplies;
employment of
of labor;
labor- and
and the
the cost
cost of
ment, and
supplies; the
the employment
of sursur- Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.
veys,
necessary, $15,000,
veys, plans,
plans, and
and estimates,
estimates, if necessary,
$15,000, to be
be reimbursed
reimbursed
Indians of
of said
reservation now
now or
or hereafter
hereafter prov.is
Proviso.
from any
any funds of the
the Indians
said reservation
on deposit
deposit in
the Treasury
of the
States: Provided,
Provided, That
Thatabor.
Indian l
Indianlabor.
the United
United States:
Treasury of
in the
on
Indian labor shall
shall be
be employed
as far
far as
io Grande
Grande Valey.
Indian
employed as
as practicable.
practicable.
Rio
Valley.
drainage Drainage
to provide
provide for
the Interior
Interior to
To
the Secretary
of the
for the drainage
Drainage of Pueblo
Secretary of
enable the
To enable
of Pueblo
Indian land
land in
in the
the Rio
Rio Grande
Mexico, in
in Indian land
n in.
New Mexico,
Grande Valley,
Valley New
of
Pueblo Indian
connection
with operations
operations for
for the
the drainage
lands in
in white
white ownerownerconnection with
drainage of
of lands
ship,
exceed
ship, $6,500,
$6,500, the total cost
cost of draining
draining the Indian land
land not
not to exceed
$130,000; reimbursable
in accordance
accordance with
and regulations
regulations
$130,000;
reimbursable in
with rules
rules and
pr
con
ovdiistio...
which the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
Provided, That
That Condions.
which
the Secretary
shall prescribe:
prescribe: Prvided,
the
Secretary of the
Interior shall
arrangements with the
the Secretary
the Interior
shall enter
enter into
into arrangements
proposed
drainage district,
district, or
which may be organized
proposed drainage
or other body
body which
organized
to carry on
on the work, only after he
he shall be satisfied
satisfied that the
the plans
adequate for
the purpose
imirpose intended;
intended; and
and that,
that, should
should
for the
the work
work are adequate
for the
it appear to him at any time that construction
construction work
it
work is
is not being
being
carried
in accordance
approved plans,
he may
may withhold
withhold
carried out
out in
accordance with
with approved
plans, he
payment
of any
sums due
until such
payment of
any sums
due until
such work
shall have
corrected.
work shall
have been
been corrected.
For
the purchase
purchase of
of land
for the
the Navajo
Navajo Tribes,
Tribes, $100,000,
$100,000, to
to remain
For the
land for
remain Navajos.
Purcse
Purchase of
of land for.
available until used and
expended under
direction of the
available
and to
to be expended
under the direction
Reimburse
Secretary
the Interior,
to the
the United
fromment
Reimbusement
Secretary of
of the
Interior, reimbursable
reimbursable to
United States
States from
hereafter placed
placed in
Treasury to
any funds
funds now or hereafter
in the
the Treasury
to the credit of
the
Navajo Indians,
and to
remain aacharge
charge and
and lien
upon the
the lands
the Navajo
Indians, and
to remain
lien upon
lands ProrLso.
r,,oo.
and funds
funds of
of said
tribe of
Indians until
until paid:
paid: Provided,
That not
not Grazing landsleases.
lands leases.
Provided, That
of Indians
said tribe
and
exceeding $10,000
the discretion
exceeding
$10,000 of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation may
may be
be used
used in
in the
discretion
of
Secretary of
Interior in
grazing lands for
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
in leasing
leasing grazing
for the
benefit
said Indians.
Indians.
benefit of
of the said
r" is°.

dial s, etc

NEW
YORK.
NEW YORK.
S
EC. 14.
For fulfilling
of New
New York: For
Senecas of
with Senecas
treaties with
fulfilling treaties
SEC.
14. For

permanent annuity
in lieu
on stock
(Act of
of February
February 19,
19,
stock (Act
annuity in
lieu of
of interest
interest on
permanent
1831), $6,000.
1831),
$6,000.
For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
Six Nations
New York:
York: For
For perperNations of
of New
with Six
For
manent
in clothing
and other
other useful
useful articles
articles (article
(article 6,
6,
clothing and
annuity, in
manent annuity,

11, 1794),
1794), $4,500.
$4,500.
of November
November 11,
treaty of

NORTH
NORTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.
SEC. 15. For
support and
education of one
hundred and
and sixty
SEC.
For support
and education
one hundred
Indian pupils at the Indian school at Cherokee,
Cherokee, North
North Carolina,
Carolina,
including pay of
837,800; for
general repairs
repairs and
of superintendent,
superintendent, $37,800;
for general
including
improvements,
improvements, $10,000;
$10,000; in all, $47,800.

New York.

NewYork.
Senecas.
Senecas.

-knnity.

Annuity.
Vol. 4, p. 442.

Vol.

p.44

six Nations.
Nations.
Six

Annuity.
Annuity.

Vol. 7, p. 46.

o

7, p. 46.

North Carolina.

NorthCarolina.

Cherokee School.
Cherokee
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NORTH DAKOTA.
DAKOTA.
NORTH

Devils Lake Sioux.

SEC. 16.
16. For
support and
and civilization
of the
Lake,
Devils Lake,
of Devils
Sioux of
the Sioux
civilization of
For support
SEC.
North
Dakota, including
pay of
of employees,
employees, $5,000.
$5,000.
North Dakota,
including pay
IndiFort Berthold
Berthold IndIndians at Fort Berthold
For support and civilization
civihzation of Indians
Berthold Agency,
ans.
Support, etc., of.
in
North Dakota, including
pay of
of employees,
employees, $14,500.
aupport,
of.
in
North
including
pay
$14,500.
Turtle Mountain
For support
support and
and civilization
of Turtle
Band of
ChipCur
For
civilization of
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Band
of ChipChippeivas. ountain
Support, etc.,
etc., of..
support,
pewas, North Dakota, including pay of employees,
employees $13,000.
$13,000.
Bismarck School.
For support
education of
of one
one hundred
hundred
employees,
and twenty-five Indian
Indian
Bism
School
For
support and
and education
and
pupils
at the
the Indian
North Dakota
pupils at
Indian school,
school, Bismarck,
Bismarck, North
Dakota, including
including pay
pay
of superintendent,
superintendent, $29,725;
general repairs
repairs and
and improvements,
of
$29,725; for
for general
improvements,
in all,
Fort Tottechool. $6,000;
6,000; in
$35,725.
all, $35,725.
Fort Totten School.
education of
of four
four hundred
hundred Indian
Indian pupils
Fort
Fort TottehooFor
For support
support and
and education
pupils at
at Fort
Totten
Totten, North
North Dakota,
for pay
Totten Indian
Indian School,
School, Fort
Fort Totten,
Dakota, and
and for
pay of
of
superintendent,
general repairs
and. improvements,
superintendent, $82,000;
$82,000; for
for general
repairs and
improvements,
$8,000; in
all, $90,000.
$90,000.
$8,000;
in all,
Wahpeton SchooL
For support
education of
of two
hundred Indian
Indian pupils
pupils at
at• the
ahpeton
For
support and
and education
two hundred
the
Indian
Wahpeton, North
and pay
of superintendent,
Indian school,
school, Wahpeton,
North Dakota,
Dakota, and
pay of
superintendent,
$46,800; for
general repairs
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements, $7,000;
$7,000; in
in all,
$46,800;
for general
all,
$53,800.
Rock$53,800.
Standing
R
ock
B o
Reservation.
of the
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw
Secretary of
the Interior
The Secretary
Rarogn.
cc The
Reads
and brid
ges,dges
'from
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
States the
sum of
$25,000 of
Robatdsbd
from the
the Treasury
the sum
of $25,000
of any
any
b
tom tribal funds.
funds
credit of
the Indians
on the
the Standing
Standing Rock
funds to
to the
the credit
of the
Indians on
Rock Indian
Indian
Reservation
Reservation and
for the
the construction
roads
and to expend
expend the
the same for
construction of
of roads
and bridges
within said
said reservation.
reservation.
and
bridges within
Fort Berthold Reservation.
That the
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior is
authorized to
to make
make
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
That
Secretary of
eration
livLan
to unallotted allotments
allotments from
from the
undisposed of
lands on
the diminto
munaotted
the surplus
surplus and
and undisposed
of lands
on the
diminviLands
ng children.
ished portion of the
Berthold Reservation,
any
the Fort
Fort Berthold
Reservation, North
North Dakota,
Dakota, to
to any
living
children on
on said
entitled to
to rights
but
living children
said reservation,
reservation, entitled
rights thereon,
thereon, but
who have not yet
exceeding one
one hundred
hundred and
sixty
yet been allotted,
allotted, not exceeding
and sixty
acres of
of agricultural
agricultural land
three hundred
hundred and
and twenty
of
twenty acres
acres of
land or
or three
Trust patents
patents for.
acres
for.
grazing land,
land, and
and to
to issue
issue trust
trust patents
the selection
selection so
made, as
grazing
patents for
for the
so made,
as
provided
the agreement
of December
December 14,
14, 1886,
1886, as
as
agreement of
by article
article 44 of
of the
Vol.
p 1033.
rovided by
Vol. 26, p.
ratified
Act of
of March
March 3,
1891 (Twenty-sixth
Statutes at
ratified by
by the
the Act
3, 1891
(Twenty-sixth Statutes
at Large,
Large,
pages 1032 and 1033),
1033), such allotments to be
anil
be made
made under
under rules
rules and
Provisos.
regulations prescribed
the Secretary
the Interior:
Mining
rights
Mi
rights ren'
re- regulations
prescribed by
by the
Secretary- of
of the
Interior: Provided,
Provided
served.
served
That where selections
selections are made on lands
lands reported
to contain
coal
reported to
contain coal
or other mineral, such selections
selections shall be approved
approved and the
the a,llottee
allottee
receive a
under the
aforesaid Act,
Act, with
resershall receive
a patent
patent therefor,
therefor, under
the aforesaid
with a
a reservation, however
.of
of the
the coal
coal or
other mineral
for
the benefit
of
the
vation,
however,
or
other
mineral
for
the
benefit
of
the
All surplus l nd
landstribe:
provided further,
That allotments
herein authorized
authorized may
may
av'ailble
tribe: And
And provided
urther, That
allotments herein
available.
be made to persons
persons qualified
receive such
so long
qualified to
to receive
such allotments
allotments so
long as
as
there
are any
surplus lands suitable
the purpose.
purpose.
for the
suitable for
any surpluslands
there are
R
e lm b u r
Reimbursing
rndians for lands
lads in
Indians
inof the
the Fort
Fort Berthold
Berthold Reservation,
Reservation, North
North
To reimburse
reimburse the
the Indians
Indians of
eluded in Verendrye
NationalinMonument.
claded
Veren.dn Dakota, for two hundred
hundred and
and fifty-three
fifty-three and four
four one-hundredths
one-hundredths
acres of
land embraced
boundaries of
of the
Vol. 4
677.
acres
of land
embraced within
within the
the boundaries
the Verendrye
Verendrye
v°1 •
4D-' 1677.
National
Monument, established
proclamation of
of
National Monument,
established by
by presidential
presidential proclamation
June
29, 1917,
the sum
of $1,265.20,
proiso.
June 29,
1917, the
sum of
$1,265.20, representing
representing the
the appraised
appraised
Proviso.
Use
of sum.
tseotsum.
value of said land at $5 per acre: Provided,
Provided, That the sum approsubject to
to expenditure
priated shall be subject
expenditure upon
order of
of the
upon the
the order
the SecSecretary of the Interior for the benefit
the Fort
benefit of
of the
the Indians
Indians of
of the
Fort
Berthold Reservation.
Berthold
Reservation.
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
OKLAHOMA.
OKLAHOMA.
Support, etc.,
of.
ke OSiI
lDevilos

mentos,
etc.
Wichitas,etc.

SEC.
affiliated
SEC. 17. For support and civilization of the Wichitas and affiliated
reservations set apart for their
bands who have been collected
collected on.the reservations
occupation in
Oklahoma, mcluding
%lovas,
hes, use
ios Comanc
use and
and occupation
in Oklahoma,
including pay
Comanches,
pay of
of employees,
employees, $4,800.
$4,800.
and Apaches.
and
Apaches.
The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
authorized to
hereby authorized
to withdraw
withdraw
Agency
expen,es
ates,
at his discretion, the sum of
St
kAntraf.nd
from the Treasury
Treasury of the United States,
at
horn
tribal fund.""
of the funds
$30,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, of
funds on
support,
Support, etc.
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deposit
to the
the credit
credit of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Tribes of
deposit to
Indians
in Oklahoma,
pay of
of
of the
the agency and pay
the support
support of
for the
Oklahoma, for
Indians in
employees maintained
maintained for their benefit.
employees
Maintenance, se IfThat the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized support. etc., from
Interior be,
That
the Secretary
r
i
l
itV
f
Und:.t° ' from
l rf
to withdraw
from the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States,
States, at
at his
discretion, t
trba funds.
his discretion,
the United
withdraw from
to
the sum
sum of
or so
much thereof
may be
be necessary,
necessary, of
the
of the
as may
thereof as
so much
$250,000, or
of $250,000,
the
funds
deposit to
Apache
Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache
the Kiowa,
credit of the
to the
the credit
on deposit
funds on
Tribes of
of Indians
benefit
pay out
out the same for the benefit
in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and pay
Indians in
Tribes
of
of said
said tribes
tribes for
for their
and
and support
support and
their maintenance
maintenance and
the members
members of
of the
Proviso.
o. expendihomesteads for the ensuing year in such man- Prois
improvement of their homesteads
improvement
Report
Report of expendlner
prescribe: Provided,
tures.
Provided, That tures.
as he
he may
may prescribe:
regulations as
such regulations
under such
ner and
and under
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
shall report
first
the first
to Congress
Congress on the
report to
Interior shall
the
Monday in
in December,
December, 1921,
statement as
to all
all moneys
moneys
as to
a detailed
detailed statement
1921, a
Monday
expended
as provided
for herein.
herein.
expended as
provided for
Cheyennes and
and Azar
AraCheyennes
pahoes.
The Secretary
of the
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
f
pahoes.
to withdraw
withdraw tri
the Interior
Secretary of
The
S
bu
alTort
eis.etc., from
from the
Treasury of
of the
the United
at• his
his discretion,
sum trSbsl
from
discretion, the
the sum
United States,
States, at
from
the Treasury
of $35,000,
much thereof
thereof as
as may
be necessary,
necessary, of
on
funds on
of the
the funds
may be
or so
so much
of
$35,000, or
deposit to
of the
the Cheyennes
Cheyennes and
and Arapahoes,
Arapahoes, who
who have
credit of
to the
the credit
deposit
been
the reservations
set apart
their use and occuapart for their
reservations set
on the
collected on
been collected
pation
in Oklahoma,
of said
said Indians
Indians and
and pay
of Support,
of
pay of
support, etc., of
support of
Oklahoma, for
for the
the support
pation in
/ndians.
employees maintained
'-ndiRas.
employees
maintained for their benefit.
Kansas Indians.
For support
and civilization
of the
the Kansas
Indians, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, iInians.
Kansas Indians,
civilization of
For
support and
including
of employees,
employees, $1,500.
including pay
pay of
$1,500.
Kicapoos
Kickapoos.
For support
support and
the Kickapoo
Indians in
Oklahoma,
i
in Oklahoma,
Kickapoo Indians
of the
and civilization
civilization of
For
including pay
$1,800.
including
pay of employees,
employees, $1,800.ocas
Ponces.
•For
For support
Oklahoma
Ponca Indians in Oklahoma
of the
the Ponca
and civilization
civilization of
support and
and
Nebraska, including
pay of
employees, $8,000.
and Nebraska,
including pay
of employees,
$8,000.
Chilocco School.
School.
Chilocco
For
support and
education of
hundred and
and fifty Indian pupils
of five hundred
and education
For support
at
the Indian
Indian school
school at
at Chilocco,
Oklahoma, including
of supersuperpay of
including pay
Chilocco, Oklahoma,
at the
intendent,
improvements, $15,000;
intendent, $94,600;
$94,600; for
for general
general repairs
repairs and
and improvements,
$15,000; Proviso.
p^,io.
bridges.
and bridges.
Roads and
That the unexpended
in
all, $109,600:
Provided, That
unexpended balance
balance of the Roads
$109,600: Provided,
in all,
for roads
and bridge
bridge on
$20,000 heretofore
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
roads and
on the
the Chilocco
Chilocco Ante,
Ate, pp. 240.
is hereby reappropriated
m Oklahoma,
Indian Reservation
Oklahoma, is
reappropriated and made
Reservation m
Indian
available
completion of such roads and
construction or completion
available for the construction
bridges.
Pawnees.
Pawnees.
bridges.
with Pawnees, Oklahoma:
For fulfilling
treaties with
Oklahoma: For perpetual
perpetual Annuity.
For
fulfilling treaties
VoP.
i
644.
farmer,
annuity, to
to be
be paid
in cash
the Pawnees
Pawnees (article
of &heels,.
farmer,
Schools'
3, agreement
agreement of
(article 3,
cash to
to the
paid in
annuity,
blrt (1
,
c
i
strs
p. ,
7e
3t
oc. .
November 23,
23, 1892),
1892), $30,000;
Okit p.30
November
$30,000; for
for support
support of
of two
two manual-labor
manual-labor "blv.
schools
(article 3,
treaty of
of September
24, 1857),
pay of
for pay
$10,000; for
1857), $10,000;
September 24,
3, treaty
schools (article
one
engineer and apprentwo blacksmiths,
blacksmiths one miller, one engineer
one farmer, two
tices, and
and two
$5,400; for purchase
treaty), $5,400;
same treaty),
(article 4, same
two teachers
teachers (article
tices,
of
iron and
steel and
other necessaries
necessaries for
the shops
shops (article
4, same
same
(article 4,
for the
and other
and steel
of iron
treaty), $500;
for pay
purchase of medicines,
and purchase
pay of physician and
$500; for
treaty),
Quapaw.
$1,200;
Quapaws.
all, $47,100.
$47,100.
in all,
$1,200; in
Education, etc.
etc.
Edatio,
For support
support of
Quapaws, Oklahoma:
education (article
(article 3,
3, Vol.
For education
Oklahoma: For
of Quapaws,
For
7, p. 425.
treaty of
of May
May 13,
13, 1833),
for blacksmith
p.
4
and V7,
assistants, and
and assistants,
blacksmith and
$1,000; for
1833), $1,000;
treaty
Proviso.
Proviso.
Diretionaryuse.
use.
tools, iron,
and steel
steel for
blacksmith shop (same article and treaty), Discretionary
for blacksmith
iron, and
tools,
$500;
in all,
President of the United
United
the President
That the
Provided, That
$1,500: Provided,
all, $1,500:
$500; in
°sages.
States
shall certify
same to
to be
be for
for the
the best
interests of
oages. of chilof the
the Indians.
Indians. Education
best interests
the same
certify the
States shall
offunds.
chilEducation
of the Interior is hereby authorized to with- dren
That
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
from tribal
draw
from the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States,
at his discretion, not
States, at
the United
draw from
to
exceed the
the sum
thereof as
necesas may
may be necesso much
much thereof
or so
$45,000, or
sum of
of $45,000,
to exceed
sary,
deposit to the credit of the Osage Tribe of
money on deposit
the money
of the
sary, of
In"ans
in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, to
to be
be expended
support, education,
education, Proviso.
Proviso-. Mission
for the
the support,
expended for
Indians in
s
h,
O "uis
School
and systematic
vocational instruction
instruction of Osage children: Provided,
Provided, Scol.
systematic vocational
and
That
the expenditure
expenditure of
of said
said money
money shall include
renewal of the
include the renewal
That the
present
with the
the St.
Louis Mission
except
School, except
Boarding School,
Mission Boarding
St. Louis
contract with
present contract
that there
shall not
not be
be expended
expended more than
$300 for annual support
than $300
there shall
that
and education
one pupil.
pupil.
and
education of
of any
any one
gency f expenses
expense
Agency
from tribal
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw fromiblfunds.
Interior is
The
from
United States,
at his
his discretion, not to
to
States, at
of the
the United
the Treasury
Treasury of
from the
44:1; P-21-29
29
-t4421°-21
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exceed
sum of
or so
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary,
exceed the
the sum
of $65,000,
$65,000, or
so much
much thereof
of
funds on
deposit to
credit of
the Osage
Osage Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians
of the
the funds
on deposit
to the
the credit
of the
Indians
in Oklahoma
for the
the support
support of
the Osage
pay of
tribal
in
Oklahoma for
of the
Osage Agency
Agency and
and pay
of tribal
of said
said agency.
agency.
nd g prdu officers
officers and
and employees
employees of
Oil and gas producThe
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
withdraw
to withdraw
hereby authorized
authorized to
tion
expenses.
tionexpenses.r
The Secretary
from the
of the
United States,
at his
his discretion,
discretion, not
not to
to exfrom
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
States, at
exceed
$45,000 of
of the
the funds
credit of
of the
the Osage
Osage Tribe
Tribe
ceed $45,000
funds on
on deposit
deposit to
to the
the credit
of
Indians in
in Oklahoma
out the
the same
same for
for necessary
of Indians
Oklahoma and
and to
to pay
pay out
necessary exexpenses
in connection
connection with
with oil
oil and
production on
on the
the OsageeRespenses in
and gas
gas production
Reservation,
including salaries
of employees,
employees, rent
rent of
quarters for
for ememervation, including
salaries of
of quarters
ployees,
traveling expenses,
expenses, printing,
telephoning,
ployees, traveling
printing, telegraphing
telegraphing and
and telephoning,
and purchase,
purchase, repair,
repair, and
operation of
automobiles.
of automobiles.
and operation
. i . and
New office building
That the
provision in
in the
the Indian
Indian Appropriation
Act for
for the
fiscal
for
Agency.
forNgency.
bdg
That
the provision
Appropriation Act
the fiscal
A7
,
,te, p.21, amended.
11
year ending
ending June
1920, authorizing
the expenditure
expenditure of
not exexof not
authorizing the
30, 1920,
June 30,
Post,"epot,
p. 1241.mended. year
ceeding
from unexpended
unexpended Osage
Osage tribal
heretofore
p
ct
eeding $35,000
$35,000 from
tribal funds
funds heretofore
appropriated for
for construction
of a
office building
building for
Osage
appropriated
construction of
a fireproof
fireproof office
for Osage
Agency is
amended to
provide that
that not
Agency
is hereby
hereby amended
to provide
not exceeding
exceeding $50,000
$50,000
of such
such unexpended
unexpended Osage
Osage tribal
funds may
may be
used in
the construcconstrucin the
be used
tribal funds
bdin
obuilding.
f
Use ofsUe
old
e
o o
tion of such fireproof
removal of
the present
present
fireproof building,
building, including the
the removal
of the
office building and
rearrangement of
the interior
interior of
of same
for ememand rearrangement
of the
same for
ployees'
quarters, said
said amount
amount to
to be
immediately available.
available.
be immediately
ployees' quarters,
Triba
Tribal conci.
Council.
The
the sum
or so
thereof as may
may be
be necnecEpenses
Expenses of visitsto
visits to
The use
use of
of the
sum of
of $10,000
$10,000 or
so much
much thereof
Washington.
Washington.
essary, the same to be immediately
immediately available, is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
from
to the
Osage Tribe
to defray
defray expenses
expenses heretoheretofrom funds
funds belonging
belonging to
the Osage
Tribe to
fore or
or hereafter
fore
hereafter incurred
Washington,
incurred in connection
connection with
with visits
visits to
to Washington,
Tribal Council
Council and
memDistrict of
of Columbia,
Columbia, by the
the Osage
Osage Tribal
and other
other members of
when duly
authorized or
or approved
approved by
by the
the SecreSecreof said tribe,
tribe, when
duly authorized
tary of
Interior.
tary
of the
the Interior.
Five
Five Civilized
Ci vilized Tribes.
Tribes.

FIeCviVedTribes.

Administration
Administration

penses.
pnses

Provisos.
Protiso.

exex-

Detailed report
by Superintendent rerequired.
quire.

kivri

CIVILIZED
CIVILIZED TRIBES.
TRIBES.

SEC.
S
EC. 18. For expenses
expenses of administration
administration of
of the
the affairs
affairs of
of the
the

Five
Oklahoma, and
and the compensation
compensation of
of employees,
employees,
Fi
ve Civilized Tribes, Oklahoma,

$195,000:
Provided, That
That a
a report
report shall
shall be
be made
to Congress
Congress by
by
$195,000: Prided,
made to
the Superintendent
Superintendent for the Five Civilized Tribes through
the
through the SecreInterior, showing
showing in
in detail
detail the
expenditure of
of all
all moneys
moneys
Su t to
to tary
tary of
of the
the Interior,
the expenditure
Superintendent
by this
provision: Provided
further, That
That hereafter
hereafter no
no
sset tie
undisputed appropriated
pe undisputed
appropriated by
provision:
this
Providedfurther,
claims.
claims.
undisputed
undisputed claims to be paid from individual
individual moneys
moneys of restricted
restricted
allottees,
allottees, or
agricultural and
and mineral
mineral
or their
their heirs,
heirs, or uncontested
uncontested agricultural
leases
individual restricted
leases (excluding oil and gas leases) made by individual
restricted
allottees, or
heirs, shall
shall be
forwarded to
the Secretary
Secretary
Oil and gas leases Indian
Indian allottees,
or their
their heirs,
be forwarded
to the
excepted.
excepted.
of the Interior
Interior for approval, but all such undisputed claims
claims or
or ununcontested
contested leases (except
(except oil and gas leases) heretofore required
required to
to
be
existing law
law by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior
be approved
approved under
under existing
of the
the Interior
shall hereafter be paid, approved,
approved, rejected,
disapproved by
by the
the
rejected, or
or disapproved
Superintendent
for
the
Superintendent
the
Five
Civilized
Tribes
of
Oklahoma:
ProFive
Civilized
Tribes
of
Oklahoma:
ProAppeal to the Secrehowever, That
party aggrieved
aggrieved by
any decision
decision or
or order
order
tar eltothe Sere- vided,
ided, however,
That any
any party
by any
tary.
Five-Civilized
Civili7ed Tribes
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma may
of the
the Superintendent
Superintendent for
for the
the Five
Tribes of
may
appeal from the same
same to the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior within thirty
thirty
of the Interior
days
the date
or order.
order.
days from
from the
date of
of said
said decision
decision or
Choctaws and ChickhctawsandChicThat
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized
That the Secretary
Interior be
he is
hereby, authorized
asaws.
Per capita payin ,nt
pay to
members of
of the
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Tribes
Tribes
uns. to
to pay
to the
the enrolled
enrolled members
the Choctaw
Choctaw and
itrSbalr
fra tribal
to, from
to,
funds.
of
entitled under
existing law
law to
in the
the
of Indians of
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma entitled
under existing
to share
share in
funds of said
to their
their lawful
lawful heirs,
heirs, out
any moneys
moneys bebesaid tribes, or
or to
out of
of any
longing to said tribes in the United
Treasury, or
or deposited
deposited in
in
United States
States Treasury,
any bank or held by any official
jurisdiction of the Secretary
official under
under the jurisdiction
Secretary
Interior, not
not to
to exceed
capita, said
payment to
be
of the
the Interior,
exceed $100
$100 per
per capita,
said payment
to be
made
regulations
as
the
made under such rules and regulations
Secretary
Secretary
of
the
InteProvisos.
Restricted
n
s. rior
Restdnted Indians.
prescribe: Provided,
in cases
cases where
where such
rior may
may prescribe:
Provided, That
That in
such enrolled
enrolled
members, or their heirs, are Indians who by reason
reason of their degree
degree
of Indian blood belong to the restricted
restricted class, the Secretary
Secretary of
of the

bySuperintendent
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Interior
may, in
in his
withhold such
such payments
and use
use the
the
Interior may,
his discretion
discretion withhold
payments and
same
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of such
such restricted
Indians: Provided
Provided further,
further, Exempt
m
or
same for
restricted Indians:
enali
e et
. from prior
That
the money
money paid
paid to
to the
enrolled members
or their
heirs, as
pro- des,
as prodebts, etc.
their heirs,
the enrolled
members or
That the
vided herein,
herein, shall
shall be
be exempt
exempt from
for attorneys'
attorneys' fees
from any
any lien
lien for
fees or
or
vided
other debt
contracted prior
the passage
of this
Provided
other
debt contracted
prior to
to the
passage of
this Act:
Act: Provided
Distribution e
exfurther,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
pncDses.
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to penses.
further, That
Chickasaw tribal
use not to exceed $8,000 out of the Choctaw and Chickasaw
funds for
for the
the expenses
expenses and
emof all necessary
necessary emand the compensation
compensation of
funds
ployees for
the distribution
distribution of
said per
per capita
capita payments:
payments: ProAnnual per capita
Pro- Annual
ployees
for the
of the
the said
per capita
vided
further provided
provided by
Congress the
the Secretary
Secretary payments hereafter invided further,
further, That
That until
until further
by Congress,
creased.
of the
the Interior
rules and
and regulations
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by him,
him, creased.
Interior,, under
under rules
regulations to
of
is
authorized io
is authorized
to make per capita
capita payments
payments of
of not
not to
to exceed
exceed $200
$200
annually
hereafter to
enrolled_ members of the Choctaw
and
to the enrolled
Choctaw and
annually hereafter
Chickasaw
of Indians
of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, entitled under existing
Chickasaw Tribes
Tribes of
Indians of
law to
to share in
in the
the funds
funds of said
said tribes, or
or to
to their lawful
lawful heirs,
heirs, of
of
Government of the United
all the
the available money held
held by the Government
States for
for the
benefit of
said tribes
excess of
that required
required for
for
the benefit
of said
tribes in
in excess
of that
States
therefrom
authorized by annual appropriations
expenditures authorized
appropriations made therefrom
or
or by existing law.
Probate expenses.
attorneys and other employees
employees Probate exses.
For salaries
salaries and expenses of such attorneys
Secretary of the
discretion, deem
deem necessary
necessary
as the Secretary
the Interior
Interior may, in his
his discretion,
in probate
probate matters affecting
affecting restricted
restricted allottees or their heirs in the
Agency,
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes and in
in the several
several tribes
tribes of
of the
the Quapaw
Quapaw Agency,
necessary expenses
expenses incident to suits inand for the
the costs
costs and
and other necessary
stituted
or conducted
by such
such attorneys,
$75,000.
stituted or
conducted by
attorneys, $75,000.
Cherokee Orphan
For the
support, continuance,
continuance and
and maintenance
maintenance of
the Cherokee
Cherokee TrpaikiSn
For
the support,
of the
chan.
Training School.
Orphan Training School, near Tahlequah,
Tahlequah, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for the orphan
Indian children of the State of Oklahoma
Oklahoma belonging to the
the restricted
restricted
class
direction of
class, to be conducted as an industrial school under the direction
Secretary of the Interior,
the Secretary
Interior, $37,500;
$37,500; for
for repairs
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements,
$8,000; for
school building
building and
hall, $25,000;
for new
new tank
tank
$8,000;
for school
and assembly
assembly hall,
$25,000; for
and tower,
tower, $1,000;
$1,000; in
in all, $71,500.
$71,500.
Common schools, inThe
sum of
of $200,000,
to be
be expended
expended in
the discretion
Sec- cluding
The sum
$200,000, to
in the
discretion of
of the
the SecQuapa."
cluding Quapaws.
prescribed by
retary of the Interior, under rules
rules and regulations
regulations to be prescribed
by
him, in aid of the common schools in the
the Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw,
p. 6
529.
29Quapaw Agency
Agency in
in OklaPOt, p.
Chickasaw,
and Seminole
Seminole Nations
and the
the Quapaw
Okla- Post,
Chickasaw, and
Nations and
homa, during
during the
1920: Provided,
Provided, That
homa,
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1920:
That Proviso.
Proviso.
Parentage
Parentage limitation
limitation
this appropriation
not be subject to the limitation in section 11not
appropriation shall not
5
applicable
p..4.
not applicable.
of
the Act
Act of
of May 25,
Statutes, page
page 564),
limiting vol.40,p.5s.
25, 1918
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes,
564), limiting
of the
the expenditure
one-fourth
expenditure of money
money to educate children
children of
of less
less than
than one-fourth
Indian
Indian blood.
of trbal
tribal lands,
lands,
Saes of
authorized etc.Sales
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
That the Secretary
Payment
of
expenses
to use
use not
not exceeding
exceeding $7,500
the proceeds
of sales
sales of
of unallotted
Paymentofexpenses
to
$7,500 of
of the
proceeds of
unallotted from
proceeds.
lands
and other
other tribal
tribal property
property belonging
any of
the Five
Civilized from proceds
to any
of the
Five Civilized
lands and
belonging to
Tribes for payment
payment of salaries of employees
other expenses
employees and other
expenses of
advertising and
further sales of
advertising
and sale in
in connection
connection with the
the further
c
of such
such Coal
and asphalt
an
apht
including the advertising
advertising and sale of the land
tribal lands and property, including
lands.
Vol. 37, p. 67.
of the
the Choctaw
Choctaw and
and Vol 37 . 67land within the
coal and
and asphalt
asphalt area
land
the segregated
segregated coal
area of
Chickasaw
surface thereof,
thereof, as provided
Chickasaw Nations, or of
of the surface
provided for in the
Act approved
February 19, 1912, entitled "An
"An Act to provide for the
approved February
sale
sale of the
the surface
surface of the
the segregated
segregated coal and
and asphalt
asphalt lands
lands of the
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Nations, and for other purposes"
purposes" (ThirtyChickasaw Nations,
seventh Statutes at Large, page 67), and of the improvements
improvements thereon,
which
and for
other work
necessary Provisos.
which is
is hereby
hereby expressly
expressly authorized,
authorized, and
for other
work necessary
pro.
Rent collections.
collections.
Pro- Rent
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes:
Tribes: Prothe Five
settlement of
to a
to
afinal settlement
of the
the affairs
affairs of
of the
vided,
to exceed
$2,500 of
amount may
be used
in
vided, That
That not
not to
exceed $2,500
of such
such amount
may be
used in
connection
tribal
connection with
with the collection
collection of rents
rents of unallotted
unallotted lands and
and tribal
Specific authority rebuildings: Praoided
further, That hereafter
hereafter no money shall
Specqficatehorntyor
buildings:
Provided furth,er,
shall be
be exex- quired
hereafter for
expenditures.
pended
to the
the Five
Civilized Tribes
with- exend'tres.
pended from
from tribal
tribal funds
funds belonging
belonging to
Five Civilized
Tribes withExceptions.
Equalizaby Congress,
Congress, except
except as
out
out specific
specific appropriation
appropriation by
as follows:
follows: Equaliza-
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tion of
of allotments,
per capita
capita and
and other
other payments
payments authorized
authorized by law
allotments, per
tion
to individual
respective tribes,
tribes, tribal
and other
Indian
other Indian
tribal and
the respective
of the
members of
individual members
to
schools for
for the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year
year under
under existing
conlaw, salaries and conexisting law,
schools
tingent
assistant chiefs,
chiefs, secretaries,
secretaries,
chiefs, assistant
governors, chiefs,
of governors,
expenses of
tingent expenses
interpreters, and
and mining
mining trustees
of the
tribes for
for the current fiscal
the tribes
trustees of
interpreters,
year at
at the
the rate
and one attorney each for
heretofore paid, and
rate heretofore
Tribal
salaries at
at salaries
year
attorneys.
Tribl attorneys.
the
and Creek
Creek Tribes
Tribes employed
contract
employed under contract
Chickasaw, and
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
the Choctaw,
approved by
the President,
President, under
under existing
existing law,
fiscal
law, for the current fiscal
by the
approved
the Interior is hereby
year: Proidedfurther,
Provided further, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
hereby
Continuance of tribal year:
continuancoftribal
schools.
authorized to continue during the ensuing fiscal
authorized
fiscal year the tribal and
schools.
other
schools
among
the
Choctaw,
Chickasaw,
Creek, and Seminole
Seminole
other schools among the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek,
Tribes
funds of
those nations,
nations, within
within his discretion
discretion
of those
tribal funds
the tribal
from the
Tribes from
and
under such
such rules
and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe:
prescribe: AndproAnd prorules and
and under
vided further, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
hereby empowered,
empowered,
is hereby
Interior is
of the
Re
r
That the
to videdfurther,
etc., to
Repasrs_
the
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, to
to expend
funds of the
expend funds
year ending
schooduring
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
Creek, and
and Seminole
Nations available
available for
Seminole Nations
Chickasaw, Creek,
Choctaw,
school purposes
existing law
for such
repairs, improvements,
improvements,
such repairs,
law for
under existing
purposes under
school
or
"buildings as
may deem
essential for
for the
conduct
proper conduct
the proper
deem essential
he may
as he
new buildings
or new
of the
tribes.
said tribes.
of said
schools of
several schools
the several
of
permanent
For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
Oklahoma: For permanent
Choctaws.
Choctaws, Oklahoma:
with Choctaws,
For
octawa
Pnliilling treaties.
o

o. 11,
VoL
7, p. 99; Vol.
voLrfnapwe
p.
614.
p.614.

1805, and article 13,
annuity
treaty of
of November
16, 1805,
November 16,
2, treaty
(article 2,
annuity (article

support
1855), $3,000; for permanent annuity for support
treaty of June 22, 1855),
treaty
of light
light horsemen
13, treaty
treaty of October
October 18, 1820, and article
(article 13,
horsemen (article
Light horsemen.
of
VoL 7, p. 213; VoL 11, 13,
permanent annuity for suptreaty of June 22, 1855),
1855), $600; for permanent
vo.p. 23;voLi, 13, treaty
p. 614.
October
of
6,
treaty
port
of
blacksmith
(article
6,
treaty
of
October
18, 1820, and article 9,
(article
Blacksmith,
etc.
blacksmith
of
port
PBackmith,etc.
Vol. 7, pp.12212,
236;
treaty of
13, treaty
of January
and article
article 13,
of June
June 22, 1855),
1855),
1825, and
20, 1825,
January 20,
treaty of
. 62 2 ; treaty
Vol. 1P.
11, p. 614.
vol
Education.
$600;
for
permanent
annuity
for
education
(article
2,
treaty of
of JanuJanutreaty
2,
(article
Vol 11, $600; for permanent annuity for education
7,p.
Vol. 7,
p. 2;
235; Vol.
Vol.
$6,000; for perary 20,
20, 1825,
1825, and
13, treaty
treaty of June 22, 1855),
1855), $6,000;
and article 13,
p.
614.
ary
p. 614.
Iron
steel.
and steel.
Iron and
Vol.
7, p. 236;
Vol. 11,
236; Vol.,
Vol.7,
p. 614. '1825,

p. 6U.

Oregon.
Oregon.

of January
treaty of
manent
for iron
and steel
steel (article
9, treaty
January 20,
(article 9,
iron and
annuity for
ianent annuity
1825, and
and article
article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $320; in all, $10,520.
OREGON.
OREGON.

SEC. 19.
19. For
For support
civilization of Indians of the Klamath
and civilization
support and
SEC.
Agency,
Oregon, including
including pay
employees, $5,750.
pay of employees,
Agency, Oregon,
For
confederated tribes and bands
Warm
Springs
For support and civilization of the confederated
Springs
Agency.
under Warm
Warm Springs
Springs Agency,
including pay of employees,
employees,
Agency, Oregon, including
under
Agency.
$4,000.
$4,000.
the Umatilla Agency,
of the
For
support and
and civilization
civilization of
the Indians
Indians of
of the
Umatilla Agency.
Agency.
For support
Umatia
Oregon, including
employees, $3,000.
$3,000.
of employees,
pay of
including pay
Oregon,
and education
Salem School.
For support
For
support and
education of six hundred
hundred Indian
Indian pupils, including
salem
native
brought from
Alaska, at
school,
at the Indian school,
from Alaska,
pupils brought
Indian pupils
native Indian
Salem,
including pay
of superintendent,
superintendent, $122,000;
$122,000; for genpay of
Oregon, including
Salem, Oregon,
eral
repairs and
and improvements,
high-pressure boiler
improvements, $25,000; for high-pressure
eral repairs
and steam-heating
steam-heating installation,
installation, $15,000;
$15,000; in all, $162,000.
$162,000.
and
Grande
and
For support
support and
and civilization
civilization of
at Grande
Grande Ronde
Ronde and
Siletz
and Siletz
Indians at
of Indians
For
Rondes and
rande Ronde
Meta Agencies' Indians.
Ag
encies, Oregon,
Oregon, including pay of employees,
employees, $2,500.
Agencies,
Agn
di
irrigation
the Modoc
maintenance and operation
Klamath
operation of
o the
Modoc Point irrigation
lamath Reserva- -Foror maintenance
tion.
tion.
srem within
within the
the Klamath
Klamath Indian Reservation, in the State of
system
Irngation.
Irrigation.
Va36,
p. ion.
Oregon, $4,000,
$4,000, reimbursable
reimbursable in
with the
the provisions
provisions of
accordance with
in accordance
Oregon,
0i7.
36, p.
vol.
the Act
Act of
March 3,
1911.
3, 1911.
of March
the

Support, etc.,
of InInetc., of
support,
dians.
Klamath Agency.
Agency.

South
Dakota.
South Dakota.
Flan dreau School.
School.
Flandreau

Pierre SchooL

Pierre

SchoL

SOUTH
SOUTH DAKOTA.
fifty
hundred and
of three
SEC.
SEC. 20. For support and education
education of
three hundred
and fifty
Indian
pupils at
at the
school at
at Flandreau,
Flandreau, South Dakota, and
Indian school
the Indian
Indian pupils
for pay
of superintendent,
$80,750; for general
general repairs and improvesuperintendent, $80,750;
pay of
for
ments,
$10,000; in
all, $90,750.
$90,750.
in all,
ments, $10,000;
For support
and education
education of
hundred and fifty
fifty Indian pupils
two hundred
of two
support and
For
at the
including pay of superPierre, South Dakota, including
at Pierre,
school at
Indian school
the Indian
at
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intendent,
$58,250; for
general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements, $6,000;
for general
intendent, $58,250;
in
all, $64,250.
in all,
$64,250.apid
Rapid City Shool.
School.
For support
two hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five Indian
Indian Rapid City School
hundred and
of two
education of
and education
support and
For
pupils
at the
the Indian
Dakota, including
including pay
pay
South Dakota,
City, South
Rapid City,
school, Rapid
Indian school,
pupils at
of
superintendent, $63,875;
for general
general repairs
repairs and
improvements,
and improvements,
$63,875; for
of superintendent,
including
and repair
repair of
of roads,
in all,
$71,875.
all, $71,875.
$8,000; in
roads, $8,000;
construction and
including construction
Sioux
different
of different
Siu of
For
of different
different tribes,
including Santee Sioux of ttribes.
tribes, including
Sioux of
of Sioux
support of
For support
Teachers,
etc.
Nebraska,
North Dakota,
South Dakota:
Dakota: For
For pay
pay of
of five
'reachers,etc.
teachers, Vol
five teachers,
and South
Dakota, and
Nebraska, North
15, p. 640.
one
one carpenter,
carpenter, one
one miller,
one engineer,
engineer, two
farmers, V 15 p 640.
two farmers,
miller, one
physician, one
one physician,
and
(article 13,
13, treaty
of April
April 29,
1868), $10,400;
$10,400;
29, 1868),
treaty of
blacksmith (article
one blacksmith
and one
for
pay of
of second
iron, steel,
steel, and
and other
other Ationalencis'
furnishing iron,
and furnishing
blacksmith, and
second blacksmith,
for pay
Additional a
gencies'
mpioyees.
material
(article 8
8 of
of same
treaty), $1,600;
$1,600; for pay of additional employees.
e
same treaty),
material (article
employees
of the
agencies for
for the
the Sioux
Sioux in
in Nebraska,
Nebraska, North Vuobl.sistence.
V osis9e.256
19, p. 256.
the several
several agencies
employees of
Dakota,
and
South
Dakota
?
$95,000;
for
subsistence
of the
the Sioux
Dakota, and South Dakota, $95,000; for subsistence of
and
for purposes
of their
their civilization
civilization (Act
February 28,
1877), Proviso.
28, 1877),
of February
(Act of
and for
purposes of
Transporting supsup.
$193,000: Provided,
this sum
include transportation
transportation of
of Transporting
shall include
sum shall
That this
Provided, That
$193,000:
plies.
supplies
from
the
termination
of
railroad
or
steamboat
transportation,
ples.
transportation,
steamboat
or
railroad
supplies from the termination of
and in
service Indians
shall be
practicable;
whenever practicable;
employed whenever
be employed
Indians shall
this service
in this
and
in
$300,000.
all, $300,000.
in all.
Schools.
For support
support and
and maintenance
maintenance of
schools among
industrial schools
and industrial
day and
of day
For
the
the erection
erection and repairs
repairs of school buildincluding the
Indians, including
Sioux Indians,
the Sioux
ings,
of the
the
article 55 of
of article
provisions of
the provisions
with the
accordance with
in accordance
$200,000, in
ings, $200,000,
agreement made
entered into
1876, and
and ratified
ratified VoL
Vol. 19,
19, p.
p. 256.
256.
26, 1876,
September 26,
into September
and entered
made and
agreement
February 28,
28, 1877
(Nineteenth Statutes,
page 254).
254).
Statutes, page
1877 (Nineteenth
February
Yankton Sioux.
etc.
For
subsistence and
civilization of
of the
Yankton Sioux, South Subsistence,
Subsistence, etc.
the Yankton
and civilization
For subsistence
Dakota, including
including pay
pay of
employees, $9,000.
$9,000.
of employees,
Dakota,
Canton, S. Dak.
For
of the
the asylum
asylum for
exasylum exInsane asylum
insane Insane
for insane
maintenance of
and maintenance
equipment and
the equipment
For the
enses.
Indians at
at Canton,
expenses penses.
Canton, South Dakota, for incidental and all other expenses
Indians
necessary
for its
its proper
proper conduct
and management,
management, including
including pay
pay of
conduct and
necessary for
employees,
necessary expense of
and for necessary
improvements, and
repairs, improvements,
employees, repairs,
transporting
insane Indians
to and
said asylum,
$40,000.
asylum, $40,000.
from said
and from
Indians to
transporting insane
Rosebud Agency Inency In
That
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
is hereby,
authorized, diRns.
hereby, authorized,
he is
dians.
and he
of the
Secretary of
That the
Support,
etc.,
of,
in his
discretion, to
the Treasury
of the
the United
United States
States from
ec., of,
Support,
Treasury of
from the
to withdraw
withdraw from
his discretion,
in
tribal funds.
ds.
the sum
$175,000, or
thereof as
may be
be necessary,
necessary, of the
the from
as may
much thereof
or so
so much
of $175,000,
sum of
the
tribal
on deposit
of the
the Sioux Indians of Rosebud
credit of
the credit
to the
deposit to
funds on
tribal funds
Agency,
South Dakota,
under the Act of May 30, 1910
1910
accruing under
Dakota, accruing
Agency, South
Vol. 36,
36, p.
p. 44I
448.
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
at Large,
Large, page
and to
to expend
expend the
same Vol.
the same
448), and
page 448),
Statutes at
(Thirty-sixth
for
support, civilization,
education of said Indians.
civilization, and education
the support,
for the
Pine Ridgel
RidgeReservaeserviine
authorized to withdraw
The Secretary
the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
withdraw tion.
Interior is
of the
Secretary of
The
Roads
and bridges
bridges
from
of the
United States
sum of
$25,000 of
of any
any in,Roads
and
of $25,000
the sum
States the
the United
Treasury of
the Treasury
from the
from tribal funds.
ds
tribal
from
funds
to
the
credit
of
the
Indians
on
the
Pine
Ridge
Reservation,
Reservation,n
Ridge
Pine
the
on
funds to the credit of the Indians
and
expend the
same for
for the
the construction
construction of roads and bridges
the same
to expend
and to
within
reservation.
said reservation.
within said
Cheyenne River ResThe Secretary
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw from
from ervation.
ver
eahteio.
of the
Secretary of
The
Bridge, etc.,
etc., over
over
Bidge,
United States the sum of $25,000, or so much Cheyenne
the United
the Treasury
Treasury of the
the
Cheyenne
River,
River,
from from
tribal
funds.
funds.
tribal
Indians
thereof
as
may
be
necessary,
of
any
funds
to
the
credit
of
the
Indians
the
of
credit
the
to
funds
any
thereof as may be necessary, of
on
the Cheyenne
River Reservation,
Reservation, and
to apply
apply the
to the
the same to
and to
Cheyenne River
on the
construction
approaches thereto
thereto Local
contribution
and approaches
abutments and,
Local contribution
and abutments
bridge and
of a
a bridge
construction of
required.
across the
Cheyenne River
of South
South Dakota.
Dakota. This required.
State of
the State
in the
River in
the Cheyenne
across
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
available only
condition that the
only on the condition
appropriation
interested counties,
or the
Dakota Highway
Highway Commission,
South Dakota
the South
counties, or
interested
$2 for every dollar
contribute
cost of said
dollar
bridge in the ratio of $2
said bridge
the cost
to the
contribute to
of
so expended.
funds so
Indian funds
of Indian
Utah.
utab.
t
ea, Confederated
Confederated
Utes,
Caneee
s
of Bands.
S
EC. 21.
For support
support and
civilization of
Confederated Bands
Bands of
of Confederated
and civilization
21. For
SEC.
Carpenters, etc.
Utes:
For pay
of two
two millers,
millers, two
two farmers,
farmers, and two Vol.
cr 15, p. 622.
two carpenters,
carpenters, two
pay of
Utes: For
blacksmiths
(article 15,
treaty of
March 2,
2, 1868),
for pay
paT of
of
$6,720; for
1868), $6,720;
of March
15, treaty
blacksmiths (article
two
purchase of
of iron
iron
for purchase
$1,800; for
treaty), $1,800;
and treaty),
article and
(same article
teachers (same
two teachers
and
and the
necessary tools
tools for
blacksmith shop (article 9, same
for blacksmith
the necessary
steel and
and steel
UTAH.
UTAH.

r,et.
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Food,
Food, etc.
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beef, mutton,
mutton,
for annual amount
the purchase
purchase of
treaty), $220; for
treaty),
amount for
for the
of beef,
wheat flour,
flour, beans,
beans, and
and potatoes,
potatoes, or
or other
necessary articles
articles of
of food,
food,
other necessary
wheat

and
clothing, and
and farming
farming equipment
(article 12,
12, same
same treaty),
treaty),
equipment (article
and clothing,
$26,260;
for pay
of employees
at the
agencies, $15,000;
$15,000;
several Ute
Ute agencies,
the several
pay of
employees at
$26,260; for
in
$50,000.
in all,
all, $50,000.
Support of
detached
of detached
For the support and civilization
Support
civilization of Indians
Indians in Utah, not otherwise
Indians.
provided for,
employees, $8,000.
$8,000.
pay of
of employees,
for, including
including pay
provided
Confederated Bands
Bands
Confederated
The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to withdraw
of tiles.
Distribution
from from
from the Treasury of the United States, within his discretion, the
principal funds.
sum
of $300,000
of the
funds to
to the
the credit
of the
the ConConcredit of
principal funds
the principal
$300,000 of
sum of
ds"
nft.
prAllotment.
federated Bands
of Ute
Ute Indians
Indians and
to expend
$50,000
of $50,000
the sum
sum of
expend the
and to
Bands of
federated
of said
said amount
for the
the benefit
benefit of
Navajo
(formerly Navajo
Ute Mountain
Mountain (formerly
of the
the Ute
of
amount for
Springs) Band
Indians in
in Colorado,
$175,000
sum of
of $175,000
the sum
Colorado, and the
of said
said Indians
Band of
Springs)
of
said amount
for the
the Uintah,
River, and
and Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre
White River,
Uintah, White
amount for
of said
of $75,000
Bands
of Ute
$75,000 of said amount
amount
in Utah, and the sum of
Ute Indians
Indians in
Bands of
for
the Southern
in Colorado,
shall be
which sums shall
Colorado, which
Indians in
Ute Indians
Southern Ute
for the
For
self support, etc.,
etc., charged to said
Forselfsupport,
charged
bands, and the Secretary of the Interior
Interior is also authoraccrued interest..
interest.
from accrued
Treasury the
ized
from the
the Treasury
the accrued
accrued interest
interest to
to and
and
ized to
to withdraw
withdraw from
Vol. 37, p. 934.
including
30, 1920
of the
the said
said Confederated
Confederated Bands
Bands
funds of
on the
the funds
1920,.,on
June 30,
including June
of Ute
Indians appropriated
appropriated under
March 4,
(Thirty4, 1913
1913 (ThirtyAct of
of March
under the
the Act
of
Ute Indians
seventh
934), and to expend or distribute
Large, page 934),
Statutes at Large,
seventh Statutes
the same
for the
the purpose
promoting civilization
self-support
civilization and self-support
of promoting
purpose of
the
same for
among the
under such
such regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
as the
Indians, under
said Indians,
the said
among
Proviso.
Pooo.
Provided,
Report of
expendiprescribe:
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
Interior
may
prescribe:
of
expendta re s
tures.
.
Interior
Interior shall report to Congress, on the first Monday in December,
December,
to all moneys expended as provided for
1921,
detailed statement
for
statement as to
1921, aadetailed
, herein.
herein.
r
U
Uncompahgre, etc.,
authorized to
Interior is
The Secretary
etc.,
The
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
to withdraw
withdraw
Ut.nompahgr
Utes.
Irrigating allotments
from
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States,
within
his
discretion
' the
his
discretion,
the
States,
within
of
the
United
from
the
Treasury
atments
OIrrigating
of.
principal funds to the credit of the Consum of $127,200
$127,200 of the principal
federated Bands
of Ute
Indians and
to expend
contin •
expend same for continuing
and to
Bands of
Ute Indians
federated
the
of lateral
lateral distributing
distributing systems
systems to irrigate
irrigate the allotte
allotted
the construction
construction of
lands
of
the
Uncompahgre,
Uintah,
and
White
River
Utes
in
Utah,
in
Utah,
Utes
River
and
White
Uintah,
Uncompahgre,
the
of
lands
34
Vol.
Vol. 34, p. 375.
and
existing irrigation
authorized under
Vro
.
and to maintain existing
irrigation systems authorized
under the
the
i.
Proviso.
Joseph 'M.
if. Bryant.
June 21,
1906: Provided,
That the
the sum
sum of
$55.85 of
of this
this approapproof $55.85
Provided, That
Act of
of June
21, 1906:
Brvant. Act
Reimbursement.
reimbursement of Joseph
Reimbursement.
priation shall be available for the reimbursement
Joseph M. Bryant,
formerly
engineer in charge
charge of the Uintah
Uintah irrigation project, for
formerly engineer
money paid
blacksmith service,
paid by him for blacksmith
service, in
in the
the course of his
his emmoney
ployment, for the benefit of the irrigation service.
and Du- ployment, for the benefit of the irrigation service.
inta
Uintah
The
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
withdraw
to withdraw
Interior is
diesne
The Secretary
chesne Counties.
Aid to public schools
States the sum of $12,000
United States
Treasury of
the Treasury
from the
of the
the United
$12,000 of the
from
Lfuhds
a funds.
,idnmtodi
in,
from Indian
principal funds
credit of
of the
the Confederated
Bands of
Ute
to the
the credit
Confederated Bands
of Ute
principal
funds to
Indians, and
and expend
expend the
the same,
same, under rules
rules and regulations to be
prescribed
by him,
in aid
aid of
in Uintah
Uintah and
and Duchesne
Duchesne
schools in
the public
public schools
of the
him, in
prescribed by
Proviso.
Admission ofndian
of Indian County school districts, Utah:
Utah: Provided,
Admission
Provided, That Indian children shall
pupils.
ppils.
at all times be admitted to such schools on an entire equality with
white
children to
white children, the tuition of
of such
such Indian children
to be paid out of
of
tribal funds to be covered into the Treasury.
specified tribal funds to be covered into the Treasury.
Division of specifed
trust funds.
funds.
That
Secretary of
Interior be,
and he
is hereby,
authorized
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
to divide the trust funds belonging
belonging to the Confederated
Confederated Bands
Bands of the
Ute
as the
the "Ute
"Uth 55per
per centum
fund" arising
arising under
under
centum fund"
Indians known
known as
Vol. 18,, p. 41.
41.
Ute Indians
the
Act of
April 29,
at Large,
the Act
of April
29, 1874
1874 (Eighteenth
(Eighteenth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
page 41),
41),
and
Confederated Bands
Bands of
per centum
centum f
un d'
arising
arising
fund"
4 per
of Utes
Utes 4
the "
"Confederated
and the
Vol. 37,
37, p. 934.
under
Statutes at
at Large,
under the Act of March 4, 1913 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
page 934), between the Uintah, White
Uncompahgre
White River, and Uncompahgre
Bands
Bands in Utah, the
(formerly Navajo
Navajo Springs)
Band
the Ute
Ute Mountain (formerly
Springs) Band
in Colorado,
the Southern
Southern Ute
on the
the basis
of
in Colorado,
Colorado, on
basis of
Ute Band
and the
Band in
feds. in
Colorado, and
Traners
Transfers of funds.
the
number of
persons comprising
the number
of persons
comprising the
the three
three respective
respective groups
groups as
as
shown by the latest
available census rolls; and
and the
Secretary of
latest available
the Secretary
of the
the
Treasury, upon request
request of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, is authorized
authorized
gencyemploye
Agency
employees.
Post, p. 1637.
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and
directed to
make such
transfer of
of funds
on the
the books
his
of his
books of
funds on
such transfer
to make
and directed
department
as may
may be
necessary to
to effect
the purpose
this section:
section:
of this
purpose of
effect the
be necessary
department as
Provisos.
Provided, That
the sums
sums expended
from the
the said
said "Confederated
Provided,
That the
expended from
"Confederated Expenditures
nditures
charged to respective
charged
respective
the
Bands
of
Utes
4
per
centum
fund"
for
the
benefits
of
the
respective
of
benefits
the
for
fund"
centum
per
4
Utes
of
Bands
bands.
ds.
bands
former Acts of Congress shall be
andban
this and
of this
authority of
under authority
bands under
charged
to
said
bands
in
the
final
division
of
said
fund:
Provided
Future
division of
division
Provided
fund:
charged to said bands in the final division of said
accruals.
further,
That any
accruals to
to the
the aforesaid
funds shall accruals
aforesaid funds
future accruals
all future
and all
any and
further, That
be
to the
bands on
basis of
of membership
membership
the basis
on the
said bands
the said
credited to
and credited
be divided
divided and
Similar
division of inas
shown
by
the
latest
available
census
rolls:
And
provided
further, terest
Similardivisionofinfurther,
provided
And
rolls:
census
available
latest
the
by
shown
as
accumulations.
That
any
accumulation
of
interest
on
the
aforesaid
funds
remaining
That any accumulation of interest on the aforesaid funds remaining terestaccumulations.
available at
the time
time of
the division
herein authorized
be
also be
shall also
authorized shall
division herein
of the
at the
available
divided
and placed
to the
of the
the various
various groups
or branches
branches
groups or
credit of
the credit
placed to
divided and
of
the tribe
tribe on
on the
the same
same basis
basis as
that adopted
adopted for
of the
division of
for division
as that
of the
principal funds.
funds.
principal
Washington.
Washington.
WASHINGTON.
WASHINGTON.
Support, etc., of In-

etc. of In
dinsuP.
S
EC. 22.
For support
of the
the D'Wamish
D'Wamish and
and other
other clla1
civilization of
and civilization
support and
22. For
SEC.
'Wamish, etc.
allied
Washington, including
including pay
pay of
of employees,
employees $6,500.
D'Wamish, etc.
$6,500.
in Washington,
tribes in
allied tribes
Makahs.
i
For support
civilization of
the Makahs,
emincluding pay of emMakahs, including
of the
and civilization
support and
For
ployees,
ployees, $2,000.
$2,000.
Qni-nai-elts
and
For support
support and
and civilization
civilization of
Quil-leh-utes, inand
Qille-utets
in- Quil-leh-utes.
and Quil-leh-utes,
of Qui-nai-elts
Qui-nai-elts and
For
cluding
pay of
of employees,
employees, $1,000.
$1,000.
eluding pay
Agency.
For
support and
at Yakima
Yakima Agency,
Yakima Agency.
includ- Yakima
Agency, includIndians at
of Indians
civilization of
and civilization
For support
ing
of employees,
employees, $3,000.
$3,000.
pay of
ing pay
Colville, etc., AgenColvile, etc., AgenIndians at Colville,
For
support and
and civilization
civilization of
of Indians
Colville, Taholah,
Taholah, cies.
For support
Puyallup,
including pay
pay of
of employees
and for
Band of Nes
employees, and
for Joseph's BndofNes
and Spokane
Spokane Agenties,
Agencies, including
Puyallup, and
Perces.
purchase of
of agricultural
p_lements, and
support and
and civilization
of Perces.
civilization of
and support
implements,
agricultural im
purchase
i
Joseph's Band
Band of
of Nez
Perce Indians in
nWashington,
$13,000.
s
Washington, $13,000.
Nez PerceIndians
Joseph's
For
support of
Spokanes in
in Washington
Washington (article
(article 66 of
of agreement
agreement SVoi.
V5:1).kan
273.
139.
,p139.
of Spokanes
For support
with
said.
Indians,
dated
March
18,
1887,
ratified
July
13,
July
of
Act
by
ratified
1887,
18,
March
dated
with said Indians,
1892), $1,000.
1892),
$1,000.
Ylm
eer
Yakima Reserve.
For the
and last
last installment
installment in
of $635,000
$635,000 for
for tion.
in payment
payment of
the seventh
seventh and
For
for
ter supwater supply
forty acres
each Indian
allotment on
on adiciliiaolna)avy;n1;;tent
for
"na pyment
Indian allotment
acres of
of each
of forty
irrigation of
for irrigation
water
supply for
ply
to
allottees.
the Yakima
Yakima Indian
Reservation irrigation
irrigation system
in the
the State
State of
of pl Vol.
to allottees.
system in
Indian Reservation
the
38, p. 604.
ol. 3, p. 64.
Washington, provided
provided by
by the
the Act
of .August
1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth
1, 1914
August 1,
Act of
Washington,
Statutes at
Large, page
604), $35,000,
to be
covered into the reclamareclamabe covered
$35,000, to
page 604),
at Large,
Statutes
tion fund.
fund.
tion
Wapato
irrigation
on
For
construction and
and enlargement
of the
the Wapato
Wapato irriirri- projc
project.
enlargement of
For continuing
continuing construction
Continuing construcgation
to make
make possible
possible the
utilization of
of the
the tion,
(Contmulnceotrcthe utilization
system, to
and drainage
drainage system,
gation and
etc.
604.
n3, 38, p. 60w.
Vio.
1914 (Thirty-eighth
1, 1914
water
supply provided
provided by
the Act
of August
August 1,
(Thirty-eighth Vol.
Act of
by the
water supply
Statutes
at Large,
Large, page
page 604),
604), for
forty acres
acres of each
allotment
Indian allotment
each Indian
for forty
Statutes at
under
the Yakima
ReservaIndian ReservaYakima Indian
on the
project on
irrgation project
Wapato irrigation
the Wapato
under the
tion, Washington,
and such other
supply as
as may
may be
be available
available
water supply
other water
Washington, andsuch
tion,
or
hundred and twenty
twenty
of a
a total of one hundred
irrigation of
the irrigation
for the
or obtainable
obtainable for
thousand
acres
of
allotted
Indian
lands
on
said
reservation,
$250,000:
$250,000:
on
said
reservation,
lands
Indian
acres
of
allotted
thousand
vrmnen. 4.
Provided,
That the
cost of
and drainage system
system
irrigation and
said irrigation
of said
entire cost
the entire
Provided, That
Y
i
r ra3Til;e15nt.
‘?
landReibrsing
Reimbursing
shall
reimbursed to
to the
the United
conditions and
and owners
the conditions
under the
States under
United States
be reimbursed
shall be
landowners for
damages.
terms of
the Act
of May
1916: Provided
That the
the funds
funds owes for damages
further, That
Provided further,
18, 1916:
May 18,
Act of
of the
terms
hereby
be available
for the
of
reimbursement of
the reimbursement
available for
shall be
appropriated shall
hereby appropriated
Indian and
and white
white landowners
destroyed
improvements and crops destroyed
landowners for improvements
Indian
Collection of
of chages
charges
by the
the Government
connection with
with the
colection
irrigation from
construction of irrigation
the construction
in connection
Government in
by
white landcanals
and
drains
of
this
project:
And
pravidediurth,er,
That
the
Seclandwhite
from
Secthe
That
further,
And
provided
project:
of
this
drains
owners.
and
canals
retary of
the Interior
hereby authorized
collect on
authorized and directed to collect
is hereby
Interior is
of the
retary
or
each calendar
including 1920,
1920,
hereafter including
year hereafter
calendar year
of each
31 of
December 31
or before
before December
from the
white landowners
landowners under
system the sum of $5 per
said system
the said
under the
the white
from
ratings.
oratings
Basis of
acre
each acre
which water
water for
purposes Basis
irrigation purposes
for irrigation
to which
land to
of land
acre of
for each
acre for
can
the said
said system,
which sum.shall
surn.shall be
be credited
credited
system, which
from the
delivered from
be delivered
can be
on a
per acre
in favor
favor of
of the
the land
it shall
behalf of which it
in behalf
land in
basis in
acre basis
a per
on
have
paid and
and be
from the
total per
acre charge
charge
per acre
the total
deducted from
be deducted
been paid
have been
assessable against
said land
when the
the amount
amount of
of such
such total
total charge
land when
against said
assessable
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can
and the total amount so collected,
collected, including any
determined, and
can be determined,
Indian allottees, shall
shall be available for expendimoney collected from Indian
ture under
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior for continuthe direction
ture
under the
ing
the
construction
work
on
the
said
system.
Diversion dams, etc., in
the construction work on the said system.
Donam.etc.,

Use of receipts for
Use of receiptsfor
continuing construction.

sysdams and
canal sysof diversion
the construction
construction of
for
For completing
completing the
diversion dams
and canal
tems for irrigating twelve
twelve thousand acres of Indian land adjacent to
to
Toppeiaish and
Simcoe Creeks,
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, as
as proYakima Indian
Creeks, Yakima
and Simcoe
Toppenish
Ante, p. 28.
vided for in the Act of June 30, 1919 (Forty-first
At, p. 28.
(Forty-first Statutes at Large,
page
28), $75,000:
Provided, That
That the
the limit
project, as
limit of cost of this project,
$75,000: Proided,
page 28),
Proviso.
Provm.
Limit of cost inof cost in- fixed by the aforesaid Act, is hereby
Ldt
hereby changed from $150,000
$150,000 to
to
creased.
$200,000.
Qinat
Rerva- $200,000.
Quiniault Bes
ReservaThat
unexpended balance of approximately
approximately. $17,025
$17,025 of the
t1
tion.
That the unexpended
e
Reappropriation for
$22,500 appropriated
by the
Indian Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the fiscal
the Indian
appropriated by
on. $22,500
constructing road on.
constructing
Vol.
40, p.
588.
year
588), for the construction
construction
year 1919 (Fortieth Statutes at Large, page 588),
ol.40
p. 588.
of a
a road
road on
the Quiniault
Quiniault Reservation,
Washington, to be reimReservation, Washington,
on the
of
bursed
in the
the TreasTreason deposit
deposit in
of said
said Indians
Indians on
tribal funds
funds of
from any
any tribal
bursed from
ury
reappropriated for the same purStates is hereby reappropriated
ury of the United States
provided in said
poses and upon the same terms and conditions as provided
Act, to
be immediately
available.
immediately available.
to be
ry Act,
and Ferry
Stevens and
Stevens
Counties.
The Secretary
of the
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
to invesinvesdirected to
the Interior
Interior is
The
Secretary of
Counties.d
Investigation of right
Deof Dereport to
Congress, on
before the
the first
Monday of
first Monday
or before
on or
to Congress,
and report
tigate and
tionotted In- tigate
ofvetiga
of,
to tax allotted
dian
lands.
dinlands.
cember, 1920, as to the right of Stevens
Stevens and Ferry
Ferry Counties
Counties in the
State
to the
lands
on allotted Indian
Indian lands
taxes on
the payment
payment of taxes
of Washington
Washington to
State of
under
existing law,
each
to which each
state the amount, if any, to
law, and
and to state
under existing
of said counties is entitled.
addition-

for iigaiting
irrigating additional lands.

atems

Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.

WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.

Hayward
School.
ywardSchool.

Tomah School.
School.

Chippewas
Lake
Chippewas of Lai;e
Superior.
tc of.
suerior.
Support, etc.,
Pottawatomies.
Support, etc., of.

Pottawatomies.

upport, etc., of.

Wisconsin Rand
Band of
Wisconsin
is
Pottawatomies, Wis.
.'
and Mich.
aReappropriation
Reappropriation for
self support.

'Potaatornies,

self uppOrt.

Vol. 39, p. 991.
1.
Use restricted.
Vol. 39, pp
pp. 156, 991.
Post,
p. 16.38.
Post, p.

rVol.t39,tp

Vol. 9,

56, 99.

i3s.

ial.
Saint Croix Ind
Saint
Indians.
Relieving
distress,
itreIs,
etc.
etc.

Relieving

06.
Vol.
38, p.. 606.
vol. 3s,

SEC.
For the
of two
two hundred
hundred and thirty
S
EC. 23.
23. For
the support
support and
and education
education of

Indian pupils
Hayward, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, including
the Indian
Indian school at Hayward,
pupils at the
Indian
$53,350; for general
improvements,
general repairs and improvements,
pay of
of superintendent,
superintendent, $53,350;
$8,000; in
in all,
all, $61,350.
$61,350.
$8,000;
For support
of two
two hundred
hundred and
Indian
For
support and
and education
education of
and seventy-five
seventy-five Indian
pupils
Indian school,
Tomah, Wisconsin, including pay of
school, Tomah,
pupils at the
the Indian
superintendent, $63
1875; for
general repairs and improvements,
improvements,
superintendent,
$63,875;
for general
$8,000; for tile draining, $1,600; for new laundry
laundry equipment, $4,000;
in
all, $77,475.
$77,475.
in all,
For support
support and
the Chippewas
Chippewas of
Superior,
of Lake
Lake Superior,
of the
civilization of
and civilization
For
Wisconsin,
including pay
pay of
$7,000.
employees, $7,000.
of employees,
Wisconsin, including
For support, education,
education, and civilization
civilization of the Pottawatomie
Indians
reside in the State of Wisconsin, including pay of emIndians who
who reside

ployees,
$6,000.
ployees, $6,000.
year
fiscal year
the fiscal
The
of the
for the
appropriation for
the appropriation
balance of
unexpended balance
The unexpended
reappropriated and made
1918, approximating
1918,
approximating $55,057.37,
$55,057.37, is hereby reappropriated
available until expended for the support and civilization
available
civilization of those
portions
Wisconsin Band
Band of
of l'ottawatomie
residing
Indians residing
Pottawatomie Indians
of the
the Wisconsin
portions of
in the
Wisconsin and
Provided, however,
the States of
of Wisconsin
and Michigan:
Michigan: Provided,
however, That
That
the above-mentioned
purposes set
forth
above-mentioned sum shall be used only for the purposes
set forth
in section
section 25
25 of
of the Act
Act approved
approved May
May 18,
18, 1916
1916 (Thirty-ninth Statutes
approved
at Large,
Large, pages 156
156 and 157),
157), and
and section
section 24 of the
the Act
Act approved
March
2, 1917
1917 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
991).
page 991).
Large, page
March 2,
For the purchase of
of subsistence supplies in relieving cases
cases of actual
actual
distress and suffering among
of
distress
among those needy Saint Croix Indians of
Wisconsin
January 30,
Wisconsin whose
whose cases
cases are
are referred
referred to
to in
in report
report of
of January
30, 1915,
1915,
transmitted
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
the House
House of
Repreof Repreto the
theInterior
by the
transmitted by
sentatives
March 3, 1915, pursuant to the
provisions of
sentatives March
the provisions
of the
the Act of
of
Statutes at
Large, pages
Congress of
of August
August 1, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
at Large,
pages
582 to 605),
Document Numbered
605), and
and printed
printed as House Document
Numbered 1663,
1663,
Sixty-third
$1,000.
session, $1,000.
Sixty-third Congress, third session,
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1920.
1920.

That
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Chippewa treaty
of Ser)
That to
to carry
carry out
out the
the Chippewa
treaty of
Septhere is
teraber 30,
(Tenth Statutes
1109), there
is hereby
hereby
1854 (Tenth
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page 1109),
tember
30, 1854
appropriated, out
out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise approapproTreasury not
any money
appropriated,
priated, the sum of $10,000,
settlement of the amount,
$10,000, in part settlement
$141,000,
approved for
Croix
$141,000, found due and
and heretofore
heretofore approved
for the
the Saint
Saint Croix
Chippewa
appear on the
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, whose
whose names appear
the final
roll prepared
prepared by the Secretary
Interior pursuant
pursuant to Act of
Secretary of the Interior
of
August 1,
1, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes at Large, pages 582 to 605),
605)
and contained
contained in
in House
Document Numbered
Numbered 1663,
1663, said
said sum of
of
and
House Document
$10,000 to be expended
expended in the purchase
purchase of land or for the benefit
benefit of
said Indians by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Indian Affairs.
Affairs.
WYOMING.
WYOMING.

SEC.
SEC. 24.
24. For
For support
support and
and civilization
Shoshone Indians
Indians in
civilization of
of Shoshone
in
including pay
pay of
Wyoming,
of employees,
employees, $15,000.rte
$15,000.
Wyoming, including

t

wa
Ssaint

ChippeSain Croix
Croix Chippe
Purchase ofland
PUrchase
of land for.

Vol. 10, p. 1109.

Vol. 10,.1109.

Beneficiaries.
Vol. 38, p. 607.

veol.s, p.67.

st p. 1247.
Post,
P
p. 1247.

Wyoming.
Wyoming.
Shoshones.

Shoshrtec.
Support, etc.

School.
esvatich
For support and education of one hundred Indian pupils at the Reservation
Indian school, Shoshone Reservation,
Reservation, Wyoming,
Wyoming, including pay of
superintendent, $27,500;
$27,500; for general repairs and improvements,
superintendent,
$5,000; in all, $32,500.
$32,500.
$5,000;
treaty.
For support of Shoshones in Wyoming:
Fufi15, p..lgtreaty.
Wyoming: For pay of physician,
physician, Fulfilling
Vol.
576.
teacher, carpenter, miller, engineer, farmer, and blacksmith (article
(article
10,
1868), $4,000;
$4,000; for pay of second
second blacksmith,
10, treaty of
of July 3, 1868),
and such iron and steel and other materials as may be required, as
article 8, same treaty, $1,000;
$1,000; in all, $5,000.
per article
Irrigation system in
rhigatin system in
For continuing the work of constructing
constructing an irrigation
irrigation system Reservation.
within
the diminished
diminished Shoshone
within the
Shoshone or
or Wind
River Reservation,
in Construction.
Construction.
Wind River
Reservation, in
Wyoming, including
including the
Wyoming,
the Big Wind
Wind River
River and Dry Creek
Creek Canals, and
and
including the
the maintenance
and operation
operation of
canals, Reimbursement.
including
maintenance and
of completed
completed canals,
Reimbursement.
33, p. 1106.
reimbursable in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions
of the
the Act Vol.
Vol.33,p.1106.
$75,000, reimbursable
$75,000,
provisions of
of
March 3,
of March
3, 1905.
1905.
Continuing Riverton
For
of investigations,
investigations construction,
construction operation
and project.
For continuation
continuation of
operation and
projectt.nUiRivert
maintenance
of
the
Riverton
investigations,
project,
maintenance of the Riverton project, Wyoming, $50,000,
$50,000, reimbursareimbursable in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Act of March, 1905.
1905.
Extending
canals,
E-ten
aadcdtional
g canals,
For the extension of canals and laterals on the ceded
ceded portion of the
the etc.,
etc., toT
to additional
lands.
Wyoming, to provide
provide for the
the irrigation lands
Wind River Reservation, Wyoming,
of additional
additional Indian lands,
lands, and for the Indians' pro rata share of the
cost of the operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of canals and laterals on the
ceded portion of that reservation,
reservation $22,000,
such
$22,000, reimbursable
reimbursable under such
rules and
rules
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Roads and bridges

For continuing the work of constructing roads and bridges withnin
in Reeration.ges
Reservation.

theFor
diminished
continuing
Shoshone
the workorofWind
constructing
River Reservation,
roads and bri•
in esyoming,
within

the diminished Shoshone or Wind River Reservation, in Wyoming,

$15,000,
now
$15,000, said sum to be reimbursed from any funds which are now
or may hereafter
hereafter be placed in the Treasury
Treasury to the credit of said Indians, to remain a
a charge and lien upon the lands and funds of said
Indians
Indians until
until paid.
paid.
Additional amounts
SEC.
S
EC. 25.
25. That
That in
in addition
addition to
to the
Indian tribal
the Indian
tribal and
and treaty
treaty funds,
funds, from
from tribna
tribal nmds
funds for
for
support, etc., of specithe expenditure
expenditure of
which is
the
of which
is specifically
specifically authorized
authorized elsewhere
elsewhere in
in this
this fied
uon,Indians..of sPeciAct, and such sums as may be required
required for equalization
equalization of allotments, education
children, per capita and other payments
education of Indian children,
to Indians,
Indians, reimbursement to the United
United States of the expenditures
from reimbursable
appropriations, and expenditures
reimbursable appropriations,
expenditures for the Five
Civilized Tribes, in accordance
existing laws,
accordance with existing
laws, the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
authorized to expend
exceeding
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
expend not exceeding
$1,367,177
for
$1,367,177 from the funds held by the United States in trust for
respective tribes, for support
the respective
support and civilization
civilization of
of the Indians
Indians
under the
jurisdiction of
of the
agencies, to
to wit:
Distribution.
under
the jurisdiction
the following
following agencies,
wit:
Arizona:
Colorado River,
River, $5,000;
$5,000; Fort
Apache, $75,000;
$75,000; Fort
Ariona.
Arizona: Colorado
Fort Apache,
Fort Arizona.
Mojave,
Kaibab, $2,000; Leupp,
Leupp, $690;
$690; Pima, $335; San
Mojave, $2,700; Kaibab,
Carlos,
$100,000; Truxton Canyon, $15,000;
Western Navajo,
Carlos, $100,000;
$15,000; Western
Navajo, $125.
$125.
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California.
California.
'Colorado.
Colorado.
Idaho.
Idaho.

Iowa.
Iowa.
Kansas.
Kansas.
Louisiana.
Louisiana.
Michigan.
Michigan.
Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Montana.
Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Nevada.
Nevada.
New Mexico.
Mexico.
New
North
Carolina.
North Carolina.
North Dakota.
Dakota.
North
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Ore
gon.
Oregon.
South Dakota.
SouthDakota
Utah.
Utah.

Washington.
Washington.

Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Wyoming.

Wyoming.
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California:
Fort Bidwell,
Bidwell, $72;
Yuma, $1,727;
California: Campo, $50;
$50; Fort
$72; Fort
Fort Yuma,
$1,727;
Greenville, $500; Round
Greenville,
Round Valley,
Valley, $8,020;
River, $800.
$8,020; Tule
Tule River,
$800.
Colorado:
$4,381.50; Ute
Ute Mountain,
Colorado: Southern
Southern Ute, $4,381.50;
Mountain, $10,906.30.
$10,906.30.
Idaho:
d'Alene, $15,140;
Fort Hall,
Hall, $16,250;
$16,250; Fort
Fort Lapwai,
Lapwai,
Idaho: Coeur
Coeur d'Alene,
$15,140; Fort
$10,000.
$10,000.
Iowa: Sac and
and Fox, $3,630.
$3,630.
Kansas: Kickapoo,
KansasKickapoo, $800;
$800; Pottawatomie,
Pottawatomie, $4,200.
$4,200.
Louisiana: Chettimanchi,
$1,316.
Louisiana:
Chettimanchi, $1,316.
Michigan: Mackinac,
Michigan:
Mackinac, $800.
Minnesota: Fond
Fond du
du Lac,
Minnesota:
Lac, $250; Leech Lake, $850;
$850; Red
Red Lake,
Lake,
$15,000;
$15,000; White
White Earth, $1,400.
$1,400.
Montana:
$24,200; Crow, $200,000;
Montana: Blackfeet, $24,200;
$200,000; Flathead, $20,000;
$20,000;
Fort Belknap, $50,000;
$50,000; Fort Peck, $11,827; Rocky
Rocky Boy,
Boy, $8,400;
$8,400;
Tongue River
$25,000.
Tongue
River,, $25,000.
Nebraska: Omaha
Omaha,, $11,500;
$11,500; Winnebago,
Winnebago, $5,200.
Nebraska:
$5,200.
Nevada: Fort McDermitt,
Nevada:
Mcbermitt, $337; Nevada,
Nevada, $7,275;
$7,275; Walker
Walker River,
River,
$4,300; Western
Western Shoshone,
Shoshone, $14,180.
$14,180.
Mexico: Jicarilla, $50,000;
$10,000; Navajo,
New Mexico:
$50,000; Mescalero,
Mescalero, $10,000;
Navajo, $922;
$922;
Pueblo Bonito, $1,118;
$1,118; San Juan, $5,600.
$5,600.
North Carolina: Eastern Cherokee,
Cherokee, $5,000.
$5,000.
$550; Fort
FortBerthold,
North Dakota:
Dakota: Devils
Devils Lake,
Lake, $550;•
Berthold, $24,350;
$24,350; StandStandTurtle Mountain,
Mountain, $850.
$850.
ing Rock, $100,000;
$100,000; Turtle
Oklahoma: Kiowa,
Wichita, $300; Cheyennes
Oklahoma:
Kiowa, $26,700; Wichita,
Cheyennes and AraAraCantonment, $1,350; Sver,
pahoes, $5,000;
$5,000; Cantonment,
Pawnee, $300;
$300;
Seger, $150; Pawnee,
Ponca
$1,700; Otoe,
Otoe, $1,900;
$1,900; Seneca,
Seneca, $600;
$600; Sac
Sac and
and Fox
$5,000.
Ponca, $1,700;
Fox, $5,000.
Oregon: Klamath,
Klamath, $50,000;
Oregon.
$50,000; Siletz, $680; Umatilla,
Umatilla, $9,100;
$9,100; Warm
Warm
Springs, $7,300.
South
Dakota: Cheyenne
Cheyenne River, $100,000;
Crow Creek,
South Dakota:
$100,000; Crow
Creek, $1,000;
$1,000;
Lower
Lower Brule, $10,000;
$10,000; Pine
$10,000; SisseSissePine Ridge,
Ridge, $2,800; Rosebud,
Rosebud, $10,000;
Yankton, $5,000; Santee, $2,084.
ton, $10,000;
$10,000; Yankton,
$2,084.
Utah:
Utah: Goshute, $6,264; Uintah, $26,937.20.
$26,937.20.
Washington: Colville,
$50,000; Puyallup,
Puyallup, $160;
Washington:
Colville, $50,000;
$160; Quiniault,
Quiniault, $1,000;
$1,000;
Spokane, $4,800; Tulalip,
Tulalip, $5,000;
$5,000; Yakima,
Yakima, $22,000.
$22,000.
Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Lac du Flambeau,
Flambeau, $15,000;
$15,000; La Pointe,
Keshena
Pointe, $500; Keshena
(Menominee), $37,000.
(Menominee),
$37,000.
Wyoming:
Wyoming: Shoshone,
$70,000.
Shoshone, $70,000.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 14,
14, 1920.
1920.

February 14, 1920.

HbJ.
Ss.'
20. _ . CHAP. 78.-Joint
76.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Giving
discharged soldiers,
(IL
Res. 201
Giving to
to discharged
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and
and marines
marines aa
[Pub.Res.,
Res., No.
29.1 preferred
right of
of homestead
homestead entry.
entry.
No. 29.1
preferred right
[Pub.
lands
PublicPubl
lands.
Discharged
soldiers,
Discha ged soldiers,

etc., of World War
given preference
ht
eit
refrenlde ri grgt
of
before genof entries,
entries, before
genoral
opening of.
eralopenngof.

prrino.
p,i80.
Personsexcded.
Persons
excluded,

Resolved
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Resolved by
the Senate
House of
of the
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That hereafter,
hereafter, for
for the
the
'
pf
nod of
of twoyears
two years following
the passage
of this
this Act,
on the
the opening
opening
passage of
Act, on
period
following the
of public or Indian lands to entry, or the restoration
restoration to
to entry
entry of
of
public lands theretofore
theretofore withdrawn
withdrawn from entry
public
entry, such
such opening
opening or
or
restoration
order therefor,
therefor, provide
restoration shall, in the
the order
provide for aa period
not
period of not
less than sixty days before
before the general opening of such
such lands to
to
disposal in which officers,
officers, soldiers,
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, or
marines who
who have
have
or marines
served in the
the Army or Navy of the United States
States in
in the
the war
war with
with
honorably separated
Germany and been
been honorably
separated or discharged
discharged therefrom
therefrom or
or
placed in the Regular
Regular Army
Army or
or Naval
Reserve shall
shall have
have a
apreferred
preferred
Naval Reserve
right of entry under the homestead
homestead or desert land
land laws, if qualified
qualified
thereunder, except
thereunder,
except as against prior existing valid settlement
settlement rights
preference rights
and as against
against preference
rights conferred
conferred by
by existing
existing laws
laws or
or equitaequitable claims subject
allowance and confirmation:
subject to allowance
confirmation: Provided,
That the
Provided, That
the
ights
and benefits
by this
Act shall
extend to any
rights and
benefits conferred
conferred by
this Act
shall not extend
having been
person who, having
been drafted
drafted for service
service under
the provisions
provisions of
under the
of
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Selective Service Act,
Act, shall
shall have
refused to
to render
such service
service
the Selective
have refused
render such

or
to wear
the uniform
uniform of
of such
of the
or to
wear the
such service
service of
the United
United States.
States.
Regulations
Regulations,
made.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized be
SEC.
Secretary of
is hereby
bemade.
to make
make any and all regulations
regulations necessary to carry into
into full force
and
effect the
the provisions
provisions hereof.
hereof.
and effect
Approved, February 14, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP.
77.-An Act
CHAP. 77.—An
incorporated town
town of
of Wrangell,
to
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the incorporated
Wrangell, Alaska,
Alaska, to
construction, enlargement,
enlargement, and equipment of schools, the acquisiissue bonds for the construction,
tion and construction
construction of a
a water-supply
water-supply system, the construction of a
a sewer system,
the construction
construction of a
acity dock and floating
floating dock, and to levy and collect a
a special tax
therefor.

etc. to

etc., to

February
February 17,
17, 1920.
[H. R. 10746.]
10746.]
[Public, No.
142.]
No. 142.]

Ra
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
Be
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United Wrangell,
wrangell, Alaska.
States of
of America
in Congress
That the
incorporated town
town of
of pubhc
klay
bonds for
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the incorporated
May issue
issue bonds
for
improvements.
Wrangell, Alaska, is hereby authorized and empowered to issue its
i

bonds
Wrangell,
i
n any
Alaska,
sum, not
is hereby
exceeding
authorized
$80,000, and
for the
empowered
purpose of
toenlarging
issue its

bonds in any sum, not exceeding $80,000, for the purpose of enlarging

its public schoolhouse
schoolhouse and constructing
constructing and equipping
equipping public schools,
for the acquisition and construction
construction of aawater-supply
water-supply system, for the
construction
sewer system, and for
construction of a
construction of aa sewer
for the construction
a city
city
a floating dock.election
dock and also a
dock.
Special election to
SEC.
a special election
S
EC. 2. That before
before said bonds shall be issued a
election authorize.
authorize.
shall be ordered
ordered by the common council of the town of Wrangell,
Wrangell, at
at
which election the question
question of whether such bonds shall be issued
issued
shall be submitted to the qualified
qualified electors of said town
town of Wrangell.
Notice of any such election shall be given by publication
publication thereof once
once
aa week for four consecutive
consecutive weeks prior to
in a
newsto such
such election
election in
a newspaper
printed and
and published
and of
in said
said town.
paper printed
published and
of general
general circulation
circulation in
town. Condt
o election.
Conduct of election.
SEC. 3.
3. That
election, the manner of conThat the registration
registration for
for such election,
SEC.
ducting the same, and the canvass
canvass of the returns of said election
election shall
accordance with
requirements of
be, as
as nearly as
as practicable,
practicable, in accordance
with the requirements
of
law in
in general
said
law
general or
or special
special elections
elections in
in said
said municipality,
municipality, and
and said
shall be issued only upon the condition that a
a majority
majority of the
bonds shall
votes cast at such election
election m
in said town shall be in favor of issuing
said bonds.
specified, when
when authorized
authorized to
to be
be etTc.tu
SEC.
That the
the bonds
bonds above
S
EC. 4.
4. That
above specified,
etr
e
n
.
tared rate
rate, se
sale
issued as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided, shall bear interest at aarate not to
to
exceed 6
6per centum
pay-able annually,
exceed
centum per annum,
annum, payable
annually, and shall be sold
sold
for not less than their par value, with accrued
accrued interest,
interest, and shall
shall be
denominations not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
principal to be
in denominations
$1,000 each, the principal
be due
That the
P-fetion.
the date
date thereof:
Provided, however,
in
in twenty
twenty years
years from
from the
thereof: Provided,
however, That
the Provisos.
Redemption.
common
council of
town of
common council
of the
the town
of Wrangell
Wrangell may
may reserve
reserve the
the right
right to
to
pay
at the
rate of
of $10,000
or
pay off said bonds in
in their numerical order
order at
the rate
$10,000 or
less thereof per annum at any interest period:
period: Provided,
Provided, further,
further, Premium bond payThat on all bonds paid off the first year after date there shall be paid ments.
ments.m bd paybesides interest,
aa premium of 21 per centum, besides
interest, on all
all bonds paid off
the second year aa premium
premium of 2
2 per centum, besides interest,
interest, on all
bonds
premium of
of 1i
centum, besides
besides
bonds paid off the third
third year
year a
a premium
1½per
per centum,
interest, and
and on
on all bonds
bonds paid
paid off
the fourth
a premium
of 11per
per
interest,
off the
fourth year
year a
premium of
centum
interest. Principal
interest shall
paid in
in snPdainntieernestvprincipai
p
shall be
be paid
an^interest.i
centum besides
besides interest.
Principal and
and interest
lawful money of the United States of
of America
at the
office of
America at
the office
of the
the
treasurer of the town of Wrangell, Alaska, or at such other
town treasurer
other
place
council of said town
of
)lace as may be designated
designated by the common council
town of
Wrangell,
the place
to be
be mentioned
rangell, the
place of
of payment
payment to
mentioned in
in said
said bonds:
bonds: And
And Signattues
signatures and seal
provided further,
further, That each and every bond shall have the written required.
signature
signature of the mayor
mayor and clerk of said town of Wrangell
Wrangell and also
bear
the seal
seal of
said town.
rse
bear the
of said
town.
Use of
of funds
funds rereS
EC. 5.
arising from the sale of said
strieted.
SEC.
5. That no part of the
the funds
funds arising
said bonds
bonds streted.
Sale of bonds.
eobons.
shall be used for any other purpose than that specified in this Act.
Said bonds shall be sold only in such amounts
amounts as the common
common council
council

,
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shall direct,
direct, and
the proceeds
proceeds thereof
shall be
disbursed for
for the
purshall
and the
thereof shall
be disbursed
the purposes herein
and under
under the
the order
order and
and direction
direction of
of said
said
poses
herein mentioned
mentioned and
common council
council from
from time
time as
as the
may be
be required
required for
for
common
time to
to time
the same
same may
said purposes:
Provided, That
not to
to exceed
exceed $15,000
$15,000 of
of the
proceeds
the proceeds
That not
said
purposes: Provided,
Prorso.
Proviso.
Allotment of pro- of the
of said
said bonds
expended for
the construction,
construction,
the sale
sale of
bonds shall
shall be
be expended
for the
s
ceeds.
ceed .
enlargement and equipment
equipment of public
enlargement,
public schools; not to exceed $25,000
$25,000
thereof
shall be
be expended
acquisition and
and construction
construction of
of a
a
thereof shall
expended for
for the
the acquisition
water-supply
not to
thereof shall
shall be
be expended
expended
water-supply system;
system; not
to exceed
exceed $15,000
$15,000 thereof
for
of a
sewer system;
to exceed
for the
the construction
construction of
a sewer
system; and
and not
not to
exceed $20,000
$20,000
thereof shall
shall be
be expended
for the
city dock;
dock; and
and not
thereof
expended for
the construction
construction of
of aacity
not
to
exceed $5,000
thereof shall
shall be
construction of
of a
a
to exceed
$5,000 thereof
be expended
expended for
for the
the construction
floating dock.
floating
dock.
Special tax authorS
EC. 6.
6. That
of Wrangell
hereby authorized
annually
SEC.
That said
said town
town of
Wrangell is hereby
authorized annually
ized for paying bonds,
zed for paying bonds. to assess,
levy, and
and collect
tax, not
not to
to exceed
exceed 22per
per centum
centum
assess, levy,
collect a
a special
special tax,
of the
assessed valuation,
valuation, upon
upon all
real and
and personal
personal property
property
of
the assessed
all the
the real
situated
in said
and to
the collection
collection of
of the
the same
same as
as
situated in
said town,
town, and
to enforce
enforce the
other taxes,
to provide
provide for
payment of
of said
said bonds;
bonds; such
such tax,
tax, if
if
other
taxes, to
for the
the payment
levied and
and collected,
used exclusively
exclusively for
for such
purpose, and
and
levied
collected, shall
shall be
be used
such purpose,
may be
be administered
as aasinking
sinking fund
therefor.
may
administered as
fund therefor.
Approved,
1920.
Approved, February
February 17,
17, 1920.
February 18,
1920.
18 1920.

CHAP.
80.—Joint Resolution
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War in
in his
his discretion
to
[S..
[S. J..Res.
Res. 1541
154.]
CHAP. 80.-Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
discretion to
over to
to the
the State
State of
of Kansas,
Kansas, emergency
emergency hospital
hospital equipment
equipment to
to be
be used
used temporarily
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 30.] turn
turn over
temporarily
in emergency
established in
that State,
State, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
in
emergency hospitals
hospitals to
to be
be established
in that
for other

House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
be,
War be,
assembled, That
America in
States
is hereby,
his discretion,
discretion, and
and under
under such
such rules
equip- and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized in
in his
rules

Kansas.
of
a
ra loan
Temporary
Joan of
of
Ttemporary
loan
Army hospital equipment to-

Army

ment

and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, to place
place at the disposal
disposal of the
Governor
Governor of KATIRS.9
hospital
Kansas for temporary use such emergency hospital

equipment
as is
needed by
by the
the Government
Government and
and as
as may
may be
equipment as
is not
not needed
be
required
emergency hospitals in the State of
required to meet
meet the needs of emergency
Kansas in
efforts to
present influenza
influenza epidemic
Kansas
in their
their efforts
to check
check the
the present
epidemic in
in
that
that State.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 18,
18, 1920.
1920.
February 19, 1920.
1920.
February

I[.
33l.
[S. 3371.1

[Public, No. 143.]
14.l

White River.
Gordon N. Peay, jr.,
jr
N. PDesr,
may bridge,
Des Arc,
i
Ark.
Ark .

mGordon

Construction.
Construction.
Vol.
Vol. 34,
34, p. 84.

p.8.

Amendment.
Amendment.

February 19,
19. 1910.
190.
February
[H. R.
R.:32;.t
[If.
3620.]
144.J
[Public, No. 144.]
Vessels.
vessels.
Commissioner of NavCommissionerofSavigation may change
igation
names of.
names

CRAP. 82.—An
his heirs and assigns, to
to
Authorizing Gordon N.
N. Peay, junior,
junior, his
CHAP.
82.-An Act
Act Authorizing

construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
bridge and
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
White
and approaches
construct,
a bridge
the White
River.
River.

it enacted
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it
enacted by the Senate
States of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Gordon N.
N. Peay,
Peay, junior,
junior,
his heirs and assigns, be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized to construct,
his
maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the
White River,
at a
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
navigation within
within
White
River, at
a point
to the
interests of
of navigation
or
town of Des Arc,
in the
the county
county of
of Prairie,
in
or near
near the limits of the town
Arc, in
Prairie, in
the
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, in
in accordance
the provisions
provisions of
the State
State of
accordance with
with the
of the
the Act
Act
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
gable
1906.
S
EC. 2.
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
hereby
SEC.
2. That
amend, or
Act is
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
19, 1920.
1920.
Approved, February
February 19,
CH.4 P. 83.-An
83.—An Act
To authorize
authorize the
Commissioner of
Navigation to
change the
the
CHAP.
Act To
the Commissioner
of Navigation
to change
names of
vessels.
names
of vessels.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
United
the United
House of
of Rpresentatives
Representatives of
and House
Be itit enacted
enacted by
States of America
America in
Congress assembled, That
That the Commissioner of
in Congress
of

Navigation shall,
shall, under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce,
Commerce
may change Navigation
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be
empowered to
names of
United States
States
the United
of the
vessels of
of vessels
the names
to change
change the
be empowered
on application
or owners of such vessels when in his
owner or
application of the owner
on
judgment there
there shall
shall be
be sufficient
sufficient cause for so doing.
judgment
to be
be
Ruleshetc.,
SEC. 2.
That the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Navigation,
Navigation, with
with the
the approval
approval es
-t
R
a
tna.c. , to
2. That
SEC.
of
the
Secretary
of
Commerce,
shall
establish
such
rules
and
regulaand
of the Secretary of Commerce, shall establish such rules
tions
procure such
as to
to age, condition, where built,
evidence as
such evidence
and procure
tions and
to
necessary to
and pecuniary
as he may deem necessary
of the vessel as
liability of
pecuniary liability
and
Publicationoforders.
prevent
injury to
to public
public or
or private
private interests;
permission Publication
of orders.
when permission
and when
interests; and
prevent injury
Navigation, he shall cause the
is granted
granted by
Commissioner of Navigation,
the Commissioner
by the
is
order for
for the
the change
of name
published at least in four issues
to be published
name to
change of
order
in
some daily
daily or
weekly .paper
documentation, and
paper at the place of documentation,
or weekly
in some
the
of procuring
advertising the change of name
and advertising
evidence and
procuring evidence
cost of
the cost
to be
be paid
the person
or persons
persons desiring such change of name.
person or
by the
paid by
to
Fees tobepaid.
to be paid.
such changes
SEC. 3.
for the
the privilege
changes of name Fees
securing such
of securing
privilege of
That for
3. That
SEC.
the
following
fees
shall
be
paid
by
the
owners
of
vessels
collectors
collectors
to
of
vessels
owners
by
the
paid
be
shall
fees
the following
of
customs, to
in the
the Treasury
as
Treasury by such collectors as
deposited in
be deposited
to be
of customs,
navigation
fees: For
$10;
ninety-nine gross tons and under, $10;
vessels ninety-nine
For vessels
navigation fees:
four
for
one hundred
hundred gross
tons and up to and including four
gross tons
vessels one
for vessels
hundred
vessels five hundred
ninety-nine gross tons, $25; for vessels
and ninety-nine
hundred and
gross tons
tons and
and up
up to and including
including nine hundred and ninety-nine
gross
gross tons,
tons, $50;
for vessels
one thousand
tons and up to and
gross tons
thousand gross
vessels one
$50; for
gross
ninety-nine gross tons,
including four
thousand nine
nine hundred and ninety-nine
four thousand
including
tons and
$75;
for vessels
vessels five
five thousand
thousand gross
gross tons
and over, $100.
$75; for
S
EC. 4.
sections 1
2, 1881,
entitled 7‘1,21iri,apw.smax:
vol 21, Tp. vol
1881, entitled
of March
March 2,
Act of
of the
the Act
and 22of
1 and
That sections
SEC.
4. That
119..
"An
Secretary of
Treasury to change
change the 23, p.
P• 119
the Treasury
of the
the Secretary
authorize the
to authorize
Act to
"An Act
5 of the
name
of vessels
vessels under
circumstances," and section 5
certain circumstances,"
under certain
name of
Act
of July
1884, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to constitute
constitute a
Bureau of
a Bureau
Act to
5, 1884,
July 5,
Act of
ffetive in thirt
Navigation
in the
Treasury Department,"
Department," are
are hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.
the Treasury
Navigation in
days.
SEC. 5.
shall take
thirty days
E
yff
s.ective in thirty
after its passage. da
days after
effect thirty
take effect
Act shall
this Act
That this
5. That
SEC.
Approved,
February
1920.
19,
Approved, February

CHAP. 84.-An
84.—An Act
Comgrant the consent of Congress to the Alfords Bridge CorAct To
To grant
CHAP.

pany
to construct
construct a
abridge
Savannah River.
River.
the Savannah
across the
bridge across
pany to

21,1920.
February
1920.
February 21,
13. 37221
3722.]
[I.
[Public,
No. 145.]
[Publc, No. 145.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Alfrnds Bridge
the consent of Congress ,'9xTrUthrillgir
States
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
RiverComassembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
is hereby
granted to
Bridge Company,
pany
may
brid
erb,'dge
nsaeymy
to Ilaileys
partnership, to
a partnership,
Company, a
the Affords
Alfords Bridge
to the
is
hereby granted
Ferry, Ga.ge
be composed
of the
following members,
members namely:
namely: A.
A. N.
N. Alord,
Alford, H.
H. I.
I.
the following
composed of
be
Afford,
B. Alford,
Alford, of
of Hart
County, Georgia,
and their sucGeorgia, and
Hart County,
H. B.
and H.
Alford, and
a bridge and
cessors and
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
and operate a
maintain, and
to construct,
and assigns,
cessors
suitable to
a point suitable
approaches thereto
Savannah River at a
the Savannah
across the
thereto across
approaches
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at or
Haileys Ferry, in the county
county
or near
near Haileys
the
of Hart,
State of
of Georgia,
and the county of Anderson,
west, and
the west,
on the
Georgia, on
Hart, State
of
costc.
State of
of South
Carolina, on
on the
accordance with
with the provi- Construction.
in accordance
east, in
the east,
South Carolina,
State
Vol. 34,
34, p.
84.
p. 84.
sions of
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
the construction
of Vol.
construction of
regulate the
to regulate
the Act
of the
sions
bridges over
over navigable
waters," approved March 23, 1906.
navigable waters,"
bridges
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
the right to alter, amend or repeal this Act is hereby Amendmnt.
That the
2. That
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
February 21, 1920.
Approved, February

oil, oil shale,
phosphate, oil,
of coal,
CHAP. 85.—An
Act To
To promote
promote the
the mining
coal, phosphate,
mining of
85.-An Act
CHAP.
gas,
and sodium
sodium on
domain.
public domain.
the public
on the
gas, and

February
1920
February 25, 1920.

2775.1
[s. 2775.1
I.
[Public, No.
146.]
No. 146.1
[Publie,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
qf the
the United
United Public
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
and House
by the
Be
Public lands
lands.
mineral
-onmetalic mineral
States of
of America
in Congress
deposits of
of coal,
coal, phos- Nonmetallic
That deposits
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States
de
po=its
on.
to citictiand lands
phate, sodium,
sodium, oil,
shale, or
or gas,
gas, and
lands containing
containing such deposits despost
Disposalonf,
of, to
oil shale,
oil, oil
phate,
etc. cluded.
owned by
by the
United States,
including those
national forests,
forests, zens,
s excluded.
those in
in national
States, including
the United
owned
Lands
961.
36, p.
p. 981.
Vol. 34,
the Appaas the
but excluding
lands acquired
acquired under
the Act known
Appa- Vol.
known as
under the
excluding lands
but
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lachian
Forest Act,
March 1,
1911 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
Statutes,
lachian Forest
Act, approved
approved March
1, 1911
page
and those
those in
parks, and
and in
in lands
lands withdrawn
page 961),
961) and
in national
national parks,
withdrawn or
or
reserved
military or
or naval
uses or
or purposes,
purposes, except
as hereinherein-reserved for
for military
naval uses
except as
after provided,
provided, shallbe
shall be subject
disposition in
the form
and manner
manner
after
subject to
to disposition
in the
form and
provided
by this
this Act
Act to
to citizens
of the
the United
States, or
or to
to any
provided by
citizens of
United States,
any
Coal,
coal, etc.,
etc., to municmunic- association
of
such
or
corporation
organized
under
association
such
persons,
to
any
corporation
organized
under
ipalities.
ipaities.
the
of the
the United
United States
States, or
or of
of any
any State
State or
or Territory
Territory thereof,
thereof,
the laws
laws of
iprovisos
Provisos.
Helium
to municipalities:
municipalities: ProProproduction and in the case of coal,
Hetlum production
coal, oil, oil
oil shale, or gas, to
reserved.
reserved.
ideed, That the United States
vided,
States reserves
reserves the right to extract
extract helium
helium
from all
all gas
gas produced
produced from
permitted, leased,
or otherwise
from
from lands
lands permitted,
leased, or
otherwise
granted
provisions of
of this
this Act,
such rules
granted under
under the
the provisions
Act, under
under such
rules and
and
regulations
as shall
be prescribed
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior:
Interior:
regulations as
shall be
prescribed by
by the
of the
Nott to
to delay
gas dedelay gas
de- Provided
Providedfurther,
produced
further, That in the extraction
extraction of helium from gas produced
livery.
from
such lands,
be so
extracted as
as to
to cause
from such
lands, it
it shall
shall be
so extracted
cause no
no substantial
substantial
delay in
delivery of
gas produced
from the
well to
to the
purchaser
delay
in the
the delivery
of gas
produced from
the well
the purchaser
Foreign interestsreinterests re- thereof: And provided
Frign
further,
That
citizens
provided further,
That
citizens of
of another
another country,
country,
stricted.
the laws,
regulations •
of
which, deny
similar or
or like
like
the
laws, customs,
customs, or
or regulations
of which,
deny similar
privileges to
to citizens
citizens or
corporations of
of this
this country,
country, shall
shall not
by
privileges
or corporations
not by
stock ownership,
hol, or
or stock
stock control,
own any
any interest
interest
stock
ownership, stock
stock holding,
control, own
in any
any lease
acquired under
of this
in
lease acquired
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
Act.
Coal
Coal lands.

COAL.
COAL.

. Tha
S
EC. 2.
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
and
Secretary of
authorized to,
to, and
SEC.
2. That
That the
the Secretary
upon
any qualified
divide any
any of
of
upon the
the petition
petition of
of any
qualified applicant
applicant shall,
shall, divide
the coal
lands or
or the
deposits of
classified and
and unclassified,
unclassified,
the
coal lands
the deposits
of coal,
coal, classified
Alaska
excluded.
Alaska excluded.
owned by the United States, outside of the Territory
Territory of Alaska
Alaska,
Vol. 38, p. 741.
ol. 38,p.741.
into leasing
or multiples
thereof, and
and in
in
into
leasing tracts
tracts of
of forty
forty acres
acres each,
each, or
multiples thereof,
such
such form
form as,
as, in
the opinion
opinion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary- of
the Interior,
Interior, will
will
in the
of the
permit
the most
mining of
of the
the coal
coal in
in such
such tracts,
tracts, but
but
permit the
most economical
economical mining
m no
no case
case exceeding
m
two thousand
five hundred
and sixty
sixty acres
acres
exceeding two
thousand five
hundred and
Offer to qualified
leasing tract,
thereafter the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
applcantsfor
in anyone
leaing in
any one leasing
tract, and
and thereafter
Interior
applicants for leasing.
in
upon the
the request
request of
shall, i
n his discretion, upon
of any
any qualified
qualified applicant
applicant
or on
his own
to time,
time, offer
offer such
deposits
or
on his
own motion,
motion, from
from time
time to
such lands
lands or
or deposits
of
coal
for
leasing,
and
shall
award
leases
thereon
by
competitive
of
coal
for
leasing,
and
shall
award
leases
thereon
by
competitive
Provisos.
other methods
methods as
by general
Rights
lgmhts of present bidding
bidding or
or by
by such
such other
as he
he may
may by
general regularegulaclaimants.
claimant.
tions adopt, to any qualified applicant: Provided,
Provided,That the Secretary
is hereby
is
hereby authorized
authorized 1
in awarding
awarding leases
for coal
coal lands
lands heretofore
heretofore
leases for
l in
improved and
improved
claimed in
in good
faith, to
to consider
consider and
and occupied
occupied or
or claimed
good faith,
and
recognize
such occupants
occupants or
or claimants:
claimants: Provided
Provided
recognize equitable
equitable rights
rights of
of such
forupeting
permits further,
That where
or exploratory
work is
necessary
further, That
where prospecting
prospecting or
exploratory work
is necessary
for undeveloped
orevelope landto
existence or workability
workability of coal deposits
to determine
determine the existence
deposits in
in any
any
unclaimed, undeveloped
undeveloped area, the
the Secretary
the Interior
unclaimed,
Secretary of
of the
Interior may
may
issue,
to applicants
applicants qualified
qualified under
this Act,
prospecting permits
permits
issue, to
under this
Act, prospecting
Lease on discovery.
term of
not exceeding
exceeding two
thousand five
hundred
Lee on discry. for
for a
a term
of two
two years,
years, for
for not
two thousand
five hundred
and sixty acres;
and if within said
acres; and
said period
period of
of two
years thereafter
thereafter,
two years
the permittee
permittee shows
that the
the land
land contains
shows to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary that
contains coal
coal
in commercial
quantities, the
permittee shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
commercial quantities,
the permittee
to aa lease
lease
this Act
Act for
for all
or part
part of
in his
permit: And
provided
Public notice to be
under this
be under
all or
of the
the land
land in
his permit:
And provided
given.
given.
further, That
of coal under
approved or
further,
That no lease of
under this Act shall be approved
or
issued until
notice of
proposed lease,
lease, or
offering for
lease,
issued
until after
after notice
of the
the proposed
or offering
for lease,
has been
been given
given for
days in
in aanewspaper
of general
circulation
for thirty
thirty days
newspaper of
general circulation
in the
county
in which
which the
or deposits
deposits are
situated: And
Limitation
on
county in
the lands
lands or
are situated:
And proproLimitation on
on leasein
leases
. .the
.
'
-to
'tided
further, That
That no
or corporation
corporation operating
to railroads.
railroads.
vided further
no company
company or
operating a
a common
common
carrier railroad
railroad shall
be given
given or
or hold
permit or
or lease
lease under
under the
the
carrier
shall be
hold aa permit
provisions
of this
Act for
any coal
coal deposits
deposits except
except for
for its
own use
use
provisions of
this Act
for any
its own
for
railroad purposes;
purposes; and
of use
use shall
shall be
be expressed
expressed
for railroad
and such
such limitations
limitations of
leases issued to such
in all permits and leases
such companies
companies or
or corporations,
corporations,
corporation shall
shall receive
and no such company
company or corporation
receive or
hold more
than
or hold
more than
one
permit or
or lease
lease for
two hundred
miles of
of its
its railroad
railroad line
line
one permit
for each
each two
hundred miles
within
property is
situated, exclusive
exclusive of
within the
the State
State in
in which
which said
said property
is situated,
of
Division

of,

leasngtrcts'
leasing tracts.

into
into
to

in
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spurs or
or switches
switches and exclusive
exclusive of branch lines built to connect
connect the
leased
coal with
and also
also exclusive
of parts
the
of the
leased coal
with the
the railroad,
railroad, and
exclusive of
parts of
railroad
operated mainly
otherwise than
than by
by
railroad operated
mainly by power produced otherwise
line roads.
steam:
Shortline
roads
shall preclude
preclude Short
further, That nothing herein shall
steam: And
And provided
provided further,
such
m length
hundred miles
miles in
length from securing
such a
a railroad
railroad of
of less
less than two hundred
and
permit or
and holding
holding one
one permit
or lease
lease hereunder.
hereunder.
Additional contigucontiguAdditional
ous lands allowed
or corporation
association, or
any person,
SEC.
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That any
person, association,
corporation holding a
aous

sees.
lease of coal lands or coal deposits under this Act may, with the sees.
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, upon a
a finding by him
that
it will be for
advantage of
the lessee and the
the United
United States,
States,
that it
for the
the advantage
of the
secure modifications
of his
its original
lease by
addior its
original lease
by including
including addisecure
modifications of
his or
tional
contiguous to
to those
those embraced
tional coal
coal lands or
or coal
coal deposits contiguous
embraced in
in Limit.
Limit.
such
but in
event shall
shall the
total area
embraced in
in such
such
such lease,
lease, but
in no
no event
the total
area embraced
modified lease
lease exceed
exceed in
in the
the aggregate
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
aggregate two
two thousand
modified

lesles-

and sixty
sixty acres.
acres.
and
Additional
Additional tracts on
of deposits.
S
EC. 4.
That upon
upon satisfactory
by any
any lessee
to the
the Secreexhaustionof
SEC.
4. That
satisfactory showing
showing by
lessee to
Secre- exhaustion
deposits.
tary of the Interior that all of the workable
workable deposits of coal within
within
a
a tract covered
covered by his
his or its
its lease will
will be exhausted,
exhausted, worked
worked out,
out, or
removed within three
thereafter , the Secretary -of the Interior
removed
three years
years thereafter,
Interior
may, within
within his
his discretion,
discretion, lease
such lessee
lessee an
additional tract
tract of
of
may,
lease to
to such
an additional
land
or coal
coal deposits,
which, including
including the
the coal
area remaining
in the
the Limit, etc.
coal area
remaining in
land or
deposits, which,
existing
lease, shall
shall not
exceed two
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
and sixty
sixty Lmit, etc.
hundred and
existing lease,
not exceed
through the
procedure and
acres, through
the same
same procedure
and under
under the
the same conditions
conditions
as in
of an
Consoidaton peras
in case
case of
an original
original lease.
lease.
Consolidation perSEC.
the Secretary
S
EC. 5.
5. That
That if,
if, in
m the
the judgment
judgment of
of the
Secretary of
the Interior,
of the
Interior, mitted
mitted leaseholders.
leaseholders.
thereby, lessees holding
holdi' ng under
under
subserved thereby,
the public interest will be subserved
lease
not exceeding
exceeding the
the maximum
under this
Act
areas not
maximum permitted
permitted under
this Act
lease areas
may
consolidate their
their leases
the surrender
surrender of
leases through
through the
of the
the original
original
may consolidate
leases and the inclusion
inclusion of such areas in a
anew lease of not to exceed
exceed
two
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
and sixty
acres of
of contiguous
lands.
two thousand
sixty acres
contiguous lands.ation
o
Operation of nonSEC.
That where
SEC. 6.
6. That
where coal
coal or
or phosphate
phosphate lands
lands aggregating
aggregating two
two thouthou- contigous
or
contiguous
coal
or
tracts.
phosphate tracts.
sand five hundred and sixty acres and subject to lease hereunder do phosphate
areas, the Secretary
not exist as contiguous areas
Secretary of the Interior is authorized,
interests of the public
ized, if,
if, in
in his opinion
opinion the interests
public and
and of
of the
the lessee will
embrace in
lease noncontiguous
noncontiguous
be thereby
thereby subserved,
subserved, to embrace
in a
a single lease
operated as
as a
asingle
single mine
mine or
tracts which
which can
can be operated
or unit.
unit.
Royltes
ayableto
Royalties payable
to
specified
in
lease.
SEC.
the privilege
of mining
extracting the
be secilled
,
inlease.
SEC. 7.
7. That
That for
for the
privilege of
mining or
or extracting
the coal
coal in
in be
lease the
lessee shall pay
the lands covered
covered by
by the
thelease
the lessee
pay to
to the United
United States
such
in the lease,
lease, which shall be
be fixed
fixed in
in
such royalties
royalties as
as may
may be
be specified
specified in
advance
Le same,
same, and
and which
shall not
cents
advance of
of offering
offering the
which shall
not be
be less
less than
than 5
5 cents
per
payable at
per ton of
of two
two thousand
thousand pounds,
pounds, due and
and payable
at the end
end of
of each
each
the extraction
the coal
the Annual
third month
month succeeding
succeeding that
that of the
extraction of
of the
coal from
from the
nnualrental.
rental.
mine,
mine, and an
an annual rental,
rental, payable
payable at the
the date
date of such lease
lease and
and
annually thereafter, on the lands or coal deposits covered by
by such
such
Secretary of
Interior
of the
the Interior
lease, at
at such rate
rate as
as may be fixed by
by the Secretary
prior to offering the same, which shall not be less than 25 cents per
per
acre
for
not less
less than
than 50
50 cents
cents per
per acre
acre for
acre for the first
first year
year thereafter,
thereafter, not
the
respectively,, and
and not
not less
less
the second, third, fourth, and fifth
fifth years, respectively
than $1
per acre
acre for
than
$1 per
for each
and every
every year
year thereafter
thereafter during
during the
each and
the concon- Credited
Creditedgainstroyagainst royalties.
tinuance
of the
the lease,
that such
such rental
rental for
year shall
shall be
be alties.
lease, except
except that
for any
any year
tinuance of
credited against
the royalties
royalties as
accrue for
for that
that year.
credited
against the
as they
they accrue
year. Leases
Leases Period
indetermiPeriod
indeterminate.
upon condition of diligent
periods upon
for indeterminate
shall
shall be
be for
indeterminate periods
diligent develop- nate.
Conditions.
ment
and continued
continued operation
of the
the mine
or mines,
mines, except
except when
when Conditions.
mine or
operation of
ment and
operation shall be
such operation
be interrupted
interrupted by
by strikes, the
the elements,
elements, or casualties not
attributable to
to the
the lessee,
upon the
condition
ties
not attributable
lessee, and
and upon
the further
further condition
that
the end
of each
twenty-year period
the date
of the
the Readjustment
that at
at the
end of
each twenty-year
period succeeding
succeeding the
date of
R
of
o
may be
such readjustment
lease
lease such
readjustment of
of terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions may
be made
made as the terdjustment
terms.
Secretary of the
may: determine,
determine, unless
otherwise provided
provided pProvisos.
Secretary
the Interior
Interior may
unless otherwise
.
Annual
advance
by law
law at
at the
time of
the expiration
expiration of
of such
by
the time
of the
such periods:
periods: Provided,
Annual inadvance
Provided, That
That payment
lieu of
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
may, if
if in
judgment the
the public
continuous opmeraiUon
operation.
the
Secretary of
Interior may,
in his
his judgment
public interinter- cSeotus
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est
subserved thereby,
lieu of
of the
provision herein
herein contained
est will
will be
be subserved
thereby, in
in lieu
the provision
contained
requiring
of the
neor
or mines,
mines, provide
provide in
in the
the
requiring continuous
continuous operation
operation of
the mi'
mine
lease
the payment
payment of
of an
an annual
annual advance
advance royalty
royalty upon
upon aaminimum
minimum
lease for
for the
Suspension of opera- number of tons of coal, which in no case shall aggregate less than the
Suspension of opera- number of tons of coal, which in no case shall aggregate less than the
avertloss.
t
tions,
ons, to avert
loss,
amount of
of rentals
rentals herein
provided for:
That the
amount
herein provided
for: Provided
Provied further,
further, That
the
Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior may
permit suspension
suspension of
operation under
Secretary of
may permit
of operation
under
such lease
lease for
to exceed
exceed six
at any
any one
one time
time when
when market
market
such
for not
not to
six months
months at
conditions are
lease can
not be
operated except
except at
at aaloss.
loss.
conditions
are such
such that
that the
the lease
can not
be operated
forli do
esiler
SEC. 8.
in order
provide for
for the
supply of
of strictly
strictly local
domestic
tmintedor
SEC.
8. That
That in
order to
to provide
the supply
local
uses, without royaity.
roymality. domestic
for fuel,
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may,
may, under
under such
such
domestic needs
needs for
fuel, the
the Secretary
of the
rules and
regulations as
as he
he may
prescribe in
in advance,
advance, issue
rules
and regulations
may prescribe
issue limited
limited
licenses or
or permits
permits to
to individuals
individuals or
or associations
associations of
of individuals
individuals to
licenses
to
prospect for,
for mine,
mine, and
take for
for their
use but
but not
not for
for sale,
sale, coal
coal from
from
prospect
and take
their use
the public lands
hinds without
without _payment
of royalty
for the
the coal
coal mined
payment of
royalty for
mined or
or
Provisos.
the
conditions not inconsistent
inconsistent with this Act
Act
on such conditions
the land
land occupied, on
Primo.
cori.stionsexciadas in
his opinion
the public
public interests:
interests: Provided,
That
in his
Corporationsexclud- as
opinion will
will safeguard
safeguard the
Provided, That
this privilege
shall not
not extend
any corporations:
corporations: Provided
further,
ed.
Areas
municipal!- this
to municiAreas to
privilege shall
extend to
to any
Providedfurther,
Sea
municipal corporations
corporations the
of the
Intel
ties for household use
se That in the
the case
case of
of municipal
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Intewthout
profit.
without profit.
nor may
such limited license
for not
not to
to exceed
exceed three
rior
may issue
issue such
license or
or permit,
permit, for
three
hundred and
and twenty
twenty acres
acres for
for a
amunicipality
of less
than one
one hundred
hundred
hundred
municipality of
less than
thousand
and not
to exceed
exceed one
one thousand
two hundred
hundred
thousand population,
population, and
not to
thousand two
and
for a
municipality of
of not
not less
less than
than one
and eighty
eighty acres for
a municipality
one hundred
hundred thouthousand and
hundred and
and fiftythousand population;
sand
and not
not more
more than
than one
one hundred
fifty thousand
population;
and
not to
five hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty acres
acres for
for a
a
and not
to exceed
exceed two
two thousand
thousand five
municipality
and fifty
or more,
more,
municipality of
of one hundred
hundred and
fifty thousand
thousand population
population or
the
to be
wherein the
the municipal
municipal appliapplithe land to
be selected
selected within
within the
the State
State wherein
cant may
upon condition
that such
such municipal
municipal corporations
corporations
cant
may be
be located, upon
condition that
will mine
the coal
under proper
proper conditions
and dispose
dispose of
of the
the
will
mine the
coal therein
therein under
conditions and
Allowed holders
same without
without profit
profit to
residents of
of such
municipality for
for household
household
such municipality
to residents
ofsame
Allowed
holders of
other leases.
use:
And provided
further, That the
acquisition or
of a
lease
use: And
providedfurther,
the acquisition
or holding of
a lease
under the
preceding sections
this Act
Act shall
shall be
no bar
holding
under
the preceding
sections of
of'this
be no
bar to
to the
the holding
operation of such
such mine under said limited
of such tract or operation
limited license.
Phosphate deposits.
Leases authorized
authorized of
of
containing.
lands containing

Extent
Extent of area.

PHOSPHATES.
PHOSPHATES.
SEC. 9.
the Secretary
of the
hereby authorized
authorized to
to
SEC.
9. That
That the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
lease
lease to any applicant
applicant qualified under
any lands
belonging
under this Act any
lands belonging
to the United States containing
containi g deposits
deposits of
phosphates, under
undernsuch
EI
CK
of phosphates,
restrictions and
such terms
as are
are herein
through
restrictions
and upon such
terms as
herein specified,
specified, through
advertisement, competitive
advertisement,
competitive bidding,
or such
such other
other methods
methods as
the
bidding, or
as the
Secretary
adopt.
regulation adopt.
general regulation
by general
may by
the Interior
Interior may
of the
Secretary of

SEC.
S
EC. 10. That each lease
be for not to exceed two thousand
lease shall
shallbe
and sixty
acres of
of land
to be
be described
described by
by the
the legal
subsr- five
five hundred
hundred and
sixty acres
land to
legal subveys.
divisions
of the
the public
if unsurveyed,
unsurveyed, to
to
veys.
divisions of
public land
land surveys,
surveys, if
if surveyed;
surveyed; if
be surveyed
surveyed by
the Government
at the
the expense
expense of
of the
applicant for
for
by the
Government at
the applicant
accordance with rules
lease, in accordance
rules and regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the SecSecretary of the Interior and the lands
leased shall
shall be
conformed to
to and
and
lands leased
be conformed
taken in accordance
accordance with the legal subdivisions
subdivisions of such
such survey;
survey;
deposits made
made to
to cover
cover expense
surveys shall
shall be
approdeposits
expense of
of surveys
be deemed
deemed appropriated for that purpose;
purpose; and any
any excess
excess deposits
deposits shall be repaid to
to
the
corporation making
such deposits
deposits or
or their
their
poero.
the person,
person, association,
association, or
or corporation
making such
Proviso.
Form oholding.
of holding.
legal representatives:
Provided, That
That the
embraced in
i
n any
any one
one
Form
legal
representatives: Provided,
the land
land embraced
lease shall be in compact
compact form, the
the length
which shall not
not exceed
exceed
length of which
and one
half times
its width.
width.
times its
one half
two and
Royalti
Royaltiestobespecies to be speci - two
fied
SEC.
extracting the phosfled in
in the
the lease.
lease.
S
EC. 11. That for the privilege of mining or
or extracting
phates or phosphate rock
rock covered
covered by the lease the lessee shall pay to
to
the United States such
royalties as
be specified
specified in
in the
the lease,
such royalties
as may
may be
lease,
which shall be
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior in
in advance
be fixed by the Secretary
advance of
of
offering the same, which shall be not less than 21Der
of the
the gross
gross
2 per centum
centum of
value of
of the
or phosphate
mine,
Amount
on output.value
the output
output of
of phosphates
phosphates or
phosphate rock
rock at
at the
the mine,
Amount on output. due
and payable
the end
end of
of each
each third
third month
month succeeding
succeeding that
that of
of
due and
payable at
at the
ayment

Payment

for
for

stir-
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the sale
sale or
other disposition
of the
or phosphate
phosphate rock,
phosphates or
the phosphates
disposition of
or other
the

rental.
Annual rental.
annually Annual
and
an annual
annual rental
rental payable
at the
the date
such lease
and annually
lease and
of such
date of
payable at
and an
thereafter
on the
the area
covered by
such lease
lease at
may be
rate as may
at such rate
by such
area covered
thereafter on
fixed
the Secretary
Secretary of
offering the lease,
prior to offering
Interior prior
the Interior
of the
by the
fixed by
which
shall be
not less
per acre
first year thereacre for the first
cents per
25 cents
less than
than 25
be not
which shall
after, 50
cents per
for the
the second,
second, third,
third, fourth,
years,
fifth years,
and fifth
fourth, and
acre for
per acre
50 cents
after,
respectively,
and $1
per acre
acre for
every year
l
R
thereafter Rental
year thereafter
and every
each and
for each
$1 per
respectively, and
credited
during the
of the
the lease,
lease, except
royalties.
any against royalties.
for any
rental for
such rental
that such
except that
continuance of
the continuance
during
year
against the
accrue for
for that
that Period
eriod
indetermias they
they accrue
the royalties
royalties as
be credited
credited against
year shall
shall be
indeterminate.
year.
for indeterminate
indeterminate periods upon condition of aanate.
be for
shall be
Leases shall
year. Leases
Conditions.
minimum annual
inter- Conditions.
be intershall be
operation shall
when operation
except when
production, except
annual production,
minimum
rupted by
elements, or
not attributable
to the
attributable to
casualties not
or casualties
the elements,
strikes, the
by strikes,
rupted
lessee,
and upon
further condition
condition that
that at
each twentyend of each
at the end
the further
upon the
lessee, and
year
period succeeding
date of
lease such
readjustment of
of
such readjustment
of the
the lease
the date
succeeding the
year period
Secretary of the Interior
terms
Interior
made as the Secretary
shall be made
conditions shall
and conditions
terms and
shall
otherwise provided
provided by
by law
law at
of the
the Pov,
time of
at the
the time
unless otherwise
determine unless
shall determine
Proviso.
Temporary
suspenauspenexpiration of
of such
such periods:
Provide, That
of the
the InteTemporaory
Inte- sion
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
periods: Provided,
expiration
of operations to
avert loss.
to
rior
suspension of
under such
for not
not a'ertlo.
lease for
such lease
operation under
of operation
may permit
permit suspension
rior may
exceeding twelve
twelve months
months at
at any
any one
market conditions
when market
time when
one time
exceeding
are such
that the
not be
be operated
except at
loss.
nds for
urace lands
at aaloss.
operated except
lease can
can not
such that
the lease
are
Surface
for
works,
SEC. 12.
12. That
applicant to
to whom
the Secretary
of development
develTpment works,
Secretary of
whom the
any qualified
qualified applicant
That any
SEC.
etc., allowed.
the Interior
lease to
to develop
extract phosphates,
phosphates, etc., owe
and extract
develop and
a lease
grant a
may grant
the
Interior may
or phosphate
shall have the right
this Act shall
of this
provisions of
the provisions
under the
rock, under
phosphate rock,
or
to use
so much
the surface
of unappropriated
unentered lands,
lands,
and unentered
unappropriated and
surface of
of the
much of
use so
to
not exceeding
exceeding forty
forty acres,
as may
be determined
determined by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
by the
may be
acres, as
not
the
Interior to
to be
be necessary
for the
the properprospectmgfor
developor developproper prospecting for or
necessary for
the Interior
ment, extraction,
removal of
such mineral
mineral deposits.
deposits.
of such
and removal
treatment, and
extraction, treatment,
ment,

GAS.
OIL
AND GAS.
OIL AND

S
EC. 13.
of the
the Interior
authorized,
is hereby
hereby authorized,
Interior is
Secretary of
the Secretary
13. That
That the
SEC.
under
and proper
regulations as he may
and regulations
rules and
proper rules
necessary and
such necessary
under such
prescribe, to
to grant
grant to
applicant qualified
a prosAct a
under this Act
qualified under
to any
any applicant
prescribe,
pecting
exclusive right,
aperiod not
right, for a
shall give
give the exclusive
which shall
permit, which
pecting permit,
exceedmg two
years, to
oil or
gas upon
upon not
to exceed
exceed
not to
or gas
for oil
prospect for
to prospect
two years,
exceeding
two
thousand five
acres of
of land wherein such
sixty acres
and sixty
hundred and
five hundred
two thousand
deposits belong
the United
United States
States and
not within
within any
known
any known
and are
are not
belong to
to the
deposits
geological
oil or
or gas field upon condition
a producing
producing oil
of a
structure of
geological structure
that the
the permittee
permittee shall
within six
months
six months
operations within
begin drilling
drilling operations
shall begin
that
from
the date
of the
permit, and
year from
from and
after
and after
within one
one year
and shall,
shall, within
the permit,
date of
from the
the date
or more
more wells
wells for
or gas
gas to
depth of
of
to aadepth
oil or
for oil
one or
drill one
of permit,
permit, drill
date of
the
not
less than
valuable deposits of oil
each, unless valuable
feet each,
hundred feet
five hundred
than five
not less
or
be sooner
two years
years from
from
within two
shall, within
and shall,
discovered, and
sooner discovered,
shall be
gas shall
or gas
date
or gas
aggregate depth
depth of not
an aggregate
gas to an
oil or
for oil
drill for
permit, drill
the permit,
of the
date of
less
than two
deposits of
or gas
gas
of oil
oil or
valuable deposits
unless valuable
feet unless
thousand feet
two thousand
less than
shall be
be sooner
The Secretary
Interior may,
may, if
he
if he
of the
the Interior
Secretary of
discovered. The
sooner discovered.
shall
shall find
the permittee
permittee has
has been
been unable
exercise of
the exercise
with the
unable with
find that
that the
shall
diligence
by the permit, extend
granted by
land in the time granted
the land
to test
test the
diligence to
any
such permit
permit for
for such
time, not
exceeding two
two years
and upon
upon
years, and
not exceeding
such time,
any such
such
conditions as
as he
he shall
prescribe. Whether
land; sought
in
sought in
the lands
Whether the
shall prescribe.
such conditions
any such
such application
application and
are surveyed
unsurveyed the
or unsurveyed
surveyed or
permit are
and permit
any
applicant shall,
application for
for permit,
permit, locate such
his application
filing his
to filing
prior to
shall, prior
applicant
lands
to the
the legal
legal subsuband according
according to
reasonably compact
compact form
form and
lands in
in aa reasonably
surveyed; and in
divisions of
surveys if the land be surveyed;
land surveys
of the
the public land
divisions
an approximately
square or
rectangular tract
if the
land be an
an rrnsurunsurthe land
tract if
or rectangular
approximately square
an
veyed tract,
the length
whicall
not exceed
exceed two
two and
and one-half
one-half
shall not
length of
of which
tract, the
veyed
times
its width,
width, and
cause to
be erected
erected upon
upon the
the land
for
land for
to be
shall cause
if he
he shall
and if
times its
which a
permit is
is sought
sought a
monument not
not less than four feet high,
a monument
a permit
which
at
conspicuous place
thereon, and
and shall
shall post
notice in
in writing
writing
a notice
post a
place thereon,
at some
some conspicuous
on or
or near
permit
stating that an application for permit
monument, stating
said monument,
near said
on
will be
thirty days
after date of posting said notice, the
days after
within thirty
be made
made within
will
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name of
the applicant,
the date
general descripdescripand such
such aageneral
of the
the notice,
notice, and
date of
name
of the
applicant, the
tion
of the
land to
to be
to courses
courses
permit by
by reference
reference to
covered by
by such
such permit
the land
be covered
tion of
and
monument and
objects
other natural
natural objects
and such other
such monument
distances from
from such
and distances
Issue
of permit.
and
permanent monuments
as will
will reasonably
reasonably- identify
the land,
land,
identify the
permit.
Issueof
and permanent
monuments as
stating the
the amount
amount thereof
thereof in
in acres,
acres, he
shall during
period of
of
during the
the period
he shall
stating
thirty
such marking
posting, be
be entitled
to a
a
entitled to
marking and
and posting,
following such
thirty days
days following
h
right
over
others
to
a
permit
for
the
land
so
identified.
preference
.i
land
so
identified.
Cor
preference
right
over
others
to
a
permit
for
the
ec.,
ms
Comer marks, etc.
shall, within
days after
after receiving
permit,
on reserved tracts
tracet .• , Thee applicant
applicant shall,
within ninety
ninety days
receiving a
a permit,
mark
the corners
of the
the tract
described in
in the
the permit
upon
permit upon
tract described
each of
of the
corners of
mark each
the ground
ground with
with substantial
substantial monuments,
the boundaries
boundaries can
can
monuments, so
so that
that the
the
be readily
traced on
on the
the ground,
ground, and
and shall
shall post
post in
a
conspicuous
place
be
readily
traced
in
a
conspicuous
place
Provisos.
Drilling periods, etc., upon
upon the
that such
such permit
permit has
been granted
and aa
lands a
a notice
notice that
has been
granted and
PDsnperiodsetc.,
the lands
in
description
Provided, That in the
thereby: Provided,
description of
of the lands
lands covered thereby:
Alaska
inAlaska
Territory
of Alaska
not more
more than
than five in
in number
number
prospecting permits
permits not
Territory of
Alaska prospecting
may
granted to
applicant for
for periods
not exceeding
exceeding
periods not
to any
any qualified
qualified applicant
may be
be granted
four years,
years, actual
actual drilling
operations shall
years
two years
shall begin
begin within
within two
drilling operations
four
from date
oil and
depth
be drilled to
to a
a depth
and gas
gas wells
wells shall
shall be
of permit,
permit, and
and oil
from
date of
of not
less than
five hundred
hundred feet,
feet, unless
unless valuable
valuable deposits
deposits of
of oil
oil or
or
of
not less
than five
gas
within three
three years
years from
from date
date of
of the
the
discovered, within
shall be
be sooner
sooner discovered,
gas shall
permit and
to an
depth of
not less
feet
than two
two thousand
thousand feet
of not
less than
permit
and to
an aggregate
aggregate depth
unless valuable
deposits of
oil
or
gas shall
shall be
sooner discovered,
within
Pre
e
unless
valuable
deposits
of
oil
or
gas
be
sooner
discovered,
within
Preference to first locators.
years from
date of
of permit:
in said
TerriThat in
said TerriProvidedfurther,
further, That
from date
permit: Provided
four years
catorrenset. t °- four
tory
the applicant
shall have
over others
others to
to a
permit
a permit
preference right
right over
have aapreference
tory the
applicant shall
for
land identified
by temporary
temporary monuments
and notice
or
notice posted
posted on
on or
monuments and
for land
identified by
near
the same
same for
posting,
six months
months following
following such
such marking
marking and
and posting,
near the
for six
and upon
shall mark
mark the
the corners
of the
the tract
tract
a permit
permit he
he shall
corners of
and
upon receiving
receiving a
described in
in the
permit upon
upon the
monuments
the ground
ground with
with substantial
substantial monuments
the permit
described
within one
one year
after receiving
permit.
within
year after
receiving such
such permit.
Lease to e permittee
SEC. 14.
14. That
upon establishing
to the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
Secretary
the Secretary
establishing to
That upon
SEC.
tory.
" trt e e
on dmx,very.
Limit.
of the Interior that valuable
Limit,
valuable deposits of oil or gas have been discovdiscovered within
within the
the limits
the land
embraced in
permit, the
perered
limits of
of the
land embraced
in any
any permit,
the permittee shall
entitled to
lease for
one-fourth of
land embraced
embraced
of the
the land
for one-fourth
to a
a lease
be entitled
shall be
mittee
Proios.
Provisos.
Minim.m.
in the prospecting
blinanum.
prospecting permit: Provided,
Provided, That the permittee
permittee shall be
be
anted a
a lease
lease for
for as
as much
as one
one hundred
hundred and
sixty acres
of said
said
granted
much as
and sixty
acres of
Selection ofsurve3red
land.
t
rr
ands, if there be that number
acres within
l
ctaonofdreyed lands,
number of acres
within the
the permit. The area
area
to be
be selected
the permittee,
in compact
compact form
to
selected by
by the
permittee, shall
shall be
be in
form and,
and, if
if
surveyed, to
be described
the legal
legal subdivisions
of the
the public-land
surveyed,
to be
described by
by the
subdivisions of
public-land
eaporpPa: surveys; if unsurveyed, to be surveyed by the Government
canstourey
ca
l
jtuTouriZTV
Government at the
veying.
expense of the applicant for lease in accordance
accordance with rules and
vey
ing.
expense
and reguregulations to
to be
be prescribed
of the
Interior and
and the
lands
lations
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
the lands
leased
conformed to
to and
in accordance
leased shall
shall be
be conformed
and taken
taken in
accordance with
with the
the legal
legal
subdivisions
subdivisions of
of such surveys; deposits made
made to
to cover
cover expense
expense of
surveys
be deemed
appropriated for
purpose, and
for that
that purpose,
and any
any
surveys shall
shall be
deemed appropriated
excess deposits
be repaid
to the
the person
excess
deposits may
may be
repaid to
person or
or persons
persons making
making such
such
Term, royalty,
deposit or
or their
be for
for a
roy alt y and
reta,
an d deposit
their legal
legal representatives.
representatives. Such
Such leases
leases shall
shall be
a
rental.
term of
twenty years
upon aaroyalty
royalty of
of 55per
per centum
centum in
or
term
of twenty
years upon
in amount
amount or
value of
the production
production and
annual payment
payment in
in advance
value
of the
and the
the annual
advance of
of a
a
rental
of $1
per acre,
the rental
rental paid
paid for
any one
one year
year to
to be
be credited
rental of
$1 per
acre, the
for any
credited
Renevra/.
Post,
against the
the royalties
year, with
with the
the right
right of
of
P-e p.
p. 443.
W.
against
royalties as
as they
they accrue
accrue for
for that
that year,
on

renewal
as prescribed
prescribed in
in section
The permittee
shall also
also
permittee shall
hereof. The
17 hereof.
section 17
renewal as
be
entitled to
preference right
right to
to a
lease for
remainder of
the
be entitled
to a
a preference
a lease
for the
the remainder
of the
et
1.°Yait Y. 'land
his prospecting
permit at
at a
royalty: of
not less
less than
12/ per
per
land in
in his
prospecting permit
a royalty
of not
than 12A
etc.
centum
or value
production, and
such other
other
centum in
in amount
amount or
value of
of the
the production,
and under
under such
conditions as are fixed for oil
f
conditions
roymalty to
to
oil or gas
gas leases in
in this Act, the royalty
conditionbe
determined by
bidding or fixed by
eiliod
by such
such other method
by competitive
competitive bidding
be determined
Blidding
g. condition,
as the
the Secretary
Secretary may
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That
as
may by
by regulations
regulations prescribe:
That the
the
Secretary shall have the right to reject any or all bids.
Payventforproduct
Payment for product Secretary shall have the right to reject any or all bids.
.wcured
SEC. 15.
15. That
permittee shall
apply for
for lease
to the
secured before apply- SEC.
That until
until the
the permittee
shall apply
lease to
the one
one
mg
for lease,
quarter
of the
area heretofore
heretofore provided
provided for
for he
he shall
sh
all pay
to
lease.
gtor
quarter of
the permit
permit area
pay to
the
value of
all oil
the United States
States 20 per
per centum
centum of
of the
the gross
gross value
of all
oil or
or gas
gas
dnder of
for repropected
of prwpected
minder
mrPrefeten-e
area.
ar
royalty
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secured
by him
him from
the lands
lands embraced
embraced within
and sold
permit and
within his permit
from the
secured by
g restriction.
or otherwise
disposed of
of or
by him
him for
for sale
sale or
or other
disposition.
other disposion.
or held
held by
otherwise disposed
or
SEC. 16.
16. That
That all
all permits
permits and
leases of
or gas,
gas, Drilling
gre
restrictions
on
oil or
lands containing
containing oil
of lands
and leases
SEC.
made or
or issued
the provisions
to
of this Act, shall be subject to
provisions of
under the
issued under
made
the condition
wells shall
shall be
be drilled
drilled within two hundred feet of
no wells
that no
condition that
the
any
the outer
outer boundaries
boundaries of
the lands
lands so
so permitted
leased, unless
permitted or leased,
of the
of the
any of
reventionof
the
been patented
patented or
or the
thereto otherwise
otherwise Prevention
of waste,
waste,
title thereto
the title
lands have
have been
adjoining lands
the adjoining
vested
further condition
condition that the per- etc.
to the further
and to
in private
private owners, and
vested in
mittee or
or lessee
lessee will,
explorations and mining operaconducting his explorations
in conducting
will, in
mittee
tions, use
reasonable precautions
to prevent
waste of oil
oil or gas
prevent waste
precautions to
use all
all reasonable
tions,
developed in
in the
entrance of
water through
through wells drilled
drilled
of water
or the
the entrance
land, or
the land,
developed
by him
him to
the oil
or oil-bearing
strata, to
destruction or
or Forfeiture
Forfeitureor
to the
the destruction
oil-bearing strata,
oil sands
sands or
to the
by
for vioaviolainjury
of the
oil deposits.
the provisions
provisions of this section
section tions.
of the
Violations of
deposits. Violations
the oil
injury of
shall constitute
constitute grounds
grounds for
the forfeiture
of the
the permit
to
lease, to
permit or lease
forfeiture of
for the
shall
proceedings in courts of competent
be
competent
appropriate proceedings
through appropriate
enforced through
be enforced
jurisdiction.
Leases of
of unapprotins
Leases
jurisdiction.
ing
or gas
SEC. 17.
unappropriated deposits
oil or
gas situated
situated priated
priated
d
pe
r
p
0
ogu
t
s
ei
i
ln
of oil
deposits of
all unappropriated
That all
17. That
SEa.
known deposits
within
the known
known geologic
of aa producing
producing oil or
or gas field fields.
structure of
geologic structure
within the
preferand the
unentered lands
containing the
the same,
same, not subject to preferlands containing
the unentered
and
ential
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to the
Competitive bid.
bidthe Competitive
be leased
leased by
lease, may
may be
ential lease,
highest
bidder by
competitive bidding,
under general
general ding.
din g.
bidding under
by competitive
responsible bidder
highest responsible
regulations
to qualified
not exceeding
exceeding six
six hundred
reas lmted
hundred Areas
areas not
in areas
applicants in
qualified applicants
regulations to
and
forty acres
in tracts
not exceed
length two
twolimited
in length
exceed in
shall not
which shall
tracts which
and in
acres and
and forty
and
one-half times
times their
their width,
width, such
leases to
to be
upon the
Payment of
of bonus,
bonus
the payment
conditioned upon
be conditioned
such leases
and one-half
and rental. ,
royaties,,and
payment
by the
the lessee
of such
such bonus
bonus as
may be
accepted and
and of
of such
such royalties
be accepted
as may
lessee of
payment by
royalty as
as may
not be
be less than 123
124
in the lease, which shall not
fixed in
may be fixed
royalty
per centum
centum in
in amount
amount or
or value
value of
of the
production, and
and the
the payment
payment
the production,
per
in
of a
of not less
$1 per acre per annum therethan $1
less than
a rental
rental of
advance of
in advance
after during
during the
the continuance
continuance of
of the lease,
rental paid for any one
the renta
lease, the
after
year to
the royalties
as they
accrue for
for that
that year.
year. Period
Period of
of leases
re.
lees;;rethey accrue
royalties as
credited against
against the
year
to be
be credited
newals
preferential newels.
Leases shall
shall be
period of
years, with the preferential
of twenty
twenty years,
a period
for a
be for
Leases
right in
in the
to renew
renew the same for
successive periods of ten years
for successive
lessee to
the lessee
right
upon
and conditions
conditions as may be
prescribed by
by
be prescribed
terms and
reasonable terms
such reasonable
upon such
by law
the
Secretary of
otherwise provided
provided by
law at
at the
the Reductonofroyaty
Reduction of royalty
unless otherwise
Interior, unless
of the
the Interior,
the Secretary
time
of the
expiration of
such periods.
average daily
daily forsmallprodnction.
foramen production.
the average
Whenever the
periods. Whenever
of such
the expiration
time of
production of
of any
any oil
exceed ten barrels per day, the
not exceed
shall not
oil well
well shall
production
Secretary of
is authorized
to reduce
royalty on future
reduce the royalty
authorized to
Interior is
the Interior
of the
Secretary
production when
when in
in his
wells can
can not
not be
be successfully
successfully Applicable
Applicable to
all
to all
the wells
his judgment
judgment the
production
as s
operated
upon the
in the
The provisions
provisions of
of this
this c'lleases.
lease. The
the lease.
fixed in
the royalty
royalty fixed
operated upon
paragraph
shall apply
apply to
oil and
and gas
gas leases
leases made
made under
under this
this Act.
Act. Withdrawnollorgas
Withdrawn oil or gas
all oil
to all
paragraph shall
ner
ndson
SEC.
SEC. 18. That upon relinquishment
relinquishment to the United States,
States, filed
filed in lands.
Leases, on surrender
the General
General Land
Land Office
six months
months after
the approval
approval of
of this
this ofrights,etc.,
ofnts
rights,
etc.,
by
claimbyclamafter the
within six
Office within
the
under minin g
Act, of
all right,
right, title,
title, and
and interest
prior to
to lshavingproducing
a
l
axvs havingproducin g
and possessed
possessed prior
interest claimed
claimed and
of all
Act,
-ells
July
3, 1910,
1910, and
continuously since
claimant or his prede- wells.
the claimant
since by the
and continuously
July 3,
cessor
in interest
interest under
under the
the preexisting
mining law to any
any oil
oil
placer mining
preexisting placer
cessor in
or gas
gas bearing
has been
drilled one or more
been drilled
there has
which there
upon which
land upon
bearing land
or
oil
gas wells
wells to
to discovery
Executive order of
the Executive
embraced in the
discovery embraced
or gas
oil or
oil prowithdrawal issued
September 27,
27, 1909,
1909, and
and not
within any naval
naval Paymentfor
_
u
P
atTnent for oil
pronot within
issued September
withdrawal
petroleum reserve,
and, upon
upon payment
United States a
royalty to the United
payment as royalty
reserve, and
petroleum
production of one-eighth
of an
an amount
to the
one-eighth
at the time of production
value at
the value
equal to
amount equal
of
of all
alkthe
oil or
or gas
already .produced
used for proprogas used
except oil or gas
produced except
gas already
the oil
of
duction purposes
unavoidably lost, from such
such land,
the claim, or unavoidably
purposes on the
duction
,the•
his successor,
if in
in possession
possession of such land, undissuccessor, if
or his
claimant, or
the claimant,
puted by
by any
any other
claimant prior
July 1,
be entitled
entitled Period
Period of
lease ;royroyof leae;
shall be
1, 1919,
1919, shall
to July
prior to
other claimant
puted
to
lease thereon
thereon from
period of twenty a"ty'
alty.
United States for aa period
the United
from the
to aa lease
years,
at a
of not
124 per
all the
the oil
oil or
or
of all
centum of
per centum
than 12½
less than
not less
a royalty
royalty of
years, at
gas produced
produced except
or gas
gas used
for production
purposes on
the Phiite
/,'
to
to on
one
on the
production purposes
used for
except oil
oil or
gas
claim,
or unavoidably
unavoidably lost:
lost: Provided,
Provided, That
not more
more than
one-half claimant.
claimant.
than one-half
That not
claim, or
of
area, but
but in
in no
case to
thousand two hundred
hundred
three thousand
exceed three
to exceed
no case
of the
the area,
acres, within
within the geologic
geologic oil or gas structure
structure of a
a producing
producing oil or
or
acres,
gas field
to any
any one
one claimant
claimant under the provision of
leased to
be leased
shall be
field shall
gas
iitted
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this section
section when
when the
of such
such geologic
geologic oil
oil structure
structure exceeds
exceeds
this
the area
area of
six hundred
and forty
forty acres.
acres. Any
claimant or
or his
his successor,
successor, subject
six
hundred and
Any claimant
subject
to this
limitation, shall,
shall, however
have the
the right
right to
to select
select and
receive
and receive
to
this limitation,
however, have
the lease
lease as
this section
section provided
provided for
for that
that portion
of his
his claim
claim or
or
the
as in
in this
portion of
claims
equal to,
not in
excess of,
of the
the area
claims equal
to, but
but not
in excess
of, said
said one-half
one-half of
area of
of
such
geologic oil
oil structure,
than three
three thousand
thousand two
two
such geologic
structure, but
but not
not more
more than
hundred
acres.
hundred acres.
t c to
Regulations, etc.,
All such leases shall be made and the amount
amount of royalty
royalty to be
be
berguai"
be prescribed. e , to
paid for
gas produced,
except oil
oil or
or gas
gas used
used for
production
paid
for oil
oil and
and gas
produced, except
for production
purposes on
on the
the claim,
claim or
lost, after
after the
the execution
execution of
purposes
or unavoidably
unavoidably lost,
of
Selectionallowed.

SelectnaUled.

such lease
lease shall
be fix
ed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior under
under
such
shall be
fixed
by the
appropriate
regulations: Provided,
however, That
to
appropriate rules
rules and
and regulations:
Provided, however,
That as
as to
like claims
claims situate
within any
naval petroleum
reserve the
the proproe esin restri- all
a like
situate within
any naval
petroleum reserve
ducing
wells thereon
only shall
be leased,
together with
with an
an area
of
ducing wells
thereon only
shall be
leased, together
area of
land sufficient
operation thereof,
upon the
the terms
and payland
sufficient for
for the
the operation
thereof, upon
terms and
payment
royalties for
past and
future production
provided
production as
as herein
herein provided
ment of
of royalties
for past
and future
for
the leasing
leasing of
of claims.
claims. No
No wells
shall be
drilled in
land
wells shall
be drilled
in the
the land
for in
in the
subject
within six
six hundred
sixty feet
of any
subject to
to this
this provision
provision within
hundred and
and sixty
feet of
any
Lease of remainder
m a in d
leased well
the consent
lessee: Provided,
Provided, however,
however,
of the
the lessee:
consent of
well without
without the
er such
such leased
ofe
l
of r
of
claim.
discretion, lease
lease the remainder
remainder or
That the President
President may,
may, in his discretion,
any
of any
any such
such wells have
have been drilled,
which such
any part
part of
such claim upon which
and
of such
such leasing
successor shall
shall
event of
leasing said
said claimant
claimant or
or his
his successor
and in
m the
the event
Additional
dr
Additional drilling
have a
preferencerright
rit
i to
such lease: And
And providedfurther,
provided further, That
he
ng have
a preference
to suchlease:
That he
permitted.
..ut
may permit
the d
additional wells
wells by
by the
the claimant
claimant or
or his
his
may
permit the
drilling of
of additional
successor within
within the
area of
six hundred
hundred and
sixty feet
feet
successor
the limited
limited area
of six
and sixty
theretofore
for upon
upon such
such terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
he
theretofore provided
provided for
as he
may
prescribe.
may prescribe.
Benefits barred by
claimant for
for a
alease
has been
been guilty
guilty of
of any
any fraud
fraud or
or who
who
barre by No
fra.t
No claimant
lease who
who has
fraud.
had knowledge
or reasonable
grounds to
know of
of any
any fraud,
fraud, or
or who
who
had
knowledge or
reasonable grounds
to know
good faith, shall
shall be
be entitled
any of
of
has not
not acted honestly and
and in good
entitled to
to any
the
benefits of
of this
section.
the
benefits
this
section.
Settlement of pendUpon
the delivery
and acceptance
acceptance of
of the
lease, as
as in
in this
this section
section
ng oil land suitseon
Upon the
delivery and
the lease,
ing
suits on
acceptance
of leases
leases.
acceptane of
provided, all suits brought by the Government
Government affecting
affecting such
such
hinds may
settled and
and adjusted
adjusted in
in accordance
accordance herewith
herewith and
lands
may be
be settled
and all
all
Vol. 38, p. 708.
moneys impounded
in such
or under
Act entitled
"An Act
Act
entitled "An
the Act
under the
suits or
such suits
impounded in
Vol. 36,
1015.
moneys
3, Pp.05.
VoLS
to
entitled 'An
to protect
protect the
the locators
locators in
in good
good
to amend
amend an Act
Act entitled
'An Act
Act to
oil and
gas lands
shall have
effected an
an actual
discovery
faith of
of oil
and gas
lands who
who shall
have effected
actual discovery
United States,
States, or
or their
sucof oil or
or gas
gas on
on the
the public
public lands
lands of the United
their sucapproved March
March 2,
2, 1911,"
August 25,
25,
cessors in
in interest,'
interest,' approved
1911," approved
approved August
Impounded moneys
moneys 1914 (Thirty-eighth
Impoun.ded
Statutes
at
Large,
page
708),
shall
be
paid
over
(Thirty-eighth
Statutes
708),
over
to be mid.
Coafficting claim
to the
parties entitled
thereto. In
In case
case of
of conflicting
claimants for
for
conflcting
the parties
claim-- to
entitled thereto.
conflicting claimants
ants.
leases under
under this
this section,
the Secretary
Secretary of
authorized
is authorized
the Interior
Interior is
of the
section, the
leases
Effect oleaes.
of leases.
aEffect
of them
as shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed just.
All
to grant leases to
to one
one or
or more
more of
them as
just. All
hereunder shall inure to the
the benefit of the claimant
leases hereunder
claimant and
and all
all
him by
by lease,
persons claiming
claiming through or under
under him
lease, contract, or otherotherinterests may
wise, as their mterests
may appear, subject,
subject, however,
however, to the same
limitation as to
for claimant
claimant in
in this
this
to area and
and acreage
acreage as is provided for
Provisos.
Provided, That
That no
no claimant
claimant acquiring
acquiring any
any interest
interest in
such
sction on intersection: Provided,
in such
inter- section:
Restriction
ests
acquired
eats
acquired
from lands since September
September 1, 1919,
1919, from
from aaclaimant
claimant on or since
since said date
claimants
holding
more thn
than maximum claiming
claiming or
more than
than the
claimant under
or holding more
the maximum
maximum allowed
allowed claimant
under
area.
area.
this section shall secure
a lease thereon or any
therein, but
secure a
any interest
interest therein,
but
the
inhibition
of
this
proviso
shall
not
apply
to
an
exchange
of
any
of
any
an
exchange
not
apply
to
the inhibition of this proviso shall
Exception
Exception.
interest
interest in such lands made
made prior to the
January, 1920,
the 1st day
day of January,
which did not increase
increase or reduce the area
area or acreage held or claimed
claimed
in
excess of
said maximum
either party
party to
to the
the exchange:
exchange: ProProby either
maximum by
of said
in excess
Arearestricted.
Area
restricted.
tided
further, That no lease or
vided further,
section shall
shall be
be
or leases
leases uncier
under this section
granted, nor
shall any
therein, inure
inure to
assogranted,
nor shall
any interest
interest therein,
to any
any person,
person, association, or corporation
corporation for a
a greater
or acreage
than
greater aggregate
aggregate area
area or
acreage than
the
maximum in this
section
provided
for.
the
maximum
this
section
provided
for.
Compromise of existi
ingComplaomie
cex
SEC.
18a. That whenever
whenever the
ing
placer
claims.
the validity
of any
gas or
or petroleum
S
EC. 1Sa.
validity of
any gas
petroleum
placer claim under preexisting
preexisting law
embraced in
in the
the Executive
Executive
law to
to land
land embraced
Provisos.
Naval petroleum reserve leasing restrictions.

petrolenm
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order of
of withdrawal
issued September
September 27
27, 1909,
has been
been or
or may
may
1909, has
withdrawal issued
order
hereafter be
drawn in
question on
on behalf
the United
United States
in any
States in
any
behalf of
of the
in question
be drawn
hereafter
departmental
or judicial
the President is hereby authorproceedings, the
judicial proceedings,
departmental or
ized
time within
twelve months after the approval of this
within twelve
at any
any time
ized at
Act to
direct the
settlement of any such
controversy
such controversy
the compromise
compromise and settlement
Act
to direct

Terms

and

condi-

tions.m
and condi
to be
be carried tions.
conditions as
upon
terms and
as may
may be
be agreed
agreed upon,
upon, to
and conditions
such terms
upon such
out
proceeds of
land or division of the proceeds
or division
division of land
exchange or
by an
an exchange
out by
operation.
operation.
w ald?a
rgas. lands not
not
SEC. 19.
19. That
That any
any person
who on
October 1,
1, 1919,
1919, was
bona fide withdrs la
a bona
was a
on October
person who
SEC.
its
to
Prospecclting
aimants
occupant
or claimant
claimant of
gas lands
lands under
under aaclaim
initiated while
while troaiecdaing
ert not
or gas
claim initiated
of oil
oil or
occupant or
g
making discovery.
such lands
were not
not withdrawn
from oil
or gas
and entry,
entry, malkngdiscovery.
gas location
location and
oil or
withdrawn from
such
lands were
and
performed all acts under then existing laws
and who had previously performed
necessary to valid
except to make discovery, and
valid locations thereof except
necessary
orwork required.
discovery had not been made prior to the passage of this Prior
upon which discovery
orr require
for the
the benefit
benefit P
on or
Act,
and who
who has
performed work or expended
expended on
or for
has performed
Act, and
of
such locations
locations an
equal in the
aggregate of $250 for each
the aggregate
an amount
amount equal
of such
location if
therefor shall
shall be
be made
from
made within six months from
if application
application therefor
location
the
passage of this
thereon
prospecting permits thereon
Act shall
shall be entitled to prospecting
this Act
the passage
upon the
the same
terms and conditions,
conditions, and
acreage,
limitations as to acreage,
and limitations
same terms
upon
as other permits
permits provided
provided for in this Act, or where
where any such person
Lease if discovery
has
discovery, he
he shall
entitled to
lease made.
i dlsover y
to aa leaseLease
be entitled
shall be
such discovery,
made such
has heretofore
heretofore made
thereon
under
such
terms
as
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
may
prethereon under such terms as the Secretary of the Interior may pre- pro
Provisos.
in proRoyalty, if in
Provided, Royalty,
hereof: Provided,
scribe
provided for
in section
section 18
18 hereof:
for in
otherwise provided
unless otherwise
scribe unless
ducing fields.
is granted
prospecting permit
That
where such
such prospecting
permit is
granted upon land within any du-ngfsds
That where
known
geologic structure
producing oil
royalty
oil or
or gas field, the royalty
a producing
of a
structure of
known geologic
thereafteror any portion
to be
granted thereon
thereon
portion
in any lease thereafter granted
be fixed
fixed m
to
121 per centum
centum of all the oil or gas prothereof shall be not less than 12i
duced except
production purposes
purposes on
on the claim, or
except oil or gas used for production
duced
w lands excludunavoidably lost:
however, That
That the
the provisions
provisions of
this ed.
ed.Naval
llandsex c l'd
of this
Provided however,
unavoidably
lost: Provided,
barred b
Navy: Benets
use of
the Navy:
section shal
not apply
apply to
to lands
for the
of the
the use
lands reserved
reserved for
section
shall not
Benefits barred by
fraud.
Provided, however,
permit or lease who has fraud.
That no
no claimant
claimant for aa permit
Provided,
however, That
reasonable grounds
been
guilty- of any fraud or who had knowledge
knowledge or reasonable
grounds
been guilty
in good
to
honestly and m
good
to know of any fraud, or who has not acted honestly
faith,
entitled to
any of
of the
benefits of
section.
Persons
entitled to
shall be
be entitled
to any
the benefits
of this
this section.
faith, shall
Persons entitled to
All
benefit of the permits.
hereunder shall inure to the benefit
permits or leases hereunder
All permits
claimant and
through or under him by lease,
persons claiming
claiming through
claimant
and all persons
their
edinterests
interests may
y appear.
appear.
contract, or otherwise, as their
Agicltual
Agricultural entryentry.
8 e
con
dtr
na
o
c
t
t,
a
erwis
wn oer, c
on re
reserved
lands*
rvedld'
men on
entered as agricultural,
of
S
EC.
20.orth
In
the
case lassified
of lands
lands bona
bona fide
fide entered
agricultural, men
case
20.
Inoththe
SEC.
t to:
as classified as mineral
of entry,
entry, but
but tor
ineralaat
p
e
etirn
foreTnan
refe
rreli
mi t
eean
irlease
hease,
at ath
the
timeeof
and not withdrawn or
nd
C
on
discovery.
overy.
not
claimed under any railroad
entryman o
railroad grant, the entryman
lands claimed
including lands
not including
or patentee,
or assigns, where assignment
assignment was made prior to January
or
patentee, or
1,
patented with the mineral right reserved,
1, 1918,
1918, if
if the entry has been patented
shall be
be entitled
to aa preference
permit and
and to
to aa lease,
lease, as
as Combinations
Combinations perpershall
entitled to
preference right
right to
to aapermit
mitted.
herein
of discovery;
discovery; and within an area not greater mitted.
herein provided, in case of
township such entryman
entry man and patentees,
patentees, or assigns holding
holding
a township
than a
holdings, not to exceed two
restricted
restricted patents may combine their hol,
making Royalties.
Roaltie.
thousand five
acres for
focl
inthe
tre purpose
purpose of
of making
and sixty
sixty acres
five hundred
hundred and
thousand
joint
application. Leases
Leases executed
executed under this section and embracjoint application.
mg
entered shall provide for the payment of a
aroyalty
mg only lands so entered
of not less than 121
12i per centum as to such areas within the permit
442
An, P.p. 442.
as may
may not
be included
included within
within the
the discovery
lease to
the perper- Ante,
to which
which the
discovery lease
not be
as
mittee
14 hereof.
under section 14
entitled under
mittee is entitled

OIL SHA.

Oil SFf

Oil shale
shale deposits.
deposits.
Oil

Leases authorized el

SEC. 21.
21. That
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
authorized to
ig
siMt:i
a
t
n
i
I
m
liz
.
ed cif
to lan
landscontaning.
of the
hereby authorized
SEC.
That the
the Secretary
lease
corporation qualified
qualified under this Act any deposits
or corporation
any person or
lease to
to any
of
United States
surface of so much
States and the surface
belonging to the United
of oil
oil shale
shale belonging
of
public lands
containing such deposits,
deposits, or land adjacent thereto,
lands containing
the public
of the
as
be required
required for
leased
reduction of the leased
for the
the extraction
extraction and reduction
as may
may be
minerals, under
under such
inconsistent with this
not inconsistent
regulations, not
rules and
and regulations,
such rules
minerals,
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prescribe; that no lease hereunder
Act, as he may prescribe,.
hereunder shall exceed five
five
thousand
one hundred
hundred and
to be
by
described by
land, to
be described
acres of
of land,
and twenty
twenty acres
thousand one
the legal
legal subdivisions
subdivisions of
of the
unsurveyed, to
to
or if
if unsurveyed,
surveys, or
the public-land
public-land surveys,
the
be
by.the
at the
the expense
expense of
the applicant,
in
applicant, in
of the
United States,
States, at
the United
be surveyed
surveyed by
accordance
with regulations
regulations to
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
to be
accordance with
Period
nd condiperiods, upon such
Leases may be for indeterminate
Period and
condi- the Interior.
indeterminate periods,
tions
tons of
of leases.
lease.
conditions as may be imposed by.the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, including
covenants relative
methods of
of mining,
prevention of
of waste,
waste, and
mining, prevention
to methods
relative to
ing covenants
Royalties
Royalties and
productive development. For the privilege of mining, extractin,
and rent- productive
extracting,
als.
al s
and disposing
disposing of the
under this
this
covered by aalease under
or other minerals covered
the oil or
and
section
pay to
to the
the United
States such
royalties as
as shall
shall
such royalties
United States
lessee shall
shall pay
section the
the lessee
be
in the
the lease
and an
an annual
rental, payable
at the
the beginning
beginning
payable at
annual rental,
lease and
be specified
specified in
of
each year
of 50
acre per
per annum,
for the
the lands
annum, for
per acre
rate of
50 cents
cents per
year,, at
at the
the rate
of each
included. in
the rental
rental paid
paid for
any one
one year
be credited
year to
to be
credited
for any
in ihe
the lease,
lease, the
included
against
royalties accruing
that year;
such royalties
royalties to
subto be
be subfor that
year; such
accruing for
the royalties
against the
ject to
at the
the end
of each
twenty-year period
the
period by
by the
each twenty-year
end of
ject
to readjustinent
readjustment at
Provisos.
Secretary
of the
the Interior:
Interior: Provided,
That
for
the purpose
purpose of
encouragproato..
Secretary
of
Provided,
That
for
the
of
encouragDiscretionary waivwa ing the production of
petroleum products
shales the
Secretary
the Secretary
from shales
products from
ing
of royalties..
' ing the production of petroleum
inioSfcti
may,
discretion, waive
waive the
payment of
of any
and rental
rental
any royalty
royalty and
the payment
in his discretion,
may, bilis
Leases to claimants during the first five years of any lease: Provided, That any person
to caians
reaS
relinquishing
former during the first five years of any lease: Provided, That any person
rights.
having a
on January 1,
having
a valid
valid claim to
to such
such minerals
minerals under
under existing laws
laws on
1919,
upon the
the relinquishment
of such
a
be entitled to a
such claim,
claim, be
relinquishment of
shall, upon
1919, shall,
lease under
under the
of this
such area
area of
the land
of the
land refor such
this section
section for
the provisions
provisions of
lease
linquished as shall not exceed the
maximum area authorized by this
the maximum
linquished
section to
leased to
to an
Provided, howhowwcorporation: Provided,
an individual
individual or
or corporation:
to be
be leased
section
Benefits barred
by ever, That no claimant for a,
barred by
Benefits
a lease who has been guilty of any fraud or
fraud.
rad'
who had knowledge
who
knowledgeor
or reasonable
reasonable grounds
grounds to
any fraud,
to know
know of
of any
fraud, or
or
who
has not
acted
honestly- and
and in
in good
faith, shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
any
who
has
not
acted-honestly
good
faith,
to
any
Only oneleasetoany
of
Provided further,
,further, That
That not
more than
opeonletoany
of the
the benefits
benefits of
of this
this section:
section: Provided
not more
than
person,
etc.
one
lease shall
shall be
be granted
this section
section to
one person,
person, assoassoto any
any one
granted under
under this
one lease
or corporation.
ciation, or
Area
limited.
Arealimited.

Alaska
oil deposits.
Alaskaoildeposits.

ALASKA OIL
PBOVISO.
ALASKA
OIL PROVISO.

SEC. 22.
22. That
of oil
gas
oil or
or gas
claimant of
or claimant
occupant or
fide occupant
bona fide
any bona
That any
SEC.
bearing
Alaska, who, or whose
whose predecessors
bearing lands in the Territory of Alaska,
in interest,
prior to withdrawal
withdrawal had complied otherwise
in
interest, prior
otherwise with the requirements
the mining
discovery of
oil or
or
of oil
no discovery
but had
had made
made no
of the
mining laws,
laws, but
quirements of
gas
wells and who prior to withdrawal had made substantial imgas in wells
provements for
the discovery
discovery of
gas on
for each
each location
or
location or
of oil
oil or
or gas
on or
or for
provements
for the
bad prior
to the
the passage
passage of this
$250 in
in
not less than $250
this Act expended
expended not
prior to
had
Former application
pplcation improvements
Former
improvements on or for each location shall be entitled, upon relinto be rrelinquished.
to
qmshment
or surrender
the United
United States
one year
year from
from the
ed.
quishment or
elinq
surrender to
to the
States within
within one
the
date
of this
Act, or
within
six
months after
after final
denial
or withdrawal
withdrawal
date
of
this
Act,
or
within
six
months
final
denial
or
Number of permits
allowed.
for patent,
to a
or permits,
lease or
or
permits, lease
permit or
a prospecting
prospecting permit
patent, to
of application
application for
od.permits of
allse
leases,
Act covering
covering such
such lands,
not exceeding
lands, not
exceeding five
five permits
permits
leases, under
under this
this Act
or
leases in
number and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding an
aggregate of
of one
one thousand
thousand
an aggregate
or leases
in number
Provisos.
rentals, two
acres in
in each:
each: Proved,That
Provided, That leases
in Alaska
Alaska
leases in
eighty acres
Royalties,
and eighty
two hundred
hundred and
Pyaltis, rentals,
etc.
'under
etc.
Act whether as aaresult of prospecting permits or otherwise
under this Mt
shall
be fixed by
by the
the Secreshall be upon
upon such
such rental
rental and royalties
royalties as
as shall be
tary
specified in the lease, and be subject
subject to readreadtary of the Interior
Interior and specified
justment at
twenty-year period
the lease:
justment
at the
the end
end of
of each
each twenty-year
period of
of the
lease: Provided
Provided
DiAcretianary
i
further, That
the purpose
the production
of petropetroproduction of
of encouraging
encouraging the
purpose of
for the
That for
ivfurther,
Ig of
of royalties.
royal es
bag
leum
in Alaska
Alaska the
the Secretary
Secretary may,
his discretion,
waive
discretion, waive
leum products
products in
may, in
in his
the
exceeding the
the first
years
the payment
payment of any rental or royalty
royalty not exceeding
first five
five years
of any
lease.
of
any
lease.
Benefits barred
1
DY No
for a
lease who
been guilty
guilty of
any fraud
fraud or
or who
who had
had
eau.ts barre by
No claimant
claimant for
a lease
who has
has been
of any
fraud.
knowledge or
reasonable grounds to
any fraud,
fraud, or
has
knowledge
or reasonable
to know
know of
of any
or who
who has
not acted
acted honestly and in good faith,
faith, shall be entitled
entitled to
to any of
of the
benefits of this section.
Prtepecting permits
to valid mining
ld claimants
ants not
not discovering
discovering
a s
oil
or gas.
oil or
g .

a

ingclnan-

waiv-
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SODIUM.
SODIITM.

SEC.
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized
SEC. 23.
23. That the Secretary
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Sodium deposits.
deposits.
Sodium
Prospecting permits
permits
P.aegf

allowed for.
and directed, under such rules and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe to
to
grant to any qualified applicant aaprospecting
pros pec ting permit
permit which
which shall
shall give
dive
the exclusive right to prospect
chlorides, sulphates,
prospect for chlorides,
sulphates, carbonates,
carbonates,
borates, silicates, or nitrates of sodium
dissolved in
sodium dissolved
soluble in
in
in and soluble
water, and accumulated
concentration, in lands
accumulated by concentration,
lands belonging
to the
the
belonging to
Provisos.
United States for
for aa.period
period of
two years:
years: Provided,
Provided,
of not
not exceeding
exceeding two
e
eaiited.
Area
limited.
That the area to be included in such a
permit shall be
be not
not exceeding
exceeding
a permit
two thousand five hundred and sixty acres
land in
comacres of land
in reasonably
reasonably comLands excluded.

pact
Providedfurther,
of this
this section
section shall
pact form: Provided
further, That the provisions
provisions of
shall Lan d s excuded.
in San
not apply
apply to lands in
San Bernardino
Bernardino County,
County, California.
California.
Lease to permittee of
SEC.
satisfaction of
of the
S
EC. 24.
24. That upon showing
showing to the satisfaction
the Secretary
Secretary of
of one-half
nLethalt
t in
of areaein
area
the
which
discovery made.
Interior
that
valuable
deposits
of
one
of
the
substances
enumerated
the Interior
valuable
enumerated whichdiscovery
made.
in section 23 hereof has been discovered
discovered by the permittee within
within the
the
area covered by his permit and that such land is chiefly
chiefly valuable
valuable
therefor
therefor the permittee shall be entitled
entitled to a
alease for
one-half of
of the
for one-half
the Royalty.
alt .
land embraced
embraced in the prospecting
prospecting permit,
permit, at a
aroyalty of not less
less than
than Roy
one-eighth
of
the
amount
or
value
of
the
production,
one-eighth
production, to be taken and
described by legal subdivisions of the
public-land surveys,
survey's, or
the public-land
or if
if the
the
land be not surveyed
surveyed by survey executed at
at the
cost of
of the
the permittee
permittee
the cost
accordance with the rules and regulations
regulations to be prescribed
in accordance
by the
prescribed by
the
Pr
eference to lease
Secretary
Secretary- of the Interior. The permittee
permittee shall also
also have
have the
the preferprefer- remainder
Preferenc
to
lasnde
of land.
ence
to lease
lease the remainder
embraced within
ence right
right to
remainder of the lands embraced
within theemder
the
of land.
limits of his permit at aa royalty
royalty of not less than one-eighth
one-eighth of
of the
the
amount or value
value of the production to be fixed by the
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the
Land dontaining
containin g
Interior. Lands known
known to
contain such
such valuable
deposits as
to contain
valuable deposits
as are
are known
Land
deposits subenumerated
in
section
23
hereof
and
not
ject
to
lease.
covered
enumerated
covered by permits
permits or
or leases,
leases, ject to lease.
Conditions.
in said
said county
except such lands as are situated in
county of
of San
San Bernardino,
Bernardino, Conditions.
shalb
be
held
subject
to
lease,
Secretary of
shall be held subject
and may be leased by the Secretary
of
the Interior through advertisement,
advertisement, competitive bidding,
bidding, or
such
or such
other methods as he may by general
general regulations
regulations adopt, and
and in
such
in such
areas as he shall fix, not exceeding
areas
exceeding two
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
and Roya
rentals
Royalties,
rentals,
t
sixty acres; all leases to be conditioned
conditioned upon the payment by the etc.
sixty
etc.
rental
lessee of such royalty of not less than one-eighth
of the
amount or
or
one-eighth of
the amount
value of the production as may be fixed
fixed in thelease,
the lease and the
the payment
payment
in advance
advance of aarental of 50 cents
cent s per
per acre
f
or the
the first
first calendar
acre for
calendar year
year
or fraction
thereafter during
fraction thereof
thereof and $1 per acre per annum thereafter
during the
the
continuance
of the lease, the rental
rental paid for any
continuance of
any one year to be credPeriods andd condiited on the royalty for that year. Leases
Leases may
may be
for indeterminate
indeterminate tions
be for
tiroOfdlS
of leases. condiperiods, subject to readjustment
readjustment at the end of each twenty-year
twenty-year
period, upon such conditions
conditions not inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
herewith as may
may be
be
incorporated in each lease or prescribed
general regulation
incorporated
prescribed in general
regulation thereSecretary of the Interior,
tofore issued by
by: the Secretary
including covenants
covenants
Interior, including
relative to mining methods, waste, period of preliminary
developpreliminary- developminimum production, and aa lessee under
ment, and minimum
under this
section
this section
of the
may be lessee
lessee of
the remaining
in his
permit.
remaining lands
lands in
his permit.e
Use of
of unoupied
=occupied
SEC.
25. That
That in
in addition
addition to areas of such mineral land which may
lans
for development
S
EC. 25.
may lands
development
work,
etc.
be included
included in any such prospecting
prospecting permits or
or leases
leases, the
Secretary work, etcthe Secretary
of the Interior
Interior,, in his discretion, may grant to aapermittee
permittee or
lessee
or lessee
of lands containing
containing sodium deposits, and subject to
payment of
of an
an Rental
to the
the payment
annual rental of not less than 25 cents
the exclusive
right Rental.
cents per
per acre,
acre, the
exclusive right
use, during the life of the permit or l
to use
ease ,a
a tract
t
rac tof
ofunoccupied
lease,
unoccupied
nonmineral public land, not exceeding
exceeding forty acres
nonmilieral
camp
acres in
in area,
area, for
for camp
sites, refining works, and other
other purposes connected
connected with and necesnecessary to the proper development
development and use of the deposits covered by
sary
by
the permit or
or lease.
lease.
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General
provisions.
Generalprovisions.

Permits may
may be
be cancan
Permits
celed for want of diligence.
gedor

want o

1920.
1920.

GENERAL
PROVISIONS APPLICABLE
TO COAL,
COAL, PHOSPHATE,
PHOSPHATE, SODIUM,
SODIUM,
APPLICABLE TO
GENERAL PROVISIONS
OIL,
OIL SHALE,
GAS LEASES.
LEASES.
AND GAS
SHALE, AND
OIL, OIL

and may
reserve and
SEC. 26.
26. That
That the
of the
may
shall reserve
Interior shall
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
SEC.
exercise the
the authority
to cancel
cancel any
any prospecting
permit upon
failure
upon failure
prospecting permit
authority to
exercise
by the
permittee to
to exercise
exercise due
of the
the
prosecution of
the prosecution
in the
diligence in
due diligence
the permittee
by
prospecting work
in accordance
accordance with
with the
terms and
conditions stated
stated
and conditions
the terms
work in
prospecting
in
the permit,
permit, and
insert in
in every
such permit
under the
the
issued under
permit issued
every such
shall insert
and shall
m the
pro
rmvisions of
appropriate provisions
provisions for
for its
its cancellation
cancellation by
by
Act appropriate
this Act
of this
provisions

.
S
EC. 27.
no person,
or corporation,
corporation, except
except as
as
association, or
person, association,
That no
27. That
SEC.
shalt take or hold more than one coal, phosphate, or
sodium.
herein provided, shall
sodium.
thelife
Ol or gas.
ga.
Oil
sodium lease during the
life of such lease in any one State; no person,
association,
or hold,
at one
one time,
more
time, more
hold, at
take or
shall take
or corporation
corporation shall
association, or
than
three oil
or gas
hereunder in
in any
any one
and
State, and
one State,
granted hereunder
leases granted
gas leases
oil or
than three
not
more than
geologic structure
of the
the same
same
structure of
the geologic
within the
lease within
one lease
than one
not more
Corporation
corporation shall hold any interest as
producing oil or gas field; no corporation
inter- producing
Corporation
ests.
Interests
in other
stockholder of
another corporation
in more
than such
such number
number of
of
more than
corporation in
of another
a stockholder
other a
terests in
interest
leases.
leases •and
and no
person or
or corporation
any interest
or hold any
take or
shall take
corporation shall
no person
leases;
leasesor interests
interests as
member of
of an
a
as a
or as
associations or
or associations
an association
association or
as a
a member
or
stockholder of
of a
holding a
a lease under
corporations holding
or corporations
a corporation
corporation or
stockholder
the
provisions hereof,
which, together
the area
area embraced
embraced in
in
with the
together with
hereol, which,
the provisions
together with
any direct holding
lease under
under this
Act, or which, :together
this Act,
of aalease
holding of
direct
any
any other
interest or
member of
association or assoan association
of an
as a
a member
interests as
or interests
other interest
any
ciations
or as
of a
corporations holding
or corporations
a corporation
corporation or
a stockholder
stockholder of
as a
ciations or
a
lease under
under the
the provisions
provisions hereof,
hereof, for any kind of mineral leased
a lease
hereunder, exceeds
in the
the aggregate
aggregate an
an amount
amount equivalent
equivalent to the
exceeds in
hereunder,
respective kinds of minerals allowed
maximum number
acres of the respective
number of acres
maximum
Forfeiture of pro- to
t
o any one lessee under this Act.
Any interests held in violation of
of
interests
hibited
bibited interests.
this Act
r
be forfeited
forfeited to
appropriate prothe United
United States by appropriate
to the
shall be
this
btedint
the
ceedings instituted
instituted by
General for that purpose in the
Attorney General
the Attorney
by the
ceedings
United. States
district in
in which the property,
the district
for the
court for
district court
States district
United
Temporary
some part
part thereof,
except that any ownership or interest
is located,
located, except
thereof, is
or some
holding or
Temporary holding
by descent, etc.
forbidden in
which may
judgacquired by
by descent, will, judgmay be
be acquired
this Act
Act which
forbidden
in this
etc.
bydescent,
ment, or
or decree
decree may
held for
longer after its
its
for two years and not longer
be held
may be
ment,
Erovisos.
acquisition:
Provided, That
nothing
herein contained
contained shall be conconProviso*.
Provided,
herein
t
Exceptions.
a
..
Exceptions
sections 18, 18a, 19, and 22 or to prevent any number
Ante, pp.
S
trued to limit sections
number
strued
pp. 443-446.
443-4.
Ante,
combining their sevCombinations for rere- of
of lessees
lessees under
under the
provisions of this Act from combining
the provisions
Combinations
:?Zig,:miMei. lines'
lines, eral
so far
far as
as may
may be
be necessary
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of conconnecessary for
interests so
eral interests
fiterisP
or of establishing
structing
carrying on
on the
a refinery,
refinery, or
of a
business of
the business
and carrying
structing and
and
a common
common carrier aapipe line or lines of railroads
constructing as a
and constructing
jointly in the transportation
by them
them jointlyto
be operated
transportation of oil
and used by
operated and
to be
coal roads.
from their several wells, or from the wells of other
Coal
roads.
other lessees under this
Approval necessary.
Providedfurther,
further, That any comnecessary. Act, or the transportation
Approval
transportation of coal: Provided
subject to the approval
bination for
such purpose
purpose or
purposes shall be
approval
be subject
or purposes
for such
bination
permission
of
the Secretary
the Interior
application to him for permission
Interior on application
of the
Secretary of
of the
for c
sub -to
f
orm the same: And provided further' That if
if any
of the lands or
leaF-oivfeiture
any of
lFo-feiture
nc, etc., for
to cooin- to form the same: And provided further, That
ns in restraint
binatio
restraint deposits
depos its leased
provisions of this Act shall be subleased,
leased under
under the provisions
binations
of trade, etc.
oftrade,
etc.
trusteed,
controlled by
by any device permanently,
trusteed, possessed,
possessed, or
or controlled
permanently, temporarily, directly,
or in
in any
so
whatsoever, so
any manner
manner whatsoever,
tacitly, or
indirectly, tacitly,
directly, indirectly,
porarily,
that
they form part
controlled by any combicombiin anywise controlled
of, or
or are in
part of,
that they
nation in
the form
unlawful trust, with consent
consent of lessee, or
or
form of an unlawful
in the
nation
form the
the subject
subject of
contract or
conspiracy in restraint
restraint of trade
or conspiracy
of any contract
form
in the
the mining
mining or
or selling
coal, phosphate,
oil, oil
oil shale,
or soshale, gas,
gas, or
phosphate, oil,
selling of
of coal,
in
dium
by the
lessee, or
any agreement
understanding,
agreement or understanding,
or any
the lessee,
into by
dium entered
entered into
written verbal,
verbal, or
otherwise to
to which
lessee shall
be aaparty, of
shall be
such lessee
which such
or otherwise
written,
control the
or its output is to be or become the subject, to control
which his or
price or
or prices
or of
of any
any holding
such lands by any individholding of such
thereof or
prices thereof
price
the
ual, partnership,
association, corporation, or control, in excess of the
ual,
partnership, association,
amounts of lands provided in this Act, the lease thereof
thereof shall be
amounts
forfeited
appropriate court
proceedings.
court proceedings.
by appropriate
forfeited by
Holdings restricted.
Coal,
phosphate, and
d
Coa^l, phspateS
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S
EC. 28.
That rights
rights of
including fo Ripghts
Rl
ig h
t
i
n
s
eso
f
way
grated
lands, including
public lands
the public
through the
of way
way through
28. That
SEC.
lands.
the forest
reserves, of
of the
the United
United States
States are
hereby-granted
granted for
for pipepipe- through
gi-Xul
ai' public
pubagr
iannas.
are hereby
forest reserves,
the
line
purposes for
for the
the transportation
transportation of
of oil
oil or
or natural
natural gas
gas to
to any
any appliappli- Ante
437.
p 437.
Ane p.
line purposes
condioperating
cant
possessing the
the qualifications
qualifications provided
provided in
of this Act,
Oper6in
Act, tons,
1 of
section 1
in section
cant possessing
i
etc. g condietc.
tions
and
line
pipe
to
the
extent
of
the
ground
occupied
by
the
said
pipe
line
twentysaid
the
by
occupied
ground
the
of
extent
the
to
five
on each
the same
same under
under such
regulations as
as to
to survey,
survey,
such regulations
of the
side of
each side
feet on
five feet
location
application,
and
use
as
may
be
prescribed
by
the
Secretary
Secretary
the
by
prescribed
be
location, application, and use as may
of
the Interior
the express
such pipe
pipe lines
lines
that such
condition that
express condition
upon the
and upon
Interior and
of the
shall be
be constructed,
constructed, operated,
maintained as
carriers:
common carriers:
as common
and maintained
operated, and
shall
,rc7rts
s
. condition
condition
Provided,
That the
the Government
Government shall
shall in
in express
express terms
reserve and
and I
'
,
PExpress
terms reserve
Provided, That
for conveyance of
oil
oil
for
conveyance
lessee,
the
that
hereunder
lands
shall
provide
in
every
lease
of
oil
lands
hereunder
lessee/
of
other
producers,
of
oil
lease
every
in
provide
etc.
shall
of other producers,ofetc.
assignee, or
owner, or
or operator
owner pf
pf a
controlling
a controlling
or owner
operator or
if owner,
beneficiary,-,if
or beneficiary
assignee,
interest
or of
of any
operating the
the same
same
company operating
any company
line or
pipe line
any pipe
in any
interest in
lands
which
may
be
operated
accessible
to
the
oil
derived
from
under
from
derived
oil
the
to
accessible
which may be operated
such lease,
and without
without discrimination
discrimination acacrates and
reasonable rates
at reasonable
shall at
lease, shall
such
cept and
and convey
convey the
of the
the Government
or of
citizen or comany citizen
of any
Government or
oil of
the oil
cept
pany not
the owner
owner of
of any
any.pipe
pipe line,
line operating
operating a
lease or
or purchasing
purchasing Applicable
Applicable to a
all
a lease
not the
pany
gas or
or oil
the provisions
Act: Provided
further, That
That no
no futur
egrants.
futuregrants.
Providedfurther,
this Act:
of this
provisions of
under the
oil under
gas
right of
of way
way shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be granted
granted over
lands for the transsaid lands
over said
right
portation
gas except
except under
and subject
to the
Forfeiture for
for violaviolathe Forfeiture
subject to
under and
or natural
natural gas
oil or
of oil
portation of
provisions
limitations,
and
conditions
of
this
section.
Failure
ti
0
ns.
tions.
to
Failure
section.
this
of
provisions, limitations, and conditions
comply with
with the
the provisions
section or
or the
the regulations
preregulations prethis section
of this
provisions of
comply
scribed by
Secretary of
Interior shall
be ground
ground for
for forfeiture
forfeiture
shall be
the Interior
of the
the Secretary
by the
scribed
of
the grant
United States
district court
court for
the district
district in
in
for the
States district
the United
by the
grant by
of the
which
the property,
or some
part thereof,
appropriate
an appropriate
in an
located in
is located
thereof, is
some part
property, or
which the
f

Joint use of ease-

proceeding.
proceeding.
SEC. 29. That
any permit, lease occupation, or use permitted IlleatS,
Joint (AC,
use reserved.
of
SEC. 29. That any permit, lease, occupation, or use permitted ments, etc., reserved.
under
this
Act
shall
reserve
to
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
the
right
right
the
Interior
the
of
Secretary
under this Act shall reserve to the
to permit
upon such
such terms
may determine
be just,
just, for
for joint
jomt
to be
determine to
he may
as he
terms as
permit upon
to
or
several use,
use, such
or rights
of way,
including easements
easements
way, including
rights of
easements or
such easements
or several
in
tunnels upon,
through, or
in the
the lands
occupied, or used
leased, occupied,
lands leased,
or in
upon, through,
in tunnels
as
be necessary
or appropriate
of the
same, or of
the same
working of
the working
to the
appropriate to
necessary or
may be
as may
other
lands
containing
the
deposits
described
in
this
Act,
and
and the
Act,
this
in
described
deposits
the
other lands containing
treatment
and shipment
the products
by or
under authority
or under
thereof by
products thereof
of the
shipment of
treatment and
t its
its lessees,
1
ermittees and
and for
other public
ublic Provisos.
s.
P
of
the Government,
Governmen,
lessees , or
for other
or permittees,
of the
Disposal
of surface
surface
of
isposal
purposes:
Provided,
That
said
Secretary,
in
his
discretion,
in
making
making
in
discretion,
his
in
Secretary,
said
That
Provided,
purposes:
of lands leased.
any
lease
under
this
Act,
may
reserve
to
the
United
States
the
right
landsleased.
o
right
any lease under this Act, may reserve to the United States the
to lease,
lease, sell,
otherwise dispose
dispose of
of the
surface of
of the
the lands
embraced
lands embraced
the surface
or otherwise
sell, or
to
within such
under existing
law or
enacted, in so
hereafter enacted,
laws hereafter
or laws
existing law
lease under
such lease
within
extracting Determination befar as
as said
said surface
surface is
not necessary
of the lessee in extracting
necessary for use of
is not
far
be
and
deposits therein:
therein: Provided
That if
if such
such foeternoation
further, That
fore offering of lease.
Provided further,
the deposits
removing the
and removing
offering of
reservation is
it shall
shall be
so determined
the offering
before the
determined before
be so
made it
is made
reservation
Easement periods.
periods.
the Easement
such
lease: And
And provided
further, That
the said
during the
Secretary,-,during
said Secretary
That the
providedfurther,
such lease:
easements
life
of
the
lease,
is
authorized
to
issue
such
permits
for
easements
life of the lease, is authorized to issue such permits
herein
provided to
be reserved.
Assignments,
etc., of
Assignments,ec.,ol
reserved.
to be
herein provided
leases restricted.
restricted.
authority of this Act shall leases
the authority
S
EC. 30.
no lease
issued under
under the
lease issued
That no
30. That
SEC.
Eelnqushment albe assigned
assigned or
with the
the consent
consent of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Relinquishment
of the
except with
sublet, except
or sublet,
be
lowed.
lessee may,
tion of
ofthe Secretary
Secretary of lowed.
the
discretion
the disere
in the
may, in
The lessee
Interior. The
the Interior.
the Interior,
at any
written relinquishmake written
to make
time to
any time
permitted at
be permitted
Interior, be
the
thereof
ment
of
all
rights
under
such
a
lease,
and
upon
acceptance
acceptance thereof
upon
and
lease,
a
such
under
rights
all
ment of
be thereby
relieved of
all future
future obligations
obligations under
lease, and
and may
may
said lease,
under said
of all
thereby relieved
be
Restrictive
included
area
with
like
consent
surrender
any
legal
subdivision
of
the
area
included
Restrictive provi
Provt
the
of
subdivision
legal
any
surrender
with like consent
d l gen ce
within the
the lease.
contain provisions for the purpose iont, or diligence'
shall contain
lease shall
Each lease
lease. Each
within
of
the exercise
exercise of
of reasonable
reasonable diligence,
care in
in
and care
skill, and
diligence, skill,
insuring the
of insuring
the
operation
of
said
property;
a
provision
that
such
rules
for
the
the
for
rules
such
that
provision
a
property;
said
of
the operation
safety and
the miners
for the prevention
prevention of undue
and for
miners and
of the
welfare of
and welfare
safety
restrictions..
waste
as
may
be
prescribed
by
said
Secretary
shall
Lsborrestrictions
observed, Lbor
be observed,
shall be
Secretary
said
by
waste as may be prescribed
m
exceeding eight hours in
including a
arestriction
of the
the workday
workday to not exceeding
restriction of
including
any
workers except
emergency;
except in cases of emergencyunderground workers
for underground
day for
one day
any one
provisions
prohibiting
the
employment
of
any
boy
under
the age
age of
of
the
under
boy
any
of
employment
the
prohibiting
provisions
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sixteen
the employment
of any
girl or
or woman,
woman, without
any girl
without regard
regard to
to
sixteen or
or the
employment of
surface; provisions securing
age, in
in any
any mine
mine below
below the
the surface;
securing the
the workmen
workmen
purchase; provision requiring
payment of
of
complete freedom of
of purchase;
requiring the
the payment
in lawful money of the United States,
wages at least twice a
a month inlawful
regulations to insure
msure the
and providing proper
proper rules and regulations
the fair
fair and just
just
weighing. or measurement
measurement of the coal mined by each miner, and
weighing
Sale to
to the
the GovernSUGh other
Other provisions
he may
deem necessary
to insure
insure the
sale
may deem
necessary to
the sale
Govern- such
provisions as
as he
ment,antitrust protecmntntitrNstprteC
tion,
etc.
of
the United
States and
of the
the production
production of such
such leased lands to the
United States
and to
to
the
reasonable prices,
for the
the protection
protection of
the interests
of the
interests
public at
at reasonable
prices, for
the _public
prevention of
of the
the United
United States,
States, for the
the prevention
of monopoly,
monopoly, and for the
Proviso.
the public
Provided, That
That none
none of
of such
such
welfare: Provided,
public welfare:
of the
im- safeguarding
safeguarding of
ttlaws
not imState
laws not
paired.
porovisions shall be
in conflict
conflict with
the laws
laws of
which the
the
provisions
be in
with the
of the
the State
State in which
leased
property is
situated.
leased
property
is
situated.
Forfeiture of leases.
Proceedings
in disS
EC. 31.
That any
any lease
lease issued
issued under
the provisions
provisions of
Act
SEC.
31. That
under the
of this
this Act
ProfeugSmstrict courts.
courts
may be forfeited and canceled
canceled by an appropriate
appropriate proceeding
proceeding in the
United
United States district
district court for
for the
the district in which the property,
property,
whenever the lessee fails to
complyor some
some part
part thereof, is
is located whenever
to comply
with any of the provisions
provisions of this Act, of the lease, or of the general
general
regulations
promulgated under
this Act
in force
force at
at the
date of
of
regulations promulgated
o
under this
Act and
and in
the date
Settlement
of diS- the
the lease;
lease may
to appropriate
appropriate methods
methods
may provide
provide for
for resort
resort to
lease; and
and the
the lease
putes,
etc.
specified
for the settlement of disputes or for remedies for breach of specified
conditions thereof.
neegulatons,
guiations, etc.,
etc., to conditions thereof.
be prescribed.
preribed.
SEC.
S
EC. 32. That
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
preThat the Secretary
authorized to
to prescribe necessary
and regulations
to do
any and
scribe
necessary and
and proper
proper rules
rules and
regulations and
and to
do any
and
all
things necessaryout and
all things
necessary to
to carry
carry.out
and accomplish
accomplish the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this
Proviso.
Act, also
to fix
fix and
determine the
boundary lines
structure,
of any
any.structure,
the boundary
lines of
and determine
Act,
also to
Proiso.
or gas field, for
the purposes
of this
Provided,That
That nothing
Rightsofdttesaetc,
Rights
of States, etc., or oil or
for the
purposes of
this Act:
Act: Provided,
nothing
not affected.
t at
in this Act shall be construed or held to affect the rights of the States
or other
local authority
any rights
which they
they may
or
other local
authority to
to exercise
exercise any
rights which
may have,
have,
including
right to
to levy
levy and
and collect
collect taxes
taxes upon
improvements,
including the
the right
upon improvements,
output of mines,
mines, or
or assets
assets of
any lessee
lessee of
of
or other
other rights,
rights, property,
property, or
of any
theqUnited
States.
the
United States.
the-inited
States.
Sworn
statements,
Sworn
statements,
s
men
etc.
S
EC. 33.
all statements,
or reports
reports required
required
SEC.
33. That
That all
statements, representations,
representations, or
by
Interior under
under this
Act shall
shall be
be upon
oath,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
this Act
upon oath,
unless otherwise
unless
otherwise specified
specified by
and in
such form
and upon
such
by him,
him, and
in such
form and
upon such
blanks
the Secretary
Interior may
may require.
blanks as
as the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
require.
Application of Act to
S
EC. 34.
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
also apply
apply to
all
SEC.
alldelatsonoArervtt
34. That
That the
shall also
to all
all deposits on reserved
lndsa
lands,
deposits of coal, phosphate,
phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, or gas in the
the lands
lands
of the United States, which lands
disposed
lands may have been
been or
or may
may be
be disposed
of
laws reserving
reserving to
the United
United States
States such
such deposits,
with the
of under
under laws
to the
deposits, with
the
prospect for,
for, mine,
remove the
same, subject
subject to
right to
to prospect
mine, and
and remove
the same,
to such
such
may hereafter
hereafter be
conditions as are or may
such laws
laws reserving
reserving
be provided
provided by
by such
such
such deposits.
deposits.
Disposal
of receipts.
S
EC. 35.
That 10
per centum
of all
received from
To the Treasury.
Trfeaury.
SEC.
35. That
10 per
centum of
all money
money received
from sales,
sales,
To
provisions of
of this Act,
bonuses, royalties, and rentals
rentals under the into
excepting those
from Alaska,
Alaska, shall
into the
the Treasury
Treasury of
excepting
those from
shall be
be paid
paid into
of the
the
profor
receipts;
miscellaneous
States
reclamation
To
the reclamation
United
and
credited
to
miscellaneous
receipts;
past
fund.
Voi.32,
388.
duction
70 per
per centum,
centum, and
future production
Vol. 32, p. 388.
duction 70
and for
for future
production 52½
52i per
centum
per centum
of the amounts derived from such bonuses,
bonuses, royalties,
royalties, and rentals
rentals
shall be paid into, reserved, and appropriated
appropriated as
as a
a part of the
the reclareclamation
fund
created
by
the
Act
of
Congress,
known
as
the
Reclamaof
Congress,
known
as
the
Reclamain
mation
fund
created
by
the
Act
Stte
To
the
To the States in
lands loeated,
located, tion
tion Act,
17, 1902,
1902, and
and for
per
which lands
Act, approved
approved June
June 17,
for past
past production
production 20
20 per
or roads,
oads, education, centum,
etc.
for
centum, and
production 37i
of the
amounts
and for
for future
future production
37J per
per centum
centum of
the amounts
royalties, and rentals
derived from such bonuses, royalties,
shall be
paid by
rentals shall
be paid
by
the Secretary
year
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury after the expiration of each fiscal year
boundaries of
to the State within the boundaries
leased lands
or
of which the leased
lands or
deposits are or were located, said moneys to be used by such State or
and maintenance
maintenance of public
subdivisions thereof for the construction
construction and
public
Proviso,
roads
for the
the support
of public
public schools
PrOTis.
roads or
or for
support of
schools or
or other
other public
public educational
educational
From
naval to
petrolegislature of
the State
direct: Provided,
naral
petroe
institutions, as
as the
the legislature
of the
State may
may direct:
Provided,
leum
reserves
the institutions,
Treasury.
That all moneys which may accrue to the United
United States under the
Treasury.
the
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provisions
of this
this Act
from lands within
within the naval petroleum
petroleum reserves
reserves
Act from
provisions of
receipts."
deposited in the Treasury
Treasury as "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous receipts."
be deposited
shall be
y ties
Oil or gas royalties
paOalboerinsdgsrRo
SEC. 36.
36. That
accruing to the
the United States under any payable
royalty accruing
all royalty
That all
SEC.
in kind.
Secretary
oil
gas lease
permit under
Act on
demand of the Secretary
on demand
this Act
under this
or permit
lease or
or gas
oil or
of
shall be
paid in oil or gas.
be paid
nterior shall
the Interior
of the
b y competitive
Salesnby
biSaa
Upon
granting any
any oil
oil or
lease under
Act, and
and from
from time
time biddin
this Act,
under this
gas lease
or gas
Upon granting
g.competitive
Interior
the
to
time
thereafter
during
said
lease,
the
Secretary
of
Interior
Secretary
the
lease,
to tune thereafter during said
shall,
whenever in
in his
his judgment
judgment it
desirable to retain the
it is desirable
except whenever
shall, except
same for
the United.
period
States, offer for sale for such period
United States,
of the
use of
the use
for the
same
as
he may
notice and advertisement
advertisement on sealed bids
upon notice
determine, upon
may determine,
as he
or at
public auction, all
accruing or reserved
reserved to
all royalty oil and gas accruing
at public
or
on bids.
Actiononbids.
and
the
United
States
under
such
lease.
Such
advertisement
and sale Action
advertisement
Such
lease.
such
the United States under
shall
to the
the Secretary
of the
Interior the right to reject all
the Interior
Secretary of
reserve to
shall reserve
bids
his judgment
judgment the
the interest
interest of the United States
within his
whenever within
bids whenever
Readvertising,pripriReadvertising,
demands;
in cases
received or where
where vate
satisfactory bid is received
where no satisfactory
cases where
and in
demands; and
sales, etc.
etc
vteale,
the
where
the
accepted
bidder
fails
to
complete
the
purchase,
or
the accepted bidder fails to complete the purchase,
Secretary of
shall determine
it is unwise
unwise in the public
determine that it
Interior shall
the Interior
of the
Secretary
interest to
accept the
the offer
Secretary of
highest bidder, the Secretary
the highest
offer of the
to accept
interest
royalty for
such
the
Interior,
within
his
discretion,
readvertise
readvertise
may
discretion,
his
the Interior, within
sale,
sell at
market price
price for such
not less than the market
sale at not
private sale
at private
or sell
sale, or
Provisos.
of
ro
Provided, however, Disposal
period,
value thereof
thereof from
the lessee: Provided,
from the
the value
accept the
or accept
period, or
of current
current
product at
at market
market
product
contract for the sale of any
That
making of
of a
apermanent
any price.
permanent contract
the making
pending the
That pending
royalty, oil
oil or
as herein
herein provided,
provided, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior price.
gas as
or gas
royalty,
may
private sale, at not less than the
current product at private
the current
sell the
may sell
Sales to the
the GovernGovernmarket
price: And
provided further,
further, That
That any
any royalty,
royalty, oil,
oil, or gas Sles
And provided
market price:
ment.
nt.
me
any
to
sale
may
be
sold
at
not
less
than
the
market
price
at
private
any
private
at
price
market
the
than
less
may be sold at not
department
of the
the United
United States.
States.isions
agency of
or agency
department or
Provisions appli
applica
ble to a'l
sodium, oil, oil ble
S
EC. 37.
37. That
the deposits
deposits of
of coal,
coal, phosphate,
phosphate, sodium,
all deposits of
of
That the
SEC.
coal,
etc.
shale,
gas, herein
herein referred
valuable for such minerals,
minerals, co',etc.
in lands valuable
to, in
referred to,
and gas,
shale, and
Oil Creek
C
oal ComComCreek Coda
Oi
resolution entitled pany
including
the joint
joint resolution
in the
described in
deposits described
and deposits
lands and
including lands
included.
Vol.
37,
p.
1346.
346.
,
p.
Vo
.
to
permit
Secretary
"Joint
resolution
authorizing
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
permit
authorizing
37
1
resolution
"Joint
the
continuation of
operations on certain lands in
coal mining operations
of coal
the continuation
Wyoming," approved
approved August
August 1,
1, 1912
(Thirty-seventh Statutes at
1912 (Thirty-seventh
Wyoming,"
erfection of
form Perfection
the form
only in
Large, page
page 1346),
1346), shall
be subject
subject to
in the
disposition only
to disposition
shall be
Large,
of vald
valid
claims allowed.
allowed.
except as to valid claims
Act, except
and manner
manner provided
provided in
this Act,
claims existent claims
in this
and
at
the passage
passage of
Act and
and thereafter
thereafter maintained
maintained in comthis Act
of this
of the
date of
at date
pliance
the laws under
which initiated, which claims
claims may be
under which
with the
pliance with
ees to
toebe
perfected
laws, including
including discovery.
discovery.
Landomfce
Land office fees
such laws,
under such
perfected under
prescribed.
provided, the
SEC. 3S.
3S.That,
until otherwise
the Secretary
Secretary of the prescribed.
otherwise provided,
That, until
SEC.
Interior shall
shall be
be authorized
to prescribe
fees and commissions to be
prescribe fees
authorized to
Interior
paid registers
registers and
receivers of
States land
offices on account
account
land offices
United States
of United
and receivers
paid
of business
business transacted
transacted under the provisions of this Act.
of
Approved, February
February 25, 1920.
1920.
Approved,

miscellaneous purposes in
CHAP.
Act For
for miscellaneous
in
supply for
water supply
furnishing water
For furnishing
86.-An Act
CHAP. 86.—An
connection
with reclamation
reclamation projects.
projects.
connection with

February 25, 1920.
Febrn25,1920.
rS.192.
IS. 796 -1
[Public. No.
No. 147.]
147.]
[Public,

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
p
on pro]United eeljsec
of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
.lamation
P"oStates
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the InIn- ects
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
Waterm3
from, allowed
ate
.tfrom,
terior in
in connection
connection with
with the
the operations
under the reclamation
reclamation law is for other
thanalloairrigaoperations under
terior
tion.
hereby
to enter
contract to
to supply
supply water
water from any tion.
into contract
enter into
authorized to
hereby authorized
project irrigation
system for
for other
than irrigation,
Proos.
such Provisos.
upon such
irrigation, upon
purposes than
other purposes
system
irrigation .
project
Consent of
of water
water
conditions of
delivery, use,
and payment
payment as
deem proper:
proper: Consent
may deem
he may
as he
use, and
of delivery,
conditions
ressity
Provided,
That the
approval of
such contract
by the
users' assoasso- us:!\Tes
Cessity required.
re quired.
water users
the water
contract by
of such
the approval
Provided, That
ciation or
or associations
associations shall
shall have
obtained: Provided,
Provided, That
been obtained:
first been
have first
ciation
showing
no
such
contract
shall
be
entered
into
except
upon
a
showing that
that
a
upon
except
into
entered
be
no such contract shall
there
is no
no other
source of
purpose: iff not detrimental
o
the purpose:
for the
supply for
of water
water supply
practicable source
other practicable
there is
detrimental to
servic
rrigtion service.
Provided further,
That no
water shall
afore- Irrigation
furnished for the uses aforebe furnished
shall be
no water
further, That
Provided
said if
such water
water shall
be detrimental
detrimental to the water
shall be
of such
delivery of
the delivery
if the
said

452
Use of receipts.
Useofreceipts.

25, 1920.
FFebruary
eb

iruarSy
[S. 25.
24541
[Public,
148.7
[Public, No. 148.]
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service for
for such
project, nor
to the
the rights
rights of
of any
any prior
prior apservice
such irrigation
irrigation project,
nor to
appropriator: Provided
That the moneys derived from such
such
propriator:
Provided further,
further, That
contracts
be covered
fund and
be placed
placed
and be
contracts shall
shall be
covered into
into the
the reclamation
reclamation fund
to the
the credit
of the
which such
water is
is supplied.
supplied.
the project
project from
from which
such water
to
credit of
Approved, February
February 25,
25, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
CHAP.
87.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
of the
the Flathead
Nation of
of
of certain
certain members
members of
Flathead Nation
CHAP. 87.-An
relief of
Indians, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
Indians,

Be
enacted by
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
States
Congress assembled, That
That during the period
one
period of one
America in Congress
States of
of America
year
from and
the approval
of this
this Act
Act the
Secretary of
of the
Inthe Inthe Secretary
approval of
after the
and after
year from
loateds en
terior is hereby
hereby authorized, under existing law
law and under such rules
rules
and regulations
regulations as
prescribe, to
make allotments
allotments on
on the
the FlatFlatto make
as he
he may
may prescribe,
and
head
Reservation, Montana,
to all
all unallotted,
unallotted, living
living children
enrolled
head Reservation,
Montana, to
children enrolled
with
the tribe,
tribe, enrolled
entitled to
enrollment: Provided,
such
Lands
Provided, That
That such
with the
enrolled or
or entitled
to enrollment:
ands"included.
inuded.
allotments
be made
any unallotted
unallotted or
or unsold
lands within
within the
the
allotments be
made from
from any
unsold lands
original
of the
the Flathead
including the
the area
area
original limits
limits of
Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, including
now classified
reserved as
timber lands,
cut-over lands, burned
burned
Timber
sales
lands, cut-over
as timber
classified and
and reserved
for now
tribal benefit.
trbal benefit.
or barren lands thereon; and patents issued for allotments
allotments hereunder
hereunder
for
any lands
timber has
not been
been cut
cut and
and marketed,
marketed,
for any
lands from
from which
which such
such timber
has not
shall
contain a
aclause
reserving to
the United
States the
right to
to cut
cut
clause reserving
to the
United States
the right
shall contain
Withholding
ofa-un- and market, for the tribal
by
the
as
now
authorized
withholduilg
of
tribal
benefit,
authorized
law,
sold lands until allot.
allotments
completed.
mentscompleted.
merchantable
Provided further, That
That
merchantable timber on
on the
the lands
lands so
so allotted:
allotted: Providedfurther,
when
the merchantable
has been
been cut
from any
lands allotted
allotted
when the
merchantable timber
timber has
cut from
any lands
hereunder, the
the title
title to
timber as
as remains
lands will
will theretherehereunder,
to such
such timber
remains on
on such
such lands
upon
pass to
to the
the respective
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior
upon pass
respective allottees,
allottees, and
the Interior
is hereby
to withhold
withhold from
from sale
sale or
or entry
entry all
all lands
unsold and
and
is
hereby directed
directed to
lands unsold
unentered within
reservation at
the date
date of
of the
the passage
passage of
unentered
within the
the said
said reservation
at the
of
Homestead
this Act until allotments hereunder
hereunder have
been
completed: Provided
Homestead allotallothave
been
completed:
Provided
s
ments.
ment
.
further,
further, That not exceeding
exceeding forty
forty acres
acres of
under
of each
each allotment made
made under
the provisions
the
provisions of
shall be designated
designated as a
homestead which
which
of this Act
Act shall
a homestead
inalienable and
and nontaxable
shall be inalienable
nontaxable during the
the minority of
of the
the allottee,
and
thereafter until
restrictions may be removed
removed either
either by
by
and thereafter
until such restrictions
Congress or
the Secretary
Congress
or the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
Approved, February
1920.
Approved,
February 25,
25, 1920.

Flathead
Indian
Reservation,
Mont.
Reservation, Mont.
Lands on, to unaltoed chillotted enrolled
dren.
dren.

February
27, 1920.
Februar 27,1920.
[S. 3202.)
[S.
320
0.
[Public, No. 1
119.)
[Public,
i.]

Guard
Cat Guard.
Coast

88.-An Act Granting
Granting leave
leave of absence
absence to officers
CHAP. 88.—An
officers of the Coast Guard and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
for

Be
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representativesof
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be itit enacted

°dicers granted
of America
assembled, That
That the
the President
President of
of the
the
Offcers
granted States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
lea\ e of absece
absence
for
rTpoyr
lte
temporary
employ-

ment by Venezuela.

7, 1920.
92.
February 27,
[II. R. 36.541
N 150.1
[Pubiic No.
[Public,
150.)

United
States be,
and he
he is
authorized to
to grant
grant leave
of abableave of
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
United States
sence without
to such
officer or
or officers
officers of
of the
the United
States
sence
without pay
pay to
such officer
United States
advisable, and
and to
or them
them
Coast Guard as
as he
he may
may deem
deem advisable,
to permit
permit him
him or
to
the Venezuelan
such
to accept
accept employment
employment with
with the
Venezuelan Government
Government with
with such
compensation and
emoluments as
as may
may be
upon between
between the
the
compensation
and emoluments
be agreed
agreed upon
Venezuelan Government
and such
such officer
officer or
or officers
officers thus
thus granted
granted
Venezuelan
Government and
leave of
of absence.
absence.
leave
Approved,
February 27,
27, 1920.
1920.
Approved, February
CHAP. 89.—An
CHAP.
authorize the
the governor
of the
the Territory
of Hawaii
Hawaii to
acquire
89.-An Act
Act To authorize
governor of
Territoryof
to acquire
privately
owned lands
lands and
and rights
of way
way within
within the
the boundaries
of the
the Hawaii
Nat
iona l
privately owned
rights of
boundaries of
Hawaii National
ark.

and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the United
that the
the governor
of the
the TerTergovernor of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
t on a l States
States of
of America
America in
Acquiringadditiona ritory of
of Hawaii
hereby authorized
Hawaii is
is hereby
authorized to
to acquire,
acquire, at
at the
the expense
expense of
of the
the
C
o
Territory
exchange or
otherwise, all
all privately
owned
Vol.39, p.432
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, by
by exchange
or otherwise,
privately owned
lands
lying within
of the
the Hawaii
Hawaii National
National Park
Park as
as
lands lying
within the
the boundaries
boundaries of

Hawaiii National
a
par
Park.
Acquiring additional
lands
lands for, authorized.
authorized.
VoL 39, p. 432.
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defined by
establish aanational
national park
in the
the Territory
Territory of
park in
to establish
Act to
"An Act
by "An
defined
Hawaii,"
August 1,
1, 1916,
1916, and
andiall
perpetual easeeasenecessary perpetual
all necessary
approved August
Hawaii," approved
ments
or roadways,
roadways, in
n fee
simple, over or to
to said
fee simple,
of way,
way, or
rights of
and rights
ments and
land
any part
thereof.
part thereof.
or any
land or

restrictions
GenerHl
"An iaen
entitled "An
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the provisions
of section
of an
an Act
Act entitled
a eglea f,e
i
rrictims
73 of
section 73
provisions of
SEC.
Act
to provide
for the
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii,"
approved vor.
31, p.p.155; Vol.
Vo.31'
Hawaii," approved
government for
provide aagovernment
Act to
36
p 444.
April
30, 1900, as
by an
Act approved
27, 1910, relating 3 '
May 27,
approved May
anAct
as amended
amended by
April 30,1900,
to
exchanges of
shall not
acquisition, by
in the
the acquisition,
apply in
not apply
lands, shall
public lands,
of public
to exchanges
exchange,
privately owned
owned lands
lands herein
referred to.
to.
herein referred
the privately
of the
exchange, of
Approved,
February 27, 1920.
1920.
Approved, February
.

13.444.

CHAP. 90.—An
Act To
To amend the Army Appropriation
Appropriation Act for 1920, and for the
90.-An Act
CHAP.

purchase
and to
to provide
for construction
'work at
at certain
certain military
posts, and
and
military posts,
construction work
provide for
of land
land and
purchase of
for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

February 28,
22, 1920.
1920.
February
[H. R.
R. 82191
8Ri9.]
[H.
[Public, No. 151.)
[Public, No. 151.)

Be
it enacted
and Howe
Representativesof the United
House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
Armv
assembled, That the paragraph
in congress
Congressassembled,
States
paragraph under
under the i
America in
States of America
nITIt ry School
reSchool reInfaritry
Sill,
ill,
oort
from 1' ort
moved from
subheading
"United States
Schools" under
under the heading moved
Service Schools"
States Service
subheading "United
Bena.,t
o
B
enBento
Camp
Okla.,
"General
Act entitled
"An Act
Act making
making approp
Ga
G Cg,
appro-nning,
entitled "An
of the
the Act
Corps" of
Staff Corps"
"General Staff
p. 106,
amend106, amendAnte, p.
year ending
priations
support of
the Army for
the fiscal year
ending June ed.Ante,
for the
of the
the support
for the
priations for
30,
1920, and
purposes," approved
approved July
11, 1919,
1919, be, and
the
and the
July 11,
for other
other purposes,"
and for
30, 1920,
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
substituting the
the words
words "the
"the Infantry
by substituting
amended by
same
School,
Camp Benning,
Benning, Georgia,"
Georgia," for
for the
the words "
the Infantry
Infantry School
"the
School, Camp
of
Oklahoma," and
and the
"Infantry School
School of
of Arms,
Arms,
the "Infantry
Sill, Oklahoma,"
Fort Sill,
at Fort
of Arms
Arms at
therein.
Fort
Sill,
Oklahoma,"
where
the
appear
same
the
where
Fort Sill, Oklahoma,"
Use of appropriaanduprOpS
tio and
the heading "Reserve
under the
SEC. 2.
the third
third paragraph
paragraph under
"Reserve tions
unexpended
2. That
That the
SEC.
unxpended
balances.
A .nd .
Corps"
subheading "Ordnance
Supplies for
for Military
balances
Military EquipEuip ations
"Ordnance Supplies
and subheading
Corps" and
ment
of Schools
Schools and
Colleges" of
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act making ed.
entitled "An
of the
and Colleges"
ment of
appropriations for
the support
support of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
for the
the Army
Army for
for the
appropriations
June
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
1919, be,
July 11,
11, 1919,
approved July
for other
1920, and
30, 1920,
June 30,
and the
same is
i
shereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
follows:
on real
real
Restriction on
read as
as follows:
to read
and
the same
Restriction
purchases and
nor any
any of estate purchases
herein nor
made herein
"That no
part of
of any
any of
appropriations made
the appropriations
of the
no part
"That
camp construction.
ns tation.
the
heretofore made for the
p.t 27t .1
the supsup- A'pt,
appropriations heretoforemadefor
of appropriations
balances of
unexpended balances
the unexpended
p
st p.
Post,
456.
4.6.
,
p.
Po
Establishment
Military
the
Army
the
of
port
and
maintenance
of
the
Army
or
Military
Establishment
shall
port and maintenance
be
the purchase
real estate
estate or
construction of
for the
the construction
or for
of real
purchase of
for the
expended for
be expended
Army camps
camps or
or cantonments,
such cases at
Army
at National
National Army
in such
except in
cantonments, except
Army
or National
National Guard
Guard camps
camps or
or cantonments
in use
use prior to
which were in
cantonments which
or
November 11,
it has been or may be found more econom1918, where it
11, 1918,
November
ical to
the Government,
Government, for
of salvaging such camps or
purpose of
the purpose
for the
to the
ical
cantonments, to
to buy
estate than to continue
continue to pay rentals or
real estate
buy real
cantonments,
claims for
for damages
thereon, and
have
plants have
industrial plants
except where industrial
and except
damages thereon,
claims
been
constructed or
the Government
Government for
war purposes,
purposes,
for war
by the
over by
or taken
taken over
been constructed
and the
land is
necessary in
interest
order to protect the interest
in order
is necessary
of land
purchase of
the purchase
and
of the
Government: Provided,
Provided, That
That there
the Proviso.
of
the Government:
there may
may be
be expended
expended for
for the
o
pendProsfed
Specified
expendiauthorized.
purposes hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
specified, from
the unexpended
unexpended balances
tsuterhorized.
of tures
balances of
from the
purposes
appropriations
heretofore made for the support and maintenance
maintenance of
appropriations heretofore
the
the Military
which are available
available for such
Establishment which
Military Establishment
or the
Army or
the Army
purposes, and,
when any
exhausted, from the
any such balances are exhausted,
and, when
purposes,
appropriations made
such purposes
purposes under
several
the several
Act, the
under this Act,
for such
made for
appropriations
sums
follows:
sums as follows:
Infantry.
Infantry.
"INFANTRY.
NFAxTRY.
"I
kr

.

a.

p

128, amend-

.

"To complete
the Infantry school at Camp Benning, Georgia: For
complete the
"To
$515,252; for the construction
the
of real
estate, $515,252;
construction and comreal estate,
purchase of
the purchase
pletion of
buildings and
engineer railroad, now
centimeter engineer
the sixty
sixty centimeter
and the
of buildings
pletion
in
$320,000; total
total for
for Infantry
Infantry school,
school,
of construction,
construction, $320,000;
m process
process of
balances of aunexpended balances
$835,250:
apno part of the unexpended
That no
Provided, That
$835,250: Provided,
propriations
heretofore made for the support of the Army shall be
propriations heretofore
expended for
for construction
construction at
at Camp
Camp Gordon,
SecreGordon, Georgia, and the Secreexpended

tary
of War
War is
sell the real estate and buildings of
to sell
directed to
is hereby
hereby directed
tary of

l
C
me
ane Benning,
Ga.,
seiCoam
Completion, etc.
etc.

Bennn g, Ca

Completion,

Provisos.

Provisos.

s

Bings,etc., to be
sold.
sold.
Saurling` ,
d
ee
r'
.̀, :̀03i.
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Transport
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said camp
to the
the best
best advantage
of the
Government, the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of
the Government,
advantage of
camp to
said
such sale
to be
be covered
covered into
into the
the Treasury
to the
credit of
miscellaneous
of miscellaneous
the credit
Treasury to
sale to
such
receipts:
Provided further,
made prior to
That said sale shall not be made
further, That
receipts: Provided
June
30, 1921.
1921.
June 30,

"MOTOR

TRANSPORT CORPS.
"MOTOR TRANSPORT
CORPS.

Corps.
Corps.

complete motor
"To complete
motor transport schools
schools as follows:
follows:
At Camp
For the
the purchase
"At
Camp Holabird,
Holabird, Maryland:
Maryland: For
purchase of real estate,
$140,000.
$140,000.
completion
Camp Normoyle, Tex.
"At Camp Normoyle, Texas: For the construction
construction and completion
"At
CampNormoyle,Tex.
of
shops, $30,000;
the purchase
real estate,
for
$2,500; for
estate, $2,500;
of real
purchase of
for the
$30,000; for
main shops,
of main
the
construction and
$161,000; in
in
buildings, $161,000;
storage buildings,
of steel
steel storage
erection of
and erection
the construction
all, $193,500.
$193,500.
all,
"COAST ARTILLERY.
ARTILLERY.
"COAST
Artillery.
Coast Artillery.
School completion.
Camp Holabird, Md.

School completion.

CampHoabird, Md.

Camp Eustis, Va.
pchase
eamlestse
Real
estate purchase.

"
For the
of real
estate at
Camp Eustis,
Virginia, $42,198.23.
$42,198.23.
Eustis, Virginia,
at Camp
real estate
purchase of
the purchase
" For
ARTILERY.
ELD ARTILLERY.
"FIELD

Field Artillery.
Artillery.
Training centers.
Camp Knox, Ky.
Purchase of
land.
ofand
Provisos.
Provisos.
Restriction.
Restriction.
Construction, etc.
etc.
Construction,

"
Artillery training centers:
"To complete
complete Field Artillery
"At Camp
Camp Knox
Kentucky: For the purchase of real estate,
Knox, Kentucky:
"At
$811,338:
Provided, hat
land shall
shall be
purchased west
west of
of the
the IliIllibe purchased
no land
That no
$811,338: Provided,
nois Central Railroad
Railroad tracks and north of the Tip Top-Grayhampton
Top-Grayhampton
Road;
for general
work, $50,000;
$50,000; for completion
completion of the
construction work
general construction
Road; for
Dixie
for plumbing,
and refrigeration,
refrigeration,
heating, and
plumbing, heating,
$100,000; for
Highway, $100,000;
Dixie Highway,
Provided, That no part of the
$986,338:
for Camp
total for
$25,000;
Camp Taylor, Ky.
$25
000. total
Camp Knox,
Knox, $986,338:
Provided,
Discontin
uance
Discontinuance,
etc., of.
balances of
of appropriations
appropriations heretofore
for the
the supmade for
heretofore made
,unexpended
unexpended balances
of.
etc,
for construction
port of
Army shall
shall be
construction at Camp Taylor,
be expended
expended for
the Army
of the
port
Kentucky,
and the
Secretary of
of War
War is
directed to
to sell the real
is hereby
hereby directed
the Secretary
Kentucky, and
estate
buildings of
of said
said camp
camp to
advantage of the Govbest advantage
the best
to the
and buildings
estate and
to
ernment,
conditions are
are such
that Camp
prepared to
Knox is prepared
Camp Knox
such that
whenever conditions
ernment, whenever
take over
the Field
Artillery School
now
being
conducted at
Camp
at
Camp
conducted
being
now
School
Artillery
Field
the
over
take
Time designated.
Taylor,
and in
1921, the
no event later than June 30, 1921,
in no
Kentucky, and
Taylor, Kentucky,
Time dested
Treasury to the credit of
proceeds of
to be
covered into the Treasury
of
be covered
sale to
such sale
of such
proceeds
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
miscellaneous
Camp
Bragg N.
C.
"
At Camp
Camp Bragg,
Bragg, North
North Carolina:
purchase of real estate,
For the purchase
Carolina: For
"At
N. C.
Camp Bragg
l a n d $1,128,000; for construction as follows: For hospital,
consutrM
c.tand,
painting, and
and
$1,128,000; for construction as follows: For hospital, painting,
.coPtr net.
carpentry, $5,000;
$1,000; for siding on the
glazing one hangar, $1,000;
$5,000; for glazing
carpentry,
for gravel roads in reservation,
administration building
$1,500; for
building,' $1,500;
administration
$10,000; for
for gravel
gravel road to
Fayetteville, North Carolina, $25,000; for
to Fayetteville,
$10,000;
Provisos
incidental work
work and
and miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $2,500;
$2,500; total
for Camp
Camp Bragg,
Bragg,
total for
incidental
Prisos.
unexpended balances of
Camp
$1,173,000: Provided,
part of the unexpended
Provided, That no part
$1,173,000:
V.
Camp Eustis, Va.
• •
Sale, etc., authorised.
tor the support
heretofore made for
Sale, etc., authoried appropriations
appropriations heretofore
support of the Army shall be
expended for
at Camp
Camp Eustis,
Virginia, and the SecreEustis, Virginia,
construction at
for construction
expended
tary
War is
directed to
real estate and buildings of
the real
to sell the
is hereby
hereby directed
tary of
of War
said camp
to the
the best
advantage of
of the Government,
the proceeds of
Government, the
best advantage
camp to
said
such sale
to be
the Treasury
Treasury to
miscellaneous
the credit of miscellaneous
to the
into the
be covered
covered into
sale to
such
Time designated.
receipts: Provided
further, That said sale shall not be made prior to
Providedfurther,
receipts:
Time deigated.
June 30,
30, 1921.
1921.
June
Engineer Corps.
CORPS.
"ENGINEER
"
ENGINEER CORPS.
Eigineer Corps.
Training ceters.

CPrhase

Camp 1..A. Humph-

re
Cm
x
pa
.
.
IL.
re.T,

v.ump

A. Humph-

Land purchase.
piurhase.

To complete
"To
complete
phreys,
plireys, Virginia:
Virginia:
„

Signal Corps.
Signal
Camp Alfred Vail,
N. J.
Land
Land purchase.
purchase.

.pJ.

the
A. A.
HumA. HumCamp A.
at Camp
camp at
training camp
engineer training
the engineer
For the purchase of real estate, $20,455.
$20,455.
" SIGNAL
SIGNAL CORPS.
CORPS.

"To
To complete
complete the Signal Corps camp at Camp Alfred
Alfred Vail, New
Jersey:
For the purchase
purchase of
of real
real estate,
estate, $110,000.
$110,000.
Jersey: For
4
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"REGULAR
ARMY POSTS.
"REGULAR ARMY
POSTS.
"To complete
complete the
the purchase
real estate:
estate:
purchase of
of real
"To
"For Watervliet
Watervliet Arsenal
$236,000.
York, $236,000.
Arsenal extension,
extension, New
New York,
"For
"For
Kalena tract,
$20,000.
tract, Hawaii,
Hawaii, $20,000.
"For Kalena
"For
Revere, Massachusetts,
$975.
Massachusetts, $975.
"For Fort
Fort Revere,
"CHEMICAL WARFARE
WARFARE SERVICE.
SERVICE.
"CHEMICAL

Army
posts.
Armyposts.
Land purchases.

Landpurchases.

Watervliet Arsenal,
Arsenal,
N.teiet
N. Y.
Kalena, Hawaii.
Hawaii.
Fort
Revere, Mass.
Mass.
Fort Revere.
Chemical War fare

Servic
Service.

arae.

Midland, Mich.
Mich.
site, Midland, Midland,
"
the purchase
purchase of
of real
at Salt
Salt Well site,
real estate
estate at
To complete
complete the
" To
Michigan,
Michigan, $3,072.
$3,072.
m ydgewood Arsenal,
"Edgewood
reservoir and
and pipe
lines, $7,500.
$7,500. Mddge' ° ° d Arsenal,
for reservoir
pipe lines,
Arsenal, Maryland,
Maryland, for
"Edgewood Arsenal,
"Total
Warfare Service, $10,572.
$10,572.
"Total for Chemical
Chemical Warfare

"AIR SERVICE.
"AIR
SERVICE.

"To complete
Air Service
Service fields,
fields, as
as follows:
follows:
"To
complete Air

"For hangars
hangars for storage at Aviation General
General Supply Depot at
"For
Fairfield, Ohio, $5,500.
$5,500.
Fairfield,
"For hangars
hangars for
Aviation General
at
at Aviation
General Supply
Supply Depot
Depot at
"For
for storage at
San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas, $23,000.
"For completion
completion of barracks
barracks and quarters
quarters at Fords Island, Hawaii,
"For
$35,000.
$35,000.
"For construction
construction of
of sewer
sewer system
system at
at Arcadia
Arcadia Balloon school, Los
"For
Angeles,
$1,500.
Angeles, California,
California, $1,500.
"For general construction
construction at Selfridge Field, Mount Clemens,
Clemens,
"For

Michigan,
$35,000.
Michigan, $35,000.
"
For the
tke purchase of real estate as follows:
"For
"For Aviation
Aviation General Supply Depot, Richmond, Virginia, $5,100.
"For Ellington Field, Houston,
Houston, Texas, $40,642.
$40,642.
"For
"For Chanute Field, Rantoul, Illinois, $208,000.
$208,000.
"For
$88,400.
"For Park Field, Memphis, Tennessee, $88,400.
"For
Mather Field, Sacramento,
$78,673.
"For Mather
Sacramento, California, $78,673.
"For Chapman
Chapman Field, Miami, Florida, $71,500.
$71,500.
"For
"For
March Field, Riverside,
Riverside, California, $64,000.
"For March
$64,000.
"For
"For Brooks Field, San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas, $140,446.
$140,446.
"For Kelly Field No. 2, San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas, $349,686.33.
"For
$349,686.33.
"For
oyster rights
"For purchase of real estate and acquisition of
of oyster
rights at
at
Langley Field,
Langley
Field Virginia,
Virinia, $12,000.
"For
Belleville, Illinois,
Illinois, $100.
$100.
"For Scott
Scott Field
Field right
right of
of way, Belleville,
"For
Pennsylvania,
Middletown, Pennsylvania,
"For Aviation General Supply Depot, Middletown,
$50,000.
$50,000.
"For
Aviation General
Arkansas,
"For Aviation
General Supply Depot, Little Rock, Arkansas,
$55,000.
$55,000.
"For Arcadia
Balloon School,
School, Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, California,
"For
Arcadia Balloon
California, $55,655.
$55,655.
of
"Curtiss-Elmwood plant
New York: The
The Secretary
Secretary of
at Buffalo,
Buffalo, New
plant at
"Curtiss-Elmwood
be, and
is hereby,
authorized to pay to the Curtiss Aeroplane
Aeroplane
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
War be,
and
Motor Corporation
Corporation of
New York,
York, a
a sum
sum not
not to
exceed
to exceed
of New
and Motor
S1,804,300.49,
f
.
uri and complete
complete settlement and satisfaction
satisfaction of all
S1,804,300.49, in fuli
charges
and claims
for depreciation,
depreciation, wear
wear and
tear, obsolescence
obsolescence .and
and
claims for
and tear,
charges and
amortization,
provided for, growing out of, or in any manner arising
amortization, provided
from, or
by virtue of
of Bureau
contracts numnumfrom,
or by
Bureau of
of Aircraft
Aircraft Production
Production contracts
the
2673-1, 2673-A, 2673-1-A, and 2814-A; and for the
bered 2673, 2673-1,
purchase and acquisition
purchase
acquisition by the United States, free and clear of all
incumbrance, of the plant of the Curtiss Aeroplane
Aeroplane and Motor
Motor Corincumbrance,
North
Curtiss-Elmwood plant, situated on .North
poration, known as the Curtiss-Elmwood
Elmwood
consisting of
Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo,
Buffalo, New York; said plant consisting
seventy-nine and one-tenth
(79.1) acres
together
one-tenth (79.1)
acres of land,
land, more or less, together
seventy-nine
with
structures, buildings, factories, warehouses,
tools,
warehouses, machinery,
machinery, tools,
with all
all structures,
equipment,
improvements, facilities, and
appurtenances
end appurtenances
equipment, and all improvements,
belonging thereto, and which
which make up, constitute, and form the said
belonging
Curtiss-Elmwood plant.
Curtiss-Elmwood

Service.
Air Service.

Construction at
ots
Construction
fields
etc. at
elds, etc.
pots,

ded

Realestate
Real
estate purchases at depots and
fields.

fields '

cu

r t i s-Elmwood
Curtis
-Elmwood
plant,
Buffalo, N. Y.
plant,Bufalo,N.Y.
Payment in settlemnt
ment
of all claims, etc.,
under contracts.

llcaims, etc.
undercontracts.

purchase
Purchase of plant.
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PLANTS.
""NITRATE
NITRATE PLANTS.

Nitrate plants.
Ancor, Ohio.
Ancor,Ohio.
Land
purchase.
Land purchase.

Construction

SESS.
II. CH.
Cm. 90, 91.
91.
SEaES. II.

eofl-

tracts on csplus
cost-plus,
etc.
'etc.
tracts

complete the purchase
"To complete
purchase of or to settle the obligation
obligation of the
with the
Government
real estate
estate contracted
for in
in connection
connection with
contracted for
for real
Government for
erection of
of the
the nitrate
nitrate plant
at Ancor,
Hamilton County,
County, Ohio,
Ohio,
Ancor, Hamilton
plant at
erection

$180,000."
$180,000."
SEC. 3.
contract for
construction covered
covered by
by the
the approapprofor construction
no contract
3. That
That no
SEC.

priations
contained in this Act, or any of the unexpended
priations contained
unexpended balances
balances
of
for the
support of
the Military
Military
of the
the support
made for
heretofore made
of appropriations
appropriations heretofore
Establishment,
the cost
cost of
of which
which can
can not
not be
be
work, the
repair work,
except repair
Establishment, except
clearly estimated,
estimated, shall
shall be
let to
to any
contractor under
under what
what is
is known
known
any contractor
be let
clearly
as
the "cost-plus,"
percentage," or
or "cost-plus
fixed fee
fee
"cost-plus aafixed
"cost-plus percentage,"
as the
"cost-plus," "cost-plus
Prvio.
Proviso.
for compensation"
compensation" system
or form
form of
Provided, however,
however,
contract: Provided,
of contract:
system or
Completion of pendend-for
Completion
ing
works allowed.
allowed.
That work or construction
ing works
construction let under such
such system or form
form of contract
contract
and now
now under
under process
may be
be concluded.
concluded.
of completion
completion may
process of
and

plans forbidden.
forbidden.
plans

Raritan
Raritan
N.
J.
N.J.

Arsenal,

ARSENAL.
RARITAN ARSENAL.
RARITAN

Payment for real es.
tate requisitioned
for.
es
iet
Vol.
40, p.
53.
p. 353.
Vol 40,

S
EC. 4.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
he is
be, and
and he
of War
4. That
SEC.
balances of the approunexpended balances
to
expend such
portion of
the unexpended
approof the
such portion
to expend
piiations made
by the
deficiency- Act,
Act, approved
approved October
October
urgent deficiency
the second
second urgent
made by
priations
6,
1917, for
and shipping
buildings as
as may
may be
be necesnecesshipping buildings
storage and
terminal storage
for terminal
6, 1917,
sary for
for the
the payment
payment of
of awards
awards to
to cover
cover the
the acquisition
of the
the followfollowacquisition of
sary
ing-described real
estate which
which has
requisitioned under
the proprounder the
has been
been requisitioned
real estate
ing-described
Vol. 40, p. 279.
visions
section 10
the Act
approved August
.August 10, 1917 (Fortieth
Act approved
of the
10 of
of section
visions of
o. p.40,
Description.
Description.
276), to wit: Two
Statutes at Large, page
page 276),
Two thousand and eighty-nine
acres of
land, more
and appurtenances
thereto belonging,
belonging,
appurtenances thereto
or less,
less, and
more or
of land,
acres
situated
Woodbridge and Raritan,
of Woodbridge
in townships
townships of
Metuchen, in
near Metuchen,
situated near
county of
of Middlesex,
New Jersey,
and now
now occupied
occupied as an
of New
Jersey, and
State of
Middlesex, State
county
Proviso.
ordnance depot
known as
Raritan Arsenal:
Provided, That
where
That where
Arsenal: Provided,
as Raritan
and known
depot and
Completion of title. ordnance
completion
the title
title to
the above-described
above-described real
acquired by
real estate sought to be acquired
to the
the
such requisitions,
served, proves
proves to
to be
defective by reason
reason
be defective
already served,
such
requisitions, already
of the
necessary parties
parties in interest were
were not served with
fact that all necessary
of
the fact
requisitions or
or for
for any
any other
reason, the
the Secretary
Secretary of War be,
be, and he
other reason,
requisitions
is
hereby, authorized
to purchase
acquire by condemnation
condemnation or
or
or to acquire
purchase or
authorized to
is hereby,
otherwise
such outstanding
outstanding titles
are necessary
vest
as are
necessary to completely vest
titles as
otherwise such
America.
the fee
fee simple
title to
estate in
in the United States of America.
to such
such real estate
simple title
the

tatre

forreal

GenWalter Reed General Hospital.

WALTER
REED GENERAL
GENERAL HOSPITAL.
HOSPTIAL.
WALTER REED

Restrietion on purRestriction
ch:i.o
estate not
chase of real estate
applicable
addition
applicable to addition
to.
Ante, p. 12S.
128.
Ante,

That
in the
the Army
Army Appropriation
Appropriation Act apcontained in
no provision
provision contained
That no
proved
July 11, 1919 (Public
Congress),
Sixty-sixth Congress),
Numbered 7, Sixty-sixth
(Public Numbered
proved July
shall
or construed
to prohibit
approexpenditure of the approprohibit the
the expenditure
construed to
deemed or
shall be
be deemed
purchase of land contiguous
piiation
therein for the
the purchase
contiguous
made therein
of $350,000
$350,000 made
priation of
nine-tenths acres
to the
Walter Reed
Reed General
General Hospital,
Hospital, twenty-six
twenty-six and
and nine-tenths
acres
to
the Walter
more
the acquisition
acreage for the
acquisition of so much of said acreage
more or less, and the
amount appropriated
appropriated as
the Secretary
discretion, may
War, in
in his discretion,
Secretary of
of War,
as the
amount
deem
be in
the public
interest.
public interest.
in the
deem to
to be
Approved,
28, 1920.
1920.
Approved, February
February 28,

2S, 1920.
February
February 28,
[H.
R. 104a53.]
10453.1
[H. R.
(Public, No. 152.1
152.]
[Public,

Transportation Act,
Act,
Transportation
1920.
1920.

railroads
CHAP.
— An Act
To provide
of Federal
Federal control
control of
of railroads
the termination
termination of
provide for
for the
91.-An
Act To
CHAP. 91.
and systems
of transportation;
transportation; to
provide for
settlement of
of disputes
disputes between
between
to provide
for the
the settlement
and
systems of
to further
further amend
carriers and
their employees;
employees; to
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate
carriers
and their
commerce," approved
approved February
February 4,
1887, as
as amended,
amended, and
for other
other purposes.
and for
purposes.
4, 1887,
commerce,"

Be
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United States
States of
of America
assembled,
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in,
United

TITLE I.-DEFINITIONS.
1.—DEFINITIONS.

Definitions.
Definitions.

Title.
Title.

SECTION
This Act
Act may
may be cited
SECTION 1.
1. This
cited as the
the "Transportation
"Transportation Act,

1920."

91.
II. CH.
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
Sass. II.
Cu. 91.
CONGRESS. SEss.
SIXTY-SIXTH

1920.
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S
EC. 2.
When used
this Act—
TRANSPORTATION
ACT.
TSaPORTATION ACT.
Actin this
used in
2. When
SEC.
The
term
"Interstate
Commerce
Act"
means
the
Act
entitled
,
3
,
1
In
ean
t
in
g
t
o
t
f
terms.
MainerstafteCrms.
entitled
Act
the
means
Act"
The term "Interstate Commerce
'
e
4,, 1887,
approved Feburary
"An
to regulate
Feburary 4
1887 , as merceAct."
merce
commerce," approved
regulate commerce,"
Act to
"An Act
Vol. .eAr.cst?
24,
379. ornp.379.
24, p.
Vol.
474.
p.
Post,
amended;
Post, p. 474.
amended;
Court
The term
term "Commerce
"Commerce Court
Court Act"
Act" means
Act entitled
entitled "An
erce Conrt
"Cotmerce
"An Ac",c,c,xnun
the Act
means the
The
p.539.
vol. 36, p.
Act
to create
amend an Act entitled 'An -Vol.
539.
court, and to amend
commerce court,
a commerce
create a
Act to
Act
to regulate
regulate commerce,'
commerce,' approved
February 4, 1887, as heretofore
approved February
Act to
amended,
for other
purposes," approved
1910;
18, 1910
June 18,
approved June
other purposes,"
and for
amended, and
1"Federal Control
The term
term "Federal
Control Act"
means the
Act entitled
An Act.,ntr
Ac7: ?cleral Control
entitled "An
the Act
Act" means
"Federal Control
The
451,1290.
Act to
to provide
provide for
the operation
operation of
of transportation
Vol. 40,
40, pp.
pp. 451,
1290.
while Vol.
systems while
transportation systems
for the
Act
under
for the
just compensation of their owners, and
the just
control, for
Federal control,
under Federal
for
approved March 21,
21, 1918,
as amended;
control
"Federal control."
amended;
1918, as
purposes," approvedMarch
for other
other purposes,"
"Federal
The term
"Federal control"
control" means
means the
the possession,
possession, use, control,
term "Federal
The
and operation
of railroads
railroads and
transportation, taken over Vol. 39, p. 645.
systems of transportation,
and systems
operation of
and
entitled "An
or
assumed by
the President
President under
under section
the Act
"An VOl- 39,p. 45
Act entitled
of the
section 11of
by the
or assumed
the
for
Army
of
Act
making
appropriations
for
support
the
fiscal
the
for
Act making appropriations
August
approved August
year
ending June
30, 1917,
purposes," approved
other purposes,"
for other
1917, and for
June 30,
year ending
29,
or under
the Federal
Control Act;
Act; and
and
.
Federal Control
under the
29, 1916,
1916, or
"Commission."
Com- "ammisson
The term
"Commission" means the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Cornterm "Commission"
The
mission.
Termination
Fed
of of Federaien1on
OF FEDERAL
TITLE II.—TERMINATION
FEDERAL CONTROL.
CONTROL.
II.-TERMINATION OF
TITLE
eral
control.
Effective
March 1,
1,
Effective March
ve ar
9.
S
EC. 200.
200. (a)
terminate at 12.01 a. m., 11920.
shall terminate
control shall
Federal control
(a) Federal
SEC.
possession
relinquish possession
March
President shall then relinquish
the President
and the
1920; and
1, 1920;
March 1,
and
of all
all railroads
railroads and
systems of
of transportation
transportation then under
and systems
control of
and control
Federal
control and
cease the
the use
use and operation thereof.
and cease
Federal control
Powers relinquished.
(b)
Thereafter the
have or
or exercise
exercise any
any of
the Powersrelinquished.
of the
not have
shall not
President shall
the President
(b) Thereafter
powers
him by
by the
Federal Control
Control Act
ption oof tasrelatingAct relating—
the Federal
upon him
conferred upon
powers conferred
Operation
transportation systems.
railroads or systems of transporta- portationsystems.
of railroads
(1) To
To the
operation of
or operation
use or
the use
(1)

tion;
tion;
Supervision of
of carSupervtsion
tion;
f carriers.1O
(2)
control or
carriers owning or operating riers.
of the
the carriers
supervision of
or supervision
the control
To the
(2) To
them,
or of
business or affairs
carriers;
affairs of such carriers;
the business
of the
them, or
Rates,classifications,
regulations, or ettes,cassiacations,
classifications, regulations,
(3)
To their
their rates,
rates, fares,
fares, charges,
charges, classifications,
etc.
(3) To
practices;
tsport
Water transportapractices;
Water
facilities, termitcrmifacilities,
tion
(4)
To the
construction, or other acquisition of boats, tion
purchase, construction,
the purchase,
(4) To
nals, etc.
nalsetc.
canal,
inland,
facilities
barges,
tugs,
and
other
transportation
facilities
on
the
transportation
barges, tugs, and other
or
pursuance of contracts
or
coastwise waterways;
waterways; or (except in pursuance
contracts or
or coastwise
agreements
into before
the termination of Federal control)
before the
entered into
agreements entered
connection
of
terminals, motive
motive power, cars, or equipment, on or in connection
of terminals,
ation.
with any
any railroad
transportation;
Canal operation.
of transportation;
system of
or system
railroad or
with
urhase of ca
(5) To
canals;
Purchase
carriers'
or operation
operation of canals;
utilization or
the utilization
(5)
To the
(6) To
securities of
of carriers,
carriers, except
pursuance securities.
securities.
except in pursuance
of securities
purchase of
the purchase
To the
(6)
of
termination of
entered into before the termination
agreements entered
or agreements
contracts or
of contracts
Federal
as a
necessary or
incident to the adjustor proper incident
a necessary
or as
control, or
Federal control,
ment, settlement,
settlement, liquidation
liquidation and winding
out
winding up of matters arising out
ment,
of
Federal
control;
or
seofrevolvingfnnd.
of Federal control; or
Use
of revolving fund.
(7)
To the
use for any
in
any of the purposes above stated (except in
the use
(7) To
pursuance
or agreements
agreements entered
before the ter- Exceptions.
E.ptioa
entered into before
of contracts
contracts or
pursuance of
necessary or proper
control, and except as aa necessary
naination of
Federal control,
proper
of Federal
mination
incident
to the
winding up
or settling
settling of matters arising out of
up or
the winding
incident to
Federal
and except
except as
section 202) of the revolving
revolving
provided in section
as provided
control, and
Federal control,
Vol. 40, p..4.45.5.
VoL40,
fund
created by
by such
such Act,
of any of the additions
additions thereto made ,
or of
Act, or
fund created
Ante, p. 34.
deficiency Ae, p. 34.
a deficiency
"An Act to supply a
by the Act entitled
or by
under such
Act, or
entitled "An
such Act,
under
in the
appropriation for carrying
carryi g out the Act entited
entitled 'An
'An Act to
the appropriation
in
under
transportation
provide
for
of
transportation
systems
while
under
operation
the
provide for
owners,' and for
k
ederal control,
control, for
compensation of their
their owners
for
the just compensation
for the
Federal
aremergcypowother
30, 1919. Waremergency
June 30,
approved June
1918," approved
March 21,
21, 1918,"
approved March
other purposes,'
purposes,' approved
pownot affected.
ersnotafected.
(c) N
o thing in
in this
this Act shall
construed as affecting
affecting or limiting
limiting ers
shall be construed
Nothing
(c)
Vol. 39, p. 645.
ol.39,p. 6.
of war (under section 11 of the
the power
time of
in time
President in
the President
of the
power of
the
the
the
appropriations
Act
entitled
"An
making
appropriations
for
support
of
Act
"An
entitled
Act
44281°-21-3.1
44281°-21-31
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Army for
ending June 30, 1917, and for other puryear ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
Army
poses,"
August 29,
29, 1916)
possession and assume
take possession
to take
1916) to
approved August
poses," approved
control of
system of
of transportation
transportation and
utilize the
the same.
same.
and utilize
any system
of any
control

Inland
waterways.
Inlandwaterways.

WATERWAYS.
INLAND WATERWAYS.
ON INLAND
BOATS ON
GOVERNMENT-OWNED
GOVERNMENT-OWNED BOATS

Sze. 201.
201. (a)
(a) On
the termination
termination of Federal control, as provided
On the
SEC.
in section
section 200,
boats, barges, tugs, and other transportation
transportation
all boats,
200, all
in
facilities,
on the
the inland,
inland, canal,
coastwise waterways
(hereinafter
waterways (hereinafter
and coastwise
canal, and
facilities, on
Po, p.9.
in
section called
"transportation facilities")
facilities") acquired
acquired by the
called "transportation
this section
in this
United States
States in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
the fourth
paragraph of
of section 66 of
fourth paragraph
40,p.
p. 45
455.
United
VoL 4,
the Federal
Federal Control
Control Act
the transportation
confacilities contransportation facilities
(except the
Act (except
the
stituting parts
of
railroads
or transportation
transportation systems
over
which
which
over
systems
or
railroads
of
parts
stituting
4.
Pot,p.
Post, p. 1149.
Federal control
was assumed)
assumed) are
are transferred
transferred to
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
to the
control was
Federal
o114 Ipo
Operation con- War, who shall operate
transportation
operated such transportation
oD War, who shall operate or cause to be operated
ertion
t
tinued,
etc.
facilities
that the
the lines
of inland
water transportation
established
transportation established
inland water
lines of
so that
facilities so
by
or
through
the
President
during
Federal
control
shall
be concontrol
Federal
during
President
the
through
or
by
tinued, and
and assume
and carry
out all
contracts and
and agreements
agreements in
all contracts
carry out
assume and
tinued,
relation
thereto entered
or through
through the
the President
in pursuance
pursuance
President in
by or
into by
entered into
relation thereto
of such
such paragraph
paragraph prior
to
the time
above fixed
for
such transfer,
transfer,
such
for
fxed
above
time
the
to
prior
Pof
Prior contracts,
payments under
the
terms
of
such
contracts,
and for
for claims
etc., payable All payments
claims
and
contracts,
such
of
terms
the
under
All
paytble
.
i
i
eclaims,
from Federal control arising out of the operation of such transportation facilities by or
or
arising out of the operation of such transportation acilities
moneys.
moneys.
through
the President
prior to
to the
Federal control,
termination of Federal
the termination
President prior
through the
shall
be made
made out
moneys available
under the
provisions of this
the provisions
available under
of moneys
out of
shall be
up matters
Act
for adjusting,
settling,
winding up
and winding
liquidating, and
settling, liquidating,
adjusting,
for
Act
Transfers of moneys.
Federal control.
control. Moneys
Moneys required
for
required for
to Federal
incident to
or incident
of or
out of
arising out
Transeromoneys arising
such
payments shall,
from time
time to
to time,
be transferred
transferred to
to the
Secretary
the Secretary
time, be
shall, from
such payments
of War
War as
as required
required for
for payment
under the
the terms
terms of
contracts.
such contracts.
of such
payment under
of
Subsequent operatransfer in connection
(b) All
payments after
such transfer
connection with the
after such
other payments
All other
(b)
tenPesene
tidonbS
tion, etc.,
expenses.
transportation
such transportation
construction,
and operation
operation of
of any
any such
utilization, and
construction, utilization,
facilities, whether
whether completed
completed or
or under
construction, shall
shall be
be made
made
under construction,
facilities,
by
the Secretary
of War
out of
available
hereafter made available
or hereafter
now or
funds now
of funds
War out
Secretary of
by the
for
that purpose.
purpose.
for that
Terminal facilities
(c) The
Secretary of
is hereby authorized,
authorized, out of any moneys
of War is
The Secretary
(c)
litge
for tr^fic
trafficintercha
interchange.
construct or contract
hereafter
therefor, to construct
contract for the
available therefor,
made available
hereafter made
Post,
p. 13.
1392.
port,
pI.
construction of
terminal facilities
the interchange
interchange of traffic
for the
facilities for
of terminal
construction
between
by him
him under
under this
this
operated by
facilities operated
transportation facilities
the transportation
between the
Under State
ownersection and
other carriers
carriers whether
by rail
rail or
or water, and to make
whether by
and other
s ta te oer- section
shipder
ship.
loans
for such
such purposes
such terms
conditions as he may
and conditions
terms and
under such
purposes under
loans for
ownership
determine to
any State
State whose
constitution prohibits the ownership
whose constitution
to any
determine
a political subof
such terminal
terminal facilities
facilities by
by other
other than the
the State or a
of such
division
thereof.
division thereof.
River.
Mississippi River.
Operation of facili(d)
transportation facilities
facilities owned by the United States and
and
Any transportation
(d) Any
tipersaoeaint
ties
above Saint LoiS
Louis
included
within any contract
contract made by the United States for operaopera.
included within
Mo.
tion on
on the
Mississippi River
River above
Louis, the possession of
of
above Saint Louis,
the Mississippi
tion
such
which
to the
the United
States at
or before
before the
the expiration
expiration of such
at or
United States
reverts to
which reverts
contract, shall
operated by
the Secretary
War so as to provide
provide
Secretary of War
by the
be operated
shall be
contract,
Saint
facilities
the Mississippi River above Saint
on the
carriage on
water carriage
for water
facilities for

Government boats,
eton,
etc.,
on, transerr
transferred tso
to
Secretary
of War.
War.
retary of
Post, p. 906.

Operation
Operation subject
subject to
t
interstate
commerc o
nterstate commerce
laws,and
ShippingAct
laws.andshippingAct.

Louis.
Louis.
(e) The
operation of
transportation facilities referred to in this
of the transportation
The operation
(e)
Commerce
provisions of
subject to
section
section shallbe
shall be subject
to the
the provisions
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce

the
Act
Act or
legislation, and to the
subsequent legislation,
by subsequent
or by
this Act
by this
amended by
as amended
Act as
amended,
provisions of
of the
Shipping Act,
now or
hereafter amended,
or hereafter
as now
1916," as
Act, 1916,
"Shipping
the "
Vol. provisions
in
the same
same manner
and to
the same
same extent
as if
if such
transportation
such transportation
extent as
to the
manner and
m the
Shipping laws ap facilities were privately owned and operated: and
ap- facilities were privately owned and operated; and all such vessels
Shippingto laws
plicable
merchan
while
operated and
and employed
merchant vessels shall be
vessels.
employed solely as merchant
while operated
vessea
subject to
to all
all other
other laws,
governing merregulations, and liabilities governing
laws, regulations,
subject
interested therein
chant vessels,
States is interested
therein as
United States
whether the United
vessels, whether
chant
owner, in
in whole
or in
in part,
or holds
holds any
interest
any mortgage, lien, or interest
part, or
whole or
owner,
Employees
author -therein.
imposed by this section
For the
of the duties imposed
the performance
performance of
therein. For
Employees author!zed.
the
Secretary of
War is
is authorized
authorized to appoint
appoint or employ such numof War
the Secretary
Vol. 39, p. 723;
72 Vol.
S;
0ol.p. 900.
40,

3, p.
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ber
may be necessary
necessary for
clerks, and
and other
other employees
employees as may
ber of experts, clerks,
service
Columbia or
elsewhere, and
as may
be proservice in the District
District of
of Columbia
or elsewhere,
and as
may be
provided
vided for
for by Congress.
SETTLEMENT
ARISING OUT
OF FEDERAL
SETTLEMENT OF
OF MATTERS
MATTERS ARISING
OUT OF
FEDERAL CONTROL.
CONTROL.

TRANSPORTATION ACT-

TANSPORTATON

ACT

Settlement of Federalcontromatters.
eral control matters.

Early liquidation,
SEC. 202. The President shall, as soon as practicable after the ter- etc.,
Eadrly
iq'idation,
SEC.
directed.
mination
of Federal
control, adjust,
adjust, settle,
settle, liquidate,
and wind
wind up
up all
mination of
Federal control,
liquidate, and
all
matters,
compensation, and
questions and disputes
disputes of
matters, including
including compensation,
and all questions
of
whatsoever
nature, arising
arising out
out of or incident
incident to
to Federal
Federal control.
whatsoever nature,
For these
purposes and
and for
for the
the purpose
of making
the payments
payments Moneys
For
these purposes
purpose of
making the
Moneys available.
available.
specified
balances in
in
specified in subdivision
subdivision (a)
(a) of section
section 201, all unexpended
unexpended balances
40, p.
Vol40,p.455.
the
revolving fund
the Federal
Federal Control
or of
the revolving
fund created
created by
by the
Control Act
Act or
of the
the VoL
Ante, p. 34.
moneys
appropriated
by
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
supply
a
defi"An
Act
to
supply
a
defiAntep.
34
moneys appropriated
the Act entitled
ciency in the
'An Act
appropriation for carrying out the Act entitled
entitled 'An
Act
ciency
te appropriation
to provide
provide for
the operation
operation of
systems while
while under
for the
of transportation
transportation systems
under
to
Federal
control, for
for the
just compensation
compensation of
of their
owners, and
Federal control,
the just
their owners,
Us of
and for
for Use
of operation
operation rereceipts, etc.
purposes,' approved
other purposes,'
March 21, 1918,"
1919, ceipts,etc.
approved March
1918," approved
approved June 30, 1919
are hereby
hereby reappropriated
available until expended;
expended; and
reappropriated and made available
all moneys derived from the operation
operation of the carriers or otherwise
arising out of Federal control, and all moneys that have been or may
received in payment
be received
payment of the indebtedness of any carrier to the
United States arising out
out of Federal
Federal control, shall be
be and
and remain
remain
available
until expended
expended for
for the
the aforesaid
and there
there is
is Additional approavailable until
aforesaid purposes;
purposes; and
hereby
for the
aforesaid purposes,
out of
hereby appropriated
appropriated for
the aforesaid
purposes, out
of any
any money
money in priation.
Post, p 589.
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
op. s589
the Treasury
appropriated, $200,000,000
$200,000,000 m addition
to the above, to be available until expended.
expended.

COMPENSATION OF
WITH WHICH
NO CONTRACT
MADE.
COMPENSATION
OF CARRIERS
CARRIERS WITH
WHICH NO
CONTRACT MADE.

Compensation of carcarriers with which
no
which no
contract made.

Part of
of estimated
estimated
SEC.
203. (a)
Upon the
of any
S
EC. 203.
(a) Upon
the request
request of
any carrier
carrier entitled
entitled to
to just
just comcom- Part
agrt
g t for ct
4rporate
pensation under
Act, but
but with
contract
ont for exps,
cord
under the Federal
Federal Control Act,
with which
which no
no contract
to be
paid.
fixing or
waiving compensation
compensation has
has been
be paid.
fixing
or waiving
been made
made and
and which
which has
has made
made to
c

ri s

e.

,

no waiver
waiver of compensation,
compensation, the President:
President: (1) shall pay
pay to it so much
much
of the amount he may determine
determine to be just compensation
compensation as may be
necessary to enable such carrier
carrier to have the sums required
required for internecessary
est, taxes, and other corporate charges
charges and expenses
expenses referred
referred to in
in
paragraph (b)
paragraph
(b) of
of section 77 of the
the standard contract
contract between
between the
the
United States and the carriers, accruing
accruing during the period for which
which
such carrier is entitled to just compensation under the Federal Control
dividends.
dur- For
Fordividends.
Act, and
also the
the sums
required for
for dividends
dividends declared
declared and
and paid
paid durAct,
and also
sums required
addition, a
a sum equal to that
period, including,
including, also,
also, in
in addition,
ing the same
same period,
proportion
such last
last dividend
dividend which
period between
paybetween its paywhich the
the period
proportion of
of such
which the
carrier is entientiperiod for
for which
the carrier
ment and
and the termination
termination of the period
compensation under
Federal Control Act bears to the
the Federal
under the
tled to just compensation
Further discretionlonaFrthen
last dividend
dividend period;
period; and (2)
(2) may, in his discretion, pay to such carcar- ary
payment.
amount
rier the whole
or
any
part
of
the
remainder
of
such
estimated
whole
part
remainder
amount
of just
compensation.
of
just compensation.
Conditions
cceptConditions iff accept(b) The
The acceptance
acceptance of any
any benefits
benefits by aacarrier
carrier under
under this section—
section- ed.
L
(1) shall
it of
the right
claim additional
additional compensacompensa- Adonditionale
(1)
shall not
not deprive
deprive it
of the
right to
to claim
Additional claimed.
compention,
ascertained in the manner
agreed upon, shall be ascertained
manner
tion, which,
which, unless
unless agreed
provided in section 3
Federal Control
3 of
of the
the Federal
Control Act; but
but
Carrier
if
pi repay excess' r
.
(2) shall constitute
constitute an acceptance
acceptance by the carrier of
of all
all the
the pro- cea
to, dye.lf,
visions of the Federal Control Act as modified by this Act, and obligate
obligate
of
with interest
interest at the
the rate of
the carrier
carrier to
to pay to
to the
the United
United States, with
a date
6 per centum per annum from a
6
date or dates fixed in proceedings
proceedings
3 of the Federal Control
under section 3
Control Act, the amount by which the
received on account of such compensation, under
sums received
under this section
section
or
proceedings.
or otherwise, exceed
exceed the
the sum
sum found
found due
due in such proceedings.
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Deficits during
during Federal control.

EC. 204.
204. (a)
When used
used in
in this
S
sectionthis section—
(a) When
SEC.
The term
term "carrier"
"carrier" means
carrier by railroad which, during any
any
means aacarrier
The
Competing
road
in
carrier
a
as
part
of
the
period
of
Federal
control,
engaged
a
common
in
engaged
control,
Federal
of
period
the
of
part
t
whichsustameddeficit
whciehttLodef.
during Federalcontrol. general
traffic, or connected, with
competed for traffic
transportation, and competed
general transportation,
duringFederalcontrol.
its
a
railroad under
which sustained
sustained a
adeficit in its
and which
control, and
Federal control,
under Federal
a railroad
railway
for that
portion (as aawhole)
whole) of the period
that portion
income for
operating income
railway operating
operated its own railroad
of Federal
Federal control
control during
during which
railroad or system
it operated
which it
of
Exceptions.
of transportation;
include any street
street or interurban
does not include
transportation; but does
of
Exceptions.
operating revenue
electric railway
which has
principal source
source of operating
its principal
as its
has as
railway which
electric
urban, suburban,
or interurban
passenger traffic
traffic or sale of power,
interurban passenger
suburban, or
urban,
heat, and light, or both; and
"Test period"
period."
The
term "test
test period"
period" means
endi ig June 30, 1917.
1917.
the three years ending
means the
The term
"Test
(b)
For
the
purposes
of
thict
section—
section(b) For the purposes of this
Meaningoftes.
Meaning
of terms.

"Carrier." ro
"CaieSr."

period of
the period
Railway operating
income or
deficit therein
for the
of
therein for
any deficit
or any
operating income
Railway
manner similar to that provided
Federal
control shall be computed
computed in a
amanner
provided
Federal control
with respect to such income
section 209 with
in section
income or deficit
deficit for the guaranty
guaranty
period; and
and
period;
During test period.
1
Railway operating
operating income
deficit therein
therein for
period
for the test period
any deficit
or any
income or
Railway
45
40, pe.
Vol. 40,
Vol.
p. 451.
shall be
in the
the manner
manner provided
provided in
Federal
section 11of the Federal
in section
computed in
be computed
shall
Control Act.
in- Control Act.
Ascertainment
Ascertainment of in(c)
As soon
soon as
practicable after March
March 1, 1920, the Commission
Commission
as practicable
(c) As
iduin-Fed
comert
come,
etc.,
during Federal control period.
shall
every month of the period of
every carrier, for every
for every
ascertain for
shall ascertain
erlcontrol period,
Federal
control during
during which
which its railroad or system
system of transportation
transportation
Federal control
was
not under
Federal operation,
deficit in railway operating
operating
operation, its deficit
under Federal
was not
income, if
if any,
and its
operating income,
income, if any, (hereinafter
(hereinafter
railway operating
its railway
any, and
income,
return"), and the average
Average
"Federal control return"),
pe- called "Federal
average of its deficit in
in
rage for test period.
o
railway operating
operating income,
any,. and
and of its railway operating
operating income,
if any,
income, if
railway
ri
d
if any,
for the
corresponding months of the test period
period taken
three corresponding
the three
if
any, for
Proviso.
That
Proided,
return"):
period
"test
called
(hereinafter
together,
operatt
ogether,
called
"test
period
return"):
Provided.
That
not
Carriers not operatoperated its railtest period
return," in the
the case
case of
of aacarrier
carrier which operated
ing
during whole
whole of " test
period return,"
ing dur.n
test period.
at least one year during, but
road or
or system
system of
but
transportation for at
of transportation
road
testper
not
for the
the whole
of, the
railway operating
operating
period, means its railway
test period,
the test
whole of,
not for
therein, for the corresponding
income,
corresponding month
month during
deficit therein,
the deficit
or the
income, or
average thereof for the corresponding
the test
corresponding months
months
period, or the average
test period,
the
carrier
during the
the test
test period
together, during
during which the carrier
taken together,
period taken
during
operated
its
railroad
or
system
of
transportation.
transportation.
of
system
or
railroad
its
operated
Monthly comparison
(d) For
every month
month of
of the
of Federal
Federal control
control during
during which
which
period of
the period
For every
(d)
deftdifferences of
of differences
of defithe railroad
or system
was not under
under
transportation of the carrier was
of transportation
system of
cits.
railroad or
the
cits.
Federal
the Commission
shall then
then ascertain
ascertain (1) the differdifferCommission shall
operation, the
Federal operation,
ence between
between its
Federal control
control return,
if a
test
a deficit, and its test
return, if
its Federal
ence
period return,
smaller deficit,
or (2)
the difference
between its
its
difference between
(2) the
deficit, or
a smaller
if a
return, if
period
a
test
if an
an income,
income, and
and its
its Federal
Federal control
control return, if a
return, if
period return,
test period
a
smaller
of its
control return, if a
Federal control
its Federal
sum of
the sum
(3) the
or (3)
income, or
smaller income,
Credits to carrier.
deficit,
period return,
return, if
an income. The sum of such
if an
test period
its test
plus its
deficit, plus
redits to carrier
amounts
credited to
to the
the carrier.
carrier.
be credited
shall be
amounts shall
Monthly comparison
(e) For
For every
every such
such month
the Commission
Commission shall
shall then
then ascertain
ascertain (1)
(1)
month the
(e)
p'on
af
incomes.
of incomes.
the difference
difference between
return, if
if an
an
control return,
Federal control
carrier's Federal
the carrier's
between the
the
income, and
its test
test period
smaller income, or (2) the
return, if aa smaller
period return,
and its
income,
difference between
between its
its test
test period
period return,
if a
adeficit, and its Federal
Federal
return, if
difference
deficit, or (3)
control
if a
a smaller
(3) the
the sum of its Federal
Federal
smaller deficit,
return, if
control return,
control
income, plus
plus its
test period
period return,
return, if
deficit.
if aadeficit.
its test
if an
an income,
return, if
control return,
Credits to the tited
States.
the United
credited to
shall be
nited The sum of such amounts shall
Creditstothe
be
credited
to
the
United
States.
States.
amounts so
the amounts
Excess credits
pay (f)
If the
of the
so credited
credited to the carrier under
under
sum of
the sum
(f) If
credits payExess
able to carrier.
sum of
the sum
exceeds the
subdivision
(d) exceeds
of the
the amounts
amounts so credited to the
subdivision (d)
able to carrier
United
under subdivision
subdivision (e),
the difference
difference shall
payable
be payable
shall be
(e), the
Carriers not
operat States under
United States
not onratcarriers
its railroad
lag
whole
ofto the carrier.
In the case
carrier. In
of
case of a
a carrier
carrier which operated its
railroad
whole
during
lg during
test period.
or system
transportation for
for less
less than
than a
ayear
during, or for none of,
year during,
of transportation
system of
or
test. p
the test
test period,
foregoing computations
computations shall
shall not
be used, but
not be
the foregoing
period, the
the
there shall
shall be
to such
deficit in
in railway
railway operating
operating
its deficit
carrier its
such carrier
payable to
be payable
there
Computations.

Income uring
during FedFederal control
eod
control period.
eral
Post, p. 464.
Post, p.B.
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income
for that
that portion
Federal control TRAN73POETATION
the period of Federal
a whole) of the
(as a
portion (as
income for
during
which it
operated its
its own
own railroad
or system
transportation. Certificate
to
Secreof transportation.
system of
railroad or
it operated
during which
Certificate to Secrethe Treasury,
Treasury,
of the tary of the
(g) The
The Commission
promptly certify
certify- to
the Secretary
Secretary of
to the
shall promptly
Commission shall
(g)
etc.
(f).
etc.
paragraph
under
Treasury
the
several
amounts
paragraph
(f).
carriers
to
payable
amounts
several
the
Treasury
Warrant for payforpayThe Secretarythe Treasury
Treasury is
hereby authorized and
directed mewrrant
and directed
is hereby
ment.
of the
Secretary of
The
thereupon
of each
each such carrier
carrier upon the
favor of
in favor
warrants in
to draw
draw warrants
thereupon to
Treasury of
of the
States for
for the
the amount
in such certifi- Appropriation.
amount shown in
the United
United States
Treasury
cate
amount sufficient
sufficient to
pay such
such warrants
warrants Apropration.
to pay
An amount
thereto. An
payable thereto.
as payable
cate as
is hereby
Treasury not othermoney in the Treasury
appropriated out of any money
is
hereby appropriated
wise appropriated.
appropriated.
wise

RECORDS.
INSPECTION OF
OF CARRIERS'
CARRIERS' RECORDS.
INSPECTION

reasonable
at all
all reasonable
SEC. 205.
205. The
The President
right, at
the right,
shall have
have the
President shall
SEC.

Records, etc., of caretc., of carRecords,
riers.

Inspection
Inspection authorauthorised
of, under
tinder Federal
Federal
zed of
control.

times
affairs of
Federal control
control are concluded, to inspect the contro
of Federal
the affairs
until the
times until
property and
railroads or systems of
carriers whose railroads
of all carriers
records of
and records
property
transportation
were at
at any
under Federal
whenever Purpose.
Purpose
control, whenever
Federal control,
any time
time under
transportation were
such
inspection is
appropriate (1)
(1) to protect the internecessary or appropriate
is necessary
such inspection
ests of
the United
United States,
or (2)
(2) to
matters being handled
supervise matters
to supervise
States, or
of the
ests
orer
f
eo
ar
ni
thers
eUnited
U
s:ian
tedpS
ro
t
v
atid
ese b
all
y a:
ea
elthna
o
tl
ei
f
e
acarriers,
c
car
ai
r
ti
i
e
er
ss,th
o
r(3) to secure inforofbflthe
agents
by
States
the
for
mation
matters arising
such Facilities to
Federal control,
control, and such
arising during
during Federal
mation concerning
concerning matters
e
(3
fOrthincluding
in
se
cclu
ud
ri
e
nin
g the Faities
to
carriers shall provide all reasonable facilities therefor,
transportation to all agents of the President while
issuance of free transportation
traveling on
official business
business for
for these
traveling
on official
these purposes.
purposes.
the
of the
Such carriers
carriers shall,
shall, at
at their
expense, upon
upon the
the request
request of
their expense,
Such

necessary
President, or
authorized by him, furnish all necessary
those duly authorized
or those
President,

nformation to
to

Information

be
be

furnished by carriers
carriers.
furnished

and proper information and reports compiled from the records
made
or kept
kept during
during the
the period
period of
of Federal
control affecting their
Federal control
made or
respective
lines, and
and shall
shall keep
keep and continue such records and furrespective lines,
nish
like information
therefrom.
information and
and reports
reports compiled
compiled therefrom.
nish like
Penalty
Penalty
etc.
Any
carrier which
obstructs such inspection, or which etc.
refuses or obstructs
which refuses
Any carrier
willfully
reasonable facilities therefor, or to furnish
fails to provide reasonable
willfully fails
information or reports shall be liable to a
a penalty
penalty of $500 for
such information
each day
of the
of such offense, which shall accrue to
continuance of
the continuance
day of
each
a civil action to be brought
the
recovered in a
brought
States and may be recovered
the United
United States
by
United States.
by the
the United
CAUSES
OF ACTION
ARISING OUT
OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL CONTROL.
CONTROL.
OUT OF
ACTION ARISING
CAUSES OF

agents.

agens

for
refusal,
for refusal,

Causes of action arising out of Federal conlng
trol.

Sults maybe
may be brought
brought

designated
designated
against
SEC. 206.
(a) Actions
at law,
suits in
and proceedings
in against
proceedings in
equity and
in equity
law, suits
Actions at
206. (a)
SEC.
agent,
agent, after
aft er control terlter
'ienaectrd.e
admiralty,
based on
causes of
of action
out of
of the
possession, minated.
the possession,
arising out
action arising
on causes
admiralty, based

Vol. 40, p. 451; Vol.
40, p. 451; VoL
Vol
use, or
or operation
President of the railroad or system of trans- 39,
the President
operation by the
use,
p. 645.
portation of any
Control 3
carrier (under the provisions of the Federal Control
any carrier
portation
character as prior to
Act, or
the Act of August 29, 1916) of such character
or of the
Act,
Federal
control could
could have
been brought
brought against such carrier, may,
have been
Federal control
after
the termination
control, be brought against an Post, pp. 1859, 1864.
Federal control,
of Federal
termination of
after the
agent
by the
the President
purpose, which agent Pao',PP 1859 14
for such purpose,
President for
designated by
agent designated
shall be
be designated
designated by
by the
President within
thirty days
days after
after the
the paspas- Time
risdi
within thirty
the President
shall
Time and jurisdic-

sage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
sage

tion.
proceedings may, within tion.
or proceedings
actions, suits,
Such
Such actions,
suits, or

d

the periods
limitation now prescribed by State or Federal statutes
of limitation
periods of
the
but
than two
from the date of the passage of this Act,
years from
two years
later than
not later
but not
be
in any
any court
which but for Federal control would have
court which
be brought
brought in
it arisen against such
had
of the cause of action had it
had jurisdiction of
carrier.
carrier.
Service of process.
contract made
officer of the carrier Iff contract
agent or officer
(b) Process
may be
served upon
upon any
any agent
be served
Process may
(b)
with carrier.
transportation, if such agent or wtharier.
railroad or system of transportation,
operating such railroad
proceedings
officer is
law to be served with process in proceedings
by law
authorized by
is authorized
officer
brought against
against such
contract has been made with
carrier and if aa contract
such carrier
brought
such carrier
carrier by
by or
President for
the conduct
conduct of litigation
litigation Iffnoct
for the
the President
through the
or through
such
no contract.
ont.
arising out
out of
during Federal
Federal control. If no such contract
operation during
of operation
arising
has been made process may be served upon such agents or officers
officers
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or through the President. The agent
designated by
be designated
as may
may be
by or
agent
as
.
trebe
(a)nahael
oruue
as .maysben
designated b
the President
President under
under subdivision
(a) shall
shall cause
cause to
to be
be
subdivision (a)
by the
to distct designated
filed, upon
termination of
Federal control,
control, in the
the office
of the
office of
of Federal
the termination
upon tfie
filed,
Clerk of
District Court
of the
the United
States, aastatement
statement namnamUnited States,
Court of
each District
of each
Clerk
ing all
all carriers
whom he
has contracted
contracted for the conduct of
he has
with whom
carriers with
ing
litigation
arising out
during Federal
control, and
and aalike
like
Federal control,
operation during
of operation
out of
litigation arising
statement
the agents
or officers
officers upon
upon whom
whom process
process may
agents or
designating the
statement designating
be served
actions, suits,
and proceedings
proceedings arising
arising hi
respect to
in respect
suits, and
in actions,
served in
be
railroads or
or systems
systems of
of transportation
transportation. with
the owner
which no
no
of which
owner of
with the
railroads
such
contract
has
been
made;
and
such
statements
shall
be
supplesupplebe
shall
statements
such
and
made;
been
has
contract
such
mented
from time
time, if
if additional
additional contracts
contracts are
are made
made or
or other
other
to time,
time to
mented from
agents or
appointed.
officers appointed.
or officers
agents
Reparation for dam(c) Complaints
Complaints praying
for reparation
on account
account of damage
reparation on
praying for
(C)
vioartionr dam
Reps
ages
by violations of
have been caused by reason of the collection
interstate
commerce claimed
claimed to have
collection or enforceenforceiaeate omSere
laws during Federal
the President
ment by
by or
or through
through the
President during
during the
the period of Federal
Federal ment
control.sduin
control
fares, charges,
classifications, regulations,
regulations,. or
pracor praccharges, classifications,
rates, fares,
of rates,
control of
tices
those applicable
applicable to interstate,
interstate, foreign, or intrastate
(including those
tices (including
traffic)
unreasonable, unjustly
unjustly .discriminatory,
discriminatory' or
unjust, unreasonable,
were unjust,
which were
traffic) which
in violation
unduly or
or unreasonably
unreasonably prejudicial,
prejudicial, or
or otherwise
otherwise m
violation of the
unduly
Claims to be filed
Commerce Act,
filed with
the Commission,
Commission, within
with the
be filed
may be
Act, may
Interstate Commerce
be aledInterstate
clai-s todesignated
against
one
year after
after the
the termination
termination of Federal
Federal control, against the agent
one year
agent.
designated by
subdivision (a),
naming in the
(a), naming
under subdivision
President under
the President
by the
designated
petition the
of transportation
transportation against
against which such
system of
or system
railroad or
the railroad
petition
complaint would
would have
been brought
brought if
railroad or
or system had
such railroad
if such
have been
complaint
not been
been under
control at
at the
time the
the matter complained
complained
the time
Federal control
under Federal
not
Jurisdiction
of
hereby given
of took place. The Commission is hereby
given jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear
of ComCornurisdictio
mission.
•
and
complaints in
the manner
manner provided
provided in the Interstate
in the
such complaints
decide such
and decide
Commerce Act,
and all
all notices
and orders
orders in
such proceedings
shall
proceedings shall
in such
notices and
Act, and
Commerce
be
served upon
agent designated
designated by
by the
the President
President under subdithe agent
upon the
be served
vision
(a).
vision (a).
Pending claims con(d) Actions,
Actions, suits,
and reparation
reparation claims, of the
proceedings, and
suits, proceedings,
(d)
t u ding m
tinued.
character above
above described
pending at
at the
the termination
termination of Federal
described pending
character
control shall
shall not
not abate
by reason
of such
such termination,
termination, but may
may be
reason of
abate by
control
prosecuted to
to final
substituting the
agent designated
designated by
the agent
judgment, substituting
final judgment,
prosecuted
the
under subdivision
subdivision (a).
President under
the President
Payment
of awards,
awards,
(e) Final judgments, decrees,
Payment of
(e)
decrees, and awards in actions, suits, proetc.
described,
ceedings,
reparation claims,
of the
the character
character above described,
claims, of
or reparation
ceedings, or
rendered
against the
agent designated
President under subby the President
designated by
agent
the
against
rendered
Post, p. 468.
division
(a), shall
shall be
revolving fund created
created
promptly paid out of the revolving
be promptly
division (a),
Po, p. S8.
by section
210.
210.
section
nby
od
Control
Control period not
(f) The
of Federal
Federal control
control shall
shall not
not be
be computed
as aapart
part
computed as
period of
The period
computed
in time limi(f)
compnted intielimltations.
of the periods
tations.
periods of limitation in actions against carriers
carriers or in claims
for reparation
reparation to
the Commission
Commisgion for causes
arising prior
prior
causes of action arising
to the
for
to
Federal
control.
control.
Federal
to
excutionn
Property
carrier t
Property of carrier
(g)
execution or
process, other
recovered
a judgment
judgment recovered
on a
than on
other than
or process,
under
No execution
(g) No
control
Federal control
imder Federal
exempt from execu- by the United States
levied upon
carrier, shall
shall be
be levied
upon the
the prop
propagainst aacarrier,
States against
United
exempt
tion,
etc. from execu- by the
the
erty
of any
any earlier
of action
action on
account of
of which
which the
on account
cause of
the cause
where the
carrier where
rt of
e
t
judgment was
obtained grew
out of
of the
the possession,
possession, use,
use, control, or
or
grew out
was obtained
judgment
operation of
any railroad
or system
of transportation
transportation by the President
President
system of
railroad or
of any
operation
under Federal
control.
Federal control.
under
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of carRefunding of
Refunding
riers'
indebtedness to
riers' indebtedness
United
States.
United States.
Speedy ascertainment
idebtednes
of indebtedness
ment of
between carriers
carriers and
and
United States.

REFUNDENTG OF
OF CARRIERS
CARRIERS'
REFUNDING

INDEBTEDNESS TO
TO UNITED
CNIXED
INDEBTEDNESS

STATES.
STATES.

Speedy ascertainS
EC. 207.
(a) As
As soon
as practicable
after the
of
termination of
the termination
practicable after
soon as
207. (a)
SEC.
of the
Federal control the President shall ascertain
between
Federal
ascertain (1)
(1) the
the amount
amount of
the
to the United States, which may exist
each carrier
indebtedness
of each
carrier to
indebtedness of
nitedSttes.
at
Federal control, incurred for additions and
of Federal
termination of
at the
the termination
betterments
during Federal
Federal control
control and properly
properly chargeable
chargeable
made during
betterments made
to capital
capital account;
(2) the
of indebtedness
carrier
indebtedness of such carrier
amount of
the amount
account; (2)
to
incurred; and (3) the amount of the
to the
the United
States otherwise
otherwise incurred;
United States
to
indebtedness of
of the United
United States to such carrier
carrier arising
arising out of
indebtedness
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TRANSPORTATION ACT.
be set
set off
off against
ACr.
clause (3)
may be
Federal control.
Federal
control. The
The amount
amount under
under clause
(3) may
against TRAsPORTATIO
Set-off allowed.
either
under clauses (1) and
either or
or both
both of
of the amounts under
and (2), so
so far as
deemed
but only
only to
the extent
extent permitted
permitted Limitations.
Limitations.
to the
deemed wise
wise by
by the
the President,
President, but
under any contract now or hereafter
hereafter made between
between such carrier and
the United States in respect to the matters of Federal control, or,
where no
no such contract exists, to the extent
extent permitted
permitted under
under paraparagraph
graph (b) of
of section
section 7
7 of
of the
the standard
standard contract
contract between
between the United
United
States and the carriers relative
relative to
to deductions
deductions from compensation:
compensation: Proo.
Provisos.
preProvided,
Setos not
not to proProvided, That such right of set-off shall not be so exercised
exercised as to Set-offs
vent allowances for corprevent such
having the
sums required
required for
interest, porate
prevent
such carrier
carrier from
from having
the sums
for interest,
vorate anges.',Id
charges, dividends, etc.
etc.
to in
in paraand expenses
expenses referred
taxes, and
other corporate
corporate charges
taxes,
and other
charges and
referred to
para- Sends,
during
graph (b)
(b) of
of section
section 77 of such standard
standard contract, accruing
accruing during
declared
Federal
Federal control, and also the sums
sums required
required for dividends
dividends declared
and paid during Federal control, including, also in addition, aa sum
equal
proportion of
period
equal to
to that proportion
of such last dividend which
which the period
between
its payment
and the
the termination
of Federal
control bears
bears Working
between its
payment and
termination of
Federal control
Workin capital
alcapital alprovidedfurther,
to the last regular dividend period: And provided
further, That such lowance.
lowance.
set-off shall not
first
not be exercised
exercised unless there
there shall have first
right of
of set-off
provide the
necessary to provide
been paid
paid such sums
sums in
in addition
addition as
as may
may be necessary
carrier
carrier with working capital in amount not less than one twentyexpenses for the
Fndin ofindebtedfourth of
of its
its operating
operating expenses
the calendar
calendar year
year 1919.
Ftmdinp, ofindebted(b) Any
remaining indebtedness
of the
carrier to
States ness
ness for betterments,
betterments,
the carrier
to the
the United
United States
indebtedness of
(b)
Any remaining
etc.
in respect
respect to such additions and betterments
betterments shall, at the request of etc.
termination
a period of ten years from the termination
the carrier, be funded for a
of Federal
Federal control,
control, or aashorter period at the option of the carrier, with
with
interest at the rate of 66per centum per annum, payable
semiannually,
payable semiannually,
subject to
of such
such carrier
to pay,
pay, on
subject
to the
the right
right of
carrier to
on any
any interest-payment
interest-payment Security
Secrity tobe
given.
to be given.
day, the whole or any part of such indebtedness.
carrier
indebtedness. Any carrier
obtaining the funding
funding of such indebtedness as aforesaid shall give,
in the discretion
discretion of the President,
President, such security,
security, in such form and
upon
may prescribe.ar
prescribe.
upon such
such terms
terms,' as
as he
he may
trust certificates
Car trust certificates
(c) If
If the
the President
President and
and the
various carriers,
carriers, or
any of
(c)
the various
or any
of them,
them, shall
shall for
for equipment
equipment indebtss
edness.
agreement for funding, through the medium of car edne
enter into an agreement
certificates, or otherwise,
indebtedness of any
carrier
trust certificates,
otherwise, the indebtedness
any such carrier
to the United States incurred
incurred for equipment ordered
ordered for the benefit
benefit
of such carrier,
carrier, such indebtedness
indebtedness so funded shall not be refundable
refundable
under
notes for ot
under the
the foregoing
foregoing provisions.
provisions.
Time notes for other
(d)
other indebtedness
any such
such carrier
to the
United States
States Indebtedness.
indebtedness.
carrier to
the United
of any
(d) Any
Any other
indebtedness of
which may exist after the settlement of accounts
United
accounts between the United
States
States and
and the
the carrier
carrier and
and is
is then due
due shall be
be evidenced
evidenced by notes
notes
payable in one year from the termination of Federal control, or a
a
shorter
period at
shorter period
carrier, with
interest at
at the
at the
the option
option of
of the
the carrier,
with interest
the rate
rate Collateral
ra security.
i
of 6
centum per
per annum,
annum, and
and secured
sety
collateral security
security
secured by
by such collateral
of
6 per
per centum
it advisable
to
as the President
President may
may deem
deem it
advisable
to require.
require.,
e .
I. Extensions,
Extensions, etc.,
.
acquired permitted
(e) With
With respect
respect to
any bonds,
bonds notes,
or other securities,
securities, acquired
permitted of securities
securities
notes, or
to any
(e)
under the provisions of
of this section
section or of the Federal
Federal Control
Control Act
Act or
or acquired.
q, p. 59
Ante,
359.
, .
.
to provide for
for the reimbursement
reimbursement of the
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
of
the Act
"An Act to
United States for motive power, cars and other equipment
equipment ordered for
for
Federal control,
control, and for
transportation under Federal
railroads and systems of transportation
other purposes,"
purposes," approved November
November 19, 1919,
1919, the President shall
have the right to make such arrangements
arrangements for extension
extension of the time
or
exchange of any of them for other securities, or
of payment
payment or for the exchange
partly
for securities, as mayinbe provided for in any
partly
partly for cash and p
.
agr9emententered
into by
for him
him
securities,
or
as as
may
mayin
n
behis
provided
judgment
for inseem
seem
any
his
judgment
by
or as
may
agreement entered into

desirable.
desirable.
(f) Carriers
Carriers may, by agreement
President, issue notes or
or
agreement with the President,

Issue of notes secure by equipment
quitment
cured

byo

agreements.
trustagreements.
other evidences
evidences of indebtedness, secured
secured by equipment trust agree- trust
through
ments, for equipment purchased during Federal control by or through
Vol. 40, p. 455.
the
President under section 6
6 of the Federal
Federal Control Act, and alloallo- VOL 40' p.45
the President
filing of such equipment
cated to such carriers respectively;
respectively; and the filing
equipment
cated
trust
constitute notice
notice thereof
thereof
Commission shall constitute
trust agreements
agreements with the Commission
to all the world.
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TRANM,
ORTAMONAM.
auNorNs.
AbPoute
Absolute
authority
for issues
carriers.
by carriers.
ssues by

(g) A
A carrier
may issue
of indebtedness
pursuant to
to this
this
indebtedness pursuant
evidences of
issue evidences
arrier may
(g)
section without
authorization or
approval of
of any:
authority-,State
any authority,
or approval
the authorization
without the
section
requirement, State or
any requirement,
or Federal,
without compliance
with any
compliance with
and without
or
Federal, and
Federal, as
as to
to notification.
notification.
Federal,

rates conExisting rates
con
tinued.
tinued.

EXISTING RATES
CONTINUE IN
IN EFFECT.
EXISTING
RATES TO CONTINUE
EFFECT.

or

SEC. 208.
(a) All
All rates,
rates, fares,
and charges,
charges, and
all classifications,
and all
fares, and
208. (a)
SEC.
ssiflcaregulations, and
in any
any wise
changing, affecting, or deterdeterwise changing,
practices, in
and practices,
instate" omertc regulations,
mining, any
any part
the aggregate
aggregate of
fares, or
or charges,
charges, or
or the
the
of rates,
rates, fares,
part or
or the
.ettc mining,
had
are in
value of
the service
service rendered,
on February
29, 1920,
1920, are
in
February 29
which on
rendered, which
of the
value
effect
on the
the lines
lines of
carriers subject
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
Act,
to the
the Interstate
subject to
of carriers
effect on
shall
continue in
in force
and effect
until thereafter
thereafter changed
by State
State or
or
changed by
effect until
force and
shall continue
pursuant to authority
Federal
authority, respectively,
respectively, or
or pursuant
authority of law;
Federal authority,
charge shall be
rate,1 fare, or charge
No reduction prior
prior but prior to September 1, 1920, no such rate
No
to
September 1,
I, 1920,
prior
to September
such classification,
classification, regulation,
regulation, or
or practice
shall be
be
practice shall
no such
and no
reduced, and
unless
approed by reduced,
unsep approved
Commission.
changed in
such manner
reduce any
any such
such rate,
fare, or
or charg
charge,
rate, fare,
as to
to reduce
manner as
changed
in such
Commeion
--0e,
unless such
or change
is approved
the Commission.
Commission.
by the
approved by
change is
such reduction
reduction or
unless
Present
Present joint rates,
rates,
All divisions
of joint
rates, fares,
fares, or
or charges,
charges, which
on February
(b) All
(b)
divisions of
joint rates,
which on
February
etc.,
continued.
e., continued.
29,
1920, are
in effect
between the
subject to the Inter29, 1920,
are in
effect between
the lines
lines of
of carriers
carriers subject
state
continue in
in force
effect until
until thereafter
thereafter
and effect
force and
Act, shall
shall continue
Commerce Act,
state Commerce
interested carriers
the interested
changed
mutual agreement
agreement between
carriers or by
by
between the
by mutual
changed by
respectively.-.
State
or Federal
Federal authorities,
authorities, respectively
State or
Land
road
(C)
Land grant
grant road
(c) Any land grant railroad organized under the Act of July 28,
transportation.
transportation.
Vol.
14,
p.
36S.
compensation for trans300), shall receive
receive the same compensation
1866 (chapter
(chapter 300),
vo 1,p. 38.

All rates, classificaAR rates c
tions, etc., subject to
Interstate
Commerce
laws, in force until
changed
jbyho by law, etc.

Vol. 12, p. 772;
Vol.
2;
14, p. ,292. p. 77 VoL

portation
portation of property and troops of the United States as is paid to
land grant
March 3,
3,
organized under the Land Grant Act of March
railroads organized
grant railroads
land
1863, and the Act of July 27, 1866 (chapter 278).
278).
1863,

CONTROL.
OF
TERMINATION
R
TO CARRIERS
Guarantytocarriers.
Guaranty to carriers 'GUARANTY
GUARANTY TO
CARRIERS AbTE
ASTER
TERMINATION
OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL CONTROL.

SEC. 209.
When used
this section—
in this
section(a) When
used in
SEC.
209. (a)
The term "carrier"
"carrier" means (1)
(1) aacarrier
carrier by railroad
railroad or partly by
'Carrer"
railroad and partly by water, whose railroad
transportarailroad
railroad or system of transportathe time Federal control terminates,
control at the
tion
is under
under Federal
Federal control
terminates,
tion is
heretofore engaged
or
which has heretofore
or which
engaged as a
a common carrier
carrier in general
with aarailroad
transportation
and competed-for
competed for traffic,
railroad
or connected,
connected, with
traffic, or
transportation and
Sleeping car comSleeping
com- at any time under Federal control;
control; and (2)
(2) a
asleeping
sleeping car company
company
whose
panywhose system of transportation
transportation is under Federal control
control at the time
Railways
a street or interRailways excluded.
excluded. Federal control terminates;
terminates; but does not include a
urban
railway not
under Federal
at the
the time
time Federal
Federal
Federal control
control at
not under
urban electric
electric railway
control
terminates, which
source of
of operating
operating
its principal
principal source
has as
as its
which has
control terminates,
revenue
urban, suburban,
or interurban
interurban passenger
traffic or
or sale
of
sale of
passenger traffic
suburban, or
revenue urban,
power,
or both;
both;
light, or
power, heat, and light,
"
Guaranty period."
period " means the six months beginning
March
"Guaranty
period."
The term "
" guaranty
guaranty period"
beginning March
1, 1920.
1920.
"Test period."
"Test period."
The term "test
"test period"
period" means the three years ending June
June 30,
1917; and
and
"Railway operating
to
and other references
operating income"
term "railway
"railway operating
income" and
references to
The term
operating
n'Railway
Income."
Application to sleep- accounts
car
accounts of
Applicationtosleepof carriers
carriers by railroad shall, in the case of a
a sleeping
sleeping car
Irs
ing
nlg care.
cao
ng cars
company, be .construed
construed
as indicating the appropriate
appropriate corresponding accounts
accounting system prescribed
accounts in
m the accounting
prescribed by the Commission.
Commission.
Written acceptance
acceptance
(b) This section shall not be applicable to any carrier which does
by carriers required.
by arers requred.
not on or before
fle with the Commission aawritten
before March
March 15, 1920,
1920, tile
statement that
that it
all the
provisions of
of this
this section.
section.
the provisions
Amount of guaranty. statement
it accepts
accepts all
Amountofguaranty.
guaranteesTo
(c) The United
To carriers under
(c)
United States hereby
hereby guarantees—
Meaning
of term.
term.
eaning of
"Carrier!'

contract.
contract.

(1) With respect
a contract (exclusive
(1)
respect to any carrier
carrier with which a
cooperative contracts or waivers) has been madefixing
of so-called cooperative
made fixing
the amount of just compensation under the Federal Control Act,
income of
of such
carrier for
the guaranty
guaranty
that the
the railway
railway operating
operating income
such carrier
for the
Half the amount of
in
named
the
amount
than
less
not
shall
a
of
period
as
a
whole
be
one-half
amount
Half
the
annual compensation.
a
contract fixed
or, where
aa omenao. such contract
contract as annual
annual compensation,
compensation, or,
where the
the contract
fixed a
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ACT.
lump sum
sum as
as compensation
for the
operation, TRANSPORTATION
lump
compensation for
the whole
whole period
period of
of Federal
Federal operation,
T^"SPrOAOnT
ACT
Lump-sum con-

that
income of
of such
tracts.
the guaranty
guaranty tracts.
for the
carrier for
such carrier
operating income
railway operating
the railway
that the
period
amount which
shall bear
bear
which shall
an amount
than an
be less
less than
not be
shall not
whole shall
as aawhole
period as
the same
same proportion
proportion to
the lump
so fixed
six months
months bears
bears
as six
fixed as
sum so
lump sum
to the
the
allowed.
to the
months during
which such
such carrier
was under
under Federal
Federal Increases
Incres
carrier was
during which
the number
number of
of months
to
Val.
40, p..n'owe
455.
operation,
in both
cases the
in such
such compensation
compensation
increases in
the increases
both cases
including in
operation, including
provided
in section
Federal Control
Act;
Control Act;
of the
the Federal
4 of
section 4
for in
provided for
If no contract
tr a ct with
with
(2) With
With respect
respect to
any carrier
carrier entitled
compensation under
under carrier.
Iefn con
just compensation
to just
entitled to
to any
(2)
Half of
of annual
the
Federal
Control
Act,
with
which
such
a
contract
has
not
been
annual
aalf
been
has
not
a
contract
such
the Federal Control Act, with which
amount estimated as
t.
ustcompnsation,
compensation, etc.
made,
operating income
income of such carrier
carrier for the ust
the railway operating
that the
made, that
guaranty
whole shall
not be
than one-half
one-half of the
less than
be less
shall not
as a
a whole
period as
guaranty period
annual
estimated by
the President
President as
as just
compensation for
just compensation
by the
amount estimated
annual amount
such
carrier under
under the
the increases
increases
including the
Act, including
Control Act,
Federal Control
the Federal
such carrier
in such
compensation provided
provided for
for in
in section
section 4
of the
the Federal
4 of
Federal Control
Control Determination
in
such compensation
Determination if esnot accepted.
Act.
does not
the President's
timatenotaecepted.
President's estimate timate
accept the
not accept
carrier does
such carrier
If any
any such
Act. If
respecting
its
just
compensation,
and
if
in
proceedings
under
section
section
under
in
proceedings
if
and
respecting its just compensation,
3
larger or
or smaller
smaller
a larger
that a
it is
is determined
determined that
Act it
Control Act
the Federal
Federal Control
3 of
of the
annual amount
due as
just compensation,
guaranty under
under this
this
the guaranty
compensation, the
as just
is due
amount is
annual
paragraph
increased or
or decreased
Amount allowed
Amount
allowed if
accordingly;
decreased accordingly;
shall be
be increased
paragraph shall
estimate of just
of been
just
(3) With
With respect
entitled to just no
no
estimate has
whether or not entitled
carrier, whether
respect to any carrier,
(3)
been
compensation
compensation
compensation under
under the
Federal Control
Control Act, with which such aamade.
the Federal
compensation
contract has
has not
not been
made, and
and for
for which
which no
no estimate
just comof just
estimate of
been made,
contract
pensation is
is made
by the
the President,
and which
as
period as
test period
which for the test
President, and
made by
pensation
sustained a
adeficit
deficit in
in railway
the guaranty
guaranty
income, the
operating income,
railway operating
whole sustained
aawhole
shall
deficit in its
which any deficit
by which
to (a)
(a) the amount by
equal to
sum equal
be a
a sum
shall be
railway-operating
operating income
income for
for the
guaranty period
as a
whole exceeds
exceeds
a whole
period as
the guaranty
railway
one-half of
its average
annual deficit
railway operating
for
income for
operating income
in railway
deficit in
average annual
of its
one-half
the
plus (b)
(b) an
an amount
amount equal
equal to
to one-half
sum
one-half the annual sum
test period,
period, plus
the test
fixed
by the
President under
of the
the Federal
Control Act;
Federal Control
4 of
section 4
under section
the President
fixed by
Allowance to car(4) With
respect to
to any
any carrier
to just
compensation riers
to eareAllownce
just compensation
not entitled
entitled to
carrier not
(4)
With respect
not entitled
to
compensation
under
under
the Federal
Federal Control
Act, which
which for
for the
the test
test period
whole Federal
uder
compntioon
period as
as a
a whole
Control Act,
under the
Control Act.
had
an average
annual railway
operating income,
income, that
that the
trolct
the railway
railway F
railway operating
average annual
had an
operating income
income of
of such
such carrier
a whole
period as a
the guaranty period
for the
carrier for
operating
shall
the average annual railway operating
one-half the
than one-half
shall not be less than
income
of such
such carrier
during the test
test period.
carrier during
income of
Carrier to pay excess
(d)
the guaranty
as a
o0 ifco
metopa
operating of
railway operating
a whole
whole the
the railway
period as
guaranty period
income
over guarIf for
for the
(d) If
anty.
(1),
anty.
income
of
any
carrier
entitled
to
a
guaranty
under
paragraph
(1),
paragraph
under
a
guaranty
to
entitled
carrier
income of an
(2),
or (4)
(4) of
(c) is
in excess
excess of the
railway
minimum railway
the minimum
is in
of subdivision
subdivision (c)
(2), or
operating
carrier shall
such carrier
paragraph, such
in such
such paragraph,
guaranteed in
income guaranteed
operating income
forthwith pay
pay the
the amount
Treasury of the
the
the Treasury
into the
excess into
of such
such excess
amount of
forthwith
no estimate made.
Ino estimate made.
United
If for
for the
the railway oper- If
as aawhole
whole the
the guaranty
guaranty period as
States. If
United States.
ating
of any
any carrier
carrier entitled
under paragraph
paragraph
a guaranty
guaranty under
entitled to
to a
ating income
income of
(3)
(c) is
excess of one-half
annual sum fixed
fixed
one-half of the annual
is in
in excess
subdivision (c)
(3) of
of subdivision
4 of the
by
the President
President with
to such
such carrier
under section 4
carrier under
respect to
with respect
by the
amount of
forthwith pay
carrier
such carr
Act,
Federal
Fed
o.e
)
ral Control
C
eb
o
i
ntrol Ac
e
t
r
,such.
s.ing
i
er shall
shall forthwith
pay the
the amount
of Use of payments.
such excess
the United
United States.
States. The
amounts useof
payments.
The amounts
of the
the Treasury
Treasury of
into the
excess into
such
An,p.
so
Treasury of
p. 459.
459.
of the United
United States shall be added to the Ante,
into the
the Treasury
so paid into
indicated in
in
funds made
made available
202 for the purposes indicated
available under section 202
funds
of amount
Retentionofamount
this subdivision,
the provisions
such section.
section. Nothwithstanding
Nothwithstanding the
provisions of
ot:
subdivision, forRetention
such
fixed charges.
necessaryhges
such excess any amount necessary
any
may retain out of any such.
carrier may
any carrier
to
charges accruing
accruing during the guaranty
fixed charges
its fixed
it to
to pay its
to enable
enable it
period.
period.
Computation
for test
test
Computation for
the purposes
(e) For
purposes of this section railway operating income, or period.
For the
(e)
Vol. 40, p.
p. 452.
452.
any
deficit therein,
for the
the test
period shall
shall be
be computed
computed in the manman- vol.40,
test period
therein, for
any deficit
ner
of the
Federal Control
Act.
tt
f
Control Act.
in section
section 11of
the Federal
ner provided
provided for
for in
Computation_
for
priod.
guaranty period.
deficit therein, guaranty
(f)
In computing
operating income,
or any
any deficit
income, or
railway operating
computing railway
(f) In
ts
for
gruarantydperiod
section—
for the
the purposes of this sectionfor the
the guaranty
edits
ebi l and credits
called in
and credits
Debits
the included.
in the
accounts, called
the accounts,
from the
(1) Debits and credits arising from
e
monthly
Commission equipment rents and joint facility
to the Commission
reports to
monthly reports
rents, shall
be included,
included, but
debits and credits arising from the
but debits
shall be
rents,
operation
of
such
street
electric
passenger
railincluding railrailways, including
passenger railways,
electric
street
operation of such
gude
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ways
commonly called
called interurbans,
interurbans, as
are not
not under
under Federal
Federal control
control
as are
ways commonly
at the
of termination
termination thereof,
thereof, shall
shall be
be excluded;
excluded;
at
the time
time of
which
Adjustments
for
(2) Proper
be made
made (a)
(a) in
in case
lines which
case any
any lines
Proper adjustments
adjustments shall
shall be
(2)
Adjustments
for
lines formerly part of
of the
the period
of Federal
control, a
apart
of
part of
Federal control,
period of
portion of
carriers' system.
any portion
were, during
during any
of were,
caserslysrtem
the
.
of the
the carrier,
carrier, and
whose
and whose
of
of transportation
transportation
the railroad
railroad or
or system
system of
railway operating
income was
was included
such income
income of
the carrier
carrier
of the
included in
in such
railway
operating income
for the
the test
test period,
period, do
do not
be a
such railroad
railroad or
or
of such
not continue
continue to
to be
a part
part of
for
system of
during the
the entire
entire guaranty
guaranty period,
period, and
and (b)
(b)
system
of transportation
transportation during
Consolidated,
etc., in case of any lines acquired by, leased to, or consolidated with, the
etc,
in case of any lines acquired by, leased to, or consolidated with, the
cosondated,
during guaranty period.
railroad or
or system
transportation of
of the
the carrier
carrier at
any time
since
at any
time since
riod.
railroad
system of
of transportation
the
of the
the test
test period
period and
prior to
to the
expiration of
of the
the guaranty
guaranty
and prior
the expiration
the end
end of
period
which separate
returns to
the Commission
Commission are
are not
not
to the
forwhich
separate operating
operating returns
period,!for
made
m respect
respect to
to the
the entire
portion of
of the
the guaranty
guaranty- period;
period;
entire portion
made in
Maintenance
ex(3) There shall not be included
Maintenance exincluded in operating expenses,
expenses, for maintemaintepenses.
P
Allowance for, to
of way
way and
or for
equipment, more
more
be nance
to be
soance
nance of
and structures,
structures, or
for maintenance
maintenance of
of equipment,
determined by Comdetermned
by Con than an amount fixed by the Commission.
Commission. In
In fixing such amount
amount
mission.
the Commission
so far
apply the
the rule
rule set
forth
set forth
the
Commission shall
shall so
far as
as practicable
practicable apply
in
in paragraph
(a) of
the "standard
"standard concon5 of
of the
paragraph (a)
of section
section 5
in the
the proviso
proviso in
tract" between
between the
the United
United States
and the
the carriers
carriers (whether
not
or not
(whether or
States and
tract"
such
contract has
into with
with the
the carrier
carrier whose
whose railway
railway
has been
been entered
entered into
such contract
operating
being !computed);
is being
computed);
operating income
income is
Taxes excluded.
(4)
not be
included any
any taxes
taxes paid
paid under
under Title
Title IIor
or II
II
be included
shall not
(4) There
There shall
TaxV
e pp-ndd.
Vol. 40,
pp. 300-308,
1058-1096.
portion of the
under
105o8-10 PP
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1917,
1917, or such
such portion
the taxes
taxes paid under
Title
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1918
as by
by the
the terms
terms of
of such
such
1918 as
II or
or III
III of
of the
Title II
Act are
be treated
treated as
levied by
Act in
amendment of
of Title
Title IIor
II
or II
by.an
an Act
in amendment
to be
as levied
Act
are to
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1917;
1917; and
of
and
Correction of dispro(5)
shall require
require the
the elimination
elimination and
and restatement
restatement
Commission shall
The Commission
(5) The
dispron
porrtioorounreasonportionate
able charges.
of the operating expenses and
and revenues
revenues (other
(other than for maintenance
of way
and structures,
or maintenance
of equipment)
equipment) for
for the
the guaranty
guaranty
of
way and
structures, or
maintenance of
period, ko
the extent
necessary to
and exclude
exclude any
any disprodisproto correct
correct and
period,
tp the
extent necessary
portionate or
charge to
to such
such expenses
or revenues
revenues for
for
unreasonable charge
expenses or
portionate
or unreasonable
such period,
period, or
charge to
such expenses
expenses or
or revenues
revenues for
for such
such
or any
any charge
to such
such
period which
which under
under a
aproper
system of
accounting is
is attributable
attributable to
to
proper system
of accounting
period
another
period.
another period.
(g) The
The Commission
Commission shall,
as soon
as practicable
practicable after
after the
the expiraexpiraAmount due carshall, as
soon as
(g)
rier to be certified to
tion
of
the
guaranty
period,
ascertain
and
certify
to
the
Secretary
of
of
certify
to
the
Secretary
period,
ascertain
and
tion
of
the
guaranty
rier
to
be
ertifiedo
Secretary of the Treasury.
ury.
several amounts
necessary to
to make
make good
the foreforethe Treasury
Treasury the several
amounts necessary
good the
going
guaranty to
to each
The Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is
Payment directed.
going guaranty
each carrier.
carrier. The
Secretary of
Payment
hereby
and directed
to draw
in favor
favor
directed thereupon
thereupon to
draw warrants
warrants in
hereby authorized
authorized and
of
Treasury of the United States, for
of each such carrier
carrier upon the Treasury
for the
amount
make good
amount shown
shown in
in such certificate
certificate as necessary
necessary to
to make
good such
Appropriation.
guaranty.
such warrants
Appropriation.
guaranty. An
An amount
amount sufficient
sufficient to
to pay
pay such
warrants is hereby
hereby
appropriated
money in
appronot otherwise approin the
the Treasury
Treasury not
out of
of any
any money
appropriated out
priated.
priated.
Advances during
Advances
during
(h) Upon application
application of any carrier
carrier to the Commission, asking
guaranty period to
0 that during the guaranty period there may be advanced to it from
meet
fixed charges.
netnedcharg'es.
that during the guaranty period there may be advanced to it from
not in excess
excess of
of the
the estimated
estimated amount
amount necesnecestime to time
time such
such sums,
sums, not
sary
to make
make good
good the
the guaranty,
guaranty.
,as
are necessary
to enable
enable it
sary to
as are
necessary to
it to
to meet
meet
its
charges and
and operating
operating expenses,
expenses, the
the Commission
its fixed
fixed charges
Commission may
may
certify to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
times at
Treasury the amount
amount of,
of, and
and times
at
Contract
ontract for repay- which, such advances,
advances, if any, shall be made.
Secretary of
made. The
The Secretary
ment of excess, if any.
ent of excess,fan
the Treasury, on receipt
certificate, is authorized
receipt of such certificate,
authorized and directed
directed
to make the advances
advances in the amounts and at the times specified
specified in the
certificate,
upon the
by the
the carrier
carrier of
contract, secured
certificate, upon
the execution
execution by
of aacontract,
secured
determine, that upon final
in such manner as the Secretary
Secretary may determine,
determination
determination of the
the amount of the guaranty
guaranty provided
provided for by this
section
repay- to the United States
States any
any amounts
section such carrier
carrier will repay
amounts
which it
it has received from
from such
such advances
advances in excess of the guaranty,
guaranty,
with interest
interest at the rate of 66per centum
centum per annum from the time
Appropriation.
such excess was
paid. There
hereby appropriated,
such
was paid.
There is
is hereby
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money
sufficient to enable
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, a
asum sufficient
TRANSPORTATION ACt.
def.
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ACT.
TBSPOBTAION ACT.
the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
advances referred
referred to in this TRANSPORTATION
the advances
make the
to make
the Secretary
subdivision.
subdivision.
American Railway
shall, on or before EriecassnCmpany
Company shall,
(i) If
American Railway
Express Company
Railway Express
the American
If the
(i)
Express Company.
Guaranty against
Guarantyagainst
March
commission a
awritten
written statement
statement that it deficit
the Commission
with the
1920, file with
15, 1920,
March 15,
if conditions
June
of
accepts
all
the
provisions
of
this
subdivision,
the
contract
accepted.
accepts all the provisions of this subdivision, the contract
such company
company and
General of Railand the Director General
between such
1918, between
26, 1918,
roads, as
as amended
amended .
and continued
continued by agreement
November 21,
dated November
agreement dated
and
roads,
shall remain
in full
and effect
guaranty period
period
the guaranty
during the
effect during
force and
full force
remain in
1918, shall
in so
as the
same constitutes
the part
the United
United
of the
part of
on the
a guaranty
guaranty on
constitutes a
the same
far as
in
so far
States to
to such
against a
a deficit
operating income.
deficit in operating
company against
such company
States
Computation to
to be
be
Computation
operating income, and any deficit
In
In computing operatingincome,
deficit therein, for the made
made of
of expenses
expenses and
and
revenues.
revenues.
the
guaranty
period
for
the
purposes
of
this
subdivision,
Commission
guaranty period for the purposes
shall
elimination and
and restatement
restatement of the operating expenses
the elimination
require the
shall require
to
and
the guaranty
the extent
extent necessary
necessary to
to the
period, to
guaranty period,
for the
revenues for
and revenues
unreasonable charge
correct
exclude any
disproportionate or unreasonable
charge to
any disproportionate
and exclude
correct and
such expenses
or revenues
for such
such period,
period, or any charge to such
revenues for
expenses or
such
xusonromooperexpenses or
proper system Exclusionfrom
under aa proper
for such period which under
or revenues
revenues for
expenses
of
accounting is
attributable to
to another
from ating expenses.
to exclude
exclude from
and to
period, and
another period,
is attributable
of accounting
operating
so much of the
payment for express
express
charge for payment
the charge
expenses so
operating expenses
privileges
to carriers
carried as is in
lines the express traffic is carried
on whose
whose lines
carriers on
privileges to
excess
of 50.25 per
per centum
of gross
express revenue.
gross express
centum of
excess of
Basis for payment of
Bassforpaymento
.American Railway-Express Company guaranty.
guaranty period the American
For the guaranty
shall
pay-to
accepts the provisions
provisions of this section,
carrier which accepts
to every carrier
shall pay
as
subdivision (b) hereof, 50.25 per centum of the gross
as provided
provided in subdivision
the
revenue earned
on the
transportation of all its express traffic on the
the transportation
earned on
revenue
carrier's lines,
lines, and
and every
American
such carrier shall accept from the American
every such
carrier's
Railway Express
Express Company
percentage of the gross revenue
revenue as its
such percentage
Company such
Railway
compensation.
at the
gross revenue on through or joint
the gross
In arriving
arriving at
compensation. In
express
revenue between the
traffic, the method of dividing the revenue
express traffic,
carriers
between the carriers
carriers and such
carriers shall be that agreed upon between
express
company
and
approved
by
the
Commission.
by
approved
and
company
express
It no deficit, income
intomthe
bdeiit
tIo
the American
If for
guaranty period
as a
American Railway
Railway Express t
a whole
whole the
period as
for the
the guaranty
If
ya
.ld into the
o beurp
Treas
Treasury.
forthit
shall
Company
does
not
have
a
deficit
operating
income,
it
operating
in
deficit
a
have
not
does
Company
with
the amount of its operating income for such period into the
pay the
with pay
Ante, p. 459.
459.
The amount so paid shall be added A"nep.
States. The
Treasury
of the
the United
United States.
Treasury of
to
the funds
available under section 202 for the purposes
made available
funds made
to the
indicated
such section.
indicated in such
Cert ificate of amount
un t
dCrtimteoamo
expiration due.
practicable after the expiration
The Commission
Commission shall,
shall, as soon as practicable
The
of
the guaranty
guaranty period,
period, certify
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury the
the Secretary
certify to the
of the
amount
necessary to
foregoing guaranty- to the
the foregoing
to make
make good the
amount necessary
deBCtd
Paynlt directed.
Treasury Payment
American
Railway Express
Secretary of the Treasury
Company. The Secretary
Express Company.
American Railway
in
is
authorized and
warrants
thereupon to draw warrants
and directed thereupon
hereby authorized
is hereby
Treasury of the United States for
favor of such company upon the Treasury
the
amount shown in
certificate as necessary
necessary to make good such Appropriation for.
in such certificate
the amount
guaranty. An amount
amount sufficient
sufficient to pay such warrants is hereby Appropritionor.
appropriated
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise approout of
appropriated out
Advances to
meet
to meet
Advances
priated.
priated.
operating expenses.
Express Company
Upon
application of
of the
the American
Railway Express
Company to the opratimg expenses.
American Railway
Upon application
Commission, asking that
guaranty period there may be
during the guaranty
that during
Commission,
advanced
to it
time to
sums, not in excess of the
time such sums,
to time
it from
from time
advanced to
estimated
guaranty, as are
the guaranty,
to make
make good the
necessary to
amount necessary
estimated amount
necessary
enable it
it to
meet its
its operating
operating expenses,
Commission
expenses, the Commission
to meet
to enable
necessary to
Contract for
for repayrepay
Treasury the amount of, and ingcontract
may
certify to
to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
may certify
any 1
excess.
inganyecsSecretary
The
be
made.
shall
if
any,
times
such advances,
at which, such
times at
authorized .and
of
certificate, is authorized
Treasury, on receipt of such certificate,
of the
the Treasury,
directed to
to make
make the
the advances
the amounts
amounts and at the times
in the
advances in
directed
a
specified in
execution by such company of a
certificate, upon the execution
in the certificate,
specified
Secretary may determine,
determine,
contract, secured in such manner as the Secretary
that
final determination
guaranty prothe amount of the guaranty
determination of the
that upon final
vided for by this subdivision such company-will repay to the United
United
States any
amounts which
which it
received from
advances in
from such advances
it has
has received
any amounts
States
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AcT. excess of the guaranty, with interest at the rate of 66per centum per
annum
the time
such excess
was paid.
paid. There
is hereby
approhereby approThere is
excess was
time such
from the
annum from

TLSPOSAonw
TRANSPORTATION ACT.
Appropriation,
Appropriation.

priated
out of
of any
any money
money in
otherwise appropriated
appropriated
not otherwise
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
priated out
a
to enable
Secretary of
the Treasury
to make
make the
the
Treasury to
of the
enable the
the Secretary
a sum
sum sufficient
sufficient to
advances referred
to in
in this
subdivision.
this subdivision.
referred to
advances
NEW
LOANS TO
NEW LOANS
TO RAILROADS.
RAILROADS.

New
railNew loans
loans to
to railroads.
roads.

EC. 210.
210. (a)
the purpose
purpose of
by railroad
railroad subcarriers by
of enabling
enabling carriers
For the
SEC.
(a) For
Appliations by car- S
ject to
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
to serve
serve the
the .
public
public
properly to
Act properly
Commerce Act
to the
rsnor,

Applications by carriers for, on termination of Federal
control.
oe tetrna-ject
Details required.
Post, p. 946.

Dtaisraquird.

po,

p.

.

transition period immediately
immediately following the termination
termination
during the transition

of
Federal control,
carrier may,
may,. at
after the
the paspastime after
at any
any time
such carrier
control, any
any such
of Federal

sage of
this Act
Act and
expiration of
of two
years after the
two years
the expiration
before the
and before
of this
sage
termination
control, make application
application to the Commission
Commission
of Federal control,
termination of
for
loan from
from the
the United
United States,
States, setting
setting forth
forth the amount of
of the
for a
a loan

loan
and the
term for
it is desired,
the purpose of the loan and
desired, the
which it
for which
the term
loan and
the uses
will be
be applied,
applied, the
present and
and prospective
prospective
the present
it will
to which
which it
the
uses to
ability of
of the
the applicant
to repay
repay the
the loan
loan and
meet the
requirements
the requirements
and meet
applicant to
ability
of its
in that
that regard,
the character
character and
and value
of the
the secuvalue of
regard, the
of
its obligations
obligations in
rity offered,
offered, and
and the extent to which the public
public convenience
convenience and
rity
Statements to ac- necessity will be served.
by
accompanied by
shall be
be accompanied
application shall
The application
be served. The
statementsitao
company
applications.- necessity will
y
statements showing such
Commission may
as the
the Commission
details as
such facts
facts and details
statements
require
to the
physical situation,
situation, ownership,
capitalizaownership, capitalizathe physical
respect to
with respect
require with
tion,
indebtedness
contract
obligations, operation,
operation, and
and earning
earning power
power
contract obligations,
indebtedness,
tion,
of the
indebtedness,
applicant,
with such
such other
other facts
facts relating
relating to
to the
prothe proof the applicant, together with
priety
expediency of
the loan
loan applied
applied for
for and
the ability
ability
and the
of granting
granting the
and expediency
priety and
of the
applicant to
make good
good the
obligation, as
as the
the Commission
Commission may
may
the obligation,
to make
of
the applicant
deem pertinent
inquiry.
to the inquiry.
deem
pertinent to
(b) If
the Commission,
after such
hearing and
with
investigation, with
and investigation,
such hearing
Commission, after
If the
Investigation,
and
(b)
Investigation
certificate of
findings
notice,
it
that
direct,
finds
that
the
making, in
in whole
of
idig
or
without
notice,
as
it
may
certiicate
to Secretary of the
Treasury.
proposed loan by the United States is necessary
necessary to
or in
in part, of the proposed
Treasury.
enable the
the applicant
applicant properly
properly to
to meet
of
needs of
transportation needs
meet the
the transportation
enable
the
and that
applicant
power of
of the applicant
earning power
prospective earning
that the
the prospective
public, and
the public,
and
character and
and value
security offered
offered are such as to
to
value of
of the security
and the
the character
the
ability to repay the
furnish reasonable
reasonable assurance
assurance of the applicant's
applicant's ability
furnish
loan within
the time
fixed therefor,
therefor, and to meet its
its other
other obligations
obligations
time fixed
within the
loan
in connection
connection with
such loan,
may certify to the
the Commission
Commission may
loan, the
with such
in
Secretary of the Treasury its findings of fact and its recommendaFindingsandrecomFindings
and recom- Secretary of the Treasury its findings of fact and its recommendamendations.
tions as to: the amount of the loan which is to be made; the time,
mendations.
it is
not
exceeding five
five years
making thereof, within
within which it
the making
years from
from the
not exceeding
to
the character
character of
the security
which is
to be
is to
be offered
offered
of the
security which
be repaid;
repaid; the
to be
therefor;
conditions of
of the
the loan.
and the terms
terms and
and conditions
therefor; and
Allowance from re(c) Upon receipt
receipt of such certificate from the Commission, the
volving fund.
Secretary of the Treasury, at any time before the expiration of
olvingfund.
twenty-six
after the
control, is auFederal control,
termination of Federal
the termination
months after
twenty-six months
thorized
to make
not exceeding
exceeding the
the maximum
amount recomrecommaximum amount
make aaloan,
loan, not
thorized to
mended
moneys in
in the
the revolving
revolving fund
certificate, out
out of any moneys
mended in such certificate,
provided
for in
All such
such loans
loans shall
bear interest
interest at
at
shall bear
section. All
this section.
in this
provided for
Interest.
the rate
of 6
6 per
centum per
payable semiannually
to the
the
per centum
per annum,
annum, payable
semiannually to
the
rate of
Secretary
of the
Treasury and
and to
the credit
of the
Secretary of
the Treasury
to be
be placed
placed to
to the
credit of
the
revolving
fund provided
provided for
for in
this section.
section. The time, not exceedexceedin this
revolving fund
Repayment.
Repayment.
ing five years from the making thereof, within which such loan is to
be repaid,
the security
security which
which is
is to
to be
be taken
Security to be prepre- be
taken therefor, which shall be
repaid, the
scribed.
adequate to
loan, the terms and
and conditions
conditions of the loan,
to secure the loan,
scribed.
adequate
and the
the form
prescribed
shall be prescribed
of the
the obligation
obligation to be entered into, shall
and
form of
by the
the Secretary
the Treasury.
Treasury.
of the
Secretary of
by
Assistance
of Federal
(d) The
The Commission
Treasury may call
the Treasury
or the
the -Secretary
Secretary of the
Commission or
(d)
.AsistanceofFederal
Reserve Board.
upon the Federal Reserve Board for advice and assistance with
Reserve Board,
respect
loan.
any such
such application
application or loan.
respect to
to any
Appropriation.
Appropriation.
(e) There is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated out of any moneys in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated
$300,000,000, which shall
shall
appropriated the sum of $300,000,000,
ury not
not otherwise
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TRANSPORTATION ACT.
be
be used as a
a revolving
revolving fund for the
the purpose
purpose of making
making the
the loans
loans TRsPoRATION
ACT.
Us
of revolving
provided
provided for in this section, and for paying
paying the judgments,
judgments, decrees, fund.
Ante, p. 462.
and
awards referred
to in
(e) of
of section
section 206.
206.
and awards
referred to
in subdivision
subdivision (e)
Ante,
p.462.
n
Issue ontedbted(f) A
A carrier may issue evidences
of
indebtedness
the United
United nessue
evidences
indebtedness to
to the
Unitef
la att
States
authorization or
States pursuant
pursuant to this
this section without
without the
the authorization
or approval
approval
of any authority, State or Federal, and without compliance
compliance with
any
requirement, State
notification.
as to notification.
State or
or Federal,
Federal, as
any requirement,
fun d ,

c

EXECUTION OF
OF POWERS
POWERS OF
OF PRESIDENT.
EXECUTION
PRESIDENT.

l td b

Execution of powers
powers

of the President.
President.

SEC.
211. All
All powers
powers and duties
duties conferred
conferred or
SEC. 211.
or imposed
imposed upon
upon the
the
this Act,
designaPresident by
by the
preceding sections
sections of
of this
President
the preceding
Act, except
except the
the designation
tion of
of the
the agent
agent under
section 206,
may be
be executed
under section
206, may
executed by
by him
him through
through

Agent may be designated for.
Exception.
Exception
Ante, p. 461.
461.
Poet, pp. 1145,
1145, 1858,
1858,
Pot,
186
1863.

TITLE III.-DISPUTES
AND THEIR
III.—DISPUTES BETWEEN CARRIERS
CARRIERS AND
THEIR

Railroad disputes.
disputes.
Rairad

such agency or agencies as he may determine.

EMPLOYEES AND
EMPLOYEES
AND SUBORDINATE
SUBORDINATE OFFICIALS.
OFFICIALS.

SEC.
titleSEC. 300. When used in this title—
(1) The term "carrier"
"carrier" includes
(1)
includes any express company, sleeping
car company, and any carrier
carrier by railroad, subject
subject to
to the
the Interstate
Interstate
Commerce
or suburban
suburban electric
electric railCommerce Act,
Act, except
except aastreet,
street, interurban, or
way not operating as a
a part of a
steam railroad system of
a general steam
transportation;
transportation;
(2)
The term
term "Adjustment
"Adjustment Board"
Board" means
any Railroad
Railroad Board
(2) The
means any
Board of
of
Labor Adjustment established
established under
under section
section 302;
302;

tegdormaybedesigpp.

Meaningof terms.
Ycarnriofter.ms
"Carrier."

ent

B"Apustm
Boad."
u stm ent

"Labor Board."
Board."
(3) The
The term
Board" means
the Railroad
Railroad Labor
Board;
"Labor
(3)
term "Labor
"Labor Board"
means the
Labor Board;
(4) The
The term
term "commerce"
commerce among
among the
the several
"Conmerce."
(4)
"commerce" means
means commerce
several "Commerce."
States or
or between
between any
any State,
Territory, or
or the
the District
District of
States
State, Territory,
of Columbia
Columbia
and any foreign
foreign nation, or between
between any Territory
Territory or
or the
the District of
Columbia
Columbia and any State, or between
between any Territory
other
Territory and any other
Territory,
between any
Territory, or between
any Territory and the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
or within
within any Territory
Territory or the
the District
District of Columbia, or between
between
points in the same State but through
through any
any other State or
or any
any Territory
tory or the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia or any
any foreign
foreign nation; and
and
offi-subordnate officarriers of
of cia"Subordinate
includes officials
official' includes
term "subordinate
"subordinate official"
(5) The
The term
(5)
officials of carriers
Commission shall
regulation
such class or rank as the
the Commission
shall designate
designate by regulation
formulated and issued after such notice and hearing
hearing as the Commisformulated
sion may prescribe,
prescribe, to the carriers, and employees
subordinate
employees and subordinate
officials of carriers, and organizations
organizations thereof, directly
directly to be affected
by such
such regulations.
regulations.
by
SEC.
301. It
all carriers
carriers and
av,
S
EC. 301.
It shall be the duty of all
and their
their officers,
officers, 8
1
od
"rydisined
ter
t
'disegiZedint:7employees, and
agents to
to exert
reasonable effort
adopt rti
rupting operations of
employees,
and agents
exert every
every reasonable
effort and
and adopt
of
every available
means to
avoid any
any interruption
interruption to
to the
of r
oads.
every
available means
to avoid
the operation
operation of
roads
any carrier growing out of any dispute between the carrier
earner and the
employees or subordinate
thereof. All
All such
such disputes
disputes shall
croneresend
employees
subordinate officials
officials thereof.
shall between cam
"ersarid
be considered
possible decided in conference
repre employees
employeesto decide.
considered and, if possible,
conference between
between representatives
authorized so to confer by the carriers, or
sentatives designated
designated and authorized
or
the
thereof, directly
directly interested
the employees
employees or subordinate
subordinate officials
officials thereof,
interested in
in
the
dispute. If
any dispute
dispute is
conference, it
tge:cre.e
the dispute.
If any
is not
not decided
decided in
in such
such conference,
it agirreard
agr'entideo.
shall be referred
referred by the parties thereto to the board which under the
mutual

ta

e4

eren

s

to decide.

if no

provisions
ofRailroad
this title
title Boards
is authorized
to
and decide
decide
such
dispute.
Boards of Labor
provisions
SEC. 302.of
this
is
authorized
of Labor
to hear
hear
Adjustment
and
may
suchbedispute.
estab- justment.
Boards

SEC. 302. Railroad Boards of Labor Adjustment may be estab- ustment.

lished by
by agreement
agreement between
between any
any carrier,
carrier, group
group of
of carriers
or the
the
carriers, or
lished

d-

of Lab" Ad-

Estab=e
f
ut
poitblihont

and
and

carriers as a
employees or subordinate
subordinate officials
officials of
of mni
a whole
whole, and any employees
carriers, or
group of
of organizations
organizations thereof.
Disputesasto
riercarriers,
or organization
organization or
or group
thereof.
Disputas
as to grievSEC.
S
EC. 303. Each such Adjustment Board shall, (1) upon the appli- ances
,
r1318"rwarking
ancsrlesororking
conditions.
cation
of the
chief executive
executive of
any carrier
or organization
organization of
.
cation of
the chief
of any
employees Hearings
carrier or
of employees
etcs by
interested in the boards.
subordinate officials whose members
or subordinate
members are directly
directly interested
b
oards.ings '
dispute, (2) upon the written petition signed
s ed by not less than 100
unorganized
cials directly
directly interested in
unorganized employees
employees or subordinate
subordinate o
officials
the dispute, (3)
(3) upon the Adjustment
Adjustment Board's
Board's own motion, or (4)
(4)
Heat

etc,

by
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upon the request of the Labor Board whenever
whenever such board is of the
opinion
the dispute
likely substantially
substantially to
interrupt comto interrupt
comthat the
dispute is
is likely
opinion that
merce, receive
hearing, and
soon. as
practicable and
with due
due
as practicable
and with
and as
as soon
receive for
for hearing,
merce,
diligence decide,
decide, any
involving only
grievances, rules,
or
only grievances,
rules, or
diligence
any dispute
dispute involving
working conditions,
not decided
section 301,
301, between
between
as provided
provided in
m section
decided as
working
conditions, not
the
carrier and
and its
employees or
who are,
any
officials, who
are, or
or any
its employees
or subordinate
subordinate officials,
the carrier
organization
which is,
in accordance
provisions of
organization thereof
thereof which
is, in
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of
section 302,
upon any
any such
such Adjustment
Adjustment Board.
Board.
section
302, represented
represented upon

S
EC. 304.
There is
hereby established
established aaboard
board to
be known
known as
as the
the
to be
304. There
is hereby
SEC.
"Railroad
Labor Board"
Board" and
and to
to be
members as
as
composed of
of nine
nine members
be composed
"Railroad Labor
pointment.
follows:
pointment.
follows:
Labor
group.
Labor gop.
(1)
members constituting
constituting the labor group, representing the
(1) Three members
employees
and subordinate
be appointed
appointed
officials of
of the
the carriers,
carriers, to
to be
employees and
subordinate officials
by
the President,
by and
and with
and consent
the Senate,
Senate,
consent of
of the
advice and
with the
the advice
President, by
by the
from
not less
six nominees
nominees whose
shall be
be made
made
nominations shall
whose nominations
less than
than six
from not
and offered
by such
in such
such manner
manner as
the Commission
Commission
as the
employees in
and
offered by
such employees
shall by
by regulation
prescribe;
regulation prescribe;
shall
Management group.
(2)
members constituting
management group,
Management
group.
(2) Three
Three members,
constituting the
the management
group, reprerepresenting the
carriers, to
be appointed
appointed by
by the
President, by
by and
and with
with
the President,
to be
the carriers,
senting
the advice
the Senate,
Senate from
not less
nominees
six nominees
from not
less than
than six
consent of
of the
the
advice and
and consent
whose nominations
be made
made and
and offered
offered by
the carriers
carriers in
in such
such
by the
shall be
whose
nominations shall
manner as
as the
Commission shall
by regulation
regulation prescribe;
prescribe; and
manner
the Commission
shall by
and
(3) Three members, constituting the public
PublicPbligrop.
group.
public group,
group, representing
representing
the
to be
directly-by
by the
the President,
President, by
by and
the
with the
and with
public, to
be appointed
appointed directly
the public,
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
Senate.
advice
the Senate.
Vacancies.
Any vacancy on the Labor
be filled
filled in
the same
same manmanVacancies.
Labor Board
Board shall
shall be
in the
ner as
the original
ner
as the
original appointment.
appointment.
nominees
ApP°intnients
ffer f
S EC. 305.
either the
employees or
the carriers
carriers fail
to make
make nomifail to
or the
the employees
If either
305. 1.f
SEC.
pnomieentoffered
not oed
in accordance
by carriers
carriers or employ- nations and offer
offer , nominees
nominees in
accordance with the regulations
regulations of
of the
the
WS.
COITITIaiSSion, as
paragraphs (1)
and (2)
section 304,
304,
Commission,
as provided
provided in
in paragraphs
(1) and
(2) of
of section
within
thirty days
after the
the passage
passage of
of this Act
Act in
in case
case of
of any
any original
original
within thirty
days after
appointment
of the
or in
in case
case
the Labor
Labor Board,
Board, or
to the
the office
office of
of member
member of
appointment to
of a
avacancy
in any
any such
such office
within fifteen
fifteen days
days after
after such
such vacancy
vacancy
of
vacancy in
office within
occurs, the
the President
shall thereupon
thereupon directly
the appointment,
occurs,
President shall
directly make
make the
appointment,
consent of the Senate. In
In making any
by and
and with the advice and consent
any
such appointment
appointment the
the President
President shallz
shall, as far as
as he
he deems
deems it
it practlpracticable, select
individual associated
interest with
with the carriers
or
carrers or
cable,
select an
an individual
associated in
m interest
employees
he is
to represent.
represent.
employees thereof,
thereof, whichever
whichever he
is to
Ineligibility of meinSEc.
Board who
SEC. 306.
306. (a)
(a) Any
Any member
member of
of the
the Labor
Labor Board
who during
during his
his
bers.eiigibilityofmemterm of
office is
member or
in the
the employ
employ of
holds any
any
term
of office
is an
an active
active member
or in
of or
or holds
office
organization of
employees or subordinate
office in
in any organization
of employees
subordinate officials,
officials, or any
any
carrier, or owns any stock or bond thereof,
thereof, or is pecuniarily
pecuniarily interested
interested
therein,
shall at
once become
ineligible for
further membership
membership upon
therein, shall
at once
become ineligible
for further
upon
the
the Labor Board;
Board; but no
no such member
member is
is required
required to relinquish honhonorary
membership in, or his
any insurance
insurance or
orary membership
his rights in any
or pension
pension or
or
other
fund maintained
maintained by,
by, any
any organization
of employees
employees or
other benefit
benefit fund
organization of
or
subordinate officials
officials or
carrier.
subordinate
or by
by aacarrier.
Tenure of appoint(b)
the original
original members
Labor Board,
Board, one
one from
each
ments.re
appoint
(b) Of
Of the
members of
of the
the Labor
from each
ments.
group shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed for
term of
of three
two years,
group
for aaterm
three years,
years, one
one for
for two
years,
and
successors shall
shall hold
hold office
for terms
of
and one for one
one year.
year. Their
Their successors
office for
terms of
five years
years, except
vacancy shall
shall
except that any
any member appointed
appointed to
to fill
fill a
a vacancy
be appointed
appointed only
only for
unexpired term
of the
the member
whom he
he
member whom
term of
the unexpired
for the
be
Pay.
succeeds. Each
Each member
member shall
receive from
from the
the United
States an
an
United States
shall receive
restricted. succeeds.
Removal restricted,
annual
salary of
of $10,000.
$10,000. A
be removed
by the
annual salary
A member
member may
may be
removed by
the
President
of duty
duty or
or malfeasance
malfeasance in
in office,
but for
for no
President for neglect of
office, but
no
other
cause.
cause.
other
Drisios
Decisions on matters
S
EC. 307.
(a) The
shall hear,
as soon
ra ctifrom
Adjustment
frocSm
djstment
The Labor
Labor Board
Board shall
hear, and
and as
soon as
as p
practi307. (a)
SEC.
Boards.
cable and with due diligence
diligence decide, any dispute
dispute involving grievances,
grievances,
rules,
working conditions,
in respect
respect to
to which
which any
rules, or
or working
conditions, in
any Adjustment
Adjustment
Board
the Adjustment
Board certifies
certifies to
to the Labor
Labor Board
Board that
that irk
in its
its opinion
opinion the
Adjustment
Board has failed or will fail to reach aadecision within
within a
a reasonable
reasonable
tune, or
which the
determines that
time,
or in
in respect
respect to which
the Labor Board
Board determines
that any
any
Railroad Labor
Board created.
Composition
andapComnpitanndap

Railroad Labor
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Adjustment
Board has
has so
failed or
or is
is not
not using due diligence
diligence in
ACT.
in its
its TKSPOBRTATON
so failed
Adjustment Board
Of cases of grievconsideration thereof.
thereof. In
In case
case the
the appropriate
appropriate Adjustment
consideration
Adjustment Board
Board ances,
grievf Caeswhich
of
es,
may
co
is
under the
of section
302, the
the Labor
Labor Board,
Board, i
interrupt commercem
section 302,
provisions of
the provisions
is not
not organized
organized under
not settled by mutual
(1) upon
the application
application of
executive of
of any
any carrier
carrier or
or coferences,etc.
(1)
upon the
of the
the chief
chief executive
conferences, etc.
organization of
employees or
officials whose members
members are
subordinate officials
or subordinate
of employees
organization
directly interested
interested m
in the
upon a
written petition signed
a written
(2) upon
dispute, (2)
the dispute,
directly
by not
unorganized employees
officials
or subordinate
subordinate officials
employees or
100 unorganized
not less
less than
than 100
by
directly
(3) upon the Labor Board's own
dispute, or
or (3)
interested in the dispute,
directly interested
motion if
it is
of the
the opinion
opinion that
that the
dispute is
is likely
substantially
likely substantially
the dispute
if it
is of
motion
to
interrupt commerce,
commerce, shall
receive for
soon as
for hearing,
hearing, and as soon
shall receive
to interrupt
practicable
due diligence
dispute involving
involving
any dispute
diligence decide,
decide, any
with due
and with
practicable and
grievances, rules,
conditions which
which is
not decided
decided as proprois not
rules, or
or working
working conditions
grievances,
vided in
in section
301 and
which such
Adjustment Board
be
Board would
would be
and which
such Adjustment
section 301
vided
required
receive for
for hearing
hearing and
decision under
under the
of
the provisions
provisions of
and decision
to receive
required to
section 303.
Disputes as to wages.
(b) The
Labor Board,
(1) upon
upon the
of the
chief exex- Disputesastowages.
the chief
the application
application of
The Labor
Board, (1)
(b)
Decisions if
If not
no setsetDecisions
conferecutive of
of any
subordinate tled by mu'tl confer
of employees
employees or
or subordinate
ecutive
any carrier
carrier or
or organization
organization of
ences.
i
officials whose
whose members
members are directly interested
interested in
n the dispute,
(2) enceS
dispute, (2)
officials
upon
s' ied by
by not
not less
less than
than 100
unorganized emem100 unorganized
petition signed
a written
written petition
upon a
ployees
subordinate oh
cials directly
interested in
the dispute,
dispute, or
or
in the
directly interested
officials
or subordinate
ployees or
(3)
upon
the
Labor
Board's
own
motion
if
it
is
of
the
opinion
that the
opinion
is
of
the
if
it
motion
own
Board's
Labor
the
(3) upon
dispute
substantially to
receive
to interrupt
interrupt commerce, shall receive
is likely
likely substantially
dispute is
foihearing
diligence decide,
practicable and with due diligence
earing,'and
and as
as soon as practicable
for
employees or
or
wages or salaries of employees
with respect
respect to the wages
all disputes with
subordinate officials
of carriers,
not decided
as provided
provided in section
decided as
carriers, not
officials of
subordinate
de301. The
The Labor
Board may
upon its
own motion
motion within ten
ten days
days cisions
Suspensions
its own
may upon
301.
Labor Board
ges
made
aions
to of
ow%
wad
des
emade
by
mutual
conafter
the
decision
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
section
301,
by
mutua
conafter the decision, in accordance with the provisions of section 301, made
ferences.
en ces
of any
any dispute
respect to
wages or
or salaries
of employees
employees or
or subsub- er
salaries of
to wages
with respect
dispute with
of
ordinate officials of
decision
operation of such decision
suspend the operation
of carriers, suspend
ordinate
if
decision involves
involves such
is of the
the opinion
opinion that the decision
if the
the Labor
Labor Board is
an
increase in
as will
necessitate a
a subbe likely
likely to necessitate
salaries as
will be
in wages
wages or
or salaries
an increase
Final decision.
stantial
readjustment of
of the
rates of
carrier. The
Board FinaldecisionL
The Labor
Labor Board
of any
any carrier.
the rates
stantial readjustment
shall
hear any
any decision so suspended
practicable and
as soon as practicable
suspended and as
shall hear
with
decide to
to affirm
or modify
modify such suspended
suspended decision.
decision.
affirm or
with due
due diligence
diligence decide
Concurrence in de(c)
A decision
decision by
the provisions
provisions of
In de"
concurrc
of para- cisions.
Board under
under the
Labor Board
by the
the Labor
(c) A
o
therein
concurrence therein
this section
section shall
shall require the concurrence
graphs (a) or (b) of this
Pooea.
in 1Arg
of
Provided, That in
members of the Labor Board: Provided,
least 5
5 of the
the 99members
of at least
wages.
Record and
and publiopublic,one of the represent- ityRecord
at least
least one
(b), at
case
of any
paragraph (b),
under paragraph
any decision
decision under
case of
of decisions.
atives
of
the
public
shall
concur
in
such
decision.
All
decisions
of
of
ityof
decisions.
atives of the public shall concur in such decision. All decisions
the
entered upon
board and
and
records of the board
upon the records
be entered
the Labor Board shall be
copies thereof, together
together with such statement of facts bearing thereon
thereon
as
the board
be immediately
immediately communicated
communicated
shall be
proper, shall
may deem
deem proper,
as the
board may
to
the parties
to the
the dispute,
dispute, the
the President,
Adjustment Board,
Board,
President, each
each Adjustment
to the
parties to
and
the Commission,
and shall
shall be
such manin such
further publicity in
be given further
Commission, and
and the
ner
the Labor
determine.
Labor Board
Board may determine.
ner as
as the
l
(d) All
All the
decisions of
of the
the Labor
Labor Board
Board in
in respect
respect to
or jusAtlrdesona
Just
to wages
wages or
btlbe
(d)
the decisions
Adjustment -Board in respect
respect
of the Labor
Labor Board or an Adjustment
and of
salaries and
to
employees or subordinate
subordinate officials of carof employees
conditions of
to working
working conditions
riers shall
shall establish
establish rates
rates of
standards of workworkand standards
of wages and salaries and
riers
ing conditions
which in the opinion
opinion of the
board are just andreasonable.
and reasonable.
the board
conditions which
ing
In determining
determining the
justness and
of such
wages and
and Elements for detersuch wages
and reasonableness
reasonableness of
the justness
In
mination of.
salaries
working conditions
applicable, miationof.
far as
as applicable,
board shall, so far
conditions the board
or working
salaries or
take into
consideration among
relevant circumstances:
circumstances:
other relevant
among other
into consideration
take
(1) The
The scales of
work in other
other
kinds of work
paid for
for similar kinds
of wages paid
(1)
industries;
(2) The
of living;
and the cost of
(2)
The relation
relation between wages and
(3) The
of the employment;
employment;
(3)
The hazards
hazards of
(4)
(4) The training and skill required;
required;
(5) The
degree of responsibility;
responsibility;
(5)
The degree
(6) The
character and
regularity of
the employment;
employment; and
and
of the
and regularity
(6)
The character
(7) Inequalities
of increases
in wages
or of
the result of
treatment, the
of treatment,
wages or
increases in
Inequalities of
(7)
adjustments.
or adiustments.
orders or
previous wage orders
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SEC.
BoardSEC. 308.
308. The
The Labor
Labor Board-members;
(1) Shall elect a
achairman
chairman by majority vote of its members;
(1)
(2) Shall maintain central ofices
offices m
in Chicago, Illinois, but the Labor
(2)
it deems it
Board may, whenever it
it necessary, meet at such other place
as it
may determine;
as
it may
determine;
Investigations and
(3) Shall
investigate and
relations between
and
carriers and
between carriers
the relations
and study
study the
(3)
Shall investigate
tvestoigations
studies
of relationsad
behours of
tween carriers and
em- their employees,
employees, particularly questions
questions relating to wages, .homs
andemtweencarriers
ployees, directed.
labor, and
conditions of
employment and the
respective privithe respective
of employment
and other
other conditions
labor,
ployees, directed,
leges,
rights,
and
duties
of
carriers
and
employees
' and shall gather,
leges, rights, and duties of carriers and employees, and shall gather,
Compilation, etc., of

TRANSPORTATION
ACT.
TRANSORTATION AC.

Chairman to
be
to be
Chairman
elected.
Central offices
offices at
Central
l icB
Chicago,
Ill.
Ch
g, IlI.

compile,
classify, digest,
publish, from
from tune
tune to
and
data and
time, data
to time,
and publish,
digest, and
compile classify,
information
questions to
to the
that the
Labor
the Labor
end that
the end
to such
such questions
relating to
information relating
Board
may be
to perform
perform its
under this
this title
title
its duties
duties under
equipped to
be properly
properly equipped
Board may
and that
that the
of the
Adjustment Boards
the public
public may
may
and the
Boards and
the Adjustment
members of
the members
and
be properly
properly informed;
informed;
be
Executory
regula(4)
make regulations
for the
the efficient
efficient execution
of
execution of
necessary for
regulations necessary
May make
(4) May
(reglExetonry
tions.
the
functions vested
vested in
it by
title; and
and
this title;
by this
in it
the functions
Decisions, etc.,tobe
etc., to be
(5) Shal
Shall at least annually collect and publish the decisions and
Decisios,
published annually.
regulations
Adjustment Boards
Boards and
and call
all
and the
the Adjustment
Labor Board
Board and
of the
the Labor
regulations of
pblhed annuall.
court and
and administrative
administrative decisions
and regulations
regulations of
the Commissioni
Commission
of the
decisions and
court
in
this title,
with a
thereof.
index-digest thereof.
a cumulative
cumulative index-digest
title, together
together with
to this
in respect
respect to
Presence
hearconsidered by an Adjust
SEC.
Presence at hear
SEC. 309.
309. Any party
party to any dispute to be considered
Adjustings.
ns
ment Board
or by
by the
the Labor
Labor Board
either
a hearing
hearing either
entitled to
to a
shall be
be entitled
Board shall
ment
Board or
person or by counsel.
in person
Prater of members to
functions
SEC. 310. (a)
administration of the functions
For the
the efficient
efficient administration
SEo.
(a) For
Po*erofmembersto
secure evidence.
vested in
Labor Board
by this title, any member thereof may reBoard by
in the
the Labor
vested
quire,
subpcena issued
issued and
signed by himself, the
the attendance
attendance of
and signed
by subpoena
quire, by
any
production of
book, paper,
or
document, or
paper, document,
of any
any book,
and the
the production
witness and
any witness
Depositions.
other
evidence from,
from any
place in
any designated
designated
the United
United States at any
any place
in the
other evidence
'DepcOSi.
designated
a deposition
place
hearing, and the taking of a
deposition before any designated
of hearing,
place of
a deposition
person
having power
In the case of a
deposition
oaths. In
to administer
administer oaths.
power to
person having
the testimony
testimony shall
shall be
to writing by the person taking
taking the
be reduced
reduced to
the
deposition or
under his
direction, and shall then be
be subscribed
subscribed to by
his direction,
or under
deposition
the deponent.
deponent. Any
Any member
of the
may administer oaths
oaths
Boardmayadminister
the Labor
Labor Board
member of
the
Witness fees, etc.
and
examine any
any witness.
witness. Any
witness summoned
before the
the board
board
summoned before
Any witness
and examine
itness fees, etc.
and
witness whose
is taken
taken shall
be paid
fees
paid the same fees
shall be
deposition is
whose deposition
and any
any witness
and
mileage as
courts of the
States.
the United
United States.
witnesses in the courts
as are paid
paid witnesses
and mileage
Assistance of courts.
or in
in case
the
comply with
with any
subpoena or
of courts.
(b) In
case of
Assistance
(b)
In case
of failure
failure to
to comply
any subpcena
case of the
contumacy of
before the
Labor Board,
Board, the
the
the Labor
appearing before
of any
any witness
witness appearing
contumacy
of any United States
board may
invoke the aid of
States district court.
court. Such
may invoke
board
comply with the requirecourt
may thereupon
order the
the witness to comply
thereupon order
court may
ments
such subpoena,
subpoena, or
in
touching the matter in
to give
give evidence
evidence touching
or to
of such
ments of
question, as
case may
order may be
Any failure
failure to
to obey such order
the case
may be.
be. Any
question,
as the
punished by
as a
contempt thereof.
thereof.
court as
a contempt
punished
by such
such court
Testimony compulcompulTestimony
(C)
No
person
from
so attending
testifying or
(c)
person
shall
be
excused
attending and testifying
sory.
deposing,
from so
so producing
producing any
document, or
or other
other
any book,
book, paper, document,
nor from
deposing, nor
documentary
evidence
that the
testimony or
or evidence,
evidence, documentary
the testimony
ground that
on the
the ground
evidence on
incriminate him or subject
required of
of him may tend to incriminate
or otherwise, required
Criminal immunity
him
penalty or
or forfeiture;
no natural
natural person
person shall
prosebe proseshall be
but no
forfeiture; but
a penalty
to a
him to
ofnitnalpsunity
of
natural persons.
cuted or
to any
any penalty
or forfeiture
for or
on account
account of
or on
penalty or
forfeiture for
cuted
or subjected
subjected to
any transaction,
transaction, matter,
or thing,
thing, as
as to
which in
in obedience
obedience to
to a
suba subto which
matter, or
any
pcena and
under oath,
he may
so
testify
or produce
produce evidence,
evidence, docudocuhe
may
so
testify
or
and
under
oath,
pcena
ery
cepted.
Perjury excepted.
mentary or
or otherwise.
But no
no person
exempt from
from prosecuprosecuotherwise. But
person shall
shall be
be exempt
mentary
tion
and
punishment for
for perjury
perjury committed
in
so testifying.
testifying.
in
so
committed
tion
and
punishment
to
have
s
Members
to have
have acMembers to
aRc
,~
...._ t
q
1
.
cess
EC. 311.
(a) When
efficient administration
the efficient
administration of
necessary to
to the
311. (a)
When necessary
books, records,
records, S
SEC.
ss to books,
eetc.
tc
the functions
.
functions vested in the Labor Board by this title,
title ' any member,
authorized in writing
officer, employee
employee, or
or agent
agent thereof, duly authorized
writing by the
board,
at all
reasonable times
purpose of
for the
the purpose
of examination
examination
shall at
all reasonable
times for
board, shall
have access
to and
and the
the right to
to copy any
any book,
book, account, record, paper,
have
access to
or
correspondence relating
relating to
to any
which the
the board
board is
is authorauthormatter which
any matter
or correspondence
Penalty for refusal.
ized to
to consider
consider or
or investigate.
Any person
who upon
upon demand
demand
investigate. Any
person who
ized
refuses any
any duly
duly authorized
authorized member,
officer, employee,
of
member. officer,
employee, or
or agent
agent of
refuses
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TRANSPORTATION ACT.
AcT.
the
Labor Board
Board such
of access
access or
or copying,
obstructs, TBANSPOBTATO
hinders, obstructs,
or hinders,
copying, or
right of
such right
the Labor

or resists
resists him
him in
of such
upon conviction
nght, shall upon
such right,
exercise of
the exercise
in the
or
thereof be
of $500
each such
such offense.
offense. Each
Each
for each
$500 for
a penalty
penalty of
to a
liable to
be liable
thereof
sit for
day
during any
any part
part of
of which
constitute Suit
offense continues shall constitute
which such offense
day during
for recovery.
recovery.
a
penalty shall
shall be
be recoverable
recoverable in aacivil suit
Such penalty
offense. Such
separate offense.
a separate
brought
in the
the name
of the
shall be covered into
States, and shall
United States,
the United
name of
brought in
the
of the
United States
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
as miscellaneous
States as
the United
Treasury of
the Treasury
Data from Govern-

whenever mDt
(b)
Every officer
or employee
employee of
of the
United States,
States, whenever
the United
ment officials,
officials, etc.
etc.
officer or
(b) Every

requested by
member of
of the
Labor Board
Board or an Adjustment
Adjustment
the Labor
any member
by any
requested
Board duly
duly authorized
by the
shall supply
supply to
to
the purpose,
purpose, shall
for the
board for
the board
authorized by
Board
such board
data or
or information
information pertaining
administration
pertaining to the administration
any data
board any
such
of the
the functions
functions vested
vested in
in it
it by
by this
title, which
contained in
may be contained
which may
this title,
of
the records
his office.
the
records of
of his
office.
(c) The
The President
transfer to
rthe Labor
Labor Board
Board
to rthe
to transfer
authorized to
is authorized
President is
(c)
administration
any
documents pertaining to the administration
papers, or documents
any books, papers,
of
the functions
this title, which are in the
functions vested in the board by this
of the
possession of
agency, or railway
railway board
adjustment in connecboard of adjustment
of any
any agency,
possession
tion therewith,
therewith, established
established for
executing the
powers granted
granted the
the powers
for executing
tion
which are no longer
President under
the Federal
Act and which
longer
Control Act
Federal Control
under the
President
necessary to
to the
of such
such agency.
agency.
of the
the affairs
affairs of
administration of
the administration
necessary

Transfer of records

from
l
M former
form
ferefree
er agencies.
a
g
es
from
et
rounder
c
etoniror
der

edera
Federal

carier
Carriers not to reduce faed
fixed pay
pay rates
rates
S
EC. 312.
312. Prior
to September
1920, each
carrier shall
shall pay
to duce
pay to
each carrier
1, 1920,
September 1,
Prior to
SEC.
to September 1,
September 1,
92o to
a prior
each employee
employee or
or subordinate
official thereof wages or salary at a
1920.
subordinate official
each
rate
agency, or railway
railway
the decision of any agency,
by the
fixed by
that fixed
than that
less than
not less
rate not
board
of adjustment
adjustment in
established for executtherewith, established
connection therewith,
in connection
board of
ing
the powers
powers granted
granted the
the President
President under
under the Federal
Control Act,
Federal Control
ing the
in
effect in
respect to
such employee
official immeor subordinate
subordinate official
employee or
to such
in respect
in effect
diately preceding
preceding 12.01
12.01 a.
March 1,
Any carrier
carrier acting
acting in
diately
a. in.
m. March
1, 1920.
1920. Any
ty for
vio
in Penalty
for violation.
violation of
any provision of
this section
section shall
thereof tion.
conviction thereof
upon conviction
shall upon
of this
of anyprovision
violation
be liable
to a
apenalty
Each such action
of $100
$100 for each such offense. Each
penalty of
liable to
be
with respect
respect to
any such
subordinate official and each
each
employee or subordinate
such employee
to any
with
day
offense continues shall conduring which the offense
portion thereof during
or portion
day or
stitute
offense. Such
Such penalty
shall be
recoverable in
ina a
a Suit for
ecoverable
for recovery.
in
be re
penalty shall
separate offense.
stitute aa separate
civil
suit brought
in the
the name
the United
United States, and shall be covname of the
brought in
civil suit
ered
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts. Bard
ub
States as
Board to
to mae
make pub.
of the
United States
ered into
into the
violations
aeoof deoiatioions of
th lie
SEC. 313.
in case
case it
has reason
believe that
reason to believe
it has
Board, in
Labor Board,
The Labor
313. The
SEC.
Si0113.
any decision
the Labor
Board or
or of
an Adjustment Board
Board is violated
violateds OS.
of anAdjustment
Labor Board
of the
decision of
any
organization
by any
or employee
employee or
official, or organization
subordinate official,
or subordinate
carrier, or
any carrier,
by
thereof, may
may upon
its own
own motion
after due
hearing to all
and hearing
notice and
due notice
motion after
upon its
thereof,
persons
interested in
in such
such violation,
violation, determine
determine whether
whether in
directly interested
persons directly
its
make public
public its decision
decision
occurred and make
has occurred
violation has
such violation
opinion such
its opinion
and ememecretary and
in
it may
may determine.
determine.
as it
such manner
manner as
in such
Secretary,
ployees authorised.
authorisd
a secretary,
secretary, who
S
EC. 314.
314. The
Labor Board
appoint a
who shall ployees
(1) appoint
may (1)
Board may
The Labor
SEC.
receive
salary of $5,000;
$5,000; and (2)
(2)
the United States an annual salary
from the
receive from
subject
to the
provisions of
the civil-service
civil-service laws,
appoint and remove
remove Contingentexpense.
laws, appoint
of the
the provisions
subject to
Contingent expenses.
such
employees, and
and make
make such expenditures
expenditures
agents; and
and agents;
officers, employees,
such officers,
for
rent, printing,
law books, books
books of reference,
reference,
telephone, law
telegrams, telephone,
printing, telegrams,
for rent,
periodicals,
furniture, stationery,
stationery, office equipment,
equipment, and other supperiodicals, furniture,
plies
and expenses,
expenses, including
including salaries,
traveling expenses of its memsalaries, traveling
plies and
bers,
officers, employees,
employees, and
agents, and witness
witness fees,
fees, as
as
and agents,
secretary, officers,
bers, secretary,
are necessary
necessary for
the efficient
efficient execution
functions vested in
execution of the functions
for the
are
the
board by this
provided for by Congress from
from
this title and as may be provided
the board
time to
time. All
of the
the expenditures
Board shall be
expenditures of the Labor Board
All of
to time.
time
presentation of itemized vouchers
vouchers therefor
therefor
allowed and paid upon the presentation
approved
by the
the chairman
chairman of
of the
the Labor
Labor Board.
Appropriation
Board.
approved by
Appropriation for
for
expenses.
appropriated for the fiscal
SEC. 315. There
hereby appropriated
fiscal year ending
ending expanses.
There is hereby
SEC.
June 30, 1920,
money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise approappro1920, out of any money
June
necessary,
priated, the
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
$50,000, or so much
the sum of $50,000,
priated,
to be
by the
the Labor
Board, for defraying
defraying the expenses
expenses of
Labor Board,
expended by
be expended
to
the
establishment of the board, including the payand establishment
maintenance and
the maintenance
ment
of salaries as provided in this title.
ment of
442S1°-21-32
44281°-21-32
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Board of Mediabion
oncSediaion
and Conciliation.
Duties restricted.
Vol. 38ts,
38, p. 103..

SEC.
S
EC. 316. The powers and duties of the Board of Mediation
Mediation and
shall not
Conciliation
by the
15, 1913,
1913, shall
July 15,
approved July
Act approved
the Act
created by
Conciliation created
extend
to
any
dispute
which
maybe
received
for
hearing
and
deciand
decihearing
for
received
may
be
extend to any dispute which
sion
by any
any Adjustment
Adjustment Board
Labor Board.
Board.
Board or
or the
the Labor
sion by

Araeinrs=ifferee
AItenstadtCentsr

TITLE
IV.—AMENDMENTS TO
TO INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE
TITLE IV.-AMENDMENTS
ACT.
ACT.

ACT.

TRANSPORTATION ACT.

TRAlSoTATIO

Board

vDot.

COMMERCE
COMMERCE

of the
the Interstate
Interstate
first four
four paragraphs
paragraphs of
of section
sAppticateinter
SEC. 400
Sze.
400 The
The first
section 11of
appear in
section 7
7 of
Vol.36,p.544,amend- Commerce
Commerce Act,
as such
Act, as
such paragraphs
paragraphs appear
in section
of the
the ComCom.
merce Court Act, are hereby
hereby amended
amended. to read as follows:
Carriers
affected.
arriers affected.
"(1)
(1) That
the provisions
of this
Act shall
shall apply
common carriers
That the
provisions of
this Act
apply to
to common
carriers
engaged
in—
ransport
by
engaged
inTransporting by rail
"(a) The
The transportation
transportation of
of passengers
passengers or
property wholly
by railrailwholly by
or property
"(a)
or by partly rail
rai and
water.
water
road, or partly by railroad and partly by water when both are used
under
common control,
management, or
or arrangement
cona conarrangement for
for a
control, management,
under aa common
tinuous carriage
or
or shipment;
shipment; or
carriage or
tinuous
On pipe lines.
oilpipe
" (b)
transportation of
of oil
commodity, except
"
(b) The
The transportation
oil or
or other
other commodity,
except water
water
and except
except natural
artificial gas,
by pipe
pipe line,
line, or
pipe
natural or
or artificial
gas, by
or partly
partly by
by pipe
and
line
by railroad
or by
by water;
water; or
or
and partly
partly by
railroad or
line and
Transmission
Transmissien of mes""(c) The transmission
mtransmission of intelligence by wire or wireless;wireless;—
sages.
from one
State or
or Territory
Territory of
the United
United States
the District
of
District of
States, or
or the
Interstate and
and forof the
one State
Interstate
for from
eign
commerce emn commere
any other
em- Columbia,
other State
or Territory
Territory of
or the
Columbia, to
to any
State or
of the
the United
United States,
States, or
the
braced.
District
Columbia or
in a
aTerritory
Territory to
to another
another place
place
one place
place in
or from
from one
District of
of Columbia,
in
the same
Territori, or
the United States
States through
or from any
any place in the
in the
same Territory,
foreign country
States, or
or from
any other place
place in
in the
the United
United States,
aaforeign
country to any
foreign country,
or from
from aa foreign
country,
in the
the United States to
to or
or to
to any
any place
place in
Only
within the
the but only in so far as such transportation
transmission takes place
only within
transportation or tram.-mission
United States.
United States.
within the United States.
Territory
included.
Territory included.
"(2) The
provisions of
this Act
shall also
also apply
such trans"(2)
The provisions
of this
Act shall
apply to
to such
transtransmission of intelligence,
portation
portation of passengers and property and transmission
but
only in
in so
as such
such transportation
or trapsmission
place
takes place
transmission takes
transportation or
so far
far as
but only
Exceptions.
Exceptions
within the United
United States,
States, but
but shall not
not apply—
apply"
(a) To
or property,
property, or
or to
to the
the
Transportation
of passengers
passengers or
"(a)
To the
the transportation
transportation of
Transportation
wholly intrastate.
intrastate.
wholly
receiving,
receiving, delivering, storage,
storage, or handling
handling of property, wholly
wholly within
within
one State
State and
and not
country from or to
to
one
not shipped
shipped to
to or
or from
from a
a foreign
foreign country
any
place in
in the
the United
aforesaid;
any place
United States
States as
as aforesaid;
Messages wholly
"
To the
the transmission
by wire
or wireless
wireless wholly
wholly
wire or
(b) To
transmission of
of intelligence
intelligence by
wi
onessateswhoy
' (b)
within one
State.
within
one State
State and
and not
not transmitted
transmitted to
or from
from aaforeign
foreign country
country
within one
to or
from or
or to
to any
or
any place
place in the United States as aforesaid;
aforesaid; or
from
Transportation
rtatio n
"(c)
the transportation
transportation of
of passengers.or
,Transpo
"(c) To
To the
passengers.or property
property by
by aacarrier
carrier
solely by water.
by water
water where
where such
subject to
to the
by
such transportation
transportation would
would not
not be
be subject
provisions
except for
for the
the fact
fact that such
such carrier
carrier absorbs,
absorbs,
provisions of this act except
out
port-to-port
u
water
out of its port-to-port
water rates
rates or out of
of its
its proportional
proportional through
trackage,
rates, any
any switc'
switching,, terminal,
terminal, lighterage,
lighterage, car rental,
rental, trackage,
handling, or other charges by a
a rail
rail carrier for
for services
services within the
switching, drayage,
drayage, lighterage,
limits of
of a
port terminal
switching,
lighterage, or corporate
corporate limits
a port
terminal
or district.
district.
Terms defined.
Terms
defined.
(3) The term 'common carrier' as used in this Act shall include
""(3)
"Common carrier.'!
ommon carer. all pipe-line companies;
companies; telegraph,
telegraph, telephone, and
and cable
companies
cable companies
operating
by wire
wire or
wireless; express
express companies;
companies; sleeping-car
sleeping-car comcomoperating by
or wireless;
panies; and
persons, natural
natural or
or artificial,
artificial, engaged
such transpanies;
and all
all persons,
engaged m
m such
transportation or transmission
transmission as aforesaid
aforesaid as common
for hire.
portation
common carriers
carriers for
hire.
Wherever
'carrier' is
Wherever the
the word 'carrier'
is used in
in this Act it
it shall
shall be held
held to
to
"Railroad."
"Railr
'common carrier.'
mean 'common
carrier.' The term 'railroad'
'railroad' as used
used in
in this
this Act
Act
shall
all bridges,
bridges, car
car floats,
ferries used
shall include
include all
floats, lighters,
lighters, and
and ferries
used by
by or
or
operated
connection with
with any
railroad, and
and also
all the
the road
road in
in
operated in
in connection
any railroad,
also all
use
by any
common carrier
operating a
arailroad,
railroad, whether
whether owned
owned or
use by
any common
carrier operating
or
operated under
under a
agreement, or
or lease,
lease, and
a contract,
contract, agreement,
Flits ldedoperated
and also
also all
all switches,
switches,
FsPiltties included.
ies . spurs,
spurs, tracks,
tracks, terminals,
terminals, and terminal facilities of every
kind used
used or
every kind
or
necessary
in the
the transportation
of the
the persons
persons or
designated
necessary in
transportation of
or property
property designated

Applications of interstate commerce.
Vol. 36, p. 544,amended
ed.
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herein,
freight depots,
"ORTA=TON ACT.
ACT.
and grounds,
grounds, used or TRANSPORTATION
yards, and
depots, yards,
including all
all freight
herein, including
necessary
in the
the transportation
transportation or
any such
such property.
necessary in
or delivery
of any
property. "Transportation."
delivery of
"Trasportation."
The term
'transportation' as used in this
Act shall include
include locothis Act
The
term 'transportation'
motives, cars, and other
vehicles vessels,
vessels and
all instrumentalities
instrumentalities
and all
other vehicles,
motives,
and
irrespective of ownership
or
ownership or
carriage, irrespective
shipment or
or carriage,
facilities of
of shipment
and facilities
of any contract, express or implied
implied, for the use thereof, and all
elevation, and transfer
connection with thereceipt,
the receipt, delivery, elevation,
transfer
services in connection
transit, ventilation,
ventilation, refrigeration
refrigeration or
in transit,
or icing, storage,
storage, and
and handling
handling "Transmission."
transported. The term 'transmission'
'transmission' as used in this
Tanrissi
of property transported.
Act shall include
include the transmission
intelligence through the applitransmission of intelligence
cation of electrical energy or other use of electricity, whether by
means of wire, cable, radio apparatus,
apparatus, or other wire or wireless conductors or appliances,
all instrumentalities
mstrumentalities and facilities for and
appliances, and al
ductors
connection with the receipt, forwarding,
forwarding, and delivery of
services in connection
messages, communications
intelligence so transmitted,
communications, or other intelligence
hereinafter also collectively
hereinafter
collectively called messages.t
messages.
Carriers to furnish
"(4)
It shall
shall be
be the
every common
subject to
to this
this transportation,
trriers
to furtish
"
(4) It
the duty
duty of
of every
common carrier
carrier subject
estabestabligt
es, through
routes,
routes,
engaged in the transportation
passengers or property to pro- lish
transportation of passengers
Act engaged
r through
transportation upon reasonable request therevide and furnish such transportation
reasonable rates,
establish through
throukh routes and just and reasonable
for, and to establish
reasonable
'provide reasonable
fares, and charges applicable thereto, and to jprovide
reasonable rules
facilities for operating through routes and to make reasonable
regulations with respect to the operation
operation of through routes, and
and regulations
thereto;
entitled thereto;
providing for'reasonable
for reasonable compensation
compensation to those entitled
telelv. ision of joint
nt
eraeustdtc.v
ono
establish just, reasonra
reason- rates,
and in case of joint rates, fares, or charges, to establish
earriers subject
able and equitable
equitable divisions thereof as between
between the carriers
able,
prefer or
or
participating therein which shall not unduly prefer
to this Act participating
prejudice
prejudice any of such participating
participating carriers.
gtobej
All charges
to be just
reasonable.
"
(5) All
All charges
charges made
rendered and reasonable.
service rendered or to be rendered
made for
for any service
"(5)
transmission
in the transportation of passengers or property or in the transmission
connection
of intelligence by wire or wireless as aforesaid, or in connection
therewith, shall be just and reasonable, and every unjust
unjust and unreasonable charge for such service or any part thereof is prohibited
prohibited and pProvisos.
mesclassincation of
ofmee.
declared
declared to be unlawful: Provided,
Provided, That messages by wire
wire or wireless Classification
sages.
subject to
provisions of this Act may be classified into day,sage
the provisions
subject
to the
unrepeated, letter, commercial,
commercial, press,
press ' Government,
Government,
night, repeated, unrepeated,
different rates Messages for carriers.
and such other classes
classes as are just
just and reasonable,
reasonable, and
and different
may
be charged
charged for
different classes
provided Msssges
messages: And provided
classes of messages:
the different
for the
may be
further, That nothing in this Act shall be construed
construed to.prevent telefurther,
phone, telegraph, and cable companies
companies from entering into contracts
Classifiestion of prop
propclassifiationof
of services.
services.
exchange of
with common
for the
the exchange
carriers for
common carriers
with
erty for transportation
ufo,and rao
t,'
subject tto
"(6)
"
(6) It is hereby made the duty of all common carriers subject
be just
reasonable.
to the provisions of this Act to establish,
establish, observe, and enforce just able.
transportation, with
and reasonable
classifications of property for transportation,
with
reasonable classifications
Regulations.
reference to which rates,
rates, tariffs, regulations, or practices are or may Regulations.
reference
prescribed, and just and reasonable
reasonable regulations
regulations and
be made or prescribed,
practices affecting classifications, rates, or tariffs, the issuance, form,
practices
manner
and substance
substance of
of tickets, receipts, and bills of lading, the manner
facilities,
facilitia,
Baggae
packing, and delivering
Baggage
ing marking,
arn, packing,
and method of present
presenting,
delivering property etc.
carrying of e
for transportation, the facilities
facilities for transportation, the carrying
personal,
personal, sample, and excess baggage, and all other matters relating
storing,
connected with the receiving, handling, transporting, storing,
to or connected
and delivery of property subject
subject to the provisions of this Act which
necessary or proper to secure the safe and prompt receipt,
receipt,
may be necessary
Unjust
practices,
tices,
njlsts
property subject
handling,
transportation, and delivery of property
subject to the etc.,
handling, transportation,
unlawful.
t.
provisions
of
this
Act
upon
reasonable
and
every
terms,
reasonable
just
and
provisions of this Act upon
unjust and unreasonable classification,
classification, regulation, and practice
practice is
prohibited
to be
be unlawful."
unlawful."
prohibited and declared
declared to
Paraphs
nmParagraphs
numbered.
paragraphs of section 11of beaed
SEC. 401.
401. The fifth, sixth, and seventh paragraphs
SEC.
Vol. 36, P. U 7.
paragraphs appear
appear in section
section 7
7 ol 3, P 547.
Commerce Act, as such paragraphs
the Interstate Commerce
"(7)"
inserting "(7)"
of the Commerce Court Act, are hereby amended by inserting
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at the
the beginning
of such
such fifth
fifth paragraph,
pafagraph, "
(8) " at
at the
the beginning of
"(8)"
beginning of
at
such sixth
(9) ' at
at the
beginning of such seventh
seventh
the beginning
"(9)"
and "
parraph, and
sixth paragraph,
such
paragraph.
1 of the Interstate
SE.
regulaCar service
service regulaSEC. 402. The paragraphs added to section 1
Interstate
Act by the
tions.
Commerce
to amend
amend an
entitled
Act entitled
an Act
Act to
"An Act
Vol. 40,p.101,amend- Comm
entitled "An
te Act
Act entitled
Act by
erce Act
voi.40,p.11,amended
ed.
service
'An Act to regulate
regulate commerce,'
amended, in respect of car service
commerce,' as amended,
'An
.
and
approved May 29, 1917, are hereby amended
purposes," approved
for other
other purposes,"
and for
to read as follows:
Equipment
included
use,
the use,
include the
"(10) The
'car service'
service' in
shall include
Act shall
in this
this Act
term 'car
The term
"(10)
Equipmstneaded
in the term.
intheterm.
control,
supply, movement,
exchange, interchange,
control, supply,
movement, distribution,
distribution, exchange,
interchange' and
and
return of
of locomotives,
other vehicles
vehicles used
in the
transporthe transporused in
and other
cars, and
locomotives, cars,
return
tation
of property,
special types
the
equipment, and the
of equipment,
types of
including special
property, including
tation of
TRANSPORTATION
TBANSOsIoAT

ACT.
AcT.

supply of
by railroad
railroad subject
subject to
this Act.
Act.
to this
carrier by
any earner
by any
trains by
of trains,
ussupply
snd
"((11)
(11) It
It shall
shall be
of every
every carrier
railroad subject
to
subject to
by railroad
carrier by
duty of
the duty
be the
seioerequired.
this
to furnish
service and
and to
to establish,
establish
car service
adequate car
e and
and adequate
furnish safe
Act to
this Act

Safe and adequate
service required.

observe
just and
and reasonable
reasonable rules, regulations, and
enforce just
and enforce
observe,' and
practices with
with respect
respect to
to car
car service;
every unjust
unjust and
unreaand unreaand every
service; and
practices
sonable rule,
regulation, and
with respect
respect to
to car
is
service is
car service
practice with
and practice
rule, regulation,
sonable
prohibited and
declared
to
be
unlawful.
to
be
declared
and
prohibited
Coal cars.
It shall
be the
duty of
every carrier
make
to make
by railroad
railroad to
carrier by
of every
the duty
also be
shall also
""(12)
(12) It
Regulation for just
Jut
C^Crtio
distribution of service. just and
transportation of coal
reasonable distribution of cars for transportation
. just and reasonable
d=ution
among the
the coal
served by
by it,
it, whether
whether located
or
its line
line or
upon its
located upon
mines served
coal mines
among
lines
or customarily
customarily dependent
any
car supply. During any
for car
it for
upon it
dependent upon
lines or
period when
the supply
supply of
not
of cars
cars available for such service does not
when the
period
it shall be the duty of the
requirements of such mines it
equal the requirements
ratings of such
carrier
and apply
and reasonable
such
reasonable ratings
just and
apply just
to maintain
maintain and
carrier to
mines and
and to
count
each and
every
car
furnished to or
or used by any
furnished
car
every
and
each
to
count
mines
Penalty for refusal,
mine for transportation
transportation of coal against the mine. Failure or
or
etc.Penalty (or eusa, such
refusal
respect of each car not so
in respect
to do
do shall be unlawful, and m
so to
refusal so
a separate
counted
separate offense, and the carrier, receiver
receiver,
counted shall be deemed a
shall forfeit to the United
or
trustee so
so failing
failing or
refusing shall
or refusing
operating trustee
or operating
recovered in
States
$100 for each offense, which may be recovered
of $100
States the sum of
a
action
brought by the United States.
action
a
civil
beltg
etAt
vl
it
t
ts6 t 4 :
"(13)
The Commission
Commission is
hereby authorized
authorized by general or special
is hereby
"(13) The
be^Swita h
sin.
ion
orders to require all carriers
carriers by railroad subject to this Act, or any
regulations
of
with it from time to time their rules and regulations
to file with
of them,
them, to
with respect to car service, and the Commission may, in its discretion,
in sched- with respect to car service, and the Commission may, in its discretion,
Inclusion in
ules.
shall be incorporated
incorporated in their
such rules and regulations
direct that
that such
direct
regulations shall
ules.
schedules
transportation, and
schedules showing rates, fares, and charges for transportation,
be
subject to
any
or
all of
of the
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act relating
relating thereto.
thereto.
provisions
the
or
all
any
to
be
subject
may
Ru
et
Rules, etc.,
be
C may
The Commission
may, after
hearing, on
on a
a. complaint
upon
or upon
complaint or
after hearing,
Commission may,
" (14) The
n- "(14)
established by
Comyn Cor
estblshedt
l
m
mission.
its
initiative without
without complaint,
establish reasonable
reasonable rules,
complaint, establish
own initiative
its own
ssn
regul
ations, and practices
carriers by
service by carriers
respect to car service
with respect
practices with
regulations,
railroad subject to this Act, including the compensation
compensation to be paid
paid
railroad
any locomotive,
locomotive, car, or other vehicle not owned by the
of any
for the use of
nonobservance
and the
the penalties or other sanctions for nonobservance
using it, and
carrier using
of such
such rules,
regulations or
practices.
or
practices.
regulations
rules,
of
Comshortage of
that shortage
"(15) Whenever
Whenever the
Commission is
of opinion
opinion that
is of
the Commission
"(15)
in
miAsion
mission
m
In emergenci
cies.
equipment,
es.
equipment, congestion of traffic, or other emergency requiring

Suspension
spenion
etc.

Commission
the
the country,
of
in anygiven,
section
exists
action
immediate
immediate
shall have, action
and itexists
in any
section
authority,
of the country,
either
upon
the Commi
complaint
ssion
complaint
either upon
authority,
given,
is hereby
hereby
it is
have, and
shall
or
initiative without complaint, at once, if it so orders,
or upon
upon its own initiative
without answer or other formal pleading
pleading by the interested carrier or
without
carriers,
and
with
or without
notice,
hearing, or the making
making or filing
hearing,
notice,
or
without
with
and
carriers,
of rules,
o rules, of aa report, according as the Commission
Commission may determine: (a) to
determined by the Commission; (b) to make
re determined
make such just and reasonable
directions with respect to car service without
directions
without regard to the ownership
ownership
as
of locomotives,
locomotives cars,
cars, and
and other
vehicles, during
during
other vehicles,
carriers of
as between
between carriers
the service
such emergency
emergency as
in its
its opinion
will best
promote the
service in the
best promote
opinion will
as in
such

Direct service
service reDirect
gardless of ownership.

gardess o

owners.

or practices
suspend the
operation of
of any
or all
rules, regulations,
regulations, or
practices
all rules,
any or
the operation
suspend
then established
established with
respect to
car service
for such
time as
may be
as may
service for
such time
to car
with respect
then
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interest of
public and
and the
of the
people, upon
such
upon such
the people,
commerce of
the commerce
the public
of the
interest
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terms
compensation as
between the
the carriers
agree Compensation.
Compensation.
may agree
as they
they may
carriers as
as between
of compensation
terms of
upon,
or in
in the
the event
Commission may
may
disagreement, as the Commission
of their disagreement,
event of
upon, or,
after
subsequent hearing
hearing find
find to
be just
and reasonable;
to require
tinet
teuse
of termltermiuse of
nJoit
require na
(c) to
reasonable; (c)
just and
to be
after subsequent
such
joint
or
common
use
of
terminals,
including
main-line
track
or
'
•
or
main-line
including
of
terminals,
use
common
or
joint
such
tracks for
reasonable distance
of such terminals, as in its
distance outside of
a reasonable
for a
tracks
opinion
public interest,
and serve the public
emergency and
the emergency
meet the
best meet
will best
opinion will
and
as between
carriers as they may agree
the carriers
between the
terms as
such terms
upon such
and upon
upon,
event of
the Commission may
disagreement, as the
their disagreement,
of their
the event
in the
or, in
upon, or,
after
subsequent hearing
and reasonable;
and (d)
miP
ts
loer
t
i
c
ty traffic
ptramc perto mfitcy
(d) to
reasonable; and
just and
be just
to be
find to
hearing find
after subsequent
give
directions
for
preference
or
priority
in
transportation,
embargoes,
give directions for preference or priority in transportation, embargoes,
or
at such
such time
time and
and for
for such
such
permits, at
under permits,
traffic under
of traffic
movement of
or movement
periods
as it
and to
modify.
,change,
change, suspend,
suspend, ors
or P
i
to modify,
it may
may determine,
determine, and
periods as
w references in
annul
them.
In
time
of
war
or
threatened
war
the
President
nationaltime
deowarar for national
President
the
war
threatened
or
war
of
time
In
annul them.
may certify to the Commission that it is essential to
to the
the national
national tense,
etc.
fense etc.

may certify to the Commission that it is essential
defense and
security that
hagaipreference
reference or
or
certain traffic shall have
that certain
and security
defense

priority
transportation, and
the Commission
Commission shall,,under
under the
the
and the
in transportation,
priority- in
power
herein conferred,
such preference
or priority be
preference or
that such
direct that
conferred, direct
power herein
afforded.
Transportation by
afforded.
her rads
roads if
carrier
"
(16) Whenever
Commission is
of opinion
carrier by
by other
otTransportati
b
y
brier
ifonca
any carrier
that any
opinion that
is of
the Commission
Whenever the
"(16)
e
railroad
subject to
this Act
Act is
for any
any reason
reason unable
transport the
the raaffbiel.
to handle
afc handle
to transport
unable to
is for
to this
railroad subject
traffic
offered it
as properly
to serve
serve the
public it
it may,
upon the
the
may, upon
the public,
properly to
it so
so as
traffic offered
same
procedure
as
provided
m.
paragraph
(15),
Make
such
just
and
and
just
such
make
(15),
paragraph
m
same procedure as provided
reasonable directions
directions with
the handling,
handling, routing,
and
routing, and
to the
respect to
with respect
reasonable
movement
of the
traffic of
of such
such carrier
carrier and
and its
distribution over
over other
other
its distribution
the traffic
movement of
lines
in the
the opinion
Commission will
will best
best promote
promote
of the
the Commission
opinion of
as in
roads, as
of roads,
lines of
the
service in
in the
the interest
and the
commerce of
the
of the
the commerce
public and
the public
of the
interest of
the service
people, and
upon such
as between
between the
the carriers
carriers as
as they
they. may
mayTerms.
Terms
terms as
such terms
and upon
people,
agree
upon,
or
in
the
event
of
their
disagreement,
as
the
Commission
agree upon, or, in the event of their disagreement, as the Commission
may
after subsequent
subsequent hearing
find to
reasonable.
and reasonable.
be just and
to be
hearing find
may after
di
reoxeutins of
and to 1ti Executions
"(17) The
directions of
the Commission
Commission as
as to
to car
car service
service and
of dim*
of the
The directions
"(17)
the
matters
referred
to
in
paragraphs
(15)
and
(16)
may
be
made
may
(16)
and
(15)
paragraphs
to
in
the matters referred
through
by such
or agencies
agencies as
as the
Commission shall
shall
wit
the Commission
such agents
agents or
through and
and by
designate and
and appoint
appoint for
that purpose.
purpose. It
It shall
shall be
be the
the duty
all des
dec
rsTe=
ompruire with
duty of
of all
for that
designate
carriers by
subject to
.Act, and
and of
their officers,
officers, agents,
of their
this Act,
to this
railroad subject
by railroad
carrers
and employees,
and conform
promptly to
to such
orders
such orders
conform promptly
strictly and
to obey
obey strictly
employees, to
and
or
of the
Commission, and
and in
in case
of failure
failure or
or refusal
refusal on
case of
the Commission,
directions of
or directions
the part
part of
of any
any carrier,
receiver, or
to comply with
trustee to
or operating
operating trustee
carrier, receiver
the
aa
i,
any
carrier, receiver,
receiver, or
or trustee
trustee shall
shall be
PenaltY for
f°4* re
refusal,
be etePenalty
such carrier,
or direction
direction such
order or
such order
any such
$500
$100 nor more
liable
penalty of not less than $100
more than $5
00for each
each •
to aapenalty
liable to
such offense
offense and $50 for each and every day of the continuance
continuance of
such
such offense,
which shall
accrue to
States and
and may
may be
be
such
offense, which
shall accrue
to the
the United
United States
recovered in
in aa civil
civil action
action brought
by the
the United
Prowled, stateauthority
r .,,thority over
ver
States: Provided,
United States:
brought by
recovered
however,
That nothing
nothing in
Act shall
shall impair
or affect
affect the
right of
business,not
ntrattebusweu,not
a intrastate
of a
the right
impair or
this Act
in this
however, That
State,
exercise of
its police
power, to
to require
reasonable
just and reasonable
require just
police power,
of its
the exercise
in the
State, in
freight
and passenger
service for
for intrastate
intrastate business,
far
so far
except in so
business, except
passenger service
freight and
as
such requirement
with any
any lawful
order of the ComComlawful order
inconsistent with
is inconsistent
requirement is
as such
mission made
under the
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
the provisions
made under
mission
"
(18) After
ninety days
effect no car- u'tr
Future e"tsod
extensf°ns cf̀
paragraph takes effect
this paragraph
days after this
After ninety
"(18)
rier
by railroad
this Act
Act shall
the extension
of lines, etc., restricted.
extension of
undertake the
shall undertake
to this
subject to
railroad subject
rier by
its
line of
of railroad,
railroad, or
the construction
construction of
or
new line of railroad, or
of a
a new
or the
its line
extension thereof, or
shall acquire
operate any
any line of railroad, or extension
or operate
acquire or
shall
shall
in transportation
this Act
over or
or by means of
Act over
under this
transportation under
engage in
shall engage
such
until there
there Ctficae
such additional
additional or
or extended
extended line
line of
of railroad,
railroad, unless
unless and
and until
necsshall first
first have
have been
been obtained
the Commission
Commission aacertificate
certificate that
that eteye,l
Certietc.,
ficate
of rot
co
from
sity,
from the
obtained from
shall
requied
mon
the
present or
necessity require
r
4qui'L
or will Ens5ka
require or
and necessity
convenience and
public convenience
future public
or future
the present
require the
construction or
or operation,
operation or
or construction
construction and
and operation,
operation,
the construction,
require
of such
extended line
oerailroad,
no carrier
carrier by
by railrail- Abandonment, eta.,
and no
line of
railroad, and
or extended
additional or
of
such additional
'
a line rntrict
portion of a
all or
road subject
to this
this Act
Act shall
or any
any portion
r„,,Ir
cl,d.
abandon all
shall abandon
subject to
road
of railroad,
or the
operation thereof,
unless and
there shall
until there
and until
thereof, unless
the operation
railroad, or
of
first
have been
obtained from
from the
the Commission
Comm-if:L.4km a
acertificate
certificate that the
been obtained
first have
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TRAWSPOliTATION
ACT. present
or future
present or
future public
public convenience
convenience and necessity
necessity permit of such
such
TATKW AcT.
TBss&os

abandonment.
abandonment.
" (19)
(19) The application for and issuance of any such certificate shall
"
be
such rules
is sto
to hearings and other matters
regulations as
and regulations
rules and
under such
be under
provias
from time
to time
and the proviprescribe, and
time prescribe,
time to
may from
Commission may
the Commission
as the
Notice to State au
ausions of
this Act
Act shall
shall apply
apply to
to all
such proceedings.
Upon receipt
proceedings. Upon
all such
of this
- sions
thiortiete
thorities, etc.
of
any application
for such,
Commission shall cause
the Commission
certificate the
suchi certificate
application for
of any
notice
thereof to
be given
and a
with the
governor of
the governor
filed with
a copy
copy filed
to and
given to
to be
notice thereof
extended line of railroad is
additional or extended
each State
which such additional
in which
State in
each
of aaline
proposed to
to be
portionaf
operated, or all or any portion
or operated,
constructed or
be constructed
proposed
of
railroad, or
peration thereof,
thereof, is
proposed to
to be
abandoned,
be abandoned,
is proposed
operation
the o
or the
of railroad,
with
right to
to be
be heard
heard as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
respect ,to. the
provided with respectoto
the rigt
with the
hearing of
of complaintsor
complaints or the
issuance of
of securities;
and said
said notice
notice
securities; and
the issuance
Advertisement.
hearing
Advertisement.
shall also
also be
be published
published for
for three
consecutive weeks
newspaper
in some
some newspaper
weeks in
three consecutive
shall
ine of
of
general circulation
circulation in
in each
each county
county in or through which said line
of general
railroad
is constructed
constructed or
or operates.
operates.
railroad is
certificate
Discretionary
(20) The
The Commission
to issue such certificate
power to
shall have
have power
ommission shall
"" (20)
power
Discretionary Power
of Commission to issue
it for aaportion or
or to issue it
certificates.
as prayed
for, or
or to
to issue
it, or
issue it,
refuse to
to refuse
prayed for,
ie. as
certsiiat
portions
of a
of railroad,
railroad, or
extension thereof,
thereof, described
described i'n
in the
or extension
a line
line of
portions of
•application,
application, or
the partial
partial exercise
exercise only
privilege,
only of such right or privilege,
or for
for the
certificate such terms and conissuance of the certificate
and
may attach
attach to the issuance
and may
ditions
judgment the
the public
convenience and necessity may
public convenience
its judgment
in its
as in
ditions as
not before,
and not•
of such certificate,
issuance of
Authority under cer- require..
and after
after isfAlfinCe
certificate, and
before,
From and
require. From
Authorityundercertificate.
the carrier
by railroad
without securing
securing approval
approval other
other than
may, withont
railroad may,
the
carrier by
tificate.
such
with the
contained in
conditions contained
terms and conditions
the terms
comply with
certificate, comply
such certificate,
or attached
attached to
to the
the issuance
of such
certificate and
and proceed
proceed with
with the
such certificate
issuance of
or
covered thereby. Any
abandonment covered
operation,
1
2binjuctons
23 '
1
=14°ns for
for vio- construction,
operation, or abandonment
Any
construction,
operation, or
the provisions
provisions
to the
contrary to
abandonment contrary
or abandonment
construction, operation,
of this
this paragraph
of paragraph
(18) or
or (19)
(19) of this section may be
paragraph (18)
or of
paragraph or
of
enjoined by
by any
any court
court of
jurisdiction at
the suit of
of the
at the
of competent
competent jurisdiction
enjoined
United States,
commission or regulating
regulating body
any commission
Commission, any
the Commission,
States, the
United
of the
the State
or States
States affected,
any party
interest; and
and any
any carcarin interest;
party in
or any
affected, or
State or
of
Punishment for.
Punishment
operating trustee, lessee,
rier which,
any director,
receiver, operating
officer, receiver,
director, officer,
or any
which, or
rier
agent,
or person,
person, acting
or employed
carrier, who knowby such carrier,
employed by
for or
acting for
agent, or
ingly authorizes,
authorizes, consents
consents to,
permits any violation of the proto, or
or permits
ingly
visions of
of this
this paragraph
section, shall
paragraph (18) of this section,
or of paragraph
paragraph or
visions
upon conviction
conviction thereof
be punished
punished by
a fine of not more than $5,000
by a
thereof be
upon
or
by imp
rison
for not
not more
three years, or both.
than three
more than
for
imprisonment
or by
Orderof
further servupon
(21)
Orderotfurtherserv21) The
he Commission may, after hearing, in
in aa proceeding
proceeding upon
ice, etc., by carrier.
authorize or
complaint, authorize
complaint
upon its
without complaint,
or
initiative without
its own
own initiative
or upon
complaint or
,etc., barer
require
order any
carrier by
by railroad
subject to
to this Act, party
to
party to
railroad subject
any carrier
by order
require by
itself with safe and adequate facilities for
such
provide itself
to provide
proceeding, to
such proceeding,
is used in
performing
as a
common carrier
as that term is
car service
service as
its car
carrier its
a common
performing as
Proviso.
this Act,
line or
or lines:
Provided, That no such
such
lines: Provided,
its line
extend its
to extend
Act, and
and to
this
Proviso,
Condition of necesas
sity.
authorization or
order shall
be made
made unless
Commission finds, as
the Commission
unless the
shall be
or order
authorization
Condition of n
to such
extension, that
is reasonably
required in the interest of
reasonably required
it is
that it
such extension,
to
public convenience
and necessity,
necessity, or
or as
to such
such extension
or facilities
facilities
extension or
as to
convenience and
public
that
expense involved
ability of
of the
the
the ability
impair the
not impair
will not
therein will
involved therein
the expense
that the
Penalty for
for refusal,
refusal, carrier
carrier to
to perform
perform its
its duty
duty to
the public. Any carrier subject to this
to the
Penalty
etc.
Act which
refuses or
neglects to
order of the Comwith any order
to comply with
or neglects
Act
which refuses
etc.
mission made
in pursuance
pursuance of
paragraph shall be liable to a
apenof this
this paragraph
made in
mission
alty
of $100
for each
each day
day during
during which
which such
such refusal
refusal or
or neglect
neglect concon$100 for
alty of
recovered
tinues,
to the
the United
United States
States and
and may be
be recovered
accrue to
shall accrue
which shall
tinues, which
in
brought by
States.
United States.
by the
the United
action brought
civil action
in aacivil
conferred by paragraphs
Commission
the
of
authority
Tracks
,etc., t"t in"
(22)
The
authority
of
the
Commission
conferred
paragraphs
The
"(22)
d'raekd",
eluded in autuority.
(18)
to (21),
(21), both
both inclusive,
inclusive, shall
shall not
to the
the construction
construction or
or
extend to
not extend
(18) to
abandonment
spur, industrial,
industrial, team,
switching or
or side
tracks,
side tracks,
team, switching
of spur,
abandonment of
of street, suburban,
located or
or to
to be
located whollywithin
one State, or of
whollywithin one
be located
located
or
interurban electric
railways, which
which are
as a
apart
or
part or
operated as
not operated
are not
electric railways,
or interurban
parts
of a
railroad system
system of
transportation."
of transportation."
steam railroad
general steam
a general
parts of
Applications for cerfor certificppations
tificates.
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TRANSPORTATION ACT.
ACT.
S
EC. 403.
403. The
sixteenth paragraphs
paragraphs of
section 1
of TRNSORTATnON
1 of
of section
fifteenth and
and sixteenth
SEC.
The fifteenth
II!graphs numthe
Commerce Act,
Act, added
added to
such section
the Act
Act berepd.hs n u m
by the
to such
section by
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
entitled
Act to
to amend
amend the
the Act
regulate commerce,
as amended,
amended, Vol. 40, p. 272
to regulate
commerce, as
Act to
entitled "An
"An Act
and
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved August
1917, are
10, 1917,
are hereby
hereby V o ' 0 p
August 10,
and for
amended
"(23) " at
at the
the beginning
such fifteenth
amended by
by inserting
inserting "(23)"
beginning of
of such
fifteenth
paragraph
and "(24)
"(24) "at
at the
paragraph.
such sixteenth
sixteenth paragraph.
the beginning
beginning of
of such
paragraph and
S
EC. 404.
of the
the Interstate
Commerce Act
is hereby
hereby
Act is
Interstate Commerce
2 of
404. Section
Section 2
SEC.
amended
follows:
as follows:
to read as
amended to
Rates, etc.
"SEc.
That if
carrier subject
to the
re
subject to
the provisions
provisions spec'ial rates, re2. That
if any
any common
common carrier
"SEC. 2.
bates, etc., unlawful.
of
Act shall,
rebate, bate,
of this
this Act
shall, directly
directly or
or indirectly,
indirectly, by
by any
any special
special rate,
rate, rebate,
e4tc'., ula,,amendul
Vol.24,p.370,
ed.
drawback, or
demand, collect,
collect, or
or receive
receive from
from ed.
'
'
or other
other device,
device, charge,
charge, demand,
drawback,
Messages added.
any
person or
or persons
or less
compensation for
for any
service Megesdded
any service
less compensation
a greater
greater or
persons a
any person
rendered, or
or to
be rendered,
rendered, in
in the
passengers or
or
the transportation
transportation of passengers
to be
rendered,
property or
transmission of
intelligence, subject to the provisions
provisions
of intelligence,
or the
the transmission
property
of this
than it
charges, demands,
collects, or
or receives
receives from any
demands, collects,
this Act,
Act, than
it charges,
of
other person
a like
like and conor them a
persons for doing for him or
other
person or persons
temporaneous
service in
transportation or
a
or transmission
transmission of a
in the
the transportation
temporaneous service
like
of traffic
substantially similar
circumsimilar circumtraffic or message under substantially
like kind
kind of
stances
and conditions,
common carrier
carrier shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
shall be
such common
conditions, such
stances and
of
unjust discrimination,
hereby prohibited
prohibited and
and declared
declared
which is
is hereby
of unjust
discrimination, which
to
to be
be unlawful."
unlawful"
Paragraph
numnu
bePaagrap
Corn- bered.
The first paragraph
SEC.
S
EC. 405.
405. The
paragraph of section 3
3 of the Interstate
Interstate ComVol. 24,
24, p.
380.
p. 380.
section VoL
after the
the section
by inserting
inserting '(1)"
merce
hereby amended
amended by
"(1) " after
Act is
is hereby
merce Act
number at the beginning thereof,.
thereof.,
.
number
.
..
New matter.
by Newmatter.
Section
3 of
of the
the Interstate
Commerce Act
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
Act is
Interstate Commerce
Section 3
adding
after the
paragr93h, to
follows:
new paragraph,
to read as follows:
paragraph a
a new
the first
first paragraph
adding after
Freight elutrgex to be
"(2)
arrier by
by railroad
railroad subject
subject paid
Freight
tobe
"(2) From and after July 1,
1, 1920, no carrier
delivery.
before
delivery.
beforechrge
Vol.24,p.380,amendto the
the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
deliver or
relinquish possession
possession ed.Vol.24,p.380,amendor relinquish
of this
this Act
shall deliver
to
at destination
any freight
it until
tariff rates
by it
until all
all tariff
rates ed.
at
destination of
of any
freight transported
transported by
and Exception.
Exceptioi.
rules and
except wider
under such
been paid,
paid, except
and charges
thereon have
such rules
have been
and
charges thereon
regulations as
Commission may from
time to time
to
regulations
as the Commission
from tune
time prescribe
prescribe to
assure
of all
all such
such rates
rates and
and charges
and to
prevent
charges and
to prevent
payment of
assure prompt
prompt payment
Proviso.
unjust
discrimination: Provided,
Provided, That
the provisions
para- Credit
unjust discrimination:
That the
provisions a
of this
this parareditallowed
o.vallowed Govstats, etc.
etc.
erment, States,
any carrier
carrier from
to prohibit
prohibit any
graph shall
shall not
not be
from extending
extending ernment,
be construed
construed to
graph
charges on freight
credit in connection
connection with
with rates
rates and charges
freight transported
transported
for the
the United
United States,
for any
any department,
bureau, or
or agency
agency thereof,
thereof,
for
States, for
department, bureau,
or for
for any:
Territory or
political subdivision
thereof, or
or for
for
any State
State or
or Territory
or political
subdivision thereof,
or
Columbia."
the District
District of Columbia."
Interchangeof traffic.
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
The
second paragraph
paragraph of
of section
section 3
3 of
Commerce Interchangeoftraffic.
The second
Act
amended to read as follows:
follows:
hereby amended
Act is
is hereby
faciitieS
dal
for,
the transportation
transportation of passengers
carriers,' engaged
"(3)
"(3) All
All carriers
engaged in
in the
passengers or toa'or
toEffraa
ftolcre
i
ries for,
Vol. 24,
p. 380,
property,
subject to
to the
the provisions
this Act,
shall, according
to amended.
vol.
24, p.
380,
Act, shall,
according to
provisions of
of this
property, subject
their
respective powers,
reasonable, proper,
proper, and
equal amended
and equal
their respective
powers, afford
afford all
all reasonable,
respective lines,
facilities for the interchange
interchange of traffic between their respective
and
forwarding, and delivering
passengers or
or
delivering of passengers
and for
for the
the receiving,
receiving, forwarding,
property to
to and
several lines
lines and
and those
connecting theretherethose connecting
their several
and from
from their
property
with, and
not discriminate
their rates,
rates, fares,
fares, and
and charges
forcharges bidden.
shall not
discriminate in
in their
with,
and shall
biggnerinthiations forprejudice any
any such connectconnectbetween such
such connecting
connecting lines, or
or unduly
unduly prejudice
ing line
in the
distribution of
of traffic
traffic that
that is
is not
not specifically
specifically routed by
ing
line in
the distribution
the
shipper.
the shipper.
.
,
Me of terminal hien"
(4) If the Commission finds it
it to
"(4)
to be
be in the public interest and to hies
iiUs
lo~_
by other earners.
leimpairing the ability
practicable without substantially
substantially impairing
ability of a
acarrier
carrier
be practicable,
enjoyment of terminal facilities to handle
or entitled
entitled to
to the enjoyment
owning or
such
to require
require the use of any such
it shall have power to
its own business, it
terminal
main-line track
track or
reasonable
for a
a reasonable
or tracks
tracks for
facilities, including
including main-line
terminal facilities,
distance outside
carrier
outside of such
such terminal, of any carrier, by another carrier
distance
compensation as the
and for such
such compensation
or other
other carriers,
carriers, on such terms and
a failure to agree,
carriers affected
affected may agree upon, or, in the event of a
carriers
reasonable for the use so
as the Commission may fix as just and reasonable
Compensation.
required, to
to be
be ascertained
on the
controlling corapensacompensa- Compatlaa.
the principle
principle controlling
ascertained on
required,
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condemnation proceedings.
proceedings. Such compensation
compensation shall be paid
in condemnation
tion in
or adequately
adequately secured
secured before
before the
of the
use may
be
may. be
the use
enjoyment of
the enjoyment
or
Suit U terms unsatis- commenced.
terminal
commenced. If
under this
ph the use
use of
of such
such terminal
this paragraph
If under
suitiftermsunsatisfactory.
fct or
facilities
of any
any carrier
carrier is
is required
regrto
be given
given to
to another
carrier
another carrier
to be
facilities of
or other
carriers, and
terminal facilities
facilities are required
whose terminal
carrier whose
the carrier
and the
other carriers,
or
or if
if
to
be so
is not
with the
such use,
use, or
for such
fixed for
terms fixed
the terms
satisfied with
not satisfied
used is
so used
to be
the
of compensation
not duly
promptly paid,
paid,
and promptly
duly and
is not
fixed is
so fixed
compensation so
amount of
the amount
the carrier
carrier whose
whose terminal
terminal facilities
facilities have
required to
to be
be
been required
thus been
have thus
the
given
other carriers
carriers shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to recover,
recover,
or other
carrier or
another carrier
to another
given to
by suit
action against
against such
carriers, proper
proper damor carriers,
carrier or
other carrier
such other
or action
suit or
by
ages for
injuries sustained
it as
as the
result of
of compliance
compliance with
the result
by it
sustained by
any injuries
for any
ages
such requirement,
requirement, or
or just
compensation for
use, or
or both, as the
for such
such use,
just compensation
such
case
may be."
be."
case may
Longandshort
hauls.
Sze. 406. Section 4
4 of the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act is hereby
hereby
SEC.
Longadshorthb
amended to
as follows:
follows:
to read
read as
amended
Greater charge
for
carrier
"Sze.
(1) That
That it
it shall
shalt be
be unlawful
unlawful for any common carrier
4. (1)
"SE. 4.
reater charge tor
shorter than longer disgreater
receive any greater
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act to
charge or receive
to charge
tance
over same route, subject
provisions of
to the
subject to
te ovsamearounte,
unlawful.
a
of passengers,
compensation
the aggregate
transportation of
the transportation
for the
aggregate for
m the
compensation m
uL
unlWf
or
of like
like kind
for a
for a
alonger distance
than for
a shorter
shorter than
property, for
of property,
kind of
or of
over
same line
line or
or route
in the
same direction,
direction, the
shorter being
the shorter
the same
route in
the same
over the
included within
longer distance,
or to
charge any
any greater
greater comto charge
distance, or
the longer
within the
included
pensation as
rate than
than the
te of the intermediate
intermediate
the aggregate
through rate
as aa through
pensation
subject to
to the
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, but
not be
be
shall not
this shall
but this
VoL36,0.547,amendthe provisions
rates subject
vcL3,ps547,aed- rates
ed
ed.
of
construed as
common earner
carrier within
within the
terms of
the terms
any common
authorizing any
as authorizing
construed
this Act
Act to
to charge
or receive
receive as
compensation for a
a shorter
shorter
great compensation
as great
Provisos.
charge or
this
provm.
Allowance in special
as for
distance: Provided,
Provided, That upon application to the
longer distance:
_ce al ,spe
as
for aa longer
CAwo
cases.
cases, after invesCommission such
may in special cases,
carrier may
common carrier
such common
Commission
longer
Commission to charge less for longer
authorized by the Commission
tigation,
tigation, be authorized
than for
for shorter
shorter distances
distances for
passengers or
or
transportation of passengers
the transportation
for the
than
•
property; ,and
the Commission
from time
prescribe the
to time
time prescribe
time to
may from
Commission may
and the
property;
extent to
to which
relieved
be relieved
carrier may be
common carrier
designated common
such designated
which such
extent
Compensatory for
from the
of this
section; but in exercising
authority
exercising the authority
this section;
the operation
operation of
forfrom
semPentry
service.
permit
conferred
it in
in this proviso the Commission shall not permit
upon it
conferred upon
from the more distant point
the
of any
any charge
point
charge to or from
establishment of
the establishment
that
is not
not reasonably
compensatory for
for the
the service
performed;
performed;
service
compensatory
reasonably
is
that
Limitato
Limitation on comand
if a
circuitous rail
rail line
or route
is because
circuity,
because of such circuity,
route is,
line or
a circuitous
peting points.
and if
petingpoints.
granted
authority to
to meet
the charges
of a
more direct
direct line
line or route
a more
charges of
meet the
granted authority
to
from competitive
competitive points
and to
to maintain
charges to or
higher charges
maintain higher
points and
to or
or from
the authority shall not include
from intermediate
its line, the
points on its
from
intermediate points
or
intermediate
intermediate points as to which the haul of the petitioning line or
route
not longer
longer than
of the
the direct line or route between the
than that
that of
is not
route is
Water competition. competitive
competitive points; and no such authorization
watercompettion.
authorization shall be granted on
account of
of merely
merely potential
potential water
not actually
actually in excompetition not
water competition
account
Existing rates, etc.,
istence: And provided
prowled further, That rates, fares, or charges
charges existing at
at
rates, etc., istence:
EdStin
continued.
the
time of
of the
the passage
amendatory Act by virtue of orders
of this
this amendatory
passage of
the time
of the
the Commission
or as
as to
application has
theretofore been
has theretofore
which application
to which
Commission or
of
filed with
with the
Commission and not yet acted
acted upon, shall not be
the Commission
filed
required to
by reason
reason of
provisions of this section
section
of the
the provisions
changed by
to be
be changed
required
until the
order of
of or
determination by
Commigsion.
by the Commission.
or aadetermination
further order
the further
until
Restriction on in"
(2) Wherever
Wherever a
carrier by
railroad shall
competition with aa
in competition
shall in
by railroad
a carrier
"(2)
on in.
Restriction
creasing
rates reduced
to
the carriage
water route
route or
or routes
carriage of any species
on the
reduce the rates on
routes reduce
compe- water
to meet
meet water
water competition.
it shall not be permitted to
of freight
tition.
freight to or from competitive
competitive points it
Commission it
increase
such rates
unless after
it shall
by the Commission
hearing by
after hearing
rates unless
increase such
be found
found that
that such
proposed increase
increase rests
upon changed
conditions
changed conditions
rests upon
such proposed
be
competition."
other than
the elimination
eliminaton of water competition."
than the
other
Fooling of freights.
5 of the Interstate ComSE.
poolingof
freights.
SEC. 407. The first paragraph
paragraph of section 5
merce Act
Act is
hereby amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
is hereby
merce
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Agreements, eettcc.,
for, guau'
unlawful.
V01.24,p.380,amendVol.24,p.380,amended.
Ante, p. 477.
An,

.

p. 4.

"SEc. 5.
5. (1)
(1) That,
That, except
except upon
upon specific
specific approval
by order
of the
the
order of
approval by
"SEC.

provided, and except as provided
Commission as in this section provided,
provided in
1 of this Act, it shall be unlawful for any
paragraph (16)
(16) of section 1
paragraph
common carrier
subject to
to this
this Act
to enter
into any
contract,
any contract,
enter into
Act to
carrier subject
common
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sr.
agreement, or
or combination
combination with
with any
or carcar- TRANSPORTATION
ToANPOnTAHO ACT.
carrier or
common carrier
other common
any other
agreement,

riers for
for the
of freights
freights of
different and
and competing
railroads,
competing railroads,
of different
pooling of
the pooling
riers
or to
divide between
between them
them the
the aggregate
aggregate or
of the
the earnproceeds of
net proceeds
or net
to divide
or
ings of
railroads, or
or any
in any
any case
an
of an
case of
and in
thereof; and
portion thereof;
any portion
such railroads,
of such
ings

agreement
for the
the pooling
freights as
as aforesaid
day of
of its
Proviso.
its proo.
each day
aforesaid each
of freights
pooling of
agreement for
commission
may
allmay
comision
offense: Provided,
separate offense:
continuance shall
shall be
be deemed
Provided, That whenwhen- low
deemed aaseparate
continuance
traffic
division of traffic
in
interest
of
better
ever
the
Commission
is
of
opinion
after
hearing
upon
application
of
better
of
interest
in
ever the Commission is of opinion, after hearing upon application of service,
etc.
any
or carriers
engaged in
in the
transportation of
passengers service, etc
of passengers
the transportation
carriers engaged
carrier or
any carrier
or property
property subject
to this
this Act,
Act, or
upon its
initiative, that
that the
the
own initiative,
its own
or upon
subject to
or
division
of their
their traffic
or earnings,
to the
the extent
indicated by the
extent indicated
earnings, to
traffic or
division of
Commission, will
in the
of better
service to
to the
public, or
or
the public,
better service
interest of
the interest
be in
will be
Commission,
economy in
in operation,
will not
competition the
restrain competition,
unduly restrain
not unduly
and will
operation, and
economy
Assent by all
byall
Commission shall
have authority
authority by
by order
order to
to approve
and authorize,
authorize, riers
sset
approve and
shall have
required.
Commission
rqued
or
of
if
assented
to
by
all
the
carriers
involved,
such
division
traffic
division
such
involved,
if assented to by all the carriers
earnings, under
rules and
and regulations,
regulations, and
considerasuch considerafor such
and for
such rules
under such
earnings,
tion as
such carriers
and upon
upon such
such terms
conditions
terms and conditions,
carriers and
between such
as between
tion
as shall
shall be
be found
found by
by the
reasonable in
just and reasonable
be just
to be
Commission to
the Commission
as

carcar-

the premises.
Acquisition of conAcquisition
premises.
the
trol
of other
carriers
other carriers
"(2) Whenever
Whenever the
the Commission
Commission is
is of
of opinion,
opinion after
hearing, upon
trol of
upon authorized.
after hearing,
"(2)
application
of any
carrier or
or carriers
engaged in the
Application
ion to be
auth
transportation made.
the transportation
carriers engaged
any carrier
application of
of passengers
passengers or
or _property
subject to
this Act,
the acquisition,
acquisition, madethat the
Act, that
to this
property subject
of
to the
the extent
Commission, by
by one
one of
of such
such carriers
the Commission,
by the
indicated by
extent indicated
to
of
control of
carrier or
carriers either
under a
a
either under
or carriers
such carrier
other such
any other
of any
the control
of the
lease or
or by
of stock
stock or
or in
manner not
involvnot involvother manner
any other
in any
purchase of
the purchase
by the
lease
ing the
consolidation of
of such
carriers into
into a
system for
owner- Approval by Comfor ownera single
single system
such carriers
the consolidation
ing
ship and
and operation,
operation, will
be in
in the
Commission mission.
by CommppI
the Commission
interest, the
public interest,
the public
will be
ship
shall have
approve and
acquisiauthorize such acquisiand authorize
to approve
order to
by order
authority by
have authority
shall
tion, under
rules and
and for
consideration
for such consideration
regulations and
and regulations
such rules
under such
tion,
and on
such terms
terms and
Commisby the Commisfound by
be found
shall be
as shall
conditions as
and conditions
on such
and
sion to
just and
premises.
upplemental ororin the
the premises.
and reasonable
reasonable in
sion
to be
be just
Supplemental
etc.
"(3) The
The Commission
for good
good cause
cause ders,
ders,etc.
to time,
time, for
time to
from time
may from
Commission may
"(3)
shown,
supplemental to
to any order made under
orders, supplemental
such orders,
make such
shown, make
paragraph
(1) or
may deem
deem necessary
necessary or
or appropriate.
Consolidationofrailappropriate.
Consolidation of railas it
it may
or (2),
(2), .as
paragraph (1)
systems to
be protobepro(4) The
as soon
soon as
as practicable
prepare and
and road
roadsystems
practicable prepare
shall as
Commission shall
The Commission
"(4)
p os e
'
of
properties
adopt
a
plan
for
the
consolidation
properties
the
railway
of
the
consolidation
the
for
a
plan
adopt
Maintenance of
°f comcontinental United
limited number
number of
of systems.
In the
p"etenLance o comthe petition.
systems. In
a limited
into a
States into
United States
continental
division
of such
such railways
railways into
such systems
systems under such plan, cominto such
division of
petition shall
be preserved
preserved as
fully as
as possible
wherever pracpossible and wherever
as fully
shall be
petition
ticable
the existing
existing routes
routes and
and channels
channels of
of trade
trade and
shall Uniform rates,
commerce shall
and commerce
ticable the
etc.,
'
ete.,
toUbe
be maintained.
Subject to
to the
foregoing requirements,
the several
several to
be ar
arranged.
requirements, the
the foregoing
maintained. Subject
be
systems shall
be so
so arranged
the cost
of transportation
as
transportation as
cost of
that the
arranged that
shall be
systems
between competitive
competitive systems
systems and as related to the values of the
between
properties
through which
which the
service is
rendered shall be the same,
is rendered
the service
properties through
so far
these systems
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ACT. properties theretofore in separate ownership, management, and oper-

Con '
ation, under the following conditions:
Approval of Comom
" (a) The proposed consolidation must be in harmony with and in
mAVppovc
mission,
etc. of C -

furtherance of the complete plan of consolidation mentioned in paragraph (5) and must be approved by the Commission;
stock lim- 'T(b) The bonds at par of the corporation which is to become the
. Bonds andBandstacUmo
itations.
owner of the consolidated properties together with the outstanding
Valuation of proper-

capital stock at par of such corporation, shall not exceed the value of

of proer- the consolidated properties as determined by the Commission. The
Vol. 37, p. 701.
value of the pr.operties sought to be consolidated shall be ascertained
VoL
by the Commission under section 19a of this Act, and it shall be the
duty of the Commission to proceed immediately to the ascertainment
of such value for the properties involved in a proposed consolidation

ties.
tievuatio

soiVilit
t
.'
soit
i
1

".
fo eon

upon the filing of the application for such consolidation.
"(e) Whenever two or more carriers propose a consolidation under
this section, they shall present their application therefor to the
Commission, and thereupon the Commission shall notify the Governor
of each State in which any part of the properties sought to be con-

solidated is situated and the carriers involved in the proposed con-

Hearings, etc.

Heaingsetc

Order
authorizing
consolidation.
consoidation.uth"

solidation, of the time and place for a public hearing. If after such
hearing the Conmission finds that the public interest will be promoted
by the consolidation and that the conditions of this section have

been or will be fulfilled, it mayenter an order approving and authorizing such consolidation, with such modifications and upon such terms
and conditions as it may prescribe, and thereupon such consolidation

may be effected, in accordance with such order, if all the carriers
involved assent thereto, the law of any State or the decision or order
of
any State authority to the contrary notwithstanding.
America: Railway
" 7) The power and authority of the Commission to approve and
ero Rmailwy
com
Po
n so
il ATi
on o
con
soli,
ation
of authorize the consolidation of two or more carriers shall extend and
into, authored
in, a-ppy to the consolidation of four express companies into the American
thonzed.
State laws, etc., not

nas,
tospt
to prevent.

et'

,

not

c

E

3ress

v

Approved consolidaand
tionsrelieed
tions
relieved from antitrust
titrust laws.
laws.
Vol. 26, p. 209; Vol.
28, p. 570.
Vol. 38, p. no.

Railway Express Company, a Delaware corporation, if application
for such approval and authority is made to the Commission within
thirty days after the passage of this amendatory Act; and pending
the decision of the Commission such consolidation shall not be
dissolved.
" (8) The carriers affected by any order made under the foregoing

provisions of this section and any corporation organized to effect a
28,l 6, p. 209; Vol consolidation approved and authorized in such order shall be, and
they are hereby, relieved from the operation of the 'antitrust laws,'
vol. 38, p. 730.
as designated m section 1 of the Act entitled ' An Act to supplement
existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for
other purposes,' approved October 15, 1914, and of all other restraints
or prohibitions by law, State or Federal, in so far as may be necessary to enable them to do anything authorized or required by any
order made under and pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this
section."
Paragraph
nu
u mm- SEC. 408. The paragraph of section 5 of the Interstate Commerce
beraph
bared.
Vol.
vol. 37,
37, p.
p. 566.
566.
Act, added to such section by section 11 of the Act entitled "An Act
to provide for the opening, maintenance, protection, and operation of
the Panama Canal and the sanitation and government of the Canal
Zone," approved August 24, 1912, is hereby amended by inserting
" (9)" at the beginning thereof.

numtbred, etcaah
VoL 37, p.

567.

The two paragraphs of section 11 of such Act of August 24, 1912,

which follow the paragraph added by such section to section 5 of the
Interstate Commerce Act, are hereby made a part of section 5 of the
Interstate Commerce Act. The first paragraph so made a part of
section 5 of the Interstate Commerce Act is hereby amended by
inserting "(10)"
at the beginning thereof, and the second such
paragraph is hereby amended by inserting "(11)" at the beginning
thereof.
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Act
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Provided, That coneither carrier: Provided,
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by the
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may be,
the case
case may
as the
so prescribed,
prescribed, as
and
conform to
to and
regulation or
or practice
so
practice so
the regulation
observe the
and observe
shall conform
and shall
prescribed.
prescribed.
Taking effect of orTaking effect ot orof the ders.
orders of
this Act,
"(2)
as otherwise
provided in
in this
Act, all orders
otherwise provided
Except as
"(2) Except
Commission
orders for the
payment of
of money,
money, shall take d
the payment
than orders
other than
Commission, other
effect within
such reasonable
time, not
less than
days, and
Continuance.
and continuance.
thirty days,
than thirty
not less
reasonable time,
within such
effect
shall
continue in
in force
until its
its further
further order,
order, or
or for
for a
specified period
period
a specified
force until
shall continue
of time,
the order,
order, unless
unless the
the same
in the
be prescribed
prescribed in
as shall
shall be
according as
of
time, according
shall
suspended or
modified or set
aside by
by the Commission, or be
set aside
or modified
be suspended
shall be
routes,
suspended
by a
of competent
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
a court
court of
aside by
or set
set aside
suspended or
Through
t
rolotetf
)
;
z
etc. tobe
to jointhrtes
it to
"(3) The
it shall
shall whenever
deemed by
by it
whenever deemed
and it
may, and
Commission may,
The Commission
"(3)
joint
establish
raes
e
etc.
by , Comom
be necessary
necessary or
or desirable
public interest,
upon mtabnsed by c r
hearing upon
interest, after full hearing
in the
the public
desirable in
be
a complaint, establish
complaint
initiative without a
own initiative
or upon its own
complaint or
through
joint classifications,
joint rates,
rates, fares, or
or charges,
charges,
and joint
classifications, and
routes, joint
through routes,
applicable to
to the
the transportation
transportation of
of passengers
passengers or
or the
the
or property,
property, or
applicable
ail.lma and minima
maxima
or minima,
minima, or
maxima and minima,
charged (or, in ad2ea-m"andmiima
minima, to be charged
or maxima
maxima or
the
case
of
a
through
route
where
one
of
the
carriers
is
a
water
line,
the case of a through route where one of the carriers is a water line,
the
maximum rates,
rates, fares,
and charges
charges applicable
and the
the
thereto), and
applicable thereto),
fares, and
the maximum
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
divisions
provided, and
such rates, fares, or charges as
divisions of such
waterlinesinude
the
and conditions
conditions under
under which
routes shall be Waterlinesinehgled.
through routes
such through
which such
the terms
terms and
operated;
and this
provided, Electric
roads exe.
Electric roads
except as
as herein
herein otherwise
otherwise provided,
this provision
provision, except
operated; and
shall apply
apply when
one of
is a
line. The
The Commission
cepted.
Commission cepted.
a water
water line.
carriers is
the carriers
of the
when one
shall
shall
not, however,
establish any through
route, classification, or practhrough route,
however, establish
shall not,
passenger
tice,
or any
rate, fare
charge, between
electric.
passenger
street electric
between street
or charge,
fare,.,or
any rate,
tice, or
railways not
not engaged
in the
the general
freight
transporting freight
of transporting
business of
general business
engaged in
railways
by water exin
railroads of Wholly
Whollybyaterexand express
express business, and railroads
their passenger and
in addition to their
cluded.
a
different character;
nor shall
shall the
Commission have
have the right to cluded.
the Commission
character; nor
a different
establish
classification, or
or practice,
or
fare, or
or any rate, fare,
practice, or
route, classification,
any route,
establish any
charge
when the
the transportation
transportation is
by water,
any transtransand any
water, and
is wholly
wholly by
charge when
portation
affected by
this Act
Act shall
shall be
to the laws
laws
subject to
be subject
by this
by water
water affected
portation by
and
regulations applicable
transportation by
water.
and regulations
applicable to
to transportation
by water.
'Through routes to emo
"
In establishing
establishing any such through route the Commission shall brTaheenore
brace entire lenh
length of
" (4)
(4) In
road.
not
as provided
provided in
in section
section 3,
of the road.
one of
where one
and except
except where
3, and
(except as
not (except
carriers is
is a
water line),
line), require
carrier by
its
without its
railroad, without
by railroad,
any carrier
require any
a water
carriers
consent, to
to embrace
route substantially
less than
than the entire
substantially less
such route
in such
embrace in
consent,
length
its railroad
and of
any intermediate
operated in
intermediate railroad operated
of any
railroad and
of its
length of
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management or control
a common management
conjunction and under a
control therewith,
therewith,
conjunction
which lies between
between the
the termini
termini of such
such proposed
proposed through route, unless
such inclusion
inclusion of
lines would
make the
the through
through route
route unreasonably
unreasonably
would make
of lines
such
long as
with another
practicable through
through route
which could
could
route which
another practicable
compared with
long
as compared
PTOViSO.
equipof shortage
shortage of equpThat in time of
Provided, That
established: Provi,
be established:
otherwise be
thrh , , otherwise
Pro"
rote
ment
emergency declared
by the
the ComComdeclared by
other emergency
or other
of traffic,
traffic, or
congestion of
ment,rcongestion
ronutcal1reUrgences, merit,
authorized,
authorined.
mission
it may (either upon complaint
initiative
mission Tit
complaint or upon itsown
its own initiative
without complaint,
complaint, at
at once,
once if
if it
it so
so orders
orders without
without answer
or other
other
answer or
without
or carriers,
formal
pleadings by
the interested
-carrier or
carriers, and
and withwith or
or
interested carrier
by the
formal pleadings
without
notice, hearing,
the making
or ilingof
filing of aareport,
report, according
according
making or
or the
hearing, or
without notice,
as
the Commission
may determine)
establisti temporarily
temporarily. such
such
determine) establish
Commission may
as the
thiough
as in
in its
opinion are
are necessary
necessary or
or desirable
desirable in
in the
the
its opinion
routesas
through Toutee
publicinterest.
interest.
.
transp·
;
pubic
'
Livestock transpor
tra n sp
kej• Transportation
wholly by
of ordinar
ordinary
livestock
in
livestock in
railroad of
by railroad
Transportation wholly
"(5)
r
tation.
tantion.
stockyards shall
regulatons car-load
lot destined
destined to or
specds regukitlons
Special
car-load lots
or received
received at public
public stockyards
shall include
Cjse.rning'
all necessary
imeasary service
reloading en
en route,
route rdeliveryat
deliver.y ,at
of unloading
unloading and
and reloading
caroa all
service of
vrning
public
shipments into
suitable pens,
pens, and
and rere.
into suitable
of inbound
inbound shipments
stockyards of
public stockyards
ceapt
and loading
yards of
outbound shipments,
shipments, without extr
extra
of outbound
such yards
at such
loading at
ceipt and
in cases
charge
therefor tothe shipper,
shipper, consignee
consignee or
or owner,
owner , except
except in
eases
to the
charge therefor
the request
route is
where
the unloading
or reloading
is at •
request of the
reloading en route.
unloading or
where the
to
shipper,
consignee or
an intermediate
market, or to
intermediate market,
to try
try an
or to
or owner
owner,' or
shipper, consignee
comply with
with quarantine
The Commission
Commission may
may prepreregulations. The
quarantine regulations.
comply
reasonable rules
scribe or
approve just
just and
rules governing
governing each of such
such
and reasonable
or approve
scribe
Limitation.
exceptd services. Nothing in this paragraph
paragraph shall be construed
Limitation,
excepted
construed to
the carriers
carriers now existing
affect the
duties and
liabilities of the
existing by virtue
and liabilities
the duties
affect
of
law respecting
the transportation
transportation of other
other than
than ordinary
ordinary livestock,
respecting the
of law
or
the duty
duty of
of performing
as to
to shipments other
other than those to
to
service as
performing service
or the
or from
from public
public stockyards.
or
Division
(6) Whenever,
W enever, after
after full
hearing upon
complaint or
or upon
its own
own
upon complaint
upon its
full hearing
Diason
. te
ofbe wilt
joint
"(6)
opinion that the divisions
a
s
ltis
aiis;'place
orPtft- u
initiative, the
the Commission is of opimon
divisions of joint
joint
ie meo
sratebeeticn'p
just, preerential,
or charges,
charges, applicable
preferential, etc. rates, fares, or
applicable to
transportation of
passengers
to the
the transportation
of passengers
or property,
are or
unreasonable, inequitable,
inequitable, or
or
will be
be unjust,
unjust, unreasonable,
or will
or
property, are
unduly preferential
preferential or
or prejudicial
as between
the carriers
parties
carriers parties
prejudicial as
between the
unduly
thereto
upon by
carriers or
of them,
them, or
or
by such
such carriers,
or any
any of
(whether agreed
agreed upon
thereto (whether
otherwise
shall' by
by order
order prescribe
prescribe
the Commission
Commission shall
otherwise established),
established), the
equitable divisions thereof
and equitable
the
reasonable.,and
thereof to
to be received
received
the just,
just, reasonable,
by the several carriers,
by
carriers and in cases where the joint rate, fare, or
or
a finding or order
established pursuant to a
charge was established
order of the Comby it
it to
mission
and the
found by
to have
have been
been unjust,
unjust,
divisions thereof
thereof are
are found
mission and
the divisions
unreasonable
or unduly
preferential or
or prejudicial
prejudicial,
or inequitable,
inequitable, or
unduly preferential
unreasonable,: or
the
Commission may
by order
order determine
determine what
what (for
(for the
the period
period
the Commission
may also
also by
subsequent
the filing
filing of
of the
the complaint
complaint or
or petition
petition or
or the
making
the making
subsequent to
to the
of
would have
have been
been the
the just,
of the
the order
order of
of investigation)
investigation) would
just, reasonable,
reasonable,
and equitable
equitable divisions
divisions thereof
thereof to
to be
received
by the
the several
several carriers,
carriers,
be
received
by
and
r
Considerations for
determining
divisions. and
and require
to be
made in
in accordance
therewith. In
accordance therewith.
be made
adjustment to
require adjustment
deCerm"diningions.
so prescribing
so
prescribing and determining
determining the
divisions of
of joint
rates, fares
fares and
and
the divisions
joint rates,
charges,
shall give
give due consideration,
consideration, among
among other
charges ' the Commission
Commission shall
other
which the carriers
things, to the efficiency
efficiency with which
carriers concerned
concerned are
are operated, the amount of
of revenue
required to pay
their respective
revenue required
pay their
respective operating
taxes, and
fair return
return on
their railway
railway property
held
ing expenses,
expenses, taxes,
and a
a fair
on their
property held
for and
in the
service of
transportation, and
and the
the importance
for
and used
used in
the service
of transportation,
importance
to the
the public
public of
the transportation
transportation services
services of
of such
such carriers;
carriers; and
and also
also
to
of the
whether any
any particular
particular participating
carrier is
is an
originating, inwhether
participating carrier
an originating,
intermediate, or
delivering line,
line, and
termediate,
or delivering
and any
any other
other fact
circumstance
fact or
or circumstance
which would
would ordinarily,
ordinarily, without
the mileage
mileage haul,
haul, entitle
entitle
which
without regard
regard to
to the
one carrier
to a
a greater
greater or
or less
less proportion
than another
another carrier
carrier of
of
one
carrier to
proportion than
the
or charge.
fare or
charge.
the joint
joint rate,
rate, fare
New
rates, classifiea"(7)
Whenever there
filed with
with the
the Commission
Commission any
any
there shall
shall be
be filed
"(7) Whenever
Newrates,c
ssira
tions, etc.
or
or
charge,
fare,
joint
rate,
or
individual
a
stating
to
deschedule
tiCons,
CommiAon
to
deschedule
a
new
individual
rate,
fare,
or
Commission to deany new individual
or joint
joint classification,
classification, or any
any new
termine
termme lawfulness
lawfulness of. any
individual or
new individual
individual or
or
joint regulation
regulation or
affecting any
any rate,
fare, or
or charge,
charge, the
the
joint
or practice
practice affecting
rate, fare,
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Commission
and it
it is
hereby given,
authority, either
upon TASPOzTBO ACT.'
given, authority,
either upon
is hereby
Commission shall
shall have,
have, and
complaint
its own
initiative without
once,
complaint, at
at once,
without complaint,
or upon
upon its
own initiative
complaint or
and
it so
orders without
answer or
or other
other formal
by the
the
formal pleading
pleading by
so orders
without answer
and if
if it
interested
carrier or
carriers, but
upon reasonable
reasonable notice,
notice, to
enter
to enter
but upon
or carriers,
interested carrier
upon
hearing concerning
such rate,
rate, fare,
charge,
upon aahearing
concerning the
the lawfulness
lawfulness of
of such
fare, charge,
classification, regulation,
and pending
pending such
hearing and
and detiii2r.ien
ng
desion n pending
such hearing
or practice;
practice; and
regulation, or
classification,
the decision
decision thereon
with such
schedule
filing with
such schedule
the Commission,
Commission, upon
upon filing
the
thereon the
and delivering
to the
the carrier
carrier or
affected thereby
thereby aastatement
statement
or carriers
carriers affected
delivering to
and
in
writing of
of its
for such
such suspension,
suspend the
the operaoperamay suspend
suspension, may
reasons for
its reasons
in writing
tion of
such schedule
defer the
the use
of such
such rate,
fare, charge,
charge,
rate, fare,
use of
and defer
schedule and
tion
of such
Limit.
classification, regulation,
or practice,
but not
not for
longer period
than Limitperiod than
for aalonger
practice, but
regulation, or
classification,
one hundred
days beyond
the time
when it
it would
would otherbeyond the
time when
twenty days
hundred and
and twenty
one
Finaldetermination.
wise go
effect; and
whether completed
completed before
before Finaldetermination.
after full
full hearing,
hearing, whether
and after
wise
go into
into effect;
or
rate, fare,
regulation, or
or practice
practice
charge, classification,
classification, regulation,
or after
after the
the rate,
fare, charge,
goes
the Commission
may make
order with
with reference
reference
make such
such order
Commission may
goes into
into effect,
effect, the
thereto
would be
be proper
proceeding initiated
after it
had beit had
beproper in
in aaproceeding
initiated after
thereto as
as would
come
effective. If
hearing can
not be
us Ion e
extendeuension
within tensAlesdP.e
be concluded
concluded within
can not
any such
such hearing
If any
come effective.
the
period of
suspension, as
above stated,
stated, the
the Commission
Commission may
may
as above
of suspension,
the period
extend
suspenson for
exceeding
further period
period not
not exceeding
time of
of suspenson
for aa further
extend the
the time
thirty
days, and
has not
not been
and an
an Temporary
permisTemporary permis
if the
the proceeding
proceeding has
been concluded
concluded and
thirty days,
and if
order
made at
such thirty
sion.
days, the
the proposed
proposed sic'nof such
thirty days,
the expiration
expiration of
at the
order made
change of
of rate,
classification regulation,
or practice
practice
regulation, or
charge, classification,
rate, fare,
fare, charge,
change
shall
go into
of such
such period,
but, in
of a
pro- Refund
Refund ifif increased
incrT.ld.
in case
case of
a properiod, but,
effect at
at the
the end
end of
shall go
into effect
posed
increased
rate
or
charge
for
or
in
respect
to
the
transportation
foVe
d
e
.
finally
e
for
or
in
respect
to
the
transportation
lowed.
posed increased rate or charge
of
property, the
the Commission
order require
require the
interested
by order
the interested
Commission may
may by
of property,
carrier
carriers to
in detail
detail of all amounts
account in
to keep
keep accurate
accurate account
or carriers
carrier or
received
whose
whom and in
in whose
specifying by
by whom
reason of
of such increase, specifying
received by
by reason
behalf
amounts are
paid, and
upon completion
completion of
of the
the hearing
hearing
are paid,
and upon
behalf such
such amounts
and
may by
carrier or
the interested
interested carrier
by further
further order
order require
require the
and decision
decision may
carriers to
to the
persons in whose
whose behalf
behalf such
such
the persons
refund,zwith
with interest,
interest, to
carriers
to refund
amounts
of such increased
increased rates
rates or
or charges
charges
amounts were
were paid
paid such
such portion
portion of
onratesinas by
by its
its decision
not justified.
justified. At
any hearing
Hearings r
rates inhearing in- Hearings
At any
found not
shall be
be found
decision shall
as
January
reaseo
1, 1910, or of i
volving a
arate, fare, or charge increased
increased after January 1,
r
,
e
1Md sinceeJanuary
a
rate, fare,
fare or
charge sought to
increased after the passage
passage of
of
or charge
to be
be increased
a rate,
this
increased rate,
rate, fare,
Act, the
the burden
burden of proof to
to show that the increased
this Act,
or charge, or proposed
proposed increased rate, fare, or charge, is just
just and
reasonable
the carrier,
carrier, and the Commission shall
reasonable shall be upon the
give
preference over
give to
to the
the hearing
hearing and decision
decision of
of such questions
questions preference
all other
other questions
questions pending
pending before it and decide the same as
as speedily
speedily
all
as possible."
possible."
auraS
EC. 419.
419. The
The fifth
of section
section 15
15 of
P
rear
drPhs
of the
the Interstate
Interstate be
numberaagrp
SEC.
fifth paragraph
paragraph of
Commerce
Act is
hereby amended
Vol. 336,
p.
553.
,
.
553.
(8)" at the begin- Vol
" (8)"
by inserting
inserting "
amended by
is hereby
Commerce Act
6
nin.g
paragraph.
such paragraph.
ning of such
S
EC. 420.
420. Section
the Interstate
is hereby
New matter.
hereby Newmatter.
Act is
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act
15 of
of the
Section 15
SEC.
amended
two new paragraphs,
paragraphs,
inserting after
after the fifth
fifth paragraph
paragraph two
amended by inserting
to
to read as
as follows:
Divers'ons
ofti
po:
"
(9) Whenever
n
yiveo
ersi
nons
ry o
otg
o
u
p
t:
"(9)
Whenever property is diverted or delivered by one carrier ert
erty, contrary to routingstructions.
to
f
is•
to another carrier
carrier contrary to routing instructions in the bill of inonstructioi
lading,
is in
with a
r: biit
bility of
ocarriers
cie
a lawful
lawful !er
for.i
in compliance
compliance with
or delivery
delivery is
such diversion
diversion or
lading, unless
unless such
order,
rule, or
of the
the Commission, such
shall, in aa
such carriers
carriers shall,
or regulation
regulation of
order, rule,
suit
in any
competent jurisdiction,
jointly and
jurisdiction, be
be jointly
suit or
or action
action in
any court of competent
severally liable to the carrier thus deprived of its right to participate
severally
in
haul of
of the property, for the total
total amount
amount of
of the rate or charge
in the
the haul
it
participated in
in the
the haul
haul of
it would
would have
have received
it participated
received had
had it
of the
the propprop- Nonusbility
if no
Nonliabilitybig
no
eo
erty.
inc carrier
carrier to
to which
which the
the property
thus diverted
not "
l aybllt
shall not
nou"'"'
property is
is thus
diverted shall
ertv. The
be
show, the
the burden of proof
be liable
liable in
in such
such suit or
or action if
if it
it can
can show,
being upon it, that before carrying the property it
it had no notice, by
bill
of lading,
waybill or
or otherwise
In
bill of
lading, waybill
otherwise, of
of the
the routing instructions. In
any
rendered the plaintiff
allowed
plaintiff shall
shall be
be allowed
any judgment
judgment which
which may be rendered
to recover
recover against
against the
the defendant
reasonable attorney's
attorney's fee
fee to
be
to be
to
defendant aareasonable
taxed in
in the case.
case.
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"
(10) With
traffic not
routed by
the shipper,
Corn"(10)
With respect
respect to
to traffic
not routed
by the
shipper, the
the Corn,
mission
whenever the public interest and a
fair distribution
distribution of
mission may, whenever
a fair
traffic require, direct
direct the route
after
the traffic
route which
which such
such traffic shall take after
terminus of one carrier or at a
ajunction point with
it arrives at the terminus
another carrier,
carrier, and
is to
to be
be there
delivered to
to another
another carrier."
carrier."
another
and is
there delivered
beP
re
arraphs
numbred.rp
numSEC.
SEC. 421. Section 15 of the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act
hereby
Act is
is hereby
Vol. 36,
(11)"
Vol.
36, p.
p. 553.
further amended by inserting ""
(11)" at the beginning
beginning of the
the sixth
sixth
paragraph,"
of the seventh
seventh paragraph,
paragraph, ""(13)"
(13) "
paragraph,
" (12)
(12)""at the binning
beginnng of
the eighth
eighth paragraph,
(14)"
at the beginning
beginning
at the beginning
beginning of the
paragraph, and"
and " (14)
'at
of the
the ninth
ninth paragraph.
paragraph.
of
New section.
itir'o
ses
e
d
u
inCOmes.
SRO.
Interstate Commerce
Act is
is further
further amended
amended by
Raroadincomes
i422.
a. 422. The
The Interstate
Commerce Act
by ininserting
serting after section
section 15
15 a
a new
new section to
to be known as
as section 15a and
and
to
follows:
to read
read as
as follows:
Meaning
"rates."
"SEC.
15a. (1)
used in this section the term "rates"
"rates" means
Meaning of
of "rates."
" Sze. 15a.
(1) When
When used
rates,
fares,
and
charges,
and
all
classifications,
regulations,
andpracpraeand
regulations,
classifications,
Limitation o
of "car- rates, fares, and charges, and all
der."
relating thereto; the term "carrier"
"carrier" means
means aacarrier
byrailroad
railroad
carrier by
tiees, relating
no ca- tices
rier. t
or
iartly by
by railroad
and partly
partly by
water, within
within the
the continental
continental
or partly
railroad and
by water,
Sp exclions.
Specific
exclusions. United States, subject
(a) sleeping-car
sleeping-car companies
companies
subject to this Act,
Act, excluding
excluding (a)
and express companies, (b) street
railways unless
unless
street or
or suburban electric
electric railways
operated as a
railroad system
transportaoperated
a part of aageneral
general steam
steam railroad
system of
of transportation
interurban electric railways unless operated
operated as a
tion,, (c) interurban
a part of aa
general steam railroad system of transportation
transportation or engaged in the
general transportation of freight, and (d) any
railroad, tergeneral
any belt-line
belt-line railroad,
switching railroad, or other terminal facility, owned
minal switching
owned exclusively
exclusively
and
operated, and
any State
State or
or political
,,Ne
and maintained,
maintained, operated,
and controlled
controlled by
by any
political
ing.
"iNuectorre7efred
railway
subdivision thereof;
thereof; and
the term
term "net
"net railway
operating income"
ingincomee,,,dened.
subdivision
and the
railway operating
income"
means railway
including in
the computation
means
railway operatingincome,
operatingincome, including
in the
computation thereof
thereof
Rates,
and credits
credits arising
arising from
from equipment
rents and
and joint
joint facility
rents.
equipment rents
facility rents.
Rdjutent
of, by
by debits
debits and
Adjustment
Commission that car"(2)
power to prescribe
reasonable
(2) In the exercise
exercise of its power
prescribe just
just and reasonable
turnonpropertyused
establish or
itgoni
i
i
a
ggr
iTus
fr g. rates the Commission shall initiate, modify,
modily, establish
adjust such
or adjust
such
rates so that carriers as a
awhole (or as aawhole
whole in each of such rate
groups or territories
Commicsion may
time to time
groups
territories as the Commission
may from time
time desigdesignate) will, under
under honest,
and
honest, efficient
efficient and
and economical
economical management
management and
reasonable expenditures
reasonable
expenditures for maintenance
maintenance of
of way,
way, structures
structures and
and equipequipan aggregate
aggregate annual
ment, earn an
annual net
railway operating
operating income
income equal,
equal,
net railway
as nearly
as may
may be,
as
nearly as
be, to
to a
fair return
return upon
aggregate value
value of
of the
a fair
upon the
the aggregate
the
railway
of such
such carriers
carriers held
held for
the service
service of
of
railway property
property of
for and
and used
used in
in the
Modifications
Proviso.
per- transportation;
the Commission
reasonable
odifications pertransportation: .Provided,
Provided, That
That the
Commission shall
shall have
havereasonable
mitted.
latitude to modify
modify or adjust any particular
particular rate which it may find
mitted.
find to
to
be unjust or unreasonable,
unreasonable, and to prescribe different
different rates for different
different
sections of the
the country.
Determination
of
(3) The
shall from
time to
to time
time determine
and make
Determination
"if (3)
The Commission
Commission shall
from time
determine and
make
percentage
constituof
tpercentage
constituting fair
fr return on propof such aggregate
frii
prop- public what percentage
percentage
aggregate
property
value
constitutes
erty y
value,
vaue.
a fair
thereon, and
and such
shall be uniform for all rate
a
fair return
return thereon,
such percentage
percentage sliail
ups or
or territories
territories which
which may
be designated
the Commission.
groups
may be
designated by
by the
Commission.
Transportation groups or
such determination
determination it
it shall
shall give
consideration among
among
netedston°
give due
due consideration,
needs to be consideried"
considered. In making such
things, to the
the transportation
needs of
of the
the country
countryand
other things
transportation needs
and th
thee necesnecessity (under honest,
honest,. efficient and
i
sting
and economical
economical management
management of
of ex
existing
transportation facilities)
min order
order to
facilities) of enlarging
enlarging such facilities
facilities
provide
to provide
Proviso,
th e yg
ele
of the
the United
States with
ProPR^°doptedfortwo
people
United States
with adequate
adequate transportation:
transportation: ProRate adopted for two the
i of
years.
mded That
years.
vide,
at during the two years beginning
beginning March
1, 1920,
March 1,
1920, the
the ComCommission shall take as such fair return aasum equal to 5i
51 per centum
centum of
such aggregate value, but may, in its discretion
discretion,.,add thereto aasum
not exceeding
exceeding one-half
one-half of one per centum of such
su
ch aggregate value to
Addition for
bettermake
provision
in
or in
in part
betterments or
or
bettermAddition
make
provision
in whole
whole or
part for
for improvements,
improvements, betterments
for
meats.
equipment,
equipment, which, according
according to the accounting system prescribed
prescribed by
by
the Commission,
are chargeable
capital account.
account.
to capital
chargeable to
Commission, are
f the
Deterintion
Determination
of
property
value.
For the
property
" (4)
(
4) For
purposes of
of this
this section,
section, such
such aggregate
value of
of the
the
the purposes
aggregate value
se of valuation
l
property o
thcarrers
e carriers shall
vseesvtltlnuaun n invesaton
property
offthe
shall be
be determined
determined bye
by the Commission
Commission from
from
Vo7,p.
701.
time to time and as often as may be necessary.
necessary. The Commission
VOL 37, p. 701.
Commission may
may
utilize the results of its investigation
investigation under section
section 19a of this Act, in

issi, ayi-

TitANSP°FrriaN Aar:

TcoRAN
Comminton may direct traffic
traffic not routed.
rent
routed.
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so
deemed by
available, and
and shall
shall give
consideration to
to TBRASPTATI0
ACT.
due consideration
give due
it available,
by it
as deemed
far as
so far
all
the elements
elements of
the law
land for rateof the land
law of
by the
recognized by
value recognized
of value
all the
Property
investtnvestProperty
account ment
making purposes,
give to
property investment
investment account
the property
to the
shall give
and shall
purposes, and
making
account, etc.
of
the carriers
carriers only
which under
under such
law it
it is
is
rt d vu
such law
that consideration
consideration which
only that
of the
entitled
establishing values
values for
rate-making purposes.
When- ticL
An
s:
s
e
r
c
t
e
a
geet valuationacceprtSed.
purposes. Whenfor rate-making
in establishing
to in
entitled to
p. 70
702.
ever pursuant
section 19a
of this
this Act
the value
value of
the railway
prop- Vol.
voL 337,
7, p. 2
railway propof the
Act the
19a of
to section
pursuant to
ever
erty of
of any
held for
for and
and used
used in
in the
of transportation
the service
service of
carrier held
any carrier
erty
has
been finally
ascertained, the
the value
shall be
deemed
be deemed
so ascertained
ascertained shall
value so
nally ascertained,
has been
by
to be
thereof for
purpose of
deterof deterthe purpose
for the
value thereof
be the
the value
the Commission
Commission to
by the
mining
such aggregate
value.
Competitive
traffc.
mining such
aggregate value.
Competitive traffic.
Income from,
in exexfrom, in
as it
impossible (without
(without regulation
regulation and control
control Income
is impossible
it is
Inasmuch as
(5) Inasmuch
""(5)
in
the
interest
of
the
commerce
of
the
United
States
considered
as
a
essd
oftfarreturnted
c
R
e
a
s
i
s
d
f
L
air
rtii
t
o
in the interest of the commerce of the United States considered as a
tates.
whole) to
to establish
upon competitive
competitive traffic
traffic which will States.
rates upon
uniform rates
establish uniform
whole)
adequately
sustain
all
the
carriers
which
are
engaged
in such traffic
traffic
adequately sustain all the carriers which are engaged in
and which
which are
to the
the communities
to which they render
communities to
indispensable to
are indispensable
and
the service
of transportation,
without enabling
enabling some
to
carriers to
of such
such carriers
some of
transportation, without
service of
the
receive a
anet
net railway
income substantially
and unreasonably
unreasonably
substantially and
operating income
railway operating
receive
in excess
of a
fair return
propertyheld
railway propertyheld
their railway
of their
thevalue of
upon thevalue
return upon
a fair
excess of
in
for and
and used
in the
the service
of transportation,
transportation, it
it is
declared that
that
is hereby
hereby declared
service of
used in
for
any
an income
income so
so in
excess of
of a
afair
fair return,
return,
in excess
such an
which receives
receives such
carrier which
any carrier
shall
the excess,
excess as
prescribed, as trustee
as hereinafter
hereinafter, prescribed,
part of
of the
such part
hold such
shall hold
for, and
shall pay
the United
States.
for,
and shall
pay it
it to,
to, the
United States,
Net operating int
"
(6) If,
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section,
section, any
for come.
e operating incarrier receives
receives for
any carrier
"(6)
If, under
under the
Division
y
of excess for
any
year a
net railway
of 6
per centum
centum of
for
of thDiyeonofexcess
6 per
in excess
excess of
income in
operating income
railway operating
a net
any year
the
service To reserve fund of
the
held for
for and
used by
by it
it in
in the
the service
and used
property held
railway-property
of the
the railway
value of
the value
of
such excess
excess shall
in a
areserve
o
cr.e
reserve carrier.
be placed
placed in
shall be
of such
one-half of
of transportation,
transportation, one-half
fund
carrier , and
the remaining
remaining
and the
such carrier,
by such
and maintained
maintained by
fund established
established and
one-half thereof
thereof shall,
months' following
close To general rlroad
the close
following the
the first
first four
four months
within the
shall, within
one-half
c
relroad
co
of
the period
such computation
computation is
recoverable by
by contgenffunsd.
be recoverable
is made,
made, be
which such
period for
for which
of the
and
paid to
to the
the Commission
establishing and mainthe purpos
purposeeof establishing
for the
Commission for
and paid
taining a
a general
general railroad
hereinafter described.
contingent fund as hereinafter
railroad contingent
taining
a
For the
of this
this paragraph
the value
of the
railway property
s em.
oeeati
rating as
property one system.
the railway
value of
paaragrap the
the purposes
purposes of
For
which the
and the
carriers, which
the
of carriers,
a group
group of
of a
income of
operating income
railway operating
net railway
the net
and
management and
Commission
common control and management
under common
finds are under
Commission finds
are operated
as a
system, shall
be computed
computed for
for the
the system as a
a
shall be
a single
single system,
are
operated as
whole
the separate
and accounting
whole irrespective
irrespective of
of the
separate ownership
ownership and
accounting returns
returns carriers
accepting
carriers
guaranty.
six months' guaranty.
which six
of
the various
various parts
parts of
of such
In the
the case
case of
any carrier
carrier which
of any
system. In
such system.
of the
Ante, p. 464.
has accepted
the provisions
section 209
209 of
of this
amendatory Act
the Ante' p
Act the
this amendatory
of section
provisions of
accepted the
has
provisions
of
this
paragraph
shall
not
be
applicable
the
for
income
to
the
provisions of this paragraph shall not be applicable
Property valuation.
any period
to September
value of
of such
such railway
railway Prpey valuation.
The value
1, 1920.
1920. The
September 1,
prior to
period prior
any
manner
property
Commission in the manner
by the Commission
determined by
be determined
shall be
property shall
provided
in paragraph
Reserve fund
fund of carprovided in
paragraph (4).
(4).
"(7)
(7) For
purpose of
paying dividends
dividends or interest
stocks, riers.
or diri Withdrawal
dra
interest on its stocks,
of paying
the purpose
For the
for dibonds or
rent for
may vidends,etc.
a carrier
carrier may
roads, a
leased roads,
for leased
or rent
securities, or
or other
other securities,
bonds
it under
draw
the reserve
reserve fund
established and maintained by it
fund established
from the
draw from
the
provisions of
of this
section to
to the
the extent
its net
operatnet railway
railway operatthat its
extent that
this section
the provisions
ing income
year is
to 6
6 per centum of
a sum equal to
than a
is less
less than
any year
for any
ing
income for
the
property held
it in the
held for and used by it
railway property
the value
value of the railway
service of
of transportation,
transportation determined
as provided
in paragraph
paragraph (6);
(6); Restriction.
Resricon.
determined as
provided in
service
but such
such fund
fund shall
not be
drawn upon
upon for
purpose.
but
shall not
be drawn
for any
any other
other purpose.
use
excessincome
Use of excess
income
above reuirement
for
"(8) Such
reserve fund
fund need
need not
not be
accumulated and
and maintained
for
above requirement
maintained reserve
be accumulated
"(8)
Such reserve
fund, permitud, permit.
of the value of reve
per centum
to 55.per
by any
any carrier
beyond a
asum
sum equal
equal to
centum of
ted.
carrier beyond
by
its
railway property
property determined
provided, and when such
herein provided,
determined as herein
its railway
fund
is so
accumulated and
maintained the portion of its excess
and maintained
so accumulated
fund is
paragraph
income
carrier is
is permitted
permitted to retain
retain under paragraph
the carrier
which the
income which
Excess
income
pay.
Excess
income pay(6)
may be
be used
used by
by it
for any
any lawful
purpose.
lawful purpose.
it for
(6) may
to Commission.
ableetoeisOnoio,
prescribe rules and regulations for the able
"(9) The Commission shall prescribe
"(9)
Determination
of,
etc.
determination and
recovery of the excess income payable to it
it under
under etc.
and recovery
determination
this section
such security
security and prescribe such
require such
this
section, and may require
it may
reasonable
connection therewith
therewith as it
reasonable terms and conditions in connection
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TSSOBRTATnOr
ACT.find
find necessary.
to
necrtssary. The Commission shall make
make proper
adjustments
Adjustments
Adjustments for part
'
aadjustments
pustin
of a
ayear.
provide
the computation
of excess
excess income
income for
for a
portion of
of aayear,
year,
provide for
for the
computation of
a portion

and for
for a
ayear
year in
which a
percentage constituting
constituting aa
and
in which
a change
change in
in the
the percentage
fair
or in
in the
of a
a carrier's
property becomes
fair return
return or
the value
value of
carrier's railway
railway property
becomes
effective.
effective.
Generalrailroad
Generalrailroado conon(10) The
general railroad
railroad contingent
fund so
so to
be recoverable
recoverable
to be
contingent fund
bn" (10)
The general
tingent
tigel ffund. "ud "
Use by Commission
is s n
and
paid to
to the
the Commission
Commission and
and all
all accretions
accretions thereof shall
shall be aa
paid
and
by
Comm io by
se
i
specified.
Specifted.rvv
administered by the Commission. It
It
revolving fund and
and shall be administered
shall be used by the Commission in furtherance
public interest
furtherance of the public
interest
transportation either by making loans to carriers
carriers to meet
meet
in railway
railway transportation
expenditures
account or
or• to refund
securities
expenditures for capital
capital account
refund maturing securities
originally
issued for
for capital
account, or
or by
by purchasing
purchasing transportaoriginally issued
capital account,
transportafacilities and
and leasing
leasing the
the same
to carriers,
carriers, as
as
same to
tion equipment
equipment and
and facilities
ment of un- tion
Investment
hereinafter provided.
provided. Any
moneys in
in the
the fund
fund ,not
not so
employed
so employed
Any moneys
employed moneys.
hereinafter
employed
obligations of
deposited in
in
shall be invested in
in obligations
of the United States or deposited
authorized
depositaries of the United States subject to the rules
rules
authorized depositaries
promulgated
Secretary of
promulgated from time
time to time by
by the
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury
relating
to
Government deposits.
relating
to
Government
deposits.
Loans from contino
"(11) A
A carrier
may at any
any time
to the
the ComComtime make
make application
application to
cntin"(11
carrier may
gentfundom
gent
fund.
Applications for, by
setting
for a
aloan
general railroad
railroad contingent
contingent fund, setting
the general
from the
loan from
mission for
spprlcations for, by mission
Detaied statements
Detailed
statements forth the amount of the loan and the term for which it
it is desired,
diNir,
of purpose,
purpose, etc.
of
etc.
the
purpose of
of the
the loan
it will be applied,
the purpose
loan and the uses to which
which it
applied, the
present
ability of
of the
applicant to
to repay
repay the
the loan
loan
present and
and prospective
prospective ability
the applicant
and meet
meet the
the requirements
of its
its obligations
obligations in
in that
that regard,
regard, the
the
and
requirements of
character
and value
offered, and
and the
character and
value of the security
security offered,
the extent
extent to which
which
the public
convenience and
and necessity
necessity will
will be
be served.
served. The
The applicaapplicathe
public convenience
tion shall
shall be
be accompanied
accompanied by
statements showing
showing such
such facts
facts and
tion
by statements
and
details as
the Commission
Commission may
may require
with respect
respect to
to the
the physical
physical
details
as the
require with
situation, ownership,
ownership, capitalization,
capitalization, indebtedness,
indebtedness, contract
contract obligaobligasituation,
tions, operation,
operation and
earning power
of the
the applicant,
applicant, together
with
tions,
and earning
power of
together with
fact; relating
to the
the propriety
propriety and expediency
of granting
granting
such other
other facts
relating to
expediency of
the
loan applied for
for and
and the
the
ability of
ofthe
the applicant
applicant to
make good
the loan
land
te
applied
ability
at
the
to make
good
the
obligation
as
the
Commission
may
deem
pertinent
to
the
inquiry.
Commission
auommission au- the obligation, as the Commission may deem pertinent to the inquiry.
thorized
to grant loans
loans
thorzedto
"(12)
"
(12) If
If the
such hearing
hearing and
investigation,
the Commission,
Commission, after
after such
and investigation,
afterinvestigation, etc.
ftmestigation,etc. with
it may
with or
or without notice, as it
may direct,
direct, finds
finds that the making,
mailing,
in whole or in part, of the
the proposed
proposed loan
loan from
from the
the general
general railroad
railroad
contingent
contingent fund
fund is
necessary to
to enable
enable the
the applicant
properly, to
to
is necessary
applicant properly
meet the
the transportation
needs of
the public,
public, and
and that
that the
prospective
meet
transportation needs
of the
the prospective
earning power of
of the applicant
applicant and the
the character
character and
value of
the
and value
of the
security
are such
such as
security offered
offered are
as to
assurance of
of the
the
to furnish
furnish reasonable
reasonable assurance
applicant's
applicant's ability-to repay
repay the loan within the time fixed
fixed therefor,
therefor '
and to meet its other obligations
obligations in connection
connection with such loan, the
a loan to the applicant
Commission may make a
applicant from such railroad
railroad
contingent fund,
fund, in such amount,
under
such length of time, and under
Security,
interest, contingent
amount, for such
security, interest,
etc.
etc.
such terms and conditions
conditions as it may deem proper. The Commission
Commission
shall also prescribe
prescribe the security to be
be furnished,
furnished, which shall be adequate
quate to secure the loan. All such loans shall
shall bear
bear interest
interest at
at the
the
rate of 6
6 per centum
centum per annum, payable semiannually
semiannually to the Commission. Such loans when repaid,
repaid, and all interest paid
paid thereon,
thereon,
shall be placed in the general railroad contingent fund.
Lease of transport
transporta- shall be placed in the general railroad contingent fund.
tion
equipment to
cartion equipment
to car"(13) A
carrier may at any time make application
application to
to the
the ComCornA carrier
,iplication to
tti be
mission for
the lease
lease to
to it
it of
equipment or
or facilities,
facilities
transportation equipment
of transportation
for the
be mission
ies.cation
maeto
made to Commission.
purchased from
from the
railroad contingent
contingent fund,
setting forth
forth
ommisson. purchased
the general
general railroad
fund, setting
the kind and amount of such equipment or facilities and the term
for which it
it is desired to be leased,
leased, the uses to which it is proposed
proposed
to put such equipment
prospective
equipment or facilities, the
the present
present and prospective
ability of the applicant
applicant to pay the rental charges
charges thereon
thereon and
and to
to
meet the requirements
requirements of its obligations
obligations under
and the
under the
the lease,
lease and
the
Details,
etc., of
to which
which the
convenience and
and necessity
necessity will
will be
be served.
served.
the public
public convenience
extent to
Details, etc
of ap- extent
plications.
be accompanied
accompanied by
by statements
statements showing
showing such
'
The application
application shall
sha be
such
facts and details as the Commission may require with respect
respect to the
carriers.

rie rs
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physical
situation, ownership,
ownership, capitalization,
capitalization indebtedness,
indebtedness, contract
contract TBNSPOBTATION
ACT.
physical situation,
obligations,
and earning
power of
of the
together
the applicant,
applicant, together
earning power
obligations, operation,
operation, and
with
such other
relating to
and expediency
expediency of
of
with such
other facts
facts relating
to the
the propriety
propriety and
leasing such
equipment or
or facilities
to the
the applicant
as the
the CommisCommisleasing
such equipment
facilities to
applicant as
sion may
to the
inquiry.
sion
may deem
deem pertinent
pertinent to
the inquiry.
Commion
Commission authorto furnish
furnish equipequip"(14) If
after such
investigation, ized
ized
to
"(14)
If the
the Commission,
Commission, after
such hearing
hearing and
and investigation,
ment, etc.
with
or without
notice as
as it
it may
finds that
the leasing
leasing to
to the
the ment, etc.
may direct,
direct, finds
that the
without notice,
with or
applicant
of such
equipment or
part, is
is
in whole
whole or in part,
or facilities
facilities, in
applicant of
such equipment
necessary to
applicant properly
properly to
meet the
the transportation
the applicant
to meet
transportation
necessary
to enable
enable the
needs of
prospective earning
power of
of the
the
earning power
needs
of the
the public,
public, and
and that
that the
the prospective
applicant
is such
such as
as to
assurance of
applireasonable assurance
of the
the applito furnish
furnish reasonable
applicant is
cant's ability
ability to
promptly the
meet its
other
its other
the rental
rental charges
charges and meet
cant's
to pay
pay promptly
obligations under
under such
lease, the
Commission may
may lease
lease such
such equipequipthe Commission
obligations
such lease,
ment
it from
general railroad
railroad contincontinpurchased by it
from the general
ment or
or facilities
facilities purchased
gent
fund, to
for such
such length
length of
of time,
time and
such Rental
gent fund,
to the
the applicant
applicant for
and under
under such
charge.
Rental charges.
terms and
conditions as
as it
may deem
charges
deem proper.
proper. The
The rental
rental charges
and conditions
it may
terms
provided
in every
every such
shall be
to pay
pay aa
be at
at least
least sufficient
sufficient to
such lease
lease shall
provided in
return
of 6
6 per
per centum
per annum,
annum, plus allowance
allowance for depreciation
depreciation
centum per
return of
determined as
as provided
in paragraph
paragraph. (5)
of section
section 20
ofT this
20 of
this Act,
Act,
(5) of
provided m
determined
upon the
the value
of the
or facilities
leased thereunder.
upon
value of
the equipment
equipment or
facilities leased
thereunder. Payments
Payments placed
placed in
in
general contingent
rental charges
charges and
and other
other payments
by the
Commission general
contingent
received by
the Commission
payments received
All rental
fund.
in connection
connection with
with such
such equipment
and facilities,
facilities mcluding
amounts u n d
including amounts
equipment and
in
received under
received
under any sale thereof, shall be placed in the general railcontingent fund.
fund.
road contingent
Equipment
facillEquipment
facilities, etc.
etc.
"(15) The
may from
time to
to time
contract ties,
time purchase,
purchase, contract
from time
The Commission
Commission may
"(15)
Purchase, etc. from
for the
the construction,
and replacement
replacement of,
of, and
sell, equipment
equipment railrad
railroad
contingent
for
construction, repair
repair and
and sell
'contingent
fund authorized.
and facilities,
facilities, and
and enter
into and
carry out
out contracts
other obliobli- fund
authoied.
and other
and carry
contracts and
enter into
and
gations
connection therewith,
extent that
moneys included
included
gations in
in connection
therewith, to the
the extent
that moneys
in
the general
general railroad
fund are
are available
available therefor, and in
m the
railroad contingent fund
so
necessary to enable
secure and
supply equipment
and
equipment and
enable it
it to secure
and supply
so far
far as necessary
facilities to carriers
applications therefor
approved under
under
facilities
carriers whose applications
therefor are approved
maintain and dispose
dispose of such
such
the .provisions of this section, and to maintain
equipment
equipment and
and facilities.
facilities.
Rules, etc.,
to be pre
etc., to
prescribed.
Commission may from time to time prescribe
prescribe such rules scribed.
""(16)
(16) The
The Commission
and regulations
regulations as it
of
it deems necessary
necessary to carry out the provisions
provisions of
this section respecting the making of loans and the lease of equipment
equipment
and
facilities.
and facilities.
Reparaton
Reparation for overetc., not a
"(17)
The provisions
section shall
construed as
not af-shall not
not be
be construed
as charges,
hrges, etc',
provisions of
of this
this section
"(17) The
fected.
depriving shippers of their right to reparation
reparation in case of overcharges,
overcharges,
unlawfully excessive
excessive or discriminatory
discriminatory rates, or rates excessive
excessive in their
their
relation
shipper shall be
entitled to recover
recover
relation to
to other
other rates,
rates, but
but no
no shipper
be entitled
particular rate
a proporupon the sole ground that any _particular
rate may reflect
reflect a
proportion of
excess income
the carrier
carrier to
the Commission
Commission in
tion
of excess
income to
to be
be paid
paid by
by the
to the
the
public interest
the public
the provisions
provisions of
interest under
under the
of this
this section.
section.
New
New railmnads
railroads.
May
be p
permitted
to
"(18)
corporation organized
ed to
M
ayrbe
"
(18) Any carrier, or any
any corporation
organized to construct
construct and retain
excess income
for ten years.
years.
operate a
railroad, proposing
proposing to undertake
the construction
construction and forten
a railroad,
undertake the
operate
operation of
Commission for
operation
of a
a new
new line of railroad
railroad may apply
apply to the
the Commission
permission
a period not to exceed
permission to retain for a
exceed ten years all or any
from such new construction
construction in excess of
of
part of its earnings
earnings derived
derivedfrom
the
amount heretofore
heretofore in
in this
this section
such disposition
the amount
section provided,
provided, for
for such
disposition Conditons.
Conditions.
as it may lawfully
lawfully make of the same, and the Commission may, in its
na
disc
erre
cetiA
onct,grant es
discretion,
such
conditioned,
upon
b
u
y
ch
. permission,
b
on
y,
in
ccsi
nrt
e
diilon,e
,
d
o,
)however,
h
"ow
afe
t
v
ex
erthe
upo
se
n
ctthe
t
ih
on
e
within aaperiod
to be desigcompletion of the work of construction
construction within
period t:o
nated by the Commission
Commission in its
granting such
permission."
its order
order granting
such permission.
Enforeement
Enforcement of
of law.
law.
Paragraph
nu
mnumSEC.
the Interstate
Interstate
ComSEC. 423.
423. The first paragraph
paragraph of section 16 of the
Com- Paragraph
bered.
is
merce Act is hereby
hereby amended
am
pe
en
nnis
d by inserting "(1)" after the section "bei:
Vol. 36, p.
p. 554.
554.
number
paragraph.
number at the
the beginning
beginmng of
of such
such paragraph.
Court
Court procedure.
procedure.
Interstate Vo.
Vol. 3,
36, p.
p. 554,
SEC.
SEC. 424. The second paragrah
paragraph of section
section 16 of the Interstate
Commerce Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby amended
by inserting
"(2)" at
at the beginning
ew matter.
Commerce
amended by
inserting "(2)"
begiiming New
striking out the last sentence thereof and
of such paragraph,
paragraph, and by striking
iserti in
n lieu
eu thereof the following as aa new paragraph:
inserting
paragraph:
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S
IXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

SEEM II.
II. CH.
91.
CH. 91.
SEES.

1920.
1920.

"(3) All
law by
this Act
recovery
for recovery
actions at
at law
by carriers
carriers subject
subject to
to this
Act for
"(3)
All actions
of their
or any
any part
part thereof,
thereof, shall
be begun
begun within
years
within three
three years
shall be
charges, or
their charges,
of
from the time the cause of action accrues, and not after. All complaints for
for the
the recovery
damages shall
be filed
with the
Commission
the Commission
filed with
shall be
recovery of
of damages
plaints
within
two years
the time
time the
action accrues,
accrues, and
and not
not
cause of
of action
the cause
years from
from the
within two
after
unless the
carrier, after
after the
the expiration
of such
such two
two years
years or
or
expiration of
the carrier,
after,? unless
within ninety days
before such
such expiration
begins an
an action
action for
for
expiration, begins
days before
withinninety
recovery of
in respect
respect of
the same
service, in
which case
case such
such
of the
same service,
in which
of charges
charges in
recovery
period
of two
two years
years shall
be extended
ninety days
days
extended to
to and
and including
including ninety
shall be
period of
from
such action
the carrier
begun. In
either case
the
case the
carrier is
is begun.
In either
action by
by the
from the time
the
time such
cause of
of action
action in
respect of
of property
property shall,
shall, for
for the
the purpurshipment of
in respect
of aashipment
cause
posesof
deemed to
or tender
tender of
of
upon delivery
delivery or
to accrue
accrue upon
bedeemed
section,'-be
of this
this section
poes
peti tor
Petitions for enforcedelivery
i
thereof
not after,.
after. ,A petition
the
ment. tL
petition .for
for the
by the
the carrier,
carrier, and
and not
enorel
thereof by
ment.
O
enforcement of
the payment
payment of
shall be
be filed
filed in
in
for the
of money
money shall
of an
an order
order for
enforcement
the
district court
court or
State court
year from
date of
the date
of the
the
within one
one year
from the
or State
court within
the district
TRANSPORTATION
ACT.
Tie"for
ACT.
Time for filing actions
by
carriers.
tions by carriers.
By
shippers.
Byshippers

TAn

order, and not after."

p
um.
SEC.
fourth,,fifth
fifth,,and sixth paragraphs
of section
section
-SEC. 425. The third, fourth
paragraphs of
Vol. 36,.p.
p.554.
16 of
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Act are
are hereby
amended by
by inserting
inserting
16
Commerce Act
hereby amended
Vol.
"(4) "at
beginning of
of the
the third
third paragraph,
paragraph, ""(5)
(5>"
at the
" at
the begiining
beginning
"(4)"
at the
the beginning
of
the fourth
fourth paragraph,
(6) " at
the beginning
the fifth
fifth paraof the
paraat the
beginning of
"(6)"
of the
paragraph, "
paragraph.
graph,
"(7) 'at
the beginning
athe
sixth paragraph.
the sixth
at the
beginning of
and "(7)"
graph, and
SEC. 426.
426. The
The seventh
section 15
of the
the Interstate
Interstate
of section
16 of
seventh paragraph
paragraph of
SEC.
Commerce
Act is
is hereby
read as
as follows:
follows:
Commerce Act
hereby amended
amended to
to read
orders.
(
8) Any
Any carrier,
any officer,
agent of
of aacarrier,
carrier,
or agent
officer, representative,
representative, or
carrier, any
dorad.notoby
"" (8)
ed.36,p.56,amedagent of either of them, who know„
d°
1-36, P- 554, a'd- or any receiver, trustee, lessee, or agent
ingly fails
or neglects
to obey
obey any
any order
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of
order made
made under
neglects to
ingly
fails or
sections
3, 13,
13, or
or 15
this Act
shall forfeit
forfeit to
to the
the
States the
the United
United States
Act shall
15 of
of this
sections 3,
sum of
of $5,000
offense. Every
distinct violation
violation shall
shall be
be a
a
Every distinct
for each.
each offense.
sum
$6,000 for
separate offense,
and in
of aacontinuing
violation each
each day
day shall
shall
in casecase of
continuing violation
offense, and
separate
deemed a
offense."
separate offense."
a separate
be deemed
Pagraphs num- be
bered.
SEC. 427.
The eighth
ninth paragraphs
paragraphs of
of section
section 16
of the
the
16 of
427. The
eighth and
and ninth
m
SEC.
bered
Vol. 36,
36 p. 555.
Interstate Commerce
vol.
Interstate
Commerce Act
hereby amended
amended by
inserting "
(9) " at
Act are
are hereby
by inserting
"(9)"
at
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the eighth
eighth paragraph
and "
(10) 'at
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of
paragraph and
"(10)"
the
the ninth
ninth paragraph.
the
paragraph.
S
EC. 428.
428. The
The tenth
paragraph of
section 16
16 of
of the
the Interstate
ComSEc.
tenth paragraph
of section
Interstate ComAct is
is hereby
amended to
to read
follows:
as follows:
read as
hereby,amended
merce Act
Emp t of at- merce
Employment
torneys
authorized.
"(1
1) The
The Commission
Commission may
may employ
such attorneys
attorneys as
as it
it finds
finds neenecemploy such
torneyPsymheoed.
" (11)
V ol. 36, p. 555, amend- essar
essary f
or proper
proper legal
and service
of the
Commission or
its memmemthe Commission
or its
for
legal aid
aid and
service of
edol.36,p.555,amended.
bers
in the
the conduct
their work,
or for
of
representation of
of their
work, or
for proper
proper representation
bers m
conduct of
the public
public interests
interests in
made by
cases or
or proceedproceedthe
in investigations
investigations made
by it
it or
or cases
ings pending
pending before
it, whether
whether at
the Commission's
instance or
or
ings
before it,
at the
Commission's own
own instance
upon
complaint,
or
to
appear
for
or
represent
the
Commission
in
any
in
any
Commission
the
represent
for
or
appear
or
to
complaint,
upon
Payment.
Payment.
case in
court; and
expenses of
of such
employment shall
be paid
out
case
in court;
and the
the expenses
such employment
shall be
paid out
of
appropriation for
the Commission."
Commission.
of the
the appropriation
for the
be
"
S
EC. 429.
429. The
eleventh and
and twelfth
twelfth paragraphs
section 16
16 of
of the
b red7agrps
nu
SEC.
The eleventh
paragraphs of
of section
the
Vol.'3, 'p
Interstate Commerce
at
P 55. '
Interstate
Commerce Act are hereby amended
amended by inserting ""(12)"
(
12)" at
and "
" (13)"
at the beginning
Conduit
- the beginning
be
• of the eleventh paragraph
paragraph and
(13) "at
proceed of the twelfth paragraph.
Conduct of
of proceedof the twelfth paragraph.
bag .
I
'a ragraph
n um Laragraph
numSEC.
S
EC. 430. Section 17 of the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act is hereby
hereby
berf d.
amended
by inserting
inserting ""(1)"
(
I)" after
after the
beginning
bot
40, p.
amended by
Vol. 40,
p. 270.
the section
section number
number at
at the
the beginning
of
first paragraph.
of the
the first
paragraph.
S
EC. 431.
431. The
The second
of section
17 of
Interstate
SEC.
second paragraph
paragraph of
section 17
of the
the Interstate
Divio
o
oDivisions of CornAct is
is hereby
hereby amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended to
Commerce Act
miision authorized.
authorizedo. Commerce
mision
Minimum number,
"
Commission is
hereby authorized
authorized by
its order
order to
to divide
divide
by its
is hereby
" (2)
(2) The
The Commission
vMinmumnumber
Vol.
40,p.
amended.
ed.
members thereof into as many divisions
divisions (each
(each to
to consist
consist of
the members
of not
not
less than
than three
three members)
as it
necessary, which
which may
may be
members) as
it may deem necessary,
be
changed from time to
Such divisions
shall be
changed
to time.
time. Such
divisions shall
be denominated,
denominated,

bard.
bereci
Paragra
• Phs

nu

Penalty faraat obey-

paragraphs

ra

graphs

Vol

36

num -

ru-

.555

,

,

assignment, etc.
Aamgment,

respectively,
respectively, division one, division two, and so forth. Any Com-

missioner may
assigped to
to and
missioner
may be
be assigned
and
divisions as the Commission
Commission may
may
of
of the
constituting
the Commissioners
Commissioners constituting

may
serve upon
upon such
division or
may serve
such division
or
direct, and
and the
direct,
the senior
senior in
in service
service
any of
of said
said divisions
shall act
any
divisions shall
act as
as
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ACT.
chairman
in any
any division,
division, or
of absence
absence TRANSPORTATION
chairman thereof.
thereof. In
In case
case of
of vacancy
vacancy in
or of
TNSPORATIO
Temporary
fillinACT.
gof
Y
or inability to serve thereon of any Commissioner
Commissioner thereto
thereto assigned, the vacancies.
vacat.
filng of
designated by
chairman of
of the
the Commission
Commission or any Commissioner
Commissioner designated
by
him
on said
until
him for
for that
that purpose,
purpose, may temporarily
temporarily serve
serve on
said division
division until
the Commission
order.'
the
Commission shall
shall otherwise
otherwise order."
Paragraphs nnuMSEC.
paragraphs of section 17 of the Inter- bered.
umbeP.drag a hs
S
EC. 432. The third and fourth paragraphs
271.
state
are hereby
hereby amended
(3) " at
at the
state Commerce
Commerce Act
Act are
amended by
by inserting
inserting "
40, p.
"(3)"
the Vol.
Vol. 40,
p.271.
beginning .of
"(4)" at the beginning
beginning of
.of the third paragraph, and
and "(4)"
of the
the
fourth
fourth paragraph.
paragraph.
Para graphs reThe fifth and sixth paragraphs of such section are hereby repealed. paragrapehs
repealed.
Paragraph nume
xi U 111The
paragraph of such
section is
hereby amended
bParagrap
The seventh
seventh paragraph
such section
is hereby
amended by
by bered.
" (5)"
inserting "
(5) "at the beginning of such paragraph.
SEC.
433. Section
Section 18
SEC. 433.
18 of
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
is hereby
hereby Salaries.
Commerce Act
Act is
Salaries.
nm
Para
graphs
n
umbered.
amended
section number
number at
at the
the beginning
beginning berea.
amended by
by inserting
inserting "
" (1)
(1)""after
after the
the section
Vol. 25, p. 861.
of the
the first paragraph,
at the
beginning of
the second
of
paragraph, and
and "(2)"
"(2)" at
the beginning
of the
second
ol 25, p. 81.
paragraph.
paragraph.
valuation
Section 19a of the Interstate Commerce Act is hereby amended by Physal
P
r
liiy
htal
ds. valuation
inserting "
" (a)"
section number
beginning of
of the
the first
Paragraphs
inserting
(a)" after the
the section
number at
at the
the beginnmg
first Para
graphs lettered.
lettered.
3 pp. 701, 702.
paragraph,
"(b)" at
beginning of
second paragraph,
(c) ,,
Vol. 37,
paragraph, "(b)"
at the
the beginning
of the
the second
paragraph, "(c)"
7 pp. 701 702.
Vol
seventh paragraph,
paragraph? "(d)"
"(d)" at
beginning of
at the beginning
beginning of the
the seventh
at the
the beginning
of
the
paragraph, "(e)"
"(e)" at
at the
the ninth
paragraph,
the eighth paragraph,
the be
beginning of
of the
ninth paragraph,
"(f)" at
at the
the beginning
tenth parag.rap
".
at
begnuung
"(f)"
beginning of
of the
the tenth
paragraph,,"(g)"
at the
the beginning
of
eleventh paragraph,.
"(
h)" at the
begmnmg of
of the
the eleventh
paragraph, "(h)"
the beginning
of the twelfth
paragraph,
(
i)" at
at the
beginning of
thirteenth parag•raph,."(j)"
paragraph, "
"(i)"
the beginning
of the
the thirteenth
paragraph, "(j)"
begmning of the fourteenth
fourteenth paragraph,
paragraph, "
(k)" at the
tit.) begiing
beginnmg
at the beginning
"(k)"
of the fifteenth
paragraph, and "
' (1)"
beginning of the sixfifteenth paragraph,
(1) " at the beginning
teenth paragraph.
paragraph.
SEC.
the Interstate
Commerce Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby i
Annualp
SEC. 434. Section 20 of the
Interstate Commerce
s
:Mua
gr
l
asortnrt.
urn
amended by inserting
" (1)"
inserting "
(1)" after
after the section number at the beginning bered.
be/l-rcol: 34, p. 593.
of the first paragraph,
paragraph, "(2)"
"(2) " at the beginning of the second
second para'
"(4)"
graph, "
"(3)
beginning of the third paragraph,
graph,
(3) at the beginning
paragraph, and "
(0" at
at
the beginning of the fourth
paragraph.
fourth paragraph.
SEC.
The fifth
paragraph of
of section
20 of
of the
Com- Accounts.
S
EC. 435.
435. The
fifth parag,raph
section 20
the Interstate
Interstate CoraAm/lints'
merce Act is hereby amended
amended to
as follows:
follows:
to read
read as
prescribe the forms of precd. may be
may, in
in its
its discretion,
Commission may,
""()
(5) The
The Commission
discretion, prescribe
any and
and all accounts,
records, and memoranda
memoranda to be kept
kept by
by carriers
any
accounts, records
carriers
subject to the provisions of t
this
his Act, including
including the accounts, records,
records,
and memoranda
of the
well as
of the
the receipts
e pr e ciat ion
memoranda of
the movement
movement of
of traffic,
traffic, as
as well
as of
receipts D
Depreciation
and
of moneys.
and expenditures
expenditures of
moneys. The
The Commission
Commission shall,
as charges.
shall, as
as soon
soon as
charges.
prescribe for carriers
subject to this Act, the classes of
practicable, prescribe,
carriers subject
depreciation charges may properly
properly be included
property for which depreciation
under operating
operating expenses,
expenses, and the percentages
depreciation which clasincatlon
percentages of depreciation
ciapsinesiion o,
of, to
t,o
shall
each of
of such
classes of
property, beprecribed.
be prescribed.
shall be
be charged
charged with
with respect
respect to
to each
such classes
of property,
classifying
it may deem proper for this purpose. The
classifying the carriers as it
Commission may, when it
deems necessary,
necessary, modify
classes and
Eadiku...
it deems
modify the
the classes
and REgction.
percentages
not
percentages so prescribed.
prescribed. The carriers subject to this Act shall not
charge to operating
operating expenses any depreciation
depreciation charges
charges on classes
classes of
property other
Commission, or
property
other than those
those prescribed
prescribed by the Commission,
or charge
with
a percentage
percentage of depreciation
depreciation
with respect
respect to any class of property- a
therefor by the Commission. No such
other than that prescribed
prescribed therefor
carrier shall in any case include in any form under its operating or
or
depreciation or other charge or expenditure
other expenses
expenses any depreciation
included elsewhere as aa depreciation
charge or otherwise
its Acoc
to reAo
records,
depreciation charge
otherwise under
under its
ds,
operating or other expenses. The commission shall at all times have etc.
access
memoranda, including
access to all accounts, records, and memoranda,
including all documents, papers, and correspondence
correspondence now or hereafter
hereafter existing, and
kept or required
required to be kept by carriers subject to this Act, and the
provisions
preservation and destruction
destruction
provisions of this section respecting the preservation
of books, papers,
it shall be
papers, and documents shall apply thereto, and it
unlawful
unlawful for
for such carriers to keep
keep any other accounts,
accounts, records, or
memoranda
Commission,1
memoranda than those prescribed or approved by the COMMiStil011
o

f
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examiners, who
Cr.and
and itit may employ
employ special
special agents
agents or
or examiners,
who shall have
have

ACT.

Examinations, etc.
Examinations,
etc.

Commission to inspect
authority
authority under
under the order
order of the
the Commission
inspect and examine

any
all accounts,
records, and
and memoranda,
memoranda, including
including all
all docudocuany and
and all
accounts, records,
ments,papers,
papers, and
correspondence now
hereafter existing,
existing, and
and kept
kept
now or
or hereafter
and correspondence
ments,
or required
kept by
by such
such carriers.
carriers. This
This provision
shall apply
apply
provision shall
or
required to
to be
be kept
Federal
carners and operating
receivers of carriers
re- rec- to receivers
ederal control
ontrol
operating trustees. The provisions of
ords included.
this
apply to
to all
and memoranda,
memoranda,
all accounts,
accounts, records,
records, and
also apply
section shall
shall also
this section
including all
and correspondence
or hereherecorrespondence now
now or
all documents,
documents, papers,
papers, and
including
after existing,
the period
period of
Federal control,
control, and
and placed
placed
of Federal
after
existing, kept
kept during
during the
by
the President
President in
custody of
of carriers
subject to
to this
this Act."
Act.'
carriers subject
in the
the custody
by the
paragraph of section
numSEC.
b Paragraph
Paragraph
d.
n
ain.
SEC. 436. The sixth paragraph
section 20 of the Interstate
Interstate
ere
inserting " (6)"
beginning
Commerce
Veol
34, p.
p. 594.
VW. 34,
594.
Commerce Act
Act is hereby
hereby amended
amended by inserting"
(6) "at the beginning
of such
paragraph.
of
such paragraph.
Commerce
numaragraph
The seventh paragraph
paragraph of section
section 20 of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
bered.
Vol.35,p.649,amendamended
by
striking
beginning
Vol. 35, p.649, amend- Act
Act is
i
s hereby ameaid
striking
out "Par. 7,"
7," at the beginning
ea.
inserting "(7)"
of such paragraph
paragraph and
and inserting
"(7) "in lieu thereof.
inclusive,' of section 20 of the
numparagraphs, inclusive
bredPb
The eighth to twelfth
twelfth paragraphs,
bered.
Interstate Commerce
hereby amended by inserting
"(8)"
vol.
PP.
Vo 34,
pp' 94 95. Interstate
Commerce Act are hereby
inserting"
(8)" at
at
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the eighth
"(9) "at
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the
the
eighth paragraph,
paragraph, "(9)"
ninth
paragraph, "(10)"
"(10) " at
the tenth
ninth paragraph,
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of the
tenth paragraph,
paragraph,
paragraph, and
"(11) " at
the beginning
eleventh paragraph,
and "(12)"
(12) " at
at
"(11)
at the
begining of
of the
the eleventh
the begiinnng
beginning of
of the
the twelfth
twelfth paragraph.
the
paragraph.
Responsibility
for
S
EC. 437.
437. The eleventh
eleventh paragraph
20 of
the Interstate
Interstate
f
SEC.
eponsbility
or
paragraph of
of section
section 20
of the
losses.
Commerce Act
amended by
by inserting
inserting immediately
before
Commerce
.Act is hereby
hereby amend
immediately before
the first
proviso thereof
thereof the
the following:
following:
De
n if
if by
by the
first proviso
Determination
carrier
carrier by water.
"Provded,
"Prowled
.
,That if the loss, damage, or injury
injury occurs while the
Vol.
38, p.197,amend1197, amend- property
Vod.38,p.
a carrier
property is in the custody of a
carrier by water the liability of such
ed.
carrier shall
carrier
and under
under the
the laws
and regulations
regulations
shall be
be determined
determined by
by and
laws and
applicable to
to transportation
transportation by
water, and
and the
the liability
of the
the initial
initial
applicable
by water,
liability of
carrier
shall be
the same
as that
that of
of such
suck carrier
by water."
water."
carrier
shall
be
the
same
as
carrier
by
Timefor
Time ffor
o r filing
SEC. 438.
The third
third proviso
eleventh paragraph
clt.m
SEC.
438. The
proviso of
of the
the eleventh
F
paragraph of
of section
section
claims.
20 of
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
(not counting
counting the
proviso added
20
Commerce Act
Act (not
the proviso
added
by section
section 437
437 of
of this
this Act)
is hereby
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
by
Act) is
hereby
amended
as
follows:
Contracts providing
Paragraph

ParagraPha
l. 34,

num-

nuril-

594, 595.

"Provided
further, That
That it
be unlawful
any such
such common
common
for any
unlawful for
it shall
shall be
"Providedfurther
carrier to provide by rule, contract,
shorter
carrier
contract, regulation, or otherwise aashorter
ed.
for giving
of claims than ninety
ninety days,
for the filing of
period for
giving notice
notice of
days for
of
claims
months, and
the institution
institution of
suits than
than two
claims than
than four
four months,
and for
for the
of suits
two
years, such
such period
for institution
institution of
of suits
to be
be computed
from the
the
years,
period for
suits to
computed from
day when notice in writing is given by the carrier
carrier to the claimant
claimant that
that
the carrier
carrier has disallowed
disallowed the
the claim
claim or
or any
any part
part or
or parts
parts thereof
thereof
specified in
the notice."
notice."
in the
specified
Tlse
Issue ofreuitea.
of securities.
New section.
New
section.
SEC.
Interstate Commerce Act is further amended by
S
EC. 439.
439. The Interstate
inserting therein
therein aanew
new section
between section
inserting
section between
section 20
20 and
and section
section 21,
21, to
to
be designated section 20s, and to read as follows:
oferrier"
Meaning
Meaning of
"carrier" be designated section 20a, and to read as follows:
as used
used herein.
herein.
"SEC.
20a. (1)
(1) That
"Sae. 20a.
That as
as used
used in
in this
this section
the term
term 'carrier'
section the
'carrier'
means aa common
railroad (except
(except a
street, suburban,
or
means
common carrier
carrier by
by railroad
a street,
suburban, or
interurban electric
railway which
which is
is not
not operated
operated as
as a
part of
of aageneral
general
interurban
electric railway
a part
steam railroad
railroad system of
of transportation)
transportation) which is
this Act,
is subject to this
or any
organized for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
engaging in
in transportransporor
any corporation
corporation organized
of engaging
tation by railroad subject to this Act.
iesby
Isueofs
Issue
of securities
by tation by railroad subject to this Act.
caniers unlawful
unlawful
e un"(2) From and after
carriers
"(2)
after one hundred
hundred and twenty days after this
less
authorized
by
by section takes effect it
cosmtsauhored
it shall
shall be unlawful for any carrier to issue any
Commission.
share of
stock or
any bond
bond or
other evidence
evidence of
interest in
or
share
of capital
capital stock
or any
or other
of interest
in or
indebtedness
the carrier
(hereinafter in
in this
indebtedness of
of the
carrier (hereinafter
this section
section collectively
collectively
termed
'securities') or
or to
to assume
termed 'securities')
assume any
any obligation
obligation or
as lessor,
or liability
liability as
lessor,
indorser, surety,
lessee, guarantor, indorser,
surety, or
or otherwise,
in respect
respect of
of the
the
otherwise, in
securities
other person,
or artificial,
even though
though
securities of
of any
any other
person, natural
natural or
artificial, even
permitted by
permitted
by the
authority creating
creating the
carrier corporation,
corporation, unless
the authority
the carrier
unless
and until,
until, and
and then
only to
to the
extent that,
that, upon
upon application
application by
by the
the
then only
the extent
nvesta on of
pu- and
ofpurInvestigation
poasesand
poses and uses.
uses,
carrier, and after
after investigation
investigation by
by the
the Commission
of the
purposes
Commission of
the purposes
and uses of the
the proposed
proposed-issue
issue and
and the
the proceeds
proceeds thereof,
or of
of the
the
thereof, or
shorter timetnimeta
than legal
shorter
period, unlawful.
pevoodp,
nlaful
Vol
.38,p.
p. 1197,
amendVO.38,
1197,amend-
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proposed
assumption of
proposed assumption
of obligation
obligation or
in respect
respect of
the
or liability in
of the

securities
securities of any other person, natural or artificial,
artificial, the Commission
Commission
by
or assumption.
Commission
by order
authorizes such
order authorizes
such issue
issue or
assumption. The
The Commission
shall make
it finds
finds that
shall
make such
such order
order only
only if
if it
that such
such issue
issue or
or assumption:
assumption:

TRANSPORTATION ACT.
ACT.

TRANSPORTATION

Object and necessity
necessity
for issue, etc., to be
or ssue, etc., to be
shown.

(a) is for some lawful object within
within its corporate
purposes, and corncorporate purposes,
compatible
necessary or
patible with
with the public
public interest,
interest, which
which is
is necessary
or appropriate
appropriate
for or consistent
consistent with the proper performance
performance by the carrier of
service to the public as a
carrier , and which will not impair
a common carrier,
impair
its ability to perform that service, and (b)
(3) is reasonably
reasonably necessary
necessary
and
purpose.
and appropriate
appropriate for such purpose.
Authority given to
to
"
(3) The
The Commission
Commission shall
shall have
have power
by its
to grant
or Common.
Commission.
power by
its order
order to
grant or
"(3)
to grant
i
n part
deny it
deny the
the application
application as made, or to
grant it
it in
part and
and deny
it in
in
with such modifications
modifications and upon
upon such terms and
part, or
or to
to grant it
it with
necessary or appropriate
appropriate
conditions as the Commission may deem necessary
cause shown,
in the
the premises,
premises, and may from time to
to time,
time, for
for good cause
make such supplemental
supplemental orders in the premises
it may deem
premises as it
necessary or
supplemental order
necessary
or appropriate,
appropriate, and may
may by
by any
any such supplemental
order
modify
provisions of any
particular
modify the
the provisions
any previous
previous order
order as to the
the particular
purposes,
purposes, uses,
uses, and
and extent to
to which, or the
the conditions
conditions under
under which,
any securities so theretofore
theretofore authorized
authorized or
or the proceeds
proceeds thereof
thereof may
may
be applied,
applied, subject
subject always
the requirements
requirements of
the foregoing
foregoing
be
always to
to the
of the
paragraph (2).
paragraph
(2).
Applications
"(4)
application for
for authority
shall be
made in
in such
to be
be
ppBitions
"(4) Every
Every application
authority shall
be made
such form
form submitted
submitted t
Commistoo Cominmis.si
contain such matters
matters as
and contain
as the
the Commission may
may prescribe. Every
Every sion.
on.
Verification, etc.
such application,
also every
certificate of
of notification
notification hereinafter
hereinafter Verific
application, as
as also
every certificate
etc.
provided for,
filed on behalf
provided
for, shall
shall be
be made under oath, signed
signed and filed
behalf
of the carrier
president, aavice president, auditor, comptroller,
carrier by its president,
or other
other executive
executive officer
officer having knowledge
knowledge of the matters therein
set forth
forth and
duly designated
purpose by
by the
set
and duly
designated for
for that
that purpose
the carrier.
carrier.
NtCi
Notification of dis"(5)
securities set
forth and
and described
"(5) Whenever
Whenever any
any securities
set forth
described in
any posal
in any
pomal of pledged, etc.,
s
curitie
securities.
application
certificate of
notification as
application for authority
authority or
or certificate
of notification
as pledged
pledged or
held
unencumbered in the
carrier shall,
held unencumbered
the treasury
treasury of the
the carrier
shall, subsequent
subsequent
to the filing of such application or certificate,
certificate, be sold, pledged,
pledged,
repledged, or otherwise
repledged,
otherwise disposed of by the carrier,
carrier, such carrier
carrier shall,
repledge, or
or other
disposition '
within ten days after such
such sale
sale, pledge,
pledge, repledge,
other disposition,
file with the Commission
Commission a
a certificate
certificate of
of notification
notification to
to that effect,
setting forth therein
therein all such facts
facts as may
may be
be required
required by
by the
the Commission.
mission.
Action on applies""(6) Upon receipt
for authority
the Comon appca
receipt of any
any such application
application for
authority the
Com- uAoa.
Sons.
Notification, etc.
mission shall
shall cause
notice thereof
thereof to
and aacopy
with Notiflcation, etc.
mission
cause notice
to be
be given
given to
to and
copy filed
filed with
operates. Representation
the governor of each State in which the applicant carrier
carrier operates.
Representation by
by
commissions, State
tate authorities.
uthorities.
The railroad commissions, public service or utilities commissions,
or other appropriate
appropriate State authorities
authorities of the State
State shall
shall have
have the
right to make before the
the Commission
Commission such representations
representations as
as they
they
may deem just and proper for preserving
conserving the rights
preserving and conserving
and
interests of their
their people
States, respectively,
respectively, involved
and interests
people and the
the States,
involved Hearings.
Hearings.
in such proceedings.
laea, if it sees
proceedings. The Commission
Commission may hold hearings,
fit,
to enable
to determine
decision upon
upon the
hearings,
fit, to
enable it
it to
determine its
its decision
the
application for
for
authority.
authority.cton
Co
Jurisdiction of Com"(7) The
jurisdiction conferred
conferred upon the Commission by
by this mission
mission exclusive.
exclusive.
"(7)
The jurisdiction
section shall be exclusive and plenary, and a
a carrier may issue
securities and assume obligations or liabilities in accordance
accordance with the
provisions of this section without securing approval other than as
specified herein.
herein.
specified
g
No
issues.
guar""(8)
construed to
or anty of Federal
(8) Nothing
Nothing herein
herein shall
shall be
be construed
to imply
imply any
any guaranty
guaranty or
issues.
obligation as to such securities
rovisionsnotapplsecurities on the part of the United
United States.
appli"(9)
s
hrt
o -Ve
"(9) The foregoing
foregoing provisions of this section
section shall not apply to cable too asort-time
notes.
notes to be issued by the carrier maturing not more than two years
years
after the date thereof
thereof and aggregating
aggregating (together with all other then
then
a maturity
outstanding notes of a
maturity of two years or less) not more than
5
per centum
centum of
the par
par value
value of
of the
securities of
of the
5 per
of the
the securities
the carrier
carrier then
then outoutto
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securities having
In the case of securities
having no par value,
value, the par value
for
of this
shall be
be the
the fair
fair .
market value as
market
paragraph shall
this paragraph
purposes of
the purposes
for the
issue. Within
Notification a
the date of
of issue.
Within ten days after the making of such
such notes
ot ISSIle
sse of the
Notifcation
of notes.
the
carrier issuing
issuing the
same shall
shall file
file with
Commission a
a certificate
with the Commission
the same
the carrier
ofnotes.
of
notification, in
as may
may from
from time
time to time be determined
determined
form as
such form
in such
of notification,
and prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Commission,
setting forth as nearly as may be
Commission, setting
and
the same
same matters
matters as
as those
required in
of applications
applications for
for
respect of
in respect
those required
the
Proviso.
Funding
require- authority
authority to
to issue
other securities:
securities: Proided,
Provided, That
That in
in any
any subsequent
subsequent
issue other
uning requiremerits.ments.
fun.ding of
such notes
notes the
the provisions
this section
section respecting
respecting other
other
of this
provisions of
of such
funding
securities
apply.
securities shall apply.
Camera
to make
make rereThe Commission
special reports
periodical or special
require periodical
shall require
Commission shall
(10) The
"" (10)
camers to
88
forzg lesues,
diaposiissuing any securities,
carrier hereafter
from
hereafter issuing
securities, including such
such notes,
each carrier
from each
' diepeaiprso"t
such detail
which
shall show,
show, in
in such
detail as the Commission
Commission may require, the
which shall
disposition made
application of the proand the application
securities and
such securities
of such
made of
disposition
ceeds thereof.
obligation or liability assumed
issued d " (11) Any.security issued or any obligation
vsecurities
Securities
t
houtatorization
issued
assumed
by
a
carrier,
for
which
under
the
provisions
of this section the authoriprovisions
the
under
which
for
a
carrier,
by
on,
etct fUh
4 d- vid.
zation of
required, shall be void, if issued or asCommission is required,
the Commission
of the
zation
sumed without
such authorization
authorization therefor
having first been obtained,
therefor having
without such
sumed
or
if issued
issued or
assumed contrary
any term
term or
condition of such order
order
or condition
to any
contrary to
or assumed
or if
of
as modified
supplemental thereto
order supplemental
any order
by any
modified by
authorization as
of authorization
entered prior to such issuance or assumption; but no security issued
Procedure Preceding
issued
preceding entered
Procedure
entry of order,
or obligation
obligation orliability
of order.
entry
or liability assumed
assumed in accordance
accordance with all the terms and
conditions of
of such
such an
an order
modified by
by
of authorization
authorization therefor as modified
order of
conditions
any
order supplemental
supplemental thereto
thereto entered
issuance or asprior to such issuance
entered prior
any order
sumption, shall
shall be
rendered void
because of failure to comply
comply with
void because
be rendered
sumption,
any provision
provision of
procedure and
matters
other matters
and other
to procedure
relating to
section relating
this section
of this
any
so
If any security
of
authorization.
order
such
entry
the
caroerd
offorcarrt
Liability of
offiLciearbsi
er
d preceding
preceding
entry
of
such
order
authorization.
security
so
voi
securities,
made void
void or
or any
security in
which the assumption
assumption of
of
in respect to which
any security
made
securit.s
obligation or
rnade void, is acquired
acquired by any
any person
person for
for
or liability is so made
obligation
value and
and in
good faith
notice that the issue or assumpassumpwithout notice
and without
faith and
in good
value
tion
is void,
such person
person may in
any court of comaction in any
in aasuit or action
void, such
tion is
petent
jurisdiction hold
hold jointly
jointly and
amount
severally liable for the full amount
and severally
petent jurisdiction
of the
the damage
which
him in respect thereof, the carrier which
sustained by hjm
damage sustained
of
issued
made void, or assumed
assumed the obligation
obligation or liability
so made
security so
the security
issued the
directors, officers, attorneys,
attorneys, and other
other agents,
so made void, and its directors,
who participated
in any
any way
way in
in theauthorizing,issuing,hypothecating,
the authorizing, issu ing, hypothec sting,
participated in
who
or selling
selling of
the security
authorizing of
of the
made void or in the authorizing
security so made
of the
or
or liability so made
obligation or
Recovery
consid- assumption
of the
made void.
void. In
In case
case any
any
the obligation
assumption of
coastd
of
Recovery
,
if
acqture
erztion
issuing
from
carrier.
- security
security so
so made
made void
void was
was directly
acquired from
from the carrier
carrier issuing
directly acquired
from carrier.
it
the holder
holder may at his option
option rescind
rescind the transaction
transaction and upon the
it the
surrender
of
the
security
recover
the
consideration
given therefor.
given
consideration
the
recover
security
of
the
surrender
direof
Punisment
Punishment of director,
Any director,
director, officer,
or agent
agent of
the carrier
carrier who
who knowingly,
of the
attorney or
officer, attorney
con- Any
of carrier
carer contor, etc.,
etc., of
curring in forbidden assents
to or
of securities
or assumptions
assumptions of
of
securities or
issue of
any issue
in any
concurs in
or concurs
orbidden assents to
iurugetc.in
lue, etc.
obligation
any sale or other
other
by this section, or any
forbidden by
or liability
liability forbidden
obligation or
disposition of
contrary to the provisions
provisions of the Commission's
Commission's
securities contrary
of securities
disposition
authorized by
order
or orders
application not authorized
by
premises, or any application
in the premises,
orders in
order or
the Commission
the funds
funds derived
by the
sale
the carrier through such sale
derived by
of the
Commission of
the
or
guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor
other disposition of such securities, shall be guilty
or other
conviction shall be punished
punished by a
a fine
fine of not less than
upon conviction
and upon
$1,000 nor
nor more
$10,000, or by imprisonment
imprisonment for not less than
than $10,000,
more than
$1,000
more than
three years, or by bothsuch fine and imprisonthan three
year nor more
one year
ment, in
of the
court.
the court.
discretion of
the discretion
in the
ment,
for any person
Unauthorimzeodre
holdthan
(12)
After
December
31,
1921,
it shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
person
it
1921,
31,
December
After
"(12)
than
more
na
officein
office
in
Inc
director of more than one carrier,
to hold the position of officer or director
unlawful.
carrer unlawful,
one carrier
authorized by order of the Comholding shall have been authorized
unless such holding
mission, upon
upon due
prescribed by the
in form and manner prescribed
due showing, in
mission,
Commission, that
that neither
neither public
public nor
nor private
private interests
interests will
will be
be adversely
adversely
Commission,
t
forbidden
Ocer
Officer forbidden to
shall be unlawful
it shall
thereby. After
takes effect
effect it
unlawful
section takes
this section
After this
affected thereby.
I affected
peronally in
benedt
beneit personally
director of any carrier to receive for his own benefit,
for any officer
ale of securities, etc.
sale
etc.
officer or director
benefit,
directly
respect of the
indirectly, any money or thing of value in respect
directly or indirectly,
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negotiation, hypothecation,
or sale
sale of
of any
any securities
issued or
or to
to be
be TRANSPORTATION
TBRSPOBTATION
securities issued
hypothecation, or
negotiation,

ACT.

ACT.

issued
to share
share in
in any
any of
of the
proceeds thereof,
thereof, or
or
the proceeds
such carrier,
carrier, or
or to
issued by
by such
to
participate in
making or
any dividends
an operoperof an
of any
dividends of
or paying
paying of
in the
the making
to participate
ating
carrier from
from any
any funds
funds properly
properly included
included in
in capital
account. Punishment for viocapital account.
ating carrier
Any
violation of
these provisions
provisions shall
shall be
misdemeanor, and
and on
on laios.hment
for vio
be aa misdemeanor,
Any violation
of these
lations.
conviction
any United
United States
States court
court having
having jurisdiction
shall be
be
jurisdiction shall
conviction in
in any
punished
by a
not less
less than
$1,000 nor
more than
than $10,000,
or
$10,000, or
nor more
than $1,000
of not
a fine
fine of
punished by
by
not less
one year
nor more
than three
three
more than
year nor
less than
than one
for not
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
years,
or by
by both
and imprisonment,
imprisonment, in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the
in the
both such
such fine
fine and
years, or
court."
40, p.270, amendvol.4o,p.270,amendAct is
.SEc.
440. Section
Section 24
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act
is hereby
hereby ed.Vol.
the Interstate
of the
24 of
SEC. 440.
amended
amended to read as follows:
Membership of Com"
SEC. 24.
24. That
That the
the Commission
Commission is
is hereby
enlarged so
rmlbership
ofComto consist
consist mission
so as to
hereby enlarged
"SEC.
enlarged.
increased.
of
eleven members,
members, with
with terms
seven years,
and each
shall receive
receive Salaries
Salariesincreased.
of seven
years, and
each shall
terms of
of eleven
$12,000
compensation annually.
of the
members
the members
qualifications of
The qualifications
annually. The
$12,000 compensation
and
payment of
of their
their salaries
be as
as already
already proproshall be
salaries shall
of payment
the manner
manner of
and the
Appointment of new
vided by
Such enlargement
enlargement of
be accomaccom- members.
Appointment of new
Commission shall
shall be
of the
the Commission
by.law.
law. Such
vided
e
plished
through
appointment
by
the
President,
by
mem
with
the
adPresident
by
and
by
the
through
appointment
plished
vice and
and consent
consent of
of the
the Senate,
Commerce
Interstate Commerce
of two
two additional
additional Interstate
Senate, of
vice
Commissioners, one
one for
expiring December
December 31,
31, 1923,
1923, and
one
and one
term expiring
for a
a term
Commissioners,
Expiration of terms.
for a
term expiring
expiring December
31, 1924.
1924. The
The terms
terms of
present Expiration
of terms.
the present
of the
December 31,
a term
for
commissioners, or
of any
successor appointed
appointed to
caused
a vacancy caused
to fill a
any successor
or of
commissioners,
by
death or
or resignation
any of
the present
commissioners, shall
shall
present commissioners,
of .
the
of any
resignation of
by the
the death
Successors to serve
v
expire
provided by
law. Their
successors and
and the
suc- seven
seven years. to ser
the sucTheir successors
by law.
heretofore provided
expire as
as heretofore
cessors of
of the
the additional
commissioners herein
provided for
for shall
shall be
be
herein provided
additional commissioners
cessors
appointed for
the full
full term
term of
of seven
years except
that any
any person
person
except that
seven years,
for the
appointed
appointed to
to fill
fill a
avacancy
shall be
be appointed
for the
the unexpired
unexpired Political selection.
only for
appointed only
vacancy shall
appointed
term of
of the
he shall
succeed. Not
than Politicalselection.
Not more
more than
shall succeed.
whom he
the commissioner
commissioner whom
term
six commissioners
shall be
be appointed
appointed from
party. Pay of secretary
six
commissioners shall
from the
the same
same political
political party.
ecretar inHereafter
the salary
secretary of
of the
Commission shall
shall be
be creased.
of the
the secretary
the Commission
Hereafter the
salary of
$7,500 a
ayear."
year." .
$7,500
Vol.40,p.271,amendevol4,p.27iamendSEC. 441.
441. The
The Interstate
Commerce Act
hereby further
further amended
amended ed.
is hereby
Act is
Interstate Commerce
SEC.
New sections.
at the
thereof three
three new
sections, to
read as
to read
as follows:
follows: Newsections.
new sections,
end thereof
by adding
adding at
the end
Foreign
shipments.
Forei shipments.
by water
water in foreign corcommon carrier
SEC.
"S
EC. 25
25 (1)
(1) That
Thati* every
every common
carrier by
com- American
American vessels to
dates,
fileschedules
the United
United file
the laws
schedules of dates,
are registered
merce,
merce, whose
whose vessels
vessels are
registered under
under the
laws of
of the
routes,etc.,of voyages.
voyages.
after this
thirty days
States, shall
file with
days after
this routes,etc.,of
within thirty
Commission, within
with the
the Commission,
shall file
States,
section
becomes effective
and regularly
regularly thereafter
thereafter as
changes are
as changes
effective and
section becomes
made,
or schedules
schedules showing
showing for
for each
each of
its steam
of its
steam vessels
made, a
a schedule
schedule or
intended to
to load
load general
general cargo
in the
the United
States for
United States
for
cargo at
at ports
ports in
intended
foreign
(a) the
ports of
of loading,
(b) the
the dates
dates upon
upon
the ports
loading, (b)
destinations (a)
foreign destinations
which
commence to receive
receive freight and dates of
which such vessels will commence
sailing,
vessels will follow
follow and the
itinerary such vessels
sailing, (c) the route and itinerary
carried.
ports of
of call
call for which cargo will be carried.
Carriers by water to
wter to
caurers
application of any shipper aa carrier by railroad
"(2)
"(2) Upon application
railroad shall furnish
rates for proposed
shipments.
shipments.
such
posed
receipt
of
shall
upon
by
water
make request
carrier by water shall upon receipt of such
and the
the carrier
request for
for, and
make
request name,
specific rate
applying for
such
and upon
upon such
for such sailing,
sailing, and
a specific
rate applying
request
name, a
commodity as shall be embraced in
in
and shall
shall name in
in the
the inquiry,
inquiry, and
commodity
connection
if any,
accrue in
in
with such
such rate
rate, port
port charges,
charges, if
any, which
which accrue
connection with
addition
published by the
otherwise published
rates and
and are
are not otherwise
addition to
to the vessel's
vessel's rates
railway
railway as in addition to or absorbed in the railway rate. Vessel
rates,
conditioned upon
upon quantity
quantity of
of shipment, must
must be so
so stated
stated
rates, if
if conditioned
and separate
separate rates
rates may
may be
and less
than carload
carload
for carload
carload and
less than
and
be provided
provided for
Reservation of space
upon
shipments. The carner
earner by water, up
on advices
advices from a
a carrier by if Resertitoneote
quoted rate accepted
by
rail carrier.
railroad,
stating
that
the
quoted
rate
i
s
firmly
accepted
as
applying
by
rrier.
railroad, stating that the quoted rate is firmly accepted as applying rail
specifically named
shall, subject
subject
named quantity
quantity of any commodity, shall,
upon a
a specifically
to
Commission by regulation may prescribe,
prescribe,
to such conditions as
as the Commission
make firm reservation
reservation from unsold space in such steam vessel as
carrier
shall so advise the carrier
transportation and shall
shall be required
required for its transportation
by
advices shall
available
be included the latest available
in which advices
shall be
by railroad,
railroad, in
information as to
prospective sailing
to prospective
sailing date
date of such
such vessel.
information
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required to be stated in such
"(3) As
the matters
such schedule
schedule or
matters so required
As the
"(3)
shall
carrier
the
schedules
are
changed
or
modified
from
time
time,
earner
shall
time,
to
time
from
modified
or
changed
are
schedules
tobChefile'"shed,"h'eS
file
the Commission
such changes
changes or
or modifications
modifications as early as
Commission such
with the
file with
practicable
after such
modification is
is ascertained.
ascertained. The
The Commission
Commission
such modification
practicable after
is
and publish
publish regulations
inconsistent herenot inconsistent
regulations not
make and
to make
is authorized
authorized to
with
the manner
form in
in which
which such carriers are to
and form
manner and
governing the
with governing
comply with
with the
the foregoing
foregoing provisions.
Information
ship- comply
provisions. The Commission shall cause
to shipInformation to
pers to be published.
to be published
published in compact form, for the information
information of shippers
shippers of
persto bepublished.
commodities
throughout the
the substance
substance of
of such
such schedules,
schedules,
country, the
the coun,
commodities throughout
and furnish
such publications
publications to al
railway carriers
carriers subject to this
all railway
Copies
railway and
furnish such
to railway
Copies to
carriers.
quantities that railway carriers
Act, in such quantities
carriers may
may supply
supply-to each.of
each.of
carriers
their
agents who
who receive
receive commodities
cities and
for shipment in such cities
commodities for
their agents
towns
as may
may be
be specified
specified by
by the
the Commission,
Commission, aacopy of said publicatowns as
sufficiently
tion;
the intent
intent being
being that each shipping community
community sufficiently
tion; the
important,
from the
the standpoint
standpoint of
of the
the export
export trade,
specified
trade, to be so specified
important, from
by
have opportunity
to know
know the
the sailings and
and
opportunity to
shall have
Commission shall
the Commission
by the
routes,
the transportation
transportation charges
of such vessels
charges of
ascertain the
to ascertain
and to
routes, and
engaged in
in foreign
foreign commerce.
Each railway
railway carrier to which such
commerce. Each
Distribution,
etc.
engaged
Distribution, etc.
publication
is furnished
by the
the Commission
Commission is
required to disis hereby-required
furnished by
publication is
tribute the
the same
same as
and to
to maintain
publication as
maintain such publication
aforesaid and
as aforesaid
tribute
it
is
issued
from
time
to
time,
in
the
hands
of
its
agents.
The ComComThe
Regulations
Regultions to be it is issued from time to time, in the hands of its agents.
mission
is authorized
to make
make such
rules and regulations
regulations not insuch rules
made.
authorized to
mission is
made.
consistent herewith
the distribution
distribution and maintenance
maintenance of
respecting the
herewith respecting
consistent
such publications
publications in
in the
several communities
communities so
specified as will
so specified
the several
such
further
intent of
of this
section.
this section.
the intent
further the
"
(4) When
delivers a
ashipment
of property to any
shipment of
consignor delivers
any consignor
When any
Railway carrier
carrier to
"(4)
to
Railway
issue through bills of of the places so
so specified
by the
Commission,
to be
delivered by
by aa
be delivered
to
Commission,
the
by
specified
places
the
f
o
bills
through
Issue
lading on receiving
railway carrier
carrier to
to one
of the
upon which
which space
space has
has been
been revessels upon
the vessels
one of
consignments.
railway
constnments.
served at
at a
aspecified
rate previously
ascertained, as
as provided
provided herein,
previously ascertained,
specified rate
served
for the
transportation by
water from
from and
and for
for a
a port
port named in the
by water
the transportation
for
aforesaid
the railway
railway carrier
through bill of
carrier shall issue aa through
schedule, the
aforesaid schedule,
lading
to
the
point
of
destination.
Such
bill
of
lading
shall
name
shall name
lading
of
bill
Such
Charges, etc.
lading to the point of destination.
etc
Charges,
railway transportation,
separately
the charge
charge to
to be
paid for the railway
transportation, water
water
be paid
separately the
transportation, and
and port
charges' if
any, not
not included
included in the rail or
if any,
port charges,
transportation,
water
charge; but
the carrier
carrier by
by railroad
railroad shall not be
but the
transportation charge;
water transportation
interested in the
liable to
the consignor,
consignee, or other
other person interested
consignor, consignee,
to the
liable
shipment
after
its
delivery
to
the
vessel.
The
Commission
shall, in
in
The Commission shall,
Limited liability of
o shipment after its delivery to the vessel.
such
preserve for the carrier by water
water the protection
protection
as will
will preserve
such manner as
carrier.
water carrier.
of
provided by
by law,
make such
such rules and regulations
regulations
law, make
liability provided
limited liability
of limited
through
of such through
not
inconsistent herewith
herewith as
will prescribe
prescribe the
the form of
as will
not inconsistent
Delivery
to vessel
vessel,
bill
of lading.
lading. In
shall be
be the duty
carrier by
duty of the carrier
it shall
cases it
such cases
all such
In all
bill of
Delivery to
railroad
to the
vessel as a
apart of its underthe vessel
shipment to
such shipment
deliver such
to deliver
railroad to
taking as
as a
common carrier.
carrier.
a common
taking
a through
Through bill
"(5) The issuance
through bill of lading
lading covering shipments
issuance of a
"(5)
arnot arbill not
Through
rangement for continuprovided for
herein shall
not be held to constitute 'an
'
an arrangement
arrangement
shall not
for herein
provided
oragesmeuitfrCo^nn
ous carriage.
for
or shipment'
shipment' within
within the meaning
meaning of this Act.
Act.
carriage or
continuous carriage
for continuous
"Sac. 26.
26. That
That the
may, after
after investigation,
order
investigation, order
Commission may,
the Commission
"SEC.
Safety devices.
devices.
Saety
any carrier
carrier by
by railroad
railroad subject
this Act,
Act, within
within aatime specified in
Carriers
install, on
to this
subject to
on any
to install,
arriers to
order by Commission.
the order, to install
install automatic
automatic train-stop
train-stop or train-control
train-control devices or
order by Commission. the
other safety
devices, which
specifications and requirewith specifications
comply with
which comply
safety devices,
other
mi
tu
s
s
b
i
o
ee
na
,upon
u
dp
ep
o
on
n
fbt
i
he
bfe
wdhoaltee
o
orrany part of
whole
the
ments prescribed by the Commission,
years
at leastttwo years
published
and
be
issued
its
railroad, such
such o
to
order
railroad,
its
Proviso.
to beg
bee
f
n
ortseno
pres
t
h
t
cribed order e
for its
its fulfillment'
Provided, That
Tha
ie
t
e
y
tep
l
c
l
ae
rri
n
te
e
o
n
r
f
carrier
aa
fulfillment: Provided,
before the date specified for
promo.
ailure to install such
Limit of
of liability
of shall not e
negligent
to
held
be
liability of
Limit
egligentbecause of its failure
b
e
da
h
le
crto
beyebe n
carnets.
in the order; and
devices upon
upon a
portion of
railroad not
included in
not included
of its
its railroad
a portion
devices
arers
any action
arising because
because of
of an
happening upon such
such portion
portion
accident happening
an accident
action arising
any
consideration of the
of its
shall be
be determined
the use of
without consideration
determined without
railroad shall
its railroad
of
Penalty for refusal
such devices
devices upon another portion
portion of its railroad. Any common
common
refusal to such
Penalty
carrier w
neglects
which
complywithorder,etc.
comply
with order, etc. carrier
hich refuses
refuses or n
ects to comply with any order of the
TRANSPORTATION ACT.
ACT.
TRANSPOBTATIO

Changes in schedules
to be filed.
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Commission
made under
under the
Commission made
conferred by
section TRANSPORTAIIOI
TRANSPORTATION ACr.
ACT.
the authority
authority conferred
by this
this section

shall be liable to
of $100
$100 for
for each
each day
that such
to aapenaltypenalty of
day that
such refusal
refusal or
or
continues, which shall
accrue to the United States, and may
neglect continues,
shall accrue
may
be recovered
United States.
States.
recovered in a
a civil action
action brought by the
the United
"SEC.
That this
this Act may
"
SEC. 27. That
may be
be cited
as the
'Interstate Commerce
Commerce
cited as
the 'Interstate
Act.'
"
Act.' "

TITLE V.—MISCELLANEOUS
V.-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
TITLE
PROVISIONS.

Title declared.
declared.
Title
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Policy declare
declaredto to
SEC.
to be
the policy
S
EC. 500. It
It is hereby declared to
be the
policy. of
of
Congress
to prolC
promote water
water transtransis Congress
epromote to
portation,
etc.
promote, encourage, and develop
and
develop water transportation,
transportation, service,
service, and portation,etc.
facilities in connection
connection with the commerce
commerce of the United
United States,
and
States, and
Inland
waterway
to foster and preserve
in full
full vigor
vigor both
both rail
preserve in
rail and
and water
water transportation.
transportation. transportation.
Inland waterway
It shall be the duty
the Secretary
It
duty of
of the
Secretary of
War, with
with the
the object
of tnvestigation
of War,
object of
Investigation by
Secby Seretary of War of specipromoting, encouragi
encouraging,
and developing
g, and
developing inland
inland waterway
waterway transportatransporta- fietdmaottr
fied matters tospeciencourage, etc.
etc.
tion facilities
facilities in
in connection
connection with
tion
with the
the commerce
of the
States, courage,
commerce of
the United
United States,
to investigate
investigate the appropriate
appropriate types
different
types of boats
boats suitable for different
classes of such waterways;
waterways; to investigate
subject of water
water
investigate the
the subject
terminals, both for inland waterway
through traffic
traffic by
by
waterway traffic
traffic and
and for through
water and rail, including
including the necessary
necessary docks,
docks, warehouses,
warehouses, apparatus,
apparatus
appliances in connection
equipment, and appliances
connection therewith,
railroad
therewith, and also railroad
spurs
spurs and switches connecting
connecting with such
such terminals, with aa view to
devising the types most
appropriate for different
and for
most appropriate
different locations,
locations, and
for
the more expeditious
expeditious and economical
of
economical transfer
transfer or interchange
interchange of
passengers or property between
passengers
between carriers
carriers by water
water and carriers by
by
rail; to advise with communities, cities, and towns regarding
regarding the
appropriate location of such terminals, and to cooperate
cooperate with them
appropriate
preparation of plans for suitable terminal facilities;
in the ,preparation
facilities; to investigate the existing
existing status of water transportation
transportation upon the different
different
inland
a view to determining
inland waterways of the country, with a
determining whether
whether
such waterways
waterways are being utilized
utilized to the extent of their capacity
capacity,
and to what extent
extent they are meeting the demands
demands of traffic, and
whether the water carriers
carriers utilizing such waterways
are interchanging
interchanging
waterways are
traffic with the railroads;
traffic
railroads; and to investigate
inves,
ticrate
o
any other matter
that
matter that
may tend to promote and encourage
encourage i
nland water transportation.
inland
It
Compilation, dlstridistriIt shall also be the province and duty
duty of the Secretary
Secretary of War
War to Compilation,
bution, etc., of valuacompile, publish, and distribute, from time to time, such useful
useful betcr.,
at.ot'aluble information.
information concerning
statistics, data,
titan, and information
inland
concerning transportation
transportation on inland
waterways
waterways as he may deem to be of value to the commercial
commercial interests
of the
the country.
of
country.
Great LLakes
ina
n
The words "inland
"inland waterway"
clGded.
waterway" as used
used in this section shall be con- cluded.
strued to include the Great Lakes.
Antitrust Act, 1914.
1914.
SEC.
SEC. 501. The effective
effective. date
on and after which
which the provisions
provisions of AntitrostAct,
-P Prohibition
Prohibition against
a
gainst
officers havingntest
havinginterest
section 10 of the Act entitled "An Act to supplement
supplement existing laws oficer
purchases.
against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes,"
purposes," in
-'niateexteed.
Date extended.
734.
Vol.
38, p.
approved
October 15, 1914,
approved October
1914, shall become
become and be effective is hereby vl.
- 734.
Proviso.
deferred and extended
deferred
extended to January
January 1, 1921:
1921: Provided,
That
such
Application
new
Provided, That such Application to
to new
corporations.
extension
extension shall not apply in the case
case of any corporation
corporation organized
organized Corporations.
after January
January. 12,
1918.
after
12, 1918.

SEC.
502. That
if any
any clause, sentence,
S
EC. 502.
That if
sentence, paragraph, or part of this
Act shall for any reason
reason be adjudged
adjudged by any
competent
any court
court of competent

jurisdiction
jurisdiction to be invalid such judgment shall not affect,
affect, impair,
impair, or
or
invalidate
invalidate the remainder of the Act, but shall be
confined in its
be confined
sentence, paragraph,
operation to the clause, sentence,
paragraph, or part thereof
thereof directly
directly
controversy in which such judgment
involved in the controversy
judgment has been
been
rendered.
Approved, February 28, 1920.

Invalidity of toany
clause
clause, etcnot
etc., not anaffect
remainder of
fctremainder
of Act.
ct.
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in the
March
1920.
CHAP. 92.-An
92.—An Act To regulate
regulate the
the height, area,
area, and use of buildings in
March 1,
1, 1920.
[H. itR. 6863 '
168.l District of Columbia and to create
Commission, and for other
111'
1
create a
aZoning
Zoning Commission,
other purposes
purposes.
(Public, No.
No. 153.)
[Public,
153.)

Be
it enacted
by the
House of
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be it

District of Columbia.
the public
to protect
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That to
protect the
public
of America
States of
DistrictColumbiso
Zoning Commission States
created.
created.
health, secure the public safety, and
and to protect
protect property
property in
in the Dis-

trict of
Columbia there
there is
is hereby
hereby created
created aa Zoning
Zoning Commission,
Commission,
of Columbia
trict
which shall
shall consist
the Coriunissioners
Commissioners of
which
consist of
of the
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
the officer
charge of
of public
and grounds
grounds of the District
District
buildings and
public buildings
in charge
officer in
the
of Columbia,
the Superintendent
the United
United States
States Capitol
of the
Superintendent of
and the
Columbia, and
of
Building and
and Grounds,
commission shall
all the
shall have
have all
said commission
which said
Grounds, which
Building
all the duties hereinafter
powers and
perform all
hereinafter specified
specified and shall
shall serve
and perform
powers
Assignment of emcompensation. Such employees
without additional compensation.
employees of the governgovernof erm without
p.sigment
ployees.
ment of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
as may
necessary to
to carry
carry- out
the
out the
be necessary
may be
Columbia as
ment
purposes of
of this
this Act
Act shall
be assigned
assigned to
to such duty by the Commisshall be
purposes
sioners
of the
District of
compensation.
without additional compensation.
of Columbia
Columbia without
the District
sioners of
Authorization
for
There is
is hereby
authorized for
expenses of
of said
said commission,
commission,
the expenses
for the
hereby authorized
There
or
eAuthe"ti"
expenses.
Post,
p. 590.
incidental and
P,p.590.
including the employment
including
employment of expert
expert services
services and all incidental
contingent expenses
sum not
not to
exceed $5,000,
$5,000, payable
payable one-half
one-half
to exceed
a sum
expenses,' a
contingent
out of any money in the United States Treasury not otherwise approDistrict out of any money in the United States Treasury not otherwise approHalf
Half from
from District
revenues.
priated
revenues of the District of
the other half
half out of the revenues
priated and the
revenues.
Post, p.
p. 537.
Post,
37.
Columbia.
Height, area, and use
S
EC. 2.
2. That
months after the passage of this Act and
and
That within six months
SEC.
diric'ts
districts tbeestab
to be established.
ished.
after public notice and hearing
provided,
hearing as hereinafter
hereinafter .
provided, the
the said commission shall
divide the
Columbia into
into certain
certain districts,
districts, to
to
of Columbia
shall divide
the District
District of
mission
Building regulations
be known,
known, respectively,
respectively, as
as height,
and use
districts, and
and shall
shall
use districts,
height, area,
area, and
ruidi. g regulations be
for.
adopt
regulations specifying
height and
and area
area of
of buildings
buildings theretherethe height
specifying the
adopt regulations
after to
be
erected
or altered
therein
and
the purposes
purposes for
for which
which
therein
and
the
to
be
erected
or
altered
after
Provisos
buildings
and premises
may: be
Provided, That
That such
such
used: Provided,
be used:
therein may
premises therein
Variations.
buildings and
Variations.
regulations may differ in
the various
various districts:
districts: Provided
Provided further,
further,
in the
Maximum heights. regulations may differ
not
shall not
in any
height of
buildings in
any district
district shall
of buildings
permissible height
the permissible
That the
2; Vol.
vol. That
p. 452;
Vol.
36, p.
voli3,
37,
p. 114.
37,p.114.
maximum height of building now authorized
exceed the maximum
authorized upon any
any
street in
in any
district by the
Congress approved
approved
that district
the Act
Act of Congress
street
any part of that
June 1, 1910, and amendments thereto, regulating the height of
blic bearings
ri
Public
be. June 1, 1910, and amendments thereto, regulating the height of
That
further, That
the District
of Columbia:
Columbia: And
And provided further,
fore ublltishcb
e,tablishing disDistrict of
in the
buildings in
dis-bbuildings
tricts, etc.
no such
thereno
such districts shall be established,
established, nor shall
shall any regulations
regulations therefor
height, area, or
buildings to be
for be
be adopted,
adopted, nor shall
shall the
the height,
or use of buildings
be
prescribed until
erected
until said commission has afforded
afforded pererected therein
therein be prescribed
sons interested
an opportunity
opportunity to
to be
be heard
at aa public
public hearing
hearing as
as
heard at
interested an
sorie
Acces permiterm s
Accessories
provided: And
provided further,
i
n residence
disresidence disfurther, That
That in
And prvided
ted i in residence
dis- hereinafter
hereinafter provided:
reidence diste
tricts.
tricts.
tricts
accessories of a
a residence
residence located
tricts the usual accessories
located on the same lot
lot
including
dentist, or
or other
other person,
person, and
and includincludincluding the
the office
office of
of aaphysician,
physician, dentist,
containig space
private garage
ing a
aprivate
garage containing
space for not more than four automobiles, shall
shall not
not be
be prohibited.
prohibited.
A
t
t
of
mobiles,
Advertisement
of
SEC. 3.
wherever, under
the provision
provision of
of this
this Act,
Act, it
is
it is
under the
That wherever,
°
SEC.
3. That
hearimgs.
hearings.
a public hearing
required that a
required
hearing shall be held, notice of the time and
and
ten conhearing shall
shall be
published for not less
less than ten
place of
of such
such hearing
be published
secutive
newspapers of general
general circulation
circulation printed
secutive days in one
one or
or more newspapers
printed
and
the District
District of
of Columbia;
eolunibia; and
and such
such public
hearing
public hearing
in the
published in
and published
Proviso.
Prwi.o.
Adjourned meetings- may be adjourned from time
Adjournedmeetings.
time to
to time: Provided,
Provided, That
if the
and
That if
the time and
place of the adjourned
adjourned meeting
meeting is
is publicly
publicly announced
announced when the
adjournment
notice of
of such
adjourned meeting
need
adjournment is
is had,
had, no
no further
further notice
such adjourned
meeting need
be published.
Establishment
of
Establishment
of be published.
SEC.
the public
hearings herein provided
shall
provided for shall
public hearings
EC. 4.
4. That
That after
after the
districts.
have
been concluded,
concluded, said
commission shall
shall definitely
determine the
the
have been
said commission
definitely determine
Height, etc., of
build- number
Height.etc.,
and
boundaries
ofbildof
the
districts
which
it
is
hereby
authorized
number
and
boundaries
of
the
districts
which
it
is
hereby
authorized
ingss in, to be spechied.
ing in, to be scied.
and
to establish,
and shall
the height
and directed
directed to
establish, and
shall specify
specify the
height and
and area
area of
of the
the
buildings which may
may thereafter
therein, and
shall prescribe
buildings
thereafter be
be erected
erected therein,
and shall
prescribe
the purposes
purposes for
for which
which such
erected may
may or
or may
may
thereafter erected
buildings thereafter
such buildings
the
Chages restricted
Changes
restricted.
except
not be used. Said districts so established
estabhshed shall not be changed
changed except
on order
said commission
after public
public hearing.
hearing. Said
Said commission
commission
on
order of
of said
commission after
Membership.
Membership.
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may initiate such changes, or
or they
they may
may be
be initiated
initiated upon
upon the
the petition
petition
of the owners affected. Where
Where the proposed
proposed change
change is
is to
to add
add aaconcontiguous area to a
ause, height, or area district,
least
district, the
the owners
owners of
of at
at least
50 per centum
centum of the street
street frontage
proposed to
changed must
frontage proposed
to be
be changed
must Proviso.
o
join in the petition:
Provided, That
petition: Provided,
That if
if the
the frontage
frontage proposed
proposed to
to be
be Petition
Petition of
of owners
owners
required.
changed is not a
acontiguous area, the owners of at least
centum requredleast 50 per
per centum
a frontage
of a
frontage within the
not less
three blocks
blocks in
the area
area not
less than
than three
in length
length
must join in such petition before
it may
com- Action on changes..
before it
may be
be considered
considered by
by said
said commission.
mission. No such change
change shall be made, either by said commission
commission
ionchnge
on its own motion or upon such petition, except with
the unanimous
unanimous
with the
vote of said commission,
the owners
at least
per centum
of
commission, if
if the
owners of
of at
least 20
20 per
centum of

the frontage
frontage proposed
the
to be
be changed
protest against
proposed to
changed protest
against such
such change.
change.
Orders
Orders and
and regulsa
regulaSEC.
That said
said commission
SEC. 5.
5. That
commission is authorized
empowered to
to tions
authorized.
authorized and
and empowered
tionsauthorized.
make such orders and adopt such regulations not inconsistent
with
inconsistent with
law as may be necessary to accomplish the purposes and
carry into
into proso.
and carry
Provisos.
allowed
effect the provisions of this Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
order or
rft::Wation ifConstruction
no order
or regulation
cOnstruct'onaU'owed
permit issued when
so adopted shall
any change
shall require
require any
change in
in the
the plans,
plans, construction,
or orders
promulgated.
construction, or
oners promulgated.
designated
designated use of (a) a
a building for which
which a
a permit
permit shall
shall have
have been
been
issued, or plans for which
which shall
of buildings
buildings
shall be on
on file
file with
with the
the inspector
inspector of
of the District
District of Columbia at the time the orders
orders or
or regulations
regulations
Within thirty days
authorized under this Act are promulgated;
authorized
promulgated; or
or (b)
permit,for
the a'wti
(b) a
a permit
for the
thiprts
dys
after
promulgation,
c
etc.erection of which shall be issued
issued within
within thirty
thirty days
days after
after promulgapromulga- et
tion of the orders or regulations authorized
is
authorized or
or adopted
adopted under
under th
this
onditions.
Conditions.
Act and the construction
construction of which in either
of the
the above
above cases
cases shall
either of
shall
prosecuted within a
have been diligently prosecuted
the date
date of
such
a year from
from the
of such
permit and the ground story framework of which, including
including the
the
second tier of beams, shall have been completed
completed within said
said year,
vear,
and which entire building shall be completed
according to
to such
such plans
plans
completed according
within two years of the date of the promulgation
promulgation of such orders or
or
Restoration of bbuildregulations;
or (e)
(c) prevent
regula tions; or
prevent the
the restoration
restoration of
of aa building
building partially
partially in
ndStatritoa
yide-ol
gs partially
destroyed by fire,
fire, etc.
etc.
destroyed by fire, explosion,
explosion, act of God or the public enemy,
enemy, or prepre- stroyeby
vent the continuance
continuance of the use of such building
building or part
part thereof
thereof as
as
such use existed at the time of such partial
partial destruction, or prevent a
a
change of such existing use except
except under the limitations
limitations provided
provided
Restriction as to
herein
herein in relation to existing buildings
buildings and premises:
premises: Provided
Provided franeuiding
frame buildings. to
further,
floater, That no frame building that
been damaged
damaged by
by fire
that has
has been
fire or
or
otherwise more than one-half
one-half of its original value shall be restored
within
within the fire limits as provided by the building regulations
re,ou lations of
the
of the
District of Columbia; or (d) prevent the restoration
of awall declared
restoration ofa
declared Restoration of unsafe
unsafe by the inspector of buildings
unsafe
buildings of the District or by a
a board of walls.
Reo.tioaonfunsfe
survey appointed
appointed in accordance
existing law
or regulation.
accordance with
with any existing
law or
regulation.
Existinguse of buildSEC.
SEC. 6. That any lawful use of a
a building or premises
premises existing
at istynu.oofbnn
existing at
ingmay be continued.
the time of the adoption of orders and regulations
regulations made under
under the
the
authority of this Act may be continued, although such use does not
not
conform with the provisions hereof or with the provisions of such
Conditions.
orders and regulations; and such use may be extended throughout
throughout
ondi
the building, provided no structural
structural alteration,
alteration, except
except those
those required
required
regulation, is made therein
by law or regulation,
therein and
building is
is erected.
erected. Lots located
and no new building
ted in
ad
in ad.
Where the boundary
boundary line of any use district
district divides a
single joinin
a lot in
in aasingle
loingguse
use districts.
distrits.
ownership at the time of the adoption
ownership
adoption of orders
orders and regulations
regulations under
under
the authority of this Act, the commission
a use authorized
authorized
commission may permit a
on either portion of such lot to extend
extend to the entire lot, but not more
than twenty-five
twenty-five feet beyond
beyond the
the boundary
use district.
district.
boundary line
line of
of the
the use
of
Maps, ordeetc
orders, etc., of
SEc.
commission to be filed.
SEC. 7. That maps of the districts established
established by said commission comnmissiotobened.
and copies of all orders and regulations as to the height and area of
buildings to be erected
erected therein
buildings
therein and as to the uses to which
which such buildings may
may be lawfully
lawfully devoted, and copies of all other official orders
and
regulations of the commission
in the office
and regulations
commission shall be filed in
office of
of the
the Publation
Publication oof orEngineer Commissioner
Engineer
Commissioner of the District of Columbia. Copies of all ders,etc.
ders, etc.
orders and regulations
regilations shall be published
published in one or more newspapers
newspapers
Columbia for the information
printed in the District
thstrict of Columbia
information of all concerned.
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Certificate of
occuof occuCertificate
pancy
use
for use
required for
pancy required
of
etc.
buildgs, etc
of buildings,

any
SEC.
SEC. 8. That
That it
it shall be unlawful
unlawful to use or permit the use of any
, ,et
.
erected,
building or
or premises
thereof hereafter
hereafter created,
created, erected.,
or part
part thereof
premises or
building

nuisances.

this Act or the orders and regulaprovisions of this
of any
any of the provisions
violation of
violation
tions made
made under
under the
hereby declared
declared to
to be
be
are hereby
thereof are
authority thereof
the authority
tions
common nuisances
nuisances; and
and the
in charge
charge of
or maintainmaintainof or
or person
person in
owner or
the owner
common

changed, or
converted wholly
or partly
in its
its use
use or
until a
a
structure until
or structure
partly in
wholly or
or converted
changed,
certificate
of occupancy
occupancy shall
shall have
have been
been issued
authority of said
issued by authority
certificate of
zoning commission.
Buildings violating
SEC. 9.
That buildings
altered, or
raised, or
or converted
converted in
or raised,
erected, altered,
orders
etc., declared
buildings erected,
9. That
SEC.
orderd, etc.,
nuisances.

Penalty
taining.
taingy

for

mainm

"

or

ing
information filed in the
conviction on information
buildings, upon conviction
such buildin.gs
any such
ing any
police
of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia by the corporation
corporation counsel
counsel
District of
court of
police court
or any
name of said District, and which court
court
the name
in the
assistants in
his assistants
of his
or
any of
is
to hear and determine
determine such cases, shall
shal be
authorized to
hereby, authorized
is hereby
adjudged guilty
common nuisance,
nuisance, and shall
shall be
maintaining aa common
guilty of maintaining
adjudged
punished by
by a
of notmore
than $100
and every
per day for each and
$100 per
not more than
a fine
fine of
punished
required
day such
such nuisance
be permitted
permitted to continue, and shall be required
nuisance shall be
day
Injunction proceedby
said
court
to
abate
such
nuisance.
The
corporation
counsel
of
of
counsel
corporation
The
nuisance.
such
abate
to
court
said
by
pro-ed
,
unc
ings.
the
District of
Columbia may
may maintain
maintain an
an action in the Supreme
of Columbia
the District
Court of
District of
Columbia in
in the
the name
name of
of the
of
District of
the District
of Columbia
the District
of the
Court
Columbia
to
abate
and
perpetually
enjoin
such
nuisance.
Ds- Columbia to abate and perpetually enjoin such nuisance.
nfocmentby
Enforcement
by Disof the
S
EC. 10.
That the
the District of Columbia shall
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
trict C
Commissioners.
10. That
SEC.
ommnisiones.
tnt
enforce
provisions of
this Act
Act and
the orders
regulations
and regulations
orders and
and the
of this
the provisions
enforce the
adopted
by said
Commission under the authority thereof, and
Zoning Commission
said Zoning
adopted by
nothing
herein contained
contained shall
construed to limit the authority of
be construed
shall be
nothing herein
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to make
make municipal
the District
of the
the
Provisos.
regulations
as heretofore:
heretofore: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such regulations
regulations are
not
are not
Conditions.
regulations as
Conditions.
inconsistent
the provisions
provisions of
this law and the orders and
of this
with the
inconsistent with
regulations made
interpreting and applying the
In interpreting
thereunder. In
made thereunder.
regulations
this Act and of the orders and regulations made thereof this
provisions of
requirements for the
under they
they shall be held to be the minimum requirements
under
health, safety, comfort,
comfort, convenience,
convenience, and
promotion of the public health,
general welfare.
abrogate or annul any easeThis Act shall not abrogate
welfare. This
general
ments, covenants,
covenants, or
Provided,
parties: Provided,
between parties:
agreements between
or other
other agreements
ments,
yutur=lis tninf
premises
however, That
to all
future building
construction or
or use
use of premises
building construction
all future
as to
That as
etc.sunbject to restrn however,
t
ons under
tb is Act.
Act.
under the authorregulations adopted
where this Act or any orders
orders or
or regulations
tions
under this
where
adopted under
authority
thereof impose
restriction upon the use of buildings
buildings or
greater restriction
a greater
impose a
ity thereof
building, or requires
requires larger
larger open spaces
premises or upon height of building
premises or upon height of
ions
of t
or
regulations,
law,
by
existing
required
or
imposed
are
than
or
ths
aby
n
Ecare
such
. 11. easements,
T
pohs
a
e
t
dao
l
r
ll
r
a
eq
covenants,
w lfir
oed
r pb
ay
rts
exi
oros
f
agreements,
i
l
i
a
nws
glaaw
n,
dregul
regtil
theatprovisions
ai
t
o
i
ns
oni o
in
rpermits,
permits,
t

t

su

r

e:

o

or by such easements, covenants, or agreements, the provisions of this

Act
and regulations
regulations made
made thereunder shall control.
orders and
of the orders
Act and of
Inconsistent
reSEC. 11. That all laws or parts of laws and regulations in conflict
laws rensisentt laws
pealed.
hereby repealed.
Act are hereby
with
provisions of
this Act
repealed.
of this
the provisions
with the
Approved,
March 1,
1, 1920.
Approved, March
4, 120.
192o.
March 4,
[H. R
R.12351.)
12351.]
[aH.
[Public, No.
154.]
No. 154.]
[Public,

across the
CHAP.
Act To
the time
for the
the construction
construction of
of a
abridge
bridge across
time for
extend the
To extend
93.-An Act
CHAP. 93.—An
Roanoke
County, North
Carolina.
North Carolina.
River in
in Halifax
Halifax County,
Roanoke River

Be
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the United
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
commencing
ofAmerica
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the times for commencing
States of
and
of aa bridge
authorized by Act of
of
bridge authorized
construction of
the construction
completing the
and completing
CVoul p. 1272, Congress approved
approved March
March 1,
1, 1919, to be built by the
the county of Halifax, North Carolina,
Carolina, across Roanoke
Roanoke River
River between Hills Ferry
Ferry and
and
the ferry
ferry near
near the
Halifax, in
State, are hereherein said county and State,
the town
town of Halifax,
the
by
aprespectively, from the date of ap
one and three years, respectively,
by extended
extended one
proval
proval hereof.
S
EC. 2.
hereby
repeal this Act is hereby
alter, amend, or repeal
right to alter,
2. That
That the right
Amendment.
SEC.
Amendment.
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1920.
March 4, 1920.
Approved, March

Roanoke
iv
Roanoke River.
Time extended for
bridging, by
by Halifax
Hifaxi
bidgng,
t
y
County, N. C.
Vol. . 40, p. 1272,
amended.
amended.
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1920.
1920.

CHAP. 94.—An
94.-An Act Making
appropriations to supply
appropriaMaking appropriations
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, and pnor fiscal years, and for other
other
purposes.
purposes.
purposes.

'March 66,
,1920.
1
920 -

·

H.
[ Ri
R.12046.]
[H
2046.]

[Public, No.
No. 155.]
155.]
[Public,

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representativesof
the United
United Second Deficiency
of the
Deficiency
States
assembled,
That the
the following
i
ms are l
iwopriation Act,
Act,
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That
following su
sums
A.propriation
appropriated, out
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
approappropriated,
out of
of any
money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
deficiencies in
n appropriations
priated, to
to supply
supply deficiencies
appropriations for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
ending June 30, 1920, and prior fiscal years, and for other purposes,
namely:
Bituminous
Coal
BITUMINOUS
COMMISSION.
B5I'UMIINUUI COAL
(GALAiL]
WlMM11iIN.
Commission.
Commission.
For
of United
United States
States Bituminous
inFor expenses
expenses of
Bituminous Coal
Coal Commission,
Commission, including the
chief
cluding
the employment
employment of
of three commissioners, secretaries,
secretaries, chief
assistance; for
clerk, and other expert, clerical,
clerical, and other assistance;
for equipment
equipment
and supplies, including law books, books of reference, newspapers,
and periodicals;
supplies, including
for traveling
law books,
expenses,
books
perofdiem
reference,
allowances
newspapers,
in lieu
and
periodicals;
for
traveling
expenses,
per diem
allowances
in
lieu
of subsistence
exceed $4;
subsistence not to exceed
$4; and for printing
printing and
and binding done
done
Government Printing
Printing Office,
at the Government
Office, $50,000.
$50,000.

Salaries
and exa
es
l!ries and
expenses.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF EFFICIENCY.
EFFICIENCY.

Efficiency Bureau.
Bureau.
Investigation

ex-

Efficiency to perform the duties
penses.
To enable the Bureau of Efficiency
duties imposed penses.tt
ex40, p. 1223.
upon
it by
the legislative,
executive, and
and judicial appropriation
upon it
by the
legislative, executive,
appropriation act
act Vol.
Vol. 40 p. 1223.
approved
March 1,
$20,000.
approved March
1, 1919,
1919, $20,000.
COUNCIL
NATIONAL DEFENSE.
COUNCIL OF
OF NATIONAL
DEFENSE.

Council of National
of National
D
e
Defense.

For
National Defense;
suni:lieecst„or,,tee.mploye,
For expenses
expenses of
of the
the Council
Council of
of National
Defense; for
for the
the employ,employ- suppiesetc.po
ee
ment of aa director, secretary, chief
chief clerk, and other expert,
expert, clerical.,
clerical,
and other assistance;
assistance; equipment
equipment and supplies, subsistence
subsistence and travel,
travel,
and printing and binding done at the Government
Government Printing Office,
Office, pov.
Proviso.
$45,000:
however, That
$45,000: Provided,
Provided, however,
That no
salary shall
be paid
to any
any officer
no salary
shall be
paid to
officer Pay
Pay restriction.
restriction.
or employee of the council in excess of $6,000
$6,000 per
per annum.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

Teachers:
1 to June
June 30,
30, 1920,
Teachers: For sixty-eight
sixty-eight teachers from March
March 1

inclusive,
inclusive, at minimum rates of salary, as follows:
Two principals of
of junior
high schools,
at $2,500
junior high
schools, at
$2,500 each;
each;
Group
$1,060 each;
each;
Group A
A of
of class six, twenty-five
twenty-five at
at $1,060
Class five,
$1,000 each;
five, sixteen at $1,000
Class four, thirteen at $900 each;
each;
Class two, ten at $860 each;
Class one, two
two at $860 each;
each;

In
all for
for teachers,
In all
teachers, $23,173.33.
$23,173.33.
NIGHT sc-nooLs:
SCHOOLS: For teachers
teachers and janitors of night schools, inincluding teachers
teachers of industrial, commercial,
commercial, and trade instruction,
instruction, and
teachers and janitors
janitors of night schools may also be teachers and janitors of day schools,
schools, $25,000:
$25,000: Provided,
Provided, That payment
payment is authorized
authorized
to all employees
employees who served in the night schools during the period
period
from February 16, 1920, to the date of approval of this Act, both
inclusive,
at the
the rate
rate o
pay they
they were
February 15
15, 1920,
1920,
inclusive, at
offpay
were receiving
receiving on
on February
this payment to be in addition to the nominal sum of $1 which such
such
employees received
received for the
service rendered.
the service
rendered.
For contingent and other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, including equipment
equipment
necessary articles and supplies for classes m
and purchase of all necessaryarticles
indusmindusand trade
$1,000.
trial, commercial,
commercial, and
trade instruction,
instruction, $1,000.

District of
Columbia.
ofColumbla.

Public schools.
schools.
Additional teachers.

Additional teahers.

Nht coo.

Night schools.

Po.
rauay Sb-

Proviso.
Services from
ruary 16, 1920.

Feb-

Equipment,
etc.
Equipment, etc.
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CONGRESS. SEss.
SIXTY-SIXTH

Half from
from District
Hal
Distrct

reValtletS.

Vocational
Vocational

tion Board.
Board.
tion

EMma
Educan

of
Rehabilitation
discharged
soldiers,
soldiers
discharged
etc.
Vol. 40,
40, pp.
pp. 617.1179.
6171179
etVol.
Ante,
Ant, p. 159.
9.

Proviso.
Pay
trecttln.
i restriction.
178.
Ante, p.
p.178.

A712e,

Army surplus machine
tools, etc., to be
chine tools,
transferred
Board.
tfnsferred to
to Board

Itemized statement
to Congress.

tiesrtsed

at"

InterstateCommerce
IntertateCommerce
Comm
Commission.

1920.
1920.

One-half
foregoing amounts
amounts to meet
meet deficiencies
One-half of the foregoing
deficiencies in the
appropriations on account
of the
the District
of Columbia
be paid
Columbia shall
shall be
paid
appropriations
account of
District of
from
the revenues
revenues of
the District
District of
Columbia and
and one-half
one-half from
from
of Columbia
of the
from the
any
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
money in
any money
FEDERAL
BOARD FOR
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
EDUCATION.
FOR VOCATIONAL
FEDERAL BOARD
Vocational
an additional
amount for
for carrying
carrying
additional amount
For an
rehabilitation: For
Vocational rehabilitation:
out
the Act
"An Act
provide for
for the
the
Act to
to provide
Act entitled
entitled "An
of the
the provisions
provisions of
out the
vocational
civil employment
employment of
of disabled
disabled
to civil
and return
return to
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation and
persons
discharged from
from the
the military
military or
naval forces
forces of
of the
the United
United
or naval
persons discharged
Stateszand
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved June
June 27,
27, 1918,
1918, as
as amended,
amended,
and for
States
including personal
personal services
the District
District of
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
of Columbia
in the
services in
includimg
funeral and
and other
(including transportation
transportation of
of
incidental expenses
expenses (including
funeral
other incidental
remains) of
of deceased
deceased trainees
trainees of
printing and
and binding
binding to
to
of the
the board,
board, printg
remains)
be
at the
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office law
taw boog,
books, books
books of
refof refbe done
done at
erence,
and periodicals,
$11,000,000: Prodded,
limthe salary
salary limProvided, That the
periodicals, $11,000,000:
erence, and
itation
the appropriation
appropriation for
rehabilitation
for vocational
vocational rehabilitation
itation placed
placed upon
upon the

by the
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
approved July
1919, shall
shall
July 19,
19, 1919,
Act approved
Civil Appropriation
by
the Sundry
apply to
herein made.
made.
to the
the appropriation
appropriation herein
apply
The Secretary
Secrete/7 of
War shall
shall have
authority to
to transfer
transfer to
the FedFedto the
have authority
of War
The

eral Board for Vocational
Vocational Education,
compensation therefor,
Education, without compensation

certain surplus
tools and
and other
equipment belonging
belonging to
to the
the
other equipment
machine tools
certain
surplus machine
War Department
now in
of the
the Federal
Federal board
and
board and
possession of
and now
in possession
War
Department and
being used
by that
that board
as equipment
equipment in
schools for
for vocational
eduvocational eduin schools
board as
being
used by
cation controlled
by the
board. Property
so transferred
shall be
be
Property so
transferred shall
the board.
controlled by
cation
dropd
records of
the War
War Department
Department on
on the
the filing
with
filing with
the records
of the
dropped from
from the
the
itemized receipt
receipt for
for the
articles thus
thus
of an
an itemized
the articles
the War
War Department
Department of
transferred. An
Anitemizecl
of the
the articles
heretransferred herearticles transferred
statement of
itemized statement
transferred.
under and
and the
the cost
shall be
reported to
to Congress
Congress by
by the
the
be reported
under
cost price
price thereof
thereof shall
Secretary
War.
of War.
Secretary of

INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMERCE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

General
expenses: For
For all
all other
other authorized
expenditures necessary
necessary
General expenses:
authorized expenditures
in the
of laws
laws to
to regulate
commerce, including
in
the execution
execution of
regulate commerce,
including the same
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head in
Sundry Civil
objects
in the
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920,
$86,000.
Act
1920
$86,000.
Physical v
valuation
ua
Valuation
Interstate Comproperty of carriers: To enable the Interstate
n
Valuation of property
of railoas.
railroads.
Vol. 37, p. 701.
701.
merce Commission to carry
of the Act
Act entitled
carry out the objects of
entitled "An
"An
Act to
to amend
amend an
Act entitled
Act to
regulate commerce,'
commerce,' apapAct
an Act
entitled 'An
'An Act
to regulate
proved February
February 4,
and all
amendatory thereof,"
thereof," by
by
Acts amendatory
all Acts
4, 1887,
1887, and
stocks,etc.
etc. proved
isues of stocks,
valuation of the several
several classes of property
property of carproviding for
for a
a valuation
securing information
information concerning
their
riers subject
subject thereto
thereto and securing
concerning their
stocks, bonds, and other
March 1, 1913,
1913, inother securities,
securities, approved
approved March
Perdiem subsistence. cluding per diem in lieu of subsistence when allowed pursuant to secPerdiemsubsistence
subsistence
allowed pursuant
Vol.
38, p.
680.
vol. as,
p.60.
tion 13 of the Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
approved August
August 1,
1,
1914,
$500,000.
1914, $500,000.
General expenses.
Generalexpenses.

Listlai

State.
ofState.
Department of

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
STATE.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

Contingentexpenses.
Contingentexpnses.

intercourse.
Foreign intercourse.
Minister to
to Finland.
Finland.

inster

For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, including maintenance
maintenance and repair
repair of
of
aamotor-propelled
be used
used only
motor-propelled passenger
passenger vehicle, to be
only for official purposes; automobile
automobile mail
mail wagons, including
street
including exchange of same; street
exceeding $150,
car fare not exceeding
$150, and other items not included in the
foregoing, $10,000.
FOREIGN INTERCOTURSE.
INTERCOURSE.
FOREIGN

For the salary of an envoy extraordinary and minister plenipoFor the
to
Finland
envoy
rate extraordinary
of 810,000 per and
annum
minister
f
rom March 1
tentiary
to salary
Finlandof at
atanthe
the
rate
of
$10,000 per annum
from
March 1

to
$3,333.33.
to June
June 30,
30, 1920,
1920, inclusive,
inclusive, $3,333.33.
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1920.
1920.

International RailFor
quota of
the United
United States
as an
an way
For the payment of the
the annual
annual quota
of the
States as
International
Congress. RailAnnual
quotas.
adhering
Railway Congress
Congress for
for the
the Annua]quotas.
adhering member
member of the International
International Railway
years
and 1919,
and
for
the
regulation
of
unyears ending
ending April
April 15,
15, 1918
1918 and
1919, and for the regulation of unpaid
balances in the quota
quota of the United
years ending
ending
paid balances
United States
States for
for the
the years
April 15, 1916 and 1917, $1,440.
To
United States
States as
member of
of
To pay
pay the
the quota
quota of the United
as an
an adhering
adhering member
the International
International Railway Congress for the year ending
ending April 15,
15,
1920,
1920, $400.
$400.
International Prison
an adhering
For subscription
subscription of the United
United States as an
adhering member
member of
of comInte
ron
Commission.
the International
International Prison Commission
Commission and the
the expenses
expenses of a
a comcomincluding preparation
preparation of
of reports
$2,550.
missioner, including
reports for
for 1920,
1920, $2,550.
Treasury DepartDepart.
Treasury
meat.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY
ment.
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.

Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent
Stationery.

index cards
cards printed
printed in
in Statoner y.
For stationery, including
including tags,
tags, labels, and
and index
manufacture, for
Treasury Department
Department and
and its
its several
several
course of
of manuacture,
for the
the Treasury
bureaus
bureaus and offices, $200,000.
$200,000.
postage
Postage.
For postage required
required to prepay matter
addressed to Postal Union
matter addressed
Union
countries, and
Treasury Department,
Department, $1,200.
$1,200.
countries,
and for
for postage
postage for
for the
the Treasury
For purchase
of file
holders and
and file
file cases,
cases, $6,000.
$6,000.
For
purchase of
file holders

File cases,
File
cases, etc.
Freight etc.
Freight,

expressage, telegraph
telegraph and
For freight, expressage,
and telephone
telephone service,
service, $6,000.
$6,000. Fuel.
u
engine oils
oils and grease, grates, grate
For purchase
purchase of coal, wood, engine
baskets and fixtures,
fixtures, blowers, coal hods, coal shovels, pokers, and
and
tongs, $6,000.
$6,000.
Fmitmr
Furniture.
For purchase of boxes, book rests, chairs,
chairs, chair cane, chair covers,
covers,
desks, bookcases,
bookcases, clocks,
covering desks, cushions, leather
clocks, cloth
cloth for covering
leather
for covering
and sofas, locks,
tables,- typecovering chairs and
locks, lumber, screens,
screens, tables,
typewriters,
including the exchange
wardrobe cabinets, washwriters, including
exchange of same, wardrobe
stands, water
water coolers
coolers and stands,
stands, and for replacing
replacing other worn and

unserviceable articles,
unserviceable
$3,000.
articles, $3,000.
Lhting.
Lighting.
For purchase
purchase of gas, electric current
current for lighting
lighting and power purelectric light wiring and mateposes, gas and electric light fixtures, electric
rial, candles, candlesticks,
candlesticks, droplights
droplights and
and tubing, gas
gas burners,
burners, gas
gas'
torches, globes, lanterns, and wicks
wicks, $3,500.
MosclaneU
ldiseellaneoua.
purchase of awnings and fixFor washing and hemming towels, purchase
fixtures, window
window shades and fixtures, alcohol,
alcohol, benzine,
benzine, turpentine,
varnish, baskets, belting, bellows,
bellows, bowls, brooms,
brooms, buckets, brushes,
brushes,
canvas,
cloth, chamois
cotton
waste, door
and window
canvas, crash,
crash, cloth,
c
,
hame
oisziskins,
s
u
kins
e, ,c
d
otfto
or
nbwiaste,
diohoine,
fasteners, dusters; flower-garden,
flower-garden, street, and engine hose; lace leather,
fasteners,
lye, nails, oils, plants, picks, pitchers,
pitchers, powders,
stencils plates,
plates, hand
hand
powders, stencils

stamps and repairs of same, spittoons, soap, matches,rand
match
safes,
repairs
of
stamps
spones,
asafes,
and
tacks,
repairs
traps,
of same,
thermometers
spittoons, toilet
soap, matches,
laper,
s
tools,
match
towels,
sponges tacks, traps, thermometers, toilet paper, tools, towels,
towel racks, tumblers, wire, zinc, and for blacksmithing, repairs of
machinery,
removal of rubbish, sharpening
machinery, removal
sharpening tools, street car
car fares
fares
not exceeding
proposals, and for sales at public
exceeding $250,
$250, advertising
advertising for proposals,
auction
auction in the District
District of Columbia, of
condemned property
belongof condemned
property belonging to the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, payment
payment of auctioneer
auctioneer fees,
and
fees, and
purchase
purchase of other absolutely
absolutely necessary
necessary articles,
articles, $3,000.
$3,000.

Labor-saving
For purchase
purchase of labor-saving
machines and
for same,
same, chmes,
-tc.
labor-saving machines
and supplies
supplies for
chines, etc.

including the purchase and exchange
exchange of registering
registering accountants,
accountants,
numbering machines,
similar character
machines, and other machines
machines of a
a similar
character,
including
time stamps for stamping
mail
including tune
stamping date of receipt of official
official mail
and telegrams, and repairs thereto, and purchase
purchase of supplies
supplies for
for

ma-

photographic copying machines, $7,500.
$7,500.
Operating expenses.
For operating
operating expenses
expenses of the Arlington Building
Building and annex, °ing
Arlington Buildg.
Building
including
fuel,
electric
current, ice, ash removal,
including
removal, repairs, and miscellaneous
cellaneous items,
items, $10,000.
$10,000.
a
meet
Tfelltry
Ann.
For
operating expenses
Treasury Department
Department Annex
Anex.
For operating
expenses of
of the
the Treasury:
Annex (Penn- mit
Place), including
sylvania Avenue
Avenue and Madison Place),
including fuel, electric
electric current, ice,
repairs, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, $1,500.
ice, ash removal,
removal, repairs,
$1,500.
44281°-21--34
44281*-21--34
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Foeteenwth

Feurteenth

and B Streets N. W.

Auditor
for Treasury
Auditr
orTreasury
Department.
Department.

employ-

Temporary employ.
temporary
WS.

Coast Guard.
Coast
Guard.

loy
Additienel

1920.
1920.

B Streets north(Fourteenth and B
Department Annex (Fourteenth
Treasury Department
west): For
For heating,
heating, electric
equipment, ice,
electrical equipment,
current, electrical
electric current,
west):
removal
of trash,
and miscellaneous
expenses,
miscellaneous expenses,
equipment, and
trash, repairs,
repairs, equipment,
removal of
$10,000.
$10,000.
OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

fixed by
the Secretary
Treasury, of
compensation to
For compensation
to be
be fixed
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
of
such
employees (nonapportioned)
(nonapportioned) as
be necessary
necessary
as may
may be
such temporary
temporary employees
to audit
audit the
vouchers of
the bureaus
bureaus and
offices of
and offices
of the
the
and vouchers
of the
to
the accounts
accounts and
Treasury
$25,000.
Treasury Department,
Department, $25,000.
OFFICE
OF THE
THE COAST
GUARD.
OFFICE OF
COAST GUARD.

office
plAdditional""eemees.

p

SESS. II.
SEss.
II. Cu.
CH. 94.
94.

em-

For
additional employees
June 30,
1920, inclusive,
30, 1920,
inclusive,
employees from
from March
March 11to
to June
For additional
at
annual rates
of compensation
as follows:
follows: Topographical
Topographical draftscompensation as
at annual
rates of
man at
$1,500; chief
chief accountant
class
of class
at $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—eight
clerks-eight of
accountant at
man
at $1,500;
four, eight
eight of
of class
class three,
nine of
class one;
one; assistof class
assistfifteen of
of class
class two,
two, nine
three, fifteen
four,
ant
at $720;
in all,
$21,073.33.
$720; in
all, $21,073.33.
ant messenger
messenger at
COAST GUARD.
COAST
GUARD.

For
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
requisite for
for and
and incident
incident to
the authorized
For every
to the
authorized
work
of the
Coast Guard,
Guard, as
as follows,
follows, including
including maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair,
work of
the Coast
and
of motor
to be
be used
only for
official purposes;
purposes;
e.,
o
and operation
operation of
motor cycles
cycles to
used only
for official
Pay, Py,
etc.,
officers
enlisted men, etc.
For pay
pay- and
for commissioned
commissioned officers,
officers,
by law
law for
prescribed by
and allowances
allowances prescribed
etc.
For
aand densed
cadets
cadet engineers,
engineers warrant
officers, petty
petty officers
and other
officers, and
warrant officers,
cadets and
and cadet
enlisted
men, active
active and
and retired,
substitute surfmen,
surfmen,
temporary and
and substitute
retired, temporary
enlisted men,
and
one civilian
$1,000,000;
instructor, $1,000,000;
civilian instructor,
and one
Rao.
Rations.
Prods°.
For rations
rations or
for warrant
petty
officers, petty
warrant officers,
thereof for
commutation thereof
or commutation
For
Provio.
rate, officers,
officers, and
and other
enlisted men,
men, $245,000:
That hereafter
hereafter
$245,000: Provided,
Provided, That
other enlisted
Commutation rate.
when
for the
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard are
are commuted
shall be
be comcomthey shall
commuted they
when rations
rations for
muted at
rate not
not to
exceed the
average cost of
of the
the ration for the
the average
at a
a rate
to exceed
muted
preceding six
determined by
by the
the Secretary
the Treasury;
Treasury;
Secretary of
of the
six months,
months, as
as determined
preceding
Fuel, etc.
• For
fuel and
water for
stations, and
and houses
houses of
of refuge,
refuge,
Fuel,etc.
For fuel
and water
for vessels,
vessels, stations,
$145,000;
$145,000;
outfits,
toest. etc.
Outfits, stores,
For outfits, ship chandlery, and engineers'
stores for
for the
engineers' stores
the same,
same,
$104,000;
$104,000;
expenses.
Travel expenses.
Travel
For
actual traveling
traveling expenses
or mileage,
mileage, in the discretion
discretion of the
expenses or
For actual
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, for
for officers,
traveling expenses
expenses
and actual
actual traveling
officers, and
of the
Secretary
for other
other persons
traveling on
on duty
from the
the Treasury
Treasury
duty under
under orders
orders from
persons traveling
for
Department,
Department, $130,000;
$130,000;
Draft animals.
For draft
and their
their maintenance,
maintenance, $9,450;
$9,450;
animals and
draft animals
For
employees
Civilian employees.
C,ontingent expenses.
expenses.
For compensation
of civilian
civilian employees
employees in
the field,
field, $600;
in the
$600;
For
compensation of
contingent
For contingent
service, subincluding communication
communication service,
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
For
sistence of
persons succored
succored by
Coast Guard, wharfby the
the Coast
sistence
of shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
age,
station apparatus,
apparatus, adveradverrepairs to
to station
age, towage,
towage, freight,
freight, storage,
storage, repairs
tising,
surveys, medals,
labor, newspapers
newspapers and
medals, stationery,
stationery, labor,
and periodicals
periodicals
tising, surveys,
statistical purposes,
necessary expenses
for statistical
purposes, and all
all other
other necessary
expenses which are
are
not
included under
any.other
other heading,
$35,000;
heading, $35,000;
under any
not included
cutters.
Repairs
to cutters.
Repairs to
For
Guard cutters,
cutters, $60,000.
$60,000.
For repairs
repairs to
to Coast
Coast Guard
Army,
etc.,,ht
by
stores
MbL
,
-,,,,
ancers and
men of
Guard shall
shall be
be permitted
permitted to
to
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
rmy
betbought
by
orOfficers
and enlisted
enlisted men
be
Imay
C rs and enlisted
/2
enlisted men,
men. purchase
quartermaster supplies from the Army, Navy,
Navy, and
eers
purchase quartermaster
and Marine
Marine
Corps at the same price as is charged the officers
officers and enlisted men of
the
Navy, and
and Marine
Corps.
Marine Corps.
the Ariny,
Army, Navy,
In all,
$1,729,050.
Guard, $1,729,050.
In
all, Coast
Coast Guard,
General
expenses.
General expenses.

Internal
Revenue.
Internal Revenue.

BUREAU
OF INTERNAL
BUREAU OF
INTERNAL REVENUE.
REVENUE.

National
ProhibiNational
Prohibiton
Act.
tion Act.
enforcing.
Expenses
Expenses enforcing.
Ante. p. 305.
Ante, p. 305.

Enforcement of
the "National
"National Prohibition
Prohibition Act":
For the
the employEnforcement
of the
Act": For
employment
additional officers,
and other
ment of
of additional
officers, traveling
traveling and
other necessary
necessary miscellamiscellaneous expenses
expenses to
to guard
and other
other
neous
guard intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
liquors in
in bonded
bonded and

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS. S
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
II.
SESS.

Cu. 94.
CH.
94.
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1920.
1920.

warehouses,
warehouses and prevent violations
"National Prohibition
Prohibition
violations of
of the
the "National
Act,"
Act," $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.

of Charles L.
L. Freer,
To pay the estate of
Freer, deceased,
Zr
ul
neVL.
t'
c;
e
Fer
tl
e
tr
4
;.
deceased, late
late of
of Detroit,
Detroit, char
Freer.
Refund to estate, inon profit
profit on
Michigan, the amount of income tax paid by him on
the come
tax paid on gift to
on the
cometaxpaidongtto
1915, of
sale, in 1915,
twelve thousand
thousand and
and ninety-five
shares of
Parke, sVotL4Op.i81.
of twelve
ninety-five shares
of Parke,
Davis and Company's stock, $1,000,000
the
$1,000,000 of the
the proceeds
proceeds from
from the
sale of said stock having
having been given to
to the
the Smithsonian
Institution
Smithsonian Institution
for the erection of a
a building to house the art collections
presented
collections presented
to the Nation by Mr. Freer under deed of gift
May 5,
5, 1906,
1906,
gift dated May
and the remainder having been paid by Mr. Freer for the
the purchase
purchase
of additional
additional objects which have been added to the collections
collections and
and
presented to the Nation by him,
$13,252.21.
him, $13,252.21.
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

For payment to John M. Francis in accordance
accordance with the
the provisions
provisions
entitled "An
of the Act entitled
"An Act for
of John
John M.
Francis,"
for the
the relief
relief of
M. Francis,"
approved December
December 30, 1919,
1919, $181.
$181.

John M. Francis.
JPaymnt
Payment to."
to.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.

Public
buildings.
Publicbuildings.

Private
p. 6.
Pvate Laws,
Laws, p.6.

Morgan City, La.
Louisiana, post office:
For completion
Morgan City, Louisiana,
office: For
completion (site),
(site), $1,800. Morgan
CityLaPhiladelphia,
Pa.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Mint
minti
Mint Building: For
Philadelphia,
For new
new roof,
roof, $20,000.
$20,000. mdep'hioa,
Pa.,
Contractors
for
pubRelief of contractors:
contractors: Toward the amount necessary
the paynecessary for the
pay- lic buildings.
rators for pubPayilic buildings.
ment of claims of contractors,
arising under
contractors, and so forth, arising
the .Act
conunder the
Act Payment
Paymentofof war
warcondition losses by.
the relief
entitled "An Act for the
relief of
of contractors
subcontrators for
contractors and
and subcontrators
for ditionloss
by.
Ante, p. 281.
the
the post offices
other buildings
buildings and
under the
the supervi
si
on
Poet,
p. 592.
offices and
and other
and work
work under
supervision
Poet, p.59.
of tre
thestTreasury Department, and
purposes," approved
and for
for other
other purposes,"
approved
August 25,
1919, $500,000:
vided, That
of the
25, 1919,
$500,000: Pro
Provided,
That thciecretary
the Secretary of
the P
Prgiipayments.
s
aTpayments.
Treasury is authorized
authorized to
any claim
payable
Treasury
to make
make partial
partial payments
payments of
of any
claim payable
F
Full
payment
under
and all
loss and
under said Act, and to make payment of any and
all loss
and expense
expense os
payment ofof
losses
due to war condiincurred by a
a contractor or
or subcontractor
subcontractor in
(exclusive of profits) incurred
in tions.
tio a
wns.fulfilling
fulfilling his contract or subcontract
subcontract with the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
in excess of the amount which such contractor
contractor or
or subcontractor
subcontractor may
may
receive under the terms of his contract
contract or subcontract, if such
such loss
loss
and expense were, in the opinion of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
due to war conditions.

PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH SERVICE.
PUBLIC
SERVICE.
For medical, surgical, and hospital services
services and supplies for warrisk insurance
insurance patients
patients and other beneficiaries
the Public
beneficiaries of
of the
Public Health
Health
Service, including
personnel, regular
including necessary personnel,
and reserve
comregular and
reserve cornmissioned
Public Health Service,
missioned officers of the Pubhc
Service, clerical help in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere, maintenance,
equipment, leases,
maintenance, equipment,
leases,
fuel, lights, water, printing, freight, transportation
transportation and travel,
travel, mainmaintenance and operation of passenger
passenger motor vehicles,
reasonable
vehicles, and
and reasonable
burial expenses
expenses (not exceeding
exceedin_g $100
$100 for
for any
any patient
patient dying
in hosdying in
hospital), $3,500,000:
Secretary of
$3,500,000: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
the Treasury
of the
Treasury is
is
authorized
of articles
authorized to make regulations governing the disposal of
articles
produced
produced by patients in the course of their curative
curative treatment,
treatment,
either by allowing the patient to retain same or by selling the articles
and depositing the money received to the credit of the appropriation
appropriation
from which
for making
the articles
from
which the
the materials
materials for
making the
articles were
were purchased.
purchased.
Hereafter
may purchase
Hereafter officers
officers of the Public Health Service may
purchase
quartermaster
quartermaster supplies from the Army
Navy, and
and Marine
Corps at
Army,' Navy,
Marine Corps
at
the same price as is charged officers of the Army, Navy, and Marine
Marine
Corps.
Corps.
Officers of the Public Health Service shall be credited with service
in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and the Coast
in computing
computing
Coast Guard in
longevity pay.
pay.

ServPublic Health
Health ,orvice.
Services,
Services,

supplies,
supplies,

etc., to
to war-risk
war-risk insurinsuretc,
ance patients, etc.

0
VoL 40,i'p.
aVoL4or
t3 1302.
1

Ante, p. 377.
tpp.
Post,
pp. 591,, 1024.
1024.

roviso.
ofient
is

Proviso.
Disposal of product
P
of
patients
during
treatment.

rdr

treatment.

officers may purp
s
ursu
etc..,, supcp Army',tc
.
p

p
cha
l,,
)F ce
Arrs
my,

plies

Lngevity
Longevitincredits for
service
other
branches.

banhes.

ot
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the propagation and sale of viruses,
Biologic products:
products: To
regulate the
To regulate
Biologic
serums,
products, and
for the
preparation of
the preparation
and for
analogous products,
and analogous
toxins, and
serums, toxins,
curative
and
diagnostic
biologic
products,
including
personal
service,
personal
including
products,
curative and diagnostic biologic
$15,000.
$15,000.
Hygienic
laboratory.
Hygienic
For maintaining
Laboratory,
Hygienic Laboratory,
the Hygienic
maintaining the
Laboratory: For
Hygienic Laboratory:
Hygienicaboatory.
$9,000.
$9,000.
A dditicmal
equipment,
etc.
For the
the purchase
purchase and
and installation
of additional
additional equipment
equipment and
installation of
For
epAdditional
Laboratory, $15,000.
furniture for
new additions
to the
Hygienic Laboratory,
$15,000.
the Hygienic
additions to
the new
for the
f ep furniture
epidemics: To enable
demics.
Prevention of
enable the President, in case only of
of epidemics:
Prevention
reventin o ep
threatened
or actual
of cholera,
typhus fever,
fever, yellow
yellow fever,
cholera, typhus
epidemic of
actual epidemic
threatened or
smallpox, bubonic
plague, Chinese
Chinese plague
trachoma,
black death, trachoma,
or black
plague or
bubonic plague,
smallpox,
influenza,
or infantile
infantile paralysis,
State and
and local boards, or
aid State
to aid
paralysis, to
influenza, or
otherwise, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, in
preventing and
and suppressing
the spread
spread
suppressing the
in preventing
otherwise,
of
the
same,
and
in
such
emergency
in
the
execution
quarantine
any
of
execution
the
in
emergency
such
in
and
of the same,
Proviso.
Report to Congress.
laws which
which may
may be
be then
then in
force, $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
Provided That aadetailed
in force,
laws
ReporttCo gr
report
hereunder shall annually hereafter
hereafter be subexpenditures hereunder
the expenditures
of the
report of
mitted
Congress.
to Congress.
mitted to
Hoepitals fr
forad
To enable
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
continue in effect the
to continue
Secretary of
the Secretary
enable the
To
Hospitals
Act to authorize
"An Act
:1)070ialf:is,Tic..
— provisions
section 2
the Act
authorize the
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
2 of
of section
provisions of
ablhedsoiers,etd
Re'de
l
"%
t
e•
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
to
provide
hospital
and
sanatorium
facilities
facilities
sanatorium
and
hospital
provide
to
Treasury
the
of
Secretary
.
Vol. 40,
P.
6
40sm
vo
marines,"
for discharged
sick and
and disabled
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and marines,"
disabled soldiers,
discharged sick
for
approved
March 3,
3, 1919,
$500,000, to
be expended
expended at the following
to be
1919, $500,000,
approved March
hospitals and
exceed the
following amounts,
respectively:
amounts, respectively:
the following
to exceed
not to
in not
and in
hospitals
Alexandria, Louisiana,
Louisiana, $25,000;
$25,000; Deming,
Mexico, $20,000;
$20,000;
Deming, New Mexico,
Alexandria,
Houston
Texas, $10,000;
$10,000; Perryville,
Maryland, $75,000; Greenville,
Greenville,
Perrville, Maryland,
Houston, Texas,
South
$75,000; Cape
New jersey,
$10,000; Hoboken,
Jersey, $10,000;
May, New
Cape May,
Carolina, $75,000.
South Carolina,
Pennsylvania,
New York,
$10,000; Saint Louis,
York, $10,000;
bansville, New
$10,000- Dansville,
Pennsylvania, $10,000;
Missouri,
New Haven,
Haven, Connecticut,
$25,000; West Roxbury,
Roxbury,
Connecticut, $25,000;
$5,000; New
Missouri, $5,000;
Massarhusetts,
$50,000; Helena,
Helena, Montana,
Montana $100,000;
$100,000; Boise, Idaho,
Massachusetts, $50,000;
further,
Proviso.
$75,000; East
Norfolk, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, $10,000:
$10,000: Provided
Provided further,
East Norfolk,
$75,000;
Prowi.
Corpus Cbristi, Tex.
T L That the
$150,000 contained
sum of
the appropriation
of $150,000
contained in
appropriation of
of the
$20,000 of
of $20,000
That the sum
us.
cVol. 40, p.. LW.
section 6
6 of
above-named Act is made available
available for such repair
the above-named
of the
section
work and
necessary to adapt the hospital at
be necessary
may be
as may
remodeling as
and remodeling
work
Copile
Christi, Texas,
Texas, to
the needs
of the
Health Service.
Service.
Public Health
the Public
needs of
to the
Corpus Christi,
Biladvieler, lmp I
To enable
the Treasury
Treasury to carry out at once the
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
enable the
T
e._
raediate'
" An
7 of the Act entitled
Son
provisions
paragraphs A
A and B
B of section 7
entitled "An
provisions of paragraphs
Addb
of hospital:eSotduin 0hogr
hospital
to
Treasury
V11.76;
p.1304..
.Act
to
authorize
the
Secretaryof
the
Treasury
provide
the
of
Secretary
the
authorize
Act to
'304
t;,rp.
and
sanatorium facilities
for discharged
discharged sick and disabled
disabled soldiers,
facilities for
and sanatorium
sailors, and
approved March 3, 1919, the limit of cost of
marines," approved
and marines,"
sailors,
the
acquisition of
the site
site and uncompleted
uncompleted building and the comof the
the acquisition
pletion of
the construction
construction of
buildings in Cook County,
of hospital buildings
of the
pletion
Cost
bwreased.
Thinois, authorized
authorized by
Act, is
hereby- increased
increased from $3,000,000
$3,000,000
is hereby
said Act,
by said
Illinois,
aed.
costin
Ards,
to
$3,400,000, and
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
and the
to $3,400,000,
A'.pP37.
to
enter into
into contracts
contracts therefor within the total limit of cost hereby
to enter
be used
Proviso.
fixed:
of said
so authorized
authorized shall
shall be
used
sum so
said sum
part of
That no
no part
Provided, That
fixed: Provided,
Proso.
Restriction,
pay any
present uncomprofit to either the owners of the land and present
any profit
to pay
Restrict
Company, or to the
pleted
building, Edward
Edward Hines
and the
the Shank
Shank Company,
Hines and
pleted building,
contractor for
the completion
completion of
work.
the work.
of the
for the
contractor
Advertising
Appropriations
Public Health
Health
the Public
for the
made for
hereafter made
or hereafter
herein or
Appropriations herein
redvertising restrioted.
s t ri
advertising in newspapers, magaService shall
shall not
not be
be expended
expended for advertising
Service
t'
procurement of
zines,
periodicals for
p
other than
than the procurement
other
any purpose
for any
or periodicals
zines, or
and equipment.
bids
for necessary
supTriZematerials,
materials, and
services, supplies,
necessary services,
bids for
Regulatig

Regulating
serums, etc.

viruses,
viruses,

serums,etc.

prevention

f

o

i.

ep

,

Insurance
War Risk Insurance
Bureau.
Bureau.
Compensation, etc.

Compesation, et.

BUREAU
BURBEAU

BRISK INSURANCE.
WA RISK
or WAR
INSURANCE.
OF

Military
Military and naval compensation:
compensation: For the payment of military and
expenses, services and supplies,
naval compensation,
compensation, funeral
funeral expenses,
supplies, as aunaval
thorized
$55,000,000.
law, $55,000,000.
by law,
thorized by
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WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT
For
in the
the District
District of
the use
of the
the
For rent of buildings
buildings in
of Columbia
Columbia for
for the
use of
War Department and
bureaus and
and offices,
$620.42.
and its bureaus
offices, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919, $620.42.
ADJUTANT
OFFICE.
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
GENERAL'S OFFICE.
exceeding $500,000
$3,500,000 for
for the
the
Not exceeding
$500,000 of the
the appropriation
appropriation of $3,500,000
custody of
records and
and for
for the
the employment
employment of
of
care and custody
of the draft records
clerical assistance
furnishing to
to adjutants
adjutants general
clerical
assistance for the purpose of
of furnishing
general
of States statements of service of soldiers who served m the war
war with
employment of clerical
assistance
Germany shall be available
available for the
the employment
clerical assistance
necessary
purpose of furnishing
furnishing such
necessary for the purpose
such information
information from
from the
records of the demobilized
demobilized army
may be
to
army as
as may
be properly
properly furnished
furnished to
officials, former soldiers,
soldiers and other
other persons entitled
entitled to receive
public officials.
receive
Secretary of War shall reallot
reallot the appropriation
it: Provided,
Provided,That the Secretary
appropriation
of $4,000,000
$4,000,000 for temporary
employees in the War
War Department
temporary employees
Department in
provide an
office
such manner as will provide
an allotment
allotment of
of $174,000
$174,000 for
for the office
of The Adjutant General in
to the
allotments already
made
in addition
addition to
the allotments
already made
current fiscal year for work in connection
connection with
for that office for the current
records of
of the
demobilized army.
records
the demobilized
army.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER

War Department.
Department.
War
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent
Rent.
Rent
Adjutant General's
Adjutant
General's
Office.
Office.
Clerical assistance
assistance in
in
Clerical
furnishing information
information
furnishing
from records of demobilized army.
army.
bilized
Ante, p.
109.
Ante,
p. 109.

Proviso.
Provio.
Reallotment
Reallotment of
of temporary employees.
porary
employees.
Vol. 40,
40, p. 1237..
1237..
Vol.

Engineer
Engineer
ment.
New

Depart-

Aqueduct

Bridge: For continuing
construction of the bridge
Aqueduct Bridge:
continuing the construction
bridge Bridge,
BriNdeD.q.ued
D. C.
Contuming construcauthorized
authorized in section 1
1of an Act entitled
entitled "An
provide for the tion.
"An Act to provide
Ctinugc

removal
what is
now known
known as
Aqueduct Bridge,
Bridge, across
across the
removal of
of what
is now
as the
the Aqueduct
the
thereof,"
Potomac River, and for the building
building of aa bridge
bridge in place
place thereof,"
approved
a proved May 18, 1916, $150,000,
$150,000, one-half
one-half to be
be payable
payable out
out of the
Treasury of the United
Treasury
United States and the other
other half
half out of the revenues
revenues
of the District of Columbia.
Columbia.

Post, p. 837.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
AND GROUND.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS.

Parkpolce.

VoL 39, p. 163.
VoL39,p.163.

Po4,p. 837.

Park police.

Increased

pay,

of,

The appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in section 44 of the Act approved
approved pyabhalfn
pein
y:bie
reattriggig:
rom D

December
"An Act to amend an Act entitled
'An nAcev.
364.
December 5, 1919, entitled "An
entitled 'An
t
,T4:31
.1:
4
5:
Act relating to the Metropolitan
Metropolitan police
of the
District of
of Columbia,'
Columbia,'
police of
the District
Post, p.
p. 837.
837.
approved
1901, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," shall
approved February 28, 1901,
shall be
be paid
paid Pot,
one-half out of the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States and one-half out of
the revenues
revenues of the District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
RIVER
HARBOR WORK.
WORK.
RIVER AND
AND HARBOR

River and
River
work.
Collision

For payment of claims adjusted
adjusted and settled under section
section 44 of the
River and Harbor Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved June 25, 1910,
1910, and
certified to Congress
Congress during the present session in Senate Document
Document
Numbered 214, $956.63.
Numbered
$956.63.

claim.

MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.
MILITARY
FSTABLESIIMENT.

A

SIGNAL SERVICE
SERVICE OF
THE ARMY.
ARMY.
SIGNAL
OF THE

harbor
harbor
damages
e

Vol. 36, p.6676.

mg

VOL 36p. 76.

Army.
Signal Service.
Telegraph and teIetaleTelegraph

Telegraph
and telephone
t
el
eph one s
yst
ems: F
or th
same purposes
purnoses as
speci- phone
phone sytems.
systems.
Telegraph and
systems:
For
thee same
as speci"An Act mnmaking appropri- vv
.ptip-n'
fled under
under this title in the Act entitled
entitled "An
Re
orior
,
°
p
P
.
r
te
.
n•
ations
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30,
ations for the support
support of the
the Army
Army for
the fiscal
1920, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved July 11,
11, 1919,
1919, the sum of
$300,000 is hereby
hereby made available
available until June
June 30, 1920, from the ap"Signal Service of the Army"
propriation "Signal
Army" for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ends: Pre,
Tui
°-.
at
J1..iono,
orfkea at
June 30, 1919: Provided,
Proided That not to exceed $3,000 may be expended
tcnlscboos.
expen 1• technical
schooLs.
from the appropriation
Service of the Array'
Army" for the fiscal A*4
A P.
P.107.
appropriation for "Signal
"Signal Service
I°7*

510
510
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1920.

year
June 30,
30, 1920,
1920, for
for tuition,
laboratory fees, and so forth,
forth,
tuition, laboratory
ending June
year ending
for
detailed to
to civilian
civilian technical
schools for the
technical schools
officers detailed
orps officers
Signal Corps
for Signal
purpose of
pursuing technical
instruction along Signal
technical courses of instruction
of pursuing
purpose

Corns lines.
lines.

ashington-Alaska military
cable and telegraph
telegraph system: For demilitary cable
ashington-Alask
fraying
the
cost
of
such
extensions,
betterments,
operations, and
operations,
betterments,
extensions,
such
fraying the cost of
maintenance
of the
military cable and telegraph
telegraph
Washington-Alaska military
the Washington-Alaska
maintenance of
system, including
the
same
objects
specified
under
this
head
in the
the
in
head
this
under
system, including the same objects specified
ReaPPrciPrm
Army
Appropriation Act
for the
fiscal year
the sum
sum of
of $95,000
$95,000
1920, the
year 1920,
the fiscal
Act for
Army.Appropriation
Vol.
40, p. 847.
Rvi.pp.t.
is made
made available
available from
from the
appropriation for the "Signal
"Signal Service of
the appropriation
is
the
Army," for
fiscal year
1919, to
to continue
continue available
available during the
year 1919,
the fiscal
for the
the Army,"
fiscal year
1921.
year 1921.
fiscal
Medical
DepartDEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL
DepartMedical

Washington -Alaska
Waston-Als

COWS

cable, etc.

ment.
menat.

Medical and hospital
ho't
Meldi' and
supplies.
Reappropriation.
VOL 40, p. 865.
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For the
medic,a1 and
hospital department,
department, including the same oband hospital
the medical
For
jects
Appropriation Act for the
specified under this head in the Army Appropriation
jects specified
fiscal
year
1920,
the
sum
of
$1,500,000
is
made available
available from the
made
is
fiscal year 1920, the sum of $1,500,000
appropriation
"Medical and
Hospital Department"
Department" for the fiscal year
and Hospital
appropriation "Medical
1919.
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCEILLANEOUS.

Missouri
River.
Misaourl River.
Bridge
at Fort LeavBIsdatFotLeavenworth, Kans.

eortls

Proviso.
Mate.n
Maintenanoe.

Ordnance
Ordnance
meat.
ment.

T

DepartDepart-

For bridge
Ser0138 the
the Missouri
connecting the
the two
tracts of
two tracts
River connecting
Missouri River
bridge across
For

land composing
military reservation
Leavenworth, Kanreservation at Fort Leavenworth,
the military
composing the
land
sas,
$35,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
thrown open for
case said bridge is thrown
in case
sas, $35,000:
public
use one-half
one-half the
the cost
maintenance thereof shall be paid
cost of the maintenance
public use
by local interests.
DEPARTMENT.
'
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
'
ORDNANCE

ordnance
Not to
to exceed
derive from the sale of surplus ordnance
,000,00t derived
exced $3,000,000
Not
appropriation of the
ordnance storesshall
stores shall be
be credited
credited to the appropriation
the Ordand ordnance
of sur- and
Department for
for the fiscal year 1920 which is available for the
nance Department
t. nance

s- re'symen
e tof, frorzi
PSawmen
ceipts from sales of sureptsrosafSIes
plus
stores, etc.

n
payment
of expenses
expenses incurred
incurred outside
outside of the District of Columbia
Columbia in
payment of
hanprotection,
maintaining
salvage
activities,
including
necessary
necessary
including
activities,
maintaining salvage
dling and
and storage
connecincidental expenses in connecand other incidental
charges, and
storage charges,
dling
war supplies.
preparation for sale of surplus war
with the preparation
tion with
Ordnance, United States Army, is authorized
Storage
The Chief of Ordnance,
authorized to exThe
faclities.
torage facilities.
unexpended
Us of t
mexpended
Use
heretofore
appropriations
of
balance
bala
nces
e
of
constmcpend
from
the
unexpended
balance
appropr
iations
heretofore made
made
unexpended
the
from
balances of cnstrc- pend
construction of
fortifications" for the
"Armament of fortifications"
title "Armament
tion,
etc., for.
under
the construction
under the title
tin, etc.,for.
storage facilities,
facilities, including
appurtenances, for ammunition
ammunition
necessary appurtenances,
including necessary
storage
and
components thereof,
thereof, for cannon,
cannon, small arms, machine guns, and
and
and components
trench
exceeding $5,000,$5,000,ordnance material, not exceeding
other ordnance
and for other
warfare, and
trench warfare,
000,
which amount
amount shall remain
during the fiscal
fiscal year 1921:
available during
remain available
000, which
Provided,
Army, is hereby
hereby
Ordnance, United States Army,
Provided, That the Chief of Ordnance,
Provisos.
pwi,.
Utah.
Ogden,
Utah.
Ogden
of the amount
authorized
to
expend
such
part,
not
exceeding
$98,000,
amount
exceeding
not
part,
such
expend
to
authorized
orUdepot.
nOdfor
Land
depot.
herein authorized
authorized as
be necessary
purchase of land in the
Post,
p. 894
804.
necessary for the purchase
may be
as may
herein
Pos, p.
vicinity-of Ogden, Utah, to be used as a
asite for an ammunition
ammunition storage
vicinity
cttl
i
tdsd.'an,
:onstrue- depot:
further, That
no part
of the
construction work
work hereherethe construction
part of
That no
Proliedfurther,
depot: Provided
onstruccost-plus
tioi
under
be done
done on
Provided further,
percentage basis: Provdedfurther,
cost-plus percentage
on aacost-plus
shall be
under shall
ttnoridden.
use
Wis., That
no part
part of
the appropriations
made or made available
available shall
herein made
appropriations herein
of the
That no
parta, wis.,
for Sparta,
Us for
permanent high explosive
construction of permanent
prohibited.
be
explosive storage
storage facilfacilthe construction
for the
used for
be used
prohibited.
constructhe
re
q
uve.
ities
at
or
near
Sparta,
Wisconsin:
Provided
further,
That
construcProvidedfrter,
require- ities at or near Sparta, Wisconsin:
Contract
wants.
tion work
hereunder shall be done by contract, let to the lowest rework hereunder
tion
ments.
sponsible bidder,
bidder, and
and no bid shall be accepted for any building to cost
sponsible
in
per square
square foot
building or $2.90
$2.90 for
an unlined building
for an
foot for
$2.45 per
of $2.45
excess of
in excess
_ .
a
lined building.
building.
a lined
Navy Department.
Department.
Navy
NAVY
DEPARTMEJNT.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
Naval
and
Records and
Naval Records
Library.
Library.

i
Re'ras°
of W ar

OFFICE
NAVAL
OFFICE OF NAVAL

LIBRARY.
RECORDS AND LIBRARY.
RECORDS

Europe: The appropriNaval
of war
war with
Central Powers of Europe:
appropriwith Central
records of
Naval records
aa view
with
classification,
allowed ation for the collection or copying and
pres
and
classification,
with
view to
to
from
from funds
for.
f
Vol. 40,
its.
publication, of
records of the war with the Central
Central Powers
of the naval records
publication,
o,p.
p .242.
vol.
Recos
Europe.

Purchases

War

in

allowed

of Europe,
so forth,
made in
the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
in the
forth, made
and so
Europe, and
of
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1920.

Judicial Appropriation
Judicial
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1920, is made available
for
periodicals, photographs,
photographs, maps,
maps, and other
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of books, periodicals,
other

publications, documents,
pictorial records.
publications,
documents, and
and pictorial
records.

Naval Records
of the
the Rebellion:
Rebellion: Not
Not exceeding
$15,500 of
of the
Rebellion.
Naval
Records of
exceeding $15,500
the unun- RebSelion.

expended balance
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
the continuation
continuation for
the
expended
balance of
for the
for the

of the

publicContinuing publica-

ti2 ntinuing

fiscal
fiscal years 1913 and 1914 of the publication
publication of an edition of eleven t
thousand copies
copies of the official
records of the
Union and
Confederate
official records
the Union
and Confederate
Navies,
Navies, in the War of the Rebellion, which were continued and made
Vol. 39, p. 814.
available
until June
1918, by
by the
the Act
Act approved
approved September
September 8,
8, 1916,
available until
June 30,
30, 1918,
1916,
are further
June 30,
are
further continued
continued and
and made
made available
available until
until June
30, 1921.
1921.

Vl. 39,p. 814-

Nal
colision
Naval collis ion

adjusted and determined
Damage claims: To pay the claims adjusted
determined by claims.
Vol. 36, p. 607.
the Navy
Navy Department
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the Vol.
the
Department under the Naval
Naval Appropriation
36,p.607.
1911, on account of damages occasioned
fiscal year 1911,
occasioned to private property
property
by collisions
collisions with vessels of the United States Navy and for which
which
naval vessels were responsible,
responsible, certified
House DocuDocunaval
certified to Congress in
in House
Numbered 580 of the present session,
ment Numbered
session, $7,212.84.
$7,212.84.

NAVAL
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.
BUREAU
OF YABDS
AND DOCKS.
BUREAU or
YARDS AND
DOCKS.

Navy.

Navy.

Bureau of
of Yards
Yards and
and
Docks.
Docks.
Maintenance.

Maintenance, Bureau of Yards and Docks: For general mainteMaintenance,
under
nance of yards and docks, including the same objects
objects specified
specified under
this head in the Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920,
$800,000.
$800,000.
Additional
allowThe limitation
limitation specified
specified in
in the
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act
the anceddtssifiealwAct for
for the
ance for classified employees.
fiscal year 1920 on expenditures
expenditures for pay of classified
classified employees from ployees.
Ante, p. 143.
the appropriation
the
appropriation "Maintenance,
"Maintenance, Bureau
Bureau of
of Yards
Docks," is
Yards and
and Docks,"
is Ae, p 143
increased by the sum of $400,000.
increased
Aitional awAdditional
allowspecified in the Legislative,
The limitation specified
Legislative, Executive, and Judicial ance for tecnicalservtechnical services.
Appropriation Act
Appropriation
for the
fiscal year
1920 on
on expenditures
expenditures for
pay Vol.
Act for
the fiscal
year 1920
for pay
ol. 40,
40, p.
p. 1245.
1245.
of skilled draftsmen and other technical
technical services in the Bureau of
Yards and Docks from appropriations
appropriations and allotments
allotments under said
said
bureau is increased by the sum of $123,000.
$123,000.
PUBLIC
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
AND DOCKS.
PUBLIC WORKS,
WORKS, BUREAU
YARDS AND
DOCKS.

Public works.
works.
Public
Norfolk, Va.

Norfolk, Virginia,
Virginia, Navy Yard: For dry dock and accessories,
accessories, Noroll:,Va.
exclusive of any
exclusive
any profit
profit to
to the
the contractor,
contractor, $451,047.30.
$451,047.30.
Pearl Harbor, HaPearl
complete, waurl
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii, naval station:
station: For dry dock, to complete,
Harbo
Hawaii.
$163,914.89.
$163,914.89.
Post, p, 591.
For expenditures
expenditures incident to the construction
construction of the Pearl Harbor
Harbor P' p 591.
Dry Dock, as set forth in Senate Document
Numbered 210,
210, SixtyDocument Numbered
sixth
Congress, second
second session,
$128,260.60.
sixth Congress,
session, $128,260.60.
Port
, C.
Port Royal, S. C.
Port Royal,
Royal, South Carolina,
Carolina, marine
marine recruiting
recruiting station: For addi- Parris
Parris bland
purlnd purtional compensation
for property
property taken
taken over
over under
under the
authority chase.
tional
compensation for
the authority
Vo,
, p.72724.
Vol. 40
40,p.
4 .
contained
contained in
m the Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved July
July 1,
1, 1918,
1918,
$117,940, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary.
$117,940,
BUREAU
OF SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
ACCOUNTS.
BUREAU OF
AND ACCOUNTS,

Bureau
Bureau of Supplies
and
and Accounts.
Accounts.
Allowance of quar-

"Pay of the Navy, 1918,"
1918," ters
teAroa
fcer
of famiPay of the Navy: The appropriation
appropriation "Pay
for officers'
1
1918.
available to pay claims of officers
lie;
39.
i
is made available
officers of the United States Navy lies
Vol. 39 p. 1181.
accruing
1, 1918,
which have
accruing prior to July 1,
1918, which
have been
or may
presented Vo
been or
may be
be presented
Vol. 40,
40, p. 530.
53o.
pursuant to the Act of April 16, 1918,
1918, allowing the payment
payment of commutation for quarters, heat, and light to officers
officers of the Army, Navy,
Navy,
and Marine
Ante, p.
p. 10.
140.
Marine Corps on duty
duty in the field or without the territorial juris- An,
diction of the United
United States, who maintain a
a place
place of abode for a
a
wife, child, or dependent parent.
parent.
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DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
THY. INTERIOR.
INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT

Interior Department.
Interior
Columbia
Columbia

Sass. II.
II. C
H. 94.
CH.
eSRs.

InstituInstitu-

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA

tion for the Deaf.
tion

ricsrrrii•liox
DEAF.
THE DEAF.
FOR THE
INSTITUTION FOR

For
of the
institution, including
incidental
including salaries and incidental
the institution,
support of
For support
expenses, books
general repairs and
illustrative apparatus, and general
books and illustrative
expenses,
improvements, $8,000.
improvements,
Contingent expenses.
Contingentexpnses.
Operating exnenses,
Department BiTiiiing

Deoattus

CONTINGENT
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.

For
power, electric
electric light,
light,. gas,
window washing, and
gas, window
electrical power,
For electrical

telephone service,
service, fuel,
window shades, awnings,
awnings, and
telephones, window
fuel, telephones,
telephone

other materials
materials and
and supplies
supplies as
as in
judgment of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the judgment
in the
other
the
be required
required for
general maintenance
maintenance and
operation
and operation
for general
may be
Interior may
the Interior
of the
Interior Department
Department offices,
offices, $15,000.
$15,000.
for Interior
building for
the building
of
Geological Survey.
Geological
Survey.
Alaska mineral reo^ask
sources.

meral re-

National Park Serve.atoal
Prk Sice.

GEOLOGICAL
GEOLOGICAL SUBVEY.
SURVEY.

continuation of the investigation
For continuation
investigation of the mineral
mineral resources
resources of

Alaska, $75,000,
available during the fiscal year 1921.
1921.
continue available
$75,000, to continue
Alaska,
NATIONAL
SEBVICE.
NATIONAL PARB
PARK SERVICE.

Glacier, Mont.
Fighting forest fires.

Glacier
Park, Montana:
reimbursement of the approFor reimbursement
Montana: For
National Park,
Glacier National
priation
1920 on account of expendifiscal year 1920
for the fiscal
park for
for the park
priation for
tures for
for fighting
forest
fires in
the park,
$19,849.12.
$19,849.12.
park,
the
in
fires
forest
fhng
tures
Yellowstone, Wyo.
Yellowstone National
Park, Wyoming:
For reimbursement
reimbursement of
of the
the
Wyoming: For
National Park,
Yellowstone
k
re fires.
Fighting forest
appropriation for
park for the fiscal year 1920 on account of
for the park
appropriation
expenditures for
fighting forest
purchasing hay
forest fires in the park and purchasing
for fighting
expenditures
for
feeding
oil
elk,
$35,026.64.
for feeding of elk, $35,026.64.
I h.
ay for elk
Hay
herd.
For the purchase
such additional
additional quantities
quantities of hay as may be
purchase of such
Y
necessary
to
insure
preservation
of
the
northern herd
herd of
of elk,
elk, $8,000.
$8,000.
northern
the
of
preservation
insure
to
necessary
of
bridge
Protection
bridge.
Protection
protection
For the
construction of
necessary for the protection
of aalog crib dam necessary
the construction
For
of
bridge over
over the
the Elk
Elk Fork
River on the Cody
Shoshone River
Fork of the Shoshone
of bridge
approach road
road to
Yellowstone National
$3,000.
National Park, $3,000.
to Yellowstone
approach

aFshnigen t res.

Patent
Office.
Patent Office.

PATENT OFFICE.
PATENT

Additional employemployees.
eedditional

1 to June 30, 1920,
For
additional employees from March
March 1
1920, inclusive,
For additional
at
rates of
of compensation
compensation as
as follows: Examiners-one
Examiners—one princiat annual
annual rates
pal at
at $2,700,
two first
first assistants
at $2,400
$2,400 each,
second assistants
assistants
each, two second
assistants at
$2,700, two
pal
at
two third
third assistants
assistants at
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, two
two fourth assisteach, two
$2,100 each,
at $2,100
trade-marks and designs-one
ants
$1,500 each;
examiners of
designs—one
of trade-marks
each; examiners
at $1,500
ants at
second assistant
assistant at
at $2,100,
$2,100, two third
assistants at $1,800 each, two
third assistants
second
fourth
$1,500 each;
each; clerks-one
clerks—one of class
class four
four (versed
(versed in
assistants at $1,500
fourth assistants
eight of class three,
business
four of
three, ten
of class
class four, eight
administration), four
business administration),
of class
class two;
two; draftsmen-one
draftsmen—one at $1,600,
$1,600, one at $1,400;
$1,400; translator of
of
languages, $1,600;
$1,600; in
all,
$22,466.67.
all,
$22,466.67.
in
languages,
Deposit of fees, etc.
Hereafter
Depositofees, etc.
Hereafter all patent fees shall be paid to the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Treasury of the United
Patents,
who shall deposit
deposit the
the same in the Treasury
United
Patents, who
States
in such
manner as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
shall direct,
direct,
Treasury shall
of the
the Treasury
manner
such
in
States
Refund of excess.
or sums
and
is authorized
to pay
pay back any sum or
authorized to
commissioner is
and said
said commissioner
Reundoexs
of
money paid
paid to
by any
any person by mistake
mistake or in excess of the
him by
to him
of money
required by
law.
by law.
is- fee
fee required
eekly isCopies of weekly
tradesues
For
of weekly
of patents,
patents, designs,
designs, and tradeissue of
copies of
weekly issue
producing copies
etc.
For producin&
sues of
of patents,
patents, etc.
marks;
production of
of copies
copies of
and specifications
specifications of
of exof drawings
drawings and
marks; production
transporting
hausted patents
patents and
and other
other papers;
papers; and
and for expense
expense of transporting
hausted
publications of
patents issued
issued by
Patent Office
foreign GovernGovernOffice to foreign
by the Patent
of patents
publications
ments, $25,004.
$25,000.
ments,
ands.
Public lands.
LAND SERVICE.
PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAND
SERVICE.
Timber
tions,
is, etc.

depreda-

epre

eicleaiowancein.
crIe
s
X e an°warie e in.
i

which
The amount
so forth:
timber, and
Depredations
on public
public timber,
and so
forth: The
amount which
Depredations on
may be
be expended
from the
the appropriation
appropriation "Depredations
may
expended from
"Depredations on public
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1920.
1920.

Ante, p. 194, amendtimber, and
and so
forth, fiscal
year 1920,"
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of motormotor- ed.
timber,
so forth,
1920," for
fiscal year
ed",P
p 194, amend-

passenger-carrying vehicles and for the purchase of motor
propelled passenger-carrying
cycles for
for the use
use of
of agents and others employed
employed in
in the
the field
field service
service
and for the operation, maintenance,
for
maintenance, and exchange
exchange of same and for
operation and
increased from
operation
and maintenance
maintenance of a
a motor boat, is
is increased
from $15,000
$15,000
Oregon
California
$20,000.
to $20,000.
Oregon -- California
Railroad lands.
lands.
For the protection
For
protection of the so-called Oregon
Oregon and California Railroad
Railroad Rilrod
Protection.
Road lands: To
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of
lands and
and Coos
Coos Bay
Bay Wagon
Wagon Road
the Interior, with the cooperation
Agriculture or
cooperation of the Secretary of Agriculture
or
judgment may be most advisable, to establish
establish
otherwise, as
as in
in his judgment
and maintain
maintain a
prevent trespass
to guard
guard against
and
a patrol to
to prevent
39, p. 218.
218.
trespass and
and to
against and
and Vol. 39,p.
check
fires upon
upon the
the lands
the United
United States
the Act
Act coos
check fires
lands revested
revested in
in the
States by
by the
Wagon
Coos Bay
Bay Wagon
Road lands.
approved June
1916, and
and the
the lands
as the
approved
June 9,
9, 1916,
lands known
known as
the Coos
Coos Bay
Bay Wagon
Wagon Roadlands.
VoL 40, p. 1179.
Road
lands involved
involved in
Southern Oregon
Oregon Company
Company VoL40,p.1179.
Road lands
in the
the case
case of
of Southern
of Apagainst
Ap2711, in the Circuit Court of
United States
States (numbered
(numbered 2711,
against United
peals
$14,110.
the Ninth Circuit),
Circuit), $14,110.
peals of the
Public buildings.
PUBLIC
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS.
BUILDINGS.
Old

Land

Bu__ilding, D. C.
Old
Office Building:
Building: For
labor and
and material
in the
the Building,
Old Land
Land Office
For labor
material required
required in
D.C.
ziepairs.
installation
cleaner for
installation of
of a
a new
new ash tank
tank and for
for a
a vacuum
vacuum cleaner
for waterwaterOffice Buildtube boilers in the power plant located
located in
in the Old Land Office
', Seventh
Seventh and
and E
E Streets,
$8,000.
ing,
CapitoL
Streets, northwest,
northwest, $8,000.
Capitol.
etc.
Capitol Buildings:
Capitol and
and. for general
general repairs
repairs Repairs,
Repairs, etc.
Buildings: For work
work at the
the Capitol
Capitol
thereof, including cleaning
cleaning and repairing
lags for the
repairing works of art, 4.ags
east and west fronts of the center of
of the Capitol
Capitol and for Senate
Senate and
and
House Office
Office Buildings;
Buildings; flagstaffs,
flagstaffs, halyards,
halyards, and tackle;
tackle; wages of
House
purchase and maintenance,
maintenance, and driving of
mechanics and laborers;
laborers; purchase
motor-propelled,
passenger-carrying office
motor-propelled, passenger-carrying
office vehicles;
vehicles; and
and not ex
exceedingg
$100 for the purchase
purchase of technical and necessary
necessary reference
reference books and
and
city directory, $24,000.
$24,000.

HOSPITAL.
SAINT ELIZABETHS
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL.

The accounting
officers of
Treasury_are
authorized and
and directed
The
accounting officers
of the
the Treasury
are authorized
directed

Office
Office

Saint
Elizabeths HosSaintElizabethsHospital.
pital
George W. Kraig.

Credit in acounts.
accounts.
crelnn

to credit in the accounts of George W. Kreis, special disbursing
disbursing
agent for Saint Elizabeths
Hospital, sums aggregating
Elizabeths Hospital,
aggregating $185.66,
disallowed by the accounting
accounting officers of the Treasury
covering items disallowed
in his
his accounts
the period
ending September
September 21,
21, 1919.
1919.
in
accounts for
for the
period ending
Readustment
of
Readjustment
salaries.
Hereafter the
the accounting
accounting officers
of the
the Treasury
Treasury are
are authorized
authorized saaries.
Hereafter
officers of
Credits authorized of
to
to credit
credit the
the accounts
of the
the special
agent of
of Saint
Saint Elizaaccounts of
special disbursing
disbursing agent
Eliza- pCredits
gea
payments byu
by special
disbursing agent In.
beths
beths Hospital
Hospital with
with such
such amounts
amounts as
as he
he has
has or
or may
may hereafter
hereafter pay
pay disbursingentn
in carrying out the provision of the Sundry Civil .Act
Act of July 19, Ante,
2m.
,, p. 205.
and
relating to the readjustment
readjustment of salaries
salaries at the hospital, and
1919, relating
the
allowances for maintenance,
maintenance, where
where the
the schedule
schedule of
of salaries
salaries and allowances
hospital, approved
Secretary of
latter is not
not provided
provided by the hospital,
approved by
by the
the Secretary
the
August 1
25, 1919,
1919, respectively,
the Interior
Interior August
1 and
and November
November 25,
respectively, or
or as
as VoL38
335
VoL 38, p. 335.
may be
modified hereafter
hereafter by
nothwitstandmg the
the Act of R. S., sec. 4339, p.938.
by him,
him, nothwitstanding
may
be modified
April
April 6, 1914, or section 4839, Revised Statutes, United States, as R.s.,sec439p.93&
amended.
amended.
.
Disposal of articles
produced by patients.
of the
Interior is
to make
make regulations
The Secretary
The
Secretary of
the Interior
is authorized
authorized to
regulations producedbypatients.
governing
disposal of articles produced
Saint
governing the disposal
produced by
by patients
patients of Saint
Elizabeths
treatment either
ths Hospital in the course
course of their curative
curative treatment,
by allowing the pati
patient
selling the articles and
ent to retain
retain same or by selling
depositing
depositmg the money received to the credit of the appropriation
appropriation
from which the materials for making the articles were purchased.
purchased.
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
POST OFFICE
POST
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, including
including the same objects specified
specified under
Legislative, Executive,
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation
this head in the Legislative,
Executive, and Judicial

Post Office
Office Depart-

ment.

Contingent expense.
expenses.
Contigent
Miscellaneous items.

e

items
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1920.
1920.

Act
for the
the fiscal
year 1920,
1920, $15,000,
$15,000, of
sum not
not to
to exceed
exceed
of which
which sum
Act for
fiscal year
$6,500
exceed
not to
to exceed
telephone service
service and not
$6,500 may
may be
be expended
expended for telephone
$150
.
be expended
expended for
car fares.
fares.
street car
for street
$150 may
may be
POSTAL
SERVICE .
POSTAL SERVICE.

Postal service.
From postal MVO.
reve
flues.
nues.

POSTAL REVENUES.
OUT OF THE POSTAL
REVENUES.

Postmaster General.
Postmaster
General.
Equipment shop.
shops.
Equipment

First Assistant
Assistant Postmaster General.
General

OFFICE
GENERAL.
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER

For gas, electric
electric power and light, and the repair of machinery,
machinery,
United States Post Office
Office Department
equipment shops building,
Department equipment
$1,000.
$1,000.
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTEB
OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT

Assistant
ters.

Assstant postmaspostmas

compensation to assistant postmasters
postmasters at first and second
second
For compensation
class offices,
offices, $350,000.
$350,000.
class
Clerks, etc., first and
For
to clerks
clerks and
at first
class
second class
first and
and second
employees at
and employees
For compensation
compensation to
.c class
,ets
.n,as
second
offices. nd
post
offices,
$500,000.
post
offices,
$500,000.
-a
For
An
Temporary,
Temporary, auxi&
For
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire
hire and
and for
for substitute
substitute clerk
clerk
and auxiliary
temporary and
For temporary
sutte
aryand
pry,
and substitute
clerk
hire for elerks
clerks and
clerk hire.
hire.
and employees
employees absent with pay at first and
and second
second
unusual conditionsx

Unusual conditiceis.
Car fare and
clesar
and
cles.

bicy-

icy-

slimmer
class post offices and temporary and auxiliary clerk hire at summer
and winter resort post offices, $2,000,000.
For unusal
Conditions at
post offices,
offices, $125,000.
For
unusual conditions
at post
$125,000.

For car fare and bicycle allowance,
allowance, $50,000.
$50,000.

Third
Assistant
Assistant
Third
Postmaster
Postmaster General.
GeneraL

OFFICE OF
or THIRD
THIRD ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
OFFICE

Indemnity, lost doIndemnity,
mestic maiL
mail

For payment of limited indemnity for the injury
injury or loss of pieces of
domestic registered matter, insured, and collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery mail,
$500,000.

Fourth
Assistant
Assistant
Postmaster General.
Postmaster
Twine, etc.
etc.
S
tationery.
Stationery.

OFFICE OF FOURTH ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

For
wrapping twine
devices, $25,000.
For wrapping
twine and tying devices,
$25,000.
For
the same
objects
For stationery for
for the
the Postal
Postal Service,
Service, including
including the
same objects
specified
specified under this head in the Post Office Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for
the fiscal year
year 1920,
1920, $100,000.
$100,000.

Audited settlesnenta.
settlements.

Special delivery
delivery fees.

Department
of JusDepartment of
tice.

AUDITED SETTLEMENTS.
SETTLEMENTS.

For
For
years:
years:
For
For
For
For

special-delivery messengers
for the
fees to
to special-delivery
messengers for
the following
following fiscal
fiscal

1918, $700.11;
$700.11;
1919, $303,911.25.
1919,
$303,911.25.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

Stationery.
Stationery.
Furniture.

For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including
including telegraphing,
fuel,
telegraphing, fuel,
lights, foreign
foreign postage,
of grounds,
postage, labor
labor,'repairs of buildings,
buildings, care
care of
grounds,
typewriters and
machines and
and
books of
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, typewriters
and adding
adding machines
exchAnge of
street car
exceeding $200,
$200, and
and other
other
exchange
of same,
same, street
car fares
fares not
not exceeding
necessaries, directly
directly ordered
ordered by
$5,000.
necessaries,
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, $5,000.
department and its several
For stationery for department
several bureaus, $5,000.
For furniture
repairs, including
including carpets,
cases,
furniture and repairs,
carpets, file
file holders, and cases,
$2,500.
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1920.

DETECTION
AND PROSECUTION
CRIME.
OF CRIME.
PROSECUTION OF
DETECTION AND

Detection and prosDetectioncrime.
and prosecution of crime.
ecution

Advances permitted
Appropriations
Department of
the fiscal
fiscal froAdvfcesore'mtt"
for the
of Justice
Justice for
under the
the Department
Appropriations under
from fund for.
year 1920 for
detection and
prosecution of
of crimes
year
for detection
and prosecution
crimes shall
shall be
be available
available
for advances
advances made
made by
by the
said department,
for
the disbursing
disbursing clerk
clerk of
of said
department, when
when
authorized
the Attorney
provisions R.S ec.348,p.718.
authorized and
and approved
approved by
by the
Attorney General,
General, the
the provisions
sec.3648, p. 718.
of
3648 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes to
contrary notwithstandPro0so.
notwithstand- Pitroviso.
the contrary
to the
of the
of section
section 3648
Additional
allowing:
Provided, That
That the
$75,000, in
addition to
now proing: Provided,
the sum
sum of
of $75,000,
in addition
to that
that now
pro- anced
n the
ance in
the District.
vided
by
law,
shall
be
available
for
the
compensation
of
necessary
vided by law, shall be available for the compensation of necessary
employees
serving at
at the
seat of
of government.
employees serving
the seat
government.
;

UNITED STATES
COURTS.
UNITED
STATES COURTS.itedStatescourts.

United States courts.
courts.

District judges.

apThe
appropriation contained
contained in
in the
the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
and Application
The appropriation
Application of apJudicial Appropriation
Act of
of March
March 1, 1919,
for salaries
salaries of
of district
district prpnlaon.
7ol.423 .1264.
Judicial
Appropriation Act
1919, for
judges,
be available
available for
the salaries
of all
all United
United States
judges, shall
shall be
for the
salaries of
States district
district
judges
for the
fiscal year
judges lawfully
lawfully entitled
entitled thereto
thereto for
the fiscal
year 1920, or
or any
any portion
portion
Department
thereof.
Department of Agria
lture.
cculture.
OF AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE.
pr

BUREAU
C
'
RGP ESTIMATES.
ESTIMATES.
BUREAU OF
OF CBOP

For
amount required
required for
year 1918
to meet
meet the
the
For additional
additional amount
for the
the fiscal
1918 to
fiscal year
increased
of envelopes,
envelopes, in
with the
adjustment made
made
increased cost
cost of
in accordance
accordance with
the adjustment
by the
General under
under section
section 4
Post Office
Office ApproAppro4 of
of the
the Post
by
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
priation A.ct,
Act, approved July 2, 1918, $1,382.56.
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE.
OF COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT OF
BUREAU
Tab CENSUS.
BUREAU OF THE
CENSUS.

na

.

Estimates BuCrop Estimates

rLean.
ea u

Envelopes, 1918.

Envlopes, 1918

VoL4
VoL 40, p. 753.
753.
Department
CornDepartment of Com-

merce.
merce.

Census Office.

Expenses of taking
tnsu
peteo Census.
For
salaries and
and necessary
for taking,
taking, compiling,
compiling, and
and pubFor salaries
necessary expenses
expenses for
pub- ForE
Fourteenth
Vol. 40, p. 1291.
lishing the
the Fourteenth
Census of
of the
the United
United States;
States; for
lishing
Fourteenth Census
for rent
rent of
of office
office Vol
40, p. 1291.

quarters
quarters outside the
and for carrying
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; and.for
carrying on during
decennitd census
authorize and
the decennial
census period all other work authorized
and directed
directed
by law,
construction, and
and repair
repair of
of cardlaw, including
including purchase,
purchase, rental,
rental, construction,
cardpunching, card-sorting,
card-sorting,. and card-tabulating
punching,
card-tabulating machinAry;
machinery; experimental
experimental
constructing an
integrating
work in developing,
developing, improving, and constructing
an integrating
counter for
for use
in statistical
work; repairs
to such
such machinery
machinery and
and other
other
counter
use in
statistical work;
repairs to
mechanical appliances;
mechanical services
connecmechanical
appliances; technical
technical and mechanical
services in
in connecrental, construction, rep
.
air, and
tion therewith
therewith, and
and purchase, rental,
repair

exchange
equipment and
mechanical appliances;
appliances; and
and inclu.ding
exchange of
of equipment
and mechanical
including Available
or two
Available for
two
services in the District of Columbia and in the field, years.
personal services
years.
continue available
$2,550,000, to continue
available until
until June
June 30, 1922.
COAST
AND GEODETIC
GEODETIC SURVEY.
COAST AND
SURVEY.

Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic

Survey.
Survey.

Expenses.
Expenses.

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to
of
to the work of
the Coast
and Geodetic
the
Coast and
Geodetic Survey, including maintenance, repair, or
or
operation
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles for use in field
field
operation of motor-propelled
compensation at
exceed $1
$1 per
per day
work, including
including extra compensation
at not
not to
to exceed
day for
for
each station to employees
employees of the Lighthouse Service while observing
observing
currents, and including compensation,
compensation, not otherwise
tides or currents,
otherwise approappropriated for, of persons
commutation
persons employed in the field work, and commutation
a rate not exceeding
to officers of the field force while on field duty, at a
exceeding
$2.50 per day each, to be expended
expPnded in accordance
accordance with the regularegulations relating
prescribed by the
relating to the Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
Survey prescribed
Secretary
Secretary of Commerce, and under the following
following heads:
heads:
Field
For surveys
surveys and
necessary resurveys
of the
Atlantic el
Field expenses:
expenses: For
and necessary
resurveys of
the Atlantic
At~Uc
and Gulf coasts of the United States, including the coasts of outlying
islands under the jurisdiction of the United States, $37,000;
$37,000;

tric

and

and

Gull

Gul
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Pacific coasts.
Pcific
coasts.

1920.

Ocean
Pacific Ocean
on the Pacific
For
and necessary
restirveys of
of coasts on
necessary resurveys
surveys and
For surveys

under the
jurisdiction of the
$57,000;
the United States, $57,000;
the jurisdiction
under

meridian
continagneticgnc
For continuing
magnetic observations
observations and to establish meridian
lines in
in connection
lines
connection therewith in all parts of the United States; magnetic
observations in
in other
regions
jurisdiction of the
the jurisdiction
ons under the
otherions
netic observations
United States;
purchase of
additional magnetic
lease
instruments; lease
magnetic instruments;
of additional
States; purchase
United
of
where necessary
temporary magnetic buildof temporary
and erection of
necessary and
sites where
of sites
ing;
line of
the Atlantic, Pacific,
between the
levels between
exact levels
of exact
the line
continuing the
ing; continuing
and Gulf
Alaska; deterlevels in Alaska;
lines of exact levels
establishing lines
coasts; establishing
Gulf coasts;
and
mination of
of geographical
positions, by
triangulation or traverse,
by triangulation
geographical positions,
mination
for the
of Federal,
an
boundary, and other surveys and
State, boundary,
Federal, State,
control of
the control
for
engineering
of the interior of the United States and
all parts of
in all
engineering works in
Alaska;
astronomic positions; for continuing
of field
field astronomic
determination of
Alaska; determination
gravity
gravity observations; and including the employment in the field and
office of
of such
exceeding $2,200
$2,200
observers, at salaries not exceeding
such magnetic observers,
office
per annum,
annum, as
be necessary,
$47,100;
necessary, $47,100;
may be
as may
per
In
all, field
expenses, $141,100.
$141,100.
field expenses,
In all
ves.
Vessels.
Vessels:
repairs and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
complement of
vessels,
of vessels
the complement
Repairs,
eta.
For repairs
Vessels: For
Aprse.
including traveling
traveling expenses of persons
persons inspecting
inspecting the repairs,
repairs, and
including
exclusive of
supplies and
other ship
ship chandlery,
chandlery, $22,370.
$22,370.
and other
of engineer's
engineer's supplies
exclusive
For all
equip the vessels, including
and equip
man and
Officers and
employees to man
necessary employees
For
all necessary
and crews.
rews.
oficers
to
professional
seamen serving
serving as mates
vessels of the survey, to
on vessels
mates on
professional seamen
authorized by
execute
work of
of the
the survey
herein provided
provided for and authorized
survey herein
the work
execute the
law,
$68,000.
law, $68,000.
Altering vessels.
For making
from the
Navy
the Navy
transferred from
vessels transferred
to vessels
alterations to
making alterations
For
ltering vessel
Department,
to continue
continue available
available during
during the
the fiscal
year
fiscal year
$20,500, to
Department, $20,500,
1921.
1921.
Officeexpenses.
Office
Office expenses: For the purchase of new instruments, and so forth,
omfeexpenes.
including
the same
specified under this head in the Sundry
objects specified
same objects
including the
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year
year 1920, $22,900.
Civil Appropriation

Magnetic
Magec
dons, etc.

obrv
(13serva.

tions, etc.

Fisheries
Flsheres Bureau.

BUREAU
OF FISHERIES.
FISHERIES.
BUREAU OF

the
Inquiry respecting
respecting food fishes: For inquiry into the causes of the
decreases
for
decreases of food fishes in the waters of the United States, and for
investigation and experiments
experiments in respect to the aquatic animals,
investigation
plants, and waters
fishery
waters, in the interests of fish culture and the fishery
preparation of reports,
industries, including
including expenses of travel and preparation
$500.
Domes- $500.
Foreign and Domes-

Food fishes inquiry.
inquiry.

tic Commerce
Commerce Bureau.

COMMEROE.
BUREAU
DOMESTIC COMMERCE.
AND DOMESTIC
BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND

Allotment for branch
edra
offices increased.
Vol. 4,p.
40, p. 125.
1256.
Vol.
Any, p. 213.

The
amount which
be expended
1920
year 1920
fiscal year
the fiscal
during the
expended during
may be
which may
The amount
appropriation "to
for expenses of branch offices from the appropriation
"to further
commerce of the
promote and develop
develop the foreign
foreign and domestic commerce
United States," is increased
increased from $60,000 to $62,000.
$62,000.

toffictlresn
Anr

p. 213.

Lighthouses
Bureau.
Lighthouses Burean.
Depot, sixteenth disDepot,sixteenth
trict.
Seventh and eighth
districts.
distncts.
Aids to navigation.
navigation.

LIGHTHOUSE
ESTABLISHMENT.
LIGHTHOUSE ESTABLISHMENT.
Depot
Lighthouse District:
completion of
of the
the
District: For completion
Depot for
for Sixteenth
Sixteenth Lighthouse
lighthouse depot
depot for
for the
sixteenth lighthouse
district, $12,000.
$12,000.
lighthouse district,
the sixteenth
lighthouse
Seventh
Lighthouse Districts:
Districts: For rebuilding, repairrepairand Eighth
Eighth Lighthouse
Seventh and
ing, and
such aids
aids to
to navigation
conand structures
structures connavigation and
ing,
and reestablishing
reestablishing such
nected therewith
therewith as
as were
were damaged
of
hurricane of
destroyed by
by the
the hurricane
damaged or
or destroyed
nected
September, 1919,
$125,000.
1919, $125,000.
September,
LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
SERVICE.

General expenses.
expenses.

General expenses: For supplies, repairs,.
maintenance, and inciincirepairs, maintenance,
General
expenses of lighthouses and other lights, beacons, buoyage,
buoyage,
dental expenses
fog signals,
signs* lighting of rivers heretofore
heretofore authorized to be lighted,
light vessels, other aids to navigation,
navigation, and lighthouse
lighthouse tenders,
tenders,
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1920.
1920.

Oil
and
carbide
including
including the establishment,
establishment, repair, and
and improvement
improvement of
of beacons
beacons houses.
o°il
and carbide
and
for same;
same; establishment
establishment of
of post
post o es
and day marks
marks and purchase of land for
submarine signals, and fog
lights, buoys, submarine
fog signals;
signals; establishment
establishment of
of Proviso.
or carbide
houses, not
not to
to exceed
Provided, That
any oil
oil Liritoor
oil or
carbide houses,
exceed $10,000:
$10,000: Provided,
That any
Limit for buildings.
or carbide house erected
erected hereunder
hereunder shall not
not exceed
exceed $550
$550 in
in cost;
cost;
construction of
outbuildings at
at a
cost not
not exceeding
$500
construction
of necessary
necessary-outbuildings
a cost
exceeding $500
at any
any one
station in
in any
any fiscal
fiscal year;
year; improvement
of grounds
grounds
one light
light station
improvement of
stations,
and
and depots;
depots; restoring
and buildings
buildings connected
connected with light stations
stations and
restoring etc.Restoring
Restoring stations,
depots and buildings connected
Pro- et
light stations and depots
connected therewith: Prowled,
vided, That such restoration shall be limited to the original
original purpose
purpose Limit.
Limit.
structures; wages
laborers attending
attending post
post lights;
of the structures;
wages of laborers
lights; temporary
temporary
employees and
force while engaged
repair
and field force
engaged on works of general
general repair
and maintenance,
maintenance, and laborers and
mechanics at
depots;
and mechanics
at lighthouse
lighthouse depots;
Rations, etc.
provisions or
for keepers
of lightrations and provisions
or commutation
commutation thereof
thereof for
keepers of
light- Rations,
etc.
houses, workmg
working parties
parties in the field,
field, officers and
and crews of light vessels
tenders, and officials and
and other
authorized persons
persons of
the Lightand tenders,
other authorized
of the
Lighthouse Service
Service on duty on board
money
board of such tenders
tenders or
or vessels,
vessels, and
and money
accruing from commutation
commutation for
for rations
rations and
and provisions
for the
aboveprovisions for
the abovenamed persons on
working
named
on board of tenders
tenders and
and light vessels
vessels or
or in
in working
parties in the field may
person
parties
may be
be paid
paid on
on proper
proper vouchers
vouchers to
to the person
having charge of the mess of such vessel or party;
party; reimbursement
reimbursement
under rules prescribed
under
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce of keepers
keepers of
light stations and masters of light vessels and of lighthouse
lighthouse tenders
tenders
furnished shipwrecked
for rations and provisions
provisions and
and clothing
clothing furnished
shipwrecked
by them,
them, not
persons who may be temporarily provided for by
not exceeding
exceeding
m all $5,000 in any fiscal year; fuel and rent
in
rent of
of quarters
quarters where
where

necessary
necessary for
for keepers
of lighthouses;
lighthouses; purchase
purchase of
of land
fog
keepers of
land sites
sites for
for fog

Purchase
of sites, etc.
Purchaseofsites,etc.

persons to instruct
instruct the
the children
children of keepers
keepers of lighthouses;
lighthouses; all other
contingent expenses
expenses of district offices
$500,000.
offices and
and depots,
depots, $500,000.
Lighthouse vessels: For salaries and
crews of
and wages
wages of officers
officers and crews
of
light vessels and lighthouse
lighthouse tenders, including
including temporary
temporary employnecessary, $300,000.
ment when necessary,
$300,000.tird
Retired
engaged in
Retired pay: For retired pay of officers and employees engaged
service or on vessels of the Lighthouse
except persons
the field service
Lighthouse Service
Service,'except
persons
continuously employed
continuously
employed in district offices
offlces and shops, $20,000.
For
Damage claims: k
or payment
payment to the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Coal Company,
Company,
Boston,
Massachusetts, for
for damage
damage to
wharf belonging
to that
that comcomBoston, Massachusetts,
to wharf
belonging to
pany at Chelsea, Massachusetts, by collision of light vessel numbered
numbered
1917, $150.
sixty-six on
on April
April 10, 1917,

Contingent
expenses.
Contngentexpenses

signals; rent of necessary
necessary ground for
for all
all such lights
lights and
and beacons
beacons as
as
are for temporary
temporary use
changeable channels
use or
or to
to mark changeable
channels and
and which
which in
in
consequence
be made
permanent; rent
of offices,
offices depots,
depots,
consequence can not
not be
made permanent;
rent of
and wharves; traveling expenses; mileage; traveling and
and subsistence
subsistence
expenses of teachers
teachers while actually employed
employed by.
by States
States or
or private
private

Lighthouse
L
htho e vessels.
essels

Retired pay.

Metpoltan
Company.

Metropolitan
Company.
Payment to.

Coal

Paymentto.

DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR.
DEPARTMENT
LABOR.

Depart
ment
Department
Labor.

of

COMMISSIONERS
OF CONCILIATION.
CONCILIATION.
COMMISSIONERS OF

Commissioners
Commitioners
conciliation.
conciliation.

of
of

exercise the authority vested
To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of Labor to exercise

8 of the Act creating the Department of Labor,
in him by section 8
commissioners of conciliation, for per diem in lieu of
and to appoint commissioners
subsistence at not exceeding
exceeding $4, traveling expenses,
exceed
expenses, and
and not
not to
to exceed
$1,500 for personal
personal services in the District of Columbia, $25,000.
$1,500
$25,000.
War Labor Administration: To enable
Secretary of Labor to
enable the Secretary
carry on the work of mediation
mediation and conciliation
conciliation in labor disputes,
including the same objects specified
in the Sundry
specified under
under this head in
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919, $39,912.

Epens-s.

ot

738.

dm n
War Labor A
War
I
or Administration.
a b or
Mediation in
in llabor
Mediation
disputes, etc.

dlsputeetc.
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Immigration BuImmigration
Bureau.
reau.

1920.

IMMIGRATION
IMMIGRATION SERVICE.
SERVICE.

regulating immigration,
For expenses of regulating
immigration including the same objects
specified under
head under
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
Act
Civil Appropriation
the Sundry
this head
under the
under this
specified
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920,
1920, $150,000.
$150,000.
for the
enforcement
anarchists: For the enforcement
Enforcement of laws against alien anarchists:
Alien
lien anarchists.
Enforcement
of the
the Act
An Act
exclude and
the United
United
from the
expel from
and expel
to exclude
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
xud. of
t
, excluci.
in Expenses,
classes,"
9/14°
P
States aliens
who are
members of the
anarchistic and
and similar classes"
the anarchistic
are members
aliens who
States
.."'
1012.
l 40,'
approved
1918, and
and Acts
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof,
thereof, including
including
16, 1918,
October 16,
approved October
salaries
and expenses
expenses of
of officers,
clerks, and
and employees
in the
District
the District
employees in
officers, clerks,
salaries and
of
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, per
per diem
n lieu
lieu of
of subsistence,
subsistence, supplies,
supplies,
in
diem i
of Columbia
rentals,
deportation expenses,
expenses, and
and all
all other
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the
other expenses
rentals, deportation
enforcement
of said
laws to
expended under
of the
the
the direction
direction of
under the
said laws,
to be
be expended
enforcement of
Secretary of
of Labor,
Labor, $750,000.
$75000.
Secretary
Deportation
otallena. f Deportation
Ziliens under
the laws
laws regulating
immigration: For
For
regulating immigration:
Deportation of
of aliens
under the
DoratlonofUle
the expenses
of deporting
the countries
countries whence
whence they
came, as
specias specithey came,
VY.T9
,Pp. 874-s89.
874-898. the
to the
deporting to
expenses of
o.3p.
fied in
the Immigration
of February
1917, of
charges
of alien
alien public
public charges
5, 1917,
February 5,
Act of
Immigration Act
fied
in the
and others
ordered deported
deported under
laws regulating
regulating immigration
immigration
the laws
under the
and
others ordered
or seaboard
since July
31, 1914,
1914, including
frontier or
seaboard
to the
the frontier
conveyance to
including conveyance
July 31,
since
for deportation,
deportation, transportation
charges when
when payable
payable by the United
United
transportation charges
for
maintenance exincluding maintenance
States
under the
law, including
terms of
of existing law,
the terms
States under
subsistence,
penses,
expenses of
attendance and
and per
per diem in lieu of subsistence
of attendance
penses, expnses
and
all incidental
expenses in
connection therewith,
therewith, to
to be
be expended
expended
in connection
incdental expenses
and all
Secretary of Labor, $100,000.
under the direction of the Secretary
$100,000.
Enforcing immign '
Enforcing
tion laws. a w s

immigra-

ses

Labor Statistics

BUREAU
OF LABOR
LABOR STATISTICS.
STATISTICS.
BUREAU OF

Bureautstcs
Bureau.

s"."
agssepfepetci^
agea
xgreZerts
s
te 1

subsistence, special agents, and employees,
For per diem in lieu of subsistence,

and for their transportation;
transportation; experts and temporary
for
temporary assistance for

Association for

L

bor Legislation.
Legslationr

La-

Naturalization
Naturalization
reau.

BuBu-

field service
outside of
of the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to be
be paid
paid at
at the
the rate
rate
the District
service outside
field
of
exceeding $8
traveling expenses
expenses of officers
officers and em$8 per day; traveling
of not
not exceeding
ployees,
of reports
reports and
materials for
for reports
and bulletins
bulletins
reports and
and materials
purchase of
ployees, purchase
off the
the Bureau
Labor Statistics,
Statistics, and
to "Interna"Internasubvention to
for subvention
and for
of Labor
Bureau of
tional
Legislation," and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses
Association for
for Labor
Labor Legislation,"
tional Association
connected
with representation
Government
the United
United States Government
of the
representation o
connected with
therein,
$12,250.
therein, $12,250.
NATURALIZATION SERVICE.
NATURALIZATION
SERVICE.

For compensation,
compensation, to be fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of Labor, of examiners,
interpreters, clerks,
of carrycarryfor the
the purpose
purpose of
and stenographers,
stenographers, for
clerks, and
iners, interpreters,
Naturalization, provided for by the
ing on the work of the Bureau of Naturalization,
March
Act
June 29,
as amended
approved March
amended by the Act approved
1906, as
29, 1906,
approved June
Act approved
4,
1913 (Statutes
(Statutes at
9, 1918
1918
volume 37, page 736),
736), and May 9,
4, 1913
at Large,
Large, volume
inclusive), including
Large, volume
volume 40, pages
pages 542 to
to 548, inclusive),
including
(Statutes at Large,
not to
to exceed
$35,000 for
for personal
personal services
services in the District of
of Columbia
Columbia
not
exceed $35,000
from
February 1,
1, 1920,
necessary traveling
traveling
from February
1920, and
and for
for their
their actual necessary
expenses while
their official
official stations,
including street
street car
car
expenses
while absent
absent from
from their
stations, including
Per
diem subsistence. fare on official business at official
Perdiemsubsistence.
official stations,
stations, together
together with per diem in
Vol. 38, p. 680.
Vol. 38, P. .
lieu of subsistence when allowed pursuant
pursuant to section 13 of the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
approved August
August 1,
1, 1914,
1914, and
for such
dry Civil
Act approved
and for
such
per
of offiper diem
diem together with actual
actual necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
officers and employees
employees of
of the Bureau
Bureau of
of Naturali7ation
Naturalization in
in Washington
Washington
while
official duty
outside of
while absent
absent on official
duty outside
of the district of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
telegrams, verifications
of legal
papers, telephone
service in
telegrams,
verifications of
legal papers,
telephone service
in offices
offices
Assistance
to clerks
cers outside of the District of Columbia; carrying
Assistance to
carrying mto
into effect sectin
sectilm 13 of
of courts.
Vol.
34, p.
600; Vol.
Vol. the
ol. 34,
p.60;
the Act of
of June
Statutes, page
page 600),
as
June 29,
29, 1906 (Thirty-fourth
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
600), as
36, pp. 765, 830; Vol.
25, 1910
the Act
Act approved
approved June
June 25,
36,
pp.765,
830; Vo amended
amended by the
1910 (Thirty-sixth Statutes,
Statutes,
40, p.
171.
765), and in accordance
accordance with the provisions
page 765),
provisions of the
the Sundry Civil
Act
June 12,
1917; and
for mileage
Act of
of June
12, 1917;
and for
mileage and
and fees
fees to
to witnesses
witnesses subsubpcenaed
United States, the
pcenaed on behalf of the United
expenditures from
this
the expenditures
from this
appropriation shall
shall be
made in
manner and
and under
regulathe manner
under such
such regulabe made
in the
appropriation

Pay of examiners,
Pay
examiners,
clerks,
interpreters,
interpreters,
clerks,
etc.
Vol. 34,
34, p. 596.
Vol. 3
37, p. 737; Vol.
Vol.
57,p7;
40o,
40, pp. 542-548.

etc.
Vol.
pp

,
p. s.>K
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519

1920.
1920.

tions as the Secretary
Secretary of Labor may prescribe, $100,000:
'
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, Pr(448°
P oi
i
i
senghi
r:
Use forof ciat
That no part of this sum shall
be expended
expended for
or in
with tSor
tnuning
ens
shall be
for or
in connection
connection with
iotf aiensrhi
the training
training or education of aliens for
stricted "
for citizenship until
until the
the arrearage
arrearage of
of stricted.
work connected with the granting of citizenship
citizenship to aliens
aliens shall
shall have
have
been disposed
disposed of.
FIRST INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE.
CONFERENCE.

Industrial ConFirst Industrial
Conference.
ference.
Salaries and ex-

Industrial Conference
For salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses of the First Industrial
called pealarie
Conference called
and expenses.
by the President
President of the
including printing,
printing, personal
personal Ante,
the United
United States, including
te, p.
p.279.
279.
services in the District of Columbia, payment
payment to
to Pan American
American
Union for use of its building, including
including light, telephone
and
telephone service, and
all other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $9,147.57.
$9,147.57.
LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

Legislative.
Legislative.

o fi ce Build.
Build House
maintenance, including
miscellaneous iiiHouse
Office
House Office
Office Building: For
For maintenance,
including miscellaneous
iH
items, and
items,
and for
for all
$19,505.20.
taintenance.
all necessary
necessary services,
services, $19,505.20.
Maintenance.
power
plant.
Capitol power
power plant:
plant: For
For fuel,
waste, and
and advertisadvertis- Capitol
Capitol
fuel, oil,
oil, and
and cotton
cotton waste,
Capitol
power plant.
Fuel, etc.
ing for the power plant which
which furnishes
furnishes heat and light for the Capitol Fue tetcand congressional
congressional buildings,
buildings, for the fiscal years that
follow: 1918,
that follow:
1918,
$10,000;
$10,000; 1919, $45,784.
Senate.
Senate.
SENATE.
SENATE.

To pay Lucy Day Martin and Thomas
Thomas Staples
Staples Martin,
Martin, junior, heirs
heirs
at law
law of
of Honorable
Honorable Thomas
late aaSenator
Senator from
Thomas S.
S. Martin,
Martin, late
from the
the State
State

Thomas
Thomas S.S Martin.
Martin.
Pay to heirs of.

$7,500.
of Virginia, $7,500.

passenger-carrying vehicle
For the purchase of a
amotor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle for vehicle
ve,hicle for SereSecrSecretary of the Senate, $3,000, or so
the official use of the office of the Secretary
so tary's
tar'soffce.
office '
much
much thereof as may
may be necessary.
vehicles.
For maintaining, exchanging, and equipping motor vehicles for Motor
Motorvehicles.
carrying the mails,
mails , and for official
official use of the offices
offices of the Secretary
Secretary
and Sergeant at Arms, $5,000, or so much thereof as
necessary.
as may be
be necessary.
ue l oil,
l etc.
t
For fuel, oil, cotton waste, and advertising, exclusive
exclusive of
of labor,
labor, FFuel,
o
c.
$1,000.
S
1.000.
S1,000.
Senate kitchens nd
repairs, improvements,
improvements, equipment, and
For the Capitol:
Capitol: For repairs
and res8tIntr:nrchens
and
restaurants.
supplies for Senate kitchens and 'restaurants,
restaurants, Capitol Building
Building and
and
Senate Office Building, including personal
other services,
services, to
be
personal and
and other
to be
expended
Superintendent of the Capitol Building
expended by the Superintendent
Building and Grounds
Grounds,
under the supervision
supervision of
Committ ee on Rules,
Rul
es ,United
of the Committee
United States
States
Senate, fiscal year 1919, $4,966.79.
$4,966.79.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.

Rouse of Representotes.o epsent
atives.
atives.

Walter A.
To pay the widow of Walter
A. Watson,
Representative
Watson, late
late a
a Representative

Walter A. Watson.
Pay
Pay towidow.
to widow.

For folding speeches
pamphlets at a
a rate not
not to
to exceed
speeches and pamphlets
exceed $1
$1 per
per

Folding.

from the State of Virginia, $7,500.
thousand, $8,000.

For payment to Peter
Peter F. Tague, contestant in the contestedcontestedelection
election case of Tague
Tague versus Fitzgerald,
Fitzgerald, audited and recommended
recommended

Folding.

Contested
election
Contsted
expenses,
Peter F
F. Tague.
Peter
Tagu.

election

-

by the Committee on Elections Numbered Two, $2,000.
For allowance to the following contestant
contestant and contestee
excontestee for
for expenses incurred
contested-election case audited
incurred by them in the contested-election
audited and
and
recommended
recommended by the Committee
Committee on Elections Numbered One:ictor
One:
L. Berger.
Victor L. Berger.
Victor L.
L. Berger,
Berger, $2,000.
$2,000.
Joseph P. Carney.
Joseph P. Carney.
Joseph P.
Carney, $2,000.
$2,000.
Joseph
P. Carney,
Joseph P. Caeyto
Stenographers
For reimbursement to the official stenographers
stenographers to committees
committees commnttees.
committees.
for amounts
expended by them during
amounts actually
actually and necessarily
necessarily expended
during the
the Reimbursement.
Reimbsement.
first session of the Sixty-sixth Congress, $700 each, $2,800
$2,800
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For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and expenses of special and select committees,
of salaries
labor, unless
unless specifically
specifically ordered
ordered
and labor,
exclusive of
salaries and
mittees, exclusive
by the
House of
the following
following fiscal
fiscal years:
by
the House
of Representatives,
Representatives, for
for the
years:
For
$142,000;
For 1920,
1920, $142,000;
For
1919,
$6,000.
For
1919,
$6,000.
Folding
materials.
Folding matels.
For wrapping
wrapping paper, pasteboard, paste, twine, newspaper
newspaper wrapwrappers,
necessary materials
materials for
folding, for
use of
Members,
pers, and
and other
other necessary
for folding,
for use
of Members,
the Clerk's
room, not
not including
including envelopes,
writing
the
Clerk's office,
office, and
and folding
folding room,
envelopes, writing
paper,
and materials
to be
be printed
printed and
and furnished
furnished by
by
materials to
paper, and
and other
other paper
paper and
the
Public
Printer'upon
requisitions
from the
the Clerk
Clerk of
of the
the House,
House,
the
Public
Printer,
upon
requisitions
from
Vol. 28, p. 624.
Vol. 28, p. 624.
under provisions
approved January
January 12,
12, 1895,
$7,500.
under
provisions of
of the Act approved
1895, $7,500.
Packing
boxes.
packing boxes.
For packing
packing boxes, $607.50.
$607.50.
Stationery.
stationery for officers
of the
the House
House on
on account
account
For stationery
Stationery.
officers and committees
committees of
of
the Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Congress,
$6,387.95.
of the
the first
first session
seof the off the
Congress, $6,387.95.
Appropriations
ComAppropriationsCorFor an assistant
assistant clerk
clerk to the Committee
Committee on Appropriations
Appropriations at
at
mittee.
Assistant
clerk.
February 16 to June
June 30, 1920,
ssstant clerk.
the rate of $3,000 per annum, from February
inclusive,
$1,125.
inclusive, $1,125.
Mlianeous

lEscellaneous itms,
items,
etc.

etc.

Government PrintGovernment
ing Office.
ing
Office.

GOVERNMENT
PRINTING
GOVERNMENT PRINTING

OFFICE.

Holidays:
To enable
enable the
the Public
comply with
proHolidays: To
Public Printer
Printer to
to comply
with the
the provisions
order granting
visions of
of the
the law granting
granting holidays
holidays and
and the
the Executive
Executive order
granting
half holidays
holidays with
half
pay to
employees of
the Government
Government Printing
Printing
with pay
to the employees
of the
Office, $70,108.81.
$70,108.81.
Leaves of absence.
Leaves
Leaves of
to comply
comply with
of absence:
absence: To enable
enable the
the Public
Public Printer
Printer to
with
the provisions
thirty days'
annual leave
leave to
the
the
provisions of
of the
the law
law granting
granting thirty
days' annual
to the
employees of
Office, $70,391.26.
employees
of the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office,
$70,391.26.
Printing, binding,
For public
binding, and
and paper
public printing,
printing, public binding,
for public
public printing
paper for
printing
etc.
and binding, including
specified under
under this
this head
head in
in
including the
the same objects
objects specified
the
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920,
1920, $800,000.
$800,000.
the
Sundry
Civil
Appropriation
Enrollment
of
bills
Enrollment of
Hereafter
either House
House of
of Congress
Hereafter enrolled
enrolled bills
bills and
and resolutions
resolutions of
of either
Congress
onparchment or paper.
paper.
onparchmentor
parchment or paper of suitable quality
quality as shall
shall be printed on parchment
determined by the Joint
be determined
Joint Committee on Printing.
Superintendent
of
Superintendent
For equipment,
equipment, material,
material,
Office of
of Superintendent
Superintendent of
of Documents:
Documents: For
Documents.
Distribution exDistribution
and supplies for distribution
distribution of public documents,
documents, $20,000.
$20,000.
penses.
penses.
Civil Service
Service ComFor printing and binding
binding for
for the Civil
$7,500.
Civil Service Commission,
Commission, $7,500.
mission.
For printing and binding for the Interior Department,
Interior DepartDepartment, $25,000.
$25,000.
Interior
ment.
For printing and binding for the Department
Department of
of Labor, $50,000.
Department of LaDepartment
bor.
For printing and
and binding for the Post Office Department, exclusive
exclusive
Post Office Departof the money-order office, $150,000.
$150,000.
ment.
Treasury
Treasury DepartDepart.
For printing and binding for the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, $25,000.
ment.
meat.
Holidays.

Judgments,
Judgments, United
States Courts.
Payment of.

Pament
Vol. 24, p.of°.
505.

Classification.
Classifcation.

Interet.
Interest.

JUDGMENTS,
JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS.
COURTS.
For payment of
of the final judgments
including costs
costs of
judgments and decrees,
decrees, including
suits, which have been
been rendered
rendered under
under the provisions of the
the Act
Act of
March 3, 1887,
March
1887, entitled "An Act
Act to provide
provide for the bringing of suits
suits
Government of the United
against the Government
United States,"
States," certified
certified to Congress
Congress
during the present
in House
House Docupresent session by the
the Attorney General
General in

ment
602, and which
ment Numbered
Numbered 602,
which have
have not been
been appealed,
appealed, namely:
namely:

Under the Treasury
Treasury Department, $8,992.25;
$8,992.25;
Under the War Department, $1,217.05;
$1,217.05;
the Interior,
Under the Department
Department of the
$220.50;
Interior, $220.50;
Under the
Department of
Commerce, $1,883.65;
$1,883.65;
of Commerce,
the Department
Under
In all, $12,313.45,
$12,313.45, together
In
together with such additional
additional sum as may
may be
be
necessary to pay interest on the respective
judgments at the rate of
respective judgments
4 per centum
from the date thereof
4
centum per
per annum
annum frop
thereof until the time this
this
appropriation is
is made.
appropriation
made.

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
JUDGMENTS,
JUDGMENTS,

SESS. II.
IT. CH.
CH. 94.
SESS.
94.

COURT
COURT

OF
OF

521
521

1920.
1920.

CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.

C
Judgments, Court
of
of
Claims.

cJadments, ourt

Payment of.
For payment of the judgments rendered
rendered by the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims Paymentof.
reported to Congress during
Docuand reported
during the
the present
present session
session in
in House
House Document
Numbered 601
601 and
Senate Document
Numbered 219,
namely: Classification.
ment Numbered
and Senate
Document Numbered
219, namely:
casification.
Under the Treasury Department,
$1,623;
Department, $1,623;
Under the War Department,
Department, $3,082.63;
$3,082.63;
Under
the Navy
Navy Department,
Under the
Department, $451.24;
$451.24;
In all, $5,156.87.

None
the judgments
herein shall
be paid
paid until
the
None of
of the
judgments contained
contained herein
shall be
until the
right
appeal shall have
right of
of appeal
have expired.
expired.
JUDGMENTS
CLAIMS.
JUDGMENTS IN
IN INDIAN
INDIAN DEPREDATION
DEPREDATION CLAIMS.

payment of the judgment rendered
For payment
rendered by
by the Court of Claims in
Congress in
in Senate
an Indian depredation
depredation case, certified
certified to
to Congress
Senate DocuDocuNumbered 220, of the present
judgment
ment Numbered
present session, $1,115;
$1,115; said judgment
to be
be paid
after the
the deductions
made under
under the
the proto
paid after
deductions required
required to
to be
be made
pro-

Appeals.

Appeals.

Ju 1,11 ent,
Indian
depr
tion claim.
dePeaIon.'ca
Payment oL
Payment
of

Deduction.
Dediuction.
Vol. 28, p. 853.

visions
of section
6of
the Act
3, 1891,
1891, entitled
entitled "An
.
visions of
section 6
of the
Act approved
approved March
March 3,
An
2 P
Act to provide for the adjustment
adjustment and payment
payment of
of claims arising
arising
from Indian depredations,"
ascertained and
duly
depredations,' shall have been ascertained
and duly
certified by
Secretary of
the Interior
to the
of the
the
by the
the Secretary
of the
Interior to
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury, which certification
practicable
certification shall
shall be made as soon
soon as
as practicable
after the passage
passage of this Act, and such
such deductions
deductions shall
shall be
be made
made
according to the discretion of the
according
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior, having
requirements of
due regard to the educational
educational and other necessary
necessary requirements
of
the tribe
tribe or
tribes affected;
affected; and
and the
paid shall
be reimreim- Reimbursement.
the
or tribes
the amounts
amounts paid
shall be
Reimburseent
bursed to the United States at such times
times and in
in such proportions
proportions as
as
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may decide
decide to
the
to be
be for
for the
the interests of the
Indian
Service: Provided,
That the
said judgment shall
shall not
not be
be paid
paid Certte
= tif te fr
om At.
Indian Service:
Provided, That
the said
from
Secretary of the trey
until the Attorney General shall have certified to the Secretary
Urn"' General.
General '
Treasury that there exist no grounds sufficient, in his opinion,
opinion, to
to supa motion for aanew trialor
port a
trial or an appeal
appeal of
said cause.
cause.
Right of
appeal.
of said
oppeal
The above judgment
judgment shall not be paid until the right of appeal shall
h
p
have expired.
expired.
Audited claims.
AUDITED
AUDITED CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.
Audited clas.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That for
payment of
of the
the following
following claims,
certified to
be by
P=4r e
o
e
ffi
rtrere
t
d
i.
SEC.
for the
the payment
claims, certified
to be
byPymnt
oftfce

due by the several accounting
accounting officers
Treasury Department
Department
officers of
of the
the Treasury
or
under appropriations
appropriations the
the balances
balances of which have
have been
been exhausted
exhausted or
v(e.
carried to the surplus fund
the provisions
provisions of
of section
of the
the
fund under
under the
section 5
5 of
appropriations heretofore treated as
Act of June 20, 1874, and under appropriations
permanent, being for the service of the fiscal
fiscal year 1917 and
and prior years,
which have been
certified to
unless otherwise stated, and which
been certified
to Congress
Congress
2 of the Act of July 7, 1884, as fully set forth in House
under section 2
House
Numbered 606, reported
Document Numbered
reported to Congress at its present
present session,
there is appropriated
appropriated as follows:
follows:

p. 110.

p. 254.
vVol. 23,, p.
2s.

CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
AUDITOR FOR
THE TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
BY THE
1tu. AUDITOR
FOR THE
DEPARTMENT.

For collecting the revenue from customs,
customs, $1.10.
$1.10.

Claims allowed

44281°-21-.3S
44281
°-21----.35

by

Audit
Treasury
Auditor for Treasury

Department.
Deartment.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Independent Treasury, $3.99.
For Interstate
Quarantine Service, $2.27.
Interstate Quarantine
For field investigation
investigation of public health, $84.98.
$84.98.
For maintenance, hygienic laboratory, $30.06.
For collecting the income
income tax, $2.81.
$2.81.
For refunding internal-revenue
internal-revenue collections,
collections, $10.
$10,248.60.
For redemption of stamps, $10
2248.60.
Exception.
For payment
internal-revenue officers,
officers, except
payment of judgments against internal-revenue
except Miller
Lux.
u and
d Luax
the claim of Miller and Lux (Incorporated),
(Incorporated), $20,917.51.
$20,917.51.
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For allowance
$1,787.12.
or drawback,
drawback, $1,787.12.
allowance or
For
For refunding
refunding taxes illegally
$357,389.74.
illegally collected, $357,389.74.
For
For the
Coast Guard,
$9,667.35.
Guard, $9,667.35.
the Coast
For
For wages
wages of
workmen, Mint
Mint at Carson, 1919, $16.50.
of workmen,
For
For operating
operating supplies
supplies for public buildings, $28.79.
For
For
furniture and
repairs of same
$506.15.
same for public buildings, $506.15.
and repairs
For furniture
For
of public
imblie buildings,
buildings, $26.15.
preservation of
and preservation
repairs and
For repairs
For
general expenses
public buildings,
$3.12.
buildings, $3.12.
of public
expenses of
For general
DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
THE WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
FOR THE
BY THE
CLAIMS
Claims allowed by

by
allowed
Caims for
Auditor
War Department.
partment

For
pay, and
so forth,
of the
$1,021.19.
Army, $1,021.19.
the Army,
forth, of
and so
For pay,
For Signal
Signal Service of the Army, $21.70.
For
duty pay
pay to
to enlisted
men as
as clerks, and
and so forth, at Army
enlisted men
extra duty
For extra
$1,447.50.
division and
headquarters, $1,447.50.
department headquarters,
and department
division
Quartermaster Corps,
For supplies,
supplies, services,
and transportation,
transportation, Quartermaster
services, and
For
$7,663.23.
$7,663.23.
Quartermaster's Department,
For
regular supplies,
supplies, Quartermaster's
Department, $2,523.85.
$2,523.85.
For regular
For
incidental expenses,
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, $11.67.
expenses, Quartermaster's
For incidental
$125.16.
For
.Army and its supplies, $125.16.
transportation of the Army
For transportation
For
quarters, $925.12.
$925.12.
barracks and quarters,
For barracks
For
drainage, $253.03.
$253.03.
wharves, and drainage,
walks, wharves,
roads, walks,
For roads,
For medical
$612.82.
hospital department, $612.82.
and hospital
medical and
For
For arming,
arming, equipping,
equipping, and
and training,
National Guard, $127.77.
training, National
For
For
uniforms, equipment,
for field service,
equipment, and so forth, for
arms, uniforms,
For arms,
National Guard,
$16,046.45.
Guard, $16,046.45.
National
Organized Militia, $99.22.
For encampment
maneuvers, Organized
and maneuvers,
encampment and
For
For civilian
military training
training camps,
$684.65.
camps, $684.65.
civilian military
For
For
headstones for
of soldiers,
soldiers, $6.99.
graves of
for graves
For headstones
For disposition
remains of
soldiers, and
and civil employees,
of officers,
officers, soldiers,
of remains
For
disposition of
$90.
For improvement
improvement of
of Crater
National Park, $306.98.
Crater Lake, National
For
For National
Volunteer Soldiers, Southern
Disabled Volunteer
for Disabled
Home for
National Home
For
Branch, $13.
$13.
Branch,
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
THE NAVY
FOR THE
CLAIMS
BY THE
DEPARTMENT.
AUDITOR FOR
THE AUDITOR
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED

Claims allowed by

Auditor
DNavy Defor Navy
Auditor for
partment.
partment.

For pay,
pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $53.35.
For

For aeronautics,
aeronautics, Navy, $1,000.
$635.23.
Marine Corps, $635.23.
pay, Marine
For pay,
For
Marine Corps, $2,788.80.
contingent, Marine
For contingent,
For
maintenance, quartermaster
Marine Corps,
department, Marine
quartermaster department,
For maintenance,
$18,318.85.
$18,318.85.
For
exercises, Bureau of Navigation, $25.
gunnery exercises,
For gunnery
$4.03.
For
the Naval Reserve Force, $4.03.
organizing the
For organizing
Ordnance, $3,669.02.
For ordnance
ordnance stores,
$3,669.02.
stores, Bureau of Ordnance,
and ordnance
ordnance and
For
For Naval
Gun Factory,
Factory, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, $427.75.
Naval Gun
For
For pay
of the
the Navy,
$4,424.68.
Navy, $4,424.68.
For
pay-of
For fuel
Bureau of Supplies
Accounts, $10.
$10.
and Accounts,
Supplies and
transportation, Bureau
and transportation,
fuel and
For
For construction
and repair,
repair, Bureau
of Construction
Construction and Repair,
Bureau of
construction and
For
$36.52,
$36.52.
For engineering,
Bureau of Steam
Steam Engineering,
Engineering, $1,096.88.
$1,096.88.
engineering, Bureau
For
CLAIMS
BY THE
FOR THE
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
AUDITOR FOR
THE AUDITOR
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED

Claims allowed
allowed by
by
Auditor for
for Inteor
Interior
Auditor

Department.
Department.

F or contingent
contingent expenses,
Department of
of Interior,
$634.89.
Interior, 1918, $634.89.
expenses, Department
For
For scientific library, Patent Office, $39.28.
For investigation
investigation of
rural and
and industrial
industrial education,
Bureau of
of EduEdueducation, Bureau
of rural
For
cation,
$47.36.
1919, $47.36.
cation, 1919,
For investigation
of city
city school
administration and education,
school administration
investigation of
For
Bureau
Education, 1919,
$33.08.
1919, $33.08.
of Education,
Bureau of
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For distributing
distributing documents, Bureau of
of Education, $5.
$5.
For repairs of buildings, Department
Department of the
Interior, 1919,
1919, $57.37.
the Interior,
$57.37.
For Capitol Power Plant, 1918,
1918, $184.31.
$184.31.
For Saint Elizabeths Hospital, 1919, $1,359.48.
$1,359.48.
For contingent
contingent expenses of land offices,
$2.52.
offices, $2.52.
For protecting
protecting public lands, timber, and so
so forth,
forth, $3.06.
$3.06.
For surveying the public lands, $9.49.
For geological
geological survey,
survey, $13.73.
$13.73.
For geological
geological survey, 1918-1919,
1918-1919, $1,852.60.
$1,852.60.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau of Mines, 23 cents.
For investigating
investigating mine accidents,
accidents, $22.88.
For testing fuel, Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines, $1.05.
For investigations,
petroleum and natural
investigations, petroleum
natural gas, Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines,
85 cents.
For enforcement
enforcement of the Act to regulate
regulate explosives,
explosives, Bureau
of
Bureau of
Mines, 1919, $7,960.72.
$7,960.72.
For relieving distress and prevention, and so forth, of
of diseases
among Indians,
Indians, $46.24.
For Indian schools, support,
support, 1
1 cent.
cent.
For purchase
purchase and transportation
Indian supplies,
$104.17.
transportation of
of Indian
supplies, $104.17.
For purchase
purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian
Indian supplies, 1918,
$8,557.12.
1918, $8,557.12.
For purchase
purchase and transportation
transportation of
of Indian
1919,
Indian supplies,
supplies, 1919,
$83,468.95.
$83,468.95.
For telegraphing
$32.55.
telegraphing and
and telephoning,
telephoning, Indian
Indian service,
service, 1918,
1918, $32.55.
For court costs, and so forth, in suits involving
involving lands
lands allotted
allotted to
to
Indians, $82.50.
Indians,
For pay of Indian police, $5.82.
$5.82.
For industry-among Indians, $22.85.
For water supply, Navajo and Hopi Indians, Arizona
(reimbursArizona (reimbursable),
able), 1918 and
and 1919, $297.10.
For Indian school, Greenville,
Greenville, California,
California, 1919,
1919, $191.10.
$191.10.
Kickapoo Reservation,
For Indian school, Kickapoo
Reservation, Kansas, 22 cents.
For support of Indians in Nevada, $1.03.
$1.03.
For Indian school, Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1919, 20 cents.
For Indian school, Wahpeton, North
1919, $2.97.
North Dakota, 1919,
$2.97.
For support of Pawnees, schools, Oklahoma, 1919, $15.40.
For Indian school, Salem, Oregon, 1919, $68.72.
$68.72.
For support of Sioux of different
different tribes, subsistence
subsistence and civilizacivilization, South Dakota, $3.88.
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
CLAIMS ALLOWED
AUDITOR FOR
FOR STATE
STATE AND
AND OTHER
OTHER DEPARTDEPrATMENTS.
MENTS.
Claims
by
public printing and
binding, $790.
$790.
Claims allowed
allowed by
For public
and binding,
Auditor for
for State,
State, etc.,
etc.,
Auditor
For contingent
Departments.
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of State, 1919, $562.56.
Departments.
For stationery, furniture, and so forth, Department of State, 1918,
For
1918,
$94.09.
$94.09.
For stationery, furniture, and so forth, Department
Department of State, 1919,
1919,
$561.35.
$561.35.
For salaries of ambassadors
ambassadors and ministers, $1,409.73.
$1,409.73.
For
diplomatic and consular officers, $54.54.
For transportation
transportation of diplomatic
For
transportation of diplomatic
For transportation
diplomatic and consular officers, 1918,
§771.85.
$771.85.
For transportation
transportation of diplomatic and consular
officers, 1919,
consular officers,
1919,
$5,732.87.
For
d'affaires ad interim, $1,883.34.
For salaries,
salaries, charges d'affaires
$1,883.34.
For salaries
secretaries, Diplomatic Service,
salaries of secretaries,
Service, $61.12.
$61.12.
For
For clerks at embassies and legations, $129.17.
$129.17.
expenses, foreign missions, $1,588.15.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
$1,588.15.
For contingent
contingent expenses, foreign missions, 1918, $32,467.42.
$32,467.42.
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For contingent
foreign missions,
$164,309.01.
missions, 1919, $164,309.01.
expenses, foreign
contingent expenses,
For
For salaries,
Service, $3,962.74.
Consular Service,
salaries, Consular
For
For post
diplomatic and
and consular
consular officers,
officers, $248.89.
$248.89.
to diplomatic
allowances to
For
post allowances
$1,383.15.
For
salaries, consular
consular assistants,
assistants, $1,383.15.'
For salaries,
For
$1,725.55.
allowance for clerks at consulates, $1,725.55.
For allowance
For
dominions, and
guards in Turkish dominions,
interpreters and guards
expenses, interpreters
For expenses,
so
$3,621.98.
forth, $3,621.98.
so forth,
For contingent
consulates, $4,502.30.
$4,502.30.
United States consulates,
expenses, United
contingent expenses,
For
For contingent
United States
States consulates,
$5,457.19.
1918, $5,457,19.
consulates, 1918,
expenses, United
contingent expenses,
For
consulates; 1919, $130,948.09.
For contingent
expenses,United States consulates,
$130,948.09.
contingent expenses,United
For
For
for American
$439.63.
convicts, $439.63.
American convicts,
of prisons
prisons for
For expenses
expenses of
For
International Radiotelegraphic
$275.24.
Convention, 1918-19, $275.24.
Radiotelegraphic Convention,
For International
For
growing out
governments growing
of foreign
foreign governments
interests of
of interests
representation of
For representation
of
in Europe,
Europe, $87.23.
hostilities in
of hostilities
For American
Institution, $3.03.
$3.03.
Smithsonian Institution,
ethnology, Smithsonian
For
American ethnology,
For books,
books, National
Museum, $118.85.
$118.85.
National Museum,
For
For Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
Commission, $486.90.
$486.90.
For
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
Shipping Board, $99.10.
$99.10.
States Shipping
United States
expenses, United
For
For miscellaneous
expenses, Supreme
Court, District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
District of
Supreme Court,
miscellaneous expenses,
For
1919, $3,302.62.
$3,302.62.
1919,
For
library.
,Department
Department of
Agriculture, $189.59.
of Agriculture,
For library,
For
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Animal
Animal Industry,
Industry, $13.02.
$13.02.
For general
For
Bureau of
of Plant
Plant Industry,
$237.11.
Industry, $237.11.
expenses, Bureau
For general
general expenses,
For
and distribution
of valuable
$83.42.
valuable seeds, $83.42.
distribution of
purchase and
For purchase
For general
Forest Service,
Service, $623.59.
$623.59.
general expenses, Forest
For
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Chemistry,
Chemistry, $1,498.62.
$1,498.62.
For
For
expenses, Bureau
Entomology , $20.
$20.
Bureau of Entomology,
For general expenses,
For
Bureau of
Entomology, $55.44.
$55.44.
of Entomology,
of moths,
moths, Bureau
spread of
preventing spread
For preventing
For
expenses, Bureau
Biological Survey,
$45.20.
Survey, $45.20.
Bureau of Biological
general expenses,
For general
For general
$1.50.
Estimates, $1.50.
of Crop Estimates,
Bureau of
expenses, Bureau
For
general expenses,
For general
$183.85.
Service, $183.85.
Relations Service,
States Relations
expenses, States
For
general expenses,
For general
general expenses,
expenses, office
of Public
Public Roads
Roads and
and Rural Engineeroffice of
For
ing,
$8.64.
ing, $8.64.
Organization,
For
general expenses,
Markets and Rural Organization,
office of Markets
expenses, office
For general
$67.07.
$11.39.
For
Cotton Futures Act, $11.39.
United States Cotton
of the United
enforcement of
For enforcement
For
Standards Act, $5.54.
$5.54.
United States Grain Standards
of the
the United
enforcement of
For enforcement
For
general expenses
Weather Bureau,
Bureau, $87.22.
expenses,'Weather
For general
For
International Dry
Congress, Tulsa,
Tulsa, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $9.18.
$9.18.
Dry Land
Land Congress,
For International
Commerce, $5.43.
For
$5.43.
Department of Commerce,
expenses, Department
contingent expenses,
For contingent
For
attaches, Department
$15.
Commerce, $15.
Department of Commerce,
commercial attaches,
For commercial
For
Department of
Commerce, $8.69.
of Commerce,
commerce, Department
For promoting
promoting commerce,
For contingent
expenses, Steamboat-Inspection
$3.92.
Steamboat-Inspection Service, $3.92.
For
contingent expenses,
For enforcement
enforcement of
of wireless
wireless communication
$6.59.
laws, $6.59.
communication laws,
For
For equipment,
equipment, Bureau
of Standards,
Standards, $144.08.
Bureau of
For
For general
Standards, $2.40.
$2.40.
of Standards,
Bureau of
expenses, Bureau
For
general expenses,
For equipping
equipping chemical
chemical laboratory
Bureau of Standards,
building, Bureau
laboratory building,
For
$48.48.
$48.48.
For
investigation of
of fire-resisting
properties, Bureau of Standards,
Standards,
fire-resisting properties,
For investigation
$15.48.
$15.48.
For
investigation of
$11.40.
Standards, $11.40.
materials, Bureau of
of Standards,
of railway materials,
For investigation
For
radio research,
Bureau of
of Standards,
$6.50.
Standards, $6.50.
research, Bureau
For radio
For testing
Bureau of
of Standards,
$29.68.
Standards, $29.68.
For
testing machines,
machines, Bureau
testing railroad
etc. 'Bureau of Standards,
Standards, $38.24.
$38.24.
For testing
railroad scales, etc.,
Survey, $487.41.
$487.41.
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
For party
party expenses,
expenses, Coast and
repairs of vessels, Coast Survey, $13.71.
$13.71.
For repairs
For general
Lighthouse Service,
Service, $2,175.33.
general expenses,
expenses, Lighthouse
$2,175.33.
For
$2.48.
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Fisheries, $2.48.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of Labor, 29 cents.
For contingent
detection and
and prosecution
prosecution of
of crimes,
crimes, $83.80.
$83.80.
For detection
$7.50.
officers, $7.50.
For books
books for judicial officers,
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For salaries and expenses
expenses of district attorneys, United
United States
States
courts, $38.67.
For salaries, fees, and expenses
expenses of marshals,
marshals, United
United States courts,
courts,
$40.98.
For fees of clerks, United States
States courts,
courts, 1918,
1918, $31.82.
$31.82.
For fees of clerks, United States courts,
$39,138.52.
courts, 1919,
1919, $39,138.52.
States courts,
courts, $32.
For fees of commissioners,
commissioners, United States
$32.
For fees of commissioners,
commissioners, United States
1918, $708.65.
$708.65.
States courts,
courts, 1918,
For fees of commissioners, United States courts, 1919,
1919, $3,717.20.
$3,717.20.
States courts,
$3.30.
For fees of witnesses, United
United States
courts, $3.30.
miscellaneous expenses, United States
For miscellaneous
States courts, $364.
$364.
For supplies for United States courts, 1918, $6.17.
$6.17.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
AUDITOR FOR
CLAIMS
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
THE POST
FOR THE
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTDEPART,MENT.
&LENT.

For railroad
For
railroad transportation,
transportation ; $7,361.01.
$7,361.01.
international mail, $752.31.
$752.31.
For indemnities, international
For shipment of supplies, $37.14.
For freight on stamped paper and mail bags, $25.48.
$25.48.
For vehicle service, $180.70.
$180.70.
conditions at post offices, $147.77.
For unusual conditions
$147.77.
For equipment,
equipment, City Delivery Service,
Service, $2.
$2.
special-delivery fees, $1.28.
For special-delivery
$1.28.
For rent, light, and fuel, $110.63.
$110.63.
mail-messenger service,
For mail-messenger
service $246.
$246.
For compensation
compensation to postmasters, $1,470.98.
$1,470.98.
For clerks,
clerks, third-class
third-class post offices,
offices, $30.
$30.
For clerks,
$756.62.
clerks, first and second-class
second-class post offices, $756.62.
For balances due foreign countries, $49.62.
9.62.
For Railway Mail Service, salaries, $123.97.
$123.97.
city-delivery carriers, $36.67.
For city-delivery
$36.67.
For Railway
Railway Mail Service, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, $162.82.
$162.82.
For Rural Delivery Service, $418.89.
$418.89.
For Star Route Service, $275.91.
$275.91.
For indemnities,
indemnities, domestic mail, registered,
registered, $25.
$25.
Total audited claims, section 2,
2, $999,946.
$999,946.
SEC.
SEC. 3. That this Act hereafter
hereafter may be referred
referred to as
as the "Second
"Second
Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1920."
1920."
Approved, March 6, 1920.
Approved,

Claims allowed by

Auditoror
Auditor for Post Offc
Office
Department.
Department

Title designated.
Title
dedgated.

CHAP. 95.—An
95.-An Act Authorizing
March
9, 1920.
Authorizing suits against the United States in admiralty,
March 9,1920.
[8. 3076.1
suits for salvage services,
suits
services, and providing for the release of merchant vessels belonging
belonging -- bi
3076.
[Public,
No. 156.]
to the
the United
and attachment
[Public, No.
156
to
United States
States from arrest
arrest and
attachment in
in foreign jurisdictions, and for other
purposes.
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That no vessel owned Vesrairsit
cargoes
se:aLl
ls eatic
rgoes
.

the United States or by any
by United
corporation
United States
States owned
by the
corrration
which the United
owned by
United
twenaltide
Hove in which
tes
s4
,
3izet
ure.
c., exempt
representatives
own the entire outstanding
or Bits
eir
tep
eres
mee
t
ed
ntablj
tivets
heshall
shSall
ena
o
capital of
stock
stock
tromSeiz
outstanding capital
capital
the from
or in the possession of the United States or of such corporation
corporation or
or
operated
by or
or for.the United States or such corporation,
corporation, and no
operated by
cargo
cargo owned or possessed
possessed by the United States or by such corporation,
hereafter, in
tion, shall
shall hereafter,
in view of the provision
provision herein made for a
alibel
in personam,
personam, be subject to arrest or seizure by judicial process in the
in
Proviso.
United States
Provided, That this Act
United
States or its possessions:
possessions: Provided,
.Act shall not Exion.
Exception.
apply to
apply
to the
the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company.e
Company.
persoa
Libel in personam
SEC.
2. That
cases where if such vessel were
privately owned
atiboel in peIn
S
EC. 2.
That in
in cases
were privately
owned or authorized
against
United
States, i"merif meroperated,
if such cargo
possessed, aachant
UnitedStae.
operated, or if
cargo were privately owned
owned and possessed,
vessel
or tug.
proceeding
maintained at the time of the coincomproceeding in admiralty
admiralty could be maintained
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mencement of
action herein
herein provided
provided for,
for,. a
libel in
in personam
may
personam may
a libel
the action
of the
mencement
be brought
brought against
the United
United States
States or
or against
against such
such corporation,
corporation, as
as
against the
be
the
may be,
be, provided
provided that
is employed
employed as a
a merchant
merchant
vessel is
such vessel
that such
the case
case may
Venue of
of action.
action.
tugboat
vessel or is aatug
vessel
boat operated by such corporation.
corporation. Such suits shall
shall
Venue
be brought
district court
court of
the United
United States
district in
in
for the
the district
States for
of the
in the
the district
be
brought in
which the
the parties
so suing,
or any
of them,
reside or
their prinor have their
them, reside
any of
suing, or
parties so
which
cipal
or in
the vessel
or
vessel or
which the
in which
States, or
United States,
in the
the United
business in
of business
cipal place
place of
Service, etc.
cargo
charged with
with liability
found. The
libelant shall
shall forthwith
forthwith
The libelant
is found.
liability is
cargo charged
service, etc.
attorney for such disserve
of his
libel on
the United
United States
States attorney
on the
his libel
copy of
a copy
serve a
trict and
thereof by
mail to
to the
Attorney
the Attorney
by registered
registered mail
copy thereof
mail aa copy
and mail
trict
General of
of the
and shall
shall file
sworn return of such
file aa sworn
States, and
United States,
the United
General
Admission
Such service and mailing shall constitute
Admission of cross- service
service and mailing.
mailing
constitute valid
p el
s in :ctio s by
service
and such
such corporation.
corporation. In
In case
the
case the
States and
United States
the United
on the
service on
tedtatesStcb.
United
States or
such corporation
corporation shall
in peror in
in rem
rem or
libel in
file aalibel
shall file
or such
United States
sonam
district, a
across-libel
cross-libel in
personam may
may be
be filed
or aa
filed or
in personam
any district,
in any
sonam in
set-off
claimed against
the United
United States
States or
corporation with the
or such
such corporation
against the
set-off claimed
same
effect as
if the
the libel
libel had
a private
private party.
by a
been filed by
had been
as if
and effect
force and
same force
n iied s

:ic.

Transfer of
otacauses.
es.
Transfer

of
Upon application
application of either
either party the cause may, in the discretion of

to any
any other district court of the United
the court,
transferred to
court, be transferred
the
States.
Procedure as
beS
EC. 3.
That such
such suits
suits shall
and shall
be heard
and dedeheard and
shall be
proceed and
shall proceed
3. That
tween
SEC.
bre
rte parties.
twPe private
termined according
to the
of law
rules of
pracof practhe rules
to the
law and to
the principles
principles of
according to
termined
tice
cases between
decree against
against
A decree
parties. A
private parties.
between private
like cases
in like
obtaining in
tice obtaining
the
States or
corporation may
and
suit, and
include costs of suit,
may include
or such
such corporation
the United
United States
interest at the rate of 44per
when the
the decree
decree is for a
amoney
per
money judgment, interest
when
centum per
until satisfied,
at any
any higher
higher rate
be
rate which shall be
or at
satisfied, or
annum until
per annum
centum
stipulated
decree shall be based. Inupon which such decree
contract upon
in any
any contract
stipulated in
Appeal, etc.,allowed.
ordered by the court. Decrees shall be subject to
Appeal,etc.alowed. terest shall run as ordered
appeal
and
revision as
other cases
cases of
of admiralty
admiralty and
and
in other
now provided
provided in
revision
as now
and
appeal
Actions as in rem if
maritime
jurisdiction.
If
the
libelant
so
elects
in
his
libel
the
may
may
suit
the
libel
his
elects
thelibelantso
If
jurisdiction.
maritime
.e.
ibat'so
libelant so elect.
wherever
proceed
with the
libels in
in rem wherever
the principles
principles of libels
accordance with
in accordance
proceed in
it
appear that
or cargo
owned and
cargo been
been privately
privately owned
the vessel
vessel or
that had
had the
it shall
shall appear
Election so to
possessed
maintained. Election
to
in rem might have been maintained.
possessed a
a libel
libel in
proceed shall
shall not
not preclude
libelant in
in any
any proper
from seeking
seeking
proper case
case from
preclude the
the libelant
.proceed
No
bond required.
obond
ured
relief in personam in the same suit. Neither the United States nor
nor
such
corporation
shall
be
required
to
give
any
bond
or
admiralty
bond
or
admiralty
to
give
any
be
required
shall
such
corporation
Cancellation of forstipulation
on any
brought hereunder.
hereunder. Any
such bond
bond
Any such
proceeding brought
any proceeding
stipulation on
mer
mer bonds.
bonds,
or stipulation
or
stipulation heretofore
heretofore given in admiralty
admiralty causes
causes by the United
United
States,
the United
Shipping Board,
the United
States Shipor the
United States
ShipUnited States
States Shipping
Board, or
States, the
and be
ping
Corporation, shall become
become void and
ping Board
Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation,
surrendered
and canceled
filing of
of aasuggestion
suggestion by the Attorcanceled upon
upon the
the filing
surrendered and
ney
General or
other duly
duly authorized
the United
that the
United
law officer
officer that
or other
authorized law
ney General
Payment
decree. States is interested in such cause, and assumes liability to satisfy any
payment oof decree.
States is interested in such cause, and assumes liability
any
p
Poet, p. 527.
"
decree included
included within said bond or stipulation,
decree
stipulation, and thereafter
thereafter any
any
such
decree shall
be paid
as provided
section 8
8 of
of this
this Act.
Act.
paid as
provided in
in section
such decree
shall be
Private vessels forSEC. 4.
4. That
That if
privately owned
owned vessel
vessel not
the possession
of
possession of
in the
not in
if a
a privately
SEC.
veoernmeSnt
mrter
merly
Government
owned.
the United
States or
or of
such
corporation is arrested or attached upon
.
oned.
the
United States
of. such
.
. corporation is arrested or attached upon
Release, etc., if atRelease,
any cause of action arising or alleged
alleged to have
have arisen from previous
tached for causes aris- any
tached
ing during such ownersduringsuhowner- possession, ownership, or operation
operation of such vessel by the United
ship.
corporation, such
released without
without
States or by such corporation,
such vessel
vessel shall
shall be
be released
bond or
upon the
the suggestion
the United
bond
or stipulation
stipulation therefor
therefor upon
suggestion by
by the
United States,
States,
through
its Attorney
Attorney General
General or
or other
duly authorized
law
officer,
law
officer,
other
duly
authorized
Asumo
of
through
its
a
Assumption o
of liaa that it is interested in such cause, desires such release, and assumes
that it is interested m such cause, desires such release, and assumes
bility.
bility.o
the
liability for
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of any
any decree
decree obtained
by the
the libelthe liability
for the
obtained by
libelthereafter such cause
proceed against
the
ant in
in such
such cause, and thereafter
cause shall proceed
against the
United States
in accordance
with the
provisions of
this
Act.
United
States
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
this
Act.
Time limit for suitS.
Tmeimit
r suit.
SEC.
authorized may be brought only
oniy on
S
EC. 5.
5. That suits as herein authorized
on
causes of
of action
action arising
April 6,
1917, provided
provided that
that suits
based
causes
arising .since
since April
6, 1917,
suits based
this Act
shall
on causes of action
action arising
arising prior
prior to
to the
the taking
taking effect
effect of
of this
Act shall

S
IXTYSIXTH CONGRES
S.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. Cu.
95.
SESS.
CH. 95.
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1920.
1920.

be brought
this Act
goes into
into effect;
effect; and
and all
within one
one year
year after
after this
Act goes
all
be
brought within
other suits
shall be
be brought
brought within
two years
years after
after the
the cause
cause
other
suits hereunder
hereunder shall
within two
of action
action arises.
of
arises.
S
EC. 6.
6. That
United States
or such
corporation shall
States or
such corporation
shall be
be enenSEC.
That the
the United
titled
the benefits
benefits of
of all
all exemptions
and of
limitations of
of liability
liability
titled to
to the
exemptions and
of all
all limitations
accorded
law to
to the
charterers, operators,
operators, or
agents of
of
or agents
the owners,
owners, charterers,
accorded by
by law
vessels.
vessels.

Exemptions, etc.

Eemptonstc

Seizurm,etc., of GovSEC. 7.
7. That
if any
any vessel
cargo within
the purview
purview of
of sections
sections ernment
SEC.
That if
vessel or
or cargo
within the
Sermurset,onfGovowned vessels,
etc. in
in foreign
foreign
and 44of
of this
Act is
arrested, attached,
or otherwise
otherwise seized
by process
process countries.
sels, etc.,
seized by
attached, or
11and
this Act
is arrested,
'

Immunity, etc.,
of
any court
court in
country other
or if
any CImeunity,
of any
in any
any country
other than
than the
the United
United States,
States, or
if any
etc.,
may be claimed by
suit
against the
the master
vessel for
for any
any my
be claimed by
such vessel
suit is
is brought
brought therein
therein against
master of
of any
any such
consul.
cause
action arising
from, or
in connection
possession,
arising from,
or in
connection with,
with, the
the possession,
cause of
of action
operation, or
ownership of
of any
any such
possession, carriage,
or ownership
such vessel,
vessel, or
or the
the possession,
carriage,
operation,
or ownership
of any
cargo, the
Secretary of
State of
of the
any such
such cargo,
the Secretary
of State
the United
United
or
ownership of
States in
in his
request of
the Attorney
Attorney General
General of
of
upon the
the request
of the
States
his discretion,
discretion, upon
the United
States, or
or any
officer duly
duly authorized
authorized by
him, may
may
any other
other officer
by him,
the
United States,
direct the
United States
States consul
residing at
at or
or nearest
nearest the
place at
at
the place
the United
consul residing
direct
which
action may
been commenced
to claim
such vessel
claim such
vessel
have been
commenced to
which such
such action
may have
or
immune from
or other
other seizure,
seizure,
or cargo
cargo as
as immune
from such
such arrest,
arrest, attachment,
attachment, or
of bond.
and
an agreement,
bond, or
stipulation for
for Execution
Executionofbond
agreement, undertaking,
undertaking, bond,
or stipulation
and to
to execute
execute an
and
on
behalf
of
the
United
States,
or
the
United
States
Shipping
States
Shipping
United
States,
or
the
United
and on behalf of the
Board,
or such
such corporation
corporation as
as by
by said
said court
court required,
required, for
for the
the release
release
Board, or
g
Suits against
masters
of
vessel or
cargo, and
the prosecution
appeal; or
of any
any appeal;
or osuita
stmaster
or cargo,
and for
for the
prosecution of
of such
such vessel
of such vessels.
may,
suits against
the event of
of such
s
sits
such
against the
the master
master of
of any such vessel,
vessel, suc
may, in the
direct
States consul
consul to
enter the appearance
appearance of
United
to enter
of the
the United
said United
United States
direct said
States, or
or of
of the
the United
United States
States Shipping
Shipping Board,
Board, or
of such
or of
such corporacorporaStates,
tion, and
the credit
credit thereof
thereof to
to the
the payment
any judgtion,
and to
to pledge
pledge the
payment of
of any
judg- Arrangement
ofor
f r
suAetin. e me
cost that may
may be entered
entered in such suit. The Attorney sureties.
ment and
and cost
General
hereby vested
arrange with
General is
is hereby
vested with
with power and
and authority
authority to arrange
with
any
surety company,
corporation in
in the
any bank, surety
company, person, firm,
firm, or corporation
the United
United
States, its Territories
Territories and possessions,
possessions, or in any foreign country, to
to
execute any such aforesaid
aforesaid bond or stipulation
stipulation as surety or stipulator
stipulator
thereon, and to pledge
pledge the credit of the United
United States
States to the indemindemnification
surety or
stipulator as
may be
to secure
secure
nification of
of such
such surety
or stipulator
as may
be required
required to
Payment of judgof judgthe execution
execution of such bond or stipulation. The presentation of aamenent
ments.
copy
copy of the
the judgment
judgment roll
roll in any
any such
such suit, certified
certified by
by the
the clerk of
of
certificate and seal of the United
the court and authenticated
authenticated by the certificate
United
and by
by
States consul claiming
claiming such
such vessel or cargo,
cargo, or
or his successor,
successor, and
certificate of the Secretary
capacity of
the certificate
Secretary of State as to the official capacity
such
accounting
such consul,
consul, shall be sufficient
sufficient evidence
evidence to the
the proper accounting
officers of the United States, or of
Boar,
of the United States
States Shipping Board,
or of
corporation, for
the allowance
allowance and
payment of
such judgjudg- Proviso.
or
of such
such corporation,
for the
and payment
of such
Proso'
ments: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
in this
this section
section shall
shall be
be held
ments:
That nothing
nothing in
held No immunity prejudiced.
prejudice or preclude a
a claim of the immunity of such vessel or diced.
to prejudice
cargo from
from foreign
foreign jurisdiction
cargo
in a
proper case.
case.
jurisdiction in
a proper
Payment of
judg.
Payment
of judgawards, or setrendered in
in any suit herein
SEC.
That any
any final
final judgment
S
EC. 8. That
judgment rendered
herein author- ments, awards,
mentsized, and any final judgment
judgment within the purview of sections 4
4 and 7
7 tltlements.
arbitration award
award or
or settlement
settlement had
of this
this Act, and
and any arbitration
had and
and agreed
agreed
to under the provisions of section 99of this Act, shall, upon the presentation of aaduly authenticated
authenticated copy thereof, be paid by the proper
proper
accounting
of the
States out
any appropriation
appropriation or
accounting officers
officers of
the United
United States
out of
of any
or Apprortion
if no
Appropriation it' no
insurance fund or other fund especially
available therefor;
therefor; otherwise n a
especially available
lie.
appropriated, out of any money
there is hereby appropriated,
money in the Treasury of
the United States not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, aasum sufficient
sufficient to pay
fund
Compromises, etc.,
any such judgment
judgment or
award or
settlementpromises
any
or award
or settlement.
etc.,
SEC.
the Government
S
EC. 9. That the Secretary of any department
department of the
Government authorized.
of the United States, or the United States Shipping Board, or the
board of trustees of such corporation, having control of the possession
possession
or operation
operation of any merchant
merchant vessel are, and each hereby is, author-
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ized
to arbitrate,
arbitrate, compromise,
compromise, or
which suit
ized to
or settle
settle any
any claim
claim in
in which
suit will
will
lie
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of sections
7, and
of this
Act.
4, 7,
and 10
10 of
this Act.
sections 2,
2, 4,
lie under
Salvages by GovernSEC. 10.
10. That
That the
the United
United States,
any merchant
merchant
States, and
and the
the crew
crew of
of any
erchant
SEC.
maaeSedy
ment
owned merchant
vessel owned
by the
the United
or such
such corporation,
vessels.
vessel
owned or
or operated
operated by
United States,
States, or
corporation,
Collection for vessel
shall have
have the
the right
right to
collect and
and sue
sue for
services rendered
rendered
for salvage
salvage services
to collect
oredl shall
nCdcrewiut
and
crew authorized.
recovered therefrom
therefrom by
by such
vessel and
and crew,
and any
by
any moneys
moneys recovered
crew, and
by
such vessel
the
United States
States for
its own
and not
not for
benefit of
for the
the benefit
of the
the
for its
own benefit,
benefit, and
the United
crew,
covered into
into the
the United
United States
Treasury to
credit
shall be
be covered
States Treasury
to the
the credit
crew, shall
of
department of
the Government
Government of
of the
States, or
of
or of
the United
United States
the department
of the
of the
the United
Shipping Board
or of
such corporation,
corporation, having
having
of such
United States
States Shipping
Board,i or
the
control of
of the
possession or
of such
such vessel.
control
the possession
or operation
operation of
vessel.
Mondi
eys received to
the
SEC. 11
all
moneys
recovered
in
any
suit brought
brought by
by the
in
any suit
recovered
all
moneys
11.
That
SEC.
credteodeat
be creted
to depart• That
c on
connection
troigg United
meTe.nttetc', emitmilin
ment,
United States
States on any cause of action arising from, or in connection
the vesseL
with, the
the possession,
operation, or
ownership of
any merchant
merchant vessel,
vessel,
of any
or ownership
possession, operation,
with,
or the
or ownership
ownership of
of any
be covered
covered
any cargo,
cargo, shall
shall be
possession, carriage,
carriage, or
or
the possession,
into the
Treasury to
the credit
of the
the department
department of
of
to the
credit of
States Treasury
into
the United
United States
the
Government of
of the
United States,
States, or
or of
of the
the United
States Shipping
Shipping
United States
the United
the Government
Board, or
of such
such aforesaid
having control
control of
of the
vessel
the vessel
aforesaid corporation,
corporation, having
Board,
or of
or
cargo with
with respect
to which
cause of
of action
action arises,
arises, for
for reimreimwhich such
such cause
respect to
or cargo
bursement of
the appropriation,
appropriation, or
or insurance
insurance fund,
fund, or
other funds,
funds,
or other
of the
bursement
from
which the
the loss,
loss, *damage,
compensation for
said judgjudgfor which
which said
damage, or
or compensation
from which
paid.
be
will
RePort
to
Congress,
ment
was
recovered
has
been
or
will
loot)
paid.
or
been
has
erto to Congres ment was recovered
of all suits, etcSEC. 12.
That the
General shall
report to
Congress
SEC.
12. That
the Attorney
Attorney General
shall report
to the
the Congress
ofaRsuints,etc.ss'
at each
session thereof
thereof the
the suits
under this
this Act
Act in
which final
final judgjudgin which
suits under
at
each session
ment
rendered for
for or
or against
the United
United States
States and
and
against the
ment shall
shall have
have been
been rendered
such
corporation and
the Secretary
department of
of
and the
Secretary.of
of any
any department
such aforesaid
aforesaid corporation,
the Government
Government of
of the
States, and
United States
States Shipping
the United
United States,
and the
the United
Shipping
the
Arbitration awards, Board, and the board of trustees of
any such
aforesaid corporation,
corporation,
such aforesaid
, Board, and the board of trustees of any
a
Arbion
shall
the arbitration
arbitration awards
awards or
settlements of
or settlements
of claims
claims
etc.
shall likewise
likewise report
report the
which shall
shall have
have been
since the
the previous
previous session,
which
been agreed
agreed to
to since
session, and
and in
in
which the time to appeal
have expired or have been waived.
laws re- which the time to appeal shall have expired or have been waived.
Inconsistent lwsrepealed.
SEO.
13. That
That the provisions
SEC. 13.
other Acts
inconsistent herewith
herewith
provisions of
of all
all other
Acts inconsistent
are hereby
hereby repealed.
are
repealed.
Approved,
March 9,
9, 1920.
1920.
Approved, March
March
1920.
March 10,
10, 1'I0.
[S.
IS.J. Res. 156.1
[Pub. Res., No. 31.1
31.]
Polish residents servPolishresidentsserin
ing
with
allies in
World
war
orld War
Preamble.

CHAP.
98.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
Secretary of
War to
to bring
bring back
back
CHAP. 96.-Joint
the Secretary
of War
on Army
Army transports
transports from
Danzig, Poland,
residents of
of the
United States
States of
of Polish
Polish
on
from Danzig,
Poland, residents
the United

origin who were engaged in the war on the side of the allied and associated powers.
powers.

Whereas
Whereas there are now in concentration
concentration camps at or near Warsaw,
Poland, and have been since November,
Poland,
November, 1919, upward of twelve
Preamble.
thousand
thousand residents
residents of the United States of Polish origin who
were equipped
were
equipped and
and transported
transported at
of Great
Great Britain
at the
the expense
expense of
Britain
and France from
from the United
Poland and
United States to
to Poland
and who
were
who were
engaged
in active
active service
behalf of
of the
the allied
cause during
during
engaged in
service in
in behalf
allied cause
the war;
the
war; and
and
Whereas they
they are
desirous of
returning to
to their
in this
this country
Whereas
are desirous
of returning
their homes
homes in
country
and are
without means
means to
repatriation: Thereand
are without
to accomplish
accomplish such
such repatriation:
Therefore
fore be
be it
it
Resolved
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
Resolved by
transport
A
Army
transports
That authority
be, and
ibe used
for re- States
States of
tsed for
of America
America in
mayrmy
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
authority be,
and
turning,
to
United
turning,
to
United hereby
hereby is, given to the Secretary
Secretary of War to use such Army transports
States.
as may
be available
to bring
to the
States from
as
may be
available to
bring back
back to
the United
United States
from Danzig,
Danzig,
Poland, such
the United
States of
of Polish
Polish origin
origin as
as were
were
Poland,
such residents
residents of
of the
United States
engaged
war on
on the
the side
side of
allied and
engaged in
in the
the war
of the
the allied
and associated
associated powers.
powers.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 10,
10, 1920.
1920.
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CHAP. 97.—An
Act Authorizing
of a
bridge and
and approaches
approaches
Authorizing the
the construction
construction of
a bridge
CHAP.
97.-An Act
thereto
at a
apoint
point a
alittle
east of
of north
north of
of Nocona
in Montague
Montague County,
County,
thereto across
across Red
Red River
River at
little east
Nocona in
Texas.
Texas.

March 12, 1920.
12160.]
[H. R. 12160.]
[Public, No. 157.]

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
House of
of the
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Nocona
Red River
River
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Nocona Red
Bridge
is hereby,
authorized to
to
Bridge Company,
Company, a
a corporation,
corporation, be,
be, and
and it
it is
hereby, authorized
construct,
operate a
a bridge
approaches thereto
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
bridge and
and approaches
thereto

Red River.
NRedon
Nocona Red River
Bridge Company may
Bridge
CompanyTex.
bridge, Nocona,

across
navigation
across Red
Red River at
at aa point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests of navigation
on
the south
south bank
bank of
of Red
Red River
at a
apoint
due north
north
on the
River at
point a
a little
little east
east of
of due
of
Nocona in
in Montague
Montague County,
point approximately
of Nocona
County, Texas,
Texas, to
to aa point
approximately
north of
of said
said beginning
beginning and
in Jefferson
Jefferson County,
County, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
north
and located
located in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to
in
provisions of
of the
entitled "An
regulate the construction
waters," approved
regulate
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved
March 23,
March
23, 1906.
1906.
S
EC. 2.
right to
to alter,
amend, or
this Act
Act is
hereby
SEC.
2. That
That the
the right
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 12,
12, 1920.
1920.

River
may

Construction.
3
Vol. 34, p. 84.

voeS 4u1.;i

Amendment.

Amendment.

March 12, 1920.
R.11756.]
[H. R.
11756.]
[Public, No.
No. 153.]
[Public,
158.1

CHAP
98.—An Act
extend the time for
for the construction
construction of aabridge
bridge across
across
CHAP. 98.-An
Act To
To extend
Connecticut River
Springfield and
River between Springfield
and West
West Springfield, in Hampden
Hampden
the Connecticut
County, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
the United
United Connctt
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
River.
Connecticut River.
States
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
times for
for
assembled, That
the times
for commenccommenc- Time
Time extended for
States of
of America
in Congress
idgmsat
bridge, authorized
Act Wass.
Springjug and
completing the
of a
a bridge
authorized by Act
at
Springing
and completing
the construction
construction of
39, p. 536,amendof
approved August
to be
be built
across the
the ConCon- ed.Vol.
of Congress
Congress approved
August 25,
25, 1916,
1916, to
built across
Vol.39,p.536amendnecticut River
River between
the city
Springfield and
necticut
between the
city of
of Springfield
and the
the town
town of
of West
West
Springfield, in
in Hampden
Hampden County,
are hereby
hereby extended
extended
Springfield,
County, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, are
one
and three
years, respectively,
from the
day of
of February,
one and
three years,
respectively, from
the 27th
27th day
February,
1920.
1920.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this
Act is
hereby Amendment.
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, March
12, 1920.
1920.
March 12,

CHAP.
CHAP. 99.-Joint
99.—Joint Resolution To amend a
acertain paragraph
paragraph of the Actentitled
Act entitled "In
"An
Act making appropriations for the current and contingent
Bureau of
contingent expenses of the Bureau

Marsh 12, 1920.
1920.
[H. J. Res.
Res. 305.1
305.
[Pub. Res., No.
No. 32:r
32.:1

Indian Affairs, for fulfilling treaty stipulations
stipulations with various Indian tribes, and for
for

other purposes, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921,"
1921," approved
February 14, 1920.
approved February

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House of Representaives
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
in Congress
That the
the fifth
fifth paragraph
of
paragraph of
"An Act making
appropriations for the
section 18 of the Act entitled "An
making appropriations
current and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, for
of the
the Bureau
for
fulfilling treaty stipulations
stipulations with various Indian tribes, and for other
purposes,
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1921,"
purposes, for
approved
1921," approved
"The
$200,000, to
February 14, 1920, which reads
reads as follows: "
The sum of $200,000,
be expended
expended in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, under
rules and regulations
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
aid of
of the
common
by him,
him, in
in aid
the common
Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Seminole
schools in the Cherokee,
Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw
Nations
Quapaw Agency
in Oklahoma,
Nations and the Quapaw
Agency in
Oklahoma, during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal
year ending June 30, 1920: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall
not be subject
subject to
the limitation
limitation in
section 1
the Act
Act of
to the
in section
1 of
of the
of May
May 25,
25,
1918 (Fortieth Statutes, page
page 564),
564), limiting the expenditure
expenditure of money
money
blood," be, and
to educate
educate children
children of less than one-fourth
one-fourth Indian blood,"
same is hereby,
amended so
the same
hereby, amended
so as
to read:
read:
as to
"The sum of $200
$200,000,
expended in the discretion of the
"The
1
000, to be expended
Secretary
be prescribed
Secretary of the Interior, under rules and regulations
regulations to be
prescribed
by him, in aid of the common schools
schools in
in the
the Cherokee,
Cherokee, Creek,
Creek, Choctaw,
Choctaw,

Indian
AppropriatXdi
Apprpation Act, 11921

in date o

Correction
orrection in date of

Civilized
t
i
ol
tfe7
Five
Cil-atiTnbe
corncomTrb

mon schools.
monschools.
Ante, p. 427, amendAnte,
ed.
ed.

Corrected paragraph.
, inTribal schools,
1
cludlng Quapaws.

Tnbaoeo.

cludig Qupaws.
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530

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

Parentage
roviso.
P
limitation
Penage
not applicable.
p. 564.

vol. 4o,

Vol 40, p. 5.

March 15, 1920.
[S. 30374.
3037.1
[Public,
159.]
[Public, No. 159.]

sa.

No.

Army surplus supplies.
Transfers of motor
ou motor
vehicles, equipment,
directed.
etc., directed.

S
ESS. II.
100.
99, 100.
SEss.
II. CHs.
CHS. 99,

1920.
1920.

Chickasaw, and
and Seminole
the Quapaw
Agency in
in
and the
Quapaw Agency
Chickasaw,
Seminole Nations
Nations and
Oklahoma, during
fiscal year
June 30,
1921: Provided,
Provided,
30, 1921:
ending June
year ending
the fiscal
during the
Oklahoma,
That this
appropriation shall not
limitation in
not be subject to the limitation
That
this appropriation
section
section 11of
of the Act of May
May 25,
25, 1918
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page 564),
564),
limiting
to educate
children of
of less
less than
than
educate children
of money
money to
the expenditure
expenditure of
limiting the
blood."
one-fourth Indian blood."
Approved, March
March 12,
12, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP. 100.-An
100.—An Act
To authorize
authorize the
Secretary of
of War
to transfer
transfer certain
certain surplus
War to
the Secretary
Act To
CHAP.
motor-propelled
vehicles and
material to various
road-making material
equipment and road-making
and motor
motor equipment
motor-propelled vehicles
services
of the
the Government,
use of
of the
the States.
for the use
Government, and for
and departments
departments of
services and

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Be
enacted by

States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
War
the Secretary
Secretary of War
America in
in Congress
Amyisurpls sp States
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
transfer such
such motorto transfer
authorized and
he is
is hereby,
be,
vTraers
propelled
equipment, including
propelled vehicles
vehicles and motor equipment,
including spare parts, pertaining
to the
Military Establishment
Establishment as
are or
or may
hereafter be
be
may hereafter
as are
the Military
taining to
found
to
be
surplus
and
no
longer
required
for
military
purposes,
to
to
purposes,
military
for
required
no
longer
and
surplus
To
Agricultural
Deto
be
To Agricultural D found
partment,
partment, for
for roads.
roads. (a) the Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, for use in the improvement
improvement of
VoL 40, p. 1201.
highway's
and roads
provisions of
of section
Act
of the
the Act
section 77 of
the provisions
roads under
under the
highways and
Posp,p...584.
5.
Post,
approved
February 28,
28, 1919,
entitled "An
"An Act
making appropriaappropriaAct making
1919, entitled
approved February
tions
of the
Department, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
the Post
Post Office
Office Department,
for the
the service
service of
tions for
Proviso.
1920,
and for
for other
other purposes":
purposes": Provided,
That no
no more
more
however, That
Provided, however,
Limit.
1920, and
LimP
motor-propelled
vehicles, motor
equipment, and
other war
war material,
material,
and other
motor equipment,
motor-propelled vehicles,
equipment, and
and supplies
of which
which is
is authorized
authorized in
in this
this
transfer of
supplies, the
the transfer
equipment,
Act,
be transferred
to the
the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture for the
the
Department of
transferred to
Act, shall
shall be
purposes
named in
section 7
Act than
said Department
Department of
of
than said
7 of
of said
said Act
in section
purposes named
Agriculture
shall
certify can
can be
be efficiently
for such
such purposes
efficiently used
used for
purposes
shall
certify
Agriculture
For Postal Service.
For ostal ervice
within aareasonable
reasonable time after such transfer;
transfer; (b) the Post Office DeFor Public Health
Health partment
partment for use in the transmission of mails; and (c) the Treasury
Treasury
Service.
Department, for
for the
the use
use of
of the
the Public
Service under the
the proPublic Health
Health Service
Vol. 40,, p.
Department,
vole
p. 1303.
303.
approved March
March 3,
entitled "An
'An
Act approved
3, 1919, entitled
visions of
of section
section 33of
of the
the Act
Act to
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury to
hospital
to provide
provide hospital
the Secretary
of the
Act
to authorize
authorize the
and
sanatorium facilities
facilities for
for discharged
and disabled
disabled soldiers,
soldiers,
discharged sick
sick and
and sanatorium
sailors, and marines."
making
Surplus road ma
king sailors, and marines."
Surpiusrod
material tranuserred
transferred to
S
EC. 2.
That the
of War
War is
authorized and
and directed
directed
SEC.
2. That
the Secretary
Secretary of
is hereby
hereby authorized
material
Agricultural

Depart-

to
transfer to
to the
Agriculture, under
of
to transfer
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
under the
the provisions
provisions of
section
section 7
7of the Act approved
approved February,28, 1919,
1919, entitled "An
"An Act
Act
Post, pp. l15, 1349. making appropriations
appropriations for the service
service of the Post Office Department
Department
for the
fiscal year
1920, and
for other
purposes," for
in the
imfor use
use in
the imfor
the fiscal
year 1920,
and for
other purposes,"
as therein provided,
provided, the following
following
provement
provement of
of highways
highways and
and roads, as
Items
specified.
war material,
material, equipment,
tems specified
equipment, and
and supplies pertaining
pertaining to the Military
Military
Establishment
hereafter be
Establishment as are
are or
or may hereafter
be found
found to be
be surplus and
and
not required
for military
to wit,
rollers, graders,
not
required for
military purposes,
purposes, to
wit, road
road rollers,
graders, and
and
oilers; sprinkling
sprinkling wagons;
wagons; concrete
concrete mixers;
mixers; derricks;
outoilers;
derricks; pile-driver
pile-driver outfits complete;
complete; air
air and
fits
and steam
steam drill
drill outfits;
outfits; centrifugal
centrifugal and
and diaphragm
diaphragm
pumps with
with power;
and orange-peel
orange-peel buckets;
buckets;
pumps
power; rock
rock crushers;
crushers; clamshell
clamshell and
road scarifiers;
scarifiers; caterpillar
drag-line excavators;
excavators; plows;
caterpillar and
and drag-line
plows; cranes;
cranes;
road
trailers; rubber and
and steam
steam hose; asphalt plants;
plants; steam shovels; dump
dump
wagons;
hoisting engines;
engines; air-compressor
power; boilers;
wagons; hoisting
air-compressor outfits
outfits with
with power;
boilers;
drag, Fresno, and wheel scrapers; stump pullers;
pullers; wheelbarrows;
wheelbarrows;
screening
wagon loaders;
hoisting cable;
cable;
screening plants;
plants; wagon
loaders; blastino.
blasting machines;
machines; hoisting
air
• hose;
culverts; ex
and exploders;
nosives and
air
hose; corrugated-metal
corrugated-metal culverts;
explosives
exploders; meneers' transits,
transits, levels
tapes, and
and similar
and equipment;
equipment;
gineers'
levels,! tapes,
similar supplies
supplies and
drafting
materials; industrial
drafting machines;
machines; plammeters;
planimeters; fabricated
fabricated bridge
bridge materials;
industrial
railway
conveyors, gravity
and power;
donkey engines;
engines;
railway equipment;
equipment; conveyors,
gravity and
power; donkey
corrugated-metal
corrugated-metal roofing; steel
and iron
steel and
iron pipe;
pipe; wagons
wagons and
and similar
similar
equipment
and supplies
as are
are used
for road-building
equipment and
supplies such
such as
used directly
directly for
road-building
purposes.
purposes.

Agnrcutural
ment.

Depart-

Vol. 40,
p. 1201.
Vol.
4,p.t11.
Post, pp. 1155, 1349.

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS
SESS. II.
II.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.. SESS.

Cns.100,
101.
CHS.100, 101.

1920.
1920.

SEC. 3.
3. That
the Secretary
Secretary of
War is
is also
authorized and
and
of War
also hereby
hereby authorized
That the
SEC.
directed to
to transfer
transfer to
to the
the Department
Department of
Agriculture, for
the use
of
for the
use of
directed
of Agriculture,
the Forest
such telephone
telephone supplies
to the
the Military
Military
the
Forest Service,
Service, such
supplies pertaining
pertaining to
Establishment which
which have
found to
be surplus
and no
no longer
longer
to be
surplus and
have been
been found
Establishment
required for
for military
military purposes
purposes and
and are
are needed
needed for
the present
use of
present use
of
for the
required
the said service.

531
Telephone supplies
Telephone tosuppli'
e
transferred
Forest
Service.
Service.

ght charges, etc.
SEC. 4.
4. That
charges incurred
in the
the transfer
transfer of
of the
the property
Freight charges, etc.
property Frei
incurred in
SEC.
That freight
freight charges
provided
for
in
this
Act
shall
not
be
defrayed
by
the
War
Departby
the
War
Departfor
in
this
Act
shall
not
be
defrayed
provided
ment,
and if
for
said property for
shall load
load any of said
War Department
Department shall
ment, and
if the
the War
shipment
said loading
loading shall
reimbursed the
be reimbursed
the War
War
expense of
of said
shall be
shipment the
the expense
Department by
by the
the department
transferred
property is transferred
the property
to which the
department to
Department
by an
an adjustment
adjustment of
of the
the appropriations
appropriations of
of the
departments:
the two
two departments:
by
Proviso.
Provided,
receiving any
any of
property for
for sPteto
Provided, however,
however, That
That any
any State
State receiving
States to pay
of said
said property
pay for
for
p
r
operty recved
received by
use
improvement of
of public
property them.
rPerty
by
as to
to the
the property
public highways shall, as
the improvement
use in
in the
it receives,
pay to
the Department
amount of
of 20
20
the amount
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture the
receives, pay
to the
it
per centum
the estimated
estimated value
value of
of said
said property,
property, as
as fixed
by the
per
centum of
of the
fixed by
the Freight charges deunder his direction,
duht
charges dedirection, against
against which sum ducted.
of Agriculture
Agriculture or
or under
Secretary-of
the said
said State
set off
all freight
freight charges
charges paid
by it
on the
the shipshippaid by
it on
may set
off all
the
State may
ment
property, not
to exceed,
however, said
per centum.
ment of
of said
said property,
not to
exceed, however,
said 20 per
centum.
State title to vehicles, etc.
S
EC. 5.
5. That
That the
the title
title to
shall be
be and
and hicles,
etec.
vehicles and
and equipment
equipment shall
to said
said vehicles
SEC.
remain
State for
for use
use in
in the
improvement of the public
the improvement
in the
the State
remain vested
vested in
highways, and
vehicles and
in serviceable
serviceable conconno such
such vehicles
and equipment
equipment in
highways,
and no
any indition shall be sold
sold or
or the title to the
the same transferred
transferred to
to any
in- Proviso.
dividual, company,
company, or
corporation: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
for public
public
State highway
highway Rental
ental' for
any State
or corporation:
dividual,
hi1ghways.
motor-propelled vehicles and other hghwaysis assigned
assigned motor-propelled
department to
to which is
equipment and
transferred herein
Department of
of
herein to
to the
the Department
and supplies, transferred
equipment
Agriculture,
vehicles
in its
ts discretion,
discretion, arrange for the use of such vehicles
Agriculture, may, in
and
purpose of
constructing or maintaining
maintaining public
the purpose
of constructing
and equipment,
equipment, for the
highways,
with any
fair
municipal corporation
corporation at aafair
any State
State agency
agency or municipal
highways, with
rental
less than
than the
the cost
repair
rental which
which shall
shall not
not be
be less
cost of
of maintenance
maintenance and
and repair
of said vehicles and equipment.
ohibitin on veProhibition
S
EC. 6.
the provisions
July 16,
16, 1914
1914 (Thirty(Thirty- hileexpenditures
SEC.
6. That the
provisions of the
the Act
Act of July
hicle expenditures not
not
to authori8abl9
expenditure of
of approappro- applicable
454), prohibiting
prohibiting the
Statutes, page
eighth
eighth Statutes,
page 454),
the expenditure
ized
transfers. authorpriations
departments or
38, p.
p. 608.
5O.
the executive
executive departments
or other
other Government
Government Vol.
Vol. 38,
priations by any of the
establishments for the maintenance,
establishments
maintenance, repair,
repair, or operation of
of motormotorpropelled
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
propelled or horse-drawn
vehicles in
in the absence
absence
of
not apply
to vehicles
transferred,
of specific
specific statutory
statutory authority,
authority, shall
shall not
apply to
vehicles transferred,
or
transferred, by the Secretary
or hereafter to
to be transferred,
Secretary of War to the
the DepartDepartmen tof
Agriculture for
of the
the Department
Department under
under the
ment
of Agriculture
for the
the use
use of
the propro- Vol.40,
p. 1201.
Vol. 40, p.
visions of this Act, or under the provisions
provisions of section
section 7
7 of
of the
the Act of Proviso.
Poiso
to states,
States, etc.,
etc.,
sales to
Provided, however, Sales
February
to in
section 1
1hereof:
hereof: Provided,
referred to
in section
February 28, 1919,
1919, referred
That nothing in this Act contained shall be held or construed
construed to note
nolre,
ected
p. d5.
105.
amend, or repeal the provisions of the last proviso under the
modify, amend,
Act
item entitled "Contingencies
"Contingencies of the Army," as contained
contained in the Act
entitled "An
"An Act making appropriations
appropriations for the support of the
the Army
Army
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, and for othepurposes,"
other purposes,"
approved July 11, 1919, except as to direction
direction for the transfer of those
2 hereof.
articles enumerated
enumerated in section 2
March 15, 1920.
Approved, March

March
17, 1920.
March 17,
I9.

CHAP.
101.-An Act To
To amend
CHAP. 101.—An
amend section
section 98
98 of
of an
Act entitled
codify,
an Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to codify,
[s. 3696.]
3696.]
[S.
revise, and
and amend
amend the laws
approved March
laws relating
relating to
to the
the judiciary,"
judiciary," approved
3, 1911,
1911, as
as -[Public,
March 3,
160.]
[Public, No.
No. 160.]
amended.
amended.

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the United
United United
Unitedstatescourts.
Statescourts.
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 98 of an Act
States
in Congress
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Cu. 101.
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VoL36p.il2,amend"An Act to codify, revise, and amend the laws relating to
entitled "An
0t36
728.
the
judiciary," approved
approved March
March 3,
3, 1911,
1911, as
VoL 3,38, p. 728
the judiciary,"
as amended,
amended, is
is hereby
hereby

e

North Carolina Judiudi
rthiCarna J cial districts.

amended to
read as
follows:
amended
to read
as follows:

"SEC. 98.
98. The State of North Carolina is divided into two districts,
"SEC.
to be known as the eastern
eastern and western districts of North Carolina.
te
Eastern.
The eastern
district shall
include the
the territory
on the
.
The
eastern district
Ete
shall include
territory embraced
embraced on
the 1st
1st
day
Bladen, Brunscounties of
of Beaufort, Bertie, Bladen,
day of
of July,
July 1910, in the counties
wick, Camden,
Camden, Chatham,
Columbus,
Currituck, Craven,
Craven, Columbus,
Chatham, Cumberland,
Cumberland, Currituck,
wick,
Chowan,
Durham, Edegcombe,
Franklin,
Duplin, Durham,
Edegcombe, Franklin,
Carteret, Dare,
Dare, Duplin,
Chowan, Carteret,
Gates,
Hertford, Hyde,
Hyde, Johnston,
Johnston,
Harnett, Hertford,
Greene, Halifax,
Halifax, Harnett,
Gates, Granville,
Granville, Greene,
Jones,
Moore, Nash, New
New Hanover,
Hanover, Northampton,
Northampton,
Lee, Martin,
Martin, Moore
Jones, Lenoir, Lee,
Onslow, Pamlico,
Pamlico, Pasquotank,
Per,
cipans, Person,
Person, Pitt,
Pender, Perquimans,
Pasquotank, Fender,
Onslow,
Richmond, Sampson,
Scotland,
Vance,
Tyrrell,
Vance,
Wake,
Robeson,
Richmond,
Sampson,
Scotland,
Terms.
Warren, Washington,
Washington, Wayne,
Wayne, and Wilson. Terms
erms of the district
district
Terms.
Laurinburg on the Monshall be held at Laurinburg
court for the
the eastern district shall
before the
Mondays in March
March and
at Wilson on
on
the last Mondays
and September; at
day before
Mondays in April and October; at Elizabeth City on the
the first Mondays
second Mondays
April and
Washington on
on the third
and October;
October; at Washington
Mondays in
in April
second
Mondays in April and
and October;
October; at Newbern on
on the fourth Mondays
Mondays
Mondays
in
April and
and October;
October; at
the second
after the
the
in April
at Wilmington
Wilmington on
on the
second Monday
Monday after
fourth
in April
October; and
and at
at Raleigh
on the
the fourth
fourth
fourth Mondays
Mondays in
April and
and October;
Raleigh on
Additional terms at
Monday after the fourth Mondays in April and October and in addiAddit
l termsat Monday
Raleigh.
tion
March and
in March
and
tion for the trial of civil cases
cases on the first Mondays
Mondays in
i
P
Proviso.
September:
Provided,
That
the
city
of
Washington,
the
city
of
LaurinoM
..
September:
Provided,
That
the
city
of
Washington,
the
city
of
LaurinRooms at Washingand the
of Wilson
each provide
at its
ton, Latirinburg,
Wilson shall
shall each
provide and
and furnish
furnish at
its
~to aand burg,
burg, and
the city
city of
arinbrg,
Wilson.
own
expense a
asuitable
district
suitable and
and convenient
convenient place
place for holding the
the district
own expense
court at
at Washington,
Washington, at Laurinburg,
Laurinburg, and at
at Wilson until aa courtOffices.
onfls.
house shall
shall be
house
be constructed
constructed by
United States.
The clerk
clerk of
the
by the
the United
States. The
of the
maintain an office in charge of
court for the eastern district shall maintain
Newbern, at
himself or aa deputy at Raleigh, at Wilmington, at Newbern,
Laurinburg, and at Wilson, which
which
Elizabeth City, at Washington, at Laurinburg,
shall be kept open at all times for the transaction
business of
transaction of the business
the
court.
the court.
wes
Western.
tern
"The western
western district shall
shall include
include the territory
territory embraced
"The
the
embraced on
on the
1st day of July, 1910, in the counties of Alamance,
Alamance, Alexander,
Alexander, Ashe,
Alleghany, Anson, Buncombe, Burke, Caswell, Cabarrus, Catawba,
Cleveland,
Cleveland, Caldwell, Clay, Cherokee, Davidson, Davie, Forsyth,
Henderson, Haywood,
Guilford, Gaston, Graham, Henderson,
Haywood, Iredell, Jackson,
Jackson,
Lincoln, Montgomery,
Montgomery, Mecklenburg,
Mecklenburg, Mitchell,
Mitchell, McDowell,
McDowell, Madison,
Macon, Orange, Polk, Randolph, Rockingham,
Rockingham : Rowan, Rutherford,
Macon,
Rutherford,
Transylvania, Union,
Watauga,
Stanly, Stokes, Surry, Swain, Transylvania,
Union, Wilkes,
Wilkes,
Watauga,
Terms.
ams.
Yadkin, and Yancey. Terms of the district court for the western
district shall be held in Greensboro on the first Mondays in June and
December; at Statesville on
on the third
third Mondays
Mondays in April and
and October;
October;
at Salisbury on the fourth Mondays in April and October; at Asheville
Asheville
first
on the first Mondays in May and November;
November; at Charlotte on the first
Mondays in April and October;
October; and at Wilkesboro on the fourth MonMonOffices.
ffices.
days in May and November.
clerk of the court for
for the
November. The clerk
the western
western
district shall
at
sha-1 maintain an office in charge of himself or a
a deputy at
Greensboro,
Greensboro, at Asheville, at Statesville, and at Wilkesboro, which
which
transaction of the business of
shall be kept open at all times for the transaction
the
the court."
Raleigh.
Addiiha
SEC.
Additional terms at,
S
EC. 2. That the Act entitled "An Act providing
providing for the establishestablishp. 56,
6, rereoli9,
additional terms of the district court for the eastern disVOL 39, p.
re- ment of two additional
pealed. '
April
trict of North Carolina at Raleigh, North Carolina,"
Carolina," approved
approved April
27, 1916, is hereby repealed.
repealed.
1920.
Approved, March 17, 1920.
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CHAP.
102.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 102.—An
authorize the construction
construction of aa bridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches
thereto across the Columbia River, between
between the
the towns of
of Pasco
ennewi
ck, in
in
Pasco and
and K
Kennewick,
the
of Washington.
Washington.
the State
State of

1920.
March
March 17,164.1
171920.
[11
R.
[H..
R. 121m64.]
[Public,
No. 161.]
161.]
[Public, No.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
United
Representatives of the United
Columbia River.
River.
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
Huber, his
his Columbia
assembled, That Charles
Charles G. Huber,
Charles
Charles G.
G. Huber
Huber
may
may
brid
g
e,
between
bridge
heirs, executors, administrators, or
between
and he
he or
or assigns,
assigns, be,
be, and
or they
they are
are Pasco
Pasco and
and Kennewick,
Kennewick,
hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and operate
bridge and
operate a
a bridge
Wash.
and Wash.
approaches thereto
approaches
thereto across the Columbia River, at a
apoint
suitable to
point suitable
to
the interests of navigation, such bridge
east bank
bridge to
to extend from
from the
the east
bank
of said river adjacent
Washington, at
point
adjacent to the town of Pasco, Washington,
at a
a point
not more than two miles upstream from the Northern Pacific Railway bridge across said river, to a
apoint on the west bank of
of said
said river
river
adjacent
Kennewick, Washington,
adjacent to the town of Kennewick,
Washington, in accordance
accordance with
Construction.
with Construction.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
84.
p. 84.
the provisions of the Act entitled'
entitled "An
construction Vol.
'An Act
Act to regulate the
the construction
of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March 23,
23, 1906.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby Amendment.
expressly reserved.
Approved, March 17,
17, 1920.
Beals to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
CHAP. 103.-An
103.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing F.
F. R. Beals
maintain, and
and operate
operate
aabridge
bridge across
across the
the Nestucca
in Tillamook
County, Oregon.
Nestucca River,
River, in
Tillamook County,
Oregon.

March 17,1920.
17, 1920March
[R.
R. 12213.)
12213.)
[H. R.
[Public,
162.)
[Public, No.
No. 162.]

the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
River.
of Representatives
of the
United NNeetueve River
c Beals may
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
ereby
F. t R.
assembled, That authority
authority i
iss h
hereby
F.
RB.
S ma
granted
granted to F. I.
R. Beals and his assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain,
awn
l
gri,We
maintain, and
and countwy,
as.n'
proaches thereto across the
operate a
a bridge an
and a
approaches
the Nestucca
River,
Nestucca River,
in Tillamook County, Oregon, connecting
connecting the
the northerly
part of
of lot
Location.
northerly part
lot Location.
one with the northerly
township
northerly part of
of lot
lot ten,
ten, in
in section
section thirty,
thirty, township
Willamette meridian, in
four south, range ten west, Willamette
and at
in Oregon, and
at
a point suitable to the interests
a
interests of navig
ati on ,in
in accordance
accordance with
Construction.
navigation,
with construction.
Act entitled
the provisions of the Act
entitled "An
to regulate
construe"An Act
Act to
regulate the
the construc-

Vol. 34,
34, p.
Vol.
p. 84.
84

SEC.
SEC. 2.
2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
or repeal
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 17,
17, 1920.

Amendment.
dmen"t

CHAP. 104.-An
certain provisions
CHAP.
104.—An Act To give effect to certain
provisions of
of the
the convention
convention for
for the
the
protection
commercial names,
protection of trade-marks
trade-marks and commercial
names, made
and signed
in the
made and
signed in
the city
city of
of

[sH.
900.
[H. R. 9023.)
[Publc,
163.
[Public, No.
No. 163.)

navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
23 1 1906.
1906.
tion of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
March 23,

Buenos Aires, in the Argentine Republic,
Republic, August
August 20, 1910, and
and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

March 19, 1920.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
of Reresentatives
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the United
United
e-mar and
States of America
America in
in Congress
Commissioner of comme
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Commissioner
e
rvial names.
na
ksmesa.
11 d
commercial
Patents shall keep a
a register
register of (a) all marks communicated
communicated to
him ofRecrer
to him
Register tc.c.bteedkeg
to be kept
by the
the international
international bureaus
for the
the P
Pan
by
bureaus provided
provided for by the convention for
an American
American BuBuprotection of
of trade-marks
trade-marks and commercial
commercial names,
protection
names, made and signed
signed rerOs
i.L39,p.
39, p. 1675.
1675.
m the city of Buenos Aires, m
in the Argentine Republic,
in
Republic, August
August 20,
20
1910, in connection
connection with which the fee of $50 gold for
for the
the international
international
registration established
registration
established by article 2
2of that convention
convention has
has been
been paid,
paid,
which register shall show aafacsimile of the mark; the name and resicoten
which
resi- Contents.
dence of the registrant:
registrant; the number,
number, date, and place of the first
first
registration of the mark, including the date on
which application
on which
application for
for
such registration
registration was filed and the term of such registration,
registration, a
alist
list of
of
goods
to which
which the mark
mark is applied
registration in
goods to
applied as shown by the registration
the country of origin, and such other data as may be useful concernconcerning the mark.
Other maria
to be
be
(b) All
All other
marks not
rieOther
red.
. marks to
(b)
other marks
not registerable
registerable under the Act of February
February 20, rerered.
1905, as amended, except
except those specified in paragraphs (a) and (b)
°L37 '
P'
649.
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of section
section 5
not
5 of that Act, but which have been in bona fide use for not
less than
year in
in interstate
foreign commerce,
commerce, or
or commerce
commerce
less
than one
one year
interstate or
or foreign
with the
proprietor thereof;
thereof, upon
in connection
connection
with
the Indian
Indian tribes
tribes by
by the
the proprietor
upon or
or in
with any
goods of
of such
such proprietor
proprietor upon
upon which
fee of
$10 has
been
with
any goods
which a
a fee
of $10
has been
paid
to the
Commissioner of
of Patents
Patents and
such formalities
formalities as
as required
required
paid to
the Commissioner
and such
fat, ifiu identical
identical by
commissioner have
been complied
complied with:
Provided, That
That
with: Provided,
by the
the said
said commissioner
have been
Rci,
with
known trade
which are
are identical
with a
owned and
and
a known
known trade-mark
trade-mark owned
identical with
trade trade-marks
trade-marks which
with keown
marks,
etc.
used
and foreign
or commerce
with the
Indian
commerce with
the Indian
in interstate
interstate and
foreign commerce,
commerce, or
used in
tribes by
by another
another and
appropriated to
of the
the same
same
and appropriated
to merchandise
merchandise of
tribes
descriptive properties
properties as
as to
be likely
to cause
mistake
descriptive
to be
likely to
cause confusion
confusion or
or mistake
placed
in
die public
public or
deceive purchasers, shall not be placed
of the
or to deceive
in the
the mind
mind of
on
this
register.
Cancelatian of regis
regis- on this register.
Cancelatm
tration.
SEC.
tration.
SEC. 2. That whenever
whenever any person shall deem himself injured
by
the inclusion
inclusion of
trade-mark on
on this
register, he
any time
by the
of a
a trade-mark
this register,
he may
may at
at any
time
Itply
the Commissioner
of Patents
to cancel
registration thereof.
thereof.
cancel the
the registration
Patents to
Commissioner of
apply to
to the
Proceedings to seCUM.
e commissioner
refer such
application to
the examiner
cPOe
t tse- he
commissioner shall
shall refer
such application
to the
examiner in
in
charge of
of interferences,
determine
to hear
hear and
and determine
interferences, who is
is empowered
empowered to
charge
this question,
question and
thereof to
to the
the registrant.
registrant.
this
and who
who shall
shall giye
give notice
notice thereof
If it
it appear
appear lifter
hearing before
before the
the examiner
that the
the registrant
registrant
If
after aahearing
examiner that
was
not entitled
to the
exclusive use
use of
of the
the mark
or since
since the
the date
date
was not
entitled to
the exclusive
mark at
at or
of his
application for registration
thereof, or
that the mark
mark is
is not
not used
registration thereof,
or that
of
his application
Appeals.
by the
has been
been abandoned,
the examiner
so
examiner shall
shall so
and the
abandoned, and
or has
by
the registrants
registrants or
Appeas.
decide,
shall cancel
decide, the
the commissioner
commissioner shall
cancel the
the registration.
registration. Appeal
Appeal
may
may be taken to
to the commissioner
commissioner in person
person from the
the decision
decision of the
the
P4137
byliestbig
examiner in
interferences.
of interferences.
charge of
in charge
atng examiner
Fais
rigin
arked" oodss
SEC.
3. That any person who shall willfully and with
ori.
narkedg
S
EC.
with intent to
ininterstatecommeree
in
interstatecommerce,
.
unlawful.
'deceive,
deceive, affix,
annex, or
in connection
connection with
with any
affix, apply,
apply, or
or annex,
unlawful1
or use
use in
any article
article
or articles of
of merchandise,
merchandise, or any container
container or containers
containers of the
the same,
false designation
other symbols,
tendaafalse
designation of
of origin,
origin, including
including words
words or
or other
symbols, tendidentify the
shall then
then
ing to falsely
falsely identify
the origin
origin .of
of the
the merchandise,
merchandise, and shall
cause such
to enter
in to interstate
interstate or
or foreign
commerce,
cause
such merchandise
merchandise to
enter into
foreign commerce,
knowingly cause or
procure the
to
and any person who
who shall knowingly
or procure
the same
same to
be
commerce with
with
be transported
transported in
in interstate
interstate or foreign commerce
commerce or
or commerce
Indian tribes,
tribes, or
or shall
carrier to
to
aIndian
shall knowingly
knowingly deliver
deliver the
the same
same to
to any
any carrier
Lbity
Liability for
ages, etc.
be so
so transported,
transported, shall
shall be
liable to
action at
at law
law for
damages and
and
to an
an action
for damages
be liable
agesbtc
r d. be
to
an action
equity for
the suit
any person,
person,
to an
action in
in equity
for an
an injunction,
injunction, at
at the
suit of
of any
firm, or
or corporation
corporation doing
business in the
doing business
the locality falsely indicated
indicated
as
that of
origin, or
or in
in the
the region
region in
which said
locality is
or
as that
of origin,
in which
said locality
is situated,
situated, or
at
the
suit of
any
association
of such
persons, firms,
or
corporations.
at
the
suit
of
any
association
of
such
persons,
firms,
or
corporations.
Lia l
Al
ty
usir
EC. 4.
That any
who shall
shall without
without the
of the
owner
the owner
the consent
consent of
any person
person who
SEC.
4. That
counterfeit, etc., rs ; S
in trade,
thereof
thereof reproduce, counterfeit, copy, or
any tradetradeor colorably
colorably imitate
imitate any
provided by
by this
this Act,
Act, and
shall affix
affix the
the same
same
mark on the
the register provided
and shall
to
substantially the
the same
properties as
to merchandise
merchandise of
of substantially
same descriptive
descriptive properties
as
those set forth in the registration,
prints, packages,
registration, or
or to
to labels,
labels, signs,
signs, prints,
packages,
wrappers, or
receptacles intended
to be
upon or
or in
in connection
wrappers,
or receptacles
intended to
be used
used upon
connection
with the
the sale
merchandise of
of substantially
substantially the
descriptive
with
sale of
of merchandise
the same
same descriptive
properties
properties as those
those set forth in such registration,
registration, and shall use,
use, or
or
shall have used, such reproduction,
reproduction, counterfeit,
counterfeit, copy, or colorable
colorable
imitation
imitation in
with a
a foreign
in commerce
commerce among
among the
the several
several States,
States, or
or with
foreign
Requirements.
Requirements.

1

°°d

dam-

co

terf t,

Punitive
damages al-

Punitive damages allowed.
lowed.

Registrants
cornRegistrants to com-

ply with international
international
regulations.

regaions.

nation, or
the Indian
shall be
be liable
liable to
an action
for damdamnation,
or with
with the
Indian tribes,
tribes, shall
to an
action for
ages
thereof and
and whenever
whenever in
the owner
owner thereof;
in any
any
ages therefor
therefor at
at the
the suit
suit of
of the
such action
action a
averdict
rendered for
plaintiff the
the court
may enter
enter
verdict is rendered
for the
the plaintiff
court may
judgment therein
therein for
amount found
found by
by the
the verdict
verdict
for any sum
sum above the
the amount
as
actual damages,
according to
to the
of the
the case,
as the
the actual
damages, according
the circumstances
circumstances of
case,
not exceeding
exceeding three
three times
of such
such verdict,
verdict, together
together with
not
times the
the amount
amount of
with
the
the costs.
costs.
SEC.
it shall
shall be the duty
S
EC. 5. That it
registrant under
under this
this Act
Act of
duty of
of a
a registrant
of
to comply with the
amark falling
falling within class (a) of section 1, to
the law
law of
of
the country
country in
original registration
registration took
took place,
in respect
respect
in which his original
place, in
to
the public
public that
the trade-mark
trade-mark is
is registered,
to giving notice
notice to
to the
that the
registered, in
in
connection with
of such
connection
with the
the use
use of
such trade-mark
trade-mark in
in the
the United
United States
States of
of
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Infringement
snits.
nfringementsuits.
this,
no
damages
shall
recovered
on
proof
the
shall
be
recovered
except
on
proof
that
the
defendthis, no damages
ant was duly notified of
continued the
of the
the infringement
infringement and
and continued
the same
after such notice.
eral to
pro
.
isions
ks
S
EC. 6. That the
17, 18,
18, 19,
19, 20,
20, 21,
21, 22,
22, 23,
23, apGpaitil3able
SEC.
the provisions
provisions of
of sections
sections 15,
15, 17,
rvmar
appicable
ks
25, 26,
27, and
and 28
class (b)
marks only)
only) of
of the
Act approved
approved regis
25,
26, 27,
28 (as
(as to
to class
(b) marks
the Act
rVtesd.
728-730
or 33;pp. 728-730.
February 20, 1905, entitled "An
"An Act to authorize
authorize the registration
registration of
February
trade-marks used in commerce
foreign nations or among the
trade-marks
commerce with foreign
several
Indian tribes,
same," as
protect the same,"
tribes, and
and to
to protect
several States,
States, or
or with
with Indian
Vol. 34,
p. 169.
34,p.
169.
amended to
and the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 2
2 of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled VoL
of the
to date,
date, and
amended
"An Act to amend
relating to the regisamend the
the laws of the United States relating
"An
tration
trade-marks," approved
approved May 4, 1906, are hereby made
tration of
of trade-marks,"
applicable
marks placed on the register
register provided for by section 1
1
applicable to marks
of this Act.
Certified copies
of
Certzifled
copies of
records, etc.,
inn
S
EC. 7. That written
printed copies of any
etc.,
books, papers,
papers, recors
any records,
records, books,
written or printed
SEC.
acceptable as evidence.
or drawings
to the
Patent Office
and relating
to tradetrade-aeptle
relating to
Office and
the Patent
drawings belonging
belonging to
or
provided for by this Act, when authentimarks placed
placed on the register
register provided
cated
the Patent Office and certified
certified by the commissioner
commissioner
cated by the seal of thePatentOffice
thereof, shall be evidence in all cases wherein the originals could be
evidence, and any
paying
evidence,
any person making
making application
application therefor
therefor and
and paying
by law
shall have
certified copies
the fee required
required by
aw shall
have certified
copies thereof.
thereof.
Fees
Fees.
S
EC. 8. That
That the same
same fees shall
shall be required for certified and
SEC.
uncertified
and for records,
records, transfers,
transfers, and other papers
papers,
uncertified copies of papers andfor
under
copies of patents
patents and
and.
under this
this Act,
Act, as are required by law for such copies
for
recording assignments
assignments and
and other
to patents.
for recording
other papers
papers relating
relating to
patents.
Appeals to Commis
Appeals
CommisOn
Commissioner of Patents sioner.
sioner.
On filing
filing an
an appeal
appeal under
under this Act to the Commissioner
decision of the examiner
examiner in charge of interferences,
awarding
interferences, awarding
from the
the decision
a trade-mark, canceling or refusing to cancel the regisownership
ownership of a
tration of
of $15
shall be
tration
of a
a trade-mark,
trade-mark, aafee
fee of
$15 shall
be payable.
payable.
reterab
Marks r
terable
S
EC. 9.
9. That
That section
section 5
of the
the Trade-Mark
Trade-Mark Act
Act of
of February
1905, under
tinder g
generalrnera
law.
SEC.
5 of
February 20,
20, 1905,
aw.
p p. 725; Vo T.
Vol.
33,
vo3.36, p.
being Thirty-third Statutes at Large, page
page 725, as amended by Thirty- 34v
34, p.. l,
1251; Vol.
918.
1251, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Statutes
fourth Statutes at Large, page 1251,
Statutes at Large,
Large, 918.oL
Vol. 37, p. 650,am
amendd
65'
hereby ed. 3,ed.
at Large,
Large, page
page 649, is hereby
page 918,
918, Thirty-seventh
Statutes at
page
Thirty-seventh Statutes
Extension
of
"And if any person tred
amended by adding the following words thereto: "And
Sr to
tf addist 15.
tered marks
tional articles
articles made
made
so registered
registered aa mark upon the ground of tional
shall have
have so
or corporation
or
corporation shall
and
used byysarme
same perpe
used
ndone
as to
20, 1905,
preceding February
said use for ten years preceding
February 20,
1905, as
to certain
certain son
year.
articles or classes of articles
articles to which said mark shall have been applied
thereafter and subsequently
subsequently extended
extended
for said period, and shall have thereafter
his business so as to include other articles not manufactured
manufactured by said
said
applicant
applicant for ten years next preceding
1905, nothing
preceding February 20, 1905,
herein shall prevent the registration
trade-mark in the addiregistration of said trade-mark
additional articles manufactured
tional classes to which said new additional
manufactured by
corporation shall apply, after said trade-mark
said person or corporation
been
trade-mark has been
used on said article
article in interstate
interstate or foreign commerce or with the
est
Indian tribes for at least one year provided another person or cor- Restriction.
poration has not adopted and used previously
previously to its adoption
poration
adoption and use
by the proposed
proposed registrant,
registrant, and for more
more than one year such tradetrademark or one so similar as to be likely to
to deceive
deceive in such
such additional
additional
class or classes."
classes."
Approved,
March 19,
19, 1920.
Approved, March
1920.
America, and
and in
in any
any suit
infringement by
by a
a party
party failing
failing to
to do
do
America,
suit for
for infringement

March
1920.
19, 1920.
March 19,
CHAP. 105.-Joint
105.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Amending
joint resolution
resolution extending
extending the
time for
for
[H. J.
J. Res.
CHAP.
Amending joint
the time
[H.
Res. 194.]
194.]
payment
in the former Colville
[Pub. Res., No. 331
payment of purchase money on homestead
homestead entries in
Colville Indian
Indian IPub.Res.,No.33.1
Reservation, Washington.
Reservation,
Washington.
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Re esentatives of
of the
United Colvile ndian Res
Resolved
Senate and
and House
the United
Colville Indian Resin Congress
assembled, That
resolution erration,
ash.
States of America in
Congress assembled,
at the joint resolution
ervation, Wash.
Vol.40,
p. 449, amend o.edl,p.44,amendentitled
entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution providing additional
additional time for the payment
payment ed.
of purchase
purchase money
under homestead
money under
homestead entries
within the
former Colentries within
the former
Col-
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ville
Reservation, Washington,"
approved March
March 11,
11, 1918, be,
be,
Washington," approved
ville Indian
Indian Reservation,
to read -as follows:
and the
the same
same is
amended to
is hereby,
hereby, amended
and
Further etensiona
extension of
"That the Secretary
Ftimheor
"That
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized,
authorized, in his
his
time for annual installments
ments for
for ceded lands discretion, to extend for
a period
for a
period of one year the time for the
the payment
payment
on.
of any
annual installment
or hereafter
hereafter to
to become
become due,
due, of
of the
the
VoL
34, p.80.
p. 80.
installment due,
due, or
any annual
of
VoL.34,
purchase price
lands sold
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
approved
under the
of Congress
for lands
sold under
purchase
price for
M
arch 22, 1906 (Thirty-fourth
(Thirty-fourth Statutes, page 80),
80), entitled
entitled 'An Act
Act
March
to authorize
authorize the
the sale
sale and
and disposition
of surplus
surplus or
or unallotted
unallotted lands of
of
disposition of
to
the diminished
diminished Colville
in the
the State
State of
of WashWashIndian Reservation,
Reservation, in
the
Colville Indian
ington, and
and for
for other
and any
payment so
so extended
extended may
may
any payment
other purposes,'
purposes,' and
ington,
annually
thereafter be
of one
one year
year in
in the
the same
same
be extended
extended for
for aaperiod
period of
annually thereafter
Provisos.
mannerThat the
the last
payment and
and all
all other
other payments
payments
last payment
Provided, That
manner: Provided,
inalpayment.
Final
payment.
must
within a
not exceeding
one year
after the last
last
a period
period not
exceeding one
year after
must be
be made
made within
payment becomes
becomes due
due by
by the
terms of
Act under
under which
which the
entry
payment
the terms
of the
the Act
the entry
Applications for as.
was made:
That any
any and
and all payments
payments must
must be
be
Provided further,
further, That
made: Provided
irnaetc. tor exwwas
tensums,
made when
the entryman
extension and
made
when due
due unless the
entryman applies for
for an
an extension
and
upon
pays interest
interest for
for one year
year in
in advance
advance at
at 55per centum
centum per
per annum
annum upon
the
amount due
due as
as herein
herein provided,
and patent
patent shall
shall be
be withheld
withheld
the amount
provided, and
until full
full and
and final
final payment
payment of
of the
purchase price
price is
is made
accordin accordmade in
the purchase
Forfeiture of entry until
for
for nonpayment.
nonpayment.
providedfurther,
further, That failure to
ance with the provisions
provisions hereof: And provided
make any
any payment
that may
be due,
the same
be extended,
extended, or
or
make
payment that
may be
due, unless
unless the
same be
to
make any
extended payment
or before
the time
time to
to which
which such
such
at or
before the
any extended
payment at
to make
payment has
as herein
shall forfeit
forfeit the
the entry
entry
payment
has been
been extended
extended as
herein provided
provided shall
and
same shall
canceled and
any and
and all
all payments
payments theretofore
theretofore
and the
the same
shall be
be canceled
and any
shall be
forfeited."
made shall
be forfeited."
Approved,
1920.
Approved, March
March 19, 1920.
March 23,
1920.
23,1920.
III. J.. Res.
Res. 299.1
299.)
(H.
(Pub.
Res.,
No.
34.)
[Pub. Ba., No. 34.

CHAP.
106.-Joint Resolution
Thread
CHAP. 106.—Joint
Resolution Extending
Extending the term
term of the National Screw Thread
Commission
a period of two years from
from March
21, 1920.
Commission for a
March 21,
1920.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
National Screw
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the term
term of
of the
NaThread Commison.
Commi' ssion.
Thread
States of
of America
the NaContinued two years.
Act approved
tional Screw
Thread Commission,
Commission, created
by an Act
approved July
July
created by
Screw Thread
VOLnt40,
Vol.
40,'p1pdt2
pp. 912, 1291. tional
18, 1918, as amended
amended by an Act
March 3, 1919,
1919, be, and
Act approved
approved March
and the
the
extended for an additional
same is hereby, extended
additional period
period of two years from
March
21, 1920.
March 21,
Approved,
March 23,
23, 1920.
Approved, March
1920.
March 24, 1920.
(H.
{H. It.. 11309.)
11309.1
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 164.1
164.]

authorize the Secretary
Treasury to
to fix
CHAP. 107.-An
107.—An Act To authorize
Secretary of the
the Treasury
fix compensation of certain
certain laborers in the
the Customs
Customs Service.
Service.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of Repesentatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
customs.
Pay of temporary
temporary States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
laborers.
Treasury be, and he
is hereby,
authorized to
fix the
the compensation
compen sati on of
of
Vao9rs,9
Treasury
he is
hereby, authorized
to fix
Vol.
39, p.803..
temporary-laborers
laborers in the Customs Service
Service as he may think advisable,
at
not exceeding
exceeding the
rates prevailing
prevailing in
in the
the various
various ports
ports
pro,.o
at aarate
rate not
the local
local rates
Proviso.
Limitation.
csLimitaon
and districts for the same
same classes
classes of labor:
labor: Provided,
Provided, That it
it shall
shall
Credits allowed.
not exceed in any
any event
event 80 cents per
per hour, and credit for amounts
amounts
paid since July 1, 1919,
1919, in excess of the
the rate of $2.50 per day shall be
allowed in
accounts of
of customs
customs officers.
officers.
in the
the accounts
allowed
Duration.
S
EC. 2. That
That this
expire December
December 31,
31, 1920.
1920.
shall expire
this Act
Act shall
SEC.
laws
Inconsistent
Inconsistent
suspended.
suspended.
SEC. 3. That all Acts and
and parts of Acts inconsistent herewith
herewith are
hereby suspended
Act remains
remains in
in force.
hereby
suspended while
while this
this Act
force.
Approved, March
March 24, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
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of the
Lincoln Memorial.
Memorial.
CHAP.
— Joint Resolution
Resolution Relating
Relating to
to supervision
supervision of
the Lincoln
CHAP. 109.
109.-Joint

Resolved by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
United
Representatives of
the United
the Senate
and House
House of
Resolved

March
1920.
March 29,
29, 190.
[H. J.
Res. 3161
[H.
J. Res.
316.]
3
[Pub.Res.,No.
Has., No.53.5.]
.1
[Pub.

Lincoln Memorial
Conison.o"nmorl
assembled, That in the exercise of its con- Conimicsion.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in

John
Temple
Graves
trol and
direction for
for the
construction of
of the
the Lincoln
trol
and direction
the construction
Lincoln Memorial
author- made
Memorial authorohnspecial
Temleresident
Graves
made
resident
special

mem ber.
1911, the
commission member.
ized by Act
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, approved February
February 9,
9, 1911,
the commission
Vol.

vol.
38,.
76
. 13p.'tt:

created by
by said
said Act
designate to
to perform
perform the
of special
special
created
Act shall
shall designate
the duty
duty of

Vol

a
member of
of the
the Lincoln
Lincoln Memorial
Commission, as
the successor
the
a member
Memorial Commission,
as the
successor of
of the

compensation
Compensation.

resident commissioner,
commissioner, to represent
commission in the
the oversight
oversight
represent the commission
resident
of the
the work,
work, the Honorable
Honorable John Temple
Temple Graves, recently
recently appointed
appointed

Honorable Joseph
deceased, and
special service
service
C. Blackburn,
Blackburn, deceased,
and for the special
Honorable
Joseph C.
designated, he
receive compencompenof the member
member so designated,
he shall
shall be entitled
entitled to
to receive
sation at the rate
$5,000 per annum
appropriations for
for
rate of
of $5,000
annum out of the appropriations
construction of
the construction
of such memorial.
Approved, March
March 29,
1920.
29, 1920.
Approved,

March
1920.
March 30, 1920.
20
[S.
s. 2085.)
85.]
maintenance of
of actions
actions for death
— An Act
Relating to
to the
the maintenance
death on the i
111.-An
Act Relating
CHAP. 111.
[Public,
No.
165.1
high seas
seas and
other navigable
waters.
[Public, No.165
high
and other
navigable waters.

Be it
the Senate
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United UnitedStatescourts.
United States courts.
House of
the United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
whenever the
death of
of aafr Actions
Acloes
nser
a
ttirrs
forondamages
That whenever
the death
America in
States of
from death on the hid
person
shall be
be caused
act, neglect,
neglect, or
or default
allowed in.
person shall
caused by
by wrongful
wrongful act,
default occurring
occurring seas,
seas, etc.,
etc., allowed
on
beyond aamarine
on the
the high
high seas
seas beyond
marine league
league from
from the shore
shore of any State,
State,
or the District of Columbia, or the Territories
Territories or dependencies
dependencies of the
United States,
representative of
of the
decedent may
United
States, the personal representative
the decedent
may mainmaina suit for damages in the district
tain a
States,
district courts of
of the
the United States,
in
admiralty, for
for the
decedent's wife,
wife, husband,
husband,
in admiralty,
the exclusive
exclusive benefit
benefit of
of the
the decedent's
parent,
child, or
relative against
the vessel,
person, or
or
parent, child,
or dependent
dependent relative
against the
vessel, person,
corporation which
which would
have been
been liable
Apportionment of
corporation
would have
liable if
if death
death had
had not
not ensued.
ensued. Apportionment
of
SEC.
2. That
That the
recovery in
such suit
just recoveEY•
reco-vy.
S
EC. 2.
the recovery
in such
suit shal
shall be
be a
a fair
fair and
and just
compensation for
sustained by
persons for
for
compensation
for the
the pecuniary
pecuniary loss
loss sustained
by the
the persons
whose benefit
benefit the suit is brought and shall be apportioned
apportioned among
them by the court in proportion to the loss they may severally
severally have
suffered by reason of the death of the person by whose representative
representative
the
is brought.
brought.
the suit
suit is
Te
liit to bring
Time limit to bring
SEC.
be begun
begun within
within two
two years
years from
from the
date snits.
suis.
S
EC. 3.
3. That such suit shall be
the date
of
wrongful act,
default, unless
unless during
during that
that period
of such
such wrongful
act, neglect,
neglect, or
or default,
period
there
there has not been reasonable
reasonable opportunity
opportunity for
for securing
securing jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of the vessel, person, or corporation
corporation sought to
charged; but
but after
after
to be
be charged;
the expiration
expiration of
of action
action hereby
of such
such period
period of two years
years the right of
hereby
given shall not be deemed
deemed to have lapsed until ninety
ninety days after a
a
reasonable opportunity
jurisdiction has
offered.
reasonable
opportunity to
to secure jurisdiction
has offered.
SEC.
alowedntbyby
SEC. 4. That whenever
whenever a
a right of action is granted
granted by the law of la^ons
lawAcotrfnors !illcrwed
any
foreign State
on account
wrongful act,
act, rieglect,
or mcrombebrought
i 7
neglect, or
in
any foreign
State on
account of
of death
death by
by wrongful
default occurring upon the high seas, such right may be maintained
admiralty in
the United
United States
States
in an appropriate
appropriate action in
in admiralty
in the courts
courts of
of the
without abatement
abatement in respect to te
the amount for which recovery
recovery is
is
authorized, any statute of the United States to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
withstanding.
SEC.
a person die as the result of such wrongful
wrongful act, iin
dangda- clur
SEC. 5. That if a
•g
Dea^eitho
Ticceurrth
ordami4es
.pe- neglect, or default as is mentioned
mentioned in section 11during
during the pendency
pendency Rcoverby
ReTe
vp
7
bY -47
Po, p.
p. 163s.
States of
of a
a suit to recover part,
admiralty of
of the United States
in aa court
court of admiralty
in
16.38.
damages for personal injuries in respect of such act, neglect, or default,
representative of the decedent may be substituted as
the personal representative
a party and the suit may proceed as a
a suit under this Act for the
a
recovery
of the
the compensation
compensation provided
provided in
2.
recovery of
in section
section 2.
of ontbuEffn
ect of ce
e
ou tribu.
SEC.
That in suits under this Act the fact that the decedent
tofryngencse
S
EC. 6. Th
decedent has toii
, e
gligen
been guilty of contributory
contributory negligence
negligence shall not
not bar
bar recovery,
recovery, but

b
ebght

442Sr-21----46
442Sl°-21
36
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S
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this. 111,
111, 112.
112.
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the court
shall take
take into
the degree
negligence
the
court shall
into consideration
consideration the
degree of
of negligence
attributable to
to the
the decedent
decedent and
and reduce
the recovery
recovery accordingly.
accordingly.
attributable
reduce the
States laws not a
S
EC. 7.
7. That
That the
provisions of
of any
any State
State statute
statute giving
givmg or regulating
regulating
laws not SEC.
the provisions
ecte
fected.
rights of
action or
for death
shall not
affected by
by this
Watersnotineuded. rights
of action
or remedies
remedies for
death shall
not be
be affected
this Act.
Act.
Nor shall
Great Lakes
or to
to any
any waters
waters within
within
NWor
shall this
this Act
Act apply
apply to
to the
the Great
Lakes or
. the
territorial limits
limits of
of any
any State,
State, or
to any
any navigable
waters in
in the
the
navigable waters
or to
the territorial
Panama
Canal Zone.
Zone.
Panama Canal
No _pending suit,
SEC. 8.
8. That
That this
shall not
affect any
any pending
pending suit,
suit, action,
action, or
or
Act shall
not affect
SEC.
this Act
etc., aPec
affected.
,
etc.,
proceeding.
proceeding.
Approved,
March 30,
30, 1920.
1920.
Approved, March
at-

Watersnotlncluded.

CHAP.
112.—An Act
Making appropriations
support of the Military
Military AcadAcedfor the support
appropriations for
Act Making
CHAP. 112.-An
emy for
fiscal year
30, 1921,
1921, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
June 30,
ending June
year ending
the fiscal
for the
emy

March 30
1192° March
[H. R.30,120.
1z467.]
[Public, No.
No. 166.]
166.)
[Public
Military

Academy

Milse
cademy
apprcpriattons.

Permanent
sshment.
lishment.

estab-

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
and House of
by the
Senate and
Be it
enacted by
in Congress assembled,
States of America in
States
assembled, That the
the following
following sums be,
and the
same are
hereby, appropriated,
out of
of any
any money
money, in
in the
appropriated, out
are hereby,
and
the same
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
for the
the support
of the
the Military
Military
support of
appropriated, for
Treasury
Academy for
ending June
June 30,
30, 1921:
1921:
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
for the
Academy
PERMANENT
PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.

Professors, etc.
Proassors,
etc.

For pay of seven professors,
professors, $26,500.
For pay
of one
$2,400.
For
pay of
one chaplain,
chaplain, $2,400.
Master of the sword.
Masterofthesword.
For
pay of
the sword,
sword, $3,500,
and the
present incumFor pay
of master
master of
of the
$3,500, and
the present
incumRank, etc.
Rank,etc.
bent shall have the relative
relative rank and be entitled to the pay, allowances, and
of a
alieutenant
colonel during
during his
his incumbency.
Cadets.
ances,
and emoluments
emoluments of
lieutenant colonel
incumbency.
Cadets.
For pay
of cadets,
$850,000.
e
For
pay
of
cadets,
$850,000.
Pay increased
r s
The pay
pay of
of cadets
for the
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, shall
shall be
be
ed for
The
cadets for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
Pay in
1921.
S. sec. 1339, p. fixed at $780 per annum and one
R. S.
one ration per day
day or commutation
commutation
228; Vol. 40, p. 1336.
8; Vo 40, p. 336. thereof at the rate of $1.08
$1.08 per ration, to be paid
paid from the approapproProviso.
priation for
for the
the subsistence
subsistence of
the Army:
Army: Provided,
Prowled, That
That the
the sum
sum of
of
Credit
of the
redit for clothing, priation
equipment, etc.
etc.
equipment,
$250 shall be credited to each cadet
cadet now at the academy
academy and to each
each
cadet discharged
of paying
paying
cadet
discharged since
since January
January 1,
1, 1919,
1919, to the extent
extent of
any
by any
any such
cadet to
to the
the academy
academy on
on account
account of
of
any balance
balance due
due by
such cadet
initial clothing and equipment
equipment issued
issued to him.
for

Officers
Officers on detached
detached
service.
service.
Extra pay.

Extra pay.

OFFICERS ON
ON DETACHED
AT THE
THE ACADEMY.
ACADEMY.
OFFICERS
DETACHED SERVICE
SERVICE AT
For extra pay of officers
officers of the Army
Army on
service at
the
on detached service
at the
Military Academy:
Military
Academy:
For pay of one commandant
commandant of
of cadets (colonel)
(colonel) in
in addition
addition to his
his
regular pay, $1,000.
$1,000.
regular
For
professor of
of ordnance
and science
of gunnery
gunnery
For pay
pay of
of one
one professor
ordnance and
science of
(lieutenant colonel)
colonel) in
in addition
addition to
as major,
major, $500.
$500.
(lieutenant
to pay
pay as
pay of
of one
of law
law (lieutenant
colonel) in
in addition
For pay
one professor
professor of
(lieutenant colonel)
addition
to
as major,
$500.
to pay
pay as
major, $500.
For pay
pay of one professor
professor of practical
practical military
military engineering
engineering (lieutenant
addition to
pay as
$500.
ant colonel)
colonel) in
in addition
to pay
as major,
major, $500.
For pay
pay of
twelve assistant
assistant professors
(captains) in
in addition
addition to
For
of twelve
professors (captains)
to
pay
first and
second lieutenants,
$4,800.
pay as
as first
and second
lieutenants, $4,800.
For pay
of three
For
pay of
three battalion
commanders in
in addition
addition to
pay as
as capbattalion commanders
to pay
captain, $1,800.
$1,800.
tain,
For pay of one senior assistant instructor
instructor of Field Artillery
Artillery tactics
tactics
(major)
in addition
pay as
captain, $600.
(major) in
addition to
to pay
as captain,
$600.
one senior
assistant instructor
tactics (major)
For pay
pay of one
senior assistant
instructor of
of Cavalry
Cavalry tactics
(major)
in
in addition
addition to
to pay
pay as
$600.
as captain, $600.
For pay of one senior assistant
assistant instructor
instructor of Coast
Artillery tactics
Coast Artillery
tactics
(major)
pay as
captain, $600.
$600.
(major) in addition
addition to
to pay
as captain,
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For
of Cavalry,
Artillery (Field
(Field and
and
For pay
pay of
of sixteen
sixteen instructors
instructors of
Cavalry, Artillery
Coast),
(captains), in
in addition
as first
first
Coast), and
and Infantry
Infantry tactics (captains),
addition to
to pay
pay as
and
second lieutenants,
$6,400.
and second
lieutenants, $6,400.
adjutant, in
addition to
to his
For pay of one adjutant,
in addition
his regular
regular pay,
pay, $600.
$600.
For
commissary of
cadets and
For pay
pay of one
one quartermaster
quartermaster and commissary
of cadets
and treastreasregular pay,
pay, $600.
$600.
urer, in addition
addition to his regular
For
on duty
quartermaster's department
department
For pay
pay of
of one
one line officer
officer on
duty in
in quartermaster's
at academy,
academy, in
addition to
at
in addition
to his
his regular
regular pay,
pay, $400.
$400.
For
professor of
of mathematics
mathematics (major),
For pay
pay of
of one associate
associate professor
(major), in
in
addition to pay as
addition
as captain,
captain, $600.
For
of one
constructing quartermaster,
quartermaster, in
in addition
his
For pay
pay of
one constructing
addition to
to his
regular pay, $1,000.
$1,000.
additional pay
pay of
officers (and
(and officers
officers on
on inFor additional
of professors
professors and
and officers
increased
service, $12,000.
creased rank)
rank) for
for length of service,
$12,000.
MILITARY
ACADEMY BAND.
BAND.
MILITARY ACADEMY
Military Academy
Academy band:
band:
For pay
pay of
of Military
sergeant and assistant
One band sergeant
assistant leader, $972.
$972.
Fifteen enlisted musicians,
musicians, at $51
$9,180.
Fifteen
$51 each
each per
per month,
month, $9,180.
Fifteen enlisted
at $44
$44 each
each per
month, $7,920.
Fifteen
enlisted musicians,
musicians, at
per month,
$7,920.
Twenty
enlisted musicians,
musicians, at $38
per month,
month, $9,120.
$9,120.
Twenty enlisted
$38 each per
Additional pay
pay for length of
of service, $6,437.
FIELD MUSICIANS.
MUSICIANS.
FIELD

539
539

1920.
1920.

Longevity.
Longevity.

Band.
Band.
Pay.
Pay.

Field
musicians.
Field musicians.

Pay.
Pay.
For pay of field musicians:
musicians:
One
One sergeant,
sergeant, $672.
$672.
month, $864.
Two corporals,
corporals, at $36 each
each per
per month,
$864.
Seven privates, first class, at
month, and
and twenty-one
twenty-one
at $33 each
each per
per month,
privates, second
second class, at
$10,332.
privates,
at $30 each per month,
month, $10,332.
Additional pay for length of
service, $990.
of service,

SERVICE
DETACHMENT.
SERVICE DETACHMENT.

Service
detachment.
Service detachment

Pay.
Pay.
For pay of Service detachment:
detachment:
One first sergeant, at $51 per month, $612.
$812.
Forty-seven sergeants,
month, $21,432.
Forty-seven
sergeants, at
at $38 each per
per month,
$21,432.
per month,
Twenty corporals, at $36 each
each per
month, $8,640.
$8,640.
Four cooks, at $38 each per month, $1,824.
$1,824.
Fifty-one privates, first class, at $33 each per month, $20,198.
$20,196.
fifty-three privates, at $30 each per month,
One hundred and fifty-three
$55,080.
Additional
Additional pay for length of service, 821,777.
$21,777.
duty pay.
pay.
Extra duty
Extra pay of the enlisted men in the Service
Service detachment, on extra Extra
duty at West Point, $37,536.
CAVALRY
DETACHMENT.
CAVALRY DETACHMENT.
For pay of Cavalry
Cavalry detachment:
detachment:
One first sergeant, at $51
$51 per month, $612.
$612.
One mess sergeant,
sergeant, at $44
$44 per month, $528.
One supply sergeant, at $38 per month, $456.
Three stable sergeants, at $38 each per month, $1,368.
$1,368.
Nine sergeants, at $38 each per month, $4,104.
Four cooks, at 838
$38 each per month, $1,824.
$1,824.
Sixteen
Sixteen corporals, at $36 each per month, $6,912.
One bugler, first class, at $33 per month, $396.
$396.
One bugler, at $30 per month, $360.
$360.
Six horseshoers, at $38 each per month, $2,736.

Cavalry detachment.
Cavalry
detachment.
Pay.
Pay.
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Three farriers,
each per month, $1,296.
$1,296.
at $36
$36 each
farriers, at
Three
each per month, $1,728.
$1,728.
saddlers, at $36 each
Four saddlers,
Four wagoners,
at $36 each
each per month, $1,728.
wagoners, at
Four
Two mechanics,
$36 each
$864.
month, $864.
per month,
each per
at $36
mechanics, at
Two
Forty-one privates,
privates, first
first class,
class, at
at $33
$33 each
$16,236.
each per month, $16,236.
Forty-one
One hundred
hundred and
and twenty-three
privates, second
second class,
class, at
at $30
$30 each
each
twenty-three privates,
One
per month,
month, $44,280.
$44,280.
per
For
service, $17,000.
$17,000.
of service,
length of
pay for
for length
additional pay
For additional

Artillery
Artillery
ment.
ment.

detachdetach-

Pay.
Pay.

En
gineer
Engineer
ment.
ment.
Pay.
Pay.

ARTILLERY
DETACHMENT.
ARTILLERY DETACHMENT.

For pay of Artillery detachment:
detachment:
One first
first sergeant,
$51 per
per month,
$612.
month, $612.
at $51
sergeant, at
One
One supply
supply sergeant,
month, $456.
per month,
at $38 per
sergeant, at
One
Two stable
stable sergeants,
sergeants, at
at $38
per month,
month, $912.
$912.
each per
$38 each
Two
One chief
chief mechanic,
$36 per
per month,
$432.
month, $432.
at $36
mechanic, at
One
Twelve sergeants,
sergeants, at
$38 each
each per
month, $5,472.
$5,472.
per month,
at $38
Twelve
One mess
$528.
per month, $528.
at $44
$44 per
sergeant, at
mess sergeant,
One
Four cooks,
cooks, at
at $38 each
each per month, $1,824.
$1,824.
Four
Eighteen corporals,
$36 each
each per
per month,
$7,776.
month, $7,776.
at $36
corporals, at
Eighteen
One saddler,
$38 per
per month,
month, $456.
$456.
at $38
saddler, at
One
Three horseshoers,
horseshoers, at
at $38
$38 each
month, $1,368.
$1,368.
per month,
each per
Three
Eight mechanics,
mechanics, at
at $36
$36 each
each per
$3,456.
month, $3,456.
per month,
Eight
$1,080.
Three buglers,
per month, $1,080.
each per
$30 each
at $30
buglers, at
Three
Forty privates,
privates, first
each per
per month,
month, $15,840.
$15,840.
$33 each
at $33
class, at
first class,
Forty
$40,320.
One
hundred and
and twelve
twelve privates,
privates, at $30 each per month, $40,320.
One hundred
$432.
One
per month, $432.
at $36 per
farrier, at
One farrier,
Five
$2,160.
wagoners, at $36 each per month, $2,160.
Five wagoners,
For additional
pay for
expert first-class
per
$5 each per
gunners, at $5
first-class gunners,
for expert
additional pay
For
month,
first-class gunners
gunners at
$3 each
each per
per month,
month, and second-class
second-class
at $3
month, first-class
gunners
at $2
month, $4,080.
$4,080.
per month,
$2 each
each per
gunners at
Additional pay for length
length of service, $6,000.
$6,000.
Additional
detachdetach-

Signal
Corps detach.
Si
gnal Corps
detachment.
ment.
ay
Pay.
P
.

ENGINEER
ENGINEER DETACHMENT.
DETACHMENT.

For pay of Engineer detachment:
detachment:
One
sergeant, at $51 per month, $612.
One first sergeant,
Three
sergeants, first
$51 each per month, $1,836.
$1,836.
at $51
class, at
first class,
Three sergeants,
$4,224.
Eight
$44 each per month, $4,224.
at $44
sergeants, at
Eight sergeants,
One supply
supply sergeant,
sergeant, at
at $44
month, $528.
per month,
$44 per
One
Twelve corporals,
each per month, $5,184.
$5,184.
$36 each
Twelve
corporals, at $36
Three cooks,
$38 each
each per
$1,368.
month, $1,368.
per month,
at $38
Three
cooks, at
$720.
Two musicians,
month, $720.
musicians, at $30 each per month,
Two
Thirty-eight
class, at $33 each per month, $15,048.
$15,048.
first class,
privates, first
Thirty-eight privates,
Fifty
$18,000.
month, $18,000.
each per month,
Fifty privates,
privates, at $30 each
service, $14,000.
$14,000.
length of service,
pay for length
Additional pay
Additional pay
marksman, sharpshooter
sharpshooter and
and expert
expert riflemen,
for marksman,
pay for
Additional
$2,400.
SIGNAL CORPS
CORPS DETACHMENT.
DETACHMENT.
SIGNAL

For pay of detachment
detachment of Signal Corps:
One master
signal electrician,
electrician, at
at $81
$972.
per month, $972.
$81 per
master signal
One
Two
each per month, $1,224.
$51 each
first class, at $51
Two sergeants,
sergeants, first
Two
$1,056.
month, $1,056.
each per month,
sergeants, at $44 each
Two sergeants,
One
One chauffeur, at $44 per month, $528.
Two
corporals, at $36
$864.
per month,
month, $864.
$36 each
each per
Two corporals,
Two
privates, first
per month, $792.
$792.
$33 each
each per
class, at
at $33
first class,
Two privates,
Two privates,
$720.
month, $720.
each per
per month,
at $30 each
Two
privates, at
Additional pay for
length of service, $648.
for length
Additional
telegrapher, first class military
Additional
expert military
military
military telegrapher,
Additional pay
pay for expert
telegrapher, and
military telegrapher, $324.
and military
telegrapher,
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COAST ARTILLERY
COAST
ARTILLERY DETACHMENT.
DETACHMENT.

Coast Artillery
Artillery dedetachment.
tachment.

Pay.
For
Artillery detachment:
For pay of
of Coast
Coast Artillery
detachment:
Pay.
One
first sergeant,
sergeant, at
at $51
$51 per
per month,
month, $612.
$612.
One first
One master electrician,
electrician, Coast
Artillery, at
month, $900.
$900.
Coast Artillery,
at $75 per month,
One electrician
first class,
$51 per
per month,
electrician sergeant,
sergeant, first
class, at
at $51
month, $612.
$612.
One master
master gunner, at
at $48 per
per month, $576.
$576.
Five sergeants,
at $38
each per
$2,280.
sergeants, at
$38 each
per month,
month, $2,280.
Four wagoners, at
at $36 each per month,
month, $1,728.
Five mechanics, at $36 each per month, $2,160.
$2,160.
Twelve privates, first class, at
Twelve
at $33
$33 each per
per month, $4,752.
For additional
per month,
additional pay for first
first class
class gunners,
gunners, at
at $3 each
each per
month,
and second class gunners,
gunners, at $2 each per month,
month, $1,080.
$1,080.
Additional
Additional pay for length of
of service, $5,400.
For additional
additional pay of rated men (one plotter, one observer, first
first
class, and
four gun
gun commanders),
$552.
class,
and four
commanders), $552.
Travel, et
etc., on
on disdis
Travel allowance
due enlisted
Travel
allowance due
enlisted men
men on
on discharge,
discharge, $3,000.
$,000.
ch
charge..
Clothing not drawn due enlisted men on
discharge, $5,000.
on discharge,
Interest on deposits due
$2,000.
Interest
due elisted men,
men, $2,000.

MEN.
EXTRA PAY OF ENLISTED MEN.

enlisted men:
men:
For extra pay of enlisted

Extra pay
Extra
pay of
of enlisted men.

Employment
For extra
man employed
employed as
as bugler
bugler at
at the
the cadet
f
i
ed .
For
extra pay
pay of
of one
one enlisted
enlisted man
cadet fied.
loyment

barracks, at 35 cents per day, $159.80.
$159.80.
For extra pay of one enlisted man employed
employed as mail carrier
the
carrier at
at the
cadet barracks
barracks and camp,
camp, at 50 cents
$182.50.
cents per day,
day, $182.50.
For extra pay of five ordnance soldiers employed, one as draftsman
draftsman
in charge of museum, one as machinist, one
in the
the departdepartone as clerk,
clerk, one
one in
ment of ordnance
ordnance and gunnery, and one as skilled attendant in the
the
museum, at 50 cents each per day,
day, $782.50.
$782.50.
For extra pay of nine enlisted
(cavalrymen) employed,
enlisted men (cavalryAlen)
employed, two
when performing especially
especially skilled mechanical labor, one as
saddler,
as saddler,
one in charge of property and saddle
saddle equipment
equipment pertaining
pertaining to
to riding
riding
and equitation
equitation other than military, two sergeants in charge
charge of
of stables
stables
and horses, one clerk, one in charge
charge of new riding
riding hall and property,
property,
and one in charge of the remount detail, at 50 cents each per day for
three hundred and sixty-five days, $1,642.50.
$1,642.50.
For extra pay of twenty-three
twenty-three enlisted men (cavalrymen),
(cavalrymen), three
three
teamsters,
teamsters, eleven
eleven laborers employed in keeping
keeping clean the equipment
equipment
used by cadets in riding and equitation other than
than military,
military, seven
seven
engaged in training mounts used by
specially qualified
qualified trainers
trainers engaged
cadets
by cadets
equitation other than military,
in riding and equitation
military, and two laborers
laborers for
for
harrowing and sprinkling
harrowing
sprinkling and assisting in the care of the riding
riding hall,
hall,
at 35 cents each per day, $2,938.25.
$2,938.25.
For extra pay of one enlisted
enlisted man
man on
in charge
of engineer
engineer
on duty
duty in
charge of
property and fatigue, at 50 cents per
$156.50.
property
per day,
day, $156.50.
For extra pay of one enlisted man as clerk in the department
department of
practical
practical military engineering
engineering and to the officer in charge of
of waterwaterworks and works of construction
construction at the Military Academy,
Academy, at
50 cents
at 50
cents
per day,
day, $156.50.
For extra pay of ten enlisted men (field artillerymen),
artillerymen), three
three perperforming extra mechanical
mechanical labor, one sergeant in charge of stables,
horses, and mules,
enli st
edman employed
emp loyed as
clerk and
mules, one enlisted
as clerk
and stenograstenographer to senior assistant instructor
instructor of field artillery tactics,
tactics, and five
enlisted men performing
performing the duties of mechanics
mechanics m
in the batteries, at
at
50 cents each per day, $1,621.
$1,621.
For extra pay of four teamsters (field artillerymen),
artillerymen), at 35 cents
cents
each per day, $511.
$511.
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For
extra pay
pay of
(field artillerymen)
employed in
in
artillerymen) employed
laborers (field
eight laborers
of eight
For extra
keeping clean
equipment used
by cadets,
35 cents
cents each
each per
per day,
at 35
cadets, at
used by
clean the
the equipment
keeping
$876.40.
$876.40.
For extra
extra pay
pay of
one enlisted
messenger in the office
office of the
man as messenger
enlisted man
of one
For
adjutant, United
States Military
at 50
50 cents
day, Sunper day,
cents per
Academy, at
Military Academy,
United States
adjutant,
days and
$182.50.
included, $182.50.
days
and holidays included,
For
teamster (engineer
(engineer soldier)
soldier) employed
employed in the
of one
one teamster
pay of
For extra
extra pay
department
practical military
military engineering,
engineering, in
in connection
with the
the
connection with
of practical
department of
water
on works
works of
of construction,
construction, at
at 35
35 cents
per day,
day,
cents per
and on
supply and
water supply
$127.75.
$127.75.
Provided,
Regimental sergeant
For
$660: Provided,
sergeant major, Infantry, $660:
one regimental
regimental sergeant
pay of
of one
For pay
Regimental
rani...
That the
the enlisted
enlisted man
man in the
headquarters, United States Corps
Corps of
of
the headquarters,
That
mrolo
that duty
the rank,
rank, pay,
pay, and
and allowances
allowances of
At Corps headquarheadquar- Cadets, performing
performing that
duty has
has the
of
that grade.
grade.
Assistant instructinstructFor
thirty-eight noncommissioned
officers (engineers,
noncommissioned officers
of thirty-eight
For extra
extra pay of
Assistant
etc.
artillerymen,
cavalrymen) as assistant instructors
ors,sm,etc.
artillerymen, and cavalrymen)
instructors of cadets, at 50
50
cents
cents per
per day,
day, $6,935.
$6,935.
For
pay of
sergeant, senior
$900.
senior grade, $900.
of one
one sergeant,
For pay
$852.
one regimental
sergeant major,
major, Infantry,
Infantry, $852.
regimental sergeant
pay of
of one
For pay
For
extra pay
pay of
one first
sergeant (cavalryman)
(cavalryman) at 50 cents per
per
first sergeant
of one
For extra
day, $182.
$182.
For
extra pay of
machine guns,
ordnance soldier, in charge of machine
of one ordnance
For extra
at
$156.50.
day, $156.50.
per day,
at 50 cents per
of civillans.
Pay of
Pay
civilians.

PAY OF
OF CIVILIANS.
CIVILIANS.
PAY
For
civilians:
For pay of civilians:
Employment spe c
Employment
fled.
sPeciFor
one teacher
teacher of music,
music, $2,000.
'
For pay of one
fled.
For
nine clerks
clerks in the office
office of
follows:
quartermaster, as follows:
of the quartermaster,
pay of
of nine
For pay
One
clerk, $1,800.
$1,800.
One chief clerk,
One
$1,500.
One clerk, $1,500.
Two
clerks, at
each, $2,800.
$2,800.
$1,400 each,
at $1,400
Two clerks,
Two
clerks, at
$1,200 each,
each, $2,400.
at $1,200
Two clerks,
Three
clerks and stenographers,
stenographers, $3,600.
Three clerks
For
twelve clerks
clerks and stenographers
stenographers employed
employed at headFor pay
pay of twelve
quarters, United States
States Military
Academy, in the offices of the
Military Academy,
United
quarters,
superintendent and adjutant,
adjutant, as follows:
follows:
superintendent
$1,800.
chief clerk,
clerk, $1,800.
One chief
One clerk
superintendent, $1,500.
$1,500.
stenographer to superintendent,
clerk and stenographer
One
$4,200.
$1,400 each, $4,200.
Three clerks,
clerks, at $1,400
$1,400.
One clerk, $1,400.
Three clerks,
clerks, at
$1,000 each,
$3,000.
each, $3,000.
Three
at $1,000
Three clerks,
clerks, at
$1,000 each,
$3,000.
each, $3,000.
at $1,000
Three
For
pay of one clerk
clerk to
treasurer, $1,800.
$1,800.
to the treasurer,
For pay
For
one clerk
and stenographer
stenographer in the office of the comclerk and
of one
pay of
For pay
mandant
cadets, $1,200.
$1,200.
of cadets,
mandant of
instructors of French, to be employed
For
employed
two civilian instructors
For pay
pay of two
under the
rules prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of War, at $2,000 each,
the Secretary
the rules
under
$4,000.
$4,000.
For
instructors of Spanish,
Spanish, to be employed
employed
For pay
pay of two civilian instructors
under the
rules prescribed
the Secretary
Secretary of War, at $2,000
$2,000 each,
each,
by the
prescribed by
the rules
under
$4,000.
$4,000.
instructors in fencing, broadsword
broadsword
civilian instructors
of two
two expert
expert civilian
For pay
pay of
exercises,
and other
gymnastics as
as may be
required to perperbe required
other military
military gymnastics
exercises, and
fect
this part
of the
the training
training of
of cadets,
cadets, $3,000.
part of
fect this
For
of one
one professional
civilian instructor
instructor in military gymnasgymnasprofessional civilian
For pay
pay of
tics, fencing,
fencing, boxing,
and swimming,
swimming, $1,500.
$1,500.
wrestling, and
boxing, wrestling,
tics,
For pay
of two
assistant civilian instructors
instructors in military
expert assistant
two expert
For
pay of
nastics, fencing,
$4,000:
and swimming,
swimming, $4,000:
wrestling, and
boxing, wrestling,
fencing, boxing,
gymnastics.
Prorao.
Proviso.
rOVided, That
That these
these civilian instructors
instructors employed
employed in the departdepartProvided,
Quarters,
etc
aQuarters, etc.,
lowed
tors., a ment of modern languages
languages and the department of tactics
tactics shall be
instructors.
lowed mAruc
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entitled
allowances with
entitled to
to public quarters and
and to
to the
the same allowances
with respect
respect
to fuel
fuel and
as those
of a
afirst
first lieutenant
lieutenant when
when occupying
occupying public
to
and light
light as
those of
public
quart ers.
quarters.
For pay of one librarian, $3,000.
$3,000.
For
assistant librarian,
librarian, $1,500.
For pay of
of one
one assistant
$1,500.
For pay of one custodian
custodian of
of gymnasium,
gymnasium, $1,200.
$1,200.
For
For pay of
of one superintendent
superintendent of
of gas
gas works, $1,500.
For
engineer of
For pay of
of one chief engineer
of power
power plant,
plant, whose
whose duties will
include
those of
engineer of
of heating
and ventilating
apparatus,
include those
of engineer
heating and
ventilating apparatus,
$2,700.
For
$1,100.
For pay
pay of
of one
one assistant chief
chief engineer
engineer of
of same, $1,100.
For pay of three assistant engineers of same, $3,600.
$6,240.
For pay
pay of eight
eight firemen,
firemen, $6,240.
$1,440.
For pay of two oilers
oilers for
for power
power plant, $1,440.
For pay of one draftsman in the department
department of civil and military
engineering, $1,200.
or pay of mechanic
mechanic and attendant skilled in the technical
technical prepaprepaFor
electrical lectures and to the inration necessary- to chemical and electrical
inmmeralogy and
struction in mineralogy
and geology,
geology, $1,200.
$1,200.
For pay of mechanic assistant in
m department
department of
of natural and exexperimental philosophy (to be appointed by the Superintendent
perimental
Superintendent of
of
Military Academy),
$840.
the United
United States Military
Academy), $840.
For pay of one custodian
custodian of academy
academy buildings, $1,000.
$1,000.
For pay of one electrician,
electrician, $1,600.
For
pay of
one chief
chief plumber,
plumber, $1,600.
For pay
of one
$1,600.
For
assistant plumber, $900.
For pay of
of one assistant
For pay of one plumber's
plumber's helper, $600.
$720.
For pay of one
one scavenger,
scavenger, at $60
$60 a
a month,
month, $720.
For pay of chapel organist
organist and
and choirmaster,
choirmaster, $1,500.
$1,200.
For pay of superintendent
superintendent of post
post cemetery,
cemetery, $1,200.
For pay of engineer
engineer and janitor
$900.
janitor of Memorial
Memorial Hall, $900.
For pay of printer
printer at headquarters,
headquarters, United States Military Acad$1,600.
emy, $1,600.
For pay of assistant printer at headquarters,
headquarters, United States
States Military
Military
$1,100.
Academy, $1,100.
Hall, $600.
For pay
pay of one
one janitress,
janitress, Memorial
Memorial Hall,
$600.
For pay of one master
master mechanic, $1,800.
$1,800.
photographer in the
department of drawing,
For pay of clerk and photographer
the department
drawing,
$1,300.
$1,300.
typewriter , and attendant
charge
For play
pay of
of one
one stenographer, typewriter,
attendant in
in charge
of the library in the department
to be
by the
the SuperSuperdepartment ()flaw,
of law, to
be appointed
appointed by
intendent
Military Academy,
Academy, $900.
$900.
intendent of the United States
States Military
overseer of
$720.
For pay of one overseer
of the
the waterworks,
waterworks, $720.
For pay of one engineer of steam, electric, and
and refrigerating
refrigerating appaapparatus for the cadets' mess, $1,200.
For pay
pay of
of one
one copyist,
copyist, stenographer,
stenographer, clerk, librarian, typewriter,
typewriter,
and attendant in the department
department of modern
modern languages, to be appointed by the Superintendent
Military Academy,
Superintendent of the United States Military
Academy,
$1,040.
For pay of one mechanic
operation
mechanic and attendant
attendant skilled in the operation
necessary for the preparation
preparation of lectures
necessary
lectures and of material
material in the
department
a_ppointed by the
superintendent, $720.
department of drawing
drawing to be appointed
the superintendent,
For pay of janitor for bachelor officers'
officers' quarters, $600.
$600.
For pay of one stenographer,
stenographer, typewriter, and attendant in the
department
department of English and history, tobe appointed by the superintendsuperintendent, $840.
bookbinder at headquarters, United
For pay of one bookbinder
United States Military
Military
Academy, $1,200.
$1,200.
For pay of two book sewers in
in bindery, $1,080.
$1,080.
For pay of one skilled pressman
pressman in the printing office, headheadquarters, United States Military Academy, $1,100.
$1,100.
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For pay
pay of
Military
United States
States Military
headquarters, United
For
of one
one charwoman,
charwoman, headquarters,
Academy, $480.
$480.
For
of one
for the
the Superintendent
of the
the United
United
Superintendent of
messenger for
For pay
pay of
one messenger
States Military
Military Academy,
Academy, $720.
$720.
States
For pay
of one
skilled copyist,
confidential stenographer
librarian,
stenographer,, librarian,
copyist, confidential
pay of
one skilled
For
typewriter, and
and attendant
department of
mathematics, to be
of mathematics,
the department
attendant in the
typewriter,
appointed by
the Superintendent
of the
the United States
Military
States Military
Superintendent of
by the
appointed
Academy,
Academy, $1,000.
$1,000.
Stenographer, etc.,
stenographer, typewriter, and
medical
For pay of
of one stenographer,
and clerk
clerk in
in the medical
n edical department,
medical
and department
department of
of military
hygiene, to
be appointed
department. department
department and
military hygiene,
to be
appointed by
by
the
United States
Military Academy
Academy authorauthorthe Superintendent
Superintendent of
of the
the United
States Military
Vol.
37, p.
ized by
Military Academy
for 1914,
approved
Act for
1914, approved
by the
the Military
Academy Appropriation
Appropriation Act
p0.860.
ized
VoL 37,
March
4, 1913
1913 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at Large,
Large, page
page 860),
860), $840.
March 4,
For
of one
confidential stenographer,
copyist, librarian,
librarian, typeFor pay
pay of
one confidential
stenographer, copyist,
typewriter, and
operator in
natural and
and
in the
the department
department of natural
writer,
and multigraph
multigraph operator
experimental
philos_o_phy, to
Superintendent of
by the Superintendent
to be appointed
appointed by
experimental philosophy,
the
United States
States Military
Academy, $1,000.
Military Academy,
$1,000.
the United
Accotmting by AcadACdiustSbyaoae
disbursing officer.
All the money hereinbefore
hereinbefore appropriated
appropriated for pay of the Military
Military
eemy
Academy
accounted for by the disbursing
Academy shall be disbursed and accounted
disbursing
officer of
the United
Academy as
the Military
pay of
of the
Military
States Military
Military Academy
as pay
officer
of the
United States
Academy, and for that purpose shall constitute one fund.
Academy,
Current expenses.
expenses.
Current

CURRENT AND
EXPENSES.
CURRENT
AND ORDINARY
ORDINARY EXPENSES.

Board of
of Visitors.
Visitors.
Board

For the expenses
expenses of the members of the Board of Visitors, or so
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
$750.
be necessary,
necessary, $750.
Continencies, super- much
intendent.
Contingencies for
superintendent of
the academy,
academy, $3,000.
$3,000.
Contingencies
intendent.
for
superintendent
of the
RerraandimproveRepirssndi-prove-.
Repairs and
and improvements,
Timber, plank,
plank, boards,
boards, joists,
joists,
namely: Timber,
Repairs
improvements, namely:
mnets.
wall strips,
laths, shingles,
slate, tin,
tin, sheet
lead, zinc,
nails,
screws, nails,
wall
strips, laths,
shingles, slate,
sheet lead,
zinc, screws,
locks, bin
ges, glass,
glass, paints,
paints, turpentine,
oils, and
and so
forth, $55,000.
locks,
hinges,
turpentine,
oils,
so
forth,
$55,000.
Fuel, light, etc.
For
wood, and
so forth,
forth, $70,000,
$70,000,
el light,etc.
For fuel
fuel and
and apparatus,
apparatus, namely: Coal,
Coal, wood,
and so
of which
which $5,000
$5,000 shall
immediately available.
of
shall be
be immediately
available.
For
gas pipes,
pipes, gas
gas and
and electric
electric fixtures,
fixtures, and
and so
so forth,
forth, $10,000.
$10,000.
For gas
contingencies, super-

For
fuer for
cadets' mess
and laundry,
For fuel
for cadets'
mess hall,
hall, shops,
shops, and
laundry, $15,000.
$15,000.
For
and telegrams,
telegrams $1,200.
$1,200.
postage and
For postage
For stationery,
namely. Blank
dank books,
books, paper,
paper , and
and so
forth, $3,500.
$3,500.
tati rt .
For
stationery, namely:
so forth,
Transportation.
For
materials, discharged
and so
For transportation
transportation of
Trsporn.
of materials,
discharged cadets,
cadets, and
so forth,
forth,
$20,000.
$20,000.
Printing.
Printing
Printing
and so
forth, $3,000.
so forth,
$3,000.
Depart m cot of
of CavCav and binding,
binding, and
Printing and
Department
alry,
For department
nArtillery, and
and Infantry
Infantry tactics:
tactics: Tan
airy, Artillery, and
and InFor
department of Cavalry, Artillery,
Tan
iantry
tactics,
antry tactics.
bark or
other proper
hall, to be purchased
bark
or other
proper covering
covering for riding
riding hail,
purchased in open
open
$1,500.
market upon
upon written
written order
order of
of the
the superintendent,
superintendent, $1,500.
For camp
stools, office
office furniture,
and so
so forth,
forth, $4,000.
For
camp stools,
furniture, and
$4,000.
For upkeep of
For
of athletic
athletic grounds,
grounds, $500.
$500.
For gymnasium
and athletic
supplies, and
forth, $5,000.
For
gymnasium and
athletic supplies,
and so
so forth,
$5,000.
For the maintenance
For
maintenance of one automobile,
automobile, $300.
For
saddles, bridles,
For repairs
repairs to
to saddles,
bridles, and so
so forth,
forth, $500.
$500.
For the purchase of
of carbons
carbons and
of
and for
for repairs
repairs and maintenance
maintenance of
searchlight, and
and so
$250.
searchlight,
so forth,
forth, $250.
purchase of
and office
the office
office of
of
For the purchase
of stationery
stationery and
office supplies
supplies for
for the
senior instructor
Coast Artillery
Artillery tactics,
tactics, $75.
instructor of Coast
$75.
For repair of
For
mattresses, machines,
machines, and
of
of mattresses,
and so forth,
forth, in
in gymnasium
gymnasium of
Cavalry barracks,
barracks, $100.
$100.
Cavalry
For
and so
so forth,
hall, $600.
$600.
For material for
for hurdles,
hurdles, and
forth, riding
riding hall,
For
general maintenance
maintenance and
and repairs
repairs to
cadet camp,
to be
be immediimmediFor general
to cadet
camp, to
ately available,
$10,000.
ately
available, $10,000.
For
drill ground,
ground, and
For repair
repair of
of obstacles
obstacles on
on mounted
mounted drill
and for
for constructconstructing
obstacles, and
and so
so forth,
forth, $100.
$100.
ing other
other obstacles,
For
purchase of
wax, needles,
needles, and
and so
so forth,
For the purchase
of thread, wax,
forth, in
in the
the
Cavalry
stables, $200.
$200.
Cavalry stables,
Postage, etc.

ostatgener.
Stationery,
one y
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For the purchase
purchase of thread, wax, needles, and so forth,
the
forth, in
in the
Artillery stables,
stables, $200.
material for preserving
For material
preserving floors, and
forth, Artillery
Artillery barracks
barracks
and so
so forth,
$150.
and stables, $150.
purchase of tools, machines,
For the purchase
machines, and
Artillery gun
and so
so forth,
forth, Artillery
gun
shed, $2,500.
For repair to mattresses,
mattresses, machines, and so forth, in drill hall
hall and
and
gymnasium
gymnasium of Artillery
barracks, $100.
Artillery barracks,
$100.
For the purchase
purchase of new and upkeep of worn-out
worn-out rubber
matting
rubber matting
in squad rooms of Artillery
Artillery barracks,
barracks, $150.
For purchase
purchase of stationery
stationery and once
furniture in
office furniture
in office
office of senior
senior
assistant instructor
instructor of Field Artillery
assistant
Artillery tactics,
tactics, $100.
For material for preserving
preserving floors, and so forth, Cavalry
Cavalry barracks
and stables, $100.
For repair of mattresses,
mattresses, machines, and
me forth,
drill hall
hall and
and
and so
forth, in
in drill
gymnasium of
gymnasium
Engineer barracks,
barracks $100.ttn
$100.
of Engineer
For
of civil
civil and
and military
military engineering:
engineering: Textbooks,
sta- etc.,tor
et c.,
instruction
For department
department of
fortsipecieT'de
specified deTextbooks, stationery,
forth, $1,200.nts.
$1,200.
partments.
tionery, and
and so
so forth,
For department
department of natural and experimental
experimental philosophy:
Textphilosophy: Textbooks, apparatus,
so forth,
books,
apparatus, and
and so
forth, $2,350.
$2,350.
For department
department of instruction
instruction in mathematics:
mathematics: Textbooks,
Textbooks, stationstationery, and so forth, $1,250.
$1,250.
For department of chemistry,
For
chemistry, mineralogy,
mineralogy, and
and geology,
geology, $2,500.
$2,500.
For department of drawing:
drawing: Drawing
so forth,
Drawing materials,
materials, and
and so
forth,
$2,000.
$2,000.
For department
department of modern
modern languages: Stationery and
and so
so forth,
$1,900.
$1,900.
For department
department of law: Books, stationery, and
$850.
and so
so forth,
forth, $850.
For department
department of practical
practical military engineering:
For models,
engineering: For
models,
books, stationery,
stationery, and so forth, $6,000.
For department
department of ordnance and
Models, instruments,
and gunnery: Models,
instruments,
books, and so forth, $2,150.
$2,150.
For the purchase of machines,
machines, tools, and
for practical
practical
and so forth, for
instruction
instruction of cadets in wood and metal
metal working,
working, $500.
$500.
For department
department of military hygiene, $500.
$500.
For department
department of English and history: For purchase of stationery,
books, and so
so forth, $1,500.
$1,500.
a course of lectures for the more complete instruction
For a
instruction of cadets, Lectures.
Lectes.
$1,200.
$1,200.
of one
one automobile
truck, $300.
$300.
For the maintenance
maintenance of
automobile truck,
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS AND INCIDENTAL
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Treasurer's office.
office.
commercial periodicals, stationery, and so forth, for
For commercial
for the
the office
office Treasurer's
of the treasurer United States Military
Military Academy, $710.
$710.
plumbing,
For gas, coal, oil, candles,
candles, and so
forth, for
gas plant,
plant, Lighting,
Lighting, plumbing,
so forth,
for operating
operating the
the gas
etc.
etc.
$15,000.
$15,000.
For the installation
installation of new benches
benches in gas plant,
plant, $4,000.
$4,000.
For water pipe, plumbing, and repairs, $8,000,
$8,000, of which
which $1,000
$1,000
shall be immediately
immediately available.
For material and labor for cleaning and policing public
buildings, Policing, etc.
public buildings,
$6,620.
$6,620.
recitation rooms not otherwise provided for and for
For supplies for recitation
for
renewing
repairing furniture
furniture in same, $1,000.
renewing and repairing
$1,000.

For installation of motor, grates, and blower in heating plant of
Memorial Hall, $1,050.
Memorial
$1,050.
Increase and expense of library, $7,200.
Increase
contingent funds, to be expended
expended under the direction
For contingent
direction of
of the
the
academic board: For instruments,
academic
instruments, books, repairs to apparatus,
apparatus and
other incidental
incidental expenses not otherwise
otherwise provided for, $500: Provided,
Provided,
That all technical
scientific supplies
departments of intechnical and scientific
supplies for the departments
in-

Library.

Aam
bord
A0.4,0xtic boardAcademic
board.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Purchases.
Purchases.
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struction
the Military
Military Academy
be purchased
by contract
struction of
of the
Academy shall
shall be
purchased by
contract
or
otherwise, as
as the
War may
may deem
deem best.
best.
or otherwise,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
Band
supplies.
Band supplies.
For the purchase
purchase of instruments for the band and repairs to same,
$1,500.
$1,500.
Cleaning, etc., plant.
leaning, etc., lant.
machinery and equipment
equipment for
For the purchase
purchase of machinery
for new
cleannew dry
dry cleaning,
and disinfecting
disinfecting plant,
and for
for the
installation of
of same,
same,
ing, sterilizing.
sterilizing, and
plant, and
the installation
to
be expended
expended without
without advertising,
advertising, $12,000.
$12,000.
to
be
Laundry.
Laundry.
For repairs and improvements
machinery, and so
improvements to the laundry
laundry machinery,
forth, which
may be
be expended
expended without
and to
to be
be immeimmeforth,
which may
without advertising,
advertising, and
diately
available $35,000.
$35,000.
diately available,
Cadet mess.
For the
the repair
cooking utensils,
utensils, chairs,
so
Cadetess.
For
repair and
and purchase
purchase of
of cooking
chairs, and
and so
expended without advertising,
advertising, to be
be immeforth, cadet
cadet mess, to
to be
be expended
diately
available, $3,000.
$3,000.
diately available,
Policing
barracks,
Policing
barracks,
For the policing
of barracks
barracks and
and bathhouses, $25,000.
For
policing of
etc.
Cadet barracks.
barracks.
For
supplying light
light and
furniture to
cadets' barracks
barracks, $20,000.
$20,000.
Cadet
For supplying
and plain
plain furniture
to cadets'
For
and repair
of cocoa
matting for
for the
aislewayrs in
in
For the
the purchase
purchase and
repair of
cocoa matting
the aisleways
of the
riding hall,
the stables
stables of
the riding
hall, $300.
$300.
For the
maintenance of
of one
one automobile
truck of
of the
Ford type,
type,
For
the maintenance
automobile truck
the Ford
$250.
$250.
Children's
Childrens school.
school.
For maintaining the children's school, and so forth, $6,270.
$6,270.
Fire protection.
protection.
Fire
fire-extinguishing apparatus,
For purchase
purchase and repair of fire-extinguishing
apparatus, $1,000.
$1,000.
Buildings

Buildings
grounds.
grounds.

and

and

ordnance
Ordnance =.se,

etc. retc.

musa''

BUILDINGS
AND GROUNDS.
GROUNDS.
BULDINGS AND

F
For cases,
museum in
For
cases, materials,
and so
so forth,
forth, ordnance
materials, and
ordnance museum
in headheadquarters building,
quarters
building, $1,500.
$1,500.
For repairs
For
repairs to ordnance
ordnance laboratory and other
other buildings pertaining
pertaining
to
department of
and gunnery,
to department
of ordnance
ordnance and
gunnery, $1.50.
$150.
For general
general repairs
For
repairs to cadet
laundry building,
bwIding, and so forth, to
cadet laundry
to be
be
expended without
without advertising,
expended
advertising, $400.
$400.
For
improvements to
the cadet
For general
general incidental
incidental repairs
repairs and
and improvements
to the
cadet
store
building, including
office, tailor
and shoestore building,
including storerooms,
storerooms, office,
tailor shops,
shops, and
shoe-

repairing shops,
shops, $1,000.
$1,000.
repairing
or materials
For
materials and labor for
for repairs,
hospital,
repairs, and
and so
so forth, soldiers'
soldiers' hospital,
$165.
$165.
For
and upkeep
the sergeant,
sergeant, first
class, HosFor repair
repair and
upkeep of
of quarters
quarters of
of the
first class,
Hospital Corps,
Corps, at
pital
at soldiers'
soldiers' hospital,
hospital, $50.
$50.
For providing
providing aarailing for
for porches
porches and
and steps, to
to be of
of iron
iron pipe
pipe
throughout,
throughout, $1,119.
$1,119.
For replacing
replacing wooden
wooden steps
of north
north and
and south
south wards
with stone
For
steps of
wards with
stone
ones,
$250.
er
e.
ones,
$250.
Waterworks, etc.
For
waterworks, $3,000.
$3,000.
For waterworks,
terorks,
For
ground and
and repairs
same,
For extension
extension of
of bayonet
bayonet fencing
fencing ground
repairs to
to same,
$2,000.
$2,000.
For repairs
repairs to quarters
cadet mess,
quarters of steward
steward of
of cadet
mess, which
which may
may be
be
expended without
without advertising,
advertising, $150.
expended
$150.
Walls, roads,
Walls,
roads, etc.
etc
or the repair and restoration
For
restoration of retaining
retaining walls along
along the
the line
line
of the
Poplopen pipe
pipe line,
line, $3,000.
of
the Poplopen
$3,000.
For carrying
For
carrying on the
development of
of the
the general
plan for
the development
general plan
for improveimprovements
roads and
and grounds,
$3,000.
ments to
to roads
grounds, $3,000.
For repairs
additions to
repairs and necessary
necessary alterations
alterations and additions
to the cadet
cadet
hospital as follows: For materials
materials for radiators,
hospital,
radiators, piping, furniture,
furniture,
and so
and
so forth,
forth, $120.
$120.
For purchase
of flowers
flowers and
and shrubs
$100.
For
purchase of
shrubs for
for hospital
hospital grounds,
grounds, $100.
For necessary
replacements in
necessary repairs and replacements
steam-heating system
in steam-heating
and steam
line in
cadet mess,
mess, $1,300.
$1,300.
and
steam line
in cadet
Repairs,
For
repairs to
be immediately
avail"mprove
For repairs
to the
the cadet
cadet mess
ret,, etc. improve
mess building,
building, to
to be
immediately availrunts,
able, $4,265.
$4,265.
able,
Buildings, etc.
Buildings,
For repairs and improvements
etc.
improvements to the West
mess
West Point
Point Army
Army mess
building,
including supplying
supplying and
and renewing
furniture and
and fittings,
building, including
renewing furniture
fittings,
$2,500.
$2,500.
Soldiers' hospital.
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For the repair
repair and maintenance
maintenance of the
boathouse and
and the
the
the cadet
cadet boathouse
purchase and maintenance
canoes for
instruction
maintenance of boats
boats and
and canoes
for the
the instruction
of cadets in
in rowing,
rowing, $1,000.
$1,000.
For the repairs
repairs and maintenance
house
maintenance of the
the wooden ponton
ponton house
ponton materials,
materials, $500.
used for the housing of
of ponton
$500.
purchase of materials for use of instruction
For the purchase
cadets in
in
instruction of cadets
handling
handling and use of Engineer
Engineer tools,
tools, $500.
$500.
For the repair and upkeep of
quarters of
first class,
class, HosHosof quarters
of the
the sergeant,
sergeant, first
$50.
pital Corps, at
at the cadet
cadet hospital,
hospital, $50.
barracks.
For new doors, door frames, transoms, and
and casings
for -South
South Cadet
casings for
Cadetbarracks
$4,550.
Cadet Barracks, $4,550.
For repairs to the cadet barracks,
barracks, to be immediately
immediately available,
available,
$15,000.
Cemetery grounds.
For maintaining and improving
improving grounds of
cemetery, $2,000.
$2,000. Cemeteryground
of post cemetery,
For continuing
breast-high wall in dangerous
continuing the construction of breast-high
dangerous
places, $1,000.
$1,000.
Roads, etc.
gravel for
for roads,
$10,000.
For broken stone and gravel
roads, $10,000.
Roads,etc.
repairs,
For repairs
repairs of
For
of boilers,
boilers, engines,
engines, dynamos,
motors, and
so forth,
forth, etcMacn
dynamos, motors,
and so
etrehhwY repairs,
cadet mess, to be expended
expended without
without advertising,
to
be
immediately
advertising, to be immediately
available, $6,500.
For the repair and improvement
improvement of cadet polo field,
$600.
field, $600.
bachelor, gymnasium,
gymnasium,
For waterproofing
waterproofing the post headquarters,
headquarters, bachelor,
and other large
buildings, $2,000.
large buildings,
$2,000.
For care and maintenance
maintenance of
chapel, $250.
$250.
of organ
organ in
in cadet
cadet chapel,
For general
general repairs
repairs to the buildings
buildings of the Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery firefirecontrol system, $100.
$100.
For material and labor for repair of Field Artillery target range,
$500.
$500.
For repair and upkeep of stable
Numbered four,
corral, and
and
stable Numbered
four, and
and corral,
installing watering troughs, $1,000.
instiilling
$1,000.
For repairs to skylights in riding hall and stopping
stopping leaks around
same,
same, $300.
New buldings.
buildings.
For
labor and
construction of
of new
new dry
dry cleaning,
cleaning, sterilsteril- New
For labor
and material
material for
for construction
izing, and disinfecting building, $18,000.
$18,000.
Vol. 40,
40, p.
p. 632.
632.
For completion
completion of eight sets
For
sets married
married officers'
quarters, authorized
officers' quarters,
authorized vol
in the Military Academy
Academy Appropriation
June
Appropriation Act
Act for 1919,
1919, approved
approved June
27, 1918,
1918, to
available, $20,000.
$20,000.
27,
to be
be immediately
immediately available,
Vol. 40, p. 632.
For completion
completion of
of twenty
sets of
bachelor officers'
officers' quarters,
quarters, authortwenty sets
of bachelor
author- Vol
40 p-32ized in the Military Academy Appropriation
Appropriation Act
for
1919,
approved
Act for 1919, approved
be immediately
June 27, 1918, to be
immediately available,
available, $20,000.
$20,000.
Cadet hospital.
For remodeling
remodeling old
old cadet
cadet hospital,
extension steam
steam tunnels,
tunnels, water,
water, cRethodpittc.
hospital, extension
Remodeling, etc.
sewer
excavation, grading,
sewer,' and electric
electric systems,
systems, excavation,
grading, roads,
roads, quarrying
quarrying
stone for new
new cadet
cadet hospital,
and miscellaneous
expenses, to
to be
immehospital, and
miscellaneous expenses,
be immediately available, $75,000.
$75,000.
Army surplus conThe Secretary of War
War is hereby
hereby directed
turn over
over to
to the
the United
United stFn,directed to
to turn
t material,
,et. etc.,
struction
buildings.
Academy without
without expense
States Military, Academy
expense all
all such
surplus material
material for
such surplus
or buildings.
as may be available
available and necessary
necessary for the construction
temporary
construction of temporary
buildings; also, surplus
surplus tools and mat6riel
materiel for use in the instruction
instruction
Proviso.
of cadets at the academy:
academy: Provided, That to cover
cover the cost
cost of labor
labor Labor.
' wconstruction of such temporary
in the construction
temporary buildings there
there is
is hereby
approhereby appropriated the sum
sum of
of $10,000.
$10,000.
Cadet
hospital ele
eleaet hosptal
The amount, $10,000,
$10,000, for enlarging elevator
elevator shaft
shaft and installing
installing vator.
Reappropriation.
elevator from basement to second floor
floor (cadet
Reappropriato.
(cadet hospital);
hospital); appropriated
appropriate
VoL 40, p. 1346.
m
Appropriation Act for 1920, approved
in the Military Academy Appropriation
approved
shall remain
March 4, 1919,
1919, shall
remain available
available until
until expended.
expended.
c
Accounting consoliFor the purpose of accounting
funds hereinbefore
accounting only, all funds
hereinbefore approappro- datted
dated
priated under the titles "Current
"Current and ordinary expenses,"
expenses," "Miscelexpenses," and"Buildings
laneous items and incidental expenses,"
and "Buildings and grounds,"
grounds,"
shall
shall be disbursed and accounted
officer, United
United
accounted for
for by the disbursing
disbursing officer,
States Military
"Maintenance, United States Military
Military Academy, as "Maintenance,
Military
Academy,"
Academy," and for that purpose
purpose shall
shall constitute
constitute one fund.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS:

Course of instruction:
of instruction at the
the United
United
instruction: The course of
States
Academy shall
four years:
years: Provided,
Provided, That
any
That any
be four
shall be
Military Academy
States Military
Appointees heretohereto- person
heretofore nominated
accordance with regulations,
regulations, for
Apoees
heretofore
nominated in accordance
for
fore
nominated
nominated admit- person
ted while
while cadet
cadet re- appointment
would have resulted
resulted from the
appointment to fill a
a vacancy
vacancy which would
tained.
tained.
present year, may be so appointed
graduation of a
acadet during the present
notwithstanding
the retention
retention of
of such
such cadet
cadet at
at the
the academy:
academy: ProPronotwithstanding the
Present caets
cadets ma
may v
idedfurther,That
any
cadet now
now at
at the
the academy
academy may
his option,
at
may at
any cadet
That
videdfurther.
Present
elect to continue
-·
a a
a
a his option,
p.ion,
elect
continue fill
full
course,
exercised prior
June 11,
continue at
at the
the academy
academy one
one addiaddipnor to
to June
11, 1920,
1920, continue
exercised
course.
tional year
and postpone
his prospective
prospective graduation,
graduation and
and
thereby his
tional
year and
postpone thereby
cadets not
not electing
so to
to prolong
prolong their
their course
course shall
shall be
be graduated
graduated in
in
cadets
electing so
the years
assigned to
classes prior
prior to
to the
the passage
passage of
of
to their
their respective
respective classes
the
years assigned
this
Act.
this Act.
Ages forfor
admission.
Amendment
to section
1318, Revised
Statutes relating
relating to
to appointappointRevised Statutes
section 1318,
msieoice
Amendment to
Aended
Extended for
service
That section
1318, Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, be,
be, and
and the
the -same
is
in World
World War, 1919, ments:
ments: That
section 1318,
same is
1920, 1921.
sec. 1318,
p. hereby,
hereby, amended
follows: "Appointees
"Appointees shall
shall be
be admitted
admitted
read as
as follows:
amended to
to read
19R. S.,., sec.
1318, p.
226,
amended.
to
the ages
ages of
of seventeen
and twenty-two
twenty-two
2N, amended.
to the
the -academy
academy only
only between
between the
seventeen and
years, except
in the
the following
following case:
case: That
That during
during the
the calendar
calendar years
years
years,
except in
1919, 1920 and
and 1921
1921 any
any appointee
appointee who
who has
has served
served honorably
honorably and
and
1919,
faithfully not
less than
one year
year in
the armed
forces of
United
in the
armed forces
of the
the United
faithfully
not less
than one
States
allied armies
armies in
late war
Germany, and
who posposwar with
with Germany,
and who
States or
or allied
in the
the late
sesses
qualifications required
by law,
law, may
may be
admitted
be admitted
sesses the
the other
other qualifications
required by
Proviso.
the ages
of seventeen
seventeen and
and twenty-four
twenty-four years:
years: Provided,
Provided, That
That
ages of
between the
of
s between
itPrssion
Admission
of successor to member not whenever
graduating class shall fail to complete
complete
whenever any member
member of the graduating
graduating,
etc.
the course
course with
his class
class by
reason of
or deficiency
deficiency in
his
graduating, et.
with his
the
by reason
of sickness,
sickness, or
in his
studies,
or other
other cause,
cause, such
such failure
shall not
not operate
operate to
to delay
delay the
failure shall
the
studies, or
admission of
of his
admission
his successor."
successor."
Hotel site.
Hotel at
at West
West Point:
That the
the paragraph
paragraph of
the Military
Military Academy
Academy
Vol.
of the
Point: That
Hotel
vol. 40, p. 1348,
amended.
amended.
Appropriation Act
approved March
Appropriation
Act for 1920, approved
March 4, 1919,
1919, relating to the
erection of
of a
a hotel
hotel building
at West
West Point,
Point, New
New York,
York, be,
be, and
and is
erection
building at
is
hereby, amended
amended to
to read
read as
hereby,
as follows:
follows:
Lease of land for
on
eret of
of hotel,
land etc.,
foret
"That the Secretary
"That
Secretary of War is hereby authorized
authorized to lease land on
erection
of
erection
hotel,
etc.,
authorized.
authorized.
the United States Military
Reservation at West Point, for aaterm of
Military Reservation
of
not
exceeding fifty
fifty years,
to any
any corporation,
corporation, company,
company, or
or individual,
not exceeding
years, to
individual,
necessary buildings
upon which
which to erect
erect aa hotel,
hotel, and all other
other necessary
buildings in
in
connection
therewith, in
in accordance
with plans
plans and
specifications
connection therewith,
accordance with
and specifications
submitted to
and recommended
by the
the Superintendent
of the
the Milisubmitted
to and
recommended by
Superintendent of
MiliConditions, etc.
tary
War. Said
Said lease
lease
Condtons, e.
tary Academy,
Academy, and
and approved
approved by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War.
shall contain
contain such conditions,
conditions, terms,
terms, reservations
reservations and covenants, as
as
agreed upon and
may be agreed
and shall also provide for just compensation
compensation to
to
the lessees for the construction
construction of said
said hotel, appurtenances,
appurtenances, and equipments,
the termination
termination of
of said
lease."
ments, to
to be
be paid
paid to
to said
said lessees
lessees at
at the
said lease."
Ramon
Ricardo
Ramon
Ricardo Arias:
The Secretary
of War
War be,
be, and
is,
and he
he hereby
hereby is,
Secretary of
Arias: The
Ramon Ricardo
Ari of Panama.
Pamon Rcard
Arias,
Admitted
Admitted for
for inin- in his discretion,
authorized
permit
Ramon
Ricardo Arias, a
h
iscsr
te
ut
d
io
en
nt
,
,
a
w
uthoeriuz
n
ed
deto op
in
e
g
rmi
int
stone
ctR
ioam
n
struction.
struction.
citizen of Panama, without expense
expense to the United States,
Staitesr
, to receive
as
onheRrein
Riccardo
autAhorriaizs
o
to rPoint;
eceive
e,d,
a
instruction
States Military
Military Academy
Academy
at West
West
instruction at the
the United
United States
at
Point;
i
a
n
ndhisuch
s
suc
d student, while undergoing instruction as herein authorized,
and
accorded the same privileges
privileges as are
shall be accorded
are authorized
authorized by law for
for
cadets
cadets at
at the
Academy appointed
from the
United States.
States.
the Military
Military Academy
appointed from
the United
Approved, March
30, 1920.
Approved,
March 30,
Instruction course to
Instructioncourseto
be four years.

berov
Provisos. rso.

March 30, 19 1
arcR 30,1920.
[11.
1415420.
i7i.]
IPublic, No.
[Public,
No. 1671

CHAP. 113.
CHAP.
— An Act
Providing for
relief of
of populations
populations in
in E
ur
ope a
nd i
n
113.-An
Act Providing
for the
the relief
Europe
and
in
countries
for want
food.
of food.
want of
thereto suffering
suffering for
contiguous thereto
countries contiguous

the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and

Erope
counotres.
States or
of
in Congress
assembled, That,
participation of
European
Countr
s' S
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That, for
for the
the participation
of
Dispos-il of
flour
Disposal
of
flourieto
relieve suffering el
Government
of
in
the
furnishing
the
Government
of
the
United
States
furnishing
of
foodstuffs
Populations
ons in_

popuati

n

to populations
populations in
countries contiguous
contiguous thereto
thereto suffering
suffering
in Europe
Europe and
and countries
for the
of food,
food, the
United States
States Grain
Corporation is
is hereby
hereby
for
the want
want of
the United
Grain Corporation
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authorized, with the
of the
to
authorized,
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, to
sell or dispose of flour now in its possession,
possession, not to exceed
exceed five million
million
barrels, for cash or on credit at such prices
prices and on
on such
such terms
terms or
or conconnecessary: to carry
of this
this Act
Act
ditions as may be necessary
carry out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
and to relieve populations
populations in the countries
countries of
urope or countries
countries „n,n
of Europe
thereto suffering
contiguous thereto
the want
of food:
Provided, That
That an
an ite
—mg,;(1 report to
suffering for
for the
want of
food: Provided,
Ptemoid
expenditures of the bemade.
audited, itemized
itemized report of the receipts
receipts and expenditures
be made '
United States Grain Corporation
Corporation for
the purposes
authorized by
for the
purposes authorized
by
this Act shall be submitted to Congress not later than the first Monpay in
December, 1920.
1920.
pay
in December,
Approved, March
March 30, 1920.
1920.

authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
to acquire
acquire certain
CHAP. 119.—An
119.-An Act
Act To authorize
of the
Interior to
certain
Indian
Indian lands necessary
in connection
with the
Blackfeet Indian
necessary for
for reservoir
reservoir purposes
purposes in
connection -with
the Blackfeet
Indian

reclamation
reclamation project.
project.

April 1, 1920.

1g90.
AfIil
[S. 13291

IPujic,
[Pukgic, No. 168.I
168.J

it enacted by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
United Blackfeet
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
Blackfeet
Indian
Reservation, Mont.
Mont.
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Reservation,
Purchase of allotPurchase
Interior
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to expend
$5,944.93 from
expend the sum of $5,944.93
from ments
ments to George
George W.
W.
Ls
any money
money_ now available
construction of
irrigation systems
systems on
on the
the Cook and David La
available for construction
of irrigation
Breche from irrigation
Blackfeet
Blackfeet Reservation, in Montana
lands embraced
embraced funds for.
Montana,;in the purchase
purchase of
of lands
allotments of George W. Cook and
Breche, described
described
in the allotments
and David
David La
La Breche,
as lots three and five, section
section twenty-seven,
one and
twenty-seven, and lots one
and two,
two,
section thirty-four,
thirty-four, township
township thirty-two north, range
range thirteen west,
in consideration
consideration of the relinquishment
relinquishment by the allottees
allottees of all their
their
right,
•ht, title, and interest
interest in and to said lands, and of their right to
to Vol. 36,
36, p. 859.
859.
select
select lieu land under the provisions of section
section 14
the Act
of June
June 25,
25,
14 of the
Act of
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large, pages 855 and 859),
1910 (Thirty-sixth
859), and the
release of all their claims whatsoever
the United
United States
whatsoever against
against the
States or
or
the Blackfeet
Blackfeet Tribe of Indians
Indians by reason
being required
required
reason of said lands
lands being
for reservoir
reservoir purposes
purposes in connection
connection with
system on
on the
with the irrigation
irrigation system
the
aforesaid
aforesaid Indian
Indian reservation.
reservation.
Approved, April
1, 1920.
1920.
April 1,

CHAP. 120.—A
Secretary of
to issue
to
120.-Ann Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior to
issue patent
patent to
School
Numbered eight, Sheridan
Sheridan County, Montana,
School District Numbered
Montana, for block one, in Wakes
Wakea
town site, Fort Peck Indian Reservation, Montana,
Montana, and to set aside one block in each
each
town site on said reservation for school
school purposes.
purposes.

nril 190.
Awpil
A li.-7109
1 192°.
1
I
iNo9.
tipus.
[Public, No.
[Publc,
No: 169.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
12y the Senate and House of
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Fort
F
P
dian
Peck Indian
America in
Reservation, Mont.
Mont.
States of Amerwa
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Reservation,
Block
In
Wakes
Interior
Interior be,
be and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to issue
patent to
and directed
issue patent
ormer
town site on former,
a
n
t
ted
to
school
disto School District Numbered
eight
of
Sheridan
County, Montana,
Numbered
County,
Montana,
nted to school disfor block one in Wakea
Wakea town site in the former Fort Peck
ReserPeck Indian
Indian Reservation, Montana, upon filing its application therefor,
therefor, said block
block to
to be
used and maintained for
for public-school
public-school purposes.
purpos.
Tosesonfo
Town sites on former
SEC.
authorized and di- Reservation.
SEC. 2. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is authorized
Reservation
School districts
rected to set apart for public-school purposes not exceeding
disntricts
exceeding one block gieoc
even blocks in.
of unappropriated
unappropriated land in each town site, in the former Fort
Fort Peck Vol
,
p.
Vol. 35, p. 55.
558.
Indian Reservation,
created under the Act
Reservation, Montana, created
Act approved
May 30, 1908 (Thirty-fifth Statutes, page
558), and to cause patents
page 558),
patents
to be issued therefor to the school districts within
town sites,
within such
such town
sites,
respectively,
respectively, upon their
their filing application
application therefor, such lots
lots or blocks ro,,,.
Proviso.
to be used and maintained
public-school purposes: Provided,
Admission of
Indian
Provided, Admisson
of Indian
maintained for public-school
children at schools.
children residing in such school districts shall at all times uiren at school.
That Indian
Indian children
be received
received in schools used and maintained
maintained for public-school
public-school purposes
purposes
in the town sites covered
covered by this Act on equal terms
terms with white
children.
1, 1920.
Approved, April 1,
1920.
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SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
zss. II.
OHS. 122,
125, 128, 136.
122,125,128,136.
II. CHS.
SEss.
CONGRESS. S
SIXTY-SIXTH

April 8,
8, 1920.
1920.
. J.Res. 148.

[Pub. Res., No. 36.1

1920.
1920.

CHAP.
Authorizing the Department
Department of Commerce
Commerce to parResolution Authorizing
122.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 122.--joint
in New York in
ticipate in
the National
National Marine
Marine Exposition
in April, 1920.
1920.
Exposition to be held in
in the
ticipate

National
Ex- Whereas
Whereas the
the National
National Marine
League of
of the
United States
to hold
hold
is to
States is
the United
Marine League
Marin ExNational Marine
April, for the purpose
Freezable.
an
York next April,
purpose of demonNew York
in New
exposition in
an exposition
osne.

pPosition.

strating
the public
public the
the needs
the maritime
maritime
o the
the
inusries of
mariof industries
of the
needs of
to the
strating to
United
States and
and the
the means
of such
such marimarithe interests
interests of
by which
which the
means by
United States
time industries
and
promoted ,•_ and
and promoted
encouraged and
may be
be encouraged
industries may
time
Whereas it
it is
that participation
participation by
the Department
Department of
of
by the
believed that
is believed
Whereas
Commerce in
such exposition
tend to
to promote,
and
develop, and
promote, develop,
may tend
exposition may
in such
Commerce
foster the
and domestic
domestic commerce
United States:
States:
of the
the United
commerce of
foreign and
the foreign
foster
Therefore be
be it
it
Therefore
Resolved by
the Senate
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
and House
House of
Senate and
by the
Resolved
of ComComin Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States of America
America in
o CornDepartmentsend
DePartment
'
Secretary of
exmerce may
.manwith the mancooperate with
hibits
to.
merce be
authorized, in
his discretion,
discretion, to cooperate
in his
be authorized,
merce
hibitsto.
agers
of such
such exposition
to furnish
exhibits from
from the
various
the various
such exhibits
furnish such
and to
exposition and
agers of
• ent, may
bureaus
and branches
in his
his department
as, in
his ju
may
judgment,
in his
department as,
branches in
bureaus and
department:
of
the
be of
value
in
the ?erformance
of the
the functions
the
ertment:
functions
of
performance
in
the
value
be
of
Proviso.
exhibits
suc cooperation
cooperation and
such exhibits
of such
furnishing of
and the
the furnishing
No
author. Provided,
That such
Provided, That
No expense
epense autheor
bed. i z e d
shall be
expense to
United States.
States.
to the
the United
be without
without expense
shall
Approved, April
April 8,
8, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
April 10, 1920.
[P.
(
S. J. Res. 167.1
167.)
(Pub.
Res., No.
No. 37.)
37.)
[Pub. Res.,

CHAP. 125.oint
125.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
Providing forthe
for the filling
vacancy in
in the
Board of
of
the Board
of aavacancy
filling of
CHAP.
Regents
of the
the Smithsonian
Institution, of
the class
claw other
than Members
of Congress.
Congress.
Members of
other than
of the
Smithsonian Institution,
Regents of

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
United
the United
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
by the
Resolved by
the
in the
States
in Congress
That the
the vacancy
vacancy in
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, of the class other
^Reapprictmet jo Board
1920, by
by
March 19,
than Members
that will
will occur
on March
19, 1920,
occur on
of Congress,
Congress, that
than
Members of
Rege
reason
of the
of the
the term
F. Choate,
of
junior, of
Choate, junior,
of Charles
Charles F.
term of
expiration of
the expiration
reason of
F.
the said Charles F.
Massachusetts,
be filled
reappointment of the
by the
the reappointment
filled by
Massachusetts, be
Choate,
junior, for
term.
ensuing term.
for the
the ensuing
Choate, junior,
Approved, April
April 10, 1920.
Approved,

smithsonian

nsiSmithsonian Institution.
tntion.
Reappointment
of
Charles F. Choate, jr.,
t
as Regret.

April 13, 1920.
0
(
H. R..iR
12711.)
.
132
A
[Public,
No. 170.1
170.1
[pubic, No.

CHAP.
128.—An Act
To amend
the Act
December 23,
23, 1913,
1913, known
known
approved December
Act approved
amend the
Act To
CHAP. 128.-An
as the
the Federal
Reserve Act.
Act.
Federal Reserve
as

Be
the Senate
of the United
United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by .the
enacted by
Be itit enacted
Federal
States
ofAmerica in
i
nCongress
assembled, That
That section
section 14
14 of
of the
the Federal
Federal
Congressassembled,
banks
States ofAmerica
7, 1916,
1916,
September 7,
Act as
as amended
Acts approved
approved September
the Acts
by the
amended by
Reserve Act
countntes author- Reserve
and
21, 1917,
1917, be
be further
further amended
amended by
by striking
out the
semicolon
the semicolon
striking out
June 21,
and June
ed.
after the word "business"
"business" at the end of subparagraph
subparagraph (d) and insert
in
thereof the
the following:
"and which,
the approval,
approval,
subject to
to the
which, subject
following: "and
in lieu
lieu thereof
review,
and determination
determination of
of the
may be
be
Board, may
Reserve Board,
the Federal
Federal Reserve
review, and
the advances
graduated
or progressed
progressed on
basis of
of the
the amount
amount of the
advances
on the
the basis
graduated or
Federal reserve
and discount
discount accommodations
accommodations extended
extended by the Federal
and
borrowing bank."
bank
the borrowing
bank."
to the
bank to
Approved, April
April 13, 1920.
Approved,

Reserve
Federal
Reserve
banks.
d
Graduated
rediscount rates authorized.
p. 266,
26, amendVol. 38, p.
Vol.
ed.

April 15, 1920.
Ap.ril
(
S. 15',
27861
(
Public,
171.1
[Public, No. 171.)

Public las.
lands.

Sales
abanfor cash,
a,
abanSales for

doned
mlitay reser
dmied military
cation lands in reserGreg-

or
ory

county, . Dak.

County, S. Dak.

CHAP. 136.—An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the sale
of lands
lands in
County, South
sale of
in Gregory
Gregory County,
South
CIAP.
136.-An Act
Dakota.
Dakota.

Be
and House
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be itit enacted
the
States of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States
of America
Interior, in his discretion, be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to sell for
cash, under such rules and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe, the
unallotted, unreserved,
unreserved, and
lands in
in Gregory
Gregory County,
County,
unallotted,
and unentered
unentered lands
South Dakota,
Fort Randall
Randall Military
Military Reservation.
Reservation.
formerly in
in the
the Fort
South
Dakota, formerly
Approved, April
15, 1920.
April 15,
Approved,

SIXTY-SIXTH
SESS.
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
Ctrs. 137-139.
137-139.
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1920.
1920.

CHAP.
137.-An Act To authorize the construction
CHAP. 137.—An
construction of flood
flood control and
and improveimprovement works in Minnesota
and Big Stone Lake between
Minnesota River
River•and
between the
the States
States of
of Minnesota
Minnesota
and South Dakota.
Dakota.

April 15 1920.
[S. 32431
(Public, No. 172.)

15, 1920.
Is. 323.]
(Publt, No. 172.

Be it enacted by
by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
of the
the United
United Minta
Minnesota River
River.
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembl, That
That the
Minnesota Valley
Valley Dam,
Dam, etc.,
authorthe Minnesota
etc., authorat Big
Drainage
and Flood
Flood Control District, organized
and
existing
Drainage and
organized an
d ex
i
sting under
under ized
Stone,
Lake
for
flood
SZt
ne across,
acr, for
art fl
Stone
Lake,
flood
the
Minnesota, and the Big
the laws of the State of Minnesota,
Big Stone
Stone Lake
Lake Drainage
Drainage control, etc.
and Flood Control
Control District,
District, organized
and existing
the laws
organized and
existing under
under the
laws
of the State of South Dakota, are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to construct
construct aa
dam across Minnesota River
at the
the foot
River at
foot of
of Big
Big Stone
Lake, together
together
Stone Lake,
diversion channels,
with such dikes,
dikes ' spillways,
spillways, diversion
and other
other works
works i
n
channels, and
in
said river and lake
lake as
as the
the said
may agree
upon as
said districts
districts may
agree upon
as necessary
necessary
for the
the prevention
the improvement
improvement of
for
prevention and control of floods, the
of naviganavigation, and
tion,
and the drainage
drainage of land: Provided,
Provided, That
That plans
plans for
for the
works Proviso.
Approval of
of plans.
the works
Appova
plans.
hereby
hereby authorized
authorized shall
shall be
be submitted
to the
the Secretary.
of
War
submitted to
Secretary of War and
and
Engineers for
for their
the Chief of Engineers
their approval,
approval, and
unless and
and until,
until,
and unless,
approved
said works
works shall
approved by them no part of the said
be built
comshall be
built or
or commenced.
menced.
Amendment.
ndm t
SEC.
SEC. 2. That
That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby Ame
en
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, April
April 15,
15, 1920.
1920.
April 15 1920.
Aprl
15 192.
fS. 37f9.]
[Public,
173.]
[Pu .11c, No
No.173.]

CHAP.
138.-An Act
Act To authorize
improvement district
CHAP. 138.—An
authorize the
the Ozark
Ozark Forest
Forest road improvement
district of

Baxter
County, Arkansas,
Arkansas, to
to construct and rnaintsin
maintain aabridge
Baxter County,
bridge across
across the
White River,
the White
River,

Arkansas.
near Norfork,
Norfork, Arkansas.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United White
White River.
River.
House of
of the
States of
America in
in Congress
of Amertca
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
authority is
hereby Ozark
Otiark Forest
FAesA Z
al
That authority
is hereby
road
granted
anted to
to the Ozark Forest road improvement
improvemen tdistrict
dist
ri
ctof
ofBaxter
Baxter mayridveen
bridge, Norfrk,
Norfork,
County,
numbered 570
ounty , Arkansas,
Arkansas, created
created by act
act numbered
570 o
General Ar
Ark'
off th
thee General
Assembly
Assembly' of
of the
the State
of Arkansas
Arkansas of
of the
sess i
on of
of1919,
its successuccesState of
the session
1919, its
1
assigns, to
sors and
and assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and o
pera t
e a
a bridge
bridge and
and Cvonl.s4,
Construction.
maintain, and
operate
Vol. 34, p.
p. 84.
approaches thereto across the White
White River
approaches
River at
point suitable
to the
the
at aapoint
suitable to
interests
navigation, near
Norfork, Arkansa
interests of navigation,
near Norfork,
s,in
accordance with
with
Arkansas,
in accordance
the
Act entitled
entitled "An
the provisions of the Act
to regulate
regulate the
construc"An Act
Act to
the construcim

tion of
over navigable
March 23
23,1 1906.
tion
of bridges
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
1906.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
this Act
Actis
SEC.
That the
the right
or repea
repeallthis
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 15,
15, 1920.
1920.

CHAP. 139.—An
139.-An Act To authorize
construction of aabridge
authorize the construction
bridge across
Lake ChamChamacross Lake
plain, between
between the
towns of
Ticonderoga, New
plain,
the towns
of Shoreham,
Shoreham, Vermont, and
and Ticonderoga,
New York.

v

e

i

ie

Amendment.
Amendment.

April 15, 1920.
[S. 3813.]
[.
[Public, No. 174.]

3sit.]
[Public, No. 17.]

Be
it enacted
and Houseof
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
of the
the United
United T..kechamplatn.
akeChampn
States
Congress assembled, That the Addison
Addison Railroad
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Railroad Addisonma
d
Company,
Company, a
a corporation
corporation organized
organized under
under th
l
aws of
th e States
Stat 4 of
of Shoreham,
Vt..to
to ti-thee laws
of the
hor,
Vt
Vermont
and New
New York, its successors and assigns, be, and
onderog N-Y.
Vermont and
and are
are ccalder°ga'
N.
hereby, authorized
authorized to construct, maintain,
operate aabridge
bridge and
hereby,
maintain, and
and operate
and
approaches
a
.pproaches thereto across Lake
Lake Champlain, at
at a
a point
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the
interests
navigation between
town of Shoreham,
in the
interests of
of navigation
between the town
Shoreham, in
the State
State
of
and the town of Ticonderoga,
the State of
of Vermont,
Vermont, and
Ticonderoga, in the
of New
New York,
York, Construction.
in
with the provisions of the Act entitled "An
in accordance
accordance with
"An Act
Act to
to Vol.34,
Vol. 34, P.
p. 84..
regulate the
the construction
construction of bridges
waters," apregulate
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
March 23, 1906.
SEC.
2. That
thee right
alter, amend, or repeal
S
EC. 2.
That th
right to alter,
repeal this Act is hereby Andment.
Amendment.
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, April 15,
1920.
15, 1920.
CoA
mddisca
y

yu

rrirr:

v

-
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SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.

Cus. 140,141.
140, 141.
Cus.

1920.
1920.

CHAP.
Act To
To amend
section 4878
of the
the Revised
as amended
CHAP. 140.—An
140.-An Act
amend section
4878 of
Revised Statutes
Statutes as
amended
by
the Act
of March
1897.
3, 1897.
March 3,
by the
Act of

April
1920.
April 15,
15, 132.
[S. 4082.]
35_]
[
[Public,
No. 175.]
[Public, No.
175.]
National cemeteries.
cemeteries.
S., sec.
R. 8.,
sec. 4878,
4878 p.
944, amended.
Vol. 29, p.. 625.

vol. 9, 62.

Burials in, extended.
Burialsin,extended.

citi
in

Sm. II.
TI.
Srss.

servsg

Citizens serving with
with
allies in W
World War
ar
included. lded

w

Authority

Authority required.

nurses.

Array nurses.

Ail 15,192.
April
15, 1920.
[H. iB.
R.
202.]
R22.]
[Public, No. 176.]
176.]

Be itit enacted
by the
House of
of Representatives
United
the United
of the
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That section 4878 of the
Revised.
Statutes, as
as amended
amended by
of March
March 3,
1897 (chapter
(chapter
3, 1897
by the
the Act
Act of
Revised Statutes,
378, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Statutes
625), be,
be, and
and it
hereby is,
is,
page 625),
it hereby
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
378,
amended
to read
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
"Sac. 4878.
4878. All
All soldiers,
or marines
marines dying
in the
the service
service
dying in
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, or
"SEC.
of the
or dying
in a
adestitute
destitute condition
condition after
after having
having
States, or
dying in
of
the United
United States,
been honorably
honorably discharged
discharged' from
from the
the service,
service, or
or who
who served,
served, or
hereor herebeen
after
shall have
served, during
during any
any war
war in
in which
which the
the United
United States
States
after shall
have served,
has
been, or
may hereafter
hereafter be,
and, with
with the
the consent
of the
has been,
or may
be, engaged,
engaged, and,
consent of
the
Secretary
of War,
War, any
citizen of
of the
the United
United States
States who
who served
served in
in the
the
any citizen
Secretary of
Army or
or Navy
Na• of
at war
war with
Germany or
or Austria
Austria
with Germany
any government
government at
of any
Army
during the
War and
who died
died while
while in
service or
during
the World
World War
and who
in such
such service
or after
after
honorable
discharge therefrom,
therefrom, may
may be
buried in
any national
national
in any
be buried
honorable discharge
cemetery free
of cost.
cost. The
of the
the honorable
honorable discharge
of
discharge of
cemetery
free of
The production
production of
deceased man
in the
the former
duly executed
executed permit
permit of
of
aa deceased
man in
former case,
case, and
and aaduly
the Secretary
of War
in the
the latter
shall be
be sufficient
authority
sufficient authority
case, shall
latter case,
War in
Secretary of
the
for the
the superintendent
of any
cemetery to
to permit
permit the
the interment.
interment.
for
superintendent of
any cemetery
Army
honorably discharged
discharged from
from their
their service
service as
as such
such may
may be
be
Army nurses
nurses honorably
buried
any national
national cemetery,
cemetery, and,
and, if
destitute condition,
condition,
buried in
in any
if in
in aa destitute
free of
cost. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
War is
authorized to
to issue
issue certificates
certificates
free
of cost.
of War
is authorized
to
nurses entitled
to such
such burial."
burial."
to those
those Army
Army nurses
entitled to
Approved, April
April 15,
1920.
Approved,
15, 1920.
Act To
the Secretary
the Interior
to issue
issue patent
patent
CHAP. 141.—An
141.-An Act
To authorize
authorize the
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
in
in fee simple to the county
the State
of Michigan,
Michigan, for
for aacertain-described
certain-described
county of
of Huron,
Huron, in
in the
State of
tract of land
land for public-park
public-park purposes.

Be
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
the United
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
in Congress
of America
America in
States
Interior
patent
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to issue
issue patent
in fee
simple to
to the
the county
county of
of Huron
the State
State of
of Michigan,
Michigan, for
for
in
fee simple
Huron, in
in the
Description and
tract of land, to wit: Lots one and two, section sevensevenPrice. scription and the following tract
teen,
quarter of the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
section
teen, and the northeast
northeast quarter
of section
twenty,
eighteen north,
range
eleven east,
east, in
in Michigan,
Michigan,
twenty,
township
eighteen
north,
range
eleven
Provisos.

Public lands.
Patent to
Huron
County, Mich.
Mich.
county,

Mineral
Mineral rights
served.
served.

upon the
the payment
of $1.25
$1.25 per
per acre:
Provided, That
there shall
shall be
be
That there
acre: Provided,
payment of
re- upon

re-

reserved
reserved to the United States all oil, coal, or other mineral deposits
in the
the right
mine, and
and remove
remove the
the
for, mine,
to prospect
prospect for,
and the
right to
the land,
land, and
found in
rights not
not im- found
Valid rights
paired.
paired.
same:
provided further,
further, That
That this
this grant
grant shall
same: And
And provided
shall be
be subject
subject to
to all
all
existing rights
rights under
under the
land laws
laws of
the United
United States,
States,
prior, valid existing
the land
of the
and that if the grantee
grantee shall fail to use the land for public-park
public-park
purposes
or shall
to other
uses the
the title
title thereto
thereto shall
shall
other uses
same to
the same
shall devote
devote the
purposes or
Conditions.
conditions.
revert to
the United
United States:
further, That
That said
said grantee
grantee
revert
to the
States: And
And provided
providedfurther,
shall, within two years from the approval of this Act, file its application and make
make entry
entry and
under this Act, for the
and use
use of
of the
the land
land under
purposes herein
and the
grant herein
is made
upon the
the expurposes
herein specified,
specified, and
the grant
herein is
made upon
excondition that, within
days of
of the
receipt of
any request
request
press condition
within thirty
thirty days
the receipt
of any
therefor
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior, the
clerk shall
therefor from
from the
of the
the Interior,
the county
county clerk
shall
submit to the said Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
report as
as to
to the
the use
use
Interior a
a report
made of the land herein
herein granted
granted the county, during the preceding
preceding
period named in such request, showing compliance with the terms
Forfiture for non- period named
in such request, showing compliance with the terms
Forfeiture
compi
and
Act, and
and that
that in
in the
event of
of his
his failure
failure
compliance,
etc.
and conditions
conditions stated
stated in
in this
this Act,
the event
to so
so report,
report, or
or in
in the event
event of aashowing
showing in
in such report to
to the SecSecretary of
of the
of the
the grant
grant have
not been
retary
the Interior
Interior that
that the
the terms
terms of
have not
been
complied with,
with, the
shall be
held to
to be
be forfeited,
forfeited, and
and the
the AttorAttorcomplied
the grant
grant shall
be held
ney General
of the
United States
States shall
institute suit
in the
proper
ney
General of
the United
shall institute
suit in
the proper
recovery of
of said
said lands.
court for
for the
the recovery
lands.
Approved, April
April 15,
15, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
iarIVP,

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
SESS. II.
Cns. 142,143.
142, 143.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.. SESS.
II. CHS.

1920.
1920.

CHAP.
relief of
of occupants
occupants and
and claimants
of unsurveyed
unsurveyed
CHAP. 142.—An
142.-An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
claimants of

public land
township eight
of range
range two
two west
of Salt
Utah.
public
land in
in township
eight north
north of
west of
Salt Lake
Lake meridian,
meridian, Utah.
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April 15,1920.
15, 1920.
Apri
(H. R. 5213.]
[Pubic
(Public, No
No. 177.
177.]

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
United Public
Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
of the
Public lands.
lands.
Survey, etc., of erroStates of
America in
Congress assembled,
That on
on the
the survey
survey of
any neously
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
of any
survey,
etc., ofer
omitted
areas
in 1.
th d are
areas
sections ten,
ten, fifteen,
fifteen, twenty-two,
twenty-two, and
twenty- inu
and twentyareas of
of public
public land
land in
in sections

seven,
in township
north, range
range two
two west
of the
the Salt
Salt Lake
base
west of
Lake base
township eight
eight north,
seven, in
and meridian,
meridian, in
in the
the State
of Utah,
be found
have
to have
which may
may be
found to
State of
Utah, which
and
been erroneously
erroneously omitted
omitted from
from the
the official
official survey, plat
which is
plat of which
been
now
on file
file in
in the
Land Office,
Commissioner of
of the
the Holdings
now on
the General
General Land
Office, the
the Commissioner
of occuHoldings of
be segregated.
General Land
Land Office
and he
he is
authorized to
such pants
to cause
cause such
pants to
tobe
segregated.
Office be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
General
areas to
surveyed and
and platted
platted in
in such
manner as
as will
segregate
will segregate
such aamanner
areas
to be
be surveyed
the
several holdings
holdings of
the bona
fide occupants
occupants of
areas as
as shown
shown
of such
such areas
bona fide
of the
the several
occupation and improvements.
by their occupation
improvements.
Preferential right of
of
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That under
rules and
and regulations
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of bona
de occupants.
occupants.
bona fide
regulations as
under such
such rules
SEC.
the Interior
Interior shall
all such
fide occupants
shall have
have
as shall
such bona
bona fide
occupants as
the
shall prescribe
prescribe all
had
adverse possession
themselves or
or their
their grantors
grantors for
for seven
possession by
by themselves
had adverse
years prior
the plat
survey provided
provided for
for herein
herein
plat of
of survey
to the
the approval
approval of
of the
years
prior to
after the
shall have
have aapreferred
preferred right at any time within six months after
approval
of such
such plat
plat of
of survey
survey- to
per
at the
the rate
rate of $2.50 per
to purchase
purchase at
approval of
acre
lands so
in such
as the
same
such parcels
parcels as
the same
and improved
improved in
so occupied
occupied and
acre the
the lands
are
held and
of them,
them, not to exceed
exceed in any
any one
and possessed
possessed by
by each
each of
are so
so held
case one hundred
hundred and sixty acres.
Lieu lands to railLien
roads for
holdings by
S
EC. 3.
of- any
areas which
which may
may be
be roads
by
for holdings
of such
such areas
in lieu
lieu of
any portion
portion of
SEC.
3. That
That in
occupants.
found
to lie
the limits
of a
a grant
railroad company
company vlopl8,ts4.
found to
lie within
within the
limits of
grant to
to any
any railroad
Vol. 18, p.194.
and to
to have
have been
the period
of seven
the preprein the
years mentioned
mentioned in
period of
seven years
been for
for the
and
ceding
in the
possession of
of a
bona fide
occupant or
or occupants
occupants
a bona
fide occupant
ceding section
section in
the possession
claiming
through such
such company,
such railroad
comrailroad comotherwise than
than through
company, such
claiming otherwise
pany
accordance with the
to select
select other lands in accordance
pany shall be entitled
entitled to
terms
restrictions of
the Act
Act of
approved June
June 22,
22, 1874:
1874: Proiso.
Proviso.
terms and
and restrictions
of the
of Congress
Congress approved
Grant to Central PaProvided,
That the land
described in one
one certain
of the
Pa.GranttoCentral
Provided, That
land described
certain patent
patent of
the United
United cific
Railroad Company
confirmed.
States
dated September
Central Pacific
Railroad panyconilned.
to the
the Central
Pacific Railroad
September 16,
16, 1884,
1884, to
States dated
Company
northwest quarter
fifteen of
Company as lot
lot five of the northwest
quarter of
of section fifteen
of the
the
containing thirty-three
nineteen
range aforesaid,
aforesaid, containing
thirty-three and nineteen
township and
and range
one-hundredths acres, shall not form the basis for any such lieu
lieu
selection; but the
hereinbefore provided
shall be
be so
so made
selection;
the survey
survey hereinbefore
provided for shall
identify said
confirmed
as to
to identify
said tract;
tract; and title to
to said
said tract
tract is hereby
hereby confirmed
company and its grantees.
in said railway company
Approved, April
1920.
April 15, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP.
directing the
the transfer
and directing
transfer approximately
approximately of
of ten
CHAP. 143.—An
143.-An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing and
Lapwai, Idaho.
Idaho.
Numbered One, Lapwai,
acres
District Numbered
acres of
of land to Rural High School District

April 15, 1920.
1920.
(H.
67721
[. R. 6772.]
(Public, No.
No. 178.]
178.]
[Public,

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
Td
slaho.r
States of America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United States
United
in 0o!tgress
Secretary Lapwai,
Lapwai,f Idaho.
ie
e
of
Interior is
convey to
Rural Indi
yudian
Tract
s,°
land grated
g
gra:tre
'e
d
of the
the Interior
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to convey
to Rural
is hereby
land
High School
Numbered One,
Nez Perot::
County, toschooldistrict.
to school district.
Perce County,
One, Lapwai,
Lapwai, Nez
School District
District Numbered
High
Idaho, the following described
described land:
land:
Description.
Beginning at a
apoint which is thirty feet west, one hundred
hundred thirteen Dptico
and
ninety-six feet
feet south,
and six-tenths feet south,
south, and
and six hundred
hundred ninety-six
eighty-six degrees six minutes west of the northeast corner
corner of lot
lot
twenty-seven,
two township thirty-five
twenty-seven, section
section two,
thirty-five north, range
range four,
West
Boise meridian,
meridian, which
is the
the northwest
present
West Boise
which is
northwest corner
corner of
of the
the present
degrees six minutes,
minutes,
Lapwai School grounds; thence south eighty-six
eighty-six degrees
west four hundred eighty-three
south forty degrees
degrees
eighty-three feet; thence south
twenty minutes, east eleven hundred
hundred seventy-four
seventy-four feet;
feet; thence north
forty-three
fifty-four minutes,
minutes, east five hundred
hundred ninety-eight
forty-three degrees fifty-four
ninety-eight
feet; thence north two hundred sixty-four
sixty-four feet to southeast
southeast corner
corner
present
eighty-six degrees
degrees six minutes,
present school grounds;
grounds; thence
thence south eighty-six
minutes
west six
hundred ninety-six
feet to
corner present
present school
school
west
six hundred
ninety-six feet
to southwest
southwest corner
44281
t4281°-210-21-37
37
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SEss.

143, 144, 146, 150.
CHS. 143,

CHs.

1920.

grounds; thence
thence north
north three
hundred feet
feet to
place of
of beginning,
beginning,
to place
three hundred
grounds;
excepting eighty-nine
shown on
on plat
plat "Re"Reas shown
acre as
one-thousandths acre
eighty-nine one-thousandths
excepting
Provisos,
served cemetery,"
ten and
and seven
seven hundred
hundred forty-seven
forty-seven
containing ten
cemetery," containing
served
Proisoi.
is hereby
Removal of
build- one-thousandths
acres: Provided
That there
there is
hereby
Provided, however, That
one-thousandths acres:
of baildRemoval
lags.
reserved from
from said
any buildings
buildingsthat
be on
on the
property,
the property,
may be
that may
grant any
said grant
reserved
and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
cause such
buildings to
to be
be reresuch buildings
shall cause
and the
moved at
at the
expense of
the said
said Rural
Rural High
High School
NumSchool District Numof the
the expense
moved
Payment to Indians.
of Nez
Nez Perce
Perce County,
County, Idaho:
Idaho: Provided
further, That
That the
the
Providedfurther,
One of
bered One,
ndlans. bered
Paymentto
said
High School
District shall
shall pay
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
pay to
School District
Rural High
said Rural
comInterior for
the Nez
Nez Perce
of Indians
Indians in
in full
full cointribe of
Perce tribe
of the
credit of
for the
the credit
Interior
Reversion
pensation in
the amount
of $1.25
per acre:
acre: Providedfurther
Provided further, That
That
$1.25 per
amount of
in the
non- pensation
or nonBeversion for
s e
in
the event
event the said Rural High School District Numbered
u
r
m the
Numbered One,
Nez Perce
Perce County,
shall cease
cease to
to use
use the
lands herein
granted
herein granted
the lands
Idaho, shall
County, Idaho,
Nez
for
of experimental
experimental agricultural
agricultural demonstrations,
demonstrations, then,
purpose of
for the
the purpose
the
and in
in that
that event,
event, the
shall revert
to the
the United
United States
for the
States for
revert to
ands shall
the lands
and
use
and benefit
of the
Nez Perce
Indians.
Perce Indians.
the Nez
benefit of
use and
Approved, April
April 15,
15, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
user.

April
1920.
April 15,
15 1920.
[H. R
R.11175.]
11175.]

179.]

[Public, No. 179.]
Me.
Kemnebunkp
Rennebunkport, e

For the
the public sale of customhouse
CRAP.
144.—An Act
customhouse building
building and site at
at
Act For
CHAP. 144.-An

Kennebunkport, Maine.
Kennetamkport,
Maine.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
ofepresentatives
House of
the Senate
Be itit enacted

Customhouse, etc., States
of America
Congress assembled
That the Secretary
Secretary of the
assembledz That
in Congress
America in
States of
Customhouse,

at,tobesold.
at,
to be sold.

April 16, 1920.
10,207.
[.plR
[H.
11.10907.]
[Public,
1lo.]
[Public, No. 1901

No.

Treasury
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to sell
sell at
at
Treasury be,
and he
he is
site at Kennebunkpublic
sale the
the present
present customhouse
and site
Kennebunkbuilding and
customhouse building
public sale
upon
port,
proper advertisement,
and at
at such
such time
time and
and upon
advertisement, and
after proper
port, Maine,
Maine, after
interests of the United States,
best interests
such
terms as
as he
for the
the best
States,
deem for
he may
may deem
such terms
to execute
execute and
the purchaser
purchaser the
the usual
usual quit-claim
quit-claim deed
deed
to the
and deliver
deliver to
to
in the
such sale in
therefor, and
and to
to deposit
the proceeds
derived from
from such
proceeds derived
deposit the
therefor,
as a
a miscellaneous
States as
Treasury
United States
miscellaneous receipt.
of the
the United
Treasury of
15, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
April 15,
Approved, April

CRAP. 1468.-An
146. — An Act
Act Providing
service of
process in
in causes
causes removed
removed from
from a
a
CHAP.
Providing for
for service
of process
State or
or other
other court
court,
States court.
United States
to aaUnited
court to
State

Be
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
and House
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
enacted by
America
in Congress
That hereafter,
hereafter, in
in all
all cases
cases
assembled, That
Congress assembled
America in
from any
any State
court to
any United
States court
trial
United States
court for
for trial
from
State court
to any
courts.
in
which any
any one
or more
more of
the defendants
defendants has not been served
served
of the
one or
in which
same has
the same
with process
or in
has not been perfected
perfected prior to such
such
in which
which the
with
process or
upon the defendant
removal,
or in
in which
which the
process served
served upon
defendant or defenddefendthe process
removal, or
be defective,
defective, suchprocess
ants,
such process may be comproves to
to be
of them
them, proves
or any
any of
ants, or
pleted
by the
the United
States court
court through
through its
its officers,
officers, or
or new
process
new process
United States
pleted by
as
defendants upon
upon whom
not been
been completed
completed may be
has not
whom process
process has
to defendants
as to
perfected
be perfected
issued
out of
such United
United States
court, or
may be
service may
or service
States court,
of such
issued out
originally
which are originally
in
such
court in
the same
manner
as in
in cases
cases which
manner as
the
same
court
in
such
in
Prori
shall
Right to
such United
States court:
court: Provided,
Provided, Nothing
Nothing in
in this
this Act
Act shall
United States
in such
to filed
filed in
to remand
remand to
s'Rit
state
em- be
construed to
deprive any
any defendant
defendant upon
upon whom
whom process
process is
so
is so
to deprive
st:tecourt
court not imbe construed
Paired.
the
served
after removal,
removal, of
of his
right to
to move
to remand
remand the
the cause
cause to
to the
move to
his right
served after
paired.
State
the same
if process
process had
been served
served upon
upon him prior
prior
had been
same as
as if
court, the
State court,
to
removal.
such removal.
to such
Approved, April
1920.
16, 1920.
April 16,
Approved,

L'nited States courts. t-ttst &co of
otatesrtsStates of
Completio
ice
Completion
of process
process in
of cases
ice
of
in
removed
ckses realoved
removed to, from State
St ate

,

CRAP.
150.—Joint Resolution
the Secretary
Secretary of
War to
of sursurto dispose
dispose of
of War
Authorizing the
Resolution Authorizing
CHAP. 150.-Joint
Res. '1 ]
outfits.
dental outfits.
plus dental
38.] plus

20
H.
April 17, 1920.
[
J. Res. 2L
.
21
[Pub.
Res.,
No.
[Pub. Res., No. 39.]

[H..

Resolved
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
and House
by the
the Senate
Resolved by

nt.
A.om y
s

fits.

dental outStates of
of America
America in
That the
the Secretary
secretary of
of
assembled. That
in Congress
Congress assemble4
out-States
dental

SIXTYSIXTH CO
NGRESS . SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 150,
153.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
150, 153.
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1920.
1920.

War
is hereby
authorized and
and directed
public or
or private
at public
private
directed to
to sell
sell at
hereby authorized
War is
sale,
and regulations
he may
all dental
dental
as he
may prescribe,
prescribe, all
regulations as
such rules
rules and
sale, under
under such
outfits in
in excess
of the
of the
the Government,
to
Government, preferentially
preferentially to
needs of
excess of
the needs
outfits
persons who
who served
served in
Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
Coast Guard,
Guard,
Corps, Coast
persons
in the
the Army,
or the
Cross of
United States during
during the
the recent
recent
of the
the United
American Red
Red Cross
or
the American
war and
who are
of such
such sale
practice dentistry;
war
and who
are at
at the
the time
time of
sale licensed
licensed to
to practice
dentistry;
but not
not more
more than
than one
set of
shall be
be sold
private
at private
sold at
supplies shall
of dental
dental supplies
one set
but
sale to
one person.
to any
any one
sale
Approved,
1920.
17, 1920.
April 17,
Approved, April

CHAP. 153.-An
153.—An Act
establish a
acode
to establish
code of law
entitled "An
"An Act to
To amend
amend the
the Act
Act entitled
Act To
CHAP.
for
1901," and the Acts amendatory
District of Columbia, approved March 3, 1901,"
for the
the District
thereof
supplementary thereto.
thereof and
and supplementary
thereto.

Sale of surplus, authorized.

ofe

surplus, au-

Rstri

Restriction.

April
19,1920.
1920.
April19
[H.R.R. 6025.1
6025.]
[H
[Public, No.
1811
No. 181.]
[Public,

Be
by the
the Senate
the United
United District
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Dist-ict ofColumbia
of Columbia
Code Amendments.
Amendments.
a Code
States
of America
America in
in Congress
amgress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Act
to establish
establish a
Act to
States of
Vol. 31,
31, pp
pp. 1189-3
1189March 3,
approved March
for the District of Columbia,
law for
of law
code of
Columbia, approved
3, 1901,43
1901, 1438.
code
Vol. 32, pp. 520-546.
and the
Acts amendatory
and supplementary
supplementary thereto,
con- Vol. 32, pp. 520- 64.
thereto, conthereof and
amendatory thereof
the Acts
and
stituting
of Law
for the
of Columbia,
Columbia, be,
be, and
and the
the
Law for
the District
District of
stituting the
the Code
Code of
same
are hereby,
same are
hereby, amended
amended as
as follows:
follows:
Municipal court.
court.
Municipal
and inserting
inserting in
thereof:
By striking out
out section
section 20
20 and
in lieu
lieu thereof:
Forcible
Forcible entry and
detainer.
AND DETAINER.-Whenever
"SEC.
20. FORCIBLE
"
SEC. 20.
FORCIBLE ENTRY
ENTRY ANI)
DETAINER.—Whenever any person detainer.
Illegal
specified.
Illegal acts specified.
Vol.31,p.1193, amendshall
enter and
and detain
any real
shall unkwfully,
detain any
real property,
property, or
or shall
unlawfully, voli.lp.ll93,amendshall forcibly
forcibly enter
ed.
unlawfully and forcibly
forcibly detain the same; ed.
without force,
force, enter and unlawfully
but without
or
whenever any
any tenant
detain possession of the
unlawfully detain
tenant shall unlawfully
or whenever
property
or
property leased
leased to him, after his tenancy
tenancy therein has expired; or
mortgagor or grantor
grantor in a
a mortgage
mortgage or deed of trust to secure
any mortgagor
unlawfully detain
detain the
property
the possession
possession of the real property
aa debt shall
shall unlawfully
conveyed,
thereof under
conveyed, after a
asale thereof
under such deed of trust or a
aforeclosure
mortgage, or
claiming under such
mortgage or
or
of the
the mortgage,
or any person
person claiming
such mortgage
grantor, after
detain
grantor,
after the
the date of
of the
the mortgage
mortgage or deed of
of trust, shall so
so detain
the
debtor or any
under him,
him,
the same;
same; or
or aa judgment
judgment debtor
any person
person claiming
claiming under
since the date of the judgment, shall so detain possession of real
real
property,
sale thereof
thereof under
an execution
issued on
on such
property, after
after a
a sale
under an
execution issued
such Authority
Authority of
of court.
court.
judgment, it shall be lawful for the municipal court, on complaint
judgment,
complaint
under oath, verified by the person aggrieved by said unlawful detenknowledge of the facts, to
tion or by his agent or attorney, having knowledge
to
issue a
of to appear and show cause
a summons to the party complained
complainedof
cause
why
judgment should
be given
him for
for the
restitution
why judgment
should not
not be
given against
against him
the restitution
of
of the
the possession."
possession."
property
rt
By striking
striking out
section 35
35 and
inserting in
in lieu
thereof the
the following:
following: le
levied
vied
'ers upon.
i
lieu thereof
out section
and inserting
By
upon.
Iud ment for
claimthe claimfor claim"SEC.
case the
the property
property shall
shall appear
appear to
"
SEC. 35.
35. In
In case
to belong
belong to
to the
claim- Judgment
31, p.
1194; VoL
Vol.
Vol31,
p. 1194;
shall be
be entered
from such
process, judgment
or to
to be
ant or
be exempt
exempt from
such process,
judgment shall
entered Vol.
ant
32, p. 521, amended.
against the
against
plaintiff for
property levied
shall be
the plaintiff
for costs,
costs, and
and the
the property
levied upon
upon shall
be 32Aa.e
mandt
Against claimant.
released. If
If the property
not appear
appear to
to belong
belong to
claimant
released.
property shall
shall not
to the
the claimant
or to be exempt, as aforesaid, judgment shall be entered
entered against said
claimant or the defendant, as the case may be, for costs, including addiaddi- Appeal
Appeal.
tional costs occasioned
occasioned by the delay in the execution
execution of the writ. An
appeal
appeal may be
be taken from
from the
the judgment as
as in
in other
other cases."
cases."
By striking
By
string out
out section
section 65
65 and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
Spreme
Supreme court.
court.
General term powers,
"SEC.
"
SEC. 65. The general term of said court shall be open at all times Generaltermpower,
t
etc.
transaction of business; and said court,
31 p.
1200, Vo
for the transaction
court, by orders passed in e Vol. 31,
p. 1200, Vol.
32, p.
522, amended.
p 522,amended.
regulate the periods
general
term, may
general term,
may regulate
periods of holding the special
special terms,
terms, 32,
fix the number of said terms, and alter the same from time to time,
convenience may require;
as public
public convenience
require; may direct
direct as many terms of any
of the special terms to be held at the same time as the public business
may make necessary;
justices from
necessary; may assign the
the several justices
from time
time to
to
time to the respective special terms; may establish
tune
establish written rules
an t ot

,
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SESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

pleading, regulating pleading,
pleading, practice
practice
procedure
the formandoprocedure,
such modifications
modifications in the forms of pleading
such

Rules of
of plevAing,
practice,
propractice, and pro-

rRles

cedure.
cedure.

and

1920.

and by said rules make
and
and methods of practice
practice

necessary
and
prescribed by
by existing
law as may be deemed necessary
existing law
procedure prescribed
and procedure
and expeor
desirable to
to render
more simple
effective, inexpensive,
inexpensive, and
effective,
simple,
more
render
desirable
or
Provisos.
Proided,
and proceedings:
ditious
the remedy
remedy in
in all
c
tions, and
proceedings: Provided,
actions,
suits, a
all suits,
Effective
period.
ditious the
Effiperiod.
That
said rules
rules shall
shall not
thirty days after the
effective until thirty
become effective
not become
That said
date
they are
upon the
of the
the said
said
minutes of
the minutes
spread upon
and spread
adopted and
are adopted
when they
date when
y rules
r
Equity
restricgeneral term:
further, That
court in general term
That said court
providedfurther,
And provided
term: And
tion.
tiouyrules restric general
shall not
power to
to make or establish
establish rules regulating
regulating pleading,
have power
not have
shall
practice, or
or procedure
in equity
equity which
which are
are inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the rules
rules
procedure in
practice,
in equity
equity heretofore
or
hereafter
adopted by
by the
the Supreme
Court of
of the
the
Supreme Court
adopted
hereafter
or
heretofore
in
Officers, etc.
a crier
United States;
States; may
may appoint
clerk, an
auditor , and
also a
crier and a
a
and also
an auditor,
appoint aaclerk,
United
Officers, et.
messenger for
each court
in special
other officers
officers of the
special term, and all other
court in
for each
messenger
court necessary
necessary for
the due
due administration
of justice,
justice, with
the excepexcepwith the
administration of
for the
court
tion of
of all
all officers
officers and
employees in
connected with
manner connected
any manner
in any
and employees
tion
the probate
term and
and also
United States
States commissioners;
commissioners - may hear
hear
also United
probate term,
the
charges of
misconduct against
judge of
the municipal
municipal court
court and
and
of the
any judge
against any
of misconduct
charges
remove him
him from
for cause
cause shown;
shown; may
may admit
admit persons to the
office for
from office
remove
bar
of said
court and
censure, suspend,
suspend, or
expel them;
them; and
and may
pass
may pass
or expel
and censure,
said court
bar of
all
other orders
existing laws which may be
with existing
inconsistent with
not inconsistent
orders not
all other
necessary to the effective administration of justice in said court, but
Causes not
be necessary to the effective administration of justice in said court, but
not to be
Canes
ar d
board.
said court shall not
hear any
cause in
in general
general term:
term: Provided,
Provided, That
That
any cause
not hear
nts
m
.
Assignments in said court shall
the
general term
may assign
assign More
one justice
justice to
to a
aspecial
special term
term
special cases.
than one
nore than
term may
the general
specalcases.
for the
of a
agiven
given case."
case."
trial of
the trial
for
Special
Special term.
terms.
By
section 67
and inserting
in lieu
thereof:
lieu thereof:
inserting in
67 and
striking out section
B striking_out
Certifying
ertiyig causes
between justices,
"SEc.
67. By
By mutual
mutual consent
arrangement between
and arrangement
consent and
from
67.
"SEc.
anne justice
jtieto to anrom one
other.
may
be certified
by any
any justice
justice holding
aspecial
term to any
a
special
holding
by
certified
be
may
causes
1200,
Vol.
31,
1200, causes
p.
31
Vol.
aamended.
moided.
justice holding any other special term of said court for trial in the
Proviso.
be certified
latter:
criminal case
case can
can only be
certified for trial
That aacriminal
Criminal cases.
Provided, That
latter: Provided,
cases.
Criminal
from
court to
another criminal
criminal court. In the absence
to another
criminal court
one criminal
from one
of any
any justice
a special term, such special term may be
assigned to a
justice assigned
of
presided
over
and
its
business
any other
other justice."
justice."
by any
conducted by
presided over and its business conducted
Nonresidents.
Nonresidents.
Vol.
1006,
By
adding
a new
paragraph at the end of section
section 105 to read as
paragraph
new
a
adding
By
p. 1006,
31, p.
ol. 31,
amended.
amended.
follows:
follows:
Personal service out follows:
"Personal service
made by
any person
person not
not aa
by any
be made
may be
process may
of process
service of
t "Personal
at
the District.
rict.
of the
party
to or
or otherwise
interested in the subject
controversy
subject matter in controversy
otherwise interested
party to
which
on
defendant out
District of Columbia, which
the District
out of the
a nonresident
nonresident defendant
on a
service
shall
have
the
same
effect
and
no
other
as
an
order
of
publipubliof
order
an
as
other
no
and
effect
same
the
have
shall
service
Return.
Return.
cation
In such case
return must be made under
under
case the return
executed. In
duly executed.
cation duly
oath
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
the person
person making
service
making the service
unless the
Columbia, unless
oath in
be
sheriff or deputy
marshal or deputy
deputy marshal, authorized
authorized
a marshal
deputy sheriff, a
a sheriff
be a
to serve
is made, and such return
return must show
service is
where service
process where
serve process
to
the time
time and
and place
place of
of such
such service
service and
and that
defendant so served
served
the defendant
that the
the
Costs,
costs, etc.
is a
anonresident
nonresident of the District
District of Columbia. The cost and expense
expense
is
of such
of process
Columbia shall be
the District of Columbia
process out of the
service of
such service
of
borne by
by the
the party
at whose
whose instance
instance the same
same is made and shall not
not
party at
borne
be
taxed as
costs in the case; but where such service of
the costs
of the
as aapart of
be taxed
section
process
authorized officer of the law in this section
some authorized
by some
made by
is made
process is
mentioned,
process shall
actual and usual cost of such service of process
the actual
mentioned, the
be taxed as apart of the costs in the case."
Lunacy proceedings.
proceedings be taxed as a part of the costs in the case."
Lu,1nacy
By
striking out
115a, and
and inserting
inserting in
thereof:
lieu thereof:
in lieu
section 115a,
out section
By striking
jur
Equity court jurisaquity
diction
PROCEEDINNGS.-All writs de lunatico
LUNACY
115a. L
"SEC.
SEC. 115a.
UNACY PROCEEDINGS.—All
lunatic° inquiinquiin.
diction in.
Vol. 32,
P.
524,
P
a justice holding
amended.
i
ssue from
said equity
eq.
uity court
court, and a
holding said
said
from said
shall issue
' rend°
rendo shall
oamended32'
aa
impanel
may
and
Jury
from
Pe
tit court
court
shall
preside
at
all
inquisitions
of
may
impanel
of
lunacy,
inquisitions
all
at
preside
shall
petit
from
u
r
y
J
jurors.
Supreme Court
iliTY from
from among
among the
the petit
in attendance
attendance in
in the
the Supreme
jurors in
petit jurors
jury
of
the District
Columbia."
of Columbia."
District of
of the
Probate court.
a new section as
By
immediately after section 123 a
as
inserting immediately
By inserting
pbte
cour
follows:
follows:
es
CONTINMING
"SEC.
busin s
Continuing business
Continuing
"SEC. 123a. C
ONTINUING DECEDENT'S
DECEDENT'S BUSINESS.-The
BUSINESS.—The said
said court
court
by fiduciary.
Vol.
31,
p.
1210,
may,
fiduciary,.,accountable
any fiduciary
accountable to it, to
authorize any
its discretion,
discretion, authorize
in its
voi. 3,' p. 1210, may, in
continue the
period not
exceeding twelve
twelve
not exceeding
for aaperiod
a decedent
decedent Tor
of a
business of
the business
continue
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months after decedent's
decedent's death. No order shall be entered so
authorso authorizing a
a fiduciary until he shall have filed a
under oath,
oath, supa petition
petition under
supported by the affidavits
affidavits of two
reputable persons
with the
the
two reputable
persons familiar
familiar with
decedent
decedent'ss business, setting forth the
of the
the business,
business,
the appraised
appraised value
value of
whether the decedent conducted
whether
and the
approxiconducted it
it at aaprofit
profit or
or loss
loss and
the approximate amount
amount thereof,
thereof, and the estimated
estimated amount
amount of the
the expenses
expenses per
per
Monthly statements
month necessary to be incurred
the business.
business. tooothsy
incurred in
in order
order to continue
continue the
to court. statements
Any fiduciary
who
is
given
such
fiduciary
authorization
authorization shall file
file monthly
monthly
disbursements, debts contracted
statements showing all receipts and disbursements,
contracted
and obligations incurred,
incurred, and the profit
profit or loss;
loss; and the court,
court, in
in its
its
discretion,
discretion, may order the discontinuance
discontinuance of the business
at any
any time.
time.
business at
Responsibility of
of
"Debts contracted and obligations incurred
incurred by the fiduciary in so estate.
"Debts
Respansibility
continuing
decedent shall be deemed
continuing the business of the decedent
deemed to
to be an
expense of administration
administration of
of the estate."
estate."
By striking
out section
section 126
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
By
striking out
126 and
and inserting
inserting in
Enforcement
Enforcement of
ofduty
duty
"SEc.
ENFORCEMENT OF
"SEe. 126.
126. ENFORCEMENT
DUTY.—The court
court shall
shall have
have power
power byfiduciry
OF DUTY.-The
by fiduciary..

Vol, 31, p. 1210,
to order any executor, administrator, collector
testa- amened
collector,, guardian,
guardian, or
or testa1210
amended.
mentary trustee, who appears
appears to be in default
mentary
respect to
default in
in respect
to the
the rendering of any inventory or account
fulfillment of any
any duty
duty in
in
account or
or the
the fulfillment
said court to be summoned
appear therein
and fulfill
his duty
duty in
summoned to appear
therein and
fulfill his
in Revocation
power
Revocation of
of power
failure to
to appear.
premises, on pain
pain of revocation
his power
the premises,
revocation of
of his
act; and
and on
power to
to act;
on his
his on
on failure
appear.
appearing the court
such order
order as
may be
be just;
just; and
and upon
upon his
his
appearing
court may pass
pass such
as may
failure
appear, after
failure to appear_,
after having been duly summoned, may revoke
revoke his
power to
and make
order and
and other appointment
appointment as
as
power
to act and
make such further
further order
If not found.
justice may.require.
require. In
In case
case the summons
summons to appear
appear is
is returned
returned by
by Ifnotfond
the marshal 'not
not to
to be
be found,'
an
alias
summons
shall
be
mailed
to
found,' an alias summons shall be mailed to
address of such fiduciary
the last known post-office
post-office address
fiduciary or
or served
served upon
upon
his attorney of record, if he be within
within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the court;
court;
and on the failure
failure of such fiduciary
fiduciary to appear,
appear, the
court may
revoke
the court
may revoke
his power
power to act and make
further order and other appointment
make such further
appointment
as ju.stice may
asustice
may require."
require."aveats
Caveats to wills.
wills.
By inserting
immediately after
after section
inserting immediately
section 137
as Volea1
137 a
a new
new section
section as
Vol. 31, pi.
p. 1212,
1212,
amended.
follw
amended.
follows:
follOWS:
No
No prior
prior will
will admitadmitted w
whiN
caveat pend
pend"SEC.
ted
"SEC. 137a. While issues raised by aacaveat are pending,
pending, either
either for in
hil caveat
g.
trial or on appeal, no prior
prior will shall be admitted
admitted to probate."
probate."
ng.
By striking out
inserting in
out section 140
140 and
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
Trial of issues as to
"SEC. 140. TRIAL
"SEC.
TRIAL OF
OF ISSUES
ISSUES AS
AS TO
TO WILLS.—Whenever
WILLS.-Whenever any
any caveat
caveat will
wills. ossues
Vol. 31, p
p. 1214;
Vol.
be filed,
be framed
shall be
filed, issues shall
shall be
framed under
under the
the direction
of the
the court
direction of
court 3Voll.a,
1214; Vol.
32, p. 626, amended.
for trial by j
Provided, That in all cases in which all persons proviso'.
Proviso.
jury: Provided,
By the court.
interested
the issues
issues may
interested are sui
sm juris and before the
the court
court the
may be
tried Bythecourt.
be tried
determined by the court, without
and determined
written conconwithout a
a jury, upon
upon the
the written
By ajury.
sent of all such parties.
parties. If they
they are to be tried by
by a
ajury,
jury, they
they shall
shall By aIury
be triable in said probate court by petit jurors
jurors drawn
drawn for
for service
service in
in
the Supreme Court of the District of
at least
ten days
days
of Columbia;
Columbia; and
and at
least ten
prior to the time of trial all of the heirs at law
of the
the
law or next of
of kin of
decedent, or both together,
together, as the case
case may require,
require, and all persons
persons
claiming under the will in question, or any
any other instrument
instrument on file
purporting to be a
a will of the decedent,
served with aa
purporting
decedent, shall be each se'rved
a notification
notification of the time and place of the trial
copy of said issues and a
thereof. If any one of them be an infant or of unsound
unsound mind he shall
shall
appointed for him
the court
have a
aguardian
guardian ad litem appointed
him by the
court before
before such
such Notification
Notification by
by pub
pubtrial shall proceed.
lication.
proceed. If, as to any
any party
party in
in interest,
interest, the
the notification
notification acation.
shall be returned
returned 'not to be found,
found,the
hall assign aanew day
day
the cshall
court shall
for such trial, and shall
shall order publication,
a week for aa
publication, at least twice a
period
of not less than four weeks,
weeks, of the substance
substance of the
period of
the issues
issues and of
the date
date fixed
fixed for
fthethe
he trial thereof in some newspaper
newspaper of general
general circulation
further publication
lation in the District, and may order such further
publication as the Rules
or service
Rules for
service.
case may require.
require. And the Supreme Court
Court of the District of Columbia
Columbia
may from time to time prescribe
prescribe and revise rules and
regulations' for
for
and regulations'
service
uponsuch
Columbia
such party
party outside
outside of the District of Columbia
service personally
personally issues
a copy
such issues and notification.
Personal service
absent
of a
copy of such.
notification. Personal
service on absent
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parties shall
shall not
not be
be essential
essential to
of the
court.
the court.
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
to the
parties

3Euirt:Ct
judgmt pro ceeding
of judgment.
JEfect of

Jurors.
Jurors.

The
The

for impaneling
trial of said issues shall be
a jury for the trial
impaneling a
proceeding for
the same
if they
they were
were being
being tried
tried in
in the
the circuit
cases
circuit court. In all cases
same as
as if
the
in which
such issues
issues shall
verdict of the jury
jury and the
the verdict
be tried
tried the
shall be
in
which such
judgment
of the
the court
proceedings in
in
thereupon shall, subject to proceedings
court thereupon
judgment of
error
to such
judicata
law provides, be res judicata
the common
common law
as the
revision as
such revision
and to
error and
as
all persons;
shall the
validity of
of such
such judgment
be imimjudgment be
the validity
nor shall
persons; nor
as to
to all
peached
collaterally."
examined collaterally."
peached or examined

By striking out section
section 198 and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof:
"SEC.
JURY COMMISSION.-There
Jury commission.
Jury
commission.
"S
EC. 198. AIRY
commissioN.—There shall be, and there is hereby,
hereby,
Vol.
1222,
amended.
constituted a
commission for
the District
District of
which
of Columbia,
Columbia, which
for the
a jury
jury commission
' constituted
amended.
Qualifications.
shall be
be composed
composed of
three commissioners,
commissioners, who
shall be
of
citizens of
be citizens
who shall
of three
shall
Qualificatios.
the
United States and
and actual
actual residents of the District
District of Columbia,
the United
who have
have been
domiciled therein for
years prior
prior to
least three years
for at least
been domiciled
who
their
appointment, and shall
freeholders in the District of Columshall be freeholders
their appointment,
bia
and not
not engaged
in the
the practice
law, nor
nor at
at the
the time
time of
of their
their
of law,
practice of
engaged in
bia and
appointment be a
a party
party. to any
pending in the courts
any cause then pending
appointment
Appointment, etc.
etc. o
th e District
Dist
ri
cto
Col
umbia.
Such
shall be
be appointed
appointed
offColumbia.
Such commissioners
commissioners shall
Appointment,
offthe
by
Supreme Court
Columbia, in general
general term,
District of Columbia,
of the District
Court of
by the
the Supreme
and shall
shall serve
term of
of three years and until their successors
successors
for aaterm
serve for
and
are appointed
appointed and
appointed
first appointed
members first
the members
that the
except that
and qualified;
qualified; except
are
shall serve
respectively, as may be
three years, respectively,
one, two
two, and three
for one
serve for
shall
designated by said court.
entering upon the discharge
discharge of
court. Before entering
designated
their duties
duties they
they shall
shall each
each take an oath
prescribed
office to be prescribed
oath of office
their
Ineligibility for
re- by the
the Supreme
Court of
of the
the District
District of Columbia.
Columbia. No person
person
for reSupreme Court
Ineligibility
appointment.
appointment.
who has served as such
commissioner shall be eligible for reappointsuch commissioner
ment
expiration of his term
ment within three years of the date of the expiration
of service. ItIt shall be the duty of said jury commission
Duties
commission to make
Duties.
and preserve
preserve a
record of the list of names
names of jurors, both grand
grand and
a record
commissioners and jurors in condemnation
condemnation proceedings
proceedings
petit, and of commissioners
for
Columbia having
for service in all the courts of the District of Columbia
cognizance of jury trials and of condemnation
condemnation proceedings,
proceedings, to place
cognizance
the names
names in the jury box, and to have custody and control of said
condemnation
names of said jurors and condemnation
jury box, and to draw the names
provided. The comhereinafter provided.
commissioners
commissioners from time to time, as hereinafter
pensation
commissioners shall be $10
$10 each per day
pensation of said jury commissioners
engaged
for each day or fraction
fraction of a
a day when they are actually
actually engaged
in the performance
performance of their duties,
duties, not to exceed
exceed five days in any
marshal for
for
one month, which shall be paid by the United States marshal
the
Columbia out of the appropriation
appropriation for pay of bailiffs,
the District
District of Columbia
commissioners. The said
certificate of said commissioners.
Removal for
for cause.
cause. upon the certificate
said Supreme
power
Court of the District of Columbia, in general term, shall have power
summarily to remove
remove any of said commissioners
absence, inability,
inability,
commissioners for absence,
summarily
duties as such commissioner,
commissioner, or for any
any
perform his duties
or failure to perform
misfeasance
malfeasance, and to appoint another person for the
misfeasance or malfeasance,
unexpired
event of the illness
illness or other inability
inability or
In the
the event
unexpired term. In
absence from the District of Columbia of any one of said commiscommissioners may perform the duties of said
sioners, the two other commissioners
jury commission."
commission."
By
striking out
out section
section 199
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
vBstriking
199 and
inserting in
Selectio
31n
of
"'
SEC. 199.
The said
shall be
be selected,
selected, as
as nearly
nearly as
may be,
be,
jurorqs.
Sectiom
o pjurors.
"SEC.
199. The
said jurors
jurors shall
as may
vol.
. 1222
amended. ,
amended.
,from the different
different parts
parts of the District."
District."
By striking out section 200 and inserting in lieu thereof:
122'2
thereof:
J,:ry
box.
"S
SEC.
commission
shall
Jury box.
"
EC. 200. JTxRY
JURY BOX.-The
BOX.—The jury commission
shall write the names
Vol. 31
amended.,
,
separate and
paper, which
shall so fold or
which they shall
similar pieces
pieces of paper,
and similar
' on
on separate
amended.' p.
names can not be seen, and shall place the same in a
a
roll that the names
purpose."
box to be provided for the purpose."
By striking out section
lieu thereof:
section 201 and inserting
inserting in lieu
seal said box
thereupon
shall
commission
jury
"SEC.
1etcO
Seolg
Sealin
g,
etc.,
of
box.
"
S
EC.
201.
The
commission
thereupon
vot.
p. 1222,
amended.
thoroughly shaking the same, shall
shall deliver it
amended.
and, after
after thoroughly
clerk
it to the clerk
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of the
the Supreme Court
Court of the District of
of Columbia for
for safe-keeping;
safe-keeping;
and the
the same
unsealed or
except by
by said
said commiscommisor opened
opened except
same shall
shall not
not be
be unsealed
and

sion."
sion."

Service of jurors.

Sericeo jurors.
By
out section
202 and
and inserting
inserting in lieu
thereof:
lieu thereof:
section 202
By striking
striking out
Monthly terms, Oc"SEC. 202.
202. TERM
OF SERVICE.-The
SERVICE.—The respective
respective terms
terms of
of service
e
service of
of tobertoJYm.'
tober to June.
"SEC.
TERM OF
12
Vol. 31,
1222,
petit jurors
jurors drawn
service in
of the
the District
District amended.
Volam
d 1p
Court of
in the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
drawn for
for service
petit
of Columbia
Columbia shall
on the
the first
first Tuesday
of October,
October, November,
November,
Tuesday of
shall begin
begin on
of
December, January,
February, March,
April, May
May and
and June
June of
each
of each
March, April,
December,
January, February,
year and
and shall
terminate on the
Monday preceding
first Tuesday
Tuesday
the first
preceding the
the Monday
shall terminate
year
of
the next
month thereafter,
thereafter, except
when the
the jury
jury shall
be disdisshall be
except when
of the
next month
charged
the court
jury shall be
when a
a jury
earlier day,
day, or
or when
court at an earlier
by the
charged by
empaneled
it shall happen
verdict shall have been found
found
happen that no verdict
empaneled and it
before the day
commencement of the next
next
appointed by law for the commencement
before
day appointed
succeeding term, in which
which case the court shall proceed with the
succeeding
service had
trial by the
the same jury in every respect as if its term of service
final judgment,
judgment
not ended; and all proceedings to final
judgment, if such judgment
shall
rendered, shall
and have
have legal
legal effect
and operation
operation Proviso.
shall be
be rendered,
shall be
be entered
entered and
effect and
Provo
_
r July,
August,
JuliJ, August,
For
Provided, andFo
as of
of the
the term
term at
at which
jury shall
have been
been empaneled:
empaneled: Provided,
which the
the jury
shall have
as
That
the Supreme
of the
District of
Columbia in
in general
general term
e r
term and September.
of Columbia
the District
Supreme Court
Court of
That the
monthly service
may direct petit jurors to be drawn
drawn for monthly
service in said
court
months of
August, and September,
September, such
such service
during the
the months
of July, August,
court during
to
begin and
terminate as
as aforesaid."
Grand jury.
to begin
and terminate
aforesaid."
Term of service.
By striking
striking out
out section
thereof:
By
section 203
203 and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof:
VTermof31,
se. p. 1222,
22
Vol.
amended.
"SEc. 203.
203. That
the term
of the
jury in
the amended.'
the grand
grand jury
in the
term of
of service
service of
"SEC.
That the
criminal
shall
term of that court and
and shall
begin with each term
criminal court shall bm:in
end with such term, unless the jury shall be sooner discharged by Frman.
Foreman.
the
grand jury
jury shall be selected
selected by the
the court. The foreman
foreman of the grand
presiding over the special term known as criminal
criminal division
justice presiding
attendance
number one from
from among
among the jurors,
jurors, grand
grand and petit,
petit, in attendance
upon the
the Supreme
Supreme Court of the
the District
District of
of Columbia; and, in
in the
event
said foreman
twenty-three
event that said
foreman is
is not selected
selected from among the
the twenty-three
grand jurors in attendance,
attendance, but is selected
selected from among the petit
petit
grand jurors
jurors, one of said grand
jurors shall be excused
excused as such and transferred to the roll of
petit jurors,
jurors, and the term of
service of
ofpetit
of service
of the
the foreman so selected of the grand jury shall be concurrent
concurrent with the term
of service
service of
of
of the
jury."
the grand
grand jury."
Dran
Drawing oror
of jurors.
in lieu
thereof:
By striking
striking out
out section
section 204 and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof:
P
ovsions for
Provisions
for
"SEC. 204.
204. DRAWING
"SEc.
DRAWING JURORS.—At
least ten
ten days
days before
first monthly.
JTRORS.-At least
before the
the first
Vol.
81,
p.
1222,
p
22
l
Tuesday of each month specified in section 202 when jury trials are amended,
amended. '
to be had, said jury commission shall publicly break the seal of the
jury box
therefrom, by
box and
and proceed
proceed to draw therefrom,
by lot and
and without
without previous
previous
examination, the names of such number of persons as the general
examination,
general
term of the Supreme Court of the District
District of
of Columbia may
may from
from
time to time direct to serve
jurors in
Court of
of the
the Grand
serve as petit
petit jurors
in the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Grand jry.
jury.
District of ColumbiaColumbia,- and at least ten days before the commencecommencement of each term of the criminal courts shall in like manner draw
the names of twenty-three
twenty-three persons
persons required to serve as grand jurors
in said criminal courts, and shall forthwith
forthwith certify
certify to the clerk of the
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia the names of the
the persons
so drawn as
as petit and
and grand
grand jurors, respectively.
respectively.
e n eetc.
Assignment,
"The distribution, assignment, reassignment,
reassignment, and attendance
attendance of
said petit jurors among the special terms of the Supreme Court of
the District of Columbia shall be in accordance
accordance with
with rules to
to be
be preprescribed by
by said
scribed
said court.
court.
po
Jurors for police and
junoieteousrs.°
first juvenile
January, the
"At least ten days before
courts.
"At
before the first Monday
Monday in
in Janu,
the first
)Jonday in April, the first
first Monday
Monday in July
first Monday
1onday in Quarterly
'van"'
Qna
drais.
July,.,and the first
Monday
October
October of each year the said jury commission
commission shall likewise.draw
from the jury box the names of persons to serve as jurors in the
police court and in the juvenile court of the District of Columbia
Columbia
m accordance
117.
vol. 21,
31, p.
accordance with sections 45 and 46 of this code relating to the Vol
p.7.
police court,
court, and
of the
the Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved vol
Vol. 34
34, P, 7"
73.'
Act of
sections 14
14 and
and 15
15 of
police
and sections
P.
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March
19, 1906,
1906, creating
said juvenile
March 19,
creating said
juvenile court,
court, and
and shall
shall also
also draw
draw
from the
jury box
box the
names of
to serve
as jurors
in any
any
serve as
jurors in
the names
of persons
persons to
from
the jury
other
i
n the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia which
hereafter may
have
may .have
which hereafter
other court
court in
cognizance of
of jury
trials, and
shall certify
the respective
list of
of jurors
jurors
certify the
respective list
jury trials,
and shall
cognizance
Columbia.
of the Supreme
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia."
to the clerk
to
clerk of
By striking
striking out
out section
205 and
insertipg in
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
and inserting
By
section 205
Substitutionc
case
of death, etc.
in"
SEC. 205.
205. If
whose name
is drawn
drawn from
from the
box shall
shall
the box
name is
If any
any person
person whose
SEC.
in se
ofsde,'attt
t
Vol. 31,
31, p.
1222, have
have
died
or
removed
from
the
District
before
or
after
being
selected,
District
before
or
after
being
selected,
died
or
removed
from
the
p. 1222,
vol
amended.
the jury
disqualified or disabled,
disabled, the
or
jury commission
commission
or become
become otherwise
otherwise disqualified
and in
in
name of
shall destroy
the name
of such person, and
containing the
the slip
slip containing
shall
destroy the
such case
the jury
jury commission
commis 'on shall
draw from
the box
the name
name of
of
box the
shall draw
from the
such
case the
another
another person
person to
to serve
serve in
in his
his stead."
stead."
By striking
206 and
inserting in
lieu thereof:
thereof:
in lieu
and inserting
By
striking out
out section
section 206
aftD
er
wings.
ition of box
"S
EC. 206.
number of
of jurors
jurors shall
shall have
been
have been
the requisite
requisite number
206. After
After the
SEC.
aftrsitns.
Vol. 31, p.. 1222,
1222, drawn
drawn the
jury box
box shall
be sealed
sealed and
delivered to
the
clerk of
of the
the
delivered
to
the
clerk
jury
shall
be
and
Voll,
the
amended.
of Columbia
Columbia for safe-keeping,
safe-keeping, and the
of the
the District
Supreme Court of
District of
Supreme
names of
the persons
shall not
be placed
placed again
the box
box for
for
in the
not be
again in
of the
persons drawn
drawn shall
names
one
year, unless
said jurors
be excused
excused or
or for
for other
other reasons
reasons shall
shall
jurors shall
shall be
one year,
unless said
fail
to serve."
serve."
fail to
By striking
striking out
section. 207
and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof:
thereof:
207 and
in lieu
By
out section
Number of namcs reit
—
EC 207.
At
the
time
of
each drawing
of jurors
jurors by
said commiscommisby said
of
drawing
each
of
time
the
At
207.
"
SEC.
boxm
quiredin
quired
ut box.
1 ,sion there shall be in the jury box the names of not less than six
Vol.
31, P.
p. 1222
not
less
than
six
be
in
the
jury
box
the
names
of
Vol
e31,
22,
sion
there
shall
amended.
a me
n
hundred persons
persons possessing
possessing the qualifications
qualifications hereinafter
hereinafter prescribed,
prescribed,
said jury
commission.
which
have been
been placed
therein by
by said
jury commission.
names shall
shall have
placed therein
which names
For othercourts.
other courts.

box

Record, etc.,
names
remaining.
ReCsre

minl.g

jury commission
shall keep
keep an accurate
record, in alphabetical
alphabetical
accurate record,
commission shall
Said jury
of Said

of

form,
names remaining
remaining m
in the
the jury
jury box
box from
from time
time to
to time,
time,
form, of
of all
all names
which
record shall
shall be
for safe-keeping
safe-keeping in
in
which record
be kept
kept sealed
sealed and
and deposited
deposited for
the office
office of
the clerk
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
of the
the Supreme
the District
the
of the
clerk of
when the commission
commission is
is not in session, and
when
and no
no person
person shall
shall have
have
access to
to said
said record
except said
said commission."
commission."
record except
By striking
striking out
out section
section 208
208 and
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
and inserting
By
Filling
vacancies
"SEC.
p lling Tacancie
"
SEC. 208. If any persons drawn as grand or petit jurors can not
not
amenaea.
or shall
shall prove
prove to
be incompetent,
shall be
be excused
excused from
from
incompetent, or
or shall
to be
be found,
found, or
amenlde.' 'P 122" be
service
by the
the court,
the jury
jury commission,
commission, under
under the
direction of
of the
the
service by
court, the
the direction
court,
shall draw
draw from
from the
box the
name of
other persons
persons to
to take
take
court, shall
the box
the name
of other
their places,
places, and
if, after
after the
of the
the jury,
jury, any
any vacancies
vacancies
their
and if,
the organization
organization of
occur
occur therein,
they shall
shall be
be filled
filled in
in like
like manner.
manner."
therein, they
By striking
striking out
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
By
out section
section 209
209 and
inserting in
Special
in
"SEC. 209. SPECIAL
VENIRE.-Whenever
in
any
Special venire
venire
in
"SEC.
SPECIAL
vENIRE.—Whenever
any
criminal case in
in
criminal cases.
caes
h
31, p. 1223,
Supreme Court
Court of the District
District of Columbia
Columbia it shall
shall become
become imposimposcol.
rVol. 3,i
1223, the Supreme
amended.
sible, on account
challenges or excuses, to impanel
a trial jury
amended.
Bible,
account of challenges
impanel a
jury
petit jurors already
in attendance
from among the available
available petit
already in
attendance on
on
said
court and
and distributed
distributed or
or assigned
among the
the several
several
said supreme
supreme court
assigned among
special terms thereof, the justice
justice presiding
such criminal
criminal trial
special
presiding at such
shall order the marshal
as may
may be
shall
marshal to summon
summon as many talesmen
talesmen as
be
necessary
to
complete
said
jury."
necessary
to
complete
said
jury."
Frauds.
sections 213 and 214 and inserting
Tampering
with jury
inserting in lieu thereof:
By striking out sections
Tamperingwithjury
box. etc.
etc.
"SEC.
FRAUDS.-If
any
person
box,
"
SEC. 213. F
RAUDS.—Ifany
person shall
fraudulently tamper
shall
fraudulently
tamper with
with
01.
31,
p.
1223,
V-oL. 31, p.
1b,
amended.
any box
used or
or intended
intended by
by the
the jury
commission for
for the
the names
of
amended.
any
box used
jury commission
names of
prospective
jurors, or
or of
prospective condemnation
condemnation jurors
comprospective jurors,
of prospective
jurors or
or commissioners, or shall
shall fraudulently
fraudulently tamper
tamper with
with the
the contents
contents of
missioners,
of any
any
such box,
box, or
with any
any jury
jury list,
or be
of any
any fraud
fraud or
or collusion
collusion
such
or with
list, or
be guilty
guilty of
Fraudulent acts by with respect to
of jurors
jurors or
condemnation jurors
or
jurors or
or condemnation
drawing of
the drawing
Fraudlent acts by with respect to the
comiusaioners.
commissioners, or
corn
uoners.
commissioners,
or if
if any
any jury
commissioner shall
shall put
in or
or leave
leave
jury commissioner
put in
out of
of any
any such
name of
person at
at the
the request
of such
such
out
such box
box the
the name
of any
any person
request of
person,
or at
the request
of any
if any
any jury
jury comperson, or
at the
request of
any other
other person,
person, or
or if
commissioner
willfully draw
draw from
such box
box aagreater
greater number
number
missioner shall
shall willfully
from any
any such
rumshment.
offhment.
names than
than is
is required
required by
any such
such person
person or
or jury
jury comcomnames
by the
the court,
court, any
missioner
missioner so
shall for
each offense
offense be
punished by
by aafine
fine of
of
so offending
offending shall
for each
be punished
not more
more than
$500 or
the District
District Jail
Jail or
not
than $500
or imprisonment
imprisonment in
in the
or workworkhouse
for not
not more
than one
one year,
year, or
or both."
both."
house for
more than
o
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Attorneys.
By striking out sections 218, 219,
219, and
and 220,
220, and
in lieu
and inserting
inserting in
lieu Attorneys.
Vol.
31, p.
p. 1224,
1224,
Vol 31.
thereof:
thereof:
amended.
amended.

Admission to
the
Admission
lo the
"SEC.
"SEc. 218. The Supreme Court of the District of Columbia in
in bar.
bar.
general term shall have full power
power and authority
authority from time
time to
to time
time
to make such rules as it
the examinait may deem
deem proper
proper respecting
respecting the
examination, qualification,
qualification, and admission
admission of persons to membership
membership in
in its
its
bar and their censure, suspension,
suspension, and expulsion;
expulsion; and every
every person
person
so admitted, before he shall be
liberty to
to practice
be at
at liberty
practice therein,
therein, shall
shall

subscribe the following
following oath:
take and subscribe
'I,
do solemnly
solemnly Oath.
oath: 'I,
,, do
Oath.
swear (or affirm) that IIwill demean myself as a
a member of the
the bar
bar
of this court uprightly
uprightly and according to law; and
will support
and that IIwill
support
the Constitution
Constitution of the United States.'
States.'
Authority
to sus"SEC.
shall have
"
SEC. 219. That said supreme court, in
in general
general term, shall
have pend,
Authority
expel, toetc.,sus-a
full power
member.
power and authority
authority to
to censure,
censure, suspend
suspend from
practice, or
from practice,
or member.
expel any member
expel
member of its bar for any crime, misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, fraud,
fraud,
deceit,
malpractice, professional
deceit, malpractice,
professional misconduct, or any conduct prejuprejudicial to the administration
administration of justice. Any fraudulent
fraudulent act
or mismisact or
representation
representation by an applicant
applicant in connection with his
application
his application
or admission shall be sufficient
sufficient cause for the revocation
revocation by said
said court
court
of such admission.
Disbarment on con"SEC.
bar of
"SEC. 219a.
219a. Whenever
Whenever any member
member of the bar
of said
court shall
shall viction
said court
vicDbtion for
or moral
moralnturbe convicted
convicted of any offense
offense involving
involving moral turpitude,
turpitude, and a
a duly
duly pitude.
pitude.
certified
certified copy of the final judgment of such conviction shall be presented to said court, the name of the member
member so convicted
convicted may
may
thereupon, by order of said court, be stricken
thereupon,
stricken from the roll of the
the
members
of said
members of
bar, and
and he
cease to
to be
said bar,
he shall
shall thereafter
thereafter cease
be aa member
member Suspension during
In the event
event of appeal
appeal from
thereof. In
from any such judgment
judgment of
of con- apspeal.es
durng
appeal.
viction as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and pending
pending the final dettermmation
determination of such
such
appeal,
appeal, the said court
court may
may order
the suspension
suspension from
practice of
of
order the
from practice
acat
o order,
order,
such convicted
convicted member of the bar; and upon
upon a
a reversal
reversal of such
such concon- etc.Vacation ofof order
viction, or the granting of a
a pardon,
pardon, said court shall have
have power to
vacate or modify such order of
vacate
of disbarment
or suspension.
disbarment or
suspension.
Trial of charges in
"SEC.
"SEC. 220. Before any such member of the
the bar
censured, sussus- general
bar is
is censured,
generalterm.
term.
pended, or expelled as provided by section
section 219, written charges,
pended,
charges,
under
under oath, against him must be presented
presented to said court, stating
stating
distinctly
distinctly the grounds of complaint. Said court
in general
general t
er
m may
court in
term
may
order said charges to be filed
filed -in the office
office of the clerk
clerk of said court
court
and shall fix a
atime for hearing
hearing thereon. Thereupon a
a certified copy
copy
of said charges
charges and order shall be served upon such member
member perperrsonally by
by the marshal
mahal or such other person as the court may desigit is established
nate, or in
n case it
established to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the court that
that
personal service can not be had, a
acertified
certified copy
copy of such
such charges
charges and
and
order
order shall be served upon him by mail,
mail, publication,
publication, or otherwise
otherwise
as the court may direct.
direct. At any time after the filing of said written
written
charges
charges the court shall have power, pending
pending the trial thereof,
thereof, to
to
suspend from practice
practice the
the person
charged."
person charged."
Administration of
By
striking out
sections 276,
276, 277, 278,
.trationof
By striking
out sections
278, 279, and 280 and inserting es3nis
estates.
23
Vol. 31, pp. 1234,
in lieu thereof
thereof the following:
following:
ameded.
amended.
"SEC.
ENTITLED.-Iffthe intestate leave
leave a
"SEC. 276. PERSONS
PERSONS ENTITLED.—I
widow or
or Persons
a widow
Persons entitled.
entitled.
Surviving husband
surviving husband
child or
or children,
surviving
husband and a
a child
children, administration,
administration, subject
subject to
to adSdeng
added.
the discretion
discretion of the court, shall be granted either to the widow or
or
surviving husband or to the child, or one or more of the children
surviving
children
qualified
qualified to act as administrator,
administrator, and further subject to the discrediscretion of the court as
as follows:
follows:
'"SEC.
SEC. 277. If there be aawidow or surviving
surviving husband
husband and
no child,
and no
child,
husband shall be preferred,
preferred, and next to the
the widow
widow or surviving husband
widow or surviving husband or children aa grandchild
be
grandchild shall be
preferred.
preferred.
"SEC.
278. If
husband, nor
"
SEC. 278.
If there be neither widow
widow or surviving husband,
nor
child,
child, nor grandchild
grandchild to act, the father shall be preferred; and
and if
if
there be no father, the
the mother
be preferred.
preferred.
mother shall
shall be
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"SEc. 279.
279. If
widow or surviving husband, nor
be neither widow
If there be
"SEC.
child,
brothers and
father, nor mother to act, brothers
nor father,
grandchild, nor
nor grandchild,
child, nor
sisters
preferred.
be preferred.
shah be
sisters shall
"SEc.
neither widow or surviving husband, nor
there be neither
280. If there
"SEC. 280.
child,
grandchild, nor
nor father,
father, nor
mother, nor
brother, nor sister,
nor brother,
nor mother,
nor grandchild,
child, nor
preferred."
the next of kin shall be preferred."
By striking
out section
section 306
306 and
and inserting
thereof:
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof:
By
striking out
Duties
of
ec
Duties of co' I
ector.
collect
collector shall collect
"SEc. 306.
306. DurrEs
or COLLECTOR.-The
coLLEaroR.—The collector
DUTIES OF
"SEC.
Personal etate.
estate.
Vol. 31, p. 12
goods, chattels,
personal estate
of the
the deceased,
including
deceased, including
estate of
and personal
chattels, and
the goods,
31' p. 1238,8, the
Vol.
amended.
the
and cause
cause the
the same
same to
appraised and
and return
return
be appraised
to be
him, and
due him,
the debts
debts due
an
an administrator
do, and
and may,
to do,
required to
administrator is required
as an
thereof, as
an inventory
inventory thereof,
under
the authority
authority of
the court,
court, sell
articles and
bring
and bring
sell perishable
perishable articles
of the
under the
suits for
for debts
or other
other property,
property, as
an administrator
may
do,
an
may
do, and
as
an
administrator
debts
or
suits
Real
etate
aed
Real estate a
affected
e ed shall account for
the money
money recovered.
The said
collector may,
if
may, if
said collector
recovered. The
by the
will.
shall account for the
wl
these
authorized by
by the
manage,, conserve,
take possession of, hold, manage
court, take
the court,
authorized
control all
real estate affected by the will or wills in dispute, and
all real
and control
said collector
lite, all
all the
of an
an adadthe duties
duties of
pendente lite,
shall discharge,
discharge, pendente
collector shall
said
ministrator, including
and shall be liable to
the payment
payment of debts, and
including the
ministrator,
an
action by
by any
any creditor
creditor of the deceased
deceased and shall be entitled to
an action
the
relating to executors
law expressly relating
of any
any provision of law
the protection
protection of
and administrators.
administrators.
Corand‘sion
allowed.
"Said collector may be allowed aa commission
commissionallowed.
"Said
commission not exceeding 10
on the
personal property, debts due the estate, and
the personal
centum op
per centum
rentals from
real estate
estate actually
collected by
by him.
him.
actually collected
from real
rentals
Authority
to real
"In
uthority as
as to
real
authorized by the court to
"In the event that such collector is authorized
estate.
estate affected by such will or wills as
take
possession of
real estate
of the real
take possession
expressly
hereinbefore
collection shall so expressly
hereinbefore set forth, the letters of collection
specify,
and his
his bond
bond as
to the
the several
several
in addition
addition to
such collector,
collector, in
as such
specify, and
Vol. 31, p. 1238.
matters
specifically include
include the faithful
faithful
set forth
forth in section 305, shall specifically
matters set
ol. 31, . 18.
performance
of his
estate."
such real estate."
respect to such
with respect
duties with
his duties
performance of
By striking
307 and
inserting ini
in lieu
thereof:
lieu thereof:
and inserti
out section
section 307
striking out
By
Termination of pow"SEc.
307. WHEN
POWERS TO
TO cEAsE.-On
CEASE.—On the
the granting
of letters
letters
granting of
WHEN POWERS
SE. 307.
Terminatinfpowers.
Vol.
31, p.
p. 1238,
testamentary or
administration the
the power of any such collector
collector
12s8, testamentary
or of administration
Vol. 31,
amended.
demand, all the
it shall be his duty to deliver, on demand,
amededshall
shall cease, and it
property
decedent in his hands,
hands, except as before
property, and money of the decedent
executor or
excepted,
obtaining such letters, and the executor
excepted, to the person obtaining
administrator
prosecute any suit commenced
commenced
be permitted to prosecute
administrator may be
by
collector as
if the same
same had been begun by said executor or
as if
by said collector
administrator, and may also defend any suit brought
brought against said
collector by
by any
the deceased."
deceased.' ,
of the
creditor of
any creditor
collector
thereof:
By striking out section 308 and inserting in lieu thereof:
Recovery of propor
refuse to deliver
"SEQ.
308.
If
the
said
collector
neglect
or
refuse
neglect
shall
collector
If
the
said
308.
"SEC.
doeliPeroeerecoey
erty
not
delivered,
etc.
administrator, the
executor or administrator,
property and estate to the
the executor
over the
the property
etc .
Vol. 31, p. 1233,
1
attachment, compel him to do so, and
may, by
by citation and attachment,
235, court may,
.
amen. ed'
amended.
the
executor or administrator
proceed, by civil action, to
administrator may also proceed,
the executor
recover the value of the assets from
from him and his sureties
sureties by action
recover
bond."
on his bond."
New section.
By
inserting immediately
immediately after
section 308
308 a
a new
section, as
as
new section,
after section
By inserting
Nonresident fiduciaNonrewsent
os.
follows:
follows:
s
Service of notice
notice on
"SEc. 308a.
308a. SERVICE
FIDUCIARY WHEN
WHEN NOT
NOT TO
TO BE
BE FOUND.—
FOUND.UPON FIDUCIARY
SERVICE UPON
"SEC.
resister of wills
wills under
register
power
of attorney
proer
of
attorney
In
the
case
of
original
ancillary
of
the
grant
either
or
ancillary
letters
testafrom.
guardianship,
mentary, or of administration,
adnunistration, or of
of collection,
collection, or of guardianship,
mentarv,
the person
designated shall,
shall, if
if aa nonresident
of
nonresident of the District of
person designated
the
Columbia, file
file in
wills, before the issuance
in the office
office of the register
register of wills,
Columbia,
of such
such letters,
letters, an
an irrevocable
power of attorney
irrevocable power
attorney designating
designating the
register of
successors in
person upon whom
whom
his successors
in office as the person
resister
of wills
wills and his
aif notices
notices and
issued by
by any
court in
in the
the District
District
process issued
any competent
competent court
al
and process
of Columbia
Columbia may be served, with like effect as personal service,
service, in
relation to
affecting or pertaining
suit, matter,
matter, cause,
cause, or thing affecting
relation
to any suit,
to the
estate in
the letters
It shall
the duty
duty
issued. It
shall be the
letters are
are issued.
in which
which the
to
the estate
of said
register of
of wills
wills to
forthwith forward
mail to
to
by registered
registered mail
forward by
to forthwith
of
said register
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the address
address of such fiduciary, which
which shall be stated in said power of
of
attorney,-,any notice or process served upon said register as
attorney
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
"In
rights,
event that any fiduciary shall fail to file
"In the event
such power
power of
file such
of ejorfeiture
Forfeiture of
of rights,
attorney within ten days after the passing of the order of appointattorney
ment, such order shall thereupon
thereupon stand revoked, and
forfeit
and he shall
shall-forfeit
all rights to the office."
office."
Inventories.
By striking out section 310 and inserting in lieu thereof:
Ipentois
Appraisers.
p. 1238,
"SEC.
APPRAISERS.-On the
"
SEc. 310. APPRAISERS.—On
the granting
of letters
letters testamentary
granting of
testamentary amended.
Vo 31, p1238,
Veoni.
or of administration
administration or letters of collection,
c
ieet
cters of
except in
collection, except
in the
the aforesaid
aforesaid adl
Letters
of collection
collection
excepted cases,
cases a
a warrant
warrant shall issue to two suitable persons
persons not
not added
interested
interested in the estate to appraise the estate of the deceased,
deceased, known
known
to them or shown to them by the executor, administrator,
administrator, or
or collector,
and they shall severally
severally take and subscribe an
an oath well and
and truly,
truly,
without partiality
partiality or prejudice, to value the goods,
goods, chattels,
chattels, and
and
personal estate and real estate (if so directed)
directed) of the deceased,
deceased, as
far
as far
as the same shall come to their knowledge,
knowledge, to the best of their skill
skill
and judgment."ssets
judgment."
of estates.
Assets of estates.
By striking out section 321 and inserting in lieu thereof:
thereof:
"SEC.
Debts due
by adBY ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR OR COLLECTOR.-In
Debts
due by
ad"
SEC. 321. DEBT
DEBT DUE BY
COLLECTOR.—In like
ministrator or colleccollecmanner
it shall be the duty of every
every administrator
tor.
manner it
administrator and
collector to
to tor.
and collector
Vol. 31, p. 1240; Vol.
give
a claim against
himself, and
give in a
against himself,
his giving
giving it,
failure so
to 32V,
and on
on his
it, or
or failure
so to
l2s,
. 529, amLOded.
32, p.
amended.
do, there shall be the same proceeding
proceeding as above
described with
above described
with regard
regard
to an executor;
executor; and the same rule shall apply to his sureties."
sureties."
Distributon
By striking
striing out
out sections
sections 374, 375, 376, and 377, and inserting in Distribution.
p. 1249
1249,
Vol. 31, p.
By
amended.
lieu
thereof the
efollowing:
lieu thereof
following:
Parties entitled.
entitled.
"SEO.
dur
edv
.iving
husband
surviving husband adS
"SEc. 374. If the intestate
intestate leave a
a widow or surviving
surviving
husband
and no child, parent, grandchild,
grandchild, brother or sister
sister,, or the child of aaadded
brother or sister of the said intestate, the said widow or surviving
husband shall be entitled to the whole.
"SEC.
a widow or surviving
surviving husband
"
SEc. 375. If there be a
child
husband and
and a
a child
or children,
children, or aadescendant
descendant or descendants from a
achild, the widow
widow
or surviving husband shall have one-third only.
"SEC. 376. If there be a
a widow or surviving
"SEC.
surviving husband
child
husband and
and no
no child
or descendants of the intestate, but the said intestate shall leave a
a
father or mother, or brother or sister, or child of
or sister,
of aabrother
brother or
sister,
the widow or surviving husband shall have one-half.
one-half.
"SEC.
"SEc. 377. The surplus, exclusive of the
the widow's or
or surviving
surviving hushusband's share
share, or the whole surplus (if there be no widow
surviving
widow or surviving
husband),
go as
husband), shall
shell go
as follows:'
follows:'
Attachments.
Attachments.
By
out section
Vol. 31,
31, p.
1258,
p. 1258,
By striking
striking out
section 445 and inserting in lieu thereof:
thereof:
amended.
SEC. 445.
CAUSES.-In any action at law in the Supreme
"EC.
445. CAUSES.—In
Supreme Court
Court Causes
causes stated.
Actions in municiof the District of Columbia or the municipal court of said District, pa
of
oturtincluded'
pal court
included.
for the recovery
recovery of specific personal property,
property, or a
a debt, or damages
damages
for the breach
breach of a
a contract, express or implied, if the
the plaintiff,
plaintiff. his
his
agent
action or pendagent or
or attorney, either at the commencement
commencement of the action
pend- Afd
Affidavit
of claim to
ing the same, shall file an affidavit
affidavit showing
showing the
the grounds
of his
his claim
grounds of
claim bef
ed. t
be filed.
and setting
and
setting forth that the plaintiff has a
ajust right to recover
recover what
what
is claimed in his declaration
declaration, and where the action is to recover specific personal
personal property stating the nature
according to affiant's
affiant's
nature and, according
belief,
belief, the value of said property and the probable amount of damages
u
oe
r
o
eco
sv
ai
e
d
r parodpeberttsytaatnindgthtehseraom
b.o
ab
ul
n
et
ani
the°r
un
eoft,°f
andd
ani
wh
ag
eree
s
to which the
the tplaintiff
is
entitled for the detention
thereof,
and
plaintiff
and
where
the action visalto recover a debt stating the amount thereof, and where
the action
to recover
recover damages
the
action is to
damages for the breach of a
acontract
contract setting
settin
out, specifically
and in detail, the breach complained
the actuti
out,
specifically and
complained of and the
actual Grounds
ssue to
Grounds for
for issue
to
damage resulting
designated.
that the
the be
resulting therefrom,
therefrom, and also stating either,
either , first, that
be desinated.
defendant
a foreign
foreign corporation
corporation or is not aaresident'of the District,
defendant is a
or has been absent therefrom
therefrom for at least six months; or,
or_, second,
that
second, that
the defendant evades the service of ordinary
process
concealing
the
o
i
Vit 7
e
process by
by_ concealing
himself or temporarily
temporarily withdrawing
withdrawing himself
'
from the District; or,
third, that he has removed or is about to remove some or all
his
all of
of his
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property
from the
the District,
as to
to defeat
defeat just
just demands
demands against
him;
against him;
District, so
so as
property from
or, fourth,
fourth, that
he has
has essigned,
conveyed, disposed
of, or
secreted,
that he
assigned, conveyed,
disposed of,
or secreted,
or,
or is
assign, convey,
dispose of,
of, or
or secrete
his property
property with
secrete his
with
or
is about
about to
to assign,
convey, dispose
intent to
delay, or
defraud his
his creditors;
creditors; or,
or fifth,
fifth, that
that the
the
intent
to hinder
hinder,, delay,
or defraud
defendant fraudulently
fraudulently contracted
contracted the
debt or
or incurred
the obligation
obligation
the debt
incurred the
defendant
Issue
Issue of
of writ.
respecting
respecting which the action is brought,
brought, the clerk shall issue a
awrit
writ
of attachment
attachment and
garnishment, to be
be levied
levied upon
upon so much of the
and garnishment
of
lands, tenements,
tenements, goods,
goods, chattels,
chattels and
and credits
of the
the defendant
as
lands,
credits of
defendant as
may be
necessary-to
claim of
of the
the plaintiff:
plaintiff: Provided,
Provided, That
That
the claim
to satisfy
satisfy the
may
be necessary
provso
Proviso.
Bond required.
required
the plaintiff shall first file in the clerk's office aa bond, executed
executed by
himself
or his
agent, with
with security
be approved
by the
the clerk,
clerk, in
in
security to
to be
approved by
himself or
his agent,
twice the
the amount
his claim,
to make
make good
to the
the dedetwice
amount of
of his
claim, conditioned
conditioned to
good to
fendant
he may
may sustain
sustain by
by reason
reason of
of the
the
costs and
and damages
damages which
which he
fendant all
all costs
wrongful suing
the attachment."
attachment."
wrongful
suing out
out of the
By
out section
455 and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
By striking
striking out
section 455
Releases.
"SEC. 455.
RELEAsEs.—Either the
the defendant
defendant or
or the
the person
person in
in
455. RELEASES.-Either
Vol.31,p.1261,amend"SEC.
Vol'31ip.i1,amended.
whose possession the property was may obtain arelease of the same
dBy
By giving under
under- whose possession the property was may obtain a release of the same
marshal.
from the attachment, after it
taking toomrshal.
it has been taken
taken into the custody
custody of the
marshal and
and the
the writ
writ has
has been
been returned,
returned, by
giving the
the undertaking
by giving
undertaking
marshal
required of
of him
with security
security to
be approved
approved by
by the
required
him as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, with
to be
the
court.
New undertaking
New
undertaking if court.
to.
first excepted
exceptedto.
"The plaintiff may except
except to the sufficiency of the undertaking
undertaking
accepted
marshal and,
by the marshal
and, if the exceptions
exceptions be sussusaccepted as
as aforesaid by
tained,
the court
shall require
require a
new undertaking,
with sufficient
tained, the
court shall
a new
undertaking, with
sufficient
surety,
to be
named, in
of which
which he
liable
surety, by
by a
a day
day to
be named,
in default
default of
he shall
shall be
be liable
to the
the plaintiff
plaintiff on
his official
official bond
bond for
for any
any loss
sustained by
by the
the plainplainto
on his
loss sustained
tiff through
default.
such default.
through such
y undertaking to tiff
By
court.
court.
'"Either
"Either the defendant
defendant or the
possession credits
credits
the person
person in
in whose
whose possession
are
attached may
the same
attachment
are attached
may obtain
obtain aarelease
release of
of the
same from
from the
the attachment
with security
security to be approved
approved by
by the
by,filing an undertaking
undertaking with
the court.
court.
"If
property or
credits attached
released upon
upon an
an undertaking
undertaking
attached be
be released
" proty
or credits
Liabilit
Liability oy
on judgments.
aforesaid, and judgment
given as aforesaid,
judgment in the action be rendered
rendered in favor
favor
of
shall be
judgment against
defendant
of the
the plaintiff,
plaintiff, it
it shall
be a
a joint
joint judgment
against both
both the
the defendant
and all
all persons
in said
said undertaking
for the
appraised value
of the
and
persons in
undertaking for
the appraised
value of
the
property or
or the
the amount
the credits."
credits."
of the
amount of
property
New section.
By inserting
immediately after
after section
section 479,
479, aa new
By
inserting immediately
new section,
section, as
as
follows:
Bonds and under- follows:
Bonds
taking,s.
SEC. 479a.
479a. In
cases where,
by the
the provisions
of this
this code,
code, a
a
provisions of
where, by
In all
all cases
"" SEC.
takings.
v.i. 31 ,
amended.,
p.
bond
is required
from an
executor, administrator,
administrator
amended.
bond is
required from
an executor,
administrator, administrator
de bonis
bonis non,
non, guardian,
guardian,
cum testamento axmexo,
annexo, administrator
administrator de
committee, collector, trustee, receiver,
committee,
receiver, assignee
assignee for
benefit of
for the benefit
of
creditors, or
fiduciary appointed
appointed or
or confirmed
confirmed by
by the
the
creditors,
or any other
other fiduciary
Supreme Court of
District of
of Columbia,
or any
any member
member thereof,
Supreme
of the
the District
Columbia, or
thereof,
Form, etc.
or where aabond is required from any party to aacause
cause or proceeding
proceeding
pending in
such bond
bond shall
shall be
be in
i
n the
an underpending
in such
such court,
court, such
the form
form of
of an
undertaking, under
under seal,
maximum amount to be fixed
fixed by the
seal, in aamaximum
the court,
of underund er- conditioned
by law,
the surety
or sureties
Condition or
conditioned as
as required
required by
law, the
surety or
sureties therein
therein subsubtaking.
takig.
themselves to
to the jurisdiction
mitting themselves
court and
undertaking
jurisdiction of
of the court
and undertaking
for themselves and
and each of them, their
their and each of their heirs, executors, administrators,
successors, and assigns
administrators, successors,
assigns to abide by and perform
perform
the judgment
or decree
decree of
the court
in the
and further
further agreeagreethe
judgment or
of the
court in
the premises,
premises, and
ing
upon default
the principal
in any
any of
of the
the conditions
ing that,
that, upon
default by
by the
principal in
conditions
thereof, the damages
in such
manner as
the court
court
damages may be
be ascertained
ascertained in
such manner
as the
shall
direct; that
that the
the court
court may
judgment thereon
thereon in
in favor
favor of
of
shall direct;
may give
give judgment
any person thereby
thereby aggrieved
aggrieved against such principal
principal and sureties for
for
the
damages suffered
suffered or
by such
party, and
and that
that
the damages
or sustained
sustained by
such aggrieved
aggrieved party,
such judgment
judgment may
be rendered
rendered in
in said
said cause
or proceeding
proceeding against
such
may be
cause or
against
all
or any
any of
of the
the parties
are thereto
thereto signed.
all or
parties whose
whose names
names are
signed.
pudrmet
aainSt
"And
the
of Columbia
Court
Judgment
against
"And
the
said
Supreme
of
District
Columbia and its
its
principal and surety.
respective special terms, be, and they are hereby, vested with and
and
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jurisdiction and
authority to enter
and decrees
given jurisdiction
and authority
enter such judgments
judgments and
decrees
against
surety or
or sureties,
sureties, or
them, upon
against the
the principal
principal and
and surety
or any
any of
of them,
upon

such
such undertaking
undertaking as
as law
justice shall
require: Provided,
Provided, That
That Proviso.
law and
and justice
shall require:
Pr
remedy
Ordinary . remedy

not precluded.
precluded.
nothing herein contained
contained shall deprive any
any party
having a
aclaim
party having
claim or
or not
cause of action under or upon such
electing to
such undertaking
undertaking from
from electing
to
pursue his
by suit
at law
pursue
his ordinary
ordinary remedy
remedy by
suit at
law or
or in
in equity.
equity.

All actions, etc., on
"All
provisions of
of this
relating to
and proAll provisions
this code
code relating
to actions,
actions, remedies
remedies and
pro- boAllds
etc, on
bondsacns
of fiduciaries
applicable.
ceedings upon
bonds of
such fiduciaries
fiduciaries shall
and be
be effective
effective as
ceedings
upon bonds
of such
shall apply
apply and
as applicable.
to such undertakings to the same extent as if such undertaking
undertaking had
had
been expressly
expressly mentioned
mentioned and referred
referred to therein."
therein."
sections.
By inserting
inserting immediately
after section
section 479a,
By
immediately after
479a, a
section, as
a new
new section,
Newsections.
as New
follows:
Dama ges under
under
"SEC.
479b. In
any proceeding
"SEC. 479b.
In any
proceeding in
Supreme Court
Court of
the DisDis- boDamagtres
in the
the Supreme
of the
bonds for restrainin
g
orders, etc.
trict
of Columbia
trict of
or any
special term
thereof to
recover damages
damages upon
upon orders,
Columbia or
any special
term thereof
to recover
etc.
a
restraining order
prelimia bond or undertaking given
given to
to obtain
obtain a
a restraiinng
order or
or prelimipendente lite
injunction the court,
assessing damages
damages to
be
nary or
or pendente
lite injunction
court, in
in assessing
to be
recovered thereunder, may include such
recovered
reasonable counsel
such reasonable
counsel or attorney fees as the party aggrieved
aggrieved or damaged by such
restraining
such restraining
order
injunction may
incurred in
in obtaining
order or injunction
may have been put
put to
to or incurred
obtaining a
a
dissolution
thereof."
dissolution thereof."
Condemnation
of priBy inserting
inserting immediately
immediately after
new section
By
after section
section 484
484 a
anew
section as
as follows:
follows: vate
Condemnatinofpriland.
Vol.
31,
p.
EC. 484a.
the District
District of
Columbia shall
"SEC.
484a. The
The jury commission
commission of the
of Columbia
shall amended.
Vol. 31, p. 1283,
1263,
prepare
prepare a
aspecial list of persons having the qualifications
qualifications of jurors,
jurors, Spea
of comSpecial list
list of
as prescribed
prescribed by
by section
section 215
this code,
code, and
also freeholders
missioners for.
for.
as
215 of
of this
and being
being also
freeholders missioners
of the District
commission shall
District of Columbia.
Columbia. The
The jury
jury commission
shall from time
time
to time as may be necessary
necessary write the names
contained in
names contained
in said
said special
special
223
Vol.
list on separate and similar pieces of paper, which
p5.58.1223.
Vol 31,
31,p. p.
which they shall so fold Ante,
or roll that the names can not be seen, and shall place the same in aa
sepcial box
box to
be provided
provided for
sepcial
to be
shall thereupon
thereupon seal
for the
the purpose,
purpose, and
and shall
seal Juryy box
bo and
and dradrawin gsby
by jury
commisand lock
lock said special
box and
and after
and
special box
after thoroughly
thoroughly shaking
shaking the
the same
same ings
jury commission.
sl
n
shall deliver it
it to the clerk of the Supreme Court of the District of o
Columbia for safe-keeping;
safe-keeping; but the same shall not be unsealed
unsealed or
or
except by said jury commission.
opened except
commission. From time to time,
time, as
as
ordered by the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia,
ordered
Columbia, or one of
the justices thereof holding aaspecial term for the trial of condemnaproceedings, the jury commission
tion proceedings,
commission shall publicly break the seal of
said special
special box and proceed to draw therefrom by lot and without previous examination
examination the names of such number
number of
of persons as the said
said
court may from time to time direct to serve
commissioners or
serve as
as commissioners
or
jurors in condemnation
condemnation proceedings and certify the names so drawn
drawn Qualifications, etc.
court. At the time of each drawing of condemnato the clerk
clerk of said court.
condemna- Qualcatio Dsetcspecial
box
there
shall be
be in
tion commissioners
commissioners or
or jurors from said
said special box there shall
in
said special
special box
said
box the
names of
of not
the names
not less
less than
than one
one hundred
hundred persons
persons Ante, p. 558.
possessing the qualifications
hereinbefore prescribed. Except as in Antcp.55s.
qualifications hereinbefore
this section specially
specially provided, sections 198 to 217, inclusive, of this
code, so far as the same may be applicable,
applicable, shall govern the qualifications of said commissioners and jurors in condemnation
condemnation cases and
the duties and conduct of said jury commissioners
commissioners under this section.
No :person
person shall be eligible to serve
a condemnation
serve as a
condemnation commissioner
commissioner
or juror who has served
one
served as such commissioner
commissioner or
or juror
juror within
within one
year."
year.
By striking out section 485 and inserting in lieu thereof:
Citation to
to owners
thereof:
Citation
owners,
"SEC.
TO OWNERS.—The
OWNmERs.-The said court holding a
a etc.
etc.
SEC. 485. CITATION
O
—TTATION TO
P
1255,
P.
amended.'
cite all
United States,
district court of the United
district
States, shall thereupon
thereupon cite
all the
the owners
owners am
venaa. '
and other persons interested
interested to appear in said court, at a
a time to be
fixed by the court, to answer said petition; and if it
it shall appear
appear to
the court that there are any owners or other j3ersons
persons interested
interested who
are under
under disability, the court
public notice of
time at
at
court shall give
give public
of the
the time
condemnation; and at such
which it will proceed with the matter of condemnation;
such
it shall
disability
time, if it
shall appear that there are any persons under
under disability
It
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who have
have appeared
or who
not appeared,
appeared, the
court shall
shall appoint
the court
appoint
appeared or
who have
have not
who
a
ad litem
litem for
such person,
person, and
and shall
shall thereupon
thereupon order
order
a guardian
guardian ad
for each
each such
commission to
draw from
special box
names of
of as
as
Selection of commisfrom the
the special
box the
the names
commis- the
the jury
jury commission
to draw
selection
sioners.
many persons
oeners.
persons as the court
court may direct, and from among the persons
persons
so drawn
the court
court shall
thereupon appoint
three capable
and disdisshall thereupon
appoint three
capable and
so
drawn the
interested commissioners
commissioners to
the value
of the
the respective
respective
value of
to appraise
appraise the
interested
interests of
all persons
in such
such lands,
regulations
under such
such regulations
lands, under
of all
persons concerned
concerned in
interests
as to
notice and
hearing as
seem meet."
meet."
as shall
shall seem
as
to notice
and hearing
By striking
striking out
out section
section 487
inserting in
thereof:
in lieu
lieu thereof:
487 and
and inserting
By
Jury.
Jury.A
interested, or the guardian
"
"SEC.
SEC. 487. JJuRr.-If
trETRY.—If any of the parties interested,
guardian
Appointment of, if
litem appointed
for any
web person
person who
who may
disability,
appr:aisement
by o-f
com- ad
be under
under a
a disability,
any such
may be
appraiseentmb
ad litem
appointed for
missioners unsatisfacshall be
with the
the appraisement
the commissioners,
commissioners, the
appraisement of
of the
the
msioer unsatisshall
be dissatisfied
dissatisfied with
tory.
Vol.
31, p.
1206, court shall order
commission to
special box
ol. 31,
p. 126,
order the jury commission
to draw from
from the
the special
box
amended.
ae m
de nd
the
names of
as many
many persons
persons as
the court
court may
may direct,
direct, and
and from
from among
among
the names
of as
as the
the
so drawn
court shall
shall appoint
appoint a
ajury
jury of
of seven
seven capable
capable
the court
the persons
persons so
drawn the
and
meet and
and view
view the
the
the premises,
premises, giving
giving the
to meet
disinterested persons
persons to
and disinterested
parties
interested at
at least
days' notice
notice of
of the
the time
place of
of
time and
and place
least six
six days'
parties interested
meeting."
meeting."
Condemning
lands
By striking
out section
section 491d
inserting in
in lieu thereof:
thereof:
and inserting
491d and
striking out
nds By
orstreets
for
streets.
Vol.
34,
p.
l,
"SEC.
Vol. 34,
p. 152,
"S
EC. 491d. After the return of the marshal and the filing of
amended.
Marshal's Jury.
aMashaisJury.
Drawing.

Drawing.

Oath, etc.

Duties.

Appeals
Appeals from
from
awards.
New
authorized
ew Jury
jury authorized
if award vacated.
acated.
1
Vol.
34,
p.
153,
amended.
amended.'

ifaward

Provisos.
Land0vacated
Land
vacated
part.

in

FilIng objections.
Filing
jectirons.

(orporations.
Corporations.
Real estate holdings
state holdings
by, extended.
Vol. 31,
31, p.
130e,
amended.
amended.

yReal

Vol.

Temporary
sion.

p. 130,

possessTmporary posses-

proof of publication of the notice provided
provided for in the next preceding
preceding
section
order the
draw from the
section said court shall order
the jury commission
commission to draw
the
special
box the
many persons
court may
direct,
persons as
as the
the court
may direct,
special box
the names
names of
of as
as many
and from
from among
persons so
so drawn
shall appoint
court shall
appoint aa jury
jury
and
among the
the persons
drawn the
the court
of five
disinterested persons,
persons, to
to which
which jury
the court
court
jury the
of
five capable
capable and
and disinterested
shall aditunister
oath or
interested
are not
not interested
that they
they are
an oath
or affirmation
affirmation that
shall
administer an
in any
any manner
condemned, and
the land
land to
to be
be condemned,
and are
are not
not related
related to
to
in
manner in
in the
the
therein, and
and that
that they
they will,
or
without favor
favor or
will, without
the parties
parties interested
interested therein,
partiality, and
to the
the best
of their
ascertain the
the damages
partiality,
and to
best of
their judgment,
judgment, ascertain
damages
each owner
of land
to be
taken may
may sustain
sustain by
by reason
reason of
of the
opening,
the opening,
each
owner of
land to
be taken
extension,
of said
avenue, road,
road,
extension, widening,
widening, or
or straightening
straightening of
said street,
street, avenue,
or
and the
condemnation of
of the
the land
land needed
needed for
or Wghway,
highway, and
the condemnation
for the
the purpose
purpose
thereof,
to assess
assess the
benefits resulting
resulting therefrom
as hereinafter
hereinafter
thereof, and
and to
the benefits
therefrom as
provided."
provided."
By striking
out section
section 491h
491h and
and inserting
lieu thereof:
By
striking out
inserting in
in lieu
thereof:
"SEC.
"
SEc. 491h. The said court
court shall hear and determine
determine any objections
tions or
or exceptions that
that may
may be filed to any verdict
verdict of the jury and
shall have power to vacate and set any verdict aside, in whole or in
part, when satisfied that it
it is unjust or unreasonable, in which
event the
order the
the jury
jury commission
to draw
draw from
from the
the
event
the court
court shall
shall order
commission to
special box
box the
the names
as many
many persons
persons as
as the
court may
may direct,
special
names of
of as
the court
direct,
thereupon
and from among
among the persons so drawn
drawn the court shall thereupon
appoint
jury of
of five
and disinterested
appoint aa new
new jury
five capable
capable and
disinterested persons,
persons, who
who
damages or assess
shall proceed
proceed to ascertain
ascertain the
the damages
assess the benefits,
benefits, or both,
both,
as the case may be, in
the verdict
verdict
in respect
respect of
of the
the land as
as to
to which
which the
may
be vacated,
in the
of the
jury: Provided,
if
Provided, That
That if
first jury:
the case
case of
the first
as in
may be
vacated, as
verdict as
vacated in part, the residue of the verdict
condemned
as to
to the land
land condemned
or assessed shall not be affected
affected thereby:
thereby: And provided
provided further,
further,
That the objections or exceptions to the verdict shall be filed within
twenty days after the return
return of the
the verdict to
to the court."
court."
By striking out section
section 726 and inserting in lieu thereof:
thereof:
"SEC.
"
SEc. 726. Any company operating
operating under this subchapter
subchapter may
lease,
convey real
in which
the offices
lease, purchase,
purchase, hold,
hold, and
and convey
real property
property in
which the
offices
of the
of
the company are located not to exceed in value the capital
capital and
and
surplus of
surplus
and such
in addition
addition as
it may
may acquire
in
of the company,
company, and
such in
as it
acquire in
corporation under
satisfaction of debts due the corporation
under sales, decrees, judgments,
ments, and mortgages. But no such association
association shall hold
hold the
possession
possession of any real estate under
under foreclosure
mortgage, or the
foreclosure of
of mortgage,
the
title and possession
possession of any real estate purchased
purchased to secure any debts
due to
it, for
for aa longer
period than
years."
due
to it,
longer period
than five
five years."
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Crimes.
Crimes.
By striking out section 808 and inserting in lieu thereof:
a female Rape.
"SEC. 808.
RAPE.—Whoever has carnal
carnal knowledge
knowledge of a
1 F*
"SEC.
808. RAPE.-Whoever

forcibly and
and against
against her
will, or
knows and
and abuses
abuses a
a female
female
or carnally
carnally knows
her will,
forcibly

/0
7a

13

e

amended.

P.

1322'

for
shm en t for.
child
under sixteen
sixteen years
of age,
imprisoned for
for not
more PPunishment
uni
not more
be imprisoned
age, shall
shall be
years of
child under
than thirty
Provided, That
of rape
rape the
jury may
than
thirty years:
years: Provided,
That in
in any
any case
case of
the jury
may Provisos.
Poi
vdi.
Death on verdjct.
add to
to their
verdict, if
it be
guilty, the
words 'with
'
with the
the death
penalty,'
death penalty,
the words
if it
be guilty,
their verdict,
add
in
case the
the punishment
punishment shall
Provided Imprisonment.
Imprisonment.
hanging: Provided
shall be death by hanging:
which case
in which
further,
verdict
further, That if the jury fail to agree as to the punishment the verdict
of
guilty shall
shall be
received and the punishment
punishment shall be imprisonment
imprisonment
be received
of guilty
as provided
provided in
in this
section."
this section."
as
By inserting
inserting immediately
immediately after
after section
section 830
section, as
as folfol- N
!
‘
"
o
a
r
t
p
i
.
ort.
voe1tpi
830 a
a new
new section,
By
1324; Vol.
Vol.
lows:
535.
32, p. 535.
lows:
Embezzling, et c
"SEC. 830a.
Whosoever willfully
willfully and
of eceased
away property
makes away
fraudulently makes
and fraudulently
"SEC.
830a. Whosoever
converts to his own use any property, documents, person.
with, secretes, or converts
Pel
7n: hment.
shment.
or
assets of
of any
any kind
deceased
belonging to the estate of aadeceased
or nature belonging
kind or
or assets
person
shall be
punished by
by a
afine not
exceeding $2,000
$2,000 or imprisonimprisonnot exceeding
be punished
person shall
years or both."
iv
ment for not more than
than two years,
both."
Divorce.
section 983
983 a
section, as
V
31, p.
p. 1347.
as Vol.
By inserting
inserting immediately
immediately after
D ol.orce.
a new
new section,
after section
By
follows:
follows:
Final decree not ef"SEC. 983a.
HEN DECREE
DECREE FOR
ANNULMENT OR
OR ABSOLUTE
ABSOLUTE DIVORCE
DIVORCE fective until interlocuFOB ANNULMENT
WHEN
983a. W
"SEC.
EFFECTIVE.—No final
final decree
decree annulling
annulling or
dissolving a
a marriage
order expires.
tory orderexpires
marriage tory
or dissolving
EFFECTIVE.-NO
shall
be entered
entered until after
expiration of ninety days after the
after the expiration
shall be
entry
of an
annulment
a case for annulment
adjudging that a
interlocutory order adjudging
an interlocutory
entry of
or
or dissolution
dissolution has been proved, and every such interlocutory order
shall
state that
no annulment
annulment or
or divorce
is awarded
by it.
shall expressly
expressly state
that no
divorce is
awarded by
it. Applicationfor.
Applicatn for.
After the
decree
a final decree
the expiration
expiration of such period of ninety days a
After
shall be
it is applied-for within thirty
entered by the court, provided it
be entered
shall
days, but
be effective
effective to
annul or
or dissolve
dissolve the
days,
but it
it shall
shall not
not be
to annul
the marriage
marriage Appe
Appeals allowed
allowed.
appeal, nor
expiration of the time allowed for taking an appeal,
until the expiration
final disposition of any appeal taken, and every such final
the final
until the
decree
so recite.'
recite."
decree shall
shall expressly
expressly so
Evidence.
TestimonyofsurvivBy striking
striking out
section 1064
1064 and
in lieu
Testimony of survivBy
out section
and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof:
thereof:
"SEC. 1064.
TES1TMONY OF
OF SURVIVING
SURVIVING PARTY.-lf
PARTY.—If one
one of
the ing jarty
arty not adof the
1064. TESTIMONY
"SEC.
1357,
since the date thereof, mvol.
or contract
original
parties to
to a
atransaction
transaction or
contract has, since
k
t
r
t
oi. 31, p. 1337,
original parties
d
died or
or become
otherwise incapable
amended'
incapable of testifying in relation amende
become insane or otherwise
died
thereto,
allowed to testify as to
other party thereto shall not be allowed
thereto, the other
deceased
any
transaction with or declaration
declaration or admission of the said deceased
any transaction
or otherwise
otherwise incapable
incapable party in any action between said other party
or any
any person
person claiming
administrators,
the executors,
executors, administrators,
him and
and the
under him
claiming under
or
trustees,
heirs, devisees,
odior other
other person
person Exceptions m
moditrustees, heirs,
devisees, assignees,
assignees, committee,
committee, or
legally
representing the deceased or otherwise
otherwise incapable party ned
fled.
legally representing
transaction
unless he be first called upon to testify in relation to said transaction
or declaration
declaration or admission by the other party, or the opposite
opposite
transaction
party
in relation to the same, or unless the transaction
party first testify in
or
deceased or
was made or had with an agent of the said deceased
or contract
contract was
otherwise
said agent
testifies in
in relation
relation thereto."
thereto." Newsection.
New section.
agent testifies
party, and
and said
otherwise incapable
incapable party,
By
31, p. 1358; Vol.
ol.31,p.
as folfol- 32,vol.
section, as
new section,
1073 a
a new
section 1073
after section
immediately after
By adding
adding immediately
p. 540.
32, p. 540.
lows:
lows:
municipal
"SEC.1073b.
1073b. PROOF
MUNICIPAL ORDINANCES
AND REGULAREGITLA- ordinances,
Proof of
of etc.
municipal
ORDINANCES AND
OF MUNICIPAL
PROOF OF
"SEC.
TIONS.—Municipal ordinances
regulations in force in the Disordinances and regulations
TIONs.-Municipal
trict
Columbia may be proved by producing in evidence
evidence a
a copy
trict of Columbia
secretary or an assistant secretary of the
thereof certified
certified by the secretary
Board
the District of Columbia, and such
of Commissioners
Commissioners of the
Board of
certified
adoption and
evidence of the due adoption
copy shall
shall be
be prima facie evidence
certified copy
promulgation
ordinances and regulations."
regulations."
promulgation of such ordinances
of
Administration
By striking out section 1160.
Ad-min
ktration
of
wife's
vwife's estate stricl:en
stricen
137
and inserting in lieu thereof:
section 1173 and
By
striking out
out section
out.
By striking
AND BEQUESTS.-A
1173. RENTTNCIATION
RENUNCIATION OF
"SEC.
SEC. 1173.
OF DEVISES
DEVLSES AND
REQUESTS.—A widow
IffidOW Revuniation
Ft°
et
Iinn
3I giiiin
n5of
Of ded
beqest
and
per- vie
share in the pershall be
be barred
barred of
of dower
dower in
in the
the land
land and
vises
and
be:nestaand share
of her
her right
right of
shall
amV
e
o
n
l
aal, p. 137e,
sonal estate
any such
such devise
bequest unless within six months amended. P
or bequest
devise or
by any
estate by
sonal
rEopmelleyzzloirPaeceteed
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By widow.
widow.
By

Effect of renunciaEffet
nuneiation.
tl o n

of
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estate she shall
shall
granted on her husband's estate
after administration
administration may be granted
probate court a
a written renunciation
renunciation to the following effect:
in the
the probate
file in

'I, A. B., widow
'I,
widow of ---

, late of --,

, deceased, do hereby re-

claim to any devise or bequest
bequest made to me by the
nounce and quit all claim
last will
will of
my husband exhibited
according to law; and II
exhibited and proved according
of my
last
elect
estate of
m lieu thereof my dower and legal share of the estate
take m
elect to take
my
should
If, during
during said period of six months, aasuit should
said husband.'
husband.' If,
my said
be
construe the
period of six
the will of her husband, the period
to construe
be instituted to
months
•filing of
commence to run
such renunciation
renunciation shall commence
of such
months for the filing
appeal
from the date when such suit shall be finally determined, by appeal
or otherwise.
"By
all devises
devises and
bequests, made
" By renouncing
renouncing all
all claim
claim to
to any
any and
and all
and bequests,
made

to her by the will of her husband,
husband, she shall be entitled, in addition to
her
dower, to
to the
share of his personal
personal property, which
the distributive share
her dower,
she would have taken had he died intestate,
intestate, and, except
except in cases
cases of
valid antenuptial
antenuptial or postnuptial
postnuptial agreements, this provision
provision for the
effect (without formal renunciation)
renunciation) to cases
cases
apply with the effect
wife shall apply
husband has made
made no devise or bequest
bequest to his wife.
the husband
where the

"By renouncing,
renouncing, within
within the period above prescribed, all claim
claim to
any
bequests, made to him by the will of his wife,
wife,
any and all devises or bequests,
the
the distributive
distributive share in her personal
personal
husband shall be entitled to the
the husband
property
taken had she died intestate,
intestate, and,
property which he would have taken
antenuptial or postnuptial
except
postnuptial agreements,
agreements, this
except m cases of valid antenuptial
provision for the husband
apply with like effect (without formal
husband shall apply
renunciation)
where the
the wife
wife has
made no devise or bequest
bequest
has made
to cases
cases where
renunciation) to
to
her
husband."
to
her
husband."
Interest on
n express
Amend section
1179 by
out the
(next to
to last
last
"ten" (next
word "ten"
the word
striking out
by striking
section 1179
contracts.
e re s Amend
corats
Vol. 31, p. 1377,
"eight."
aVol.el , p- 1377, line) and inserting "eight."
amended.
By
striking out
out section
section 1180
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
inserting in
1180 and
By striking
u sur
Rate y. and penalty
"
SEC. 1180.
1180. WHAT
W HAT is
usuity.—If any
corporation shall
person or corporation
any person
is Usu8Y.-If
"SEC.
Rate'and
modified.
Vol . 31 , p. 1377
1377, contract
contract in the District, verbally,
verbally, to pay
pay aa greater
greater rate
rate of interest
interest
moified
amended.
centum per annum,
contract, in
in writing,
writing ' to
'
amended.
than 6
6 per
per centum
annum, or
or shall
shall contract,
to pay
pay a
a
greater rate
rate than
per centum
the creditor
shall forfeit
forfeit
creditor shall
per annum,
annum, the
8 per
centum per
than 8
greater
Proviso. oaning
the whole
whole of
of the
so contracted
to be
be received:
That
Provided, That
received: Provided,
contracted to
the interest
interest so
oaning reu- the
Mon'ey
Money l
regu- nothing in this chapter contained
lations not
not affected.
affected.
contained shall be held to repeal or affect the
Vol. 37, P. 657.
ol. 37, 67.
Act
Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved February
February 4,
4, 1913,
1913, relating
relating to the
the business
of
loanin money
security." (Thirty-seventh
Statutes, part
part 1,
1,
(Thirty-seventh Statutes,
of loaning
money on security."
pate 657.
page
657.)
T.andlord and tenant,
By
out section
1233 and
lieu thereof:
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
thereof:
By striking out
section 1233
andlord
and ten
Undertaking on 3Par"SEC.
ON APPEAL.—In
APPEAL.-In case
Undertaking
gi
sEc. 1233.
1233. UNDERTAKING
UNDERTAKING ON
case of
of an
appeal by
an appeal
by
peal.
Vol.
p.
1333,
th e defendant
defend ant his
his undertaking,
in order
ord erto
to operate
op erate as
as aasupersedeas,
supersedeas,
vol. 31,
13,
the
undertaking,
31, p.
in
amended.
Municipal
courts,thbe an
undertaking, with
with. one
more sureties
sureties approved
approved by the
the
or more
one or
b- shall
shall be
an undertaking,
Muandcipalcourts
stituted.
court, to abide by and pay the judgment
stituted.
judgment rendered,
rendered, if it
it shall
shall be
affirmed, together
together with
appeal, and to pay
affirmed,
with the
the costs
costs of the
the appeal,
pay all
all intervening
compensation for
for the use
the leased
leased property
property and compensation
vening damages
damages to the
and
occupation thereof,
the date
date of
of the
judgment of
municiand occupation
thereof, from
from the
the judgment
of the
the municipal
court to
date of
of its
and in
said undertaking
undertaking the
the
affirmance; and
in said
to the
the date
its affirmance;
pal court
said
defendant and his
his surety
surety or
or sureties,
sureties, the
the latter submitting themsaid defendant
selves
the court, shall agree
agree that if the
the judgto the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
selves to
ment
affirmed judgment
judgment may
may be
rendered against
against them
by the
them by
the
be rendered
ment be
be affirmed
appellate court
of the
the judgment
judgment so
affirmed and
and the
so affirmed
the
court for
for the
the amount
amount of
appellate
intervening
damages, compensation,
and costs
costs aforesaid."
aforesaid."
intervening damages,
compensation, and
e ns .
Liens.
Li
By striking
B
section 1262 and
lieu thereof:
thereof :
striking out section
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
Liverymen.
EC. 1262.
1262. LITERYMAN.—It
shall be
for all
persons keeping
keeping
all persons
be lawful
lawful for
LrVERYMAN.-It shall
"SEC.
Vol.
31, p.
p. 1388.
8.
ol. 31,
or
within the District,
agreeor boarding
boarding any
any animals
animals at
at livery
livery within
District, under any
any agreement with
with the
the owner
owner thereof,
to detain
detain such
animals until
until all
all charges
ment
thereof, to
such animals
charges
under
the care,
board of
of such
such animals
animals
priao.
under such
such agreement
agreement for
for the
care, keep,
keep, or
or board
Prori*o.
Notice
owner.
have been
been paid:
paid: Provided,
That notice
notice in
in writing
writing shall
shall
Notice to owner.
shall have
Provided, however, That
given to such owner
owner in
known place
place of
of
first be given
in person
person or at his
his last
last known
By
husband.
By husband.
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residence of
of the
the amount
of such
such charges
and the
to detain
detain
intention to
the intention
charges and
amount of
residence

Motor
Motor

ful possession
after giving
notice similar
to that
provided
that provided
similar to
giving a
a notice
thereof, after
possession thereof,
ful

Enforcement in
in
Enforcement

ages.
such animal
animals until
such charges
charges shall
Garage ages.
paid. Garage
be paid.
shall be
until such
or animals
animal or
such
keepers shall
shall also
have aa lien
lien for
for their
for storage,
repairs,
storage, repairs,
charges for
their charges
also have
keepers
andi supplies
supplies of
of or
or concerning
concerning motor
motor vehicles,
charges are
are
such charges
when such
vehicles, when
and
incurred
by an
owner or
or conditional
vendee of
such motor
vehicles,
motor vehicles,
of such
conditional vendee
an owner
incurred by
and
may detain
detain such
such motor
motor vehicles
vehicles at
any time
time they
they may
lawhave lawmay have
at any
and may

vehicle

gargar-

for
are not
not paid
paid in
in thirty
thirty days
days said
said lien
lien eqVity
charges are
If said
said charges
for liverymen.
liverymen. If
Vol. 31, p. 1388.
Negotiable
instruNegotiable
may
the manner
section 1264."
1264.
m section
provided in
manner provided
in the
enforced in
be enforced
may be
ments.
By
section 1422
1422 and
inserting in
lieu thereof:
By striking
striking out
out section
and inserting
in lieu
thereof:
ments.
Protests.
Vol. 31,
31, p.
p. 1407,
1407,
"
SEC. 1422.
1422. PROTEST
PROTEST ON
ON OTHER
THAN FOREIGN
FOREIGN Vol.
INSTRUMENTS THAN
OTHER INSTRUMENTS
"SEC.
amended.
BELLS.—Where
negotiable instrument
has been
it amended.
dishonored it
been dishonored
instrument has
any negotiable
BILLS.--Where any
may be
nonacceptioace or
nonpayment, as
as the
the case
may
case may
or nonpayment,
for nonacceptance
protested for
be protested
may
be; but
protest is
is not
except in
bills of
of
of foreign
foreign bills
case of
in the
the case
required except
not required
but protest
be;
exchange.
exchange.
Acceptance of
of origiorigi
nal protest as evidence.
"The original
notary public,
official nalprotestaseidence.
and oficial
his hand
hand and
under his
public, under
of a
a notary
protest of
original protest
"The
seal,
check, or
order for
or nonnonnonacceptance or
for nonacceptance
or order
of exchaiTe,
exchange, check,
any bill
bill of
seal, of
of any
payment,
or of
of any
any promissory
note for
for nonpayment,
nonpayment, stating
the preprestating the
promissory,note
payment, or
sentment
by him
of exchange,
order, or
or promissory
promissory
check, order,
exchange, check,
bill of
such bill
him of
of such
sentment by
note
payment and
and the nonacceptance
nonacceptance or nonpayor payment
acceptance or
for acceptance
note for
ment
and the
of notice
notice thereof
thereof on
the parties
on any of the
service of
the service
thereof, and
ment thereof,
to
of exchange,
note, or
or check,
check, and
and the
of
mode of
the mode
promissory note,
exchange, promissory
bill of
to such
such bill
giving
notice, and
reputed place
place of
of business
business or
residence of
of
or residence
the reputed
and the
such notice,
giving such
the
party to
same was
given shall
evidence Procedure.
rocedure.
prima facie
facie evidence
was given
shall be
be prima
to whom
whom the
the same
the party
Vol. 31, p. 1419; V
Vol.
3 p. 1419; ol.
ol.544.
of
the facts
contained."
therein contained."
of the
facts therein
32, p.
New
sections.
Insert
immediately
after
section
1535
a
new
section
as
follows:
section.
2
Insert immediately after section 1535 a new section as follows:
in part.
part.
"SEC. 1535a.
or in
equity the
de- Judgments
Judgmentsin
the dein equity
at law
law or
action at
any action
in any
Whenever in
1535a. Whenever
"SEC.
fendant
admits
a
part
of
the
cause
of
action,
a
final
judgment
or
defendant admits a part of the cause of action, a final judgment or decree
may be
such part,
part, and the plaintiff may prosecute
for such
entered for
be entered
cree may
the
remainder of
of his
his claim
in the
same suit
suit and
sustains his
(if he sustains
and (if
the same
claim in
the remainder
claim for
for such
such remainder) may have a
afurther final
final judgment or declaim
cree
therefor."
cree therefor."
Insert immediately
immediately after
after section
section 1535a
two new
sections as
follows: Transfer
Transferfrom
as follows:
new sections
1535a two
Insert
from law to
equity and vice
vice versa.
versa.
VERSA.- equityand
VICE VERSA.—
OR VICE
EQUITY
"SEC. 1535b.
1535b. TRANSFER
LAW TO
TO E
QUITY OR
FROM LAW
TRANSFER FROM
"SEC.
Authority of judge.
In
any
case
where
it
shall
appear
that
an
action
at
law
should
have
of judge
horit
In any case where it shall appear that an action at law should have
been
brought in
equity, or
or a
suit in
in equity
should have
have been brought
brought
equity should
a .suit
in equity,
been brought
at
law, the
the judge
judge presiding
in the
the special term, circuit or equity, as
presiding in
at law,
the
case may
be, shall
transferred to such other
case to be transferred
order such case
shall order
may be,
the case
special
whereupon such
such amendments
made
shall be made
amendments shall
accordingly, whereupon
term accordingly,
special term
conform to the Testimony to stand.
them conform
make them
necessary to
in the
the pleadings
pleadings as
as may
may be
he necessary
to make
in
proper
before such transfer, if preAll testimony taken before
practice. All
proper practice.
served,
shall stand
as testimony
testimony in
the cause.
cause.
stand as
in the
Eqitable defenses
served, shall
Equitable
law.
at law.
admitted at
"
SEC. 1535c.
1535c. EQUITABLE
DEFENSES AT
LAW.—Ifl all
all actions at law admitted
AT LAW.-In
EQUrrABLE DEFENSES
"SEC.
equitable
defenses may
may be
interposed by
by plea
plea or
replication."
equitable defenses
be interposed
or replication."
uits on
on lost instruSuits
ments at law.
SEC. 1535d.
LOST INSTRUMENTS.-NO
INSTRUMENTS.—No suit at law founded mentsatlaw.
ON LOST
SUITrrs ON
1535d. Surrs
SEC.
upon
be dismissed
the suit
suit Bond
shall be
dismissed on
on the
the ground
ground that
that the
requied.
upon aalost
lost instrument
instrument shall
Bond required.
should
been brought
brought in equity,
but aasimilar bond or undertakequity but
have been
should have
ing
shall be
be given
condition precedent
precedent
as a
a condition
given as
in equity
equity shall
that required
required in
ing to
to that
totouIdgment.
judgment.
,
Act effective in
in 30
30
days.
rve onSEC.
EC. 2.
That this
shall not
not take
take effect
effect until
expiration of
of days.
the expiration
until the
this Act shall
2. That
=
service conthirty
service tinserv
the term of service
days from its
its approval, and shall not affect the
thirty days
of
who are already drawn and in attendance, or who may,
of jurors
jurors who
accepted for service
within
said period of
drawn and accepted
thirty days, be drawn
of thirty
witin said
in
Columbia, the police court of
District of
of Columbia,
of the
the District
Supreme Court of
in the Supreme
of Columbia, or the juvenile court of the District of
the District of
Columbia.
Approved, April 19, 1920.
44281°-21--38
44281°-21-38
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CHAP.
CHAP. 1
154.-An
54.—An Act
Act To
To amend
amend certain
certain sections
sections of
of the Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
approved
17, 1916.
1916.
July 17,
approved July

Be
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
Federal Farm Loan
paragraph
Act Amendments, o States
491 America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the seventh
seventh paragraph
in Congress
America in
States of
AcFAmendments.
of section
section 3
be amended
amended by
adding after
after the
the word
word "Act"
"Act" the
the words
words
of
3 be
by adding
Deputy
registrars
authorized.
may apa
s
oint a
registrar who shall during the unavoidable
a deputy
deputy registrar
appoint
and may
" and
eautyh registrars "
absence
ability of
of the
registrar perform
the duties
duties of
of that
that
the registrar
perform the
absence or
or disability
office"
and also
sixth line
of said
said
"registrars," in
in the
the sixth
line of
also by
by adding
adding after
after "registrars,"
office" and
paragraph
words "deputy
so that
as
the words
"deputy registrars,"
registrars," so
that the
the paragraph
paragraph as
paragraph the
amended
will read:
read:
amended will
-Farm loan
registrars.
" The Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Board shall
appoint a
farm loan
loan registrar
registrar
shall appoint
a farm
Loan Board
"The
.Farm
loan361,amendreistrars
,aamendo-i
Vol. 39,
39, p. 36i,
ed.
ed.
in
each land
issues of
in each
land bank
bank district
district to
to receive
receive applications
applications for
for issues
of farm
farm
loan
and to
perform such
are prescribed
by
as are
prescribed by
other services
services as
to perform
such other
loan bonds
bonds and
Deputy registrars.
this Act,
Act, and
appoint a
registrar who
shall during
during the
this
and may
may appoint
a deputy
deputy registrar
who shall
the
unavoidable
or disability
the registrar
registrar perform
perform the
the duties
duties
absence or
disability of
of the
unavoidable absence
Appraisers and exaApprsers
and ex- of that office. It
aminers.
It shall also appoint one or more land bank appraisers
appraisers
for each
each land
land bank
bank district
district and
land bank
bank examiners
as it
it
for
and as
as many
many land
examiners as
Other employments
deputy registrars,
registrars, land
restricted,
shall deem
necessary. Farm
Farm loan
loan registrars,
registrars, deputy
deem necessary.
ents. shall
resriemploym
bank
appraisers and
and land
land bank
examiners appointed
under this
this secsecappointed under
bank appraisers,
bank examiners
tion shall
officials and
and shall,
during their
their continuance
continuance in
in
shall be
be public
public officials
shall, during
tion
office, have
no connection
with or
or interest
in any
institution,
interest in
any other
other institution,
office,
have no
connection with
association or
engaged in
banking or
or in
n the
the business
business of
association,
or partnership
partnership engaged
in banking
of
Proviso.
mortgage loans
or selling
selling land
mortgages:
Provided,
Temporary
land mortgage
i
Provided,
loans or
land mortgages:
employ- making
making land
Temporary employees.
That
this limitation
limitation shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
persons employed
the
That this
to persons
employed by
by the
board
to do
work."
board temporarily
temporarily to
do special
special work."
Appraisal of lands.
SEC.
That the
the first paragraph
section 10
10 be
be amended
read
SEC. 2.
2. That
paragraph of section
amended to read
as
follows:
as
follows:
Action ofl
oal om "That
That whenever
whenever an
application for
for a
amortgage
mortgage loan
is made
gh
through
made throu
loan is
an application
loan coons
mition
mittee
lloans.
onofppplictions.
for
i
onalf
arm l
oan assoc
i
ati
on, the
loan committee
provided for
for in
m
association,
the loan
committee provided
amend- a
a nat
national
farm
loan
fVol39p
39, amendVol. 39, p. 369,
section 7
7 of this
ed.
this Act,
forthwith make, or
Act shall forthwith
or cause
cause to
be made,
made, such
such
to be
Vol. 39, p. 366.
Appraisal of lands.

mi

on a p p ii

fi ons

investigation
necessary as to the character and
investigation as it may deem necessary

Vol. 39, p.366.

solvency of
the applicant,
sufficiency of
of the
the security
solvency
of the
applicant, and
and the
the sufficiency
security offered,
offered,
and
cause written
written report
report to
to be
of the
result of
of such
and cause
be made
made of
the result
such investigainvestigation, and
shall, if
if it
in such
report, approve
the same
in
tion,
and shall,
it concurs
concurs in
such report,
approve the
same in
Approval.
writing. No
No loan
shall be
made unless
Approva,
writing.
loan shall
be made
unless the
the report
report is
is favorable,
favorable, and
and
Submission to
t land
l d the
is unanimous
its approval
approval thereof.
thereof.
in its
committee is
unanimous in
the loan
loan committee
Submission
bank.
"The
required
paragraph shall
bank.
"The written report req_
uired in the preceding
preceding paragraph
shall be
be
submitted to
the Federal
land bank,
bank, together
together with
with the
the application
submitted
to the
Federalland
application
for the
the loan,
loan, and
the directors
of said
said land
land bank
shall examine
said
for
and the
directors of
bank shall
examine said
written report
report when
pass on
on the
the loan
loan application
application which
which it
it
written
when they
they pass
accompanies,
but
they
shall
not
be
bound
by
said
appraisal."
of
land
accompanies,
but
they
shall
not
be
bound
by
said
appraisal."
Powers
Powers of land assnciations.
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That the
third paragraph
paragraph of
of section
SEC.
the third
section 11
11 be
nations.
be amended
amended to
to read
read
o

an

as
follows:
as follows:
"Third.
To fix
fix reasonable
reasonable initial
charges to
to be
be made
"
Third. To
initial charges
made against
against appliappliso
er'o
Pro 'so.
cants
loans and
and to
order to
meet the
the necessary
necessary excants for
for loans
to borrowers
borrowers in
in order
to
meet
exLi mit
penses
Limit..
penses of
of the
the association:
association: Provided,
Provided, That
such charges
shall not
not
That such
charges shall
exceed
to be
be fixed
fixed by
Farm Loan
Board, and
shall in
in no
exceed amounts
amounts to
by the
the Farm
Loan Board,
and shall
no
I'roperty ownership. case
case exceed
per centum
centum of
of the
the amount
amount of
applied for;
to
Jroperownership.
exceed 11per
of the
the loan
loan applied
for; to
acquire and
dispose of
of property,
real and
personal, that
may be
be
acquire
and dispose
property, real
and personal,
that may
necessary
or convenient
the transaction
of its
its business."
business."
Lnan retrictions.
necessary or
convenient for
for the
transaction of
Loan
restrictions.
Amortiztion 3 reAmortization
re.
SEC.
SEC. 4.
4. That
That section
section 12
12 of
of said
said Act
Act be
amended by
be amended
by striking
striking out
out in
in
uiremerntmodified.
the second provision the words "additional
"additional payments in
in sums
sums of
of $25,
quirement;
modified,
$25,
or
for the
the principal,
principal, or
or the
payor any
any multiple
multiple thereof
thereof for
the reduction
reduction of
of the
the payment
the entire
principal, may
may be
be made
made on
any regular
regular installment
ment of
of the
entire principal,
on any
installment
date,"
words 'the
mortgagor may,
date," and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the words
"the mortgagor
may,
upon any
installment date,
advance any
number
upon
any regular
regular installment
date, make
make in
in advance
any number
of
any portion
portion thereof
of the
the principal
principal of
his
of payments
payments or
or any
thereof on
on account
account of
of his
loan
provided by
loan as
as provided
his contract
or pay
principal of
by his
contract or
pay the
the entire
entire principal
of such
such
loan," so
that the
will read:
read:
loan,"
so that
the provision
provision as
as amended
amended will
charges

To fii x charges.
To
p.370,
amendVol. 39, p.
370, amend-

oil.

,
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Cu.
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CH. 154.

1920.
1920.
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Amortization
a
ree
ag
"Every
such mortgage
shall contain
contain an
an agreement
agreement providing
providing for
for ment
Amotiation
"Every such
mortgage shall
required. greeT
Vol.
39,
p.
370,
amendthe
repayment of
loan on
an amortization
amortization plan
plan by
by means
of a
a vol.39,p.37ao,aendthe repayment
of the
the loan
on an
means of
ed.
fixed number
number of
of annual
annual or
or semiannual
semiannual installments
installments sufficient
sufficient to
to cover,
fixed
cover, ed '
first,
exceeding the
the interest
interest rate
first, a
a charge
charge on
on the
the loan
loan at
at aarate
rate not
not exceeding
rate in
in
the last
series of
farm-loan bonds
by the
land bank
bank making
the
the
last series
of farm-loan
bonds issued
issued by
the land
making the
loan;
and profits
profits at
not
at aa rate
rate not
charge for
for administration
administration and
loan; second,
second, aa charge
exceeding 1
the unpaid
principal, said
said
on the
unpaid principal,
exceeding
1 per
per centum
centum per
per annum
annum on
two rates
combined constituting
the interest
interest rate
constituting the
rate on
on the
the mortgage;
mortgage;
two
rates combined
and,
amounts to
the principal
as will
extinwill extinand, third,
third, such
such amounts
to be
be applied
applied on
on the
principal as
guish the
the debt
debt within
an agreed
not less
less than
than five
guish
within an
agreed period,
period, not
five years
years nor
nor
more than
That after
from the
date Provisos.
proios.
after five
five years
years from
the date
more
than forty
forty years:
years: Provided,
Provided,That
Advance ppayments
y
upon which
loan is
is made
made the
the mortgagor
any regular
regular not
ments
nolimi
upon
which a
a loan
mortgagor may,
may, upon
upon any
limited.
installment date,
make, in
in advance
number of
any
advance, any
any number
of payments
payments or
or any
installment
date, make,
portion thereof
thereof on
on account
of the
the principal
principal of
loan as
as provided
provided by
by
of his
his loan
portion
account of
contract or
principal of such
such loan, under the rules
his contract
or pay
pay the entire principal
and
regulations of
Federal Farm
Board: And
provided furAnd prvidedfurand regulations
of the
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Board:
Determination
of inther
the first
first issues
issues of
by any
any land
land bank
bank terest
bonds by
Determinatio of
inther,'That
That before
before the
of farm-loan
farm-loan bonds
r es rate.
the
interest
rate
on
mortgages
may
be
determined
in
the
discretion
rte
the interest rate on mortgages may be determined in the discretion t
of said
said land
land bank,
subject to
to the
limitations of
of this
and limitations
the provisions
provisions and
of
bank, subject
Act."
Act."
debts speispedAnd that
provision in
in said
section be
be amended
amended by
said section
by fieEd.xistin
Existinggdebts
And
that the
the fourth
fourth provision
striking out
out in
in subdivision
and
the word "mortgaged"
"mortgaged " and
(d) all after the
striking
subdivision (d)
inserting
"incurred for
agricultural lourpurthe words
words "incurred
for agricultural
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof the
poses,
to the organization of the first Farm Loan
or incurred
incurred prior to
poses, or
Association
in and
and for
for the
county in
in which
which the
is
established in
the county
the land
land is
Association established
situated," so
so that
provision as
as amended
amended will
will read:
situated,"
that the
the provision
Purposes of
of loans.
"Fourth. Such
loans maybe
may be made
for the
following purposes
and Purposes
loans.
purposes and
"Fourth.
Such loans
made for
the following
for no
no other.
other.
Purchase of
of land.
"(a) To
provide for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
for agricultural
agricultural uses.
uses.
land.
Purchase
of land
land for
To provide
"(a)
li v e
Equipment, live
"(b)
To provide
purchase of
fertilizers, and
and stock,
Eqjuipment,
of equipment,
equipment, fertilizers,
"(b) To
provide for
for the
the purchase
etc.
live
stock
necessary
for
the
proper
and
reasonable
operation
of
the
live stock necessary for the proper and reasonable operation of the s
et
mortgaged farm; the term 'equipment'
'
equipment' to be defined
defined by the Federal
Farm Loan Board.
etc.
Improvement, etc.
"(c) To
"(c)
To provide buildings and for the improvement of farm lands; Improvement,
'improvement' to be defined by the Federal Farm Loan
the term 'improvement'
Board.
Payment of
of prior
prior
Payment
"(d) To liquidate indebtedness
"(d)
indebtedness of the owner of the land mort- debts.
gaged incurred for agricultural
agricultural purposes, or incurred prior to the or- de
ganization of the first Farm Loan Association established
established in and for
for
ganization
the
the land
is situated."
the county in which the
land is
situated."
Farm loan
SEC.
bond
out Farm
Ion bonds.
SEC. 5. That section 20 of said Act be amended
amended by striking out
Denominations
$25
and
$50,
in
line
2
of
paragraph
1,
and
inserting
in
lieu
thereof
modified.
$25 and $50, in line 2 of paragraph 1, and inserting m lieu thereof modified.
the
mserting after $1,000
$1,000 the words "and
the numeral
numeral $40, and
and also
also by inserting
"and
Farm Loan
Board may
such larger
larger denominations
denominations as
as the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Loan Board
may
authorize,"
that the
the paragraph
paragraph as
amended will
will read:
authorize," so
so that
as amended
read:
Denominations,
Denominations,
"SEC. 20.
20. That
bonds provided
for in
in this
Act shall
shall be
be issued
"SEC.
That bonds
provided for
this Act
issued in
in terms,
termos, etc.
etc.n
'
Vol_39,p.3Thamend"
Vol39,p.377amend$100, $500,
$500, $1,000,
$1,000, and
denominations of
$40, $100,
denominations
of $40,
and such
such larger
larger denomidenomi- ed.
Pot, p. 1362.
nations
as the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board
Board may
may authorize;
authorize; they
they shall
shall Post,
nations as
run for specified
minimum and maximum
subject to
payspecified minimum
maximum periods,
periods, subject
to payment
the option
option of
land bank,
at any
any time
time
ment and
and retirement,
retirement, at the
of the
the land
bank, at
after five years from the date of
of their issue. They shall have interest
interest
coupons attached, payable
payable semiannually, and shall be issued in
in
series of not less than $50,000, the amount and terms to be fixed by
Interest limit.
the Federal Farm Loan Board. They ,shall bear a
a rate of interest Interestlimit.
not to
per centum
annum .
'
not
to exceed
exceed 5
5 per
centum per
per annum."
l bons
Special
bondd proiproviparagraph of section
SEC.
S
EC. 6. That the last paragraph
section 21 of said Act be ,sions.
f
Additional
officers
s
Additions
amended
amended by inserting after the word "president"
"president" the words "or authorized.
vice president"
president" and by inserting after the word "secretary"
"secretary" the a
words "or
or assistant secretary"
"For the purpose
secretary" and also the words "For
purpose
of signing such bonds the board of directors of any
Federal land
any Federal
land
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SESS.
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1920.

bank
is authorized
authorized to
to select
president who need not be aa
select aa vice president
bank is
member of
board of
directors," and also
by striking out
out the
the words
also by
of directors,"
of the
the board
member
and shall"
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
thereof the
the words
words "such
"such bonds
bonds shall
lieu thereof
shall" and
""and
also," so
so that
paragraph as
as amended
amended will
will read:
read:
that the
the paragraph
also,"
usites
FormFo
requisites.
"Every
issued by
Federal land
bank shall
shall be
land bank
a Federal
by a
bond issued
farm-loan bond
"Every farm-loan
Vol. 39,p. 377amend377, amendVol.39,p.
ed.
by its
secretary
its secretary
attested by
signed
by its
president or
or vice
and attested
president and
vicethe
its president
signed by
president
Vice
ie president.
or assistant
For the purpose of signing
signing such bonds the
secretary. For
assistant secretary.
or
board of
of any
any Federal
land bank
bank is authorized
authorized to select a
a
Federalland
directors of
of directors
board
vice
president
who
need not
not be
be a
amember
member of
of the
the board
board of
of directors;
directors;
who
need
vice
president
Certificate by Farm
such bonds
bonds shall
also contain
contain in
thereof aacertificate
certificate signed
signed
face thereof
in the
the face
Loan Commissioner.
shall also
such
Commsionfer
Loan
under
by
the Farm
Farm Loan
Couunissioner to the effect
effect that it
it is issued under
Loan Commissioner
by the
the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act, has the approval in
of the
authority of
the authority
and
form
and issue
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Board, and
legal and
is legal
and is
Loan Board,
of the
issue of
form and
regular
that it
it is
not taxable
taxable by
National, State
State,
by National,
is not
all respects;
respects; that
in all
regular in
local authority;
municipal, or
authority; that it
it is issued against
against collateral
collateral
or local
municipal,
security of
of United
States Government
bonds, or indorsed
first
indorsed first
Government bonds,
United States
security
mortgages on farm lands, at least
least equal
equal in amount to the bonds
mortgages
issued;
and that
that all
land banks
ban:. are
payment
for the payment
liable for
are liable
all Federal
Federal land
issued; and
of each bond."
bond."
of
Approved, April 20,
20, 1920.
Approved,
April
21, 1920.
April 21,
920
[H. R. 11877.1
No. 183.]
183
[Public, No.
[Public,

Pearl River.
Pearl
Rankin
Madison and Ranldn
Madison
Counties, Misa,
Miss., may
Counties
bridge,
Meeks Ferry.
bridge, Meeks

Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34,
34, p. 84.
84.
Vol.
Amendment.
Amendment.

CHAP. 1155.—An
166.-An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to Madison
Ranldn
CHAP.
Madison and Rankin
Counties,
in the
the State
of Mississippi,
Mississippi, to
bridge across
across the
the Pearl
Pearl River
River beto construct
construct aabridge
State of
Counties, in
tween
Rankin Counties.
Counties.
tween Madison and Rankin

United
Be it
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
by the Senate and
it enacted by
Be
States
assembled, That the consent of Congress
Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in Congress
States of
is
granted to
to Madison
Madison and
and Rankin
MissisCounties, State of MissisRankin Counties,
hereby granted
is hereby
sippi,
successors and assigns,
assigns, to construct,
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
their successors
sippi, and their
operate a
abridge
bridge and
thereto across the Pearl River, at
approaches thereto
and approaches
operate
a
interests of navigation, one end of said bridge
a point suitable to the mterests
being in
in Madison
Madison County
County and
County, State of
other in Rankin County,
and the other
being
Mississippi,
at or
or near
accordance with
with the provisions
provisions
Meeks Ferry, in accordance
near Meeks
Mississippi, at
of
the Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
bridges
construction of bridges
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
over
navigable waters,"
approved March 23, 1906.
1906.
waters," approved
over navigable
SEC. 2. That
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
That the right to alter, amend,
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
21, 1920.
Approved, April 21,

0
1 1920.
April 221,
192 .
A.ril
111.
R. 12889.1
1841
184.1

CHAP. 158.—An
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
to the
the city
Youngstown,
city.of Youngstown,
Congress to
156.-An Act
CHAP.
Ohio, to
construct a
abridge
bridge across
across the Mahoning
near Division Street, in
Mahoning River, at or near
to construct
Ohio,
the city of Youngstown, Ohio.

Maboning
River.
River.
Mahoning
Youngstown,
Ohio,
Yourn,,,town,
Ohio,
Umay
may bridge,
DMbred, at Diision
sion Street.
str.

States of
Congress
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the consent
consent
Congress
Congress
States
itsofsuccessors
.
is hereby granted to the city of Youngstown,
Youngstown, Ohio, and its successors
and assigns,
assigns, to construct, maintain,
a bridge
and
maintain, and operate
operate a
bridge and apapa point suitable to
proaches
across the Mahoning
Mahoning River
River at a
to
proaches thereto across
the
interests of
of navigation,
at or
or near
the city of
Street, in the
Division Street,
near Division
navigation, at
the interests
Youngstown,
Mahoning, in the State of Ohio, in
county of Mahoning,
Youngstown, in the county
accordance with
provisions of
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate
the Act
the provisions
with the
accordance
approved March
the
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
waters," approved
March
navigable waters,"
construction of
the construction
23, 1906.
the right to
SEC. 2. That the
hereby
to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this
this Act is
is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
21, 1920.
April 21,
Approved, April

c No.
-[Publ[Public,
No.

Construction.
onlstrcti"n.
Vol.
34, p. 84.

Amendment.
Amendment.

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the United
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the
Be it

SIXTY-SIXTH
S
IXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.

S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
159.
SESS.
CHS. 158,
158,159.

573
573

1920.
1920.

CHAP.
section 600
CHAP. 158.-An
158.—An Act To amend section
Act approved
approved September
September 8,
8,
600 of
of the
the Act
1916, entitled
entitled "An
to increase
increase the revenue,
"An Act to
revenue, and
other purposes.
purposes."
and for
for other

April 23, 1920.
April23,1920.
[H. R. 12260.]
[Pi
i120.]
.
[Public,
185.1—
[Publie, No.
No. 185.]

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
Representatives of
the United
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the

Printing paper.
States of
America in
in Congress
That section
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
600 of
the Act
Act Vol.
section 600
of the
rnPting
Papend
39, p. 795,
amendapproved September
approved
entitled "An
to increase
the revereve- ed.
September 8,
8, 1916,
1916, entitled
"An Act
Act to
increase the
ed.

nue, and for other purposes,"
purposes," be
amended so as
as follows:
follows:
be amended
as to read
read as

"SEc. 600. That paragraph
paragraph 322,
"SEc.
322, schedule
schedule M,
M, and
and paragraph
567
paragraph 567
of the
entitled 'An
of
the free
free list
list of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
'An Act
Act to
to reduce
reduce tariff
and
tariff duties
duties and
to provide revenue for the
Government, and for
purposes,'
the Government,
for other
other purposes,'
approved October 3, 1913, be amended so
approved
read as
as
so that the
the same shall read
follows:
follows:Dut
"322. Printing paper
commercially known
known as
paper (other than paper commercially
as
handmade
handmade or machine
machine handmade, japan paper,
purer, and
imitation japan
japan
and imitation
paper
paper by whatever
whatever name known),
uncazed, sized,
suitable for
for
known), unsized,
sized, or glued,
glued, suitable
the printing
printing of books and newspapers,
newspapers, but not for covers
covers or bindings,
not specially
specially provided for
cents per
per
for in tbis
this section, valued
valued above 88cents
12 per
per centum
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
pound, 12
centum ad
Provided, however,
That if
if any
any
however, That
country, dependency,
country,
dependency, Province,
Province, or
or other
other subdivision
subdivision of
of government
government
shall impose
any export
export license
shall
impose any
export duty,
duty, export
license fee,
charge of
of any
any
fee, or
or other
other charge
kind whatsoever
(whether in
charge or
whatsoever (whether
in the form
form of
of additional
additional charge
or license
license
fee or otherwise) upon printing
pulp, or
or wood
wood for
use in
printing paper
paper,'wood
wood pulp,
for use
in
manufacture of wood
the manufacture
upon printing
wood pulp,
pulp, there
there shall
shall be
be imposed
imposed upon
printing
paper,, value above 8
paper
8 cents
cents per
per pound,
pound, when
when imported
imported either
either directly
directly
or indirectly
indirectly from such country, dependency,
or other
other
dependency, Province,
Province, or
subdivision
subdivision of government, an additional
additional duty equal
equal to
to the
the amount
amount
duty or
or other
other export
export charge
imposed by
by such
such
of the
the highest
highest export
export duty
charge imposed
dependency, Province,
Province, or other subdivision
country, dependency,
subdivision of government,
government,
upon either printing
printing paper
paper or
an amount
amount of
of wood
or upon
upon an
wood pulp
pulp or
or wood
wood
wood pulp
manufacture such
such
for use in the
the manufacture
manufacture of wood
pulp necessary
necessary to
to manufacture
printing paperFree
paper.
printing
(other than
commercially known
"567. Priting
Printing paper
paper (other
than paper
paper commercially
known as
as
handmade
handmade paper, japan
handmade or machine handmade
japan.paper
paper, and
and imitation
japan
whatever name
name !mown),
known), um
japan paper
paper by whatever
wed' sized,
glued,
unsized,
sized, or glued,
suitable for
printing of
of books
books and
and newspapers,
not for
covers or
or
suitable
for printing
newspapers, but
but not
for covers
bindings, not especially
provided for in this section, valued at not
especially provided
not
above 88 cents per pound, decalcomania
paper not
decalcomania paper
not printed."
printed."
SEC.
expire by
S
EC. 2. That this Act
.Act shall
shall expire
by limitation
limitation at
at the
the end
end of
of two
two
years from the
passage and
and section
section 600
the Act
the date
date of its
its passage,
600 of
of the
Act approved
approved
September 8, 1916, entitled "An
"An Act to increase
increase the revenue, and
and
for other purposes,"
purposes," as in effect prior to the passage
passage of this Act, shall
its stead.
stead.
again become operative
operative in
in its
Approved, April 23, 1920
1920

CHAP.
159.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 159.—Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
of War
to turn
turn over
over
the Secretary
Secretary of
War to
distributors or
or users
users a
to agricultural fertilizer distributors
of nitrate
soda.
a supply
supply of
nitrate of
of soda.

Tariff provisions
Tarif
provisions
amended.
amended.
Vol.
38, pp.
pp. 144,
180.
Vol. 38,
144, 160.

on

Duty on.
Vol. 34,p. 144,amended.

voil.,p.T44,amend-

ed.

Minimum
value inm1 value
incrnm"
creased.
Proviso.
Countervailing duty
duty
if export duty, etc.,
duty,
imposed on
paperetc.,
or
pulp.

Contaiing

ii expor
pup.

Free lst.
list.
Vol.38, p.160,amendVol.38,p.160,amend-

ed.
ed

Maximum value n.

Maximum value increased.
To expire
1

yeas.
years.

'e

in

two

n two

April 23, 1920.

[S.?
[S. J..Res.
Res.s10.
180.)
[Pub.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 39.1
39.l

Resolved by the Senate and
of the
the United
United Nitrate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Nitrate of soda.
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That in
States
Congress assemb,
to meet
meet the
the Sale from Army
in order
order to
reArmy re.
existing emergency
shortage of fertilizers the Secretary
existing
emergency in the shortage
Secretary of
of iserve
t fertilizer
serve
War is hereby authorized
shortage.
authorized to sell for cash at the prevailing
prevailing market
market stage.
prce, at the time of the sale thereof,
price,
thereof, to such distributors
distributors or users
users
thereof,
shall request
thereof, in the United States, as shall
request the same, and in such
such
hundred
quantity to each, not less than one ton nor more than one hundred
tons to any purchaser,
fit, not to exceed
purchaser, as he shall see fit,
exceed in the aggrea
gate one hundred thousand tons of nitrate
nitrate of soda, now held as
as a
Department, the proceeds
proceeds of such sale to Ese
"pof proceeds.
reserve supply of the War Department,
current appropriations
originally Proviso.
be repaid to the proper item of the current
appropriations originally
pro.
made for such
such purposes:
Provided,
thee Secretary of
purposes; Pr
ovided, That
Th atth
shall Report
of War
War sha
Reprt to
ngrs.
to Congress.
report to Congress not later than December
December 6, 1920,
1920, the names of all
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purchasers of said nitrate of soda, together
together with the prices
prices for
for which
which
sold.
Approved, April 23, 1920.
April 24, 1920.

ApIl

lS.]j
(Public, No. 186.)

CHAP.
180. — An Act To authorize the construction
of a
Missouri
CHAP.
r.
160.-An
construction of
a bridge across the Missouri
River near
near Kansas City.

Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
St tes of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Valley
valley States
of America
Congress assembled,
the Missouri
Missouri Valley
srge ad IronCorn- Bridge and Iron Company, a
a corporation organized
organized under the
the laws
laws
nsasCity,
Maw
City, Mo.
mo.
Kansas, its
be, and
are hereby,
of the State of Kansas,
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, be,
and are
hereby,
Miaor River

uValley
River.
Mismui
Missouri
Missori
Bridyge and
f'^
;mit

Construction.

VoL 34, p.
VOL
p. 84.

Amendment.
Amendment

a

authorized to construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
highway, trolley,
authorized
a highway,
and railroad bridge and approaches
thereto across
Missouri River
River
approaches thereto
across the
the Missouri
a point suitable to the interests
at a
mterests of navigation between the Chicago,
Milwaukee
Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railway
Railway Bridge and the mouth
mouth of the
Big
theBig
Blue River, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An
"An
Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable waters,"
waters,"
approved
March 23, 1906.
approved March

SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
&a.
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby
this Act
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, April 24, 1920.
1920.
Approved,

I
April
24,
1920.
CHAP. 161.—An
appropriations for
for the
the service
the Post
Office
[ .R
11578.9
CHAP.
161.-An Act Making
Making appropriations
service of
of the
Post Office
Department for the fiscal year ending
ending June 30, 1921,
1921, and
[Public, No. 187.1
and for
for other
other purposes.

(Public, No. 187.)

serviceappro.
Postal service
appro-

priations.
P

ioL
Vol. 5, .p. 81..

p.

Post, p. 1045.

Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House of Representatives
States
of America
the following
be,
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
following sums
sums be,
and they are hereby,
hereby, appropriated
appropriated for
for the
the service
of the
the Post
Post Office
Office
service of
Department, in conformity
conformity with the Act of July 2, 1836, as follows:
follows:

Postmaster Geoneral.
General.
bigstp
g7ient

Equipment shops
shop s
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Post office inspectors.
Pot
office inspect-

OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
For
gas, electric
electric power
and light,
For gas,
power and
light, and
and the
the repair
repair of
of machinery,
machinery,
Office Department equipment
United States Post Office
equipment shops building,
$5 500.

OR sALAntEs
SALARIES OF POST-OFFICE
POST-OFFICE INSPECTORS:
INBPEOTORS: For salaries of fifteen
Fon
fifteen
inspectors in charge of divisions, at $3,000
$3,000 each;
each; thirty inspectors,
inspectors, at
at
$2,400 each; twenty inspectors, at $2,250 each; thirty-two inspectors,
inspectors,
at $2,100
$2,100 each; twenty inspectors,
inspectors, at $2,000 each; thirty inspectors,
at $1,900
ninety inspectors, at $1,800
$1,800 each; sixty inspectors,
$1,900 each; ninetyinspectors at
$1,700
$1,700 each; sixty inspectors
inspectors, at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; and seventy-eight
seventy-eight
inspectors, at $1,500 each;
all, including
inspectors,
each; in ;ill,
including increases
increases hereinafter
hereinafter provided, $931,500.
$931,500.
vided,
I'erdiem.
I'er diem.
allowance of inspectors in the field while actually
actually
For per diem allowance
traveling
traveling on official business away from their homes, their official
domiciles,
headquarters, at
the PostPostdomiciles, and their headquarters,
at a
a rate
rate to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
Provisos.
to exceed
$4 per
day: Provided,
PostTemporary
Temporary snowallow- master
master General,
General, not
not to
exceed $4
per day:
Provided, That
That the
the Postn-ce.
master General may, in his discretion, allow
per diem
diem
allow inspectors
inspectors per
while temporarily located at any place on business
business away
away from
from their
their
a period not exceeding twenty
homes or their designated
designated domiciles for a
consecutive
days at
any one
one place,
and make
rules and
and regulations
regulations
make rules
at any
place, and
consecutive days
Limit.
governing the foregoing provisions
provisions relating to per diem: And provided
governing
provided
further, That
further,
Ihat no per diem shall be paid
paid to
to inspectors
inspectors receiving
receiving annual
annual
salaries of $2,000
$2,000 or more, except the thirty-two
thirty-two inspectors
inspectors receiving
receiving
Clerks,
division head- $2,100
each, $363,500.
$363,500.
$2 100 each,
c ,rcos,.ivisionheadquarter.
For compensation
clerks at division headquarters,
fifteen, at
at
quarters.
For
compensation to clerks
headquarters, fifteen
$1,800 each; fifteen, at $1,600
$1,800
$1,600 each; twenty, at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each; thirty,
thirty,
at $1,200
$1 000 each; and twenty-five,
$1,200 each;
each; ten, at $1,000
twenty-five, at $900 each;
in all, including increases
hereinafter provided, $184,825.
increases hereinafter
$184,825.
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For traveling
expenses of
of inspectors
per diem
diem allowance,
allowance,
For
traveling expenses
inspectors without
without per

e
Traveling, etc., exTravelng, etc.,
penses.

inspectors
and expenses
expenses
and the
the chief
chief post-office
post-office inspector,
inspector, and
inspectors in
in charge,
charge, and
incurred
inspectors not
not covered
by per
per diem
unusual
incurred by
by inspectors
covered by
diem allowance,
allowance, unusual
and extraordinary
expenses necessarily
necessarily incurred
incurred for
maintenance by
by
for maintenance
and
extraordinary expenses
inspectors
over and
diem allowance
allowance while
while traveling
inspectors over
and above
above per
per diem
traveling on
on
official business
in connection
with the
service of
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
the postal
postal service
connection with
official
business in
for the
traveling expenses
expenses of
of four
four clerks
performing stenographic
stenographic
clerks performing
for
the traveling
and
clerical assistance
assistance to
to post-office
post-office inspectors
inspectors in
in the investigation
investigation of
and clerical
important
fraud cases,
$91,000.
important fraud
cases, $91,000.
elaneo
For
necessary miscellaneous
at division
For necessary
miscellaneous expenses
expenses at
division headquarters,
headquarters, Miscellaneous.
$7,500.
$7,500.
Rewards, etc.
For
,ii ent of
of rewards
the detection,
detection, arrest,
conviction Rewards etc.
arrest, and
and conviction
For pa
payment
rewards for
for the
Provisos.
of
ce burglars,
burglars, robbers,
and highwayrobbers: Provided,
of post-oh
post-office
robbers, and
highway mail
mail robbers:
Provided, Deathi
Death of offender.
offender.
That
may be
be paid,
paid, in
in the
the discretion
General,
Postmaster General,
discretion of
of the
the Postmaster
That rewards
rewards may
when
an offender
offender of
mentioned was
the act of comwas killed
killed in
in the
of the
the class
class mentioned
when an
mitting
the crime
in resisting
lawful arrest:
arrest: And
mitting the
crime or
or in
resisting lawful
And provided
providedfurther,
further, Securing InformaThat of
of the
amount herein
not to
$5,000 may
may be
be tion.
rm
tio.
to exceed.
exceed $5,000
herein appropriated
appropriated not
That
the amount
expended,
the discretion
discretion of
the Postmaster
General, for
for the
the purpose
purpose
of the
Postmaster General,
in the
expended, in
of securing
securing information
concerning violations
of the
laws and
the postal
postal laws
violations of
information concerning
of
for
services and
and information
information looking
looking toward
toward the
apprehension of
of
the apprehension
for services
criminals, $25,000.
criminals,
$25,000.
Special assistant
to
assistant to
Attorney General in
For
compensation of
of a
assistant to
General to
to postal
Attorney
General in
to the
the Attorney
Attorney General
For compensation
a special
special assistant
cases.
assist in
against the
United States
States arising
arising out
out of
of pstal cass.
assist
in the
the defense
defense of
of cases
cases against
the United
the transportation
and matters
and in other
other cases
cases and
the mails,
mails, and
the
transportation of the
affecting
the postal
$6,000.
affecting the
postal revenues,
revenues, $6,000.
Additional land,
Shops.
Equpment Shops.
purchase of
adjoining the Post Office Equipment
land adjoining
of land
of that tract of
For the purchase
Post, p. 623.
Department Mail
Equipment Shops
Shops Building
Building in
of Washingp
City of
Washingthe City
m the
Department
Mail Equipment
ton,
Department now
Office Department
now holds
holds an option,
option, From the Treasury.
ton, D.
D. C.,
C., on
on which
which the
the Post
Post Office
of any
the From the Treasury.
the
of $25,700
$25,700 is
hereby appropriated
any money
money in the
appropriated out
out of
the sum
sum of
is hereby
Treasury
not otherwise
Treasury not
otherwise appropnated,
appropiated, to
to be
be available
available immediately.
immediately.
Travel, etc.
Travel,
etc.
For travel and miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service, office
office
General, $1,000.
$1,000.
of the Postmaster General,
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE OF
THE FIRST ASSISTANT
GENERAL.
OFFICE
OF THE

First Assistant Postmaster
General.
master General.
Postmasters.
Postmasters.

increases hereinafter
compensation to postmasters,
hereinafter Poo.
postmasters, including increases
For compensation
Proviso.
provided, $40,300,000:
the office
office of
of a
apostpost- Actin,
Acting
$40,300,000: Provided,
provi(led,
Provided, That
That whenever
whenever the
postmaster
for vacancies.
vacant through
or removal,
removal, the
the for vacancies
through death, resignation,
resignation, or
master becomes vacant
postmaster
Postmaster General shall designate some person to act as postmaster
Postmaster
until a
regular appointment
appointment can be made by the President, and the
a regular
Postmaster General
for the
Post Office
Office
Postmaster
General shall
shall notify
notify the
the Auditor
Auditor for
the Post

Bond,
Bond, e
etc.

Department
Department of the change. The postmaster so appointed
appointed shall be
r
e
sponsible under his bond for the safekeeping
property
responsible
safekeeping of the public property
a
thereof until a
of the post office and the performance
performance of the duties thereof
regular postmaster
has been
been duly
&Ay appointed
appointed and
qualified and
and has
has
regular
postmaster has
and qualified
occurs from
from any
any
taken possession
possession of
of the
the office.
office. Whenever a
a vacancy
vacancy occurs
taken

regular postmaster
cause, the
the appointment
appointment of
of aaregular
postmaster shall be made
made without
without

unnecessary delay.
unnecessary
delay.
class
first and
second class
For compensation
to assistant
assistant postmasters
postmasters at first
and second
For
compensation to

appointRegular
ment to
to be
be promptly
promptly
men
made.
a

Assisnt postmatAssistant
postmastd second
ers,
that and
ers, fist
class offices.

post
offices five,
$4,000 each;
each; sixty-five, at not exexpost offices,
five, at not exceeding
exceeding $4,000
each; fifteen, at not
at
ceeding $3:000
$3,000 each;
not exceeding
exceeding $2,500 each; ten,
ten, at
$1,900 each;
not exceeding $2,000 each; twenty, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,900
seventy, at not exceeding $1,800 each; two hundred, at not exceedexceeding $1,600 each;
ing $1,700 each; two hundred and fifty, at not exceeding
two hundred
hundred and fifty, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,500 each; two hundred
hundred
and fifteen
fifteen, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,400
$1,400 each;
each; four hundred,
hundred, at not ex$1:300 each; six hundred
exceeding $1,200
$1,200
hundred and fifty,
fifty, at not exceeding
ceeding $1,300
each; six hundred, at not exceeding $1,100 each; three hundred and
each;
fifty, at not exceeding $1,000 each; fifty, at not exceeding
exceeding $900 each;
fifty,
including increases
fifty, at
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $800 each;
each; in
in all,
all, including
increases herein
herein-,-

second

o
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Employees,
and
first and
Employees, first
second
offices.
class offices.
second class
At
$3,200.
At 63,200.

At
$3,000.
At $3,000.
At
$2,700.
At $2,700.

2,00.
At $2,600.

At
S200.
At $2,500.

At
2,400.
At $2,400.

At
$2,20.
At $2,200.

At $2,000
$2,000

At $1,900.
$1^00.
At

At $1,700.
$1,700.
At

At
S1,600.
At $1,800.

1920.
1920.

assignment of
after provided,
provided, $5,672,125.
$5,672,125. And
the appointment
of
appointment and assignment
And the
after
assistant
fiscal
be so made during the fscal
shall be
hereunder shall
postmasters hereunder
assistant postmasters
year as
to involve
greater aggregate
expenditure than this sum.
aggregate expenditure
a greater
involve a
not to
as not
year
For compensation
clerks and
and employees
employees at first and second
second class
class
to clerks
compensation to
For
post
offices:
post offices:
Superintendents
superintendents of mails, superindelivery, superintendents
of delivery,
Superintendents of
tendents
of money
order, and
and superintendents
superintendents of registry, ten at not
not
money order,
tendents of
exceeding $3,200 each;
each;
exceeding
Auditors,
and superintendents
superintendents of mails, twenty at not exceeding
Auditors, and
$3,000 each;
each;
Assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of mails,
mails, superintendents
superintendents of delivery, and
Assistant
superintendents
of
mails,
thirty-five
not
exceeding $2,700 each;
not exceeding
at
thirty-five
mails,
of
superintendents
Assistant
of mails,
cashiers, superintenents
superintendents of
mails, cashiers,
superintendents of
Assistant superintendents
delivery,
superintendents of
mails, forty-five
forty-five at not exceeding
of mails,
and superintendents
delivery, and
$2,600
$2,600 each;
superintendents of
Assistant superintendents
cashiers, superintendents
mails, cashiers,
superintendents of mails,
Assistant
delivery,
superintendents
of
mails,
and
superintendents
of stations,
superintendents
and
mails,
of
delivery, superintendents
exceeding $2,500
$2,500 each;
fifty at not exceeding
Assistant
delivery, assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of delivery,
superintendents of
Assistant superintendents
mails,
assistant superintendents
of money
superinmoney order, assistant superinsuperintendents of
mails, assistant
stenogratendents
of
registry,
bookkeepers,
cashiers,
finance
clerks,
stenografinance
cashiers,
bookkeepers,
registry,
of
tendents
phers, superintendents
superintendents of
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of mails, superinof delivery,
phers,
tendents
of money
and superintendents
superintendents of registry, one hunorder, and
money order,
tendents of
dred
and fifty,
exceeding $2,400 each;
not exceeding
at not
fifty, at
dred and
Assistant superintenntnnts
superintendents of mails,
cashiers, chief
bookkeepers, cashiers,
mails, bookkeepers,
Assistant
superintendents
mailing
clerks,
chief
stamp
clerks,
superintendents
of
clerks,
finance
clerks,
stamp
chief
mailing clerks,
delivery,
superintendents of money order,
mails, superintendents
of mails,
superintendents of
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of
of registry,
and superintendents
superintendents of stations, two
registry, and
superintendents
hundred,
at not exceeding
exceeding $2,200 each;
hundred, at
Assistant
cashiers, assistant
superintendents of delivery,
delivery, assistant
assistant superintendents
Assistant cashiers,
superintendents of
mails, assistant
superintendents of money order,
assistant superintendents
of mails,
superintendents
assistant
bookkeepers, cashiers, exof registry, bookkeepers,
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
aminers
of
stations,
finance
clerks,
superintendents
of carriers, supersuperintendents
clerks,
aminers of stations, finance
intendents of
of delivery,
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents of mails, superintendents
intendents
money order,
order, superintendents
of registry,
registry, superintendents
superintendents of secondsecondsuperintendents of
money
class matter,
superintendents of staof inquiry, and superintendents
superintendents of
matter, superintendents
class
tions
four hundred,
hundred, at not exceeding $2,000
$2,000 each;
each;
tions, four
Assistant
cashiers, assistant
assistant superintendents
delivery, assistant
assistant
superintendents of delivery,
Assistant cashiers,
order,
money
of
superintendents
of
mails,
assistant
superintendents
superintendents
assistant
mails,
of
superintendents
assistant
superintendents of
of registry,
superintendents of staassistant superintendents
registry, assistant
assistant superintendents
tions, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
cashiers, chief mailing clerks, chief stamp clerks,
tions,
superintendents
stenographers, superintendents
examiners of
of stations,
stations, finance
finance clerks, stenographers,
examiners
of carriers,
carriers, superintendents
superintendents of
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of mails,
of delivery,
of
superintendents
superintendents of registry, supermoney order, superintendents
of money
superintendents of
intendents of
of second-class
second-class matter, and superintendents
superintendents of stations,
intendents
$1,800 each;
exceeding
three
thousand
three
hundred,
at
not
exceeding
each;
hundred,
three thousand three
assistant
Assistant
cashiers, assistant superintendents
superintendents of delivery, assistant
Assistant cashiers,
order,
money
superintendents
of
mails,
assistant
superintendents
of
money
order,
superintendents
assistant
mails,
of
superintendents
superintendents of
assistant
superintendents of registry, assistant superintendents
of
assistant superintendents
stations, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
chief mailing
mailing clerks,
clerks, chief stamp clerks,
cashiers, chief
stations,
stenographers, superintendents
examiners
of stations,
stations, finance
finance clerks, stenographers,
superintendents
examiners of
of carriers,
carriers, superintendents
superintendents of delivery, superintendents
superintendents of mails,
of
superintendents
of money
order, superintendents
superintendents of registry, superinsuperinmoney order,
superintendents of
superintendents of stations,
tendents of
of second-class
second-class matter,
matter, and superintendents
tendents
three
at not
exceeding $1,700 each;
not exceeding
hundred, at
three hundred,
Assistant
superintendents of delivery, assistant
assistant
cashiers, assistant superintendents
Assistant cashiers,
superintendents
of
mails,
assistant
superintendents of money order,
superintendents
assistant
mails,
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of registry, assistant superintendents
superintendents of
assistant
chief stamp
clerks,
stations,
bookkeepers,
cashiers,
chief
mailing
chief
cashiers,
stations, bookkeepers,
clerks, examiners
examiners of
stations, finance
finance clerks, foremen of crews, stenogof stations,
clerks,
raphers,
delivery,
carriers, superintendents of delivery,
of carriers,
superintendents of
raphers, superintendents
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superintendents
money order,
order, superinsuperinsuperintendents of mails, superintendents
superintendents of
of money
tendents of
superintendents of
second-class matter,
and
tendents
of registry, superintendents
of second-class
matter, and
superintendents of
of stations,
seven hundred,
hundred, at
at not
not
superintendents
stations, four
four thousand
thousand seven
exceeding
exceeding $1,600
$1,600 each;
each;
At
At 81,
$1,500.
Assistant cashiers,
assistant superintendents
delivery, assistant
assistant
Assistant
cashiers, assistant
superintendents of
of delivery,
superintendents of mails,
of money
order,
superintendents
mails, assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
money order,
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
registry, assistant
superintendents of
of
assistant
of registry,
assistant superintendents
stations,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
clerks, chief
stamp
stations, bookkeepers,
cashiers, chief
chief mailing
mailing clerks,
chief stamp
finance clerks,
stenogclerks, examiners of stations,
stations, finance
clerks, foremen
foremen of
of crews,
crews, stenographers,
carriers, superintendents
superintendents of
of delivery,
delivery,
raphers, superintendents
superintendents of carriers,
superintendents
superintendents of
money order,
order, superinsuperintendents of
of mails,
mails, superintendents
of money
superintendents of registry,
matter, and
tendents
registry, superintendents
superintendents of
of second-class
second-class matter,
and
superintendents
thousand two
hundred and
and forty,
superintendents of
of stations, one thousand
two hundred
forty, at
at
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 each;
not
each;
$1,400.
At $1,400.
Assistant cashiers, assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of delivery,
delivery, assistant
assistant
Assistant
superintendents
of mails,
of money
money order,
superintendents of
mails, assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
order,
superintendents of registry,
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
registry, assistant
of
stations,
stamp
stations, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
cashiers, chief
chief mailingmailing clerics,
clerks, chief stamp
clerics, examiners
examiners of stations, finance
foremen
clerks, special clerks,
finance clerks, foremen
of
superintendents of carriers, superintendents
superintendents
of crews,
crews, stenographers,
stenographers, superintendents
of delivery, superintendents
superintendents of
of mails,
mails, superintendents
superintendents of money order,
superintendents of registry, superintendents
superintendents of second-class
second-class matter,
superintendents
and superintendents
exceeding
superintendents of stations,
stations, four thousand,
thousand, at not exceeding
$1,400
$1,400 each;
each;
At $1,3011.
Assistant
of delivery,
delivery, assistant
assistant
Assistant cashiers,
cashiers, assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
t
superintendents of money
assistant superintendents
superintendents of mails,
mails,
superintendents
money order,
order, assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of registry,
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of
registry assistant
stations, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
clerks chief stamp
cashiers, chief
chief mailing
mailing clerks,
clerks, examiners
clerks, foremen
of crews,
crews, special
special
examiners of
of stations,
stations, finance
finance clerks,
foremen of
clerks, stenographers,
stenographers superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents of
of
of carriers,
carriers, superintendents
superintendents of money
money order,
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of
of mails, superintendents
superintendents of
second-class matter,
superintendents
of registry, superintendents
superintendents of second-class
and
stations, nine
at not
not exceeding
exceeding
and superintendents
superintendents of
of stations,
nine thousand,
thousand, at
$1,300
$1,300 each;
each;
At $1,200.
Assistant
assistant superintendents
of delivery,
assistant
Assistant cashiers,
cashiers, assistant
superintendents of
delivery, assistant
$
superintendents
of money
money order,
order,
superintendents of mails, assistant superintendents
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
superintendents of registry, assistant
superintendents of
of
assistant
assistant superintendents
stations, bookkeepers,
finance clerks, forebookkeepers, chief stamp clerks, clerks,
clerks, finance
superintendents of carriers,
men of crews, stenographers, superintendents
carriers, superintendents of second-class matter, and superintendents
superintendents of
stations,
tendents
of stations,
nineteen
at not
exceeding $1,200
$1,200 each;
each;
nineteen thousand,
thousand, at
not exceeding
At $1,100.
Assistant
Assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of stations,
stations, clerks,
clerks, stenographers,
stenographers, supersuper- At
1
intendents of carriers, superintendents
superintendents of second-class
second-class matter, and
and
superintendents of stations, four thousand
superintendents
thousand one hundred, at
not
at not
exceeding $1,100
each;
exceeding
$1,100 each;
AtO
At $1,001
superintendents of stations, clerks, clerks
in charge
Assistant superintendents
clerks in
charge of
of
stations, stenographers,
superintendents
stenographers, superintendents of carriers, and superintendents
tendents of second-class matter, two thousand, at not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000 each;
$1,000
each;
00
Clerks, clerks in charge
charge of stations, and stenographers,
stenographers, two thou- Att $900.
sand,
at not
sand, at
each;
not exceeding
exceeding $900 each;
At
At $800.
Clerks and clerks in charge
charge of stations, one thousand
thousand one hundred
fifty-seven, at
at not
exceeding $800
$800 each;
dred and
and fifty-seven,
not exceeding
each;
Sbstitutes.
Substitutes.
employees absent without pay: Provided,
Provio.
Substitutes for clerks and employees
Provided, Provisos.
Foremen and stenogemploved at first-class
ForeaSmenndstenog
That there may also be employed
first-class post offices foremen
foremen raphers.
and stenographers
a salary of $1,300
stenographers at a
$1,300 or more
more per annum; in all,
including
hereinafter provided, $84,500,000:
including increases
increases hereinafter
$84,500,000: Provided,
Provided,
That hereafter the appointment
appointment and assignment
hereunder Appointment,
poitent etc.,
etc.,
assignment of clerks hereunder
shall be so made during each fiscal year as not to involve a
a greater Permissive
rt
increase
aggregate
expenditure than the sum appropriated;
grade
aggregate expenditure
appropriated; and to enable the
the in,,
in grades.
Postmaster General
General to carry out the provisions
provisions of this Act, he may
may
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hereafter exceed
appropriated for
parhereafter
exceed the number
number of
of clerks
clerks appropriated
for for
for par-

ticular
ticular grades.
grades.
to printers,
and skilled
skilled laborers,
laborers,
For compensation
compensation to
printers, mechanics
mechanics, and
twenty-two
$1,200 each;
each; four,
at $1,100
at
twenty-two at
at $1,200
four, at
$1,100 each;
each; thirty-one,
thirty-one, at
$1,000
each; in
in all,
increases hereinafter
provided, $81,200.
$1,000 each;
all, including
including increases
hereinafter provided,
$81,200.
Watchmen, messenFor compensation to watchmen, messengers,
messengers, and laborers
laborers, two
gers, etc.
ges,
etc.
thousand
thousand six hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five, at $900
$900 each; in all, including
increases hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided,i$3,241,875.
$3,241,875.
ing increases
Contract
station
cleotrsCt
or compensation
clerks in
n charge
charge of
of contract
stations,
staton
For
compensation to
to clerks
contract stations,
clerks.
$1,350,000.
$1,350,000.
Temporary, auxiliFor
temporary and
and auxiliary
for substitute
clerk
aemprnard
or temporary
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire
hire and
and for
substitute clerk
ary
and sbtitue
substitute
clerks.
cleks.
hire for clerks and employees
employees absent with
second
with pay
pay at
at first
first and
and second
6
class post
post offices
and temporary
and auxiliary
hire at
at surmmer
summer
class
offices and
temporary and
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire
and
winter resort
resort post
post offices,
hereinafter proand winter
offices, including
including increases
increases hereinafter
provided, $9,750,000.
$9,750,000.
vided,
Separating
mails.
Separating mails.
separating mails at third and fourth class post offices,
For separating
offices, $775,000.
$775,000.
Unusual conditions.
For
at post
post offices,
increases herePrn l onditiovn
For unusual
unusual conditions
conditions at
offices, including
including increases
hereProvisos.
Discretionary
ad- inafter provided,
Discretionary adprovided, $250,000:
$250,000: Provided,
Provided, That wherever
wherever unusual
conunusual convancing of fourth class
offices.
ditions
the Postmaster
his discretion,
discretion, may
o
f fourth
ditions prevail,
prevail, the
Postmaster General,
General, in
in his
may
advance
office from
the fourth
to the
advance any
any post
post office
from the
fourth class
class to
the appropriate
appropriate
presidential
class indicated
the preceding
preceding quarter,
quarter,
presidential class
indicated by
by the
the receipts
receipts of
of the
VoL
163, 418.
Vo 39, pp. 163,
418 notwithstanding
notwithstanding section 16 of the Act approved
approved May
May 18,
as
18 1916, as
amended, which
postamended,
which requires
requires the
the compensation
compensation of
of fourth-class
fourth-class postmasters
reach $1,000
$1,000 for
four consecutive
consecutive quarters,
quarters, exclusive
exclusive of
masters to
to reach
for four
of
commissions
money order
order business,
that the
the receipts
receipts of
of such
such
commissions on
on money
business, and
and that
office for
the same
shall aggregate
rre- post
post office
same period
period shall
aggregate as
as much
much as
as $1,900,
for the
$1,900,
Reduction
if
ceipts decrease.
before such advancement
advancement is made: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That in
in cases
cases
where the Postmaster
General has
has exercised
exercised the
the authority
authority herein
Postmaster General
herein
granted,
granted, he shall, wherever
wherever the
to
the receipts
receipts are
are no
no longer
longer sufficient
sufficient to
Justify retaining
post office
office in
in the
the presidential
presidential class
class to
justify
retaining such
such post
to which
which
it
it has been advanced,
advanced, reduce the grade of such
such office to the
the approappropriate
priate class indicated by its receipts
receipts for
preceding quarter.
for the
the last
last preceding
quarter.
Clerks, third class
oferks,
third class For allowances to third-class
third-class post offices
to cover
cover the
the cost
cost of
offices to
of
offices.
clerical services,
clerical
services, $3,700,000.
$3,700,000.
u
Rent,
and
Rfuent light,
ght, and
For rent, light, and fuel for first, second,
second, and
third class
class post
and third
post
fuel.
Provisos.
Priso
20.
offices,
$8,000,000:
Provided,
That
hereafter
the
Postmaster
General
$8,000,000:
Provided,
That
hereafter
the
Postmaster
General
Leases for 20
20 years
years
allowed.
may, in
i
n the
the disbursement
of the
the appropriation
may,
disbursement of
appropriation for
for such
such purposes,
purposes,
apply aapart thereof
purpose of
leasing premises
premises for
for the
the use
thereof to
to the
the purpose
of leasing
use
third classes at
of post offices
offices of the first, second, and third
at a
reasonable
a reasonable
annual rental, to be paid quarterly
quarterly for
for aaterm not
not exceeding
exceeding twenty
twenty
Former
limitation
Former
limitation years:
years: Provided
Providedfurther,
furter, That that part of the Act of July 2, 1918,
1918,
retleoV,
ec15, p.
ol.
40,
p.
re746,
providing
that
there
shall
for
the
of
any
providing
there
not
be
allowed
use
of
thirdthirdppealed.
ea
led.
a sum in excess
class post office for rent a
excess of $500, nor more than
than $100
$100
for fuel and
in any
one year,
year, is
is hereby
repealed.
and light, in
any one
hereby repealed.
Miscellaneous, first
anIScel!lneous,
fst
necessary and incidental to post offices
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items necessary
and
second class
class offices.
second
of the
the first
and
second
classes, $700,000.
$700,000.
of
first
and
second
classes,
City
Delivery.
City Delivery.
caitDeery.
For
letter carriers
offices already
already established,
established, including
For pay of
Carriers.
of letter
carriers at
at offices
including
substitutes for letter carriers
carriers absent
absent without
without pay,
pay, City
City Delivery
Delivery
Service,
including increases
provided, $60,000,000.
$60,000,000.
sstitutes
etc
Service, including
increases hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
Substitutes, etc.
.
For pay of substitutes
substitutes for letter carriers
earners absent
absent with
with pay,
and of
pay, and
of
Printers, mechanics,
etc.

trinters mechanics

Carriers,
Carries,
offices.

etc., new
etc.,
new

Vehicleallowance.
Vehicle allowance.

Proviso.
Garage leases.

araeieaes.

auxiliary and temporary letter carriers at offices where city delivery
auxiliary
is
alreadyand
established,
temporary
delivery
letter
including
carriers
increases
at offices
hereinafter
where cityprovided,
is
already established,
including
increases hereinafter provided,
$9,000,000.
$9,000,000.

For pay of
of letter
letter carriers,
carriers, substitute and auxiliary
For
auxiliary letter carriers

at offices where
where City Delivery Service is established
established during the year,
including
including increases
increases hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, $130,000.
$130,000.
For vehicle allowance,
allowance, the hiring of drivers, the
the rental of
of vehicles,
vehicles,
and the purchase
exchange and maintenance,
purchase and exchange
maintenance, including
including stable
stable
and garage facilities, of wagons or automobiles
automobiles for, and
operation
and the
the operation
of,
city delivery
$10,250,000:
of, screen-wagon
screen-wagon and
and city
delivery-and
and collection
collection services,
services, $10,250,000:
Provided,
Provided, That the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may, in his disbursement
disbursement of
of
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quarters for
this appropriation,
appropriation, apply aapart thereof to the
the leasing
leasing of
of quarters
for
the housing of Government-owned
Government-owned automobiles
automobiles at a
a reasonable
reasonable annual
annual

rental
for a
aterm
term not
exceeding ten
ten years.
years.
rental for
not exceeding
Messenger
Messenger service.
For mail-messenger
mail-messenger service,
service, $4,000,000.
$4,000,000.
For
Carfare,
Car fare, etc.
For car
and bicycle
For
car fare
fare and
bicycle allowance,
allowance, $975,000.
$975,000.
Street
collection.
Street car collection.
For street
street car
service, $9,000.
$9,000.
For
car collection
collection service,
Detroit
Detroit River.
River.
For
River postal
postal service,
For Detroit River
service, $14,400.
$14,400.
Specialdelivery.
Special delivery.
For car fare for special-delivery
special-delivery messengers
messengers in emergency
emergency cases,
cases,
$15,000.
$15,000.
Provio
Proviso.
without re
reFor
to special-delivery
special-delivery messengers,
messengers, $5,000,000:
$5,000,000: Provided,
Provided, Delivery without
For fees
fees to
ceipt authorized.
That
General may,
may, under
such rules
regulations cipt authorized.
That the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
under such
rules and
and regulations
special-delivery matter
as he shall
shall prescribe,
prescribe, deliver special-delivery
matter without
without obtaining
obtaining
therefor.
aareceipt therefor.
Travel, etc.
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal
For travel and miscellaneous
Postal Service, office Tavel, etc.
of
of the
the First
First Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $1,000.
$1,000.
OFFICE
OF THE
THE SECOND
SECOND ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

Second Assistant
Second
Assistant
Postmaster General.
General.
Postmaster
Star routes,
routes, Alaska.
Alaska.
Star

For
Proviso.
by star routes
routes in Alaska, including Proitso.
For inland
inland transportation
transportation by
Emergency service.
increases hereinafter
hereinafter provided, $255,000:
$255,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That out
out of
of this Emegeny
service.
appropriation the
General is
is authorized
authorized to
to provide
provide
appropriation
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
difficult or emergency
emergency mail service in Alaska,
Alaska, including the establishment and equipment of relay stations,
stations, in such manner
manner as he
he may
may
think advisable,
without advertising
therefor.
think
advisable, without
advertising therefor.
Steam or power boat
For inland transportation
steamboat or other power-boat
mutes.
transportation by steamboat
power-boat routes.
routes,
hereinafter provided,
provided, $1,185,000.
routes, including
including increases
increases hereinafter
$1,185,000.
routes.
For inland transportation
transportation by railroad routes,
routes, including
including increases
increases Railroad
PraoSt,.
Freight
train conconhereinafter
$59,886,822: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed veyance.
hereinafter provided,
provided, $59,886,822:
Freight train
$1,250,000
this appropriation
be expended
freight veyan ce'
$1,250,000 of
of this
appropriation may
may be
expended for
for pay
pay of
of freight
and incidental charges for the transportation
transportation of mails conveyed under
under
special
in freight
trains or
or otherwise:
otherwise: Provided
Provided further,
special arrangement
arrangement in
freight trains
further, Aeroplane
Aeroplane service.
Conditional
c
onThat the Postmaster
Postmaster General may contract
contract with any individual, firm,
firm, tracts
rConditional
cornfor, authorized.
or corporation
between such
corporation for an aeroplane mail service between
such points as
as
he may deem advisable and designate, in case such service is furnished
furnished
a cost not greater than the cost of the same service by
at a
by rail,
rail, and
and
shall pay therefor
therefor out of the appropriation
appropriation for inland transportation
by
by railroad
railroad routes.
routes.
Fht
ost
Freight on postal
For pay
pay of
of freight or
For
or expressage
expressage on
on postal
postal cards,
cards, stamped
stamped envelenvel- cards, etc.
opes,
wrappers, and
bags, $100(000.
$10Ch000.
opes, newspaper
newspaper wrappers,
and empty
empty mail
mail bags,
Aeroplane service,
service
Aeroplane
New
York to San
For the purchase
purchase of such
such aeroplanes
For
aeroplanes as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to establish,
establish, N
ew rork
san
operate, and
and maintain
operate,
maintain an
an aeroplane
York, Francisco.
aeroplane mail
mail service
service between
between New
New York,
Francisco.
New
New York,
York, and
and San
San Francisco, California,
California, via Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois, and
of estab
and ,-pe
Expense of estab
Omaha, Nebraska;
and maintenance
aero- lishiiag,
Nebraska; for
for the
the operation
operation and
maintenance of
of such
such aerolishing, operating, etc.
planes, including stations, equipment, tools
tools and
and machinery,
machinery, and
and other
other
necessary
may be
necessary incidental
incidental expenses; and for
for such
such personnel
personnel as
as may
be
therefor, $1,250,000.
$1,250,000.
necessary therefor,
Railway
y Mail Servsuperintendents, at iciWa
Mail SeRAILWAY MAIL SERVICE:
SERVICE: For fifteen division superintendents,
ice.
DivisionSuperin$3,250
each; two
two assistant
at $2,350
each;
fifteen
$3,250 each;
assistant superintendents,
superintendents, at
$2,350 each; fifteen tendents,
tDivsionSueerinclerks, etc.
assistant division superintendents, at $2,250
$2,250 each; one hundred and

fifteen chief
clerks, at not exceeding $2,100,eatahtcohn;ottwedoxtetheheordueiesnagnhdvt
each; two thousand grade
three
tand
n
feo
exceeding
c
rty-four
e
,
e
a
dtn t
$l,
exceeding
grade
c;2,:1:00
ten,
h
hundred
and
forty-four
clerks,
grade
ten, at not exceeding $1,800
fifutn
eight,
d
een
reat
chief
each: four hundred
hundred and thirty-nine clerks, grade nine, at not exceedeach;
exceed$1,700 each; seven thousand
ing $1,700
tho6uoci
san e
da and
a
h
$
nd seventy-eight
seventy-eight clerks, grade
not exceeding $1,600 each; one thousand three hundred
eight, at not
red
clerks, grade seven, at not exceeding $1,500
$1,500 each; two thousand
seven hundred
hundred and forty-four
forty-four clerks, grade six, at not exceeding
exceeding
$1,400 each;
grade five,
five,
$1,400
each; two thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
and ninety
ninety clerks,
clerks, grade
exceeding $1,300 each; one hundred
hundred and
at not exceeding
and sixteen
sixteen clerks, grade
four, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,200
$1,200 each; two thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and
and
eleven clerks, grade three, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,100
81,100 each; nine hundred
exceeding $1,000 each; two thousand
and one clerks, grade two, at not exceeding
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three hundred
fifty-three clerks,
clerks, grade
one, at
$900
exceeding $900
not exceeding
at not
grade one,
and fifty-three
hundred and
three
each; in
all, including
hereinafter provided,
275:
$37,109,275:
provided, $37,109,
increases hereinafter
including increases
in all,
each;

Provided,
hereafter railway
clerks and
and substitute
railway
substitute railway
postal clerks
railway postal
That hereafter
Provided, That
postal clerks,
clerks, shall be credited
credited with full time when deadheading
deadheading under
under
Appointments, etc.,
restricted.
orders of
appointment and assignment
assignment of
and the appointment
department, and
of the
the department,
orders
restied.
clerks hereunder
hereunder shall
shall be
be so
so made
made during
the fiscal
year as
not to
to
as not
fiscal year
during the
clerks
involve a
a greater
greater aggregate
aggregate expenditure
expenditure than
to
and to
sum; and
this sum;
than this
involve
railway
enable
to recla,ssify
salaries of railway
the salaries
reclassify the
General to
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
enable the
postal
clerks and
appointments and promotions,
promotions, he
necessary appointments
make necessary
and make
postal clerks
may
exceed the
number of
of clerks
in such
as may be
such of the grades as
clerks in
the number
may exceed
Aggregate
limited.
necessary: Provided
further, That
number of
of regular
regular clerks in the
the number
That the
Providedfurther,
Aggregatelimited.
aggregate as
as herein
authorized he
exceeded.
be not exceeded.
herein authorized
aggregate
Travel allowances.
For travel
allowances to
clerks and substitute
postal clerks
to railway
railway postal
travel allowances
For
Travelallowanes.
railway postal
$2,689,931.
clerks, $2,689,931.
postal clerks,
railway
Traveling, etc.,
necessary expenses, general
ex "
For
general superintendent and
actual and necessary
For actual
etc., exTraveling,
poises.
assistant
assistant general
general superintendent,
superintendent, division
superintendents, assistant
division superintendents,
assistant
division
superintendents, and
Mail Service,
Service, and
Railway Mail
clerks, Railway
and chief
chief clerks,
division superintendents,
railway postal
postal clerks,
while actually
actually traveling
traveling on
the Post
business of the
on business
clerks, while
railway
Office Department
Department and
headdesignated headseveral designated
their several
from their
and away
away from
Office
quarters,
$55,/97.
quarters, $55,297.
Miscellaneous.
For rent,
miscellaneous and office
telegraph, miscellaneous
fuel, telegraph,
heat, fuel,
rent, light, heat,
Miscellaneous.
expenses, schedules
schedules of
service, and
and badges
badges for
fdr
telephone service,
trains, telephone
of mail
mail trains,
expenses,
railway postal
rental of offices for division headclerks, including rental
postal clerks,
railway
quarters, and
chief clerk,
Mail Service,
in Washington,
Washington,
Service, in
Railway Mail
clerk, Railway
and chief
quarters,
Rent, etc.,
etc., for
ter-"District of Columbia, and rental of space for terminal
Rent,
for ter
terminal railway
railway post
e es
minal offices.
ma c .
offices
the distribution
distribution of
mails when
when the
for
offices for
for the
of mails
the furnishing
furnishing of space
space for
such distribution
can not
not under
under the
the Postal
Postal Laws
Regulations
and Regulations
Laws and
distribution can
such
properly be
required of
of railroad
additional comcompanies without additional
railroad companies
be required
properly
pensation and
miscellaneous items
items necessary
necessary and
and miscellaneous
equipment and
for equipment
and for
pensation,
Proviso.
ears incidental
post offices,
offices, $1,032,156:
Provided,
$1,032,156: Provided,
railway- post
terminal railway
Leases
for 20
to terminal
years
incidental to
20 y
eases'for
allowed.
hereafter the Postmaster
allowed
That hereafter
Postmaster General may, in the disbursement
disbursement of
the appropriation
for such
such purposes,
thereof to the
apply aa part thereof
purposes, apply
appropriation for
the
purpose
premises for the use of terminal
terminal railway post offices
purpose of leasing premises
at a
reasonable annual rental,
rental, to be paid quarterly, for aa term not
at
a reasonable
exceeding twenty
years.
years.
twenty
exceeding
Per diem, etc., two
For
per diem
assistant superintendents
superintendents while
while
two assistant
of two
allowance of
diem allowance
For per
assistant
superintendassistant superintendents.
actually
actually traveling on official business away from their home, their
official domicile,
and their
headquarters, at a
arate to be fixed by the
their headquarters,
domicile, and
official
Postmaster
exceed $4
per day, and for their necessary
necessary
$4 per
not to exceed
General, not
Postmaster General,
exceedper diem allowance, not exceedofficial expenses
expenses not
their per
not covered
covered by their
official
ing $700;
in all,
all, $3,244.
$3,244.
ing
$700; in
Electric and cable
For inland transportation
transportation of mail by electric and cable cars,
ears.
Provisos.
earovios.
$545,000: Provided,
Provided, That the rate of compensation
compensation to be paid per
Rate
of pay.
Rate ofpay.
mile shall not exceed the rate now paid to companies performing
performing
the Postmaster
such service,
except that the
Postmaster General,
General, in cases where
service, except
such
the
of mail
mail is
is large
number of exchange
exchange points
the number
large and
and the
the quantity
quantity of
numerous, may,
his discretion,
authorize payment for closeddiscretion, authorize
in his
may, in
numerous,
pouch
service at
exceed one-third
one-third above the
not to
to exceed
per mile
mile not
at a
a rate
rate per
pouch service
rate per
per mile
mile now
for closed-pouch
closed-pouch service;
cars
for mail
mail cars
service; and for
paid for
now paid
rate
and
the mails,
mails, not
not to
exceed the
the rate of 11cent
to exceed
carrying the
apartments carrying
and apartments
Outside
of cities.
further, That the
Provided further,
car-mile of travel: Provided
per linear foot per car-mile
outside ofcities.
length
rates for
electric car
car service
on routes
miles in length
twenty miles
routes over twenty
service on
rates
for electric
outside
of cities
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
for service on steam
rates paid
paid for
the rates
cities shall
outside of
Providedfurther,
further, That not to exceed
Unusual conditions.
conditions. railroads: Provided
exceed $25,000
$25,000 of the sum
hereby appropriated
appropriated may
the discretion of the
be expended,
expended, in the
may be
hereby
Postmaster General,
exist or where such
such
unusual conditions
conditions exist
General, where unusual
Postmaster
cost
service will
will be
and efficient
efficient and at no greater cost
expeditious and
be more
more expeditious
service
than
than otherwise.

deadheading,.
deAdpheins,

etc.,
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mails.
of foreign
foreign mails
For transportation
transportation of
by steamship,
steamship, aircraft
aircraft or
mails by
Foreignmails.
or Foreign
otherwise,
otherwise, including
increases hereinafter
provided, $4,700,000:
$4,700,000: Proviso.
including increases
hereinafter provided,
Proviso.
Aircraft allowance.
allowance.
Provided, That not to exceed
$100,000 of this sum shall be
be expended
expended Aircraft
Provided,
exceed $100,000
for carrying
by aircraft.
carrying foreign
foreign mail
mail by
aircraft.
foreign
foreign countries,
$681,700.
For balances due foreign
countries, $681,700.
coBalances to
to foreign
countries.
Travel,
etc.
For travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses in the Postal Service,
Service, office Travel,etc.
Postmaster General,
$1,000.
of the Second
Second Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
General, $1,000.

OFFICE
THIRD ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE THIRD
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
For manufacture
adhesive postage
postage stamps,
stamps, special-delivery
manufacture of adhesive
special-delivery
stamps, and
coiling of
stamps, $1,470,000.
stamps, books of
of stamps,
and for
for coiling
of stamps,
$1,470,000.
For manufacture of stamped
stamped envelopes and newspaper
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers,
$2,940,000.
$2,940,000.
For pay of agent and assistants to examine and distribute
distribute stamped
envelopes
envelopes and newspaper
wrappers, and expenses
expenses of
newspaper wrappers,
of agency, includincluding increases
hereinafter provided,
provided, $19,875.
$19,875.
ing
increases hereinafter
For manufacture
manufacture of
cards, $765,000.
$765,000.
For
of postal
postal cards,
For
ship, steamboat,
steamboat, and
and way
For ship,
way letters,
letters, $150.
$150.
of limited indemnity
indemnity for
for the
For payment of
loss of
pieces of
of
the injury
injury or
or loss
of pieces
domestic registered
domestic
matter, insured,
insured, and
and collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery mail,
mail,
registered matter,
$3,000,000: Provided,
$3,000,000:
Postmaster General
may,
Provided, That hereafter
hereafter the
the Postmaster
General may,
under such rules and regulations
prescribe, authorize
authorize
regulations as he
he shall
shall prescribe,
postmasters
postmasters to pay limited indemnity
indemnity claims on insured and collectcollecton-delivery mail.
on-delivery
indemnity for the loss of registered articles
For payment of limited indemnity
in the international
accordance with convention stipulations,
international mails, in accordance
$10,000.
$10,000.
For travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service, office
office
of the Third Assistant Postmaster General,
General, $1,000.
For travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses in the service of the Postal
Savings System, office of the director,
director, $500.
$500.
OFFICE OF
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE
OF THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

Third Assistant
Assistant
Postmaster
Postmaster General.
General.
Stamps.

Stamps.

Stamped envelopes
wrPpers.eelo
and wrappers.

and

Distribution.

DistibutionPostal cards.

Ship et

letters.

Ship, etc., letters.

hi, et,
'

letters.

Indemnity, lost registred,
istered, ent'.,
etc., mail.

reg.

ro.

Proviso.
Payment by postPayment
masters.

masters

IntemationalmaiL

ntenationalm

Travel, etc.
Postal Savings
Postal
Savings Sys.
System..

tem..

Fourth Assistant
Fourth
Assistant
Postmaster General.
Stationery, etc.
Stationery,
etc.

For stationery
stationery for the Postal Service, including
including blanks,
blanks, books,
books,
printed and engraved matter, binding and carbon paper,
paper, and other
other
miscellaneous
miscellaneous items for the money-order
money-order and registry systems;
systems; the
the
preparation, publication,
preparation,
publication, and free distribution by postmasters
postmasters to
to the
the
public of pamphlet
pamphlet containing
containing general postal information;
information; the pay
pay of
assistant envelope inspector
inspector at $900 per annum;
one assistant
annum; and also for
for Postal Savings
Savings supplies.
the purchase of supplies for the Postal
Postal Savings
Savings System,
System, including
including plies.
blank books, forms, pamphlets,
pamphlets, rubber stamps,
stamps, canceling
canceling devices,
devices,
certificates,
Bond expenses.
certificates, envelopes
envelopes and stamps for use in evidencing
expenses.
evidencing deposits, and
and Bond
envelopes; and for the reimbursement
reimbursement of
free penalty envelopes;
of the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury for expenses
expenses incident to the preparation,
Vol. 36, p.
817.
p. 817.
preparation, issue, and Vol
registration of the bonds authorized by the Act of June 25,
registration
25, 1910,
$1,020,000.
$1,020,000.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous equipsupplies.
and supplies.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous equipment
equipment and supplies, including the purchase ment and
and repair of furniture, package
package boxes, posts, trucks, baskets, satchels,
straps, letter-box
letter-box paint, baling machines, perforating
perforating machines,
machines,
duplicating
duplicating machines, printing presses, directories,
directories, cleaning
cleaning supplies,
and the manufacture,
manufacture, repair,
equipment, the erection,
repair, and exchange
exchange of equipment,
manufacture,
manufacture, repair, and painting of letter-box equipment, and for
the purchase and repair of presses
presses and dies for use in the manufac- Postmarking,
Postmarking, etc,
etc.,
ture of letter boxes; for postmarking, rating, money-order
stamps.
money-order stamps, stamps.
and electrotype
electrotype plates and repairs to same, metal, rubber,
rubber, and combination type, dates and figures, typeholders,
typeholders, ink pads
for canceling and
padsforcancelingand
stamping purposes, and for the purchase, exchange,
exchange, and repair.of
typewriting machines,
machines, envelope-opening
envelope-opening machines, and computing
typewriting
computing
machines, copying
copying presses, numbering machines,
machines, time recorders,
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letter
test weights,
weights, and
and miscellaneous
articles purpurmiscellaneous articles
balances, scales,
scales, test
letter balances,
etc " chased and furnished
directly to the Postal
furnished directly
Postal Service; for miscelmiscelmaps.'
laneous expenses
preparation and publication
laneous
expenses in the preparation
publication of post-route
maps
or blue
blue prints,
prints, including
including tracing
tracing for
for
maps or
and rural-delivery
rural-delivery maps
maps and
photolithographic
reproduction-' for
other expenditures
expenditures necessary
necessary
for other
photolithographic reproduction;
incidental to post offices of the first,
first, second, and third classes,
and incidental
and
fourth class
class having
having or
or to have
have rural delivery serthe fourth
offices of
of the
and offices
Proviso. of maps
vice,
and for
for letter
letter boxes,
boxes, $837,090:
Provided,
That the
the Postmaster
Se,
vice,
and
$837,090:
Provided,
That
Postmaster
Sale, etc., of maps.
General may authorize
post-route maps and
General
authorize the sale to the public of post-route
rural
printing and
per
and 10 per
of printing
maps or blue prints at the cost of
rural delivery maps
centum
added, the
proceeds of
used as a
afurther
sale to be used
of such
such sale
the proceeds
thereof added,
centum thereof
appropriation for
for the
preparation and
post-route maps
and publication
publication of post-route
the preparation
appropriation
delivery maps or blue prints; of this amount
amount $1,500
$1,500 may
and rural delivery
be
purchase of atlases and geographical
geographical and techexpended in the purchase
be expended
nical
nical works.
works.
Twine, etc.
Twine, etc.
For wrapping
wrapping twine and tying devices, $598,000.
$598,000.
Shipping
suPPlies *
expenses incident
incident to
the shipment
shipment of
of supplies,
supplies,
to the
defraying expenses
For defraying
ipping supples.
including
cartage, freight, and the pay
packing, cartage,
hardware, boxing, packing,
including hardware,
fillers, at $1,000
$1,000
at $1,400
$1,400 per annum, ten requisition fillers,
of one
one foreman
foreman at
packers at $1,000 each per annum, for
for
each per annum, and nine packers,
assignment in connection
hereinafter
therewith, including increases hereinafter
connection therewith,
assignment
provided,
$270,000.
provided, $270,000.
lab:r-savirfg avinces,
devices ,
For rental,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, and
and repair
of canceling
machines
canceling machines
repair of
purchase,
rental,
For
labor-ving
etc
mail-handling apparatus,
etc..
and motors, mechanical
mechanical mail-handling
apparatus, and other laborsaving
devices, including
including cost
cost of power m
in rented buildings,
buildings, and
and
saving devices,
miscellaneous
expenses
of
installation
and
operation
of
same
mcludTraveling mechani- miscellaneous expenses of installation and operation of same, includclans.
ing
salaries of five traveling
traveling mechanicians
allowance
mechanicians and for per diem allowance
ing salaries
cians.
traveling mechanicians
mechanicians while actually traveling on official
official business
business
of traveling
away
domiciles at
at aa rate
rate to be
away from their
their homes
homes and their
their official domiciles
fixed. b the Postmaster General, not to exceed $4 per day-,$392,115.
ock etc. fixed by the Postmaster General, not to exceed $4 per day, $392,115.
Mail
bags, locks,
Malbags
For the purchase,
manufa cture and repair of mail bags and other mail
purchase, manufacture,
containers and attachments,
tools, machinery,
machinery,
attachments, mail locks, keys, chains, tools,
containers
and material
material necessary
necessary for
for same,
same and
expenses perincidental expenses
perand for
for incidental
and
Equipment shops.
shops.
taming
machinery, and
necessary for
the
for the
and tools
tools necessary
taining thereto;
thereto; also
also material,
material, machinery,
Equipment
manufacture and
and repair
the equipment
equipment shops
at Washington,
manufacture
repair in
in the
shops at
Washington,
Material, etc.
District
of such
such other
other equipment
equipment for
for the
the Postal
Postal Service
Service
etc.
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, of
Material,
Labor,
as may
may be
for compensation
compensation to
to labor
employed
as
be deemed
deemed expedient;
expedient; for
labor employed
equipment shops
in the equipment
shops at Washington
Washington,
, ,District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, includin_g increases
provided $2,090,000,
of which
which $500,000
$500,000
$2,090,000, of
hereinafter provided,
increases hereinafter
cluding
Protien.
Profo.
Distinctive
shall be available immediately:
immediately: Provided,
Provided z That out of this approequip- sha
T
=Ze
intext, priation
priation the
Postmaster General
General is authorized
authonzed to use as much of the
pmrtnenrtsfeat's'c
the Postmaster
and
insular service.
not exceeding
$5,000, as
as may
may be
deemed necessary
necessary for
for the
the
and inularserce
sum, not
exceeding $5,000,
be deemed
purchase of material
material and the manufacture
equipment shops
manufacture in the equipment
purchase
of such small quantities
quantities of distinctive
distinctive equipments as may be required
by other executive
departments; and for service in Alaska,
Alaska, Porto
executive departments;
Star route transpor- Rico,
Philippine Islands,
Islands, Hawaii,
other island possessions.
possessions.
or other
Hawaii, or
ico, Philippine
star
Wien.
For
by star
star routes
(excepting service
service in
in
tation.
For inland
inland transportation
transportation by
routes (excepting
Alaska), including
temporary service
offices,
Alaska),
including temporary
service to
to newly established offices,
P.;
Ira 'delivery.
$11,000,000.
$11,000,000.
R,,ral
(arriers,etc.
arriers, etc.
for rural
rural carriers
carriers on
on annual
annual
For pay of
of rural
rural carriers,
carriers, substitutes for
leave, clerks in charge
tolls and
and ferriage,
ferriage, Rural
Rural
charge of
of rural
rural stations,
stations, and
and tolls
Delivery
Service, and
for the
thereof, including
including
expenses thereof,
the incidental
incidental expenses
and for
Delivery Service,
provio.
Provimo.
DIetermination
hereinafter provided, $78,000,000:
$78,000,000: Provided,
Determination
of increases
increases hereinafter
hereafter
Provided, That hereafter
routelengths.
route
lengths.
the
carriers and
rural carriers,
carriers, which
which depends
depends
the pay
pay of rural
rural carriers
and substitute
substitute rural
upon the
length of
of the
the route,
shall be
be determined
determined in
with
upon
the length
route, shall
in accordance
accordance with
the
of the
the Post
Post Office
Office Department,
which records
records shall
shall be
the records
records of
Department, which
be
promptly corrected
corrected whenever
the Postmaster
General determines
determines
promptly
whenever the
Postmaster General
Village delivery.
delivery,
that
such records
correct.
not correct.
are not
records are
that such
Village
delivery service in towns and villages
villages having
post
For village delivery
having post
offices of
of the second
second or third class, and
adjacent to
and in
in communities
communities adjacent
to
Post
Post

C

route,
route,

n ce .

Traveling

etc

es

mechani-
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cities having city delivery,
delivery, including increases hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
81,300,000.
$1,300,000.
miscellaneous expenses
For travel and miscellaneous
expenses in
the Postal
Postal Service,
etc.
in the
Service, office
office Travel,
Travel, etc.
of
$1,000.
of the
the Fourth
Fourth Assistant Postmaster General,
General, $1,000.
SEC. 2.
That the
the increased
increased compensation
compensation for
positions in
in the
the Postal
ficytiFisittsingegay,a2ttstt
SEC.
2. That
for positions
Postal fications,
Eirstingetc.,
pay,continclassi.
·1
.
Service of all
all classes
classes and
and grades
and provided
for in the
Act enued Turi;i
grades made
made and
provided for
the Act
en- ued
duringgfi:s'cal
fisal year,
year,
titled "An Act
for the
Post Office
Department 19Vol
19k4o,
1198.
titled
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
the Post
Office Department
p.1198.
40, p.
for the fiscal year ending June 300920,"
30,1920," approved February 28,
28, 1919, Ante, p.
p. 350.
350.
and House joint resolution of November
November 8, 1919, entitled "Joint
Post, p.11:63.
"Joint Post,p.
o03.
additional compensation
compensation for
for employees
employees of
resolution to provide for additional
of
the Postal Service and making appropriations
and the
appropriations therefor,"
therefor,' and
the
provisions of such Act and resolution relating
classificarelating to
to promotions,
promotions, classificagrades specified
specified in
continue in
in
tion, and grades
in said Act
Act and resolution
resolution shall
shall continue
force during the fiscal year 1921,
by law.
1921, unless
unless otherwise
otherwise provided
provided by
law.
SEC. 3.
That the
Secretary of
War is
in his
his cies,
aeropm
mo
n
tor etVc'
SEC.
3. That
the Secretary
of War
is authorized
authorized hereafter,
hereafter, in
lenyerop
tc.
e
ee to
to
over to
to the
discretion, to deliver and turn over
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
Deliveryesfr
General,/ postalservice.
pDeivery
free
without
without charge
charge therefor, from time to time, such motor vehicles,
vehicles,
aeroplanes,
aeroplanes, and parts thereof, and
machinery and
and tools
repair and
and machinery
tools to
to repair
and
etc., authorized.
ed
maintain the same, as may be suitable for use
use in the
the Postal Service;
Service; Use,
maintain
Useetc.,authoriz .
and the Postmaster General is authorized
to
use
the
same
in
the
authorized to use the same in the
transportation of
expenses thereof,
thereof,
transportation
of the mails
mails and to pay
pay the necessary
necessary expenses
including the replacement,
maintenance, exchange,
exchange, and
and repair
of
replacement, maintenance,
repair of
such equipment,
equipment, out of any appropriation
appropriation available
available for
for the service in
in
which such vehicles or aeroplanes
aeroplanes are used.
used.
Dead letters.
SEC. 4.
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
United States,
SEC.
4. That section 3936,
3936, Revised
the United
States, Deadletters.
is hereby amended to read as follows:
follows:
deli "
"SEC.
"
SEC. 3936. The Postmaster
Postmaster General may
regulate the
the period
ereRd
e
ieut
r
t
n
ers°
.
f undeliv
may regulate
period eRdettrs.f
un
letters shall
shall remain
remain in
during which undelivered
undelivered letters
office and
and R
g.
des
d
ec.•3936,P•764,
in any
any post
post office
R.se.ec.3936,p.764,
when they shall be returned
office; and
he may
may
returned to
to the dead-letter
dead-letter office;
and he
make regulations
the dead-letter
to the
the
regulations for
for their return
return from
from the
dead-letter office
office to
writers when they can not be delivered to the
addressed:
the parties
parties addressed:
Provided,
Provided, That when letters are returned from the dead-letter
t.° rreturn to
dead-letter office f,rec
Proviso.
Fee for return to
to the writers, a
time of
delivery, writer.
a fee of 3
3 cents
cents shall be
be collected
collected at
at the
the time
of delivery,
writer.
under such rules and regulations
regulations as
as the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may
may
prescribe."
prescribe."
SEC.
General, under
S
EC. 5. That the Postmaster General,
such regulations
as he
he lep
e
r:V.pre.
pro.
under such
regulations as
Accetptncef
for the
the collection
collection of
may prescribe for
of such
hereby authorized
matter without
such postage,
postage, is
is hereby
authorized paid
paid matter
without
tage stamps
stamps affixed
stam p.
s
II
to accept
accept for
for delivery
delivery and
and deliver,
deliver, without
without postage
affixed stamps.
thereto, mail matter of the first class on
whic the postage
on which
postage has
has been
been
fully prepaid at the
by law.
law.
the rate
rate provided
provided by
Commission
SEC.
a commission
commission is hereby
S
EC. 6
6 (a).
(a). That a
hereby- created
created to be composed
composed of create'
ci.V Commission
the chairman
chairman and four members of the Committee
Committee on Post Offices Composition.
Composition.
and Post Roads of the Senate, appointed
of the
the
appointed by the
the President
President of
Senate, the chairman
chairman and four members of the Committee
Committee on
on the
the
Post Office and Post Roads
Roads of the House of
apof Representatives
Representatives,: appointed by the Speaker of the House,
expert appointed
House, and aa postal expert
appointed Advisory
Advisory council
council.
y the Postmaster
by
Postmaster General. Such commission shal,
shall, by majority
vote, appoint seven persons who are experienced
experienced in business or comcommercialtransactions,
represent business or commercial
mercial transactions, or represent
commercial organizaorganizations which make extensive use of the Postal Service, to act as an
an
advisory council and to aid such commission in its work. Vacancies
Vacancies
occurring
commission or in such advisory council shall
occurring in the commission
shall be filled Noo pay.
pay.
in the same manner as the original appointments. No member
member of
such advisory
compensation for his services. Eloy
adviso.
ry.council shall receive any compensation
Employees authorauthorThe commission may employ and fix the compensation
ized.
compensation of such ized.

engineers, special experts, clerks, and other employees as it may deem

f
_kssista
p 0.nce from
Assistance from Sede
di.
furnish
furnishpaetrents,
gt.raents' etc"
etc., di-

necessary:
engineers, special
Provided,
experts,
That
each
executive
and otherdepartment
employees as
and
it may
independdeem
necessary:
Provided,
That clerks,
each executive
department
and
independ-

Government is hereby directed
ent establishment
establishment of the Government
directed to
engineers, special experts, clerks, and other
to the commission such engineers,
other
employees
employees as the commission may
in the
the opinion
may require, whenever,
whenever, in
opinion
independent establishment,
of the head of such department
department or independent
establishment, the
public business thereof
thereof will not be materially
materially affected
affected thereby.
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commission and of the advisory
(b) The expenses of the commission
advisory council,
traveling expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by aamember
member of
necessary traveling
including all necessary
member of the advisory
advisory council,
council, an engineer,
a member
commission, a
the commission,
employee, under orders
special expert,
expert, clerk,
clerk, or employee,
orders of the commission,
commission,
in making
investigation or
official business
in other
other places
places
business in
or upon
upon official
any investigation
making any
in

than the place of his residence,
residence, shall be allowed
allowed and paid upon the
therefor,, approved
presentation
itemized vouchers
vouchers therefor
approved -by the chairpresentation of itemized
man of
of the
the commission,
commission, which
approval shall
shall be conclusive
conclusive upon the
which approval
man
accounting
officers
of
the Treasury
Department.
Department.
Treasury
of
the
officers
accounting
Investigations sped(c)
present and prospective
investigate all present
commission shall investigate
(C) The commission
tigations
methods and
handling, dispatching,
and
dispatching, transporting, and
systems of handling,
and systems
methods
delivering the
mails and
and the
facilities therefor;
therefor; and especially
especially all
the facilities
the mails
delivering
delivery and
methods
handling, delivery
which relate to the handling,
systems which
and systems
methods and
dispatching of
of the
tie mails
in the
large
cities of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
cities
large
in
the
mails
dispatching
s
Repo
Report of findings
report
shall make aa report
On or
before March
March 1,
1, 1921,
the commission
commission shall
1921, the
or before
On
and recommendations.
anreonmmendation.
to Congress
containing a
summary of
of its findings
findings and such recoma summary
to
Congress containing
mendations
for legislation
it may
may believe
to be
be proper.
proper.
believe to
as it
legislation as
mendations for
Authority tto
o oobtain
b ta
(d) For
For the
the purposes
of this
the commission
commission shall
shall have
section, the
this section,
purposes of
(d)
in
evidence.
eviAdetnce
power
attendance of witnesses
witnesses and the
and compel the attendance
to summon and
power to
production of documentary evidence, and to administer oaths.
be production of documentary evidence, and to administer oaths.
to be
Information
Information to
furnished
from depart(e) The executive departments
furnishedfrom
departments and independent
independent establishments
establishments
ments,
etc.
ments, etc.
of the Government,
Government, when directed
directed by
by the President,
President, shall furnish
furnish the
information in
records, papers and information
commission, on its request, all records,
their
possession relating
relating to any subject
subject of investigation
investigation by the
their possession
commission.
frocommlssion.
Appropriation
Appropriation from
(f)
The sum
sum of
$10,000, or
or so
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary,
so much
Treasury
until
of $10,000,
(f) The
unil
the Treary
June 30,
is hereby
30, 1920.
1920.
June
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to be
available immediately
immediately and until
uly 1, 1920;
until July
be available
from wise
Afterwards
from
Afterwards
postal
and the unexpended
postal revenues.
revenues.
unexpended balance
balance on June
June 30, 1920,
1920, of any appropriation
appropriation
for
year
Department for the fiscal year
the Post Office Department
of the
service of
the service
for the
ending June 30, 1920, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is
ending
hereby
available after June 30,
30, 1920, for the
appropriated, to be available
hereby appropriated,
purposes of
of this
this section.
section.
purposes
Army tractors.
S
EC. 7.
7. That
That the
Secretary of
of War
War be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
be, and
the Secretary
Loan to States for
SEC.
highways
construcand reguconstru- and empowered,
highways
empowered, at his discretion, and under such
such rules
rules and
tion, authorized.
p. 530.
as he
he may prescribe,
prescribe, to loan to any State of the Union,
Union, when
when
lations as
ti,Ante,hp.oe0.
Post,
1349. so requested by the highway department of the State, such tractors
1155, 1349.
pp. 1153,
o, pp.
so requested by
highway department of the State, such tractors
as are
are retained
under the act approved
approved March 15,
distributed under
not distributed
and not
retained and
as
1920,
for
use
in
highway- construction
highway
department
Proviso.
department
the
highway
by
construction
use
in
highway
1920,
for
Proviso.
Expenses to be paid
of
such State:
State: Provided,
Provided, That
repairs and
and upkeep
of
upkeep of
for repairs
expenses for
all expenses
That all
of such
bp
by ES
States.to
tractors so
loaned and the
loading and freight shall be
expenses of loading
the expenses
so loaned
tractors
paid by the State, both in transfer
transfer to the State
State and the return to
the
Army.
Army.
Appropriation from
Appropriation
from the
Department shall
SEC. 8.
revenues of the Post Office Department
shall
the revenues
if the
8. That
That if
SEC.
the Treasury
to meit
meet
reauryto
deficiencies.
deficiencies.
be insufficient
insufficient to meet the appropriations
appropriations made by this Act, a
asum
equal to
to such
deficiency of the
revenue of said department
hereby
department is hereby
the revenue
such deficiency
equal
appropriated, to
to be
out of
Treasury not
of any money in the Treasury
paid out
be paid
appropriated,
otherwise
appropriated, to
supply said
deficiencies in
in the revenues
said deficiencies
to supply
otherwise appropriated,
for
the Post
Office Department
Department for the year
year ending June 30, 1921,
1921,
Post Office
for the
advanced to the Post Office Department
Department
may be advanced
needed may
sum needed
and the sum
upon
Postmaster General.
General.
requisition of the Postmaster
upon requisition
1920.
Approved,
April
24,
1920.
Approved,
Acntng.

April
Aril 24, 1920.
[H. R. 12381.1
(Public,
No. 188.1
188.]
(Public, No.

CHAP.
162.-An Act Granting
township
CHAP. 162.—An
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the village and
and township
of
Shelly,
Norman
County,
Minnesota, and
township of
Caledonia, Trail
County,
Traill County,
of Caledonia,
the township
and the
of Shelly, Norman County, Minnesota,
Red
a bridge across
North Dakota,
and their
their successors
successors and
assigns, to construct
construct a
across the
the Red
and assigns,
Dakota, and
North
between the said States.
River
of the
the North
North on
the boundary
boundary line between
on the
River of

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Red River of the
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
North.
North.
Shelly, Minn.,
Minn., and
in Congress assembled, That the consent
consent of Congress
Congress
and States of America in
Shelly,
Caledonia, N. D
Dalt.. •
s
Norman
of Shelly,
and
village
the
to
granted
may
bridge.
I
hereby
granted
village
township
Shelly, Norman
hereby
is
ak..
N.
Cadbote,
Da.ishrbt
bridge.
may
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Cas.162,
163, 165.
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Minnesota, and the
County, Minnesota,
of Caledonia,
Caledonia, Traill
the township of
Traill County,
County,
North Dakota, and their successors
successors and assigns,
to construct,
assigns, to
construct, mainmaintain, and operate a
a bridge
thereto across
across the
the Red
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
Red

River
of the
North
at a line
pointbetween
suitable sections
to
interests
navigation,
at
River
or of
near
thethe
North
section
at apoint
suitable
to the
the interestss
thirteenof
ofand
navigation,
twenty- Location
Location.
at
or
near
the section line between sections thirteen and twentyfour, township
township one hundred
hundred and
and forty-six north,
north, range
range forty-nine
forty-nine
west, fifth principal
meridian, on
on the
Minne- Co
principal meridian,
the boundary
boundary line
line between
between Minneon.
Construction.

sota and
sota
and North
North Dakota,
Dakota, in
in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
of the
with the
the provisions
the Act
Act
entitled "An
construction of
bridges over
navi"An Act
Act to regulate the
the construction
of bridges
over navigable
March 23,
gable waters"
waters," approved
approved March
23, 1906.
1906.
SEc. 2.
2. That
the right
right to
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
hereby
SEC.
That the
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
Act is
is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, April
April 24,
24, 1920.
Approved,
1920.
CRAP. 163.-An
CHAP.
163.—An Act
Act Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction on
on the
of Claims
Claims to
to hear,
the Court
Court of
hear,
determine,
claims of
of the
determine, and render judgment
judgment in
in claims
the Iowa
Iowa Tribe
Tribe of
Indians against
of Indians
against the
the

United States.

the Senate and
House of Representatives
Be it enacted by
bj the
and House
United
Representatives of the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled ' That jurisdiction
jurisdiction is hereby

Vol. 34,
84.
Cvo.
4,p.
s84.

Amendment.

Amendment.

April 28,
28, 1920.

April
(S.
8061.1920.
sA.s06.1

[Pubs;
No. 189.1
189.]
[Public, No.

Iowa
Indians, Okla.
Iowa Indians
Ola.

q
of,
apia.st
claims
of,sgainst
Muted States to be

conferred
Court of
of Claims
to hear,
conferred upon
upon the Court
Claims to
brought Sin
in Cout
Court of
hear, determine,
determine and
and render
render brUnitt
judgment on principles of justice and equity and as upon
claimsupon a
a full and
and clai.
fair arbitration
arbitration of the claims
claims of the
the Iowa
Iowa Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians,
Indians, of
of OklaOklahoma, against the United States, with the
appealS by
by either
the right
right of
of appeal
either
party to the Supreme Court
-Court of
States, for
for the
determinaof the
the United
United States
the determination of the amount, if
be legally
or equitably
equitably due
if any,
any, which
which may
may be
legally or
due
said tribe of Indians
Indians under any
Congress or
or under
under
any treaties or laws
laws of
of Congress
any stipulations
stipulations or
agreements, whether
entered into
or agreements,
whether written
written or
or mal
orall entered
into
between
ofndians
between said tribe of
Indians and the
United States
States or
or its
its authorized
the United
authorized
representatives,
representatives, or for the failure of the United States to
to pay any
any
money which may be legally or equitably
said tribe
tribe of
Indians:
equitably due
due said
of Indians:
Provisos.
Provided,
Provided, That the court shall also consider and
determine any
any legal
legal Counterclaims,
Counter claims, etc.
and determine
etc.
or equitable
equitable defenses, set-offs, or counter claims which the United
Procedure.
United Prore
r
re
States may have against the said Iowa Tribe of Indians.
Indians. A
A petition
petition
in behalf of said Indians shall be filed in the Court
of
Claims
within
Court of Claims within
one year after the passage of this Actt
Acttand the
Iowa Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians
Indians
the Iowa
shall be the party plaintiff and the United States the
the party defendant,
defendant,
and the petition
petition may
ma_y be verified by
attorney employed
by the
the
by the
the attorney
employed by
said Iowa Tribe of Indians to prosecute
prosecute their claim under this Act,
Act,
under contract to be approved
approved by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Affairs
of Indian
Indian Affairs
and the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior'as
as provided
by law,
law, upon
upon informainforma- Atto'
provided by
oe'fe fees.
or ney
facts alleged in said petition. Upon the
tion and belief as to the factsalleeggeedd
rneys
final determination
determination of the cause the Co
ur tof
decree such
Court
of Claims
Claims shall
shall decree
such
fees and expenses
expenses as the court shall find to
reasonably due
to be
be
to be
be reasonably
due to
paid to the attorney or attorneys employed by said
said Iowa
Tribe of
Iowa Tribe
of
Indians, and the same
same shall
shall be
be paid
paid out
of any
any s
um or
or sum
Li i oe
i and
d ex-.
out of
sum
sumss of
of money
money Lit
found due said Iowa Tribe of Indians: Provided,
Provided, That in
Penses•
in no
no case
case penss.
shall the fees and expenses decreed by said court be in excess of 10
per centum
centura of the amount of the judgment.
Approved,
Approved, April 28, 1920.
m

t of ces an

ex

May 1,, 1920.

W369.1
CHAP.
CHAP. 165.-An
1(M.—An Act To revise and equalize rates of pension to certain soldiers, -( [EL R.
R..i969.
(Public,
No. 190.)
sailors, and
and marines
[Public, No.
190.1
marines of the Civil War and the War with Mexico,
Mexico, to certain widows,
widows,
including widows of the War of 1812, former widows,
dependent parents, and children
widows, dependent
.
of such soldiers, sailors, and marines,
marines, and to certain
certain Army nurses, and granting penpencasea
sions and increase
increase of pensions in certain mico)

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Sente
Senate and Howse
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United pPsons.
pensi
ons.
House of
of America
in Congress
assembled,
teery
every person
person who
who served
tudereirde
e
d,def
l
ori
States of
Amer in
Congressassem
, That
served ci nre
Rate atsed
aor
Mex an
nimety
,
or Marine Corps
Corpa of the wC
isevie
ninety days or more in the Anrmy,
Army, Navy,
War
service.
United States during the Civil War, ani
honorably
and who has been honorably
442
442s1.1°-21
0-21-39
39
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Vol. 37,p.113,amend37, p.113, amend- discharged
than ninety days,
having so
so served less than
or who,
who, having
therefrom, or
discharged therefrom
Vol.
ed.
the
service
and in the line
in
a
disability
discharged
ol.4,p.603,amend
vol.
40,1%
603,
arum&
was
discharged
for
a
'disability
incurred
service
hne
ed. d
of duty, or i
issnow
a Civil War veteran, and
now upon the pension
pension rolls as a.
every
sixty days
days or
or more
more in
in the
the War
War with Mexico,
served sixty
who served
person who
every person
or on
the coasts
or frontier
or en
route thereto,
during the
thereto, during
en route
thereof, or
frontier thereof,
coasts or
or
on the
war
that nation,
and was
was honorably
discharged therefrom,
therefrom, and
and
honorably discharged
nation, and
war with
with that
who is
is now
in receipt
or entitled
receive under existing law,
to receive
entitled to
of, or
receipt of,
now in
who
a
pension of
month, shall,
shall, from
from and
and after
after the
the paspasper month,
than $50
$50 per
of less
less than
a pension
age
of this
this Act,
Act, be
be entitled
entitled to
to and
and shall
be paid
paid a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
shall be
age of
of
$50 per
month.
per month.
of $50
blind
Ra
f
eire
if qufe
"
l
am a-at" SEc.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That every
every person
person who
who served
days or more
more in the
served ninety days
q
uinng
bRdte
Navy, or
another Army, Navy,
of
tenda
tendance
of another
or Marine
Marine Corps of the United States during
during the Civil
psrson.
War, and who has been honorably
honorably discharged
War,
discharged therefrom,
therefrom, or who,
having
served less than ninety
ninety days, was discharged
discharged for aadisability
disability
having so served
incurred
of duty,
duty, or is now upon the penand in the line of
service and
in the service
incurred in
sion rolls
rolls as
Civil War
veteran, and
and every
person who served
served sixty
every person
War veteran,
as a
a Civil
sion
days or
or more
more in
the War
frontier
Mexico, or on the coasts or frontier
with Mexico,
in the
War with
days
thereof,
or en
route thereto,
the war
war with
with that
that nation,
nation and
and
during the
thereto, during
en route
thereof, or
was
discharged therefrom,
hereafter
or hereafter
who is
is now, or
and who
therefrom, and
honorably discharged
was honorably
may
becomet by
by reason
reason of
of age
age and
and physical
mental disabilities,
disabilities,
physical or mental
may become,
helpless
or blnd,
blink or
or so
blind as
regular
as to require
require the regular
so nearly
nearly helpless
helpless or blind
helpless or
personal aid
attendance of another person,
person, shall be entitled to
aid and attendance
personal
and
pension at the rate
rate of
of $72
$72 per month.
and shall be paid aapension
S
trific disability
of
S
EC. 3.
and after
after the
the approval
approval of
Act all
all persons
persons
s.cfic
SEC.
3. That
That from
from and
disability of
of this
this Act
who while
while in the service
service of
the pension
pension roll, and who,
names are on the
whose names
the
Navy, or MarineeCorps during the
in the Army, Navy,
United States in
the United
Civil War, and in the line of duty, shall have lost one hand
hand or one foot
foot
or
t
otally disabled
disabled in the same, shall receive
receive a
apension
pension at the
or been totally
rate of $60 per month; that all persons
persons who, in such service and in
like manner,
manner, shall have lost an arm at or above
above the elbow,
elbow, or aaleg
above the knee, or been totally disabled in the same, shall
at or above
receive a
apension at the rate of $65 per month; that all persons
persons who,
who,
in such service
service and in like manner, shall have lost an arm at the
shoulder joint or a
aleg at the hip joint, or so near the shoulder
shoulder or
or
hip joint, or where
where the same is in such condition as to prevent the
use of an artificial
artificial limb
limb, shall receive a
a pension at the rate
rate of $72
$72
per
month; and that
service and in like
per month;
that all persons
persons who,
who, in such service
manner,
shall have lost one hand and one foot, or been
abl
been, totally disdiSth
Widows'
pension
ed
in
e
same,
shall
receive
a.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$90 per
per month.
month.
$90
of
the
rate
at
pension
a
receive
shall
same,
in
the
abled
s.
peno
Widows'
Rate
SEC.
4. That the widow
Rate increased
increased for
S
EC .
widow of any person who served in
in the Army,
Civil
service,
if Navy,
Corps of
of the
the United
United States
States during
d • the
the Civil
Civil War
War for
for
or Marine
Marine Corps
Navy, or
to ne
prior
marriedWar
married
prior
to
June
ninety
days
or
more,
and
was
honorably
discharged
from
such
service,
service,
such
from
discharged
honorably
ninety days or more, and was
p. osamendol0
2750
1
1.4d
,
p.408
,
am e
nd
ed.
ed. ' '
or regardless of the length of service
service was discharged
discharged for or died in
a disability
service of a
and in the line of duty,
disability incurred
incurred in the service and
such widow having been
been married to such soldier,
soldier, sailor,
sailor' or marine
prior
to the
27th day
day of
of June
Domini 1905,
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to
June,'anno
anno Domini
1905, shall
prior to
Rearrid wid
wido
the 27th
Remarried
on death, etc.,
s
ovrs
ub- and
apension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month. And
this
And this
the rate
pension at
be paid
paid a
and shall
shall be
ondeath,
etc., of
of su
se
quent husband.
served for
for
sequent
husband.
section shall
shall apply
apply to
to a
a former
former widow of
of any person who served
ninety days or more in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps of the
United States during the Civil War and was honorably
honorably discharged
discharged
from such
such service, or who, having so served
served for less than ninety days
discharged for or died in service
was discharged
service of a
adisability
disability incurred
incurred in the
service and m the line of duty, such widow
widow having remarried
either
remarried,ieither
once or more than once after the death of the soldier, sailor, or
or
subsequent or successive
successive marriage
marriage
marine, if it be shown that such subsequent
has, or have been
been dissolved, either by the
the death
death of the husband
husband or
or
husbands, or by divorce without
without fault
fault on the part of the wife;
wife; and
to
such former widow
widow shall
and be paid
paid
a pension
at
chii- any such
drAllowance
Allovrance
to °"shall be entitled to and
a
pension at
dren
increased,
p
pensi
at
en increased.
R
473., p.
p. the rate of $30
R. S.,
8., sec.
sec. 4703,
$30 per month; and any widow as mentioned
mentioned in this
Ma, amended.
section shall
be paid
$6 per
month for
for each
each child
child of
of such
such officer
or
" aede
section,
shall also
also be
paid $6
per month
officer or
enlisted man under
under the age of sixteen
sixteen years, and in case of the death
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remarriage of the widow leaving a
or remarriage
children of such
such officer
a child or children
officer
or enlisted man under the
pension shall
shall be
the age of sixteen
sixteen years
years, such
such pension
be
Provisos.
paid
sixteen years: Provided,
Provied, Repless
aid such
such child or children until the age
minr
' of sixteen years:
'go..
p
ls
minor
ples
Helpless
minor
child.
That
at in case a
aminor child is insane,
mentally or
insane, idiotic
idiotic, or
or otherwise
otherwise mentally
or child.
physically
physically helpless,
helpless, the pension
continue during
the life
pension shall
shall continue
during the
life of
of such
such
child, or during the period of such disability, and this proviso
proviso shall
apply to all pensions
pensions heretofore
hereafter to
be granted
heretofore granted
granted or
or hereafter
to be
granted
Renewal restricted,
this or
any former
under this
or any
former statute:
statute: And
And provided
further, That
That in
case IRenewal
providedfurther,
in case
retricted,
accrued
to
to
pension accrued
.if pension
child, when
dropped
been dropped
dropped from
from the
the pension
of any
any widow whose name has been
pension roll
roll child,
when dropped
for remarriage.
the pension
pension has
has been
because of her remarriage,
remarriage, if
if the
been granted
to an
granted to
an forremarriage
insane,'idiotic, or otherwise
insane
otherwise helpless child, or to a
children
a child or
or children
under the age of sixteen years
entitled to
years, she
she shall not be
be entitled
to renewal
renewal
until that pension to such child or
of pension under this Act until:that
or children
children
terminates, unless such child or children
terminates,
children be
be a
a member or members
of her family and cared
cared for by her, and upon
upon the
renewal of pension
pension
the renewal
to such widow,
widow , payment of pension to such child or children
children shall
shall
Rate Increased for
cease: And provided
provded further,
further, That
That the
the rate
rate of
of pension
pension for
the widow
widow wRar
for the
i82reSad
for
War of 1812
and MexiWar.
of any person who served in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps of the
the can
an War.
United States in the War of 1812, or
or for
more in
in the
the
for sixty
sixty days or more
Mexico,'on the coasts or
War with Mexico
frontier thereof,
thereof, or en
or frontier
en route thereto,
thereto,
during the war with that nation, and was
honorably discharged
discharged
was honorably
therefrom,'shall
therefrom
shall be $30 per
per month.
Army nurses and
SEC.
S
EC. 5. That all Army nurses of the Civil
Civil War
War and all
all dependent
dependent dependent
dependet nparents.
paretsa d
Rate for Civil
War
parents of any officer
or enlisted
enlisted man
officer or
man who
who served
in the
the Civil
served in
Civil War
War sRteor
ci v l War
service.
whose names are now on the pension roll, or who are now entitled
entitled
to pension under any existing law,
law, shall be entitled to and
and shall
shall be
be
paid
of $30
paid a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Commencement of
Commencement
of
SEC.
SEC. 6. That the pension or increase of
provided Increases.
of pension
pension herein
herein provided
increases.
for, as to all persons whose names are now on the pension
pension roll,
roll, or
or who
are now in receipt of a
a pension under existing law, shall commence
commence
at the rates herein provided, from the date of the approval of this Act,
Act,
or under section 22 hereof, when the requisite condition is
is shown to
to
For new applicants.
exist after the approval of this Act; and as to persons whose names F"newapplicants.
are not now on the pension roll, or who are not now in receipt of aa
pension
pension under existing
existing law, but who may be entitled to pension
pension
under
of this Act, such pensions shall commence
under the provisions
provisions of
commence from
from
the date of filing application
application therefor in the Bureau
Bureau of Pensions in
in
such form as may be prescribed
prescribed by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior:
of the
Interior: Proviso.
pow.
Provided,
widows.
4 Remarried
Remarred widows.
Provided, That as to any former
former widow
widow as mentioned in section 4
hereof, who since the death of her soldier, sailor, or marine
marine husband
husband
has remarried
remarried either once
once and
subsequent
once or more than once,
and such
such subsequent
or successive marriage
marriage has been dissolved,
dissolved, either
by the
the death
either by
death of
of the
the
husband
husband or husbands,
husbands, or by divorce without fault on
on the
the part of
of the
the Rate
under forme
Rate under former
wife, and who filed her application
law.
application for pension
pension under the
the Act of law.
Vol. 39, p. 844.
September
September 8,
8, 1916,
1916, her
her pension
pension shall
shall commence
the date
date when
commence from
from the
when VOL
39,p. 84.
her original application
application was filed under that
that Act in
in the Bureau
Bureau of
of
Pensions, and shall be at the rate in that Act _provided,
increase
provided, with
with increase
at the rate or rates subsequently
subsequently provided
widows of
of Civil
provided for
for the
the widows
Civil
this
etc.
i Act,
c , etc.
War soldiers, sailors, and marines, and by this Act from the date or Tinder
Unde th
dates when any such subsequent Act or Acts took effect or may hereafter take effect, it
it being the intent and purpose
purpose to give to any such
such
widow the same status as other widows of Civil War
War soldiers,
soldiers, sailors,
and marines who have not remarried,
remarried, and from the
said Act
Act
the date
date of
of said
of September
September 8,
8, 1916.
1916.
Md
f hnor rol
Medal of honor roll
SEC.
pensions not
not affected.
acted.
S
EC. 7.
7. That
That nothing in this Act contained
contained shall be held to affect or pensions
diminish the
the additional pension to those on the roll designated
designated as Vol.
vol.39
p
5.
diminish
39, p. 54.
"The
provided m the Act
Act
"The Army
APIny and Navy Medal of Honor Roll," as provided
herein provided
of April 27, 1916,
1916, but
but any
any increase
increase herein
provided for
for shall
shall be
be in
in No
No preeent
present pension
pension
reduced.
addition thereto; and no pension heretofore
heretofore granted under any Act, reduced.
public or private, shall be reduced by anything contained
contained in this
this Act.
Act.
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Sc.
That no
no claim
agent or
or attorney
be
attorney, or other person shall be
claim agent
8. That
SEC. 8.
recognized
in the adjustment
claims under this Act,
Act, except
except in
adjustment of claims
recognized in
claims
and in
such _eases
more than the sum
no more
cases no
in such
pension, and
original pension,
for original
claims for
of
$10 shall
be allowed
allowed for
for services
services in
preparing, presenting, or prosin preparing,
shall be
of $10
ecuting
any such
such claim,
claim, which
which sum
shall be
be payable
only on
on the
the order
order
payable only
sum shall
ecuting any
for vioPensions; and
and any
any person
person who shall violate
of Pensions;
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
of the
for vi- of
any of
of the
provisions of
section, or
shall wrongfully
wrongfully withhold
withhold
or shall
this section,
of this
the provisions
any
from
the pensioner
pensioner or
whole or any part of
of aa pension
pension
the whole
claimant the
or claimant
from the
allowed or
due to
to such
such pensioner
pensioner or
under this Act, shall
shall be
claimant under
or claimant
or due
allowed
deemed guilty
guilty of
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall,
and upon
a misdemeanor and
of aniisdemeanor,
deemed
ined not exceeding
for
each and
exceeding $500
$500 or be imoffense, be fined
every offense,
and .every
for each
prisoned
exceeding one
one year,
year, or both, in the discretion
discretion of the
not exceeding
prisoned not
court.
court.
Approved, May
1, 1920.
May 1,
Approved,

Restriction on paypaying attorneys.

Restriction on

ng attorneys,

Punishment

lations.
latPiohen

t

May
3, 1920.
192.
My3,
(H. H. 13387.]
13387.]
[H.H.

[Public, No.
191.1
No. 191.]1
[Public,

CHAP. 166.—An
construction of a
abridge
bridge acruo
acmes
extend the time for the construction
166.-An Act To extend
CHAP.
between the
River between
the States of Minnesota
Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
the Saint Louis River

hehnited
tf th,e
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Vni,ted
House of
Be it
for completThat the time for
assembled,
Congress
in
Amerca
States
States
.of America
in
Congress
assembkd,
comPletfor
bridge, authorized
a bridge,
of a
taldglug, Duluth,
the construction
authorized by Act
Act of CongresaapCongress apconstruction of
ing the
Duluth, ing
bridging,
V01:39,p.436,amendproved
August
7,
1916,
to
be
built
across
the
Saint
Louis
River
at aa
River at
Louis
Saint
the
across
built
be
to
1916,
7,
oi.39,p.4,36,amend proved August
ed
ed.
point suitable
interests of
navigation between
between the
the States of
of navigation
the interests
to the
suitable to
point
a suburb
Minnesota and
and Wisconsin,
from the
the village
village of Fond
Fond du Lac, a
Wisconsin, from
Minnesota
one
about
shore
of
Duluth,
Minnesota,
to
a
point
on
the
Wisconsin
about
Wisconsin
the
on
point
a
to
Minnesota,
Duluth,
of
of Dubray
hundred
westerly from
from the
mouth of
Dubray Creek, is hereby
the mouth
feet westerly
hundred feet
approval hereof.
•
extended one
one year
from the
of approval
date of
the date
year from
extended
hereby
Sze. 2.
2. That
That the
right to alter,
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
theright
Amendment.
SEC.
Amendment.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
1920.
3, 1920.
Approved, May
May 3,
Approved,
River.
s'
lin:
L
e
c
fr
iverior

Louis
saint
Time extended

CHAP
167.--Joint Resolution
Resolution To authorize
Secretary of War
War to grant revauthorize the Secretary
CHAP. 167.-Joint

May 5, 1920.

May 5,1920

[H. J. Res. 3011
the Fort Douglas Military
ocable licenses
removal of
of sand
sand and
and gravel
gravel from
from the
Military
the removal
for the
licenses for
ocable
Res.No. 0.1
[i J.Res.,
[Pub. Res.,
No. 40.]
40.1 Reservation
[Pub.
purposes.
Reservation for
for industrial
industrial purposes.

United
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
and House
the Senate
Resolved
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
War
of
Secretary
the
That
States of America in Congress assembled,
is
hereby authorized
authorized to
grant revocable
the removal
removal of
for the
licenses for
revocable licenses
to grant
is hereby
Utah
sand
gravel from
Fort Douglas
Douglas Military .Reservation,
Reservation, Utah,
the Fort
from the
nd gravel
sand and
reTom,
to persons and corporations
corporations within said
stud State, to be used for industrial
and manufacturing
at such
reasonable prices
prices as may be
such reasonable
purposes, at
manufacturing purposes,
and
fixed
Secretary of
of War.
War.
the Secretary
by the
fixed by
Approved,
May 5,
5, 1920.
Approved, May

Fort Douglas Military Reservation,
tarFResDerviat
Utah.
Uta
Licenses for removing sand, etc.,
fo from,
authorized.
authorized

s f

ingsnlet

May 6,1920.

May 6, 1920.
[H. R. 9228.]
. b. 192.1
[Public,
No. 192.]
[Public, No.

2t°aaitonnuanhorized
authrid.

oast

on
Lake Superior,
Superior, in
in
on Lake
Cook County, Minn.

Cook Ceounty,

a Coast Guard station
CHAP. 168.-An
168.—An Act
Act To
authorize the
establishment of a
station
the establishment
To authorize
CHAP.
on the
the coast
Superior, in
Minnesota.
in Cook County, Minnesota.
Lake Superior,
of Lake
coast of
on
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Secretary of the
States
of America
assembled, That the Secretary
Cogress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
a Coast Guard
authorize to establish a
Treasury
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Guard
he is
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
station on the coast of Lake Superior, in Cook County, Minnesota,
station
Minnesota, in
such locality
the captain
commandant of
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard may
captain commandant
as the
locality as
such
recommend.
recommend.
Approved, May
6, 1920.
1920.
May 6,
Approved,
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a bridge across
Act Extending
Extending the
CHAP. 170.-An
CHAP.
170.—An Act
the time for constructing
constructing a
across the
Bayou
Bartholomew, in
in the
the State
State of
of Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Bayou Bartholomew,

Mav 7,1920.
7, 1920.
May
In. it. 129561
t. . No.
1295i.193.)
[Public, No.
[Public,
193.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Representativesof the United Bayou
House of
of Representatives
and House
by the Senate and
Be
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the times
com- mew.
Bayo
times for cornCongress assembled,
of America
America in
States
im

Bartholorth

Ba olo
mencing and
and completing
the construction
bridge autho4zed
by bT eingatendedfo
authorized by
of aabridge
construction of
completing the
mencing
Act
approved January
to be
built across
across the
the
be built
January 15, 1914, to
of Congress
Congress approved
Act of
Bayou
Bartholomew, in
in the
Arkansas, by
County, amended.
by Ashley
Ashley County,
of Arkansas,
the State
State of
Bayou Bartholomew,
are
hereby extended
extended one
three years,
years, respectively,
from the
respectively, from
one and
and three
are hereby
date
of the
the approval
approval hereof.
hereof.
date of
is hereby
SEC. 2.
2. That
the right
right to
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
amend, or
to alter,
That the
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, May
May 7, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP.
171.—An Act
the consent
of Congress
Congress to
to the
Red River
River
CHAP. 171.-An
Act To
To grant
grant the
consent of
the Elmer
Elmer Red
Bridge Company
Company to
to construct
construct a
the Red
River.
bridge across
across the
Red River.
a bridge
Bridge

Time extended for
bridging, at Wilmot,
Ark.
5
Vol. 38,
p. 275,
amended.

Amendment.

Amendment

May 7, 1920.
[TR.
[II.
R.13253.1
132j3.1
[Public,
[Public, No. 194.]
194.]

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
United
of the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
River.
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
consent of Congress
Congress Red
the consent
That the
Congress assembled,
Red River
States
Elmer Red
River
Bridge Company may
Bridge
is hereby granted to the Elmer Red River Bridge Company, to be bridge,
between Oklabetween
Texas.
homa and Texas.
composed
following members,
namely: B.
B. F. Flowers and homa
members, namely:
the following
composed of the
Jackson County, Oklahoma, and W. T. GibC.
H. Harp, of Elmer, Jackson
C. H.
bons, of
of Odell,
Wilbarger County,
Texas, and their
successors and
their successors
County, Texas,
Odell, Wilbarger
bons,
assigns,
to construct,
maintain, and
abridge
and approaches
approaches
bridge and
and operate
operate a
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
thereto
across the
the Red
Red River
River at
at a
point suitable
of
interests of
to the
the interests
suitable to
a point
thereto across
navigation,
near , the
the southeast
section twenty-four, town- Location.
of section
southeast corner of
navigation, near
ship
twenty-one west of Indian meridian,
meridian, Jackson
south, range twenty-one
ship one south,
Construction.
Construction.
County, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, to a
south in
Wilbarger County, Texas, Vol.
in Wilbarger
a point
point south
County,
34,
34, p. S4.
to
in
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to
in accordance
regulate
navigable waters,"
waters," apof bridges over navigable
construction of
regulate the
the construction
proved
March 23, 1906.
proved March
Amendment.
That the
hereby Amendment.
or repeal this Act is hereby
the right
right to alter, amend, or
SEC. 2.
2. That
expressly
reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, May 7, 1920.
Approved,
8 8, 1920.
May
[If.ayR.
R.8,1920.
136771
Ill.
1I77.]
[Public, No. 1ii.
[Public,
195.1

CHAP.
Act Making
Making appropriations
deficiency in
in the
apto supply
supply aa deficiency
the apCHAP. 172.—An
172.-An Act
appropriations to
propriations
for the
control of
to supply
propriations for
the Federal
Federal control
of transportation
transportation systems
systems and
and to
supply urgent
urgent
deficiencies
appropriations for the
1920, and
fiscal year
year ending June
June 30, 192p,
the fiscal
certain appropriations
deficiencies in certain
for
purposes.
for other purposes.

Be
United 17'
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representativesof
of the
the United
urgent
rget
itdeiciency
fi ci
en y
are aproeriations for
States
in Congress
'That the
following sums
sums are
the following
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of America
FeXera l railroad conon
etc.
ro, etc.
appropriated, out
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise approappro- trol,
not otherwise
in the
money in
of any
out of
appropriated,
for the
the Federal
Federal
priated,, to
deficiency in
in the
appropriations for
the appropriations
to supply
supply aadeficiency
pnrated,
deficiencies in
in
supply urgent
urgent deficiencies
control of
systems and
and to
to supply
transportation systems
control
of transportation
certain
certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, and
for other
other purposes,
purposes, namely:
namely:
for
a1

o ‘r ia

r

FEDERAL CONTROL
CONTROL OF
OF TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS.
SYSTEMS.
FEDERAL

on s

or

v

111n
5
P°rt*.
ti FederalroPederantroLrt
tioo
Liquidation exLiquidation

penses.
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section pensqs.
for carrying
carrying out
For
Ante, p. 459.
'ep. 459.
$300,000,000, which sum
1920," $300,000,000,
Act, 1920,"
202
of the
the "Transportation
"Transportation Act,
202 of
sup
shall
be subject
in all respects
authority for,
for, and
restricand restricthe same
same authority
respects to
to the
shall be
subect.in
tion of,
of, expenditure
appropriations named
named in
in the
section. Liberty
tion
expenditure as
as the
the appropriations
the said
said section
Libert bonds,
bonds, etc.,
etc.,
.ailioad Adavailable, held by R7alroad
as funds
become available,
as rapidly
rapidly-as
The War
The
War Finance
Finance Corporation,
Corporation, as
funds become
Fnanbe
makenby
from the
the United
shall take
over from
shall
take over
United States
States Railroad
Railroad Administration,
Administration, at t
ken blVa'rr Finance
Fi
c:
Corporation.
par value
and accrued
accrued interest,
interest, such
such of
the United
States colr40,pio.
09
of the
the bonds
bonds of
of the
United States
par
value and
'Vol. 40, p. 309.
IT n ist

of the
the various
Victory loan issue as are
loan issues and the Victory
of
various Liberty-loan
held by the said administration
administration at the time of the approval
approval of this
Act and which it
it does not
not desire to retain.
retain.

o

b
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Traffic balances due
The Interstate Commerce Commission, in certifying to the SecreTariest
from
carriersbnsed.to be certified
with excess cred- tary of the Treasury the amount payable to any carrier under paratifiedwithexcesscredits payable thereto.
payabe4th
tsAnte,
graphs (f) and (g) of section 204 of the Transportation Act, 1920, also
p. 460.e eto.
Post, p. 1145.
shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury such sums, if any, as

The Interstate Commerce Commission, in certifying to the Secre-

tary of the Treasury the amount payable to any earrier under para-

graphs (f) and (g) of section 204 of the Transportation Act, 1920, also
shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury such sums, if any, as

pot, p. 1145.

Deduction
to be
be
Deduction to
made.
Ante,
p. 461.
An, p.
461.

CreditCgret
for.
Ante, p. 459.

A,

p. 459.

President (as operator
operator of transdue from
from such carrier to the President
may be
be due
portation systems under Federal
Federal control) on account of traffic
traffic balportation
ances or other indebtedness. The
ances
The amount so certified
certified to be due the

President, upon his request, shall be deducted
deducted by the Secretary
Secretary of

the Treasury
Treasury from the amount
amount so certified
certified to be due such carrier and
thereupoi shall
ell be transferred
transferred from the appropriation
appropriation made in parathereupon
graph
the said
section 204
and credited
credited by
him to
to the
the appropriaappropriaby him
204 and
said section
of the
(g) of
raph (g)
tion
in section
of the
Transportation Act,
Act, 1920.
1920. Suci
Such dedethe Transportation
section 202
202 of
made in
tion made
considered as a
apayment
payment pro tanto of such indebtedindebtedductions shall be considered
Government.
ness to the Government.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT

District
of Colombia.
Columbia.
District of

GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
Zoning Commission.
tcenommission.
Services
and expanses.
nses.
Ante, p. 500.

Au.w50

Zoning
For carrying
effect the
provisions of the
the provisions
into effect
carrying into
Commission: For
Zoning Commicsion:
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to regulate
re,gulate the
area and use
the height,
height, area,
use of buildings
Act entitled
in the District of Columbia and to create
commission, and
create a
a zoning commission,
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
March 2, 1920, including the employapproved March
expert services and for necessary
incidental expenses,
expenses, $5,000,
$5,000,
necessary incidental
ment of expert
remain available
available during the fiscal year 1921.
to remain
CONTINGENT
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT AND

Adarsg tx
VoL 26,
26, p.
p. 24.
2.
Vol.

For advertising
advertising notice of taxes in arrears
arrears July 1, 1919, as required
required
to be given by Act of March
reimbursed by aacharge of
March 19,1890,
19, 1890, to be reimbursed
50 cents for each lot or piece of property
property advertised, $2,295.16.

in

Advertising taxes in
MMUS.

IMPROVEMENTS AND
AND REPAIRS.
REPAIRS.
IMPROVEMENTS
Repairs,
Repairs,

roads, etc.
roas

suburban
suburban
b n

REPAIRS TO
SUBURBAN ROADS:
ROADS: For
For current
current work
of repairs
repairs to
to subsubwork of
REPAIRS
TO SUBURBAN
urban roads and suburban
suburban streets,
including maintenance
motor
maintenance of motor
streets, including
vehicles,
vehicles, $35,000.
$35,000.
SEWERS.
SEWERS.

Sewers.
Sewers.
Pumping service.
service.
Pumping

operation and maintenance
maintenance of the sewage pumping service, inFor operation
cluding repairs to boilers, machinery,
machinery, and pumping stations, and emcluding
ployment of mechanics,
laborers, and two watchmen,
watchmen, purchase of
mechanics, laborers,
ployment
coal oils, waste, and other supplies,
maintenance of motor
motor
coal,
supplies, and for maintenance
trucks, $15,000.
$15,000.
CHARITIES AND
CORRECTIONS.
CHARITIES
AND CORRECTIONS.

Support of
indigent
Support
of indigent

insane.
insane.

One half
half from
from Di,.
Dis.
One
trict revenues.
revenues.

HOSPITAL
FOR THE
INSANE: For
insane of the
For support
support of indigent insane
HOSPITAL FOR
THE INSANE:
provided by law,
Elizabeths Hospital, as provided
District of Columbia in Saint Elizabeths
$350,000.
$350,000.

One-half of the foregoing
One-half
foregoing amounts
amounts to meet
meet deficiencies
deficiencies in the approappropriations on
on account
account of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be
be paid
paid from
from the
the
priations
revenues of the District
Coumbia,. and one-half from any money in
revenues
District of
of Coumbia,
Treasury not
appropriated.
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
the Treasury

Co Employees' Compensation
Commission.
pensationCommission.
Printing and binding. inting and

EMPLOYEES'
COMMISSION.
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION COMMISSION.

For printing
printing and binding to be done at the Government
Government Printing
Printing
Office,
$1,200.
Office, $1,200.
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INTERSTATE
COMMISSION.
COMMERCE COMMISSION.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE

InterstateCommerce
InterstateCommerce
Commission.

.Salaries of Commieo mm
For two
members of the
commission, at the rate of sioners
the commission,
additional members
For
two additional
'A7,tep.497.
Ante,
te , 497.
30, 1920, inclusive;
June 30,
$12,000
April 16
to June
inclusive; I
16 to
from April
each, from
per annum
annum each,
$12,000 per
and
required to increase
increase the compensation
compensation of nine
amount required
for the amount
and for
members of
the commission
annum each
to $12,000
$12,000 per annum
$10,000 to
from $10,000
commission from
of the
members
Secretary.
and
the secretary
commission from $5,000 to $7,500 per annum Secretary.
the commission
secretary of the
and the
from
February
28
to
June
30,
inclusive,
$12,004.23.
1920,
from February
0

ers

General expenses:
For all
authorized expenditures
necessary
expenditures necessary
other authorized
all other
expenses: For
General
in
the execution
of the
the laws
commerce, including the same
to regulate commerce,
laws to
execution of
in the
Appropriation
objects
Sundry Civil Appropriation
specified under this head in the Sundry
objects specified
Act
for the
the fiscal
1920 and
including rent
rent of
of buildings
buildings in the
and including
year 1920
fiscal year
Act for
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $125,000:
Provided, That
appropriation
That this appropriation
$125,000: Provided,
District of
shall
not be available
Columbia
of buildings
buildings in the District of Columbia
available for rent of
shall not
if
space is provided by the Public Buildings Commission.
suitable space
if suitable
To enable
enable the
the Interstate
Commerce Commission
enforce comcomto enforce
Commission to
Interstate Commerce
To
the Act to regulate
pliance
with section
section 20
and other
other sections
sections of
of the
20 and
pliance with
commerce
amended by
approved June 29, 1906,
1906, and as
the Act approved
by the
as amended
commerce as
including the employamended by
the "Transportation
employ1920," including
"Transportation Act, 1920,"
by the
amended
ment
necessary special
special accounting
examiners, $25,000.
or examiners,
agents or
accounting agents
of necessary
ment of

CONGRESS.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
LIBRARY

General expenses.
Generalexpenses.

Proviso.
Rent restriction.

testriction.

Enforcing accountacounte
ing_by railroads, etc.
VoL 34,
p. 593; VoL
VoL
4, p.
VL
36, p. 556.
Ante, p. 493.

Enfogron

9s6;

36 P, . 49.

Library of Congress.
Congress.
Library
Card Indexes.

services of assistants at ciandes.
DISTRIBUTION
INDEXES: For
For services
CARD INDEXES:
OF CARD
DISTRIBUTION OF
salaries less
less than
than $1,000
$1,000 per
per annum
piecework and work by
annum and for piecework
salaries
the hour, $2,700.
$2,700.
Fannie
Dockland
Faw eLckland
Lackland Washington, widow of Washington.
Fannie Lackland
payment to Mrs. Fannie
For payment
Payment
to.
Lawrence Washington,
Washington, late
late attendant
attendant in
the Representatives'
Read- Paymentto.
Representatives' Readin the
Lawrence
$1,250.
ing Room of the Library of Congress, $1,250.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY

Treasury D
epsr tDepartTreasury
ment.
ment.

MINTS
AND ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICES.
OFFICES.
MINTS AND

Mints and
and assay
assay
Mints
offices.
offices.

Denver, Colorado, Mint:
employees,
$16,500.
employees, $16,500.

workmen and other
For wages of workmen

mint.
Colo.,
Denver,
Denver .
C°
1°•P mint

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
John M. La.
Lea.
John

For
"An Act for
for Paymenttoestateof.
Payment toestate of.
For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An
p. 1463.
1463.
Post, p.
the relief
estate of
John M.
deceased," approved April 7, Port,
Lea, deceased,"
M. Lea,
of John
the estate
of the
the
relief of
1920, $6,883.31.
$6,883.31.
San Francisco
Francisco Bridge
San
Department is authorized
authorized and directed Company.
Navy Department
of the Navy
Auditor of
The Auditor
Company.
Payment for dry
Payment
to pay
to the San
Francisco Bridge Company, contractor
contractor for the dry dock
San Francisco
to
pay to
dock Pearl
Harbor,
Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii.
dock at Pearl Harbor, the sum of $128,260.60
$128,260.60 heretofore
heretofore appropriappropri- Hawaii.
Ante, p.
p. 511.
Ante,
511.
ated in the Act approved
approved March 6, 1920, upon Treasury
Treasury estimate
ated
set
forth in
in Senate
Numbered 210, Sixty-sixth Congress,
Congress,
Document Numbered
Senate Document
set forth
settlement when
a liquidated
second
liquidated settlement
when
second session, payment to be made as a
Condition.
release of all claims and Conditio
executes and delivers aa release
said contractor
contractor executes
and
work.
contract
demands whatsoever
whatsoever connected
connected with said contract
PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH SERVICE.
SERVICE.
PUBLIC

Public
ServPublie Health
Halth Sevice.
ice.
Services,
Services,

supplies,
supptes,

For
hospital services and supplies for war- etc.,
medical, surgical, and hospital
For medical,
etc., to war risk insur
insuretc.
patients, etc.
beneficiaries of the Public
Public Health ance
patients and other beneficiaries
risk insurance patients
AAnte,
rte. pp. 377, 507.
Post, p. 1024.
i1t.
reserve .com- Pot,
regular and reserve
necessary personnel,
.
personnel, regular
Service, including necessary
missioned
Public Health
Health Service, clerical help in the
of the Public
officers of
missioned officers
District of Columbia
Columbia, and elsewhere,
elsewhere, maintenance,
maintenance, equipment,
equipment, leases,
freight, transportation
transportation and travel,
lights, water, printing, freight,
fuel, lights,
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maintenance
operation of
passenger motor vehicles,
vehidles, and reasonof passenger
and operation
maintenance and
able burial
expenses (not exceeding
$100 for any patient dying in
exceeding $100
burial expenses
able
hospital),
$7,666,187.14.
hospital), $7,666,187.14.
Public buildings.

PUBLIC)
BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Relief of
Contractors: For
For an
amount for
for the
the payment
payment
an additional
additional amount
of Contractors:
of.cims Relief
cPan
forth, arising
arising under
Contractors, and so forth,
under the Act
Act entitled
of contractors,
of claims
claims of
for war condition of
"An
Act for
for the
relief of
and subcontractors
subcontractors for
for the
the post
post
of contractors
contractors and
the relief
" An Act
, p. 281.
rp.507.
offices and other buildings
buildings and work under
under the supervision
supervision of the
Treasury
and for
for other
purposes," approved
approved August
August
other purposes,"
Department, and
Treasury Department,
25,
1919, as
as amended,
amended, $500,000.
$500,000.
25, 1919,

Contractors, etc.
Payment of claims
of,
of, for war condition
losses.
Ante, p. 281.
Ante, p. 507.
Anf

Post Office
Office Department.
Government PrintGovernment
ing Office.
ing
Ofice.
Electriccnrrent
current, etc.,
etc,
Eletric
to
city poSt office,
office, D.C.
!o. C.
tocitypost

Postal
Postal serveec.
service.

POST
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
POST OFFICE
For reimbursement
reimbursement of
Office for the
the cost
cost
Printing Office
Government Printing
of the
the Government
For
of furnishing
lighting and
heating and electric current for lighting
of
furnishing steam for heating
power to the Post Office
Office Department
Department building
building at Massachusetts
Massachusetts
power
Avenue and North Capitol Street, District
$7,500.
District of Columbia, $7,500.
Avenue
SERVICE.
POSTAL SERVICE.
OUT
or THE
THE POSTAL
REVENUES.
POSTAL REVENUES.
OUT OF

Assistant
Fourth Assistant
General
Postmaster
Postmaster General.
Stationery.

OFFICE
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
OF FOURTH
FOURTH ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF
For stationery
stationery for
Postal Service,
Service, including
objects
including the same objects
the Postal
for the
For
specified
this head in the
Office Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the
the Post Office
under this
specified under
fiscal year
1920, $50,000.
year 1920,
fiscal

Department of
of
Department
Labor.
Labor.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

Housing Corporation.

UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES HOUSING
HOUSING CORPORATION.
CORPORATION.

Government
hotel,
Government hotel,
D.
C.
D.C.
Operation, etc.

Washington, District of Columbia,
Columbia, Government
Government hotel for GovernGovernWashington,
ment workers:
For maintenance,
operation, and management
management of the
maintenance, operation,
workers: For
ment
restaurant therein, including
including personal services, $275,000.
hotel and restaurant

Legislative.

LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

Senate.

SENATE.
SENATE.

hn H. Bankhead.
widow.'Poay to widow.

Jpoayto

To
Tallulah J.
Hon. John H. Bankhead,
widow of Hon.
J. Bankhead,
Bankhead, widow
pay Tallulah
To pay

Senator from the State
State of Alabama,
Alabama, $7,500.
late aaSenator
Senate kitchens and

For repairs,
improvements,. equipment,
equipment, and
supplies for
for Senate
Senate
and supplies
repairs, improvements,
For
Capitol Building and Senate Office Buildkitchens
restaurants, Capita
kitchens and restaurants,
ings,
personal and
expended by the
services, to be expended
and other
other services,
ings, including
including personal
Superintendent of the Capitol
Capitol Building
Building and Grounds, under the
Superintendent
supervision of the Committee on RuTes,
Rules, United
'United States Senate,
supervision
816,990.95.
$16,990.95.
House of
Representof RepresentHouse
IOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ativ es.
atives.

reStanutns.s

restaurants.
Repairs, etc.
Repairs,
etc.

and

William J. Browning.
Pay to widow.

wiuiam J. Brown-

ay towidow.

Botanic
Botanic Garden.
Repairs, etc.
Repairs,
etc.

J. Browning, late aaRepresentative
To pay the widow of William J.
Representative
from the State of New Jersey,
Jersey, $7,500.
BOTAIC
BOTANIC GARDEN.
GARDEN.

For
general repairs
to buildings,
buildings, heating
apparatus, and
so forth,
forth,
and so
heating apparatus,
For general
repairs to
including the
same objects
objects specified
this head
head in the Sundry
Sundry
under this
specified under
the same
including
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
the fiscal
year 1920,
$100.
fiscal year
1920, $100.
for the
Civil

SIXTY-SIXTH
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Cris. 172-174.
SESS. II.
II. Cus.
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1920.
1920.

For procuring
manure soil,
so , tools, fuel,
fuel, and
procuring manure,
and so
so forth,
including the
the
forth, including
same obiects
objects specified
specified under this head in the Legislative, Executive,
Executive,
and Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
$675.
fiscal year 1920, $675.
GOVERNMENT
PRINTING OFFICE
OFFICE..
GOVERNMENT PRINTING

Improvement, etc.
Improvement,
etc.

Public printing
printing and
Public
and

binding.
binding.

For printing
printing and binding for the Treasury Department,
For
Department, including
including Treasury Departprinting required by the Federal Farm Loan Act,
A
e
Treasury
lficultural
Depar
Departt.
Act, $300,000.
$300,000.
For printing
printing and binding
binding for the Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, m
mAngenltualDepart"
.
including farmers'
farmers' bulletins,
bulletins, which shall be adapted to the
interests
the interests
of the people
people of the different
different sections of the country, an
equal proproan equal
portion of four-fifths
four-fifths of which shall be delivered
portion
out under
under
delivered to or
or sent
sent out
the addressed
Senators, Representatives,
addressed franks furnished by.Senators,
Representatives, and
and
as they
Delegates in Congress, as
shall direct,
direct, $75,000.
they shall
$75,000.
Library of Congress.
For printing and binding for the Library
Library of Congress, including Library of Con gre ss
Copyright Office
the Copyright
Office and the publication of the Catalogue of Title
Entries
Office,r and binding,
binding, rebinding,
Entries of the Copyright Office
rebinding, and repairing
repairing
and for
of library
library books, and
for building
$63,000.
building and
and grounds,
grounds, $63,000.
Post Office
Departc D
par For printing
Office Department,
printing and binding
binding for
for the Post Office
Department, exclusive
exclusive ment.
mepnt. o
money-order office,
of the money-order
office, $150,000.
$150,000.
Approved, May
May 8, 1920.
1920.
CHAP. 173.—An
173.-An Act For the construction of a
a bridge across
CHA.P.
across the Pentwater
Pentwater River
or Pentwater
or
Pentwater Lake, Michigan.

May 8, 1920.
[H.11. 12S69.1
128694
[Public, No.
196.1
[Public,
No. 1964

.

'.

it enacted
House of
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives ef
of the
United
the United
Pentwater BRiver or
States of America in
assembled, That
in Conegress
Congress assembled,
That the consent of
Congress Lake.
of Congress
Lake.t
iver or
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to the township of Pentwater, Michigan,
Pentwater,
Mi ch.,
Michigan, or
or the
the may
Pentwater,
Mich.,
bridge.
Pere Marquette
a corporation, to construct aa
Marquette Railroad
Railroad Company, a
bridge
bridge,
approaches thereto, across
bridge, with approaches
across Pentwater
Pentwater River
the
River or
or at
at the
outlet of Pentwater
Pentwater Lake in the State of Michigan,
Michigan, at a
apoint suitable
suitable
to the
the interests
interests of navigation,
navigation, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of Construction.
to
ConSStrutl
Vol. 34, P. 54 .
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
the
entitled "An
construction of bridges over
over
navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
men d e
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby AAmendment.
m
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, May
May 8, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
to

CHAP. 174.—An
174.-An Act To deport certain undesirable
CHAP.
undesirable aliens and to deny readmission
those
those deported.
deported.

May 10, 1920.
VI. R. 6750.
[Public, No.
197.1
[Public,
No. 197.]

May 101920.
L
Z.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representaives of the United
Be
it enacted

States
America in
States of America
in, Congress assembled, That aliens of the
the following
following

Aliens.
Aliens
-

Deportation of addiclasses,
in
addition to
to those
those for
for whose expulsion from the United
United tinto
ndeiabla, i-diclasses, i
n addition
tional undesirable,
rected.
States provision is made in the existing law, shall, upon the warrant rected.

of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of Labor, be taken into his custody and
in
and deported
deported in

the
manner provided
20 of the Act of February
the manner
provided in sections 19 and 20
February 5,
1917,
"An Act to regulate
1917, entitled "An
regulate the immigration
immigration of aliens to, and
the residence
residence of aliens in, the United
States," if the Secretary
United States,"
Secretary of
of
Labor,
Labor, after
after hearing, finds that such aliens
aliens are undesirable residents
of the United States, to
to wit:
(1) All aliens who are now interned
(1)
interned under section 4067 of
the Reof the
Re-

8

Vol. 39, p. 889.

Classes designated.

Casses desgnated.

interned alien ems-

en e
interned alien
miss.
and the
vised Statutes of the United States and
proclamations issued
the proclamations
issued by
by voL
4,
p.
16
s0
VoL 4040111r.
VoL
,
1650 ,
the
the President
President in
in pursuance
pursuance of said section under date of April 6,
6, 1917,
1917, 1716,
1716,1729,
1729, 1772.
1772..
November 16, 1917, December 11,
11, 1917,
November
1917, and April 19,
19, 1918,
respectively.
respectively.
Convicted of violet (2) All aliens
aliens who
since August
August 1,
1, 1914,
1914, have
have been or may here- ingCedns
tedi^wse
t
(2) All
who since
ing designated
laws.
after be convicted
convicted of any violation
violation or conspiracy
conspiracy to violate any of
of

594
594

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
SEss. II.
II.

Cris. 174,
175.
CHs.
174, 175.

1920.
1920.

parts of Acts, the judgment on such conviction
conviction
the following Acts or parts
having
final, namely:
namely:
become final,
having become
Act
Eioage
EspionageAct.
interference with
punish acts of interference
Vol. 40,
217,
553.
(a)
"An Act
Act to punish
with
a3.
(a) An Act entitled "An
Vol.
4, pp.
pp. 217,
commerce of the
neutrality, and the foreign commerce
the foreign relations, the neutrality,
enforce the criminal
States, to punish espionage,
espionage, and better to enforce
criminal
United States,.
purposes," approved June
the United
United States, and for other purposes,"
laws of
of the
15, 1917,
the amendment
amendment thereof
thereof approved
approved May
16, 1918;
1918;
May 16,
1917, or
or the
15,
Expkeives Act.
(b)
An Act
manufacture, distribuVol.pTsA.
40, p. 385.
Act to
to prohibit
prohibit the manufacture,
"An
entitled "
An Act entitled
(b) An
vol40,
tion storage,
explosives, prom time of war of explosives,
use, and possession in
tion,
storage, use,
viding regulations
regulations for the safe manufacture,
manufacture, distribution, storage, use,
and possession of the same, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved OctoOctober
6,
1917;
Act
restricting
fr.
6,
1917;
ber
Act restricting foreigntraveL
travel.
ri
(c)
(c) An Act entitled "An Act to prevent in time of war departure
departure
Vol.
40, p. 559.
vol4p.
from and entry into the United States contrary to the public safety,"
safety,"
22, 1918;
1918;
May 22,
Actprmiisin
approved May
Act gamishinginjury approved
to war material, etc.
towarmateria,
etc.
(d) An Act entitled "An
"An Act to punish the willful injury or destrucdestrucVoL 40, p. 533.
material or of war premises or utilities used in connection
VoL 40, p.
tion of war material
connection
with war material, and for other purposes," approved April 20, 1918;
Army emergency in- with war material, and for other purposes," approved April 20, 1918;
the President to increase
crease
Act.
(e) An
An Act
Act entitled
to authorize
authorize the
"An Act
Act to
entitled "An
(e)
creiseAt.
Pp 80,
so,
884
, 884, temporarily
temporarily the Military Establishment of the United States,"
Vol 440, pp.
Vol
States," approved May 18, 1917, or any amendment
supplement
amendment thereof or supplement
thereto;
thereto;
Act punishing
(f)
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to punish
persons who
threats
make threats
who make
punish persons
(f) An
An Act
Act entitled
threats
a
gainstthe
the
thtspagast
President.
I
against
the President
President of
of the
States," approved February 14,
14,
United States,"
the United
against the
p. 917.
917.
Vo
VoL 39, p.
1917;
th 1917;
Trading with the
Trading
"An Act to define,
define, regulate, and punish trading
trading
(g))An Act entitled "An
enAyAct.
enemy Act.
VoL 40, p.411.
1.
VoL4op
with the enemy, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved October
October 6, 1917,
1917,
amendment thereof;
thereof;
any amendment
r or
or any
sedit
geditims
mils
k"'"
is
(h) Section 66of the Penal
Penal Code of
of the United States.
nspir
aWol. 35, p. 1088.
(3)
All aliens
aliens who
who have
or may
any
of any
be convicted
convicted of
hereafter be
may hereafter
been or
have been
(3) All
' against
sp l0aginst
aoLe3
Offenses
friendly
powers fom
from offense against section
friendly powers
section 13 of the said Penal Code committed during
Au
gust 1p 1914,to April
1, 1914,
1914, to
April 6,
1917, or
conspiracy
A^lti,1914,toAprl
the period
the
period of
of August
August 1,
to April
6, 1917,
or of
of a
a conspiracy
6,
1917.
090
Vol
35, p. 1090.
section
to
period
occurring within
within said period
commit an offense under said section
occurring
VoL 35p 1
Antitrust violations
13, or
or of
any offense
committed during
period against
Act
the Act
against the
during said
said period
offense committed
innaindotEuropel
aid of European bel- 13,
ofany
ligere
nts.
entitled "An
to protect
and commerce
unlawful
commerce against
against unlawful
"An Act
Act to
protect trade
trade and
i"e26,
209.
entitled
VoL 26, p.
p. 209.
restraints and monopolies,"
monopolies," approved July 2, 1890, in aid of aabelligerent in the European war.
ecretaryof
Ordeof
Order of Secretary
of ent in the European war.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That m
in every
every case
case in
in which
which any
exsuch alien is ordered
ordered exany such
SEC.
LAborflL
Labor
flnaL
provisions of
of
pelled or excluded from the United States under the provisions
this
Act the
the decision
decision of
the
Secretary
of Labor
shall
be
final.
be
final.
shall
of
Labor
the
Secretary
of
Act
this
e-dmiionproibReadmission
p r prohibS
EC. 3.
SEC.
3. That in addition to the aliens who are by law now exited.
ited.
cluded
cluded from admission
admission into the United States
States all persons who shall
be expelled
provisions of this Act shall also be exexpelled under any of the provisions
cluded from
cluded
from readmission.
readmission.
Approved,
Approved, May 10,
10, 1920.
May 10, 1920.
May1
1920.
CHAP.
To provide
provide for
the training
training of
of officers
aeroin aeroArmy in
the Army
of the
officers of
for the
Act To
175.-An Act
(H. R.
8314.1
CHAP. 175.—An
R. 8314.1
[.
nautic engineenng.
engineering.
[Public,No.
[Public,
No. 198.
198. j nautic

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
Army.
America in
That the
the Secretary
of War
War
Secretary of
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assemb,
°tracers
of America
de- States
States of
O r to
to be detailed
tailed to study aero- be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized to detail such officers
officers of the Army
nautic engineering.
as he may select, not exceeding twenty-five
twenty-five at any one time, to
to
attend and pursue
courses of
attend
pursue courses
of aeronautic
aeronautic engineering
engineering or
or associate
study at
at such
such schools,
colleges, and
he may
study
schools, colleges,
and universities
universities as
as he
may select.
select.
Payment of tuition,
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the Secretary
Secretary of War is authorized
authorized to pay tuition
etc.ayment of tuition,
for
the officers
officers so
so detailed
detailed and
and to
provide them
with necessary
necessary textfor the
to provide
them with
textbooks and
technical supplies
moneys available
books
and technical
supplies from
from any
any moneys
available for
for the
the Air
Air
specifically appropriated.
appropriated.
Service of
of the Army not otherwise
otherwise specifically
Approved, May
1920.
Approved,
May 10, 1920.
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SESS. II.
176-178.
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CHS. 176-178.
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595

176.-An Act
Act To
CHAP. 176.—An
authorize the
the coinage
of 50-cent
in commemoration
To authorize
coinage of
50-cent pieces
pieces in
commemoration
of the
one hundredth
hundredth anniversary
of
the one
anniversary of the admission
admission of the State of Maine
Maine into the Union.

May 10,
10, 1920.
May
1920.
[.[R. R.12460.1
. 12460.1

[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 199.1
199.1

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
Maine centennial.
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
soon as
That, as
as soon
as practicable
practicable, Silver
ma entennal.
50-cent pieces
and in commemoration
commemoration of
of the
the one
one hundredth
hundredth anniversary
of the
the to
anniversary of
to be coined in comcnmemoration of.
of the
admission of
the State
State of
into the
the Union
as aaState,
State, there
shall memoration of
of Maine
Maine into
Union as
there shall
be coined at the mints of
of the
the United
United States
States silver
silver 50-cent
pieces to
50-cent pieces
to
Number.
the number of one hundred
to be
be of
of the
hundred thousand, such 50-cent pieces
pieces to
the Number.
standard troy weight, composition,
composition diameter,
diameter device,
as
device, and
and design
design as
shall be fixed by the Director
Director of
of the
with the
the approval
of the
the Mint,
Mint, with
approval of
the
Legal tender.
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, and
Secretary
the Treasury,
and said
shall be
be legal
said 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces shall
legal Legaltender.
tender in any payment
payment to
to the
of their
their face
value.
the amount
amount of
face value.
SEC.
in force
relating to
SEC. 2.
2. That all laws now
now in
force relating
subsidiary silver
to the
the subsidiary
silver caW
caboige laws appli
coins of the United States
States and
and the
the coining
or striking
of the
same,
coining or
striking of
the same,
regulating
guarding the
regulating and guarding
the process
process of
of coinage,
coinage, providing
providing for
for the
the purpurchase of material, and
for the
and for
the transportation,
and
transportation, distnbution,
distnbution, and
redemption of the coins, for the
the prevention
prevention of
redemption
debasement or
of debasement
or countercounterthe coin,
feiting, for security
security of
of the
coin, or
for any
purpose, whether
or for
any other
other purpose,
whether
penal or
said laws
laws are
are penal
as applicable,
to Provo.
or otherwise,
otherwise shall,
shall, so
so far
far as
applicable, apply
apply to
Proviso.
the coinage
coinage herein authorized:
authorized: Provied,
Provided, That
the Government
Government shall
That the
shall No expense
expese for
for dies,
dies,
etc.
not be
to the
the expense
not
be subject
subject to
necessary dies
expense of
of making
making the
the necessary
dies and
and other
other etcpreparations
preparations for this coinage.
coinage.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 10,
1920.
10, 1920.
age

CHAP.
177.-An Act To authorize
coinage of
CHAP. 177.—An
authorize the coinage
of 50-cent
50-cent pieces
in commemoration
pieces in
commemoration
of the
the one
one hundredth
of
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of the admission
admission of
the State
into the
of the
State of
of Alabama
Alabama into
the
Union.
Union.
Union.

laws

May 10, 1920.
MayR.12824.1
10,1920.
(11.
PbicH
8.1
.2 200.1
[Public, No.

(Public, No.200.1

it enacted
enacted.by
by the
Be it
the Senate
House of
Represent
atives o
fthe
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of
the United
United Alabama
la
centennial.
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
as practicable,
That as
as soon
soon as
practicable, Silver
0-cent pieces
Silver 50-cent
pieces
to
be
coined
comand
in
commemoration
of
the
one
hundredth
anniversary
the adand in commemoration
anniversary of
of the
ad- memoration
to be coinedof.in
in commission of the State of Alabama
mission
Alabama into the Union
Union as
as aa State,
State, there memora
of.
shall be coined at the mints
mints of
of the
the United
United States
States silver
50-cent
silver 50-cent
of one hundred
hundred thousand,
pieces to the number of
such 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces
thousand, such
a
to be of the standard troy weight,
weight, composition,
diameter, device,
composition, diameter,
device, and
and Number.
Numb
r.
design
by.the
the Director
Director of
design as shall be fixed
fixed by
of the
the Mint,
with the
the approval
approval
Mint, with
tender.
of the Secretary
Treasury, and
said 50-cent
Secretary of the Treasury,
and said
50-cent pieces
be Legal
pieces Shall
shall be
Legal tender.
to the
legal tender in any
any payment
payment to
the amount
amount of
of their
face
value.
co
law.
their face value.
pp
SEC.
That all laws now in force relating to the subsidiary
aCblge
S
EC. 2. That
subsidiary silver
silver cable.
.
aaPP11coins of the United States and the coming
coining or
or striking
striking of
of the
the same,
same,
regulating and
regulating
and guarding
guarding the
the process
process of
ofcoinage,
providing for
for the
coinage, providing
the
purchase of material, and
and for
for the
the transportation,
transportation, distribution,
distribution, and
and
redemption
redemption of the coins, for the prevention of
of debasement
or countercounterdebasement or
feiting,
security of the coin,
purpose, whether
feiting, for
for security
coin, or for any other purpose,
whether
said laws are penal or otherwise,
otherwise, shall,
so far
p.
shall, so
far as
as applicable,
applicable, apply
apply p
jo
to
coie
herein authorized:
authorized: Provided,
Provided,That the Government
shall :
expense for dies
No°"Pees°
to th
the coinage
coinage
herein
Government shall
dies,
not be subject
subject to the expense of making
making the
the necessary
necessary' dies
dies and
and other
other etc'
preparations for this comage.
preparations
coinage.
Approved, May
Approved,
May 10,
10, 1920.
1920.
et T
.

CHAP. 178.—An
178.-An Act
Act For
For the
the sale
sale of
in the former
Berthold
CHAP.
of isolated
isolated tracts
tracts in
former Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, North Dakota.

for

May 10,
May
10 1920.
1920.
[If.13139.
R.13139.1
.
[Public,
2011
[Public, N'o.
No. 201.1

.

Be it
it enacted
enacted .
Fort Berthold
by the Senate and
and House
House of
ofRepresentatives
Representatives.,of
United Fort
of the
the United
Berthold Inndian B
Reservation,
N.
States
of America
America in
in Conress
assembled, _That
That the provisions
provisions of sec- da
E at i on' N
States of
Congress assembled,
Baktion 2455
2455 of
of the
the Revised
tion
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
United States
as amended
amended by
of the
the United
States as
by In Sle^
d te.
o;merIsolated
f
at!griz
page 77)
of March 28,1912 Statutes at Large,
the Act (irtyevent
act of March
rarch 28,
37, p. 77.
1912 (Thirty-seventh
the Act
28,1912
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
page 77),
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
77), m Vol.
~m.77t
voL
Sal saf

a

tr et

596
596

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
11.1 CMS.
179, 181.
181. 1920.
178,179,
CHs. 178,
SEss.
CONGRESS. S
SIXTY-SIXTH

Vol. 36, p. 455.

Vol3p.

4.

Provisos.
Lands
sleeted.
Lands affected.
Minimum price.

Minimum price.

relating
tracts of the public
public
at public
public auction of isolated tracts
sale at
to the sale
relating to
domain,
be, and
and the
hereby, extended
extended and made applicable
applicable
same are hereby,
the same
domain, be,
to lands
lands within
of the
the Fort
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Berthold Indian
Fort Berthold
portion of
the portion
within the
to
North Dakota, opened under the Act of June 1, 1910 (Thirty-sixth
Statutes at
Large, page
Provided, That
That the
the provisions
provisions of this
455): Proded,
page 455):
at Large,
Statutes
homestead
Act shall
shall not app
ly to lands which are not subject to homestead
apply
Act
entry: Provided
of land
land under
under this Act shall
purchasers of
That purchasers
further, That
Providedfurther,
entry:
pay for
less than
the price
fixed in the law opening
opening
price fixed
than the
not less
lands not
the lands
for the
pay
homestead entry.
such lands to homestead
Approved, May 10, 1920.

May 10, 1920.
1020.
Re,. 801
[It.
[s J. Res.
[Pub.
41.]
Res., No.
No. 411
[Pub. Res.,

CAP. 179.—Joint
To correct
error in
in the
the wdrding
wording of
the appropriappropriof the
an error
correct an
Resolution To
179.-Joint Resolution
CRAP.
R0o.
ation
made in
the Act
Act approved
approved duly
9, 1918,
1918, and
and to
to authorize
authorize the
the SecreSecreJuly 9,
in the
of $71,000
$71,000 made
ation of
tary
of War
War to
to pay
sum to
to respective
parties entitled
entitled thereto.
thereto.
respective parties
said sum
pay said
tary of

Resolved by
and House
Representatives of
United
the United
of ,the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Resolved
States
ofAmerica
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of War be,
be,
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
America in
States of
and he
hereby, directed
directed to
to pay
pay or
or cause
cause to
to be
he paid
out of
of the $71,000
$71,000
paid out
is hereby,
he is
and
to
heretofore appropriated
appropriated by the Act entitled
entitled "An Act making
making approapproheretofore
for the support of
of the Army for the fiscal year ending June
priations forthe
p.86amend priations
30,
1919," approved
9, 1918, the sum of $42,000
$42,000 to the heirs,
approved July 9,
30, 1919,"
for
executors,
representatives or parties entitled to receive
receive same for
executors, or representatives,
the
deaths
of
those
ascertained
and
reported
by
the
commission
apapcommission
the
by
reported
and
the deaths of those ascertained
41
7, p.. 641.
Vol. 37,
resolution of August 9, 1912,
Allotment
terms of joint resolution
1912, and that
that
under the terms
to pointed
pointed under
Allotment
wounded persons,
persons, etc.
etc. he be further directed to pay out of said $71,000 so appropriated the
wounded
directed
pay
$71,000
appropriated
remaining
proper
wounded, or to their heirs or proper
those wounded,
to those
of $29,000
$29,000 to
sum of
remaining sum
legal
representatives, the
of $42,000
$42,000 and $29,000
paid
$29,000 to be paid
sums of
the said
said sums
legal representatives,
to the
parties in
the respective
amounts as
found and
and reported
reported
as found
respective amounts
in the
proper parties
to
the proper
and
set forth
forth. on
on page
20 of
House Document
Document Numbered 1168,
said House
of said
page 20
and set
Sixty-second
Congress, third
third session.
Sixty-second Congress,
Approved, May
1920.
10, 1920.
May 10,
Approved,

Mexican border disdsie
turbances,
1911.
turcs,
Payment to heirs,
erican peretc^.
etc., of American
sons killed by.
by.
sonsilled
Vol. 40, p. 865, amended. ° l
ed.

920
May
12, 1920.
a312,1
[S. 21281 '.
[Public, No.
202.1
No. 202.1

Public,

Public lands.
lands.
Pulic

CHAP.
Act To
certain lands
the city
of Pocatello,
State of
of
Pocatello, State
city of
to the
lands to
grant certain
To grant
181.-An Act
CHAP. 181.—An
Idaho,
for conserving
conserving and
source of
of its
its water
water supply.
supply.
the source
protecting the
and protecting
Idaho, for

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
of the United
and House
Senate and
it enacted
Be
Secretary of the
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
States
of America in
Vi. Congress
States of
Interior be,
be, and
authorized and directed to convey
convey to
he is hereby, authorized
and he
Interior
Descri ption ,
the city
Pocatello, in the
county of Bannock,
Bannock, and State
State of Idaho,
the county
city of
of Pocatello,
Description
certain adjacent
described as west half of section
section two
lands described
public lands
adjacent public
certain
and
all of
of sections
sections three, four, nine,
nine and ten, or such portions
portions thereof
and all
as
city may
may select,
select, in township
seven south, range thirty-four
thirty-four
township seven
said city
as said
east,
Boise meridian,
meridian, in said county
county and
and State, containing
contaimng two
east, Boise
ri
Price.
thousand
ee.
P
thousand eight hundred and eighty acres, upon the payment of $1.25
$1.25
said lands
per
acre for
for the
the land
selected, to
lands for the
to have and to hold said
land selected,
per acre
conservation
and protection
the source
source of
of the
water supply
supply of
of
the water
of the
protection of
conservation and
Provided, That
Provisos.
said city:
Provisos.
city: Provided,
That the grant
grant hereby made
made is, and patent
patent
Leval rights
proheretofore
thereunder shall be, subject
subject to all legal rights heretofore
issued thereunder
tIeal rights pro- issued
tected.
above-described
acquired by
by any
any person
persons in
in or to the above-described
or persons
person or
acquired
premises
or any
any part
thereof and
and now
existing, under
under and
and by
by virtue
virtue
now existing
part thereof
premises or
Miners d pos
of the
the laws
of the
United States:
States: And
That there
there
further, That
provided further,
And provided
the United
laws of
e its rre-- of
sersvei deposits
served.
shall be
be reserved
the United
United States
States all oil,
other mineral
mineral
oil, coal
coal, and other
to the
reserved to
shall
deposits that
that may
may be
be found
so granted
granted and
and all
all necessary
necessary
lands so
in the
the lands
found in
deposits
se restricted.
serestricted
use of the lands for extracting
extracting the same;
same; and that the lands
lands hereby
hereby
hereinbefore set forth and all portions
authorized
conveyed as -hereinbefore
to be conveyed
authorized to
and used by or for the said grantee
thereof
grantee for the purbe held
held and
thereof shall be
Reversion for
non- pose herein specified; and if the said lands shall cease to be so used
for nonReversion
pose herein specified; and if the said lands shall cease to be so used
Use.
they shall
shall revert
revert to
to the
United States,
condition shall be
States, and this condition
the United
they

'ocatello,
Grant to l'ocatello,
Idaho to protect wawaproy.tect
Id
ter suppto
y.
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expressed
in the
to be
terms of
of this
this Act:
Act:
patent to
be issued
issued under
under the
the terms
expressed in
the patent
from
And
grantee shall
shall within
within two
two years
years from
said grantee
That said
further, That
proidedfurther,
And provided
the
passage of
this Act
Act make
make its
selection and
entry of
of the
the land and
and entry
its selection
o this
the passage
make use
specified, and the grant
herein specified,
use thereof
thereof for the purposes herein
make
herein is
is made
upon the
the express
express condition
the mayor
mayor of
the city
city
herein
made upon
condition that
that the
of the
the
of
Pocatello shall,
shall, on
or before
10 of
of each
each year
year after the
January 10
before January
on or
of Pocatello
expiration
said two
report to
to the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
submit report
two years,
years, submit
of said
expiration of
Interior as
as to
to the
the use
use made
granted during
during the preherein granted
the land
land herein
made of
of the
Interior
i
with the terms and condicompliance
calendar year, showing compliance
ceding calendar
tions stated
stated in
in this
this Act,
n the event
event of
to so
so rereof his
his failure
failure to
Act, and
and that in
tions
port, or
or in
the event
event of
of a
a showing
to the
Secretary of the Interior
the Secretary
showing to
in the
port,
that
the terms
terms of
of the
grant have
have not
not been
the
with, that the
been complied with,
the grant
that the
grant shall be held
Attorney General of the
be forfeited, and the Attorney
held to be
grant
snit in the
recovery
the proper court for the recovery
institute suit
States shall institute
United States
of said lands.
SEC. 2.
of the
the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized
is hereby
the Secretary
Secretary of
SEC.
2. That
That the
and
directed to
cause the
the east
east half
of section
in township
township seven
and directed
to cause
half of
section two
two in
seven
south,
range thirty-four
east, Boise
be surveyed,
Boise meridian, to be
thirty-four east,
of range
south, of
appraised, and
and disposed
under section 2381, United States Revised
of under
disposed of
appraised,
Statutes.
Approved, May 12, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP. 182.—An
Act To
authorize the
in commemoracommemora50-cent pieces
pieces in
the coinage
coinage of
of 50-cent
To authorize
182.-An Act
CHAP.
tion
of the
three hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
of the
of the
the Pilgrims.
Pilgrims.
the landing
landing of
tion of
the three

Time
limit for
selecTime limit
for selection, etc.

tionetc.

Annual report
report of
of
use,etc.

Annual
use, etc.

noncompliance with

Recovery
for nonRecovery for
compliance with
terms.

ters.

Disposal,
etc,
of
townsite lots adjoin-

townsifeots aajof
R S.,
sec. 2381,
S., see.
231, p.
P.

436.
436.

May 12,1920.
12, 1920.
[H. R.
13227.1
[HM.
R.13227.1
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 03.1
3.]

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
United Landing
Be
it enacted
Senate and
by the
and House
House of
of the
the United
PilLanding of the PilStates of
grims.
commemoration of the grims.
assembled, That in commemoration
in Congress
Congressassembled,
of America
America in
States
Silver 50-cent pieces
three
of the
the landing
of the
the Pilgrims
Pilgrims there
shall to be coined in comthere shall
landing of
anniversary of
hundredth anniversary
three hundredth
memoration the termemoration
United States
mints of the United
be
be coined at the mints
States silver 50-cent pieces to the centenary
of. the terNumber.
number
such 50-cent pieces to be of the Number.
thousand, such
three hundred
hundred thousand,
number of three
standard troy weight, composition
composition, diameter, device, and design as
shall
be fixed
fixed by
the approval
of the
shall be
by the Director of
of the
the Mint,
Mint, with
with the
approval of
the Legal
Legal tender.
Secretary of the Treasury,
50-cent pieces shall be legal
Treasury, which said 50-cent
Secretary
tender in
in any
any payment
of their
their face value.
payment to the
the amount of
tender
Coinage laws appliS
EC. 2.
2. That
That all
all laws
now in
the subsidiary
silver cable.
cable.
relating to
to the
subsidiary silver
laws now
in force
force relating
SEC.
coins
coins of the United States and the coining or striking of the same,
regulating and guarding the process of coinage, providing
providing for the purand rechase of material and for the transportation,
transportation, distribution, and
demption
of the
the coins,
for the
the prevention
debasement or counterprevention of debasement
coins, for
demption of
whether
for security
security of the coin, or for any other purposes, whether
feiting, for
said laws are penal or otherwise, shall, so far as applicable,
applicable, apply to Proviso.
proio.
No expense
for dies,
dies,
No
expense for
Provided, That the United States
the coinage
coinage herein
States shall etc.
authorized: Provided,
herein authorized:
the
not be subject to the expense of making the necessary dies and other etc.
preparations for
for this
coinage.
this coinage.
preparations
Approved,
1920.
Approved, May 12, 1920.

Act Granting the consent
CHAP. 183.-An
183.—An Act
consent of Congress to Sid Smith, of Bonham,
CHAP.
Texas,
for the
of a
the Red
River between
between the
of
the counties
counties of
across the
RedRiver
the construction
construction of
a bridge
bridge across
Texas, for
Fannin,
Texas, and
Bryan, Oklahoma.
Fannin, Texas,
and Bryan,
Oklahoma.

May 13, 1990.
1920.
May
(H.1
13590.1
. R. 13590.)
[H
204.
(Public, No.
No. 2)1.1
[Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Be it
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Red River.
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
Congress is
is bridge,
Sid Smith
may
may
Smith
consent of
of Congress
States
America in
between Fan.
hereby granted
granted to
of Bonham,
his successors
fling county,
County, Tex.,
Tex.,
and his
successors nLg
Bonham, Texas,
Texas, and
to Sid
Sid Smith,
Smith, of
hereby
d Bryan County,
Brra Comy
oua.
and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge and ap- pu
.
s

proaches thereto across the Red River
River at a
apoint suitable to the inpreaches
navigation, from a
a point on its south bank northeast
northeast of
terests of navigation,
Elwood,
Elwood, Fannin County, Texas, to a
asuitable point on the north bank
of Red River
River lying in a
anortherly
northerly direction
direction from said beginning
beginning in the
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CONGRESS.
cocounty

Construction.
VoL
34, p.84.
p. 84.
Vo 34,
Amendment.
Amendment.

May 13,
13, 1920.
May
13724.]
• [H.R.
[Public,
[Public, No. 20.]
206.]

SEss. II.
SESS.
II.

Cns.
183-186.
CHS. 183-186.

1920.
1920.

county: of
in the
the State
with the
of Bryan,
Bryan, in
State of
of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, in
in accordance
accordance with
the
provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction
of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
SEC.
That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
S
EC. 2. That
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, May
1920.
May 13,
13, 1920.

CHAP.
184-An Act
CHAP. 184.—An
Act To
authorize the
the construction
construction of
of a
across the
To authorize
a bridge
bridge across
the Sabine
Sabine
River
at or
Orange, Texas.
River at
or near
near Orange,
Texas.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
States
of America
in Congress
the Orange
of
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Orange Chamber
Chamber of
CommTeremay bridge, Commerce, its
Commerceraay
and assigns,
assigns, be,
be, and
is, authorized
its successors
successors and
and it
it hereby
hereby is,
authorized
Orange, Tex.
to construct, maintain, and operate
and approaches
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
approaches thereto
thereto
Sabine
across
the
River
at
a
point
suitable
to
the
interests
of naviganavigaRiver
at
a
point
suitable
to
the
interests
of
Construction.
voL34,p.
VoL 34, p. 8.
84.
near the
the city
city of
of Orange,
accordance with
with the
the
tion at or near
Orange, Texas
Texas, in
in accordance
entitled "An
provisions of an Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
of
regulate the
the construction
construction of
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
Amendment.
SEC.
right to
amend, or
or repeal
SEC. 2. That the right
to alter,
alter, amend,
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
repeal this
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, May 13,
13, 1920.
1920.
Sabine River.

Orange Chamber
Chamber of

May
13, 1930.
May 18,1920.
[H.
P R.. 10917.]
10917.]
[H.
[Public, No. 206.]

[Public, No. 206.]

CHAP. 185.-An
CHAP.
185.—An Act To amend an Act entitled
entitled "An Act to
incorporate the
to incorporate
the NaNational Education
Education Association
Association of the United States"
additional
States" by adding thereto
thereto an additional
section.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
of Representatives
1presentatives of
of the
the United
Senate and
and House of
United
o America in
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That an
Act entitled
entitled "An
an Act
"An
Act to incorporate
mcorporate the National
National Education
Education Association
Association of
the United
of the
United
States,"
States," approved
approved June 30,
30, 1906,
amended by
adding an
1906, be
be amended
by adding
an addiadditional section to said Act, which section shall
shall be
designated section
be designated
section
12
read as
12 and
and shall
shall read
as follows:
follows:
Representative
assembly authorized
semby
thrized for
or
"SEC. 12. That said
said corporation
"SEc.
corporation may
provide, by
may provide,
by amendment
amendment to
to
active members.
active membe
its by-laws, that the powers of the active
active members
members exercised
exercised at
at the
the
annual meeting
meeting in the election of
officers and
the transaction
transaction of
of busiof officers
and the
business shall be vested in and exercised
exercised by
by a
a representative
assembly
representative assembly
composed
composed of delegates
delegates apportioned,
apportioned, elected,
and governed
governed in
accorelected, and
in accordance with the provisions of the by-laws
by-laws adopted
adopted by
by said
said corporacorporation."
tion."
Approved, May
May 13,
13, 1920.
1920.
National Education
Education
Association.
Soat.
V01.34, p.808, amended.

May 13, 1920.
May
[H.
302.]
H. J.. Res. a302.]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 42.]

HAP. 186.-Joint
Resolution Authorizing
CHAP.
186.—Joint Resolution
for the
participation
Authorizing an
an appropriation
appropriation for
the participation
of the
United States
States in
the observance
observance of the three
of
the United
in the
three hundredth anniversary
anniversary of the landlanding of the Pilgrims
Pilgrims at Provincetown
Provincetown and Plymouth, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.

Landing of the PilLanding
PilResolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
grims.
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
there is
grnim
il States
in Congress
That there
United Sttes
States Pilis hereby:
hereby estabestabgrim
Tercentenary lished a commission to be known as the
g mi n Terenteay
States Pilgrim
Pilgrim TerTerlished a commission to
known
United States
Commission.
Composition,
centenary
Commission (hereinafter
Composition, etc.
(hereinafter referred
centenary Commission
referred to
as the
commission)
to as
the commission)
Post, p. 1872.
and to be composed
composed of eleven commissioners
commissioners as
follows: Three
Three persons
persons
as follows:
to be appointed
appointed by
by the
the President
President of
the United
United States;
four Senators
of the
States; four
Senators
by the President
President of the Senate;
and four
Senate; and
of the
the House
of
four Members
Members of
House of
Representatives by the
Representatives
the Speaker
of the
House of
Representatives.
Speaker of
the House
of Representatives.
The commissioners
commissioners shall serve without compensation
compensation and
select
and shall
shall select
a
chairman from
among their
their number.
number.
a
chairman
from
among
Appropriation
autheAorized
thorized for expenses.
pen
SS
SEC2.
(a) That
EC.. 2. (a)
That there
authorized to
appropriated
there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to be
be appropriated
Post,
893.
Po,p. p. 893.
out
of any
any money
appropriated the
out of
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
the
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sum of
$400,000, to
be expended
the commission
commission in
in accordance
accordance
by the
expended by
to be
sum
of $400,000,
with the
the provisions
resolution.
with
provisions of
of this
this resolution.
nu:
(b) One
hundred thousand
such appropriation
appropriation may
may be
me
n
n
f, S
i
r
g
ovin
thn j:
Prolvncetown
be ment,
of such
thousand dollars
dollars of
One hundred
(b)
expended under
direction of
of the
commission and
cooperation massMass
in cooperation
and in
the commission
the direction
under the
expended
with
Provincetown Tercentenary
Tercentenary Commission,
Commission, the
the town
town of
of
with the
the Provincetown
Provincetown, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, and
and such
such other
other agencies,
public or
agencies, public
Provincetown,
private, as
the commission
may determine,
determine, for
purpose of
of comcomthe purpose
for the
commission may
as the
private,
pleting
of the
the
grounds of
and the
the grounds
to and
the approaches
approaches to
improving the
and improving
pleting and
tTable t s, markers,
Pilgrim Monument
Monument at
erecting etcT.ablets,
markers,
of erecting
Massachusetts; of
Provincetown, Massachusetts;
at Provincetown,
Pilgrim
suitably
inscribed tablets
tablets or
markers in
in the
the towns
towns of
Provincetown,
of Provincetown,
or markers
suitably inscribed
Truro, Wellfleet,
and Eastham,
Eastham and
for other
in connection
connection
work in
and for
other work
Truro,
Wellfleet, and
therewith, in
accordance with
with Plans
adopted by
the Provincetown
Provincetown
by the
plans adopted
in accordance
therewith,
Tercentenary Commission.
Commission.
Tercentenary
Plymouth Rock,
(c) Three
Three hundred
dollars of
appropriation may be
be etc.For
ForPlymouthRock,
of such
such appropriation
thousand dollars
hundred thousand
(c)
expended under
under the
cooperation
commission and in cooperation
the commission
direction of the
the direction
expended
with
the Pilgrim
Tercentenary Commission,
the town
Plymouth,
of Plymouth,
town of
Commission, the
Pilgrim Tercentenary
with the
Massachusetts,
and such
such other
agencies, public
public or
or private,.
as the
the
private, as
other agencies,
Massachusetts, and
commission
determine, for the
purpose of restoring
restoring and improvthe purpose
may determine,
commission may
ing
Rock and
line of
of the
locality adjacent
thereto,
adjacent thereto,
the locality
the shore
shore line
and the
ing Plymouth
Plymouth Rock
of protecting
and improving
the burial
burial grounds
Coles Hill
Hill. and
and Tablets, markers.
upon Coles
grounds upon
improving the
protecting and
of
ma S Burial
Plymouth, Massachusetts;
Massachusetts; of
of erecting
erecting tablets
tablets or
abtsw'
or
in Plymouth,
Hill in
Burial Hill
markers
at
appropriate
places
in
the
Old
Colony,
and
for
other
work
markers at appropriate places in the Old Colony, and for other work
in
connection therewith,
therewith, in
accordance with
adopted by
by the
the
plans adopted
with plans
in accordance
in connection
Pilgrim
Tercentenary Commission.
Commission.
Pilgrim Tercentenary
Cooperative expen-

easspacuditureaby
by Massachuby the
the ditures
EC. 3.
That no
no expenditure
shall be
be made
authorized by
or authorized
made or
expenditure shall
iSE.
3. That
setts required.
commission
until the
Commonwealth of
of Massachusetts
has, as
as deter- settreqfed.
Massachusetts has,
the Commonwealth
commission until
mined by
by the
expend the sum
or contracted
contracted to expend
expended or
commission, expended
the commission,
mined
of
$300,000 for
for the
the same
purposes for
of $300,000
same purposes
for which
which the
the commission
commission may
may Liability
bty rtrictd.
restricted.
under
provisions of
resolution make
make expenditures.
The
expenditures. The
of this
this resolution
the provisions
under the
United
held liable
liable for
obligaexpense, obligaany cost,
cost, expense,
for any
be held
shall not
not be
States shall
United States
tion, or
indebtedness on
or upkeep
upkeep of
of any
any
the maintenance
maintenance or
of the
on account
account of
or indebtedness
tion,
property
respect to
to which
which any
any expenditure
expenditure is
is made by
by the comin respect
property in
mission
resolution, nor
nor for any obligathis resolution,
provisions of
of this
under the
the provisions
mission under
Massachusetts,
incurred by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
or indebtedness
indebtedness incurred
tion or
the
Provincetown Tercentenary
Tercentenary Commission
Commission, the Pilgrim Tercentethe Provincetown
nary
Commission, or
any other
other agencyagent
officer, employee, or agent
or any
agency or officer,
nary Commission,
thereof,
for any
purpose for
for which
which the
the commission
under the
the Accounting.
may under
commission may
any purpose
thereof, for
m
provisions of
resolution make
make expenditures.
All expenditures
expenditures ACoag
expenditures. All
of this
this resolution
provisions
of the
the commission
and paid
upon the
presentation
paid upon
the presentation
be allowed
allowed and
shall be
of
commission shall
of
itemized vouchers
therefor approved
approved by the
chairman of
the
of the
the chairman
vouchers therefor
of itemized
commission, but
but no
no expenditure
authorized by the
the
or authorized
shall be made or
expenditure shall
commission,
commission except
except with
approval of
commismajority of the commisof aa majority
the approval
with the
commission
sioners.
Postagestamps.
S
EC. 4.
4. That
Postmaster General
General is
hereby authorized
and Commemorative
SEC.
That the
the Postmaster
is hereby
authorized and
PcgS
t;e ses.
ries of,
authoried
of, authorized.
in such
such denominastamps, m
directed
issue aaspecial
special series
series of
denomina- ries
of postage
postage stamps,
to issue
directed to
tions
of such
such design as he
commemorative of
determine, commemorative
he may determine,
tions and
and of
anniversary of the landing of the Pilgrims at
the three hundredth
hundredth anniversary
Provincetown
and Plymouth,
Plymouth, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
Provincetown and
limit.
S
EC. 5.
That the
provisions of
sections 1,
and 4
resolu- Time
mineimit.
this resolu4 of
of this
1, 2,
2, and
of sections
the provisions
SEC.
5. That
expire December
December 31,
1921.
31, 1921.
tion shall
shall expire
Approved,
Approved, May 13, 1920.

CHAP.
187.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the disposition
of certain
certain grazing
grazing lands
lands in
in the
CHAP. 187.-An
disposition of
the

for other
other purposes.
State of
of TJtah,
Utah, and
and for
purposes.

May 14, 1920.
i. 3016.]
3016.]
[s.
[Public,
No. 207.]
207.]
(Public, No.

Be
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted &y
by the Senate and
House of
mth Indian ReP
of the
United Irintah
Reservation, Utah.
States
in Congress
assembled, That so much
the Act
Act ervtio,
much of the
America in
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
Vol. 31,utah.
p. 1070,
amended.
of Congress approved
approved March 3, 1905 (Public, Numbered
Numbered 212), asasamed..'
1
Indian
limits the future sale of Indian lands in the former Uintah Indian
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SEss.

187, 188.
188.
CHs. 187,

Cue.

1920.
1920.

in Utah,
Utah, remaining
remaining undisposed
iintlisposed of five
five years from
from the
Reservation, in
un- Reservation,

of unLimit on sales
disposed
lands in,
of lands
in,
disposed of
repealed.
repealed.

disposition in tracts of not more than
taking effect of the Act to disposition
and the same is
six hundred and forty acres
acres to any one person be, .and
hereby, repealed,
remain subject to disposition
disposition
such lands shall remain
repealed, and such
prescribed
regulations to be
be prescribed
provided by law, under rules and regulations
as provided
Proviso.
validity
the Secretary
proiO.
Confirmation
of prior by the
Secretary of the Interior:
Interior: Provided,
Provided, That
That where
where the validity
sales.
o purchases
heretofore made
under the
of March
have
3, 1905,
1905, have
the Act
Act of
March 3,
made under
osalrme.tiono of
purchases heretofore
been or
departmental or court
court
in any departmental
questioned in
may hereafter
hereafter be questioned
been
or may.
proceeding on the ground
ground that
that a
alarger
larger area
area than six hundred and
proceeding
acq:uired by one person
person
forty acres has been directly or indirectly, acquired
or
corporation, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is authorized,
authorized, in his
or corporation,
examine
discretion,
discretion, to validate, ratify, and confirm such sales, or to examine
and upon
upon payment
payment
and determine
determine the present value of said lands and
by
patentee or purchaser
purchaser or his assigns of the difference
difference between
between
by the patentee
heretofore paid and such ascertained
ascertained value, to validate,
the amount
amount heretofore
such sales.
confirm such
ratify, and confirm
14, 1920.
1920.
Approved, May 14,
May IS, 1993.
(H.
[I. R. 12837.)

R.i2a3Z7.

[Public, No. 208.)

CHAP.
188.—An Act To provide
provide for an
an examination
examination and report
report on the condition
CHAP. 188.-An

development of
Imperial Valley in California.
California.
of the Imperial
irrigation development
and possible irrigation
o and

of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of
States
Secretary of the
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Conyress assembled,
of America in
States of
directed to have an examination
Examitatim
etc " °I Interior
Interior is
is hereby
authorized and directed
examination
hereby authorized
EpB
gatisco
proposed
irrigation
of.
a view of
California, with a
of
made of the Imperial Valley in the State of California,
determining
and general
general character
character of the public and
location and
area,:,location,
determining the area
unirrigated lands in said valley
privately
privately owned umrrigated
valley which can be irriand the
the character,
character, extent, and cost of an
reasonable cost,
cost, and
gated at aareasonable
modification, improvement, enlargeextension ofprsof pres- irrigation
irrigation system,
system:, or of the modification,
By extension
ent
system,
f etc.,
by ment,
raent, and
and extension
extension
of
the
present
system, adeuate
adequate
and deendale
dependable
and
system,
of
the
present
etcby
nt
system,
_ud abl
e ni of the
diversion o
Colorado
of Colorado
diversion
for the irrigation of the present
present irrigated
River.
irrigated area in the said valley, and
of the
public and
and privately
adjacent
said valley and
and adjacent
privately owned lands
lands in said
of
the public
thereto not now under irrigation, which can be irrigated
irrigated at a
areasonthereto
able cost from known sources of water
water supply, by diversion of water
water
Laguna Dam.
from the Colorado River at Laguna
Report
results
SEC.
Report of
SEC. 2. That the said Secretary
Secretary shall report to Congress not later
later
with
0
than
of December,
December, 1920,
examination,
of his
his examination,
result of
1920, the
the result
day of
twos,
eto.reevmmenda"
the 6th
6th day
"
than the
tons, etc."
together with his recommendation
recommendation as to the feasibility,
feasibilityz necessity,
together
and advisability of the undertaking,
participation by the
undertaking, or the participation
United States, in a
a plan of irrigation
development with aa view of
of
irrigation development
United
irrigation the remaining unfirigated
unirrigated public and priplacing under irrigation
vately owned lands in said valley and adjacent
adjacent thereto, in connection
connection
vately
modification, improvement,
enlargement, and extension
extension
with the modification,
improvement, enlargement,
of the present irrigation systems of the said valley.
valley.
Detailed estimates
Sac.
3. That
the said
said Secretary
shall report
report in
in detail
detail as
to the
estimates of
SEC. 3.
That the
Secretary shall
as to
the charcharcosts, effects, etc.
acter
costs, effects, etc.
acter and estimated cost of the plan or plans on which he may report,
and if
the said
said plan
or plans
shall include
include storage,
storage, the
the location,
location, charcharand
if the
plan or
plans shall
acter, and cost of said storage
storage, and the effect
effect on the irrigation
irrigation developdevelopment of other
other sections or localities
localities of the
the storage
storage recommended
recommended and
water in the Imperial
Imperial Valley
adjacent lands.
the use of the stored water
Valley and adjacent
Proportional
share
S
EC. 4. That the said Secretary
report as to the extent,
extent,
Secretary shall also report
Proportional
share
SEC.
of expense
proposed. if any,
an, to which, in his opinion,
opinion, the United
of
expipse proposed.
United States should contribute
contribute
to the cost
cost of carrying
carrying out the
the plan or plans which
which he may
may _propose;
propose;
By other agencies,
agencies.
By
the approximate
approximate proportion
proportion of the total cost that should b
by
bee borne by
the
various irrigation
irrigation districts
districts or
or associations
or other
other public
public or
or
the various
associations or
con
Supervision
the
and the
organized; and
or which
now organized
pervision of ' - private agencies
agencies now
organized or
which may
may be
be organized;
trot, etc.
manner
which their
should be
be made;
made; also
also to
what
manner in
in which
their contribution
contribution should
to what
extent
in what
manner the
control, operate,
operate,
extent and
and in
what manner
the United
United States
States should
should control,
or
supervise the
of the
plan proposed,
and what
what assurassurproposed, and
or supervise
the carrying
carrying out
out of
the plan
Imperial Valley,Calif.
imperialvaUey,CaliA.
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1920.

ances he has been able to secure
secure as
approval of, participation
as to the approval
participation
in, and contribution
contribution to the
proposed by
the various
various
the plan
plan or
or plans proposed
by the

contributing agencies.
agencies.
contributing
Appropriation auSEC. 5.
5. That,
That, for
enabling the
the Secretary
SEC.
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of enabling
Secretary of
of the
the th
Appor
thorized
for ona.
examina-

Interior
Interior to pay not to exceed
exceed one-half of the cost
cost of the examination
examination tion.
ion.
Post, p. 915.
and
report herein
and report
herein provided
for there
to be
be
provided for,
there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to

Potp.915-

appropriated the
sum of
of $20,000:
That no
expenditure PT0111.10.
appropriated
the sum
$20,000: Provided,
Provided, That
no expenditure
L"payment
Local
payment r
ree d
quired
shall be made or
by the
of qu
or obligation
obligation incurred
incurred hereunder
hereunder by
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior until provision
provision shall have
made for
for the
payment of
have been
been made
the payment
of
the examination
report herein
herein proproat least one-half
one-half the cost
cost of
of the
examination and
and report
vided
in the
the irrigation
irrigation
vided for
for by
by associations
associations and
and agencies
agencies interested
interested in
of
of the
the Imperial
Imperial Valley.
Valley.
of the
the lands
lands of
Approved, May 18, 1920.
Approved,
1920.

CHAP. 189.—An
189.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the
CHAP.
the Treasury
Treasury to accept
accept on behalf of the United States the donation
donation by Sedgwick Post
Numbered Ten, Grand
Grand Army
Army
Poet Numbered
of its
its memorial
memorial hall
of the Republic,
Republic, of
hall property
property in
in Bedford,
Bedford, Taylor
Taylor County,
for
County, Iowa,
Iowa, for
Federal building
Federal
building purposes.
purposes.

May 18,1920.
18, 1920.
May
[H. R.
R. 9944.
99444
[Public, No. 209.1
209.1

[H.
[Public, No.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
House of
ofR
Representatives
of the
United
and House
resentativesof
the United
States of America 'in.Congress
i Congress
s
assembled, That
assembled,
Secretary of
That the Secretary
of the ,..tioCeptance
aBcetdae %out
rom
Bedformwa.

Treasury
be, and he is
hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to accept
accept onArmy,
on A
7.7%
' of Pakung
bus'g
St. rag,
behalf of
States the
behalf
of the
the United
United States
donation by
by Sedgwick
Sedgwick Post
Post Numbered
Numbered authorized
ci ed
the donation
Ten, Grand Army of the
Ten,
Republic, of
memorial hall
property in
in
the Republio,
of its memorial
hall property
Bedford, Taylor County,
Iowa, for Federal
building purposes;
purposes; being
being
County, Iowaforor
Federal building
the east twenty-nine
eleven, original
twenty-nine feet
feet of lot eight, block eleven
original town of
of
Bedford, at
at the
of Main
and Water
Streets, totoBedford,
the southwest
southwest corner
corner of
Main and
Water Streets,
gether
and basement
g!3ther with the two-story and
basement building, twenty-nine
by
twenty-nine by
eighty-one feet,
feet, outside
outside measurement,
eighty-one
situated thereon;
thereon; that
said ing'7;
measurement, now
now situated
that said
i, for pubc buU dproperty
property shall be used and operated
are other
public buildings,
buildings, and
and
operated as
as are
other public
that the annual
annual appropiiations
the general
public
appropriations for
for the
general maintenance
maintenance of
of public
buildings under the control of the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department shall
shall be
be conconstrued to be available for use in
connection with
with said
as for
in connection
said property
property as
for
other buildings under said department.
department.
Occupancy
permitoaopany prtThat the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
authorized to
to permit
permit said
said post
post td
tel
and the Sedgwick
Sedgwick Post Women's Relief Corps Numbered
Eighty-two,
Numbered Eighty-two,
to continue
continue to occupy the second floor of said
until such
such time
said building
building until
time
as said post dissolves; such occupancy
to be
be without
without charge
rent,
occupancy to
charge for
for rent,
water, heat, or
or light,
light, which
water
which are
be included
such free
f'ree use.
use.
are to
to be
included in
in such
Commemorative
Commemorative tabtab.
And that a
a suitable bronze tablet
commemorative of this gift shall
tablet commemorative
shall let
let.be furnished
furnished and placed on the exterior
exterior of said building at the expense
of the United
United States.
Approved, May
May 18,
1920.
Approved,
18, 1920.
authc

z

for Pub. lic

CHIP.
CHAP. 190.-An
190.—An Act To increase the efficiency
efficiency of the commissioned
commissioned and enlisted
personnel
Coast Guard,
Guard, Coast
personnel of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast
Coast and
Geodetic Survey,
Survey,
and Geodetic
Health Service.
and Public Health

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
House of
Representativesof

States of Amerca
in C
Congress
assembled, That,
America in
1res., assembled,
That, commencing
commencing January
January

May 18, 1920.
[H. R. 11927.]
[H.Mt.
11927.
[Public,
210.1
[Public, No. 210.1

nre
of
ay,
Increase
of
pay,
Army, Navy, Marina
Army
u
Corps,
and
Public
Health officers. Public
Rates from
January
from
1, 1920.

N, Marn,
1,
officers
Navy, and Marine
Marine Corps,
nsofl
1, 1920,
1920, commissioned
commissioned oh
cers of the Army,
Army, Navy,
Corps, C
and Public Health Service shall be paid, in addition to all pay and Res
January
s

allowances now allowed by law, increases
allowances
increases at rates per annum
annum as
as
follows:
follows: Colonels in the Army and Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps captains
captains in the
Navy, and assistant surgeons
surgeons genera
generallin
i
n the Public
Health Service,
Service,
Public Health
$600; lieutenant
Marine Corps
lieutenant colonels
colonels in the Army and Marine
Corps, comcommanders
manders in the Navy, and senior surgeons
surgeons in the Public Health
Health
Service, $600; majors in the
and Marine
lieutenant
the Army and
Marine Corps,
Corps, lieutenant
442Sl°--21--4421 °-21.--40
0
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602
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commanders
Publie Health Service,
and surgeons in the Public
Navy, and
in the Navy,
commanders in
$840; captains
the Army
Army and
Marine Corps, lieutenants in the
and Maxine
in the
captains in
$840;
Navy,
and passed
Health Service,
assistant surgeons in the Public Health
passed assistant
Navy, and
lieutenants
$720; first
first lieutenants
in the Army and Marine Corps, lieutenants
lieutenants in
$720;
(junior grade),
assistant surgeons
surgeons and acting
acting assistant dental
acting assistant
grade), acting
(junior
surgeons
assistant surgeons
i the Public Health
surgeons in
and assistant
Navy, and
the Navy,
in the
surgeons in
Service, $600;
lieutenants in
in the
Army and
Corps, and
Marine Corps,
and Marine
theArmy
second lieutenants
$600; second
Service,
Proviso.
Army
contract surstir- ensigns
n the
the Navy,
Provided, That
That contract
surgeons of the
contract surgeons
$420: Provided,
Navy, $420:
in
ensigns i
° contract
geons.
Army serving
time shall
shall receive
receive the
second lieutenant.
pay of aa. second
the pay
full time
serving full
'Army
gems.
tat
TaZg
i gre
=",.,' SEC.
Sze. 2.
2. That
the rights
and benefits
prescribed
under the
Act
the Act
under
prescribed
benefits
and
rights
the
That
ta-tionqurtersmeof quarters,
1918, granting
of April
ex of
my officers
to Ae
n
digI
ciffielors
Aig.
April 16,
16, 1918,
granting commutation
commutation of
quarters, heat,
heat, and
and light
light
Navy,
Marine uorps, during
the
emergency to
officers of the Army
Arm on duty in the
to officers
present emergency
the present
during
NaMarineCorps
Coast titiard, and Pub- n
•-•
lie
Health
included.
la
are
hereby
continued
and
made
effective
until
June 30,
30, 1922,
1922,
untilJune
effective
made
and
continued
lioHel'thidncluddedb' field are hereby
Proviso.
and shall
shall apply
apply equally
officers of the Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, Coast
Coast
to officers
equally to
and
o.
Provided, That such rights and
Health Service: Provided,
Enlisted men.
Guard,
Public Health
andPublic
Guard, and
Elistmen.
benefits
prescribed for officers
equally for enlisted
enlisted
officers shall apply equally
as are
are prescribed
benefits as
men now
entitled by
by regulations
regulations to
commutation
quarters or to commutation
to quarters
now entitled
men
therefor.
Navy.
to
SEC. 3.
commencing January 1,
warrant officers of the
1, 1920, warrant
3. That,
That, commencing
SEC.
to
f
Navy.
Warrant officer
allowances now allowed
have
extra MO
addition to
allowed
to all
all pay and allowances
paid, in addition
be paid,
shall be
Navy shall
$e. . s Navy
haveextSra
by law
' an
an increase
increase at the
the rate of $240 per annum.
law,
by
Pay increased of enEstadArray
Sec.
commencing January
1, 1920, the pay of all enlisted
January 1,
That, commencing
4. That,
SiE. 4.
reAsds' and
n,
eemale
avy, and
Navy,
and
female men of the Army and Marine
Marine Corps and of members
members of the female
muses.
Proviso.
Nurse Corpsof
Corrof the Army
and Na
Navy iss hereby increased
centum:
increased 20 per centum:
Army and
Nurse
sa.
enlisted men whose
Limitation.
Provided, That
not apply
whose
to enlisted
apply to
shall not
increase shall
such increase
at such
Proided,
Limiation.
permanently increased since April
bee permanently
already been
initial pay, if it has already
Army
6, 1917, is now less than $33 per month.
Marine 6 1917, Is now less than $33per month.
Army and Marine
of
Corps.
S
EC: 5.. That
That all
noncommissioned officers of the Army of grade of
all noncommissioned
E;d
corps.
Ration and commutation
color sergeant
and above
fixed by
by existing
existing Army Regulations
Regulations and
above as fixed
sergeant and
color
no
of noncommistatii of
dosed
officers of
Marine Corps
Corps of corresponding
corresponding
of the Marine
in noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
oics inimed officers
creased.
grades
shall
be
entitled
to
one
ration
or
commutation
therefor
in
therefor in
commutation
or
Commutation
Commtaton value. grades shall be entitled to one ration
addition to that to which they are now entitled. The commutation
commutation
addition
determined by the President on July 11of each fiscal
value shall be determined
year, and
for the
on
computed on
be computed
shall be
value shall
the value
year the
fiscal year
current fiscal
the current
and for
year,
Provisos.
provio.
clerks
Provided, That Army field clerks
Increasedpay to held the basis of 55 cents per ration: Provided,
incr-edpaytofled
clerks.
crerks Quartermaster
allowances
clerks,
and field clerks
Quartermaster Corps, whose total pay and allowances
at the
increase
do
not
exceed
$2,500
per
annum,
shall
be
paid
an
increase
paid
be
shall
annum,
per
$2,500
exceed
not
do
imitation.
Limitation.
rate of $240 per annum:
Provided further,
field
further, That such Army field
annum: Provided
rate
clerks
Quartermaster Corps, whose total pay and
field clerks Quartermaster
clerks and field
allowances
exceed $2,500 but do not exceed $2,740 per annum,
annum, shall
allowances exceed
No pay
be
additional amount as will make their total pay and
paid such additional
be paid
reduction
No
pay reduction.
That
allowances not to exceed
allowances
exceed $2,740 per annum:
annum: Provided
Provided further, That
allowances
this section
section shall not be construed
construed to reduce the pay and allowances
Na
of
any Army
field clerk
clerk or
Quartermaster Corps.
or field clerk Quartermaster
Army field
of any
Navy.
vy.
1, 1920, the following shall
Base pay
for enlisted
SEC. 6. That, commencing
commencing January 1,
SEC.
pay forenlisted
ti s
ratings.
be the
officers
base pay
pay for each enlisted rating: Chief petty officers
be
the rate of base
officers with
with acting appointments,
appointments, $99 per month; chief
chief petty officers
officers,
permanent appointments
appointments and mates, $126 per month; petty officers,
permanent
officers, second class, $72 per month;
first class, $84 per month; petty officers,
officers, third class, $60 per month; nonrated
nonrated men, first class,
petty officers,
$54
$54 per month; nonrated men, second class, $48 per month; nonrated
Provided, That the base pay of fireProvisos.
men, third class, $33 per month: Provided,
rrooes.
$54
second class, $54
F
men, first class, shall be $60 per month; firemen, second
Provided further,
further,
per month; firemen,
firemen, third class, $48 per month: Provided
Academy
Band.
Naval
Academy That the rate of base pay for each rating in the Naval Academy
Academy
Band shall be as follows: Second leader, with acting appointment,
appointment,
Band.
permanent appointment, $126 per month; drum
$99 per month, with permanent
major, $84
$84 per
month; musicians,
musicians,
class, $72
$72 per
per month;
musicians, first
first class,
per month;
month; musicians,
major,
Masmen.
Meesmen.
second class, $60 per month: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the base
base pay of
of
wardroom
cabin
cabin stewards and cabin cooks shall be $84 per month; wardroom
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stewards
wardroom cooks, $72
steerage stewards
stewards
stewards and
and wardroom
$72 per
per month;
month; steerage
stee ; e cooks, $72 per month; warrant officers'
officers' stewards and
and steerage
warrant
o11 cers' cooks,
cooks, $60
attendants, first class,
warrant officers'
$60 per
per month; mess
mess attendants,
class,
$42 per
per month;
$36 per
per month;
month; mess
$42
month; mess
mess attendants,
attendants, second
second class
class, $36
mess Flet
Navl iR.
Fl t
a va
ReProvided further,
further, That the
the servee.e
seret Naval
attendants, third class,
class, $33
$33 per month: Provided
retainer
pay
of
those
members
of
the
Fleet
Naval
Reserve
who,
purt
aerain
tt
r
ac
p
uetttrey.
retainer pay of those members of the Fleet Naval Reserve who, pur- Retainer pay
tore
suant
the
suant to
to call, shall return
return to active
active duty
duty within
within one
one month after the
approval
continue on active duty until the
the Navy
Navy
approval of
of this
this Act and shall
shall continue
shall
permanent authorized
authorized strength,
strength,
shall have
have been
been recruited
recruited up to
to its
its permanent
or
number in
grade to which
which they may
may be
be assigned is
or until
until the
the number
in the grade
filled,
beyond June
1922, shall
be computed
computed upon
filled, but
but not
not beyond
June 30,
30, 1922,
shall be
upon the
the base
base Additional.
Additional
p. 590
retransferred to inactive duty, plus the Vol. 39,
39, p.
pay they are
are receiving when retransferred
additions
increases prescribed
prescribed in
Act
Appropriation Act
in the Naval
Naval Appropriation
additions or
or increases
approved August
members of
Fleet Naval Reserve:
Reserve: Rates
August 29, 1916,
1916, for members
of the
the FleetNaval
Rates not
not further
further ininProvided, further
the rates
of base pay
pay herein fixed shall not be creased.
creased.
Provided
further,'That
That the
rates of
Vol. 35, p. 128.
increased. 10 per
approved V:ol4
Vol. 40, p.
p. 871i
871.
further increased
per centum
centumn as authorized
authorized by an
an Act
Act approved
p. 140.
May 13,
nor by
war increases
increases as
as authorized
Ante, p. 140.
by Ante,
authorized by
by the
the temporary
temporary war
May
13, 1908,
1908, nor
section
approved May 22,
amended by the
Act
as amended
the Act
section 15 of
of the Act
Act approved
22, 1917,
1917, as
approved
July 11,
11, 1919.
1919.
approved July
Naval
Naval Academy.
Academy.
Civilian professors'
civilian
professors'
in hisianddis- and
SEC.
That the Secretary
SEC. 7. That
Secretary of the Navy is authorized,
authorized,Civi
instructs&
instructors' pay
pay
cretion,
to readjust
the prevailing
prevailing rates
rates of
professors readjusted.
readjustetd
pay
cretion, to
readjust the
of pay
pay of
of civilian
civilian professors
Proviso.
and
at the
the United
United States
States Naval
Provided, Expenditure
and instructors
instructors at
Naval Academy:
Academy: Provided,
xpenditureimted.
limited.
readjustment, which
January 1,
1,
which shall be
be effective
effective from January
That said readjustment,
1920,
additional expenditure
expenditure in excess of $55,000
1920, shall
shall not
not involve an additional
remainder of
year.
Coast
for the remainder
of the current
current fiscal
fiscal year.
Guard.
oast Guard.
S
EC. 8.
8. That
That commissioned
commissioned officers,
officers, warrant
warrant officers,
officers, petty
Pay, ratingsetc.,
ratings, etc., to
officers, Pay,
petty officers,
SEC.
and other
other enlisted
men of
Coast Guard
correspond with Navy.
the same
same correspo
avy.
Guard shall
shall receive
receive the
enlisted men
of the
the Coast
and
allowances and
hereafter
increases as now are, herein are, or hereafter
and increases
pay, allowances,
grades or ratings and length
length
may be prescribed
prescribed for corresponding grades
of service in the Navy; and the grades and ratings of warrant
warrant officers,
chief petty officers,
officers, petty officers
n listed persons in the
officers and other eenisted
Coast Guard shall be the same as in the Navy, in so far as the duties
of the Coast Guard
Guard may
require, with
may require,
with the continuance, in
in the Coast s
Guard, of the grade of surfman, whose
whose base pay shall be $70 per Provio.
Proviso.
Guard,
month: Provided,
Provided, That
the senior
senior district
district superintendent,
three en/iisis.fnts.
trict superintendmonth:
That the
superintendent, the
the three
peitd
district superintendents
superintendents next in order of seniority, the four district
district
superintendents next below
these three
three in
seniority, and
and the
superintendents
below these
in order
order of
of seniority,
the
junior
unior five district superintendents
superintendents shall
shall have the
the rank, pay, and alallowances of captain,
captain, first lieutenant,
lieutenant, second lieutenant, and third
lowances
lieutenant in
Coast Guard,
respectively.
lieutenant
in the
the Coast
Guard, respectively.
Restrictn
f service
Restriction if service
SEC. 9.
That nothing
nothing contained
contained in
shall be
Determinated since Debe construed
construed as
as terminated
in this
this .Act
Act shall
SEC.
9. That
31
b 31 ,'
1919.
granting
any back
back pay
pay or
or allowances
allowances to
to any
officer or
or enlisted
1919 '
enlisted man
man c"e mmbar
any officer
granting any
whose active service shall have terminated
December
terminated subsequent
subsequent to
to December
31, 1919, and prior to the approval of this Act, unless
unless such officers
shall
or enlisted men shall have been recalled to active service or shall
have
been reenlisted
reenlisted prior
approval of
of this
this Act.
have been
prior to
to the
the approval
Act.
Enlistedmen
y.
Enlisted men, Navy.

SEC. 10. That any enlisted man or apprentice seaman who shall
reenlist
SEC. 10.
in the
That
Navy
any within
enlisted
one
man
year
orfrom
apprentice
the date
seaman
of his
his who
discharge
shall
of
discharge
year
from
the
date
in
the
Navy
within
one
reenlist

Bounty, if reenlistgwithin one year

ing
Bounty,
within me
if Year

therefrom shall, upon such reenlistment, be entitled to
to and shall
receive
receive the same benefits as are now authorized
authorized by law for reenlistdischarge from
from the
service: Proo.
p i
ment within
within four
four months from
from date
date of
of last
last discharge
the service:
Provided,
this section
shall become
inoperative six
months after
after iLaopera
tive after
after six
six
rative
Provided, That
That this
section shall
become inoperative
six months
rov so.

m on th s.

the date
date of
the
approval of
of the
the approval
of this
this Act.
Act.
Coast
and eGeodetic
cess
yeyt
.and
Ge
ftric
Th
SEC.
m lieu of compensation
compensation now prescribed
Snc. 11. That
in
prescribed by law,
law, sty
Sye
officerrs
tocorrespond
withrelcommissioned officers of the Coast and Geodetic Survey shall re- se
e'e'e4e:peeridwith
receive
hereafter may be n
rank
ative
ceive the same pay and allowances
allowances as now are or hereafter
ti" Navy
Ng" rank.
prescribed
for officers of the
the Navy
Navy with
with whom
whom they
they hold
prescribed for
relative voL
Vol. 40, p.
hold relative
p. 88.
ss.
prescribed in the Act of May 22, 1917, entitled "An
rank as prescribed
"An Act to
to
temporarily
temporarily increase the commissioned
warrant and enlisted
enlisted
commissioned and warrant
strength of the Navy and Marine Corps, and for other purposes,"
purposes,"
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including
retirement of
of comcomthe retirement
to the
relating to
all laws
laws relating
and all
longevity; and
including longevity;
missioned
commissioned
hereafter apply to commissioned
of the Navy
Navy-shall hereafter
officers of
missioned officers
hereafter
Provded, That hereafter
Proviso.
Geodetic Survey: Provided,
of the Coast and Geodetic
officers of
Proso.
Longevity par credit
pay
Marine Corps, Coast
Army, Navy, Marine
officers in the Army,
pay for officers
longevity
rei longevity
all svices
services
ofyArmy,
Army,
evit
fforongeavity
allser
orof
Navy, Coast Guard. Guard, 7
Public Health
Service and
Survey
Geodetic Survey
and Geodetic
Coast and
and Coast
Health Service,
Guad Guard, Public
SNy,cot
etc., officers.
shall
be
based
on
the
total of
of all
all service
service in
in any
any or
all of
of said
services.
said
services.
or
all
the
total
on
be
based
shall
li
of
o
Families of officers.
S
any commissioned
Transportation to be
noncomofficer, noncomcommissioned officer,
when any
hereafter when
12. That
That hereafter
SEC.. 12.
Transportationto
furnished, on permamissioned officer of the grade of color sergeant and above, including
gesas
of stations. missioned officer of the grade of color sergeant and above, including
,tna
nnent change
any
noncommissioned officer
officer of the Marine Corps of corresponding
corresponding
any noncommissioned
grade,
warrant officer,
officer, chief petty officer, or petty officer (first class),
class),
grade, warrant
having
dependent child or children,
children is ordered
ordered to make a
a
having aa wife or dependent
permanent change
change of station, the United Stales
States shall furnish transpermanent
transportation of
appropriated for the transportation
in kind from funds appropriated
portation in
Guard, the Coast
the
Coast
the Army, the Navy, the Marine Corps, the Coast Guard.
and
Geodetic
Survey,
Health Service to his new
Health
Public
the
and
Survey,
Geodetic
and
Provisos.
station
for the
the wife
wife and
and dependent
dependent child
or children:
children: Provided,
Provided,
child or
In naval service.
station for
inR
ere
That
station,"
"permanent station,"
the naval service the term "permanent
for persons
persons in the
That for
a shore station
as used in this section, shall be interpreted
interpreted to mean a
or the home yard of the vessel
vessel to which the person concerned
concerned may be
ordered; and
and a
duly
authorized
change in
home
yard
or
home port
port
or home
yard
in
home
change
authorized
a
duly
ordered;
t
of
Payment of cost exProvided further,
further,
a change of station: Provided
vessel shall be deemed a
of such vessel
coo. yment
transportation exceeds that for transportatransportaif the cost
cost of such transportation
That if
tion from the old to the new station the excess cost shall be paid
Beyond continental tion from the old to the new station the excess cost shall be paid
Beyon
further,
limits,
limits.
to the United States by the officer concerned: Provided
Provided further,
That transportation supplied the wife or dependent child or children of such officer, to or from stations beyond the continental limits
of
United States,
be other
Government transport,
by Government
other than by
shall not
not be
States, shall
of the
the United
Household effects of
available: And provided
provided further,
further, That the
is available:
such transportation
transportation is
oif if such
Navy personnel.
personnnee
Navy
personnel
benefit of all existing laws appersonnel of the Navy shall have the benefit
plying
the Army
Army and
the Marine
Marine Corps for the transportation
transportation of
and the
to the
plying to
household
effects.
effects.
Pay increases
effechousehold
e
icreases
tive until June30,1922.
30, len
6 of this
SEC.
tiveuntiune
S
EC. 13. That the provisions
provisions of sections 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6
Act
shall remain
remain effective
effective until
the close
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
close of
until the
Act shall
Provisos.
Proisos.
Enlisted
men.
Enlistedme
June 30, 1922, unless sooner
sooner amended
amended or
Provided, That
or repealed:
repealed: Provided,
That
prescribed in sections 4
4and 66hereof shall be the rates
the rates of pay prescribed
of pay during the current enlistment of all men in active service on
approval of this Act, and for those who enlist, reenthe date of the approval
1, 1922, for the term of
list, or extend their enlistments
enlistments prior to July 1,
enlistment, reenlistment,
or extended
extended enlistment:
enlistment: Provided
Provided
reenlistment, or
No computed
computed in re- such
such enlistment,
tired pay.
tired
ay.
further, That the increases
increases provided
into
further,
provided in this Act shall not enter into
the computation
computation of
retired pay
of officers
officers or
or enlisted
enlisted men
who
men who
pay of
Pay, etc., readjustof the
the retired
readust- the
ment.
1, 1922:
1922: And provided
further, That
provided further,
may be retired prior to July 1,
ongressional may
mecial
Special Congressional
committee to
Members of the Senate,
to investiinvesti- a
aspecial
special committee, to be composed of five Members
cmmittee
gate, etc.
gate, etc.
to be appointed by the Vice President, and five Members
Members of the
appointed by
Speaker of the
by the
the Speaker
to be appointed
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, to
House of Representatives,
Representatives, shall make an investigation
report
investigation and report
recommendations
respective Houses not later than the first
first
recommendations to their respective
Monday in
January, 1922,
readjustment of
of the
the pay
pay
to the
the readjustment
1922, relative
relative to
Monday
in January,
allowances of the commissioned
commissioned and enlisted personnel of the
and allowances
several services
services herein
mentioned.
herein mentioned.
No existing pay re- several
S
EC. 14. That nothing contained
in this Act shall
shall operate to reduce
duced.
SEC.
contained in
the
pay
allowances of
officer
enlisted man
or
or
enlisted
man on the active or
the
pay
or
allowances
of
any
officer
Proviso.
retired list:
list: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
allowances and gratuities
gratuities now auauAllowances and
and gra
the allowances
g- - retired
AoVwSnces
tuities.
tuities.
thorized
thorized by existing
existing law are not changed
changed hereby, except as otherwise
specified in
in this
Act.
Appropriations
this Act.
made wise specified
Appropriations made
available.
availahle.
SEC.
appropriations "Pay
SEC. 15. That the appropriations
"Pay of the Navy, 1920," and
Ante, pp. 156, 152
Arte,
pp. li1, 152
"Pay, Marine Corps, 1920,"
1920," are hereby made available
available for any of
the expenses
expenses authorized
by this
and any
part or
all of
of the approAct, and
any part
or all
authorized by
this Act,
the
priations
"Provisions, Navy,
and "Maintenance,
"Maintenance, QuarterQuarter1920," and
Navy, 1920,"
priations "Provisions,
master's
Department, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, 1920,"
1920," not
required for the
not required
master's Department,
Retirement.
Retirement.
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1920.
1920.

objects
specified in said appropriations,
objects of expenditure
expenditure specified
appropriations, may
may be
be
transferred to the appropriations
"Pay of th
thee Navy, 1920,"
transferred
appropriations "Pay
1920," or
or "Pay,
"Pay,
Marine Corps, 1920,'
1920," respectively, as may be required.
Approved, May 18, 1920.
Approved,

Transfers.
Anis, pp. 47,54
147, 154.

CHAP.
CHAP. 191.-An
191.—An Act To enlarge the boundaries
boundaries of the Oregon
Oregon National
National Forest.
Forest.

May 20, NM.
[S.
[ I 2792.)
[Public, No.
No. 211.1
211.)
[Public,

ra'- s S

2M
Be
it
enacted
by
and House
House of
Be it enacted
the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of th,e
the United
United Oregon
Oregon
National
National
F O e Oreg.
States of America
i
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled That
States
in Congress
boundary of
That the
the boundary
of the
the Forest,
Mt
sed.
Ares Increased.
Oregon National
National Forest, in the State of Oregon,
Oregon, is hereby changed
to
changed to
include the
the following
include
following lands, subject
subject to all the laws and regulations
regulations
Description.
s i pton
governing the national
national forests: Township one south, range six
governing
east, D
six east,
section six; that part of township one
north,
range
six
east,
lying
one north, range six east, lying
south of the Columbia
south
Columbia River not now included
included in
forest; townin said
said forest;
township two north, range
range six east, all of sections thirty-four
thirty-four, thirty-five,
thirty-five,
Proviso.
and thirty-six
thirty-six south of the Columbia River:
River: Provided,
That this
Provided, That
this No
Povio.
action shall,
action
shall, as to all lands which are at this date legally
legally appropriated
appropriated impaired.
imNpaiprior rirights, etc.,.
c.
under the public-land
public-land laws or reserved
reserved for
for any
any public
public purpose
be
purpose, be
subject to and shall not interfere
interfere with
rights under
wider
with or
or defeat
defeat legal
legal rights
such appropriation,
appropriation, nor prevent the use
such public
public puFpos!3,
use for such
purpose of
of
lands
reserved so long as such appropriation
lands so reserved
appropriation is
is legally
legally maintained
maintained
or such reservation
reservation remains in force.
force.
SEC.
Exchanges with
S
EC. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior
Interior be,
be, and he hereby
hereby is,
is, vate
Exchan-es
itr Priowners
authorized
ow
e oatita0rempowered, in his discretion, upon the recommendaauthorized and empowered,
recommenda idat.
ized.
r:
tion of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture, to
t
o exchange
the basis
basis of
of
exchange,rupon
upon the
equal value, nonmmeral
nonmineral lands or timber
belonging to
timber belonging
to the
the United
United
States
States in the Oregon National
National Forest for privately
privately owned
owned lands
lands
lying within the exterior
exterior limits of the Oregon
lying
National Forest,
Oregon National
Forest, and
and
that
that upon the consummation
consummation of such exchanges
lands deeded
deeded
exchanges the
the lands
to the United
United States shall become parts of
the Oregon
Oregon National
National
of the
Forest, and the
Forest,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall issue patents
patents to
to the
the
selected lands.
selected
lands.
Approved, May
May 20,
20, 1920.
1920.
CHAP. 192.-An
CHAP.
192.—An Act To provide
provide for the disposition of
lands withdrawn
withdrawn
of public
public lands
and improved
provisions of the reclamation
and
improved under the provisions
laws, and
and which
are no
reclamation laws,
which
are
no longer
longer
needed in connection
connection with said laws.
needed

Be
Senate and
and House ofRepre,sentatives
of Representativesof
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
of the United

Err 20 1920.
;200.
765.)

ubl No.
No12
[Public,
212.1
pub,,
blic L
and
&

States
of America
America in
whenever in
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That whenever
in the
the opinion
Saleollandsreserret
opinion Saleolandsrerve
of
of the
the Interior
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior any public lands which
which have
been aand
l d no
nn longerneded
ongrrneA ed.
have been
withdrawn
for or
or in
operation of
withdrawn for
in connection
connection with
with construction
construction or operation
of Vol.'32,'P
p.3 '
k

f r

i

Vol

gati

32

.388

v r

reclamation
reclamation projects under the provisions of the Act of
17, 1902,
of June
June 17,
1902
known
as the
the Reclamation
Reclamation Act and Acts amendatory thereof and
known as
and
supplemental
supplemental thereto, which
which are not otherwise
and which
otherwise reserved
reserved and
which
have
improved by and at the expense of the reclamation
have been
been improved
fund
reclamation fund
for
for administration
administration or other like purposes,
purposes, are no longer needed
needed for
for
the purposes
for which they were withdrawn
withdrawn and improved,
the
purposes for
the
mnproved, the
Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may cause
cause said lands, together with the
improvements
thereon, to
appraised by
by three
per- aAppraial,
improvements thereon,
to be
be appraised
three disinterested
disinterested perAppraisal, publ
pbica
ica.
sons
to be
appointed
sons to
be appoint
ed by him
him and
an d thereafter
thereafter sell the same, for
for not
not "*"'
ti , etc
less
than the appraised
less than
appraised value, at public auction to the
the highest
highest bidder,
bidder,
after
giving public notice of the time and place of
after giving
posting
of sale
sale by
by posting
upon the
the land
upon
land and
and by publication
publication for not less than thirty-days
in aa
days in

newspaper
of general
general circulation
in the vicinity of the land, not
not less
newspaper of
circulation in
less

than one-fifth
the pm-chase
purchase price shall be paid at the time of
than
one-fifth the
sale,
of sale,
and
the
remainder
annual payments
and the remainder in
in not more than four annual
payments with
with

pry

payments.
ts
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193.
CHS.

1920.
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interest
at 66 per
centum per
per annum,
payable annually,
annually, on
on deferred
deferred
per centum
annum, payable
interest at
payments.
payments.
S
EC. 2.
purchase price
price the
the Secretary
Secretary
Title conveyed
That upon
upon payment
payment of
of the
the purchase
2. That
SEC.
Title
conveyed
of the
the Interior
is authorized,
authorized, by
appropriate patent,
patent, to
convey all
all
by appropriate
to convey
of
Interior is
the right,
right, title,
title, and
interest of
the United
United States
in and
and to
States in
to said
said lands
lands
the
and interest
of the
to the
said sale,
subject, however,
purchaser at
at said
sale, subject,
however, to
to such
such reservations,
reservations,
to
the purchaser
Provisos.
limitations,
conditions as said Secretary
may deem
deem proper:
proper: ProPromis.
limitations, or
or conditions
Secretary may
ProArea, etc., limitsshall be sold to
to
vided, That
not over one
sixty acres shall
one hundred
hundred and sixty
That not
tie.a,
etc., imita vided,
Eons.
any one
one person,
person, and
and if
if said
in
said lands
lands are
are irrigable
irrigable under
under the
the project
project in
any
which located
sold subject
compliance by
by the
shall be
be sold
subject to
to compliance
the purpurwhich
located they
they shall
chaser
all the
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the ReclaReclachaser with
with all
the terms,
terms, conditions,
conditions, and
Act applicable
applicable to
to lands
lands of
that character:
Provided,
That
Citizenship
Provided,
That
of
that
character:
mation
Act
Citizenship require- mation
m
e
n
t
ment.
bidder must,
issuance of
the accepted
accepted bidder
must, prior to
to issuance
of patent,
patent, furnish satissatisfactory
evidence that
that he
he or
or she
the United
States.
factory evidence
she is
is aacitizen
citizen of
of the
United States.
Receipts
credit of
ceipts to
to credit
of
from the sale of such lands shall
SEC.
S
EC. 3. That the moneys
moneys derived from,
nball
irrigation projects.
be
covered into
the reclamation
reclamation fund
and be
placed to
to the
the credit
credit of
of
fund and
be placed
ct
be covered
into the
the project
for which
which such
lands had
had been
been withdrawn.
withdrawn.
the
project for
such lands
Approved May
May 20,
20, 1920.
1920.
Approved
May 21, 1920.
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[Public, No. 213.1

CHAP.
relief of
of certain
certain officers
the United
United States
Army,
CHAP. 193.—An
193.-An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
officers of
of the
States Army,
and
purposes.
for other
other purposes.
and for

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United

oincers, etc.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
the
of the
Secretary of
Barber,
That the
assembled, That
Arrm
of America
America in
States of
rit- States
B BritFranBrbef,

Treasury be,
is, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out
be, and
and he
he hereby
hereby is,
authorized and
pay, out
lTreasury
not otherwise
to Frank
of any moneys
moneys in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Frank
Barber,
first lieutenant
of the
of Infantry
Infantry of
of the
the
Barber, aafirst
lieutenant of
the Dorset
Dorset Regiment
Regiment of
British
Army, who
lost the
sight of
both eyes
eyes and
became totally
totally
British Army,
who lost
the sight
of both
and became
on February
February 14,
1918,
blind by
by reason
reason of
of a
a premature
premature explosion
explosion on
14, 1918,
while acting
an instructor
instructor of
the United
troops at
at Camp
while
acting as
as an
of the
United States
States troops
Camp
Wheeler,
as compensation
compensation for
for disability
Wheeler, Georgia,
Georgia, as
disability resulting
resulting therefrom,
therefrom,
the sum
sum of
such sum
be in
in full
claims, legal
the
of $10,000,
$10,000, and
and such
sum shall
shall be
full of
of all
all claims,
legal
or
the said
Frank Barber,
Barber, his
heirs, representatives,
or equitable,
equitable, of
of the
said Frank
his heirs,
representatives, or
or
assigns.
assigns.
Col.
A.
Col. William
William A.
SEC.
SEc. 2. Colonel William
William A. Simpson:
Simpson: That the President of the
Simpson.
Appointmentss
Appointmentsa United
States, in
his discretion,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
United States,
in his
discretion, be,
he is
to
brigadier
briadier general,
general, rere.
appoint, by
by and
the consent
the Senate,
William A.
A.
tired,
authorized.
consent of
of the
Senate, Colonel
Colonel William
and with
with the
re appoint,
reduthgored.a
Simpson, United
the position
position and
and rank
rank of
Sumpson,
United States
States Army,
Army, retired,
retired, to
to the
of
brigadier
general on
on the
the retired
retired list.
list.
brigadier general
Col. Robert H. Peck.
S
EC. 2i.
2. Colonel
Colonel Robert
Robert H.
Robert H.
H. Peck,
Peck,
Colonel Robert
That Colonel
Peck: That
H. Peck:
SEC.
lie
Restored to
Restored
to lineal
position
of Eleventh
under the
authority of
o majors
majors of
Eleventh Infantry, Regular
ition of
Regular Army, who,
who, under
the authority
of the
the
infantry.
tryAct
Act approved
approved July
President, by
and with
with the
the
July 12,
12, 1912,
1912, was,
was, by the
the President,
by and
advice and
captain of
of Infantry,
Infantry,
advice
and consent
consent of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, appointed
appointed aa captain
United
States Army-,
rank at
of the
captains
United States
Army to
to take
take rank
at the
the foot
foot of
the list
list of
of captains
of Infantry,
and he
he hereby
restored to
to the
the position
the,
of
Infantry, be,
be, and
hereby is,
is, restored
position on
on the
lineal
list of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army which
he would
lineal list
of majors
majors of
of Infantry
Infantry of
which he
would
have
not been
been out
service; that
have held
held had
had he
he not
out of
of the
the service;
that is
is to
to say,
say, to
to aa
place on
on the
list of
of majors
of Infantry
just above
above that
place
the lineal
lineal list
majors of
Infantry just
that occupied
occupied
go hack pay, etc.
No
ly Major H.
back pay, etc.
E. Yates.
But nothing
in this
shall entitle
by
II. E.
Yates. But
nothing in
this Act
Act contained
contained shall
entitle
the
Robert H.
H. Peck
back pay
pay or
or allowances.
allowances.
the said
said Robert
Peck to
to back
Maj.
Daly.
Maj. H.. W.
W.Daly.
SEC.
H. W. Daly: That
the President
of the
S
EC. 3. Major
Major H.
That the
President of
the United
United
Appointment as first
lieutenant, retfire,
retired, au- States, in his
authorized to appoint,
appoint,
his discretion, be, and
and he
he is hereby, authorized
liezent,
thorized.
by and
with the
consent of
of the
the Senate,
Major H.
Daly, National
thorizel.
by
and with
the consent
Senate, Major
H. W.
W. Daly,
National
Army, to
to the
the position
and rank
rank of
fast lieutenant
the retired
retired list.
Army,
position and
of first
lieutenant on
on the
list.
Capt.
SEC.
Captain Daniel
Daniel W. Hand:
That the
W.
Capt. Daniel
Daniel W.
W.
S
EC. 4.
4. Captain
Hand: That
the name
name of
of Daniel
Daniel W.
Hand.
Artillery, be
of
Restored
po- Hand,
to lineal po
Hand, now
aResored to
now captain
captain of
of Field
Field Artillery,
be placed
placed on
on the
lineal list
list of
the lineal
sition
etion in
Field Artilin Field
Artil- officers
officers of
of Field
Field Artillery
Artillery in
position it
it would
would have
occupied if
if he
in the
the position
have occupied
he
lery.
had not suffered
suffered the loss of
of rank
rank. announced
announced in General Orders,
Orders,
numbered one
one hundred
and fifty-six,
War Department,
8,
numbered
hundred and
fifty-six, War
Department, August
August 8,

ish Army.
to for
ishrmy
for loss
Paymentt to,
of sight.
for

of

.
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1910; and
President of
of the
States, in
discretion, be,
be,
in his
his discretion,
United States,
the United
the President
and the
1910;
and
is hereby,
to appoint
and with
with
by and
Hand, by
Captain Hand,
appoint Captain
authorized to
hereby, authorized
he is
and he
the
advice and
and consent
consent of
Senate, to
which such reregrade which
the grade
to the
the Senate,
of the
the advice
stored
on the
lineal list
list requires,
requires, to
to be
be an
number
an additional
additional number
the lineal
position on
stored position
in
the grade
grade until
and no
no longer.
longer.
in the
until absorbed
absorbed and
ma
CAra/c. Leonard F.
eard F
i
SEC. 5.
the Capt.
of the
President of
the President
That the
Matlack: That
F. Matlack:
Leonard F.
5. Captain
Captain Leonard
SEC.
Appointment as capUnited
States, in
his discretion,
and he
is hereby,
to tain,
ApJointSntascap
authorized to
retired.
hereby, authorized
be, and
he is
discretion, be,
in his
United States,
appoint,
the advice
consent of
the Senate,
Captain
Senate, Captain
of the
and consent
advice and
and with
with the
by and
appoint, by
Leonard
now serving
serving with
the Eighth
Cavalry, to
to the
the
Eighth Cavalry,
with the
F. Matlack,
Matlack, now
Leonard F.
poslist.
position
and rank
rank of
of captain
captain on
on theretired
the retired list.
position and
olon
Ca
?t
er
ratel J
esse Me
Me l.
S
EC. 6.
6. Credit
Credit in
of Colonel
Colonel Jesse
Carter: The cartelr.
MeI. Carter:
Jesse Mel.
accounts of
the accounts
in the
SEC.
Credit In accounts.
accounting
of the
Treasury are
to creditinaccounts.
and directed
directed to
are authorized
authorized and
the Treasury
officers of
accounting officers
allow
accounts of
of Colonel Jesse McI.
Md. Carter, Cavalry,
the accounts
in the
credit in
and credit
allow and
United
Army, the
the sum
sum of
disallowed against
on
him on
against him
of $352.23,
$352.23, disallowed
States Army,
United States
the books
books of the Treasury.
Treasury.
the
Omer Germain Paquet.
S
EC. 6.
Germain Paquet:
and he
is quet.r
P
Gel
he is
be l and
President be
the President
That the
Paquet: That
Omer Germain
6½.Omer
SEC.
l
otecti
nl
ed:
stment ofauof, aureenlistment in the United States thRthitment
hereby,
to permit
permit the
the reenlistment
riz
authorized to
hereby, authorized
Army,
the grade
grade held
at the
time of
dishonorable disdisof his
his dishonorable
the time
him at
he d bby him
at the
Army, at
charge
the service,
Paquet, formerly
quarterformerly aaquarterGermain Paquet,
of Omer
Omer Germain
service, of
from the
charge from
master
sergeant; and
the said
said OmerGermann
Omer Germam Paquet
Paquet shall,
shall, for the
and the
master sergeant;
purposes of
computing continuous
continuous service,
ascertaining the
rate
the rate
for ascertaining
service, for
of computing
purposes
at
which he
shall be
paid, and
for retirement,
considered to
have
to have
be considered
retirement, be
and for
be paid,
he shall
at which
served continuously
continuously from
of his
John Elmer Wright.
last enlistment,.
enlistment
his last
the date
date of
from , the
served
Appointment of, as
S
EC. 7.
7. That
view of
the conspicuous
conspicuous service
service in
in the
the battle
battle of
of ifztr
of
iAppointmtauthorin view
of the
That in
SEC.
e
t lieutenant
Chateau
Thierry
of
John
Elmer
Wright,
second
lieutenant,
Third
a
ied.
Third
lieutenant,
second
Wright,
John
Elmer
Chateau Thierry of
Trench Mortar
Division, United
States Array,
he
Army, he
United States
Third Division,
Battery, Third
Mortar Battery,
Trench
having
unit greater
the unit
with
unit corresponding
corresponding with
than the
greater than
commanded aaunit
having commanded
this rank,
rank, and
reason of
wound he
in this
received in
he received
serious wound
the serious
of the
by reason
and by
this
engagement in
in line
of duty,
duty, the
be and he hereby
hereby is, au- d. ib
President be,
the President
line of
engagement
thorized
to appoint,
appoint, by
with the advice and consent of the
and with
by and
thorized to
to the rank of first lieutenant,
Senate,
Rimer Wright
Wright
i
John Elmer
said John
the said
Senate, the
rank: Pro- Vobeplaced
and
to grant
grant him
n accordance
with such
such rank:
i
e
s°i)laced on re
re.
accordance with
a commission
commission in
him a
and to
tired list.
vided, That
That immediately
immediately thereafter
thereafter the
be tiredlist.
Wright be
Elmer Wright
John Elmer
said John
the said
vided,
placed
placed on the retired list of the Army as aafirst lieutenant, with the
pay and
and emoluments
of a
retired officer
officer of
that grade.
pay
emoluments of
a retired
of that
grade.
liamhelbyarWilliam
Shelby BarSEC. 8.
William Shelby
Shelby Barriger:
President of
the United
United rigor. tment rB
of the
the President
That the
Barriger: That
8. William
SEC.
of, as
as,
States,
his discretion,
discretion, be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized to
appoint, cApp^oficvro,
to appoint,
hereby, authorized
he is
cattpaTif,i
fCavalry, Cu.
in his
States, in
thorized.
by and
and with
with the
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
Shelby thorized.
William Shelby
the Senate,
Senate, William
by
Barriger,
the Regular
on September
September 15,
15, 1900,
Army on
Regular Army
in the
enlisted in
who enlisted
Barriger, who
and
be a
first lieutenant
of Cavalry,
Cavalry.
,at
at present
present temporary
temporary
lieutenant of
a first
rose to
to be
and who
who rose
major
of Quartermaster
Quartermaster Department,
Cavalry, to
major of
Department, a
a captain
captain of
of Cavalry,
to take
take Proviso*.
pro
No back
back pay, etc.
Provided, No
rank
at the
foot of
of the
the regular
list of
of captains
captains of
Cavalry: Provided,
of Cavalry:
regular list
the foot
rank at
That
no back
back pay
allowances shall
result of
the passage
That no
pay or
or allowances
shall accrue
accrue as
as a
a result
of the
passage Number of captains
T
red.
of this
further, That the total number of captains of illincraed.
Act: Provided
Providedfurther,
this Act:
of
Cavalry is
one for
for the
the_purpose
Act.
J. c.
arCaptain J.
by one
purpose of
of this
this Act.
Cavalry
is increased
increased by
Captain
C. GarSEC. 9.
Captain J.
C. Garrett:
That the
the President
President of
of the
the United
SEC.
9. Captain
J. C.
Garrett: That
United rett.
rett.
o
,
f
,to
in Cavalry, auStates,
his discretion,
discretion, be,
is hereby,
to appoint,
appoint, rank
uran in
authorized to
hereby, authorized
and he
he is
be, and
in his
States, in
thorized.
by
the advice
advice and
the Senate,
Senate, J.
Garrett, th ord
J. C.
C. Garrett,
of the
and consent
consent of
and with
with the
by and
formerly
remained
to take
take rank
rank as if he had remained
of Cavalry,
Cavalry, to
formerly aa captain of
continuously
the service.
continuously iin the
service.
Approved. May
1920.
Approved,
May 21, 1920.

CHAP.
appropriations for
works of
of
194.-An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
for fortifications
fortifications and
and other
other works
CHAP. 194.—An
defense,
for the
the armament
thereof, and
for the
procurement of
ordnance for
for trial
trial
of heavy
heavy ordnance
the procurement
and for
armament thereof,
defense, for
30, 1921,
and
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June 30,
1921, and for other purposes.
purposes.
for the
and service,
service, for

Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
ofRepreentatives
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by

May 21, 1920.
[H
. R.
H. )3.4.44.j
M[H.
[public,
N o. 214m
214.1
[Pubic, No.

2.]

ppro.
ortificatios _
appro.

in Congress
Congress ass
embled, That the following
following sums are xIas.
prfis1t,7,7
assembled,
of America
America in
States of
appropriated, out
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise
in the
the Treasury
money in
any money
out of any
appropriated,

'
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appropriated,
fortifications and
and other
defense, for the
of defense,
other works of
for fortifications
appropriated, for
armament
thereof, and
for
procurement of heavy ordnance for
and for the procurement
armament thereof,
trial and
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, and
and for
for
year ending
service, for
and service,
trial
other purposes,
purposes, namely:
namelyother
FORTIFICATIONS
OTHER WORKS OF DEFENSE.
AND OTHER
FORTIFICATIONS AND
Engineer
Engineer
ent.
ment.

DepartDepartDepart

Gun and mortar batmortar ba
teend
teries.
Emplacements.
Emptoeementc.
Preservation,
etc.
reservatontc.

Plans.a a

ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER

For construction
construction of
gun and
and mortar
mortar batteries,
batteries $1,800,000.
$1,800,000.
of gun
For
For modernizing
emplacements, $37,250.
modernizing older emplacements,
$37, 250.
of fortifications
repair of
and repair
For protection,
fortifications for which
which
preservation, and
For
protection, preservation,

there may
may be
available, and of structures
appropriation available,
no special
special appropriation
be no
there
for the
the torpedo
torpedo defense
defense of
United States and for maintaining
the United
of the
for
channels for
$300,000.
torpedo wharves, $300,000.
to torpedo
access to
for access
channels
For
preparation of
fortifications and other works of
of plans for fortifications
For preparation

defense, $25,000.
$25,000.
Supplies, etc.,
for defense,
1
For maintenance
maintenance and repair
searchlights and electric light and
repair of searchlights
For
seu,
electric plants.te.' fo
power
equipment for
seacoast fortifications,
fortifications, and for tools, electrical
electrical
for seacoast
power equipment
and
other supplies,
and appliances
appliances to be
their operation,
operation,
be used in their
supplies, and
and other

purchase of
of reserve
lights, $60,000.
$60,000.
reserve lights,
the purchase
including the
Submarine
Submarinemmine including
torpedo
For construction
construction of
casemates cable
cable galleries,
galleries, torpedo
mining casemates,
of mining
structures,
For
etc.
structres, etc.
storehouses, cable
structures necessary
necessary for the
cable tanks, and other structures
storehouses,
operation,
preservation, and care
submarine mines
mines and their
care of submarine
operation, preservation,
accessories, and
and for
for providing
access to torpedo
wharves,
torpedo wharves,
channels for access
providing channels
accessories,
$150,000.
$150,000.
ites
pertaining thereto,
Sites.
For procurement or reclamation
land, or rights pertaining
reclamation of land,
needed
for site,
site, location,
location, construction,
construction, or
or prosecution
works for
for
of works
prosecution of
needed for
fortifications
and coast
coast defenses,
defenses, $49,000.
$49,000.
fortifications and
Land
defenses.
Land defenses.
For the construction
construction of land defenses in the United States, including
including
the
procurement of equipment
required therefor, the
and materials required
equipment and
the procurement
construction
and repair
repair of roads required
required for military
military purposes, and
construction and
the
procurement
installation of searchlights,
searchlights, $100.
installation
and
procurement
the
installing
electric
plants,
For the
and replacement
replacement of
electric light
light and
and power
power
of electric
installation and
the installation
For
earlectric
plantSa searchlights,
etc.
plants
etc.
plants at seacoast fortifications
fortifications in the United States;
States; the purchase
purchase
and
searchlights for seacoast
United
seacoast defenses in the United
and installation
installation of searchlights
States, including
searchlights for antiaircraft
antiaircraft defenses
defenses and accesincluding searchlights
sories therefor;
therefor; and for salaries
electrical experts, engineers, and
salaries of electrical
other
employees
necessary
to
procure
and
install the
same, $566,250.
$566,250.
the same,
and install
to
procure
necessary
other
employees
ls.
a
Sea walls.
For
of sea
wall and
and embankments,
$20,500.
embankments, $20,500.
sea wall
construction of
For construction
Galvton, Tex.,
Galveston,
Tex., dederestoration of sea walls, retaining walls, and fill,
tenses.
For the repair and restoration
fenses.
and
repairs to
Galveston, Texas,
in the
the defenses
defenses of Galveston,
to batteries
batteries in
for urgent
urgent repairs
and for
$10,000.
•
$10,000.
Construction
ostruction
For contingent
expenses incident to the construction
excontingent expenses
construction of seacoast
seacoast
pauses.
fortifications and their accessories,
Department,
Engineer Department,
accessories, under the Engineer
fortifications
$50,000.
$50,000.
Coast Artillery.
Artillery.
Coast
UNDER
CHIEF OF
OF COAST
COAST ARTILLERY.
UNDER THE
nit. CHIEF
ARTILLERY.
Fire-control
Fire-control stations, etc.

tioetc.

accessories, including
fire-control stations
of fire-control
For
For construction
construction of
stations and
and accessories,
including
and rights
lands
of
purchase
for
the
$48,755
exceed
to
not
$48,755
purchase
rights of
of way,
way,

purchase and installation
installation of necessary
means of electrical
electrical
necessary lines and means
purchase

other telegraphs,
communication, including
including telephones,
dial and
and other
telegraphs,
telephones, dial
communication,
wiring
all special
instruments, apparatus,
apparatus, and
and materials,
materials, coastcoastand all
special instruments,
wiring and
signal apparatus,
subaqueous, sound
sound and
and flash
flash ranging
ranging apparatus,
apparatus,
apparatus, subaqueous,
signal
including their
development, and
and salaries
salaries of electrical
electrical experts,
their development,
including
necessary employees
engineers, and other necessary
employees connected
connected with the use of
of
Range
manufacture, and test of range finders
finders.
Range finders.
coast artillery;
artillery; purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
finders
and
instruments for fire
fortifications, and the
and other instruments
fire control
control at the fortifications,
machinery necessary
their
manufacture
at
$770,000.
machinery
necessary
for
their
manufacture
at
the
arsenals, $770,000.
War instruction sup-For maintenance
maintenance of Coast Artillery
Artillery war-instruction
war-instruction materiel
materiel at
For
etructi"
pwre
plies, etc.
Coast Artillery
Artillery posts,
posts, including
Coast
including necessary
necessary material and labor
labor therefor
therefor
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CH. 194.
SESS.
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and for extra-duty
extra-duty pay to soldiers necessarily
necessarily employed
employed for
for periods
periods
not less than ten days,
days, $1,685.
$1,685.
UNDER THE
isai CHIEF SIGNAL
SIGNAL OFFICER.
OFFICER.
UNDER

operation and maintenance
at
For operation
maintenance of
of fire-control
fire-control installations
installations at
seacoast
defenses, $165,000.
$165,000.
seacoast defenses,
ARMAMENT OF FORTIFICATIONS.
FORTIFICATIONS.
ARMAMENT

Signal
Service.
gnal Servie
Operating fire-control installations

troSSi e

'

Armament.
Armament.
mt.field,

and

For purchase,
For
purchase, manufacture,
and test
test of
of mountain,
cat
m
in
manufacture, and
mountain, field,
field, and
and siege
siege sier
siege'canio
adn.
implements, equipments,
equipments,
cannon, including their carriages,
carriages, sights, implements,
and the
the machinery
necessary for
their manufacture,
manufacture, $1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
machinery necessary
for their
u
For purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, maintenance, and test of
of ammunition Ammunition.
mti
for mountain, field, and siege cannon
the
necessary
expericannon, including
including the necessary experiments in connection therewith,
therewith, the
necessary for
for its
its
the machinery
machinery necessary
manufacture, and
necessary storage
$1,600,000.
and necessary
storage facilities,
facilities, $1,600,000.
Seacoast cannon.
For purchase,
manufacture, and test
cannon for
for coast
coast
purchase, manufacture,
test of seacoast
seacoast cannon
tcanno
including their
implements, equipments,
equipments, and
and
defense, including
their carriages,
carriages, sights, implements,
necessary for
the machinery
machinery necessary
for their
their manufacture,
manufacture, $2,000,000.
$2,000,000.
Ammunition, etc;
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture, and test of
seacoast
of ammunition for
for seacoast
etc
cannon, and for modernizing
modernizing projectiles
projectiles on hand, including
including the
the
necessary experiments in connection therewith,
necessary
therewith, and the machinery
machinery
necessary
for its
$1,000,000.
necessary for
its manufacture,
manufacture, $1,000,000.
etc.,
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
and test
test of
aminunition, subcaliber
subcaliber forammunition,
For
of ammunition,
pracutic
etc
practice. .
guns, and other accessories
accessories for seacoast
seacoast artillery practice, including
including •
the
necessary for
for their
$200,000.
the machinery
machinery necessary
their manufacture,
manufacture, $200,000.
sta.
For
alteration and
and maintenance
artillery, including
Al
t=erP.' sea
For alteration
maintenance of
of seacoast
seacoast artillery,
including the
the oc
coatarertc,
purchase and manufacture
manufacture of machinery, tools, materials necessary
necessary
for the work, and expenses of civilian mechanics
mechanics and extra-duty
extra-duty pay
of enlisted
enlisted men
men engaged
engaged thereon,
thereon, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
moFor alteration and maintenance
artillery, including
maintenance of the mobile artillery,
including br
aret
uing
ueli.de " m
Mieraletey.
the purchase
purchase and manufacture
manufacture of machinery,
and materials
machinery tools, and
materials
necessary for the work and the
expenses of
the mechanics
mechanics engaged
engaged
the expenses
of the
thereon, $2,000,000.
thereon,
$2,000,000.
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture, and
ammunition, subcaliber
subcaliber for
iorAiteid
t
e
i
.",0:rtuTi:
41artuiery
and test
test of
of ammunition,
aeld,u,Vi
etc.,
practce.
guns, and other accessories
accessories for mountain, field, and siege artillery
artillery practice.
practice, including the machinery
machinery necessary for their manufacture,
manufacture,
$205,800.
$205,800.
EBOVING
GROUNDS.
MOVING GROUNDS.

For current
ordnance proving
current expenses of the ordnance
proving grounds,
grounds, comprising
comprising

Proving
grounds.
Proving grounds.

Current expenses.
expsenm

the maintenance
maintenance of rail and water transportation,
transportation, repairs, alterations,
alterations,
accessories, and service
employees incidental to testing and proving
accessories,
service of employees
proving
ordnance
ordnance and ordnance
ordnance materiel,
materiel, hire of assistants
assistants for
for the
the Ordnance
Ordnance
Board, purchase
purchase of instruments
instruments and articles required for testing
testing and
experimental
experimental work, building and
butts and
and targets,
targets, clearing
and repairing
repairing butts
clearing
and grading ranges, $350,000.
and
SUBMARINE
SUBMARINE MINES.
MINES.

Submarine
mines.
Sbmarinemines.
Accessories, etc., for

AccVcries, etc., for
submarine-mine materiel,
materiel, practice.
For purchase, manufacture, and test of submarine-mine
and other accessories
accessories for submarine-mine
submarine-mine practice, including the
the
machinery necessary
machinery
necessary for
for their
their manufacture,
manufacture, $9,233.
$9 233.
Mantenance
Maintenance of sup.
supFor maintenance
submarine-mine and submarine-net
maintenance of submarine-mine
submarine-net materiel
materiel plies,etc.
plies,
Fort Totten
N. Y.,
Y.,
Totten,
N.
t
within the limits of continental
continental United States; purchase of
necessary depot.
of necessary
Y
machinery, tools, and implements
implements for the repair
repair shop of the torpedo
depot at "Fort
Fort Totten, New York; extra-duty pay to soldiers
soldiers necessarily employed for periods
periods not less than ten days
clays in connection
connection
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with the
the issue,
submarine-mine mat6riel
materiel at the
and care of submarine-mine
receipt, and
issue, receipt,
with
torpedo
and for
for torpedo
torpedo depot
depot administration,
$50,900.
administration, $50,900.
depot; and
torpedo depot;
BABRACKS
BARRACKS AND
AND QUAXTERS.
QUARTERS.

Barracks
quarand quer
Barracks and
ters.
tors.

Minor strctures ior

Mince structhres for

seacoast defenses.

sBacoast detei.

seacoast defenses:
Barracks
quarters, seacoast
defenses: For minor
minor structures
structures
Barracks and quarters,
proiect for seacoast
in connection
connection with
the adopted
adopted project
seacoast defenses,
defenses, includwith the
in

ing the
therein of
of plumbing
plumbing and of heating and lighting
fighting
installation therein
the installation
ing
apparatus 'to
be expended
expended as
as i
n the
the judgment
judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of
in
to be
apparatus,
War
may be
$50,000.
necessary, $50,000.
be necessary,
War may

/nsu/ar
posse.ssions.
lar possssos.
Engineer
aEngeer
meat.
ment.

DepartDepart-

• FORTIFICATIONS
POSSESSIONS.
INSULAR POSSESSIONS.
FORTIFICATIONS IN INSITLAR
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER

For protection,
protection, preservation,
preservation, and repair
repair of fortifications,
fortifications, including
including
For
structures
for torpedo
torpedo defense,
which there may be no special
for which
defense, for
structures for
appropriation
available, and
for maintaining
maintaining channels for access to
and for
appropriation available,
torpedo
wharves, at
at the
the following
following localities:
localities:
wharves,
torpedo
Hawaiian Islands.
Hawaiian
Islands,
$15,000;
Islands, $15,000;
aaiian
slad
Hawa
Phillipine
Islands.
PbhllpineIand&
Philippine
$50,000.
Philippine Islands,
Islands, $50
1000.
Searchlights.
For
the
purchase
and
installation of
of searchlights
for the
the defenses
defenses
searchlights for
Philippine Islands.
For the purchase and installation
ds.
Philippines
of most
important
harbors in
Philippine Islands,
Islands, $2,000.
$2,000.
the Philippine
in the
harbors
important
most
of
Hawaiian Islands.
For
installation of
searchlights for the defenses of
of
of searchlights
and installation
purchase and
For purchase
HawuanI slnds
most
important harbors
in the
Hawaiian
Islands,
$50,000.
Islands, $50,000.
Hawaiian
the
in
harbors
important
most
Electric plants, etc.
For maintenance
and repair
repair of
of searchlights
searchlights and electric light and
maintenance and
For
pants, et.
Electric
power
equipment
for
seacoast
fortifications
electrical
and for tools, eectrical
fortifications
seacoast
for
power equipment
and
appliances to be used
used in their operation
operation at
and appliances
supplies, and
other supplies,
and other
the
following loalities:
the followinglo_calities:
Hawaiian
14amis
Hawaiian Ilands.
Hawaiian Islands, $7,000;
$7,000;
HawaiianIslands,
Island.
Philippine Islands.
Philippine Islands,
Islands, $25,000.
$25,000.
Philippine
mines.
Submarine mine.
galleries, torpedo
For the
construction of
cable galleries,
torpedo
casemates, cable
Structures,
etc.,
mining casemates,
of mining
the construction
For
tructure, etc.,
Philippine Islands.
storehouses,
cable tanks, and other
other structures
structures necessary for the
storehouses, cable
Philippine land
operation, preservation,
preservation and care of submarine
submarine mines and their
operation,
accessories,
,
:ridingchannels
torpedo wharves
channels for access to torpedo
providing
and for pro
accessories, and
at
the defenses
defenses of
of the
Philippine
Islands, $55,000.
$55,000.
Islands,
Philippine
the
the
at
Land defenses,
e
For
defenses in
in the
including the procureprocureHawaiian Islands, including
the Hawaiian
land defenses
For land
Hawaiian
slands
Haaiian Islands.
ment and
installation of searchlights
searchlights and the acquisitions
acquisitions of land and
and
and installation
ment
rights
of
way,
$130,000.
$130,000.
way,
of
rights
etc., Hawaiian
reclamation of land, or rights pertaining
procurement or reclamation
Hawan For procurement
IslSites, etc.,
pertaining
Islands.
construction, or prosecution
thereto,
needed
for
the
site, location
prosecution
location, construction
thereto, needed for the site
of
of fortifications
coast defenses
defenses in the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
and coast
fortifications and
works of
of works
$25,760.
$25,760.
a
Plans,
Hawaiian
For preparation
preparation of
of plans
for fortifications
fortifications and other works of
plans for
For
Islands.
Islands.
defense in
in the
Islands, $3,000.
$3,000.
Hawaiian Islands,
the Hawaiian
Fort
Mills, PhilipPhilip- defense
Fort Mills,
pine
engineer wharf, Fort Mills, Philippine
For the construction
construction of engineer
Islands
pine Islands.
Islands, $75,000.
$75,000.
Islands,
eacoast battei
Seacoast
batteries.
For
construction
of seacoast
as follows:
follows:
batteries, as
seacoast batteries,
of
construction
For
Ians.
aan Islands.
Hawaiian
In
Islands, $50,000;
$50,000;
Hawaiian Islands,
the Hawaiian
In the
slands.
iliine Islands.
Philippine
In
the Philippine
Islands, $67,000.
Philippine Islands,
In the
ilippine

Preservation,
repairs,
reservationrepairs
etc.

Signal
Service.
Signal Service.
Operating fire-con
fire-conOperating
trot
nstalitions.
trol installations.
Ordnance
Ordnance
ment.
ment.

Depart-

Seacoast cannon.

seast
caon.

OFFICER.
THE CHIEF SIGNAL
UNDER
UNDER 1HE
SIGNAL OFFICER.

at
maintenance of fire-control
For
operation and maintenance
fire-control installations
installations at
For operation
seacoast
defenses,
$25,000.
$25,000.
defenses,
seacoast
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT.

For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and test of seacoast
seacoast cannon for coast
coast
For
defenses, including
their carriages,
sights, implements, equipments,
carriages, sights,
including their
defenses,
manufacture at the arsenals,
and
the machinery
necessary for their
their manufacture
arsenals,
machinery necessary
and the
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$250,000:
Secretary of War is authorized
$250,000: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
authorized to enter Inivis°•
ts
™r.a
into contracts or otherwise to incur
incur obligations
obligations for the purposes ed.Contracts authorizabove mentioned
mentioned not to exceed $300,000
$300,000 in addition to the approappropriation herein
herein made.
mm un on
For purchase, manufacture, and test of ammunition for
seacoast AAmmunition.
for seacoast
iti .
cannon, including the necessary
necessary experiments
connection therewith,
therewith,
experiments in connection
and
machinery necessary
$250,000.
and the machinery
necessary for
for its
its manufacture, $250,000.
Altering, etc., seaincluding coast
For alteration and maintenance
maintenance of the seacoast
seacoast artillery, including
coastgert.
seaartillery.
machinery, tools, and materials
the purchase and
and manufacture
manufacture of
of machinery,
materials
and
necessary for the work, and expenses of the
the civilian
civilian mechanics,
mechanics, and
extra-duty
thereon, $125,000.
$125,000.
extra-duty pay of enlisted men
men engaged
engaged thereon,
Submarine
mines.
a
For purchase
purchase of submarine
mines and
and necessary
submarine mines
and nets
nets and
necessary appliances
appliances Subm
rne mines.
channels leading
seaports in the
to operate them for closing the channels
leading to seaports
the
insular possessions,
possessions, $82,400.
lEme supplies.
For
the submarine
mine material
material in
in the
For maintenance
maintenance of
of the
submarine mine
suppes.
the insular
insular Mine
possessions, $6,530.
$6,530.
BARRACKS AND
AND Q
UARTERS.
BARRACKS
QUARTERS.
For
construction of
For continuing construction
of the
the necessary
necessary accommodations
accommodations for
the Seacoast Artillery
Artillery and for temporary
temporary cantonments
oversea
cantonments for oversea
garrisons at the following localities:
localities:
In
Philippine Islands,
$102,100;
In the
the Philippine
Islands, $102,100;
In the Hawaian
Hawaiian Islands, $6,200.
$6,200.
UNDER
THE CHIE
F OF
OF COAST
CHIEF
COAST ARTILLERY.
ARTILLERY.
ITNDEE THE

Barracks and
and quarquarBarracks
ters.
ters.
Construction.

C

t

Philippine Islands.

Philippine

slands.

Hawaiian Islands.
Hawaiian
slands.

Coast Artillery.
Artillery.
Coast

Fire-control stations,

fire-control stations and accessories,
including etr.
For construction
construction of fire-control
etc.
accessories, including
purchase of lands and rights of
purchase and installations
of way, purchase
installations of
of
necessary lines and means of electrical
including
electrical communication,
communication, including
special instrutelephones, dial and other telegraphs, wiring
wiring and
and all
all special
ments, apparatus and materials, coast
subaqueous,
coast signal
signal apparatus
apparatus, subaqueous,
sound and
development, and
and
and flash ranging apparatus, including
including their development,

salaries
and other
necessary employees
salaries of
of electrical
electrical experts,
experts, engineers,
engineers, and
other necessary
employees
connected with the use of coast
connected
coast artillery;
artillery; purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
and
manufacture, and
test of range finders and other instruments for fire control
control at the
fortifications, and the machinery necessary
necessary for
for their
at
fortifications,
their manufacture,
manufacture, at
the following
following localities:
localities:
In the
the Philippine
Islands, $125,000;
$125,000;
In
Philippine Islands,
In the
the Hawaiian
$50,000.
In
Hawaian Islands,
Islands, $50,000.
AIR
AIR SERVICE.
SERVICE.

For the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair
repair
equipment, and
and
of airships and other aerial machines, building's
buildings for equipment,
i
other accessories
accessories necessary in
n the Air Service
Service for use in connection
connection
with the seacoast
seacoast defenses
defenses in the
the following
following localities:
localities:
Philippine Islands,
Islands, $100;
$100;
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands, $100.
For
the establishment,
construction, enlargement,
enlargement, or
or improvement
improvement
For the
establishment, construction,
of aviation stations for use in connection
seacoast defenses
defenses
connection with the seacoast
including the acquisition
acquisition of land or any
of the Hawaiian Islands, including
any
interest
interest in land by purchase, lease, condemnation,
condemnation, or otherwise, and
and
the preparation
preparation necessary
necessary to make the same suitable for the purpose
purpose
intended, $1,300,000.
$1,300,000.

fre'ecatmistati°11%

Ran
Range finders
finders.

Philippine
Philippine
Islands.
Islanads.
i p pi n
Phi
Islands.
Hawaiian Islands.

Hawaian Islands.
Air Service.
Service.
Air

rch1 e
etc . a ''opratton
etct.
Purebase

operation,

Pppine slands.

Philippine Islands.

Havraiian Islands.

Islads

8viation s
ta Uofetc.,
iz.
constrution,
o

on , e c

"
Hawaiian slands.
Hawaiian I
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PANAMA CANAL
CANAL FORTIFICATIONS.
FORTIFICATIONS.

Panama Canal.

For fortifications
fortifications and
for the
the Panama
Panama Canal:
Canal:
and armament
armament thereof
thereof for
For maintenance
maintenance of clearings
clearings and trails, $30,000;
$30,000;

Fortifications.

namaanal.

Fortifications.
Clearings and trails
learings and trails
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For protection, preservation, and repair of fortifications, of the
Panama
structures erected
erected for
defense, and
and
Panama Canal,
Canal, including
including structures
for torpedo
torpedo defense,
for maintaining
torpedo wharves,
$25,000;
for
maintaining channels
channels for
for access
access to
to torpedo
wharves, $25,000;
Electric plants,
For maintenance
maintenance and
repair of
of searchlights
electric light
light and
Electric
lants, etc.
etc.
For
and repair
searchlights and
and electric
and
power
for fortifications,
and for
for tools,
electrical and
other
power equipment
equipment for
fortifications, and
tools, electrical
and other
supplies,
appliances to
be used
used in
their operation,
operation, $20,000;
$20,000;
supplies, and
and appliances
to be
in their
eacoast batteries.
For
construction of seacoast batteries
Seacoast
or the construction
batteries on
on the Canal Zone,
$20,000;
$20,000;
reserve
For reserve
reserve engineer
Reserve equipment.
equipment.
For
engineer equipment
Panama
equipment for
for the
the fortifications
fortifications of the
the Panama
Canal,
Canal, $7,500;
$7,500;
Land.
For
purchase or reclamation
reclamation of land
defenses
For the purchase
land required for the defenses
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, $6,250;
of
$6,250;
Fire-control stations,
etc.
For
construction of
the purchase
and
statins,
etc.ieontr
For the
the construction
of fire-control
fire-control stations,
stations, the
purchase and
installation of
of accessories
and for
for subaqueous,
subaqueous, sound
sound and
and
installation
accessories therefor,
therefor, and
$474,000;
flash ranging apparatus,
apparatus, including
including their
their development,
development, $474,000;
Operating, etc., fireFor
and maintenance
maintenance of
of fire-control
fire-control installations
at sea,
seainstallations at
For operation
operation and
contro'ingtation.
control
installations.
coast
defenses, $15,000;
coast defenses,
$15,000;
Ammtmition,
nnon.seaFor the
test of
ammunition for
for sea,
Ammunition,
For
sea
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
and test
of ammunition
seacoast, etc., ca
coast and
defense cannon,
including the
the necessary
experiments
coast
and land
land defense
cannon, including
necessary experiments
in
the machinery
machinery necessary
its manumanuin connection
connection therewith,
therewith, and
and the
necessary for
for its
facture,
$1,000,000;
facture, $1,000,000;
a
seathe alteration
alteration and
installation of
the seaer etc.,., se
- For
For the
and maintenance
maintenance and
and installation
of the
seaoAltering,
coast
artillery.
coast artillery,
the purchase
purchase and
and manufacture
coast
artillery, including
including the
manufacture of
of machinery,
machinery,
expenses of
of civilian
civilian
tools, and
and materials
materials necessary
necessary for
for the
the work,
work, and
and expenses
mechanics,
pay of
of enlisted
enlisted men
engaged thereon,
thereon,
mechanics, and
and extra-duty
extra-duty pay
men engaged
$104,546;
$104,546;
Submarine
supplies.
alteration, maintenance,
maintenance, and
Submarine supplies.
For alteration,
repair of
submarine mine
and repair
of submarine
mine materiel,
materiel,
$4,138;
$4,138;
Barracks and
qtFor
continuing the
construction of
storehouses,
tercs
and qoarFor continuing
the construction
of barracks,
barracks, quarters,
quarters, storehouses,
ters.
Construction,
and other
for accommodating
accommodating the
the Coast
Artillery
0onstruction.
and
other buildings
buildings necessary
necessary for
Coast Artillery
troops
to be
stationed in
in the
of the
Canal, including
troops to
be stationed
the vicinity
vicinity of
the Panama
Panama Canal,
including
systems, roads,
roads, walks,
forth.,
water, sewer, and electrical systems,
walks, and
and so
so forth,
$40,000;
$40,000;
Purchases directed
The
Governor of
Panama Canal,
the expenditure
expenditure of
of
fPurchases
direted
The Governor
of the
the Panama
Canal, so
so far
far as
as the
from Army surplus
stock.
appropriations contained in this Act may be under his direction, shall
appropriations
shall
purchase
and equipment
purchase needed materials, supplies, and
available
equipment from available
surplus
Department;
surplus stocks of
of the
the War
War Department;
Airservice.
For the purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
Air
service.
repair
operation, and
and repair
Expenses.
xpese.
of airships and other aerial
aerial machines, buildings, for equipment,
equipment, and
accessories necessary
for use
other accessories
necessary in the Air Service for
connection
use in
in connection
with
the
seacoast defenses
defenses of
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, $100;
$100;
with
the
seacoast
of
the
France Field, aviation sttioen.
station.
For
enlargement, or
or improvement
vFor the
the establishment,
establishment, construction,
construction, enlargement,
improvement
t
Expense
tcs of e
estabof the
the aviation
aviation station
station at
Canal Zone,
Zone, for
use in
conExrsense
ab- of
at France
France Field,
Field, Canal
for use
in conhshing,
e.
nection
defenses of
of the
Canal, including
including
nection with
with the
the seacoast
seacoast defenses
the Panama
Panama Canal,
the acquisition
of land
land or
interest in
land by
by purchase,
lease,
the
acquisition of
or any
any interest
in land
purchase, lease,
condemnation,
or otherwise,
otherwise, and
and the
the preparation
necessary to
condemnation, or
preparation necessary
to make
make
the same
same suitable
suitable for the
purpose intended,
intended, and
and for
for the
the purpose
the acquisition
acquisition
and improvement
improvement of emergency
Canal Zone,
Zone,
emergency landing
landing fields
fields in
in the
the Canal
$239,000.
$239,000.
In
In all, specifically
for fortifications
and armament
for the
specifically for
fortifications and
armament thereof
thereof for
the
Panama
Canal, $1,985,534.
$1,985,534.
Panama Canal,
Material
to laof
he of
SEC. 2.
2. That
provisions of
this
IMteri3I to
SEC.
That all
all material
material purchased
purchased under
under the
the provisions
of this
Americanu
iuauic-.
Am,rican
mauufactare.
Act
shall be
be of
American manufacture,
except in
tura.
Act shall
of American
manufacture, except
in cases
cases when,
when, in
in the
the
judgment
Secretary of
of War,
is to
interest of
judgment of the
the Secretary
War, it
it is
to the
the manifest
manifest interest
of
the United States to make purchases abroad,
abroad, which
which material shall
shall
be
free of
be admitted
admitted free
of duty.
duty.
Limit on
price
paid
S
EC.
3.
That
except
as expressly
expressly otherwise
otherwise authorized
nch
pece
SEC.
3.
That
except
as
authorized herein
herein no
no
for purchases.
r
part of
sums appropriated
appropriated by
this Act
be expended
the
part
of the
the sums
by this
Act shall
shall be
expended in
in the
purchase from
private manufacturers
manufacturers of
of any
any material
purchase
from private
material at
at a
a price
price in
in
excess of
per centum
centura more
cost of
such
excess
of 25
25 per
more than
than the
the cost
of manufacturing
manufacturing such
Preservations,
et.
Preservations, etc.
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material by the
where such material
material is not or has
the Government, or, where
material
manufactured by the Government, at aa price in excess of
not been manufactured
25
estimated cost of manufacture
manufacture by the
centum more than
than the estimated
25 per centum
Government.
Government.
Arsenals operations
SEC. 4.
carrying out the provisions
SEC.
4. That
That expenditures
expenditures for carrying
provisions of this
this notonb
not to be resstioe
restricted.
Act
shall
not
be
made
in
such
manner
as
to
prevent
the
operation
of
Act shall not be made in such manner as to prevent the operation
most economical
production,
economical rate of production,
the Government
Government arsenals at their most
except
exigency requires
the •aperation
operation of
of aa portion Proviso.o.
requires the
except when aa special
special exigency
of an
That no
officers,
no part
part No pay to officers,
rate: Provided,
Provided, That
equipment at
at a
a different
different rate:
of
an arsenal's
arsenal's equipment

using time-measeutrngcd.,see
tn-oe
available for
for the etc.,
this Act
Act shall be available
of
made in
in this
the appropriations
appropriations made
of the
uring devices
on work
employees.
salary
foreman, or ofof employees.
superintendent, foreman,
pay of any
any officer, manager, superintendent,
salary or pay
employee of the
other person having charge of the work of any employee
United States Government
making or causing
causing to be made with
Government while making
United
time-measuring device a
a tue
tune study of any
aa stop watch or other time-measuring
job
any such
between the
thereof,
completion thereof,
the starting
starting and completion
employee between
job of
of any
such employee
such
engaged upon such
employee while engaged
any such
such employee
movements of any
or of
of the movements
work.
work.
Restriction of purRestriction
tha
each or any chaes
S
EC. 5.
no part
part of
moneys appropriated
appropriated in
in each
of the
the moneys
SEC.
5. That
That no
chvAes at
at other than
arsenals.
section of this
expended for the purchase or arenas
shall be
be used
used or expended
this Act shall
section
acquirement of any article or articles
articles that at the time of the proacquirement
posed
manufactured or produced
produced in each
each or any
can be manufactured
acquirement can
posed acquirement
•
a sum less than
of
Government arsenals of the United
United States for a
the Government
of the
it
purchased or
or procured
procured otherwise.
it can
can be
be purchased
otherwise.
r
oof
Consideration
orders
manufacture of material mancturing
contracts for manufacture
S
EC. 6.
6. That
That all
SEC.
all orders or contracts
manufacturing orders
pertaining
to approved
which are
are placed
arsenals or
or for
at
fotictions, at
or fortifications,
with arsenals
placed with
approved projects,
projects, which
pertaining to
Government establishments.
ments.
other
ordnance
establishments
and
which
chargeable
to
armament
armament
chargeable
which
are
other ordnance establishments
considered as obligations
obligations in
of fortifications
fortifications appropriations, shall be considered
all respects in the same manner as provided for similar orders placed
with commercial
commercial manufacturers.
manufacturers.
Funds of bureaus
SEC. 7.
That whenever
any Government
Government bureau
bureau or
or department
department purcasing
7. That
whenever any
SEC.
purchasing stores,etc.
stores, etc.,
from
another, to be
another,
procures, by purchase or manufacture,
manufacture, stores or materials of any from
srequisitions
subject
toorequisitions
Latter.
department, the ofof latter.
another bureau
bureau or department,
kind, or performs any service for another
funds
department for which
which the stores or materials
materials
funds of
of the bureau or department
are
service performed
subject
performed may be placed subject
procured or the service
are to be procured
requisitions of the bureau.
making the procurebureau or department
department making
to the
the requisitions
Proviso.
ment
or performing
the service
service for
expenditure: Provided,
That Available
ment or
performing the
for direct
direct expenditure:
Provided, That
ilble for two
years.
funds
so
placed
with
the
procuring
bureau
shall
remain
available
for
ears.
available
remain
funds so placed with the procuring bureau
allocation was
was
aaperiod of two years for the purposes for which the allocation
made
sooner epended.
expended.
made unless
unless sooner
xpended balUnexpended
balSEC. 8.
the following
or portions
portions of
of the
the ances
ances covered
covered in.
in.
balances, or
following unexpended
unexpended balances,
SEC.
8. That
That the
unexpended
unexpended balances, or portions
combined unexpended
balances, or combined
unexpended balances,
of
combined unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of appropriations
appropriations for fortifications
fortifications
of combined
and
other works
section, shall be
forth in
in this section
set forth
of defense, as set
works of
and other
immediately
Treasury immediately
carried to the surplus fund and covered into the Treasury
approval of
of this Act, namely:
the approval
upon the
StIPPRES.
Pplies.
Supplies for
defenses, $40,000;
$40,000;
for seacoast
seacoast defenses,
Supplies
Sites.
Sites for
for fortifications
fortifications and
and seacoast
seacoast defenses,
defenses, $88,292.88.
$88,292.88.
Electrical
equip
Sites
Electrical
equipment, etc.
etc.
Electrical
sound-ranging equipment,
and so
$2,260,050.69. ment,
so forth,
forth, $2,260,050.69.
equipment, and
and sound-ranging
Electrical and
Sea walls.
Sea walls
walls and
embankments, $7,785.67.
$7,785.67.
ea walls.
and embankments,
Sea
Contingent expenses.
Contingent expenses,
expenses seacoast
Contingent epenscs.
fortifications, $49,985.36.
seacoast fortifications,
Contingent
Fire control.
Firecontrol.
$1,376,008.
Fire
fortifications $1,376,008.
control at fortifications,
Fire control
str ct on
Artillery
Ar
u i .
i er instruction.
Coast Artillery
Artillery war instruction,
instruction, $724.14.
$724.14.
Armament.
Armament of
fortifications, $786,264,146.97.
of fortifications,
$786,264,146.97.
Amament. mines.
Submarine
Submarine mines,
mines, $312,635.01.
Submarine
$312,635.01.
qunr.
Barracks and qusrBarracics
te
rs
ters.
.
seacoast defenses, $2,050,000.
$2,050,000.
Barracks and quarters, seacoast
Insular possessions.
ortificaoons.
insular possessions,
possessions, $5,077,699.58.
Fortifications
Fortifications in
in insular
$5,077,699.58.
Fortifications.
Aviation.
vantinca.
$302,046.89.
insular possessions, $302,046.89.
Aviation, seacoast defenses, insular
Panama Canal.
Sea
walls.
sea wails.
Sea walls
walls and
embankments, Panama
Canal, $3,000.
$3,000.
Panama Canal,
and embankments,
Sea
Mine structures.
ximament.
Submarine mine structures,
Submarine
structures, $15,200;
Armament.
Armament of fortifications, Panama Canal, $2,306,481.73.
$2,306,481.73.
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Submarine mines.
mines.
Submarine
Board of
Ordnance
Ordnance
of
Board
and Fortifications.

and Fortificatons.

ens.
195.
194,195.
CHe. 194,

1920.

Submarine mines,
$231,082.21.
Panama Canal, $231,082.21.
mines, Panama
Submarine
Fortifications, $230,000.
Board
of Ordnance
and. Fortifications,
$230,000.
Ordnance and
Board of
into the Treasury, fortifications
Total appropriations
appropriations to be
be covered
covered intothe
fortifications

$800,615,139.13.
and
defense, $800,615,139.13.
works of defense,
and other works
Approved,
1920.
21, 1920.
Approved, May 21,

employeee in the clasified
CHAP. 195.-An
CHAP.
195.--An Act For , the retirement
retirement of employees
classified civil
civil
service,
and
for
other
purposes.
service, and for other purposes.

9.

Ma7 29, 1921

May 22,
i
s.

peal
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Retirement of classiclassifled civil service employees.
plyees.
Age and service

Retirement of

Be it
it enacted
by the
and 110u8e
Representatives of
of the United
of Representaties
Howse of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
That beginning
States ((America
Congreis assembled,
assembled, mat
beginning at the expraexpiraof America in Congress
States
this Act,
the passage
following the
of ninety days next following
tion o
passage of
of this
Act, all
all emem-

ce
the classified
gib tand service eli- ployees in
in'the
classified civil service
service of the
the United
United States
States who
who have
have

gibility.

eli-

on that
that date,
thereafter, reached
reached the age
have on any date thereafter,
shall have
or shall
date, or
on
years of service comof seventy
and rendered
rendered at least
least fifteen
fifteen -years
comyears and
seventy years
of
puted as
section 33 of
of this
this Act,
Act, shall be eligible
eligible for
for
in section
prescribed in
as prescribed
puted
Proviso.
retirement on
on an
an annuity
as provided
2
hereof: Provided,
Provided,
2
section
in
provided
as
annuity
retirement
Prow.
Mechanics, and postal service employees.
rural letter carriers, and post-office
post-office clerks
clerks
mechanics, city and rural
adyp That mechanics,
taics,
age,
of
sixty-five
at
shall
be
eligible
for
retirement
sixty-five
years
age, and
and railway
railway
retirement
for
eligible
be
shall
postal
at sixty-two
sixty-two years
mechanics, city and
and
if said mechanics
of age, if
years of
clerks at
postal clerks
postal
ruralletter
carriers,
post-office
clerks,
railway
postal clerks shall
shall
and
clerks,
post-office
carriers,
letter
rural
have rendered
at least
years of service
service computed
computed as prescribed
prescribed
least fifteen years
rendered at
have
in section 3
3of this Act.
Other
provisions of this Act shall include superintendents
superintendents of
of United
United
speced em- The provisions
other Included.
ployees
4211-

Superintndent of the
States
national cemeteries
cemeteries, employees
employees of the Superintendent
States national
United
States
Capitol
Buildings
and
Library of Conthe Library
Grounds,
and
Buildings
United States Capitol
greet, and
excepting persons appointed
appointed by.the
Gardens, excepting
Botanic Gardens,
the Botanic
and the
gress,
extended by
Extension
author- President
President and
confirmed by the Senate, and
and may be
be extended
and confirmed
authorExtension
Ise&
Executive order,
upon recommendation
recommendation of the Civil Service
Service ComComorder, upon
Executive
il ed
mission, to
to include
include any employee
employees in the civil
civil
employee or group of employees
mission,
service of
of the
States not
not classified
classified at
at the time of the passage
passage of
United States
the United
service
Discretionary
exclu- this Act.
exclude
The President shall have power, in his discretion, to exclude
Discretionary exciu
slo
employee or group of employees
this Act any employee
from
the operation
of this
employees
operation of
from the
0.
employment is
in
the classified
classified civil
service whose
whose tenure
tenure of office or employment
civil service
in the
intermittent
or of
of uncertain
uncertain duration.
intermittent or
municipal government of the
District of Columbia
All regular
the municipal
of the
employees of
annual employees
regular annual
All
eDpilteesindCodbi
employees
included.
commissioners, or by
directly
District
of
Columbia,
appointed
directly
by the commissioners,
appointed
Columbia,
District of
receiving per diem comother competent
authority including
including those receiving
competent authority
other
pensation paid
appropriations, but whose
whose services
services are
of general appropriations
paid out of
pensation
continuous,
Exceptions.
Exceptions,
continuous, and including
including public-school
public-school employees,
employees,
.excepting
excepting school
Act
A.
nt
e, pp
officers and teachers, shall be included
included in
in the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
pp. 363,'387,'officers
A39t,
396
but members
members of
excluded
departments shall be excluded
of the police and fire departments
but
therefrom.
therefrom.
Postmasters and
Postmasters) and
and such
such em_ployees
of the
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
Service as
employees of
Postmasters,
andl
LnPhthomsters
Lighthouse employees
not
come
6of the
the Act of June
June 20, 1918,
1918,
section 6
of section
provisions of
the provisions
within the
come within
inlduded.
not included.
"An
authorize aids to navigation
40, p. 60.
Vol.
ol. 40,
608.
entitled, "
An Act to authorize
navigation and for other works
works
in
purposes," shall not be
Service, and for other purposes,"
Lighthouse Service
the Lighthouse
in the
included
in the
provisions of this Act.
the provisions
included in
That for the purpose of determining the amount
Classification
and
SEC. 2.
amount of annuity
2. That
SEC.
and
classification
rates for annuities.
classifications
following
the
which
retired
employees
classifications and
receive,
shall
employees
retired
which
established:
rates
shall be established:
rates shall
Class A.
Class
A shall
employees to whom this Act applies who
all employees
include all
shall include
Class A
A.
Class
Service of 30 y
years
period of
a total
more. °
shall have served the United
United States
States for a
total period
of thirty
thirty years
years
or moreT
or more.
employee in this class shall
shall equal
a retired employee
The annuity to a
more. The
or
60 per
per centum
of such
employee's average
average annual
annual basic salary,
salary, pay, or
or
such employee's
centum of
60
compensation from
from the
Uruted States
States for
the ten
ten years
years next preceding
preceding
for the
the United
compensation
Proviso,
the
which he or she shall retire: Provided,
Provi&d, That in no case
on which
date on
the date
Pro.iso
Mam.m and min-shall
imum.
Maximum
- shall an annuity in this class exceed $720
$720 per annum
annum or be less than
$360
annum.
per annum.
$360 per
e iuded
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Class B.
Class B
all employees
to whom
whom this
this Act
Act applies
applies who
who c3
Class
B shall
shall include
include all
employees to
SS 27
27 and 30
Between
years.
shall
have served
served the
the United
United States
total period
period of
of twenty-seven
twenty-seven years.
shall have
States for
for a
a total
years
but less
thirty years.
years. The
to a
aretired
years or
or more,
more, but
less than
than thirty
The annuity
annuity to
retired
employee in
shall equal
equal 54 per centum
of such
such employee's
employee
in this
this class
class shall
centum of
employee's
average annual
annual basic
basic salary,
salary, pay,
pay, or
from the
the United
United
average
or compensation
compensation from
States for
for the
ten years
years next
next preceding
the date
which he
he or
or she
States
the ten
preceding the
date on
on which
she Proviso.
shall retire: Provided,
in no
no case
case shall
an annuity
annuity in
in this
shall
Provided, That
That in
shall an
this class
class Mnmam
ominMaximum and
and minimum.
annum, or
per annum.
annum.
exceed $648
$648 per
per annum,
or be less
less than $324
$324 per
imum.
Class
this Act
Act applies
who Class
Class C
C shall
include all
employees to
shall include
all employees
to whom
whom this
applies who
BetwC. 24 and 27
Between
27
years.
shall
the United
United States
States for
for a
twenty-four years.
shall have
have served
served the
a total
total period of twenty-four
years or
more, but
than twenty-seven
twenty-seven years.
years. The
annuity to
to a
a
years
or more,
but less
less than
The annuity
employee in this class shall
shall equal
equal*,
per centum
centum of such
such emretired employee
48 per
ployee's
average annual
annual basic
basic salary,
pay, or
or compensation
compensation from
from the
the
salary, pay,
loyee's average
United
States for the
which he
nited States
the ten
ten years next
next preceding
preceding the
the date on which
Proviso.
or she
she shall retire:
That in
annuity in
and
0
or
retire: Provided,
Provided, That
in no
no case
case shall an
an annuity
in this
this Psolo.
Maximum
and minimum.
&Ass
exceed
$576
per
annum,
or
be
less
than
$288
per
annum.
imum.
class exceed $576 per annum, or be less than $288 per annum.
Class D.
D.
Class
all employees
employees to
this Act
applies who
who Class
Class D
D shall
shall include
include all
to whoni
whom this
Act applies
Between 21 an
and 2
shall
have served the United States for atotal perio dof twenty-oneyears
twenty-one years years.
shallhaveservedtheUnitedStatesforatotalperiodof
yet'.n
twenty-four years.
annuity to a
retired
or more, but less
less than twenty-four
years. .The
The annuity
a retired
employee in
such.-employee's
employee
in this
this class
class shall
shall equal
equal 42
42 per
per centum
centum of such
employee's
average annual basic salary, pay, or compensation
compensation from.
United
average
from the United
States
for the
the ten
ten years
preceding the
date on
on which
he or
or she
she Poo
States for
years next
next preceding
the date
which he
Proviso.
Maximum and
and minmmshall
That in
no case
shall an
class Maximum
shall retire:
retire: Provided,
Provided, That
in no
case shall
an annuity in
in this
this class
exceed $504
exceed
$504 per
per annum
annum,'or be less than $252 per
per annum.
annum.
.
Km
Class E.
Class
all employees
employees to
whom this
who catwn
Class E
E shall
shall include
include all
to whom
this Act
Act applies
applies who
Between 18
18 and
and 21
years.
shall have served the United States for aa total period of eighteen
eighteen years.
years
years or more,
more, but less than twenty-one
twenty-one years. The annuity
annuity to aa
centum of such
retired employee
employee in this class shall equal
equal 36 per centum
such
employee's average
average annual
compensation from
from
employee's
annual basic salary, pay, or compensation
the United
United States
States for
ten years
next preceding
date on
the
for the
the ten
years next
preceding the
the date
on which
which Proviso.
he or
or she
shall retire:
no case
shall an
an annuity
annuity in
in Maximum
he
she shall
retire: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in no
case shall
rai°mn and minum
exceed $432 per annum, or
this class
class exceed
or be
be less
less than
than $216 per annum. imum.
F.
Class
F shall
shall include
include all
whom this
Class F
all employees
employees to
to whom
Act applies
applies who
who CClass
this Act
n 15
18
Between
15 and
and 18
a total period of fifteen
ysts.
shall have served the United States for a
fifteen years years.
or more, but less than eighteen years. The annuity to aa retired
employee in
per centum
centum of such employee's
employee
in this
this class shall equal 30 per
employee's
average annual basic salary, pay, or compensation
compensation from the United
United
average
States for
for the
years next
preceding the
the date
date on
on which
which he
he or
she p.
States
the ten
ten years
next preceding
or she
Proviso.
Maximum and
minand nanin no case shall an annuity
annuity in this class IMUX13.
Maximum
shall retire: Provided,
shall
Provided, That in.
m
exceed $360 per annum,
annum, or
or be
be less
per annum.
annum.
exceed
less than
than $180
$180 per
Bonuses, etc.
., ex•
The
term "
The term
basic salary,
salary, pay,
pay, or
wherever used
used in
in eluded
"basic
or compensation"
compensation" wherever
fom
BdUdd
from bsic
baste pay.
operation of
this Act
Act shall
shall be so
so construed
construed as to
to exclude
exclude from
from the
the operation
of
the Act
all bonuses,
bonuses, allowances,
overtime pay,
or salary,
salary, pay,
pay, or
or
the
Act all
allowances, overtime
pay, or
compensation
compensation given in
i
n addition
addition to
base pay of the positions
asto the base
positions as
fixed by
by law
law or
or regulation.
regulation.
fixed
Periods of a
all service
SEC. 3.
the purposes
and subject
subject to
the included.
inre
SEC.
3. That
That for
for the
purposes of
of this
this Act
Act and
to the
ofo servie
provisions
of
section
10
hereof,
the
period
of
service
shall
be
comprovisions
puted from the date of original
whether as
original employment,
employment, whether
as aaclassifiedUnited States,
States,
or unclassified employee m
in the civil service of the United
and
times and
and services
services
and shall
shall include
include periods of
of service at different
different times
in
more departments,.
or independent
independent offices
offices of
of the
the
in one
one or
or more
departments, branches
branches, or
s e a military,
Overseas,
Government,
shall also
service performed
performed under
O
s, mi tary,
Government, and
and shall
also include
include service
under authorauthor- naval,
etc.
ity of the United States
beyond
seas, and
in the
States beyond seas,
and honorable
honorable service
service in
the "va et
Army, Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, or Coast Guard of the United
United States:
Proviso.
Provided, That in the case of an employee
of peod
dcon of
Provided,
employee who is eligible
eligible for and Deduction
period
pension,
ntitling to
elects
receive a
a pension
pension under
under any
or compensation
compensation under
to pensio
elects to
to receive
any law,
law, or
under entitling
emt
the War Risk Insurance Act, the period of his or her military or etc.
naval service upon which such pension
pension or compensation
compensation is based
based
shall not be included
included for the purpose of assignment to classes defined
defined
contained in this Act
in section 2
2 hereof, but nothing contained
Act shall be so
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Pension or War Risk
in any
manner his
right to a
apension,
his or her right
any manner
affect in
as to
to affect
isk construed
construed as
PenonorWaR
1 ri ghts
compensation
or to compensation
compensation under the War Risk Insurance
Insurance Act, in addition
to the annuity herein
herein provided.
It
comptiting length of service for the
Periods of segueseparaIt is further provided that in computing
Sons, etc., excluded.
tions etc., excluded
purpose
purposes of this Act all periods of separation
separation from
from the service
service and
leave of absence
absence as may
may exceed six months
so much of any
any period of leave
shall be
be excluded,
and that
that in
the case
case of
of substitutes
substitutes in the
the Postal
Postal
in the
shall
excluded, and
only periods
of
active
employment shall
shall be
be included.
included.
Service
only
periods
of
active
employment
Com ionr of Service
reComitTissioner of
ate.
the purpose
purpose of
of administration,
administration, except
as otherwise
otherwise
except as
SEC. 4.
4. That
That for
for the
pension.is
Administation
o
iprovided
Commissioner of Pensions, under the direction
Athninistrati°n
°I provided herein, the Cincnissioner
direction
Act
by.
of
Interior, be,
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and
and
hereby, authorized
and is
of the
the Interior,
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
directed to
to perform,
perform, or
or cause
to be
be performed,
any and
all acts
acts and
and
and .all
cause to
performed, any
directed
necessary and proper
proper
may be
be necessary
to make
make such
such rules and
and regulations
regulations as may
for the
carrying the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
into full
full force
force
for
the purpose
purpose of
of carrying
Act into
sete
PP
Ly
als Piro'i
andY
effect.
An appeal
appeal to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
shall lie
and
effect.
An
Interior
see
shall
lie
of the
t rieo r
from the final action or order of the Commissioner
tenor,
Commission.er of Pensions
Pensions
affecting
person or of the United States
or interests
interests of
of any person
the rights or
affecting the
under
procedure on
appeal to
prescribed by
on appeal
to be
be as
as prescribed
under this Act, the procedure
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Pensions
approval of
Secretary of
of
of the Secretary
the approval
Pensions,)with the
the
the Interior.
be fore
S
EC•5.
5• That
That any
Act applies
applies who
who shall
shall
DisabilitY ofbft
annuitY.
this Act
to whom
whom this
employee to
any employee
SEc.
Allowance
of,
Atowance
reachin
reurement
have
served
for
a
total
period
of
not
less
than
fifteen
years,
and
period
of
not
less
than
fifteen
years,
and
who,
reachingg retirement
have
served
for
a
total
age.
before reaching
retirement age
age as
as fixed
in section
hereof, befixed in
section 11hereof,
be-g
before
reaching the
the retirement
comes
efficient service
service by reason of
useful and efficient
comes totally
totally-disabled for useful
disease
habits intemperance,
intemperance, or willful
vicious habits,
injury not due to vicious
disease or injury
misconduct on the
upon his or
own
part of the
the employee,
employee, ;hall
shall upon
or her own
misconduct
the part
application
request or order of the head of the departupon the request
application or upon.
ment, branch,
branch, or
or-independent
indekeudent office
office concerned,
be retired
on an
concerned, be
retired on
an
ment,
Proviso.
Medical
examination annuity
annuity under
under the
the provisions
section 2
2hereof:
hereof: Provided,
Provided, however,
however,
provisions of
of section
Medicalamiiation
required.
That
no employee
shall be
retired under
provisions of
of this
this secrequired.
That no
employee shall
be retired
under the
the provisions
secUnited States or a
a
tion until examined
examined by aa medical officer of the United
duly qualified
qualified physician
or surgeon
or board
board of
physicians or
or sursurof physicians
physician or
surgeon or
duly
geons
designated by the
geons designated
the Comuussioner
Commissioner of Pensions for that purpose
and found
disabled in
and in
in the
the manner
specified
and
found to
to be
be disabled
in the
the degree
degree and
manner specified
herein.
herein.
ti Annual
examineEvery
retired under
under the
of this
section,
provisions of
the provisions
this section,
A nsual"examinaEvery annuitant
annuitant retired
ons.
Required
n tillMleSS
for which
is permanent
in character,
PRequred u
until
unless the
the disability
disability for
which retired
retired is
permanent in
character,
sg„,TA„,,,re
dboue
i
l
t
'; shall,
one year
year from
from the
the date
date of
such retirement
retirement
of such
of one
at the
the expiration
expiration of
shall, at
age,
uessdisaUbity
perl._nt.
and annually
until reaching
reaching the
permanent.
annually thereafter
thereafter until
the retirement
retirement age
age as
as defined
defined
under direction
direction of the CommisCommisin section 11 hereof, be examined
examined under
sioner of Pensions by a
United States, or a
a medical officer of the United
a
qualified physician or surgeon
surgeon or board of physicians
physicians or surgeons
duly qualified
surgeons
designated by the Commissioner
of Pensions
that purpose,
purpose, in
in
designated
Commissioner of
Pensions for
for that
ascertain the
order to
to ascertain
the nature
nature and
and degree of the
the annuitant's
annuitant's disability,
disability,
Aonnity
his or her
her former
Annuity dscontindisco:gin- if any; if the annuitant recovers and is restored
restored to his
former
ned on recovery,
earning capacity
reaching the
the retirement
retirement age,
age, payment
of
earning
edonr
y.
capacity before
before reaching
payment of
date of •the medical
medical
the annuity
annuity shall be discontinued
discontinued from
from the date
Paymentsuspended examination
examination showing such recovery;
annuitant fails to appear
paymentssnspended
recovery; if the annuitant
appear
on failure
failure to be examined.
for
required under
section, payment
payment of the
ined.
for examination
examination as
as required
under this section,
the
annuity shall be suspended
suspended until continuance
disability has
continuance of the disability
Special examinaexamin'.Special
satisfactorily established. The Conuniasioner
been satisfactorily
.
1
"^ been
Commissioner of Pensions is
tions.
tins.
hereby
authorized to order or direct at any time such medical or
or
hereby authorized
examination as he shall deem necessary
necessary to determine
other examination
determine the facts
facts
relative to the nature
nature and degree
degree of disability
disability of any
relative
any employee
employee
retired on an annuity
under this section.
retired
annuity under
medical exexaminations made under
Fer
Fees for medical
Fees for examinations
under the provisions
provisions of this section
aminations. n ai
by physicians
surgeons who
who are
medical officers
of the
by
physicians or
or surgeons
are not
not medical
officers of
the United
United
States shall be
of
Pensions,
and such
such
be fixed
fixed by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Pensions, and
fees,
reasonable traveling
other
fees, together
together with
with the
the employee's
employee's reasonable
traveling and
and other
expenses incurred
expenses
incurred in order
order to submit to such examinations,
examinations, shall
shall
be paid out of the appropriations
appropriations for the
the cost of
of administering
administering
this Act.

not affected.
affecte
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annuiDiscontinuedannuiunder the
In
all cases
is discontinued
discontinued under
In all
cases where
where the
the annuity
annuity is
the proviprovi- tiesDiscontinued
sions
of
this
section
before
the
annuitant
has
received
a
sum
equal
Difference
between
sions of this section before the annuitant has received a sum equal Difference between
o
comn
o
t
ort
ribtt,
n
t
d
o
to the
the total
of his
his or
her contributions
with accrued
accrued interest,
uti00n
0 etved tdo
to
total amount
amount of
or her
contributions with
interest, aamountr'eceived
the
difference
shall
be
paid
to
the
retired
employee,
or
to
his
or
her
be
paid.
the difference shall be paid to the retired employee, or to his or her be paid.
estate,
estate, upon
upon application
application therefor
therefor in
in such form and
and manner
manner as the
Commissioner
of Pensions may
may direct.
direct.
Commissioner of
No person
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
receive an
under the
the propro- ceiving
Ye'annuity
annuity if
reNo
person shall
shall be
an annuity
annuity under
No
if recorn
.pensation
compensation
visions of
this Act,
Act, and
and compensation
under the
provisions of
of the
the Zr
inig
uries
visions
of this
compensation under
the provisions
for injuries.
39, p.
p. 742.
742.
Act
of September
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
compensa- Vol.
Vol 39,
"An Act
provide compensaAct of
September 7, 1916,
1916, entitled
States suffering
suffering injuries
injuries while in
tion for employees of the United States
purposes," covering
covering
other purposes,"
the performance
performance of their duties
duties, and
and for other
the same
time; but
but this provision
provision shall
shall not
be so
construed Choice
Choice of
of greater
greater
not be
so construed
the
same period
period of
of time;
claimant to the greater
conferred benefit
benefit allowed
allowed '
greater benefit conferred
as to bar
bar the right of any claimant
by either
either Act for any part of the same period of time.
tion
Autfoina
omti: sez aro
SEC.
employees to whom this Act applies shall, upon
earaona-n
S
EC. 6. That all employees
upon the tiautromter
tion from service
i
rg
g retirement
expiration
ninety days next
expiration of ninety
next succeeding
succeeding its passage,
passage, if of retirement
retirement reachin
retirement
reaching
age, or
on arriving
arriving at
retirement age as
defined in section 1
1age.
age.
as defined
at retirement
thereafter on
age,
or thereafter
hereof,
automatically separated
hereof, be automatically
separated from
from the service, and all salary,
pay,
or compensation
compensation shall
from that
that date,
date, and
and it
it shall
shall be
be the
thebe_Notification
to be
Notification to
shall cease
cease from
pay, or
iven '
branch,; or independent
independent office
duty of thehead
the Thead of each
each department,
department, branch
office wen
diection of the
of the Government to notify such employees
employees under his direction
the
service at
advance
at least
least sixty
sixty days
days in advance
date of such
such separation
separation from
from the service
thereof:
no person
person employed
employed in
in the
the executive
depart- Picon
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
executive departcion on rerein
ments within the District of Columbia, retired
retired under the provisions
rovisions placing
13124114 employees
eemPPYees
eprtaa
30,z 1921,
of
this Act
during the
year ending
ending June
of this
Act during
the fiscal
fiscal year
June 30
1921, shall be re- mentsD.c.
meats, D.C. epar
placed by
by additional
additional employees,
employees, but
the exigencies
exigencies of the
service so
the service
but if the
placed
require, places
made vacant
vacant by such retirement
retirement may
may be filled by prorequire,
places made
Pro- Temporaryretebn-y
employees already
already in the service:
service: Proretenmotion or transfer of eligible employees
vided, That
That if
vided,
if within
within sixt
sixty days
days after
this Act
Act or
or not
not less
less tions
l
tionson
certificate by
after the
the passage
passage of
of this
o certificate
than thirty
before the
of an
an employee
employee at
age of
retire- head
head of
ofepartment,
than
thirty days
days before
the arrival
arrival of
at the
the age
of retiredepartment,
ment,
the department,
department, branch,
branch, or
or independent
independent office
office of
of
ment, the
the head
head of
of the
the Government
Government in which he or she is employed
employed certifies
certifies to the Civil
Civil
Service
efficiency and willingService Commission
Commission that by reason
reason of
of his or her efficiency
continuance
ness to remain in the
the civil service of the United States
States the
the continuance
of such employee therein would be advantageous
advantageous to the public service,
term not exceeding
exceeding two years
such employee may be retained for a
a term
upon approval and certification
certification by the Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission, and
at the end of the two years he or she may, by similar
similar approval and
additional term not exceeding
exceeding two
certification, be continued for an additional
years, and
and so
so on:
on: Provided,
at the
ten years
years after
after Final
Final separation.
separation.
however, That
That at
the end
end of
of ten
years,
Provided,however,
this
becomes effective
no employee
be continued
continued in
in the
the civil
civil
employee shall
shall be
this Act
Act becomes
effective no
4
service of
United States
of retirement
retirement defined
defined in
in A",
Ante, p.
614.
p 61
the age
age of
service
of the
the United
States beyond
beyond the
section
section 11hereof for more than four years.
ti es fpore
SEC. 7.
That every
employee who
is or
hereafter becomes
eligible natPAebyP
Applications
for anSEC.
7. That
every employee
who is
or hereafter
becomes eligible
=ties
by employees.
for
retirement because
provided in this Act, shall, within
age as
as provided
for retirement
because of age
sixty
thirty days
reaching the
days before
before reaching
the retiredays after
after its passage or thirty
sixty days
file with the
Commissioner of
of
the Commissioner
ment age,
age, or
or at
at any
any time thereafter, file
may prescribe,
prescribe, an application
application for
an
for an
as he may
Pensions, in
in such
such form as
annuity, supported
the head
head of
of the
cdeeridn
annuity,
supported by
by aacertificate
certificate from
from the
the department,
department, ,cdepartmatomethead
branch,
branch, or independent
independent office of the Government
Government in which
which the appliappliperiods of
cant has been employed, stating the age and period or periods
compensation received
received
service of the applicant and salary, pay, or compensation
Proioe
cntined
during such
periods, as
as shown
shown by
official records:
records: Provided,
during
such periods,
by the
the official
Provided, howhow- If
continued
service continued
ever
That in
in the
case of
of an
an employee
employee who
who is
is to
to be
be continued
continued in
in the
the beyondretirementage.
beyond
iirse."'ee
retirement age.
ever,, That
the case
beyond the retirement
civil service of the United States beyond
retirement age
age as provided in section
section 6
6hereof, he or she may make application
application for retireretirement
within such
ment at
at any
any time
time within
such period
period of continuance
continuance in the
the service;
service;
but nothing
contained in this Act shall
be construed
the compulsory retire
nothing contained
shall be
construed to
to prevent
prevent the
compulsory
employee when
when in
in the
the _judgment
of the
the ment
mC
entno
notispreveted.
privenr
g re.
compulsory retirement
retirement of
of such
such employee
judgment of
independent office
head of the department,
department, branch, or independent
office in which he
4428
-41
44281°-21
1° —21 —41
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or
she is
is employed
retirement would
the best
interests
best interests
promote the
would promote
such retirement
employed such
or she
of
the service.
service.
of the
Issue of retirement
retirement
PenUpon receipt
Issue
receipt of satisfactory
satisfactory evidence the Commissioner of
of Pencertificate.
ca.
sions shall forthwith
adjudicate the claim of the applicant,
forthwith adjudicate
applicant, and if
if
to
title
to annuity
annuity be
established, a
proper certificate
certificate shall be issued to
a proper
be established,
title to
the annuitant
under the seal of
Department of the Interior.
of the Department
annuitant under
the
Commencement,
Annuities
granted under
this Act
retirement on account of
Act for retirement
under this
Annuities granted
tcommencnemuent.
etc.,
age shall
shall commence
commence from
from the
the date
on
separation from the service on
date of separation
age
or after
after the
date this
this Act
Act shall
take effect,
effect, and shall continue durshall take
the date
or
Disability annuities. ing the
annuitant Annuities
disability
for disability
granted for
Annuities granted
of the annuitant.
annuities. ing the life of
Disability
under
provisions of
of section 5
limi5 hereof shall be subject to the limithe provisions
under the
tations
section.
tations specified in said section.
Monthly deductions
deductions
SE.
SEC. 8. That beginning on the first day of the third month next
next
from salaries.
om aes
following the passage of this Act and monthly thereafter there shall
shall
be deducted
compensasalary, pay, or compensathe basic
basic salary,
from the
withheld from
and withheld
be
deducted and
tion of
each employee
whom this
sum equal
equal to 2½
2i
a sum
applies a
Act applies
this Act
to whom
employee to
of each
tion
per centum
centum of
such employee's
compensation.
or compensation.
salary, pay, or
basic salary,
employee's basic
of such
per
Transferred to spe- The
the Treasury
Treasury shall
the said
deductions to be
said deductions
cause the
shall cause
of the
Secretary of
to spe- The Secretary
Traserred
cial fund.
withheld
specific appropriations
appropriations for the particular salaries
from all specifio
withheld from
ialfun.
or compensation
from which
which the
the deductions
deductions are made and from all
or
compensation from
allotments
out of
such
payments of such
appropriations for payments
lump-sum appropriations
of lump-sum
allotments out
salaries or
or compensation
year , and said sums shall be
fiscal year,
each fiscal
compensation for each
salaries
transferred
on the
the books
Department to the credit
credit
Treasury Department
books of the Treasury
transferred on
a special fund to be known as "the civil-service retirement
of a
Appropriations
retirement and
Appropriations of
therefrom.
appropriated for the payfund," and said fund is hereby appropriated
disability fund,"
therefrom.
ment of annuities,
allowances as provided in this Act.
refunds, and allowances
annuities, refunds,
ment
Investment of
of uun- tim
from
ates,
investAtfrom
hereby directed to irrves
Secretary
The
Investment
T
e
he
to
Sec
tate
7 m of
cfm theesTreasury
Tr
tbe
easam gissehceur:ir
used
of fund. time to time, m interest-bearing securities of the United States,
us portion
porton of
dir
ec t United
fund"
"civil-service retirement
retirement and disability fund"
such portions of the "civil-service
hereby created
created as
immediately required
may not be immediately
his jutment
judgent may
as in his
hereby
herein
for
payment of annuities, refunds, and allowances
allowances as herein
the payment
for the
provided,
derived from such investments shall conthe income derived
and the
provided, and
stitute
annuities and
of said fund for the purpose of paying annuities
part of
stitute aa part
of carrying out the provisions of section 11 of this Act.
Post,
p. 619.
619.
Post, p.
Acceptance and apanation
The Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby authorized and empowpcceptance
plication
of donations,
etC.,
etc., to
to fund.
ered in carrying out the provisions of this Act to supplement the
individual
received in the
contributions of employees with moneys received
individual contributions
legacies, bequests, or otherwise
otherwise, and to
donations gifts, legacies,
form of
of donations,
receive, invest,
all moneys
for the purposes
purposes of this Act ali
disburse for
invest, and disburse
receive,
which may be contributed
private individuals
individuals or corporations or
or
contributed by private
generally or
organizations for the benefit
or
civil-service employees generally
benefit of civil-service
organizations
any
class of
of employees.
employees.
any special
special class
Consent of deducS
EC. 9.
coining within
within the
provisions of this
the provisions
employee coming
every employee
That every
9. That
SEC.
frtofpayetions
tions from
pay inferred.
tfrred.
Act shall be deemed to consent
consent and agree
agree to the deductions from
from
provided in section 8
and
8 hereof, and
or compensation
compensation as provided
salary, pay, or
Payment a full disdischarge
payment less
less such
shall be
full and
complete discharge
and complete
a full
be a
deductions shall
such deductions
tosr
enitlais
chPae
charge
of all claims
for payment
services
except annuiannul- and acquittance
except
services
acquittance of all claims and demands whatsoever for all regus.
ties.
tie
lar
services rendered
rendered by such employee during the period covered
covered
lar services
by such
right to
to the
to which he or she
the benefits
benefits to
except the
the right
such payment,
payment, except
by
shall be
be entitled
entitled under
under the
provisions of this
this Act, notwithstanding
notwithstanding
the provisions
shall
R. S.,s secs. 167-169,
167, 168,
and 169
169 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes
of the
sections 167,
168, and
provisions of
of sections
167-169 the
.es.
the provisions
p.
p.
regulation affector regulation
of any
any other law, rule, or
and of
of the
the United
United States, and
person or persons emor compensation
compensation of any person
ing the salary, pay, or
ployed
in
the civil
civil service
to whom
this Act
applies.
to
whom
this
Act
applies.
ployed
in
the
service
Credit for services,
SEC. 10.
10. That
transfer of
any employee
an unclassiunclassifrom an
employee from
of any
the transfer
upon the
That upon
SEC.
Ih hereto,
ereto, ifi
subredit
subsequent
a former
of a
transferred to classified fled
to aa classified status, or upon the reinstatement
transferretnclstied
fied
reinstatement
former
status, or reinstated.
Deposit
past service rendered subsequent to the date
employee, credit
required. employee,
credit for past
Deposit required.
effect, or for any part thereof, shall be granted
this Act shall take effect,
only upon deposit with the Treasurer of the United
United States of the
amount of such deductions with interest as provided in this Act as
o

uitie

o
ftl:
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would have been made for the periods
or part
part
periods of
of actual
actual service,
service, or
thereof, for which credit is to be given, but such interest shall not be

619
619

Pr
from the service:
service: Provided,
computed for periods
periods of separation
separation from
Provided, That
That Proviso.
roiso. prior servCr
ro
edit r
Credit
failure to make such deposit shall not deprive
deprive the employee
employee of credit
credit ices. for prior servfor any past service
service rendered
rendered prior to the date this Act
Act shall
shall become
become
operative, and to which he
otherwise be
be entitled.
entitled.
he or she would
would otherwise
Return of
of pay
pay deSEC.
11. That
the case
SEC. 11.
That in
in the
case of an employee
employee in the classified civil dRtrn
on transfer
transferdeto
ductions on
to
status ,or
service
who shall
service of the United States who
shall be
transferred to
unclassified unclassified
be transferred
to an
an unclassified
unclassiied
status,
orr
separated beforeretire
separated
before retire.
position,
to whom
whom this
position, and in the case of any employee to
this Act
Act applies
ge.
applies ment
ment a
age.
who shall become absolutely
absolutely separated from the service before
before bebecoming eligible for retirement
retirement on
amount of
of
on an
an annuity,
annuity, the
the total
total amount
deductions
accrued interest comdeductions of salary, pay, or compensation
compensation with accrued
puted at the rate of 44per centum per annum,
annum, compounded
compounded on June
June 30
30
of each fiscal year,
year , shall, upon application,
application, be returned to
to such emProvided, That all money so returned to an employee
ployee: Provided,
employee must
must f
PrDov
t required
r
ed
td
r
e
orsag.'t
be redeposited
redeposited with interest before
before such employee
employee may derive
derive any ififreinstted,
reinstated, etc.
etc.
benefit under the provisions of this Act,
Act, upon
upon reinstatement
reinstatement or
or
Payment ir
if annulannuiretransfer
retransfer to a
aclassified
classified position;
position; and
and in
case an
shall die
in case
an annuitant
annuitant shall
die tant
Payment
die before
before receivrant die
receivwithout having received
received in
in annuities an amount
amount equal to the total
total ingtotalofdeductions,
ingtotal of deductions,
etc.
amount of the deductions from his or her salary, pay, or
or compensacompensa- etc.
tion, together
together with interest thereon at 44per
c,entum per
annum comper centum
per annum
compounded as herein
herein provided up to the tune of his or her death, the
the
excess of the said accumulated
deductions over the said
accumulated deductions
said annuity
payments shall be paid in one sum to his
his or
or her legal
legal representatives
representatives
Payment of
case an tions,
Payment
upon the establishment
establishment of a
a valid claim therefor;
therefor; and in case
of deducdeducif employees die
employee shall die without having
having reached
reached the retirement age or before
ibfoe ae
a
geof
of retireretireetc.
without having
ment,etc.
without
having established
established aa valid
valid claim for annuity, the total
total ment,
amount of deductions with accrued
herein provided shall
accrued interest as herein
If
no executor,
etc.,
be paid to the legal representatives
representatives of
of such employee:
employee: Provided,
That appointed,
Provided, That
If no
executor,
etc.,
of amounts
if in case of death the amount of deductions to be
the not
be paid under the
ex&eding$300.
notexCeeding300
provisions of this section does not exceed
exceed $300, and if
there has
has been
been
if there
no demand
demand upon the Commissioner
Commissioner of Pensions
Pensions by
appointed
by a
a duly
duly appointed
executor
executor or administrator,
administrator ' the payment may be made, after the
expiration of three
death, to
such person
expiration
three months from
from date
date of
of death,
to such
person or
or
persons as may appear in the judgment
Commissioner of Penjudgment of the Commissioner
sions to
to be legally entitled to the proceeds of
such payof the estate,
estate, and such
payment shall be a
a bar to recovery
recovery by any
other person.
person.
any other
Monthly
payment o
of
SEC.
terms of
of this
this Act
S
EC. 12. That annuities
annuities granted under the terms
Act shall
shall annuities.
ontiSpyayment
monthly on the first business day of the month
be due and payable monthly
following
following the month or other period for which the annuity shall have
have
allowances
accrued, and payment
payment of all annuities, refunds, and allowances
Issue of
etc.
hereunder shall be made by checks
granted hereunder
checks drawn
and issued
issued by
drawn and
by the
the Issue
of checks,
checks, etc.
disbursing
disbursing clerk for the payment
pay went of pensions
pensions in such form and manner
manner
safeguards as shall be prescribed
and with such safeguards
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
the Interior in accordance
accordance with the laws, rules,
rules ' and
regulations
and regulations
governing
governing accounting
accounting that may be found applicable
applicable to such
such payments.
SEC.
Periods of
SEC. 13. That it
it shall be the duty of the head of each executive Periods
of nonpay
nonpay
status of
employees.
department and the head of each independent
establishment of the status
of employees.
department
independent establishment
Government not within the jurisdiction
Government
jurisdiction of any executive
department
executive department
to report to the Civil Service Commission in such manner
manner as said
commission
commission may prescribe, the name and grade of each employee
employee to
whom this Act applies in or under said department
department or establishment
establishment
a nonpay status, showing
showing the dates such
who shall be at any time in a
such
.
t. t
Detailed report of, to
employee
a nonpay status, and the amount
amount of
employee was in a
of salary,
salary, pay,
pay, or
or Civil
civil Service
Service CommisCommission
by departments,
compensation
absence. The
stn by
departments,
compensation lost by the employee by reason
reason of such absence.
The etc.
a record of appointments,
appointments, services,
Record
Civil Service Commission shall keep a
individual
Recordtoof
ofbe
kept by
transfers, changes in grade, separations
separations from the service, reinstatereinstate- Coss
Commission. keptby
ments,
and such
such other
ments, loss of pay, and
other information
information concerning
concerning individual
individual
service
service as may be deemed essential to aa proper
proper determination
determination of
of
Reports. etc..
to
rights under
under this Act, and shall furnish
furnish the Commissioner of Pensions Reports.
etc.. to
of Pen
Pensuchreports
to therefrom
time asromisioner
he shall from timeCommissioner of
such reports therefrom as he shall from time
request
as siononeedfu
to time request
as
data.
sion of all needful data.
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necessary to
the proper
of any
any claim
hereunder, and shall
claim hereunder,
adjustment of
proper adjustment
to the
necessary
required for carrying
prepare and
all needful
records required
and records
tables and
needful tables
keep all
and keep
prepare
out
provisions of
of this
Act, including
including data
showing the mortality
data showing
this Act,
the provisions
out the
experience of
of the
and the
the percentage
percentage of
service and
the service
in the
employees in
the employees
experience
withdrawal
service, and
information that may
may
and any other information
such service,
from such
withdrawal from
adjustments of the plan
serve as
as a
a guide
for future
future valuations
and adjustments
valuations and
guide for
serve
for the
of employees
employees under this Act.
retirement of
the retirement
for
Annual report of recomparative
The Commissioner
Commissioner of
Pensions shall
shall make
make a
a detailed
detailed comparative
of Pensions
The
ceipts,
dasbursemt
,eeipt, disbursements,
account
disbursements on account
report
showing all
receipts and disbursements
all receipts
etc.
annually showing
report annually
etc.
number
with
of
refunds,
allowances,
and
annuities,
together
with
the
total
number
together
annuities,
and
of refunds, allowances,
of
annuities and
amounts paid them.
the amounts
and the
receiving annuities
persons receiving
of _persons
be
mentioned in this Act shall be
S
the moneys
moneys mentioned
Moneys nonassignof the
none of
That none
14. That
SEC.. 14.
nonassignMoneys
to attachattachan ect to
able, subject
levy,
execution,
to
be
or
assignable,
either
in
law
or
equity,
subject
execution,
levy,
or
law
in
either
assignable,
Jt
etto.atthament, etc.
or attachment,
attachment, garnishment,
garnishment, or
or other
other legal process.
or
SEC. 15.
15. That
there
is
hereby
authorized to
to be
be appropiated,
appropriated, from
Appropriation
for
authorized
hereby
is
there
That
SEC.
otor
sapropriation
Wades, and all other
the sum of
appropriated,
any
moneys
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
in
moneys
any
der.
reo
hereunder.
eIrs
st, pp. 910, 1030.
purchase
the
services,
$100,000
for
salaries
and
for
clerical
and
other
services,
purchase
and
clerical
for
pp 910, 103$100,000 for salaries and
of books,
books, office
equipment, stationery,
stationery, and
supplies, and all
other supplies,
and other
office equipment,
of
other
expenses necessary
necessary in
the provisions
of this Act,
provisions of
out the
carrying out
in carrying
other expenses
and other
medical
of
Ante . 616.
including
traveling
and
expenses
medical
other
expenses
and
expenses
traveling
including
,p. 16.
,
examinations
as provided
provi
ex
rdThs
i
.r section 5
5hereof.
in
examinations as
Antep66.
Estimate's
be subSecretary of the Interior shall submit annually
annually to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
The Secretary
to be
Estimates to
mitted annually.
necessary to continue
of the
the Treasury
Treasury estimates
of the
the appropriations
appropriations necessary
estimates of
of
this
Act in
effect.
and effect.
force and
full force
in full
this Act
Board of Actuaries.
SEC. 16.
16. That
Pensions, with the approval
of Pensions,
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
That the
SEC.
Selection
utb^Coi
f by ComSeBoariof,
to
missioner of Pensicen. of the Secretary of
authorized and directed
hereby
is
of
the
Interior,
authorized
directed to
Interior,
the
Secretary
the
of
e
ro
ieSt
mSDuties.
Government actuary,
select three
three actuaries,
actuaries'one
whom shall be the Government
of whom
one of
select
to
it shall be ik;
to be
known as
Board of
Actuaries, whose duty it
of Actuaries,
the Board
as the
be known
to
annually report
upon the
actual operations
operations of this Act, with authority
the actual
report upon
annually
to recommend
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
changes as in
of Pensions such changes
to the
recommend to
to
interest
public
to
its
judgment
may
be
deemed
necessary
protect
the
interest
its judgment may be deemed necessary
be
shall
It
financial
date,Prt:Co
'ress'.
n
g
and
maintain
the
system
upon
a
sound
financial
basis.
It
be
sound
a
upon
system
the
maintain
datio to Congresms and
annual
his
submit
the
duty
of
the
Commissioner
of
Pensions
to
with
Pensions
of
Commissioner
the duty of the
report to
to Congress
Congress the
the Board of Actuaries.
of the
recommendations of
the recommendations
report
be the
the duty
duty of
of Actuaries
make aavaluation of
ment
Valuation
fund by
Board.
retire- It
Actuaries to make
Board of
the Board
of the
shall be
It shall
futd byof Bord
ment
the "civil-service
"civil-service retirement
and disability
disability fund" at the end of the
retirement and
the
first year following
the passage
this Act
Act and
at intervals
intervals of every
and at
of this
passage of
first year following the
Compensation.
five years
or oftener,
oftener, if deemed necessary by the Comthereafter, or
years thereafter,
five
ompesation
missioner of
The compensation
compensation of the members
members of the
Pensions. The
of Pensions.
missioner
Board
Actuaries, exclusive
of the
Government actuary,
actuary, shall be
the Government
exclusive of
of Actuaries,
Board of
fixed by
with the approval of the
Pensions with
of Pensions
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
by the
fixed
Secretary
of
the
Interior.
Interior.
the
of
re- Secretary
laws retaconsistent laws
Inconsistent
inconsistent with this Act
pealed.
S
EC. 17.
17. That
That all
Act
laws inconsistent
of laws
parts of
and parts
laws and
all laws
SEC.
pealed.
are
repealed.
hereby repealed.
are hereby
Approved, May
May 22,
1920.
22, 1920.
Approved,
es

May 25, 1920.
2597811
[H.iyR
R.

to codify,
CHAP.
196.—An Act
Act To
"An Act to
codify,
To amend section 217 of the Act entitled "An
CHAP. 196.-An
revise, and amend
amend the
of the
the United
States," approved March 4, 1909.
United States,"
laws of
penal laws
the penal

revise, and
Be
House off Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Criinal
Criminal Code.
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
section
Act
section 217 of the Act
That
assembled,
Confess
in
America
of
States
1131
Vol.
Vol. 35,, p. 1131,
the
penal
entitled
"An
Act
to
codify,
revise,
amend
the
laws
of
and
revise,
codify,
to
amended.
Act
"An
entitled
amended.
at
Statutes
United
States,"
approved
March
4,
1909
(Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth
United States," approved March 4, 1909
read
Large,
page
1131),
is
hereby
amended
as
follows:
to
amended
hereby
is
1131),
page
Large,
I EC. 217. That all kinds of poison, and
and compoall articles
articles and
217. That all kinds of poison, and all
"SEC.
Postal
ostal offenses.
Poisons, explosives, sitions containing poison, and
and
.all
poisonous
animals,
animals,
insects,
and
poisonous
all
and
poison,
containing
sitions
etcxp
eoisons, etc.,
dis
non
erbu
ederms,
and
materials,
inflammable
kinds,
r
eptiles,
and
explosives
of
all
and
inflammable
and
all
of
explosives
' le.
e reptiles, and
infernal
machines, and
and mechanical,
chemical, or other devices or
mechanical, chemical,
infernal machines,
compositions which
may ignite
explode, and
and all disease germs
or explode,
ignite or
which may
compositions
Public, N-.216.1
[Public,
No. 216.1
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or
compositions,
or scabs, and
and all other
other natural or
or artificial
artificial articles,
articles, compositions,
anywise hurt,
or materials, of whatever kind, which may
may kill
kill or in anywise
harm, or injure another or damage,
damage, _deface
deface,' or otherwise
otherwise injure the
mails or other property,
property, whether sealed as first-class
first-class matter or not,
declared to be nonmailable
nonmailable matter,
are hereby declared
matter, and shall not be conconveyed
delivered from
veyed in the
the mails or
or delivered
from any post Office
office or station
station thereof,
thereof,
Tradmphiysioan
to
nor by any letter carrier; but the Postmaster General may permit licTr
ensed M pi
fys
8
n
ts
°
the transmission
transmission in
in the
thereof or
etc., permitted.
the
the mails,
mails, from
from the
the manufacturer
manufacturer thereof
or etc.,permitted.
therein to licensed physicians,
surgeons, dentists,
pharmacists,
dentists, pharmacists,
dealer therein
physicians, surgeons,
druggists, and
and veterinarians,
such rules
rules and
regulations as
he
under such
and regulations
as he
druggists,
veterinarians under
shall prescribe,
prescribe of any articles hereinbefore
hereinbefore described which are not
not
outwardly
outwardly or
or of
of their
their own force
force dangerous
dangerous or
or injurious to
to life, health,
health,
spirituous, vinous, malted, fer- Provito.
or property:
property: Provided,
Provided, That all spirituous
LT0
142.% ting liquors
mented,
or other
other intoxicating
liquors
spirituous
of
any kind
, are
declared nonmailable.
norunailable.
intoxicating liquors
of any
are hereby
hereby declared
mented, or
to be nonmailable,
nonmailable, and shall not be deposited
deposited in or carried
carried through
through
the
mails. Whoever
Whoever shall
shall knowingly
knowingly deposit
or cause
cause to
to be
deposited authoiSzedn
hmentjur
the mails.
deposit or
be deposited
mailig.
for mailing
or delivery,
delivery, or
cause to
to be
delivered by
for
mailing or
or shall
shall knowingly
knowingly cause
be delivered
by audionzw. manure.
direction thereon or at any place at which it
it
mail, according
according to the direction
is directed to be
be delivered
delivered by the person to whom it
it is addressed,
be nonmailable,
nonrnailable, unless in accordanything declared by this section to
tobe
ance with the rules and regulations
regulations hereby authorized
authorized to be prescribed by the Postmaster
shall be fined not more than
Postmaster General, shall
$1,000 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned not more
$1,000
more than
than two
two years,
years, or
or both;
both; and
and whoever
sh:re
on
estfor
whoever m itiP
Punishment
l
u g
injurious intent.
shall knowingly, deposit or cause to be deposited for mailing or injuriousintent.
delivery, or shall knowingly
knowingly cause to be delivered by mail, according
according
to the direction
direction thereon or at any place to which
which it is directed
directed to be
delivered by the person to whom it
addressed, anything declared
declared
it is addressed,
by this section to be nonmailable,
noiamailable, whether transmitted in accordance
accordance
with the rules and regulations authorized
prescribed by the
authorized to be prescribed
Postmaster General
General or not, with the design, intent, or purpose to
Postmaster
kill or in anywise hurt, harm, or injure another, or damage,
damage deface,
or otherwise
injure thp
mails or other property,
property, shall be fined not
otherwise injure
the mails
not
$10,000 or imprisoned
more than $10,000
imprisoned not more than twenty
twenty years, or
or
both."
both."
Approved, May 25, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP. 197.—An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing certain
certain railroad
or their
CHAP.
197.-An Act
railroad companies,
companies, or
their successors
successors

convey for public-road
purposes certain
in interest, to convey
public-road purposes
certain parts of their rights
rights of
of way.
way.

Be it
by the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
and House
House of
the United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
all railroad
railroad. companies
States
America in,
in Congress
assembled, That
That all
companies

May 25, 1920.
[H. R.25.]j
[H.
R. 9825.]
[Public, No. 217.]
217.]

[Public, No.

Public
Public lands.

lans.
companie
to which grants for rights of way through the public lands have been oarYs
.
1
1
nigh
er
YwP
a7
t
o
o
n
n
,
ht
or
yon,
made by
in interest
interest or
or assigns,
assigns, are
fcf highways,etc.
hig
hwaYs 'etc '
made
by Congress,
Congress, or their
their successors
successors in
are for
hereby authorized to convey to any State, county, or municipality
hereby
municipality
any portion
such right
right of
to be
used as
highway or
or Poio
any
portion of
of such
of way
way to
be used
as a
a public
public highway
Proviso.
Provided, That no such conveyance
conveyance shall have the effect to Limit.
street: Provided,
such railroad
railroad company
width
diminish the right of way of such
company to aa less width
than fifty feet on each
main track of
each side of the center
center of
of the
the main
of the
the
railroad as now established
established and maintained.
railroad
maintained.
Approved, May 25, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP.
the purchase
the city
city of
CHAP. 198.-An
198.—An Act
Act To authorize
authorize the
purc hase by
by the
Point, Oregon,
of Myrtle
Myrtle Point,
Oregon,

of certain
certain lands formerly
formerly embraced
embraced in the grant to the Oregon and California Railroad
revested in the United
approved June 9, 1916.
Company and revested
United States by the Act approved

Railroad companies

fr. .ig
.5%
IiH.R.
oi02s.]
25

2

[Public, No. 218.]
[Public,
8as.]

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
'rtledt
land
in
States
Secretary of the r rtt
e
ed
Pol
in
a t'
c
tit
Oregon-CallInterior
shall be,
and is
is hereby,
authorized to
issue a
to the
the reveted
revested Oregon-CalOre4n-CaliInterior shall
be, and
hereby, authorized
to issue
a patent
patent to
- or
two Railroad grant.
city of Myrtle
Myrtle Point,
described lands,
Point, Oregon,
Oregon, for the following
following described
lands, being
being form Railroad grant
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vol. 39.
39, p.
p. 218.
218.
Vol.

a
part of the
revested in the United States by the Act of Conthe lands revested
a part
218), to wit:
gress enacted
June 9,
9, 1916
(Thirty-ninth Statutes,
page 218),
Statutes, page
1916 (Thirty-ninth
enacted June
gress
The south
half of
quarter of section
section eleven, and the
southeast quarter
of the
the southeast
south half
The
northwest quarter
of the
northwest quarter
quarter of section
section thirteen, all
the northwest
quarter of
northwest
in
twelve west, of
of the Willamette
range twelve
south, range
twenty-nine south,
township twenty-nine
in township
first
Payment required.
Oregon; on condition that the said city first
i the State of Oregon;
required. meridian, m
Payment
shall
pay to
to the
the United
when said
subject to dispolands are subject
said lands
States, when
United States,
shall pay
sition
under said
said Act
Act of
of revestment,
revestment, the
the sum
sum of $2.50
$2.50 per
per acre for all
sition under
of said
said lands
lands and
appraised price
the timber
on all
all such
lands
such lands
timber on
of the
price of
and the
the appraised
of
as
may
be
classified
as
timberlands:
Provided,
That
there
shall
be
Proviso.
Mineral
de
its
rebe
shall
there
That
Provided,
timberlands:
as
classified
pos re- as may be
PMiera deposits
served.
reserved to the United
United States all oil, coal,
coal, and other mineral
mineral deposits
reserved
served.
that
may be
lands so
necessary use of
all necessary
and all
granted and
so granted
the lands
in the
be found
found in
that may
the
lands for
for extracting
the same.
same.
extracting the
the lands
Re
gulations to
to be
be
SEC. 2.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
shall prescribe
prescribe all
all necnecInterior shall
That the
2. That
SEC.
Regulatins
prescribed.
of
essaig regulations
regulations to
provisions of
foregoing provisions
the foregoing
effect the
ito effect
carry into
to carry
essary
this act.
Approved,
25, 1920.
1920.
May 25,
Approved, May
May
1920.
May 25,
25, 1920.

[H. R.
R. 131571
13157.1
[H.
[
Public, No.
No. 219.]
219.]
[Public,

CHAP. 199.—An
Act Authorizing
of patent
Johnson County,
County, WyoWyoto Johnson
patent to
issuance of
the issuance
Authorizing the
199.-An Act
CHAP.
using, of
of lands
poor-farm purposes.
purposes.
for poor-farm
lands for
ming,

Be
it enacted
of the
the United
United
of _Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
Public Rands.
States of America in Congress assembl, That the Secretary of
the
of the
Grant
ohnson States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
blo to Johnson
Pran
County, Wyo.,
be, and he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to issue to
to
is hereby,
for Interior
Interior be,
Wyo., for
county,
poor house purpose.
upon said county paying to the United
Johnson
County, Wyoming,
Wyoming, upon
Johnson County,
poorhose purpose
States
sum of
of $1.25
$1.25 per
acre, patent
patent conveying
conveying the following
per acre,
the sum
States the
containing one thousand
farm,' containing
lands contiguous
contiguous to
county poor farm
thousand
to the county
lands
Southeast quarter
Description.
Description.
nine hundred and four acres,
acres more or less,
less to wit: Southeast
quarter
southeast
section two;
two;
,
south
half southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter, southsouthsouth half
quarter section
southeast quarter
west
quarter southeast
half
four, section one; east half
quarter, and lot four,
southeast quarter,
west quarter
northeast
quarter, section
section eleven;
northwest quarter,
quarter, west half northeleven; northwest
northeast quarter,
east quarter,
quarter, west
half southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter, and
and lots
one, two,
two, three,
lots one,
west half
east
and
four, section
section twelve;
three, section thirteen,
township
thirteen, all in township
lot three,
twelve; lot
and four,
fifty north,
north, range
quarter
southwest quarter
south half southwest
west; south
eighty-three west;
range eighty-three
fifty
section six;
northeast quarter
northwest quarter,
south half northquarter, south
quarter northwest
six; northeast
section
west
quarter northeast
quarter , southwest
southwest quarter,
northeast quarter,
southwest quarter
quarter, southwest
west quarter,
south half
northwest
southeast quarter,
half southeast quarter,
quarter, south
quarter southeast
northwest quarter
northeast
section
seven; north
north half northeast
quarter, north
northwest quarter,
half northwest
north half
section seven;
quarter, and
and lots
lots seven,
section eighteen;
eighteen; southnine, and ten, section
eight, nine,
seven, eight,
quarter,
quarter,, section
west quarter
quarter southwest
southeast quarter
section
half southeast
south half
quarter,, south
southwest quarter
west
north half
eight;
quarter section
section nine;
nine; mirth
southwest quarter
quarter southwest
southwest quarter
eight; southwest
northeast quarter
quarter and
six, and
eight, section seventeen, all
and eight,
five, six,
lots five,
and lots
northeast
north, range eighty-two
in
township fifty
eighty-two west, sixth principal
principal mefifty north,
in township
ridian, containing
containing one
one thousand
thousand nine
and four
acres, more
four acres,
hundred and
nine hundred
ridian,
or
or less.
Approved,
25, 1920.
1920.
May 25,
Approved, May
May

1920.
May 25, 1920.
[H. H. 13.389.]
[Public, No. 220.]

[H. R. I3s29.
-[public, No. 220.]

CHAP.
200.—An Act
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
to dispose
dispose of
of at
at
Interior to
the Secretary
To authorize
authorize the
Act To
CHAP. 200.-An
public
and fractional
fractional tracts
tracts of
of lands
formerly embraced
embraced in
in the
the
lands formerly
isolated and
certain isolated
sale certain
public sale
grant to
to the
and California
Railroad Company.
California Railroad
Oregon and
the Oregon
grant

Be
it enacted
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
Senate and
and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
provisions of
of secsecthe provisions
assembled, That
America in
States
tion 2455, Revised Statutes, be, and the same are hereby,
hereby.,extended
extended to
fornia-Oregon grants.
R.S.,sec.2455,p.449.
three of
formerly embraced
embraced by
by what
what are
are known
known as
as the
the
lands formerly
of the
the lands
class three
eg.2455grp.449. class
r'.s.
Vol. 39,
p. 218
21.3.
Oregon
and California
California railroad
title to
to which
which was
was revested
revested in
in
grants, title
railroad grants,
Oregon and
Vol.
39, p.
9,
the
States under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act approved
approved June 9,
of the
United States
the United

Public lands.
pubalericultur
Sale of agricultural
lands
revested Calilands of revested
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ESS. II.
CHs. 200-203.
200-203.
SESS.
II. CHS.
CONGRESS.. S
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1920.
1920.

Proviso.
1916 (Thirty-ninth
at Large,
1916
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
page 218):
218): Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no Pr
et
condiPrice, etc.,
tions.
sales
shall be
be made
less than
than $2.50
and the
the tions.
$2.50 per
per acre,
acre, and
made for
for less
sales hereunder
hereunder shall
appraised value
timber on
on the
land, nor
such lands
lands shall
shall
the land,
nor until
until such
value of
of the
the timber
appraised
have
subject to
to homestead
homestead entry
period of
of two
Proyears: Profor a
a period
two years:
entry for
have been
been subject
Disposition of
of pro
proDisposition
proceeds of such
vided
further, That
the proceeds
such sales
sales shall be applied in the ceeds.
That the
ided further,
Vol. 39,
39, p.
manner
in said
said Act
of June
June 9,
9, 1916
1916 (Thirty-ninth
p. 222.2.
Statutes vo.
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
Act of
prescribed in
manner prescribed
at Large,
Large, page
page 218).
218).
at
Approved, May
May 25,
25, 1920.
1920.
Approved,

201.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary of War to turn
turn over to the PostCHAP. 201.-An
certain building,
a certain
building, or buildings, now located
therefor a
General without
without charge therefor
master General
at Watertown,
Watertown, New York.

May 25,
25, 1920.
May
(14. R. 13576.1
[Public, No. 221.]

[H. . 13576.i
[Public, No. 221.

Be
the Senate
of the
N Y.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
States
in Congress
That the
Secretary-of
of War
is Xgyrtru
flaingsat,
N.
at,
Watebwundns
War is
the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
hereby
in his
his discretion
to turn
turn over
the :_lostmaster
be turned
over to
hereby authorized
authorized in
discretion to
over to
to the
Postmaster to
tobte
tn General.
oGenerat
Postmaster
General
charge therefor
therefor such
such buildings
buildings or
or parts
thereof as
as
parts thereof
without charge
General without
may be
desired by
General and
and now
located at
at WaterWater- use
use descnbed.
described.
now located
Postmaster General
by the
the Postmaster
be desired
may
town,
York; and
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General is
is hereby
hereby _authorized
authorized
and the
town, New
New York;
to
cause said
buildings or
or parts
parts thereof
be removed
to Washington,
Washington,
to be
removed to
thereof to
to cause
said buildings
District of
Columbia, and
and reassembled
for the
the use
use of
of
or reconstructed
reconstructed for
reassembled or
of Columbia,
District
the
Post Office
on the
tract of
land adjoining
mailthe mailof land
adjoining the
the tract
Department on
the Post
Office Department
equipment shops
shops and
and which
which it
it proposes
to purchase.
purchase.
proposes to
equipment
Approved, May
1920.
May 25,
25, 1920.
Approved,
May 25, 1920.
1920.

[H. J.
354.]
War to loan
loan to Paul
[H.
. Res.
Res. 354.]
Secretary of War
Authorizing the Secretary
CHAP. 202.—Joint
202.-Joint Resolution Authorizing
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 43.]
43.]
Bloomington, [Pub.
E. Slocumb
Slocumb Post, Numbered
Numbered Eighty-five,
Army of the Republic, Bloomington,
Eighty-five, Grand Army
Indiana, necessary
State encampment
encampment to be held at said
Indiana,
necessary tents and cots for use at the State
city May 25, 26, and 27, 1920.

Resolved
by the
and House
of Reprisentativis
of the
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Represntatives of
the United
United Grand
d Army
m St
State
ta
encampment.
of War
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
War encampment.
Secretary of
in Congress
States of
of America
America in
Loan of tents to
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
to loan,
loan, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, to
to the
be,
and he
is hereby,
authorized to
the Paul
tmb Post,
PLoa ESof
Posto
E. Slocumb
Bloomington, Ind., for.
Paul
Slocumb Post,
Post, Numbered
Eighty-five, Grand
Grand Army
of the
the Bloomington,nd.,for.
Army of
Numbered Eighty-five,
E. Slocumb
Paul E.
Republic,
Bloomington, in
in the
the State
State encampment
to be
be held
held at
at
encampment to
Republic, Bloomington,
Bloomington,
26, and
1920, the
the necessary
necessary
25, 26,
and 27,
27, 1920,
Bloomington, Indiana,
Indiana, May
May 25,
tents and
cots as
as may
may be
be agreed
upon by
by said
said post
post and
the War
War Deand the
De- P7011i808.
agreed upon
tents
and cots
partment:
That no
expense shall
shall be
caused the
United Noexpense
partment: .Provided,
no expense
be caused
the United
.Provided, That
No expense author.
authorStates
Government by
by the
and return
return of
of said
property, the
ie dsaid property,
the ized.
delivery and
the delivery
States Government
same
to be
be delivered
the commander
Paul E.
E. Slocumb
Slocumb Post
Post
of said
said Paul
delivered to
to the
commander of
same to
at
such time
may be
agreed upon
upon by
by the
Secretary of
of War
War and
and
at such
time as
as may
be agreed
the Secretary
Bond for safe return.
the commander
commander of
of said
post: Provided
That the
the Secretary'
Secretary' Bond r saferetur
further That
said post:
Provided further,
the
of
delivering said
shall take
take from
from the
comthe comsaid equipment,
equipment, shall
of War,
War, before
before delivering
mander
of said
said post
post a
agood
sufficient security
for the
the safe
safe return
return
good and
and sufficient
security for
mander of
of said
in good
good order
and condition,
condition, and
and the
the whole
to be
be
whole to
order and
said property
property in
of
without expense to the
the United
United States
States Government.
Government.
Approved,
25, 1920.
1920.
May 25,
Approved, May

CHAP. 203.—An
Act Authorizing
tribes of
Indians to
to submit
claims to
to the
the
submit claims
certain tribes
of Indians
Authorizing certain
CHAP.
203.-An Act

Court
of Claims,
Claims, and
and for
other purposes.
for other
purposes.
Court of

May 26,
26 1920.
May
[H.

5163.1

R. ,
1920.
[H. R.
5163.]

No. 222.
222.1
(Public, No.

Be
Senate and
and House
the United
United
amath
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
., In
States of America in
Congress assembled, That all claims of whatsoever
in Congress
whatsoever diaOsg,
cp.9,:,noreg.
trTi.etc " in'
nature which
which the
the Klamath
Klamath and
Moadac Tribes
the to Alllaimsof,reerred
ll
'
nature
and Moadac
Tribes of
of Indians
Indians and
and the
Court
of "
Claims.
o
.
Yahooskin Band of Snake
Snake Indians, parties
parties to the treaty with the to
United States,
October 14,
Statutes at
at
United
States, concluded
concluded October
14, 1864
1864 (Sixteenth
(Sixteenth Statutes
Large, page
have against
against the
the United
States, which
which have
may have
United States,
have
Large,
page 707),
707), may
A

claim

f referrei

624
624
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Jurisdiction and
peal.
ap
Jurisdiction and ap-

ea

Statutes
tatutes of
tion not abar.
tonnotabar

limita
l
i
mita-

offsets,
etc.
Offsets, etc.

Procedure,

rocedure,

etc.

etc.

1920.
1920.

not heretofore
been determined
determined by
may be subClaims, may
of Claims,
Court of
the Court
by the
heretofore been
not
mitted to
to the
the Court
Court of
of Claims,
appeal to
to the Supreme
Supreme
of appeal
right of
the right
with the
Claims, with
mitted
Court of
of the
States by
by either
party, for
for determination
determination of the
either party,
United States
the United
Court
States under any
amount, if
due said
the United
United States
from the
Indians from
said Indians
any, due
if any,
amount,
treaties, agreements,
laws of
of Congress,
or for
for the
misappropriation
the misappropriation
Congress, or
or laws
agreements, or
treaties,
of any
of the
the funds
funds of
of said
Indians, or for
for the failure of the United
said Indians,
any of
of

States to pay said Indians any money-or other property due; and

jurisdiction is
hereby conferred
upon the
the Court
Court of
Claims, with
the
with the
of Claims,
conferred upon
is hereby
jurisdiction
right of
either party
party-to
to appeal
appeal to
Supreme Court
of the United
United
Court of
the Supreme
to the
of either
right
claims, if any,
States,
hear and
and determine
determine all
all legal
legal and
equitable claims,
and equitable
to hear
States, to
of said
said Indians,
against the
judgment
enter judgment
States, and to enter
United States,
the United
Indians, against
of
thereon.
thereon.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That if any claim or claims be submitted to said courts they
shall settle
settle the rights therein, both legal and equitable,
equitable, of each and
all
the parties
parties thereto
thereto notwithstanding
notwithstanding lapse of time or statutes of
all the
limitation, and
payment which
may have been made upon any
which may
any payment
and any
limitation,
claim so
submitted shall
shall not
pleaded as
as an
an estoppel,
estoppel, but
but may be
be pleaded
not be
so submitted
claim
pleaded as
offset in
in such
such suits
suits or
or actions,
actions and
and the
the United
United States
an offset
as an
pleaded
shall be
for all
gratuities, heretofore
heretofore
including gratuities,
sums, including
all sums,
credit for
allowed credit
be allowed
shall
paid or
expended for
for the
the benefit
of said
said Indians
any band
thereof.
band thereof.
or any
Indians or
benefit of
or expended
paid
The claim
or claims
of the
the Indians,
or bands
thereof, may be
bands thereof,
band or
or band
Indians, or
claims of
claim or
The
to
presented
separately or
or jointly
jointly by
petition, subject, however, to
by petition
presented separately
amendment; suit
to be filed
filed within
niter the passage
passage of this
within five years after
suit tobe
amendment;
petitioners party
Act,
petitioner or petitioners
the petitioner
make the
shall make
action shall
such action
and such
Act, and
plaintiff or
or plaintiffs
and the
United States
States party defendant; and any
the United
plaintiffs and
plaintiff
band or
said Indians,
tribe or band
band of Indians
other tribe
any other
or any
Indians, or
of said
bands of
or bands
band
the
court may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary to
determination of such suit or
or
final determination
a final
to a
the court
suits, may
be joined therein as the court may order. Such petition,
may be
suits
attorneys employed
which
shall be
be verified
verified by
by the
the attorney
attorney- or attorneys
employed by
which shall
said Indians,
Indians, or
or any
any bands
bands thereof,
set forth all the facts on
shall set
thereof, shall
said
which
said petition shall be
and said
based, and
are based,
recovery are
for recovery
claims for
the claims
which the
signed by
the attorney
attorneys employed,
no other verificaemployed, and no
or attorneys
attorney or
by the
signed

tion
documents, and
necessary. Official letters, papers, documents,
be necessary.
tion shall be
public
may be
be used in evidence,
thereof, may
copies thereof,
certified copies
or certified
records, or
public records,
and the
the Government
give access to the
shall give
Government shall
of the
departments of
the departments
and
attorney or
bands thereof to such treaties,
treaties,
or bands
Indians or
of said
said Indians
or attorneys
attorneys of
attorney
attorney
papers, correspondence
records as
needed by the attorney
may be needed
as may
or records
correspondence, or
papers,
or attorneys
attorneys for
for said
said Indians
bands of Indians.
Indians or bands
or
Damages restricted.
restricted.
S
EC. 3.
3. That
he determined
by the
Court of
in the
the said
said
Claims in
of Claims
the Court
determined by
if itit be
That if
SE.
Damages
suit herein
herein authorized
that the
the United States
States Government
Government has
authorized that
suit
wrongfully
Indians,
any lands belonging to the said Indians,
appropriated any
wrongfully, appropriated
damages therefor
shall be
confined to the
the value of the said land at
be confined
therefor shall
damages
Effect
decree,
the time
time of
of said
appropriation, and the decree
decree of the Court of Claims
said appropriation,
the
of decree,
Etfect of
with
reference thereto,
thereto, when satisfied, shall annul and cancel all
with reference
claim
title of
the said
said Indians
or any other
other tribe or band of
Indians or
of the
and title
claim and
Indians in
said lands,
lands, as
as al
all damages
damages for all wrongs
as well
well as
to said
and to
in and
Indians
and injuries,
injuries, if
if any,
by the
United
Government of the United
the Government
committed by
any, committed
and
States with
reference
thereto.
thereto.
reference
with
States
Attorneys' fees.
SEC. 4.
4. That
the final
of such
cause or
suit, cause,
such suit,
determination of
final determination
upon the
That upon
SEC.
At
e.
it shall
action, the
the Court
decree such
cause,find
fees as it
such fees
shall decree
Claims shall
of Claims
Court of
action,
reasonable
be paid
paid the
or attorneys
employed therein
therein by
by
attorneys employed
attorney or
the attorney
to be
reasonable to
said
or 'bands
Indians, under
under contracts negotiated and
of Indians,
bands of
Indians or
said Indians
approved as
provided by
by existing
and in no case shall the fee
law, and
existing law,
as provided
approved
decreed
said Court
of Claims
Claims be
be in
in excess
excess of
the amounts
stipulated
amounts stipulated
of the
Court of
by said
decreed by
in
the contracts
contracts approved
approved by
by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs and
the Commissioner
in the
the Secretary
of the
Interior, and
no attorney
shall have aa right to
attorney shall
and no
the Interior,
Secretary of
the
represent
Indians or
or any
any band thereof
thereof in any suit, cause, or
said Indians
the said
represent the
action under
under the
. Act
until his
contract shall
have
shall have
his contract
Act until
of this
this
provisions of
the provisions
restrted. action
Payment
Payment
restrrted.
court
been approved
approved as herein provided. The fees decreed
decreed by the court
rer.been
ament
to the
or attorneys
of record shall be paid out of any sum or
attorneys of
attorney or
to
the attorney
sdch fee shall
no part of stith
sums
suits or
or actions,
actions, and no
such suits
in such
recovered in
sums recovered

Evidence
admitted.
Evidence admitted.

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRES
S.

S
ESS. II.
Cns. 203-205.
203-205.
SESS.
II. Cus.

625
625

1920.
1920.

be taken from any money in the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States
the United
States bebelonging to such Indians
Indians or bands of Indians in whose behalf
behalf the
the suit
suit
specifically authorized in
is brought unless specifically
contract approved
by
in the
the contract
approved by
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian Affairs and the Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior

as herein provided:
Provided, That in
provided: Provided,
in no
shall the
no case
case shall
the fees
fees decreed
decreed

by said court amount to more than 10 per centum
centum of
of the amount
amount of
of
the judgment recovered
recovered in such
cause.
such cause.
Approved, May
May 26,
26, 1920.
1920.
CHAP. 204.-An
204.—An Act To amend an Act entitled "An
making appropriations
appropriations
"An Act
Act making
contingent expenses
for the current
current and contingent
expenses of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Affairs, for
or fulfilling
ulfillin
treaty stipulations with various
various Indian tribes, and for other
fiscal
other purposes,
purposes, for
for the
the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1914,"
approved June
30,
1913.
1914," approved
June 30, 1913.

Proviso.
Maximum fee.

Maxijm

May 26, 1920.
[H.
R. 110241
[. R.
11024[Public, No. 223.)
.j

[Public, No.

enacted by the Senate and House
Be it enacted
of the
United Five Civilized Tribes,
House of
of Rpresentatives
Representatives of
the United
FiveCivilized Tribes,
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the Okla.
Allowance of street
Allowance
street
Interior
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to pay out
of the
Creek, improvements,
out of
of any
any funds
funds of
the Creek,
improvements, etc.,
etc., in
in
from
funds
town
sites,
from
funds
Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw,
Chickasaw, and Seminole Nations on
in of.
on deposit
deposit in
the Treasury
Treasury of the United States, the proportionate
cost of
of street
proportionate cost
street
paving, construction
construction of sidewalks
sidewalks and sewers
sewers abutting
unsold
abutting on
on unsold
lots belonging to any of said tribes and as may be
construction
be properly
properly chargecharge- Sewer construction
able against said town lots,
payments to
to be
be made
submis- added.
lots, said
said payments
made upon
upon submisVol.30.96,amended.
Vol.38,p.96,amended.
sion of proof to said Secretary of the Interior showing
showing the
the entire
entire cost
cost
of the said street paving, sidewalk, and
construction and
and th
at
and sewer
sewer construction
that
said improvement
improvement was duly
Iluly authorized and undertaken in
in accordaccordProviso.
Proviso.
Secretary of the Interior shall be
ance with law: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
be Condition.
Condition.
satisfied that the charges made
reasonable
and
that
the
lots
made are
are reasonable and that the lots
belonging
above-mentioned tribes against which
belonging to the above-mentioned
charges
which the
the charges

enhanced in value by said improvements
were made have been enhanced
improvements to
to
not less than the amount of said charges.
charges.
Approved, May 26, 1920.
1920.

CHAP. 205.—An
205.-An Act To convey
and Construction
Construction Company
CHAP.
convey to the Big Rock Stone and
Company
a portion
portion of the
the military reservation
II. Roots, in
a
reservation of Fort Logan II.
in the
the State
State of
of Arkansas.
Arkansas.

enacted by
Be it
it enacted
by the Senate and House of Representatives
the United
Representativesof
of the
United
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of
War
of War
be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed,
directed, upon
upon the
payment by
by
the payment
the Big
a corporation
the
Big Rock Stone and Construction Company, a
corporation existing under
under the laws of the State of Arkansas, of
as he
of such
such sum
sum as
he
may determine
determine to be the reasonable
reasonable value of tie
not
the premises
premises (but
(but not
less than $150 per acre), to convey to the said company
company the followingfollowingdescribed
described portion of the military reservation
reservation of
Logan H.
H. Roots,
Roots,
of Fort
Fort Logan
near the city of Little Rock, State
to wit:
wit:
State of
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, to
Beginning
Beginning at the southeast corner of a
a two-acre
two-acre tract
tract purchased
purchased
from the United States by the Big Rock Stone and
and Construction
Construction
Company, approved by Act of Congress August 14, 1912; thence
thence
north one degree eighteen minutes east four hundred
and thirty-seven
hundred and
thirty-seven
feet to the southeast corner of an eighteen and seventy-five oneonehundredths
purchased from the United States by
hundredths acre tract purchased
by the Big
Rock Stone and Construction Company, approved by Act of ConCongress August 14, 1912; thence south fifty-four degrees thirty
thirty minutes
minutes
west along boundary line two hundred and fifty feet to the
the southsouthwest corner of said eighteen and seventy-five
seventy-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths acre
acre
tract, this point being also the northeast
northeast corner of the two-acre
tract
two-acre tract
above mentioned;
thence south thirty-three
thirty-three degrees thirty-four minabove
mentioned; thence
utes east three hundred and fifty feet along boundary
twoboundary of
of said
said twoacre tract to point of begnning,
a triangular parcel
beginning, same being a
parcel of
of

May 26,
, MO.
1920.
May
[Fl. R.
R. 132744
[Public, No. 224.)
4M.]

lI. i3274.]

Fort
Logan
H.
H.
Roots, Ark.
Roots,
Ark.
Sale
Sale of portion
portion of
lands, to Dig
Big Rock
Rock
Stone and ConstrucConstrucCompany.
tion Company.

Description.
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ocable ease
Revocable lease or
other
of, to
same
to same
lanls of,
other lands
Company.
Company.

'

Description.

Description.

Vol. 37,
310.
p. 310.
Vol.
37, p.

Rent.
Rent.
Effect.E f e e t

Suss. II.
II.
SEss.

CHs.
205, 206.
206.
CHS. 205,

1920.
1920.

ground
in the
southwest quarter
quarter of
of section
twenty-eight,
section twenty-eight,
the southwest
located in
ground located
township two
range twelve
west, containing
containing one
acre.
one acre.
twelve west,
north, range
two north,
township
authorized
S
EC. 2.
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
War be,
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
2. That
SEC.
lease with the
and
directed to
enter into
the Big Rock
Rock Stone
revocable lease
a revocable
into a
to enter
and directed
and
Construction Company,
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, on
on the
the follovfollowcorporation as
Company, aacorporation
and Construction
ing-described portion
portion of
military reservation
reservation of
of Fort
H.
Logan H.
Fort Logan
the military
of the
ing-described
Roots,
near
the
city
of
Little
Rock,
State
of
Arkansas,
to
wit:
wit:
to
of
Arkansas,
State
Rock,
of
Little
city
the
near
Roots,
From cut-stone
cut-stone monument
monument in
line of
of military
reservation
military reservation
in boundary
boundary line
From
of
Logan H.
approximately one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty feet
Roots, approximately
H. Roots,
Fort Logan
of Fort
southeast
of brick
brick pumping
pumping station,
north thirty-seven
degrees
thirty-seven degrees
run north
station, run
southeast of
fifty-two
and twenty-four
feet from
from point
point
twenty-four feet
hundred and
six hundred
west six
minutes west
fifty-two minutes
thirty minutes west
of beginning;
thence south
south fifty-four
fifty-four degrees
degrees thirty
beginning; thence
of
approximately
and forty
forty feet
bank of
River;
Arkansas River;
of Arkansas
to bank
feet to
hundred and
two hundred
approximately two
thence
in a
a northwesterly
northwesterly direction,
following up
up the
the left
left bank
of
bank of
direction, following
thence in
river,
approximately one
one thousand
three hundred
hundred feet
feet to
to boundary
boundary
thousand three
river, approximately
United States, by the
the United
line
two-acre tract
purchased from
from the
tract purchased
a two-acre
of a
line of
approved by Act of
Big Rock
Rock Stone
and Construction
Construction Company, approved
Stone and
Big
Congress August
August 14,
1912; thence
fifty-four degrees
degrees thirty
north fifty-four
thence north
14, 1912;
Congress
said two-acre
minutes east
east along
along boundary
boundary line
line of
two-acre tract to the southof said
minutes
east
of said
thence south
south thirty-three
thirty-three degrees
degrees thirtythirtytract; thence
said tract;
corner of
east corner
feet to
four
of bluff
bluff one
thousand three
three hundred
hundred feet
to
one thousand
alongside of
east alongside
minutes east
four minutes
east
the east
point
same being
being a
astrip
of ground
ground lying
lying along
along the
strip of
beginning, same
of beginning,
point of
twentybank
Arkansas
' River
River in
in the
the southwest
southwest quarter
of section
section twentyquarter of
of Arkansas
bank of
eight, township
township two
range twelve
west, containing
and
seven and
containing seven
twelve west,
north, range
two north,
eight,
twenty-one-hundredths acres,
acres, at
to be
be determined
determined
rental value
value to
at aa rental
twenty-one-hundredths
by
Department.
War Department.
the War
by the
and be in force from and
SEC. 3.
this Act
shall take
take effect
and
effect and
Act shall
That this
3. That
SEC.
after
passage and
and approval.
approval.
its passage
after its
26, 1920.
May 26,
Approved,
Approved, May

May
1920.
26,1920.
May 26,
[II.
R. 13138.]
13138.]
[H. R.
[Public, No.
225.]
No. 225.j
[Public,

of an Act entitled "An
CHAP. 206.-An
206.—An Act
"An Act to supplement
supplement
section 88of
amend section
Act To
To amend
CHAP.
existing laws
against unlawful
unlawful restraints
restraints and
and monopolies,
monopolies, and
and for other
other purposes,"
purposes," aplaws against
existing
proved
15, 1914,
1914, as
amended May
May 15,
1916.
15, 1916.
as amended
October 15,
proved October

Be
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Beresentatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be itit enacted
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That section
section 8
8 of an Act
Act
assembled, That
in Congress
Amerca in
States
torates.
unlawful
against
entitled
"An
Act
to
supplement
existing
laws
against
laws
existing
supplement
to
Act
"An
entitled
torate.
Vol. 38, p. 733.
Vol.
p. 1.21, ainendamend- restraints
for other purposes,"
and for
restraints and
monopolies, and
purposes," approved
approved Octoand monopolies,
Vol. 39, p.i2
14
n t Act,
A
Antitrust
1914.

Interlocking direcInterlockingdlrec-

ed.
ed

ber 15, 1914, as amended
amended by the Act of May 15, 1916, be further
further
amended
by,inserting
inserting in the
second clause
clause
the proviso at the end of the second
amended by
of
after the
the word
word "prohibit"
"prohibit" the words "any
"any private
private
section after
of said
said section
banker or," so that the proviso as amended shall read:
Federal
reserve
eserve banker or," so that the proviso as amended shall read:
Federal
"And
provided further, That nothing in this Act shall prohibit
prohibit any
banks, and
"Andprovidedfurther,
private
and private
banks,
bankers.
or any
any officer,
officer, director,
member
employee of any member
or employee
director, or
banker or
Officers, etc.,
private banker
etc., may private
Oticers,
serve
not more
more than
Federal reserve
of aa Federal
or class
class A
reserve bank, who shall first
director of
A director
bank or
than bank
in not
ve in
two
other
banks,
etc.
tao other banks, etc.
Federal Reserve
the Federal
procure the
the consent
consent of the
Reserve Board,
Board, which board
board is
procure
hereby
revoke
authorized, at its discretion, to grant, withhold, or revoke
hereby authorized,
such
being an officer, director, or employee of not
not
from being
consent, from
such consent,
more
other banks,
banks, banking
associations, or trust companies,
companies,
banking associations,
two other
than two
more than
whether
organized under
under the
the laws
of the
the United
United States
States or
any State,
State,
or any
laws of
whether organized
Condition.
trust company
if
other bank,
banking association,
association, or trust
company is not in
bank, banking
if such
such other
conditin.
substantial competition
with such
such banker
banker or
or member
member bank.
bank.
competition with
substantial
Consent of Federal
procured
"The
consent
of
the
Federal
Reserve
Board
may be
be procured
may
Board
Reserve
Federal
the
of
consent
"The
.e
Bord.
R^ener
Reserve Board.
before the
the person
A
applying therefor has been elected as aa class A
person applying
before
director
Federal reserve bank or as a
adirector
director of any member
member
of a
a Federal
director of
bank."
bank."
Approved, May
May 26, 1920.
Approved,

.
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CHAP. 207.—Joint
Resolution Authorizing
directing the
the accounting
accounting officers
officers of
of
and directing
Authorizing and
CHAP.
207.-Joint Resolution
the
to allow
to the
the disbursing
disbursing clerk
clerk of
of War
the Treasury
Treasury to
allow credit
credit to
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
War Risk
Risk InsurInsurance
in certain
ance in
certain cases.
cases.
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May 26,
1920.
May
26,1920.
[S. J. Res. 189.]
[S. J. Res. 189.]
[Pub. Res., No. -i4.1

[Pub. Res., No. J4.

Resolved
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Resolved by the
the Senate and
and House
War Risk Insurance
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
for such
such reasonable
States of
Congress assembled,
That for
reasonable Bureau.
BWruisk
Insuranc
t
Credits
accounts
time as
as may
may be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
Secretary- of
Treasury, but
not Credits in
time
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
but not
in
accoun
s
clerk for
of disbursing clerk
extending
beyond the
the fiscEd
year ending
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, the
the accountextending beyond
fiscal year
ending June
account- insurance paCents,
payments,
.
ing officers
officers of
of the Treasury
Treasury are hereby
hereby
authorized and
and directed to allow
allow etc.
etc.
credit
disbursing clerk
clerk of
of the
Bureau of
credit in the
the accounts
accounts of
of the disbursing
the Bureau
of War
War
Insurance for
payments of insurance
Risk Insurance
for all payments
insurance installments heretofore
or
hereafter made under
or hereafter
under the
the provisions of
of Article IV of
of the War
War
t,advance of the verification
verification of the deduction
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act in
inuadvance
deduction
otherwise, of all premiums.
on the pay rolls, or of the payment
payment otherwise,
Approved,
Approved, May 26, 1920.

CHAP. 208.—Joint
Resolution Extending
provisions of
an Act
Act amending
CHAP.
208.-Joint Resolution
Extending the
the provisions
of an
amending secsection 32
32 of
of the
the Federal
Act approved
July 17,
17, 1916,
to June
June 30,
30, 1921.
1921.
tion
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act
approved July
1916, to

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Repre8entatives
Rresentatives of
the United
United
Resolved
and House
of the

May
May 26, 1920.
351.1
[H. J.j. Res. 351.]
No. 451
[Pub. Res., No.
45.]

Federal
Farm Loan
Loan
Federal Farm

in Congress
Congress assembled, That the provisions
provisions of the bonds.
States of America in
lkichas

Act
approved January
18, 1918,
1918, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
January 18,
Act to
to
amend section
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Act
July 17,
17,
amend
section 32
32 of
of the
Federal Farm
Act approved
approved July
1916," be, and
1916,"
and the same hereby
hereby are,
are, extended
extended to the fiscal years
ending June
June 30, 1920, and June 30, 1921,
1921, to
extent that the
to the extent
Secretary
by
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
and he
he herebyhereby is,
is, authorized,
authorized, as
as by
to purchase
fiscal years
ending
the terms of said
said Act, to
purchase during
during the
the fiscal
years ending
June 30, 1920, and June 30, 1921, or either of them, any bonds
bonds which
which
he
have purchased
purchased during
during the
fiscal years
years ending
30,
he might
might have
the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
1918, and June 30, 1919, or either of them, under the provisions
provisions of
the original
That he shall purchase
original Act: Provided,
Provided, That
purchase no bonds issued
against loans approved
approved after March 1,
1, 1920.
Approved, May 26, 1920.

CHAP. 209.-An
209.—An Act
Act To
To restore
restore to
to the
domain certain
heretofore
CHAP.
the public
public domain
certain lands
lands heretofore
reserved for
reservation in
Siskiyou and
Counties, California,
reserved
for a
a bird
bird reservation
in Siskiyou
and Modoc
Modoc Counties,
California, and
and KlaKlamath
math County,
for other
purposes.
County, Oregon,
Oregon, and
and for
other purposes.

bci

ds.

Treasury
Purchase

of , b

the

Trasury extended to
to
years 1920 and
years
1920 and

M I!
fisc

Vo.40,p.431,ameniVol.40, p. 431, amen l-

ed.
ed.
Proviso.

Bodsexcluded.
Bonds
excluded.

May 27,1920.
27, 1920.
(
H. R. 8440.1
84401
[H.
[Public,
No. 2261
[Publlc,No.
226.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of the
United Public
Be
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
Public lands.
ds.
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
California
States of America
America in
in Congress
Secretary of the Lands in California
d
ttuncovered
Interior
bt4cligarexih
Oaegnath
u"ertio
Interior be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized and directed to determine i
project restored
restored to
of what
lands in
in and
and around
to the
the
and make
make public
public announcement
what lands
around Little
Little project
and
announcement of
pupae amain.
or
or Lower
Lake, in
Siskiyou County,
and in
Lower Klamath
Klamath Lake,
in Siskiyou
County, California,
California, and
in publicdomain.
Ceded by California.
Klamath County,
County, Oregon,
United States
State CededbyCaliforma.
Klamath
Oregon, ceded
ceded to
to the
the United
States by
by the
the State
irrigation

of California by the Act entitled "An Act authorizing
United
authorizing the United
lower the water levels of any or all of the
States Government to lower
following lakes: Lower or Little Klamath
following
Klamath Lake, We
Tule or Rhett Lake,
Goose Lake, and Clear Lake
Lake, situated in Siskiyou and Modoc Counties,
and to use any part or all of the beds of said lakes for the storage of
water in connection
connection with the irrigation and reclamation
reclamation operations
operations
conducted
Service of the United States; also
conducted by the Reclamation
Reclamation Service
ceding
ceding to the United States all right, title, interest, or claim of the
State of California
uncovered by the lowering of the
California to any lands uncovered
water levels of any or all of said lakes not already disposed of by the
State,"
to the
State," and
and ceded
ceded to
the United
United States
States by
the State
State of
of Oregon
by an
by the
Oregon by
an

Act entitled
"An
entitled "
An Act to authorize the utilization
utilization of Upper Klamath
Klamath
Lake, Lower or Little Klamath Lake, and Tule or Rhett Lake, situate
in Klamath
Klamath County, Oregon,
Oregon, and Goose Lake, situate in Lake County,
Oregon, in connection
connection with the irrigation
irrigation and reclamation operations

By Oregon.

By OreoL
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of
the Reclamation
Reclamation Service
of the
the United
United States, and to cede
cede to the
Service of
of the
United States
all the
the right,
right, title, interest, and claim of the State of
States all
United
Oregon to
to any
lands recovered
recovered by
by the lowering
lowering of the water
water
all lands
and all
any and
Oregon
levels or
by the
of any
any or
or all
all of said lakes,"
lakes," will eventually
eventually
drainage of
the drainage
or by
levels
be uncovered
uncovered and
development by the lowering
lowering
agricultural development
to agricultural
opened to
and opened
be
can be
Restricted to home
home- of
of the water level of said lake. Title to all said lands can
be acquired
acquired
Restricted
Stead entry.
by homestead entry under
stead entry.
under the general
general homestead
homestead laws and
and the prosaid lands
all
That
Provided,
otherwise:
not
and
visions
this
Act
otherwise:
Provided,
of
Proviso.
visions
Proiso.
Reservation for irriStates
United
the
of
right
the
shall
forever
be
and
remain
subject
to
right
the
United
to
subject
remain
and
be
forever
shall
rrirpu
gation
purposes.
gationI
irriof
purposes
the
for
thereof
(a)
to
overflow
the
same
or
any
part
thereof
p=
as
now
(a) to overflow the same or
gation by
such systems
of reservoirs
reservoirs and drainage
drainage and
and. diking as now
systems of
by such
gation
actually
exist or
or may
may be
be hereafter
hereafter constructed
constructed in
in Siskiyou County,
actually exist
water
California,
and Klamath
Klamath County,
County, Oregon,
Oregon, and (b)
(b) to drain the water
California, and
expressly
Patents
to
therefrom.
therefrom. All patents issued for the said lands shall
shall expressly
reserve
to
patents
irrigation,
mineral,
irrigation, mineral,
reserve
right of overflow and drainage,
drainage,
such right
States such
United States
the United
to the
reserve to
etc.,
rights.
etc.,rights.
and
ownership of
mineral interests
interests in
in
minerals and mineral
all minerals
of all
and ownership
title and
the title
and the
such lands,
lands, including
oil, are
are expressly
expressly reserved
reserved to
to the
States.
United States.
the United
oil,
including
such
Assessment of
of iirri- •SEC.
SEe. 2.
That the
of the
Interior shall
shall also determine
determine
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
2. That
gation charges.
gatiSncs
and make
make public
public announcement
announcement of
proportionate part of the sum
the proportionate
of the
and
of $283,225,
$283,225, heretofore
reclamation fund in conexpended from the reclamation
heretofore expended
of
nection
with
the
Klamath
project,
Oregon-California,
that in the
Oregon-California,
project,
Klamath
nection with the
opinion
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior each
each acre of the said land
Secretary of
opinion of
should
be assessed,
assessed, and
proportionate part that each acre of
the proportionate
and the
should be
privately owned
land, similarly
situated to
said lands
hereby
lands hereby
the said
to the
similarly situated
owned land,
privately
in
fund
affected,
should
be
assessed,
to
return
reclamation
in
reclamation
said
to
return
to
assessed,
be
should
affected,
all the
$283,225.
sum of $283,225.
the said sum
all
Survey,
etc., directdirectSecretary of the Interior
SEC. 3. That the Secretary
Interior be, and he is hereby,
SEC.
survey, etc.,
ed. e d
authorized
and
directed
to
cause
said
surveyed and
lands to be surveyed
said
cause
to
authorized and directed
opened to
entry under
under the
the general
homestead laws and the proprogeneral homestead
to entry
opened
Proviso.
visions of
of this
this Act:
opened
Provided, That none of said lands shall be opened
Act: Provi'ded,
to visions
sbject to
Opening subject
Opening
Interior shall have first made
arrangement
arrangemnt for pay- to entry until the Secretary of the Interior
similarly
ing irrigation charges.
private ownership,
ingirrigationcharges.
arrangement with the owners
owners of lands in
in private
ownership, similarly
situated to
hereby affected,
affected, for the payment
payment into the reclareclalands hereby
to the lands
situated
$283,225, determation
of the
the proportionate
proportionate part of the sum of $283,225,
fund of
mation fund
mined
and apportioned
apportioned by
by the
Secretary of the Interior against said
the Secretary
mined and
privately owned
owned lands
provided in section 2.
2.
lands as provided
privately
required by the general
Assessment
irri
4. That in addition to all payments required
SEC. 4.
SEC.
for irriAssessment for
gation charges.
the
homestead laws there
gation charges
homestead
there shall
shall be paid by homestead
homestead entrymen
entrymen the
amount per
provided in section 2
2of this Act. Said
assessed as provided
acre assessed
per acre
amount
except
payment shall
shall be
be made
in annual
annual installments
$1 per
per acre, except
installments of $1
made in
payment
a fraction
Proviso.
installment, which may be a
last installment,
the
Provio.
fraction of a
adollar:
dollar: Provied,
Provided,
Mode of payment.
That the
amount so assessed may be paid
the whole or any part of the amount
That
Modeo paymen
by the
in a
ashorter
shorter period
period if he so elects. The first installentryman in
the entryman
by
ment shall
paid at
homestead application is filed and
at the time homestead
be paid
shall be
ment
December 11
subsequent installments
installments shall
shall be due and payable on December
subsequent
of
each calendar
calendar.year
and
thereafter until the entire sum so assessed and
year thereafter
of each
apportioned
lands is
is paid,
paid, and patent shall not issue for
for
the lands
against the
apportioned against
any
said lands
lands until
until the
apportioned against said lands
lands
the sum so apportioned
of said
any of
Forfeiture
for nonnon shall have been fully paid. Failure
Forfeiture for
Failure to pay any installment when due
pa yment.
shall
payment.
shall render the entry
entry subject to cancellation,
cancellation, with a
aforfeiture
forfeiture of all
Interest
rate.
of
Interest rate.
moneys paid. All assessments
assessments shall draw
draw interest at the rate
rate of
Moneys
t
06
per centum
centum per annum
annum from their
their due date
date until paid. All moneys
moneys
6 per
idto
Moneys to be paid
reclamation fund.
assessments shall, without
paid on
of such
such assessments
without diminution
diminution of any
account of
on account
raid
reclamation fund.
kind
whatsoever, be covered
covered into the reclamation
kind whatsoever,
Preferenceto persons
those who served in the military
Sc.
5. That
That those
military or naval
naval forces
forces of
of
SEC. 5.
Prewhfenceto
who
served in 'rnsld
Worl
and
States
the
United
War.
between
war
the
during
States
United
the Uni
wsar.
re
c
u
hedS
t
t
h
ateers
efr
a
o
nd
y
tea
d
nd
Stha
a
t
v
esebeineni
d
hon
g the
ora:IN3vlayreebpeateen
separated orh

Germany and have been honorably separated or discharged therefrom

Time liroit.
Timelimit.

preference
or
placed in
in the
Regular Army
Army or
Reserve shall have preference
or Naval Reserve
the Regular
or placed
homestead
and prior
to file
lands under
under the homestead
upon and enter said lands
file upon
right to
prior right
and
laws
aperiod
period of six months following
following
and the provisions of this Act for a
laws and
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II.
SESS.
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CHS. 209-211.
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the time
lands are
opening said lands
to entry. That in opening
are opened to
said lands
time said
the
for
homestead entry
entry the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior shall provide for the
of the
the Secretary
for homestead
disposition
to the
soldiers, sailors,
and marines, by
sailors, and
said soldiers,
the said
thereof to
disposition thereof
drawing, under
under general
general rules and
regulations to
promulgated by
by
to be promulgated
and regulations
drawing,
him: Provided,
benefits conferred
conferred by this Act
Act
and benefits
rights and
the rights
That the
Provided, That
him:
shall
extend to
to any
any person
having been drafted for service
person who, having
not extend
shall not
under the
provisions of
the selective
selective service
refused
have refused
Act, shall have
service Act,
of the
the provisions
under
such service of the
such service or to wear the uniform of such
render such
to render
United States.
S
EC. 6.
That no
rights to
to make
shall attach
reason of
by reason
attach by
entry shall
make entry
no rights
6. That
SEC.
settlement
squatting upon
any of
the lands
before
restored before
hereby restored
lands hereby
of the
upon any
or squatting
settlement or
the hour
hour on
on which
which such
homestead entry
subject to homestead
lands shall be subject
such lands
the
at the
and until
until said
said lands
are opened
opened for
settlement and
for settlement
lands are
office, and
land office,
at
the land
entry as
as herein
herein provided
upon and occupy the
provided no person shall enter upon
entry
same,
any person
violating this
provision shall never be perthis provision
person violating
and any
same, and
mitted to
to enter
enter any
of said
said lands.
lands.th
any of
mitted
S
EC. 7.
7. That
the Secretary
of the
Interior shall
shall determine
determine which
the Interior
Secretary of
That the
SEC.
boundaries of the Klamath
Klamath Lake Bird
of the lands now within the boundaries
Reserve are
valuable for
purposes and which for
agricultural purposes
for agricultural
chiefly valuable
are chiefly
Reserve
the purpose
reservation, and shall open to homestead entry
said reservation,
of said
purpose of
the
purposes:
those lands which
chiefly valuable
valuable for agricultural
agricultural purposes:
which are chiefly
those
Provided,
including the smallest legal
line of the lake, including
the shore line
That the
Provided, That
subdivision
of land
land adjoining
adjoining the flow line,
remain in the possesline, shall remain
subdivision of
sion
of the
United States,
access may
provided to the lake for
be provided
may be
but access
States, but
the United
sion of
such
canals as
as may
be necessary
irrigation, drainage, and domestic
necessary for irrigation,
may be
such canals
water
water supply.
supply.
authorized to
hereby authorized
S
EC. 8.
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is hereby
of the
the Secretary
8. That
That the
SEC.
perform any
regulations as
any and all acts and to make such rules and regulations
perform
carrying the promay be necessary
purpose of carrying
necessary and proper for the purpose
mav
visions of this Act into full force and effect.
Approved, May
May 27, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP.
210.—An Act
consent of
Congress to
Muskogee County,
to Muskogee
of Congress
the consent
Granting the
Act Granting
CHAP. 210.-An
sections sixteen
Oklahoma, to
to construct
bridge across
across the
the Arkansas
Arkansas River,
between sections
sixteen
River, between
construct aabridge
Oklahoma,
and
fifteen north,
State of
of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
the State
in the
east, in
nineteen east,
range nineteen
north, range
township fifteen
twenty-one, township
and twenty-one,

Proviso.
Proiaxo.
Persons excluded.

Restriction on entry

beforestimtiooenfn
before time of opening.

Bird
Klamath Lake
Lake Bird
B
Reervatione
Reservation.

Opening, etc.,
etc., ofof
opening,
a
gricultural
lands,
within.
within.
Proviso.

TPrtion ofof lake
Reservation
lake
shore line.
shoreline.
Regulatonsetc.,
Regulations, etc., to
to
be prescribed.
beprescribed.

May 27,
27, 1920.
May
1920.
[IL
R. 13o65.1
13665.]
[H. R.
[Public, No. 227.]
227.1
[Public,No.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
the United
United Arkn
River.
of the
Representatives of
and House
House of
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Arkansas River.
Muskogee county,
County,
That the consent
States of
of America
in Congress
consent of Congress
Congress Muskogee
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States
Okla.,
may bridge,
l
is
granted to
Muskogee County,
County, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, to
to construct,
construct, nOa
to Muskogee
nearr^rtmibson.
Fort Gibson.
is hereby
hereby granted
maintain,
operate a
a bridge
thereto across the
approaches thereto
and approaches
bridge and
and operate
maintain, and
a point suitable to the interests
Arkansas
interests of navigation
navigation
Arkansas River, at a
between
township fifteen
fifteen north, range
twenty-one, township
sixteen and twenty-one,
sections sixteen
between sections
nineteen
county of Museast, near the town of Fort Gibson, in the county
nineteen east,
kogee,
in the
the State
State of
accordance with the provisions
provisions
in accordance
Oklahoma, in
of Oklahoma,
kogee, in
construction of bridges
of
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
of the
the Act entitled "An
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March 23, 1906.
waters," approved
S
EC. 2.
the right
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
to alter,
right to
That the
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, May 27, 1920.

CHAP.
Act Granting
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to Muskogee
Muskogee County,
County,
Granting the
211.-An Act
CHAP. 211.—An
Oklahoma,
across the Arkansas
Arkansas River,
River, in section
section eighteen,
a bridge across
Oklahoma, to construct a
in the State
twenty-one east, in
township twelve
twelve north, range twenty-one
township
State of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.

it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
That the consent of Congress
Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of America
is hereby granted
granted to Muskogee
Muskogee County, Oklahoma, to construct,
construct,

maintam,
approaches thereto
thereto across the
maintain, and operate aa bridge and approaches

onstn
Construction.

Vol. 34,p.
34, p. 84
84.
Vol.

Amendment.

Amendment.

May 27, 1920.
1920.
May
[R. R. 13666.]
36
[ uRlio.
[Public, No. 228.]

[Pbl

River.
ArkansasRiver.

Arkmatas

Muskogee County,
Oksklogee
Okla., may Cobnty
bridge,

Webbers
Falls.
WebbersFalls.

630
630
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1920.
1920.

Arkansas River,
at a
apoint
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, in
the interests
to the
suitable to
point suitable
River, at
Arkansas
section eighteen,
eighteen, township
twelve north,
range twenty-one
twenty-one east,
north, range
township twelve
section
near the
town of
of Webbers
Muskogee, in the
in the county of Muskogee,
Falls, in
Webbers Falls,
the town
near
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. S4.

Construction.

Vol. 34, p. 4

Amendment.
Amendment.

of the Act
provisions of
the provisions
with the
State of
Oklahoma, in
Act
accordance with
in accordance
of Oklahoma,
State
bridges over navigaof bridges
the construction
construction of
entitled
to regulate
regulate the
Act to
" An Act
entitled "An
ble
23, 1906.
March 23,
approved March
waters," approved
ble waters,"
SEC. 2.
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act
Act is hereby
hereby
2. That the right to alter, amend,
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
27, 1920.
1920.
May 27,
Approved, May

May 29
29, 1920.
1920.
May
10072.]
[H.R. 10072.1
[H.R.

io.2
[HIR.
[Public,
No.
229.1
No. 229.]
[Public,

CHAP. 212.—An
Act To
To provide
provide for
for the
the punishment
of United States
officers of
punishment of officers
212.-An Act
CHAP.
courts wrongfully
converting
moneys coming
their possession,
possession, and
for other
other
and for
into their
coming into
moneys
converting
wrongfully
courts
purposes
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
United
the United
of the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
Be it
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
any
United
States
United
any
That
assembled,
Congress
Sicedtetcrtng.
Officers,
etc., wrong- States of America in
fully
marshal, clerk,
receiver, referee,
referee, trustee,
trustee, or
or other
other officer of aaUnited
clerk, receiver,
marshal,
converting
fu-y converting
officially remoneys officially
marceived
by them, guilty
court, or
or any
any deputy,
assistant, or
or employee
employee of
of any
any such
such mardeputy, assistant,
States court,
uily States
cmeivoedsbyt
of embezzlement.
shal,
receiver, referee,
or other
officer who shall,
other officer
trustee, or
referee, trustee,
clerk, receiver,
shal, clerk,
ofemblement.
after
the party
unlawfully retain or
thereto, unlawfully
entitled thereto,
party entitled
by the
demand by
after demand
use or to the use of another
who shall
convert to
another any
any moneys
moneys
own use
his own
to his
shall convert
who
received
or on
account of
costs or
or advance
advance deposits to cover
cover
of costs
on account
for or
received for
fees, expenses,
expenses, or
or costs,
costs, deposits
deposits for
for fees
fees or
or expenses
bankruptcy
expenses in bankruptcy
fees,
bankrupt estates, fees
cases, composition
money of bankrupt
fees in
or money
funds or
composition funds
cases,
naturalization matters,
matters, or
any other
money whatever
whatever which
which has
other money
or any
naturalization
come
into his
his hands
by virtue
virtue of
his official
official relation
relation or by the fact
fact
of his
hands by
come into
Punishment
for
of
his
official
position
or
employment
shall
be deemed
guilty of
of
deemed guilty
be
shall
of his official position or employment
Punishment for
embezzlement
shall, where
the offense
offense is not
otherwise punishnot otherwise
where the
and shall,
embezzlement and
able
some statute
States, be
be fined
fined not
not more than
United States,
of the
the United
statute of
by some
able by
or converted
double
of the
money thus
retained or
converted or imimthus retained
the money
value of
the value
double the
Personal interest
ten years,
therein no
defense.p
risoned not
than ten
years, or
or both;
both; and it
it shall not be aa
more than
not more
prisoned
ntdeferest
thersona
defense in
such case
accused person had an interest, conthe accused
that the
case that
in such
defense
tingent or
some part
part of
such moneys
fund
moneys or of the fund
of such
in some
otherwise, in
or otherwise,
tingent
converted.
from which
were retained
retained or converted.
they were
which they
from
1920.
Approved, May 29,
29, 1920.
Approved,
rnited Statesmurts.

certain persons
May 29,
1920.
213.—An Act For
For the relief of certain
persons
CHAP. 213.-An
29,1920.
R. 126215.i
sors,
patents were
1262 .
-[H.[H. R.
sors, patents
were issued
issued to public
public lands along
along the Snake
Snake
[Public, No. 230.1
[Public,
. 311. Iunder
an
erroneous
survey
made
in
1883.
under
erroneous survey made in

ublic lands.

Pb
l lands.
P
Sale
lic
of unsurveyed
ulieof

to whom,
whom, or their predeceepredeceeRiver in the
the State of Idaho

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
the United
of the
and House
by the
it enacted
Be

in Congress
That, subject
subject to the supersuperCongress assembled, That,
America in
of America
States of
tuu;rveved States
.S
Commissioner
authority of
of the
the secretary
Interior, the
the Commissioner
the Interior,
of the
Secretary of
visory authority
aio visory
cipl.tn in
cupante
inIhoimod tod
faith

discretion, is
in his
Office, in
Land Office,
of the
his discretion,
is authorized
authorized to sell for
General Land
the General
sur- of
for $1.25 per acre, any unsurveyed
unsurveyed public land which may, on
cash, for
resurvey, be
fourteen
m townships
townships nine south of range fourteen
to exist
exist in
found to
be found
resurvey,
east,
south of
range fifteen
range sixteen east,
fifteen east, nine south of range
of range
nine south
east, nine
and nine
nine south
south of
seventeen east
east of
Boise meridian
meridian along
of the Boise
range seventeen
of range
and
Snake
of Idaho, to those
those persons who
who in good faith,
faith,
the State
State of
in the
River in
Snake River
by themselves
and their
interest have
have heretofore
heretofore
in interest
predecessors in
their .predecessors
themselves and
by
acquired, occupied,
occupied, and
and improved
improved under
public land laws in
the public
under the
acquired,
said comcorrection
accordance with.
aGovernment
made in
in 1883;
1883; and
and said
cornsurvey made
Government survey
with a
of titles,
til'es, accordance
corretion of
missioner
may, in
in like
like manner,
manner, on
principles of equity, adjust, settle,
on principles
missioner may,
and confirm
by patent
patent the
title to
to any
any lands
townships heresaid townships
lands in said
the title
confirm by
and
which
tofore claimed,
improved under
under descriptions
descriptions which
and improved
occupied, and
claimed, occupied,
tofore
pa
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
Regulations,
payon
resurvey
are
found
to
be
erroneous;
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
erroneous;
be
to
found
are
resurvev
on
Renlations,
ments, etc.
ments,
is
to make
rules and
and regulations
regulations necessary- to carry
any rules
make any
authorized to
is authorized
out
effect the
the purpose
of this
this Act,
Act, and
and any person
claiming the
person claiming
purpose of
and effect
out and
unier

under erroneous
erroneous sur'es.

*e,'
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SESS.
213, 214.
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1920.
1920.

benefits hereof
hereof shall
make the
perform such
such
benefits
shall make
the required
required payments
payments and
and perform
other acts
as may
may be
time fixed
fixed in
the regulations,
other
acts as
be required
required within
within the
the time
in the
regulations,
otherwise any
or advantage
under this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
otherwise
any right
right or
advantage claimed
claimed under
be
forfeited.
forfeited.
Approved,
May 29,
29, 1920.
1920.
Approved, May

CHAP.
214.-An Act
appropriations for
legislative, executive,
executive, and
and
for the
the legislative,
Act Making
Making appropriations
CHAP. 214.-An

30, 1921,
1921, and
judicial
expenses of
year ending
ending June
June 30,
and for
for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
of the
the Government
Government for
judicial expenses
other
purposes.
other purposes.

May 29,
29, 1920.
1920.
May
[H. R.
141004
[H.
R. 14100.1
[Public,
No.
231.]
[Public, No. 231.]

Legislative,
execuBe
House of
ofRepresentatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
United tive,
Legislative
execu.
and judicial apap
States
the following
following sums
That the
sums are pprirantions.c
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
propriations.
appropriated,
out of
of any
any money
in the
not otherwise
otherwise approapproTreasury not
money in
the Treasury
appropriated, out
priated, in
in full
compensation for
the service
of the
the fiscal
year ending
ending
for the
service of
fiscal year
priated,
full compensation
June
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, namely:
namely:

LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.
SENATE.
SENATE.

Legislative.

Legislative.
Senate.
Senate.

Pay of Senators.
For compensation
compensation of
of Senators,
For
Senators, $720,000.
$720,000.
Pay of Senators.
Mileage.
For mileage
Mileage.
mileage of Senators, $51,000.
Officers,
clerks, etc.
For
compensation of
of officers,
officers, clerks,
messengers, and
and others:
others:
Off cers, clerks,
etc.
For compensation
clerks, messengers,
Vice President's
OF THE
THE VICE
VICE PRESIDENT:
PRESIDENT: Secretary to the Vice Presi- oice
office..
OFFICE OF
dent,
$4,000; clerk,
$1,600; telegraph
telegraph operator,
$1,500; page,
$600;
dent, $4,000;
clerk, $1,600;
operator, $1,500;
page, $600;
in all, $7,700.
Chaplain.
CHAPLAIN:
Chaplain, $1,200.
CHAPLAIN: For
For Chaplain,
$1,200.
Chaplain.
Secretary of the SenOrk ICE OF S
ECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of
the Senate,
including comOFFICE
SECRETARY:
of the
Senate, including
corm- ate,Saecetay
otheclerks,
Senassistant,
etc.
pensation as disbursing
salaries of Senators
Senators and of contincontin- etc.
officer of salaries
pensation
disbursing officer
gent fund
of the
the Senate,
M. Rose,
Rose,
Senate, $6,500;
$6,500; assistant
assistant secretary,
secretary, Henry
Henry M.
gent
fund of
$5,000; chief clerk, $3,250; assistant
assistant financial clerk, $3,250;
$3,250; minute
minute
and
librarian, enrolling
enrolling clerk, and
and Journal
Journal clerk,
clerk, principal
principal clerk, librarian,
and printin.g clerk,
clerk, at
$4,000; financial
$4,000;
ing
at $3,000
$3,000 each;
each; reading
reading clerk,
clerk, $4,000;
financial clerk,
clerk, $4,000;
executive clerk,
clerk, $2,750;
$2,750; file clerk, chief
bookkeeper, and
and assistant
executive
chief bookkeeper,
assistant
Journal
clerk, at
each; first
assistant librarian,
librarian, and
and keeper
keeper
Journal clerk,
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
first assistant
of stationery,
at $2,400
$2,400 each;
each; assistant
$1,800; skilled
skilled
librarian, $1,800;
of
stationery, at
assistant librarian,
laborer, $1,200;
$1,200; clerks-three
at $2,500
$2,220 each,
laborer,
clerks-three at
$2,500 each,
each, four
four at
at $2,220
each,
$1,600 each, one $1,440;
$1,440;
two at
at $2,100
$2,100 each,
each, one $1,800, two at
at $1,600
assistant
$2,000; assistant
stationery room,
room,
assistant keeper
keeper of
of stationery,
stationery, $2,000;
assistant in
in stationery
$1,200;
in the
$1,000; messenger,
messenger, $1,440;
$1,440; assistant
assistant
$1,200; messenger
messenger in
the library
library,-,$1,000;
messenger, $1,200;
$1,200; laborers-three
laborers-three at $840 each, two
two at $720
$720 each,
each,
one in
in stationery
stationery room
$720; in
$97,590.
one
room $720;
in all,
all, $97,590.
Document room.
room.
Document
DOCUMENT ROOM:
ROOM: Superintendent,
George H.
Boyd, $3,500;
$3,500; first
DOCUMENTr
Superintendent, George
H. Boyd,
first Superintendent,
Superintendent, etc.
etc.
assistant, John
W. Lambert,
Lambert, $2,500;
assistants-one $2,250,
$2,250, one
one
$2,500; assistants-one
assistant,
John W.
messen$1,440; clerk,
clerk, $1,440;
laborer, $1,200;
$1,200; in
Clerks and
andssen$1,440; skilled
skilled laborer,
in all,
all, $12,330.
$1,440;
gers to committees.

FOLLOWING COMMITTEES:
AND MESSENGERS
MESSENGERS TO
TO THE
THE FOLLOWING
CLERKS AND
CLERKS
COMMITTEES: AgriAgri- gers to committees

Forestry-clerk $2,500,
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, assistant
assistant
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk
culture and Forestry-clerk
clerk $1,500;
$1,500; Appropriations-clerk
$5,000, two
assistant clerks
clerks at
two assistant
at
clerk
Appropriations-clerk $5,000,
$2.500 each, three
$900;
$2.500
three assistant clerks
clerks at
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
each, messenger
messenger $900;
to
Expenses of
Senate-clerk
of the Senate-clerk
to Audit and
and Control the Contingent
Contingent Expenses
$2,500,
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk, $1,500;
$1,500; Banking
and
Banking and
clerk, $1,600,
$1,600, assistant
$2,500, assistant
Currency-clerk
assistant clerk,
clerks
clerk, $1,800,
$1,800, two
two assistant
assistant clerks
Currency-clerk $3,000,
$3,000, assistant
at
$1,500 each;
each; Claims-clerk
Claims-clerk $2,500,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,000,
two
$2,500, assistant
$2,000, two
at $1,500
assistant clerks at $1,500
$1,500 each; Commerce-clerk
Commerce-clerk $2,500, assistant
assistant
clerk
$2,220, assistant
$1,800, assistant
clerk $1,500;
$1,500; Conference
Conference
clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk $1,800,
assistant clerk
Minority
of the
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, two
two
the Senate-clerk
Senate-clerk $3,000,
$3,000, assistant
assistant clerk
Minority of
assistant
each; District
Columbia-clerk $2,500,
clerks at $1,500 each;
District of
of Columbia-clerk
$2,500,
assistant clerks
assistant
clerk $1,500;
Education and LaborLaborassistant clerk $1,800, assistant clerk
$1,500; Education
clerk $2,500,
assistant clerk
clerk $1,800,
assistant clerk
clerk $1,500;
$1,500; Finance
Financeclerk
$2,500, assistant
$1,800, assistant
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clerk
$3,000, assistant
$1,600, two assistassistant clerk $1,600,
$2,220, assistant
clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk
clerk $3,000,
ant
clerks at
$1,500 each,
two experts
experts (one for the majority
majority and one
each, two
at $1,500
ant clerks
for the
minority) at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; Foreign
Foreign Relations—clerk
Relations-clerk $3,000,
the minority)
for
assistant
$2,220, assistant
clerk $1,500;
Immigration—clerk
$1,500; Immigration-clerk
assistant clerk
clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk
Affairs$2,500,
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, assistant
assistant clerk $1,500; Indian Affairs—
assistant clerk
$2,500, assistant
clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk
$1,500; Interclerk $1,500;
assistant clerk
$1,800, assistant
clerk $1,800,
clerk
clerk
oceanic Canals—clerk
$2,500, assistant
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, assistant
assistant clerk
assistant clerk
Canals-clerk $2,500,
oceanic
at
$1,500; Interstate
Interstate Commerce-clerk
Commerce—clerk $2,500,
assistant clerks at
$2,500, two assistant
$1,500;
assist$1,800
each,
assistant
clerk
$1,500;
Judiciary—clerk
$2,500,
Judiciary-clerk
$1,500;
clerk
assistant
each,
$1,800
clerk
ant
$2,220, two
two assistant
assistant clerks
clerks at
$1,800 each, assistant clerk
at $1,800
clerk $2,220,
ant clerk
assistant
$1,500;
Manufactures—clerk
$2,500,
assistant
clerk
$1,800,
assistant
$1,800,
clerk
assistant
$2,500,
Manufactures-clerk
$1,500;
clerk $1,500;
$1,500; Military
Affairs—clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk $2,220,
$2,220,
Military Affairs-clerk
clerk
three
assistant
clerks
at
$1,500
each;
Naval
Affairs
clerk
$2,500,
$2,500,
Affairs-clerk
Naval
each;
$1,500
at
clerks
assistant
three
assistant clerk
clerk $2,220,
two assistant
clerks at
Pacific
each; Pacific
$1,500 each;
at $1,500
assistant clerks
$2,220, two
assistant
Islands and
and Porto
Porto Rico—clerk
assistant clerk $1,800, assist$2,500, assistant
Rico-clerk $2,500,
Islands
$1,800, four
ant
clerk $1,500;
$1,500; Pensions—clerk
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
Pensions--clerk $2,500,
ant clerk
assistant
assistant
clerks at
Philippines—clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
each; Philippines-clerk
$1,500 each;
at $1,500
assistant clerks
clerk
assistant clerk
Post Offices
Offices and Post RoadsRoads—
$1,500; Post
clerk $1,500;
$1,800, assistant
clerk $1,800,
clerk $2,500,
assistant clerk
three assistant
$1,500
assistant clerks at $1,500
$2,220, three
clerk $2,220,
$2,500, assistant
clerk
each; Printing—clerk
assistant clerk
$1,800, assistant clerk
clerk
clerk $1,800,
$2,500, assistant
Printing-clerk $2,500,
each;
$1,500; Privileges
Privileges and
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
Elections-clerk $2,500,
and Elections—clerk
$1,500;
$2,500,
assistant
$1,500; Public
Public Buildings
Buildings and Grounds-clerk
Grounds clerk $2,500,
clerk $1,500;
assistant clerk
Lands-clerk
assistant
clerk $1,600,
$1,600, assistant
assistant clerk $1,500;
$1,500; Public Lands—clerk
assistant clerk
$2,500,
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, two assistant clerks at $1,500 each;
each;
assistant clerk
$2,500, assistant
Preparing
clerk $2,720,
$2,720, to
preparation
include full compensation for the preparation
to include
Rules-clerk
Senate Rules
Preparing Senate
Ma n u a
Manual.
.
biennially of the Senate Manual under the direction of the Com$1,500; in
mittee
on Rules,
assistant clerk
$1,800, assistant clerk $1,500;
clerk $1,800,
Rules, assistant
mittee on
all
$209,260.
all $209,260.
Clerical
SENATORS:
TO S
ASSISTANCE TO
CLERICAL ASSISTANCE
ENATORS: For
For clerical
clerical assistance
assistance to
CLERICAL
to
assistance to
Clerical assistance
Senators not chairmen
chairmen
committees specifically proof the
of committees.
Senators
not chairmen
the committees
prochairmen of
are not
who are
Senators who
ofcommittees.
seventy-eight
vided
clerks at
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
each; seventy-eight
Seventy-eight clerks
herein: Seventy-eight
for herein:
vided for
assistant clerks
clerks at
at $1,600
each; seventy-eight
seventy-eight assistant
assistant clerks at
at
$1,600 each;
assistant
and assistant
Prot au.
$1,500 each,
each, $436,800:
clerks and
assistant
such clerks
That such
Provided, That
$436,800: Provided,
$1,500
Proiso.
Authority.
clerks shall
shall be ex officio clerks and assistant clerks of any committee
clerks
Authoity.
of
which their
their Senator
Senator is chairman.
of which
Senator
Ad,litional
Ninety-four
additional clerks at $1,200 each, one for each Senator
Ninety-four additional
to
clerks to
Ad litional clerks
Senators.
having
Senators,
having no more than one clerk and two assistant clerks for himself
or
for the
the committee
which he
he is
$112,800; in all,
chairman, $112,800;
is chairman,
of which
committee of
or for
$555,200.
calendar year 1919,
Navy
the Navy
Navy Yearbook
Yearbook for the calendar
1919,
compiling the
For compiling
Yearbook,
,Navy Yearbook,
1919.
under the
the direction
direction of
the chairman
chairman of the Committee on Naval
of the
under
Affairs,
$500.
Affairs, $500.
Sergeant at Arms
r\r ICE OF
SERGEANT AT
DOORKEEPER: Sergeant
Sergeant at
at
AND DOORKEEPER:
ARMS AND
AT ARMS
OF SERGEANT
OFFICE
Arms
at
anSergant
and Doorkeeper, EISSergeant at Arms, $2,500;
SIStants,
Arms and
$2,500;
Doorkeeper, $6,500; Assistant Sergeant
and Doorkeeper,
Arms
etc.
sistmrts etc.
Assistant Doorkeeper,
$3,600;
Assistant Doorkeeper, $3,600;
Acting Assistant
$3,600; Acting
Doorkeeper, $3,600;
Assistant
messengers-four (acting
Messengers,
etc.
two
assistants at
at $2,500 each; messengers—four
(acting as assistassisttwo floor assistants
Messengers, etc.
ant
doorkeepers) at
at $1,800
$1,800 each, thirty-six
thirty-six (including
(including one for miant doorkeepers)
nority)
$1,000, one
one at
$1,600; clerk on
door $1,600;
at card door
one $1,000,
each, one
$1,440 each,
at $1,440
nority) at
Journal work
work for
for Congressional
selected by the official
Congressional Record, to be selected
Journal
reporters,
$2,800; storekeeper,
$2,500; stenographer
charge of
stenographer in charge
storekeeper, $2,500;
reporters, $2,800;
furniture
accounts and
$1,200; upholsterer
upholsterer and locksmith,
records, $1,200;
and records,
furniture accounts
$1,440;
$1,200; three
three carpenters,
carpenters, at $1,080
$1,080 each;
cabinetmaker, $1,200;
$1,440; cabinetmaker,
Laborers,
etc.
janitor, $1,200;
laborers—four at $1,000 each; laborer in charge
skilled laborers-four
$1,200; skilled
janitor,
La.irers, etc.
of
private passage,
passage, $840; three female attendants
attendants in charge
charge of ladies'
ladies'
of private
retiring room,
room, at
attendants to women's toilet
each; three attendants
$720 each;
at $720
retiring
operatorsrooms, Senate
Office Building,
Building, at
$720 each;
each; telephone operators—
at $720
Senate Office
rooms,
chief
$1,500, four
four at
night operator
operator $720;
telephone page,
$720; telephone
each, night
$900 each,
at $900
chief $1,500,
$720;
press gallery—superintendent
superintendent
gallery-superintendent $2,500, assistant superintendent
$720; press
correspondents $1,000;
$1,600,
service to
$1,000; laborers
laborers
press correspondents
to press
for service
messenger for
$1,600, messenger
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—three at $800 each, thirty-four
$720 each; sixteen
sixteen pages for the Pages.
-three
thirty-four at $720
Senate Chamber
Senate
Chamber,, at the rate of $2.50 per day each
each during the session,
$4,640; in all, $148,740.
$148,740.
$4,640;

For police force for Senate
Building under
Senate Office Building
Police,
under the Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Buildin
Police, Senate
senate Office
Offce
g.
Arms: Sixteen privates, at $1,050 each; special
officer, $1,200;
special officer,
$1,200; in
in all,
all,
$18,000.
$18,000.
POST
OFFICE: Postmaster,
clerk, $1,800;
eight mail
mail Postmaster,etc.
Postmaster, etc.
$2,500; chief
chief clerk,
$1,800; eight
POST OFFICE:
Postmaster, $2,500;
carriers and one wagon master, at $1,200 each;
carriers
each; three riding pages,
pages,
at $912.50 each; in all, $17,837.50.
FOLDING
ROOM: Foreman
$1,400; clerk, $1,200;
$1,200; Foldin
groom.
Foldingroom.
$1,600; assistant, $1,400;
Foreman, $1,600;
FOLDING ROOM:
folders—seven
each, seven
all, $17,080.
Foreman,
folders-seven at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
seven at
at $840
$840 each;
each; in
in all,
$17,080.
Foreman, etc.
etc.
UNDER
SUPERINTENDENT OF
THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL BUILDING
BUILDING AND
AND GROTJNDS:
Chief engineer,
engineer, etc.
Chief
etc.
GROUNDS:
OF THE
UNDER SUPERINTENDENT
Chief engineer, $2,160;
$2,160; assistant engineer and electrician,
electrician, $1,800;
$1,800;
three assistant engineers,
engineers, at $1,440 each; ten elevator conductors, at
$1,200 each; two machinists and electricians,
$1,200
electricians, at $1,400 each; laborers
—four
each, one in charge
charge of Senate toilet rooms in old library
-four at $720 each,
space, $660; attendant for service in old library
library portion of the Capitol,
$1,500;
$28,120.
$1,500; in all, $28,120.
For
the Senate
Senate Office
Office Building,
the Superintendent
of the
the Eietvetgeeetztprs,
For the
Building, under
under the
Superintendent of
Elevatorconductors,
Capitol Building and Grounds, subject to the control and supervision
teOceB
g.
of the Senate Committee
Fourteen elevator
conductors,
Committee on Rules: Fourteen
elevator conductors,
at $1,200 each; in all, $16,800.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
stationery for
and the
the PresiPresi- Contin
gent expenses.
CONTINGENT
For stationery
for Senators
Senators and
ontingentexpenses.
ner
dent of
the Senate,
$7,500 for
stationery for
for committees
dent
of the
Senate, including
including $7,500
for stationery
committees F. Stafio
$20,000.
and officers
officers of the Senate
Senate, $20,000.
Postage stamps:
stamps: For
For office
Secretary, $200;
office of
of Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Ptagestamps.
Postage stamps.
Postage
office of
of Secretary,
$200; office
Arms, $100; in all, $300.
Arms,
$300.
For maintaining, exchanging,
exchanging, and equipping
equipp I motor
motor vehicles
vehicles for Motor vehicle.
vehicle.
Ices of the Secretary
carrying the mails, and for official
official use of the offices
carrying
o1
Secretary
and Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms,
Arms, $10,000,
$10,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary.
For driving, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
automobile for
operation of
of an
Automobile, Vice
an automobile
for the Automobile,
Vice
Vice
President, $2,240.
President.
$2,240.
Vice President,
resident.
For materials
materials for folding,
foldi g, $1,500.
For
and pamphlets,
at a
arate
rate not
not exceeding
Folding.
exceeding $1 per
per Folding.
For folding
folding speeches
speeches and
pamphlets, at
thousand, $10,000.
$10,000.
For
fuel, oil,
cotton waste,
and advertising, exclusive
Fel, etc.
exclusive of labor,
labor, Fuel,
For fuel,
oil, cotton
waste, and
$2,500.
$2
500.
For purchase of furniture, $5,000.
Furniture.
furniture and repairs
exclusive of labor, Furniture.
For materials
materials for furniture
repairs of same, exclusive
$3,000.
$3000.
Packinggboxes.
boxes.
services in cleaning, repairing,
repairing, and varnishing furniture,
furniture, $2,000. Packin
For services
For packing
boxes, $970.
$970.
For
packing boxes,
Document w
ware For rent of warehouse
house
warehouse for storage of public documents, $1,800.
house.n
miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, $100,000.
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
Miscllaneous.
$100,000.
an m
For expenses
ordered by the Senate, tgq
expenses of inquiries and investigations
investigations ordered
tigri
r
i
.es
d
65s an
d invve
including compensation
compensation to stenographers
stenographers to
to committees
committees, at
at such rate
rate
as may be fixed by the Committee to Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate, but not exceeding
exceeding $1.25
$1.25 per printed
page, $50,000,
of which
which amount
amount not
exceed $10,000
page,
$50,000, of
not to
to exceed
$10,000 shall
shall be
be availavailable immediately.
able
immediately.
proceedings of the Senate, payable
For reporting the debates and proceedings
debtes.
payable Reporting
Reporting debates.
in equal monthly installments, $35,000.
CAPITOL POLICE.
CAPITOL
POLICE.
For captain,
captain, $1,800;
$1,800; three lieutenants,
lieutenants, at $1,200
$1,200 each; two special
officers,
officers, at $1,200 each; forty-seven
forty-seven privates, at $1,050 each; ten additional privates,
privates, at $840 each; one-half
one-half of said privates to be selected
selected
44281°-21--42
44281 °-21---42

Capitol police.

Capitol police.

PPay.
ay-
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by the Sergeant at Arms of
one-half by
by the
the Sergeant
Sergeant
of the Senate and
and one-half
the House;
House; in
all, $65,550.
at Arms
Arms of
of the
in all,
$65,550.
Contingent expenses.
Contingentexpenses.
For
contingent expenses,
For contingent
expenses, $200.
$200.
Division of disburseOne-half
One-half of the foregoing
foregoing amounts
amounts under
under "Capitol
"Capitol police"
police" shall
shall be
be
ments.
ments.
disbursed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate and one-half by the Clerk
Clerk
of the House.
Committee on
Joint Committee
on
JOINT COMMITTEE
JOINT
COMMITTEE ON
ON PRINTING.
PRINTING.
Printing.

Printing.

For clerk, $4,000; inspector,
inspector, under section 20 of the Act approved
approved

Clerk, etc.
etc.
Vol. 28,
p. 603.
Vol.
28, p.

63.

Congressional
ngressiol Directory.

January
for expenses
January 12,
12, 1895,
1895, $2,250; stenographer,
stenographer, $1,500;
$1,500; for
expenses of
comof com-

Direc- piling,
piling, preparing,
preparing, and indexing
indexing the Congressional
Congressional Directory, $1,600;
$1,600;
in all, $9,350, one-half to be disbursed by the Secretary of
of the Senate
Senate
and the other half
disbursed by
by the
the Clerk
Clerk of
of the
half to
to be disbursed
the House.
House.

Deoislative
drafting
Legislative drafting
tervice.
service.

vol. 40, p. 1141.

Vol. 40, p. 1141.

LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING
DRAFTING SERVICE.
SERVICE.

salaries and
and expenses
maintenance of
For salaries
expenses of
of maintenance
the legislative
of the
legislative drafting
drafting

service,
service, as authorized
authorized by section
section 1303 of the
Revenue Act of
of 1918,
1918,
the Revenue
$40,000, one-half of such amount
amount to
disbursed by
by the
to be
be disbursed
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Senate and one-half
one-half by the Clerk of the House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
House
of RepresentHiouse of
Representatives.
Pay of
of Members,
Members,
Pay

HOUSE
HOUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.

For compensation
compensation of Members
Members of the House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
For
House of
Delegates from Territories,
the Resident
Resident Commissioner
Territories, the
Commissioner from
from Porto
Porto
Rico, and the Resident
Resident Commissioners
the Philippine
Islands,
Commissioners from
from the
Philippine Islands,
$3,304,500.
$3,304,500.
Mleage.
Mileage.
For
For mileage of Representatives
Representatives and Delegates and expenses
expenses of
of
Resident Commissioners,
Commissioners, $175,000.
$175,000.
Resident
Officers, clerks, etc.
Offcers, clers etc.
For compensation
compensation of officers,
messengers, and
officers, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
and others:
others:
Speaker's
office.
Sipeaer'soffice.
OFFICE OF
THE S
SPEAKER:
to Speaker,
OFFICE
OF THE
PEAKER: Secretary
Secretary to
Speaker, $4,000;
$4,000; clerk
clerk to
to
Digest of Rules.
Digest of Rules.
Speaker's
Speaker's table,
table, $3,600, and for preparing
preparing Digest of
of the
the Rules,
$1,000
Rules, $1,000
per annum; clerk to Speaker,
to Speaker,
Speaker, $1,440;
$1,440;
Speaker, $1,600;
$1,600; messenger
messenger to
messenger
to
Speaker's
table,
$1,200;
in
all,
$12,840.
messenger
to
Speaker's
table,
$1,200;
in
all,
$12,840.
Chaplain.
p
CHAPLAIN:
Chaplain, $1,200,
$1,200, and
$600 additional
C
HAPLAIN: For Chaplain,
and $600
additional so
so long
long as
as
the
position is
is held
held by
the
present incumbent.
incumbent.
the
position
by
the
present
Clerk of the House,
ou
clerks,etc.he
se
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF THE
Clerk of
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, ininTHE CLERK:
CLERK: Clerk
of the
elerks,etc.
compensation as disbursing
cluding compensation
of the
the contingent
contingent fund,
disbursing officer
officer of
fund,
$6,500; hire of horse and wagon
wagon for
Clerk's office,
for use of the Clerk's
office, $1,200,
$1,200,
or so much thereof
thereof as
necessary; Chief
Clerk, $4,500;
Journal
as may
may be
be necessary;
Chief Clerk,
$4,500; Journal
clerk and two reading clerks,
$4,000 each;
each; disbursing
disbursing clerk,
clerks, at $4,000
clerk, $3,400;
$3,400;
tally clerk, $3,300; file clerk, $3,250; enrolling
$3,000 and
and
enrolling clerk,
clerk, $3,000
$1,000
$1,000 additional
additional so long as the position is held by
the present
by the
present incumincumbent; chief bill clerk, $3,000; assistant to Chief Clerk,
Clerk, and
and assistant
assistant
enrolling clerk, at $2,500
$2,500 each; assistant to disbursing
disbursing clerk, $2,400;
$2,400;
stationery
stationery clerk, $2,200; librarian, $2,100; assistant
librarian, $2,100;
assistant librarian,
$2,100;
assistant librarian,
messenger and
assistassistant file clerk,
clerk, $1,900;
$1,900; assistant
librarian, messenger
and assistant Journal clerk, at $1,800
clerks-one $1,800,
$1,800, three
$1,680
$1,800 each;
each; clerks-one
three at
at $1,680
each; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, and assistant in disbursing
disbursing office, at
$1,600 each;
at $1,600
each;
four assistants
assistants to chief bill clerk, at $1,500
$1,500 each; stenographer
stenographer to Clerk,
$1,400;
$1,400; locksmith,
locksmith, who shall be skilled in his trade, $1,300;
$1,300; messenger
messenger
and typewriter repairer
repairer in Chief
assistant in
staChief Clerk's
Clerk's office,
office, and
and assistant
in stationery room, at S1,200
file room, messenger
$1,200 each: messenger in rile
messenger in
in
disbursing office, and assistant in House library, at $1,100
$1,100 each;
each;
stenographer
stenographer to Journal clerk, $1,000;
$1,000; nine telephone
telephone operators, at
at
S900
each; three session
8900 each:
session telephone
telephone operators,
operators, at
at $75
$75 per
month each
per month
each
from December
December 1,
1, 1920, to March 31,
31, 1921: substitute
telephone operopersubstitute telephone
S2.50 per day, $500; two
ator when
when required,
required, at $2.50
two laborers
in bathlaborers in
bathroom, at $900
laborers, at $720
$900 each; six laborers,
in enrolling
enrolling
$720 each:
each; page
page in
room, $720:
8720: two janitors, at 8720
5720 each:
each; allowance
Clerk for
for
allowance to
to Chief Clerk
stenographic and typewriter
typewriter services,
stenographic
services, $1,000:
$1,000: in all,
all, $104,670.
8104,670.

Delegates, and ResiDelegates,
ResiCommissioners.
dent Commissioners.
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UNDER S
SUPERINTENDENT
UNDER
UPERINTENDENT OF
THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL BUILDING
GROUNDS: Chief
etc.
OF THE
BUILDING AND
AND GROUNDS:
Chief engineer,
egineer, etc.
Chief engineer, $2,160; four assistant
assistant engineers
$1,440 each;
engineers at $1,440
electrician, $1,400;
machinist, $1,400;
$1,400; electrician,
$1,400; twenty-four
twenty-four elevator conconductors, including
including fourteen for service in the House Office Building,
at $1,200
$1,200 each, who shall be under the supervision and direction
direction of
of the
Superintendent
Superintendent of the Capitol Building and Grounds; laborer, $800;
$800;
three charwomen;
charwomen; in all, $41,040.
CLERKS,
JANITORS TO THE
THE FOLLOWING
C
LERKS, MESSENGERS,
MESSENGERS, AND
AND JANITORS
c
dlelkst mes
t
s
eengers,
FOLLOWING COMMITCOMMIT- an
anCdleatoms
tc
or
Accounts-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk
TEES: Accounts—clerk
$1,800, janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; mittees
nausea%
clerk $1,800,
Agriculture-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
Agriculture—clerk
$1,000;
$1,800, janitor
janitor $1,000;
Appropriations-clerk
Appropriations—clerk $4,000 and $1,000 additional so long as
as the
the
position is held by the present incumbent,
incumbent, assistant clerk $3,000,
$3,000, asassistant clerk and stenographer
stenographer $2,500, assistant clerks—one
clerks-one $1,900,
$1,900,
one $1,800,
janitor $1,000;
$1,800, janitor
$1,000; Banking
Banking. and Currency—clerk
$2,000,
Currency-clerk$2,000,
assistant
Census-clerk $2,000,
assistant clerk
clerk $1,200, janitor $720; Census—clerk
$2,000, janitor
janitor
Claims-clerk $2,500, assistant
$1,200, janitor $720;
$720; Claims—clerk
assistant clerk $1,200,
$720;
Coinage, Weights, and Measures-clerk
Measures—clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor $720; District
District
of Columbia-clerk
$2,500, assistant
Columbia—clerk $2,500,
assistant clerk $1,800, janitor $720; Education-clerk $2,000;
cation—clerk
$2,000; Election
Election of President, Vice President,
President, and
and
Representatives in Congress-clerk
Representatives
Congress—clerk $2,000; Elections
Elections Number
Number OneOne—
clerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor
janitor $1,000; Elections Number Two—clerk
clerk
Two-clerk $2,000,
$720; Elections
janitor $720;
Elections Number Three-clerk
Three—clerk $2,000, janitor
$720;
janitor $720;
Enrolled Bills-clerk
Enrolled
Bills—clerk $2,000, janitor $720;
$720; Flood Control—clerk
Control-clerk
$2,000, janitor
$2,000,
janitor $720; Foreign Affairs-clerk
Affairs—clerk $2,500, assistant
assistant clerk
clerk
Immigration and Naturalization-clerk
$1,800, janitor $720; Immigration
Naturalization—clerk $2,000,
$2,000,
janitor $720; Indian Affairs—clerk
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
Affairs-clerk $2,500,
$1,800,
janitor
janitor $720; Industrial
Industrial Arts and Expositions-clerk
Expositions—clerk $2,000,
janitor
$2,000, janitor
$720; InsularAffairs-clerk
Insular Affairs—clerk $2,000, janitor $720; Interstate
Interstate and
and
Foreign Commerce-clerk
$2,500, additional
Foreign
Commerce—clerk $2,500,
additional clerk $2,000, assistant
assistant
clerk
clerk $1,500,
$1,500, janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Irrigation of Arid Lands—clerk
Lands-clerk $2,000,
janitor $720;
Pensions-clerk $2,500, stenographer
$720; Invalid Pensions—clerk
stenographer $2,190,
$2,190,
assistant clerk $2,000, janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Judiciary—clerk
$2,500, assistJudiciary-clerk $2,500,
assistant clerk $1,600,
Labor-clerk $2,000, janitor $720;
$1,600, janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Labor—clerk
$720;
Library-clerk
Library—clerk $2,000, janitor $720; Merchant
Marine and FisherMerchant Marine
ies-clerk
ies—clerk $2,000, janitor $720;
$720; Military Affairs-clerk
Affairs—clerk $2,500, asassistant clerk $1,500, janitor $1,000; Mines and Mining-clerk
Mining—clerk $2,000,
janitor $720; Naval Affairs—clerk
Affairs-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,500,
$1,000; Patents-clerk
janitor $1,000;
Patents—clerk $2,000, janitor $720; Pensions—clerk
Pensions-clerk
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,600,
$1,600, janitor $720; Post Offices and
$2.500,
and Post
Post
Roads-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,400,
Roads—clerk
$1,400, janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; Printing-clerk
ing—clerk $2,000, janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Public
Grounds—
Public Buildings and
and Groundsclerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,200,
Public Lands—
$1,200, janitor $720;
$720; Public
Landsclerk $2,000,
$2,000, assistant clerk $1,200, janitor
Reform in the
janitor $720; Reform
Civil Service-clerk
Service—clerk $2,000; Revision
Revision of the Laws-clerk
Laws—clerk $3,000,
janitor $720; Rivers and Harbors—clerk
Harbors-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk
clerk
$1,800,
$1,000; Roads-clerk
$1,800, janitor $1,000;
Roads—clerk $2,000, janitor $720; Rules—
Rulesclerk $2,000, assistant clerk $1,500, janitor $720;
$720 ; Territories-clerk
Territ ories— cl
erk
$2,000, .
janitor $720;
$720; War Claims—clerk
assistant clerk
Claims-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
clerk
$1,200,
Means-clerk $3,000,
$1,200, janitor $720; Ways
Ways and Means—clerk
$3,000, assistant clerk
and stenographer
stenographer $2,000, assistant clerk $1,900, janitors-one
janitors—one $1,000,
$1,000,
one $720;
in all,
$181,570.
one
$720; in
all, $181,570.
Appropriations in the foregoing
shall not be
Appropriations
foregoing paragraph
paragraph shall
be available
e
l
r
rthesroli
gatt2
available ca
ClCkokttheoaft
for
payment
of any
any clerk
a committee
closeofCongr
for the
the pa.)
ment of
clerk or
or assistant clerk to a
committee who el°8
" Cmgressdoes
termination of the Congress during which he was
does not, after
after the termination
was
appointed,
perform his duties under the direction
appointed, perform
direction of the Clerk of the
House: Provided,
House:
Provided, That the foregoing shall not apply to the Committee Proiso.
Prmis°Exception.
Accounts.ceptin.
on Accounts.
foregoing shall be appointed
Janitos
Janitors under the foregoing
appointed by the chairman,
chairman, sAftnitc7,:
t,etc.
o
respectively,
ommitt ees ,an
d shall
shall perform
perf
orm un
der t
he direcPp
respectively, of said
said c
committees,
and
under
the
direc- Ap
etc

tion of the Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper all of the duties heretofore
heretofore required of
of
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Doorkeeper, and shall
messengers detailed
detailed to
said committees
committees by
by the Doorkeeper,
to said
messengers
the
be
subject
to
removal
by
the
Doorkeeper
at
any
after the
any time after
at
Doorkeeper
the
be subject to removal by
appointed.
they
termination
of
the
Congress
which
were
app
ointed.
during
Congress
the
of
,termination
Sergeant at Arms
$6,500; deputy
A
On. ICE OF
ERGEANT AT
Sergeant at
Arms, $6,500;
at Arms,
ARMS: Sergeant
AT ARMS:
SERGEANT
OF S
OFFICE
deputy, etc.
etc.
deputy,
sergeant
arms, $2,500;
$2,500; cashier,
$4,000; financial
$2,700;
financial clerk, $2,700;
cashier, $4,000;
at arms,
sergeant at
pairs,
in
bookkeeper,
$2,200;
deputy
sergeant
at
arms
charge
of
arms
at
sergeant
deputy
$2,200;
bookkeeper,
$1,800;
pair clerk
$1,800; messenger,
messenger '$1,400; stenogstenogmessenger, $1,800;
and messenger,
clerk and
$1,800; pair
rapher
typewriter, $900;
$900; skilled
$840; hire of horse and
laborer, $840;
skilled laborer,
and typewriter,
rapher and
wagon,
m all, $25,240.
$600; in
wagon, $600;
B,I,r°
°"s°°Ince
For police
police force, House Office Building, under the Sergeant at
For
ffice
Police,,1(ose
Arms:
Lieutenant, $1,200;
privates, at $1,050 each; in all,
thirteen privates,
$1,200; thirteen
Arms: Lieutenant,
$14,850.
$14,850.
and
Doorkeeper, special
OFFICE
OF DOORKEEPER:
DOORKEEPER: Doorkeeper, $5,000;
$5,000; maintenance
maintenance and
OFFICE OF
Doorkeeper, special
employee, etc.
may
repair of
folding room
motor truck, $500, or so much thereof as may
room motor
of folding
repair
be
necessary; special
special employee,
employee, $1,800;
superintendent of reporters'
reporters'
$1,800; superintendent
be necessary;
gallery, $2,000;
$2,000; janitor,
janitor, $1,500;
messengers-sixteen at $1,180 each,
$1,500; messengers-sixteen
gallery,
Messengers, etc.
Messengers,etc.
fourteen on
on soldiers'
roll at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
laborers-seventeen at $720
$720
each; laborers-seventeen
soldiers' roll
fourteen
each,
two known
known as
as cloakroom
men at
at $840
$840 each, eight known as
cloakroom men
each, two
cloakroom men,
one $600
and $120
$120 additional
additional so
position
so long as the position
$600 and
men, one
cloakroom
is held
held by
incumbent, and
and seven at $600 each; two
present incumbent,
the present
by the
is
supernFolding room
female
attendants in
in ladies'
each; su
•
retiring rooms at $800 each;
ladies' retiring
female attendants
.
at
clerks, at
$2,100;
foreman,, $
$2,500;
superintendent,
etc. tendent
tendent of folding room, $
2,
500 ;foreman
2,100 ;three
three cler
etc.
tnet,
Su
thirty$720;
laborer,
$720;
$1,600
each;
messenger,
$1,200;
$
720
;
thi;ty
janitor,
$1,200;
messenger,
each;
$1,600
two
at $900
each; two drivers, at $840 each; two chief pages,
$900 each;
Pages, etc.
folders, at
two folders,
Pages,etc.
telephones (one for the
at
$1,500 each;
each; two
two messengers
messengers in
charge of telephones
in charge
at $1,500
in charge of
minority),
at
$1,800
each;
two
assistant
messengers
messengers
assistant
two
each;
minority), at $1,800
telephones
for the
the minority),
$1,500 each;
forty-four pages,
each; forty-four
at $1,500
minority), at
(one for
telephones (one
during the
including two
two riding
riding pages, two telephone pages,
session, including
the session,
during
the
press-gallery_page,
and ten
ten pages
pages for
duty at the entrances to the
for duty
page, and
press-gallery
of
superintendent
$12,760;
day each,
per day
$2.50 per
room.- Hall of the House, at $2.50
M'cument r°
each, $
12 ,
760 ;
super
inte
ndent of
Doument
Superintendent, etc. document room, $2,900;
clerk,
$2,100;
superintendent,
$2,900;
superintendent,
$2,100;
clerk,
assistant
room,
document
Superintendent,etc.
one
$1,700;
clerk, 451,600;
assistants-seven at $1,280
$1,280 each, one
$1,600; assistants-seven
assistant clerk,
$1,700; assistant
$1,100;
janitor,
$920;
messenger
to
press
room,
$1,000;
in
all,
press
to
$1,100; janitor, $920; messenger
$152,080.
$152,080.
Joel
Grayson.
For
employment of
of Joel
document room, $2,500.
$2,500.
Joel Grayson in the document
For the employment
oelOrayLoL
editor and
services as
for services
Loomis for
Ray. Loomis
W. Ray
of W.
For compensation
. Ray Los.
compensation of
as editor
and
and
compiler
the Weekly
Monthly Compendium
Compendium and
Compendium and Monthly
Weekly Compendium
of the
compiler of
as assistant
$2,500.
document room, $2,500.
the document
in the
assistant in
as
Minority employees.
For
employees authorized
resolution
authorized and named in the resolution
minority employees
For minority
Minority employees.
messenger and
of May
May 19,
1919: Special
$1,800; special
special messenger
employee, $1,800;
Special employee,
19, 1919:
of
assistant
pair clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; two
special messengers,
$1,800 each;
messengers, at $1,800
two special
assistant pair
special chief
page and
and pair
pair clerk,
$1,800; in all, $9,000.
clerk, $1,800;
chief page
special
Special designated
For assistant
messenger authorized
authorized and named
named in the
department messenger
assistant department
For
desiated
Special
employees.
$2,000.
resolution of December
December 7, 1897,
resolution
emplyees
For special
authorized and
resolution of
named in the resolution
and named
messenger authorized
special messenger
For
January
15, 1900,
1900, $1,500.
January 15,
To continue
employment of
the assistant
assistant foreman
foreman of the folding
of the
continue employment
To
room,
authorized in
the resolution
resolution of
September 30, 1913, at $3.85
of September
m the
room, authorized
per day,
$1,405.25.
day, $1,405.25.
per
To
continue employment
the person
named in
resolution
the resolution
in the
person named
of the
employment of
To continue
of
28, 1914,
1914, as
$840.
laborer, $840.
a laborer,
as a
April 28,
of April
To continue
employment of
of the
the laborer
authorized and named in
laborer authorized
continue employment
To
the resolution
resolution of
December 19, 1901, $840.
$840.
of December
the
preseven preAppointment
sucSuccessors
to any of the employees provided for in the seven
Successors to
ofsucAppointment of
e s or
Representatives
of
ceding
paragraphs
may
be
named
by
the
House
Representatives
ceding paragraphs may be named by the House
. s
at
at any time.
0111

W. RaY 14°mis.

Conferenceminority.

Conferenceminority.

Conference minority:
minority: Clerk,
Clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; assistant
$1,500; janitor,
janitor,
clerk, $1,500;
assistant clerk,
Conference
chairman
$1,000;
in
all,
$5,000;
the
same
to
be
appointed
the
chairman
of
by
appointed
be
to
same
the
$1,000; in all, $5,000;
the conference
minority.
conference minority.
the
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To
of messengers
in the
the majority
majority and
and
the employment
employment of
messengers in
To continue
continue the
minority caucus rooms, to be appointed
appointed by the majority and minority
minority
whips,
whips, respectively,
respectively, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each; in all, $2,400.
$2,400.
majority floor leader:
leader: Clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; assistant clerk,
Office of
of majority
$1,500; janitor,
janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; in
$1,500;
in all,
all, $5,000.
postmaster,
OFFICE OF
OF POSTMASTER:
POSTMASTER: Postmaster,
Postmaster, $4,000;
$4,000; assistant postmaster,
OFFICE
$2,200; registry
registry and money-order
money-order clerk, $1,500; thirty-four messen$2,200;
gers
(including one
mails) at $1,200
of mails)
$1,200
superintend transportation
transportation of
gers (including
one to
to superintend
each; laborer,
laborer, $720;
$49,220.
each;
$720; in
in all,
all, $49,220.
carrying the mails, $4,200,
$4,200, or so much
much
For hire of vehicles for carrying
thereof as
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
thereof
as may
OFFICIAL REPORTERS:
Six official
official reporters
reporters of
the proceedings
proceedings and
of the
OFFICIAL
REPOBTERS: Six
$6,900 each; assistant, $3,000; six
six expert
expert
debates of the
the House,
House, at $6,000
transcribers,
transcribers, at $1,200 each;
each; janitor, $980; in all, $47,180.
$47,180.
comstenographers to comFour; stenographers
COMMITTEES: Four;
STENOGRAPHERS
S
TENOGRAPHERS TO COMMITTEES:
24,720.
mittees, at
at $6,000 each;
$720; in
in all,
all, $24,720.
janitor, $720;
mittees,
each; janitor,
Wherever
"during the session"
session" occur in
in the foregoing
foregoing
Wherever the
the words "during
paragraphs they shall be construed
construed to mean the one hundred and
paragraphs
sixteen
1921, both
1920, to March 31,
31, 1921,
sixteen days from December 6, 1920,
inclusive.
inclusive.
C
LERK HIRE,
MEMBERS AND
AND DELEGATES:
HIRE, MEMBERS
necessarily
CLERK
DELEGATES: For clerk hire necessarily
employed
employed by each
each Member, Delegate, and Resident Commissioner,
in the discharge of his official
representative duties, $3,200 per
official and representative
annum, in
installments, $1,408,000,
$1,408,000, or
so much
thereof as
as
in monthly
monthly installments,
or-so
much thereof
may
be necessary:
resolution approved
necessary: Provided,
Provided, That the joint resolution
may be
July 11,
11, 1919,
1919, shall apply to this appropriation
appropriation in
in the same manner
appropriation for clerk hire for Members, Deleas it
it applied
applied to the appropriation
gates,
Resident Commissioners
Commissioners for
for the
fiscal year
year 1920.
1920.
gates, and
and Resident
the fiscal
EXPENSES: For
For wrapping
wrapping paper,
paper, pasteboard,
pasteboard, paste,
paste,
C
ONTINGENT RXPENSES:
CONTINGENT
wrappers, and other necessary-materials for foldtwine, newspaper
newspaper wrappers,
ing, for use of Members,
Members, the Clerk's office, and folding room, not
not
including envelopes,
envelopes writing
including
writing paper, and other paper and materials
furnished by the Public Printer, upon requisitions
to be printed and
and furnished
requisitions
from the Clerk of the House,
provisions of the
House, under provisions
the Act approved
January
January 12, 1895, $10,000.
$10,000.
For furniture,
furniture and materials
repairs of the same, including
materials for repairs
including not
to exceed
exceed $12,000
$12,000 for labor, tools, and machinery
machinery for furniture
furniture repair
shop, $30,000.
shop,
$30,000.
boxes, $6,000, or
For packing boxes,
or so
so much thereof
thereof as may be
be necessary.
necessary.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and expenses of special and select comcomspecifically ordered by
mittees, exclusive of salaries and labor,
labor , unless specifically
875,0450.
the House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, $75,000.
For stationery
for Representatives,
and Resident
For
stationery for
Representatives, Delegates,
Delegates, and
Resident ComCoinmissioners,
missioners, including
including $5,000 for stationery
stationery for the use of the committees
of the
tees and
and officers
officers of
the House,
House, $60,000.
$60,000.
For postage stamps:
stamps: Postmaster, $250; clerk, $450; Sergeant at
Arms, $300;
doorkeeper, $150;
Arms,
$300; doorkeeper,
$150; in all, $1,150.
$1,150.
For driving,
maintenance, repair,
and operation
an automobile
For
driving, maintenance,
repair, and
operation of
of an
automobile
for the Speaker, $2,800.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
LIBRARY
$7,500; chief
chief assistant
assistant libralibraGeneral
administration: Librarian,
Librarian, $7,500;
General administration:
$1,800;
rian, $4,500;
$4,500; chief clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; librarian's
librarian's secretary, $1,800;
clerks-one
clerks—one $1,200,
$1,200, two at $1,000
$1,000 each; stenographers
stenographers and typewriters—one
$1.200, one $900; messenger,
messenger, $840;
writers-one $1,200,
$840; messenger
messenger to
to chief
chief
assistant librarian,
librarian, $600; junior messenger, $420; operator of photographic
copying machine, $600; in all, $24,060.
graphic copying
$24,060.
Mail and
Assistants-one in charge
Mail
and delivery: Assistants—one
charge $1,600,
$1,600, chief $1,200,
$1,200,
$5,560.
one $960, one $780,
$780, one $600; junior messenger,
messenger, $420; in all, $5,560.

Caucus messengers.
messengers.

aucus

Majorityfloorleader.

Majority floor leader.

assist

Postmaster,
ant, etc.

assist-

antetc.

Mail vehicle

Mail vehicles.

Oicial
reporters.
Official reporters.
Stenographers
Stenographers

to

committees.
com
te

.During thesession"
"Duringthesession"

to mean 116 days.
a
tomea"6d
ys.

Clerk hire, Members
Members
clerk
and Delegates.
s

nd Delegate -

provo.
Previa°.
.iip
t
i
s
3lication of guy.
of payApplicaton
mots
.
p.162.

Ank,p.162.

Contingent
expenses.
contingent expenses.
Folding
materials.
Foldingmaterials.

vol.

K.

Vol. 28,
2, p. 624.

Furniture.

Packing
Packing boes.
boxes.

tem

iacaes

Miscellaneous Items,
etc.

etc.

stationery.
Stationery.
Postagestamps.
Postage
stamps.
Automobile, Speakrutomobile
er.

Spea-

Library of Congress.
LibrryofCg
Librarian, eta.

ubra n,eta.

Mall and delivery.

uIiddenVr.
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assistants—one
accession: Chief of division, $2,500; assistants-one
Order and accession:
$600
$1,500,
$1,200, three
three at
$840 each, two at $600
each, two at $840
$960 each,
at $960
one $1,200,
$1,500, one
Catalogue, ciassulca- each, one $580; two junior messengers, at $420
in all,
12 ,
380 .
$12,380.
all, $
each; in
CataIo e, casific- each, one $580; two junior messengers, at $420 each;
tion,
and shelf.
Catalogue classification,
classification, and shelf: Chief of division, $3,000; chief
chief
Catalogue,
tion, an^ea
classifier,
$2,000; assistants—four
$1,500
at $1,800
$1,800 each, seven at $1,500
assistants-four at
classifier, $2,000;
$1,000 each,
each, six
$1,400 each,
twelve at $1,200 each, six at $1,000
each, twelve
at $1,400
six at
each,
fourteen
each, four
four at
thirteen at $840 each, thireach, thirteen
at $920
$920 each,
at $960
$960 each,
fourteen at
teen at
at $600
each, four
$540 each;
six junior
junior messengers,
$420
messengers, at $420
each; six
at $540
four at
$600 each,
teen
Binding
each;
in all,
$92,020.
all, $92,020.
each; in
Binding.
Binding: Assistants-one
Assistants—one in
charge $1,500,
$1,500, one
one $960; junior
junior
in charge
Binding:
messenger, $420;
$420; in
$2,880.
in all, $2,880.
messenger,
assistants-one $1,500,
BibliographyBibliography:
$1,500,
Bibliography: Chief of division, $3,000; assistants—one
Bibliography.
two at
$960 each,
stenographer and typewriter, $960;
each, one $840; stenographer
at $960
two
messenger, $420; in all, $8,640.
$8,640.
junior messenger,
Reading rooms.
collections:
Reading
rooms (including
evening service)
and special
special collections:
service) and
(including evening
Reading rooms
Berm
Superintendent, $3,000;
assistants—two at
$1,800 each, seven at
at
at $1,800
$3,000; assistants-two
Superintendent,
$1,000
$1,200
(including one in
in room for the blind), three at $1,000
each (including
$1,200 each
each,
two at
desk at
at $1,080
$1,080 each,
each, five at $960 each (including
charging desk
at charging
each, two
one
for Toner
library and
one for
Washington library),
room
library), one in room
for Washington
and one
Toner library
one for
for
the blind
blind $900,
thirty at
at $840
each, six
six at
$600 each; stenographer
stenographer
at $600
$840 each,
$900, thirty
for the
and typewriter,
$960; attendants-Senate
attendants—Senate reading
reading room $960,
typewriter, $960;
and
Representatives' reading
one $840,
two in
in cloakcloak$840, two
$960, one
room-one $960,
reading room—one
Representatives'
room at
at $780
$780 each,
each, two
for gallery
and alcoves
alcoves at $540
$540 each; telephone
gallery and
two for
room
operator,
messengers, at
two watchmen,
watchmen,
each; two
$420 each;
at $420
junior messengers,
four junior
$720; four
operator, $720;
at $780
each; in
in all,
all, $64,980.
$64,980.
$780 each;
at
PeriodicaL
Periodical (including
(including evening
evening service):
Chief of
of division,
$2,000;
division, $2,000;
service): Chief
Periodical
eriodca
assistants—chief, $1,500,
$840 each; stenogstenog$1,500, two at $960 each, five at $840
assistants--chief,
rapher and
and typewriter,
each;
two junior messengers, at $420 each;
$960; two
typewriter, $960;
rapher
$11,420.
in all, $11,420.
assistants-one $1,500, one
Documents:
Documents.
Documents: Chief of division, $3,000;
$3,000; assistants—one
$840; two
two translators,
translators, at
at $1,200 each;
stenographer and typewriter,
each; stenographer
$840;
$960; junior
junior messenger,
messenger, $420;
$420; in
all, $9,120.
$9,120.
in al,
$960;
$1,500,
assistants-chief $1,500,
division, $3,000;
Manuscript:
Manuscript.
Manuscript: Chief of division
$3,000; assistants—chief
Manoseript.
one $960;
messenger, $420; in all, $5,880.
$5,880.
$960; junior messenger,
one
charts.
assistants-one $1,500,
$1,500,
Maps and charts.
Maps and charts: Chief of division, $3,000; assistants—one
two
two at $960 each, one $840; junior messenger, $420; in all, $7,680.
Music.
assistants-one $1,500,
$1,500, one
Music.
Music: Chief of division, $3,000; assistants—one
$1,000,
two at
each; junior
junior messenger,
messenger, $420; in
$7,600.
in all,
all, $7,600.
at $840
$840 each;
$1,000, two
Prints.
assistants-one $1,500,
$1,500, two at
at
Prints: Chief of division, $2,000;
$2,000; assistants—one
$960 each;
$5,840.
messenger, $420; in all, $5,840.
junior messenger,
each; junior
$960
$1,500,
assistants-one $1,500,
smithsoniandeposit. Smithsonian deposit: Custodian,
smitbs°niandewsit•
Custodian, $1,500; assistants—one
$4,260.
one $840;
junior messenger, $420; in all, $4,260.
one
$840; junior
assistantsReference Library: Custodian, $2,000; assistants—
ReCongressional Reference
congressionl
terence
Congressional
Library.
ReCongressional
one $1,200,
messengers, at $420 each;
$840; two junior messengers,
one $840;
one $960,
$960, one
one
$1,200, one
$5,840.
in all, $5,840.
Law Library.
Library.
librarian, $3,000; assistants—two
$1,400
assistants-two at $1,400
Law librarian,
Law Library: Law
each,
one $600,
one $540,
(evening service) $1,500;
$1,500; in
one (evening
$540, one
$600, one
one $960,
$960, one
each, one
all,
$9,400.
all, $9,400.
Semitic and Oriental
Literature: Chief of division, $3,000; assistSemitic and Oriental Literature:
oriental
Sriticand
Li t
ex:Awe.
ants—one
$1,500, one $900;
$5,820.
messenger, $420; in all, $5,820.
$900; junior
junior messenger,
ants-one $1,500,
Lilarature.
Copyright office.
COPYRIGHT
COPYRIGHT OFFICE:
OFFICE: Register, $4,000; assistant
$3,000;
assistant register, $3,000;
clerks—four
four at
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, seven
$1,600
at $1,600
seven at
each, four
$2,000 each,
at $2,000
clerks-four at
each,
one $1,500,
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
at $1,200
each, ten at
$1,200 each,
each, ten
ten at
eight at
$1,500, eight
each, one
$1,000
at $960
$960 each,
$860 each, ten at $780
at $860
each, two at
eighteen at
each, eighteen
$1,000 each,
each, four
at $600
each, two
at $480
four junior
messengers, at
at
junior messengers,
each; four
$480 each;
two at
$600 each,
four at
each,
special service:
service: Three clerks, at $1,200 each;
Arrears, special
$420 each. Arrears,
porter, $780;
messenger, $420;
$104,740.
$420; in all, $104,740.
junior messenger,
$780; junior
porter,
of Congress to
Librarian
the
Legislative
Reference:
egislative
ReferTA
'g1915tive
ReferLegislative
Reference:
To
enable
Librarian
enee.
Service
competent persons to gather, classify, and make available, in
designated. employ competent
Service designated
translations,
indexes, digests,
and bulletins, and othercompilations, and
digests, compilations,
translations, indexes,
Order andaccession.
and accessionOrder
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wise, data for or bearing upon legislation, and to render such data
serviceable to Congress and committees
committees and Members
Members thereof,
$25,000:
Provided, That not to exceed one person shall be
$25,000: Provided,
employed
be employed
hereunder at a
compensation exceeding
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 per
annum.
a rate of compensation
per annum.
DISTRIBUTION OF
DISTRIBUTION
OF CARD
CARD INDEXES:
INDEXES: For service in connection with
distribution of card indexes and other publications
publications of the Library:
Library:
Chief of division, $3,000; chief assistant, $1,800;
$1,800; assistants—two
assistants-two at
at
$1,400 each,
$1,600 each, three at $1,500
$1,500 each,
each, three at $1,400
each, four
four at
at $1,200
$1,200
$1,100 each, four at $1,000
each, four at $1,100
$1,000 each; for services of assistants at salaries
salaries less than $1,000
annum and for piecework and
and
$1,000 per annum
work by the hour, $21,000, including
exceeding $500 for freight
freight
including not exceeding
charges, expressage,
expressage, traveling
traveling expenses
expenses connected
connected with such districharges,
expenses of attendance
bution, and expenses
attendance at meetings when incurred
incurred on the
written authority and direction
direction of the Librarian, $50,900.
$50,900.

Proviso.

Pa"triio
Pay restriction.
Card indexes.
card
indexes.

T em ora r services.
p y seices.
TEMPORABY SERVICES:
SERVICES: For special
special and
and temporary
temporary service,
service, includinclud- Temporary
TEMPORARY
ing
special services
services of
employees at
discretion of the
ing extra special
of regular
regular employees
at the discretion
Librarian, $2,500, of which $500 shall be immediately
available.
immediately available.
Carrier service.
C
ARRIER SERVICE:
For service
service in
in connection
connection with
with the
Senate and
and Carrier
service
CARRIER
SERVICE: For
the Senate
House Office
Office Buildings, $960,
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
be
necessary.
$960,
opening,
S
UNDAY OPENING:
enable the
the Library
Library of
to be
be kept
SUNDAY
OPENING: To
To enable
of Congress
Congress to
kept Sunday
unday opening.
open for reference
reference use from two until ten o'clock
postmeridian on
o'clock postmeridian
on
Sundays and legal holidays,
holidays, within the discretion of the Librarian,
Librarian,
including the extra services
services of employees and the services of addiincluding
employees under the
Librarian, $10,000,
$625 shall be
tional employees
theLibrarian,
$10,000, of which
which$625
be
immediately available,
available, or so much
thereof as may be necessary.
necessary.
immediately
much thereof
INCREASE
OF CONGRESS:
purchase of
puc
of books
boo
for In
p
urc
ent%, °of
VtbitZg,
I
NCREASE OF LIBBRAY
LiWRATLY OF
CONGRESS: For for
tc.
the Library, including
etc.
including payment
payment in advance
advance for
or subscription
subscription books, e
and society publications,
publications, and for freight, commissions,
commissions, and traveling
traveling
expenses, and all other expenses
expenses incidental
incidental to the acquisition
acquisition of
expenses,
of
bequest, or
continue available
available
books by
by purchase,
purchase, gift, bequest,
or exchange,
exchange, to
to continue
during the
the fiscal
$90,000, together
fiscal year
year 1922,
1922, $90,000,
together with
with the
the unexpended
unexpended
balance of the sum
sum appropriated
for the
fiscal year
year
balance
appropriated for
for this
this object
object for
the fiscal
1920;
1920;
a books.
For purchase
purchase of
of books
books and
the law
law library,
library, under
and for
for periodicals
periodicals for
for the
under Law
L
books.
the direction
direction of the Chief Justice, $3,000;
Books for Supreme
For purchase
purchase of
of new
books of
reference for
For
new books
of reference
for the
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court, coBurt
or supreme
Court.
to be aa part of the Library of Congress, and purchased
purchased by the
the marmarshal of the Supreme Court, under the direction of the
the Chief Justice,
Justice,
$2,000;
$2 000
Periodicals.
od cals'
For
purchase of miscellaneous
miscellaneous periodicals
periodicals and newspapers, $5,000; Per
For purchase
In
$100,000.
all, $100,000.
In all,
Contingent expenses.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For miscellaneous
exp
miscellaneous and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses,onent
CONTINGENT
stationery, supplies, stock, and materials
materials directly
directly purchased,
mis—
stationery,
purchased, miscellaneous
incidental
cellaneous
traveling expenses, postage, transportation,
transportation, incidental
expenses
administration of the Library and the
expenses connected with the administration
the
Copyright Office,
exceeding $500
of attendCopyright
Office, including not exceeding
$500 for expenses
expenses of
attendance
incurred on the
written authority
authority and
direcance at meetings
meetings when
when incurred
the written
and direction
Librarian, $9,000.
$9,000.
of the Librarian,
tion of
Care of building and
LIBRARY
AND GROUNDS:
GROUNDS: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $3,600; clerks—
cref
LIBRARY BUILDING
BUTLDING AND
building and
clerks-- grounds.
Superintendent, etc.
one
$1,600, one $1,400,
$1,400, one $1,000;
one $2,000,
$2,000, one
one $1,600,
$1,000; property
property clerk,
clerk, $900;
$900; Snpairtnduit,etc.
messenger; assistant messenger;
messenger;
telephone switchboard
switchboard opermessenger; three telephone
ators; captain of watch, $1,400; two lieutenants of the watch, at
$1,000 each; twenty-two watchmen,
watchmen, at $900 each; two
at
$1,000
two carpenters,
carpenters, at
decorator, $1,400;
$1,400; painter, $900; foreman
$900 each; decorator,
foreman of
of laborers,
laborers,
$660; two attendants in
$900; sixteen laborers; laundress, $660;
in ladies'
ladies'
room, at $480 each; four
four check
check boys,
boys, at $360 each;
each; mistress
mistress of charcharwomen, $300; fifty-eight
women, $425; assistant mistress of charwomen,
fifty-eight charwomen;
gineers—one $1,200,
three
women; chief engineer,
engineer, $1,500;
$1,500; assistant en
engineers-one
$1,200, three
at
$900 each;
electrician, $1,500;
$1,500; machinists—one
at $900
each; electrician,
machinists-one $1,000,
$1,000, one
one 8900;
$900;
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$900 each;
each; plumber,
plumber , $900; three elevator conductors,
wiremen, at $900
two wiremen
and ten
laborers, at
$720 each;
each; in all, $91,545.
at $720
and
ten skilled
skilled laborers,
For
services of
employees and
additional employees
employees under
the
under the
and additional
of employees
For extra
extra services
superintendent to
to provide
the Library
Library Building
Building
of the
for the
the opening
opening of
provide for
superintendent
from two
two until
until ten
ten o'clock
o'clock postmeridian
and legal
legal holiSundays and
postmeridian on Sundays
from
days, $3,000.
days,
$3,000.
Par fuel,
supplies, electric and steam
miscellaneous supplies,
lights, repairs,
repairs, miscellaneous
For
fuel, lights,
apparatus,
service, and
directory, stationery, mail and delivery service,
city directory,
apparatus, city
allincidental
expenses in connection
connection with
with the custody, care, and
all incidental expenses
$1,000 for
maintenance
grounds, including
including $1,000
for
building and grounds,
of said building
maintenance of
repairs to
and $1,000
stonework, $18,000.
$18,000.
exterior stonework,
pointing exterior
$1,000 for
for pointing
roof and
repairs
to roof
For refitting
old boiler
and coal
vaults, $4,000.
coal vaults,
boiler room
room and
For
refitting old
the octagon at
For new
new roof
roof covering
covering over
over the
around the
space around
the attic space
For
the Library
Library building, $6,000.
base of
$6,000.
dome of the
of the
the dome
base
For furniture,
screens, shelving, and electrical
partitions, screens,
including partitions,
For
furniture, including
work pertaining
$12,000.
thereto, $12,000.
pertaining thereto,
work
BOTANIC GARDEN.
GARDEN.
BOTANIC

Salaries: For director, $3,000; assistant director,
director, $1,600;
$1,600; clerk,
$1,200;
$1,250; head
head gardener,
gardener, $1,200;
$1,200; gardener
gardener
greenhouse foreman,
foreman, $1,250;
$1,200; greenhouse
each;
in
greenhouses, $1,080;
gardeners at $1,000
$1,000 each;
four gardeners
$1,080; four
of greenhouses,
in charge
charge of
$1,000 each; two shipping
outside
foreman, $1,000;
$1,000; two clerks at $1,000
outside foreman,
clerks at
$900 each;
$1,404, one
skilled
one $1,170;
$1,170; nine skilled
each; carpenters—one
carpenters-one $1,404,
at $900
clerks
laborers
at
and laborers at
laborers and
$936; skilled
skilled laborers
painter, $936;
at $864
$864 each;
each; painter,
laborers at
rates to
be fixed
fixed by
by the
direction of
all under
under the direction
director, $17,500;
$17,500; all
the director,
to be
rates
the
Joint Committee
on the Library, $46,916.
Committee on
the Joint
RersdrovRep
and improvairs Repairs
improvements:
Repairs
and
and improvements: For procuring manure, soil, tools,
meats.
ment.
fuel; purchasing
purchasing trees,
trees, shrubs,
seeds; materials and
fuel;
shrubs, plants,
plants, and
and seeds;
miscellaneous supplies;
traveling expenses
expenses and
and per diem in lieu of
supplies; traveling
miscellaneous
subsistence
exceed $300;
his assistants
assistants not to exceed
director and his
subsistence of the director
street car fares
exceeding $25;
office equipment
contingent
fares not
not exceeding
$25; office
equipment and contingent
street
improvements to Botanic
expenses in connection
connection with repairs
repairs and improvements
expenses
Gardens; exchange, care,
maintenance of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
Gardens;
care, and maintenance
delivery vehicles;
vehicles; purchase
purchase of botanical
periodicals not
not
botanical books
books and
and periodicals
delivery
to exceed
$100; general
repairs to buildings,
apparatus;
heating apparatus;
buildings, heating
to
exceed $100;
general repairs
painting, glazing;
repairs to
roadways; general
general repairs
to footwalks and
and roadways;
painting,
glazing; repairs
to
packing sheds,
sheds, storerooms, and stables; repairing
repairing and putting comto packing
improvements to
and improvements
stations in sanitary
condition; repairs
repairs and
sanitary condition;
fort stations
director's residence;
the direction
direction of
Committee on
on
of the
the Joint
Joint Committee
residence; all
all under
under the
director's
the
Library, $25,571.
$25,571.
the Library,
expended at any
any one
one time
Minor purchases.
The sum of $25 may
may be expended
time by
by the
the Botanic
Botanic
Garden
trees, shrubs, and other nursery
purchase of plants,
plants, trees,
Garden for the
the purchase
4 of the Act approved
Vol. 36,
36, p. 531.
stock, without reference
reference to section 4
approved June 17,
1910,
departments and other
other govgovpurchases for executive
executive departments
1910, concerning
concerning purchases
ernmental establishments
establishments in
Washington.
in Washington.
ernmental
Director,
Director,

etc.

etc.

assistant,

assistant ,

tc.

Executive.
Executive.

EXECUTIVE.
EXECUTIVE.

President.
President.

For compensation
compensation of
of the
the United
States, $75,000.
$75,000.
United States,
of the
the President
President of
For
For
of the
President of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
Vice President
the Vice
For compensation
compensation of
$12,000.
$12,000.
Office of
the President:
Secretary, $7,500;
$7,500; executive
clerk, $5,000;
$5,000;
executive clerk,
Office
of the
President: Secretary,
chief
$4,000; appointment
clerk, $3,500;
$3,500; record
record clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500;
appointment clerk,
chief clerk,
clerk, $4,000;
expert stenographers-one
stenographers—one $3,000,
$3,000, one
and disdisaccounting and
one $2,500;
$2,500; accounting
expert
bursing clerk,
$2,500; two
two correspondents,
correspondents, at $2,500
clerks—
$2,500 each; clerksbursing
clerk, $2,500;
two
$2,500 each,
four at
$2,000 each,
each, seven
seven of
of class
two of
class four, two
each, four
at $2,000
two at
at $2,500
class three,
three, four
two, three
of class
class one;
one; messengers-three
messengers—three
class two,
three of
four of
of class
class
at
$900 each,
in all,
all,
at $720
$720 each;
each; in
laborers at
each; three
three laborers
three at
at $840
$840 each;
each, three
at $900
departments
executive departments
employees of the executive
$80,880: Provided,
Provided, That
That employees
$80,880:

Vice President.
Vice
Office.
Executive
Executive Office.
Secretary,
Secretary, executive
clerk, etc:
etc.
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tetk
i
iVi .
of
pioyees.
Details
ofemployees.
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and other establishments
establishments of the executive branch of
of the
the Government
Government
may be detailed from time to time to
of the
the President
President of
of
to the
the office
office of
the United States for such temporary
temporary assistance
assistance as
may be
necessary.
as may
be necessary.
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
Executive Office,
For
of the Executive
Office, including
including sta- Contingentexpenses.
Contingent expenses.
tionery, record books, telegrams,
telegrams, telephones,
telephones, books for library, furniture and carpets for offices, automobiles,
of garage,
automobiles, expenses
expenses of
garage, inincluding labor, and miscellaneous
eluding
miscellaneous items, to be expended
expended in
the dism the
discretion
cretion of the President, $30,000.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF EFFICIENCY.

Bureau
of Efficiency.
BureauofEfficiency.

For carrying
exthe work
work of the Bureau of Efficiency
Salaries
and exFor
carrying on the
Efficiency as authorized
authorized p,
3
S
ala. ries and
by law, including
including salaries and contingent expenses; supplies;
supplies; stationstation- peses.
equipment; printing
ery; purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange of equipment;
and binding;
printing and
binding;
traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses-' per diem in lieu of subsistence;
subsistence; not
not to
to exceed
exceed
100 for law books, books
$100
hooks of reference, and periodicals;
periodicals; and
and not
not to
exto exceed $100
all $125,000:
$125,000; Provided,
$100 for street car fare; in all,
Provided, That not Proviso.
Prois.
ay r con.
more than fifteen persons shall be employed
employed hereunder
hereunder at aarate of corcorn- restriti
Pay restriction.
pensation in excess of $3,000
pensation
$3,000 per annum.
annum.
SERVICE COMMISSION.
CIVIL SERVICE
COMMISSION.

Civil service
Service ComCivil
Corn

mission.
mission.

Three
chief examiner,
Three commissioners,
commissioners, at $5,000 each; chief
$3,500; secsee- aCommisiconerse"
ac."examiner, $3,500;

retary, $2,500$2,400; chiefs of divisions—
$2,500; assistant chief examiner, $2,400;
divisions--one $2,400 (who shall act as assistant secretary),
secretary), two
two at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each;
certification clerk, $2,000; examiners—seven
certification
$2,400 each,
each, three
three
examiners-seven at
at $2,400
at $2,000 each, six at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; clerks—six
four, twentyclerks-six of
of class
class four,
twentyeight of class three, thirty-nine
thirty-nine of class two, fifty-two of class
one,
class one,
thirty-four at $1,000 each, twenty-two at $900 each;
thirty-four
each; messenger;
messenger;
assistant messenger;
messenger; skilled laborer, $720;
$720; four messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at
at
$420 each.
$840; general mechanic,
mechanic, $840;
each. Custodian
Custodian force: Engineer,
Engineer, $840;
$840;
telephone-switchboard
telephone-switchboard operator; two
two watchmen;
two firemen;
firemen; two
watchmen; two
two
elevator conductors,
conductors, at $720 each; three laborers;
laborers; four
four charwomen;
charwomen;
in all, $305,420.
$305,420.
For temporary
employees for the Civil Service Commission
temporary employees
emCommission Temporary
Temporary em$100,000:
Provided, That no person shall be employed hereunder
p''ei.
$100,000: Prod,
hereunder at Pi
gee
0t;1
aarate of compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800 per
per annum.
annum.
FIELD FORCE: District secretaries-two
at $2,400 each,
FIELD
secretaries—two at
each, one
one $2,200,
$2,200,

Pay
restriction.
Payrestriction.
Field
Field force.
force.

four at $2,000 each, five at $1,800
$1,800 each; clerks-one
clerks—one of
one
of class four,
four, one
of class three, one of class
class one, seven at $1,000 each, six
at $900
$900 each,
six at
each,
five at $840 each; messenger boy, $480; in all, $45,680.
For five field examiners
of $1,500
examiners at the rate of
$1,500 per
annum each,
for Field
examiners.
per annum
each, for
Fieldexaminers.
work in connection
connection with members of local boards and
other necessary
and other
necessary
work as directed
directed by the commission, $7,500.
No detail
detail of clerks
employees from the executive
depart- ments,forbiddenNo
clerks or other employees
executive departDetails from
from derclewtDetaius
ments or other Government
Government establishments
establishments in the
the District
District of
of ColumColum--torben
men,
bia, to the Civil Service Commission or its field force, excepting
the
excepting the
fourth district, for the performance
performance of duty in the District of
Columof Columbia, shall
shall be
made for or during the fiscal
Civil Servbia,
be made
fiscal year 1921.
1921. The Civil
Serv- Transfer
Dander of
of ememice Commission shall, however, have power in case of emergency to ploy^e
ice
transfer
Commission
or detailshall,
any of
however,
its employees
have power
.hereinin
provided
case of for
emergency
to or from
to

transfer or detail any of its employees herein provided for to or from

its office force, field force, or rural
rural carrier examining
examining board.
EXPERT
examiners not in
EXPERT EXAMINERS:
EXAMINERS: For employment
employment of expert examiners
the Federal
Federal service
to prepare
questions and rate papers in examinaexaminathe
service to
prepare questions
tions on special subjects
subjects for which examiners
examiners within.the
within.the service
service are
are
not available,
available, $2,000.
$2 7000.
For
examiners actactFor necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses, including
including those of examiners
ing under
expenses of examing
under the direction
aeration of the commission,
commission, and for expenses
inations and investigations
elsewhere than at Washington,
investigations held elsewhere
Washington, and
$1,000 for expenses
attendance at meetincluding not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
expenses of attendance
meet-

Experteaminer
Expert examiners.

Traveling
raveing expenses.
expnses.
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commission,
jugs
public officials
directed by the commission,
specifically directed
when specifically
officials when
of public
ings of
$20,000.
4 of
The duty
duty placed
placed upon the Secretary
Interior by section 4
Secretary of the Interior
Careof
building, etc.,
The
Careofbuilding,etc.,
tran.sferred to
om an Act
to Comservice
civil
the
entitled
"An
Act
to
regulate
and
improve
service
improve
and
regulate
to
Act
"An
entitled
Act
an
C
rssi.r
rai_ssicaa.
Vol. 22,
of
the United
1883, shall be perStates," approved January 16, 1883,
United States,"
of the
40.
p. 405.
22, p.
vol.
formed on
on and
1920, by
by the
the Civil Service
Service Commission.
1, 1920,
July 1,
after July
and after
formed
Contingent
expisnses.
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of the Civil Service
Service
For contingent and miscellaneous
Contingentexpenses.
Commission,
mcluding furniture
and other
and repairs
equipment and
other equipment
furniture and
Commission, including
thereto;
telegraph and
and telephone
telephone service;
freight and exservice; freight
supplies; telegraph
thereto; supplies;
street
press
fuel, heat,
washing; street
window washing;
power; window
and power;
light and
heat, light
charges; fuel,
press charges;
car fares
fares not
$100; stationery;
law books,
books, books
books of
refof refstationery; law
exceed $100;
to exceed
not to
car
erence, directories,
periodicals, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $350;
$350;
and periodicals,
newspapers, and
directories, newspapers,
erence,
charts; purchase,
purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and
repair of motor trucks,
and repair
exchange, maintenance,
charts;
motorcycles and
and bicycles;
repair of electric
electric conand repair
maintenance and
bicycles; maintenance
motorcycles
to
duit;
stamps to
to prepay
prepay postage
postage on matter addressed
addressed to
postage stamps
duit; postage
Postal
special-delivery stamps; in all, $50,000.
and special-delivery
countries; and
Union countries;
Postal Union
Rent.
For rent of building for the Civil Service
Service Commission,
Commission, $16,875.
$16,875.
Department of State.
DepartmentofState.
Secretary
Unand UnSecretary and
ddersecretary.
e

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

Undersecretary of State, to be
Secretary of State, $12,000;
$12,000; Undersecretary
For Secretary

rsecretary.
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of
Assistants, Director the Senate, $7,500; Assistant Secretary,
$5,000; Second
Second and Third
Senate, $7,500; Assistant Secretary, $5,000;
the
tsDicet
Consltar
of Consular Service.
Service,
$4,500
Officers
drafting Assistant
Assistant Secretaries, at $4
.
,500 each; director of the Consular Service,
Officers on drafting
work.
work.

$4,500
important drafting work-eight
$4,500; officers to aid in important
work—eight at $4,500
each,
at $4,000
$4,000 each,
each, fifteen
fifteen at $3,000 each,
each, fifteen
$3,500 each,
at $3,500
fifteen at
five at
each, five
seventeen
to be
appointed by
the Secretary, any one
by the
be appointed
each, to
$2,500 each,
at $2,500
seventeen at
of whom
whom may
may be
be employed
employed as chief of division of far eastern, Latinof
American,
European affairs, or upon other work in
eastern, or European
near eastern,
American, near
A
ssistant solicitors.
solicitors •
connection
assistant solicitors of the
connection with the foreign relations; assistant
Assistant
department,
to
be
appointed
by
Secretary—five
at $3,000 each,
Secretary-five
the
by
appointed
department, to be
$2,500 each;
each; chief clerk, who shall sign such official papers
Chief
clerk, law two at $2,500
Chief clerk,
chiefs of buclerks,
clerks, chiefs
bu and documents
clerksthe Secretary
may direct,
direct, $3,000; law clerks—
Secretary may
as the
reaus,
and documents as
et
clerks, etc.
eaus, clerks,
one
each, three
$2,000 each; law clerk and
three at $2,000
$2,250 each,
at $2,250
two at
$2,500, two
one $2,500,
Congress
assistant,
selected by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary to
edit the laws of Congress
to edit
be selected
to be
assistant, to
and perform
such other
required of them, at $2,500
other duties as may be required
perform such
and
and $1,500,
chiefs of
bureaus—two at $2,250 each,
of bureaus-two
respectively; chiefs
$1,500, respectively;
and
to
five
at $2,100
each; two
two translators,
additional to
translators, at $2,100 each; additional
$2,100 each;
five at
chief
of Accounts
Accounts as
private
disbursing clerk, $200; private
as disbursing
Bureau of
of Bureau
chief of
secretary
the Secretary,
private secretary
secretary to the Under$2,500; private
Secretary, $2,500;
to the
secretary to
secretary, $2,000;
$2,000; clerk
clerk to
to the
clerks—twentySecretary, $1,800; clerks-twentythe Secretary,
secretary,
seven of
class four,
four, thirty
class three, forty of class two, sixtyof class
thirty of
of class
seven
three
of class
shall be telegraph operators),
operators),
whom shall
of whom
(three of
one (three
class one
three of
forty at
ten at
at $900 each; lithographer, $1,400; chief
each, ten
$1,000 each,
at $1,000
forty
messenger, $1,000;
$1,000; eight
eight messengers;
messengers; twenty-seven
twenty-seven assistant mesmessenger,
sengers; four
messenger boys
boys at
at $420
$420 each;
packer , $720;
seven
$720; seven
each; packer,
four messenger
sengers;
$1,080;
laborers; four
four telephone
telephone switchboard
operators; chauffeur,
chauffeur, $1,080;
switchboard operators;
laborers;
$618,840.
ten charwomen;
charwomen; in all, $618,840.
i
ten
Temporary
e
mFor temporary
temporary employees
employees in
n the Department
Department of State, $402,500:
$402,500:
emTemporary
ployee.v.
Provided,
That
no
person
shall
be
employed
hereunder
a rate of
at a
hereunder at
employed
be
shall
person
no
That
ided,
Pro
Proviso.
PTM;r.J.
Pay restriction.
compensation
exceeding $5,000
$5,000 per annum and not more than eight
compensation exceeding
Pay restriction
a rate of compensation
persons shall
be employed
employed hereunder
hereunder at
compensation
at a
shall be
persons
exceeding
$1,800 per
per annum
annum except
except the
following: Four at $4,500
the following:
exceeding $1,800
each, three
each, ten
each, and
$2,500
at $2,500
five at
and five
$3,500 each,
at $3,500
ten at
$4,000 each,
at $4,000
three at
each,
each.
r5e
of other
other apprn
money appropriated
appropriated by
by any
any other
Act shall
be used during
shall be
other Act
No money
apprn-- No
re of
priations
person.:
for personal
priatiams for
the
fiscal year
and payment
personal service
service
of personal
payment of
employment and
for employment
1921 for
year 1921
services
forbidden.
the fiscal
ser-tes forbi.en
in the
State in
the District
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
in the
of State
Department of
the Department
in
$2,000;
Passport
Bureau ,
Bureau: Passport agent, $2,000;
York, New York, Passport Bureau:
New York,
Bureau,
Pwasort
New York, N.Y.
clerks-two
Newrok,.Y.
clerks—two of class four, three of class three, three of class two,
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two of class one; messenger;
messenger; messenger
messenger boy,
$4S0; stationery,
boy, $4S0;
stationery, furfurniture,
niture ' fixtures,
and other
miscellaneous e
x penses , $2,500
in all,
all ,
fixtures, and
other miscellaneous
expenses,
$2,500;; in
$20,820.
San Francisco, California, Passport Bureau:
Bureau: For
salaries and
and
For salaries
expenses
maintenance of the
expenses of maintenance
the passport
passport bureau,
bureau, $7,500.
$7,500.
CONTINGENT
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
stationery, furniture,
furniture, fixtures,
fixtures, typetypeFor stationery,
writers, including exchange
exchange of
of the
and material
for
the same,
same, repairs
repairs and
material for
repairs,
$30,000.
repairs, $30,000.
For books, maps, and periodicals, domestic
domestic and
and foreign,
foreign, for
for the
the
library, $4,000.
$4,000.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
repair of
including maintenance
maintenance and
and repair
of
aa motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger
passenger vehicle, to
used only
only for
to be
be used
for official
official
purposes; automobile
automobile mail wagons, including
includi g exchange
exchange of
of same;
same;
street
street car fare not exceeding $150,
$150, and
other items
in
and other
items not
not included
included in
the foregoing, $15,000.
$15,000.
For rent of buildings in the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
for storage
storage and
and
garage,
garage, $1,500.
$1,500.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.

San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif.
Calif.
Contingent expenses.

Library.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Rent.
Bent.

Treasury
Treasury
ment.

DepartDepart-

OFFICE OF THE
THE S
SECRETARY:
of the
OFFICE
ECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, $12,000; Stcretary
f
and
sistant to.
assistant to the Secretary,
Secretary, $5,000; three Assistant Secretaries,
S.Dcretaries, at
Assistant Secretaries.
at Assistant
Secretaries.
sisS
t

$5,000 each; clerk to the Secretary,
$3,000; executive clerk, $2,400;
Secretary, $3,000;
stenographer,
stenographer, $1,800; three private secretaries, one to each Assistant
Assistant
Secretary,
Secretary, at $1,800 each; Government
under control
control of
Government actuary,
actuary, under
of
the Treasury, $4,000;
$4,000; clerks-one
clerks—one of class four, four of class
class three,
two of class two; chief messenger, $1,100;
$1,100; two
two assistant
assistant chief
chief
$1,000 each; messengers—three
messengers-three at $900 each,
messengers, at $1,000
five at
at
each, five

t
et
ta
or
.Y

and

Clerks,
actuary, etc.
Clerks, actuary,

etc.

each; in
in all,
$69,600.
$840 each;
all, $69,600.
AsFor two additional Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of the Treasury
Treasury at
at the
the sis
7'a
,w
n
o
t
l
eddi
c ret
t
i
a
o
r
i
lia
j, etc.
sisTan
Secret.ries,etc.
rate of $5,000
accordance with the authority
p.347.'
$5,000 each
each per annum in accordance
authority Vol.
Vol- 40,
4°
,174347

contained
Appropriation Act approved
contained in the Deficiency Appropriation
approved October
October
6, 1917, and for aa private secretary
secretary to each of the
the said Assistant
Assistant
Secretaries
Secretaries at the rate of $1,800 each per annum, so much
much as
as may
may
necessary is appropriated
be necessary
appropriated to provide for their compensation
compensation from
from
July 1,
1, 1920, to aa date not later than six months after the terminatermina-

tion of
of the present
present war.
war.
Office of chief
chief clerk
clerk and
Chief clerk,
including suCheferk,
Buehler fen
ierk,
and superintendent:
superintendent: Chief
clerk, including
densMetant
(len
etc. t
$300 as superintendent
superintendent of Treasury Building,
Building, w
ho s
hall be
be th
chi e
who
shall
thee chief
executive officer of the department
department and who may be
designated by
by
be designated
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to sign official papers and documents
during the temporary
temporary absence
absence of the Secretary and the
the Assistant
Assistant
Secretaries
Secretaries of the department, $4,000; assistant chief clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000;
assistant superintendent
superintendent of Treasury Building, $2,500; adminisadminisclerks-one $2,000,
trative clerk, $2,000; clerks—one
four, one
one of
$2,000, four of
of class
class four,
of
class three, four of class two, five of class one, one $1,000,
one $900;
$1,000, one
$900;
operator
operator of photographic
photographic copying machine, $800;
messengers;
$800; two
two messengers;
three assistant messengers;
mimeograph operator, $720; messenger
messengers; mimeograph
messenger
boy, $420; storekeeper, $1,200; telegraphers-one
telegraphers—one $1,400,
$1,200;
$1,400, one $1,200;
telephone
telegraph operator,
telephone and telegraph
operator, $1,200; three
telephone switchswitchthree telephone
Mechanical superinboard operators; mechanical
mechanical superintendent,
$2,250; chief
chief engineer,
superintendent, $2,250;
engineer, teMchncal
speetc.
tendent, engineers,
$1,400;
$1,400; four assistant
assistant engineers,
engineers, at $1,000
$1,000 each (including
(including one for ten
outside buildings);
elevator conductors,
buildings); eight elevator
$720 each,
and
conductors, at
at $720
each, and
the use of laborers as relief elevator
elevator conductors during
rush hours
is
during rush
hours is
authorized; eight
authorized;
eight firemen;
firemen; coal passer,
$1,600;
passer, $600;
$600; chief
chief electrician,
electrician, $1,600;
locksmith and electrician,
electrician, $1,400; captain of the watch,
$1,400;
watch, $1,400;
three
watchmen; w w
Watchenlaborer
three lieutenants of the watch, at $900 each; sixty-five watchmen;
i
tte,:7neirrers,
foreman
foreman of laborers, $1,200; assistant foreman of laborers, $840;
$840;
eight chauffeurs
chauffeurs at $720 each; six automobile
automobile truck
track laborers
laborers at
at
$660 each; skilled laborers-two
laborers—two at $840 each, two at
at $720
$720 each;
each;
two electricians,
electricians, at $1,200 each; wireman, $900; forty-five
forty-five laborers;
laborers;
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plumber, $1,100;
painter, $1,100;
plumber's assistant, $780; attend$1,100; plumber's
$1,100; painter,
plumber,
ant for
emergency relief
relief room,
$720;
$660; head of char force, $720;
room, $660;
for emergency
ant
eighty-five
charwomen;
carpenters—two
at
$1,000
each,
one
$720.
carpenters-two
charwomen;
eighty-five
Winder Building.
Winder
Engineer, $1,000;
$1,000; three firemen; eleannex: Engineer,
and annex:
Building and
der Building
.
wdeBuilinderu
laborers (one of whom,
vator conductor,
conductor, $720;
$720; six
whom,
watchmen; four laborers
six watchmen;
vator
when necessary,
assist and
and relieve
relieve the
conductor);
elevator conductor);
the elevator
shall assist
necessary, shall
when
laborer
forewoman
of char
char force,
$480; twelve
twelve charwomen;
charwomen; female laborer
force, $480;
forewoman of
and
hundred
seventeen
Cox Buildinz.
for
ladies'
toilets,
$660.
Cox
Building,
seventeen'
and
Cox
$660.
for ladies' toilets,
ox Buildinz.
Auditors' Buil • •
Auditors' Buildnine New
New York
Avenue: Two
watchmen; laborer. Auditors'
Two watchmen;
York Avenue:
Auditors' BuUng. nine
charwomen;
ing:
of char
char force,
twenty-five charwomen;
$480; twenty-five
force, $480;
Forewoman of
ing: Forewoman
elevator
conductor, $720;
seven laborers
when
laborers (one of whom, when
$720; seven
elevator conductor,
conductor); two
necessary., shall
shall assist
and relieve
relieve the
the elevator
elevator conductor);
assist and
necessary,
all, $228,350.
female laborers,
laborer, $840
$840 ;in
in all, $
laborers, at $480 each; skilled laborer,
female
the acfor228,350.
buildings
of
protection
bureaus, etc.
For
employees
for
and
protection
buildings
socare
the
for
For employees
or
Buildaings
be
may
Care, etc.
comraodation
of
such
bureaus
of
the
department
as
assigned
department
the
commodation of such bureaus of
Careetc.
thereto,
as follows:
follows: Three
elevator conductors,
conductors, at $720 each; nine
Three elevator
thereto, as
firemen; three
female laborers,
laborers, at
at $660
$660 each; seven laborers (inthree female
firemen;
cluding
three
to
assist
elevator
conductors
when required); foreconductors
elevator
assist
to
three
cluding
charwomen;
women
of
charwomen—one
$660,
$480;
thirty-six
charwomen;
one
$660,
women of charwomen-one
eleven watchmen;
watchmen; in all, $32,940.
eleven
Arlington
Building
Arlington Building
and Annex
Avenue and H Street:
Annex, Vermont Avenue
Building and
Arlington
Arlington Building
and Annex.
Operating force.
Assistant superintendent,
$2,
000 ;master
master mechanic, $1,800;
$1,800; ensuperintendent, $2,000;
Assistant
peratingforce.
firemen;
six
each;
$1,200
gineer
,
$1,400;
two
assistant
engineers,
at
$1,200
firemen;
engineers,
gineer, $1,400; two assistant
seventeen
conductors, at
at $720
two oilers
oilers at
$900 each;
at $900
each; two
$720 each;
elevator conductors,
seventeen elevator
electrician, $1,400;
$1,400; two
$1,200;
$1,200 each; plumber, $1,200;
at $1,200
wiremen, at
two wiremen
electrician,
two plumbers'
plumbers' helpers,
helpers, at
$1,000 each;
each; painter, $1,200; two carat $1,000
two
$1,000;
penters,
$1,200 each;
janitor, $1,200;
$1,200; assistant
janitor,, $1,000;
assistant janitor
each; janitor,
at $1,200
penters, at
thirty male
male laborers,
laborers, at
$660 each
each (four
(four to
arid two to
to attend toilets and
at $660
thirty
relieve
elevator conductors
conductors when
laborers, at
eight female laborers,
required); eight
when required);
relieve elevator
lieutenants
three
$660
each;
captain
of
the
watch,
$1,400;
lieutenants
of
the watch,
$1,400;
$660 each; captain of the watch,
$840;
at
$900
each;
twenty-six
watchmen;
head
of
char
force
three
force,
char
of
head
watchmen;
twenty-six
each;
at $900
assistant heads
of char
char force,
force, at
at $720
$720 each; one hundred and ninety
heads of
assistant
charwomen; in
all, $135,260.
$135,260.
in all,
charwomen;
Madison
NiTl
easu
son r ace.Annex
Treasury
Department Annex (Pennsylvania Avenue and Madison
Treasury Department
nne,
Treasury
$1,200;
Operating
force.
Place):
assistant engineers
$1,200 each;
each; plumber, $
1,
200 ;
engineers, at $1,200
Three assistant
Place): Three
peratingorce.
conductors,
elevator
three
firemen;
coal
passer,
$660;
$900;
five
elevator
conductors,
oiler,
$660;
passer,
three firemen; coal
at
$720 each;
male laborers,
laborers, at $660
$660 each (three
twelve male
watchmen; twelve
ten watchmen;
each; ten
at $720
conductors);
of
whom
to
attend
toilets
and
relieve
conductors);
two
elevator
relieve
and
toilets
of whom to attend
female
laborers at
at $660
janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; wireman, $1,000;
$1,000; careach; janitor,
$660 each;
female laborers
penter, $1,200;
head of
force, $720;
$720; thirty-four
thirty-four charwomen;
charwomen;
char force,
of char
$1,200; head
penter,
in
all, $40,640.
$40,640.
m all,
Garage.
Treasury garage:
$1,400; two assistant
assistant
mechanic, $1,400;
Automobile mechanic,
garage: Automobile
Treasury
Garage.
automobile mechanics,
mechanics, at
at $1,000
each; two
$4,840.
watchmen; in all, $4,840.
two watchmen;
$1,000 each;
automobile
Annex
Fourt eenth
northand BStreets NW.
Treasury
Department
Annex
(Fourteenth
and
B
Streets
north(Fourteenth
Annex
Treasury Department
Anne FBtreeltnth
$1,000;
helper,, $1,000;
Operating force.
west):
plumber, $1,200;
$1,200; plumber's
plumber's helper
$1,200; plumber,
Carpenter, $1,200;
west): Carpenter,
Operating fore
electrician,
$90d; three
three mechanics,
mechanics, at $900
$900 each;
each;
wireman, $900;
$1,200; wireman
electrician, $1,200;
watch,
captain
of
the
watch,
$
1
,400;
two
lieutenants
of
at $900
the
of
lieutenants
two
captain of the watch, $1,400;
$1,000;
each; thirty-one
$1,200; assistant janitor, $1,000;
janitor, $1,200;
watchmen; janitor,
thirty-one watchmen;
each;
char
of
head
of
char
force,
$660;
two
assistant
heads
force,
at
$480
heads
assistant
head of char force, $660; two
each; ninety
ninety charwomen;
charwomen; twelve
twelve male laborers,
laborers, at $660 each; four
four
each;
female
laborers, at
each; in
$69,700.
all, $69,700.
in all,
$660 each;
at $660
female laborers,
General Suppl
General
Supply Committee:
Superintendent of supplies, $2,500;
$2,500;
Committee: Superintendent
General Supply
General Supply
Committee.
$1,500,
one
three,
clerks—chief
$2,000,
two
of
class
four
'
three
three,
$1,500,
class
of
three
four,
class
of
two
clerks-chief $2,000,
three
of class
class one; twelve temporary clerks for four
five of
two, five
class two,
of class
three of
months,
at $75
$75 each
assistant messenger;
messenger; laborer; mesmonth; assistant
per month;
each per
months, at
senger
$30,060.
all, $30,060.
$480; in all,
boy, $480;
senger boy,
Salaries
and
For
of employees,
electric
employees, office equipment, fuel, light, electric
salaries of
For salaries
tnerxfexsalaries afor
peer transfer of
office
supplies
of
decurrent,
telephone
service,
maintenance of motor
motor trucks, and
and other
other
service, maintenance
telephone
office supplies of de- current.
of
Executive order
partments,
etc.
the Executive
into effect
carrying into
for carrying
expenses for
necessary expenses
ec.
partmen
effect the
order of
Buildin

gs

for
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transfer of office
material, supplies,
supplies,
December 3,
3, 1918, regulating
regulating the
the transfer
office material,
disuse because
and equipment in the
the District
District of Columbia falling
falling into
into disuse
because

Provisos.
of
the cessation
of war
war activities,
activities, $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
no perof the
cessation of
Provided, That
That no
per- Pay
"roisosn
restriction.
son shall be employed hereunder
hereunder at a
excess
a rate of
of compensation
compensation in
in excess
$2,500 per
persons shall
shall be
be emof $2,500
per annum,
annum, and not
not more
more than three persons
emService
continued to
ployed at
at a
rate in
in excess
$1,800 per
annum each:
each: Provided
of $1,800
per annum
ProvidedfurServicecontinuedto
fur- June
ployed
a rate
excess of
30, 1921.
ther,
That
the
said
Executive
order
shall
continue
in
effect
until
ther, That the said Executive order shall continue in effect until
e
1921, without modification,
June 30, 1921,
modification, except
except that proceeds from the
thereunder shall
shall be
covered into
into the
transfer of appropriations
appropriations thereunder
be covered
the
Cooperation of
deof defurther, That
That the heads
Cooperation
Treasury as
as mscellaneous
Treasury
miscellaneous receipts:
receipts: Provided
Provided further,
heads partments,
partments, etc.,
etc., in
transfers,
etc.
of
the
executive
departments
and
independent
establishments
and
of the executive departments and independent establishments and transfers, etc.
Commissioners of the District of Columbia shall cooperate with
the Commissioners
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury in connection
connection with
with the
the storage and
and
delivery
equipment transferred
the
delivery of
of material,
material, supplies
supplies, and equipment
transferred under
under the
Transfer of Army
foregoing order:
of War
War is
of" Army
foregoing
order: Provided
Provided further,
furter, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
is motor
Trr trucks.
authorized
to the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to transfer
transfer to
the Secretary
Treasury
without payment
payment therefor
heavy motor
therefor three heavy
motor trucks
trucks for use of the
the
Issue
of
typewriters,
General
Committee: Provided
further, That
That ttypewriters
and etc.
otype
efty
writers
er
t
Providedfurther,
and
General Supply
Supply Committee:
pp. 64,
648, 947.
computing machines
General Supply Committee
947.
Post,pp.
Committee Post,
to the
the General
transferred to
machines transferred
computing
Secretary of
as surplus may, in
in the
the discretion of
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
be issued to other Government
departments and
establishments at
at
Government departments
and establishments
exchange _prices
the current
current general
general schedule
of supplies
supplies
exchange
prices guoted
quoted in
in the
schedule of
where such machines have become unfit for further use.
Bookkeeping a
an
nd
Division
and Warrants:
Chief of
division $4,000;
$4,000; Warrants
Division of
of Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping and
Warrants: Chief
of division,
Bookkeeing
d
Division.
assistant chief of division
clerk: $2,500; Warrant s
division,'$3,000; estimate and digest clerk,
executive clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
bookkeepers at
executive
$2,500; two
two principal
principal bookkeepers,
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each;
twelve
bookkeepers at $2,000
$2,000 each; clerks-sixteen
clerks—sixteen of
twelve bookkeepers,
of class four,
four,
mes—
thirteen of
of class three, ten of
of class
class two,
two, four of
of chiss
class one;
one; two
two messengers; three
three assistant messengers;
messengers; messenger
messenger boy,
boy, $480;
$480; in
in all,
all,
$112,920.
$112,920.
Customs Division.
Division
Customs: Chief
division, $4,500;
two assistant
assistant CustomsDivision.
Division of
of Customs:
Chief of
of division,
$4,500; two
chiefs
division, at
at $3,000
supervising tea
tea examiner,
examiner, $2,750;
$2,750;
chiefs of
of division,
$3,000 each;
each; supervising
law clerks-four
clerks—four at
at $2,500
each; three
$2,000 each;
each; clerks-five
clerks—five
law
$2 500 each;
three at
at $2,000
of class
four , four of class
two f nine
nine of
class one
class four,
class three,
three, six of class two,
of class
one,,
five at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; two messengers; assistant
assistant messenger;
all,
messenger; in
in all,
$71,250.
$71,250.

Division
of
Appointments:
Chief
of
division,
$3,000;
assistant
chief
Division
of division,
of Appointments:
$2,250; executive
Chief of
clerk,
division
$2,000;$3,000;
clerks—two
assis tant
of
chief
of division,
$2,250; executive clerk, $2,000; clerks-two of
class four
four,, three of class three, five of class
class two, four of class
class one,
one,
two at
at $1:000
$1,000 each,
each, one
one $900;
$900; messenger; assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; in all,

Appointments Divippointments Divi
sion.

Section
clerks—one of class three,
Section of Surety Bonds: Chief, $2,250;
$2,250; clerks-one
$1,000; assistant
one of class two,
two, two of class
class one, one
one $1,000;
assistant messenger;
messenger;
in all,
$9,370.
in
all, $9,370.
Division of
Public Moneys:
Chief of
$3,000; assistant
assistant
Division
of Public
Moneys: Chief
of division,
division, $3,000;
chief of
of division,
clerks—
chief
division, $2,500;
$2,500; principal
principal bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000; clerksseven of class four, five of class
class three, seven of class
class two, two
two of class
$42,860.
one, one $1,000;
$1,000; messenger; assistant messenger;
messenger; in
in all,
all, $42,860.
Division of
of Loans and
and Currency:
Currency: Chief of division, $3,500; assistant
chiefs of
at $2,700
$2,700 each,
each, one
one $2,500;
clerk,
ant chiefs
of divisions—four
divisions-four at
$2,500; chief
chief clerk,
$2,500; accountant, $3,000;
$3,900; custodian of paper, $2,250; custodian
$2,500;
custodian of
vaults, $2,000; two assistant custodian of
-vaults, at $1,800
ofvaults,
$1,800 each; six
section chiefs, at $2,000 each; bond and interest clerk, $2,000; clerks,
bookkeepers,
and accountants-twelve
accountants—twelve at
$2,000 each,
each, twenty-two
twenty-two
bookkeepers, and
at $2,000
$1,500 each, eighty of
of class four, twenty-five of class three, two at $1,500
class two, one hundred
hundred of class one, fifty at $1,000
$1,000 each, fifty at $900
$900
each; counter clerks—one
clerks-one $1,400,
$1,400, twenty at $1,200
$1,200 each, thirty at
at
$1,100 each,
each, forty
$1,000 each, forty at
$1,100
forty at
at $1,000
at $900 each, twenty at
at $800
each, fifteen
at $720
$720 each;
machine operators—eighteen
each,
fifteen at
each; computing
computing machine
operators-eighteen
at $1,000
each, one $900;
$900; proof readers-two
readers—two at $1,200
at
$1,000 each,
$1,200 each, two at
$1,100 each; superintendent
superintendent of addressograph
addressograph force, $1,800;
$1,800; addresaddres$1,100

Surety
Bonds
ur
Bonds Section.

$31,910.
$31,910.

s

Sec-

Public Moneys Division.

.ibcMonesDivi-

Loans and Currency
DiviomndCurrency
Divi'sion.
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sograph operators-one
three at
at $1,400
each, eight
at $1,200
$1,200
eight at
$1,400 each,
$1,600, three
operators-one $1,600,
sograph
each,
nine at
each, twenty
twenty at
each, fifty
each;
at $900
$900 each;
fifty at
$1,000 each,
at $1,000
$1,100 each,
at $1,100
each, nine
five
each; three
three messengers;
five assistant
assistant mesmesmessengers; five
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
assorters at
five assorters
sengers;
boys five at
at $480
at $420
each;
$420 each;
four at
each, four
$480 each,
messenger boys-five
sengers; messenger
skilled laborers-four
laborers-four at
$1,200 each,
four at
at $1,000
each, eight
at
eight at
$1,000 each,
each, four
at $1,200
skilled
Ex

Expenses of loans.
Balances
availnot availBalances not

ableafterJune30,1921.
able
after June 30, 1921-

$900 each;
eighteen laborers;
laborers; in
in all,
all, $797,630.
$797,630.
each; eighteen
$900
The
appropriations "Expenses
of April
April 24,
24, 1917,"
1917," and
and
Act of
of Loans,
Loans, Act
"Expenses of
The appropriations
amended," shall
24, 1917,
Loans, Act
Act of
" Expenses
"
Expenses of
of Loans,
of September
September 24,
1917, as amended,"

not
be availablefor
available for obligation
obligation after
unexpended
the unexpended
and the
1921, and
30, 1921,
June 30,
after June
not be
balances
appropriations which
which remain
the books
the
of the
books of
upon the
remain upon
of such
such appropriations
balances of
Treasury
Department on
June
30,
1922,
shall be
be covered
covered into
the
into
the
1922,
shall
30,
on
June
Department
Treasury
.
Proviso.
Estimates to
to be
Treasury an
and carried
carried to
to the
Provided, That
That for
for the
the
fund: Provided,
surplus fund:
the surplus
sub-Treasury
be subEstimates
mitted
hereafter.
fiscal
year 1922
thereafter estimates
appropriations
of appropriations
estimates of
annually thereafter
and annually
1922 and
scal year
mittedhereafter
shall
law for
for
by law
prescribed by
manner prescribed
in the
the manner
Congress in
to Congress
be submitted
submitted to
shall be
expenses arising
in connection
authorized by
the
by the
the loans
loans authorized
with the
connection with
arising in
expenses
various
Bond Acts
Acts and
Liberty Loan
Act.
Loan Act.
Victory-Liberty
and the
the Victory
Liberty,Bond
various Liberty
Printing an
. StaDivision
of Printing
of division,
$2,500;
division, $2,500;
t
i
oner
yDivision
d
Chief of
Stationery: Chief
and Stationery:
Printing and
Division of
Division.
atione
assistant chief
chief of
division, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-five
class four, four of
of class
clerks-five of
of division,
assistant
class three,
three of
of class
two, three
three of
one $1,000,
$1,000, one
one
one, one
class one,
of class
class two,
three, three
class
$900; bookbinder,
bookbinder, $1,400;
messengers; assistant
messenger; six
six
assistant messenger;
three messengers;
$1,400; three
$900;
laborers; two
two messenger
messenger boys
at $420
each; in
all, $39,040.
$39,040.
in all,
$420 each;
boys at
laborers;
ion.
Mailand
Di
vi
si
on of
of Mail
Files: Chief
Chief of
of division
registry
$2,500; registry
division, $2,500;
Mail and
and Files:
Division
Maland Files
Files Divis
son.
clerk,
distributing clerk,
clerk, $1,
40
0 ;clerks-one
clerks- One of class two;
$1,400;
$1,800; distributing
clerk, $1,800;
one
of class
one; two
two at
at $1,000
each; mail
messenger, $1,200;
two
$1,200; two
mail messenger,
$1,000 each;
class one;
one of
assistant
messengers;
messenger boy,
boy, $360;
in
all, $13,300.
in
all,
$13,300.
$360;
messenger
assistant
messengers;
Disbursing clerk's
office.
Office of
disbursing clerk:
Disbursing clerk,
$3,000; deputy
disdeputy disclerk, $3,000;
clerk: Disbursing
of disbursing
Office
ng clerks
o
bursing
clerk, $2,750;
clerks-four of
class four,
four, three
three of
three,
of class
class three,
of class
$2,750; clerks-four
bursing clerk,
five
class two,
of class
class one;
messenger; in
in all,
$27,990.
all, $27,990.
one; messenger;
two, two
two of
five of
of class
Bureau of
the Bureau
BMa
lisk insurance
BUREAU OF
OF WAR
W AR RISK
NSURANCE: For
For expenses
of the
expenses of
INSURANCE:
RISK I
BUREAU
ance
Bur rui.
Director,
assistants,
War
Risk
Insurance,
as
authorized bylaw:
bylaw: For
salaries
of the
the director,
director,
For
salaries
of
as
authorized
War
Risk
Insurance,
DetDCor,
aiseistraict
in
District.
ethe
and of
such assistants,
accountants, experts,
clerks, and
other ememand other
experts, clerks,
assistants, accountants,
of such
and
ployees
District of
of Columbia
Columbia as
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
the Treasury
the Secretary
as the
in the
the District
ployees in
Office
office supminor office
stationery and minor
$8,500,000; stationery
necessary, $8,500,000;
deem necessary,
etc. may
may deem
Office supplies,
supplies, etc.
plies,
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
telephones, teleteleincluding telephones,
plies, $500,000;
$500,000; miscellaneous
grams,
foreign postage,
postage, not
exceeding $300 for
not exceeding
express, foreign
freight, express,
grams, freight,
street
car fares
fares in
Columbia, and
and not
exceeding $1,000
$1,000
not exceeding
of Columbia,
the District
District of
in the
street car
Printing.
for
books of reference, and periodicals, $50,000; printing
for law books, books
Printing.
Furniture,
equipeq
ment,
etc.
and binding,
$559,000; furniture,
furniture, equipment,
and supplies,
supplies, $200,000;
$200,000;
equipment, and
binding, $559,000;
i p and
mFnitr
Fieln
Field epenes,
expenses, ec.
etc. traveling expenses,
expenses, exclusive of field investigations, $15,000;
$15,000; salaries
and expenses
of employees
employees engaged
field investigations
investigations and
and exexin field
engaged in
expenses of
and
penses of
of not
more than
branch offices,
offices, $500,000;
$500,000;
temporary branch
eight temporary
than eight
not more
penses
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
operation of
of a
a motor-propelled
passenger
motor-propelled passenger
and operation
maintenance,
Pro ,iso.
Woricrestrieted.
vehicle, $400;
in all,
$10,324,400: Provided,
employees apapall employees
That all
Provided, That
all, $10,324,400:
$400; in
vehicle,
Workrestricted.
propriated for
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall be
be engaged
the
on the
exclusively on
engaged exclusively
for by
by this
propriated
Federal
Farin
L
work
of
the
Bureau
of
War
Risk
Insurance
during
the
year
1921.
1921.
year
fiscal
the
during
oan
Insurance
Risk
Loan work of the Bureau of War
Federal Farm
13,?rmiu.
FEDERAL FARM
FAR3I LOAN
BUREAU: Four
of the
the board,
I.D
.a
Four members
members of
board, at
at
r...,
FEDERAL
LOAN BUREAU:
Members of board,
d $10,000 each; secretary, $4,500;
seer(
tary, etc.
four
$3,000; four
secretary, $3,000;
assistant secretary,
$'10,000 each; secretary, $4,500; assistant
etc.
.rt..tary,
private secretaries,
at $2,000
custodian of
securities, $2,500;
$2,500;
of securities,
each; custodian
$2,000 each;
secretaries, at
private
examiners of
of securities
securities (not
exceed six
six in number) at not more
to exceed
(not to
examiners
than
$3,000 per
annum each,
each, $14,700;
$14,700; twelve
twelve registrars
$4,000 each;
each;
at $4,000
registrars at
per annum
than $3,000
chief
land bank
division, $3,600;
$3,600; susubond division,
chief, bond
$5,000; chief,
examiner,' $5,000;
bank examiner
chief land
pervising
appraiser, $3,600;
two land
bank examiners
examiners at
at $3,000
$3,000 each;
each;
land bank
$3,600; two
pervising appraiser,
accountant,
twelve clerks
clerks and
stenographers for
for registrars,
registrars, at
at
and stenographers
$1,800; twelve
accountant, $1,800;
clerks$1,200
each; engineer
(irrigation and drainage),
drainage), $4,800; clerksengineer (irrigation
S1,200 each;
three of
of class
class three,
three, five
of class
one, nine
at $1,000
$1,000
nine at
class one,
eight of
two, eight
of class
class two,
five of
three
each; stenographers-three
at 81,400
each, four
at $1,200
each; five
five
each;
$1,200
at
four
each,
81,400
at
stenographers-three
each;
Proviso.
Organization
Provided, That
That the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance
$203,500: Provided,
in au,
all, $203,500:
messengers; in
es- messengers;
o'rgan'ization exof $100,000
$100,000 contained
contained in
secon
Junee 30,
1920, of
the appropriation
appropriation of
ptens
coeredi.
penses
covered
in.
on
30, 1920,
of the
in secon June
3
3, p. .364.
Vol. 39,
Vol.
tion 33
of the
Act approved
1916, shall
17, 1916,
July 17,
approved July
Loan Act
Farm Loan
Federal Farm
the Federal
33 of
tion
States;
be covered
covered into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury of the United States;
be
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647
647

expenses.
For traveling expenses
expenses of the members of the board and its
its officers
officers Contingent
Contingentexpenses.
and employees;
employees; per diem
of subsistence,
subsistence, not
not exceeding
exceeding $4;
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
$4;
and contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
of referincluding books
books of
reference and maps, and
and binding,
binding,
and exclusive of
of stationery
stationery and
and printing
printing and
$25,000;
$25,000;
Registrars' offices.
For rent, vault rent, and expenses
the twelve
twelve registrars'
expenses of the
registrars' offices
offices at
at Registrars'
offices.
$600 each,
$7,200;
$600
each, $7,200;
Examinations.
For the examination
examination of national farm loan associations,
associations, including
including E
P amins ti .
Provisos.
personal
personal services and
and traveling
$67,500: Provided,
That
no
traveling expenses,
expenses, $67,500:
Provided, That no Pay
Pay restriction.
restriction.
person shall be employed hereunder
hereunder at
at aarate
rate of
of compensation
compensation exceedexceeding
per annum:
Provided further,
further, That
That $7,500
$7,500 of
of this
this sum
sum mpg
ing $2,500
$2,500 per
annum: Provided
may
Clerks, D. C.
be
clerk hire
hire in
in the
the District
Columbia;
be expended
expended for
for clerk
District of
of Columbia;lers,
D.
In
In all, $303,200.
$303,200.
e
g ArchicSupervising
OFFICE OF SUPERVISING
SUPERVISING ARCHITECT:
Supervising Architect,
Architect, $5,000;
$5,000; tect
ARCHITECT: Supervising
tectus's Office.
offce.
Supervising Archiexecutive
executive officer,
officer, $3,250;
$3,250; technical officer, $3,000; drafting division-division— tect,
Stuperisng
n
Achsuperintendents,
etc.
superintendent $3,000, assistant
superintendent, $2,750;
superintendent
assistant superintendent,
mechanical etc.
$2,750; mechanical
Post, p. 876.
engineering division-superintendent
division—superintendent $2,750,
$2,750, assistant superintendent
superintendent
$2,400;
division-superintendent $2,750,
$2,400; structural
structural division—superintendent
$2,750, assistant
assistant superinsuperintendent
tendent $2,400;
$2,400; superintendents-computing
superintendents—computing division
division $2,750,
repairs
$2,750, repairs
$2,400, accounts
accounts division $2,500, maintenance
division $2,400,
maintenance division
$2,500;
division $2,500;
files and records division-chief
division—chief $2,500,
$2,500, assistant chief,
chief, $2,250;
head
$2,250; head
draftsman, $2,500;
eight administrative
draftsMan,
$2,500; eight
$2,000 each;
four
administrative clerks,
clerks, at
at $2,000
each; four
technical clerks, at $1,800
technical
$1,800 each; clerks-nine
clerks—nine of class
class four, additional
additional
to one of class four as bookkeeper
bookkeeper $100,
four at
at $1,700
each, fourteen
$100, four
$1,700 each,
fourteen
$1,500 each, thirteen
of class three, six at $1,500
thirteen of
two, eight
eight at
at $1,300
$1,300
of class two,
each, twenty-one
twenty-one of class one, four
$1,100 each,
at $1,000
$1,000
four at $1,100
each, seven
seven at
each- photographer, $2,000;
$2,000;
each, three at $900
$900 each, two at $840 each;
foreman,
duplicating galley, $1,800;
foreman, duplicating
duplicating paper
$1,800; two duplicating
paper chemists,
chemists,
foreman, vault, safe,
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; foreman,
safe, and
and lock
shop, $1,200;
five
lock shop,
$1,200; five
messengers; two assistant messengers; messenger boys-one
boys—one $600,
$600,
two at $480 each, two at $360
$360 each;
at $1,000
each; skilled laborers—four
laborers-four at
$1,000
each,
at $960
each, one
$900, one
$840; laborers-one
laborers—one $660,
each, seven
seven at
$960 each,
one $900,
one $840;
$660,
in all, $221,020.
one $600; in
Comptrol.er'sOffice.
Comptroller's Office.
OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER
TREASURY: Comptroller, $6,000;
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREAsranr:
$6,000;
$4,500; attorneys-three
assistant comptroller, $4,500;
attorneys—three at $4,000
each, three
$4,000 each,
three
$3,000 each; chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
at $3,000
$2,500; chief
chief law
clerk, $2,500;
law clerksclerks—
law clerk,
$2,500; law
four at
$2,400 each,
each, three
thirteen at
$2,000 each;
at $2,400
three at
at $2,200
$2,200 each,
each, thirteen
at $2,000
each;
five expert accountants
accountants at $2,100
each; private
private secretary,
$2,100 each;
secretary, $1,800;
$1,800;
clerks-fifteen
clerks—fifteen of class
class four, ten of class three,
of class
three, seven
seven of
class two,
two, six
six
of class one, one $1,000;
$1,000; three messengers;
messengers; three
assistant messengers;
three assistant
messengers;
laborer; in
in all,
all, $157,340.
$157,340.
Temporary employr Temporary employees.
emplovees in the office of the Comptroller
For temporary
temporary employees
Comptroller of the eeProviso.
Treasury,
Provided, That no person shall be employed
employed Pay
Treasury, $40,000:
$40,000: Provided,
Pay restriction.
restriction.
hereunder
a rate of compensation
hereunder at a
compensation exceeding
exceeding $4,000
$4,000 per
per annum.
annum.
t
Countersigning
war.
authorized to designate
si""nn warThe Comptroller of the Treasury is authorized
designate such rCote
person or persons in his office as may be
from time
time to
time
be required
required from
to time
Auditor for
to countersign
countersign in his name such classes of warrants as he may
may direct.
direct. rants.
ffce of
of Auditor
for
OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF AUDrroR
AUDFrOR FOR
TREASURY DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
Auditor, Treasury
FOR TREASURY
Treasury Depament.
Department.
$4,000; chief
clerk, $2,250;
law clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
chief of
$4,000;
chief clerk,
$2,250; law
$2,000; chief
of division,
division,
$2,250,
$2,250, three
chiefs of
of division,
division, at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; four
chiefs
three chiefs
four assistant
assistant chiefs
of division, at $1,920
clerks-thirty-eight of
$1,920 each; clerks—thirty-eight
of class
fortyclass four,
four, fortyone of class three, forty-six of class two,
thirty-two of
class one,
one,
two, thirty-two
of class
twenty-four at $1,000 each, six at $900 each; messenger; three
twenty-four
assistant messengers; three laborers; in all, $295,360.
Temporary employTemporary
employs, etc.
For compensation
compensation to be fixed
Secretary of the Treasury, eeeetc.
fixed by the Secretary
of such temporary employees
employees (nonapportioned)
(nonapportioned) as may be necessary
necessary
to audit the accounts
accounts and vouchers of the bureaus
roro.
bureaus and offices of the f.
rortvoTreasury
Department,
Provided, That no person shall be Payreotritio
Treasury Departme
n t, $50,000:
$50,000 : Provided,
Y
e
employed hereunder
hereunder at a
a rate of compensation
employed
compensation exceeding
per
exceeding $1,200
$1,200 per
annum.
annum.
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DEPARTMENT: Auditor, $4,000;
WAR
OFFICE
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR W
AR DEPARTMENT:
$4,000;
OFFICE OF
chiefs of division-one
$2,500;
clerk,
chief
assistant
and
chief
clerk,
$2,500;
division—one $2,500,
and
assistant
ar Deartmet.
three
$2,250 each;
each; law
law clerk,
$2,000; five
five assistant chiefs of division,
clerk, $2,000;
at $2,250
three at
at $1,900
clerks—sixty-five
transportation clerk, $2,000; clerks-sixty-five
chief transportation
each; chief
$1,900 each;
at
of class
class lour,
one hundred
of class
class three,
hundred and forty of
three, one hundred
hundred of
four, one
of
class two,
two, two
hundred and
hundred and two,
one, one hundred
sixty of class one,
and sixty
two hundred
class
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, forty-six,
at $900
messengers and
each; foreman of messengers
$900 each;
forty-six, at
at
laborers, $1,000;
$1,000; carpenter,
carpenter, $1,200;
messengers; twelve assistant
assistant
$1,200; six messengers;
laborers,
messengers; eighteen
eighteen laborers;
each;
messenger boys, at $480 each;
four messenger
laborers; four
messengers;
in
$987,330.
all, $987,330.
in all,
necesas may
Temporary
For
such temporary
temporary employees
may be
be necesemployees as
of such
compensation of
For compensation
employTemporary employees. e e s
sary to
audit the
accounts and vouchers
vouchers of the bureaus
bureaus and offices of
the accounts
to audit
sary
Proviso.
the
War Department,
That no
person shall be
no person
Provided, That
$300,000: Provided,
Department, $300,000:
the War
Proviso.
Pay restriction.
employed
hereunder
at
a
rate
of
compensation
exceeding
$1,800
$1,800
exceeding
compensation
of
a
rate
at
hereunder
employed
restriction
Pay
per
except the
the following:
One at $3,000, three at $2,500 each,
following: One
annum, except
per annum,
$2,000
five
at $2,250
2,000 each.
$2 , 2 50 each, and nine at $
five at
Auditor, $4,000;
Office
of
Auditor
for
OFFICE
DEPARTMFNT: Auditor,
$4,000;
NAVY DEPARTMENT:
FOR NAVY
AUDITOR FOR
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE OF
Office of Auditoror
Navy Department
chief
and chief
chief of
of division,
division, $2,250;
law clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; two
two chiefs
chiefs
$2,250; law
clerk and
chief clerk
Navy Department
$2,000
of division,
division, at
$2,000 each;
each; two
of division,
division, at $2,000
chiefs of
assistant chiefs
two assistant
at $2,000
of
each;
of class
class four,
of class three,
forty-five of
four, forty-five
clerks-twenty-seven of
each; clerks—twenty-seven
forty-five of
of class
class two,
two, sixty-five
of class
thirty-five at
at $1,000
one, thirty-five
class one,
sixty-five of
forty-five
each, seven
seven at
helper, $900;
assistant
two assistant
messenger; two
$900; messenger;
each; helper,
$900 each;
at $900
each,
messengers; three
three laborers;
laborers; messenger
boy, $480;
$480; in
$324,790.
all, $324,790.
in all,
messenger boy,
messengers;
Temporary employemployFor
of such
temporary employees
employees as may be necessuch temporary
compensation of
For compensation
Temporary
ees.
sary to
to audit
the accounts
accounts and
vouchers of the bureaus and offices of
and vouchers
audit the
sary
ees.
Proviso.
the
Navy Department
the Marine
Provided,
$100,000: Provided,
Corps, $100,000:
Marine Corps,
and the
Department and
the Navy
Provso.
Pay
restriction.
That no
person shall
shall be
hereunder at
of compensation
compensation
rate of
at aarate
employed hereunder
be employed
no person
That
ay restriction.
exceeding $1,800
per annum.
annum.
$1,800 per
exceeding
$4,000;
Office
OFFICE OF
NTERIOR DEPARTMENT:
Auditor, $4,000;
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
INTERIOR
FOR I
AUDITOR FOR
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE
for
Auditor for
of Auditor
Offce of
division, $2,250;
of division,
Intenor
DePartment,
chief
clerk and
and chief
$2,250 ; law clerk,
clerk, $2,000; chief of
of
chief of
chief clerk
InteriorDepartment.
division,
$2,000; clerks—fifteen
of class
class four, eighteen
eighteen of class three,
clerks-fifteen of
division, $2,000;
seventeen
of class
class two,
twenty of
of class
class one,
$1,000 each, four
four
four at $1,000
one, four
two, twenty
seventeen of
at $900
$900 each;
four check
assorters (unapportioned),
(unapportioned), at $1,000 each;
each;
check assorters
each; four
at
$129,230.
two
messengers; two
assistant messengers;
laborer; in all, $129,230.
messengers; laborer;
two assistant
two messengers;
OTHER DEPARTMENTS:
Office of
Auditor for
for
OFFICE
OF AUDrTOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR S
TATE AND
DEPARTMENTS: Auditor,
AND OTHER
STATE
OFFICE OF
of Auditor
Office
State, etc.
Departlaw clerk,
ments.
$4,000; chief
clerk and
and chief
chief of
of division,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,250; law
division, $2,250;
chief clerk
state.et. Depart- $4,000;
two
division, at
clerks—twenty-three of class
$2,000 each; clerks-twenty-three
at $2,000
of division,
chiefs of
two chiefs
twenty-six of class three,
four, one
class four
examiner) twenty-six
(special examiner),
four (special
of class
one of
four,
twenty-two
class two,
twenty-eight of
of class
ten at $1,000 each,
one, ten
class one,
two, twenty-eight
of class
twenty-two of
three
at $900
$900 each;
messenger; three assistant messengers; two
each; messenger;
three at
laborers; in
$178,470.
in all, $178,470.
laborers;
Auditor,
POST OFFICE
FOR POST
Office
of Auditor
OFFICE
AUDITOR FOR
OFFICE DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE OF
for
Auditor for
Office of
Post Office Departclerk, $3,000;
ment. ot.ffe
assistant and
and chief
chief clerk,
$3,000; law clerk, $3,000; expert
$5,000; assistant
- $5,000;
D
four
accountant,
chiefs of division, at $2,250 each; four
four chiefs
$3,000; four
accountant, $3,000;
assistant
chiefs of
of division,
$2,000 each;
principal bookeach; three principal
at $2,000
division, at
assistant chiefs
keepers, at
at $2,000
clerks-twenty-five of class four, eleven of
each; clerks—twenty-five
$2,000 each;
keepers,
of class
class three,
three, sixteen
class two,
class one,
one, six at $900 each;
each;
twenty of
two, twenty
of class
sixteen of
class
skilled laborers—sixteen
at $840 each,
eleven at $720 each; messenger
messenger
each, eleven
laborers-sixteen at
skilled
boys—five
at $540
each, five
five at $420 each; fore$480 each,
at $480
four at
each, four
$540 each,
boys-five at
$184,520.
woman,
$480; nineteen
nineteen charwomen;
charwomen; in all, $184,520.
woman, $480;
Treasury,
the Treasury,
to be fixed by the Secretary of the
Employees on memeFor compensation,
compensation, to
For
Employees
cbanical devices,
audit the
necessary to
of
number of
of employees
employees as
as may
may be
be necessary
to audit
the acof such
such number
chaical devices.
counts
of the
Service, $560,200.
$560,200.
Postal Service,
the Postal
vouchers of
and vouchers
counts and
Postal Savings
ysPostal savings
Savings SysPostal
Savings System:
System: Clerks-eleven
Clerks—eleven at $1,000
$1,000 each; seven
seven
tem.
skilled
laborers, at
$900 each;
$17,300.
all, $17,300.
each; in all,
at $900
skilled laborers,
Treasurer's Office.
TREASURER: Treasurer,
OF THE
OFFICE OF
Office.
OFFICE
THE TREASURER:
Treasurer, $8,000;
$8,000; Assistant TreasTreasurer's
urer, $3,600;
$3,600; Deputy
Assistant Treasurer,
$3,600;
Treasurer, $3,200; cashier, $3,600;
Deputy Assistant
urer,
divisions-two
assistant cashier,
cashier, $3,000;
$3,000; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500; chiefs of divisions—two
assistant
at $3,000
three assistant chiefs of division,
each; three
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
three at
each, three
$3,000 each,
at
82,500; two
at $2,250
each; vault
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; principal
bookkeeper, $2,500;
principal bookkeeper,
vault clerk,
$2,250 each;
at

Office of Auditor for
Office
War Department.
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at
tellers, at $2,500 each; assistant tellers-two
tellers-two at $2,250 each, three at
$2,000 each; five section chiefs, at $2,000 each; assistant bookkeepers-two
keepers-two at $2,100 each, two at $2,000 each; interest teller,
$2,000; vault clerk, bond division, $2,000; clerk for Treasurer,
Treasurer,
$1,800; coin clerk, $1,400; clerks-twenty-five
clerks-twenty-five of class four, twentythirty-two of class two,
eight of class three, eight at $1,500 each; thirty-two
eight at $1,300 each, one hundred
hundred and fifteen of class one, eighty-five
eighty-five
forty-five at $900 each; expert counters-forty
counters-forty at
at $1,000 each, forty-five
at
$1,200 each, ten at $1,100 each, forty-four at $1,000
$1,000 each, ninety at
$1,200
at
twenty-six at $720 each; two com$900 each, twelve at $800 each, twenty-six
positors and pressmen,
pressmen, at $1,600 each; addressograph
addressograph operator,
skilled laborers,
laborers, at $1,200 each; silver piler, $1,000
$1,000 and
$1,400; two skilled
additional while the office
office is held by the present incumbent;
incumbent;
$200 additional
fourteen
fourteen messengers; eight assistant messengers;
messengers; twenty-three
twenty-three laborers; messenger
messenger boys-eight
boys-eight at $600 each, fourteen at $480 each,
eight at $360 each;
each; in
in all, $778,170.
$778,170.
Temporary
Temporary empoy.
employexceed $200,000 of
appropriations for
"Expenses of
from "ExExNot to
to exceed
of the appropriations
for "Expenses
of ees,
ees, paid
paid from
penses of loans."
1
lo s."
loans" shall be used during the fiscal year 1921 for temporary
temporary emf pseso
loans"
Proviso.

ployees
loyees in the Office of the Treasurer of the United
United States: ProvidedProvided- Pay restriction.

at no person shall be employed under the said sum of $200,000 at
at
That
compensation exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per annum except the folaa rate of compensation
$2,000
lowing: Three at $2,250 each, three at $2,100 each. and six at $2,000
each.

Redemption

na-

For the force employed
employed in redeeming
redeeming the Federal
Federal reserve and
and tional
tiuR currency,
enc,`y, etc".
For
etc.
national currency
reimbursed by the Federal reserve and nacurrency (to be reimbursed
$2,500; bookkeeper,
tional banks): Superintendent, $3,500; teller, $2,500;
assistant tellers-one
tellers-one $2,250, one $2,000; assistant bookbook$2,400; assistant
keeper, $2,000;
$2;000; clerks-five
clerks-five of class four, seven of class three, nine
of class two; expert counters-thirty-five
counters-thirty-five at $1,200 each, fifty-six at
at
$1,000 each, fifty-two
fifty-two at $900 each, thirty-five
thirty-five at $800 each; two
messengers; four assistant messengers;
messengers; four charwomen;
charwomen; in all,
$225,770.
$225,770.
emporary employ.
employtemporary
For compensation
compensation of temporary
i employees in the Office of the eelTmpory
Treasurer
redeeming Federal
Treasurer of the United States in
n redeeming
Federal reserve and
national
national currency, $280,620,
reserve Proviso.
$280,620, to be reimbursed
reimbursed by the Federal reserve
,
Pay restriction.
and national
national banks: Provided,
Provided, That no person shall be employed
employed Payrestriction.
compensation exceeding
hereunder at a,
exceeding $1,800 per annum,
hereunder
a rate of compensation
except the following: One at $3,000, two at $2,750 each,
each, one at
at
$2,200, and
one at
and one
at $2,000.
Postal Savings Sys.
Sys
clerks-three of class tem.
tem.
Postal Savings
Savings System: Accountant, $2,000; clerks-three
two, two of class one, three at $1,000
$1,000 each; expert
expert counter, $900; in
all,
all, $12,500.
$12,500.
Cutting machines,
Cutting
repairs.
machines in the Office of the repairs.
For repairs
repairs to canceling and cutting machines
Treasurer of
of the
the United
United States,
Treasurer
$200.
States, $200.
Rgister's
Office.
Register's Office.
$4,000; asTREASURY: Register, 84,000;
OFFICE OF REGISTER
REGISTER OF THE TREASURY:
sistant
division, at $2,000 each;
each;
sistant register, $2,500; four chiefs of division,
clerks-two of class four, two of class three, ten of class two, thirteen
clerks-two
hundred and ten at $1,000
$1,000 each, one $900; messenof class one, one hundred
gers-two
each, one
one $720;
five laborers;
laborers; in
in all,
$167,500.
gers-two at $840 each,
$720; five
all, $167,500.
Temporary employfrom "Ex.
Not to exceed
$1,200,000 of the appropriations"
exceed $1,200,000
appropriations" Expenses
Expenses of Loans"
Loans" ees,
em, paid
pad
from " Ex
pauses
of loans."
shall be used during the fiscal year
year 1921 for temporary
temporary employees
employees in piso
Proviso.
Pay restriction.
Treasury: Proied,
the Office
Office of the Register of the Treasury:
Provided, That
That no person
person Payetion
shall be employed
a rate of comemployed under the said sum of $1,200,000
$1,200,000 at a
pensation exceeding
annum except the following:
following: four
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per annum
four
at $3,000 each, six at $2,500 each, two at $2,250 each, two at $2,000
$2,000
each.
each.
Office
Office of Comptroller
Comptroller
of the Currency.
OFFICE
PR OF
or THE
FHE CURRENCY:
CuRREN oy: Comptroller,
OFFICE OF
OF COMPTROIS
COMPTROLLER
Comptroller, $5,000;
$5,000; oftheCurrency.
deputy comptrollers
one $3,500,
$3,500, one $3,000;
$3,000; chief clerk, $2,500;
comptrollers-one
chiefs
chiefs of division--one
division-one $2,500, two at $2,200 each; general bookkeeper, $2,000; assistant bookkeeper, $2,000; vault clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
3
44281°-21
44281° -21-43
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Proviso.
Chief
of
Chief of
division.
division.
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clerks-eleven of
class four,
additional to bond clerk $200, seventeen
seventeen
four, additional
of class
clerks-eleven
of class
class three,
three, nineteen
of class
class two,
two, twenty-seven
twenty-seven of class one, thirnineteen of
of
teen at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, seven
seven at
$900 each;
each; stenographer,
stenographer, $1,600; multiat $900
teen
each;
graph
operators-one $1,200,
counters, at $840 each;
$1,000; six counters,
one $1,000;
$1,200, one
graph operators-one
messengers; five
assistant messengers;
three laborers;
messenger
laborers; messenger
messengers; three
five assistant
messengers;
ea
Provided, That the
boys-one $480,
one $420;
$420; in
$168,560: Provided,
all, $168,560:
in all,
$480, one
examining boys-one
as chief
chief
examiner to act as
a national-bank
comptroller may designate
designate a
national-bank examiner
of
examining division in his office.
office.
of the examining

For
of Federal
be reimreim(to be
currency (to
national currency
and national
reserve and
Federal reserve
expenses of
or expenses
bursed
by the
Reserve and
and National
National Banks):
Banks) •Superintendent,
Federal Reserve
the Federal
bursed by
$2,500; principal
teller, $2,000; clerks-one of class
$2,000; teller,
clerk, $2,000;
principal clerk,
$2,500;
at
four, one
four of
of class
two, five
of class one,
one, four at
five of
class two,
three, four
class three,
of class
one of
four,
$1,000
at $900
$900 each;
each; engineer,
engineer, $1,000;
$1,000; counters-twentycounters-twentyfive at
each, five
$1,000 each,
eight
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
at $840
$840 each;
each; assistant messenger;
messenger; firetwelve at
each, twelve
eight at
$71,420.
man;
boy, $420; two charwomen;
charwomen; in all, $71,420.
messenger boy,
man; messenger
special examinations
Special
examinations of national banks and bank plates, of
For special
examina- For
pecial examineOwls, etc.
keeping macerator
Building in repair, and for other inciin Treasury
Treasury Building
macerator in
keeping
etc.
tio,
macerator, and for
dental expenses
expenses attending the working of the macerator,
dental
procuring information
information relative
relative to
other than
than national,
$5,000.
national, $5,000.
banks other
to banks
procuring
Commissioner,
OF I
INTERNAL
CommisOFFICE OF
OF COMMISSIONEB
COMMISSIONER OF
NTERNAL REVENUE:
REVENUE: COMMiSSiGHST,
OFFICE
ommiteof
Office
st.on
Office
finternal
Rever o
enue.
$10,000;
assistant to the commissioner,
commissioner, $5,000;
$5,000; five deputy com$10,000; assistant
enue.
missioners,
$5,000 each;
each; chemists-chief
chemists-chief $3,000, one $2,500; asat $5,000
missioners, at
sistant
chemists-two at
at $1,800
$1,800 each, one $1,600, one $1,400;
$1,400; heads
sistant chemists-two
$2,250 each;
of divisions-one
divisions-one $3,500,
$3,500, five
five at
each;
at $2,500 each, five at $2,250
of
three
divisions, at $2,000 each; attorney,
attorney, $3,600;
$3,600;
of divisions,
heads of
assistant heads
three assistant
$2,000;
law clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
insurance expert,
$2,000; railroad expert, $2,000;
expert, $2,000;
$2,000; insurance
law
$1,800;
superintendent
of
stamp
vault,
$2,000;
private
secretary,
$1,800;
private
$2,000vault,
stamp
of
superintendent
clerks-four
at $2,000
$2,000 each,
fifty-two of
class four,
four, sixty
sixty of class three,
of class
each, fifty-two
clerks-four at
ninety-eight
two, eighty-three
of class
seventy-six at
at
one, seventy-six
class one,
eighty-three of
class two,
of class
ninety-eight of
$1,000 each;
fifty mail
messengers at
at $900
$900 each; forty-eight
forty-eight messenmessenmail messengers
each; fifty
$1,000
$709,590.
gers; twenty-one
twenty-one assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers; in all, $709,590.
gers;
Stamp agent.
For one
one stamp
stamp agent,
agent, $1,600,
$1,600, to
reimbursed by the stamp
stamp
to be
be reimbursed
For
Stamp agent.
manufacturers.
manufacturers.
Two chiefs of divisions, at $3,000
GUARD: Two
OF THE
Coast Guard Office.
OFFICE OF
THE COAST
COAST GUARD:
OFFICE
each; two
$2,200 each; title and
divisions, at $2,200
of divisions,
chiefs of
assistant chiefs
two assistant
each;
contract
$2,000; law
contract clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; civil
civil engineer,
and contract
law and
clerk, $2,000;
contract clerk,
topographical drafts$2,250; topographer
and hydrographer,
hydrographer, $1,800; topographical
topographer and
$2,250;
man, $1,500;
$1,500; draftsman,
$1,500; chief
chief accountant,
accountant, $2,000; private
draftsman, $1,500;
man,
secretary for
for captain
captain commandant,
of class four,
clerks-eight of
$1,400; clerks-eight
commandant, $1,400;
secretary
fourteen of
class three,
three, sixteen
at
sixteen of class two, fifteen of class one, ten at
of class
fourteen
messengers; two assistant
$1,000
$900 each;
assistant
two messengers;
each; two
at $900
five at
each, five
$1,000 each,
hereafter
Proviso.
messengers;
Provided, That hereafter
$120,130: Provided,
in all,
all, $120,130:
laborer; in
messengers; laborer;
rtiso.
Details of enlisted
.
men
enlisted personnel
personnel of the Coast Guard shall not be detailed
detailed for duty
enlisted
forhidden.
men forbidden.
in
the Office
Office of
Guard in the District of Columbia.
Coast Guard
the Coast
of the
in the
Technical services.
The
draftsmen, and such other technical
technical services
The services of skilled draftsmen,
services.
Technical
as
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
may deem necessary,
necessary, may be
Treasury may
of the
as the
with
employed
only m
m the
of the Coast Guard in connection
connection with
office of
the office
employed only
the
Guard cutters,
cutters, to be paid from
Coast Guard
of Coast
repair of
and repair
construction and
the construction
Protided, That
PTarit0.
P.
the appropriation
appropriation "Repairs
"Repairs to Coast Guard cutters":
cutters": Provided,
etc.
the
expenditures on this
account for the fiscal year 1921 shall not
this account
the expenditures
Limi etc.
exceed
statement of
of the
employed hereunder,
hereunder,
the persons employed
A statement
$8,000. A
exceed $8,000.
their
and the
to each
shall be made
made to
each shall
paid to
compensation paid
the compensation
duties, and
their duties,
Congress each
each year
year in
in the
estimates.
annual estimates.
the annual
Congress
$6,000; assistant
AND PRINTING:
Engraving
n
un
and
BUREA UOF
ENGRAVING AND
PRINTIWG: Director, $6,000;
OF ENGRAVING
BULREAU
and
Engraving
tt
ng u"u
director,
chief of
assignments and reviews, $3,000;
of division of assignments
director, $3,500; chief
Blureu.
Printing
chief clerk,
$2,500; disbursing
disbursing agent,
agent, $2,400;
cost accountant,
accountant,
$2,400; cost
clerk, $2,500;
chief
$2,000;
and sanitary
officer, $2,250;
stenographer, $1,800;
$1,800;
$2,250; stenographer,
sanitary officer,
medical and
$2,000; medical
storekeeper,
storekeeper, $1,000; clerk in charge
assistant storekeeper,
$1,600; assistant
storekeeper, $1,600;
of purchases
$2,000; clerks-four
clerks-four of
of class four, eight of
supplies, $2,000;
and supplies,
purchases and
of
at
class
three, sixteen
class two,
two, fourteen
fourteen of
twelve at
class one, twelve
of class
of class
sixteen of
class three,
$1,000
each, fifteen
fifteen at
at $840
each, three
three at
$780
at $780
$840 each,
each, fifteen
$900 each,
at $900
fifteen at
$1,000 each,

and
Federal reserve and
ntonealcurrency
national
currency expenses.
penses.

ax-
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each; nine attendants, at $600 each; helpers-one
helpers—one at $900,
at
$900, two
two at
$720 each, two at $600 each; three messengers; seven assistant
assistant
messengers; captain of watch,
$1,400; two lieutenants of watch, at
watch, $1,400;
at
$900 each; eighty watchmen;
watchmen; two forewomen
forewomen of
charwomen, at
at
of charwomen,
$540 each; thirty-five
thirty-five day charwomen, at $400 each; ninety-four
ninety-four
morning and evening charwomen,
charwomen, at $300 each; foreman of laborers,
$900; four laborers;
eighty-five laborers, at $540 each; in all,
laborers; eighty-five
paying for
for
$297,710; and no other fund appropriated
appropriated by
loy this or any other Act Limit on
on paying
services.
shall be used for services
services in
Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and
in the
the Bureau
and Printing,
Printing,
paragraph, except in cases of emerof the character
character specified
specified in this paragraph,
emergency arising after the passage
then only
on the
the
passage of
of this Act, and
and then
only on
written
written approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, and in every such
such
case of emergency
a detailed
emergency a
detailed statement
statement of the
expenditures on
the expenditures
on
account
thereof shall
reported to Congress
account thereof
shall be reported
Congress at the beginning
beginning of
of each
each
regular session.
T
eSSSEioRnv.i
Secret Service
SECRET
SEC
reg
S
UI
ECUS
Service DiviDiviRET SERVICE DIVISION: Chief, $4,500; assistant chief, who shall siecret
sion.
discharge
discharge the duties of chief clerk, $3,500; clerks-two
clerks—two of class four,
four,
one of class three,
three, two of class two, three
three of
class one;
messenger; in
of class
one; messenger;
in
all, $20,440.
of
OFFICE OF DIRECTOR or
OF THE MINT:
examiner, theOffice
ffice of
of Director
Director of
MINT: Director, $5,000;
$5,000; examiner,
Mint.
$3,000; computer
computer and adjustor of accounts, $2,200;
$2,260; assayer,
$21200;
assayer, $2,200;
clerks-two
clerks—two of class four, one of class three, one of class one; private
secretary, $1,400;
$1,400; assistant in laboratory,
secretary,
laboratory, $1,200; messenger;
messenger; assistassist$23,680.
ant messenger;
messenger; skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer, $720
$720; in
in all,
all, $23,680.
For freight
freight on bullion and coin, by registered
registered mail or otherwise,
otherwise, Freight.
between mints and
offices, $15,000.
and assay
assay offices,
$15,000.
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
the Mint,
to be
Contingent expenses.
of the
Mint, to
be expended
expended Contingentexpenses.
director: For assay laboratory
under the direction of the director:
laboratory chemicals,
chemicals,
fuel materials, balances
balances, weights, and other
fuel,
necessaries including
other necessaries,
including
books, periodicals, specimens of coins, ores, and incidentals, $1,600.
$1,600.
For examination
Examinations, etc.
examination of mints, expense
expense in visiting
visiting mints for the purpose Examinations,
etc.
superintending the annual settlements, and
of superintending
and for
for special
special examinaexaminations, and for the collection of statistics
tions
statistics relative
to the
the annual
relative to
annual proproou metals
Precious
metals tastaduction and consumption of the precious metals in the United
United States,
States, tistics.
Pts
$4,800.
$4,800.
Public Health
ServSERVICE: Chief iceblic
Health Ser
OFFICE OF SURGEON
SURGEON GENERAL
GENERAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE:
ice.
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250- private
private secretary
the Surgeon
Surgeon General,
General, $2,000;
$2,000 ; Office
secretary to
salaries.
to the
ofice salaries.
principal
statistician, $2,000; technical assistprincipal bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,000; statistician
assistant, $2
$2,000;
ant
000; assistant
assistant editor, $1,800;
clerks—five
$1,800; librarian, $1,600;
$1,600; clerks-five
o class
class three,
fifteen of
o class
one o
whom shall
of class four, six of
three, fifteen
fift
oft
(
class two
two (one
offshall
whom
be translator),
translator), nineteen of class one
three at
$900
one, six
six at $1,000
$1,000 each, three
at $900
each; elevator conductor, $840; three messengers; three assistant
assistant
messengers; telephone operator,
three laborers;
laborers; in
in all,
all, $92,970.
$92 970.
messengers;
operator, $720;
$720; three
CONTINGENT
stationery, including
Contingent expenses.
including tags labels,
CONTINGENT EXPENSES: For stationery
labels, Contingentexpenses.
and index cards printed in course of manufacture,
treasury
manufacture, for the
the Treasury
Department
offices, $214,400,
$214,400, and in Stationery.
Department and its several bureaus and offices,
Stationery
deducted from
from olgttiroenats,
addition thereto sums amounting
amounting to $261,850 shall be deducted
Additional deducted
Additional
deducted
from
other
other appropriations
appropriations made for the fiscal year 1921,
1921, as follows: Con- om ureausetc.
tingent expenses,
expenses, Independent
Treasury, $3,750; contingent
contingent expenses,
Independent Treasury,
expenses,
mint at
mint at Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, $700; contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, mint
at San
San FranFrancontingent expenses,
cisco, $300; contingent
expenses, mint at Denver,
Denver, $300;
contingent
$300; contingent
expenses,
expenses, assay office at New York,
York, $700; materials
materials and
and miscellamiscellaexpenses, Bureau
neous expenses,
Bureau of Engraving
supEngraving and
and Printing,
Printing, $11,000;
$11,000; suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and other crimes, $1,100;
pressing
$1,100; Public
Public Health
Health
Service,
Service, $8,000; . expenses
expenses of Coast Guard,
Guard, $5,000; general
general expenses
buildings, $6,000;
of public buildings,
$6,000; collecting
collecting the revenue
revenue from customs,
$100,000; collecting
$100,000;
collecting war revenue, $125,000; and said sums so
deducted shal
shall be credited to and
and constitute, together
together with the firstfirstnamed
appropriation for stationery for
named sum of $214,400, the total appropriation
for
the Treasury
Department and its several
bureaus and offices,
Treasury Department
several bureaus
offices, with
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the
the exception
exception of
officers located in foreign
foreign countries, for the
of field officers
the

fiscal year
1921.
year 1921.
fiscal
addressed to Postal Union
For postage required
required to prepay matter addressed
Union

Postage.
Postage.

countries, and
and for
for the
the Treasury
Department, $1,500.
Treasury Department,
postage for
for postage
countries,
Treasury
For materials
materials for the use of the bookbinder
bookbinder located
located in the Treasury

Binding.
Binding.

$250.
Department,
Department, $250.
For
newspaper clippings, financial journals, law books, city
or newspaper
directories and
reference relating to the business of
and other -books of reference
directories,
$1,000.
the department,
department, $1,000.
the
Freight,
etc.
For
freight, expressage,
expressage, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone service,
service, $15,000.
$15,000.
For freight,
Freight,etc.
the
Rent.
For rent of buildings in the District of Columbia
Columbia for the use of the
Rent.
appropriation
this
Proviso.
Treasury
Department,
$100,271: Provided,
That
That
appropriation
Provided,
$100,271:
Department,
Treasury
protrio'.
Restriction.
shall not
not be
except for
building at 1734 New York
the building
for the
available, except
be available,
shall
Avenue,
assigned by the Public Buildings Commission
can be assigned
space can
if space
Avenue, if
in other
under the
control of
that commission.
of that
the control
buildings under
other buildings
in
Operating exp
necessary help,
rented
Operating
—
expenses, rented
rented buildings: For the necessary
expenses,
Operating
buildnng
d ngs.enses,
rte buildi
miscellaneous items,
fuel, electric
electric light,
of ashes,
ashes, ice and miscellaneous
removal of
light, removal
fuel,
Reference
books, etc.
Referencebooks,

Reerencebooet

Vehicles, etc.
etc.
Vehicles,

etc.
ehie,

Proviso.

Transfer of
of
Transfer

motor trucks.
trucks.
motor

$4,500.
$4,500.
For
purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and repair of motor trucks;
exchange, maintenance,
For purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, and
shoeing;
maintenance of horses, including shoeing;
and maintenance
purchase,
purchase and
repair of wagons,
wagons, horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
and repair
purchase
vehicles, and
harness, all
$5,000:
be used for official purposes only, $5,000:
to be
all to
and harness,
vehicles,
Army Provided,
Provided,
That
the
Secretary
payment
transfer without payment
War shall transfer
of War
That the Secretary.of
rmy
therefor
to the
Secretary of the Treasury for use of the Treasury
Treasury
the Secretary
therefor to
Department, two two-ton motor
motor trucks.
Department,

Files.
Fuel etc.
,

Fletc.
Fuel,etc.
ghting

Lighting.

Miscellaneous.

,chLnoag

Labor-saving
chines, etc.

Carpets, etc.
Carpets,etc.

Furniture, etc.

e
uiture,

For
purchase of
of file
cases, $12,000.
$12,000.
file cases,
holders and file
file holders
For purchase
For
purchase of coal, wood, engine oils and grease, grates, grate
For purchase
baskets and
fixtures, blowers, coal hods, coal shovels, pokers, and
and fixtures,
baskets
tongs,
$22,000.
tongs, $22,000.
For
current for lighting and power purpurchase of gas, electric current
Fior purchase
poses, gas
gas and
and electric
factures electric light wiring and matelight fixtures,
electric light
poses,
rial, candles,
candlesticks, droplights and tubing, gas burners, gas
candles, candlesticks,
rial,
$24,000.
torches,
globes, lanterns, and wicks, $24,000.
torches, globes,
For washing
hemming towels, purchase
purchase of awnings
awnings and
and hemming
washing and
For
fixtures, window
benzine, turpentine,
window shades and fixtures, alcohol, benzine,
fixtures,
varnish, baskets,
belting, bellows, bowls, brooms, buckets, brushes,
baskets, belting,
varnish,
crash, cloth, chamois skins, cotton waste, door and window
canvas, crash,
fasteners,
flower-garden, street, and engine hose; lace
fasteners, dusters; flower-garden,
leather, lye,
powders, stencil
nails, oils, plants, picks, pitchers, powders,
lye, nails,
leather,
matches,
plates,
plates, hand stamps and repairs of same, spittoons, soap, matches,
match safes,
safes, sponges,
sponges, tacks, traps, thermometers,
thermometers, toilet paper, tools,
match
towels,
blacksmithing,
towel racks, tumblers, wire, zinc, and for blacksmithing,
towels, towel
street
repairs
of machinery,
machinery, removal
removal of rubbish, sharpening
sharpening tools, street
repairs of
car
exceeding
i $250, advertising for proposals, and for
tickets not exceeding
car tickets
sales
condemned
auction inn the District of Columbia, of condemned
public auction
at public
sales at
property
belonging to the Treasury Department,
Department, payment of aucproperty- belonging
articles,
tioneer fees,
necessary articles,
purchase of other absolutely necessary
fees, and purchase
tioneer
$20,000.
$20,000.
maFor
purchase of
labor-saving machines
and supplies for same,
machines and
of labor-saving
For purchase
maincluding
accountants,
including the purchase and exchange of registering accountants,
numbering
of a
a similar character,
machines, and other machines of
numbering machines,
including
time stamps for stamping
stamping date of receipt of official mail
including time
and
telegrams,
repairs
thereto
thereto, and purchase of supplies for
and
telegrams,
and
machines, $10,000.
photographic copying machines,
$10:000.
photographic
For
carpets, carpet border and lining, linoleum, mats,
For purchase of carpets,
rugs, matting,
matting, and repairs,
cleanin •,cutting, making, laying,
repairs, and for cleaning,
rugs,
and
relaying
of
the
same,
by
contract,
$3,000.
$3,000.
contract,
by
same,
the
of
and relaying
For purchase
purchase of
of boxes, book rests, chairs, chair cane, chair covers,
For
desks,
covering desks, cushions, leather
bookcases, clocks, cloth for covering
desks, bookcases,
for
sofas, locks,
lumber, screens, tables, typelocks, lumber,
and sofas,
chairs and
covering chairs
for covering
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writers,
wardrobe cabinets,
writers, including the
the exchange
exchange of
of same, wardrobe
cabinets, washstands, water coolers and stands, and
and for replacing
replacing other worn and
unserviceable articles,
unserviceable
articles, $15,000.
$15,000.
For maintenance
maintenance of
of the
systems in
in the
the TreasTreasthe automatic
automatic fire-alarm
fire-alarm systems
For
ury
$1,980.36.
ury,and
and Winder Buildings, $1,980.36.
or operating
operating expenses
Arlington Building
annex,
For
expenses of
of the
the Arlington
Building and
and annex,

Fire alarm.
Fire
alarm.

operatingBuilding.
expenses.
Arlington
Area'ing
tonBUng.

including
electric current,
including fuel, electric
current, ice,
ice, ash
ash removal,
removal, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
items,
items, $60,000.
Treasury Annex.
For
the Treasury
Treasury- Department
Annex.
Annex (Penn(Penn- Treasury
expenses of
of the
Department Annex
For operating
operating expenses
sylvania Avenue and Madison
Madison Place),
electric current,
sylvania
Place), including
including fuel, electric
miscellaneous items,
$15,000.
ice, ash removal, and
and miscellaneous
items, $15,000.
Annex,
Treasury
Department Annex (Fourteenth and B
B Streets northwest)
northwest)::andnex
treeFtUt
Treasury Department
and B Stre
ets
Fourteenth
NW. th
For heating,
heating, electric current, electrical
equipment, ice, removal of
electrical equipment,
trash,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $44,000.
trash, and
$44,000.
electrical equip- Darby Bng.
Darby Building:
Building: For
For heating, electric
electric current, electrical
ment,
ice,
and
miscellaneous
items,
$6,000.
Darby
ment, ice, and miscellaneous items, $6,000.
C
ONTINGENT AND
EXPENSES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
See
Auditor
Department.
for Post Of.
Departmenft.
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR fice
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
CONTINGENT
FOR
THE POST
POST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT: For
For miscellaneous
expenseg
items, Contingent
Contingentexpenses.
OFFICE DEPARTMENT:
miscellaneous items,
FOR THE
exchange of typewriters
including purchase,
purchase, repair, and
and exchange
typewriters and
and adding
adding
machines, of which not exceeding
exceeding $500 may
be used for furniture
maybe
machines,
and
exceeding $475
and repairs, not exceeding
$475 may be used for rental
rental of telephones,
telephones,
and not exceeding $200 may be used for the purchase of law books,
reference, and
expended under
under
books of reference,
and city
city directories,
directories, $9,000, to
to be expended
Office Department under
under
the direction of the Auditor for the Post Office
rules
and regulations
regulations to
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
rules and
to be
be prescribed
Treasury and to operate
operate as
exception of the
the said office
Treasury
as aa specific
specific exception
from
Treasury Departexpenses, Treasury
from the appropriation
appropriation for
for contingent expenses,
ment, unless otherwise
provided by law.
ment,
basthig
meT
A
eq.ip
equipment for use in auditing meTnatig equip.
cards and
and tabulating
tabulating equipment
For purchase
purchase of cards
accounts and vouchers
vouchers of the Postal
Postal Service, including exchange
exchange
accounts
$219,000, to be expended
expended under
under the direction of the
and repairs, $219,000,
Auditor
Auditor for the
the Post Office
Office Department
Department under
under rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations Proviso.
to be prescribed
by the Secretary
prescribed by
Secretary of the Treasury: Provied,
Provided, That Protalo.wae
Rental allowance.
not
exceeding $39,400
$39,400 may be expended for the rental of tabulating
not exceeding
card-sorting machines.
and card-sorting
INTERNAL REVENUE.
REVENUE.
INTERNAL

r
e
::g„:.ting
,
gaugers,
Internal
internal

For
salaries and
expenses of
collectors of
of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, deputy
t.oector
s
of collectors
deputy e
revenue.
For salaries
and expenses
0
F
collectors, gaugers,
gaugers, storekeepers,
and storekeeper
gaugers, clerks,
clerks, etl ctors.
au
er
storekeeper gaugers,
storekeepers, and
collectors,
messengers, and janitors in
internal-revenue offices,
offices
offices, rent of offices
in internal-revenue
messengers,
outside of the District of Columbia, telephone service, injuries to
horses not
not exceeding
exceeding $250 for
crippled or
expenses
horse crippled
or killed, expenses
for any
any horse
horses
of
seizure and
sale, and
miscellaneous expenses
in Proviso.
expenses in
and other
other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
and sale,
of seizure
collecting internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes, $4,288,000:
$4,288,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That no Witness
fees.
collecting
iPnees.
part
expenses of any
any
part of this amount
amount shall be used in defraying the expenses
officer, designated
designated above,
above, subpoenaed
subpcenaed by the United States court
court
officer,
to
court or preliminary
preliminary
States court
to attend
attend any trial before aa United States
examination before any United States
expenses
examination
States commissioner,
commissioner, which
which expenses
p
shall
witnesses, United P '.92
"Fees of witnesses,
appropriation for "Fees
shall be
be paid
paid from
from the appropriation
States courts."
courts."
ilecti
ofof rc.ve
assessing and collecting
For expenses
expenses of assessing
collecting the internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes, etc.,
erei,tSes
taxes,
Revenue
Revenue Act of 1918,"
as provided by the"
employment AeNd.918i0
At, 918- pp
the "Revenue
1918," including the employment
pp. 1
1057,
of
1140.
accountants, 1140.
experts, agents,
agents, accountants,
officers,' attorneys,
attorneys, experts,
of the
the necessary
necessary officers
janitors, and messengers in the
inspectors, deputy collectors, clerks, janitors,
District
districts, to be
collections districts,
and the several collections
District of Columbia and
appointed
provided by
law, telegraph
service, Ante,
appointed as
as provided
by law,
telegraph and
and telephone
telephone service,
A ,, p. 651.
i.
quarters outside
outside the
the District of Columbia, postage, freight,
freight,
rental of
of quarters
express,
express, and other necessary
necessary miscellaneous expenses, and the purchase
of
mechanical devices, printing,
printing,
furniture, mechanical
equipment, furniture,
of such
such supplies, equipment,
Collecting
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stationery, law
books of
of reference,
reference, and
such other articles
and such
and books
books and
law books
stationery,
as
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for use
use in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and the sevDistrict of
in the
as may
eral
districts $21,000,000:
Provided, That
not more
more than
than
That not
$21,000,000: Provided,
collection districts
eral collection

Proviso.

Prpi'ng violators
Punishing
violators
expended
$500,000
appropriated herein may be expended
of revenue laws.
the total amount appropriated
of the
$500,000 of
oftrevenuelaws.

by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of InternalRevenue
Internal Revenue for
detecting and bringing
bringing
for detecting
by
to
persons guilty
guilty of
of violating
the internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws or conviolating the
trial persons
to trial
niving at
at the
same, including
information and detection
for information
payments for
including payments
the same,
niving
of
such
violation.
such violation.
of
Refunding
collecTo
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury to refund
refund money covered
covered
the Treasury
To enable
collec
tionmding
tions.
Vol. 35, p. 325.
into
the
Treasury
as
internal-revenue
collections,
under
the provisions
provisions
under the
collections,
internal-revenue
as
into the Treasury
oi. 35, p. 325.
of the
Act approved
approved May
May 27,
1908, $250,000.
27, 1908,
the Act
of
Refunding illegally
For
refunding
taxes illegally
illegally collected
collected under the provisions of
g taxes
For refuna
Refnding
collected
taxes.illegally
It. S., secs. 3220, 3689, sections
Statutes,
sections 3220
3220 and
and 3689,
Revised
as amended by the Act of
Revised
3689,
sees.320,389,
R.S.,
pp. 618, 7s.
725.
000,000; of
toexceed$1,000,000
February
24, 1919,
1919, $12,000,000;
and not to
exceed $1,000,000
of
12,nd
Vol. 40,
February 24,
145.
40,.p. 1145.
Pvol.
said amount
amount may
may be
used in
of certified
certified claims over three
payment of
in payment
be used
said
years
without special
by Congress
Congress in
in each
individual
each individual
appropriation by
special appropriation
old without
years old
Proviso.
Provided, That
That a
areport
report shall
shall be
made to
to Congress
Congress of
disthe disof the
be made
Report
case: Provided,
disburse- case:
of disburseepot of
ments.
bursements
hereunder
as
required
by
the
Act
of
February
24,
1919.
1919.
24,
February
of
Act
the
by
required
as
hereunder
bursements
s. 40, p. 1145.
Vmet4
Vol
For
to enforce
enforce the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Prohibition
National Prohibition
the ""National
expenses to
Enforcing
For expenses
Enoring National
Prohibition and Nar- Act" and
and the
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
provide for
registration of,
the registration
for the
to
Act
entitled
Act
the
Act"
Narand
rohibition
cotic Acts.
internal revenue, and to impose
Ante, p.
with collectors
collectors of internal
impose a
aspecial tax upon,
with
305.
p 305.
ATn,
all persons
who produce,
import, manufacture,
compound, deal in,
manufacture, compound,
produce, import,
persons who
VoL all
VoL 38, p. 785;
785; VoL
VoL38
40,
p. 1130.
dispense,
or give
opium or cocoa
cocoa leaves, their
their
away opium
give away
distribute, or
sell, distribute,
dispense, sell,
130.
40,p.
salts,
derivatives, or
or preparations
and for
for other
other purposes,"
approved
purposes," approved
preparations, and
salts, derivatives,
1918,"
December
by the
"Revenue Act of 1918,"
the "Revenue
amended by
as amended
1914, as
17, 1914,
December 17,
including
executive officers
agents, inspectors,
inspectors,
officers,' agents,
of executive
employment of
the employment
including the
messengers in
chemists,
assistant chemists,
clerks, and messengers
supervisors, clerks,
chemists, supervisors,
chemists, assistant
the field
field and
and in
bureau of
internal revenue
revenue in the District of
of internal
the bureau
in the
the
Columbia, to
to be
appointed as
as authorized
by law; the securing of
authorized by
be appointed
Columbia,
evidence of
of violations
Acts, and for the purchase
purchase of such supplies,
the Acts,
of the
violations of
evidence
necessary
equipment,
mechanical devices,
devices, laboratory
laboratory supplies, books, necessary
equipment, mechanical
necessary
expenditures as may be necessary
other expenditures
printing
binding and
and such
such other
and binding
printing and
in the
District
of Columbia
and several
for rental
rental of
and for
offices, and
field offices,
several field
and
Columbia
of
District
the
m
Provisos.
necessary quarters,
That not
not to
exceed $49,500
to exceed
Provided, That
$4,500,000: Provided,
quarters, $4,500,000:
Rent,
District of Coo- necessary
.et, District
the
lumbia.
lumbia.
of the foregoing
foregoing sum shall be expended for rental of quarters in
in the
Amount for narcotic
$750,000
District
of
Columbia:
Provided
further,
That
not
to
exceed
$750,000
further,
Provided
Columbia:
of
District
nrcotic
for
Amount
enforcement.
Vol. 38, p. 7;;
783; Vol.
Vol of the foregoing sum
4Vol',
p.
foregoing
shall be expended
expended for enforcement
enforcement of the pro40, p. 1130.
fvisions
of
the
said
Act
of
December
17,
1914.
1914.
17,
December
of
visions of the said Act
Annual statement o
The Commissioner
Revenue shall
shall submit
submit to Congress
Internal Revenue
of Internal
Commissioner of
t o The
exAennalttmen
expenses, etc.
statement showa detailed
on the
first day
its next
next regular
detailed statement
regular session a
of its
day of
the first
on
compensation of the
of compensation
ing
and annual
annual rate of
designation, and
number, designation,
the number,
ing the
other
expended for rent and other
persons employed
and the
amounts expended
the amounts
employed and
persons
foregoing
authorized
purposes in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia from the
the foregoing
District of
in the
authorized purposes
appropriations
for internal
internal revenue.
revenue.
appropriations for
Independent
Independent
ury.

Trees

Treas-

INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT TREASURY.
TREASURY.

Section
of the
the Revised
Statutes of
United States, as
the United
of the
Revised Statutes
3595 of
Section 3595
Treasurer
amended
appointment of an Assistant Treasurer
providing for the appointment
amended, firoviding
of
the United States at Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
of the
New
Saint Louis,
San Francisco,
Francisco, Cincinnati, and Chicago,
Louis, San
Orleans, Saint
New Orleans,
and
all
laws or
or parts
parts of
laws so
far as
authorize the
establishment
the establishment
they authorize
as they
so far
laws
of
laws
all
and
Subtrewuries to
t bbe or maintenance
of
offices
of
such
Assistant
Treasurers
or
Subof Subor of
Treasurers
Assistant
such
of
offices
of
or maintenance
discontinued.
discontiue d
treasuries of
the United
States are
hereby repealed
after
repealed from and after
are hereby
United States
of the
treasuries
authorized and
July
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
and the
1921; and
1, 1921;
July 1,
directed to
to discontinue
and after
after such
earlier
date or at such earlier
such date
from and
discontinue from
directed
date or
or dates
dates as
as he
may
deem
advisable, such
subtreasuries and the
such subtreasuries
advisable,
deem
may
he
date
Termination of services of
of employeeS
employees.
exercise
duties and
functions by such assistant treasurers
treasurers or
and functions
all duties
of all
exercise of
ices
their offices.
offices. The
office of
each assistant
specified above
assistant treasurer specified
of each
The office
their
and the
of any
any officers
or other
other employees
assigned to duty
employees assigned
officers or
services of
the services
and
assistanti
Offices of assistan
Offiees
treasurers
abolishe,
from
from July 1, 1921.
R. S., sec. 3595,
9
710, repealed.

trOesurers aboishent
July 1, 921
'
a
rpeltid
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at his office shall terminate
terminate upon the discontinuance
discontinuance of the functions
functions
of that office by the Secretary
Treasury.
Secretary of the Treasury.
Transfer of
of duties.
is hereby
The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury is
hereby authorized,
in his
discre- Transer
authorized, in
his discreduties.
duties and
and functions
or
tion, to transfer any or
or all of
of the
the duties
functions performed
performed or
authorized
performed by the assistant treasurers
treasurers above enumerauthorized to be performed
ated, or their offices,
offices, to the Treasurer of the
or the
the
the United States
States or
offices of the United States,
mints or assay offices
States, under
rules and
and
under such
such rules
Utilization of
Fedregulations
utilize any
regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, or to utilize
any of
Federal eral
of the
the Federal
erUtatio
of Fed-d
reserve banks aureserve banks acting as depositaries or
or fiscal
fiscal agents
of the
the United
United thorized.
agents of
thorized.
Vol. 38, p. 285.
States, for the purpose
purpose of performing
performing any
or all
all of
of such
duties and
and Vol
any or
such duties
38 p. 265
functions, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the limitations
limitations of section 15 of the Federal
Federal
Provisos.
reserve Act, as amended, or any other provisions
provisions of law: Provided,
reserve
Prvided, Joint
Pit-otod
o,
custody of
That if any moneys or bullion, constituting
constituting part of the trust funds trust
trust funds. dunds.
heretofore required by
or other
other special
special funds heretofore
by law to be
be kept
kept in
in
Treasury
Treasury offices,
offices, shall be deposited with
Federal reserve
reserve bank,
bank,
with any
any Federal
then such moneys or bullion shall by such bank be kept separate
separate and
and
securities of the Federal reserve
distinct from the assets, funds, and securities
reserve
bank and be held in the joint custody-of the
reserve agent
agent
the Federal
Federal reserve
em
Use
of
member
Federal reserve
and the Federal
reserve bank: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That nothing in this banks
°of
ber
m
as depositaries
not
affected.
construed to deny
section shall be construed
deny the
right of
the Secretary
of the
the right
of the
Secretary of
the not affected.
Treasury to use member banks as depositaries as heretofore
Treasury
heretofore authorized
authorized
by law.
The Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby authorized
assign any btSd
authorized to assign
f subtreeLsty
buildings,
Vs
crinVs,
equipment,
ubtreasur
etc.
or all the rooms, vaults, equipment, and safes or space in the buildings etc.
used by the subtreasuries to any Federal
acting as
Federal reserve
reserve bank
bank acting
as
fiscal agent of the United
United States.
States.
Transfer
of
eligible
All employees
employees in
in the subtreasuries
subtreasmies in the classified
classified civil
civil service
service civil
Transfer
of eligible
service employof the United
United States, who may so desire, shall be eligible for transfer
transfer ees.
e
lo
ees.
to classified civil service positions under the control of the Treasury
Treasury
department
Department, or if their services are not required in such department
they may be transferred to fill vacancies
vacancies in any other executive
such department.
department with the consent
consent of such
extent Preferences.
department. To
To the
the extent
Preferences.
employees possess required
qualifications, they shall
that such employees
required ctualifications,
shall be
be
given preference
preference over new appointments
appointments m
in the classified
classified civil service
service
under
wider the control
control of the Treasury
Treasury Department in the
the cities in which
which
they are now employed.
employed.
Assistant treasurers'
BALTIMORE,
BALTIMORE, OFFICE OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
TREASURER: Assistant treasurer, offices.
0 5Asstant treasurers
$4,500; cashier,
$4,500;
cashier, $2,500;
$2,500; paying
teller'$2,000;
$2,000; receiving
paying teller,
receiving teller,
teller, $1,900;
$1,900; Baltimore.
Baltimore.
exchange teller, $1,800;
$1,800; vault clerk, $1,800;
exchange
$1,800; clerks—two
$1,600
clerks-two at $1,600
each, three at $1,400 each,
$1,000 each;
each;
each, three at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, three
three at
at $1,000
messenger, $840; three watchmen,
$720 each; in all, $31,500.
messenger,
watchmen, at $720
BOSTON, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
Boston
BOSTON,
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
TREASURER: Assistant treasurer, Boston.
$5,000; cashier, $2,500; paying teller, $2,500;
$2,500; vault
vault clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
receiving teller, $2,000;
redemption teller, $1,800; clerks—one
receiving
$2,000; redemption
$2,200,
clerks-one $2,200,
five
five at $1,600 each, one $1,500,
$1,500, one $1,400,
$1,400, two at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, three
at $1,100 each, four at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; chief
chief guard, $1,100;
$1,100; three watchwatch$850 each; laborer and guard, $720;
men, at $850
$720; four
four money counters
and handlers
handlers for money laundry machines,
machines, at $900 each; in all,
$46,570.
$46,570.
Chicago.
CHICAGO,
CHICAGO, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
Assistant treasurer,
treasurer, chicgo
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
TREASURER: Assistant
$5,000;
$5,000; cashier, $3,000; assistant cashier, $2,000;
$2,000; vault clerk, $2,250;
$2,250;
paying teller, $2,500; assorting teller $2,000;
$2,000; redemption teller,
teller,
$2,000; change teller, $2,000; receiving
receiving teller, $2,000; two bookbook$1,500 each; clerks—one
clerks-one $1,750,
keepers, at $1,500
$1,750, one $1,600,
$1,600, nine at
at
attendant for money laundry
$1,500 each, thirteen
thirteen at $1,200 each; attendant
laundry
machines, $1,200; hall man, $1,100; messenger, $840;
machines
$840; three watchwatchmen,
men, at $720 each;
each; janitor,
janitor'$720; eight money counters
counters and
and handlers
handlers
for money laundry machines,
machines, at $900
$900 each;
each; in all, $71,420.
$71,420.
Cincinnati.
CINCINNATI,
CINCINNATI, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
TREASURER: Assistant
Assistant treasurer,
treasurer, ctdncati.
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
$4,500;
receiving teller, $1,800;
$1,800;
$4,500; cashier, $2,250; paying teller, $2,000;
$2,000; receiving
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New Orleans.
Orleans.
New

New York.
York.
New

Philadelphi'a.
Philadlphia.

Saint Louis.
Louis.
Saint

San
an Francisco.
Francis.

Mints and

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

Carson
City, Nev.
Nev.
Carson City,

Denver, Colo.
Colo.
Denver,

1920.
1920.

$1,200 each,
vault
clerks-two at
each, four at $1,200
$1,300 each,
at $1,300
$1,600; clerks--two
clerk, $1,600;
vault clerk,
two
at
$1,000
each;
clerk
and
stenographer,
$1,000;
watchman,
chief
$1,000;
stenographer,
and
clerk
each;
$1,000
at
two
$840; two
watchmen, at
at $720
each; in
$24,830.
all, $24,830.
in all,
$720 each;
two watchmen,
$840;
NEW ORLEANS,
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
TREASURER: Assistant treasORLEANS, OFFICE
NEW
urer,
$4,500; cashier,
teller, $2,000;
receiving teller,
$2,000; receiving
paying teller,
$2,250; paying
cashier, $2,250;
urer, $4,500;
clerks-one
$2,000; vault
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; assorting
assorting teller, $1,200; clerks-one
vault clerk,
$2,000;
$1,500,
five at
$1,200 each,
one $1,000;
$1/000; typewriter
typewriter and stenographer,
each, one
at $1,200
$1,500, five
$1,000; day
day watchman,
watchman, $720;
$720; night
$720; messenger,
watchman, $720;
night watchman,
$1,000;
$600;
guards, at
$720 each; in all, $28,170.
$28,170.
at $720
four guards,
$600; four
NEW YORK.,
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
Assistant treasurer,
TREASURER: Assistant
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
YORK, OFFICE
NEW
$8,000;
cashier,
$4,200;
assistant
cashier,
$3,600;
chief
$3,000;
clerk, $3,000;
chief clerk,
$3,600;
cashier,
assistant
$4,200;
$8,000; cashier,
check
pay division-chief
$3,000, assistant
$2,000, bond
clerk
bond clerk
chief $2,000,
assistant chief
division-chief $3,000,
check pay
assistant
$3,000,
and
assistant
vault
clerk,
$2,800,
paying
assistant
teller,
paying
$2,800,
clerk,
vault
assistant
and
paying teller,
$2,250, receiving
teller $2,800;
$2,800; redemption
redemption divisiondivisionreceiving teller
teller, $2,250,
paying
chief $2,700,
vault and
and authorities
authorities clerk $2,500;
$2,250, vault
chief $2,250,
assistant chief
$2,700, assistant
chief
coin
$2,000, paying teller
assistant chief $2,000,
$2,700, assistant
division-chief $2,700,
coin division-chief
$2,100; bookkeepers-chief
$2,000 each; clerks-one
$2,400, two at $2,000
bookkeepers--chief $2,400,
$2,100;
$2,300, two
two at
at $2,000
$2,000 each,
each, one
$1,900, one $1,800,
$1,700, four
four
$1,800, one $1,700,
one $1,900,
$2,300,
at
$1,600 each,
seven at
at $1,500
$1,400 each, five at
at $1,400
nine at
each, nine
$1,500 each,
each, seven
at $1,600
$1,300
each, eight
each, one
one $1,000;
$1,000; messengers-two
messengers-two at
at
$1,200 each,
at $1,200
eight at
$1,300 each,
guards-chief
$1,200
each, five
five at
at $900
each, two
at $800
$800 each; guards-chief
two at
$900 each,
$1,200 each,
$1,500, one
one $1,200,
$1,000 each;
each; superintendent
superintendent of building,
at $1,000
four at
$1,200, four
$1,500,
$1,800; engineers
chief $1,200,
at $1,050 each; eight watchmen,
two at
$1,200, two
engineers-chief
$1,800;
laundry
at $720
$720 each;
each; twelve
counters and handlers
handlers for money laundry
twelve money counters
at
machines,
at $900
$900 each;
each; in
all, $150,460.
$150,460.
in all,
machines, at
TREASURER: Assistant
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
PHILADELPHIA,
OFFICE OF
Assistant treastreasOF ASSISTANT
PHILADELPIA, OFFICE
urer,
$5,000; cashier,
cashier, $2,500;
$2,500; paying
$2,250; coin
$2,000;
teller, $2,000;
coin teller,
teller, $2,250;
paying teller,
urer, $5,000;
vault clerk,
$1,800;
$1,800; assorting teller, $1,800;
bookkeeper, $1,800;
$1,900; bookkeeper,
clerk, $1,900;
vault
$1,600,
clerks-one $1,600,
receiving
$1,700;
teller, $1,600; clerks-one
redemption teller,
700; redemption
teller, $1
receiving teller,
$1,300, five at $1,200
two
$1,500 each,
two at
at $1,400 each, one $1,300,
each, two
at $1,500
two at
each,
one $1,000;
ckief guard,
guard, $1,100; five counters,
counters, at $900 each;
each;
$1,000; chief
each, one
six watchmen
$720 each;
four money
money counters
counters and handlers for
each; four
at $720
watchmen, at
six
m all, $49,770.
money
laundry machines,
machines, at $900
$49,770.
$900 each; m
money laundry
Assistant treasurer,
TREASURER: Assistant
SAINT Louis,
LOUIS, OFFICE
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
treasurer,
OFFICE OF
SAINT
$1,800;
$2,000; receiving
$4,500; cashier,
$2,500; paying
paying teller, $2,000;
receiving teller, $1,800;
cashier, $2,500;
$4,500;
change teller,
$1,600; corn
coin teller, $1,200;
$1,200; clerks-two at $1,500
$1,500 each,
teller, $1,600;
change
five at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, three at $1,000
$1,000 each, three
$1,100 each,
at $1,140
two at
each, two
five
$600
at
$900 each;
watchmen, at
at $720
$720 each; two janitors, at $600
two watchmen,
each; two
at $900
each;
$720; in
all, $33,860.
$33,860.
in all,
guard, $720;
each; guard,
treasAssistant treasS
AN FRANCISCO,
FRANCISCO, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
TREASURER: Assistant
SAN
urer, $4,500
who also
bookkeeper,
clerk, $2,800; bookkeeper,
as vault clerk,
acts as
also acts
cashier, who
$4,500; cashier,
urer,
$2,000;
paying teller,
receiving teller, $2,000; clerks-one
clerks-one
teller, $2,400; receiving
$2,000; paying
$2,000,
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
$1,500; stenographer
stenographer and typeeach, one $1,500;
two at
$2,000, two
writer,
four watchmen, at $720 each; two
$840; four
messenger, $840;
$1,200; messenger,
writer, $1,200;
guards,
$720 each; in all, $27,160.
guards, at $720
of-

Mints and assay of-

fiefs.
filces.

SEss.
CH. 214.
214.
II. CH.
SEss. II.

MINTS AND
MINTS
AND ASSAY OFFICES.
CARSON,
NEVADA, MINT:
MINT: Assayer in charge, who shall also perform
perform
CARSON, NEVADA,
the
duties of
melter, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant
assistant assayer,
assayer, $1,200;
$1,200; chief clerk,
of melter,
the duties
$1,200;
all, $4,200.
in all,
$1,200; in
For wages
of workmen
workmen and
$2,000.
employees, $2,000.
other employees,
and other
wages of
For
For incidental
and contingent
$1,500.
expenses, $1,500.
contingent expenses,
incidental and
For
DENVER,
COLORADO, MINT:
MINT: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $4,500; assayer,
DENVER, COLORADO,
$3,000;
superintendent, melting
and refining department, $3,000;
melting and
$3,000; superintendent,
superintendent,
coining department, $2,500; chief clerk, $2,500;
superintendent, coining
cashier,
bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000;
clerk, $2,000; bookkeeper,
weigh clerk,
deposit weigh
$2,500; deposit
cashier, $2,500;
assistant
assistant
assayer's assistant,
assistant, $2,000; assistant
$2,200; assayer's
assayer, $2,200;
assistant assayer,
cashier, $1,800;
clerks-two at
each, three at $1,800
$1,800 each,
$2,000 each,
at $2,000
$1,800; clerks-two
cashier,
three
$1,600 each,
one $1,400,
private secretary,
secretary,
$1,400, one $1,200; private
each, one
at $1,600
three at
$1,200;
in all,
$46,000.
all, $46,000.
$1,200; in

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

SESS. II.
CH. 214.
II. Cu.
SESS.

1920.
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For wages
wages of
workmen and other employees.
employees. $110,000.
of workmen
For
p. 651.
651.
machinery Ante, p.
For
incidental and
and contingent
contingent expenses,
including new machinery
expenses, including
For incidental
coining
and
and
repairs,
wastage
in
melting
and
refining
department
department
refining
and
melting
and repairs, wastage in
department,
on sale of
arising from the treatment of
sweeps arising
of sweeps
loss on
and loss
department, and
bullion
and the
manufacture of coin, $90,000.
the manufacture
bullion and
New Orleans,
La
Orleans, La.
who shall also New
NEW ORLEANS,
ORLEANS, L
OULSLiNA, MINT:
charge, who
in charge,
Assayer in
MINT: Assayer
LOUISIANA,
NEW
$1,500;
perform
the
duties
of
melter,
assistant
assayer,
$1,500;
chief
assayer,
assistant
$2,500;
perform the duties of melter,
clerk, who
who shall
the duties
duties of
$1,500; in all, $5,500.
of cashier, $1,500;
perform the
shall perform
clerk,
For wages
of workmen
workmen and other employees, $6,250.
wages of
For
For incidental
incidental and
and contingent expenses, $2,000.
For
Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
PHILADELPHIA MINT:
MINT: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $4,500;
engraver, $4,000; as- Philadelphia,
$4,500; engraver,
PHILADELPHIA
$3,000;
sayer, $3,000;
$3,000; superintendent,
superintendent, melting and
refining department, $3,000;
andrefining
sayer,
superintendent, coining
$2,500 chief clerk, $2,500; asdepartment, $2,500;
coining department,
superintendent,
sistant assayer,
$2,200; cashier,
bookkeeper, $2,500; assistant
assistant
cashier, $2,500; bookkeeper,
assayer, $2,200;
sistant
bookkeeper, $2,000;
deposit weigh
clerk, $2,000; assistant cashier,
weigh clerk,
$2,000; deposit
bookkeeper,
$1,600
$1,800; curator,
curator, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-one
clerks-one $2,000,
$2,000, one $1,700,
$1,700, eight at $1,600
$1,800;
each,
one $1,500,
$1,300, three at $1,200
$1,200 each,
$1 400 each, one $1,300,
$1,500, six at $1_,400
each, one
three
$1,000 each; in all, $68,600.
at $1,000
three at
For wages
wages of
workmen and other employees,
employes, $440,000.
of workmen
For
p. 651.
651.
For incidental
incidental and
and contingent
contingent expenses, including new machinery Ante. p.
For
and
enameling for
for medals
medals manufactured,
manufactured, expenses
and enameling
cases and
repairs, cases
and repairs
of
annual assay commission,
commission, wastage in melting and refining and
the annual
of the
in
coining departments,
loss on sale of sweeps arising from the
departments, and loss
in coining
treatment
manufacture of coins, and not exceeding
exceeding
bullion and the manufacture
of bullion
treatment of
$1,000
miqti
in value of specimen coins and ores for the cabinet of the mint,
$1,000 in
$177,000.
$177,000.
San Francisco,
Catif.
Franciso, Cali
S
AN FRANCISCO,
ALIFORNIA, MLNT :
Superintendent,
assayer, San
4,500; assayer,
Superintendent, $4,500;
CALIFOBRNIA,MINT:
FuANIScO, C
SAN
$3,000;
department, $3,000;
$3,000;
melting and refining department,
superintendent, melting
$3,000; superintendent,
superintendent, coining department, $2,500; chief clerk, $2,500; cashsuperintendent,
ier, $2,500;
bookkeeper, $2,000;
assistant
$2,000; assistant assayer, $2,200; assistant
$2,500; bookkeeper,
ier,
cashier, $1,800;
$1,800; a.ssisti:nt
bookkeeper, $1,800; assayer's assistant,
assistant bookkeeper,
cashier,
clerks-one $2,000, three at $1,800
$2,000; deposit
deposit weigh clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-one
$1,800
$2,000;
each,
four at
/600 each,
one $1,400,
two at $1,000 each; private sec$1,400, two
each, one
$1,600
at $1
each, four
retary, $1,400; in all, $48,400.
retary,
For
wages of
other employees
employees, $200,000.
$200,000.
and other
workmen and
of workmen
For wages
651.
p. 661.
Ant, p.
machinery Ante,
For incidental
and contingent
contingent expenses, including new machinery
incidental and
For
and
repairs,
wastage
in
the
melting
and
refining
department
and
m
in
and repairs, wastage in the melting and refining department
the
and loss
arising from the
the
sale of sweeps arising
loss on sale
department, and
coming department,
the coming
treatment
of bullion
and the
manufacture of coin, $75,000.
the manufacture
bullion and
treatment of
Boise,
Idaho.
Boise, Idaho.
BOISE, IDAHO,
I
DAHO, ASSAY
OFFICE: Assayer
charge, who shall also perin charge,
Assayer in
ASSAY OFFICE:
BOISE,
chief
$1,200; .Chief
form
duties of
melter, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant assayer, $1,200;
of melter,
the duties
form the
clerk, who
who shall
shall also
also perform
perform the
duties of
$1,200; in all,
cashier, $1,200;
of cashier,
the duties
clerk,
$4,200.
For
of workmen
workmen and
and other employees, $2,000.
wages of
For wages
For
and contingent
contingent expenses, $1,300.
$1,300.
incidental and
For incidental
Deadwood, S.
S. Dak.
Dak.
Deadwood,
DEADWOOD S
OUTH DAKOTA,
DAKOTA, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE:
OFFICE: Assayer
Assayer in charge,
SouTH
DEADWOOD,
who shall
shall also
also perform the duties of melter, $1,800; assistant
assistant assayer,
who
$1,200;
clerk, $1,000;
$1,000; in all, $4,000.
$1,200; clerk,
For
wages of
of workmen
and other
other employees, $2,000.
workmen and
For wages
For
contingent expenses, $1,200.
and contingent
incidental and
For incidental
Helena, Mont.
Mont.
Hpr P.NA, MONTANA,
MONTANA, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE:
charge, who shall Helena,
in charge,
Assayer in
OFFICE: Assayer
HELENA,
also
duties of
melter, $1,800;
$1,800; chief clerk, who shall also
of melter,
the duties
perform the
also perform
$1,200; in
perform the
duties of
$1,400; assistant
assistant assayer,
assayer, $1,200;
cashier, $1,400;
of cashier,
the duties
perform
all,
all, $4,400.
For
For wages of workmen and other employees, $2,500.
For
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses, $1,600.
$1,600.
For incidental
New York,
York, N.
Y.
N. Y.
New
$3,000;
Superintendent, $5,000; assayer, $3,
NEW YORK
YORK ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE:
OFFICE: Superintendent,
000 ;
NEW
superintendent,
and refining
refin ing department,
department, $3,500; chief clerk,
melting and
superintendent, melting
$2,500; cashier,
cashier, deposit
deposit weigh
weigh clerk, and assistant assayer,
assayer, at $2,500
$2,500
$2,500;
each; assayer's
$2,350; assistantcasher,
assistant cashier,
bookkeeper, $2,350;
assistant, $2,000; bookkeeper,
assayer's assistant,
each;
$1,800; clerks-two
clerks-two at
$2 000 each, five at $1,800 each, one $1,600,
at $2
$1,800;
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CONGRESS.
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II. CH.
214.
SESS.
CH. 214.

1920.
1920.

one
one $1,250,
$1,250, seven
seven at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
secretary, $1,400;
$1,400;
each; private
private secretary,
one $1,500,
$1,500, one
in
in all, $53,400.
$53,400.
For wages
workmen and other employees,
$170,000.
employees, $170,000.
For
wages of
of workmen
Ante, p.
651.
machinery
Ante,
For incidental
incidental and contingent
p. 651.
contingent expenses, including new machinery
and
and refining
and loss
loss
refining department,
department, and
wastage in
in the
the melting
melting and
and repairs,
repairs, wastage
on
sale of
of sweeps
bullion, $150,000.
$150,000.
sweeps arising from the
the treatment
treatment of bullion,
on sale
Salt
Salt Luke
lake City,Dtah.
City,Utah.
SALT
SALT LAKE CIr, ,UTAH, ASSAY OFFICE: Assayer
Assayer in charge, who shall
also ,perform the
the duties
of melter,
melter, chief
and cashier,
for
cashier, $1,800;
$1,800; for
duties of
chief clerk
clerk and
alsoperform
services of
of workmen
and other
incidental and
$1,500; for
for incidental
and
services
workmen and
other employees,
employees, $1,500;
contingent expenses,
$600; in all,
all, $3,900.
$3,900. expenses, $600;
contingent
Seattle, Wash.
Seatte,
SEATTLE,
Wash.
WASHINGTON, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE:
OFFICE: Assayer in charge, who shall
S
EATTLE, WASHINGTON,
also
the duties
duties of
of melter,
melter, $2,750;
$2,750; assistant
assistant assayer,
assayer, $2,000;
$2,000;
perform the
also perform
chief
shall also
duties of cashier,
$2,000;
the duties
cashier, $2,000;
who shall
also perform
perform the
chief clerk,
clerk, who
clerks—one
one $1,600,
one $1,400;
all, $11,450.
$1,400; in
in all,
$11,450.
$1,700, one
$1,600, one
clerks-one $1,700,
For
workmen, and
$15,000.
and other
other employees,
employees, $15,000.
For wages
wages of
of workmen,
For
incidental and
and contingent
including rent
rent of
of building,
building,
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
For incidental
$5,700.
$5,700.
War
War Department.
Department.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Secretary, Assistant,
asstantandce
assistant
and chief
clerk,
clerk, etc.
etc.
Post, pp. 764,
p p 1025.

,

o ,

Chiefs of
of divisions,
Chiefs
clerks, etc.

divisions,

eret

Temporary
Temporary employemplcyees.

Provisos.
PDan.
Detailed

statement

etplestatett
of
of employees,
etc., to

be submitted.

Allotment to Adju(i,taot',enera't
tant
General'stoOffice.

Use of other appropriations for civilian
civilian
priatienis
personnel restricted.
restrcted.
Poet, p. 893, 896.

eprof othir approt, p. 893,

6.

Pay restriction.
restriction.
Pay

Office distribution.
Officedistribution.

OFFICE
or
SECRETARY: Secretary
of War,
War, $12
1000; Assistant
Assistant
$12,000;
Secretary of
OF THE
THE SECRETARY:
OFFICE
assistant and
Secretary, $5,000; assistant
clerk, who
who shall
shall sign
such official
and chief clerk,
sign such
official
papers
as the
Secretary may
may direct,
papers and
and documents
documents as
the Secretary
direct, $4,000;
$4,000; private
private
secretary
the Secretary,
$2,500; clerk
the Secretary,
Secretary, $2,000;
to the
$2,000;
to the
Secretary, $2,500;
clerk to
secretary to
stenographer
Secretary, $2,000;
clerk to
to the
Secretary,
to the
the Secretary,
$2,000 clerk
the Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
stenographer to
$2,400;
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,400; disbursing clerk, $2,750; appointassistant chief
$2,400; assistant
ment clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; four chiefs of divisions,
superindivisions, at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; superintendent of
of buildings
and Navy
Navy Department
Department
outside of
of State,
State, War,
War, and
tendent
buildings outside
Building,
in addition
compensation as
of division,
Building, in
addition to
to compensation
as chief
chief of
division, $500;
$500;
chief
four, seven
of class
class three,
three,
of class
class four,
seven of
chief telegrapher,
telegrapher, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks—six
clerks-six of
fifteen
of class
twenty of
of class
class one,
one, five
at $1,000
two at
at
five at
$1,000 each,
each, two
class two,
two, twenty
fifteen of
$900 each;
$1,200; carpenters-one
carpenters—one $1,200,
$1,200, one
one $1,080;
$1,080;
$900
each; foreman,
foreman, $1,200;
chief
skilled laborer,
messengers; nine
six messengers;
nine
$1,000; skilled
laborer, $1,080;
$1,080; six
chief messenger,
messenger, $1,000;
messengers; two telephone
telephone switchboard
switchboard operators;
assistant messengers;
operators; eight
eight
laborers;
$840 each;
each; in
laborers; two
two chauffeurs,
chauffeurs, at
at $840
in all,
all, $146,880.
$146,880.
TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES:
TEMPORARY
EMPLOYEES: For the temporary employment
employment of such
additional
judgment of
additional force of
of clerks
clerks and
and other
other employees as in
in the judgment
of
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War may
may be
be proper
proper and necessary
necessary to the_prompt,
the prompt,
accurate dispatch of
efficient, and accurate
of official
official business
business in
in the
the War
War DeDepartment
partment and its bureaus, to be allotted by the Secretary of War
except as
as otherwise
herein, $3,000,000:
That the
the
except
otherwise provided
provided herein,
$3,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
Secretary of
of War
War shall
submit to
on the
first day
next
day of
of its
its next
the first
to Congress
Congress on
shall submit
Secretary
regular
a statement
number
regular session a
statement showing by bureaus or offices the number
and
employed hereunder
and the
the annual
annual
and designation
designation of
of the
the persons
persons employed
hereunder and
rate of
paid to
to each:
$1,850,000
That $1,850,000
further, That
Providedfurther,
each: Provided
of compensation
compensation paid
rate
foregoing sum
of The
of the
the foregoing
sum shall be
be allotted
allotted to
to the Office of
The Adjutant
Adjutant
may not
not be
in that
office
General and such
such portion
portion thereof as
as may
be needed
needed in
that office
not be
allotted to
any other
but shall
be covered
covered
shall not
be allotted
to any
other office
office but
shall lapse
lapse and
and be
Protiedfurther,
further, That appropriations
into
the Treasury: Provided
appropriations contained
contained
.
in any other Act for the fiscal year 1921 shall not be used for the
payment
of civilian
civilian personnel in the bureaus
bureaus or offices of the War
War
payment of
Department
Department in the District of Columbia except such as
as may
may be
authorized by
by this
or as
as may
the Army
Army War
authorized
this Act
Act or
may be
be appropriated
appropriated for
for the
War
College
and Office
of the
the Chief
Chief of
Appropriation Act
Act
College and
Office of
of Staff
Staff in
in the
the Army
Army Appropriation
and
the Board
Board of
Ordnance and
Fortification in
and the
of Ordnance
and Fortification
in the
the Fortification
Fortification
Appropriation
Appropriation Act: Provided
Provided further,
shall be
further, That
That no person
person shall
be paid
paid
at a,
rate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding
from said sum
sum of
of $3,000,000
$3,000,000 at
a rate
$1,800
annum except
of Secretary
Secretary of
of War—
$1,800 per
per annum
except the
the following:
following: Office
Office of
Warone at
(audit of
Red Cross
Cross accounts),
at $3,000
one
at $3,500
$3,500 (audit
of Red
accounts), one
one at
$3,000 (audit
(audit
of Red
four at
$2,750 each
(audit of
of Red
Cross
of
Red Cross
Cross accounts),
accounts), four
at $2,750
each (audit
Red Cross
accounts), two
two at
at $2,500
$2,500 each,
each, two
two at
at $2,200
$2,200 each,
one at
$2,000;
accounts),
each, one
at $2,000;
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Office of The Adjutant General—six
General-six at $2,400 each, two at $2,000
General—one at $2,000; Office of Director
Director
each; Office of Inspector
Inspector General-one
Finance—one at $5,000, one at $2,000; Motor
Motor Transport Corps—
of Finance-one
Corpsone at $2,400.
American Red Cross.
The American
American National
National Red
Red Cross
annually shall
shall reimburse
reimburse the
the Reimbursement
The
Cross annually
jmecbursemedCnt
by,
for
War
Department for
for auditing
the accounts
accounts of
of the
the American
National for auditing
auditing accounts.
accounts.
American National
auditing the
War Department
required by the Act approved
approved February 27, 1917, and
Red Cross, as required
covered into the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United
the sum so paid shall be covered
States
miscellaneous receipt.
receipt.
States as
as aamiscellaneous
Adjutant General's
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
OFFICE: Chief
clerk, $2,750; ten
ten chiefs
Chief clerk,
chiefs of
of Office.
ojc
Geeral
ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S OFFICE:
divisions,
divisions, at $2,000 each; clerks—fifty-eight
clerks-fifty-eight of class four, seventyfour of class three, one hundred
hundred and sixteen
sixteen of class two, two hundred
and thirty-one
thirty-one of class one, ninety-three
ninety-three at $1,000
$1,000 each; engineer,
engineer,
mechanic,
$1,400; assistant engineer, $900; two firemen; skilled mechanic,
$1,000;
eleven messengers;
messengers; four
four
$1,000; eleven
messengers; sixty-one assistant messengers;
watchmen; twenty-one
i
n all, $852,790;
employees
$852,790; all employees
watchmen;
twenty-one laborers; in
provided for by this paragraph for The Adjutant
Adjutant General's Office
provided
all be exclusively
exclusively engaged on the work
of the War Department
Department shall
1921.
of this office for the fiscal year 1921.
inspector
General's
r
OFFICE or
OF INSPECTOR
two of
of ofo
eneral's
INSPECTOR GENERAL:
GENERAL: Clerks-one
Clerks—one of class four, two
Office.
$1,000 each;
class three, three of class two, four of class one, two at $1,000
messenger; assistant
messenger; messenger,
messenger' $600;
$600; in
all, $18,160.
messenger;
assistant messenger;
in all,
$18,160.
Jdge Advocate
Advocate
Judge
General's Office.
OFKicr
UDGE ADVOCATE
clerk and
and solicitor,
ffice.
solicitor, Generals
OF J
JuDGE
ADVOCATE GENERAL:
GENERAL: Chief clerk
OFFICE or
$2,500; law clerks—one
clerks-two of class four,
clerks-one $2,400,
$2,400, one $2,000;.clerks—two
$2,500;
three of class three, four of class two, eight of class one,
one two at
at
$1,000
each; three
messengers; assistant
all, $35,740.
$1,000 each;
three messengers;
assistant messenger;
messenger; in
in all,
$35,740.
igna offce.
Signal
Office.
S
IGNAL OFFICE: Chief clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-four
clerks—four of class four,
SIGNAL
three of class three, five of class two, eight of class one, nine at
at
$1,000 each;
each; five messengers;
messengers; three assistant messengers;
messengers; in all,
$1,000
$45,960.
$45,960.
draftsmen
Skilled
draftsmen
services of skilled draftsmen and such other services as the etc.
The services
Secretary of War may.deem necessary
necessary may be employed only in the
Secretary
Signal Office
Office to carry into
into effect the various
various appropriations
appropriations for fortiService of
fications and other works of defense, and for the Signal Service
appropriations, in addition
the Army, to be paid from such appropriations,
addition to
to the
the Proviso.
P,0oiO.
Limit, etc.
foregoing
employees appropriated
appropriated for
the Signal
Provided, Limit,etc.
for in
in the
Signal Office: Provided,
foregoing employees
That the entire expenditures
purpose for the fiscal year
expenditures for this purpose
1921 shall not exceed
exceed $53,280, and the Secretary
Secretary of War shall each
year in the
the annual
annual estimates report
report to
to Congress
Congress the
the number
number of persons
persons
Quartermaster
and the
amount paid
paid to
to each.
each.
so employed,
employed, their
their duties,
duties, and
the amount
Quartermaster Genoral's Office.
Ofce.
Chief clerk, $2,750; prin- eral's
GENERAL: Chief
OrrICE
or QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER GENERAL:
OFFICE OF
cipal
clerks—five at $2,250
clerks—fifteen
cipal clerks-five
$2,250 each, three at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; clerks-fifteen
of class
class four,
four, twenty-nine
twenty-nine of
of class
of class
class two,
two, ninetyninetyclass three,
three, fifty
fifty of
of
three
thirty-nine at
$1,000 each,
$900 eachthree of
of class one, thirty-nine
at $1,000
each, ten at $900
each;
draftsmen—three at $1,800
$1,800 each, seven at $1,600
$1,600 each, five at $1,400
draftsmen-three
hydraulic and sanitary engineer, $2,000; civil engineer, $1,800;
each; hydraulic
electrical engineer,
engineer, $2,000;
electrical and mechanical
mechanical engineer,
engineer, $2,250;
$2,250;
electrical
$2,000; electrical
marine engineer,
sanitary and
engineer, $1,800;
six
$1,800; six
$3,500; sanitary
and heating
heating engineer,
marine
engineer, $3,500;
messengers; fourteen
assistant messengers;
twelve laborers;
laborer,
messengers; twelve
laborers; laborer,
messengers;
fourteen assistant
in all,
Surgeon
General's
all, $383,590.
$600; in
$383,590.
Surgeon
General's
Office.
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; principal
OFFICE
or S
URGEON GENERAL:
principal Office.
SURGEON
GENERAL: Chief
OFFICE OF
assistant librarian, $2,250; principal
principal clerk, $2,000; chemist,
chemist, $2,100;
$2,100;
assistant chemist, $1,600;
assistant
$1,600; pathologist, $1,800;
$1,800; microscopist,
microscopist, $1,800;
$1,800;
assistant librarian, $1,800;
$1,800; anatomist,
anatomist, $1,600;
$1,600;
$1,600; entomologist,
entomologist, $1,600;
photographer,
$1,500; two translators
translators at $1,800 each; clerksfourclerks—fourphotographer, $1,500;
teen of class four, thirteen of class three
three, twenty-six of class two,
thirty-six of class one
thirteen at $1,00d
each;
thirty-six
one, thirteen
$1,000 each, two at $900 each;
engineer,
mechanic, $1,000;
engineer, $1,400;
$1,401); skilled mechanic,
$1,000; two messengers;
messengers; eleven
eleven
assistant messengers;
messengers; three firemen; three watchmen;
superintendent
watchmen; superintendent
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of building
building (Army
(Army Medical
Library), $200; six laborers;
laborers;
and Library),
Museum and
Medical Museum
of
four
charwomen; in
in all,
all, $185,740.
four charwomen;
$185,740.
Ordnance Offce.
Office.
Or.FICE OF CHIEF
CHIEF OFORDNANCE:
ORDNANCE: Chief clerk, $2,500; chief of
OFFICE
ordnance
division,_ $2,000; principal
principal clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-eight
clerks— eight of class four,
division,
ten of
of class
seventeen of class
two thirty-six of class one,
class two,
three, seventeen
class three,
ten
assistant
messengers; assistant
twelve at
at $1,000
at $900 each; two messengers;
five at
each, five
$1,000 each,
twelve
messenger; messengers—two
$780 each, two at $720 each; laborer;
at $780
messengers-two at
messenger;
in
$126,460.
in all,
all, $126,460.
as the
services as
other services
draftamen,' The services
keilled draftmen
et g
services of skilled draftsmen
draftsmen and such other
the
etc..knied
only
Secretary
of
War
may
deem
necessary
may
be
employed
in the
employed
necessary
deem
may
Secretary of War
office of
the Chief
Ordnance to
to carry
into effect the various approcarry into
of Ordnance
Chief of
of the
office
priations
the armament
fortifications and for the arming and
armament of fortifications
for the
priations for
equipping of
National Guard,
be paid
appropriapaid from such appropriato be
Guard, to
the National
of the
equipping
tions,
appropriated for draftsspecifically appropriated
amount specifically
to the amount
addition to
in addition
tions, in
Provided, That the entire exProviso.
men in
in the
Army Ordnance
Bureau: Provided,
Ordnance Bureau:
the Army
men
Proviso.
1921 shall not exceed
Limit,
etc.
penditmes
for the
fiscal year 1921
exceed
the fiscal
this purpose for
for this
penditures for
Limit, etc
$400,000,
of War
each year in the annual
War shall each
Secretary of
the Secretary
and the
$400,000, and
estimates
to Congress
Congress the
the number
employed,
persons so employed,
of persons
number of
report to
estimates report
their duties,
and the
the amount paid to each.
etich.
duties, and
their
Chief clerk, $2,250; two chiefs
Engineer
Office.
OFFICE
CHIEF OF ENGINEERS:
ENGINEERS: Chief
OF CHIEF
OFFICE OF
Engineer Offce.
of divisions
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
four twelve of
clerks-eight of class four,
each; clerks—eight
divisions at
of
class three,
class two,
twenty of
fourteen at
at
of class one, fourteen
two, twenty
of class
fifteen of
three, fifteen
class
mesassistant
$1,000
each,
six
messengers;
three
mesmessengers;
each;
$900
at
six
each,
$1,000
sengers;
laborer; messenger
messenger boy,
boy, $400;
all, $112,510.
in all,
$400; in
sengers; laborer;
engineers, and such other
draftsmen, civil engineers,
Skilled draftsmen,
draftsmen,
The
services of
of skilled draftsmen,
other
The services
etcled
necessary, may be emservices
the Secretary
Secretary of War may deem necessary,
as the
services as
ployed
in the office of the Chief of Engineers,
Engineers, to carry into effect
effect
only in
ployed only
the
appropriations for rivers and harbors, fortifications, and
various appropriations
the various
and
surveys
and preparation
for and
and the
the consideration
river and
consideration of river
preparation for
surveys and
harbor estimates
estimates and
bills, to
appropriations:
be paid from such appropriations:
to be
and bills,
harbor
Proviso.
Limit, etc.
Provided, That
That the
the expenditures
expenditures on
on this
this account
for the
the fiscal year
account for
Prvided,
etc.
Lt,
1921 shall
not exceed
exceed $50,400;
$50,400; the
Secretary of War shall each year,
the Secretary
shall not
1921
in
annual estimates,
report to
Congress the
the number of persons
to Congress
estimates, report
the annual
in the
to each.
so
employed,
their
duties,
and
amount
paid
amount
the
and
duties,
their
so employed,
INSULAR
nsular Affairs BuInsular
BUREAU OF I
NSULAR AFFAIRS: Chief clerk, $2,250; clerks-ten
clerks—ten
of
class four,
seven of
of class three, eleven of class two, fourteen of class
four, seven
of class
u
one,
ten at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; three
three messengers;
messengers; two assistant messenmessenone, ten
gers; four
four laborers;
laborers; two
in all, $80,730.
charwomen; in
two charwomen;
gers;
'Jil itia Bureau.
MILITIA
BUREAU: Chief clerk, $2,000; clerks-two
clerks—two of class four,
MILITIA BUREAU:
Burea.
Miitia
two, fifteen of class one, eight at
three
of class
seven of
of class
class two,
three, seven
class three,
three of
messengers; two laborers;
$1,000
each; messenger;
messenger; two
laborers;
assistant messengers;
two assistant
$1,000 each;
in
all, $49,800.
$49,800.
all,
in
Artillery
Coast Artillery
$2,000;
ARTILLERY:: Chief clerk, $2,000;
COAST
Office.
OFFICE OF
OF C
HIEF OF C
OAST ARTILLERY
CHIEF
OFFICE
5cest
clerks—one
class four, two of class three, three of class two, five of
of class
clerks-one of
class
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
three messengers, at $720 each; in
each; three
three at
one, three
class one,
all,
$22,360.
$22,360.
all,
Contngentexpenses.
C
on tmgent expenses.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
W AR DEPARTMENT:
For purchase
purchase of
proof proDEPARTMENT: For
EXPENSES, WAR
CONTINGENT
exchange;
fessional
scientific books, law books, including their exchange;
and scientific
fessional and
newspapers,
books of
of reference,
pamphlets, periodicals,
periodicals, newspapers,
books, pamphlets,
blank books,
reference, blank
books
maps;
adding machines; furniture and repairs to
and adding
typewriters and
maps; typewriters
same; carpets,
oilcloth, file
cases towels,
soap,
brooms, soap,
ice, brooms,
towels, ice,
file cases,
matting, oilcloth,
carpets, matting,
same;
sponges, fuel,
fuel, gas,
gas, and
and heating
heating apparatus
and repairs to buildings
apparatus for and
sponges,
(outside
State, War,
and Navy
Navy Department
Department Building)
occupied
Building) occupied
War, and
the State,
of the
(outside of
by
Department and
its bureaus;
bureaus; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and its
War Department
the War
by the
operation of
trucks and
and motor
motor cycles,
and one
motor-propelled
one motor-propelled
cycles, and
motor trucks
of motor
operation
purposes;
passenuer-carrying vehicle,
be used
for official
official purposes;
only for
used only
to be
vehicle, to
passenger-carrying
treiaht'
n
and
express
charges;
street
car
fares,
not
exceedmg
$750;
$750;
exceeding
not
fares,
car
street
charges
express
and
Pefreight
Per diem
subsistence.
and
necessary expenses, including a
aper diem allowabsolutely necessary
other absolutely
and other
ance
to exceed
exceed $4
in lieu
$250,000.
subsistence, $250,000.
of subsistence,
lieu of
$4 in
not to
ance not
For stationery for the department
Stationery.
department and its bureaus
bureaus and offices,
offices,
Stationery.
$100.000.
S100.000.
6
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For postage
postage stamps
for the
required
as required
bureaus, as
and its
its bureaus,
the department
department and
stamps for
For

Postagestamps.

Postage stamps.

under the
Postal Union, to
prepay postage on
addressed to
on matters addressed
to prepay
under
the Postal
Postal
Union countries,
$500.
countries, $500.
Postal Union
For
rent of
buildings in the District
Rent.
of Columbia for the use of the Rent.
District of
of buildings
For rent
War Department,
Department, $23,700.
$23,700.
War

AND GROUNDS.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS AND
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
AND

GROUNDS:

Superintendent,

Public
buildings and
Publicbuildingsand

grounds.

Superintendent as-

OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS
OFFICE OF
PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS: Superintendent, sistant
sisStliiI rand
gt
d
el
l
i
e
e
r
it
thel
s
c
"
,
chief
clerk,
etc.
$3,600;
clerks—one of class four, etc.
assistant and chief clerk, $2,400; clerks-one
$3,600; assistant
one
of class three, one
messenger;
one of
of class two, two of class one; messenger;
one of
landscape architect, $2,400; junior
$17,940.
$1,500; in all, $17,940.
junior engineer,
engineer, $1,500;
landscape
etc.
Foremen, etc.
For foremen,
foremen, gardeners,
gardeners, mechanics,
employed in the Foremen,
laborers employed
and laborers
mechanics, and
For
public
public grounds, $31,200.
police.
Parkpolice.
Park police:
Lieutenant, $1,900;
$1,900; first sergeant,
sergeant, $1,700;
$1,700; two ser- Park
police: Lieutenant,
Park
in
at
geants,
at
$1,580
each;
fifty-three
privates,
$1,360
each;
all,
each;
$1,580
geants,
$78,840.
$78,840.
Va.
Wakefeld, Va.
For watchman
watchman for
for the
monument and dock at Wake- Wakefield,
care of the monument
the care
For
field, Virginia, the birthplace
birthplace of Washington, $300.
expenses.
pro- Contingent
Contingent expenses.
For
and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses including
including purchase
of propurchase of
contingent and
For contingent
fessional
and scientific
scientific books
periodicals, books of reftechnical periodicals,
books and technical
fessional and
erence,
books, photographs,
and maps,
$800.
maps, $800.
photographs, and
blank books,
erence, blank
For
repair, and
and exchange
exchange of
of bicycles
bicycles and
and revolvers for
purchase, repair,
For purchase,
park
purchase of
of ammunition,
ammunition, $1,500.
$1,500.
and for
for purchase
park police
police and
For
maintenance, repair,
operation, and exchange
exchange of
repair, operation,
purchase, maintenance,
For purchase,
motor
$1,400.
for park
park police,
police, $1,400.
motor cycles for
For
purchasing and
supplying uniforms
Monpolice, and Monto park
park police,
uniforms to
and supplying
For purchasing
ument
and bridge
bridge watchmen,
$5,120.
watchmen, $5,120.
ument and
from district
distrct
revPart esom
Of the
the foregoing
under public buildings revenues.
appropriated under
amounts appropriated
foregoing amounts
Of
and
revenues of
sum of $68,400
$68,400 shall be paid out of the revenues
grounds, the sum
and grounds,
the
District of Columbia.
the District
OFFICE

STATE,
AND NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT
BUILDINGS.
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS.
WAR, AND
STATE, WAR,
W

State,
and
War, and
State 5 War,
Navy
epartment
Navy Department
buildings.

Office of
the Superintendent:
the SuperintendSuperintend- intendaS
to the
For an
an assistant
assistant to
Superintendent: For
Office
of the
intend er

ent of
State 'War, and Navy Department
Department Buildings in the adminent
of the State,

istration of
force under
under the
the superintendent,
superintendent, $3,600.
$3,600.
the force
of the
istration
State, War,
War, and
Navy Department
Assistant superinsuperinBuilding: Assistant
Department Building:
and Navy
State,
tendent,
$2,000; clerks-two
clerks—two of
of class
class one,
$1,000; chief
enineer,
chief engmeer,
one, one
one $1,000;
tendent, $2,000;

t to Superll

ss st

to s per

Main building.
Assistant
superin.
tendent,
clerks, engitendeat.clerks,
neers, etc.

'Asistantsuperinengi-

$1,800; five
engineers, at $1,200
e
electrical machinist, n
$1,200 each;
each; electrical
assistant engineers,
$1,800;
five assistant
$1,200; captain
lieutenants of the watch,
$1,200; two lieutenants
$1,200;
captain of the watch, $1,200;
$840 each; forty-two watchmen;
carpenter , $1,000;
$1,000; chief elecwatchmen; carpenter,
at $840
trician, $1,400;
electrician, $1,200;
$1,000; painter,
machinist, $1,000;
$1,200; machinist,
$1,400; electrician,
$1,000; plumber,
plumber, $1,000;
$1,000; three
three dynamo
dynamo tenders,
at $900
each; eight
$900 each;
tenders, at
$1,000;
$1,200;
or general
general mechanics, at $840 each; bricklayer, $1,200;
skilled laborers
laborers or
messenger;
of laborers, $840; sixteen firemen; twenty eleforeman of
messenger; foreman
$720 each; two foremen or forewomen,
forewomen, at $780
$780
conductors at $720
vator conductors,
each; fifty-five
fifty-five laborers;
laborers; two
each;
second-class firemen, at $660 each;
two second-class
each;
gardener, $720;
$720; three
each; in
in all,
$133,680.
all, $133,680.
attendants at
at $480
$480 each;
three attendants
gardener,
Operating expenses.
For
fuel, lights,
lights, repairs,
miscellaneous items,
printing, and
city
and city
items, printing,
repairs, miscellaneous
For fuel,

directories, $54,000.
directories,

peratg

expenses.

Repairs, etc.

For
replacing of
of two
two boiler
boiler feed
pumps, $1,200.
$1,200.
Repairs et
feed pumps,
For the
the replacing
New electric generaFor the
the replacing
commutator on
on number
one generator,
$1,200. to.
electric genera
generator, $1,200.
number one
of commutator
For
replacing of
tor.
For
the
installation
of
a
steam
turbine-driven
electric
generator
of
generator
a steam turbine-driven
For the installation
three hundred
hundred kilowatt
capacity, $21,000.
a
onso
$21,000.
kilowatt capacity,
three
Walker-Johnson
Walker-Johnson Building,
Building, 1734
York Avenue:
Engineer, Buili
oh.on
Avenue: Engineer,
Building.
1734 New
New York
Walker-Johnson
Operating force.
81,200; four
four firemen;
firemen; four
elevator conductors,
conductors, at 720 each;
each; seven operanfr
four elevator
$1,200;
watchmen; general
mechanic or skilled laborer, $840; seven laborers;
general mechanic
watchmen;
attendant, $480; in all, $17,940.
$17,940.
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Contin
gent expenses.
Contingentexpenses.
For fuel,
miscellaneous items,
items $8,000.
repairs, and miscellaneous
lights, repairs,
fuel, lights,
For
buildPotomac Park
Park buildPotomac
POTOMAC PARK
employees
ings.
ings.
BUILDINGS: For the following employees
OFFICE BUILDINGS:
PARK OFFICE
POTOMAC
Operating force.
force.
Operating
for
of the
Assistant superbuildings: Assistant
the buildings:
protection of
and protection
maintenance and
the maintenance
for the
intendent,
clerks—one of
four , two of class three,
three, two
of class four,
$2,000; clerks-one
intendent, $2,000;
of class
two, four
four of
messengers,
$1,000 each; four messengers,
at $1,000
four at
one, four
class one,
of class
class two,
of
at
$720 each;
$1,800; assistant engineers-one
engineers—one $1,600,
engineer, $1,800;
chief engineer,
each; chief
at $720
six at
at $1,400
$1,200; chief electrician,
electrician, $1,600;
$1,600;
storekeeper, $1,200;
each; storekeeper,
$1,400 each;
six
electricians—four at
at $1,400 each,
$1,200 each; foreman
foreman
each, four at $1,200
electricians-four
carpenter,
$1,600; carpenters—three
$1,400 each,
$1,200
each, seven at $1,200
carpenters-three at $1,400
carpenter, $1,600;
eac;
painters—three at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, two
plumbers—
$1,000 each; plumbersat $1,000
two at
each; painters-three
one $1,400,
four at
steam fitters-two
fitters—two at
$1,400 each,
at $1,400
each; steam
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
$1,400, four
one
operators, at
two
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; machinist,
switchboard operators
$1,400; four switchboard
machinist, $1,400;
two at
$1,000 each; guards-captain
mechanics, at $1,000
$1,200 each;
each; six general mechanics,
guards— captain
$1,200
$1,600,
at $1,080
$1,080 each,
each, three
three sergeants
$930
at $930
sergeants at
lieutenants at
three lieutenants
$1,600, three
each, thirty
thirty at
$780 each,
thirty at
$1,080;
fire marshal, $1,080;
$720 each; fire
at $720
each, thirty
at $780
each,
foreman
$1,400; two
$960
at $960
laborers, at
foremen of laborers,
assistant foremen
two assistant
of laborers,
laborers, $1,400;
foreman of
hundred and
each;
foremen or
$780 each; one hundred
forewomen, at $780
or forewomen,
seven foremen
each; seven
forty laborers;
laborers and
and charwomen,
charwomen, $130,000;
twenty-two female
$130,000; twenty-two
laborers; laborers
forty
$385,330.
laborers, at
each; in all, $385,330.
at $480
$480 each;
laborers,
Operating
expenses.
Operating expenses.
For fuel,
city
items, printing, and city
miscellaneous items,
repairs, miscellaneous
lights, repairs,
fuel, lights,
For
directories,
$196,000.
$196,000.
directories,
Mall office
office buildings.
Mall
buildings.
MALL OFFICE
BUILDFNGS: For the following employees
employees for the
Operatingforce.
force.
Operating
OFFICE BUmLDINGS:
MALL
maintenance
and protection
of the temporary office buildings in the
protection of
maintenance and
Mall
located in Henry
Henry Park, Seaton
Seaton
F, located
and F,
E, and
C, D, E,
B, C,
A, B,
(Units A,
Mall (Units
Park,
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Grounds):
Grounds): Assistant superintendent,
superintendent,
and the
Park, and
$2,000; chief
clerks-one of class three, two of class
$1,800; clerks—one
clerk, $1,800;
chief clerk,
$2,000;
two, five
five of
of class
one, four
four at
at $1,000
$720
$1,000 each; four messengers at $720
class one,
two,
each; chief
engineer, $1,800;
assistant to chief engineer, $1,600; four
$1,800; assistant
chief engineer,
each;
foreman
assistant
$1,200 each,
each, storekeeper,
storekeeper, $1,200; foreman
engineers at $1,200
assistant engineers
carpenter, $1,600;
$1,600; carpenters-four
carpenters—four at $1,400 each, six at $1,200
$1,200 each,
carpenter,
two
$1,000 each;
each; chief electrician,
electricians-two at
electrician, $1,600; electricians—two
at $1,000
two at
$1,400
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
three at
$1,000 each; three switchat $1,000
each, three
six at
each, six
$1,400 each,
board
operators at
foreman plumber, $1,400; four
four
at $1,000
$1,000 each; foreman
board operators
plumbers
$1,200 each;
fitters—two at $1,200 each,
each, one
steam fitters-two
each; steam
at $1,200
plumbers at
fourteen
$1,080;
machinist, $1,200;
$1,200 each; fourteen
$1,200; four painters at $1,200
$1,080; machinist,
general
each; firemen-seven
firemen—seven at $840 each,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
mechanics at
general mechanics
eleven
at $720
$720 each;
each; captain
captain of
lieutenants of the
$1,600; lieutenants
the guard,
guard, $1,600;
of the
eleven at
guard—three
marshal, $1,080;
$1,080; sergeants of the
each; fire marshal,
at $1,080
$1,080 each;
guard-three at
$780
guards-ninety at $780
guard—six
three at
at $840 each; guards—ninety
$930 each, three
guard-six at $930
each,
$1,400; two
$720 each; foremen of laborers, one $1,400;
thirty at $720
each, thirty
assistant
laborers at $960 each; twelve
twelve foremen or foreof laborers
foremen of
assistant foremen
women
laborers; laborers
laborers and
one hundred
hundred and sixty laborers;
women at $780 each; one
charwomen, $80,000;
female laborers at $480 each; in all,
$80,000; sixteen female
charwomen,
$419,740.
$419,740.
Operatin
expenses.
Operatingg expenses
For
fuel, lights,
motor cycle and truck repairs,
repairs, supplies,
repairs, motor
lights, repairs,
For fuel,
drecmiscellaneous items, printing, and city direcof same,
same, miscellaneous
and exchange
exchange of
tories, $200,000.
rinifdlag , Virginn
Virginia
Bnilding,
NORTHTEMPORARY OFFICE
OFFICE BUILDING
VIRGINIA AVENUE
AVENUE NORTH(1800 VIRGINIA
BUILDING (1800
TEMPORARY
Ei ht
Avenue and
and EightAvenue
NW.
eenth Street
Street SW.
eenth
and
promaintenance
WEST): For the following
following employees
employees for the maintenance
WEST):
Operatin
force.
Operatinggforce.
tection of
the building:
building: Clerk
$1,400;
of class one; chief engineer, $1,400;
Clerk of
of the
tection
assistant engineer,
$1,000; six
six firemen
firemen at
at $840
each; four
four coal passers
$840 each;
engineer, $1,000;
assistant
at $720
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; carpenter,
$1,000;
$1,200; painter, $1,000;
carpenter, $1,200;
each; electrician,
at
$720 each;
general
mechanic, $1,000;
sergeants at
$930 each,
each,
at $930
guards-three sergeants
$1,000; guards—three
general mechanic,
eighteen privates
$780 each; foreman
laborers, $840; foreman or
foreman of laborers,
privates at $780
eighteen
forewoman, $780;
laborers; laborers
laborers and charwomen,
charwomen, $6,000;
$6,000;
$780; twelve laborers;
forewoman,
three
$49,730.
each; in
in all,
all, $49,730.
three female
female laborers
laborers at $480 each;
Operatin
expenses.
Operatingg expenses
miscellaneous items, printing,
ground rent,
rent, miscellaneous
For fuel, lights, repairs, ground
and
city directory,
directory, $27,500.
$27,500.
and city
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Designated tdmpo
tempoTemporary
For employees
for the
the maintenance
maintenance rDaIeted
Temporary office
office buildings:
buildings: For
employees for
rary office buildings.
and protection of the temporary
temporary office buildings
ce dings.
buildings known as War
War Trade
Tiade
Building, between B
C Streets and Twentieth
Twenty-first
Building,
B and C
Twentieth and
and Twenty-first
Streets northwest;
northwest; Food Administration
1, between
between
Administration Building Number 1,
Eighteenth
Nineteenth Streets and C
Eighteenth and Nineteenth
C and D Streets northwest;
northwest;
Food Administration
Administration Building Number 2,
2, between New York Avenue
Twentieth Streets northwest;
northwest;
and D Street and Nineteenth and Twentieth
Council of National Defense
Defense Building, on
Council
on Eighteenth
Eighteenth Street
Street between
between
C and D Streets northwest;
northwest; Fuel Administration
C
Administration Buildings Numbers
1
Virginia Avenue, Eighteenth
C Streets
Streets
1 and 2, bounded by Virginia
Eighteenth and.
and C
northwest; Fuel Administration
Administration Building Number
northwest;
Number 3, on D Street,
between Twentieth
northwest; H. L. Pettus
between
Twentieth and Twenty-first
Twenty-first Streets northwest;
D
Building, on Nineteenth
Nineteenth Street, between Virginia Avenue and D
Street northwest; Archie Butt Building, seventeen
seventeen hundred and
and
twenty-five New York Avenue
twenty-five
Avenue northwest;
northwest; and Corcoran
Corcoran Courts
Building, on New York Avenue,
Avenue, between
Seventeenth and Eighteenth
between Seventeenth
Eighteenth
OOppeerraattiinngg foe.
force.
Streets northwest:
northwest: Assistant
Assistant superintendent,
superintendent, $2,000;
$2,000; principal
principal clerk,
clerk, Operating
clerks-one of class three,
class two,
tclass of
$2,000; clerks—one
three, one
one of
of class
two three
three
of class
class
one; two messengers
messengers at $840 each; chief
chief electrician,
electrician, $1,600;
$1,600; elecelectricians—one
$1,400, four at $1,200
$1,600;
tricians-one $1,400,
$1,200 each; foreman
foreman carpenter,
carpenter, $1,600;
carpenters—one $1,400,
$1,400, five
$1,200 each;
each; plumbers-one
plumbers—one $1,400,
carpenters-one
five at
at $1,200
$1,400,
$1,200 each; steam fitter, $1,400;
$1,400; painters-thee
painters—three at
three at $1,200
at $1,200
$1,200
each, one $1,000; eight
general mechanics
mechanics at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; assistant
eight general
assistant
engineers-one $1,400,
engineers--one
$1,400, three
three at $1,200
$1,200 each; eighteen
eighteen firemen
firemen at $840
each; eleven
eleven coal passers at $720 each; guards—captain
guards-captain $1,600,
three lieutenants
$1,080 each, twelve sergeants
sergeants at $900 each,
lieutenants at $1,080
each, one
hundred and twenty privates, at $780 each; fire marshal,
marshal, $1,200;
$1,200;
foreman
of laborers,
laborers, $1,000;
$1,000; two
assistant foremen
foremen of
laborers, at
at $840
foreman of
two assistant
of laborers,
$840
each; seven foremen or forewomen,
forewomen at $720 each; sixty
sixty laborers;
laborers; six
six
female
in
female laborers, at $480 each; laborers and
and charwomen,
charwomen, $60,000;
$60,000; in
all, $296,760.
For fuel,
repairs, ground
ground rent,
rent, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
For
fuel, lights,
lights, repairs,
items, city
city Operating
Operatl expenses.
eXense.
directories, and
directories,
printing, $150,000.
and printing,
$150,000.
Buildings on leased
l s
Where any of the buildings named herein have been erected on grBdngS
on ea ed
grounds.
t
Removal if renewal
of the owners
owners can
can not be obtained
private land and the consent
consent of
obtained to
to aa rfuOl
If
re
wal
refused.
continuance of
occupancy thereof by
continuance
of the
the leases
leases thereon
thereon or
or the occupancy
by the
the
United
United States,
States the commission
commission in charge of the
the State, War
War, and
Navy Department buildings is authorized
authorized to remove
buildings,
remove such buildings,
by sale
otherwise, as
may
upon approval of the President,
President, either by
sale or
or otherwise,
as may
be to the best interests of the United States.

NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY

Navy Department.

Navy Department.

OFFICE
OF THE
SECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy, $12,000;
ereterY. Assistant,
OFFICE OF
THE SECRETARY:
the Navy,
$12,000; cidSerek'eAssistant
Assistant
Secretary, $5,000;
secretary
Assistant Secretary,
$5,000; chief clerk, $3,000; private
private secretary
private secretary
to Secretary,
Secretary, $2,500; clerk to Secretary, $2,250; private
secretary
to Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $2,400;.clerk to Assistant Secretary, $2,000;
$2,000;
disbursing clerk, $2,250;
appointment clerk,
$2,250; appointment
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250- printing
printing clerk,
clerk,
$2,000;
stenographers—one $1,800,
clerks—one of class
$2,000; stenographers-one
$1,800, one
one $1,200;
$1,200; clerks-one
class
four, three of class three, five of class two, five of class one, one
$1,100, six at $1,000 each,
each, one $900; carpenter,
carpenter, $1,000; four mes$1,100,
sengers; four assistant messengers;
messengers; three laborers;
laborers; messenger boysboys—
four at
four
two at
at $480
$480 each;
each; in
all, $78,830.
$78,830.
at $600
$600 each,
each, two
in all,
Temporary employ.
employFor temporary
temporary employees
employees in
in the
the office
of the
For
office of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
ees.
the ees.
be employed
employed hereunder
Navy, $56,600:
$56,600: Provided,
ProIded, That no person shall be
hereunder Pretriction.
Provi
Pay restriction.
at aarate
rate of
compensation in
in excess
excess of
of $1,800
$1,800 per
per annum
annum except
except the
the P°4,p.
1028.
of compensation
opp. 18.
following: One at $4,000, one at $3,000, two at $2,400 each, and
two
two at
at $2,000
$2,000 each.
each.
soicor's
cie.
Solicitor's
Office.
OFFICE
SOLICTIOR: Solicitor,
law clerks-one
clerks—one $2,500,
$2,500,
OFFICE OF
OF SOLICITOR:
Solicitor, $4,000;
$4,000; law
$2,250, two at $2,000 each; clerks—one
one $2,400, one $2,250,
clerks-one of class
class
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four, two
of class
class three,
one of
of class
class two,
two, one
one $840; messenger,
messenger,
three, one
two of
four,
$600;
in all,
all, $22,990.
$22,990.
$600; in
Office
employees in the Temporary
For temporary
Office of the Solicitor for the
temporary employees
For
employTemporary employees.
Provided, That no person
Proviso.
Navy
p artment, $25,000:
$25,000: Provided,
person shall be
Department,
Navy De
eroviso.
Pay restriction,
employed hereunder
hereunder at
at a
arate
rate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per
employed
Pay restriction
annum
One $3,000,
two at
at $2,400
at
$2,400 each, one at
$3,000, two
following: One
the following:
except the
annum except
$2,250.
$2,250.
Records and
OFFICE OF
RECORDS ANDI
AND LIBRARY:
LIBRARY: Chief clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
NAVAL RECORDS
OF NAVAL
OFFICE
Naval Records
Library.
officers of the Conselected from officers
clerks-two of class four, one to be selected
Library.
clerks—two
federate Navy
(agent for
for collection
collection of
Confederate records),
records), four of
of Confederate
Navy (agent
federate
class two,
of class
each; copyist;
copyist; copyist,
copyist,
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
two at
one, two
class one,
four of
two, four
class
$21,000.
$720;
messenger; laborer;
laborer; in all, $21,000.
assistant messenger;
$720; assistant
Naval
records
Naval records
World War.
World
Collecting,
Collectig,
ing, etc.

of

copying and classification,
collection or copying
classification, with a
a view
Toward the collection

classify,-to
to publication,
publication,- of
war with the Central
Central
records of the war
naval records
the naval
of the
classify-

purchase of books, periodicals
Powers of Europe, including
including the purchase
periodicals,
photographs, maps,
maps, and
and other
pictorial
documents, and pictorial
publications, documents,
other publications,
photographs,
records of
the Navy
clerical services
services in the District of
war, clerical
Navy in said war,
of the
records
Columbia or
elsewhere, and
necessary incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses,
other necessary
and other
or elsewhere,
Columbia
Proviso.
at
Pay
striction.
$20,000:
Provided,
That
no
person
shall
be
employed
hereunder
at
hereunder
employed
be
shall
person
no
That
Provided,
$20,000:
y'restriction.
a
rate of
of compensation
$1,800 per annum.
exceeding $1,800
compensation exceeding
a rate
Two attorneys,
Judge
OFFICE OF JUDGE
JUDGE ADVOCATE
ADVOCATE GENERAL:
GENERAL: Two
attorneys, at $2,500
$2,500
OFFICE
Advocate
Judge Advocate
Office.
General's Office.
General's
$2,000,
one
$2,200,
each;
chief
law
clerk,
$2,250;
law
clerks—one
$2,200,
$2,000,
clerks-one
law
$2,250;
clerk,
law
each; chief
one $1,600;
$1,600; clerks—one
clogs four,
$1,300, six of class one,
one $1,300,
four, one
of class
clerks-one of
one
three at
at $1,000
one $900;
messenger; assistant messenger; in
in
$900; messenger;
each, one
$1,000 each,
three
all,
$28,810.
all, $28,810.
re

Temporary
Temporary
ployees.
ployees.

emem

For temporary employees
employees in the office of the Judge Advocate

General
as follows: Two
Two at $3,000; $6,000.
General as

$2,250;
OFFICE
OFFICE OF CHIEF
CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS:
OPERATIONS: Chief clerk, $2,250;
clerks-one of
class four,
two of
three, three
three of
of class
two, four
clerks—one
of class
four, two
of class
class three,
class two,
four
of class
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
one $900; two draftsmen,
$1,200
draftsmen, at $1,200
each, one
three at
one, three
class one,
of
each; two
assistant messengers;
messenger boys-one
boys—one $600,
$600, one
messengers; messenger
two assistant
each;
$400; laborer;
$25,650.
in all, $25,650.
laborer; in
$400;
Temporary
emFor
temporary employees
Office of the Chief of Naval OperaOperain the Office
employees in
For temporary
Temporary emp1.35
hereunder
Proviso.
tions,
$56,700:
roncled, That
erson shall
employed hereunder
shall be employed
no person
That no
Provided,
$56,700:
tions,
Ioo.
Pay restriction,
four
annum except four
$1,800
at
ex
$1,800 per annum
compensation exceeding
a rate of compensation
at a
Pay stnrcton.
persons
at
$2,000
each.
at $2,000 each.
Director of Nal
Naval persons
Communications.
Office of
of Director
Director of
employees in
in
Communications: For employees
of Naval
Naval Communications:
Office
Comunications.
Communications, $160,000:
Proviso,
the
office of
Director of Naval Communications,
$160,000:
of the Director
the office
proviso
be employed
Provided, That
Pay
Provided,
That no
no person
person shall
shall be
employed hereunder
hereunder at aa rate of
of
ray restriction.
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per annum
annum except
except the following:
following:
compensation
$4,000, two at $3,000
$3,000 each, one at $2,500,
$2,500, and three
three at
at
One at $4,000,
$1,900
$1,900 each.
clerk, $2,250;
Chief clerk,
NAVIGATION: Chief
BUREAU OF
Bureau of
Bureau
of NavigaNavi g
aBUREAU
OF NAVIGATION:
$2,250; clerks-one
clerks—one $2,200,
$2,200,
um:L.
class
of
two
at
$2,000
each,
six
of
class
four,
five
class
three, ten of class
four,
two at $2,000 each, six of class
$1,000
two,
fourteen of
class one,
twenty-one at $1,000
each, twenty-one
$1,100 each,
at $1,100
four at
one, four
of class
two, fourteen
each, five
each; four
four copyists; two
two copyists,
copyists, at $840 each;
each;
five at $900 each;
each,
messenger;
two assistant
assistant messengers;
$600
messenger boys, at $600
messengers; two messenger
messenger; two
each;
$100,010.
laborers; in all, $100,010.
five laborers;
each; five
employees in the Bureau
Temporary
For temporary employees
Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, $404,140:
$404,140:
Temporary ema rate of
at a
hereunder
employed
no
That
Provided,
° AltoProvided,
person
shall
be
employed
hereunder
Proeoi.
Pay restriction.
Payrestriction.
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
compensation
$1,800 per annum
annum except
except four persons at
at
$2,000 each.
each.
$2,000
Naval
Naval
Intelligence
e
one
Office.
OFFICE OF
NTFT.LIGENCE: Clerks-one
Clerks—one of class four, one
INTELLrIGENCE:
NAVAL I
OF NAVAL
OFFICE
Office.
of
three, one
two one $1,300,
five at $1,000 each; three
$1,300, five
of class
class two,
one of
class three,
of class
translators,
at $1,400
each; draftsman,
draftsman, $1,200; messenger
messenger boy, $600;
$600;
$1,400 each;
translators, at
in
all,
$17,100.
$17,100.
all,
in
Temporary
emm
Intelligence,
ployees.
temporary employees
employees in the Office of Naval
Naval Intelligence,
For temporary
.
ploy'em
a
$35,480:
Provided,
That
no
person
shall
be
employed
hereunder
at a
hereunder
employed
be
shall
person
no
$35,480: Provided, That
yrestriction.
rate of
annum except two
$1,800 per annum
exceeding $1,800
compensation exceeding
of compensation
rate
persons at
each.
at $2,000 each.
persons

Chief of Naval Operations.
eratons.

f
ar;r1'"e4triction.
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Hydrographic
Hydrographic
IIYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE:
OFFICE: Hydrographic
engineer, $3,000;
$3,000; assistassist- fice.
HYDROGRAPHIC
Hydrographic engineer,
ants—one $2,200,
$2,200, one
one $2,000;
$2,000; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; nautical
Salaries.
ants-one
nautical experts—
expertsSalaries.

one $1,800, one $1,600,
$1,600, one $1,400,
each, three
three at
at
$1,400, three at $1,200 each,
$1,000 each;
clerks—one of
class two,
two, one
one of
class one;
one; custodian
custodian of
of
$1,000
each; clerks-one
of class
of class
archives, $1,200;
$1,200; three
three copyists
copyists at
at $900
compiler, $1,400;
$1,400;
archives,
$900 each;
each; compiler,
editor of Notice to Mariners, $1,800;
$1,400; draftsmen—
$1,800; computer, $1,400;
draftsmenfour
each, four
four at
at
four at
at $1,800 each, four at $1,600
$1,600 each, four
four at
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
$1,200 each, ten at $1,000
$1,000 each, one $900; three
three apprentice
apprentice draftsdrafts$700 each;
men, at $700
each; engravers—chief
engravers-chief $2,000,
$2,000, two at
at $1,800 each,
each,
$1,400, six
three at
at $1,600
$1,600 each,
each, one
one $1,400,
six at
at $1,200 each,
each, two at
at $1,000
$1,000
each, one $720; apprentice
plate
each,
apprentice engravers—one
engravers-one $800, one $700;
$700; plate
printers—chief $1,400,
printers-chief
$1,400, one $1,200, one
one $1,000,
$1,000, two at $900 each, one
plate printers-one
printers—one $700,
$800; apprentice
apprentice plate
$700, one
one $600; lithographers—
lithographersapprentice $700;
photograchief $1,800,
$1,800, two
two at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; apprentice
$700; process photographer,
pressman,
lithographic pressman,
pher, $1,600;
$1,600; lithographic
lithographic transferer,
transferer, $1,400; lithographic
$1,400; photographic
$1,200; two
negative cutters, at
$1,000
at $1,000
two negative
$1,400;
photographic printer, $1,200;:
maker' $1,400;
$1,400; assistant
assistant meseach; electrotyper
electrotyper and
and chart
chart plate maker,
senger;
six laborers;
laborers; helpers—two
each, two
at $660
each,
$660 each,
senger; six
helpers-two at
at $720
$720 each,
two at
one
in all,
all, $120,760.
$120,760.
,
$600; in
one $600;

OfOf.

Temporary
emFor
employees in
the Hydrograpic
Hydrographic Office,
Office, $100,000:
$100,000: ployees.
Temorry
emFor temporary
temporary employees
in the
rovi o.
Provided, That
Provided,
That no person
employed hereunder
hereunder at
person shall be employed
at aarate
rate of
of LPayo restriction.
..
$1,800 per
annum except
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
compensation
per annum
except the
the following:
following: one
one Pay restriction.
$2,750, one
$2.400, three
$2,200 each,
three at $2,200
each, eight
eight at $2,000
$2,000 each,
each,
at $2,750,
one at
at $2.400,
and one at $1,900.
$1,900.
Materials, printing,
ri
ntintg,
For purchase
purchase .and printing of nautical books, ,charts,
eharts, and sailing
sailing etateria
etc.
directions- copperplates,
copperplates steel plates,
chart paper,
paper, packing boxes,
directions;
plates, chart
portfolios, electrotyping
copperplates;
chart portfolios,
electro‘ping copperplates,
copperplates, cleaning
cleaning copperplates;
engraving, and
tools, instruments,
instruments, power, and materials for drawing,
drawing, engraving,
reduction of charts
printing; materials for and mounting
mounting charts;
charts; reduction
charts
photolithographing charts
photography; photolithographing
charts for immediate use;
by photography;
photolithographic and other charts
charts to copper;
copper; purchase
transfer of potolithographic
purchase
storage of
plates used in making
of equipment for the storage
of plates
making charts
charts and for
for
the storage of Hydrographic
charts and publications;
publications; care and
Hydrographic Office charts
furniture, instruments,
instruments, and tools; extra
repairs to printing presses, furniture
engraving; translating
drawing and engraving;
translating from
from foreign languages;
languages; teleh ar etc.
their Pilot
uotccharts,
tsetc.
of pilot
charts and
public business;
business; preparation
grams on
grams
on public
preparation of
pilot charts
and their
purchase of data for
supplements, and printing and mailing
mailing same; purchase
publications; books
books
charts and sailing directions
directions and other nautical publications;
of reference
reference and works and periodicals
hydrography,
periodicals relating
relating to
to hydrography
navigation, surveying,
oceanography, and
marine meteorology,
meteorology, navigation,
surveying, oceanography,
terrestrial magnetism,
technical subjects
and technical
and to
to other professional
professional and
terrestrial
magnetism, and
Hydrographic Office, $50,000.
connected
connected with the work
work of the Hydrographic
t
publica- :def.'?""v"
Reeipts to be co .
sale of
of maps,
maps, charts,
charts, and
other publicaAll sums
sums received
received from
the sale
All
from the
and other
1921, shall
Hydrographic Office after
the Hydrographic
after June
June 30,
30, 1921,
tions issued
issued by
by the
shall be
be ered.
tions
covered
miscellaneous
the United States as
as miscellaneous
into the Treasury of
of the
covered into
receipts.
Branch offices.
Contingent
expenses of
Contingent expenses
of branch
branch offices
offices at
at Boston,
Boston, New
New York,
York, PhilaPhila- Banch
office
Centingent
expenses.
delphia,
Baltimore, Norfolk, Savannah,
Savannah, New Orleans, San Francisco,
delphia, Baltimore,
Portland (Oregon),
(Oregon), Portland (Maine),
Cleveland, Buffalo,
Chicago, Cleveland,
(Maine), Chicago,
Portland
Duluth,
Seattle, Panama, and Galveston, includSainte Marie, Seattle,
Duluth, Sault Sainte
ing
furniture fuel, lights,
hydrogand periodicals relating to hydroglights, works, and
ing furniture,
raphy,
marine meteorology,
surveying, oceanography,
oceanography,
meteorology, navigation
navigation, surveying,
raphy, marine
and terrestrial
terrestrial magnetism,
stationery,
navigation,
articles, rent,
rent,
miscellaneous articles,.
magnetism, stationery,
and
and care of offices,
offices, care of time balls, car fare and ferriage in visiting
charges telegrams,
merchant vessels, freight and express charges,
telegrams, and other
other
necessary expenses incurred
incurred in collecting
collecting the latest information for
p
ilot charts, and for other purposes
purposes for which the offices were estabpilot
l
ished, $15t000.
$15 1000.
lished,
Employees.
For services
services of
of necessary
necessary employees
For
employees at
at branch
branch offices,
offices, $25,000.
$25,000. .
.rvice,
enl
Personal
services,
as
etc.,
Washington
No expenditure
shall be incurred
or authorized
for personal
services restricted.
et^., nin W
h.ntoo
No
expenditure shall
incurred or
authorized for
personal services
Hydrographic Office
or otherwise under the Hydrographic
Office in the District of ColumColum- rmtted.
-4
4421°--21
44281'-21-44
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bia,
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921,
except as herein authorized
authorized by
1921, except
bia, during
appropriations under
under the
the Navy
appropriations
under appropriations
or under
Department or
Navy Department
appropriations
that
may be
made for printing
printing and binding.
be made
that may
one $2,800;
Astronomers-one $3,200, one
Naval
Observatory.
NAVAL OBSERVATORY:
OBSERVATORY: Astronomers—one
NAVAL
Naval Observatory.
Salaries.
assistant
$2,400, one
$2,000, one
one $1,800;
$1,800; assistants
one $2,000,
astronomers-one $2,400,
assistant astronomers—one
Salaries.
in department
department of
of nautical
instruments—one $1,600;
clerks—chief
$1,600; clerks-chief
nautical instruments-one
in
$2,000,
one of
class four,
of class
class three,
three, two of class two, two of
one of
four, one
of class
$2,000, one
class
one; instrument
$1,500; electrician,
librarian,
$1,500; librarian,
electrician, $1,500;
maker, $1,500;
instrument maker,
class one;
$1,800; assistants—three
at $1,600
$1,600 each, three at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each;
assistants-three at
$1,800;
stenographer and
typewriter, $900;
foreman and captain of the
$900; foreman
and typewriter,
stenographer
firemen;
watch, $1,000;
$1,000; carpenter1,000;
carpenter, $1,000;
engineer,
engineer, $1,200; four firemen;
,0
watch,
seven
watchmen; mechanic,
$900; eight
laborers; in all,
all, $56,400.
$56,400.
eight laborers;
mechanic, $900;
seven watchmen;
$5,000:
Temporary ememFor
temporary employees
employees at the Naval Observatory, $5,000:
For temporary
Temporary
pir
esi3.
0.
Provided,
That no
no person
person shall
shall be
hereunder at a
a rate of
employed hereunder
be employed
Provided, That
P=ro.
Pay
compensation
exceeding $1,200
annum.
per annum.
$1,200 per
compensation exceeding
ay restriction,
restriction,
Computations.
For miscellaneous
computations $5,000.
$5,000.
miscellaneous computations,
Computations.
reference, periodicals,
Library.
For
and scientific
scientific books,
books, books
periodicals,
books of reference,
professional and
For professional
Library.
engravings,
and fixtures for the library, $1,000.
photographs, and
engravings, photographs,
Apparatus,
instruments and for repairs of the same, $2,500.
$2,500.
apparatus and instruments,
For apparatus
etc.
Apparatus, etc.
furniture, gas,
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
For repairs
re pai
rs to
to buildings
fixtures, and fences; furniture,
buildings, fixtures,
For
Contingent
chemicals' and
stationery;
buildings,freight (including
(including transmission of public
chemicals, and stationery;
documents through
Smithsonian exchange),
foreign postage, and
and
exchange), foreign
the Smithsonian
through the
documents
expenses, $3,500.
expressage;
plants,
fertilizers,
and
all
contingent
expenses,
contingent
all
and
fertilizers,
plants,
expressage;
Miscellaneous
For fuel,
oil, grease,
grease, pipe
pipe, wire, and other materials needed for the
fuel, oil,
items. For
iscellaneous items.
maintenance
and repair
repair of
of boilers,
electric
engines, heating apparatus, electric
boilers, engines,
maintenance and
water-supply system; purchase and
lighting and
plant, and
and water-supply
power plant,
and power
lighting
operation
maintenance
of teams;
maintenance, repair,
repair, exchange,
exchange, or operation
teams; maintenance,
maintenance of
vehicles;
of motor
truck and
and of
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles;
of horse-drawn
motor truck
of
material
for boxing
nautical instruments for transportation;
transportation; paints,
boxing nautical
material for
labor $12,000.
telegraph and
telephone service,
service, and incidental
incidental labor,
and telephone
telegraph
Grounds and
and roads.
For c
l
ean i
ng ,
re
pair,and
an dupkeep
of grounds
and roads,
roads, $6,500.
$6,500.
grounds and
upkeep of
repair,
For
cleaning,
roads.
Grounds
purchase and installation of new boiler in heating plant,
For purchase
New boiler.
$10,000.
$10,000.
Nautical Almanac
NAUTICAL ALMANAC
ALMANAC OFFICE:
OFFICE: For assistants in preparing
preparing for pubNautical
Office.
Almanac-one $2,500,
Office.
lication the American
American Ephemeris
Ephemeris and Nautical
Nautical Almanac—one
$1,400
$1,600 each, two at $1,400
one
two at
each, two at $1,600
$1,800 each,
at $1,800
$2,000, two
one $2,000,
messenger; in all, $18,420.
each; assistant messenger;
each,
$1,200 each;
$18,420.
each, three at $1,200
piecework in preparing
of computers
computers on piecework
Computers.
For
preparing for publication
publication the
For pay
pay of
Computers.
improving the
American Ephemeris
Ephemeris and
and Nautical
Almanac and
in improving
and in
Nautical Almanac
American
tables
planets,_ moon, and stars,
stars ! $1,500.
$1„500.
tables of the planets,
B
ureau
of Steam
BUREAU
STEAM ENGINEERING:
ENGINEERING: Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250; bookkeeper
bookkeeper
OF STEAM
BUREAU OF
Steam
Bureau
Engineering.
three,
five of
four, five
clerks-one of
and accountant,
accountant, $1,800;
PEninert,.
Post, p. f
428.
and
$1,800; clerks—one
of class
class four,
of class
class three,
$1,000
at
one,
seven
,300
eh,
of
class
two
$1,000
each,
$1,300
six of
of class
class two, two at $1
six
each;
expert radio
radio aids,
aids, at
$3,130 each;
assistant messenmessenfour assistant
each; four
at $3,130
two expert
each; two
gers; laborer;
laborer; messenger
messenger boy,
$45,650.
all, $45,650.
in all,
$600; in
boy, $600;
gers;
Engineering,
Temporary
For temporary
temporary employees in the Bureau
Bureau of Steam
Steam Engineering,
For
emTemporary emhereunder at
$100,000: Provided,
$100,000:
Provided, That no person shall be employed hereunder
at
Pl1eiJo.
annum except the
Pay
restriction,
rate of
$1,800 per annum
exceeding $1,800
compensation exceeding
of compensation
aa rate
Pay restriction.
following:
following: Two at $2,100 each and two at $2,000 each.
the
Technical services
The services
draftsmen and such other technical
technical services as the
services of draftsmen
The
Technical
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
deem necessary
necessary may be employed
employed only
may deem
Navy may
Secretary
in
the Bureau
Bureau of
Steam Engineering
Engineering and
compensation
rates of compensation
at rates
and at
of Steam
in the
not
exceeding those
paid hereunder
January 1, 1918, to
to
prior to January
hereunder prior
those paid
not exceeding
carry
into effect
effect the
appropriations for
for "Increase
"Increase of the
various appropriations
the various
carry into
Navy" and
" to be paid from the appropriation
appropriation
"Engineering,",
and "Engineering
Navy"
account
expenditures on this account
Provided. That the expenditures
"Engineering":
Prot
iso.
"Engineering": Provided,
Prioo.
n
for
fiscal year
1921 shall
A statement
statement of
$184,000. A
exceed $184,000.
not exceed
shall not
year 1921
the fiscal
for the
Limt.
the persons
persons employed
compensation
duties, and the compensation
their duties,
hereunder, their
emploved hereunder,
the
paid
to each
each shall
shall be
Congress each
year in
in the
annual
the annual
each year
to Congress
made to
be made
paid-to
estimates.
estimates.
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Bureau of ConstrucREPAIR: Chief
$2,250;
Bureau
CrnstruO
of tion
REPAIR:
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
and Repair.

clerks—three of
class four,
of class
three, four
four of
of class
class two,
two,
clerks-three
of class
four, four
four of
class three,
four
$1,300 each, four of
$1,100 each,
fourteen
four at
at $1,300
of class one,
one, eleven at
at $1,100
each, fourteen
$1,000 each; two copyists; two assistant messengers;
messengers; laborer;
at $1,000
messenger
$66,130.
messenger boys—ten
boys-ten at $600 each, one $480; in all, $66,130.
er vices.
For
temporary employees in the Bureau of Construction
Construction and Temporary
Promso services.
For temporary
Proviso.
restriction.
Pay restriction.
Repair, $85,000:
$85,000: Provided,
Prowded, That no person shall be employed here- Pay
under
at a
rate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per
under at
a rate
per annum
annum except
except
the
following: One
each.
$2,250 and two
two at $2,000 each.
One at $2,250
the following:
Technical services.
servies
draftsmen and such other technical services
services as the Technical
The services of draftsmen
Secretary of the Navy may deem necessary may be employed only
in
and Repair
Repair and at rates of compensaConstruction and
Bureau of Construction
in the Bureau
January 1,
1, 1918,
tion not exceeding
exceeding those paid hereunder
hereunder prior to January
to
appropriations for "Increase
"Increase of the
to carry into effect the various appropriations
Navy," and "Construction
Repair," to be paid from the appro"Construction and Repair,"
Proviso.
priation "Construction
"Construction and Repair": Provided,
Proved, That the
etc.
the expendi- Limit,
mitetc.
tures
tures on
on this
this account for the fiscal year 1921 shall not exceed $275,000.
A statement
their duties, and
A
statement of the persons employed hereunder, .their
the
compensation paid to each shall
shal be made to Congress each year
the compensation
in the annual estimates.

Bateau of Ordnance.
BUREAU OF
ORDNANCE: Chief
Chief clerk,
$2,250; draftsman,
$1,400; BureauoOrdnance.
draftsman, $1,400;
clerk, $2,250;
OF ORDNANCE:
BUREAU
clerks—two
of class two, one
one
four, two
two of class three,
three, three of
clerks-two of class four,
$1,300, four of class one, one $1,100,
$1,100, five at $1,000
$1,000 each; three copyboysists;
messenger boys—
messenger; messenger
ists; two copyists, at $840 each; assistant messenger;
two
each, two at $400
laborer; in
$34,610.
in all
all, $34,610.
$400 each; laborer;
two at
at $600
$600 each,
Temporary emFor temporary
employees in
the Bureau of
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, $50,000:
$50,000: ployees.
ploTee.orary m
temporary employees
in the
For
Provided,
employed hereunder
Provided, That no person
person shall be
be employed
hereunder at a
a rate
rate of
of Pay restriction.
compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per annum, except the following:
following: Payrestrction.
$2,000.
One at
at $2,200, one at
at $2,000.
Technicalce
Technical services.
The services
of draftsmen
such other
technical services
services as
the Technic serv
as the
other technical
and such
draftsmen and
The
services of
Secretary
necessary may be employed only
Secretary of the Navy may deem necessary
in the
Bureau of
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, and
of compensation
exceedand at
at rates
rates of
compensation not
not exceedin
the Bureau
ing those
those paid hereunder
January 1,
1, 1918,
hereunder sprior to
to January
1918, to carry into
ing
effect the
the various
various appropriations
appropriations for
"Increase of
Navy," and
and
for "Increase
of the
the Navy,"
effect
"
Ordnance and
and ordnance
stores," to
the appropriation
appropriation
"Ordnance
ordnance stores,"
to be
be paid
paid from
from the
Proviso.
"Ordnance
stores": Provided,
That the
the expenditures
Liitetc.
expenditures Limit,
Provwed, That
and ordnance
ordnance stores":
"Ordnance and
etc.
account for the
1921 shall not exceed $70,000.
the fiscal
fiscal year 1921
this account
on this
A statement
statement of
of the
employed hereunder
hereunder, their duties
duties and the
the persons
persons employed
A
compensation paid to each, shall be made to Congress
Congress each year in
compensation
the annual estimates.
i res
cOun.
oitz Supplies
BUREAU OF
or S
UPPLIES AND
anBA.cSupp"les
assistant, $2,500;
$2,500; an
Civilian assistant,
ACCOUNTS: Civilian
AND Accourrrs:
SUPPLIES
BUREAU
bookkeepers, at $2,000 each;
each;
chief accountant, $2,250; two chief bookkeepers,
statistician,
clerks—six of
class four,
class three,
three,
four, eight
eight of
of class
of class
$1,800; clerks-six
statistician, $1,800;
nine
class two,
two, eighteen
eighteen of class
each, ninenineat $1,100
$1,100 each,
eight at
class one, eight
nine of
of class
teen
each; four
messenger boys—
messengers; messenger
boys$1,000 each;
four assistant
assistant messengers;
teen at $1,000
four at
each, one
$480, one
$400; in
in all,
all, $102,310.
$102,310.
$600 each,
one $480,
one $400;
four
at $600
Temporary emFor temporary
in the
Bureau of
of Supplies
and Accounts,
Accounts, ployees.
ploTe'rary emSupplies and
the Bureau
employees in
temporary employees
For
$350,000:
Provided, That
person shall
be employed
hereunder at
$350,000: Provided,
That no
no person
shall be
employed hereunder
at prOvs
Pay restriction..o
1028.
a
rate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
annum except
Post, p.
p. 1028
except the
the Post,
$1,800 per
per annum
exceeding $1,800
a rate
following:
Two at
at $3,000
$3,000 each, one at $2,500,
each. Bureau of. Medicine
at $2,000 each.
$2,500, and six at
following: Two
e
BUREAU
OF MEDICINE
MEDICINE AND
AND S
URGERY: Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250; clerks—
an sgery.
clerks- aBd
SURGERY:
BUREAU OF
class
three, three of class two, two of class
two of class four
four,, two of class three,
assistant
$1,000 each; messenger;
$1,100 each, three at $1,000
messenger; assistant
one, two at $1,100
messenger;
laborer; naval dispensary—driver
$600, laborer
laborer $480;
dispensary-driver $600,
messenger; laborer;
in
all, $24,150.
$24,150.
in all,
Temporary ememployees in the Bureau
Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery, Tempor'ar em
For temporary employees
ploPyaeey
s.
restriction.
$75,000: .ovided,
shall be
employed hereunder
at
$75,000:
Provided, That
That no
no person
person shall
be employed
hereunder at
yrtriction.
a
rate
of
compensation
exceeding
$1,800
per
annum
annum
except
two
exceeding
$1,800
a rate of compensation
persons at $2,000 each.
persons
BureuoYrd
Bureau of Yards and
BUREAU OF
Dooms: Chief
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
BUREAU
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS:
$2,250; clerks—two
clerks-two Docks.
ocks.
of
class four,
four, one
three, two
two of
of class
four of
of
of class
class three,
class two,
two, four
of class
one $1,700,
$1,700, one
one of
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class one, one $1,100,
161,100, two at $1,000 each; assistant messenger;
messenger;
three messenger
boys at
at $600
$600 each;
each; two
two laborers;
laborers; in
$23,690.
three
messenger boys
in all,
all, $23,690.
e
For
temporary employees in the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
For temporary
ployees.
pITelr
$75,000: Provided,
person shall
at
hereunder at
employed hereunder
be employed
shall be
no person
That no
Provided, That
$75,000:
;1 arestriction.
my restriction.
Pay
of compensation
exceeding $1,800
per annum.
$1,800 per
annum.
aarate
rate of
compensation exceeding
Technical services.
and such
such other
technical services
The
draftsmen and
other technical
The services
services of skilled draftsmen
Technicaservices
employed
necessary may be employed
as the Secretary of the Navy may deem necessary
the
only in the Bureau of Yards and Docks to carry into effect the
appropriations and allotments thereunder
and be paid
thereunder
various
appropriations
Proviso.
from such
such appropriations
appropriations and
allotments: Provided,
exThat the exProvided, That
and allotments:
from
Limit,oetc.
Limit, etc.
penditures on this account
account for the fiscal year 1921 shall not exceed
exceed
penditures
$200,000.
hereunder,, their
A statement of the persons employed hereunder
$200,000. A
duties,
compensation paid to each shall be made to Congress
the compensation
duties, and the
each year in the annual estimates.
Contingent
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
CONTNGENT
EXPENSES: For professional
professional and technical
technical books and
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
periodicals,
law books,
books, including
including
necessary reference
reference books,
books, and
and necessary
periodicals, law
citydirectories, railway
railway guides, freight, passenger, and express
city directories,
department library, $2,000.
$2,000.
tariff books, for department
Stationery, etc.
stationery,
etc.
For stationery, furniture,
newspapers, plans,
furniture, newspapers,
plans drawings,
drawings, and drawexchange of motor trucks or motor depurchase and exchange
ing materials;
materials; purchase
livery wagons; maintenance,
operation of motor trucks
maintenance, repair, and operation
livery
or
is
vzons, and one motor-propelled
passenger-carrymotor-propelled passenger-carrydelivery wagons,
or motor delivery:
ing
official purposes; garage rent; street
ing vehicle, to be used only for official
car
car fares
fares not
not exceeding
exceeding $500; freight, expressage, postage,
postage, typenecessary traveling expenses for
writers and computing
computing machines;
machines; necessary
for
collection
necescollection of records not exceeding $100; and other absolutely necessary
expenses of the Navy Department
Department and its various bureaus and
sary expenses
Restriction
Restriction on
nse use offices,
offices, $100,000;
$100,000; it shall not be lawful to expend, for any of the
of
appropriaOf naval
approprap ro p n
3
ap
offices or bureaus
bureaus of the Navy Department
Department in the District of Cooffices
tions.
tions a
lumbia,
made for the Naval Estabappropriations made
lumbia, any sum out of appropriations
lishment for any of the purposes mentioned or authorized in this
paragraph.
paragraph.
Naval
appropriaNo
part of
of any
appropriations made
made for
the naval
naval service
shall be
service shall
for the
any appropriations
No part
beuedfor
tions
used for
tios not to be
Department purposes.
Department
purposes. expended
expressage)
expended for any of the purposes (including freight and expressage)
herein provided
account of the Navy Department in the Disherein
provided for on account
trict of Columbia, except for personal services in certain
certain bureaus, as
authorized.
herein expressly
expressly authorized.
Temporary
Temporary

eem-

Interior Department.
Interior
Department.

DEPARTMENT
THE INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
INTERIOR.

r%
OFFICE
OF THE
SECRETARY:
kyFFICE
or
THE S
ECRETARY: Secretary of the Interior, $12,000;
$12,000;
First Assistant
First
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $5,000; Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $4,500; chief
chief
superintendent of buildings, who shall be
clerk, including $500 as superintendent
chief executive
executive officer
of the
department and
and who
who may
may be
be designated
chief
officer of
the department
designated
Secretary to sign official papers and documents
by the Secretary
documents during the
temporary absence
Secretaries,
temporary
absence of the Secretary
Secretary and the Assistant Secretaries,
Assistant,iaspector%
$4,000; assistant
$4,000;
assistant to
to the
the Secretary,
Secretary, $2,750; private
private secretary
secretary to
to the
the
.Aistant,
inspectors
clerks, etc.
cler,
et.
Secretary, $2,500;
$2,500; assistant
attorney, $2,500;
two special
special inspectors
inspectors
Secretary,
assistant attorney,
$2,500; two
(whose employment
inspection of offices and
employment shall be limited to the inspection
the work in the several offices under the control of the
the department),
department),
at $2,500
$2,500 each; six inspectors, at $2,500
$2,500 each;
each; chief disbursing clerk,
$2,500; chiefs of divisions—one
$2,500;
divisions-one of supplies $2,250, one of appoint$2,250, and one of publications, $2,250;
$2,250;
ments, mails, and files, $2,250
expert accountant,
$2,000; clerks-four
clerks—four at
at $2,000
twelve of
expert
accountant, $2,000;
$2,000 each,
each, twelve
of
class four, two at $1,740
$1,740 each; one $1,620, sixteen of class three, one
$1,500,
$1,500, nineteen of class two, one $1,320, twenty-four
twenty-four of class one,
four at $1,000 each, one $840; returns office clerk,
clerk, $1,600; female
clerk, to be designated
designated by the President, to sign
s*n land patents, $1,200;
$1,200;
copvists, classified laborer, $1,140;
skilled
seven copyists,
$1,140; s
killed laborer,
laborer, $840; multigraph operator,
operator, $900; assistant
assistant multigraph
operator, $720; typemultigraph operator,
switchboard operators;
writer repairer, $900; two telephone switchboard
operators; chaufSecretary, AssistSecretary,
Assistants, chief clerk.

ants,chiclerk.
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feurs-one $1,080, ten at $720 each; ten messengers;
feurs—one
messengers; seven
seven assistant
Messengers, etc.
assistant Messengers,
messengers; twenty-two laborers;
laborers; skilled mechanics-one
mechanics—one $900, one
one
carpenters, at $900 each; plumber,
$720; two carpenters,
plumber, $900; electrician,
electrician,
$1,000;
$1,000; gardener,
gardener, $600; messenger boys-one
boys—one $540,
one $420;
$420; five
five
$540, one
packers,
packers, at $660 each; two elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors, at $720 each;
each; eight
eight
female laborers, at $400 each; captains of the watch-one
$1,200, Watchmen, etc.
watch—one $1,200,one $840; lieutenants
lieutenants of the watch—one
$1,020, five
five at $840 each;
watch-one $1,020,
each;
three sergeants of the watch at $750 each; sixty-six watchmen;
watchmen;
engineer,
$1,200; assistant engineer,
engieer, $1,000;
seven firemen;
firemen; clerk
engineer, $1,200;
$1,000; seven
to Clerk to sign tribal
clerk to
sign, under
under the direction
direction of the Secretary, in
in his
his name and
and for him
him deeds.
deedsallottees and deeds for town lots
his approval of all tribal deeds to a,llottees
lots
executed according
made and executed
according to law for any of the Five Civilized
Civilized
Territory, $1,200:
Tribes of Indians in the Indian
Indian Territory,
$1,200; in
in a
ll,$319,430.
$319,430.
all,
a d O
BuGieneral
lding. nL
Land
Office
General
Land Office
Office Building:
Building: Engineer
General Land
Engineer and
electrician, 81,600;
$1,600; Begu
and electrician,
Operating force.
four firemen;
two assistant engineers,
engineers, at $1,000
$1,000 each; four
firemen; three
three lieutenlieuten- Operating
force.
watch, at $840
conants of the watch,
$840 each;
each; twenty
twenty watchmen;
watchmen; elevator
elevator conductor, $720; fourteen
fourteen laborers;
laborers; three skilled mechanics
mechanics (painter,
(painter,
carpenter, and plumber),
carpenter,
plumber), at $900 each;
$36,060.
each; in all,
all, $36,060.
ent offic
Office
Building for Interior
Interior Department
Department offices, care
care and
and maintenance:
maintenance: B lirmr
Dejrfr ent
of class two;
two; foreman
Assistant superintendent,
superintendent, $2,000;
$2,000; clerk of
of laborforeman of
labor- Operating
Operating force.
ers, $1,000;
$1,000; two assistant foremen
foremen of laborers, at $900 each;
each; laborlaborers-sixty-five at $660 each,
ers—sixty-five
each, forty-five
forty-five at $600 each,
each, sixteen
sixteen at $540
$540
each; seventeen
seventeen female laborers
each; sixteen
charwomen;
laborers at $400
$400 each;
sixteen charwomen;
engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; two assistant
$1,000 each;
each; nine
fireassistant engineers,
engineers, at $1,000
nine firemen; general machinist, $1,500; automobile mechanic,
mechanic, $1,400;
$1,400; elseelec-:
trician, $1,400;
tician,
$1,400; substation
substation operators-three
operators—three at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, three
wiremen, at $1,000 each;
assistants at $900 each;
each; two
two wiremen,
two eleceleceach; two
tricians' helpers, at
at $720
tricians'
$720 each;
each; painters—one
painters-one $1,000,
$1,000, one
one $900;
$900;
carpenters-chief, $1,320,
$1,320, two at
at $900
carpenters—chief,
$900 each;
cabinetmaker, $900;
each; cabinetmaker,
$900,
plumber, $1,400;
$1,400; two assistant
assistant plumbers,
at $1,000
each; two
plumbplumbers, at
$1,000 each;
two plumbers' helpers,
helpers, at $840 each; thirteen
thirteen elevator conductors,
conductors, at
$720
at $720
each; janitor, $600; eighteen
messengers;
eighteen watchmen; copyist; four
four messengers;
two assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers; three messenger
messenger boys at $420
$420 each;
each; in all,
all,
$159,980.
aloe.
OFFICE OF SOLICITOR:
Somerroa: Three
Three members
members of a
a board of appeals, to Solicitor's
Solidto'soffie
be appointed
appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, at $4,000 each;
each; assistassistant attorneys—one
attorneys-one $3,000, two at $2,750 each,
each, four at $2,500 each,
each,
seven at $2,250
$2,250 each, eleven at $2,000
each; medical
$2 000 each;
medical expert, $2,000;
$2,000;
clerks-one
clerks—one of class four, six of class three
three (one of
shall act
act
of whom
whom shall
as stenographer
stenographer and one of whom shall be aastenographer
stenographer and
and typetypewriter),
writer), three
three of class
class two, one of class one; copyist; messenger;
messenger;
three assistant messengers;
messengers; in
in all, $90,950.
inspectors
For per
e etc.n
For
per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence of
atwo special inspectors,
inspectors, while sSpecial
Subsistence,
traveling on duty, at not exceeding
$4, and
actual necessary
necessary
exceeding $4,
and for actual
expenses of transportation
transportation (including temporary employment
employment of
of
stenographers, typewriters,
stenographers,
typewriters, and
assistance outside
the DisDisand other assistance
outside of
of the
trict of Columbia, and for incidental expenditures
expenditures necessary
necessary to
to the
the
efficient conduct
efficient
conduct of examinations),
examinations), to be expended
expended under
under the
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, $4,500.
subsistence to
For per diem at not exceeding
exceeding $4 in lieu of subsistence
to six
six Inspectors.
e,
etc.
Subsistence,
etc.
inspectors and while remaining
remaining at
government under
under
at the
the seat of
of government
orders of the Secretary not to exceed twenty days, transportation
transportation
sleeping-car fare, incidental
mcidental expenses
and sleeping-car
expenses of negotiation,
negotiation, inspection,
inspection,
and
investigation, including
telegraphing, $12,800.
$12,800,
and investigation,
including telegraphing,
Land Office.
GENERAL LAND
OFFICE: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $5,000;
5,000; assistant
GeralLandOffice.
GENERAL
LAND OFFICE.
assistant com- General
missioner, $3,500; chief clerk, $3,000; chief law clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
missioner,
$2,500; two
law clerks,
clerks, at $2,200 each;
each; three law examiners
examiners of surveyors
surveyors general
general
offices, at $2,000 each; recorder,
and district land offices,
recorder, $2,000;
of
2,000; chiefs
chiefs of
divisions-one of surveys $2,750, one $2,400, ten at $2,000 each;
divisions—one
each;
assistant chief of division,
division, $2,000;
$2,000; law
law examiners—fourteen
examiner--fourteen at
at
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Per diem, etc.,
etc.,

Per diem,
vesti
gations.

Law books.
books.
Law
Maps.
Maps.
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$2,000 each,
each, ten
ten at
$1,800 each,
each, eighteen
eighteen at $1,600 each; clerksclerks—
at $1,800
$2,000
twenty-seven of
fifty-seven of class three, eighty-three
eighty-three of
four, fifty-seven
class four,
of class
twenty-seven
class two,
hundred of class one, one hundred
hundred and twenty at
one hundred
two, one
class
$1,000 each;
each; twenty-three
messengers; ten assistant
assistant
two messengers;
copyists; two
twenty-three copyists;
$1,000
$480
messe•
rs;
messenger
boys
ten
$600
each,
six
at
$480
each;
at
boys-ten
messenger
messengers;
six
s &I laborers,
messengers when
may act as assistant messengers
laborers, who may
six skilled
depositary
required,
at $660
three laborers;
laborers; packer,
packer, $720; depositary
each; three
$660 each;
required, at
acting
the commissioner
as receiver
receiver of public moneys, $2,000,
commissioner as
for the
acting for
who may,
may, with
with the
the approval
a•
proval of
commissioner, designate
designate- aaclerk
the commissioner,
of the
who
absence;
of the
Land Office
ce to
such depositary mn
Inc his absence;
as such
act as
to act
General Land
the General
of
clerk and
and librarian,
$1,000;
000; in all, $672,470.
librarian, $1
clerk
examiners
in"
F
or per
per diem
diem in
in lieu
exceeding $4, of examiners
lieu of subsistence, at not exceeding
For
inand of
clerks detailed
surveyors
offices of United States surveyors
inspect dices
detailed to inspect
of clerks
and
general
and other
other offices
investigate frauduland service, to investigate
public land
in public
offices in
general and
lent land
entries, trespasses
official
public lands, and cases of official
the public
on the
trespasses on
land entries,
lent
misconduct,
actual
necessary
expenses
transportation including
of transportation,
expenses
necessary
actual
misconduct
stenographers.
necessary
fares, and
and for
employment of ste;iographers,
for. employment
sleeping-car fares,
necessary sleeping-car
o .examiconduct
and
other
assistants
when
necessary
efficient
olexami-.
the
to
necessary
when
assistants
other
and
nations, and
and when
when authorized
General
authorized by the Commissioner of the General
nations,
Land
Office, $6,000.
•
Land Office,

law library,
the law
For law
law books
books for
for the
library-, $400.
For

For connected
and separate
United States and other maps, preseparate United
connected and
For
pared
in
the
General
Land
Office,
$20,000: Provided,
Provided, That of the
$20,000:
Office,
pared in the General Land
PDisto.
delivered
United
procured hereunder
7,200 copies
copies shall be delivered
hereunder 7,200
maps procured
States maps
nited States
Distribution
to the
Senate and
and 14,400
be delivered to the House of
shall be
copies shall
14,400 copies
the Senate
to
Representatives, 500
Commissioner
copies shall be delivered to the Commissioner
500 copies
Representatives,
of
the
General
Land
Office,
and the
residue shall be delivered to the
the residue
and
Office,
Land
of the General
Secretary
Interior for
distribution. All maps delivered to the
for distribution.
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
hereunder shall be mounted
Senate
and House
House of
Representatives hereunder
of Representatives
Senate and
with rollers ready for use.
public-land States,
State
Territorial
For
separate State and Territorial
Territorial maps of public-land
For separate
and Territorial
State and
of the
maitarged-homestead including
including maps
the
designated by the Secretary of
areas designated
showing areas
maps showing
masarged-homestead
areas.
•
Interior under
the enlarged-homestead
enlarged-homestead Acts, prepared in the General
under the
Interior
Land
$3,000.
Office, $3,000.
Land Office,
Files. Fis
For
appliances in
filing system, $3,000.
connection with filing
in connection
For appliances
For
storage boxes for folded files,
files $7,000.
steel storage
For steel
commissioner,
Indian
Office.
INDIAN OFFICE:
Commissioner, $5,000;
$5,060; assistant
assistant commissioner,
OFFICE: Commissioner,
INDIAN
Indian offce.
$3,500;
clerk, $2,750;
$2,750; financial
financial clerk, $2,250; chiefs of divichief clerk,
$3,500; chief
sions—one $2,250,
$2,250, one
assistant chief of
law clerk, $2,000; assistant
$2,000; law
one $2,000;
sions-one
division,
$2,000; private
private secretary,
$1,800; examiner
examiner of irrigation
irrigation
secretary, $1,800;
division, $2,000;
accounts,
$1,800; draftsmen—one
$1,400, one
one $1,200;
$1,200; clerks-twenty
clerks—twenty
draftsmen-one $1,400,
accounts, $1,800;
of
four, thirty-one
thirty-one of
class three,
$1,500 each, thirty-eight
thirty-eight
at $1,500
two at
three, two
of class
class four,
of class
of class
sixty-eight of
of class
class one
one (including
stenographer),
(including one stenographer),
two, sixty-eight
class two,
of
thirty-four
stenographer), thirty-four
thirty-two at
$1,000 each
each (including one stenographer),
at $1,000
thirty-two
at $900
$900 each,
at $720
$720 each;
messenger; four assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers;
each; messenger;
two at
each, two
at
four
at $420 each; in all, $320,790.
boys, at
messenger boys,
four messenger
$5,000; deputy commissioner,
Pension 0:11ce.
PENSION
Commissioner, $5,000;
OFFICE: Commissioner,
PENSIOx Orrica:
OfTc".
Pension
$3,600; chief
chief clerk,
clerk? $2,500;
assistant chief clerk, $2,000; medical
medical
$2,500; assistant
$3,600;
referee, $3,000;
medical referee, $2,250; two qualified
qualified surassistant medical
$3,000; assistant
referee,
geons, at
$2 1000 each;
each; eight
medical examiners,
examiners, at $1,800
$1,800 each; six
eight medical
at $2,000
geons,
chiefs
of divisions,
divisions, at
$2,250; chief of board
clerk, $2,250;
law clerk,
each; law
$2,000 each;
at $2,000
chiefs of
of review,
review, $2,250;
thirty-five principal
principal examiners, at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each;
$2,250; thirty-five
of
private
$2,000; ten
ten assistant
assistant chiefs of divisions, at $1,800
secretary, $2,000;
private secretary,
each;
each; disbursing
disbursing clerk for the
$1,600 each;
at $1,600
stenographers, at
three stenographers,
each; three
$2 750; three
disbursing
payment
of
pensions
disbursing
clerk, $2,750;
deputy
$4,000;
payment of pensions,
clerkssupervising
clerks in
disbursing division, at $2,000 each; clerks—
the disbursing
in 'the
supervising clerks
and
hundred
two
eighty-seven
of
class
four,
eighty
class
three,
hundred
of
eighty
four,
class
of
eighty-seven
twenty-eight of
of class
two, three
three hundred
forty-eight at
of class one, forty-eight
hundred of
class two,
twenty-eight
messengers; six assisttwenty-three messengers;
$1,000 each;
fourteen copyists; twenty-three
each; fourteen
$1,000
$420
ant
messengers; skilled
skilled laborer,
$660; two messenger
messenger boys, at $420
laborer, $660;
ant messengers;
each;
in
$1,210,340.
all,
each; in
Proviso.
Distribution.
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persons
$4 in lieu
lieu of subsistence for persons
exceeding $4
For
per diem
diem at
at not
not exceeding
For per
employed in
the Bureau
Bureau of
for the
the purpose
of
purpose of
employed
in the
of Pensions,
Pensions, detailed
detailed for

671
diem
YePer
lZir
gat:
n
1
1
vesg

s.

etc. in.

etc ' in"

making
actual
making special investigations
investigations pertaining
pertaining to said bureau and for actual
necessary expenses,
telegrams, $100,000.
$100,000.
and other
oter necessary
expenses, including telegrams,
For
purchase, repair,
Lab eying d
deeadding machines
machines, addressing Laborsving
of adding
and exchange
exchange of
repair, and
For purchase,
machines,
check-signing machines
machines,
' and
and other labormachines,
machines, typewriters,
typewriters, check-sigmng
saving devices, furniture, filing cabinets, and postage on foreign mail,
$6,000.
Patent Offce
Office.
PATENT
PATENT OFFICE: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $5,000;
$5,000; first assistant commis- Patent
sioner, $4,500; assistant commissioner, $3,500; chief clerk (who shall
be qualified
principal examiner),
examiner), $3,000; five law examiners,
be
qualified to act as principal
classification, $3,600; five examiners in
at $2,750 each; examiner of classification
interferences, at $2,700 each;
examiners of interferences
chief, at $3,500 each; two examiners
examiners of trade-marks
trade-marks and designs-one
designs—one $2,700, first assistant
assistant
examiners
$2 1400, eight assistants at $1,500
$1,500 each;
each; examinersforty-eight
examiners—forty-eight
$2,400,
ninety-four first assistants at $2,400 each,
principals at $2,700 each, ninety-four
principals
ninety-four second assistants at $2,100
$2,100 each, ninety-four
ninety-four third
ninety-four
assistants at $1,800
$1,800 each, ninety-four fourth assistants at $1,500 each;
assistants
Secretary
financial clerk, who shall give bond in such amount as the Secretary
determine, $2,250; librarian,
gushlibrarian, who shall be qualof the Interior may determine,
fled to act as an assistant examiner, $2,000; eight
eight chiefs
chiefs of divisions,
fied
each; eight assistants
$1,800 each;
each;
of divisions, at
at $1,800
at $2,000 each;
assistants chiefs of
private
secretary, to
appointed by the commissioner,
commissioner,
to be
be selected
selected and appointed
private secretary;
$1,800;
languages, $1,800;
class four,
four
of class
$1,800; clerks—eleven
clerks- eevn of
of langaages,
translator of
$1,800; translator
hundred and
seventeen
class two, one hundred
seventeen of class three, nineteen of class
thirty-seven
$1,000 each; draftsmendraftsmen—
at $1,000
ninety-three at
thirty-seven of class one, ninety-three
1,000 each;
$1,600, one $1,400,
$1,400, three at $1,200
her at
at $1,000
each;
$1,200 each, four
one $1,600,
ninety-two
copyists; thirty
copyists, at
at $720
each; three messengers;
messengers;
thirty copyists,
$720 each;
ninety-two copyists;
thirty-three assistant
messengers; thirteen laborers,
laborers, at $600
$600 each;
each;
assistant messengers;
thirty-three
forty-five
without regard
regard to
to
forty-five examiners'
examiners' aids (who shall be selected without
$600 each;
apportionment), at $600
each; thirty-nine
thirty-nine copy pullers (who shall
apportionment),
selected without
be selected
without regard
regard to
to apportionment),
apportionment), at
at $480 each; in
in all,
all,
$1,500,200.
Furniture, etc.
For
furniture and
filing cases,
cases :$10,000.
$10,000.
Furniture,
etc.
and filing
For furniture
For purchase
purchase of
professional, and
etc.
Books, etc.
and Books,
books and
other reference
reference books
and other
of law,
law, professional,
For
publications
and scientific
scientific books
and directories,
directories, $3,000.
$3,000.
books and
publications and
For
of weekly
issue of
of parents,
parents, designs,
and tradetrade- sues
suCopies
patents,
of weekly
etc .Isof patents,
etc.
designs, and
weekly issue
For producing
producing copies
copies of
es of
production of copies of drawings
drawings and specifications of exmarks; production
transporting
hausted patents
patents and other
other papers; and for expense of transporting
publications of patents issued by the Patent Office to foreign governments,
ernments, $170,000.
$170,000.
Li
Livesttgatings use
of
ue o
invenoueti
or sale
sale of
of inventions
of public use or
For investigating
question of
inventions ins
the .question
For
investigating the
tuitions.
filing applications
applications for patents, and such
such
or more prior
prior to
to filing
for two
two years
years or
applications for patents
patents
connection with applications
arising in connection
other questions arising
may be deemed
necessary by the Commissioner of Patents; and exdeemed necessary
as maybe
defense of suits
Commissioner
suits instituted against the Commissioner
pense attending
attending defense
of
of Patents,
Patents, $500.
$500.
International
expense of conducting
For the share of the United States in the expense
For
conducting the Bureau,
Bureau, Berne.
International
Bureau at
Bur
of
ucaInternational Bureau
at Berne,
Berne, Switzerland,
Switzerland, $750.
$750.
chief clerk, $2,000; tion.
$5,000; chief
BUREAU
EDUCATION: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $5,000;
t
of
EduceOF EDUCATION:
BUREAU OF
specialist in higher education, $3,000; editor, $2,000; statistician,
$1,800; specialist
charge of
$1,800;
of land-grant
land-grant college statistics, $1,800;
in charge
$1,800;
specialist in
translator, at $1,800 each;
each; collector and compiler of statistics,
statistics,
two translators,
educational systems and one in
in foreign educational
specialists-one in
$2,400; specialists—one
educational systems, at $1,800 each; clerks-five
clerks—five of class four, six of
educational
$1,000
class three, seven of class two, nine of class one, thirteen
thirteen at $1,000
copists; two skilled laborers, at $840 each; messenger;
messenger;
each; two copists;
assistant messenger;
messenger; messenger boy, $420; in all, $82;860.
$82,860.
indus
education.
education, physical
For investigation
investigation of rural education,
education, industrial education,
physical 04.,alest,
I
o
n
n
d
.
ustrw '
services in the Diseducation and school hygiene, including
including personal
personal services
Dia-
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trict
and elsewhere,
shall be paid hereunder
hereunder
and no
no salary
salary shall
elsewhere, and
trict of Columbia
Columbia and
excess of $3,500 per annum, $50,000.
$50,000.
in excess

emFor necessary
necessary travelig
traveling expenses
expenses of the commissioner
commissioner and em-

ployees acting
acting under
under his direction
meetings
direction, including
including attendance
attendance at meetings
ployees
of
educational ,asSociations,
societies, and other organizations,
organizations, $7,500.
$7,500.
associations, societies,
of educational
For books
b y, current
For
books fbrary
for library,
current educational
periodicals, other
current
educational periodicals,
other current
periodicals, $500.
$500.
publications,
completing valuable
sets of periodicals,
valuable sets
publications, and completing

collecting statistics
statistics for
special reports and
and circulars
circulars of
of inf
inforFor collecting
for special
ormation
personal services
services in
inthe
the District
Columbia and
of Columbia
District of
including personal
mation,# including
elsewhere $3,600.
$3,600.
elsewhere,
Dirrerting
.
docuFor pu
exchange of
documents,
of educational
educational documents,
and exchange
distribution, and
For
purchase, distribution,
dot
ments,
collection, exchange
exchange, and cataloguing of
of educational
educational apparatus,
apparatus and
collection,
educational reference
reference books, articles of,
appliances,
textbooks and educational
of
appliances, textbooks
furniture and
buildings illustrative
foreign
illustrative of foreign
models of
of school buildings
school furniture
and models
systems and
education and repairing
repairing the
and methods of education,
and domestic systems
same,
District of
Of Colmbiai
Colinnbiaforthe
for the
services in the District
same, including
including personal
personal services
purpose
the cataloguing
cataloguing up to date, $2,500.
of bringing
bringing the
purpose of
Elementary, etc., edincluding
education, including
and secondary
ucation
investigations.
or investigation
of elementary
secondary education,
elementary and
investigation of
For
ucationinvestigatio
Specialreports,
Special reports, etc.

rchase,

schools and the wider use of the schoolhouse in cities and

Proiso
1:71:irieson.
Pay
restriction.

evening schools and
evening
towns,including
personal
the wider
services
use in
of the
the District
schoolhouse
of Columbia
in cities and

towns, including personal services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, $9,000:
no person
shall be
be employed
employed herehereThat no
person shall
$9,000: Provided,
Provided, That
elsewhere,

exceeding $3,500 per annum.
under
a rate
rate of compensation
under at a
compensation exceeding
For investigation
investigation of kindergarten
personal
kindergarten education,
education including _personal
Provided,
services
$6,000: Provided,
Columbia and elsewhere, $6,000:
services in the District of Columbia,
employed hereunder
compensation
That no person
person shall
shall be employed
hereunder at aarate of
of compensation
exceeding
$2,500
per
annum.
exceeding
$2,50
per
annum,
of

ndegarteneducaZin
.
dergarten educaProviso.
Prtoio.

y

on

Pay l
'
Puletim
Superintendent
Superintendent
Building
Capitol
Capitol Building
Grounds.

Grounds.

of

and

and

Contingentexpenses.

Contingent expenses.

OFFICE
UPERINTENDENT
THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL BUILDING
BUILDING AND
AND
T OF
OF THE
SUiNTNDn
W S
OFFICE OF

GRONDs:
GROUNDS: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $6,000;
$6,000; chief clerk, $2,000;
elec$2,000; chief
chief electrical engineer, $3,750;
$3,750; civil engineer,
engineer, $2,400; construction
construction draftsman, $2,000;
$2,000; two clerks,
$1,200 each; compensation
compensation to disbursing
disbursing
clerks, at $1,200
man,
Court
heating of the Supreme
clerk, $1,000; person in charge of the heating
Supreme Court
and
Capitol, $1,000;
$1,000; laborer
in char
ge of
of
charge
and central
central portion
portion of
of the
the Capitol,
laborer in
water-closets m
in central portion
portion of the Capitol,
Capitol, $660; laborer for cleancorridors Dome, and old library
library portion
ing Rotunda, corridors,
portion of Capitol,
Capitol,
$660; two laborers in charge of public closets of the House of Representatives and in the terrace, at $720 each; forewoman of charwomen,
charwomen,
charwomen; bookkeeper
bookkeeper and accountant,
accountant, $2,400;
$480; sixteen charwomen;
$2,400; in
in
all,
$30,030.
all, $30,030.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
THE INTwRBOB:
INTERIOR: For
ConCONTINGENT EXPENSES.
For con-

Secretary and
bureaus, offices,
tingent expenses of
of the
the office
ofice of the Secretary
and the
the bureaus
offices,
and buildings of the department;
department; furniture,
furniture carpets, ice
ice, lumber,
hardware dry goods, advertising, telegraphing,
hardware,
telegraphing, street car '
fares not
not
exceeding
expressage; purchase
exchange of motor
motor
exceeding $250, and expressage;
purchase and exchange
trucks, motor cycles, and bicycles; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and operaoperation of one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle and motor
passenger-carrying vehicle
cycles, and bicycles,
trucks, motor eyeles,
bicycles, to be used only for official purposes; diagrams; awnings; filing
labor-saving devices; confir
and labor-saving
sptosruesct;ing model
and other
and furniture;
furniture; and
structing
model and
other cases
cases and
and other
other absolutely
absolutely
necessary expenses not hereinbefore
necessary
hereinbefore provided for
for, including traveling
traveling.
expenses,
expenses, fuel and lights, typewriting and labor-saving
labor-saving machines,
$150,000.
$150,000.
tingent

Suppes ,Depr
fo

Supplies for I.)epartment Otiace Building.

Stationery, etc.
Stationery,

For electrical
electrical power
electric light,
light, gas,
gas 'window
telewashing, and
and telewindow washing,
For
power,, electric

phone
telephones, window shades, awnings, and other
phone service,
service fuel, telephones,
other
and supplies
materials and
supplies as in the judgment of
of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
required for general
Interior may be required
general maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of
of
Department offices,
offices, $80,000.
the building for Interior Department
For stationery,
stationery, including
including tags,
tap, labels,
cards, cloth-lined
wraplabels, index
index cards,
cloth-lined wrap-

bags, printed
the course
course of
of manufacture,
manufacture, and
pers, and
and specimen
specimen bags,
printed in
in the
and
envelopes as are not supplied
supplied under
under contracts
made by
such printed envelopes
contracts made
Postmaster General, for
several bureaus
bureaus
the Postmaster
for the department
department and
and its
its several
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and offices, $85,000; and, in addition thereto, sums amounting
amounting to
to
$54,650 shall be deducted
for tthe frgdPnalegedauctg.
Additional deducted
deducted from
from other
other appropriations
appropriations made
mae fo
om specified approfiscal year 1921,
1921, as follows: Surveying public lands,
lands, $2,500; protecting
protecting priations.
pilations.
public lands and timber, $2,000;
$2,000; contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of offices
offices of
surveyors general,
general, $2,000;
$2,000; Capitol
Capitol Building
Building and repairs, $150;
$150; GeoGeosurveyors
logical
logical Survey, $3,200; Bureau of Mines,
Mines, $4,000;
$4,000; Indian Service,
Service,
$40,000;
Freedmen's Hospital,
$40,000; Freedmen's
Hospital, $800; and said sums so deducted
deducted shall
constitute, together with the first-named
first-named sum of
be credited
credited to and constitute,
of
$85,000,
appropriation for stationery
stationery for the department
department
$85,000, the total appropriation
and its several bureaus
bureaus and offices
fiscal year 1921.
offices for the fiscal
1921.
For professional
professional and
and scientific
scientific books,
books, law
books, and
and books
Periodicals,
For
law books,
books to
to ej3.w
etco.k' periodicals
complete broken sets, periodicals,
periodicals, directories,
directories and other books of
of
$750.
reference relating to the business of the department,
departinent, $750.
For rent of quarters for department
department trucks,
trucks, and for the storage of Rent.
RentPatent Office
Office models
models and exposition exhibits, $2,400.
$2,400.
For
postage stamps
the department
department and
and its
its bureaus,
bureaus, as
as required
requiredstamps.
Postagestamps.
For postage
stamps for
for the
P"tag
under the Postal Union,
Union, to prepay yostage
On matter
postage on
matter addressed
addressed to
to
Postal Union countries,
countries, and for special-delvery
special-delivery stamps for use in the
United States when it
United
it is necessary
necessary to secure immediate
nmmediate delivery
delivery of
mail,
mail, $2,000.
$2,000.
SURVEYORS GENERAL.
Surveyors General.
GENERAL.
SURVEYORS
Surveyors
General.
For salaries
of surveyors
surveyors general,
in their
their offices,
con- eprses
exSpaeinasrr and
and office
clerks in
For
salaries of
general, clerks
offices, and conoffce
messengers, stationery-,
tingent expenses,
expenses, including office rent, pay of meeners,
stationery,
printing,
printing., binding, drafting instruments,
instruments, typewriters,
typewriters,. furniture,
furniture, fuel,
lights, books of referencefor
reference for office use, post-office
post-office box
rent, and other
boxrent,
other
incidental expenses
expenses, including the exchange
exchange of typewriters,
typewriters, asfollows;
as follows:
Alaska.
officio secretary
Alaska- Surveyor general
general and ex officio
secretary of the Territory, Alaska.
Alaska:
$4,000; clerks, $11,220;
$18,820.
$11,220; contingent
contingent expenses
expenses,' $3,600; in all, $18,820.
Arizona: Surveyor
Arizoa
Surveyor general, $3,000; clerks, $18,400; contingent ex- Arizona.
penses,
$22,000.
penses, $600;
$600; in all,
all, $22,000.

California: Surveyor
general, $3,000;
calforn
California:
Surveyor general,
$3,000; clerks,
clerks, $14,100;
$14,100; contingent
contingent California.
expenses, $650; in all, $17,750.
Colorado:
clerks, $18,650;
$18,650; contingent
Colorado.
general, $3,000; clerks,
contingent Colordo.
Colorado: Survey-or
Surveyor general,
expenses, $750;
$750; in all, $22,400.
Idah o
$12,600; contingent ex- Idaho.
Idaho: Surveyor general,
Idaho:
general, $3,000; clerks, $12,600;
penses
$16,350.
penses, $750; in all, $16,350.
Montana: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
Mon"a.
Montana:
general, $3,000;
$3,000; clerks,
clerks, $16,980;
$16,980; contingent
contingent Montana.
expenses, $600; in all, $20,580.
Nevada.
Surveyor general,
Nevada: Surveyor
general, $3,000; clerks, $12,060; contingent
contingent ex- Nevada
penses,
$500;
in
all,
$15,560.
penses, $500; in all, $15,560.
New Mexico:
Mexico: Surveyor
general, $3,000;
$3,000; clerks,
$18,900; contingent
New Mexico.
contingent New
MexicO
Surveyor general,
clerks, $18,900;
New
exp
enses, $900; in all, $22,800.
$22,800.
expenses,
re
Oregon: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
clerks, $9,510;
contingent ex- ooregon.
$9,510; contingent
general, $3,000;
$3,000; clerks,
Oregon:
penses,
$13,110.
penses, $600; in all, $13,110.
South Dakota:
general, $2,000;
clerks, $3,100;
South Dakota.
South
Dakota: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
contin- soth
$2,000; clerks,
$3,100; continDatot
expenses, $200; in all, $5,300.
gent expenses,
h
Utah: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
$14,020; contingent
contingent exex- Utah.
Utah:
$3,000; clerks,
clerks, $14,020;
$17,745.
penses, $725; in all, $17,745.
Washington:
general, $3,000;
$3,000; clerks,
$11,260; continWaskdngton.
Washington: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
clerks, $11,260;
contin- Washgton
expenses ' $750; in all, $15,010.
gent expenses,
Wyoming:
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
clerks, $10,540;
$10,540; contingent
Wyoming: Surveyor
$3,000; clerks,
contingent Wyoming.
WyOing.
expenses,,$500; in all, $14,040.
$14,040.
Re
on clerk
eVp
S:
IISeS
S
chargeable to
to the
foregoing appropriations
appropriations for
hire hire.
m Re
striction
Expenses
chargeable
the foregoing
for clerk
clerk hire
and incidental expenses
expenses in the offices of the surveyors general shall
not be incurred
incurred by the respective
respective surveyors
surveyors general in the conduct of
authorization by the Comsaid offices,
offices, except
except upon previous
previous specific authorization
missioner of the General
General Land Office.
Office.
•
Temnnwv details
Interior is
to detail
detail temporsnly
temporarily author.
The Secretary
is authorized
authorized to
autha. deta
The
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
clerks from the office of one surveyor general
general to another
another as the necesnecesnecessary
sities of the service may require and to pay their actual necessary
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traveling
in going
to and
and returning
from such
of
out of
office out
such office
returning from
going to
expenses in
traveling expenses
the
appropriation
for
surveying
the
public
lands.
A
detailed
statedetailed
A
lands.
public
the
the appropriation for surveying
ment of
of traveling
traveling expenses
hereimder shall
shall be
be made
Conto Conmade to
incurred hereunder
expenses incurred
ment
gress
at
the
beginmng
of
each
regular
session
thereof.
session
regular
each
of
beginning
gress at the
(TwentyOffice
surveys
The use
use of
the fund
funJ created
created by
Act of
2 ,1895 (Twenty
March 2,
of March
the Act
by the
of the
The
ork, surveys
Offce work,
inVol.
railroad
land
grants. eietth Statutes, page 937), for office work
28,
p.
937.
the
surveyors
general's
general's
surveyors
the
in
work
office
for
937),
page
Statutes,
Vol. 28dp 37 ts. eighth
Proviso.
offices is
for one
one year
Provided, That
That
from June 30, 1920: Provied,
year from
extended for
is extended
offices
Provio.
Iimtt.
not to
of this
this fund
fund shall
purposes above
be used for the purposes
shall be
$25,000 of
exceed $25,000
to exceed
not
indicated.
indicated.
Government in the
Government
Territories.
Territories.

GOVERNMENT IN
IN THE
THE TERRITORI
TERRITORIES.
ES.
GOVERNMENT

TERRITORY OF
or ALASKA:
ALASKA: Governor, $7,000;
$7,000; four judges,
judges, at $7,500
TERRrrTOR
each; four
attorneys, at
at $5,000
four marshals,
each;
$4,000 each;
at $4,000
marshals, at
each; four
$5,000 each;
four attorneys,
each;
four
clerks,
at
$3,500
each;
in
$87,000.
all,
four clerks, at $3,500
For
contingent expenses,
not, to
to exceed
exceed
hire, not
clerk hire,
expenses, clerk
and contingent
incidental and
For incidental
executive
$2,500;
governor's offices and the executive
for the governor's
service for
janitor service
$2,500; janitor
governor
mansion
$1,200; traveling expenses of the governor
to exceed $1,200;
not to
mansion, not
while
absent from
capital on official business; repair and preservapreservafrom the capital
while absent
tion of
of executive
executive mansion
mansion and furniture and for care of grounds; station
$7,500, to be expended
tionery, lights,
expended under
under
lights, water, and fuel; in all, $7,500,
tionery,
the direction
direction of the governor.
For
the repainting
repainting of the executive mansion at Juneau, including
For the
interior repainting,
repainting, kalsomining,
mi?
.
!, and decorating,
decorating, $1,400.
interior
expenses: For salaries
-Aeries of members, $21,600;
$21,600; mileage of
Le atve expenses:
epenses. Legislative
Legislative expenses.
members, $9,250;
salaries of employees, $5,160; rent of legislative
$9,250; salaries
members,
committee rooms, $2,000; printing,
printing, indexing, and binding
and committee
halls and
supplies, printing of
laws, printing
plaint and binding
binding journals,
journals, stationery, supplies
laws,
bills,
reports, and
and so
so forth,
all, $47,010,
supplies,
to
expended
to be expended
in all,
$9,000; in
forth, $9,000;
bills, reports,
under
under the direction of the governor of Alaska.

Alaska.
Alaska

secretary,.,$4,000; chief
HAWAII: Governor, $7,000;
TERRITORY OF
$7,000; secretary
OF HAWAII:
TERRITORY
$28,000.
justice,
$5,500 each; in all, $28,000.
associate justices, at $5,500
justice, $6,000; two associate
For
judges of
of circuit
circuit courts, at $4,000 each, so much as may be
be
For judges
necessary, for the fiscal year 1921.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
to be
governor, for staexpended by the governor,
be expended
expenses, to
For
tionery,
secretary to the
incidentals, $1,200; private secretary
tionery, postage, and incidentals,
governor, $2,250; in all, $3,450.
$3,450.
governor,
Legislative expenses . Legislative
expenses: For furniture, light, telephone, stationery,
Legislative expenses:
Legislativeexpenses.
record
casings and files, printing and binding, including printing,
record casings
publication, and
binding of
session laws and the house and senate
of the
the session
and binding
publication,
journals, indexing
indexing records,
records, postage, ice, water, clerk hire, mileage of
journals,
members, and
chaplain, clerk, sergeant
sergeant at arms,
incidentals, pay of chaplain,
and incidentals,
members,
Protypewriters janitors, and messengers, $30,000: Proproviso,
stenographers, typewriters,
stenographers,
Promti.
m be
Legislature of the Territory
gtZd . m
be r
vided, That the members of the Legislature
Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii
re- vided,
s'rlatv
shall not
mileage for an extra
compensation of $200 or any mileage
draw their compensation
not draw
shall
a
compliance with section 54 of an Act to provide
in compliance
Vol. 31, p. 150.
session, held in
provide a
session,
vol.
government for
for the
Hawaii, approved April 30, 1900.
the Territory of Hawaii,
government
Haw3.

t°

I

men ,

Mena

Office
Departfice Depart

Postmaster General,
chief clerk, etc.

,Geerai,
Postmaiter

Chief inspector, purchasing
chasing agent, etc.

Clerks, etc.

Clerks, etc

DEPARTMENT.
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE, POSTMASTER
GENERAL: Postmaster General,
General, $12,000;
$12,000;
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
OFFICE,
chief
superintendent of buildings, $4,000;
including $500 as superintendent
clerk, including
chief clerk,
private
secretary, $2,500;
appointment clerk,
disbursing clerk, $2,250; appointment
$2,500; disbursing
private secretary,
assistant
chief clerk,
clerk, confidential
clerk to
General, and
and
Postmaster General,
to Postmaster
confidential clerk
to chief
assistant to
chairman,
board of
of inspection,
inspector, $4,000;
chief inspector,
each; chief
at $2,000 each;
inspection, at
chairman, board
purchasing agent, $4,000; chief
chief
inspector, $2,000; purchasing
to chief inspector,
clerk to
chief clerk
clerk
to purchasing
purchasing agent,
agent, $2,000; assistant attorneys-one
attorneys—one $4,500, one
clerk to
$3,500, two
at $2,750 each, one $2,500, one $2,000; bond examiner,
two at
$3,500,
clerks—one hundred
hundred and sixteen of class
$2,500; law clerk, $1,800; clerks-one
four,
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy of class three, two hundred
hundred and sixtyfour, one
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eight of class two, two hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven of class one, one
hundred and
twenty-six at
hundred
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight at $1,000
$1,000 each, twenty-six
at $900
$900 each;
each;
skilled draftsmen—one
draftsmen-one $2,000,
$2,000, three
three at $1,800
$1,800 each, eight
eight at
at $1,600
$1,200;
each, five at $1,400 each, seven at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; map
map mounter,
mounter, $1,200;
assistant blue
assistant map mounter, $1,000; blue printer, $900;
$900; assistant
printer, $840; telegrapher,
typewriter repairer,
telegrapher, $1,400; typewriter
repairer, $1,200; three
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If
tigers, watchvratchMessenes,

telephone switchboard
switchboard operators;
m charge
men, engineers, etc.
etc.
charge of
of mails,
mails, menengeers,
operators; six
six messengers
messengers in
telephone

at
messengers- captain
at $900 each;
each; thirty messengers;
messengers- twenty
twenty assistant
assistant messengers;
captain
of
of the watch, $1,200;
$1,200; additional to three watchmen
watchmen acting
acting as
as lieutenlieutenants of watchmen, at $120 each; thirty-four watchmen;
watchmen; two engineers,
at
engineers, at $1,000
$1,000 each; two blackat $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; nine assistant
assistant engineers,
$1,000 each; three oilers, at $840 each;
smiths or steam fitters, at $1,000
sixteen firemen; twenty elevator
elevator conductors, at $720 each; chief
sixteen
engineer,
engineer, $1,600;
$1,600; assistant
assistant electricians—two
electricians-two at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, three
three at
at
'laborers,
$1,000 each;
each; two
two dynamo
at $900
each; carpenters-one
carpenters—one et."Pe
nters, laborers,
$1,000
dynamo tenders,
tenders, at
$900 each;
et.a'tpe
$1,200, two at $1,000
$1,000 each; plasterer and mason, $1,200;
$1,200;
$1,600, one $1,200,
awning maker, $1,000; painters—one
$1,000; plumbers—
painters-one $1,200, one $1,000;
plumbers$1,000; laborers--foreman
laborers-foreman $900;
$900; assistant
assistant foreman
foreman
one $1,200,
$1,200, one $1,000;
$660 each;
each, seventy-eight
seventy-eight at
at $720
$720 each,
each, four
four at $660
each;
$840, two
two at $840
$840 each,
female laborers—one
each;
female
laborers-one $540, three at $500 each, seven at $480 each;
fifty-eight charwomen;
charwomen; actual and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of the purchasfifty-eight
ing agent while traveling on business of the department, $500; in all,
$1,696,270.
$1,696,270.
road
For the
force authorized
authorized by
Post Office
Office Appropriation
Appropriation "Z
saonsn."a
n.rail'ad
tCos pkort
the Post
by the
For
the following
following force
Act
appropriation
year 1917
1917 and heretofore
heretofore paid
paid from the appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal year
for railroad transportation, namely: Clerks-two
Clertwo of class four, two
of class three, ten of class two, and forty-six of class one; in all,
$76,000.
In
readjustments hereunder,
the salary
of any
clerk in
in any
any arRe.jsmof
aadjustment of sal.
s
hereunder, the
salary of
any clerk
In making
making readjustments
class may be fixed by the Postmaster General
General at $100
$100 below the salary
fixed
law for
fixed by
bylaw
for such class
class and the
the unused portion
portion of such salary
salary shall
shall
be
thereto
be used to
to increase
increase the salary
salary of any clerk in any class entitled
entitled thereto
by
not less
less than
by law
such class.
gnment to
to Bu.
Bu.
by not
than $100
$100 above
above the
the salary
salary fixed by
law for
for such
class. Assi
Assignment
reans,etc.
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall assign to the several bureaus, offices,
offices, reaus'
etc'
and
number of the emand divisions of the Post
Post Office Department
Department such number
employees herein
herein authorized as may be necessary
necessary to perform
perform the work
work
ployees
required therein; and he shall submit
submit a
a statement
statement showing such
required
assignments
n the
assignments and the number employed at the various salaries i
in
annual
following the
for salaries
salaries in
the
annual Book of
of Estimates
Estimates following
the estimates
estimates for
in the
Post Office
Office Department.
Department.
OFFICE, FIRST
FIRST ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENEBAL:
GENMAL: First
First Assistant
First
p.,
estant .
First^Assistant
P,
Assistant masterotneraio
OFFICE,
tet.
endents of divisions.
intendentsofdivsions
of post office
office in
division of
clerk, $2,500;
Postmaster General,
$2,500; division
$5,000; chief
chief clerk,
General, $5,000;
Postmaster
service 3uperintendent $4,000, assistant superintendent
superintendent $3,000, ec
e
service-superintendent
assistant superintendents
superintendents at
clerk in
in charge
charge $2,250,
$2,250, two assistant
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
division of postmasters'
postmasters' appointments-superintendent
appointments—superintendent $3,000, two
division
assistant superintendents at $2,000 each; superintendent,
superintendent, division
division
of dead letters, $2,500; chief, division of correspondence,
correspondence, $2,000; in
all, $32,250.
OFFICE,
ECOND ASSISTANT
POSTMAS TER GENERAL:
Second AssistAssist- pLi
t
i
con ;.:1 Asg.s
e
tir
i
a
n
i
t
,
OFFICE, S
SECOND
ASSISTA-NT POSTfASTER
GENERAL: Second
Second
A stant
ant
chief clerk,
$2,500; division
of railof diant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $5,000;
$5,000; chief
clerk, $2,500;
division of
rail- superintendents
superintendents of
disuperintendent visions'etc.
adjustments-superintendent $3,000, assistant superintendent
way adjustments—superintendent
v
i
sions '
et '
$2,250;
$2,250; division of foreign mails-superintendent
mails—superintendent $3,000, assistant
assistant
superintendent $2,000;
$2,000; division
service—general
superintendent
division of
of railway mail
mail service-general
superintendent $4,000,
superintendent
$4,000, assistant
assistant general
general superintendent
superintendent $3,500;
chief
$27,250.
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; in
in all,
all, $27
250.
OFFICE, THIRD
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
Assistant pTird i
r
d
teiA
s
saitea
r
t
a
it,
OFFICE,
THIRD ASSISTANT
POSTMASTEB GENERAL:
GENERAL: Third
Third Assistant
AssGtant
di
Postmaster
General, $5,000;
chief clerk, $2,500; division of postal superintendents
Postmaster General,
$5,000; chief
suP.enntenden tso
of divisions, etc.
savings--director
savinp director $4,800, assistant director
director $3,000, chief clerk $2,500, vsions etc.
clerk
charge of
clerk in
m charge
of administrative
administrative section, and
and clerk
clerk in charge
charge of audit
audit
section, at $2,000 each;
each; superintendents
superintendents of
of divisions—stamps
divisions-stamps $2,750,
$2,750,
finance (who shall give bond in such amount as the Postmaster
Postmaster
finance
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General may
may determine
determine for the faithful ischarge
ischarge of his duties) $2,250,
General
classification $2,750,
$2,750, registered mails $2,500, money orders $2,750;
classification
chief
clerk, division
division of money orders, $2,250; in all, $37,050.
chief clerk,

ASSISTANTPOSTMATER
FOURTH ASSISTANT
OFFICE,
OFFICE, FOURTH
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
GENERAL: Fourth
Fourth Assist-

chief clerk, $2,500; division of rural
General, $5,000;
$5,000; chief
rural
Postmaster General,
ant Postmaster

of equipdivision of
$2,000; division
-mails—superintendent
equipchief clerk
clerk $2,000;
$3,000, chief
mails-superintendent $3,000,
ment
supplies—superintendent $3,000,
chief clerk $2,000; topog$3,000, chief
and supplies-superintendent
ment and
rapher, $2,•100;
in all,
$19,900.
•
all, $19,900.
$2 400; in
rapher,
Total salaries,
$1,888,720.
salaries, $1,888,720.
Total
Contingent expenses.
For stationery
CONTINGENT
eexpne
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT: For
stationery
Contingent
Stationery, etc.
and blank books, index and guide cards, folders, and binding
binding devices,
including purchase of free penalty
penalty envelopes,
envelopes, $30,000.
including
Heating,
plant.
Heating, etc.,
etc., plant.
Foruel
and repairs
repairs to heating,
heating, lighting,
lighting, ice,
plant,
For
fuel and
ice and power plant,
including repairs
elevators, purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange of tools, and
to elevators,
repairs to
including
electrical
and removalof
removal-of ashes,
$60,000.
ashes, $60,000.
supplies, and
electrical supplies
Telegraphing.
Telegraphing.
For telegraphing,
telegraphing, $6,000.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
For purchase
maintenance of horses
purchase, exchange,
exchange, hire, and maintenance
horses and
horse-drawn and
passenger-carrying vehicles and repair
repair
and motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
horse-drawn
of
$4,000.
including motor trucks and harness, $4,000.
of vehicles,
vehicles, including
For rent
of stables,
stables, $500.
rent of
For
Miscellaneous.
For
including purchase,
repair
exchange, and repair
purchase, exchange,
items, including
miscellaneous items,
For miscellaneous
Miscelan.
of typewriters,
typewriters, adding
labor-saving devices;
devices;
machines, and other labor-saving
adding machines,
of
coverings;
street-car
exceeding $450; plumbing;
plumbing; floor coverings;
not exceeding
fares not
street-car fares
postage
for correspondence
correspondence addressed
not
abroad which is not
addressed abroad
stamps for
postage stamps
exempt under article 11 of the Rome convention
convention of the Universal
Universal
exempt
Postal Union,
Union, $40,000,
$40,000, of which sum not exceeding
exceeding $12,500
$12,500 may be
expended for
for telephone
telephone service
$1,500 may be
exceeding $1,500
service, and not exceeding
expended
expended for purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange of law books, books of referexpended
ence railway
directories, books necessary
necessary to conduct the
railway guides, city directories,
ence,
department; and repairs to department
department buildings.
business of the department;
Furniture, etc.
cabinets, $7,000.
$7,000.
For furniture
and filing cabinets,
furniture and
Furniture,
Official
Guide.
For publication
ostal Guide.
official Postal
publication of copies of the Official Postal Guide, $43,000;
and
received during the fiscal year 1921 from sales of
amounts received
and the amounts
a further
the Official Postal Guide to the public may be used as a
further
appropriation
the publication
publication of copies of such guide.
for the
appropriation for
Heat,
light, and
Office for the cost
Government Printing
or reimbursement
For
reimbursement of the Government
Printing Office
cost
Fd
Heat, light,
power, City post office
post
p Cing.
building.
of furnishing
furnishing steam for heating and electric
electric current
current for lighting and
and
Reimbursement
for. power to the Post Office Department Building at Massachusetts
Reimurs
power to the Post Office Department Building at Massachusetts
Avenue and North Capitol Street, District of Columbia, $40,000, or
or
so
much
thereof
as may
may be
necessary.
be
necessary.
as
much
thereof
so
ap
Pstal
seice
Postal service approAppropriations
the service
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
Department
of the
service of
for the
made for
priations not to be used
Appropriations made
prsatironnottobeused
for Department.
in conformity
conformity with the Act of July 2, 1836, shall not be expended
expended
in
Depmnt.
forVol.
5, p. 80.
' ''
for any
any of the purposes
purposes herein
account of the Post
Post
herein provided for on account
Office Department
Department in the District of Columbia.

visions, etc.

Department
Department of Justice.

of Jus-

DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.

$12,000;
General, $12,000;
OFFICE
THE ATTORNEY
ATTORNEY GENERAL:
GENERAL: Attorney
Attorney General,
OF THE
OFFICE OF
Solicitor General, $10,000;
$10,000; assistant to the Attorney General, $9,000;
for the
Solicitor for
Assistant Attorneys
each; Solicitor
at $7,500 each;
General, at
Attorneys General,
six Assistant
t
DeP t six
$5,000; Solicitor for the Post Office
Department of the Interior, $5,000;
Office
Solicitor
Department,
Internal Revenue, $5,000; Solicitor
Department, $5,000; Solicitor of Internal
Attorneys, assistassi st- for the Department
Department of State, $5,000;
Attorneys,
$5,000; four attorneys,
attorneys, at $5,000 each,
etc
nts, etc.
one
proceedings in
shall have
have charge of
of all
all condemnation
condemnation proceedings
in
.
aants,
one of whom shall
the District
supervise the examination
examination of titles and
District of Columbia and supervise
the
matters
condemnation proceedings
proceedings in which the
such condemnation
arising from
from such
matters arising
United
States shall
be a
interest, and no special
or have
have an interest,
a party
party or
shall be
United States
attorney
counsel, or
services of persons other than
proof those prothan of
or services
or counsel,
attorney or
vided for
herein, shall
attorneys-one
employed for such purposes; attorneys—one
shall be employed
for herein,
vided
fourteen at $3,000
$4,500, one $3,750, four at $3,500 each, one $3,250, fourteen

Attorney
General,
Genera^l,.
ttorineS
Solicitor
General,
As-.
sistants.
sistan
ts.
Solicitors for Departmelnts, etc.
ments,
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each, two at $2,500
$2,500 each; assistant
assistant attorneys-one
attorneys—one $3,500,
$3,500, two
two at
at
$3,000 each, two at $2,750 each, five
five at $2,500
$2,500 each, one
one $2,400,
$2,400,
two at $2,000 each;
examiner of titles,
elk( clerk,
clerks,
titles, $2,000; chief
each; assistant examiner
chief clerk
clerk .tCef
derk dlerka
and ex officio superintendent
superintendent of buildings, $3,500; superintendent
superintendent
of buildings, $500; private
secretary and assistant
private secretary
assistant to
Attorney
to the
the Attorney
General, $3,600;
$3,600; clerk to the Attorney General, $1,800;
$1,800; stenographer
stenographer
$1,600; law clerks—three
to the Solicitor General, $1,600;
at $2,000
$2,000 each,
each,
clerks-three at
two at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; clerk in the office
office of
Solicitor of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
of Solicitor
°

$1,800; attorney
$1,800;
attorney m
in charge of pardons, $3,600;
$3,600; superintendent
of Superintendent
superintendent of
superintendent of
of
disbursing clerk,
prisons, $4,000; disbursing
clerk, $2,750;
$2,750; appointment
appointment clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; si
PlStons
etc.
prifrel4
igilon divichief of division of investigation,
investigation, $4,000;
librarian, $1,800;
$4,000; librarian,
$1,800; clerks—
clerks- sion
-. messengers,
c
Zterks,
eight of
eight
of class four, twelve of class
class three, twelve of class two, twentytwenty- watchmen,
watcten, etc.
etec.e
seven
seven of class
class one, sixteen at $1,000
$1,000 each, fifteen
fifteen at
at $900
$900 each;
chief
each; chief
messenger, $1,000;
$1,000; packer,
packer, $900; messenger,
$960; six
six messengers;
messenger, $960;
messengers;
thirteen
thirteen assistant messengers;
messengers; seven laborers; seven watchmen;
watchmen;
engineer,
engineers, at $900 each;
engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; two assistant engineers,
teleeach; two
two teleswitchboard orators;
operators; four firemen;
phone switchboard
firemen; four elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors,
at $720
charwoman, $480; twenty-four
twenty-four charwomen.
$720 each;
each; head charwoman,
charwomen.
of Accounts.
administrative accountant,
accountant, Division
Division of Accounts:
Accounts: Chief, $3,000;
$3,000; administrative
vinofAccounts
$3,000; chief bookkeeper and record
record clerk,
examiners—two
clerk, $2,200;
$2,200; examiners-two
at $2,500 each, four at $2,250 each, two at
at $2,000
at
$2,000 each,
each, three
three at
$1,800
clerks-three of class four, six of
$1,800 each; clerks—three
clam three,
of class
of class
three, six
six of
class
two,
two, five of class one,
one, three
three at
at $900
$900 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $484,310.
$484,310.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES:
C
ONTINGENT EXPEN
SES: For furniture
furniture and
repairs, including
including carcar- Contingent
and repairs,
conti npent expenses.
epenses.
pets, file holders, and cases, $4,000.
For books for law library
department, including
library of the department,
including their
their
exchange,
exchange, $3,000.
$3,000.
For purchase
purchase of session
session laws and statutes of the States and
and TerriTerritories for library of department,
department, including their
their exchange,
exchange, $500.
$500.
For
of Solicitor
of the
Department of
Commerce,
For books
books for
for office
office of
Solicitor of
theDepartment
of Commerce,
$300.
For books for office
office of Solicitor of the Department
Department of Labor, $500.
$500.
For stationery
stationery for department
Stationery.
department and its several
several bureaus,
$10,000.
bureaus, $10
000.
Stationery.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
Dfiscellaneous.
including teleg
r
aphi
ng
,
fuel,
lights,
expenditures, including
telegraphing, fuel, lights, Mieano.
foreign postage, labor, repairs of buildings,
grounds, books
books
buildings, care of
of grounds,
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, typewriters and
and adding machines
and
machines and
exchange of same, street car fares not exceeding
exchange
other
exceeding $200,
$200, and
and other
necessaries,
necessaries, directly
directly ordered by the
General, $35,000.
$35,000.
the Attorney
Attorney,General,
Minor purchases.
Hereafter
Hereafter section
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the United
United RoBrPh3,
5.
,
3709, p.
p.
733.
States shall
be construed
construed to
shall not be
apply to
to any
any purchase
or service
to apply
purchase or
service 73.
rendered for the Department
rendered
Department of Justice
Justice when the aggregate
amount
aggregate amount
involved does not exceed
exceed the sum of $25.
$25.
Vehicles, etc.
For official
and Vehicles,
For
official transportation,
transportation, including the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
etc.
operation of aa motor-driven
operation
motor-driven passenger car, delivery truck,
truck, and
and
motor cycle, to be used only for official purposes, and purchase and
and
repair of bicycles, $3,000.
repair
Delivery of Army
The
Secretary of War is authorized
authorized and directed
The Secretary
directed to
to deliver
deliver to
to the
the truc.L
of Army
truck
Attorney General,
General, for the use of the
of Justice,
Justice, one
one
the Department
Department of
surplus one-ton
one-ton truck.
en t
For rent of buildings and parts of buildings in the
the District
District of
of Rent.
Columbia,
$36,000.
Columbia, $36,000.
OFFICE
Solicitor of the
SOLICrrOR
Assistant Ti
OFFICE OF
OF S
OLICITOR OF
OF THE
THE TREAsTRY:
TREASURY: Solicitor,
Solicitor, $5,000; Assistant
Treasury. to r of the
Solicitor,
Solicitor, $3,000; chief clerk, who shall also discharge the duties of
chief law clerk, $2,250; law clerk, $2,000; two docket clerks,
clerks, at $2,000
each; clerks—two
clerks-two of class four, two of class three, two of class two;
two;
assistant messenger;
messenger; laborer; in all, $27,230.
For law books, including
including their exchange,
exchange, for office
office of the Solicitor
Solicitor
$500.
of the Treasury, $500.
Solicitoroftlike
OFFICE OF
OF S
SOLICITOR
OF THE
THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OFFICE
OLICITOR or
or CoMMEB
COMMERCE:
Solicitor, DSeparteto
E: Solicitor
Department or Com
ca.
mare.
$5,000;
clerks-two of
class four,
$5,000; Assistant Solicitor, $3,000; clerks—two
of class
four, two
two of
of merw
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class three,
three, three
three of
class two,
one of
messenger; in all,
of class one; messenger;
two, one
of class
class

Solicitor

of the

Lab
of Labor.
Departmentor
Department of

$21,040.
$21,040.

Solicitor,
OFFICE
OF SOLICITOR
SOLICTFOR O
F. THE
DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR:
LABOR: Solicitor,
THE DEPARTMENT
OF
E OF
OFFICE
$6,000;
clerk, $2,000;
$2;000; clerks--two
clerks-two of class four, two of class one;
law clerk,
$5,000; law
measenger;
$13,840.
messenger; in all, $13,840.
OF COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTIMENT OF
COMMERCE.

Department of ComDepartment
merce.

of Co-

Secretary of Commerce,
OFFIcz
Commerce, $12,000;
$12,000;
SECuETAiRY: Secretary
THE Szont-rART:
OF THE
OnFCE ,or
Secretary ,' $2,70;
$2 ,
750;
asistant to the Secretary,
Assistant
$5,000;
$5,0; assistant
Secrear
S5
istant Secretary,
clt
rivets
secretary
to
the
Secretary,
$2,500;
confidential
clerk
to
the
clerk
confidential
$2,500;
Secretary,
the
to
private secretary
Secretary,
secretary to Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $2,100;
$2,100;
private secretary
$1,800; private
Secretary, $1,800;
chief clerk
and superintendent,
superintendent, $3,000;
$3,000; disbursing
disbursing clerk, $3,000;
clerk and
chief
chiefs of
of divisions-appointments
publications $2,500,
$2,500, sup$2,500, publications
divisions-appointments $2,500,
chiefs
clerksplies, $2,100;
$2,100; assistant
assistant chief,
chief, division
publications, $2,000; clerks-division of publications,
plies,
ten
four, nine
nine of
of class
thirteen of
of class two, twenty of
three, thirteen
class three,
class four,
of class
ten of
class one,
at $1,000
each, thirteen
each; two telethirteen at $900 each;
$1,000 each,
fourteen at
one, fourteen
class
phone
operators, at
at $720
each; messenger
messenger to the Secretary,
Secretary, $1,000;
$720 each;
phone operators,
five messengers;
messenger boys, at
messengers; nine messenger
assistant messengers;
five assistant
messengers; five
five
$480 each;
engineer and
$1,400; assistant engineer,
electrician, $1,400;
and electrician,
chief 1engineer
each; chief
$480
$1,000;
skilled laborers--one
$900, two at $840 each,
$1,000, one $900,
laborers-one $1,000,
$1,000; skilled
five
at $720
$720 each;
each; three
elevator conductors,
conductors, at $720
$720 each; three
three elevator
five at
firemen; sixteen
sixteen laborers;
laborers; cabinetmaker,
carpenter, $900;
cabinetmaker, $1,200; carpenter,
firemen;
charwomen;
twenty-five
chief
watchman,
$900;
ninewatchmen;
twenty-five
charwomen; in
watchmen;
nine
$900;
watchman,
chief
an, $196,050.
$196,050.
all,
Lighthouses Bureau.
n.
LIRGnTOUsEs: Commissioner,
BuBEuU
LighthosesBureu.
.oITREAU OF
OF LIGHTHOUSES:
Commissioner, $5,000;
$5,000; deputy comCom
missioner,
engineer, $4,000; superintendent
superintendent
constructing engineer,
chief constructing
$4,000; chief
missioner, $4,000;
clerks-one $2,000,
of
$3,000; chief
chief clerk,
clerk $2,400; clerks-one
construction, $3,000;
naval construction,
of naval
two of
class four,
two of
class three,
three of class two, five of class
three, three
of class
four, two
of class
two
one, seven
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each; messenger;
messenger; assistant
assistant
each, two at $900 each;
seven at
one,
messenger; messenger
messenger boy,
boy, $480;
$480; assistant engineers-one
engineers-one $3,000,
messenger;
one $2,400,
one $2,250,
$2,200, one
draftsmen-one $2,200,
$2,000; draftsmen-one
$2,250, one $2,000;
$2,400, one
one
$2,000,
two at $1,800
$1,800 each, one $1,600;
$1,600; in all, $67,290.
$2,000, two
Census
BUREAU OF CENSUS:
CENSUS: For salaries and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for takBuRIEu
Burea. ex
ensus Bureau.
Salaries and exof the United
Census
=for
Fourteenth
jug,
compiling,
publishing
the
Fourteenth
Fourteenth
publishing
and
es or Foueeth ing, compiling,
States;
for rent
rent of
of office
quarters outside the District
District of Columbia
office quarters
States; for
and rent
of a
Columbia; books of reference;
reference;
a garage in the District of Columbia;
rent of
and
printing;
carrying on during the decennial
decennial census
census period
period all
and for carrying
printing; and
purchase
other
work
authorized
and
directed
by
law,
including
purchase,
including
directed
and
authorized
other work
card-sorting,
rental, construction,
and repair of card-punching,
card-punching, card
-sorting, and
and
construction, and
rental,
card-tabulating machinery;
$1,500 for the purchase,
machinery; not to exceed $1,500
card-tabulating
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
and repair
of a
motor-propelled passengerpassengera motor-propelled
repair of
maintenance,
experimental
carrying vehicle to be used only for official purposes;
purposes; experimental
carrying
work
improving, and constructing
constructing an integrating
integrating
developing, improving,
in developing,
work in
machinery and
counter for
use in
in statistical
repairs to such machinery
statistical work; repairs
for use
counter
other mechanical
mechanical appliances;
technical and mechanical
mechanical services
services in
appliances; technical
other
connection therewith,
rental, construction,
construction, repair,
purchase, rental,
therewith, and purchase,
connection
and exchange
exchange of
of equipment
equipment and mechanical
mechanical appliances; and includand
Available
to June 30, ing
personal services
services in the
Columbia and in the field,
District of Columbia
the District
personal
ing
AvailabletoJune30,
2
1922.
$5,000,000,
continue available
30 1922: Provided,
Provided, That
available until June 30,
$5,000,000, to continue
pr;is.
Proviso.
susto susauthorized, in his discretion, to
Secretary of Commerce
other the Secretary
SuglYulgon
Commerce is authorized,
uspewion Grf other
wor
work.
pend
during
the
decennial
Census
period
of
Census
the
Census
work
such
period
Census
decennial
the
during
pend
k.
Office, other than the
Fourteenth Census,
Census, as he may deem
deem advisable.
the Fourteenth
Office,
eur,
,
,of Foreign
BUREAU OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AND
AND DovrEsTic
COMMERCE: Director,
Director, $6,000;
DOMETIO COMMERCE:
BUREAU
Coin
Domestic
and Domekdie
Comsecretary, $1,800;
$3,500, one $3,000;
merce.
assistant directors-one
directors-one $3,500,
$3,000; private secretary,
$1,800;
merce.
is t a
thrector, ass
assistants,
ten
chiefs
of
divisions,
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
each; assistant chief of division,
at
divisions,
of
chiefs
ten
nts,
Director,
clerks, etc.
$2,250; chief clerk, $2,250; expert
expert on commerce
commerce and finance,
finance, $2,000;
$2,000;
commercial
sections-one $2,500,
$2,500, one
chiefs of sections-one
$2,750; chiefs
economist, $2,750;
commercial economist,
$2,000;
$1,800, two at $1,400 eacheach;
translators-one $2,000, one $1,800,
$2,000; translators-one
editorial
assistant,
$2,000;
clerks-fourteen
of class four, twelve of
clerks-fourteen
$2,000;
assistant,
editorial
retry, Aistant,

Secretary, Assistant,
clerks, etc.

-

-
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class three,
of class
two, thirty-five
thirty-five
three, two
two at
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
each, twenty-two
twenty-two of
class two,
of class one, twenty at $1,000 each, fourteen at $900 each;
each; two messengers;
sengers; four assistant messengers;
two messenger
boys, at
at
messengers; laborer;
laborer; two
messenger boys,
each; in all, $220,510.
$220,510.
$420 each;

Commercial attaches:
attaches: For
For commercial
Commercial
commercial attaches,
attaches, to
to be
appointed
be appointed

by the Secretary
examination to be held
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce: after examination
hid under
his direction
direction to determine their
their competency,
competency, and
be accredited
and to
to be
accredited
whose duties shall be
through the State Department,
Department, whose
be to investigate
investigate
and report upon such conditions
in.the
the manufacturing
manufacturing industries
industries
conditions in
and trade of foreign countries
of interest
interest to
to the
United
countries as may
may .be
be of
the United

States; and
for one
one clerk
clerk to
to each
and for
of said
attaches to
be
each of
said commercial
commercial attaches
to be

mercial
at..
Ctaommercial
at

Clerks '
etc '
Clerksetc.

paid a
and for
for necessary
necessary-traveling
traveling
a salary not to exceed
exceed $2,000
$2,000 each
each and
and subsistence expenses
expenses of officers
of the
District of
of
officers, rent outside
outside of
the District
Columbia, purchase
of• reference
periodicals,
purchase of reports,
reports, books
books of
reference and
and periodicals,
travel to and from the United
United States, exchange
official checks,
exchange on official
checks,
necessary e
expenses not included in the foregoing;
and all other necessary
foregoing; such 'Pot'
P4.
commercial
attaches sh,
shall serve
commercial attaches
serve, directly
directly under
under the Secretary
Secretary .of
of
Commerce and shall report
report directly
directly to him,
him, $171,000.
$171,000,
For all necessary
necessary expenses,
tions in
'Promotion o01
including field investigations
in the
the mereceet
expenses, includnig
inves
merce etc.
Post

684.

P•

Post P-.
p. 684.
United States
and abroad,
purchase of
States and
abroad, purchase
of documents,
documents, plans,
plans, specificaspecifica- Po,
68

ccallcam

,

tions, manuscripts,
manuscripts, and
publications for the
the promotion
promotion of
of
and all
all other
other publications
the commercial
commercial interests
of the
the United
United States
exchange on
on official
official
interests of
States,: exchange
checks, and rent outside the District
checks,
District of Columbia„
promote
Columbia, to
to further promote
and develop
develop the
commerce of
the-United
States,
the foreign
foreign and domestic
domestic commerce
of the
United States,
$325,000, to be expended under
under the
Secretary' of
of Proviso.
the direction
direction of the Secretary
Commerce:
That ;not
than $75,000
Commerce: Provided,
Provided, That
not more
more than
$75,000 of
the loregoing
of the
foregoing Brach
Branch offices.
offices.
sum shall be used for the expenses
expenses of branch
branch offices in the ,United
United
States.
Promoting comand develop
commerce of
To further
further promote and
develop the
the commerce
United States
of the
the United
States merce
mPreomoti'
outmd
with South
and
Central
America.
with South and Central
the employment
Central America,
America including
including the
employment of
of exex- Central America.
Post, p. 684.
F
perts
special agents
agents America,
in the
the District of Columbia
perts and
and special
in
elsewhere, P p 684.
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
and periodicals,
periodicals, reports,
reports, traveling
traveling
purchase of books of reference
reference and
and subsistence
subsistence expenses of officers and employees,
employees, exchange
exchange? on
on offiofficial checks,
cheeks, and all other necessary
necessary incidental
incidental expenses
expenses not
not included
included
in the foregoing,
foregoing, to be expended
expended under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
of Commerce, $100,000.
Commerce with the
To
To further
further promote
commerce of
of the
the United
United States
States FS'Ems'
promote and
and develop
develop the
the commerce
with the
Far East.
Post, p.
p. 684.
684.
with
Far East,
including the
the employment
with the
the Far
E
-ast, including
employment of
of experts
and special
special Poe,
experts and
agents in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, purchase
purchase of
of books
and elsewhere,
books
reference and periodicals,
of reference
periodicals, reports,
reports, traveling
traveling and
subsistence exexand subsistence
on official
official checks,
checks, and
penses of officers
officers and employees, exchange
exchange on
and all
all
other necessary incidental expenses
expenses not included
included in the foregoing,
to be expended
expended under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce,
$100,000.
$100,000.
Steamboat-Ins pecSTEAMBOAT-INSPECTION
S
TEAMBOAT-INSPECTION SERVICE:
SERVICE: Supervising
Supervising Inspector
Inspector GenGen- Uoteambo-nspeSon Service.
eral, $5,000; Deputy Supervising Inspector General,
General, $3,000$3,000; private
secretary,
clerks-one of class four
secretary, $1,500; clerks—one
o class three,
three, one
four,, two of
of class two,.two of class one, two at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, two
two at $900
$900 each;
each;
messenger; in
in all,
messenger;
all, $22,940.
$22,940.
Supervising iinspecSteamboat
For eleven
Steamboat inspectors:
inspectors: For
eleven supervising
supervising inspectors,
inspectors, at
at $3,450
$3,450 tos,.Pr
g eC
tors.
each, $37,950;
$37,950;
Inspectors.
Inspectors
of boilers, as authorized
authorized by
Inspectors of hulls and inspectors of
by law,
law, Ispetors.
$225,900;
$225,900;
pecto
the following
ports: Assistant inspectors.
Assistant inspectors,
inspectors, as
as authorized
authorized by law,
law, for
for the
following ports:
New York, forty at $2,500 each; New Orleans,
each;
Orleans six at $2,350 each;
Baltimore, ten
ten at
each
Providence,.
Orleans,
Baltimore,
at $2,350
$2,350 eachProvidence,
four at $2,350 each;
each;
Boston, ten at $2,350 each; Philadelphia,
sixteen at
Philadelphia, sixteen
at $2,350
$2,350 each;
each;
San Francisco, sixteen at $2,350 each; Buffalo, eight at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each;
each; Milwaukee,
Cleveland, ten at $2,100 each;
Milwaukee, four at
at $2,100 each;
each;
Chicago, five
Grand Haven,
five at $2,100
$2,100 each; Grand
Haven, four at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each;
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Detroit, four
four at
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each; Norfolk,
ten at
each; Seattle,
Seattle,
$2,100 each;
at $2,100
Norfolk, ten
Detroit,
sixteen at
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each; Portland
(Oregon).,six
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each;
six at
Portland (Oregon),
sixteen
Albany (New
(New York),
York), two
two at
$2,100 each;
each; Duluth,
two at
at $2,100
$2,100
Duluth, two
at $2,100
Albany
each; Portland
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
New London,
London, two
two at
at
each- New
two at
(Maine), two
Portland (Maine),
each;
$2,100 each;
two at
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each; New Haven, two at
at
Angeles, two
Los Angeles,
each; Los
$2,100
$2,100 each;
each; Jacksonville,
Jacksonville, two
two at
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each; Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, one
$2,100
$2,100; Toledo,
Toledo, two
two at
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each; four
four traveling
traveling inspectors,
at
inspectors, at
$2,100;
$3,000 each;
$434,100;
each; $434,100;
$3,000

.In
all, for
for inspectors,
Steareboat-Inspection Service,
Service, $697,950.
inspectors, Steamboat-Inspection
In all,
exceeding
Clerk
compensation, not exceeding
service at large: For compensation,
hire, service
Clerk lire,
$1,506 aayear
to each
each person,
person, of
of clerks
clerks to
to boards
boards of
steamboat inspecinspecof steamboat
year to
$1,500
accordance
tors,
the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce in accordance
by the
be appointed by
to be.appointed
tors, to
with
the provisions
provisions of
$115,000.
law, $115,000.
of law,
with the
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses: For fees to witnesses;
witnesses; traveling and other
other
expenses:
Contingent
Contingentexpenses.
Poet, p. 684.
expenses
when on official
Supervising Inspector
Inspector Genofficial business of the Supervising
expenses when
t, p. 68.
supervisingnspectors,
eral,
Inspector General,
General, supervising
inspectors,
Supervising Inspector
Deputy Supervising
eral, Deputy
traveling inspectors,
local and
assistant inspectors,
clerks;
inspectors, and clerks;
and assistant
inspectors, local
traveling
instruments,
furniture, stationery,
service, and every
every other
other
janitor service,
stationery, janitor
instruments, furniture,
8,
5
I
a8,z Title
PP 'thing
thing necessary
necessary to
into effect
Revised
provisions of Title 52, Revised
effect the provisions
carry into
to carry
L, 'p.
TiUe Lir
R
Statutes, $160,000.
$160,000.
Statutes,
Or NAVIGATION:
BUREAU or
NAVIGATION: Commissioner,
NavigationBureau.
Navigation
Bureau '
BunzAu
Commissioner, $4,000;
$4,000; deputy comcommissioner, $2,750;
chief clerk,
$2,000;
clerk to
commissioner, $1,600;
$1,600;
to commissioner,
000; clerk
clerk, $2
$2,750; chief
missioner,
clerks--two of
of class
four, four
of class
three, three
class two, five
three of class
class three,
four of
class four,
clerks-two
of
four at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, six
six at
at $900
$900 each:
two stenogstenogeach: two
one,:four
class one,
of class
raphers
and typewriters
typewriters to
to be
employed not
exceed six months
months
not to exceed
be employed
raphers and
at
the rate-of
rate of $75
$75 per
per month
each; two
messengers; in all, $42,530.
two messengers;
month each;
at the
amounts not
in amounts
hippinerg commi
Shipping
"mini&
Shipping service: For shipping commissioners
commissioners in
not exexsioners.
ceeding
Baltimore, $2,000;
$3,000; New Bed$2,000; Boston, $3,000;
fallowing: Baltimore,
the fallowing:
ceeding the
ford, $1,200;
port News, $1,500; New
Newport
Orleans, $2,500; New
New Orleans,
$1,200; New
ford,
York,
$5,000; Norfolk,
Norfolk, $1,800;
Philadelphia, $2,400; Bath, Maine,
$1,800; Philadelphia,
York, $5,000;
$1,000; Rockland,
Maine, $1,200;
$1,200; Portland, Maine, $1,300;
$1,300; CharlesRockland, Maine,
$1,000;
$1,800;
ton, South
South Carolina;
Seattle; $3,500;
$3,500; Providence,
Providence, $1,800;
$1,200; Seattle;
Carolina; $1,200;
ton,
Galveston, $1,800;
$1,800; San
San Francisco,
Francisco, $4,000;
$4,000; in
all, $35,200.
$35,200.
in all,
Galveston,
Clerk
Clerk
For compensation,
compensation, to
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of Comfixed by
to be
be fixed
hire: For
Clerk hire:
hire.
Clerk hire.
merce,
of
not
to
exceed
$1,600
per
annum
to
each
person
or clerk
clerk in
in
person or
each
to
annum
per
$1,600
exceed
to
not
of
merce,
Proso.
Proviso.
$70,000: Provided,
Additional
offices of
shipping commissioners,
Provided, That one
commissioners, $70,000:
of shipping
the offices
allow- the
Additional
exceed
ewe.
hereunder at a
acompensation
compensation not to exceed
employed hereunder
clerk may be employed
ace.$2,200
per annum.
annum.
$2,200 per
Contingent
expenses.
Contingent
expenses: For
For rent
rent, stationery,
other requisites
requisites for
for
stationery, and other
Contingent expenses:
epnes.
co.ntP,
Post, p. 684.
offices,
commissioners'
shipping
transaction
business
business
of
shipping
commissioners
offices, and
and
the
of
transaction
for
janitor in
office at
at New
New York,
$840; in all,
York, $840;
commissioner's office
in the
the corunksioner's
for janitor
$10,000.
$10,000.
Arlmeas
°f
To
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Navigation
Navigation to secure
secure uniformity
uniformity in
enable the
To enable
uremet of
Aveas"urement
vessels.
Post,
684.
the admeasurement
of vessels,
vessels, including
including the employment
employment of an adthe
admeasurement of
Pot,p. 684.
juster of
admea.surements at not to exceed
exceed $2,260, purchase and
of admeasurements
juster
exchange of
of admeasuring
admeasuring instruments,
traveling and
and incidental
incidental
instruments, traveling
exchange
expenses, $3,760.
$3,760.
expenses,
passengers,
instruments for counting
repair of instruments
Counting
For
purchase and repair
counting passengers,
or purchase
passengers.
Coting
P081.
p. 684.
Poet, p.
684.
250.
$250.
ComSecretary of Cornnavigation laws: To enable the Secretary
to Enforcement
btots, etc.,
etc., to
Enforcement of navigation
Motor boats,
enforce
navigation
such motor boats and employ thereon
laws.
merce to
thereon
operate such
provide and operate
to provide
navgao merce
law
Post,
such persons
persons as
for the enforcement,
enforcement, under
under his
be necessary
necessary for
as may
may be
such
p", p. 684.
684
direction
of laws
to navigation
navigation and inrelating to
laws relating
officers, of
customs officers,
by customs
direction by
spection of
vessels, boarding
boarding of
and counting
counting of passengers
passengers
of vessels, and
of vessels,
spection
on
excursion boats,
$75,400.
boats, $75,400.
on excursion
Preventing
overTo enable
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce to
to employ,
employ, temporarily
in
temporarily in
the Secretary
To
enable the
overreenting
excursion
crowding of exctlrsion
vessels, etc.
addition
to those
provided for by law, such other persons
persons as may
may
those now provided
addition to
vessels,etc.
be
of whom
whom not
not more
at any one time may
may be
two at
than two
more than
necessary, of
be necessary,
to enforce
employed
in the
enforce the
the laws to prevent
prevent
of Columbia, to
District of
the District
employed in
overcrowding of
of passenger
excursion vessels,
vessels, and all necessary
necessary
and excursion
passenger and
overcrowding
expenses
in connection
$18,000.
therewith, $18,000.
connection therewith,
expenses in
Clerk
hire.
Clerkhire.
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Wireless communicommuniCor- :gon
wcaele'
laws: To enable the Secretary
Wireless-communication
Secretary of ComWireless-communication laws:
on steam yesmerce to
enforce the
of Congress
Congress "to
"to require
apparatus and sels.
require apparatus
Acts of
the Acts
to enforce
merce
Vol. 36, p. 629; Vol.
operators for
communication on
on certain
certain ocean
ocean steamers"
steamers" and
and 37v,
for radio
radio communication
37, p. 199. P.629; Vol.
operators
"to
regulate radio
radio communication"
carry out
international
out the international
and carry
communication" and
"to regulate
radio telegraphic
to employ
employ such persons
and means
persons and
and to
convention, and
radio
telegraphic convention,
as
employment to include salaries of emnecessary, this employment
as may
may be necessary,
exceeding $8,400,
$8,400, traveling
Columbia not
not exceeding
in the
the District
District of Columbia
ployees in
exchange of instruments,
purchase and exchange
subsistence expenses, purchase
and subsistence
technical
necessary
miscellaneous items and necessary
and all
all other miscellaneous
rent and
books, rent
technical books,
expenses
not included
included in
$60,000.
the foregoing,
foregoing, $60,000.
in the
expenses not
Bureau.
BunFau
OF S
TANDARDS: Director,
Director, $6,000;
physicists—chief $4,800, Standards
Standards Bureau.
$6,000; physicists-chief
STANDARDS:
BUREAU OF
one
qualified in
$3,300, three
$3,600 each, one $3,300,
$3,600, two
two at $3,600
in optics, $3,600,
one qualified
at
$3,000 each;
assistant to
to the
$3,600; associate
physicists—
associate physiciststhe director,
director, $3,600;
each; assistant
at $3,000
five
at $2,700
$2,700 each,
seven at
$2,200 each, seven
four at $2,200
$2,500 each, four
five at
at $2,500
each, five
five at
$2,000
each; assistant
assistant physicists-twelve
physicists—twelve at
at $1,$00
$1,800 each, thirteen at
$2,000 each;
$1,600
chemists—chief $4,800,
$4,800, one
$1,400 each; chemists-chief
at $1,400
eighteen at
each, eighteen
$1,600 each,
$3,500,
$3,000; associate
chemists—three at $2,700 each, two at
associate chemists-three
one $3,000;
$3,500, one
$2,500
each, one
four at
at $2,000 each;
chemistsassistant chemists—
each; assistant
one $2,200,
$2,200, four
$2,500 each,
four at
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
$1,400 each; physical
six at $1,400
$1,600 each, six
each, four at $1,600
four
$1,200 each,
chemist, $1,800;
assistants—twenty-three at $1,200
$1,800; laboratory assistants-twenty-three
eighteen
at $1,000
helpers-two at $840 each, four
laboratory-helpers—two
each; laboratory
$1,000 each;
eighteen at
at
$720 each,
three at
aids-fourteen at $900 each, sixteen
$600 each;
each; aids—fourteen
at $600
each, three
at $720
at
twenty laboratory
apprentices, at $540
$540 each; secretary,
laboratory apprentices,
each; twenty
at $720
$720 each;
$2,200;
$2,200; storekeeper,
Clerk, $2,200;
$1,600; chief clerk,
$1,000; librarian, $1,600;
storekeeper $1,000;
$2,200;
clerks—one
clerks-one of class four, three of class three, three of class two,
eight
of class
one, seven
seven at
at $1,000
each, five
five at
$900 each,,two
each,,two at $720
$720
at $900
$1,000 each,
class one,
eight of
each;
operators, at
at $720
apprenticesoffice apprentices—
$720 each; office
telephone operators,
two telephone
each; two
each, two
elevator
two at $420 each; five elevator
four at
at $540 each, two at $480 each,
boys
at $480
$480 each;
one $1,600,
$1,500,
$1,600, one $1,500,
$1,800, one
mechanicians-chief $1,800,
each; mechanicians—chief
boys at
two
at $1,400
five at
each, six
at $1,000
$1,000 each, one $900;
six at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, five
$1,400 each,
two at
machinist,
shop apprentices-two
apprentices—two at $600
$540
two at $540
$600 each, two
$1,200; shop
machinist, $1,200;
three at $480 each;
each; eight watchmen;
woodworkers—
watchmen; skilled woodworkerseach, three
foreman
of woodworking
$1,000
two at $1,000
$1,500, one $1,200, two
shops $1,500,
woodworking shops
foreman of
at $840
$840 each, five at $720 each; draftslaborers-two at
skilled laborers—two
each; skilled
man, $1,200;
photographers—one $1,400,
$1,400, one $1,200; packer, $840;
$840;
$1,200; photographers-one
man,
assistant messenger;
superintendent of mechanical
mechanical
messenger; superintendent
messengers; assistant
two messengers;
plant,
$2,500; assistant
engineers—one $1,600,
one $1,400,
$1,400, two
two at
at
$1,600, one
assistant engineers-one
plant, $2,500;
$1,200 each,
each, one
one $900;
each;
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
pipefitters at
$900; two pipefitters
one $1,000,
$1,000, one
$1,200
five
$1,600, one
one $1,200;
$1,200; glassworker,
gla,ssworker,
glassblowers-one $1,600,
firemen; glassblowers—one
five firemen;
$1.600;
foreman of
$900; foreman
one $1,200, one $900;
$1,400, one
electricians-one $1,400,
$1,600; electricians—one
janitors
fourteen laborers;
laborers; janitors-three
janitors—three at
at
$900; fourteen
laborers, $900;
and laborers,
janitors and
$660 each,
each, one
one $600;
$600; two
laborers, at
$360 each;
$432,360.
in all,
all, $432,360.
each; in
at $360
two female
female laborers,
$660
Apparatus, etc..
For apparatus,
apparatus, machinery,
appliances used
in connection
684e
p.p.t 684.
Post,
connection A
used in
and appliances
tools, and
machinery, tools,
For
with
or work
work of
of the
the bureau,
bureau, laboratory
laboratory supplies,
materials,
supplies, materials,
buildings or
with buildings
and supplies
supplies used
used in
construction of apparatus,
or
machinery, or
apparatus, machinery,
in the
the construction
and
other appliances,
appliances, including
includingitheir
their exchange;
exchange; piping,
piping, wiring, and conother
struction incident
of apparatus,
apparatus, machinery, or
or
the installation
installation of
to the
incident to
struction
appliances; furniture
and offices,
cases for apparatus,
offices, cases
for laboratories
laboratories and
furniture for
appliances;
$75,000.
$75,000.
Repairstc
Repairs, etc.
For
and necessary
alterations to
$20,000.
For repairs
repairs and
necessary alterations
Reairaneous.
to buildings,
buildings, $20,000.
Miscellaneous.
For fuel
fuel for
heat, light,
light, and
power; office
office expenses,
expenses, stationery,
stationery, Post,
Post, p.
p. 684.
84.
and power;
for heat,
For
books and
and periodicals;
expenses (includinu
of
expenses .of
(including expenses
traveling expenses
periodicals; traveling
books
attendance upon
of technical
technical and
professional societies
societies
and professional
meetings of
upon meetings
attendance
when required
in connection
testing, or
other
or other
standardization, testing,
with standardization,
connection with
required in
when
official work
work of
of the
street car
not exceeding
exceeding $100;
$100;
car fares
fares not
bureau); street
the bureau);
official
expenses
the visiting
visiting committee;
attendance of
Ameriof Ameriof attendance
expenses of
committee; expenses
of the
expenses of
can
member at
at the
the meeting
of the
the International
of
Committee of
International Committee
meeting of
can member
Weights
and Measures;
reand remaintenance, and
operation, maintenance,
for operation,
supplies for
Measures; supplies
Weights and
pair
a passenger
and motor
motor trucks
use,
official use,
for official
trucks for
automobile and
passenger automobile
of a
pair of
including
exchange; and
of all
$75,000.
kinds, $75,000.
all kinds,
contingencies of
and contingencies
their exchange;
including their
45
44281°-21
44231°-21-45
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For grading,
and walks,
walks, piping
piping grounds
grounds for
for
roads and
construction of roads
For
grading, construction
water supply,
lamps, wiring
lighting purposes,
purposes, and
and other
other expenses
expenses
for lighting
wiring for
supply, lamps,
water
incident to
to the
the improvement
improvement and
of grounds,
grounds, including
including laborers
laborers
and care
care of
incident
in the
District of
Columbia, $10,000.
$10,000.
of
Columbia,
District
in
the
Structura lmaterials
For continuation
of the
structural materials,
materials, such
such
of structural
the investigation
investigation of
For
continuation of
investigateions.
investigatis.
as stone,
stone, clays,
cement, and
and so
so forth,
personal services
services in
in
including personal
forth, including
clays, cement,
as
the
District of
Columbia and
and in
the
field,
$125,000.
$125,000.
in
the
field,
of
Columbia
District
the
Testing machines for
physical
ccuistants.
For
and operation
operation of
of testing
machines, including
including
testing machines,
maintenance and
For maintenance
physical contants.
personal
services in
therewith in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia
of Columbia
connection therewith
in connection
personal services
and in
in the
the field,
the determination
Bureau of Standards
Standards
determination by the Bureau
for the
field, for
and
of the
physical constants
constants and
and the
materials as
authorized
as authorized
properties of materials
the properties
the physical
of
by law,
law, $30,000.
$30,000.
by
Fire-resisting buildof fire resisting
resisting properties
properties of
of building
building materials
materials
For investigation
investigation of
build- For
ingFinresisig
materials.
and
conditions under
under which
which they
be most
most efficiently
efficiently used,
used, and
and
may be
they may
and conditions
for
standardization of
types of
of appliances
appliances for fire prevention,
prevention,
of types
for the
the standardization
including
services in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia and in the
the District
District of
personal services
including personal
field, $25,000.
$25,000.
field,
Measurement
of pub- For investigation of the standards
standards of practice
practice and methods
Measurement of
methods of measlic utilities.
urements of
public utilities,
such as
as gas, electric
electric light, electric
electric power,
utilities, such
of public
urements
water„ telephone,
station heating,
and electric
electric railway
railway- service,
service,
heating, and
central station
water,
telephone, central
and
arise in
in connection
connection with
with
which arise
problems which
of the
the problems
the solution
solution of
and the
standards in
in such
including personal
personal services in
District
in the District
service, including
such service,
standards
of
Columbia and
$85,000.
in the field,
field, $85,000.
and in
of Columbia
investigation of
of materials used in the construction
Y equipment
q P
construction of rails,
For investigation
,Raiwy
investigations.
wheels, axles,
axles, and
and other
other railway
railway equipment,
and the
the cause
cause of
their
of their
equipment, and
wheels,
failure,
personal services
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
and
District of
in the
services in
including personal
failure, including
in
the field,
$15,000.
field, $15,000.
in the
miscellaneous materials,
testing miscellaneous
materials, such as varnish materials,
For testing
test- For
inseaneou"
ing,
etc.
soap materials,
materials inks,
chemicals, including
including supplies for the GovGovinks, and chemicals,
soap
ernment
and independent
establishments, including
including
independent establishments,
departments and
ernment departments
personal services
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
in the
the field,
as
field, as
in the
services in
personal
authorized
law, $30,000.
$30,000.
by law,
authorized by
Radio
communicaFor investigation
standardization of
and instruments
instruments
of methods
methods and
and standardization
For
investigation and
Ratio
ncommunication standardization.
tiartion. employed in radio communication,
communication, including
including personal services
services in the
District
of Columbia
Columbia and
in the
field, $30,000.
$30,000.
and in
the field,
District of
Care of grounds.
Careof
grounds.

on

Railwa

e ui

ment

miseellanmis

test-

Industrial colors
staindarization,
standardization, etc.

Clay products
products proc-

&Wee.

engineering
Aeronantical,
inveS etc.,
tiga-

eniernticl.ivesetcg

lions.

ti w.

To develop
develop color
color standards
standards and
methods of
of manufacture
manufacture and
and of
of
and methods
To
color
measurement, with
special reference
to their
their industrial
industrial use in
reference to
with special
color measurement,
standardization and
and specification
colorants such
such as
as dyestuffs,
dyestuffs, inks,
of colorants
specification of
standardization
and
and other
products, paint,
paint, paper, and
and textiles,
textiles, in which
which
other products,
and pigments
pigments, and
color
is a
property, including
including personal
personal services
services in the Disa pertinent
pertinent property,
color is
trict of
of Columbia
and in
the field,
field, $10,000.
$10,000.
in the
trict
Columbia and
To study methods
methods of measurement
measurement and technical
technical processes
processes used
used
clay
in
manufacture of
pottery, brick,
brick, tile,
terra cotta, and
and other clay
tile, terra
of pottery,
in the
the manufacture
products, and
the study
study of
the properties
properties of the materials
materials used in
of the
and the
products,
that
personal services
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
the District
services in
that industry,
industry, including
including personal
and
the field,
field, $25,000.
$25,000.
and in
in the
To
of testing
testing and
standardizing machines,
machines, motors,
motors,
and standardizing
methods of
To develop
develop methods
tools,
measuring instruments,
instruments, and
and other
other apparatus
apparatus and
and devices
used
devices used
tools, measuring
in mechanical,
mechanical, hydraulic,
hydraulic, and
and aeronautic
aeronautic engineering;
engineering; for
comparafor the comparain
tive study
study of
of types
of apparatus
methods of
of operation,
and for
for the
and methods
operation, and
apparatus and
tive
types of
establishment of
of standards
standards of
of performance;
for the
accurate deterdeterthe accurate
performance; for
establishment
mination of
constants involved
proper
involved in the proper
physical constants
mination
of fundamental
fundamental physical
execution of
of this
work; and
and for
for the
the scientific
experiments and
investiand investiscientific experiments
this work;
execution
gations needed
solving the
problems which
arise in
in connecwhich may:
may arise
connecthe problems
gations
needed in
in solving
tion therewith,
especially in response
requirements of aeroresponse to the requirements
tion
therewith, especially
nautics and
purely scientific
scientific nature,
nature,
information of
of aa purely
nautics
and aviation
aviation for
for information
including personal
District of
of Columbia
and in
in the
the
services in
in the
the District
Columbia and
including
personal services
field, $15,000.
$15,000.
field,
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Optical glass produc,OpticalglassproducFor
the investigation
investigation of
the problems
problems involved
involved in the production tion.
of the
For the

of optical
glass, including
including personal
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia tion.
District of
personal services
of
optical glass,
and
in the
the field,
$25,000.
field, $25,000.
and in
Textiles, paper, etc.,
To
textiles, paper,
paper, leather,
and rubber
rubber in
order to
Textilezs, paper, tc.,
to standardization.
in order
leather, and
To investigate
investigate textiles,
develop standards
standards of
of quality
including
of measurement,
measurement, including
methods of
and methods
quality and
develop
personal
in the
District of
Columbia and
the field,
field, $15,000.
$15,000.
in the
and in
of Columbia
the District
services in
personal services
standardizaug r
For
the standardization
sugar-testing apparatus;
apparatus; tion.
tinSugar standardizaof sugar-testing
and design
design of
standardization and
For the
the development
of technical
technical specifications
for the
various grades
grades of
of
the various
specifications for
development of
the
sugars
with particular
particular reference
reference to
problems made
made pressing
pressing
urgent problems
to urgent
sugars with
by war
conditions, especially
especially involving
involving the
the standardization
standardization and
and
war conditions,
by
manufacture
sugars; for
study of
of the
the technical
technical problems
problems inciincithe study
for the
of sugars;
manufacture of
dental to
to the
the collection
collection of
revenue on
on sugar
sugar and
the
to determine
determine the
and to
the revenue
of the
dental
fundamental
scientific constants
constants of
and other
substances,
other substances,
sugars and
of sugars
fundamental scientific
for
rare and
and unusual
unusual types
types
of rare
production of
and production
standardization and
the standardization
for the
of sugars
sugars required
required for
for the
service of
the Government
departGovernment departof the
medical service
the medical
of
ments, and
and for
for other
purposes, including
including
scientific purposes,
and scientific
technical and
other technical
ments,
personal services
services in
the District
District of
and in
in the
the field,
field, $30,000.
$30,000.
of Columbia
Columbia and
in the
personal
Cooperative standTo
provide by
by cooperation
cooperation of
the Bureau
Bureau of
War ardization
C ratiaof gauges,
gstauges
the War
of Standards,
Standards, the
of the
To provide
screw
etc.
Department,
and the
the Navy
Navy Department,
threads, etc.
standardization screw threads,
the standardization
for the
Department, for
Department, and
and
standard gauges,
gauges, screw
threads and
standards
and standards
screw threads,
the standard
of the
and testing
testing of
States, and to
required
the United
to
United 'States,
throughout the
in manufacturing
manufacturing throughout
required in
calibrate
threads, and
and standards,
standards,
screw threads,
gauges, screw
standard gauges,
such standard
test such
and test
calibrate and
including
and personal
in the
District
the District
services in
personal services
equipment, and
necessary equipment,
including necessary
of
Columbia and
and in
in the
the field;
$40,000.
field, $40,000.
of Columbia
Coal weighing, etc.
weighing, etc.
aCal
For investigating
investigating the
the conditions
conditions and methods of use of scales and at
For
mines.
mine cars
for weighing
measuring coal
dug by
by miners
for
miners, for
coal dug
and measuring
weighing and
used for
mine
cars used
the purpose
purpose of
of determining
determining wages
due, and
of conditions
affecting
conditions affecting
and of
wages due,
the
the accuracy
accuracy of
the weighing
weighing or
or measuring
measuring of
of coal
coal at the
the mines,
mines,
of the
the
including
personal services
services in
of Columbia
Columbia and
the
and in
in the
District of
the District
in the
including personal
field, $15,000.
$15,000.
field,
Metallurgical
rreic
sMetaB
For metallurgical
research, including
including alloy
alloy steels,
steels, foundry
practice, searches,
foundry practice,
For
metallurgical research,
etc.
and standards
standards for
metals and
rolling, forging,
and the
the
forging, and
sands; casting,
casting, rolling,
for metals
and sands;
and
properties
of aluminum
alloys; prevention
corrosion of
of metals
metals
of corrosion
prevention of
aluminum alloys;
properties of
and alloys;
alloys; development
development of
of metal
metal substitutes,
as for
for platinum;
platinum;
substitutes, as
and
specifications;
of metal
metals; preparation
behavior
bearing metals;
preparation of
metal specifications;
of bearing
behavior of
investigation
of new
new metallurgical
metallurgical processes
processes and
study of
of methods
methods
and study
investigation of
of
conservation in
in metallurgical
and products,
products, including
including
manufacture and
metallurgical manufacture
of conservation
personal
services in
the District
of Columbia
in the
the field,
field, $25,000.
$25,000. High temperature,
and in
Columbia and
in the
District of
personal services
For
laboratory and
investigations of
suitable methods
methods of
of high
high migh
temptent etc.uret
of suitable
and field
field investigations
measurements,
For laboratory
temperature measurements
measurements and
control in
various industrial
industrial processes
processes
in various
and control
temperature
and to
assist in
making available
available directly
to the
industries the
results
the results
the industries
directly to
in making
and
to assist
of
the bureau's
bureau's investigations
this field,
including personal
services
personal services
field, including
in this
investigations in
of the
in
District of
of Columbia
and in
the field,
$10,000.
Acoustic
in the
field, $10,000.
in the
the District
Columbia and
Acoustic investiganv~tia
For
investigation of
sound and their applicaapplica- tions.c
of sound
principles of
the principles
tions.
of the
the investigation
For the
tion to
to military
and industrial
personal services
services
including personal
purposes, including
industrial purposes,
military and
tion
in
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
the field,
deeo
nr
field, $5,000.
$5,000.
m the
in the
the District
Industrial development investigations.
For
technical investigations
investigations in
with the
the industries
industries mentinvestigations.
in cooperation
cooperation with
For technical
upon
in industrial
development
industrial development
involved in
problems involved
fundamental problems
upon fundamental
following
with a
assisting' in
in the
estabthe permanent
permanent estabto assisting
a view
view to
war, with
the war,
following the
lishment of
new American
developed during
during the
the war,
war,
industries developed
American industries
the new
of the
lishment
including personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
of Columbia
District of
including
$50,000.
$50,000.
Cooperative
work
Cooperative
work
departnients,etc.,
withdepartments,etc.,
During the
the fiscal
year 1921,
1921, the
the head
of any
any department
department or inde- with
head of
fiscal year
During
in scientific inveStigainvestigasetific
Government having
pendent
establishment of
of the
having funds available tions.
the Government
pendent establishment
for scientific
scientific investigations
investigations and
requiring cooperative
work by
by the
the
cooperative work
and requiring
for
Bureau
on scientific
scientific investigations
within the scope of
investigations within
Standards on
of Standards
Bureau of
the functions
that Bureau
Bureau and
and which
it is
is unable
unable to
to perform
perform within
within
which it
of that
the
functions of
Secrethe approval
with the
the limits
its appropriations,
may, with
approval of the Secreappropriations, may,
limits of
of its
the
tary of
of Commerce,
transfer to
to the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Standards
slims Transfer
to
e of
of funds
such sums
Standards such
Commerce, transfer
tary
funds to
as may
may be
be necessary
carry on
on such
The Secretary
Secretary creditofrBureu.
credit of Bureau.
such investigations.
investigations. The
necessary to
to carry
as
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of the Treasury
Treasury shall transfer
transfer on the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartthe books of
ment any
which may
be authorized
authorized hereunder
hereunder and
and such
amounts
any sums
sums which
may be
such amounts
shall be placed to the credit of the Bureau of Standards
Standards for
for the
the perperwork for
for the
formance of work
establishment from
from which
which
the -department
department or
or establishment
the transfer
transfer is
is made.
Contingentexpenses.
CONTINGENT
Contingent
expenses
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF COMMERCE:
COMMERCE: For
For conContingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of
the offices
and bureaus
of the
of the
offices and
bureaus of
the
department, for which appropriations
appropriations for
for contingent
contingent andmiscellaand miscellaneous expenses
expenses are not
made, including
professional and
not specifically
specifically made,
including professional
and
scientific
law books,
books, books
periodicals, blank
blank
scientific books,
books, law
books of
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
books, pamphlets, maps,
maps, newspapers
newspapers (not
(not exceeding
exceeding $2,500);
$2,500); stastationery; furniture and repairs
repairs to same;
same; carpets,
oilcloth,
carpets, matting, oilcloth,
file cases, towels,
brooms, soap,
soap, sponges;
sponges; fuel,
heattowels, ice,
ice, brooms,
fuel, lighting,
lighting, and
and heating;
purchase and
exchange of
trucks and
and bicycles;
bicycles; maintemainteing; purchase
and exchange
of motor
motor trucks
nance, repair, and
and operation
operation of
passengerof one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengercarrying vehicle and of motor trucks and bicycles,
bicycles, to
to be
be used
only
used only
for official
official purposes; freight and
and express
charges; postage
postage to
foreign
express charges;
to foreign
countries;
countries; telegraph
telegraph and
and telephone
telephone service;
service; typewriters,
typewriters, adding
adding
machines, and other labor
labor saving
saving devices,
including their
their repair
devices, including
repair and
and
exchange; repairs
exchange;
repairs to building occupied
occupied by
offices of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
by offices
of
Commerce; rental
Commerce;
rental of
water cooling
Commerce Building,
Building,
of water
cooling plant
plant in
in Commerce
$1,400; first-aid
not to exceed
exceed $1,400;
for use
use in
the buildings
buildings occupied
occupied
first-aid outfits
outfits for
in the
by employees of this department;
storage of
of ducuments
ducuments belonging
belonging
department; storage
to the Bureau of Lighthouses,
Lighthouses, not to exceed $1,500;
$1,500; street
street car
fares,
car fares,
not exceeding
exceeding $300;
miscellaneous items and
$300; and all other miscellaneous
and necessary
necessary
tobe
Additiona to
de-expenses
Additional
be deexpenses not
not included
included in
in the
the foregoing,
foregoing, $50,000,
$50,000, and
in addition
addition
and in
ducted front bureaus,
et., forpurcpases
etc.,
for
purch.ges thereto
amounting to
$52,250 shall
deducted from
from other
other
thereto sums
sums amounting
to $52,250
shall be
be deducted
through supply
for the
the fiscal
year 1921
1921 and
added to
the approthrough
supply corncorn- appropriations
appropriations made
made for
fiscal year
and added
to the
appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent expenses, Department
Department of Commerce,"
Commerce," in
in order
order
to facilitate the purchase
purchase through
the central
office as
through the
central purchasing
purchasing office
as
Vol 36,
36, p.531.
p. 531.
Vol.
provided in the Act of June 17, 1910 (Statutes
(Statutes at Large,
36,
Large, volume
volume 36.
page
531), of
certain supplies
supplies for
for bureaus
bureaus and
and offices
which conconpage 531),
of certain
offices for
for which
tingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous appropriations are
are specifically
specifically made as
as
follows:
follows: Bureau of
Domestic Commerce-promoting
Commerce—promoting
of Foreign
Foreign and Domestic
commerce, $4,500; promoting
promoting commerce
commerce (South and Central
Central AmerAmerica),
$3,000; commercial
ica), $3,000;
commercial attaches,
attaches, $6,000;
promoting; commerce
commerce in
in
$6,000; promoting
the Far East, $4,000; general expenses, Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
$8,500;
Service, $8,500:
contingent expenses, Steamboat
Steamboat Inspection
Inspection Service,
Service, $7,500;
$7,500; concontingent expenses, shipping service, $500;
$500; instruments
instruments for
for measuring
measurini
vessels, $500; instruments
instruments for counting passengers,
passengers, $250;
$250; enforceenforcement of
of wireless
of StandardsStandards—
ment
wireless communication
communication laws,
laws, $1,000;
$1,000; Bureau
Bureau of
equipment $1,500,
$1,500, general
general expenses
expenses $2,000;
$2,000; general
general expenses,
expenses, Coast
Coast
and Geodetic
and
Geodetic Survey, $4,500; miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of
Fisheries, $8,500; and
and the
total sum
of $102,250
$102,250 shall
shall be
be and
and
the said
said total
sum of
constitute
the appropriation
appropriation for
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of
of
constitute the
T
through
expended.
ot t..,
mmeree to
be expended
expended through
the central
central purchasing
purchasing office
thTo
o bebeDivision
exDipeisonl
Commerce,
to be
through the
office
supplies.
Supplies.
(Division of Supplies),
Supplies), Department
Department of Commerce,
Commerce, and shall also
also be
available
available for objects and purposes of
the several
appropriations
of the
several appropriations
mentioned
Department of
mentioned under the
the title "Contingent
"Contingent expenses, Department
of
Commerce," in
in this
this Act.
Commerce,"
Act.
Rent.
n t
e
.
For rent of buildings in the District
District of Columbia, $66,500.
$66,500.
For rent of storage space
space outside
outside the Commerce
Commerce Building, $2,000.
Department of Labepartment
of Labor.

Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,

clera,
clerks, etc.

DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR.
LABOR.
DEPARTMENT

OFFICE
OF THE
Secretary of
OFFICE OF
THE SECRETARY:
SECRETARY: Secretary
of Labor,
$12,000; Assistant
Assistant
Labor, $12,000;
Secretary, $5,000; chief
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; disbursing
disbursing clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000;
chief clerk,
private secretary
secretary to the Secretary,
Secretary, $2,500;
$2,500; clerk to the Secretary,
$1,800; private
$1,800;
private secretary
secretary to the Assistant
Secretary, $2,100;
$2,100; chief
chief
Assistant Secretary,
of division of publications
publications and supplies, $2,500; appointment
appointment clerk,
clerk,
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$2,100;
assistant chief, division of
disbursing clerk, $2,100; assistant
deputy disbursing
$2,100; deputy
clerks-four of
publications
and supplies,
$2,000; clerks—four
librarian, $2,000;
$2,000; librarian,
supplies, $2,000;
publications and
class
four, eleven
of class
class two, thirteen
one,
thirteen of class one,
nine of
of class
class three,
three, nine
eleven of
class four,
nine
$1,000 each,
at $900
three telephone
telephone switchboard
switchboard
four at
$900 each; three
each, four
at $1,000
nine at
operators;
five assistant
messengers; five
five messenmessenassistant messengers;
messengers; five
two messengers;
operators; two
ger boys,
boys, at
$480 each;
each; carpenter,
engineer, $1,100;
$1,100; two
$1,200; engineer,
carpenter, $1,200;
at $480
ger
electrician, $1,000; three firemen;
skilled laborers,
laborers, at $840
firemen;
$840 each; electrician,
skilled
eleven laborers
laborers (one
of whom,
when necessary,
necessary, shall
shall assist and
whom, when
(one of
eleven
lieutenant of the watch,
relieve the
elevator conductor);
watch, $840;
$840; six
conductor); lieutenant
the elevator
relieve
watchmen; thirteen
conductors, at $720
$720
three elevator conductors,
charwomen; three
thirteen charwomen;
watchmen;
each; in
in all,
all, $140,380.
$140,380.
each;
COMMISSIONERS OF
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
To enable
OF CONCILIATION:
CONCILIATION: TO
COMMISSIONERS
Labor to
to exercise
exercise the authority
in him by section 8
8of the Act
authority vested in
Labor
creating
and to
commissioners of
appoint commissioners
to appoint
of Labor,
Labor, and
Department of
the Department
creating the
exceeding $4,
subsistence at not exceeding
conciliation,
in lieu of subsistence
per diem in
for per
conciliation, for
traveling
expenses, and
and not
not to
exceed $12,000
$12,000 for personal
personal services
services in
to exceed
traveling expenses,
the District
District of
Columbia,_$100,000.
$100,000.
of Columbia,
the
BUREAU
OF LABOR
LABOR STATIsTICS:
STATISTICS: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $5,000; chief
BUREAU OF
statistician,
shall also
also perform
perform the
the duties of chief
chief clerk, $3,000;
who shall
statistician, who
statistician,
six statistical
experts, at $2,000
each; employ$2,000 each;
statistical experts,
$3,000; six
statistician, $3,000;
ees—two at
$2,760 each,
each, one
$2,520, five
five at
each, one
one $1,800,
$1,800,
$2,280 each,
at $2,280
one $2,520,
at $2,760
ees-two
special
six at
at $1,600
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
two at
$1,200 each;
each; special
at $1,200
each, two
seven at
each, seven
$1,600 each,
six
$1,400 each,
agents—four
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
$1,600 each, eight at $1,400
six at $1,600
each, six
agents-four at
four at
each; clerks-eight
clerks—eight of
class four, seven
seven of class three,
of class
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
four
ten of
of class
seventeen of
one, eight at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; two
class one,
of class
two, seventeen
class two,
ten
copyists; messenger;
messengers; two laborers;
laborers; in
three assistant messengers;
messenger; three
copyists;
all, $172,960.
all,
$172,960.
For per
per diem
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence of
of special
and employees,
agents, and
special agents,
diem in
For
and for
for their
experts and
assistance for
for
temporary assistance
and temporary
transportation; experts
their transportation;
and
field service
service outside
outside of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
to be
at the
the
be paid
paid at
Columbia, to
field
rate of
statistical clerks,
temporary statistical
day; temporary
per day;
$8 per
exceeding $8
not exceeding
of not
rate
stenographers, and
and typewriters
typewriters in
in the
the District
Columbia, to be
be
District of Columbia,
stenographers,
selected
from civil-service
rate of not
civil-service registers and to be paid at the rate
selected from
exceeding
per month,
the same
be employed
employed for
not
for not
to be
person to
same person
month, the
$100 per
exceeding $100
more
than six
six consecutive
months, the
total expenditure
such
expenditure for such
the total
consecutive months,
more than
to
temporary
the District
Columbia not to
District of Columbia
in the
assistance in
clerical assistance
temporary clerical
exceed
$6,000; traveling
expenses of
officers and
and employees,
employees, purof officers
traveling expenses
exceed $6,000;
chase of
reports and
materials for
for reports
and bulletins
bulletins of the Bureau
Bureau
reports and
and materials
of reports
chase
of
Labor Statistics,
Statistics, and
for subvention
subvention to
Association
International Association
to ""International
and for
of Labor
for
Legislation," and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses connected with
Labor Legislation,"
for Labor
representation
of the
the United
States Government
therein, $70,000.
$70,000.
Government therein,
United States
representation of
For periodicals,
periodicals, newspapers,
newspapers, documents,
reports for the
special reports
and special
documents, and
For
purpose of
of procuring
procuring strike
data, price
quotations, and
and court
court decisions
decisions
price quotations,
strike data,
purpose
for the
Bureau of
of Labor
Statistics, $300.
$300.
Labor Statistics,
the Bureau
for
BUREAU OF
OF I
MMIGRATION: Commissioner
Commissioner General,
$5,000; AssistAssistGeneral, $5,000;
IMMIGRATION:
BUREAU
act as chief clerk and
ant
who shall
shall also
and
also act
General, who
Commissioner General,
ant Commissioner
actuary, $3,500;
$1,800; chief statistician,
statistician, $2,000;
$2,000;
secretary, $1,800;
private secretary,
$3,500; private
actuary,
two
examiners, at
$2,000 each;
each; clerks-five
clerks—five of
of class
five of
four, five
class four,
at $2,000
law examiners,
two law
class three,
three, eight
ten of
of class
class one,
nine at
$1,000 each,
each,
at $1,000
one, nine
two, ten
of class
class two,
eight of
class
seven at
at $900
messengers; assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; in all,
all,
two messengers;
each; two
$900 each;
seven
$74,200.
S74,200.
assistant chief, $2,500;
Division
of Information:
$2,500;
Chief, $3,500; assistant
Information: Chief,
Division of
clerks—two
class four,
four, one of class three, two of class two, three of
of class
clerks-two of
class
one, one
in all,
all, $19,340.
$19,340.
messenger; in
one $900; messenger;
cllass one,
BUREAU
OF NATURALIZATION:
deputy corcomCommissioner, $4,000; deputy
NATUtRALIZATION: Commissioner,
BUREAU OF
missioner, $3,250;
clerks—eight of
class four,
twelve of class three,
four, twelve
of class
$3,250; clerks-eight
missioner,
$1,000 each, two
sixteen of
of class
class two,
class one,
one, ten
two at
at
ten at $1,000
of class
sixteen of
two, sixteen
sixteen
messenger boy,
8900 each;
each; messenger:
messenger; two assistant messengers;
messengers; messenger
S900
$480;
$97,010.
all, $97,010.
in all,
,480; in

Commissioners
Commissioners
conciliation.
concilition.
Vol. 37, p. 738.
Vol 37, p. 738

of
of

Labor
Labor Statistics BuBureau.
reau.

p
Per diem, special
agents,
a
gents, etc.
Terary
Temporary statistical
clerks, etc.
ca clerlsetc.

Association for La-

tiolo
brAslso
bor Legislation.

La

periodicals,etc.
Periodicals,
etc.

mmigration
Immigration
reau.
reau.

BBu-

Information
Information

DiviDivi-

sion.
sion.

Naturlization
Naturalization

reau.

Br,
Bu-
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Children's Bureau.
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$2,400;
$2,400;

experts—one on
$2,800, industrial
industrial $2,000,
$2,000, social service
sanitation $2,800,
on sanitation
experts-one
$2,000,
administrative clerk, $2,000; editor,
$2,000; administrative
statistical $2,000;
$2,000, statistical
$2,000;
$1,800, four at $1,600
$1,600 each,
each, ten at
at
agents-one $1,800,
$2,000; special agents—one
$1,400 each, twelve
twelve at $1,200 each; private secretary
secretary- to chief
chief of
bureau,
clerks—two of class four, four of class three, four of
$1,500; clerks-two
bureau, $1,500;
$1,000 each;
class two, seventeen
each; copyist; messeventeen of class one, ten at $1,000
$106,040.
senger; in all, $106,040.
pertaining to the welfare
Child life,
mortality,
TO
investigate and report
report upon matters pertaining
To investigate
lie, mortality,
etc.
etc.
of children and child life, and especially
especially to investigate the questions
of
services in the District of
personal services
infant mortality, including personal
of infant

Columbia
exceeding
That not exceeding
Provided, That
$80,000: Provided,
elsewhere, $80,000:
and elsewhere,
Columbia and
eight persons
persons shall
employed hereunder
hereunder at
rate of compensation
compensation
at aarate
eight
shall be employed
Per dim,
di
experts
of $2,000
$2,000 each
above that sum.
annum and above
per annum
each per
exrts, of
eem
m , expe ,
etc.er
For
expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence at not
not
For traveling
traveling expenses
,
etce
exceeding $4 of officers,
officers, special
special agents, and other employees
employees of the
exceeding
Children's Bureau;
Bureau; experts
temporary assistants, to be paid at
experts and temporary
Children's
interpreters to be paid at a
a rate
not exceeding
exceeding $6 aaday, and interpreters
aarate
rate not
actually employed;
not exceeding $4 a
aday when actually
employed; purchase
purchase of reports
Materials
for the
the publications
publications of
the Children's
Children's Bureau, newsof the
material for
and material
for publipubli- and
Materials for
papers and clippings to enable
enable the Children's
Bureau to secure data
data
cations, etc.
Children's Bureau
regardi
progress of legislation affecting children and the activithe progress
regardinggthe
ties of
public and
children, and
organizations dealing with children,
and private
private organizations
ties
of public
for
reprints from
from State,
State, city,
city, and private publications
pubhcations for distribufor reprints
can
procured more cheaply
cheaply than they can
said reprints can be procured
when said
tion when
coontingent
be
printed
by
the
Government,
$85,000.
$85,000.
Government,
penses. be printed by the
ntingent expenses.
contingent
LABOR:
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
OF L
ABOR: For contingent
DEPARTMENT OF
CONTINGENT
and miscellaneous
expenses of the offices and bureaus of the departmiscellaneous expenses
and
ment, for which appropriations
appropriations for contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses are not specifically
including the purchase
purchase of
specifically made, including
expenses
furniture, and repairs to the same, carpets, matting,
stationery, furniture,
sponges, laundry,
laundry,
oilcloth, file cases, towels, ice, brooms, soap, sponges,
street car fares not exceeding
exceeding $200,
$200, lighting and heating;
heating; purchase,
purchase,
exchange, maintenance
maintenance and repair
trucks;
repair of motor cycles and motor trucks;
exchange,
passenger-carrying
maintenance and repair
repair of a
a motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
maintenance
vehicle to be used only for official purposes;
purposes; freight
freight and express
express
vehicle
charges, postage
postage to foreign countries,
countries, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone service,
labor-saving devices;
typewriters, adding machines,
machines, and
and other labor-saving
devices;
repairs to the
the build'
office of the Secretary
Secretary of
building occupied by the office
repairs
Labor; purchase
reference, and periodicals
periodicals
purchase of law books, books of reference,
Labor;
Additionalperom
from s.im- not
$2,000; in
in all,
in addition
addition thereto
such
thereto such
and in
$50,000; and
all, $50,000;
exceeding $2,000;
not exceeding
mradtionexl
migration
expense
necessary, not in excess
excess of $13,500, to facilitate the
sum as may be necessary,
purchase, through
through the
central purchasing
purchasing office as provided
provided in the
the central
purchase,
vol.
p. 531.
Act
June 17,
1910 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large, page 531),
531), of
of June
17, 1910
1.
Act of
Vo. 36,
36, p
certain
supplies for
the Immigration
Immigration Service, shall be deducted
deducted from
from
for the
certain supplies
Post,
the appropriation "Expenses
"Expenses of regulating
regulating immigration"
immigration" made for
st'. p. 835.
935.
the fiscal year
year 1921 and
and added to the appropriation
appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent
expenses,
sum
Labor," for that year; and the total sum
Department of Labor,"
expenses, Department
appropriation for contingent
thereof shall be and constitute the appropriation
contingent
Tohe be
expended expenses
Department of
of Labor,
to be
expended through the
be expended
Labor, to
for the
the Department
expenses for
expended
To
throu
Di
vision o
office (Division of Publications and Supplies),
Supplies),
through
Diviion
off central
central purchasing office
Pubhcations and SupPublications
Supplies.
Department of Labor.
Department
plutions.
RENT: For
For rent
of buildings
parts of
of buildings
in the
District
the District
buildings in
and parts
buildings and
rent of
RENT:
Rent.
of
the Department
Department of Labor, $24,000.
$24,000.
the use
use of the
of Columbia
Columbia for the
Proviso.
Proviso.
Pay restriction.

ay restcion.

Judicial.
Judicial.
Supreme
Supreme Court.

JUDICIAL.
$15,000; eight
SUPREME
S
UPREME COURT:
CounT: Chief
Chief Justice, $15,000;
eight associate justices,
one for the
the Chief
at
$14,500 each;
each; marshal,
$4,500; nine law clerks,
clerks, one
marshal, 84,500;
at $14,500
Justice and
one for
for each
each associate
justice, at not exceeding
exceedi 0. $3,600
associate justice,
and one
Justice
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each; nine stenographic
Justice and one for
for
stenographic clerks, one for the Chief Justice
each
associate justice, at
each; in
$185,900. circuit
each associate
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $2,000
$2,000 each;
in all, $185,900.
Courts
of
Circuit
Courts
of
CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT COURTS
COURTS OF APPEALS:
APPEALS: Thirty-three
Thirty-three circuit
circuit judges,
judges, at
Appeals.
at Appels.
circuit courts
courts of appeals,
appeals, at $4,500
$4,500 each;
each;
$8,500 each; nine clerks of circuit
messenger,
messenger, to act as librarian
librarian and crier, circuit court of appeals,
eighth circuit,
circuit, $3,000; in all, $324,000.
$324,000.
District judges.
DISTRICT COURTS:
COURTS: Ninety-eight
district judges, at
$7,500 each,
each,
sct dges
DISTRICT
Ninety-eight district
at $7,500
Proviso.
$735,000:
$735,000: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
be available
available for Availability.
appropriation shall be
vSailabiity.
the salaries of all United States district judges lawfully entitled
District Court,
Court, HaHathereto for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921.
1921.
District
waii.
DISTRICT COURT,
TERRITORY or
OF HAwAII:
Two judges, at $7,500
DISTRICT
COURT, TERRITORY
HAWAII: Two
$7,500 Wa'
each;
$3,000; reporter,
in all,
all, $19
1200.
each; clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
reporter, $1,200;
$1,200; in
$19,200.
District
ourt, Porto
District Court,
Porto
Rico.
DISTRICT
Rico: District
DISTRICT COURT
COURT FOR PORTO
PORTO RICO:
District judge,
judge, $7,500;
$7,500; clerk,
clerk, Rico.
$3,000; in all,
all, $10,500.
$10,500.
$3,000;
Retired judges.
Judges.
Vol. 40,
40, p.
p. 1157.
1157.
RETIRED
JUDGES:
RETIRED J
UDGES: For salaries of judges
judges retired
retired under section 260 vol.
of the Judicial
Judicial Code (Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large, page
page 1161),
1161), so
much as
as may
be necessary
necessary for
for the
fiscal year
year 1921.
much
may be
the fiscal
1921.
Court of
Court
of Appeals,
Appeals,
D. C.
COURT OF
APPEALS, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OLUMBIA: Chief justice,
$9,000; D.C.
COURT
OF APPEALS,
OF C
COLUMBIA:
justice, $9,000;
two associate justices, at $8,500 each; clerk, $4,250,
$4,250, and $250
$250
additional
Appeals Building;
Building; a.ssistant
assistant Proviso.
roo
of the
the Court of Appeals
additional as
as custodian
custodian of
deputy clerk, $2,250;
reporter, $1,500:
$1,500: Provided,
.Provided, That
That the
the reports
reports Reports.
or deputy
$2,250; reporter,
volume; crier,
issued by him shall not be sold for more than $5 per volume;
who shall also act as stenographer
stenographer and typewriter
in the clerk's office
office
typewriter in
when not engaged
engaged in court room, $1,200; three messengers,
messengers, at $720
$720
each; three stenographers,
stenographers one for the chief justice and one for each
each
associate
justice, at $1,206
$1,200 each;
each; necessary
necessary expenditures
associate justice,
con- Half
expenditures in
in the conHalf fro
from District
District
revenues.
duct of the
the clerk's
clerk's office, $1,200;
$1,200; in all, $42,410, one-half of which
which revenues.
Post, p. 837.
shall be paid from the revenues of the District of Columbia.
Columbia.t
p 837.
Supreme
Court,
justice, $8,000;
Court
SUPREME
COURT,
SUPREME C
OURT DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA:
COLUMBIA: Chief justice,
$8,000; DCpreme
D. C.
five associate justices, at $7,500 each; six stenographers,
stenographers, one for
for
the
one for
for each
each associate
at $1,100
$1,100 each;
each; Hf
the chief justice and one
associate justice,
justice, at
Half rom
from District
District
in all, $52,100,
$52,100, one-half
revenues of revenues.
one-half of which shall
shall be paid from the revenues
Post, p. 837.
Pot, p.837.
the District of Columbia.
National Park Comnerark ComNATIONAL PARK COMMISSIONERS:
COMMISSIONERS: For commissioners
commissioners in the Crater
Crater mii
missioners.
Lake Glacier, Mount Rainier,
Rainier ' and Yellowstone
Yellowstone National
at
Lake,
National Parks, at
Vol. 29, pp. 184.
2 -184.
section 21 of the Legislative, Vol.
$1,500
$1,5d0 each, $6,000. The provisions
provisions of section
Executive, and Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
approved May 28, 1896,
construed as impairing
impairing the rights of said commissioners
shall not be construed
commissioners
receive the
herein.
to receive
the salaries
salaries provided
provided herein.
Books
for udicial
Books for Judicial
BOOKS FOR JUDICIAL
purchase and rebinding
ofoers.
JUDICIAL OFFICERS: For purchase
rebinding of officers.
including the exchange
law books, including
exchange thereof,
thereof, for United States judges,
judges,
district attorneys,
attorneys, and other judicial
judicial officers,
officers, including
including the nine
libraries of the United States circuit courts of appeals,
appeals, to be expended
expended
Proviso.
Attorney General:
Transmittal to sausueunder the direction
direction of the Attorney
General: Provided,
Provided, That such
such Trannittal
cess
CCSSOrs.
successors in office; o
books shall in all cases be transmitted
transmitted to their successors
all books purchased
thereunder to be marked plainly, "The
purchased thereunder
"The property
property
of the United States,"
exceed 10 per centum,
States," $16,000,
$16,000, of which
which not to exceed
in the discretion of the Attorney
Attorney General, may be used for the purchase of United States
States Reports
Reports and the
Reporter.
the Federal
Federal Reporter.
court
Court of
of customs
Castcom.s
Appeals.
COURT
C
OURT OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS APPEALS:
APPEALS: Presiding
Presiding judge and four associate
associate Appeas.
$8,500 each; marshal, $3,000; clerk, $3,500; assistant
judges, at $8,500
assistant
$2,000; five stenographic clerks, at $1,600
clerk, $2.000;
$1,600 each; stenographic
stenographic
reporter, $2,500;
$2,500; messenger, $S40;
$840; in all, $62,340.
$62,340.
Mscellaneous
exMiscellaneous
expenses.
For rent of necessary
necessary quarters in the District
District of Columbia, and pens.
elsewhere,
including their
elsewhere, $7,000; books and periodicals, including
their exchange,
stationery, supplies, traveling
traveling expen,ko,
expenses, heat, light, and power
stationery,
power
pay of
service, drugs, chemicals, cleansers, furniture, and printing;
printing; pay
bailiffs and all other necessary
necessary employees
employees not otherwise specifically
specifically
provided for; and such other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses as may be
approved by the presiding judge, $5,660;
$5,660; in all, $12,660.
approved
$12,660.
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COURT OF
OF C
IALKS: Chief
Chief justice,
justice, $8,000; four
four judges, at $7,500
$7,500
CLAIMS:
COURT
bailiff,
each;
chief
clerk,
$3,500;
assistant
clerk,
$2,500;
bailiff, $1,500;
$1,500;
$2,500;
clerk,
each; chief clerk, $3,500; assistant
clerks—two
each (one
of whom
shall be
be a
a stenographer),
stenographer),
whom shall
(one of
$1,600 each
at $1,600
clerks-two at
one $1,400,
$1,400, two
two at
at $1,200
each; four
four stenographers,
$1,200 each;
each;
at $1,200
stenographers, at
$1,200 each;
one
chief messenger,
messenger, $1,000;
two assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers; three firemen;
firemen;
$1,000; two
chief
three
conductor, $720;
laborers; two
chartwo chartwo laborers;
$720; two
elevator conductor,
watchmen; elevator
three watchmen;
women;
in all,
$66,580.
all, $66,580.
women; in
Auditors, etc.
For
auditors, and
additional stenographers,
stenographers, when
deemed necesneceswhen deemed
and additional
For auditors,
etc.
Auditors,
sary, in
in the
the Court
Claims, to
to be
disbursed under
direction of
under the direction
be disbursed
of Claims,
Court of
sary,
the court,
court, $9,000.
$9,000.
the
Contingent expenses.
For stationery,
repairs to bicycles,
library, repairs, including repairs
court library,
stationery, court
For
Contingent expenses.
fuel,
electric light,
light, electric
miscellaneous exother miscellaneous
and other
elevator, and
electric elevator,
fuel, electric
penses, $5,000.
$5,000.
penses,
superintending the
Reporting
decisions.
decisions of the court
the decisions
For
reporting the
court and
and superintending
the
For reporting
decisions.
Reporting
R S., sec. 1765, p 314.
Court of Claims,
the
printing
of
the
fifty-fifth
volume
of
the
reports
of
reports
the
of
volume
printing of the fifty-fifth
Vol. 16, p. 109.
.l.
vol'ip-.
$1,000,
the order
court to
to the
the reporter, notthe court
of the
order of
on the
paid on
be paid
to be
$1,000, to
3 of
withstanding
of the
the Revised
section 3
Revised Statutes or section
1765 of
section 1765
withstanding section
the Act
Act of
June 20,
1874.
20, 1874.
of June
the
Custodian.
For custodian
of the
building occupied
occupied by
by the
Court of
Claims,
of Claims,
the Court
the building
For custodian of
R.
S., see.
sec. 1765,
p.3
14 .
314.
1765, p.
R.S.
Vol.
16, p.
p. 109.
the order of the
on the
paid on
to be
be _paid
$500, to
the court, notwithstanding
notwithstanding section
section
$500,
109.
vol is,
1765 of
Revised Statutes
section 33of the Act of June 20, 1874.
or section
Statutes or
the Revised
of the
1765
switchboard operators,
telephone switchboard
Pay of switchboard
SEC.
S
E°. 2. That
That the
the pay
pay of telephone
operators, assistant
assistant
p,
operators,
assistant
assistant
operators,
firemen, watchmen,
watchmen, laborers,
and charwomen
charwomen provided
provided
laborers, and
m e
ssengers,
laborers,
messengers, firemen,
laborers, messengers,
messeners,
etc., rated.
for
in this
except those
employed in
in mints
mints and
and assay, offices,
those employed
Act, except
this Act,
for in
etc., rated.
unless otherwise
otherwise specially
specially stated,
be as
follows: For telephonetelephoneas follows:
shall be
stated, shall
unless
switchboard operators,
operators, assistant
and watchmen,
watchmen,
firemen, and
messengers, firemen,
assistant messengers,
switchboard
$660
laborers, at the rate
at
the rate
rate of
of $720
$720 per
per annum
annum each;
each; for laborers,
rate of 8660
at the
per
annum each;
each; assistant
assistant telephone-switchboard
operators, at the
telephone-switchboard operators,
per annum
rate of
of $600
each, and
and for
charwomen, at the rate
rate of $240 per annum
annum
for charwomen,
$600 each,
rate
each.
No pay for perma herein made
SEC. 3.
3. That
That the
made for
for the officers,
officers,
appropriations herein
the appropriations
SEC.
S
for pY
lP incapacitated
nento
nently
persons.
persons employed
clerks,
employed in the public service shall not be availaavailaclerks, and persons
peronsble
for the
the compensation
persons incapacitated
incapacitated otherwise
any persons
of any
compensation of
ble for
than temporarily
performing such service.
for performing
temporarily for
than
Typewriting
ma
or any
4. That no part of any money appropriated
- S
EC. 4.
appropriated by this
this or
any
SEC.
Tnpewriting
chines.
Restriction
used during
be used
other Act
Act shall
during the fiscal year 1921
1921 for the purchase
purchase
shall be
on price
pricessother
hestriction on
to
be
paid
for.
the lowest
machine
attaaprice
tobe pid for.
of
any typewriting
hi ne a
i
of the
lowest price
price
of any
typewriting mac
p ce in
n excess
excess of
same make
Government of the United States for the same
make and
and
paid by the Government
substantially
same model
machine during the fiscal year 1919;
1919;
model of machine
the same
substantially the
the value
include the
price shall include
such
value of any typewriting
typewriting machine
machine or
or
such price
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
machines
special prices
exchange, but shall not apply to special
in exchange,
given in
machines given
machines used in schools of the District of
granted on
typewriting machines
on typewriting
granted
Columbia
or of
which special
special prices
prices
Indian Service, the lowest of which
the Indian
of the
Columbia or
in
exceeded
be
paid
for
typewriting
machines
shall
not
exceeded
future purpurnot
shall
machines
typewriting
for
paid
pr.
pr,iqo.
schools: Provided,
Dett•rmination
of chases
such schools:
Provided, That in
in construing
construing this
this section
section
for such
chases for
of
,irtrnination
the
character
of mach
ines. the
Patents shall
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
advise the
shall advise
of Patents
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
machines
c!aracterof
such
of
typewriter
in
changes
the
Treasury
as
to
whether
the
any
are
such
whether
to
as
Treasury
structural character
character as to constitute
constitute aa new machine
machine not within the
structural
section.
limitations
of
this
section.
this
of
Purchases to l limitations
Purchases to be
during the fiscal year 1921
m ide
All
of typewriting
typewriting machines
machines during
lt)21
purchases of
All purchases
surplus
from siirplus
tM from
qock of General ::•upStates for
of the United
Government
the
t
the
various
branches
of
of
the
Government
United *States
for
branches
various
by the
eeu
;PIly'omrmiftt
ply Comm, ttee.
hereinafter
use
in the
Columbia or in the field,
field, except
except as hereinafter
of Columbia
District of
the District
use in
from the surplus machines
provided, shall
shall be
machines in the stock
stock of the
made from
be made
provided,
Inventory of stock
War Department
neral Supply
The War
Department shall
shall furnish
furnish the
the
Committee. The
Supply Committee.
General
epartmct ul
in-r
in
W;..r tDepartment.
General
Committee, immediately
immediately upon the approval of this
Supply Committee,
General Supply
Act, a
acomplete
various makes, models,
models, and classes
classes
inventory of the various
complete inventory
Act,
possession, the condition
of typewriters
condition of such machines,
machines, and
its possession,
typewriters in its
of
the
of storage,
and shall
shall turn
turn over
over to the General
General Supply ComComstorage, and
point of
the point
mittee
typewriting machines
Secretary
machines in such quantities as the Secretary
such typewriting
mittee such
of the
Treasury from
from time
time may
may call
call for by specific
specific requisition
requisition
to time
time to
the Treasury
of
Court
laims.
of Claims.
Court of
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Unserviceable maUnerviceable
If the
for
sale to
Government. If
the General
General chines
the Government.
services of
of the
to the
the various services
for sale
for exchangmae.
unable to
servicable machines to any
to furnish servicable
is unable
Supply Committee is
furnish unserviceable
machines at
at
shall furnish
unserviceable machines
branch of
of the Government,
Government, it shall
current
and such
such machines
machines shall then be applied
current exchange
exchange prices
prices and
receiving them as part payment
Government receiving
by the branch
branch of the Government
payment
for new
new machines
from commercial
commercial sources
the War
sources in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
for
machines from
War Department
Department
disposal only to
this supply
supplydisposalonlyto
approval of this
prices fixed
After the
the approval
paragraph. After
preceding paragraph.
in the
the preceding
fixed in
prices
Supply Committee.
shall not dispose
Act
until June
1921, the
Department shall
dispose SupplyCommittee
the War
War Department
30, 1921,
June 30,
and until
Act and
of any
except to
General Supply
Supply CommitCommit- Proviso.
Proviso.
to the
the General
machines except
of
any typewriting
typewriting machines
Restriction on
on exextee as
as authorized
herein: Provided,
Provided, That
That hereafter
hereafter no typewriter
typewriter that cRestiction
authorized herein:
tee
changes, etc.
has been used less than three years shall be sold, exchanged,
exchanged, or given
as part
payment for
for another
typewriter.
as
part payment
another typewriter.
D
Details
for service
of
S
EC. 5.
5. That
That in
in expending
expending appropriations
appropriations made in this Act per- outside of District of
SEC.
Columbia,
restricted.
of Columbia
sons
the classified
classified service
Columbia shall
shall not be Columbia, restricted.
service in the District of
sons in
in the
detailed
detailed for service outside of the District of Columbia except for
or
connection with work pertaining
pertaining directly to the service at the
or in
in connection
seat of
government of
other Government
oo.
Government establishestablish- Proviso.
department or
or other
of government
of the
the department
seat
usin this Department of Jusment from
from which
which the
Provided, That
That nothing
nothing in
is made:
made: Provided,
the detail
detail is
ment
tice investigations exexsection shall
deemed to
apply to
to the
the investigation
of any matter
matter cepevestiations
investigation of
to apply
shall be
be deemed
section
cepted.
prosecution, or defense
defense of any suit by the Depreparation, prosecution,
or the preparation,
partment of
partment
of Justice.
Justice.
dditional $240
240 pay
Additional
ciilian employees,
SEC. 6.
all civilian
employees of
of the
the Governments
Governments of the to civilian
civilian employees
That all
SEC.
6. That
anddmf
of District
of CoDistiat
ofCooa total of lumbia,
receive a
who receive
United States
and the
of Columbia
Columbia who
District of
the District
States and
United
lumbia,
at $2,500
$2,500
aa
at
year,
or
less.
as
year,orless.
except
compensation
at
the
rate
of
$2,500
per
annum
or
less,
except
or
less,
annum
per
of
$2,500
compensation at the rate
otherwise
fiscal
otherwise provided in this section, shall receive, during the fiscal
Provisos.
year
June 30,
compensation at the rate of Poatwe
additional compensation
1921, additional
30, 1921,
ending June
year ending
Rate between $2,500
and $2,740.
2,740.
total and
a total
$240
Provided, That
That such
as receive
receive a
employees as
such employees
annum: Provided,
per annum:
$240 per
of
compensation at
and less than
than
a rate more than $2,500 and
at a
of annual
annual compensation
$2,740
additional compensation
compensation at such aa rate per anreceive additional
shall receive
$2,740 shall
num
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to make
additional
salaries, plus their additional
their salaries,
make their
num as
Restriction.
employee Restriction.
no employee
compensation,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $2,740
$2,740 per
per annum,
annum, and
and no
compensation, at
shall receive additional
compensation under this section at a
a rate
additional compensation
which
is more
than 60
60 per
centum of
rate of
of the
the total
total annual
annual Increase
of the
the rate
per centum
more than
which is
Increase of
of 1920,
1920, not
not
as salary.
salary.
computed as
compensation received
received by
by such
Provided furth,er, That the computed
such employee:
employee: Providedfurther,
compensation
annum for the fiscal
increased
compensation at the rate of $240 per annum
increased compensation
year
concomputed as salary in con30, 1920, shall not be computed
June 30,
year ending
ending June
Restriction if
pay in.
creasedct'S
the creased
employee in the
struing
section: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
That where
an employee
where an
struing this
this section:
$200, iPnyars.
in years
years
in
$200,
creased
1920,
1921.
the fiscal year 1920, or 120, 1921.
service
has received
received during
during the
30, 1919,
1919, has
on June
June 30,
service on
shall
receive during
the fiscal
year 1921
of salary
salary-at
at aarate
rate Entering
Enterng,erce
an increase
increase of
fiscal year
1921 an
during the
shall receive
service
in
$200 per
per annum,
or where
where an
an employee,
previ- sinr
whether previemployee, whether
since June 30,, 1919.
1919.
annum, or
of $200
in excess
excess of
ously
or not, has entered the service since June 30, 1919,
in the service or
ously in
whether such
salary or not, such
such
an increase
increase in salary
received an
employee has received
such employee
whether
provided
employees
compensation provided
increased compensation
granted the increased
employees shall be granted
herein
and upon
of the
the person in the legiscertification of
upon the
the certification
only when
when and
herein only
lative
branch or
or the head of the department
establishment emdepartment or establishment
lative branch
to such
ploying
such persons
persons of
and qualifications
qualifications personal
personal to
such Employees with pay
ability and
of the
the ability
ploying such
employees
as would
justify such
compensation: Provided
adjusted by wath
wage
Provided aduosted
increased compensation:
such increased
would justify
employees as
boards, etc.
further,
the increased
increased compensation
compensation provided
provided in this section to boardsetc
That the
further, That
employees
is adjusted
through wage
wage
from time to time through
adjusted from
pay is
whose pay
employees whose
boards
consideration by such
be taken into consideration
similar authority shall be
boards or similar
wage boards
adjusting the pay of such emauthority in adjusting
or similar
similar authority
boards or
wage
Specified employees
employees
Specified
ployees.
not entitled.
the following:
The
provisions of
of this
this section
section shall
following: notentitled
apply to
to the
not apply
shall not
The provisions
Employees paid from
revenues and sums which
which may be
from the postal revenues
Employees
advanced
Treasury to meet deficiencies
deficiencies in the postal reveadvanced from the Treasury
employees of
Panama Canal on the Canal Zone; employees
of the
the Panama
nues; employees
Ante, p. 363.
of
the Alaskan
Engineering Commission
Commission in
in Alaska;
officers and
mem- Alt',
of the
Alaskan Engineering
Alaska; officers
and memPost,p.
p.-874.
the
the District of Columbia
of the
police of
bers of
Metropolitan police
Columbia and the
the Metropolitan
bers
of the
United States
States Park
who receive
the compensation
by the
fixed by
the Ante,
,Ate,
p.
compensation fixed
Park police
police who
receive the
United
p. 39.
390.
Act approved
December 5, 1919;
1919; officers
and members
members of the Fire
officers and
approved December
Act
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receive the compensaDepartment of
the District
Columbia who
who receive
compensaof Columbia
District of
of the
Department
paid
tion fixed
Act approved
January 24,
24, 1920;
1920; employees
employees paid
approved January
the Act
by the
fixed by
tion
from lump-sum
appropriations in
in bureaus
divisions, commissions,
commissions,
bureaus, divisions,
lump-sum appropriations
from
Tariff
Commission,
any other
other governmental
governmental agencies
agencies or
employments created
created by
by law
law
or employments
or any
Commissin. or
Tari
War Risk Insurance since
1916, except
employees of
the United
United States
Tariff
States Tariff
of the
except employees
1, 1916,
January 1,
w.r Risk Insurance since January
be included
included and except
shall be
who shall
Bureau.
Commission
except that employees
employees of the
Commission who
Bureau
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance shall
shall receive
receive increased
increased compensation
compensation
of War
Bureau of
employees:
at one-half
one-half the
the rate
rate allowed
allowed by
by this
section for
for other
other employees:
this section
at
compensated at
That employees
said bureau
bureau who
at
who are compensated
of said
provi30.
ice for
em- Provided,
employees of
Proided, That
for emPiince
Alicrs•a
ployees.
rates below
annum shall receive
receive additional
additional compensation
compensation
per annum
$400 per
below $400
rates
ployees.
compensation
only
the rate
60 per
centnm of
rates of
of compensation
annual rates
the annual
of the
per centum
of 60
rate of
as the
only as
The provisions
Other
received
provisions of this section
section shall not
not
employees. The
such employees.
by such
received by
exceptions.
Other exceptions,
apply to
to employees
duties require
portion of
of their
their time,
time,
only aaportion
require only
whose duties
employees whose
apply
except charwomen,
charwomen, who
included; employees
employees whose
whose services
services
be included;
shall be
who shall
except
employed by or
are utilized
intervals; persons
persons employed
at intervals;
periods at
brief periods
for brief
utilized for
are
through corporations,
or individuals
acting for
or on
behalf of
of
on behalf
for or
individuals acting
firms, or
corporations, firms,
through
independent
or
agents of
of the
United States
or any
any department
department or independent
States or
the United
as agents
or as
connection
establishment
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
States in connection
United States
of the
establishment of
with construction
construction work
or the
of plants;
plants; employees
employees who
operation of
the operation
work or
with
outside sources
receive
part of
their pay
from any
sources under cooperacooperaany outside
pay from
of their
receive aapart
States or the
tive
of the
the United
United States
Government of
the Government
with the
arrangements with
tive arrangements
employees who serve
District
serve voluntarily or receive
Columbia; employees
of Columbia;
District of
who may
only a
compensation, and
employees who
may: be provided
provided
and employees
nominal compensation,
a nominal
only
with
their service
service in foreign countries.
countries.
of their
because of
allowances because
special allowances
with special
provisions of this section shall not apply to employees of the
Rairoad, etc., em- The provisions
Railroad,
oYees not deemedP
VIr7tted
n
States
emrailroads
' ex
press companies,
companies, telegraph, telephone,
telephone marine cable,
cable, or
or
express
railroads,
emt'ed states
States, and nothsystem or systems taken over by the United
radio system
p
lo y
ees.
UnitedStates,
pioyees.
recognition of the employees
be deemed aarecognition
shall be
ing contained
employees
herein shall
contained herein
ing
of
express companies,
telegraph, telephone,
telephone, marine
companies, telegraph,
railroads, express
such railroads,
of such
employees of the United
cable,
or radio
radio system
system or
or systems
United States.
as employees
systems as
cable, or
Legislative, Executive,
Section 66 of the Legislative,
pay prohibiDouble pay
prohibiExecutive, and Judicial
Judicial AppropriaAppropriaDoble

pplic
t
e
o
r
n
eto.not applicable
tion Act
May 10,
10, 1916,
1916, as
as amended
amended by
by the
the Naval
ApproNaval Approapproved May
Act approved
tion
hereto.
29, 1916,
p. 582.
582.
priation
39, P.
Vol.
Vol. 39,
priation Act
Act approved
approved August
August 29,
1916, shall not operate to prevent
prevent
anyone
receiving the
additional compensation provided in this
the additional
from receiving
anyone from
section who
i
sentitled to receive the same.
otherwise is
who otherwise
section
Piecework
employees
Such
employees as
as are
are engaged
piecework, by
the hour,
hour, or
or at
at per
per
by the
on piecework,
engaged on
Such employees
Pieeworkemployees
to de
de
Computation
Computation
to
entitled to receive the additional compensaotherwise entitled
termine
pay.
diem rates,
rates, if
if otherwise
compensadiem
teinae pay.
tion, shall
at the rate to which
which they are
are entitled
entitled in
same at
the same
receive the
shall receive
tion,
pay for the regular
rate of pay
this section
their fixed
regular working
working
fixed rate
when their
section when
this
hours and
and on
three hundred
hundred and thirteen days in the
of three
basis of
the basis
on the
hours
Regular
Proviso. pr
per dIem
diem said
$2,500 or less: Provided,
Provided, That this
said fiscal year would amount to $2,500
Regu°r
employees
excepted. method
computation shall not apply to any per diem employees
employees
method of computation
employees excepted.
regularly
paid a
per diem
for every
every day
day in
in the
the year.
year.
diem for
a per
regularly paid
for
much as
be necessary
to pay
the additional
additional compensation
compensation
pay the
necessary to
may be
as may
orein- Soomuch
riaion
rtprop
cr,Appropriation
'sod pay
to Federal
employees.
provided in
this section
to employees
of the
the Government
Government of the United
United
employees of
section to
in this
provided
employees.
States
out of any money
money in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherappropriated out
is appropriated
States is
wise
appropriated.
wise appropriated.
increased compensation
to pay the increased
DLrirt
Ancropri
ofation
Columbt
f
o
r
1
So
much
as may
be necessary
necessary to
compensation
may be
much as
So
lmor
DAnrritpOtion
I,
employeess,
provided
in
this section
of the
the DisDisthe government
government of
of the
employees of
to employees
this
section to
in
provided
U
emrp'ye
11.ilt 'S.f
Ihstnct
D
t t trict of Columbia is appropriated, one-half
of any money in the
reVet111reis
out of
trict of Columbia is appropriated, one-half out
Post, p.
837.
Treasury
appropriated and
one-half out
out of
of the
the revenues
revenues
and one-half
otherwise appropriated
not otherwise
Treasury not
p. S37.
Post,
employees of the Washington
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, except
except to
Washington
to employees
of Columbia,
of
emploees
W ttor dep-rtment
Aqueduct and the
water department,
department, which
shall be
be paid
paid entirely
entirely
which shall
the water
from roet
emwlt,
y
from
reve- Aqueduct and
the water
water department,
department, and to employees
revenues of
of the
nues
from
employees of the
from the
the revenues
tuereof.
nuei thereof.
minimum wage
wage board
and the
department, which
which shall
the playgrounds
playgrounds department,
board and
minimum
out of the revenues of the District of Columbia.
be paid
paid wholly out
be
compensation
increased compensation
necessary to pay the increased
as may be necessary
mTrust
funds
So much as
funds emTrost
the fundio.
ployees
from
ftmds.
from the
ploy.ue
provided
in this
this section
trust funds
hinds who
under trust
employed under
persons employed
to persons
section to
provided in
the Government
may be
construed to
to be
be employees
Government of the United
United
of the
employees of
be construed
may
States or
or of
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia is
is authorized
authorized to
to be
be paid,
paid, respecof the
States
funds.
tively,
trust funds.
such trust
from such
tively, from
,
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Reports shall
shall be
on the
day of
the next
next
the first
first day
of the
be submitted
submitted to
to Congress
Congress on
Reports
regular
first four
the fiscal
fiscal year
year the
the
of the
four months
months of
the first
for the
showing for
session showing
regular session
or
bureau, office,
average number
number of
of employees
each department,
department, bureau,
office, or
in each
employees in
average
establishment receiving
receiving the
the increased
increased compensation
of
at the
the rate
rate of
compensation at
establishment
8240 per
the average
grades receiving
the
receiving the
by grades
number by
average number
and the
per annum
annum and
$240
same
at each
each other
rate.
other rate.
same at
buildings rented within
statement of buildings
SEC. 7. That
That hereafter
hereafter the
the statement
within
of the
the Government,
use of
for the
the
the use
Government, required
required by
Columbia for
of Columbia
District of
the District
the
Act of
July 16, 1892, shall
shall indicate,
in addition
addition to
to the
the data
data rereindicate, in
of July
the Act
quired
by section
section 3
of the
the Act
Act of
1913, the
the cost
cost of
of the
the care,
May 1, 1913,
of May
3 of
quired by
maintenance,
operation of
of each
each building
building per
foot of
of floor
floor
square foot
per square
and operation
maintenance, and
space of
building or
building rented.
rented.
of building
portion of
or portion
of the
the building
space
Approved, May
29, 1920.
May 29,
Approved,

of Congress
Congress approved
of the Act
CHAP. 215.—An
amend section
section 16
16 of
Act of
approved July
July
Act To
To amend
215.-An Act
CHAP.
Act.
17,
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act.
as the
known as
1916, known
17, 1916,

Detailed report for
reort for
first four months
of
fiscal
year.
fiscal year.

Detailed

Rented
buildings,
buildings,
Rented
D. C.
Cost of
of care,
care, etc.,
etc., to
to
be stated.
Vol. 27, p. 199; Vol.
38, p. 3.

Cost
Vol. 27, .

38,P.3.

May 29,
1920.
29, 1920.
May
[S.
3897.]
[M.3289
7 .]
[Public,
No.
232.]
[Public, No. 232.]

Be it
Senate and
House of
of the
the Federal
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Federal Farm
Loan
Farm Loan
section 16 of
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of Act.
That section
America in
Act.
United
Vol.39,p.375,amendthe
Act of
approved July
Jul 17,
17, 1916,
as the
the Federal
Federal ed.vol.39,p.375,amendknown as
1916, known
of Congress
Congress approved
the Act
Farm
Loan Act,
Act, be
adding thereto
thereto the
the following:
following:
d.
be amended
amended by
by adding
Farm Loan
Voluntary liquidation of joint stock land
"Any
joint-stock land
land bank
bank organized
organized and
and doing
doing business
business under
under tonofjointstockand
"Any joint-stock
banks.
the provisions
provisions of
of this
go into
voluntary liquidation
by banks.
liquidation by
into voluntary
may go
Act may
this Act
the
the Federal
making
provision, to
to be
be approved
approved by
by the
Federal Farm Loan Board,
making provision,
Proviso.
pO oof stokfor
payment of
of its
its liabilities:
such method
method of
of liquiliqui- Action
That such
Provided, That
liabilities: Provided,
for the
the payment
stockholders.
twoleast
of
at
vote
a
dation shall
been duly
duly- authorized
authorized by
by a vote of at
twohave been
shall have
dation
thirds
the shareholders
such joint-stock
land bank
bank at
at a
a regular
regular
joint-stock land
of such
shareholders of
of the
thirds of
at
meeting,
or at
at aaspecial
meeting called
called for
that purpose,
purpose, of
which at
of which
for that
special meeting
meeting, or
a
an
least ten
notice in
in writing
shall have
stockholder. FFederala land
to stockholder.
been given
given to
have been
writing shall
days' notice
least
ten days'
banks
"For
the purpose of assisting in any such liquidation duly author- may
"For the
may acquire
acquire property,
property,
etc.
ized as
in the
the preceding
paragraph provided,
provided, any Federal
Federal land bank etc.
preceding paragraph
as in
ized
may, with
the Federal
Board, acquire
acquire
Loan Board,
Farm Loan
Federal Farm
of the
approval of
with the
the approval
may,
land bank,
the assets
and assume
assume the
joint stock
stock land
bank, Loan restrictions
restrictions
of any
any joint
liabilities of
the liabilities
assets and
the
walvedrequiring waived.
this Act requiring
the provisions
provisions of this
and
such transaction
may waive
waive the
transaction may
in such
and in
such
land bank
bank to
to acquire
its loans
national farm
farm loan
loan
through national
only through
loans only
acquire its
such land
of borrower,
borrower, purstatus of
associations,
or agents,
and those
those relating
relating to
to status
puragents, and
associations, or
of individual
poses
of loan,
loan, and
and also
also the
limitation as
amount of
individual
the amount
as to
to the
the limitation
poses of

on aLimitation on
loans.
.0it
bn
No Ferla
Limitation
assumption
by
land
by
the obligations
assume the
No Federal
land bank
shall assume
obligations of any jointjoint- smption
bank shall
"No
Federal land
bank.
a
stock
land bank,
in such
manner as
to make
its outstanding
outstanding obligaobliga- b kmake its
as to
such manner
bank, in
stock land
tions
more than
than twenty
twenty times
times its
capital stock,
stock, except
by the
the creation
creation
except by
its capital
tions more
of a
special reserve
reserve equal to one-twentieth
one-twentieth of the amount
amount of such
such
of
a special
additional
assumed."
additional obligations assumed."
Approved, May
May 29, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP.
To incorporate
incorporate the
the Roosevelt
Roosevelt Memorial
Association.
Memorial Association.
Act To
CHAP. 216.—An
216.-An Act

May 31,
31, 1920.
IS. 11631
o. 233.]
Iubc,
[Public, No. 233.]

Be
enacted by
Representatives of
the United
United Dtrict
of the
ofColumbia.
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
District of
Columbia.
Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial
Roosevelt
That Lawrence
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Lawrence F. Abbott, Association,
assembled, That
America in
States of
incorporicor
Allen, Joseph
J. Allen,
ated.
Akers, Henry
Lyman
Carl E.
.teley, Earl
Henry J.
Joseph aitSd.Stion,'
ated.
Earl Akers,
E. Akeley,
Abbott, Carl
sman
L
Incorporators_
aPO
Charles S. BarBabler, Charles
Jacob L.
W. Alsop,
Alsop, Charles
Charles W.
W. Anderson,
Anderson, Jacob
L. Babler,
W.
Beeckman, Albert
rett,
E. C.
C. Bartlett,
Bartlett, R.
Albert
R. Livingston
Livingston Beeckman,
Barrett, E.
rett, John
John Barrett,
Bobbs, Charles
J.
ge, William
C. Bobbs,
Charles J.
J. Bonaparte,
Bonaparte, Evangeline
Evangeline
William C.
J. Beverid
Beveridge,
Burnquist, John
Brown, J.
Henri Brown,
Booth, Desha
Desha Breckenridge,
J. A. A. Burnquist,
John
Breckenridge, Henri
Booth,
Burroughs, Marion LeRoy Burton, Kenyon L. Butterfield,
Butterfield, William
Bynum, Thomas E. Campbell,
Irving A. Caswell,
Caswell,
Robert D. Carey, Irving
Campbell, Robert
P. Bvnum,
Cochran,
Thomas L. Chadbourne, Robert
Robert R. Church, junior, Ernest F. Cochran,
Coe, Russell J.
J. Coles, Austen
Austen ColColCocks, Henry Waldo Coe,
William W. Cocks,
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gate, Frederick
Frederick L.
L. Collins,
C. Converse,
Converse, Willis
Willis C.
C. Cook,
George B.
B.
Cook, George
E. C.
Collins, E.
gate,
Cortelyou,
William H.
Cowles, John
John S.
Cravens,
S. Cravens,
H. Cowles,
W. Coursey,
Coursey, William
Cortelyou,O. 0. W.
Thomas J.
Crittenden, H.
P. Cross,
Cross, Walter
Walter Damrosch,
S. C.
C. Dell,
Dell,
Damrosch, S.
T. P.
J. Crittenden,
Thomas
Cleveland
T. Coleman
Coleman du
H. Esberg,
Esberg, Albert
Albert
du Pont,
Pont, Milton
Milton H.
H. Dodge,
Dodge, T.
Cleveland H.
B. Fall,
Fall, Sylvanus
M. Ferris,
John H.
H. Finley,
William
Finley, William
Ferris, Simeon
Simeon D.
D. Fess,
Fess, John
Sylvanus M.
B.
S.
Fleming, Charles
Folds, Rufus
Rufus E.
Foster, Lyman
Lyman J.
J. Gage,
E. Foster,
W. Folds,
S. Fleming,
Charles W.
Thomas
Halbert P.
P. Gardner,
James
Gardner, James
A. Gallivan,
Gallivan, Halbert
Gailor, James
James A.
Thomas Frank
Frank Gailor,
R. Garfield,
Garfield, Arthur
Arthur L.
L. Garford,
Garford, Nelson
H. Gay,
Gay, James
James W.
W. Gerard,
Gerard,
Nelson H.
R.
Mar A. Gibson,
Gibson, Will H. Gibson, William Ball GilJames
Gibbons, Mary
James Gibbons,
GilGlynn, George
bert, William
junior, Martin
Martin H.
H. Glynn,
George W.
W.
William A.
A. GLasgow,
Glasgow, junior,
bert,
P. Goodrich,
Frank R.
R. Gooding,
Goethals, Frank
Gooding, James
James P.
Goodrich, Theodore
Theodore F. Green,
Goethals,
John C.
Greenway, Lloyd
Lloyd C.
Griscom, Frank
Frank W.
W. Gunsaulus,
Gunsaulus, Hermann
Hermann
C. Griscom,
John
C. Greenway,
Hagedorn, Grant
Grant P.
P.Hall,
Hall, Edward
Edward J.
Ole Hanson,
Hanson, Chester
Chester
J. Hanna,
Hanna, Ole
Hagedorn,
B. F.
F. Harris,
Harding, Judson
Judson Harmon,
Harmon, B.
Harris, Albert Bushnell Hart, George
George
Harding,
Will H.
H. Hays,
Harvey, James
James H.
H. Hawley,
Hawley, Will
Hays, George
George C. Hazelett,
Hazelett, A. T.
Harvey,
Hert, Frederick
Hicks, Frank
Frank J.
J. Hogan,
Hogan, Elon
Elon H.
0. K.
K.
H. Hooker,
Hooker, O.
Frederick C.
C. Hicks,
Hert,
Houck, Clark Howell,
William Dean Howells, Charles
Howell, R. B. Howell, Wiliam
Houck,
E. Hughes, Arthur M. Hyde, Harold
Ickes, William
William P. Jackson,
Jackson,
Harold L. Ickes,
Alfred
Hiram W. Johnson,
Johnson, Otto H.
Johnson, Lewis Y. Johnson,
J. Johnson, Hiram
Alfred J.
Kahn,
Frank B.
N. Keniston,
S. Kenyon,
Kenyon,
William S.
George N.
Keniston, William
B. Kellogg,
Kellogg, George
Kahn, Frank
King, Earle
Earle S. Kinsley, Irwin
Henry
Kiel, John
John T.
T. King,
Paul H.
H. King,
Irwin
ing, Paul
W. Kiel,
Henry W.
Bayard La
C. Knox, Florence
Philander C.
R.
Kirkwood, Frank
Frank Knox,
Knox, Philander
Florence Bayard
R. Kirkwood,
Farge, Alexander
Alexander Lambert,
Lambert, Franklin
K. Lane,
Lane, Albert
Albert D.
D. Lasker,
J.Jasker,
Franklin K.
Farge,
Colin H.
John
N. Lightbourn,
Lightbourn, Curtis
H. Lindley,
Lindley, Henry
D. Lindsley,
Lindsley, Colin
H.
Henry D.
Curtis H.
John N.
Cabot Lodge,
Livingstone, Henry
Henry Cabot
Lodge, William
William Loeb, junior, Pierre
Livingstone,
Love, Frank
FrankO.0. Lowden,
Lorillard, junior,
junior, S.
S. H. Love,
Lowden, A. Lawrence
Lawrence Lowell,
Lowell,
Lorillard,
Anna Maud
Maud Lyon,
William McAdoo,
McAdoo, C. N. McArthur,
McArthur, Charles
Charles Wylie
Lyon, William
Anna
McClure,
J. R.
M. McCormick,
McClure, J.
McCormick, Ruth Hanna
Hanna McCormick,
McCormick, Henry
Henry B. McMcMcNab, C. H. McNider,
Coy, W.
W. N.
McGill, James
James J.
McGraw, Gavin
Gavin McNab,
J. McGraw,
N. McGill,
Coy,
Mack, Clarence
Clarence H. Mackay,
Norman E.
E. Mack,
Henry F.
Mackay, William
William
Henry
F. MacGregor,
MacGregor, Norman
H. MetT. Frank
Frank Manville,
Manville, Thomas
T. Manning,
Manning, T.
Thomas A. Marlow,
Marlow, Victor H.
T.
J. H. Morron,
Miller, C. P.
P. J.
calf, Herman
Herman A.
A. Metz,
Metz, Charles
Charles R. Miller,
J. Mooney,
Mooney, J.
calf,
Murchie, Michael
Morrow, Robert
Robert R. Moton,
Dwight
W. Morrow,
Dwight W.
Moton, Guy Murchie,
Michael J.
J.
Murray, Truman
Truman H.
H. Newberry,
Newberry, Samuel
Samuel D.
D. Nicholson,
Nicholson, Lewis
Nixon,
Lewis Nixon,
Murray,
Norbeck, Alton B. Parker, John M. Parker,
John I. Nolan,
Nolan, Peter
Peter Norbeck,
Pepper, Leroy
Peabody, George
Thomas Patterson,
F. S.
S. Peabody,
George Wharton
Wharton Pepper,
Leroy
Thomas
Patterson, F.
Percy, George
George W.
W. Perkins,
Samuel Platt,
Platt, Miles
Miles
Pinchot, Samuel
Perkins, Gifford
Gifford Pinchot,
Percy,
Poindexter,
Poindexter, Jeter C. Pritchard, Mason
Mason F. Prosser, William
William H. Putnam,
C. F. Reavis,
Reavis, Elisabeth
Elisabeth Mills Reid,
R.
R. Lansing
Lansing Ray, C.
Reid, H. L. Remmel.
Rush
Raymond Robins,
W. Robinson,
Robinson, Elihu
Elihu Root,
Root,
Robins, Prescott
Prescott W.
Rhees, Raymond
Rush Rhees,
John C.
Rose, Julius
Rosenwald, Erskine
Sargent,
Julius Rosenwald,
Erskine M. Ross, John A. Sargent,
John
C. Rose,
Charles Scribner, Mary Frances Severance,
Severance, William
William W. Sewall, John
C. Shaffer,
Shaffer, Leslie M. Shaw, Louis P. Sheldon, Harry
Harry F. Sinclair,
Sinclair,
Thomas
Smith, M. P. Snyder, William
Thomas F.
F. Smith,
William C. Sproul, William
William Spry,
Stephenson,
Frank C.
C. Steinhart, William
William D. Stephens, Percy S. Stephenson,
B. Stewart, Henry
Philip B.
Henry L. Stimson,
Stimson, Marshall
Marshall Stimson, Warren
Warren S.
Mark Sullivan, Patrick
Stone, Oscar
Oscar S. Strauss, Mark
Patrick Sullivan, J.
J. T. Swift,
Swift,
Taft, Joseph
William
Howard Taft,
Joseph O.
0. Thompson,
Thompson, William
William Boyce
Boyce ThompWilliam Howard
Towle, Wallace
Wallace Townsend,
William J.
son,
Townsend, William
J. Tully, George
son, John
John W.
W. Towle,
Turner,
E. Twitchell,
Twitchell, Grace
George H.
H. Vincent,
Vincent, HarHarGrace Vanderbilt,
Vanderbilt, George
Turner, R.
R. E.
Vogel, Henry C. Wallace,
riet E.
E. Vittum,
riet
Vittum, Aug. H. Vogel,
Wallace, Zeb
Zeb V. Walser,
David Warfield,
Charles B.
B. Wan-en,
Warren, Henry
T.
H. Wannamaker,
Warfield, Charles
Henry
T. H.
Wannamaker, David
Watterson,
Benjamin Ide
Wheeler, Henry
J. Whigham,
Whigham, Wallace
Wallace IH.
H.
Henry J.
Watterson, Benjamin
Ide Wheeler,
White,
H. Wiggin,
James Wilson,
Wood,
Wiggin, James
Wilson, Leonard
Leonard Wood,
White, junior,
junior, Albert
Albert H.
Luke E.
E. Wright,
William Wrigley,
Robert J.
J. Wynne,
Wynne,
Luke
Wright, William
Wrigley, junior,
junior, and
and Robert
their associates
associates and successors,
successors, are hereby
hereby created aabody corporate
District of Columbia.
politic in the District
and politic
and
SEC.
2. That
S
EC. 2.
That the
the name of this
this corporation
corporation shall be Roosevelt
Roosevelt
Memorial
Association, and
by that
name it
it shall
shall have
perpetual sucsucand by
that name
have perpetual
Memorial Association,
be sued
in courts
courts of
law and
cession,
with power
power to
to sue
and be
sued in
of law
and equity
equity
cession, with
sue and
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within the jurisdiction of the United
United States; to hold such real and
and
personal estate as shall be necessary
necessary for its
corporate purposes,
and
its corporate
purposes, and
to receive
receive real and personal
personal property
property by gift, devise,
bequest; to
to
devise, or bequest;
give and dedicate
property to public agencies
dedicate such property
agencies and purposes;
purposes; to
to
adopt aaseal and the same to alter at pleasure;
pleasure; to hold its corporate
meetings within or without the District of Columbia,
Columbia, as the board
of trustees
corporation shall determine;
determine; to have offices and
trustees of the corporation
and
conduct its business affairs within
within or without the District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
and
several States,
Territories and
possessions of
of the
the United
and in the several
States, Territories,
and possessions
United
States; to make and adopt
by-laws, rules, and reguadopt aa constitution,
constitution, by-laws,
lations not inconsistent with the
laws of
United States
of America,
America,
the laws
of the
the United
States of
or any State thereof, and generally
generally to do all such acts and things as
be necessary
necessary to carry
carry into effect
provisions of
and
may be
effect the provisions
of this Act and
promote the purposes
purposes of said corporation.
corporation.
promote
ur p o es
S
EC. 3. That the purpose
corporation shall be to perpetuate
perpetuate PPurposes.
SEC.
purpose of this corporation
Theodore Roosevelt
benefit of the people of
the memory of Theodore
Roosevelt for the benefit
the United States of America and of the
the world,
world, and
and to
to that end,
but without restriction to the objects
objects enumerated
enumerated below,
below, to
to solicit,
solicit,
receive,
maintain a
a fund or funds, and to apply the principal
receive, hold, and maintain
thereof and income therefrom
therefrom to any one or more of the following
following
objects:
objects:
Ifto
onn
,m
i
n
)!re.
in Wash(1) The
The erection
erection and
and maintenance
maintenance of
suitable and
D.en
(1)
of a
a suitable
and adequate
adequate ington,
monumental memorial
monumental
memorial in the city
city of Washington,
ColumWashington, District of Columbia, to
to the
the memory
memory of
bia,
of Theodore
Theodore Roosevelt;
Roosevelt;
ulia
Public
park, Oyster
ys e
development, and maintenance
(2) The
The acquisition
acquisition, development,
maintenance of aa public Bay,
Bay, N.
N. Y.
park in memory of Theodore Roosevelt
Roosevelt in the town of Oyster
Oyster Bay,
New York;
New
and
York; and
Endowment fund
maintenance of an endowment fund Endowmentun
(3)
establishment and maintenance
(3) The establishment
to promote the development
development and application
application of the policies and ideals
ideals
of Theodore
Theodore Rooseveft
Roosevelt for
for the
benefit of
of the
the American
the benefit
American people.
people.
rd f trustees.
Board
of trustees.
ee
S
EC. 4. That the property
property and affairs of the corporation
SEC.
corporation shall be
managed and directed
managed
self-perpetuating board of trustees.
trustees.
directed by aa self-perpetuating
The following-named
persons shall
constitute the first board
board of
of
following-named persons
shall constitute
trustees: Lawrence
Lawrence Abbott, Henry J.
J. Allen,
Allen, Joseph
Joseph W. Alsop,
Charles
Anderson, R.
Charles W.
W. Anderson,
R. Livingston Beeckman,
Beeckman, Austen
Austen Colgate,
Colgate,
Cravens, T. Coleman du Pont, John H. Finley,
E. C. Converse, John S. Cravens,
J. se es R. Garfield, Mrs. Frank A. Gibson,
Goodrich, Lloyd
C.
James
Gibson, James P. Goodrich,
Lloyd C.
Griscom, Hermann
Hermann Hagedorn,
Judson Harmon,
Harvey,
Griscom,
Hagedorn, Judson
Harmon, George Harvey,
Will H. Hays, A. T. Hert, Frederick
Frederick C. Hicks, Elon H. Hooker,
Charles E. Hughes,
Hughes Hiram
Hiram W. Johnson,
Johnson, Otto H. Kahn,
Kahn, Frank 13:
B.
Kellogg, Irwin
R. Kirkwood,
Kirkwood, Mrs. C. Grant La Farge,
IrwinR.
Farge, Franklin K.
Lane, Henry D. Lindsley,
Lindslev, Henry Cabot Lodge, William Loeb,
Loeb, junior,
Mrs. Medill McCormick,
McCormick, James J.
McGraw, Clarence
J. McGraw,
Clarence H. Mackay,
Mackay,
Dwight W. Morrow,
George W. Perkins, Gifford
Gifford Pinchot, Mrs.
Mrs. WhiteDwight
Morrow, George
law Reid, Raymond
Raymond Robins,
Julius Rosenwald,
Robins, Elihu Root, Julius
Rosenwald, Mrs. C. A.
Severance, Harry
Sinclair, Philip B. Stewart,
Stewart, Henry
Henry L. Stimson,
Severance,
Harrv F. Sinclair,
Warren
Warren S. Stone, Oscar S. Straus, Mark Sullivan, William
William Boyce
Thompson
Luke E. Wright,
Thompson, Henry
Henry C.
C. Wallace,
Wallace, Albert
Albert H. Wiggin, Luke
Constitution, etc.
etc., to
to
William Wrigley, junior,
and Leonard
Leonard Wood.
junior, and
William
Wood.
constition
be adopted by board of
The board
board of
of trustees
trustees shall
shall have
the power
adopt from
time to
to bedtedby
The
have the
power to
to adopt
from time
oardo
time aa constitution, by-laws,
rules,.,and regulations
by-laws rules
regulations for the selection
selection
admission to membership
of their successors, for the admission
membership in the corporaelection of officers of the corporation,
corporation, and in general
general for
for
tion, for the election
the conduct
of the
the corporation,
and may
alter, amend,
amend,
affairs of
of the
corporation, and
may alter,
the
conduct of
the affairs
Organization strictly
strictly
Organization
or repeal the same.
same.
for educational purSEC. 5.
5. That
said corporation
to issue
issue certificertifi- pfor
SEC.
That said
corporation will
will have
have no
no power
power to
estion
pu poses,
etc.
cates of stock or to declare
declare or pay dividends,
dividends, but it is organized
organized and
operated exclusively
educational purposes,
part
shall be operated
exclusively for educational
purposes, and no part
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of its
its earnings,
earnings, income,
funds will
benefit of any
any
inure to the benefit
will inure
or funds
income, or
of
member
or individual.
member or
S
EC. 6.
have the right to repeal, alter, or
or
6. That
That Congress shall have
SEC.
amend
this Act at any time.
amend this
Approved, May 31,
31, 1920.
Approved,

9 20
May 31, 1920.
May
[H.
R.
R.31,12272.]
12272.1
(H.
[Public,
234.]
(Public, No. 234.l

Agricultural
Depart'
Depart
ment
appropriations.
meAgriultural

Agriculture
CHAP. 217.-An
appropriations for the Department
Department of Agriculture
Making appropriations
Act Making
217.-An Act
CHAP.
for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30, 1921.
1921.
June 30,
the fiscal
for the

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Be
States
in Congress
following sums be,
Congress assembled, That the following
America in
of America
States of
Treasury
appropriated, out of any money
and they
money in the Treasury
are hereby, appropriated,
they are
and
of
the
United
States
not
otherwise
appropriated,
in
compensation
compensation
full
in
appropriated,
otherwise
not
States
of the United
objects
for
June 30,
30, 1921,
for the
the purposes
purposes and objects
1921, for
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
hereinafter expressed,
expressed, namely:
hereinafter
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Secretary's Office.
Office.

OFFICE OF
THE SECRETARY.
SECRETARY.
OF THE
OFFICE

Secretary
SALARIES, OFFICE
OF THE
SECRETARY OF
OF AGRICULTURE:
AGRICtLTURE: Secretary
THE SECRETARY
OFFICE OF
SALARIES,
$5,000;
Assistant Secretary
$12,000- Assistant
of Agriculture,
Solicitor, of
Agriculture, $12,000;
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $5,000;

Pay of
of Secretary,
Secretary,
Pay
Assistant,
Assistant, Solicitor,
etc.

solicitor,
$5,000; chief
clerk, $3,000,
additional as custodian
custodian
$3,000, and $500 additional
chief clerk,
solicitor, $5,000;
$2,500;
of buildings;
secretary to
to the
Secretary of
Agriculture, $2,500;
of Agriculture,
the Secretary
private secretary
of
buildings; private
executive clerk,
$2,250; executive
executive clerk,
$2,100; stenographer
and
stenographer and
clerk, $2,100;
clerk, $2,250;
executive
executive clerk
clerk to
to the
Agriculture, $2,250; private
pnvate secof Agriculture,
Secretary of
the Secretary
executive
retary to
to the
the Assistant
Secretary of
Agriculture, $2,250; one appointappointof Agriculture,
Assistant Secretary
retary
officer m
ment
$2,000; one officer
in charge
charge of supplies, $2,000;
$2,000; one inment clerk, $2,000;
one attorney,
Inspectors, law
law spector,
one inspector,
inspector, $2,250;
$2,250; one
attorney, $3,500; two
$3,000; one
spector, $3,000;
Inspectors,
$3,250 each; two law clerks, at $3,000 each;
attorneys, at $3,250
clerks, etc.
each; two law
clerks, at
$2,750 each;
each; four
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
each; eight
eight law
clerks, at
law clerks,
four law
at $2,750
clerks,
clerks, at
at $2,250
$2,250 each;
at
clerk, $2,200; five law clerks, at
law clerk,
one law
each; one
clerks,
at
$2,000
clerks, at
at $1,800
$1,800 each; two law clerks, at
law clerks,
three law
each; three
$2,000 each;
$1,600
each; one
one superintendent
telegraph and telephones,
telephones, $2,000;
$2,000;
superintendent of telegraph
$1,600 each;
Clerks, messengers,
one telegraph
and telephone
operator, $1,600;
$1,600; one assistant chief
telephone operator,
telegraph and
messengers, one
Clerks,
etc.
clerk
captain of
$1,800; one
one clerk,
clerk, $2,000; five
five clerks,
the watch, $1,800;
of the
clerk and captain
etc.
class four;
fourteen clerks,
seventeen clerks
clerks class two;
two;
clerks, class three; seventeen
four; fourteen
class
thirty-one
class one;
bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000;
accountant and bookkeeper,
one accountant
one; one
clerks, class
thirty-one clerks,
$1,020; five
one clerk,
clerk, $1,440;
$1,440; two clerks, at $1,100
$1,100 each; one clerk, $1,020;
one
mesclerks,
each; seven clerks,
clerks, at $900 each; fourteen
fourteen mes$1,000 each;
at $1,000
clerks, at
sengers
or laborers,
messengers or laborers,
laborers, at
at
$840 each; twelve messengers
laborers, at $840
sengers or
$720
each; one
messenger or laborer,
laborer, $660;
$660; one mechanical
mechanical supersuperone messenger
$720 each;
one mechanical
mechanical assistant, $1,800;
enginIfeehanics,
en
gin- intendent,
intendent, $2,500; one mechanical
$1,800; one
mechanical
,Mehanics,
tc
eers, etc.
eer
assistant,
mechanical assistant,
assistant, $1,380;
$1,380; one
engineer,
assistant, $1,400;
$1,400; one
one mechanical
one engineer,
chief
$1,400; one
one electrical
electrical engineer
engineer and
draftsman, $1,200;
$1,200; one chief
and draftsman,
$1,400;
engineers, at $1,200
engineer,
$1,800; two assistant
assistant engineers,
$1,200 each;
each; two assistengineer, $1,800;
firemen, at $1,080
$1,080 each; one firefireengineers, at $1,000 each; ten firemen,
ant engineers,
conductor,
man, $840;
$840; four
elevator conductor,
$720 each; one chief elevator
firemen, at $720
four firemen,
man,
sixteen elevator
conductors, at $720
elevator con$720 each; three elevator
elevator conductors,
$840; sixteen
ductors, at
at $600
$600 each;
each; one
one superintendent
$1,400; one cabisuperintendent of shops, $1,400;
ductors,
net shop
five cabinetmakers
cabinetmakers or carpenters,
carpenters, at $1,200
$1,200
$1,200; five
foreman, $1,200;
shop foreman,
net
each; three
three cabinetmakers
cabinetmakers or carpenters,
each; nine
nine cabicarpenters, at $1,100 each;
each;
cabinetmakers or carnetmakers or
carpenters, at $1,020
each; three cabinetmakers
$1,020 each;
or carpenters,
netmakers
electrician,
penters, at
$900 each;
instrument maker, $1,200;
$1,200; one electrician,
one instrument
each; one
at $900
penters,
$1,100;
electrical wiremen,
wiremen, at $1,100
"$1,100 each;
each; one electrician
electrician or
or
$1,100; two electrical
wireman, $1,000;
one electrical
$900; one electrician's
electrician's
wireman, $900;
electrical wireman,
$1,000; one
wireman,
helper, $840;
$840; three
three electrician's
electrician's helpers,
at $720
$720 each; one
one painter,
helpers, at
helper,
$1,020;
one painter,
painter, $1,000;
painters, at $900 each; five plumbers
plumbers
five painters,
$1,000; five
$1,020; one
or
each; two plumber's
plumber's helpers,
helpers, at $840 each;
each;
$1,020 each;
at $1,020
or steamfitters,
steamfitters, at
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two plumber's
plumber's helpers, at $720
$720 each; one
$900; one
one eleeleone blacksmith, $900;
vator machinist, $1,200;
$1,200; one tinner
firmer or
sheet-metal worker,
worker, $1,100;
$1,100;
or sheet-metal
one tinner's helper, $720; one lieutenant
lieutenant of the watch, $1,000;
$1,000; two
two Watchmen,
Watchmen, laborers,
laborers,
lieutenants
seventy-three watchmen, at
lieutenants of the watch, at $960 each;
each; seventy-three
etc.
at etc.
$720
mechanics, at $1,200 each;
each; one
$720 each; four mechanics,
mechanic, $1,000;
one mechanic,
$1,000;
one foreman of stable, $1,080;
$1,080; one skilled laborer,
$1,000; three
three
laborer, $1,000;
skilled laborers, at $960
$960 each; two skilled laborers,
$900 each;
laborers, at
at $900
each; two
two
skilled laborers, at $840 each;
each; two
laborers, at
$720 each;
each; one
two skilled
skilled laborers,
at $720
one
janitor, $900; thirteen messengers
messengers or
at $600
$600 each;
each; seven
seven
or laborers,
laborers, at
messenger
each; twenty-two
messenger boys,
boys, at $600 each;
boys, at
at $480
$480
twenty-two messenger
messenger boys,
each; one messenger boy, $360; one charwoman,
charwoman, $540; three
three charcharwomen, at
each; one
one charwoman,
charwomen, at
at
at $480 each;
charwoman, $360;
$360; sixteen
sixteen charwomen,
$240 each; for extra labor and emergency
emergency.employments,
$12,480.
employments, $12,480.
Total for
Office of the
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $465,260.
$465,260.
for Office
the Secretary
Secretary of
OFFICE OF
FARM MANAGEMENT
OFFICE
OF FARM
MANAGEMENT AND
AND FARM
FARM ECONOMICS.
ECONOMICS.

Farm

Management

and Economics
Office.
and
Economics
Office.

SALARIES,
OF FARM
S
ALARIES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
FARM MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT AND
AND FARM
FARM ECONOMICS:
etc.
ECONOMICS: ants,
ants, clerks,
lerks,etc.
One chief
office, $5,000;
$5,000; one
one assistant
to the
the chief,
chief, $2,520;
one Pay of chief,
One
chief of
of office,
assistant to
$2,520; one
executive assistant, $2,250; two
executive
two clerks,
class four;
four; two
clerks, class
clerks, class
two clerks,
class
eighteen clerks,
three; three clerks, class two; eighteen
clerks, class
three clerks,
clerks,
class one; three
at
$1,100 each;
$1,080 each;
each; one
clerk or
or draftsman,
draftsman,
at $1,100
each; four
four clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,080
one clerk
$1,020; twelve clerks, at $1,000 each; one
one messenger
messenger or laborer,
laborer, $720;
$720;
one messenger
messenger boy,
boys, at
each; one
one
boy, $660; three
three messenger
messenger boys,
at $480
$480 each;
charwoman, $480;
$240 each;
each; one
one library
library assistassist$480; five charwomen,
charwomen, at
at $240
ant, $1,440;
$1,440; one library assistant, $900;
$900; one photographer,
$1,400;
photographer, $1,400;
one cartographer,
cartographer, $1,500; one clerk
draftsman, $1,440;
$1,440; one
one draftsdraftsclerk or
or draftsman,
man, $1,200;
man,
$1,200; in
in all,
all, $75,390.
$75,390.
General expense.
expenses.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
MANAGEMENT AND
GENERAL
EXPENSES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF FARM
FARM MANAGEMENT
AND FARM
FARM General
ECONOMICS:
EcoNowcs: For the employment
employment of persons
persons in the city of Washington and elsewhere, furniture, supplies, traveling expenses,
expenses, rent
rent outoutside of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and all other expenses
in
expenses necessary
necessary in
carrying
carrying out the work
herein authorized,
work herein
authorized, as
as follows:
follows:
Farm management
To investigate
encourage the adoption
adoption of improved
investigate and encourage
improved methods and prmctigent
practice.
of farm
management and farm
$300,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That of
of
farm management
farm practice,
practice, $300,000:
f:a
of coTprodttion.
-0a8.
vroduction.
this amount $78,873
$78,873 may be
ascertaining the
the cost
cost of
probe used in
in ascertaining
of production of the principal
principal staple agricultural
agricultural products.
products.
Total for Office
Office of Farm Management
Management and
Farm Economics,
and Farm
Economics,
$:375,390.
$375,390.
.
Weather Bureau.
R BUREAU.
B
$37WE
WEATHER
WEATtIER
BUREAU.

SALARIES,
ofrkchief
of buSALARIES, WEATHER
W EATHER BUREAU:
BUREAU: One chief of bureau,
bureau, $5,000;
$5,000; one reaPay
uTcle
s,eetic:)
hoassistant
assistant chief of bureau, $3,250; one chief clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; one chief reu,erks, etc.
of division of stations and accounts,
accounts, $2,750; one chief of
of printing
printing
division,
division, $2,500;
$2,500; three
three chiefs of division,
division, at $2,000
each; eight
eight clerks,
clerks,
$2,000 each;
class four; eleven clerks, class three; twenty-three
twenty-three clerks, class
two;
class two;
forty-six
forty-six clerks, class one;
one; ten clerks, at $1,000
$1,000 each; five
at
five clerks, at
ters,mmechanics,
$900 each; one foreman
foreman of printing, $1,600;
lithographer, $1,500;
$1,500; etc.
etc.
$1,600; one lithographer,
' e m s
three lithographers,
lithographers, at
$1,200 each;
one pressman
one printer
at $1,200
each; one
pressman, $1,200;
$1,200; one
printer
or compositors,
or compositor,
compositor, $1,440;
$1,440; five
five printers
printers or
compositors, at
$1,350 each;
each;
at $1,350
printers or compositors,
compositors, at $1,300
twenty printers
one printer
printer or
or comcom$1,300 each;
each; one
positor, $1,200;
prnters or compositors,
each; four
$1,200; six printers
compositors, at $1,080
$1,080 each;
four
folders and feeders,
feeders, at $720
$720 each; one supervising
supervising instrument
instrument maker,
$1,620;
instrument makers, at
$1,620; one instrument maker, $1,440;
$1,440; three
three instrument
at
$1,300 each; one instrument
instrument maker,
maker, $1,260; one
81,300
one skilled mechanic,
mechanic,
$1,300; three
three skilled mechanics, at $1,200
$1,200 each;
twelve skilled
skilled meeach; twelve
meengineer, $1,300;
chanics, at $1,000 each; one engineer,
$1,300; two firemen
at $840
$840
firemen, at
each; one captain
captain of
of the
the watch,
watch, $1,000
one electrician,
el
ec t
ri
ci
an ,$1,200;
$1,200; one
one
$1,000;; one
repairman, $1,200; eight
each; one gardener,
repairman,
eight repairmen,
repairmen, at $1,000
$1,000 each;
gardener,
Pa
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$1,000;
or
$1,000; four watchmen, at $720
$720 each; twenty-eight
twenty-eight messengers
messengers or
laborers, at $720 each; six messengers
laborers,
messengers or laborers, at $660 each;
twenty-two
messengers or
or laborers,
laborers, at
$600 each;
each; eleven
messenger
eleven messenger
at $600
twenty-two messengers
boys,
at $480
$480 each;
one
each; one
boys, at
messenger boys,
each; ninety-nine
ninety-nine messenger
boys, at
at $600
$600 each;
charwoman,
$360; three
three charwomen,
at $240
in all,
all, $344,450.
$344,450.
$240 each;
each; in
charwomen, at
charwoman, $360;
General
expenses.
Generalexpenses.
GENERAL
WEATHER
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, W
EATHER BUREAU:
BUREATJ: For
For carrying into effect
effect
Classification.
lassification.
District of
Columbia and
in the District
of Columbia
and elsewhere
in the
the United
States, in
in the
elsewhere in
United States,
the
West Indies,
Indies, in
in the
Panama Canal,
the Caribbean
Sea, and
adjacent
on adjacent
Canal, the
Caribbean Sea,
and on
West
the Panama
coasts, in
in the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, in
in Bermuda,
the
Bermuda, and
and in
in Alaska,
Alaska, the
coasts,
Vol.
p. 653.
653.
Vol. 26, p.
provisions of an Act approved
October 1, 1890, so far
far as they
they relate
approved October
relate
to
service transferred
transferred thereby
the Department
Department of
of
to the
thereby to
to the
the weather
weather service
Agriculture,
for the
the employment
employment of
of professors
of meteorology,
district
professors of
meteorology, district
Agriculture, for
forecasters, local
directors,
section directors,
forecasters,' meteorologists,
meteorologists, section
forecasters,
local forecasters
observers, apprentices,
apprentices operators,
mechanics, instrument
instrument
operators, skilled
skilled mechanics,
observers,
makers, foremen,
foremen, assistant
proof readers
readers,., compositors,
compositors,
assistant foremen,
foremen, proof
makers,
pressmen, lithographers,
lithographers, folders
folders and
repairmen, station
station
pressmen,
and feeders,
feeders, repairmen,
a„cr,ents,
messenger boys,
boys, laborers,
special observers,
disobservers, dislaborers, special
agents, messengers,
messengers, messenger
playinen,
other necessary
employees; for
for fuel,
gas, electricity,
fuel, gas,
electricity,
necessary employees;
playmen, and
and other
freight and
and express
express charges,
charges, furniture,
furniture, stationery,
freight
stationery, ice,
ice, dry
dry goods,
goods,
twine, mats,
mats,. oil,
oil, paints,
hardware, and
washing towels;
towels;
and washing
twine,
paints, glass,
glass, lumber,
lumber, hardware,
for
advertising; for
purchase, subsistence,
subsistence, and
and care
of horses
and
for purchase,
care of
horses and
for advertising;
vehicles, the
the purchase
purchase and
repair of
harness, for
purposes only;
vehicles,
and repair
of harness,
for official
official purposes
only;
for instruments
apparatus, storm-warning
and
for
instruments,' shelters,
shelters, apparatus,
storm-warning towers
towers and
repairs thereto;
thereto; for
offices; for
for repairs
and improvements
repairs and
improvements to
to
repairs
for rent
rent of
of offices;
existing buildings
buildings and
care and
grounds, including
including
existing
and care
and preservation
preservation of
of grounds,
the construction
construction of
of necessary
necessary outbuildings
outbuildings and
and sidewalks
sidewalks on
on public
public
the
streets abutting
grounds; and
temerection of
of temstreets
abutting Weather
Weather Bureau
Bureau grounds;
and the
the erection
porary buildings
living quarters
observers; for
porary
buildings for
for living
quarters of
of observers;
for official
official traveling
traveling
expenses;
for telephone
telephone rentals,
rentals, and
telegraphing, telephoning,
expenses; for
and for
for telegraphing,
telephoning,
reports and messages, rates
rates to
fixed by
and cabling
cabling reports
to be
be fixed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of Agriculture
by agreements
of
Agriculture by
agreements with
the companies
the
with the
companies performing
performing the
service;
the maintenance
maintenance and
and repair
repair of
Weather Bureau
Bureau teleservice; for
for the
of Weather
telegraph, telephone,
and for
graph,
telephone, and
and cable
cable lines;
lines; and
for every
every other
other expenditure
expenditure
maintenance of
of
required for the establishment,
establishment, equipment, and maintenance
meteorological
offices and
and stations
stations and
and for
for the
foremeteorological offices
the issuing
issuing of
of weather
weather forecasts and warnings
of storms,
storms, cold
cold waves,
waves, frosts,
frosts, and
and heavy
heavy snows,
snows, the
the
warnings of
measuring of the flow of
rivers and
gauging and measuring
of rivers
and the
the issuing
issuing of
of river
river
forecasts and warnings;
warnings; for observations
observations and
and reports
reports relating
relating to
to
crops and
and for
for other
other necessary
necessary observations
observations and
and reports,
reports, including
including
Government and societies and
other bureaus of the Government
e(xrrif;leTill;', e
r
t
i
c.rit
th
h cooperation with other
ow
otopera'tIn
oth
institutions of
learning for
for the
of meteorological
meteorological
institutions
of learning
the dissemination
dissemination of
information, as
as follows:
follows:
information,
Exprw:es
Washin the
the city
city of Washington
expenses in
For
Washington incident to colnecessary expenses
i washFor necessary
inpgtn,
^ 1C.in
ington, 1).
lecting
climatological, and
and marine
lecting and
and disseminating
disseminating meteorological,
meteorological, climatological,
marine
and for investigations in
information, and
in meteorology,
meteorology, climatology,
climatology,
evaporation, and
and aerology,
seismology, volcanology,
volcanology, evaporation,
aerology, $109,250;
$109,250;
Printing offices.
For
maintenance of
of aaprinting
office in
city of
rinting offices.
For the
the maintenance
printing office
in the
the city
of Washington
Washington
for the
of weather
weather maps,
bulletins, circulars,
circulars, forms,
forms, and
and
for
the printing
printing of
maps, bulletins,
other
the pay
pay of
of additional
additional employees,
employees,when
wh en
other publications,
publications, including
including the
$12,800: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no printing
printing shall
by the
the
finiraionofrork.
necessary,-,$12,800:
shall be
be done
done by
LimiLazion of work. necessary
that, in the
the judgment
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Weather Bureau that,
judgment of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
can be
can
be done
done at
the Government
impairing the
the
at the
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office without
without impairing
service of
of said
said bureau;
bureau;
service
Expen ,e-i outside of
Washington incident
For necessary
of the
incident
the city
city of Washington
outside of
expenses outside
For
necessary expenses
nutside of
of Expeh
of
Washington.
to collecting
collecting and
and disseminating
meteorological, climatological,
climatological, and
and
disseminating meteorological,
marine information,
and for
for investigations
meteorology, climatolmarine
information, and
investigations in
in meteorology,
climatology, seismology,
seismology, volcanology,
aerology, $1,303,030,
ogy,
volcanology, evaporation
evaporation, and
and aerology,
$1,303,030,
including not
not to
to exceed
$700,000 for
for salaries,
for special
including
exceed $700,000
salaries, $129,040
$129,040 for
special
Watchmen,
ers,
Wt.tchmen,
etc.

ers,etc.
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observations and
and 8295,750
and teletelefor telegraphing
telegraphing and
observations
and reports,
reports, and
$295,750 for
phoning;
phoning:
For official
official traveling
expenses, $26,000;
$26,000;
traveling expenses,
For
the maintenance
For
maintenance of stations, for observing, measuring, and
For the
investigating
atmospheric phenomena
travel, and
and
phenomena, including
including salaries,
salaries, travel,
investigating atmospheric
other expenses
expenses in
in the
city of
of Washington
$81,020;
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $81,020;
other
the city
Washington and
In
for general
$1,532,100;
expenses, $1,532,100;
In all,
all, for
general expenses,
the SecSecretary of Agriculture,
commission composed of the Secretary
A commission
A
Agriculture, the
SecSecretary of the
War,, and
and the Secretary
the Secretary
Secretary of War
retary
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, the
retary of
the premises
premises
Navy, is
hereby appointed
make an
examination of
of the
an examination
appointed to
to make
Navy,
is hereby
known
as Mount
Mount Weather
situated at
Weather, in
the councounat Mount
Mount Weather,
in the
known as
Weather,, situated
ties
Loudoun and
in the
the State
of Virginia,
and comprising
comprising
Virginia, and
State of
and Clarke,
Clarke, in
ties of
of Loudoun
land, more
more or
eighty-four
eighty-one one-hundredths
acres of land,
or
one-hundredths acres
and eighty-one
eighty-four and
less, together
together with
with the
the buildings
and other
improvements thereon,
thereon,
other improvements
buildings and
less,
including laboratories,
laboratories, cottages,
stables, shops,
shops, heating
heating and
cottages, sheds,
sheds, stables,
including
buildings of whatever
other buildings
plant, kite
kite shelter, and other
power plant,
whatever nature,
power
and appurtenances
together
all the
easements, and
appurtenances thereto
thereto
with all
the rights, easements,
together with
day of the next
next sesto Congress
belonging,
Congress on the first day
sesand to
to report
report to
belonging, and
sion thereof, whether said premises can be suitably
suitably used as a
a sanimarines, or
tarium
or as
as a
home for
disabled soldiers,
soldier.s, sailors
or marines,
or can
can
sailors, or
for disabled
a home
tarium or
be
other way
in connection
connection with
with any
any other
other
any other
way in
utilized in
in any
be profitably
profitably utilized
such recommendation
governmental function,
make such
recommendation in the
and to
to make
function, and
governmental
may be deemed to the
of the
the commission
commission may
premises
as in
the judgment
judgment of
in the
premises as
the Government;
best
interest of
of the
Government;
best interest
Total for
for Weather
Weather Bureau,
Bureau, $1,876,550.
$1,876,550.
Total
BUREAU
BUREAU
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Traveling
Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Aerological stations.
Aerological

;eanth tV
e,
r
Vra
e.:
outssiontheto

'fo
o
mini
unt 's

o
!pngutilization
su
,e
t
i
r
l
e
iza
. tion of
of
on
buildings,

or

Animal Industry
Industry
Animal
Bureau.
Bureau.

Pay of chief of
reau,clfteset.
INDUSTRY:
SALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF ANIMAL I
NDUSTRY: One chief of bureau,
bureau, reau,
SALARIES,
clerks, etc.
$5,000;
clerk, $2,500;
one editor
and compiler,
compiler, $2,250;
$2,250; one
one
editor and
$2,500; one
one chief
chief clerk,
$5,000; one
clerks, at $2,000
$2,500; six
executive
six executive
executive clerks,
$2,000 each; ten
executive assistant,
assistant, $2,500;
clerks,
class four;
one clerk,
clerk, $1,680;
$1,680; fifteen
fifteen clerks,
three; seven
seven
class three;
clerks, class
four; one
clerks, class
two;•three
clerks, at $1,500
clerks,
$1,500 each; thirty-six
thirty-six clerks, class two
three clerks, at
at
$1,380 each;
ten clerks,
$1,320 each;
each; one
one clerk,
clerk, $1,300;
$1;300; three clerks,
clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,320
$1,380
each; ten
at
$1,260 each;
two hundred
hundred clerks,
clerks, class one; fifteen
fifteen clerks, at
' $1,100
at $1,260
each; two
$1,100
020 each;
seventy
each; ten
clerks, at
at $1,080
each; twelve
twelve clerks,
clerks, at $1
$1,020
each •
seventy
ten clerks,
$1,080 each;
each;
clerks, at $900
at $1,000
clerks,
clerks, at
$1,000 each;
each; six clerks,
clerks, at $960 each;
each; twelve
twelve clerks,
$900
laboratory
each; one
one architect,
architect, $2,000;
one illustrator,
illustrator, $1,400;
$1,400; one laboratory
$2,000, one
each;
one laboratory
aid, $1,200;
$1,200; one
laboratory helper,
helper, $1,200;
$1,200; six laboratory
laboratory assistants,
assistants,
aid,
at $1,200;
one carpenter,
carpenter, $1,140;
$1,140;
$1,440; one
mechanician, $1,440;
one laboratory
laboratory mechanician,
$1,200; one
at
and custodians,
messengers and
two carpenters,
at $1,000
two messengers
custodians, at
at
each; two
$1,000 each;
two
carpenters, at
$900; one
one skilled laborer,
$1,200
one quarantine
quarantine assistant,
assistant, $900;
laborer,
each; one
$1,200 each;
$1,200;
skilled laborers,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; eleven
eleven skilled
skilled laborers,
laborers,
laborers, at
three skilled
$1,200; three
at
$900 each;
each; one
painter, $900;
$900; fifty
fifty laborers,
at 8960
each; two
two lala$960 each;
laborers, at
one painter,
at $900
borers, at
at $900
$900 each;
messengers or
at $840
$840 each;
each;
laborers, at
or laborers,
each; eleven
eleven messengers
borers,
three
at $780
$780 each;
twenty-nine messengers
laborers, at
at
or laborers,
messengers or
each; twenty-nine
three laborers,
laborers, at
messenger boys,
$720
two messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at
each; three
three messenger
boys,
at $660
$660 each;
each; two
$720 each;
at
each; five
messenger boys,
boys, at
twenty-five messenmessenat $540; twenty-five
five messenger
at $600
$600 each;
charwoman, $600;
$480 each; one charwoman,
ger
ger boys, at $480
$600; two charwomen,
charwomen, at
at
$540
charwomen, at
at $480
$480 each;
each; five
charwomen, at
at
five charwomen,
seventeen charwomen,
each; seventeen
$540 each;
seven charwomen,
$360 each;
at $300
$300 each;
each; seven
charwomen, at $240
$240
two charwomen,
charwomen, at
each; two
.360
each; in all, $669,230.
each;
$669,230.

bu-

General eroenses.
Genel epnses.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY:
GENERAL
EXPENSES, BI7REAU
INDUSTRY: For
For carrying
carrying Vol.
BUREAU OF ANIMAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
23, p 31.
out the provisions
provisions of the Act approved
establishing a
approved May 29, 1884, establishing
a vo.
Vol. 26, p. S.
&33.
the provisions
and the
Bureau
of Animal
provisions of the Act
Act approved
approved
Animal Industry,
Industry, and
Bureau of
humane treatment
safe transport
transport and humane
March 3,
3, 1891,
treatment
for the
the safe
1891, providing
providing for
March
of
cattle from
the United
United States
States to
countries, and
and for
for Vol. 26, p. 414.
to foreign
foreign countries,
from the
of export
export cattle
1890, providing
Act approved
approved August
the Act
purposes; the
other purposes;
August 30, 1890,
providi gfor the Vo 6 p 4.
other
importation of
into the
the United
United States,
States, and
and for
for other
other purposes;
purposes;
of animals
animals into
importation
Vol. 32, p. 193.
l . - l-'
extending the
9, 1902,
1902, extending
May 9,
and
the ps
pi Dvisions
of the
the Act
Act of
of May
the inspecinspec9visions of
and the

i6
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tion
of meats
for the
the inspection
of
inspection of
providing for
and providing
butter, and
process butter,
to process
meats to
tion of
factories,
marking of
of packages,
packages, and
so forth;
forth; and
and the
the provisions
provisions of
of
and so
factories, marking
to enable
the Act
Act approved
February 2,
2, 1903,
enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agri1903, to
approved February
the
the spread of conculture to
to more
more effectually
suppress and prevent the
effectually suppress
culture
tagious
diseases of
of live
live stock,
stock, and
and for
for other
other purposes;
purposes;
and infectious
infectious diseases
tagious and
to enable
1905,
3,
March
and
also
the
provisions
of
the
Act
approved
March
3,
1905,
to
enable
approved
Act
Vol.
le
quaranti
1264 ne.
the
of
provisions
the
also
and
part.264.
tolt33,
Cat t
and maintain
the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
maintain quarantine
quarantine
establish and
to establish
Secretary of
the Secretary
districts, to
permit and
the movement
movement of
of cattle
cattle and
and other
other
regulate the
and regulate
to permit
districts,
Vol. 34,
live stock
stock therefrom,
for other
purposes; and
for carrying
carrying out
out the
the
and for
other purposes;
and for
therefrom, and
7. ho live
Vol.
34, p. 607.
Twenty-eight hour
provisions
of the
the Act
Act of
Act to
prevent
to prevent
"An Act
entitled "An
29, 1906,
1906, entitled
of June
June 29,
provisions of
law..
taw
cruelty
to animals
animals while
transit by
by railroad
or other means of transrailroad or
in transit
while in
cruelty to
Vol.
p. 832
832..
of the Act approved
provisions
out
the
ortation";
and
carrying
provisions
approved
and
for
carrying
portation";
Vol. 37,
37, p.
Animal viruses, etc.
exchange, or
regulating the preparation,
preparation, sale, barter, exchange,
4, 1913,
1913, regulating
arch 4,
Amauses, ec. March
shipment of
of any
any virus,
virus, serum,
serum, toxin,
toxin, or analogous
analogous products
products manufacmanufacshipment
importation of such products
tured
United States,
States and
and the importation
products inthe United
in the
tured in
Collecting
the treatment
treatment of
of domestic
domestic animals; and to enable the
Collecting informainforma- tended for use in the
tion,
t o n etc.
e tc
Secretary
to collect
collect and
and disseminate
disseminate information
information conconof Agriculture
Agriculture to
,
.
Secretary of
cerning
and other
other animal
animal products;
products; to prepare
prepare and
and
dairy, and
stock, dairy,
live stock,
cerning live
Pay of employeeS.
employees.
disseminate
reports on
on animal
industry; to
to employ
from
employ and pay from
animal industry;
disseminate reports
Payof
the appropriation
as many
persons in
in the
the city
city of
of WashWashmany persons
made as
herein made
appropriation herein
the
Tuberculin, serums,
serums, ington
ington or elsewhere
TubeTrculin
elsewhere as he may deem necessary;
necessary; to purchase
purchase in
in the
etc., tests.
open market
tuberculin, serums, antitoxins,
antitoxins, or analof all
all tuberculin,
samples of
market samples
open
manufacture, which are sold
ogous products,
domestic manufacture,
sold
or domestic
foreign or
products, of foreign
ogous
in
United States,
for the
detection, prevention,
prevention, treatment, or
the detection,
States, for
the United
in the
cure of
animals, to
to test
test the
the same_,
and to dissame, and
domestic animals,
of domestic
diseases of
of diseases
cure
deem
he may
seminate the
results of
of said
said tests
tests in
such manner
as he
may deem
manner as
in such
the results
seminate
Purchase,
destrucbest; to
to purchase
diseased or
quaranor exposed animals or quarandestroy diseased
and destroy
purchase and
tion, etc., oisetei
of diseased best;
tioPrnetc.r,
animals.
aninmals.
tine the same whenever in his judgment
judgment essential to prevent the
spread of
tuberculosis, or other diseases of animals
pleuropneumonia, tuberculosis,
of pleuropneumonia,
spread
another, as follows:
from
one State to another,
from one
Inspection and
and quarall necessary
necessary exquarantine work,
inspection
and
and
quarantine
work, including
including all
inspection
For
quarInspertion
antine work.
scabies in sheep
penses
eradication of .scabies
sheep and cattle, the inspecinspecfor the
the eradication
penses for
tion
cattle, the supervision
supervision of the transportation
transportation of
of southern
southern cattle,
tion of
execution of the twentyvessels, the execution
inspection of vessels,
live stock and the inspection
live
twentyeight-hour
and quarantine
quarantine of
imported animals,
animals,
of imported
inspection and
the inspection
law, the
eight-hour law,
quarantine stations
including
the establishment
maintenance of quarantine
stations
and maintenance
establishment and
including the
or additions
additions to buildings
and repairs,
improvements, or
alterations, improvements,
repairs, alterations,
and
thereon; the
the inspection
work relative
relative to
to the
the existence
contagious
existence of contagious
inspection work
thereon;
diseases,
the mallein
mallein testing
testing of
of animals,
animals, $519,640;
$519,640;
and the
diseases, and
Tuberculosis of aniFor
animals ' for its
tuberculosis of animals,
disease of tuberculosis
the disease
investigating the
For investigating
herculosis of animals.
Investigating,
and
animals, and
testing of
for the
tuberculin testing
and eradication,
Itrto r control
Cnvestigatin
,
control and
eradication for
the tuberculin
of animals
control,
eradication,
concerning the
etc.
for
researches concerning
the cause of the disease,
disease, its modes of
for researches
trc.
demonspread,
methods of
prevention, including demonof treatment
treatment and prevention,
and methods
spread, and
and such other means as
organizations,
strations,
the formation
in
formation of organizations,
strations, the
Application of
of fund.
fund. may
cooperation with
may be necessary,
necessary, either independently
dependently or in cooperation
Application
farmers,
authorities, $1,$1,county authorities,
Territory, or county
State, Territory,
associations, State,
farmers, associations,
administrative and
480,440, of
of which
which $800,000
and
be set
set aside for administrative
shall be
$800,000 shall
480,440,
operating expenses,
$100,000 of
which shall
shall be
be immediately
immediately availavailof
which
$100,000
expenses,
operating
Prs
i. ~
Pro,fx/s.
able, and
and $680,440
for the
of indemnities:
indemnities: Provided,
Provided, howpayment of
the payment
$680,440 for
rrinsiner.ners
Reimbursing
owners able,
for
if in the
purpose of this appropriation,
lestroye, ever, That in carrying out the purpose
animals destroyed,
for animals
appropriation,
etc.
opinion
the Secretary
Secretary of
necessary to destroy
destroy
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, it shall be necessary
of the
opinion of
owners for loss thereof,
tuberculous animals
and to
thereof, he
to compensate
compensate owners
animals and
tuberculous
may,
in his
his discretion,
discretion, and in accordance
reg-ulaaccordance with such rules and regulamay, in
lions
as he
may prescribe,
expend in
the city
of Washington
elseWashington or elsecity of
in the
prescribe, expend
he may
tions as
where
out of
the moneys
this appropriation,
he shall desuch sums as he
appropriation, such
of this
of the
moneys of
where out
provided, for the
termine to
to be
be necessary,
necessary, within
within the limitations
above provided,
limitations above
termine
Cooperation
of reimbursement
cooperation with
C. p:De
- i n of
reimbursement of owners
owners of animals
animals so destroyed, in cooperation
Statea ete.,require.t.
etc.,riirl.
such
States,
Territories,
counties,
municipalities, as
shall by
law
such States, Territories, counties or
or municipalities
as shall
by law
or
by suitable
keeping with its authority
authority in the matter,
matter, and
action in keeping
suitable action
or by
adopted and enforced
regulations adopted
by
enforced in pursuance
pursuance thereof,
rules and
and regulations
by rules
Vol.
Vor. 32, p. 791
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provide inspection
inspection of tuberculous animals and for compensation
compensation to

Restrictions on
on paypayowners of
of animals
animals so
so destroyed,
destroyed, but
but no
no part
part of
of the
the money
money hereby
hereby ments.
Retrictions
owners

appropriated shall
shall be
used in
compensating owners
owners of
of such
such animals
in compensating
be used
appropriated
except in cooperation
supplementary to
be
except
cooperation with
with and
and supplementary
to payments
payments to
to be
made by State, Territory, county, or municipality
municipality where
where condemcondemnation of such animals shall
saall take place;
payment be
place; nor shall any payment
made hereunder
compensation for or on account
account of any such
such
hereunder as compensation
or
animal destroyed if at the time of inspection
inspection or test of such animal,
animal, or
at the time of condemnation
condemnation thereof, it
it shall belong to or be upon
upon the
premises of any person, firm, or corporation,
corporation, to which it has been
been
premises
sold, shipped, or delivered
delivered for the purpose
slaughtered:
purpose of being slaughtered:

on compensaProvided
further, That
the money
money hereby
hereby appropriated
no Limit on
Provided further,
That out
out of
of the
appropriated no
compensation.
compensation for any tuberculous
pay in ent as compensation
tuberculous animal
animal destroyed
destroyed shall
shall tion.
payment
exceed one-third of the difference
difference between
between the
the appraised
appraised value of
of
exceed
such animal and the value of the salvage
salvage thereof;
thereof; that no payment
payment
hereunder shall exceed the amount paid or to be paid by the State,
animal shall be conTerritory, county, or municipality, where the animal
demned; and that in no case shall any payment
hereunder be
payment hereunder
be more
than
$25 for
for any
animal or
that $50
$50 for
for any
any pure-bred
pure-bred
than $25
any grade
grade animal
or more
more that
animal,
shall be
be made
made unless
unless the
the owner
owner has
complied
animal, and
and no
no payment
payment shall
has complied
Shipping for
for immefurther, That dipping
fmmetwith all lawful
lawful quarantine
quarantine regulations: And
And provided
provided further,
slaughter of anianidiate slaughter
mals
reacting
to tubermasreacting totuberthe Act
Act approved
approved May
May 29, 1884 (Twenty-third
(Twenty-third Statutes
the
Statutes at Large, culin
tests.
page 31),
be, and
and the
amended to
permit hereafter
page
31), be,
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
to permit
hereafter Vol.23,
Vol. 23, p.32,amendp. 32, amended.
be shipped, trans- ed.
tuberculin test to
to be
have reacted
reacted to the tuberculin
cattle which
which have
cattle
ported, or
one State,
State, Territory,
or the
District of
of ColumColumported,
or moved
moved from
from one
Territory, or
the District
bia,
to any
any other
other State,
State Territory,
or the
Columbia, for
for
Territory, or
the District
District of
of Columbia,
bia, to
immediate slaughter,
such rules
rules and
immediate
slaughter, in
in accordance
accordance with
with such
and regulations
regulations
as shall
And provided
provided
as
shall be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture:
Agriculture: And
Reshipping of refurther,
etfurther, That hereafter
hereafter the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may,
may, in his acRedhipng
acted breeding,of etc.,
animals
to owners,
owners, alto
aldiscretion, and under
under such rules and regulations
'discretion,
regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, animals
lowed hereafter.
erer
permit cattle
cattle which have been
been shipped
shipped for breeding
breeding or feeding purposes from
from one
one State,
State, Territory,
or the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to
poses
Territory, or
another State
the District
and which
which
another
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
have
State,
the tuberculin
tuberculin test
test subsequent
to such
have reacted
reacted
to the
subsequent to
such shipment,
shipment, to
to
be
commerce to
to the
the original
original owner;
owner;
be reshipped
reshipped in
in interstate
interstate commerce
Southern cattle ticks
the eradication
For all
all necessary
For
necessary expenses
expenses for
for the
eradication of
of southern
southern cattle
cattle erasice.att'letic
eradication.
l'roviso. ,
ml
$681,160: Provided,
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be 'ro
ticks, $681,160:
Purchase of materials,
etc., limited.
purchase
of
materials
for
or
rials,etc.,lmited.
used for
the purchase
of animals
in the
the purchase of materials for or
used
for the
purchase of
animals or
or m
in the
vats upon
land not
not owned
owned solely
by the
the
solely by
in
the construction
construction of
of dipping
dipping vats
upon land
United States,
States, except
except at
fairs or
or expositions
of
United
at fairs
expositions where
where the
the Department
Department of
Agriculture makes
any part
part of
shall any
of
Agriculture
makes exhibits
exhibits or
or demonstrations;
demonstrations; nor
nor shall
this appropriation
be used
used in
in the
the purchase
of materials
materials or
or mixtures
mixtures for
appropriation be
purchase of
for
use in
in dipping
vats except
except in
experimental or
or demonstration
work
use
dipping vats
in experimental
demonstration work
carried on
on by
by the
the officials
or agents
of Animal
Industry;
officials or
agents of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Animal Industry;
carried
Dairy Industry.
Dairyindustry
investigations and experiments
experiments in
i
For all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for investigations
dairy industry,
cooperative investigations
investigations of
the dairy
dairy industry
the
of the
industry in
in the
dairy
industry, cooperative
various States,
of renovated-butter
renovated-butter factories
and markets,
markets,
factories and
various
States, inspection
inspection of
$325,000;
$325,000;
Aninfi nsbandry
Animal husbandry.
expenses for investigations
investigations and experiments
experiments in
For all necessary
necessary expenses
in Feeding, breeding,
breeding,
experiments.
etc.,expeiments.
animal husbandry;
husbandry; for experiments
experiments in animal
animal feeding and breeding, etc.,
experiment stations,
agricultural experiment
cooperation with the State agricultural
including cooperation
including repairs and additions to and erection of buildings
buildings absolutely
absolutely
necessary
carry on
on the
the employment
employment of
of
experiments, including
including the
necessary to
to carry
the experiments,
labor
in the
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, rent
rent outside
outside of
the
of the
labor in
the city
city of
of Washington
District
and all
all other
necessary expenses,
expenses, $302,820:
$302,820:
Columbia, and
other necessary
District of
of Columbia,
Provided, That
That of the sum thus appropriated
appropriated $20,000 ma
may
pProvisos.
Provided,
y be used for
Horses or
for mtary
military
purposes.
purposes.
horses
for
military
in the
the breeding
experiments
breeding and
and maintenance
maintenance of
experiments in
Poultry.
Provided further,
further, That of the sum thus appropriated
purposes: Provided
purposes:
appropriated Poultry.
$58,640
may be
be used
used for
for experiments
experiments in
feeding and
and breeding:
breeding: Slicep experiment
$5S,640 may
in poultry
poultry feeding
Providedfurther
further,! That of the
the sum
sum thus appropriated
tatnPrid.Idaho.ment
Provided
appropriated $8,000
$8,000 may
may be
be Station,
experiment station
the United
States sheep
for the
the equipment
equipment of the
used for
United States
sheep experiment
used
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in
including repairs
repairs and
and additions
additions to and
Idaho, including
County, Idaho,
Fremont County,
in Fremont
the erection
erection of
of necessary
necessary buildings
to furnish facilities for the inbuildings to
the
vestigation
of problems
problems pertaining
pertaining to
to the
sheep and
and wool
on
wool industry on
the sheep
vestigation of
the farms
farms and
of the
Western States;
States;
the Western
ranges of
and ranges
the
Animal diseases inexpenses for scientific investigations
investigations in diseases
diseases of
necessary expenses
For all necessary
diseases invAnl
vestigations.
bureau
the
of
animals,
including
the
maintenance
improvement
improvement
bureau
and
maintenance
the
including
animals,
necessary alteraexperiment
at Bethesda,
Bethesda, Maryland,
Maryland, and the necessary
alterastation at
experiment station
tions
thereon, and
and the necessary
necessary expenses for investibuildings thereon,
of buildings
tions of
gations
serums, antitoxins,
analogous products,
products,
and analogous
antitoxins, and
tuberculin, serums,
of tuberculin,
gations of
Proviso.
$106,400: Provided, That of said sum $40,000 may be used for reabortio n $106,400: Provided, That of said sum $40,000 may be used for rei
Contagious
abortion
of
animal.;
cause, modes of spread, and methods of
searches
concerning the cause,
of
searches concerning
ofanimals.
treatment and
prevention of the disease of contagious
contagious abortion
abortion of
and prevention
treatment
animals;
animals;
Hog cholera.
For
investigating the
the disease
disease of
hog cholera,
cholera, and
and for
for its
its control
or
control or
of hog
For investigating
Investigating,
demvesthgaetng dennecessary,.,including
onstraticeas, etc.
eradication
by such means
means as may be necessary
including demoneradication by
onstrations,etc.
strations,
the formation
of organizations,
organizations, and
and other
other methods, either
either
formation of
strations, the
independently
or in
in cooperation
with farmers'
associations, State or
or
farmers' associations,
cooperation with
independently or
Provided, That of said sum $188,280
county authorities, $410,000: Provided,
Provisos.
$188,280
Proisos.
Regulating trade
tr a de in shall be available for
provisions of the
carrying out the provisions
expenditure in carrying
shall be available for expenditure
viruses,
etc..
veesletg
Vol. 37, p. 832.
Act approved
March 4,
regulating the
the preparation,
preparation, sale, barter,
barter,
1913, regulating
4, 1913,
approved March
Act
Vol. 37,832.
exchange,
or shipment
any virus,
virus, serum,
toxin, or analogous
analogous prodprodserum, toxin,
of any
shipment of
exchange, or
importation of
uct manufactured
in the
States and the importation
ofsuch
such
United States
the United
manufactured in
uct
domestic animals:
products intended
intended for
for use
the treatment
treatment of domestic
animals: And
in the
use in
products
Pathological refor reThat of
said sum
$29,520 shall
shall be
be available
available for
sum $29,520
of said
further, That
providedfurther,
sePchological re provided
searches.
searches
modes of spread,
spread, and methods
methods of
cause,'.modes
the cause
concerning the
searches concerning
treatment and
and prevention
prevention of
this disease;
disease;
of this
treatment
e
Dourine eradication.
the investigation,
For
all necessary
necessary: expenses
investigation, treatment, and
for the
expenses for
For all
Doeeradication.
eradication
of
dourme,
$65,200;
$65,200;
dourine,
of
eradication
work.
Admiistrative
Administrative work.
For
including traveling
expenses and
traveling expenses
work, including
administrative work,
general administrative
For general
salaries
engaged in
such work,
outside of the Diswork, rent outside
in such
employees engaged
of employees
salaries of
trict of
office fixtures
fixtures and supplies,
supplies, express,
express, freight,
freight, teleColumbia, office
of Columbia,
trict
$26,686;
graph, telephone,
necessary expenses,
expenses, $26,686;
other necessary
and other
telephone, and
graph,
In
all, for
for general
$3,917,346.
expenses, $3,917,346.
general expenses,
In all,
Meat inspectio.
inspection.
additional
For additional
INDUSTBY:
MEAT
INSPECTION, BUBEAU
BunrAu OF
ANIMAL I
NDUSTRY: For
OF ANIMAL
Additional expenses.
ME AT INSPECTION,
Additionalexpen
Act
meat-inspection
the
of
expenses
in
carrying
out
the
provisions
of
the
meat-inspection
Act
provisions
the
out
in
carrying
expenses
,
.
Vol.
Vol. 34, pp. 674, 1260.
off June
June 30,
1906 (Thirty-fourth
Statutes at Large, page 674), as
(Thirty-fourth Statutes
30, 1906
vol4,.674
amended by
by the
the Act
?Arch 4,
4, 1907
at
(Thirty-fourth Statutes at
1907 (Thirty-fourth
of March
Act of
amended
Equine m
meat
extended to equine
Large, page 1256),
and as extended
equine meat by the Act of
1256) and
et in11. Large,
eluded.
claFi
A
Ws, p.
July 24, 1919 (Public
Ante,
p..241.
(Public Numbered
Numbered 22, Sixty-sixth Congress,
Congress, page
page 8)
8),
printed
certificates
stamps,
labels,
including
the
purchase
of
labels,
and
certificates
printed
tags,
of
purchase
the
including
$892,580.
in course
of manufacture,
manufacture, $892,580.
course of
in
$5,479,156.
of Animal
Animal Industry,
Total
Bureau of
Industry, $5,479,156.
for Bureau
Total for
Industry BuPlant Industry
BuPlant
reau.
reau.
biPay of chief of baPay

teau, assistants,
clerks,
assistants,clerks,
reau,
etc.

INDUSTRY.
BUREAU OF
OF PLANT
PLANT INDUSTRY.
BUREAU

S
ALARIES, BUREAU
or PLANT
PLANT INDUSTRY:
INDUSTRY: One
One physiologist
physiologist and
and
BUREAU OF
SALABIES,
who shall be chief of bureau, $5,000; one assistant to the
pathologist, who
pathologist,
in seed
chief, $3,000;
one executive
seed distribution, $2,500; one
assistant in
executive assistant
$3,000; one
chief,
officer in
publications, $2,250; one landscape
landscape gardener,
of publications,
charge of
in charge
officer
$1,800;
officer in
executive clerk,
clerk,
$2,250; one executive
records, $2,250;
of records,
charge of
in charge
one officer
$1,800; one
$2,000;
four executive
clerks, at
$1,980 each;
each; one
inspector,
one seed inspector,
at $1,980
executive clerks,
$2,000; four
warehouseman,
$1,000;
warehouseman, $1,400;
$1,400; one seed warehouseman,
seed warehouseman,
one seed
$1,000; one
$1,000;
twelve clerks,
clerks, class
four; seventeen
seventeen clerks, class three; five
class four;
$1,000; twelve
clerks,
at $1,500
$1,500 each;
each; twenty-eight
clerks, class two; three
three clerks,
twenty-eight clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,320
$1,320 each;
each; eighty-nine
eighty-nine clerks,
clerks, class
class one; two clerks or draftsmen,
draftsmen,
at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
two clerks,
at $1,100
each; five
clerks, at $1,080
$1,080
five clerks,
$1,100 each;
clerks, at
each; two
at
each;
seven clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,020
each; thirty
thirty clerks,
$1,000 each;
each;
clerks, at $1,000
$1,020 each;
each; seven
twenty-six
clerks, at
at $900
each; one
one clerk
draftsman, $900;
$900;
clerk or draftsman,
$900 each;
twenty-six clerks,
eleven
clerks, at
$840 each;
each; one
one laborer,
laborer, $780;
fifty-three messengers
$780; fifty-three
at $840
eleven clerks,
or
$720 each;
each; eight
laborers, at $660 each;
messengers or laborers,
eight messengers
at $720
laborers, at
or laborers,
seventeen
or laborers,
laborers, at
at $600
$600 each;
each; one
$1,620;
one artist, $1,620;
messengers or
seventeen messengers
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Laboratory aids, etc.
$1,200 each; two Laboratoryaids,etc.
one clerk
or artist,
two clerks
clerks or
artists, at $1,200
or artists,
$1,400; two
artist, $1,400;
clerk or
one
laboratory aids,
aids, at
at $1,440
$1,440 each;
each; one
one laboratory
laboratory aid, $1,380;
$1,380; four
four
laboratory
laboratory aids
aids or
$1,200 each;
each; one laboratory
laboratory aid, clerk,
at $1,200
or clerks,
clerks, at
laboratory
or
skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,080;
laboratory aids,
skilled
clerks, or skilled
aids, clerks,
three laboratory
$1,080; three
or skilled
laborers, at
two laboratory
at $960
$960 each;
each; two
aids, at
laboratory aids,
each; two
$1,020 each;
at $1,020
laborers,
laboratory aids,
$900 each;
laboratory aids, at $840
$840 each;
each;
six laboratory
each; six
at $900
aids, at
laboratory
etc.
seven laboratory
at $720
one map
or laboratory
laboratory Gardeners,
tracer or
map tracer
each; one
$720 each;
aids, at
laboratory aids,
seven
Gardeners, etc.
aid,
two gardeners,
each; four
$1,200
gardeners, at $1,200
four gardeners,
$1,440 each;
at $1,440
gardeners, at
$900; two
aid, $900;
gardeners, at $900
each; eight
eight gardeners,
gardeners, at
at $1,100
each; fifteen
$900
fifteen gardeners,
$1,100 each;
each;
each; nineteen
gardeners, at
at $780
each; one skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer , $1,100;
$1,100;
$780 each;
nineteen gardeners,
each;
$900 each;
one skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer , $960;
$960; two
each; three
laborers, at $900
skilled laborers
two skilled
one
skilled
laborers at:
$840 each;
assistant in
$1,400;
in technology, $1,400;
one assistant
each; one
at $840
skilled laborers,
one assistant
$1,380; one
$1,400;
general mechanic, $1,400;
one general
technology, $1,380;
in technology,
assistant in
one
one mechanician,
$1,080; one
one mechanical
mechanical assistant,
assistant, $1,400;
$1,400; one
mechanician, $1,080;
one
mechanical assistant,
assistant, $1,200;
$1,200; one
$900;
carpenter, $900; one painter, $900;
one carpenter,
mechanical
$540
or laborers,
one teamster,
messengers or
laborers, at $540
twenty-one messengers
$840; twenty-one
teamster, $840;
one
each; twenty-nine
$480 each; five mesmesmessengers or laborers, at $480
twenty-nine messengers
each;
senger
boys, at
at $660 each;
fourteen messenger
messenger boys, at $600 each;
each;
each; fourteen
senger boys,
ten messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at
at $480
five messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at
at $420 each;
each;
each; five
$480 each;
ten
four charwomen,
charwomen, at
$480 each;
each; twenty-one
twenty-one charwomen,
charwomen, at $240
$240
at $480
four

each; in
in all,
$517,300.nerlexpenses,nall, $517,300.
each;
General expeares, inGENERAL
OF PLANT
NDUSTRY: For all
all necesneces- vestigations,etc.
INDUSTRY:
PLANT I
BUREAU OF
vestigations, etc.
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES,
grain, cotton,
sary expenses
in the
investigation of fruits, fruit trees,
trees, grain,
the investigation
expenses in
sary
medicinal, poisonous,
tobacco, vegetables,
vegetables, grasses, forage,
forage drug, medicinal,
tobacco,
fiber, and
and other
plants and
plant industries,
industries, m
with other
other
m cooperation
cooperation with
and plant
other plants
fiber,
experiment stations, and
branches
of the
department, the State
State experiment
the department,
branches of
practical
farmers, and
the erection
erection of
of necessary
farm buildings:
Proe
buildings: Proviso.
necessary farm
for the
and for
practical farmers,
for buildings.
Limit forbuildings.
Provided,
That the
of any
any building
erected shall
shall not exceed
exceed Limit
building erected
cost of
the cost
Provided, That
expenses, including
$1,500; for
and station expenses
including fences, drains, and
for field and
$1,500;
Columbia Investigators, etc.
other farm
farm improvements;
improvements; for
for repair;
the District of Columbia
in the
repairs in
other
st
and elsewhere;
for rent
rent outside
District of Columbia;
Columbia; and for Inve iator, etc.
outside of the District
elsewhere; for
and
the employment
employment of
investigators, local
local and special
special agents, agriof all investigators,
the
cultural explorers,
experts, clerks,
assistants, and all
illustrators, assistants,
clerks, illustrators,
explorers, experts,
cultural
labor
other necessary
expenses in
the city
city of Washington
Washington and
in the
necessary expenses
and other
labor and
elsewhere
required for
for the
the investigations, experiments, and demonelsewhere required
strations
Plant
follows:
as follows:
authorized, as
herein authorized,
strations herein
Plant diseases,
diseases, etc.
etc.
pathological collections,
For
investigations of
of plant
plant diseases
diseases and
and pathological
For investigations
including
the maintenance
maintenance of
survey, $62,020;
Orchard,etc.,
$62,020;
of a
a plant-disease
plant-disease survey,
including the
Orchard, etc., fruits.
fruits.
Proviso.
For
the investigation
investigation of diseases of orchard and other fruits, Protiso.
For the
Pecans.
ecan
$80,035: Provided,
Provided, That
amount shall be available
available P s
$8,000 of said amount
That $8,000
$80,935:
for
the investigation
of diseases
diseases of
of the
the pecan;
is cn
pecan;
investigation of
for the
Citrus canker.
For
conducting such
the nature and means of
investigations of the
such investigations
For conducting
communication
the disease
of citrus trees, known as citrus canker,
disease of
of the
communication of
and
for
applying
such
methods
of eradication
control of the disor control
eradication or
of
methods
such
applying
for
and
ease
in the
judgment of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may be
the judgment
as in
ease as
necessary,
the payment
payment of
expenses and
and the
employthe employsuch expenses
of such
including the
necessary, including
expendment
of such
in the
city of
of Washington
Washington and
and Cooperative
the city
means, in
and means,
persons and
Cooperative expendsuch persons
ment of
itusee.
elsewhere,
with such
such authorities
authorities of the States
States con- itues.
cooperation with
and cooperation
elsewhere, and
cerned,
individuals, as he may deem
or individuals,
growers, or
of growers,
organizations of
cerned, organizations
necessary to
accomplish such
$109,720, and, in the dis- Local
purposes, $109,720,
such purposes,
to accomplish
necessary
Local contributions
contributions
required.
expenditures shall be required.
cretion
of the
Agriculture, no expenditures
of Agriculture,
Secretary of
the Secretary
cretion of
atleast
made for
sum or sums
least equal to such
such
sums at
until aasum
purposes until
these purposes
for these
made
subscribed, or contribexpenditures shall
shall have
have been
been appropriated,
appropriated, subscribed,
contribexpenditures
os
by individuals
uted
authorities, or
individuals or Proviso.
or by
or local
local authorities,
county, or
State, county,
bv State,
uted by
No pay for destroyed
Nopayfordestroyed
organizations for
accomplishment of
of such
such purposes:
purposes: Provided,
Provided, trees,
the accomplishment
for the
organizations
etc.
pay tretc
used to
be used
shalg be
That no
no part
part of
the money
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
to pay
money herein
of the
That
the cost
cost or
or value
value of
of trees
other property
injured or
Trees, sbrub,
shrubs, etc.
Trees,
or destroyed;
destroye;
property injured
or other
trees or
the
and ornamental
For
investigation of
diseases of
forest and
ornamental trees
trees
of forest
of diseases
the investigation
For the
parasitic
and habits of the
and
shrubs, including
study of
the nature
the parasitic
nature and
of the
a study
including a
and shrubs,
fungi causing
causing the
the chestnut-tree
chestnut-tree bark
bark disease,
disease, the
the white-pine
white-pine blister
blister
fungi
rust, and
other epidemic
epidemic tree
tree diseases,
for the
the purpose
discovering
purpose of discovering
diseases, for
and other
rust,
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new
methods of
of control
methods of eradication
eradication or
applying methods
and applying
control and
new methods
$81,115;
control
already
discovered,
$81,115;
discovered,
control already
White pine blister
eradication or control of
such methods of eradication
For
applying such
of the
the whitewhiteFor applying
thite pine blister
rust.
the Secretary
in the judgment
Eradication
and con- pine blister rust as in
Eadicationandconjudgment of the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
trolrmethods.
trol methods.
may be
necessary, including
including the
the payment
payment of
of such
such expenses and the
be necessary,
may
employment
of
such
persons
and
means
in
the
city of Washington
Washington
city
the
in
means
and
persons
such
employment of
and
elsewhere, in
in cooperation
authorities of the States
cooperation with such authorities
and elsewhere,
concerned,
organizations, or
as he
he may
necessary
may deem necessary
individuals as
or individuals
concerned, organizations,
to accomplish
accomplish such
such purposes
$214,168, and
and in
in the
the discretion
discretion of the
$214,168,
purposes
Local
contributionsto
Local contributions.
Secretary of
of Agriculture
expenditures shall be made for these
no expenditures
Agriculture no
Secretary
purposes until
until a
a sum
sums at least equal
equal to such expenditures
expenditures
or sums
sum or
purposes
shall have
have been
been appropriated,
appropriated, subscribed,
subscribed, or
or contributed
contributed by
.
by State,
shal
county,
or
local authorities,
authorities, or
individuals or organizations
organizations for
by individuals
or by
local
or
county,
rov.
Proviso.
No pay for destroyed the
of such
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the
such purposes:
accomplishment of
No°ryfordestroyed the accomplishment
trees, etc.
money
herein
appropriated
shall
be
used
to
pay the cost or value of
to pay
used
be
shall
money herein appropriated
treeetc.
trees
or
other
property
injured
or
destroyed;
destroyed;
or
injured
property
other
or
trees
crops,
truck
to
cro ps
etc.,
Cotton,
di ,ASISP.9
truck cro '
For
investigation of
of diseases
diseases of cotton, potatoes, truck
truck crops,
the investigation
For the
diseases.
etc.,
Physiology of crop forage .
erops,
drug
and
related
plants,
$95,400;
$95,400;
plants,
related
Physiology of crop forage crops, drug and
plants.
For mvestigating
physiology
ogy of crop plants and for testing and
investigating the physio
For
plants.
Soil
bacteriology,etc.
breeding
varieties
thereof,
$46,860;
$46,860;
thereof,
varieties
Soilbactiology,etc. breeding
For
and plant-nutrition
investigations, including
including
plant-nutrition investigations,
soil-bacteriology and
For soil-bacteriology
of cultures for
the
testing
of samples,
procured in
open market,
market, of
the open
in the
samples, procured
the testing of
tests of inoculating legumes, and if any such samples are
be impure,
found to be
and if any such samples are found
Publishing
Publishing tests of inoculatinglegumes,
nonviable,
published,
results of the tests may be published,
the results
misbranded, the
or misbranded,
cultures.
nonviable, or
cultures.
together
with
the
names
of
the
manufacturers
and
of
the
persons
the
of
and
manufacturers
the
of
names
the
with
together
by
whom
the
cultures
were
offered
for
sale,
$39,060;
$39,060;
sale,
for
offered
were
cultures
the
by whom
Soil
fertility.
Soilfertility.
For
investigations into organic
organic causes
causes of infertility
soil-fertility investigations
For soil-fertility
and
of productivity,
properties and
productivity, properties
maintenance of
measures, maintenance
remedial measures,
and remedial
ormation
and formation oof
composition of
humus, and
and the
trans -formation aformation
the trans
soil humus,
of soil
composition
soil
humus
by
soil
organisms,
$45
70607
Aceamatiling
.,
trop- soil humus by soil organisms, $45,060 investigations
ccmtiing tropiof cotton,
adaptation investigations of
and adaptation
cal
plants, etc.
For acclimatization
cotton, corn,
corn,
acclimatization and
For
tc.
clplants,
for the
and
other
crops
introduced
from
tropical
regions,
and
the imregions,
tropical
from
and other crops introduced
provement
and other
other fiber
fiber plants
cultural methods,
methods,
plants by cultural
cotton and
of cotton
provement of
feasibility
breeding,
and
selection,
and
for
determining
tlae
feasibility of inthe
determining
for
and
breeding, and selection,
creasing the
the production
production of
hard fibers
fibers outside
of the
continental
the continental
outside of
of hard
creasing
Proviso.
Pro0so.
Cottonseed interinter- United
Un ited States,
That not more than $7,500 of
Provided, That
$101,410: Provided,
States, $101,410:
Cottonseed
breeding.
interbreeding;
this
sum may
for experiments
cottonseed interbreeding;
experiments in cottonseed
be used
used for
may be
this sum
breeding,
improvement of plants yielding
testing, and improvement
For the investigation, testing,
Drug plans,
Drug
plants, etc.
etc.
yielding
by-products,
drugs, spices,
spices, poisons,
poisons, oils,
oils, and
and related
products and
and by-products,
related products
drugs,
and for
for general
physiological and
investigations,
fermentation investigations,
and fermentation
general physiological
and
$39,820;
$39,820;
For
including the study
study of
investigations, including
technological investigations,
crop technological
For crop
seed s, plant-infesting nematodes, $24,940;
$24,940;
nematodes,
eedsplant-infesting
Commercial
commercial
grasses, etc.
For studying
testing commercial
commercial seeds,
the testing
seeds, including the
and testing
studying and
For
et
gris'se
lawn-grass seeds
T
"
i
"
'P
i
"'
samples of
grasses, clover, or alfalfa, and lawn-grass
seeds
seeds of grasses,
of seeds
of samples
Tetitgsamplesetc. of
secured
in the
the open
open market,
market, and
and where
where such
samples are found to
such samples
secured in
be
misbranded the
the results
results of
of the
tests shall be pubthe tests
or misbranded
adulterated or
be adulterated
whom the seeds
Preventing adulter- lished, together
with
the
names
persons
seeds
by
persons
the
of
names
the
preventing adulter- lished, together with
Act
ated grain and seed ad- were offered
for sale, and for carrying out the provisions of the
the Act
atci grainandseedad- were offered for sale, and for carrying out the provisions
ls
approved
August 24,
24, 1912,
1912, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate foreign
foreign
approved August
mi ion.
commerce
by prohibiting
admission into
the United States of
into the
the admission
prohibiting the
commerce by
p.5 MB.
Vol. 37, p.
Vol.37,
certain
adulterated grain
grain and
seeds unfit
unfit for
for seeding
seeding purposes"
purposes"
and seeds
certain adulterated
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
page 506),
506), $41,680;
$41,680;
page
Large,
(Thirty-seventh
Cereal.
CerealsFor the
the investigation
investigation and
and improvement
cereals and methods
methods of
of cereals
improvement of
For
for the incereal
production,
and
the
study
of
cereal
diseases,
and
for
and
diseases,
cereal
of
cereal production, and the study
vestigation
breeding of flax for seed purposes,
purposes,
and breeding
cultivation and
the cultivation
of the
vestigation of
imincluding
study of
and for
the investigation
investigation and inafor the
diseases, and
flax diseases,
of flax
including aastudy
production,
Prorisog.
provement
of
broom
corn
and
methods
of
broom-corn
broom-corn
of
methods
and
corn
broom
of
provement
pr o.
Rust
diseases.
$359,705:
Provided, That
That $50,000
$50,000 shall be set aside for the investiinvesti$359,705: Provided,
BLustdieases.
Destroying
known
barley
bushesetc.
Destroying barberry
barberry gation and
oats,
control
of
the
diseases
of
wheat,
and
barley
known
wheat,
of
diseases
the
of
control
and
gation
barberry
buestt ,
$147,200
as
black
rust,
leaf
rust,
and
stripe
rust:
Provided
also,
That
$147,200
That
also,
Provided
rust:
stripe
and
as black rust, leaf rust,
crop
C
ro p

technology;
technology;

nematodes.
neinat.oes.
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shall be
be set
aside for
location of
of and
and destruction
destruction of
of the
the barberry
barberry
the location
for the
set aside
shall
bushes and
vegetation from
rust spores
spores originate;
originate;
mando
such rust
which such
from which
other vegetation
and other
bushes
Smut,
and other seed
To enable
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
meet the
emergency infectingdioesaeradi
nfecting diseases eradthe emergency
to meet
Secretary of
enable the
To
cation.
caused
in the
States of
of flag
of wheat,
wheat, ication.
smut of
flag smut
United States
the United
existence in
the existence
by the
caused by
take-all,
helminthosporium,
and
other
destructive
soil
and
seedseedand
soil
destructive
other
and
take-all, helminthosporium,
infecting diseases
diseases of
of wheat
wheat and
and of
other cereals,
cereals, there
there is
hereby apis hereby
of other
infecting
propriated,
out of
any moneys
moneys in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise approappro- Cooperation
propriated, out
of any
the Treasury
ooperation with
ith
totes, etc.
priated,
to be
used in
cooperation with
with the
Plant Disease
States,etc.
Disease s
the Plant
in cooperation
be used
$50,000, to
priated, $50,000,
Survey, investigation,
control authorities
of the
the several
States
several States
authorities of
and control
investigation, and
Survey,
to
the further
spread of
of and
and to
eradicate or
or control
control these
these
to eradicate
further spread
prevent the
to prevent

Tobacco production,
diseases;
diseases;
tc.
For
investigation and
and improvement
improvement of
and the
the methods
methods e
etc.
tobacco and
of tobacco
the investigation
For the
of tobacco
and handling,
handling, $32,000;
etc.,
lands, etc.,
Arid lands,
$32,000;
production and
of
tobacco production
rops.
For
breeding and
and physiological
physiological study
study of
alkali-resistant and
and c
crops.
of alkali-resistant
the breeding
For the
ga
drought-resistant crops,
crops, $20,080;
Sugar
investiplant investiSu r plant
$20,080;
drought-resistant
gations.
For
sugar-plant
investigations
including
studies
of
diseases
and
gations.
and
diseases
of
studies
including
investigations,
sugar-plant
For
the improvement
of the
beet seed,
seed, and
and methods
methods of
culture,
of culture,
and beet
beet and
the beet
improvement of
the
and
to
determine
for
each
sugar-beet
area
the
agricultural
operations
operations
agricultural
the
area
sugar-beet
each
for
determine
to
and
required to
insure aastable
stable agriculture,
$94,115;
lands, etc.
Grazing lands,etc.
agriculture, $94,115;
to insure
required
For
investigations
in
economic
and
systematic
the
and the
botany and
systematic botany
and
economic
in
For investigations
improvement
and utilization
utilization of
wild plants
grazing lands,
lands,
and grazing
plants and
of wild
improvement and
land, etc.,
etc.,
Dry land,
$22,200;
$22,200;
For the
the investigation
of methods
methods of
of crop
pro- methods.
methods.
crop proimprovement of
and improvement
investigation and
For
duction under
under subhumid,
subhumid, semiarid,
$159,000: Proviso.
conditions, $159,000:
dry-land conditions,
or dry-land
semiarid, or
duction
Free tree distribuProvided,
no part
be used
used in
the free
free Freetee
distribuin the
shall be
appropriation shall
this appropriation
of this
part of
That no
Provided, That
tion limited.
distribution,
or
propagation
for
free
distribution,
of
cuttings,
seedtionlimited.
seedcuttings,
of
distribution,
free
distribution, or propagation for
common
ash, caragana,
lings, or
or trees
trees of
of willow,
box elder,
caragana, or other common
elder, ash,
willow, box
lings,
varieties of
of fruit,
fruit, ornamental,
or shelter-belt
in the
the Northern
Northern
trees in
shelter-belt trees
ornamental, or
varieties
Great
Plains area,
area, except
experimental or
or demonstration
demonstration purpurfor experimental
except for
Great Plains
poses
States of
of North
North and
and South
South Dakota
Dakota west
the one
one
of the
west of
the States
in the
poses in
east of the five
hundredth
and in
Montana and
five
Wyoming east
and Wyoming
in Montana
meridian, and
hundredth meridian,
Ut.ling
thousand-foot contour
Utilizing western reline;
contour line;
thousand-foot
claimed lands.
For investigations
investigations in
connection with
irrigation agriculagricul- claimedlands.
western irrigation
with western
in connection
For
ture, the
the utilization
lands reclaimed
reclaimed under
under the
Reclamation Act,
Act,
the Reclamation
of lands
utilization of
ture,
and
other areas
areas in
in the
the arid
and semiarid
$52,380;
Edible nuts.
regions, $52,380;
semiarid regions,
arid and
and other
Growing, marketing,
marketing,
For the
and deterdeter- etc.
Growing,
encouragement, and
improvement, encouragement,
investigation, improvement,
the investigation,
For
mination
of
the
adaptability
to
different
soils
and
climatic
conditions
etc.
conditions
climatic
and
soils
different
to
adaptability
the
of
mination
of pecans,
Persian walnuts,
walnuts, black
black walnuts,
nuts,
hickory nuts,
walnuts, hickory
almonds, Persian
pecans, almonds,
of
butternuts,
chestnuts,
filberts,
and
other
nuts
and
for
methods
of
of
methods
for
and
nuts,
other
and
filberts,
chestnuts,
butternuts,
growing,
harvesting, packing,
packing, shipping,
shipping, storing,
storing, and utilizing the
growing, harvesting,
same, $20,000;
Fits.
$20,000;
same,
Fruits.
For the
fruits and
and the
method Growing,marketing,
Growing, marketing
the method
of fruits,
improvement of
and improvement
investigation and
the investigation
For
etc.
of fruit
fruit growing,
cooperation with the Bureau of etc.
in cooperation
and, in
harvesting, and,
growing, harvesting,
of
the processes of
Markets studies
studies of
behavior of
of fruits
during the
fruits during
the behavior
of the
Markets,
marketing
and while
while in
storage, $83,200;
perimental garr$83,200;
in commercial
commercial storage,
marketing and
Experimental
dens andeandt
grounds
grounds,
To cultivate
cultivate and
and care
care for
for the
gardens and
and grounds
grounds of
Depart- des
the Departof the
the gardens
To
D. C.
ment
of
Agriculture
in
the
city
of
Washington,
including
the
keep
ment of Agriculture in the city of Washington, including the keep D.c.
and
of the
reand resurfacing, and
construction, surfacing,
the construction,
and the
grounds and
the grounds
lighting of
and lighting
maintain
pairing of
of roadways
roadways and
and walks;
walks; and
erect, manage,
and maintain
manage, and
to erect,
and to
pairing
conservatories, greenhouses,
greenhouses and
plant and
fruit propagating
houses
propagating houses
and fruit
and plant
conservatories,
on the
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture in
the city
city of
of WashWashin the
the Department
of the
grounds of
the grounds
on
ington,''$11,690
ington,
$11,690; ;
Horticulturr. 1invesinvesFor horticultural
horticultural investigations,
including the
study of
of producing
Hortitlturl
eng
producing tigations.
the study
investigations, including
For
vegetaand
harvesting
truck
and
related
crops,
including
potatoes,
and,
in
,egeta.ing
rket
in
and,
potatoes,
including
crops,
bles,
etc.
related
and
truck
harvesting
and
cooperation
the Bureau
of the
the behavior
behavior of
of ble,etc.
studies of
Markets, studies
of Markets,
Bureau of
with the
cooperation with
vegetables
while in
the processes
marketing and
and in
commercial
in commercial
of marketing
processes of
in the
vegetables while
storage,
the study
landscape and
and vegetable
vegetable gardening,
florigardening, floriof landscape
study of
and the
storage, and
culture, and
and related
related subjects,
subjects, $71,940;
$71,940;
culture,
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For investigating,
investigating, in
in cooperation
cooperation with
with States
or privately
privately owned
owned
States or
For
nurseries,
methods of
of propagating
ornamental and other
fruit trees, ornamental
propagating fruit
nurseries, methods
sources of stocks, cutplants,
the study
used in
such plants
plants and
and
in propagating
propagating such
stocks used
of stocks
study of
plants, the
rcesofstocks,cuttings,
etc.
methods
of growing
growing stocks,
stocks, for
for the
the purpose
of providing
American
providing American
purpose of
methods of
sources
of stocks,
stocks, cuttings,
$20,000;
materials, $20,000;
propagating materials,
other propagating
or other
cuttings, or
sources of
Arlington, Va.,
to establish
For
improvements to
establish and mainthe necessary
necessary improvements
For continuing
continuing the
Va.,
exArlington,
perimental farm.
tain aageneral
general experiment
experiment farm
on the
Arlingthe Arlingstation on
agricultural station
and agricultural
farm and
Vol. 31,
135.
tain
31, p.
p.a.
vol.
ton estate,
in the
the State
State of
of Virginia,
Virginia, in
the proviaccordance with the
in accordance
estate, in
ton
P70 480.
sions
of Congress
Congress approved
approved April
April 18,
Pro$20,500: Pro1900, $20,500:
18, 1900,
the Act
Act of
sions of
of the
oildiso.
Buildings.
vided, That
limitations in
this Act
to the
cost of
of farm
farm buildbuildthe cost
as to
Act as
in this
Ante,
the limitations
That the
vided,
701.
nte, p. 701.
ing's
shall not
not apply
apply to
to this
this paragraph;
paragraph;
ings shall
Foreign
in foreign
For investigations
Foreign seed and
For
investigations in
foreign seed and plant introduction,
introduction, including
including
plant introduction.
collection, purchase,
purchase, testing,
testing, propagation,
and distribution
distribution
the study,
study, collection,
propagation, and
plnt introduction,
of rare
rare and
and valuable
trees, shrubs,
shrubs, vines,
vines, cuttings,
cuttings, and
bulbs, trees,
seeds, bulbs,
valuable seeds,
of
plants from
foreign countries
our possessions,
possessions, and
and for
experifor experifrom our
and from
countries and
from foreign
plants
ments with
with reference
reference to
to their
their introduction
and cultivation
cultivation in
in this
this
introduction and
ments
country,
$92,700;
country, $92,700;
New and
and rare seeds,
seeds,
For the purchase, propagation,
New
propagation, testing, and distribution
distribution of new and
and
forage crops, etc.
rare
investigation and
of grasses,
grasses, alfalfa,
and improvement
improvement of
alfalfa,
rare seeds;
seeds; for
for the
the investigation
forage crops, etc.
clover, and
and other
other forage
crops, including
including the
the investigation
investigation of
of the
the utiliutiliforage crops,
clover,
zation of
cacti and
other dry-land
to conduct investigainvestigaand to
plants; and
dry-land plants;
and other
of cacti
zation
Weed
Weed eradication.
to determine
most effective
methods of
of eradicating
tions to
eradication.
determine the
the most
effective methods
eradicating weeds,
weeds,
Proviso.
$130,000:
Provided,
That
of
this
amount
not
to
exceed
$56,600
may
may
$56,600
exceed
to
not
amount
this
of
That
Provided,
$130,000:
Purchase
and
distriPurchase
be used
for the
the purchase
distribution of
of such
new and
and rare
seeds;
bution.
rare seeds;
such new
and distribution
purchase and
be
used for
Administrative exAdminisratve
eexpenses connected
For general administrative
administrative expenses
connected with
with the
abovethe abovepenses.
mentioned lines
lines of
of mvestigation,
the office
office of the chief
of
chief of
including the
investigation, including
mentioned
bureau, the
the assistant
assistant chief
chief of
bureau, the
officers in charge
charge of publithe officers
of bureau,
bureau,
cations,
supplies, and
and property,
and for
exfor miscellaneous
miscellaneous exproperty, and
records, supplies,
cations, records,
penses
incident thereto,
$25,980;
thereto, $25,980;
penses incident
In all,
all, for
for general
general expenses,
expenses, $2,247,678.
$2,247,678.
In
Seeds, etc.
PURCHASE AND DISTRIBUTION
VALUABLE SEEDS:
SEEDS: For
For purchase,
purchase,
etc. etc
PURCHASE
DISTRIBUTION OF VALUABLE
Purchase,
., for
seeds,
congressional distbudistribu- propagation,
testing, and
congressional distribution
distribution of
of valuable
valuable seeds,
and congressional
propagation, testing,
congresi
ti
tion.
bulbs,
shrubs, vines,
vines, cuttings,
cuttings, and
and plants;
plants; all
all necessary
necessary office
office
bulbs, trees,
trees, shrubs,
on.
fixtures and
and supplies,
supplies, fuel,
paper, twine, gum, postal
transportation, paper,
fuel, transportation,
fixtures
cards,
gas, electric
electric current,
current, rent outside
outside of the District of Columbia,
cards, gas,
official
necessary material
material and repairs for
for
and all
all necessary
expenses, and
traveling expenses,
official traveling
employrepairs and the employputting
up and
distributing the
the same; for repairs
and distributing
putting up
Seeds, 0c.
adapted ment of local and special agents, clerks,
assistants, and
and other labor
labor
to
in the
of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere, $239,416.
$239,416. And
And
and elsewhere,
city of
the city
required, in
toSeeaetc. adapted required,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
hereby directed
directed to expend
expend the said
said
is hereby
Agriculture is
the
sum,
nearly as
as practicable,
practicable, in
in the
the purchase,
purchase, testing, and distribuas nearly
sum, as
tion of
of such
seeds, bulbs,
bulbs, shrubs,
shrubs, vines,
vines, cuttings,
cuttings, and
and plants,
valuable seeds,
such valuable
tion
the
best he
can obtain
at public
public or private
private sale, and such as shall be
obtain at
he can
the best
suitable for
the respective
respective localities
localities to
to which
which the same
same are to be apporfor the
suitable
tioned, and
and in
same are
to be
be distributed
hereinafter stated,
as hereinafter
distributed as
are to
which same
in which
tioned,
and
such seeds
seeds so
so purchased
purchased shall
shall include
vegetable and
variety of vegetable
include aavariety
and such
flower
seeds suitable
for planting
planting and culture
culture in the various
'v arious sections
suitable for
flower seeds
Proviso?.
of the
the United
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture,
of Agriculture,
States: Provided,
United States:
Contracts
ontracts for pack- of
ets,
raiding, etc.
competitive bids, is authorized
after due
after
clue advertisement
advertisement and on competitive
authorized to
ets,miiling,etc.
award the
the contract
contract for
of printed
and envelopes
envelopes
packets and
printed packets
supplying of
for the
the supplying
award
shrubs,
and the
mailing of
of the seeds, bulbs, shrubs,
and mailing
assembling, and
packeting, assembling,
the packeting,
and
vines, cuttings,
cuttings, and
part thereof,
thereof, for aaperiod
period of not
not
or any
any part
plants, or
and plants,
vines,
more than
than five
less than
than one
one year,
action he can
can
if by
by such action
year, if
nor less
years nor
five years
more
best protect
the interests
United States.
States. An
An equal
equal proportion
proportion
the United
of the
interests of
Congressional
protect the
Conession:l dis- best
tribution.
of
five-sixths of
shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants,
bulbs, shrubs,
all seeds,
seeds, bulbs,
of all
of five-sixths
tribution.
shall upon
upon their
their request,
request, after
Secretary of
notification by the Secretary
due notification
after due
shall
allotment to their
Agriculture, that
that the allotment
their respective
respective districts is ready
ready
Agriculture,
for distribution,
be supplied
Senators, Representatives,
Representatives, and Deleto Senators,
supplied to
for
distribution, be
gates in
in Congress
Congress for
for distribution
distribution among
among their
constituents, or mailed
mailed
their constituents,
gates
by
the department
department upon
upon the
the receipt
receipt of their addressed
addressed franks,
franks, in
by the
Nurser:-plants.

urpertplantsestiCooperative
investigations of
American
of Amercan
gations

.
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packages
packages of such weight as
Secretary of
and the
the
as the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture and
Contents to be
Postmaster
Postmaster General may jointly determine:
determine: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That mCneteso
t bpper
marked on wrapper.
upon each envelope or wrapper containing
containing packages
of seeds
the
packages of
seeds the
contents thereof shall be
plainly indicated,
the Secretary
be plainly
indicated, and
and the
Secretary shall
shall
etc.
not distribute to any Senator, Representative,
Representative, or
Delegate seeds
seeds Selection,
or Delegate
Selection.etc.
entirely unfit for the climate
climate and
and locality
locality he
he represents,
represents, but
but shall
shall
distribute the same so that
have seeds
seeds of
of equal
that each
each Member
Member may
may have
equal
value, as near as may be, and
adapted to
the locality
locality he
he
and the
the best
best adapted
to the
arl
Lsouthern disrepresents:
Provided also, That the seeds
represents: Provided
allotted to
to Senators
Senators and
and triuonethern
seeds allotted
dis
Representatives
for
distribution
in
the
districts
Representatives
distribution
embraced within
the
embraced
within the
twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth parallels
of latitude
latitude shall
shall be
ready for
for
parallels of
be ready
li) Tgbli on of tm;
delivery not later than the
the lOtla
of January:
Provided also,
also, That
That caledforotments.
10th day
day of
January: Provided
any portion of
to Senators,
of the
the allotments
allotments to
Senators, Representatives,
Representatives, and
and
Delegates
Delegates in Congress remaining
remaining uncalled
on the
the 1st
1st day
day of
uncalled for
for on
of a
a
April shall be distributed
of Agriculture,
April
distributed by the Secretary
Secretary of
giving
Agriculture, giving
preference to those persons
preference
persons whose names
and addresses
addresses have
have been
been
names and
furnished by Senators and Representatives
Representatives in
in Congress
Congress and
who
and who
have not before during the same season
season been
by the
the departdepartbeen supplied
supplied by
Report of
purchases,
Secretary shall
ment: And provided
provided also,
also, That the Secretary
as provided
provided Ierort
shall report,
report, as
ofpurchases,
etc.
quantity, and price
in this Act, the place, quantity,
of seeds
and the
the e
price of
seeds purchased,
purchased, and
date of purchase;
purchase; but
nothing in
this paragraph
shall be
be construed
construed
but nothing
in this
paragraph shall
to prevent
prevent the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture from
sending seeds
to those
those
from sending
seeds to
Diversion
who apply for the same. And the amount
amount herein appropriated
appropriated shall
shall pr
itvon forbidden.
oarbd
pr
not be diverted
diverted or used for any other
other purpose
purpose but
the purchase,
but for
for the
purchase,
testing, propagation,
propagation, and
distribution of
of valuable
valuable seeds,
seeds, bulbs,
bulbs, mulmuland distribution
berry and other
other rare and
valuable trees,
trees, shrubs,
shrubs, vines,
vines, cuttings,
cuttings,
and valuable
and
plants.
and plants.
of Plant
Total for Bureau of
$2,764,978.
Plant Industry,
Industry, $2,764,978.
tri

u ti

cal e

i

o
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FOREST
FOREST SERVICE.
SERVICE.

SALARIES,
SALARIES, FOREST
FOREST SERVICE:
SERVICE: One
One forester,
who shall
shall be
be chief
of
forester, who
chief of

bureau,
bureau, $5,000; one chief of office of accounts and fiscal agent,
agent, $2,500;
$2,500;

one inspector
inspector of records,
records, $2,400;
$2,400; seven
agents, at
$2,120
seven district
district fiscal
fiscal agents,
at $2,120
each; one forest supervisor, $3,240; one forest supervisor, $2,880;
$2,880;
eight forest supervisors, at $2,500 each; sixteen
forest supervisors,
supervisors,
sixteen forest
at $2,380
$2,380 each; forty-four forest
forest supervisors,
supervisors, at
$2,180 each;
sixty
at $2,180
each; sixty
supervisors, at $1,980
forest supervisors,
each; five
forest supervisors,
at $1,780
$1,980 each;
five forest
supervisors, at
$1,780
each; one deputy forest supervisor,
supervisor, $1,980;
four deputy
deputy forest
forest supersuper$1,980; four
visors,
$1,880 each; twenty-five
twenty-five deputy
visors, at $1,880
deputy forest
at
forest supervisors,
supervisors, at
81,780 each; twenty-eight
twenty-eight deputy forest supervisors,
$1,780
at $1,680
each;
supervisors, at
$1,680 each;
fifteen deputy forest supervisors,
supervisors, at $1,580
eleven forest
forest
$1,580 each;
each; eleven
rangers,
$1,620 each; twenty-three
rangers, at $1,620
at $1,520
$1,520 each;
twenty-three forest
forest rangers,
rangers, at
each;
seventy-eight
seventy-eight forest
forest rangers,
at $1,420
each; two
and eightyeightyrangers, at
$1,420 each;
two hundred
hundred and
eight
eigh tforest rangers,
rangers, at $1,320
$1,320 each;
five hundred
and ninety
forest
each; five
hundred and
ninety forest
rangers, at S1,220
81.220 each; one clerk, $2,100;
$2,100; four
four clerks,
clerks, at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each;
nineteen
$1,800 each;
nineteen clerks, at $1,800
twenty-one clerks,
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each;
each; twenty-one
clerks, at
nine clerks, at $1,500 each;
each; twenty-three
twenty-three clerks,
clerks, at
$1,400 each;
at $1,400
each;
nine clerks, at $1,300
$1,300 each; one hundred and
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight clerks,
at
clerks, at
31,200
ninety-five clerks, at $1,100 each;
$1,200 each;
each; ninety-five
each; fiftv-four
fifty-four clerks,
clerks, at
at
$1,020 each; thirty clerks, at $960 each; one hundred
$1,020
hundred clerks, at
at $900
$900
each; two clerks, at $840 each; one clerk, $600; one clerk or
or proof
proof
reader, $1,400;
$1,400; one clerk
translator, 81,400;
one compiler,
compiler, $1,800;
$1,800;
clerk or
or translator,
$1,400; one
one draftsman, 82,000;
draftsmen or
surveyors, at
at $1,800
$2,000; two
two draftsmen
or surveyors,
$1,800 each;
each;
three draftsmen,
draftsmen, at $1,600
compositor, $1,600;
$1,600;
81,600 each; one clerk
clerk or compositor,
three draftsmen
draftsmen or surveyors,
surveyors, at $1,600
$1,600 each; sixteen
sixteen draftsmen
draftsmen or
surveyors, at $1,500
draftsmen or surveyors,
$1,500 each; six draftsmen
surveyors, at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each;
two draftsmen, at $1,500
draftsmen, at
each; four
four
$1,500 each; nine draftsmen,
at 1,400
1,400 each;
draftsmen,
draftsmen, at $1,300
$1,300 each; sixteen draftsmen, at
$1,200 each;
two
at $1,200
each; two
draftsmen,
draftsmen, at $1,100 each; three draftsmen,
at $1,020
$1,020 each;
each; one
one
draftsmen, at

Forest Service.
Forest
Service.

Pay of forester, su-

pe
P
rgorl, etc.
pervisors,

Rangers, etc.
Rangers,
etc.

Clerks,
Clerks, etc.
etc.

Draftsmen, etc.
etc.
Draftsmen,
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draftsman,
one draftsman,
draftsman, $960;
twelve draftsmen
draftsmen or map
$960; twelve
$1,000; one
draftsman, $1,000;
colorists,
at
$900
each;
one
draftsman
or
artist,
$1,200;
one
draftsman
one draftsman
$1,200;
artist,
or
draftsman
one
each;
at
$900
colorists,
or negative
cutter, $1,200;
artist, $1,600;
$1,600; one
one artist,
$1,000; one
one
artist, $1,000;
one artist,
$1,200; one
negative cutter,
or
photographer,_ $1,600;
$1,600; one
one photographer,
0 ;one photographer,
photographer,
$1,400;
photographer, $1,40
photographer,
$1,200; one
one photographer,
photographer, $1,100;
$1,100; one
lithographer or
photographer,
or photographer,
one lithographer
$1,200;
Mechanics, etc.
$1,200; one
lithographer's helper,
helper, $780;
one blue-printer,
blue-printer, $900;
$900; one
one
$780; one
one lithographer's
$1,200;
Mechamcsetc.
blue-printer,
$720;
two
telephone
operators,
one
one
each;
$600
at
blue-printer, $720; two telephone operators,
machinist, $1,260;
carpenters, at
$1,200 each;
each; three carpenters,
carpenters,
at $1,200
two carpenters,
$1,260; two
machinist,
at $1,000
one carpenter,
one electrician,
electrician, $1,020;
$1,020; one
$960; one
carpenter, $960;
each; one
$1,000 each;
at
laboratory
$1,000; nine laboratory aids and engiand engineer, $1,000;
laboratory aid and
neers, at
each; two
two laboratory
engineers, at $800
$800
and engineers,
laboratory aids and
$900 each;
at $900
neers,
each;
one laboratory
laboratory helper,
helper, $720;
one laboratory
laboratory helper,
$600;
helper, $600;
$720; one
each; one
one packer,
packer, $1,000;
$1,000; one
packer, $780;
four watchmen,
watchmen, at
each;
$840 each;
at $840
$780; four
one packer,
one
Watchmen,
I
ers, etc.
-ab°r- two messengers
or laborers,
at $960
each; three
three messengers
messengers or labor$960 each;
laborers, at
labtr- two messengers or
erathme
ers, at
at $900
messengers or
or laborers,
laborers, at
at $840
$840 each;
each; three
three
four messengers
each; four
$900 each;
ers,
messengers
each; five
five messengers
messengers or
or laborers,
laborers, at
at
$780 each;
at $780
laborers, at
or laborers,
messengers or
$720 each;
or laborers,
laborers, at $660
$660 each;
messenger
each; five messenger
messengers or
six messengers
each; six
$720
boys, at
at $600
$600 each;
each; two
messenmessenger boys, at $540 each; three messentwo messenger
boys,
ger
boys, at
$480 each;
each; three
thirteen
$420 each; thirteen
boys, at $420
messenger boys,
three messenger
at $480
ger boys,
messenger
boys, at
$360 each;
$540; one charwoman,
charwoman,
charwoman, $540;
each; one charwoman,
at $360
messenger boys,
$480;
charwoman, $300;
$300; eleven
eleven charwomen,
charwomen, at $240 each; in all,
one charwoman,
$480; one
$2,478,380.
$2,478,380.
General expenses.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FOREST
SERVICE: To
To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
GNEAL
FOREST SERVICE:
Generalexpenses.
investigations
continue
and
make
Agriculture
to
experiment
and
to
make
and
continue
investigations
Agriculture to experiment
and report
report on
on forestry,
forests, forest fires, and lumbering,
lumbering,
national forests,
forestry, national
and
Tests, etc., restricted
to
the United States.
no part
part of
of this appropriation
appropriation shall be
be used for any experiment
experiment or
but no
States. but
toshet-eed
test made
outside the
the jurisdiction
the United
•to
to advise the
States;'
United States
of the
jurisdiction of
made outside
test
as to the proper care of the same;
owners
same; to investigate
investigate
woodlands as
of woodlands
owners of
uses, and
and test
test American
timber and timber
timber trees and their uses
American timber
and
timber; to seek, through
methods for
for the
treatment of timber;
preservative treatment
the preservative
methods
investigations
the planting
planting of
of native
native and foreign
foreign species, suitable
suitable
and the
investigations and
Proiso.
Proviso.buildings.
trees
for
the
treeless
regions;
to
erect
necessary
buildings: Provided,
Provided
buildings:
necessary
erect
to
trees for the treeless regions;
Costofbuilbings.
Cost of
exceed
building erected
That
cost of any building
erected or as improved
improved shall not exceed
That the cost
$1,000.
To
pay
all
expenses
necessary
to
protect,
administer
and
and
administer
protect,
to
necessary
expenses
all
pay
To
$tn
1,000.
of naProtection
tonal
forests.
improve the national forests, including
including tree planting
plantinz in the forest
forest
improve
tionl forests.
reserves to
to prevent
prevent erosion,
erosion, drift, surface wash, and soil waste and the
reserves
formation of
floods, and
including the
rewards under
under
the payment of rewards
and including
of floods,
formation
leading
Agriculture for information leading
regulations of
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
of the
regulations
to
arrest and
for violation
violation of
of the
the laws
laws and
regulations
and regulations
conviction for
and conviction
the arrest
to the
relating
to fires
in or
or near
national forests, or for the unlawful
unlawful taking
near national
fires in
relating to
of,
or injury
to, Government
Government property;
to ascertain
ascertain the
the natural
natural
property; to
injury to,
of, or
Sale of
timber.
conditions
upon and
the national
national forests;
forests; and
and the
Secretary
the Secretary
utilize the
and utilize
conditions upon
seotmber.
of
Agriculture may,
may, in
in his
discretion, permit
permit timber and other forest
his discretion,
of Agriculture
national forests to be exported
products
removed from the national
exported
cut or removed
products cut
from
the State
Territory in which
which said forests
forests are respectively
respectively
State or Territory
from the
Care of
ash and gain& situated; to transport and care for fish and game supplied to stock
Care
offshandg
care
supplied
stock
the national
national forests
forests or
or the
therein; to employ
employ agents,
agents, clerks,
waters therein;
the waters
the
the
assistants,
required in
practical forestry
forestry and in the
in practical
labor required
and other
other labor
assistants, and
in te
administration of
of national
the city of Washington
Washington and
and
forests in
national forests
administration
elsewhere; to
report, and illustrate the results of exdigest, report,
collate, digest,
to collate,
elsewhere;
periments
and investigations
Service; to purmade by the Forest Service;
investigations made
periments and
chase necessary
supplies, apparatus,
apparatus, office
office fixtures,
law books,
books, and
and
fixtures, law
necessary supplies,
chase
Supplies, etc.
technical books
and technical
journals for
for officers
officers of
of the
the Forest
Forest
technical journals
books and
technical
uppliesetc
Service
outside of
of Washington,
medical supplies
Washington, and for medical
stationed outside
Service stationed
and services
and other
other assistance
assistance necessary
immediate relief
relief of
necessary for immediate
services and
and
artisans, laborers,
laborers, and
and other
employees engaged
engaged in any hazardous
hazardous
other employees
artisans,
work under
under the
the Forest
Service; to pay
express, telephone,
telephone,
pay freight, express,
Forest Service;
work
and telegraph
light and
and power, fuel, gas, ice,
electriclight
for electric
charges; for
telegraph charges;
and
necessary expenses,
other necessary
washing towels,
towels, and
and official
traveling and other
Tenses,
official traveling
washing
including traveling
for legal
leg
and
fiscal officers while
w ile perand fiscal
expenses for
traveling expenses
including
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forming Forest
Forest Service
Service work;
and for
for rent
the District
of Rent.
forming
work; and
rent outside
outside of
of the
District of
Rent.
Columbia, as
Columbia,
as follows:
follows:
Supervisors,
For employment
employment of
deputy forest
forest supervisors,
supervisors, erST,'a
For
of forest
forest supervisors,
supervisors, deputy
rds.
ers, and guards.
forest
rangers, and
and forest
$125,000;
forest rangers,
forest guards,
guards, $125,000;
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,

forests.
at nal fore
st s
For salaries and field and station expenses,
io
expenses, including
including the main- NNational
tenance of nurseries
collecting seed, and planting
planting necessary
necessary for
nurseries,? collecting
for the
the
Maintenance, etc.
etc.
and protection
protection of
of the national
national Maintenance,
use, maintenance,
improvement, and
maintenance, improvement,
forests
below:
forests named
named below:
Absaroka, Mont.
Mont.
Absaroka
Absaroka National
National Forest,
Montana, $6,703;
$6,703;
Forest, Montana,
Absaroka,
Angeles, Calif.
Angeles National
National Forest,
Angeles
Forest, California,
California, $11,926;
Angeles,
Calif.
Apache, Ariz.
Apache
Arizona, $9,779;
Apache National
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
$9,779;
Arz.
Apache,
Arapahoe, Colo.
Arapahoe
National Forest,
Arapahoe National
Colorado, $5,736;
$5,736;
Forest, Colorado,
rapanoe, Colo.
Arkansas, Ark.
Arkansas National
National Forest,
Forest, Arkansas,
Arkansas
Arkansas, $15,730;
$15,730;
A
, Ark.
Ashley, Utah and
Ashley
Utah and
and Wyoming,
Ashley,
Ashley National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah
Utah and
Wyoming, $3,865;
Wyo.
Battlement, Colo.
Colo.
Battlement National
National Forest, Colorado,
$4,916;
Battlement,
Colorado, $4,916;
Battlement
Beartooth, Mont.
Beartooth National Forest,
Forest, Montana,
Beartooth
Montana, $7,597;
$7,597;
Beatooth,
Mont.
Beaverhead, Mont.
Beaverhead
Forest, Montana
$5,296;
Beaverhead National Forest,
Montana and Idaho,
Idaho, $5,296;
Bandvehead,
Mont.
and
Idaho.
Bighorn, Wyo.
Bighorn;
Bighorn National Forest,
Wyoming, $6,937;
Forest, Wyoming,
Bitterroot, Mont.
Bitterroot
National Forest,
Montana, $17,189;
$17,189;
Bitterroot National
Forest, Montana,
Mont.
Bitterroot,
Blackfeet, Mont.
Blackfeet
$19,888;
Blackfeet National
National Forest,
Forest, Montana, $19,888;
Bckeetont.
Black PUN, S. Dak.
Banck
Hlls, S. Dak.
Black Hills National
National Forest,
Forest, South
South Dakota and
and Wyoming,
Wyoming, $12,668;
$12,668; and
Wyo.
Boise, Idaho.
Boise,
daho.
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho, $5,247;
Boise
$5,247;
Boise National
Bridger, Wyo.
Bridger
Wyoming, $3,159;
$3,159;
Bridger National
National Forest,
Forest, Wyoming,
Bridger,
Wyo.
Cabinet, Mont.
Cabinet National Forest, Montana, $16,806;
$16,806;
Cabinet
Cabet, Utah
oah nt.
Cache,
and
Idaho.
Cache National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah
and Idaho,
Idaho, $2,207;
Cache
Utah and
Idaho.
California, Calif.
California
Forest, California,
California National
National Forest
California, $15,028;
$15,028;
California,
Cain
Caribou, Idah
Idaho, an
Idaho and Wyoming,
Cabo,
o, andd
Caribou National Forest, Idaho
Wyoming, $6,403;
Waso
n,
N.
Max.
Carson National
National Forest,
Forest, New
Carson
New Mexico,
Mexico, $9,302;
$9,302;
caron, N. Mex.
Ca
sca de Oreg.
r eg
Cascade,
Cascade National
National Forest, Oregon, $7,835;
,O
Challis,
Idaho.
s
National Forest, Idaho,
Idaho ? $3,668;
Challis National
Chel
.
, a ho
Chelan, Wash.
Chelan National Forest,
Forest, Washington,
Washington, $6,260;
$6,260;
Chugach,
Chugach, Aaska.
Alaska.
Chugach National
National Forest,
Forest, Alaska,
Alaska, $7,938;
Chugach
$7,938;
Clearwater,
Clearwater, Idaho.
Idaho.
Clearwater National
Forest, Idaho,
Clearwater
National Forest,
Idaho, $38,201;
$38,201;
Cleveland,
Cleveland, Calf.
Calif.
Cleveland
Cleveland National Forest, California, $8,433;
$8,433;
Cochetopa,
Cochetopa, Colo.
Cob.
Cochetopa National
Cochetopa
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $5,931;
$5,931;
Coconino,
Ar.
Coconino, Ariz.
Coconino National
National Forest,
$21,673;
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $21,673;
Coeur
Coeur d'Alene,
d'Alene,
Idaho.
Provided, That the Idaho
Coeur d'Alene National
National Forest, Idaho, $53,290: Provided,
Proviso.
Secretary
of Agriculture
is authorized
authorized to
use not
Secretary of
Agriculture is
to use
not to
to exceed
exceed $500
$500 of
of Marking
graves or
Marking graves
o
employees It ghting
the funds
funds herein
herein appropriated
appropriated for
the Coeur
Coeur d'Alene
for the
d'Alene National
National Forest
Forest ePlioeea
fighting
fires in.
for the marking
marking of the graves in Wallace,
Wallace, Idaho,
Idaho, of thirteen
thirteen men who
lost their lives while fighting forest fires
fires in the employ of the Forest
Forest
Service
.August 10,
1910;
Service on the Coeur d'Alene National
National Forest on August
10, 1910;
including concrete
graves, and seeding,
concrete curbing for the graves,
seeding, planting,
planting,
and improving the plot;
Colorado, Colo.
Colorado National
Colorado
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $7,459;
$7,459;
Colorado, Colo.
Columbia, Wash.
Columbia National
Washington, $9,758;
$9,758;
Columbia
National Forest,
Forest Washington,
Columbia,
Wash.
Colville, Wash.
Colville National
Washington, $8,399;
National Forest, Washington,
$8,399;
Colviue, Wash
i
Coronado, Ariz.
and
Coronado National
Arizona and
and New
$11,050;
Coronado
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona
New Mexico,
Mexico, $11,050;
NC
and
ndo, A
N. Mex.
Crater,
Oreg.
and
Crater, Oreg. and
California, $22,688;
Oregon and California,
National Forest, Oregon
Crater National
$22,688;
Calif.
Crook
National Forest,
Arizona, $3,735;
$3,735;
Crook National
Forest, Arizona,
rook, Ar
Crook,
Ariz.
Custer, Mont.
ont and
Custer
National Forest,
Forest, Montana
Montana and
and South
South Dakota,
Dakota, $5,470;
$5,470;
Custer National
.
S. Dak..
Datil, N.
N. M
Max.
Dat,
New Mexico,
Mexico, $13,950;
$13,950;
Datil National
National Forest,
Forest, New
Datil
Deerlodge, Mont.
Deerlodge
National Forest,
Deerlodge National
Forest, Montana,
Montana, $19,813;
Deeriodge, Mont.
Deschutes,. Oreg.
Deschutes National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $10,175;
$10,175;
Deschutes
Deschntes, reg.
Dixie,
Utah,
Ariz.
h
Di7,e, Utah,
Az.
Dixie
Dixie National
National Forest, Utah, Arizona,
Nevada, $1,596;
$1,596;
Arizona, and Nevada,
andNev.
and
Nev.
Durango, Coio.
Colo.
Durango,
Durango National
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $4,964;
$4,964;
Durango
Eldorado, Calif. and
Eldorado National Forest,
Forest, California
California and Nevada,
$7,988;
Nevada, $7,988;
Nev.da
a
Nev.
Fillmore, Utah.
Utah.
Fillmore
National Forest,
$4,987;
Fillmore National
Forest, Utah,
Utah, $4,987;
iUmore,
FLshlake, Utah.
Fishlake National
National Forest, Utah, $2,320;
$2,320;
F athea, Mnt.
Flathead, Mont.
Flathead
National
Forest,
Montana,
$51,826;
Montana,
$51,826;ont
Forest,
Flathead National
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Florida,
Fla.
Florida, Fla.
Fremont, Oreg.
Oreg.
Fremont,

Gallatin, Mont.

Gallatin, Mont.
Gila, N. Mex.
Mex

Gila, N.
Gunnison,
Colo.
Gunnison, Col.
Harney, S. Dak.
Hamey, S. Dak.
Hayden, Wyo. and
Wyo. and
Coaden,
Colo.
Helena,
Mont.
Helena, Mont.
Holy Cross, Colo.
Holy

Cross, Colo.
Humboldt, Nev.
Humboldt,
Nev.
Idaho, Idaho.
Idaho,
Idaho.
Inyo, Calif. and Nev.
inyo,Caif.andNev.
Jefferson, Mont.
Jefferson,
Mont.
Kalbab,
Kaibab, Ariz.
Ariz.

Sani'ksn, Idaho and
Wash.
aiks
Klamath, Calif.
Calif. and
and
Klamath,
Oreg.
Kootenai, Mont.
La Sal, Utah and
Colo.
Lassen, Calif.
Lassen,

Idaho and

Kootenai, Mont.
ao sal, tah and
Calitf
Leadville,
Colo.
Leadville, Colo.
Lemt.i, Idaho.
Lemhi, Idaho.
Lewis aand
Clark,
n d
Clark'
Mont.
Mont"
Lincoln, N.
ex.
N.Mex.
Lincoin,
Lob, Mont.
Mont.

Lolo,
Luquillo, P.

Luquillo, P. R.
R.
Madison, Mont.
Madisadison,
ont.
Malheur,
Malheur, Oreg.

oreg.
Island, Utah.
Manti,
Utah.

Manzano, N Max.
N.Mex.
Manzano,

Medicine Bow,
Bow, Wye.
Wye.
Medicine
Michigan,
Michigan, Mich.

Mich.
Idhoad
Minnesota,

Minidoka, Idaho and
UMndoa.
Utah.
Ikthanesota, Minn
Minn
Missoula, Mont.
Mont.
Mlissoua,
Modoc, Calif
Modoc,
Calif.

Mono,
Nev.
and
and
Cali t.
Nev
Montezuma, Colo.

c^im'

Colo.
Nebr.
to
ridents.

Montezuma,

Nebraska,
Nebraska, Nebr.
Prorigo.
Young
trees to arid
arid
Youngtres
land
and residents.

Vol. 33, p. 547.

vol. 33 p. 547.
Nevada, Nev.
Nevada,

Nezperce, Idaho.
Idaho.
Nezperce,

Ochoco, Orec.

Ochoeo, Oreg.

Okanogan,
WTash.
Okanogan, Wash.
Olympic,
Wash.
Olympic, Wa.sh.

Oreon, Oreg.
Ozark,

Oregon, Oreg.
Ozark, Ark.
Ark.

Plyette,

Payette, Idaho.
Idaho.
Pend Oreille, Idaho.

pDnd- Oreille, Idaho.
ke, Colo.
Colo.
Pkc,
Plumes,
P!lmnas, Calif.
clif.
Powell, Utah.
Utah.
Powell,
Prescott, Aria.
Ariz.
Prescott,

Rainier, wazh.

Rainier, Wash.

Grande, Colo.
Routt, ColI.
Colo.
Routt,

Rio
Rio Grande, Colo.

SESS. II.
II . CH.
Cu. 217.
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Florida, $4,927;
National Forest,
Florida National
Florida
Forest, Florida,
$4,927;
Oregon, $5,427;
Fremont
Fremont National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
$5,427;
Gallatin National
National Forest, Montana,
Montana, $4,810;
$4,810;
$10,847;
Gila National
National Forest, New Mexico,
Mexico, $10,847;
$5,371;
Colorado, $5,371;
Gunnison
Gunnison National
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Harney
National Forest,
South Dakota,
Harney National
Forest, South
Dakota, $6,535;
$6,535;
Hayden
National Forest,
Forest, Wyoming
and Colorado,
Colorado, $5,868;
$5,868;
Wyoming and
Harden National
National Forest, Montana,
Helena National
Helena
Montana, $4,012;
$4,012;
Colorado, $6,394;
Holy Cross National
National Forest, Colorado,
$6,394;
Humboldt
Nevada, $6,330;
$6,330;
Humboldt National Forest, Nevada
Idaho National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho
Idaho, $33,365;
$33,365;
California and
Ino National
Inyo
National Forest,
Forest, California
and Nevada,
Nevada, $3,076;
$3,076;
Jeferson
Montana, $8,430;
$8,430;
Jefferson National
National Forest,
Forest, Montana,
Kaibab
Nati
ona Arizona,
,
$2,708;
Kaibab National
Forest,
$2,708;
Kaniksu National
Forest, Idaho
Idaho and
Washington, $28,000;
$28,000;
and Washington,
National Forest,
Kaniksu
Klamath
Klamath National
National Forest,
Forest, California
California and Oregon,
Oregon, $20,249;
$20,249;
$26,102;
Kootenai
Montana, $26,102;
Forest Montana,
National Forest,
Kootenai National
La
Sal National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah
Utah and
$2,754;
Colorado, $2,754;
and Colorado,
La Sal
National Forest, California, $14,181;
Lassen National
Lassen
$14,181;
Leadville National
National Forest, Colorado,
Leadville
Colorado, $5,524;
$5,524;
Lernhi National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho, $2,490;
$2,490;
Lemhi
Lewis and
$10,626;
Montana, $10,626;
Forest, Montana,
National Forest,
Clark National
and Clark
Lewis
Mexico, $11,178;
Lincoln
$11,178;
Lincoln National National Forest, New Mexico,
$26,652;
Montana, $26,652;
Lolo National
Lobo
National Forest,
Forest, Montana,
Rico, $1,700;
Luquillo
Luquillo National
National Forest,
Forest, Porto
Porto Rico,
$1,700;
dison National
National Forest, Montana, $3,930;
Madison
$3,930;
Malheur National Forest,
$6,091;
Malheur
Forest, Oregon, $6,091;
Manti National
$6,090;
National Forest, Utah, $6,090;
$5,860;
Manzano National
National Forest, New Mexico,
Mexico, $5,860;
Manzano
Medicine
Medicine Bow
Bow National
National Forest, Wyoming, $9,450;
$9,450;
$1,981;
Forest, Michigan,
Michigan, $1,981;
Michigan National
Michigan
National Forest,
Minidoka
Forest, Idaho
Idaho and
and Utah,
Utah, $4,709;
$4,709;
Minidoka National
National Forest,
Minnesota
National Forest,
Minnesota $2,970;
$2,970;
Forest, Minnesota,
Minnesota National
Montana, $15,212;
Forest, Montana,
Missoula National
National Forest,
$15,212;
Missoula
Modoc National Forest, California,
California, $7,388;
$7,388;
Mono National
National Forest,
Nevada and
and California,
California, $1,647;
$1,647;
Forest, Nevada
Mono
Colorado, $4,670;
Forest, Colorado,
Montezuma National
National Forest,
$4,670;
Montezuma
the
National Forest, Nebraska,
Nebraska National
Nebraska
Nebraska, $1,165;
$1,165; and
and to extend
extend the
work to
to the
division thereof,
$5,000; Provided
Provided, That
That from
from
thereof, $5,000:
Niobrara division
the Niobrara
work
the nurseries on said forest the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, under
under
prescribe, may furnish
such
and regulations
as he may
furnish young
young
may prescribe,
regulations as
rules and
such rules
trees free,
free, so
so far
far as
as they
they may
may be
be spared,
to residents
territory
residents of the territory
spared, to
trees
covered
"An Act
area of
in aaportion
portion
homesteads in
of homesteads
the area
increasing the
Act increasing
by "An
covered by
of Nebraska,"
April 28,
28, 1904,
$6,165;
1904, $6,165;
approved April
Nebraska," approved
of
Nevada, $2,249;
Nevada National
Nevada
National Forest,
Forest, Nevada,
$2,249;
Idaho, $25,690;
National Forest,
Nezperce National
Forest, Idaho,
$25,690;
Nezperce
6,451;
Forest, Oregon,
National Forest,
Ochoco
Ochoco National
Oregon, $6,451;
National Forest, Washington,
Okanogan National
Okanogan
Washington, $11,464;
$11,464;
$16,598;
Washington, $16,598;
National Forest, Washington,
Olympic National
Olympic
$20,409;
Forest, Oregon,
Oregon National
Oregon
National Forest,
Oregon, $20,409;
Ozark
Arkansas, $9,030;
$9,030;
Forest, Arkansas,
National Forest,
Ozark National
Payette
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
$17,887;
Idaho, $17,887;
Payette National
Idaho, $20,074;
Forest, Idaho,
National Forest,
Oreille National
Pend Oreille
Pend
$20,074;
Forest, Colorado,
Pike
National Forest,
Colorado, $13,373;
$13,373;
Pike National
Plumas
Forest, California,
California, $24,203;
$24,203;
National Forest,
Plumes National
$1,010;
Powell
Powell National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah, $1,010;
Arizona, $6,255;
Forest, Arizona,
Prescott National
National Forest,
$6,255;
Prescott
Rainier National Forest, Washington,
Washington, $13,035;
$13,035;
Rainier
$7,157;
National Forest, Colorado,
Grande National
Rio
Rio Grande
Colorado, $7,157;
Colorado, $6,585;
Routt National Forest,
$6,585;
Forest, Colorado,
Routt
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Salmon National
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho, $6,177;
National Forest,
Salmon
San Isabel
Isabel National
$3,924;
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $3,924;
National Forest,
San
San Juan
National Forest,
$5,534;
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $5,534;
Juan National
San
Santa Barbara
Barbara National
National Forest,
$10,774;
California, $10,774;
Forest, California,
Santa
Santa
Fe National
Forest, New
Mexico, $17,040;
$17,040;
New Mexico,
National Forest,
Santa Fe
Santiam
Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $7,852;
$7,852;
National Forest,
Santiam National
Sawtooth
National Forest,
Idaho, $4,953;
$4,953;
Forest, Idaho,
Sawtooth National
Selway
$47,367;
Idaho, $47,367;
Forest, Idaho,
Selway National
National Forest,
Sequoia National
National Forest,
Forest, California,
California, $13,744;
$13,744;
Sequoia
Sevier National
$2,110;
Utah, $2,110;
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
Sevier
Shasta National
Forest, California,
California, $17,425;
$17,425;
Shasta
National Forest,
Shoshone National
Wyoming, $7,381;
$7,381;
Forest, Wyoming,
National Forest,
Shoshone
Sierra National
$15,750;
California, $15,750;
Forest, California,
Sierra
National Forest,
Siskiyou
Forest, Oregon
and California,
$16,360;
California, $16,360;
National Forest,
Oregon and
Siskivou National
Sitgreaves
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $8,341;
Sitgreaves National
Siuslaw
Oregon, $6,042;
$6,042;
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
Siuslaw National
Snoqualmie
Washington, $13,566;
$13,566;
National Forest,
Forest, Washington,
Snoqualmie National
Sopris
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $5,411;
$5,411;
Sopris National
National Forest,
Stanislaus
National Forest,
Forest, California,
Stanislaus National
California, $14,697;
$14,697;
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St. Joe
Joe National Forest, Idaho, $32,026;
$32,026;
Superior
Minnesota, $9,809;
$9,809;
Superior National
National Forest,
Forest, Minnesota,
Tahoe National
National Forest,
Nevada, $16,337;
16,337;Nev.
and Nevada,
California and
Forest, California
Tahoe
Targhee
Idaho and Wyoming, $9,558;
National Forest, Idaho
Targhee National
Teton
National Forest,
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $4,404;
Teton National
Toiyabe National
National Forest,
Forest, Nevada,
Nevada, $3,694;
Toiyabe
$3,694;
Tongass National
$15,224;
Tongass
National Forest,
Forest Alaska,
Alaska, $15,224;
Tonto National
$7,685;
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $7,685;
Tonto
Trinity National
$19,484;
Trinity
National Forest,
Forest, California,
California, $19,484;
Tusayan
Tusayan National
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $8,819;
$8,819;
Utah, $4,555;
$4,555;
Uinta National
National Forest, Utah,
Umatilla
Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $6,562;
$6,562;
Umatilla National
National Forest,
Umpqua
Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $13,509;
$13,509;
National Forest,
Umpqua National
Uncompah,cFre
National Forest,
Colorado, $6,690;
Uncompahgre National
Forest, Colorado,
$6,690;
Wallowa
Oregon, $9,617;
$9,617;
Wallowa National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
Wasatch
Utah, $5,000;
$5,000;
Wasatch National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
Washakie National
Washakie
National Forest,
Forest, Wyoraing,
Wyoming, $6,726;
$6,726;
Washington National
Washington, $7,642;
Washington
National Forest,
Forest, Washington,
$7,642;
Weiser
Idaho, $6,493;
$6,493;
Weiser National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Wenaha
Washington and
Oregon, $5,420;
$5,420;
Wenaha National
National Forest,
Forest, Washington
and Oregon,
'
Wenatchee
National Forest,
Forest, Washington,
Washington, $11,884;
Wenatchee National
$11,884;
White
White River National
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $6,272;
Whitman National
Forest, Oregon,
$25,201;
Whitman
National Forest,
Oregon, $25,201;
Wichita
National Forest,
Forest, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $2,416;
$2,416;
Wichita National
Wyoming
National Forest,
Wyoming, $5,089;
Wyoming National
Forest, Wyoming,
$5,089;
Additional national
national forests
created or
or to
be created
created under
section 11
under section
to be
forests created
Additional
of
Act of
March 1,
1, 1911
1911 (Thirty-sixth
Large, page 963),
Statutes at Large,
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
of March
of the
the Act
and
lands under
under contract
contract for
for purchase
purchase or
or for
for the
of which
which
the acquisition
acquisition of
and lands
condemnation proceedings
have been
instituted for
purposes of
of
the purposes
for the
been instituted
proceedings have
condemnation
said
Act, $84,750;
said Act,
$84,750;
For
miscellaneous expenses
to the
the general
general
incident to
expenses incident
necessary miscellaneous
For necessary
administration
of the
the Forest
Forest Service
Service and
national forests
and of the national
administration of
specified above:
above:
specified
In
National Forest
Forest District
One, $61,700;
$61,700;
In National
District One,
In
National Forest
Forest District
Two, $47,800;
$47,800;
In National
District Two,
In
National Forest
Forest District
Three, $55,200;
$55,200;
In National
District Three,
In
National Forest
District Four,
Four, $49,500;
$49,500;
In National
Forest District
In
National Forest
In National
Forest District
District Five, $69,740;
$69,740;
In
National Forest
District Six,
In National
Forest District
Six, $60,800;
$60,800;
In
National Forest District Seven,
In National
Seven, $14,900;
$14,900;
In
of Columbia,
Columbia, $120,330;
$120,330;
In the
the District
District of

Salmon, Idaho.
Salmon,Idaho.

San Isabel, Colo.

San Isabel, Col.
San Juan, Col.

San Juan, Colo.
Santa Barbara, Calif.

Santa Barbara, Calit.
Santa Fe, N. Mex.

Santa Fe, N. Mex.
Santiam, Oreg.

Santiam, Oreg.

Sawtooth, Idaho.

Sawtooth, Idaho.

el
Selway,
Idaho.

S way, Idaho.

Sequoia, Calif.

Sequoia, Caii

Sevier,
Ut ah
S i er Utah.

v

Shasta,
Calif.
a sta C

Sh

, alf.

Shoshone, Wyo.

Shoshone,

Sierra,
Calif.
ierra Cali

S
,
Sisidyou,
ai f..
Cali

yo.

f

Oreg.
and
reg and

.

Sitgreaves, Ariz.
Sitgeaves,Oreg.
Siuslaw,
slaw o reg

Ariz.

Siu

,

.

Snoqualmie, Wash.

Snoquamie, Wash.

Sopris, Colo.

Colo.

Spris,
Stanislaus,
Calif.

sCal

StJanisl,
St.
Joe, Idaho.
superior, kfmn.
Minn.
Superior,

and

Tahoe, Cali.
Calif. and
Nev.
Targhee, Idaho a
and
d
Wyo.
Teton,
o n Wyo.

Wrghee,WIdaho
T

a, Wyo.

Toiyabe, Nev.

Tonga, Alaska.
Al.
Tongass,
Tono, Ariz.
Tonto,
Adz.

Trinit,
Trinity, Ca.
Calif.
Tyan,
'I'usayen, Ari
Ariz.

Yl Utah. 'ah.
1Tmta,
U.matiu,
Umatilla, oreg.
Oreg.

Umpua,
Oreg.
Umpqua, Oreg.

Unomprhgr, Coo.
Uncompahgre, Colo.
Walowa,
Wallowa, oreg.
Oreg.
Watc, Uth.
Wasatch, Utah.
WSa i, Wyo.
Washakie, Wyo.
Wash
Washington,
Wash.

Weiser, Idaho.
Wenaha, Wash. and
.
white River, Colo.
Weiser, Idaho.

Wenaha, Wash. and
Ores.
Ornate
11,enatchee, Wash.
White River, Colo.

Whitman,

Whitman, Oreg.

Wchita, Okla.
Wyomin,
Wyoming, Wyo.
Wyo.
Additional
orests
Additional
forests
Wichita, Okla.

under
under
Act.

Conservation
Conservation

p. 963.
Vl. 36, p.

MiscellaneonsadminMiscellaneous admin-

istration expenses.
istrationexpenses.
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improvement, protection,
maintenance, improvement,
InIn all, for the use, maintenance
protection, and
and
general administration
national forests,
$2,100,262:
forests, $2,100,262:
the specified
specified national
of the
administration of
general

Total.
Total.

Provided, That
appropriated for
for such
such purposes
purposes
amounts appropriated
foregoing amounts
the foregoing
That the
shall
Secretary
interchangeably in the discretion of the Secretary
be available interchangeably
shall be
of Agriculture
the necessary
necessary expenditures
for fire
protection and
and
fire protection
expenditures for
for the
of
Agriculture for
other unforeseen
Imit.
unforeseen exigencies:
exigencies: Provided
Provided further,
further That
That the amounts so
interchanged shall
shall not
in the
the aggregate
aggregate 10
10 per
per centum
centum of
all
of all
exceed in
not exceed
interchanged
the
amounts
so
appropriated;
Sei ldo
Selectinr
lands for the amounts so appropriated;
homestesdentnes,
For
the selection,
classification, and
segregation of
of lands
lands within
within the
the
and segregation
selection, classification,
For the
etce
homesaidenties, etc.
boundaries of
of national
may be
be opened
opened to
homestead
to homestead
that may
forests that
national forests
boundaries
settlement and
homestead laws
laws applicable
the
to the
applicable to
the homestead
under the
entry under
and entry
settlement
national forests;
forests; for
the examination
examination and
and appraisal
lands in
in effecting
effecting
of lands
appraisal of
for the
national
exchanges
and for
for the
the survey
survey thereof
and
by metes and
thereof by
law and
by law
authorized by
exchanges authorized
bounds
or
otherwise
by employees
of the
Service under
under the
the
Forest Service
the Forest
employees of
by
or
otherwise
bounds
Sue
Survey et,c., of agri- di rect ion
cultural fends. Ofa gr- direction
rection of
of the
the General
Land Office; and for
General Land
of the
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
cturaefa
vol.
34, p.
p. 233.
233.
the surveychiefly valuable for agriculagriculcertain lands, chiefly
survey and platting of certain
Vol. 34,
Vol. 30, p. 1095.
forests, under the
national forests,
ture,
now listed
or to
to be
listed within
the national
within the
be listed
listed or
ture, now
. p.1095.
Act
11, 1906
1906 (Thirty-fourth
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
Statutes, page
233), and the
Act
the Act
page 233),
June 11,
of June
Act of
Vol Vol.37,
of
March
3,
1899
(Thirtieth
Statutes,
page
1095),
as
provided
by
the
by
the
provided
as
1095),
page
Statutes,
(Thirtieth
1899
3,
of
March
.37, p. 842.
Act of
of March
March 4,
4, 1913,
$87,000;
1913, $87,000;
o 3uip, supp. .Act
uip
supplies.
For the
of necessary
necessary field,
office, and
and
field, office,
maintenance of
and maintenance
the purchase
purchase and
For
Equipmentsupples
laboratory supplies,
instruments and
and equipments,
equipments, $150,000;
$150,000;
supplies, instruments,
od laboratory
Invesgatng wood
Investigati
distillation,
for
ngest proFor investigations
of methods
method.: for
distillation and for the
for wood distillation
investigations of
For
pro
forest
dis-tais
preservative treatment
treatment of timber, for timber
ducts, etc.
preservative
timber testing, and the testing
testing
of such
test to
they be
be suitable
for
suitable for
if they
ascertain if
to ascertain
require test
may require
as may
woods as
such woods
of
making
paper, for
for investigations
tests within
within the
United States
States
the United
and tests
investigations and
making.paper,
of foreign
foreign woods
woods of
importance to industries
industries in the
of commercial
commercial importance
of
Cooperative
corn- United
States, and
and for
for other
other investigations
investigations and
and experiments
experiments to
to
United States,
Cooperative comcommercial
72Iercial
demonstrapromote economy
products, and
and for commercial
the use of
of forest products,
demonstra- promote
economy-in the
mercial
tions.
demonstrations
of improved
improved methods
methods or
or processes,
cooperation
processes, in cooperation
demonstrations of
11 ange conditions
conditions with
with individuals
individuals and
and companies,
companies, $223,260;
$223,260;
Range
and improvements.
improvements.
experiments and investigations
investigations of range conditions
conditions within
within the
For experiments
of methods for
national
or elsewhere
elsewhere on
on the
the public
public range,
range, and of
forests or
national forests
improving the
the range
by reseeding,
regulation of
of grazing,
grazing, and other
other
reseeding, regulation
range by
improving
Proviso.
Interchangeable
exProvided,
Interangeable ex
penses.
penses.

Seeding, tree
$35,000;
means, $35,000;
tree plant- means,
Seeding,
For the
the purchase
seedtree seed, cones, and nursery stock, for seedpurchase of tree
For
ing,
tree planting
planting within
for experiments
experiments
and for
forests, and
national forests,
within national
and tree
ing and
and investigations
investigations necessary
necessary for such
such seeding
seeding and tree planting,
and
$120,640;
$120,640;
Management
Management of for- $120 640
experiments and invesFor silvicultural,
invesother experiments
dendrological, and other
silvicultural, dendrological,
For
est
lands, etc.
estlands,
tigations independently
cooperation with other
other branches
branches of
m cooperation
or in
independently or
tigations
the Federal
Government, with
and with
with individuals,
individuals, to deterStates and
with States
Federal Government,
the
mine
methods for
for the
management of forests
conservative management
the conservative
best methods
the best
mine the
and forest lands, $50,000;
Appraising
timber and forest lands, $50,000;
on
for
sale, etc.
timber and
appraising timber
estimating and
For estimating
etc.
for sale,
For
and appraising
and other resources
resources on
the national
to disposal
disposal by sale
sale or to the issue
preliminary to
forests preliminary
national forests
the
of occupancy
for emergency
expenses incident
incident to their
their
emergency expenses
and for
permits, and
of
occupancy permits,
sale
or
use,
$80,000;
Collating
results,
etc.
Collatingresults, etc. sale or use, $80,000;
For
miscellaneous forest
forest investigations,
investigations, and for
for collating,
other miscellaneous
For other
distributing the results of the
digesting, recording,
recording, illustrating,
illustrating, and
and distributing
digesting,
experiments and investigations herein provided for, $31,280;
31,280;
Permanent
improve- experiments and investigations herein provided for,
eprmanentimprovements.
For
construction and
bridges,
of roads, trails, bridges,
maintenance of
and maintenance
For the
the construction
ri.nms.
fire lanes,
telephone lines,
cabins, fences
improvements
other improvements
and other
fences,' and
lines, cabins,
lanes, telephone
fire
necessary for
the proper
and economical
administration, protection,
protection,
economical administration,
proper and
for the
necessary
Provisos.
and
development
of
the
national
forests,
$400,000:
Provided,
That
That
Prozided,
$400,000:
forests,
Division
fences, and development of the national
Divi.scn fences,
driveways,
expended for the construction
not to exceed
exceed $50,000
$50,000 may be expended
construction and
,r:.ewars, etc.
maintenance of
and range
division fences,
counting
fences, counting
range division
of boundary
boundary and
maintenance
corrals, stock
bridges, the
the development
development of
of stock
stock
and bridges,
driveways and
stock driveways
corrals,
watering places,
plants on
on the
the
poisonous plants
of poisonous
eradication of
the eradication
and the
places, and
watering
t v onal forests:
ng
p ,„
tray-nati
further, That
That no
no part
of any
any funds
funds approappropart of
Protidedfurther,
- national forests: Provided
e
estsnopens
priated for
the Forest
Service shall
shall be
be used
pay the
the transportation
transportation
to pay
used to
Forest Service
for the
priated

in, etc.
etc.
ing,

eb

ex

en
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forest officer
officer or agent except he be travelexpenses of any forest
or traveling
traveling expenses
connected with the Forest Service and in
business directly connected
ing on business
furtherance of
specified and authorof the
the works,
works, aims, and objects specified
furtherance

ized by
by law:
of any
any funds
approfunds approno part
part of
That no
also, That
provided also,
law: And
And provided
ized

priated for the Forest
Service shall be
used for the purpose
be paid or used
Forest Service
priated
of paying
paying for, in
publication of
preparation or publication
in whole or in part, the preparation
of
article, but this shall not prevent
prevent the
magazine article,
or magazine
any newspaper
newspaper or
giving out
discrimination, including
including newsall persons,
persons, without discrimination,
out to all
giving
paper
writers and publishers,
publishers, of
of any facts or official
and magazine
magazine writers
paper and
information
public;
information of value to the public;

tion
Aru
. des for
Artices

for Publics'
publia-

In
for general
general expenses,
Cservationof
$3,402,442.
In all,
all, for
expenses, $3,402,442.
Conservation
To enable
enable the
to carry
carry igable
table waters.
waters. of naveffectively to
more effectively
of Agriculture
Agriculture more
Secretary- of
the Secretary
To
out
the provisions
the Act
Act of
of March
March 1,1911
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Vol. 36,
36, Pp. 961.
961.
Statutes, Vol
1,1911 (Thirty-sixth
of the
provisions of
out the

page 961),
961), entitled "An
"An Act to enable any State to cooperate
cooperate with
with
any other State or States,
United States, for the proor with the United
States, or
any
tection
watersheds of navigable
appoint a
a comstreams, and to appoint
navigable streams,
of watersheds
tection of
mission
for the
acquisition of
lands for
conserving
of conserving
purpose of
for the purpose
of lands
the acquisition
mission for
the
navigability of navigable
navigable rivers,"
rivers," $21,770 of the moneys
moneys approappro- inttr
i
rst
r.c.
. in
, eDcthe navigability
priated therein, or for carrying out its purposes, shall be available
for
of agents, title attorneys, clerks, assistants,
employment of
for the employment
and
equipment
supplies and equipment
purchase of supplies
for the purchase
and other labor, and for
required for the purpose of said Act in the city of Washington.
Washington.
required
Total
$5,870,822.
for Forest Service, $5,870,822.
Total for
BUREAU
CHEMISTRY.
OF CHEMISTRY.
BUREAU OF

sh
Wash"
wa

Chemistry Bureau.
Bureau.
Chemistry
chief of
Pay of chief

SALARIES, BUREAU
of' C
HEMISTRY: One
Y
ele'f
rke
s
hi
,:t
xf.°Ibu.
clerks,
etc.
reau,a,
One chemist, who shall be reru
CHEMISTRY:
BUREAU OF
SALARIES,

chief
$2,500; one administrative
administrative
one chief
chief clerk, $2,500;
$5,000; one
bureau, $5,000;
chief of bureau,
assistant, $2,500;
$2,500; three executive
executive clerks, at $2,000 each; twelve
assistant,
$1,440
clerks, class four; fourteen clerks, class three; three clerks, at $1,440
each; twenty-two
twenty-two clerks, class two; one clerk, $1,300; seventy-five
each;
$1,100; thirteen clerks, at $1,020 each;
clerks, class one; one clerk, $1,100;
$1,000 each; one machine operator,
operator, $1,100;
$1,100; two
fifteen clerks, at $1,000
machine
machine operators, at $1,000 each; one clerk, $960; ten clerks, at
tc
$900
each; two
$2,500 each; two food Inspectors,
'speCtSe' etc.
and drug inspectors, at $2,500
two food and
$900 each;
inspector,
and drug inspectors, at $2,250 each; one food and drug inspector
$2,120; fifteen food and drug inspectors, at $2,000 each; fifteen
fifteen food
food
inspector,
and drug inspectors, at $1,800 each; one food and drug inspector
$1,620;
$1,600 each; two food
food
$1,620; thirteen food and drug inspectors, at $1,600
laboratory helpers, at
$1,400 each; four laboratory
and drug inspectors, at $1,400
$1,200
laboratory helper, $1,020;
$1,020; five laboratory
laboratory helpers,
81,200 each; one laboratory
laboratory helpers, at $960 each; three laboratory
laboratory
at $1,000
S1,000 each; four laboratory
$840 each; two
two
laboratory helpers, at $840
helpers, at $900 each; eight laboratory
laborer, $780;
laboratory
$780; twenty-six
at $780
$780 each; one laborer,
helpers, at
laboratory helpers,
laboratory helpers
laboratory helpers or laborers, at $720 each; two laboratory
or
twenty-seven laboratory
laboratory helpers or laborers,
or laborers, at $660 each; twenty-seven
at
laboratory assistant,
$1,200; one
one toolmaker, $1,200;
$1,200;
assistant, $1,200;
one laboratory
at $600 each; one
$1,020; one mechanic,
samplers, at $1,200 each; one janitor, $1,020;
four samplers,
$1,800;
each; one mechanic, $1,200;
$1,200; one
$1,400 each;
mechanics, at $1,400
two mechanics,
$1,800; two
mechanic,
mechanic, $1,000; one mechanic,
mechanic, $960; one
$1,020; one mechanic,
mechanic, $1,020;
mechanic,
$300 eacheach; two mesmechanic, $900; two student assistants, at $300
$1,050; one skilled
each; one skilled laborer, $1,050;
skilled laborer,
sengers, at $840 each;
seven
$720; seven
messenger boy, $720;
S840; one messenger
$900: one skilled laborer, $840;
messenger boys, at $600
each; three rne-ssenger
$540 each;
each;
messenger boys, at $540
S600 each;
messenger
six messenger
messenger boys, at $480 each:
each; three messenger
messenger boys, at $420
$420
$480
$360 each; seven laborers, at $480
each; two messenger boys, at $360
each; thirteen
thirteen charwomen,
at $240 each;
each; in
in all,
$426,190.
Geneml
expenses.
each;
charwomen, at
all, $426,190.
General expenses.
necessary Appara.us,
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
OF CHEMISTRY:
CHEMISTRY: For
For all
811 necessary
APParabus, supplies
suPPlies,
BUREAU OF
GENERAL
expenses, for chemical
chemical apparatus,
apparatus, chemicals
repairs etc
et'
chemicals and supplies, repairs
expenses,
to apparatus,
electric current,
current, official
traveling expenses,
expenses, teleofficial traveling
apparatus, gas, electric
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graph
telephone service,
freight charges,
charges, for the
service, express and freight
and telephone
graph and
employment
assistants, clerks, and
persons as the
and other persons
such assistants,
employment of such
Secretary:
may consider
consider necessary
necessary for the purposes
Agriculture may
Secretary of Agriculture
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, in conducting
conducting
named, in the city of Washington
investigations;
results of
reporting, and illustrating the results
collecting, reporting,
investigations; collecting,
investigations; and for rent outside
outside of the District of Columbia,
such investigations;
carrying out the
herein authorized, as
investigations and work herein
the investigations
for carrying
follows:
follows:
General subjects.
For
conducting the
the investigations
investigations contemplated
contemplated by the Act of
of
For conducting
Generalsubjects.
Vol.
12, p. 387.
Biological food
food and
Biological
and May 15, 1862,
application of chemistry
agricul1862, relating
relating to the application
chemistry to agriculdrug investigations.
food and drug
drug products
products and
investigation of food
ture; for the biological
biological investigation
drug vestigations
substances
manufacture thereof,
thereof, including
investigations
including investigations
the manufacture
used in the
substances used
of the physiological
physiological effects of such products
products on the human organism,
organism,
$70,400;
$70,400;
Collaboration with
For
collaboration with
other departments
departments of
Government
the Government
of the
with other
For collaboration
otheradepratmen.it
other departments.
desiring chemical
whose heads
the
heads request
request the
and whose
investigations and
chemical investigations
desiring
Secretary of
of Agriculture
assistance, and
and for
other miscelmiscelfor other
for such
such assistance,
Agriculture for
Secretary
laneous work,
work, $14,000;
$14,000;
laneous
Handling,
shipping,
Handling, shipping,
etc.,
investigating the
packing, canning, freezing,
freezing,
grading, packing,
the handling,
handling, grading,
For investigating
eggs,
poutry, eggs,
etc., poWbry,
fish, etc.
fish, etc.
transportation of
oysters,
storing and
and transportation
of poultry,
poultry, eggs, lish,
fish, shrimp, oysters,
these products,
products,
experimental shipments of these
and other shell fish, and for experimental
for the
utilization of
of waste products,
products, and the development
development of new
for
the utilization
sources
of
food,
$52,880;
$52,880;
food,
of
Utiizion raw
Utilizing
raw matemate- sources
For
investigation and
and experiment
experiment in
in the
the utilization
coloring
rials for colorants.
for coloring
utilization, for
For investigation
riafst
elorat.
purposes,
of raw
materials grown
or produced
the United
United States,
States,
produced in
in the
grown or
raw materials
purposes, of
corporations as
in cooperation
such persons, associations,
associations or corporations
cooperation with such
in
may be
necessary, including
including repairs,
alterations, improverepairs, alterations,
be found
found necessary,
may
ments, or
additions to
on the
the Arlington
Experimental
Arlington Experimental
to aa building
building on
ments,
or additions
Farm,
$
68,260;
$68,260;
Farm,
Table sirup, etc.
methods for the manuFor
the investigation
investigation and
manuand development
development of methods
For the
sweet
manufacture
of
for
the
facture
of
table
sirup
methods
for
manufacture
sweet
and
of
methods
of
table
sirup
facture
P.
Proviso.
Sweet
Provided,
Sweet potato
potato prodprod- sirups by the utilization of new
new agricultural
agricultural sources,
sources, $15,000:
$15,000: Provided,
uucts.
ct s
.
That $7,500
$7,500 of said amount may be used for investigation
investigation and experimenting in production
production of sirups, sugar, starch,
starch, dextrine, and other
products from
the sweet
sweet potato;
potato;
Pure food inspection,
from the
commercial products
nspecton, commercial
Pure
etc.
For
enabling the
the Secretary
Agriculture to
to carry into effect the
of Agriculture
Secretary of
For enabling
p.768.
76s
oeti,
Vol.
34, p.
Vo.
provisions of the Act of June 30,
30, 1906, entitled "An
"An Act for
for preventing
provisions
preventing
of adulterated,
adulterated, or misthe manufacture,
manufacture sale,
transportation of
sale, or transportation
the
branded,
or poisonous,
poisonous, or
or deleterious
deleterious foods,
foods, drugs,
drugs, medicines,
and
medicines, and
branded, or
liquors,
and
for
regulating
traffic
therein,
and
for
other
purposes";
purposes";
other
for
and
ofrmaevisio of
Revision
Pharma- liquors, and for regulating traffic therein,
copoeia.
copoeia.
to cooperate
cooperate with associations
associations and scientific
scientific societies in the revision
revision
of
the
United States
States Pharmacopoeia
Pharmacopoeia and
development of
methods of
of
of methods
and development
of
the
United
Examining foreign
analysis, and
character of
of the
the chemical
and
chemical and
the character
investigating the
and for
for investigating
erincanood analysis,
texam
tesLs
food
of merican
products.
American food products
physical tests which are applied to American
products in foreign
countries
inspecting the same
shipment when desired
desired
same before
before shipment
for inspecting
and for
countries, and
of these products
products intended
by
shippers or
owners of
intended for countries
the shippers
or owners
by the
chemical and physical
where chemical
physical tests are required before the said products
products
are allowed
$579,361: Provided,
Provided, That
That not more
to be
be sold therein,
therein, $579,361:
are
allowed to
than $4,280
shall be
travel outside
the United
States;
United States;
of the
outside of
for travel
used for
be used
$4,280 shall
mporta- than
tea Importampure tea
impure
tions.
Agriculture shall, from
te
The Secretary
The
Secretary of Agriculture
from and after the taking effect
effect
tionP.
Duties transferred to
of this
this Act,
Act, execute
execute and
powers and duties
duties conferred
conferred
all the
the powers
perform all
and perform
to-dof
eretiaeryt of AgriculSecretary
ture.
on the
the Treasury
rreasury by
by the
the Act
March 2, 1897
1897
approved March
Act approved
of the
Secretary of
on
the Secretary
p 604.
9 p.
ture.
Vol. 29,
(Twenty-ninth
at Large,
Large, page
page 604),
604), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to
to
Statutes at
(Twenty-ninth Statutes
6.
Vol. 33, p. 163.
Vol.3,v.
prevent
importation of
impure and
unwholesome tea,"
amended
prevent the
the importation
of impure
and unwholesome
tea," as amended
by the
the Act
Act approved
approved May
1908 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large,
by
May 16,
16, 1908
page
163), entitled
Act to
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act
Act to
to
page 163),
entitled "An
"An Act
to amend
prevent
of impure
and unwholesome
unwholesome tea,'
tea,' approved
approved
prevent the
the importation
importation of
impure and
March
2, 1897":
1897"; Provided,
That the
the bonds
given to
to the
the United
United States
States
bonds given
Provided,That
March 2,
prmiso
Proviso.
pursuance of
1, as
as amended,
amended, shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to
Approval of bonds as
as security
security in
in pursuance
of section
section 1,
bApproal
by iw..tor.
b or
the collector
collector of
of customs
the port
port of
of entry;
entry;
the approval
approval only
only of
of the
customs at
at the
that in
place of
of United
United States
States General
General Appraisers
Appraisers proproof the
the Board
Board of
that
in place
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vided
section 6
6 of
of the
the Act,
be designated
designated by the
shall be
there shall
Act, there
by section
for by
vided for
Board of tea appeals
Secretary
Agriculture three
three employees
of creed
Department of
of the
the Department
employees of
of Agriculture
created. of tea appea
Secretary of
2 9
Vol. 29,
p. 606,
06,
Agriculture
to
serve
as
the
United
States
Board
of
Appeals
, P.
Vol.
Appeals
Tea
of
Board
States
United
the
Agriculture to serve as
amended.
with
duties conferred
conferred by
by the
on the
Board of
of amend
the Board
Act on
the Act
and duties
the powers
powers and
all the
with all
Appropriation for
United
There is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, expenses
Appropriation for
Appraisers. There
General Appraisers.
States General
United States
out
any money
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the expenses.
not otherwise
the Treasury
in the
money in
of any
out of
sum of
of $40,000
into effect
effect the
of the
aforesaid
the aforesaid
provisions of
the provisions
for carrying
carrying into
$40,000 for
sum
Act until
until the
the end
the fiscal
June 30,
1921, including
including
30, 1921,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
of the
end of
Act
payment
and expenses
members of the board
the members
of the
expenses of
compensation and
of compensation
payment of
appointed
under section
section 2
Act and
and all
all other
necessary officers
officers
other necessary
the Act
2 of
of the
appointed under
and
and employees;
employees;
Naval stores investinvt
For investigating
the grading,
weighing, handling,
transportation, gations,
handling, transportation,
gations, etc
etc.
grading, weighing,
investigating the
For
and
uses of
stores, the
preparation of
of definite
type samples
samples
definite type
the preparation
of naval
naval stores,
and uses
thereof,
and for
the demonstration
demonstration of
of improved
processes
improved methods or processes
for the
thereof, and
of preparing
cooperation with individuals
comindividuals and comin cooperation
stores, in
naval stores,
of
preparing naval
employment of necessary
necessary persons and means
panies, including the employment
in
the city
city: of
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $10000;
$10,000;
nsectdes and
in the
of Washington
Washington and
Insecticides
and fungicides.
For the
manufacturing giides.
development of methods of manufacturing
investigation and development
the investigation
For
Investigations, etc.
insecticides
and fungicides,
and for
investigating chemical
chemical problems
problems Investigatons,etc
for investigating
fungicides, and
insecticides and
relating
the composition,
application of insecticides
insecticides
composition, action, and application
to the
relating to
and fungicides,
fungicides, $25,000;
$25,000;
Dd
and
Dehydrating food
food
For
the study
study and
and improvement
of methods
of dehydrating
dehydrating mama- materials.
materials. g
methods of
improvement of
For the
terials used
used for
in cooperation
associations,
persons, associations,
such persons
with such
cooperation with
food, in
for food,
terials
or
corporations as
may be
be found
found necessary,
disseminate inforto disseminate
and to
necessary, and
as may
or corporations
mation as
as to
to the
the value
suitability of
products for food,
of such
such products
and suitability
value and
mation
$23,500;
$23,500;
Wool•scouring
wastes. -steouring
For the
the investigation
investigation and
development of methods
methods of
utilizing wa
of utilizing
and development
For
wool-scouring waste,
$9,000;
waste, $9,000;
wool-scouring
In all,
all, for
general expenses,
expenses $907,401.
$907,401.
for general
In
Total
$1,333,591.
of Chemistry, $1,333,591.
Bureau of
Total for Bureau
BUREAU OF
OF SOILS.
SOILS.
BUREAU

Soils
Bureau.
Soils Bureau.

Soils B

Pay of chief of bu-

SALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
Son.s: One
soil physicist,
physicist, who
shall be
be chief
chief reau,
Payclerks,
clerks,
of chief
ete.
etc.of
reau,
who shall
One soil
OF SOtLS:
SALABRES,

bu-

of bureau,
bureau, $4,000;
$4,000; one
one chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
one administrative
administrative
$2,000; one
of
assistant,
one executive
$2,000; four clerks,
clerks,
assistant, $2,000;
executive assistant,
$2,100; one
assistant, $2,100;
class four;
four; two
clerks, class
class three;
three; five clerks,
clerks, class two; one clerk,
two clerks,
class
81,260;
clerks, class
class one;
one; four
$1,000 each;
each; two
at $1,000
four clerks, at
$1,260; thirteen
thirteen clerks,
soil cartographers,
cartographers, at
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
draftsman, $1,600;
$1,600; one soil
each; one draftsman
soil
bibliographer
or draftsman,
draftsman, $1,400;
$1,400; one
one photographer,
photographer, $1,200;
$1,200; eight
eight
bibliographer or
draftsmen,
each; one
one laboratory
laboratory helper, $1,000;
$1,000; three
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
draftsmen, at
laboratory
at $840
$1,440; one mamachinist, $1,440;
each; one machinist,
$840 each;
helpers, at
laboratory helpers,
chinist,
one instrument
maker, $1,200;
machinist's
one machinist's
$1,200; one
instrument maker,
$1,380; one
chinist, $1,380;
helper, $900;
$900; one
$480
messenger boys, at $480
messenger, $840; two messenger
one messenger,
helper,
each; one
messenger or
$660; three
three laborers,
laborers,. at
at $600 each;
each;
or laborer,
laborer, $660;
one messenger
each;

one laborer,
charwoman or
laborer, $480;
$480; in
in all,
all, $79,840.
$79,840.
one
laborer, $300;
$300; one
one charwoman
or laborer,
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
For all
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses
SOIS: For
OF Sons:
BUREAU OF
GENERAL

Geeal
ps.
General expenses.

connected with
investigations and
hereinafter
experiments hereinafter
and experiments
the investigations
with the
connected
authorized,
including the
the employment
of investigators
investigators, local and
employment of
authorized, including
special agents,
agents, assistants,
draftsmen, and
and labor
labor in the
clerks, draftsmen,
experts, clerics,
assistants, experts,
special
city of
Washington and
and elsewhere;
traveling expenses,
expenses,
official traveling
elsewhere; official
of Washington
city
materials, tools,
instruments, apparatus,
repairs to apparatus,
apparatus,
apparatus, repairs
tools, instruments,
materials,
chemicals,
office fixtures, stationery,
stationery, gas, electric
electric current,
current,
furniture, office
chemicals, furniture,
telegraph and
charges, rent
rent
telephone service, express and freight charges,
and telephone
telegraph
outside
the District
of Columbia,
necessary supplies
other necessary
for all other
and for
Columbia, and
District of
outside the
and expenses, as follows:
investigaChemical investiga.
For chemical
chemical investigations
of soil
soil types,
axes.
tios otsoai
and soil titan
composition, and
types, soil composition,
investigations of
For
minerals,
chemical properties
properties
solution, solubility of soil and all chemical
minerals, the soil solution,
of
formation, soil
soil texture,
texture, and soil producrelation to soil formation,
in their
their relation
of soils
soils in
44281°-21----47
47
44281°-21--
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tivity, including
routine chemical
chemical work
in connection
connection with the
work in
all routine
including all
tivity,
soil
survey, $23,110;
$23,110;
soil survey,
which
Ph Y ical prodctPrt'
dnetjv*
For
important properties
properties of soil which
of the important
investigations of
physical investigations
For physical
Physical
ity investigations.
ity
nvestatn
determine
heat
determine productivity, such as moisture relations,
relations, aerations, heat
various
conductivity, texture, and
physical investigations
investigations of the various
other physical
and other
conductivity,
soil
and soil types, $12,225;
classes and
soil classes
Natural
fertilizers.
For exploration
exploration and
the United States
States to
investigation within the
and investigation
For
Natural ertizrs.
determine
possible sources
supply of potash,
potash, nitrates, and other
other
sources of supply
determine possible
natural
$36,840;
fertilizers, $36,840;
natural fertilizers,
c(19
PeTativ°mappmg,
i
For
the investigation
soils, in cooperation
cooperation with other branches
branches of
of
of soils,
investigation of
For the
inn"
solpooperative
vestgations,
etc.
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, other departments
departments of the Government,
the Department
' p
etc.
State agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations, and other State institutions,
State
and
maps and
plats, by coloring
coloring or otherwise,
otherwise, the
and plats,
upon maps
indicating upon
for indicating
and for
results of
investigations $178,900;
$178,900;
of such
such investigations,
results
of soils
soils to
aid in
of agricultural
agricultural
classification of
the classification
in the
to:aid
examination of
For examination
cuiturasisn" (" gri" For
lands in
in cooperation
bureaus of the department
department and other
cooperation with other bureaus
lands
departments of the
$15,000;
Government, $15,000;
the Government,
departments
Kelp plant, SummerSummercompletion, operation
operation, and
maintenance of the Government
Government
Kelp
For the completion,
and maintenance
land, Calif.
Proviso,
Summerland, California,
$192,900: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
California, $192,900:
kelp plant
plant at Summerland,
lanpeoo.
sle,etc.,rodt.
sale
'
etc"
dP
r'
duct- product
product obtained from
from such
such experimentation
experimentation may be sold at a
aprice
to be
determined by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, and the amount
amount
be determined
to
obtained from
from the
sale thereof
thereof shall be
covered into the Treasury
Treasury as
be covered
the sale
obtained
miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts;
Administrative
For
administrative expenses
expenses connected
connected with the aboveabovegeneral administrative
For general
xrative expedinisn
mentioned lines of investigation,
investigation, $4,000;
mentioned
$462,975.
In all, forgeneral
for general expenses,
expenses, $462,975.
&wean of Soils, $542,215.
$542,215.
Total for Bureau
Ent=ology Bureau.
Bureau.
Entomology

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY.
ENTOMOLOGY.

BUREAU OF

shall
OF ENTOMOLOGY:
SALARIES, BUREAU or
oALARIES,
ENTOMOLOGY: One entomologist, who
who shall
be
chief of
$5,000; one
one chief
chief clerk and executive
executive assistant,
of bureau,
bureau, $5,000;
be chief
$2,250;
$2,250; one editor,
editor , $2,250; one
administrative assistant, $2,250;
one administrative
$2,250; one
financial
class four; ten clerks,
clerk;, class three;
three;
financial clerk, $1,800; five clerks, class
eighteen
twenty-five clerks,
clerks, class
class one;
one •' six clerks,
clerks,
two; twenty-five
class two;
clerks, class
eighteen clerks,
$1,600; two insect delineators,
$1,000 each; one insect delineator, $1,600;
at $1,000
at
$1,400 each;
each; two
two entomological
draftsmen, at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each; one
entomological draftsmen,
at $1,400
entomological
$1,080; one photographer, $1,200; four
four
entomological draftsman, $1,080;
entomological
$1,000 each; four entomological
entomological prepaentomological preparators, at $1,000
rators, at $840 each; eight entomological
entomological preparators,
preparators, at $720 each;
one
laborer, $1,080;
laborers, at $900 each;
each; one
messengers or laborers,
$1,080; two messengers
one laborer,
messenger or laborer,
laborer, $840;
$840; three
three messengers
messengers or laborers,
laborers, at $720 each;
each;
messenger
messenger boys, at $480 each; two charwomen,
charwomen, at $480 each;
six messenger
three
at $240
each; in
all, $132,790.
$132,790.
in all,
$240 each;
charwomen, at
three charwomen,
GenPrti
eXpelISPS.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF ENTOMOLOGY:
promotion
the promotion
For the
ENTOMOLOGY: For
GENERAL
nestigexpenses.inyesti
g
at,,,n
of
ininvestigating the history and the habits
s.cts.
economic entomology;
entomology. for investigating
f- of economic
secsti a io
of insects
injurious and beneficial
beneficial to agriculture,
agriculture, horticulture, arboriinsects injurious
of
affecting the health of man and
culture, and the study of insects affecting
domestic
ascertaining the best means
means of destroying
destroying those
those
domestic animals, and ascertaining
reporting, and illustratfound
illustratcollating, digesting, reporting,
injurious; for collating,
to be injurious;
found to
investigations; tor
ing the results of such investigations;
Speciied objects.
Specified
for salaries
salaries and
and the
the employment
employment
of
Washington and elsewhere, rent outside of the
of labor in the city of Washington
express charges,
charges, official
official traveling
traveling
District of Columbia, freight, express
expenses, office fixtures, supplies, apparatus, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone
service, gas, and electric current, m
in connection
connection with the following
following
investigations:
investigations:
investigations of insects
Fits,
orchardsetc.
Fruits '
orchards
'etc'
For investigations
insects affecting
affecting deciduous fruits, orchards,
$30,000 shall be immediately
immediately
$178,500, of which $30,000
vineyards, and nuts, $178,500,
available;
available;

Pay of chief of buof chief
reau,
etc.of buPa clerks,
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For investigations
investigations of
insects affecting
cereal and
and forage
forage crops,
crops,
affecting cereal
of insects
For
including
investigation of
chinch
of the
the Hessian fly and the chinch
a special investigation
including a
$145,660;
bug, $145,660;
For investigations
investigations of
affecting southern
field crops,
crops, including
southern field
insects affecting
of insects
For
insects
affecting cotton
tobacco, rice,
cane and
and so
so forth,
forth, and
and
sugar cane,
rice, sugar
cotton,' tobacco,
insects affecting
the cigarette
beetle and Argentine
Argentine ant, $125,000,
of which
which sum $25,000
$125,000, of
the
cigarette beetle
shall
available;
immediately available;
shall be immediately
For
investigations of
insects affecting
$40,000;
forests, $40,000;
affecting forests,
of insects
For investigations
crops, including
For
investigations of
insects affecting
affecting truck
truck crops,
including insects
of insects
For investigations
affecting the
the potato,
potato, sugar
sugar beet,
tomato, beans,
peas,
beans, peas,
onion, tomato,
cabbage onion,
beet, cabbage,
affecting
and
forth, and
and insects
affecting stored products,
$110,000;
products, $110,000;
insects affecting
so forth,
and so
For
investigations and
m bee
bee culture,
culture, $33,800;
and demonstrations
demonstrations m
For investigations
For
affecting citrus and other tropical and
insects affecting
For investigations
investigations of insects
subtropical fruits,
Mediterranean and
and other
other fruit
fruit flies
ffies
the Mediterranean
including the
fruits, including
subtropical
camphor thrip,
thrip, $51,500;
and the camphor
For
investigations,
.
identification, and
and systematic
systematic classification
classification of
identification,
For investigations,
miscellaneous
the study
study of
of insects
insects affecting
affecting the
the
including the
insects, including
miscellaneous insects,
health
man and
animals, household
and the imporhousehold insects, and
and domestic
domestic animals,
of man
health of
tation
exchange of
of useful
$52,330;
tation and
and exchange
useful insects,
insects, $52,330;
For
expenses connected
with above
above lines
lines of
of
connected with
administrative expenses
For general
general administrative
investigation, and
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
thereto, $3,880;
incident thereto,
expenses incident
and for
investigation,
In
for general
general expenses,
$740,670.
In all,
all, for
expenses, $740,670.
To
P
REVENTING SPREAD
SPREAD OF
OF MOTHS,
OF ENTOMOLOGY:
ENTOMOLOGY: To
BUREAU OF
MOTHS, BUREAU
PREVENTING
enable the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
emergency caused by
the emergency
to meet
meet the
Secretary of
the Secretary
enable
the
continued spread of the
the gypsy and brown tail moths by conducting
the continued
determine the best methods
experiments as may
necessary to determine
may be necessary
such experiments
of
controlling these
these insects;
introducing and establishing
establishing the parainsects; by introducing
of controlling
sites and
enemies of
these insects
insects and
colonizing them within
within
and colonizing
of these
natural enemies
and natural
sites
the infested
infested territory;
territory; by
by establishing
establishing and
and maintaining
maintaining a
aquarantine
quarantine
the
general
by the general
against further
spread in
manner as
as is
is provided
provided by
in such
such manner
further spread
against
nursery-stock law
approved August 20,
as amended,
amended, entitled
1912, as
20, 1912,
law,, approved
nursery-stock
"
An Act to regulate
regulate the importation
importation of nursery stock and other plants
"An
and
.Agriculture to establish
establish
Secretary of Agriculture
plant products, to enable the Secretary
and plant
and
plant diseases and insect pests,
quarantine districts for plant
and maintain
maintain quarantine
movements of fruits, plants, and vegetables
vegetables
to permit and regulate the movements
cooperation with
purposes," in cooperation
for other
other purposes,"
and for
therefrom,
with the authorities
authorities
therefrom, and
and with the several State experiment
concerned and
of the
the different
States concerned
experiment
different States
of
stations,
rent outside
of the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, the employthe District
outside of
including rent
stations, including
ment of
of labor
labor in
in the
of Washington
Washington and
and all
all other
other
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and
city of
the city
ment
necessary expenses,
$250,000.
expenses, $250,000.
necessary
$1,123,460.
Bureau of
of Entomology,
Entomology, $1,123,460.
Total for Bureau

a

BUREAU OF
OF BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.
SURVEY.
BUREAU

Cereal and
and forage
forage
Cereal
crops.
croP S'
Southern
field crops.
crops.
outhern field

Forests.
Forests.
Truck crops,
crops, stored
stored
Truck
products,
etc.
Bee culture.
culture.
Bee
Tropical
and subanitd subTropical
tropical
fruits.
lifismlian9o
hs
insects
affsceanehouisets
affecting health of
man,
etc.
man,etc.

Administrative expenses.
eses.
tallynt y and
.
and
tai moths.

brown
brown
g sspread,
Controlling
p ead
ocontro"
of.

Coopemtivo
quaran
Cooperativo quaran.

ttine against.

e agait
Vol. 37,
37, pp.
315, 854.
85i.
pp. 315,
vol.

Biological
Biological

Bureau.
Bureau.

Survey
Survel

of chief of
SURVEY:
S
ALARIES, BUREAU
URVEY: One
One biologist,
biologist, who Pyy ;Lail:1c
of bbu'
BIOLOGICAL S
OF BIOLOGICAL
BUEREAU OF
SALARIES,
r ea
clket
shall be
be chief
$4,000; one chief clerk and executive
executive assist- u,''
chief of bureau, $4,000;
shall
P:

c

$1,800; one administrative
$2,250; one executive
assistant, $2,250;
administrative assistant,
ant, $1,800;
assistant,
three;
$1,800; two
two clerks, class four; four clerks, class three;
assistant, $1,800;
$1,260; fourteen
fourteen
one clerk, $1,500; nine clerks, class two; one clerk, $1,260;
clerks, class
$1,080;
$1,100 each; one clerk, $1,080;
one; two
two clerks, at $1,100
class one;
clerks,
three clerks, at $1,000
$1,000 each; two clerks, at $900 each; one preparator,
$1,200;
$900; one messenger,
messenger, $720; one photogone preparator,
preparator, $900'
$1,200; one

boys, at
rapher, $1,300;
$1,300; one
one game
game warden,
warden, $1,200;
$1,200; two
two messenger
messenger boys,
at
rapher,
$480 each; one laborer, $600; two charwomen,
charwomen, at $240
$240 each; m
in all,
S480
$67,450.

GENERAL EXPENSES,
BITREAU OF
OF BIOLOGICAL
SURVEY: For salaries
salaries
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY:
EJXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL
and employment
in the
the city
city of
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
of Washington
labor in
of labor
and
employment of

expenses necessary in
furniture,
furniture, supplies, traveling, and all other expenses

General expenses.
Generalexpenses.
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conducting investigations
investigations and
and carrying
carrying out the work of the bureau,
bureau,
conducting
as follows:

Reservation for game
animals
birds.
nrnimals and
and birds.
Manatenance.
Maintenance.

For the
the maintenance
maintenance of the
the Montana
National Bison range and
and other
other
For
Montana National
*
reservations and
and for
the maintenance
of game
game introduced
introduced into
into suitsuitmaintenance of
for the
reservations

serves.
Vol.
Vol. 35, p. 1104.

for the
enforcement of
of section
section 84
84 of
the Act
Act approved
approved March
March 4,
1909,
4, 1909,
of the
the enforcement
for

Reservationfor game

able localities
localities on
public lands,
lands, under
under supervision
the Biological
Biological
of the
supervision of
on public
able
Survey, inelu
quarters, shelters
wardens' quarters,
fencing, wardens'
construction of fencing,
including construction
Survey,
for animals,
lan, roads,
roads, trails,
trails, bridges,
ditches, telephone
telephone lines,
bridges, ditches,
animals, landings,
for
rockwork,
bulkh, and
and other
other improvements
necessary for the
improvements necessary
rockwork, bulkheads,
Protecting bird
bird pre
pre- economical
administration and
and protection
the reservations,
reservations, and
and
of the
protection of
economical administration
Protecting

p 110.

entitled
"An Act
Act to
penal laws of the
codify, revise, and amend the penal
to codify,
entitled "An
United,
States," $39,735,
of which sum $2,500 may be used for the
$39,735, 'of
United States,"
purchase, capture,
capture, and transportation
transportation of game for national
national reservareservapurchase,
tions;
tions;
Sully's
improvement and maintenance
maintenance of the game preserve
preserve in
su
HillRill National For the improvement
Park, N. Dak.
Improving
game pre- Sullys
Sullys Hill
Hill National
Park, in
the State
of North
North Dakota,
Dakota, including
including
State of
in the
National Park,
imnptovggamepreServesirven.
in.
the
fences, sheds,
sheds, buildings,
shelters,
roads, shelters,
buildings, corrals, roads,
all fences,
construction of all
the construction
and other
structures which
necessary for the protection
protection
which may
may be necessary
and
other structures
addition to the amount heretofore
heretofore
visitors, in addition
for the
the use of visitors,
game or
or for
of game
Food habits fbirds appropriated, $5,000,
$5,000, the same to be available until expended;
expended;
o birds
American birds and other
For
or investigating
investigating the food habits
habits of North American
Food habts of
and
animals in
in relation
relation to
to agriculture,
horticulture, and
and forestry;
forestry; for
for
agriculture, horticulture,
animals
investigations
demonstrations in connection
connection with
and demonstrations
experiments, and
investigations, experiments,
rearing
for experiments,
experiments, demonstrations,
demonstrations and
and
animals; for
fur-bearing animals;
rearing fur-bearing
cooperation
wolves coyotes,
coyotes, prairie dogs, gophers,
in destroying wolves,
cooperation in
ground
squirrels, and
and other animals
animals injurious
injurious to agriculture,
agriculture, hortiground squirrels,
Suppression
culture, forestry,
forestry, animal
animal -husbandry,
and wild game;
and for the
the
husbandry, and
game; and
suppreion of
of rara- culture,
protection of stock and other domestic
bi.
bies.
domestic animals through
through the suppression of rabies in predatory
predatory wild animals,
animals, $456,040;
$456,040;
ti
Biological
For
investigations, including
including the relations,
relations, habits,
biological- investigations,
For biological
Biological invoStigamigrations of animals
geographic
tio.
geographic distribution, and niigrations
animals and plants, and
the preparation
preparation of maps of the life zones, $24,400;
$24,400;
Migratory birds proFor all necessary expenses
provisions of the miMigratory
expenses for
for enforcing
enforcing the provisions
tection.
Large,
Vol. 40, p.
p. 755.
755.
gratory-bird treaty
of July
3, 1918
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes
Statutes at Large,
July 3,
treaty Act
Act of
gratory-bird
vto.4,
page 755),
cooperation with
authorities in the protection
protection
with local
local authorities
for cooperation
page
755), and for
investigations connected
connected thereof migratory birds, and for necessary investigations
Proato.
with, $142,500:
$142,500: Provided,
Provided, That of this sum not more than $20,500
with,
Proviso.
ment
P re venti ng shipmay be
be used
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of sections
sections 241,
and 244
243, and
241, 242, 243,
used for
r hipd may
Prenenting
of prohibite
birds, etc.
of the Act approved March 4, 1909, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to codify,
birdsetc.
Vol.35,
pp.1137,113S.
amend the
laws of
the United
United States,"
and for
for the
the
the penal
penal laws
of the
States," and
Vol
113,113. revise,
revise, and
and amend
3pp.
Carrying
of section
section 1
1of
of the
approved May
May 25,
25, 1900, entitled
entitled
the Act
Act approved
enforcement of
illegally enforcement
Carrying
killed
1 e.
"An
Act to
to enlarge
enlarge the
the powers
of the Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
powers of
"An Act
killed ggam
prohibit
commerce of
of game
game killed in
by interstate commerce
the transportation
transportation by
prohibit the
'Vo. 3,
violation
purposes," including
including all necesneceslaws, and
and for other purposes,"
local laws,
of local
violation of
sary investigations
investigations in connection
therewith;
connection therewith;
and demonstrations
demonstrations for the
Reindeer
or investigations,
experiments and
the welfare,
welfare,
investigations, experiments
For
Alaska.
Reindeer in Alaska.
Improving, etc., in- improvement,
and increase
of the
industry in
in Alaska,
Alaska, includincludreindeer industry
the reindeer
increase of
etc. in- improvement, and
duitr,"in'
dustry.
ol. 36,
3, p. 327.
igi g the erection
erection of necessary
structures and
Vol.
necessary buildings and other structures
cooperation with
the Bureau
Bureau of
and for
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of
of Education,
Education, and
with the
cooperation
section 1956
of the
amended so far as it relates
Revised Statutes as amended
the Revised
1956 of
section
to
protection of land fur-bearing
fur-bearing animals
animals in Alaska,
Alaska, including
including
to the protection
Transfer of specific
specific necessary investigations
$40,000; and herehereinvestigations in connection
connection therewith, $40,000;
Secrer
etwesn Secreduties tbetween
tones of
after the
the powers
duties heretofore
heretofore conferred
upon the
the Secretary
Secretary
conferred upon
and duties
powers and
of Agriculture
Agriculture after
taries
nd Commerce.
of Commerce by existing law, proclamations,
and
Commerce.
proclamations, or Executive
Executive orders
with
beaver, land otter, muskrat,
muskrat, fox,
marten, beaver,
to any
any mink,
mink, marten,
with respect
respect to
wolf, wolverine,
weasel, or
fur-bearing animals
animals in
in Alaska,
Alaska,
land fur-bearing
or.other
other land
wolf,
wolverine, weasel,
and with
the leasing
leasing of
of certain
islands in Alaska for the propcertain islands
respect to
to the
and
with respect
agation
of fur-bearing
hereby conferred
conferred upon,
shall
upon, and shall
are hereby
animals, are
fur-bearing animals,
agation of
be exercised
by, the
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, and the powers
powers and
the Secretary
be
exercised by,
duties
conferred upon
upon the
of Apiculture
by existing law,
Agriculture by
Secretary of
the Secretary
duties conferred
anint.lq.
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with
respect to
hereby conferred
conferred upon,
with respect
to walruses
walruses and
and sea
sea lions
lions,' are hereby
upon,
exercised by,
Commerce: Provided
i
Proviso.
promoo.
Provided,
by, the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce:
shall be
be exercised
and shall
That
nothing in
Act shall
affect the
and duties
conferred tjai
c
e
t
.
1
,
c
1c7:ng
r
That nothing
in this
this Act
shall affect
the powers
powers and
duties conferred
s etc.,
ss,ntli
ncbanged.
upon
Secretary of Commerce by existing law, proclamations,
proclamations, or
or
upon the
the Secretary
Executive orders with
respect to fur seals
otters and
seals and
and sea otters,
and juriswith respect
Executive
diction
over the
and the
fur-bearing animals
animLs thereon;
thereon;
diction over
the Pribiloff
Pribiloff Islands
Islands and
the fur-bearing
Authority
t y of
and
hereafter the
the wardens
wardens and
and other
other officers
heretofore or
or hereafter
dens.
o wararhereafter dAens.t
officers heretofore
and hereafter
appointed by the Secretary
of
Agriculture
for
protection
of
protection
bird
Agriculture
the
Secretary
reservations
n Alaska
control of the
Department of AgriAlaska under
under control
the Department
reservations i
in
culture, or
for the
the protection
protection of
in Alaska,
of fur-bearing
fur-bearing animals
animals in
Alaska, shall
shall
culture,
or for
performance of
of
have and exercise like authority and powers in the performance
their
respective duties
as are
upon game
game wardens
by the
their respective
duties as
are conferred
conferred upon
wardens by
the
Alaska game
game law
law of
May 11,
Statutes at
at Large,
Large
Vol. 35, p. 104.
Alaska
of May
11, 1908
1908 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
VoL35,p.04.
page 102),
102), and
and by
by existing
existing law
officers and agents of the Departlaw upon
upon officers
page
Commerce employed
salmon fisheries
fur-seal and
and
fisheries and fur-seal
ment of Commerce
employed in
in the
the salmon
sea-otter services
sea-otter
services in Alaska;
Alaska;
For
general administrative
administrative expenses
connected with
the aboveabove- penisativ
Administrative
with the
expenses connected
For general
mentioned lines of work, including
other Federal
Federal
including cooperation
cooperation with other
mentioned
bureaus,
commissions, on request from
from
departments, boards, and commissions,
bureaus, departments,
them, $10,760;
$10,760;
In
expenses, $718,435.
$718,435.
In all, for general expenses,
Total
Biological Survey, $785,885.
$785,885.
Total for
for Bureau of
of Biological
DIVISION OF
OF ACCOUNTS
AND DISBURSEMENTS.
DISBURSEMENTS.
ACCOUNTS AND
DIVISION
SALARIES, DIVISION OF
ACCOUNTS AND DISBURSEMENTS:
One chief
chief
DISBURSEMENTs: One
OF ACCOUNTS
SALARIES,
of
and disbursing clerk, $4,000;
supervising auditor,
$4,000; one supervising
of division
division and
$2,250; one cashier and chief clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; one deputy disbursing
disbursing
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; one accountant
two clerks,
clerks,
accountant and bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,000; two
thirteen
class four; four clerks, class three; six clerks, class two; thirteen
$1,000 each; one messenger,
messenger, $720;
$720;
clerks, class one; two clerks, at $1,000
$600.
one messenger boy, $600.
Total for
for Division of Accounts and Disbursements, $49,820.
DIVISION OF
OF PUBLICATIONS.
PUBLICATIONS.
DIVISION

Accounts and
and Dis.
DiaAccounts

bursements Division.
bursementsDivision.
Salaries.
Sa es

-

Publications
Publications

Sion.
Edon.

Divi.

SALARIES, DIVISION
PUBLICATIONS: One
ajna,
y
as3311111119,11
etc.114.
SALARIES,
DIVISION OF
OF PUBLICATIONS:
One chief of division, Sion,asistants,
assistant chief
division, $2,500;
$2,500;
$3,500; one chief editor,
editor, $3,000; one
one assistant
chief of
of division,
one assistant in charge of exhibits, $3,000; one assistant in charge
assistant in charge
motion-picture
of information, $3,000; one assistant
charge of motion-picture
superintendent of distribution,
activities, $3,000; one superintendent
distribution, $2,500; one
assistant in charge of indexing, $2,000; one chief clerk, $2,000; one
assistant
assistant in exhibits, $2,000; two assistants, at $2,000 each; one
editors at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; one
assistant editor, $2,000; three assistant editors,
$1,600; two assistants, at $1,400
indexer
$1,400 each; one indexer
assistant editor, $1,600;
$1,400; one assistant in charge
charge of
of
or compiler, $1,800; one indexer, $1,400;
illustrations, $2,100; one artist and designer, $2,500; three
three draftsmen
draftsmen
or photographers
$1,600 each; two draftsmen
draftsmen or photographers,
photographers,
or
photographers,' at $1,600
photographers, at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each;
at $1,500
$1,500 each; two draftsmen
draftsmen or photographers,
draftsman or photographer, $1,300; ten draftsmen
draftsmen or photogone draftsman
raphers, at $1,200
assistant photographer,
$1,200 each; one assistant
photographer, $960; one
lantern-slide colorist, $1,200;
assistant
lantern-slide
$1,200; one laboratory
laboratory aid, $900; one assistant
assistant in document
document
in charge of document
document section, $2,000; one
one assistant
section, $1,800;
foreman, miscellaneous
$1,500;
$1,800; one foreman,
miscellaneous distribution, $1,500;
three; seven clerks
clerks, class
class two; clerketc
one clerk, class four; one clerk, class three;
eighteen clerks, class one; eighteen
$1,100 each; forty clerks,
eighteen
eighteen clerks, at $1,100
at $960 each; twelve clerks, at $900 each; five machine
machine operators,
operators, at
at
$1,200 each; one chief folder, $1,200;
$1,200; three messengers
messengers or laborers,
laborers,
$1,200
at
messengers or laborers, at $840
$840 each;
each; four mesat $900
$900 each;
each; ten messengers
sengers or laborers, at $780 each; ten messengers
messengers or laborers,
laborers, at
sengers
Clerks, etc.
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$720 each;
each; three messengers
messengers or
or laborers,
laborers, at $600 each; one
one folder,
folder,
$1,200; two folders, at $1,000
$1,000 each; eight skilled
skilled laborers,
$1,100
$1,200;
laborers, at
at $1,100
messenger boys, at
at
each; nine messenger
messenger boys, at $720 each; six messenger
$480 each;
each; three charwomen,
$600 each; two messenger boys, at $480
charwomen,
at $480 each; four charwomen,
each; in all, $242,020.
$242,020.
charwomen, at $240 each;
General
expenses.
Generalexpenses.

: GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DIVIION
PUBLICATIONS:
Dritisiox OF
or PUBLICATIONS:

For
For miscellamiscella-

neous objects of expenditure
connection with
with the
the publication,
neous
expenditure in connection
indexing, illustration, and distribution
distribution of bulletins, documents,
documents, and
reports, as
reports,
as follows:
follows:
Supplies, etc.
Supplies,
etc.
For labor-saving machinery, including
including necessary
necessary supplies, $6,000;
$6,000;
$9,000;
For envelopes,
envelopes, stationery,
stationery, and materials,
materials, $9,000;
fixtures, $1,320;
$1,320;
For office furniture and fixtures,
Photographic mate.
photographic equipment
ph9toprap_hic materials
materials and
and
mate- •
rhotograpic
For 'photographic
equipment and for photographic
rials,
etc.
In m s.

Provisos.
PrIo

et..

artists 'tools
tools and
supphes, $22,000:
That hereafter
hereafter the
and supplies,
$22,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the

Loans, sales,
etc., of
Agriculture is authorized,
authorized, under
under such
loans,
sales , etc.,f Secretary.of Agriculture
such rules
rules and regulaprescribe, to loan, rent,
tions and subject to such conditions
conditions as he may prescribe,
Preference,
Preference, receipts,
receipts, or sell
sell copies
copies of films:
Provided, That in the sale
films- Provided,
sale or rental
rental of films
films
etc.
educational
agricultural education
education
educational institutions or associations
associations for agricultural
organized for profit shall have preference;
all. moneys received
not organized
preference; all
received
from such rentals or sales to be covered
covered into the Treasury of
of the
United States as miscellaneous
receipts;
miscellaneous receipts;
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

For telephone
telephone and telegraph service and
and freight
freight and express

$900;
charges, $900;
For wagons,
wagons, motor
motor trucks,
trucks, bicycles, horses, harness,
harness, and
and maintemaintenace of the same, $1,000;
$1,000;
For purchase
purchase of manuscripts,
traveling expenses, electrotypes,
electrotypes,
manuscripts, traveling
illustrations, and other expenses not otherwise
provided for,
for $4,350;
$4,350;
otherwise
provided
Expenses of agriculExpenses
ttural
agrficurs
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to make
make suitable
suitable agricultural
agricultural
exhibits at
fairs,

etc.
ete.

t a

Ante, p. 271.

te, p. 27.

Emergency employemployments, etc.

Emergency

Crop Estimates BuBureau.

Pay of chief of buPay
reau, clerks.
clerks. etc.

exhibits
international fairs
exhibits at State, interstate,
interstate, and international
within the
the
fairs held within

United
in cooperation
United States,
States, in
cooperation with other departments
departments of the Government; for the purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary. supplies
supplies and equipment;
equipment; for
for
telephone and telegraph
telegraph service,
telephone
service, freight
freight and express charges; for
for
travel, and for every other
other expense
expense necessary,
employnecessary, including
including the
the employment of assistance and the payment
of
payment of rent outside the city of
Washington, $70,000;
$70,000;
Washington,

For extra labor and emergency
emergency employments
employments in the District of
of
Columbia,
$17,500;
Columbia, $17,500;
In
general expenses,
expenses, $132,070.
$132,070.
In all,
all, for
for general
Total for
Division of
of Publications,
Publications, $374,090.
$374,090.
Total
for Division
BUREAU
CROP ESTIMATES.
BUREAU OF
OF CROP
ESTIMATES.

S
ALARIES, BUEAU
BUREAU OF
or CROP
CROP ESTIMATES:
ESTIMATES: One
One statistician,
statistician, who
SALARIES,
who
shall be chief of bureau, $4,000; one chief clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; six clerks,
clerks,
class four; nine clerks,
clerks, class three;
three; fifteen clerks, class two; one clerk,
$1,300; forty clerks, class one; nine clerks,
fifteen
clerks, at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; fifteen
clerks, at
one messenger,
three messengers
messengers or
or lalaclerks,
at $900
$900 each;
each; one
messenger, $900;
$900; three
borers,
$720 each;
boys, at
at $660
$660 each;
each; one
one mesmesborers, at
at $720
each; three
three messenger
messenger boys,
senger boy, $600;
$600; one
one charwoman,
charwoman, $360; one
charwoman, $540;
$540; one charwoman,
one
charwoman, $240;
in all,
$130,580.
charwoman,
$240;in
all,
$130,580.
General expenses.
}eneralexpenes.
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU OF
or CROP
CROP ESTIMATES:
ESTIMATES: For all necesnecessary expenses,
expenses, in
with the
States Relations
Relations Service
Service and
sary
in cooperation
cooperation with
the States
and
other Federal, State and local agencies,
for collecting, compiling,
agencies, for
compiling, abstracting,
and interpreting
interpreting data
relating to
to
stracting, analyzing,
analyzing, summarizing,
summarizing, and
data relating
agriculture;
for making
?making and
and publishing
and liveliveagriculture; for
publishing periodicallyperiodically crop
crop and
stock estimates,
acreage, yield,
yield, and
and value
of farm
farm products,
stock
estimates, including
including acreage,
value of
products,
as
follows:
as follows:
Expenses in WashSalaries and
and employment
employment of
of labor
the city
of Washington
Washington and
and
ington. s
in
in WashSalaries
labor in
in the
city of
elsewhere, supplies,
telephone service,
service, freight
freight and
exelsewhere,
supplies, telegraph
telegraph and
and telephone
and ex-
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press
charges, and
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous administrative
administrative
press charges,
and all
all other
other necessary
expenses,
expenses, $20,000;
$20,000;
Salaries,
travel, and
necessary expenses
out of
of
Salaries, travel,
and other
other necessary
expenses of
of employees
employees out
the
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington engaged
engaged in
in field
field investigations,
investigations, $168,076;
$168,076;
In all,
all, for
general expenses,
expenses, $188,076.
$188,076.
In
for general
Total for
of Crop
$318,656.
Total
for Bureau
Bureau of
Crop Estimates,
Estimates, $318,656.

719
719

Field investigations.
Field
investigations.

LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF AGRICULTURE.
AGRICULTURE.
LIBRARY,

Library.
Library.

S
ALARIES, LIBRARY,
LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF AGRICULTURE:
AGRICULTURE: One
SALARIES,
One librarian,
librarian,
$2,000;
clerk, class
class three;
two clerks,
clerks, class
class
$2,000; one
one clerk,
three; two
clerks, class
class two;
two; six
six clerks,
one;
three clerks,
$1,080 each;
each; three
three clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,020
$1,020 each;
four
one; three
clerks, at
at $1,080
each; four
$1,000 each; four
at $900
each; one
one clerk,
clerk, $840;
one
clerks, at
at $1,000
four clerks,
clerks, at
$900 each;
$840; one
messenger, $720;
boy, $660;
$660; three
messenger,
$720; one
one messenger
messenger boy,
three messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at
at
$600 each;
two charwomen,
charwomen, at
each; in
in all,
all, $32,880.
$32,880.
$600
each; two
at $480
$480 each;
GENERAL
of reference,
reference, law
law books,
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, LIBRARY
LIBRARY:• For
For books
books of
books,
technical and
scientific books,
books, papers
and periodicals,
and for
extechnical
and scientific
papers and
periodicals, and
for expenses incurred
in completing
completing imperfect
imperfect senes;
series; for
for the
penses
incurred in
the employment
employment
of additional
in the
the city
city of
Washington and
and elsewhere;
for
of
additional assistants
assistants m
of Washington
elsewhere; for
official traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, and
and for
for library
library cards,
cards, supofficial
library fixtures,
fixtures, library
supplies, and
and for
expenses, $22,000.
$22,000.
plies,
for all
all other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
Total
for Library,
Library, $54,480.
$54,480.
Total for

Salaries.
Salaries

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
MISCELLANEOUS
AGRICULTURE: For
For
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPA_RTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF AGRICULTURE:
stationery,
twine, paper,
paper, gum,
goods, soap,
soap, brushes,
stationery, blank
blank book?,
books, twine,
gum, dry
dry goods,
brushes,
paints, glass,
hardware, ice,
ice fuel,
fuel, water
water
brooms, mats, oils, paints,
glass, lumber, hardware,
and gas
as pipes, heating
furniture, carpets
rriattings;
heatig apparatus, furniture,
carpets, and
and mattings;
for lights, freight, express charges,
charges, advertising,
advertising, telegraphing,
telegraphing, teletelephoning, postage, washing
washing towels,
improvephoning,
towels, and necessary
necessary repairs
repairs and
and improvements to buildings and heating apparatus;
apparatus; for the purchase,
purchase, subsissubsistence,
care ofho
ar
tence, and
and care
horses and the purchase
harness and
and
and repair
repair of
of harness
vehicles, for official purposes only; for the payment of duties on imimported articles, and the Department
Agriculture's proportionate
proportionate
Department of Agriculture's
share of the expense of the dispatch agent in New
New York; for official
official
traveling expenses; and for
miscellaneous supplies
supplies and
expenses
for other
other miscellaneous
and expenses
not otherwise provided
provided for, and necessary
necessary for
practical and
and
for the practical
$136,000.
efficient work of the department, $136,000.
RENT
RENT

IN THE
W E DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
IN
OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.

General expenses.
expenses.
General

Mlsnellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Contingent
Contingent expenses.
expenses

Rent.
Rent.

RENT OF
OF BUILDINGS,
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICITLITFRE: For rent
rent of
District
RENT
BUILDINGS, DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE:
of °fit:lin:2:x
otcSBi
Dinstrict
buildings
buildings and parts of
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, for
for use
use
of buildings
buildings in
of
bureaus, divisions,
and offices
of the
the Department
of the
the various
various bureaus,
divisions, and
offices of
Department of
of
Proviso.
Agriculture, $164,666:
Provided, That
Agriculture,
$164,666: Provided,
only such
such part
of this
this sum
shrill Retion.
t
That only
part of
sum shall
be
available
to
pay
rent
for
space
which
can
not
be
furnished
by
the
be available to pay rent for space which can not be furnished by the Restricion.
Government buildings
buildings located
Public Buildings Commission
Commission in
m Government
located in
in the
the
Columbia.
District
District of
of Columbia.
STATES
STATES RELATIONS
RELATIONS SERVICE.
SERVICE.

States
Service.
Service.

Relations
Relations

director,
S
ALARIES, STATES
STATES RELATIONS
RELATIONS S
ERVICE: One
director, $4,500;
one ciaraeteofa. dset.r
SALARIES,
SERVICE:
One director,
$4,500; oneP
chief clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; one clerk
clerk or chief accountant,
accountant, $2,400;
$2,400; one
one financial
financial
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; one clerk, $1,980;
reader, $1,800;
$1,980; one clerk or
or proof
proof reader,
$1,800;
five clerks, class four; one executive
eleven clerks,
clerks, class
class
executive clerk,
clerk, $1,740;
$1,740; eleven
$1,500 each;
three; two clerks, at $1,500
each; seventeen
seventeen clerks,
clerks, class two; two
clerks,
$1,260; fifty-two
clerks, at $1,320
$1,320 each; one clerk, $1,260;
fifty-two clerks, class one;
one;
one clerk or artist-draftsman,
artist-draftsman, $1,200;
$1,200; one clerk or machine
machine operator,
$1,200;
twenty-seven clerks, at $1,100
$1,100 each; thirty-nine
$1,200; twenty-seven
thirty-nine clerks,
at
clerks, at
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$1,000 each;
each; six
six clerks,
clerks, at
each; two
two messengers
laborers, at
at
messengers or laborers,
$900 each;
at $900
$1,000
$840
each;
five
messengers
or
laborers,
at
$720
each;
two
messengers
messengers
two
each;
$720
at
laborers,
or
$840 each; five messengers
or
laborer, $480;
$480; four
four mesor laborer,
messenger or
one messenger
each; one
$600 each;
at $600
laborers, at
or laborers,
each;
$480
at
senger
boys,
at
$600
each;
thirteen
messenger
boys,
at
$480
each;
boys,
messenger
thirteen
each;
senger boys, at $600
one
skilled laborer,
laborer, $900;
charwomen, at
each; sixteen
sixteen
$48 each;
at $480
four charwomen,
$900; .four
one skilled
charwomen, at
$240 each;
each; m
$234,880.
all $234,880.
in all
at $240
charwomen,
PP°rt
agricul.
j
a
i
l
experiment
st
a. ....1.rENERAL
EXPENSES
S
TATES
itELATIONS
S
ERVICE: To
To carry
carry into
SERVICE:
RELATIONE
STATES
EXPENSES,
GENERAL
g8ta
t.S9n7
"An
bons.
March 2,
effect the
the provisions
provisions of
of an Act
approved March
2, 1887,
1.887, entitled
entitled"An
Act approved
effect
2 p
ion.
Vol. 24, P. 440.
Act
stations in
m connection
connection with
experiment stations
agricultural experiment
establish agricultural
to establish
Act to
provisions of
the colleges
States under
the provisions
under the
several States
the several
in the
established in
colleges estabhshed
the
Vol. 12,
503,
supplementary thereto,"
2,1862,
July 2,
an Act approved
approved July
1862, and of
of the Acts supplementary
thereto,"
12, P. 503
Vol.
the sums
sums apportioned
apportioned to
the several
several States
States and
Territories, to be
and Territories,
to the
the
paid quarterly in advance, $720,000';
o add paid quarterly in advance, $720,000';
16,
approved March 16,
tional
appropriations.
To carry
carry into
provisions of an Act approved
the provisions
effect the
into effect
To
appropriations
tional
Allotment
Vol. 34,
34
34, P.
of
1906, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
for an
annual appropriaappropriaincreased annual
an increased
provide for
to provide
1906,
p. 63.
63.
Vol.

tion
for agricultural
experiment stations
and regulating
regulating the expendiexp_endistations and
agricultural experiment
tion for
ture thereof,"
thereof," the
sums
apportioned to
to the
several States
States and
and Territhe several
apportioned
sums
the
ture
Proviso.
not
tories
be paid
m advance,
advance, $720,000:
Provided, That
That not
$720,000: Provided,
quarterly in
paid quarterly
to be
Limit.
tories, to
Pit.to
paid to
to each
each State
and Territory
Territory under
under this
this
State and
be paid
shall be
$15,000 shall
exceed $15,000
to exceed
Act
agricul Act;
Cooperative
Cooperative
Agriculture to enforce
tural
extensionagrieulwork.
To enable
enforce the provisions
provisions of
Secretary of Agriculture
the Secretary
enable the
To
wor'
tural eteSion
approved May 8, 1914, entitled
Vol.
372.
the above
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
above Acts and the Act approved
the
38, p.
p. 372
Vol. 38,
the
to
provide
for
cooperative
agricultural
extension
work
between
between
work
extension
agricultural
to provide for cooperative
agricultural
the several
several States
States receiving
receiving. the
the benefits
benefits of an
an
in the
colleges in
agricultural colleges
supplementary
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved July
2, 1862,
1862, and
and of
Acts supplementary
of Acts
July 2,
Act
thereto,
the United
United States
States Department
Department of
of Agriculture,"
Agriculture" relative
and the
thereto, and
of agricultural
to
their
administration
and
for
the
administration
agricultural exexadministration
the
for
and
administration
to their
periment stations
stations in
Porto Rico,
the island
island of Guam,
Guam,
Rico, the
Hawaii, Porto
Alaska, Hawaii,
in Alaska,
periment
and the Virgin Islands
Islands of
the United
including the employemployStates, including
United States,.
of the
Clerical, etc., ex- and the Vinin
penses. etc., e ment
ment of
of clerks,
and other
other persons
persons in
in the
the city of Washingassistants, and
clerks, assistants,
ton
and elsewhere,
and express
express charges,
charges, official
official traveling
extraveling exfreight and
elsewhere, freight
ton and
penses,
office fixtures,
supplies, apparatus,
apparatus, telegraph
and telephone
telephone
telegraph and
fixtures, supplies,
penses, office
service, gas,
gas, electric
electric current,
outside of
of the
the District
District of ColumColumrent outside
and rent
current, and
service,
Aminal statement. bia,
Agriculture shall prescribe
of Agriculture
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
prescribe the form
form
$61,500; and
bia, $61,500;
.miState-t.
of
the annual
annual financial
statement required
under the
the above
above Acts, asasrequired under
financial statement
of the
certain whether
whether the
the expenditures
expenditures are
accordance with
with their
their proproin accordance
are in
certain
the Department
visions coordinate
the work
work of
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture with
of the
coordinate the
visions,
that
of the
stations in the
experiment stations
and experiment
colleges and
agricultural colleges
State.agricultural
the State
that of
to Congress;
thereon
report
lines
authorized
m
said
Acts,
and
make
report
thereon
Congress make
and
Acts,
said
in
lines authorized
Demonstration
cotton
of the
outside of
work outside
outde
of cotton
cotton worl
belt.i For
For farmers'
cooperative demonstration
demonstration work
the cotton
farmers' cooperative
bt.
of
outside
belt,
including
the
employment
of
labor
in
the
city
of
Washington
Washington
of
city
the
in
labor
of
employment
the
including
belt,
and elsewhere,
and all
other necessary
necessary-expenses,
expenses, $715,720$715,720;
all other
supplies, and
elsewhere, supplies,
and
Demonstrations
for
study
the
and
meeting
ravages
of
cotFor
farmers'
cooperative
demonstrations
and
for
and
demonstrations
cooperative
farmers'
For
cotof
meeting ravages
ton
weevil, etc.
demonstration of the best methods of meeting
meeting the ravages of the
demonstration
etc.
boll weevil,
ton boll
cotton-boll weevil,
employment of labor in the
the city of
the employment
including the
weevil, including
cotton-boll
necessary expenses,
Washington
and
elsewhere, supplies,
and all
all other
other necessary
expenses,
and
supplies,
elsewhere,
and
Washington
Prat Lie. contribu- $634,800: Provided, That the
Voluntary
expense of such service
service shall be de^i°lutary contribn- $634,800: Provided, That the expense
tions within a
State frayed
frayed from
appropriation and such cooperative
cooperative funds as may be
be
this appropriation
from this
a Stae
aionpseth
accepted.
voluntarily
by State,
county, and municipal
municipal agencies,
agencies,
State, county,
contributed by
voluntarily contributed
rmers, universities, colleges,
associations of
of farmers,
individual farmers,
colleges,
and indivarmers,
farmers, and
associations
boards
trade, chambers
commerce, other
other local
associations of
of
local associations
of commerce,
chambers of
of trade,
boards of
business men,
men, business
individuals within
within the
and individuals
organizations, and
business organizations,
business
Additional coopersState;
cooper- State;
Additional
tivea
gricultural eatenFor cooperative
cooperative agricultural
extension work, to be allotted, paid
paid
agricultural extension
For
tiveagricuturaletenwork.
sion
don work,
and expended in the same manner, upon the same
same terms and condiconditions,
under the
the same
supervision as the additional
additional appropriations
appropriations
same supervision
and under
tions, and
1914 (Thirty-eighth
8, 1914
May 8,
Vol. 38,
made by
the Act
of May
(Thirty-eighth Statutes at Large,
Act of
by the
made
373.
p. 373.
38, p.
Vol.
page
"An Act
Act to
to provide
cooperative agricultural
agricultural
for cooperative
provide for
entitled "An
372), entitled
page 372),
extension
between the
the agricultural
colleges in the several
several
agricultural colleges
work between
extension work
States receiving
the benefits
benefits of
of an
an Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved July 2,
Act of
receiving the
States
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1862, and
thereto, and
the United
expendiPlans of eiPendiStates tuPi.r
United States
and the
Acts supplementary
supplementary thereto,
and of
of Acts
1862,
Department
$1,500,000; and all sums appropriated
Agriculture," $1,500,000;
of Agriculture,"
Department of
by this
demonstration or extension work within any
by
this Act for use for demonstration
State shall
shall be
be used
accordance with plans mutually
in accordance
and expended
expended in
used and
State
officials
agreed upon
upon by
by the
Secretary of Agriculture
proper officials
Agriculture and the proper
the Secretary
agreed
Act
receives the benefits of said Act
State which receives
in such State
of the college in
Proviso.
ProaVo.agents.
appropriation not more County
That of the above appropriation
Provided, That
of May
1914: Provided,
May 8,
8, 1914:
of
ounty agents
salaries
than $300,000
$300,000 shall be expended
expended for purposes other than the
than
of county
agents;
of
county agents;er'
To
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
and report.
z ilmersLl hiss
t
e
rtes:
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
to investigate
investigate and
report ag
agriturl
schools,
upon
organization and
progress of
of farmers'
farmers' institutes
and agncul
upon the organization
and progress
institutes and
agncul- etcg p.
of, etc.
tural
in the
and Territories,
Territories, and
upon similar
Pm
gressof,etc.
similar ress
and upon
States and
several States
the several
schools in
tural schools
suggestions of plans
organizations
special suggestions
countries, with special
organizations in foreign countries,
and
methods for ma
r=
such organizations
effective for the
organizations more effective
such
making
and methods
dissemination of
Department of Agriculof the
the work of the Department
the results of
of the
dissemination
ture and the agricultural
experiment stations, and of improved
agricultural experiment
methods of
of agricultural
agricultural practice,
practice, including the employment
employment of labor
methods
in the
the city
elsewhere, and
all other necessary
necessary
and al
of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
city of
in
expenses, $16,360;
$16,360;
expenses,
Experiment stations
insular pospo
asa, insular
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to establish and maintain in Alaska,
To enable
enable the Secretary
sessions,
etc.
agricultural
experiment stations in Alaska,
Alaska Hawaii, Porto Rico,
Rico the essions,etc
agricultural experiment
island
Guam, and the Virgin
Virgin Islands
including
Islands of the United States, including
of Guam,
island of
the
erection of
of buildings
preparation, illustration,
illustration, and distributhe preparation,
buildings, the
the erection
tion
bulletins, and
necessary expenses,
expenses,
and all other necessary
and bulletins,
reports and
of reports
tion of
$210,000,
follows: Alaska,
$75,000, of which $11,800,
$11,800, or so much
Alaska, $75,000,
as follows:
$210,000, as
thereof
necessary, shall be immediately available for the
be necessary,
may be
thereof as may
erection
buildings, purchase
purchase of breeding
breeding live stock, and other
other
erection of buildings,
expenses connected
stock-breeding experiments
experiments on the
the stock-breeding
with the
connected with
expenses
$50,000;
Matanuska station; Hawaii, $50,000;
Kodiak and at the Matanuska
island of Kodiak
Porto Rico,
$50,000; Guam,
Guam, $15,000;
$15,000; and
and the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands of
the Sale
ale of products.
of the
Porto
Rico, $50,000;
Secretary of Agriculture
United States, $20,000; and the Secretary
Agriculture is authorUnited
belonging to
ized to sell such products
to
products as are obtained on the land belonging
ized
the
experiment stations
in Alaska
Rico,
Porto Rico,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Porto
stations in
agricultural experiment
the agricultural
the
Guam, and the Virgin Islands of the United States, and
the island of Guam,
the amount
amount obtained
obtained from the sale thereof
thereof shall be covered into the
Proviso.
c.
o extension
Provided, ProTreasury of the United States as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts: Provided,
Newell
work.
experiment station in work.
That of the sum herein
herein appropriated
appropriated for the experiment
Hawaii $10,000maybe
$10,000 may be used
agricultural extension work in
in Hawaii;
of farm
Hawaii; Utilization
Utilition of
used in
inagriculturalextensionwork
Hawaii
farm
products in
the home.
home.
inthe
To
investigate the relative
relative products
Secretary of Agriculture to investigate
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
agricultural products for food, clothing, and
utility and economy of agricultural
other uses in the home, with special suggestions of plans and methods
effective utilization of such products
products for these purposes,
for the more effective
department, and to
with the cooperation
cooperation of other bureaus of the department,
disseminate useful information on this subject, including the employment
Washington and elsewhere, supplies,
in the
the city of Washington
labor in
ment of labor
and all
other necessary
expenses, $44,300;
$44,300;
and
all other
necessary expenses,
Administrative
exAdministrative expenses.
connected with the lines of penses.
general administrative
administrative expenses connected
For general
States Relations Service, including the offices of the
of the States
work of
director, the chief clerk, the officers in charge of publications, library,
accounts, records, supplies, and property, and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous
accounts,
expenses incident thereto, $12,600;
$12,600;
expenses
expenses, $4,635,280.
In all, for general expenses
Total
$4,870,160.
Relations Service,
Service, $4,870,160.
Total for
for States Relations
et

PUBLIC ROADS.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF PUBLIC
ROADS.

Public
Public
reau.
reau.

BnRoads
Roads Bu-

Pay of chief of bubc
bu-

eetc.
dclre
PUBLIC
BUREAU OF
SALARIES,
SALARIES, BUREAU
or P
UBLIC ROADS: One chief of bureau, $6,000; reau,
niaP
u
a
,
Yclu
erf e
f

instrument
draftsman or clerk, $1,920;
$1,920; one clerk, $1,900;
$1,900; one instrument
one draftsman
maker, $1,800;
$1,800; one model maker, $1,800;
$1,800; four clerks, class
class four;
seven
clerks, class three; one clerk or editorial
editorial clerk, $1,600;
$1,600; three
seven clerks,
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clerks, at
at $1,500
$1,500 each;
photographer, $1,440; one clerk
or photographer,
clerk or
one clerk
each; one
clerks,
or instrument
instrument maker,
$1,440; one
or tabulator,
tabulator, $1,440;
clerk or
one clerk
$1,440; one
maker, $1,440;
or
clerk, class
two; two
clerks, at
at $1,380
$1,380 each;
each; two
two clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,320
$1,320
two clerks,
class two;
clerk,
each; four
four clerks,
at $1,260
$1,260 each;
clerks, class
one; one
one clerk
clerk
class one;
seven clerks,
each; seven
clerks, at
each;
or editorial
editorial clerk,
clerk, $1,200;
draftsman' $1,320;
$1,320; one clerk or
or
$1,200; one draftsman,
or
draftsman, $1,200;
$1,200; one
clerk or
or draftsman,
draftsman, $900;
pho$900; one clerk or phoone clerk
draftsman,
tographer, $1,200;
one clerk
or photographer,
photographer '$1,000;
at
clerks, at
two clerks,
$1,000; two
clerk or
$1,200; one
tographer,
$1,140
one clerk, $1,100; two clerks, at $1,080
$1,080 each; one
each; one
$1,140 each;
clerk,
nine clerks,
$1,000 each;
each; one
skilled
or skilled
clerk or
one clerk
at $1,000
clerks, at
$1,020; nine
clerk, $1,020;
laborer, $1,000;
$1,000; two
two clerks,
one mechanician,
mechanician, $1,680;
$1,680;
each; one
$900 each;
at $900
clerks, at
laborer,
one
or instrument
lantern-slide colorist,
$1,200; one lantern-slide
maker, $1,200;
instrument maker,
clerk or
one clerk
$1,320; one
one mechanic,
mechanic, $2,100;
one mechanic,
mechanic, $1,500;
$1,500; one
mechanic,
one mechanic,
$2,100; one
$1,320;
$1,200; one
one skilled
laborer, $1,200;
laborer or
mechanic,
or mechanic,
skilled laborer
one skilled
$1,200; one
skilled laborer,
$1,200;
$840;
one laboratory
laboratory aid,
$960; one
telephone operator
two
$720; two,
operator,' $720;
one telephone
aid, $960;
$840; one
laborers, at
$900 each;
two messengers
laborers, at $840 each;
each;.
messengers or laborers,
each; two
at $900
laborers,
two
messengers ' laborers,
laboratory helpers,
helpers, at $720 each; two
or laboratory
laborers, or
two messengers,
at:
messengers
or laborers,
at $660
each; four
messengers or laborers, at
four messengers
$660 each;
laborers, at
messengers or
$600 each;
each; three
three messenger
messenger boys,
$600 each;
each; one
one fireman,
$720;
fireman, $720;
at $600
boys, at
$600
eight
boys, at
$480 each;
eight charwomen,
each;
at $240
$240 each;
charwomen, at
each; eight
at $480
messenger boys,
eight messenger
in
$117,300.
all, $117,300.
in all,
General expenses.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
PUBLIC,ROAD8:
ROADS: For
For salaries and
and
OF PUBLIC
GENERAL
Generalexpenses.
the
labor in
the city
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
of Washington
city of
in the
of labor
employment of
the employment
supplies, office
office fixtures,
apparatus traveling
traveling and
necessary
all other necessary
and all
fixtures, apparatus,
supplies,
expenses,
conducting investigations
investigations and experiments, and for
for
for conducting
expenses, for
collating,
and illustrating
for
the results of same, and for
illustrating the
reporting, and
collating, reporting,
preparing,
distributing bulletins
and reports,
reports, as
bulletins and
and distributing
publishig, and
preparing, publishing
Proviso.
follows: Provided,
Proviso.
Provided, That
That no part of these appropriations
appropriations shall be
Road-making
purchase of road-making
ma- expended for the rent or purchase
Road-making
road-making machinery,
machinery, except
except
chinery, restrictions.
hry, restrictons. such as may be necessary
experimental work as hereinafter
necessary for field experimental
hereinafter
provided
for:
provided for:
Road
management.
throughout
Road management.
For inquiries in regard to systems of road management
management throughout
subject, $36,200;
advice on this subject,
the United
States and
expert advice
for giving expert
and for
United States
the
Materials,
the best methods of road
For
road making, especially
especially
investigations of the
For investigations
etc., Ln-in,4aterials, etc.,
vestigations.
ordinary
'vstigations.
ordinary sand-clay
sand-clay and dirt roads, and the best kinds of road-making
road-making
and
materials, and
and for
for furnishing
advice on road building an
expert advice
furnishing expert
materials,
maintenance, $102,300;
$102,300;
maintenance,
Chemical,
inof the
the chemical
For
investigations of
chemical and physical character
character of road
For investigations
etc., inChemical, etc.,
vestigations.
experiments, and for
materials, for
conducting laboratory
laboratory and field experiments,
for
for conducting
materials,
vestigptions.
independently or in cooperstudies and
and investigations
investigations in road design, independently
studies
ation
highway departments
departments and
agencies, $77,020;
$77,020and other
other agencies,
with State
State highway
ation with
Field
experiments.
Fieldexperiments.
For conducting field
field experiments
experiments and various
various methods of road
construction and
maintenance, and investigations
investigations concerning
concerning various
and maintenance,
construction
road materials
materials and
and preparations;
preparations; for
investigating and developing
for investigating
road
equipment intended
the preparation
preparation and
and application
application of bituminous
for the
intended for
equipment
and
other binders;
binders- for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
materials and
equipment;
and equipment;
of materials
and other
for the
the employment
assistants and
and labor,
$25,000;
labor, $25,000;
of assistants
employment of
for
Farm irrioation,etc.,
irrigation, etc.,
of water in
reporting upon the utilization
Fia.m
For investigating
investigating and reporting
utilization of
in
investigations.
farm irrigation, including the best methods to apply in practice; the
farm
different
kinds of
of power
appliances, and
and the
the development
development of
and appliances,
power and
different kinds
equipment
for farm
the flow
flow of
water in
ditches, pipes,
pipes,
in ditches,
of water
irrigation; the
farm irrigation;
equipment for
measurement of
apportionment, and measurement
and
other conduits;
conduits; the duty, apportionment,
of
and other
irrigation water;
the customs,
customs, regulations,
regulations, and
and laws
laws affecting
affecting irriirriwater; the
irrigation
equipment for experigation; for
the purchase
installation of equipment
purchase and installation
for the
gation;
mental
purposes; for
givilag of
and assistance;
assistance;
expert advice
advice and
of expert
for the
the giving
mental purposes;
on
for
the preparation
preparation and illustration of
of reports and bulletins
bulletins on
for the
irrigationassistants and labor in the city
the employment
employment of assistants
for the
irrigation; for
of
Washington and
and elsewhereelsewhere; for
rent outside of the
of
the District
District of
for rent
of Washington
$62,440;
expenses, $62,440;
Columbia;
and for
for supplies and
and all
necessary expenses,
all necessary
Columbia; and
Drainage
of farms,
farms,
reporting upon farm drainage
For investigating
Dramnare of
investigating and reporting
drainage and upon the
swamp lands, etc.
drainage
wetlands which may be made available
other wetlands
drainage of swamp and other
swamp land, et-.
for agricultural
agricultural purposes;
for preparing
preparing plans for
removal of
of
for the
the removal
purposes; for
for
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surplus water
by drainage,
assistance by
drainage, and for giving expert assistance
water by
surplus
o such lands; for conducting
advice or
or otherwise
in the
drainage of
conducting
the drainage
otherwise in
advice
field
concerning .the construction
construction
investigations concerning
and investigations
experiments and
field experiments
for investigating
and maintenance
maintenance of
investigating and
work; for
farm-drainage work;
of farm-drainage
and
maintenance
developing
intended for
the construction
construction and maintenance
for the
equipment intended
developing equipment
of
farm drainage
drainage structures;
purchase of materials and equipthe purchase
for the
structures; for
of farm
ment; and
and for
and illustrating reports and bulletins on
preparing and
for preparing
ment;
or
drainage. and
and for
the employment
employment of assistants and labor in the
drainage;
city
drainage;
of
outside of the District
District
for rent outside
elsewhere; for
and elsewhere;
city of Washington and
$53,760;
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
supplies and
all necessary
necessary expenses, $53,760;
and all
for supplies
and for
of
up
Domestiewater
For investigating
investigating farm
water ssupdomestic water supply and drainage p Domestic
farm domestic
For
ly of fams 'etc
disposal,
the construction
construction of farm buildings, and other rural engineer- ply
disposal, the
ing problems
mechanical _principles,
erection
principles, including the erection
involving mechanical
problems involving
ing
of
structures outside
outside of the District
District of Columbia as may be
such structures
of such
employment of labor
necessary
for experimental
purposes only,
only, the employment
experimental purposes
necessary for
in the
city of Washington
elsewhere, supplies,
supplies, and all other
Washington and elsewhere,
the city
in
necessary expenses,
expenses, $25,000;
necessary
with the above- Adminitrative exconnected
expenses
administrative
For general
mentioned
For
general
linesadministrative
of investigations
expenses
and experiments,
connected with
$16,000;
the above- peAdministrative
mentioned lines of investigations and experiments, $16,000;
In
all, for
general: expenses,
expenses, $447,720.
$447,720.
for general
In all,
Total
Bureau of
Public Roads,
$515,020.
Roads, $515,020.
of Public
for Bureau
Total for
Of

BUREAU
OF MARKETS.
MABKETS.
BUREAU OF

farms

ete-

Bureau.
Markets
_Markets Bureau.
buPay of chief of bu-

SALARIES, BUREAU
OF MARKETS:
of bureau,
bureau $5,000;
$5,000; reau, clerks, etc.
chief of
One chief
MARKETS: One
BUREAU OF
SALARIES,

one
administrative assistant, $3,000;
$3;000; one
one administrative
$2,000; one
clerk, $2,000;
chief clerk,
one chief
administrative assistant,
$2,500; one
one clerk
in charge
charge of supplies
supplies and
clerk in
assistant, $2,500;
administrative
accounts, $2,250;
three executive
clerks, at
$2,000 each; two clerks,
at $2,000
executive clerks,
$2,250; three
accounts,
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; one
one executive
executive assistant,
assistant, $1,980;
one administrative
administrative
$1,980; one
at
fifteen
assistant,
$1,980; eleven
clerks, class
class four;
four; one
clerk, $1,740;
$1,740; fifteen
one clerk,
eleven clerks,
assistant, $1,980;
clerks, class
clerk, $1,500;
one clerk,
$1,440; thirty-five
thirty-five
clerk, $1,440;
$1,500; one
one clerk,
three; one
class three;
clerks,
clerks, class
class two;
two; one
$1,320 each; one
clerks, at $1,320
ive clerks,
$1,380; five
clerk, $1,380;
one clerk,
clerks,
clerk,
clerk, $1,300;
one hundred
hundred seventy-three
seventy-three clerks,
clerks, class
one; one
one clerk,
class one;
$1,300; one
clerk,
$1,140; sixty-five
clerks, at
ninety-five clerks, at $1,000
$1,000
$1,100 each; ninety-five
at $1,100
sixty-five clerks,
$1,140;
each;
at $1,080
$1,080 each;
seven clerks,
at $1,020
each;, Telegraph
Telegraph 3perators,
operators
$1,020 each;
clerks, at
each; seven
clerks, at
thirteen clerks,
each; thirteen
etc.
$1,200;
one
photographer,
$1,400;
one
photographer,
$1,200;
one
superinetc.
photographer,
one
$1,400;
photographer,
one
$1,620;
tendent of
of telegraph,
telegraph, $2,000;
$2,000; one
one supervising
supervising telegrapher,
telegrapher, $1,620;
tendent
telegraph
forty-seven
each;
five
telegraph
operators,
at
$1,600
each;
forty-seven
telegraph
$1,600
at
operators,
five telegraph
seven
operators,
at $1,400
each; one
one telegraph
telegraph operator,
operator, $1,320;
$1,320; seven
$1,400 each;
operators, at
telegraph
operators,
at
$1,200
each;
one
telegraph
operator,
$1,080;
$1,080;
operator,
telegraph
one
each;
$1,200
at
telegraph operators,
two
$900 each;
one telephone
operator,
telephone operator,
each; one
at $900
operators, at
telephone operators,
two telephone
$840;
one draftsman,
draftsman, $1,400;
three draftsmen,
draftsmen, at
$1,200 each;
each;
at $1,200
$1,400; three
$840; one
one
$1,000; one
one draftsman,
draftsman, $900;
$900; one
one map
tracer, $900;
$900;
map tracer,
draftsman, $1,000;
one draftsman,
one
$720; two
machine operators,
operators, at
$1,400 each; four
at $1,400
two machine
tracer, $720;
map tracer,
one map
machine
$1,200 each;
two machine
machine operators,
at $1,100
operators, at
each; two
at $1,200
operators, at
machine operators,
each; eleven
eleven machine
operators, at
machine
$1,000 each; two machine
at, $1,000
machine operators,
each;
operators, at
$900 each;
each; three chauffeurs,
chauffeurs, at $900 each; three skilled
skilled
at $900
operators,
at $840 each; six laborers,
laborers,
$900 each;
each; three
three laborers,
laborers, at
laborers, at
at
at $900
laborers, at
$720 each;
four laborers,
laborers, at
at $660
$660 each;
laborers, at $600 each;
five laborers,
each; five
each; four
$720
two
at $540
each; three
three messengers,
messengers, at
at $900 each; two
$540 each;
laborers, at
two laborers,
messengers, at
at $720
ten messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at $600
fifteen
$600 each; fifteen
each; ten
$720 each;
messengers,
messenger boys,
boys, at
$540 each;
each; twenty
twenty messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at
at $480 each;
at $540
messenger
one
charwoman, $540;
six charwomen,
at $480
each; six
charwomen,
six charwomen,
$480 each;
charwomen, at
$540; six
one charwoman,
at $300
each; nine
nine charwomen,
$240 each;
in all,
all, $710,650.
, Generalexpenses.
General expenses.
$710,650.
each; in
at $240
charwomen, at
$300 each;
at
MARKETS: For salaries and the
GENERAL
OF MARKETS:
tne
BUREAU OF
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES,
employment
of labor
labor in
Washington and elsewhere, furniof Washington
city of
the city
in the
employment of
ture, supplies, traveling expenses, rent outside of the District of Coture,
lumbia,
and all
in conducting
conducting investigainvestiganecessary in
expenses necessary
other expenses
all other
lumbia, and
inforDistributing infertions,
experiments,
and
demonstrations,
as
follows:
follows:
as
demonstrations,
and
experiments,
tions,
For acquiring
and diffusing
among the
people of
the United
United States
T
i
v?iisuof
of prm__pro.
farm pr.
mation
States (
of the
the people
diffusing among
acquiring and
For
useful information
on subjects
connected with
with. the
the marketing
dis- d
pp
'
es '
°Lc'
etc
ppe
and dismarketing and
subjects connected
information on
useful
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tributing
of farm
nonmanufactured food
and the
purthe purproducts and
food products
and nonmanufactured
farm and
tributing of
chasing
of
farm
supplies,
independently
and
in
cooperation
with
other
other
with
in
cooperation
and
independently
supplies,
of
farm
chasing
branches of
of the
agencies, purchasing
purchasing and
and consumconsumState agencies,
department, State
the department,
branches
ing organizations,
and persons
engaged in
in the
transportation, marketmarketthe transportation,
persons engaged
ing
organizations, and
P.
an food
of farm and
distributing of
ing, and
and distributing
food products, $300,000:
$300,000: Provided,
Provided,
i
roviso
Study
prevent deless than
than S20,000
$20,000 shall
be used
of the
the methods
methods
study of
for a
a study
used for
shall be
not less
terioration losses
in That
That not
ses in
terorat
transit.
deterioration, decay, and freezing of fruits
of prevention
transit.
prevention of losses by deterioration,
and
storage and
transit in
in refrigerator
heater
cars, heater
refrigerator cars,
in transit
and in
in storage
vegetables in
and vegetables
cars,
and ocean
ocean vessels,
vessels, including
methods;
such methods;
of such
demonstrations of
including demonstrations
cars, and
stock and proTo enable
enable the
the Secretary
Apiculture to
to gather
from stockmen,
gather from
stockmen,
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Live stock
To
ducts.
live-stock associations,
associations State
State live-stock
live-stock and
boards comcomGathering and disand agricultural
agricultural boards,
dis- live-stock
Gatheing
mon
carriers,
stockyards,
commission
firms,
live-stock
exchanges,
exchanges,
live-stock
firms,
commission
stockyards,
O
r
f
ibu
rat
isVg,
Inf
mar
c
Te
a
t=
carriers,
g mareting mon
slaughtering
information
companies, and others information
meat-packing companies,
slaughtering and meat-packing
prices, etc.
relative to
to the
different classes
marketable
of marketable
grades of
and grades
classes and
of different
the number
number of
relative
live
e
y cattle,
and sheep
sheep in
the principal
principal livelivein the
hogs, and
cattle, hogs,
stock, expecially
live stock,
stock feeding
and growing
sections; prices,
prices, receipts, and shipgrowing sections;
districts and
feeding districts
stock
ments of
cattle, hogs, and sheep at
at
different classes and grades of cattle,
the different
of the
ments
Meats
and
fish prices, live-stock market centers; prices of meats,
fish
meat and
meats, fish,
fish, and meat
and fish
fhPies,
Meatesnd
etc. e t c
food products
products and the
amounts of such products in storage; to comthe amounts
food
.
pile
publish such
such information
such frequent
frequent intervals
most
intervals as most
at such
information at
and publish
pile and
effectively to
to guide
guide producers,
consumers, and
and distributors
distributors in
the sale
sale
in the
producers, consumers,
effectively
and purchase
purchase of
of live
live stock,
stock, meats,
meats, fish,
fish, and
other animal
products;
animal products;
and other
and
and to
to gather
and publish
related information
pertaining to
marto marinformation pertaining
any related
publish any
Publishing
gather and
and
resnlts
Pnbinshing results.
keting and
distribution of
of live
stock, meats,
animal bybyand animal
fish, and
meats, fish,
live stock,
and distribution
keting
products, the
the sum
sum of $89,320;
$89,320;
products,
Market
information
For collecting and
and distributing, by telegraph, mail, and otherwise,
otherwise,
For
Market inormation
of fruits, vegetables,
information
commercial movedemand, commercial
on the market supply, demand,
information
timely
y
rt
eeetables,
p
poultry, feeds, etc.
ment, location,
location, disposition,
disposition, quality, and market
market prices of fruits, vegement,
tables peanuts
peanuts and their products, dairy and poultry products,
tables,
grain,
$314,600;
feeds, and seeds, $314,600;
hay, feeds,
grain, hay,
To
make
investigation
relating
to
the transportation,
prepstorage, preptransportation, storage,
to the
relating
Agricultural
food
investigation
make
To
fo
od
Agrieultnra
products.
aroduting su
distribution of agricultural
aration, marketing,
marketing, and distribution
agricultural food products,
Marketing, supply,
manipulation of
etc.,
investigations.
etc.,mnvestigaions.
including the extent, manner, and methods of any manipulation
the markets
or
the visible supply of such food products, or
the
markets or control of the
by any individuals, groups, associations, combinations,
them, by
any of
of them,
or corporations,
corporations, $45,620;
$45,620;
Perishable farm
investigate and certify
Agriculture to investigate
farm
For enabling the Secretary of Agriculture
Perishable
products.
condition of
to shippers
interested parties the quality and condition
and other interested
shippers and
Certifying condition
condition to
Certifng
fruits, vegetables, poultry, butter, hay, and other perishable
farm
perishable farm
teitPmteconmmer-ce.
interstate
fpixe
ts i
rid
aee
rCe! n fruits, vegetables, poultry, butter, hay, and other
products, when received in interstate commerce at such important
important
Secretary of Agriculture may from time to
as the Secretary
markets as
central markets
regulations as he may prescribe,
time
time designate, under such rules and regulations
payment of such fees as will be reasonable and as nearly
nearly
including payment
Proviso.
as
be to
cover the
cost for
service rendered:
That
Provided, That
as may
may be
to cover
the cost
for the
the service
rendered: Provided,
Proisro.
Effect of certificate.
Effect of c
certiicate
ificates issued by the authorized
certificates
authorized agents of the department shall
received in all courts of the United States as prima facie evidence
evidence
be received
of
statements therein
therein contained, $141,700;
$141,700;
of the
the statements
of the
the truth of
For investigating,
demonstrating, and
promoting the
the use
standuse of
of standand promoting
Cotton
standards,
investigating, demonstrating,
For
cotton standards,
ginning, etc.
qualities, and conditions of cotton, and
ards for the different grades, qualities,
ginning, etc.
for investigating
marking, cominvestigating the ginning, grading, stapling, baling, marking,
pressing, and
tare of
$40,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That of the sum thus
of cotton,
cotton, $40,000:
and tare
pressing,
Proviso.
Proiso.
Testing spinn ing val- appropriated $25,860 may be used for testing the
waste, tensile
tensile
appropriated $25,860 may be used for testing the waste,
Testmgspinningvalues,
ues,
eetc.
strength,
and bleaching
strength, and
bleaching qualities of the different grades
grades and classes
of cotton in order to determine their spinning value and for demonthe results
results of such tests;
strating the
Farm products.
Secretary of Agriculture
Farm
several
To
enable
the
Secretary
Agriculture to cooperate
cooperate with the several
demonCooperative
Cooperative demonemployment of
of agents
agents to
to acquire
and diffuse
useful ininstrations
of marketing,
straCaotnsaroe
Ting, States
States in
in the
the employment
acquire and
diffuse useful
etc.
etc.
formation connected
connected with the distribution and marketing of farm
products through investigational,
investigational, demonstrational,
extension methdemonstrational, or extension
products
$70,000;
ods, $70,000;
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For investigating
investigating the handling,
transportation of
of Grain
handling, grading, and transportation
Grain handling,
grain, including
including the grain sorghums, for the purpose
purpose of fixing definite grading,
gradim g etc.
etc.
grades
grades thereof,
thereof, $71,150;
$71,150;

Sma
ruit s
Small
of Agriculture
to carry
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to
carry into
into effect
effect the
the Act
Act containers
, etc.,
l ffruits,
entitled "An Act to fix standards for Climax baskets
baskets for
grapes and Executinglaw
for grapes
Executing law fixing
fixing
staiV
,p t
‘ iergsfor
and to fix standards
other fruits and vegetables,
vegetables, and
standards for
baskets and
other standards
for baskets
and other
for m.
containers for small fruits,
berries, and vegetables,
other purpurfruits, berries,
vegetables, and
and for
for other
poses," approved
approved August 31,
the employment
employment of
such
31, 1916,
1916, including
including the
of such
persons and means as
may deem
deem necesas the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
necessary, in the city of Washington
and. elsewhere,
elsewhere, $3,800;
Washington and
$3,800;
eexAdministrative
administrative expenses
For general administrative
expenses in connection with the lines of peAmns"estrtv
penses.
investigation
demonstration conducted
conducted in the Buinvestigation, experiment,
experiment, and demonstration
Bu$20,635;
reau of
of Markets, $20,635;
$1,096,825.
In all, for general expenses,
expenses, $1,096,825.
Act.
ENFORCEMENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
ENFORCEMENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES COTTON-IFTURES
COTTON-FUTURES ACT:
ACT: TO
To Cotton-Futures
Act.
Cotton-FutureS
Enforcement.
p. 476;
476; Vol.
Vol.
Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions 40,Vol.
enable the Secretary of Agriculture
Volp. 39,
-P135 •
of the United States Cotton-Futures Act, as amended
amended March
March 4, 1919, 4 p.
including all expenses necessary
purchase of equipment
equipment and
and
necessary for the purchase
supplies; for travel; for the employment
persons in the city of
employment of persons
Washington,
Washington and elsewhere;
other expenses, including
rent
elsewhere; and for all other
including rent
outside of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, that may be necessary
necessary in executProviso.
ing the provisions of this Act, $142,611:
$142,611: Provided,
Provided, That the
the amendamend- ProviSa.
Permanency of dements relating to cotton provided
provided for
for in
in section
livery,
etc.,
section 66 of
of the
the Act known
known livey,
tc., condiond.
tions,
as the wheat guarantee
guarantee Act, approved March
March 4, 1919,
1919, are
hereby tio n , declared.
are hereby
declared
recognized
declared to be permanent
legislation.
recognized and declared
permanent legislation.
Optional rights of
That hereafter
hereafter each lot of cotton classified as tenderable
tenderable in whole buertnda
buyer and serit
seller for
for
delivered.
or in part on aasection 5
5 contract
grads
delivered.
contract of said Act as amended,
amended, shall give
eve grades
Vol. 39, p. 476.
to the buyer
buyer the right to demand that
one-half of
contract shall
that one-half
of the
the contract
shall Post,
Post, p.p. 738.
M.
be delivered in the official cotton standard grades of the United
United
States from the grades of middling fair, strict good middling, good
good
middling, strict middling, and middling, and that
that the
the seller shall
shall have
have
the option of delivering
delivering the other half of said contract from any of
the official
official cotton standard grades as established
established in said
said Act.
Grain Standards
ENFORCEMENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES
rain Standards
ENFORCEMENT
OF THE
UNITED S
TATES GRAIN-STANDARDS
GRAIN-STANDARDS ACT:
ACT: Act.
Enforcement.
Fvntfoment.
To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into effect the pro- Vol.
39, p
p. 482.
visions of the United States Grain-Standards
Grain-Standards Act, including
including rent
P
outside of the District of Columbia
Columbia and the employment
employment of such
persons
persons and means as the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may deem necessarv, in the city of Washington
Washington and
essary,
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $538,623.
$538,623.
Warehouse Act.
AJDMINISTRATION
WAREHOUSE
ADMINISTRATION OF
OF THE
IRE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES W
AREHOUSE ACT:
ACT: To
To Wdmitratse
tof. of.
Administration
Vol.
p. 486.
486.
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry
into
effect
the
proenable the Secretary
carry into effect the pro- Vol. 39,
39 pvisions of the United
Warehouse Act, including
United. States Warehouse
including the payment
payment
of such rent outside of the District of Columbia and the employAgriculture may
ment of such persons and means as the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
deem necessary,
necessary, in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $35,000.
$35,000.
COMPLETION OF
W OOL W
ORK: To
Bureau of Markets
wool
clip of
1918.
COMPLETION
OF WOOL
WORK:
To enable
enable the Bureau
Markets Completion
If9L.
ot of
wool clip
work
to complete the work of the Domestic Wool Section of the War on.
Industries
Industries Board and to enforce
enforce the Government
Government regulations for
for
handling
handling the wool clip of 1918 as established by the Wool Division
Division
of said board, pursuant to the Executive
order dated
dated December
Executive order
December 31,
1918, transferring
transferring such work to the said
%Rid bureau, $15,000.
$15,000.
Total for Bureau of Markets, $2,538,709.
$2,538,709.

ENFORCEMENT OF
THE INSECTICIDE
ENFORCEMENT
OF TILE
INSECTICIDE ACT.
ACT.

Insecticide
Act.
Tnsecticide Act.

Pay of executive
SALARIES,
INSECTICIDE
iPcadoS"cet
SALARIES, ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT OF
OF THE
Trni I
NSECTICIDE ACT:
Aar: One executive
executive of
officer,
clerks, etc.
officer, $2,750; one executive
executive assistant, $2,000; one clerk, class three;
one clerk, class two; four clerks, class one;
one; two
two clerks,
clerks, at $1,140 each;
two clerks, at $1,000 each; three insecticide
insecticide and fungicide
fungicide inspectors,
inspectors,
at $1,600
collectors, at $1,000
one
$1,600 each; two clerks and sample collectors,
$1,000 each; one
sample and storeroom custodian, $1,200; one laboratory
laboratory helper.
helper,
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$840;
laboratory helper,
one laboratory
helper, $600;
one
$600; one
laboratory helper,
$720; one
helper, $720;
one laboratory
$840; one
unskilled
$600; one
messenger
two messenger
$480; two
laborer, $480;
unskilled laborer,
one unskilled
laborer, $600;
unskilled laborer,
boys,
$480 each;
each; one
boy, $360;
two charwomen,
charwomen, at
at $480
$360; two
messenger boy,
one messenger
at $480
boys, at
each;
in all,
all, $30,350.
$30,350.
each;
in
Expenses
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, ENFORCEMENT
OF THE
THE INSECTICIDE
INSECTICIDE ACT:
ACT: For
For
ENFORCEMENT OF
GENERAL
enforcing.
Expenses el:thraing.
salaries and
and the
the employment
of labor
labor in
in the
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington and
and
employment of
salaries
elsewhere, furniture,
furniture, supplies,
supplies, traveling
expenses, rent
of
outside of
rent outside
traveling expenses,
elsewhere,
the District
Columbia, and
and for
all necessary
as follows:
follows:
expenses, as
necessary expenses
for all
of Columbia,
District of
the
the
effect
Salaries,
To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture toi ecarry into
effect
supplies,
alaries, supplies,
e
i.
ofes,
supplien
eet "
S'l.
Vol. 36,
p. 331.
331.
provisions of
the Act
Act of
April 26,
"An Act
Act for preentitled "An
1910, entitled
26, 1910,
of April
of the
provisions
36, p.
Vol.
venting
the manufacture,
sale, or
or transportation
transportation of
or
of adulterated
adulterated or
manufacture, sale,
venting the
misbranded Paris
greens lead
lead arsenates,
arsenates, other
other insecticides
and also
also
insecticides, and
Paris greens,
misbranded
fungicides,
and for
regulating traffic
therein, insecticides,
and
for other purand for
traffic therein,
for regulating
fungicides, and
$117,000.
•
poses," $117,000.
Total for
for enforcement
enforcement of
of the
Act, $147,350.
$147,350.
Insecticide Act,
the Insecticide
Total
Federal Horticultult
ralFederal
Board.. Horticu
Salaries.
Salaries.

General expenses.
Generalexpses.

FEDERAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD.
BOARD.
FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL

SALARIES,
S
ALARIES, FEDERAL
FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD:
BOARD: One
One secretary
secretary of
board, $2,280;
$2,280; one
one executive
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; one executive
executive clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
executive clerk,
board,
one
four; one
one clerk,
clerk, class
class three;
one
three; one
class four;
clerk, class
one clerk,
$1,980; one
clerk, $1,980;
one clerk,
clerk,
$1,560; three
clerks; at
at $1,440
each; two
two clerks,
class two;
clerks, class
$1,440 each;
three clerks,
clerk, $1,560;
two
clerks, at
$1,260 eacheach; seven
seven clerks,
class one;
one; one
one messenger
messenger
clerks, class
at $1,260
two clerks,
boy,
two messenger
messenger boys,
$360
boys, at $360
$480; two
boy, $480;
messenger boy,
one messenger
$600; one
boy, $600;
each; one
charwoman, $240;
$33,300.
all, $33,300.
m all,
$240; in
one charwoman,
each;
salaFor salaHORTICULTURAL BOARD:
GENERAL
EDERAL HORTICULTURAL
BOARD: For
FEDERAL
EXPENSES, F
GENERAL EXPENSES,

ries and
employment of
of labor
labor in
the city
city of Washington
Washington and elsein the
the employment
and the
ries
where,
traveling expenses, rent outside
outside of the
supplies, traveling
furniture, supplies,
where, furniture
District of
of ColunLibia,
for all
all other
expenses, as follows:
follows:
necessary expenses,
other necessary
and for
Columbia, an.d.
District
Enforcing
nursery
To
the Secretary
of Agriculture
to carry
carry into
into effect
effect the
Agriculture to
Secretary of
enable the
To enable
ete
uarantine, etc.
plannt quarantine,
plant
Vol.
37, pp. 315, 8.
854.
provisions of
the Act
Act of
1912, as
as amended,
amended, entitled
entitled "An
"An
20, 1912,
of August
August 20,
of the
provisions
Vol.37,pp.315,
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
of nursery
nursery stock and other plants
importation of
the importation
Act
and plant
plant products;
products; to
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to estabenable the Secretary
to enable
and
lish
quarantine districts
plant diseases
insect
diseases and insect
for plant
districts for
maintain quarantine
and maintain
lish and
pests;
permit and
and regulate
regulate the
movement of fruits,
fruits, plants, and
the movement
to permit
pests; to
vegetables
and for
purposes," $125,450;
$125,450;
for other
other purposes,"
therefrom, and
vegetables therefrom
Potato wart.
emergency
To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to meet the emergency
enable the
To
Emergency expenses
Eergenyexpwen.es
for
exterminating, etc.
for exterminatng,
ec. caused
caused by the establishment
establishment of the potato
potato wart in eastern Pennsylvania,
and to
to provide
means for
for the extermination
extermination of this disease
disease in
provide means
vania, and
the United States
Pennsylvania or
elsewhere in
States in cooperation
cooperation with
in the
or elsewhere
Pennsylvania
the State
or States
States concerned,
concerned, including
rent outside
outside the District
District of
including rent
State or
the
Columbia,
employment of
labor in
Washington or elsein the city of Washington
of labor
Columbia, employment
where,
and all
all other
expenses, $35,300;
$35,300;
necessary expenses,
other necessary
where, and
In
all, for
for general
$160,750.
expenses, $160,750.
general expenses,
In all,
Nursery plant quar-

plant quarannerY
antine.

That
the Plant
Quarantine Act,
approved August
August 20,
20, 1912
1912 (Thirty(ThirtyAct, approved
Plant Quarantine
That the

seventh Statutes,
amended by adding
315), be, and is hereby, amended
page 315),
Statutes, page
seventh
at
the following
section:
following section:
thereof the
the end
end thereof
at the
°r"unibi
3f
"SEC. 15.
in order
order further
further to
control and
and eradicate
eradicate and
and to
to
to control
That in
15. That
"SEC.
Distrit ofColumbi.f
etc.,
o
plants in ,rescted,
restricted.
prevent the
the dissemination
dissemination of
of dangerous
dangerous plant
and insect
diseases and
plant diseases
prevent
plantsin
infections and
and infestations
infestations no plant
plant products
products for or capable
capable
plant or plant
infections
of
including nursery
nursery stock,
stock, hereinafter
hereinafter referred
referred to as
propagation, including
of propagation,
plants
be moved
moved or
allowed to
moved,
to be moved,
or allowed
shall be
products, shall
plant products,
and plant
plants and
shipped,
or carried
means whatever
whatever into or out
out
carried by any means
transported, or
shipped, transported,
of
of Columbia,
except in
in compliance
compliance with
with such rules
rules and
Columbia, except
District of
of the
the District
as
regulations
shall be
be prescribed
Agriculture as
of Agriculture
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
prescribed by
as shall
regulations as
plants,
etc. hereinafter provided.
Agriculture, after
Secretary of Agriculture,
Whenever the Secretary
plantsete.,
Infested
Whenever
after
destroyed y
be destroyed
to be
investigation, shall
that any
any plants
plants and plant _products
products in
owners
notice investigation,
determine that
shall determine
on noti'e
ow n e rs on
given.
the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia are
infested or infected
infected with
with insect pests
are infested
the District
gien.
and
and that
that any
place, articles,
articles, and
substances used or conand substances
any place,
and diseases
diseases and
nected therewith
are so
or infected,
infected, written
written notice
notice thereof
thereof
so infested
infested or
therewith are
nected
New section.
VNewsectio9.
Vol.
37, p. 319.
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owner or person in
shall be given by him to the owner
in possession
possession or
or control
control
thereof, and such owner or person
person shall forthwith
forthwith control
control or eradicate
and prevent
dissemination of such insect pest or disease and shall
prevent the dissemination
shall
remove, cut, or destroy such
such infested and infected
infected plants,
plants, plant products, and articles and substances
substances used or connected
therewith, which
which
connected therewith,
are hereby declared
nuisances, within the time
manner
declared to be nuisances,
time and
and in
in the manner
required m said notice
notice or by the rules and
regulations of the Secretary
required
and regulations
Secretary

of Agriculture.
Agriculture. Whenever
such owner
or person
person can
can not
not be
be found,
found, Desterction
1.)temsternuftiacM
DeWhenever such
owner or
by Dor shall fail, neglect,
neglect, or
or refuse
refuse to
to comply
with the
the foregoing
comply with
foregoing provisions
of owner.
owner.
provisions ?Lure
feilure of

section, the Secretary -of Agriculture
Agriculture is
of this section,
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
required
eradicate and prevent
dissemination of such
required to control and eradicate
prevent dissemination
insect pest or disease and to remove, cut, or destroy
destroy infested
or
infested or
infected plants and plant products and articles and substances
substances used
used
infected
or connected therewith,
action
therewith, and the United States shall have an action
of debt
debt against
against such owner or persons
persons for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by the
the i
nspection authorSecretary
of Agriculture
Secretary of
Agriculture in
in that
that behalf.
behalf. Employees
of the
the Federal
Federal ized.
Employees of
rnspction aut h orHorticultural Board are hereby
required to inspect
Horticultural
hereby authorized
authorized and required
inspect
places, plants,
plant products
products and articles
places,
plants, and plant
articles and substances
substances used
connected therewith
whenever the Secretary
Agriculture shall
or connected
therewith whenever
Secretary of Agriculture
shall
determine that
that such
inspections are
are necessary
purposes of
of Rules
determine
such inspections
necessary for
for the
the purposes
regulaRules and
and reoulathis section.
section. For the purpose
of carrying
carrying out
purpose of
the, provisions
and tionstobemade.
tions to be made.
out the
provisions and
requirements
regulations of the
requirements of this section and of the rules
rules and regulations
Secretary
hereunder, and
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture made hereunder,
and the
the notices
notices given purHorticultural Board
Board shall plAythor
suant thereto, employees of the Federal Horticultural
plAoyuth°.dtY of ememhave power with a
awarrant
open
warrant to enter into or upon any place and open
any bundle, package, or other container of plants or plant products
whenever they shall have cause to believe
whenever
believe that
that infections
infections or infestainfestatherein or
thereon and
and when
tions of plant pests and diseases exist therein
or thereon,
when
such infections or infestations are found
found to exist, after
after notice
notice by the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to the owner
owner or
in possession
possession or
or conconSecretary
or person
person in
thereof and an opportunity by said owner or person
person to
trol thereof
to be
be heard,
heard,
to destroy
destroy the infected or infested plants
plants or plant products
products contained
contained
therein. The police court
court or the municipal
Issue of warrants.
municipaf-court of the District of issueofwarrants.
Columbia shall
supported by oath or
or
shall have power, upon information
information supported
affirmation
believing that there exists in
affirmation showing probable cause for believing
package or
other container
container in
the District
District of
of
any place,
place, bundle,
bundle, package,
or other
in the
infected or infested
Columbia any plant or plant product which
which is infected
infested
warrants for the search
search for
and
with plant pests
pests or
or disease, to issue warrants
for and
seizure of
of all
all such
plants and
products. It
It shall
be the
the duty
duty rlp
rur
esr
,
o
rt
u
.I
gati on of
seizure
such plants
and plant
plant products.
shall be
tlgtion
of
hereby required,
required, from time
of the Secretary
Secretary- of Agriculture, and he is hereby
to
time, to
to make
make and
and promulgate
promulgate such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
to time,
as shall
shall Punishment
ioPunishment for
for viopurposes of this section, and any person
person lations.
mons.
be necessary to carry out the purposes
who shall move or allow to be moved,
moved, or shall ship, transport, or
or
carry, by any means whatever,
whatever, any plant or plant products from or
or
into the District of Columbia, except in compliance
compliance with the rules
318
37
and regulations
regulations prescribed under this section, shall be punished,
punished, as VoL
Pp
Ira 37'
.m..
is provided
in
section
10
of
this
Act."
provided
section
Act."
Federal Horticultural
Horticultural Board,
Board, $194,050.
$194,050.
Total for
for Federal
Interchangeable ap
And
to exceed
10 per
per centum
centum of
the foregoing
amounts for
for the
the pr
Interch
opriatioable
apns.
ngea
And not
not to
exceed 10
of the
foregoing amounts
propriations.
miscellaneous expenses
office
miscellaneous
expenses of the work of any bureau, division, or office
herein provided for shall be available
interchangeably for expendiexpendiherein
available interchangeably
general expenses of such
tures on the objects included within the general
such
bureau,
bureau, division, or office, but no more than
than 10 per centum
centum shall be
added to any one item of appropriation
appropriation except in cases of extraordiwritten order of the SecreSecrenary emergency, and then only upon the written
of Agriculture.
tary of
Miscellaneous.
scean
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELT. A ISTEOUS.

DE1MONSTRATIONS ON REciasiATioN
RECLAATION PROJETrs:
.ls
madon proi.lafmatin
DEMONSTATIONS
PRoJEcrs: To enable
enable the SecSec- ecitlec
P"iretary
Agriculture to
to encourage
encourage and
the agricultural
devel- deseg'nlroL'
developmen
Aiding areu
o
retary of
of Agriculture
and aid
aid in
in the
agricultural develf. 'tura'
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opment
the Government
Government reclamation
reclamation projects; to assist, through
of the
opment of
demonstrations,
advice, and
and in
settlers on the
the projects;
projects;
other ways, settlers
in other
demonstrations, advice,
of
and for
for the
and means
necessary in the city of
means necessary
persons and
of persons
employment of
the employment
and
Washington
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $30,000.
$30,000.
Washington and
Fighting
forest fires.
fires.
FIES: For
PREVENTING FOREST
AND PREVENTING
FIGHTING
Fightin forest
F
IGHTING AND
FOREST FIRES:
For fighting
fighting and prenecessary,
venting
fires, $250,000,
$250,000, or
as may be necessary,
much thereof as
so much
or so
forest fires,
venting forest
but not
to exceed
of this
shall be
expended except
except in
in
be expended
fund shall
this fund
$150,000 of
exceed $150,000
not to
but
Air patrol of national cases of extraordinary emergency; and
of
Secretary
the
enable
to
and
to
enable
Secretary
of
emergency;
extraordinary
of
cases
firesatroiofnationl
forests.
Agriculture to cooperate
cooperate with the War Department
Department in the mainteAgriculture
nance
patrol for
prevention and suppression on the
fire prevention
for fire
air patrol
an air
of an
nance of
National Forests
Forests of
of the
the Pacific
Mountain regions,
and the Rocky Mountain
coast and
Pacific coast
National
Proviso.
$50,000:
Provided,
That no
part of
of this
appropriation shall
be used
used for
for
shall be
appropriation
this
part
no
That
Provded,
$50000:
f
use
on
Restriction
Restriction on
of
the
purchase of
of land or airplanes
construction of buildings;
buildings;
fund.
airplanes or for the construction
the purchase
fund.
in
in all,
all, $300,000.
OF
WATERSHEDS OF
Conservation
of naviCOOPERATIVE
ConservationofnaviCoorxRATivE FIRE PROTECTION OF FORESTED
FORESTED WATERSHEDS
gable
etc.
waters, etc.
gable waters,
NAVIGABLE
STITEAMS:
For
cooperation
with
any
State
GT
group
of
with NAVIGABLE STREMS: For cooperation with any State or group of
Cooperation
with
Cooperation
watersheds of
States in
forested watersheds
of
protection from fire of the forested
States
protec- States
in the protection
fireproectates for fire
tion of watersheds.
navigable streams
under the
the provisions
of section
section 2
of the
the Act
Act of
of
2 of
provisions of
streams under
navigable
Vol.36,
p.961.
Tp.
es
Vol. a,
March 1,
entitled "An
"An Act
enable any State to cooperate
cooperate
Act to enable
1911, entitled
1, 1911,
March
with
any other
other State
State or States,
States, or with the United States, for the
with any
protection
of the
navigable streams, and to appoint aa
watersheds of navigable
the watersheds
protection of
commission for
for the
acquisition of lands for the purpose of conserving
conserving
the acquisition
commission
the
navigability of
of navigable
navigable rivers,"
$125,000.
rivers," $125,000.
navigability
the
Cane-sugar and cotEXPERIMENTS AND
AND DEMONSTRATIONS
DEMONSTRA'TIONS IN
LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION IN
IN
IN LIVE-STOCK
EXPERIMENTS
districts.
ts.
ton distric
To
THE UNITED
Cooperative experiAND
THE CANE-SUGAR
experi- THE
Cooperative
CANE-SUGAR,
AND OOTTON
COTTON DISTRICTS OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES:
S
TATES:
TO
live-.
ments, etc.,
etc., in livecooperation with the authoristock
mentsproduction
in.
enable
the Secretary
of Agriculture,
Agriculture in
in cooperation
Secretary of
enable the
prodution in
stoc
individuals, to make such investities of
the States concerned,
concerned, or with
withindividuals,
investiof the
ties
connection with
gations
and demonstrations
necessary in connection
demonstrations as may be necessary
gations and
the development
of live-stock
cane-sugar and cotton
production in the cane-sugar
live-stock production
development of
the
districts of the United States,
States including
including the employment
employment of persons
persons
districts
and
means in
in the
city of
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $46,500.
$46,500.
Washington
of
city
the
means
and
7 es
t
erja
irrigated,
IN
EXPERIMENTS IN
DAIRYING
AND
LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION
IN
AND LIVE-STOCK
IN DAIRYING
et
EXPEIMENTS
irrigated,
etaern
Dairying and
and live- SEMI
ARID AND
IRRIGATED-DISTRICTS
THE WESTERN
WESTERN UNITED
UNITED STATES:
STATES:
DISTRICTS OF THE
ANDDRRIGATED
SEMIARID
Dairying
stock experiments in.
to conduct
of Agriculture
the Secretary
tk experiments i. To enable the
Secretary of
Agriculture to
conduct investigations
investigations and
and
of dairyestablishment
experiments
in
problems
connected
with
the
establishment
the
experiments in problems connected with
ing
and meat-production
meat-production enterprises
irrigated
enterprises on the semiarid and irrigated
ing and
lands
western United
purchase of live
United States, including the purchase
the western
of the
lands of
stock,
the employment
employment of necessary
necessary persons and means in the
and the
stock, and
elsewhere $40,000.
city
of
Washington and elsewhere,
$40,000.
Washington
of
city
Passenger vehicles .
herein
$60,000 of the lump-sum
Allowance
for, in
_ hat not
not to
exceed $60,000
lump-sum appropriations
appropriations
herein
to exceed
That
th
lwePrvehforiclesin
ailatenfr
for, in
Allowance
available
shall
be
p
PP P " made
for the
the Department
of Agriculture
shall be
available for the
Agriculture
of
Department
for
made
approprialump-sum
Lions.
motor-propelled and horsemaintenance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
maintenance,
drawn
vehicles necessary in the conduct of the
passenger-carrying vehicles
drawn passenger-carrying
field
Department of
of Agriculture
outside the
the District
District of
of
Agriculture outside
the Department
of the
work of
field work
Provisos.
$10,000 may
than $10,000
more than
Eradicating
Columbia: Provided,
may be used for
for the
not more
That not
Provided,That
!owfny Columbia:
Eradicating Nowily
and srew
screw worm.
worm,
eradication of
of the
poultry:
and screw worm in live stock and poultry:
blowfly and
the blowfly
eradication
and
Rpport of expendi- Provided
further That the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture shall,
shall, on the
the first
first
Providedfurther,
Report
V:re,
day of
of each
report to Congress
session of Congress, make aareport
regular session
each regular
day
showing
the amount
amount expended
expended under
provisions of this paragraph
paragraph
the provisions
under the
showing the
Exch
during
the
preceding
fiscal
year.
year.
ei during the preceding fiscal
of usc4
rEchange
ange of
parts,
etc., of
vehic les
That hereafter
of Agriculture
Agriculture may exchange
exchange used
used
Secretary of
the Secretary
hereafter the
That
of vehicles
par, e.,
motor-propelled and horseequipment of motor-propelled
parts, accessories,
accessories, tires, or equipment
authorized.
•
parts,
horseauthorized.
parts, accessories,
drawn vehicles
vehicles in
in part
payment for
accessories, tires, or
new parts,
for new
part payment
drawn
equipment
to be
be purchased
purchased by him, to be
be
authorized to
vehicles authorized
such vehicles
of such
equipment of
used for the same purposes as those proposed to be exchanged.
Contaious diseasesused for the same purposes as those proposed to be exchanged.
,

, ia n

s.

-

r'

lum

-sum

a

Contagious
of ra
aimals.

r°

diseases

ferapr
Emergency
priation
for

ing.

ri3

ERADICATION

OF FOOT-AND-IOUTHE

AND

OTHER

CONTAGIOUS DIS-

EASES OF ANIMALS: In case of an emergency arising out of the exist-

ence of foot-and-mouth disease, rinderpest, contagious pleuropneumonia, or other contagious or infectious disease of animals
which, in the opinion of the Secretary of Agriculture, threatens the
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live-stock industry of the country, he may expend in the city of
of
live-stock
Washington or elsewhere, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
Washington
not
otherwise appropriated, the sum of $50,000,
which sum is hereby
hereby
$50,000, which
appropriated, or
much thereof
thereof as
as he
determines to be necessary,
necessary,
appropriated,
or so
so much
he determines
claims
in the arrest and eradication
eradication of any such disease, including the pay- Payment
Payment of
of claims
fora animals
ment of
of claims
out of past
past and future
future purchases
destruc- fe
destroyed,
r i ma destroyed,
claims growing
grow
out
purchases and destrucetc.
tion, in cooperation
cooperation with
with the States, of animals affected
affected by or exposed
exposed
to, or of materials
materials contaminated
disease
contaminated by or exposed
exposed to, any such disease,
wherever found and irrespective
ownership, under like or subwherever
irrespective of ownership,
stantially
complied with
stantially similar circumstances,
circumstances, when such owner has complied
Provisos.
all lawful quarantine regulations:
Provided, That the payment
regulations: Provided,
payment for A.ppraisement
PApasementoof
values.
purchased may be made on appraisement
appraisement based
based on valuesanimals hereafter
hereafter purchased
the meat, dairy, or breeding value
case of appraisement
appraisement based
based
value, but in case
on breeding value no appraisement
animal shall exceed three
appraisement of any animal
times its meat or dairy value
case of an extraordinary
value, and except in case
extraordinary
emergency, to be determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
emergency,
Agriculture, the

payment by
for any
not
payment
by the
the United
United States
States Government
Government for
any _animal
animal shall
shall not
exceed one-half
of any
any such
such appraisements:
Provided further, That
so
exceed
one-half of
appraisements: Proidedfurter,
That so

daan

Unexpended balance
ce

reappropeedbrat
reappropriated.
Vol. 38, p.1115.
Agricultural Vol.
much of the appropriation
appropriation of $2,500,000
$2,500,000 made by the Agricultural
3,p.15.

Appropriation
March 4,
fiscal year
year ending June 30,
the fiscal
4, 1915, for the
of March
Appropriation Act of
1916, for the arrest
arrest and
and eradication
eradication of foot-and-mouth
disease rinfoot-and-mouth disease,
derpest, contagious
pleuropneumonia, or
or other
disease,
or infecother contagious
contagious
or
derpest,
contagious'pleuropneumonia,
disease of animals,
animals, as remains unexpended
unexpended at the close of the
tious disease
hereby reappropriated.
made available
available for
for
reappropriated and made
fiscal
year 1920, is ihereby
fiscal year
expenditure
expenditure during the fiscal year ending June
June 30, 1921,
1921, for the
the
objects mentioned
mentioned in
n said Appropriation
Appropriation Act, including necessary
necessary
objects
investigations to
determine whether
whether said
said diseases
investigations
to determine
diseases have been completely eradicated
eradicated in
in districts
pletely
districts where
where they
they previously
previously existed.
existed.
Pink bollworm of
of
BOLLWORM: To enable the Secretary
EiRADICATION or
OF PINK BOLLWORM:
ERADICATION
Secretary of cotton.
cotton.
Emergency expenses
nse
Agriculture to meet
meet the
the emergency
caused by
by the
the existence
of the erjme'cyex"
Agriculture
emergency caused
existence of
eradicating.
pink bollworm of cotton in Mexico,
Mexico and to prevent
prevent the establishment of such insect in the United
United Slates
the employment
employment of all
States by the
means necessary,
necessary, including
including rent outside of the District of Columbia
and the employment of persons
persons and means
means in the city of Washington
Washington
elsewhere, $488,560, as follows:
and elsewhere,
Preventing, etc., enetc.,cotenTo prevent the movement
movement of cotton and cotton seed from Mexico
Mexico tryPreventing,
of cotton and
ton
seed from Mexico.
regulation of the entry into ton seedromMexico.
into the
the United States,
States, including
including the regulation
the United States of railway cars and other
other vehicles,
vehicles and freight,
express,
Mexico, and the
tile inspection,
inspection
express, baggage,
baggage, or other materials from Mexico,
Deposit of receipts
cleaning,
$148,560; any moneys
moneys received
received fromDleni^f
cleaning, and Idisinfection
disinfection thereof, $148,560;
from cleaning, etc.eipts
in payment
payment of charges fixed
fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture on
account
account of such
such cleaning and disinfection
plants constructed
constructed
disinfection at plants
therefor
appropriation made on account
therefor out of any appropriation
account of the pink bollmiscellaneous
worm of cotton to be covered
covered into the Treasury
Treasury as miscellaneous
receipts;
.
To make surveys
CnaCtiopetl.^"
surveys to determine
determine the actual distribution
distribution of the pink
pink
naCt
Z
''
n,
Pel
l
X.i,
vi
e
nereex
ri
nc
i
rt
Mexico and to exterminate
exterminate local infestations
infestations in Mexico
bollworm in Mexico
Mexico
near the border of the United States, in cooperation
cooperation with the Mexican
Mexican
Government
$10,000;
Government or local Mexican authorities
authorities, $10,000;
f
Investigations for
To investigate
elsewhere the pink bollworm
investigate in Mexico or elsewhere
bollworm as a
abasis
basis conotrLa
control.
$5,000;
for control measures, $5,000;
conduct surveys
surveys and inspections
inspections in Texas or in any other State etc.,
To conduct
etc. fin
in YjiiiiSYnstaea.
z
Z erti
ates'.
to detect any infestation
infestation and to conduct such control measures,
measures, includcotton-free areas,
areas, in cooperation
cooperation with the
ing the establishment
establishment of cotton-free
State of Texas or other States concerned,
concerned, as may be necessary
necessary to
to
stamp out such infestation, to establish in cooperation
cooperation with the
near
States concerned a
a zone or zones free from cotton culture on or near
Cooperation for exborder of any State or States adjacent
adjacent to Mexico,
the border
Mexico, and to coopcoop- tcnaton.n
termination in fex.Mexico.
erate with the Mexican
Mexican Government
Government or local Mexican
Mexican authorities,
or otherwise,
otherwise, by undertaking in Mexico
Mexico such measures for the extermination
determined to
to
mination of the pink bollworm
bollworm of cotton as shall be determined
-I
4.128 I --- 2
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be
practicable from
its distribution,
distribution, $325,000,
$325,000, of
of
showing its
from surveys
surveys showing
be practicable
which
immediately available:
Provided,
which amount
amount $200,000
$200,000 shall
shall be
be immediately
available: Provided,
used to pay
shall be used
That no
no part
part of
of the
the money
money herein appropriated
appropriated shall
pay
crops, That
eNo
the cost
or value
crops or
or other
property injured
injured or
or destroyed.
destroyed.
other property
value of
of crops
the
cost or
European corn borer.
TO enable
enable
Europeancornborer.
PREVENTION OF
OF EUROPEAN
PREVENTION
OP SPREAD
SPREAD OF
EUROPEAN CORN
CORN BORER:
BORER: To
Cooperative prevention of spread of.
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to
the
of.e
tion0ofsparead
the
of Agriculture
to meet
meet the
the emergency
emergency caused
caused by
by the
spread of
the European
European corn
corn borer,
and to
to provide
means for
the
for the
provide means
borer, and
of the
spread
control and
prevention of
of this
insect throughout
throughout the
United
the United
of spread
spread of
this insect
control
and prevention
States, in
in cooperation
cooperation with
States concerned,
concerned, including
including employemploythe States
with the
States,
ment of
of persons
persons and
and means
means in
in the
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere.
,
ment
and
all other
necessary expenses,
shall
which $250,000
$250,000 shall
$400,000, of
of which
expenses, $400,000,
and all
other necessary
be
immediately available.
available.
be immediately
Woodward, Okla.
FrELD
S
TATION,
W
OODWARD, OKLAHOMA:
establishment
the establishment
For the
OKLAHOMA: For
WOODWARD,
STATION,
FIELD
Live-stock
breeding
ive-stock breedin
station.
in connection
a
connection with the Woodward, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, Field Station, of a
live-stock department,
department, through
through which
which experiments
experiments and
and demonstrademonstralive-stock
tions in
growing and
and feeding,
feeding, including
both beef
beef
including both
breeding, growing
tions
in live-stock
live-stock breeding,
and
dairy animals,
may be
be made,
$10,000.
made $10,000
animals, may
and dairy
Rural
Short Time
SHORT
Time Rural
SHORT TmE
TilrE RURAL
CREDITS CjOMMII
CommirrriE:
RURAL CREDITS
EE: There is hereby conCredits Committee.
the Senate
and House
House of
of RepresentaRepresentaof the
Senate and
joint committee
committee of
tituted a
a joint
CrQe
onandtteonstiCreation
andou
consti- stituted
tution of.
of.
tution
tives, to consist
consist of the chairman
chairman of
of the
the Senate
Committee on
on AgriSenate Committee
Agriculture and
Forestry, the
the chairman
of the
the House,
Committee on
on AgriAgriHouse Committee
chairman of
culture
and Forestry,
culture, and
chairmen of
the Committees
on Banking
and CurCurthe chairmen
of the
Committees on
Banking and
culture,
and the
rency
of the
two Houses,
Houses, and
and two
two other
other members
members of
rency of
the two
of each
each of
of
said
committees, to
to be
be designated
the chairmen
of the
by the
chairmen of
the respective
respective
said committees,
designated by
To Investigate and
committees, and it shall be the duty of said joint committee to
rnvestigate
To
report
a system ano
of committees,
short-time
rural
investigate and report at as early aadate as may be possible as to the
rural investigate
short-time
credits.
credits.
practicability of establishing
establishing aasystem of short-time
credits in
practicability
short-time rural
rural credits
the United
States and
recommend such
such legislation
legislation as
as may
may be
be
and to
to recommend
the
United States
deemed practicable
practicable and
and desirable
deemed
desirable to
to that
that end.
end. The
The said
said committee
committee
is hereby
during or
between
is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to hold
hold meetings
meetings either
either during
or between
sessions.
sessions.
Appropriation for
appropriated, the
the same
be immeimmeto be
same to
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
of $5,000
$5,000 is
The sum
sum of
n for The
ex^pepati
expenses.
diately available,
any funds
Treasury not
not otherwise
diately
available, out
out of
of any
funds m
in the
the Treasury
otherwise
appropriated, to
to defray
all necessary
expenses of
of said
said joint
joint comcomdefray all
necessary expenses
appropriated,
mittee, payment
upon vouchers
approved
mittee,
payment of
of said
said expenses
expenses to
to be
be made
made upon
vouchers approved
by
of said
committee, who
who shall
shall be
be selected
by
by the
the chairman
chairman of
said joint
]oint committee,
selected by
the committee.
committee.
the
Travel expenses.
Whenever
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
the SecreSecre30, 1921,
1921, the
year ending
during the
Whenever,, during
or by
Traleloance for,
Allowance
motor vehicles.
vehicles.
tary of Agriculture shall find that the expenses
expenses of travel can be
reduced thereby,
thereby, he
he may,
may, in
actual traveling
traveling expenses
reduced
in lieu
lieu of
of actual
expenses, under
under
such regulations
as he
he may
the payment:
such
regulations as
may prescribe
prescribe, authorize
authorize the
payment of
of not
not
to exceed
exceed 33cents
cents per
per mile
for a
motor cycle
or 77cents
mile for
a motor
cycle or
cents per
per mile
mile for
for
an automobile,
automobile, used
used for
for necessary
necessary travel
official business.
business.
an
travel on
on official
New plant propaThe Secretary
Ngw plnt propaSecretary of Agriculture
Agriculture is authorized
authorized to acquire
acquire by gift,
gating stations.
Acceptance of
Acceptance
of sites
sites devise, or by purchase in fee
fee
simple
for
a
asum
sum
not
not
to exceed
exceed $1
to
$1 for
for
for.
each site,
site, the
now occupied
occupied by
field stations
Calif.
California,
by field
stations at
at Chico,
Chico, California,
the sites
sites now
Chico, calif.
each
consisting of about
about eighty
acres and
consisting
eighty acres
propagating, testing,
testing,
and used
used for
for propagating,
Bellingham,
Wash.
Belingham,wash.
and distributing new plant introductions; the site at Bellingham,
Washington, consisting
about sixty
Washington,
consisting of about
sixty acres
acres and
and used
used as
as a
a bulb
bulb
station
and for
for propagating,
propagating, testing,
distributing new
new crop
crop
station and
testing, and
and distributing
Buena Vista, Fla.,
and
Savannah,
Vista,
Buena
Vista,
Fla.,
plants;
plants;
and
the
sites
at
Buena
Florida,
Savannah,
Georgia,
and Savannah, Co.
consisting of
twenty-five acres
acres and
and about
forty-six acres,
acres,
consisting
of about
about twenty-five
about forty-six
respectively,
used for
propagating, testing,
testing, and
and distributing
distributing
respectively, and
and used
for propagating,
new
crop plants
peculiarly adapted
adapted to
the warmer
parts of
of the
new crop
plants peculiarly
to the
warmer parts
the
United
States.
United States.
r
Wheat
for seeding..
Wheatforseedin
a yield of five bushels or less per acre of wheat on lands
That a
money
Borrowers of money
for, released
by those
drought-stricken regions
who borrowed
borrowed money
money
those in
in the
the drought-stricken
regions who
for.
released from
from pay- owned
owned by
ment, if
crop afailure. from the Government of the United States for the purchase of wheat
ment,
i cropafailure.
from the Government of the United States for the purchase of wheat
for seed be,
be, and the
the same is
is hereby,
declared to
to be
failure, and
the
hereby, declared
be aafailure,
and the
borrower whose
was five
bushels or
acre be,
be, and
and he
he
borrower
whose yield
yield was
five bushels
or less
less per
per acre
is
released from
from repayment
repayment of
of the
amount borrowed
borrowed by
him
is hereby,
hereby, released
the amount
by him

Proviso.
Proviso.
No pay for crops,
pay for
etc., destroyed.
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from the
the Government:
Government: Provided,
Provided, That
That nothing
nothing herein
release Poiso.
Provim
herein shall
shall release
the
signed a
guaranty fund
agreement and
and whose
whose tyrun
e
Zun
nj
e
r
erase?i
the borrower
borrower who
who signed
a guaranty
fund agreement
notreleased.
tyfundU,
crop
not a
failure, from
from making
the contribution
provided for
for Useoffund.
Use of fund.
crop was
was not
a failure,
making the
contribution provided
in
agreement, but
but said
said guaranty
guaranty fund
shall be
be used
in such
such agreement,
fund shall
used as
as stipulated
stipulated
in the
the agreement
the settlement
of the
the loans
to those
whose crop
crop
in
agreement to
to the
settlement of
loans to
those whose
was a
a failure.
Total
by this
this bill
bill for
for the
Department of
Agriculture,
Total carried
carried by
the Department
of Agriculture,
$31,475,368.
$31,475,368.
Approved, May
1920.
May 31,
31, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP.
CHAP. 218.-An
218.—An Act To accept
accept the cession by the State of California
California of exclusive
exclusive
jurisdiction
of the
lands embraced
embraced within
the Yosemite
Yosemite National
National Park,
Sequoia
jurisdiction of
the lands
within the
Park, Sequoia
National Park,
and General
respectively, and
purposes.
National
Park, and
General Grant
Grant National
National Park,
Park, respectively,
and for
for other
other purposes.

June 2, 1920.

[June
[H. R.12044.1
[H.
R.2,1920.
12044.]
[Public, No. 235.j
235.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of_Representatives
the United
United Ntio
Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
CalNational Parks,
Parks,
Calar
States of
of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the act
act ifornia.
iforniao.
of the Legislature
(approved April
Legislature of the State
State of California
California (approved
April 15,
15, 1919),
1919), tic
tiessofta
s
o
s
ni
tal'efoer
o
j
V sdeS
desi
gnated, accepted.
ceding
to the
ceding to
the United
United States exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
over the
the territory
jurisdiction over
ignated,
territory i
accepted.
embraced and
and included
within the
the Yosemite
National Park,
embraced
included within
Yosemite National
Park, Sequoia
Sequoia
National
General Grant
National Park,
Park, respectively,
respectively, are
are
National Park,
Park, and
and General
Grant National
hereby accepted
accepted and
and sole
sole and
jurisdiction is
i
shereby
assumed Rights
hereby
and exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
hereby assumed
reserved to
to
Rights reserved
state.
by the
the United
States over
over such
such territory,
United States
territory, saving, however, to the said State.
State of
of California
California the
or criminal
criminal process
process within
the right
right to
to serve
serve civil
civil or
within
the limits
limits of
of the
them in
or prosecuthe
the aforesaid
aforesaid parks
parks or
or either
either of
of them
in suits
suits or
prosecutions for
on account
of rights
rights acquired,
tions
for or
or on
account of
acquired, obligations
obligations incurred,
incurred, or
or
crimes committed
in said
said State
parks; and
and saving
saving
crimes
committed in
State outside
outside of
of said
said parks;
further to
said State
right to
and corporations,
further
to the
the said
State the
the right
to tax
tax persons
persons and
corporations,
lands included
their franchises
franchises and property
property on the lands
included in said
said parks,
parks,
and the right to fix
fix and collect
license fees
and
collect license
for fishing
in said
said parks;
fees for
fishing in
parks;
and
saving also
also to
to the
persons residing
residing in
in any
of said
said parks
parks now
now or
and saving
the persons
any of
or
hereafter the
the right
to vote
vote at
all elections
elections held
within the
or
hereafter
right to
at all
held within
the county
county or
United
States laws
counties
which said
are situated.
situated. All
the laws
laws applicable
applicable to
counties in
in which
said parks
parks are
All the
to aapplicable.
laws
tdSttes
jurisdiction of
of the
places under
under sole and exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
States a
the United
United States
of cri
crimExtradition of
shall have force and effect in said parks or
or either
either of
of them. All fugifugi- inFstralition
minals.
tives from justice taking refuge
refuge in said parks, or either of them,
them.
,shall
be
same laws
laws as
as refugees
refugees from
justice found
in the
be subject
subject to
to the
the same
from justice
found in
the
State
of California.
State of
California.
Yosemite Park.
SEC.
2. That
That said
Califorsaid Yosemite
Yosemite National
National Park
constitute aa part
SEC. 2.
Park shall
shall constitute
Assigned to (aliforpart Assigned
nia northern district.
northern district of " northern district.
of the United States judicial district for the northern
California, and the district court of the United States
States in
in and
and for
for
California
said northern
district shall
shall have
northern district
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of all
all offenses
offenses committed
committed
within
within said
said boundaries
boundaries of
of the
Park.
the Yosemite
Yosemite National
National Park.
Sequoia and General
SEC.
National Park and General Grant
Grant Parks.
S
EC. 3. That said Sequoia
Sequoia National
Grant Na- Grant
United States
States judicial
judicial district
district niaaSoud
tional Park shall constitute part of the United
nteo Z
Cistnifi
tsssOfin
tialrr
r
f
ft:
for the
the southern
southern district
district of
of California, and
and the
district court
court of
of the
for
the district
the
United
in and
and for said
said southern
southern district
United States in
district shall
shall have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of all offenses
offenses committed within
boundaries of
of said
said Sequoia
Sequoia
within the boundaries
National
Park and
and General
General Grant
Grant National
National Park
National Park.
Park.
unishment of
ofoffePunishment
offenSEC.
state laws.
laws.
SEC. 4. That
That if any offense shall be committed in the Yosemite ses against State
National Park,
National Park,
General Grant
Grant National
National
National
Park, Sequoia
Sequoia National
Park, General
Park, or either of them, which offense is not prohibited or
or the punishpunishment is not specifically
specifically provided
provided for by any law of the United States,
the offender
shall be
offender shall
be subject
subject to
to the
the same
same punishment
punishment as
as the
the laws
laws of
of
the State of California in force at the time of
of the
the commission of the
the
offense may provide
provide for a
alike offense
offense in said State;
State; and no subsequent
of any
any such
such law
law of
of the
State of
of California
California shall
shall affect
affect
quent repeal
repeal of
the State
any prosecution
prosecution for
said offense
offense committed
within said
parks, or
any
for said
committed within
said parks,
or
either
of them.
them.
either of
Hntin
fishing,
Huntin g, fishin
g,
prohibitions.
wounding, or
or capturing
capturing at etc.,
etc., prohibitions.
SEC. 5.
all hunting
hunting or
the killing,
SEC.
5. That
That all
or the
killing, wounding,
any time of
of any
any
any wild
wild bird
bird or
or animal,
dangerous animals,
animal, except
except dangerous
animals,

732
732
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when it
is necessary
necessary to
destroying human
human lives
prevent them from destroying
to prevent
it is
when
or
inflicting personal
the limits of said
inury, is prohibited within thelimits
personal injury,
or inflicting

waters of the said
parks; or
or rata
taken out
of any
any of the waters
out of
be taken
fish be
any fish
hall any
parks;

parks,
them, in
in any
any other way than by hook and line,
of them,
either of
or either
parks, or
and
then only
only at
at such
such seasons
seasons and such times and manner as may be
and then
Secretary of the
Re
gulations, etc.,
to directed
Secretary of the Interior. That the Secretary
the Secretary
by the
directed by
etc., to
Regulations,
be bprescribed.
Interior
shall make
make and
and publish such g.eneral
general rules and regulations
Interior shall
presbed.
as he
necessary and
management and care
proper for the management
and proper
deem necessary
may deem
he may
as
of the
protection of the property therein,
therein, especially
especially
the protection
for the
and for
park and
the park
of
timber, mineral
for
the
preservation
injury
spoliation
of
all
spoliation
or
injury
from
for the preservation
deposits other
other than
than those
legally located prior to the passage of the
those legally
deposits
respective
Acts
creating
and
establishing said parks, natural curiosiestablishing
and
creating
respective Acts
ties
or wonderful
wonderful objects
objects within
of
and for the protection of
parks, and
said parks,
within said
ties or
prevent
the
animals in
in the
the park
park from capture
capture or destruction, and to prevent
the animals
their
being frightened
frightened or
.
parks; and he shall
said parks;
the said
from the
driven from
or driven
their being
make
rules
and
regulations
governing
the
taking
of fish from the
governing
regulations
and
rules
make
or either of them. Possession
Evidence
of violastreams or
or lakes
lakes in
the said
parks or
Possession
said parks
in the
viola streams
Evidence of
tions.
within
said
parks,
or
either
of
them,
of
the
dead
any part
or
bodies
dead
the
of
them,
of
either
or
parks,
said
within
thereof
any wild
wild bird
shall be
evidence that
that
prima facie evidence
be prima
animal shall
or animal
bird or
of any
thereof of
person
or persons
are guilty
guilty of
violating this Act.
of violating
same are
having same
persons having
person or
railway
or express company,
Penalty
for violating Any
company, or railway
stage or
or stage
persons, or
or persons,
person or
Any person
Penaltyforviolating
provisions hereof,
etc. copany,
company, who
knows or has reason
who knows
reason to believe that they were taken
heo ec.
provisions
receives
or killed
contrary to
the provisions
provisions of this Act, and who receives
to the
killed contrary
or
for
transportation any
any of
of said
said animals,
animals, birds, or fish
fish so killed, caught,
for transportation
provisions of this
or taken,
taken, or
who shall
violate any
the other provisions
of the
any of
shall violate
or who
or
Act,
rule or
that may be promulgated by the Secreregulation that
or regulation
any rule
or any
Act, or
tary
of the
Interior, with
with reference
reference to the
management and care of
the management
the Interior,
tary of
the
parks, or
either of
of them,
them, or
protection of the propthe protection
for the
or for
or either
said parks,
the said
erty therein
therein for
preservation from
injury or spoliation of timber,
from injury
the preservation
for the
erty
mineral
deposits, other
than those
those legally
legally located prior to the passage
other than
mineral deposits,
of
the
respective
Acts
creating
establishing
natural
establishing said parks, natural
and
creating
Acts
respective
of the
curiosities, or
within said
said parks,
parks, or either of them,
objects within
wonderful objects
or wonderful
curiosities,
or for
protection of the animals, birds, or fish in the said parks,
the protection
for the
or
or either
of them,
them, or
who shall
shall within
commit any damage,
parks commit
said parks
within said
or who
either of
or
gude
hedge, gate, guide
injury,
spoliation
to
or
upon
any
fence,
building,
any
upon
or
to
spoliation
injury,
tree, wood,
wood, underwood,
timber, garden,
garden crops, vegetables, plants,
underwood, timber,
post, tree,
land,
springs, mineral
mineral deposits
deposits other
othergarden,
than
prior
located prior
than those legally located
land, springs,
to the
respective Acts
Acts creating and establishing
establishing said
the respective
of the
passage of
the passage
to
being
parks, natural
growing or 13eing
other matter or thing growing
or other
curiosities, or
natural curiosities,
parks,
provided
thereon,
situated therein,
therein, shall
shall be subject
penalty provided
subject to the penalty
or situated
thereon, or
for the
of rules
rules and
regulations of the Secretary
Secretary of the
and regulations
violation of
the violation
for
approved
Interior
by section 3
3 of the Act of Congress approved
authorized by
Interior authorized
535), entitled "An
Vol.
39, p.
p. 5,35.
August 25,
(Thirty-ninth Statutes, page 535),
"An
1916 (Thirty-ninth
25, 1916
August
35.
ol.39,
purposes,"
Act
to establish
establish a
National Park Service,
Service and for other purposes,"
a National
Act to
which
hereby amended by striking therefrom the words
is hereby
section is
which section
Punishment
and any
any violations
violations of
any of
of the
the rules
rules and
authorized
regulations authorized
and regulations
of any
modi- "it and
unishment modiof the
50 of
Vol. 39, p. 535, amend- by this Act shall be punished as provided for in section
section 50
the
Vol.39,p.535,amended. e d
the
Laws
Act
entitled
'An
Act
to
codify
the
Penal
of
amend
and
to
codify
Act
'An
entitled
Act
United States,'
States,' approved
March 4, 1909, as amended by section 6
6
approved March
United
of the
the Act
June 25,
25, 1910 (Thirty-sixth United States Statutes
Statutes at
of June
Act of
of
" and any
Large,
and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the words "
857)," and
page 857),"
Large, page
Act
violation of
of the
authorized by this Act
regulations authorized
and regulations
rules and
the rules
any of
of any
violation
imprisonment for
shall be
fine of
of not more than
than $500 or imprisonment
a fine
by a
punished by
be punished
shall
not exceeding
exceeding six
six months,
both, and
adjudged to pay all cost of
be adjudged
and be
or both,
months, or
not
Pror0o.
Dispoal
timber, the proceedings":
proceedings": Provided,
herein shall
be construed
construed
be
shall .
nothing herein
That nothing
Provided, That
roispl offtir,the
granted the
destropng
stinjurirous
repealing or
or in
in any
any way
authority granted
the authority
modifying the
way modifying
as repealing
g oinjurious as
destri
animab,
eto., not
not af3 of the said Act approved
a- Secretary
Secretary of the Interior by said section 3
e.f,
etc.,
Jetted.
August 25,
or dispose of timber in national parks in those
sell or
to sell
1916, to
25, 1916,
August
cases
judgment, the
the cutting
cutting of
required
of such timber is required
his judgment,
in his
where, in
cases where,
in order
to control
control the
attacks of insects or diseases or otherwise
the attacks
order to
in
conserve
natural or
or historic
historic objects
objects in
in such parks
the natural
of the
scenery of
the scenery
conserve the
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provide for the destruction of such animals and such paint
paint
and to provide
life
detrimental to the use of any of said parks, or the
life as
as may be detrimental
authority granted to said Secretary
approved April 9,
Secretary by the Act approved
authority
1912,
Act to
authorize the
the Interior
Interior Vol.
p. 80.
vol. 37,
37, p.
80.
of the
to authorize
Secretary of
the Secretary
entitled "An
"An Act
1912, entitled
6
to secure
secure for
the United
States title
title to
lands in
Yosemite VOL
Vol. 38,
p. 345.
34
38, P.
the Yosemite
in the
patented lands
to patented
United States
for the
to
Act
National Park, and
amended by the Act
purposes," as amended
and for other purposes,"
National
approved
April 16,
approved April
16, 1914.
1914.
E
ps
on;eie
ttt
u
z o
i
l
lleggins
ui
S
EC. 6.
6. That
That all
horses, or
or means
means of
tra
°o guns
transporta- trefeitc.e,
of transportstraps, teams,
teams, horses,
all guns,
guns, traps,
SEC.
us ed
person or persons
tion
or description
used by
any person
persons used.by any
description used
nature or
every nature
of every
tion of
within the
engaged in
or either of them, when engaged
of said parks, or
limits of
the limits
within
killing, trapping,
trapping, ensnaring, or
or
or capturing
capturing such wild beasts, birds, or
killing,
animals,
United States and may be seized by
be forfeited
forfeited to the United
animals, shall be
in said
said parks, or either of them, and held pending prosecuthe officers in
persons arrested under the charge
charge of violating
tion of any person or persons
the provisions
provisions of
of this
conviction such forfeiture
forfeiture shall
and upon conviction
Act, and
this Act,
the
punishment prebe adjudicated
addition to the other
other punishment
adjudicated as aapenalty in addition
scribed
in this
forfeited property shall be disposed of and
Such forfeited
this Act.
Act. Such
scribed in
Secretary of the
accounted
under the authority
authority of the Secretary
for by and under
accounted for
Interior.
Interior.
for
Commissioner
S
EC. 7.
7. That
District Court
Court for
the Northern
yocs'emllisirag. I
or
Northern YosemitePa.r
for the
States District
the United
United States
SEC.
That the
au
Ahop"ptment,
Yosemite thont
District
California shall
commissioner for
for the
APP°intanent,
allthe Yosemite
a commissioner
appoint a
shall appoint
of California
District of
etc.
National
Park, who
shall reside
reside in
said park,
who shall havey, y, e
and who
park, and
in said
who shall
National Park,
jurisdiction
hear and
and act
complaints made of any violaall complaints
upon all
act upon
to hear
jurisdiction to
tions of
of the
the rules
Secretary of
made by the Secretary
regulations made
and regulations
rules and
or of
of law,
law, or
tions
the Interior,
government of
of said
said Yosemite
National Park, and
Yosemite National
for the
the government
Interior, for
the
interest
for the protection
protection of
the animals, birds, and fish, and objects of interest
of the
for
therein'and
other purposes authorized
authorized by this Act.
for other
and for
therein,
Such
commissioner shall
shaM have
have power,
upon sworn
information, to
vi o
J
udiefal ofrues,
ogru
w
ies
ers,etc.
et:
T.
sworn information,
to violatons
power, upon
Such commissioner
process in the name of the United States for the arrest of any
issue process
charged
person charged
misdemeanor, or charged
commission of any misdemeanor,
charged with the commission
person
a violation
regulations, or with a
violation of
a violation
violation of the rules and regulations,
with a
government of said
any of the provisions of this Act prescribed
prescribed for the government
animals, birds,
Yosemite National
National Park, and for the protection of the animals
found guilty
and fish in said park, and try persons so charged,
charged, and if found
impose punishment
forfeiture prescribed.
prescribed.
adjudge forfeiture
to adjudge
punishment and to
impose
an appeal
appeal shall lie from the judgment
In all
all cases
_judgment of Appeas.
Appeal
s
.
conviction an
of conviction
cases of
In
said
United States Court for the Northern
Northern District
District
to the
the United
said commissioner
commissioner to
of California,
California and the United States district court in said district shall
commissioner in
prescribe rules and procedure
procedure and practice for said commissioner
the trial
trial of
cases and for appeals to said United States district court.
of cases
the
for
District Court for the Southern
SEC. 8.
8. That
the United
United States District
Southern Dis- Commissioner
C
o
rmissAoneroe
f
or
nes
r
Ze
That the
SEC.
trict of California shall appoint a
a commissioner
as. eneral
commissioner for the Sequoia Na- rnt rarks.
an
s t' auYpt
et,
tional Park and the General Grant National Park, who shall reside
reside int 1
.1.Pwn
ete.
and
act
hear
jurisdiction to
act
and who shall have jurisdiction
parks, and
of said parks,
one of
complaints made of any violations
violations of the law or of the rules
upon all complaints
regulations made by the
Secretary of the Interior, for the governthe Secretary
and regulations
National
Sequoia National
General Grant National
National Park and the General
ment of
of the Sequoia
protection of the animals, birds, and fish, and objects
for the protection
Park, and for
of
interest therein,
therein, and
and for
purposes authorized
of interest
for other
other purposes
authorized by
by this
this Act.
Act.
judicial
Judicial powers in
— violations
violations ores,
of rules, etc.
etc.
to
sworn information, in
Such
shall have
have power,
power, upon sworn
commissioner shall
Such commissioner
issue
United States for the arrest of any
issue process in the name of the United
person
charged with
commission of any misdemeanor, or charged
with the commission
person charged
with
rules and regulations, or with aa violation of
violation of the rules
with aa violation
provisions of
prescribed for the government
government of said
of this
this Act prescribed
any of the provisions
Sequoia National
Park and
National Park, or either of
Grant National
General Grant
and General
National Park
Sequoia
protection of the animals, birds, and fish in said
them, and for the protection
last-named parks,
either of
them, and try persons so charged,
charged, and,
of them,
parks, or either
last-named
if
punishment and to adjudge forfeiture preguilty, impose punishment
if found
found guilty,
scribed.
scribed.
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an appeal
appeal shall lie
lie from
from the
the judgment
of
In
all cases of
of conviction
In all
conviction an
judgment of

Appeals.

said commissioner
Southern Dissaid
commissioner to the United States Court for the Southern
district
trict
California, and the United States
States district court in said district
trict of California,
commissioner
shall
prescribe rules
procedure and practice
practice for said commissioner
rules and procedure
shall prescribe
in the
trial of
appeals to
United States district court.
to said United
and for appeals
of cases
cases and
in
the trial

any such commissioner
S
EC. 9.
That any
commissioner within his jurisdiction
jurisdiction shall
9. That
SEC.
provided for the
hereinbefore provided
issue process as hereinbefore
power to issue
the power
also
also have
have the
arrest
commission within said boundaries
charged with commission
any person charged
arrest of any
of
of said
said parks, or either of them, as specified above in this Act, of any
5 of this Act,
provisions of section
criminal
covered by the provisions
section 5
offense not covered
criminal offense
introduced, and if he is of the opinion that probto hear the evidence introduced,
charged for trial, he shall
shown for holding the person so charged
cause is shown
able cause
cause such person
secure place of confineconfineconveyed to aasecure
to be safely conveyed
person to
eause
district court in and
ment
United States
States district
jurisdiction of the United
ment within the jurisdiction
for
transcript
district to which he belongs, and certify aatranscript
judicial district
for the judicial
record of his proceedings and testimony in the case to the court,
of the record
to
which the park
specified in this Act, which
as above specified
attached as
park is attached
to which
Proviso.
court
coincase: Provided,
Provided,That
That the said comjurisdiction of the case:
roiso
court shall
shall have jurisdiction
B
Bail. .
missioner
shall grant
grant bail
bail in
in all
bailable under
of the
under the
the laws
laws of
all cases
cases bailable
missioner shall
United States or of said State.
United
by the
the commissioner
commissioner of the Yosemprocess issued
issued by
SEC.
10. That
That all process
Service of process.
S
EC. 10.
service
proces.
directed to the marshal of the United
ite National
National Park shall be directed
States for
for the northern
process issued by
northern district of California, and all process
States
the
Sequoia National Park and the General Grant
Grant
the commissioner
commissioner of the Sequoia
National Park shall be directed to the marshal of the United States
Summary
for the
the southern
district of
California, but
contained
herein contained
nothing herein
but nothing
of California,
southern district
for
arrests
mmary arrests,
shall
prevent the arrest by any officer or employee
employee
so construed
construed to prevent
shall be so
employed by the United States, in
of the Government
Government or any person employed
the policing of
within the boundaries
boundaries of said parks,
reservation within
of such
such reservation
the
or
them, without
without process of
of any
any person taken in the act of
either of
of them,
or either
or this Act or the regulation prescribed by said Secviolating the law or
retary as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Pay of
of commissioncommissionPay
SEC.
11. That the commissioner
provided for in this Act for
for the
SEC. 11.
commissioner provided
erS.
ers.
Yosemite
National Park
commissioner provided
provided for in this
the commissioner
Park and the
Yosemite National
Act for
for the
the Sequoia
Sequoia National
National Park and the General Grant National
Act
Park
each shall
be paid
paid an
an annual
annual salary
$1,500, payable
payable monthly:
salary of $1,500,
shall be
Park each
Residence
require- Provided,
the said
commissioner for
for the
National Park
Park
Yosemite National
the Yosemite
said commissioner
That the
Provided, That
esiece requiremeats
shall
reside within the exterior boundaries of said Yosemite National
shall reside
ments.
Park, and
and the commissioner
commissioner provided
provided for the Sequoia National Park
Park,
and the
exterior
shall reside within the exterior
Park shall
National Park
Grant National
General Grant
the General
and
a place
boundaries of
of the said last-named national parks and at a
of one of
boundaries
to
designated by
the court
And proproappointment: And
such appointment:
making such
court making
by the
be designated
to be
Disposal of fees,
ees, tic.
tt. vided further,
further, That
That all
all fees
fees, costs,
costs, and
and expenses
expenses collected
collected by
by the
the comcommissioner shall be disposed of as provided
provided in section 13 of this Act.
missioner
United
States fees.
Sac. 12.
That all
all fees,
fees, costs,
and expenses
expenses arising
in cases
under
nited States
fee.
SEC.
12. That
costs, and
arising in
cases under
this Act
properly chargeable
chargeable to
United States shall
shall be certified,
to the
the United
and properly
Act and
this
approved, and
and_paid
are like
costs, and
expenses in the
courts
the courts
and expenses
fees, costs,
like fees,
as are
paid as
approved,
of
the
United
States.
of
the
United
of
Depocit of fuses and
imposed and collected shall be
costs imposed
costa.
SEC. 13.
That all
all fines
fines and costs
13. That
SEC.
cos"t
fins
deposited
said commissioners
marshal
or the
the marshal
States, or
United States,
of the
the United
commissioners of
by said
deposited by
of
the United
States collecting
United
the clerk of the United
same, with the
the same
collecting the
United States
of the
States
district court
court to
provided in
as provided
attached, as
parks are attached,
said parks
which said
to which
States district
Acceptance of ees- this Act.
Interior shall notify in writing
the Interior
4.1011
SEC. 14.
the Secretary
Secretary of the
That the
SEC.
14. That
0
So1
the governor
of the
State of
of California
and approval of
of the passage and
California of
the State
governor of
the
this Act
Act and
and of
the fact
United States
States assumes
police jurisdicassumes police
the United
fact that
that the
of the
this
tion over
over said
said parks,
parks, as
as specified
specified in said Act.
tion
Approved, June
June 2,
2, 1920.
Approved,
i
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CHAP. 219.—An
To provide
provide for
for the
the promotion
promotion of
of vocational
rehabilitation
vocational rehabilitation
Act To
219.-An Act
CHAP.
of persons disabled in industry or otherwise and their return to civil employment.
of
persons disabled in industry or otherwise and their return to civil employment.

735
June 2,
1920.
2, 1920.
Jue
[H. R. 4418.]
.4428.]
[ubc,
[Public,
No.
236.]

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the United
United Vocational rehabceRepresentatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
States
in Congress
That in
provide for
otational prehrsbilfor ttleI
to provide
in order
order to
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
lif: indust
rsons
ry.
the
promotion of
of vocational
rehabilitation of
of persons
in inin- abled
a Appropriations
nin idustry.
disabled in
persons disabled
vocational rehabilitation
the promotion
o
A
o
l
N
o
r
P
a
n
t
a
ag
with
with
dustry or
in any
any legitimate
legitimate occupation
occupation and
and their
their return
return to
c
civil cooperating
to civil
or in
dustry
Spates in maintenance
maintenance
in
ates
s
use
for
employment
there
is
hereby
appropriated
the
of
the
States,
0
appropriated
hereby
is
there
employment
subject to
to the
this Act,
the purpose
purpose of
cooperating
of cooperating
for the
Act, for
of this
provisions of
the provisions
subject
with
in the
maintenance of
vocational rehabilitation
such
rehabilitation of such
of vocational
the maintenance
them in
with them
disabled
returning
persons
persons
rehabilitated persons,
vocationally rehabilitated
in reted
returning vocationally
in
and
and in
persons, and
disabled persons,
increases.
to
June 30, 1921, the
the sum Annual
Annual increases.
en g1,
l year
year ending
fsum
the fiscal
for the
employment for
civil employment
to civil
of
for the
30, 1922,
thereafter Basis of allotments.
1922, and thereafter
June 30,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
of $750,000;
$750,000; for
for
period of
two years,
the sum
sum of
of $1,000,000
annually. Said
Said Basis of allotments.
$1,000,000 annually.
years, the
of two
for a
a period
sums shall
be allotted
allotted to
the States
States in
the proportion
proportion which
their
which their
in the
to the
shall be
sums
population
population in
in the
United States,
States, not
not
the United
total population
the total
to the
bears to
population bears
including
possessions, and the District of Colum- Proviso.
Territories, outlying possessions,
including Territories,
bia,
the last
preceding United
United States
States census:
i°uum°
Provided, Minimum.
census: Provided,
last preceding
to the
according to
bia, according
That the
the allotment
of funds
funds to
not be
be less
less than
than aa Appropriations for
shall not
State shall
any State
to any
allotment of
That
minimum
for any
fiscal year.
is hereby
hereby approappro- minimum
inmum allotments.
there is
And there
year. And
any fiscal
$5,000 for
of $5,000
minimum of
priated the
the following
much thereof
thereof as
be needed,
may be
as may
so much
or so
sums, or
following sums,
priated
which shall
be used
used for
purpose of
allotminimum allotthe minimum
of providing
providing the
for the
the purpose
shall be
which
ment to
the States
States provided
provided for
for m
endyear endfiscal year
the fiscal
for the
section, for
this section,
m this
to the
ment
ing
30, 1921,
sum of
$46,000; for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June
the fiscal
for the
of $46,000;
the sum
1921, the
June 30,
ing June
30,
$34,000.
of $34,000.
sum of
the sum
thereafter, the
annually.thereafter,
and annually
1922, and
30, 1922,
Conditions required.
required.
All
expended under
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act from
appro- Conditio
from approprovisions of
under the
moneys expended
All moneys
Equal expenditures
priations
by section
section 1
1shall
the condition
condition (1)
(1) that
that by
bqtulexpenditure
upon the
be upon
State.
shall be
provided by
priations provided
for
dollar of
Federal money
money expended
expended there
there shall
shall be
expended
be expended
of Federal
each dollar
for each
in the
the State
State under
supervision and
and control
control of the State board at Proviso.
the supervision
under the
in
least an
equal amount
purpose: Provided,
That no
inuse by
estricion in
por- Restriction
no porProvided, That
same purpose:
for the
the same
amount for
an equal
least
institutions.
any Institutions.
tion of
by this
Act shall
be used
used by
133T any
shall be
this Act
made by
appropriation made
the appropriation
of the
tion
institution
for handicapped
persons except for the special training of
handicapped persons
institution for
such
entitled to the
benefits of this Act as shall be deter- Submission of plans,
the benefits
individuals entitled
such individuals
mined by
the Federal
that the
the State
shall annually
Submtisio
annually etc.,
board shall
State board
(2) that
board; (2)
Federal board;
by the
mined
by State oOfplns,
board.
submit
submit to the Federal board for approval plans showing (a) the
kinds
vocational rehabilitation
and schemes
schemes of placement
placement for
Mr
rehabilitation and
of vocational
kinds of
(b) the plan of
used; (b)
proposed the appropriation
appropriation shall be used;
it is
is proposed
which it
administration
supervision; (c)
(c) courses
courses of study:;
study; (d) methods
and supervision;
administration and
of
supervisors, directors,
directors, Annual report by
teachers, supervisors,
of teachers,
qualification of
(e) qualification
of instruction;
instruction; (e)
(f) plans statnn
and
other necessary
or employees;
employees; (f)
officers or
State borde
board o
of wor
work
administrative officers
necessary administrative
and other
etc.
done, etc.
directors; (3)
and directors;
for
the training
training of
of teachers,
teachers, supervisors,
(3) that the done,
supervisors, and
for the
State
board shall
shall make
make an
the Federal board on or
report to the
annual report
an annual
State board
before
year on the work done in the State and
of each year
September 11of
before September
on
receipts and
expenditures of
under the
provisions of
of Purchase, etc., of
the ,
provisions
of money
money under
and expenditures
on the
the receipts
npr
this
(4) that
no portion
portion of
of any
appropriated by this buildingsa
buildings and land
promoneys appropriated
any moneys
that no
Act; (4)
this Act;
hibited.
directly or indi- hibited.
Act for
the benefit
benefit of
the States
States shall
applied, directly
be applied,
shall be
of the
for the
Act
rectly, to
to the
the purchase,
purchase, preservation,
preservation, erection, or repair of any buildrectlv,
ing
or buildings
for the
or rental
rental of
of any
any
purchase or
the purchase
or for
or equipment,
equipment, or
buildings or
ing or
Course to be availcivil
Fedel civil
for Federal
vocational rehabilitation
for vocational
lands; (5)
rehabilitation given under able
all courses
courses for
that all
(5) that
lands;
able for
employees.
and all courses
the
supervision and
State board
board and
courses for employees.
the State
of the
control of
and control
the supervision
vocational
rehabilitation maintained
be available,
available, under such
shall be
maintained shall
vocational rehabilitation
prescribe, to any civil
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
the Federal
shall .prescribe,
board shall
Federal board
as the
rules
of
employee
while in
in the
the performance
performance of
disabled while
States disabled
United States
the United
of the
employee of
Meaning of terms,
Meaning
his
duty.
his duty.
disabled."
SEC. 2.
purpose of
Act the
the term
term "persons
"persons disdis- "Persons
"persons disabled."
of this
this Act
the purpose
for the
That for
2. That
SEC.
a
of a
abled" shall
be construed
to mean
mean any
any person
person who,
who, by:
reason of
by reason
construed to
shall be
abled"
by acciacciphysical
defect or
or infirmity,
infirmity, whether
acquired by
or acquired
congenital or
whether congenital
physical defect
dent,
injury, or
disease, is,
or may
may be
be expected
be, totally
or parpar- "Rhablitatio
totally or
expected to
to be,
or disease,
is, or
dent, injury,
Rehabilitation."
"reh.atially incapacitated
incapacitated for
term "rehathe term
occupation; the
remunerative occupation;
for remunerative
tially
bilitation" shall
shall be
be construed
rendering of a
aperson disthe rendering
to mean
mean the
construed to
bilitation"
abled
fit to
to engage
in a
aremunerative
occupation.
remunerative occupation.
engage in
abled fit
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State
State legislation
legislation rere- SEC.
That in order
order to secure
the benefits
of the
the appropriations
SEC. 3. That
secure the
benefits of
appropriations
quired.
Acceptance.
qUAptane.
provided
by section
1 any
through the
legislative authorprovided by
section 1
any State
State shall,
shall, through
the legislative
authorCooperation of State

atl
Federal
bboard withCoripeti
board.
board.
Vol. 39, p. 929.
'P

Cooperation of State
Cooperation
board with workmen's
compensation,
tc.,
compensation, e
etc.,
agencies.
agencies.

ity thereof,
thereof, (1)
accept the
the provisions
provisions of
(2) empower
and
empower and
Act; (2)
of this
this Act;
(1) accept
ity
direct the board designated or created as the State board for vocational
to cooperate
cooperate in
the provisions
provisions
of the
in the
the administration
administration of
tional education
education to
of
Vocational Education Act, approved February
February 23,
23, 1917, to
of the
the Vocational
cooperate
herein provided
with the
Federal Board
Board for
Vocational
for Vocational
as herein
provided with
the Federal
cooperate as
Education in the administration of the provisions
provisions of this Act; (3) in

other
board, or
or other
where a
workmen's compensation
compensation board,
a State
State workmen's
those States
States where
copdenwiath woren's those

State board, department, or agency
agency exists, charged with the administration
of the State
compensation or
laws, the
or liability laws,
State workmen's
workmen's compensation
istration of
legislature shall
cooperation be
be formulated
shall provide that a
a plan of cooperation
legislature
between
such State
State board,
and the
the State
State
agency, and
board, department,
department, or agency,
between such
board
charged
with
the
administration
of
this
Act,
such
plan
to
be
be
to
plan
such
Act,
this
of
administration
the
with
etc.
upport, etc.,
Support,
of board charged
effective when
when approved
by the
the State;
State; (4)
for
courses provided.
provided.
eourses
approved by
the governor
governor of
of the
(4) provide
provide for
effective
the
rehabilitation
the supervision
supervision and support of the courses of vocational rehabilitation
to
State
board
carrying out the provisions of this
in
by
the
State
board
to
be
provided
To authorize State
Act; (5)
(5) appoint
as custodian
for said
its State
State treastresasaid appropriations
appropriations its
custodian for
appoint as
uatoe Act;
To authorise
treasurer
to be custodian, etc., of fund.
dian,etc.,of
annd
urer, who shall receive and provide for the proper custody and disdis
bursement of all money paid to the State from said appropriations.
appropriations.
bursement
Temporary
In any
any State
the legislature
of which
does not
regular session
session
not meet
meet in
in regular
State the
legislature of
which does
Tenporary accept- In
ance by governor.
between the date of the passage
passage of this Act and December 31, 1920,
between
ae by governor,
if
governor of
provisions of this
this Act,
Act,
of that State
State shall
shall accept the
the provisions
if the
the governor
such
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
the benefits
benefits of
of this
Act until
until the legisto the
this Act
State shall
such State
lature
of such
such State
State meets
meets in due course and
session sixty
and has been
been in session
lature of
days.
days.
Board for
Federal Board
for
S
EC. 4.
4. That
the Federal
Federal Board
Vocational Education
Education shall
shall
for Vocational
Board for
That the
SEC.
Vocational Education.
Education.
Vocdtional
To prescribe
prescribe rules,
To
roles, have power to cooperate with State boards in carrying
carrying .out the puretc.
poses
and provisions
provisions of
and is
is hereby
authorized to
to make
make
Act, and
hereby authorized
poses and
of this
this Act,
and establish
regulations as
necessary , or
as may
may be necessary
or
such rules
rules and regulations
and
establish such
To
To cooperate,
cooperate, etc,
appropriate
etc., appropriate
provisions
of
to
to
carry
into
effect
the
provisions
this
Act;
provide
agencies for
t
c
with State agencies
i
At
rehabilitating,
e
tc., for
for the
the vocational
vocational rehabilitation
disabled persons
their return
return
rehabilitation of
of disabled
persons and
and their
rehabilitating,
etc.,
disabled persons.
persons.
disabled
to civil employment
employment and to cooperate,
cooperate, for the purpose of carrying
out
and private
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, with
with such
such public
public and
private agencies
agencies
Sprory dt.
Supervisory duties.
may deem
advisable. It
It shall
shall be
be the
(1) to
to
of said
said board
board (1)
the duty
duty of
deem advisable.
Approval
plans, as
as itit may
spproval of plans,
etc., of State board.
board.
examine plans submitted
examine
submitted by the State boards and approve the same
conformity with
if believed
believed to be feasible and found to be
be in
in conformity
with the proAscertain annually
l visions and purposes of this
Act; (2)
(2) to
to ascertain
annually whether
whether
ascertain annually
visions and purposes of this Act;
etc.
Use of money,
use
money, etc.
States are
are using
or
are
prepared
to use
the money
money received
etfyto eetythe the several
several
States
using
or
are
prepared
to
use
the
received
Certify to Secretary
to certify
them in
in accordance
the provisions
of this
this Act;
Act; (3) to
with the
provisions of
by them
accordance with
accep- by
of the Treasury,
toreasuryar
tance, of
of States,
tance,
States, etc.
etc.
on or before the 1st day of January of each year to the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury each State which has accepted
accepted the provisions of this
Act and
complied therewith,
together
with
the amount
each
edct
dd
Act
and
complied
therewith,
together
with the
amount which
which each
Deduct unexpended
State is
entitled to
to receive
receive under
under the
provisions of
of this
this Act;
(4) to
allotments.
to
Act; (4)
the provisions
allotments".
State
is entitled
deduct
deduct from the next succeeding
succeeding allotment
allotment to
to any
any State whenever
whenever any
portion
annuallotted
expended for the
allotted has
has not been expended
portion of the fund annually
purpose
Act a
a sum
equal to
such unexpended
purpose provided
provided for
for in
in this
this Act
sum equal
to such
unexpended
Withhold allotments.
withholdallotmentF
portion; (5) to withhold the allotment of moneys to any State whenever it
it shall be determined that moneys allotted
allotted are not being exRequirel re
t place- pended for the purposes and conditions of this Act; (6) to require the
etcrelmrnts
ments offofs
lost,, etc.,
al- pended for the purposes and conditions of this Act; (6) to require the
lotments.
replacement by
by withholding
subsequent allotments
allotments of
of any
portion of
of
any portion
replacement
withholding subsequent
lotments.
the
custodian of
Act
the moneys
moneys received
received by
by the
the custodian
of any State under
under this Act
Prestos.
by any
any action
action or
or contingency
or lost:
lost: Provided,
Provided,
is diminished
diminished or
contingency is
that by
p'peal°by
tates if that
Appeal
by States
allotments
allotments withheld.
That if any allotment is withheld from any State, the State board of
withheld. That
such State
State may
may appeal
appeal to
to the
Congress of
the United
States, and
and if
such
the Congress
of the
United States,
if
the Congress shall not, within one year from
from the
the time of said appeal,
appeal,
direct such sum to be paid, it shall be covered into the Treasury.
Quarterly
payments
Quarterly payments
SEC.
Secretary of the Treasury, upon the certification
S
EC. 5. That the Secretary
certification
to States.
es
to tt
.
of the Federal board as provided in this Act, shall pay quarterly
quarterly to
the
State appointed
provided the
the custodian
custodian of
of each
each State
appointed as
as herein
herein provided
the moneys
moneys
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to which
which it
entitled under
it is entitled
under the
the provisions
provisions of
Act. The
Ilse by State
State board.
board.
of this
this Act.
The money
money use
received by the custodian for any State shall be paid out on the
so received
requisition of the State board as reimbursement
reimbursement for services already
already
rendered or
rendered
or expenditures
expenditures already
and approved
by said
already incurred
incurred and
approved by
said Rrt
Re
of
of Federal
Board for
State board. The Federal
Federal Board
for Vocational
Education shall
Vocational Education
shall Bag
to include
Board o7o
tactade rerer
rts
make an
an annual
the Congress
on or
before December
po ts of
of State
make
annual report
report to
to the
Congress on
or before
December 11on
onboards.
po
state boards.
administration of this Act and1
the administration
and shall include in such report
report the
reports made by the State boards on the
the administration
administration of
of this Act
Act
by each State and the expenditure of the money allotted
allotted to eaoh
State.
nitw ra
otria
vetie
onfor
SEC.
to the
the Federal
SEC. 6. That there is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated to
Federal Board
for mAprprationforadBoard for
MBoard
Vocational
byFederal
Vocational Education the sum of $75,000
$75,000 annually
annually for aaperiod of etc.
et Objects
Federao
specified.
ard.
four years for the
the purpose
purpose of
making studies,
studies, investigations,
investigations, and
and
of making
bjec specfed.
reports regarding
regarding the vocational
persons
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
of disabled persons
and their placements in suitable or gainful
gainful occupations
occupations, and
and for the
administrative expenses
administrative
expenses of said board incident to
to performing
performing the
the
duties imposed by this Act, including salaries of such
such assistants,
assistants,
experts, clerks, and other employees,
or
employees, in the District of Columbia
Columbia or
elsewhere as the board may deem necessary, actual traveling and
other necessary expenses
expenses incurred by the members
members of the board
board and
by its employees, under its orders,
orders, including
including attendance
attendance at
at meetings
meetings
of educational
educational associations
rent and
associations and other organizations
organizations, rent
and equipequipColumbia and elsewhere,
ment of offices
offices in the District of Columbia
elsewhere, purchase
purchase
of books of reference,
periodicals, stationery,
reference, law books,
books, and periodicals,
stationery, typewriters
thereof, miscellaneous
on
writers and exchange
exchange thereof,
miscellaneous supplies,
supplies, postage
postage on
r inting
ting ' binding
bi
foreign mail, printing and binding to be done at the Government etc.
foreign
etrn
'
Printing
Office,' and a
all
Printing Office
ll other necessary expenses.
Annual report
report of all
A
expenses, list
list of emA full report of all expenses under this section, including names of expenses,
ail
employees and
paid them,
traveling expenses
expenses and
and other
etc.,
all employees
and salaries
salaries paid
them, traveling
'adye'
etc., to be
otherbeLoges,
expenses incurred
expenses
incurred by each
each and every employee
employee and
and by
by members
members of
the board,
board, shall
the
shall be
be submitted
submitted annually
annually to
Congress by
by the
board.
to Congress
the board.
s.
Salary
a limitations.
No salaries shall be paid out of the fund provided
provided in this section in
y limitoti o s
excess of the following amounts: At the rate
rate of $5,000
$5,000 per annum,
annum,
to not more than one person; at the rate of $4,000 per annum
annum each,
to not more than four persons;
persons; at the rate of $3,500 per annum each,
to not more than five persons; and no other employee
employee shall receive
receive
compensation at
rate in
in excess
of $2,500
$2,500 per annum:
Provided, Restriction
Pro
rim.
compensation
at a
a rate
excess of
annum: Provided,
Restriction
If les
less
it
8
That no person
person receiving
That
receiving compensation
compensation at
than $3,500
$3,500 per
per annum
annum than
at less
less than
than S13,500.
00.
shall receive in excess of the amount of compensation
aid in the
compensation p
paid
regular
regular departments
of the
Government for
like or
similar services.
services. Apto of
departments of
the Government
for like
or similar
SEC. 7.
Board for
Education is
is hereby
hereby comditiona
cond
Acceptance
of etc.,
tmSEC.
7. That the
the Federal
Federal Board
for Vocational
Vocational Education
itional gifts,
etc.,
authorized and empowered
authorized
empowered to receive such gifts and donations
donations from
from aauthorized.
uthori ed
either public or private
private sources as may be offered
unconditionally.
offered unconditionally.
donations shall be
be paid
paid into
All moneys received as gifts or donations
into the
the spl
s •Ifund
!wad crated
c ted
Treasury
of the
States, and
constitute a
Treasury of
the United
United States,
and shall
shall constitute
a permanent
permanent therewith.
therewith.
fund,
fund, to
to be
be called
called the
the "Special
"Special fund
for vocational
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
fund for
of se by Board.
disabled
persons," to
to be
under the
the direction
disabled persons,"
be used
used under
direction of
of the
the said
said board
board Use by Board.
to defray the expenses of providing
providing and
of
and maintaining
maintaining courses
courses of
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation in
in special
cases, including
the payment
of Fun report
port of g
fts
vocational
special cases,
including the
payment of
gfts,
necessary expenses
undergoing training.
report of
necessary
expenses of persons undergoing
training. A
A full
full report
of etc.
etc., to
to be madean!
made anua l
accepted, together
y.*
all gifts and donations offered and accepted,
together with the names nnuanY
of the donors and the respective amounts contributed
contributed by each,
each, and
and
disbursements therefrom
therefrom shall be submitted annually
all disbursements
annually to Congress
Congress Proviso.
Provided, That no discrimination
discrimination s
shall
be made
made or penaltyfor
Penaltyfor discrimby said board: Provided,
hall be
discrimany person or
permitted for or against any
or persons
who are
are entitled
entitled to
nnaeth
mb
i
t
r
Ipqn=t
persons who
to I
memta
rshiporn
the benefits
benefits of
of this
this Act
because of
the
Act because
of membership
or nonmembership
nonmembership in
in l
i
nt
°. etc.,
ate,
org
anIze"
membership or
organztril
any industrial, fraternal,
fraternal, or private
under
private organization of any kind
kind under
a penalty of $200 for every
a
every violation thereof.
thereof.
Approved, June 2, 1920.
o
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2,
CHAP. 220.—Joint
220.-Joint Resolution
Resolution To amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act making approfor the
the Department
Agriculture for
1921,"
year ending
ending June 30, 1921,"
for the fiscal
fiscal year
of Agriculture
Department of
priations for
JP. J. Res. 370.. priations

June 2, 1920.
(H. J. Res. 370.)
[Pub.
No. 40.)
[Pub. Res.,
Bes., No.
4.i)

approved May 31, 1920.
approved

Resolved by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
provision of
of the
Act
the provision
the Act
Congress assembled,
of States
States of
America in
a2de
repea- entitled "An
"An Act making appropriations for the Department
Department of
Ante, p.725, repealed. Agriculture
Ante,p.725,repealed.
Agriculture for the
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921," approved
approved

Cotton
n contracts.
Optional
right
Optia
right' of
grade deliveries
deliveries repeal-

which reads as follows: "That hereafter each lot of
31, 1920, which
May 31,
cotton classified
classified as tenderable
5 contenderable in whole or in part on aasection 5
amended, shall
tract of said Act
Act as amended,
shall give to
to the buyer
buyer the right to demand
one half
half of
delivered in
in the
official
of the
the contract
contract shall
shall be
be delivered
the official
mand that
that one
cotton standard grades of the United States from the grades of
middling fair, strict good
good middling,
middling, good middling,
middling, strict middling,
middling,
and middling, and
and that the
the seller shall have the
the option of
of delivering
delivering
the other half of said contract from any of the official cotton standard
standard
grades
grades as established
established in
in said Act,"
Act," be,
be, and the same is
is hereby, repealed..
repealed.
Approved,
2, 1920.
Approved, June 2,

June 2, 1920.
[S.
J. Res.179.]
179.]
S. Res.
[Pub. ReaNo.
Res., No. 47.]

Olympic games, etc.
Amyp gtranports
Army
transports
available for represavallble
representative teams to.

tr

CHAP. 221.—Joint
Resolution Authorizing
use of
of Army
teams,
by tell/118„
Army transports
transports by
Authorizing use
221.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.
individuals,
and their
the United
in Olympic
Olympic games
individuals, and
their equipment
equipment representing
representing the
United States
States in
games

and international
and
international competitions_
competltims.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
Resolved
of Representatives
of the
in Congress
States of
States
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That authority
and is
authority be
be, and
hereby,given
to the
the Secretary
War , under
under such
such rules
rules and
regulahereby,
given to
Secretary of
of War,
and regulations
prescribe, to
be
tions as he
he may
may prescribe,
to use such
such Army transports as may be
available for the transportation
transportation of teams, individuals,
their
individuals, and their
equipment representing
representing the United States in Olympic games and
other international
international competitions during the present year.
Approved, June 2, 1920.
Approved,

June 3, 1920.
J[.
4'0.
[H. R.
R. 4001
[Public, No. 237.]

CHAP. 222.-An
222.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Sioux
Sioux Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians
to submit
submit claims
claims
Indians to
CHAP.
to
the Court
Court of
of Claims.
Claims.
to the

Sioux Indians.
Claims
Claims of, against
against
United
sulmittnited States
States submitted to Court of Claims.

Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That all
all claims of whatsoever
whatsoever
States of America in Congress
nature
nature which the Sioux Tribe of Indians may have against the United
States, which have not heretofore
heretofore been determined by the Court of
Claims, may be submitted to the Court of Claims with the right of
appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States by either party,
for determination
determination of the amount, if any, due said tribe from the United
agreements, or laws of Congress, or for
for
States under any treaties, agreements,
or
the misappropriation
misappropriation of any of
of the funds or lands of said
said tribe
tribe or
band
failure of the United
United States
band or bands thereof,
thereof, or for the
the failure
States to
to pay
said
tribe any
money or
other property
property due;
due; and
and jurisdiction
is hereherejurisdiction is
or other
said tribe
any money
by conferred upon the Court of Claims, with the right of either party
to appeal to the Supreme
Supreme Court of the United States, to hear and determine
equitable claims, if any, of said tribe against
termine all legal and equitable
against
judgment thereon.
the United States, and to enter judgment
SEC.
SEC. 2. That if any claim or claims be submitted
submitted to said courts
they
shall settle
the rights
therein, both
both legal
equitable, of
they shall
settle the
rights therein,
legal and
and equitable,
of each
each
and all the parties thereto, notwithstanding
lapse
of
time
or
statutes
notwithstanding
of time or statutes
payment which may have been made upon
of limitation, and any payment
any claim so submitted shall not be pleaded as
estoppel, but
as an
an estoppel,
but may
may
United States
be pleaded as an offset in such suits or actions, and the United
heretofore paid or expended
expended for
shall be allowed credit for all sums heretofore
the
said tribe
or any
any band
band thereof.
of
benefit of
of said
the benefit
tribe or
thereof. The claim
claim or
or claims
claims of
the tribe or band or bands thereof may be
be presented
presented separately
separately or
or

Jurisdiction.
Jurisdi'ction.

Statutes of linitalirmtaeze.,
waivri.
etc., waived,

tios,

Procedure.

Procedure,

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
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however,, to amendment, suit t
jointly by petition,
petition subject, however
filed
too b
bee filed
within
within five years after the passage of
of this Act; and
action shall
and such action
shall
make the petitioner or petitioners party
or plaintiffs
party plaintiff or
plaintiffs and
and the
the
United States party defendant,
defendant, and any
or bands
bands of
said tribe
tribe
any band
band or
of said
or any other tribe or band of Indians
Indians the court
court may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary
to aafinal determination
determination of such suit or suits may be joined
therein as
joined therein
as
the court may order. Such petition,
petition, which
which shall
the Petition,
shall be
be verified
verified by
by the
Petition, etc.
etc.
attorney or attorneys employed by said Sioux Tribe or
or any
any bands
bands
thereof, shall set forth all the facts on which the claims
recovery
claims for
for recovery
are based, and said petition shall be signed by the
the attorney
or attorattorney or
attorneys employed, and no
no other
verification shall
other verification
shall be
be necessary.
Evidence admitted.
admitted.
necessary. Official
Official Evidence
papers, documents,
documents, and
letters, papers
records, or
or certified
certifi ed copies
copi es
and public
public records,
thereof, may be used in evidence,
evidence, and
the departments
departments of
of the
Govand the
the Government
ernment shall give access to the attorney or attorneys
attorneys of
of said
said tribe
tribe
or bands thereof to such treaties, papers, correspondence,
correspondence, or
or records
records
as may be needed by the attorney or attorneys for
or bands
for said tribe or
bands
of
of Indians.
Indians.
SEC. 3. That
That upon
upon the
the final
final determination
of such
suit, cause,
cause ,or
or stricted.
sAttorneys'
Attorneys' fees,
fees ,rereSEC.
determination of
such suit,
action the Court of Claims shall decree
decree such
it shall
shall find
such fees
fees as
as it
find reareasonable to be paid the attorney or attorneys employed
employed therein
therein by
said
by said
tribe or bands
bands of Indians under
under contracts
contracts negotiated
and approved
approved
negotiated and
provided by existing law, and in no case shall
as provided
fee decreed
by
shall the
the fee
decreed by
said Court of Claims be in excess of the
amounts stipulated
in the
the amounts
stipulated in
the
contracts approved
approved by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs and
and the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and no attorney
attorney shall
shall have
have a
right to
reprea right
to represent the said tribes or any band thereof
thereof in any
any suit,
suit, cause,
or action
action Payment
Payment from
f
rom sums
sums
cause, or
under
shall have
have been
under the provisions of this Act until his contract
contract shall
been recovered
rem
etc.*
approved as herein provided. The fees
approved
fees decreed
by the
the court
court to
decreed by
to the
the
attorney
attorney or attorneys of record shall be paid out of any
or sums
any sum or
sums
recovered in such suits or actions, and no part of such fees
recovered
fees shall be
be
taken
taken from any money in the Treasury
of the
United States
States beTreasury of
the United
belonging to such tribe or bands
bands of Indians in whose behalf
suit
behalf the
the suit
in the
the contract
is brought unless specifically
specifically authorized
authorized in
contract approved
approved by
by
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Indian Affairs and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior Proviso.
as herein
provided: Provided, That
herein provided:
That in
in no
the fees
fees decreed
Maximum allowed.
no case
case shall
shall the
decreed MaxiRnm
allowed.
by said court
court amount
amount to more than 10 per
of the
the amount
per centum
centum of
amount of
of
the judgment
judgment recovered
recovered in
cause.
the
in such
such cause.
3, 1920.
Approved, June 3,
CHAP.
223.-An Act Making
appropriations for the Diplomatic
CHAP. 223.—An
Making appropriations
and Consular
Consular
Diplomatic and

Service
Service for
for the
the fiscal
June 30,
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30, 1921.
1921.

June 4, 1920.
[ue.
H. R.
R.410.
119601
[Public,
No. 238
[Public. No.
238.]1

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the following sums be, su.PDiplProatrison
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
sufaTa`pprop
mia e
ZIZ.n.

and they are
appropriated, in
full compensation
compensation
are hereby,
hereby, severally
severally appropriated,
in full
for the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and Consular Service for the
fiscal year
year ending
the fiscal
ending

June 30,
30, 1921,
1921 out
of any
in the
the Treasury
out of
any money
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise

appropriated,
expressed, namely:
appropriated, for
for the objects hereinafter
hereinafter expressed,
namely:

SALARIES OF
OF AMBASSADORS
AMBASSADORS AND
AND MINISTERS.
MINISTERS .Salaries.
SALARIES

Ambassadors extraordinary
extraordinary and
and plenipotentiary
Ambassadors
plen ip ot
en ti ary to
t
o Argentina,
Argentina, BelBel-

gium, Brazil, Chile, France,
Britain, Italy,
taly, Japan,
Japan,
France, Germany,
Germany, Great
Great Britain,

Salaries.

Ambassadors.

Ambassador

Mexico,
Mexico, Peru,
Peru, and
and Spain,
at $17,500
$17,500 each,
each, $210,000;
Spain, at
$210,000;
tror
Envoys
extraordiEnvoys extraordinary
extraordinary and
and ministers
plenipotentiary to
to China,
China, nary
nary
and
ministers plenipotentiary
l e miniisters
sters
Cuba, Czecho-Slovakia,
Cuba,
Czecho-Slovakia, the
and Luxemburg,
Poland, plenipotentiary.
plenipotentiary.
the Netherlands
Netherlands and
Luxemburg, and
and Poland,
at
$12,000 each,
at $12,000
$60,000;
each, $60,000;
min

extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiaryplenipotentiary to Bolivia,
Envoys extraordinary
Rica, Denmark,
Bulgaria, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Denmark, Dominican
Republic,
Dominican Republic,

740
740
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Ecuador,
Greece and Montenegro,
Haiti, HonMontenegro, Guatemala, Haiti,
Ecuador Finland, Greece
Panama, Paraguay,
Paraguay, Uruguay, Persia,
Nicaragua, Norway, Panama,
duras, Nicaragua,
Roumania, Salvador,
Salvador, Serbia, Siam, Sweden,
Sweden, Switzerland,
Switzerland,
Portugal, Roumania,
$260,000;
each,
Venezuela,
$10,000
each,
$260,000;
at
and
Venezuela,
Minister resident
resident
and consul general.
Minister resident
resident and consul general
general to Liberia, $5,000;
general. • Minister
Agents, etc.
$7,500;
general at Tangier, $7,500;
Agent and consul general
$6,500;
Agent and consul general at Cairo, $6,500;
Proviso.
Salary restriction.
paid to any
Provided,
herein appropriated shall be paid
any
Provided, That no salary herein
official
Government;
any other salary from the United States Government;
official receiving
receiving any
Total, $549,000.
INTERIM.
SALARIES, CHARGiES
CHARGAS D'AFFAIRES
D'AFFAIRES AD INTERIM.
SALARIES,
d'aftsires.
Charges d'affaires.

For
interim, $50,000.
d'affaires ad interim,
For salaries
salaries for charges d'affaires
SALARIES
IN THE DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC
SALARIES OF SECRETARIES
8ECRETARIES IN

szavida
SERVICE.

Secretaries,
Secretaries, Diplo-

For salaries of secretaries
provided
secretaries in the Diplomatic Service, as provided
in
the Act
Act of
of February
improvement
1915, entitled "An Act for the improvement
of the
February 5, 1915,
in
foreign service,
service," as amended by the Act making appropriations
appropriations
of the foreign
for
the
Diplomatic
and
Consular
Service
for
the
fiscal
year ending
ending
year
fiscal
for
the
Service
and
Consular
for the Diplomatic
Proviso.
poaso.
Increased
Provided, That secretaries in
1, 1916: Provided,
ncreased pay, etc. June 30, 1917, approved July 1,
ed
Vol.
.amend38, p. 805,
edi.38,p.0s,amendthe Diplomatic
Diplomatic Service
Service shall hereafter be graded
graded and classified as
secretaries of
Secretaries of class one, $4,000 per annum; secretaries
follows: Secretaries
class
two, $3,625
$3,625 per
secretaries of
class three,
three, $3,000
$3,000 per
per
of class
per annum;
annum; secretaries
class two,
annum; secretaries
class four,
four, $2,500
in all, $418,375.
$418,375.
annum; in
per annum;
$2,500 per
Designated secretaof class
secretaries of
secreta- annum;
Designated
ries.
Japanese secretary
embassy to
to Japan,
Japan, $3,600;
secretary of embassy
Japanese
Turkey, and
eJapan
Japan, Turkey,
china
Turkish secretary
secretary of embassy to Turkey, $3,600;
China.
$3,600;
Chinese secretary
$3,600;
secretary of legation to China, $3,600;
Chinese
Chinese assistant secretary
legation to China, to be appointed
appointed
secretary of legation
from the corps of student interpreters, $2,000;
Japanese
embassy to Japan, to be appointed
appointed
Japanese assistant secretary of embassy
from the corps of student interpreters, $2,000;
Turkish assistant secretary
secretary of embassy to Turkey, to be appointed
appointed
from the corps of student interpreters,
$2,000;
interpreters, $2,000;
Total, $435,175.

matic service.
Service.
matic

Vol. 38, p. 805; Vol.
vol.
39, p. 252.

a39.

,P.80;

SALARIES, DIPLOMATIC AND
CONSULAR OFFICERS
OFFICERS WHILE RECEIVING
RECEIVING
SALARIES,
AND CONSULAR
INSTRUCTIONS AND IN TRANSIT.
INSTRUCTIONS
instruction
and
Instruction and
transit pay.
transit

R. S. sec.
sec. 1740,
1740, p. 309.
R.

To pay the salaries of ambassadors,
ambassadors, ministers, consuls, vice consuls,
consuls
the periods
periods actually
actually and
and
and other
other officers of the United
United States for the
necessarily occupied in receiving
receiving instructions and in making transits
to and from their posts, and while awaiting recognition
recognition and authority
Revised
to act in pursuance
pursuance with the provisions
provisions of section 1740 of the Revised
Statutes,
thereof as may be necessary.
Statutes, $65,000, or so much thereof
EMBASSIES AND
LEGATIONS.
CLERKS AT
AT EMBASSIES
AND LEGATIONS.

Clerks at embassies
embassies
Clerks

and
legations.
and legations.

For the employment
necessary clerks at the embassies and
and
employment of necessary
legations, who, whenever
appointed, shall be citizens of the
whenever hereafter appointed,
$480,000; and so far as practicable
appointed
United States, $480,000;
practicable shall be appointed
under civil service rules and regulations.
regulations.
SALARIES, INTERPRETERS
INTERPRETERS TO EMBASSIES
EMBASSIES AND
LEGATIONS.
SALARIES,
AND LEGATIONS.

Interpreter to
to legation
legation and
and consulate
consulate general
general to
to Persia,
Interpreter
Persia, $2,000;
$2,000;
Interpreter
general to Bangkok, Siam,
Interpreter to legation and consulate general
$2,000;
$2,000;
interpretFor ten
ten student
student interpreters
the legation
legation to
to China,
shall be
be
interpretFor
interpreters at
at the
China, who
who shall
citizens of the United
United States, and whose duty it shall be to study the
etc.

Interpreters,
Interpreters, etc.

Student
ers.tudent
In China.
InM
Chi.
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Chinese
with a
supplying interpreters
interpreters to the legation
a view
view to supplying
language with
Chinese language
Provisos.
Provided, That the Z
$15,000: Provided,
and
in China, at $1,500 each, $15,000:
ovisos.
npartisan
se,
consulates in
and consulates
seleceeNonpartisan
nonpartisan: tion.
method
tiono
.
interpreters shall be nonpartisan:
said student interpreters
selecting said
method of selecting
TrmofservceAnd
further, That
That upon
upon receiving
receiving such appointment
appointment each Term
of service.
provided further,
And provided
student interpreter
interpreter shall
shall sign an agreement
agreement to continue in the service
student
as
an interpreter
consulates in China so long as his
or consulates
legation or
at the
the legation
interpreter at
as an
services may
may be
be required
years;
within aaperiod of five years;
required within
services
on
For
the payment
of the
cost of
of tuition
of student
student interpreters
Tuiti
interpreters in Tuition.
tuition of
the cost
payment of
For the
$2,000;
China, at
at the
$200 per annum, each, $2,000;
of $200
rate of
the rate
China,
Ja pa L
For six
at the
embassy to
to Japan,
Japan, who shall In Japan.
the embassy
interpreters at
student interpreters
six student
For
be citizens
United States, and
whose duty it shall be to study
and whose
the United
of the
citizens of
be
the Japanese
language with a
supplying interpreters
interpreters to the
a view to supplying
Japanese language
the
embassy
and consulates
consulates in
in Japan,
$1,500 each,
each, $9,000:
$9,000: Provided,
Provided, Provisos.
selecsee
Nondrti
at $1,500
Japan, at
embassy and
interpreters shall be tion.
That the
of selecting said student interpreters
method of
the method
That
of service.
servic
, of
ap- Term
nonpartisan:
And provided
provided further,
further, That
such apreceiving such
That upon
upon receiving
nonpartisan: And
agreement to conpointment each
each student
interpreter shall sign an agreement
student interpreter
pointment
tinue in
service as
as an
interpreter at
consulates in
embassy or consulates
the embassy
at the
an interpreter
the service
in the
tinue
Japan
so long
long as
his services
may be
within aaperiod of five
be required within
services may
as his
Japan so
years;
Tuiti.
years,
Tuition.
i
For the
payment of
of the
interpreters at
of tuition of student interpreters
the cost of
the payment
For
the
embassy
to
Japan
at
the
rate
of
$200
per
annum
each,
$1,200;
n Turkey.
the embassy to Japan, at the rate of $200 per annum each, $1,200;
In
ke
For ten
ten student interpreters
interpreters at the embassy to Turkey, who shall
For
be citizens
United States,
it shall be to study
States, and whose duty it
the United
of the
citizens of
be
the language
language of
and any
any other
may be necesthat may
language that
other language
Turkey and
of Turkey
the
sary
interpreters to the embassy
embassy and
sary to qualify them for service as interpreters
consulates in
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
That the
Provisos.
sele
the poisan
Provided, That
$15,000: Provided,
each, $15,000:
Nonpartisan
Wee.
in Turkey,
Turkey, at
consulates
method of
selecting said
interpreters shall
tion.
be nonpartisan:
nonpartisan: tion.
shall be
student interpreters
said student
of selecting
method
Term of service.
And
further, That upon receiving
receiving such appointment each
each
provided further,
And provided
agreement to continue in the service
student
interpreter shall sign an agreement
student interpreter
as an
to the
consulates in Turkey so long
embassy and consulates
the embassy
interpreter to
an interpreter
as
as his
services may
be required
required within
period of
five years;
years;
as
his services
may be
within aaperiod
of five
Tuition
Tuition.
For the
the payment
of the
the cost
cost of
of tuition of
interpreters at the
of student interpreters
payment of
For
embassy to
at the
the rate
rate of
of $200
per annum
each, $2,000;
s
Restriction
$2,000;
annum each,
$200 per
to Turkey,
Turkey, at
embassy
Restriction on salaNo
interpreter ries.
interpreter or student interpreter
salary of interpreter
drawing the salary
person drawing
No person
appropriated
as above provided shall be allowed any part of the salary appropriated
for
secretary of
or other officer;
of legation
legation or
any secretary
for any
Total,
$48,200.
Total, $48,200.
EMBASSIES.
QUARTERS FOR S1
UDENT INTERPRETERS
INTERPRETERS AT EMBASSIES.
STUDENT
QUARTERS
eters.for

student

For
of quarters
quarters for
the student
to the
infrrIp
a
f
tws
the interpreters.tu
attached to
interpreters attached
student interpreters
for the
rent of
For rent
embassy to
$600;
Japan, $600;
to Japan,
embassy
For rent
rent of quarters
quarters for the student
student interpreters
interpreters attached
attached to the
For
embassy to Turkey,
Turkey, $600;
$600;
embassy
$1,200.
Total, $1,200.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FOREIGN
MISSIONS.
FOREIGN MISSIONS.
CONTINGENT

To enable
enable the
the President
President to
the public
public expense,
coin
gn
ang94
expense, all frfoqningon.
at the
provide, at
to provide,
To

such stationery,
stationery, blanks
reco, and other books, seals, presses,
blanks,' records,
such
flags, and
and signs
signs as
as he
he shall
necessary for the several embassies
think necessaryshall think
flags,
and
legations in
their business, and also for rent,
of their
transaction of
the transaction
in the
and legations
repairs, postage,
postage, telegrams, furniture, typewriters,
typewriters, including exrepairs,
chan e of
same, messenger
messenger service, compensation
compensation of kavasses,
of same,
change
compensation of interguards, dragomans, and
including compensation
and porters, including
guards,

preters, and
and the
the compensation
compensation of
of dispatch
agents at
London, New
New
at London,
dispatch agents
preters,

Dispatch agents.
agents.

York, San
San Francisco,
Francisco, and
New Orleans,
for traveling
travelin& and
and miscelmiscel- Printing in the D
and for
Orleans, and
and New
York,
Be.
tate.
partment of
printing in the pariment
lanGous
expenses of
and for
for printing
of' State.
legations, and
and legations
of embassies
embassies and
laneous expenses
Department
and for
for loss
loss on
on bills
J.o.q. by exchange
exchange.
and from Los
to and
exchange to
of exchange
bills si≥f
State, and
of State,
Department of
to
embassies
and
legations
including
such
loss
on
bills
of
exchange
including
embassies and legations
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officers of the United States Courts for
payment in advance
for China, and payment
of subscriptions
subscriptions for newspapers
newspapers (foreign and domestic)
domestic) under
under this
appropriation
hereby authorized,
authorized, $900,000.
appropriation is
is hereby
$900,000.
TRANSPORTATION OF
TRANSPORTATION
OF DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC AND
GOING
AND CONSULAR
CONSULAR OFFICERS
OFFICERS IN
IN GOING
TO
TO AND
rLaLNING FROM
FROM THEIR
THEIR POSTS.
POSTS.
AND RE
RETURNING
expenses.
Traveling expenses.

To pay
the itemized
itemized and
and verified
of the
actual and
To
pay the
verified statements
statements of
the actual
and necesnecessary
expenses of
of transportation
transportation and
subsistence under
sary expenses
and subsistence
under such
such regularegulaState may
prescribe, of
of diplomatic
tions as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
may prescribe,
diplomatic and
and
consular
consular officers and
and consulates
and clerks
clerks in
in embassies,
embassies, legations,
legations, and
consulates
and
effects in
to and
and returning
from their
and their
their families
families and
and effects
in going
going to
returning from
their
posts,
orders of
of the
the Secretary
of State,
posts, or
or when
when traveling
traveling under
under orders
Secretary of
State, but
but
not
expense incurred
incurred in
in connection
with leaves
leaves of
not including
including any
any expense
connection with
of
absence, $145,000.
absence,
$145,000.
STEAM
LAUNCH FOR
FOR EMBASSY
EMBASSY AT
CONSTANTINOPLE.
STEAM LAUNCH
AT CONSTANTINOPLE.

Steam launch,
launch, TurTurkey.

Hiring of steam launch for use of embassy at Constantinople,
Constantinople,
$1,800.
$1,800.
PURCHASE
OF THE
THE EMBASSY
PURCHASE OF
EMBASSY BUILDING
BUILDING AND
AT SANTIAGO,
SANTIAGO,
AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS AT
CHILE.
CHILE.

Santiago,
Santiago, Chile.

Purchase ofembassy

Purchase
of grounds.
embassy
building
and

For the purchase of an embassy building and grounds at Santiago,
minor repairs
repairs and
alterations in
in the
the
Chile, and for making
making necessary
necessary minor
and alterations
building to put it
it into
into proper condition,
condition, $130,000.
$130,000.

GROUND RENT
OF EMBASSY
EMBASSY AT
AT TOKYO,
GROUND
RENT OF
TOKYO, JAPAN.
JAPAN.
Ground rent, Japan.
Ground

Annual ground rent of the
Annual
at Tokyo,
Tokyo, Japan,
the year
year
the embassy
embassy at
Japan, for
for the
ending March
March 15,
1921, $250.
ending
15, 1921,
$250.
ANNUAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
OF CAPE
ANNUAL
CAPE SPARTEL
SPARTEL LIGHT,
OF MOROCCO.
LIGHT, COAST
COAST OF
MOROCCO.

Cape
Spartel light.
CapeSpartel

Annual
the expenses
Annual proportion
proportion of the
expenses of
of Cape
Cape Spartel
Spartel and
and Tangier
Tangier
Light on
the coast
of Morocco,
$250.
Light
on the
coast of
Morocco, including
including loss
loss by
by exchange,
exchange, $250.
BRINGING
BRINGING HOME
HOME CRIMINALS.
CRIMINALS.

Bringing home
home criminals.

Actual expenses incurred
incurred in bringing home from
from foreign
foreign countries
countries
persons
charged with
with crime,
persons charged
crime, $5,000.
$5,000.
RESCUING SHIPWRECKED
SHIPWRECKED AMERICAN
RESCUING
AMERICAN SEAMEN.
SEAMEN.

Life-saving
ttimo[life-saving testimonia
nials.

ls.

Expenses
Expenses which may be incurred
incurred in the acknowledgment
acknowledgment of the
services
services of
of foreign
vessels in
in rescuing
American
of masters
masters and
and crews
crews of
foreign vessels
rescuig American
seamen or
or citizens
citizens from
shipwreck or
or other
other catastrophe
at sea,
$4,500.
seamen
from shipwreck
catastrophe at
sea, $4,500.
EMERGENCIES
EMERGENCJALS ARISING
ARISING IN
IN THE
THE DIPLOMATIC
CONSULAR SERVICE.
SERVICE.
DIPLOMATIC AND
AND CONSULAR

E
E mergencies.
mergencies.

To enable the President to meet unforeseen
in
unforeseen emergencies
emergencies arising in
the Diplomatic and Consular Service, and to extend
extend the commercial
commercial
interests of the United States and
and to
to meet the
the necessary
Neutrality Act ex- and other interests
necessary
Neutrality
penses.
penses.
expenses
attendant
upon
execution
neutrality
to be
upon
the
execution
of
the
neutrality
Act,
to
be
R. S.
sec. 291,
49.
R.
S. sec.
291, p.
p. 49.
Balance reapproprireapprepri- expended pursuant
Balance
pursuant to the requirement
requirement of section 291 of the Revised
Revised
ated.
ated.
Statutes, $400,000, together with the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
the
Vol.
Vol. 40,
49, p. 1329.
appropriation made
for this
for the
year 1920,
1920, which
which is
appropriation
made for
this object
object for
the fiscal
fiscal year
is
hereby
available for
purpose,
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated and made
made available
for this
this purpose.
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ALLOWANCE
TO WIDOWS
WIDOWS OR
OR HEIRS
HEIRS OF
OF DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC OR
OR CONSULAR
CONSULAR
ALLOWANCE TO
OFFICERS
WHO DIE
DIE ABROAD.
ABROAD.
OFFICERS WHO
Pa) ment under
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 1749
1749
under the
Payment
Statutes of
or
widows or
to the
the widows
States to
United States
of the
the United
Statutes
diplomatic
officers of
of the United
United States
or consular
consular officers
diplomatic or
duties, $5,000.
countries
discharge of
$5,000.
of their duties,
in the
the discharge
countries in

Allowance for officers
of the
...
,n
li g
owatc
oe
a(
f
i
or officers
dyingabroad.
of
the Revised
Revised dyi
heirs
at
law
of
B. S. sec. 1749, p.
p.311.
311.
heirs at law of R.S.se.1749,
dying in foreign
foreign

PAYMENT TO
TO MRS.
MRS. WINIFRED
T. MAGELSSEN.
MAGELSSEN.
WINIFRED T.
PAYMENT
To Mrs.
Magelssen ' widow of William C.
C. Magelssen,
Magelssen,
Winifred T. Magelssen,
Mrs. Winifred
To
of her
her
late consul
consul to
to Melbourne,
Melbourne, Australia, $4,500,
$4,500, one
salary of
one year's salary
late
deceased husband,
husband, who
who died
returning to
to the
the United States
while returning
died while
deceased
from
post of
of duty
illness incurred
in the
Service.
the Consular
Consular Service.
incurred in
from illness
duty from
his post
from his

Mrs. Winifred
Winifred
Mrs.
Magelssen.
Magelssen.
Payment to.

T.

Payment to.

TRANSPORTING
AND CONSULAR
CONSULAR OFFICERS
OFFICERS
DIPLOMATIC AND
OF DIPLOMATIC
REMAINS OF
TRANSPORTING REMAINS
TO
THEIR HOMES
FOR INTERMENT.
INTERMENT.
TO THEIR
HOMES FOR
re.
Bringing home re-

For
defraying the
the expenses
diplo- mains
Bringing
of offi
cers.
home
mainsof
officers.
of diplothe remains
remains of
of transporting
transporting the
expenses of
For defraying
matic
and consular
consular officers
officers of
including consular
consular
of the
the United
United States, including
matic and
or in
in transit, while in
assistants, who
have died
died or
or may
abroad or
may die
die abroad
who have
assistants,
the
their official
official duties,
their former
this
in this
former homes
homes in
to their
duties, to
of their
the discharge
discharge of
expenses
country
ordinary and necessary expenses
country .for interment, and for the ordinary
of
such interment,
interment, at
post or
at home,
$5,000.
home, $5,000.
or at
their post
at their
of such
WEIGHTS AND
OF WEIGHTS
INTERNATIONAL
AND MEASURES.
MEASURES.
BUREAU OF
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
International

Bu-

International

Cus-

Contribution
maintenance of
of the
the International
and
reau of Weights and
Bureau of
of reaInuteorliateigats
International Bureau
to the
the maintenance
Contribution to
Weights
and Measures,
Measures, in
in conformity
conformity with
the terms
terms of
conven- 31%7
208:p. 1714.
Vol.20,p.1714.
of the
the convenwith the
Weights and
direction of the
tion
under the
be paid, under
the direction
1875, the same to be
tion of
of May
May 24,
24, 1875,
Secretary of
on its
certificate of apportionapportionits certificate
to said
said bureau
bureau on
of State,
State, to
Secretary
ment, $2,895.
$2,895.
ment,
OF CUSTOMS
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
BUREAU FOR
FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLICATION OF
CUSTOMS TARIFFS.
TARIFFS.
INTERNATIONAL

United States
States in the annual expense for toms
To
toms Tariffs Bureau.
share of
of the United
To meet
meet the share
Vol. 28, p.1518.
the
1921, of sustaining the international
international Vl.28, p. 151
31, 1921,
year ending
ending March 31,
the year
bureau
translation and
publication of customs
and publication
Brussels for
for the translation
bureau at Brussels
tariffs,
the convention
17, 1890,
1890,
convention proclaimed
proclaimed December
December 17,
tariffs, pursuant
pursuant to
to the
$1,500.
$1,500.
INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY COMMISSION,
COMMISSION, UNITED
AND MEXICO.
STATES AND
MEXICO.
UNITED STATES
INTERNATIONAL
To
enable the President
obligations of the United
United
President to perform the obligations
To enable
States under
under the
the treaties
of 1884,
1905, and
and 1906,
the
between the
1906, between
1884, 1889,
1889, 1905,
treaties of
States
United States
Mexico, $5,000.
United
States and
and Mexico,
The
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
the appropriation
for the
the fiscal
year
The unexpended
appropriation for
fiscal year
ending June
is hereby
hereby made
the fiscal
year
for the
fiscal year
available for
made available
30, 1920,
1920, is
ending
June 30,
objects and purposes designated
designated by
ending June 30, 1921, and for the objects
said
Act of
of appropriation.
appropriation.
said Act

Mexican Boundary
Boundary
Commission.
Commission.
Vol
Vol 24, p.. 11011; V•si
Vol.
26, p.
; Vol. 34,
p. 2953.
Unexpended balance
reappropnated.
Vol. 40,p. 1329.
91

2c, p. l5li; Vol. 34
PSended balance

reappriated
.

BOUNDARY LINE,
LINE, ALASKA
AND CANADA,
THE UNITED
AND
STATES AND
UNITED STATES
AND THE
CANADA, AND
ALASKA AND
BOUNDARY
CANADA.
CANADA.
Boundary,

Alaska
Alaska

VoandC.p.ais.
boundary and make aV
To enable
the Secretary
enable i
Secretary of State to mark the boundary
o
c
i
l:
.3 it1961.
the surveys
incidental thereto
thereto between
between the
Territory of
of Alaska
Alaska and
the Territory
the
surveys incidental
the Dominion
Dominion of
conformity with the award
award of the Alaskan
of Canada,
Canada, in conformity
the
employment at
treaties, including
including employment
Boundary
Tribunal and
at
and existing
existing treaties,
Boundary Tribunal
the
seat of
computers, draftsmen,
and
the seat
of government
government of
of such
such surveyors,
surveyors, computers,
draftsmen, and
d
td
clerks
as are
are necessary;
necessary; and
for the
the more
more effective
Stat es an dCanada.
eada
na .
effective demarcation
demarcation and Statesand
and for
clerks as
mapping,
between the Vol.35,p.203.
P*
*
mapping, pursuant to the treaty of April 11, 1908, between
B

ru ted

V°1-

2°°3

744
744
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United States
and Great
and water boundary
land and
the land
of the
Britain, of
Great Britain,
States and
United
line
between the
the United
United States
Dominion of Canada,
Canada, as
the Dominion
and the
States and
line between
established under
treaties, to
to be
be expended
direction
expended under the direction
existing treaties,
under existing
established
of the
the Secretary
State, including
including the
the commissioner
commissioner
of the
salaries of
the salaries
of State,
Secretary of
of
and
necessary engineers,
surveyors, draftsmen, computers, and
engineers, surveyors,
the necessary
and the
at
clerks
in the
the field
field and
and at
the seat
government, rental of offices at
of government,
seat of
at the
clerks in
Washington,
printing and necessary
necessary
expense of printing
Columbia, expense
of Columbia,
District of
Washington, District
traveling, for
for payment
payment for
for timber
necessarily cut in determining
determining the
timber necessarily
traveling,
boundary line
line not
exceed $500,
$500, and
members of the
to members
commutation to
and commutation
to exceed
not to
boundary
field force
force while
while on
duty or
or actual
$5 per
exceeding $5
expenses not exceeding
actual expenses
field duty
on field
field
day
each to
to be
in accordance
with regulations
regulations from time to
accordance with
expended in
be expended
day each
time prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of
of State
State $55,000,
$552000, together
together with the
the Secretary
time
unexpended
appropriations for
these objects:
for these
previous appropriations
of previous
balances of
unexpended balances
Provided,
That hereafter
advances of
of money
under the
the apprpration
appropriation
Provisos.
money-under
advances
hereafter
That
Provided,
provios.
Advances
to c-ne
Corn- "Boundary
line, Alaska
Alaska and
Canada, and
and the
the United
States and
and
United -States
and Canada,
"Boundary line,
to
missioner.
mio
Canada," may
commissioner on the part of the United
be made to the commissioner
may be
Canada,"
States and
authority to
of parties,
bond
parties, who shall give bond
chiefs of
to chiefs
his authority
by his
and by
States
Secretary
under such
regulations and
Secretary
in such sum as the and in
and regulations
rules and
such rules
under
of
may direct,
direct, and
an accounts
advances shall be
under advances
accounts arising under
State may
of State
rendered through
tlarou&h and
and by
on the
part of the United
the _part
commissioner on
the commissioner
by the
rendered
States
to the
Treasury Department
advances heretofore
under advances
Department as under
the Treasury
States to
That
Provided,
of
chiefs
to
chiefs
parties:
Provided,
when
the commissioner is
to
made
when made
abstenic
absent from Washington.
absent from
from Washington
Washington and from his regular place of residence on
absent
ton.
official business
business he
he shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed actual
actual and
necessary expenses
expenses of
and necessary
official
subsistence, not
excess of
$8 per
per day.
of $8
in excess
not in
subsistence,
Subsistence

when

INTERNATIONAL
BUREAU AT
BRUSSELS FOR REPRESSION
THE
REPRESSION OF THE
AT BRUSSELS
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
AFRICAN
TRADE.
AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE.
urer .for
for Re
Retriaesvsesan
Bureau
Trade.
rade.
Vol. 27, p. 917.
917

Vol. 27,p.

.

expenses of the special
To
the share
share of
the United
United States
the expenses
in the
States in
of the
meet the
To meet
bureau
bureau created
created by article 82 of the general
general Act concluded
concluded at Brussels,

July 2, 1890, for the
of the African slave trade and the
the repression of
July

restriction of
of the
and sale in aacertain
certain defined zone
into and
importation into
the importation
restriction
of the
the African
of firearms,
firearms, ammunition,
spirituous
ammunition, and spirituous
continent, of
African continent,
of
liquors, for
for the
the year
1921, $125.
$125.
year 1921,
liquors,

INTERNATIONAL PRISON COMMISSION.

INTERNATIONAL PRISON COMMISSION.

International Prison
International

Commission.
Commission.

member
For
subscription of
of the
the United States
adhering member
States as an adhering
For subscription
a comof
International Prison Commission, and the expenses of a
of the International
reports, $2,550.
mission,
of reports,
preparation of
including preparation
mission, including
PAN AMERICAN
UNION.
AMERICAN UNION.
PAN

American
Pan America
Union.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Use of moneys.

bulletin.
Monthly-bulletin.

Pan
Provided, That any moneys re$100,000: Provided,
Union, $100,000:
American Union,
Pan American

ceived from
the other
other American
Republics for the support of the
American Republics
from the
ceived
as aacredit, in addition to the
union shall
shall be
paid into
Treasury as
the Treasury
into the
be paid
union
appropriation,
and may
may be
be drawn
therefrom upon requisitions of
drawn therefrom
appropriation, and
for the purpose
of the
board of
of the
union for
purpose
the union
governing board
the governing
chairman of
theechairman
carrying out the orders
of meeting
meeting the
and of carrying
union and
of the
the union
expenses of
the expenses
of
of the
the said
governing board:
board: And
provided further,
further, That the Public
And provided
said governing
of
an edition of the
Printer
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
print an
to print
authorized to
he is
and he
Printer be,
monthly
exceed 6,000
6,000 copies
copies per month, for distributo exceed
not to
bulletin not
monthly bulletin
tion by
during the
ending June
30, 1921.
1921.
June 30,
year ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
union during
by the
the union
tion
ARBITRATION.
INTERNATIONAL
THE PERMANENT
COURT OF ARBITRATION.
PERMANENT COURT
OF THE
BUREAU OF
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU

International
BuInternational
reau. Permanent
Cour
Permaent Court
reau.
cri

i p.tioff 3.
fvo.32,
p.

i93.

To
the share
the United
in the
expenses for the calthe expenses
States in
United States
of the
share of
meet the
To meet
endar rear
of the
International Bureau
of the
Court
Permanent Court
the Permanent
Bureau of
the International
1919 of
year 1919
endar
of Arbitration,
article 22
of the
convention concluded
concluded
the convention
22 of
under article
created under
Arbitration, created
of

at The
July 29,
29, 1899,
settlement of international
international
1899, for the pacific settlement
Hague, July
The Hague,
at
$2,000.
disputes, $2,000.
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UNION.
PAN PACIFIC
PACIFIC UNION.
PAN

Pacific Union.
Unon.
Pa Pacific
of the United Pan
To
meet the
the actual
actual necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
delegates of
of delegates
Scientific
Congress.
To meet
the
held
be
States
to
the
first
Pan-Pacific
Scientific
Congress,
to
be
in
the
to
Congress,
Scientific
States to the first Pan-Pacific
city of
Honolulu in
in August,
August, 1920,
necessary clerical
1920, and to pay for the necessary
of Honolulu
city
second Congress,
work
in
connection
with
theCongTess
and
in
calling
a
Congress,
a
in
and
theCongress
work in connection with
to
expended through
Pan-Pacific Union, at the discretion of
the Pan-Pacific
through the
be expended
to be
the
Secretary of State, $9,000.
the Secretary
INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION
ON ANNUAL
ANNUAL TABLES
TABLES OF
OF CONSTANTS,
CONSTANTS, AND
AND
COMMISSION ON
INTERNATIONAL
SO FORTH.
FORTH.
SO
l

om

-of
mteist
To
International Commission
on Annual
Annual Tables of Constants mission
International
CornCommission on
Tables
onaonal
the International
To the
etc.
Constants,
and
Numerical
Data,
Chemical,
Physical,
and
Technological,
estabconsa'tZ
l
etc,
es
e
as
Technological,
and
and Numerical Data, Chemical, Physical,
lished by
Seventh International
Chemistry in
International Congress of Applied Chemistry
the Seventh
by the
lished
London
the eighth congress m New York, as aa
by the
continued by
as continued
and as
London and
contribution
United States
States toward
toward the publication
publication of annual
the United
by the
contribution by
tables
chemical, physical, and technological, $500.
$500.
constants, chemical,
of constants,
tables of
OF INTERBUREAU OF INTEBPARLIAMENTARY UNION FOR PROMOTION OF
INTERBUREAU OF INTERPARLIAMENTARY UNION FOR PROMOTION
NATIONAL
ARBITRATION.
NATIONAL ARBITRATION.

usntn
For
contribution of
of the
the United
toward the maintenance
maintenance l
a terPria
n r i^ramentary
meno
t
t
i
l,Y,
States toward
United States
the contribution
For the
Arbitraof
Interparliamentary Union
International International
International Arbitra:
of International
Promotion of
the Promotion
for the
Union for
the Interparliamentary
of the
ttion.
Arbitration
Brussels, Belgium,
$2,000.
Belgium, $2,000.
at Brussels,
Arbitration at
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
INSTITUTE OF
OF AGRICULTURE.
AGRICULTURE..
INTERNATIONAL
cture
For the
of the
quota of
the United
United States for the support tueoAI
t internatkew
te of Agriculture.
of the
the quota
payment of
the payment
For
of
the International
International Institute
Institute of
for the
the calendar year uQuota.
Agriculture for
of Agriculture
of the
1921„000;
1921, $8,000;
of
of comember
For salary
salary of
member of
of the
committee of
of• the ILT
.
ber
the permanent committee
one member
of one
For
1921,
year
calendar
International
Institute
of
Agriculture
the
for
Agriculture
of
Institute
International
$3,600;
For the
quota of
States for
the cost
of rfTrasl
Translating publicapublicscost of
for the
United States
the United
of the
the quota
of the
payment of
For the payment
translating into
in the
English language
publications
language the publications
the English
printing in
and printing
into and
translating
of the
the International
International Institute
Institute (if
Agriculture at
$5,000;
at Rome, $5,000;
of Agriculture
of
$16,600.
Total, $16,600.

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY
CONGRESS.
RAILWAY CONGRESS.
INTERNATIONAL
To pay
the quota
of the
States as
adhering member
member
an adhering
as an
United States
the United
quota of
pay the
To
of
the International
the year
year ending April 15,
for the
Congress for
Railway Congress
International Railway
of the
1921, $400.
$400.
1921,

Z

Congress.
r
Intertional
yt

atimal

Rail-

BUREAU.
SANITARY BUREAU.
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY
INTERNATIONAL

Intenatioa
For the
annual share
United States
States for the
national
maintenance of tary
the maintenance
Bureau.
the United
of the
share of
the annual
For
$2,830.79.
the
International
Sanitary
Bureau
for
the
1921,
$2,830.79.
year
the International Sanitary Bureau for the
Inter

Sani-

San-

REIMBURSEMENT OF
CONSUL ROSS
ROSS HAZELTINE.
HAZELTINE.
OF CONSUL
REIMBURSEMENT
osfazeitine
Hzaeitine.
Ross

Reimbursement
for
aeimsent for
Ro
To reimburse
Consul Ross
through losses
Ross Hazeltine for losses sustained through
reimburse Consul
To
by fire at consuburning of the American
the
destruction of
of official
the burning
American ltes
late. by fir at consuby the
caused by
funds caused
official funds
the destruction
$164.25.
consulate
at Port
26, 1917, $164.25.
August 26,
Jamaica, August
Antonio, Jamaica,
Port Antonio,
consulate at

CHINA.
FOR OM
COURT FOR
STATES COURT
UNITED STATES
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
A.
EXPENSES, UNITED
SALARIES AND

Judge,
district attorney,
attorney, $4,000; marshal, $3,000; clerk.
$8,000; district
Judge, $8,000;
bindreporter,
$3,000;
stenographer
and
reporter, $2,400; printing and bindcourt
and
$3,000; stenographer
4--19
44281°-21-49
44281°-21

o
United
States Ci
Court
rt
tedStates
for China.

saof.
Salaries.
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746
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ing
of the
including reference
reference
expenses, including
court expenses,
and court
court and
the court
opinions of
ing opinions
law books,
$10,000;
books, $10,000;
law

to
The judge of the United States court for China is authorized to
similar
and with
with similar
courts of
of the
United States
States and
the United
district courts
as in
in the
the district
for appoint,
appoint, as
powers and
office, a
States commissioner
who shall
shall
commissioner who
a United
United States
of office,
tenure of
and tenure
powers
be
an attorney
attorney regularly admitted to
practice before the said United
to practice
be an
Powers conferred.

Commissioner
of
of
court.
Appointment
for
Shanghai district authori
thorized.
Powers conferred.

commissioner
Appointment
ed.

States court
who, when
when appointed,
addition
be in addition
shall be
appointed, shall
and who,
for China
China and
court for
States

ex officio
of the
the consular
for the
district of
of Shanghai,
Shanghai,
the district
court for
consular court
judge of
officio judge
ex
with all
all of
of the
now exercised
exercised by
the vice
by the
jurisdiction now
and jurisdiction
authority and
the authority
with

Vol. 38, p.1123.

ol.38, p.1122.

Proviso.
Proao
Appointment
Aprpoitment
clerk.
c

of

ler.

Acting
Acting
sioner.
sr

commis-

comms-

Sessions other
other than
than
at Shanetol

sessios
at

hangha

consul acting
virtue of
the Act
March 4, 1915 (ThirtyAct of Congress of March
of the
by virtue
acting by
consul
eighth
Statutes at
Large, part
part 1,
session, chapter
chapter
1, third
third session,
at Large,
States Statutes
United States
eighth United
145,
page
1122),
which
authority
and
jurisdiction
are
hereby
transtranshereby
are
jurisdiction
145, pag e 1122) which authority and
he
rovided, That at the discretion of the judge of said court, he
ferred: Provided,

may appoint the
the clerk
clerk of
the court
court to
of the
perform the
the duties
duties of
of commisto perform
commissioner without
without additional
additional compensation
compensation therefor.
the event
event that
that
In the
therefor. In
sioner

it is not practicable or desirable so to appoint the clerk to act as
commissioner,
may.,with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of
the judge
judge may,
commissioner, the
•
State, appoint
appoint some
qualified attorney
as commissioner
commissioner who
to act as
attorney to
some qualified
State,
officer of the court, receive such compensation
compensation as
if not an officer
shall, if
may be
fixed by
the Secretary
exceeding $5 for each day
of State not exceeding
Secretary of
by the
be fixed
may

of service
actually rendered.
rendered.
service actually
of
The
judge of
court and
the district
shall, when
when
attorney shall,
and the
district attorney
said court
of the
the said
The judge
sessions of
of the court
court are held at other cities than Shanghai, receive
the sessions

in addition
addition to their salaries
necessary actual expenses
expenses during
salaries their necessary
in
exceed $8 per day each, and so much as may be
such sessions, not to exceed
necessary for
said purposes
purposes during
fiscal year
ending June
30,
June 30,
year ending
the fiscal
during the
for said
necessary
Proviso.
Proiso.
Inheritance taxes to 1921, is hereby
Inheritance
hereby appropriated:
appropriated: Provided,
Provided, That in probate
probate and adminisbe collected from estration
collected by said clerk, before
be collected
shall be
there shall
proceedings, there
tates
tration proceedings,
i een-ts.
o
tte of decedents.
entering
the order
order of
of final
distribution, to be paid
Treasury
paid into the Treasury
final distribution,
entering the
of
United States, the
inheritance taxes from time to time
the same inheritance
the United
of the
collected
Congress of the United States
by the Congress
laws enacted by
the laws
under the
collected under
from the estates of decedents residing within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States.
$30,400.
Total, $30,400.
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC HEALTH.
HEALTH.
INTERNATIONAL

ofof

International
Office
International Ofice
Public
Health.
Public Health.
Vol. 35, 13.

2061

.

3i p. 1.
vol.
Vol. 35, p. 1834.

the United
United States for the year
For the
the payment
payment of
of the
of the
year
quota of
the quota
For
1921 toward
tie support
of the
International Office
Office of
Public Health,
Health,
of Public
the International
support of
1921
toward the
created
the international
signed at Rome, December
December
arrangement signed
international arrangement
by the
created by
Sanitary
9, 1907,
1907, in
pursuance of
181 of
the International
International Sanitary
of the
of article
article 181
m pursuance
9,
signed at Paris on December
December 3, 1903, $3,015.62.
$3,015.62.
Convention signed
ASSOCIATION.
INTERNATIONAL SEISMOLOGICAL
SEISMOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
INTERNATIONAL

International
International SeisSeismological Association.
mologicalAssociation.

defraying the necessary
obligations
necessary expenses in fulfilling the obligations
For defraying
member of the International
International Seismological
Seismological
of the United States as aamember
Association, including the annual contribution to the expenses of the
Association,
association, $800.
ARBITRATION
ARBITRATION

OF
CLAIMS BETWEEN
THE
BETWEEN THE
PECUNIARY CLAIMS
OF OUTSTANDING
OUTSTANDING PECUNIARY
BRITAIN.
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
UNITED
AND GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN.

British-American
British-American
pecuniary
arbitration of outstanding
Pecuniary Claims
Claims
For the
expenses of the arbitration
outstanding pecuniary
For
the expenses
Pecuniary
Commission.
claims
States and
and Great
Great Britain,
Britain, in
in accordance
accordance
the United
United States
between the
claims between
'37',.37, p. 1625.
v'ol.
Vol.
with
purpose August 18,
agreement concluded for that purpose
the special
special agreement
with the
expended under
schedules of claims thereunder, to be expended
under
1910, and
and the schedules
of the
of State,
State, as
follows:
as follows:
Secretary of
the Secretary
direction of
the direction
and the
salaries and
Agency salaries
Agency
Salaries,
agency: One
and joint
joint secretary,
secretary,
One counsel
counsel and
United States
States agency:
expenses.
Salaries, United
expenes.
stenographer, at $1,200;
$1,200;
at $2,750; stenographer,

S
IXTY-S IXTH CONGRE
SS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II
223.
SESS.
II. . Cu.
CH. 223.
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747

1920.
1920.

Expenses,
Expenses, United States agency: Necessary and contingent expenses, $300;
$300;
In all, $4,250.
PEACE
1HE HAGUE.
HAGUE.
PEACE PALACE
PALACE AT
AT THE
For the
the payment
the contribution
contribution on
on the
the part
United Peace
Palace at The
For
payment of
of the
part of
of the
the United
PePalaceat
States toward
toward the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
Peace at
at The
Hague, Hague.
States
the Palace
Palace of
of Peace
The Hague,gu
$1,045.25,
necessary.
$1,045.25, or so much
much thereof as may be necessary.
INTERNATIONAL
CONTENTION.
INTERNATIONAL RADIOTELEGRAPHIC
RADIOTELEGRAPHIC CONVENTION.

For the share of the United States
dioStates for the calendar year 1921,
1921, as
" telegraphic
telIntenatiol
egraphi c
radio.
convenconven-

heretofore tion.
party to the international
conventions heretofore
tior
radiotelegraphic conventions
international radiotelegraphic
aaparty
37, p. 1569.
signed, of the expenses
expenses of the radiotelegraphic
radiotelegraphic service of the Inter- Vol.
Vo. 37
p 1569.
national Bureau of the Telegraphic
Telegraphic Union at Berne, Switzerland,
Switzerland,
$2,250.
e

p

UNITED
SECTION OF
OF THE
THE INTER-AMERICAN
INTER-AMERICAN HIGH
COMMISSION.
UNITED STATES
STATES SECTION
HIGH COMMISSION.
ci
onterisA
s. cgh
expenses on the part of theghcOIntenr-Ahsir
To defray
defray the actual and necessary expenses
yL
erican Hi
United
States section
section of
of the
Inter-American High
Commission, United
secUnited States
States secthe Inter-American
High Commission,
United States
arising in
in such
such work
work and
investigations as
as may
approved by the tV
uti.39,
arising
and investigations
may be approved
p.s.
1. 3 9 , p.8.
Secretary
Treasury, $25,000, to be expended
expended under the direction
direction
Secretary of the Treasury,
Secretary of State.
of the Secretary

WATERWAYS TREATY,
TREATY, UNITED
UNITED STATES
AND GREAT
INTERWATERWAYS
STATES AND
GREAT BRITAIN:
BRITAIN: INTERNATIONAL
JOINT COMMISSION,
COMMISSION, UNITED
AND GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN.
NATIONAL JOINT
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
BRITAIN.

Canadian Boundary
salaries of
commissioners and WcateCnomiss.
For salaries and expenses, including salaries
of commissioners
Waters Commission.
6 p.
Vl 336,
. p- 2448.
244.
commissioners Vol.
salaries of
of clerks and other employees appointed by the commissioners
on the part of the United States, with the approval
approval solely
solely-of the
Secretary
Washington, District
Secretary of
of State, including rental of offices
offices at Washington,
District
of Columbia, expense of printing, and necessary
necessary traveling expenses,
and
reasonable and necessary
necessary joint expenses
and for one-half
one-half of all
all reasonable
expenses of the
the
International
International Joint Commission incurred under the terms of the treaty
between the United States and Great Britain concerning
concerning the use of
between
boundary waters between
between the United States and Canada
Canada and for other
boundary
purposes, signed January 11, 1909, $40,000,
$40,000, to.be
to,be disbursed
disbursed under the

Provided, That no part
part of this
this
direction
the Secretary
direction of the
Secretary of State: Provided,
appropriation shall
shall be
be expended
subsistence of
of the
or
the commission
commission or
for subsistence
expended for
appropriation

secretary, except for actual and necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, not in excess of
Washington and
$8 per
per day each,
each, when
when absent
absent from
from Washington
and from his
his regular
regular
place of
residence on
on official
business.
official business.
of residence
place
the
For payment
rendered and
and expenses
expenses incurred
incurred under
under the
For
payment of
of services
services rendered
direction of
preparation
direction
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State in the examination
examination and preparation
involving the obstruction,
obstruction, diversion,
of cases
cases involving
diversion, and use of
of all boundary
boundary
difference covered
waters and all other
other questions or matters
matters of
of difference
covered by
by the
between the United
Great
treaty of January
January 11, 1909,
1909, between
United States and Great
before and representing
representing the interests of the
in appearing
appearing before
Britain, and
and in
International
United States
States in
in all matters or investigations
investigations before the
the International
Joint Commission
Commission created by said treaty, $6,000.

Subitence
when
Subsistence
Proviso.
when
ii
to
b
n
sent from
from WashingWashingabsent

Preparation daises.

Prep"rtion

ofcases.

AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC
THIRD PAN
PAN AMERICAN
THIRD
SCIENTIFIC CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

To meet
the actual
actual and
and necessary
necessary expenses
the delegates
delegates of
of the
the tifi
P
can American
.S'ien
!dentifiPCoAm
of the
expenses of
To
meet the
States to the Third
Third Pan
Pan American Scientific
Scientific Congress,
Expses of nted
United States
Congress, to be stYarirgaotest.tuted
held
city of
Lima, Peru,
and of
held at
at the
the city
of Lima,
Peru, in
in the
the year
year 1921,
1921, and
of their
their clerical
clerical
assistance, $25,000, to be expended in the discretion of the Secretary
Secretary
of State.
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748
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Panama.
Panama.

1920.

PAYMENT
PAYMENT TO THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF PANAMA.
PANAMA.

Ann l payment
Annual
payment to.

Vol. 33, p.
p. 2M
2238.
Vol.333,

To
of State
the Government
of
Government of
pay to
to the
State to
to pay
Secretary of
enable the
the Secretary
To enable

payment, due on February 26, 1921,
1921, from
Panama the ninth annual payment,
Government of the United States to the Government
Government of Panama
Panama
the Government
under
under article 14 of the treaty of November 18, 1903, $250,000.
INTERNATIONAL
GEODETIC ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATION FOR
FOR THE MEASUREMENT
MEASUREMENT
INTERNATIONAL GEODETIC

OF
OF

THE EARTH.
EARTH.
THE
International
GeoInternational
detic Association.

deti Association.

Proviso.

Proviso.
Maintenance
of
a
Ukiah Latitude Observatory.
servatryL.

uMainLt nce of

To enable
enable the Government
Government of the United States to pay its quota as
an adhering
adhering member of the International
International Geodetic
Geodetic Association for
for
the Measurement
Measurement of
the Earth,
Earth, $1,500:
Provided, however,
however, That
That the
the
of the
$1,500: Provided,
the
sums expended
expended by
by the
the United
the maintenance
maintenance of the Interfor the
States for
United States
sums
national Latitude Observatory
Observatory at
at Ukiah,
Ukiah, California,
California, and
and for
for the
the concontinuance of the international
international latitude work there until the International Geodetic
Geodetic Association shall find it
it possible to resume its supdeducted from the quota due from
port of the observatory, shall be deducted
the United States as such adhering member.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION ON PUBLIC AND
AND PRIVATE
PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
LAW.
LAW.

International CommItonat
mission
on Interna-

on Interna-

tional
Law.
"Int:143r7Priation.
eappropatio
V. p.
Vol. 37,
p. 37
1554.

The
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
appropriation of
of $15,000
for the
the
$15,000 for
the appropriation
The unexpended
payment of compensation
compensation to and the necessary
necessary expenses of the rep-

resentative or
InterUnited States
States on
on the Interof the
the United
resentative
or representatives
representatives of
national Commission
of Jurists,
organized under
convention
the convention
under the
Jurists, organized
national
Commission of
sinned at the
International American
American Conference August 23,
the Third International
signed
1906, approved by the Senate February 3, 1908, and ratified by the
preparing drafts of
President February 8, 1908, for the purpose of preparing
codes of public and private international
international law; and for the payment
payment
of the quota of the United
United States of the expenses incident to the

vl.p.'

preparation of such drafts, including
preparation
including the compensation
compensation of experts
experts
under article 4
4 of the convention
convention, made in the Act making appropriations for the Diplomatic and Consular
Consular Service for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1915, is hereby made available
available for the fiscal year 1921.
1921.

Vol.
37, p.
Vol.37,
p. 1557.
Vol. 38, p. 451.
5

Vo. 38 . 4 1.

Consular Service.
Service.
Consular

SALAIES
CONSULAR SERVICE.
SALARIES OF THE CONSULAR
SERVICE.

For salaries of consuls
consuls general, consuls, and vice consuls, as provided in the Act approved
approved February 5, 1915, entitled "An
"An Act for
improvement of the foreign service,"
service," $1,974,500.
$1,974,500. Every consul
the improvement
general
consul, vice
vice consul,
and, wherever
practicable, every
every congeneral,-,consul,
consul, and,
wherever practicable,
consular agent shall be an American
American citizen.
citizen.
consular inspectors,
$35,000;
For salaries
salaries of
of seven consular
inspectors, at
at $5,000 each,
each, $35,000;
Total, $2,009,500.

Salaries.
Salaries.
Vol. 38, p. 805.

Vol 38, p.805.

Citizenship.

Citizeshaip.

Consular
inspectors.
Corsular inspectors.
Traveling, etc., exTraveing,p
etc,
penses, inspectors.

tx-

Proviso.
Proviso.
Subsistence.
Subsstence.

Consular
Consular assistants.
assistants.

EXPENSES
CONSULAR INSPECTORS.
EXPENSES OF CONSULAR
INSPECTORS.

necessary traveling and subsistence
For the actual
actual and necessary
subsistence expenses
of
while traveling
traveling and
and inspecting
instrucunder instrucinspecting under
inspectors while
of consular
consular inspectors
tions from the Secretary
Secretary of State, $25,000:
$25,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That inspecinspectors shall be allowed
allowed actual and necessary
necessary expenses for subsistence,
itemized, not exceeding
exceeding an average
average of $8 per day.
SALARIES
sAr.ARrr.s OF CONSULAR
CONSULAR ASSISTANTS.
ASSISTANTS.

$75,425.
For forty consular assistants, $75,425.

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
S
IXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II . CH.
223.
CH. 223.

749
749

1920.
1920.

POST
ALLOWANCES TO
DIPLOMATIC OFFICERS.
POST ALLOWANCES
TO CONSULAR
CONSULAR AND
AND DIPLOMATIC
OFFICERS.

Post allowances.

Post allowances.

To enable the President, in his discretion and in
accordance with
with Specialprovisionspr
in accordance
Specialprovisionsfor
such regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, to make special
by cstrs
o
c
os
ffit
cse.rs to
special allowances
allowances by
to meet
meet living
livin
way of additional compensation
compensation to consular and
and diplomatic
diplomatic officers
officers
and consular assistants
and
assistants and officers of the United
United States
Court for
States Court
for
China in order to adjust their official income
to the
the ascertained
ascertained cost
cost
income to
of living at the posts to which they may
may be
be assigned,
$600,000.
assigned, $600,000.
ALLOWANCE
CLERK HIRE
ALLOWANCE FOR
FOR CLERK
HIRE AT
CONSLTLATES.
AT UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES CONSULATES.

Allowance
consulates; to
Allowance for clerk hire at consulates;
to be
expended under
the
be expended
under the

direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State, $1,200,000. Clerks,
Clerks, whenever
whenever
hereafter appointed, shall, so far as
hereafter
be appointed
as practicable,
practicable, be
appointed under
under
civil-service rules and regulations.
regulations.
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
SALARIES AND
OF INTERPRETERS
AND GUARDS
GUARDS TO
TO
INTERPRETERS AND
SULATES.
SULATES.

Clerks at
at consulates.

CONCON-

Interpreters
Interpreters and guards to be employed
employed at consulates,
consulates, to
to be
be exexpended under the direction
pended
direction of the Secretary -of
of State,
State, $103,700.
$103,700.

interpreters
and
Interpreters and
guards at consulates.

ards

consulates

EXPENSES OF
PRISONS FOR
EXPENSES
OF PRISONS
FOR AMERICAN
AMERICAN CONVICTS.
CONVICTS.
prisons.
Expenses of maintaining
maintaining at Shanghai, under
charge of
of the
United Consular prisons.
under charge
the United
States marshal for China, an institution
institution for
American
for incarcerating
incarcerating American
Shanghai.
convicts and insane in China, $2,000;
$2,000; for salary of
of deputy
deputy marshal,
marshal, Shanghai.
$1,200; assistant deputy
deputy marshal,
00; in
marshal, $800;
in all,
all, $4,000;
$4,000;
Paying for the keeping, feeding,
Keeping prisoners.
prisoners. ,
feeding, and transportation
Pa
transportation of
prisoners in
of prisoners
in Keeping
China, Chosen, Siam, and Turkey
and of
of tho
se declared
decl
are di
nsane
b
y
t
h
e
Turkey and
those
insane by the
United
United States Court for
$9,000;
for China,
China, $9,000;
Rent of prison for American
Rent, etc.,
etc., in
in TurTurAmerican convicts in Smyrna,
for key.
key.'
Smyrna, Turkey,
Turkey, and
and for
waAes
wages of keepers of the same, $1,000;
$1,000;
Rent of prison for American
American convicts
convicts in
in Constantinople,
Constantinople, Turkey,
Turkey,
and for wages of keepers of the same, $1,000;
$1,000;
Total, $15,000.
$15,000.

RELIEF AND
OF AMERICAN
RELIEF
AND PROTECTION
PROTECTION OF
AMERICAN SEAMEN.
SEAMEN.

Relief
and protection
protection of American
foreign countries,
Relief and
American seamen in foreign
countries, seamen
Relief. of

and in the Panama Canal Zone, and shipwrecked American
American seamen
seamenamen
in the Territory
Territory of Alaska, in the
and
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, and
the Philippine Islands, $100,000.

of

American
American

FOREIGN HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL AT
AT CAPE
FOREIGN
CAPE TOWN.
TOWN.

Annual contribution
Somerset HosForeign
hospital,
Annual
contribution toward the support of the Somerset
Hos- cal
peor,ggn. hospital,
pital (a foreign hospital),
hospital), at
at Cape
Cape Town,
Town ,$50,
$50 ,to
to b
pa id by
by the
th
e SecSec- apeT
bee paid
assurance that suffering seamen
retary of State upon the assurance
seamen and
and citicitizens of the United States will be admitted to the privileges
privileges of
of said
said
hospital.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, UNITED
UNITED STATES
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
STATES CONSULATES.
CONSULATES.

Expenses of providing
providing all such stationery,
stationery, blanks,
and other
other eoC
ns
tiar
m n
: expenses,
expenses,
blanks, record
record and
Contingent
books, seals, presses, flags, signs, rent (so much as may be necessary),
necessary), c
tes
repairs to consular buildings owned
owned by
United States,
States, postage,
postage,
by the
the United
furniture, including typewriters
typewriters and exchange of
statistics,
of same, statistics,

750
750
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newspapers, freight
(foreign and
and domestic),
domestic), telegrams,
advertising,
telegrams, advertising,
freight (foreign
newspapers,
messenger
of consular
consular officers
and conconofficers and
expenses of
traveling expenses
service, traveling
messenger service,
Loss
by exchange.
exchange. sular
assistants, compensation
of Chinese
Chinese writers,
by exchange,
exchange,
Loss by
loss by
writers, loss
compensation of
sular assistants,
and
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
as the
the President
President may
may think
such other
and such
in
necessary for
the several
several consulates
n the
consulates and consular agencies i
for the
necessary
transaction of
of their
and payment
payment in
advance of
of subscripsubscripin advance
business, and
their business,
transaction
tions for
under this
this appropriation
appropriation
domestic) under
and domestic)
(foreign and
newspapers (foreign
tions
for newspapers
is
$1,000,000.
authorized, $1,000,000.
hereby authorized,
is hereby
•

SEAMEN'S
MISSION AT
RIO DE
DE JANEIRO,
JANEIRO, BRAZIL.
BRAZIL.
AT RIO
SEAMEN'S MISSION
Seamen's
Seamen's mission,
Rio de Janeiro.

Annual
contribution toward
support of
of the
seamen's mission
mission
the seamen's
the support
toward the
Annual contribution
$50.
at Rio
Janeiro, Brazil,
Brazil, $50L
de Janeiro,
at
Rio de
INTERALLIED
COMMiiit.E FOR
THE REEDUCATION
WAR CRIPPLES.
CRIPPLES.
OF WAR
REEDUCATION OF
FOR THE
INTERALLIED COMMITTEE

Reeducation of war
war
cripples.
Contribution to
to InInContribution
terallied Committee.
Committee.
terallied

cnipplesat

of

For
of the
toward the
the maintenance
maintenance
States toward
the United States
For the
the contribution
contribution of
Committee for the Reeducation
Reeducation of War
of the permanent
permanent Interallied Committee
War
Cripples, $6,000.

Cripples,
$6,000.
Cripples, $6,000.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

International tradeinternational
tradeat
mark registration.

TRADE-MARK
REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION
TRADE-MARK
UNITED
STATES.
UNITED STATES.

BUREAU—QUOTA
BUREAU-QUOTA

OF
OF

For the ,
annual
aldshare of the United States for the expenses of the
For the a
ninnculuine

maintenance of the International Trade-Mark Registration Bureau
Bureau
mEpensesit
Expenses, atibo
Habana maintenance of the International Trade-Mark Registration
bureau.
bureau.
Vol. 3
39 p. 1680.
1680.
39,
8
A
AInu,,p.1;. 533.

53 .

control1.
Passport control.

at Habana, including salaries of the director and counselor, assistant
assistant

director and
counselor, clerks,
translators, secretary
to the
director,
the director,
secretary to
clerks, translators,
and counselor,
director

stenographers and typewriters,
typewriters, messenger,
messenger, watchmen,
watchmen, and laborers,
laborers,
stenographers
rent of
purchase of
including the purchase
supplies, including
stationery and supplies,
of quarters,
quarters, stationery
rent
traveling expenses, and the cost of printing the
books, postage, traveling
bulletin,
$14,112.
bulletin, $14,112.
EXPENSES,
ACT.
EXPENSES, PASSPORT-CONTROL
PASSPORT-CONTROL ACT.

For expenses
entry into the United
United States,
States, in
expenses of regulating
regulating entry
acin accordance
with the provisions of the Act approved May 22, 1918,
cordance with
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 353.
353.
and
Public Act
Act Numbered
Numbered 79
when the
the
Congress, when
the Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Congress,
79 of
of the
and Public
Additional
Additional to
to balAct
shall
have
become
effective,
$250,000,
in
addition
to
the
addition
to
the
bal- latter
latter
Act
shall
have
become
effective,
$250,000,
in
EtIICe.
ance.
4 of said
remaining $150,000
$150,000 of the sum appropriated by section 4
remaining
Ante, p. 354.
Public Act Numbered
Numbered 79.

Expenses,regula
ting
Expenses, regulating
en
try of aliens.
aliens.
entry
Vol. 40, p. 559.

Passports.
Passports.

FEES
FOR PASSPORTS
AND VIS8S.
VISES.
FEES FOR
PASSPORTS AND

SECTION 1. From and after the 1st day of July, 1920, there shall
be collected
collected and paid into the Treasury of the United States quarterly
quarterly
fee of
for executing
each application
application for
passport and $9
$9 for
for aapassport
aa fee
of $1
$1 for
executing each
each
owmg allegiance
allegiance to or
or
a citizen
citizen or
or person owing
each passport
passport issued
issued to a
Provisos.
Provisos.
Provided, That
entitled to the protection
protection of the United States: Provided,
Retention of
of fee
by nothing herein contained shall be construed to limit the right of the
Retention
fee by
State officials.
Stte oficias.
Secretary of State by regulation to authorize the retention
Secretary
retention by State
Persons exempted.
exempted. officials of the fee of $1
$1 for executing an application
application for a
apassport:
And
further, That
That no
no fee
fee shall
be collected
collected for
shall be
for passports
passports
And provided
provided further,
issued
to officers
officers or
employees of
abroad
proceeding abroad
of the
the United
United States proceeding
or employees
issued to
in
of their
duties, or
members of
of their
their immedischarge of
their official
official duties,
or to
to members
immein the
the discharge
diate
children, parents,
diate families,
families, or to
to seamen,
seamen, or
or to widows,
widows, children,
parents, brothers,
brothers,
and
and sisters
sisters of
of American
American soldiers,
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, or
or marines,
marines, buried
buried abroad
abroad
whose
whose journey
journey is undertaken
undertaken for
for the purpose
purpose and with the intent
intent
of
visiting the graves
of visiting
graves of such
such soldiers, sailors,
sailors, or marines,
marines, which
which facts
shall be
of the
the application
for the
the passport.
shall
be made
made aapart
part of
application for
passport.
Alien
Alie passports.
passports.
SECTION
SECTION 2. From and after
1920, there
there shall
shall
after the
the 1st
1st day
day of
of July,
July, 1920,
be
collected and
and paid
paid into
the Treasury
Treasury of
be collected
into the
of the
the United
United States
States quarterly
quarterly
Fees established for
for
application and issue
aoPliCation and issue
of.

Fees established
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Cm. 223,
CHS.
223, 224.
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a vise and plication
Fees"forvisandap
aafee of $1
$1 for
for executing
an alien for a
executing each
each application
application of an
reejvise and apfor.
$9 for
for each
the passport
passport of
of an
alien: Provided,
atno
no fee
Provided, Th
That
fee Proviso.
$9
each vise
vise of
of the
an alien:
ns
shall
be collected
any officer
of any
foreign Government,
Government, or
Persons
Pero
exempt'
shall be
collected from
from any
officer of
any foreign
orexempt.
i

p

members of his immediate family, its armed forces, or of any State
State,
district, or municipality
municipality thereof, traveling to or through the United
United
States, or
or of
of any
soldiers coming
coming within
of the
the public
States,
any soldiers
within the
the terms
terms of
public Vol.40
Vol. 40, p.1014.
p. 1014.
resolution approved October 19, 1918 (Fortieth
Large,
resolution
(Fortieth Statutes
Statutes at Large,
page 1014).
1014).
part 1, page
Validity limited.
limited.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. The validity of a
a passport or vise shall be limited to two Validity
years, unless the
regulation limit the validyears,
the Secretary
Secretary of State shall by regulation
ity
vise to
to a
ashorter
period.
ity,of
of such
such _passport
passport or
or vise
shorter period.
SEC.
if uvio
S
EC. 4. Whenever
Whenever the appropriate
appropriate officer within the United fee
f
ee
R g
v
ni
l
&S orefusesby
r
f
epass
sed
P(
14
oficer.
States of
of any
any foreignforeign country
country refuses
refuses to
to vise
a passport
passport issued
issued by
by foreign officer.
vis6 a
States
the United States, the Department
authorized
Department of State is hereby
hereby authorized
upon request in writing and the return of the unused passport within
whom
six months from the date of issue to refund to the person to whom
been paid to Federal
the passport was issued the fees which have been
officials, and the money for that purpose
officials,
purpose is hereby appropriated
appropriated
and
directed to
to be
upon the
the order
order of
of the
and directed
be paid
paid upon
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
ports to
toperss
issue
SEC.
approved March
March 2, 1907, entitled
pahorts
to
SEC. 5. Section 1
1 of the Act approved
entitled passports
to persons
"An Act in
expatriation of citizens
nl,nens
p.rergedr
i
).
"An
in reference to
to the
the expatriation
citizens and
and their
their propro- not
,iti.ensrepaled.
at Large, part
part 1, page
page 1228),
Statutes at
tection abroad"
abroad" (Thirty-fourth Statutes
1228), pealed.
authorizing
certain perauthorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State to
to issue passports to
to certain
citizens of
United States
repealed.
sons not
not citizens
of the
the United
States is hereby repealed.
Approved, June 4, 1920.

224.-An Act To provide for the allotment of lands of the Crow Tribe, for
CHAP.
CHAP. 224.—An
the
of tribal
tribal funds,
other purposes.
the distribution
distribution of
funds, and
and for
for other
purposes.

Tune 4, 1920,
1920.
June
(s. 2890.
2890.]
Is.
239.]
[Public, No. 239.]

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
the United
Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
ofRepresenatives
of the
United Crow _Wien ReserR
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the vation,
Cvtio Mont.
dn _Rent
er
States
of America
Congress assembled,
Allotment of unremnt on.
Interior be, and he hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized and directed to cause to be serlod
served lands on.
corn- Distribution.
Ditrbution.
alloted the
the surveyed
lands and such
such unsurveyed
alloted
surveyed lands
unsurveyed lands as the commission herein
after provided for may find to be suitable
hereinafter
suitable for allotment,
within the Crow Indian Reservation
Montana (not including.
Reservation in Montana
including the
Big Horn and Pryor Mountains, the boundaries
boundaries whereof to be determined by said commission
commission with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior) and not herein reserved
Interior)
reserved as hereinafter
provided, among
hereinafter provided,
among the
members of the Crow Tribe,
Tribe, as follows
follows namely,
hundred and
members
namely, one hundred
and sixty
acres to the heirs of every enrolled member,
member, entitled to allotment,
who died unallotted
unallotted after
after December 31,
31, 1905, and before
before the
the passage
acres to every allotted
allotted memof this Act;
Act; next, one
one hundred
hundred and sixty
sixty acres
ber living at the date of the passage of this Act, who may then be the
the
head of aa family and has not received
a
received allotment as such head of a
family;
remaining unallotted
family; and thereafter
thereafter to
to prorate
prorate the remaining
unallotted allotable
lands and allot them so that
that every enrolled member
member 1
living on the
date of the passage of this Act and entitled to allotment shall receive
in
aggregate an equal share
allotable tribal lands for his
his total
total
share of
of the allotable
in the
the aggregate
subject only to
Titissubjec
allotment
Allotments made hereunder
tonl
o
allotment of land of the Crow Tribe. Allotments
hereunder tribal
subject only to existing tribal leases,
leases,
shall vest title in the allottee subject
which leases in no event shall be renewed or extended by the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior after the passage
passage of this Act, and shall as hereinafter
hereinafter
patents for
provided
be evidenced
evidenced by
patents in
fee to
competent Indians,
except ho
provided be
hoTmestead"
by patents
in fee
to competent
Indians, except
xl"te
nts for
aSS.
as to homesteads as hereinafter
provided, but by trust patent to Vol. 24, P.
p.3s.
hereinafter provided,
minors
force and legal effect of the
minors and incompetent Indians, the force
patents to be as is prescribed
General Allotment
Allotment Act of
trust patents
prescribed by the General
Priority of seie.2tion.
February
8, 1887
1887 (Twenty-fourth
(Twenty-fourth Statutes,
Statutes, page
Priority of
of Prority oft i ion.
February 8,
page 388).
388). Priority
selection,
acres,' is hereby
selection, up to three hundred and twenty acres
hereby given to
the
of the
tribe who
who have
have as
as yet
yet received
received no allotment on
the members
members of
the tribe
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the Crow
Crow Reservation,
all members
members enrolled for allotthereafter all
and thereafter
Reservation, and
the
ment hereunder
in all
all respects be
be entitled to equal rights and
shall in
hereunder shall
ment

Previte.
Patents
Patts

privileges,
as possible,
possible m
to the
the time,
time, manner,
and
manner, and
regard to
m regard
far as
as far
privileges, as

Provided, That Crow Indians
their respective
respective selections: Provided,
of their
amount of
toto amount
their
competent
Indians.
who are
competent may elect,
elect, in writing, to have their
found to be competent
are found
who
competent Indians.
allotments,
except as
heremprovided,
patented to them in fee. OtherOtherprovided,patented
as herein
allotments, except
to them. No patent in fee shall be
Homestead
patents shall be issued to
trust patents
wise trust
restric- wise
Homestead restric
tions.
a husband unless the wife joins in the
issued
homestead lands of a
issued for homestead
tions.
her
application, who
be examined
separately and apart from her
examined separately
shall be
who shall
application,
husband
and a
certificate of
acknowledgment
taking her acknowledgment
officer taking
the officer
of the
a certificate
husband and
in

fee

in fee

-

by

nveyae by InConveyance
dians to large land-

dian to aee landowners l°rbidden,

forbidden
owners

shall fully
fully set
set forth
forth compliance
with this
requirement.
this requirement.
compliance with
shall
,
SEC. 2.
No conveyance
land by
Indian shall be
Crow Indian
any Crow
by any
of land
conveyance of
2. No
SEC.
to any perau thorized or
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
approved by
or approved
authorized
c

son,
who owns
and
least six hundred and
at least
owns at
corporation who
or corporation
company, or
son, company,
forty
of agricultural
agricultural or
or one
eighty
thousand two hundred and eighty
one thousand
acres of
forty acres
acres of
of grazing
within the
the present
present boundaries
boundaries of the Crow
land within
grazing land
acres
Indian
Reservation,
nor
to
person
with the land to be
who,
person
any
to
nor
Indian Reservation,
acquired
by such
such conveyance,
become the owner of more than
would become
conveyance, would
acquired by
one thousand
and eighty
acres of
agricultural or one
one
of agricultural
eighty acres
hundred and
two hundred
thousand two
one
thousand
nine hundred
hundred and twenty
within said
twenty acres of grazing land within
thousand nine
Conveyance
void.
reservation. Any
Any conveyance
conveyance by
by any
such Indian made either
either
any such
reservation.
Conveynce void.
directly
or indirectly
any such
person, company,
corporation of
company, or corporation
such person,
to any
indirectly to
directly or
any
land within
within said
said reservation
as the
whether
exists, whether
same now exists,
the same
reservation as
any land
Punishment
cepting.
held by
patent or
or by
patent in
grantee
fee shall be void and the grantee
in fee
by patent
trust patent
by trust
for aC held
eptg.e"'t
accepting the
same shall
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and be punished
punished
a misdemeanor
of a
the same
accepting
by
imprisonment not more than six
or imprisonment
$5,000 or
than $5,000
more than
not more
of not
a fine
fine of
by a
months or
or by
both such
such fine
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
fine and
by both
months
of such reservation for the purpose
•
lotment.
The
the lands
lands of
of the
classification of
The classification
dalomen"t
be made
shall be
Vol. 36,
p. 859.
S59.
of
and the
made as provided
provided in
thereof shall
allotment thereof
the allotment
allotment and
of allotment
36, p.
Vol.
(Thirty-sixthStatutes
1910
25,
June
the Act of Congress
approved
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at
at
Congress approved
the
Large,
859), which
heretofore made by
classification with any heretofore
which classification
page 859),
Large, page
authority of
of law
as to
for
heretofore allotted shall be conclusive, for
to lands heretofore
law as
authority
the purposes
purposes of
of this
section
'as
to the
character of
the land
land involved.
involved.
the
of
character
the
to
as
section,
this
the
Complete rolls of
,
the Interior
Tribe
to
prepared.f
SEC.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior shall, as speedily
speedily as
3. That
SEC. 3.
t be proed
Tobeme
complete roll of the
possible
possible,' after the passage of this Act, prepare aacomplete
members
the Crow Tribe who died unallotted after December 31,
members of the
a complete
1905,
and before the
complete roll of the
the passage of this Act; also, a
1905, and
allotted
members of
the Crow Tribe who six months after the date
of the
allotted members
hereof
are living
and are heads
received full
of families but have not received
heads of
living and
hereof are
allotments
unallotted members
members
a complete roll of the unallotted
as such;
such; also, a
allotments as
of
the tribe
living six
six months
after the approval
approval of this Act who are
months after
tribe living
of the
deemed
shall be
rolls when completed
e final allot- entitled to allotments.
a rolls.
M
ment
Made
allotments. Such rolls
completed shall
be deemed
the final allotment rolls of the Crow Tribe, on which allotment
ment rolls.
allotment of all
tribal
existing at said date
distribution of all tribal funds existing
and distribution
lands and
tribal lands
Contents,
shall be made. The rolls shall show the English, as wellas
well-as the Indian
Indian,
contents,
name
allottee; the age, if living; the sex, whether declared
declared
name of the allottee;
competent
incompetent; the description
description or descriptions
descriptions of the
or incompetent;
competent or
allotments;
and
any
other
fact
Secretary
Secretary of the
the
by
deemed
fact
other
any
and
allotments;
Completion.
Interior
necessary or
or proper.
proper. Said
shall be
be completed
completed within
rolls shall
Said rolls
Interior necessary
Completion.
one
allotments shall be comthis Act, and allotments
of this
approval of
the approval
after the
year after
one year
pleted
six months from the date of the approval
year and six
one year
within one
pleted within
of
of this Act.
1
on the tribal rolls fraudulently,
be on
beFraudulent
stricken
odnames
,ete. to
SEC.
any names
names found
found to
to be
fraudulently,
That any
4. That
SEC. 4.
I
be rbetr
stri'cdkent
ken off,nesmto
:te.
may,
at any
any time within
one year from the passage of this Act, be
within one
may, at
the
stricken
therefrom by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with the
stricken therefrom
approval of
the Secretary
Interior, after giving all parties in
Secretary of the Interior,
of the
approval
interest
a full opportunity to be heard in regard thereto; and any
interest a
canceled and shall
be canceled
allotment
made
such fraudulent
shall be
allottee shall
fraudulent allottee
to such
made to
allotment
Prooso.
Proviso.
the provision of this Act: ProProtection
of legal
then be
be subject
subject to
to disposition
under the
Prodisposition under
ega then
rotection of
i ts
contained shall be construed
vided,
nothing herein contained
construed to deprive
vidd, That nothing
rrights.
gh
for

ac-
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any
such persons
of the
the protection
in the
the premises
provided under
any such
persons of
protection in
premises provided
under
existing
existing law.
law.
vaA
t
ions
gency, etc. reserSEC. 5.
That such
such of
the unallotted
unallotted lands
now used
used for
for vaigedceta,
reer
lands as
as are
are now
SEC.
5. That
of the
resetagency
school, cemetery,
shall remain
remain reserved
agency,-,school,
cemetery, or
or religious
religious purposes
purposes shall
reserved
from
allotment so
so long
such agency,
school, cemetery,
cemetery, or
or religious
religious
from allotment
long as
as such
agency, school,
institutions
are maintained
maintained for
for the
benefit of
of the
institutions, respectively,
respectively, are
the benefit
the tribe:
tribe:
PrO9i808.
Provided,
That the
Secretary of
of the
the request
request of
"tspatents to
Provided, That
the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior, upon
upon the
of the
the Fee
reito reliFee patents
to
relitribal council,
council, is
is hereby
hereby-authorized
authorized and
directed to
to cause
be issued
and directed
cause to
to be
issued gious organizations,
organizations,
tribal
etc.
in fee
fee to
the duly
duly authorized
missionary board
other proper
board or
or other
proper etc
aapatent
patent in
to the
authorized missionary
authority of
of any
organization heretofore
heretofore engaged
engaged in
in mission
authority
any religious
religious organization
mission
or school
school work
on the
the reservation
lands thereon
been
or
work on
reservation for
for such
such lands
thereon as
as have
have been
heretofore
are now
occupied by
such organizations
organizations for
heretofore set
set aside
aside and
and are
now occupied
by such
for
missionary
or school
purposes: Providedfurtwer,
Provided further, That
more than
not more
than Aglency
and recreaThat not
missionary or
school purposes:
n an cfs reserved.
six
hundred and
and forty
forty acres
acres may
may be
reserved for
for administrative
administrative
six hundred
be reserved
purposes
Agency, and
six tracts
of not
purposes at
at the
the Crow
Crow Agency,
and six
tracts of
not exceeding
exceeding eighty
eighty
acres
in different
different districts
reservation, may
reserved
acres each,
each, in
districts on
on the
the reservation,
may be
be reserved
for recreation
use of
for
recreation grounds
grounds for
for the
the common
common use
of the
the tribe,
tribe, or
or purchased
purchased
from
the tribal
no tribal
tribal lands
lands are
and all
lands
from the
tribal funds
funds if
if no
are available,
available, and
all such
such lands
shall be
described and
and made
record by
by the
the
shall
be definitely
definitely described
made a
a matter
matter of
of record
Indian Office.
Office.
Indian
gineral deposits re,ser, forl tribal
re
depositsbeneSEC.
S
EC. 6. That any and all minerals,
minerals, including
including oil and gas, on any of seed
the lands
lands to
be allotted
allotted hereunder
hereunder are
are reserved
for thebenefit
the benefit of
of the
the fit.
fit.
reserved for
the
to be
Leases authorized.
members of
of the
the tribe
tribe in
in common
may.be
be leased
leased for
pur- Leases
authorized.
mining purand may
for mining
common and
members
poses, upon
request of
of the
under such
such rules,
rules, regularegulaupon the
the request
the tribal
tribal council
council under
poses,
tions,
and conditions
the Secretary
the Interior
may prescribe,
prescribe,
tions, and
conditions as
as the
Secretary of
of the
Interior may
but no
shall be
made for
for a
alonger
longer period
period than
ten years,
but the
but
no lease
lease shall
be made
than ten
years, but
the
lessees
have the
to renewal
renewal thereof
thereof for
further period
period of
lessees shall
shall have
the right
right to
for aafurther
of
ten
upon such
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
of the
ten.years
years upon
such terms
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the InInProvisos.
terior
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
however, That
allotments hereunder
terior may
Provided, however,
That allotments
hereunder Allotments
Proents with
with
mineral reservations.
may
.
be
lands classified
as valuable
valuable chiefly
chiefly for
other mineral
or other
reservations.
for coal
coal or
may
be made
made of
of lands
classified as
minerals
with a
areservation,
reservation,
minerals which
which may
may be
be patented
patented as
as herein
herein provided
provided with
set
the patent
patent, of
of the
the coal,
coal, oil,
oil, gas,
or other
other mineral
mineral deposits
set forth
forth in
in the
gas, or
deposits
become property
for
the benefit
the Crow
Tribe: And
And provided
provided further,
further , That
That at
the of To
for the
benefit of
of the
Crow Tribe:
at the
Tobottme
fproergt
allottee after
fifty
expiration of fifty years from
from the
the date of
of approval
this Act unless
yearsexpiration
approval of this
unless years.
otherwise
ordered by
coal, oil,
other mineral
otherwise ordered
by Congress
Congress the
the coal,
oil, gas,
gas, or
or other
mineral
deposits
beneath the
of said
said allotted
allotted lands
shall
deposits upon
upon or
or beneath
the surface
surface of
lands shall
become the
the property
of the
individual allottee
allottee or
or his
heirs.
become
propertv of
the individual
his heirs.
Appropriation for
there is
hereby appropriated
sum of
of $50,000,
or expenses.
or
Appropriation
SEC.
SEC. 7.
7. That
That there
is hereby
appropriated the
the sum
$50,000, or
so
as may
may be
necessary, from
from any
funds in
Treasury
so much
much thereof
thereof as
be necessary,
any funds
in the
the Treasury
of the
States to
to the
the credit
Crow Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians
Indians not
not
of
the United
United States
credit of
of the
the Crow
otherwise
appropriated, for
the purpose
purpose of
of making
otherwise appropriated,
for the
making the
the surveys
surveys and
and
allotments and
and for
provided for
for herein.
allotments
for other
other expenses
expenses provided
herein.
Irrigable lands to pay
SEC. 8.
8. That
allotment, or
or part
part of
of allotment,
for irrigation
SEC.
That any
any allotment,
allotment, provided
provided for
irblolechandges
charges.
under this
irrigable from
from any
any irrigation
irrigation system
now existing
existing or
or
under
this Act,
Act, irrigable
system now
hereafter constructed
the Government
Government on
on the
hereafter
constructed by
by the
the said
said reservation,
reservation, shall
shall
bear
its pro
pro rata
rata share,
share, computed
computed on
per acre
of the
the cost
bear its
on a
a per
acre basis,
basis, of
cost of
of
onse
constructing such
system: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
constructing
such system:
no additional
additional irrigation
irrigation trotin
Cort
of tribe re
(Mired
for additional
additional
system
shall be
constructed by
by the
the Government
for project.
quired for
Government for
established or
or constructed
system shall
be established
the irrigation
Indian lands
lands on
the pr ec .
on the
the Crow
Crow Ileserv-ation
Reservation until
until the
the
irrigation of
of Indian
consent of
the tribal
tribal council
council thereto
thereto has
duly obtained.
obtained. All
consent
of the
has been
been duly
All
charges against
shall be
be reimreimallotments authorized
authorized by
by this
this section
section shall
charges
against allotments
bursed in
not less
than twenty
Secretary of
bursed
in not
less than
twenty annual
annual payments,
payments, and
and the
the Secretary
of
the
Interior may
fix such
such operation
operation and
maintenance charges
charges against
against
the Interior
may fix
and maintenance
such
may be
be reasonable
reasonable and
just, to
be paid
paid as
as provided
such allotments
allotments as
as may
and just,
to be
provided
charges
in rules
rules and
and regulations
by him
Unless otherwise
rym of
ofcear
in
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by
him. Unless
otherwise Payment
paid,
these latter
latter charges
charges may
be paid
paid from
from or
made a
paid, these
may be
or made
a charge
charge upon
upon
hissindividual
of the
the tribal
when said
fund is
is available
available for
for
individual share
share of
tribal fund,
fund, when
said fund
distribution; and
and if any allottee
shall receive
receive patent in fee
fee to his
his allotdistribution;
allottee shall
ment
so charged
charged against
his land
has been
paid,
ment before
before the
the amount
amount so
against his
land has
been paid,
such
become and
his allotment,
such unpaid
unpaid amount
amount shall
shall become
and be
be a
a lien
lien upon
upon his
allotment,
tiO g ne
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superintendent of
the superintendent
a record shall
shall be kept
kept in the office of the
of which
which a
the reservation at the agency; and should any Indian
Indian sell any
any part of
Secretary of
his allotment,
allotment, with the
the approval of
of the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, the
amount
such unpaid
charges against the land so sold shall remain a
a
amount of
of such
unpaid charges

Irrigation

expendi-

tures

tures reimbursabe."
reimbursable.

first lien
lien thereon,
thereon, and
may be
enforced by,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
first
and may
be enforced
by the
of the
Interior by
expenditures for
for irrigation
irrigation
as aamortgage.
mortgage. All
All expenditures
Interior
by foreclosure
foreclosure as

work on the Crow Reservation, Montana,
Montana, heretofore or hereafter
hereafter
made, are hereby declared to be reimbursable under such rules and
regulations
prescribe and shall
shall
regulations as the
the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe
regardless of ownership,
constitute aalien against the land benefited, regardless
ownership,
and including all lands which have heretofore been sold or patented.
Lien for claarges
chargestobe
to be and including all lands which have heretofore been sold or patented.
recited in patents.
patents.
conveyance hereafter
for
recited
All patents or other instruments
instruments of conveyance
hereafter issued for
lands
said Crow
Indian ReservaReservalands under any
any irrigation project
project on the said
Crow Indian
tion
whether to individual
purchasers of Indian land,
individual Indians or to.
to purchasers
tion, whether
shall recite alien for
repayment of the irrigation
irrigation charges,
charges, if any,remainan
.y, remainshallrecite
forrepayment
ing unpaid at the time of issuance of such patent or other instrument
instrument
of
conveyance, and
of conveyance,
and such lien
lien may
may be
be enforced
enforced or, upon
upon payment
payment of
delinquent charges,
charges may
Secretary of the Inthe delinquent
may be
be released
released by the Secretary
Purchasers believing terior.
fends under any
project purchased
Purchasersbelieving
InIn the case of lands
any project
purchased in
in the bona
bona
In
di n ght of water fide
belief on
on the
part of
of the
he acachis purchase
purchase he
that by his
the purchaser
purchaser that
the part
fide belief
qi
quired
irrigation of
quired a
a right
right to have water
water from the system
system for
for the irrigation
of the
the
purchased by
land purchased
by him in
in the same
same manner as the Indian owner, the
Secretary may,
may, after notice
notice to the Indians interested, determine the
Secretary
the
value
purchase from the Indian,
Indian, and
value of
of the
the land at the time of the purchase
Credit allowed.
give
charge for conCreditallowed.
give to
to the
the purchaser
purchaser or
or his
his assigns
assigns credit
credit on
on the
the charge
construction against
between
against the
the land
land to the
the amount
amount of the
the difference
difference between
determined, and shall withhold
the pricepaad
price paid and
and the value
value as
as so
so determined,
withhold for
for
the benefit of the tribe from the Indian
Indian or Indians
Indians of
of whom the
the purpuramount from
may; be
chase was made, an equal amount
from any funds which
which may
be due
due
or distributable
distributable to then hereunder.
hereunder. Delivery of water to such land
refused, within
discretion of
Secretary of the Interior,
may be refused,
within the
the discretion
of the
the Secretary
Interior,
Right to water
Provided,
That
no
right
water sub- until all dues are paid: Provided,
to the use
to
water
or
ject tocompliance with
rules, etc.
irrigation ditch
flitch or other structure
structure on said reservation shall
jettocome
ncewi th of any irrigation
vest until the owner of the land to be irrigated shall comply with such
such
rules and regulations
regulations as the Secretary,of the Interior
Interior may
prescribe,
may prescribe,
and he is hereby authorized
authorized to prescribe
regulations
prescribe such rules and regulations
reasonable and proper
as may be deemed reasonable
proper for making
making effective
effective the
delivery
No
ofmtter."
until foregoing
provisions: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That in
in no
no case
case shall
shall any
any
of
deery
foregoing provisions:
DO required to pay either construction, operation
allottee I
be
operation, or maintenance
any of them, until
tenance charges for such irrigation privileges,
privileges, or any
water
has
been
actually
delivered
to
his
allotment:
Provided further,
further,
Provided
his
alotment:
to
delivered
Detailed
statement water has been actually
Det ai led statement
of
construction costs to
Interior shall cause to be made
made immediately,
ofconstruction
to That the Secretary of the Interior
immediately,
be made, etc.
if not already made, an itemized
itemized statement showing in detail the cost
of the construction
construction of the several irrigation systems now existing on
the Crow Indian Reservation
Reservation separately, the same to be placed at the
Crow Agency, and with the Government
Government farmers of each of the districts of
reservation, for the information of the Indians affected
of the reservation,
affected
by this section.
Intoiantspr
Intocicants
prohib- by this section.
S
EC. 9.
9. That
lands within
within said
allotted, ununitoits
SEC.
That lands
'toff.
said reservation,
reservation, whether
whether allotted,
allotted, or otherwise disposed of, shall be subject to all laws of the
introduction of intoxicating liquors
United States prohibiting the introduction
into the Indian country
country until otherwise provided by Congress.
water
reserS—
Water power
power reserSEC.
EC 10. That any unallotted lands on the Crow Reservation
Reservation chiefly
chiefly
vatiani.
valuable for the development
development of water power shall be reserved from
from
or
other
disposition
hereunder,
for
the
benefit
Tr
allotment
or
fnis
other
disposition
hereunder,
for
the
benefit
of
the
Crow
Trust funis disposition imer
mder former
of Indians.
Indians.
Tribe of
formerp Act, Tribe
S
EC. 11.
That so
so much
much of
article 22 of
of th
Actof
ofApril
April 27,
27, 1904,
1904,
p. D. 357, r- _
SEC.
11. That
of article
thee Act
peale-.
entitled "An
"An Act to ratify
panel.
ratify: and amend an agreement with the Indians
of the Crow Reservation
Reservation in
in Montana,
Montana, and making appropriations to
to
carry the same into effect"
effect" (Thirty-third Statutes, page 353),
353), as
right

of water
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relates to
to the
disposition of
of the
the trust
trust funds
of the
at the
the tribe
tribe at
the expiraexpirafunds of
the disposition
relates
tion of
of the
fifteen-year period
period named
in the
Act, to
the purchase
of
to the
purchase of
named in
the Act,
tion
the fifteen-year
cattle, to
to the
the distribution
distribution of
the Indians
Indians of
of the
reservathe reservacattle among
among the
of cattle
cattle,
tion, to to
the purchase
stallions, and
and ewes,
to the
the building
building
ewes, to
of jackasses,
jackasses, stallions,
tion,
the
purchase of
of fences,
the erection
of schoolhouses
and hospitals,
the purchase
purchase of
schoolhouses and
hospitals, the
of
fences, the
erection of
and
ditches, dams,
dams, and
additional cattle
cattle or
sheep, the
the construction
construction of ditches,
or sheep,
additional
canals,
of a
fund for
the benefit
the
benefit of
of the
a trust
trust fund
for the
canals, and
and to
to the
the establishment
establishment of
Crow
Indians thereunder,
be, and
the same
same is
hereby, repealed,
repealed, effeceffecand the
is hereby,
thereunder, be,
Crow Indians
ns
tive from and after June 30, 1920: Provided,
Provided, That all unexpended Provisos.
Povio
ohdation of
Consolidation
ofo all
all
trust funds
funds balances.
balances of
arising under
said agreement
shall thereupon
balances.
thereupon trust
under said
agreement shall
funds arising
balances
of trust
trust funds
the same
same to
the tribe,
of the
be consolidated
consolidated into
into one
the credit of
tribe, the
fund to
to the
one fund
be
Reservation for dese
bear interest
rate of
4 per
per centum
centum per annum:
annum: Provided
Provided iReervation
the rate
of 4
at the
bear
interest at
ignated tribalor desx
pe ses.
and set
set aside
aside from such consoli- penses.
be reserved
further,
there shall
shall be
reserved and
further, That
That there
sufficient
dated fund,
fund, or
any other
other funds
the credit
of the
the tribe,
tribe, aasufficient
credit of
funds to
to the
or any
dated
a period of
agency for a
of the agency
expenses of
sum to
to pay
the administrative
administrative expenses
sum
pay the
boarding school;
five years;
years; $100,000
$100,000 for
for the
the support
of the
the agency
school;
agency boarding
support of
five
$50,000
for the
the support
of the
the agency
agency hospital,
hospital, and
and not
to exceed
exceed
not to
support of
$50,000 for
$4,000 of
of this
be expended
expended in any one year for the supamount shall
shall be
this amount
used
port of
of said
hospital; and
to be
be used
fund to
revolving fund
$50,000 for
for aa revolving
and $50,000
said hospital;
port
for the
of seed,
animals, machinery,
machinery, tools,
implements, and
and
tools, implements,
seed, animals,
for
the purchase
purchase of
other equipment
individual members of the tribe, under
equipment for sale to individual
other

its
by the Secretary of the Interior for its
conditions to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
conditions
Expenditures uauProvidedfurther,
30, 1925: Provided
or before
repayment to
to the
repayment
the tribe on or
before June
June 30,
further, thExendhitb
thorized hereby. hereby specifically
specifically
reserved are hereby
That the
expenditure of
sums so
so reserved
of the
the sums
the expenditure
That
authorized, except
except those
those for
the agency,
of the
agency,
expenses of
for administrative
administrative expenses
authorized,
which shall
shall be
to annual
appropriations by
by Congress:
ProCongress: Proannual appropriations
be subject
subject to
which
Per capita distribuvidedjUrther,
after said
been reserved
reserved and
set aside,
aside, tion
vided
further, That
That after
said sums
sums have
have been
and set
dia-es ontionoftaof balances
disposed
of.
amount to pay all other
sufficient amount
together with aa sufficient
together
other expenses author- disposed of.
fund, and
and all other
such consolidated
ized
by this
this Act,
Act, the
of such
consolidated fund,
other
balance of
the balance
ized by
shall
credit thereafter,
funds
to the
the credit
the tribe
tribe or
placed to
to its
thereafter, shall
its credit
or placed
of the
credit of
funds to
further,
entitled: Provided
capita to
to the Indians
be distributed
be
distributed per
per capita
Indians entitled:
Provided further,
ompwlteelndiopnros
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
"ro
maywthdraw
to permit
permit may
hereby authorized
authorized to
That
rata share
of
herd
shareoftribal
herd
rat
Indians cattle.
patents in fee and other Indians
who have received
competent
competent Indians who
received patents
properly care for live stock cate.
their ability
ability to properly
demonstrated their
who have
have demonstrated
who
to withdraw
withdraw their pro rata share of cattle out of the tribal herd within.
within.
rules and regulathis Act, under
under such rules
the approval
approval of this
one year
year after
one
after the
and on
on condition
Interior may
prescribe and
tions as
of the
may prescribe
condition
Secretary of
the Interior
tions
as the
the Secretarytheir
that said
Indians shall
execute a
stipulation relinquishing
relinquishing all their
a stipulation
shall execute
that
said Indians
right,
and interest
interest in
herd thereafter:
Provided FFamily
right, title,
title, and
in said
said tribal
tribal herd
thereafter: Provided
lyarealso
share also.
of live
live stock
stock in
share of
further,
Indian who
who has
has received
received his share
in
any Indian
further, That
That any
accordance
the above
provision and
also demonstrated
has also
demonstrated
and who
who has
above provision
with the
accordance with
may also
his ability
ability to
properly care
care for
and handle
handle live
stock may:
also be
be
live stock
for and
his
to properly
permitted to
pro rata
shares of
of his
and minor
minor chilhis wife
wife and
rata shares
the pro
to withdraw
withdraw the
permitted
dren under
under the
same rules
rules and
and regulations
as applied
applied to
stock
to the
the live
live stock
regulations as
the same
dren
issued to him and on condition that such cattle be branded
already
already issued
which
brands of his wife and minor children,
individual brands
with
with the individual
children, which
shall be
be recorded
in the
names of
of the
members of
of his
family. superintendent
tI
shall
recorded in
the names
the respective
respective members
his family.
Superintendent
to
supervise sales, etc.
etc.
It shall
the duty
superintendent of
the Crow
Reservation supervisesales,
Crow Reservation
of the
of the
the superintendent
duty of
It
shall be
be the
handled and
to observe
observe closely
closely the
the manner
manner in
in which
such stock
stock are handled
which such
to
or neglect
neglect to properly care for the
cared for,
and in
in case
case of
of failure
failure or
cared
for, and
take charge
charge of
is authorized
authorized to take
same the
of the
Interior is
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
same
such shares
them for
for the
of the
the individual
individual owners,
owners to
the benefit
benefit of
sell them
and sell
such
shares and
whose credit
credit the
the sale
sale shall
be placed,
placed, or
or return
return them
them
of the
shall be
proceeds of
the proceeds
whose
or
cattle for the minor or
herd or
or handle
handle them with tribal cattle
to
the tribal
tribal herd
to the
fee to cover
cover the cost of caring for
incompetent owners
owners and charge a
afee
incompetent
such live
stock.
such
live stock.
Enrollment
commisEnrollment commisto heappointed.
be appointed.
SEC. 12.
12. That
That upon
the approval
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary of
this Act
Act the
of the
the sion
sionto
upon the
of this
SEC.
a commission
commission consisting
Interior shall
shall forthwith
forthwith appoint
appoint a
consisting of three perInterior
of the tribe
tribe as herein
members of
sons to
complete the
the enrollment
herein
enrollment of the members
to complete
sons
and
and to divide them into two classes, competents
provided
provided for, and
competents and
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incompetents,
incompetents, said commission to be constituted as follows: Two of
said commissioners
commissioners shall be enrolled
enrolled members of the Crow Indian
Tribe and shall be selected
selected by aa majority vote of three delegates
delegates
from
districts on
Crow Reservation;
comfrom each
each of the
the districts
on the
the Crow
Reservation; and
and one
one commissioner shall
be
arepresentative
of
the
Department of
of the
the Interior,
Interior,
missioner
shall
be
a
representative
of
the
Department
Duties, etc.
tet'
to be selected by the Secretary of the Interior. Said commission
commission
regulations prescribed
shall be•
be governed by
by regulations
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary of the
the
Interior,
hereunder
Interior, and the
the classification
classification of
of the members
members of
of the tribe
tribe hereunder
shall be subject to
to his approval.
approval. That within thirty
thirty days
days after
after their
their
appointment
appointment said commissioners
commissioners shall meet at
at some
some point within the
the
Crow Indian Reservation
Reservation and organize by the election
election of
of one of their
their
number as chairman. That said commissioners shall
shall then
then proceed
proceed
Salary
and expenses.
Salaryand
ensese personally to classify
classify the members as above
above indicated.
indicated. They
They shall
shall
be paid a
a salary of not to exceed $10
$10 per day each,
each, .and
and necessary
necessary
expenses while
classiexpenses
while actually
actually employed
employed in
in the
the work of making
making this
this classification, exclusive
subsistence 'to be
approved by the Secretary
of
fication,
exclusive of
of subsistence,
be approved
Secretary of
the Interior
classification to
to be
six months
months
Interior,, such
such classification
be completed
completed within
within six
from the
organizing the
the commission.
commission.
from
the dale
date of
of organizing
Homesteads.
Composition.

COmposition.

SEC. 13.
That every
the Crow
Crow Tribe
shall designate
designate as
as aa
Tribe shall
of the
member of
every member
SEC.
13. That
homestead
and forty
or to
to be
be
homestead six
six hundred
hundred and
forty acres,
acres, already
already allotted
allotted or
inalienable for
for a
allotted hereunder, which
which homestead
homestead shall
shall remain
remain inalienable
a
period
years from
the date
date of
of issuance
issuance of
of patent
thereperiod of
of twenty-five
twenty-five years
from the
patent thereor until
the death
Provided, That
That the
the trust
trust period
period
E xterezion of
Extno
of trust for,
or, or
death of
of the
until the
the allottee:
allottee: Provided,
period.
on
on such
such homestead
homestead allotments
allotments of incompetent
incompetent Indians may be
extended in
in accordance
with the
the provisions
of existing
existing law:
law: Provided
Provided
provisions of
accordance with
f au- extended
Sale of
of one-half
o
Sale
thorized.
thonzed.
further
Crow Indian
Indian allottee
further,' That
That any
any Crow
allottee may
may sell
sell not
not to
to exceed
exceed three
three
hundred and twenty acres of his homestead, upon his
his application
application in
in
Secretary of the Interior, under
under
writing and with the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
such rules
rules and
regulations as
he may
prescribe: And
And provided
further,
providedfurther,
may prescribe:
as he
and regulations
such
Restriction.
Restriction.
That said land to be sold by said Indian allottee shall not exceed more
than one-half
one-half of his irrigable nor more than one-hall
agriculone-half of his agricultural land and shall not
include the improvements
improvements consisting
of his
his
not include
consisting of
home.
Exchanges of allotS
EC. 14.
allotments by
ments
permitted.
by and
and among
among the members
menEt egtt
ed. a°t
SEC.
14. That
That exchanges
exchanges of allotments
of the tribe may be made under the supervision of the Secretary of
the Interior with a
a view to enabling allottees to group
group their
their allotted
allotted
lands on the Crow Reservation, but always with due regard for the
value of the lands involved. And in cases where patents have
have already
already
been issued for such allotments
allotments proper
proper conveyance
conveyance shall
shall be
be made
made
back to the United States by the allottee, whereupon
whereupon the land shall
become
become subject to disposition in the same manner as other lands
under the provisions of this Act.
Salesofallotmentsto
Sales of allotments to under the provisions of this Act.
soldiers,
soldier, etc.,
etc., serving
erving
SEC.
the Interior
SEC. 15. That the Secretary-of the
Interior be,
he is
hereby,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
in World War, etc.
i
d ar, etc.
authorized to sell allotted and inherited Indian land held in
authorized
in trust
trust
Montana, with
with the
by the United States on the
the Crow Reservation, Montana,
the
consent
consent of the Indian allottee or the heirs, respectively,
respectively, to
to any
soldier, seaman,
seaman, or marine who served under the President
President of
of the
the
days during
the late
late war
war against
against the
the Imperial
Imperial
United States
States for
for ninety
ninety days
during the
German Government,
Government, or
or in
any war
in which
States was
was
Actual settlement,
settemtGerman
in any
war in
which the
the lJnited
United States
Actual
etc.,
required.
etc., requiredl.
engaged with
engaged
with aaforeign
foreign power
in the
the Civil
who will
power,, or
or in
Civil War,
War, who
will actually
actually
settle on said land, on annual payments covering a
a period
period not
not to
to
exceed twenty
may be
upon under
under such
exceed
twenty years,
years, as
as may
be agreed
agreed upon
such rules,
rules, regureguconditions as
of the
the Interior
Interior may
lations, and
and conditions
as the
the said Secretary
Secretary of
may
prescribe and
in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
the provisions
with the
and in
prescribe
Montiaa
Nfontana.
School sections
sections
school
SEC.
granted to
S
EC. 16. That there is hereby
hereby granted
to the
of Montana
Montana for
the State
State of
for
granted to.
ganted to.
common-school
and thirty-six,
common-school purposes sections sixteen and
thirty-six, within
within the
the
territory described herein, or such parts of said sections as may be
nonmineral or
or nontimbered,
which the
said State
not
nontimbered, and
and for
for which
the said
State has
has not
Lieu lands for allot- nonmineral
ments.
ment.
heretofore received
heretofore
received indemnity lands under
under existing
existing laws; and
and in
in case
either of said sections or.parts thereof is lost to tle
the State by
by reason
reason
of allotment or otherwise, the governor
governor of said State, with the

est
atedtr.

Trust patents for.
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approval of the Secretary
approval
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,.
is hereby
ori ze d t
o
Interior, is
hereby auth
authorized
to
select
select other
other unoccupied,
unoccupied, unreserved,
unreserved, nonmineral,
nonmaneral, nontimbered
nontimbered lands
lands
within
reservation, not
not exceeding
within said reservation,
sections in
in any
any one
townexceeding two
two sections
one township. The United States shall pay the
the Indians
the lands
so Appropriation
Indians for
for the
lands so
Apprpriatin for.
for.
granted $5
hereby appropriated
$5 per acre, and sufficient money
money is hereby
appropriated out
out
not otherwise
of the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States
States not
otherwise appropriated
appropriated to
to
pay for said school lands granted to the
the said
said State:
State: Provided,
Provided, That
ThatMi
reMineral
: rights
rights rerv e d
the mineral rights in said school lands are hereby
served.
hereby reserved
reserved for
for the
the se
benefit of the Crow Tribe of Indians
Indians as
as herein
herein authorized:
Provided
authorized: Provided
Admission of Indian
further, That the Crow Indian children
permitted to
further,
children shall be _permitted
to attend
attend pA
on of ndn
pupils.
the public schools of said State on the same
same condition
condition as
as the
the children
children
citizens of
of white
white citizens
of said
said State.
State.
Town sites.
SEC.
SEC. 17. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior (with
(with the
the approval
approval of
of Reservations
Reservations authorauthorized
for public uses at.
the Crow Tribal
set aside for
Tribal Council) is authorized
authorized to set
for administrative
administrative ized for
pblic uses at.
purposes
Crow Agency
purposes (at the Crow
at Pryor
such tracts
tracts
Agency and
and at
Pryor subagency)
subagency) such
for town-site purposes
purposes as
as in
his opinion
for the
in his
opinion may
may be
be required
required for
the
public interests, not to
to exceed
exceed eighty
acres at
town site,
site, and
eighty acres
at each
each town
and
he may cause the same to
to be surveyed
surveyed into
into lots
lots and
blocks and
and blocks
and disdisposed of under such regulations
regulations as
prescribe; and
he is
authoras he
he may
may prescribe;
and he
is authorized also to set apart and reserve
for school,
and other
other public
reserve for
school, park,
park, and
public
purposes not more than
ten acres
acres in
in said
sites; and
and patents
than ten
said town
town sites;
patents shall
shall
be issued for the lands so set apart
reserved for
apart and
and reserved
for school,
school, park,
park,
and other purposes to the municipality
municipality or
or school
school district
district legally
legally
charged with
care and
and custody
lands donated
donated for
purposes:
charged
with the
the care
custody of
of lands
for such
such purposes:
Proviso.
Provided
however, That
present park at Crow Agency
Provided, however
That the present
Agency shall
shall not
not Agency
Agenc
parke
park
excluded.
be included
included in
in such
such town site
site obe
or be
such
disposition.
The
e subject
subject to
to such disposition. The C'udred.
to tribal
Proceeds to
tribal
purchase
credit.
town lots sold
purchase price of all town
sold in
sites shall
shall be
paid at
at credit.
in town
town sites
be paid
such
as the
such time as
the Secretary
direct and
to
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may direct
and placed
placed to
the credit
the
of the
Crow Tribe
Tribe of
credit of
the Crow
of Indians.
Indians.
Appropriation
for
SEC.
$10,000, or so
S
EC. 18. That the sum of $10,000,
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
be copunpiPsat
may be
foet
.3 imei
le/
t
pLul
it etc.,
necessary,
necessary, of the tribal funds of the Crow Indians of the State
State of
of from tribaLfi etc.
Montana, is herebyhereby appropriated
appropriated to
pay the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
the general
general
to pay
council, or councils, or business
committee, in
m looking
looking after
business committee,
after the
the
Committee
to Washmi
affairs of said tribe, including the
actual and necessary
necessary expenses
the actual
expenses and
and io
ottee
to ashington.
the per diems paid its legislative
legislative committee
committee when
visiting Washwhen visiting
Washington on tribalbusiness
tribal business at the request
request of
Indian
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian
Affairs or a
a committee
Congress, said
Affairs
committee of Congress,
said sum
sum and
and the
the actual
actual and
and
necessary
expenses to
to he
necessary expenses
certified by
the Secretary
be approved
approved by
by and
and certified
by the
Secretary
of the Interior, and when so approved
approved and
and certified
certified to
to be
be paid:
paid:
Proviso.
Provided,
shall be
Provided, That not to exceed $2,500 shall
be expended
expended in
in any
any one
one LIt.
Limit.
fiscal
fiscal year.
year.
Approved,
4, 1920.
Approved, June
June 4,
1920.
Pr

s s.

c

f0
,m

CHAP.
patent
CHAP. 225.-An
225.—An Act Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to issue a
a patent
to John Zimmerman
Zimmerman for certain
certain lands in
Colorado National
Forest upon
upon the
the surin the Colorado
National Forest
surrender
located in the Colorado National
render of other lands of an equal acreage
acreage also located
National Forest,
Forest,
Colorado.
Colorado.

tl
il ,
id

ic

.

June 4, 1920.
iHuneR.4 1024.)
1920.
[H.
[Public, No. 2401

[Public, No. 240.]

it enacted
enacted by
Be it
by the Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
a
Colorado
National
States
of
America
Congress
assembled,
o. N
tional
u
taat
r
e
t
s
er
ofoAmerica
A
f
s
a
osin
i
th
rb eC
aon
st gr
ge
u
s
a
sra
t
es
r
sem
ofblsec
,That the Secretary of
o the Ft
Forest,
Interior
is
hereby
authorized
to
issue
a
patent
to
John
Zimmerman
EthI
Interior
a
Zimmerman with John oflinarie
landsrfor the following-described
half of
following-described lands: The north half
of the
the southwest
southwest man.
Descriptions.
tionatthirty-two;
tliti
h
re
t
f the
th Description.
quarter
q
uarter of the southeast quarter of section
the sou
south
thirty-two;
half
southeast quarter
half of the southeast quarter
quarter of the southeast
of section
section
quarter of
thirty-three,
thirty-three, township nine north, range seventy-four
seventy-four west
west of
the
of the
sixth principal meridian;
northhalf
meridian; and the north
half of
of the
the north
half of
the
north half
of the
northeast quarter
four,'township
quarter of the northwest
northwest quarter of section four
township
eight
north, range
range seventy-four
eight north,
seventy-four west
west of
the sixth
si
x th principal
principal meridian,
of the
meridian,
upon the transfer by
by the
the said
said John
John Zimm
erman to
t
o the
the United
United States
States
Zimmerman
of the following-described
following-described lands: The northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the northnorthc

l

ds
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Conveyed lands addaddt
ed toveatedolalds
to National Forest.

June 4, 1920.
[nHeR.4,I9392.]
[11.
[Public, No. 241.]

Public lands.
Public
lands.
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east
the north
north half
half of the
the southeast
southeast
north half
half of the
east quarter, and the north
quarter
the northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, of
thirty-one, township nine
of section
section thirty-one,
quarter of
of the
seventy-four west
west of
of the
the sixth principal
principal meridian:
north, range seventy-four
meridian: ProProvided,
surrendered lands they will
reconveyance of the surrendered
upon the reconveyance
vided, That upon
become
National Forest, Colorado.
Colorado.
become part
part of the Colorado
Colorado National
Approved, June 4, 1920.
Approved,
embraced in
disposition of lands formerly embraced
CHAP. 226.-An
CHAP.
226.—An Act Regulating
Regulating the disposition
the
grants to
the Oregon
California Railroad
Railroad Company
Company and
and Coos
Coos Bay
Road
Bay Wagon
Wagon Road
and California
Oregon and
to the
the grants
Company.

Oregon - California
Boray
oreildand
Railroad
andCi
Coos Bay
Road lands,
Road
lands,

Representatives of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
by the
the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
adininUnited
States of America in
assembled, That in the adminUnited States
in Congress
Congress assembled,

at
istration
the .Act
approved June
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
Statutes at
June 9, 1916 (Thirty-ninth
Act approved
istration of
of the
Large, page 218),
218), revesting
revesting title in the United States to the lands
formerly
Oregon and California Railroad
Railroad Company
Company
Vol.
p. 218.
218.
formerly granted
granted to the Oregon
Vi. i 39,
39,p.
Vol. 40, p. 1179.
July 1,
1, 1913,
the Act
approved February
26
February 26,
Act approved
1913, and
and the
unsold July
on remaining
remaining unsold
Sales
timber on
oftbr
SVale' of
power
sites on revested 1919 (Fortieth Statutes at Large, page 1179),
Fowersisonrevted
1179), authorizing
authorizing the
the United
United
lands.
ands'
States to accept
accept from the Southern
Southern Oregon Company a
areconveyance
reconveyance
of
approved
Oregon by the Act approved
granted to
to the
the State
State of Oregon
of the
the lands granted
March
authorized,
the Interior is
is hereby
hereby- authorized,
Secretary of
of the
March 3, 1869, the Secretary
in his discretion,
withdrawn
discretion, to sell the timber on lands classified and withdrawn
as power-site
power-site lands,
lands, in such manner and at such times as he is now
authorized to sell the
the timber from lands classified as timberlands:
authorized
Proviso.
Provided, That if a valid claim for a preferred right
homestead
Preference
rights rec- Provided, That if a valid claim for a preferred right of homestead
Preoece rihtsrecognized.
entry,
in
accordance with
terms
section
5
of
entry,
accordance
with
the
in
ogized.
terms
of
section
5
of
said
Act
of June
June 9,
Vol. 39, p. 220.
1916,
preference right of
Vol. 40, p.
p. 1180.
of purchase
purchase or
or entry under section
section 33 of
nla
Vol.
1916, or
or aapreference
shown to
to exist for
for lands thus classisaid Act
Act of
of February 26, 1919, is shown
therefor, as provided in
exercised therefor,
it may be exercised
fied and withdrawn, it
section 22hereof.
Compensation
for
S
EC. 2.
lands embraced
in homestead
entries or
or sales
sales
embraced in
homestead entries
SEC.
2. That
That the
the lands
VCompensaton
overflow
damages, er
etc.
authorized by the proviso to section 1
1hereof shall be subject to disposition as water-power
water-power sites upon
upon the
the compensation
compensation of the owner
of the land for actual damages sustained by the loss of his improvewater-power purposes,
purposes,
ments thereon, through the use of the land for water-power
such damages to be ascertained and awarded
awarded under the direction of
Interior; and
reserved under
under this secthe Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior'
and the rights
rights reserved
section shall be expressly stated
stated in the patent.
patent.
Coos
Bay
Wagon
Coor
Bay Wagon
SEC.
That theprovisions
the .Act
Act of
of Congress approved
May
SEC. 3. That
the provisions of the
approved May
grant lands.
Road
grant
Exchanges of
lands 31,
Exchanges
of lands
31, 1918 (Fortieth Statutes at Large, page 593),
593), "To
"To authorize the
with private owners
Secretary of
of the
exchange forlands
for lands in
private ownership
in private
ownership
authorized.
Interior to
to exchange
Secretary
the Interior
ofuth
rized.
of 'Vol. 40, p
oil.40 . 593.
lands formerly embraced
embraced in the grant
g,rant to the Oregon
Oregon and California
California
Railroad
Company," as
in section
of this
Act, shall
shall be
be
section 4
4 of
this Act,
Railroad Company,"
as amended
amended in
extended
the lands
lands reconveyed
to the
the United
United States
States under
the
under the
extended to
to the
reconveyed to
February. 26, 1919, and
authorize the exchange
terms of said
said Act of
of February
and authorize
of
manner and
purpose.
of lands
lands embraced
embraced therein,
therein, m
in like
like manner
and for
for the
the same
same purpose.
Fees required.
SEC.
4.
That
said
Act
of
May
1918,
is
hereby
so
amended
as to
Vec
593,
That
said
Act
of
May
31,
is
hereby
so
amended
as
to
ere
d
Vol.
10, p.
593,
amended.
amended'
require
exchange to
to pay aafiling
require the applicant
applicant for exchange
filing fee
fee of
of $1
$1 each
each to
to
the
receiver for each one hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty acres
acres or
the register
register and receiver
fraction
thereof of
proposed selections,
fraction thereof
of the public lands embraced
embraced in
in proposed
selections,
whether
pending
hereafter
tendered.
now
or
hereafter
tendered.
be
Rules, etc.,
to be
prles,
SEC.
t., to
S
EC. 5. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized
prescribed.
to perform
perform any
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations
to
any and
and all
all acts
acts and
and to
to make
make such
as may be necessary
necessary and proper for the purpose of carrying the
provisions
effect.
provisions of this
this Act into full force
force and effect.
Approved, June
June 4,
4, 1920.
Approved,

Wagon
Wagon
0
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CHAP. 227.—An
227.-An Act To amend an Act entitled "An
CHAP.
making further
further and
'An Act for
for making
June 4,
4, 1920.
and
190.
more effectual
national defense,
[R.
R. 12775.]
12775.]
effectual provision for the national
defense, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved
H. R.
June 3, 1916, and to establish
establish military justice.
justice.
fPublic, No.
No. 242.]
242.]
Dublic,

Senate and House of
Be it enacted by the Senate
United
of Representatives
Representativesof
of the
the United
Congress assembled,
States of America in
in Congress
assembled,

'',...reememeeramomv...gr

CHAPTER I
CHAPTER
I..
National Defense Act
That the Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act for
and more
more effectual
effectual Amendments.
for making
making further
further and
AninDefenseAct
provision for the national
national defense,
provision
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
defense, and
and for
for other
approved
June
be amended
amended as
follows:
June 3, 1916,
1916, be
as follows:
said Act
Act be,
That section 1
1of said
and the
same is
is hereby,
by
be, and
the same
hereby, amended
amended by
39 p. 166.
Vol. 39,
striking out the same and inserting
inserting the following in lieu
hen thereof:
oA oP. ie.
"That
Army of
of the
the United
shall consist
"That the Army of the United
United States
States shall
consist of
the Regular
of the
Regular Stti
Stay
U"'ted
es.
Army, the National Guard
service of
Guard while in the service
the United
of the
United States,
States, Forces constituting.
and the Organized Reserves,
Reserves, including
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps
including the Officers'
and the Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps."
Corps."
SEC.
SEC. 2. That section 2
2 of said Act be,
be, and
the same
is hereby,
hereby, vol.
and the
same is
39 p.
p. 166.
166.
Vol. 39,
amended
and inserting the
amended by striking out the same and
the following
lieu
following in
in lieu
thereof:
thereof:
"SEC. 2. COMPOSITION
OF THE
"SEc.
COMPOSITION OF
REGULAR ARMY.—The
Regular Regular
THE REGULAR
ARM.--The Regular
Regular Army.
Army
of.
the Infantry,
Army of the United
United States shall consist of the
Cavalry, Composition
Infantry, the
the Cavalry,
Compositin of
the Pield
Field Artillery, the Coast Artillery
Corps, the
the Air
Air Service,
Artillery Corps,
Service, the
the
Corps of Engineers, the
shall be
be designated
designated as
as the
the
the Signal
Signal Corps
Corps, which
which shall
combatant
combatant arms or the line of the Army; the General
General Staff
Staff Corps;
Corps; the
the
Adjutant General's Department;
Department; the
the Inspector General's
General's Department;
Department;
the Judge Advocate General's Department;
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps;
Corps;
Department; the
the Finance Department;
Department; the Medical
Medical Department;
Ordnance DeDepartment; the Ordnance
Department;
Chemical Warfare
partment ;the Chemical
Warfare Service;
of the
of
Service- the
the officers of
the Bureau
Bureau of
Insular Affairs;
Affairs; the officers
officers and enlisted men under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of the Militia Bureau; the chaplains;
chaplains; the
professors and
of
the professors
and cadets
cadets of
the United States Military Academy; the present
present military
military storestorekeeper;
keeper; detached
detached officers; detached enlisted
enlisted men;
men; unassigned
unassigned recruits;
recruits;
the Indian
Indian Scouts;
the
Scouts; the officers and enlisted men of the retired list;
list;
and such other officers
officers and
enlisted men
now or
may hereafter
hereafter
and enlisted
men as
as are
are now
or may
m enlsted
Maximum enlisted
be provided for. Except in time of war or similar emergency
when strength.
emergency when
strent
ted
1098.
the public safety demands it,
it, the number of enlisted men of
of the
the Post,
Post, p.. 108.
Regular Army shall not exceed
hundred and
eighty thousand,
thousand,
exceed two
two hundred
and eighty
including the Philippine
Philippine Scouts."
Scouts."
SEC.
3 of said Act
Act be,
S
EC. 3. That section 3
be, and
and the
same is
is hereby,
the same
hereby, Vd.39,p.
Vol. 39, p. 16.
166.
amended
amended by striking out the same and inserting the
the following
following m
in
lieu thereof:
"SEC.
THE ARMY.—The
of the
ARMY.-The Organized
Organized peace
SEc. 3.
3. ORGANTZATION
ORGANIZATION OF THE
peace Organization
aniatio of
the
Army.
establishment, including
including the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, the
the National
Guard and
National Guard
and ArPea
Peace establishthe Organized
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, shall include all of
divisions and
other ment.
of those divisions
and other
me nmilitary organizations
organizations necessary
basis
for
a
complete
and
necessary to
to form
form the
the basis for a complete and
immediate
immediate mobilization for the national defense
defense in
in the
the event
event of
of aa
D
divisions,
national emergency
emergency declared by Congress.
^ades, divisio
Congress. The Army shall at all Brigades,
ns
times be organized
organized so far as practicable
practicable into
brigades, divisions
divisions and
and
into brigades,
army corp,
Corpsps
arean
corps, and whenever
whenever the President
President may deem it
it expedient, into
into and
armies. For purposes of administration,
administration, training
training and
tactical control,
and tactical
control,
orps areas
the continental
continental area of the United States shall be
be divided
divided on
on aabasis
basis
of military
military population into corps areas. Each
conEach corps
corps area
area shall
shall contain at least one division of the National Guard or
or Organized
Reserves,
Organized Reserves,
and such other troops as the President
areas or
or dePresident may direct. The President
President is
is krmy
rma,"reas
de
partments.
ar
authorized
to
group
any
or
all
corps
areas
into
army
areas
or
departt
authorized
departments."
ments."
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National
and
Guard and
National Guard
Organized Reseyves.
Preservation of

1920.

GUARD
THE NATIONAL
OF THE
ORGANIZATION OF
INITrAL ORGANIZATION
3a. THE
"
Sze. 35.
THE INITIAL
NATIONAL GUARD
"SEC.
the
AND THE
THE ORGANIZED
RESERVES. —LI the
reorganization of the
the reorganization
ORGANIZED RESEBVE8.--In
AND

and in
the initial
initial organization
organization of the Organized
Organized
in the
Guard and
National Guard
rpsedrvRateo-onof National
flags, and
other designations,
World War names, ete. Reserves,
Reservos the
the names,
numbers acd
designations, flags,
and
and other
names, numbers
WorldWarnames,etc.
Initial
organization,
Initial organization,

records of
units thereof
thereof that
that served in
subordinate units
and subordinate
divisions and
the divisions
of the
records
11, 1918, shall
November 11,
and November
6, 1917,
1917, and
the World
World War
between April 6,
War between
the

as praoticable.
far as
:iii.lgel
e
mo
e
fTesie=a
red s. n
ft be
be preserved
as such
such as
as far
practicable.
preserved as
mibttePrefPnde

Composition
Composition

b oa d
board,

Subject to revision
revision and

approval by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
regulations under
and regulations
plans and
the plans
War, the
of War,
approval
which the
the initial
initial organization
and territorial
territorial distribution of the
organization and
which
National Guard
Guard and
the Organized
Organized Reserves
Reserves shall
shall be
made shall be
be made,
and the
National
War Deprepared
by a
committee of the branch or division of the 'War
a committee
prepared by
partment
General Staff
Staff, hereinafter
hereinafter provided
provided for
for, which is charged
partment General
with
preparation of
of plans
plans for
for the
the national
efense and for the
defense
national d
the preparation
with the
of
mobilization of
the land forces
United States. For the purpose
of the United
forces of
of the
of mobilization
of this
this task
task said
shall be
be composed
of members
members of
of said
composed of
committee shall
said committee
of
branch or
Staff and
and an
equal number of
reserve
of reserve
an equal
General Staff
of the
the General
or division
division of
branch
commissions
officers, including
including reserve
officers who hold or have held commissions
reserve officers
officers,

;.,.„ the National Guard.
Board to determine m
Subject to
to general
general regulations
approved by
by
regulations approved
locati
the National Guard. Subject
B^ord
on to
anddetem
designs,
-in
tion of unit. i
the
Secretary of War, the location and designation
designation of units of the
the Secretary
tionfumt.
National
Reserves entirely
entirely comprised
comprised
Organized Reserves
the Organized
of the
and Of
Guard and
National Guard
a
within
the limits
of any
State or
or Territory
Territory shall
determined by a
be
shall
State
of
any
limits
the
within
Compcedtion.
board,
reserve officers,
reserve
officers including reserve
be reserve
shall be
whom shall
of whom
majority of
board, aamajority
compodta
officers who
or have
National Guard
Guard and
commissions in the National
held commissions
have held
hold or
who hold
officers
recommended for
for this
this duty
duty by
or Territory
State or
the State
of the
governor of
the governor
by the
recommended
concerned."
concerned."
Vol.
167.
Sze. 4. That section 4
vol. 39, p.
p.167.
SEC.
4 of said Act be, and the same is hereby,
amended
by striking
the same and inserting the following in lieu
striking out the
amended by
thereof:
thereof:
the
and holding in the
commissioned to and
Officers.
"Sze.
4. OFFICERS.-0fficers
OFFICE.--Officers commissioned
"SEC. 4.
Gffnserls of the line.
GeneraLs
as general
be known
of the in. Army the office of a
ene
ageneral
general officer shall hereafter
hereafter be
known as
general
Generals
of the staff. officers
officers of
the line.
Officers commissioned
commissioned to and holding
holding in the
line. Officers
of the
Generalsofthestf.
Army an
an office
office other
officer, but to which
which the
that of general officer,
than that
other than
Army
rank of
general officer
is attached,
be known
officers
known as general officers
shall be
attached, shall
officer is
a general
of a
rank
General. W.
of the
the staff.
There shall
shall be
general, as
lmv,
authorized by lew,
now authorized
as now
one general,
be one
staff. There
of
GeAnte,
Ante, p. 283.
shall cease to
which it
after which
office,
until a
a vacancy
vacancy occurs
in
that
office after
it shall
in
that
occurs
until
Other officers.
major
be twenty-one
Number authorized.
On and
and after
after July
July 1,
1, 1920,
there shall
shall be
twenty-one major
1920, there
exist. On
authorized. exist.
Number
generals and
generals of the line; five hundred
and forty-six brigadier generals
generals
lieutenant
and
hundred and seventy-four
seventy-four lieutenant
colonels; six hundred
ninety-nine colonels;
and ninety-nine
colonels;
four
thousand two hundred and forty-five majors; four
two thousand
colonels; two
thousand
four hundred
hundred and
captains; four thousand
thousand two hunand ninety captains;
thousand four
dred and
first lieutenants;
thousand six hundred and
lieutenants; two thousand
sixty-six first
and sixty-six
dred
the number
Medical Department,
ninety-four second
second lieutenants;
lieutenants; and
and also
also the
number of officers of the
Department, ninety-four
Medical
a
.
il
chaplains,
null- —M
chaplains, and mlu
provided for, prohereinafter provided
tary storekeeper.
meclical
Department and
and chaplains,
chaplains, hereinafter
Medical Department
storekeeper.
try
fessors
as now
present military storeand the present
law, and
authorized by lay,
now authorized
fessors as
keeper,
who shall
414 hereafter
hereafter have the rank, pay and allowances
allowances of
keeper, who
exceeded:
major; and
and the
the numbers
numbers herein
prescribed shall not be exceeded:
herein prescribed
major;
appointed from
major
Provided, That maj
PrOri308.
Provided,
or generals of the line shall be appointed
Prmoisoa.
Major generals.
of brigadier
Brigadier
genemLs
officers of
of the
the gradeeof
brigadier.general
general of the line, and brigadier
brigadier
genrerals officers
Mga"ier
from
eligible list
genera
l
s o
he lineeshall
be appointed
from officers
the grade
of
from eligible
st.•
generals
offt
the
shall be
appointed from
officers of
of the
grade of
prepared
colonel of the line
names are borne on an eligible list prepared
line whose
whose names
colonel
officers of the line,
annually by a
aboard of not less than five general officers
annually
the
That the
Names
on
first
list,
not
below
the
grade
of
major
general:
Provided
further,
further, That
Provided
general:
major
of
grade
the
below
not
list.
on
first
Names
convened after
upon
after the passage of this Act may place upon
first board convened
such
list any
any officer
officer of
twenty-two
than twenty-two
of not less than
of the
the line of
eligible list
such eligible
years' commissioned
commissioned service.
years'
Permanent comm
is"Officers of
in the
the Infantry,
Infantry-, Cavalry,
Artillery,
Cavalry, Field Artillery,
grades in
of all
all grades
"Officers
commisPermanent
gna
Department;
sions
branches.
in desi
designated
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Engineers, and
Medical Department;
and Medical
of Engineers,
Corps of
Corps, Corps
ted Coast
sinche
Advoofficers above
the grade
grade of
of captain
captain in
in the
Corps, Judge
Judge Advothe Signal
Signal Corps,
above the
officers
cate
General's Department,
Department, Quartermaster
Ordnance DepartDepartCorps, Ordnance
Quartermaster Corps,
cate General's
chaplains and professors, and
ment
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service, all chaplains
ment and Chemical
the military
military storekeeper
permanently commissioned in their
be permanently
shall be
storekeeper shall
the
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All officers of the General Staff Corps, Inspector

A

R

EO GLNZA-

General's
respective
Department,
branches. All
Bureau
officersof
ofofInsular
Insular
the General
Affairs
Staff
and
Militia
Inspector
Bureau
General's Department,
Bureau
Affairs
andCorps,
Militia
Bureau By
By detail.
detail.
shall be obtained
obtained by detail
detail from
from officers
officers of corresponding
corresponding grades
grades in
other branches.
branches. Other
may be
be either
with their
per..
other
Other officers
officers may
either detailed,
detailed, or
Either detail
or with
their Either
or perdetail or
an
own consent, be permanently commissioned,
commissioned, in the
branches to
to which
which m
manent
the branches
ent "
they are assigned
ass' • I ed for duty.
"
SEC. 4a.
ARRANT OFFICERS.—In
authorized Warrant
officers.
OFFIERms.-In addition
'"SEC.
4a. WARRANT
addition to
to those
those authorized
daditionalcers
for the Army Mine Planter Service, there shall be not more than one Additional.
thousand one hundred
officers, including
including band
hundred and twenty
twenty warrant
warrant officers,
band
leaders, who
hereafter be
officers. Appointments
Appointments shall
Service elglty
eligibility.
leaders,
who shall
shall hereafter
be warrant
warrant officers.
shallere
be made by the Secretary
Secretary of War from among noncommissioned
noncommissioned
officers who have had at least ten years' enlisted service; enlisted men
men
officers
officers of the Army at some time between
who served as officers
between April 6,
November 11,
11, 1918, and whose total service
1917, and
and November
service in
in the Army,
commissioned, amounts to five
five years; persons serving
enlisted and commissioned,
serving
or who have served
served as Army field clerks or field.
field clerks, Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Corps; and, in the case
case of those who are to be assigned
assigned to duty as
band leaders, from among persons
persons who served as Army band leaders
leaders
at some
time between
between April
April 6,
6, 1917,
and November
November 11,
11, 1918,
1918, or
or No Ay or Qr
at
some time
1917, and
enlisted
men possessing
suitable qualifications.
qualificatioias. Hereafter
Hereafter no
no appoint,rmaster
No A
fi
yeld
or clerks
Quarclerks
enlisted men
possessing suitable
appoint- te
termaster
field
ments
or field
clerks, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
shall hereafter.
ments as
as Army
Army field clerks
clerks or
field clerks,
hereafter.
Corps, shall
be
made. Warrant
officers other
those of
the Army
pay, etc.
B asepayetc
be made.
Warrant officers
other than
than those
of the
Army Mine
Mine Base
Planter Service, shall receive base pay of $1,320
$1,320 aayear and the allowlieutenant, shall be entitled
entitled to longevity
longevity pay and
ances of a
a second lieutenant,
commissioned officers;
to retirement under the same conditions as commissioned
and shall take rank next below second lieutenants
lieutenants and among themselves
the dates
respective warrants.
warrants.
Enlisted men.
selves according
according to
to the
dates of
of their
their respective
"SEC.
4b. ENLISTED
July 1,
the grades
"
SEC. 4b.
ENLISTED MEN.-On
MEN.—On and
and after
after July
1, 1920,
1920, the
grades Grades
base
Grades and base
of enlisted men shall be such as
as the
the President may from time
time to
to time
time PaY.
y
direct, with monthly base pay at the rate of $74 for the first grade,
$53 for the second grade, $45 for the third grade, $45 for the fourth
grade, $37 for the fifth grade, $35 for the sixth grade,
grade, and $30 for the
seventh
grade. Of
authorized number
number of
of enlisted
enlisted men,
of grade.
seventh grade.
Of the
the total
total authorized
Percentagesofgrade.
men, Percentages
those in the first grade shall not exceed 0.6 per
per centum, those in the
second grade 1.8 per centum, those in the third .grade 2
2per centum,
those in
the fourth
9.5 per
per centum,
in the
theefifth
fifth grade
grade 9.5
9.5 T
those
in the
fourth:grade
grade 9.5
centum, those in
ththos
re
T eci
in
pp
ay
o
r
ea bt .
in the
the sixth grade 25 per
per centum.
centum. The temporary
temporary creasedpayapplcabie
per centum,
centum, those in
nt
increase
of
pay
for
enlisted
men
of
the
Army
authorized
by
section
A
p.
76o.
4
',
increase
authorized
section 4 Anu, P. 760.
of
approved May
May 18, 1920, shall be computed
of the
the Act of Congress
Congress approved
computed
provided for in this section
section, and shall apply
upon the base pay provided
apply only
only
men of
te first
first five
to enlisted men
of the
five grades.
grades. The
temporary allowance
allowance of
liaatIn
n a
rod transoe.
The temporary
of portation
alldwante
rations authorized
authorized by
the transportation
transportation privileges
rations
by section
section 5,
5, and
and the
privileges
authorized by section
section 12, of the said Act, shall apply only to enlisted
authorized
men of
the first
COntinuous service
men
of the
first three
three grades.
grades.
Continuous
"Existing laws providing for continuous
continuous service pay are repealed
repealed PiPreyai
PW:P=
10 per
l0
to take
1, 1920,
1920, and
and thereafter
thereafter enlisted
men shall
cent increase h
.ereafter.
to
take effect
effect July
July 1,
enlisted men
shall receive
receive centincreasehereater.
of
an increase of 10 per centum of their
their base
base pay for each five
five years of
service
service in the Army, or service which by existing law is held to be
equivalent of Army service, such increase not to exceed 40 per
the equivalent
per
centum.
centum.
Specialists ratings
hl i
rshed. for.
"Under such
such regulations
as the
the Secretary
es Specialists
ratings
"Under
regulations as
Secretary of
of War
War may
may prescribe,
prescribe, establshp
or.
tc opay
enlisted men of the sixth and seventh grades may be rated
rated as specialists, and receive
receive extra pay therefor
therefor per month, as follows: First class,
class,
$15; fourth class, $12;
fifth class,
Percentage allowed.
$25; second class, $20; third class, $15;
$12; fifth
class, Percentage
allowed.
$8; sixth class, $3.
$3. Of the total authorized
authorized number of enlisted men
men
in the sixth and seventh grades,
grades, those rated as specialists of the first
first
class shall not exceed
exceed 0.7 per centum;
centiim; of the second class, 1.4 per
centum; of the third class, 1.9 per centum; of the fourth class, 4.7
4.7
per centum;
centum; of the
the fifth class
class, 5
5 per centum;
the sixth
sixth class,
per
centum; of
of the
class, 15.2
15.2 Extra duty pay
pay
pails of
of laws
providing for
duty pay
ay ab
iM
re ed
„,'.
per centum.
centum. All
All laws and parts
laws providing
for extra
extra duty
abro.
for enlisted men are repealed,
1, 1920: Provided,
repealed, to take effect July 1,
Provtded,
44281°-21--50
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EOBGaz- That nothing in this section
section shall operate
operate to reduce
reduce the pay which
which
any enlisted man
man is
is now receiving,
receiving, during
current enlistment
during his
his current
enlistment
and while
nor to
to change
change the
the present
rate
and
while he
he holds
holds his
his present
present grade,
grade, nor
present rate
of ,
pay of
enlisted men
now on
the retired
retired list.
of
pay
of any
any enlisted
men now
on the
list.

"MT
EE°RGANI7ATION.
nom.
No pay, etc., reduced.

dued.

"
SEC. 4c.
ASSIGNMENTS.-0fficers
and
"SEC.
4c. ASSIGNMENTs.-Officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men shall
shall be
be

Assignments.

Proportional
ot i
t each
ea ass
branch.
igned to
the several
several branches
of the
the Army
hereafter directed,
directed, aa
brf°anc
n to
assigned
to the
branches of
Army as
as hereafter
suitable
proportion of
of each
each grade
grade in
in each
each branch,
President
suitable proportion
branch, but
but the
the President
may increase
increase or
officers or
enlisted men
may
or diminish
diminish the
the number
number of
of officers
or enlisted
men
assigned to
to any
more than
than a
atotal
total of
of 15
per centum:
centum:
assigned
any branch
branch by
by not
not more
15 per
Number
Provisos.
restricted. Provided,
number authorized
any grade
by this
mber restricted.
Provided, That
That the
the total
total number
authorized in
in any
grade by
this
not exceeded:
exceeded: Provided
Enlisted men.
Act is not
Provided further,
number of
of enlisted
enlisted
further, That
That the
the number
men
authorized for
for any
any branch
shall include
of
men herein
herein authorized
branch shall
include such
such number
number of
Philippine
be organized
branch: ProvidedfurProvided furPhilippine Scouts
Scouts as
as may
may be
organized in
in that
that branch:
Transfers only
only by
by then
at no
no officer
shall be
from one
branch of
the
crfers
ther, That
officer shall
be transferred
transferred from
one branch
of the
consent.
service
to another
under the
section without
service to
another under
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
without his
his
chiefs and
and assistants
assistants OWn
own consent.
Chiefs
consent.
Except as
as otherwise
herein prescribed,
prescribed, chiefs
and
Except
otherwise herein
chiefs and
for four years.
years.
assistants
assistants to
to the
the chiefs
of the
the several
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be
chiefs of
several branches
branches shall
appointed
appointed by
by the
the President,
by and
and with
the advice
President, by
with the
advice and
and consent
consent of
of
four
years,
and
such
appointments
shall
Eligibility
the
Senate,
for
a
period
of
Eligibility.
not
the Senate,
create vacancies.
for aperiod
Appointment
of four years,
as and
chiefsuch
of any
appointments
branch shall
shall
be
not
create vacancies. Appointment as chief of any branch shall be
made from
officers commissioned
commissioned in
in grades
not
below
that
of
made
from among
among officers
grades not below that of
colonel, and
and as
as assistant
assistant from
from among
officers of
not less
less than
fifteen
among officers
of not
than fifteen
years' commissioned
commissioned service,
actual and
and
years'
service, who
who have
have demonstrated
demonstrated by
by actual
extended
extended service
service in
such branch
on similar
similar duty
duty that
are
in such
branch or
or on
that they
they are
thiesstorecommend
Chiefs to recommend qualified
for such
appointment: Provided,
Provided, That
the chiefs
chiefs of
of the
qualified for
such appointment:
That the
the
their assistants,
several
several branches
shall make
make recommendations
recommendations to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
branches shall
to the
First appointments.
War for
for the
the appointment
First
appointments. War
appointment of their assistants: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That in
making
appointment to
to any
any such
office created
created by
by this
this Act,
Act,
making the
the first
first appointment
such office
the chief
chief of a
a branch
the
branch may
may be
selected from
from among
among officers
of not
not less
be selected
officers of
less
Retirement
L it
for service
service as chief.
than
twenty-two years'
years' commissioned
service. Any
who shall
shall
than twenty-two
chief.
commissioned service.
Any officer
officer who
have
served four
four years
have served
3-ears as
chief of
of a
and who
as chief
a branch,
branch, and
who may
may subsequently
subsequently
be retired,
retired, shall
retired with
the rank,
pay and
Service
service with troops be
shall be
be retired
with the
rank, pay
and allowances
allowances authorauthorrequired.
ized by law for the grade
held by him
required.
grade held
him as
as such.
chief. In
time of
peace
such chief.
In time
of peace
no officer of the line
line shall be
be or
or remain
detailed as
amember
of the
the
remain detailed
as a
member of
General
for two of
of the
the next
General Staff Corps unless he has served for
next preceding
preceding
six years in
in actual
actual command
command of
of troops
of one
more of
of the
the combatant
troops of
one or
or more
combatant
arms
a grade
arms and in time of peace every officer
officer serving
serving in a
grade below
that
below that
of brigadier
brgadier general
shall perform
general shall
one or
perform duty
duty with
with troops
troops of
of one
or more
more
of the combatant arms for at least one year in every period of
of five
five conconsecutive .years,
of less than
than one
years, except that officers of
one year's
commissioned
year's commissioned
in the
may be
be detailed
detailed as
service
the Regular
Regular Army
Army may
as students
students at
at service
B staff ofcer d- service
service in
tailed
a staff
tailed to General schools: Provided,
Provided, That an officer commissioned
commissioned in
in a
staff corps
not
corps shall
shall not
Staff
Corps.
be or remain
the General
General Staff
Staff Corps.
remain detailed as a
amember of the
Staff Corps
Corps unless
unless he
he
a duty
d
has served for one of the next prece ding five years with troops of one
War
Wr
uty service has served for one of the next preceding five years with troops of one
accepted.
or more
combatant arms.
In the
administration of
accepted.
or
more of
of the
the combatant
arms. In
the administration
of this
this proprovision,
vision, all duty performed between April
April 6,
6, 1917,
1917, and
1, 1920,
1920,
and July
July 1,
inclusive,
or as a
a student
student at
inclusive, or
at service
schools, other
other than
than those
service schools,
those of
of the
the
be regarded
regarded as
satisfying
any time,
time, shall
shall be
as satisfying
noncombatant branches,
branches, at
at any
drtai restricOth r detail
restric- noncombatant
Other
r,,pealed.
tiris repealed,
the
tions
the requirements
requirements of
with combatant
arms. Existing
of service
service with
combatant arms.
Existing laws
laws
in so far as they restrict the detail or assignment of officers are hereby
\naul detailed
Annual
detailed rere- in so far as they restrict the detail or assignment of officers are hereby
By

staff

officer

de_

repealed. The
The Secretary
of War
repealed.
Secretary of
War shall
shall annually
annually report
report to
Congress
to Congress
the numbers,
numbers, grades,
the
and assignments
assignments of
officers and
grades, and
of the
the officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men
and the number,
of the Army, and
number, kinds
strength of
organizations
kinds, and
and strength
of organizations
Vol
pertaining to
each branch
the service."
servi
ce ."
of the
to each
branch of
pertaining
vol..39, ,p.
p 167.
16 7.
S
EC. 5.
5. That
That section
of said
be, and
SEC.
section 55 of
said Act
Act be,
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby,
amended
and inserting
inserting the
amended by striking out the same and
following in
lieu
the following
in lieu
General Staff Corps. thereof:
thereof:
wCmposirtment
"SEC.
Composon
"
SEC. 5.
TAFF CORPS.—The
General Staff
Corps shall
5. GENERAL
GENERAL S
STAFF
CoRPs.-The General
Staff Corps
shall
W a r De .
Genseral
consist of the Chief of Staff, the War
War Department
General sit.
Staff.
Department General
General Staff
Staff and
and
the General
General Staff with troops.
War Department
Department General
General Staff
Staff
troops. The
The War

por:
required.
port required.

partment
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shall consist
of the
the Chief
shall
consist of
and four
four assistants
to the
Chief of
ARMY
REORGANIZAChief of
of Staff
Staff and
assistants to
the Chief
of TION.
ARMY RZORGAiIZAStaff selected
selected by the President from the
the line,
line, TION
the general
general officers
officers of
of the
and eighty-eight
eighty-eight other
officers of
grades not
not below
that of
of captain.
captain.
other officers
of grades
below that
e
The
General Staff
consist of
of such
such number
troGoepnral
The General
Staff with
with troops
troops shall
shall consist
number of
of officers
officers with
trooepsal Staff
taff w th
not below the grade
captain as
be necessary
necessary to
grade of captain
as may
may be
to perform
perform the
the
General Staff duties of the headquarters
headquarters of
of territorial
territorial departments,
departments,
armies,' army
army corps,
armieg
corps, divisions,
divisions, and
and brigades,
and as
as military
military attaches
attaches
brigades, and
abroad.
abroad. In
time of
detail of
officer as
a
member of
In time
of peace
peace the
the detail
of an
an
officer
as
a
member
of the
the
.
for four years.
General Staff Corps shall
all be for a
aperiod of four years, unless
unless sooner Details
Detalsfo
ea
relieved,
and
such
details
shall
be
limited
to
officers
whose
names
relieved, and such details shall be limited to officers whose names
are
borne on
list of
General Staff
Staff Corps
Board
list of
to eligibles.
are borne
on the
the list
of General
Corps eligibles.
eligibles. The
The initial
initial itial
itialist
eligibles
oreport
eligible list shall be prepared by a
a board consisting of
of the
the general of
of
commandant of
of the General Staff College,
the army, the commandant
College the comcommandant
mandant of the General Service Schools, and
and two
two other
other general
general
officers
Secretary of War, who are not
officers of the line, selected by the Secretary
not
then members of the General Staff
Staff Corps.
Corps. This board shall select
select
and report the names of all officers
the Regular
Regular Army, National
National
officers of the
Guard, and
and Officers'
Reserve Corps
Corps of
the following
classes who
to be
be reeomreeomOfficers' Reserve
of the
following classes
who are
are Classes
classs to
ended.
recommended
recommended by them as qualified by education,
experience, men
education, military
military experience,
and character
character for
for General
General Staff
Staff duty;
duty;
and
" (a) Those officers graduated from the Army Staff College or the Staff,
staff , and War, Col"
leges graduates speWar College
prior to
Army-War
College prior
to July
1, 1917,
1917, who,
upon graduation,
graduation, were
were cificallyrecommended
cifically recommended
July 1,
who, upon
for
and
specifically
specifically recommended
recommended for
for duty
duty as
commander or
staff of
of deh
dethigh
or comm
command or
as commander
or chief
chief of
of staff
a division or higher tactical unit, or for detail in
a
General Staff
in the
the General
Corps;
Corps;
m
"(b) Those officers
officers who, since April 6, 1917, have commanded
commanded a
mand,
Officers
etc.,
insince
high A
pril
a mOffcersin
high
cor
.
division or
or higher
higher tactical
tactical unit,
have demonstrated
by actual
actual 6,1917.
6, 1917.
unit, or
or have
demonstrated by
service
the World
qualified for
General Staff
service in
in the
World War
War that
that they
they are
are qualified
for General
Staff duty.
duty. Subsequent
Subsequent ligible
eligible
"After the
"After
the completion
the initial
General Staff
Corps eligible
list, list.
list.
completion of
of the
initial General
Staff Corps
eligible list,
the name of no officer shall be added thereto unless upon
graduation
upon graduation
the General
General Staff
from the
he is
recommended as
as
Staff School
School he
is specifically
specifically recommended
r
rt
W ar
qualified
for General
General Staff
Staff duty,
qualified for
duty, and
and hereafter
no officer
officer of
of the
General slartment
Dtaeffp.artment
hereafter no
the General
General General
Staff Corps except the Chief of Staff shall be assigned
assigned as a
member of
a member
of
Department General
Staff unless
the War Department
General Staff
he is
unless he
is a
a graduate
graduate of
of the
the
General
or his
name is
the initial
list. eligiblli°'
el Publication, etc.,
General Staff
Staff College
College or
his name
is borne
borne on
on the
initial eligible
eligible list.
etc., ol
igible lists.
The Secretary of War shall publish annually the list of officers eligible
eligible
for General
General Staff duty, and such eligibility shall be
be noted
noted in
in the
the
annual Army
Register. If
at any
tine the
the number
number of
of officers
officers availavail- officers.
Acting
Staff
annual
Army Register.
If at
any tine
ActingGeneral Stafl
able and eligible for detail to the General Staff is
sufficient to
fill
is not
not sufficient
to fill
all vacancies
vacancies therein,
therein, majors or
or captains
captains may
may be
be detailed as
as acting
acting
General Staff Officers under such regulations as the President
President may
may
prescribe: Provided,
prescribe:
Provided, That in
in order
to insure
Proviso
o
. members
order to
insure intelligent
intelligent cooperation
cooperation Addnal
dditiona
members
between the General Staff and the several
noncombatant
several noncombatant
noncombatant branches
branches from
f
officers
of such
of braches.
branches.
officers of
such branches
branches may
may be
be detailed
detailed as
as additional
additional members
members of
the General Staff Corps under such special regulations as to eligibility
eligibility
be prescribed
and redetail as may be
prescribed by the
President; but
but not
not more
more Limit.
the President;
officers from each such branch shall be detailed
than two officers
detailed as members
of
the War
Department General
of the
War Department
General Staff.
Staffa
r
"The
duties of
the War
General Staff
St aff s
hall be
w r Staff.
"The duties
of the
War Department
Department General
General
shall
be to Genetral
sta. -tment
prepare plans for national
national defense and the use of the military forces
prepare
forces Duties designated.
esignated.
for that purpose,
separately and in conjunction with the naval
purpose, both separately
naval
forces,
mobilization of the manhood of the Nation and
forces, and for the mobilization
and
its material resources
resources in an emergency,
emergency, to investigate and report upon
upon
all questions affecting the efficiency of the Army
United
Armv of
of the
the United
States,
States, and its state of preparation
preparation for military operations;
operations; and
to render
Secretary of War and
render professional
professional aid and assistance to the Secretary
the Chief of Staff.
"All
regulations
affecting the
"..A.l policies and regulati
ons affecting
the organization,
distribu- oNatinsal
National
Guard and
and
organization, distribuRee
Organized
Reserves.
tion
tion and
and training
of the
the National
National Guard
Guard and
and the
the Organized
Reserves, pommias
Committees to
pretraining of
Organized Reserves,
to pu
pare policies affecting.
and all policies and regulations
regulations affecting
affecting the appointment,
appointment, assignment,
assignment,
olicies
s.

m
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promotion, and discharge
discharge of
officers, shall
shall be
be prepared
of reserve
reserve officers,
prepared by
by
committees
appropriate branches
of the
War Departcommittees of
of appropriate
branches or
or divisions
divisions of
the War
DepartReserve
officers add- ment
General
number of
Rervocersa-ment
General Staff,
Staff, to
to which
which shall
shall be
be added
added an
an equal
equal number
of
ed.
including reserve
reserve officers
have held
held
eeseroce-. reserve officers, including
officers who hold
hold or
or have
whose names
borne on
commissions in the National Guard, and whose
names are
are borne
on
lists of officers suitable
suitable for such duty, submitted
submitted by the
the governors
governors
Regarded
as add!addi- of the several
Regarded as
several States and Territories.
Territories. For the purposes specified
specified
tlona] members,
herein, they
as additional
additional members
members of
of the
the General
o memrs.
herein,
they shall
shall be
be regarded
regarded as
General
Proviso_
National
Staff while
while so
serving: Provided,
That prior
prior to
1, 1921,
1921,
to January
January 1,
so serving:
Provided, That
Guard Staff
National Guard
officers
in Reserves National
who do
if
officers not
notiReserves
National Guard
Guard officers
officers who
do not
not hold
hold reserve
reserve commissions,
commissions, if
recommended by governors
the governors
governors of
States and
ernors.,
ga recommended
recommended by
by the
of the
the several
several States
and Territories,
Territories,
may be designated
designated by the President
members of the
President as members
the committees
committees
herein provided for, and while so serving such
officers shall
receive
such officers
shall receive
the pay and allowances
allowances of their
corresponding grades
their corresponding
grades in the
the Regular
Regular
eneralArmy. Army.
roo
Gepnse
.
ral
Staff
with
" The duties
of the
the General
General Staff
with troops
troops shall
shall be
to render
render protroops.
"The
Staf
with
duties of
Staff with
be to
proDuties
designated.
Duties designated.
fessional aid and assistance
assistance to the general
general officers over them; to act
act
as their agents
agents in harmonizing
harmonizing the plans, duties, and operations of
of the
the
organizations and services
jurisdiction, in
various organizations
services under their
their jurisdiction,
in prepreinstructions for the execution
execution of
paring detailed instructions
of the
the plans of
of the
commanding generals, and in supervising the execution
execution of such incommanding
structions.
structions.
Chief
of Staff.
The Chief
of Staff
Staff shall
War Department
General
the War
Department General
Chief of
shall preside
preside over
over the
anfd duties L " The
Powers
Powers
and
of the
the President,
conferred.
Staff and, under the direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
President, or
or of
War under the direction
be made,
made, by
by
direction of
of the President, shall
shall cause
cause to
to be
the War
War Department
Department General Staff, the necessary
necessary plans for recruiting,
organizing,
equipping, mobilizing,
demobiliz.organizing, supplying, equipping,
mobilizing, training,
training, and demobilizing
the Army
Army of
of the
United States
the use
use of
of the
military forces
forces
ing the
the United
States and
and for
for the
the military
To transmit plans for
AotrnyS
He
shall
Army,
etc., tpoansor
to sem_ for national defense.
Ile
transmit
to
the
Secretary
of
War
Secretary
War
the
Army,etc.,to SereWar.
o' war.
tary a
plans and
and recommendations
recommendations prepared
purpose by
by the
prepared for
for that
that purpose
the War
War
Department General Staff and advise him in regard thereto; upon
the approval
approval of such plans or recommendations
recommendations by
the Secretary
Sec retary of
of
by the
War, he shall act as the agent of the
Secretary of
the
the Secretary
of War
War in
in carrying
carrying the
Plans involving
involving legWhenever
leg" same into effect.
Whenever any plan or recommendation
recommendation involving
involving
isiatz,bto c
omments,
accompanied by comments, legislation
panied
legislation by Congress affecting
affecting national
the reorganization
national defense
defense or
or the
reorganization
etc.,
of Secretary,
presented by
War to
to Congress,
Congress,. or
tofStarf,
ie Chieooff of
of the
the Army
Army is
is presented
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
or
of
Staff, andcers
and officers
War Departy
Department
Gento
one
of
the
committees
of
Congress,
the
same
shall
be
accompanied,
War
nt
nto
one
of
the
of
Congress,
the
same
shall
be
accompanied,
committees
eral Staff,
when not incompatible
incompatible with
with the
the public
interest, by
study prepared
prepared
public interest,
by aastudy
in the appropriate
appropriate division of the War Department General Staff,
including
including the comments
comments and recommendations
recommendations of said division for
for or
or
against such plan, and such 'pertinent
against
comments for or against the
pertinent comments
the
plan as may be
secretary of War,
Chief of
Staff, or
be made by the
the Secretary
War, the Chief
of Staff,
or
individual officers
officers of the division of
Department General
General Staff
of the
the War
War Department
Staff
in
was prepared.
in which
which the
the plan
plan was
prepared.
Membersto confined
"
Hereafter, members
of the
the General
General Staff
Staff Corps
be confined
confined
strictl
enral
"Hereafter,
members of
Corps shall
shall be
strictly
General
dties.
Staff
the
discharge
of
the
of
those
specified
Staff duties.
strictly
to
of
duties
general
nature
specified
vol. 32, p. 831.
for them in this section and in the Act
Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved February
February
esriction on
on ad1903, and they shall not be permitted to assume or engage in work
Restriction
adwork
ministrative Depart- 14,
ment
of an administrative
administrative nature
nature that
that p
er t
ai
ns t
t
ablished bureaus
bureaus or
or
ment work,
work.
pertains
too es
established
offices of the War Department,
Department, or that, being assumed or engaged
engaged
in by members of the General
impairment
General Staff Corps, would involve impairment
responsibility or initiative of such bureaus or offices,
of the responsibility
offices, or would
would
unnecessary duplication
cause injurious or unnecessary
duplication of or delay in the work
thereof.
thereof.
Asistant Secretary
Secretary
"SEc.
"
SEC. 5a.
5a. Hereafter,
of Assistant
bHereafter, in addition
W to such other duties
War.
Seear as may
ma be
Procurement of all
all assigned him by the Secretary
Procurement
Secretary of War, the Assistant
Assistan tSecretary
Secre tary o
ar ,
offW
War,
military
n- under
supplies
ununder the direction of the
the Secretau
Secretary of War,
War, shall
be charged
charged with
with
shall be
der direction
of.
supervision
supervision of the procurement
and other
procurement of all military
military supplies
supplies and
other busibusiness of the War Department pertaining
pertaining thereto and the
the. assurance
assurance
of adequate provision for the mobilization
mobilization of materiel
mat6riel and industrial
industrial
ARMY
A.EMY
TION.
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A
ARMY REORGANIZAorganizations essential
organizations
war-time needs.
The Assistant
Assistant Secretary
essential to
to war-time
needs. The
Secretary TION.
oMY
REORGAmZAof War
of
War shall receive
receive aasalary of
of $10,000
$10,000 per
per annum.
shall be
be Salary.
annum. There
There shall
to office of.
office of
of the Assistant Secretary
detailed to the office
Secretary of
of War
War from
from the
the Details
Detailstooffice of.
branches engaged
branches
engaged in
in procurement
such number
number of
officers
and
procurement such
of officers and
civilian employees
by regulations
regulations approved
employees as may be authorized
authorized by
approved Assisant
A ssistant Secrearies
Secretaries
abolished.
Secretary of
of War.
War. The
by the Secretary
The offices
offices of
Second Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary abolished.
of Second
War and Third Assistant
Assistant Secretary
of War
Secretary of
War are
are hereby
hereby abolished.
abolished.
of War
Duties
Assistant
"Under the
the direction
"Under
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of War
the Secretary
War chiefs
chiefs of
of branches
branches Secretary
Duties of
of
Assistant
specified.
of the
of
the Army
the procurement
procurement of
of supplies
supplies for
for the
the Army
Army charged
charged with
with the
Army ecretary specified.
shall report direct to
to the
the Assistant
Secretary of
War regarding
Assistant Secretary
of War
regarding all
all
matters
He shall
shall cause
matters of procurement.
procurement. He
to be
be manufactured
manufactured or
or
cause to
produced
Government arsenals
produced at the
the Government
arsenals or
or Government-owned
Government-owned factories
factories
of the United States all
all such
such supplies
or articles
articles needed
needed by
by the
supplies or
the War
War
Department
Department as
as said
said arsenals
or Government-owned
factories are
are
arsenals or
Government-owned factories
capable
capable of manufacturing
manufacturing or producing
producing upon an
basis. Appropriations
an economical
economical basis
for
Appropriations f
or
arsefor manufacture
And all appropriations
appropriations for
manufacture of
pertaining to
of materiel
mat6riel pertaining
to manufactures
manufactures at
at arsenals, etc., available for
approved
projects, which
approved projects,
which are
are placed
placed with
arsenals of
Government- two
with arsenals
of Governmentwloyetaras.ailableor
years.
owned factories or other
ordnance establishments
other ordnance
establishments shall
shall remain
remain
until the
available for such purpose until
the close
of the
fiscal
close of
the next
next ensuing
ensuing fiscal
year.
year.
War Council.
War Council.
"SEC.
n d
"
SEC. 5b. THE WAR
W AR COUNCIL.-The
COUNCIL.—The Secretary
Secretary of War, the Assis- Composition a
a n
d
duties of.
tant Secretary
War,, the general
general of the Army
Secretary of War
Army, and
and tile
the Chief
Chief of
of dutiesof.
War Council of
Staff shall constitute the War
of the
the War
War Department,
which
Department, which
council shall from
from time
time to
to time
meet and
consider policies
policies affecting
time meet
and consider
affecting
both the military
military and
and munitions
problems of
of the
the War
War Department.
munitions problems
Department.
Such questions
questions shall
shall be
be presented
to the
the Secretary
the War
War
Such
presented to
Secretary of
of War
War in
in the
Council, and
and his
with reference
reference to
to such
questions of
of policy,
policy,
Council,
his decision
decision with
such questions
after
consideration of
recommendations thereon
the several
after consideration
of the
the recommendations
thereon by
by the
several
members
members of the War
War Council,
Council, shall
shall constitute
the policy
policy of
of the
War
constitute the
the War
Department with
with reference
thereto."
Department
reference thereto."
Vol. 39, p. 169.
S
EC. 6.
6. That
of said
said Act
Act be,
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby,
SEC.
That section
section 6
6 of
be, and
and the
amended
and inserting
amended by striking
striking out the same and
inserting the
following in
in lieu
the following
lieu
thereof:
thereof:
Adjutant General's
"SEC.
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
DEPARTMENT.-The Adjutant
" SEC. 6.
ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.—The
Adjutant Department.
Department.
Composition
General's Department
Department shall
General's
shall consist
consist of
of The
The Adjutant
with the
Adjutant General
General with
the Composition of.
of.
assistant with
rank of major general,
general, one assistant
with the
the rank
brigadier general,
general,
rank of
of brigadier
who
be Chief
Chief of
of the
the Personnel
Personnel Bureau,
and one
hundred and
and
who shall
shall be
Bureau, and
one hundred
Personnel Bureau.
fifteen officers in grades from
from colonel to
to captain,
captain, inclusive.
inclusive. The
The PerPer- Functions
Functions specified.
specfed.
sonnel
shall be
sonnel Bureau shall
charged, under
under such
such regulations
may be
be
be charged,
regulations as
as may
prescribed by the
the Secretary
prescribed
Secretary of
of War,
War, with
functions of
of
with the
the operating
operating functions
procurement,
assignment, promotion,
promotion, transfer
transfer,, retirement,
procurement, assignment,
retirement, and
and disdis- Proviso.
roio.
charge
officers and enlisted
charge of all officers
men of
the !Army:
That Duties
enlisted men
of the
Army: Provided,
Provided, That
territorial
Duties of territorial
etc.
of the
the several branches
territorial commanders
commanders and the chiefs of
branches of
the commanders,
of the
commanders,etc.
Army shall be charged
charged with
with such
such of
of the
duties within
the above-described
above-described duties
within
their respective
their
may be
prescribed by
respective jurisdictions
jurisdictions as
as may
be prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of War."
War."
Vol. 39, p.
Vol.
p.169.
169.
SEC.
SEC. 7. That section 77 of said Act be, and the same is hereby,
striking out the same and inserting the
the following
following in
in lieu
amended by striking
lieu
thereof:
thereof:
Inspector
General's
Inspector General's
"SEC.
7. INSPECTOR
GENERAL'S
"
SEC. 7.
INSPECTOR GENERAL'S
DEPARTMENT.—The Inspector
DEPARTMENT.-The
Inspector Department.
Department.
Composition of.
with the Compoton of.
General's Department shall consist of one Inspector General
General with
and sixty-one
rank of major general and
sixty-one officers
officers in
in grades
grades from
from colonel
colonel
to captain,
to
captain, inclusive."
inclusive."
ol. 39,
39, p.p. 169.
69.
Vol.
SEC.
said Act
Act be,
S
EC. 8. That
That section 88 of said
be, and
and the
the same
same is
hereby,
is hereby,
amended
the following
following in
amended by striking out the same and inserting the
in lieu
lieu
thereof:
thereof:
Judge
Advocate
Judge Advocate
General's Department.
"SEC
JUDGE ADVOCATE
ADVOCATE GENERAL'S
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.-The
Department.
"SEC. 8.
8. JUDGE
DEPARTMENT.—The Judge Generals
Composition of.
Advocate
General's Department
Advocate General's
Department shall consist of one Judge Advocate
Advocate compo"ton
General with the rank of major general and one hundred
hundred and
and fourfour- Proto.
Proviso.
Number of
teen officers
officers in grades from colonel to captain,
inclusive: Provided,
of colonel
captain, inclusive:
Provided, Number
coloneal
increased.
That immediately
immediately upon the passage of this Act the number of colonels increaed.
Second
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ABRMY
EOBiANIZA- of the Judge
REORGANIZAJudge Advocate General's
General's Department
Department shall be increased by
by

ARMY
TIOS.

five,
vacancies thus created shall be filled
filled by promotion in the
five, and the vacancies
manner heretofore
law."
heretofore provided by law."
Vol.
SEC.
9 of said Act be, and the same is hereby,
Vol. 39,
39, P.
p.170..
SEC. 9. That section 9
amended
inserting the following in lieu
out the
the same and inserting
striking out
by striking
amended by
thereof:
Corps shall
Quartermaster Corps
CoRPs.-The
9. Q
QUARTERMASTER
"SEC.
QuartermasterCorps.
"
SEC. 9.
UARTERMASTER C
ORPS.—The Quartermaster
shall
Quartermastecors.
Composition of.
General with the rank of major general,
Quartermaster General
general,
consist of one Quartermaster
thousand and
three assistants
brigadier general,
general, one thousand
assistants with the rank of brigadier
three
fifty officers
from colonel
colonel to second
inclusive, and
lieutenant, inclusive,
second lieutenant,
grades from
in grades
fifty
officers in
under
Duties
of QuarterQuartermaster General,
General, under
The Quartermaster
men. The
enlisted men.
thousand enlisted
twenty thousand
- twenty
uaerea
e of
Dmaes
master
General.
of War, shall be charged with the purthe
authority of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the authority
chase
supplies of standard manprocurement for the Army of all supplies
and procurement
chase and
ufacture
branches but not
all supplies common to two or more branches
ufacture and of all
technical articles
purchase or the
procurement of special or technical
articles to
theprocurement
with the purchase
be used
or issued
departments; with the
exclusively by other supply departments;
issued exclusively
be
used or
pertaining to the construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
all work
work pertaining
direction of all
repair of
of buildings,
structures, and
and utilities
other than fortifications
fortifications
utilities other
buildings, structures,
repair
connected with
with the
the Army;
and issue
issue of supplies; with
with the storage and
Army; with
connected
the
operation of utilities; with the acquisition
acquisition of all real estate
estate and the
the operation
issue of
Government reservations;
reservations; with
in connection
connection with Government
of licenses
licenses in
issue
the transportation
transportation of the Army by land and water, including the
transportation of
of troops and supplies by mechanical or animal means;
transportation
with
furnishing of means of
of transportation
transportation of all classes and kinds
with the furnishing
req
.
uired by
y; and
with such
such other
other duties
not otherwise
duties not
and with
the Army;
by the
required
Provisos.
assigned by
law as
the Secretary
Secretary of
prescribe: Provided,
Provided,
may prescribe:
of War
War may
as the
by law
ar- assigned
etc arTechical
Technical,
etc.,
ticles to
exclusively by other
used or
or issued exclusively
procured That
special and
other
articles used
technical articles
and technical
That special
be procured
to be
tides
by branches using. branches of
the apapservice may
may be
be purchased
or procured
procured with the
purchased or
of the
the service

now.

by branhesusin

branches

Assistant Secretary
Secretary of War by the branches using or
proval of the Assistant
issuing such articles, and the chief of each branch
branch may be charged
charged
Operatin
g
utilities
with
the
storage
and
issue
of
property
pertaining
thereto:
Provided
Provided
thereto:
pertaining
property
of
issue
and
storage
the
utilities with
peratin
utilities pertaining
further,
by branches.
by
branches.
further, That utilities
pertaining exclusively
exclusively to any branch
branch of the Army
Army
operated by such
such branches.
may be
be operated
Finance DepartDepart"SEC.
FINANCE DEPARTMENT.-There
Finance
"SEc. 9a. FINANCE
DEPAEmiENT.—There is hereby created
created aa
ment.
ment.
Creation and
Finance Department.
The Finance
Finance Department
Department shall
consist of
of one
one
shall consist
corn- Finance
Department. The
and corncreation
Position
position of.
of.
Chief
of Finance with the rank of brigadier
Chief of
brigadier general, one hundred and
forty-one officers in grades from colonel to second lieutenant,
lieutenant, inforty-one
clusive, and
and nine
nine hundred
hundred enlisted
enlisted men.
men.
clusive,
Chief of Finance.
Secretary,-,shall
"
The Chief of Finance
Finance, under the authority of the Secretary
"The
all
d isbutrse' all
To disburse
To
funsetc.
be charged with the disbursement
funds,
disbursement of
of all
all funds
funds of
of the
the War
War DepartDepartrog,etc.
P.
893.
ment, including the pay of the Army and the mileage for officers and
@P.''
the
accounting therefor;
accounting
fiscal and accounting
therefor; and with such other fiscal
the accounting
duties as may
maybe
required by law, or assigned to him by the Secretary
Secretary
be required
Proviso.
under such
such r
egulations as
may be prescribed
prescribed
as may
reguations
Thattunder
Provided, Tha
officersof
istursing
Disi)
rsing officers
of War: Provided,
may designate
d
u
esignate others
others by
of War, officers
inance Department,
Department, accountaccountof the Finance
Secretary of
officers of
may
the Secretary
by the
as agets.
a
gents ,
able for
public moneys,
intrust moneys
moneys to
to other
officers for
the
for the
may intrust
other officers
able
for public
moneys, may
as
make disbursements
agents, and the
disbursements as their agents,
purpose of having them make
officer
officer
whom the moneys are intrusted,
fficer who
intrusted, as well as the o
officer to whom
intrusts the moneys to him, shall be held pecuniarily
pecuniarily responsible
intrusts
therefor
United States."
States."
therefor to the United
\oL
p.171.
Sec. 10.
10 of
and the
the same
is hereby,
hereby,
Act be,
be, and
same is
That section
section 10
of said
said Act
39,p.
l.
Sec.
10. That
Vol. 39,
inserting the following in lieu
amended by striking out the same and inserting
amended
lieu
thereof:
Departfedical
""S
SEc.
DEPARTMENT.-The Medical
Department shall
shall
Medical De
par tEC. 10. MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.—The
Medical Department
ment.
Composition
of.
compoition o.

consist of one Surgeon General with the rank of major general, two
assistants with the rank of brigadier general, the Medical Corps, the
Dental
Administrative Corps,
Corps,
Dental Corps,
Corps, the
the Veterinary
Veterinary Corps,
Corps, the
the Medical
Medical Administrative
enlisted men
which until
until June
•
zeeed
1921, shall not exceed
June 30, 1921,
of enlisted
men which
aa number
number of
per centum
centum of
the authorized
strength and thereafter
thereafter 5
5 per
per
of the
authorized enlisted strength
55 per
commissioned and enlisted, of the
the
strength, commisione
centum of the actual strength,

consist of one Surgeon General with the rank of major general, two

assistants with the rank of brigadier general, the Medical Corps, the
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constituted by law, and TION.
Regular
Regular Army, the Army Nurse Corps as now constituted
to total
such contract
contract surgeons
surgeons as
by law.
law. The
The number
to
total
PIerentage
number ofPercentage
authorized by
now authorized
are now
as are
such
enlisted strength.
of
officers
of
the
Medical
Corps
shall
be
six
and
one-half
for
every
eistedtrength.
of
every
for
one-half
and
be
six
shall
of officers of the Medical Corps
thousand,
of the
the Medical
Administrative Corps, one for every
Medical Administrative
and of
thousand, and
two
the total
strength of the Regular Army,
enlisted strength
total enlisted
of the
thousand, of
two thousand,
authorized
from time
time to
time, and
strength perwithin the peace strength
and within
to time,
authorized from
mitted
by this
Act. The
The number
of officers
of the
the Dental
shall DentalCorps.
Dental Corps.
Corps shall
Dental Corps
officers of
number of
this Act.
mitted by
be one
one for
for every
every thousand
the total
strength of
Army,
Regular Army,
the Regular
of the
total strength
of the
thousand of
be
authorized from
time to
time, and
and within
strength perperpeace strength
the peace
within the
to time,
from time
authorized
milted
this Act.
The number
of officers
officers of
Corps.
Veteria Corps.
Corps Veterinary
Veterinary Corps
of the
the Veterinary
number of
Act. The
by this
mitted by
shall
be 175.
shall be
Medi
.
"Hereafter
officer of
Medical or
co
cal and Dental
be pro- coresc
shall be
or Dental
Dental Corps shall
the Medical
of the
an officer
"Hereafter an
moted
to the
the grade
captain after
years' service,
service to
the grade
grade Sevice
Se
rvi c
e p
romotions.
promotions.
to the
three years'
after three
of captain
grade of
moted to
of major
after twelve
twelve years'
to the
the grade of lieutenant colonel
service, to
years' service,
of
major after
after twenty
.
service
and to the grade of colonel after twentyservice, and
years'
twenty years'
after
six
years' service.
service. An
officer of
of the
the Veterinary
Veterinary Corps
ervicepromotions.
pro- vetercineagoicnoortr.
be proshall be
Corps shall
An officer
Six years'
moted
the grade
of first
first lieutenant
the
service, to the
years' service,
three years'
after three
lieutenant after
grade of
to the
moted to
grade
after seven
years' service,
the grade
of major
major after
after
grade of
to the
service, to
seven years'
of captain
captain after
grade of
fourteen
the grade
lieutenant colonel
colonel after twenty
of lieutenant
grade of
to the
service, to
years' service,
fourteen years'
years' service,
to the
twenty-six years'
years' Medil Administraand to
the grade
grade of
of colonel
colonel after
after twenty-six
years'
service, and
service.
of the
Medical Administrative
tivm
s
e
e
e
r
Ces
d
, l
p
.
A
rodm
ministra
otions:
Corps.
be tive
shall be
Corps shall
Administrative Corps
the Medical
officer of
An officer
service. An
promotions.
promoted
after five
five years'
and
service, and
years' service,
lieutenant after
of first
first lieutenant
grade of
to the
the grade
promoted to
to the
ten years'
years' service.
purposes of
of propro- Credit
Credit for
all active
to
the grade
grade of
of captain
captain after
after ten
service. For
Forpurposes
or all
active
motion
to officers
rniaissi "ed service.
servie
commissioned
Department '
the Medical
Medical 'Department
of the
officers of
credited to
be credited
shall be
there shall'
motion there
Regular An
i
ni whenever
all active
active commissioned
commissioned service
service in
in the
the Regular
Army
wheneverOther 17service
17 ice sin
since
rendered;
and also
also all
all such
Ap • 6,
6,1917.
April6,1917.
6, 1917, in April
since April
rendered since
service rendered
such service
rendered; and
the Army
Army or
or in
the National
National Guard
Guard when
when in
active service
under a
a
service under
in active
in the
the
call by
by the
the President,
President, except
reserve commission
commission
a reserve
under a
service under
except service
call
while in
attendance at
school or
for the
of candidates
candidates Dental Corps.
the training
training of
or camp
camp for
at aaschool
in attendance
while
for commission.
To officers
of the
the Dental
Dental Corps
Corps shall
shall be
credited Service
credit.
be credited
Svice credit.
officers of
for
commission. To
their
service as
as contract
contract dental
surgeons and acting dental surgeons,
surgeons,
dental surgeons
their service
and
to officers
officers of
the Veterinary
governmental veterinary
veterinary
their governmental
Corps, their
Veterinary Corps,
of the
and to
s files.
service rendered
June 3,
3, 1916.
The length
of service
of any
of loss offlesEf ect oflo
any Effect
service of
length of
1916. The
to June
prior to
rendered prior
service
officer
who shall
reason of sentence
sentence of court-martial
lost files by reason
have lost
shall have
officer who
or
failure in
in examination
examination for
promotion shall
shall be
be regarded
as dimindiminregarded as
for promotion
or failure
ished
to the
the equivalent
equivalent of
of the
service of
of the
of his
his corps immeofficer of
the officer
the service
ished to
diately
him in
rank.
Filling
vacancies on
Flimg vcancies
diately preceding
preceding him
in relative
relative rank.
"
Of the
Medical Department
existing on
on July
1920.
Julyl1, ,n920.
1, July
July 1,
Department existing
in the
the Medical
vacancies in
the vacancies
"Of
1920, such
number as the
President may direct shall be filled by the
the President
such number
appointment on
that date
in any
any grade
grade authorized
authorized by
by this
of Personss eligible.
this section,
section, of
on that
date in
appointment
persons
under the
of fifty-eight
fifty-eight years,
than officers
officers of the
years, other than
age of
the age
persons under
Regular
who served
as oficers
officers of the
some time
Army at some
the Anny
served as
Army, who
Regular Army,
between
April 6,
and the
the passage
the Selection.
between April
6, 1917, and
the date
date of
of the
passage of
of this
this Act,
Act, the
selectio
Post, p. 771.
selection
be made
made by
general officers provided for in Post,p.771.
of general
board of
by the board
to be
selection to
section
subject to
the restrictions
restrictions as
age therein
therein prescribed.
prescribed. traVe
sAdministedicrp
to age
as to
to the
and subject
24, and
section 24,
el
arps.
"IniniSEnlisted service
reservice reAppointees
the Medical
Medical Administrative
Corps must
must also
also have
have had Enlisted
Administrative Corps
in the
Appointees in
quired, etc.
at least
years' enlisted
enlisted service in
in the Medical Department, and quired',etc
five years'
at
least five
the
number appointed
appointed in
captain and first
first lieutenant
lieutenant
of captain
in the
the grades
grades of
the number
Service credits
credits for
for
under
exceed one-half of Service
this paragra
paragraphh shall not exceed
of this
provisions of
under the provisions
the
For purposes
purposes of
future future
pro tis.D
uture Premutf°118.
of future
for sailcorps.
said corps. For
authorized for
number authorized
whole number
the whole
promotion,
appointed in the Medical
Medical or Dental Corps
promotion, any person so appointed
considered as
as having
having had, on the date of appointment,
shall be considered
service equal to that of the junior officer
officer of his grade and corps now
service
in
Veterinary or Medical Administhe Veterinary
in the
Army; and in
the Regular
Regular Army;
in the
trative
Corps, sufficient
him to his grade under the
to bring him
sufficient service to
trative Corps,
rules
established in
this section.
section.
my Nurse torps.
rules established
in this
Troy
Corps.
atiTe ran'
rank concon"Hereafter
"Hereafter the members of the Army Nurse Corps shall have Iatie
ol. 40,
40, p. 8
superintendent shall have
follows: The superintendent
relative rank
as follows:
have the relative
rank as
relative
rank
superintendents, director and assistant
major; the assistant superintendents,
rank of major;
directors, the
captain; chief nurses, the relative rank
of captain;
the relative
relative rank of
directors,
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of first lieutenant;
lieutenant; head nurses and nurses, the relative
second
relative rank of second
other
lieutenant; and as regards medical and sanitary matters and all other
Authority,
etc.
Authority, etc.
have authorityauthority
work within the line of their professional
professional duties shall have
in
military hospitals
Medical
hospitals next after the officers of the Medical
about military
in and
and about
Regulations,
etc., to
shall make
make the necessary
Department. The Secretary
Secretary of War shall
necessary reguRegulations, etc.,
to Department.
be made.
conferrred by such
lations
prescribing the rights and privileges conferrred
be made.
lations prescribing
relative rank."
rank.
relative
the same
same is hereby,
hereby,
11 of
be, and
SEC. 11.
11. That
That section
section 11
of said
said Act
Act be,
and the
SEC.
Vol. 39,
39, p. 173.
amended by
the same
same and inserting
the following in lieu
inserting the
out the
by striking
striking out
amended
thereof:
thereof:
Corps of Engineers.
CopsofEnginoers.
"SEC. 11.
11. CORPS OF ENGINEERS.-The
ENGINEERS.—The Corps of Engineers
Engineers shall
Composition of.
consist
Chief of
Engineers with
major general,
general, one
rank of major
the rank
with the
of Engineers
one Chief
of one
consist of
assistant with
the rank
general, six
six hundred
hundred officers in
in
of brigadier
brigadier general,
rank of
with the
assistant
grades
colonel to second
second lieutenant,
inclusive, and twelve
lieutenant, inclusive
from colonel
grades from
thousand enlisted
enlisted men,
such part
part of
direct
whom as the President may direct
of whom
men, such
thousand
being formed
formed into
into tactical
tactical units
organized as
prescribe."
he may
may prescribe."
as he
units organized
being
Vol.
p. 174.
174.
S
EC. 12. That section 12 of said Act be, and the same is hereby,
Vol. 39,
39, p.
SEC.
amended
inserting the following in lieu
lieu
the same, and inserting
striking out the
by striking
amended by
thereof:
thereof:
Ordnance
Departordnance Depart"SEC.
"
SEC. 12. ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.-The
DEPARTMENT.—The Ordnance
Ordnance Department
Department
ment.
shall
of Ordnance
Ordnance with
of major
with the
the rank
rank of
major general,
general,
Composition of.
consist of
of one
one Chief
Chief of
camposition
of.
shall consist
brigadier general, three hundred and
rank of brigadier
assistants with the rank
two assistants
fifty
officers in grades from colonel to second lieutenant, inclusive,
fifty officers
hundred enlisted men.
thousand five hundred
and four thousand
Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Warfare
"SEC.
CHEMICAL WARFARE
WARFARE SERVICE.—There
SERVICE.-There is hereby created
"
SEC. 12a. CHEMICAL
created
Service.
Service.
Creation and corcom- a
a Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service.
Service. The Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service
Service shall
position
position of.
of.
consist of
of one
one Chief
of the
the Chemical
consist
Chief of
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service with the rank
rank
general, one hundred officers
officers in grades from colonel to
of brigadier general,
second
lieutenant, inclusive,
inclusive and
one thousand
hundred enlisted
two hundred
enlisted
thousand two
and one
second lieutenant,
Duties
uties conferred
confered on
on men.
men. The
The Chief
Chief of
of the Chemical
Chemical Warfare Service under
under the authority
Chief.
of the Secretary
Secretary of War shall be charged with the investigation,
investigation,
development,
manufacture, or procurement
procurement and supply to the Army
development, manufacture,
gases, and all gasof all smoke and incendiary
incendiary materials, all toxic gases
research, design,
design, and experimentation
experimentation conappliances; the research,
defense appliances;
chemical warfare
nected with chemical
warfare and its material; and chemical projectile filling plants and proving grounds; the supervision
supervision of the tramtrainma
warfare ' both offensive and defensive,
ng of the Army in chemical warfare,
including the necessary
organization,
necessary schools of instruction; the organization,
equipment, trammgarid
training, and operation of special gas troops, and such
such
other
duties as
the President
President may
may from
time
to
time
prescribe."
other
duties
as
the
from
time
to
time
prescribe."
Vol. 39, p. 174.
SEC. 13. That section 13 of said Act be, and the same is hereby,
vop.
1.
amended
SEC. 13.byThat
striking
section
out13the
of same,
said Act
andbe,inserting
and the the
same
following
is hereby,
in
ARMY
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Siertal Corps.

amended by striking out the same, and inserting the following m
lieu thereof:

"SEC. 13.
13. SIGNAL
SIGNAL CORPS.—The
shall consist
consist of
one
of one
Corps shall
Signal Corps
CoRPs.-The Signal
"SEC.
Chief
Signal Officer
the rank
of major
major general,
general, three
hundred
Chief Signal
Officer with
with the
rank of
three hundred
officers in grades from colonel
colonel to second lieutenant,
officers
lieutenant, inclusive, and
five thousand enlisted men, such part of whom as the President
President may
direct being
formed into
tactical units
units organized
as
he may
prescribe.
direct
being
formed
into
tactical
organized
as
he
may
prescribe.
Air Service.
"Sue.
SERVICE.—There is
hereby created
an Air
Air Service.
Service.
created an
is hereby
13a. AIR
AIR SERVICE.-There
SEC. 13a.
Creation and cornCreation
position o.
of.
position
The Air Service
Service shall
The
shall consist
of the
the Air
Service with
consist of
of one
one Chief
Chief of
Air Service
with
the rank of major general,
general, one assistant with the rank of brigadier
brigadier
general,
general, one thousand five hundred and fourteen officers in grades
from colonel
colonel to second
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, inclusive,
inclusive, and
and sixteen
sixteen thousand
thousand
Compositia.
Composition.

Flying cadets
Flying
cadets addiaddit
l.
tiona..
Proviso.
PDetails permitted if
li
failing
qualify
Saiing to
to qua
fy as
pilots
etc.
pitetc. ,

enlisted men, including not to exceed two thousand five hundred

e
iz
x
e
c
od
e
r
ed
as two
omtahyotuosan
prescribe:
d fiAvier
Provided,
e
l
r
u
e
dunits,
gof
ndowhom
organized
iona
flying
cadets,
such
part
of
the
President
may
direct
being
flying
cadets,
part
whom
as
the
President
may
direct
being
be
enlisted
men, such
formed
into
tac
t
::
Details pered if formed into tactical units, organized as he may prescribe: Provided,
as That not to exceed 10 per centum
centmn of the officers
officers m
in each grade below
that of brigadier general who
qualify as
as aircraft
aircraft pilots or as
that of brigadier general who fail
fail to
to qualify
observers within one year after the date of detail or assignment
assignment shall
be permitted to remain detailed or assigned to the Air Servic
Service.
e.
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ARMY RRORGANTZLin all cases
Flying units shall in
cases be
be commanded
commanded by
by flying
flying officers.
officers. TIgN.
A"Mr
REORGANzAOfficers
Officers and enlisted men of the
Army shall
an increase
the Army
shall receive
receive an
increase of
of TCommand
Command of flying
50 per centum of their pay while on duty requiring
requiring them
them to
50
to participartici- units.
UIrease
of pay
pay for
Increase of
for
flights duty.
pate regularly and frequently
frequently in
hereafter no
no aerial
in aerial
aerial flights;
flights; and
and hereafter
aerialflightsduty.
person shall receive
receive additional
additional pay
for aviation
aviation duty
as prepay for
duty except
except as
prescribed in this section:
That nothing
section: Provided,
Provided, That
nothing in
this Act
Act shall
shall be
in this
be Flying
Flying cadets
cadets concontinued.
construed
construed as amending
amending existing
existing provisions of law relating
relating to
flying tinued.
to flying
cadets."
cadets."
Vol. 39, p. 176.
SEC.
of said
said Act
S
EC. 14. That section
section 14 of
be, and
and the
same is
is hereby,
Act be,
the same
hereby, Vol.39,p.176.
amended by
by striking
striking out
out the
the same,
same, and
in
and inserting
inserting the
the following
following in
lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
N urea0 of
of Insular
"SEC.
AFFAIRS.-The officers
of the
the nfreau
"
SEc. 14. BUREAU
BUREAU OF INSULAR
INSULAR AFFAIRS.—The
officers of
Insular
Bureau
the Bureau with
Bureau of Insular Affairs
Affairs shall be one Chief of the
the Officers for.
with the
rank
rank of brigadier
brigadier general, and two
two officers
officers below
the grade
grade of
of brigbelow the
brigroiso.
Provided, That during
adier general: Provided,
during the
tenure of
of office
of the
the present
the tenure
office of
present ftaryk
Pro"
so0 ofpresent
Chief of the Bureau of Insular Affairs he shall have
have the
the rank
rank of
of major
major Chief
Chief.
resent
general."
general."
Vol. 39, p. 176.
SEC.
be,.,and
and the
the same
S
EC. 15. That section 15 of said Act be
same is
hereby, Vol.39,p.176.
is hereby,
amended by
amended
out the
the same,
following in
in
by striking
striking out
same, and
and inserting
inserting the
the following
lieu thereof:
thereof:
rpo
ains
"SEC. 15.
"SEc.
15. CHAPLAIws.-There
CHAPLAINS.—There shall be one chaplain
chaplain for
for every
every Chapl
Prroportion
opo tion to
A

a irs.

strength of
of Regular
twelve hundred officers and enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Army, strength
Regular
exclusive of the Philippine Scouts
Scouts and
and the
the unassigned
exclusive
unassigned recruits,
recruits,
authorized
time to
authorized from time
to time
time in
accordance with
within the
the
in accordance
with law
law and
and within
Service rank, pay,
permitted by this Act. Chaplains
Chaplains shall hereafter
peace strength permitted
hereafter etserice
rank, pay,
etc.
have
and allowances
allowances according
have rank, pay, and
according to
length of
of active
comto length
active commissioned
or, since April
April 6,
missioned service in the Army, or,
6, 1917,
the National
1917, in
in the
National
Guard
in active service under
as follows:
Guard while in
under a
acall by the President, as
follows:
Less than five years, first
first lieutenant;
lieutenant; five
five to
to fourteen
fourteen years,
years, captain;
captain;
fourteen
to twenty
fourteen to
twenty years,
years, major;
lieutenant
major; over
over twenty
twenty years
years, lieutenant
Chief of chaplains.
colonel. One chaplain,
chaplain, of rank not below
below that of
of major
major may be
be Chiefofchaplains.
appointed by
appointed
by the
the President,
by and
advice and
and consent
consent of
of
President, by
and with
with the
the advice
as such for four
the Senate, to be chief of chaplains.
chaplains. He shall serve
serve as
four •Rank,
Rank, pay,
pay, and
and
duties.
years, and shall have the rank,
and allowances
allowances of
rank,. pay and
of colonel
colonel while
while
es
so serving.
serving. His
so
shall include
investigation into
His duties
duties shall
include investigation
into the
the qualiqualicandidates for appointment
appointment as
fications of candidates
as chaplain,
general
chaplain, and
and general
on July 1,
coordination and supervision
coordination
supervision of the work
work of
of chaplains.
the Vacancies,
chaplains. Of
Of the
Vacancies,onJulyl,
1920.
vacancies existing on July
July 1, 1920
1920z such number as
as the
the President
President Eligibility
Eligibilityforfilling.
for fillingmay direct shall be
be filled
by appointment
that date
persons
filled by
appointment on
on that
date of
of persons
under the
the age
under
age of
of fifty-eight
fifty-eight years,
years, other
other than
than chaplains
chaplains of
Regular
of the
the Regular
Army, who served
served as chaplains in the Army at
time between
between
at some
some time
April 6, 1917, and the date
date of the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act.
Such appointappoint- Appointments.
Act. Such
Appointments.
ments may be
be made in
above the
lowest under
under the
in grades
grades above
the lowest
the same
same
restrictions
as are
are hereinafter
hereinafter prescribed
restrictions as to age and rank
rank as
prescribed for
for
original
appointments in other branches of
original appointments
service, and
and in
in accordof the
the service,
accordPast, p. 771.
recommendation of the
the board of
of officers
ance with the recommendation
officers provided
provided for
for Postp..
in section 24. For purposes of future
Future
promotions.
promotion,
persons
so
apfuture promotion'
ap- Future promotions.
considered as
pointed shall be considered
as haying
had, on
on th
having had,
thee date
date of
of appointappointment, sufficient
sufficient prior
prior service
bring them
respective grades
ment,
service to
to bring
them to
to their
their respective
grades
under the
of promotion
promotion established
established in
this section."
Vol. 39,
39, p.
176.
under
the rules
rules of
in this
section."
vol
. 176.
Veterinarian proviSEC.
SEC. 16. That said Act
Act be,
and the
the same
by sionsttrickenout.
be, and
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended by
sions stricken out.
striking
striking out
section 16.
16.
out section
SEC. 17. That section
177.
o.ol39, p. 177.
section 17 of said Act be, and the same is hereby, Vol.
and
amended by striking out the same a
n d inserting the following in
in
lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
Infantry.
"SEC. 17.
I-TNrAT Y.-The Infantry
one Chief
Chief of
"SEc.
17. INFANTRY.—The
Infantry shall consist
consist of one
of Composition
nopoition of.
Infantry
with
the
rank
of
major
Infantry
general;
general; four
four thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred
colonel-to
officers in grades from colonel
-to second
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, inclusive,
inclusive, and
and
one hundred
enlisted men,
hundred and ten thousand enlisted
organized into
men, organized
into such
such Tank
T
uni
units included.
cl
all tank units
units Tankunl tsl eded.
Infantry units as the President may direct. Hereafter
Hereafter all
shall form
shall
form a
of the
the Infantry."
a part
part of
Infantry."
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Vol. 39, p. 17s.
Cavalry.

Comosition
Composition of..

p

Vol:39,
p. 179.
vol.
39, p.179.

Field
Field Artillery.
Artillery.
Composition of.
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SEC.
SEC. 18. That section 18 of said Act be, and the same is hereby,
amended by
by striking
striking out
the same
inserting the
following in
m
the following
same and
and inserting
out the
amended
lieu thereof:
lieu
thereof:
"
SEC. 18.
18. CAVALRY.-The
CAVALEY.—The Cavalry
shall consist
consist of
one Chief
Chief of
of
of one
Cavalry shall
"SEC.
Cavalry
Cavalry with
with the
the rank
rank of
of major
major general,
general, nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty officers
officers
in
from colonel
colonel to
second lieutenant,
inclusive, and
twenty
and twenty
lieutenant, inclusive,
to second
grades from
in grades
thousand enlisted
enlisted men,
into Cavalry
units as
as the
President
the President
Cavalry units
organized into
men, organized
thousand
may
may direct."
direct."

be,.,and the same is hereby,
SEC.
SEC. 19. That section
section 19 of said Act be

amended by
by striking
striking out
out the
same and
and inserting
inserting the
the following
following in
m
the same
amended
lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
"SEC. 19. FIELD ARTILLERY.-The
"SEC.
ARTILLERY.—The Field Artillery
Artillery shall consist of

one Chief of Field Artilleryiwith the rank of major general, one thousand
officers in
ngrades
grades from
lieutenant,
to second
second lieutenant,
from colonel
colonel to
sand nine
nine hundred
hundred officers
inclusive,
and thirty-seven
enlisted men,
organized into
Field
into Field
men, organized
thousand enlisted
thirty-seven thousand
inclusive, and
Artillery
units as
the President
may
direct."
may
direct."
Vol.39
Artillery
units
as
the
President
Vol. 39, p. 180.
of said
section 20 of
S
EC. 20.
20. That
That section:
said Act be, and the same is hereby,
hereby,
SEC.
amended
by striking
same and
m
following in
the following
and inserting
inserting the
out the
the same
striking out
amended by
lieu
thereof:
lieu thereof:
CoastArtilleryCorps.
"SEC. 20. COAST ARTILLERY
CoamstArtieryCorp
"SEC.
ARTILLERY COBps.-The
CORPS.—The Coast Artillery Corps
Corps
Composition of.
Chief of Coast Artillery
of one
one Chief
shall consist
consist of
Artillery with the rank of major
major
shall
general,
thousand two
two hundred
officers in
from colonel
colonel
in grades
grades from
hundred officers
one thousand
general, one
to
lieutenant, inclusive,
inclusive, the
officers of
of the
the Army
Army
warrant officers
the warrant
to second
second lieutenant,
Mine Planter
now authorized
by law,
law, and
thirty thousand
thousand
and thirty
as now
authorized by
Service as
Planter Service
Mine
enlisted
men, organized
organized into
into such
Artillery units
as the
the PresiPresiunits as
Coast Artillery
such Coast
enlisted men,
dent
direct."
may direct.
dent may
Vol.
180.
ol. 39, p.. 10.
SEC.
S
EC. 21. That section 21 of said Act be, and the same is hereby,
amended
out the
the same
and inserting
the following
following in
lieu
in lieu
inserting the
same and
by striking
striking out
amended by
thereof:
•
thereof:
Porto Rico
Porto
Rico RegiRegi"SEC.
Rico RECINIPNT
REGIMENT OF INFANTRY.-The
"
SEC. 21.
21. PORTO
PORTO RICO
INFANTRY.—The Porto Rico
ment of Infantry
Infantry made
mad
ment
Tufantry and
the officers
and enlisted
men of
such regiregiof such
part
Infantry Regiment
officers and
enlisted men
of Infantry
and the
Regiment of
mart of Infantrdy
branch.
part of the Infantry
Infantry branch herein
ment shall
shall become
become a
a part
herein provided
provided for,
ment
rach.
R.eCO
ss ions
Recommissions.
and its officers
officers shall,
shall, on July
July 1,
1, 1920,
be recommissioned
and
1920, be
recommissioned in
in the
the
Infantry
with their
their present
and dates
promoted
unless promoted
rank, unless
of rank,
dates of
grades and
present grades
Infantry with
Post,
p. 771.
771.
Post, p.
on that
date in
of section
24 hereof."
section 24
hereof."
with the
the provisions
provisions of
accordance with
in accordance
on
that date
Vol.
Vol. 39,
p. ISI.
39.,p.
1i.
SEC.
22. That said Act be, and the same is hereby, amended by
S
EC.
New section.
Neswsection.
adding after
adding
after section
section, to
22a, and
and to
to
section 22
22 a
a new
new section,
to be
be numbered
numbered 22a,
read as
as follows:
follows:
Scouts. read
Philippine Scouts.
Formation of, etc.
"SEC. 22a. PHILIPPINE Scours.—The
ScoUTs.-The President
"SEC.
President is authorized
authorized to
Ante,
Ants, p.
p. 760.
70.
form the
Philippine Scouts into such branches
form
the Philippine
branches and tactical
tactical units as
he
deem expedient,
the limit
limit of
of strength
prescribed by
by
strength prescribed
expedient, within
within the
he may
may deem
law,
organized similarly
similarly to
to those
of the
the Regular
Army, the
officers to
to
of
Regular
Army,
the
officers
law,
organized
those
Rcommion
Recommission of offrom those
authorized in
in section
hereof. On
1,
On July
July 1,
section 44 hereof.
those authorized
detailed from
ficers on
on active
Jn be
be detailed
tive list
firers
who are United States
1920, all
of the
Philippine Scouts
Scouts on
the active
active list,
who are
are
list, who
on the
the Philippine
all officers
officers of
tnited States 1920,
twhoare etc.
citizens,
citizens
of the
found qualified
qualified under
under such
such
are found
United States
States and
and are
citizens of
the United
regulations
the President
President may
be recommissioned
recommissioned
may prescribe,
prescribe, shall
shall be
as the
regulations as
in
one of
the branches
branches provided
provided for
for by
by this
and those
those not
not
this Act,
Act, and
some one
of the
in some
continue to
as
commissions as
their commissions
under their
to serve
serve under
shall continue
so reconamissioned
recommissioned shall
".- so
Restriction
Restriction on onpcintments
pointmants to Filipiofficers of
of the Philippine
iiliii- officers
Philippine Scouts. No further appointments shall be
nos. n o
of Philippine
Philippine Scouts
Scouts except
citizens of
of the
the Philip.
made as officers
officers of
except of citizens
pine
Islands,
who
may be
appointed
in the
the grade
of
second lieutenant,
second
lieutenant,
who
may
be
appointed
in
grade
of
pine
Islands,
Promotions, etc.
under
the President
President may
may prescribe.
Officers
rmotions, etc
under such
such regulations
regulations as
as the
prescribe. Officers
commissioned
m the
shall be
subject to
promotion,
be subject
to promotion,
the Philippine
Philippine Scouts
Scouts shall
commissioned in
classification,
prescribed for
officers of
of
for officers
and elimination,
elimination, as
as hereinafter
hereinafter prescribed
classification, and
Present
retired pay.
Presentretired
pay. the Regular
hereafter
Regular Army. Those now on the retired list shall hereafter
the same
same pay
pay as
lieutenant of
of equal
equal service.
service.
second lieutenant
retired second
as a
a retired
receive the
ere- receive
Retirement
hereafter.
Officers
of the
the Philippine
shall hereafter
hereafter be
after.et
Officers of
Philippine Scouts
Scouts shall
be retired
retired under
under the
the
same
conditions, and
hereafter placed
placed on
on the
the retired
list shall
shall
retired list
same conditions,
and those
those hereafter
receive
the same
same retired
officers of
of like
like grades
grades and
receive the
retired pay,
pay, as
as other
other officers
and length
length
of
service, and
and shall
be equally
for advancement
on account
account
of service,
shall be
equally eligible
eligible for
advancement on
omposition of.
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of active duty performed since retirement. Nothing in this Act shall A," EOB GANIZAbe
of active
construed
dutyto
toperformed
alter in
since
respect
retirement.
the
present
Nothing
status
of
enlisted
Act shall
men noANRIIT
Status of enlisted
statusin
of this
enlisted
men
Status of enlisted
alter
in any
any
respect
the present
be
construed
men unchanged.
of the
the Philippine
men unchanged.
Scouts."
of
Philippine Scouts."
S
EC. 23.
That section
23 of
of said
said Act
hereby, Vol.
39, p.
81Act be,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
Vol 39,
p. 181.
SEC.
23. That
section 23
amended by
striking out
the same
same and
and inserting
in lieu
lieu
inserting the
the following
following in
by striking
out the
amended
thereof:
thereof:
"SEc.
ROVISIONAL APPOINTMENTS.-All
APPODITMENTS.—All laws
laws providing
appointmenOts.
appo
providing that
that meirtsv.isinnal
'SEC. 23.
23. P
PROVISIONAL
T
certain appointments
appointments of
officers shall
provisional for
period of
offor.Repeal
of laws Or
ReP"e'laws
shall be
be provisional
for a
a period
of officers
certain
time are
are hereby
repealed."
time
hereby repealed."
39, p. 182.
Vol39 p. 182same is hereby,
hereby, Vol.
be, and
and the
the same
S
EC. 24.
That section
24 of
of said
said Act
Act be,
section 24
SEC.
24. That
amended
striking out
same and
and inserting
inserting the
following in
in lieu
the following
lieu
by striking
out the
the same
amended by

thereof:
thereof:
Filling original va"SEc. 24.
24. FILLING
FILLING OF
VACANCIES.—Not less
less than
than one-half
of the
the cancies.
es s. rigi a
one-half of
OF VACANCIES.-Not
"SEC.
from other than
total number
number of
vacancies caused
caused by
by this
exclusive of
those in
in Half
Halffromotherthan
this Act,
Act, exclusive
of those
total
of vacancies
Regular Army.
the Medical
Department and
and among
chaplains, shall
the Regular
by the
Army.
shall be
be filled
filled by
among chaplains,
Medical Department
the
subject to such examinaappointment,
to date
July 1,
1, 1920,
1920, and
and subject
examinadate from
from July
appointment, to
tion
prescribe, of
of persons
other than
than officers
officers of
of
persons other
may prescribe,
tion as
as the
the President
President may
the
Regular Army
Army who
States Army
Army
of the
the United
United States
who served
served as
as officers
officers of
the Regular
at
any time
April 6,
6, 1917,
and the
the date
date of
passage of
of
of the
the passage
1917, and
at any
time between
between April
des be
er
low brigadnergselwbrig
shall be appointed in ach
officers shall
of such officers
this
A suitable
number of
suitable number
Act. A
this Act.
each
of
the
grades
below
that
of
brigadier
general,
according
to
their
to
their
brigadier
general,
according
each of the grades below that of
qualifications for
for such
such grade
grade as
as may
be determined
by the
the board
board of
of
may be
determined by
qualifications
general
provided for
such person
person above
above Age
restrictions.
Aerestrictions.
No such
section. No
for in
in this
this section.
general officers
officers provided
the
age of
of fifty
fifty years
years shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed in
in a
branch, or
or
a combatant
combatant branch,
the age
above
such
No such
in a
a noncombatant
noncombatant branch.
branch. No
above the
the age
age of
of fifty-eight
fifty-eight in
person below
the age
of forty-eight
forty-eight years
years shall
shall be
in the
appointed in
the
be appointed
age of
below the
person
grade
of colonel,
colonel, or
or below
below the
the age
forty-five years
years in
the grade
grade of
of
in the
age of
of forty-five
grade of
lieutenant
below the
the age
age of
in the
the grade
grade of
of Appintments
lieutenant colonel,
colonel, or
or below
of thirty-six
thirty-six years
years in
in
major.
Not less
less than
than three
three such
persons shall
shall be
Advocate Genthe Judge Advocate
Genbe appointed
appointed to
to the
such persons
major. Not
grade
of colonel
colonel in
in the
the Judge
Judge Advocate
General's Department,
and erals
eral's Department.
Department.
Department, and
Advocate General's
grade of
not
less than
eight to
to the
lieutenant colonel
colonel in
in the
the Judge
the grade
grade of
of lieutenant
Judge
not less
than eight
Advocate
General's Department,
provided a
a sufficient
of
Advocate General's
Department, provided
sufficient number
number of
applicants for
such appointments
appointments are
legally eligible
and are
are found
found
are legally
eligible and
applicants
for such
by
board provided
provided for
for in
in this
section to
to be
be properly
properly qualified.
qualified. Retirement
letirement pay
by the
the board
this section
pay.
Any
originally appointed
appointed under
under the
the provisions
at
Act at
provisions of
of this
this Act
person originally
Any person
an
greater than
than forty-five
years shall,
retired, receive
receive
an age
age greater
forty-five years
shall, when
when retired,
retired
pay at
per centum
centum of
of active
for each
complete
retired pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of 4
4 per
active pay
pay for
each complete
year
service in
in the
the United
United States
Army, the
the total
total Va
cies not tilled
year of
of commissioned
commissioned service
States Army,
Vacancies
illed
to be
be not
not more
centurn. Vacancies
Vacancies remaining
remaining in
hereby.
grades hereby.
in grades
per centum.
than 75
75 per
to
more than
above
the lowest
lowest which
are not
filled by
by such
such appointments
appointments shall
shall be
be
which are
not filled
above the
boir:.
Selection bouir:.
with the Selection
accordance with
filled by
date from
from July
July 1,
1, 1920,
in accordance
1920, in
to date
by promotion
promotion to
filled
provisions of
of section
24e hereof.
of officers
officers to
to be
be Composition
selection of
mpoito of.
provisions
section 24c
hereof. The
The selection
appointed
provisions of
of this
this section,
such rules
rules and
the provisions
section, under
under such
and
appointed under
under the
regulations
as may
may be
be approved
approved by
by the
shall be
be
of War,
War, shall
the Secretary
Secretary of
regulations as
made by
consisting of
of the
Army, three
the Army,
three bureau
bureau
a board
board consisting
of the
the General
General of
made
by a
chiefs
and three
three general
officers of
the line,
line, to
to be
Proriso.
chiefs and
general officers
of the
be appointed
appointed by
by the
the Prorio.
Secretary of
War: Provided,
officer shall
shall be
in any
Aprval by chief
of
anv bApprova
chief of
no officer
be appointed
appointed in
of War:
Provided, That
That no
Secretary
branch
the service
of this
section except
with
this section
except with
service under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
branch of
of the
Promotion list.
as such.
acting as
the
approval of
the chief
branch or
or officer
officer acting
Promotion
list.
of such
such branch
chief of
of the
the approval
gara
put"SEc.
24a. PROMOTION
PROMOTION LIST.—For
purpose of
of establishing
establishing a
tionand
eposetioP
dpr
a Pie
LIST.-For the
the purpose
"SEC. 24a.
more uniform
the promotion
promotion of
based on
on equity,
equity,
of officers,
officers, based
uniform system
system for
for the
more
merit, and
the interests
of the
Army as
as a
the Secretary
Secretary of
War
a whole,
whole, the
of War
the Army
merit,
and, the
interests of
list, on
which shall
shall be
be carried
carried
shall
cause to
to be
promotion list,
on which
shall cause
be prepared
prepared aapromotion
officers of the Regular Army and
Scouts Officersexcepted.
the names of
of all officers
and Philippine Scouts
Officers excepted.
below
the grade
of colonel,
colonel, except
officers of
of the
Medical Department,
Department,
the Medical
below the
grade of
except officers
chaplains, professors,
professors, the military
military storekeeper
and certain
certain second
chaplains,
storekeeper and
dee arrangement.
arrangement.
Service
second Ser
lieutenants of
hereinafter specified.
The
lieutenants
of the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
Corps hereinafter
specified. The
names on
shall be
arranged, in
in general,
general, so
the first
first name
name
names
on the
the list
list shall
be arranged,
so that
that the
on the
be that
of the
the officer
officer having
having the
the longest
longest commissioned
commissioned
on
the list
list shall
shall be
that of
service;
the officer
having the
the next
next longest
longest
service; the
the second
second name
name that
that of
of the
officer having
n

gen e
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commissioned service,
service, and so on. In computations
computations for the purpose
purpose
commissioned
of
promotion list there
position of officers on the promotion
determining the position
of determining
shall be credited all active commissioned
commissioned service in the Army performed
under appointment
appointment from
the United
United States
States GovernGovernfrom the
while under
formed while
forces,
ment,
whether in
in the
the Regular,
Regular, provisional,
provisional, or
or temporary
temporary forces,
ment, whether
except
under a
at aa
in attendance
attendance at
while in
commission while
a reserve
reserve commission
service under
except service
school or
camp for
for the
candidates for
also
commission; also
for commission;
of candidates
training of
the training
or camp
school
active service
commissioned
service in
the National
National Guard
Guard while
while in
in active
in the
commissioned service
since
under a
call by
the President;
President; and
and also
cornalso comby the
a call
6, 1917,
1917, under
April 6,
since April
detached for service with
Corps
when
Marine
In
Marine
Corps
missioned
service in
the
Marine Corps
when
detached
service
in
the
missioned
Corps
Marine
in
scrving with Army.
determining position
the Army
by order
order of
of the
the President.
In determining
position on the
President. In
the
Army by
serving wi
promotion
list, and
and relative
the
in the
service in
commissioned service
rank, commissioned
relative rank,
promotion list,
Regular Army
Army or
or the
the Philippine
Philippine Scouts,
Scouts, if
if continuous
present
the present
to the
continuous to
Regular
time,
shall be
counted as
as having
on the
of original
comoriginal comdate of
the date
begun on
having begun
be counted
time, shall
a board
board of
Composition
of board mission.
mission. The
orisinal promotion
promotion list
shall be
be formed
of
formed by a
list shall
original
The
Compositionofboard
to prepare list.
officers
oted by
y the Secretary
Secretary of War, consisting of one colonel
appointed
officers appin
topreparelist.
of the service in which officers
of
six branches
branches of
officers are permanently
permanently
of six
each of
of each
commissioned under
under the
the terms
terms of
this Act,
and one
one officer
who as
as
officer who,
Act, and
of this
commissioned
member of
of the
branch of
the General
General Staff,
has made
made a
a
Staff, has
of the
personnel branch
the personnel
aamember
special study
study of
merging the
the present
present promotion
promotion lists
into a
a single
single
lists into
of merging
special
Scheme adopted.
list. The
The steps
steps in
in the
the formation
formation of
of the
original promotion
promotion list
shall
list shall
the original
list.
heme adopted.
be
follows:
as follows:
be as
In order
present
First, officers below the grade of colonel in the Corps of Engineers,
In
of present
order of
"First,
Engineers,
lineal lists.
Corps,
Artillery Co
Original
appointArtillery, Coast .Artillery
Cavalry, Field Artillery,
Infantry, Cavalry,
Signal
Corps, Infantry,
Signal Corps,
ppointt
riinal
ments prior to April
and nilippine
hilippine Scouts, who were originally
Porto
Rico Regiment,
originally
Regiment, and
Porto Rico
r
etsrrto
April 6,
appointed in
Regular Army
or Philippine
Philippine Scouts
Scouts prior
prior to April
Army or
in the
the Regular
appointed
1917,
shall be
be arranged
without changing
officers
order of officers
the present
present order
changing the
arranged without
1917, shall
on the
lineal lists
of their
their own
own branches,
otherwise as nearly
nearly as
but otherwise
branches, but
lists of
the lineal
on
Officers omitted.
practicable according
according to
to length
of commissioned
The followfollowservice. The
commissioned service.
length of
practicable
omitted,
Officers
ing
shall be
omitted:
omitted:
shall
be
transfers.
ing
Voluntary transfers.
Voluntary
tansfe
""(a) Officers
a result of voluntary transfer, occupy positions
Officers who, as a
on
lineal list
list other
other than those they would have
have held if their original
original
the lineal
on the
commissions
had been
been in
in their
their present
branches;
branches;
present
had
commissions
Artillery ffrom
other
r
"
Officers of
branches appointed in the Field Artillery or
of other branches
(b) Officers
" (b)
om other
brane
branches.
Vol. 34, p. 861.
the Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps
to fill
by the
approved
Act approved
the Act
created by
fill vacancies
vacancies created
Corps to
the
Vol. 34, p 861.
January 25,
1907;
25, 1907;
January
Porto
Rico
and
"
Officers appointed
appointed in
in the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army since January
January 1, 1903,
(c) Officers
" (c)
regiment
hilippine regiments.
Philippine
Rico Provisional Regiment
while serving
as officers
of the
Porto Rico
Regiment of
the Porto
officers of
serving as
while
Infantry
or Philippine
Scouts;
Scouts;
or
Philippine
Infantry
Reappointed officers.
" (d)
(d) Former
eappointed ofrers.
"
Former officers
officers of the Regular
Regular Army or Philippine Scouts
who
in these
these forces
forces and
and who
below
now below
who are
are now
reappointed in
been reappointed
who have
have been
normally
placed officers
officers of
of less
less commissioned
commissioned service
than
theirs.
theirs.
than
service
placed
normally
Position of excep
excepted
(c) shall be placed on the list in the
Officers of
classes (a),
and (c)
(b), and
(a), (b),
of classes
"Officers
ted "
ierston f
Zfficers.
their
positions
they would
would have
occupied if
they had
had remained
in their
remained in
if they
have occupied
positions they
placed
original
branches of
the service.
class (d)
shall be
be placed
(d) shall
of class
Officers of
service. Officers
of the
original branches
by an
on
the list
that would
would normally
be occupied
occupied by
normally be
position that
in the
the position
list in
on the
commissioned
officer
service equal
the total
active commissioned
total active
to the
equal to
of continuous
continuous service
officer of
service
of such
such officers
officers in
in the
Army.
the Army.
service of
Arrangement
of
"Second, officers
of the
Judge Advocate
Department,
General's Department,
Advocate General's
the Judge
officers of
oen- "Second,
JTid Advocte
Judge
Advocate General's
Department,
be placed
and Ordnance
.s
lepanrtment, Quartermaster
,.r
Quartermaster
Corps,
Ordnance
Department
shall
placed on
on
Quartermaster (orps
list
length of
of commissioned
those
except those
service, except
commissioned service,
and
Depart- the
to length
according to
list according
the
tnld Ordnance
OernaneeDepartment.
second lieutenants
lieutenants of
of the
the Quartermaster
Corps who
who are
found not
not
are found
Quartermaster Corps
second
mcnt .
qualified
for promotion
as provided
in section
section 24b
24b hereof.
hereof.
provided in
for
promotion as
qualified
Captains and lien"
Third, captains
captains and
and lieutenants
the Regular
Regular Army
Philipand PhilipArmy and
of the
lieutenants of
"Third,
teStain appointed
tenants
appointed
since
April 6,, 1917.
arranged
since April
1917.
pine Scouts, originally
originally appointed since April 6, 1917, shah
shall be arranged
among themselves
themselves according
according to
prior
rendered prior
service rendered
to commissioned
commissioned service
among
to November
1918, and
and shall
at the
foot of
of the
the list
list as
as
the foot
be placed
placed at
shall be
11, 1918,
November 11,
to
prepared
to this
this point.
point.
prepared to
Position
of original
original
Position of
"Fourth,
under
"
Fourth, persons to be appointed
appointed as captains
captains or lieutenants under
appointments.
the provisions
24, hereof,
be placed
placed according
to comcomaccording to
hereof, shall
shall be
pta insand
and lieu- the
of section
section 24,
provisions of
Captins
tenants.
tenants.
November 11,
missioned service
service rendered
rendered prior to November
among the
the
11, 1918,
1918, among
ARMY
ARMY
TION.

P.EORGANIZAPEORGANMA-

redit
for all
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active
redit for
COMMissioned service,
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referred
officers ref
erred to
to in
the next
next preceding
preceding clause:
clause; and
such corncorn- ARMY
0
ARMY REORGA.NIZA,
in the
and where
where such
REOBGANIZAmissioned service is equal, officers now in the
Army shall IN
the Regular
Regular Army
precede persons to be appointed
precede
appointed under the provisions
provisions of this Act, and
and
the latter
latter shall
arranged according
to age.
age.
the
shall be
be arranged
according to
trs. tcolonels
"Fifth, persons
persons appointed
lieutenant colonels
majors under
anL
die
n
i
i
i
a
lo
nan
"Fifth,
appointed as
as lieutenant
colonels or
or majors
under and
majores
coloncl
the provisions of section 24 hereof, shall be placed immediately
immediately below
all officers of the Regular
Regular Army who, on July 1,
1, 1920, are promoted
respectively under the provisions of
to those grades respectively
of section
section 24
24 hereof:
hereof:
Provided,
Provided, That the board
board charged with the preparation
preparation of the promo- Proviso,
Provio.
piscretionary
discretion, assign
assign to
assignments.
her hhigher
tion list may in its discretion,
to any
any such officer
officer aaposition
position on
on assignm'n"
the list higher than that to which he would otherwise
otherwise be entitled,
entitled, but
but
not such as to place him above any officer
officer of greater
greater age, whose commissioned service commenced
commenced prior to April 6, 1917, and who would
precede him on the list under the general provisions of
precede
of this
this section.
section.
"Any
Regular Army and any retired officer
officer aAppointments
"Any former officer of the Regular
aftA
er:yrnee
n
r
tsotk
e
e
e
re,,here
after of former offleers
who may hereafter
hereafter be appointe
appointed to the active list m
manner and
and retired
in the
the manner
retired officers
officers to
to
ve llstt.
provided by law shall be placed on the promotion list in accordance
accordance act
active li s
with
commissioned service; except that former officers
with his total active commissioned
officers
appointed
appointed to field grades on July 1,
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of
1, 1920, under
section 24, may be placed as provided
provided in the next preceding
preceding paragraph
paragraph
of this section.
section. A
A reserve
appointed in
Regular
reserve judge advocate
advocate appointed
in the
the Regular
Army shall
shall be
be placed
as provided
provided in
in section
section 24c.
24c.
Army
placed as
"Other
original appointment
shall be placed
"Other officers
officers on original
appointment shall
placed at
at the
foot p
ateren
the foot
pointmrents.igi
aap-Permanency of
of list.
of the list. The place of any officer
officer on the promotion list once eses- Permanency
list.
tablished
tablished shall not thereafter
thereafter be changed,
changed, except as
the result
result of
of the
as the
the
sentence of a
court-martial.
a court-martial.
"SEC
OF OFFICERS.-Immediately
"SEC 24b. CLASSIFICATION
CLASSIFICATION OF
OFFICERS.—Immediately upon the ilcssrfiaon
ficC
erir. ificatiau of ofof'
passage of this Act, and in September of 1921 and every year
passage
year therege.
there- Board
Board to
to arran
arrange.
after, the President shall convene
convene a
a board
board of
of not
less than
than five
five general
not less
general ClssA, to be r
officers, which
all officers
officers in
two classes,
namely: Class
Class taiedS.
tain:sa An' totobe
officers,
which shall
shall arrange
arrange all
in two
classes, namely:
be °be re
B not
A, consisting of officers who should be retained in the service, and Class teds B,
notto
to be
Present
in
of officers
officers who
should not
the service.
other- tamtsds.
B, of
who should
not be
be retained
retained in
in the
service. Until
Until otherPresent officers
officers in
wise finally
lass A.
A
finally classified,
classified, all officers
officers shall be regarded as belonging
belonging to Class
Class A, and shall be .promoted
according to
of this
promoted according
to the
the provisions
provisions of
this
Act to fill any vacancies
vacancies which may occur prior to such final classification.
No officer
officer shall
be finally
until he
he shall
cit,tri i"if put
put in
cation. No
shall be
finally classified
classified in
in Class
Class B
B until
shall Cai',
in
have been given an opportunity
appear before a
inquiry.
opportunity to
to appear
a court
court of
of inquiry.
In such court of inquiry
inquiry he shall be furnished with aafull copy of
of the
the
official records upon which the proposed classification is based and
shall be given an opportunity
opportunity to
to present testimony in his own behalf.
behalf.
The record of such court of inquiry
inquiry shall be
be forwarded
forwarded to
to the
the final
final
classification board for reconsideration
classification
reconsideration of the case, and
and after such
such
consideration the finding
consideration
finding of said classification board shall be final
and not subject to further revision except
except upon the order
order of the
an officer is
is placed
President. Whenever
Whenever an
placed in
Class B,
of not.
not d
Board
to
determine
in Class
B, a
a board
board of
toglect,
determine
to ne
ete.
less than
three officers
less
than three
be convened
n ewhether
officers shall
shall be
convened to
to determi
determine
whether such
such if ue
ue onec
classification is due to his neglect, misconduct
misconduct or avoidable
avoidable habits.
discharged from the Army;
Army; atV:
If the finding
finding is affirmative, he shall be discharged
th arge if
a
ffi rmDischarge
if amErmnnlimited retired list
list with
if negative, he shall be placed on the unlimited
with pay
pay Retirement,
Retirement, etc.,
etc., if
if
the rate
rate of
of 2½
per centum
of his
at the
2i per
centum of
his active
pay multiplied
multiplied by
the n
negative.
active pay
by the
numum- negative
ber of complete years of commissioned
commissioned service, or service
service which
under
which under
the provisions of this Act is counted
counted as its equivalent,
equivalent, unless his total
commissioned service or equivalent
service shall be less than ten
commissioned
equivalent service
years, in which case he shall
shall be honorably discharged with one year's
pay. The maximum
maximum retired
retired pay of an officer
officer retired
retired under the pro- Pay
Pay provisions.
provisions.
visions of this section prior to January 1,
1, 1924, shall be 75 per centum
of active pay, and of one retired on or after that date, 60 per centum.
centum :
If
the completion
completion of
If an officer is thus retired before the
of thirty
thirty years'
years Active
permitActive duty
duty permitcommissioned
commissioned service,
service, he may be employed on such active duty as ted
'I'
the Secretary
performing until he
Secretary of War considers him capable
capable of performing
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has
commissioned service. The board conyears' commissioned
thirty years'
completed thirty
has completed
vened
upon the passage of this Act shall also report the names of
vened upon
Quartermaster Corps who were comthose second
lieutenants of the Quartermaster
cornsecond lieutenants
those
Vol.
39, p.
micsioned under
section 9
9of
of the
the Act
Act of
June 3,
1916,
3, 1916,
of June
of section
provisions of
the provisions
under the
missioned
p. 170.
170.
Vol. 39,
who
are not
not qualified
qualified for
promotion. The officers so reported
for further promotion.
who are
of second lieutenant
Service conditions.
conditions,
shall continue
grade of
lieutenant for the remainder of
of
the grade
in the
continue in
shall
list
their
service and
and the
placed upon the promotion list
the others shall be placed
their service
according
commissioned service,
hereinbefore provided.
provided.
as hereinbefore
service, as
their commissioned
to their
according to
Promotions, under
existing
"S
EC. 24c.
24c. PRomorrow
to and
including June
and including
OFEICERS.-Up to
OF OFFICERS.—Up
PROMOTION OF
"SEc.
rder
xPromoionlaw.
shall con30,
1920, except
provided herein, promotions
promotions shill
otherwise provided
as otherwise
except as
30, 1920
tinue to
to be
be made
made in,
accordance with law existing prior to the passage
in accordance
tinue
of this
and on
on the
the number
authorized for
number heretofore authorized
of the
basis of
the basis
Act, and
this Act,
of
Fmer
ro
Slily
1,
1920,
each
grade
and
branch.
On
and
after
July
1,
,
1920,
vacancies
in
vacancies in
1920,
1,
July
after
and
On
branch.
and
o each grade
ord on promotion
by orderonpro
list.
grades
below that
of brigadier
brigadier general
general shall
shall be
promotion
the promotion
be filled
filled by the
that of
grades below
list.
of officers
in the
promotion list,
they stand on the promotion
which they
order in which
the order
of
officers in
without
to the
the branches
branches in
in which
commissioned.
they are commissioned.
which they
regard to
without regard
officers for promotion
providing for the examination
Repeal of existing Existing laws providing
examination of officers
promotion
laws for promotion,
repealed, except those
those relating to physical examination,
are hereby repealed,
laws for proloton.
which shall
continue to
for promotion
below
all grades
grades below
to all
promotion to
be required
required for
to be
shall continue
which
Medical Department
excepted.
that
governing the
the examiexamithose governing
also those
except also
and except
general, and
brigadier general,
of brigadier
that of
t
exceepted
and Veterinary
nation of
Medical ' Dental, and
Veterinary Corps.
the Medical,
of the
officers of
of officers
nation
Officers of
examined in accordance
with
accordance with
be examined
Corps shall be
three Corps
said three
of said
Officers
laws governing
governing examination
examination of
second
of the Medical Corps, second
of officers
officers of
laws
lieutenants of the Veterinary
Veterinary Corps being subject
subject to the same prolieutenants
visions
lieutenants.
visions as first lieutenants.
Transfers to
"SEC. 24d.
OFFICERS.—Upon his
own application
application
his own
TRNSFER OFOFOFFICERS.-Upon
24d. TRANSFER
"SEC.
to other
Transfers
branches,
any officer
another branch
without loss
loss of
of rank
rank
branch without
to another
be transferred
transferred to
officer may
may be
any
branches.
or change
the promotion list.
on the
place on
of place
change of
or
Appointment of
"SEC. 24e.
APPOINTMENT o
OFOFOFICERs.-Except
OFFICERS.—Except as otherwise
otherwise
24e. APPOINMENT
of anoff- "SEC.
Appointment
cers.
second
Second lieutenants.
herein provided,
appointments shall be made in the grade
grade of second
provided, appointments
lieutenants. herein
eSeeond
Acadlieutenant, first, from graduates of the United States Military AcadReg'ular
emy;
warrant officers and enlisted men of the lie
gular
second, from warrant
emy; second,
Army
Army between
between the ages of twenty-one
twenty-one and thirty years, who have
had
years service;
service; and, third, from reserve officers,
officers, and
at least two years'
had at
National
from
officers, warrant
warrant officers
officers and enlisted men of the National
from officers,
graduates of
Guard,
Guard, members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps and graduates
technical institutions
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of War, all between
between
institutions approved
technical
Captains,
twenty-one
in the grade
vacancy in
and thirty years. Any vacancy
of
twenty-one
Juage Ad- the ages of
Captains, Juage
vacate General's Department.
of captain
captain in
the Judge
Advocate General's
Dep.artment, not filled
filled
General's Department,
Judge Advocate
in the
of
D
part;nerals
transfer or detail from another branch, may, in the discretion
discretion of
by transfer
appointment from reserve
reserve judge advocates
advocates
the President, be filled by appointment
years, and such appointee
between
between the ages of thirty and thirty-six years
junior
upon the
the promotion list immediately below the junior
shall be placed -upon
Medical Departmert captain
captain on said list. Appointments
Appointments in the Medical and Dental Corps
MedicalDepartmert
shall be
made in
reser,
:
emedical
medical
lieutenant from reserve
grade of first lieutenant
in the
the grade
be made
shall
and
respectively, between
between the ages of twenty-three
twenty-three
officers, respectively,
and dental
dental officers,
and
Veterinary Corps in the grade of second
second
in the Veterinary
thirty-two years; in
and thirty-two
between the ages of
lieutenant from reserve
reserve veterinary officers between
lieutenant
twenty-one and thirty
years;'• and in the Medical Administrative
thirty years
twenty-one
Corps
lieutenant from enlisted men of the
Corps in the grade of second lieutenant
Medical
Department between
twenty-one and thirty-two
tbirty-two
ages of twenty-one
between the ages
Medical Department
least two
two years' service. To be eligible for
have had at least
_T)ntai
Dcntal Corps, pro- years,
who have
for
years, who
a graduate
lessons.'
appoin
tment in
in the
the Dental
Corps, aacandidate
candidate must be a
graduate of
Dental Corps,
appointment
requisites.
essional requisites.
a
engaged in the practice
a recognized
recognized dental college, and have been engaged
graduation.
of his profession for at least two years subsequent
subsequent to graduation.
duly
Appointments
Chaplains.
Chaplains.
Appointments as chaplains
chaplains shall be made from among persons dulyaccredited by some religious denomination
denomination or organization, and of
of
accredited
good
standing therein,
between the ages of
of twenty-three
twenty-three and fortytherein, between
good standing
Regular Army and retired officers
of the
the Regular
Reappointment
of five
officers of
officers
ve years. Former officers
Reappointment oft
former,
orttrans
rented,
be reappointed
reappointed to
to the
the active
list, if
for active
active
competent for
found competent
if found
active list,
ol may
may be
ome
cess
tc active
lot. oM-
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duty,
be commissioned
commissioned in
in the
grades determined
RRORGANIZAthe ARMY R"OGANIdetermined by
by the
the grades
duty, and
and shall
shall be
places
assigned to
to them
them on
on the
promotion list
under the
the provisions
provisions
places assigned
the promotion
list under
hereof."
of
24a hereof."
of section 24a
S
EC. 25.
25. That
section 25
Act be,
be, and
and the
the same
hereby,183. Vol.
39,
p.
p. 1S3.
Vol. 39,
same is
is hereby,
25 of
of said
said Act
That section
SEC.
amended
by striking
striking out
out the
the following
following in
in lieu
lieu
amended by
the same
same and
and inserting
inserting the
thereof:
thereof:
d
)etached Officers'
Officers'
Detached
officers I
MEN.--Al officers
ENLISTED MEN.—All
DETACHED OFFICERS
"SEC. 25.
"SEc.
25. DETACHED
OFFICERS AND
AND ENLISTED
tested
. Enlisted
and Detached
Enlisted
and
enlisted men
authorized by
assigned to
duty with
's Lists.
and enlisted
men authorized
by law
law and
and not
not assigned
to duty
with Vela
Men'sDe
any
or bureau
herein provided
provided for
shall be
on the
the Composiionof.
Composition of.
carried on
for shall
be carried
bureau herein
any branch
branch or
Detached Officers'
Officers' List
List and
and Detached
Men's List,
List, respecrespecDetached
Detached Enlisted
Enlisted Men's
tively."
tively."
SEC.
SEc. 26. That said Act be, and the same is hereby, amended by vnlp'pine5Scots;
Y
.
rement
Illii3
p
9
PiPne.m5
repeacleodu.ts;
S.
section 26.
26.irement
ret
retirement
repealed.
striking out section
SEC. 27.
27. That
That section
27 of
be, and
same is
is hereby,
Vol. 39, p. 185.
18.
hereby Vol.39,p.
and the
the same
of said
said Act
Act be,
section 27
SEC.
amended
out all
all up
to and
and including
including the
the third
proviso
third proviso,
amended by
by striking
striking out
up to
and
to the
the utilization
utilization of
of the
the service
and also
also the
the proviso
proviso relating
relating to
service of
of postpostmasters, and
the following
following in
in lieu
thereof:
lieu thereof:
and inserting
inserting the
masters,
Enlistments.
"
SEC. 27.
ENLISTMENTS. —Hereafter original
original enlistments
enlistments in
Optisonalperiods.
in the
the Optional
"SEC.
27. ENLISTMENrTS.-Hereafter
periods.
Regular
of one
one or
or three
years
at
the
option
Regular Army
Army shall
shall be for aaperiod of
three years at the option
of
the soldier,
soldier, and
and reenlistments
for a
of the
reenlistments shall
shall be
be for
a period
period of
of three
three years.
years.
Itz liers
e
V enrtallowExisting laws providing for the payment of three
three months'
months' pay to anReenlistment
allowcertain soldiers
soldiers upon
are hereby
hereby repealed,
repealed, and
and hereafter
certain
upon reenlistment
reenlistment are
hereafterces hfter.
an enlistment
allowance equal
to three
three times
times the
monthly pay
an
enlistment allowance
equal to
the monthly
pay of
of aa
soldier
the seventh
grade shall
be paid
to every
every soldier
who enlists
soldier of
of the
seventh grade
shall be
paid to
soldier who
enlists
or
of three
years, payment
payment of
of the
the enlistment
enlistment
or reenlists
reenlists for
for aperiod,
a period of
three years,
allowance
original enlistment
enlistment to
deferred until honorable
honorable
allowance for original
to be
be deferred
discharge."
sT
discharge."
ipoeli3fi9e,en.
SEc.
at said
said Act
be, and
is hereby,
amended by
p. 18G
SEC. 28.
28. That
That
Act be,
and the
the same
same is
hereby, amended
bylisted
specifedd
enlisted
striking
the proviso
proviso added
added Payeahbolisphedonti
striking out
out section 28,
28, with
with the
the exception
exception of
of the
eegrap ers cont thereto by
Chapter XVII,
Act of
of Congress
approved tied.
ued.
section 55 of
of an
an Act
Congress approved
by Chapter
XVII, section
thereto
July 9,
9, 1918,
providing pay
for qualification
qualification as
as telegraphers.
Vol .
40, p. 90
40,
vol.
telegraphers. p.
pay for
July
1918, providing
S
EC. 29.
said Act
the same
is hereby,
p. 187.
39, p.
187.
hereby, vol. 39,
SEC.
29. That
That section
section 29
29 of
of said
Act be,
be, and
and the
same is
amended
out the
the same
the following
in lieu
amended by
by striking
striking out
same and
and inserting
inserting the
following in
lieu
thereof:
thereof:
on lcl)ischarze
"SEc. 29.
ON ACCOUNT
OF DEPENDENT
RELATIVES.
,o1u)nistehaor
ze dependent
depTntl:nei
off
DISCHARGE ON
ACCOUNT OF
DEPENDENT RELATIVES.-count
29. DISCHARGE
"SEC.
relatives.i d .
a member
When by reason
reason of death
death or disability of a
member of the family
family of reil,Itive
f
°c
Permitted, if occuran
after his
his enlistment,
members of
of his
his rin;since
enlistraee
n
t
t
r
:
ring since e
enlistment.
enlistment, members
enlisted man,
man, occurring
occurring after
an enlisted
become dependent
dependent upon
upon him
him for
care or
may, in
in
family become
for care
or support,
support, he
he may,
the
of the
War, be
discharged from
the
the discretion
discretion of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
be discharged
from the
States."
service of the United States."
service
S
EC. 30.
Act be,
and the
same is
hereby, Vol.
Vol. 39, p. 187.
187.
SEC.
30. That
That section
section 30
30 of
of said
said Act
be, and
the same
is hereby,
amended by
by striking
out the
same and
and inserting
inserting the
following m
amended
striking out
the same
the following
m
lieu
thereof:
lieu thereof:
The Regular
Regular Army Reserve
"SEc.
30. The
"SEC. 30.
Reserve is hereby
hereby abolished,
abolished, and all sereguabrlisedR.
serRveegtataorliled.Y Remembers
shall be
be discharged
from the
the obligations
under
thereof shall
discharged from
obligations under
members thereof
which
they are
are now
serving."
now serving."
which they
SEC. 31.
said Act
Act be,
be, and
is hereby
hereby amended
by 1;01
l.. 39, P- 187-189,
amended by
the same
same is
and the
That said
SEC.
31. That
striking
sections 31,
33, 34,
34, 36,
and 39.
39.
Sections stricken out.
Sectionsstrickenout.
36, 38,
38, and
out sections
31, 32,
32, 33,
striking out
S
EC. 32.
32. That
That section
section 37
37 of
Act be,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
hereby, Vol.
Vol' 39, p.
13- 189
181'.
is hereby,
of said
said Act
SEC.
amended by
inserting the
the following
following m
out the same
same and inserting
amended
by striking out
lieu
thereof:
lieu thereof:
eserve
"SEC. 37. OFFICERS' RESERVE CORPS.-For the purpose of pro- cO,Ce'
viding
"SEC.
areserve
37. Ort'ICERS'
of officers
RESERVE
availableCfor
ORPS.
military
—For service
the purpose
when needed
of pro- c3pEnsC.ers7
Reserv
r
ea tir and
compoand compoviding a reserve of officers available for military service when needed, .Ceation
organized an
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps consisting of son of
be organized
an Officers'
there shall be
branches of
general officers,
general
officers of sections corresponding
corresponding; to the various branches
of
the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, and of such additional sections as the President
President
may
grades in each
grade
number in
in each
each grade
each section
section and the number
may direct.
direct. The grades
shall be
as the
the President
President may
may prescribe.
prescribe. Reserve
Reserve officers
officers shall
shall be
be
i
pointmt;nts by
by
ppointments
shall
be as
alone, except
general cept
cept =ra
general t?N
officers.
commissioned by
appointed
appointed and
and commissioned
by the
the President
President alone,
except general
cers .
advice and consent
consent 'lrms.
officers, who shall be appointed by and with the advice
.
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Z- of the Senate. Appointment
Appointment m
in every case shall be for aa period of
five
five years, but an appointment in
in force
force at the
the outbreak
outbreak of
of war,
war, or
or
made
made in
in time of war,
war, shall continue
continue in force
force until six months after its
its
termination.
termination. Any reserve officer may be discharged
discharged at any time in
in the
discretion of the President. A
appointed during the
A reserve
reserve &firer
officer appointed
existence of a
a state of
of war shall be
be entitled to discharge
discharge within six
six
Citizenship.
Citizenship.
months after its termination if he makes application therefor. In
In
time of peace, a
a reserve officer must, at
at the
the time
time of his
his appointment,
appointment,
between
be a
a citizen of the United States or
or of the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands, between
Former service
qual- the ages of twenty-one and sixty years. Any person who
Former
servicequalwhoP has been an
ifications.
o
'.
officer of the Army at any time between
between April 6, 1917, and June 30
30,
191a9,ror an
rve
offi
or e
:
eof
o
rf
in
the
1919,
an
officer
thet Regular
Regular Army at any time, may be appointed
as
h highest
highest grade
graYdaet aiiy he
as a reserve officer in the
d
which hee,held
held be
in appointed
the °It
Armyy
National
Guard offi- or any lower grade;
National Gard
any
person
now
as
an
officer
of the
serving
as
officer
of
cers eligible.
cers eligible.
National
a reserve officer in his present
present
National Guard may be appointed as a
tetricti on on
or any
lower grade;
no other
shall in
time of
peace be
be originally
originally
in time
of peace
grade; no
other person
person shall
on on or
any lower
otRerstriti
others.
appointed as
as a
a reserve
officer of
of Infantry,
Cavalry, Field
Artillery,
appointed
reserve officer
Infantry, Cavalry,
Field Artillery,
Coast Artillery,
Artillery, or Air
Air Service
Service in aa grade
grade above
above that
that of
of second
second lieulieuLimit
ap- tenant.
Limt of
of peace
peaeapIn time of .peace.. appointments
appointments in the
Infantry,
Cavalry,
pointments
...
.
.
nfn
pointints in
in infanField
Coast Artillery, and
and Air
Service shall
limited to
try, etc.
etc.
try,
Artillery, Coast
Field Artillery,
Air Service
shall be
be limited
to
ARMY REORGANIZAAoRMY
TION.
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former officers
officers of
of the
the Army,
Army, graduates
graduates of
former
of the
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers'

Training Corps,
provided i
n section
officers
Training
Corps, as
as provided
in
section 47b
47b hereof,
hereof, warrant
warrant officers
and enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Army, National Guard and
and Enlisted
Enlisted
Reserve
Reserve Corps, and persons who served in the Army at some time

asis oromotions between
between April 6, 1917, and November 11,
11, 1918. Promotions
Promotions and
and ttransfers
transfers shall be made under such rules as may be prescribed
prescribed by the

Basis of promotions
and transfers.

President, and shall be based so far
practicable upon
far as practicable
upon recommendarecommendations
established chain of command,
officer
tions made
made in
in the established
command, but
but no
no reserve
reserve officer
promoted to any grade
peace until
until he
shall be
be promoted
grade in time of
of peace
he has
has held
held a
a
commission for
far as
as
for at
at least one
one year in the next lower grade.
grade. So
So far
practicable,
practicable, reserve
reserve officers shall be assigned to units in the locality
National Guard comof their
their places
residence. Nothing in
shall operate
operate to
to
NatMsionsalGrd
places of
of
of residence.
this Act
m this
Act shall
missions
allowed. o
deprive a
a reserve
reserve officer of
reserve commission
he now
deprive
of the
the reserve
commission he
now holds.
holds.
Any
hold a
a commission
in the
the National
Any reserve
reserve officer
officer may
may hold
commission in
National Guard
Guard
thereby
his
reserve
commission.
without
thereby
vacating
his
reserve
commission.
Reserve officers on
"Sao. 37a.
37a. RESERVE
REamsvz OFTICERS
ON ACTIVE
DITTY. —To the
the extent
actsedety
on
"SE.
OFFICEBS ON
ACTIVE DUTY.-TO
extent
active duty.
Time
restrictions, provided
cTie
provided for from
from time
to time
time by
by appropriations
appropriations for
this specific
specific
restrdctions
time to
for this
except during war.
ptdg
purpose, the President may order reserve
at
reserve officers
officers to active duty at
any time and for any period; but except in time of aanational
national emergency expressly declared
declared by Congress, no reserve officer
officer shall
shall be
fifteen days
employed on active duty
duty for
for more
more than
than fifteen
days in
in any
any calendar
calendar
Pay, etc.
etc.
Pay,
year without his own consent. A
A reserve officer shall not be entitled
to pay and allowances
allowances except when on active duty. When on active
allowances as
an officer
officer of
of the
duty he shall
shall receive
receive the
the same
same pay and allowances
as an
the
Regular Army of the same
active service,
service, and
and
Regular
same grade
grade and length of
of active
mileage
his first
from his
his last
last station
station
mileage from
from his
his home
home to
to his
first station
station and
and from
to his
home,
but shall
shall not
not be
be entitled
entitled to
retirement or
or retired
retired pay."
to
his
home,
but
to
retirement
pay."
Reserve
Officers'
SEC. 33.
33. That
Act be,
be, and
same is
hereby, amended
amended by
r~,mC,,orps,
SEC.
That said
.0
said Act
and the
the same
is hereby,
by
Training
Corps.
Vol.
pp. 191,
ol. 39,
39, pp.
91, 192.
192. striking out sections 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, and 46 and inserting
inserting the follosfTing in
lowing
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
S
EC.
40.
RESERVE OF.FICTERS'
RAINING C
ORPS — ORGANIZATION. —
Oraaniziion.
il
"SEC.
RESERVE
OFFICERS' T
TRAINING
CORPS-ORGANIZATION.40.
Maintenance in civil
educational
institu- The President is hereby authorized to establish and maintain in civil
educational
tions.
educational
institutions a
a Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps,
Senior division.
educational institutions
Corps, one
one or
or
division.
tSenior
more units in number, which shall consist of aasenior division organorganized at universities
universities and colleges granting degrees, including State
universities and those State institutions that are required to provide
Vol. 12
12, p.5..
p. 503.
Vo
instruction in military
military tactics under the Act of Congress of July 2,
2,
1862, donating lands for the establishment
establishment of
of colleges
colleges where
where the
the
leading object
object shall be practical
practical instruction
in agriculture
agriculture and
leading
instruction in
and the
the
including military tactics, and at
mechanic arts, including
those essentially
at those
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ARMY RY.ORGANIZA,
BEOB
ARIN R G0-a
military schools
degrees,
specially designated
designated ,ION.
academic degrees,
conferring academic
not conferring
schools not
military
j specially
by
the
Secretary
of
War
as
!
qualified,
and
a
j
uni
or
division
organized
Junior
division.
by the Secretary of War as qualified, and a junior division organized Junior diviion.

at
all other
and private
each
institutions, and each
educational institutions,
private educational
public and
other public
at all
division
of units
units of
arms, corps, or services
several arms,
the several
of the
consist of
shall consist
division shall
in
such number
and such
such strength
President may
may prescribe:
prescribe:
as the
the President
strength as
number and
in such
Pr,,
Provided,
no such
maintained at any Prov
or maintained
established or
be established
shall be
unit shall
such unit
That no
Provided, That
Army o-f
institution
until an
an officer
officer of
of the
Army shall
shall have
have been
ofArmy
ofli
been Detail of
the Regular
Regular Army
institution until
detailed
military science
until such
such c, er,
detailed as
as professor
professor of
of military
science and
and tactics,
tactics, nor
nor until
tudents
redired f
tudeents required.
institution
shall maintain
maintain under
military instruction
at least
least one
one
instruction at
under military
institution shall
hundred
male students,
except that in
the case of units
in the
students, except
fit male
physically fit
hundred physically
other
than infantry,
infantry, cavalry
or artillery,
artillery, the
minimum number
of military
ourse of
shall Course
number shall
the minimum
cavalry or
other than
military
training
aa pretoforbe
be graduatraining to
institutions described requisite
State institutions
at State
be
That except
except at
further, That
Providedfurther,
be fifty:
fifty: Provided
radua
in
this
section,
no
unit
shall
be
established
or
maintained
in
an
educag
ste
for
educaan
in
tion.
maintained
or
be
established
shall
in this section, no unit
tional institution
until the
authorities of the same agree to establish
the authorities
institution until
tional
and maintain
maintain a
atwo
two years'
years' elective
or compulsory
compulsory- course of military
elective or
and
training as
as a
a minimum
which
students, which
male students,
fit male
physically fit
its physically
for its
minimum for
training
course, when
upon by
by any
any student,
regards such
shall, as regards
student, shall,.
entered upon
when entered
course,
student, be
be a
prerequisite for
unless he
relieved of this
is relieved
he is
graduation unless
for graduation
a prerequisite
student,
obligation by
by regulations
regulations to
be prescribed
prescribed by
ourses
of War.
War.
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
to be
Courses.
obligation
Standard, of mlimiliStandard,
"
SEC. 405.
RESERVE OFFICERS'
TRAINING CORPS
CORPS COURSES.COURSES.— tary
OFFICERS' TRAINING
40a. RESERVE
"SEC.
training, to be
The
Secretary
of
War
is
hereby
authorized
to
prescribe
standard
prescribed.
tanrescri'ed'
standard
The Secretary of War is hereby authorized to prescribe
training for units of the
courses
practical military traimng
theoretical and practical
of theoretical
courses of
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
no unit
unit of
corps shall be
such corps
of such
and no
Corps, and
Training Corps,
Reserve
organized or
or maintained
at any
institution the authorities
educational institution
any educational
maintained at
organized
of which
fail or
to adopt
adopt into
into their
their curriculum
prescribed
the prescribed
curriculum the
or neglect
neglect to
which fail
of
courses of
of military
military training
training or
or to
to devote
devote at
an average of three
at least an
courses
hours per
week per
such military
training, except
except as
as pt
78
p.778.
to such
military training,
Post, p.
academic year
year to
per week
per academic
hours
provided
in section
of this
this Acts
Personnel.
provided in
section 47c
47c of
Act.
Personnel
from
Regufrom ReidDetails
WIT
RESERVE
DuTrl WTITE
"SEC. 4013.
FOR DiTIT
RESERVE OFFICERS'
OFFICERS' larDetails
PEBSONNEL FOB
40b. PERSONNEL
"SEc.
Army, authorized.
TRAINING C
ORPS.—The President
President is
hereby authorized
to detail
such lar ArmY authoried.
detail such
authorized to
is hereby
COBPs.-The
TRAINING
numbers of
men of the Reguenlisted men
and enlisted
officers, and
warrant officers,
of officers,
officers, warrant
numbers
lar Army,
Army, either
either active
as may
may be
duty
for dutynecessary for
be necessary
retired, as
or retired,
active or
lar
as professors
professors of
science and
and tactics,
tactics, assistant
of
professors of
assistant professors
military science
of military
as
military science
and tactics,
tactics, and
instructors at educational
military instructors
and military
science and
military
institutions
where one
one or
more units
of the
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Training Use of retired lt
Officers' Traininind
units of
or more
institutions where
list in
Corps
time of
of peace
retired officers,
retired time
of peace.
timeofpeace.
officers, retired
peace retired
In time
are maintained.
maintained. In
Corps are
under
warrant officers,
officers, or
or retired
retired enlisted
enlisted men
be detailed under
not be
men shall not
warrant
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
without their
their consent,
officer
and no officer
consent, and
section without
the
on the
the active
active list
list shall
shall be
be detailed
detailed for
recruiting service
service or
or for
for duty
duty
for recruiting
on
service where
at
or college,
college, not
not including
schools of the service,
including schools
school or
at a
a school
officers
on the
retired list
can be
secured who
who are competent
competent for such
such
be secured
list can
the retired
officers on
Pay, etc.
duty.
Hereafter retired
below the
the grade
grade of
of brigadier
etc
general Pay'
brigadier general
officers below
retired officers
duty. Hereafter
and retired
warrant officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
when on active
men shall, when
officers and
retired warrant
and
allowances. "
duty, receive
full ply
pay and allowances."
receive full
duty,
Vol. 39, pp. l92-194.
SEC. 34.
34. That
That said
said Act
be, and
and the
amended by VOL 39, pp-192-l.
hereby, amended
is hereby,
same is
the same
Act be,
SEC.
striking
out
sections
47,
48,
49,
50,
51,
53,
and
54
and
inserting
52,
51,
striking out sections
the
supplies, etc.
etc..
Army supples,
lieu thereof:
thereof:
in lieu
the following
following in
to be
furnished.
hed.
befuris
"
SEQ. 47.
UPPLIES FOR
FOR RESERVE
RESERVE OFFICEBS
OFFICERS' TAINING
TRAINING C
ORPS.— to
COBPS.SUPPLIES
47. S
"SEC.
The Secretary
Secretary of
War, under such
regulations as he may prescribe,
such regulations
of War,
The
is
hereby authorized
issue to
to institutions
institutions at which
which one or more
to issue
authorized to
is hereby
units of
of the
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps are maintained such
such
Officers' Training
the Reserve
units
public animals,
animals, transportation,
transportation, arms, ammunition, supplies, tentage,
public
equipment, and
and uniforms
uniforms belonging
belonging to the United States as he may
equipment,
deem
necessary, and to forage at the expense of the United States
deem necessary,
commutation in lieu of uniforms at
public
at
issued, to pay commutation
so issued,
public animals so
rate to
be fixed
annually by
Secretary of
of War,
and to
to authorize
authorize
War, and
the Secretary
by the
fixed annually
aarate
to be
ropriations
such
proper Army
as he
deem aiaioe.oPato
manydeem
he may
appropriations as
Army appropriations
from proper
expenditures from
such expenditures
Officers'
necessary
the efficient
efficient maintenance
maintenance of the Reserve Officers'
for the
necessary for
which
Training Corps.
Corps. He
He shall require from each institution to which
51
44281°-21
44281°-21----51
is os.

and

number

of
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ARMY REORGANIZAa bond in the value of the
United States is issued a
property of the United
REORGANIZ- property
AMY
except for
safe-keeping thereof, except
for
issued for the care and safe-keeping
Bond
property issued
required for property
Bond required
care,
etc.
uniforms, expendable
careetc.
expendable articles, and supplies expended
expended in operation,
maintenance,
for its
its return
when required.
required.
return when
and for
instruction, and
and instruction,
maintenance, and
Instruction camps.
cAMPS.-The SecSEC.
47a. RESERVE
TRAINING CORPS CAMPS.—The
OFFICERS' TRAINING
RESERVE OFFICERS'
SEC. 47a.
c authorMasitenance
Maintenance
ized.
retary of War is hereby
retary
hereby authorized
authorized to maintain camps
cam's for the further
further
ized.
practical instruction
instruction of
members of
Reserve Officers'
Ihcers' Training
of the
the Reserve
the members
of the
practical
Corps, no
such camps
camps to
to be
be maintained
for a
longer period
period than
than six
six
a longer
maintained for
no such
Corps,
or threatened
weeks in
in any
any one
year, except
except in
time of
of actual
actual or
threatened hosin time
one year,
weeks
tilities;
transport members
to and
such camps
camps
from such
and from
corps to
such corps
of such
members of
to transport
tilities; to
Expenses of attenda t te n d
at the
of the
so far
as appropriations
appropriations will
will
far as
States so
United States
the United
expense of
the expense
at
ing, etc.
ing,
permit,
to subsist
subsist them
at the
the expense
of the
United States while
the United
expense of
them at
permit, to
therein so
traveling
to and
and from
camps and
and while
remaining therein
while remaining
such camps
from such
traveling to
far as
as appropriations
permit, or
in lieu
lieu of
of transporting
transporting them to
to
or in
will permit,
appropriations will
far
and
such camps
subsisting them
them while
en route,
route, to
to pay
while en
and subsisting
camps and
from such
and from
cents per mile for the dis5 cents
of 5
them travel
travel allowances
the rate
rate of
atheh
allowances at
them
tance
by the
the shortest
shortest usually
usually traveled
traveled route
the places
places from
from
from the
route from
tance by
and for the return
which they
the camp
camp and
to the
proceed to
to proceed
authorized to
are authorized
they are
which
travel
to make
make the
the payment
payment of travel allowances
allowances for the
and to
thereto, and
travel thereto,
return
journey in
in advance
advance of
of the
the actual
actual performance
performance of
of the
same, and
the same,
return journey
to admission
to military
hospitals
at such
camps,
and
to furnish
furnish
to
and
camps,
at
such
hospitals
military
to
admission
to
of
Army
Use of Army troops
medical attendance
supphes; to
to use
troops of
the Regular
Regular
of the
the troops
use the
and supplies;
attendance and
medical
and
property.
andperoperty.
necessary, for
deem necessary,
Army, and
such Government
property as
may deem
he may
as he
Government property
and such
Army,
the
military training
training of
in attendance
attendance
while in
corps while
such corps
of such
members of
of the
the members
the military
at such
such camps;
camps; and
and to
prescribe regulations
for the government
government of
regulations for
to prescribe
at
such camps.
camps.
such
Rerve ofcers
Reserve
officers.
RESERVE OFFICERS'
"SEC. 47b.
47b. APPOINTMENT
APPOINTMENT OF
OFFICERS'
GRADUATES OF RESERVE
OF GRADUATES
Appointment
"SEC.
AsU tne nft as, of
graduates
alone, under
OFFICERS.-The President
RESERVE OFFICERS.—The
TRAINING CORPS AS
of senior
senior TRAINING
graduates of
AS
RESERVE
President
alone,
under
divisions.
Requirements.
such regulations
regulations as
may prescribe,
prescribe, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
appoint
to appoint
as he
he may
such
Requirements,
as
reserve officer
of the
the Army
States any
graduate of
any graduate
United States
the United
of the
Army of
officer of
as aareserve
the
senior division
division of
of the
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps who shall
Officers' Training
the Reserve
the senior
have
satisfactorily completed
training provided
provided for in
further training
the further
completed the
have satisfactorily
section
47a of
of this
or any
any graduate
graduate of
junior division who shall
the junior
of the
Act, or
this Act,
section 47a
courses of military training prethe courses
have satisfactorily
completed the
satisfactorily completed
have
scribed
for the
senior division
further training
provided for
training provided
the further
and the
division and
the senior
scribed for
participated in such practical
in
of this
and shall
shall have
have participated
practical
Act, and
this Act,
47a of
section 47a
in section
the Secretary
instruction subsequent
to graduation
Secretary of War shall
graduation as the
subsequent to
instruction
age of twenty-one years
at the
prescribe, who
shall have
the age
years and
arrived at
have arrived
who shall
prescribe,
writing, to serve the United
who
United States in
oath in writing,
under oath
agree, under
shall agree,
who shall
the capacity of areserve officer of the Army of the United States
durStates durof serce
Period
service the capacity of a reserve officer of the Army of the United
Period
ing
period of
of at
at least
least five
five years
years from
from the date of his appointment as
a period
ing a
required.
required.
such
reserve officer,
unless sooner
sooner discharged
discharged by
authority:
proper authority:
by proper
officer, unless
such reserve
P.tin,
Proviso.
appointed pursuant to this Act shall
officer appointed
reserve officer
no reserve
That no
No
retirement, etc.
Provided, That
etc. Provided,
Noretrement,
pay, and shall be eligible for
entitled to
to retired
retired pay,
or to
retirement, or
to retirement,
Pensions
restricted. be
be entitled
Pensions restricted.
in active service or
pension
disability incurred
incurred in
of duty
duty in
line of
in line
for disability
only for
pension only
this Act.
while
serving with
with the
the Army
pursuant
to
of this
provisions of
to provisions
pursuant
Army
serving
while
Pay and commuta " SEC. 47C.
PAY
AND
COMMUTATION
OF SUBSISTENCE,
RESERVE
RESERVE
SUBSISTENCE,
OF
COMMUTATION
AND
PAY
47c.
"SEC.
tion
of
F
ubsistence.
tion'f.ubsistence.
Allowance
to st,i
CoRPS.-When any member of the senior divist,'- OFFICERS' TRAINING
lleowane to
TRAINING CORPS.—When
dents agreeing to con
tinuesnexitled
military sion of the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps has completed
completed two acaacatini',ri ifiedmiitary
training, etc.
been selected for
division,
that
in
demic
years
of
service
that
division,
and
has
of
service
demic years
trair.n,r etc.
and by the
advanced
training by
by the
the president
of the
institution and
the institution
president of
advanced training
professor
and tactics,
and has agreed
agreed in writing
tactics, and
science and
military science
of military
professor of
remainder
to continue
continue in
in the
Officers' Training Corps for the remainder
Reserve Officers'
the Reserve
to
week to the
of
course at
the institution,
devoting five
five hours
per week
hours per
institution, devoting
at the
his course
of his
Secretary of War, and has agreed
military
training prescribed
the Secretary
by the
prescribed by
military training
the
prescribed by the
in
writing to_pursue
camp training
training prescribed
in camp
course in
the course
to pursue the
in writing
the expense of the United
Secretary of
War, he
may be
furnished at the
be furnished
he may
of War,
Secretary
States commutation
commutation of
of subsistence
exceeding the
subsistence at such rate, not exceeding
States
T a
fixed
cost of
prescribed for
as may
may be fixed
Army,, as
the Array
for the
ration prescribed
garrison ration
the garrison
of the
cost
service in the
by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
during the
the remainder
of his
his service
remainder of
War, during
by the
TION.
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Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Corps, not
two years:
years: Provided,
Training Corps,
not exceeding
exceeding two
Proided, TION.
AMT
B OR'OAMZ.
medical, dental,
That any medical,
dental. or veterinary
admitted Prowos.
veterinary student may be admitted
Provisos.
Medical Department
to a
a Medical, Dental, or Veterinary
Veterinary Corps unit of the Reserve Officers'
tSedaDepartment
Officers' trainingTraining Corps for a
acourse of training at the rate of
ninety hours of
of ninety
of
instruction per annum for the four collegiate
collegiate years,
years, and if at
the
at the
end of two years of such training he has been selected
professor
selected by the professor
of military science and tactics and the head of the institution
for
institution for
advanced training,
advanced
training, and has agreed
agreed in writing to continue in
in the
Reserve
Officers' Training
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps for the remainder
remamder of his course at
at
the
in
the institution,
institution, and has
has agreed
agreed in writing
writing to
to pursue
pursue the
the course
course in
Secretary of
camp training prescribed by the Secretary
of War, he
he may be
be furnished, at the expense of the United States, with commutation
commutation of subsistence at such rate not exceeding
exceeding the cost of the garrison ration p
reprefixed by the Secretary
during
scribed for the Army, as may
may be
be fixed
Secretary of War,
War, during
the remainder of his service
Reserve Officers'
Corps, not
not
service in
m the Reserve
Officers' Training
Training Corps,
of reserve
exceeding two
two years:
years: Provided
further, That
any reserve
reserve officer
officer who
who Admission
exceeding
Providedfurther,
That any
Admission ofreserve
officers.
is also aa medical,
medical, dental, or veterinary
admitted officers
veterinary student may be admitted
Veterinary Corps
to such Medical,
Medical, Dental, or Veterinary
Corps unit for
for such
such training,
Secretary of War may preunder such rules
rules and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
preAttending advance
scribe: Provided
Provided further,
further, That members of the Reserve
Reserve Officers,
S aace
Officers, ccourse
camps.
Training Corps, or other persons authorized
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to
to
paid. for
such
attend advanced
advanced course camps
camps, shall be
be paid
for attendance
attendance at
at such
camps at the rate prescribed.
prescribed for soldiers
soldiers of the seventh grade of the
the
Regular Army.
Army.
Regular
Training camps.
47d. TRAINING
"SEc.
TrAININ
"SEC. 47d.
ciAmPs.—The Secretary
of War
War is hereby
Maintenance of,
for
CAMPS.-The
Secretary of
hereby Mantenance
of, for
men,'
authorized
military reservations
authorized to maintain, upon military
reservations or elsewhere, Zt
ted enl
,etC
s
.
ted men
seisted
este
schools or camps for the military instruction
instruction and traiming,
training, with
with aa
view to their appointment
appointment as reserve officers
officers or noncommissioned
noncommissioned offiofficers, of such warrant officers,
officers, enlisted men,
men, and
and civilians
civilians as may be
selected upon their own application;
application; to use for the
the purpose of
of mainimparting military
military instruction
instruction and
taining said camps and
and imparting
and training
training
thereat,
ammunition, accoutrements,
thereat, such arms, ammunition,
accoutrements, equipments,
equipments, tentage,
field
equipage, and transportation
transportation belonging
as
field equipage,
belonging to the
the United
United States as
necessary; to furnish
he may deem necessary;
furnish at the expense
expense of the United
United States
uniforms, subsistence,
subsistence, transportation
transportation by
by the
the most
most usual
usual and direct
direct
route within such limits
as the
the Secretary
of War
War may
may
limits as
as to
to territory
territory as
Secretary of
furnishing such transportation
prescribe, or in lieu of furnishing
subsistence to etIrs
veiling expenses.
transportation and subsistence
raveling
expenses.
pay them travel allowances
allowances at the rate of 5
5 cents per mile for the distance by the shortest usually
usually traveled route from the
places from
the places
from
which they are authorized
proceed to
camp, and for
return
authorized to
to proceed
to the
the camp
for the
the return
travel thereto, and to make the payment of travel allowances
allowances for the
return journey
advance of the actual performance
journey in advance
performance of
of the same, and
and
medical attendance
medical
attendance and supplies to persons
persons receiving
receiving instruction
instruction at
at
said camps during the period of their attendance
thereat, to authorize
attendance thereat,
authorize
such expenditures,
expenditures, from
from proper
he may
may
proper Army
Army appropriations,
appropriations, as
as he
necessary for water,
light, temporary
structures, not
not
deem necessary
water, fuel, light,
temporary structures,
including quarters for officers nor barracks
barracks for men,
men, screening,
screening, and
and
damages resulting
resulting from field exercises,
exercises, and other expenses
expenses incidental
incidental
to
camps, and
the theoretical
theoretical winter
winter instructo the
the maintenance
maintenance of said
said camps,
and the
instruc- saiesgito ft•ertes
ti
i
)
o
ns
n. retion in
tion
in connection
connection therewith;
therewith; and
and to
sell to
persons receiving
eei gitnsctos
to sell
to persons
receiving inqtrucinstruc- cSl
tions at said camps, for cash and at cost
centum,
cost price,
price, plus
plus 10 per centum,
quartermaster
the amount
amount of
such property
property
quartermaster and ordnance
ordnance property, the
of such
sold to any one person to be limited
limited to that which
which is required for
for his
his
All moneys
moneys arising
sales shall
shall remain
proper equipment. Al
arising from such
such sales
remain
available throughout the
following that
in which
which the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year following
that in
the sales
sales
are
made, for
that appropriation
which the
are made,
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of that
appropriation from
from which
the
property sold was authorized
authorized to be supplied at the time for the sale.
Secretary of War is authorized
The Secretary
authorized further to prescribe
prescribe the courses courses
corses of instracinstreof theoretical
theoretical and practical instruction to be pursued
pursued by persons ton.
ti c`n*
authorized by this section; to fix
attending the camps authorized
fix the
the periods
periods
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REORGANIZA- during which such camps shall be maintained; to prescribe rules and
AtY EEORGAZand to employ thereat offiregulations
for the
government thereof;
thereof; and
offithe government
from
regulations for
Personnel

ARMY
TION.

cers, warrant
warrant officers,
officers, and enlisted men of the Regular Army in such
such
numbers
and
upon such
such duties as
designate."
may designate."
he may
as he
upon
and
numbers
9
Vol.39,
pp.195, 196.
Act be,
be, and the same is hereby, amended by
said Act
SEC. 35.
35. That
That said
SEC.
6.
Vol.39,pp.195,1
striking
sections 55
inserting the following
following in lieu
and inserting
56 and
and 56
55 and
out sections
striking out
thereof:
thereof:
CORPS.-The Enlisted
"SEC.
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve
" Sze. 55. TIE
Tut ENLISTED
ENLISTED RESERVE
RESERVE CORPS.—The
Enlisted Reserve
Cos.
Corps.
therein. The
C
omposition
of.
Corps
shall
consist
_persons
voluntarily
enlisted
therein.
enlisted
voluntarily
of
persons
consist
Corps shall
Composition of.
Period of
of enlistment.
enlistment.
Period
period of enlistment
enlistment shallbe
shall be three years, except in the case of persons
who
in the
the Army,
Allay, Navy or Marine Corps at some time between
between
served in
who served
April 6,1917,
November 11,1918,
who may be enlisted
enlisted for one year
11,1918,who
6,1917, and November
April
periods and
in time
peace, shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to discharge
of peace,
time of
who, in
and who,
periods
within ninety- days if
if they
they make application therefor. Enlisments
within
Eligibility.
in the
the Regular
shall be
limited to
enlistment in
Regular
eligible for enlistment
persons eligible
to persons
be limited
shall
Eligibility.
Army who
had such
or technical
technical training
may be
be
as may
training as
military or
such military
have had
who have
Army
Cemtinuance
enlistments
All enlistments
of
war.
in
time prescribed
by regulations
the Secretary
Secretary of War. Aif
of the
regulations of
prescribed by
ntime
ontfIance
in
the outbreak
of war,
its continuaduring its
into during
entered into
or entered
war, or
outbreak of
at the
force at
m force
tion, whether
Regular Army or the Enlisted Reserve Corps,
the Regular
in the
whether in
tion,
shall
continue in
in force
until six
six months
months after
its termination unless
after its
force until
shall continue
sooner terminated
the President.
President.
by the
terminated by
sooner
CORPS.RESERVE C
"SEC. 55a.
OF THE
EN
LISTED RESERVE
ORPS.—
THE ENLISTED
ORGANIZATION OF
55a. ORGANIZATION
"SEC.
Organization.
Organization.
tcrmng, arming, The President may form any or all members
members of the Enlisted Reserve
etc.°ming ' arming '
Corps into
tactical organizations
organizations similar
Regular
similar to those of the Regular
into tactical
Corps
Army, similarly
similarly armed,
armed, uniformed,
composed so
and equipped, and composed
uniformed, and
Army,
officer
practicable of men residing in the same locality, may officer
far as practicable
Assignment of offofil far
cers, etc.
reserve officers or officers
officers of the Regular
assignment of reserve
them by the assignment
cers,etc.
Army,
may detail
detail such
the Army
Army
of the
personnel of
such personnel
and may
or retired,
retired, and
active or
Army, active
as may
be necessary
the administration
administration of such organizations
organizations and
for the
necessary for
may be
as
the care
Government property
property issued to them.
of Government
care of
the
"SEC.
RESERVISTS ON
Reservists.
Reservists.
"S
EC. 55b. RESERVISTS
ON ACTIVE
ACTiVE DUTY.-Members
DTJTY.—Members of the
active
Restriction on act
Restriction
dutyservice
service of.
of.
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps may
be placed
placed on
on active
active duty,
duty, as individuals
individuals
may be
Enlisted
duty
or organizations,
organizations, in
the discretion
discretion of the President,
except in
President, but except
in the
or
Congress
time
declared by Con
gress no
emergency expressly declared
a national
national emergency
time of a
reservist
be ordered
ordered to active duty in excess of the number pershall be
reservist shall
nor
missible under
apptopriations made
for this specific purpose, nor
made for
under appropriations
missible
for a
longer period
fifteen days in any one calendar year without
period than fifteen
a longer
for
his own
own consent.
consent. While
While on
active duty
they shall receive
receive the same
duty they
on active
his
pay and
length
like grades and length
enlisted men of like
other enlisted
as other
allowances as
and allowances
pay
of service.
:NE ilitary equipment
equipment
"
SEC. 55C.
AND INSTRUCTORS
INSTRUCTORS AT
AT OTHER
OTHER
EQUIPMENT AND
MILITARY EQUIPMENT
"SEC.
55C. MILITARY
NMilitary
at other schools
an scnocus AND
ch ools and
Secretary of
War is
authorized,
is hereby
hereby authorized,
of War
COLLEGES.-The Secretary
SCHOOLS AND com.voEs.—The
coll
colleges.
such arms,
issue such
to issue
under such
such regulations
may prescribe,
prescribe, to
as he
he may
regulations as
under
tentage,
necessary for proper milishall deem necessary
equipment as he shall
and equipment
tentage, and
tary
and colleges,
other than
than those
provided for
in
for in
those provided
colleges, other
to schools
schools and
training to
tary training
Provisions for.
Provisions
A
nde, p.
having a
a course of military
military training
training prescribed
prescribed
section 40 of this Act, having
76.
A nte,
p. 776.
section
by
hundred physiof War and having not less than one hundred
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
and the Seccally
fit male
male students
students above
of fourteen
years; and
secfourteen years;
age of
the age
above the
cally fit
or
active or
of War
is hereby
hereby authorized
available active
such available
detail such
to detail
authorized to
Details from Army.
War is
retary of
Army. retary
retired
Regular
officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of the Regular
retired officers,
other
Army
he may
may deem
deem .necessary
necessary to
colleges, other
and colleges,
schools and
to said
said schools
as he
Army as
than those
in section
section 40
of this
That while
while
Proided,That
Act: Provided,
40 of
this Act:
for in
provided for
Provisos.
those provided
than
Provisos.
Pay.
Provided
so detailed
pay and
allowances: Provided
active pay
and allowances:
they shall
shall receive
receive active
so
detailed they
Pay.
further, That
That in
in time
officers, or
warrant officers,
officers, warrant
retired officers,
peace retired
of peace
time of
Consent of retired
retiredfurther,
officers,
etc.
officers, etc.
enlisted men shall not be detailed under the provisions
provisions of this section
without their
consent."
their consent."
without
National
Guard.
NationalGuard.
SEC.
S
EC. 36. That section 60 of said Act be, and the same is hereby,
Vol.
p. 197.
Vol. 39, p.197.
amended by
the following
following at
at the
the end
end thereof:
thereof: "Until
July 1,
1,
Minimum
strength amended
by adding
adding the
"Until July
Mi m ,strength
it
o f units.
of
1921,
and corresponding
corr
. espondinc, units of the National
National Guard
1921, companies
companies and
s.
tun
Proviso.
roviso.
Provided,
may be recognized
recognized at aaminimum
minimum enlisted strength of fifty: Provided,

Armç
Army
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NATIONAL OITARD.
That
the National
National Guard
Guard of
of any
any State,
the District
District of
-u for
NoS
of Combinations
and the
Territory, and
State, Territory,
That the
tactical units.
Columbia
may include
of units
units as
be taticaluaits.
as may be
or parts
parts of
detachments or
such detachments
include such
Columbia may
necessary
order to
complete tactical units when combined
form complete
to form
in order
necessary in
with
troops of
of other
States."
other States."
with troops
p. 200.
Vol.39,p.
SEC.
37. That
That section
of said
said Act
Act be,
be and the same is hereby, Vol.39,
69 of
section 69
SEC. 37.
amended by
by striking
striking out
out the
the same and inserting the following in lieu
amended
thereof:
Enlistment periods.
periods.
National Guard shall be Enlistment
"SEC.
enlistments in the National
Original enlistments
69. Original
"SEC. 69.
of
for
a
period
of
three
years
and
subsequent
enlistments
of
periods
for
for a period of three years and subsequent enlistments
Proviso.
one year
year each:
Provided, That
persons who
who have served in the Army Proow.
That persons
each: Provided,
one
Persons discharged
for not
not less
less than
and have
been honorably
rchrg
discharged iroP,
honorably discharged
have been
six months,
months, and
than six
from the Army.
for
therefrom,
may, within
e
nlist
years after the passage of this Act, enlist
within two years
therefrom, may,
in the
National Guard
Guard for
a period of one year and reenlist for like
for a
the National
in
periods."
periods."
39, p. 201.
Vol.39,p.201.
SEC. 38.
38. That
section 70
hereby Vol.
Act be, and the same is hereby
said Act
of said
70 of
That section
SEC.
amended
by striking
the same and
inserting the following
following in lieu
lieu
and inserting
out the
striking out
amended by
thereof:
contract
contract
anis^tmefnt
the National
in the
"SEC.
enlisting in
National Guard of the several
Men enlisting
70. Men
"SEC. 70.
and oath.
enlistan
States, Territories,
Territories, and
and the
the District
Columbia, shall sign
of Columbia,
District of
States,
ment contract
and subscribe
enlistment:
to the following oath of enlistment:
subscribe to
contract and
ment
day
do hereby
hereby acknowledge
to have
have voluntarily
voluntarily enlisted
enlisted this --acknowledge to
'I'I do
of
a soldier in the National Guard of the United
as a
19-, as
,t 19—_,
of States
and of
of the
the State
period of three (or one)
for the period
,,for
of State of
States and
year
— under
the conditions
prescribed by law, unless sooner disconditions prescribed
under the
year -,
charged'
by proper
And I
do solemnly
I will
swear that I
solemnly swear
I do
authority. And
proper authority.
charged by
America and
bear
true faith
faith and
and allegiance
the United States of America
to the
allegiance to
bear true
ahd faithto the
the State
,
serve them
them honestly and
will serve
I will
that I
, and
and that
of State of
to
I will obey the
fully
against all
all their
enemies whomsoever,
and that I
whomsoever, and
their enemies
fully against
orders of
of the
President of
of the
United States and of the governor
governor of
the United
the President
orders
the
of -of the
officers appointed
according
over me according
appointed over
the officers
and of
,,and
State of
the State
War."
to
rules and Articles of War."'
the rules
and the
law and
to law
201.
20
Vol.
3,r. contract
SEC.
39. That
Act be,
and the
the same
is hereby,
by Vol.39,p.
amended by
hereby, amended
same is
be, and
said Act
That said
SEC. 39.
Former
repealed.
pealed.
striking out
section 71.
71.
out section
striking
Vol. 39
39, p
p. 201.
SEC.
40. That
Act be,
be and
the same
same is
hereby Vol- , - 201
is hereby
and the
said Act
of said
72 of
section 72
That section
SEC. 40.
following in
amended, by
by striking
striking out
the following
andbe,inserting the
same, and
the same,
out the
amended,
Discharges.
lieu thereof:
lieu
thereof:
Discharges.
"
SEC. 72.
DISCHARGE OF
to be
Certificate
NATIONAL Certicate
MEN FROM THE NATIONAL
OF ENLISTED
ENLISTED MEN
72. DISCHARGE
"SEC.
given.
GUARD.
An enlisted
enlisted man
discharged from
from service
in the
Nationalgven.
the National
service in
man discharged
GUARD.-An
Guard,
drafted into
United
military-service of the United
the military
into the
when drafted
except when
Guard, except
States under
under the
provisions of
Act, shall
shall receive a
a
this Act,
of this
111 of
section 111
of section
the provisions
States
discharge
in
writing
in
such
form
and
with
such
classification
as
or
or
is
as
classification
such
with
and
form
such
in
writing
in
discharge
shall
be prescribed
for the
Army, and
and in
in time
time of
of peace disRegular Army,
the Regular
prescribed for
shall be
ion
to expiration
to expirat
Prior
charges may
the expiration
expiration of
of terms
terms of
of enlistment
enlistment ofPrior
to the
prior to
given prior
be given
may be
charges
term.
under such
such regulations
the President
prescribe."
term.39, p. 201.
oVol.
may prescribe."
as the
President may
regulations as
under
and the same is hereby, Vol.39201
be, and
SEC. 41.
That section
section 74
Act be
said Act
of said
74 of
41. That
SEC.
m
amended
striking out
out the
the same and inserting the following in
by striking
amended by
lieu thereof:
thereof:
Ocers.
lieu
"SEc. 74.
GUARD OFFICERS.-OFFICERS.— Qualieatins
Qualifications
of
FOR NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
QUALIFICATIONS FOR
74. QUALIFICATIONS
"SEc.
former services, etc.,
formservices etc.,
Persons
hereafter commissioned
commissioned as officers of the National Guard required.
Persons hereafter
Act
shall
be recognized
recognized as
provisions of this Act
of the provisions
under any of
such under
as such
not be
shall not
unless
they shall
following classes, and
the following
from the
selected from
been selected
have been
shall have
unless they
shall
have taken
taken and
subscribed to
to the oath of office prescribed in the
and subscribed
shall have
preceding
section
of
this
Act;
officers
or
enlisted men of the National
or enlisted
officers
Act;
this
of
preceding section
Guard; officers,
officers, active
or retired,
retired, reserve
officers, and former officers
officers
reserve officers,
active or
Guard;
of
Army, Navy
or Marine
Corps 'enlisted
enlisted men and
former enlisted
and former
Marine Corps,
Navy or
the Army,
of the
men
of the
the Army,
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps who
received an honhave received
who have
Navy, or
Army, Navy,
men of
Military
orable
discharge therefrom;
of the United
United States Military
graduates of
therefrom; graduates
orable discharge
and Naval
Naval Academies;
and graduates
colleges, univeruniverof schools, colleges,
graduates of
Academies; and
and
sities,
officers' training
training camps,
military
they have received military
where they
camps, where
and officers'
sities, and
instruction
supervision of
officer of the Regular Army
of an officer
the supervision
under the
instruction under
—
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who
certified their fitness for appointment
commissioned officers;
officers;
appointment as commissioned
who certified
and
for the
the technical
branches or
Staff Corps
Corps and
and departments,
departments, such
or Staff
technical branches
and for
other
civilians as
as may
specially qualified
duty therein."
therein."
qualified for
for duty
be specially
may be
other civilians
National Guard
ReNational
Guard ReSEC.
42. That section 78 of said Act be, and the same is hereby,
SEC.
42.
serve.
Vol. 39,
p. 212.
212.
amended by striking out the same
same and
and inserting
inserting the following in lieu
Vol.
39, p.
amended
lieu
thereof:
thereof:
Enlistment contract
regulations
men duly
That hereafter,
"SEC 78.
78. That
"SEC
hereafter, men
duly qualified
qualified under
under regulations
Enisltment contract
and oath.
National Guard
in the
the National
prescribed
by the
the Secretary
may enlist
enlist in
of War
War may
Secretary of
prescribed by
Reserve for
of one
or three
three years,
years, under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
one or
for aaperiod
period of
Reserve
the
Secretary of
prescribe, and
on so
so enlisting
enlisting they
they shall
shall
and on
shall prescribe,
of War
War shall
the Secretary
subscribe
enlistment contract
contract and
and take
the oath
oath
take the
the following
following enlistment
to the
subscribe to
voluntarily entherein specified:
to have voluntarily
acknowledge to
do hereby
hereby acknowledge
specified: 'I'I do
therein
in the
the National
listed
this -,
19—, as
as a
asoldier
National
soldier in
, 19-,
of -- day
day of
listed this
Guard Reserve
Reserve of
of the
the United
United States
States and
of the
the State
State of
of for
,,for
and of
Guard
a
period of
one (or
(or three)
year—, unless
unless sooner
sooner discharged
proper
by proper
discharged by
three) year-,
of one
a period
and
faith and
authority,
and II do
will bear
true faith
bear true
that IIwill
swear that
do solemnly
solemnly swear
authority, and
allegiance to
the United
States of
of America
America and
and to
the State
State of
,
ofto the
to the
United States
allegiance
and that
that I
them honestly
against all
their
all their
faithfully against
honestly and
and faithfully
serve them
I will
will serve
and
enemies
and that
that IIwill
will obey
the orders
of the
President
the President
orders of
obey the
whomsoever and
enemies whomsoever
of
and the
of the
the State
State of
,and
and
of -,
the governor
governor of
States and
United States
of the
the United
rules and
and the
the rules
of
over me
according to
to law
law and
me according
appointed over
of the
the officers
officers appointed
Provisos.
Articles of
of War':
War': Provided,
Provided, That
That members
members of
officers
said reserve,
reserve, officers
of said
Articles
Provisos.
enlisted men, when engaged in field or coast defense training with
and enlisted
Pay
Y when tra'ig and
with
vital
Naticmal
Guard.
ith Nation
a. the
active National
National Guard,
Guard, shall
shall receive
receive the
Federal pay and
the active
the same
same Federal
allowances as
as those
those occupying
like grades
grades on
on the
the active
active list
of said
said
list of
occupying like
allowances
guard
when likewise
engaged: Providedfurther,
Providedfurther, That,
as otherotherexcept as
That, except
No
etc.
likewise engaged:
No other
other pay,
pay, etc.
guard when
wise
specifically provided
in this
this Act,
no commissioned
enlisted
or enlisted
commissioned or
Act, no
provided in
wise specifically
reservist
any pay
pay or
allowances out
out of
any appropriation
appropriation
of any
or allowances
shall receive
receive any
reservist shall
made
by Congress
Congress for
for National
National Guard
Guard purposes."
purposes."
made by
Vol.39,
Vol.
39, p.
P. 203.
3.
S
SEC.
EC. 43.
43. That said Act be, and the same is hereby, amended
amended by
Recruit training repealed.
triking
out
section
79.
79.
section
out
re
striking
tra
peal
SEC.
39, p. 203.
Vol. 39,
203.
SEC. 44. That section 81 of said Act be, and the same is hereby,
amended
striking out
out the
the same
following in
in lieu
lieu
the following
same and
and inserting
inserting the
by striking
amended by
thereof:
thereof:
Bureau.
THE WAB
DEPARTMENT.-The
MILITIA BUREAU'
BUREAU OF
Militia Bureau.
"SEC.
SEC. 81.
81. MILITIA
OF THE
WAR
DEPARTMENT.—The
National
National Guard
Guard offioffiMilitia Division
Division of
Department shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
known as
as
be known
the War
War Department
of the
cer to
appointed Militia
to° beappointed
Chief
after January
January the Militia Bureau of the War Department.
Chief of,
of, after
After
1, 1921,
1921,
Department.
After
January
1921.
'SefeCtion,
etc.
the Chief
Bureau shall
shall be
be appointed
by the
the President,
appointed by
President,
the
Chief of
of the
the Militia
Militia Bureau
Selection, etc.
by and
consent of
the Senate,
by selection
selection from
of the
Senate, by
advice and
and consent
and with
with the
the advice
by
recommended by
lists
present and
and former
former National
National Guard
Guard officers,
officers, recommended
lists of
of present
the
the several
several States
and Territories
Territories as
as suitable
suitable for
for
States and
Governors of
of the
the Governors
such appointment,
appointment, who
who hold
in the
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
the Officers'
commissions in
hold commissions
such
Corps,
who have
more years'
years' commissioned
the
service in
in the
commissioned service
had ten
ten or
or more
have had
Corps, who
National Guard,
at least
has been
in the
the line,
line, and
and who
who
been in
of which
which has
least five
five of
National
Guard, at
Term, rank,
rank, etc.
Term,
etc.
have attained at least the grade of major. He shall hold office for
four
unless sooner
sooner removed
for cause,
cause, and
and shall
shall have
rank,
have the
the rank,
removed for
years, unless
four years,
Army during
during
the Regular
pay
and allovances
allowances of
general of the
Regular Army
of aamajor
major general
pay and
his
office, but
shall not
not be
be entitled
entitled to retirement or retired
retired
but shall
tenure of
of office,
his tenure
pay.
serving as
shall continue
continue
reserve commission
commission shall
as chief,
chief, his
his reserve
pay. While
While serving
in force,
force, and
shall not
be terminated
for cause
assigned.
cause assigned.
except for
not be
terminated except
and shall
in
as provided
provided in
in this
the President
Temporary
Until
appointed, as
this section,
section, the
President
Until the
the chief
chief is
is appointed,
Temporar- chieL
chief.
may
officer of
of the
the Regular
Army, not
not below
below the
the grade
of
grade of
Regular Army,
an officer
assign an
may assign
Bureau
Militia Bureau
colonel, to
to perform
the duties
chief. For
For duty
duty in
in the
the Militia
of chief.
As4 irnment
from colonel,
duties of
perform the
As-iumnpnt
Army
for duty in, etc.
President shall
shall
the National
Guard the
for the
the instruction
and for
instruction of
of the
National Guard
the President
trmy or dutyn,etc. and
assign such
such number
officers and
enlisted men
the Regular
Regular Army
Army
men of
of the
of officers
and enlisted
number of
assign
Assilment of
Asignment
of Nahe may deem necessary.
'a- as he
assign, with their
necessary. The President
President may also assign,
tionalGuard officers tto
and within
within the
limits of
of the
previously made
made
duty with Army.
appropriations previously
the appropriations
the limits
' consent,
consent, and
tduywltArdr
for
specific purpose,
purpose, not
exceeding five
officers of
of the
the
five hundred
hundred officers
not exceeding
for this
this specific
National
Guard, who
hold reserve
to duty
the
duty with
with the
commissions, to
reserve commissions,
who hold
National Guard,
Regular
Army, in
to those
those attending
attending service
service schools;
schools; and
and
in addition
addition to
Regular Army,
NATIONAL GUARD.

NATIONAL GUAD.
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training
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as
while so
shall receive
receive the
same pay
and allowances
allowances as
pay and
the same
they shall
assigned they
so assigned
while

NATIONAL GT/ARD.

NAkoAL

GOA-D.

Regular
Army officers
of like
out of the whole fund
paid out
be paid
to be
grades,'to
like grades
officers of
Regular Army
appropriated for
for the
the support
support of
of the
militia."
the militia.'
appropriated
39, p. 205.
Vo 39,p.205
SEC. 45.
That section
said Act
Act be
and the
the same is hereby, Vol.
be, and
of said
89 of
section 89
45. That
SEC.
amended by
striking out
out the
the same
and inserting
following in lieu
inserting the following
same and
by striking
amended
thereof:
thereof:
G Ani
c
l.
inals for National
by the
allotted by
"SEC. 89.
FOR N
ATIONAL GUARBD--Fnds
GUARD.—Ftmds allotted
the GAuaLsforNational
NATIONAL
ANIMALS FOR
89. ANIMALS
"SEC.
Purchase,etc.
Secretary
of War
support of
of the
Guard shall
shall be
be availavail- Purchase,
etc.
National Guard
the National
the support
for the
War for
Secretary of
able for
the purchase,
purchase, under
under such
as the
War
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
regulations as
such regulations
for the
able
may
of animals
the Regular
Regular Army
standards
Army standards
to the
conforming to
animals conforming
prescribe, of
may prescribe,
for
of the
the National
said animals to remain the
Guard, said
National Guard,
training of
the training
for the
property of
the United
be used
used solely for military
military purto be
and to
States and
United States
of the
property
poses.
poses.
i
"
The number
animals so
so issued
shall not
not exceed
exceed thirty-two
thirty-two for
lt
e,e
e
g
t
u
cl
:
stions for Is.
suegtca
for su
issued shall
of animals
number of
"The
each battery
of field
field artillery
artillery or
cavalry, and
proportionate
a proportionate
and a
of cavalry,
troop of
or troop
battery of
each
number for
organizations under
regulations as
as
such regulations
under such
mounted organizations,
other mounted
for other
number
the
of War
War may
and the Secretary of War is
prescribe; arid
may prescribe;
Secretary of
the Secretary
further authorized
issue, in
lieu of
purchase, for
for the training
training of such
of purchase,
in lieu
to issue,
authorized to
further
organizations,
condemned
Army
animals
which
are
no
longer fit
for
fit for
longer
no
are
which
animals
Army
condemned
organizations,
service, but
which may
for the
the purposes
instruction,
purposes of instruction,
suitable for
be suitable
may be
but which
service,
such animals
sold as
as now
now provided
provided bylaw
by law when
purposes
said purposes
when said
be sold
to be
animals to
such
shall have
have been
been served."
served."
shall
05
S
EC. 46.
90 of
said Act
and the
the same
is hereby,
Vol.39, p.. 205.
hereby, Vol.
same is
be, and
Act be
of said
section 90
That section
46. That
SEC.
in
amended
by
striking
out
the
same
and
inserting
the
following
lieu
following
amended by striking out the same and inserting the
thereof:
thereof:
ani'
of &If
mcr etc.
support ,re,
the support
"
SEC. 90.
90. Funds
allotted by
the Secretary
War for
for the
etc " of
of War
Secretary of
by the
Funds allotted
"SEC.
of
the
National
Guard
shall
be
available
for
the
purchase
and
issue
and
purchase
the
for
available
be
shall
Guard
of the National
of forage,
bedding, shoeing,
veterinary services,
services, and
for
supplies for
and supplies
and veterinary
shoeing, and
forage, bedding,
of
the
Government
animals
issued
to
any
organization
and
for
the
comcomthe
for
and
organization,
any
to
issued
the Government animals
pensation of
of competent
for the
of the
the material,
animals, and
material, animals,
care of
the care
help for
competent help
pensation
equipment
thereof,
under
such
regulations
as
the
Secretary
of
of War may
Secretary
the
as
regulations
such
under
equipment thereof,
prescribe: Provided,
That the
the men
men to
be compensated,
compensated,. not
not to
to exceed
exceed Provi-.
to be
',lot
t
Provided, That
prescribe:
five for
for each
org: nization,
.
shall be
be detailed.o
shall be
and shall
therein and
enlisted therein
duly enlisted
be duly
shall
each organization,
fve
detailed
by the
under such regulations
regulations as
commander, under
organization commander,
the op-anization
detailed by
the
Secretary
of
War
may
prescribe,
and
shall
be
paid
by
the
United
the United
by
paid
be
the Secretary of War may prescribe, and shall
States disbursing
disbursing officer
each State,
State, Territory,
Territory, and
and the District of
m each
officer in
States
Columbia."
Vol. 39,
209.
Vol.
39,
p. 29.
Columbia."
3 p.
p
S
EC. 47.
47. That
That section
section 109
of said
Act be,
and the
the same
hereby,
is hereby,
same is
be, and
said Act
109 of
SEC.
amended by
by striking
striking out
the same
same and
following in lieu
the following
inserting the
and inserting
out the
amended
thereof:
Pay opt and
thereof:
"SEC. 109.
PAY FOR
THE NATIONAL
P
u=fsa.
Ptains and
leutenants.
OFFICERS.--Captains lie
GUARD OFFICERS.--Captains
NATIONAL GUARD
FOR THE
109. PAY
"SEC.
and lieutenants
lieutenants belonging
National Guard
organizations of the National
to organizations
belonging to
and
shall
receive compensation
at the
rate of
one-thirtieth of the monthly
of one-thirtieth
the rate
compensation at
shall receive
base pay
pay of
their grades
each
prescribed for the Regular Army for each
as prescribed
grades as
of their
base
regular drill
other period
period of
by the Secreauthorized by
instruction authorized
of instruction
or other
drill or
regular
tary
War, not
exceeding five in
in any one calendar month, at which
not exceeding
of War,
tary of
they
shall have
been officially
present for
for the
the entire
entire required period,
officially present
have been
they shall
and
at
which
at
least
50
per
centum
of
the
commissioned
strength
commissioned
the
of
centum
per
50
least
at
and at which
and
60 per
centum of
of the
the enlisted
enlisted strength
attend and participate
strength attend
per centum
and 60
for not
one and
Captaixis commanding
commanding
one-half hours. Captains
and one-half
than one
ess than
not less
for
organizations
receive $240
year in
to the
drill pay
pay
the drill
addition to
in addition
a year
$240 a
shall receive
organizations shall
herein
prescribed.
Officers
above
the
grade
of
captain
shall
receive
captains.
Abvecapta.
receive Above
shall
captain
of
grade
the
above
Officers
herein prescribed.
not
more than
than $500
officers below
below the grade
grade of major,
and officers
year, and
a year,
$500 a
not more
not
to organizations,
receive not more than fourshall receive
organizations, shall
belonging to
not belonging
thirtieths
pay of
for satisfactory
satisfactory
grades for
their grades
of their
base pay
monthly base
the monthly
of the
thirtieths of
performance
of
their
appropriate
duties
under
such
regulations
as Restrictions.
Restons
regulations as
such
under
duties
appropriate
their
of
performance
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War may
prescribe. Pay
provisions of
the provisions
under the
Pay under
may prescribe.
the
this section
shall not
not accrue
accrue to
to any
officer during
a period when he
during a
any officer
section shall
this
shall
be lawfully
entitled to
to the
as an
officer of correan officer
pay as
same pay
the same
lawfully entitled
shall be
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sponding
Provided, That section 99of an
an
spending grade in the Regular Army: Provided,
Act
amending the Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act to authorize
authorize the President
Act amending
President
to increase
the United
United
of the
Establishment of
the Military
Military Establishment
temporarily the
to
increase temporarily
vol.
States,' approved
approved May
approved August
31, 1918,
1918, shall
shall
August 31,
May 18,
18, 1917,
1917, approved
States,'
also apply
apply to
to the
the purchase
of uniforms,
accouterments, and
and equipequipuniforms, accouterments,
purchase of
also
ment
for cash
cash by
by officers
officers of
the National
National Guard
National Guard
Guard
of the
Guard and
and National
ment for
Reserve, whether
or Federal
Federal service,
on proper
identificaservice, on
proper identificaReserve,
whether in
in State
State or
tion and
and under
as the
of War
War
the Secretary
Secretary of
tion
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
may
prescribe."
may prescribe."
SEC. 48.
48. That
That section
section 110
of said
said Act
Act be,
be, and
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby,
and the
110 of
Vol. 39,
SEC.
39, p.
p. 209..
amended
the first
first paragraph
and inserting
out the
paragraph and
inserting the
the folfolamended by
by string
striking out
lowing in
in lieu
thereof:
lowing
lieu thereof:
men.
Enlisted men.
"SEC.
110. PAY
ENLISTED MEN.-Each
"
SEC. 110.
PAY FOR
FOR NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD ENLISTED
MEN.
Each
Pay for services.
ay or services.
enlisted man
man belonging
enlisted
belonging to
to an
an organization
organization of
of the
National Guard
the National
Guard shall
shall
receive
rate of
of one-thirtieth
one-thirtieth of
the initial
monthly
initial monthly
receive compensation
compensation at
at the
the rate
of the
pay
grade in
Regular Army
Army for
for each
his
his grade
in the
the Regular
each drill
drill ordered
ordered for
for his
pay of
of his
organization where
is officially
present and
he participates
where he
he is
officially present
and in
in which
which he
participates
organization
for
less than
hours not
not exceeding
eight in
than one
one and
and one-half
one-half hours,
exceeding eight
in any
any
for not
not less
one calendar
not exceeding
in one
year:
one
calendar month,
month, and
and not
exceeding sixty
sixty drills
drills in
one year:
Provided,
any pay
pay under
under the
the
receive any
Provisos.
man shall
shall receive
no enlisted
enlisted man
Provided, That
That no
Proisots.
Attendance at drills
provisions
of
this
section
for
any
month
in
which
he
shall
have
have
shall
he
which
in
month
for
any
this
section
of
provisions
at
drills
reAttendane
required.
attended
than 60
the drills
or other
other exercises
exercises
of the
drills or
less than
60 per
per centum
centum of
attended less
Pay if
actually pres- prescribed
ifactually
for his organization:
That the
the proviso
prescribed for
organization: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
proviso
ent etc.
contained in
in section
section 92
92 of
prevent the
operate to prevent
shall not operate
of this Act shall
contained
6.
eVo.
o9,
l! 39, p. 206.
payment of
men actually
actually present
present at
duly ordered
ordered drill
drill
at any
any duly
payment
of enlisted
enlisted men
exercise: And
of any
any actual
Other duty accepted or
actual
further, That
That periods
periods of
provided further,
or other
other exercise:
And provided
Otherdutyaccepted
in lieu of drills.
inlieuofdrills.
military
duty equivalent
those
military duty
equivalent to the drills herein
herein prescribed
prescribed (except
(except those
periods
of service
members of
of the
the National
National Guard
periods of
service for
for which
which members
Guard may
may
become
pay as
men
entitled to
to the
the same
same pay
as officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
become lawfully
lawfully entitled
of
the corresponding
the Regular
be accepted
accepted
grades in
in the
Regular Army)
Army) may
may be
of the
corresponding grades
as
service in
lieu of
such drills
drills when
when so
so provided
provided by
of
as service
in lieu
of such
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War."
War."
p. 211.
Vol. 39, p.211.
SEC.
be, and the same is hereby,
hereby,
SEC. 49. That section 111 of said Act be
amended by
striking out
out the
same and
and inserting
inserting the
the following
following in
lieu
amended
by striking
the same
in lieu
thereof:
thereof:
DRAFTED INTO
INTO FEDERAL
FEDERAL
"SEC.
Useauthorizedwhen
Use
authorized when
SEC. 111.
111. NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD WHEN DRAFTED
drafted
drafted into service
service in
in
time of war.
.
When
Congress shall
have authorized
authorized the
the use of the
shall have
Congress
SERVICE.-When
timeodwfwar.
armed land
land forces
forces of
the United
purpose requiring
requiring the
armed
of the
United States
States for
for any
any purpose
the
use
of troops
troops in
Regular .Army,
President
use of
in excess
excess of
of those
those of
of the
the Regular
Army, the
the President
mac,
under such
regulations, including
including such
such physical
may, under
such regulations,
physical examination,
examination
as he
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, draft
into the
of the
as
draft into
the military
military service
service of
the United
United
States, to
serve therein
for the
period of
war or
emergency, unless
unless
States,
to serve
therein for
the period
of the
the war
or emergency,
sooner discharged, any
or all
all members
of the
the National
any or
members of
of
National Guard
Guard and
and of
from the
the
To be part of Army.
Army, the National Guard Reserve.
Reserve. All persons so drafted
drafted shall, from
date of
their draft,
draft, stand
from the
shall be
date
of their
stand discharged
discharged from
the militia,
militia, and
and shall
be
subject
to
such
laws
and
regulations
for
the
government
of
the
Army
ppointnt
subject
to
such
laws
and
regulations
for
the
government
of
the
Army
Appointment of offipt
cers.
of the United States as may be applicable
cers.
applicable to members
members of the Army,
whose permanent
permanent retention
whose
service is
is not
retention in
in the
the military
military service
not contemcontemplated
by law,
and shall
shall be
be organized
organized into
corresponding as
as far
far as
plated by
law, and
into units
units corresponding
as
practicable
to those
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army or
shall be
practicable to
those of
or shall
be otherwise
otherwise
assigned
assigned as
as the
the President
President may
may direct.
direct. The
commissioned officers
officers of
of
The commissioned
said
be appointed
appointed from
from among
among the
said organizations
organizations shall
shall be
the members
members
thereof; officers
with rank
rank not
not above
to be
be appointed
appointed
thereof;
officers with
above that
that of
of colonel
colonel to
by
the President
all other
officers to
appointed by
by the
the
by the
President alone,
alone, and
and all
other officers
to be
be appointed
To receive
receive
President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. Officers
Armyy President
To
ppay,
a
ete.
y, etc.
and enlisted men while in the service of the United States under the
terms of
shall have
have the
pay and
terms
of this
this section
section shall
the same
same pay
and allowances
allowances as
as
officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
the Regular
Regular Army
of the
grades
officers and
men of
of the
Army of
the same
same grades
status on
on terminathe same
same prior
prior service.
On the
Status
terrnina- and the
service. On
emergency all
all
the termination
termination of
of the
the emergency
icon of emergency.
ticn of emergency.
persons so
shall be
discharged from
from the
the Army,
resume
persons
so drafted
drafted shall
be discharged
Army, shall
shall resume
BD
NATIONAL GUARD.
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Proviso.
Purchase
of
uniPurchase
of uniforms, etc.,
cash.
forms,
etc. for cash.
Vol. 40, p.. 957.
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785

d, if the State
their membership i
in the militia, an
and,
State so
so provide, shall
shall - Azmy
to serve
n the
the National
National Guard
until the
upon which
which
continue to
serve in
Guard until
the dates
dates upon
their enlistments entered into prior to their draft, would have expired
if uninterrupted."
uninterrupted."
TI

EO

G N
O
G
-

RNORGANIZA

-

ON.

S
EC. 50.
said Act
Act be,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
Vol. 39, p. 211.
SEC.
50. That
That said
amended by
by Vol.39,p.211.
striking out
Fillin
g.Army vacan114.
cies
repealed.
striking
out section
section 114.
cies
repealed.
SEC. 51.
Act be,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
New
amended by
bymatter.
Newmatter.
SEC.
51. That
That said
said Act
inserting
after section
section 127
127 a
new section,
section, to
to be
numbered 127a,
127a, and
Vol. 39, p. 217.
inserting after
a new
be numbered
and Vol.39,p.217.

to read as follows:
follows:

"SEC.
PROVISIONS.-Hereafter
detail detail,
Advanced
rank on
"SEC. 127a. MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISION
S.—Hereafter no detail,
M etc., res
de.“1,
rank
trictecin
d.
restricted.
advanced rank, except
rating, or assignment
assignment of an officer shall carry advanced
except
as otherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically provided herein: Provided,
Proviso.
Provided,That in lieu of the
the Provio.
p Aviation
50
per centum
centum increase
increase of
of pay
pay provided
provided for
for in
in this
this Act
officer or
orincreased
50 per
Aviation increased
Act any
any officer
enlisted
man upon
upon whom
whom the rating
rating of
of junior
junior military
or PAlowances in lieu
enlisted man
military aviator, or
f
a;co designated a
l
t
military aviator,
been conferred
for having
having specially
specially tor
1
)
co'rs. designated avi
military
aviator, has
has heretofore
heretofore been
conferred for
distinguished himself in time of war in active operations
distinguished
operations against the
enemy,
participate reguenemy, shall, while
while on duty which requires him to participate
frequently in aerial
flights, continue
larly and frequently
aerial flights,
continue to
to have
rank, pay,
Vol.
have the
the rank,
pay, vtl.
ol 39,
39 p 175;
175 Vol
une 40,
o0,
p.
an
allowances and
and additional
pay now
provided by
the Act
Act of
of June
and allowances
additional pay
now provided
by the
13- 244'
244.
3, 1916,
and the
the Act of
of July
July 24,
24, 1917.
3,
1916, and
1917.
Additional
"Officers now carried as additional numbers shall be included in 0
odt
o
naube
to numbersslthe
"Officers
numbersnow
provided
carried
foras
byadditional
this Act, and,
numbers
after shall
June be
30,included
1920, shall
in Jailedfofficers to be
the numbers provided for by this Act, and, after June 30, 1920, shall ished.
no longer be additional, and any officer
officer hereafter appointed,
appointed, under
under
the provisions
provisions of law, to a
a grade in which no vacancy exists, shall
be an additional number m that grade until absorbed,
absorbed, and no
no
longer.
"In
time of war retired officers may be employed on active dutr
aReute
rspay.
on
"I
-n time of war retired officers may be employed on active duty
war,
haveOin
meeFs
fulltime
comf
v dactive
utytoduty
of
in the discretion
discretion of the
the President,
President, and
and when so
so employed
they shall
in
employed they
sha Iwar, to hae ful pay.
receive the full pay and allowances of their grades.
"The
President i
"The President
is
s authorized
authorized to
to detail
detail not
not more
more than
tien
t
:
r
irTed
di
rtsi
than five
five officers
officers ADe
nRedinec
ros.
of
the Medical
Medical Department
for duty
duty with
with the
military relief
relief division
4
0.
of the
Department for
the military
division °fficers
officersto.
of the American
American National Red Cross.
atonageop
t = gs
e
a
"Authority
is hereby
"Authority is
hereby given
given to
to the
the Secretary
War to
Secretary of
rte
of War
to grant
grant perper- Amrl
buildings t
mission,
revocable license,
American National
National Red C
oss for.
for. Y P
license, to
to the American
Cross
mission, by revocable
to erect and maintain on any military reservations
reservations within the jurisjurisdiction of the United States buildings suitable for the storage of
supplies, or to occupy for that purpose buildings erected by the
under such regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of War may
United States, under
prescribe, such supplies to be available for the aid of the civilian
population in
serious national disaster.
population
in case of serious
In determining
relative rank
rank and
increase of
of crdit
r Sin for
'"In
determining relative
and increase
of pay
pay for
for length
length of
for a
an
thnernMent service.
service.
service, and, in the case of officers of the Regular Army, in determindetermin- aoorment
lug rights of retirement, active duty performed
ing
performed while under appointwhether in the Regular,
ment from the United States Government, whether
provisional, or
credited to the same
same
or temporary
temporary forces,
forces, shall be credited
provisional,
service under a
aRegular
extent as service
Regular Army commission.
"In time
appointed rPn
iPennanent5
"In
time of war
war any officer
officer of the Regular
Regular Army
Army may be
be appointed
not et omm
to higher temporary
temporary rank without
without vacating his permanent
permanent comcoin- higher
fii7ii
i
s
er.temporary
t
emporary
ar
mission,
appointments in
grades below
below that
that of
of brigadier
brigadier general
tune of
or war.
mission, such
such appointments
in grades
general rrank, inin time
appointments of
being made
made by the
the President
President alone,
alone, but all
all other
other appointments
officers in
Reserve Corps.
officers
in time
time of war
war shall be
be in the
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps.
"Unless special
assignment is
made by
under the
rank.
"Unless
Precedence of
special assignment
is made
by the
the President
President under
the Precedence
of ran.
1
provisions of
of the
one hundred
and nineteenth
article of
war, all
all poterp
Determination
provisions
the one
hundred and
nineteenth article
of war,
u ' of.
Post, p. 811.
officers in
States in any
shall
officers
in the active service of the United States
any grade
grade shall
the case of
of an officer
officer of
of the
the
take rank
rank according
according to
to date,
date, which, in the
Regular
is that
that stated
stated in
his commission
commission or
of appointappointin his
or letter
letter of
Regular Army,
Army, is
ment, and, in the case of a
reserve officer or an officer of the National
National
a reserve
that
Guard called into the service
service of the United States,
States shall precede that
which he is placed
on which
placed on active duty by aaperiod equal to the total
length of active service
service which he may have performed
performed in the grade
p.

o
Trr,
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in which called or any higher grade. When dates of rank are the
same,
precedence shall be determined
determined by length of active commissame, precedence
sioned
service in
in the
Army. When
of such
such service
service is
the
is the
length of
When length
the Army.
sioned service
same,
officers of
among themArmy shall take rank among
Regular Allay
of the Regular
same, officers
preceding
selves
according to
to their
the promotion list, preceding
their places on the
selves according
reserve
and National
Guard officers of the same date of rank and
National Guard
reserve and
length
service, who
according
take rank among themselves according
shall take
who shall
of service,
length of
age.
to
Rank, etc., of redetailed
"Hereafter any
retired officer
who has been or shall be detailed
officer who
any retired
"Hereafter
tired officers'detailed
officers detailed
tired
on
duty shall
shall receive
receive the
the rank, pay,
allowances of the
pay, and allowances
active duty
on active
duty.
active duty.
on active
grade, not
not above
attained in
that of colonel, that he would have attained
above that
grade,
a
due course
promotion if he had remained on the active list for a
course of promotion
due
amount
period beyond the date of his retirement
retirement equal to the total amount
period
of
detailed to active duty since his
during which he has been detailed
time during
of time
retirement.
Enlisted men.
"Retired enlisted
men who
who have
commihonorably as commisserved honorably
have served
enlisted men
"Retired
Pay,
etc, of, on
on
Pay, etc.,
retirement
serving sioned
sioned officers
officers of the United States
States Army at some
some time between
between
serving
if
retirement if
as commissioned
offias
commissioned offiApril 6,
1917, and
including those
those who have
1918, including
11, 1918,
November 11,
ers during World War. April
and November
6, 1917,
ersduringWoldWar.
been placed
on the
list during
during the World War, and who have
retired list
the retired
placed on
been
been or
may hereafter
hereafter be discharged
discharged from their temporary
temporary commisor may
been
sions,
receive the
retired pay and allowances of warrant
warrant officers
the retired
shall receive
sions, shall
on the
the retired
retired list,
in this
Act.
this Act.
provided in
as provided
list, as
on
Military Academy.
"Cadets graduated
States Military
Academy durdurMilitary Academy
United States
the United
from the
graduated from
"Cadets
tresCommissionssto
prescoison
ent
year graduates.
graduates.
ing
calendar year
year shall
shall be
be commissioned
commissioned as second
second lieupresent calendar
the present
ing the
nt year
tenants to
date not
not earlier
than July
1920.
2, 1920.
July 2,
earlier than
to date
tenants
Emergency officers.
l
under
temporarily
"The
President
is
authorized
retain
temporarily in service, under
retain
to
authorized
is
President
"The
ete
off
emporary
Temporary retention
of, athorized.
authorized.
their
present
commissions, such emergency officers as he may deem
deem
commissions,
present
their
tion of,
Post, p. 977.
necessary,
but the
the total
number so remaining
remaining in service, other than
total number
necessary, but
at
those undergoing
undergoing treatment for physical reconstruction, shall not at
those
any time
exceed the
total
number
of vacancies
vacancies then
then existing
in the
the
existing in
of
number
total
the
exceed
time
any
Final discharge.
Regular Army. Any such officer may be discharged
discharged when his servRegular
Finaldischarge.
ices are
no longer
longer required,
discharged
shall be discharged
such officers slaall
and all such
required,
no
are
ices
Rekulars to be dis- not later than December 31, 1920. All officers of the
Army
Regular Army
charged by
by June
30, not later than December 31, 1920. All officers of the Regular
Juoe 3o,
charge
1920.
holding
commissions granted
emergency,
granted for the period of the existing emergency,
holding commissions
1920.
in whatever
whatever grade,
discharged therefrom
therefrom not later than June
shall be discharged
grade, shall
in
Retention under 30, 1920. The
authorized and directed
directed to retain in serv30, 1920. The President is authorized
etc.
treatment,
treatment, etc.
ice disabled
emergency officers
treatment for physical reofficers until their treatment
disabled emergency
ice
construction
further benea point where they will not be further
reached a
construction has reached
service.
fited
by
retention
in
a
military
hospital
or
m
the
military
service.
military
the
n
or
hospital
a
military
in
fited by retention
Details of officers to
to
"The
Secretary
of
War
is
hereby
authorized,
in
his
discretion,
discretion,
authorized,
hereby
is
War
of
Secretary
"The
institueducational
educational institutions, industrial
officers of the
2 per centum of the commissioned officers
i n d s t r i a I detail not to exceed 2
tions,
plants, etc., for techArmy in any fiscal year as students at such technical,
Regular Army
technical, proRegular
tns'etfortehn^l, instruction.
nical
educational institutions, or as students, observers,
fessional, and other educational
or
hospitals and other places,
investigators at such industrial plants, hospitals
or investigators
knowledge
as
be best suited
acquire a
aknowledge
enable such officers to acquire
to enable
suited to
as shall
shall be
it is deemed necessary
of
necessary
specialties in which it
experience in the specialties
or experience
of or
that
officers shall
shall perfect
perfect themselves.
themselves. The number of officers
such officers
that such
proportionately
so detailed
so
detailed shall, as far as practicable, be distributed proportionately
Proviso.
inamong the various branches: Provided, That no expense shall
shall be
be inLimitt offxpe.
expenses. among the various branches: Provided, That no expense
allowances of
States in
in addition
addition to the pay and allowances
the United
United States
by the
curred by
it oexpe. curred
technical,
the
officers so
except for the cost of tuition at such technical,
detailed, except
so detailed,
the officers
professional, and
other educational
institutions.
educational institutions.
and other
professional,
Temporary appoint"Whenever, prior
to December
any person
person shall
shall be
1920, any
31, 1920,
December 31,
prior to
"Whenever,
of officer
ments of
ments
officers nonminominated
prior to
Decem- nominated
to the Senate for appointment to fill any office in the
nominated
to DecemnIted prior
ber
ber 31,
31, 1920.
1920.
provided for by this Act, the President alone is authorRegular Army provided
Army
ized to
appoint such
temporarily in the United
United States Army
person temporarily
such person
to appoint
ized
in
the grade
grade pertaining
pertaining to
Regular Army office, to have rank and
to such Regular
in the
pay
dates as
if such
such appointment
Regular
appointment were in the Regular
as if
same dates
the same
from the
pay from
Army. Such
Such temporary
terminate upon acceptance,
appointment shall terminate
temporary appointment
Army.
after
confirmation, of
corresponding office in the Regular
Regular Army, or
of the corresponding
after confirmation,
ARMY
TION%

Ap.Mr

REORGANIZAREORGAIZA-

Coinciding dates
of
dates of
Coinciding
rank.
rank.
E
q
ual
len
g
th
of
servlengthofservEqual
ice.
ice.
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1920.

RzOBQGAnzA,
the Reg- TION.
any officer
on March
March 4,
4, 1921,
still unconfirmed.
If any
officer of
of the
NEORGANIZAunconfirmed. If
then still
if then
1921, if
on
etc. ifif reRanr, etc.,
ular Army
is retired
holding a
appointment made
ma (3 .
Rank,
retemporary appointment
a temporary
while holding
retired while
Army is
ular
under
provisions of
have the
such tired
tired threuner
thereunder.
of such
rank of
the rank
he shall
shall have
paragraph, he
this paragraph,
of this
the provisions
under the

temporary
pay shall be computed upon the pay
retired pay
and his
his retired
grade, and
temporary grade,

of that
Innsistent laws rethat grade."
grade."
of
Inconsistent
reas they
SEC. 52.
52. That
all laws
laws and
and parts
parts of
of laws
in so
so far
they are
are inconincon- pealed.
far as
laws in
That all
SEC.

sistent
hereby repealed.
with this
this Act are hereby
sistent with

Chapter
II.
Chapter n.

CHAPTER
II.
CHAPTER II.

Iva, pp.

The articles
included in
Articles /
11.R.tSc.se
r
.
t
r.1
1eo
c
f
.13 pp.
be known
known as the Articles
shall be
section shall
in this
this section
articles included
The
2
39 pp.
P. 239,
of
War and
and shall
all times
times and
and in
all places
places govern
armies of
of 23Vol.
°
-242
.
the armies
govern the
in all
at all
shall at
of War
pp. 650-670
650-670,
amended.
the
States.
United States.
the United
I.
PROVISIONS.
PRELINARY PBOVISIONS.
I. PRELIMINARY

Preliminary proviPreliminary
provisions.
slens.

Definitions.
words when
ARTICLE 1.
when used in Definitions.
following .words
DEFININIONS.-The following
1. DEFINITIONS.—The
ARTICLE
these
articles shall
shall be
construed in
the sense indicated in this article,
in the
be construed
these articles
unless
context shows
shows that
different sense is intended, namely:
a different
that a
the context
unless the
"Officer."
be construed
shall be
(a)
construed to refer to a
a commis- "Officer."
"officer" shall
word "officer"
The word
(a) The
sioned
officer;
sioned officer;
"Soldier."
non- "soldier."
including a
(b)
The word
word "soldier"
be construed
as including
a nonconstrued as
shall be
"soldier" shall
(b) The
commissioned
private or
any other
man;
enlisted man;
other enlisted
or any
officer, aaprivate,
commissioned officer,
(c)
The word
"company" shall
shall be
be understood
understood as
as including
"Company."
troop "Company."
including aatroop
word "company"
(c) The
or
or battery;
battery; and
(d)
The word
word "battalion"
"battalion" shall
be understood
including aa "Battalion."
"Battalion."
as including
understood as
shall be
(d) The
squadron.
squadron.
ART.
he following
following toPersons
subject heretersonssubjecthere
LAW.-The
MILITARY LAW.—T
TO MILITARY
SUBJECT TO
PERSONS SUBJECT
2. PERSONS
ART. 2.
persons
are subject
subject to
these articles
and shall
shall be
understood as
inas inbe understood
articles and
to these
persons are
cluded in
in the
the term
military law,"
vi
or "persons
"persons
law," or
to military
subject to
person subject
term "any
"any person
cluded
jurisdicsubject
military law,"
these articles:
articles: Provided,
na7:ral jurisdicProvided, in naval
in these
used in
whenever used
law," whenever
to military
subject to
tionprovided
That
nothing
contained
in
this
Act,
except
as
specifically
ti
"
.
specifically
as
except
Act,
this
in
contained
That nothing
in
subparagraph (c),
(c), shall
shall be
construed to
apply to
to any
any
to apply
be construed
2, subparagraph
Article 2,
in Article
person
under
the
United
States
naval
jurisdiction
otherwise
unless
jurisdiction
naval
States
person under the United
specifically
provided by
by law.
law.
Re
gular Army.
specifically provided
Reuar
Amy.
Corps, warrant
(a) All
officers, members
warrant officers,
Nurse Corps,
Army Nurse
the Army
of the
members of
All officers,
(a)
Army
field clerks,
field clerks
Quartermaster Corps,
Army field
clerks, field
clerks Quartermaster
Corps, and
and soldiers
soldiers Volunteers.
volunte.
belonging to
to the
Regular Army
of the
all volunteers,
volunteers,
States; all
United States;
the United
Army of
the Regular
belonging
from
the dates
their muster
or acceptance
acceptance into
into the
the military
persons,
etc.
persons, etc.
pt
from the
dates of
of their
muster or
military service
service Dmfted
of
United States;
States; and
and all
persons lawfully
lawfully called,
drafted,
called, drafted,
all other
other persons
of the
the United
or
ordered into,
to duty
in the
the said
from
said service,
service, from
training in,
or for
for training
duty or
or to
into, or
or ordered
the dates
they are
by the
draft or order to
call, draft
the call,
of the
terms of
the terms
required by
are required
dates they
the
obey the
same;
Cadets.
Cadets.
obey
the same;
(b) Cadets;
Cadets;
Marine Corps serv(b)
p

0

Corps when detached for ingwithArmy.

Marine
of
the Marine
soldiers
and
(c) Officers
Officers
service
(c)
with the
and
armies
soldiers
of the
ofUnited
the
StatesCorps
by order
when
of the
detached
President:
for 11:
Proviso.
vL
ai
t
n
h
e
ACrgr

service with the armies of the United States by order of the President:

pro.

Provided,
an officer
officer or
the Marine
when so
so dede- Naval
etc.
offenses, etc.
Naval offenses,
Corps when
Marine Corps
of the
or soldier
soldier of
That an
Provided, That
tached may
may be
tried by
by military
military court-martial
court-martial for
offense coman offense
for an
be tried
tached
mitted against
against the
the laws
laws for
the government
of the
the naval
prior
service prior
naval service
government of
for the
mitted
to
his detachment,
and for
offense committed
committed against
against these
artithese artian offense
for an
detachment, and
to his
cles
by aanaval
such detachment
detachment
after such
court-martial after
naval court-martial
tried by
be tried
may be
he may
cles he
ceases;
Camp
retainers and
and
Camp retainers
ceases;
(d)
All retainers
to the
camp and
persons accompanying
or followers
abroad or
in
or in
tfoowerS abroad
accompanying or
all persons
and all
the camp
retainers to
(d) All
serving with
of the
the United
States without
without the
territorial the field.
d
the territorial
United States
armies of
the armies
with the
serving
jurisdiction
States, and
in time
such retainers
all such
war all
time of war
and in
United States,
the United
of the
jurisdiction of
and
accompanying or
or serving
serving with
with the
the armies
armies of
the United
United
of the
persons accompanying
and persons
States
field, both
both within
within and
without the
jurisdiction
territorial jurisdiction
the territorial
and without
the field,
in the
States in
of
the United
United States,
not otherwise
subject to
articles; Persons
Persona sentenced
sentenced
to these
these articles;
otherwise subject
though not
States, though
of the
(e) All
All persons
courts-martial;
bySold'
courts-maru..i.
by
corts.martial
by courts-martial;
under sentence
sentence adjudged
adjudged by
(e)
persons under
(0 All
All persons
admitted into
into the
Regular Army
Army Soldiers'
atmat
e
si
ers Home inome mates.
Soldiers' Home
the Regular
persons admitted
(f)
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
Washington, District
at Washington,
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Courts-martial.

II.
COURTS-MARTIAL.
II. COURTS-MARTIAL.

COUTrS-MARTIAL CLASSIFIED.-Courts-martial
ART. 3. COURTS-MARTIAL
CLASSIFIED.—Courts-martial shall be of
three
namely:
three kinds,
kinds, namely:
First, general
general courts-martial;
courts-martial;
Second, special courts-martial;
courts-martial; and
Third, summary
summary courts-martial.
courts-martial.

Cleaces.
Classes.
General.
General.
Special.
Summary.
Summary.

A. COMPOSITION.
A.
COMPOSITION.

Composition.
Composition.

Officers
to serve.
to
serve.

1920.
1920.

in the
WHO MAY
MAY SERVE
ON COUtRTS-LARTIAL.-All
SERVE ON
ART. 4. WHO
ART.
COURTS-MARTIAL.—All officers
officers in
military
of the
the United States, and officers of the Marine
military service
service of
Corps when
detached for
service with
the Army
Army by
order of
of the
the PresPresby order
with the
for service
Corps
when detached
ident, shall
competent to
to serve
for the
the trial
trial of
of
courts-martial for
on courts-martial
serve on
be competent
shall be
ident,
any
persons who
who may
may lawfully
lawfully be
brought before
courts for
for trial.
trial.
such courts
before such
be brought
any persons
When appointing
the appointing
shall
authority shall
appointing authority
courts-martial the
appointing courts-martial
When
detail
those officers
officers of
command who,
in his
his
who, in
the command
of the
thereof those
members thereof
as members
detail as
selec- opinion, are best qualified
qualified for the duty by reason of age, training,

competent
competent

Qualifieation,
ualifieation
Son, etc.
Vol.
39,
p.
Vol.
amended.
amended.

selec-

General courts.
General
courts.
Special.

Special

Summary.
summary.

Appointment.
Appointment.

651,

having less
officers having
experience,
and judicial
judicial temperament;
temperament; and
and officers
less than
than
experience, and
two
years' service
service shall
shall not,
can be
avoided without manifest
manifest
two years'
not, if
if it
it can
be avoided
in
courts-martial in
injury
appointed as
as members
of courts-martial
members of
be appointed
service, be
to the
the service,
injury to
excess of
of the
minority membership
membership thereof.
thereof.
the minority
excess
ART. 5.
courts-martial may
may
ART.
5. GENERAL
GENERAL COURTS-MARTLAL.-General
COURTS-MARTIAL.--General courts-martial
consist of
of any
five.
not less
less than
than five.
officers not
number of
of officers
any number
consist
ART.
6. SPECIAL
courts-martial may
may
COURTS-MARTIAL.-Special courts-martial
SPECIAL counTs-MARTIAL.—Special
ART. 6.
consist of
of any
any number
less than
than three.
three.
of officers—not
officers-not less
number of
consist
ART. 7. SUMMARY
SUMMARY COURTS-MARTIAL.—A
COURTS-MARTLAL.-A summary
ART.
summary court-martial
court-martial
shall
consist of
one officer.
officer.
of one
shall consist
B. BY
WHOM APPOINTED.
APPOINTED.
B.
BY WHOM

ART. 8. GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.-The
the United
United
ART.
COURTS-MARTIAL—The President
President of
of the
or department,
States, the
commanding officer
officer of
territorial division
department,
division or
a territorial
of a
the commanding
States,
the
the Military
Military Academy,
Academy, the commanding
commanding
of the
Superintendent of
the Superintendent
or a
a separate
separate brigade,
a division,
division, or
officer of
of an
an army,
army, an
corps, a
an army
army corps,
officer
officer
the commanding
commanding officer
and,
when empowered
empowered by
by the
the President,
President, the
and, when
general
of
any district
or of
any force
may appoint
appoint general
troops may
body of
of troops
or body
of any
force or
district or
of any
the
accuser or the
courts-martial;
commander is
is the
the accuser
such commander
when any
any such
but when
courts-martial; but
court shall be
prosecutor
of the
be tried
tried, the
the court
to be
or persons
persons to
person or
the person
prosecutor of
be
and no
appointed by
competent authority,
no officer shall be
authority, and
by superior
superior competent
appointed
he is the accuser
eligible
sit as
as a
amember
member of
when he
accuser or
such court
court when
of such
to sit
eligible to
witness for
the prosecution.
prosecution.
for the
aawitness
Law member
to be
The
appointing a
a general
court-martial shall
detail as
as
shall detail
general court-martial
authority appointing
The authority
detailed.
Vol.
39,
Vol
39,
p. 652, one of the members thereof
a law member,
member, who shall be an officer
thereof a
officer
amended.
a me n
of the Judge Advocate
Advocate General's Department, except that when an
officer
of that
is not
the appointappointthe purpose
purpose the
for the
not available
available for
department is
that department
officer of
ing
authority shall
detail instead
instead an
an officer
of
some
other branch
branch
other
of
some
officer
detail
shall
ing
authority
Additional duty.
of the service
service selected by the appointing
Additona duty. of
appointing authority as specially
specially
qualified to
to perform
the duties
duties of
of law
member. The
The law
law member,
member,
law member.
perform the
qualified
in
addition to
his duties
as aamember,
member, shall
perform such
such other
other duties
duties
shall perform
duties as
to his
in addition
as the
the President
President may
may by
by regulations
prescribe.
prescribe.
regulations
as
Special courts.
ART.
of a
a
officer of
commanding officer
COURTS-MARTIAL.-The commanding
SPECIAL COURTS-MARTIAL—The
ART. 9. SPECIAL
pecal courts.
district,
fort, camp,
camp, or
other place
are on duty,
where troops
troops are
place where
or other
garrison, fort,
district, garrison,
and
the commanding
officer of
of a
brigade, regiment,
regiment, detached
battalion,
detached battalion,
a brigade,
commanding officer
and the
special courts-martial;
or other
other detached
detached command
appoint special
courts-martial;
may appoint
command .may
or
but when
such commanding
officer is
is the
the accuser
the proseproseor the
accuser or
commanding officer
any such
but
when any
cutor of
person or
or persons
persons to
to be
be tried,
tried, the
the court
shall be
appointed
be appointed
court shall
of the
the person
cutor
appointed by superior
any case be appointed
by superior
and may in any
superior
authority, and
by
superior authority,
authority
when by
deemed desirable;
no officer
officer shall
shall
and no
desirable; and
the latter
latter deemed
by the
authority when
be
sit as
as a
member of
of such
such court
court when
when he
he is
is the
the accuser
accuser
a member
to sit
eligible to
be eligible
or
the prosecution.
prosecution.
for the
witness for
or aa witness
General
General courts.
courts.
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commanding officer
ART.
SUMMARY COURTS-MARTIAL.—The
officer ARTICLES
COURTS-MARTIAL.-The commanding
10. SUMMARY
ART. 10.
Summary courts.
duty,
of a
a garrison,
garrison, fort,
fort, camp, or
other place where troops are on
or other
of
commanding officer
officer of a
a regiment, detached battalion, deand the commanding
tached
detachment may appoint summary courtsother detachment
or other
tached company, or
courts-martial may in any case be
but such summary courts-martial
martial; but
appointed by superior authority when by the latter deemed desirable:
desirable: Proviso.
Provided, That
That when but
present with a
command he Single
Smioffceroco
a command
officer is present
but one officer
Provided,
officer of corn
man.
shall be the summary court-martial
court-martial of that command
command and shall hear mand.
determine cases
brought before him.
casesbrought
and determine
telvoTrial
and
an counsel.
cates
COUN- cat
UDGE ADVOCATES
ART.
OF TRIAL
TRIAL JUDGE
ADVOCATES AND COUNAPPOINTMENT OF
11. APPOINTMENT
ART. 11.
39
,rol.
39,
p.
652,
p. 652,
avofd
SEL.—For each
general or
or special
special court-martial
authority appoint- amended.
the authority
court-martial the
each general
BEL.-For
counsel,
the court shall appoint aatrial judge advocate and aadefense
ing the
court-martial one or more assistant trial judge
and for each general court-martial
necessary:
advocates and one or more assistant defense counsel when necessary:
advocates
estricon before
Provided,
officer who has acted as member, trial Restriction
no officer
however, That no
Provided, however,
authority.
reviewing authority.
judge
judge advocate, assistant trial judge advocate, defense counsel, or reviewing
defense counsel in any case shall subsequently act as staff
assistant defense
confirming authority upon the
advocate to the reviewing or confirming
judge advocate
axle case.
same
Jurisdiction.
Jurisdiction.
C. JURISDICTION.
C.
JURISDICTION.

General courts.

ART.
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.--General
couRTs-mArnAL.--General courts-martial
courts-martial shall Gneral courts
12. GENERLL
ART. 12.
have power
military- law for any crime
try any person subject to military
to try
power to
have
offense made punishable
punishable by these articles,
articles and any other person
person
or offense
by. the law of war is subject to trial 'by
tribunals: Provisos.
by military tribunals:
who by
Academy
Academ
ilitr
Provided, That
officer shall
shall be
brought to trial before
before a_general
a general Military
be brought
no officer
That no
Provided,
restrictions.
court-martialappp
.
inted by the Superintendent
Military restrictions.
Superintendent of the Militar
appointed
court-martial
Substitution of
of spespesubstitution
Academy
futt, That the officer competent to appoint ciej
ed further,
Pr
Academy:.:Provided
Turtizartir.l. 652,
cial 0court-martial.
a
particular case may, vol. 39, p. 652,
court-martial for the trial of any particular
a general
general court-martial
amended.
require, amended.
when
his judgment
judgment the interest of the service shall so require,
in his
when in
cause
notwithstanding
court-martial notwithstanding
by aaspecial court-martial
to be tried by
case to
any case
cause any
the
court-martial as to
jurisdiction of the special court-martial
limitations upon the jurisdiction
the limitations
Limitations.
offenses
out in article
article 13;
limitations upon jurisdiction as Limitations.
the limitations
13; but the
set out
offenses set
be
to
persons
and
upon
power
in
said
shall
article
out
set
punishing
to persons and upon
observed.
observed.
S
Special courts.
Courts.
special
courts
courts-martial shall
ART.
PECIAL COTRTS-MARTIAL.--Special
COURTS-MARTIAL.—Special courts-martial
sal
SPECIAL
13. S
ART. 13.
have
try any person subject to military law for any crime Proviso.
to try
power to
have power
or
Provided, Exceptions.
Exceptions.
made punishable by these articles: Provided,
capital made
not capital
offense not
or offense
President may, by regulations,
except from the jurisdicregulations, except
That the President
tion
of special
courts-martial any class or classes of persons subject
special courts-martial
tion of
to
military law.
punishment restrictto military
law.
Punishment
ed.
Special courts-martial
adjudge confineconfine- ed.
courts-martial shall not have power to adjudge
Special
Vol.
39,
852,
39
' p.. 6'2
ded
forfeiture of more than ame
of six months, nor to adjudge forfeiture
excess of
ment in excess
amended.
two-thirds
pay
per
month
for
a
period
of
not
exceeding
six
months.
courts
two-thirds pay per month for a period of not exceeding six months.ummar
Summary courts.
ART.
SUMMARY COURTS-MARTIAL.--SUMMary
courts-martial
COURTS-MABTIAL.-Summ.ary courts-martial
14. SUMMARY
ART. 14.
shall have
any person subject to military law, except an
to try
try any
power to
have power
shall
officer , a
Corps, a
a warrant officer, an Army
a member of the Army Nurse Corps
officer,
field clerk, aa field clerk Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
Corps, a
a cadet, or a
a soldier
holding the privileges of a
certificate of eligility
eligibility to promotion,
promotion for
a certificate
any crime or offense not capital made punishable by these articles:
articles: Provisos.
Provided,
noncommissioned officers
Noncommissioned
Nonoimissioned
officers shall not, if they object officers.
Pruvided, That noncommissioned
court-martial without officers
thereto, be
be brought
brought to
summary court-martial
to trial before aasummary
thereto,
the authority of the officer competent to bring them to trial before aa Exceptions.
general
court-martial: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That the President may, by "Ee"P"t
general court-martial:
regulations,
courts-martial
except from the jurisdiction of summary courts-martial
regulations, except
any class
class or
persons subject
to military
law.
unishm
military law.
subject to
of persons
or classes
classes of
any
Punishment restrict.stric.t
e.p.shm
Summary courts-martial
courts-martial shall not have power to adjudge con- ed.
Vol. 39,
652,
ded'pp. 652,
finement
m excess
excess of
restriction to limits for more than am
one month, restriction
of one
finement in
amended.
two-thirds
detention of more than two-thirds
months, or forfeiture
forfeiture or detention
three months,
of
one month's pay.
of one
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of these
EXCLUSIVE.-The provisions
ART.
15. JURISDICTION
ART. 15.
JURISDICTION NOT
NOT EXCLUSIVE.—The
provisions of
these

courts-martial shall not be
articles conferring
jurisdiction upon courts-martial
conferring jurisdiction
articles
construed as
as depriving
depriving military
provost courts,
other
or other
courts, or
commissions, provost
military commissions,
construed
of offenders
military tribunals
tribunals of
concurrent jurisdiction
respect of
offenders
in respect
jurisdiction in
of concurrent
military
may be triable by
or offenses
offenses that
that by
by statute
statute or
or by
by the
law of
of war
war may
the law
or
such military
military commissions,
commissions, provost
military tribunals.
tribunals.
other military
or other
courts, or
provost courts,
such
ART.
CIFFICERS; BOW
now TRIABLE.—Officers
triable only
only
shall be
be triable
TRIABLE.-Officers shall
16. OFFICERS;
ART. 16.
by
and in
in no
no case
case shall
shall an
officer,
an officer,
courts-martial, and
special courts-martial,
and special
general and
by general
when it
can be
be avoided,
be tried
tried by
by officers
interior to
to him
him in
in rank.
officers inferior
avoided, be
it can
when
D. PROCEDURE.
PROCEDURE.
I).

Procedure.
Procedure.

TRIAL JUDGE ADVOCATE
ABT. 17.
17. TRIAL
lumr.
ADVOCATE TO

Prosecutions.
Prosecutions.

PROSECUTE;
PROSEcuTE;

COUNSEL
COUNSEL TO

of aa general or special courtadvocate of
judge advocate
trial judge
DEFEND.-The trial
martial
shall prosecute
of the
the United
United States,
States, and shall,
name of
in the
the name
prosecute in
martial shall
prepare the record of its proceedings.
the court,
under
the direction
direction of
of the
court, prepare
proceedings.
under the
Counsel for
accused. The accused
for accused.
counsel
accused shall have the right to be represented
represented in his defense
defense before
P
9
proamended.
the
court by
by counsel
counsel of
of his
his own
own selection,
he so
so proif he
counsel if
selection, civil counsel
the court
amended .
vides,
or military
such counsel
be reasonably
reasonably available,
available, otherwise
counsel be
if such
military-if
vides, or
pursuant to article
court pursuant
by
defense counsel
duly appointed
appointed for
for the
the court
counsel duly
by the
the defense
11.
the accused
have counsel
counsel of
his own
own selection,
selection, the defense
defense
of his
accused have
Should the
11. Should
any, of
Associate counsel,
counsel and
of the court, shall, if the
if any,
defense counsel, if
and assistant
assistant defense
counsel
counsel
Associate
accused
act as
as his
counsel.
his associate
associate counsel.
desires, act
so desires
accused so
Challenzes.
Vol.
30
p.. 653,
653,
.Airr. 18.
18. CHALLENGES.-Members
CHALI,ENGES.—Members of
of aa general
general or
or special
courtspecial courtART.
Vol. 3e,
amended.
martial
may be
be challenged
by the
the accused
accused or
the trial judge advocate
advocate
or the
challenged by
martial may
amended.
relevancy
determine the relevancy
for cause
stated to
the court.
court. The
The court
court shall determine
to the
cause stated
for
more than
to more
and
validity thereof,
shall not
not receive
receive a
achallenge
challenge to
and shall
thereof, and
and validity
one
member at
atime.
by the
shall
advocate shall
judge advocate
trial judge
the trial
Challenges by
time. Challenges
at a
one member
the accused
ordinarily
and decided
those by
accused are
by the
before those
decided before
be presented
presented and
ordinarily be
offered. Each
be entitled
entitled to
to one
one peremptory
challenge; but
but
peremptory challenge;
shall be
side shall
Each side
offered.
the law
be challenged
challenged except
except for cause.
not be
shall not
court shall
of the
the court
member of
law member
the
OATHS.-The trial judge advocate
OathstobeadminisOaths
to be adminisART. 19. OATIIS.—The
advocate of
of a
ageneral or special
special
tered.
tered.
members of the court, before
To members
members of the court-martial
court-martial shall administer to the members
court.
they proceed
court,
proceed upon any trial, the following oath or affirmation:
affirmation: "You,
A. B.,
B., do
do swear
swear (or
will well
well and truly try and deteryou will
that you
(or affirm))that
A.
the
deterbetween
now before you, between
mine
to the
evidence, the matter now
the evidence,
according to
mine, according
mine,
of America
America and
the person
person to
to be
be tried,
tried, and
that
and that
and the
States of
the United States
favor, or affecyou will
will duly
duly administer
administer justice,
justice, without
without partiality
affecpartiality,-,favor,
you
articles for the
tion,
to the
provisions of
and articles
the rules
rules and
of the
the provisions
according to
tion, according
doubt
United States, and if any doubt
of the United
government
armies of
of the
the armies
government of
according to your
articles, then according
by said articles,
not explained
should
explained by
arise, not
should arise,
of war
and the custom of
consci9nce,
the best
best of
of your understanding,
war
understanding, and
conscisnce, the
not
that you will not
(or affirm)
affirm) that
in
cases; and
further swear
swear (or
you do
do further
and you
like cases;
in like
divulge the
or sentence
of the
the court
court until they shall be
sentence of
findings or
the findings
divulge
the court,
published
by the
the proper
proper authority
duly announced
announced by the
or duly
authority or
published by
judge advocate;
trial judge
except
to the
judge advocate
assistant trial
advocate;
and assistant
advocate and
the trial
trial judge
except to
the vote or opinion of any
discover the
neither
disclose or
or discover
you disclose
will you
neither will
the
or upon
particular
of the
the court-martial
upon the
challenge or
upon aachallenge
court-martial upon
member of
particular member
a
as a
findings
or sentence,
required to
to give
evidence thereof
thereof as
give evidence
unless required
sentence, unless
indings or
law. So help you
witness
by a
court of
of justice
m due
course of
of law.
you
due course
justice m
a court
witness by
God."
God."
To a'l
trial judge ad voWhen the
the oath
been administered
the memmemto the
administered to
has been
affirmation has
or affirmation
oath or
When
adv
jss'ige
caTo
me,.
and
assistant.
39 p 63
1
president of the court
or special
special court-martial,
court-martial, the president
P
,' hers
bers of
of a
ageneral
general or
' d. „, , P•
m ended.
shall administer
administer to the trial judge advocate and to each assistant
assistant
trial
judge advocate,
if any,
any, an
an oath
oath or
or affirmation
the following
following
in the
affirmation in
advocate, if
trial judge
form: "You,
A. B.,
swear (or
(or affirm)
that you
will faithfully
faithfully
you will
affirm) that
do swear
B., do
"You, A.
form:
and will
and
perform the
of a
atrial
trial judge
advocate, and
judge advocate,
the duties
duties of
impartially perform
and impartially
but the
any but
not
the court
court to
to any
of the
or sentence
sentence of
findings or
the findings
not divulge
divulge the
proper authority until they shall be duly disclosed. So help you
proper authority until they shall be duly disclosed. So help you
God.
"
God."
DEFEND.—The

vol.

39,

p.

653

,

,

39,

663,
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ART
All
give evidence
evidence before
court-martial shall
shall be
ICLES 07 WAR.
wAL
be wi.csOF
a court-martial
before a
Witnesses.
who give
persons who
All persons
"You
form:
examined
on
oath
or
affirmation
in
the
"You
swear
following
the
in
affirmation
or
examined on oath
(or affirm)
evidence you
give in
now in
hearin hearcase now
the case
in the
shall give
you shall
the evidence
that the
affirm) that
(or
ing
the truth,
truth, the
nothing but the truth.
and nothing
truth, and
whole truth.,
the whole
be the
shall be
ing shall
So
God."
you God."
help you
So help
Reporter
Every
of the
court-martial shall, before. Reorte
the proceedings of aacourt-martial
reporter of
Every reporter
entering
his duties,
duties make
make oath
oath er
following
the following
in the
affirmation in
qr affirmation
upon his
entering upon
the
form:
that you
you will
perform the
faithfully perform
will faithfully
affirm) that
(or affirm)
swear (or
"You swear
form: "You
duties
of reporter
reporter to
court. So
you God."
God."
help you
So help
this court.
to this
duties of
Every
interpreter in
in the
the trial
any case
case before
before a
court-martial Interpreter.
Interpretera court-martial
of any
trial of
Every interpreter
shall,
before entering
upon his
duties make
affirmation in
make oath or affirmation
his duties,
entering upon
shall, before
the
swear (or
affirm) that
that you will truly inter(or affirm)
'You swear
form: "You
following form:
the following
pret
in the
the case
hearing. So
So help
God."
help you God."
in hearing.
now in
case now
pret in
In
case of
affirmation the
sentence of
adjuration will be
Affirmations
be Affirmations.
of adjuration
closing sentence
the closing
of affirmation
In case
omitted.
omitted.
ART.
court-martial may,
reasonable Continiutuces.
Continuance
for reasonable
may, for
CONTrNUANcaE.-A court-martial
20. CorrrnmANcEs.—A
ART. 20.
cause,
continuance to either party for such time and as often
grant aacontinuance
cause, grant
as
may appear
just.
to be
be just.
appear to
as may
to
falure to
Refusalor
ART.
REFUSAL OR
TO PLEAD.—When
accused Refusal
or failure
an accused
PLEAD.--When an
FAILXURE TO
OR FAILURE
21. REFUSAL
ART. 21.
amendarraigned
before
a
court-martial
fails
or
refuses
to
plead,
or
answers
V
c
il
:39,
P.
654,
amend.
9,p.s,
Plod.
arraigned before a court-martial fails or refuses to plead, or answers d
foreign to
to the
the purpose,
plea of
guilty makes
statement ed*
o a statement
makes a
of guilty
a plea
after a
or after
purpose, or
foreign
inconsistent
pleat or
or when
when it
it appears
appears to
to the court that he
the plea,
with the
inconsistent with
entered
a plea
lack of
of underthrough lack
or through
improvidently or
guilty improvidently
of guilty
plea of
entered a
standing
its meaning
proceed to
trial
to trial
shall proceed
court shall
the court
effect, the
and effect,
meaning and
of its
standing of
and judgment
if he
guilty.
not guilty.
pleaded not
had pleaded
he had
as if
judgment as
and
to cOpe
Pttres
ART.
22. P
ROCESS TO
TO OBTAIN
e
rs° t°
°°121P°1
advo-,ott
judge fldV0trial judge
WITNESSES.-Every trial
OBTAIN WITNESSES.—Every
PROCESS
AST. 22.
cats
of
a
general
or
special
court-martial
and
every
summary
courtcourtsummary
every
and
court-martial
special
or
cate of a general
martial
shall have
the like
process to
compel witwitto compel
like process
issue the
to issue
power to
have power
martial shall
flosses
to
appear
and
testify
which
courts
of
the
United
States,
having
having
States,
United
of
the
courts
which
testify
and
nesses to appear
criminal
jurisdiction, may
may lawfully
issue; but
process shall
shall run
run
such process
but such
lawfully issue;
criminal jurisdiction,
possessions.
to
any
part
of
the
United
States,
its
Territories,
and
Territories,
its
States,
United
the
of
part
any
to
to
civilian to
ART.
23. REFUSAL
TO APPEAR
APPEAR OR
person not
not Refusal
of civilian
Refusal of
TESTIFY.-Every person
OR TESITFY.—Every
REFUSAL TO
ABT. 23.
a '
subject
military law
law who,
being duly
duly subpcenaed
appear as
as a
aPesmeaor.testy
LP
c
l
e
amr ean
ar orte s Y'
to appear
subpoenaed to
who, being
to military
subject to
inquiry,-,or
witness
before any
military court,
commission, court of inquiry
court, commission,
any military
witness before
board,
or
before
any
officer,
military
or
civil,
designated
to
take a
a
to take
designated
civil,
or
military
officer,
any
board, or before
deposition
be read
in evidence
evidence before
court, commission,
commission,
such court,
before such
read in
to be
deposition to
court
or board,
board, willfully
to appear,
appear,
or refuses
refuses to
neglects or
willfully neglects
inquiry, or
of inquiry,
court of
or
refuses to
to qualify
qualify as
as a
a witness,
testify, or
or produce
docuproduce docuto testify,
or to
witness, or
or refuses
mentary
evidence
which
such
person
may.
have
been
legally
sublegally
been
have
may.
person
such
which
mentary evidence
pcenaed
produce, shall
be deemed
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, for
deemed guilty
shall be
to produce,
paenaed to
which
such person
punished on
in the
district Punishment
Punishment for,
n
for, in
the district
information in
on information
be punished
shall be
person shall
which such
court
United States
States or
in a
of original
criminal jurisjuris_ United
States court.
Utedttes
original criminal
court of
a court
or in
the United
of the
court of
diction in
any of
of the
the territorial
territorial possessions
of the United States,
possessions of
in any
diction
jurisdiction
bein g hereby
hereby conferred
conferred upon
upon such
courts for
for such pursuch courts
jurisdiction being
pose;
it shall
be the
United States
district attorney
attorney
States district
United
the of the
duty of
the duty
shall be
and it
pose.; and
or the
the officer
any such
such court
of
court of
in any
Government in
the Government
for the
prosecuting for
officer prosecuting
or
original criminal
the certification
of the
the facts
him
to him
facts to
certification of
on the
jurisdiction, on
criminal jurisdiction,
original
by the
the military
military court,
court, commission,
court of
or board,
to
board, to
inquiry, or
of inquiry,
commission, court
by
file
an information
against and
prosecute the
so offending,
offending,
person so
the person
and prosecute
information against
file an
and the
the punishment
of such
on conviction,
conviction shall
shall be
fine
a fine
be a
person, on
such person,
punishment of
and
of not
not more
more than
than $
500 or
or
imprisonment not to exceed six months, or
or imprisonment
$500
of
rvitness fees.s.
both,
at the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the court:
Provided, That the fees of such W
court: Provided,
both, at
witness and
and his
his mileage,
the rates allowed to witnesses attending
at the
mileage, at
witness
the courts
of the
said
be duly paid or tendered said
shall be
States, shall
United States,
the United
courts of
the
witness, such
such amounts
be paid
the
for the
appropriation for
the appropriation
of the
out of
paid out
to be
amounts to
witness,
O
for ofPnshmet Code.
compensation of
witnesses: Provided
Punishment
for
every person not fenssin
That every
further, That
Providedfurther,
of witnesses:
compensation
Crminal
subject
to
military
law,
who
before
any
court-martial,
military
fames
in
Criminal
Code.
Vcd.
35,
p.
1111.
i.
p.
35,
vol.
military
subject to military law, who before any court-martial,
tribunal,
in connection
with, or
to
relation to
or in relation
connection with,
or in
board, or
military board,
or military
tribunal, or
any
or investigation
investigation before
of the
any of
under any
had under
it or
or had
before it
proceedings or
any proceedings
provisions
this act,
act, is
is guilty
guilty of
of any
any of
the acts
acts made
punishable
made punishable
of the
of this
provisions of
Pi ea l

Provisos.

792
792
ARTICLES OF
ATICLES
oF WAR.
WA.

Compulsory self-inCompulsory self-incrimination
prohibited.
ited.
Vol.39,
p.654, amendVol.39,p.654,namend-

edo.3p.
ed.
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offenses against public justice by any provision of chapter 6
as offenses
6 of
as
codify, revise, and
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to codify,
the Act of
of March
March 4, 1909, entitled
amend the
amend
the penal
penal laws
laws of the United States" (volume 35, United
1088), or any amendment
amendment thereof,
States Statutes at Large, page 1088),
shall be punished as therein provided.

witART.
24. COMPULSORY
COMPULSORY SELF-INCRIMINATION
SELF-INCRIMINATION PROHIBITED.-NO
PROHIBITED.—No witART. 24.

ness before a
a military court, commission,
commission, court of inquiry, or board,

-e...i c
or before
before any
officer
conducting an
before any
any
or before
an investigation,
investigation, or
conducting
any officer
or

designated to take a
a deposition to be read
civil designated
officer, military
military, or civil,
in evidence
before a
amilitary
inquiry, or
court of inquiry,
court, commission,
commission, court
military court,
in
evidence before
board,
or before
be
board, or
before an officer conducting an investigation, shall be
compelled
or to answer
answer any question the
himself or
to incriminate
incriminate himself
compelled to
answer to
to which
may tend
tend to
incriminate him,
him, or
or to
to answer
answer any
any
to incriminate
which may
answer
question not
to
such answer
answer might tend to
not material to the issue when such
question

degrade
him.
degrade him.
ART. 25.
DEPOSITIONs-WHEN ADMISSIBLE.—A
ADMISSIBLE.-A duly authenticated
ART.
25. DEPOSITIONS—WHEN
authenticated
deposition taken
reasonable notice
the opposite
opposite party
may
party may
notice to
to the
taken upon
upon reasonable
deposition
Ad.siy
be read
any military
commission in
in any
any
court or
or commission
before any
military court
in evidence
evidence before
be
read in
case not
not capital,
capital, or
in any
proceeding before
before a
acourt
court of
of inquiry
or a
a
inquiry or
any proceeding
or in
case
deposition be
be taken
taken when the witness resides,
military board, if such deposition
is
about to
beyond the
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or District in
the State,
or is
is about
to go
go beyond
is found,
found, or
which the
the court,
court, commission,
commission, or
or beyond
beyond
ordered to
to sit,
sit, or
or board
board is ordered
which
the distance
of one
hundred miles
miles from
from the
of trial
trial or
or hearing,
hearing,
the place
place of
one hundred
the
distance of
appears to the satisfaction
court, commission, board,
satisfaction of the court,
or when it
it appears
appointing authority that
the witness,
witness, by reason
reason of age,
age, sickness,
sickness,
or appointing
that the
bodily infirmity,
imprisonment,
or other
other reasonable
reasonable cause,
is unable
unable
infirmity,
rbodily
imprisonment,
or
cause,
is
Proviso.
testify in
in person
the place
of trial
trial or
or hearing:
Prohearing: ProIn
capital cases, for to
at the
place of
person at
to appear
appear and
and testify
rIncapital
defense.
defense.
vided, That testimony by deposition may be adduced for the defense
vided,
in capital
in
capital cases.
cases.
Des
imated officials
DEPOSrrINs-BEFORE WHOM
TAKEN.-Depositions to be
Designated
officials
ART.
ART. 26. DEPOSITIONS—BEFORE
WHOM TAKEN.—Depositions
authorized
.
authorized to
to take.
take.
read
courts, commissions,
commissions, courts
courts of
of ininbefore military
military courts,
evidence before
read in
in evidence
quiry,
or military
or for
for other
administration,
other use in military administration,
boards, or
military boards,
quiry, or
may
before and
authenticated by
military or
or
by any officer,
officer, military
and authenticated
be taken
taken before
may be
civil,
or by
by the laws of
of
States or
laws of
of the
the United States
authorized by the laws
civil, authorized
the
administer oaths.
oaths.
taken to administer
the deposition is taken
the place where the
Courts
Courts of inquiry.
ART. 27.
27. COURTS
INQUIRY-RECORDS OF,
OF, WHEN
ART.
COURTS OF
OF ENQUURY—RECORDS
WHEN ADMISSIBLE.ADMISSIBLE.—
Admission
Admission ofrecords
of records
of, as evidence.
evidence.
The record
of the
the proceedings
proceedings of
of a
with the
the conconmay, with
a court
court of inquiry may,
record of
The
sent of
of the
the accused,
any court-martial
court-martial or
before any
evidence before
accused, be
be read in evidence
sent
military commission
commission in any case not capital nor extending to the dismilitary
missal of
of an
an officer,
officer, and
and may
may also
be read
proceedevidence in
in any
any proceedalso be
read in
in evidence
missal
p20t130.
court of
inquiry or
or a
such
That such
Provided, That
board: Provided,
a military
military board:
of inquiry
By defense in capital, ing
before aacourt
ing before
Bylefenseincapital,
etc., cases.
evidence
defense in capital
capital cases
cases or
cases
or cases
evidence may
may be adduced by the defense
etc., cses.
extending to
to the
the dismissal
dismissal of
of an
an officer.
officer.
extending
Acts of desertion.
.Arcr.
28.
CERTAIN ACTS
DESERTION.—Any officer
officer
Quitting
duty
TO CONSTITUTE
CONSTITUTE DESERTION.-Any
ACTS TO
28. CERTAIN
TART.
dlty
l.riorprior
Qitti
to acceptance
iz- who, having tendered
his
to
of res
accptance of
rsitendered
resignation
and
prior
to due notice of the
nation.
acceptance of
the same,
or proper
without leave
leave
proper duties
duties without
his post
post or
same, quit
quits his
of the
acceptance
and with
with intent
intent to
•
permanently therefrom
shall be
therefrom shall
permanently
absent himself
to absent
and
deemed a
a deserter.
deserter.
deemed
Enlisted man withAny
soldier who,
without having
having first
regular discharge,
received aaregular
first received
who, without
Any soldier
ouit being
beingt'lchargd
out
discharged.
again enlists in the Army,
Al'iny, or in the militia when in the service of the
United
Marine Corps of the United States,
in the Navy
Navy or
or Marine
United States, or in
or
in any
to have
service
deserted the service
deemed to
have deserted
army, shall
shall be
be deemed
or in
any foreign
foreign army,
of the
the United
United States;
where the
the enlistment
is in
in one
one of
the forces
forces
of the
and, where
enlistment is
States; and,
of
of the
the United
United States
mentioned above,
above, to
fraudulently enlisted
have fraudulently
to have
States mentioned
of
therein.
To avoid har.ardous
Any
person subject
to military
military law
law who
his organization
organization or
or
who quits
quits his
subject to
duty.
Any person
dut.avoid h a rtdous
Vol.
39,
655, amend- place of duty with the intent to avoid hazardous
.5,emendVo.
39, p.
p
duty
hazardous
or to shirk
ed.
important
service shall
shall be
be deemed
mportant service
deemed a
a deserter.
deserter.
Oe
n
Open announcement
T. 29.
29. C
OURT TO
ANNOUNCE ACTIoN.-Whenever
ACTION.—Whenever the
court has
has
the court
TO ANNOUNCE
COUBT
ART.
of action
court.
ofert.
actin of
acquitted the
the accused
accused upon
specifications and
and charges,
charges, the
the court
court
upon all
all specifications
acquitted
Depositions.
Admissibility.

Depositions.
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shall
at once
announce such
open court.
court. Under
regF- ARM CLs " oWAR.'
such regaUnder such
in open
result in
such result
once announce
shall at
lations
sentence in
may prescribe, the findings and sentence
President may
the President
as the
lations as
other
cases
may
be
similarly
announced.
announced.
similarly
other cases may be
Closed sessions of
sessions of
ART.
30. C
LOSED SESSIONS.—Whenever
ageneral
court- Cloed
special courtor special
general or
SEssIONs.-Whenever a
CLOSED
ART. 30.
martial
shall
sit
in
closed
session,
the
trial
judge
advocate
and
the
and
advocate
judge
trial
the
martial shall sit in closed session,
assistant
if any,
withdraw; and when their
shall withdraw;
any, shall
advocate, if
judge advocate,
trial judge
assistant trial
assistance
in referring
to the
the recorded
recorded evidence
evidence is required, it shall be
referring to
assistance in
obtained
in open
open court,
court, and
in the presence of the accused
accused and of his
and in
obtained in
counsel,
if there
be any.
any.
there be
counsel, if
ART. 31.
members of
or V
i
r
bldrmting
ethod
ofonga general
general or
of a
OF VOTING.—VotiU
VOTING.-Voting bymembers
METHOD OF
31. METHOD
ART.
special court
court martial
questions of
of chalenge,
enge, on
on the
and pd.
39, p.655, amend.
o.39,p.655,amendthe findings,
findings, and
upon questions
martial upon
special
member e
on
sentence shall
written ballot. The junior member
by secret written
be by
shall be
the sentence
on the
of
the court
court shall
shall in
in each
each case
count the
votes, which count shall be
the votes,
case count
of the
checked
president, who
announce the result of
will forthwith announce
who will
the president,
by the
checked by
in
open
open
Ruings in
the ballot
members of
of the
of the
the Rulings
member of
law member
The law
court. The
the court.
the members
to the
ballot to
the
court,
any, or
no law member of the court, then the co •
be no
there be
if there
or if
if any,
court, if
president,
may rule
rule in
in open
open court
court upon
upon interlocutory
interlocutory Questions,
questions, Provisos.
p
president, may
voce votes.
votes.
other
than
challenges,
arising
during
the
proceedings:
Provided,
i voc
That Viva
Provided,That
proceedings:
the
during
arising
other than challenges,
unless such
such ruling
be made
law member
of the
court if any
any
the court
member of
the law
by the
made by
ruling be
unless
member object
object thereto
thereto the
shall be
cleared and closed and the
be cleared
court shall
the court
member
question decided
by a
vote, viva
viva voce,
the
with the
beginning with
voce, beginning
a majority
majority vote,
decided by
question
interlocutory
junior
in
rank:
And
p•ovidedfurth,er,
That
if
any
such
ruling
be
made
t ti
qunesterictor
made
be
ruling
such
if
any
That
providedfurther,
junior in rank: And
by
the law
member of
court upon
interlocutory question
any interlocutory
upon any
the court
of the
law member
by the
other
than
an
objection
to
the
admissibility
of
evidence
offered
offered during
evidence
of
admissibility
the
to
objection
other than an
the
and any
any member
object to
the ruling,
ruling, the
shall likecourt shall
the court
to the
member object
trial, and
the trial,
a
wise
be
cleared
and
closed
and
the
question
decided
by
a
majority
decided
question
the
and
closed
and
wise be cleared
vote,
viva voco,
beginning with
the junior
junior in
Providedfurther, mile
i
Zi
til;k as tg:
1
:
to adDeisions
rank. Providedfurther,
in rank:
with the
voce binnin
vote, viva
however,
That
the
phrase,
"objection
to
the
admissibility
of
evidence
natedquestdons.
questons.
nated
evidene
of
admissibility
the
to
horwever, That the phrase, "objection
offered during
used in
the next
next preceding
preceding proviso
proviso hereof,
hereof,
in the
as used
trial," as
the trial,"
during the
offered
shall
not
be
construed
to
include
questions
as
to
the
order
of the
order of
the
to
as
questions
include
to
shall not be construed
introduction of
of witnesses
witnesses or
or other
nor of
of the
of witwitrecall of
the recall
evidence, nor
other evidence,
introduction
nesses
for
further
examination,
nor
as
to
whether
expert
witnesses
witnesses
expert
whether
to
as
nor
nesses for further examination,
shall be
be admitted
admitted or
or called
upon any
question, nor
nor as
as to
the
whether the
to whether
any question,
called upon
shall
court
shall
view
the
premises
where
an
offense
is
alleged
to
been
been
have
to
alleged
is
offense
an
where
court shall view the premises
committed, nor
as to
to the
of witnesses,
for instance,
instance,
as, for
witnesses, as,
competency of
the competency
nor as
committed,
of
children,
witnesses
alleged
to
be
mentally
incompetent
: and the
incompetent,
mentally
of children, witnesses alleged to be
like, nor
to the
the insanity
accused, or
or whether
existence of
the existence
whether the
of accused,
insanity of
as to
nor as
like,
mental
mental derangement
derangement on
the part
of the accused has
part of
on the
or mental
disease or
mental disease
become an
issue in
the trial,
trial, or
or accused
accused required
required to
physical
to physical
submit to
to submit
in the
an issue
become
examination, nor
nor whether
any argument
or statement
of counsel
counsel for
for
statement of
argument or
whether any
examination,
the
accused
or
of
the
trial
judge
advocate
is
improper,
nor
any
ruling
ruling
any
nor
improper,
is
advocate
judge
trial
the
of
or
the accused
in
case involving
involving military
or correct
military
correct military
tactics or
or tactics
strategy or
military strategy
in aa case
action;
but,
upon
all
these
questions
arising
on
the
trial,
if
any
memmemany
if
trial,
the
on
arising
questions
these
all
upon
but,
action;
ber
object to
ruling of
of the
law member
the court
shall be
cleared
be cleared
court shall
member,:the
the law
any ruling
to any
ber object
and closed
the question
decided by
majority vote
vote of
the members
members
of the
by majority
question decided
and the
closed and
and
conPunishment for conPunishment
in
the manner
manner aforesaid.
aforesaid.
in the
ART.
Frs.—A military
tribunal may
may pimish
as for
temrt.
for tempt.
punish as
military tribunal
ol. 39, p.655, amendCONTEMPTS.-A
32. Comm:A
ART. 32.
contempt
person who
uses any
any menacing
menacing words,
signs, or ges- ed.Proviso.
words, signs,
who uses
any person
contempt any
poro.
tures
in
its
presence,
or
who
disturbs
its
proceedings
any riot or Limit.
by
proceedings
its
disturbs
who
or
presence,
tures in its
disorder: Provided,
That such
such punishment
punishment shall
no case
case exceed
one Limit
exceed one
in no
shall in
Provided,That
disorder:
Records
courts
Records of courtsmonth's
confinement, or
or both.
both.
$100, or
of $100,
a fine
fine of
or a
month's confinement,
ART.
33. RECORDS--GE
NE RAL COURTS-MARTIAL.—Each
general martial.
martial.
General.
COURTS-MARTIAL.-Each general
RECORDS--GENERAL
ART. 33.
p.655, amendcourt-martial
shall keep
keep a
separate record
its proceedings
proceedings in
in the
the V01.35,
Voi.35,p.655,amendof its
record of
a separate
court-martial shall
ed.
trial
of
each
case
brought
before
it,
and
such
record
shall
be
authened.
authenbe
shall
trial of each case brought before it, and such record
ticated
signature of
of the
president and
advocatejudge advocate:,
trial judge
the trial
and the
the president
the signature
by the
ticated by
but
the record
can not
not be
authenticated by
by the
and
president and
the president
be authenticated
record can
case the
in case
but in
of
trial
judge
advocate,
by
reason
of
the
death,
disability,
absence
absence
or
disability,
death,
the
of
reason
by
advocate,
judge
trial
either or
or both
both of
of them,
it shall
by a
amember
in lieu
the
of the
lieu of
member in
signed by
be signed
shall be
them, it
either
president
and by
by an
trial judge
judge advocate,
one,
be one,
there be
if there
advocate, if
assistant trial
an assistant
president and
ARTIC"S

court

court

qu
i i ons

ed.
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the trial judge advocate; otherwise
another member of
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and

sum-

sum

and

Disposition
Disposiion

ords.
ords.

the
court.
the court.
COURTS-MARTIAL.ART.
SUMMARY COURTS-MARTIAL.—
AND SUMMARY
34. RECORDS—SPECIAL
RECORDS--SPECIAL AND
ART. 34.
Each special
court-martial shall
and each summary court-martial
court-martial and
special court-martial
Each
keep
of its
its proceedings,
proceedings, separate
for each
each case,
record
which record
case, which
separate for
a record
record of
keep a
shall
authenticated in such manner as may
may
and be authenticated
such matter
matter and
contain such
shal contain
be required
President may from
from time to time
which the President
by regulations
regulations which
required by
be

of meprescribe.
of
rec- prescribe.

ART.
35. DISPOSITION
OF RECORDS—GENERAL
COURTS-MARTIAL.—
RECORDS--GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.DISPOSITION OF
ART. 35.

The trial
trial judge
advocate of
of each
each general
general court-martial
court-martial shall,
with
shall, with
judge advocate
The

General courts.
Generalcourts.

Special

1920.

and

awn-

mary
courts.
mary courts.

such expedition
may permit,
permit, forward
forward to
to the appointcircumstances may
as circumstances
expedition as
such
the
ing authority
to his
successor in
command the
the original
of the
record of
original record
in command
his successor
or to
ing
authority or
proceedings
of such
such court
coda in
the trial
trial of
case. All
All records
records of
of such
such
each case.
of each
in the
proceedings of
be transmitted to the
upon, be
proceedings
shall, after
been acted
acted upon,
having been
after having
proceedings shall,
Judge
Advocate General
General of
of the
the Army.
Army.
udge Advocate
ART.
DISPOSITION OF
OF RECORDS—SPECIAL
SUMMARY
SUMMARY.
AND
RECORDS--SPECIAL AND
36. DIsPOSITION
ART. 36.
officer
COURTS-MARTIAL.—After having
having been
acted upon
upon by
by the officer
been acted
COURTS-MARTIAL.-After

appointing the
the court,
by the
the officer commanding
being,
commanding for the time bing,
or by
court, or
appointing
the record
record of
each trial
trial by
court-martial and aa report of each
special court-martial
by special
of each
the
trial by
summary court-martial
general
to such general
transmitted to
shall be transmitted
court-martial shall
by summary
trial
headquarters as
President may
may,designate
designate in
regulations, there
to
there to
in regulations,
the President
as the
headquarters
advocate. When
be
When no longer of use,
filed in the office of the judge advocate.
be filed
Irregularities.
records
courts-martial may
rimy be
destroyed.
be destroyed.
summary courts-martial
of summary
records of
Irregularities
a
IBRREGULAmITES-EFFECT OF.-The
ART. 37.
Errors not invalidatinvalidatART.
37. InnEotnAnrrims—EF.Koci.
OK —The proceedings
proceedings of a
mg
proceedings.
ing proceedings.
court-martial
court-martial shall not be held invalid, nor the findings or sentence
disapproved, in
admission or
improper admission
on the
the ground of improper
any case
case on
in any
disapproved,
rejection of
evidence or for
pleading
any error as to any matter of pleading
for any
of evidence
rejection
N
•
i ht . or
or procedure
procedure unless
the opinion
opinion of
reviewing or
or confirming
confirming
of the
the reviewing
in the
unless in
Norinjuringrights.
shal
authority,
after an
an examination
examination of
the entire
entire proceedings,
proceedings, it
it shall
of the
authority, after
appear
the error
complained of
of has
injuriously affected
the
affected the
has injuriously
error complained
that the
appear that
Provisos.
or omission
act or
Nature of
substantial rights
of an
an accused:
accused: Provided,
Provided, That
the act
omission
That the
rights of
substantial
offense.
o offense.
Nature
or

r g

s

offense dethe accused has been tried constitutes an offense
upon which -

Omission
of "hard
hard
Omissio of
labor" in sentences.
labor"insentences.

President may pre-

scribe rules
rules..
scribe

p. 66
Vol. 39, p.
656.

Provisos,
Proviso

timit.
Limit.
Presentation to ContoCongresjen'ati
gress.

nounced and
made punishable
more of
of these
these articles:
articles:
or more
by one
one or
punishable by
and made
nounced
the omission
omission of the words "hard labor"
That the
further, That
Provided further,
labor" in
Provided

any
adjudging imprisonment
imprisonment or confinea court-martial
court-martial adjudging
of a
sentence of
any sentence
authorities executing
ment
executing
depriving the authorities
shall not be construed as depriving
ment shall
such
sentence of
imprisonment or confinement
require
confinement of the power to require
of imprisonment
such sentence
hard
as a
a part of the punishment in any case where it is authorhard labor as
ized
by the
the Executive
Executive order
maximum punishments.
punishments.
prescribing maximum
order prescribing
ized by
ART.
38. PRESIDENT
MAY PRESCRIBE
PRESCRIBE RULES.-The
RULES.—The President
President may,
PRESIDENT MAY
ART. 38.
prescribe
by regulations, which he may modify from time to time, prescribe
procedure, including modes of proof, in cases before courtsthe procedure,
marttal, courts of
military commissions, and other military
military
of inquiry, military
martal,
tribunals,
tribunals, which regulations shall, in so far as he shall deem practicable, apply the rules of evidence
evidence generally-recognized
recognized in the trial
cable,
of
criminal
cases
in
the
district
courts
of
the
United,
States: Provided,
Provided,
States:
United
of criminal cases in the district courts of the
That nothing,
nothing contrary to or inconsistent
inconsistent with these articles shall be
in pursuance
further,' That all rules made in
Providedfurther
SO
so prescribed:
prescribed: Provided
pursuance of
of
this
article
shall
be
laid
before
the
Congress
annually.
this article shall be laid
E. LIMITATIONS
UPON PROSECUTIONS.
PROSECUTIONS.
E.
LIMITATIONS UPON

Limitation
proseIimit tion of
of prosecutions.
cutloui .

Time.
Time.

TIrE.-Except for desertion committed
committed in time of
ART. 39. As TO
TO TIME.—Except
murder, no person subject to military law shall
or murder,
or for mutiny or
war, or
be
liable to
to be
tried or
or punished
court-martial for any crime or
a court-martial
by a
punished by
be tried
be liable
offense
more than two years
of
arraignment of
years before the arraignment
committed more
offense committed

P"re
in
PrOViS08.
in tim
Su
of such
time of
in time
Desertion

peace,
Desertion
etc.
peace,etc.

of

any
person: Provided,
Provided, That for desertion
desertion in time of peace
'peace or for any
crime
or offense
offense punishable
punishable under
and ninetyninetyunder articles
articles ninety-three
ninety-three and
crime or
four of
of this
punishment
this code the period of limitations upon trial and punishment
four
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Ac
0o
further, That
That the
by
court-martial shall
the Absence
years: Provided
Provided further,
shall be
be three
three years:
by court-martial
from jurisdiction.
mj
the jurisdiction
the accused
period of
of any
any absence
of the
accused from
from the
jurisdiction of the dictiron.
absence of
period
United States,
States and
and also
also any
by reason
reason of
of some
some
during which by
any period during
United
manifest impediment
the accused
amenable to
to
been amenable
not have
have been
accused shall
shall not
impediment the
manifest
military
justice, shall
shall be
be excluded
excluded in
in computing
computing the
the aforesaid
aforesaid periods
periods
military justice,
barred.
of limitation:
further, That
That this
this article
article shall
the Crimes
crimes barred.
not have
have the
shall not
And provided
providedfurther,
of
limitation: And
punishment fany
for any crime or offense
offense
or pnihmentor
trial or
effect to
to authorize the trial
barred by
the provisions
provisions of
of existing
existing law.
law.
by the
barred
No second trial
for
t
offense.
same offense.
ART.
As TO
TO NITM:BER.—No
person shall, without his consent, same
NUMBER.-No person
40. As
ART. 40.
lro1.39, p. 6.57, amendbe
for the
offense; but
proceeding in
in eol'39 p-67amendno proceeding
but no
the same
same offense;
time for
a second
second time
tried a
be tried
Final
action
rere
action
Final
court-martial upon any quired.
which an
lty by a
acourt-martial
guilty
been found gui
has been
an accused has
which
charge
or specification
shall be
a trial
trial in the sense of this qued
be held
held to be a
specification shall
charge or
reviewing and?
andyif there
one, the confirming
confirming authorthere be one,
article until
until the
the reviewing
ity shall
shall have
final action
action upon
case.
Restrictions on re
upon the
the case.
taken final
ity
have taken
Restrictions on reNo
authority shall
shall return
return a
record of
of trial
trial to
any court-martial
court-martial for
for consideration.
consideration.
to any
a record
No authority
reconsideration
of—
reconsideration of(a) An accjuittal;
acquittal; or
(a)
(b) A
finding of
guilty of
any specification;
specification; or
or
of any
of not
not guilty
A finding
(b)
(c) A
A finding
guilty of
of any
any charge,
unless the
shows
record shows
the record
charge, unless
of not
not guilty
finding of
(c)
of guilty
under a
aspecification
that charge,
which
charge, which
laid under
under that
specification laid
guilty under
aafinding
finding of
sufficiently alleges
violation of some article of war; or
a violation
alleges a
sufficiently
(d) The
imposed, with
view to
increasing its
its
to increasing
with aaview
originally imposed,
The sentence
sentence originally
(d)
severity, unless
unless such
such sentence
is less
than the
the mandatory
mandatory sentence
sentence
less than
sentence is
severity,
fixed by
law for
for the
the offense
offenses upon
a conviction has
which a
upon which
or offenses
offense or
by law
fixed
been
had.
been had.
Limitation on revirevi
And
proceedings on revision, shall re- siLon
sion.
no court-martial, in any proceedings
And no
1 m"tatln
cons
id er its
its fi
n ding or
or sentence
sentence in
of
return of
in which
which aareturn
particular in
m any
any particular
finding
consider
the record
of trial
trial for
before prohibited.
prohibited.
is here
hereinbefore
reconsideration is
such reconsideration
for such
record of
the
ec

F. PUNISIHMENTS.
PUNISHMENTS.
F.

ART. 41.
41. C
RUEL AND
PUNISHMENTS8
UNUSUAL PUNISI:fm,EN
AND UNUSUAL
CRUEL
ART.

Punishments.
Punishments.
Cruel, etc., prohibo

pRogrinTED,,
Cruel itCdrel,
etc., pr hib
PROHIBITED.--Crel
i
et
t
y
ed.
.39,
amend39 p.657,
and
kind, including
including flogging,
,p
brand- e v o-'65amendflogging, brandof every
every kind,
punishments of
unusual punishments
and unusual

ing,
marking, or tattooing
tattooing on
the body,
prohibited.
ing, marking,
on the
body, are
are prohibited.
ssenenitntiary
Penitentiary
ART. 42.
CES OF
tence.
for tence.
LAWFUL.-Except for
CONFINEMENT-WHEN LAWFUL.—Kreept
OF CONFINEM:ENT—WHEN
42. PLA
PLACES
ART.
Restricted to civil
desertion
in. time
of war,
war, repeated
repeated desertion
in time
of peace,
peace, and
and offenses,
ofestescd
time of
desertion in
time of
desertion in
etc. to cvil
01.39, p.657, amendmutiny,
under the
sentence of
of a
be punpun- 1
Vol.39,p.657,amendcourt-martial be
a court-martial
the sentence
shall under
no person
person shall
mutiny, no
ished by
by confinment
confinment in
of ed
or omission
omission of
an act
act or
unless an
in aapenitentiary
penitentiary unless
ished
which
is convicted
is recognized
as an
an offense of aacivil nature and
recognized as
convicted is
he is
which he
so
punishable by
b penitentiary
penitentiary confinement
for more
than one
by
year by
one year
more than
confinement for
so punishable
some
o the
eUnited
United States,
of general
the Exceptions.
within the
application within
general application
States, of
statute of
some statute
3.5, p. 1146.
continental United
States, excepting
section 289,
289, Penal
Penal Code
Code of
the Vol.
vo"IpSs.
of the
excepting section
United States,
continental
United
States, 1910,
1910, or by
by the law of the District of Columbia, or
United States,
by way
way of
of
sentence, and
and unless,
the
also, the
i
unless, also,
death sentence,
of aa death
of commutation
commutation
by
period
of
confinement
authorized
and
adjudged
by
such
court-martial
period of confinement authorized and adjudged by such court-martial pet,
ofMore than one ofis more
than one
Provided, That
sentence of confine- More
a sentence
when a
That when
year: Provided,
one year:
is
more than
ment
is adjudged
adjudged by
by a
conviction of two
or more en
two or
upon conviction
court-martial upon
a court-martial
ment is
acts or
or omissions
any one
one of
which is
punishable under
articles
these articles
under these
is punishable
of which
omissions any
acts
by confinement
penitentiary, the
confinement Place.
Plce
sentence of
of confinement
the entire
entire sentence
in a
a penitentiary,
by
confinement in
may
in a
apenitentiary:
Providedfurther, That
That penitentiary
penitentiary
penitentiary: Providedfurther,
be executed
executed in
may be
confinement hereby
be served
served in
penitentiary
in any penitentiary
may be
authorized may
hereby authorized
confinement
directly
or indirectly
indirectly under
under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
Disciplinary Bar.
Bardirectly or
the United
United States:
States: At Disciplinry
Provided
further, That
That persons
persons sentenced
sentenced to
to dishonorable
discharge racks, etc.
dishonorable discharge
Providedfurther,
and to
not in
in a
penitentiary shall be confined
confined in the
a penitentiary
to confinement
confinement not
and
United States
Disciplinary Barracks
elsewhere as the Secretary
Barracks or elsewhere
States Disciplinary
United
a penitenof War
or the reviewing authority
may direct, but not in a
authority may
War or
of
tiary.
Death
sentences,etc.
Deathsentencesetc.
tiary.
ART. 43.
SENTENcE—W HEN LAWFUL.—No
person shall,
restriction.
shall, Vote
Voterestriction.
IAWFiL.-No person
43. DEATH
DEATH SENTENCE--WEN
ART.
by general
convicted of
of an
an offense
for which
'
13.657
amend.
65 '
ed. °1-39
''3P
which the el.
offense for
be convicted
court-martial, be
general court-martial,
by
death
is made
by law,
nor sentenced
sentenced to
suffer death,
death,
to suffer
law,nor
mandatory by
made mandatory
penalty is
death penalty
e( 7
.
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except by
court-martial
except
by the
the concurrence
concurrence of
of all
all the
the members of said court-martial
these
present
the time
time the
the vote
and for
offense in these
for an
an offense
vote is
is taken,
taken, and
at the
present at
Life
imprisonment. articles expressly
expressly made punishable
punishable by death; nor sentenced to life
Lifeimprisonment.
imprisonment,
nor to
for more
more than
ten years,
except
years, except
than ten
to confinement
confinement for
imprisonment, nor
by the
the concurrence
concurrence of
of three-fourths
three-fourths of
of all
all of
of the
members present
present
the members
by
Other.
at the
the time
time the
the vote
vote is
is taken.
taken. All
sentences,
All other
other convictions
convictions and
and sentences,
at
Other.
whether by
by general
or special
special court-martial,
court-martial, may
may be
be determined
by
determined by
general or
whether
a
two-thirds vote
vote of
those members
members present
present at
at the
vote is
is
the time
time the
the vote
of those
a two-thirds
taken.
All other
questions shall
shall be
be determined
vote.
by a
a majority
majority vote.
determined by
other questions
taken. All
Cowardice
fraud.
ART.
COWARDICE; FRAUD—ACCESSORY
FRAUD-AccEssoRY
PENALTY.-When
Cowardice or
or fraud.
ART. 44.
44. COWARDICE;
PENALTY.—When an
an
Publication
of dis"
dis officer is dismissed from the service
cowardice or fraud,
Publicati°n
service for cowardice
fraud, the crime,
missal
of officer for.
punishment,
of the
the delinquent
delinquent shall
shall be
be
name, and
and place
place of
of abode
abode of
sa o
punishment, name,
published in
in the
the newspapers
about the
camp and
in the
and in
the State
State
and about
the camp
newspapers in
in and
published
from which the offender
came or
or where
where he
he usually resides;
resides; and after
after
Accessory penalty.
pe
ty*
offender came
such
it shall
scandalous for
an officer
officer to
with
to associate
associate with
for an
shall be
be scandalous
such publication
publication it
him.
him.
Maximum limits.
ART.
MAxiatuivc LIrrs.-Whenever
mirrs.—Whenever the
the punishment
punishment for
Maximumlimits
.
ART. 45.
45. MAXIUM
for a
a
Vol. 39,
p.
657,
amended.
crime or
made punishable
these articles
articles is
is left
left to
the discrediscreto the
by these
offense made
punishable by
crime
or offense
amended.
tion of
the punishment
punishment shall
exceed such
limit
such limit
shall not
not exceed
of the
the court-martial,
court-martial, the
tion
Proviso.
Provo.
or limits as the President
from
President may from
time
to
time
prescribe:
Provided,
time
to
time
prescribe:
Provided,
Confinement in peniThat in
in time
time of
of peace
the period
of confinement
in a
penitentiary
a penitentiary
peace the
period of
confinement in
npen' That
Conemntiy
tentiary.
Ante,
n p.. 795.
795.
shall
prescribed -by the law
shall in
in no case exceed the maximum period
period prescribed
a
which, under
article 42
these articles,
articles, permits
permits confinement
confinement in a
under article
42 of
of these
which,
penitentiary, unless
addition to
to the
under
so punishable
punishable under
the offense
offense so
unless in
in addition
penitentiary,
such
law the
the accused
accused shall
shall have
at the
same time
time of
of
the same
have been
been convicted
convicted at
such law
one or
other offenses.
one
or more
more other
offenses.
ARTICISS OF WAS.

AbL

01oWAB.

nal

Action by authority.
authority.
Action

G. ACTION
ACTION BY
APPOINTING OR
OR SUPERIOR
AUTHORITY.
G.
BY APPOINTING
SUPERIOR AUTHORITY.

Convening authority.

Convening authority.
Reference of records,
etc., before action.
Vol.39, p.657, amended.

ART.
46. ACTION
BY CONVENING
CONVENING AITTRORITY.—Under
such regureguART. 46.
ACTION BY
AUTHORITY.-Under such

as may
the President
trial
of trial
record of
every record
President every
by the
be prescribed
prescribed by
may be
lations as
etce.beeforeacord lations
Vol.39, p.657,amend- by general
or military
military commission
commission received
general court-martial
court-martial or
received by
by aareviewreviewed
ing or confirming
confirming authority shall be referred by him, before he acts
thereon,
to his
advocate or
Advocate
General.
judge advocate
or to
to the
the Judge
Judge A
cateate General.
thereon,
to
his staff
staff judge
Approval.
p p ro
No sentence
a court-martial
sentence of a
court-martial shall be carried
carried into execution
execution until
the same
have been
appointing the
the
officer appointing
been approved
approved by
by the
the officer
the
same shall
shall have
court or
by
the officer
officer commanding
commanding for
the
time
being.
court
or
by
the
for
the
time
being.
Incidental powers.
ART.
ART.

Fins
Findings.

nt

m

Sentences.

Sentences.

Reheaing
Rehearing.
Vol. 39, p. 658,
amend.sg,8amende
d
ed.
.
Confirmation
Confirmation
requirements.
qiurements.
By the President.
President.

Vol.39,p.

Bythe

Specified cases.

speified cs.

47. POWERS
POWERS INCIDENT
INCIDENT TO
power
47.
TO POWER
POWER TO
TO APPROVE.—The
APPROVE.-The power

to approve
the sentence
of aacourt-martial
court-martial shall
be held
held to
to include:
include:
to
approve the
sentence of
shall be
(a)
The power
to approve
to .
a
pprove
approve
(a) The
power to
approve or
or disapprove
disapprove aafinding
finding and
and to
only
so much
of a
afinding
guilty of
of a
particular offense
offense as
as involves
of guilty
a particular
much of
finding of
only so
of guilty
offense when,
in the
the opinion
opinion
a lesser
lesser included
included offense
when, in
aa finding
finding of
guilty of
of a
of the
authority having
to approve,
approve, the
of record
evidence of
record
the evidence
having power
power to
of
the authority
requires a
finding of
the lesser
degree of
of guilt;
guilt; and
lesser degree
and
requires
a finding
of only
only the
The power
power to
to approve
approve or
or disapprove
disapprove the
or any
of
any part
part of
the whole
whole or
)) The
the
sentence.
the sentence.

(c)
The power
power to
to remand
remand a
case for
for rehearing,
rehearing, under
the pro(c) The
a case
under the
provisions
of article
501.
visions of
article 50½.
REQUIRED.-In addition
addition to
to the
the
ART.
48. CONFIRMATION-WHEN
ART. 48.
CONFIRMATION—WREN REQUIRED.—In
forty-six, confirmation
confirmation by the Presiapproval required by article forty-six,
dent
required in
in the
following cases
cases before
before the
the sentence
sentence of
of a
a courtcourtdent is
is required
the following
martial
is carried
into execution,
execution, namely:
namely:
martial is
carried into
a general
(a) Any sentence
sentence respecting a
general officer;
officer;
(b)
sentence extending
extending to
of an
an officer,
officer, except
except
(b) Any
Any sentence
to the
the dismissal
dismissal of
that in
time of
the dismissal
of an
dismissal of
an
of war
war aa sentence
sentence extending
extending to
to the
that
in time
officer
grade of
of brigadier
brigadier general
general may
may be
be carried
carried into
officer below
below the
the grade
into
execution
by the
of the
the
the commanding
commanding general
general of
execution upon
upon confirmation
confirmation by
Army
in the
the field
field or
commanding general
general of
the territorial
Army in
or by
by the
the commanding
of the
territorial
department
or division:
division:
department or
(c) Any
to the
or dismissal
dismissal of
of aa
the suspension
suspension or
(c)
Any sentence
sentence extending
extending to
cadet;
and
cadet; and
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ARTICLES OF WAR.
(d)
Any sentence
of death,
death, except
except in
in the
cases of
of persons
con- Death
,nIex-xthe cases
persons con"cs,
sentence of
(d) Any
sentences,
ce
pt in
in time
victed
in time
war of
of murder,
rape, mutiny,
spies; cept
time of
of war.
war.
as spies;
or as
desertion, or
mutiny, desertion,
murder, rape,
time of
of war
victed in
Vol.l 39
39, p.
658, amend' p'.65 ' a m e nded.
and
such excepted
sentence of death may be carried into ed.
a sentence
excepted cases a
in such
and in
execution,
subject to the provisions
501, upon confirmaarticle 50½,
of article
provisions of
execution, subject
tion by
by the
general of
the Army
by the
the
field or
or by
Army in
in the field
of the
the commanding
commanding general
tion
commanding general
territorial department
d
i
ig:tment or division.
division.
of the
the territorial
general of
commanding
Approval by conWhen the
the authority
authority competent
the sentence
has already
authority.
nfrmiggauthority.
already firmin
sentence has
confirm the
competent to co
When
acted
additional confirmation
confirmation by him
authority no additional
as the
the approving authority
acted as
is necessary.
necessary.
is
Confirming sentenART. 49.
POWERS INCIDENT
TO POWEB
POWER TO
TO CONFIRM.-The
CONFIRM.—The p
ower to
A naming sentences.C.
to ces
power
INCIDENT TO
49. POWERS
ART.
Incidental pwers.
powers.
Inidental
include:
confirm
sentence of
of a
acourt-matrial
court-matrial shall
shall be
be held to
to include:
the sentence
confirm the
Findin
gs.
to confirm
confirm Fndings.
(a) The
The power
confirm or
or disapprove
disapprove a
finding, and
and to
a finding,
to confirm
power to
(a)
of guilty
guilty of
oa
involves
so
much only
f
-a particular
offense as
as involves
particular offense
of aafinding
finding of
only of
so much
a
finding of
of guilty
guilty of
opinion
the opinion
offense when, in the
included offense
of aa lesser
lesser included
a finding
of
authority having
the evidence
evidence of record
confirm, the
to confirm,
power to
having power
of the
the authority
reo uires a
afinding
lesser degree
degree of
of guilt;
guilt; and
and
of only
only the
the lesser
requires
finding of
to confirm
or disapprove
whole or
nten
of Sentences.
or any
any part of
the whole
disapprove the
confirm or
The power
power to
(b)) The
the sentence.
Rehearing.
(c)
The power
power to
case for
for rehearing,
rehearing, under
under the
provi- Infra.
einfra.
the provia case
remand a
to remand
(c) The
sions
sion,s of
Miti
gation or
or remit
of article
article 501.
50i.
itgation
ART.
OR REMISSION
REMISSION OF
SENTENCES.—The power
sion of sentences.
power slonofsenteneea
OF SENTENCES.-The
MITIGATION OR
50. MITIGATION
ART. 50.
to
the execution
adjudged by
by .a
court-martial vol.
Vol. 39,
d.
s9,p.6s
a court-martial
the sentence
sentence adjudged
of the
order the
execution of
to order
shall be
be held
include, inter
mitigate or
ed•
'"
—
remit ed
or remit
to mitigate
the power
power to
alia, the
inter ails,
to include,
held to
shall
the
any part
part of
of the
the whole
whole or
or any
the sentence.
sentence.
Unex
td orAny
portion of
of a
sentence adjudged
by a
court-martial tioUnsn.executed
p
tiosns.eud pora court-martial
adjudged by
a sentence
unexecuted portion
Any unexecuted
may
or remitted by the military
military authority competent
competent
mitigated or
may beemitigated
to
appoint, for
the command,
command, exclusive
of penitentiaries
the
and the
penitentiaries and
exclusive of
for the
to appoint,
United
States Disciplinary
in which the person under
Barracks, in
Disciplinary Barracks,
United States
sentence is
held, a
a court
kind that
that imposed
imposed the
the sentence,
sentence, and
and
the kind
of the
court of
is held,
sentence
the same
exercised by
military authority;
the
same power
power may
may be
be exercised
by superior
superior military
authority; Restriction.
Resuio.
but
or confirmed
confirmed by
the President
President shall be
by the
approved or
no sentence
sentence approved
but no
remitted
or mitigated
any other
no approved
approved
and no
authority, and
other authority,
by any
mitigated by
remitted or
sentence
loss of
of files
files by
by an
officer shall
shall be
be remitted
mitigated Exception.
remitted or
or mitigated
an officer
sentence of
of loss
Exception.
by
authority inferior
inferior to
to the
President, except
except as
as provided
provided in
Post, p.
p. 799.
799.
in pg,
the President,
any authority
by any
the fifty-second
fifty-second article.
By commanding
the
article.
By
comandin
When empowered
empowered by
by the
President so
so to
to do,
do, the
the commanding
general
the field,
fd,
ral in
in te
commandinggene
the President
When
general of
or the
the commanding
of the
the etc.
etc.
general of
commanding general
the field
field or
in the
the Army
Army in
of the
general
territorial
department or
or division,
division, may
approve or
corn,.
and comn
confirm and
or confirm
may approve
territorial department
mute (but
approve or
confirm without
commuting), mitigate,
or
mitigate, or
without commuting)
or confirm
(but not
not approve
mute
remit and
and then
executed as
commuted, mitigated,
mitigated or
or remitted
remitted
as commuted,
then order
order executed
remit
any sentence
sentence which
these articles requires
of
confirmation of
requires the
the confirmation
under these
which under
any
the
before the
the same
may be
be executed.
executed.
Uncollected
forfeitUncollected forfetsame may
the President
President before
The power
of remission
or mitigation
shall extend
uncollected urea.
ur.
to all uncollected
extend to
mitigation shall
remission or
The
power of
forfeitures adjudged
adiudged by
by sentence
sentence of
court-martial.
, Review
and rehearrehearforfeitures
of court-martial.
Review and
ART. 50½.
504. REVIEW; REHEARLNG.—The
Advocate General mloardofreviewconintoa d°
f
rev'.ew conJudge Advocate
REHEARING.-The Judge
ART.
shall constitute,
his office'
suiuja.
of not less stituted.
office, aaboard of review consisting of
in his
constitute, in
shall
than three officers of the Judge
JudgeAdvocate General's
General's Department.
Examination,
etc.,
Eramination, etc.,
in which there
before
a submission
adjudgede a
of trial
trial in
Before any
any record
there has been adjudged
ofbrecords
recizdos by,
bytolo behez
record of
Before
the
sentence
or confirmation
by the
r
stientn
.
under Vre
President.
the President
President under
confirmation by
approval or
requiring approval
sentence requiring
the provisions
provisions of
of article
to
submitted to
article 51 is submitted
or article
46, article
article 48, or
article 46,
the
of opin.
of
review.
Transmittal
by
the
board
be
examined
record
shall
President,
such
the
The
the President,
board shallsuch
submit
record
its opinion,
shall be examined
in writing,by
to the
the board
Judge of
Advocate
review. ion,
Transmittal
etc.
of
The board shall submit its opinion, in writing, to the Judge Advocate lon, etc.
General,
who shall,
except as
provided, transmit
otherwise provided,
as herein otherwise
shall, except
General, who
the
record and
recommendations,
with his recommendations,
board's opinion, with
and the board's
the record
directly to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
the action
action of
of the
President.
Execution
of death,
death
Execution of
the President.
for the
War for
to the
directly
etc.penteonoesdoagw
Except
az herein
herein provided,
p
c
p
q.,s,entences
wawa"
no authority shall order the execution r
provided, no
Except as
val of
findin
gs
by
by
of findings
approval
of
any other
other sentence
sentence of
of aageneral
general court-martial
court-martial involving
involving the
pen- beardboardthe penof any
dishonorable discharge not
alty of death, dismissal not suspended, dishonorable
suspended,
penitentiary, unless and until the
confinement in aa penitentiary
suspended, or confinement
board
of review
Advocate
the Judge Advocate
of the
review shall, with the approval of
board of
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Except
Except

if
if

guilty.
pleads
pleadspldguilty
guilty,

1920.

is
sentence is
WAB. General, have held the record of trial upon which such sentence

WAR.

accused
accused

based
sufficient to support the sentence; except that the
based legally sufficient
proper reviewing
confirming authority
approval of
of
his approval
upon his
may upon
authority may
or confirming
reviewing or
proper

a
confinement in a
a
sentence involving
discharge or confinement
dishonorable discharge
involving dishonorable
a sentence
penitentiary order
order its
it is based solely upon findings of
execution if it
its execution
penitentiary
specifications to
guilty of
of a
a charge or charges
a specification or specifications
charges and a
guilty
which, the
the accused
has pleaded
pleaded guilty.
guilty. When the board of review,
accused has
which
with
the approval
approval of
General, holds the record
Advocate General,
of the
the Judge Advocate
with the
execution has been withheld under
which the order of execution
in aa case in which
the
provisions of
of this
paragraph legally sufficient
sufficient to support
support the
this paragraph
the provisions
findings and
judge Advocate
Advocate General shall so advise
the Judge
sentence, the
and sentence,
findings
the reviewing
authority from whom the record was
confirming authority
or confirming
reviewing or
the
who may
may thereupon
order the
execution of
of the
sentence.
the sentence.
the execution
thereupon order
received, who
if rec- received,
Fml action if
a case
held legally suf.
in a
case in which the order of execution
execution has been
been withheld
When in
suf- When
ord held
F

1
1113

under the
provisions of
of this
paragraph, the
the board
of review
under
the provisions
this paragraph,
board of
review holds
holds
the
of trial
trial legally
legally insufficient
insufficient to support the findings or senrecord of
the record
tence,
in whole
or that errors of law have been
part, or
in part,
whole or in
either in
tence, either
committed injuriously
injuriously affecting
affecting the
the substantial
substantial rights
of the accused,
rights of
committed
and
the Judge
Advocate
General
concurs
in
such holding
of
the
of the
holding
such
in
concurs
General
Advocate
Judge
the
and
Sentence
vacated
sentence shall be vacated in
and rehearing
board of
of review,
review, such
findings and
and sentence
such findings
eegdated directed board
and
or in part in
in accord with such holding
i record
if
record isffcient.
insufficient. whole or
holding and the recommendarecommendaJudge Advocate
Advocate General
General thereon, and the record shall
tions of the Judge
be
the proper
proper channels
channels to
to the
the convening
through the
transmitted through
be transmitted
authority for
action as may be proper.
such other action
rehearing or such
a rehearing
for a
authority
In the
the event
event that
that the
the Judge
Judge Advocate
concur in
in
not concur
shall not
General shall
Advocate General
In
fene to rReference to PresiGeneral
dent, if
Judge Advoholding of
board of
of review,
Advocate General
Judge Advocate
the Judge
review, the
the board
of the
the holding
Advo- the
i.Judge
dent,
of the
cate
does not
not shall
A ., an forward
forward all
all
u the
the papers
in the
the case,
case, including
opinion of
the opinion
including the
papers in
Genra dodes
cate General
concur in holding of
board,
board
board of
of review and his own dissent therefrom, directly to the Secboard.
retary of
of War
the action
action of
of the President,
President, who may confirm the
for the
War for
retary
authority below, in
action
reviewing authority or confirming authority
the reviewing
of the
action of
whole
in part,
part, with or
mitigation or commuor without remission, mitigation,
or in
whole or
finding of guilty,
disapprove, in whole or in part, any finding
may disapprove,
tation, or may
and may
disapprove or
sentence, in
in whole
part.
or in
in part.
whole or
the sentence,
vacate the
or vacate
may disapprove
and
Rehearings.
When
the President
authority
or confirming
confirming authority
reviewing or
or any
any reviewing
President or
When the
Rehearings.
disapproves or vacates a
sentence the execution
execution of which has not
a sentence
disapproves
New
court
for,
theretofore
been
duly
ordered,
he
may
authorize
or
direct a
reheara rehearor direct
authorize
may
he
ordered
duly
been
theretofore
for.
New court
in.
Such rehearing
rehearing shall
court composed
composed of
a court
before a
place before
take place
shall take
ing. Such
Restrictions.
Restrictions.
ofIcers not members
members of
Upon
of the court which first heard the case. Upon
officers
stncton
such rehearing
rehearing the
accused shall not be tried for any offense of which
the accused
such
he was
was found not guilty
sentence in excess
the first
first court, and no sentence
guilty by the
he
of
sentence shall be enforced unless
the original
original sentence
severe than the
or more
more severe
of or
the sentence
sentence be
be based
upon a
a finding
of guilty
guilty of
of an
offense not
not
an offense
finding of
based upon
Provi n.
the
prori~o.
If record
record held
legally considered upon
merits in
the original
Provided,
proceeding: Provided,
original proceeding:
in the
the merits
upon the
heldlegallyconsidered
insufficient.
shall be had in all cases where
That
where a
a finding and
rehearing shall
such rehearing
That such
nsuicient.
sentence
vacated by
action of the board of
the action
of the
by reason of
been vacated
have been
sentence have
review
approved by the Judge Advocate General holding the record
review approved
sentence or that
insufficient to support the findings or sentence
of trial legally insufficient
errors of
committed injuriously affecting the subof law have been committed
errors
accord with such action,
E xception.
stantial rights
of the
the accused,
accused, unless,
in accord
unless, m
rights of
stantial
Exception
and the
recommendations of
of the
Advocate General
General thereon,
Judge Advocate
the Judge
and
the recommendations
the
are approved
approved in part only, or the record is
or sentence
sentence are
findings or
the findings
returned for
or unless
unless the
dismissed by
of the
the
order of
by order
case is
is dismissed
the case
revision, or
for revision
order returned
Rehearis on
Rehearinzs
on order
rehearing had
such rehearing
reviewing or
any such
After any
authority. After
or confirming
confirming authority.
reviewing
Pre ident.
of the
the President.
on
President, the record of trial shall, after exof the President,
on the
the order of
amination
review, be transmitted by the Judge
board of review,
the board
amination by the
Advocate
recommendations,
General, with the board's opinion and his recommendations,
Advocate General,
Examinations
In
Secretary of
War for
action of
President.
of the President.
the action
for the
of War
the Secretary
to the
directly to
in directly
Examinations
Judge
GenEvery record of trial by general
general court-martial, examination
examination of which
Judge Advocate Gene
eraPs Office.
s Oice.
by the
board of
review is not hereinbefore
hereinbefore in this article provided
by
the board
of review
nrovided
for,
nevertheless be examined in the Judge Advocate General's
eral's
for, shall nevertheless

ficient.
ficient.

mi

,
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and if
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found legally
support the
findings and
and
the findings
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insufficient to
legally insufficient
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sentence, in
in whole
or in
in part,
be examined
examined by
the board
of rereboard of
by the
shall be
part, shall
whole or
sentence,
view,
and the
board, if
it also
also finds
such record
record is
is legally
legally insuffiinsuffithat such
finds that
if it
the board,
view, and
cient
or in
shall,
in part,
part, shall,
sentence, in
in whole
whole or
the findings
findings and
and sentence
cient to
to support
support the
in
to the
General, who
who
Advocate General,
the Judge
Judge Advocate
its opinion
opinion to
in writing,
writing, submit
submit its
shall
transmit the
the record
and the
opinion' with
with his
his recomrecomboard's opinion,
the board's
record and
shall transmit
mendations,
the Secretary
Secretary of
War for
the action
action of
of the
mendations, directly
directly to
to the
of War
for the
the Effectt of
aon by
of action
by
President.
any such
President may
disapprove, the
the President.
President.
may approve,
approve, disapprove,
case the
the President
such case
In any
President. In
or vacate,
vacate, in
in whole
part,
any findings
or confirm,
confirm,
of guilty,
guilty, or
findings of
in por
part, any
or
or in
whole or
or
mitigate,
remit, or
vacate any
any sentence,
sentence in
whole or
or in
in
in whole
or vacate
commute, remit,
mitigate, commute,
part,
and direct
execution of
the sentence
confirmed or modimodias confirmed
sentence as
of the
the execution
direct the
part, and
fied, and
he may
may restore
to all
all rights
affected by
the
by the
rights affected
accused to
the accused
restore the
and he
fied,
findings and
invalid; and the
to be invalid;
held to
thereof, held
or part
part thereof,
sentence, or
and sentence,
findings
President's necessary
necessary orders to this end
upon all
end shall be binding upon
President's
departments and
officers of the Government.
and officers
departments
Additional boards ooll
dditiona boards
Whenever
may constitute
constitute review.
General may
Advocate General
Judge Advocate
the Judge
necessary, the
Whenever necessary,
two or
or more
boards of
of review
with equal
equal powers
and
powers and
office, with
m his
his office,
review in
more boards
two
duties.
duties.
,
Branch of
of office
office no
tin
Assistant Judg
Judge
he may
Whenever
the President
President deems
action necessary,
necessary, he
may der Assistant
such action
deems such
Whenever the
Advocate General in
direct
the Judge
Advocate General
to establish
of his
his distant
S nerl
A
a branch
branch of
establish a.
General to
Judge Advocate
direct the
command.
distant
office, under
under an
an _Assistant
Judge Advocate
Advocate General,
General, with any distant
Assistant Judge
office,
command, and
and to
branch office
office a
board of
of review,
review, Pwes
command,
to establish
establish in
in such
such branch
a board
t conferPowers, etc.,
red.
or more
than one.
Such Assistant
Assistant Judge
Judge Advocate
General and
and such
such red.ae
etc. con
Advocate General
one. Such
more than
or
board
or boards
review shall
to perform
for that
that
perform for
empowered to
shall be
be empowered
of review
boards of
board or
command, under
under the
the general
supervision of
of the
judge Advocate
Advocate
the Judge
general supervision
command,
General, the
the duties
duties which
the Judge
Advocate General
General and the board
Judge Advocate
which the
General,
or boards
boards of
his office
required to perotherwise be required
would otherwise
in his
office would
review in
of review
or
form
all cases
involving sentences
sentences not
requiing approval
not requiring
cases involving
of all
in respect
respect of
form in
or
or confirmation
confirmation by
by thee President.
President.
Suspension of senART.
USPENSION OF
OF DISMISSAL
OR DEATH.—The
tences.
DEATH.-The tences.
DISMISSAL OR
OF SENTENCES
8EN'TENCES OF
ART. 51.
51. S
SUSPENSION
Disrni44 4 or death.
authority corn
••
tent to
the execution
or
of aa sentence
sentence of dis- D
execution of
to order
order the
competent
authority
missal
of an
hcer or
or a
asentence
such sentence
sentence
suspend such
may suspend
of death
death may
sentence of
officer
an o
missal of
until
the pleasure
of the
President be
such
and in case of such
be known, and
the President
pleasure of
until the
suspension
of the
the order
order of
together with
copy
with aacopy
suspension, together
of suspension
a copy
copy of
suspension a
of
the record
record of
shall immediately
immediately be trLsmitted
Presithe Presitransmitted to the
of trial,
trial, shall
of the
other than
dent.
Sentences other
Sentences
dent.
death.
ART.
USPENSION OF
authority competent
competent to
to death.
OF SENTENCES.—The
SENTENCES.-The authority
52. S
SUSPENSION
ART. 52.
Vol.
39, p.
p. 65
659.
9.
Vol.39,
Vol.
40, p.
p.
682,
s2,
vol. 40,
court-martial may, at the time amended.
a court-martial
order
of the sentence of a
the execution
execution of
order the
am
of
the
approval
of
such
sentence,
suspend
the
execution,
in
whole
ended.
whole
in
the
execution,
suspend
of
such
sentence,
of the approval
or in
of any
as does
does not
not extend
extend to
death, and
and may
may
to death,
sentence as
any such
such sentence
or
in part,
part, of
restore the
person under
under sentence
to duty
duty during
such suspension;
suspension;
during such
sentence to
the person
restore
and
the Secretary
Secretary: of War or the commanding
commanding officer
officer holding general
and the
court-martial jurisdiction
over any
at any
any time
time
offender, may
may at
any such
such offender,
jurisdiction over
court-martial
thereafter, while
while the
is being
being served,
suspend the
the execution,
execution, Remission
served, suspend
the sentence
sentence is
thereafter,
Remission by offcer
officer
jurisdiction.
havingjurisdiction.
such sentence
in
whole or
or in
part, of
of the
balance of
of such
sentence and
and restore
restore the
the having
the balance
in part,
in whole
person under
sentence to
duty during
A sentence,
suspension. A
such suspension.
during such
to duty
under sentence
person
suspended may be remitted,
or any
any part
been so suspended
has been
which has
thereof, which
part thereof,
or
in whole
part, except
in cases
cases of
of persons
persons confined
in the United
confined in
in part,
except in
whole or
or in
in
States Disciplinary
or its
branches, by the officer who
its branches,
Barracks or
Disciplinary Barracks
States
suspended the
same by his successor
successor in office, or by any officer
officer
the same,
suspended
Vacation of suspensuspenexercising
appropriate court-martial
court-martial jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
the command
command vacation
over the
exercising appropriate
sionin which
under sentence
may be serving
serving at the time, and, sion.
sentence may
the person
person under
in
which the
subject to
foregoing exceptions,
exceptions, the same
authority may vacate
same authority
to the
the foregoing
subject
the
order of
of suspension
suspension at any
execution of the
order the execution
time and
and order
any time
the order
sentence
or the
far as
as the
same shall
shall
the same
thereof in
in so
so far
part thereof
the suspended
suspended part
sentence or
not
have been
previously remitted,
remitted, subject
of suspensuspen- Compete
power of
subject to
to like
like power
Complete remission
remission
not have
been previously
death or honorable
death or honorable
sion. The
or honorable
aperson under
suspended hby
under aasuspended
of aperson
discharge of
honorable discharge
death or
sion.
The death
discharge.
unexecuted or
sentence shall
as a
complete remission
remission of
of any
or discharge.
any unexecuted
a complete
operate as
shall operate
sentence
unremitted
part of such sentence.
unremitted part

,
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ART. 53.
53. EXECUTION
EXECUTION OB
OR REMISSION—CONFINEMENT
REMISSION-CONFINEMENT IN DISCIART.
When
a;
sentence
of
dishonorable discharge has
of dishonorable
sentence
a
PLINARY BARRACKs.-When
been suspended
suspended until the soldier's release from confinement,
confinement, the exeexebeen
if the soldier be
cution
or
remission
of
any
part
of
his
sentence
shall,
sentence
his
of
part
any
of
remission
cution or
branch
confined in
United States
States Disciplinary
Barracks, or any branch
Disciplinary Barracks,
the United
in the
confined
thereof, be
be directed
directed by
Secretary of War.
the Secretary
by the
thereof,

ARTICLES OFr
OF W.
WAR.
ARTCLEs
disDishonorable d
Dishonorable
entences. dis- PLINARY BARRACKS. —
charge s
sentences.

chDr

Vol. 39,
p. 859.
883.
659.
Vol. 43,p.

III. PUNITIVE ARTICLES.
ARTICLES.

Punitive article.
articla.
Punitive

A. ENLISTMENT;
ENLISTMENT; MUSTER;
MUSTER; RETURNS.
RETURNS.
A.
Fraudulent
ment.

Fraudulent

enlist-

enlist-

ment.

Officer
making
Officer making
enlistment.
lawful enlistment.

=n-

ART.
54. FRAUDULENT
ENLISTMENT. — Any person who shall proFRAUDULENT ENLISTMENT.-Any
ART. 54.

cure himself to be enlisted in the military service of the United States
by means
means of
willful misrepresentation
misrepresentation or
concealment as to his qualor concealment
of willful
by
allowances under
ifi
cations for
shall receive pay or allowances
and shall
enlistment, and
for enlistment,
ifications
such
enlistment,
shall
be
a
court-martial
may direct.
a
as
punished
be
shall
enlistment,
such

ENLISTMENT.-Any officer
MAKING UNLAWFUL
OFFICER MAKING
ART.
55. OFFICER
UNLAWFUL ENLISTMENT.—Any
officer
ART. 55.

who knowingly
knowingly enlists
into the
military service
service any
person
any person
the military
musters into
or musters
enlists or
who
regulations, or
whose enlistment
in is
prohibited by
by law,
law, regulations,
is prohibited
muster in
or muster
enlistment or
whose
such other punishorders
from the
service or
or suffer
suffer such
the service
dismissed from
be dismissed
shall be
orders shall
ment as
acourt-martial
may direct.
direct.
may
court-martial
a
as
ment
Officer making false
a
makes a
ART. 56.
FALSE MUSTER.-Any
MUSTER.
Any officer
officer who
knowingly makes
who knowingly
56. FALSE
ART.
muster rolls,
rols, etc.
muster
Vol.39. p. 659, amend- false muster of
man or
animal, or
who signs or directs or allows the
or who
or animal,
evo.39.p.59,amend- false muster of man
ed.
muster
signing
of any
any muster
same to
to contain
contain aafalse muster
the same
knowing the
roll knowing
muster roll
signing of
officer or soldier, or
or
to the
the absence
absence or
pay of
an officer
of an
or pay
as to
statement as
false statement
or false
who wrongfully
mustering in
consideration on mustering
other consideration
or other
money or
takes money
wrongfully takes
who
a
regiment,
company,
or
other
organization,
or
on
signing
rolls,
muster rolls,
a regiment, company, or other organization, or on signing muster
or who
who knowingly
knowingly musters
musters as
as an
or soldier
person who
who is not
a person
soldier a
officer or
an officer
or
service and suffer
such officer
officer or
or soldier,
soldier, shall
be dismissed
dismissed from
from the
the service
suffer
shall be
such
such
other punishment
as a
court-martial may
direct.
may direct.
a court-martial
punishment as
such other
—

Officer making false,
ART.
or
no, returns.
trngs
ornor
Vol. 39, p. 660.
amend-Every
ol.4,p.883,
Vol.
40, p.883, amended.
ed.

RETURNS.TO RENDER RETURNS.
ART. 57.
FALSE RETURNS—OMISSION
—
RETURNS-OMISSION TO
57. FALSE
Every officer
it is
to render
render to
to the
the War
Department or
War Department
is to
duty it
whose duty
officer whose
the troops under his
other superior
superior authority
authority aareturn
the state
state of the
of the
return of
other
command, or
or of
of the
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, clothing,
clothing, funds, or other
the arms,
command,
property thereunto
belonging, who
who knowingly
knowingly makes aa false return
thereunto belonging,
property
suffer such other punthereof shall
from the
service and
and suffer
the service
dismissed from
be dismissed
shall be
thereof
may direct. And any officer who, through
ishment as
court-martial may
a court-martial
as a
ishment
a
shall be punished as a
neglect or
to render
render such
return shall
such return
omits to
design, omits
or design,
neglect
court-martial
may
direct.
direct.
may
court-martial
B. DESERTION;
DESERTION; ABSENCE

Desertion.
Desertion.

Desertion.

olding
Advising
Advising or ailing
desertion.
desertion.

OfFeer
knowingly
knowingly
Officer
retaining deserter.
deserter.
retaining

WITHOUT LEAVE.
WITHOUT
LEAVE.

ART. 58. DESERTION.—Any
DESERTION.-Any person subject to military law who
ART.
deserts or
or attempts
attempts to
to desert
of the
United States shall,
the United
service of
the service
desert the
deserts
if
be committed
committed in
in time
time of
suffer death or such other
war, suffer
of war,
offense be
the offense
if the
punishment
as aa court-martial
direct, and,
and, if the offense be
may direct,
court-martial may
punishment as
committed at
at any
other time,
time, any punishment, excepting
excepting death, that
that
any other
committed
a
direct.
may direct.
court-martial may
a court-martial

ANOTHER TO DESERT.-Any
59. ADVISING
ART.
ADVISING OR AIDING
AIDING ANOTHER
DESERT.—Any person
person
ART. 59.

subject to
law who
who advises
advises or
persuades or
or knowingly
knowingly assists
or persuades
military law
to military
subject
States shall, if the offense
another
to desert
desert the
the service
of the
the United
United States
service of
another to
punishment
be committed
in time
war, suffer
suffer death
or such
other punishment
such other
death or
of war,
time of
committed in
be
as
court-martial may
and, if
committed at
be committed
offense be
the offense
if the
direct, and,
may direct,
as aa court-martial
any
other time,
time, any
any punishment,
death, that a
a courtexcepting death,
punishment, excepting
any other
martial
may
direct.
direct.
may
martial

ART. 60.
officer who,
who, after
after havhavA DESERTER.—Any
DESERTER.-Any officer
ENTERTAINING A
60. ENTERTAINING
ART.
the
a deserter
deserter from the
command is a
ing
that a
soldier in
his command
in his
a soldier
discovered that
ing discovered
retains
military
or
naval
service
or
from
the
Marine
Corps,
retains
such
deCorps,
Marine
the
from
or
military or naval service
or the
serter
without informing
informing superior
authority or
superior authority
command without
his command
m his
serter m
commander of
organization to
which the
belongs, shall
deserter belongs,
the deserter
to which
the organization
of the
commander
be punished
court-martial may
direct.
may direct.
as aacourt-martial
punished as
be
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to mili- A
LEAVE.-Any person
ABSENCE WITHOUT
WITHOUT LEAVE.—Any
person subject
subj ect to
61. ABSENCE
ART. 61.
tary
law who
who fails to
properly appointed
appointed leav
fixed time to the properly
at the fixed
repair at
to repair
tary law
ART.

CL

= o0

WAR.

ARTICLES SE VAR '

e

without

leaAvbes.ence

without

place of duty, or goes from the same without proper leave, or absents
withhimself from his command, guard, quarters, station, or camp withdirect.
out
proper leave,
leave, shall
rt-martial may
may direct.
court-martial
shall be punished as a cou
out proper

place of duty, or goes from the same without proper leave, or absents
hims
elf from his command, guard, quarters

C.
DISRESPECT; INSUBORDINATION;
INSUBORDINATION; MUTINY.
MUTINY.
C. DISRESPECT;
Disrespeettowardthe
pDsrespecttowardthe
VICE PRESIDENT,
DISRESPECT
DISRESPECT TOWARD THE
THE PRESIDENT,
PRESIDENT, VICE
PRESIDENT, President, etc.
GOVERNORS, LEGISLATURES.-Any
WAR,
CONGRESS SECRETARY
OF W
AR, GOVERNORS,
LEGISLATURES.—Any
SECRETARY OF
CONGRESS,

ART. 62.
62.

ART.

the
words against the
disrespectful words
officer who
who uses
uses contemptuous
contemptuous or disrespectful
officer
United States, the
the United
the Congress of the
President, the
President, Vice President,
Secretary of
of War,
War, or
or the
the governor
governor or legislature
legislature of any State, TerriSecretary
is quartered
in which
States in
possession of the United States
which he
heisquartered
or other possession
tory, or
as
shal
dismissed from
service or
suffer such other
unishment as
punihment
other p
or suffer
the service
from the
be dismissed
shall be
military
person subject to military
other person
Any other
a court-martial
court-martial may direct. Any
court-martial may direct.
law who so offends shall be punished as aacourt-martial

law who so offends shall be punished as
ART.

Tod

r

s

rncer. am pe
OFFICER.-Any person &r
TOWARD SUPERIOR OFFICER.—Any
suPerk"DISREsPECT TOWARD
63. DIsErsimer

subject to military law who behaves himself with disrespect toward

subject to military law who behaves himself with disrespect toward

his superior officer shall be punished as a court-martial may dircet.

his superior officer shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.

As

ng, e.,

tc s u
r.:eetc
ART.
OR WILLFULLY
DISOBEYING SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR OFFI- perior
petToffic
o
i
a
gi
c
i
g"
MIWILLFULLY DISOBEYING
ASSAULTING OR
64. ASSAULTING
ART. 64.

CER.-Any person subject to military law who, on any pretense whatlifts up any weapon or
soever, strikes his superior officer or draws or lifts
offers
any 'violence
office,
the execution of his office,
in the
against him, being in
violence against
offers any
or
command of his superior officer,
lawful command
disobeys any lawful
willfully disobeys
or willfully
may
court-martial may
as aa court-martial
other punishment as
or such other
shall suffer death or
direct.
direct.
CER.—Any person subject to military law who on any pretense what-

soever, strikes his superior officer or draws

A sslul png, etc.,
CONDUCT TOWARD
TOWARD NONCOMMSSIONED
NONCOMMISSIONED warriant orn
INSUBORDINATE CONDUCT
65. INSUBORDINATE
ART. 65.
issionedoficer.
or
attempts
or
who
OFFICER.-Any soldier who strikes or assaults,
a
of ed.
threatens to
or assault,
assault, or willfully disobeys the lawful
order of
eci.
lawful order
strike or
to strike
threatens
Ann.

wa

o

OFFICER.—Any soldier who strikes or assaults, or who attempts or znissioned officer.

°1.39.13.661, aniend.

warrant officer
or a
noncommissioned officer
officer while
while in the execution
execution
a noncommissioned
officer or
aawarrant
of his
his office,
uses threatening
threatening or
behaves in
language, or behaves
or insulting
insulting language,
or uses
office, or
of
warrant officer
toward
an
insubordinate or
ard a warrant
officer or
or disrespectful
disrespectful manner tow
an insubordinate
shall be
noncommissioned officer
execution of his office, shall
the execution
while in the
officer while
aa noncommissioned

punished as a court-martial may direct.
Inciting mutiny or
ART. 66. MUTINY OR SEDITION. — Any person subject to military sedition.
Inciting
or mutiny

punished as a court-martial may direct.
ART. 66. MUTINY OR sEDImoNr.-Any person subject to military

law who attempts to create or who begins, excites, causes, or joins in
detachcamp, detachany mutiny
mutiny or sedition
sedition in any
party, post, camp,
company, party,
any company,
any
punsuch other pundeath or such
suffer death
command shall suffer
guard, or other command
ment, guard,
Falrp to
ishment
as a
a court-martial
Failure
court-martial may direct.
ishment as
law who attempts to create or who begins, excites, causes, or joins in

suppress

mutiny or sedition
ART. 67.
67. FAILURE
SUPPRESS MUTINY
MUTINY OR SEDITION.-Any
SEDITION. — Any officer
officer mutiny
sedition.
FAILURE TO SUPPRESS
ART.

use
does not use
sedition, does
present at any mutiny or sedition,
being present
or soldier who, being
his utmost endeavor to suppress the same, or knowing or having
reason
to believe
that a
place does not
not
take place,
to take
mutiny or sedition is to
a mutiny
believe that
reason to
without
information thereof to his commanding
commanding officer
officer
delay give information
without delay
shall
death or
other punishment
may
court-martial may
as aa court-martial
punishment as
such other
or such
suffer death
shall suffer
or soldier who

his utmost endeavor to suppress the same, or knowing or having

direct.
direct.

Quarrels, frays, and

ART.
QtrAssErs; FEAT'S;
DISORDERS.—All officers,
officers, members
members of
of disorders.
disorders.
FRAYS; DISORDERS.--AU
ART. 68.
68. QUARRELS;
the Army Nurse
field clerks,
Vol.39.
p.661, amen
'39p.66Slen
edV
clerks, field ed.
Army field
officers, Army
warrant officers,
Corps warrant
the Army Nurse Corps,

clerks, Quartermaster Co rps, and noncommissioned officers have
power to part and quell all quarrels, frays, and disorders among persons subject to military law and to order officers who take part m the
same
into arrest,
arrest, and
and other persons
subject to military law who take
persons subject
same into
part in
the same
into arrest
arrest or
confinement, as
circumstances may
may
as circumstances
or confinement,
same into
in the
part
require, until
acquainted therewith.
therewith.
officer is acquainted
proper superior officer
their proper
until their
require,
And
so ordered,
officer, nurse,
nurse,
obey such officer,
to obey
refuses to
ordered refuses
being so
whosoever, being
And whosoever,
band
warrant officer,
noncommissioned officer,
officer, field clerk, or noncommissioned
leader, warrant
band leader,
does violence
or does
upon or otherwise threatens or
violence to
tO
weapon upon
or draws aa weapon
him,
punished as a
a court-martial
court-martial may direct.
be punished
him, shall be
clerks, Quartermaster Corps, and noncommissioned officers have
power to part and quell all quarrels, frays and disorders among perwho take part m the
sons subject to military law and to order
frays,
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D.
ARREST; CONFINEMENT.
CONFINEMENT.
D. ARREST;

confine-

Arrest or confineART. 69.
69. ARREST
OR CONFINEMENT.-Any
CONFINEMENT.—Any person
to milimilisubject to
person subject
ARREST OR
ment of accused pererART.
mentof
ns
sons. .p66,
so
ndtary law charged with crime or with aaserious offense under these artiVol. 39. p.661, amend-

ed.

Restriction.

Restriction.

Punishment for

circumstances may
placed in confinement
confinement or in arrest as circumstances
cles shall
shall be placed

require; but
when charged
charged with
with a
offense only
only such
such person
person
a minor
minor offense
but when
require;

shall not
confinement. Any person placed in
in confinement.
be placed in
not ordinarily
ordinarily be
shall
arrest
restricted to
this article shall thereby be restricted
the provisions of this
arrest under the
his
tent, unless
unless such
shall be
enlarged by
by
be enlarged
such limits
limits shall
or tent,
quarters, or
his barracks,
barracks, quarters,

proper
authority. Any
Any officer
officer or
or cadet
cadet who
who breaks
breaks his
his arrest
who
arrest or
or who
proper authority.
escapes from confinement,
confinement, whether
whether before
sentence
before or after trial or sentence
escapes
and
dismissed
be dismissed
proper authority, shall be
set at
at liberty
liberty by proper
he is
is set
and before
before he
from the
the service
or suffer
such other
other punishment
court-martial
a court-martial
punishment as a
suffer such
service or
from
may direct;
direct; and
and any
any other person
military law who escapes
escapes
subject to military
person subject
may
from
confinement or
who breaks
whether before or after
arrest, whether
breaks his arrest,
or who
from confinement
trial
sentence and
authority,
liberty by proper authority,
at liberty
and before he is set at
trial or
or sentence
shall
be punished
court-martial may
direct.
may direct.
as aacourt-martial
punished as
shall be
Actionupon
charges.
ART. 70.
70. CHARGES;
Acriori UPON.-Charges
UPON.—Charges
and
and specifications
specifications
CHARGES; ACTION
ART.
AeStionoharges.
Subrnigsion
of.
must be
be signed
signed by aaperson
person subject
vol.39.p.661,amd- must
Vol.39.p.661,amendsubject to military law, and under oath
ed.
either that he has personal knowledge
investigated, the
knowledge of, or has investigated,
ed.
matters
are true
true in fact, to the
that the same are
therein, and that
forth therein,
set forth
matters set
best of
of his
his knowledge
and belief.
belief.
knowledge and
best
DIVORtigatiOn•
thorough and imparreferred for trial until after aathorough
No charge will be referred
esto
investigation thereof
thereof shall have been made. This investigation
investigation
tial investigation
include inquiries as to the truth of the matter set forth in said
will include
charges,
disposition of the case should be
of charges,
charges, and what disposition
form of
charges, form
Right of
accused,
made in
in the
interest of
of justice
At such
such investigation
investigation
discipline. At
justice and
and discipline.
the interest
made
Right
of accused
full opportunity
accused to
cross-examine witto cross-examine
to the accused
given to
shall be given
opportunity shall
full
nesses against
against him
anythingg he
and to
to present
present anythin
available and
him if
if they are available
nesses
mitigation, and the
may desire in his own behalf either in defense or mitigation,
investigatin,0„. officer shall examine
examine available witnesses
witnesses requested by the
investigating
accused. If
forwarded after such
investigation, they
such investigation,
If the charges
charges are forwarded
accused.
substance of the testistatement of the substance
be accompanied
accompanied-by aa statement
shall be
mony taken
taken on
sides.
both sides.
on both
ymony
Con on bb y
Con "deration
star
advocate.
Before
directing the
trial of
of any
any charge
charge by
by general
general court-martial
the
court-martial the
the trial
Before directing
judge advocate.
staff judge
appointing authority will refer it to his staff judge advocate
advocate for conconappointing
sideration
advice.
and advice.
sideration and
Speedy
trial, etc.
Speedy trial,
etc.
When
any person
person subject
to military
military law
law is
is placed
arrest or
When any
subject to
placed in
in arrest
or
confinement immediate
steps
will be
taken to
try the person accused
accused
to
try
be
taken
steps
will
immediate
confinement
Punishment for unor to
to dismiss
dismiss the
him. Any
Any officer
officer who
who is
is responresponrelease him.
and release
charge and
the charge
necessary
delay, etc. or
pnecs delay,
to
sible
unnecessary delay in investigating or carrying
carrying the case to
for unnecessary
sible for
final conclusion
conclusion shall
court-martial may direct.
direct.
a court-martial
punished as a
shall be
be punished
aa final
When a
aperson is
court-martial the commandby general
general court-martial
held for trial by
is held
When
ing officer
within eight
days after the accused is arrested
arrested or coneight days
officer will,
will, within
ing
fined,
practicable, forward the charges to the officer exercising genfined, if practicable,
eral court-martial
furnish the accused a
a copy of such
jurisdiction and furnish
eral
court-martial jurisdiction
charges. If the
practicable, he will report to superior
be not practicable,
the same
same be
charges.
authority the
the reasons
delay. The
trial judge
judge advocate
advocate will cause
The trial
for delay.
reasons for
authority
to
accused a
acopy of the charges
charges upon which trial
the accused
served upon
upon the
to be served
is to
be had,
so to
to serve
serve such charges will be ground for
a failure
failure so
had, and
and a
is
to be
a
a continuance
continuance unless the trial be had on the charges furnished the
accused as hereinbefore provided. In time of peace
peace no person shall,
against
before a
a general court-marbe brought to trial before
against his objection, be
tial
subsequent to the service
charges
service of
of charges
of five
five days
days subsequent
period of
tial within
within aaperiod
upon
him.
him.
upon
3
RefnvIl
to keep prisprovost
TO RECEIVE
71. REFUSAL
ART.
Refu
ltokeepprisART. 71.
REFUSAL TO
RECEIVE AND
AND KEEP
KEEP PRISONERS.-No
PRISONERS.—No provost
oners.
marshal
commander of a
aguard shall refuse to receive
receive or keep any
marshal or commander
prisoner
committed to his charge
charge by an officer belonging
belonging to the forces
forces
prisoner committed
of
committing shall, at the
provided the
the officer committuig
States, provided
of the
the United States,
time,
an account
account in
signed by himself, of the crime
in writing, signed
deliver an
time, deliver
charged against the prisoner. Any officer or soldier so
or offense charged
refusing
punished as a
court-martial may direct.
a court-martial
refusing shall be punished

breaking arrest.
breaking
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of
ART.
72. REPORT OF
commander of
RECEIVED.-Every commander
PRISONERS RECEIVED.—Every
OF PRISONERS
-REPORT
ART. 72.
to whose
whose charge
prisoner is
committed shall,
shall, within
within twentytwentyis committed
a prisoner
charge a
aaguard
guard to

O WAb
,AncLmS
e

ARTICLES OF WAR.
ree
l
le
eiv
port
ed.
reost

of

r8

prisoners
PlSO"

confinement, or as soon as he is
four hours after such confinement,
i
srelieved from
commanding officer
his guard, report in writing to the commanding
officer the name of
such prisoner, the offense charged
charged against him, and the name of the
officer
officer committing him; and if he fails to make such report, he shall
be
court-martial may
direct.
Unauthozedrees
be punished
punished as
as aacourt-martial
may direct.
Unauthorized releasing of prisoner.
AUTHORITY.- jug
WITHOUT PROPER
PRISONER WITHOUT
ART.
73. RELEASING
RELEASING PRISONER
PROPER AUTHORITY.—
prisoner.
ART. 73.
subject to military law who
who, without proper authority,
Any person subject
releases any
any prisoner
prisoner duly
duly committed
committedwho,
to his charge,
charge or who through
to
releases
neglect or design suffers any prisoner
prisoner so committed to escape, shall
neglect
Deliveryof
a court-martial
court-martial may direct.
be punished
punished as a
Delivery
of oenders
offenders
AUTHORITIES.-When to
OF OFFENDERS
DELIVERY OF
OFFENDERS TO CIVIL Al7THORITIES.—When
to civil authorities.
74. DELIVERY
ART. 74.
any person
subject to
military law,
one who
is held
by the
the
who is
held by
law, except
except one
to military
any
person subject
authorities to answer, or who is awaiting trial or result of
military authorities
undergoing sentence
sentence for a
a crime or offense punishable
or who
who is
is undergoing
trial, or
committed
under
accused of a
a crime or offense committed
these articles,
articles, is accused
under these
geographical limits of the States of the Union and the
the geographical
within the
District
Columbia, and punishable
punishable by the laws of the land, the
District of Columbia,
commanding
required, except in time of war, upon
upon applicaapplicacommanding officer is required,
endeavor to deliver
tion
duly made
to use
use his
his utmost
utmost endeavor
deliver over such
made, to
tion duly
to the civil authorities, or to aid the officers of justice
accused person ;xi
in apprehending
apprehending and
securing him,
him, in
that he
he may
brought
may be
be brought
in order
order that
and securing
in
Punishment for rer
fusalnent
to
commanding officer who upon such application
application refuses fusal.
Any commanding
to trial. Any
or
accused
to deliver over such accused
time of
of war, to
in time
except in
neglects, except
willfully neglects,
or willfully
justice in
person
in
to the civil authorities or to aid the officers of justice
person to
apprehending
and securing
securin him shall
the service
shall be dismissed from the
apprehending and
or
suffer such
other punishment
ptmis i .
ent as
as a
court-martial may
direct.
or suffer
such other
a court-martial
may direct.
Completionof
courtCompletion
of courtsentence after
after
When,
under the
the provisions
article, delivery
to martial
martial sentence
made to
is made
delivery is
of this
this article,
provisions of
When, under
execution of civil.
the
civil authorities
authorities of
of a
a courtcourt- executionof civil.
sentence of
undergoing sentence
offender undergoing
an offender
of an
the civil
martial,
such delivery,
conviction, shall be held to
if followed
followed by conviction,
delivery, if
martial, such
interrupt
the court-martial,
court-martial, and
of the
sentence of
the sentence
of the
execution of
the execution
interrupt the
the offender
shall be
be returned
military custody,
custody, after having
to military
returned to
offender shall
the
answered to
to the
civil authorities for his
the completion
completion
for the
his offense,
offense, for
the civil
answered
of the said court-martial
court-martial sentence.
War offenses.
offenses.

E. WAR OFFENSES.
OFFENSES.
Misbehavior
Misbehavior

before

enemy.
or soldier
soldier the
ART.
75. MISBEHAVIOR
MISBEHAVIOR BEFORE THE ENEMY.-Any
ENEMY.—Any officer
officer or
th ee
ne
m y*
ART. 75.
who,
the enemy,
enemy, misbehaves
shamefully
or shamefully
away, or
runs away,
himself, runs
misbehaves himself,
before the
who, before
or
disobedience, or
abandons
up or
by any
any misconduct,
misconduct, disobedience,
or by
or delivers
delivers up
abandons or
neglect
endangers the
safety of
fort, post,
post, camp,
guard, or
other
or other
camp, guard,
any fort,
of any
the safety
neglect endangers
command
it is
duty to
or speaks
inducing
words inducing
speaks words
defend, or
to defend,
his duty
is his
which it
command which
others
to do
the like,
like, or casts
or ammunition, or
arms or
casts away .his arms
do the
others to
quits
his post
post or
colors to
to plunder or pillage, or
whator by
by any means whator colors
quits his
soever
occasions false
false alarms
in camp,
garrison, or
shall
quarters, shall
or quarters,
camp, garrison,
alarms in
soever occasions
comsuffer
Subordinates corndirect. Subordinates
may direct.
as aacourt-martial
court-martial may
punishment as
such other
other punishment
death or
or such
suffer death
ART.
76. SUBORDINATES
SUBORDINATES COMPELLING
COMPELLING COMMANDER
COMMANDER TO
TO SURRENDER.SURRENDER.— peing'comde
pellin
erf
de
co
rmmandbr
to
ander to
ART. 76.
Any
person subject
subject to
to military
or attempts
attempts to
to voi.39,i.66.3,amend.
Vo.39,p.663,amendcompels or
who compels
law who
military law
Any person
compel
any commander
any garrison,
fort, post,
camp, guard, or eth
e
post, camp,
garrison, fort,
of any
commander of
compel any
other
to give
give it
it up
it shall be
the enemy or to abandon it
up to the
command, to
other command,
punishable
with death
death or such
court-martial
a court-martial
punishment as a
other punishment
such other
punishable with
of
Improper
may
Improper
use
of
may direct.
ART. 77.
77. IMPROPER
IMPROPER USE OF COUNTERSIGN.-Any
COUNTERSIGN.—Ally person
person subject
to countersign.
countersign
subject to
ART.
military
to any
any
or countersign
countersign to
parole or
the parole
known the
makes known
law who
who makes
military law
person not
not entitled
to the
and discipline
discipline
rules and
the rules
it according
according to
receive it
to receive
entitled to
person
of war,
war, or
parole or
different from that which
which he
or countersign
countersign different
a parole
gives !),
or gives
of
received, shall,
be committed
committed in
suffer
of war,
war, suffer
in time
time of
the offense
offense be
if the
shal, if
received,
death or
other punishment
as a
acourt-martial
court-martial may
may direct.
direct.
Forcing aasafeguard.
safeguard.
punishment as
such other
death
or such
subject to military
ART. 78.
78. F
ORCING A SAFEGUARD.—Ally
SAFEGUARD.-Any person subject
FORCING
ART.
law who,
who, in
in time
time of
of war,
war, forces
safeguard shall
shall suffer
suffer death
or such
such
death or
forces aasafeguard
law
other punishment
punishment as
as a
may direct.
direct.
a court-martial
court-martial may
other
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ART. 79. CAPTURED
CAPTURED PROPERTY
SECURED FOR PUBLIC SERVSERVTO BE SECURED
PROPERTY TO
enemy is the property
the enemy
property
taken from
property of
from the
property taken
the United
United States
States and
and shall
be secured for the service of the United
shall be
the
States, and
and any
subject to military law who neglects to
person subject
any person
States,
appropriation thereof
secure such
such property
property or
wrongful appropriation
thereof
or is guilty of wrongful
secure
direct.
may
shall
be
punished
as
a
court-martial
court-martial
a
as
shall be punished
PROPERTY.-Any
ABANDONED PROPERTY.
CAPTURED OR ABANDONED
80. DEALING
ART.
orDealing
abandonecdaptured
in captu red
ART. 80.
DEALING IN CAPITIRED
—
Any
or abandoned pr o
buys,
trades,
military
who
subject
erty.
propperson
subject
to
law
sells,
trades,
or in any way
erty.
property, whereby
deals in
in or
or disposes
disposes of
captured or abandoned
abandoned property,
whereby
of captured
deals
he
shall
receive
or
expect
any
profit,
benefit,
advantage
to himself
advantage
or
benefit,
profit,
any
expect
or
receive
shall
he
or to
any other
indirectly connected
connected with himself,
directly or indirectly
person directly
other person
to any
or
or
who
fails
whenever
such
property
into his possession or
comes
property
such
whenever
fails
who
or
custody
or within
within his
notice thereof to the proper
to give notice
control to
his control
custody or
authority-and
turn over
authority
property to the proper authority
over such property
to turn
and to
authority
without
delay, shall,
shall, on
on conviction
conviction thereof, be punished by fine or
without delay,
court-martial,
imprisonment,
or by such other punishment
punishment as aa court-martial,
imprisonment, or
military commission,
commission, or
or other
tribunal may adjudge, or by
military tribunal
other military
military
penalties.
said penalties.
any
or all
all of
of said
any or
THE
Aiding,
WITH, OR AIDING THE
etc., the
.iding,
RELIEVING,
CORRESPONDING
CORRESPONDING
WITH,
81. RELIEVING,
ART. 81.
enemy.
enemy.
enemy with
the enemy
ENEMY.—Whosoever
relieves or
or attempts
relieve the
to relieve
attempts to
ENEMY.-Whosoever relieves
arms, ammunition,
ammunition ' supplies,
knowingly
supplies, money, or other thing, or knowingly
arms,
harbors
or protectsor
holds correspondence
gives intelligence
intelligence
correspondence with or gves
protects or holds
harbors or
to the
enemy, either
directly or
or indirectly, shall suffer death or such
either directly
the enemy,
to
other punishment
punishment as
military commission may
or military
court-martial or
as aa court-martial
other
direct.
war shall be found
ART. 82.
82. SPIES.—Any
person who
in time
of war
found
Spies.
time of
Spies.
who in
SPIEs.-Any person
ART.
posts,
fortifications,
lurking
or
acting
as
a
spy
in
or
fortifications,
the
of
any
about
or
in
lurking or acting as a spy
quarters,
encampments of any of the armies of the United States,
or encampments
quarters, or
a military
or
elsewhere,
be tried
court-martial or by a
general court-martial
by aageneral
tried by
shall be
or elsewhere, shall
commission, and
and shall,
shall, on
conviction thereof, suffer death.
on conviction
commission,
ART. 79.
ca
Not
securing capNot securing
public
tured public
proper ty. ICE.—All
public property.
ICE.-All public
tared
ARTICLES OF WA.
WAR.

Miscellaneous
crimes
Miscellaneous crimes
and
offenses.
and offenses.

F.
MISCELLANEOUS CRIMES
OFFENSES.
CRIMES AND OFFENSES.
F. MISCELLANEOUS

Military property.
ART. 83.
PROPERTY—WILLFUL
OR
LOSS,
NEGLIGENT LOSS,
OR NEGLIGENT
MILITARY PROPERTY-WILLFUL
83. MILITARY
ART.
Miltalf
Willful
loss,
da-o
loss, damWilful properdamt
DAMAGE,
—
Any person
person subject to military
DISPOSITION.-Any
WRONGFUL DISPOSITION.
age, etc.,
DAMAGE, OR WRONGFUL
of.
etc., of.
age,

lost, spoiled,
law
willfully, or
ne glect, suffers
to be lost,
suffers to
through neglect,
or through
who willfully,
law who
property
damaged,
or
wrongfully
disposed
of,
any
military
property
belonging
military
any
of,
disposed
wrongfully
or
damaged,
to the
States shall
good the
loss or
and suffer
suffer
damage and
or damage
the loss
make good
shall make
United States
the United
to
may direct.
such
punishment as
court-martial may
a court-martial
as a
such punishment
Waste
unlawful
PROPDISPOSITION OF
UNLAWFUL DISPOSITION
ART. 84.
ART.
84. WASTE
WASTE OR UNLAWFUL
OF MILITARY
MILITARY PROPor unlawful
Waste or
disposition by soldier.
wrongfully disERTY
TO SOLDIERS.—Any
soldier who
who sells
sells or wrongfully
disSOLDIERS.--Any soldier
ISSUED TO
ERTY ISSUED
piionsoder
poses
of or
willfully or
or through
neglect injures
injures or loses any horse,
through neglect
or willfully
poses of
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, accouterments,
equipment, clothing, or other
accouterments, equipment,
arms,
property
in the
the military
military service,
shall be
punished as
be punished
service, shall
use in
for use
issued for
property issued
direct.
a
court-martial may
may direct.
a court-martial
Drunk on
duty.
ART.
DRUNK
ON DUTY.—Any
on
DUTY.--iAny officer who is found drunk on
DRUK ON
85.
.
ART 85.
on duty.
Drunk
duty
offense be
be committed
time of
dismissed
be dismissed
war, be
of war,
in time
committed in
the offense
if the
shall, if
duty shall,
court-martial
punishment as aacourt-martial
from
the service
and suffer
such other
other punishment
suffer such
service and
from the
time of peace, he shall
may direct;
if the
the offense
be committed
committed in time
offense be
and if
direct; and
may
be punished
as a
may direct.
direct. Any person subject to
court-martial may
a court-martial
punished as
be
drunk on duty shall be
military law,
law, except
except an
an officer,
is found
found drunk
who is
officer, who
military
punished as
court-martial may direct.
a court-martial
as a
punished
SENTINEL.-Any sentinel
ART.
OF SENTINEL.—Any
sentinel who is found
MISBEHAVIOR OF
ART. 86. MISBEHAVIOR
Nfisbeliavior
Misbehavior of sentinel.
regularly
it before he is regularly
drunk
or sleeping
sleeping upon
post, or who leaves it
his post,
upon his
drunk or
tinel.
time of war, suffer death
relieved,
if the
the offense
offense be
be committed
committed in time
shall, if
relieved, shall,
if the
and if
or such
punishment as
court-martial may
direct; and
may, direct;
as aacourt-martial
other punishment
such other
or
punishment,
any punishment,
offense be
be committed
committed in
of peace,
shall suffer
suffer any
he shall
peace, he
time of
in time
offense
except death,
that a
acourt-martial
court-martial may direct.
death, that
except
officer
Personal interest
interest in
in
ART. 87.
PuovmoNs.—Any officer
INTEREST IN SALE OF PROVISIONS.-Any
87. PERSONAL INTEREST
ART.
Personal
seti=ovgisoi-reserb.y
commanding
any garrison,
garrison, fort,
fort, barracks,
camp, or
or other
place
other place
barracks, camp,
in any
commanding in
er
isonui
scl o
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AR.
aCir WAR.
ABC OF
serving who, for his private ARTICLES
where
troops of
of the
the United
United States
States may
may be serving
where troops
advantage,
any duty
imposition upon
upon or
or is
interested in
in the
the
is interested
or imposition
duty or
lays any
advantage, lays
or other
other necessaries
necessaries of life brought into such
sale of any
any victuals
victuals or
garrison,
barracks, camp, or other
other place for the use of the troops,
fort, barracks,
garrison, fort,
shall be
be dismissed
dismissed from
from the service and suffer such other punishment
punishment
shall
as
court-martial may
may direct.
direct.
as aacourt-martial
/ntim ida
r
tvns. ns
provons.
bringing po
PROVISIONS.-Any b
OF PERSONS
ART.
88. INTIMIDATION
PERSONS BRINGING
BRINGING PROVISIONS.—Any
ino rso
INTIMIDATION OF
ART. 88.
person subject to military law who abuses, intimidates, does violence
interferes with any person bringing
bringing provisions,
provisions, supto, or
or wrongfully
wrongfully interferes
plies,
garrison, or quarters of the
necessaries to the camp, garrison,
other necessaries
plies, or other
a courtpunishment as a
forces
of the United States shall suffer such punishment
forces of
martial
may direct.
d order
direct.
martial may
e t be
ART.
GOOD ORDER
TO BE
AND WRONGS
WRONGS RERE- maintained
maint ained and
MAINTAINED AND
BE MAINTAINED
ORDER TO
89. GOOD
ART. 89.
wrongs
redressed.
are to behave
law are
DRESSED.—All persons
persons subject
subject to
to military
behave them- wrongsdressed.
military law
DRESSED.-All
march; and any
orderly in quarters, garrison, camp, and on the march;
selves orderly
person subject
to military
military law who commits any waste or spoil, or
subject to
person
whatsoever (unless by order of his
willfully destroys any property whatsoever
for taailcommanding officer),
commits any
any kind
of depredation
depredation or riot, shall Punishment
kind of
or commits
officer), or
commanding
P'shment for
i
l
of commanding
be punished
court-martial may
may direct.
direct. Any
Any commanding
commanding officer
officer ore
coalmanding
ure of
a court-martial
as a
punished as
be
officer to
see reparationact.
who, upon
upon complaint
complaint made
refuses or
or omits
omits to see
officer
to act.
to him,
him, refuses
made to
who,
made to
the party
injured, in
in so
as the
offender's pay
pay shall
go Post,
o , p.88.
shall go
the offender's
so far
far as
party injured,
made
to the
p. 808.
toward such
provided for in article 105, shall be disas provided
reparation, as
such reparation,
toward
missed
from the
the service,
service, or
court-martial
or otherwise
otherwise punished, as aa court-martial
missed from
may direct.
, Provoking
Provoking speeches
speeches
or gestures.
gestures.
person subject
A'RT.
subject or
GESTURES.--NO person
OR GESTURES.—No
SPEECHES OR
PROVOKING SPEECHES
90. PROVOKING
ART. 90.
to
any reproachful
provoking speeches or
or provoking
reproachful or
use any
shall use
law shall
to military
military law
gestures
to another;
another; and
subject to military law who
any person subject
and any
gestures to
a
offends
provisions of this article shall be punished as athe provisions
against the
offends against
court-martial
direct.
court-martial may
may direct.
Dueling.
ART.
DUELING.—Any person
to military
fights
military law who fights
subject to
person subject
91. DUELING.-Any
ART. 91.
or
promotes or
m or connives at fighting aaduel, or who,
is concerned
concerned m
or is
or promotes
having knowledge
knowledge of
of a
a challenge
be sent, fails to
challenge sent or about to be
having
report
fact promptly
the proper
proper authority, shall, if an officer,
to the
promptly to
the fact
report the
be
the service
such other punishment as aa
or suffer
suffer such
service or
from the
dismissed from
be dismissed
court-martial may
if any other person subject to military
and if
direct; and
may direct;
court-martial
law, shall
such punishment
punishment as
as a
acourt-martial
may direct.
direct.
law,
shall suffer
suffer such
court-martial may
Mrder
or rap
Murder or
rape.
ART.
subject to
law
military law
to military
person subject
MURDER-RAPE.-Any person
92. MURDER—RAPE.—Any
ART. 92.
who
or rape
stiller death or imprisonment
imprisonment for
rape shall suffer
murder or
commits murder
who commits
life as
as a
a court-martial
may direct;
direct; but no person shall be tried by
court-martial may
life,
court-martial
murder or
rape committed
committed within
geographical
within the geographical
or rape
for murder
court-martial for
limits of
the Union
Union and
and the
the District
District of
Columbia in
in time
of Columbia
of the
States of
the States
of the
limits
of
of peace.
peace.
Designatedcrimes.
Designated crimes.
ART.
93. VARIOUS
to military
military law
law
subject to
person subject
CRIMES.-Any person
VARIOUS cars.—Any
ART. 93.
who commits
commits manslaughter,
man,slaughter, mayhem,
mayhem, arson,
housebreakburglary, housebreakarson, burglary,
who
ing, robbery,
robbery, larceny,
embezzlement, perjury,
sodomy,
forgery, sodomy,
perjury, forgery,
larceny, embezzlement,
ing,
assault
to commit
commit any
any felony:,
to do
intent to
with intent
assault with
felony, assault
intent to
with intent
assault with
bodily
harm with
dangerous weapon,
weapon instrument,
instrument, or
other thing,
or other
with aa dangerous
bodily harm
or assault
with intent
intent to
to do bodily harm,
harm: shall be punished
punished as aacourtassault with
or
martial may
martial
may direct.
direct.
the
ART.
FRAUDS AGAINST
AGAINST THE
IRE GOVERNMENT.—Any
Governmen
Frauds against
t.
sub- Government.
person sunGOVERNMENT.-Any person
94. FRAUDS
ART. 94.
ject to
to military
who makes
be made
any claim
claim False claims.'
made any
to be
causes to
or causes
makes or
law who
military- law
ject
against the
States or
or any
any officer
officer thereof,
claim
thereof, knowing such claim
United States
the United
against
to
be false
false or
to be
or fraudulent;
fraudulent; or
or
Presenting false
claim
for approvaL
Who
or causes
to be
to any
any person
. claim
Presenting
approval.f'dse
for
civil
the civil
in the
person in
presented to
be presented
causes to
presents or
Who presents
or military
thereof, for
or payment,
payment, any
claim against
against
any claim
approval or
for approval
service thereof,
military-service
or
the
United States,
or any
thereof, knowing such claim to be
officer thereof,
any officer
States, or
the United
Obtainingallowance
false or fraudulent; or
Obtin
a
Who
or conspiracy
conspiracy to
defraud the
the United
United of false
clai.im,
alse cla
to defraud
agreement or
any agreement
into any
enters into
Who enters
States by
by obtaining,
allowance or paythe allowance
to obtain, the
others to
aiding others
or aiding
obtaining, or
States
ment of
false or
or fraudulent
fraudulent claim; or
of any
any false
ment
False claims
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Who, for
for the
the purpose
others to
to obtain,
the
obtain, the
aiding others
or aiding
obtaining, or
of obtaining,
purpose of
Who,

payment of any claim against
approval, allowance,
against the United
United
allowance, or payment
approval,
procures,' or
States or
officer thereof, makes or uses, or procures
any officer
against any
or against
States
advises the making or use of, any writing or other paper knowing the
advises

same
false or
fraudulent statements;
or
statements; or
or fraudulent
any false
contain any
to contain
same to
Who,
for
the
purpose
of
obtaining,
or
aiding
others
to
obtain, the
to obtain
others
aiding
or
obtaining,
of
purpose
the
for
Who,
Se
approval,
allowance, or payment of any claim against the United
approval, allowance,
States or
any officer
officer thereof,
procures or advises the making
makes or procures,
thereof, makes
or any
States
other paper knowing such
of,
such
to any fact or to any writing or oilier
any oath to
of, any
to
be
false;
or
false;
to
be
oath
Forging
signatures,
Forgig signatures,
Who, for
for the
purpose of
obtaining, or
or aiding
aiding others
others to
to obtain,
the
Who,
the purpose
of obtaining,
obtain, the
etc.
etc.
approval, allowance,
allowance, or
United
or payment
payment of any claim against the United
approval,
States
or any
officer thereof,
forges or
procures, or
counterfeits, or procures,
or counterfeits,
thereof, forges
any officer
States or
advises the
forging or
or counterfeiting
signature upon any
of any signature
counterfeiting of
the forging
advises
writing or
advises the use of any
or advises
or procures,
procures, or
uses, or
or uses,
paper, or
other paper,
or other
writing
such
signature,
knowing
the
same
to
be
forged
or
counterfeited; or
or
counterfeited;
or
forged
signature, knowing the same to be
les
Delierin
Delivering
less such
Who,
having charge,
charge, possession,
or control
any money
money
of any
control of
custody, or
possession, custody,
amount
receipted
Who, having
amount than receipted
for.
furnished or intended
intended for the
United States, furnished
of the
the United
property of
or other propertyfor.
military service
service thereof,
knowingly delivers,
delivers, or
or causes
delivered,
causes to be delivered,
thereof, knowingly
military
to
person having
having authority
authority to receive
receive the same, any amount
any person
to any
thereof less
less than
that for
for which
receipt or
certificate or receipt;
receives aacertificate
he receives
which he
than that
thereof
Certifying false reerrtifying
papr
any
Who,
being
authorized
to
make
or
deliver
any
paper
certifying
deliver
or
make
to
authorized
being
Who,
refalse
erfyng
ceipts.
the
receipt of
any pro.perty
of the
the United
furnished or intended
intended
States furnished
United States
property of
of any
the receipt
for the
military service
thereof, makes
makes or
delivers to any person such
or delivers
service thereof,
the military
for
writing,
knowledge of the truth of the statefull knowledge
having full
without having
writing, without
ments
therein contained
United
defraud the United
intent to defraud
with intent
and with
contained and
ments therein
States; or
or
States;
Stealing, etc., milim i
Who
embezzles, knowingly
knowingly and
and willfully
willfully- misappropriates,
misappropriates,
steals, embezzles,
Who steals,
eproperty.
tar
tary property.
knowingly sells or
applies
to his
wrongfully or knowingly
benefit, or wrongfully
or benefit,
use or
own use
his own
applies to
arms, equipments,
disposes
equipments, ammunition, clothing,
ordnance, arms
any ordnance,
disposes of any
subsistence
stores, money,
money, arms,
or
of the
the United
States
United States
or other property of
subsistence stores,
furnished
or
intended
for
the
military
service
thereof;
or
or
thereof;
service
military
the
for
intended
or
ra ic
Purchasing,
etc., furnished
pledge for any obligation
in pledge
Who knowingly
knowingly purchases
purchases or
or receives
receives in
obligation
military
property
Who
militarcysnropey
wrongfully sold, etc.
from any
soldier, officer,
officer, or other person who is aa
any soldier,
indebtedness from
or indebtedness
ngfully sold, etc. or
part
of or
or employed
in said
ordnance, arms,
forces or service, any ordnance,
said forces
employed in
part of
equipment,
clothing, subsistence stores,
stores, or other propammunition, clothing,
equipment, ammunition,
officer, or other person not
erty
of the
the United
United States,
States, such soldier,
soldier, officer,
erty of
having
lawful right
right to sell
pledge the same;
sell or pledge
having lawful
Punishment.
Shall, on conviction
Punishment.
conviction thereof, be punished by fine or imprisonment,
or by
adjudge, or by
court-martial may adjudge,
punishment as aa court-martial
other punishment
such other
by such
or
titer leaving service. any or all of said penalties.
And if any person, being guilty of any
Afterleavingservice.
of the
the offenses
United
military service of the United
the military
in the
while in
aforesaid while
offenses aforesaid
of
States,
receives his
discharge or is
dismissed from the service, he
is dismissed
his discharge
States, receives
shall continue
continue to
be liable
to be
be arrested
arrested and
held for trial and sentence
and held
liable to
to be
shall
by
acourt-martial
in the
the same
same manner
and to
to the
if
as if
extent as
same extent
the same
manner and
in
a
court-martial
by
Former officer emany
he
had
not
received
such
discharge
nor
been
dismissed.
And
if
any
dismissed.
been
nor
discharge
such
received
not
had
he
S-1
hrsgfof
bezzling funds of soldiers, etc.
officer, being
in the
the military
service of
of the
United States,
States,
the United
military service
while in
guilty, while
being guilty,
pc.6,arenld officer,
dierl.39
Vo1.39, p. 66.5, amendof embezzlement
embezzlement of
ration savings,
savings, post
post exchange,
exchange, company,
company, or other
other
of ration
of
p.6
ed.
ed
intrusted
like
to funds,
funds, or of embezzlement
embezzlement of money or other property intrusted
to his
his charge
an enlisted
enlisted man
receives his discharge, or is
man or men, receives
by an
charge by
to
dismissed, or
dropped from the rolls, he shall continue to be liable
or is
is dropped
dismissed,
to
be arrested
arrested and
held for
for trial
sentence by a
court-martial in
a court-martial
and sentence
trial and
and held
to be
had not
not been so
the
manner and
and to
same extent
extent as ifbyhe had
the same
to the
same manner
the same
discharged,
dismissed, or
or dropped
dropped from
the rolls.
rolls.
from the
discharged, dismissed,
Conduct unbecomGENTLEMAN.ART.
ONDUCT U-BECOMLNG
UNBECOMENG AN
AN OFFICER
OFFICER AND
AND GENTLEMAN.—
CONDUCT
95. C
RT. 95.
beome
Cinduct
ing
an officeruan
and
gentleman.
Any officer or cadet who is convicted of conduct unbecoming
iaeman.
unbecoming an
officer
and a
shall be dismissed from the service.
gentleman shall
a gentleman
officer and
Other disorders, etc.,
ART.
not mentioned
mentioned in these
ARTICLE.-Though not
GENERAL ARTICLE.—Though
96. GENERAL
ABT. 96.
c
coterbdisorder
cognizable
by courtsmartial.
and
articles, all
all disorders
disorders and
order and
of good
good order
prejudice of
the prejudice
to the
neglects to
and neglects
articles,
martial,
military discipline,
of a
discredit upon
bring discredit
to bring
nature to
a nature
conduct of
all conduct
discipline, all
military
Use of false oaths,
etc. to
false

oaths,
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all crimes
the military
service, and
and all
crimes or offenses not capital, of which
military service,
the
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persons subject to military law
law may
may be guilty, shall be taken cogpersons
accordmzance of by
general or special
court-martial, accordsummary court-martial,
special or
or summary
by a
a general
nizance
ing
punished at the
to the
the nature and degree of the offense, and punished
ing to
discretion of such court.
discretion
IV. COURTS
COURTS OF
OF INQITERY.
INQUIBY.
IV.

Or WAR.
LB.
O

Courts of inquiry.
Courts
inquiry.

ART. 97. WHEN
WHEN AND
WHOM ORDERED.—A
court of
of inquiry
inquiry-to
to
ORDERED.-A court
BY WHOM
AND BY
ART.
imor imof or
examine into
the nature
or accusation
accusation or
transaction of
of any
any transaction
nature of
into the
examine
putation against
against any
any officer
soldier may
be ordered
ordered by
by the
the PresiPresimay be
orsoldier
officer or
putation
a court of inquiry shall not
but a
dent or
commanding officer;
officer. but
any commanding
by any
or by
dent
be ordered
ordered by
commanding officer
except upon
upon the
the request
request of
of
officer except
by any
any commanding
be
the officer
conduct is
is to
inquired into.
into.
be inquired
to be
whose conduct
or soldier
soldier whose
officer or
the
court of inquiry shall consist of three
ART. 98.
98. COMPOSITION.-A
COMPOSITION.—A court
ART.
or more
more officers.
officers. For
court of
of inquiry
the authority
authority appointing
appointing
inquiry the
each court
For each
or
the court
recorder.
a recorder.
appoint a
shall appoint
court shall
the
inquiry may be
of inquiry
court of
of aa court
ART. 99.
CHALLENGES.—Members of
99. CHALLENGES.-Members
ART.
into, but
challenged by
by the
party whose
whose conduct
is to
be inquired
but
inquired-into,
to be
conduct is
the party
challenged
only for
stated to
to the
The court
shall determine
the
determine the
court shall
court. The
the court.
cause stated
for cause
only
a
receive a
relevancy and
any challenge,
challenge, and
and shall
shall not
not receive
of any
validity of
and validity
relevancy
challenge to
to more
more than
member at
time. The
whose
party whose
The party
at aa time.
one member
than one
challenge
conduct
into shall
shall have
represented
to be
be represented
right to
the right
have the
inquired into
is being
being inquired
conduct is
before the
the court
of his
his own
own selection,
selection, if
if such
such counsel
counsel be
be
counsel of
by counsel
court by
before
reasonably available.
available.
reasonably
of a
a
recorder of
ART. 100.
100. OATH
OATH OF
OF MEMBERS
AND RECORDERS.-The
RECORDERS.—The recorder
MEMBERS AND
ART.
court of
of inquiry
oath:
following oath:
the following
members the
to the
the members
administer to
shall administer
inquiry shall
court

Authority for
for orderorderAuthority

made
Request
Request to be made.
Composition.
Composition.
Challenges, et.
etc.
Challenges,

Oa t
Oaths.
hs

"You,
A. B.,
do swear
swear (or affirm) that you will well and truly exB., do
"You, A.

into the
evidence, into
amine and
according to
the evidence,
the matter now
to the
inquire, according
and inquire,
amine
or hope
before you
favor , affection,
prejudice, or
hope of
affection, prejudice,
partiality, favor,
without partiality,
you without
before
the
of the
reward. So
help you
you God."
God." Alter
the president
president of
which the
After which
So help
reward.
court
to the
the recorder
recorder the
the following
following oath:
oath: "You,
"You,
administer to
shall administer
court shall
A.
(or affirm)
affirm) that
that you
you will,
will, according
according to
to your
best
your best
do swear
swear (or
B., do
A. B.,
the
the proceedings
proceedings of
abilities,
impartially record
record the
of the
and impartially
accurately and
abilities, accurately
court
and the
evidence to
to be
given in
case in
in hearing.
So help
help
hearing. So
the case
in the
be given
the evidence
court and
you
God."
you God."
n
will be
In case
case of
affirmation the
closing sentence
sentence of
of adjuration
adjuration will
be Affimatio
Affirmation.
the closing
of affirmation
In
omitted.
omitted.
procedure.
the eetIPowers
and the
inquiry and
of inquiry
ART.
PROCEDURE.—A court
owers, procedure.
court of
POWERS; PROCEDURE.-A
101. POWERS;
ART. 101.
recorder
thereof shall
summon and
examine
and examine
to summon
power to
same power
the same
have the
shall have
recorder thereof
witnesses
as is
is given
to courts-martial
and the
the trial
trial judge
advocate
judge advocate
courts-martial and
given to
witnesses as
thereof. Such
shall take
same oath
affirmation that
that
or affirmation
oath or
the same
take the
witnesses shall
Such witnesses
thereof.
is
taken by
before courts-martial.
A reporter
interor an
an interreporter or
courts-martial. A
witnesses before
by witnesses
is taken
preter
court of
inquiry shall,
shall, before
before entering
entering upon
duties,
his duties,
upon his
of inquiry
for aa court
preter for
take the
the oath
or affirmation
affirmation required
reporter or
or an
an interpreter
interpreter
a reporter
of a
required of
oath or
take
for
acourt-martial.
whose conduct
conduct is
being inquired
into
inquired into
is being
party whose
The party
court-martial. The
for a
and crossor
his counsel,
counsel, if
if any,
to examine
exarnme and
crossbe permitted
permitted to
shall 1343
any, shall
or his
examine
witnesses so
as fully
fully to
to investigate
investigate the
circumstances in
in
the circumstances
so as
examine witnesses
question.
u
Opinion
o on merits
rits
erict
court of inquiry shall resti
CASE.-A court
OF CASE.—A
102. OPINION
OPINION ON
ON MERITS
MERITS OF
ART. 102.
not give
opinion on
on the
the case
inquired into
unless
into unless
case inquired
of the
merits of
the merits
an opinion
give an
not
specially
to do
do so.
so.
specially ordered
ordered to
Ro to
Records
to b
be kep
kept.
ART.
103. RECORD
RECORD
ART. 103.

OF
OF

PROCEEDINGS—HOW
PROCEEDINGS--HOw

AUTHENTICATES).—
AUTHENTICATED.-

Each court
court of
inquiry shall
of its
proceedings, which
which
its proceedings,
record of
keep aarecord
shall keep
of inquiry
Each
shall be
be authenticated
the signature
signature of
president and
the
and the
the president
of the
by the
authenticated by
shall
recorder thereof,
and be
forwarded to
to the
authority. In
In
convening authority.
the convening
be forwarded
thereof, and
recorder
reason
recorder,, by reason
case
the record
be authenticated
the recorder
by the
authenticated by
not be
can not
record can
case the
president
by the president
signed by
of his
death, disability,
disability, or
it shall
shall be
be signed
or absence,
absence, it
his death,
of
and
one other
other member
member of
the court.
court.
of the
by one
and by

ARuthentication.
Authentication.
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V. MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

COMMANDING OFFICERS.ART. 104.
104. DISCIPLINARY
or COMMANDING
OFFICERS.—
DISCIPLINARY POWERS OF
ART.

Disciplinary
powers
Disciplinary powers
of commanding officers.

.ommanmg

1920.

Under such regulations as the President may prescribe, the comoffUnder
command
manding officer
detachment, company,
company, or higher command
any detachment,
of any
officer of
manding
may, for
for minor
minor offenses
offenses impose
disciplinary punishments
punishments upon perimpose disciplinary
may,
a court-martial,
sons of
of his
his command
intervention of a
court-martial,
command without the intervention
sons

unless the
the accused
accused demands
demands trial
court-martial.
by court-martial.
trial by
unless
Disciplinary punishpunish.
disciplinary
punishments authorized
authorized by this article may
disciplinary punishments
The
Disciplinary
ments.
Vol.39, p.67,
p. 667, amendamend- include
admonition, reprimand,
withholding of
of privileges for not
reprimand, withholding
include admonition,
mVo.3,
ed.
ed
exceeding one
extra fatigue
fatigue for not exceeding one week, restricweek, extra
one week,
exceeding
.

tion to
certain specified
limits for not exceeding
week, and hard
exceeding one week,
specified limits
to certain
tion
labor without
confinement for
not exceeding
exceeding one week, but shall not
not
for not
without confinement
labor
include forfeiture
of pay
confinement under
under guard; except that
or confinement
pay or
forfeiture of
include
in time
time of
war or
or grave
public emergency
emergency a
commanding officer of
a commanding
grave public
of war
in
the
of brigadier
general or
or of higher grade may, under the probrigadier general
grade of
the grade
visions
also impose
impose upon
upon an officer of his command
command
article also
this article
of this
visions of
below
the grade
grade of
of major
major a
more than one-half of
of not more
forfeiture of
a forfeiture
below the
such officer's
officer's monthly
one month.
A person
punished under
person punished
month. A
for one
pay for
monthly pay
such

disauthority of
of this
who deems
unjust or
or dispunishment unjust
his punishment
deems his
article, who
this article,
authority

proportionate to
offense, may,
through the proper channel,
may, through
the offense,
to the
proportionate
appeal
to the
superior authority,
authority, but may in the meantime be
next superior
the next
appeal to
required to undergo
punishment adjudged.
adjudged. The commanding
commanding
undergo the punishment
required
officer who
the punishment,
punishment, his
his successor
successor in command, and
imposes the
who imposes
officer
superior
shall have
unexehave power to mitigate or remit any unexeauthority shall
superior authority

enforcement
trial cuted
The imposition
imposition and
and enforcement
punishment. The
the punishment.
of the
portion of
cuted portion
court-martl trial
authority of this article
under authority
of
punishment under
article for any
any
disciplinary punishment
of disciplinary
act or
or omission
not be
be a
abar
bar to
to trial
by court-martial
court-martial for
crime
a crime
for a
trial by
shall not
omission shall
act
omission; but the fact that
or
growing out
same act
or omission;
act or
the same
of the
out of
offense growing
or offense
a
disciplinary punishment
has been
been enforced
enforced may
may be
be shown
shown by the
punishment has
a disciplinary
accused upon
upon trial,
and when
when so
shall be
be considered
considered in detershown shall
so shown
trial, and
accused
a
be adjudged in the event of a
mining the
the measure
measure of
of punishment
punishment to
to be
mining
finding of
guilty.
of guilty.
finding
oF.-Whenever comART. 105.
redressofinuriesto
Redress
of injuries °
105. INJUIES
INJURIES TO PROPERTY-REDRESS
PROPERTY—REDRESS OF.—Whenever
cornthat
plaint
is
made
to
any
commanding
officer
damage
has been done
commanding
any
to
made
is
plaint
to the
the property
that his
his property
property has been wrong-.
or that
person or
any person
of any
property of
to
to military law, such complaint shall
fully taken
by persons
subject to
persons subject
taken by
fully
of officers from
be
by a
consisting of
any number
number of
of any
board consisting
a board
investigated by
be investigated
one to
to three,
which board
shall be
commanding
by the commanding
convened by
be convened
board shall
three, which
one
officer and
and shall
for the
purpose of
investigation power
such investigation,
of such
the purpose
have, for
shall have,
officer
affirmation,
to
witnesses and
and examine
examine them upon oath or affirmation,
summon witnesses
to summon
to
receive depositions
depositions or
or other
other documentary
documentary evidence,
evidence, and to assess
receive
to
Assessment
Aiswsment of damparties. The assessages
Inrs.
the damages
against the
the responsible
responsible parties.
sustained against
damages sustained
the
on otTen
offenlr.
agti on
ment
damages made
made by
by such
subject to
to the approval
be subject
shall be
board shall
such board
of damages
ment of

Court -martial
not barred.

not barred

of the
and in
in the amount approved by him shall
officer, and
commanding officer,
the commanding
of
be stopped
such
against the pay of the offenders. And the order of such
stopped against
be

in

organization or

detachment.
On organization
detachment.

or

_,.
rest of
of deer
desewirs

Arrest

by civil
officials.
civil officials.
by

authorized shall be
commanding
herein authorized
stoppages herein
directing stoppages
officer directing
commanding officer
him to the
by him
conclusive
on any
any disbursing
for the
the payment
payment by
officer for
disbursing officer
conclusive on
injured
parties
of
the
stoppages
so
ordered.
injured parties of the stoppages so ordered.
Where
the offenders
can not
not be
be ascertained,
ascertained, but
or
organization or
the organization
but the
offenders can
Where the
amount
the
to
detachment
to
which
they
belong
is
known,
stoppages
to
the
amount
stoppages
known,
is
belong
they
which
to
detachment
of damages
damages inflicted
inflicted may
may be
be made
made and assessed in such proportion as
of
may be
just upon
the individual
individual members
thereof who are
members thereof
upon the
deemed just
be deemed
may
shown to
been present
present with
with such
such organization
organization or
detachment
or detachment
have been
to have
shown
determined
as
were
of
at
the
time
the
damages
complained
of
were
inflicted
determined
complained
damages
the
time
at the
by the
approved findings
of the
board.
the board.
findings of
the approved
by
BY CIVIL
DESERTERS BY
OF DESERTERS
ART. 106.
CIVIL OFFICIALS.-It
OFFICIALS.—It shall be
ARREST OF
106. ARREST
ART.
lawful for
for any
officer having
having authority
laws of the
the laws
under the
authority under
civil officer
any civil
lawful
United States,
States, or
any State,
State, Territory,
District, or possession of
Territory, District,
of any
or of
United
a deserter
arrest a
the
States, to
to arrest
arrest offenders,
offenders, summarily
summarily to
to arrest
deserter
United States,
the United
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States and deliver him into
from the
the military
military service
of the
the United
United States
service of
from
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the
custody of the
the military authorities of the United States.
the custody
Soldiers
to make
make
to
Soldiers
LOST.-Every soldier who good
ART.
TIME LOST.—Every
GOOD TIME
MAKE GOOD
TO MAKE
107. SOLDIERS
SOLDIERS TO
ART. 107.
time lost.
lo
of the
the good
the service of
in
an existing
subsequent enlistment
deserts the
enlistment deserts
or subsequent
in an
existing or
United States or without proper authority absents himself from his
organization,
organization, station, or duty for more than one day, or who is confined for more than one day under sentence, or while awaiting trial
and
conviction, or through
case, if the trial results in conviction,
and disposition
disposition of his case
the intemperate
intemperate use of drugs or alcoholic
alcoholic liquor, or through disease
or
misconduct, renders himself unable
of his own
own misconduct,
or injury the result
result of
perform duty, shall be liable to serve, after
for more than one day to perform
his return to aa full-duty status, for such period as shall, with the
time he may have served prior to such desertion, unauthorized
unauthorized
absence,
confinement, or inability
perform duty, amount
amount to the
to perform
inability to
absence, confinement,
enlistment period which he is required to
full term of that part of his enlistment
organization before
before being furloughed
furloughed to the Army
Army
serve with his organization
reserve.
Discharge
of soldiers.
THE SERVICE.--NO
ART.
108. SOLDIERS-SEPARATION
Sou:a:EBB—SEPARATION FROM THE
SERVICE.—NO enlisted Dschargeso
ART. 108.
man 'lawfully inducted into the military service of the United States,
man,
disa certificate
certificate of disl
discharged from said service without a
shall be discharged
charge, signed
signed by
organization
officer of the regiment or other organization
by a
a field
field officer
charge,
to which the
officer
commandig officer
belongs or by the commanding
the enlisted man belongs
to
when no such field officer is present; and no enlisted man shall be
discharged
service before
expired,
his term of service has expired,
before his
from said service
discharged from
except by
by order
order of
of the
Secretary of War, the comthe President, the Secretary
except
a general courtofficer of a
department, or by sentence
sentence of a
a department,
manding officer
martial.
Oath of enlistment.
ART.
ENusTmENT.—At the time of his enlistment Oath of estment.
OF ENLISTMENT.-At
OATH or
109. OATH
ART. 109.
,
-"I,
affirmation:
every
soldier
shall
take
the
oath
or
affirmation:
"I„
following
every soldier shall take
solemnly swear (or affirm)
allegiance
affirm) that IIwill bear true faith and allegiance
do solemnly
to the
the United States of America;
America; that II will serve them honestly
honestly
to
and
whomsoever; and that I
I will
enemies whomsoever;
all their
their enemies
and faithfully
faithfully against all
obey the
orders of
President of
of the
the orders
the United
United States and the
the President
of the
the orders
obey
of the
the officers
according to the Rules and Articles
over me, according
appointed over
officers appointed
of
of War."
War." This
This oath
or affirmation
affirmation may
may be
any officer.
Articles to
read
taken before
before any
officer. Articles
be taken
of
oath or
to be read
explained.
ART. 110.
CERTAIN ARTICLES
BE READ
AND EXPLAINED.--and
EXPLAINED.— and explained.
READ AND
TO BE
ARTICLES TO
110. CERTAIN
ART.
Articles
1, 2,
2, and
and 29,
29, 54
54 to
to 96,
96, inclusive,
and 104 to 109
109, inclusive,
inclusive, and
Articles 1,
shall
explained to every soldier at the time of his enlistbe read and explained
shall be
ment
or muster
within six
days thereafter,
and shall
shall be
read
be read
thereafter, and
six days
or within
in, or
muster in,
ment or
and explained
once every
months to
to the
the soldiers
every garrison,
soldiers of
of every
every six
six months
explained once
and
regiment,
in the
the United
United States.
States.
rd of
of the
regiment, or
or company
company in
the service
service of
Copy of record
ART.
111. C
OPY OF
OF RECORD
RECORD OF
OF TRIAL.-Every
TRIAL.—Eyery person
by a
a tral.
person tried
tried by
COPY
ART. 111.
general court-martial
on demand
demand therefor,
made by
himself
by himself
therefor, made
shall, on
court-martial shall,
general
or by
person in
in his
behalf, be
be entitled
entitled to
of
record of
the record
a copy of the
to a
his behalf,
any person
or
by any
the trial.
the
FTects
Effects of
of deceased
deceased
ART.
112. EFFECTS
EFrEcTs OF
DECEASED PERSONS-DISPOSITON
PERSONS—DISPOI5ITION OF.-1.11
OF.-In person.
OF DECEASED
ART. 112.
Disposal of, by comcase of
tne death
any person
the commandcommand- manding
ofe by commDndin officer.
law the
to military
military law
subject to
person subject
of any
death of
of tte
case
Vol. 39, p. 668.
will permit
permit the
legal representaing officer
officer of
of command
of the
the place
place of
command will
the legal
representa- Vol.
Vol. 30,
40, p. 668
88,1.
widow, etc.
etc.
tive or
of the
the deceased,
deceased, if
if present,
take possession
his To
To widow,
of all
all his
possession of
to take
present, to
widow of
tive
or widow
effects then
then in
in camp
if no
legal representative
representative or
es of smma
no legal
and if
camp or
or quarters;
quarters; and
effects
Duties of summary
sumar
a summary
widow
be present,
direct a
summary court.tes
commanding officer shall direct
present, the commanding
widow be
n t p. 337, amendi , p. 35, amend.
court to
and said
said summary
summary court
shall have auau- ed.a'Ante,
court shall
effects, and
such effects,
all such
to secure
secure all
court
thority to collect
estate by local
decedent's estate
receive any debts due decedent's
and receive
collect and
thority
debtors and
undisputed local creditors of decedent
decedent in so
to pay the undisputed
and to
debtors
far as
belonging to
to the deceased
deceased which may come into
as any money belonging
far
said summary
summary court's
possession under
permit,
article will
will permit,
this article
under this
court's possession
said
takirig receipts
therefor for
said court's
final report
upon Distribution
soeDistribution to
report upon
court's final
for file
with said
file with
takiing
receipts therefor
to spekin, etc., through
cifedlin,etc.,througn
as practicable
practicable cified
as soon
its transactions
transactions to
the War Department;
soon as
and as
Department; and
to the
its
Quartermasters Corps.
rp
ters Co 3
after the
summary court shall transmit
effects said summary
such effects
the collection
collection of such
after
Quartermaster
such
such effects and any money collected, through the Quartermaster
44281°
--21 ----53
442S1°--21--53
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Department,
expense, to the widow or legal repreGovernment expense,
at Government
Department, at

sentative of
of the
such be found by said court, or to the
deceased, if such
the deceased,
sentative
son,
daughter,
father,
provided
abandoned the
the father has not abandoned
provided
son, daughter, father,
support of
of his
family, mother,
mother, brother, sister, or the next of kin in
his family,
support
beneficiary
the
named, if
if such
such be
said court, or the beneficiary
found by said
be found
order named,
the order
named
deceased, if such be found by said court,
the will of the deceased
named in the
a full
and said
said court
shall thereupon
thereupon m.ake
Department a
to the War Department
make to
court shall
and

persons hereinthe persons
if there
there be
Transmittal to Audi- report of its transactions;
transactions; but
but if
be none
none of
of the
herein to
named, or
addresses are not known to
persons or their addresses
such persons
or such
above named,
ar
r
ascertainable by said court, and the said court shall so
ten
or readily ascertainable
made.
tio made,
Tran3mittal to Audireport
+rr for War Depart
men^
if no distribudstribu- above
lorlH ifW

find,
shall have authority to convert into cash,
said summarv court shall
find, said•summary
by
public or
or private
sale, not
not earlier
earlier than
than thirty days after the death
private sale,
by public
of
the
deceased,
all
effects
of
deceased
except sabers, insignia,
insignia, decoradeceased
of
effects
all
of the deceased,
tions, medals
medals, watch,
trinkets, manuscripts,
manuscripts, and other articles
watches, trinkets,
tions,
valuable
as keepsakes;
practicable after conas soon as practicable
keepsakes; and as
chiefly as
valuable chiefly
verting
such effects
into cash
cash said
said summary
summary court shall deposit with
effects into
verting such
the
to be
be designated
designated in
belonging
cashbelonging
regulations, any cash
in regulations,
officer, to
proper officer,
the proper
to
transmit a
receipt for such deposits,
a receipt
shall transmit
and shall
estate, and
decedent's estate,
to decedent's
any will
value belonging to the deceased,
deceased, any
of value
papers of
other papers
or other
will or
any
trinkets, manuscripts,
sabers, insignia,
insignia, decorations,
decorations, medals,
medals, watches, trinkets,
manuscripts,
sabers,
and other
other articles
valuable chiefly
keepsakes, together with an
chiefly as keepsakes,
articles valuable
and
inventory of
the effects
secured by said summary
summary court, and aafull
effects secured
of the
inventory
transmission
account
of its
the War
Department for transmission
War Department
to the
transactions, to
its transactions,
account of
authorized by
to the
the Auditor
for the War
War Department
Department for action as authorized
by
Auditor for
to
enlisted
law in
settlement of accounts
deceased officers
officers and enlisted
accounts of deceased
the settlement
in the
law
men of
Army.
of the Army.
men
mates
Soldiers'
t
inapplicable to
- Home
The provisions
to inmates
inmates of
of the
the
provisions of this article shall be applicable
The
Arm
at
dying
a Arm
y
dyingr
mate
military
hospital
United States Soldiers' Home who die in any United States military
thopital outside Dis- United
trict of Columbia.
hospital outside of the District of Columbia where sent from the
t of cba.
home for
treatment.
for treatment.
home
Inquests.
ART. 113.
INQUESTS.—When at
camp, or other
fort, camp,
post, fort,
any post,
at any
113. INQUESTS.-When
ART.
nquests.
place
military forces of the United States and
the military
by the
garrisoned by
place garrisoned
person
under the exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States, any person
under
to
shall have
have been
been found
under circumstances
circumstances which
which appear to
dead under
found dead
shall
require
designate and
and
commanding officer will designate
the commanding
investigation, the
require investigation,
investigate the circumstances
direct a
a summary
summary court-martial
court-martial to investigate
circumstances
direct
attending
the death;
for this purpose, such summary courtand, for
death; and,
attending the
martial shall
witnesses and examine
examine them
shall have power to summon witnesses
martial
upon oath
oath or
or affirmation.
affirmation. He shall
promptly transmit to the post
post
shall promptly
upon
or
other commander
investigation and of his findings
a report of his investigation
commander a
or other
as to
to the
the cause
of the
death.
the death.
cause of
as
Officers authorized
judge advoto administer
oaths.
ART.
114. AUTHORITY
OATHS.—Any judge
a,droADMINISTER OATHS.--AIly
TO ADMINISTER
AUTHORITY TO
ART. 114.
to firnist ilto".Z'e
general or special
el°
1
'
39,13
669, amend
advocate, the president
president of a
a general
cate or acting judge advocate,
aend-- cate
p.'
6,
voi39,
summary court-martial,
court-martial,
court-martial, the trial judge advocate
advocate
court-martial, any summary
a general
or any
assistant trial
general or special courtadvocate of a
judge advocate
trial judge
any assistant
or
martial,
the president
president or
or the
the recorder
recorder of
inquiry or of a
a
a court of inquiry
of a
martial, the
military board,
board, any
any officer
officer designated
designated to take a
a deposition, any
military
investigation, and the adjutant
officer detailed
adjutant of any
detailed to conduct an investigation,
officer
command
shall have
have power
to administer oaths for the purposes of
power to
command shall
purposes of
other purposes
the
of military
military justice
justice and
and for other
of
administration of
the administration
pces
In fre
In foreign
places,
Army may
military administration;
m foreign places
places where the Allny
administration; and in
rei paces military
a notary public or of aa
be serving
serving shall have the general powers of a
be
consul
the United
United States
administration of oaths, the
States in the administration
of the
consul of
execution
and acknowledgment
acknowledgment of legal instruments,
attestation
instruments, the attestation
execution and
of
documents, and
executed by
by
notarial acts to be executed
all other forms of notarial
and all
of documents,
Reporters,
persons
military law.
subject to military
persons subject
Reporters.
A
RT. 115.
115. APPOINTMEN'T
APPOINTMENT OF
OF REPORTERS
REPORTERS AND
INTERPRETERS.—
AND INTERPRETERS.ART.
Under such
regulations as
Secretary of War
War may from time to
the Secretary
as the
such regulations
Under
time prescribe,
prescribe, the
court-martial or military comof aa court-martial
president of
the president
time
mission
or a
of inquiry
inquiry shall
have power to appoint aareporter,
shall have
court of
a court
mission or
who
shall record
record the proceedings
proceedings of and testimony taken before
who shall
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811
811

first RCS oF WB.'
the same,
same, in the first
may set
set down
down the
such court
commission and
and may
court or
or commission
such
instance,
Under like
like regulations
regulations the
the president
president of
Interpreters.
of aa Interpreters.
in shorthand.
shorthand. Under
instance, in
ARTICIXS OF WAR

court-martial or military commission,
court-martial
commission, or court of inquiry, or aasuminterpret for the
mary court, may .appoint an interpreter, who shall interpret

court
or commission.
commission.
court or
Assistant
trial judge
judge
AND OF
adv
etrial
TRIAL JUDGE
116. POWERS
ART.
ART. 116.
POWERS OF
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TRIAL
JUDGE ADVOCATE
ADVOCATE AND
OF advocate.
Vol. 39, p. 669, amendjudge advocate
COUNSEL.-An assistant
ASSISTANT DEFENSE
ASSISTANT
DEFENSE COUNSEL.—An
assistant trial
trial judge
advocate of
of Vol.39,p.669,amenda
general court-martial
court-martial shall be competent to perform any
a general
any duty
duty
devolved by law, regulation,
regulation, or the custom of the service upon the
Assistant defense
defense
cossst.nt
defense counsel
advocate of the court. An assistant
trial judge
judge advocate
trial
assistant defense
counsel counsel.
shall be
be competent
to perform
duty devolved
law,
shall
competent likewise
likewise to
perform any
any duty
devolved by
by law,
regulation, or
of the
upn counsel
regulation,
or the
Removal of
the custom
custom of
the service
service upon
counsel for
for the
the accused.
accused. Removal
of suits
suits
district
from State
to district
State to
criminal from
ART. 117.
REMOVAL OF
OF CIVIL
CIVIL SUITS.—
When any
civil or criminal
any civil
surrs.-When
ART.
117. REMOVAL
courts.
prosecution is
in any
any court
of a
State against
against any
any officer,
prosecution
is commenced
commenced in
court of
a State
officer, Ct.39S,p.69,amendV01.39, p. 669, amended.service of the United States ed
military service
soldier, or
the military
person in
in the
or other
other person
soldier,
account of any act done under color of his office or status, or in
on account
respect
to which
he claims
right, title,
or authority
authority under
any
under any
which he
claims any
any right,
title, or
respect to
law of the United States respecting the military forces thereof, or
time
under
the law
law of
such suit
suit or
or prosecution
may at
at any
any time
of war,
war, such
prosecution may
under the
before
hearing thereof
thereof be removed
removed for trial into the
trial or
or final
final hearing
before the trial
3 p.
the same
same is
district
court of
of the
United States
States in
in the
district where
where the
is Vol.
the district
the United
district court
Vol. 36,
p. 1097.
1097.
pending
prescribed in section 33 of the Act entitled
pending in the manner prescribed
An
relating to the
revise, and amend the laws relating
to codify,
codify, revise,
An Act to
judiciary,"
3, 1911,
the cause
thereupon
cause shall
shall thereupon
1911, and
and the
March 3,
approved March
udiciary," approved
be
entered on
proceed
on the
the docket of said district court and shall proceed
be entered
district
commenced in said district
had been
been originally commenced
as if
if the cause had
therein as
proceedings had been taken in such suit or prosecourt and the same proceedings
cution in said district court as shall have been had therein in said
State
court prior
its removal,
removal, and said district
shall have
district court shall
prior to
to its
State court
full power
to hear
and determine
determine said
said cause.
D
cause.
hear and
power to
full
Dischargee or
or disdisART.
118. OFFICERS,
OFticERs, SEPARATION
SERVICE.—No officer
officer shall
shall missa
missal of offcer.
officer.
SEPARATION FROM
FROM SERVICE.--NO
ART. 118.
be
from the
the service
service except
except by
by order
of the
the
order of
or dismissed
dismissed from
be discharged
discharged or
President or
by sentence
of a
general court-martial;
court-martial; and
and in time of
a general
sentence of
or by
President
peace
no officer
officer shall
shall be
dismissed except
the sentence
peace no
be dismissed
except in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
sentence Droppedforabsence,
Dropped for absence,
et!.
of a
ageneral
general court-martial
court-martial or
or in
in mitigation
thereof; but
but the
the President
President imprisonment,
imprisonment, etc.
mitigation thereof;
of
may at
time drop
from the
the rolls
any officer who has
Army any
rolls of the Army
drop from
at any
any time
may
been absent
absent from
duty i
three
been
leave or who has been
without leave
three months without
from duty
been
absent
na
a prison or
penitentiary for three months
or penitentiary
in confinement
confinement in
absent in
after final
conviction by
by a
acourt
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
court of
of competent
after
final conviction
Rank and precedamond Regulars,
Relrce
ene among
ART.
119. RANK
AND PRECEDENCE
AMONG REGULARS,
REGTJLARS, MILITIA,
MILITIA, AND
AND ence
PRECEDENCE AMONG
RANK AND
ART. 119.
ol
Militia,
and V
Volunmnilitia, and
or
two
VOLUNTEERS.—That
time
of
war
or
public
danger,
when
two
when
danger,
public
or
of
war
time
in
VOLrNTEERS.-That
teers.
Command
more officers
officers of
of the
grade are
on duty
duty in
in the
the same
of
comman, in time of
depart- war.
field, departsame field,
are on
same grade
the same
more
ment, or
or command,
or of
thereof, the
p.670,amendmay Vol.39,
oi.s39 p.670,
organizations thereof,
the President
President may
ment,
command, or
of organizations
amendassign the
the command
of the
the forces
department, or
com- ed.
assign
command of
forces of
of such
such field,
field, department,
or com. 5
edAnte, p.785.
mand,
or
of
any
organization
thereof,
without
regard
to
seniority
of '
mand, or of any organization thereof, without regard to seniority of
rank in
rank
in the
the same
same grade.
grade.
d
d
Command when difART
120. COMMAND
CORPS OR
OR COMMANDS
COMMANDS HAPPEN
HAPPEN ferent corps
comcorps or comWHEN DIEFLRENT
DIFFERENT CORPS
ART 120.
COMMAND WHEN
happen to join.
to join.
mands happen
TO
)IN.—When different
different corps or commands of the military forces
forces mands
.JOIN.-When
TO ,U
officer
do duty
duty together, the officer
to join or do
()f the
United States
States happen
happen to
of
the United
highest in
in rank
the line
of the
the Regular
Army, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, forces
Regular Army,
line of
of the
rank of
highest
drafted or
or called
called into
the service
United States,
or Volunteers,
Volunteers,
States, or
of the
the United
service of
into the
drafted
the last preceding
of the
there
duty, shall,
shall, subject
to the provisions
provisions of
preceding
subject to
there on
on duty,
article, command the whole and give orders for what is needful in
the
by the
the President.
President.
directed by
unless otherwise
otherwise directed
service, unless
the service,
Complaints of
Complaints of
ART.
COMPLAINTS OF
OF WRONGS.-Any
WRONGS.—Any officer or soldier who wrongs.
121. COMPLAINTS
ART. 121.
by his commanding
believes himself
himself wronged
wronged by
commanding officer, and, upon due
believes
complain
application to
to such
such commander,
commander, is
redress, may
may complain
refused redress,
is refused
application

where the officer against
whom the complaint is made is stationed. The general shall examine
into
said complaint
and take
measures for
redressing the
the
for redressing
proper measures
take proper
complaint and
into said
in
the locality
commanding
general
to the
whom
to
the the
general
complaint
commandin
is made
g in
is stationed.
the
locality The
where
general
the officer
shall examine
agai nst

812
812
ARTICLES or
OF WAR.
WAr.
ARTInLES

In effect in
eight
in eight
months.
Pmonths.
Proviso.
Articles
immediately.
Articlesimmediately.

n effect
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wrong complained
he shall,
shall, as
as soon
transmit to
possible, transmit
soon as possible,
and he
of; and
complained of;
wrong
the Department
Department of
of War
War a
true statement
statement of
of such
complaint, with the
such complaint,
a true
the
proceedings had
had thereon.
thereon.
proceedings
take
shall take
of this
Chapter II
S
EC. 2.
the provisions
provisions of
of Chapter
II of
this Act
Act shall
That the
2. That
SEC.
effect and
and be
be in
in force
eight months
months after
after the
approval of
of this
Act:
this Act:
the approval
force eight
effect
Provided,
articles 2, 23, and 45 shall take effect immediately.
Provided, That articles
forfeitures,
S
EC. 3.
offenses committed
committed and
penalties, forfeitures,
all penalties,
and all
all offenses
That all
3. That
SEC.

Chapter II
taking effect
fines, or
liabilities incurred
incurred prior
prior to
to the
the taking
effect of
of Chapter
II
or liabilities
fines,
of
this Act,
changed, or reembraced in or modified, changed,
law embraced
any law
under any
Act, under
of this
pealed
by Chapter
II of
this Act,
Act, may
be prosecuted,
prosecuted, punished,
and
punished, and
may be
of this
Chapter II
pealed by
enforced
same manner
manner and
and with
with the
the same
same effect
effect as if this Act
the same
in the
enforced in
had
not been
been passed.
passed.
had not
Repeal.
Statutes of the United
S
EC.
4.
That
section
Revised Statutes
the Revised
of the
1342 of
section 1342
That
4.
SEC.
pp
1342
.e.
Re.
R. S., sec. 1342, pp.
s
parts of
and parts
and all
States be,
the same
is hereby,
repealed, and
all laws
laws and
hereby, repealed,
same is
and the
230-212.
be, and
" p States
230-242 .
Vol. 39, pp. 6-670.
far as they are inconsistent
Vol.
39, pp. 650-670. laws in so •
inconsistent with this Act are hereby
hereby
repealed.
repealed.
Approved, June
June 4,
4, 1920.
1920.
Approved,

Prior offenses subsia
oeffenseslaw.
eriort
Jet
to previous

Tune 4, 1920.
[EL
R.4,1920.
13108.1
June
Public,
243.]
No. 243.1
Public, No.

appropriations for the naval
CHAP.
Making appropriations
naval service for the fiscal
Act Making
228.-An Act
CHAP. 228.—An
year ending
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
ending June
year

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be
following sums be,
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the following
That the
assembled, That
of America
States of

I
.
Caval service
appro- states
service approNaval
priations.

of any
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
to be
be paid
paid out
any money
money in
in the
the
out of
appropriated, to
and
Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the naval service of the
not otherwise
Treasury not
Government for
year ending
June 30,
1921, and
and for other purposes:
30, 1921,
ending June
the year
for the
Government

General expenses.
expenses.
General
Schedule of
of all
all pa
pas'
anScheule
and
allowances to be
sent to Congress.
Congress.
sent

Pay,
misellaneous.
Pay, miscellaneous.

EXPENSES.
GENERAL
GEN
FIR AT EXPENSES.

to Congress at the beginning
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy shall send to
of the
The
a complete
of its
its next
complete schedule or list showing the
session a
regular session
next regular
of
each grade
amount of
of money
of all
all pay
pay and
and for
for all
grade of
for each
allowances for
all allowances
money of
amount
officers in
in the
the Navy,
Navy, including
including retired
officers, and for all officers
retired officers,
officers
included
this Act
and for all enlisted men so included.
Act and
in this
included in
MISCELLANEOtS.
PAY,
PAY, MISCELLANEOUS.

transportation of
For
commissions and
interest; transportation
of funds; exchange;
exchange;
and interest;
For commissions
mileage
to officers
the Navy
Navy and
and Naval
Naval Reserve
Force while traveltravelReserve Force
of the
officers of
mileage to
ing
under orders
orders in
for actual
actual personal
personal exand for
States, and
United States,
the United
in the
ing under
penses of
of officers
officers of
of the
and Naval
Naval Reserve Force while travelNavy and
the Navy
penses
expenses of civilian
ing abroad
civilian
orders, and for traveling expenses
under orders,
abroad under
ing
employees, and
mileage, at
cents per
per mile,
mile, to midshipmen
midshipmen enterat 5
5 cents
for mileage,
and for
employees,
ing the
the Naval
proceeding from their homes
homes to the
while proceeding
Academy while
Naval Academy
ing
Naval
Academy for
for examination
examination and
and appointment
midshipmen;
as midshipmen;
appointment as
Naval Academy
for actual
actual traveling
female nurses; actual expenses
expenses of
of female
expenses of
traveling expenses
for
or other small
officers
while on
shore patrol
duty; hire
hire of
launches or
of launches
patrol duty;
on shore
officers while
boats
for rent
of buildings
buildings and offices
offices not in navy
rent of
waters; for
Asiatic waters;
in Asiatic
boats in
yards;
expenses of
of courts-martial,
prisoners and prisons, and courts of
courts-martial, prisoners
yards; expenses
inquiry, boards
inspection, examining
examining boards, with clerks, and
and
of inspection,
boards of
inquiry,
witnesses'
and traveling
expenses of naval
costs; expenses
and costs;
expenses and
traveling expenses
fees, and
witnesses' fees,
defense districts;
stationery and
and recording; religious books; newsdistricts; stationery
defense
papers
for the
service; all advertising
advertising for the
naval service;
the naval
periodicals for
and periodicals
papers and
recruits
Navy
Department and
and its
its bureaus
advertising for recruits
(except advertising
bureaus (except
Navy Department
for
Navigation) ;copying;
copying; ferriage;
ferriage; tolls; costs of suits;
of Navigation);
Bureau of
the Bureau
for the
commissions,
diplomas, and
and discharges; relief of vessels in
warrants, diplomas,
commissions, warrants,
distress;
valuables from
shipwrecks; quarantine
quarantine expenses;
from shipwrecks;
of valuables
recovery of
distress; recovery
instruction. reports;
Special instruction.
investigation; cost
cost of special
special instruction at
at
professional investigation;
reports; professional
Special
home
and abroad,
g maintenance
maintenance of students
attaches:
students and attaches:
including
abroad, includi
home and

Expenses designated.

Expenses desi.nated.
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Proaisos.
appropriation and the appropriation
Provided, That
appropriation "Pay, Provisos.
That this
this appropriation
Provided,
Special
allowances
onditions
forSuisal
be available
Corps," shall be
Marine
available for special allowances for mainte- for
Marine Corps,"
unusual conditions.
Corps
nance
officers and
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Navy
Marine Corps
and Marine
Navy and
and enlisted
to officers
nance to
abroad and at Information from
information from abroad
serving
unusual conditions;
conditions; information
serving under
under unusual
abroad, etc.
home,
and the
the collection
collection and classification
classification thereof; all charges per- abroad etc.
home, and
ice for the cooling
taining to
Navy Department
its bureaus
for ice
cooling
and its
bureaus for
Department and
to the
the Navy
taining
of drinking
drinking water
shore (except
(except at
telephone
at naval
naval hospitals),
hospitals), telephone
water on
on shore
of
rentals and
cablegrams, and
foreign and
and
and postage,
postage, foreign
telegrams, cablegrams,
and tolls,
tolls, telegrams,
rentals
and
and other
domestic, and
post-office box
box rentals;
other necessary
necessary and
rentals; and
and post-office
domestic,
Clerical etc., services
incidental
expenses: Provided
further, That
That the
the sum
sum to
out at
atCyardlaanetstatioes
to be
be paid
paid out
Providedfurther,
incidental expenses:
yards and stations.
of
the
of this
of the
Secretary
the Secretary
the direction
direction of
under the
appropriation, under
of
this appropriation,
IN
for clerical,
clerical, inspection,
inspection, and
in navy
navy yards
yards
and messenger
messenger service
service in
Navy,
for
fiscal year ending June
and naval
for the
the fiscal
June 30, 1921, shall not
naval stations,
stations, for
and
n terned persons
In teprinerd
perorns
expenses for the interned persons aId
necessary expenses
and for
for necessary
exceed $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, and
exceed
and prisoners of war.
soners
Department,
the
Navy
of
jurisdiction
under the jurisdiction
of war
war under
and prisoners
prisoners of
and
including
funeral expenses
such interned
prisoners of
of
persons or
or prisoners
interned persons
expenses for
for such
including funeral
Payment for damorivat prodie while
war
as may
while under such jurisdiction, and for payment
payment of aget
may die
war as
ages to private
property, etc.
etc.
claims
for damages
damages under
Naval Act
Act approved
1919; in
all, erty,
in all,
July 11,
11, 1919;
approved July
under Naval
claims for
Ante, p. 132.
Ante, p. 132.
$3,550,000.
$3,550,000.
$3,550,000.
Contingent.
extraordinary ex- contingent.
CONTINGENT, NAVY:
all emergencies
emergencies and extraordinary
For all
NAVY: For
CONTINGENT,
penses, exclusive
Navy Department,
Department, or
or any
any
in the
the Navy
services in
of personal
personal services
exclusive of
penses,
Coof Coof
its subordinate
subordinate bureaus
or offices
offices at
at Washington,
District of
Washington, District
bureaus or
of its
to be
be anticipated
lumbia,
home or
or abroad,
but impossible
impossible to
anticipated
abroad, but
at home
arising at
lumbia, arising
or
classified, to
the approval
and authority
of the
the
authority of
approval and
on the
expended on
to be
be expended
or classified,
as he may
may deem proper,
purposes as
Secretary
the Navy,
Navy, and
such purposes
and for
for such
of the
Secretary of
$75,000.
$75,000.
Virgin Islands.
For exISLANDS:
TEMPORARY GOVERNMENT
FOR WEST
W EST INDIAN
INDIAN I
SLANDS: For
exGOVERNMENT FOR
TEMPORABY
penses
incident to
to the
occupation of the Virgin Islands and to the
the occupation
penses incident
execution of
of the
provisions of
providing a
govtemporary gova temporary
Act providing
of the
the Act
the provisions
execution
ernment for
for the
the West
West Indian
Indian Islands
Islands acquired
acquired by the United States
ernment
from
&rid for
other purposes,
March 3,
1917, to
to
3, 1917,
approved March
purposes, approved
for other
from Denmark,
Denmark, and
be applied
applied under
under the
direction of
of the
the President,
President, $343,440.
$343,440.
the direction
be
I
NVESTIGATION OF
FUEL OIL
AND OTHER FUEL:
vut:L: For an investigation
investigation
OIL AND
OF FUEL
INVESTIGATION
of fuel
gasoline, and
and other
other fuel
fuel adapted
to naval
naval requirements,
requirements,
adapted to
oil, gasoline,
of
fuel oil,
including the
the question
question of
the availability
availability
and the
storage and
and storage
supply and
of supply
including
economically
otherwise of
of such
such supply
supply as
may be
by the
the
be allowed
allowed by
as may
and otherwise
economically and
expenses for
naval
reserves on
on the
domain, and
and for
for such
other expenses
such other
public domain,
the public
naval reserves
transportation
vehicles i
n connection
connection with
naval petropetrowith naval
in
of vehicles
and hire
hire of
transportation and
appropriate,
leum reserves,
reserves, as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary .of
may deem
deem appropriate,
Navy may
of the
the Navy
leum
the
for
necessary instruments
instruments and
appliances, for
for the
and appliances,
of necessary
the purchase
purchase of
for the
extension of
of the
testing plant
navy yard,
yard, PhilPhilat the
the navy
plant at
fuel-oil testing
naval fuel-oil
the naval
extension
adelphia, Pennsylvania,
temporary employment
civilian
of civilian
employment of
the temporary
and the
Pennsylvania, and
adelphia,
experts and
and assistants,
That the
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
Provided, That
$30,000: .Prowled,
assistants, $30,000:
experts
Navy
possession of
the naval
naval
within the
properties within
of all
all properties
take possession
to take
directed to
is directed
Navv is
may become subject to the control and
as are or may
petroleum reserves
reserves as
petroleum
use
by the
the United
for naval
naval purposes,
purposes, and
which there
are
there are
and on
on which
States for
United States
use by
no pending
pending claims
claims or
or applications
for permits
permits or
under the
the
leases under
or leases
applications for
no
provisions of
an Act
Act of
approved February
entitled
1920, entitled
25, 1920,
February 25
Congress approved
of Congress
of an
provisions
shale,
"An
An Act
to provide
of coal,
coal, phosphate,
oil, oil
oil shale,
phosphate, oil,
mining of
the mining
for the
provide for
Act to
as, and
sodium on
public domain,"
pending applications
applications for
for
or pending
domain," or
the public
on the
and sodium
gas,
-nited States
under any
law; to
to conserve,
conserve, develop,
and
use, and
develop, use,
any law;
patent under
States patent
lnited
contract, lease, or
directly or by contract,
his discretion,
operate the
in his
discretion, directly
the same
same in
operate
products
and gas products
otherwise, and
and to
to use,
use, store,
store, exchange,
the oil and
or sell
sell the
exchange, or
otherwise,
thereof,
and those
those from
from all
oil from
reserves,
the naval
naval reserves,
in the
from lands
lands in
royalty oil
all royalty
thereof, and
further, That the
for the
the benefit
benefit of the United States: And provided further,
rights of
claimant under
of February
February 25,
25, 1920,
not
are not
1920, are
Act of
said Act
under said
any claimant
of any
rights
as
affected adversely
thereby: And
further, That
That such
such sums
sums as
providedfurther,
And provided
adversely thereby:
affected
the United
have
or may
turned into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States
be turned
may be
been or
have been
from
royalties on
on lands
within the
naval petroleum
petroleum reserves
reserves prior
prior to
to
the naval
lands within
from royalties
made available for
hereby made
are hereby
July
1921, not
not to
to exceed
$500,000, are
exceed $500,000,
1, 1921,
July 1,

Exses, tmporary
Expenses,
temporary

government in.
in.
government
Vol. 39, p. 1132.

Fuel

etc
etc.

oil,

gasoline,

asoline

Investigation, etc.,
of,Investigation,
for naval uses.

etc.,

Testing plant.

Testing plant

Pro.

Provisos.
Petroleum reserves.
Operation, etc.

Petroleum reserves.
Opration etc.

Ante, p. 444.

Ante p- 4

Disposal of products.

DisposaOfproduct.

Rights of claimants
claimants
pRightf
protected.
Use of royalties.

Ueofroyaltie.
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Providedfurther,
this purpose
1922: Provided
further, That this appropriapurpose until July 1, 1922:
tlis
account
appropriations on account
tion
shall be
reimbursed from the proper appropriations
be reimbursed
tion shall
of the
oil and
and gas
from said
properties used
used by
United
the United
by the
said properties
products from
gas products
the oil
of
States
such rate,
rate, not
of the
the market
value of the oil, as
market value
excess of
in excess
not in
at such
States at
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
direct.
may direct.
Navy may
the
Civilian consulting
exCIVILIAN NAVAL
EXPENSES,
NAVAL CONSULTING
CONSTJLTING BOARD:
BOARD: For actual
actual exEXPENSES, CIVILIAN
ibojan consulting
board.
penses incurred
incurred by
by and
the civilian
civilian Naval
Naval Conwith the
connection with
in connection
and in
penses
sulting Board,
Board, including
services of
of one
$1,400 per annum,
annum,
at $1,400
clerk, at
one clerk,
the services
including the
sulting
for duty
in connection
with the
the board
board at
District of
Washington, District
at Washington,
connection with
duty in
for
Columbia,
$15,000.
Columbia, $15,000.
Aviation.
AVIATION, NAVY:
For aviation,
aviation, to
to be
expended under
under the
direction
the direction
be expended
NAVY: For
AVIATION,
General
expenses.
Generalexpenses
of
Secretary of
of the
constructing,
producing, constructing,
procuring, producing,
for procuring,
Navy for
the Navy
the Secretary
of the
operating, preserving,
preserving, storing,
storing, and
handling aircraft,
aircraft, establishment
establishment
and handling
operating,
and maintenance
of aircraft
for experimental
experimental work
develin develwork in
stations,for
aircraft stations,
maintenance of
and
opment
for naval
naval purposes,
purposes, and
for the purchase or manuand for
aviation for
of aviation
opment of
facture and
and issue
of special
special clothing,
clothing, wearing
apparel, and similar
similar
wearing apparel,
issue of
facture
equipment
for aviation
be expended
as folfolexpended as
to be
$20,000,000, to
purposes, $20,000,000,
aviation purposes,
equipment for
Items designated.
For necessary
necessary aircraft,
necessary equipment
equipment
aircraft, $3,883,400; for necessary
tems designated. lows: For
for
heavier than
air and
lighter than
$300,000; to
to continue
craft, $300,000;
air craft,
than air
and lighter
than air
for heavier
authorized
one rigid
rigid airship,
for new con$1,500,000; for
airship, $1,500,000;
of one
construction of
authorized construction
struction at
equipment for
for training,
training,
new equipment
for new
$4,962,000; for
stations, $4,962,000;
at stations,
struction
$100,000;
operation of
of aircraft
aircraft factory,
factory, helium
helium
and operation
maintenance and
for maintenance
$100,000; for
plant,
stations, fleet
conversion of
tenders, testing
of tenders,
and conversion
activities, and
fleet activities
air stations,
plant, air
laboratories, and
overhauling of
planes, $6,044,600;
continuing
for continuing
$6,044,600; for
of planes,
for overhauling
and for
laboratories,
experiments and
development work
all types
types of aircraft, $2,935,000;
on all
work on
and development
experiments
Accounting, etc.
$275,000, and the money herein specifically
for pay
classified force,
force, $275,000,
specifically
of classified
for
pay of
ccounting, etc.
appropriated for "Aviation"
ounted for in
ad accounted
disbed and
be disbursed
shal be
shall
Aviation"
Aviation" shall
appropriated
accordance
law as
"Aviation" and
purpose shall
that purpose
for that
and for
as ''Aviation'
existing law
with existing
accordance with
Provisos.
constitute one fund: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of this
ser constitute one fund: Provided, That the sum to be paia out of this
Technical,
r?
vie
etc., servTechnical,
appropriation under
under the
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy, for
for
of the
the Navy,
ices.
of the
the direction
ices.appropriation
drafting,
and messenger
messenger service
aircraft stafor aircraft
service for
inspection, and
clerical, inspection,
drafting, clerical,
Paying damages by tions
Providedfurther,
$275,000: Provided
further, That the Secretary
Secretary
Paying damages by tions shall not exceed $275,000:
aircraft.
deof the
Navy is
is hereby
consider, ascertain,
adjust, deascertain, adjust,
to consider,
authorized to
hereby authorized
the Navy
of
termine, and
and pay
out of
appropriation the
amounts due on claims
the amounts
this appropriation
of this
pay out
termine,
for
damages which
occur to
to private
private property
property
may occur
or may
occurred or
have occurred
which have
for damages
growing out
of
the
operations
of naval
naval aircraft,
claim
such claim
where such
aircraft, where
of
operations
the
of
out
growing
Report of adjusted
d
does not
sum of
$500: Provided
further, That
That all
all claims
Providedfurther,
of $500:
the sum
exceed the
not exceed
does
claimsr
claims.,
adjusted
under this
this authority
authority during
any fiscal
reported
fiscal year shall be reported
during any
adjusted under
Shore stations lim
in detail
to the
Congress by
Secretary of
the Navy:
furProvidedfurNavy: Provided
of the
the Secretary
by the
the Congress
detail to
Bed.
stations lim -in
itre
ther,
That no
no part
part of
&Hill be
be expended
expended for mainteappropriation shall
this appropriation
of this
ther, That
nance
than six
heavier-than-air stations on the coasts of the
six heavier-than-air
more than
of more
nance of
an
United States:
States: Provided
part of this
no part
That no
further, That
Provided further,
continental United
forbidden.Plrr e continental
factory
fa
c
ta
rily tibitdi
appropriation
used for
for the
the construction
construction of
factory for the
a factory
of a
be used
shall be
appropriation shall
manufacture of
aeroplanes.
of aeroplanes.
manufacture
State marine schools
Ne
State of
the State
STATE MARINE
reimburse the
of New York,
To reimburse
SCHOOLS: To
MARINE SCHOOLS:
STATE
to hNelw
marine.t
P
York
to
York,
Massachusetts
,$25,000,
the State
State of
Massachusetts,
$25,000,
and the State of Wash$25,000,
Massachusetts,
of
the
$25,000,
Massac'hutstts,
Yrk,
and Washington.
maintenance and supington,
for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in the maintenance
$25,000, for
ington, $25,000,
d Wahngtn.
Vol.
36, p.
accordance with section 22of
port of marine schools in those States in accordance
p. 1353.
13X3.
V,l.a3,
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
for the
establishment of marine schools,
schools,
the establishment
Act for
"An Act
the
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
March 4,
4, 1911;
1911; in
in all,
$75,000.
all, $75,000.
approved March
other
for
and
Lepers.
Care, etc., Callon,
CARE
ETC., ISLAND
Naval station,
station, island
of
island of
GUAM: Naval
OF GUAM:
ISLAND OF
LEPERS, ETC.,
OF LEPERS,
CARE OF
(:'r, c., cuiion,
P. I
Guam:
Maintenance and
and care
care of
of lepers,
lepers, special
special patients,
patients, and
and for
other
for other
Guam: Maintenance
P.1.
purposes, including
including cost
of transfer
lepers from
from Guam
island
the island
to the
Guam to
of lepers
transfer of
cost of
purposes,
their maintenance,
of Culion,
the Philippines,
Philippines, and their
maintenance, $20,000.
in the
Cuion, in
of

Reimbursement i.:r
fr
products use I by the
Government.
Government.

Rdimbursement

Bureau of
Navi.3cf Navigatilrpail
tion.
Transportation.
Transportation.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF NAVIGATION.
NAVIGATION.

For travel allowance
allowance of enlisted
TRANSPORTATION
RECRUITING: For
TRANSPORTATION AND
AND RECR
enlisted
transportamen
discharged
on
account
of
expiration
of
enlistment;
enlistment;
of
expiration
of
account
on
men discharged
tion
men and
and apprentice
apprentice seamen
and applicants
applicants for enlistseamen and
enlisted men
of enlisted
tion of
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ment
home and
and abroad,
with subsistence
subsistence and
transfers en
en route,
and transfers
abroad, with
at home
ment at
or
lieu thereof;
thereof; transportation
to their
their homes, if
of
if residents of
transportation to
in lieu
cash in
or cash
the United
enlisted men
and apprentice
discharged
seamen discharged
apprentice seamen
men and
of enlisted
States, of
United States,
the
on medical
subsistence and transfers
en route, or cash
transfers en
with subsistence
survey, with
medical survey,
on
in
lieu thereof;
transportation of
insane enlisted
enlisted men
and apmen and
or insane
of sick
sick or
in lieu
thereof; transportation
prentice
seamen to
to hospitals,
hospitals, with
and transfers
transfers en
en route,
Re s e rve
Naval Reserve
route, Naval
subsistence and
with subsistence
prentice seamen
etc.
or
cash in
in lieu
of enlisted
of the
the Naval
Naval Force,
Force, etc.
men of
enlisted men
transportation of
thereof; transportation
lieu thereof;
or cash
Reserve Force
Force to and from duty,
duty, with subsistence and transfers en
Reserve
route,
or cash
cash in
transportation of civilian officers and
thereof; transportation
in lieu
lieu thereof;
route, or
crews
auxiliaries; apprehension
apprehension and delivery
delivery of deserters and
of naval
naval auxiliaries;
crews of
stragglers,
and for
for railway
railway guides
other expenses
to Recruiting.
expenses incident to
and other
guides and
stragglers, and
transportation;
expenses of
service; rent
of Recruiting.
rent of
naval service;
the naval
for the
recruiting for
of recruiting
transportation; expenses
rendezvous
expenses of
of maintaining
maintaining the
the same;
advertising for
same; advertising
and expenses
rendezvous and
and obtaining
obtaining men
men and
and apprentice
apprentice seamen;
and necessary
necessary exactual and
seamen; actual
and
penses
lieu of
of mileage
with traveling
traveling recruiting
on duty
duty with
to officers
officers on
mileage to
in lieu
penses in
parties,
$3,500,000.
parties, $3,500,000.
Naval service during
World War.
The
Inman of
is hereby
War.
directed world
hereby directed
Department, is
Navy Department,
of Navigation
Navigation, Navy
The Bureau
Statements to States,
to furnish
officers in
States Territories,
etc., of, by persons
Territories, etc.,
several States,
m the
the several
the proper
proper officers
to the
to
furnish to
therefrom.
of the
the United States, therefrom.
insular
possessions, and
District of
of Columbia
Columbia of
the District
and the
insular possessions,
on
or before
statements of
persons
all persons
the services
services of all
of the
1921, statements
30, 1921,
June 30,
before June
on or
from
several places
places who served in the Navy during the War with
from those several
Germany,
and for
for that
sum not
not to exceed
$200,000 is
exceed $200,000
purpose aa sum
that purpose
Germany, and
hereby
appropriated for
and the
the Additional clerical
for obtaining
obtaining the
the necessary
necessary material
material and
hereby appropriated
clerical
in
in Department.
Department.
orce
of force
employment of
of the
necessary clerical
force, and
and the
further sum of
the further
clerical force,
the necessary
employment
Ante, p. 664.
$100,000 shall
shall be
of the
of $404,140
for temtem- Antep. 664$404,140 for
appropriation of
the appropriation
be allotted
allotted of
$100,000
porary
Bureau of
of Navigation,
contained in
the LegislaLegislain the
Navigation, contained
employees, Bureau
porary employees,
tive,
and Judicial
for the
po
tive, Executive
Executive, and
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year Proviso.
use.
1921:
,That no part
of thesaid
the said appropriation
of $404,140,
or of Rest,letion
on use.
Restriction on
$404,140,orof
appropriation of
partof
Provided,Thatno
1921: Provided
the
$200,000 herein
used for
pay
the pay
for the
be used
shall be
made, shall
herein made,
of $200,000
appropriation of
the appropriation
of
engaged on
other than
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
work of
than work
on other
is engaged
who is
employee who
any employee
of any
Navigation.
Recreation,
Navigation.
Recreation, enlisted
RECREATION
ENLISTED aiEN:
recreation, amusement,
amusement, men.
men.
the recreation,
For the
MEN: For
FOR ENLISTED
RECREATION FOR
comfort,
and health
health of
Navy, to
expended in the
to be expended
of the
the Navy,
contentment, and
comfort, contentment,
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
under such
such regulations
as he
he Proviso.
Provio.
regulations as
the Navy,
Navy, under
of the
discretion
restriction.
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not more
two persons
shall be
Payrestriction.
be Pay
persons shall
than two
more than
may
employed
hereunder
at
a
rate
of
compensation
exceeding
$1,800
per
$1,800
exceeding
of
compensation
rate
at
a
employed hereunder
annum,
Contingent.
Contingent.
annum, $800,000.
$800,000.
CONTINGENT: Ferriage,
Ferriage, continuous-service
continuous-service certificates,
discharges,
certificates, discharges,
CONTrIGENT:
good-conduct
badges, and
and boys,
boys, including
including
men and
for men
medals for
and medals
good-conduct badges,
civilian
employees who
conspicuous service
service by
by putting
their
putting their
render conspicuous
who render
civilian employees
lives
property; purchase
purchase of
gymnastic
of gymnastic
or property;
life or
save life
to save
jeopardy to
in jeopardy
lives in
apparatus;
transportation of
deceased officers
officers anlisted
and enlisted
of deceased
of effects
effects of
apparatus; transportation
men
Navy, and
of officers
and enrolled
men of
the Naval
Naval
of the
enrolled men
officers and
and of
of the
the Navy,
men of
Reserve Force
Force who
who die
on duty;
books for
training apprentice
apprentice
for training
duty; books
while on
die while
Reserve
seamen and
and landsmen;
boxes and
materials; books
and
books and
and materials;
packing boxes
landsmen; packing
seamen
models; stationery;
and other
and emergencies
emergencies
expenses and
contingent expenses
other contingent
stationery; and
models;
ari4ing under
under cognizance
cognizance of
of the
the Bureau
of Navigation,
unforeseen and
and
Navigation, unforeseen
Bureau of
arising
Gunnery and engiimpossible
$20,000.
classify, $20,000.
to classify,
impossible to
neering exercises.
and neeringexercises.
trophies, and
t.K'UNNERY AND
AND ENGINEERING
Prizes, trophies,
EXERCISES: Prizes,
ENGINEERING EXERCISES:
(GiNZNERY
badges
for excellence
practice ' engineering
engineering exerexertarget practice,
in gunnery,
gunnery, target
excellence in
badges for
cises, and
for economy
economy in
in fuel
fuel consumption
be awarded
awarded under
to be
consumption, to
and for
cises,
pursuch
rules as
the Secretary
may formulate; for
thepurfor the
Navy may
of the
the Navy
Secretary of
as the
such rules
pose of
printing, recording,
and publishing
publishing
compiling, and
classifying, compiling,
recording, classifying,
of printing,
pose
the
rules and
the establishment
ranges, etc.
of Target
Targetranges,etc.
maintenance of
and maintenance
establishment and
for the
results; for
and results;
the rules
shooting galleries,
target houses,
houses, targets,
targets, and
for hiring
ranges; for
and ranges;
galleries, target
shooting
established
ranges, and
for transporting
transporting equipment
from
to and
and from
equipment to
and for
established ranges,
Outfits
first enranges, $100,000.
en.
Outfits on first
$100,000. as:-ranges,
listments.
fiscal year ending June liatments.
OUTFITS ON
FIRST ENLISTMENT:
the fiscal
During the
ENLISTMENT: During
ON FIRST
Ot-TFITS
30,
1921, the
the clothing
small stores
stores fund
fund shall
charged with
with
be charged
shall be
and small
clothing and
30, 1921,
the value
issues of
of clothing
clothing and
small stores
enlisted
to enlisted
made to
stores made
and small
of all
all issues
value of
the
on first
first enlistment,
men and
required as
as outfits
outfits on
seamen required
apprentice seamen
and apprentice
men
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not to
to exceed
exceed $100
$100 each,
each, and
for civilian
civilian clothing
exceed $15
clothing not to exceed
and for
not
per man
man to
to men
men given
given discharges
discharges for
for bad
bad conduct,
undesirability,
conduct, undesirability,
per
Naval
gra- or inaptitude,
the uniform
Reserve eraNaval Reserve
inaptitude, and
and the
uniform gratuity paid to officers of the Naval
tuity.
Reserve Force.
t.
Instruments, su pINSTRUMENTS AND
AND suremEs:
quarters;
SUPPLIES: Supplies for seamen's quarters;
INSTRUMENTS
supplieStruents
plies,
etc.
and
the purchase
other articles
articles of
of equipage
equipage at home and
all other
of all
purchase of
for the
and for
abroad; and
payment of labor in equipping
equipping vessels therewith
the payment
for the
and for
abroad;
and
of such
articles in
in the
navy yards;
yards; all pilotthe several
several navy
such articles
manufacture of
and manufacture
age and
of ships
of war;
war; canal
tolls, wharfage,
wharfage, dock
dock and port
canal tolls,
ships of
towages of
and towages
age
nature;
charges,
and other
other necessary
similar nature;
of aasimilar
expenses of
incidental expenses
necessary incidental
charges, and
services and
and materials
repairing, correcting,
correcting, adjusting, and testing
in repairing,
materials in
services
compasses on
and on
board ship;
nautical and
astronomical
and astronomical
ship; nautical
on board
shore and
on shore
compasses
instruments
to same;
libraries for
ships of
profeswar, profesof war,
for ships
same; libraries
repairs to
and repairs
instruments and
sional books,
books, schoolbooks,
maintenance of
of gunnery
papers; maintenance
and papers;
schoolbooks, and
sional
including
and other
fittings, including
compass fittings,
compasses, compass
classes; compasses,
training classes;
other training
and
binnacles,
tripods, and
appendages of ship's compasses;
compasses; logs
and other appendages
binnacles, tripods,
and
other appliances
appliances for
ship's way, and leads and
the ship's
measuring the
for measuring
and other
other
photographic instruinstruphotographs, photographic
sounding; photographs,
for sounding;
appliances for
other appliances
ments
and materials,
and materials;
for the
the
and for
materials; and
outfit and
printing outfit
materials, printing
ments and
necessary
for gyrocompass
gyrocompass testing
inspection,
and inspection,
testing and
electricians for
civilian electricians
necessary civilian
$850,000.
$850,000.
Ocean and
vean
ad lake
lake sursur.
OcEAN AND LAKE SURVEYS: Hydrographic
OCEAN
Hydrographic surveys, including
veys.
the
pay
of
the
necessary
hydrographic
surveyor, cartographic
cartographic draftssurveyor,
hydrographic
necessary
of
the
the pay
men, and
recorders, and
and for
for the
purchase and
printing
of nautical
of
nautical
printing
and
purchase
the
recorders,
and
men,
Proriso.
books, charts,
charts, and
and sailing
the
That the
Provided, That
$105,000: Provided,
directions, $105,000:
sailing directions,
Hydrographic
Office books,
Imdro"graphic Office
details.
Secretary of the Navy is authorized to detail such naval officers
details.
officers as
may
be necessary
necessary to
to the
the Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office.
Office.
may be
Trainingstation.
Training
stations.
naval
Maintenance of naval
CALIFORNIA: Maintenance
NAVAL TRAINING
TRAINING STATION,
STATION, CALIFORNIA:
'Verbs
NAVAL
YerbaBuenaIsland,
Calif.
Calif.
training
station, Yerba
California: Labor and matematetraining station,
Yerba Buena
Buena Island,
Island, California:
rial;
buildings and
wharves; general
improverepairs, and improvecare, repairs,
general care,
and wharves;
rial; buildings
wharfage, ferriage,
ments
grounds, buildings,
buildings, and
ferriage, and
wharves; wharfage,
and wharves;
of grounds,
ments of
street
fare; purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of live stock, and attendcar fare;
street car
ance on
on same;
same; wagons,
wagons, carts,
repairs to
implements, tools, and repairs
carts, implements,
ance
same;
engines and
extinguishers; gymnastic
gymnastic implements;
implements;
and extinguishers;
fire engines
same; fire
models,
and other
instruction of apprentice seaseaarticles needed in instruction
other articles
models, and
men
outfit and
maintenance of same;
and maintenance
materials, and
and materials,
printing outfit
men;• printing
periodicals;
heating
lighting; stationery, books, schoolbooks, and periodicals;
and lighting;
heating and
fresh
and washing; packing boxes and materials; and all
water, and
fresh water,
other
contingent expenses;
maintenance of
building;
of dispensary
dispensary building;
expenses; maintenance
other contingent
apprentice seamen; in all,
lectures
suitable entertainments
for apprentice
entertainments for
and suitable
lectures and
$125,000.
Coasters
Harbor $125,000.
Casters Harbor
BIlella

Island, i.R. I.
I.
Island,

Maintenance of
RHODE ISLAND:
NAVAL TRAINING
NAVAL
TRAINING STATION,
STATION, RHODE
ISLAND: Maintenance
naval
training station,
Labor and material,
material, buildings
Island: Labor
Rhode Island:
station, Rhode
naval training
extending sea walls;
and wharves;
wharves; dredging
walls; repairs to
channels; extending
dredging channels;
and
causeway
and sea
sea wall;
repairs, and
improvements of
and improvements
care, repairs,
general care,
wall; general
causeway and
grounds,
wharves; wharfage,
wharfage, ferriage, and street car
and wharves;
buildings, and
grounds, buildings,
attendance on
fare;
and maintenance
maintenance of live stock, and attendance
purchase and
fare; purchase
same;
wagons, carts, implements, and tools,
tools, repairs to same, includsame: wagons,
horse-drawn
ing
maintenance, repair,
and operation
two horse-drawn
of two
operation of
repair, and
ing the
the maintenance,
purposes;
passenger-carrying
be used
official purposes;
for official
only 'for
used only
to be
vehicles to
passenger-carrying vehicles
fire
and extinguishers;
implements: models and
gymnastic implements:
extinguishers; gymnastic
engines and
fire engines
other articles
articles needed
needed in
in instruction
instruction of
of apprentice
apprentice seamen;
seamen; printing
printing
other
same: heating
outfit and
maintenance of same;
heating and lighting;
lighting;
and maintenance
and materials,
materials, and
outfit
stationery,
schoolbooks, and periodicals;
periodicals; fresh water,
water, and
and
books, schoolbooks,
stationery, books,
contingent
washing; packing
materials; and all other contingent
boxes and materials;
packing boxes
washing;
expenses; lectures
for apprentice
seaapprentice seaentertainments for
suitable entertainments
and suitable
lectures and
expenses;
Prticso.
Proviso.
Clerical,
etc., -serv- men;
Provided, That
That the sum to be paid out of
S275,000:
,r- in
CleIrcal, etc.,
men;
in all,
all, $275,000:
Provided,
ices.
ices.
this
Secretary of the Navy
this appropriation
appropriation under
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
for
clerical,
drafting,
inspection
and messenger
messenger service
service for the fiscal
and
inspection,
drafting,
clerical,
for
year ending
not exceed $15,701.60.
$15,701.60.
shall not
30, 1921, shall
June 30,
year
ending June
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LAKES: Maintenance
NAVAL
STATION, GREAT
GREAT LAKES:
Maintenance of naval
TRAINING STATION,
NAVAL TRAINING
training
station: Labor
care, repairs, and imgeneral care,
material; general
Labor and material;
training station:
provements of
of grounds,
grounds, buildings, and piers; street car fare; purchase
provements
and
attendance on same; wagons,
maintenance of live stock, and attendance
and maintenance
carts,
carts, implements, and tools, and repairs to same, including the mainpassenger-carrying
tenance,
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
tenance, repair, and operation of one horse-drawn
vehicle to be used only for official
official purposes; fire apparatus and
vehicle
extinguishers;
implements; models and other articles
articles needgymnastic implements;
extinguishers; gymnastic
ed
in instruction
instruction of apprentice
seamen,- printing outfit and material,
apprentice seamen,
ed in
and
and maintenance
maintenance of same; heating and lighting, and repairs to powerplant equipment,
equipment, distributing
distributing mains,
mains, tunnel, and conduits; stationery,
plant
books,
periodicals; washing;
washing; packing boxes and
books, schoolbooks, and periodicals;
materials; lectures
lectures and
and suitable
suitable entertainments
entertainments for apprentice seamaterials;
men; and
other contingent
Provided, That the sum
sum to
expenses: Provided,
contingent expenses:
all other
and all
men;
direction of the Secretary
be
Secretary
appropriation under the direction
of this appropriation
out of
paid out
be paid
messenger service
of the Navy for clerical, drafting, inspection, and messenger
ending June 30, 1921, shall not exceed $45,000; in
fiscal year ending
for the
the fiscal
all, naval
naval training
Great Lakes,
Lakes, $575,000.
$575,000.
training station,
station, Great
all,
NAVAL TRAINING
TRAINEN.G STATION,
NAVAL OPERATING
BASE, HAMPTON
HAMPTON
OPERATING BASE,
STATION, NAVAL
NAVAL
ROADS, VIRGINIA:
VIRGINIA: Maintenance
of naval
naval training
training station at naval
Maintenance of
ROADS,
operating base,
Virginia: Labor and material, general care, repairs,
base, Virginia:
operating
and
incidental expenses:
other incidental
schoolbooks; and all other
improvements; schoolbooks;
and improvements;
Provided, That
That the
be paid
paid out
of this
appropriation under the
this appropriation
out of
to be
the sum to
Provided,
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy for clerical, drafting, inspection,
direction
and
messenger service for
1921, shall
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921,
for the
and messenger
not
$25,000; in
not exceed
exceed $25,000;
in all,
all, $375,000.
$375,000.
The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is
direction,
authorized, in his direction,
is hereby authorized,
The
to
at two
two of
the permanent
training stations
stations experiexperinaval training
permanent naval
of the
to establish
establish at
mental
summer schools
schools for
between the ages of sixteen and
boys between
for boys
mental summer
twenty years.
For this
is authorized
authorized to use such buildhe is
purpose he
this purpose
years. For
twenty
ings,
accommodations, at such training stations; to loan any
or other
other accommodations,
ings, or
instructions
naval
equipment necessary
necessary for such purposes, and to give instructions
naval equipment
which
will fit
for service in the Navy of the United States. He
them for
fit them
which will
is
empowered to
enforce such rules within the camp as
and enforce
to establish
establish and
is empowered
may
he necessary
members of the naval personnel
personnel
to detail such members
necessary and to
may be
as may
may be
required in
encourage and execute the spirit of
order to encourage
in order
be required
as
this Act.
Act. The
Secretary of
the Navy
is further
loan the
the
to loan
authorized to
further authorized
Navy is
of the
The Secretary
this
necessary
naval uniforms
period of
of training
training and to furnish
the period
during the
uniforms during
necessary naval
subsistence,
attendance, and
and other
incidental
necessary incidental
other necessary
medical attendance,
subsistence, medical
expenses for
those attending
attending these
schools: Provided,
Provided, That those
these schools:
for those
expenses
under
instruction, with
with the
the consent
guardians,
parents or their guardians,
consent of their parents
under instruction,
shall
enroll in the
Naval Reserve Force for not less than three months,
the Naval
shall enroll
and no
no person
so enrolled
shall be
admitted to
said training
training
to said
be admitted
enrolled shall
not so
person not
and
schools.
out the
provisions of
paragraph the
sum
the sum
this paragraph
of this
the provisions
carrying out
For carrying
schools. For
of
appropriated.
of $200,000 is
is appropriated.
NAVAL
RESERVE FORCE:
For expenses
organizing, administeradministerof organizing,
expenses of
FORCE: For
NAVAL RESERVE
ing, and
and recruiting
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
and Naval
Militia; for
Naval Militia;
Force and
recruiting the
ing,
the maintenance
rental of
of armories,
armories, including
including the
the pay
of necesnecespay of
and rental
maintenance and
the
sary
wharfage, $50,000:
$50,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
of
part of
no part
for wharfage,
and for
janitors, and
sary janitors,
the money
money appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
be used
used for
the training of
for the
shall be
Act shall
the
any member
of the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force except
his own consent:
with his
except with
member of
any
Provided
That, until
until June
of the
Militia
the Organized
Organized Militia
1922, of
30, 1922,
June 30,
further, That,
P'rc~nidedfurther,
as
provided by
such part
part as
as may
may be duly prescribed in any State,
law, such
by law,
as provided
Territory, or
District of
Columbia shall
shall constitute
Militia;
constitute aaNaval Militia;
of Columbia
or the
the District
Territory,
and,
30, 1922,
such of
the Naval
Militia as
now is
is in
in exisexisas now
Naval Militia
of the
1922, such
June 30,
until June
and, until
tence,
and as
now organized
and prescribed
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of the
by the
organized and
as now
tence, and
Na
‘y under
authority of
of the
Act of
approved February
February 16,
Congress approved
of Congress
the Act
under authority
Navy
1914,
shall be
be a
apart
part of
of the
the Naval
Reserve Force,
Force, and the Secretary of
Naval Reserve
1914, shall
the
Navy is
authorized to
and provide
Militia
Naval Militia
said Naval
for said
provide for
maintain and
to maintain
is authorized
the Navy
enrollment
as
provided in
said Act:
Provided further,
further, That
That upon their enrollment
Act: Provided
in said
as provided

Great
Ill
Lakes, Ill
Great Lakes,

Proio.

Proviso.
Clerical,
Clerical,
ices.

etc., servetc.,

ices.

Hampton
Hampton Roads,
Roads,
Va.
Va.

prov, .
Proviso.
Clerical, etc.,
servetc., servClerical,
ices.

Summer schools for

Summer schools for

boys.
boys.
Establishing, at
trainngstations
training stations.

Uniforms
Uniforms

etc.
ence, etc.
Proriso.
Proviso.

two

two

subsistsubsist-

Temporary
enrollenrollment in Naval Reserve.
serve.

Temmray

authorized.
Amount
Amount authorized.

Naval Reser

Naval Reserve
Force.
Organizing, recruitrcruitOrgaizing
ing,
etc.

Force.

Proos.
Provisos.
Limitation.
Limitation.
Militia.
aval Militia.
Naval
Part of Organized
Part of Organized
Militia to constitute.

Mlitia to constitute.
Made partt of Naval
Made
Naval

Reserve Force.
Reserve:orce.
Vol. 38, p. 283.

Vol. 38p.283.

etc. etc., o
Benefits,
on e
enrollment. etc. on en
roimen

818
818

Service
credits.
Service credits.

available.
MJneys
i avs available.

Receiving barracks.
P.eceiving
Naval
War
ar College,
College,
NavalLland.
Rhode
Rhode Island.
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in the
the Naval
Reserve Force,
Force, and
and not
otherwise, until June 30, 1922,
not otherwise,
Naval Reserve
in
tha members
all the
the benefits,
benefits, gratuihave all
shall have
Militia shall
Naval Militia
of said
said Naval
members of
thties, privileges,
privileges, and
and emoluments
emoluments provided
for other members
by law for
provided by
ties,
of the
the Naval
Reserve Force;
Secreapproval of the SecreForce; and that, with
with the approval
Naval Reserve
of
tary
of the
the Navy,
Navy, duty
performed in
counted
Militia may be counted
Naval Militia
in the
the Naval
duty performed
tary of
as
service for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
for
law for
by law
required by
efficiency required
of efficiency
as active
active service
members
of the
Reserve Force:
Force: And
provided further,
further, That all
And provided
Naval Reserve
the Naval
members of
moneys
for the
Reserve Force
Force or for the Naval
the Naval
Naval Reserve
appropriated for
moneys appropriated
Militia
constitute one
one fund
available,
fund and hereby are made available,
shall constitute
Militia shall
under
the direction
the Secretary
of the Navy,
Navy, for
for both.
both.
Secretary of
of the
direction of
under the
of receiving
barracks,
RECEIVING
RECEIVING BARRACKS:
BARRACKS: Maintenance
Maintenance of
receivi
barracks, $100,000.
$100,000.
the
of the
maintenance of
RHODE ISLAND:
COLLEGE, RHODE
NAVAL WAR
NAVAL
W AR COLLEGE,
ISLAND: For
For maintenance
Harbor Island, including the mainteWar College on Coasters Harbor
Naval War
passenger-carrying
nance,
repair, and
and operation
of one
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
one horse-drawn
operation of
nance, repair,
vehicle to
to be
be used
only for
purposes; and
care of
of ground
ground for
for
and care
official purposes;
for official
used only
vehicle
same, $82,750;
$82,750; services
services of
of international
law, $2,000;
$2,000;
international law,
professor of
of aa professor
same,
services of
of civilian
rendered at
at the
the War
College, $1,200;
care
$1,200; care
War College,
lecturers, rendered
civilian lecturers,
services
and
preservation of
of the
the library,
including the
binding, and
the purchase,
purchase, binding,
library, including
and preservation

erv- repair of books of reference and periodicals, $5,000: Provided, That
repair of books of reference and periodicals, $5,000: Provided, That
servF
the
the sum to be paid out of this appropriation
appropriation under the direction of the
Secretary
the Navy
drafting, and
and messenger
messenger
inspection, drafting,
for clerical,
clerical, inspection,
Navy for
of the
Secretary of
service
fiscal vear
year ending
shall not
not exceed
exceed
1921, shall
30, 1921,
June 30,
ending June
the fiscal
for the
service for
$50,000; in
in all,
all, Naval
War College,
$90,950.
Island, $90,950.
Rhode Island,
College, Rhode
Naval War
$50,000;
aei'p
a
h
v
iV, Yr'
NATAL HOME,
PENNSYLVANIA, PAY
PAY OF
OF EMPLOYEES:
EMPLOYEES:
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA,
HOME, PHILADELPHIA,
NAVAL
la
m,
Pa Philadelphia
of employees.
One secretary,
$2,200; one
mechanic, $2,200;
superin$2,200; one
one superinone foreman
foreman mechanic,
Pay ofemployees.
One
secretary, $2,200;
tendent
of grounds,
at $1,080;
steward, at
one store
store
at $1,200;
$1,200; one
one steward,
$1,080; one
grounds, at
tendent of
laborer, at
at $660;
$660; one matron
matron and office assistant, at $720; one
laborer,
beneficiaries' attendant,
attendant, at
at $480;
chief cook,
cook, at $660;
$660; one
one chief
$480; one
beneficiaries'
assistant
cook, at
at $540;
one assistant
assistant cook,
at $480;
one chief
chief
$480; one
cook, at
$540; one
assistant cook,
chief scrubber,
laundress, at
five laundresses,
laundresses, at
at $360
$360 each; one chief
scrubber,
at $420;
$420: five
laundress,
at
$420; three
$480;
at $360
$360 each; one head waitress, at $480;
scrubbers, at
three scrubbers,
at $420;
ten
at $360
$360 each;
each; one
one kitchen
kitchen attendant,
attendant, at $540; five
five
waitresses, at
ten waitresses,
keeper
laborers, at
$600 each;
$540 each; one stable keeper
five laborers, at $540
each; five
at $600
laborers,
and
at arms,
arms, at $900; two house corpomaster at
one master
$660; one
at $660;
and driver,
driver, at
rals, at
at $600
each; one
one barber,
barber, at
one carpenter, at $1,200;
$1,200;
at $600;
$600; one
$600 each;
rals,
one
at $1,200;
$1,200; one
one painter,
$1,080;
$1,020; one engineer, $1,080;
painter, at $1,020;
painter, at
one painter,
four laborers,
at $720
laborers, at $840
$840 each; one laborer,
two laborers,
each; two
$720 each;
laborers, at
four
chauffeur, small
at
coal truck,
truck, at $960; one chauffeur,
chauffeur, coal
one chauffeur,
$660; one
at $660;
electrician,
truck,
at $840;
$840; one chauffeur,
chauffeur, governor's
governor's car, $840;
$840; one electrician,
truck, at
$1,400;
stenographers and
and typewriters,
typewriters, at $1,400
each; one
$1,400 each;
two stenographers
$1,400; two
stenographer
and typewriter,
stenographer and typeone stenographer
$1,200; one
typewriter, $1,200;
stenographer and
writer,
telephone operator,
employees,
operator, $900; total for employees,
one telephone
$1,000; one
writer, $1,000;
$47,280.
$47,280.
Maintenance.
MAINTENANCE:
Water rent,
rent, heating,
burial
cemetery, burial
lighting; cemetery,
and lighting;
heating, and
MAINTENANCE: Water
Maintenance.
improvements of grounds,
expenses
headstones; general
care and improvements
general care
and headstones;
expenses and
equipment,
buildings, walls,
walls, and
and fences;
fences; repairs
repairs to
power-plant equipment,
to power-plant
buildings,
of the same; music
implements, tools,
purchase of
and purchase
and furniture, and
tools, and
implements,
in chapel
chapel and
and entertainments
entertainments for
beneficiaries; stationery,
stationery, books,
books, and
for beneficiaries;
in
periodicals; transportation
indigent and
to
beneficiaries to
and destitute
destitute beneficiaries
of indigent
transportation of
periodicals;
the
of sick
insane beneficiaries,
attendants
their attendants
beneficiaries, their
and insane
sick and
and of
Naval Home,
Home, and
the Naval
Government
and
subsistence for
both, to
and from
from other Government
to and
for both,
and necessary
necessary subsistence
hospitals;
employment of
beneficiaries in
Naval
in and about the Naval
such beneficiaries
of such
hospitals; employment
Secretary of the Navy, on the
Home, as may
authorized by the Secretary
may be
be authorized
Home,
recommendation of
governor; support of beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, and all
of the governor;
recommendation
other contingent
contingent expenses,
maintenance, repair, and
the maintenance,
including the
expenses, including
other
operation of
one horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicle,
two motorvehicle, two
of one
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
operation
propelled
vehicles, and
and one
one motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
propelled vehicles,
Naval
vehicle,
purposes, 8110,366;
$110,366; in all, Naval
only for official purposes,
to be
be used only
vehicle, to
c
the
from the
the income
out of
be paid
Payable from
from naal
naval Home,
Home, $157,646,
$157,646, which:
paid out
of the
income from
shall be
sum shall
which sum
pesrale
pension
Rm...
LL a
naval pension
pension fund.
°

Proriso. etc
(lerical,
Cleric-al, etc.,
.,
ices.
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BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE.
ORDNANCE.
BUREAU OF
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819
819
Bureau of
of Ordnance.
Ordnance.

ordOrdnance and ord-

stores.
procuring, producing, pre- nance stores.
For procuring,
OR
.DNANCE AND
AND ORDNANCE
STORES: For
ORDNANCE STORES:
ORDNANCE
serv
ing, and
and handling
ordnance material; for the armament of ships,
handling ordnance
serving,
for
material, and labor
general work of the Ordlabor to be used in the general
fuel, material,
for fuel,
ammunition depots,
nance
furniture at naval ammunition
Department; for furniture
nance Department;
torpedo stations,
stations, naval
ordnance plants, and proving grounds; for
naval ordnance
torpedo
maintenance
of proving
powder factory, torpedo stations,
proving grounds, powder
maintenance of
gun
ordnance plants, and for
and naval ordnance
depots, and
ammunition depots,
factory, ammunition
gun factory,
vehicles.
horse- Vehicles.
target
practice;
for
the
maintenance,
repair,
or operation
operation of
of horseor
repair,
maintenance,
the
for
target practice;
passenger-carrying vehicles,
drawn
and motor-propelled
motor-propelled freight
freight and passenger-carrying
drawn and
to be
be used
used only
only for
official purposes
purposes at naval
ammunition depots,
depots,
naval ammunition
for official
to
naval
grounds, naval
torpedo staordnance plants, and naval torpedo
naval ordnance
proving grounds,
naval proving
tions, and
and for
pay of
chemists, clerical, drafting, inspection, and
of chemists,
the pay
for the
tions,
Poos.
messenger
service in
navy yards,
yards, naval
naval stations, naval ordnance plants, Provisos.
in navy
messenger service
Report on gasoline
gasoline
reports on all Report
Quarterly reports
and
naval ammunition
ammunition depots:
Provided, Quarterly
depots: Provided,
and naval
motor vehicles.
gasoline passenger
and freight automobiles shall be made on Form motorvehicles
passenger and
gasoline
servetc., servChemical etc.,
numbered
and one
one copy
of each
shall be
the Bureau
Bureau Chemical,
in the
filed in
be filed
report shall
each report
copy of
124, and
numbered 124,
of
and Docks:
Docks: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
That the
sum to be paid out ices.
the sum
Yards and
of Yards
of
this appropriation
Secretary of the Navy
under the direction of the Secretary
appropriation under
of this
for
messenger
inspection, watchmen, and messenger
drafting, inspection,
clerical, drafting,
chemists, clerical,
for chemists,
service
in navy
navy yards,
naval stations, naval ordnance plants, and naval
yards, naval
service in
ammunition
depots for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June 30, 1921, shall
ammunition depots
not
$2,000,000; in
all, $17,500,000.
powder.
Smokeless
$17,500,000.
in all,
not exceed
exceed $2,000,000;
Smokeless powder.
Purchase
and manufacture
manufacture of
$200,000.
Epemental work.
powder, $200,000.
of smokeless
smokeless powder,
Purchase and
Experimental work.
e
EXPERIMENTS,
experimental work in
ORDNANCE: For experimental
OF ORDNANCE:
BUREAU OF
EXPERIMENTS, BUREAU
the
torpedo shell
Shell and other proand torpedo
armor-piercing and
of armor-piercing
development of
the development
jectiles, fuses,
fuses, powders,
powders, and
and high
high explosives,
explosives, in
connection with probin connection
jectiles,
lems of
the attack
of armor
armor with
with direct
direct and
various
fire at various
inclined fire
and inclined
attack of
of the
lems
ranges, including
purchase of armor, powder, projectiles, and
the purchase
including the
ranges,
fuses
the above
above purposes
purposes and of all necessary
necessary material and labor
for the
fuses for
in
and for
experimental work under the
other experimental
for other
therewith; and
connection therewith;
in connection
cognizance
of the
the Bureau
Ordnance in connection with the develof Ordnance
Bureau of
cognizance of
opment
ordnance material
for the
the Navy,
$200,000.ingent.
Navy, $200,000.
material for
of ordnance
opment of
Contingent.
C
ONTINGENT, BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE:
miscellaneous items,
For miscellaneous
ORDNANCE: For
BUREAU OF
CONTINGENT,
namely,
water at
at ammunition
ammunition depots
and water
light and
of light
expenses of
cartage, expenses
namely, cartage,
and
stations,
tolls,
ferriage,
technical
books,
and
incidental
expenses
incidental expenses
and
books,
technical
ferriage,
tolls,
stations,
and
attending inspection
inspection of
ordnance material, $25,000.
of ordnance
attending

BUREAU
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS.
DOCKS.
BUREAU OF

Bureau of Yards and
Docks.
Docks.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

M AINTENANCE, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
general mainFor general
DOCKs: For
AND DOCKS:
MAINTENANCE,
tenance
of
yards
and
docks,
namely,
for
books,
maps,
models, and
and
models,
maps,
books,
for
namely,
docks,
and
tenance of yards
drawings; purchase
purchase and
and repair
of fire
engines; fire
fire apparatus
apparatus and
fire engines;
repair of
drawings;
plants;
repair, purchase,
purchase, maintenance
e
of Vehicles.
maintenance of
operation, repair,
machinery; operation,
plants; machinery;
horses and
and driving
teams, carts,
timber wheels,
wheels, and
all vehicles,
vehicles,
and all
carts, timber
driving teams,
horses
including
a
nd horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehipassenger-carrying vehiand
motor-propelled .
including motor-propelled
cles
be used
used only
only for
motor-propelled
including motor-propelled
and including
purposes, and
official purposes,
for official
to be
cles to
vehicles
purposes only
only for
use in
all navy
navy yards
yards
m all
for use
freight-carrying purposes
for freight-carrying
vehicles for
and
naval stations;
stations; tools
tools and
and repair
the same;
stationery; furnisame; stationery;
of the
repair of
and naval
ture for
for Government
Government houses
offices in
yards and
naval
and naval
navy yards
in navy
and offices
houses and
ture
stations;
coal and
attendance on
oil, and gas; attendance
candles, oil,
fuel; candles,
other fuel;
and other
stations; coal
light and
and power
plants; cleaning
cleaning and
and clearing
clearing up
up yards
and care of
yards and
power plants;
light
buildings; attendance
attendance on
fires, lights,
lights, fire
engines, and
apparatus
fire apparatus
and fire
fire engmes,
on fires,
buildings;
and
and
plants;
incidental
labor
at
navy
yards;
water
tax,
tolls,
tolls, and
tax,
water
yards;
navy
at
labor
and plants; incidental
ferriage:
of watchmen
in navy
navy yards; awnings and packing rs
watchmen in
pav of
ferriage: pay
seryetc,
lerical, e
Promided, That .Clerical,
boxes:
and pay
for employees
employees on
on leave,
86,500,000: Provided,
t
c
., servleave, $6,500,000:
pay for
boxes: and
ces.
of
direction
the direction
the sum
sum to
to be'paid
be paid out
this appropriation
appropriation under
under the
of this
out of
the
the
the Navy
clerical, inspection,
drafting, messeninspection, drafting,
for clerical,
Navy for
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
ger, and
and other
the navy
navy yards
yards and
and naval
naval stations,
stations,
in the
work in
classified work
other classified
ger,

820
820
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rchases prohibit-

ed.ches
edri
.

Motor
Motor
erators.

1920.
1920.

except similar expenditures
and Docks,
Docks, for
expenditures in
in the Bureau
Bureau of
of Yards
Yards and
for
not exceed
exceed $1,300,000:
$1,300,000:
the fiscal year ending
ending June
June 30, 1921,
1921, shall
shall not

That no
no part
any appropriation
contained in
in this
this
prohibt- Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
part of
of any
appropriation contained

vehicle
vehicle

Act shall be used for the purchase
purchase of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying automobiles:
automobiles:

op°P" Proidedfurther,
Provided further, That during
during the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921,

Contingent.

tingent.

Public
Public works.
Portsmouth,
N. H.
PortsmuthN
New York, N. Y.

New York N.Y.

operators
operators of
of motor
motor vehicles
were carried
carried on
on the
the rolls
rolls of
of other
vehicles who
who were
other
bureaus prior to July 1, 1920,
1920 shall be continued to be
be so
so carried
carried
where their
their employment
employment shall
shall be
be found
where
found necessary.
necessary.
CONTINGENT,
BUREAU or
OF YARDS
CONTINGENT, BUREAU
AND DOCKS:
Docils: For contingent
contingent
YARDS AND
expenses
expenses and minor extensions and
improvements of
public works
works
and improvements
of public
at navy yards and stations, $150,000.
$150,000.
PUBLIC WORKS,
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
.AND
PUBLIC
WORK'S, BUREAU
YARDS
AND DOCKS.
DOCKS.

NAVY
HAPI LIRE:
NAVY YARD,
YARD, POBTSMO0TII,
PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE:

Welding shop,
Welding

$15,000.
$15,000.
NAVY YARD,
NEW YORK,
NAVY
YARD NEW
YORK NEW YORK:
YORK: Storage facilities
facilities for
for gasogaso-

turpentine, $6,000;
block paving,
paving, $50,000;
line and turpentine,
$6,000; additional
additional wood
wood block
$50,000;
extension, distributing system, $41,000; steel storage
(vane runway
runway
storage crane
and electric
electric traveling cranes, $200,000;
$200,000; two
cranes for
for building
two cranes
building slips,
slips,

$100,000; in
in all,
ater f
i$100,000;
all, $397,000.
$397,000.
The
expenditure of
of the
$750,000 for
for water
front
rovements'spen-m
The expenditure
the appropriation
appropriation of
of $750,000
water front
improvements,
New 'York,
New York,
York, contained
contained in
in the
the
improvements, navy
navy yard,
yard, New
York, New
23.
appropriation Act
fiscal year
1919, is
is hereby
suspended
naval appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year 1919,
hereby suspended
until July 1,
iuntilJuly
1, 1921.
1921.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Dry dock,
etc.
NAVY
YARD, PHILADELPA,
NAVY YARD,
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA:
PENNSYLV.ANIA: Dry
Dry dock,
to comCOMdock, etc.
dock, to
.plete, and the limit of coat
Tletey
$6,300,000, $1,000,000;
$1,000,000;
cost is increased
increased to
to $6,300,000,
general dredging,
cranes for
for building
building slips,
slips, $100,000;
$100,000;
dredging,. $100,000;
$100,000; two cranes
in
all,
$1,200,000.
mWashngton,
all,
$1,200,000.
Washington, D. C.
Washgon, D
NAVY
WASHINGTON,
OF COLUMBIA:
NAVY YARD,
YARD, W
ASHINGTON, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA: Forge
Forge shop
shop
water
supply, $7,500.
$7,500.
water
supply,
Naval Academy.
NavalAcadem. BUILDINGS
GROUNDS, NAVAL
BUILDDIG8 AND
AND GROUNDS,
NAVAL ACADEMY: Install running water
water
in first and third wings, Bancroft
Bancroft Hall, $69,000; water
water purification
purification
plant, $85,000; improvement
improvement of swimming tank, $6,000; in all,
$160,000.
$160,000.
Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va.
NAVY
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA:
VIRGINIA: Steel
NAVY YARD, NORFOLK,
Steel storage,
storage, to
complete,
to complete,
$220,000; crane for building slip, $50,000; water front improvements to
to continue,
all, $520,000.
ments
continue, $250,000;
$250,000; in
in all,
$520,000.
Charleston, S. C.
s,
NAVY
CHARLESTON,
SOUTH
NAVY YARD,
YARD, C
HARLESTON, S
OUTH CAROLINA:
CAROLINA: Dredging,
Dredging, to
to concontinue,
$40,000.
tinue, $40,000.
Key West,
West, Fla.
NAVAL STATION,
KPY WEST,
W EST, F
LORIDA: Distilling
$75,000.
New Orleans,
a
NAVAL
STATION, KEY
FLORIDA:
Distilling plant,
plant, $75,000.
New
Orleans, La.
NAVAL
STATION, NEW
ORLEANS, L
OUISIANA: Fuel-oil
Fuel-oil plant,
NAVAL STATION,
NEW ORLEANS,
LOUISIANA:
plant,

Water front
improvements suspended.
evol.40,
Vol. 40, p. 923.

Pacific coast naval
bases.
bases.
Special joint committee to investigate,
advisability
advisability of,
of, etc.
etc.

$30,000.
°fi
.
That
a
special joint
joint committee
is hereby
hereby created,
composed
a special
committee is
created, to
to be
be composed
of the
the Senate
Senate to
to be
be appointed
the President
of the
the
msteea t itetstigat of
of five
five Members
Members of
appointed by
by the
President of
Senate, and five Members
Members of the House of Representatives
Representatives to
apto be
be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives. The
The cominvestigate the
the advisability
advisability of
developing,
San Francisco Bay, mittee
shall investigate
mittee shall
of establishing,
establishing, developing,
etc.
etc.i
and maintaining a
a naval base on San Francisco
Francisco Bay or the waters
Estimates, ete.,
Estimates,
to be
etc., tobe
prepared.
tributary thereto: The committee
committee shall
shall prepare
prepare comparative
comparative estiestiestablishing, developing,
mates of the cost of acquiring, establishing,
developing, and
and maintainmaintaining such
sites and
shall report
report to
the Congress
the United
States
Congress of
of the
United States
and shall
to the
0ss.
ing
p. 1058.
such sites
Pow
Port, p.
investigation,
not later than December 31,
31, 1920, the result of its investigation,
together
recommendations, estimates, and informatogether with such other recommendations,
tion as it deems proper, including information concerning a deeper
aresandChane,
Mare
Island Channel, tion as it deems proper, including information concerning a deeper
etc.I
channel
etc.
channel to Mare Island Navy Yard and a
a sufficient
sufficient water basin at
at
Mare Island.
etc., bases
Aviation, etc.,
bases, Mare Island.
Aviation,
in nWashington and
iWaslnton
That said committee
in like
manner
committee shall also investigate
investigate and report
report in
like manner
California.
as to the advisability
advisability and cost of establishing
establishing an aviation base at
at
submarine, base
Los
Sand Point, King County, Washington;
Washington; a
a submarine.
base at
at Los
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Angeles
Harbor (San Pedro),
California; and aasubmarine, destroyer,
Pedro), California;
Angeles Harbor
of eexperts to
Dl of
Angeles, Washington.
aviation base at Port Angeles,
and aviation
and
DeWI
detail such assist.
That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy is
is hereby
to detail
asaist.
directed to
hereby directed
of the
That the
technical
experts to
assist the
the committee
committee may
as the
committee as
the committee
to assist
technical experts
request.
request.
Expenses from conThat
the expenses
said committee
committee shall
shall be
be paid,
d grr
e
affle
n
s
cif
s
r
.
om confrom tingentfunds.
one-half from
paid, one-half
of said
expenses of
That the
cal expenses,
the
the House
of Representatives
.
ephnical
expenses,
one-half eteTch
and one-half
Representatives and
House of
of the
fund of
the contingent
contingent fund
from the
fund of the Senate, upon vouchers
authorized by
vouchers authorized
the contingent
contingent fund
from
the
committee and
signed by
chairman thereof;
thereof; and for the cost
by the
the chairman
and signed
the committee
of
technical data
the procuring
procuring and collating of all other technical
and the
of borings
borings and
in
appropriated
investigation, there is hereby appropriated
such investigation,
with such
connection with
in connection
out
Treasury not otherwise appropriated the
in the Treasury
moneys in
out of any moneys
sum
South an Francisco,
sum of
of $50,000.
$50,000.
The Secretary
the Navy
hereby authorized
authorized to
to exchange
tract CaSlit
if
u
han ',
..lh San Fraliciic°
a tract
exchange a
is hereby
Navy is
of the
Secretary of
The
of land
land containing
and twenty-seven
thousandths JIO
oExch"g9
linds,
raio ofstation,
naval
radistation,
twenty-seven thousandths
four hundred
hundred and
ten and
and four
containing ten
of
acres,
more or
or less,
States, comprising;
authorized.
portion authorized.
comprising aaportion
United States,
the United
by the
owned by
less, owned
acres, more
of the
station, South
San Francisco,
for a
tract
a tract
California, for
Francisco, California,
South San
radio station,
naval radio
of
the naval
of land
land containing
twenty-seven thouten and four hundred and twenty-seven
containing ten
of
sandths acres,
more or
or less,
less, owned
owned by
Francisco Land
San Francisco
South San
the South
by the
acres, more
sandths
and
Improvement Company,
to execute
the necessary
necessary instruments
execute the
Company, to
and Improvement
to
compensation to said
to make
make just compensation
and to
exchange, and
an exchange,
such an
to effect
effect such
company for
for dismantling
dismantling radio
existing lease,
terminating existing
and terminating
mast and
radio mast
company
and
the sum
sum of
so much
much thereof
thereof as
is
required, is
be required,
as may
may be
or so
of $6,000,
$6,000, or
and the
hereby appropriated
appropriated for
for the
foregoing purposes.
purposes.
San Diego,
Calf.
Diego, Calif.
san
the foregoing
hereby
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
is hereby
to accept
from the
Acceptance of
of lands
lands
The
the Navy
Navy is
hereby authorized
authorized to
accept from
the Acceptance
city
of
San
Diego,
California,
free
from
encumbrances
and
conditions
for
naval
uses
from.
usesfrom.
for
nava
conditions
and
encumbrances
free
from
California,
city of San Diego,
and
cost to
to the
the United
United States
Government, aacertain tract of
States Government,
without cost
and without
land containing
acres, more
or less,
less,
more or
twenty-seven acres,
and twenty-seven
one hundred
hundred and
containing one
land
for
use as
site for
naval station
station uses and purposes, being land now
for naval
as aasite
for use
leased
to the
the United
United States
Shipping Board
Emergency Fleet CorporaBoard Emergency
States Shipping
leased to
tion.
certain other
land known
known as block fourteen
fourteen in
of land
tract of
other tract
a certain
Also a
tion. Also
the
of San
San Diego,
Diego, California,
California, together
with the
the land
land lying
between
lying between
together with
city of
the city
said block
waters of
of the
harbor, and
and all
riparian rights, for
all riparian
the harbor,
the waters
and the
block and
said
Mare
use
purposes.
Mare Island, Calif.
naval purposes.
for naval
use for
NAVY YARD,
MARE I
SLAND, CALIFORNIA:
CALLFORNIA: Maintenance
Maintenance of
of dikes
dikes and
and
ISLAND,
YARD, MARE
NAVY
dredging,
distributing system,
electrical distributing
underground electrical
$100,000; underground
dredging, $100,000;
Wash.
PugetSound,
$75.000;
in all,
all, $175,000.
Puget Sound, Wash.
$175,000.
$75.000; in
extensions,
NAVY YARD,
OUND, WASHINGTON:
W ASHINGTON: Railroad extensions,
SOtT.D,
PUGET S
YARD, PUGET
NAVY
$25,000;
and sea-wall
construction, to continue
continue,
sea-wall construction,
filling, and
grading, filling,
for grading,
$25,000; for
8175,000;
50 ,
000 ;locomotive
locomotive cranes, $30,000;
$30 ,
000 ;keel
$50,000;
protection, $
fire protection,
S175.000; fire
blocks
No. 2,
2, $40,000;
$40,000; in
$320,000.
Pearl Harbor, Hain all,
all, $320,000.
Dry Dock No.
for Dryl)ock
blocks for
i
NAVAL STATION,
HARBOR, HAWAII:
HAWAII: Electric
connections to
waif.
to wal
Electric connections
PEARL HARBOR,
STATION, PEARL
NAVAL
dry
$15,000; central
quay
$200,000; quay
extensions, $200,000;
plant extensions,
power plant
central power
dock, $15,000;
dry dock,
wall
and wharf,
wharf, $330,000;
to conconshop, to
machine shop,
$330,000; machine
dry dock
dock and
connecting dry
wall connecting
tinue, 8100,000;
electric-system extensions,
$30,000; oxy-acetylene
oxy-acetylene
extensions, $30,000;
s100,000; electric-system
tinue.
all,
building,
in all,
$200,000; in
to complete,
complete, $200,000;
railway, to
marine railway,
$15,000; marine
building, $15,000;
Rance.
$590,007).
Putiloa
Puuloa Rifle Rance.
$s90,000.
ds
dof
The
the Navy
is hereby
authorized to
to exchange
Ei
ft=d
!! lan
I'Lds
tract atatuhrn
exchange aatract
hereby authorized
Navy is
of the
Secretary of
The Secretary
of
land containing;
and seven-tenths
seven-tenths acres,
more or
or less,
less,
acres, more
eighty-one and
containing eighty-one
of land
being a
of Puuloa
Range Reservation,
the
at the
located at
Reservation, located
Rifle Range
Puuloa Rifle
part of
a part
being
porentrance to
to Pearl
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii,
the northeasterly
northeasterly porforming the
Hawaii, forming
entrance
tion
said reservation,
an equal
acreage of
of land
free from
encumfrom encumland free
equal acreage
for an
reservation, for
of said
tion of
brances and
located adjoining
the northwesterly
northwesterly portion
portion of
of said
said
adjoining the
and located
brances
reservation.
Honolulu,
Hawail.
Honolulu, Hawaii.
reservation.
Exchange
The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to exchange certain
certain station
tEiVniagnedsatnaval
auanulandsofat,naval
Honolulu, Hawaii, thorined.
property at Honolulu
land now
now a
part of
of the
station property
Ltrizea.
'
naval station
the naval
a part
land
Honolulu,
necessary for
the extension
Punchbowl Street,
Street, city
of Honolulu,
city of
of Punchbowl
extension of
for the
necessary
or to be
through
the naval
naval station,
for certain
certain land
land now
now owned
owned or
station, for
through the
acquired
by
the
Territory
of
Hawaii,
lying
to
the
northeast
of
the
of the
the
northeast
to
lying
of
Hawaii,
Territory
by
the
acquired
naval station,
Harbor, Hawaii,
Hawaii, and
and containi
one hundred
hundred
containingg one
Pearl Harbor,
station, Pearl
naval
and thirty-two
thirty-two acres,
acres, more
or less,
purposes.
for naval
naval-purposes.
required for
less, required
more or
and
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Cavite,
Cavite, P. I.

Olongapo, P. I.
Hospital
Hltostlbuilciing.

uii ding.

Pro ri80.
From
rom proceeds of
U.. s.
S. S. "Repose."
S.

of

"Repose."

Naval magazines.

Puget Sound,
Sound, Wash.
W'
ash.
ar
Harbor, HaPearl Harbor,
H

Pearl
waii.

Great
Great Lakes
Lakes TrinTraining
Station.
ingStation.
Fuel depots.
depots.

ueepos.
n Road
Roads,

Hampton

Vampton
Va.

Navalbaseimprove-

Naval base improvements.

1920.
1920.

NAVAL STATION,
CAVTrE,
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS:
NAVAL
STATION, C
AVITE, PHILIPPINE
ISLANDS: Fuel-oil
Fuel-oil storage,
storage,
$25,000.
$25,000.
The
the Navy
Navy is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to construct
construct a
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
is hereby
a
hospital
building at
Olongapo, Philippine
at a
a cost
cost not
hospital building
at Olongapo,
Philippine Islands,
Islands, at
not
exceeding
derived from
from the
the sale
exceeding $75,000:
$75,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the proceeds
proceeds derived
sale
of
Repose are hereby
not
of the U. S. S. Repose
hereby made available, in
in an
an amount
amount not
to exceed
exceed $75,000,
of said
said building.
building.
to
$75,000, for
for the
the construction
construction of
NAVAL
OUND, WASHINGTON:
W ASHINGTON: Magazine
Magazine for
for
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
MAGAZINE, PUGET
PUGET S
SOUND,
$25,000.
T. N. T.,
T., $25,000.
NAVAL
DEPOT, PEARL
HAWII: Shell house,
NAVAL AMMUNITION
AMMUNITION DEPOT,
PEARL HARBOR,
HARBOR ' HAWAII:
$70,000;
roads
and
walks,
$10,000;
in
all,
$80,000.
$70,000; roads and walks, $10,000; in all, $80,000.
NAVAL TRAINING
STATION, GREAT
LAKES, I
LLINOIS, BUILDINGS:
NAVAL
TRAINING STATION,
GREAT LAKES,
ILLINOIS,
BUILDINGS:
Toward shore protection
protection and
harbor development,
to continue,
continue,
and harbor
development, to
$500,000.
$500,000.
$500,000.
DEPOTS FOR COAL:
COAL: For depots for coal
coal and
and other
other fuel:
fuel: Contingent,
Contingent,
$50,000;
care and
and custody
custody of
of naval
naval petroleum
petroleum reserves,
$50,000; care
reserves, $10,000;
$10,000;
water
Yorktown, Virginia,
$25,000; in
in all,
all, $85,000.
system at
at Yorktown,
Virginia, $25,000;
$85,000.
water system
NAVAL OPERATING
OPERATING BASE,
NAVAL
BASE, HAMPTON
water
HAMPTON ROADS,
ROADS, VIRGINIA:
VIRGINIA: Hot
Hot water
returns to boiler h
house,
railroad
returns
s
o
3
us
6,e
0,
0$100,000;
$
01
;0
s0,00t
0
a;
tiadditional
a
od
nt
,
lis
tilo
o
n
,o
aloor
,
aiwlroalttrack,
s
r
u
ack,is$2
1
10:4
$25,000;
v.

comfort stations, $36,000; sanitation, $10,000, which sum is hereby
made
available for
for the
the control
malaria and
and mosquito
mosquito
made immediately
immediately available
control of
of malaria

breeding; in
$171,000.
in all,
all, $171,000.
os- breeding;
NAVAL HOSPITAL,
HOSPITAL, NORFOLK,
of land
land for
spur
NAVAL
NORFOLK, VERGINIA:
VIRGINIA: Purchase
Purchase of
for spur
track, $450.
track,
$450.
Philadelphia,
hoisplaelphia,
NAVAL HOSPITAL,
HOSPITAL, PHILADELPHIA,
Pa.,'
NAVAL
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA:
PENNSYLVANIA: Operating
Operating
hospital.
pavilion,
$30,000.
$30,000.
avilion,
Calif
San
Die
San Diego, Calif.
MARINE
BARRACKS, S
AN DIEGO,
CALIFORNIA: Toward
Toward the
the further
further
MARINE BARRACKS,
Marine Corps base.
base.
SAN
DIEGO, CALIFORNIA:
development of
the
Marine Corps
Cc:aim base,
base„ $500,000.
$500,000.
Fueldepot.
development
of
the
Marine
Fuel depot.
NAVAL
FUEL DEPOT,
SAN
DIEGO, C
CALIFORNIA:
NAVAL FUEL
DEPOT, S
AN DIEGO,
ALIFORNIA: Increase
Increase capacity
capacity
five hundred
hundred tons
tons and
and transfer
transfer of
of
of marine
marine railway to two thousand
thousand five
same to naval station site
Diego Bay,
Bay, California,
California, and
site on San
San Diego
and to
to proprovide additional
additional shore
shore facilities
facilities at
station, $750,000;
$750,000; toward
toward the
the
at said
said station,
construction
storehouse and fleet
construction of a
astorehouse
landing at
at the
the foot
foot of
of Broadway,
Broadway,
fleet landing
San Diego, California, $400,000; in all, $1,150,000.
NewLondon,Conn.,
NewLondon,
Conn., San Diego, California, $400,000; in all, $1,150,000.
submarine
submarine base.
SUBMARINE BASE,
CONNECTICUT: Toward
Toward the
the comcomSUBMARINE
BASE, NEW
NEW LONDON,
LONDON, CONNECTICUTr:
pletion
of
a
submarine
base,
at
New
London,
Connecticut,
$50,000.
$50,000.
at
New
London,
Connecticut,
pletion
of
a
submarine
base,
olumia
River
Columbia Rive r,
Oreg.,
submarine an
SUBMARINE AND
AND DESTROYER
DESTROYER BASE,
COLUMBIA RIVER:
RIVER: Toward
the
Oren., submarine
anrt
SUBMARINE
BASE, COLUMBIA
Toward the
destroys rbase.
development of
a submarine
submarine and
base, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary
and destroyer
destroyer base,
of a
dteptrcie
Acceptance 1l-ndS
of lands development
from Astoria,
Astoria, for.
for.
of the Navy is hereby
city of
hereby authorized
authorized to
to accept
accept from
from the
the city
of Astoria,
Astoria,
Oregon,
encumbrances and conditions
conditions and without cost to
Oregon, free from encumbrances
the United
United States Government,
Government, a
certain tract
tract of
of land
land at
Tongue
a certain
at Tongue
Point,
Columbia River,
River, for
Point, Columbia
for use
use as
for aa naval
submarine and
as aa site
site for
naval submarine
and
destroyer
containing one hundred
destroyer base, and containing
hundred and fifteen acres,
acres, more
more
or less, of hard land and
and two
two hundred
hundred and fifty-six acres of
of subsubmerged land,
land, $250,000.
$250,000.
merged
9 r,D:o
San
Dieg.o, ,. f
Tr,:ining
Tr.in., station.
staiaon.
TRAINING STATION,
DIEGO, C
CALIFORNIA:
TRAINING
STATION, SAN
SAN DIEGO,
ALIFORNIA: Toward
Toward the
the develdevela permanent
permanent training
opment of a
California,
training station,
station, San
San Diego,
Diego, California,
$1,000,000.
Repairs
ni:-I irs and rrescrpreser- $1,000,000.
vation.
vation.
REPAIRS AND
PRESERVATION AT
AT NAVY
NAVY YARDS:
REPAIRS
AND PRESERVATION
YARDS: For
For repairs
repairs and
and
preservation at
at navy
preservation
navy yards,
yards, fuel
fuel depots,
depots, fuel
fuel plants,
plants, and
and stations,
stations,
$3,000,000.
Amounts
Amounts available
aviilable $3,000,000.
tint
ilespended.
uniitil-t
ended.
TTotal
Total public works, $10,751,950,
$10,751,950, and the amounts
amounts herein
herein approappropriated therefor, except
except for repairs
repairs and
and preservation
preservation at navy yards
available until
and stations, shall be available
expended.
until expended.

Norfolk Va.,
Norfolk,
Va.,
pital.

hos-

Pa

Bureau of Medicine
Bureau
Medicine
and
a3.d Surgery.
Siir;er.
Surgeons'
Surgeons'
ries.

ries.

necessarecess-r

BUREAU
OF MEDICINE
SURGERY.
BUREAU OF
MEDICINE AND
AND SURGERY.

MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT: For
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT:
For surgeon's
surgeon's necessaries
necessaries for
for vessels
vessels in
in

Civilestablishment. commission,
yards, naval
commission, navy yards,
naval stations, and
and Marine
Marine Corps;
Corps; and
and for
for
the civil establishment
establishment at the several
hospitals, navy
navy yards,
yards,
several naval
naval hospitals,

Civil establishment.
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naval
medical supply
supply depots, Naval Medical
Medical School and Dispensary,
naval medical
at
Washington, and
Academy, including one bookkeeper at
Naval Academy,
and Naval
Washington,
$1,400 at the naval medical supply depot,
$1,600 and one clerk at $1,400
31,600

, etc., serv
Brooklyn, $2,500,000: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of P
this
Brooklyn,
appropriation,
$2,500,000:
under
Provided,
the
That of
of
the
the
sum
Secretary
to be of
of
paid
the out
Navy,
of ices
icesErgz
e
,etc.,
Navy,
the
Secretary
the
direction
the direction
under
appropriation,
this
for
clerical service
dispensaries, medical supply
naval hospitals, dispensaries,
service in naval
for clerical
depots, and
Naval Medical
Medical School,
School, for the fiscal year ending June
and Naval
depots,
30,
1921, shall not exceed $150,000.
30, 1921,
SURGERY:
CONTINGENT, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF MEDICINE
MEDICINE AND
AND S
URGERY: For tolls and
CONTINGENT,

Contingent

Contingent.

ferriages; care, transportation,
transportation, and burial of the dead, including
ferriages;
officers
within the United
supernumerary patients
States, and supernumerary
United States,
die within
who the
officers who
cemetery lots; purchase of
who
die in naval hospitals; purchase of cemetery
who die
books
unbound books,
stationery, binding of medical records, unbound
and stationery,
books and
illustration;
and pamphlets;
hygienic and
sanitary investigation
investigation and illustration;
and sanitary
pamphlets; hygienic
and
sanitary,
hygienic, and
including the printing
instruction, including
special instruction,
and special
sanitary, hygienic,
and issuing of naval
medical bulletins and supplements;
supplements; purchase
naval medical
and
Vehiclesand repairs
repairs of
of nonpassenger-carrying
automobile ambu- Vehicles.
wagons, automobile
nonpassenger-carrying wagons,
and
lances,
and harness;
cows;
harness; purchase of and feed for horses and cows;
lances, and
motor
passenger-carrying motor
repair,' and operation of two passenger-carrying
maintenance,
maintenance, repair
vehicles
for naval
dispensary,. Washington
Washington, District of Columbia,
naval dispensary,
vehicles for
and of
official use only
only for the medical
for official
vehicle for
motor-propelled ve_ncle
one motor-propelled
of one
and
a
officer
medical service
the Naval Academy, and a
service at the
out-patient medical
on out-patient
officer on
motor
omnibus for
for the
the transportation
convalescent patients and
transportation of convalescent
motor omnibus
attendants at
Naval Hospital
Las Animas, Colorado, to be
at Las
Hospital at
the Naval
at the
attendants
used
only for official
purposes;' trees, plants, care of grounds, garden
official purposesused only
Medical School
tools,
and seeds; incidental articles for the Naval Medical
tools, and
and naval
Washington, naval
medical supply depots,
naval medical
dispensary, Washington,
naval dispensary,
and
sick
barracks;
navalwashing
sick quarters at Naval Academy- and marine barracks;
for
medical department
department at Naval Medical School and naval dispenfor medical
sary,
Washington, naval
naval medical
medical supply
supply depots,
depots, sick quarters at
at
sary, Washington,
yards
Naval Academy
and marine
marine barracks,
dispensaries at navy yards
barracks, dispensaries
Academy and
Naval
and naval
ships; and for minor repairs on buildings
buildings
and ships;
stations, and
naval stations,
and
and grounds
grounds of
United States
Naval Medical
Medical School
School and naval
naval
States Naval
the United
of the
and
medical supply
supply depots;
depots; rent
rent of
dispensary, Washrooms for naval dispensary,
of rooms
medical
ington,
Columbia, not to exceed
exceed $1,200;
$1,200; for the care,
of Columbia,
District of
ington, District
maintenance ' and treatment of the insane of the Navy and Marine
Marine
maintenance,
Corps
on the
including supernumeraries
supernumeraries held for transfer
transfer
coast, including
Pacific coast,
the Pacific
Corps on
outfits and Dentaloutfits.
to the
the Government
Government Hospital
Hospital for
for the
the Insane;
Dental outfits.
dental outfits
for dental
Insane; for
to
dental material,
expenses; in
in
contingent expenses;
necessary contingent
other necessary
all other
and all
material, and
dental
all, $500,000.
$500,000.
all,

re
g reTransportine
BRINGING HOME
HOME REMAINS
OFFICERS, AND
AND SO
SO FORTH,
FORTH, NAVY
NAVY mains
Transporting
OF OFFICERS,
REMAINS OF
BRINGING
of officers, etc.
DEPARTMENT:
To
enable
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
in
his
discretion,
discretion,
his
in
Navy,
the
of
Secretary
the
enable
To
DEPARTMENT:
to cause
cause to
to be
be transferred
transferred to their homes the remains of officers
officers and
to
enlisted men
Marine Corps, of members of the Nurse
the Navy and Marine
of the
men of
enlisted
Corps,
of civilian
of naval
officers
naval auxiliaries, and of officers
crews of
and crews
officers and
civilian officers
Corps, of
and enlisted
men of
of the
the Naval
Naval Militia
Naval Volunteers
Volunteers
National Naval
and National
Militia and
enlisted men
and
and the
the Naval
Reserve Force when on active service with the Navy,
Naval Reserve
and
who die
die or
or are
killed in action ashore or afloat, and also to enable the
are killed
who
Secretary of
transported
Navy, in his discretion, to cause to be transported
the Navy,
of the
Secretary
to their
their homes
remains of
employees who die outside of
civilian employees
of civilian
the remains
homes the
to
Prooff
Provided, That Application
the continental
United States, $300,000: Provided,
Proviso.
continental limits of the United
the
of fund.
for
the
sum
herein
appropriated
shall
be
available
for
payment
for
transpayment
for
available
be
shall
the sum herein appropriated
portation
of the
the remains
of officers
officers and
and men
on
who have died while on
men who
remains of
portation of
duty at
at any
time since
21, 1898,
available until
and shall be available
1898, and
April 21,
since April
any time
duty
June 30, 1922.
paCARE
OF HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL PATIENTS:
PATIENTS: For
For the
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
Care of hospital
hospital pa.
and Cre
the care,
CARE OF
treatment
including supernumeraries,
tients.
in naval and in tiets.
supernumeraries, in
patients, including
of patients,
treatment of
other
$100,000.
naval hospitals, $100,000.
than naval
other than

824
824
Bureau
of Supplies
of
Supplies
Bureau
and Accounts.
Accounts.
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BUREAU
SUPPLIES AND
ACCOUNTS.
AND ACCOUNTS.
OF SUPPLIES
BUREAU OF

PAY OF
THE NAVY:
NAVY: Pay
and allowances
prescribed by law of
allowances prescribed
Pay and
OF THE
PAY
officers
on sea
and other
other duty, and officers
officers on waiting orders,
duty and
sea duty
officers on
$33,655,372;
officers on
retired list,
list, $3,157,700;
commutation
$3,157,700; commutation
the retired
on the
$33,655,372; officers
of
officers, including
including boatswains,
boatswains, gunners, carpenters,
for officers,
quarters for
of quarters
sailmakers,
clerks, and mates, naval
pay clerks,
pharmacists, pay
machinists, pharmacists,
sailmakers, machinists,
$3,895,776, and also
constructor,
and
assistant
naval
constructors,
$3,895,776,
constructors,
naval
assistant
and
constructor,
members of
of Nurse
Nurse Corps
Corps (female),
(female), $1,000;
$1,000; for
of quarters for
hire of
for hire
members
belongquarters
officers
serving
with
troops
where
there
are
no
public
quarters
public
no
are
there
where
troops
officers serving with
ing to
to the
the Government,
Government, and
where there
there are
are not
sufficient quarters
quarters
not sufficient
and where
ing
Commutation of possessed by the United States to
them or commuaccommodate them
o possessed by the United States to accommodate
qommutastion
quarters,
etc.
tation
of quarters
not to
the amount
which an officer would
amount which
exceed the
to exceed
quarters not
tation of
receive were
were he
not serving
serving with
with troops,
quarters for
troops, and hire of quarters
he not
receive
officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men on
on sea
at such
such times
times as they may be
duty at
sea duty
officers and
deprived
of their
due to
to repairs
other
or other
repairs or
ship due
board ship
on board
quarters on
their quarters
deprived of
Enlistedm
Enlisted men.
$25,000; pay of
conditions which
which may
may render
render them
uninhabitable, $25,000;
them uninhabitable,
conditions
enlisted men
on the
list, $1,067,950;
$1,067,950; extra
pay to
reenmen reento men
extra pay
retired list,
the retired
men on
enlisted
deposit
listing
honorable discharge,
discharge, $1,175,000;
$1,175,000; interest on deposit
under honorable
listing under
by
$30,000; pay
of petty
officers, seamen,
seamen, landsmen,
landsmen, and
petty officers,
pay of
men, $30,000;
by men,
apprentice
seamen, including
men in
engineers' force and men
in the engineers'
including men
apprentice seamen,
detailed for
for duty
with the
Fish Commission,
enlisted men, men
Commission, enlisted
the Fish
duty with
detailed
in
schools, and
Hospital Corps,
the Hospital
of the
men of
enlisted men
of enlisted
pay of
and paytrade schools,
in trade
$61,603,059; pay
pay of
undergoing sentence
sentence of court-martial,
court-martial,
men undergoing
enlisted men
of enlisted
$61,603,059;
Machinists, appren- $431,280, and as many machinists
from time
as the-President
the President may
may from
time
as
machinists
many
as
and
$431,280,
apprenachinists,
tice seamen, etc.
to time
time deem
deem necessary
necessary to
to appoint;
apprentice seamen
seamen under
appoint; and apprentice
to
training
at training
training ships, at the pay
board training
on board
and on
stations and
training stations
training at
prescribed
by law,
law, $1,357,200;
$1,357,200; pay of the Nurse Corps, $628,200;
prescribed by
Naval Reserve Force. rent
retainer
members of
of quarters
for members
of the Nurse
Nurse Corps, $39,000;
$39,000; retainer
quarters for
aval Resere Force. rent of
Force,
Reserve
aval
N
the
pay
and
active-service
pay
of
members
of
the
Naval
Reserve
of
members
of
pay
active-service
and
pay
Reirahursement for $12,000,000; payment of $60 discharge gratuity,
$1,800,000; reimfor $12,000,000; payment of $60 discharge gratuity, $1,800,000;
lo:Reprseent
loss
of property.
of October
V01.40, p.
bursement for
property under
under Act
Act of
October 6, 1917,
of property
losses of
for losses
bursement
p.39.
Vol.40,
$10,000;
in all,
$120,876,537; and
and the
herein specifically
specifically appromoney-herein
the money
all, $120,876,537;
$10,000; in
Accounting.
accounted
priated
for "Pay
"Pay of
of the
shall be
be disbursed
disbursed and accounted
Navy" shall
the Navy"
priated for
.Accouting.
for in
in accordance
with existing
existing law
Pay of the Navy,"
Navy," and for
for
"Pay
as "
law as
accordance with
for
Prorimi.
That retainer pay
Provided,
fund:
that
purpose
shall
constitute
one
fund:
Provided,
one
constitute
shall
purpose
that
OetarpayrestricRetainer pay restricprovided
existing law
law shall not be paid to any member
member of the
tion.
by existing
provided by
tion
Naval Reserve
provided by law during
Force who fails to train as provided
Reserve Force
Naval
the
year for
for which
which he
he fails to train.
the year
Allowance for death
the death
That hereafter,
hereafter, immediately
upon
notification of
of the
death
official notification
upon official
immediately
That
death
for
lloaence
in service.
V01.37,
p.320, amend not the
disease, not
from
or disease,
the result
result of his or her own misconduct,
misconduct,
wounds or
from wounds
Voi.37,1p..32,amended.
Regular
of the Regular
list of
the active
of any
any officer,
officer, enlisted
enlisted man,
man, or
or nurse
nurse on
active list
on the
Nurses an I
I retired of
eulrses
list on active
Navy or
or Regular
Regular Marine
Corps, or on the retired list when on active
Marine Corps,
duty Navy
lt en. active duty
added.
duty, the
the Paymaster
of the
the Navy
shall cause
cause to
to be
be paid to
to
Navy shall
General of
Paymaster General
duty,
the widow,
and if
there be
be no
no widow
children, and if
widow to the child or children,
if there
widow, and
the
there be
no widow
widow or
or child,
to any
other dependent
dependent relative
relative of such
such
any other
child, to
be no
there
officer,
enlisted man,
nurse previously
designated by him or her,
previously designated
or nurse
man, or
officer, enlisted
an
to six
six months'
months' pay
at the
received by such
rate received
the rate
pay at
equal to
amount equal
an amount
his or
man, or nurse at the date of his
enlisted man,
Beneficiary to be officer,
officer, enlisted
or her
her death.
death. The
The
Beneficiary
designated.
officer
requiring each
Secretary
the Navy
Navy shall
shall establish
establish regulations
regulations requiring
each officer
of the
Secretary of
designated.
and enlisted
man or
no wife
wife or
designate the
child to designate
or child
having no
nurse having
or nurse
enlisted man
and
be paid in case
proper dependent
whom this
this amount
shall be
amount shall
to whom
relative to
dependent relative
proper
of
his or
amount shall
shall be
be paid
paid from
approprifunds approprifrom funds
Said amount
death. Said
her death.
or her
of his
a-ailalle.
F:.:s available.
Funds
PT.A.M.4.
ated
the pay
pay of
Navy and
of the Marine Corps, respecrespecand pay of
the Navy
of the
for the
ated for
i,.l"'S.
existing
other existing
or in
Applicable only
to tively:
nothing in
in this
in other
section or
this section
That nothing
Prorided, That
tivelv: Provided,
only to
Applicable
of this
reettiar Nts
and legislation
legislation shall
be construed
as making
the provisions
provisions of
this section
section
making the
construed as
shall be
Navyy and
reguiar
Marine Corps.
applicable to
to officers,
officers, enlisted
enlisted men, or nurses of any forces of the
applicable
of the
the United
United States
States other
regular Navy and
other than those of the regular
avy of
N avy
Marine
Corps, and
in this
shall be
construed to apply
be construed
section shall
this section
nothing in
and nothing
Marine Corps,
permanent
holdinggpermanent
in commissioned
grades to
to any
any officers
officers except
those holdi
except those
commissioned grades
in
Pay of the Navy.
ay of the Navy.
Officers, etc.

fficers, etc.
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825
825

or
probationary appointments
appointments in the Regular Navy or Marine Corps:
or probationary

Provisions applicaappsiabrovions
this section
Provided, That
the provisions
section shall apply to the officers
officers ble
of this
provisions of
That the
Provided,
to Coast Guard.
Guard, and the Secretary of the Treasand
enlisted men
men of
of the
Coast Guard,
the Coast
and enlisted

ury
payment to be made accordingly.
accordingly.
cause payment
urv will cause
Superintendent
cSuperintendent
That
Superintendent of the Coast and Geodetic Survey shall Coast
that the Superintendent
and Geodetic
Survey.
have the
relative rank, pay, and allowances of aacaptain in the Navy, survey.
the relative
have
Rank, pay,
etc.,
y, etc.
designnates.
the President, by and with designated.
and
that hereafter
be appointed
appointed by the
he shall
shall be
hereafter he
and that
Post, p.
929.
p929.
Post
the list of commissioned
the
of the
Senate, from the
the Senate,
consent of
and consent
advice and
the advice
below the rank of comnot below
Survey not
officers
of the
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
Coast and
the Coast
officers of
mander for
years, and
and may
may be reappointed
reappointed for further
further
of four
four years,
term of
for aaterm
mander
each.
periods of
years each.
four years
of four
periods
Provisions.
of
Comnutation
commuted rations for Commutation
provisions and commuted
PROVISIONS, NAVY:
For provisions
NAVY: For
PROVISIONS,
of
rations
increased.
rationsincreased.
be
rations
the
seamen
and
marines,
which
commuted
may
paid
commuted
which
marines,
and
seamen
the
R. S.,sec.158.5, p.271,
27
amended.
desertion, upon orders of amended.
to caterers
of messes,
case of
death or
or desertion,
of death
in case
messes, in
to
caterers of
duty
sea duty
the commanding
commanding officers,
officers, commuted
rations for
for officers
on sea
officers on
commuted rations
the
Supply
(other than
commissioned officers of the line, Medical and Supply
than commissioned
(other
gunners, chief carpenters,
chief gunners
Corps,
chief boatswains,
carpenters,
boatswains, chief
chaplains, chief
Corps, chaplains,
68 cents
cents
chief
chief pay
and chief
sailmakers) at 68
chief sailniakers)
clerks, and
pay clerks,
machinists, chief
chief machinists,
and commuted
per
diem, and
and midshipmen
at $1.08
$1.08 per
per diem,
diem, and
commuted rations
midshipmen at
per diem,
stopped
sick in
in hospital
and credited
credited at the rate of 68
hospital and
of sick
account of
on account
stopped on
cents
officers
subsistence of officers
fund; subsistence
hospital fund;
naval hospital
the naval
to the
ration to
per ration
cents per
vessels to which
and men
men unavoidably
detained or
absent from
from vessels
which
or absent
unavoidably detained
and
attached under
orders (during
which subsistence
subsistence rations
be
to be
rations to
(during which
under orders
attached
to
stopped
on board
no credit
commutation therefor
therefor to
for commutation
credit for
and no
ship and
board ship
stopped on
be
of men
on detached
detached duty; subsistence of
men on
subsistence of
given); subsistence
be given);
members
officers
of the
naval auxiliary
auxiliary service;
subsistence of
of members
service; subsistence
the naval
men of
and men
officers and
of
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Force during
during period
period of
of active
active service;
expenses
service; expenses
Reserve Force
of the
in handling
and for
subsistence of
of female
female nurses
nurses and
and
for subsistence
provisions and
handling provisions
in
Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps
prisoners undergoing
courts-martial prisoners
general courts-martial
Corps general
Navy
imprisonment with
sentences of
dishonorable discharge
discharge from the Po.
of dishonorable
with sentences
imprisonment
Proviso.
to
ration to
Commuted ration
service at
the expiration
expiration of
of such
such confinement:
Provided, That the Commuted
confinement: Provided,
at the
service
prisoners.
Secretary of
of the
Navy is
is authorized
rations for such prisoners.
commute rations
to commute
authorized to
the Navy
Secretary
general courts-martial
in such
as seem
seem to him
amounts as
such amounts
prisoners in
courts-martial prisoners
general
proper, which
which may
may vary
varyiin
with the
location of
the naval
naval Army emergency
maergey
of the
the location
in accordance
accordance with
proper,
ration.
prison, but
shall in
n no
no case
case exceed
exceed 30
cents per diem for each ration.
30 cents
which shall
but which
prison,
United States Army
ration so
so commuted;
commuted; and
and for
for the
the purchase
purchase of Umted
ration
available
emergency rations
rations as
as required;
all, $26,000,000,
to be
be available
$26,000,000, to
in all,
required; in
emergency
until
the close
of the
year ending
ending June
30, 1922.
antence
1922.
June 30,
the fiscal
fiscal year
close of
until the
Maintenance.
MAINTENANCE, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
SUPPLIES AND
fuel;
For fuelACCOUNTS: For
AND ACCOUNTS:
OF SUPPLIES
MAINTENANCE,
the removal
removal and
and transportation
transportation of
of ashes
ashes and
garbage from
ships of
of
from ships
and garbage
the
stationery for comwar; books,
including stationery
stationery, including
and stationery-,
blanks, and
books, blanks,
war;
manding and
and navigating
navigating officers
officers of
chaplains on
shore and
on shore
ships, chaplains
of ships,
manding
afloat,
use of
board ships;
ships; purchase,
purchase
on board
courts-martial on
of courts-martial
the use
for the
and for
afloat, and
typewriters for ships; packing
repair
packing boxes and
of typewriters
exchange of
and exchange
repair,s and
materials;
interio fittings
tings for
offices and
storehouses, pay .offices,
for general storehouses,
materials; interior
accounting offices
in navy
yards; expenses of
disbursing officers;
officers;
of disbursing
navy yards;
offices in
accounting
coffee
repair thereto;
factory
clothing factory
naval clothing
of naval
expenses of
thereto; expenses
and repair
mills and
coffee mills
supplies.
Equipmentsuppaipurchase of arti- Equipment
and machinery
machinery for
the same;
same; laboratory
equipment; purchase
laboratory equipment;
for the
and
cognizance of the
cles
of equipage
home and abroad under the cognizance
equipage at home
clefs of
Bureau of
of Supplies
Supplies and
and Accounts
payment of labor in
Accounts, and for the payment
Bureau
equipping vessels
therewith, and
and Ale
manufacture of such articles in
the manufacture
vessels therewith,
equipping
the
navy yards;
and music; mess outfits;
instruments and
musical instruments
yards; musical
several navy
the several
soap
board naval
naval vessels;
outfits; tolls,
tolls, ferriages,
yeomen's
ferriages, yeomen's
athletic outfits;
vessels; athletic
on board
soap on
stores, safes,
and other
other incidental
expenses; labor in general
general storeincidental expenses;
safes, and
stores,
navy yards and
houses,
paymasters' offices,
offices, and
and accounting
accounting offices
in navy
offices in
houses, paymasters'
possesnaval stations,
including naval
naval stations
stations maintained
in island
island possesmaintained in
stations, including
naval
in handling
handling
sions under
control of
the United
United States,
expenses in
and expenses
States, and
of the
the control
under the
sions
of
stores purchased
purchased and
manufactured under
"General account o
under "General
and manufactured
stores
Cr
edit for
in
in
Iosses
foroflosses
Credit
authorized disposing
advances,"
the accounting
accounting officers
the Treasury
Treasury are
are authorized
of the
officers of
and the
advances," and
excess
stoc
ks.
and
directed
to
credit
"General
account
of
advances"
with
the
e.xce
of
and directed to credit "General account of advances" with the dng
44281°-21----54
442S1°-21--54
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Paymaster
which may be certified
certified by the Paymaster
amount of the net losses which
General of the Navy as having been incurred in disposing of excess
General

reimbursement to approstocks
in the naval supply
account; and reimbursement
supply account;
stocks in
priations
of
the
Department
of
Agriculture
of cost
of
of inspection
inspection of
of
cost of
of
Agriculture
Department
of
the
priations
Proviso.
food products
the Navy
Navy Department:
Provided,
Department: Provided,
for the
products for
meat food
and meat
meats and
Chemical,
etc., servserv- meats
hemical, etc.,
ices.
That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation, under the direcices.
Post, p. 1169.
.
tion of the Secretary
Pst, .
Secretary of the Navy, for chemists and for clerical,
clerical,
accounting
inspection,
messenger service iin the supply and accounting
and messenger
inspection, and
departments
naval stations and disbursing
disbursing
departments of the navy yards and naval
exceed
offices
1921, shall not exceed
offices for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921,
$3,500,000;
$10,500,000.
$3,500,000; in all, $10,500,000.
Freight,
Departand
AND ACCOUNTS:
SUPPLIES
OF S
FREIGHT, BUREAU
FREIGHT,
BUREAU OF
UPPLIES AND
ACCOUNTS: All freight and
DepartFreight,
ment and bureaus.
express charges
to the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department and its bureaus,
bureaus,
pertaining to
charges pertaining
express
except the
transportation of coal for the Bureau of Supplies and
the transportation
except
Accounts, $2,000,000.
$2,000,000.
Accounts,
Fuel and
and transporand
for steamers'
FLUEL
transporFuel
FUEL AND
AND TRANSPORTATION:
TRANSPORTATION: Coal and other
other fuel for
steamers' and
tation.
ships'
use, including
transportation, storage,
storage, and handling
of transportation,
expenses of
including expenses
ships' use,
the
same; maintenance
general operation
operation of
of naval
naval
machinery of
of machinery
and general
maintenance and
the same;
fuel
fuel plants; water for all purposes on board naval
and fuel
depots and
fuel depots
vessels;
ice for
cooling of
of water,
the expense
expense of
of
including the
water, including
the cooling
for the
and ice
vessels; and
Provisos.
transportation and
of both,
$10,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That the
both, $10,000,000:
storage of
and storage
No charter
charter hire
hire for
for transportation
Government-Owned
United States
Board shall not require payment from the
Shipping Board
States Shipping
Ge,erlsmet-on"d United
vessels.
Navy Department
for the
furnished or to be
hire of vessels furnished
charter hire
the charter
Department for
Navy
furnished from
from July
July 1,
1918,
to
June
30,
inclusive, for the
the use
30, 1921,
1921, inclusive,
to
June
1,
1918,
furnished
Mining coal, etc., for
are owned
owned by the
United States
States
the United
such vessels are
when such
department when
of that
that department
naval
lasa. of
in Alaska.
naval use in
further, That $1,000,000 of this appropriation
Providedfurther,
Government: Provided
appropriation
Government:
shall be
available for
use, in
in the
the discretion
the Secretary
Secretary of the
discretion of the
for use,
be available
shall
transNavy, in
in mining
mining coal
or contracting
for the
Alaska, the transin Alaska,
same in
the same
contracting for
coal or
Navy,
portation of
the same,
same, and
the construction
of
coal
bunkers
and the
the
and
bunkers
of
coal
the
construction
and
the
of
coal
portation
of
Selection
Selection oof
coal
f
Secrenecessary docks
therewith; and the Secresupplying ships therewith;
use in supplying
for use
docks for
necessary
areas.
arel.
Post, p. 1797.
tary
of the
authorized to select from the public coal
is hereby authorized
Navy is
the Navy
tary of
Pot, p. 1797.
lands in
such areas
as may
may be
necessary for
for use by him for the
be necessary
areas as
in Alaska
Alaska such
lands
purposes stated
stated herein.
herein.
purposes
Bureau of
ofConstrucConstrucBureau
Repaiof tr
tion and Repair.
tronand

REPAIR.
CONSTRUCTION AND
BUREAU
OF CONSTRUCTION
AND REPAIR.
BUREAU OF

Construction and repair
of vessels.
paCir ofvessels.

CONSTRUCTION AND
REPAIR OF
preservation and
For preservation
VESSELS: For
OF VESSELS:
AND REPAIR
CONSTRUCTION
completion of
the stocks
ordinary; purchase of mamaand in
in ordinary;
stocks and
on the
of vessels
vessels on
completion

terials and stores of all kinds; steam steerers, pneumatic
pneumatic steerers,
terials
steam
capstans, steam windlasses,
windlasses, and all other auxiliaries;
auxiliaries; labor in
in
steam capstans,
navy yards
yards and
and on
on foreign
foreign stations;
stations; purchase
purchase of
of machinery
machinery and tools
tools
navy
for
use in
in shops;
shops; carrying
carrying on
on work
of experimental
model tank and
experimental model
work of
for use
wind
tunnel; designing
designing naval vessels;
repair of yard
vessels; construction and repair
wind tunnel;
craft, lighters,
barges; wear,
vessels afloat;
afloat;
wear, tear, and repair of vessels
and barges;
lighters, and
craft,
Navy in the line of congeneral care,
care, increase,
increase, and
and protection
protection of
of the Navy
general
struction and
incidental exexboats; incidental
patrol boats;
chasers, patrol
submarine chasers,
repair; submarine
and repair;
struction
Equipment supplies.
offices, such as photopanses for
inspectors' offices,
yards, inspectors'
navy yards,
vessels and navy
for vessels
Equipmentsuppies pnses
graphing, books, professional
professional magazines,
magazines, plans, stationery, and ingraphing,
the
struments for drafting room, and for pay of classified
classified force
force under the
struments
bureau; for
for hemp,
wire, iron,
materials for the manufacture
other materials
iron, and other
hemp, wire,
bureau;
of
cordage, anchors,
cables, galleys,
galleys, and
and chains; specifications
specifications for
for
anchors, cables,
of cordage,
purchase thereof
thereof shall
so prepared
prepared as
fair and free comcomgive fair
as shall
shall give
be so
shall be
purchase
hammocks,
petition;
manufacture of
awnings, hammocks,
of sails, awnings,
the manufacture
for the
canvas for
petition; canvas
and other
other work;
work; interior
interior appliances
for manufacturing
manufacturing purtools for
and tools
appliances and
and
poses
naval stations; and for the purchase of all
all
navy yards .and naval
poses in navy
other articles
articles of
of equipage
home and
abroad; and for
payment
for the
the payment
and.abroad;
at home
equipage at
other
such
manufacture of such
of
in equipping
equipping vessels therewith
therewith and manufacture
labor in
of labor
articles in
the several
navy yards;
yards: naval
other
signals and apparatus, other
naval signals
several navy
in the
articles
than electric,
running lights, and
and
lanterns, running
lights, lanterns,
signals, lights,
namely, signals,
electric, namely,
than
lamps
and their
appendages for
for general
Mimion board ship for illumigeneral use on
their appendages
lamps and
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therewith;
nating purposes;
candles used in connection therewith;
purposes; and oil and candles
nating
bunting and
all
materials for making and repairing flags of all
and other materials
bunting
kinds;
equipage; rugs, carkinds; for all permanent galley fittings and equipage;
$31,000,000:
pets,
pets, curtains, and hangings on board naval vessels, $31,000,000:
rovisos.
Provided, That
Secretary of the Navy is authorized
authorized to make Pro*-o,That the Secretary
Provided,
Repairs of

sarp
'
airs
or "VentuKekr;
fi7
expenditures
from the
the appropriation
"Increase of the Navy, Con- sargee"or"Kentucky"
appropriation "Increase
expenditures from
3
Post, p.8883.
'
for repairs and changes on either the Pot,p.- struction
"
for
Machinery .
and Machinery
struction and
$2,000,000:
exceed
to
not
Kearsarge
Kentucky in an amount
Kearsarge or Kentucky
from
Acceptance,
authorized Erie,
Provided further,
Navy is hereby authorized
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
Accep
rig
e"Niagari
t
ance or
om
further, That
Provided
t!wee
,fr
rom
Erie, Pa
a.
to
accept, on
the United
United States
States of America,
America, from the city Erie,
of the
behalf of
on behalf
to accept,
encumbrances and conditions
of
Pennsylvania free from all encumbrances
conditions and
of Erie, Pennsylvania,
without Pennsylvania,
cost to
to the
the United States Government, title to the naval
cost
without
brig Niagara;
Niagara; and,
upon delivery of said vessel to the United States,
and, upon
brig
to
appropriation "Construction
"Construction and
from the appropriation
expenditures from
make expenditures
to make
Restoration, etc.
etc.
maintenance Restoration,
preservation,.,and maintenance
repair of
of vessels"
for the
restoration, preservation
the restoration,
vessels," for
repair
conthe
including
of said
vessel in the
Pennsylvania, including
Erie, Pennsylvania,
of Erie,
the city-of
of
said vessel
struction of
of suitable
suitable facilities
anchoring said vessel and properly
properly
facilities for anchoring
struction
Limit.
mit.
preserving it
it for
for historical
historical purposes:
purposes: Provided,
Provded, That the amount of Li
preserving
servetc., servlerical, etc.,
further, Clerical,
Provided further,
$5,000: Provided
exceed $5,000:
money to
to be
be expended
shall not
not exceed
expended shall
money
That the
sum to
be paid out of this appropriation, under the direction
direction
to be
the sum
That
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
inspection, watchthe Navy, for clerical, drafting, inspection,
of the
of the
men (ship
messenger service
service in navy yards, naval
and messenger
keepers), and
(ship keepers),
men
stations, and
and offices
superintending naval constructors for the ices.
of superintending
offices of
stations,
Construction plants.
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
30, 1921, shall
shall not exceed $3,500,000.
year ending
fiscal
IMPROVEMENT OF
or CONSTRUCTION
coNsTutrurioN PLANTS:
PLANTS: For
For repairs and im- Constru ction lants.
IMPROVEMENT
provements
of machinery
machinery and
and implements
implements at
plants at
construction plants
at construction
provements of
navy
Boston, MassaHampshire, $8,000; Boston
New Hampshire,
Portsmouth New
at Portsmouth,
yards at
navy yards
chusetts,
Philadelphia,
York, $28,000; Philadelphia,
New York,
York, New
New York,
$20,000; New
chusetts, $20,000;
Charleston, South
Pennsylvania $20,000;
$20,000; Norfolk,
Virginia, $28,000; Charleston,
Norfolk, Virginia,
Pennsylvania,
Carolina $8,000;
$8,400; Mare
Mare Island,
California, $35,000; Puget Sound,
Island, California,
Carolina,
Washington,
$25,000; in
in all,
all, $172,000.
Washington, $25,000;

BUREAU
STEAM ENGINEERING.
ENGINEERING.
BUREAU OF STEAM

"Kear-

Bureau
Bureau of Steam
Steam En-

gineering.
gineering.

Engineering repairs,

machineryetc.'
machin- ma
of machinENGINEERING: For
For repairs,
repairs, preservation,
preservation, and
renewal of
Ec
n
itineee
ryrin
,efcr
.
ePairs '
and renewal
ENGINEERING:
erv, auxiliary
and boilers
boilers of
of naval
naval vessels, yard craft, and
machinery, and
auxiliary machinery,
erv,
ships'
distilling and
refrigerating apparatus;
apparatus; repairs, preserand refrigerating
boats, distilling
ships' boats,
vation,
renewals of
mterior and
and exterior
exterior signal commuelectric interior
of electric
and renewals
vation, and
nications and
and all
whatsoever nature on board
appliances of whatsoever
electrical appliances
all electrical
nications
naval
except range
range finders,
finders, battle order and range transvessels, except
naval vessels,
mitters and
motors and
and their
controlling apparatus
apparatus
their controlling
and motors
indicators, and
and indicators,
mitters
used
to
operate
machinery
belonging
bureaus;
searchlights
other
to
belonging
machinery
operate
to
used
and
fire-control equipments
equipments for
antiaircraft defense at shore stations; Coast signal service.
for antiaircraft
and fire-control
maintenance
and
operation
of
coast
signal
service, including
including not
not to
to coastsal service.
signal service,
coast
of
operation
and
maintenance
exceed $20,000
for the
of land
land necessary
radio shore
for radio
necessary for
purchase of
the purchase
$20,000 for
exceed
Equipment supplies.
stations;
under the cognizance
ca,mizance of Equipment supplies.
materials under
and materials
supplies, and
equipage, supplies,
stations; equipage,
the
bureau
required
for
.
the
maintenance
and
operation
of
naval
vesthe bureau required for the maintenance and operation of naval
sels,
yard craft,
craft, and
and ship's
ship's boats;
purchase, installation,
installation, repair,
repair, and
boats; purchase,
sels, yard
preservation
appliances in navy yards and
machinery, tools, and appliances
of machinery,
preservation of
stations,
of classified
classified force
expenses
under the bureau; incidental expenses
force under
pay of
stations, pay
for
inspectors' offices, the
stations, inspectors'
yards, and stations,
navy yards,
vessels, .navy
naval vessels,
for naval
engineering experiment
as photographing,
photographing, technical
technical
such as
station, such
experiment station,
engineering
books and
and periodicals,
instruments and
instruments; instruments
and instruments;
stationery, and
periodicals, stationery,
books
necessary
apparatus,
supplies, and
technical books and periodicals necessary
and technical
apparatus, supplies,
Pr
to
carry on
experimental and
radiotelegraphy at the Proviso.
in radiotelegraphy
research work in
and research
on experimental
to carry
naval radio
Provided, That
to be
be paid
paid out
of this
this Clerical
tetc., services.
clericai,etc.,services
out of
sum to
the sum
That the
laboratory: Provided,
radio laboratory:
naval
of the Navy, for
appropriation,
the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
under the
appropriation, under
clerical, drafting,
service in navy yards,
inspection, and messenger servce
drafting, inspection,
clerical,
naval
offices of
United States
inspectors of machinery
machinery
States inspectors
of United
and offices
stations, and
naval stations,
and engineering
engineering material
material for
for the
the fiscal
ending June 30, 1921,
year ending
fiscal year
and
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$2,500,000; in all, engineering, $29,050,000,
$29,050,000, and the
shall not exceed
exceed $2,500,000;
"Budesignated the "Buhereafter shall be designated
Bureau of
of Steam Engineering hereafter
reau
of Engineering."
of
Engineering.
reau
Engineering experiENGINEERING
EXPERIMENT
STATION,
UNITED
S
TATES NAVAL
NAVAL
STATES
UNITED
STATION,
EXPERIMENT
ENGINEERING
ment station.
ment-st.tion.r
Experimental
Experimental work.
work. ACADEMY,
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND:
MARYLAND: For original investigation and
ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS,
extended experimentation
experimentation of
appliances, testing implements
implements
of naval
naval appliances,
extended
and
apparatus; purchase
and installation
and auxilmachines and
installation of such machines
purchase and
and apparatus;
iaries
applicable for
service, and
in the naval service,
and use in
for test
test and
considered applicable
iaries considered
for maintenance
and equipment
equipment of
of buildings
$225,000.
grounds, $225,000.
buildings and grounds,
maintenance and
for
Name changed
changed to
to
"Bureau
of EngineerEngineer"Bureau of
ing."
ig."

.Name

Academy.
Naval Academy.
Pay
Pay

of
of

NAVAL ACADEMY.
NAVAL
ACADEMY.

professors,
professors,
prof

PAY,
NAVAL ACADEMY:
ACADEMY: Pay
Payi of
of professors
professors and
others, Naval
AcadNaval Acadand others,
PAY, NAVAL
emy: Pay
Pay of professors and
instructors, including one professor
professor as
and instructors,
emy:
librarian, $385,000.
$385,000.
librarian,
Instructors, etc.
$1,500;
$1,700,.,one $1
swordmaster, $1,900-assistants:
$1,900—assistants: one $1,700
1500; head
One swordmaster,
nstmctors, etc.
master in
in physical
physical training,
training, $2,200;
$2,200; instructors
instructors in
trainin physical
physical trainmaster
ing—one $2,100,
two at
seven at
assistant
each; assistant
$1,900 each;
at $1,900
each, seven
at $2,000
$2,000 each,
$2,100, two
ing-one
librarian, $2,500;
$2,500; cataloguer,
cataloguer ' $1,800;
$1,800; shelf assistants,
assistants, two at $1,400
librarian,
each;
secretary of
$2,750; clerks-two
clerks—two at $2,100
Academy, $2,750;
Naval Academy,
of the
the Naval
each; secretary
each;
$1,900 each;
each; two
$1,800 each; nine at $1,600
$1,600 each;
at $1,800
two at
at $1,900
two at
each; two
four
$12400 each,
each, twenty-three
$1,300 each;
each; seven
at $1,200
seven at
at $1,300
twenty-three at
at $1,400
four at
each; repair
or seamstress,
$1,000; surveyor,
$1,700; services of
surveyor, $1,700;
seamstress, $1,000;
man or
repair man
each;
choirmaster and organist at chapel,
chapel, $1,700; captain of the watch,
choirmaster
watchmen, at
$1,600;
second captain
captain of
of the watch, $1,500; thirty watchmen,
$1,600; second
$1,400
five telephone
telephone switchboard
switchboard operators,
operators, at
each;
at $840 each;
each; five
$1,400 each;
mail
messenger, $1,200;
$1,200; in
in all, pay of professors and others, Naval
mail messenger,
Academy, $436,350.
Department of ord- Academy, $436,350.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE AND
For leading
leading ordGUNNERY: For
AND GUNNERY:
DEPARTMENT
nance and
gunnery.
nance
and gunnery.
nancemen,
ordnancemen, ordnance
ordnance helpers, electricians,
electricians, and other
nancemen, ordnancemen,
employees, $19,806.64.
ofelecDepartments of
elec- employees, $19,806.64.
Departments
AND PHYSICS:
ENGINEERING AND
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
trical engineering and
DEPARTMENTS OF
trical
DEPARTMENTS
OF ELECTRICAL
PHYSICS: For
physics.
physics.
electrical
machinists, mechanics, laboratorians,
laboratorians, and other employees,
employees,
electrical machinists,

etc.

$19,305.84.
Department of sea- $19,305.84.
coxswains,
SEAMANSHIP: Three coxswains,
OF SEAMANSHIP:
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF

Department of seamanship.

of maDepartment
maDepartment of

rine engineering
rine
engineering and
naval construction.
navalconstruction.

Commissary depart-

Commissary department.
meat.

Pro,,,.,

Proviro.
Puy
l'v restriCtion.
restriction.

Dcp-rtmmntof build-

Department of buildings
ings and
and grounds.
grounds.

Coutingenzepenses.
Conuingentexpenses.

at $1,176.88
$1 ,176.88
each;
seamen, at
$1,001.60 each; two seamen, at $826.32 each;
at $1,001.60
three seamen,
each; three
in
all, $8,188.08.
$8,188.08.
in all,
NAVAL
CONSTRUCMARINE ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF MARINE
ENGINEERING AND
AND NAVAL
CONSTRUCTION:
TION: For master machinists, assistants, pattern makers, boiler
boiler
makers, blacksmiths,
molders, coppersmiths, who shall
blacksmiths, machinists, molders,
makers,
be considered
practical instructors
midshipmen, and other emof midshipmen,
instructors of
be
considered practical
ployees,
$54,712.40.
ployees, $54,712.40.
COMMISSARY
purchasing agent,
MMISSARY DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT: For chief clerk and purchasing
chief cook
stenographers,
cooks, steward
steward and assistant stewards, stenographers,
chief
cook and cooks,
typists,
head waiters
waiters and
and assistant
pantrymen,
head pantrymen,
waiters, head
head waiters,
assistant head
typists, head
chief baker
baker and
and bakers,
mechanicians for
for
chauffeurs, mechanicians
butchers, truck chauffeurs,
bakers, butchers,
chief
repair of
firemen, seamstresses,
necessary pantrymen,
pantrymen,
seamstresses, and necessary
of trucks,
trucks, firemen,
repair
butcher's helpers,
baker's helpers,
coffeemen, dish pantrywaiters, coffeemen,
helpers, waiters,
helpers, baker's
butcher's
men, utility
men, linenmen,
linenmen, laundrymen,
laundrymen, scullions, and
unskilled
and other
other unskilled
men,
utility men,
and unclassified
occupations, wages to be determined by the Superand
unclassified occupations,
intendent of
of the
per
$75 per
exceed $75
in no
no case to exceed
and in
Naval Academy,
Academy, and
the Naval
intendent
month in
case of
of unskilled
and unclassified
unclassified employees,
employees, $397,606.16:
$397,606.16:
unskilled and
in case
month
Provided, That no employee
employee paid under the provisions of this paraProvided,
graph shall
salary in
in excess
excess of
of $2,000.
$2,000.
a salary
receive a
shall receive
graph
DEPARTMENT
OF BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
messenger to
DEPARTMENT OF
AND GROUNDS:
GROUNDS: One messenger
to
superintendent,
$1,001.60;
necessary
buildi g
attendants,
building
necessary
$1,001.60;
superintendent,
$145,436.80;
in all,
$146,438.40.
all, $146,438.40.
$145,436.80; in
In
S1,082,407.52.
establishment, $1,082,407.52.
civil establishment,
all, civil
In all,
NAVAL
ACADEMY:
CURRENT AND
MISCELLANEOUS E-XPENSES,
ACADEMY:
EXPENSES, NAVAL
CURRENT
AND MISCELLANEOUS
Text and
and reference
use of
of instructors; stationery, blank
reference books for use
Text
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apparatus and mabooks
and forms,
models, maps,
periodicals; apparatus
maps, and periodicals;
forms, models,
books and
terials
for
instruction
in
physical
training
and
athletics;
expenses
training
terials for instruction in physical
of lectures
and entertainments
exceeding $1,000,
$1,000, including pay
entertainments not exceeding
lectures and
of
and expenses
expenses of
lecturer; chemicals,
chemicals, philosophical
philosophical apparatus
apparatus and
of lecturer;
and
instruments, stores,
stores, machinery,
tools, fittings, apparatus, and matemachinery, tools,
instruments,
rials for
for instruction
instruction purposes, $110,000.
rials
Library.
Purchase, binding,
purbinding, and repair of books for the library (to be purPurchase,
chased
in the
open market on the written order of the superintendthe open
chased in
Board of Visitor.
ent),
$2,500.
Visitors.
ent), $2,500.
For expenses
Board of Visitors to the Naval Academy,
the Board
of the
expenses of
For
Superintendent.
$3,000.
Superintendent.
$3,000.
pe
For contingencies
contingencies for
superintendent of the academy, to be
the superintendent
for the
For
Commandant.
expended
his discretion,
discretion, $3,000.
'Commandant.
$3,000.
in his
expended in
For contingencies
commandant of midshipmen, to be exfor the commandant
contingencies for
For
pended
in
discretion
$1,000.
$1,000.
discretion,
his
in
pended
andreMaintenance
In all,
all, current
current and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, $119,500.
$119,500.
Maintenance and
reIn
pairs.
general main- pairs.
MAINTENANCE AND
AND REPAIRS,
REPAIRS, NAVAL
ACADEMY: For general
NAVAL ACADEMY:
MAINTENANCE
tenance and
and repairs
Naval Academy,
Academy, namely: For necessary
necessary
the Naval
at the
repairs at
tenance
inclosing
repairs
of
public
buildings,
wharves,
and
inelosing
the
grounds
walls
wharves,
buildings,
public
of
repairs
of the
the Naval
improvements, repairs, and fixtures;
fixtures; for
for
Academy, improvements,
Naval Academy,
of
repair
books,
periodicals,
maps,
models,
and
purchase
and
drawings;
models,
maps,
Horse-drawn veh
vehibooks, periodicals,
les,
etc.
cles,
purchase
of
fire
engines;
fire
apparatus
and
plants;
machinery;
purchase
c
machinery;
of fire engines; fire apparatus and plants;
and
all horses and horse-drawn vehicles for use at
at
of all
maintenance of
and maintenance
the
academy, including
including the
operation, and repair of
maintenance, operation,
the maintenance
the academy,
three
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles to be used only for
three horse-drawn
official
purposes; seeds and plants; tools and repairs of the same;
official purposes;
stationery
offices at the
Government buildings and offices
furniture for Government
stationery;.;furniture
academy,
midshipmen'ssrooms; coal and other
including furniture for midshipmen
academy, including
fuels;
and gas;
gas; attendance
attendance on light and power plants;
plants;
oil, and
candles, oil,
fuels; candles,
attendance
cleaning
and clearing
clearing up station and care of buildings; attendance
cleaning and
on fires,
fire engines, fire apparatus, and plants, and telephone,
lights, fire
fires, lights,
on
telegraph,
and clock
labor; advertising,
advertising, water
incidental labor;
systems; incidental
clock systems;
telegraph, and
tax,
postage,
telephones,
telegrams,
tolls,
and
ferriage;
flags and
telegrams,
tax, postage, telephones,
awnings;
packing boxes;
bandsmen's
boxes; fuel for heating and lighting bandsmen's
awnings; packing
astronomical
quarters; pay
pay of
of inspectors
draftsmen; music and astronomical
inspectors and draftsmen;
quarters;
instruments; and
for pay
pay of
employees on leave,
Rent.
leave, $1,205,000.
of employees
and for
instruments;
Rent
of buildings
buildings for
for the
commutation of
the use of the acedemy, and commutation
Rent of
rent
for bandsmen,
bandsmen, at
at $15
each, $13,500.
$13,500.
month each,
per month
$15 per
rent for
In
repairs, $1,218,500.
$1,218,500.
and repairs,
maintenance and
all, maintenance
In all,
$2,420,407.52.
In
Naval Academy,
exclusive of public works, $2,420,407.52.
Academy, exclusive
all, Naval
In all,
Marine
Corpe.
Marino Corps.
CORPS.
MARINE CORPS.
MARINE
Pay.

oners.
PAY,
AREVE CORPS:
CORPS: Pay
of officers,
officers, active
active and reserve list: For Officers.
Pay of
MARINE
PAY, M
pay
and
allowances
prescribed
by
law
on
active
the
officers
all
for
pay and allowances prescribed by law
Retired offlers.
and
reserve list,
$3,705,952.
Retired
officers.
list, $3,705,952.
and reserve
For
of officers
by law, on the retired list: For two
prescribed by
officers prescribed
pay of
For pay
major generals,
generals, eight colonels, five lieutenant
lieutenant
brigadier generals,
four brigadier
generals, four
major
colonels, twenty-three
thirty-nine captains,
first
captains, sixteen first
majors, thirty-nine
twentv-three majors,
colonels,
one
gunners,
marine
lieutenants,
seven
lieutenants,
two
second
seven
lieutenants,
quartermaster
pay clerks, and for officers who may be
two pay
clerk, two
quartermaster clerk,
placed thereon
the year, including such increased pay as is
during the
thereon during
placed
now
or
may
hereafter
be provided
provided for retired officers regularly
regularly asnow or may hereafter be
Enlistedmen
signed
to active
active duty,
Enlisted
men.reser
$278,740.
duty, $278,740.
sined to
e
and reserve
Acie and
Pay of
of enlisted
allowances Active
and reserve list: Pay and allowances
active and
men, active
enlisted men,
Pay
prescribedof
noncommissioned
officers,
musicians,
and
privates,
as
prescribed
us'
and
musicians,
officers,
of noncommissioned
by
and for
for the
Marine
clerks of the United States Marine
of clerks
expenses of
the expenses
law, and
by law,
Corps
Craveling
under
orders,
and
including
additional
compensation
compensation
including
and
orders,
under
Corps traveling
for
enlisted men
of the
Marine Corps qualified
qualified as expert riflemen,
the Marine
men of
for enlisted
sharpshooters,
marksmen,
or
detailed
as gun captains,
captains, gun
detailed
regularly
or
marksmen,
sharpshooters,
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pointers,
cooks, messmen,
messmen, signalmen,
signalmen, or
or holding
holding
pointers, mess
mess sergeants,
sergeants, cooks,

good-conduct medals, pins, or bars, including interest on deposits
good-conduct
by enlisted men, post-exchange
post-exchange debts of deserters, under such rules
as the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy may prescribe,
prescribe, and the authorized
authorized travel
allowance
discharged enlisted men, and for prizes for excellence in
allowance of discharged
in
gunnery exercise and target practice, and for pay of enlisted men
designated
designated as Navy mail clerks and assistant Navy mail clerks, both
Autozed enlisted
Authorized enlisted
en
strength.
strength.
Ante, P
p..152.
152.

afloat and
and ashore,
$10,308,331.20.
afloat
ashore, $10,308,331.20.
list of
of the
the Marine
The
authorized enlisted
enlisted strength
the active
active list
Marine
strength of
of the
The authorized
Corps is hereby
hereby permanently established at twenty-seven
twenty-seven thousand
thousand
four hundred,
in the
various grades
grades to
to be
made in
in the
same
four
hundred, distribution
distribution in
the various
be made
the same

Poisos
Provisos.
Transfer of
proportion as
Provided, That
That all officers
existing law: Provided,
provided under existing
as provided
Transfer
of tempotempo- proportion
rary
officers to
to fill
serving temporarily
the grades
of captain
captain and
and below
below upon
upon the
the date
date
grades of
serving
temporarily in
in the
aryciecers
fill vaaent
cancies
in permanent

of the passage
passage of this
this Act
be eligible
of
Act shall
shall be
fill existing
eligible to
to fill
existing vacancies
vacancies
and
created in the permanent authorized strength in
and those hereby created
in the
permanent Marine
said grades
grades by
by transfer
transfer to
or reappointment
reappointment in
the permanent
Marine
pro-said
to or
gae
Age grade
and proe
visions.3
Corps
in the
not above
that of
of captain.
Transfers so
so made
made
captain. Transfers
above that
the grades
grades not
Corps in
visions.
transfer
regard to age, and if found not qualified for transfer
shall be without regard
the same
same grade
as that
date of
then
Qul
. to
to the
grade as
that held
held by
by them
them on
on the
the date
of transfer
transfer then
Qualifications, etc.
officers so transferred
transferred shall
acationse. to lower grades after qualification.
qualification. All officers
establish to the satisfaction
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Navy,
Navy, under such
establish
satisfaction of the
rules
moral, professional,
professional, and physitheir mental, moral,
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, their
rules as he
qualifications to perform the duties of the grade to which transcal qualifications
ferred or reappointed
reappointed and shall take precedence
precedence with each other and
with
officers of
Corps in
in such order as may be recomof the Marine
Marine Corps
with other officers
mended by
by a
aboard
of marine
officers
and approved
approved by
by the
Secretary
officers
and
the Secretary
mended
board
of
marine
Eligibility off officers
as
who served
duty sinc
That all
all persons
served honorably
honorably as
persons who
Navy: Provided,
Provided, That
since OI
of the
the Navy:
on active
active duty
April6,1917.
Reserve on active
active duty
Apri16,1917.
officers in the Marine Corps or Marine Corps Reserve
at
time between
between April
April 6,
of the
the passage
of
date of
passage of
6, 1917,
1917, and
and the
the date
at any
any time
this Act and who have been honorably
honorably discharged or assigned
assigned to
inactive duty
the same
permanent appointment
appointment in the
shall be
be eligible
eligible for permanent
inactive
duty shall
or
assignment to inactive
discharge or assignment
held on discharge
or aalower
lower rank
rank than that held
duty,
duty, but not
not above
above the rank of captain, to fill vacancies existing or
hereby created in the permanent
permanent authorized
Marine
authorized strength of the Marine
Corps
under
the
same
conditions
as
those
above
prescribed
for
officers
for
officers
those
above
prescribed
the
same
conditions
as
as
war
Corps
under
Appointent
Appointment as warofficers now holding temservice: Provided
Providedfurther,
rant
off.cers if
ifnotqualnot qual- now in the service:
further, That officers
rant ocrs
med for commissions.
Corps and
and who
itied
commissions. porary
porary commissions in the Marine
Marine Corps
who have
had more
have had
more than
than
ten years' service therein, if not found qualified for permanent
permanent comrecommended by the board herein provided
provided
missions, and who are recommended
for, may be appointed warrant officers in the Marine Corps; and the
tile
warrant officers is hereby increased by aanumauthorized
number of warrant
authorized number
ber not to exceed fifty to provide for the appointment
appointment of the aforeTime limit for transrTimc
limit fortn- said officers: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That all transfers and appointments
appointments
fers.
made
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
section shall
in
with the
shall be
be accomaccommade
Retention of tem.
Providedfurther,
plished by
by June 30, 1921: Provided
prmi
poratertu'ii
!
wary, Until perrai,npusneu
further, That the officers now holdcommissioned officers in the Marine
ing temporary
temporary appointments
appointments as commissioned
e'ntlappointinultS
ppo0 i n r"s ing
ent
Marine
made.
retain their temporary
commissions until the permanent
permanent
temporary commissions
Corps may retain
appointments
foregoing section shall have been
been
appointments provided for m the foregoing
made.
made.
Retired enlisted men.
Retired enallter men.
For pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed by
men on
on the
by law
law of
of enlisted
enlisted men
the
retired list:
list: For
twelve sergeants
sergeants major,
twenty-nine
drum major, twenty-nine
major, one drum
For twelve
retired
gunnery
quartermaster sergeants, forty-eight
forty-eight
thirty-one quartermaster
gunnery sergeants,
sergeants, thirty-one
first
fifty-seven sergeants,
sergeants, ten corporals, four principal
first sergeants, fifty-seven
musicians,
second-class musician,
first-class musicians, one second-class
musicians, sixteen first-class
one
drummer, and
and ten
privates, and for those who
who may be
be retired
retired
one drummer,
ten privates,
during the
fiscal year,
year, $168,045.
$168,045.
during
the fiscal
Carlmw
Undrawn
to discharged
enlisted men
men for
lrawnn clothing.
clothing.
Undrawn clothing:
clothing: For
For payment
payment to
discharged enlisted
for
clothing undrawn,
undrawn, $50,000.
$50,000.
clothing
Mileage.
Mileage:
Mileage.
Mileage: For mileage to officers traveling under orders without
without
troops,
troops, $162,500.

list.

list,

Age and

e
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For
of quarters
officers on duty without troops
quarters of officers
commutation of
For commutation

where there
no public
$212,500.
quarters, $212,500.
public quarters,
are no
there are
where
PAY OF
the office
office of
the major
major general
general commancommanof the
In the
crvIL FORCE:
FORCE: In
PAY
OF CIVIL

qommutation
Cor=utation

q

Of

of

Civil force.

ivilorce.

dant: Temporary
Temporary special assistant
major general commanassistant to the major
dant:
dant,
$1,800; one
$2,750; one
one chief
chief clerk, at $2,250; one clerk, at $1,800;
dant, $2,750;
messenger, at $971.28.
$971.28.
In
the office
of the
the paymaster:
One chief clerk, at $2,250; one
paymaster: One
office of
In the
clerk,
$1,500.
clerk, at
at $1,500.
In
the office
office of
adjutant and inspector: One chief clerk, at
of the
the adjutant
In the
$1,500;
$1,600; one clerk, at $1,500;
$1,800; clerk, at $1,600;
one clerk, at 151,800;
$2,250; one
one clerk,
clerk, at $1,400;
$1,200.
$1,400; one clerk, at $1,200.
In
office of
quartermaster: Temporary
special assistant to
Temporary special
of the quartermaster:
the office
In the
the quartermaster,
quartermaster, $2,750;
$2,750; one
chief clerk,
at $2,250; two clerks, at
clerk, at
one chief
the
$1,800 each; one clerk, at $1,500;
$1,500; two clerks, at $1,400
$1,400 each; two
$1,800
clerks, at
$1,200 each;
technical engineer, $2,300; one draftsman, at
each; technical
at $1,200
clerks,
$2,000.
In the
the office
office of
of the
the assistant
assistant quartermaster, San Francisco, CaliIn
fornia:
$2,500.
fornia: One chief clerk, at $2,500.
In
office of
of the
the assistant
assistant quartermaster, Philadelphia, PennIn the
the office
sylvania:
One chief
at $840.
$840.
Temporary emat $2,500;
$2,500; one messenger, at
sylvania: One
chief clerk,
clerk, at
Tm
employees in offices
Headquarters Pi Tmporary e
offices at Marine Corps Headquarters
For temporary
temporary employees
and
Marine Corps
porary
Ft."-ri
re.st
ction. empricion.
no person
person shall
shall gpae
Provided, That
That no
posts, $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
and at
at Marine
Corps posts,
be
employed
hereunder
at
a
rate
of
compensation
in
excess
$2,000
of
be employed hereunder at a rate of compensation in excess
Accountin
annum.
per annum.
Accounting.
c co
tmg.
In all,
for pay
pay of
$146,711.28, and
and the money herein
herein A
civil force, $146,711.28,
of civil
In
all, for
specifically
appropriated for
pay of
Marine Corps
Corps shall be disthe Marine
of the
for pay
specifically appropriated
bursed and
accounted for
with existing
existing law
law as pay of
accordance with
in accordance
for in
and accounted
bursed
the
Marine Corps,
and for
constitute one fund.
shall constitute
purpose shall
for that
that purpose
Corps, and
the Marine
In
pay, Marine
Marine Corps,
$15,032,779.48.
Corps, $15,032,779.48.
In all,
all, pay,
e

MAINTENANCE, QUARTERMASTER'S
DEPARTMENT, MARINE
MARINE CORPS.
CORPS.
QUABTEBMASTER S DEPARTMENT,
MAINTENANCE,

Quartermaster's DeDeQuartermaster's

pertinent.
partment.

Provisions.

PitovisioNs, MARINLE
MARINE C
ORPS: For
For enlisted
enlisted men
men serving
serving ashore;
ashore;roions
COBPS:
PROVISIONS,
subsistence and
and lodging
lodging of
of enlisted
enlisted men
men when
traveling on
duty, or
or
on duty,
when traveling
subsistence
cash in
in lieu
rations to
regularly
men regularly
enlisted men
to enlisted
of rations
commutation of
thereof; commutation
lieu thereof;
cash
detailed
as clerks
clerks and
messengers; payments
board and lodging of
of board
payments of
and messengers;
detailed as
applicants
for enlistment
enlistment while
while held
observation, recruits,
recruits, reunder observation,
held under
applicants for
cruiting
and enlisted
otkerimpracticable to otherit is impracticable
where it
men where
enlisted men
parties, and
cruiting parties,
wise
lieu of board, commutation of rations
furnish subsistence, or in lieu
wise furnish
to
parties, and
traveling on special
duty, at
special dut,
men traveling
and enlisted
enlisted men
to recruiting
recruiting parties,
such
the Secretary
machines
ice machines
prescribe; ice
may prescribe;
Navy may
of the
the Navy
Secretary of
as the
rate as
such rate
and
where required for the health and comfort
comfort of
maintenance where
their maintenance
and their
the troops
troops and
and for cold
offices and preservation
preservation of
cold storage; ice for offices
the
rations,
$4,244,498.
rations, $4,244,498.
CLO'rHING, MARINE
enlisted men
men authorized
authorized by
by law,
For enlisted
MARINE CORPS: For
CLOTHING,
$1,856,690.
S1,856,690.
FUEL, MARINE
CORPS: For
For heat,
commutation thereof
thereof
and commutation
light, and
heat, light,
MARINE CORPS:
FIEL,
for the
the authorized
of quarters
quarters for
officers and
men,
enlisted men,
and enlisted
for officers
allowance of
authorized allowance
for
and
buildings and grounds
grounds pertaining to the Marine Corps and
other buildings
and other
for buildings
by authority
the Secretary
the Navy on
Secretary of the
of the
authority of
erected by
buildings erected
for
Marine Corps
organizations at
costat private cost_;
welfare organizations
by welfare
reservations by
Corps reservations
Marine
fuel,
electricity, and
and oil
oil for
power, and other
purposes; and
other purposes;
cooking, power,
for cooking,
fuel, electricity,
sales
to officers,
sales to
officers, $450,000.
$450,000.
M ILITARY STORES,
CORPS: Pay
Pay of
of chief
chief armorer,
armorer, at
at $4
$4
MARINE CORPS:
STORES, MARINE
MILITARY
per
diem; purchase
and repair
repair of
equipments, such
as
such as
military equipments,
of military
purchase and
per diem;
rifles,
revolvers, cartridge
cartridge boxes,
boxes, bayonet
haversacks,
scabbards, haversacks,
bayonet scabbards
rifles, revolvers,
bags, canteens,
canteens, rifle slings, swords, drums, trumpets, flags,
blanket bags,
waistbelts,
cartridge belts, spare parts for repairing
repairing
plates, cartridge
waist plates,
waistbelts, waist
rifles, machetes;
machetes; tents,
tents, field
field cots,
for tents,
and stoves for
field ovens, and
cots, field
rifles,
instruments
for bands;
accessories,
purchase of music and musical accessories,
bands; purchase
instruments for

Clothing.

Fuel, light, etc.

Fuel, light, etc.

Militarystores.

Military stores.
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articles
articles of
of field
enlisted men,
men, signal
equipment and
stores;
field sports
sports for
for enlisted
signal equipment
and stores;
purchase
marking of
of prizes
for excellence
in gunnery
and rifle
purchase and
and marking
prizes for
excellence in
gunnery and
rifle
practice; good-conduct
good-conduct badges;
and buttons
awarded to
to
practice;
badges; medals
medals and
buttons awarded
officers
enlisted men
officers and enlisted
by the
the Government
gallant,
men by
Government for
for conspicuous,
conspicuous, gallant,
and special
incidental expenses
of schools
schools of
application;
and
special service;
service; incidental
expenses of
of application;
construction, equipment,
equipment, and
maintenance of
of school,
school, library,
construction,
and maintenance
library, and
and
amusement
and gymnasiums
for enlisted
enlisted men,
men, establishment,
establishment,
amusement rooms
rooms and
gymnasiums for
enstruction
camps, rental,
Instruction camps,
rental, and maintenance
maintenance of
of camps
of instruction,
target ranges,
ranges,
camps of
instruction, target
etc.
and
fees in
preservinirand
and hanhanand entrance
entrance fees
in competitions;
competitions; procuring
procuring,, preserving,
Aimmunition.
other necessary
\mmunition.
dling ammunition and other
necessary military
Ttary supplies;
supp es; in
in all,
all,
$1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
Transportation
and
Tranortation and
TRANSPORTATION
AND RECRUITING,
TRANSPORTATION AND
RECRUITING, MARINE CORPS:
CORPS: For
For transportation of
portation
of troops,
applicants for
troops, and
and of
of applicants
for enlistment
enlistment between
between recruitrecruiting
recruiting depots
depots or
posts, including
ferriage and
ing stations
stations and
and recruiting
or posts,
including ferriage
and
transfers en
en route,
route, or
in lieu
lieu thereof;
toilet kits
kits for
for issue
to
transfers
or cash
cash in
thereof; toilet
issue to
recruits upon
upon their
and the
expense of
the recruitrecruits
their first
first enlistment
enlistment and
the expense
of the
recruiting service,
$800,000.
ing
service, $800.000.
Repairs
barracks,
REPAIRS
BARRAOKs,MARINE
Repairs to barracks,
REPAIRS OF
OF BARRACKS,
MARINE CORPS:
CORPS: Repairs
and improvements
improvements
Repairs and
etc.
other public buildings
buildings at
at posts
to barracks, quarters, and other
posts and
and stastations; for
tions;
for the
renting, leasing,
leasing, and
of buildings
buildings in
in the
the renting,
and improvement
improvement of
the
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, with
the approval
approval of
of the
Public Buildings
Buildings
District of
with the
the Public
Commission,
and at
such other
places as
as the
the public
public exigencies
Commission, and
at such
other places
exigencies
Temporary
builderection of
Temporary
build- require
require and the erection
of temporary
temporary buildings
upon the
approval
buildings upon
the approval
of the
the Secretary
of the
Navy; such
temporary buildings
buildings as
may
g
of
Secretary of
the Navy;
such temporary
as may
be erected
total cost
not to
$10,000
be
erected in
in pursuance
pursuance hereof
hereof at
at a
a total
cost not
to exceed
exceed $10,000
during the
the year,
during
year, $250,000.
$250,000.
Forage.
Forage.
F
ORAGE, MARINE
ORPS: For
forage in
in kind and stabling
for public
public
FORAGE,
MARINE C
CORPS:
For forage
stabling for
animals of
of the
the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department
and the
the authorized
Department and
authorized
number
horses, $100,000.
number of
of officers'
officers' horses,
$100,000.
Commuta
n ps.of
COMMUTATION OF
QUARTERS, MARINE
ORPS: Commutation
Commutation of
of
CORPS:
MARINE C
OF QUARTERS,
COMMUTATION
quartersith
with troops.
quarters for
enlisted men
men on
duty, for
and enlisted
quarters
for enlisted
on recruiting
recruiting duty,
for officers
officers and
enlisted
men serving
troops where
men
serving with troops
where there
there are
are no
public quarters
quarters belongno public
belonging to
ing
to the
the Government,
Government, and
and where
where there
there are
are not
not sufficient
sufficient quarters
quarters
possessed by the United
United States
States to
them, for
for enlisted
enlisted
to accommodate
accommodate them,
men employed
employed as
men
and messengers
in the
of the
comas clerks
clerks and
messengers in
the offices
offices of
the commandant, adjutant and inspector, paymaster,
quartermaster,
paymaster, and quartermaster,
and the
the offices
of the
the assistant
assistant adjutant
adjutant and
inspectors, assistant
assistant
and
offices of
and inspectors,
paymasters,
assistant quartermasters,
paymasters, assistant
quartermasters, at
at $21 each
each per
per month,
month, and
and
men employed
employed as messengers
for enlisted men
messengers in
said offices,
offices, at
at $10
each
in said
$10 each
per
month, $250,000.
$250,000.
per month,
Contingent.
CONTINGENT,
MARINE C
CORPS:
For freight, expressage,
Contingent.
CONTINGENT, MARINE
ORPS: For
expressage, tolls,
tolls, cartcartage, advertising, washing and
and cleaning
cleaning bed
bed linen,
linen, towels,
articles
towels, and
and articles
regulation clothing in use by enlisted men,
men, funeral
funeral expenses
of regulation
expenses .of
of
officers
and enlisted
enlisted men,
and reti
red offic
ers on
on active
duty during
during
officers and
men, and
retired
officers
active duty
the
the war
war and
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Marine
Marine Corps,
including the
and retired
retired enlisted
Corps, including
the
transportation of bodies
transportation
bodies and
arms and
wearing apparel
and their
their arms
and wearing
apparel from
from
the place
p)lace of demise to the homes
homes of the deceased
deceased in
the United
United States;
States;
in the
stationery
and binding;
telegraphing, rent
rent
stationery and
and other
other paper,
paper, printing
printing and
binding; telegraphing,
of
telephones; purchase,
repair, and
and exchange
of typewriters;
of telephones;
purchase, repair,
exchange of
typewriters; appreapprehension
hension of
deserters; per
men emof stragglers
stragglers and
and deserters;
per diem
diem of
of enlisted
enlisted men
employed
constant labor
for periods
of not
less than
than ten
days; employployed on
on constant
labor for
periods of
not less
ten days;
employment of
of civilian
ment
civilian labor
labor and
and draftsmen;
purchase, repair,
repair, and
installadraftsmen; purchase,
and installation
and maintenance
maintenance of
gas, electric,
electric, sewer,
and water
pipes and
and
tion and
of gas,
sewer, and
water pipes
fixtures;
furniture, vacuum
vacuum cleaners,
fixtures; office and barracks furniture,
cleaners, camp
camp and
and
garrison
equipage and .implements;
mess utensils
utensils for
for enlisted
enlisted men
garrison equipage
implements; mess
men
and for properly constituted
and
constituted officers'
packing boxes,
wrapofficers' messes;
messes; packing
boxes, wrapquarantine fees, camphor
camphor and
ping paper, oilcloth, crash, rope, twine, quarantine
carbonized paper, carpenters
carpenters tools, tools
carbonized
tools for
for police
police purposes,
purposes, safes,
safes,
repair, and
and maintenance
purchase, hire, repair,
maintenance of
of such
wagons,
such harness,
harness, wagons,
wagons, armored
motor wagons,
armored automobiles,
carts, drays,
automobiles, carts,
drays, motor-propelled
motor-propelled
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, to
to be
be used
only for
used only
for
gs.

quarters
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official purposes, and other vehicles as are required for the transportation of troops and supplies and for official military and garrison
garrison
purchase of public horses and mules; services of veteripurposes; purchase
medicines for public animals, and the authorized
authorized
nary surgeons, and medicines
equipment
number of officers' horses; purchase of mounts and horse equipment
for all officers below the grade of major required
required to be mounted;
mounted;
officers'
shoeing for public animals and the authorized
authorized number of officers'
horses; purchase
purchase and repair of hose, fire extinguishers,
extinguishers, hand grenpurchase, installation,
installation,
wheelbarrows, and lawn mowers; purchase,
ades, carts, wheelbarrows,
cooking and heating stoves and furnaces;
purchase of
furnaces; purchase
and repair of cooking
towels, soap, combs, and brushes for offices; postage stamps for foreign and registered
registered postage;
postage; books, newspapers,
periodicals;
newspapers, and periodicals;
improving parade
parade grounds; repairs of pumps and wharves, water;
straw for bedding, mattresses; mattress covers, pillows, sheets, furniture for Government
quarters and repair of same; packing and
Government quarters
crating officers'
officers' allowance of baggage on change of station; deodoriz-

es
Laundries.
operation, and Laundri
ing,
lubricants, disinfectants;
disinfectants; for
for the
the construction,
construction, operation,
ing, lubricants,
extraordinary
maintenance
of
laundries;
and
emergencies
and
extraordinary
all
emergencies
for
laundries;
maintenance
expenses
abroad, but impossible
impossible to anticipate
anticipate
home and abroad,
arising at
at home
expenses arising
or
classify, $2,740,322:
Provided, That
to exceed
exceed $318,000
$318,000 of the
Proviso.
the Proviso.
That not
not to
$2,740,322: Provided,
or classify,
unexpended
on June
30, 1920,
appropriation "Mainltutic tico, Va.,, water
wva'w
ater
"Main- suQsua'
of the
the appropriation
1920, of
June 30,
balance on
unexpended balance
Ante, p.
p. 156.
tenance,
Quartermaster's Department,
rps," contained
contained in Ante,
Marine Corps,"
Department, Marine
tenance, Quartermaster's
the
approved July 11,
11, 1919,
1920, approved
1919, is
is
the Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for 1920,
reappropriated and
and made
replacavailable until used, for replacimmediately available
made immediately
reappropriated
present wooden stave water
cast-iron pipe at the
water pipe with cast-iron
ing the present
marine barracks, Quantico,
Quantico, Virginia.
marine
Tn
for the
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine
Marine Disbursing
Disl?ursing and ac.
ao
of Quartermaster's
maintenance of
the maintenance
In all,
all, for
Corps, $11,691,510;
$11,691,510; and
the money
herein specifically
specifically appropriated
appropriated c
7pten. 1170.
1170.
coup.
money herein
and the
Corps,
for
Marine
Department, Marine
Quartermaster s Department,
maintenance of the Quartermaster's
for the maintenance
Corps,
shall be
disbursed and
and accounted
with the
for in
in accordance
accordance with
accounted for
be disbursed
Corps, shall
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine
Marine
maintenance, Quartermaster's
existing law as maintenance,
Corps,
and for
that purpose
shall constitute
one fund.
fund.
constitute one
purpose shall
for that
Corps, and
Marine Corps, exclusive of public works, $26,724,289.48.
$26,724,289.48.
Total, Marine

INCREASE
THE NAVY.
NAVY.
OF THE
INCREASE OF

Increase ofthe
of the Navy.
Navy.
Increase

I
NCREASE OF
THE NAVY,
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND MACHINERY:
On machwer
Construction
and
nd
maconery
MACHINERY: On
y.
NAVY, CONSTRUCTION
OF THE
INCREASE
account
of hulls
machinery of vessels
vessels herevessels and machinery
outfits of vessels
hulls and
and outfits
account of
tofore
authorized, to be available
expended, $48,000,000.
until expended,
available until
tofore authorized,
INCREASE OF
OF THE
THE NAVY,
NAVY, TORPEDO
TORPEDO BOATS:
BOATS: On
On account
of subsub- boSubmarine
lbmarine torpedo
torpedo
account of
INCREASE
marine torpedo
torpedo boats
boats heretofore
heretofore authorized,
authorized, to
be available
available until
until
to be
marine
expended,
$11,000,000.
expended, $11,000,000.
Armor and armaand armaArmor
I
NCREASE OF
OF THE
THE NAVY,
ARMOR AND
AND ARMAMNENT:
ARMAMENT: Toward
Toward the armor ment.
NAVY, ARMOR
INCREASE
and
heretofore authorized, to
available until
to be available
for vessels
vessels heretofore
armament for
and armament
expended,
$45,000,000.
expended, $45,000,000.
Total increase
increase of
of the
the Navy
Navy heretofore
$104,000,000.
so
t
authorized, $104,000,000.
heretofore authorized,
Total
Limits of cost inThe limits
cost of
of the
the vessels
vessels heretofore
authorized and herein creased.
heretofore authorized
of cost
limits of
The
Ante, p. 156.
Ante, p. 156.
below
increased as
follows:
as follows:
are increased
enumerated are
below enumerated
Battleships.
Battleships numbered
and 44
to $12,750,000.
$12,750,000.
Baeships.
$11,250,000 to
44 from
from $11,250,000
43 and
numbered 43
Battleships
Hospital ship.
Hospital
1, from
to $4,355,000.
Hospital ship
ship No.
No. 1,
from 83,250,000
$3,250,000 to
$4,355,000.
mmition ship.
Ammunition
ship.
Ammunition
from $3,250,000
$3,250,000 to
$3,550,000.
Gunboat.
to $3,550,000.
numbered 11from
Ammunition ship
ship numbered
Gunboat
21 from
from $1,100,000
$1,100,000 to
$1,250,000.
Gunboat numbered
numbered 21
to $1,250,000.
Submarines.
Submarine
numbered 1
1from $1,500,000
$1,500,000 to $1,750,000.
$1,750,000.
Submarine (S) numbered
Submarines
23, 24, 25, 26, and
and 27, from
22, 23,
21, 22,
numbered 21,
(R) numbered
Submarines (R)
8875,000
$875,000 to
to $975,000.
$975,000.
Use for Department
d
expen restricted.
restricten
That no
no part of any sum appropriated
appropriated by this Act shall be used for expenses
any expense
of the
Department at
at Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of
Navy Department
the Navy
expense of
any
Columbia, unless specific authority is given by law for such expenditure.
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No pay
pay to
No
to officer,
officer, etc.,
etc.,
using time measuring
measuring
device on work of employees.
ployees.

1920.
1920.

That no part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be avail-

the salary
or pay
superintendent,
salary or
pay of
of any
any officer,
officer, manager,
manager, superintendent,
on work of em- able
able for
for the
foreman, or other person having
having charge of the work of any employee

of
Government while making or causing to be made
United States
States Government
of the
the United
time-measuring device aa time study of
with aa stop -watch or other time-measuring
any
between the
completion
employee between
the starting and completion
any job
job of any
any such
such employee
thereof, or of the movements of any such employee while engaged
engaged

upon
work; nor
shall any
any part
of the
the appropriations
appropriations made
in
made in
upon such
such work;
nor shall
part of
available to pay any premiums
premiums or bonus or cash reward to
this Act be available
any employee
suggestions
regular wages,
wages, except for
for suggestions
employee in addition
addition to
to his
his regular
any
resulting in improvements
improvements or economy in the operation of any Government plant
of the
appropriated in
in each
each or
or
no part
part of
the moneys
moneys appropriated
urchases of articles
articles ment
plant and
and that
that no
Purchases
section of
of this
be used
used or
for the
which can be made at any
the purchase
purchase or
or
this Act
Act shall
shall be
or expended
expended for
any section
navy
yards, restricted.
navy yards,
restricted, acquirement
acquirement of
any article-or
article.or articles that, at
at the
the time of the proposed
of any
proposed
acquirement,
manufactured or
or produced
produced in
in each
or any
any of
of the
the
each or
can be
be manufactured
acquirement, can
Government
Government navy
navy yards
yards of the United States, when time and facilities
permit,
for a
less than
it can
can be
be purchased
purchased or
permit, for
a sum
sum less
than it
or acquired
acquired otherwise.
otherwise.
NavalResarveForce.
NavalReserveForce.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to
to
Employment on
ac- employ on active duty, with their own consent,
Employment
onacmembers of the
consent, members
tive duty authorized.
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force m
enlisted ratings,
the number
so employed
employed
tie d
uthorid. Naval
m enlisted
ratings, the
number so
not
to
exceed
during
any
fiscal
year
the
average
of
twenty
thousand
not to exceed during any fiscal year the average of twenty thousand
Proi~os.
Provisos.
Number
Number limited.
men: Provided,
That the
the number
limited.
so employed
employed
men:
Provided, That
number of naval
naval reservists,
reservists, so
on active
together with
the total
total number
number of
of enlisted
enlisted men
men in
with the
on
active duty,
duty, together
the
enlisted strength of
of the
Regular Navy,
Navy, shall
shall not exceed
exceed the total
total enlisted
the Regular
Term of
servic..
Navy as
authorized by
by law:
law: Provided
Provided further,
such members
members
Term
ofservice.
Nav
as authorized
further, That
That such
of
the Naval
Reserve Porce
employed shall
Force so employed
shall serve
serve on active duty
of tfe
Naval Reserve
for not
less than
twelve nor
nor more
than eighteen
months
unless sooner
sooner
for
not
less
than
twelve
more
than
eighteen
months
unless
General service rereleased: Provided
further, That
That hereafter
no person
be enrolled
enrolled
shall be
person shall
hereafter no
Providedfurther,
striction.
service re released:
strt
Percentage
Percentage of
of comcor- in the Naval Reserve
general service: And provided
Reserve Force except for. general
missioned
missioned officers,
officers,. on
further,
number of
active duty.
further, That
That the number
of commissioned
commissioned officers of
of the
the line, perper4
manent, temporary,
temporary, and
and reserve on active duty shall not exceed 4
per centum
authorized enlisted strength
strength of the Regular
Regular
centum of the total authorized
Navy,
and the
number of
of staff
staff officers
officers on
duty of
whatever
Navy, and
the number
on active
active duty
of whatever
shall be
be in
proportions as
as authorized
authorized by
by existing
Reserve
existing law:
law:
same proportions
kind shall
in the
the same
Reserve aviation
aviation of- kind
ficers.
ficers.
Provided
further, That five hundred
P
rovided further,
hundred reserve
reserve officers
officers are also authorbe employed
the aviation
and auxiliary
auxiliary service:
service: And
And proBroaviation and
in the
employed in
to be
ized to
apoint- ized
prrn,.o.rrv appointTemnor:Iry
ments
continued until vided
December 31, 1921, temporary
temporary appointmenits contihueduntil
idled further,
further, That, until December
December 31, 1921.
ments
may be
be continued
in force
any grade
or rank,
rank,
Diem!er 31, 1921.
nments now
now existing
existing may
continued in
force in
in any
grade or
not
not to
to exceed
exceed the
the number
number allowed
any grade
allowed in
in any
grade or
or rank
rank based
based upon
upon
the total
permanent authorized
strength of
of the
the line
line
the
total permanent
authorized commissioned
commissioned strength
or of
corps; and,
limitations herein
herein prescribed,
prescribed,
Naval
offi- or
and, within
within the
the limitations
any staff
staff corps;
Reerve oiiof any
aval Reserve
cers.
cers.
officers
Force may,
may, with
officers of the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
with their
their own
consent, be
be
own consent,
continued on
on active
active duty
duty ashore
or afloat,
afloat, including
including three
shore
continued
ashore or
three on
on shore
duty in
in the
Section of
of the
Office of
of Naval
Naval Intelligence,
duty
the Historical
Historical Section
the Office
Intelligence, who
who
be retained
retained on
active duty
duty beyond
beyond the
of disenrollment
of Pr- may
mav be
on active
the age
age of
disenrollment but
but
o ,ion
caNo
ned
t streugof
thleuthof,,;',r
not beyond
beyond June
June
30,
1922: And
further, That
That nothing
herein
nothing herein
And provided
providedfurther,
nf
30, 1922:
not
Ireduction
in
mit
Navy.-av.
shall be
be construed
construed as
reducing the
commissioned or
enlisted
shall
as reducing
the permanent
permanent commissioned
or enlisted
strength
of
the
Regulsr Navy
Navy as
as authorized
by existing
existing law.
law.
strength
of
the
Regulsr
authorized
by
rikabil!ty
retireThat all
officers of
the Naval
Reserve Force
Force and
officers
of the
Naval Reserve
and temporary
temporary officers
lt of Naval
avl Reserve
Reierve
That
all officers
ment
and temporary oIicers.
officers. of the Navy who have heretofore
aItemporary
heretofore incurred
incurred or may hereafter
hereafter incur
physical
line of
duty shall
eligible for
for retirement
retirement under
under
physical disabil_ity
disability m
in line
of duty
shall be
be eligible
the same
same conditions
conditions as
provided by
by law
officers of
the Regular
Regular
the
as now
now provided
law for
for officers
of the
Navy
have incurred
incurred physical
physical disability
of duty.
Navv who
who have
disability in
in line
line of
duty.
Temporary
*mnoroary officers.
oficers.
SEC.
3. That
That officers
SEC. 3.
officers holding
holding temporary commissioned
commissioned and warrant
warrant
Transfers to
permato pernaranks
members of
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
of comnentrandesadr
tra ranks.
ranks in
in the
the Navy
Navy and
and members
of the
the Naval
Force of
comrr
nent
grades and
missioned
warrant ranks
shall be
for transfer
to an
an
missioned and
and warrant
ranks shall
be eligible
eligible for
transfer to
appointment in
permanent grades
or ranks
appointment
in the
the permanent
grades or
ranks in
in the
the Navy
Navy for
for which
which
they
they may
may be
be found
found qualified
qualified not
above that
that held
held by
them on
the date
date
not above
by them
on the
of
transfer, but
but not
to exce,ed
thousand two
of transfer,
not to
exceed a
a total
total of
of one
one thousand
two hundred
hundred
commissioned
oiniTe7r;TEIfierne,
which number
number five
commissioned ofEficers
'
Etn-t
e
e, of
of which
five hundred
hundred may
may

Cah

rewrds, etc.,
etc.,
Cash rewards,
restricted.

per.
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1920.
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Corps.
be appointed from class five, NaReserve Flying Corps, with pro- Flying
Fl'
rps.
Naval Reserve
Staff Corps.
portlonate
authorized by law
law,, except
except
portionate number in all Staff Corps as now authorized
that the Medical, Dental,
Dental, and Supply Corps shall be entitled to such
additional
necessary to make up the full quota
additional numbers as are necessary
quota of

officers in those corps, as now authorized by
by. law: Provided,
Provided, That

Proviso.

Pr"'and
Rank

n eedence.
officers
officers so appointed
appointed to the line of the Navy shall take rank in accordaccord- de
ance with their precedence while holding temporary
temporary rank, and members of the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force of commissioned and warrant ranks
ranks
found qualified for aagiven rank shall be arranged
arranged according to their
their
precedence among
among themselves and commissioned
precedence
commissioned in
in the permanent
permanent
service
temporary officer
officer who
service next after
after the lowest
lowest temporary
who qualifies
qualifies for
for the
the
same
appointed in
with the
the provisions
provisions of
this
same rank
rank and is appointed
in accordance
accordance with
of this
Act.

Providedfurther
further, That
That included
Provided
included in
number of
of transfers
in the
the number
transfers and
and

and

preceprece-

Coast Guard.
Permanent appointif
if
in

CPeranappoint-

ments
in Nvy,
Navy,
appointments hereinbefore
hereinbefore allowed, commissioned
mrentsg in
appointments
commissioned officers of the serving
therein
Coast Guard, who have served creditably
creditably under
under the Navy DepartDepart- World
War.
World War.

suitable appliapplithe German
German Government,
ment in
ment
in the War with the
Government, upon suitable

Qualifications, etc.

Qualiications, etc.

approved by the Secretary
cation approved
Secretary of
of the Navy and
and the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Treasury, may be appointed
appointed to a
apermanent
permanent rank or grade in the
Navy for which found
found qualified by a
aboard of naval officers
officers under
under
the provisions of existing law, but not above the rank of lieutenant
lieutenant
commander, and
shall take
and shall
take such precedence
precedence therein as the
the Secretary
Secretary Proviso.
commander,
of
the Navy
Navy may
may determine:
Provided further
That for
of the
determine: Provided
further, That
for the
the purposes
purposes Credit
credit. for
former
or former
of
computing
pay and
retirement
privieges of officers
office. and service.
and retirement
retof further,
lonevitty pay
of comuting
puting longevity
enlisted
service in the
Guard
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Navy, all creditable
creditable service
the Coast
Coast Guard

and
be counted.arrant
counted.
and former
former Revenue-Cutter
Revenue-Cutter Service
Service shall
shall be
o
Warrant officers.
Service eligibility for
in addition
addition to
SEC.
the number
number of
transfers and
and appointSEC. 4.
4. That
That in
to the
of transfers
appoint- service
permanent
commisraents
commissioned warrant
warrant officers
officers of
of more
more sionsinthe
ments hereinbefore
hereinbefore allowed,
allowed, commissioned
sions in theNNavy."
Navy.
than
fifteen years'
than fifteen
years' service
service since
since date
date of
of warrant or date
date of first
first apappointment as paymaster's
pointment
paymaster's clerk, pharmacist
pharmacist or
or mate, who have
have
creditably served in the war with
German Government
Government in temcreditably
with the German
Rank, etc.
porary commissioned
commissioned ranks or grades in the regular Navy, shall be Ranr, etc.
porary
appointed to a
permanent rank or grade for which they may be
appointed
a permanent
qualified
established and shown by their
service during
qualified as
as established
their records
records of service
during
their term of service
temporary- rank
rank or
or grade
grade held
service not above the
the temporary
held by
by Proao
Provisos.
Precedence
them
the time
transfer: Provided
Provided, That officers
so transferred
them at
at the
time of
of transfer:
officers so
transferred to
to ferred
rrecedence of transline officers.
the
line of
shall take
rank therein
accordance with
their ferred
the line
of the
the Navy
Navy shall
take rank
therein in
in accordance
with their
otfierspreceStaffline
corps
precedence while
Provided further,
That all dence.
holding temporary
temporary rank:
rank: Provided
further, That
precedence
while holding
officers so transferred
officers
transferred in accordance
accordance with
with sections 3
3 and
and 44 of this
this
precedence with
Act to the staff corps of the Navy shall take
take precedence
with each
each
officers in the Navy in
other and
and with other
other officers
in such
such order
order as may be
be
recommended
board of
of naval
recommended by
by a
a board
naval officers
officers and
and approved
approved by
by the
the Grade
limitation.
Grade limitation.
Secretary of
of the
Navy: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
n
o transfers
transfers or
or apSecretary
the Navy:
That .
no
.ppointinents made
in accordance
accordance with
with sections
sections 3
and 4
of this
Act
pointments
made in
3 and
4 of
this Act
shall
be to
to a
higher grade
grade or
or rank
shall be
a higher
ramk than
than lieutenant
lieutenant in_tbe_Navy:
in thsion
t
Reversion to present
And
provided _further,
officers 'apponFte- to te
permanent status
stateon
permanent
further, That
That officers
And provided
on failurein
failure in preo
professional examination
examination
who now
sections who
with the
Navy
in accordance
accordance with
the foregoing
foregoing sections
now hold permaperma- fessional
Navy in
for promotion.
nent
or permanent
permanent commissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant rank
in the
rank in
the for promotion.
nent warrant
warrant or
United
thereafter fail professionally
professionally on
on
United States Navy shall,
shall, if they thereafter
examination
permanent warrant
warrant or
or
to such
such permanent
revert to
for promotion,
promotion, revert
examination for
permanent cormissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant status.
permanent
status.
Age restrictions
restrictions f(r
for
authorized
appointS
EC. 5.
That officers
officers appointed
of the
foregoing proviprovi- authorized
appointany of
the foregoing
under any
appointed under
5. That
SEC.
ments.
sions
shaU be not more than
when so apage when
ap- mn
than thirty-five years
years of age
sions shall
pointed to the line of
Supply
of the Navy, Construction
Construction Corps, or
or Supply
Corps,
forty-three years
appointed
Corps, and
years of age
age when so
so appointed
and not more than forty-three
to
Corps of
of Chaplains,
Chaplains, or
or to
the Medical,
Dental, or
Engi- Provisos.
to the
the Corps
to the
Medical, Dental,
or Civil
Civil Engineering Corps:
Corps: Provided,
Provided, That
neering
limits shall
be increased
in Extended
That said
said age
age limits
shall be
increased in
xtended for prim
prior
etc., service.
the
cases of
officers who
have rendered
prior service
the cases
of officers
who have
rendered prior
service as
as _paymaster's
paymaster's warrant,
rra nt, etc.,
service.
clerks,
commissioned officers
officers in
mates, or as warrant
warrant or commissioned
in the
clerks, or
or as
as mates,
naval service
service: Provided
further,
naval
service to
to the
the extent
extent of
of all
all prior
prior naval
naval service:
Providedfurther,
-
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That officers originally appointed
appointed to the Dental Corps above the
said age limits shall be eligible for appointment and promotion
promotion
For
promoting line
line under this Act irrespective
And
provided
further,
offiFor promoting
irrespective
of
age:
further,
That
officers appointed from
officers
Irom
p
prunt
than Naval
a v a cers of the li
other than
ftethe
h Navy who.a_.are
thereto —piiirSuant
pursuant
line of
.are appointed
appointed therete
Academy.
fo
— this -Act
Act from
from sources
other than
Naval Academy
shall not
be
the Naval
Academy shall
not be
toTis
Academy.
sources other
than the
ineligible for
promotion by
by reason
of age
prescribed by
Act of
of
by the
the Act
reason of
age as
as prescribed
ineligible
for promotion
Vol. 39, p. 579.
August 29,
.
ninth Statutes,
page 579),
they have
have
579), until
until they
Statutes, page
(Thirty-ninth
29, 1916
1916 (ThirtyService
ingrades
grades rere-August
ervi3e in
quired.
quired.
rendered ten years' service
service in the grade
of lieutenant
rendered
grade of
lieutenant commander,
corrunander,
six years' service in the grade of commander,
years' service
service
commander or eight years'
which
in the grade of captain, respectively,
the completion
completion of which
respectively, upon the
service
meligible for promotion by reason of age,
service such
such officers, if then ineligible
further,
shall be retired
retired in accordance
Act: And provided further,
accordance with said Act:
Lieutenants
d
grade)
to
lieutenant
(junior
1923,
promotions
until
June
a 11
n
d
Lieutenants a
That
June
30,
1923,
promotions
lieutenant
lieutenants (junior
grade).
grade).
lieutenant may be made
and lieutenant
made without regard
regard to length of service:
Promotion
Promotion of
perma- And provided
of permapvidedfurther,
permafurther, That until June
June 30, 1923,
1923, officers of the perinaofficers serving in
nent officers
h
em
rir
r s %a
les durdur- n.ent
Navy who
who have
served satisfactorily
satisfactorily during
during the
war with
the
temporary
rades
nent Navy
have served
the war
with the
ing wor
German Government
ar.
(overnment in a
a temporary
temporary grade
grade or
or rank
be eligible
eligible
ran,k shall be
under the provisions of existing law for selection for promotion or
or
regard
ormrank
regard
for promotion to the same permanent
f
a
u
n
r
e
t
n
ht
ergrade
gr
, Tahdeatorra
m
nk
akwithout
w
i t
g
ho
ru
ed
t
u
r
c
e:
ons
f
io
r
ip
ex
roa
m
mo
i
t
n
ioarequirements
n
tiot
n
o:the same
provided
further, and professional
statutory
other
professional and physphysthan
age
other than
statutory
requirements
toc a
Dental Corps.
Corps.

igo rl

a

.

Precedence
of officers
Preeedencefoffieers
given
given temporary
temporary
.
appointments
in lower
lower
appoitments in
grades.
grades.

ical examination: And provided further, That in making reductions

ica
l ank as
temporary
in rrank
as may be required
required by this
this Act, officers
officers holding temporary
appotments
may be
appointments may
be given
given temporary
temporary appointments
appointments in lower
lower
grades, and officers
appointed shall take precedence
precedence from
from the
officers so appointed
dates of their original appointments in such lower grades.
onof
Bonus
of WO to
to per- dates of their original appointments in such lower grades.
SEC. 6.
6. That
That in
any enlisted
enlisted man
man or
or enrolled
man who,
who,
enrolled man
sons discharged
case any
m case
SEC.
since
discharged suice
November 11
11, 1918,
to since the 11th day of November, 1918, has been or hereafter
November
1918, to
hereafter shall be
reenlist in Navy or .
reenlist
service for
for the purMarine Corps,
etc.
discharged
any: branch
branch or
or class
naval service
from any
class of
of the naval
orps, etc
discharged from
pose of
reenlisting in the Navy or Marine
Marine Corps or heretofore
heretofore has
pose
ofreenlisting
extended
or hereafter
shall extend
extend his
his enlistment
enlistment therein,
therein, he
he shall
shall be
be
hereafter shall
extended or
Vol. 40, p. 1151.
entitled to
to the
the $60
$60 bonus
in section
1406
section 1406
the payment
payment of
of the
bonus provided
provided in
entitled
Vol. 40, p. 11.
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide revenue, and for other purTravel pay.0
pay.
Travel
poses,"
poses," approved
approved February
February 24, 1919, and to travel pay as authorized
authorized
Vol. 40, p. 1%3.
permitting any person
person who
in section
section 3
3of
of the
Act entitled
"An Act permitting
in
the Act
entitled "An
served in the United States Army, Navy, or Marine Corps in the
has served
present wax
to
war to
to retain his
his uniform
uniform and personal
personal equipment
equipment and
and to
present
wear the
the same
under certain
certain conditions,"
conditions," approved
approved February
February 28,
28,
same under
Precise.
wear
Proiso.
Restricted to
paid to the same person.
1919: Provided,
Provided, That only
only one
one bonus shall be paid
to one
one 1919:
Restricted
bonus.
SEC. 7.
7. That
That hereafter
hereafter enlistmentsin
enlistmentgin the
Navy and
and in
the Marine
Marine
in the
the Navy
SEc.
Enlistment
Enlistment terms for
Navy and M
Marine
Navy
arin e Corps may be for terms of two, three, or four years, and all laws now
Corps.
Corps.
applicable to
regulations
applicable
to four-year
four-year enlistments
enlistments shall apply, under such regulations
Secretary of the Navy, to enlistments for
as may be prescribed by the Secretary
for
a
shorter
period
with proportionate
benefits
upon discharge
discharge and
reena
shorter
period
with
roportionate
benefits
upon
and
reenPm
Provided, That
hereafter the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Navy is
That hereafter
prades
Grades and ratingslistment:
ratings listment: Provided,
to
be e.tablisbed.
established.
t be
authorized,
establish such grades
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to establish
grades and ratings
ratings as
administration of the enlisted
enlisted
may be necessary for the proper administration
personnel of
the Navy
and Marine
Marine Corps.
personnel
of
the
Navy
and
Corps.
Uniforms.
EC. 8.
8. That
That section
Act entitled
Act for
for making
125 of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
making
rnlrlton against S
SEC.
section 125
Prohibition
unauthorized
wearing, further and more effectual
unauthrized wearing
and
effectual provisions for the national
national defense, anol
he enforced.
eenforced.
etc., to be
Vol. 39 p. 21.
for
purposes," approved
in
approved June 3
for other purposes,"
Voi.
3, 1916
1916, shall hereafter
hereafter be in
Vol.
p. 1202.
\Vl. 40,
4, p.1202.
full force and effect as originally enacted, notwithstanding
notwithstanding anything
contained in the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act permitting
permitting any person who
contained
has served in the United States Army, Navy, or Marine Corps in the
present
uniform and personal equipment
present war to retain his uniform
equipment and to wear
wear
the
conditions,"
same under certain conditions,"
approved February 28, 1918:
Proziso.
Authority
Provided, That
That the
Secretary of
the Navv"
Navv" shall be
of the
the words
words "or the Secretary
of SecreSecre-Provded,
Arthority of
tory
of War"
Secretary
immediately
the
taVr of
of the 2Nar
d
inserted
Navy endimmediately
after
words
"the
Secretary
War" wherp.
16, am
imendeV 1.39,,
p.216,
ed.
ever those words appear in
in section
section 125 of
of the
the Act
Act approved June
June 3,
1916,
1916, hereinbefore
hereinbefore referred to.
,
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Naval Reserve
s
E c. 9. Th athereafter the
Secretary of
Navy may,
may, in
in his
his disdis- Force.
e se r v e
Naval
the Navy
of the
9. That hereafter the Secretary
SEC.
Retainer pay
wthpay withRetainer
be
may
cretion,
withhold
any
part
or
all
of
the
retainer
pay
which
which
pay
retainer
the
of
cretion, withhold any part or all
held on failure to preprehorldouty.
du
berof
the Naval
such members
fail form
members fail
where such
Force where
Reserve Force
duty.
Naval Reserve
of the
a mem
member
duee a
to
perform
such
duty
as
may
be
prescribed
by
law
for
the
maintenance
maintenance
the
for
law
by
to perform such duty as may be prescribed
Provisos.
of the
Force: Provided,
That any
any Prito
Na
Provided, That
Reserve Force:
the Naval
Naval Reserve
of the
efficiency of
the efficiency
of
Credited to Naval
Reserve fund.
fund.
Reserve
money
so
withheld
shall
be
credited
to
the
appropriation
for
organizorganizfor
appropriation
to
the
money so withheld shall be credited
ing
and administering
the Naval
Reserve Force
any
Force to be used for any
Naval Reserve
administering the
ing and
purpose that
that the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy may
consider pro
per to
to
proper
may consider
the Navy
of the
purpose
Fleet
Reserve
Naval Reserve
Fleet Naval
increase
the efficiency
ided further,
f
urther, active
Provided
Force: Prov
Reserve Force:
Naval Reserve
the Naval
of the
efficiency of
increase the
service reservice reti
the
for
required
quired.
service
active
of
That
hereafter
the
minimum
amount
of
active
service
requir
ed
amount
That hereafter the minimum
maintenance of
of the
the efficiency
efficiency of
Fleet Naval Reserve shall be the
of the Fleet
maintenance
same as
Promotions.
Naval Reserve.
Reserve.
Promotions.
for the
the Naval
same
as for
Age
defor, deAge limits for,
SEC. 10.
10. That
That the
promotion by selection, which, ferred
for promotion
age limits for
the age
SEC.
for one year on
on
year
under
existing
law,
will
become
effective
on
June
30,
1920,
are
hereby
request.
hereby
request.
are
1920,
30,
under existing law, will become effective on June
deferred until
30, 1921, in
in the cases only of those officers who
June 30,
until June
deferred
may request
request such
deferment.
such deferment.
may
Approved,
4, 1920.
Approved, June 4,

CHAP.
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
payment of
of invalid
invalid and
and other
other
for the
the payment
229.-An Act
CHAP. 229.—An
pensions of
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, and
and for
other
for other
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
States for
United States
of the
the United
pensions
purposes.
purposes.

lune 4, 1920.
[H. R.4,134161
1920.
[Public, No. 244.1

June
Public, No. 244.1

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
United Peo
appropria
of the
the Senate
and House
ofRepresentatives
Be it
it enacted
States
assembled, That
That the
the following
are uonuoP
i
rs.nk's aPPmPliap
sums are
following sums
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
appropriated, out
in the
the Treasury
approotherwise appronot otherwise
Treasury not
money in
any money
of any
out of
appropriated,
priated,
the payment
payment of
pensions for
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June 30,
fiscal year
of pensions
for the
priated, for
1921,
for other purposes, namely:
namely:
andforotherpurposes,
1921, and
etc., penArmy and
For invalids,
invalids, widows,
siOnsv , etc., en
minor 2,7"
widows, minor
follows: For
as follows:
pensions, as
and Navy
Navy pensions,
Army
children, and
dependent relatives,
relatives, Army
Army nurses,
and all
other penpenall other
nurses, and
and dependent
children,
sioners
who are
are now
now borne
borne on
the rolls,
hereafter be
may hereafter
who may
or who
rolls, or
on the
sioners who
placed
thereon, under
provisions of
of any
any and
all Acts
Acts of
of Congress,
Congress, Provisos.
p
and all
the provisions
under the
placed thereon,
$279,000,000:
appropriation aforesaid
aforesaid for
for Navy
Navy pensions.
pensions.
NavyNy
the appropriation
That the
Provided, That
$279,000,000: Provided,
pensions shall
shall be
be paid
paid from
from the
fund, so
pension fund,
Navy pension
of the
the Navy
income of
the income
pensions
Accounts.
far as
as the
same shall
.Provided further, Ac'ounts.
purpose: Providedfurther,
that purpose:
for that
sufficient for
be sufficient
shall be
the same
far
That
the
amount
expended
under
each
of
the
above
items
shall
be
That the amount expended under each of the above items shall be
accounted
accounted for separately.
separately.
Examining surgeons.
For
and expenses
expenses of
exsmining surgeons,
surgeons, pensions,
for services
services Fees. I
3e6o.pensions, for
of examining
fees and
For fees
rendered
within
the
fiscal
year
1921,
$150,000.
$150,000.
1921,
year
fiscal
the
within
rendered
Approved, June
June 4, 1920.
Approved,
CHAP. 234.-An
234.—An Act
Act Making
to provide
expenses of
of the
the
the expenses
for the
provide for
appropriations to
Malkin appropriations
CHAP.
government
of the
the District
District of
of Columbi
Columbia for
for the
the fiscal
fipPal year ending June
June 30,
30, 1921, and
government of
for
other purposes.
or other

Time 5, 1920.
une
5
[Ff.
R.13266.1
[Public, No. 2454

1920M.
[PublicNo. 245.1

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United District ofumbia
of the
House of
Senate and
by the
Be it
it enacted
of Columbia
appropriations.
40 per centum
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That 40
centum of the appropriation.mb
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
following sums,
sums, respectively,
respectively, is
is appropriated
of any money in Sixty per cent from
appropriated out of
following
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
and 60
per centum
centum out
out of
per cent from
ity revenues.
of District
60 per
not otherwise
Treasury not
the
the
of the
following stcee
the following
for the
full for
in full
Columbia, in
of Columbia,
District of
the District
revenues of
the revenues
expenses of
the government
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
the fiscal
fiscal
for the
of the
government of
of the
expenses
year ending
30, 19
21only,
only, namely:
namely:
1921
ending June
June 30,
year
Appropriations for
year ending
30, 1921,
1921, heretofore
heretofore oSaermDsootianfor
approotltrnie
. DgrI
g tiil
i
prf"
oJune 30,
ending June
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
Approprations
priations of fiscal year
or
hereafter made
in other
other Acts
any proportion
proportion prationsorfisayear
in any
chargeable in
and chargeable
Acts and
made in
or hereafter
1921.
against the
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
be paid
in the
the
paid in
shall be
District of
the District
revenues of
the revenues
against
United States
Treasury of the proportions
the Treasury
from the
centum from
per centum
40 per
of 40
proportions of
Columbia.
and 60
per centum
centum from
from the
the revenues
revenues of
of the District of Columbia.
60 per
and
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Taxation increases
authorized
revenues
authorized if increases
insufficient.
insuffcient.

auationi

Proviym.
Prodi.o.
Limitation.
Limitation.

1920.

IfIf the estimated
estimated net revenues
revenues of the
the District of Columbia for
for the
the

fiscal year ending June
June 30, 1921,
1921, are not sufficient to meet the propro-

portion
appropriations for
for that
that fiscal
charged against
against
portion of the
the appropriations
fiscal year
year charged
Acts, or which
which may
be estimated
estimated
such revenues
revenues by this and all other
other Acts,
may be
to be charged against such revenues
revenues by Acts that may be approved
approved
during
fiscal year,
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia
during such
such fiscal
year, the
of Columbia
estate and
and tangible
tangible personal
personal
shall increase
increase the
the rates
rates of taxation
taxation on real estate
property sufficiently
property
sufficiently to make up the difference:
difference: Provided,
Prom/led, however,
1½ per centum
That such rates of taxation
taxation shall
shall in no event be less than 1
centura
nor more than 2
2 per
per centum.

GENERAL EXPENSES.
GENERAL

General expenses.
expenses.
General

E
XECUTIVE OFFICE:
at $5,000
each; engineer
engineer
$5,000 each;
commissioners, at
Two commissioners,
OFFICE: Two
EXECUTIVE
commissioner, so
so much
much as
may be
be necessary
(to make
salary $5,000);
commissioner,
as may
necessary (to
make salary
$5,000);
secretary, $2,700;
assistant secretaries
to commissioners
commissioners at
at
secretary,
$2,700; three
three assistant
secretaries to
$1,600 each;
clerks—one $1,500,
$1,500, three
three at
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
each, one
$1,200,
$1,600
each; clerks-one
one $1,200,
be a
and typewriter)
typewriter) $1,200,
one $840,
$840,
one (who
(who shall
shall be
a stenographer
stenographer and
$1,200, one
two
$720 each;
two messengers,
messengers, at
at $600
each; stenographer
stenographer and
and
two at
at $720
each; two
$600 each;
typewriter,
$1,200;
typewriter, $1,200;
Veterinar:7 division.
Veterinary
division.
Veterinary division:
division: Veterinary
for all
horses in
in the
departVeterinary
Veterinary surgeon
surgeon for
all horses
the departments of
the District
ments
of the
District government,
government, $1,400;
$1,400;
Purchasin
Purchasing
division.
Purchasing division:
division: Purchasing
officer, $3,000;
deputy purchasing
purchasing
gdivisicn.
Purchasing
Purchasing officer,
$3,000; deputy
officer,
clerks—one $1,800,
$1,800, one
one $1,600,
$1,600, three
three
officer, $1,800;
$1,800; computer,
computer, $1,440;
$1,440; clerks-one
$1,200 each
each (five
(five of
of whom
whom shall
shall be
be stenogstenogat $1,500
$1,500 each,
each, twelve
twelve at $1,200
raphers
typewriters), one
$1,000 each;
storeraphers and
and typewriters),
one $1,100,
$1,100, three
three at $1,000
each; storekeeper,
inspectors—one of
of
keeper, $1,200;
$1,200; messenger, $600; driver, $600;
$600; inspectors-one
materials
at $900
$900 each;
each; two
property-yard keepers,
at
materials $1,400,
$1,400, two
two at
two property-yard
keepers, at
$1,000
temporary labor, $250;
$1,000 each;
each; temporary
$250;
Building inspection
Building inspection division:
division: Inspector
Inspector of
of buildings,
buildings, $3,000;
$3,000; assistassistinspection
Building
divison.
$2,000, one $1,500,
$1,500, one
ant inspectors of buildings—principal
buildings-principal $2,000,
one $1,400,
$1,400,
nine
escape inspector,
$1,400; temporary
emnine at $1,360
$1,360 each; fire escape
inspector, $1,400;
temporary employment of additional
ployment
additional assistant
assistant inspectors
inspectors for such time as
as their
services
necessary, $1,000;
civil engineers
engineers or
or computers-one
computers—one
services may
may be necessary,
$1,000; civil
$2,000, one $1,800, one
$1,500; clerks-chief
clerks—chief $1,800,
$1,800, one
one $1,050,
$1,050, one
one $1,500;
one
$1,000,
(who shall
be a
typewriter) $1,000,
$1,000, one
one (who
shall be
a stenographer
stenographer and
and typewriter)
$1,000, one
one
8900;
messenger, $600;
$600; assistant
assistant inspector,
8900; messenger,
inspector, $1,500;
$1,500;
Plumbing
plumbing inspection
inspection
inspection division:
division: Inspector
of plumbing,
plumbing, $2,000;
$2,000;
Plumbing inspection
Inspector of
division.
plumbing—principal $1,550,
$1,550, six
at $1,360
$1,360 each;
each;
assistant inspectors of plumbing-principal
six at
clerks-two at $1,200
clerks—two
$1,200 each, one
temporary employment
employment of
one $900; temporary
of
additional assistant
of plumbing
plumbing and
laborers for
such
additional
assistant inspectors
inspectors of
and laborers
for such
may be
draftsmen, $1,350;
$1,350;
time as their
their services
services may
be necessary,
necessary, $3,000;
$3,000; draftsmen,
sewer tapper, $1,000;
$1,000; three members
board, at
at $150
$150
members of
of plumbing
plumbing board,
each;
each;
In all, executive
In
executive office,
8128,670.
office, $128,670.
C re of District
CARE
OF DISTRICT
BUILDING: Assistant superintendent,
(Ire of District
CARE OF
DISTRICT BUILDING:
superintendent, $2,000;
S:laries.
Salaries,
chief
assistant engineers,
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each;
chief engineer,
engineer, $1,600;
$1,600; four assistant
engineers, at
electrician,
dynamo tender,
tender, $880;
$880; four
four firemen,
at $840
each;
electrician, $1,400;
$1,400; dynamo
firemen, at
$840 each;
passers, at 8600
$600 each; electrician's
helper. $880;
$880; eight
eight
three coal passers,
electrician's helper,
elevator
conductors, at
$600 each;
each; laborers-two
laborers—two at
at $660
$660 each,
each, two
two
elevator conductors,
at 8600
at
two chief
chief cleaners
(who shall
shall also
also have
have charge
charge of
of the
the
at 8500
S500 each;
each; two
cleaners (who
lavatories), at
services of
to
lavatories),
at $500
$500 each;
each; services
of cleaners
cleaners as necessary,
necessary, not
not to
exceed 30 cents
cents per
matron, $600;
$600; storekeeper,
storekeeper, $900;
$900;
per hour, $9,000;
$9,000; matron,
chief watchman,
watchman, 81,000; assistant chief
chief watchman,
watchman, 8660;
$660; eight
eight
watchmen, at $600 each; pneumatic-tube
pneumatic-tube operator, S
S600;
600; in all,

Executive
Executive office.
Salaries, CommisSalaries,
(
sioners, etc.
sioners,

offisce.

-

$42,400.

A sessor's (dace.
Assessor's
office.

ASSESSOR'S OFFICE:
OFFICE: Assessor,
$3,500; assistant
assessors—three at
ASSESSOR'S
Assessor, $3,500;
assistant assessors-three
at
$3.000
each, one
five field
field men
men at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; record
$3,000 each,
one at $2,000;
$2,000; five
record
clerks-one
S1.800,
clerks—one Si
,800, two at 91,500
$1,500 each, two (who shall also
also be typists)
at $1,400
$1,400 each, one
each, two
two at
at
one $1,200;
?1,200; clerks—three
clerks-three at
S1,400 each,
at $1,400
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$1,200 each, four at $1,000
$1,000 each, one $900, one $720; draftsmen-one
$1,600,
stenographers and typewriters
typewriters at
$1,600, two at $1,200 each; two stenographers
$1,200
$600; board of
$1,200 each; assistant or clerk, $900; messenger, $600;
assistant assessors-clerk
assessors-clerk $1,500, vault clerk, $900; messenger
messenger and
assistant
temporary clerk hire, $500; in all, $56,920.
driver, $600; temporary
assessment
S
PECIAL ASSESSMENT
oFFICE: Special
clerk, $2,000; oSpeil
oge.cial assessment
assessment clerk,
Special assessment
ASSESSMENT OFFICE:
SPECIAL
clerks-one
$750; in all,
clerks-one $1,400, three at $1,200 each, one $900, one $750;
$8,650.
$8,650.
board
PERSONAL
TAX BOABD:
Three assistant
assessors of personal
personal taxes, Personal tax board.
assistant assessors
BOARD: Three
PERSONAL TAX
at $3,000 each; chief inspector
inspector of personal
personal property,
property, $1,800; appraiser
$1,400; assistant clerk,
property, $1,800; clerk, $1,400;
personal property,
praiser of personal
$1,000; two
two inspectors,
$1,200 each; extra clerk hire, $2,000;
$2,000;
inspectors, at $1,200
$1,000;
intangible personal property-two
$1,500 each, five inproperty-two clerks at $1,500
spectors
$1,200 each, clerk to board of personal tax assessors,
spectors at $1,200
$1,800,
two clerks
$32,600.
in all, $32,600.
each; in
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
clerks at
.1,800, two
LicensebureauLICENSE BUREAU:
BUREAU: Superintendent
License
also bebureau.
(who shall also
licenses (who
of licenses
Superintendent of
LICENSE
secretary to the automobile board
board without additional compensation),
compensation),
$1,000,
$2,000;
clerks-two at $1,400 each, two at $1,200 each, one $1,000,
$2,000; clerks-two
licenses,' $1,200;
one
inspector of licenses
$1,200; assistant
assistant
$1,200; inspector
one $900; inspector, $1,200;
inspector
of licenses,
licenses, $1,000;
$600;
600 ;in all, $13,100.
$1,000; messenger, $
inspector of
COLLECTOR'S OFFICE:
Collector, $4,000;
$4,000; deputy
collector, $2,000;
$2,000; Colletorsoce
Collector's office
deputy collector,
OFFICE: Collector,
COLLECTOR'S
assistant
two
$1,800;
cashier,
$2,000;
cashier '
assistant
arrears division,
chief clerk, arrears
three bailiffs,
cashiers,
$1,500 each; bookkeeper, $
1,60 0 ;
bailiffs, at $1,200
$1,600;
at $1,500
cashiers, at
each;
clerks-five at
each, thirteen at $1,200
$1,200 each, four at
$1,400 each,
at $1,400
each; clerks-five
$1,000
each, five
five at $900 each,
messenger,
each, one $720; clerk and bank messenger,
$1,000 each,
$1,200;
two messengers,
at $600
$600 each;
$52,220.
in all, $52,220.
each; in
messengers, at
$1,200; two
s
Auditor
AuDrroR's
Auditor, $
4,
000 ;
chief
clerk, $
2,
250; bookkeeper,
Auditor's office
bookkeeper, office
$2,250;
chief clerk,
$4,000;
OFFICE: Auditor,
AUDITOR'S OFFICE:
at
four
each,
$1,600
at
clerks-three
each,
$1,500; clerks-three
accountant, $1,500;
$1,800; accountant,
$1,400 each,
$1,350, four
four at
$1,200 each,
each, seven
seven at $1,000
$1,000 each,
at $1,200
one $1,350,
each, one
$1,400
one $936,
at $900
$900 each,
each, two
two at
at $720
$720 each;
stenographer and typist,
each; stenographer
two at
$936, two
one
$1,400; messenger,
messenger, $600;
officer, $1,800;
$1,800; teachers'
teachers'
survey officer,
property survey
$600; property
$1,400;
retirement
section: Clerks-one
Clerks-one $1,800,
$1,800, one
officer,
$1,500; disbursing officer,
one $1,500;
retirement section:
$3,000;
deputy disbursing
disbursing officer,
officer, $1,600;
$1,600; clerks-two
clerks-two at
$1,200 each,
at $1,200
$3,000; deputy
two
$1,000 each,
each, one
messenger, $600;
in all,
$54,876.
Corporation
Cou
Corporation Coun
all, $54,876.
$600; in
one $900;
$900; messenger,
at $1,000
two at
OFFICE OF
COUNSEL: Corporation
Corporation counsel,
counsel, $4,500;
se's office.
$4,500; sel'soffce.
CORPORATION COUNSEL:
OF CORPORATION
OFFICE
assistants-first
$1,800,
$2,000, fourth $1,800,
third $2,000,
$2,500, third
second $2,500,
$3,000, second
assistants-first $3,000,
stenographer
fifth
$1,500, sixth
sixth $1,500,
$1,500, seventh
seventh $1,500;
$1,500; clerk, $1,400;
$1,400; stenographer
fifth 81,500,
$720;
and typewriter,
typewriter, $1,200;
$1,200; two
two stenographers,
at $900
each; clerk, $720;
$900 each;
stenographers, at
and
in
Sinking fund office.
office
in all,
all, $23,420.
$23,420.
THE
SINKING-FUND OFFICE,
OFFICE, UNDER
CONTROL OF
OF THE
THE TREASURER
TREASURER OF
OF THE
UNDER CONTROL
SINKING-FUND
UNITED
STATES: For
compensation to the clerk in the
additional compensation
For additional
UNITED STATES:
office
of the
the United
States, designated
Treasthe Treasby the
designated by
United States,
Treasurer of
the Treasurer
of the
office of
urer to
perform the
clerical service
service in
in connection
connection with the
necessary clerical
the necessary
to perform
urer
sinking
of interest
interest on the debt of the District of
paymentof
and payment
fund and
sinking fund
Columbia,
$500.
Coroner's
office.
Coroners office.
Columbia, $500.
CORONER'S
Coroner, $1,800;
morgue master,
assistmaster, $720; assist$1,800; morgue
OFFICE: Coroner,
CORONER'S OFFICE:
ant morgue
hostler and
and janitor,
in
$480; in
janitor, $480;
$600; hostler
janitor, $600;
and janitor,
master and
morgue master
ant
Superintendent of
all, $3,600.
Superintendent
of
$3,600.
all,
weits,
OFFICE
or SUPERINTENDENT
OF WEIGHTS,
WEIGHTS, MEASURES,
AND MARi
l
z
i
e
t measures,
measures, and
and
MAR- weLg
MEASURES, AND
SUPERINTENDENT OF
OFFICE OF
KETS: Superintendent,
$2,500; inspectors-chief,
saiaris.
$1,500, five at m salaries.
inspectors-chief, $1,500,
Superintendent, $2,500;
KETS:
81,200
clerk, $1,200;
masters-two at $1,200 each, two
market masters-two
$1,200; market
each; clerk,
1,200 each;
at
masters-two at $780 each, two at
market masters-two
assistant market
each; assistant
$900 each;
at $900
$600
each, one
one $300;
$300; watchman,
watchman, $600; laborers-five at $600 each,
S600 each,
five
in all,
all, $24,460.
CommisEngineer Commnis$24,460.
each; in
$480 each;
at $480
five at
SEonneers'superinENGINEER
OFFICE: Engineer
Engineer of highways,
n
ergisnre .
highways, $3,000; slr
COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE:
ENGINEEE COMMISSIONER'S

tendents, etc.
$2,000, tendents,
etc.
one of suburban roads $2,250; sanitary engineer, $3,300; asphalts
engineers,
and cements-inspector
$1,500; trees and Assistant engineers,
inspector $1,500;
assistant inspector
$2,400, assistant
cements-inspector $2,400,
and
parkings-superintendent
superintendent $1,350;
$1,350; etc.
assistant superintendent
$2,000, assistant
parkings-superintendent $2,000,
assistant engineers-two
each, four
four at
at
$1,800 each, two at
at $1,800
$2,200 each,
at $2,200
engineers-two at
assistant
streetsasphalts
superintendents-one
$2,500;
of
engineer
engineer
one
of suburban
of bridges,
bridges,
roads
$2,500;
$2,250;
superintendents-one
sanitary engineer, of
of
$3,300;
streets
$2,000,
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$1,600 each,
$1,350 each,
one $1,200;
each, four at
at $1,500 each, two
two at $1,350
each, one
81,200;
transitmen-three
each, one $1,050;
$1,050; rodmen-eight
rodmen-eight at $900
$900
transitmen-three at $1,200 each,
each, four at $780
$720 each,
each, six at
at $650
$780 each;
each; chairmen-six
chainmen-six at $720
$650
each;
draftsmen-one $1,500,
two at
$1,200 each,
each, one
one $1,050;
gen$1,050; genat $1,200
$1,500, two
each; draftsmen-one
etc
Inspectors,
Inspectors, etc.
eral inspector
inspector of sewers, $1,300; inspector
81,200; bridge
inspector of sewers,
sewers, $1,200;
inspectors-two at $1,500
$1,400, five
inspector, $1,200;
$1,200; inspectors-two
$1,500 each,
each, one $1,400,
(including two of streets)
$1,000, one $900;
$900;
(including
streets) at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, one $1,000,
foremen-thirteen
foremen-thirteen at $1,200 each,
$1,050 each, eight
eight at
$900
each, four at $1,050
at $900
Clerks,
each; bridge
keepers-one $650,
$650, three
$600 each;
chief clerk,
clerk,
three at
at $600
each; chief
Clerks etc
etc.
each;
bridge keepers-one
permit clerk, $1,500;
assistant permit
clerks$2,250; permit
$1,500; assistant
permit clerk,
clerk, $1,000;
$1,000; clerksone $1,800, three at $1,500
$1,500 each, one $1,400,
$1,400, two
$1,350 each,
two at $1,350
each,
seven at $1,200 each, two at $1,000
$840
$1,000 each, one $900,
$900, three at $840
each, one $720, one $600; seven
seven messengers,
$600 each;
skilled
messengers, at $600
each; skilled
assistant, $1,200;
$1,200; janitor, $720; steam
steam
laborer, $625; laboratory
laboratory assistant,
engineers-principal,
engineers
principal, $2,090,
$1,800, two at
each, three
$2,090, one
one $1,800,
at $1,760
$1,760 each,
three
assistants at $1,460
$1,460 each; six oilers, at $960
$960 each; six firemen,
firemen, at
at
$1,160
superintendent of
of stables,
stables, $1,500;
$1,500;
$1,160 each;
each; storekeeper, $900;
$900; superintendent
blacksmith, $975; two watchmen,
watchmen, at $630
$630 each; two drivers, at $630
$630
each;
all, $186,030.
each; in
in all,
$186,030.
ntra
Gara
Central
Garage.
ent
arae.
Central Garage:
Superintendent, $1,500;
Garage: Superintendent,
$1,500; two mechanics,
mechanics, and
and
in all,
Municipal
Architect's drivers,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
all, $3,500.
$3,500.
each; in
drivers, at
MumicipalArchitect's
office.
MUNICIPAL
office.
M UNICIPAL ARCHITECT'S
ARCHITECT'S OFFICE:
architect, $3,600;
OFFICE: Municipal
Municipal architect,
$3,600;
engineering assistant, $2,400;
engineering
$2,000;
$2,400; superintendent
superintendent of construction,
construction, $2,000;
chief draftsman,
$1,800; draftsman-one
draftsman, $1,800;
draftsman-one $1,400, one $1,300;
$1,300; heating,
ventilating, and sanitary
sanitary engineer, $2,000;
superintendent of repairs,
$2,000; superintendent
repairs,
$1,800; assistant
superintendent of
of repairs,
$1,350; boss
boss carpenter,
carpenter,
$1,800;
assistant superintendent
repairs, $1,350;
boss tinner, boss painter, boss plumber,
plumber, boss
boss steam fitter, boss
boss grader,
$1,200 each;
each; machinist,
six in all, at $1,200
clerks-one $1,200,
$1,200, one
one
machinist, $1,200;
$1,200; clerks-one
$1,050, one $1,000,
$1,000, one $720;
$1,050,
$720; copyist,
copyist, $840;
$840; driver, $600; in all,
all,
Public
Co m- $31,460.
$31,460.
Public Utilitie.s
tilitiesCommission.
mission.
PUBLIC UTILITIES
UTILITIES CouMISSION:
COMMISSION: Executive
secretary, $4,000;
acExecutive secretary,
$4,000: accountant,
countant, $3,000; traffic
engineer, $3,000;
$3,000; assistant
accountant,
traffic engineer,
assistant accountant,
$2,000; chief clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; inspectors-one
$1,800, one $1,600,
$1,600, one
inspectors-one $1,800,
one
$1,400; inspector
and meters,
meters, $2,000;
$2,000; inspector
of electric
electric
inspector of
of gas
gas and
inspector of
meters, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant
assistant inspectors-one
inspectors-one $1,200,
$900 each;
each;
$1,200, two at
at $900
clerks-two
$1,200; two messengers,
clerks-two at $1,400
$1,400 each, one $1,200;
messengers, at $720 each;
each;
Expert serv i
ces
in
$30,840;
in all,
all, $30,840;
Expertservices.
For incidental
expenses authorized
incidental and
and all other general necessary
necessary expenses
authorized
employment of expert
by law, including the employment
expert services
services where necesnecessary, $10,000;
sarv,
$10,000;
In
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission,
Commission, $40,840.
$40,840.
Street cleaning
cleaning diviIn all,
all, Public
divlsion.
STREET
assistant
sion.
STREET CLEANING
CLEANING DIVISION: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $3,000; assistant
superintendent, $1,800;
$1,800; chief clerk, $1,400; stenographer
stenographer and clerk,
superintendent,
$1,000;
clerks-two at $1,200
$1,000; clerks-two
one $1,100,
$1,100, one $1,000,
at
$1,200 each, one
$1,000, two at
$720
$1,300; inspectors-four
inspectors-four at $1,200
$720 each; chief inspector,
inspector, $1,300;
$1,200 each,
each,
$1,100 each;
two at $1,100
each; foreman
foreman of repairs,
repairs, $1,200;
$1,200; foremen-one
foremen-one
$1,300,
$1,100 each,
$1,300, four at $1,200 each,
each, eight
eight at $1,100
each, one $1,000,
$1,000, one
$900; assistant
assistant foremen-three
foremen-three at
$900 each, two at $720 each;
at $900
each;
Examiners,
steam messenger
messenger and
in all,
$44,180.
and driver,
driver, $600;
all, $44,180.
Examiners, steam
$600; in
engineer
BOARD
members, at
at
enginrlr z
BOARD OF
OF EXAMINERS,
EXAMLNERS, STEAM
STEAM ENGINEERS:
ENGINEERS: Three
Three members,
Inmirance
each, $900.
S300 each,
$900.
Tn.,urnce departdepart- 8300
men.
DEPARTMENT OF
ment.
DEPARTMENT
or ENSURANCE:
of insurance,
insurance, $3,500;
$3,500;
INSURANCE: Superintendent
Superintendent of
$1,700; clerks-one
clerks-one
deputy and examiner,
examiner, $2,000;
S2,000; statistician,
statistician, $1,700;
$1,200, two at S1,000
$1,200,
$1,000 each; stenographer,
$1,000; temporary
temporary clerk
clerk
stenographer, $1,000;
Surveyor's
hire,
in all,
all, $12,000.
$12,000.
office.
hire, $600;
8600; in
Surreyor office.
SrVEYOR'S
OFFICE: Surveyor,
Surveyor, $3,000; assistant
S
URVEYOR 's OFFICE:
assistant surveyor,
surveyor, $2,000;
$2,000;
clerks-one $1,225,
$1,225, one $975,
8975, one $675; three assistant
clerks-one
assistant engineers,
engineers,
at 81,500
S1,500 each; computer,
computer, $1,200;
$1,200; record
record clerk,
clerk, $1,050; inspector,
inspector,
$1,275;
$1,275; draftsmen-one
draftsmen-one S1,225,
$1,225, one
one $900; assistant computer, 8900;
$900;
rodmen, at $825 each;
at $700
$700 each,
each, two
two at
three rodmen,
each; chainmen-three
chainmen-three at
at
$650
$650 each;
each; computer
computer and transitinan,
$26,000;
transitman, $1,200;
$1,200; in all, $26,000;
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For
of temporary
laborers, addi- Temporary
Temporary services.
computers, laborers,
draftsmen, computers,
temporary draftsmen,
services of
For services
tional
required, purchase
purchase of supplies, care or hire
when required,
field party when
tional field
of
teams, $S,000,
$8,000, all
expenditures hereunder
hereunder to be made only on the
all expenditures
of teams,
commissioners;
written authority of the commissioners;
Minimum Wage
In
all, $34,000.
In all,
contingent, Board.
Minimum
Wage Board:
clerical, contingent,
Bo'tram Wage
$2,500; clerical,
Secretary, $2,500;
Board: Secretary,
Minimum Wage
in all, $5,000, to be paid wholly n,omues.
and
miscellaneous expenses, $2,500; m
From District reveraveand miscellaneous
e
out
revenues of the District of Columbia.
of the revenues
out of
ComEmployees'
Fund.
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Employees'
Compensation Fund: For carrycarry- pensation
pen
EsTili
gle
macd e
Employees' Compensation
District
1.110*
of section
section 11
the District
Columbia Pamentrin.
Payment
forinjuries.
of Columbia
District of
of the
11 of
provisions of
the provisions
out the
ing out
104.
Ante, P•
Appropriation
Act, approved
approved July 11,
11, 1919, extending to the emAppropriation Act,
Columbia the proviployees
of the
government of the District of Columbia
the government
ployees of
742.
sions
of
the
Act
approved
September
7,
1916,
entitled
vol. 39
39, p.
p. 742.
"An Act to Vol.
entitled "An
1916,
7,
September
approved
sions of the Act
provide
suffering
employees of the United States suffering
for employees
compensation for
provide compensation
injuries
while in the
performance of their duties and for other purthe performance
injuries while
Public Library
Free Public
$5,000.
poses," $5,000.
poses,"
Free
Library
BRANCH:
PARB
FREE PUBLIC
PUI3LIC LIBRARY,
INCLUDING TAKOMA
BRANCH: and
and Takoma
Takoma Park
Park
TAKOMA PARK
LIBRARY, INCLUDING
FREE
bahrie.e3.
Librarian,
circulating dede_branch,
chief circulating
$2,000; chief
librarian, $2,000;
assistant librarian,
$4,000; assistant
Librarian, $4,000;
$1,600; director
partment,
$1,760; director
director of children's
director of
children's work, $1,600;
partment, $1,760;
reference
work, $1,500;
$1,500; children's
children's librarian,
$1,200; supervisor of
librarian, $1,200;
reference work,
Takoma Park
$1,200; Takoma
school
work, $1,260;
$1,260; librarian's secretary, $1,200;
school work,
branch
$1,200; chiefs of divisions-order
divisions-order and accessions,
accessions,
librarian, $1,200;
branch librarian,
$1,200;
industrial, $1,200;
reference librarian, $1,200; chief, cata$1,200; reference
$1,200; industrial,
logue
$1,400; assistants-one
$1,200; one in charge
assistants-one $1,200;
department, $1,400;
logue department,
of
periodicals, $1,200;
eight at $1,000
$1,000 each, seven (including one
$1,200; eight
of periodicals,
for
Takoma Park
Park branch)
branch) at
at $900
$900 each,
each, six
for
six (including one for
the Takoma
for the
Takoma
Park branch)
branch) at
at $780
copyist., $780;
$1,000;
classifier, $1,000;
$780; classifier,
each; copyist,
$780 each;
Takoma Park
$780
shelf lister,
$1,120; cataloguers-one
cataloguers-one $960, one $900, two at $780
lister, $1,120;
shelf
each; stenographers
stenographers and
typewriters-one $1,100,
$1,100, one $1,000;
$1,000;
and typewriters-one
each;
attendants-one $900,
$900, eleven
$780 each;
$780; four
four
each; collator, $780;
at $780
eleven at
attendants-one
messengers, at
$720 each;
each; ten pages, at $420 each; four janitors,
at $720
messengers,
watchman; janitor of
at
each, one
one of whom shall act as night watchman;
$720 each,
at $720
Takoma
Park
branch,
$660;
engineer,
$1,300;
fireman, $720;
$720; workfireman,
$1,300;
engineer,
$660;
Takoma Park branch,
cloakroom attendants, at
600; library guard, $720; two cloakroom
at
$600;
man, $
$360 each;
each; six
six charwomen,
$240 each;
in all,
$76,900.
all, $76,900.ubtitut
each; in
at $240
charwomen, at
$360
For substitutes
substitutes and
and other
temporary service,
including Substitutes.
service, including
and temporary
special and
other special
For
discrethe
the
conducting
of
stations
in
public-school
at
buildings,
the conducting of stations in public-school
openSunday,
tion of
Sunday, etc.,
C.
open$3,500.
librarian, $3,500.
of the
the librarian,
tion
holi- i ng.
For
services on
on Sundays,
holidays, and Saturday half hohSundays, holidays,
extra services
For extra
Mscellaneous.
days,
Miscellaneous.
$3,000.
days, $3,000.
books,
For books,
MISCELLANEOUS,
BRANCH: POT
PARK BRANCH:
TAKOMA PARK
INCLUDING TAKOMA
MISCELLANEOUS, INCLUDING
periodicals,
advance for
including payment in advance
newspapers, including
and newspapers,
periodicals, and
subscriptions
to periodicals,
periodicals, newspapers,
subscription books, and
newspapers, subscription
subscriptions to
society
$12,500;
publications, $12,500;
society publications,
For binding,
binding, by
contract or
including necessary personal
otherwise, including
or otherwise,
by contract
For
services,
$7,000;
services, $7,000;
For maintenance,
buildings,
fuel, lighting, fitting up buildings
repairs, fuel,
maintenance, repairs,
For
lunch-room equipment;
equipment; purchase,
maintenance of
exchange, and maintenance
purchase, exchange,
lunch-room
bicycles
and motor
motor delivery
contingent expenses,
delivery vehicles, and other contingent
bicycles and
Extraordinary
$11,000;
Extraor di nar re$11,000;
pairs,etc.
For
extraordinary repairs
the buildings
etc.
buildings of pairs,
to the
improvements to
and improvements
repairs and
For extraordinary
the
libraries, $3,000;
public libraries,
free public
the free
In all, $33,500.
Contingent expenses.
Contingentexpens
EXPENSES.
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT
AND MISCELLANEOUS
CONTINGENT AND
For printing,
books, law
reference, periodof reference,
books of
books, books
law books,
checks, books,
printing, checks,
For

icals, stationery;
stationery; surveying
instruments and implements;
implements; drawing
drawing
surveying instruments
icals,

materials;
binding.
,rebinding,
repairing, and preservation
preservation of records;
rebinding, repairing,
materials; binding,
apparatus
maintaining
order the laboratory
laboratory and apparatus
keeping in good order
and keeping
maintaining and
damages; livery,
in
the office
office of
of the
cement; damages;
livery,
inspector of asphalt and cement;
the inspector
in the
44281°-21--5.5
44281°-21--55

Items specified.

Itemsspefed
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purchase,
horses and
or buggies
buggies and bicycles
bicycles
carriages or
and carriages
of horses
care of
and care
purchase, and
not
otherwise provided
provided for;
ice; repairs to pound and
horseshoeing; ice;
for; horseshoeing;
not otherwise
vehicles; use
of bicycles
bicycles by
by inspectors
inspectors in
the engineer
department
engineer department
in the
use of
vehicles;
not to
exceed $800;
and other
other general
general necessary
necessary expenses of Dis$800; and
to exceed
not
trict
offices, including
including the
the sinking-fund
sinking-fund office,
Board of
Charities ;ininof Charities,
office, Board
trict offices,
cluding an
to the
and to
to the
secretary
the secretary
officer and
purchasing officer
the purchasing
allowance to
an allowance
cluding
per annum for
of
not exceeding
$360 each
each per
exceeding $360
of not
Charities of
of Charities
Board of
the Board
of the
maintenance of
vehicles for
for use
use in
in the
discharge of their official
official
the discharge
of vehicles
maintenance
department,
master, health department,
duties,
harbor master,
board, harbor
personal-tax board,
duties, personal-tax
and markets
surveyor's
office, superintendent
superintendent of
measures, and,
weights, measures,
of weights,
surveyor's office,
office,
department of
of insurance,
purchase of
new apparatus
apparatus
of new
and purchase
insurance, and
and department
office, and
and laboratory
equipment in
in office
of inspector
of asphalt
cement,
and cement,
asphalt and.
inspector of
office of
laboratory equipment
and
$45,000.
$45,000.
Printing reports.
special reports
ftscal
1920.
For
all annual
and special
reports of the government
government of
annual and
printing all
For printing,
yenreprts:
finalyear
the District
of Columbia
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June
for
June 30, 1920, for
for the
Columbia for
District of
the
submission to
to Congress,
Congress, $10,000.
$10,000.
submission
Motor
vehicles.
repair of
and repair
Maintenance.
For maintenance,
of automobiles,
automobiles, motor cycles,
care, and
maintenance, care,
For
Mtvehicles.
and motor
trucks owned
owned by
the District
District of
Columbia, that
that are
not
are not
of Columbia,
by the
motor trucks
and
otherwise
for, including
such personal services in conincluding such
provided for,
herein provided
otherwise herein
nection therewith
therewith not
otherwise herein
authorized, as the commisherein authorized,
not otherwise
nection
order, $28,000;
sioners
shall in
writing specially
specially order,
in writing
sioners shall
Purchases,
etc.
For
the purchase
of six
six new
automobiles (to
(to replace
replace horse-drawn
horse-drawn
new automobiles
purchase of
For the
Pmchases, etc.
vehicles)
of the
the various
various departments
of the
government of
the government
departments of
use of
for use
vehicles) for
automobiles
the
District of
of Columbia,
and for
such automobiles
of such
exchange of
the exchange
for the
Columbia, and
the District
now
owned by
the District
of Columbia
Columbia as,
as, in the judgment of the
District of
by the
now owned
commissioners
shall become
become unserviceable,
unserviceable,
or shall
have or
District, have
said District,
of said
commissioners of
$8,400;
$8,400Use by officials restricted.
In
all, for
for motor
All of
said motor
motor vehicles
vehicles and
of said
$36,400. All
vehicles, $36,400.
motor vehicles,
In al,
ofcials restdy
provided for in this Act and all horse-drawn
all other
other motor
horse-drawn
vehicles provided
motor vehicles
all
carriages and
owned by
by the
District of Columbia shall be
the District
buggies owned
and buggies
carriages
public services
used only
for purposes
pertaining to the public
directly pertaining
purposes directly
only for
used
of
said District, and shall be under the direction and control of the
of said
commissioners,
may from
time to
to time
change the
or change
alter or
time alter
from time
who may
commissioners, who
assignment for
use
thereof
or direct
the joint
joint or
interchangeable use
or interchangeable
the
or
direct
thereof
use
for
assignment
O.
Proviso.
Limit of
of
same by
by officials
officials and
and employees
employees of the District: ProProthe same
of the
any of
of any
of cost.
cost.
Limit
purchase
vided,
That no
no automobile
hereunder, by purchase
acquired hereunder,
be acquired
shall be
automobile shall
vided, That
or exchange,
exchange, at
at a
acost, including
value of a
a vehicle exchanged,
exchanged,
including the value
or
$1,200 for
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 for
for one
four or
or more
more persons and $1,200
seating four
one seating
exceeding
one seating
seating less
persons.
four persons.
than four
less than
one
tc
s eetc.,
e
r Ugs cto
ed
f
. horses,
Appropriations
shall not
not be
be expended
expended for
the purchase
purchase
for the
Act shall
this Act
in this
Appropriations in
restrictho
or maintenance
maintenance of
horse-drawn vehicles for the use of the
or horse-drawn
horses or
of horses
or
commissioners, or
or for
the purchase
purchase or
maintenance of horses or
or maintenance
for the
commissioners,
other purposes for those
horse-drawn
vehicles
for
inspection
or
inspection
for
vehicles
horse-drawn
officials
provided with motor
motor vehicles.
employees provided
or employees
officials or
militia,
et,E,
Appropriations in
in this
except appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the militia,
Act, except
this Act,
Appropriations
horses,
etcpeedtra ifor horses,
or maintenance
maintenance of horses,
purchase, livery,
shall
not be
be used
for the
the purchase,
livery, or
used for
shall not
or
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, or repair of buggies
buggies or carriages
carriages
for the
or for
appropriation for conand
harness, except
as provided
provided for in the appropriation
except as
and harness,
tingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
or unless
unless the
from
appropriation from
the appropriation
expenses or
tingent
which
the same
is proposed
proposed to
specifically authorize
authorize
paid shall specifically
be paid
to be
same .is
which the
such
purchase, livery,
maintenance, and repair, and except also as
livery, maintenance,
such purchase,
hereinafter
hereinafter authorized.
3
Fit, insurance
proAppropriations
in this
Act shall
be used
used for
the payment of
for the
not be
shall not
this Act
Appropriations in
rance prohireint
d.
premiums or
or other
other cost
cost of
fire insurance.
insurance.
of fire
premiums
at Telephones
nces. allowed
Telephones
may be
be maintained
maintained in
the superinsuperinof the
residences of
the residences
in the
Telephones may
alloed
atesieces
inspector
tendent
of the
water department,
department, sanitary engineer,
engineer, chief inspector
the water
tendent of
superintendent of the streetof the
the street-cleaning
street-cleaning division,
division, assistant
assistant superintendent
of
of the Board of
cleaning division,
division, inspector
of plumbing,
plumbing, secretary
secretary of
inspector of
cleaning
Charities,
health officer,
assistant health
officer, chief of the bureau
health officer,
officer, assistant
Charities, health
of preventable
diseases, chief
department, superengineer of the fire department,
chief engineer
of
preventable diseases,
intendent
police, electrical
electrical inspector
charge of the fire-alarm
in charge
inspector in
of police,
intendent of
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system,
one fire-alarm
fire-alarm operator,
two fire-alarm
men, under
under Conections.
operator, and
and two
fire-alarm repair
repair men,
system, one
Connections.
appropriations contained
contained in
The commissioners may conAct. The
in this Act.
appropriations
nect any
or all
telephones to either the system of the Chesathese telephones
all of these
any or
nect
peake and
Potomac Telephone
Telephone Company
Company or the telephone system
and Potomac
peake
maintained by
by the
of Columbia, as in their judgment may
District of
the District
maintained
Postage.
economical to the District. ..
be most economical
For
postage for
for strictly
matter, $15,000.
Car fares.
For postage
strictly official
official mail
mail matter,
$15,000.
carfes.
The
are authorized,
in their
their discretion, to furnish
authorized, in
commissioners are
The commissioners
necessary
transportation in connection
connection with strictly official business
necessary transportation
of
the District
by the
the purchase
car fares
fares from
from approappro- Pro
District of
of Columbia
Columbia by
purchase of
of car
of the
priations
contained in
in this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That the expenditures Limit.
priations contained
herein
be so
as not
of Post,
p
en
.11=56d
herein authorized
authorized shall
shall be
so apportioned
apportioned as
not to
to exceedT
exceed a
a total
total of
nd. police
Pin
$6,000: Provided
the provisions
paragraph shall
included.
notincluded.
shall not
this paragraph
of this
provisions of
That the
further, That
Providedfurther,
$6,000:
not include
include the
the appropriations
made for the fire
and police
fire and
herein made
appropriations herein
not
departments.
Judicial expenses.
expenses.
departments.
Judical
For judicial
judicial expenses,
procurement of chains of title,
including procurement
expenses, including
For
the
Appeals of
the District
of CoDistrict of
of the
of Appeals
Court of
the Court
in the
of briefs
briefs in
printing of
the printing
lumbia,
fees, and
cases before the
District cases
m District
services m
and expert
expert services
witness fees,
lumbia, witness
Supreme Court
Court of
of said
District, $5,000.
C,oroner's
expenses.
Supreme
said District,
$5,000.
Coroner's expenses.
For
and maintenance,
hire of livery, or means of transmaintenance, hire
purchase and
For purchase
portation
for the
the coroner's
coroner's office
the morgue
witness
fees, witness
jurors' fees,
morgue, jurors'
and the
office and
portation for
fees,
disinfectice, disinfectautopsies, ice,
making autopsies,
persons, making
deceased persons,
of deceased
removal of
fees, removal
ants, telephone
telephone service,
and other
other necessary supplies
supplies for the morgue,
service, and
ants,
and
the necessary
expenses of
holding inquests,
including stenostenoinquests, including
of holding
necessary expenses
and the
graphic
testimony, and
and photographing
photographing unidentified
unidentified
taklng testimony,
in taking
services in
graphic services
bodies, $7,000.
bodies,
For additional
additional amount
amount for
cold-storage plant
at the
morgue for
the morgue
plant at
a cold-storage
for a
For
preservation of
bodies, $2,000.
of bodies,
preservation
For
an autotru.ck
removing bodies to the morgue,
for removing
autotruck for
of an
purchase of
For purchase
$1,000.
Avertisng.
$1,000.
For general
by law,
law, and
and for
Generl.
for Advertising.
General.
required by
and required
authorized and
advertising, authorized
general advertising,
For
tax and
in regulations,
$6,000. Taxes in arrears.
regulations, $6,000.
of changes
changes in
and notices
notices of
notices and
and school
school notices
tax
For
advertising notice
notice of
taxes in
in arrears
arrears July
1, 1920,
required vol.26, p.2.
as required
1920, as
July 1,
of taxes
For advertising
to
be
given
by
Act
of
March
19,
1890,
to
be
reimbursed
by
a
charge
a
charge
by
reimbursed
to
be
1890,
19,
March
of
to be given by Act
of 50
50 cents
lot or
of property
advertised, $4,500.
property advertised,
piece of
or piece
each lot
for each
cents for
of
For carriring
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled "An
to ous
R b
eZ ving !ang
er'
o.uRbnlgda.
Act to
"An Act
of the
the Act
the provisions
out the
carrying out
For
authorize
Lihe Commissioners
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
p. 923.
30,p.923.
Vol. 30,
remove Vol.
to remove
the District
Commissioners of
authorize the
dangerous
or unsafe
unsafe buildings
thereof, and for other purparts thereof,
and parts
buildings and
dangerous or
poses," approved
approved March
March 1,
1899, to
of the
the board
of
board of
members of
pay members
to pay
1, 1899,
poses,"
survey
provided for
for therein,
than the
the inspector
of buildings,
buildings,
inspector of
other than
therein, other
survey provided
at a
compensation of
of not
not to
to exceed
$10 for
for each
survey, and to pay
each survey,
exceed $10
a compensation
at
the cost
of making
making safe
safe or
or removing
upon the
ap
io
refusal Reappror
the refusal
buildings upon
such buildings
removing such
the
cost of
or neglect
of the
the owners
owners so
the unexpended
unexpended balance
of the
the Anep.
Ante, p. 74.
74.
niation.
balance of
do, the
to do,
so to
neglect of
or
appropriation
made for
this purpose
purpose for
the fiscal
fiscal year 1913
1913 is refor the
for this
appropriation made
appropriated
F
for the
the fiscal
year 1921.opies
1921.
Copies of wills, et
etc.,
fiscal year
for
appropriated
or furnishing
to the
the office
office of
of the
of wills,
wills, petitions,
to assessor.
petitions, toassesso°.
copies of
assessor copies
the assessor
For
furnishing to
and
wherein title
to real
nvolved,
is mvolved,
estate is
real estate
title to
papers wherein
necessary papers
all necessary
and all
$1,000.
Recorder of deeds.
deeds.
$1,000.
For
rent of
the recorder
recorder of
deeds, including
services of
of Office
rent.
offce rent.
including services
of deeds,
of the
offices of
of offices
For rent
cleaners
necessary, not
exceed 30
30 cents
cents per
hour, to
expended
to bee expended
per hour,
to exceed
not to
as necessary,
cleaners as
under the
direction of
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
the District
Columbia,
of Columbia,
District of
of the
of the
the direction
under
$6,000.
Pay
a fr for copying
opyn
$6,000.
The recorder
recorder of
deeds of
of the
the District
is authorized
etc.
deeds etc.
and deeds,
authorized and
Columbia is
of Columbia
District of
of deeds
The
directed to
copying instruments
for record
record in
office
his office
in his
filed for
instruments filed
for copying
pay for
to pay
directed
40
of the
fees collected
collected by
by him
filing, indexing,
indexing, and
for filing,
him for
the fees
centum of
per centum
40 per
recording
and the
compensation for
of compensation
rate of
the same
same rate
instruments, and
said instruments,
recording said
making
the records
records of
office, and
and employees
the office
office
of the
employees of
his office,
of his
of the
copies of
making copies
of
the
recorder
of
deeds
of
the
District
of
Columbia
employed
employed
when
Columbia
of
District
the
of
deeds
of
recorder
of the
therein by
by the
the day
day shall
the rate
of $2.50
for
$2.50 for
rate of
at the
compensation at
receive compensation
shall receive
therein
each
day
so
employed,
payable
out
of
the
fees
emoluments
of
emoluments
and
fees
the
of
out
payable
employed,
so
each day
said
office.
said office.
p
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For purchase of metal identification
identification number tags for horse-drawn
horse-drawn

Vehicle tags.
Vehicle
tags.

vehicles used
used for
and motor
motor vehicles
the District
District
vehicles in
in the
business purposes
purposes and
vehicles
for business
of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $15,000.
$15,000.
Repairing fire
i'
For
used by
by the
the District
Columbia,
Repairing
ire inFor repair
repair of buildings
buildings oo ned and
and used
District of
of Columbia,
juries.
es
ui
.
when injured by fire, $10, 00.
Veterinary supplies.
supplies.
For
supplies for office
office of
veterinary
For medicines, surgical
surgical and
and hospital supplies
Veterinary
of veterinary
surgeon,
surgeon, $200.
$200.
Motor vehicles.
Building
To reimburse
reimburse three
three elevator
inspectors
elevator inspectors
inspection division:
division: To
Building inspection
ElevatorsectiO
Elevators'
mspecticna.
for
of three
three motor
cycles
motor cycles
by themselves
themselves of
and maintenance
maintenance by
for provision
provision and
for
their official
inspection of
of elevators,
$15 per
per month
month each,
each,
elevators, $15
in their
official inspection
for use
use in
$540.
$540.
Automobiles
inspeoFor transportation,
Automobiles insPee
transportation, means
means of transportation,
transportation, and maintenance
maintenance of
of
tion.
tion.
• means
means of transportation,
transportation, including
including allowances
allowances to inspectors for autoautomobiles
at the
the rate
of $30
month each,
$1,200.
each, $1,200.
mobiles at
rate of
$30 per
per month
Plumbing
Plumbing
inspeo-Plumbing inspection
reimburse three assistant ininsPee
inspection division: To reimburse
tion.
spectors
provision and
of
of plumbing
plumbing for provision
and maintenance
maintenance by themselves
themselves of
spectors of
three motor
use in
in the
the District
District of
of
in their
their official
official inspections
inspections in
three
motor cycles
cycles for
for use
Columbia,
$15 per
per month
month each,
each, $540.
$540.
Columbia, $15
District Building.
District
Building: For
For fuel,
power, repairs,
laundry, memerepairs, laundry,
light, power,
fuel, light,
District Building:
Maintenance.
istritBce.ilding
chanics, and
and labor
labor not
not to
exceed $5,000,
$5,000, and
miscellaneous supplies,
supplies,
and miscellaneous
to exceed
chanics,
n

-

of $35,000.
$35,0N •

WS
erthe
t
rr tndent of
Office of
of superintendent
weights, measures,
and markets:
markets: For
For
measures, and
superintendent of
of weights,
weights,
etc.
Office
Inspection expenses.
of small
quantities of
groceries, meats,
meats, provisions,
provisions, and
so
inspection
epenses. purchase
purchase of
small quantities
of groceries,
and so
forth, including
including personal
personal services,
services, in
in connection
connection with
with investigation
investigation
forth,
and detection
detection of
of short
$500.
and
of sales
sales of
short weight
weight and
and measure,
measure, $500.
Markets.
For
repairs to
to markets,
markets, $3,750.
$3,750.
Fish wharf
ar fands
For maintenance
maintenance and
and repairs
Fish
and mrmarFor
maintenance, repair,
market,
For maintenance,
repair, and
and lighting
lighting of fish wharf and market,
ket.

Superintendent
e c.

Refrigerating plant.

$1,500.
$1 ,500.

For maintenance,
to refrigerating
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repairs
repairs to
refrigerating plant,
including
at not
not exceeding
per annum,
annum,
salary of
of engineer
engineer at
exceeding $1,200
$1,200 per
including salary
$3,000.
Motor vehicles.
vehicles.
$3,000.
Motor
For
vehicle to
inspectors
For one motor vehicle
to be
be used on
on the
the lighter
lighter work of inspectors
and measures,
measures, $800.
$800.
of weights
weights and
maintenance and
vehicles at
each,
For maintenance
and repair
repair of four motor
motor vehicles
at $360
$360 each,
$1,440.
$1,440.
For
allowance to
the superintendent
superintendent of weights, measures,
measures, and
and
For allowance
to the
markets
for maintenance
maintenance of
vehicle used
used in
the performance
performance
markets for
of motor
motor vehicle
in the
of
not to
to exceed
exceed $30
per month,
month, $360.
$360.
of official
official duties,
duties, at
at not
$30 per
Surveysofhighways.
Surveys of highways.
Surveyor's
surveys to mark
permanently on
on
Surveyor's office:
office: For making surveys
mark permanently
the ground
ground the
permanent system
system of
highways for
the District
District of
of
the
the permanent
of highways
for the
Columbia,
Columbia, $2,000.
$2,000.
Reigertmgpant.

t

Improvements
Improvemen s

repairs.
repairs.

and
and

Assessment and
perAssessment
and per-

mit work.
mit
work.

Street improveStreet
m en t
ments.

"s.

GradingConnecticut

Grading Connecticut
Avenue SW.

eu

.

caa
Reconstructing canal
wall NW.
Repaving
Repaving Fourteenth Street
Street SW.
teenth
SW.

Reconsructig

nl

v
Paving Nichols
Nichols AveA enue SE.

Pavis

IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS.
REPAIRS.
IMPROVEMENTS
ASSESSMENT AND
WORK: For
assessment and
and permit
ASSESSMENT
AND PERMIT
PERMIT WORK:
For assessment
permit work,
work,
including maintenance
$285,000.
including
maintenance of motor vehicles,
vehicles, $285,000.
STREET
IMPROVE3MENTS: For
paving, repaving,
repaving, grading,
and otherS
TREET IMPROVEMENTS:
For paving,
grading, and
otherwise
improving streets,
streets, avenues,
wise improving
avenues, suburban
suburban roads,
roads, and suburban
suburban
streets, respectively,
respectively, including
including the purchase
purchase of two motor
motor trucks at
at
not to
not
each, and
including the
motor
to exceed $800 each,
and including
the maintenance
maintenance of motor
follows:
vehicles, as
as follows:
Northwest:
Northwest: For grading Connecticut
Connecticut Avenue, Pierce
Pierce Mill Road
Road to
to
Chapel Road,
Road, sixty
feet wide,
wide, $39,000;
$39,000;
Chapel
sixty feet
Northwest:
reconstructing canal wall, $45,000;
Northwest: For reconstructing
$45,000;
Southwest:
Southwest: For
granite block
block roadwav
roadway of
the east
For repaving
repaving the granite
of the
east
side
of Fourteenth
Street, D Street to Water
side of
Fourteenth Street,
Water Street, fifty feet wide,
$3,500;
$3,500;
For paving
Nichols
Avenue,
Sheridan
Road
to
Southeast:
For
paving
Nichols
Sheridan
Road
to entrance
entrance
to Southeast:
Saint Eizabeths
Hospital,
fortAvenue,
ve and
ft feet
wide,
43,000;
to
Saint Elizabeths
Hospital, forty-five
forty-five and
fifty feet
feet wide,
wide, $43,000;
$43,000;
to Saint
Elizabeths Hospital,
and fifty
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Paving Jefferson
Jefferson
Northwest: For paving Jefferson Street, M Street to K Street,
Street, PaVynV
Street NW.
thirty-two feet wide, $15,000;
$15,000;
thirty and thirty-two
Paving MassachuPaving
asalS
mAvenue, Fourteenth
Southeast: For paving Massachusetts
Massachusetts Avenue,
Fourteenth Street
Street setts
Avenue BE.

s et ts
nu
v
E.
to Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street, forty feet wide,
wide' $6,800;
NW
Paving
Girard Street
Northwest: For
Girard Street,
of Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street,
Girardstreet
Street, east
east of
Street, NPavig
Northwest:
For paving
paving Girard
.

thirty feet wide, $3,400;
$3,400;
Northwest: For
New Hampshire
Avenue, I
Street to
to
Hampshire Avenue,
I Street
For paving
paving New
Northwest:

1 HampPaving New
PavngNew
mp
shire Avenue NW.

nue
a ten-foot
Twenty-seventh Street, two twenty-foot
Twenty-seventh
twenty-foot roadways
roadways and a
center parking, $40,000;
$40,000;
Paving McKinley
McKiney
McKinley Street, Thirty-ninth
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving
paving McKinley
Thirty-ninth Street to Stra
Street NW.
Belt Road, thirty feet wide, $8,500;
$8,500;
n
Potomac
APaving
Paving
Poto
ma
Southeast: For paving Potomac Avenue,
Avenue, Eleventh
Eleventh Street to Thir- Avenue
SE.
teenth Street, forty feet
feet wide, $20,000;
$20,000;
s
Paving Morrii
Morrison
tPatv
Thirty-ninth Street to Street
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving Morrison
Morrison Street,
Street, Thirty-ninth
NW.
Belt
feet wide,
Belt Road,
Road, thirty
thirty feet
wide, $11,500;
$11,500;
Paving Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Northeast: For paving Fourteenth
Fourteenth Street, E
E Street to G
G Street, StPai
Street NE.
thirty
feet wide,
wide, $15,000;
$15,000;
thirty feet
Paving Nineteenth
Street to New York strPNvigneteenth
Nineteenth Street, E
Northwest: For
Northwest:
For paving
paving Nineteenth
E Street
Street NW.
Avenue,
Avenue, forty
forty feet
feet wide,
wide, $4,500;
$4,500;
Repavingt TwentyTwentyfoRga
Northwest:
Northwest: For repaving
repaving the roadway
roadway of Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Street, fourth
Street NW.
to Virginia
Avenue, thirty-two
feet wide,
K
Street to
Virginia _Avenue,
thirty-two feet
wide, $21,000;
$21,000;
K Street
Paving Ames Place
Ames Place
Naving
Fourteenth Street to Fifteenth NE.
Northeast:
Northeast: For paving
paving Ames Place, Fourteenth
Street,
feet wide,
Street, twenty-three
twenty-three feet
wide, $4,600;
$4,600;
Paving
Linden
Linden
to Thirteenth
Thirteenth StPeav
Twelfth Street
Street to
Northeast: For
For paving
Street, Twelfth
Linden Street,
paving Linden
Northeast:
Street NE.
Street,
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide? $7,000;
$7,000;
Street, thirty
Paving Callan Street
Northeast: For
For paving
Street, Sixth
Sixth Street
Seventh NE.
Street to
to Seventh
NE."vigcanstreet
Northeast:
paving Callan
Callan Street,
Street,
feet wide,
wide $6,000;
$6,000;
Street, twenty-four
twenty-four feet
Paving Thirteenth
to D Street, StrPee
Northeast:
paving Thirteenth
Street, C
C Street
Street to
Thirteenth Street,
For paving
Northeast: For
Street NE. Th.tNE
thirty-five feet
feet wide,
wide, $4,500;
$4,500;
thirty-five
Paving
Buchanan
cb n
Northwest:
paving Buchanan
Avenue to
Iowa Stpvre
to Iowa
Street, Georgia
Georgia Avenue
For paving
Buchanan Street,
Northwest: For
Street NW. Bet
Avenue,
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $11,300;
$11,300;
Avenue, thirty
Grading
Street
ra
Southeast: For
For grading
grading Fifth
Street, Savannah
Street to
g Fifth
FifthStreet
Savannah Street
to property
property sg.
Fifth Street,
Southeast:
SE.
line,
line, $3,200;
$3,200;
Grading, etc., MinNortheast: For
For grading
and improving
improving Minnesota
Minnesota Avenue,
Avenue, Quarles
Quarles nesotaAvenue'NE.
Northeast:
grading and
nesota Avenue NE.
Street
Eastern Avenue,
thirty feet
$6,700;
feet wide,
wide, $6,700;
Avenue, thirty
Street to
to Eastern
Paving
PPrinceton
ri nc et
Park Plae
Street to Park
Northwest: For
Princeton Place,
Place, Warder
Warder Street
For paving
paving Princeton
Northwest:
Place NW.
$7,400;
wide, $7,400;
Place,
thirty feet
feet wide,.
Place, thirty
7
NW.
Paving
Sixth Street
sith street
Northwest: For
Sixth Street,
Street to
Street, NWPa
to Otis
Otis Street,
Street, Newton
Newton Street
For paving
paving Sixth
Northwest:
twenty-four feet
$3,800;
wide, $3,800;
feet wide,
twenty-four
Paving
California
to
Northwest: For
California Street,
Phelps Place
Place to
to TwentyTwenty- stet
Street, Phelps
Northwest:
For paving
paving California
Street NW. cal rni
third Street,
Street, thirty
$12,000;
feet wide,
wide, $12,000;
thirty feet
third
Paving
Fifteenth
Southeast:
Fifteenth Street,
E Street
Street to
trel BE FSteentth
to G
G Street,
Street, Street
Street, E
For paving
paving Fifteenth
Southeast: For
thirty-two
$9,500;
thirty-two feet
feet wide,
wide, $9,500;
Repaving Louisiana
Northwest: For
roadway of
Avenue, PennAvenue NW.
Northwest:
For repaving
repaving the
the roadway
of Louisiana
Louisiana Avenue,
Penn- Avenue
NW.
sylvania Avenue
Avenue to
Tenth Street,
in accordance
accordance with
with plan
plan approved
approved
Street, in
sylvania
to Tenth
by
Commissioners of
by the
the Commissioners
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $60,000;
$60,000;
Paving G Street SE.
Southeast: For
G Street,
Fifteenth Street
Street to
Sixteenth PavingGStreetSE.
to Sixteenth
Street, Fifteenth
paving G
For paving
Southeast:
Street, thirty-five
feet wide,
wide, $7,000;
$7,000;
Street,
thirty-five feet
Paving
Potomac
Southeast: For
For paving
paving Potomac
Avenue, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue to
BK. Potomac
Potomac Avenue,
to Avenue
AvenuE.
Southeast:
to
to Sixteenth
Sixteenth Street,
Street, forty
forty feet
feet wide,
wide, $19,000;
$19,000;
treet
Paving
E Street
Northwest:
paving E
E Street,
Street, Virginia
to Twenty-third
Twenty-third NW.
avNW.g
Virginia Avenue
Avenue to
For paving
Northwest: For
Street,
thirty-two feet
Paving
$9,000;
feet wide,
wide, $9,000;
Street, thirty-two
Paving
C Street
Northwest:
For paving
paving C
C Street,
Street, Twelfth
Twelfth Street
Street to
to Ohio
NW.
Northwest: For
Ohio Avenue,
Avenue, NW.
forty
wide, $12,000;
$12,000;
forty feet
feet wide,
r
Paving_
Meridian
Northwest: For
For paving
Meridian Place,
Brown PlPaean
Place NW..
Northwest:
paving Meridian
Place, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Street
Street to
to Brown
er
Street,
wide, $3,000;
Street, twenty-four
twenty-four feet
feet wide,
$3,000;
A Paving N.,
N°N
1
4
1
'
1,
ecteast
e
ia
cut
st
Avenue, Chapel
paving east
east side
Connecticut Avenue
Northwest: For
For paving
side of
of Connecticut
Chapel Avenue
Northwest:
side.
Road to
Chevy Chase
Circle, with
sixty feet,
feet,side.
width of
of sixty
with a
a street
street width
to Chevy
Chase Circle,
Road
$68,000;
$68,000;

846
846
Repaving
Repaving
SE.
SE.
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G

Paving
Bladensburg
Paving Bladensburg
Road NE.
NE.
Road
Paving
Alabama
Avenue,
Avenue and Bowen
Road
SE.
Road SE.

1920.

Southeast: For repaving
repaving the granite block roadway
roadway of G
G Street,

Eighth
Street to
Street, thirty-five
thirty-five feet
Eighth Street
to Ninth
Ninth Street,
feet wide,
wide, $3,000;
$3,000;
Northeast:
Northeast: For paving with bituminous macadam
macadam Bladensburg
Road, Fifteenth and H Streets to the District Line, two roadways each
Road, Fifteenth and H Streets to the District Line, two roadways each
fifteen feet
feet wide,
$51,000;
wide, $51,000;
fifteen

Southeast: For
macadam Alabama
Alabama Avenue,
bituminous macadam
with bituminous
paving with
For paving
Southeast:
Road
Pennsylvania Avenue to Ridge
Ridge Road, and Bowen
Bowen Road, Ridge
Ridge Road
to
the
]District
Line,
eighteen
feet
wide,
$21,000;
to the District Line, eighteen feet wide, $21,000;
Surfacing
ThirtySoutheast:
gravel surface
Thirtyon Thirtysurface on
temporary gravel
placing aa temporary
For placing
Southeast: For
treet SE.t
eighth Street
SE.
eighth Street,
Street, Bowen
Road to
to Suitland Road, twenty feet wide
Bowen Road
eighth
$9,000.
$9,000.
Accounting, etc.
InIn all, $614,200,
Accounting,et
$614,200, to be disbursed and accounted
accounted for as "Street
"Street
Improvements" and
for
that purpose
purpose shall
shall constitute
constitute one
one fund.
that
for
and
Improvements"
Spring Place NW.
For
compensation for
to frame
house located on lot 807,
807,
frame house
damages to
for damages
For compensation
e.
esP
o house.
DSig
Damages
to
square
2690, by
by reason
of the
filling to
grade of
Spring Place
abutting
Place abutting
of Spring
to
grade
filling
the
of
reason
2690,
square
Proo.
Proviso.
said premises,
$600: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the owner
property
of said property
owner of
premises, $600:
said
Condition.
waives
all claim
claim for
for any
additional compensation
reason of
of said
compensation by reason
any additional
waives all
change in
grade.
grade.
in
change
Place
cPherson
McPherson
Place
McPherson
Northwest, between
between I
the west
on the
Streets, on
K Streets,
and K
I and
Place Northwest,
NW.
McPherson Place
en Place
Designated
Fifside of
of McPherson
McPherson Square,
Square, is
is hereby
designated Fifteenth Street, and
hereby designated
Fir- side
teinetedStreet.
teenth
the
surveyor of
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia is
directed to enter
is hereby directed
the District
the surveyor
such
change on
on the
records of
his
office.
office.
his
of
records
the
change
such
Grading.
purchase and
GRADING
STREETS, ALLEYS,
ALLEYS, AND ROADS:
ROADS: For
For labor,
labor, purchase
GRADING STREETS,
Grading.
repair
of
cars,
carts,
tools,
or
hire
of
same,
and
horses;
and labor
labor
and
horses;
and
same,
of
hire
or
tools,
repair of cars, carts,
of
the inmates
inmates of
Asylum and
and Jail may be used in
Washington Asylum
the Washington
of the
of the
connection
$30,000.
work, $30,000.
this work,
with this
connection with
Condemnation.
CONDEMNATION OF STREETS,
STREETS, ROADS, AND ALLEYS:
ALLEYS: For purchase
purchase or
CONDEMNATION
Condemnation.
$1,000.
condemnation
of
streets,
roads,
and
$1,000.
alleys,
and
roads,
streets,
of
condemnation
Thomas
W.
and
condemnation
Damages
and payment
payment for
for ground
of condemnation
account of
on account
ground on
Damages and
and
ellr
Thoa
Alice
N.. Keller.
Payment to.
proceedings: To pay Thomas W. and Alice N. Keller for ground
proceedings:
Payment
taken
damages on
on account
account of
of condemnation
proceedings in square
condemnation proceedings
and damages
taken and
numbered
twenty-eight
hundred
and
thirty-eight,
in the
the city of Washin
thirty-eight,
and
hundred
numbered twenty-eight
ington,
$3,820.
ington, $3,820.
Permanent
TO
highway
Permanent highway
To carry out the provisions
provisions contained
contained in the District of Columbia
system.
system.
Extending
streets, Appropriation
coraAppropriation Act for the fiscal year 1914 which authorizes the comExtending streets,
etc.,
with.
to conform
conform with.
etc., to
street, avenue, road, or
mis.sioners
to open,
or widen
widen any street,
extend, or
open, extend,
Vol.
missioners to
9t0.
3:, p. 950.
Vol. 37,
highway
the plan
plan of
the permanent
permanent system of highof the
with the
conform with
to conform
highway to
ways
in
that
portion
of
the
District
of
Columbia
outside of
of the
the cities
outside
Columbia
of
District
ways in that portion of the
From District reveWashington and
$50,000, to
be paid wholly out of the
to be
Georgetown, $50,000,
and Georgetown,
of Washington
Foem District reve- of
nues.
revenues
of the
District of Columbia.
the District
revenues of
For current work
Repairs of
of streets
REPAIRS
—
STREETS, AVENUES,
ALLEYS: For
work of
AVENUES, AND ALLEYS:
REPAIRS-STREETS,
streets,,
Repairs
etc. e t c
repairs
of
streets,
avenues,
and
alleys,
including
resurfacing
and
repairs
repairs
and
resurfacing
including
alleys,
and
avenues,
streets,
of
repairs
to asphalt
asphalt pavements
the same
inferior material,
other not inferior
same or other
with the
pavements with
to
Motor vehicles.
and including the maintenance
maintenance of motor vehicles,
vehicles, and including
including an
vehicles.
Motor
allowance
of not
not to
to exceed
$30 per
month for an automobile for use for
per month
exceed $30
allowance of
Street railways pave- official purposes, $575,000.
This appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
available
be available
ave-official purposes, $575,000. This
mteettrailwaysp
ments.
for repairing
repairing pavements
railways when
when necessary;
necessary; the
street railways
of street
pavements of
for
amounts
expended shall
be collected
collected from such railroad comshall be
thus expended
amounts thus
Vol. 20, p. 105.
a permanent
panies as
as provided
provided by
Act providing
providing a
permanent form
"AnAct
of "An
section 55of
by section
panics
20, p. 105.
vol.
June 11,
of
government
for
the
District
of
Columbia,"
approved
11,
approved
Columbia,"
of
District
the
for
of government
1878, and
and shall
appropriation for the
the appropriation
of the
credit of
the credit
to the
deposited to
be deposited
shall be
1878,
fiscal year
which they
are collected.
collected.
they are
in which
year in
fiscal
Changing curb lines
' The
commissioners in
the District of Columbia
Columbia
in the
the commissioners
given the
authority given
The authority
Vhaol.34,
i 34,ng
Vol.
p.cur.
1L30.
Appropriation
Act
approved
March
2,
1907,
to
make
such changes in
make such
to
1907,
2,
March
approved
Act
Appropriation
intersecting
the
the curb
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue and
and its intersecting
of Pennsylvania
curb of
of the
lines of
the lines
consider
streets
in
connection
with
their
resurfacing
as
they
consider
may
they
as
resurfacing
their
with
connection
in
streets
necessary and
is made
made applicable
to such
other streets and
such other
applicable to
advisable is
and advisable
necessary
avenues
under appropriations
appropriations contained in this
improved under
be unproved
may be
as may
avenues as

S
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847
847

Proviso.
Act: Provided,
Provided, That no such change shall be made unless there shall Protion
Restriction.
improvement.
result therefrom
therefrom a
adecrease
decrease in
the cost
cost of the improvement.
in the
result
etc.
Sidewlks, etc.
For construction
and repair of sidewalks
sidewalks and curbs around public Sidewalks,
construction and
For
reservations and municipal
buildings, $20,000.
United States buildings
municipal and United
reservations
REPAIRS
SUBURBAN ROADS:
For current
work of repairs to Suburban
roads.
Subpinroads.
work
currentbuildings,
ROADS: For
TO SUBURBAN
REPAIRS TO
Repairs, etc.
suburban roads
suburban streets,
streets, including maintenance
maintenance of motor
and suburban
roads and
suburban
vehicles and
vehicles
exchange of three light motor vehicles
purchase or exchange
and the purchase
vehicles
owned by the District
District
with truck bodies, in lieu of three motor vehicles owned
cost not to exceed $1,800, $250,000.
at aatotal cost
of Columbia,
Columbia, at
Bridges.
reg
ntBrsction reallowance Construction,
BRIDGES:
For construction
construction and repairs, including
including the allowance
BRDGES: For
pairs,
etc.
etc.
pairs,
for
automobile
to the
the overseer
overseer of
of bridges
bridges for
the maintenance
maintenance of an automobile
for the
to
use in
duties of
of not
not to
to exceed
per Stret bridges ov
$30 per
exceed $30
his official
official duties
of his
in performance
performance of
use
month, $27,500.
This appropriation
available for
for repairing
repairing raiitra
s
k
irote
c
t
i
taros
iway,
ovy
er,
ribghtsgf
be available
shall be
appropriation shall
$27,500. This
month,
when
carrying a
apublic street over the right of etc.
necessary any bridge carrying
when necessary
way
or property of any railway company, or for constructing, reconway or
structing,
or repairing in such manner as shall in the judgment of the
structing, or
commissioners
necessary reasonably
reasonably to accommodate
accommodate public traffic,
commissioners be necessary
canals.
Over canal
a public street Over
carrying such traffic in a
any
carry or carrying
to carry
required to
bridge required
any bridge
over
the right
property of any canal company
company operating
operating
right of way or property
over the
as
the District of Columbia, on the neglect or refusal of such
such in the
as such
railway
or canal
company to do such work when notified and required
canal company
railway or
a
by the
the commissioners,
commissioners and
and the
expended shalf
shallbe
be a
thus expended
the amounts thus
by
valid
subsisting lien against
against the property of such railway-comand subsisting
valid and
pany
company and shall be collected
collected from such railcanal company
or of
of such canal
pany or
way
company or
or from
canal company
company in
the manner
p
provided Vol. 20
manner provided
in the
such canal
from such
way company
20, p. 105.
in
of an
an Act
Act providing
providing a
form of government for V
a permanent form
5 of
in section
section 5
the District
District of
approved June
11, 1878,
1878, and shall be deJune 11,
Columbia, approved
of Columbia,
the
•14: ited in
in the
Treasury to the credit of the United States and the
the Treasury
posited
I.trict of Columbia in equal parts.
District
Bridge.
Highway Bridge.
Highway Bridge
Bridge across
River: Draw operators—two
operators-two at Highway
Potomac River:
across Potomac
Highway
$1,020 each,
each, two
at $720
$720 each;
four watchmen,
watchmen, at
labor,
each; labor
$720 each;
at $720
each; four
two at
$1,020
$2,000; lighting,
miscellaneous supplies, and expenses oof
lighting, power, and miscellaneous
$2,000;
every kind,
incident to the operation and maintenance
maintenance
necessarily incident
kind, necessarily
every
of the
the bridge
$10,500; painting the floor, beams,
approaches, $10,500;
and approaches
bridge and
of
stringers, and
under the roadway of the bridge, $10,000; in
plates under
and plates
stringers,
all,
$28,860.
all, $28,860.
Bridge.
Anacostia Bridge.
Anacostia
Bridge: For
employees, miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies, and Anacostia
For employees,
River Bridge:
Anacostia River
expenses
of
every
kind
necessary
to
operation
and
maintenance
of
maintenance
and
expenses of every kind necessary to operation
the
$5,000.
the bridge, $5,000.
SEWERS.
Sewers.
Sewers.
BYVJEKjS.
etc.
For cleaning
repairing sewers
purchase of
motor Cleaning, etc.
of two motor
basins, purchase
and basins,
sewers and
and repairing
cleaning and
For
trucks
not to
to exceed
exceed $3,000
$3,000 each,
each, and
and maintenance
motor
of motor
maintenance of
at not
trucks at
vehicles, $90,000.
$90,000.
vehicles,
service.
For operation
operation and
pumping service,
service Pumping service.
sewage pumping
the sewage
of the
maintenance of
and maintenance
For
including
repairs
to
boilers,
machinery,
and
pumping
stations,
and
and
including repairs to boilers, machinery, and pumping stations,
employment of
of mechanics,
mechanics, laborers,
watchmen, purchase
laborers, and two watchmen,
employment
of coal,
waste, and
and other
supplies, and
and for
for maintenance
maintenance of motor
other supplies,
oils, waste,
coal, oils,
of
trucks, $90,000.
$90,000.
trucks,
Main
Main and pipe.
For main
main and
and pipe
sewers and
and receiving basins, $100,000.
pipe sewers
For
Suburban.
For suburban
suburban sewers,
including the
the exchange
replacement of Suburban.
or replacement
exchange or
sewers, including
For
two
motor
field
wagons
at
not
to
exceed
$800
each,
the maintwo motor field wagons at not to exceed $800 each, and the
tenance
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $200,000.
$200,000.
of motor
tenance of
Assessment and perAssessment
mit work.
work.
For
assessment and
and permit
permit work,
work, sewers, $100,009.
$100,009.
For assessment
Rights of way.
For
or condemnation
condemnation of
of rights
rights of
construction, Rights of way.
way for construction,
of way
purchase or
For purchase
maintenance,
and repair
of public
public sewers,
sewers, $2,000,
or so
much thereof
thereof
so much
$2,000, or
repair of
maintenance, and
as
may be
be necessary.
necessary-.
as may
Upper Potomac
Potomac ininUpper
Upper
construction of terceptor.
the construction
continuing the
For continuing
interceptor: For
Potomac interceptor:
Upper Potomac
terceptor.
the
Potomac interceptor
interceptor between
K
and K
Twenty-seventh and
between Twenty-seventh
Upper Potomac
the Upper
Streets
$30,000.
and the Chain Bridge, $30,000.
Streets and

848
848
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STREETS.
STREETS.

Streets.
Cleaning,
Cleaning, etc.
etc.

DUST PREVENTION,
CLEANING, AND
DUST
PREVENTION, CLEANING,
AND SNOW
SNOW REMOVAL:
REMOVAL: For dust pre-

vention, sweeping,
avenues, alleys, and suburban
streets, avenues,
cleaning streets,
and cleaning
sweeping, and
vention,
streets,
under the
the immediate
immediate direction
direction of
and for
for
commissioners, and
of the
the commissioners,
streets, under
cleaning snow
snow and
streets, sidewalks,
sidewalks, crosswalks, and gutters
from streets,
and ice
ice from
cleaning
in the
the discretion
discretion of
the commissioners,
commissioners, including
purand purservices and
including services
of the
in
chase
and maintenance
of equipment,
equipment, rent
rent of
of storage
storage rooms;
mainrooms; mainmaintenance of
chase and
tenance
repairs of
hire, purchase,
purchase, and
maintenance of
and maintenance
stables; hire,
of stables;
and repairs
tenance and
and repair of wagons, harness,
horses;
hire, purchase,
maintenance, and
purchase, maintenance,
horses; hire,
allowance to inspectors
and other
other equipment;
inspectors and foremen for mainequipment; allowance
and
tenance
horses and
or motor
the performused in the
vehicles used
motor vehicles
vehicles or
and vehicles
of horses
tenance of
foreman
ance
of official
duties, not
for each
each inspector or foreman
to exceed
exceed for
not to
official duties,
ance of
$25
month for
horse-drawn vehicle,
vehicle, $30 per month for an
a horse-drawn
for a
per month
$25 per
automobile,
and $15
$15 per
per month
for a
purchase, maina motor
motor cycle; purchase,
month for
automobile, and
tenance, and
and repair
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles
necessary in cleaning
cleaning
vehicles necessary
repair of
tenance,
streets;
necesmaintenance, and repair of bicycles; and necespurchase, maintenance,
streets; purchase,
sary-incidental
incidental expenses,
$375,000.
expenses, $375,000.
sary
Disposal of city refDISPOSAL OF
OF CITY
To enable
enable the
the commissioners
to carry
DISPOSAL
CITY REFUSE:
REFUSE: To
commissioners to
carry
use.
p. 53.
539.
governing the collection
out the provisions of existing law governing
collection and dis40,p.
Vol. 40,
Ante, p.
38.
Ante,
p. 38.
posal
garbage, dead
miscellaneous refuse
posal of garbage
dead animals, night soil, and miscellaneous
and
ashes
the District
inspection and
District of Columbia, including inspection
in the
and ashes in
allowance
to inspectors
inspectors for
for maintenance
of horses and vehicles
vehicles or
maintenance of
allowance to
not to
to
motor
vehicles used
in the
the performance
performance of
of official
duties, not
official duties,
used in
motor vehicles
exceed $25
per month
inspector for
for horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles,
vehicles,
for each
each inspector
month for
$25 per
exceed
$30 per
i;:ier month
month for
and $15
$15 per
per month
month for motorcycles;
motorcycles;
automobiles, and
for automobiles,
$30
fencing of
of public
and private
property designated
by the
commisby
the commisdesignated
property
and
private
public
fencing
Provisos.
sioners as
as public
public dumps;
dumps; and
Pro$750,000: Proexpenses,' $750,000:
incidental expenses
and incidental
Deposit
of proceeds.
proceeds. sioners
epoitof
vided, That
That any
any proceeds
received from
from the
the disposal
disposal of
city refuse
or
refuse or
of city
proceeds received
vided,
garbage
be paid
into the
United States to the
Treasury of the United
the Treasury
paid into
shall be
garbage shall
credit
the United
States and
District of
in equal
equal
Columbia in
of Columbia
the District
and the
United States
of the
credit of
Transporting out of
parts: Provided
That section
"An Act
of the Act entitled "An
section 99 of
further, That
Providedfurther
DisTranpeealt
District
repealed. of parts:
miscellaneous
re. to provide
collection and disposal of garbage
provide for the collection
garbage and miscellaneous
541, re
Vol. 40, p. 541,
pealed.
a l e d
approved
Columbia,"
refuse
for
.
the District of Columbia,"
approved May 6, 1918, is repealed:
Use restricted.
this appropriation
appropriation shall not be available
Provided further, That this
available for
for
Prmidedfurther,
se restricted
collecting
from hotels, places of busimiscellaneous refuse from
or miscellaneous
ashes or
collecting ashes
ness,
apartment or
or boarding
houses.
boarding houses.
ness, large
large apartment
Parking oommi.ssion.
For contingent expenses,
PARKING COMMISSION:
expenses, including laborers,
COMMISSION: For
PARKING
park ommison.
trimmers
nurserymen, repairmen,
repairmen ' teamsters,
teamsters, hire of carts, wagons,
trimmers,' nurserymen,
or
tree stakes,
stakes, tree straps, tree labels,
tree boxes,
boxes, tree
trees, tree
trucks, trees,
or motor
motor trucks,
planting
and care of trees on city and suburban streets, care of trees,
planting and
tree spaces,
spaces, maintenance
two motor
trucks, and
miscellaneous
and miscellaneous
motor trucks,
of two
maintenance of
tree

thgb.

Bathing beach.

Bathingbeac.

lygrou.
Playgrounds.

Salaries.

items,
$60,000.
items, $60,000.
$500
BATHING
Superintendent, $720; two watchmen,
watchmen, at $500
BEACH: Superintendent,
BATHING BEACH:
each; temporary
temporary services,
services, supplies,
supplies, and
for
$4,500; for
maintenance, $4,500;
and maintenance,
each;
repairs
to buildings,
upkeep of grounds, $1,780; in all,
buildings, pools, and upkeep
repairs to
$8,000.
$8,000.
PLAYGROUNDS:
For salaries-Supervisor,
salaries—Supervisor, $2,500;
$2,500; inspector
of
inspector of
PLAYGROUNDS: For
playgrounds,
clerk (stenographer
(stenographer and
and typewriter),
typewriter), $1,200;
$1,200; to
to
$1,200; clerk
playgrounds, $1,200;
be
employed not
months—twenty-two directors
directors of
ten months-twenty-two
exceeding ten
not exceeding
e employed
playgrounds
or recreation
centers at
at $75
per month
month each, assistant
assistant
$75 per
recreation centers
playgrounds or
director
at S60
$60 per
per month,
general utility
utility- man
man at
month; to
at $60 per month;
month, general
director at
be employed
employed not
months—three assistant
directors
assistant directors
seven months-three
exceeding seven
not exceeding
be
at $60
each, four
assistant directors
$50 per
per month
directors at $50
four assistant
month each,
$60 per
per month
at
each; to
be employed
employed not
not exceeding
exceeding four
four months—six
or
months-six guards or
each;
to be
swimming
$60 per
month each; to
not
to be
be employed
employed not
per month
at $60
teachers at
swimming teachers
exceeding
directors at
$60 per
per month
month
at $60
assistant directors
months-four assistant
three months—four
exceeding three
each,
assistants at
month each;
each; to
employed
to be employed
per month
at $50
$50 per
twenty-two assistants
each, twenty-two
$50 per month each,
twelve
months—twenty-two watchmen
watchmen at $50
twelve months-twenty-two
clerk
(who shall
per month;
month; for services of
$75 per
at $75
be aa bookkeeper)
bookkeeper) at
shall be
clerk (who
services
extra
35 cents
cents per
hour, $800; for services
per hour,
exceeding 35
not exceeding
at not
directors at
extra directors
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CONGRESS.
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of extra watchmen
watchmen at not exceeding 25 cents per hour, $600; in all,
all,
$46,220;
$46,220;
construction of
equipment, supplies,
For maintenance,
maintenance, equipment,
supplies, tools, construction
telephones and telephone
toilet facilities, wading
wading poo
pools,
s, installation of telephones
service, installation of electric lights and electric service, grading,
transportation of
and repairs, including
including labor and materials, and transportation
materials, maintenance
necessary
maintenance and repair of storehouse, and necessary
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses for all playgrounds, under the
incidental
direction and supervision
supervision of the commissioners,
commissioners, $35,000;
$35,000;
direction

a ten a ce
Maintenance.

w m ing
For
supplies, installing
installing electric
electric lights,
lights, repairs,
repairs, maintenance,
maintenance, and
andpools.
sSwimm
i mng pools.
For supplies,
$3,000
necessary
necessary expenses of operating five swimming pools, $3,000;
Fruo
e
m
s. District re.
vee
Dstt reof the reve- venues.
In
all, for
$84,220, to be paid
out of
paid wholly out
In all,
for playgrounds
playgrounds,'$84,220,
flues of the District
Columbia.
nues
District of
of Columbia.
staConvenience
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE
maintenance of
of public
public conConvenience
stacon- ti
tions.
For maintenance
STATIONS: For
CONVENIENCE STATIONS:
PUBLIC
ons.
venience stations, including compensation
compensation of necessary employees,
employees,
venience
$20,000.
$20,000.nsn
Condemning insanlall tary
BUILDINGS: For an
INSANITARY BUILDINGS:
CONDEMNATION OF
BOARD
FOR CONDEMNATION
OF INSANITARY
buildings.
BOARD FOR
Vol. 34,
expenses necessary
incident to the enforcement
enforcement of an Act entitled Vol.
34, p. 157.
157.
necessary and incident
expenses
"An
create a
a board for the condemnation
condemnation of insanitary build"An Act to create
" approved
ings in
in the District of Columbia, and for other purposes, "
including personal
services when authorized
authorized by the
personal services
May 1, 1906,
1906, including
commissioners, $2,500.
commissioners,

ELECTRICAL
DEPARTMENT.
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

ment.
Electrical
mEetral

departdepart

Electrical engineer,
$2,750; assistant
assistant electrical
Salaries.
$2,000; salaries.
engineer, $2,000;
electrical engineer,
engineer, $2,750;
Electrical
inspectors—one
$1,000, four at $900 each; electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; two
inspectors-one $1,000,
draftsmen, at $1,000
$1,000 each; four telegraph
telegraph operators,
operators, at $1,000 each;
draftsmen,
repairmen—expert $1,200,
$1,200, three at $900 each, one $840; telephone
telephone
repairmen-expert
operato
chief $900,
$900, four
$720, ten at $600 each,
four at
at $840 each, one $720,
operators-chief
$540; electrical
inspectors—one $2,000,
$1,350,
$1,800, one $1,350,
$2,000, one $1,800,
electrical inspectors-one
one $540;
clerks-one $1,400,
four at $1,360
electrician, $1,200; clerks—one
$1,400,
$1,360 each; assistant electrician,
$1,200, two at $1,125 each, one $1,050, one $750;
$750; assistant
assistant
one $1,200,
repairman, $620;
$620; laborers-two
laborers—two at
each, two at
at $540 each;
$600 each,
at $600
repairman,
messenger, $630;
storekeeper, $875;
$875; in
$55,655.
in all,
all, $55,655.
$630; storekeeper,
messenger,
For general
general supplies,
battery supplies,
suPPliettrungent
cnteanent
supplies, esupiPle,
and battery
batteries and
new batteries
repairs, new
supplies, repairs,
For
telephone rental
purchase, wire
wire and
cable for
for extension
of eee
extension of
and cable
and purchase,
rental and
telephone
telegraph and
telephone service,
lines and
instruments,
and instruments,
of lines
repairs of
service, repairs
and telephone
telegraph
purchase of poles,
insulators, lbrackets,
hardware, cross
pins, hardware,
brackets, pins,
poles, tools, insulators,
purchase
arms, ice,
record books,
stationery, printing,
livery, purchase
purchase and
printing, livery,
books, stationery,
arms,
ice, record
repair
allowance for the
the maintenance
maintenance of not more than
of bicycles,
bicycles, allowance
repair of
three automobiles
automobiles at
at not
to exceed
exceed $30
per month
month each,
each, blacksmithblacksmith$30 per
not to
three
extra labor,
necessary items,
$25,000.
items, $25,000.
other necessary
and other
new boxes,
boxes, and
labor, new
inm, extra
Placing wires underwiares uner'or placing
placing wires
wires of
of fire
fire alarm,
police.patrol, and tele- gPling
v .,
telegraph, police
alarm, .telegraph,
For
phone service
service underground
underground in
in existing
conduits, including
including cost
cost of
of
existing conduits,
phone
cables, terminals
terminals boxes,
boxes, and
between
posts, connections
connections to and between
and posts,
cables,
existing conduits,
handholes, posts
posts for
for fire-alarm
fire-alarm and
manholes, handholes,
conduits, manholes,
existing
police boxes,
boxes, extra
and other
necessary items,
items, $4,000.
other necessary
extra labor,
labor, and
police
Police patrol system.
For extension
relocation of
of police-patrol
including Polcepaosystem.
system, including
police-patrol system,
and relocation
extension and
For
purchase
of
new
boxes,.
purchase
and
erection
of
necessary
poles,
purchase of new boxes, purchase and erection of necessary poles,
connections,
cross arms, insulators, pins, braces, wire, cable, conduit connections,
posts, extra
extra labor,
labor, and
and other
other necessary
$2,000.
items, $2,000.
necessary items,
posts,
Lighting streets, etc.
LIGHTING: For purchase, installation, and maintenance
maintenance of public Lightingstreetsetc.
LIGHTING:
lamps,
lamp-posts,
street
designations,
lanterns,
and
fixtures
all
of
and
fixtures
lamps, lamp-posts, street designations, lanterns,
avenues, roads, alleys, and public spaces, and for all
on streets,
streets, avenues,
kinds on
necessary expenses in connection therewith,
including rental of
therewith, including
necessary
stables and storerooms,
Vol 3,
. 1o.
storerooms, livery and extra labor, this sum to be ex- Vol.
36, p. 1008.
pended in
in accordance
7 and 88 of the
accordance with the provisions of sections 7
Dended
District
Appropriation Act for
for the fiscal
fiscal year 1912 and Vol.
Vol.37,
p.1181.
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
37, p.
with
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Act
Appropriation Act
of the
the District
the provisions
provisions of
with the
for the fiscal year 1913, and other laws applicable thereto, $415,000.
$415,000.
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fire-alarm system, including
relocation of fire-alarm
For extension and relocation
For
necessary poles,
purchase
of
new
boxes,
purchase
and
erection
of necessary
erection of
and
purchase
boxes,
new
purchase of
cross
insulators, pins,
pins, braces,
braces, wire,
wire, cable-conduit
cable-conduit connections,
connections,
arms, insulators,
cross arms,
posts,
extra labor,
other necessary
$5,000.
items, $5,000.
necessary items,
and other
labor, and
posts, extra

Fire
boxes.
alarm boxes.
Fire alarm

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

schools.

Public schools.

OFFICERS:
Superintendent, $6,000;
$6,000; assistant superintendentssuperintendents—
OFFICERS: Superintendent,
one $3,750,
$3,750, one
one $3,750;
$3,750; director
director of intermediate
intermediate instruction,
instruction, thirteen
one
supervising principals,
training, and director
director
manual training,
of manual
supervisor of
principals, supervisor
supervising
of
instruction, sixteen
minimum salary of $2,400
at aaminimum
all, at
in all,
sixteen in
of primary
primary instruction,
clerks-one $1,600,
each; secretary,
$2,000; clerks—one
$1,600,
financial clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; financial
secretary, $2,000;
each;
two at
$1,500 each,
each, one
one $1,400,
$1,200 each,
each, three at $1,000
three at $1,200
$1,400, three
at $1,500
two
$900;
child-labor law) $900;
each, one
one (to
out the
the provisions
the child-labor
provisions of the
carry out
(to carry
each,
two stenographers,
stenographers, at
at $1,000
messenger, $720;
$720; in all, $72,120.
each; messenger,
$1,000 each;
two
Attendance officers.'
ATTENDANCE
$1,080, one $960,
officers-one $1,080,
Attendance officers—one
OFFICERS: Attendance
ArTENDANCE OFFICERS:
Attendance
seven at
each; in all, $8,340.
$8,340.
$900 each;
at $900
seven
Teachers.
TE.A.calms: For two thousand two hundred and eight teachers at
at
TEACHERS:
Teachers.
follows:
minimum
salaries as follows:
minimum salaries
Principal,
Central
the
That the
Central
Principal,
Principal of the Central High
Hih School, $3,500: Provided,
Provided, That
High.
a basic salary
Proviso.
principa
of the
High School
school shall be placed
placed at a
Central High
the Central
principal of
Proviso.
Basic salary.
Basic salar.
of $3,500 per annum
per
annum and shall
shall be entitled to an increase of $100 per
annum for
five years;
for five
annum
and
Aistants,
McKinley Central
Central
Two assistant
assistant principals,
principals, one
one for
for the Central High School and one
Two
ndistnite,
High.
for
the McKinley
School, at
at $2,400
each:
$2,400 each:
High School,
Training High
Manual Training
McKinley Manual
for the
Proviso.
Basic salary.
Provided,
That
said
assistant
principals
shall
be
placed
at
a
basic
a
basic
at
placed
be
shall
principals
Provided, That said assistant
ary.
si
shall be entitled to an increase of $100
salary of
annum and shall
per annum
$2,400 per
of $2,400
salary
per annum
for five
years;
five years;
annum for
per
Other principals.
Principals of
high, manual-training
manual-training high, and junior high
normal, high,
of normal,
Principals
pripals.
t
Salaries.
Salaries.

°fficers

PTOri30.

salaries
Basic salaries,

Provided, That the principals
schools, ten, at $2,700
$2,700 each: Provided,
principals of the nor-

mal, high,
high, manual-training
and junior
junior high schools, other than
high, and
manual-training high,
mal,
or
of the public schools or
the
School, now
service of
the service
in the
now in
High School,
Central ifgh
the Central
a basic salary of $2,700
hereafter to
to be
be appointed
be placed
placed at a
shall be
appointed shall
hereafter
E
er annum
annum and
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to an
an increase
increase of
of $100
$100 per
annum for
for
per annum
and shall
per
ye years;
years;
five
Deans of girls, CenCenTwo
assistant principals,
whom shall be
be dean of girls of the
of whom
one of
principals, one
Two assistant
of girls, Hi,gh.
Deans
tral
and Dunbar
Central High
High School
one of
whom shall be dean of girls of the
of whom
and one
School and
Central
trala.
assistant
Basic
salaries.
Dunbar High
High School,
$2,400 each:
each: Provided,
Provided, That said assistant
at $2,400
School, at
Dunbar
islaries.
principals shall
placed at
per annum and
$2,400 per
salary of $2,400
basic salary
at aabasic
be placed
stall be
principals
shall
annum for five years.
to an increase of $100 per annum
entitled to
be entitled
shall be
drawing, physical
Directors.
Directors of music, drawing,
physical culture, domestic
domestic science,
Directors
Directors.
domestic
penmanship, seven, at $2,000 each:
each:
and penmanship,
kindergartens, and
art, kindergartens,
domestic art,
instructor
penmanship, who
Provided, That the director
Provided,
director of penmanship,
who shall be an instructor
roviso.
Penmanship.
a
at a
placed at
director in the grades,
in the normal
normal school and aadirector
grades, shall be placed
enmanship.
basic salary
per annum,
annum, and shall
shall be entitled to an increase
increase
$2,000 per
of $2,000
salary of
basic
of $100
per annum
for five
years;
five years;
annum for
of
$100 per
Provided, That
$1,800: Provided,
Assistant,
Assistant
director of primary
primary instruction, $1,800:
That
Assistant director
xAsistant, primary
instrnct ion .
instruction now in the service of the
PrroTiso.
the
director of
primary instruction
of primary
assistant director
the assistant
Pr"'f.
PTOVisn,

Basic

salary.
Basic salary.

Other

Other assistant
assistant
rectors,

Pro-,'i.

PTOVi80.

Penmanship.

Pienfarl.Lp.

Manual training.
Manual

Other
teachers.
Other teachers.

public schools or hereafter to be appointed,
appointed, shall be placed
placed at the basic

$50
salary of
$1,800 per
annum, and
shall be
entitled to
increase of $50
to an increase
be entitled
and shall
per annum,
of $1.800
salary
per
annum for
for five years;
per annum
drawing, physical culture, domestic
Assistant directors of music, thawing,
Assistant
discience,
art, kindergartens
kindergartens and
penmanship, seven, at $1,800
and penmanship,
domestic art,
science, domestic
of penmanship,
each: Provsided,
Provided, That the assistant
assistant director
director of
penmanship, who
who shall
shall

be an instructor
instructor in the normal school and an assistant director in the
grades,
shall be
be placed
salary of $1,800 per annum and shall
basic salary
at aabasic
placed at
grades, shall
be
entitled to
to an
$50 per
years;
annum for five years;
per annum
of $50
increase of
an increase
be entitled
Assistant supervisor
supervisor of manuaf
manual training,
training, $1,800;
$1,800;
Heads of departments
departments in li'gh
manual-training high schools in
high and manual-training
Heads
B. of class six, fourteen, at $2,200
$2,200 each;
each;
group B,
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Normal,
manual-training high schools, promoted
Normal, high, and manual-training
promoted for superior work, group B
B of class six, thirty-five,
thirty-five, at $2,200 each;
of grade
manualGroup A
A of
of class six, including
including seven principals
principals of
grade manualtraining
and eighty-four,
eighty-four, at
at $1,440
each;
traiing schools, three
three hundred
hundred and
$1,440 each;
Class five,
five, one
one hundred
hundred and
and eighty-nine,
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
including
eighty-nine, at
each, including
vocational and trade
instructors;
'vocational
trade instructors;
Class four, five hundred and eighteen
eighteen at $1,200
$1,200 each;
hundred and sixty-three
sixty-three at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each'
Class three, five hundred
Class two, three hundred
hundred and seventy-four
seventy-four at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each;
Class one, one hundred at $1,200 each: Provided,
PIroeos.
Provided, That all teachers
teachers Provisos.
Full increased pay
and
and librarians
librarians and
and clerks
clerks herein provided
provided for
be entitled
to the
the allowed.
allowed.
for shall
shall be
entitled to
full amount of any increased compensation
compensation granted for the fiscal
fiscal year
1921 regardless
of the increase
if Limitation.
Limitation.
regardless of
increase herein
herein made: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That if
the full amount of such increased
increased compensation
compensation should make the total
compensation of any teacher in excess of $2,740
$2,740 per annum, then only
compensation
such portion of the increased
increased compensation
make the total
compensation as will make
compensation of such teacher
$2,740 per annum. shall be alcompensation
teacher equal $2,740
lowed;
lowed;
In
all, for
for teachers,
teachers, $2,823,860.
In all,
$2,823,860.
salaries in
lieu of
In lieu
Salaries
of
basic rates.
The salaries
salaries appropriated
appropriated herein
herein for
for teachers,
teachers, clerks,
The
clerks, and
and libralibra- present
presentbasic
rates
rians, in all classes during the fiscal year 1921,
1921, shall be in lieu of the
present basic or initial salaries for such classes, and the present rates
of pay
for the
said classes
shallThat
applyfor
to the
the basic
of longevity
longevity
increases
orinitial
of
salaries
increases
appropriated
of
pay for
the
herein:
said
classes
Provided,
shall
apply
to
basic
year
or initial salaries appropriated herein: Provided, That for the year
1921, each of the teachers
teachers, clerks, and librarians
ending June
ending
June 30, 1921,
librarians in

Proviso.
Additioal for fiscal
Additional
1
year 1921.

fscl

year192

said classes shall receive placing in
that
in the class
class ics
to which
which assigned,
assigned, so
so that
each teacher
teacher shall receive in addition to the basic salary herein
herein proincrease which shall be equal to the longevity invided a
a longevity increase
crease which is next above that received June 30, 1920.
Librarians
and
Librarians and
salaries as follows:
follows:
Librarians and
and clerks
clerks at minimum salaries
Librarians
clerks.
Ten librarians in high and normal schools in class
class five, at $1,200
$1,200
each; thirty-five clerks in class
class four, at $960
$960 each;
each- in
in all, $45,600.
$45,600.
Minimum longevity
No teacher,
teacher, clerk,
to five,
fi.ve linclusive,
bongevity
Miniu"
inclusive, herehere- allowance.
librarian in
in classes
classes one
one to
No
clerk, or
or librarian
receive for the fiscal
fiscal
tofore promoted from one class to another shall receive
year ending June 30, 1921,
1921, a
aless amount
allowance than
amount of
of longevity allowance
than
employee was
receiving at
recent
that which
which such employee
was receiving
at the time of
of his most
most recent
promotion.
Vacation
schools and
VACATION
SCHOOLS: For
For the
the proper
instruction, and
and supersuper- playgrounds.
Vacauonhooisand
care, instruction,
proper care,
VACATION SCHOOLS:
vision
playgrounds, and
and supersuper- p ygrd
vacation schools
schools and
and playgrounds,
vision of
of children
children in
in the
the vacation
visors,
visors, teachers, and
and janitors of
of vacation
vacation schools and
and playgrounds,
playgrounds,
may
janitors of
of clay
day schools,
schools,
may also
also be supervisors,
supervisors, teachers, and janitors
$20,000.
Longevity pay.
LONGEVITY
PAY: For
pay for
director of
of intermediate
intermediate Longevitypay.
for director
LONGEVITY PAY:
For longevity
longevity pay
instruction,
supervising
principals,
supervisor
and
assistant
assistant
superinstruction, supervising principals, supervisor and
visor of manual training, principals
training
principals of normal, high, manual training
high, and
and junior
the assistant
principals of
of the
the Central
Central
high schools,
schools, the
assistant principals
high,
junior high
and
Training High
principal
High Schools,
Schools, the
the assistant principal
and McKinley
McKinley Manual
Manual Training
(who
be dean
of girls) of the Central
assistant
Central High School, the assistant
shall be
dean of
(who shall
principal (who shall be dean of girls) of the Dunbar High School, principals of
grade manual
training schools,
heads of
departments, director
of departments,
director
of grade
manual training
schools, heads
cipals
assistant director
primary instruction, directors
directors and assistant
assistant
director of
of primary
and assistant
directors of
of drawing,
physical culture,
science, dodirectors
drawing, physical
culture, music,
music, domestic
domestic science,
domestic art, kindergartens,
kindergartens, and penmanship
penmanship, principal and teachers in
Americanization work, teachers, clerks, librarians and clerks, and
Americanization
librarians to be paid in strict conformity
conformity with the provisions
provisions of the
librarians
Vol. 34, p. 320
VOL 34,
p- 320.
teachers, school Vol.
the salaries of teachers,
An Act to fix and regulate
Act entitled '"An
regulate the
35, p. 289; VoL
officers, and other employees
employees of the board
officers,
board of education
education of
of the
the District 36,
33 Po.Vol. 37oVo,
p. 393;
37, p.
36vpl
15
by the
the Acts ap- 156.
620, 1906,
1906, as amended
amended by
approved June
June 20,
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
of
proved
May 26,
26, 1908,
May 18,
1910, and
and June
June 26,
26, 1912,
$520,000: Proviso.
proved May
1908, May
18, 1910,
1912, $520,000:
Restriction.
who, in Restriction.
paid to any person who,
Provided,
no part
this sum
of this
sum shall
shall be paid
That no
part of
Provided, That
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the
of the
of education
education and
superintendent of schools,
and the superintendent
board of
the board
opinion of
the opinion
has
an unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory efficiency
efficiency rating.
has an
Principals.
ALLOWANCE
TO PRINCIPALS:
PRINCIPALS: For
allowance to principals of grade
For allowance
ALLOWANCE TO
Principals.
Additional
pay
Rr school
school buildings
for
services rendered
as
in addition to their
as such, in
rendered
services
for
buildings
for
pay
Additional
graded schools.
grade salary
to be paid in strict conformity
conformity with the provisions
provisions of
Vol. 34, p.p. 320.
salary,.,to
grade
V.ol.34,
the
to fix
salaries of teachers,
the salaries
regulate the
and regulate
fix and
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
act entitled
the act
school
officers, and
other employees
employees of
the board
board of
education of the
of education
of the
and other
school officers,
District
Columbia," approved
approved June
June 20, 1906, $36,000.
of Columbia,"
District of
NIGHT SCHOOLS:
SCHOOLS: For
teachers and janitors of night schools, includFor teachers
Ni
ght schools.
NIGHT
schools.
Night
ing teachers
teachers of
industrial, commercial,
commercial, and
and trade
instruction, and
and
trade instruction,
of industrial,
ing
teachers and
and janitors
janitors of
night schools
schools may
may also be
teachers and janibe teachers
of night
teachers
tors of
of day
schools, $60,000.
$60,000.
day schools,
tors
Equipment, etc.
necessary expenses,
contingent and other necessary
expenses, including equipment
equipment
For contingent
Equipment, etc.
and
articles and supplies
supplies for classes in
necessary articles
all necessary
of all
purchase of
and purchase
industrial,
commercial, and
and trade
instruction, $5,000.
trade instruction,
industrial, commercial,
Teacher
d.
s'
retireT
EACHERS 'RETIREMENT
RETIREMENT FUND:
FIND: For payment
payment of annuities, $50,000:
$50,000:
TEACHERS'
retireTeachers'
fund.
ment
ment fun
vested
Proviso.
Provided, That all the authority,
authority, duties,
duties, and discretion now vested
Provided,
PTrooio.
Duties transferred to
of
Act of
District Commission- in
in the
Treasury under the provisions of the
the Act
Secretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
DstrictComissionthe retire1920, entitled "An
January
approved
Congress
ers.
ers.
387.
Congress
approved
January
15,
"An
Act
for
retire
Ante, p.
on
ment
public-school teachers
in the
the District
Columbia" shall on
District of Columbia"
teachers in
of public-school
ment of
and after
July 1,
1, 1920,
in the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of
vest in
1920, vest
after July
and
to
Columbia,
except
that
the
fund
created
by said
said Act shall be paid to
by
created
fund
the
that
Columbia, except
the
the United
Commissioners of the DisUnited States by the Commissioners
of the
Treasurer of
the Treasurer
trict
Columbia and
shall be
and invested
invested by him;
held and
be held
funds shall
said funds
and said
of Columbia
trict of
Records, etc.
Secretary of the
and
all records
custody of the Secretary
and other data in the custody
records and
and all
Records, etc
on
said Act shall, on
Treasury relating
relating to
to the
the retirement
under said
teachers under
of teachers
retirement of
Treasury
or before
before July
1, 1920,
1920, be
transferred to
to the
Commissioners of the
the Commissioners
be transferred
July 1,
or
District
District of Columbia.
WORK: For Americanization
wtZericanization
AMERICANIZATION
Americanization work and instrucinstrucAMERICANIZATION WORK:
Americanization
work.
foreigners of all ages in both day and night classes, including
Instructingg foreignInstructin
foreign - tion of foreigners
including
ers
of all a
ges.
ersofallages.
a principal, who, for ten months, shall give his full time to this work,
a
at
per annum,
and janitors of Americanization
Americanization
teachers and
annum, and teachers
$1,800 per
at $1,800
schools
may
also
be teachers
teachers and
and janitors
day schools, $12,000.
the day
of the
janitors of
be
also
may
schools
Expenses.
Expenses.
For contingent and other necessary
necessary expenses, including
including books,
Kindergartens.
equipment, and supplies, $2,500.
equipment,
$6,000.
KINDERGARTEN
SUPPLIES: For
kindergarten supplies, $6,000.
For kindergarten
KINDERGARTEN SUPPLIES:
Kindergartens.
Superintendent
d
irlogs
rs,etc
and
JANITORS AND
OF BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS: Superintendent
AND GROUNDS:
CARE OF
AND CARE
JANITORS
of
care of
and care
banitors
of janitors, $1,500;
pecifiedbuildings.
Specified
buildings. of anitors, $1,500;
Central High School
$1,500; two assistant engiSchool (new): Engineer, $1,500;
Central
specid bmidgs.
neers,
$1,000 each;
each; two
electricians, at $1,200 each; four firemen,
two electricians,
at $1,000
neers, at
at $720
$720 each;
two coal
passers, at
at $600
$1,100; three
three
each; janitor, $1,100;
$600 each;
coal passers,
eachi two
at
assistant janitors,
gardener, $840; night watchman,
watchman,
at $900 each; gardener,
janitors, at
assistant
laborers, at $600
$720;
fifteen laborers,
$600 each;
each;
charwomen, at $480 each; fifteen
two charwomen,
$720; two
in
$25,300;
in all,
all, $25,300;
$1,000;
engineer, $1,000;
Dunbar
High School:
Engineer, $1,200; assistant engineer,
School: Engineer,
Dunbar High
two firemen,
at $720
each; two
coal passers,
janitor,
$600 each; janitor,
at $600
passers, at
two coal
$720 each;
firemen, at
two
$1,000;
$900; nine
laborers, at $600 each; two charnine laborers,
janitor, $900;
assistant janitor,
$1,000; assistant
$13,820;
women,
each; night
watchman, $720; in all, $13,820;
night watchman,
$480 each;
at $480
women, at
$1,000; skilled
Central High
(old) and
annex: Janitor, $1,000;
and annex:
School (old)
High School
Central
laborer, $720;
four laborers,
at $600 each; in all, $4,120;
laborers, at
$720- four
laborer,
$900;
$1,000; assistant janitor, $900;
Business
Janitor, $1,000;
School: Janitor,
High School:
Business High
$5,020;
all,
skilled
laborer,
$720;
four
laborers,
at
$600
each;
in
$5,020;
in
each;
$600
at
laborers,
four
$720;
laborer,
skilled
Ross School: Engineer,
J.
Ormond Wilson
Wilson Normal
Normal School
School and
Engineer,
and Ross
J. Ormond
$1,000; janitor,
$800; skilled
$720;
watchman, $720;
night watchman,
$720; night
laborer, $720;
skilled laborer,
janitor, $800;
$1,000;
four
at $600
$5,640;
all, $5,640;
in all,
each; in
$600 each;
laborers, at
four laborers,
8720; two laborJefferson
skilled laborer, $720;
$1,000; skilled
Janitor, 81,000;
School: Janitor,
Jefferson School:
ers, at
at $600
$600 each;
all, $2,920;
$2,920;
in all,
each; in
ers,
Western
School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,100;
skilled laborer,
laborer, $720; three
$1,100; skilled
High School:
Western High
each; in all, $3,620;
laborers,
$600 each;
at $600
laborers, at
Franklin School:
School: Janitor,
laborer, $720;
$720; two
two laborskilled laborer,
$1,000; skilled
Janitor, $1,000;
Franklin
ers,
at $600
each; in
in all,
$2,920;
all, $2,920;
$600 each;
ers, at
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Miner Normal School: Janitor, $1,000;
Myrtilla Miner
$1,000; assistant janitor,
$900; skilled laborer, $720; two laborers,
laborers, at $600
$600 each; charwoman,
charwoman,
$480; in all, $4,300;
Eastern High School: Janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; skilled laborer, $720;
$720; laborer, $600;
$2,320;
$600- in all, $2,320;
Stevens School: Janitor, $1,000;
$720; laborer,
$1,000; skilled laborer, $720;
$600; in all, $2,320;
McKinley
McKinley Manual Training
Training School: Janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; engineer and
instructor in steam engineering, $1,500;
$1,500; assistant engineer, $1,000;
$1,000;
as.sistant
assistant janitor, $720; night watchman, $720; two firemen, at $720
each; four laborers, at $600 each; in all, $8,780;
Armstrong
Armstrong Manual Training
Training School: Janitor, $1,000; assistant
assistant
janitor, $720;
$720; engineer and instructor in steam engineering,
engineering, $1,200;
as.sistant
$900; night
assistant engineer,
engineer, $900;
night watchman, $720;
$720; fireman,
fireman, $720;
$720;
$7,060;
three laborers, at $600 each; in all, $7,060;
(01d) and Douglass and Simmons Schools:
M Street High School (Old)
Schools:
Engineer, $1,000;
$720; three laborers,
laborers,
Engineer,
$1,000; janitor, $900; skilled laborer, $720;
each; in all, $4,420;
at $600 each'
Birney and annex, Elizabeth
Elizabeth V. Brown, Emery, New Mott, Henry
D. Cooke, Gage, Park View, Petworth, Powell, Van Buren, and Wallach Schools: Eleven janitors, at $1,000 each; eleven laborers, at
$600 each; in all, $17,600;
$17,600;
Brookland, Bryan,
Bryan, Congress Heights, Curtis, Dennison, Force,
Gales,
Garfield, Garnet,
Henry, Langdon,
Garnet, Grant, Grover Cleveland, Henry,
Gales, Garfield,
Lincoln, Lovejoy,
Randall, Seaton,
Peabody, Randall,
Seaton,
Monroe and addition, Peabody,
Lincoln,
Lovejoy, Monroe
Sumner,
John Thomson
Thomson Schools: Twenty-two
Twenty-two
Sumner, Webster,
Webster, and Strong
Strong John
janitors,
twenty-two laborers,
each; in
in all,
each; twenty-two
laborers, at $600 each;
janitors, at
at $840 each;
$31,680;
Abbot,
Bennin •
,Berret, Sayles J.
J. Bowen, Brightwood, John F.
Abbot, Benning,
Cook,
at
Tenley Schools: Ten janitors, at
Cranch, Dent, Syphax,
Syphax, and Tenley
Cook, Cranch,
$840 each; in all, $8,400;
$840
Anthony Bowen, Arthur,
Arthur, BanBanAddison, Ambush, Amidon, Anthony
Adams, Addison,
neker,
Briggs, Burrville,
Blair, Blake,
Blake, Blow, Bradley, Brent, Briggs,
neker, Bell,
Bell, Blair,
Bruce,
Carberry, Cardoza,
Cardoza Manual Training,
Training, CorCardoza, Cardoza
Bruce, Buchanan,
Buchanan, Carberry,
coran,
Eaton, Edmonds,
Fillmore, French, Garrison,
Garrison, GidGidEckington, Fillmore,
Edmonds, Eckington,
coran, Eaton,
dings, Greenleaf,
Greenleaf, Harrison,
FairHyde, Isaac
Isaac FairHilton, Hubbard,
Hubbard, Hyde,
Harrison, Hayes,
Haves, Hilton,
dings,
brother,
Jackson, Johnson,
Jones, Ketcham,
Lenox, Logan,
Logan,
Ketcham, Langston,
Langston, Lenox,
Johnson, Jones,
brother, Jackson,
Ludlow,
Madison, Magruder,
Magruder, Maury,
Maury, Montgomery,
Morgan, Morse,
Morse,
Montgomery, Morgan,
Ludlow, Madison,
0
Manual Training,
Patterson, Payne,
Payne, Phelps,
Phillips, Pierce,
Phelps, Phillips,
Training, Patterson,
O Street
Street Manual
Polk,
Toner,
Slater, Smallwood,
Smallwood, Takoma, Taylor, Toner,
Randle Highlands,
Highlands, Slater,
Polk, Randle
Towers, Twining,
Twining, Tyler,
Van Ness,
Webb, Weightman,
Wheatley,
Weightman, Wheatley,
Ness, Webb,
Tyler, Van
Towers,
Wilson,
Wormley, and
and West
West Schools:
Schools: Seventy-three
Seventy-three
Wilson, Woodburn,
Woodburn, Wormley,
janitors,
at $720
$720 each;
$52,560;
in all,
all, $52,560;
each- in
janitors, at
Brightwood Park,
Park, Cruinmell,
Kenilworth, and
and Wisconsin
Avenue
Wisconsin Avenue
Crummell, Kenilworth,
Brightwood
Manual Training
Training Schools:
Schools: Four
each; in
$2,400;
in all,
all, $2,400;
at $600
$600 each;
Four janitors,
janitors, at
Manual
Bunker
Deanwood, Hamilton,
Hamilton, Orr,
Reservoir, Smothers,
Orr, Reno,
Reno, Reservoir,
Hill Deanwood,
Bunker Hill,
Stanton,
and Military
Schools: Ten
Ten janitors,
janitors, at
$600
at $600
Road Schools:
Military Road
Threlkeld, and
Stanton, Threlkeld,
each;
$6,000,
all, $6,000;
each; in all,
Conduit
Chain Bridge
Fort Slocum
Slocum Schools:
Schools:
and Fort
Road, and
Bridge Road,
Road, Chain
Conduit Road,

853
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Three
janitors, at
each; in
in all,
all, $750;
Three janitors,
at $250
$250 each;
$750;
Matrons in desigFor
in the
the normal
and high
schools, including
including the
naYeactrsocrool!r.'
schools. desigthe following:
following: nated
high schools,
normal and
matrons in
For matrons
Wilson Normal, Miner Normal, New Central High,Dunbar
High, TDunbar High,
Hig,
Business High,
High, Western
High, McKinley
IcKinley Manual
Manual
High, Eastern
Eastern High,
Western High,
Business
igh
Training
Armstrong Manual
Manual Training High, Junior High,
High
Training High, Armstrong
(white),
High (colored),
(colored), eleven in
$6,600;
each, $6,600;
in all,
all, at $600 each,
Junior High
and Junior
(white), and
In all,
all, $220,050.S
$220,050.
In
rented rns. 11
For
care of
of smaller
and rented
rented rooms,
including cooking
cooking and
ansc=aro,%.5
rooms, including
smaller buildings
buildings and
For care
manual-training schools,
a rate not to
located, at a
schools, wherever located,
and manual-training
exceed $96
schoolroom, other than
than
per annum
annum for
for the
the care
care of each schoolroom,
exceed
$96 per
those
occupied by
by atypical
atypical or
or ungraded
ungraded classes
classes for
service
for which
which service
those occupied
an
exceed $120
annum may
may be
allowed, $15,000.
$15,000.
be allowed,
$120 per
per annum
an amount
amount not
not to
to exceed
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who
inspector, who
M
EDICAL INSPECTORS:
INSPECTORS: Chief medical and sanitary inspector,
MEDICAL
of
the
of
shall,
under
the
direction
of
the
health
officer
District
of
officer
health
the
of
direction
shall, under the
Columbia,
his whole
time to,
and exercise
exercise the direction and
to, and
whole time
give his
Columbia, give
control of,
of, the
the medical
and sanitary
conditions of the
sanitary conditions
inspection and
medical inspection
control
Disio.
Division.
public
of Columbia, $2,500; sixteen medical
District of
the District
of the
schools of
public schools
inspectors of
a woman, four
one of whom shall be a
schools, one
public schools,
of public
inspectors
shall
be dentists,
dentists, and
four shall
be of the colored race, at $500 each;
shall be
and four
shall be
in all,
$10,500.
all, $10,500.
in
Graduate nurses.
Graduate
For ten
nurses, three
three of
of whom
whom shall be colored, who shall
graduate nurses,
ten graduate
For
act
as
public-school
nurses,
at
$1,200
each,
$12,000.
each, $12,000.
$1,200
at
nurses,
act as public-school
Dentaloperatrs.
Dental operators.
For the
maintenance of
free dental
dental clinics in the public schools:
of free
the maintenance
enta
peFor
Eight dental
dental operators,
at $700
$700 each; four dental prophylactic
operators, at
Eight
operators,
at $900
each; equipment
equipment and
supplies, $2,000; in all,
and supplies,
$900 each;
operators, at
$11,200.
$11,200.
Rent, etc.
MISCELLANEOUS:
For rent
rent of
of school
buildings and grounds, repair
school buildings
MISCELLANEOUS: For
Rent, etc.
shop,
storage
and
stock
rooms,
$16,500.
shop, storage and stock rooms, $16,500.
For equipment
equipment of
classes above the
t
h e second
second
temporary rooms for classes
porary
Equipment
classrooms.
of ternof temporary
For
oterpoErquipment
increased
grade,
now
on
half
time,
and
to
provide
for
estimated
increased
enestimated
for
provide
to
and
time,
half
on
now
grade,
rollment that
may be
caused by
compulsory eduoperation of the compulsory
by operation
be caused
that may
rollment
cation
law, and
for purchase
of all
all necessary
necessary articles and supplies to
purchase of
and for
cation law,
be
in the
course of
provided for
instruction which may be provided
of instruction
the course
used in
be used
atypical
and ungraded
ungraded classes,
classes, $6,000.
$6,000.
atypical and
Repairs
and
For repairs
and improvements
improvements to school buildings and grounds
grounds
repairs and
For
improvesants
provements.
and for
plumbing, and ventilating
ventilating
heating, plumbing,
renewing heating,
and renewing
repairing and
for repairing
and
apparatus, and
and installation
of sanitary drinking
drinking fountains
fountains in buildings
installation of
apparatus,
not
supplied
with
same,
$200,000.
$200,000.
same,
Hamilton Building. not supplied with
Hamilton
For remodeling
remodeling the
the Hamilton
School Building, $7,600.
Hamilton School
HaFor
Furniture, toels, etc.
For
purchase
and
repair
of
furniture,
tools, machinery,
material,
machinery, material,
tools,
furniture,
of
repair
and
For purchase
rfor-manurltetcg.
for
manual training.
instruction
and books,
books, and
and apparatus
connection with instruction
to be used in connection
apparatus to
and
in manual
manual training,
incidental expenses connected
connected therewith,
and incidental
training, and
in
$45,000.
$45,000.
Fuel,
light,
and
For fuel,
gas, and
electric light
and power,
power, $165,000.
$165,000.
light and
and electric
fuel, gas,
For
light, and
Fel,
pov:er.
and window
Furniture,
for
addiFor
furniture,
including
clocks
'
pianos,
window shades for
clocks,
including
For furniture,
Furniture, for additions, etc.
addi ti
ons t
and tools and
kindergartens; and
for kindergartens;
equipment for
buildings; equipment
too buildings;
additions
tionsetc.
schools,
furnishings
manual-training,
cooking,
and
sewing
schools, as
sewing
cooking,
furnishings for manual-training,
$800;
follows: Three
Three kindergartens,
sewing schools, $
800 ;
$2 400; two sewing
kindergartens, $2,400;
follows:
school,
cooking
one
housekeeping
and
cooking
$1,000;
one
school,
$1,000;
school,
cooking
and
one housekeeping
$700;
two manual-training
manual-training shops,
$1,640; in
in all, $6,540.
shops, $1,640;
$700; two
Contingent expenses.
same,
of same,
For contingent
repairs of
expenses, including furniture and repairs
contingent expenses,
For
cotmgente expense.
stationery , printing,
highand repair of equipment for highpurchase and
ice, purchase
printing, ice,
stationery,
otherwise provided
school cadets,
other necessary
provided for,
necessary items not otherwise
and other
cadets, and
school
including
an allowance
exceeding $300
$300 per annum
annum for livery
allowance of not exceeding
including an
for each the
garage
for
of
horse
or
not
exceeding
$360
annum
per
$360
exceeding
of horse or not
superintendent
of schools,
superintendent of janitors,
janitors, the two
the superintendent
schools, the
superintendent of
assistant
director of primary instruction,
instruction, the
superintendents, the director
assistant superintendents,
school
the supervising principal in charge of the white
cabinetmaker, the
school cabinetmaker,
special
the chief
medical and sanitary inspector of schools,
chief medical
schools, the
special schools,
and the
the supervising
supervising principal
principal of the colored
colorec special
special schools, and
and
and periodicals,
reference
of
including
not
exceeding
$3,000
reference
books
for
$3,000
including not exceeding
$75,000.
$75,000.
paper towels and for fixtures for disPaper towels.
towels.
For
the purchase
purchase of
of sanitary
sanitary paper
For the
Paper
pensing the same to the pupils, $3,000.
Pianos.
For
purchase of
of pianos
kindergarten
school buildings and kindergarten
for school
pianos for
For purchase
Pianos.
schools,
$1,500.
average cost not to exceed $300 each, $1,500.
an average
at an
schools, at
Supplies
For
textbooks and
and school
school supplies
for use of pupils of the first
supplies for
For textbooks
pupils.
to pupils.
upplies to
eight grades,
grades, who
who at
time are
are not
with the
the same, to be
supplied with
not supplied
the time
at the
eight
regulations
schools
distributed
by
the
superintendent
of
public
under
regulations
distributed by the superintendent
to
be made
made by
by the
board of education,
education, and for the necessary
necessary exthe board
to be
penses of
of purchase,
preservation of said textbooks
and preservation
distribution, and
purchase, distribution,
penses
and
supplies, necessary
to exceed
exceed $1,000,
$1,000, including one
not to
labor not
necessary labor
and supplies,
Medical inspectors.
inspectors.
Medical
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bookkeeper
bookkeeper and custodian of textbooks
textbooks and supplies at $1,200,
and
$800, $85,000:
That the
the board
of Proviso.
and one assistant
assistant at
at $800,
$85,000: Provided,
Provided, That
board of
Exchanges.
Exchanges.
education,
education, in its
discretion, is
authorized to
of such
its discretion,
is authorized
to make
make exchanges
exchanges of
such
books
educational publications now on hand as may not
books and other educational
desirable for
be desirable
for use.
Flags.
gs
For purchase
purchase of
United States
flags, $900.
$900.
For
of United
States flags,
Playgrounds.
For maintenance
maintenance and repair
repair of seventy-two
seventy-two playgrounds now es- Playgrounds
tablished,
tablished, $3,000.
$3,000.
School gardens.
For utensils, material, and labor, for establishment
establishment and mainte- schoolgardens.
nance of
school gardens,
gardens, $3,000.
$3,000.
nance
of school
Physics depar fFor purchase
purchase of
and technical
books and
and extending
extending the
the ounts,
For
of apparatus
apparatus and
technical books
r t
nentssuppliesa
supplies.
equipment and
maintenance of
the physics
in the
equipment
and for maintenance
of the
physics departments
departments in
the
and Dunbar
Business, Central,
Central, Eastern, Western,
Western, Junior, and
Dunbar High
High
Schools, $3,000.
Schools,
$3,000.
Chemistry and biolFor purchase of fixtures,
fixtures, apparatus, specimens, and
materials and
and materials
and ogylabrato
ogy laboratories. bios.
technical books,
technical
departments of
books, for
for laboratories
laboratories of
of the departments
of chemistry
chemistry
and biology in the Central,
Central, Eastern
Business and Dunbar
Eastern, Western
Western, Business,
Dunbar
J. Ormond Wilson and Myrtilla Miner
High Schools,
Schools, and J.
Miner Normal
Schools, and
Junior High
same, $3,000.
Schools,
and Junior
High Schools,
Schools, and
and installation
installation of
r.
of same,
$3,000.
,abin
Cabinetmaker.
For
cabinetmaker for
school furniture,
furniture $1,200.
For cabinetmaker
for repairing
repairing school
$1,200.
Frankin
Building
Franklin Building.
space uses.
Hereafter
authorized to use
necessary Office
Offce space
uses.
education is
is authorized
use all
all necessary
Hereafter the board of education
A' n School
Building for
for office
purfloor and room
room space
space in
in the Frank
Frankhn
School Building
office purgrades one,
one, two,
poses, with the exception
exception of
of rooms
rooms now occupied
occupied by
by grades
two,
three, and
four.
three,
and four.
Community
forums
Community forums,
etc.
For payment
payment of
necessary expenses
expenses connected
connected with
For
of necessary
with the
the organizaorganiza- etc.
community forums
forums and
centers in
tion and
and conducting
conducting of
of community
and civic centers
in school
school
buildings,
fixtures, and
and supplies
supplies for
for lighting
building's, including equipment,
equipment, fixtures,
lighting
equipping the buildings,
service, secretaries,
secretaries,
and equipping
buildings, payment of janitor service,
teachers,
organizers, and clerks, and employees
teachers, organi7ers,
employees of the day schools
civic centers,
may also be employees of the community
community forums
forums and
and civic
centers, proo
Proviso.
including
maintenance of
including maintenance
of automobile,
automobile, $35,000: Provided,
Provided, That not
restrictin.
not Pay
Pay restriction.
centum of this sum shall be expended
payment
more than 60 per centum
expended for payment
of secretaries,
secretaries, teachers
and clerks.
clerks.
of
teachers,' organizers,
organizers, and
schools for tubercuSchools
lar_pupils.
For transportation
transportation for pupils attending schools for tubercular larpupils.
P
fare.
children, $1,000,
$1,000, or so much thereof
necessary: Provided,
thereof as may be
be necessary:
Provided, Car
carfare.
expenditures for car fares from this fund shall not be subject
That expenditures
subject
to
general limitations
fares covered
by this
Act. Double pay probibito the
the general
limitations on
on the
the use
use of
of car
car fares
covered by
this Act.
prohibition not
not applicable
Appropriation vacation
tion
applicable to
to
Section
Section 6
6of the Legislative, Executive, and Judicial
Judicial Appropriation
vacation employment
employment
teachers.
1916, as
amended, shall
apply from
July of
Act approved
approved May
May 10,
10, 1916,
as amended
shall not
not apply
from July
ofteachers.
V l 339,
9p p.- 1120.
September 15, 1920, to teachers
20teachers of the public schools of the Vol.
11 to September
District of Columbia when employed by any of the executive
executive departindependent establishments
ments or
or independent
establishments of the United States
States Government.
Army and Navy.
Nay.
Army
Children of, admitThe children
the United
United States
a
States Army
Army and
and ted
tedChidnoo
t
The
children of
of officers
officers and
and men
men of
of the
to schools.
Navy
and children
children of
of other
the United
United States
States stationed
Navy and
other employees
employees of
of the
stationed
Columbia shall be admitted to the public
outside of the District of Columbia
schools without payment
payment of tuition.
B
u i I d i n g s and
Buildings
BUILDINGS
AND GROUNDS:
GROUNDS: For
For additional
for the
the grounds.
BUILDINGS AND
additional amount
amount required
required for
grounds
Eastern High.
Eastern High School Building, $60,000. And the commissioners Contracts.
Contracts.
new Eastern
are
authorized to
to enter
enter into
contract or
or contracts
for said
are hereby
hereby authorized
into a
a contract
contracts for
said
building at
at a
not to
to exceed
$1,500,000, including
its complete
building
a cost
cost not
exceed $1,500,000,
including its
complete
equipment.
equipment.
Petworth.
Petworth.
For
required for
eight-room addition
addition to
to the Addition.
Addition.
for an
an eight-room
additional amount
amount required
For additional
Petworth
$50,000; and
and the
the commissioners
commissioners are
are hereby
Petworth School,.
School, $50,000;
hereby auau- Contracts.
contracts.
thorized to
the construction
thorized
to enter
enter into
into aacontract
contract or
or contracts
contracts for
for the
construction of
of
said building
building at
not exceeding
exceeding $218,000.
$218,000.
said
at aa total
total cost
cost not
Deanwood.
Deanwood.
For additional
required for
for an
an eight-room
eight-room addition
addition to
the Addition.
to the
Addition.
For
additional amount
amount required
Deanwood
And the
the commissioners
Deanwood School,
School, $40,000.
$40,000. And
commissioners are
are hereby
hereby auau- Contracts.
ontracts.
thorized to
to enter
or contracts
contracts for
building at
at a
for said
said building
a
thorized
enter into
into a
a contract
contract or
cost
exceed $190,000.
$190,000.
cost not
not to exceed
roviso.
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For additional
required for an eight-room
eight-room addition to the
additional amount required
are hereby
hereby authorBurrville School, $40,000; and the commissioners
Burrville
commissioners are
authorContracts.
at a
a cost
a contract
ized to enter into a
contract or contracts for said building at
cost
Contracts.
not
to exceed
exceed $190,000.
$190,000.
not to
Fifth division, northFor
amount required for the erection of an eight-room
eight-room
additional amount
For additional
Fifth division, northeast.
New
building between
between Eighteenth
Streets and Monroe and
Eighteenth and Twentieth Streets
building
building,
New building.
Newton Streets
northeast, $20,000;
and the
hereby
are hereby
commissioners are
the commissioners
$20,000; and
Streets northeast,
Newton
Contracts.
said building at aa
authorized
contract or
or contracts
contracts for said
a contract
into a
enter into
to enter
authorized to
Contracts.
cost
exceeding $218,000.
$218,000.
cost not exceeding
Phelps.
For the
the necessary
remodeling
of the
the Phelps
School for use as aa
Phelps School
remodeling of
necessary
For
Rhelps.
Remodeling.
$20,000.
grade manual-training
manual-traimng center, $20,000.
Rmodeng.
West
For
the erection
erection of
of an
an eight-room
J. R. West
J. R.
School.
eight-room addition to the J.
For the
estchool.
R. West
J.
Addition.
School, $110,000;
$110,000; and
and the commissioners
commissioners are authorized
authorized to enter into
School,
Addition.
exceed
a cost not to exceed
a
contract or
contracts for said building at a
Contracts.
or contracts
a contract
Contracts.
$218,000.
$218,000.
Takoma.
to
For
amount required
an eight-room addition to
for an
required for
additional amount
For additional
dditiona.
Addition.
Takoma
School,
$15,000.
And
the
Commissioners
of
the
District
of
of
District
the
of
Commissioners
the
And
$15,000.
Takoma School,
Contracts.
Columbia are
are hereby
hereby authorized
contract or contracts
authorized to enter into contract
Columbia
Contracts.
for said
said building
building at
cost not
exceed $218,000.
to exceed
not to
a cost
at a
a- for
Immediately availThe appropriations
herein made
for the
the construction
construction of school
made for
appropriations herein
The
ablediatel aable.
buildings
shall
be
available
immediately.
immediately.
available
buildings shall be
Old Central High.
For repair
repair and
Old Central
Central High
High School, $20,000.
the Old
of the
remodeling of
and remodeling
For
d centrl High.
Ai Street High.
repair and remodeling
remodeling of the M Street High School,
School, $20,000.
For repair
Streetlighi.
Cost limited to au
The total
cost of
respective buildof the several and respective
and of
sites and
the sites
of the
total cost
to au-- The
thCort it
thorizations.
specificaings
provided for,
for, when
completed upon
upon plans and specificawhen completed
herein provided
ings herein
exceed the
tions
made previously
previously and
and approved,
approved, shall not exceed
be made
to be
tions to
appropriseveral
respective sums
of money
respectively appropriherein respectively
money herein
sums of
and respective
several and
ated
or authorized
authorized for
for such
such purposes.
purposes.
or
ated
Soliciting subscripemployed
. Appropriations
Appropriations in this Act shall not be paid to any person employed
fsubcripd
oliciting
tions,
etc.,
forbidden
of
District
the
of
schools
public
the
under or
schools of
connection with
in connection
or in
under
Columbia
shall solicit
receive, or
or permit
or
permit to be solicited or
or receive,
solicit or
who shall
Columbia who
donareceived,
any public-school
public-school premises,
premises, any
any subscription or donaon any
received, on
tion of
of money
other thing
of value
pupils enrolled
enrolled in such
such
from pupils
value from
thing of
or other
money or
tion
public
schools
for
presentation
of testimonials
testimonials to
to school
officials or
or
school officials
of
presentation
for
schools
public
ceptions.
Exceptions.
for
any purpose
purpose except
may be
board of
authorized by the board
be authorized
as may
such as
except such
Eor any
education at
a stated
stated meeting
upon the
recommendation of
the written recommendation
meeting upon
at a
education
the
superintendent
of
schools.
schools.
of
superintendent
the
Preparation of plans
provided for in this
The plans
and specifications
buildings provided
specifications for all buildings
plans and
Preparationof pns." The
Act
be prepared
under the
supervision of the municipal archithe supervision
prepared under
shall be
Act shall
tect, and
those for
school buildings
board
buildings after consultation with the board
for school
and those
tect,
commissioners, and shall
of education,
and shall
be approved
approved by the commissioners,
shall be
education, and
of
t
_be
be constructed
conformity thereto.
thereto.
in conformity
constructed in
Doors to open ou
building's authorized
authorized and
herein shall
appropriated for herein
and appropriated
school buildings
The school
aDrd"to open out- The
ward
entrances
be constructed
with all
all doors
intended to
be used as exits or entrances
to be
doors intended
constructed with
be
opening outward,
each of said buildings
buildings having an excess of
and each
outward, and
opening
in
eight
Appropriations carried in
have at least four exits. Appropriations
shall have
rooms shall
eight rooms
this Act
be used
used for
the maintenance
maintenance of
any
school in any
of school
for the
not be
shall not
Act shall
this
building unless
unless all
doors thereto
entrances
thereto used as exits or entrances
outside doors
all outside
building
shall open
unlocked every school day from onekept unlocked
be kept
and be
outward and
open outward
shall
._ half
hour before
before until
one-half hour
hour after school hours.
until one-half
half hour
Deal and dumb p
COLUMBIA
I
NSTITUTION
FOR
THE
expenses attending
DEAF: For expenses
THE DEAF:
FOR
INSTITUrION
COLUMIBIA
pits.
pitsand du
Columbia
the Columbia
R.:7;.,sec.1864,
p.95 2'.s.,sec.464,p.952.
the instruction
instruction of deaf and dumb persons
persons admitted
admitted to
to the
Vol. 31, p. 844.
vol3 p. .84
section
Institution for the Deaf from the District of Columbia,
Columbia, under section
4864 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
provided for in the Act approved
approved
as provided
and as
Statutes, and
4864
March
1901, and
under a
contract to
entered into with the
to be entered
a contract
and under
1, 1901,
March 1,
said institution
institution by
by the
the commissioners,
or so much thereof
820,250, or
commissioners, 820,250,
said
as
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
as may
Colored deaf mutes • For maintenance and tuition of colored deaf-mutes
teachable
For maintenance and tuition of colored deaf-mutes of teachable
Colored deaf mute.
or some
Maryland,
in
age
belonging
to
the
District
of
Maryland,
Columbia,
of
District
the
to
belonging
age
other State,
State, under
under a
be entered
entered into
the commissioners,
commissioners,
by the
into by
to be
contract to
a contract
other
Prods°.
Provided, That all
3$3,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary:
Prsort.
$3,000,
necessary: Provided,
Burrville.
Burrville.

Addition.
Addition.
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appropriation shall be made under
under this appropriation
expenditures under
under the
expenditures
supervision of the Board of Education.
supervision

For
instruction of
of blind
blind children
the District
District of Columbia, in
of the
children of
For instruction

Supervision.
upervision.
Blind children.
children.
Blind

Mar). land, or some other State, under
under a
a contract to be entered into
Mar
the commissioners,
commissioners, $8,500, or so much thereof as may be necesby the
rO
w
Proviso.
appropriation shall P
expenditures under this appropriation
Provided, That all expenditures
sary: Provided,
Supervision.
Supervision.
be made under the supervision of the Board of Education.
METROPOLITAN POLICE.
POLICE.
METROPOLITAN
Major and
and superintendent,
superintendent, $4,500; two assistant superintendents,
Major

at
$3,000 each;
each; three inspectors, at $2,400 each; twelve captains, at
at $3,000
$2,400;
$2,400 each; chief clerk, who shall also be property clerk, $2,400;
clerk
stenographer), $1,800;
$1,800; two clerks (who shall be
a stenographer),
clerk (who shall be a
clerks-one (who shall be assistant
stenographers),
assistant
stenographers), at $1,500 each; clerks—one
each, one $700;
property clerk) $1,200,
$1,200, one $1,200,
$700;
$1,000 each,
$1,200, three at $1,000
four
departments, at $1,600
$1,600 each;
fire departments,
the police and fire
of the
four surgeons
surgeons of

Police.
Police.
Salaries.
saa3esAnte, p.363.

2
ve
additional compensation
compensation for
for thirty-five
thirty-five privates
privates detailed
e service,
e
e
special etctf
for special
detailed for
additional
.
et1etectiv

s

rvic

service
$16,800, or so
prevention of crime, $16,800,
service in the detection and prevention
compensation for
much
thereof as may be necessary;
necessary; additional compensation
much thereof
fourteen
service in the various precincts
special
fourteen privates detailed for special
for
prevention and
detection of
$120 per
at the rate of $120
crime, at
of crime,
and detection
the prevention
for the
annum,
$1,680, or so much thereof as may be necessary; additional
annum, $1,680,
detailed
compensation
inspector or captain
captain and one lieutenant
lieutenant detailed
compensation for one inspector
for
prevention of crime, at $400
service in the detection and prevention
special service
for special
each;
twenty-one lieutenants,
lieutenants, one
whom shall be harbor master,
one of whom
each; twenty-one
at $2,000
for
may be detailed for
of whom may
one of
sergeants, one
fifty-six sergeants,
each; fifty-six
at
$2,000 each;
duty
in the
the harbor
patrol, at $1,800
$1,800 each;
privates—four hundred
each; privates-four
harbor patrol,
duty in
and
eighty-five of
hundred and
and
$1,660 each, one hundred
at $1,660
class three at
of class
and eighty-five
seventy-seven
class two
two at
one hundred
and fortyhundred and
each, one
$1,560 each,
at $1,560
of class
seventy-seven of
$1,460 each; amount required
required to pay salaries
salaries of
class one at $1,460
of class
two of
privates
of class
to class
class three and privates
will be promoted to
two who
who will
class two
privates of
of
one who
promoted to
the fiscal year
during the
two during
to class
class two
be promoted
will be
who will
class one
of class
1921,
$11,810.52; nine
$900 each; eighteen
eighteen
at $900
clerks, at
telephone clerks,
nine telephone
1921, $11,810.52;
janitors,
each; laborer, $720; messenger, $600; inspector,
$600 each;
at $600
janitors, at
mounted
thirty-eight captains,
lieutenants, sergeants,
captains, lieutenants,
$540; thirty-eight
horse, $540;
on horse,
mounted on
and privates,
privates, mounted
mounted on
on horses,
vehicle alloweach; motor vehicle
$540 each;
at $540
horses, at
and
ance to
twenty sergeants
sixty-four
privates, at $480 each; sixty-four
and privates,
sergeants and
to twenty
ance
lieutenants,
sergeants, and
mounted on
$70
bicycles, at $70
on bicycles,
privates, mounted
and privates,
lieutenants, sergeants,
each;
class two
$1,560 each, includtwo at $1,560
of class
driver-privates-twenty of
each; driver-privates—twenty
ing
paid from the
appropriation for "Trans"Transthe appropriation
heretofore paid
driver heretofore
one driver
ing one
portation
sixteen of
class one
one at
each; amount
amount at $1,460
$1,460 each;
of class
of prisoners,"
prisoners," sixteen
portation of
to
required
to
pay
salaries
of
driver-privates
who
will
be
promoted
driver-privates
of
salaries
pay
to
required
class
two during
year 1921,
$663.35; six
six police
police matrons,
matrons,
1921, $663.35;
fiscal year
the fiscal
during the
class two
at $720
all, $1,643,533.87.
$1,643,533.87.
in all,
each; in
$720 each;
at
8
To
in support
support of
Identifica- tionrisde.lti .
National Bureau of Criminal Identificathe National
of the
aid in
To aid
tion, to
to be
expended under
commissioners, prothe commissioners,
of the
direction of
the direction
under the
be expended
tion,
vided the
the several
several departments
departments of
of the
the General
General Government
may be
Government may
vided
entitled
from time
time to
accorded police
as is accorded
time as
to time
information from
like information
to like
entitled to
departments of
municipalities privileged
privileged to membership
membership
various municipalities
of various
departments
therein,
$1,000.
therein, $1,000.
Fuel.
M
ISCELLANEOUS: For
Fuel.
$7,000;
For fuel,
fuel, $7,000;
MISCELLANEOUS:
Repairs,
etc.
For repairs
grounds, Repairsetc.
and grounds,
stations and
police stations
to police
improvements to
and improvements
repairs and
For
$8,000.
8,000.
For
miscellaneous and
contingent expenses, including purchase of
and contingent
For miscellaneous
new wagons,
wagons, rewards
maintenance
rewards for fugitives, modern revolvers, maintenance
new
of
directories, books of reference,
stationery, city directories,
system, stationery,
card system,
of card
periodicals,
telegraphing, telephoning,
photographs, printing,
printing, bindbindtelephoning, photographs,
periodicals, telegraphing,
ing,
gas,
ice,
washing,
meals
for
prisoners,
not
to
exceed
$200
for
$200 for
exceed
to
not
for
prisoners,
meals
washing,
ing, gas, ice,
car tickets,
tickets, furniture
and repairs
thereto, beds
beds and
and bed
bed clothing,
clothing,
repairs thereto,
furniture and
car
44281°-21-56
44281°-21-56

Misllaneous.
Miscellaneous.

,
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insignia of
office, purchase
purchase of horses, bicycles,
motorcycles, police
bicycles, motorcycles,
of office,
insignia
equipments and
vehicles,
and repairs to same, harness, forage, repairs to vehicles,
equipments
van, patrol
wagons, motor patrol, and saddles,
mounted equipments,
saddles, mounted
patrol wagons,
van,
and
expenses incurred
incurred in prevention
detection of crime, and
prevention and detection
and expenses
necessary expenses,
expenses, $50,000;
$50,000; of which
which amount a
asum not exceedexceedother necessary
ing $500 may
expended by the major and superintendent
superintendent of
may be expended
ing
police for
and detection of crime, under his certificate,
certificate,
prevention and
for prevention
police
approved by
commissioners, and every
certificate shall be
every such certificate
the commissioners,
by the
approved
deemed a
a sufficient
sufficient voucher
expressed to have
voucher for the sum therein expressed
deemed
been expended:
That the War
Department may, in its
War Department
Provided, That
expended: Provided,
Army been

Proviso.
Transfer
Transfer of
mounted equipment.

discretion,
the commissioners,
police, upon
commissioners, for use of the police,
furnish the
discretion, furnish
reqiisition, such worn mounted equipment
required;
equipment as may be required;
requisition,
Flags.
Flags.
For
$200;
or flags and halyards, $200;
Motor
Motor vehicles.
vehicles.
For maintenance
maintenance of motor vehicles,
vehicles, $18,000,
$18,000, or so much thereof
thereof
as
be necessary;
necessary;
may be
as may
For additional
additional motor
motor vehicles,
$4,500;
vehicles, $4,500;
For
Reconstructing cell
For the
ma, erecting,
erecting,
reconstruction of cell corridors and in making,
the reconstruction
For
cell
Rconstrcting
corridors,
etc.
and
placing therein modern
modern locking
locking devices in precinct station
and placing
houses,
$7,500;
houses, $7,500;
In
all, $95,200.
$95,200.
In
all,
House of Detention.
commissioners to provide
HOUSE
OF DETENTION:
DETENTION: To enable the commissioners
OF
HOuE
House of Detention.
transportation, including purchase
maintenance of necessary
necessary
purchase and maintenance
transportation,
a suitable place for the reception,
horses, wagons,
reception,
wagons, and harness, and a
of
transportation, and detention
children under seventeen
seventeen years of
detention of children
transportation,
age,
the discretion
commissioners, of girls and women
women
of the commissioners,
discretion of
in the
and, in
age, and,
over
arrested by the police on charge of
years of age, arrested
seventeen years
over seventeen
held
offense
against any law
law in force in the District of Columbia, or held
offense against
witnesses, or
pending final investigation
examination, or
investigation or examination,
or held pending
as witnesses,
otherwise
each; two drivers
drivers at $780
$780
otherwise, including two clerks, at $1,000 each;
$500;
$1,200, four at $1,080 each; cook, $500;
attendants-one $1,200,
each; attendants—one
laundress,
$500; janitor,
janitor, $600;
$600; miscellaneous
including
expenses, including
miscellaneous expenses,
laundress, $500;
building, fuel,
fuel, gas, ice,
upkeep and repair of building,
supplies, food, upkeep
clinic supplies,
motor
maintenance of motor
laundry, supplies, and equipment,
equipment, electricity,
electricity, maintenance
laundry,
station vehicle, and other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $34,940; in all, $45,620,
$45,620,
station
or so
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
or
so much
much thereof
Harbor patrol.
$1,000 each; two firemen,
HARBOR PATROL:
PATROL: Two engineers,
HARBOR
engineers, at $1,000
firemen, one
EI.rborpatrot
watchman, and two deck hands, at $660 each; in all, $5,300;
For fuel, construction,
construction, maintenance,
repairs, and incidentals,
incidentals,
maintenance, repairs,
$3,500;
$3,500;
In all, $8,800.
$8,800.

mountedequipment.

Pril icemen, etc.,
relieftfund.
relief

eu.,

neliet. etc.,
etc., from.
Relief,

tp.'l.
evolef.,

Vol. 39, p. DS.

Fire department.

Fire.epartment.

Salaries.
Ante, p. 397.

.tf,

p. 37.

POLICEMEN AND
RELIEF FUND.
FUND.
AND FIREMEN'S
FIREMEN'S RELIEF
POLICEMEN

a sum not
To
the relief
and other
authorized by law, a
allowances authorized
other allowances
relief and
pay the
To pay
to
exceed $224,846.28
the policemen
policemen and firefrom the
is appropriated
appropriated from
224,846.28 is
to excee(d
men's
fund.
relief fund.
men's relief
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Chief
engineer, $4,000;
two deputy
chief engineers,
engineers, at 53,000
$3.000 each;
each;
deputy chief
84,000; two
Chief engineer,
$2,400 each; fire marshal, $2,400;
$2,400;
engineers, at $2,400
eight battalion chief engineers,
$1,660 each;
deputy fire marshal, $2,000; four inspectors, at $1,660
each; chief
$2,400;
and
stenographer and
400; clerk, $1,400; clerk (who shall be aa stenographer
clerk, 92

tWpewriter), 81,660;
thirty-eight captains,
captains, at $1,900
$1,900 each;
each; forty
S1,660; thirtv-eight
typewriter),
sergeants, at 31,700
$1,760 each; rorty-one
lieutenants,
forty-one sergeants,
$1,700 each;
each;
lieutenants, at $1,760
superintendent
of machinery,
superintendent of
$2,500; assistant superintendent
machinery, $2,500;
superintendent of
engineers,
82,000; two pilots, at $1,700
machinery, $2,000;
$1,700 each;
each; two marine engineers,
engineers, at $1,660
marine engineers,
assistant marine
at $1,700
$1,700 each;
each; two assistant
$1,660 each;
each; two
at
marine firemen,
firemen, at
privates—two hundred
hundred and fifty-eight
fifty-eight
each; privates-two
at $1,460
$1,460 each;
marine
of
$1,660 each,
and eight
eight of
of class
class two
at
two at
two hundred
hundred and
each, two
at $1,660
of class
class three
three at
$1,560
one at
each; amount
amount required
$1,460 each;
at $1,460
of class one
each, thirty-three
thirty-three of
$1,560 each,
to
salaries of
of privates
class two
two who
will be promoted
promoted to class
who will
of class
privates of
pay salaries
to pay
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three and privates of class one who will be promoted
promoted to class two
$1,000;
during the fiscal year 1921, $2,600; hostler, $1,080;
$1,080; laborer, $1,000;
in all, $1,081,160.
$1,081,160.
M
ISCELLANEOUS: For
improvements to engine houses
For repairs and improvements
MISCELLANEOUS:
and grounds, $16,000;
$16,000;
For
repairs to apparatus
motor-driven
apparatus and motor vehicles and other motor-driven
For repairs
apparatus, and for new apparatus,
apparatus, new motor vehicles, new appliances,
employment of
of mechanics,
mechanics, helpers, and laborers in the fire departemployment
ment
repair shop,
shop, and
necessary supplies,
supplies, materials,
for tie
the purchase
purchase of necessary
and for
ment repair
equipment, and tools: Provided
commissioners are authorProvided, That the commissioners
Ized, in their discretion, to build or construct, in whole or in part,
ized,
fire-fighting
apparatus in
$20,000;
fire-department repair shop, $20,000;
in the fire-department
fire-fighting apparatus
For hose, $12,000;pplies.
$12,000;
For fuel, $35,000;
$35,000;
For purchase
purchase of horses, $4,000;
For
$22,000;
For forage,
forage, $22,000;
For
and improvements
$1,000;
improvements of fire boat, $1,000;
repairs and
For repairs
For contingent
furniture, fixtures, oil,
horseshoeing, furniture,
expenses, horseshoeing,
contingent expenses,
For
medical and
sm *thing, gas
as and electric
blacksmithing,
and stable
stable supplies, harness, black
medical
lighting, flags
halyards, and other necessary items, cost of
flags and halyards,
lighting,
installation and
and maintenance
telephones in the
the residences of the
of telephones
maintenance of
installation
superintendent
of machinery
$25,000;
marshal, $25,000;
and the fire marshal,
machinery and
superintendent of
In all, $135,000.
$135,000.
Permanentimprovements:
Permanent improvements: For three fire engines, motor driven, at
$10,500 each;
each;
$10,500
For
combination chemical
driven,
hose wagons, motor driven,
chemical and hose
three combination
For three
at $5,800
$5,800 each;
For
$6,000;
engine and truck houses, $6,000;
For installing steam heat in engine
In
In all, $54,900.
FRAT,T11
DEPARTMENT.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
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Repairs to buildings .

Repairstobunldings.

Repaistoapparatus.

etI
cl
.
epairs toapparatus.

etc.

pairshop.
pair shop.

'ct

at
r
at re-

Supplies.

Fire boat.

oat

Contingentexpenses.

Contligentses

New apparatus,
etc.
apparatos, etc.
New

Health department.
Health

Salaries.
sHealth officer,
assistant health
officer, $2,500; chief
clerk Salarie
chief clerk
health officer,
$4,000; assistant
officer, $4,000;
Health
deputy health
$2,500; chief, bureau of vital statistics,
officer, $2,500;
health officer,
and deputy
$1,800;
clerks-one $1,600,
$1 1200 each,
each, four
four at
each,
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
at $1,200
five at
$1,600, five
S1,800; clerks-one
two
$900 each,
$1,800, assistinspector-chief $1,800,
$720; sanitary inspector-chief
one $720;
each, one
at $900
two at
ant
twelve at
at $1,200
each, two
two at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
three at
each, three
$1,200 each,
$1,400, twelve
chief $1,400,
ant chief
$900
$1,400, six
chief $1,400,
assistant chief
$1,800, assistant
inspectors-chief $1,800,
food inspectors-chief
each; food
$900 each;
at
$1,400 each,
each, five
five at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
six at
$1,000 each,
each, five
$900
five at
at $900
at $1,000
each, six
at $1,400
each; chemist
chemist, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant
bureau of
of bureau
$1,500; chief of
chemist, $1,500;
assistant chemist,
each;
preventable
diseases and
and director
director of
bacteriological laboratory,
laboratory,
of bacteriological
preventable diseases
$1,200
$2,750;
assistant bacteriologists, at $1,200
$2,500; two assistant
$2,750; serologist, $2,500;
each; laboratory
$840; skilled
$720, one
one $600;
$600;
laborers-one $720,
skilled laborers-one
assistant, $840;
laboratory assistant,
each;
two messengers,
$600 each;
two chauffeurs,
each; pound$720 each;
chauffeurs, at $720
each; two
at $600
messengers, at
two
master,
$1,400; watchman,
watchman, $600;
laborers, at
at not
exceeding $65
$65 per
per
not exceeding
$600; laborers,
master, $1,400;
month
all, $96,390.
$96,390.
in all,
$3,120- in
each, $3,120;
month each,
Female emplo yTo
carry out
out the
to regulate
regulate the
e e m p l o yFe
employment and safe- ment.
hours of employment
the hours
Act to
the Act
To carry
Vol. 38, p. 291.
guard the
females employed in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, vo. 3s, p. 21.
of females
the health of
guard
approved
24, 1914,
namely: For
For three
three inspectors
inspectors (two
(two of
of
1914, namely:
February 24,
ap p r oved February
whom shall
shall be
be women)
women) at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
stenographer and clerk, $900;
$900;
each; stenographer
whom
in
$4,500.
all, $4,500.
in all,
Pr
esceti
spread

d i easesn,&
sptc.
ordSatin
For
enforcement of
of the
Act to prevent the spread 06
provisions of an Act
the provisions
For enforcement
Vol. 29, p. 635;
Vol.
of
contagious
diseases
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
approved
March
3,
2, P. 35; Vol.
of contagious diseases in the District of Columbia, approved March 3, 34,Vol
p. 889.
1897,
Act for
the prevention
of scarlet
fever, diphtheria,
diphtheria,
scarlet fever,
prevention of
for the
and an
an Act
1897, and
measles, whooping
chicken pox,
epidemic cerebrospinal
cerebrospinal
pox, epidemic
cough, chicken
whooping cough,
measles,
meningitis,
typhoid fever
in the
the District
District of
Columbia, approved
approved
of Columbia,
fever in
and typhoid
meningitis, and
Tuberculosis regisregis
February
and an
provide for
registration of all cases tra,tratic
for registration
to provide
Act to
an Act
9, 1907,
1907, and
February 9,
35, p. 126.
of
tuberculosis in
in the
the District
of Columbia,
p. 126.
ol. 35,
examination of Vol.
for free examination
Columbia, for
District of
of tuberculosis
sputum in
suspected cases,
cases, and
preventingg the spread of tuberand for preventin
in suspected
sputum
culosis
in said
1908, under
under
May 13, 1908,
approved May
Columbia, approved
of Columbia,
District of
said District
culosis in
the direction
direction of
health officer
officer of
manufacture of
of said
said District, manufacture
the health
of the
the
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paralysis, serums,
indigent cases, and for the prevention
use in indigent
prevention
their use
including their
serums, including
paralysis,

of infantile paralysis and other communicable diseases, including
exceeding $25,000,
salaries
or compensation
for personal
personal services,
services, not exceeding
compensation for
salaries or
the
when
ordered in
necessary for the
commissioners and necessary
by the commissioners
writing by
in writing
when ordered
of
prevention
the
enforcement
and
execution
and
for
prevention
Acts,
said
of
execution
and
enforcement
such other
diseases as
hereinbefore provided,
provided, purchase
as hereinbefore
communicable diseases
other communicable
such
and
of necessary
necessary horses,
harness, purchase
wagons, and harness,
horses, wagons,
maintenance of
and maintenance
Smallpox hospital,
hospital, of
and maintenance
reference books
books and
maintenance of quaranjournals, and
medical journals,
and medical
reference
of
Smallpox
etc.
tine
hospital, $40,000:
Provided, That any
$40,000: Provided,
smallpox hospital,
and smallpox
station and
Proviso.
tine station
tcproiso.
Bacteriologists
for bacteriologist employed under this appropriation shall not be paid
appropriation
this
under
employed
bacteriologist
fo
oletc,
e
da^ry
dairy, etc., examinato
officer to
tions.
health officer
more than $7 per day and may be assigned by the health
tions.
the
bacteriological examination
examination of milk
milk and other dairy products
the bacteriological
and of
of the
the water
water supplies
supplies of
dairy farms,
sanitary
such other sanitary
to such
farms, and to
of dairy
and
work
as in
in the
the judgment
of the
officer will promote the public
health officer
the health
judgment of
work as
health,
'Erectly related to
examinations be or be not directly
such examinations
whether such
health, whether
contagious
contagious diseases.
For
disinfecting service, including salaries or comDisinfecting
maintenance of disinfecting
For maintenance
service.
Disinfecting service.
pensation for
for personal
personal services when ordered in writing by the compensation
missioners and
and necessary
necessary for
for maintenance
for
maintenance of said service, and for
missioners
purchase and
maintenance of
necessary horses,
horses, wagons,
wagons, and
and harness,
of necessary
and maintenance
purchase
$7,000.
$7,000.
Drainage
enforcement of the provisions of an Act to provide for the drainFor enforcemen%
lots.
Drainage of lots.
Vol. 29, p. 125.
age of lots in the District of Columbia, approved
125.
Vol. 29,
approved May.19,
19, 1896, and an
nuisances in the District of
provide for
for the
of nuisances
abatement of
the abatement
to provide
Act to
Abating
V1
4f p nuices Act
Columbia by
commissioners, and for other purposes, approved
the commissioners,
by the
Columbia
April 14,
1906, $1,000.
$1,000.
14, 1906,
April
adulteraFood,
etc., adulterservices in connection
For special services
adulterconnection with the detection of the
the adulteraFood, etc.,
ations.
$100.
milk,
and
candy
tion of drugs and of foods, including
$100.
ations
Bacteriological
For maintaining and keeping in good
Bacteriological
good
laboratory: For
Bacteriological laboratory:
labBacterological laboratory, etc.
order, and
and for
for the
reference books and scientific periperipurchase of reference
the purchase
order,
oratory,etc.
odicals, $1,000.
odicals,
Apparatus,
cost of
of installation,
installation, supplies, and other
equipment, cost
Apparatus, equipment,
diagnosis of
expenses
incidental
to
the
biological
and serological
serological diagnosis
and
biological
the
to
incidental
expenses
disease,
$750.
disease, $750.
Chemical
laboratory: For maintaining
maintaining and keeping in good order,
laboratory.• Chemical laboratory:
Chemical laboratory
periodicals,
and
purchase of
and scientific
scientific periodicals,
books and
reference books
of reference
the purchase
for the
and for
$1,000.
$1,000.
enforcement of an Act to
Enforcing milk
milk regreg expenses incident to the enforcement
For
to
contingent expenses
For contingent
Enforcing
ulations.
Columbia, and for other
of
regulate
the
sale
of
milk
in
the
District
other
District
the
in
milk
of
sale
Vol.
28,
p.
709.
the
regulate
70.
p.
Votl;,
adulteration
Fond, candy,
candy, etc.
an Act relating
1895; an
purposes, approved
approved March
March 2,
relating to the adulteration
2, 1895;
etc. prposes,
Food,
Vol. 30, pp. 216, 398
approved February
of Columbia, approved
drugs in
in the
District of
the District
and drugs
foods and
Vol. ,of of foods
17, 1898;
an Act
the adulteration
adulteration of candy in the District
prevent the
to prevent
Act to
1898; an
17,
the manupreventing the
Pure food
food law.
approved May 5, 1898; an Act for preventing
Columbia,
of
law.
manuPure
Vol.34, p. 768.
facture,
sale, or transportation
transportation of adulterated
adulterated or misbranded
misbranded or
facture, sale,
Vo.34, p.768.
and for
poisonous or
foods, drugs,
drugs, medicines,
liquors, and
and liquors,
medicines, and
deleterious foods,
or deleterious
poisonous
regulating traffic
therein, and
and for
for other
other purposes,
purposes, approved
approved June 30,
traffic therein,
regulating
1906, $1,000.
$1,000.
1906,
including
Inspecting da
dair
inspection of dairy farms, including
Y
For necessary
expenses of inspection
necessary expenses
For
iry
Inspecting
farms, etc.
officer, assistant health
health officer,
amounts
that may
may be
allowed the health
health
be allowed
amounts that
farms, et.
officer, chief
in charge
contagious-disease servof contagious-disease
charge of
inspector in
medical inspector
chief medical
officer,
ice, and
inspectors assigned
assigned to
to the
the inspection
dairy farms,
farms, for
of dairy
inspection of
and inspectors
ice,
maintenance by
by each
of a
horse and
and vehicle
vehicle at
exceed $25 per
to exceed
not to
at not
a horse
each of
maintenance
for use in
month, or
motor vehicle
vehicle at
at not
not to
$30 per
month, for
per month,
exceed $30
to exceed
or motor
month,
other
such other
the
discharge of
his official
official duties,
allowances for
for such
and allowances
duties, and
of his
the discharge
commisthe commisinspectors in
the service
as the
department as
health department
the health
of the
service of
in the
inspectors
maintesioners
may determine,
of not
exceed $15
$15 per
per month
month for
for mainteto exceed
not to
determine, of
sioners may
for
per
nance
of
a
motor
cycle
each,
or
of
not
exceeding
$25
per
annum
825
exceeding
not
of
or
each,
cycle
nance of a motor
the maintenance
for use
the discharge
discharge of their
in the
use in
each, for
bicycle each,
of aa bicycle
maintenance of
the
official
$7,500.
expenses, $7,500.
traveling expenses,
necessary traveling
other necessary
and other
duties, and
official duties,
etc.
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861
861

w
Isolatin
Garfield and Providence
Providence Hospitals:
isolating ward
for minor
minor hospitals.
solatigg wards
ards at
at
Garfield
Hospitals: For isolating
ward for
contagious diseases at Garfield
contagious
Garfield Memorial and Providence
Providence Hospitals,
maintenance, $10,000 and $6,500,
$6,500, respectively,
respectively, or so much thereof
thereof as
in the opinion
commissioners may be necessary;
$16,500.
opinion of
of the
the commissioners
necessary; in
in all,
all, $16,500.
mat r
maintenance, including
personal services, of the public cre- Crematory.
For maintenance,
including personal
matory, $2,500.
For constructing
concrete roadway
constructing cement
cement concrete
roadway at
at the public crecrematory, $2,000.
$2,000.
matory,
Vehicles.
For the maintenance
maintenance of one motor vehicle for use
use in the
the pound Vehicle
service, $600.
For equipping, maintaining, and operating the motor
motor ambulance,
and
it in
order, $600.
$600.
and keeping
keeping it
m good
good order,
Dispensariesaies
for
For the maintenance
maintenance of aadispensary
ndven
tubeeros
dispensary or dispensaries
dispensaries for the treat- tuberculosis
and
venediseases.
realdiseases.
tuberculosis and of persons
ment of persons suffering from tuberculosis
persons suffering
suffering real
from venereal
venereal diseases, including
including_payment
payment for personal service, rent,
rent, Provisos.
and
and supplies,
supplies, $12,500:
$12,500: Provided,
the commissioners
accept Volunteer
Provided, That
That the
commissioners may
may accept
olunteer services.
services.
such volunteer services as they deem expedient
expedient in connection
connection with
the
establishment and
the dispensaries
herein authorthe establishment
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
dispensaries herein
author- Pay prohibition.
furtter, That
ized: Provided
Providedfurther
That this
this shall not
not be
be construed
construed to
to authorize
authorize Payprohibitio.
the expenditure
expenditure or the payment
payment of any money on account of any
any
volunteer service.
such volunteer
service.
Child Welfare
Welfare SciSociFor clinical examination,
examination, advice, care, and maintenance
maintenance of children etyl
ety.
Care, etc., of children
under six
age, under
under a
contract to
to be
under
six years
years of
of age,
a contract
be made
made with
with the
the Child
Child Care,etc.,ofchildren
mder six.
-si
Welfare Society by the health officer of the District of Columbia, -under
$15,000.
o arts
COURTS..
cCcarts.
COURTS

For eleven
of volumes
fifty-four and
and fifty-five
fifty-five of
Cou.r
Appeals Recof
reports pport
of the
the reports
copies of
volumes fifty-four
For
eleven copies
s t ofAeals
of the
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, authorized
vc4*
32s
1
3
.
609.
of
the Court
Court of
of Appeals of
of Columbia,
authorized to
to be
be Vol.32,p.609.

furnished
furnished under section 229 of the Code of Law for the District of
of
amended July
$5 each,
Columbia as amended
July 1,
1, 1902,
1902, at
at $5
each, $110.
$110.

Supre
Court. 7 1
PROBATION SYSTEM,
SYSTEM, S
SUPREME
PROBATION
UPREME COURT:
COURT: Probation officer, $2,200;
$2,200 ;
Supreme Court.'
assistant
assistant probation officer, $1,400; stenographer and typewriter and
expenses, $325;
$325; maintenance
maintenance of
motor
assistant, $900; contingent
contingent expenses,
of motor
vehicle used in performance
exceed $30
performance of
of official duties, at not to exceed
$30
per month,
month, $360;
$5,185.
per
$360; in
in all,
all, $5,185.
Court.
J
cou
JUVENILE
COURT::Judge,
Judge, $3,600;
$3,600; clerk,
vEXILE COURT
$2,000; deputy
clerk, $2,000;
deputy clerk,
clerk, who
who Juvenile
sne.
Salaries.
is
authorized
to
act
as
clerk
in
the
absence
of
that
officer,
$1,480;
is authorized to act as clerk in the absence of that officer, $1,480;
financial clerk, who is authorized
clerk, $1,200;
$1,200;
financial
authorized to act as deputy
deputy clerk,
stenographer and
typewriter, who
who is
authorized to
as a
a deputy
deputy
stenographer
and typewriter,
is authorized
to act
act as
clerk,
$1,080; stenographer
stenographer and
and to
clerk, $1,080;
and typewriter
typewriter for judge's work,
work, and
to
aid
keeping records
in clerk's
clerk's office,
probation officers—
aid in
in keeping
records in
office, $1,080;
$1,080; probation
officerschief, $2,000;
82,000; assistant
chief (who
also be
be investigating
mvestigating officer
chief,
assistant chief
(who shall
shall also
officer
children's cases) $1,500,
$1,500, two at
each, one for
cases
for children's
at $1,200 each,
for adult
adult cases
81,200, four
$1,000 each; investigating
officer for adult
31,200,
four at $1,000
investigating officer
adult cases,
cases,
$1,200; record and information
probation office,
office, $1,200;
$1,200;
information clerk for probation
$1,200;
900; two bailiffs,
bailiffs' at
telephone
clerk for
for probation
probation office,
office, $
$900;
at 8900
$900 each; telephone
operator, $600; messenger,
messenger, $600; janitor, $600; charwoman,
operator,
charwoman, $240;
$240;
eo.
in all,
all, 828,680.
$28,680.
in
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous: For
For compensation
compensation of
jurors, $900;
of jurors,
$900;
transportation and traveling
traveling expenses
expenses to secure the return of
of
For transportation
absconding
probationers, $250;van
$250;
absconding probationers,
Advances fot
for returnThe
The disbursing
disbursing officer
officer of
of Columbia
authorized to
to ing,
etc., absotg
absconding
of the
the District
District of
Columbia is
is authorized
dg
etc.,
to the
the chief
chief probation
advance
probation officer of the juvenile
juvenile court, upon probationers.
Pr°Datimers'
advance to
requisition previously
previously approved
approved by the judge of the juvenile court
court
requisition
and the auditor of the District of Columbia, sums of
to
of money
money not
not to
exceed $50
expended for transportation
transportation and
exceed
$50 at
at any one
one time,
time, to be
be expended
traveling
secure the
the return
absconding probationers,
probationers,
traveling expenses
expenses to
to secure
return of
of absconding
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and to
be accounted
accounted for monthly on itemized
itemi7ed vouchers to the accountto be
and
of the District of Columbia;
officer of
ing officer
court
or meals
meals of
of jurors
prisoners temporarily
temporarily detained at court
jurors and of prisoners
For

awaiting
$100;
trial, $100;
awaiting trial,
For
$2,000;
For rent,
rent, $2,000;
For
furniture, fixtures,
equipment, and repairs to the courthouse
courthouse
fixtures, equipment,
For furniture,
and grounds, $500;
$500;
For fuel,
fuel, ice,
gas laundry
laundry work, stationery, printing, books of
ice, gas,
For
reference,
periodical;,
typewriters and
repairs thereto, binding and
and repairs
reference, periodicals, typewriters
rebinding,
preservation of
brooms, and buckets,
records, mops, brooms,
of records,
rebinding, preservation
removal
of ashes
traveling expenses,
service, traveling
refuse, telephone service,
and refuse,
ashes and
removal of
and other
incidental expenses not otherwise provided for, $3,000;
$3,000;
other incidental
and
In all,
$6,750.
all, $6,750.
In
or.
Police court.
each; clerk
Salaries.
Two judges,
judges, at
clerk $2,200; deputy
deputy
$3,600 each;
at $3,600
COUBT: Two
POLICE COURT:
alaries.
clerks—one
$1,600,
three
$1,500
each,
two
$1,200 each; deputy
$1,200
at
$1,500
at
three
$1,600,
clerks-one
financial
clerk, $1,500;
$1,500; profinancial clerk, $1,500;
assistant financial
deputy assistant
$1,500; deputy
financial clerk,
bation officer,
officer, $1,500;
$1,500; three
three assistant
assistant probation
probation officers, at $1,200
bation
each;
stenographer, $1,200; seven bailiffs, at $900
$900 each; deputy
each; stenographer,
marshal,
$1,000; janitor, $600; engineer,
engineer' $900; assistant
assistant engineer,
marshal, $1,000;
$720; fireman,
$600; assistant janitor, $300; matron, $600; four
fireman, $600;
$720;
cleaners,
$360 each;
each; telephone
operator, $480; in all, $40,140.
telephone operator,
at $360
cleaners, at
sano o
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous: For
books, books
books of
of reference,
reference, direclaw books,
printing, law
For printing,
Miscellaneous:
preservation
tories, periodicals,
periodicals, stationery,
stationery, binding
rebinding, preservation
binding and rebinding,
tories,
of records,
and repairs
thereto, fuel, ice, gas, electric
repairs thereto,
typewriters and
records, typewriters
of
removal of ashes
lights
and power,
power, telephone
laundry work, removal
service, laundry
telephone service,
lights and
and
brooms, buckets, dusters, sponges, painters' and
mops, brooms,
rubbish, mops,
and rubbish,
disinfectants,
plumbers' supplies,
supplies, toilet articles, medicines, soap and disinfectants,
plumbers'
United States
States flags
and halyards, and all other necessary and inciflags and
United
dental expenses
expenses of
of every
not otherwise
otherwise provided
$4,500;
for, $4,500;
provided for,
kind not
every kind
dental
Witness
fees, etc.
For witness
$3,000;
fees, $3,000;
witness fees
tnessreeFor
$500;
replacing same, $500;
and repairing and replacing
furniture arid
For furniture
For lodging,
lodging, meals,
accommodation of jurors and of bailiffs
and accommodation
meals, and
For
in
them when
$200;
ordered by the court, $200;
when ordered
upon them
attendance upon
in attendance
Jurors.
For
$10,000;
of jurors
jurors, $10,000;
compensation of
For compensation
Juror.
For repairs to buildings, $5,000;
$4000;
In
all, $23,200.
$23,200.
all,
In
Municipal court.
Salaries. court.
MI-NicrrAL
Five judges,
$1,500; four
$3,600 each; clerk, $1,500;
at $3,600
judges, at
COURT: Five
MrNICLPAL couRr:
sniel
assistant
clerks, at
at $1,200
$1,200 eacheach; clerk
clerk and messenger, $840; elevator
assistant clerks,
operator,
$600; janitor,
$600; charwoman,
all, $26,580;
$26,580;
in all,
$240; in
charwoman, $240;
janitor, $600;
operator, $600;
Rent, etc.
enttc.
For rent of building, $3,600;
fixtures, and repairs to furniture and building, $500;
For fixtures,
For
including books,
books, law books,
books, books of
expenses, including
contingent expenses,
For contingent
reference,
telephone, blanks, dockets, and all other necesnecesfuel, light, telephone,
reference, fuel,
sary
$2,000;
miscellaneous items and supplies, $2,000;
sary miscellaneous
$32,680.
in
all, municipal
municipal court, $32,680.
In all,
Lunal ywrits.
Vol. 33,, p.0.
p. 740.
Wurrs
rz.-...TAcY: For
expenses attending
attending the execution of writs
For expenses
OF LUNACY:
WrITS OF
Voli..
de
inqukendo and commitments
thereunder in all cases of
commitments thereunder
lunatico inquirendo
de lunatico
indigent insane
insane persons
committed to
persons committed or sought to be committed
indigent
Saint Elizabetbsiolospital
Elizabeths Hospital by order of the executive authority of the
Saint
District
existing law, including
District of Columbia under the provisions of existing
exceeding
the
employment
an
alienist
not
exceedinc
, $1,500
$1,500 per annum,
at
of
employment
the
typewriter,
and
a stenographer
stenographer and typewriter,
at $900 who shall be a
a clerk at
and a

Rent, et,etc.
etc.

Interest
sinking $5
,
500.
5,500.
and sinking
Interest and

fund.

Amount.
m ou
A
nt.

INTEREST AND SINKING FUND.

interest and sinking fund on the funded debt, payable oneFor interest
half out
of the
revenues of
one-half
of the District of Columbia and one-half
the revenues
out of
half
out
of any
money in
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
the Treasury not otherwise
in the
any money
out of
$975,408.
$975,408.
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EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY FUND.

Emergency fund.
fund.
Emergency

Expenditures

sticted. ditures
emergency, such as riot, pestilence,
To
be expended
in case
pestilence, strree7d
case of emergency,
only in
expended only
To be
public insanitary
insanitary conditions, calamity
calamity by flood or fire or storm, and of
of
public
sufficiently Proviso.
like character,
character, and
otherwise sufficiently
emergency not otherwise
all cases of emergency
and in all
like
provided for,
for, in
in the discretion of the commissioners,
Pro- Purchases.
Purchases.
commissioners, $8,000: Proprovided
vided, That
That in
in the
the purchase
purchase of
of all articles provided for in this Act no
vided,
more than
price shall be paid for any such articles, and
than the market price
more
all
bids
for
any
such
articles
above the market price shall be rejected
rejected
articles
such
any
for
all bids
and
new bids
bids received
received or purchases
purchases made in open market, as may
may
and new
be most
most economical
economical and
advantageous to the District of Columbia.
and advantageous
be
COURTS
PRISONS.
AND PRISONS.
COURTS AND

I
r e-

Courts and prisons.
Courts and prisons.
vie
S
t
u
spp
oc
i
f
tt, o
e
f
tciiio
ef
con-

of con-

etc.
Dis
othe
S
UPPORT OF
support,_ maintenance,
maintenance, and transpor- victsPOtt^Of
For support,
CONVICTS: For
OF coNvrars:
SUPPORT
trict
expenses
tation of
convicts transferred
transferred from
District of Columbia;
trict.
from the District
of convicts
tation
of
shipping remains
remains of deceased
deceased convicts to their homes in the United
of shipping
States,
and expenses
unclaimed remains of deceased
interment of unclaimed
of interment
expenses of
States, and
convicts; expenses
incurred in identifying
escaped
identifying and pursuing escaped
expenses incurred
convicts;
convicts and
and rewards
rewards for
for their recapture;
recapture; to be expended
expended under the
convicts
direction of
$100,000.
Attorney General, $100,000.
the Attorney
of the
direction
protection, Couthosecre, etc
COLUMBLA:
COURTHOUSE,
or
OLUMBIA: For care and protection
OF C
DISTRICT OF
COURTHOUSE, Dismal'
under the direction of the United States
States marshal
District of
of Courthouse,care, etc.
the District
of the
marshal of

under the direction of the United
Columbia: Engineer,
$1,200; electrician,
$900; four
at
watchmen, at
four watchmen,
electrician, $900;
Engineer, $1,200;
Columbia:
$720
at
$3720
each;
five
laborers,
at
$600
each;
six
messengers,
$720
each;
messengers,
six
each$600
at
$720 each; five laborers,
two
$720 each;
each; clerk
to jury
commissioner,
jury commissioner,
clerk to
at $720
conductors, at
elevator conductors,
two elevator
$720; telephone
telephone operator,
operator, $720;
$720; attendant
waiting room,
room,
ladies' waiting
in ladies'
attendant in
$720;
expended
$16,920, to be expended
$300; six
at $240
$240 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $16,920,
charwomen at
six charwomen
$300;
General.
under
of the
Attorney General.
the Attorney
direction of
the direction
under the

Conrt

of

Apls

t
e.
Building,are,et
Two watch- B
COLUMBIA:
COURT
OF APPEALS
APPEALS BUILDING,
BUILDING, DISTRICT
OLUMBIA: Two
uilding ,
care, epea
OF C
DISTRICT OF
COURT OF
$480
at
laborers,
men,
at
$720
each;
elevator
conductor,
$720;
laborers,
$480
three
$720;
conductor,
elevator
each;
men, at $720
each; mechanician
(under the
the direction
of the
Superintendent of the
the Superintendent
direction of
mechanician (under
each;
Capitol
Building
and
Grounds),
$1,200:
Provided,
That the
the clerk
clerk of
of cusodian.
Proviso.
Custodian.
That
Provided,
$1,200:
Grounds),
Capitol Building and
the court
court of
of appeals
appeals shall
be the
custodian of
of said
under
building, under
said building,
the custodian
shall be
the
the direction
direction and
supervision of
of the
the justices
justices of
of said
in all,
court; in
said court;
and supervision
the
$4,800.
$4,800.
For mops,
mops, brooms,
removal of
refuse, elecof refuse,
disinfectants, removal
buckets, disinfectants,
brooms, buckets,
For
trical supplies,
books, and
all other
other necessary
incidental expenses
expenses
and incidental
necessary and
and all
supplies, books,
trical
spreme court
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
$800.
Supreme
Court.
for, $800.
not
Wtnessfees,etc.
FEES OF
SUPREME COURT:
fees of
fees, etc.
of witnesses and witness
For fees
COURT: For
WITNESSES, SUPREME
OF WITNESSES,
FEES
160.
payment of
witnesses in
in said
said court,
pro- R.. ,see. ,p.p.160.
as procourt, as
of witnesses
expenses of
actual expenses
the actual
of the
payment
vicled
of the
the United States, $15,000. j
Statutes of
Revised Statutes
850, Revised
section 850,
by section
vided by
FEES
SUPREME COURT:
COURT: For
jurors, $60,000.
$60,000.
Jurors'
etc.
Bailiffs,fees.
of jurors,
fees of
For fees
JURORS, SUPREME
OF JURORS,
FEES OF
PAY OF BAILIFFS:
one crier
in each
of Bailiffs, etc.
court, of
each court,
crier in
exceeding one
not exceeding
For not
BAILIFFS: For

PAY OF

office
deputy marshals
marshals who
act as
as bailiffs or criers, and for expenses
who act
office deputy
of meals
lodging for
jurors in
in United
cases and
and of bailiffs
States cases
United States
for jurors
and lodging
meals and
of
in
attendance upon
by the
court, $27,200.
Miscellaneous
$27,200.
the court,
ordered by
when ordered
same when
upon same
Miscellaneous
in attendance
expenses as
M ISCELLANEO US EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
such miscellaneous
as penses.
miscellaneous expenses
For such
MISCELLANEOUS
may he
be authorized
authorized by
by the
for the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
General for
Attorney General
the Attorney
may
of the
its officers,
including the
furnishing
the furnishing
officers, including
and its
Columbia and
of Columbia
District of
ihe District
of
a
and
collecting of
of evidence
evidence where
the United
United States
is or may be a
States is
where the
and collecting
party in
interest, including
expenses other than for persuch expenses
also such
including also
in interest,
party
sonal
as may
be authorized
authorized by the Attorney General for the
may be
services as
sonal services
Court of
of Appeals,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $15,000.
$15,000.
Appeals, District
Court

CORREUTIONS.
CHARITIES AND
AND CORRECTIONS.
CHARITIES
BOARD OF
OF CHARITIES:
CHARITIES: Secretary,
Secretary, $3,500; assistant secretary
secretary and
BOARD
$1,400;
stenographer,
and
clerk
stenographer,
$1,600;
clerk,
$1,400;
clerk
stenographer,
$1,400;
$1,400;
clerk,
$1,600;
stenographer,

e

ex-

Charities
correcCharities and eorreciesand.rec
tions.
Board
Charities.
of Charities.
Board of
Salaries, etc.
etc.
Salaries,

864
864
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messenger, $600; inspectors-two
inspectors—two at $1,200
$1,000
$1,200 each, three at $1,000
$900 each, one $840; drivers—one
each, two at $900
drivers-one (who shall also act as
foreman
foreman of stables) $900, three at $720 each; hostler, $540; traveling
traveling
expnses,
conventions, $400;
$400; in
in all,
expenses, including attendance
attendance on
on conventions,
all, $20,540.
$20,540.
purchase and equipment
equipment of two motor ambulances, $2,400.
For purchase
maintenance of three motor ambulances,
ambulances, $1,800.
For the maintenance
$1,800.
Reformatories, etc.
Reformatories,
etc.

REFORMATORIES AND CORRECTIONAL
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
REFORMATORIES
INSTITUTIONS.

Washington
Washington Asylum
and JaP
Jail.
Salaries.
alaries

WASHINGTON
At AND
JAIL: Superintendent
hospital, $1,800;
$1,800;
WASHINGTON An-LIT
ASYLUM
AND JAIL:
Superintendent of
of hospital,
visiting physician,
$1,200; two
two resident
resident physicians,
physicians ' at
$480 each;
visiting
physician, $1,200;
at $480
each;

um

Hospital expenses.

Hospital expenses.

two assistant
assistant resident
resident physicians, at $120
each; clerk,
$900; engineer,
$120 each;
clerk, $900;
engineer,
watchman, $480;
$480;
$900; three assistant engineers, at $600 each;
each; night
night watchman,
blacksmith
blacksmith and woodworker,
woodworker, $500; driver for dead wagon, $365;
$365;
hostler, and driver for supply and laundry wagon, at $240 each;
each;
cooks—two at $300 each„
$180;
hospital cook, $650; assistant cooks-two
each, one $180;
trained nurse, who shall act as superintendent
superintendent of nursing,
nursing, $1,200;
$1,200;
two graduate
graduate nurses at
at $480
nurse for
$480 each;
each; graduate
graduate nurse
for receiving
receiving ward,
ward,
$480; two nurses for annex wards, at $540 each;
each; nurse for operating
operating
room, $540; eight orderlies,
orderlies, and two orderlies
orderlies for annex
annex wards,
wards, at
at
twenty-one in number
$400 each; pupil nurses, not less than twenty-one
number (nurses
(nurses
to be paid not to exceed
exceed $200 per annum during first year of service,
and not to exceed $225 per annum during second year of
of service),
service),
$4,450; registered
registered pharmacist,
pharmacist, who shall act as hospital
clerk, $720;
hospital clerk,
$720;
gardener, $540; seamstress,
seamstress, $300; housekeeper,
housekeeper , $420; laundryman,
gardener,
$720; assistant laundryman,
laundryman, $450; three laundresses,
$360 each;
each;
laundresses, at $360
two chambermaids,
chambermaids, three waiters, and
$180
and seven ward maids, at
at $180
each; temporary labor, not to exceed $1,200;
$1,200; operator of X-ray machine, $600; pathologist, $600; assistant for laboratory, $600; anasanwsthetist, $300; dentist, $300;
$300; in all, $33,755;
$33,755;

HOSPITrL:
HOSPITA.L: For provisions, fuel
fuel, forage,
forage harness and vehicles
vehicles and

repair to same, gas, ice,
ice shoes, clothing, 'dry
dry goods, tailoring, drugs
and medical supplies, furniture
furniture and bedding, kitchen utensils,
utensils, and
other necessary
necessary items, including an allowance
allowance to the superintendent
superintendent
of not exceedincr
exceeding $360 per annum
annum for maintenance
maintenance of
of vehicles
vehicles for use
in discharge
discharge of his official
official duties, $75,000;
$75,000;
Repairs to buildings,
For repairs
lumber, hardware,
tcRepairs
tobuildings,
repairs to
to buildings,
buildings, plumbing,
plumbing, painting,
painting, lumber,
hardware,
etc.
cement, lime, oil, tools, cars, tracks, steam heating and cooking
cooking
apparatus, $5,000;
Frniture, etc.,
tcaparatus,
$5,000;
Furniture,
nurses'
horne.
For
purchase of
of furniture
and furnishings
nurses' home,
home, $1,500;
$1,500;
nurses'home.
for purchase
furniture and
furnishings for
for nurses'
X-ray
X-ray machine.
machine.
For repair
repair of
of X-ray
X-ray machine and purchase of appliances
appliances for same,
Pasvment
Payment

to aban-

doaori
etc.
doned familif,
families, etc.
Vol.
31, p.
87.
ol. 34,
p. 87.

Support of jail
a prisoners.

oneDr^t of j l p~

Atoobile.
Automobile.

$1,200;
$1,200;
$1,200;
For payment to
to beneficiaries
beneficiaries named
named in
section 33of
of "An
"An Act
Act making
Forpayment
in section
making
it a misdemeanor
in the
District
of
Columbia
to
willfully
ctit
ee
o
sntabandon
a
ib
to
an
eteed
b
o
oy
n
r or
o
or
eyew
esi
md:ein
his ofrot
r
h
he
tehrD
eiss
t
iu
r
ni
p
o
c
r
t
o
crf
t C olumbia
den
maintenance
pertsool n
i
ot
fa
his isNsdee
neglect
t
i(:f
ip
e
o
r
r
ovi
to
provide
for the support and maintenance by anywillfully
person
of his wife or his or her minor children in destitute or necessitous
us
circumstances,"
approved March 23, 1906, $2,000, or so much thereof
circumstances," approved
thereof
as may be necessary, to be disbursed
disbursed by the disbursing officer
officer of the
District of Columbia, on itemized vouchers duly audited
audited and approved
by the
the auditor
auditor of
of said
proved by
said District.
District.
Support
prisoners of
of the
the
Support of
of prisoners:
prisoners: For maintenance
maintenance of
of jail
jail prisoners
Washington Asylum and Jail, including
District of Columbia at the Washington
necessarypersonal
pay of guards and all other necessary
personal services,
services, and for supprisoners.therein, expenses incurred
port of prisoners
incurred in identifying
identifying and purpurprisoners, and rewards for their
suing escaped prisoners,
their recapture,
recapture, repair and
improvements to buildings,
maintenance
improvements
buildings, cells, and
and locking
locking devices,
devices, maintenance
of
and for
for the
the support
of prisoners,
$90,000;
prisoners, $90,000;
support of
°of automobile,
automobile, and
For purchase of automobile,
For
automobile, $700;
$700;
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Transportation
of prisoners:
conveying prisoners
prisoners to WashingFor conveying
prisoners: For
Transportation of
ton Asylum
Asylum and
and purchase
purchase of
motor van
van not
not to
to exceed
exceed
of a
a motor
and Jail,
Jail, and
ton

Trporting
Transporting
oners
otoi to jail.

prispriS-

$4,200;
$3,600, and maintenance
maintenance of same not to exceed $600, $4,200;
In
Asylum and
Jail, $213,355.
$213,355.
and Jail,
In all,
all, Washington
Washington Asylum
ROME FOR
FOR AGED
AGED AND iNFIRM:
Superintendent, $1,200;
$1,200; clerk,
$900; infirm.
Home for Aged and
clerk, $900;
INFIRM: Superintendent,
HOME
Salaries.
matron,
$600; chief cook,
$720; baker
baker and laundryman,
laundryman, at $540 each; Salaries.
cook, $720;
matron, $600;
chief engineer,
engineer, $1,000; assistant engineer,
engineer, $720; mechanic,
mechanic, $1,000;
$1,000;
physician and
and pharmacist,
pharmacist, $480; second assistant engineer, $480; two
male
attendants,
attendants and two nurses, at $360 each; two female attendants,
male attendants
at $300 each; three firemen,
cooks—one $360,
firemen, at $360 each; assistant cooks-one
$180; foreman
foreman of construction and repair, $840; blacksmith and
one $180,
woodworker, $540; farmer, $720; truck gardener, $600; four farm
woodworker,
$240;laundress,
hands, dairyman, and tailor, at $360
$360 each
;seamstress, $240;
laundress,
each;seamstress,
each; three servants,
servants, at $144 each; night
night
hostler and driver, at $240 each;
watchman, $240;
$240; temporary
temporary labor,
$2,000; in
$20,092;
in all,
all, $20,092;
labor, $2,000;
watchman,
For provisions,
forage, harness
harness and
and vehicles
vehicles and
repairs to
to Contentexpe
Contingent expenses.
and repairs
fuel, forage,
provisions, fuel
For
medical
same,
clothing, dry goods, tailoring,
tailoring, drugs and medical
same, ice, shoes, clothing,
necessary
supplies,
furniture and bedding, kitchen utensils, and other necessary
supplies, furniture
items,
$50,000;
motor trucks,
trucks, $50,000;
including maintenance
maintenance of motor
items, including
For
repairs and
and grounds,
grounds, $4,000;etc. Reairstc
Repairs,
to buildings
buildings and
improvements to
and improvements
For repairs
For
$300;
roads, $300;
for permanent
permanent roads,
of material for
For purchase
purchase of
$2,500;
For furniture
furniture and furnishings
furnishings for new ward, $2,500;
$1,800;
a motor truck, $1,800;
purchase of a
For purchase
In all
for Aged
Aged and
Infirm, $78,692.
$78,692.
and Infirm,
Home for
al, Home
In
e of
Sale
Hereafter
the commissioners
authorized, under such regulations
regulations U
acts.
prodof surplus
surplus prod
commissioners are authorized,
Hereafter the
as
they
may
prescribe,
to
sell
the
surplus
.
products
of
the
Home
for
the
for
the
as they may prescribe, to sell the surplus products of the Home
Aged and
Infirm. All
moneys derived
from such
sales shall
receipts.
Deposit of'ofecepts.
paid Deposit
be paid
shall be
such sales
derived from
All moneys
and Infirm.
Aged
into the Treasury
Treasury of the United States to the credit of the United
States
Columbia in the same
to the
the credit of the District of Columbia
States and to
proportions as the appropriations
appropriations for such institution are paid from
proportions
the
the United.
United States and the revenues of the District of
the Treasury
Treasury of the
Columbia.
Columbia.
National
Training
Schooil TforBoys.
maintenance School
BoY: For
NATIONAL
&wool. FOR BOYS:
For care
care and
and maintenance
for Boys.
NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL
of
boys committed
committed to
the National
National Training
Training School
for Boys
Boys by
by the
the care,
Care, etc., of
boys.
of boys.
School for
to the
of boys
courts
of the
District of Columbia under a
acontract to be made
made by the
the District
courts of
Board
Charities with
with the
the authorities
authorities of said National Training
of Charities
Board of
School
for Boys,
Boys, $67,500,
$67,500, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
be necessary.
necessary.
r
may be
School for
NATIONAL
SCHOOL FOR
FOR GIBLS:
GIRLS: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,200;
National
Training
SchootorGiris.
$1,200; School
TRAINING SCHOOL
for Girls.
NATIONAL TRAINING
Sahu-ies.
matron, and
teachers, at
each; overseer,
$720; two
parole salaries.
two parole
overseer, $720;
$600 each;
at $600
and four
four teachers,
matron,
officers,
at
$600
each;
seven
teachers
of
industries
at
$480
each;
each;
at
$480
industries,
of
teachers
seven
each;
officers, at $600
engineer, $720;
engineer, $600;
watchman, $480; two
night watchman,
$600; night
assistant engineer,
$720; assistant
engineer,
laborers,
at $300
$300 each;
each; in
in all,
all $11,880;
$11,880;
laborers, at
B
For
groceries, provisions,
fuel, soap,
oil, lamps,
candles, Cont
Contingent
expenses.
gentexpenses.
lamps, candles,
soap, oil,
light, fuel,
provisions, light,
For groceries,
clothing,
shoes,
forage,
horseshoeing,
medicines,
medical
attandance,
attandance,
medical
medicines,
clothing, shoes, forage, horseshoeing,
hack hire,
transportation, labor,
sewing machines,
fixtures, books,
machines, fixtures,
labor, sewing
hire, transportation,
hack
stationery, horses,
vehicles, harness,
harness, cows,
fences,
sheds, fences,
fowls, sheds,
pigs, fowls,
cows, pigs,
horses, vehicles,
stationery,
repairs,
typewriting, stenography,
and other
necessary items,
items, includincludother necessary
stenography, and
repairs, typewriting,
ing
not exceeding
additional labor
labor or
or services,
services,
for additional
$500 for
exceeding $500
compensation not
ing compensation
for
escaped inmates
inmates and for rewards for
and pursuing escaped
identifying and
for identifying
necessary expenses
their capture,
capture, and
and for
transportation and other
other necessaryfor transportation
their
incident
suitable homes
homes for
paroled or
discharged girls,
not
girls, not
or discharged
for paroled
securing suitable
to securing
incident to
exceeding
$25,000;
$150, $25,000;
exceeding $150,
B
To complete
building for
white girls,
including furnishing
same, gin
girls.
uilding
white for
for hit
the same,
furnishing the
girls, including
for white
To
complete building
$20,000;
$20,000;
In all,
all, National
National Training
Training Schools
Schools for
Girls, $56,880.
$56,880.
In
for Girls,
Dlsbusements
by
Disbursements
by
On
and after
after July
1, 1920,
1920, appropriations
appropriations made
made for the National District disbursing
July 1,
On and
officerhereafter.
Training
disbursed by the disbursing
disbursing officer
officer °facer
hereafter'
be disbursed
Girls shall be
for Girls
School for
Training School

866
866
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1920.
1920.

of
the District
the manner
for
provided by law for
now provided
manner now
in the
Columbia in
of Columbia
of the
District of
expenditure
for general
expenses of the governgeneral expenses
appropriations for
from appropriations
expenditure from
ment
said District.
District.
ment of said.
Medical charities.
Medical

MEDICAL
CHARITIES.
MEDICAL CHARITIES.

For
care and
and treatment
treatment of
of indigent
under contracts
contracts to
be
to be
patients under
indigent patients
For care
made
Charities with the
following institutions
institutions and
and
the following
the Board
Board of Charities
made by the
for
exceed the
amounts, respectively:
respectively:
following amounts,
the following
to exceed
not to
for not
Freedmen's Hospital,
Hospital, $45,000;
$45,000;
Freedmen's
Columbia
Hospital for
for Women
Asylum, $20,000;
$20,000;
Lying-in Asylum,
and Lying-in
Women and
Columbia Hospital
Children's Hospital,
Hospital, $15,000;
$15,000;
Children's
Providence Hospital,
$15,000;
Hospital, $15,000;
Providence
Garfield Memorial
Hospital, $15,000;
$15,000;
Memorial Hospital,
Garfield
Central
Dispensary and
Emergency Hospital,
$22,000;
Hospital, $22,000;
and Emergency
Central Dispensary
Eastern
Dispensary.and
$15,000:
Hospital, $15,000;
Casualty Hospital,
and Casualty
Eastern Dispensary
Washington Home
Home for
Incurables, $5,000;
$5,000;
for Incurables,
Washington
Georgetown
$5,000;
Hospital, $5,000;
University Hospital,
Georgetown University
George Washing
to n University
University Hospital,
$5,000.
Hospital, $5,000.
Washington
George
.Tuberculosis
Hospital.
TUBERC17LOSIS HOSPITAL:
OSPITAL: SUpOrilltelldOIrt,
$1,800; resident
resident physiSuperintendent, $1,800;
TUBERCULOSIS
HoTuerculosi
Salaries.
S
alaries.
cian, $600; assistant
assistant resident physician,
physician, $300; roentgenologist,
roentgenologist, $600;
$600;
engineer, at
pharmacist
clerk, $780;
$780; superintendent
superintendent of
at
of nurses and engineer,
and clerk,
pharmacist and
$720 each;
each; pathologist,
pathologist, $300;
dietitian, chief
cook, assistant
assistant
chief cook,
matron, dietitian,
$300; matron,
$720
engineer, laundryman,
nurses, at
at $600
$600 each;
each;
graduate nurses,
and eight
eight graduate
laundryman, and
engineer,
assistant cooks-one
cooks—one $360,
$360, two
two at
at $240
each; assistant
$600;
engineer, $600;
assistant engineer,
$240 each;
assistant
elevator conductor,
$300; three
three laundresses,
at $240
each; farmer,
farmer,
$240 each;
laundresses, at
conductor, $300;
elevator
laborer, night
night watchman,
four orderlies,
and assistant
laundryman,
assistant laundryman,
orderlies, and
watchman, four
laborer,
at
ward maids,
maids, at
$240 each;
four servants,
servants, at $240
$240
each; four
at $240
three ward
$360 each;
each; three
at $360
each; in
$20,640;
in all,
all, $20,640;
each;
Contingent
expenses.
For
harness and
and vehicles
vehicles and repairs
repairs to
fuel, forage, harness
provisions, fuel,
For provisions,
Contingentexpenses.
same, gas,
clothing, dry
goods, tailoring,
drugs and medical
medical
tailoring, drugs
dry goods,
ice, shoes,
shoes, clothing,
gas, ice,
same,
supplies,
and bedding,
periodikitchen utensils, books, and periodibedding, kitchen
furniture and
supplies, furniture
cals
$50, temporary
services not
to exceed
exceed $1,000,
$1,000, and
not to
temporary services
not to
to exceed
exceed $50,
cals not
other
items, $52,000;
$52,000;
necessary items,
other necessary
R epairs, etc.
improvements to buildings and grounds, including
including
Repairs,etc.
For repairs
repairs and
and improvements
roads
sidewalks, $2,500;
$2,500;
roads and
and sidewalks,
In all,
all, Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital,
Hospital, $75,140.
$75,140.
In
Gallinger Hospital.
GALLINGER
HOSPITAL: The
The Commissioners
the
of the
Commissioners of
MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL:
GALLINGER MUNICIPAL
Conatracts
ContractsetaHin
at
inconto enter
enter into aa contract
.pr,
,
ased cost author- District of
contract or conof Columbia
Columbia are authorized
authorized to
creased
'zed.
Vol.39,
tracts for
for the
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital and
of the
the Gallinger
construction of
the construction
tracts
Vol.
39 p.1036.
p. 036.
accessory buildings
buildings in
in accordance
accordance with
approved plans
of
plans at aalimit of
with approved
accessory
cost
exceed. $1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
cost not
not to
to exceed

tents
Care offindesnated
indigent patieatrse
in designated
hospitals.

hospitals.

Care
Care of children.
children.

Board of
Children'
Board
of Children's
Goardian.s.
Expenses.

Expnses.

CHILD-CARING INSTITUTIONS.
CHILD-CARING
INSTITUTIONS.

BOARD OF
OF CHILDREN'S
administrative expenses,
expenses,
For administrative
GUARDIANS: For
CHILDREN'S GUARDIANS:
BOARD
including placing
placing and visiting
visiting children,
children, city
city directory,
directory, purchase
purchase of
books
reference and
and periodicals
and all office
office
$25, and
exceeding $25,
periodicals not exceeding
books of
of reference

and sundry
sundry expenses,
$4,000;
expenses, $4,000;
and
Salaries: Agent,
Agent, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-one
clerks—one $1,200,
$1,200, one
$900; stenogstenogone $900;
Salaries:
rapher, $900;
$900; placing
placing and
and investigating
investigating officers—three
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each,
officers-three at
rapher,
one $1,000,
nine at
at $900
$900; messenger,
messenger, $500;
$500;
clerk, $900;
$900 each;
each; record
record clerk,
one
81,000, nine
laborer, $500;
$500; in
in all,
all, $19,400;
$19,400;
laborer,
Feeble-minded
chilFor
maintenance of
feeble-minded
children (white
(white and
colored),
re.ble-.mnded
chiiFor
maintenance
of
feeble-minded children
and colored),
dren.
$35,000;
$35,000;
For board and care of all children
Board, etc., of
Board,
of chilchitchildren committed
committed to the
the guardianship
guardianship
dren.
of said
the courts
District, and
temporary care of
and for
for temporary
by the
courts of the District,
of
said board by
children
investigation or
or while being
being transferred
transferred from
from place
place
children pending
pending investigation
to
place, with
with authority
to pay
not more
than $1,500
$1,500 to
to institutions
institutions
more than
authority to
pay not
to place,
ir e

Salaries.
Sal
S.
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adjudged
sectarian control
control and not more than $400 for
to be
be under sectarian
adjudged to
burial of
of children
dying while
$160,000;
charge of the board, $160,000;
under charge
while under
children dying
burial
In all,
Board of Children's
Children's Guardians,
Guardians, $218,400.
$218,400.
In
all, Board
The
disbursing officer
Columbia is authorized
authorized to
of the District of Columbia
officer of
The disbursing
advance to
to the
the agent
agent of
of the
Guardians, upon
Children's Guardians,
the Board
Board of Children's
advance
requisitions previously
previously approved
Auditor of the District of
by the Auditor
approved by
requisitions
Columbia
may be required of said agent
security as may
upon such security
Columbia and upon
by the
exceed $400 at any one
not to
to exceed
of money not
sums of
by
the commissioners,
commissioners, sums
travelfor expenses
expenses in placing and visiting children, traveltime, to be used for
ing on
on official
business of
and sundry exfor office
office and
of the
the board, and for
official business
ing
penses, all
such expenditures
accounting
for to the accounting
accounted for
to be
be accounted
expenditures to
all such
penses,
officers of
of the District of Columbia within one month on itemized
officers
vouchers
properly approved.
approved.
vouchers properly
COLORED
I
NDUSTRIAL HOME SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR C
OLORED CHILDREN:
CilmnEmr: SuperintendSuperintendINDUSTRIAL
ent, $1,200;
supervisor of boys, $780; matron of school,
$900; supervisor
clerk, $900;
$1,200; clerk,
ent,
caretakers, nurse, and sewing
$480;
caretakers, two assistant
assistant caretakers,
sewing
three caretakers,
$480; three
teacher,
$360 each;
each; three
three teachers,
$480 each; manual-training
manual-training
at $480
teachers, at
at $360
teacher, at
teacher,
$600; farmer
and blacksmith
$480 each;
wheelwright, at $480
and wheelwright,
blacksmith and
farmer and
teacher, $600;
farm
$360; stableman
watchman, at $300 each; two
stableman and watchman,
laborer, $360;
farm laborer,
cooks,
at $240
each; temporary labor,
at $240 each;
laundresses, at
two laundresses,
each; two
$240 each;
cooks, at
not
to exceed
$11,300;
in all, $11,300;
$500; in
exceed $500;
not to
For
including care
care of horses,
horses, wagons, and harness,
maintenance, including
For maintenance,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of automobile,
automobile'$20,000;
$20,000;
and
$2,000;
For
repairs and
and improvements
buildings and grounds, $2,000;
improvements to buildings
For repairs
For
manual training
training equipment
materials. $1,000;
$1,000;
equipment and materials.
For manual
For
automobile, $700;
$700;
of automobile,
purchase of
For purchase
In all,
Home School
Colored Children,
Children, $35,000.
afl, Industrial
In
Industrial Home
School for
for Colored
$35,000.
All
moneys received
said school,
as income
income from sale of products
school, as
at said
received at
All moneys
and from
from payment
board or
or of
or otherwise, shall be
of instruction,
instruction, or
of board
payment of
and
paid into
Treasury of
of the
States to the credit
credit of the
United States
the United
the Treasury
into the
paid
United States
States and
and to
to the
District of
Columbia in the
of Columbia
of the
the District
credit of
the credit
United
same proportions
as the appropriations
appropriations for such institutions are paid
proportions as
same
from the
United States
and the
of the
the
revenues of
the revenues
States and
of the
the United
Treasury of
the Treasury
from
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District
I
NDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME S
CHOOL: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500; supervisor
supervisor of
SCHOOL:
INDUSTRIAL
boys,
matron, $480;
three matrons,
housekeeper
at $360
$360 each; housekeeper
matrons, at
$480; three
$780; matron,
boys, $780;
and
sewing teacher,
at $360
$300
at $300
matrons, at
assistant matrons,
two assistant
each; two
$360 each;
teacher, at
and sewing
each:
manual-training teacher,
florist, $840;
$840; enen$660; florist,
teacher, $660;
$360; manual-training
nurse, $360;
each: nurse,
gineer, $720;
$720; farmer,
cook and
two
each; two
$300 each;
at $300
laundress, at
and laundress,
$540; cook
farmer, $540;
gineer,
housemaids, at
at $180
$180 each;
$900; temporary
labor, not to extemporary labor,
clerk, $900;
each; clerk,
housemaids,
ceed $400;
in all,
all, $10,540;
$10,540;
ceed
8400; in
For
maintenance, including
of horses,
of
care of
and care
purchase and
horses, purchase
care of
including care
For maintenance,
wagon and
$25,000;
harness, $25,000;
and harness,
wagon
For
and improvement
to buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
$3,000;
grounds, $3,000;
improvement to
repairs and
For repairs
In
all, Industrial
Industrial Home
School, $38,540.
In all,
Home School,
$38,540.
For care
care and
maintenance of
of children
under contracts
be made
contracts to be
children under
and maintenance
For
by the
the Board
of Children's
Guardians with
with the following
following institutions
Children's Guardians
Board of
by
and for
to exceed
exceed the
the following
following amounts,
amounts, respectively:
respectively:
not to
for not
and
National Association
Association for
for the
the Relief
of Destitute
Destitute Colored Women
Women
Relief of
National
and Children,
$5,000;
Children, $5,000;
and
Washington Home
Home for
$5,000;
Foundlings, $5,000;
for Foundlings,
Washington
Saint
Asylum, $5,000.
$5,000.
Infant Asylum,
Ann's Infant
Saint Ann's
TEMPORARY
HOMES.
TEMPORARY HOMES.
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Advances to
to agent.
agent.

Advances

Industrial
Industrial
School
for
Children.

Children.
Salaries.
Salis.

Home
Colored
Colored

Expenses.
Expenses.

Deposits off receipts
ofproducts.
of
products.

alie
from
from sale

Industrial
Industrial

School.
School.

Home

Salaries.

Salaries-

Maintenan,
Maintenance,
ce, etc.

Care of c

Care of children
ildren in
institu••
institu.

designated
designated
tions.
ns

ti'

'

Temporary homes.
homes.
Temporary
Municipal
Municipal

lodging

house.
Municipal
lodging house
house and
wood yard:
Superintendent, $1,200;
$1,200; house.
yard: Superintendent,
and wood
Municipal lodging
at
foreman,
$480;
coo,
$360;
night
watchman
six
$25
months,
six
for
watchman
foreman, $480; cook, $360; night
per month,
month, 8150;
$150; maintenance,
maintenance, $2,000;
$2,000; in all,
all, $4,190.
$4,190.
per
Grand Army SolTemporary
for ex-Union
Soldiers and Sailors, Grand
Grand Army diers'
ex-Union Soldiers
home for
Temporarv home
Home.
diers Home.
$360;
of the
Republic: Superintendent,
$1,200; janitor, $360; cook, $360;
Superintendent, $1,200;
the Republic:
of
maintenance,
in all,
all, $5,920,
$5,920, to
to be
expended under
direcunder the threebe expended
$4,000; in
maintenance, $4,000;
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or marines of the
tion of
of the
the commissioners;
and ex-soldiers,
ex-soldiers, sailors, or
commissioners; and
tion
Expedition,
Spanish
War, Philippine
Philippine Insurrection,
Insurrection, or China
China Relief Expedition,
Spanish War,
who
served at
at any
between April 21,
21, 1898, and July 4, 1902,
1902,
time between
any time
who served
shall
be admitted
admitted to the home.
shall be
Hope and Help Miscontract
maintenance of women and children
and Help MisHope
For care and maintenance
children under
under a
acontract
sion.
by
Mission
Help
to
be
made
with
the
Florence
Crittenton
Hope
and
Hope
Crittenton
Florence
the
with
made
to be
the
Board of
Charities, maintenance,
maintenance, $3,000.
$3,000.
of Charities,
Board
the
Southern Relief SoSOUTHERN RELIEF
RELIEF SOCIETY:
SOCIET'Y: For
For care
care and
of needy
needy
maintenance of
and maintenance
SOUTHERN
ciety,
onfedeSte
for
ciety for Confederate
veterans,
Confederate veterans, their widows and dependents, resiinfirm Confederate
and infirm
etc.
veterans, etc.
dent in
in the
the District
Columbia, under
contract to be made with
a contract
under a
of Columbia,
District of
dent
the
Southern Relief
by the
Charities, $10,000.
$10,000.
of Charities,
Board of
the Board
Society by
Relief Society
Southern
the
Library
for
the
National Library
Library for
for the
For aid
aid and
and support of the National
Blind: For
the Blind:
National
for the
inrary
Blind.
Library
the Blind,
at seventeen
seventeen hundred
hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine
located at
Blind, located
for the
Library for
H
northwest, to
expended under
direction of
of the
the Comthe direction
under the
to be
be expended
Street northwest,
H Street
missioners
of the
District of
$5,000.
Columbia, $5,000.
of Columbia,
the District
missioners of
Columbia PolytechColumbia
Polytechnic Institute:
To aid
Columbia Polytechnic
Polytechnic
the Columbia
aid the
Institute: To
Columbia Polytechnic
oteforthe
nic Institute for
the
niCoInstitu
Blind.
Institute
for the
the Blind,
Blind, located
located at
at eighteen
eighteen hundred
H
and eight H
hundred and
Institute for
Blind.
Street northwest,
to be
be expended
expended under
under the
direction of the Comthe direction
northwest, to
Street
missioners of
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia, $1,500.
$1,500.
District of
the District
missioners
Support of indigent
HOSPITAL FOR
FOR THE
THE INSANE:
INSANE: For
support of indigent insane
insane of the
For support
HOSPITAL
Support of indigent
insane.
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
in Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, as provided
provided by
District
law,
$750,000.
law, $750,000.
dent
e.
For
deportation of
nonresident insane
insane persons, in accordance
accordance with
of nonresident
For deportation
g nonresideportin
Deporting
Vol.
p. 811.
811.
the Act
Act of
to change
change the
admission to the
the proceedings
proceedings for admission
"to
Congress "
of Congress
the
ol. 30,
30, p.
in certain cases, and for other
Government Hospital
Hospital for
for the
the Insane
Insane in
Government
purposes," approved
approved January
$3,500.
1899, $3,500.
31, 1899,
January 31,
purposes,"
Advances to Board
In expendng
expending the
the foregoing
foregoing sum
sum the
disbursing officer
officer of the Disthe disbursing
In
Charites. to Board
of Charities.
trict
Columbia is
is authorized
authorized to
advance to
to the
the secretary
secretary of the
to advance
of Columbia
trict of
Board of
previously approved by the
Charities, upon requisitions previously
of Charities,
Board
auditor
of the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
upon such
security as the
such security
and upon
the District
auditor of
commissioners
require of
of said
secretary, sums of money not
said secretary,
may require
commissioners may
exceeding
one time,
to be
used only
of nondeportation of
for deportation
only for
be used
time, to
at one
$300 at
exceeding $300
resident
insane persons,
persons, and
accounted for monthly on itemized
be accounted
to be
and to
resident insane
vouchers
of the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
the District
officer of
accounting officer
the accounting
to the
vouchers to
Relief of the poor.
including pay
the poor,
RELIEF OF
THE POOR:
of the
poor, including
pay_ of
relief of
For relief
POOR: For
OF THE
RELIEF
Relief ofthe por.
physicians to
the poor
poor at
not exceeding
$1 per day each, who shall be
exceeding $1
at not
to the
physicians
appointed by
by the
the commissioners
commissioners on
on the
recommendation of the health
the recommendation
appointed
officer
,
$12,000.
officer, $12,000.
Transporting
paupaupers,
transportation of
of paupers,
For transportation
pers.
TRANSPORTATION OF
PAUPERS: For
OF PAUPERS:
TRANSPORTATION
peTrsortig pau$2,000.
$2,000.
Workhouse,
etc.
Salaries.
W
ORKHOUSE AND
REFORMATORY: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $4,000; physiAND REFORMATORY:
WORKHOUSE
arlarse, tc.
superin$1,200; superinelectrician, $1,200;
cian,
$1,200; electrician,
engineer, $1,200;
chief engineer,
$1,680; chief
cian, $1,680;
tendent of
of commissary,
$1,080; in
all, $9,160.
$9,160.
in all,
$1,080;
commissary,
tendent
Administration.
superintendent, $1,680;
W
ORKHOUSE (administration):
Assistant superintendent,
$1,680;
(administration): Assistant
WORIKEOUSE
Administration.
chief
clerk, $1,200;
matron, $900;
$900; stenographer,
stenographer, $720; stenoghead matron,
$1,200; head
chief clerk,
rapher and
officer, $600;
$600;
and officer,
rapher
Operation.
Operation: Foremen-construction,
Foremen—construction, $900;
plant,
stone-crushing plant,
$900;stone-crushing
Operation:
petion.
worker,
$1,500; clay worker,
$900;
sawmill,
$900;
superintendent
brickkiln,
superintendent
$900;
$900; sawmill,
$480;
tailor shop,
shop, $480;
$480superintendent tailor
$480; superintendent
Mitnance.
Maintenance.
Maintenance: Superintendent
clothing and laundry, $840;
$840;
Superintendent of clothing
Maintenance:
Maintenc.
storekeeper, $720;
steward, $900;
stewardess, $600; veterinary and
$900; stewardess,
S720; steward,
storekeeper,
officer, $880;
$880; captain
captain of
of guards,
captain of night
night watch, $900;
$1,200; captain
guards, $1,200;
officer,
superintendent
two
receiving and
and discharging
discharging officers,
officers, at
each; superintendent
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
two receiving
of
laundry, $720;
guards—two at
$900 each,
each, twenty-two
twenty-two at
at $900
day guards-two
$720; day
of laundry,
$840
twelve night
guards, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; day
$600;
officer, $600;
day officer,
night guards,
each; twelve
$840 each;
three
night officers,
officers, at
at $600
$600 each;
each; hospital
hospital nurse,
nurse, $600;
$600; captain
captain of
three night
steamboat, $1,100;
engineer of
of steamboat,
superintendents—
$1,000; superintendentssteamboat, $1,000;
$1,100; engineer
steamboat,
farm
dairy $1,000,
department $1,000;
nurseryman,
$1,000; nurseryman,
poultry department
$1,000, poultry
$1,200, dairy
farm $1,200,
$1,000;
$57,240;
in all,
all, $57,240;
$1,000; in
E
=" fmain
t
e
For maintenance,
superintendence, custody, clothing,
including superintendence,
maintenance, including
For
Expenseofmait
guarding, care,
and support
support of
prisoners; rewards
rewards for fugitives;
profugitives; proof prisoners;
care, and
guarding,
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instruments, furniture,
furniture,
visions, subsistence,
subsistence, medicine,
medicine, and hospital instruments,
and quarters for guards
guards and other employees
employees and inmates;
inmates; purchase
of tools and equipment;
equipment; purchase
of farm
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of
farm impleimplements, live stock, tools, equipment,
equipment, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items;
items; transtransportation; maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of means of transportation,
transportation,
and means of transportation;
transportation; supplies and labor; and all other
necessary
items, $110,000;
necessary items,
$110,000;
Fu e
For
for maintenance
maintenance and
and manufacturing,
$42,500;
Fuel.
For fuel
fuel for
manufacturing, $42,500;
Co
pa, et
t
ru
e. etion,
re
For construction,
construction, dynamite, oils, repairs to plant, and material
material for paCirsettc.to
cirosns
repairs to buildings, roads, and walks, $37,500;
$37,500;
In all, $247,240, which sum shall be expended under the direction
direction
in
of
the commissioners.
of the
commissioners.
e oat
REFORMATORY:
Assistant superintendent,
chief clerk,
Reformatory.
REFORMATORY: Assistant
superintendent, $1,800;
$1,800; chief
clerk, sa
s r.
Salaries.
$1,200; assistant clerk and stenographer, $1,000; steward, $1,500;
captain of day officers, $1,200; six instructors, at $1,200 each;
each; ten
ten
day officers, at
captain of
of night
night force,
force, $1,080;
$1,080; six
six night
night
at $900
$900 each; captain
officers, at $720 each; parole officer, $1,200;
$1,200; overseer, $1,200; in
officers,
all,
$30,700;
all, $30,700;
For continuing
continuing construction
construction of
of permanent
Construction.
For
permanent buildings,
buildings, including
including constructain.
sewers, water
and necessary
necessary equipment
of industrial
industrial
water mains, roads, and
equipment of
railroad,
$50,000;
railroad, $50,000;
Expenses of
mmaintet
For maintenance,
including superintendence,
custody, clothing,
clothing, nance,
etc.
For
maintenance, including
superintendence, custody,
nance,' etc.
guarding, care, and support of inmates;
inmates; rewards
rewards for
for fugitives; provisions, subsistence, medicine and hospital instruments, furniture,
furniture,
and quarters for guards and other employees
employees and
purchase
and inmates;
inmates; purchase
equipment; purchase
purchase and
maintenance of
impleof tools and equipment;
and maintenance
of farm
farm impleequipment; transportation
transportation and
means of
ments, live stock, tools, equipment;
and means
of
transportation;
of means
of transportatransportation; maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
means of
transporta$55,000;
tion; supplies and labor, and all other necessary items,
items, $55,000;
maintenance, $8,000;
For fuel for maintenance,
In all, $143,700, which sum
direction
sum shall
shall be expended
expended under
under the direction
of
the commissioners.
of the
commissioners.
Sale
of surplus prodSale of surplus prodHereaf
ter the commissioners
authorized, under such regulations
Hereafter
commissioners are authorized,
regulations ucts,
ucts, etc.
as
sell the
the surplus
products of
as they
they may prescribe, to
to sell
surplus products
of the
the workhouse
workhouse
and
the reformatory.
moneys derived
from such
such sales
sales shall
be
and the
reformatory. All
All moneys
derived from
shall be
the United
States to
credit of
the
paid into the Treasury
Treasury of the
United States
to the
the credit
of the
United States and to the credit of the District of Columbia in the
proportions as
appropriations for
for such
are paid
same proportions
as the appropriations
such institutions
institutions are
paid
United States
revenues of
of the
the
from the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
States and
and the
the revenues
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
MILITIA.
MILITIA.

Militia.

Miia.

For the
under the
the authority
authority and
ijdx
.
Penses
For
the following,
following, to
to be
be expended
expended under
autho
and direction
direction ized.ns
of
the commanding
commanding general,
general, who
of the
who is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and empowered
empowered
to make
make necessary
necessary contracts
leases, namely:
namely:
to
contracts and
and leases,
Camps,drills
CsraPs,
drills, etc.
etc.
For
hire of
of horses
for officers
For expenses
expenses of
of camps,
camps, including
including hire
horses for
officers required
required
to be
be mounted,
mounted, and such
such hire
hire not to be deducted
deducted from
from their mounted
mounted
pay,
the payment
payment of
of commutation
commutation of
of subsistence
for enlisted
subsistence for
enlisted
pay, and
and for
for the
men who may be detailed to guard or move
property
move the United
United States property
at
on days
days immediately
immediately preceding
preceding and
at home
home stations
stations on
and immediately
immediately
following the annual encampments, damages
property
following
damages to private
private property
incident
instruction, practice
and pracincident to
to encampments,
encampments, instruction
practice marches
marches and
pracof
tice cruises,
cruises, drills
drills and
and parades,
parades, fuel,
fuel, light, heat, care,
care, and repair
repair of
armories, offices, and storehouses, practice ships, boats, machinery
machinery
telephone service,
service, horses
horses and
and
and dock, dredging
dredging alongside
alongside of dock,
dock, telephone
exceed $200)
mules for mounted organizations,
organizations, street-car
street-car fares (not
(not to exceed
$200)
necessarily used
transaction of official
necessarily
used in the transaction
official business, and
and for
for genincidental expenses
of the
the service,
$24,000.
Rent,
etc.
eral incidental
expenses of
service, $24,000.
Rent, etc.
For
rent of
of armories,
armories, offices,
and stables,
stables, $8,000.
For rent
offices, storehouses,
storehouses, and
$8,000.
For
printing, stationery,
stationery, and
$1,200.
For printing,
and postage,
postage, $1,200.
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For cleaning
cleaning and repairing
repairing uniforms, arms, and equipments, and
and
contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,000.
contingent
For custodian in charge
charge of United States property
property and storerooms,
$1,000.
$1,000.
For clerk office of the adjutant general, $1,000.
$1,000.
For expenses of
practice
matches,
of
target
practice
and
matches,
$2,500.
Pay of troops.
Pay oftroops.
For pay of troops other than Government
Government employees, to be disauthority and direction
direction of the commanding
commanding general,
bursed under the authority
$10,000.
$10,000.
Refund of erroneous
REFUND OF
OF ERRONEOUS
COLLECTIONS.
ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS.
REFUND
oRefunerroneous
collections.
Expenses.
Expenses.

Payments.
Payments.

To enable the commissioners, in any case where special assessments,
To
school tuition charges, rents, fees, or collections of any character
character
have been erroneously
erroneously covered into the Treasury to the credit of the
refund
United States and the District of Columbia in equal pasts,
parts, to refund
such erroneous
erroneous payments,
or in
in part,
part, including
including the
the refunding
refunding
such
payments, wholly
wholly or
of fees paid for building permits authorized
authorized by the District of Columbia
March 2,
1911, $1,500,
$1,500, or
or so
so much
much
2, 1911,
approved March
Act approved
Appropriation Act
bia Appropriation
thereof as may,be necessary:
necessary: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall
be available
available for such refunds of payments
past
payments made within the past
three years.

ol. , p9

Vol. 36, p. 967.

Proo
ears.

Proviso.
Prior years.

Prior

Anacostia Park.

ANACOSTIA RIVER
RIVER AND FLATS.
ANACOSTIA

Continuing develo
developev o

ment,

meat, etc."
etc.

13-

Vol. 40, p. 950.
90.
vol.

Small
parks.
msail parkls.
Condemnation
Condemration

ex-

penses.
penses.

Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
Vol. 39, p.
p. 1042.

Water service.

For
the reclamation
and development
Anacostia
For continuing
continuing the
reclamation and
development of
of Anacostia
Park,
to be
be expended
in accordance
accordance with
the plans
plans specified
specified in
in the
with the
expended in
Park, to
item for the reclamation
Anacostia River and Flats, contained
reclamation of the Anacostia
contained
in the District of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919,
$100,000.
$100,000.
PARKS.
PARKS.
condemnation of small park areas at the intersection
intersection of
of
For the condemnation
streets, avenues, or roads in the District of Columbia, to be selected
selected
by the commissioners
discretion from the
commissioners of said District in their discretion
list of such parks named in Appendix K, Book of Estimates, 1918,
1918
the appropriation
appropriation of $25,000 for this purpose for the fiscal year 1918
is reappropriated
reappropiiated and made available
available for the fiscal year 1921.
1921.
WATER SERVICE.

Commissioners of the District of Columbia
The Commissioners
Columbia are directed to
increase the scale of water
water rates in effect
Columbia
effect in the
the District of
of Columbia
by
not less
less than
than 25
per
centum per
per annum
annum for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
by
not
25
per
centum
Proviso.
June 30, 1921: Provided,
increase shall remain in effect
effect
Provided, That such increase
rotinuance.
June
Continuance.
otherwise provided
provided by
law.
by law.
until otherwise
A
o u n t s wholly
Amounts
wholly until
from water
water revenues.
revenues.
The following
following sums are appropriated wholly out of the revenues of
department for expenses of the Washington
the water department
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct and
and
its appurtenances
appurtenances and for expenses of the water department,
department, namely:
namely:
Water
Water
creased.

rates inrates
in-

Washington
as.ington
duct.

Aque-

Maintenance of.
of. resresMaintenance

ervoir.
filtraervoir. tunnel,
tunnel, filtration plant,
tion
plant, etc.

Additional

pumps.

WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.
WASHINGTON
AQUEDUCT.

including salaries of all necessary
employees, mainFor operation, including
necessary employees,
tenance and repair
repair of Washington
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct and its accessories,
accessories,
McMillan
Aqueduct tunnel, the filtration
filtration
McMillan Park Reservoir, Washington Aqueduct
plant, the plant for the preliminary
treatment of
preliminary treatment
of the water
water supply,
authorized water meters on Federal
authorized
Federal services,
services, vehicles, and for
for each
each
and every purpose connected therewith,
therewith, $140,000.
$140,000.
For additional pumping facilities
facilities to supply water to the filters,
$90,000.
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For
repairs, grading, opening ditches, and other mainteFor ordinary
ordinary repairs,
nance of
Conduit Road,
nance
of Conduit
Road, $5,000.
$5,000.
For emergency fund, to be used only in case of a
a serious break

871
871
Conduit Road.

Conduit Road.

Emergency fund.

Emergency'fund

requiring immediate repairs in one of the more important
important aqueduct
aqueduct
or filtration
structures, such
such as
or
filtration plant
plant structures,
as a
a dam,
dam, conduit,
conduit, tunnel,
tunnel, bridge,
bridge,
building,
or important
piece of
of machinery,
machinery, $5,000;
expenditures
building, or
important piece
$5,000; all
all expenditures
from this
this appropriation
be reported
in detail
to Congress.
Control of
appropriation shall
shall be
reported in
detail to
Congress.
Conl
of Secretary
ecretary
Nothing herein
herein shall
shall be construed
construed as
as affecting the
the superintendence
superintendence of War
war not affected.
affected.
and control
of War
Washington Aqueduct,
and
control of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War over
over the
the Washington
Aqueduct,
connected with the same
its rights,
rights, appurtenances,
appurtenances, and fixtures
fixtures connected
same and
and
appropriations and
provided by
over appropriations
and expenditures
expenditures therefor
therefor as
as now
now provided
law.
law.
Water department.
department.
WATER
WATER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Revenue
Revenue and inspec-

tion branch.
branch: Water registrar, who shall also tion
inspection branch:
For revenue
revenue and inspection
perform
the duties
duties of
of chief
chief clerk,
$1,500, one
clerks-one $1,500,
one
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; clerks—one
perform the
$1,200, three
at $1,000
$1,400; eight
eight meter
meter comcomindex clerk,
clerk, $1,400;
three at
$1,000 each;
each; index
$1,200,
puters, at
$1,000 each;
at
$1,200; inspectors—two
inspectors-two at
at $1,000
each; meter clerk, $1,200;
puters,
$1,000
each, nineteen
at $900
$900 each;
each; messenger,
messenger, $600;
$600;
$1,000 each,
nineteen at
istrbutionranch
Distribution branch.
$2,400;
For
branch: Superintendent,
$3,300; engineer,
engineer, $2,400;
Superintendent, $3,300;
For distribution
distribution branch:
master mechanic,
mechanic, $2,500;
assistant
engineers—one $1,800,
$2,500;
$1,800, one $1,700;
$1,700; master
assistant engineers-one
foreman,
$1,800; assistant
foremen—one $1,275,
one $1,200,
$1,200, one
one
$1,275, one
assistant foremen-one
foreman, $1,800;
$1,125, one
$900; steam
steam engineers-chief
engineers—chief $1,800,
$1,800, two
$1,760
two at $1,760
one $900;
$1,125,
$1,600;
each,
assistants at
$1,460 each;
inspector of valves,
valves, $1,600;
chief inspector
each; chief
at $1,460
three assistants
each, three
$1 050; clerks-one
leveler, $1,200;
inspector, $1,200;
$1,200; draftsman, $1,050;
clerks—one
$1,200; inspector,
leveler,
clerk-one $1,500,
$1,800,
each; stores clerk—one
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
$1,800, one
one $1,500, three at
two
at $1,000
each; timekeeper,
timekeeper, $900;
two rodmen
rodmen at
each;
at $900 each;
$900; two
$1,000 each;
two at
two
chainmen. at
at $675
$675 each;
each; four
$960 each;
firemen
three firemen
each; three
at $960
four oilers
oilers at
two chainmen
at
$900; drivers—one
$700, one
$630; two
two mesmesone $630;
drivers-one $700,
janitor, $900;
each; janitor,
at $1,160
$1,160 each;
sengers,
at $600
$600 each;
sengers, at
each; in
in all,
all, $96,350.
$96,350.peration
expene.
Operation expenses.
For maintenance
maintenance of
distribution system,
department distribution
water department
of the
the water
For
including
stations and
and machmery,
water mains, valves, fire
machinery, water
pumping stations
including pumping
and public
hydrants, water
water meters,
all buildings
and accessories,
accessories,
buildings and
and all
meters, and
public hydrants,
and
and the
the purchase
motor trucks,
trucks, purchase
of
purchase of
of motor
and maintenance
maintenance of
purchase and
and
fuel, oils,
oils, waste,
waste, and
and other
the employment
all labor
labor
of all
employment of
and the
other materials,
materials, and
fuel,
necessary
for the
this work,
work, and
including aa
and including
of this
execution of
proper execution
the proper
necessary for
sum
to exceed
$100 for
and use
bicycles by
by
of bicycles
use of
the purchase
purchase and
for the
exceed $100
not to
sum not
inspectors of
the Water
Department, and
and to
to reimburse
employthree employreimburse three
Water Department,
of the
inspectors
ees
for the
three motor
motor
of three
by themselves
themselves of
maintenance by
and maintenance
provision and
the provision
ees for
cycles
for use
use in
official work
work in
the District
Columbia, $15
$15
of Columbia,
District of
in the
their official
in their
cycles for
per
and for
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including books,
books
each; and
per month
month each;
blanks, stationery,
stationery, printing,
damages, purchase
of technical
technical
purchase of
postage, damages,
printing, postage,
blanks,
reference books,
not to
to exceed
exceed $75,
$75, and
necand other
other necperiodicals, not
and periodicals,
books, and
reference
maintenance,
$370,000.
essary
items, $5,000;
for i
maintenance, $370,000.ew
in all
all for
$5,000; in
essary items,
New mains.
For
main in
n Illinois
Illinois Avenue
Avenue and
Grant Circle
Circle to
to
wm
and Grant
water main
twenty-inch water
For twenty-inch
Georgia Avenue
Military Road
Road Northwest,
Northwest, $70,000.
$70,000.
and Military
Avenue and
Georgia
. F
Street between Sixth and FourFor
F Street
main in
For twelve-inch
twelve-inch water main
teenth
Streets
Northwest,
$20,000.
teenth Streets Northwest, $20,000.
Distribution
extenDistribution exten-

sions.
For extension
water department
distribution system,
system, laying
laying sions.
department distribution
of the
the water
extension of
For
of
be necessary
necessary under
under the
assessment
the assessment
may be
as may
mains as
service mains
such service
of such
system, $80,000.
system,
$80,000.
Assessment
for laylayAssessment for
ing mains,
etc., inThe
assessment for
and ing
inmains, etc.,
mains and
water mains
or constructing
constructing water
for laying
laying or
of assessment
rates of
The rates
creased.
vp. 244.
service
sewers in
in the
the District
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the "crVd p. 24.
of Columbia
Columbia under
District of
service sewers
Act
Act authorizing
laying of
of water
water mains
mains and
and
the laying
authorizing the
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
service
sewers in
the District
thelevying of
assessments
of assessments
Columbia, thelevying
of Columbia,
in the
District of
service sewers
22, 1904, are hereby
therefor, and
and for
for other
purposes," approved
approved April 22,
other purposes,"
therefor,
increased
from $1.25
$2 and
and $1
$1.50, respectively,
respectively, per
hnear
per linear
to $1.50,
81 to
to 82
$1.25 to
increased from
front
water mains
service sewers
constructed or laid
laid
sewers constructed
and service
mains and
any water
foot for
for any
front foot
during
fiscal year
year 1921.
1921.
the fiscal
during the
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For installing water meters on services to private residences
residences and
business
places as
not be
required to
meters under
under existing
existing
business places
as may
may not
be required
to install
install meters
regulations, as may be directed
directed by the commissioners;
commissioners; said meters at
regulations,
all times to remain the property of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $20,000.
$20,000.
Hydrants, etc.
etc.
Hydrants,
appurteFor installing fire and public hydrants, machinery,
machinery, and appurtenances required
required for necessary
necessary extensions, $40,000.
$40,000.
Construction
Constraction work
work
SEC.
levelers,
SEC. 2. That the services of draftsmen,
draftsmen, assistant engineers, levelers,
under the CommisC(ommisunder
sioners.
transitmen,
rodmen, chainmen,
chainmen, computers,
copyists,
overseers,
and
sioners.
transitmen,
rodmen,
computers,
copyists,
overseers,
and
Draftsmen, inspectemporarily required
connection with
toDrstmenmpo
inspectors temporarily
required in
in connection
with sewer,
sewer, street,
street,
ily inspectors
tors,
etc., temporarily
employed.
street
cleaning or
or road
or construction
and repair
employed.
street cleaning
road work,
work, or
construction and
repair of
of buildings
buildings
and
construction
and bridges,
bridges, or
or any
any general
general or
or special engineering
engineering or construction
employed exclusively
work authorized
authorized by
by appropriations
appropriations may be employed
exclusively to
to
carry
appropriations when
carry into effect
effect said appropriations
when specifically
specifically and in writing
ordered by the commissioners,
commissioners, and
and all
all such
such necessary
necessary expenditures
expenditures for
the proper
proper execution of said work
work shall
shall be paid from and
and equitably
charged against the sums
slims appropriated
charged
appropriated for said
said work; and
and the
te commissioners
missioners in their annual
annual estimates
estimates shall report the number
number of such
employees
performing such
such services,
their work,
and the
the sums
sums
employees performing
services, and
and their
work, and
Proviso.
paid to
to each,
and out
of what
Provided, That
paid
each, and
out of
what appropriation:
appropriation: Provided,
That the
the
Limit.
Limit.
expenditures
exceed $100,000 during the fiscal
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall not exceed
year 1921.
1921.
year
Temporary laborers,
The
commissioners are
authorized to
to employ
temporarily
employ temporarily
further authorized
are further
The commissioners
etcTemrary aborers,
etc.
such laborers, skilled laborers, drivers, hostlers, and mechanics
mechanics as may
be required exclusively
exclusively in connection with sewer,
sewer, street, and road
road work,
and street cleaning, or the construction and repair of .
buildings and
buildings
bridges, furniture and
and equipments, or any general
general or special
special engineering
engineering
construction or repair work, and to incur all necessary
or construction
necessary engineering
engineering
personal services,
and other expenses, exclusive of personal
services, incidental
incidental to
to carcarrying on such work and necessary
necessary for the
execution thereof,
the proper execution
said laborers,
laborers, skilled laborers, drivers, hostlers, and.mechanics
mechanics to be
employed to
required by
employed
to perform
perform such work
work as may not
not be required
by law to
to be
done under contract, and to pay for such services and
and expenses from
the appropriations
appropriations under which such services are rendered
rendered and
expenses
expenses incurred.
incurred.
Horses, vehicles, etc.
SEC. 3.
3. That
all horses,
for
necessary for
vehicles necessary
horse-drawn vehicles
harness, horse-drawn
horses, harness,
That all
SEC.
p e c i aI authority
H
Special
authority
from Commissioners
Commissioners use in connection
from
construction
and
sewer,
street,
connection
with
construction
supervision
of
sewer,
street,
for using.
r ung.
street-cleaning work, including
street lighting, road work, and street-cleaning
including maintemaintenance of said horses and harness, and maintenance
maintenance and repair of said
vehicles, and purchase of all necessary
necessary articles and supplies
supplies in connection therewith, or on construction
construction and repair
repair of buildings and
bridges, or any general
general or special engineering
construction work
work
engineering or construction
authorized
purchased, hired, and mainauthorized by appropriations, may be purchased,
exclusively to carry into effect
tained and motor trucks may be hired exclusively
effect
said appropriations, when specifically
specifically and in writing ordered by the
commissioners; and all such expenditures
expenditures necessary
commissioners;
necessary for the proper
proper
execution of said work, exclusive of personal
personal services, shall be
be paid
from and
and equitably
sums appropriated
appropriated for
for said
said
from
equitably charged
charged against
against the
the sums
Report, etc.
Report, etc.
work; and the commissioners
commissioners in the annual estimates
estimates shall
shall report
report the
the
number of
horses, vehicles,
purchased, and
and horses
number
of horses,
vehicles, and
and harness
harness purchased,
horses and
and
vehicles
vehicles hired,
sums paid
for same,
out of
what approapprohired, and
and the
the sums
paid for
same, and
and out
of what
priation; and all horses owned or maintained
maintained bv
by the District shall,
far as
as may
may .
be
pract.icable, be
be provid
ed for
for in
stables owned
owned or
or
in stables
provided
be practicable,
oso so far
prorio.
Proviso.
Temporary
Temporary work
work on operated
operated by said Distnct:
District:
Provided,
Provided, That such
horses, horse-drawn
such
horses,
horse-drawn
excavations.
excavatiovehicles,
vehicles, and carts as may be .temporarily
temporarily needed for hauling and
excavating
in connection
with works
authorized by
approexcavating material
material in
connection with
works authorized
by appropriations may be temporarily
temporarily employed
employed for such purposes under
under the
conditions named in
in section
section 2
conditions
2 of
of this
this Act
Act in
to the
the employin relation
relation to
employment of
of laborers,
skilled laborers,
laborers, and
and mechanics.
ment
laborers, skilled
mechanics.
Water department.
levelers,
SEC. 4.
That the
draftsmen, levelers,
assistant engineers, draftsmen,
services of assistant
the services
4. That
SEC.
department.
EWaer
Engineers,
draftsmen,
men, etc.„
etc, temporarily rodmen, chainmen, computers,
computers. copyists,
copVists, and inspectors
inspectors temporarily
temporarily
employed.
employed,
required in connection
connection with water-department
authorized by
required
water-department work authorized
by
Water meters in
In residences, etc.

Water meters rest-
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appropriations may
may be
be employed
employed exclusively
exclusively to carry into effect said
appropriations
appropriations, and
specifically and in
when specifically
therefrom, when
paid therefrom,
be paid
and be
appropriations,
writing ordered
commissioners in their
commissioners, and the commissioners
by the
the commissioners,
ordered by
writing
annual
estimates shall
report the
employees pernumber of such employees
the number
shall report
annual estimates

to each:
forming such
services and
and their
their work
the sums
paid to
each:
sums paid
and the
work and
such services
forming
Provided,
That the
hereunder shall not exceed $15,000
expenditures hereunder
the expenditures
Provided, That
during
the fiscal
fiscal year
1921.
year 1921.
during the
The
commissioners are
are further
authorized to
to employ
employ-temporarily
temporarily
further authorized
The commissioners

Provio.

Proviso.
Limit.

Temporary
°r ar
y laborers,
laborers
etc.em
etc.

such
and mechanics as may be required in
laborers, and
skilled laborers,
laborers, skilled
such laborers,
necessary
connection
water-department work, and to incur all necessary
with water-department
connection with
engineering and
and other
exclusive of personal
incipersonal services, incexpenses, exclusive
other expenses,
engineering
execution
dental
to carrying
carrying on
such work
necessary for the proper execution
and necessary
work and
on such
dental to
employed
tobe employed
thereof, said
said laborers,
mechanics to
laborers, skilled laborers, and mechanics
thereof,
to perform
work as may not be required by existing law to be
perform such work
to
done
contract, and
such services and expenses from
pay for such
to pay
and to
under contract,
done under
the appropriation
appropriation under
which such services are rendered and
under which
the
expenses incurred.
incurred.
expenses
Miscellaneous trust
trust
fundseus
S
EC. 5.
5. That
That the
the commissioners
commissioners are
employ in the funds.
authorized to employ
are authorized
SEC.
Expenses
payable
payable
Epenses
payable from the appropriation
execution
of work
cost of
of which
is payable
appropriation from.
which is
the cost
work the
execution of
account created
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, Vol. 33, p. 368.
in the
created in
account
-33
trust-fund
approved
April 27,
27, 1904,
as the
the "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous trust-fund
known as
and known
1904, and
approved April
deposits, District
District of
all necessary
overseers,
inspectors, overseers,
necessary inspectors,
CohumbiA," all
of Columbia,"
deposits,
foremen,
mechanics, laborers,
laborers, special
laborers, mechanics,
skilled laborers,
tappers, skilled
sewer tappers,
foremen, sewer
policemen stationed
stationed at
crossings, one inspector of gas
street-railway crossings,
at street-railway
policemen
fitting,
janitors for
for laboratories
of the
and GeorgeGeorgeWashington and
the Washington
laboratories of
two janitors
fitting, two
master,
town
Gas Light
master, assistant
assistant market
market master,
market master,
Companies, market
Light Companies,
town Gas
the
of the
watchman, bookkeeper
in the
the auditor's
auditor's office,
in the
the office
office of
clerk in
office, clerk
bookkeeper in
watchman,
collector
taxes, horses,
carts, and
and wagons,
wagons, and
and to
hire therefor
therefor
to hire
horses, carts,
of taxes,
collector of
authorized by the
in writing authorized
motor
specifically and in
when specifically
trucks when
motor trucks
commissioners,
and to
incidental to
to
expenses incidental
necessary expenses
all necessary
incur all
to incur
commissioners, and
carrying on
work and
necessary for
the proper
proper execution
thereof,
execution thereof,
for the
and necessary
such work
on such
carrying
and
the purchase
of an
an automobile
automobile for
for inspection
purposes
inspection purposes
purchase of
including the
and including
maintenance of
the maintenance
at
of not
exceed $600
$600 and
including the
and including
to exceed
not to
cost of
a cost
at a
from said
motor vehicles,
vehicles, such
and expenses
to be
paid from
be paid
expenses to
services and
such services
motor
appropriation account.
account.
supplies,
Material, supplies,
Material,
appropriation
etc.
S
EC. 6.
That the
and other
responsible officials, in etc.
other responsible
commissioners and
the commissioners
6. That
SEC.
Purchases directed
directed
Purchase
possible
expending appropriations
expending
appropriations contained
contained in this Act, so far as possible
of
available stock
from
available
stock of
from
.
various
Government
various
equipand
shall purchase
material, supplies,
supplies, including
including food supplies
equip- services noGoernment
purchase material,
shall
longer required by
by th
them: re-m
ment,
and funds
are available,
available, from
from the
various services
services quired
the various
funds are
needed and
when needed
ment, when
of the
Government of
of the
United States
States possessing
possessing material,
supplies,
material, supplies,
the United
the Government
of
and equipment
no longer
longer required
of the
the cessation
cessation of
of war
war Duty before purbecause of
required because
equipment no
and
chasing elsewhere.
elsewhere.
activities. It
be the
duty of
the commissioners
commissioners and
and other
other chasig
of the
the duty
shall be
It shall
activities.
to
herein,
officials,
before
purchasing
any
of
the
articles
described
herein,
to
described
articles
the
of
any
officials, before purchasing
it has Price stipulation.
ascertain
the United
United States
States whether
whether it
of the
Government of
the Government
from the
ascertain from
articles
character described that are serviceable. And articles Pricestipulation.
the character
of the
articles of
been used,
not been
purchased from
the Government,
the same
same have
have not
if the
Government, if
from the
purchased
shall be
for at
to exceed
and
cost, and
actual cost,
exceed actual
not to
price, not
reasonable price,
a reasonable
at a
paid for
be paid
shall
auhor.
etc.,
Sls,
if the
used, at
at a
areasonable
reasonable price
price based
based upon
length Sales,
upon length
been used,
etc., authorhave been
same have
if
the same
ized.
United ized.
of usage.
The various
services of
of the
the Government
the United
of the
Government of
various services
usage. The
of
to the municipal governStates are
to sell
sell such
such articles
articles to
authorized to
are authorized
States
po.
ment under
specified and
the proceeds
proceeds of
sales Proviso.
such sales
of such
and the
conditions specified
the conditions
under the
ment
Transfers
Exer Exransfs under
shall be
be covered
into the
Treasury as
Provided, ecutive
miscellaneous receipt: Provided,
a miscellaneous
as a
the Treasury
covered into
shall
order not aforder not
t
or repeal the fected.
alter, or
That
section shall
amend, alter,
to amend,
be construed
construed to
not be
shall not
this section
That this
Executive order
December 3, 1918, concerning the transfer of
of December
order of
Executive
the District of Columbia
office
material, supplies,
Columbia
equipment in the
and equipment
supplies, and
office material,
falling
disuse because
because of
of the
cessation of
of war
war activities.
Legalholidays.
activities.
the cessation
Legal holidays.
into disuse
falling into
Per
employees
diem employees
Per diem
SEC. 7.
That hereafter
per diem
employees and day laborers of and
diem employees
all per
hereafter all
7. That
SEC.
day
laborers alpay.re
lowed
fifteen
for
lowed
pay.
employed
the District
Columbia who
who Thave
regularly,employed
fifteen
been regularly
have been
of Columbia
District of
the
such days as are legal holidays in the
working
days next
preceding such
next preceding
working days
District of
Columbia, and
and whose
whose employment
continues through and
and
employment continues
of Columbia,
District
44281°-21-577
44281°-21
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granted such
such leave of absence
be granted
beyond said legal
legal holidays, shall be
with
District
with pay
pay as is
is granted
granted the regular annual employees of the District
of Columbia
for said
legal holidays.
holidays.
of
Columbia
for
said
legal
Increased pay for
S
EC. 8.
and members
Metropolitan police
police and
the
and the
of the
the Metropolitan
fiscal year
8. Officers
Officers and
members of
SEC.
ear 1921,
po
fiscal
1921, to
to police, firemen, and
park fire department of the District of Columbia and the United States
lice,iremen,
and park
police.
Park Police
compensation for
fiscal
for the
the fiscal
allowed increased
increased compensation
shall be
be allowed
Ante,
p. 689.
Police shall
Park
APi, p.s9.
year
accordance with
provisions of section
section 66 of
of the
the
in accordance
with the provisions
year 1921 in
Legislative, Executive,
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Legislative,
Executive, and
and Judicial
Act for the
the fiscal
Rate
allowed.
Rateallowed.
year 1921 at one-half the rate allowed to other employees
employees of the
District of Columbia in said section.
Approved, June 5, 1920.
Approved,
June
1920.
June 5,
H. R.
R.5,1920.
13870.)
1370.]
[H.
[Public,
No. 26.]
246.)
[Public, No.

CHAP. 235.
— An Act
Act Making
for sundry
of the
Govthe Gov..
civil expenses
expenses of
sundry civil
appropriations for
Making appropriations
235.-An
CCHAP.
ernment for
the fiscal
year ending
1921, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
for the
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
30, 1921,
eminent

Be
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
Senate and
and House
House of
Sundry civil
civil ex.
expenenacted by
Be it
it enacted
Sundry
ses
appropriations.
ses appropriations.
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the following
are
Congress assembled,
following sums are
appropriated, out
of any
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
approotherwise approTreasury not
in the
out of
any money
appropriated,
priated, for
the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, namely:
namely:
priated,
for the
fiscal year
year ending
Treasury Departmreasury
Depart
ment.

TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Public
gs.
Public buildin
buildings.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, CONSTRUCTION,
AND RENT.
RENT.
PUBLIC
CONSTRUCTION, AND

Alexandria, La.,
La,
rent.
rent.landria

,
Brooklyn, N. Y., ..
os t
ppost
ofic'N.Y.
office.
Phoenixville, Pa.,
site.}
payment for
payment
for site.

Alexandria,
For additional
additional for
rent of
temporary
for rent
of temporary
Louisiana: For
Alexandria, Louisiana:
quarters for
for the
the accommodation
Government officials
officials and
moving
and moving
quarters
accommodation of
of Government
expenses
incident thereto,
$4,000.
expenses incident
thereto, $4,000.
Brooklyn, New
post office:
office: For
annex floor
grade
floor to
to grade
raising annex
For raising
New York,
York, post
Brooklyn,
of
main workroom,
workroom, and
for installing
lift, $45,000.
of main
and for
installing mail
mail lift,
$45,000.
Phoenixville, Pennsylvania,
office: The
The Secretary
of the
Treasthe TreasSecretary of
Pennsylvania, post
post office:
Phoenixville,
ury
is authorized
to pay
from amounts
heretofore appropriated
for the
the
authorized to
pay from
amounts heretofore
appropriated for
ury is
purchase of
of aasite
site and
and construction
construction of
building for
for post
post office
office purpurpurchase
of aabuilding
poses at
at Phoenixville,
Pennsylvania, aasum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $17,500
$17,500 for
poses
Phoenixville, Pennsylvania,
for
the
suitable site.
the purchase
purchase of
of aasuitable
site.

Sitka, Alaska, addiSitka, Alaska,
customhouse: For
thereon,
land and
and cabins
cabins thereon,
For adjoining
adjoining land
Sitka,
Alaska, customhouse:
tiona land
tional
land for
for custmcustomhouse.
house.
$200.
Washington, D. C.
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, Auditors'
Building: For
Auditors' Building:
For changes
changes
udintonBuilding.
Auditors'
Building. Washington,
Sewer system,
etc. in the sewage
system, etc.
Sewer
of the sanitary
wastes
sewage system
system to provide for a
aseparation of
sanitary wastes
from the
the storm
in said
building, the
the west
power
from
storm water
water in
said building,
west outbuilding,
outbuilding, power
house, stable,
stable, and
and laundry,
for the
the discharge
discharge of
of rain
house,
laundry, and
and for
rain water
water from
from
certain
of Engraving
Engraving and
and Printing
building
certain areas
areas of
of the
the new
new Bureau
Bureau of
Printing building
into the
the storm-water
storm-water sewers, including the necessary
necessary alterations
alterations inciincident
thereto, and
and for
for installing
installing permanent
for supplying
dent thereto,
permanent feeders
feeders for
supplying light
light
and
power to
the Auditors'
$60,000.
and power
to the
Auditors' Building,
Building, $60,000.
Fonce.
e
For relocating
relocating fence
fence on
on the
the building,
Fen .
For
the Fourteenth
Fourteenth Street
Street side
side of
of the
building,

$3,000.
and $3,000.
Engravinsg
En
graving and
Washington,
of Columbia,
Bureau of
and PrintPrintof Engraving
Engraving and
Columbia, Bureau
District of
Washington, District
irinngg3 Bureau. n
Printin
:For
changes in
the
roof
of
the laundry
laundry building,
building, $3,500.
$3,500.
ing:
For
changes
in
the
roof
of
the
Butler
g,
utier Buildin
Building.
'Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, Butler Building: For increased
increased
lighting facilities,
facilities, $2,500.
$2,500.
lighting
Treasury Buildin g.
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Treasury Building:
Building: For
For addiaddiColumbia, Treasury
Washington,
Remodelin g fourth
Remoe:ling
fourth
story,
etc.
stry, etc.
tional amount
fourth story, in order to provide additional
amount for
for remodeling
remodeling fourth
and for
for new
for entire
building, $240,000.
$240,000.
entire building,
roof for
new roof
accommodations, and
tional accommodations,
Reimbursingg con- tional
Reimbursin
tractors
tractors for
for loses,
loses, etc.
etc.
Relief
Relief of contractors:
contractors: For an additional
additional amount
amount for
for the
the payment
payment of
of
claims
contractors, and
so forth,
the Act
Act entitled
claims of
of contractors,
and so
forth, arising
arising under
under the
entitled "An
"An
Act for
for the
the relief
of contractors
post offices
offices
the post
for the
and subcontractors
subcontractors for
contractors and
relief of
Act
, 281.
Ante, p.
and other
other buildings
buildings and
and work under
the supervision
Treasury
under the
supervision of
of the
the Treasury
Department, and
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved August
as
Department,
and for
for other
August 25,
25, 1919,
1919, as
amended, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
amended,
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Remodeling,
and so
public buildings:
For remodeling,
remodeling, enlargenlargRemodeling, and
so forth,
forth, public
buildings: For
ing,
and extending
extending completed
and occupied
occupied public
ing, and
completed and
public buildings,
buildings, including
including
incidental additions to or changes in mechanical
mechanical
any necessary
necessary and incidental
equipment thereof so as to provide or make available additional
additional space
aggregate of $20,000 at any one
in
emergent cases,
cases, not
an aggregate
to exceed
exceed an
not to
in emergent
building, $330,000.
MARINE
MARINE HOSPITALS.
HOSPITALS.

Remodeling, etc.,ocetc., ocRemodeling,
cupied biuldums.

p

Limitation.
Marine hospitals.
Marine
hcspitals
Boston,

Boston,
Massachusetts: For
For additional
additional amount
amount for
for remodeling
remodeling main
Boston, Massachusetts:
mainMass.
Bosto Mnss.
building and
and erection
erection of
of medical
officers'
building
medical officers'
officers' quarters,
quarters, junior
junior officers'
double quarters, pharmacists' double quarters, female nurses' quarters, attendants'
attendants' quarters, and a
a tuberculosis pavilion, approach work,
for mechanical equipment, telephone and bedside call-bell
call-bell systems,
$54,300;
$54,300; for additional amount for miscellaneous
miscellaneous furniture and equipment,
$13,400; in
all, $67,700.
$67,700.
in all,
ment, $13,400;
e
F
xort
Stanton, N.
boiler MFrt
remodeling boiler
Fort
New Mexico,
Mexico, Sanatorium:
Sanatorium: For
For remodeling
is .
Stanton,
Stanton, New
Fort Stanton
plant and power,house, $23,000.
Savannah, Ga.
Savannah
For additional
additional amount
amount for
for one
additional hoshos- Savnnah,
Ga.
Georgia: For
one additional
Savannah, Georgia:
pital
remodeling present
pital ward
ward building,
building, remodeling
present building, and approach
approach work;
work;
mechanical
including refrigerating plant, telephone and
mechanical equipment, including
bedside
call-bell systems, $34,000;
$34,000; for
for additional
additional amount
amount for miscelmiscelbedside call-bell
laneous
furniture and equipment,
equipment, $9,000;
$9,000; in all, $43,000.
laneous furniture
QUARANTINE
QUARANTINE

STATIONS.
STATIONS.

Quarantine stations.
Quarantine
purBaltimore,
Baltimore, Md., pur-

of proprty.
chase of
Baltimore, Maryland:
purchase of
of property,
property, $176,776.
$176,776
chase
proptrtz.
For purchase
Maryland: For
Baltimore,
Cape Fear,
North Carolina:
Carolina: For
tank on
on steel
$15,000. cae Fear'
steel tower,
tower, $15,000.
ear,
Cape
Fear, North
For water
water tank
New York,
York: For
For the
by purchase
the Nusew
N rv ir
or
k, 21.NYew
Y.
Yorf
from the
purchase from
the acquisition
acquisition by
New York:
New
York, New
8taState of
of the
"the New
New York
York Quaran- Yk
Lork Quarantine Staas "the
known as
the property
property known
New York
York of
of New
State
tine
$1,395,275.
tine Station,"
Station," $1,395,275.
e
,e,
The schedule
of fees
fees and
and rates
in effect
at the
the New
York continued.of
Schle fees, etc.,
continuedet
New York
effect at
of charges
charges in
rates of
The
schedule of
Cape

pi re.has,
3

0

n.

Quarantine Station at the time of the transfer of the title thereto to
Quarantine
to
the
United States
be adopted
adopted and
promulgated by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
and promulgated
States shall
shall be
the United
Treasury as the schedule
schedule of
of fees
fees and rates of charges for the
of the Treasury
operation of
of the
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
United
the jurisdiction
station under
under the
the said
said station
operation
States.
States.

Port
Po r t

system for
for rain
rain water; Wash.
Port Townsend,
For concrete
concrete system
Washington: For
Port
Townsend, Washington:

Townsend
Townsend,

electric lighting system;
protection shed for passengers,
wharf protection
system; and wharf
electric

Quarantine
Texas
$14,000.
$14,000.
Texas Quarantine
Texas:
transfer and
of Texas
Texas Quarantine
Stations, Stations,
purchase, etc.
sttions,purehase,etc.
Quarantine Stations,
and purchase
purchase of
For transfer
Texas: For
$90,071.
$90,071.
Supervision
con.
Supervision of conThe
work under
under "Marine
and "Quarantine
"Quarantine struction,
struction, etc.
Hospitals" and
"Marine Hospitals"
The foregoing
foregoing work
Stations" shall
direction
supervision and
and direction
under the
the supervision
be performed
performed under
Stations"
shall be
of the
Supervising Architect
Architect of'the
of the Treasury.
Treasury.
the Supervising
of
PUBLIC
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS,

REPAIRS, EQUIPMENT,
GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSF S.
AND GENERAL
EQUIPMENT, AND
REPAIRS,
Repairs,
Repairs,

preserve.
preserva-

Repairs
For repairs
repairs and
of all
etc.
tionetc.
all tion,
preservation of
and preservation
and preservation:
preservation: For
Repairs and
completed
occupied public buildings
and the
the grounds thereof,
buildings and
and occupied
completed and
under the
the control
of the
Treasury Department,
Department, and
partitions
wire partitions
and for wire
the Treasury
control of
under
and fly
fly screens
screens therefor,
Government wharves
wharves and
and piers
piers under
the
under the
therefor, Government
and
control
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, together
together with
with the
necessary Sitka,
Alaska.
control of
of the
the necessary
Sitka, Alask
dredging
adjacent thereto,
thereto, buildings
buildings and
wharf at Sitka, Alaska,
and wharf
dredging adjacent
and
the Treasury
Treasury may, in
require
wharf, require
renting said
said wharf,
in renting
of the
Secretary of
and the
the Secretary
that
lessee shall make all necessary
thereto; care of vacant
vacant
repairs thereto;
necessary repairs
the lessee
that the
sites under
necessary
Treasury Department, such as necessary
the control of the Treasury
sites
under the
fences, filling
filling dangerous
dangerous holes,
holes, cutting
cutting grass
and weeds,
weeds, but
for
but not
not for
grass and
fences,
any
permanent improvements
improvements thereon;
thereon; repairs
and preservation
preservation of
of
repairs and
any permanent
buildings not
not reserved
under the
of the
the control
control of
sites under
on sites
by vendors
vendors on
reserved by
buildings
Treasury Department
Department acquired
for public
the enlargebuildings or the
public buildings
acquired for
Treasury
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ment
buildings, the
expenditures on this account for the
the expenditures
public buildings,
of public
ment of
current
fiscal
year
not
to
exceed
15
per centum
of the
annual rentals
the annual
centum of
15 per
exceed
to
not
current fiscal year
Provisos.
of
such
buildings: Provided,
Provided, That
That of
of the
the sum
sum herein
appropriated
appropriated
herein
buildings:
such
of
arihospitalsand
Marine
hospitals and
Public
government-owned
be
may
not
exceeding
$200,000
used
for
government-owned
$200,000
quarant
ine
stations.
exceeding
not
quarantine stations.
Health
Service hospitals
hospitals and
and quarantine
stations and completed
completed
quarantine stations
Health Service
fly screens
and occupied
outbuildings, including
partitions and
and fly
wire partitions
including wire
occupied outbuildings,
and
Treasury
buildings, for
exceeding $25,000 for the Treasury,
same, and
and not
not exceeding
Treasury, Treasury
Treasury
same,
for
buildings,
Treasury
D. C.
Arlington, Liberty Loan,
Annex, Treasury
Treasury Annex
Annex Numbered
Numbered Two,
Two, Arlington,
Annex,
D.
Butler, Winder,
Winder, and
Buildings in
the District
District of Columbia:
in the
Auditors' Buildings
and Auditors'
Butler,
Personal
services
Provided further,
That this sum shall not be available
available for the payfurther,
Provided
services
reeresal
restricted.
ment of
of personal
personal services
services except
for work
done by
contract or for
for
by contract
work done
except for
ment
the
time
at
temporary
job
labor
under
exigency
not
exceeding
one
exceeding
not
exigency
under
labor
job
temporary
$900,000.
sum
$100 at
at any
one building,
building, $900,000.
any one
of $100
sum of
Mechanical
equipeq u i p
mechanical
of ,mechanical
Mechanical
equipment: For
and repair
repair of
installation and
For installation
Mechanical equipment:
l
ment.
menht.
Heating, lighting,etc. equipment
equipment in
in all
completed and occupied public buildings under the
all completed
meating,lighting,etc.
control of the
Treasury Department, including
heating, hoisting, plumbinclud.ingheating,
the TreasuryDepartment,
controlof
ing,
gas piping,
piping, ventilating,
vacuum cleaning,
cleaning, and
refrigerating apparaand refrigerating
ventilating, vacuum
ing, gas
and intercomtus,
electric-light
plants,
meters,
interior
pneumatic-tube
intercompneumatic-tube
interior
meters,
tus, electric-light plants,
municating telephone
wiring, call-bell
call-bell and signal
signal
conduit, wiring,
systems, conduit,
telephone systems,
municating
clocks;
systems,
and
for
maintenance
and
repair
of
tower
clocks;
for
installatower
of
repair
and
maintenance
for
systems, and
foregoing
of the foregoing
tion and
repair of
of mechanical
mechanical equipment,
for any
any of
equipment, for
and repair
tion
the conunder
items,
in
buildings
not
reserved
by
vendors
on
sites
under
sites
on
vendors
by
reserved
not
buildings
items, in
buildings or
trol
the Treasury
Department acquired
acquired for
public buildings
for public
Treasury Department
of the
trol of
expenditures on
the
enlargements of
buildings, the
the total
total expenditures
public buildings,
of public
the enlargements
this
account for
for the
year not
not to
exceed 10 per centum
to exceed
fiscal year
current fiscal
the current
this account
Provisos.
Marine
hospitaisand of
of the
rentals of
of such
buildings: Provided,
Provided, That of the sum
such buildings:
annual rentals
the annual
Proopitsad
quarantine
appropriated, not
not exceeding
exceeding $125,000
$125,000 may be used for govherein appropriated,
stations. herein
quarantine stations.
ernment-owned Public
Health Service
hospitals and
and quarantine
Service hospitals
Public Health
ernment-owned
Treasury
Treasury buildings,
stations, and
not
exceeding $20,000
the Treasury, Treasury
for the
$20,000 for
not exceeding
and
stations,
bidngs,
Treasury
D. C.
Annex,
Treasury Annex
Annex Numbered
Numbered Two,
Two, Arlington, Liberty Loan,
Annex, Treasury
Butler,
and Auditors
Auditors Buildings,
Buildings, in the District of Columbia,
Winder, and
Butler, Winder,
the
but
not
including
the
generating
plant
maintenance in the
plant and its maintenance
generating
the
including
but not
Auditors Building,
Building, and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 for the maintenance,
maintenance ,
PnematitubesevAuditors
Pneumat ic tube servapice,
New York City.
City.
changes in,
pneumatic-tube system between
between the
the aprepairs of pneumatic-tube
and repairs
in, and
changes
ice, NewYork
praisers' warehouse
warehouse at
Greenwich, Christopher,
Christopher, Washington,
Washington, and
at Greenwich,
praisers'
Barrow Streets
and the
new customhouse
customhouse in Bowling Green, Borough
the new
Streets and
Barrow
of
in the
New York,
York, including repairs to the
of New
city of
the city
Manhattan, in
of Manhattan,
incident
street
pavement
and
subsurface
necessarily
incident to or resulting
necessarily
subsurface
and
street pavement
from
such maintenance,
or repairs:
repairs: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
changes, or
maintenance, changes,
from such
of personal services
available
be
esterseal
r
t
e
r
r
i
so
tena.
1
servic
es this
this
sum
shall
not
be
available
for
the
payment
services
not
shall
sum
services
r
c d
under
labor under
except for
for work
by contract,
temporary job
job labor
for temporary
or for
contract, or
done by
work done
except
buildone
any
$100
of
sum
the
exigency
not
exceeding
at
one
time
sum
$100
at
time
one
at
exceeding
not
exigency
ing, $615,000.
$615,000.
ing,
Vaults, safes, etc.
Vaults
and safes:
For vaults
vaults and
and lock-box equipments
equipments and repairs
repairs
safes: For
Vaults and
vaults, sates, etc.
thereto in
completed and
public buildings under the
occupied public
and occupied
all completed
in all
thereto
the necessary
control
of the
Treasury Department,
Department, and
for the
necessary safe
and for
the Treasury
control of
equipments and
and repairs
repairs thereto
all public
public buildings
buildings under the conin all
thereto in
equipments
trol
of the
whether completed
completed and occupied
occupied
Department, whether
Treasury Department,
the Treasury
trol of
except
or in
of construction,
construction, exclusive
services, except
personal services,
of personal
exclusive of
course of
in course
or
exigency
labor
for
work
done
by
contract
or
for
temporary
job
under
exigency
temporary
for
or
for work done by contract
$50 at any one building,
not exceeding
exceeding at
one time
the sum
of $50
sum of
time the
at one
not
$100,000.
$100,000.
exe-General expenses.
expen ses.
General
expenses: To
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury to exe
To enable
General expenses:
General
May
of
Act
Additional
Vol. p.sala
537.
the
of
6
section
of
provisions
the
to
effect
give
May
1
7, cute
6 of the Act of
and
cute and
Adlitironal salary,
Supervising Architect.
537): For additional salary of
30, 1908
page 537):
Statutes, page
(Thirty-fifth Statutes,
1908 (Thirty-fifth
SuperisingArchitect 30,
for the fiscal
$1,000 for
for the
Architect of
of the
Treasury for
the Treasury
Supervising Architect
the Supervising
$1,000
Technical services.
1921; foremen
draftsmen, architectural
architectural draftsmen, and apprenforemen draftsmen,
year 1921;
Technicalseices. year
tice draftsmen,
draftsmen, at
at rates
from $840
to $2,500 per annum;
$840 to
pay from
of pay
rates of
tice
from $840 to
structural
engineers
and
draftsmen,
at
rates
of pay
to
pay from
of
rates
at
draftsmen,
and
engineers
structural
ven$2,500
per snnum:
sanitary, electrical,
electrical, heating
heating and
and yenmechanical, sanitary,
annum: mechanical,
$2,500 per
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pay
illuminating engineers and draftsmen, at rates of pay
tilating, and illuminating
$1,200 to $2,400 per annum; computers
computers and estimators, at
from $1,200
$1,600 to $2,500 per annum; the expenditures
rates of
of pay from $1,600
under all
and maximum
a minimum and
foregoing classes for which a
all the foregoing
under
$143,450; supervising
rate of
of compensation
exceed $143,450;
supervising Superintendents.
Superintendents.
compensation is stated, not to exceed
rate
superintendents, superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents and junior superintendents
superintendents,
construction and inspectors, at rates of pay from $2,000 to $3,500
construction
of superintendence,
annum, not
to
exceed $240,000;
expenses of
superintendence, ExpensesofsuperinExpenses of superin$240,000; expenses
to exceed
not es
per annum,
Ion
:
lance, inspectors,
"p
et'c.
including expenses
expenses of all inspectors
inspectors and other officers and em- !
including
ployees, on duty or detailed in connection
connection with work on public
buildings
equipment thereof, and the
buildings and the furnishing and equipment
work of
Office, under orders from
Supervising Architect's Office,
of the
the Supervising
work
the
Department; for the transportation
transportation of household
Treasury Department;
the Treasury
goods,
headquarters of supervising supchange of headquarters
incident to change
goods, incident
erintendents,
superintendents of consuperintendents, and junior superintendents
erintendents, superintendents,
thousand pounds
struction, and inspectors, not in excess of five thousand
at
time together
together with the necessary
necessary expense incident
incident
at any one time,
to
dLying the same, not to exceed in any one year a
a
and draying
to packing
packing and
total
expenditure of $7,500;
expenses of superintendsuperintend$7,500; office rent and expenses
total expenditure
ents,
temporary stenographic
stenographic and other assistance
assistance in the
including temporary
ents, including
preparation of
of reports
public property,
etc.
supplies, etc
Of ce supplies,
so forth; Office
and so
property, and
of public
care of
the care
and the
reports and
preparation
specially
advertising;
including drafting
drafting materials,
materials, specially
supplies, including
office supplies,
advertising; office
prepared paper, typewriting machines, adding machines, and other
prepared
mechanical labor-saving
labor-saving devices, and
exchange of same; furniture,
and exchange
mechanical

servcarpets,
electric-light fixtures,
fixtures, and
office equipment;
equipment; telephone
telephone servand office
carpets, electric-light

1,000 for
ice; not
$6,000 for
excd $1,000
for stationery; not to exceed
exceed $6,000
to exceed
not to
ice;
books
law books,
books, technical
technical periodicals
periodicals and journals;
journals; not
reference, law
of reference,
books of
to
drawings, miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies,
supplies,
transporting drawings,
for transporting
$10,000 for
exceed $10,000
to exceed
and so
so forth,
forth, for
buildings under
under the
Treasury
of the
the Treasury
control of
the control
for public
public buildings
and
Department;
kind and
description, traveling
traveling
and description,
of every
every kind
contingencies of
Department; contingencies
expenses of
of site
site agents,
recording deeds
and other
evidences of title,
other evidences
deeds and
agents, recording
expenses
photographic instruments,
photographic mateplates, and photographic
chemicals, plates,
instruments, chemicals,
photographic
rials, and
other articles
articles and
supplies and
and such minor
minor and inciand supplies
such other
and such
rials,
dental expenses
not enumerated,
connected solely with
with work on
enumerated, connected
expenses not
dental
public buildings,
the acquisition
acquisition of
of sites,
sites, and
and the
the administrative
administrative
buildings, the
public
work connected
with the
appropriations under the SuperSuperthe annual appropriations
connected with
work
vising Architect's
Architect's Office
the Secretary
the Treasury may deem
deem
of the
Secretary of
as the
Office as
vising
necessary and
and specially
including heat,
or approve, but not mc_uding
order or
specially order
necessary
light, janitor
service, aw,
curtains, or
any expenses
the genfor the
expenses for
or any
awnings, curtains,
janitor service,
light,
treasury
Building,
or
surveys,
plaster
plaster
eral
maintenance
of
the
surveys,
or
Building,
Treasury
the
of
maintenance
eral
models, progress
photographs, test
test pit
pit borings,
borings, or
mill and
inshop inand shop
or mill
progress photographs,
models,
spections, $4SS,050.
8488,050.
spections,

Ante, p. 6L
651.
An*e,p.

Aisctural c om
the Treasury
of
the Secretary
To
competitions:
Architectural
to Architectural
make payment
competitions:
for architectural
To enable
enable
services
the
Secretary
under contracts
of the Treasury
entered pettnitse.ctural
.Payment of commis-

to make payment for architectural services under contracts entered

Payment ofcommi-.

p.46
authorizing the s"v'o.,
into
prior to
repeal of
"An Act authorizing
T:i.e27, p.
468.
of the Act entitled "An
the repeal
to the
into prior
Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury to
plans and specifications
specifications for public
obtain plans
to obtain
of the
Secretary of
buildings
to be
under the
of the Treasury Departsupervision of
the supervision
erected under
be erected
buildings to
men
t, and
providing for
for local
local supervision
of the
construction of
of the
the construction
supervision of
and providing
ment,
commissions
same,"
February 20,
including additional commissions
1893, including
20, 1893,
approved February
same," approved
accruing under
under certain
said contracts
increase in the limits of
due to increase
contracts due
of said
certain of
accruing
cost
of certain
specifically provided
provided
otherwise specifically
as otherwise
except as
buildings, except
certain buildings,
cost of
by law,
law, and
and including
including payment
services from July 1, 1912,
the services
for the
payment for
by
of the
architect of
specially selected
selected under
under ttA0,
Hawii.i3
Hilo,31,Eisly,
building, specially
Hawaii, building,
Hilo, Hawaii,
the Hilo,
of the
of
the architect
3; Vol
371.
P..3;
of the Act approved March 4,
the
provisions of
4,1911,
1911 ,the unexpended
unexpended 37
,
p.
4281 P.
the provisions
balances of
of the
public
competitions, public
architectural competitions,
for architectural
appropriations for
the appropriations
balances
buildings,
for the
year 1920,
much thereof
thereof as may be necesso much
or so
1920, or
fiscal year
the fiscal
buildings, for
sary,.
is continued
continued and
available for said purposes during the
made available
and made
sary, is
fiscal year
1921.
year 1921.
fiscal
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Operating
expenses.
Operating expenses.

1920.
1920.

EXPENSES.
BUILDINGS, OPERATING
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
OPERATING EXPENSES.

Operating
force: For
For such
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
as the
services as
personal services
such personal
Operating force:
Treasury
deem necessary
in connection
connection with the care, mainnecessary in
may deem
reasury may
tenance,
repair of
all public
public buildings
under the control of the
buildings under
of all
and repair
tenance, and
Treasury Department
(except as
hereinafter provided),
provided), together
together
as hereinafter
Department (except
Treasury
with
the
grounds
thereof
and
the
equipment
and
furnishings
therein,
therein,
furnishings
and
equipment
the
and
thereof
with the grounds
including
assistant custodians,
custodians, janitors, watchmen,
watchmen, laborers, and
including assistant
charwomen; engineers,
engineers, firemen,
firemen, elevator
conductors, coal passers,
elevator conductors,
charwomen;
electricians,
tenders, lampists,
lampists, and
mechanical
wiremen; mechanical
and wiremen;
dynamo tenders,
electricians, dynamo
labor
force
in
connection
with
said
buildings,
carpenters,
carpenters,
including
buildings,
said
with
connection
in
force
labor
plumbers,
fitters, machinists,
machinists, and
and painters, but in no case shall
steam fitters,
plumbers, steam
the rates
for such
such mechanical
mechanical labor
labor force be in
compensation for
of compensation
rates of
the
excess
of the
the rates
rates current at the time and in the place where such
excess of
foregoing
Proviso.
services
are employed,
Provided, That the foregoing
$3,700,000: Provided,
employed, $3,700,000:
services are
Proiso.
Buildings for which
connection with all public
shall be available
available.
available for use in connection
appropriation shall
viling for which appropriation
buildings
of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, including
including
control of
the control
under the
buildings under
the
customhouse in
in the
the District
District of Columbia, but not including any
the customhouse
Buildings excluded,
excluded. other public building within the District of Columbia, and exclusive
Buildings
of
marine hospitals,
quarantine stations,
stations, mints,
branch mints, and
mints, branch
hospitals, quarantine
of marine
assay offices.
offices.
assay
Furniture,
Furniture
repairs of
furniture: For
For furniture, carpets, and
of furniture:
and repairs
Furniture and
etc.
Furniture, etc.
repairs
of
same,
for
completed
occupied
under
public buildings under
occupied
and
completed
repairs of same, for
the control
of the
Treasury Department, exclusive of marine hospitals,
the Treasury
control of
the
for
quarantine
mints, branch mints, and assay offices, and for
stations, mints,
quarantine stations,
gas
completed
repairs of same for completed
lighting fixtures and repairs
electric lighting
and electric
gas and
and occupied
occupied public buildings under the control of the Treasury
and
Department, including
including marine
quarantine stations,
marine hospitals and quarantine
Department,
but exclusive
exclusive of
mints, branch
branch mints,
for
and assay offices, and for
mints, and
of mints,
but
furniture and
carpets for
for public
public buildings and extensions of public
and carpets
furniture
buildings
in course
course of
of construction
construction which
which are
remain under the
are to remain
buildings in
custody
and control
the Treasury Department, exclusive of marine
of the
control of
custody and
hospitals,
stations, mints, branch mints, and assay offices,
quarantine stations,
hospitals, quarantine
and buildings
building's constructed
departments or estabconstructed for other executive departments
and
Provisos.
lishments of
of the
the Government,
Provided, That the foreGovernment, $625,000: Provided,
lishments
proieO,.
Personal
go ing appropriation
appropriation shall not be used for personal
personal services except for
for
ernal services re- going
strictea.
work done under contract or for temporary
strcte.
temporary job labor under
under exigency,
of $100
and
not exceeding
exceeding a
one time
time the
sum of
$100 at any one building:
the sum
attone
and not
irse of present furni- Provided further,
at all furniture now owned by the United States
tare.
ture of present urni- Providedfurther,That all furniture now owned by the United States
in
other public buildings
buildings rented by the United States
buildings or in buildings
in other
it corresponds
shall
be used,
whether it
corresponds with the
practicable, whether
far as practicable,
used, so far
shall be
not.
regulation plan for furniture or not.
present regulation
Operating supplies.
supplies.
Operating
supplies: For fuel, steam, gas for lighting and heating
Operating supplies:
Operating
Fuel, light, power,
for lighting
urposes, water, ice, lighting supplies, electric
water,
etc.
electric current for
lighting
p purposes,
water, etcl
and-power
service for custodian
custodian forces; removal
purposes, telephone service
power purposes,
and
of ashes
rubbish, snow,
snow, and
and ice; cutting grass and weeds,
and rubbish,
ashes and
of
washing
towels, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items for the use of the custodian
washing towels,
occupied
forces in
the care
completed and occupied
maintenance of completed
and maintenance
care and
in the
forces
public buildings
buildings and
thereof under the control of the
grounds thereof
the grounds
and the
public
Treasury Department,
Department,. and
in the
maintenance of the
the care and maintenance
and in
Treasury
equipment
and furnishing
furnishing in
such buildings;
buildings; miscellaneous
supplies,
miscellaneous supplies,
in such
equipment and
tools, and
appliances required
required in
the operation
operation (not
embracing repairs)
(not embracing
in the
and appliances
tools,
of the
the mechanical
mechanical equipment,
equipment, including
including heating,
heating, plumbing, hoisting,
of
gas
piping, ventilating,
ventilating, vacuum-cleaning
refrigerating apparatus,
vacuum-cleaning and refrigerating
gas piping,
electric-light plants,
meters, interior
pneumatic-tube and intercominterior pneumatic-tube
plants, meters,
electric-light
municating telephone
telephone systems,
systems, conduit
conduit wiring, call-bell and signal
municating
systems in
in such
such buildings
customhouse in the District
(including the customhouse
buildings (including
systems
Buildings
excluded. of
excluding any other public building under
under the control
f Columbia,
Columbia, but excluding
Buildings excludeld.
of
Columbia, and
Department within the District of Columbia,
Treasury Department
the Treasury
of the
excluding
marine hospitals
hospitals and
and quarantine
quarantine stations, mints,
also marine
excluding also
forte.
Operating
Operating
Opersati force.
Personal expenses.
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branch
and personal
personal services, except for
mints, and assay offices, and
branch mints,
work
contract or for temporary job labor under
under exigency
exigency
by contract
done by
work done
Gasgo
s.
not
at one
the sum
sum of
$100 at
building), Gas
at any
any one
one building),
time the
of $100
not exceeding
exceeding at
one time
governors.
$2,500,000. The appropriation made herein for gas shall include
$2,500,000.
the
the Secretary
the rental
rental and use
use of gas
gas governors,
governors, when
Pro0ss
when ordered
ordered by
by the
Secretary Provisos.
Provided, That rentals shall
shall not be paid Rental.
of the Treasury in writing: Provided,
of the
the actual
actual value
centum of
for such
value
than 35
35 per centum
greater than
such gas
gas governors
governors greater
for
uel
e fuel
Ad
be determined
shall be
of
the gas
gas saved
saved thereby,
thereby, which
saving shall
determined by such Advance
which saving
of the
contractsauthorized.
shall direct: Provided
tests as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Provided further,
further, tracts
authorized.
Treasury shall
the rrreasury
of the
tests
That
Treasury is authorized to contract for the
Secretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
That the
purchase
of fuel
fuel for public
public buildings under the control of the Treasury
purchase of
appropriation for
advance of the availability of the appropriation
Department in advance
Such contracts,
contracts, however, shall not exceed
the
payment thereof.
thereof. Such
the payment
the necessities
necessities of
of the
the current
current fiscal
N
fiscal year.
year.alaman
the
SaLamanca, N. Y.
rent.
Salamanca, New
ground rent:
For annual
annual ground
ground rent
rent of
of Ground rent.
rent: For
New York,
York, ground
Salamanca,
on account
account of
the Federal
site at
New York,
York, on
at Salamanca,
Salamanca, New
building site
Federal building
the
each year, in
Indian
leases, due
due and
February 19
19 of each
on February
and payable
payable on
Indian leases,
Indians, beginning
advance,
to the
treasurer of
of the
the Seneca
Seneca Nation
Nation of
of Indians,
beginning
the treasurer
advance, to
February
expiring February
February 19,
19, 1991,
1991, $7.50.
$7.50.
and expiring
1915, and
19, 1915,
February 19,
GUARD.
COAST
COAST GUARD.

Coast Guard.
Expenses.
Expenses.

For
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
requisite for
for and
and incident
incident to
authorized
the authorized
to the
For every
work of
of the
the Coast
Guard, as
as follows,
follows, including
including not
not to
$2,000 Motor
Motor vehicles.
exceed $2,000
to exceed
Coast Guard,
work
vehicles.
operation of motorfor
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
exchange, maintenance,
purchase, exchange,
for purchase,
for official
propelled passenger-carrying
to be
official
only for
used only
be used
vehicles, to
passenger-carrying vehicles,
propelled
purposes:
Pay, etc.,
etc., officers
officers
purposes:
Pay,
For pay
and allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed by
law for
for commissioned
officers, and enlisted
men.
aenlid men.
commissioned officers,
by law
pay and
For
other
cadets and
petty officers,
officers, and other
officers, petty
warrant officers,
engineers, warrant
cadet engineers,
and cadet
cadets
enlisted men,
retired, temporary
temporary cooks
cooks and
Pro.
surfmen, Proviso.
and surfmen,
and retired,
active and
men, active
enlisted
in District of
of
Details in
substitute surfmen,
surfmen, and
and one
civilian instructor,
Provided, Details
$5,776,000: Provided,
instructor, $5,776,000:
one civilian
substitute
Columbia.
one time may be detailed
at one
men at
That not
not more
more than
enlisted men
detailed to Columbia.
ten enlisted
than ten
That
duty
the District
of Columbia;
duty in
in the
District of
Columbia;
commissioned
perCommissioned Personnel.
are hereby sonnel.
Titles of
commissioned officers
officers of
Coast Guard
Guard are
the Coast
of the
of commissioned
Titles
Titles changed.
changed
Senior captain
to commander,
commander, captain
captain to
to lieulieu- Titleschanged.
captain to
follows: Senior
as follows:
changed as
tenant commander,
second lieutenant
lieutenant
lieutenant, second
to lieutenant,
lieutenant to
first lieutenant
commander, first
tenant
of
to lieutenant
lieutenant junior
junior grade,
lieutenant to
captain of
to ensign,.
ensign, captain
third lieutenant
grade, third
to
lieutenant of
engineers
first lieutenant
(engineering), first
commander (engineering),
lieutenant commander
to lieutenant
engineers to
engineers
engineers to
to lieutenant
lieutenant of engineers
second lieutenant
(engineering), second
lieutenant (engineering),
engineers
to lieutenant,
lieutenant, junior
junior grade
grade (engineering),
(engineering), and
and third
of Proviso.o.
lieutenant of
third lieutenant
to
engineers
ensign (engineering):
all laws
laws applicable
applicable.
applicable Laws applicable.
That all
Provided, That
(enineering): Provided,
to ensign
engineers to
the
to the
to
hereby abolished
abolished in
in the
Guard shall
shall apply to
Coast Guard
the Coast
titles hereby
the titles
to the
titles
Rations.
Rations.
established;
hereby established;
titles hereby
For rations
commutation thereof
thereof for
warrant officers,
officers, petty
petty
for warrant
or commutation
rations or
For
officers,
and other
other enlisted
enlisted men,
men, $1,381,000Clerks
Clerks to superin$1,381,000officers, and
tendents.
For twelve
twelve clerks
clerks to
district superintendents
superintendents at such rate as the tendents.
to district
For
Secretary
the Treasury
may determine,
determine, not
not to
to exceed
$1,200 each,
exceed $1,200
Treasury may
of the
Secretary of
Fuel,
etc.
Fuel, etc.
$13,000;
$13,000;
For fuel
and water
vessels, stations,
and houses
of refuge,
refuge,
houses of
stations, and
for vessels,
water for
fuel and
For
etc.
Outfits, stores, etc.
$575,000;
$575,000;
for the same,
For
outfits, ship
engineers' stores
stores for
and engineers'
chandlery, and
ship chandlery,
For outfits,
$678,000;
Stations, houses of
$678,000;
etc.
For
and repairing
repairing stations
houses of
of refuge,
tem- refuge,
refuge,etc.
refuge, temand houses
stations and
rebuilding and
For rebuilding
porary
leases,
rent,
and
improvements
of
property
for
Coast
Guard
Guard
porary leases, rent, and improvements of property for Coast
purposes,
additional land
$300,000; Traveling expemes.
expenses.
necessary, $300,000;
where necessary,
land where
of additional
use of
including use
purposes, including
the
or actual
actual traveling
traveling expenses
discretion of the
the discretion
in the
mileage, in
or mileage,
expenses or
For
Secretary of
officers, and
expenses
traveling expenses
actual traveling
and actual
for officers,
Treasury, for
the Treasury,
of the
Secretary
for other
other persons
persons traveling
traveling on
on duty
duty under
from the
the Treasury
Treasury
orders from
under orders
for
Draft animals.
Draft
animals.
Department,
S175,000;
Department, 8175,000;
For
$40,000;
maintenance, $40,000;
their maintenance,
and their
animals and
draft animals
For draft
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For
lines and
facilities and
mainteand their mainteand facilities
communication lines
coastal communication
For coastal
nance, $35,000;
For
employees in
$61,940;
field, $61,940;
in the
the field,
of civilian
civilian employees
Civilian
compensation of
For compensation
Civilian employees.
For
communication service, subincluding communication
expenses, including
contingent expenses,
For contingent
Contingent
expenses.
contingentexpenses.
sistence of shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
persons succored
succored by the Coast Guard, wharftowage, freight, storage, repairs to station apparatus,
apparatus, adverage, towage,
periodicals
tising, surveys,
surveys, medals,
medals, stationery,
newspapers and periodicals
stationery, labor, newspapers
tising,
for statistical
statistical purposes,
all other necessary expenses which are
purposes, and all
for
not
$105,000;
under any other heading, $105,000;
included under
not included
In all, $9,139,940.
For repairs
Guard cutters, $360,000.
$360,000.
to Coast Guard
repairs to
Repairs
cutters.
For
Repairs to cutters.
The Lighthouse
cooperate with the Coast Guard in
New York Harbor,
Lighthouse Service shall cooperate
and Hampton Roads.
anchorage grounds in the harbors of New York and Hampton
Hampton
and Hampton Roads. marking anchorage
Buoys.
Roads
furnishing and
buoys necessary
necessary for such purmaintaining buoys
by furnishing
and maintaining
Roads by
Buoys.
From Lighthouse
Service for the fiscal year
Appropriations for
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
for the
poses. Appropriations
From
Ltghthouse poses.
appropriations.
1921
available therefor.
made available
1921 are made
Administration o f
Gu ard
in as may
Such commissioned and warrant officers
of
oAministration
offi cers of
oy the
b eCoast Guard
oaths.
h commi
t ssioned
a dminister
e
ea hs of the
Coast
be
designated
the andwarrant
commandant
ueh oaths
m af
Cot
Guard are hereby
theasnecessary
commandant
by the
designated
beSuc
tion
may
connecauthorized
to administer such oaths as may be necessary in connecauthorized
with recruiting
recruiting and
and for
for the
the proper
proper conduct
of said
said service.
service.
conduct of
" for
for tion with
"Dk
"Deck courts,"
may
!,12,,
enlisted men.
trial
3
only, may
officer only,
commissioned officer
one commissioned
of one
consist of
to consist
courts," to
"Deck
men.
trial
o enustd
be
by or
or under
under the
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury
Secretary of
of the
direction of
the direction
ordered by
be ordered
for the
the trial
trial of
of enlisted
men in
in the
the Coast
Coast Guard
for minor
minor offenses
offenses
Guard for
enlisted men
for
now
Coast Guard
courts; and said courts shall be governed
Guard courts;
by Coast
triable by
now triable
in
organization and
and procedure
accordance with
substantially in accordance
procedure substantially
their organization
in their
naval "deck
"deck courts,"
courts," and
and shall
the same
same power to impose
have the
shall have
naval
punishment.
punishment.
Coastal
communicacoastal communica-

tion lines.
lines.
tion

Engraving and
Engraving and
Printing.

ENGRAVING
AND PRINTING.
PRINTING.
ENGRAVING AND

F
or the
the wor
ko
i
ng an
d pr
i
n ti ng ,
exc l
us i
ve of
ofrepay
work,
repay work,
exclusive
printing,
and
engraving
work
offengrav
For
delivered
123,250,000
during
the
fiscal
year
1921
of
not
exceeding
123,250,000
delivered
during the fiscal year 1921 of not exceeding
sheets
States currency,
currency, national-bank
national-bank and
Federal reserve
and Federal
of United
United States
sheets of
internal-revenue stamps,
currency, 100,997,447
delivered sheets of internal-revenue
100,997,447 delivered
currency,
Post,
1160.
276,000
delivered sheets
sheets of
of customs
customs stamps, 904,363 delivered sheets
276,000 delivered
p. 1160.
Pos, p.
Vol. 38, p. 783.
special-tax stamps
of opium
opium orders and special-tax
stam.ps required under
under the Act of
Vol. 38,p.73.
Vol. 40, p.1130.
December 17,
17, 1914,
11,058,832 delivered
delivered sheets of checks,
checks, drafts,
drafts,
and 11,058,832
1914, and
December
ol.40, p. 1130.
and
miscellaneous work,
as follows:
follows:
work, as
and miscellaneous
Salaries.
Salaries.
employees, other than employees
For salaries
salaries of all necessary employees,
employees
required for
the administrative
administrative work
of the bureau of the class prowork of
for the
required
Vol.
40, is. 1231.
vided
for and
specified in
in the
the legislative,
legislative, executive,
executive, and
judicial
and judicial
and specified
vided for
231.
Vol.4,p.
plate
appropriation
year 1920,
plate printers
printers and
and plate
and plate
1920, and
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
Act for
appropriation Act
printers'
$2,569,000, to
expended under the direction
direction
to be expended
assistants, $2,569,000,
printers' assistants,
Custody of dies, rolls, o
of the
Treasury, including
including .$8,400
for custody
custody of
$8,400 for
the Treasury,
Secretary of
the Secretary
off the
Custodyofdies,rols,
and plates.
shall be
of
Prot
iso.
dies,
rolls,
and
plates:
Provided,
That
no
portion
this
sum
portion
no
That
Provided,
plates:
and
rolls,
dies,
arovt"
Large notes.
expended for printing
States notes or Treasury
Treasury notes of larger
larger
United States
pnnting United
expended
notes.
Large
denomination than
that may
may be
be canceled
except in
canceled or retired, except
those that
than those
denomination
necessary in executing
so far
as such
printing may
executing the requirerequirebe necessary
may be
such printing
far as
so
Vol. 31,
31, p.45.
p. 45.
ments
"To define
define and
standard of value, to mainfix the standard
and fix
Act "To
of the
the Act
ments of
Vol.
tain the
issued or coined by the United
money issued
of moneyforms of
of all
all forms
parity of
the parity
tain
approved
States,
to refund
refund the
the public
public debt,
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
and for
debt, and
States, to
March
1900.
14, 1900.
March 14,
Wages.
For wages of plate printers, at piece rates to be fixed by the
Wages.
Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, not to
exceed the rates usually paid for
to exceed
of the
Secretary ''of
such work,
the wages
of printers'
emwhen emassistants, when
printers' assistants,
wages of
including the
work, including
such
Secreployed, $2,023,125,
$2,023,125, to
to be
be expended
under the
the Secreof the
direction of
the direction
expended under
ployed,
Proviso*.
tary of
of the
the Treasury:
Prowled, That
That no
of this
this sum
shall
sum shall
portion of
no portion
Treasury: Provided,
tarv
notes.
are notes.
Large
be expended
for printing
printing United
United States
States notes
Treasury notes of
or Treasury
notes or
expended for
be
canceled or retired,
larger denominations
than those
those that
may be canceled
that may
denominations than
larger
except in
far as
such printing
be necessary
necessary in
the
executing the
in executing
may be
printing may
as such
in so
so far
except

Work authorized for
for
fiscal year 1921.

Work authorized
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1920.
1920.

requirements
standard of value, to
of the Act to define and fix the standard
requirements of
maintain
money issued or coined
coined by the
maintain the parity of all forms of money
and for other purposes,
to refund
refund the public debt, and
United States, to
Vol. 31, p. 45.
further, That no part of this Vol.s1p.45.
Provided further,
approved
approved March 14, 1900: Provided
Wages of
printers'
oftpruints'
w
printers until all assistants.
increase the wages
wages of plate
plate _printers
shall be used to increase
sum shall
day.
per
asksistants receive
receive not less than
than $2.37
$2.37
printers' assistants
etc.
Materias,etc.
materials except Materials,
For engravers'
printers' materials
materials and
and other materials
and printers'
engravers' and
For
p. 651.
p-651.
ntfor
including paper for Ante,
distinctive paper,
paper, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, including
distinctive
internal-revenue stamps, and for purchase,
purchase maintenance,
maintenance, and driving
internal-revenue
passenger-carrying
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
of necessary
necessary motor-propelled
Secretary of the Treasury,
vehicles when, in writing, ordered
ordered by the Secretary
vehicles,
61,602,000,
of
$1,602,000, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of
the
the Treasury.
Proceeds from work
During the
fiscal year
1921 all
proceeds derived
derived from
from work
per- tobPe,
ditdotWOr
work perall proceeds
year 1921
the fiscal
During
to be credited
to Bureau.
direction of reau.
by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, by direction
formed by
the
of the
the Treasury,
not covered
covered and
and embraced
embraced in the
Treasury, not
Secretary of
the Secretary
year, instead of being
appropriation
for said bureau for the said fiscal ylaar,
appropriation for
covered into
the Treasury as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts,
receipts, as provided
provided by
into the
covered
Vol. 24, p. 727.
4p. 7.
227), shall VoL.
Statutes, page 227),
the
Act of
of August
August 4,
1886 (Twenty-fourth
(Twenty-fourth Statutes,
4, 1886
the Act
bureau
for
said
be
credited
When
received
to
the
appropriation
bureau
appropriation
be credited when received to
year 1921.
fiscal year
for the fiscal
BUREAU OF
WAR RISE
INSURANCE.
RISK INSURANCE.
OF WAR
BUREAU

War Risk Insurance
Bureau.
Bureau.

expenses of the Bureau
Insurance under
under the
fro2rrOnii. 401,
For expenses
Bureau of War Risk Insurance
the Act Vo.4pp.
401, 609.
a.
approvedTOctober
1917, as amended:
amended:
6, 1917,
October 6,
aproved
naval

Compensation: For
For the
military and
and naval
naval compensacompensaof military
the payment
payment of
Compensation:
tion for
for death
death or
or disability,
$125,000,000; and the unexpended
unexpended
disability, $125,000,000;
tion

mpiitary/ad
tar

naval

add

balances
appropriations for
and naval
naval compensation
compensation
military and
for military
the appropriations
of the
balances of
for
fiscal year
1920 are
are continued
continued and
and made available during the
year 1920
the fiscal
for the
fiscal
year 1921
1921 for
the payment
payment of compensation
compensation for death or
for the
fiscal year
disability.
Medicaland
oes
cal
. and hospital
hospital
Medical
Services: For
For medical,
medical, surgical,
and hoshos- services.
seri
surgical, and
Hospital Services:
and Hospital
Medical and
pital
services, medical
examinations, funeral
funeral expenses,
expenses, traveling
traveling,
medical examinations,
pital services,
expenses,
and supplies,
beneficiaries of the Bureau of War Risk
for beneficiaries
supplies, for
expenses, and
Insurance,
and other
other expenses
expanses incident to
costs and
court costs
including court
Insurance, including
proceedings
hereafter taken for commitment
commitment of mentally
mentally
heretofore or hereafter
proceedings heretofore
incompetent
the care
care and
treatment of the
and treatment
for the
hospitals for
to hospitals
persons to
incompetent persons
1
insane,
This appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be disbursed
disbursed by
by the
the prDiSurs
rDis
rl
i
i
a
r cementoap
rent of ap$46,000,000. This
insane, $46,000,000.
P
Zotments.
Bureau
of
War
Risk
Insurance
and
such
portion
thereof
as
may
Alotments.
be
may
as
thereof
portion
Bureau of War Risk Insurance and such
necessary
from time
time to time
time to the Public Health
allotted from
be allotted
shall be
necessary shall
Service
the Board
Board of
of Managers
the National
National Home
Home for
Disabled
for Disabled
of the
Managers of
Service, the
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers and
and the
the War
War and
Navy Departments
Departments and
and transand Navy
Volunteer
ferred
to their
their credit
for disbursement
them for
purposes set
,
a
set Impng
the purposes
for the
by them
disbursement by
credit for
ferred to
voluntee
to the said Board
forth
in this
The allotments
allotments to
Board of Mana- at
stIruat
vt
g
rSodies
paragraph. The
this paragraph.
forth in
Kers shall
also include
such sums
may be necessary
necessary to alter or Homes.
as may
sums as
include such
shall also
gers
improve existing
existing facilities
several branches
branches under
its jurisdicjurisdicunder its
in the
the several
facilities in
improve
tion
as to
to provide
accommodations for
beneficiaries
for such beneficiaries
adequate accommodations
provide adequate
so as
tion so
of the
the Bureau
of War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
be committed
its
committed to its
may be
Insurance as may
Bureau of
of
Allotments to ar
care.
care.
shall be and Navy DeptartThe
War and
and Navy
Navy Departments
Departments shall
the War
to the
made to
allotments made
The allotments
available
for expenditure
the various
various
rianAciuqTaTlyts
he adings of
of appropriament-•
appropria- ments
headings
under the
expenditure under
available for
tions
necessary.
departments as may be necessary.
said departments
to said
made to
tions made
Rrnnea.

DEPARTMENT.
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
OBJECTS, TREASURY
MISCELLANEOUS

Miscellaneous.
Milaeo

The
8,1ati:giati
e
)Ps
rogiatornoir(
in av
and in
is authorized
authorized to use for, and
Treasury is
of the
the Treasury
Secretary of
The Secretary

connection with,
with, the
enforcement of
of the
relating to
to the
Treasury
the Treasury
laws relating
the laws
the enforcement
connection

to the

laws
relating to the
s relating

Department and
and the
branches of
the public
public service
service underits
under its Dretasn
of the
several branches
the several
Department
Treasury.

ed

control, not
one time
paid from
from the
the De
Details permitted.
rmtt
persons paid
four persons
time four
at any
any one
exceeding at
not exceeding
control,
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appropriation
for the
collection of
of customs,
customs, four
four persons
persons paid from
the collection
appropriation for
the
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses
internal-revenue
expenses of internal-revenue
appropriation for
the appropriation
agents
foregoing purpose, and four
for the foregoing
appropriation for
the appropriation
from the
or from
agents or
persons
appropriation for suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting
persons paid from the appropriation
and other
other crimes,
exceeding six persons
persons so detailed shall be
not exceeding
but not
crimes, but
and
That nothing
PTOVi$0.
employed at
nothing herein
herein
Provided, That
hereunder: Provided,
time hereunder:
one time
any one
at any
employed
Proviso.
Other
contained shall
shall be
to deprive
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
the Secretary
deprive the
construed to
be construed
contained
details,
Other details,
from making
making any
detail now
otherwise authorized
authorized by existing law.
now otherwise
any detail
from
Treasury: For contingent
Contingent
expenses,
Contingent expenses,
Contingent expenses,
expenses, Independent
Independent Treasury:
contingent excontingent
Independent Treasury.
Revised Statutes,
the Revised
yt,
s., sec,
3653, p.
p. penses
under the
requirements of
section 3653
of the
3653 of
of section
the requirements
penses under
ec. 36,
R. S.,
718.
for
the collection,
collection, safe-keeping,
safe-keeping, transfer, and disbursement
disbursement of the
for the
719.
Ante, p. 6.
651.
public money,
money-, transportation
securities
transportation of notes, bonds, and other securities
of special
Ante,
654.
States, salaries
salaries of
special agents, actual
actual expenses
expenses of
of the United States,
p.654.
Ante, p.
examiners detailed
to examine
examine the books, accounts, and money
money on
detailed to
examiners
hand at
at the
subtreasuries and depositaries, including
including national
national
several subtreasuries
the several
hand
R.S.,sec.3649, p. 718. banks
banks acting
depositaries under
the requirements
requirements of section
section 3649
under the
as depositaries
acting as
R.S.,sec.3649,p.718.
of
the Revised
Revised Statutes, also
examinations of cash accounts
accounts
also including examinations
of the
at mints,
cost of insurance
insurance on ghipments
shipments of money by registered
and cost
mints, and
at
mail
when necessary,
$160,000.
necessary, $160,000.
mail when
Recoinage of gold
Recoinage
of gold
gold coins:
recoinage of
of uncurrent
uncurrent gold
coins
gold coins
For recoinage
coins: For
Recoinage of
Recoinage of gold
COULS.
in the
Treasury, to
to be
expended under
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary
be expended
Treasury,
the
in
696 of the Treasury,
2 p.696.
R.S.,sec.3512,
by section
as required
required by
section 3512 of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
. of the Treasury, as
,p.
R.s.,sec.31
$5,000.
$5,000.
Recoinage of minor
Recoinage
of minor
coins: To
enable the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
the Secretary
To enable
minor coins:
Recoinage of
Recoinage of minor
coins.
recoinage of worn and uncurrent
Balance reappro- to continue the recoinage
uncurrent minor coins of the
Balance
priated.
Pr Vol.d40, p. 643.
United
now in
the Treasury
Treasury or
hereafter received, and to reimor hereafter
in the
States now
United States
vol0, p. 643.
burse the
Treasurer of
States for the difference
difference between
between
United States
the United
of the
the Treasurer
burse
the nominal
nominal or
value of
of such
such coin
coin and the
amount the same will
will
the amount
face value
or face
the
balance
produce
in new
new coin,
$10,000 together
unexpended balance
together with the unexpended
coin, $10,000
produce in
of
for this
this purpose
purpose for
for the
the fiscal year 1919.
appropriation for
the appropriation.
of the
miscellaneous expenses
For all
cney
chines. laundry ma
Money laundry
laundry machines: For
all miscellaneous
expenses in
in conconnection
with
the
installation
and
maintenance
laundry
money
of
maintenance
nection with the installation and
machines,
including repairs
repairs and purchase
purchase of supplies for machines
machines, including
in
of Columbia
Columbia and
various Subtreasury offices,
the various
in the
and in
District of
the District
in the
$500.
$500.
Distinctive paper for
securities.
Distinctive
United States securities:
securities: For distinctive
Distinctive paper for United
Disettie"vepaperfor
Quantities
authorfor Unite4iStates
currency, national-bank
national-bank currency,
currency, and Federal
Federal
currency,
UnitedStates
paperfor
author- paper
Quantities
ized.
reserve
129,000,000 sheets,
order that the Bureau
sheets, in order
currency, 129,000,000
bank currency,
reserve bank
United
of
deliver 123,250,000
123,250,000 sheets of TJnited
may deliver
Printing may
and Printing
Engraving and
of Engraving
States currency,
currency, national-bank
and Federal reserve
reserve bank currency,
currency,
national-bank and
States
including transportation
transportation of
of paper,
traveling, mill,
and other
necessary
other necessary
mill, and
paper, traveling,
including
Personal services.
expenses, $669,510;
of officer
officer detailed
detailed from the Treasury
Treasury
expense of
$669,510; expense
expenses,
Department, $50
$50 per month
when actually
three regisregisactually on duty, $600; three
month when
Department,
ters,
each; six
each; guards-one
guards—one $1,000,
$1,000,
counters, at $800 each;
six counters,
$1,380 each;
at $1,380
ters, at
$686,170.
four
$900 each;
laborers, at $840
$840 each; in all, $686,170.
skilled laborers,
three skilled
each; three
at $900
four at
t
ippressing counterfelt
ing, etc.
Suppressing
counterfeiting and other
other crimes:
crimes: For expenses
expenses incurincurSuppressing counterfeiting
eipptirePsngcounterauthority or with the approval
A
nte, p.
p. FIl.
651.
red under
the authority
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the
under the
red
Anit,'
custody of
Treasury in
in detecting,
arresting, and delivering into the custodyof
detecting, arresting,
Treasury
the
United States
States marshal
having jurisdiction dealers
dealers and pretended
marshal having
the United
counterfeiting
dealers
and persons
persons engaged in counterfeiting
money and
counterfeit money
in counterfeit
dealers in
Treasury notes,
tnational-bank notes,
securities of the
notes, and other securities
bonds,national-bank
notes, bonds
Treasury
United
States and
foreign Governments,
Governments, as well
well as the coins
coins of
of foreign
and of
United States
the
United States
and of
of foreign
Governments, and other felonies
felonies
foreign Governments,
States and
the United
committed against
the laws
laws of
of the
States relating
relating to the pay
pay
United States
the United
against the
committed
Vol.
511
and bounty
and for
for the
the enforcement
of section
section 18
18 of
of the
War
the War
enforcement of
laws, and
bounty laws,
and
40, p.
p. 511.
ol. 40,
Finance Corporation
Act; hire
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or
and operation
hire and
Corporation Act:
Finance
rerdiemsubsistence. horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
when necessary;
necessary; per diem
vehicles when
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
rerdimsubsitence.
pursuant to section
Vol.
38, p. 630.
in lieu
subsistence, when
allowed pursuant
section 13 of the
the
when allowed
of subsistence,
in
lieu of
o.
Vol. 3s,
Protecting
Sundry
Civil
Appropriation
Act
approved
August
1,
1914,
and
for
no
no
for
and
1914,
1,
August
Proteting person of Sundry Civil Appropriation Act approved
except in the protection
the Preskient, etc.
other purpose
whatever, except
protection of the person of
purpose whatever,
other
thePreidet,
the President
President and
and the
the members
members of
immediate family and of the
his immediate
of his
the
Money laundry ma-

.
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Provisos.
o,.
Pro- P
person chosen to be President of the United States, $400,000: Properson
Fees, etc.
defraying the exvided, That no
exof this amount shall be used in defraying
no part of
vided,
penses of
of any
any person
subpoenaed by the United States courts to attend
person subpcenaed
penses
examination beUnited. States court or preliminary
preliminary examination
bea United
trial before a
any trial
fore any
paid
expenses shall be paid
commissioner, which expenses
United States commissioner,
any United
fore
Post, p
p. 924
924.
" Fees of witnesses, United
appropriation for "Fees
United States courts": Pot
from the appropriation
Pay restriction.
Provided further,
employed hereunder at a
a
further, That no person shall be employed
Pro'.ided
compensation
allowed by law, except not exceedcompensation greater than that allowed
ing three
$12 per day.
exceeding $12
be paid
paid not exceeding
persons, -who may be
three persons,
ing
Payment
to per
persons
ons
Pamen to
Appropriations
payment of corncom- de
this Act shall not be used in payment
Appropriations in this
detailed, etc., forbidpensation
expenses of any person detailed
detailed or transferred, except den.
or expenses
pensation or
Exception.
Secret Service Division of the Exception.
to the
the Department
Department of State, from the Secret
to
Treasury
Department, or who may
may at any time during the fiscal year
year
Treasury Department,
1921 have
employed by
by or under said Secret Service Division.
been employed
have been
1921
Lands, etc.
etc.
Lands,
Lands
property of the
States: For custody, care, Custody,
the United States:
Lands and other property
etc.
the
protection,
sales of lands and other property of
expenses of sales
and expenses
protection, and
Ti.
S.,
secs.
3749, 3750,
S.,secs. 3749,3750,
3749 and
United States,
held under
under sections
and 3750 of the p. R_
sections 3749
and held
acquired and
States, acquired
United
739.
7
titles,'recording of deeds, adverRevised Statutes, the examination
examination of titles
Revised
therewith, $300.
tising, and
auctioneers' fees
$300.
connection therewith,
fees in connection
and auctioneers'
tising,

CUSTOMS SERVICE.
SERVICE.
CUSTOMS

Customs service.

Collecting customs
customs
For collecting
collecting the
including not exceeding
exceeding reoeuetng
revenue.
the revenue from customs, including
For
customs
the
11200,000 for
detection and prevention
upon
customs Proviso.
prevention of frauds upon
the detection
for the
$200,000
revenue, $11,300,000:
Provided, That
That not
appraiser for POneppraiser
more than one appraiser
not more
One appraiser at
$11,300,000: Provded,
revenue,

Baltimore.
Baltimore.
the
port of
shall be
from this
appropriation.
this appropriation.
paid from
be paid
Baltimore shall
of Baltimore
the port
Automatic, etc.,
etc.
ti
ustomaes
Scales
service: For
For construction
and installation of scales.
construction and
customs service:
for customs
Scales for
merchandise,'
special
automatic and
weighing merchandise
scales for weighing
recording scales
and recording
special automatic
and so
so forth,
in connection
with imports
imports at the various ports of entry,
connection with
forth, in
and
under
direction of
Secretary.of
of the
$147,000.
Treasury, $147,000.ationin
the Treasury,
of the
the Secretary
under direction
Compensation in lieu
Compensation in
compensation in lieu of of moieties.
of moieties: For compensation
lieu of
in lieu
Compensation
moieties
in
certain
cases
under
the
customs
revenue
$10,000.
$10,000.
laws,
moieties in certain cases under the customs revenue

ofCtmoplsaieUe

REVENUE.
BUREAU
INTERNAL REVENUE.
OF INTERNAL
BUREAU OF

Internal revenue.
revenue.
Internal

Enforcing National
National
Enforcing
Prohibition Act.
Act.
Enforcement
National Prohibition
employment Prohbaition
Prohibition Act: For the employment
the National
of the
Enforcement of
Ante, p305.
p. 305.
of additional
additional officers,
officers, traveling
miscellaneous Ate,
necessary miscellaneous
other necessary
and other
traveling and
of
expenses
to
guard
intoxicating
liquors
in
bonded
and
wareother
and
bonded
expenses to guard intoxicating liquors in
houses, and
prevent violations
of the
National Prohibition
Act,
Prohibition Act,
the National
violations of
and prevent
houses,
$1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
Public
$1,000,000.
Public IIealth
Health ServPUBLIC HREALTH
liF AI TH SERVICE.
SERVICE.
ice.
ice.
PUBLIC
Pay, etc.,

Surgeon

urge
ePae, etc.
For
pay, allowance,
allowance, and
commutation of
quarters for commissioned General,
etc.
of quarters
and commutation
For pay,
medical
officers, including
ons
surgeons
assistant surge
General, assistant
Surgeon General,
the Surgeon
including the
medical officers,
general at
large not
exceeding three
pharmacists,
number, and pharmacists,
in number,
three in
not exceeding
at large
general
$856,000;
Ating asistant
surActing
assistant sur$856,000;
For pay
pay of
of acting
acting assistant
assistant surgeons
(noncommissioned medical
medical geons.
surgeons (noncommissioned
For
officers),
Pay
officers), $275,000;
$275 000;
Pay allotments
allotments perperhereafter.
mittedhereafter.
Hereafter
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized to
permit mitted
to permit
Secretary of
Hereafter the
officers
of the
the Public
Public Health
allotments from their
make allotments
to make
Service to
Health Service
officers of
pay under
under such
regulations as
prescribe;
he may
may prescribe;
as he
such regulations
pay
Other employees.
employees.
For
of all
other employees
employees (attendants,
(attendants, and
forth), $740,000;
$740,000; Other
so forth),
and so
all other
pay of
For pay
Freight, travel, etc.
including the Freight travel etc
For
freight, transportation,
and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
transportation, and
For freight,
expenses,
except membership
membership fees,
officers when
when officially
officially detailed
detailed
of officers
fees, of
expenses, except
to
attend meetings
of associations
promotion of public health,
health,
the promotion
for the
associations for
meetings of
to attend
$40,000;
$40,000;
Fuel, etc.
Fuel,
$40,000;
Fneletc.
For
water, $135,000;
$135,000;
and water,
light, and
fuel, light,
For fuel,
Furniture.
For
and repairs
$8,000;
same, $8,000;ture.
to same,
repairs to
furniture and
For furniture
Supplies.
Supplics
For
purveying
depot,
purchase
of
medical,
surgical,
and
hospital
hospital
For purveying depot, purchase of medical, surgical, and
supplies, $85,000;
$85,000:
supplies,

884
884
Labor
Hygienic
Lahoretory.
torv.
Marine
Marine hospitals.
Ante,
Ante, p. 651.
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a For maintaining
$45,000;
Laboratory, $45,000;
Hygienic Laboratory,
the Hygienic
For maintaining the
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including subsistence,
For
maintenance of
of marine
marine hospitals,
subsistence, and
and
hospitals, mcluding
For maintenance
all
other
expenses which
which are
are not included
included
miscellaneous expenses
necessary miscellaneous
other necessary
all
Proviso.
Proviso.
under
$625,000: Provided,
there may be admitted
admitted
Provided, That there
heads, $625,000:
special heads,
under special
Cases for study.
into
persons with
diseases
infectious or other diseases
with infectious
study persons
for study
hospitals for
said hospitals
into said
affecting the
the public
public health,
health, and not to exceed
exceed ten cases
cases in any one
affecting
hospital at
at one
one time;
hospital
Outside treatment,
treatmer
For medical
medical examinations,
examinations, care
care of seamen,
seamen care and treatment
treatment of
of
t.For
etc.
miscellaneous expenses
all
other persons
entitled to
expenses other
other
relief, and miscellaneous
to relief,
persons entitled
all other
than
marine hospitals,
which are
are not
under special
special heads,
heads,
included under
not included
hospitals, which
than marine
$220,000;
$220,000;
Transporting
Transporting reFor preparation
for shipment
shipment and
and transportation
former
transportation to their former
preparation for
For
of officers.
officers.
mains of
homes of
remains
of
officers who
who die
die in the line of duty, $5,000;
$5,000;
of officers
remains
of
homes
Books,
Books, etc.
For
and scientific
$500;
books, $500;
scientific books,
journals and
For journals
Inspection
alier
Inspection of aliens.
In
$3,034,500, which
include the amount necessary
necessary for the
shall include
which shall
all, $3,034,500,
In all,
885.
Vol. 39, p. 885.
medical
section 16 of the Act of
of
required by section
as required
aliens, as
of aliens,
inspection of
medical inspection
February 5,
5, 1917.
1917.
tFebruary
facilities to
Hospital facilities
For medical,
and hospital
and supplies for beneservices and
hospital services
surgical, and
medical, surgical,
°l- For
discharged sick
sick st.1discharged
tilers, etc.
diers,
of the
ficiaries
(other
than
war-risk
insurance
patients)
the Public Health
Health
patients)
insurance
war-risk
than
(other
3 ficiaries
Vol. 40, pp.
1302, 1304.
pp. 1302,13
Vol
Service,
personnel, regular
regular and reserve
reserve comnecessary personnel,
including necessary
Service, including
missioned officers
of the
the Public
Public Health
Service, clerical
clerical help in the
Health Service,
officers of
missioned
District
Columbia and
elsewhere, maintenance,
maintenance, equipment,
equipment, leases,
leases,
and elsewhere,
of Columbia
District of
fuel,
water, printing,
printing, freight,
transportation and travel, mainfreight, transportation
lights, water,
fuel, lights,
motor vehicles,
tenance
of passenger
passenger motor
vehicles, court costs and
operation of
and operation
tenance and
other
expenses
incident
to
proceedings
heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter taken
or
heretofore
proceedings
to
incident
expenses
other
for
mentally incompetent
incompetent persons
persons to
to hospitals
for
hospitals for
of mentally
commitment of
for commitment
reasonable
the
care
and
treatment
of
the
insane,
reasonable
burial
expenses
and
insane,
the
of
treatment
and
care
the
(not exceeding
exceeding $100
$100 for
for any
hospital), $4,000,000.
$4,000,000.
in hospital),
dying in
patient dying
any patient
(not
Use of allotme
allotments
to the
Insurance
Risk
War
of
Bureau
the
The
allotments
made
by
War
Insurance
by
made
allotments
The
S5from War
War Risk Ins
Insur
ance Bureau.
snot
Bureau.
Public Health
Service for
for the
the care
care of
of beneficiaries
beneficiaries of that bureau by
Service
Health
Public
Ante,
881.
p. 881.
Ante, P.
Public
expenditure by the Public
the
said service
service shall
be available
available for expenditure
also be
shall also
the said
necessary personnel,
Health Service
for necessary
personnel, regular
regular and
and
account for
that account
on that
Service on
Health
reserve commissioned
officers of the Public Health Service, clerical
commissioned officers
reserve
help
Columbia and
elsewhere, maintenance,
maintenance, equipequipand elsewhere,
of Columbia
District of
the District
in the
help in
transportation
ment,
leases,
fuel,
lights,
water,
freight,
transportation
printing,
water,
lights,
fuel,
ment, leases,
and
travel, and
maintenance and
and operation
operation of passenger
passenger motor
motor
and maintenance
and travel,
vehicles.
vehicles.
Quarantine service.
serv
Quarantine
Quarantine service:
service: For
For maintenance
maintenance and ordinary expenses,
Quarantine
651.
Ante, p. 651.
exclusive
of
pay
of
officers
and
employees, of quarantine
quarantine stations at
employees,
and
officers
of
exclusive of pay
Eastport and
and Portland,
Portland, Maine;
Maine; Boston,
Boston, Massachusetts;
Massachusetts; Providence,
Providence,
Eastport
Rhode
Island; Perth
Perth Amboy,
Amboy, New
Jersey; Delaware
Delaware Breakwater;
New Jersey;
Rhode Island;
Alexandria, VirReedy Island,
Island, and
and the
the Delaware
Delaware Bay and River; Alexandria,
Reedy
supplemental
and
ginia;
Baltimore,
Maryland;
Cape
Charles
and
supplemental
station
Charles
Cape
Maryland;
ginia; Baltimore,
thereto;
Newbern, and
Washington, North Carolina;
Carolina;
and Washington,
Fear, Newbern,
Cape Fear,
thereto; Cape
Georgetown,
and Port
Port Royal, South Carolina;
Carolina;
Beaufort, and
Charleston, Beaufort,
Georgetown, Charleston,
Savannah;
South Atlantic;
Atlantic; Darien:
Darien: Brunswick;
Brunswick; Cumberland
Cumberland Sound;
Savannah; South
Saint
River; Biscayne
Boca Grande;
Grande; Tampa
West; Boca
Key West;
Bay; Key
Biscayne Bay;
Johns River;
Saint Johns
Bay;
Port Inglis;
Inglis; Cedar
Cedar Key;
Key; Punta
Sound
Punta Rassa; Saint Georges Sound
Bay; Port
(East
and West
Saint Joseph;
Joseph; Saint Andrews
Andrews and Pensacola,
Pensacola,
Pass); Saint
West Pass);
(East and
Florida;
supplemental stations thereto;
thereto;
and supplemental
Orleans and
New Orleans
Mobile; New
Florida; Mobile;
Pascagoula:
Gulf;
Gulfport;
Galveston,
Laredo,
Eagle Pass, El
Laredo, Eagle
Galveston,
Pascagoula: Gulf; Gulfport;
Paso, Sabine,
Arthur, Orange,
Orange, Beaumont,
Beaumont, Port Aransas,
Port Arthur,
Sabine, Port
Paso,
Brownsville, Rio
Rio Grande
and Hidalgo,
Hidalgo, Texas;
Texas; San
San Diego, San
City, and
Grande City,
Brownsville,
Pedro and
ports, Santa
Monterey,
Francisco, Monterey,
San Francisco,
Barbara, San
Santa Barbara,
adjoining ports,
and adjoining
Pedro
and
California; Fort
Fort Bragg,
Bragg, Eureka,
Columbia River,
Eureka, Columbia
Harford, California;
Port Harford,
and Port
Townsend
Florence,
New port, Coos
and Gardner,
Oregon; Port Townsend
Gardner, Oregon;
Bay, and
Coos Bay,
Florence, Newport,
and
supplemental stations
stations thereto;
thereto; quarantine
systems of Alaska,
quarantine systems
and supplemental
the Hawaiian
the leprosy
hospital; Porto Rico;
Rico;
leprosy hospital;
including the
Islands, including
Hawaiian Islands,
the
and the
Virgin Islands;
exceeding $500 for
including and not exceeding
and including
Islands: and
the Virgin
and
printing on
on account
account of
the quarantine
quarantine service
at times when
when the exiservice at
of the
printing
gencies of
of that
service require
$255,000.
action, $255,000.
immediate action,
require immediate
that service
gencies
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reention of
of dePnirgen
Prevention
of epidemics:
epidemics: To
To enable
President, in
case only
only of
in case
the President,
enable the
Prevention of
threatened or
or actual
actual epidemic
epidemic of
cholera, typhus
typhus fever,
651.
fever, Ante, p. 651.
yellow fever,
fever, yellow
of cholera,
threatened
tion

of

epiepi-

smallpox, bubonic
plague or black death, trachoma,
trachoma,
Chinese plague
plague, Chinese
bubonic plague,
smallpox,
influenza or
or
infantile paralysis, to aid State and local boards, or
or infantile
influenza,
otherwise,
discretion, in
in preventing
suppressing the
preventing and suppressing
his discretion,
in his
otherwise, in
spread of
same and
emergency in
the execution
of an
any Prow.
execution of
in the
in such
such emergency
and in
the same,
of the
spread
quarantine
may be
be then
in force,
$355,000: Proided,
Provid, Report
Re;ort of expendiforce, $355,000:
then in
which may
laws which
quarantine laws
tures
That
detailed report
expenditures hereunder shall annually turesof the expenditures
report of
a detailed
That a
hereafter be
Field investigations.
investigtio
to Congress.
Congress.
submitted to
be submitted
hereafter
Field
Field investigations:
investigations: For
investigations of
of diseases
diseases of man and Fieldinestigations.
For investigations
Field
conditions
the propagation
thereof, including
including
spread thereof,
and spread
propagation and
influencing the
conditions influencing
sanitation
and
sewage,
and
the
pollution
of
navigable
streams and
navigable
of
pollution
the
and
sanitation and sewage,
q
lakes of
of the
the United
$300,000.
Interstate
service, $300,000.trate
personal service,
including personal
States, mcluduig
United States,
lakes
quarantine service.
Interstate
and tine
cooperation with State and
For cooperation
service: For
quarantine service:
Interstate quarantine
municipal
the prevention
spread of conprevention of the spread
in the
authorities in
health authorities
municipal health
tagious
and
infectious
diseases
in
interstate
traffic
$25,000.
Rural sanitation.
tagious and infectious diseases in interstate traffic, $25,000.
Rural
studies of,
demonstration work
work
of, and demonstration
special studies
For special
sanitation: For
Rural sanitation:
in, rural
rural sanitation,
sanitation inch
and including
including not to
services, and
personal services,.
including personal
in,
exceed $5,000
sanitation,
for
repair, and
operation po.
and operation
maintenance, repair,
exceed $5,000 for the purchase, maintenance,
Cooperation
of
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles,
$50,000:
Provided, States
Cooperation of
of
Provided,
$50,000:
vehicles,
of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
,etc ., required.
p

r

.

MYRe.

F

row

n.

That no
part of
of this
apyropriation. shall
for demonstrademonstra- states e
available for
be available
shall be
this apropriation
no part
That

tion
work in
in rural
rural sanitation
sanitation in.
any community
State
community unless the State,
in any
tion work
county, or
or municipality
in which
the community
community is
agrees to
located agrees
is located
which the
municipality in
county,
pay
one-half the
the expense
demonstration work.
work.
of such
such demonstration
expense of
pay one-half
Pellagra:
equipment, and
and raaintenance
of a
atemporary
temporary
maintenance of
rental, equipment,
For rental,
Pellagra: For
field
hospital
and
laboratory
,
including
pay
of
personnel,
for ipecial
special
for
personnel,
of
pay
including
field hospital and laboratory,
studies
of pellagra,
$16,250: Provided,
That no
of this
this sum
shall
sum shall
part of
no part
Provided, That
pellagra, $16,250:
studies of
be
available
for
expenditure
after
December
31,
1920.
1920.
31,
December
after
be available for expenditure
Biologic products:
To regulate
the propagation
propagation and
sale of
of viviand sale
regulate the
products: To
Biologic
ruses,
serums,
toxins,
and
analogous
products,
anti
for
th
w
preparation
preparation
the
for
and
products,
analogous
ruses, serums, toxins, and
of
diagnostic biologic
biologic products,
including personal servproducts, including
and diagnostic
curative and
of curative
ice, $50,000.
$50,000.
ice,
of Venereal
Venereal
For the
the maintenance
of the Division
Di
of
expenses of
and expenses
maintenance and
For
Act
Diseases,
established
by
sections
3
and
4
,
Chapter
XV
,
of
the Act
the
of
XV,
Chapter
4,
and
3
sections
by
Diseases, established
approved July
personal and
other services
services in the
and other
including personal
1918, including
9, 1918,
July 9,
approved

quired

Pellagra
Pellagra studies.

projo.
Imitation.

Proviso.
lohnitation.

etc.

Viruses, serums,
seums, etc.
Regulatingsales,etc.

Viruses,

Regulatingsalesetc.

of
.886
Venereal
Ve.
Venereal
Division of

Diseases.
Division
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40 p.
Vo.
Vol.
i
40,
p

$200,000.
of
in the
and
field
field
Toand
enable
in
the
theDistrict
District
Secretary
of Columbia,
Columbia
of the Treasury
$200,000.
to continue in effect the charged
Hospitals
soldiers,
far etc.
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to continue in effect the charged soldiers,etc.
provisions of
of the
the Act
"An Act
to authorize
authorize Vol.
v014
°,1).
2.
3.°
p. 13
40,
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
section 22 of
of section
provisions
the
Secretary of
to provide
and sanatorium
sanatorium
hospital and
provide hospital
Treasury to
the Treasury
of the
the Secretary
facilities
disabled soldiers, sailors, and
and disabled
sick and
discharged sick
for discharged
facilities for
marines,"
1919, $295,000.
$295,000.
3, 1919,
March 3,
approved March
marines," approved
ALIEN
CUSTODIAN.
PROPERTY CUSTODIAN.
ALIEN PROPERTY

Hospitals for dis-

Alien Property
Property Custodian.

todian.

Serc,ices,
Senices,

supplies,
supplies,

te.
For expenses
the Alien
Custodian authorized
authorized by the etc.
Property.Custodian
Alien Property
of the
expenses of
For
Vol. 40, p.415.
Act
entitled
"An
Act to
to define,
regulate, and
with Ante,
S4
vol-40P,p. 35.
trading with
punish trading
and punish
define, regulate,
Act
"An
entitled
Act
the
enemy,
and
for
other
purposes,"
approved
October
6,
1917,
1917,
6,
October
approved
purposes,"
the enemy, and for other
as
personal and
services and
and rental
of
rental of
other services
and other
including personal
amended; including
as amended;
quarters
in
the
District
of
Columbia
and
elsewhere,
per
allowallowdiem
per
elsewhere,
and
Columbia
of
quarters in the District
ances
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence not
traveling expenses,
expenses,
$4, traveling
exceeding $4,
not exceeding
in lieu
ances in
printing
and
binding,
law
books,
books
of
reference
and periodicals,
periodicals,
and
reference
of
books
books,
law
printing and binding,
supplies
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
of
and operation of
and maintenance,
equipment, and
and equipment,
supplies and
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles,
$455,000.
vehicles,
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled
AMERICAN PRINTING
PRINTING HOUSE
HOUSE FOR
FOR Tki.k.:
BLIND.
THE BLIND.
AMERICAN
To
House for
for the
the Blind
more adeBlind more
Printing House
American Printing
the American
enable the
To enable
quately to
provide books
apparatus for
for the
of the
education of
the education
and apparatus
books and
to provide
quately
blind
in accordance
of the
the Act
approved August
Act approved
provisions of
the provisions
with the
accordance with
blind in
4, 1919,
$40,000.
1919, $40,000.
4,

American Printing
American

House for
the Blind.
lind.
forthe
House
Expenses.
Expenses.
Ante, p. 2;
2;2.
Antep.
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Board of Mediation
Mediation
and Conciliation.
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and ex-

ex-

ex-

1920.
1920.

BOARD OF MEDIATION
MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION.
CONCILIATION.

ex"

Authority
Authority for
pence&
penses.

II . CH.
235.
SESS. II.
Ci. 235.

For commissioner,
commissioner, $7,500; assistant commissioner,
commissioner, $5,000;
$5,000; necesnecessary and proper expenses incurred
connection with any arbitration
arbitration
incurred in connection
or with the carrying
carrying on of the work of mediation
mediation and
and conciliation,
conciliation,
including rent in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, traveling
traveling and other
other
necessary expenses of members
members or employees of boards of arbitraarbitration, furniture, office fixtures and supplies, books of reference
reference and
and
periodicals, salaries,
periodicals,
salaries, traveling expenses,
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses
expenses, and other
employees of the Board of Mediation
of members
members or employees
Mediation and Conciliation,
Conciliation,
to be approved
approved by the chairman
in all,
all, $35,000.
$35,000.
chairman of said
said board, $22,500;
$22,500; in
Authority for incurring
incurring expenses,
expenses, including
subsistence, by
by boards
boards
including subsistence,
of arbitration
arbitration shall
shall first be
be obtained
obtained from the
the Board
Board of
of Mediation
Mediation
Conciliation.
and Conciliation.

Civil Service
Service Commission.

CIVIL SERVICE
SERVICE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

Expenses of Retirement
mLent Act. of RetireAnte, p.
Ante,
619.
p. 619.

To carry out the provisions
provisions of section 13 of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
Act for the retirement
retirement of employees
classified civil
civil service,
service,
employees in
in the classified
and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved May 22, 1920,
including perper1920, including
sonal services
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, stationery,
stationery, printing,
printing,
purchase of books, office equipment
equipment and other supplies,
supplies $50,000,
$50,000, of
of
which
sum $4,000
$4,000 shall
shall be
be immediately
immediately available:
That
which sum
available: Provided,
Provided, That
no person shall be employed
employed hereunder
hereunder at aa rate
rate of compensation
compensation
exceeding $1,740
annum except
except one at $2,000-and
exceeding
$1,740 per annum
$2,000-and four at $1,800
$1,800
each.
COMMISSION
COMMISSION OF FINE
FINE ARTS.
ARTS.

iExpenes

Proviso.
yrestricton.
Pay
restriction.

Commission of Fine
Arts.
Expenses.
Expenses.
Vol. 36, p. 371.

Vol' 36, p 371

Council of National
Council
Defense.

For expenses
expenses made
made necessary
necessary by the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act establishing a
a Commission of Fine Arts,"
Arts," approved
approved May 17,
17, 1910, includincluding the purchase of periodicals,
periodicals, maps, and books of reference, to
be
to be
disbursed on vouchers approved
approved by
the commission
commission by
the officer
officer
by the
by the
in charge
charge of public buildings
grounds, who
shall be
be the
buildings and grounds,
who shall
the secretary
secretary
and shall act as the executive
officer of
$10,000.
executive officer
of said
said commission, $10,000.

COUNCIL
NATIONAL DEFENSE.
COUNCIL OF NATIONAL

p Salaries and expenses.aries and ex-

For expenses of the Council of National Defense; for
for the
employthe employment of a
a director, secretary,
expert, clerical,
secretary, chief clerk, and
and other
other expert,
clerical,
and other assistance;
assistance; equipment
equipment and supplies, including
including law
law books,
books,
periodicals; subsistence
books of reference,
reference, newspapers,
newspapers, and periodicals;
and
subsistence and
travel; and printing and binding done
done at
at the
the Government
Government Printing
Printing
Prorisos.
Pares'triction.
Office, $75,000:
Provided, That no
no salary
salary shall
be paid
paid to
to any
any officer
officer
$75,000: Provided,
Pay restriction.
shall be
or employee
employee of the council
excess of $6,000
per annum:
Provided
council in excess
$6,000 per
annum: Provided
Information
further, That
That the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
of the
the $32,000
$32,000 heretofore
heretofore
ic Inrrmtnfurther,
c Public
balance of
Committee.
appropriated
for liquidating
the affairs
the Committee
Committee on
Public
Ante,
p. 327..
A nte, p.
appropriated for
liquidating the
affairs of
of the
on Public
Information
Information is hereby
hereby reappropriated.
reappropriated.
of Columbia.
District ofColumbia.
Columbia Hospital,
Cotumbia
Hospital,
etc.
Repairs,
etc.
Repairs,etc.

a l f from
Ralf
from
revenues.

re

A We,
837.
rt, p. 83s.

s t ic
District
Di
t

DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.
Columbia
Columbia Hospital and Lying-in Asylum:
Asylum: For
general repairs
repairs
For general
and for
construction, including
labor and
and material
material for
for
for additional construction,
including labor
each and every
ted i
therewith,
for expenses
expens esof
of
every item connected
connected
therewith, $5,000;
$5,000; for
heat, light, and power required in
n and
the operation
operation of
and about
about the
of the
the
hospital, $15,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary;
in all,
all,
necessary; in
$20,000, to be expended
expended under the direction
$20,000,
direction of the Superintendent
Superintendent
of the Capitol, and paid, one-hall
District
one-half out of the
the revenues
revenues of
of the District
of Columbia and one-half out of the Treasury
United States.
Treasury of
of the United
States.
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COMMISSION.
EMPLOYEES ' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION COMMISSION.
EMPLOYEES'

ComEmployees'
pensation
Employees' CommisCom
Commispensation
sion.
a lari

s es.
S
ALARIES: Three
commissioners, at $4,000 each;
each; secretary,
secretary, $3,000;
$3,000; Salaries.
Three commissioners,
SALARIES:
attorney, $4,000;
$4,000; chief statistician,
statistician, $3,500; chief
chief of accounts, $2,500;
$2,500;
attorney,
assistant chief
of accounts,
accounts, $1,600;
accountant, $2,250;
$2,250; claim exam$1,600; accountant,
chief of
assistant
iners—chief $2,250,
assistant $2,000,
assistant $1,800,
$1,800, five
five assistants
assistants
$2,000, assistant
$2,250, assistant
iners-chief
$1,600
at
$1,600 each;
special agents-two
agents—two at
$1,800 each,
each, two at $1,600
at $1,800
each; special
at $1,600
each; clerks—seven
of class
twelve of class two, twentythree, twelve
class three,
clerks-seven of
each;
seven of
of class
class one,
$1,000 each;
telephone operator,
operator,
each; chief telephone
at $1,000
three at
one, three
seven
$1,000; messenger,
messenger, $840;
$840; experts
experts and
and temporary
temporary assistants
assistants in the
$1,000;
a rate not exceedDistrict of
Columbia and elsewhere to be paid at a
exceedof Columbia
District
ing
$8 per
day, arid
temporary clerks,
clerks, stenographers,
typewriters
stenographers, or typewriters
and temporary
per day,
ing $8
$100
a rate not exceeding $100
to be
be paid
paid at a
in the
of Columbia, to
in
the District
District of
per
$10,000; in
all, $124,940.
$124,940.
Contingent
in all,
month, $10,000;
per month,
Contingent epense
expenses.
o
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES: For
For furniture
furniture and other
equipment and
other equipment
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
periodicals, stationery,
thereto; law books, books of reference, periodicals,
repairs thereto;
and
supplies; traveling
traveling ex
•
enses; printing
to be
at Medical
and supplies;
Medical
expenses;
printing and
and binding
binding to
be done
done at
examina
examins.
Sons, etc.
the
Ilice; medical
examinations, traveling
traveling and tions,
medical examinations,
Printing Office;
the Government
Government Printing
Vol. 39, p. 747.
payable to employees
other
and loss
loss of wages payable
employees under
under section
section Vol 39, p. 74.
expenses, and
other expenses,
21 of
the Act
Act of
miscellaneous items;
items;
7, 1916, and for miscellaneous
of September
September 7,
21
of the
in
Compensation
$30,000.
in all,
all, $30,000.
Compensation fund.
fund.
from.
Alowancesirom.
payment of compenEMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION FuND: For
compen- Allowances
For the payment
EMPLOYEES'
Vol. 39, ppp.
p 743, 745.
sation provided
Act to
to provide
provide compensation
compensation for
employees VoL 39, . 743 745.
for employees
"An Act
by "An
provided by
sation
of
the United
States suffering
injuries while
while in
the performance
performance of
in the
suffering injuries
United States
of the
their duties,
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
September 7,
7, 1916,
approved September
and for
duties, and
their
including
surgical, and
and hospital
supplies proand supplies
services, and
hospital services,
medical, surgical,
including medical,
vided
and burial
burial expenses
expenses
transportation and
the transportation
and the
9, and
by section
section 9,
vided by
provided by
and 11,
$2,500,000, to
to remain
remain available
available until
until
11, $2,500,000,
9 and
sections 9
by sections
provided
expended.
expended.
FEDERAL
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
EDUCATION.
BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL
FEDERAL BOARD

Vocational
Vocational
tion
tion Board.

EducaEduca-

t ai
Rehabilitation
of
Vocational rehabilitation:
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for carrying
carrying discharged
tisoer
dihabge
rehabilitation: For
Vocational
soldiers,

out
of the
the Act entitled "An
etc.
"An Act to provide for the etc.
provisions of
the provisions
out the
Vol. 40, pp. 617, 1179.
ol. 40, pp. 617,1179.
employment
civil
vocational
rehabilitation
return
to
employment of disabled
disabled Ante,
and
rehabilitation
vocational
p. 159.
persons
naval forces
forces of
of the
the United
United
Ncp.1
or naval
military or
the military
from the
discharged from
persons discharged
States,
and for
approved June
June 27, 1918,
1918, as amended,
amended,
purposes," approved
for other
other purposes,"
States, and
including
services in
i
n the
elsewhere,
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere,
the District of
personal services
including personal
funeral
expenses (including
(including transportation
transportation of
incidental expenses
other incidental
and other
funeral and
remains) of
of deceased
trainees of
of the
the board,
printing and binding to
board, printin
deceased trainees
remains)
books,
be
at the
Government Printing Office,
Office, law 'bo
oks, books of
the Government
done at
be done
Rent allowance,conallowance, conreference, and
of which
which sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding Rent
$90,000,000, of
periodicals, $90,000,000,
and periodicals,
reference,
ditional.
;tional.
Columof
the
$5,000
may
be
expended
for
rent
quarters
in
District
of
quarters
rent
$5,000 may be expended for
bia if
space is
is not
not provided
Commission:
Public Buildings Commission:
by the Public
provided by
if space
bia
Proviso.
Provided,
That the
the salary
salary limitations
limitations placed
upon the
the appropriation
appropriation Proiso.
placed upon
Provided, That
Pay restrictions.
Ayt, pe.
for
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation by
by the
the Sundry
p.t9s.
159.
Appropriation Act Alas,
Civil Appropriation
Sundry Civil
for vocational
approved July
July 19,
shall apply
apply to
to the
the appropriation
appropriation herein
herein made
1919, shall
19, 1919,
approved
except that
be employed
employed during
1921, in
fiscal year 1921,
during the fiscal
may be
there may
that there
except
Additional employemployaddition to
to this
limitation, employees
employees at
rates of
compensation Additional
of compensation
at annual
annual rates
this limitation,
addition
ees authorized.
as follows:
follows: One
at not
to exceed
one at
to exceed
$5,000, eesauthorized.
exceed $5,000,
not to
at not
$6,500, one
exceed $6,500,
not to
One at
as
two
not to
$4,000 each,
ten at
exceed $3,500 each,
to exceed
at not to
each, ten
exceed $4,000
to exceed
at not
two at
ten
at not
to exceed
exceed $3,250
$3,250 each,
each, and
exceed $3,000 each.
to exceed
and ten at not to
not to
ten at
FEDERAL TRADE
COMMTSSION.
TRADE COMMISSION.
For
five commissioners,
each; secretary, $5,000; in all,
at $10,000 each;
commissioners, at
For five
$55,000.
$55,000.
For
authorized expenditures
expenditures of
of the
ComTrade ConmFederal Trade
the Federal
other authorized
all other
For all
mission
in
performing
the
duties
imposed
by
or
pursuance
of
pursuance
in
law
by
imposed
duties
the
performing
in
mission
law, including
including personal
Columbia
the District of Columbia
services in the
other services
and other
personal and
law,

Federal Trade
Trade Comr
Corn.
Federal
mission.
al ar i
sSalaries.
"

An other expenses.

Al other expenses.
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Vol. 3
3, ,p. 722.
722.
Vol.
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CH. 235.
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1920.

reference,
and elsewhere, supplies and equipment, law books, books of reference,
periodicals,
and binding, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, per diem in
in
periodicals, printing and
lieu
subsistence not
to exceed
exceed $4,
newspapers, foreign postage,
$4, newspapers,
not to
lieu of
of subsistence
and witness
and mileage
mileage in
in accordance
accordance with
with section
section 9
9 of the
fees and
witness fees
and
Federal Trade
$900,000.
Act, $900,000.
Commission Act,
Trade Commission
Federal

Interdepartmental
Interdepartmental
Social Hygiene
Hygiene Board.
Board.

INTERDEPARTMENTAL
INTERDEPARTMENTAL SOCIAL
SOCIAL HYGIENE
HYGIENE BOARD.

conferred upon the Interdepartmental
Interdepartmental
and powers
powers conferred
duties and
The duties
Social Hygiene
by Chapter
of the
the Army
Appropriation
Army Appropriation
XV of
Chapter XV
Board by
Social
Hygiene Board
Act
approved July
with respect
respect to
to the
the expenditure
expenditure of the
9, 1918,
1918, with
July 9,
Act approved
appropriations
made therein
therein are
are extended
extended and
made applicable
applicable to
and made
Vol. 40, p. 886.
appropriations made
8s6.
vol.
the
appropriations for
similar purposes
purposes made in this Act.
for similar
the appropriations
Expenses.
Expenses.
For expenses of the board,
board including
including personal services
services in the
reference and periodicals,
District
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere,
periodicals,
elsewhere, books of reference
District of
traveling, and
printing and binding, traveling,
and other necessary
necessary expenses,
printing
$80,000.
$80,000.
protecting the military and naval forces
states.
For assisting the States in protecting
Assistance
Assistance to States.
forces
of
the United
United States
against venereal
diseases, $150,000;
$150,000; and the
the
venereal diseases,
States against
of the
(approximately $250,000),
balance on June 30, 1920 (approximately
Unexpended
ba1- unexpended
$250,000), of
balunexpended balance
Unexpended
ance reapprooriated.
ance
reapprooriated.
Vol. 40,
p.
the
heretofore made
made for
for this
this purpose
purpose is
is continued
continued and
and
the appropriation
appropriation heretofore
Vaol.e
4, p7.
p. 887.
Proviso,
made
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921: Provided,
Provided, That no part
part
available during
made available
Promvs.
aided.
Instit
at ions exex- of
ofthese
hall be
be expended
in assisting
assisting reformatories,
detention
reformatories, detention
expended in
shall
sums s
these sums
Iestitutions
homes hospitals,
hospitals, or
or other
similar institutions
institutions in the maintenance
maintenance of
other similar
homes,
venereelly infected
persons;
infected persons;
venereally

Direction off expendDirection o expenditures.

Allotment to States
for treatment, etc.
Unexpended
bal-

For allotment to the various States for the prevention,
prevention, treatment,
treatment,

control of
venereal diseases,
diseases, $450,000;
and the
unexpended
the unexpended
$450,000; and
of venereal
and control
Unerependtt bal- and
ance reappropriated.
balance on
on June
June 30,
(approximately $300,000),
$300,000), of
of the
the approappro1920 (approximately
30, 1920
balance
sst
p. 887.
Vol.Or
40, p.
priation
made for
for this
this purpose
purpose is
continued and
and made
made
is continued
heretofore made
priation heretofore
Proviso.
available
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921:
1921: Provided,
That no
no part of this
Provided, That
available during
Protiso.
State ciompln.e
compliance sum
sum shall
shall be
allotted to
any State
such State,
State, in aa manner
marmer
unless such
State unless
to any
be allotted
wiste
with conditions etc.,
required.
required.
,
satisfactory to the board, shall have complied
complied with, and shall have
given assurance
of continued
continued compliance
the conditions
conditions and
and
compliance with, the
assurance of
given
and the expenditures
regulations
such allotments
expenditures that may
allotments and
governing such
regulations governing
be made therefrom;
therefrom;
be

For payment
universities, colleges,
colleges, and other suitable
suitable institupayment to universities,
tions,
for scientific
discovering more
the purpose
purpose of discovering
research for the
scientific research
tions, for
treatment of veneeffective medical
measures in the
the prevention
prevention and treatment
medical measures
effective
real diseases,
diseases, $85,000;
$85,000;
real
Developing
educaeducaFor payment
Developing
payment to universities,
universities, colleges,
colleges, and other suitable institutional
methods of
pretiona methods
O prer tions and organizations for
the purpose
and developing
developing
discovering and
purpose of
of discovering
tions and organizations for the
vention, etc.
vention,
etc.
more
educational measures
measures in
prevention of veneral
veneral
in the prevention
effective educational
more effective
diseases,
$250,000;
diseases, $250,000;
ro
Contributions
respective sums contained
No part of the respective
contained in the two preceding
preceding
n
Contributieonsi from
universities, etc.. required.
quirei.
paragraphs shall be paid to any university, college,
paragraphs
college, institution, or
organization
does not set
aside an
an additional sum for the
set aside
which does
organization which
the
same purpose
purpose at
at least
equal to
to the
the amount
received from the
to be received
amount to
least equal
same
United
States;
United States;
$1,015,000.
In all,
Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board, $1,015,000.
all, Interdepartmental
In

niversrties, etc., for
Universities,etc.,for
discovering preventive

dimSeingpreventie
measures.

Interstate Commerce

Interstate Commerce
Commission.
Cornmission.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE
INTERSTAIE
COMMERCE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

For
eleven commissioners,
commissioners, at
at $12,000 each;
$7,500; in
secretary, $7,500;
each; secretary,
For eleven
$139,500.
all, $139,500.
For
all other
other authorized
expenditures necessary
necessary in
in the
execution
the execution
authorized expenditures
For all
Expenses.
Eir0les.
Per
diem subsistence
regulate
commerce,
including
per
in
lieu
of
subsistence
diem
stbsistence. of laws to regulate
Perdiem
commerce,
Vol. is, p. 680.
when allowed
allowed pursuant
pursuant to
to section
of the
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Civil AppropriAmount
for counsel.
counsel .
Appropri13 of
section 13
when
Amunfor
ation Act
August 1,
1, 1914,
$1,600,000, of
of which sum there
there
1914, $1,600,000,
approved August
Act approved
ation
may
be expended
expended not
exceeding $50,000
$50,000 in
in the
the employment
employment of
of
not exceeding
may be
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 for necessary
necessary books, reports, and
not exceeding
counsel, not

Salaries.
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periodicals,
not exceeding
the purchase
for the
open market
market for
in the
the open
$100 in
exceeding $100
periodicals, not
of
similar i
nclass
or kind
kind to
the general
general
to that
that listed in the
in
class or
furniture similar
of office
office furniture
D.C.
sup]pl.y schedule,
schedule, and
of buildings
in Rent, D.C.
buildings inBit,
rent of
for rent
$120,000 for
exceeding $120,000
and not
not exceeding
supply
Proviso.
the
District
of
Columbia:
Provided,
That
this
appropriation
shall
not
shallnot
appropriation
That
this
Provided,
of
Columbia:
the District
Condition.
be
available for rent of buildings
of Columbia if suitable
the District
District of
in the
buildings in
be available
space
Commission.
Buildings Commission.
by the Public Buildings
space is provided
provided by
Enforcing accountaccountTo
Commerce Commission
Commission to enforce
enforce comcom- ingEnforcing
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
enable the
To enable
by railroads.
Vol.
34,
p.
593
Vol.
.
93;;VoL
34r
Vol.
to
Act
the
of
pliance
with
section
20
and
other
sections
of
the
Act
regulate
sections
other
and
20
section
pliance with
36 p. 346.
A nte, p. 493.
commerce
as amended
Act approved
approved June
and as
as 36Anp.s493.
29, 1906,
1906, and
June 29,
by the
the Act
amended by
commerce as
amended by
by the
1920, including
employment
including the employment
Act, 1920,
the Transportation.
Transportation Act,
amended
of
agents or
of necessary
necessary special
special accounting
accounting agents
or examiners,
examiners, $600,000.
$600,000.
niway safety ap
Railway
appliances.
To
enable the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission to
to keep
keep informed
informed piances.
the Interstate
To enable
Vol. 27, P. 531 ;Vol.
regarding
to enforce
enforce compliance
compliance with
with Acts
to promote
promote the
the safety
safety 29,
v. 32, p.943
; Vol. ;
29pp..'827
Acts to
and to
85;Vol.
regarding and
of
employees and
upon railroads;
railroads; the
Act requiring
requiring common
common V
of employees
and travelers
travelers upon
the Act
Vol36,
A.
c
3
JaT
ep.nt298
7.,
36, p. JOU.
vAiontso.
authorizing investigations
carriers to make reports of accidents and authorizing
investig invesations Vol.
Block signals, etc.
Commerce Commission to inves- Blockinalsetc.
Interstate
the
to
enable
and
thereof;
thereof;
and
and
test
to block-signal
enable the Interstate
and train-control
Commerce
systems
Commission
and appliances
to
tigate

tigate and test block-signal and train-control systems and appliances

intended
to promote
the safety
of railway
as authorized
authorized by
operation, as
railway operation
safety of
promote the
intended to
Vol. 34,
p. 838;
838; Vol.
Volp.
3. ;
the
joint resolution
resolution approved
30, 1906,
and the
the provision
provision of
of the
the 35,Vo1906, and
June 30,
approved June
the joint
p. 324
Vol. 38,
212. '
3 p
Vo.
'
23.
Sundry
Civil
Act
approved
May
27,
1908,
including
the
employment
employment
the
including
Sundry Civil Act approved May 27, 1908,
Per diem subsistence.
of
inspectors, and
diem in
pur- Vol.
Pvol.s,p.sc0.
38, p.680.
allowed purwhen allowed
subsistence when
of subsistence
in lieu
lieu of
per diem
and per
of inspectors,
approved
suant
to section
13 of
of the
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
the Sundry
section 13
suant to
August
$313,600.
1, 1914,
1914, $313,600.
August 1,
Physical valuation
al
ation
Interstate Cornenable the Interstate
of railroads.
aluation of
of property
of carriers:
carriers: To enable
Com- ofilroads.
property of
Valuation
Vol.
37,
p.
701
Vol.
merce Commission
Commission to
entitled "An
701;;Vol
p.
37,
"An 40,Vol.
Act entitled
the Act
of the
objects of
the objects
out the
carry out
to carry
merce
P. 271.
Act
to
amend
an
Act
entitled
'An
Act
to
regulate
commerce,'
apapcommerce,'
Act to amend an Act entitled 'An Act to regulate
proved
1887, and
and all
all Acts
thereof," by proamendatory thereof,"
Acts amendatory
4, 1887,
February 4,
proved February
viding for
valuation of
the several
classes of
of property
of carriers
carriers Issues of stock, etc.
property of
of the
several classes
for a
a valuation
viding
subject thereto
securing information
information concerning
concerning their
their stocks,
stocks, IPesostock,etc.
thereto and
and securing
subject
Per diemsubsistenee.
bonds, and
approved March
March 1,
including, per
38, p. 680.
veoi.i3Sp.ts.
per Vol.
1913, including
1, 1913,
securities,' approved
other securities
and other
bonds,
diem
of subsistence
pursuant to section 13 of the
allowed pursuant
when allowed
subsistence when
lieu of
in lieu
diem in
Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Act approved
1 1914,
1914, and
and includinclud- Rent, D. C.
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
approved August
August 1,
ing
for rent
rent of
of buildings
the District
District of
PrentioD.
in the
of Proviso.
$20,000 for
buildings in
ing not
not exceeding
exceeding $20,000
Columbia,
Provided, That
That this
appropriation shall
shall not
not be
be Condition.
Condition.
this appropriation
$1,750,000: Provided,
Columbia, $1,750,000:
available for
of buildings
buildings in
in the
the District
of Columbia
suitable
if suitable
Columbia if
District of
rent of
for rent
available
space
provided by
by the
Public Buildings
Buildings Commission.
Safe locomotive
boillocomotive boilSafe
Commission.
the Public
is provided
space is
ers etc.
For all
all authorized
authorized expenditures
of the
Act of
etc.36, p.
of er,
the Act
provisions of
the provisions
under the
expenditures under
For
p. 913;
913 ;Vol.
Vol.
Vol. 3,
40, p.
61.
February
the safety
safety of
travelers 40,
p.616.
and travelers
employees and
of employees
promote the
" To
To promote
1911, "
17, 1911,
February 17,
upon
railroads by
compelling common
common carriers
envaired in
in interstate
interstate
carriers engaged
by compelling
upon railroads
commerce to
equip their
locomotives with
safe and
and suitable
suitable boilers
boilers Vol.
commerce
to equip
their locomotives
with safe
Vol. 3,38, p.
p. 12.
1192.
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto,"
amendment of
4, 1915,
1915, exexof March
March 4,
and amendment
thereto," and
and
tending "
the same
same powers
powers and
and duties
with respect
respect to
to all
and
parts and
all parts
duties with
"the
tending
appurtenances of
and tender,"
such stenostenoincluding such
tender," including
locomotive and
the locomotive
of the
appurtenances
graphic
and clerical
to the
two assistants
assistants
his two
and his
inspector and
chief inspector
the chief
help to
clerical help
graphic and
as the
Interstate Commerce
Commission may
deem necessary,
and Perdiemsubsistence.
necessary, and
may deem
Per diem subsistence.
Commerce Commission
as
the Interstate
Vol. 38,, p.
p. 680.
680.
for per
per diem
in lieu
lieu of
subsistence when
when allowed
to section
section vol.
pursuant to
allowed pursuant
of subsistence
diem in
for
13 of
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act approved
1, 1914,
1914,
August 1,
approved August
the Sundry
13
of the
$290,000.
Linoln
$290,000.
Lincoln Memoral
Memorial
Commission.
o
commison.
LINCOLN
MEMORIAL COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
LINCOLN MEMORIAL
Dedication
expenses.
Dedication expenses.

Appropriation conconAppropriation
The appropriation
expenses of
Memorial, tinued.
Lincoln Memorial,
the Lincoln
dedicating the
of dedicating
for expenses
appropriation for
The
Ante, p. iso.
180.
contained
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
year tInl,rp.
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
Sundry Civil
in the
contained in
1920,
continued and
and made
available for
for the
the same
purpose during
during
same purpose
made available
is continued
1920, is
the
year 1921.
fiscal year
the fiscal
Advisory
Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics.
NATIONAL ADVISORY
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE FOR
FOR AERONAUTICS.
Aeronatics.
AERONAUTICS. for
NATIONAL

All expenses.
expense's.
All
38, p. 930;Vol.
For
3, p. 30; Vol.
ol.557.
reports 40,Vol.
special reports
and special
investigations, and
technical investigations,
research, technical
scientific research,
For scientific
p.
in
the
field
of
aeronautics,
includi
g
the
necessary
laboratory
and
p.7.
40,
and
laboratory
necessary
the
in the field of aeronautics, including
technical assistants;
assistants; traveling
of members
and employees;
employees;
members and
expenses of
traveling expenses
technical
44281°-21
58
44281°-21--58

890
890
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office supplies, printing, and other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, including
technical periodicals
periodicals and books of reference;
reference; equipment,
equipment, maintenance,
maintenance,
and
operation of research
research laboratory
laboratory and
and wind
wind tunnel,
tunnel, and construcconstrucand operation
tion of additional buildings
buildings necessary in connection
connection therewith; maintenance and operation
operation of
passenger-carrying
tenance
of one
one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle; and purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and
operation of
of one
passengervehicle;
and operation
one passengercarrying
cycle; personal
personal services in the field and in the Discarrying motor cycle;
Proviso.
Columbia: Provided,
the sum
to be
be paid
out of
of this
this
paid out
sum to
That the
Provided, That
of Columbia:
trict of
ev- trict
Clerical,
etc.,
cleric
appropriation
ices.
appropriation for clerical, drafting, watchmen, and messenger
messenger service
for
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
30, 1921,
1921, shall
shall not
$50,000; in
for the
fiscal year
June 30,
not exceed
exceed $50,000;
in
$200,000.
all, $200,000.
Railroad
Labor
Railroad
RAILROAD
BOARD.
RAILROAD LABOR BOARD.
Board.

Salaries.
Salaries.

$5,000;
For nine members of the board, at $10,000
$10,000 each; secretary, $5,000;
in all, $95,000.
$95,000.

other authorized
expenditures of
For all other
authorized expenditures
the Railroad
Railroad Labor
Labor Board
Board
of the
in performing the duties imposed by law, including
including personal
personal and other
services
supplies and equipColumbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, supplies
equipservices in the District of Columbia
ment, law books and books of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, printing and
Rent, D.. C.
c.
Rent,
binding, traveling expenses, per diem in lieu of subsistence, rent of
of
Condition.
quarters in
the District
space is
is not
not provided
provided by
by the
the
ondition
quarters
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia if
if space
Public Buildings Commission, rent of quarters outside the District of
Amount for fiscal Columbia, witness fees, and mileage,
Amount
of which
mileage, $355,000,
$355,000, of
which sum
sum $50,000
$50,000
year 1920.
ear 1920.
shall be available for the fiscal year 1920.
other expenses.
All otherexpenses.
Ante, p. 470.
Ane,
p. 470.

Rock Creek
Pocreek and
and Potomac
Parkway Corntomac Parkway
Commis.sion.
mission.

Rock

Acquiring additional
Acquiringadditional
land.
Vol. 37, p. 885.

vol

ROCK CREEK
CREEK AND POTOMAC
POTOMAC PARKWAY
COMMISSION.
PARKWAY COMMESSION.

TO
created by section 22 of the Public BuildTo enable the commission created

ings Act
Act approved
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at
Large,
ings
approved March
March 4,
4, 1913
1913 (Thirty-seventh
at Large,

page 885), to continue proceedings
proceedings toward the acquisition of lands

required for
for a
aconnecting
Park, the
the ZoologZoologrequired
connecting parkway
parkway between
between Potomac
Potomac Park,

ical
$200,000, to be
ical Park, and
and Rock
Rock Creek Park,
Park, $200,000,
be available
available until
until expended
and to
be payable
one-half out
of the
United
out of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
pended and
to be
payable one-half
States
and one-half
one-half out
of the
Columbia:
of Columbia:
District of
the District
the revenues
revenues of
out of
of the
States and
.
Provided,
total area of lands
lands finally
Provided, That the total
finally to
to be acquired
for said
said
acquired for
parkway
shall not
delineated
parkway shall
not exceed
exceed the area and parcels described
described and delineated
m the map numbered
Document Numbered
Numbered
numbered 2, contained in House Document
1114 of the Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth Congress, first session, except that the followincluded.
ing parcels outside the said taking line shall be included,
Land included.
included, namely, three
Description.
Description.
hundred
and fifteen feet
feet of
of lot
hundred and
hundred and
and one,
one, three
three hundred
hundred
lot eight
eight hundred
and ninety-eight and one-half feet of lot fifty-four, five thousand and
thirty-five feet of lots thirty-nine, forty, forty-one,
forty-one, forty-two, and
forty-three, lots eight hundred
forty-three,
hundred and
and twenty-six,
twenty-six, eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-seven, and eight hundred and twenty-eight,
twenty-seven,
twenty-eight, containing
containing four
four
thousand nin.e
thirty-six, thirtythousand
nine hundred and fifteen feet,
feet, and lots thirty-six,
seven, and thirty-eight, containing
containing six thousand nine hundred and
eighty-three feet,
m square
twenty-five hundred
forty-four; and
and
eighty-three
feet, in
square twenty-five
hundred and
and forty-four;
hundred and
lots eight hundred and nineteen, eight hundred
and twenty, nineteen
nineteen
and
thousand six
twenty-six feet,
and twenty,
twenty, containing
containing ten thousand
six hundred
hundred and twenty-six
twenty-one, eight hundred
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen ' eight hundred
hundred
part of lots twenty-one,
fifteen, eight
and fifteen,
eight hundred and sixteen, eight
eight hundred and
and seventeen,
and forty-five, containing ten thousand two hundred and
and ninety
ninety feet,
feet,
twenty-two, and eight hundred
and lots forty-six, eight hundred and twenty-two,
containing nine thousand
forty-six
and twenty-one, containing
thousand one hundred
hundred and forty-six
feet,
forty-three, in all, forty-seven
feet, in square
square twenty-five
twenty-five hundred
hundred and forty-three,
forty-seven
thousand seven hundred and eight and fifty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet:
feet:
Conditions
imposed. Provided
Conditionsimposed.
Provided further,
expenditure of
further, That the expenditure
of the
the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated
Vol. 39, p. 282.
voi 39,p.2S2.
herein
herein shall be subject to all the conditions imposed by the Sundry
approved July
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
July 1, 1916.
1916.

Half from
District
from District
revenues.
A'ren.
A
sh. p. 837.
Prorisos.
Proisos.
Area
Area limited.
imited.
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SEss.
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CH.
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891

1920.
1920.

SHIPPING
BOARD.
SHIPPING BOARD.

each; secretary,
For
commissioners, at $7,500
$7,500 each;
secretary, $5,000;
$5,000; in all,
For five
five commissioners,
$42,500.
$42,500.
Act approved
For
expenditures authorized
authorized by
by the
the Act
approved SeptemSeptemother expenditures
For all
all other
of attorneys,
as amended,
amended, including
including the
the compensation
compensation of
attorneys,
1916, as
ber 7,
7, 1916,
officers,
experts, examiners,
clerks, and
and
officers, naval
naval architects,
architects, special
special experts,
examiners, clerks,
other
employees in
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; and for
for
in the District
District of Columbia
other employees
including the rental of quarters outall other expenses of the board, including
side
the District
District of
Columbia law
books, books
books of
reference, and
side the
of Columbia,
law books,
of reference,
periodicals,
necessary expenses
expenses
actual and necessary
periodicals, printing
printing and binding,
binding, and actual
special experts,
of
of the
the board, its special
experts, and other employees
employees
of members of
while
upon official
official business
business outside
outside of
of the
the District
Columbia,
of Columbia,
District of
while upon
$400,000.
$400,000.
EMERGENCY
SHIPPING FUND.
FIJND.
EMERGENCY SHIPPING

Shipping
Shipping Board.
Salaries.
salaries.
Post, p. 990.
Post, p. 99.

Allotherexpeses
All other expenses.
8
Vol. 39, p. 728.

VoL 39, p.-

Post, p. 990.
90.
Pot,.P

Emergency
Emergency
Fund.
ping Fund.

ShipShip-

Shipbuilding
authorauthorbru
for the
the izaS
established for
The authorization
authorization of
of $2,764,000,000,
heretofore established
$2,764,000,000, heretofore
The
1
ization
reduced.
Ante,
Ae, p. 180.
180.
construction
of ships,
ships, is
is reduced
to $2,614,000,000.
$2,614,000,000.
reduced to
construction of
The
of the
United States
States Shipping
the United
The expenses
expenses of
Shipping Board
Board Emergency
Emergency Emergency
Fleet
Emergency
Fleet
Fleet
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
.
June
30, 1921,
1921, for
for Corporation.
athorFleet Corporation,
Corporation, during
during the
year ending
June 30,
Corpio
Expenses
authorized.
administrative
payment of claims
claims arising
arising from
from the ized.
purposes, the payment
administrative purposes,
Post,
PoW,a p. 990.
99
cancellation of
of contracts,
contracts, damage
damage charges
miscellaneous adjustadjustand miscellaneous
charges and
cancellation
ments,
maintenance
and
operation
of
vessels,
and
the
completion
of
ments, maintenance and operation of vessels, and the completion of
vessels now
now under
from the
the following
following sources
construction, shall
shall be
be paid
paid from
vessels
under construction,
Sources specified.
specified.
sources: (a)
amount on
on hand
July 1,
1, 1920;
1920; (b)
(b) the
the amount
amount
hand July
(a) The
The amount
sources:
received during
the fiscal
fiscal year
the operation
of ships;
ships; (c)
(c)
operation of
received
during the
year 1921
1921 from
from the
not
to exceed
$15,000,000 from
deferred payments
payments on
on ships
sold prior
prior
ships sold
from deferred
exceed $15,000,000
not to
to
the approval
approval of
not to
$25,000,000 from
plant
from plant
to exceed
exceed $25,000,000
this Act;
Act, (d)
(d) not
of this
to the
and
sold during
during the
fiscal year
year 1921;
(e) not
not to
to exceed
exceed Pro.
the fiscal
1921; and
and (e)
and material
material sold
Proviso.
construcfurther constreNo further
1921: Provided,
$30,000,000
the fiscal
year 1921:
Provided, No
fiscal year
sold during
during the
from ships
ships sold
$30,000,000 from
tion contracts authorThat,
after the
the approval
approval of
this Act,
shall be
be entered
entered into
into ized.
i.edCntrct authorno contract
contract shall
Act, no
of this
That, after
or
work undertaken
for the
the construction
construction of
vessels
any additional
additional vessels
of any
undertaken for
or work
for
United States
or the
United States
States Shipping
Shipping
the United
Board or
States Shipping
Shipping Board
for the
the United
Board
Fleet Corporation.
Corporation.
Emergency Fleet
Board Emergency
Contract
e restrictions.
n
be entered
No
for ship
ship construction
construction to
to be
entered into
into shall
shall provide
provide Contra trest ctions'
No contracts
contracts for
that the
of the
contractor shall
shall be
the cost
cost of
of construcconstrucbe the
the contractor
compensation of
that
the compensation
tion plus
plus a
percentage thereof
thereof for
profit, or
or plus
plus aafixed
fixed fee
fee for
profit.
for profit.
for profit,
a percentage
tion
Rent,
D. C., restric
restricent, D.c.,
No
part of
of the
funds of
United States
Shipping Board
Emer- tion.
Board EmerStates Shipping
of the
the United
the funds
No part
gency
Fleet
Corporation
shall
be
available
for
rent
of
buildings
in
the
in
the
for
rent
of
buildings
be
available
gency Fleet Corporation shall
District
Columbia, during
year 1921,
1921, if
space is
is
if suitable
suitable space
fiscal year
during the
the fiscal
of Columbia,
District of
provided
by thePublic
the Public Buildings
Commission.
Buildings Commission.
corporation by
for the
the said
said corporation
provided for
Printing bulletins,
b
udden.s
tP.'rit
No
part of
of the
appropriations made
made in
this Act
Act for
the Shipping
Shipping etc.,
for the
in this
forbidden.
the appropriations
No part
Board
or
the
Emergency
Fleet
Corporation
shall
be
expended
for
the
for
the
be
expended
shall
Board or the Emergency Fleet Corporation
preparation, printing,
printing, or
or publication
of any
any bulletins,
newspapers,
bulletins, newspapers,
publication of
preparation,
magazines,
or periodicals,
periodicals, or
or for
for services
services in
in connection
connection with
same, not
not
with same,
magazines, or
including
and printing
reports or
or documents
documents authorized
authorized
printing of
of reports
preparation and
including preparation
by
law.
Smithsonian
Instiby law.
Smithsonian Institution.
SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
tution.

International exchanges:
the system
of international
ex- ,hIntesnatnal
Int ernational
international exsystem of
For the
exchanges: For
International
foreign countries,
changes between
between the United
United States
States and foreign
countries, under
under the
changes
direction of
of the
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, including
necessary employemployincluding necessary
the Smithsonian
direction
ees and
and purchase
purchase of
$50,000.
periodicals, $50,000.
books and
and periodicals,
necessary books
of necessary
ees
ges

American ethnology:
merican
among 0ogAmerican
researches among
ethnological researches
continuing ethnological
For continuing
ethnology: For
American

the American
the natives
of Hawaii,
including the
the excaexcaHawaii, including
natives of
and the
Indians and
American Indians
the
vation and
preservation of
archxologie remains,
remains, under
under the
the direction
direction
of archaeologic
and preservation
vation
of the
the Smithsonian
including necessary
employees and
and
necessary employees
Institution, including
Smithsonian Institution,
of
the
purchase of
necessary books
and periodicals,
$44,000.
periodicals, $44,000.
books and
of necessary
the purchase

ex-

EthnolEthno-

International Catalogue
Scientific Literature:
Literature: For
the coopers,
International Cat,Ev
CataInternational
coopera- locoe
For the
of Scientific
Catalogue of
International
of
tion of
United States
of the
International Catalogue
Scientific
Lit'
Lit
enti
eraturr.
Catalogue era
the International
work of
in the
the work
States in
the United
tion
of the
.

892
892

Astrophysical
Astrophysical
set-% atory.
servatory.
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of
Scientific Literature,
classified
preparation of aa classified
the preparation
including the
Literature, including
of Scientific
index catalogue
scientific publications
incorporation
publications for incorporation
American scientific
of American
catalogue of
index
in the
the International
International Catalogue,
necessary
Catalogue, clerk hire, purchase of necessary
in
books
and periodicals,
periodicals, and
other necessary
necessary incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, $7,500.
and other
books and

Astrophysical
maintainance of the Astrophysical
Astrophysical
For maintainance
Observatory: For
Astrophysical Observatory:
Observatory, under the
Smithsonian Institution,
the direction of the Smithsonian
Observatory,

including
assistants, purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary: books and periodicals,
periodicals,
including assistants,
observations in high altitudes,
apparatus
altitudes, repairs
apparatus, making necessary observations
and
alterations ofbuildings,
of buildings, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses $13,000.
$13,000.
and alterations
appliances
and
fixtures,
furniture,
National
Museum:
For
cases,
furniture,
fixtures,
and
appliances
cases,
National
Museum.
For
:
National
Museum
National
Furniture, etc.
required
the exhibition
exhibition and
collections, including
including
safe-keeping of collections,
and safe-keeping
for the
required for
Furniture, etc.
$20,000;
necessary employees,
employees, $20,000;
necessary
lighting,
For heating,
electrical, telegraphic,
telegraphic, and telephonic
telephonic service,
service,
lighting, electrical,
Heating,
heating, lighting,
For
lighting,
Heating,
etc.
etc.
$70,000;
For
continuing preservation,
preservation, exhibition, and increase
increase of collections
Preserving oollecollecFor continuing
Preserving
tions, etc.
from
exploring expeditions
expeditions of the Government,
Government,
and exploring
surveying and
the surveying
from the
tions,etc.
and
sources, including
necessary employees,
other
employees, all other
including necessary
other sources,
from other
and from
necessary expenses,
and not
drawings and
exceeding $5,500 for drawings
not exceeding
expenses, and
necessary
$312,620;
illustrations
publications, $312,620;
for publications,
illustrations for
Repairs, etc.
For repairset.
repairs of
and sheds,
sheds, including
including all necessary
necessary
shops, and
buildings, shops,
of buildings,
Repaor
labor
material, $10,000;
labor and
and material,
$10,000;
Books,
For purchase
purchase of
of books,
books, pamphlets,
and periodicals
periodicals for
for reference,
reference,
pamphlets, and
For
etc.
Books, etc.
$2,000;
$2,000;
For
postage stamps
and foreign
foreign postal cards, $500;
$500;
stamps and
For postage
Postage.
Postage.
In
National Museum, $415,120.
al, National
In all,
National Gallery
National Gallery
Gallery of Art: For the administration
administration of the National
National
of
Gallery of
National
Art.
Institution,
Gallery
of
Art
by
the
Smithsonian
including compensacompensaSmithsonian
the
by
Art
of
Administration exex- Gallery
A*dministration
penses.
tion
and necessary
incidental expenses,
necessary incidental
employees and
necessary employees
of necessary
tion of
pense.

$15,000.

National Zoolo
g
ical
For roads, walks, bridges,
National Zoological
Zoological Park:
bridges, water supply,
Park: For
National
Zoological
National
Park.
sewerage, and
and drainage;
drainage; grading, planting, and otherwise improving
Expenses.
sewerage,
Expenses.
buildings and inclosures;
the grounds;
grounds; erecting
and repairing
inclosures; care,
repairing buildings
erecting and
the
necessary emsubsistence,
purchase, and
transportation of
of animals;
animals; necessary
and transportation
subsistence, purchase,
ployees;
expenses not
otherwise provided
provided for, including
not otherwise
incidental expenses
ployees; incidental
required
purchase,
and driving
driving of
horses and vehicles required
of horses
maintenance, and
purchase, maintenance,
for
official purposes,
purposes, not
for the
the purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary
$100 for
exceeding $100
not exceeding
for official
periodicals, and
of architect's
architect's fees
fees or
compensaor compensaexclusive of
and exclusive
Half
from District
and periodicals,
books and
District books
Half from
revenues.
tion,
$125,000; one half of which sum shall be paid from the revenues
tion, $125,000;
revenues.
A nte, p. 837.
the Treasury
the other
of Columbia
Columbia and
District of
of the District
Ante, p3.
and the
other half
half from
from the
Treasury of
of
the
States.
United States.
the United
Purchase
of addiFor the
the purchase,
by condemnation
condemnation or
or otherwise, of all of the
purchase, by
For
Purchase
tional
lauds.s. of addi- following
present
ona
following lots, pieces, or parcels
parcels of land lying between
between the present
the National
western boundary
of the
National ZoologicalPark
Zoological Park and Connecticut
Connecticut
boundary of
western
surveyor of
the surveyor
records of
Description.
Description.
Avenue, now known
known or described
described on the
the records
of the
of
over five,
the
District
of
Columbia
as
parcels
numbers
fifty-four
over
fifty-four
the District of Columbia as parcels numbers
fifty-five over sixty-one, the
fifty-four over
over six,
six, fifty-five
fifty-five over
over sixty,
sixty, fifty-five
fifty-four
over four that lies
portion of
of parcel
parcel known
as number
fifty-four over
number fifty-four
known as
portion
parallel
line
between
the
south
line
of
Jewett
Street
and
a
line
parallel to and
and
a
and
Street
Jewett
of
line
south
the
between
three
hundred feet
feet distant
distant south
line of Jewett
Jewett
said south line
from said
south from
three hundred
Street, and
the portion
parcel number
number fifty-five
fifty-five over fifty-eight
fifty-eight
of parcel
portion of
and the
Street,
that lies
lies between
between the
of Jewett
Jewett Street
and a
line drawn
drawn
a line
Street and
line of
north line
the north
that
parallel
to and
and three
three hundred
hundred feet
distant north
from said
said north line
north from
feet distant
parallel to
of Jewett
Jewett Street,
$80,000, or
such portion
thereof as
as may
may be
necessary,
be necessary,
portion thereof
or such
Street, $80,000,
At
jury valuation.
valiation. of
At jrv
to
be
available
till
the
termination
of
the
proceedings
herein
authorauthorherein
proceedings
the
of
termination
to be available till the
authorized and
ized. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
Treasury is
the Treasury
ized.
agreement
directed to
said land
that he
he can
can obtain
obtain by agreement
land that
of said
any of
purchase any
to purchase
directed
of the valuation
with
the owners
owners thereof
thereof at
at prices
prices not
excess of
valuation
in excess
not in
with the
Vol. 38,
p. 27.
27.
placed on
by the
the jury
jury and
court in the
approved by the court
and approved
land by
said land
on said
placed
38, p.
Vol
condemnation
proceedings had
under authority
authority of
of the
provisions of
the provisions
had under
condemnation proceedings
That the
Provided,
1913:
the
Sundry
Civil
Act
approved
June
23,
Provided,
23,
June
approved
Act
Civil
the Sundry
Provisos.
Promos.
Price restriction.
price
of the
portion of
land shall be pro rata
rata of the valuaparcel of land
of aaparcel
the portion
price of
restriction,
Price
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tionof
parcel, based
area, except
that the
the p
ri
ce of
ofthe
the
tion
of the entire
entire parcel,
based on
on area,
except that
price
portions
hereinbefore described
described of parcel number
portions hereinbefore
number fifty-five over
fifty-eight
fifty-eight shall be pro rata of the valuation
valuation of parcel
parcel number
number fifty-four
fifty-four

over
and the
Secretary of
is further
further authorized
authorized Condemnation
Condemnation proprothe Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
over four;
four; and
gs
directed to institute proceedings
and directed
proceedings (under
(under provisions of Sundry
Sundry
Civil Act approved
approved June 23, 1913) for the condemnation
condemnation of any of
hereinbefore described
unable to purchase
the land hereinbefore
described that he may be unable
added to Zoo.Land
by agreement
agreement with the owner or owners
owners thereof.
thereof. The land acquired al:anfigrdt.ed
Zoo.
og a a r
k
under the provisions of this Act, together
together with the included
included highways (Jewett Street from the National
National Zoological
Zoological Park to Connecticut
Connecticut
Vol. 33,
p. 522.
521
33, p.
highway connection
Avenue, and the new highway
Avenue,
connection therewith
therewith established
established Vol.
under the provisions of public Act numbered
numbered 203, approved
approved April 28,
1904, for a
a distance of two hundred and fifty feet north
north from Jewett
Jewett
Street and two hundred and fifty feet south from
from Jewett
Jewett Street),
shall be added to and become a
a part of the National
National Zoological Park:
author.
Highways authorof said
said land
land as
as may
may be necessary
Provided, That
That such portion
Provided,
portion of
necessary may.
may izZighwaYs
be used for aahighway not more than fifty feet wide adjacent to the•
the
parcel number fifty-five
north line of the land taken from parcel
fifty-five over fiftyeight and
and aa highway
highway not
not more
more than fifty
fifty feet
feet wide
wide adjacent
adjacent to
to the
the
south line of the land taken from parcel number
number fifty-four
fifty-four over four,
Connecticut Avenue to the new
said highways to extend from Connecticut
highway
mentioned, and
and to
be under
jurisdiction
highway hereinabove
hereinabove mentioned,
to be
under the jurisdiction
of
Commissioners of the
Columbia.
the District
District of Columbia.
of the
the Commissioners
TARIFF
COMMISSION.
TARIFF COMMISSION.
For
expenses of
of the
United States
States Tariff
Tariff Commission,
Commission,
the United
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses

Tariff
Commission.
TariffCommission.
peSalari
.es
es
peSa

and exex-

and

including the
and scientific
scientific books, law
law books,
books, Vol. 39, p. 795.
the purchase
purchase of
of professional
professional and
including
books of
periodicals as
may be
be necessary,
necessary, as
as authorized
authorized vol
39, p 795.
as may
and periodicals
books
of reference
reference and
under Title
of the
Act entitled "An
"An Act
increase the revenue,
Act to increase
Title VII
VII of
the Act
under
and
for other
other purposes,"
8, 1916,
1916, $300,000.
$300,000.
approved September
September 8,
purposes," approved
and for

United
States PilPilUnited States

grim
Tercentenary
UNITED STATES
TERCENTENARY COMMISSION.
COMMISSION. giUrTerentenary
PILGRIM TERCENTENARY
UNITED
STATES PILGRIM
Commission.
Expenses
participatFor the
the participation
participation of
of the
the United
United States
in the
the observance
of the
the ingin^,
For
States in
observance of
leartiopat
ingin celebration.
three
hundredth
anniversary
of
the
landing
of
the
Pilgrims
at
three hundredth anniversary of the landing of the Pilgrims at
Provincetown
accordance with
with the
the Ante, p. 598.
in accordance
Massachusetts, in
Plymouth, Massachusetts,
and Plymouth,
Provincetown and
(Sixty-sixth Congress),
provisions of
of Public
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 42
Congress), ^nt, P. 598.
42 (Sixty-sixth
Public Resolution
provisions
approved May
13, 1920,
1920, $400,000.
May 13,
approved
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

War Department.
Department.
War

Office, Director of
Temporary
employees: For
For personal
personal services
Office of
the FiOn
of the
the Office
in the
services in
Temporary employees:
Finance.. irector of
Temporary employDirector of
may be
employbe Temporary
which may
$183,000, which
Department, $183,000,
War Department,
of Finance,
Finance, War
Director
expended
notv.ithstandin g the
third proviso
the paragraph
paragraph eees.Ante, p.
the third
proviso of
of the
expended notwithstanding
p. 766
766.
entitled
"Temporary employees,
employees, War
War Department,"
contained in
in
Department," contained
entitled "Temporary
Ante, p. 658.
the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
Judicial Appropriation
for the
the A,
p. 65.8
Act for
Appropriation Act
and Judicial
Executive, and
the
fiscal
year 1921.
1921.
fiscal year
ARMORIES
AND ARSENALS.
ARMORIES AND
ARSENALS.

Armories
and arse
arseArmories and
nals. oas and as

Frankford, Pa.
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia,
FranPord, Pa.
Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Frankford
For
completion of
of the
the power
plant, including
including the installation
installation of
power plant,
For completion
equipment,
$270,000;
equipment, $270,000;
For
of water
mains, $23,000;
$23,000;
and fire
fire mains,
For extension
extension of
water and
For
electrical transmission
lines from
from
transmission lines
of high-tensioned
high-tensioned electrical
For installation
installation of
the power
to the
the shops,
shops, $88,000;
$88,000;
plant to
power plant
the
In all,
all, $381,000.
In
$381,000.
Rock Island, Ill.l.
Rock
Rock Island
Rock Island,
Illinois:
Island, Illinois:
Arsenal, Rock
Island Arsenal,
Rock
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Bridges, etc.
Bridges,

Watertown, Mess.
Mass.
Watertown,

Testing machines.

Testing machines.

1920.

$20,000;
For maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
power plant, $20,000;
operation of power
For
For operating,
bridges and
preservation of Rock Island bridges
and preservation
repair, and
operating, repair,
For
viaduct; and
arsenal street connecting
repair of the arsenal
and repair
maintenance and
and maintenance
viaduct;
the
$30,000;
the bridges, $30,000;
For painting
Island Bridge,
Bridge, $12,000;
$12,000;
Rock Island
painting Rock
For
In all, $62,000.
$62,000.
Watertown
Arsenal, Watertown,
Massachusetts:
Watertown, Massachusetts:
Watertown Arsenal,
For erecting
already purchased
purchased and installing
installing crane on hand
hand
steel already
erecting steel
For
$17,000.
for ingot storage yard, $17,000.
professional
Watertown Arsenal,
testing machines:
necessary professional
machines: For necessary
Arsenal, testing
Watertown
and skilled
labor, purchase
of materials,
appliances for
materials, tools, and appliances
purchase of
skilled labor,
and
operating the
machines, for
for investigative
investigative test and tests of
testing machines,
the testing
operating
material in
connection with
manufacturing work of the Ordnance
Ordnance
with the manufacturing
in connection
material
Department,
and for
for instruments
instruments and materials
materials for operating the
Department, and
chemical
connection therewith,
therewith, and for maintenance
in connection
laboratory in
chemical laboratory
of the
establishment, $35,000.
the establishment,
of

Watervliet, N. Y.
Watervliet,
Repairs.

Repairs.

Machinery.
Machinery.
Civilian schools
schools on
on
Civilian
reservations.
reservations.
Ante,
Ma.
p. 333.
Ante, p.

Proing
Aberdeen
Proving
Ground,
Md.
Ground,lMd.
Hangar for airship.

Hangar frairhi

Ogden, Utah.
Utah.
Ogden,

Ammunition storage
fai
facilities.
Title
requirement
Title requirement
not applicable.
R. S. sec. 3.55, p. 60.
Ante, p. 510.

unitienstorage

not applicab35,
il5.
Ant,

Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Corps.
Corns.

Watervliet Arsenal,
York: For concrete
concrete ash bins,
Troy, New York:
West Troy,
Arsenal, West
Watervliet

$2,000.
Repairs
of arsenals:
For repairs
repairs and
and improvement
improvement of arsenals
arsenals and
arsenals: For
Repairs of
depots, and
meet such
expenditures as accidents or
unforeseen expenditures
such unforeseen
to meet
and to
depots,
other
contingencies during
the year
render necessary,
necessary, including
including
may render
year may
during the
other contingencies
machinery for
purposes in the arsenals, $1,550,000.
$1,550,000.
manufacturing purposes
for manufacturing
machinery
reservations, civilian schools: For the maintenance
Ordnance reservations,
maintenance and
$61,800.
operation
of
schools
for
children
on
Ordnance
reservations,
$61,800.
reservations,
Ordnance
on
operation of schools for children
Aberdeen
Proving
Ground,
•
Maryland:
For
the
construction
of a
a
of
construction
the
For
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland:
steel
hangar to
United States
"C-2"
States Navy type "C-2"
one -United
accommodate one
to accommodate
steel hangar
airship, $150,000.
$150,000.
airship,
the
355 of
Storage facilities for ammunition,
ammunition Ogden,
Ogden Utah: Section
Section 355
of the
Storage
not apply
Revised
United States
States shad
apply to the expendishall not
the United
of the
Statutes of
Revised Statutes
ture of
of appropriations
appropriations for the Ordnance
Ordnance Department of the Army
ture
provided
for
m
the
Second
Deficiency
Appropriation
Act for the
Appropriation Act
Deficiency
Second
the
in
for
provided
fiscal
1920 for
for the
purchase of land
land near Ogden, Utah, and for
the purchase
year 1920
iscal year
improvements
improvements upon such land.
QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
CORPS.

Fort Monroe,
Monroe, Virginia,
and sewer: For repair and
roads, and
wharf, roads,
Virginia, wharf,
Fort
maintenance
of wharf
wharf and
and apron
apron of wharf, including all necessary
necessary
maintenance of
labor and
and material
rooms, water, brooms,
therefor, fuel for waiting rooms,
material therefor,
labor
and shovels,
shovels, $15,000;
$15,000; wharfinger,
wharfinger, $900; four laborers, $2,880; in all,
and
$18,780;
for
one-third
of
supplied by the United
of said sum, to be supplied
one-third
for
$18,780;
States, $6,260.
$6,260.
States,
Repairs to roads, etc
pavements,
roadway, pavements,
Repairsto roads, etc.• For rakes, shovels, and brooms; repairs to roadway,
macadam and
and asphalt
asphalt block;
repairs to street crossings;
crossings; repairs
repairs to
block; repairs
macadam
in all,
each;
street
drains,
$2,500;
six
laborers
cleaning
roads,
each;
$720
at
roads,
cleaning
laborers
six
street drains, $2,500;
$6,820;
United
said sum, to be supplied by the United
two-thirds of said
for two-thirds
$6,820; for
States,
$4,546.67.
States, $4,546.67.
etc.
Ss,etc.
Sewers,
For waste,
waste, oil,
motor and
pump repairs,
repairs, sewer
sewer pipe, cement, brick,
and pump
oil, motor
Sr,etcFor
labor-$1,200
at
stone,
and
supplies,
$1,200;
en
g
ineers,
$1,200 each; two labor
engineers,
two
$1,200;
stone, and supplies,
ers,
$720 each;
each; in
$5,040; for two-thirds of said sum, to be
in all, $5,040;
at $720
ers, at
supplied by the United States, $3,360.
$3,360.
Nationalemeteres.
National
cemeteries supplied by the United States,
maintaining and improving
NATIONAL CE-METERIES:
CEMETERIES: For maintaining
improving national
national
NATIONAL
Maintenance.
MIsintenance.
of laborers
pay
cemeteries,
including
fuel
for
superintendents,
laborers and
superintendents,
for
cemeteries, including fuel
other employees,
of toots,
and materials,
materials, $250,000.
$250,000.
toos, and
purchase of
employees, purchase
other
Superintendents.
For pay
national cemeteries,
cemeteries,
superintendents of national
seventy-six superintendents
of seventy-six
pay of
For
Superintendents.
including not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,500
superintendent at Mexico
Mexico City,
for the superintendent
$1,500 for
including
863,720.
Headstones
sol $63,720.
Headstones for so
furnishing headstones
For continuing
continuing the
the work
headstones of durable stone
work of furnishing
then',
For
dier', etc., graves.
graves of Union and Conor
other
durable
material
for
unmarked
unmarked
for
or other durable material
federate soldiers,
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and
marines in
in national,
national, post, city, town,
and marines
federate
Fort Monroe, Va.
.
e
Whanre,
Wharf,
etc.
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and village
cemeteries, naval
and stations
cemeteries at navy
navy yards
yards and
naval cemeteries
and
village cemeteries,
R S. ,
sec.4877, p. 944.
944.
of
the United
States, and
and other
burial places,
under the
the Acts
Acts of
of March
March R.s.See.4srp.
places, under
other burial
of the
United States,
Vol. 20, p. 281; Vol.
p. 56
s.the work
3,
3, 1879,
1879, and
and March
March 9,
1906; continuing
continuing the
work 34,
34 ,P.
9, 1906;
February 3,
1873, February
3, 1873,
Civians-.
graves of civilians
of
headstones for
unmarked graves
civilians interred in Vol.
for unmarked
furnishing headstones
of furnishing
Vol. 33,
33, p.
p. 396;
396; Vol.
Vol.
741.
p 741.
and June
1904, and
post
cemeteries under
under the
the Acts
of April
28, 1904,
June 30, 1906; 34, p.
April 28,
Acts of
post cemeteries
Confederates.
and
furnishing headstones
for the
Confederate Confederatesgraves of Confederate
unmarked graves
the unmarked
headstones for
and furnishing
soldiers,
cemeteries, $100,000.
$100,000.
national cemeteries,
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and marines in national
Repairs to
to roadroadcemeteries which have been Repairs
For
repairs to
to roadways
roadways to
national cemeteries
to national
For repairs
,;mso.
Provided, That 'Encroachments
constructed
by special
$18,000: Provided,
of Congress, $18,000:
authority of
special authority
constructed by
by
rbiddten.b
have railroads
raroas forbidden.
may have
which may
no
railroads shall
shall be
permitted upon
way which
of way
the right
right of
upon the
be permitted
no railroads
been
cemetery.
,or to
a national
national cemetery,
United States to a
the United
acquired by the
been acquired
encroach
constructed thereon and mainroads or walks constructed
any roads
upon any
encroach upon
Restriction.
tained
by the
further, That no part of this Restriction.
Providedfurther,
States: Provided
United States:
the United
tained by
sum
shall
be
used
for
repairing
any
roadway
not
owned
United
by
the
United
owned
roadway
any
repairing
used
for
be
sum shall
States
city, town,
or village.
corporate limits
limits of
of any
any city,
town, or
village.
States within
within the
the corporate
mijited to one apwp,
Limited
No
part of
any appropriation
appropriation for
national cemeteries
or the
the repair
repair preach.
cemeteries or
proach.
for national
of any
No part
of
roadways thereto
expended in the maintenance
maintenance of more
shall be expended
thereto shall
of roadways
than
single approach
cemetery.
national cemetery.
approach to any national
than aasingle
Burial of
of indigent
indigent
For
expenses of
burying in
the Arlington
Buiale
or soldiers,
Cemetery, or
National Cemetery,
Arlington National
in the
of burying
For expenses
etc., D. C.
in
the
cemeteries
of
the
Columbia,
indigent
ex-Union
solex-Union
indigent
of
Columbia,
District
of
the
cemeteries
in the
diers,
ex-marines, of
either
States service, either
United States
of the
the United
or ex-marines,
diers, ex-sailors,
ex-sailors, or
Regular
Volunteer, who
who have
have been
been honorably
discharged or retired
retired
honorably,discharged
or Volunteer,
Regular or
and
die in
in the
District of
disbursed by the SecSecbe disbursed
Columbia, to be
of Columbia,
the District
who die
and who
from District
District
reHalfIes"m
retary of
of War,
cost not
$45 for
expenses revenues.
burial expenses
such burial
for such
exceeding $45
not exceeding
a cost
at a
War, at
retary
Ante,
p.
837.
in
case, exclusive
exclusive of
of cost
of grave,
grave, $1,000,
$1,000, one-half
one-half of
which sum
sum Ant, p.837.
of which
cost of
each case,
in each
shall be
be paid
out of
of the
the revenues
revenues of
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Aatt
of the
shall
paid out
Antietam
a m battle
tt
d.
Antietam battle
For repair
repair and
and preservation
of monuments,
field, bid.
monuments, field,
preservation of
field: For
battle field:
Antietam
Preservation, etc.
tablets, observation
observation tower,
tower, roads,
and so
so forth,
forth, made
made and
and Presevonetc.
fences, and
and fences,
roads, and
tablets,
constructed by
the United
United States upon
within the limits
public lands within
upon public
by the
constructed
of the
field, near
near Sharpsburg,
Sharpsbnrg, Maryland,
Maryland, $7,500.
$7,500.
battle field,
Antietam battle
the Antietam
of
For
pay of
superintendent of
Antietam battle
battle field,
said superinsuperin- Superintendent.
uperintendent.
field, said
of Antietam
of superintendent
For pay
tendent
to
perform
ids
duties
under
the
direction
of
the
Quarterthe
Quarterof
the
direction
under
tendent to perform his duties
Secretary of
master
appointed by the Secretary
to be
be selected and appointed
Corps and to
master Corps
War,
at his
discretion the
person selected
selected for
position to be an
for this
this position
the person
his discretion
War, at
honorably
Union soldier, $1,500.
$1,500.
discharged Union
honorably-discharged
Interment
of reDisposition
remains of
and civilian
employees: mains
of solrnterment
civilian employees:
soldiers, and
of officers,
officers, soldiers,
of remains
Disposition of
of officers,
diers, etc.
For
interment, cremation
(only upon
upon request
relatives of
of the
the diers,etc.
from relatives
request from
cremation (only
For interment,
Cremation allowed.
deceased),
transportation to
their homes
or to
to cremationallowed.
homes or
to their
and transportation
or preparation
preparation and
deceased), or
such
cemeteries as
as may
may be
designated by
by proper
proper authority,
be designated
national cemeteries
such national
in
the discretion
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, of the
remains of officers,
the remains
of the
discretion of
in the
cadets, United
United States
Military Academy,
Academy.,including
including acting
acting assistant
assistant
States Military
cadets,
surgeons
and
enlisted
men
in
active
service,
and
accepted
applicants
applicants
accepted
and
service,
active
in
men
enlisted
and
surgeons
for
interment, or
preparation and
transportation to
to
and transportation
or preparation
enlistment, interment,
for enlistment;
the
their
homes,
of
the
remains
of
employees
of
Allay
in
Army
the
employees
civil
of
remains
their homes, of the
employ
Department who
die abroad,
abroad, in
in Alaska,
in the
the
Alaska, in
who die
War Department
the War
of the
employ of
Canal
Zone,
or
on
Army
transports,
or
who
die
while
on
duty
in
the
in
the
duty
on
while
die
who
or
Canal Zone, or on Army transports,
field or
or at
at military
posts within
within the
limits of
of the
United States;
States;
the United
the limits
military posts
field
interment of
prisoners who
who die
at military
military posts;
for the
the
posts; for
die at
military prisoners
of military
interment
interment
shipment to
to their
enlisted men
of remains
remains of enlisted
homes of
their homes
and shipment
interment and
who are
are discharged
discharged in
in hospitals
the United
United States
and continue
States and
in the
hospitals in
who
as
of their
death, and
and for
interfor intertheir death,
date of
to the
the date
hospitals to
of said
said hospitals
as inmates
inmates of
ment
of prisoners
prisoners of
war and
and interned
alien enemies
prison
die at prison
enemies who die
interned alien
of war
ment of
Removing remains
remains
Removing
camps
the United
United States;
States; removal
removal of
remains from
abandoned from
from abandoned
of remains
in the
camps in
from
abandoned
posts,
posts,
abandoned
etc.
posts
to
permanent
military
posts
or
national
cemeteries,
including
etc.
including
cemeteries,
national
posts to permanent military posts or
the remains
soldiers, sailors,
in fields
fields
interred in
or marines,
marines, interred
sailors, or
Federal soldiers,
of Federal
remains of
the
Reimbursement to
or
abandoned private
and city
city cemeteries;
cemeteries; and
case where
the individuals.
Reimbursement to
where the
in any
any case
and in
private and
or abandoned
expenses
of
burial
or
shipment
of
the
remains
of
officers
or
enlisted
mndla"
enlisted
expenses of burial or shipment of the remains of officers or
men
of the
Army who
who die
die on
on the
the active
active list
list are
individuals,
by individuals,
borne by
are borne
the Army
men of
where
expenses would
been lawful
lawful claims
claims against
the
against the
have been
would have
such expenses
where such
may be made of
Government,
individuals may
such individuals
to such
reimbursement to
Government, reimbursement
the amount
amount allowed
the Government
Government for
services out
out of
this
of this
such services
for such
by the
allowed by
the
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sum,
expenses incurred
incurred
be made of such expenses
shall be
reimbursement shall
no reimbursement
but no
sum, but
perprior
to July
July 1,
1, 1910;
1910; expenses
expenses of the segregation
segregation of bodies
bodies in
in perprior to
Provided,
$21,549,000:
all,
in
.
manent
American
cemeteries
France;
in
$21,549,000:
Provided,
France;
in
cemeteries
American
manent
Prorio.
list on active That the above provisions shall be applicable
duty, Fed
officers
the above provisions shall be applicable in the cases of officers
included.te That
duty included.
and
enlisted
on the
the retired
retired list
list oof the Ariny
Army who have died or
men on
and enlisted men
may hereafter
active duty
duty by
assignment and
proper assignment
by proper
on active
while on
die while
hereafter die
may
died
Citizens serving with also
al
so t
o
c
iti
zens
o
f
th
e
United
States
who
may
have
while serving
serving
who
States
United
the
of
to citizens
Citizensservingwith
forces:
the American
associated with
in the armies of the Allies associated
Ames. Aies
in
with the
American forces:
unoblisum,
foregoing
Maintenance of
of Provided
urth,er,
That,
in
addition
to
the
foregoing
the
unoblithe
to
addition
in
Provided further, That,
Maintenance
graves
abroad, etc.
gated balance
of the
the appropriation
appropriation ' Disposition
Disposition oo Remains
Remains of
o OffiBalance
balance of
gated
aaiable.
Balane available.
is made
_4 ate, p.
fiscal year
for the
Employees," for
Soldiers, and Civil Employees,"
4.
cers, Soldiers,.
the fiscal
year 1920
19
20 is made
nte, p. 184.
available durmg
the fiscal
care and maintenance
for the care
1921 for
year 1921
fiscal year
during the
available
of graves
soldiers, and
civilian employees
employees of the Army
and civilian
officers, soldiers,
of officers,
graves of
of
abroad,
for the
and shipment
shipment of their remains to
preparation and
the preparation
and for
abroad, and
Protidedfurther,
Compiling
personal
their
homes,
or
to
national
cemeteries:
Provided further That there
cemeteries:
Compiling personal their homes, or to national
data of disposition of may be expen d
ed from
f
rom an
d
a
ft
er th
e approval
of
Act and
and until
until
this Act
of this
approval
the
after
and
expended
be
may
of
f disposition
data
remains.
for
appropriation
the
and
Post, p 1164.
June
30,
1921,
from
this
appropriation
appropriation
appropriation
June 30, 1921, from this
Post,'pl14.
this
purpose
for
the
fiscal
year
1920,
a
total
not
exceeding
exceeding
amount
total
a
1920,
year
fiscal
the
for
this purpose
$250,000
for personal
services in
Cemeterial Division,
Division, Office of
the Cemeterial
in the
personal services
S250,000 for
the Quartermaster
General,
War
Department,
for
compiling,
recordcompiling, recordfor
Department,
War
General,
Quartermaster
the
ing, preparing,
preparing, and
and transmitting
transmitting data
incident
to
the
disposition
of
disposition
the
to
incident
data
ing,
herein; this sum may be expended
expended notwithreferred to herein;
Authorization for
remains referred
the remains
for the
Authorization
employees.
standing
the third
of the
paragraph entitled
entitled "Temporary
"Temporary
the paragraph
proviso of
third proviso
standing the
Ante,
p. 658.
58
Ae-6.
Execemployees,
War
Department,"
contained
the
Legislative,
the
in
contained
Department,"
War
employees,
fiscal year 1921.
utive
and
Judicial
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
1921.
Appropriation
Judicial
and
utive,
Confederate Mound,
proChicago, m.
Confederate
Mound, Oakwood
Chicago: For care, proCemetery, Chicago:
Oakwood Cemetery,
Confederate Mound,
Chioedete Mound,
tection, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of ground
ground known as 'Confed"Confedplat of
the plat
of the
tection,
"'
erate Mound"
Mound" in
Oakwood Cemetery,
Cemetery, Chicago,
$500.
Chicago, $500.
in Oakwood
erate
Confederate St oc kFor care,
care, protection,
and maintenance
of Confederate
Stockade
Confederate Stockade
maintenance of
protection, and
Stock- For
adcoedoerate
ade, Ohio.
$350.
Cemetery,
Johnstons Island,
Island, in
Sandusky Bay, Ohio, $350.
in Sandusky
Cemetery, Johnstons
Confederate
burial plats:
plats: For care, protection, and maintenance
maintenance
Confederate
Confederate burial
burial
Confederate burial
plats.
and
located
States,
the
by
of
Confederate
burial
plats,
owned
United
States,
located and
owned
plats,
burial
Confederate
Care,
etc.
of
placetc.
North
cemetery,
known
by
the
following
designations:
Confederate
cemetery,
Confederate
known by the following designations:
Alton, Illinois;
Illinois; Confederate
Confederate cemetery,
cemetery, Camp Chase, Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio;
Ohio;
Alton,
Indiana;
Indianapolis,
Confederate
section,
Greenlawn
Cemetery,
Indianapolis,
Cemetery,
Confederate section, Greenlawn
Confederate
Confederate
Lookout, Maryland, and Confederate
Point Lookout,
cemetery, Point
Confederate cemetery,
cemetery, Rock
Rock Island,
Island, Illinois, $1,250.
$1,250.
cemetery,
Monuments in
in Cuba
Monuments
or tablets
China: For repairs and prestablets in Cuba and China:
Monuments or
Cuba
Monuments
and so forth, made
and China.
ervation
of
monuments,
tablets,
roads,
fences, and
fences,
roads,
tablets,
ervation of monuments,
and China.
and
by the
United States in Cuba and China
China to mark
mark
the United
constructed by
and constructed
$1,000.
the
where American
American soldiers
soldiers fell, $1,000.
places where
the places
Little
Rock, Ark.
Burial
deceased indigent
indigent patients:
patients: For burying
burying in the Little
of deceased
Burial of
Ark.
Little Rock,
Burial in cemetery, ..-.
transportation
including
of patients dCnat
dving at Rock
_Kock
(Arkansas)
National
Cemetery,
including
transportation
Cemetery,
(Arkansas) National
ofBpatiaents
United
Hot S.springs
prings Hospital.
thereto, indigent
ex-soldiers, ex-sailors,
ex-marines of the United
ex-sailors, or ex-marines
indigent ex-soldiers,
ospitai. thereto,
not
been
have
who
States
service,
either
Regular
or
Volunteer,
been
honorVolunteer,
States service, either Regular or
Army
the
at
patients
ably
discharged
or
retired
and
who
while
Army
die
who
and
retired
or
discharged
ably
disbursed
and
General Hospital,
Hot Springs, Arkansas,
Arkansas, to be disbursed
Hospital, Hot
Navy General
and Navy
expenses in each case,
at
$35 for
such burial
burial expenses
for such
exceeding $35
not exceeding
cost not
at aa cost
exclusive
of grave,
grave, $200.
$200.
cost of
of cost
exclusive of
construction of
Arlington
National
National
Cemetery, Virginia:
Virginia: For the
the construction
of
a - Cemetery,
Natial
on
l
iol
lingtonArlington
Aron
y
Cemeter
New tlet
Va.
facilities.
new
toilet
$12,000.
$12,000.
facilities,
toilet
new
aeiitios.
New tilt
National Cemetery,
Battle
;round CemRostrum
for Battle Ground
Ground National
Cemetery District of ColumRostrum for
CimBattle t;round
etery,
D. C.
Ground (Dis(DisConstruction
of ros- bia: For the
the
construction
of
a
rostrum
at
the Battle Ground
at the
construction of a rostrum Cemetery,
(instruction of ros- bia: For
material
necessary
trum.
trict
of
Columbia)
National
Cemetery,
including
necessary
including
Cemetery,
National
Columbia)
of
trict
trum.
memorial
and
in order
to provide
provide suitable
suitable place for holding memorial
order to
labor, in
and labor,
exercises,
and
so
forth,
$2,500.
$2,500.
forth,
so
exercises, and
Memorial
AmphiArlington
Chapel: For care and
and
Amphitheater and Chapel:
Memorial Amphitheater
Arlington Memorial
AmphiMemorial
theater, etc., _1.iling- maintenance of the Arlington Memorial
Chapel
and
Amphitheater
Memorial
Amphitheater
and
Chapel
Arlington
the
of
maintenance
etc., Aringtheater,
too.
including
Care,
and
grounds in
Arlington National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, Virginia,
Virginia includin
the Arlington
in the
and grounds
etc.
are, etc.
'
under
g
of
direction
the
under
expended
a
custodian
at
$1.200,
$8,000,
to
be
expended
der
direction
of
be
to
$8,000,
$1,200,
at
a custodian
the
Secretary of
War.
of War.
the Secretary

inAuleri
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NATIONAL MILITARY
MILITARY PARKS.
PARKS.
NATIONAL

Military parks.
Milltaryparks.
Chickamauga

and

Chickamauga
and Chattanooga
Chattanooga National
National Military
Military Park: For con- chat'tanooga
ChCahtitcaknaonomgau.ga an d
Chickamauga and
and
compensation
tinuing
the
establishment
of
the
park;
compensation
expenses
park;
establishment
tinuing the
of
clerical and other assistance,
commissioner, maps, surveys, clerical
civilian commissioner,
of civilian
under direction
including
$300
for
necessary
clerical
labor
under
direction of the
clerical
necessary
for
$300
including
chairman of
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of
of the commission; maintenance,
chairman
vehicle;
one
motor-propelled
and
one
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying
vehicle;
passenger-carrying
horse-drawn
one
and
one motor-propelled
office and
and all
all other
necessary expenses;
foundations for State monuexpenses; foundations
other necessary
office
ments; mowing;
iron and bronze; iron gun cartablets, iron
historical tablets,
mowing; historical
ments;
riages; roads
roads and
their maintenance;
maintenance; purchase
purchase of small tracts
tracts of
and their
riages;
$50,000.
lands
heretofore
authorized
by
law,
$50,000.
authorized
heretofore
lands
Gettysbrg.
Gettysburg
National Military
Military-Park:
For continuing
continuing the establishestablish- Gettysburg.
Park: For
Gettysburg National
constructmaps;
surveys,
lands,
ment
of
thepark
;
acquisition
of
and
construct
park;
the
ment of
ing, improving,
improving, and
and maintaining
maintaining avenues,
avenues roads, and bridges
bridges thereon;
thereon;
ing,
guns,
tablets
with
of
fences
and
gates;
marking
the
battle
and
lines
marking
gates;
and
fences
each
brief legend
legend.giving
giving historic
facts and compiled
compiled
historic facts
a brie
bearing a
tablet bearing
each tablet
the
without
censure and
features of the
preserving the features
praise; preserving
without praise;
and without
without censure
battle
field and
and the
civilian
compensation of civilian
thereon; compensation
monuments thereon;
the monuments
battle field
commissioner,
expenses, and labor;
labor;
services, expenses,
other services,
and other
clerical and
commissioner, clerical
purchase
and /reparation
of tablets
tablets and
and gun carriages
carriages and placing
placing
preparation of
purchase and
a motoroperation of a
them in
maintenance, repair, and operation
position; maintenance
in position;
them
propelled passenger-carrying
and all other expenses
expenses incident
incident
vehicle, and
passenger-carrying vehicle,
propelled
to
the
foregoing,
$65,000.
to the foregoing,
GUILFORD COUITnOUSI
COIPRTHOUSE NATIONAL
For continuing
continuing GuilfordCoarthous
Guilford Courthouse.
PARK: For
MILITARY PARK:
NATIONAL MILITA.RY
GUILFORD
of
the
establishment
of
a
national
military
park
field
ol
battle
the
at
park
military
national
a
of
the establishment
Guilford Courthouse,
Courthouse, in
in accordance
with. the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to Vol.
Vo.39,p.99.
39, p. MM.
entitled "An
accordance with
Guilford
establish
a
national
military
park
the
Guilford
Guilford
of
field
battle
at
park
military
national
a
establish
Courthouse,"
Courthouse," approved March 2, 1917, $9,200.
Shiloh.
S
HILOH NATIONAL
NATIONAL MILrrITARY
MILITARY PARK:
continuing the establishFor continuing
PAK: For
SHLOH
ment
compensation of secretary
superintendent;
secretary and superintendent;
park; compensation
the park;
of the
ment of
clerical and
and
other services; labor; historical tablets; maps and
and other
clerical
surveys; roads;
roads; purchase
purchase and
and transportation
transportation of supplies, implesurveys;
ments,
and materials
monuments; office
office and other
other
for monuments;
foundations for
materials; foundations
ments, and
necessary
operation
maintenance, repair, and operation
including maintenance,
expenses, including
necessary expenses,
of
passenger-c
vehicle,
$22,435.
vehicle, $22,435.
Vicksburg.
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
a motor-propelled
of a
Vicksburg
Park: For
1or continuing
continuing the establish- Vieburg.
Military Park:
National Military
Vicksburg National
ment
the park;
park; compensation
compensation of civilian
civilian commissioners;
commissioners; clerical
clerical
of the
ment of
and other
labor, iron
mounting of siege
carriages, mounting
gun carriages
iron gun
services, labor,
other services,
and
guns, memorials,
memorials, monument,
monuments, markers,
and historical tablets giving
giving
markersand
guns,
historical
praise and without censure; maps,
without praise
compiled without
facts, compiled
historical facts,
surveys, roads,
bridges, restoration
purchase of
of
earthworks, purchase
restoration of earthworks,
roads, bridges,
surveys,
lands, purchase
transportation of supplies
supplies and materials; and
and transportation
purchase and
lands,
other necessary
necessary expenses,
$30,000.
expenses, $30,000.
other
ENGINEER
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.

Engineer

Depart.
Depr

mennt.
ment.

aa xi
n dd
B ti i
Buildings
*
improveWashington: For improv
Buildings
and
e- grounds, D.C.
grounds in and around Washington:
and grounds
Buildings
Im
ment and care of public grounds,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as follows:
follows:and Improvement
provement an
and care of public grounds, District
ment
For
improvement
and
maintenance
south
Executive
Executive
of
grounds
of
maintenance
and
For improvement
Mansion, $4,000.
For
greenhouses and
nursery, $2,000.
and nursery,
of greenhouses
care of
ordinary care
For ordinary
For
greenhouses at the nursery,
the greenhouses
reconstruction of the
and reconstruction
repair and
For repair
$3,000.
For
Lafayette Park, $2,000.
care of Lafayette
ordinary care
For ordinary
ordinary care of Franklin Park, $1,500.
$1,500.
For ordinary
For
and ordinary
ordinary care
care of
of Lincoln
Lincoln Park, $2,000.
Mnent Gronds.
Monument
Grounds.
improvement and
For improvement
For care
care and
of Monument
Monument Grounds
Grounds and annex,
improvement of
and improvement
For
$7,000.
For improvement,
improvement, care.
and maintenance
maintenance of
Garfield Park, $2,500.
of Garfield
care. and
For
gr 0 u n

c.
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General
General repairs,
repairs, etc.
etc.

For construction
post-and-chain fences, repair of
construction and repair of post-and-chain
fences, constructing stone coping
coping about reservations,
high iron fences,
reservations,
painting watchmen's
fences, vases, lamps, and lampwatchmen's lodges, iron fences,
purchase of
apparaposts; repairing
repaiing and extending
extending water pipes, and purchase
of apparacleaning them; hose; manure, and hauling same; removing
tus for claning
removing
snow and ice; purchase and repair of seats and tools; trees, tree
nursery-,
and plant stakes, labels, lime, whitewashing,
whitewashing, and stock for nursery,
flowerpots, twine, baskets, wire,
flowerpots,
wire, splints, and moss, to be purchased
purchased
otherwise, as the Secretary
Secretary of War may determine;
by contract
contract or otherwise,
determine;
construction, and repair of fountains;
fountains; abating
abating nuisances;
nuisances;
care, construction,
cleaning statues and repairing
repairing pedestals, $18,550.
$18,550.
cleaning
For improvement, care, and maintenance of various reservations,
reservations,
including maintenance, repair, exchange,
exchange, and operation
including
operation of three
three
motor-propelled
official
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles to be used only for official
purposes, and
operation, maintenance,
repair, and
and the
the purchase,
purchase, operation,
maintenance, repair,
exchange of motor
motor cycles for division
foremen, $35,000.
exchange
division foremen,
$35,000.
Traffic in parks.
Tfficpars.
Nothing
contained in the provision
Nothing contained
provision regarding the making and
and
enforcing of regulations
governing the speed of motor vehicles
regulations governing
vehicles in the
District of Columbia found in section 1
1 of the District of Columbia
Columbia
Act approved March 3,
3, 1917, shall be construed to interfere
with the
the
interfere with
Chief of Engineers in exclusive charge and control heretofore
ChiefofEngineersin
heretofore
committed
committed
to the Chief of
exclusive control of.

Engineers
park system
system of
the District
of Columbia,
Engineers over
over the
the park
of the
District of
Columbia, and
and he
he
is hereby authorized
empowered to make and enforce
authorized and empowered
enforce all
all regulations for the control of vehicles
vehicles and traffic,
traffic, and limiting the speed
thereof on roads, highways,
highways, and bridges within the public grounds
grounds
spee
Penalties
altie for
for speedd in the District of Columbia, under
under his control,
control, subject to the penalviolations.
Vol.34,
p. 621.
Vol.34,p.621.
"An Act regulating
ties prescribed
prescribed in the Act entitled "An
regulating the speed of
automobiles
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
for other
purposes,"
automobiles in the District of
and for
other purposes,"
approved June 29, 1906.
For improvement,
improvement, care, and maintenance
maintenance of
grounds,
of Smithsonian
Smithsonian grounds,
$4,000.
$4,000.
For improvement
improvement and maintenance
maintenance of Judiciary Park, $2,500.
For laying cement and other walks in various reservations,
$3,500.
reservations, $3,500.
broken-stone road covering
covering for parks, $10,000.
$10,000.
For broken-stone
For curbing, coping, and flagging for park roads
roads and walks, $2,000.
Rock
Park
Rock Creek
Creek Park
For care and improvement
improvement
of
Rock
Creek
Park and the
Rock
the Piney
and
Piney
Branch
r
adrkwPary Branch
Parkway.
Branch
Branch Parkway,
Parkway, exclusive of building
building for superintendent's
superintendent's residence,
residence,
and including personal services in the District of Columbia, $30,000.
$30,000.
Potomae Park.
Park.
Potomae
For improvement, care, and maintenance
maintenance of West Potomac Park,
constructing paths,
including grading, soiling, seeding, planting, and constructing
$40,000.
treating macadam
For oiling or otherwise treating
macadam roads, $8,000.
For care and improvement
improvement of East Potomac Park, $50,000.
$50,000.
maintenance, and improvement
Montrose Park, $5,000.
For care, maintenance,
improvement of Montrose
condiOutdoor sports
For placing and
Outdoor
sports.
and maintaining
maintaining special portions of
of the
the parks
parks in condition for outdoor sports, $15,000.
$15,000.
Meridian
Meridian Hill
Hill Park.
ark.
For improvement,
maintenance of Meridian
Meridian Hill Park,
improvement, care, and maintenance
$30,000.
maintenance of Willow Tree Park, $1,500.
$1,500.
For care and maintenance
For care of the center
center parking on Maryland
Maryland Avenue
Avenue northeast,
northeast,
$1,000.
Union
Union Station
tationPlaza, For operation, care, repair, and maintenance
maintenance of the pumps which
fountains.
otain
operate the three fountains
fountains on the Union Station Plaza, $4,000.
Park
maintenance.
Park maintenance.
To provide
provide for the increased cost in park maintenance,
875,000.
maintenance, $75,000.
For care of the center parking in Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue, between
between
Second
and
Seventeenth
southeast,
$2,500.
Second
and
Seventeenth
Streets
southeast,
$2,500.
Tidal
bathing
idal Basin
Basin bathng
TDAL BASIN
BEACH: For purification
purification of waters
waters of the
PEDAL
BASIN BATHING
BATHING BEACH:
beach.
Tidal Basn
Basin and care,
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of the bathhouse
bathhouse
and beach, $15,000.
For construction
construction of an extension
extension of the bathhouse and beach at the
Tidal Basin bathing beach, $20,000.
$20,000.

eol.3
Vol.39, pm.lof
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For a
aferry
vicinity of
of Seventh
Seventh and
and Water
Streets to
to pFrry
Ferry to
to Potomac
Potomac
Water Streets
ferry line
line from
from the
the vicinity
For
Park.

$7,000.
East Potomac Park, $7,000.
For cement walks in grounds south of Executive
$5,000.
Executive Mansion, $5,000.

The
appropriation for
new lodge
lodge and
comfort station
in the
the GrSmi
.h
lisonian
mIst
s on I a n
and comfort
station in
for aa new
The appropriation
contained in the
Grounds, contained
Smithsoruan Grounds,
the Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Comfortstation.
Comfort station.
Smithsonian
Act
the fiscal
1920, is
is continued
made available
available during
n
k'
P-18
P.1877 '
during I"e,
and made
continued and
fiscal year
year 1920,
Act for
for the
the fiscal year
year 1921, together
together with the additional sum of $3,000.
$3,000.

For
East and
and West Seaton
Seaton Park,
soiling, and
and seeding
seeding East
For grading,
grading, soiling,

BeatnParks
mtc'n Park'

$5,000.
For a
combined lodge and comfort
comfort station in Stanton Park,
a new combined
$7,000.
$7,000.
For
Gallery Building
Building Buirlg
Freer Art Gallery
Gallery
grounds around the Freer Art Gallery
For improving the grounds
Building.
in
Smithsonian Grounds,
Grounds, $20,000.
$20,000.
in Smithsonian

One
the foregoin
sums under
and grounds
in and
and reevnfrom
H
vea
nlf
ues
fro
. m
District
District
grounds in
"Buildings and
under "Buildings
foregoingg sums
half of
of the
One half
around Washington"
paid from the revenues
revenues of the District of A,.
Ante , P.
p.88337.7.
Washington" shall be paid

Columbia
and the other
half
from
the
Treasury
of
the United
States.
Groundsof
executive
Columbia
For improvement,
and the other
care,
half
and
from
maintenance
the Treasury
of grounds
of the United
of executive
States. deGroundensg,eextecc.utive
of
For improvement, care, and maintenance of grounds of executive departments, etc.

departments, $1,000.
$1,000.
For such trees, shrubs, plants, fertilizers, and
and skilled labor
labor for the
grounds of the Library
Library of Congr
Congress
inz
ess as may be requested
in
requested by the superintendent of the Library
Library Building,
Build', $1,000.
$1,000.
intendent
plants, fertilizers,
fertilizers, and skilled labor for the
such trees, shrubs, plants,
For such
grounds of the Capitol
Capitol and the Senate
Senate and House Office Buildings as
grounds
may
requested by
Building,
the Superintendent
Superintendent of the Capitol Building,
by the
may be
be requested
$4,000.
Mansio
For
maintenance of Executive
Executive Mansion grounds groneStI m
ans ion
For improvement
improvement and maintenance
fence), $5,000.
(within iron
iron fence),
Eng
etc.
For
employment of
an engineer
in charge
charge of
ofineer,
Engneeretc.
by the
the officer
officer in
engineer by
of an
For the
the employment
$2,400.
public buildings and grounds, $2,400.
purchase and
machinery and tools for shops at
and repair of machinery
For purchase
nursery, and
$1,000.
storehouses, $1,000.
and for the repair of shops and storehouses,
nursery,
of the iron fence at the north front of the ExecuFor drainage back of
grounds, $1,500.
Executive Mansion
Mansion.
tive Mansion
Mansion grounds,
$1,500.
Executive
Executive Mansion:
Mansion: For
ordinary care,
repair, and
of care,
Care, repair, etc.
etc.
refurnishing of
and refurnishing
care, repair,
For ordinary
Executive
Executive Mansion,
Mansion, and
for purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance and
and driving
driving of
of
and for
Executive
horses
expended by contract
contract
purposes, to be expended
vehicles for
for official purposes,
horses and
and vehicles
or otherwise,
the President
may determine,
$45,000.
determine, $45,000.
as the
President may
or
otherwise, as
greenhouses $8,000.
Fuel.
For fuel for the
the Executive
Executive Mansion
Mansion and
and greenhouses,
Fuel
For care
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
Executive Mansion,
Gr
Mansion, Greenhouses.
greenhouses, Executive
of greenhouses,
For
$9,000.
For repair
repair to
to greenhouses,
Executive Mansion,
Mansion, $3,000.
$3,000.
greenhouses, Executive
For
For reconstructing
one greenhouse,
greenhouse, Executive
$4,000.
Mansion, $4,000.
Executive Mansion,
For
reconstructing one
For
traveling expenses
the President
United States,
States, to
be Tof".a den"exp
to be
President of
of the
the United
expenses of
of the
For traveling
expended in
in his
accounted for
for on
on his
his certificate
certificate solely,
solely, of thevltiVdent.
exp
enses
and accounted
discretion and
his discretion
expended
grE"(7,
11
.11"

$25,000.
$25,000.

For lighting
Executive Mansion,
and greenhouses,
greenhouses,
grounds, and
Mansion, grounds,
lighting the
the Executive
For

Lighting.
Lighting.

including all
expenses of
installation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
of installation,
including
all necessary
necessary expenses

re air, $8,600.
repair,
$8,600.

Lighting, etc., pub-

"ghting the
public grounds:
the public
grounds, licLighting,
grounds. etc., pubUcgrounds.
For lighting
lighting the
public grounds,
the public
grounds: For
Lighting
watchmen's lodges,
at the
propagating
the propagating
offices, and
and greenhouses
greenhouses at
watchmen's
lodges, offices,
gardens, including
necessary expenses
expenses of
mainteof installation,
installation, mainteall necessary
including all
gardens,
nance and
repair, $24,000.
$24,000.
and repair,
nance
For heating
offices, watchmen's
watchmen's lodges,
lodges, and
and greenhouses
the
at the
greenhouses at
heating offices,
For
propagating
propagating gardens,
gardens, $4,500.
$4,500.
Half from District
In all,
all, $28,500,
$28,500, or
so much
much thereof
thereof as
one-half revenues.
Half from District
revenues.
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, one-half
or so
In
of which
sum shall
shall be
be paid
paid from
from the
the revenues
revenues of
of the
the District
of ColumColum- An t ,'p13 .
837.'
District of
of
which sum
bia
and the
half from
Treasury of
United States.
States.
of the
the United
the Treasury
from the
the other
other half
bia and
Government teleTelegraph
connect the
Capitol with
with the
the departments
departments and
Gov- groarnmet
gra
tele
and Govthe Capitol
Telegraph to
to connect
enament
Printing
Office:
For
care
and
repair
of
existing
lines,
$500.
$500.
existing
lines,
and
repair
of
ernment Printing Office: For care
umWhingto
Washington
Monument: For
For custodian,
custodian, $1,200;
$1,200; steam
steam engineer,
engineer, me
w
i
ringtonn Mon
MonuWashington Monument:
$960
;
assistant
steam
engineer,
$840;
fireman,
$660;
assistant
fireMaintenance
setssalMaintenance
fireassistant
$660;
$960; assistant steam engineer, $840; fireman,
man,
$660; conductor
of elevator
elevator car,
car, $900;
$900; attendants—one
on r'ss
attendants-one on
conductor of
man, $660;
Ante

837

900
900
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floor
$720, one
on. top
top floor
floor $720;
$720; three
three night and day watchmen,
watchmen, at
at
one on
floor $720,
$720
each;
in
all,
$8,820.
$8,820.
all,
in
each;
$720
Operating expenses.
For
For fuel, lights, oil, waste, packing, tools, matches, paints, brushes,
perating epeses.
brooms,
electric lights, heating
screws, lead, electric
nails, screws,
rope, nails,
lanterns, rope,
brooms, lanterns,
apparatus, oil
oil stoves
and upper
upper and lower
lower floors;
floors;
elevator car and
for elevator
stoves for
apparatus,
repairs to
engines, boilers,
dynamos, elevator,
elevator, and repairs
repairs of all kinds
boilers, dynamos,
to engines,
repairs
connected
with the
and machinery;
machinery; and purchase
purchase of all
Monument and
the Monument
connected with
necessary
for keeping
Monument, machinery, elevator,
the Monument,
keeping the
articles for
necessary articles
and electric
in. good
good order,
$4,500.
order, $4,500.
plant in
electric plant
and
Sunday opening.
For
employees and
and for
additional supplies
supplies and
for additional
of employees
services of
extra services
For extra
Sundayopening.
materials, to
to provide
the opening
Monument to the public
the Monument
opening of the
for the
provide for
materials,
on
Sundays and
legal holidays,
$2,500.
holidays, $2,500.
and legal
on Sundays
Lincoln's
death
Abraham
Building
where
Abraham Lincoln died: For painting
painting and miscelmiscelwhere
Building
death
lancolns
place.
laneous
repairs, $200.
$200.
laneous repairs,
pace
Wakefield, Va.
repairs
Birthplace of George Washington,
Va.
Wakefield,
Birthplace
Washington, Wakefield,
Wakefield, Virginia:
Virginia: For repairs
to
grounds about the monumaintaining grounds
and maintaining
up and
cleaning up
and cleaning
fences and
to fences
ment, $100.
$100.
ment,
Reflecting pool
pool, PoPoa reflecting
reflecting pool in West Potoconstruction of a
For continuing
continuing the construction
tRefleting
tomac Park.
mac
Park,
$84,000.
$84,000.
Park,
mac
emri
Lincoln Memorial.
Lincoln
Memorial: Custodian,
Custodian, $1,200;
$1,200; three watchmen, at $720
$720
Lincoln Memorial:
inoln Memorial.
Maintenance.
each;
laborer,
$660;
heat,
light,
miscellaneous
and
supplies,
labor,
miscellaneous
light,
heat,
$660;
laborer,
each;
$2,000;
in all,
all, $6,020.
$2,000; in
Grant Memorial.
The appropriation.
made in
in the
the Sundry
Civil Act
Act approved
approved
Sundry Civil
$5,000 made
of $5,000
appropriation of
The
etc., exUnveiling, etc.,
Unveiling,
expenses.
and dedicating
August
1,
1914, for
for unveiling
unveili g and
dedicating the memorial
memorial to GenGen1914,
1,
August
penses.
Reappropriation.
1
connected
eral
Ulysses S.
S. Grant,
and for
or each
each and
and every
every purpose
purpose connected
Grant, and
eraT Ulysses
Ante,
p. 188.
88ai.
ate,p.
therewith,
including erecting
and taking
taking down
viewing stands
stands and
down viewing
erecting and
therewith, including
putting the
the grounds
grounds in
in sightly
said
condition, is made available for said
sightly condition,
putting
f purposes during
the fiscal
1921, and
and shall
shall also
also be
be available
available for
year 1921,
fiscal year
during the
purposes
Removal c,f part
part o removal of so much of the iron part of the brick and iron fence on the
of removal of so much of the iron part of the brick
of
fencetl
fence, etc.
superintendeast
side of
of the
as in the opinion of the superintendGarden as
Botanic Garden
the Botanic
east side
of
surroundings
improve
ent
of
necessary
to
the
surroundings
of
necessary
be
may
garden
the
ent of
the
said memorial.
gateposts on
However, the large stone or brick gateposts
memorial. However,
the said
the
side of
of the
the garden shall be taken
taken down to a
a level with the
east side
the east
substructure
which also
made of brick
brick or stone.
also is made
substructure which
Georgetown Bridge.
the construction
Georgetown
construction of the bridge
continuing the
For continuing
Bridge: For
Georgetown Bridge:
eongeton Bridge.
Constriction.
" An Act to provide
Vol.
39, p.
authorized in section 1
1of an Act entitled "An
provide for the
authorized
p. 163.
163.
ol. 39,
removal
what is
known as the Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge, across the
is now known
of what
removal of
Potomac River,
River, and
of a
a bridge
thereof,"
bridge in place thereof,"
building of
the building
for the
and for
Potomac
Half from District
approved May
1916, $500,000,
half to be payable out of the
$500,000, one half
18, 1916,
May 18,
reeUfr D s ct approved
revenues.
Ante. p.
p. S37.
Treasury
United States
States and the other half out of the revenues
revenues
reasury of the United
T.
Ante.
from
Name
chanzed from
Name changed
known
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
bridge shall
hereafter be known
shall hereafter
This bridge
Columbia. This
Aqueduct
Bridge.
of
hBrge.
Aqueduct
as
the Georgetown
Bridge.
Bridge.
Georgetown
the
as
ivers and harbors.
Harbors and
rivers, contract
of
contract work: Toward the construction of
and rivers,
Harbors
har.0
cnTrla
Contract work.
contract and otherwise, and
works on
harbors and rivers, under contract
on harbors
works
within
authorized by law, including
including horse-drawn
horse-drawn and
and
within the limits authorized
motor-propelled
vehicles required
required and to be used
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
only
official business,
namely:
namely:
business, naty
for official
only for
Vol. 39, p. 391.
For works
Harbor Act of 1916, as
authorized by the River and Harbor
works authorized
For
o.3,p.39.
follows:
follows:
River.
Delaware Ttiver.
Delaware
and New
New Jersey:
Jersey: For
For continuing
continuing
V
Pennsylvania and
River, Pennsylvania
Delaware River,
Philadelphia
Philadelphia too the
improvement from
Allegheny Avenue,
Avenue, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, to the sea, in
in
from Allegheny
sea.
improvement
sea.
completion of
contract authorization,
authorization, $300,000.
$300,000.
of contract
completion
Vol.
40, p.
906.
For works authorized
p.96.
Vol.40.
authorized by the River and Harbor
Harbor Act of 1918,
1918, as
follows:
follows:
Key West, Fla.
Harbor
IKey esta.
improvement,
Harbor at Key West, Florida: For continuing improvement,
$82,700.
$82,700.
Flood control.
FLOOD
CONTROL: For
For prosecuting
prosecuting work
work of
of flood
control in accordaccordflood control
FLOOD CONTROL:
octing work.
Prosecuting
Vol.
ance with
the provisions
the Flood
approved March
March 1,
1,
Control Act approved
Flood Control
of the
provisions of
with the
ance
p.9.948.
39, p.
vol. 39,
1917,
as follows:
follows:
1917, as
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Mississippi River.
Mississippi
$6,670,000, to
to remain
remain available
available until
expended. M.iSppi
Mississippi River,
River, $6,670,000,
until expended.
nriver.
Survey of northern
northwestern
lakes.
andnorthwestern
h
For survey of northern
Survey
lakes:
lakes: For
northern and
northey
Surve of northern and northwestern
etc.
of the Woods, and other boundar
and northwestern
boundary and t
northwestern lakes, Lake ofand
connecting waters between
Superior, Lake
between said lake and Lake Superior,
connecting
.
embraced in the New York
Champlain, and
and the
the natural
navigable waters
waters embraced
natural navigable
Champlain,
ew York
o canals.
navigation system
the New
New York
York canals, including all necessary
necessary
of the
system of
navigation
expenses for
preparing, correcting, extending, printing, binding, and
for preparing,
expenses
investigating lake levels
levels with
charts and bulletins, and of investigating
issuing charts
Cafo
$125,000.
regulation, $125,000.
to their
their regulation,
view to
aa view
California D ebris
r
comission.
defraying the expenses
California
Debris Commission:
Commission: For defraying
expenses of the Commission.
California Debris
Vol. 27,
27, p.
p. 5
507
7
VoL
approved
commission in
authorized by the Act
in carrying
carrying on the work authorized
commission
March
1, 1893,
1893, $15,000.
$15,000.
NeYorkHarbor.
March 1,
New York Harbor.
injurious
obstructive and in- Preventing
Preventing injurious
of obstructive
Harbor
of New
York: For
For the
the prevention
prevention of
New York:
Harbor of
deposits.
water, of New
jurious
within the
the harbor
New York deposits.
and adjacent
adjacent water,
harbor and
deposits within
jurious deposits
City:
City:
For
of inspectors, deputy inspectors, and office forces and
For pay of
expenses of
$14,260;
of office, $14,260;
expenses
For
crews and
maintenance of patrol fleet,
fleet, six steam tugs
and maintenance
of crews
For pay of
$95,000;
and one launch, $95,000;
$109,260.
In all, $109,260.
Medical Department
Department.
Medical
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL

furnishing artificial limbs and apparatus, or
Artificial limbs: For furnishing
commutation therefor,
necessary transportation, $150,000:
$150,000:
therefor, and necessary
commutation
authorized to pay
Provided, That
Surgeon General of the Army is authorized
the Surgeon
That the
Provided,
not exceeding
exceeding $125
for each
artificial limb or
or apparatus for resection
each artificial
$125 for
not
furnished in
kind hereafter
provisions of section 4787,
the provisions
under the
hereafter under
in kind
furnished
Revised Statutes, as amended.
Revised
Appliances for
for disabled
disabled soldiers:
For furnishing
furnishing surgical appliances
soldiers: For
Appliances
to persons disabled in the military or naval service of the United
'United
States,
not entitled to artificial limbs or
1917, and not
6, 1917,
April 6,
to April
prior to
States, prior

Artificial
Artificial limbs.
limbs.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Price.

R.
It. S. sec.
sec. 4787, p. 929.
929.
Surgical
Surgical appliances.
appliances.

trusses for
the same
$500.
disabilities, $500.
same disabilities,
for the
trusses
Trusses.
Trusses
for disabled
soldiers: For
For trusses
persons entitled
entitled R. S. sec. 1176, p. 211.
211.
for persons
trusses for
disabled soldiers:
Trusses for
Vol. 20,
20, p.
p. 353.
353.
thereto under
Revised Statutes
the United
States,
United States,
of the
Statutes of
1176, Revised
section 1176,
under section
thereto
and
the Act
thereof, approved
approved March
March 3,
3, 1879,
1879, $1,000.
$1,000.
amendatory thereof,
Act amendatory
and the
Medical and surgical
awith
Medical and
and surgical
surgical history
War with
Germany: Toward
Toward hgo
ed
ryicaof
o
l
t
anWar
4asr
ulg
history
with Germany:
the War
of the
history of
Medical
Germany.
of the
the preparation
for publication
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary Preparation,
,
,
the direction
under the
publication under
preparation for
the
re
tion, etc.
War with Germany,
of
of a
surgical history
history of
Germany,
the War
of the
and surgical
a medical
medical and
War of
of War
including
printing and
binding at
the Government
Printino. Office
Office Proviso.
Government Printing
at the
and binding
including printing
Proviso.
and
engravings and
and illustrations,
illustrations, $50,000:
$50,000: Provided,
Provided, Limit of cost.
necessary engravings
the necessary
and the
That
the total
total cost
cost of
history shall
not exceed
exceed $150,000.
$150,000.
shall not
such history
of such
That the
G erm an7-

NATIONAL
FOR DISABLED
SOLDIERS.
VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
DISABLED VOLUNTEER
HOME FOR
NATIONAL HOME

National
National Home
Home for
for
Volunteer
Volunteer
Disabled

Soldiers.
Soldiers.

Support.

For
of the
Home for
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers, Spport.
Volunteer Soldiers,
National Home
the National
support of
For support
as follows:
Dayton
as
follows:
Dayton, Ohio.
expenses.
urrentexpenses.
pay of
Central
Dayton, Ohio:
expenses: For
For pay
of Current
Current expenses:
Ohio: Current
Branch, Dayton,
Central Branch,
home, with such excepofficers and
and noncommissioned
officers of
of the
the home,
noncommissioned officers
officers
tions
as are
are hereinafter
hereinafter noted,
noted, and
and their
clerks, weighmasters,
weighmasters, and
and
their clerks,
tions as
orderlies;
chaplains, religious
entertainment for the
and entertainment
instruction, and
religious instruction,
orderlies; chaplains,
members
the home,
librarians, musicians,
musicians,
bookbinders, librarians,
printers, bookbinders,
home, printers,
of the
members of
telegraph and
guards, janitors,
fire
watchmen, fire
janitors watchmen,
operators, guards,
telephone operators,
and telephone
telegraph
company, and
their use,
use,
for their
purchased for
materials purchased
and materials
property and
and property
company,
including
not done
by the
the home;
home; articles
articles of amusement,
amusement,
done by
repairs not
including repairs
library books,
books, magazines,
papers, pictures,
and musical
musical instruments,
instruments,
pictures, and
magazines, papers,
library
and repairs
legal pr.
advertising, legal
stationery, advertising,
home; stationery,
by the
the home;
not done
done by
repairs not
and
deceased
advice,
payments due
Provided, That
That Efeets
Effects of deceased
members: Provided,
deceased members:
of deceased
heirs of
due heirs
advice, payments
m m.
all
receipts on
the effects
deceased members
members during mem
of deceased
effects of
of the
on account
account of
all receipts
the
year shall
shall also
also be
be available
available for
and for
for
payments; and
such payments;
for such
fiscal year
the fiscal
prnDiso.
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Subsistence.

Subsistence.

Houed.

Household.

sehold.

Hospital

Hpital.

Transportation.

Transportaton
Repai

Proriso.
1:pstriction
sttiton

on new

Farm.

Farm.

Milwaukee, Wis.
irrent expenses.
expenses.
C.irent
Subsistence.

s,:iS~tene.

Household
sehold.

Ho

Hosptal.

Hospital.

Transportation.
T-insportatn.

1920.
1920.

included under
such other
other expenditures
as can
be included
under other
other
properly be
not properly
can not
expenditures as
such
heads
expenditures, $62,000;
$62,000;
of expenditures,
heads of
Subsistence:
pay of
of commissary
sergeants, commissary
commissary clerks,
commissary sergeants,
For pay
Subsistence: For
porters, laborers,
cooks, dishwashers,
dishwashers, waiters, and others
bakers, cooks,
laborers, bakers,
porters,
employed in
subsistence department;
department; food supplies,
supplies, except
except
the subsistence
in the
employed
articles of
special diet
for the
sick, purchased
of
purchased for the subsistence of
the sick,
diet for
of special
articles
employed
the
of the
civilian employees
employees regularly
regularly employed
and civilian
home and
the home
members of
the members
and
the branch,
their freight,
freight, preparation, and serving;
serving;
branch, their
at the
residing at
and residing
dining-room employees;
aprons,
caps,
and
jackets
for
kitchen
and dining-room
employees;
and
kitchen
for
jackets
and
caps,
aprons,
tobacco;
kitchen furniture and utensils, bakers
bakers and
and
and kitchen
dining-room and
tobacco; dining-room
by the
done
not
and
butchers'
tools
and
appliances,
and
their
repair
appliances,
butchers' tools and
home,
$325,000;
home, $325,000;
Household: For
for officers'
officers' quarters;
quarters; bedsteads,
bedsteads, bedfurniture for
For furniture
Household:
ding, bedding
and all
articles required
required in the quarters
other articles
all other
material, and
bedding material,
ding,
of the
the members,
and of
of civilian
employees permanently -employed
employed and
civilian employees
members, and
of
residing at
branch, and
their repair,
repaired by the home;
home;
not repaired
if not
repair, if
and their
the branch,
at the
residing
fuel, including
including fuel
for cooking,
cooking, heat,
fireengineers and firelight; engineers
and light;
heat, and
fuel for
fuel,
men, bathhouse
bathhouse keepers,
janitors, laundry
employees, and for all
all
laundry employees,
keepers, janitors,
men,
use, and
labor, materials,
materials, and
and appliances
appliances required for househod
household use,
and
labor,
by the home, $182,000;
repairs,
if not
not repaired
repaired by
$182,000;
repairs, if
Hospital: For
For pay
druggists, hospital
hospital
matrons, druggsts,
surgeons, matrons,
assistant surgeons,
of assistant
pay of
Hospital:
clerks and
and stewards,
stewards, ward
ward masters,
masters, nurses,
nurses, cooks,
cooks, waiters,
waiters, readers,
readers,
clerks
may be
as
services
other
drivers,
funeral
escort,
janitors,
and
for
such
services
such
for
and
janitors,
escort,
drivers, funeral
surgical instrunecessary
the care
care of
sick; burial
burial of
the dead; surgical
of the
the sick;
of the
for the
necessary for
ments
appliances, medical
books, medicine,
medicine, liquors,
and
liquors, fruits, and
medical books,
and appliances,
ments and
other necessaries
necessaries for
for the
sick not
purchased under subsistence;
subsistence; bedbednot purchased
the sick
other
articles
special articles
steads, bedding,
bedding materials,
other special
all other
and all
materials, and
and bedding
bedding, and
steads,
necessary for
the wards;
wards; hospital
furniture, including
including special
special articles
hospital furniture,
for the
necessary
and
for hospital
hospital kitchen
and dining
room; carriage,
carriage, hearse,
hearse,
dining room;
kitchen and
appliances for
and appliances
hospital furniture
repairs to hospital
all repairs
stretchers, coffins;
and for
furniture and apapfor all
coffins; and
stretchers,
pliances
not done
the home,
home, $115,000;
$115,000;
by the
done by
pliances not
Transportation: For
of members
members of
of the
the home,
home,
transportation of
For transportation
Transportation:

Repairs.

buibiings
,
buildinps.

S
ESS. II.
II . CH.
Cu. 235.
235.
SESS.

$1,000;
$1,000;
engineer, builders, blacksmiths, carpenRepairs:
For pay
of chief
chief engineer,
carpenpay of
Repairs: For
ters,
painters,
gas
fitters,
electrical
workers, plumbers
plumbers, tinsmiths, steam
steam
workers,
electrical
fitters,
ters, painters, gas
for all appliances
fitters, stone
and brick
brick masons,
laborers, and
and for
appliances
and laborers,
masons, and
stone and
fitters,
repairs of roads and other
and
used under
under this
this head;
head; and
and repairs
other
materials used
and materials
Provided, That
character, $90,000:
a permanent
improvements
improvements of a
permanent character,
$90,000 :Provided,
That no
no
the branch
part of
of the
the appropriation
for repairs
any of the
branch homes
homes
for any
repairs for
appropriation for
part
shall
for the
the construction
of any
building;
any new building;
construction of
used for
be used
shall be
Farm:
For pay
farmer, chief
chief gardener,
harness makers, farm
gardener, harness
of farmer,
pay of
Farm: For
hands,
,ardeners, horseshoers,
stablemen, teamsters,
teamsters, dairymen,
dairy-men, herdherdhorseshoers, stablemen,
hands, ,cgardeners,
for farm,
required
materials
and
ers,
and
laborers;
tools,
appliances,
materials
required
ers, and laborers; tools, appliances,
garden,
and dairy
dairy work;
work; grain,
and grain products, hay, straw, fergrain, and
garden, and
tili7ers,
seed,
carriages,
wagons,
carts,
and other
conveyances; animals
animals
other conveyances;
and
carts,
tilizers, seed, carriages, wagons,
gasoline;
purchased
for stock
stock or
(including animals
park) ;gasoline;
animals in the park);
work (including
or work
purchased for
garden, lawn, park, and cemematerials,
tools, and
labor for
flower garden,
for flower
and labor
materials, tools,
by
and repairs not done
tery; and
and construction
roads and
and walks,
done by
walks, and
of roads
construction of
tery;
the home,
$31,000;
home, 831,000;
the
In all,
all, $806,000.
$806,000.
In
Northwestern
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: For current
current exexBranch, Milwaukee,
Northwestern Branch,
the
for
head
this
under
penses,
including
the
same
objects
specified
under
head
for
specified
objects
same
the
including
penses,
Central
Branch, $50,000;
$50,000;
Central Branch,
For
subsistence, including
same objects
objects specified
specified under this
the same
including the
For subsistence,
head
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $170,000;
$170,000;
head for
For
household, including
including the
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
the same
For household,
$90,000;
for the Central Branch,
head for
Branch, $90,000;
head
head
For hospital,
including the
the same
objects specified
under this head
specified under
same objects
hospital, including
For
for the
the Central
$56,000;
Branch, $56,000;
Central Branch,
for
$500;
For transportation
transportation of members
members of the home, $500;
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For repairs,
same objects
objects specified
head for
for
this head
under this
specified under
the same
including the
repairs, including
For
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $56,000;
$56,000;
the

Repairs.
Repairs.

For farm,
farm, including
including the same
head for Farm.
specified under this head
objects specified
same objects
For
$11,000;
the Central Branch, $11,000;
In
all, $433,500.
$433,500.
In all,
Togus, Me.
Eastern
Branch, Togus,
Togus, Maine:
Maine: For
expenses, including
expenses.
Crrt expenses.
Eastern Branch,
For current
current expenses,
including Current
the
objects specified
Central Branch,
this head for the Central
under this
specified under
same objects
the same
$43,000;
$43,000;
For subsistence,
the same
same objects
under this
this Subsistence.
Subsistence.
specified under
objects specified
including the
subsistence, including
For
head
for
the
Central
Branch,
$119,000;
$119,000;
Branch,
Central
head for the
For
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
this head
head Household.
Houseld
under this
household, including
For household,
for
the Central
$105,000;
Central Branch, $105,000;
for the
H"ositaL
specified under
For hospital,
objects specified
under this head HospitaL
including the same objects
hospital, including
For
for
$47,000;
Central Branch, $47,000;
for the Central
For transportation
transportation of
of members
members of
of the
Transportation.
Transportatio.
$500;
home, $500;
the home,
For
For
re_pairs including
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
head Repairs.
Repairs
this head
the same
including the
For repairs,
,eendblance,
unexpended bal- Ante,
for
Unexpended
balance,
with the unexpended
together with
$23,000, together
Branch, $23,000,
Central Branch,
the Central
for the
p. 191.
1920;
an'"
of
this
approyriation,
for
this
purpose
for
the
fiscal
year
year
1920;
the
fiscal
for
purpose,
this
for
appropriation,
ance of this
m
For
farm, inclu
the same
this head
head for
Far for Fams.
under this
specified under
objects specified
same objects
includingg the
For farm,
the
Central
Branch,
$19,000;
$19,000;
Branch,
the Central
In
In all, $356,500.
Southern
Virginia: For
expenses ,inHampton,
Va.
in- cHamPt^V
Current
expenses.
Southern Branch,
Branch, Hampton
Hampton,. Virginia:
For current
current expenses,
eluding the
objects specified
this head
head for
the Central
Central
for the
under this
specified under
same objects
the same
cluding
motorBranch, and
and including
mamtenance,repair,
and operation
operation of
of motorrepair, and
the maintenance,
including the
Branch,
propelled passenger
passenger vehicles,
with not exceeding
exceeding
$20,000, together with
vehicles, $20,000,
propelled
$30,000 of
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
appropriation for
for this
the appropriation
of the
of the
$30,000
Transfer
purpose for
fiscal year
year 1920;
1920;
Transfer of furnitre
furniture
the fiscal
for the
purpose
The
Secretary
of
War
is
hereby
authorized
and
directed
to
transfer
from Arm Yhc6P
ital '
fromArmyhospital.
transfer
to
directed
and
authorized
is
hereby
War
of
Secretary
The
without charge
charge to
to the
Home for
Soldiers
Volunteer Soldiers
Disabled Volunteer
for Disabled
National Home
the National
without
for
use all
equipment in
in good
includcondition, includgood condition,
and equipment
furniture and
the furniture
all the
its use
for its
ing
hospital and
medical supplies
transport
quartermaster, motor transport
supplies, quartermaster,
and medical
ing hospital
General
and
ordnance and
and Signal
Signal 'Corps
Army General
Corps property, at Army
utilities, ordnance
and utilities,
which is not
Hospital
Numbered Forty-three
at Hampton,
Hampton, Virginia,
Virginia, which
Forty-three at
Hospital Numbered
required
Af19-.
the Army.
by.the
required by
For
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
this Subsistence.
Subsistence.
under this
specified under
subsistence, including
For subsistence,
head
for
the
Central
Branch,
$60,000,
together
with
not
exceeding
Unexpended
balance.
balanc
Unexpended
exceeding
not
with
together
$60,000,
Branch,
Central
the
for
head
$150,000
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
the appropriation
for this
this Ante,
p. 191
191.
Antep.
appropriation for
of the
$150,000 of
purpose
for the
fiscal year
year 1920;
1920;
the fiscal
purpose for
For
household, including
the same
objects specified
Household.
under this head Household.
specified under
same objects
including the
For household,
$50,000
for
the
Central
Branch,
$
50
,
000
,
together
with
not
exceeding
$50,000 Unexpended
Unexpended balance.
balance.
exceeding
not
with
together
$50,000,
Branch,
Central
for the
of the
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for this
this purpose
purpose for
for
balance of
unexpended balance
the unexpended
of
the
1920;
year 1920;
the fiscal
fiscal year
For
hospital, including
including the
same objects
objects specified
specified under
this head
head Hospital.
Hspital
under this
the same
For hospital,
for
the Central
together with
with not
$28,000 Unexpended
balance.
nexpended balance.
exceeding $28,000
not exceeding
$29,000, together
Branch, $29,000,
Central Branch,
for the
of
the unexpended
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for this
purpose for
for
this purpose
balance of
unexpended balance
of the
the
fiscal year
the fiscal
year 1920;
1920;
The unexpended
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
transportation of
of Transportation.
Transportation.
for transportation
balance of
unexpended balance
The
members of
the home
home for
for the
the fiscal
year 1920
is continued
made Unexpendedbalance.
Unexpended balance.
and made
continued and
1920 is
fiscal year
of the
members
available
the fiscal
fiscal year
1921;
year 1921;
during the
available during
For repairs,
including the
the same
same objects
head Repairs.
Repairs.
this head
under this
specified under
objects specified
repairs including
For
for
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $20,000,
together with
$25,000 Unexpendedbalance.
Unexpended balance.
exceeding $25,000
not exceeding
with not
$20,000, together
for the
of
the unexpended
of the
the appropriation
this purpose
for
purpose for
for this
appropriation for
balance of
unexpended balance
of the
1920;
the
fiscal year 1920;
the fiscal
For
the same
same objects
objects specified
under this
this head
head for
for Farm.
Farm.
specified under
including the
farm, including
For farm,
the
with not
exceeding $7,000
$7,000 of
unexpended balance.
balance.
the Unexpended
of the
not exceeding
together with
$3,000, together
Branch, $3,000,
Central Branch,
the Central
unexpended balance
balance of
for this
this purpose
purpose for the
appropriation for
the appropriation
of the
unexpended
fiscal vear
year 1920;
1920;
fiscal
In all,
$182,000.
all, $182,000.
In
Leavenworth, Kans.
Western Branch,
Kansas: For
current expensest
expenses Ceanexpernses.
Current expenses.
For current
Leavenworth, Kansas:
Branch, Leavenworth,
Western
including the
the same
specified under
the Centra
Central
for the
head for
this head
under this
objects specified
same objects
including
Branch, $52,000;
$52,000;
Branch,
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specified under this
subsistence, including
including the same objects specified
For subsistence,

$240,000;
head for
for the
Branch, $240,000;
Central Branch,
the Central
head

household, including
including the same objects specified
specified under this
For household,

head for
$130,000;
Branch, $130,000;
Central Branch,
the Central
for the
head

For
specified under this head
including the same objects specified
For hospital, including
$76,000;
for
Central Branch,
Branch, $76,000;
the Central
for the
$500;
Transportation.
For
transportation of
members of the home, $500;
of members
For transportation
Transportation.
Repairs.
For repairs.
repairs. including
including the
objects specified under
under this head
head
the same objects
For
Repairs.
for
the
Central
Branch,
$60,000;
$60,000;
Branch,
Central
for the
Farm.
For
farm, including
including the same
same objects specified
specified under this head
head for
For farm,
Farm.
$24,000;
the
Central
Branch,
$24,000;
Branch,
Central
the
In
$582,500.
all, $582,500.
In all,
expenses,
California: For current
Santa
Monica, Cali.
Calif.
Pacific
Branch, Santa Monica,
Monica, California:
current expenses,
Pacific Branch,
Santa Monica,
Current expenses.
including
under this head for the Central
specified under
objects specified
same objects
the same
including the
Current expenses
Branch, $51,000;
$51,000;
Subsistence.
For subsistence,
objects specified
specified under this
the same objects
including the
subsistence, including
For
subsistence.
$300,000;
head
the
Central
$300,000;
Branch,
Central
the
for
head
Household.
For
household, including
including the same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this head
head
For household,
Household.
$110,000;
Branch,
for
the
Central
$110,000;
Central
the
for
Hospital.
For
including the same objects specified
specified under this head
hospital, including
For hospital,
Hospital.
$85,000;
for the
the Central
Branch, $85,000;
Central Branch,
for
Transportation.
For transportation
transportation of members
members of the home,
home, $2,500;
$2,500;
For
Transportatico
specified under this
Repairs.
For
objects specified
this head
head
including the same objects
repairs, including
For repairs,
Repairs.
for
the Central
Central Branch, $48,000;
$48,000;
for the
Farm.
For farm,
same objects
specified under this head for
objects specified
the same
including the
farm, including
For
Farm.
$20,000;
the Central
Central Branch, $20,000;
the
In all,
$616,500.
all, $616,500.
In
including
Marion, Ind.
Marion
Marion, Indiana:
Indiana: For current expenses, including
Marion Branch, Marion,
nd.
Current expenses.
the Central Branch,
urrnt eenses.
the same objects
objects specified
specified under this head for the
$46,000;
$46,000;
including the same objects specified
Subsistence.
For subsistence,
subsistence, including
specified under
under this
Subsistence.
$145,000;
head for
Central Branch, $145,000;
the Central
for the
head
Household.
For household,
household, including
specified under this head
including the same objects specified
For
Household.
for
Branch, $72,000;
$72,000;
Central Branch,
the Central
for the
including the
Hospital.
For
the same objects specified
specified under this head
head
For hospital, including
Hospital.
for the
the Central
Branch, $52,000;
$52,000;
Central Branch,
for
members of the home, $300;
Transportation.
For
For transportation
transportation of members
$300;
Repairs.
For repairs,
repairs, including
including the same objects specified
specified under this head
For
Repairs.
$42,000;
for the
Central Branch, $42,000;
the Central
for
Farm.
For farm,
farm, including
including the same objects
objects specified under this head for
for
For
Farm.
the
Central
Branch,
$19,000;
$19,000;
Branch,
Central
the
In all,
all, $376,300.
$376,300.
In
Danville, TII.
including
Danville Branch, Danville, Illinois: For current expenses, including
nl.
Current expenses.
the same objects
objects specified
under this head for the Central
Central Branch,
specified under
urrent epenses.
$50,000;
$50,000;
Subsistence.
For subsistence,
subsistence, including
including the same objects specified under this
For
Sli,)stence.
head
for
the
Central
Branch, $190,000;
$190,000;
head for the Central Branch,
Household.
For household,
household, including the same objects
objects specified under
under this head
For
lollseholl,.
for
the
Central
Branch,
$104,000;
$104,000;
Branch,
for the Central
Hospital.
For
hospital, including the same objects
objects specified
specified under this head
head
For hospital,
Hlospita!.
for
the
Central
Branch,
$50,000;
$50,000;
for the Central Branch,
Transportation.
For transportation
transportation of members
members of the home, $500;
For
Transportation.
Repairs.
For repairs,
repairs, including
head
same objects specified under this head
including the same
For
Repairs.
$45,000;
for the
Central Branch, $45,000;
the Central
for
Farm.
For farm,
including the
same objects
specified under this head for
objects specified
the same
farm, including
For
Farm.
the
$11,000;
Branch, $11,000;
Central Branch,
the Central
In
$450,500.
In all, $450,500.
Tennessee: For
Johnson City, Tenn.
Tenn.
Mountain Branch, Johnson
For current expenses,
Johnson City, Tennessee:
Mountain
JohnsonCity.
Current expenses.
.
.
this
under
specified
objects
same
the
including
urrent expenses.
mcluding
objects specified under this head
head for
for the
the Central
Central
Branch, $47,000;
$47,000;
Branch,

Hospital.
Haspital.
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ubsistence.
specified under
For subsistence, including
including the same
same objects
objects specified
under this subsistence.
head for
Central Branch,
$150,000;
for the Central
Branch, $150,000;
For
household, including
including the
obj ects specified
spec ified under
this Household.
Household.
For household,
the same
same objects
under this
head for the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $77,000;
$77,000;
For
hospital, including
the same objects
objects specified
head Hosital.
Hospital.
For hospital,
including the
specified under
under this head
for the
Central Branch,
for
the Central
Branch, $60,000;
$60,000;
Transportation.
transportation of members of the home,
Transportation.
For transportation
home, $1,500
$1,500;
repairs, including the same
same objects specified
specified under
For repairs,
under this head
head RepairsRepairs.
$35,000;
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $35,000;
specified under
For
including the same objects specified
under this head
head for Farm.
Farm.
For farm, including
the
the Central
Central Branch, $23,000;
$23,000;
In all,
$393,500.
In
all, $393,500.
Hot Springs, S. Dak.
Battle Mountain
Mountain Sanitarium, Hot
Dakota: For
For cuStenPtense.
Current expenses.
Hot Springs,
Springs, South
South Dakota:
current
current expenses, including
including the
the same objects
specified under
this
objects specified
under this
head for
head
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $25,000;
$25,000;
For subsistence,
specified under
under this
this Subsistence.
For
subsistence, including
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
ubsistence
Branch, $59,000;
head for
for the Central
Central Branch,
$59,000;
For household,
objects specified
under this
this Household
Household.
For
household, including
including the
the same
same objects
specified under
head
Central Branch,
head for
for the
the Central
Branch, $60,000;
$60,000;
For hospital,
hospital, including
including the
same objects
specified under
this Hospital.
ospita
the same
objects specified
under this
For
head
Central Branch,
head for
for the
the Central
Branch, $60,000;
$60,000;
Transportation.
apa
members of the
the home, $2,000;
$2,000;
For
transportation of members
For transportation
For repairs,
repairs, including
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
this head
head Repairs.
epars.
specified under
under this
For
for
for the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $18,000;
$18,000;
objects specified
same objects
specified under this head
head for Farm.
ar
For farm, including
including the same
$6,000;
the Central
Central Branch, $6,000;
In all
$230,000.
In
all,.,$230,000.
lothing, all
Clothing, all
underclothing, hats, caps, branches.g
a
Clothing for all branches:
branches: For clothing,
clothing, underclothing
branches.
boots, shoes,
shoes, socks,
socks, and
boots,
overalls; labor, materials,
machines tools,
too s,
and overalls;
materials, machines,
and appliances
appliances employed,
employed, and for use in
in the
the tailor
tailor shops, knitting
knitting
shops, and
and shoe
shoe shops, or other
other home
home shops
shops in which
which any kind
of
kind of
clothing is
made or
clothing
is made
or repaired,
repaired, $275,000.
$275,000.
B
Board
Board of managers: President, $4,000;
$4,000; secretary, $500; general
general salardies,
Salaries,
Board ofetmcg
etc.
treasurer,
who shall
shall not
not be a
treasurer, who
the board of managers,
managers,
a member
member of
of the
$5,000; inspector
chief surgeon,
assistant general
general
$5,000:
inspector general
general and
and chief
surgeon, $4,500;
$4,500; assistant
treasurer and
assistant inspector
assistant inspector
inspector
treasurer
and assistant
inspector general,
general, $3,500;
$3,500; assistant
general,
$3,500; clerical
clerical services
services for
the offices
offices of
of the
the president,
president,
general, $3,500;
for the
treasurer, and
inspector general
general and
and chief
chief surgeon,
surgeon, $17,000;
$17,000;
general treasurer,
and inspector
clerical services
for managers,
traveling expenses
expenses of
of the
the
clerical
services for
managers, $2,700;
$2,700; traveling
board of
officers and
and employees,
employees, including
including officers
officers
of managers,
managers, their
their officers
of branch
branch homes
homes when
when detailed on inspection
outside
inspection work,
work, $9,000;
$9,000; outside
stationery, teleservices, medical
examinations, stationery,
medical examinations,
relief, $100; legal services,
grams,
expenses, $1,700;
all, $51,500.
$51,500.
grams, and
and other
other incidental
incidental expenses,
$1,700; in
in all,
In all,
Home for
Soldiers, $4,753,800.
$4,753,800. soAddti
skins
Additional
authorized.
In
all, National
National Home
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
l eadmi
benefits of the
The following
The
following persons
persons shall be entitled to the benefits
National Home
Home for
Disabled Volunteer
and may
be admitted
admitted
may be
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, and
for Disabled
National
thereto upon the order
board of managers,
managers,
of the
the board
order of a
a member
member of
thereto
namely: Honorably
Honorably discharged
discharged officers, soldiers, sailors, and marines
forces of the United
United
volunteer, or other forces
who served
served in the regular,
regular, volunteer,
States in
which the country
country has
engaged, in camhas been
been engaged,
war in
in which
States
in any war
who served
paigns
against hostile
hostile Indians, or
served in any
any of
of the extraextraor who
aigns against
territorial possessions of the United States, in foreign
foreign countries,
including
including Mexican
Mexican border service, or in the Organized
organized Militia or
or
Nationar
National Guard
Guard when called
called into the Federal service,
service, and who are
disabled by diseases or wounds and by reason
reason of such
such disability are
permanently incapacitated
either
temporarily or permanently
incapacitated from earning
earning a
a
either temporarily
living.
living.
Tregren
To
increase the comfort of the members,
Board of
o incase
members, the Board
of Managers,
Managers, bls
gnbranchthl
hoeeliegt
biA
essstotioe
Soldiers,
is
authorized
to
National Home for Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
authorized to
make
make such
such rules governing
governing the assignment
assignment to the different
different branches
managers.
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of the
of those eligible to admission to the home as
classes of
various classes
of
the various
it deems
advisable and
for the
public service.
the public
and best
best for
it
deems advisable

Use of allotments for
ar Risk In
care of War
Insurance
beneficiaries.
surance beneficiaries
Ante, p. 881.

cae

1920.

The
made by
by the
of War
War Risk
Insurance to
Risk Insurance
Bureau of
the Bureau
allotments made
The allotments

tmiets

the Board of Managers
Managers of the National
National Home
Home for Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer

beneficiaries of that
Soldiers for the care of beneficiaries
that bureau by the said board
shall
also
be
available
for
expenditure
board on that account
account
the board
by the
expenditure
for
shall also be available
at
the homes
homes and
expenditure at
at
objects of expenditure
the objects
such of the
for such
and for
of the
at such
such of
such
as are
hereinbefore enumerated,
enumerated, including
including the sums
are hereinbefore
homes as
such homes
allotted for alteration
alteration and
improvement of existing facilities so as
and improvement
allotted
to provide
provide adequate
adequate accommodations
beneficiaries of the
accommodations for the beneficiaries
to
Bureau of
War
Risk Insurance.
Insurance.
Risk
of
War
Bureau
State or Territorial
State and
Territorial homes
for disabled
disabled soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors:
sailors: For
For
homes for
and Territorial
State
hoaes
homes. or Territ.rial
Aid to.
of
support
continuing
State
or
Territorial
support
of
the
for
homes
Territorial
State
or
to
aid
continuing
Aid
to.
Vol. 25, p. 450.
Act approved
approved
disabled volunteer
volunteer soldiers,
soldiers, in
the Act
with the
in conformity
conformity with
disabled
Ante, p. 399.
399.
Ante,p.
amended, including all classes of soldiers admisAugust 27, 1888, as amended,
sible to
the National
National Home
Home for
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
the
to
sible
Proviso.
That for
for any
sum or
in any
any
collected in
sums collected
or sums
any sum
Provided, That
$1,000,000: Provided,
in- $1,000,000:
from inCollections from
Coections
mates.
manner
Territorial homes to be used
used
inmates of such State or Territorial
manner from inmates
mates.
for
the support
support of
homes a
like amount
amount shall
deducted from
shall be deducted
a like
of said
said homes
for the
the
aid herein
herein provided
provided for,
for, but this proviso shall not .apply to any
the aid
State
Territorial home
widows of solhome into which the wives or widows
or Territorial
State or
diers
diers are admitted and maintained.
Ante, p.

.

Back pay and bounty.
ty.

Payment

PAY AND
BACK
BACK PAY
AND BOUNTY.
BOUNTY.

Civil

to

War
Payment
volunteer
tos.
olunteers.
War

volunteers, for bounty
For arrears
of pay
pay of
of two
and three
years volunteers,
three years
two and
arrears of
For
to
volunteers
and
their
widows
and
legal
heirs,
for bounty under the
heirs,
legal
and
widows
their
and
volunteers
to
Act of JulyJuly 28, 1866, and for amounts
amounts for commutation
commutation of rations
rations to
Confederacy, and to solprisoners
so-called Confederacy,
of war in States of the so-called
prisoners of
diers on
furlough, that may be certified
certified to be due by the accounting
accounting
on furlough,
diers
arwithpain
War
with Spain, etc. officers
officers of the Treasury
Treasury during the fiscal year 1921, $1,000.
$ ,000.
allowances on account
account of service
service of officers
officers
artha etc. For arrears of pay and allowances
Army during the War with Spain
Spain and in the Philipand men of the Army
pine
that may
may be certified to be due by the accounting
accounting
Islands that
pine Islands
officer of
of the Treasury
the fiscal year 1921 and that are
Treasury during the'
officer
chargeable to
to the
the appropriations
that have been carried
carried to the
appropriations that
chargeable
surplus fund, $500.
l

Vol.
14, p. 322.
Commutation of
of
Commuttion
tions.
tions.

rara-

1

Waterways

portation.
portation.

tr:anstrans-

INLAND AND
TRANSPORTATION
FACILITIES ON
ON INLAND
AND COASTWISE
COASTWISE
TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
WATERWAYS.
WATERWAYS.

opeerat - For additional
Expense of
of op
For additional
mgExpense
and coastcc rating
canal and
wise facilities.
facilities
tugs, and
and other
other
tugs,
456.
Vol. 40, p.
vol.
P.
4.56.
Proviso.
Proviso.
in
Employees in
partrnmnt.
garment.
45S.
.4nte,
Ante, p. 458.

expense
incurred in the operation of boats,
boats, barges,
expense incurred
transportation facilities
facilities on
on the inland, canal, and
transportation
coastwise waterways
United States in pursuance
pursuance
acquired by the United
waterways acquired
coastwise
Federal Control Act of
fourth paragraph of section 66 of the Federal
the fourth
of the
De- March
21, 1918:
1918: Provided,
$17,680 of this approapproexceed $17,680
not to exceed
That not
Provided, That
March 21,
Dpriation
payment of experts, clerks, and other
other
priation may be used for the payment
employees
in the
Department in accordance
accordance with the provithe War Department
employees in
approved
Transportation Act, 1920, approved
of section 201 (e) of the Transportation
sions of
February 28, 1920, $4,000,000.
$4,000,000.
February

Int erior Departmen
InteriorDepartm.
ent.t.

buildings
Public
IPublic buildings.

Del a rt Repairs to DepartRepairs
ment buildings.
buildings.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
INTERIOR.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
repairs of Patent Office
Office Building, Penbuildings: For repairs
Repairs of buildings:
General Land Office Building, includsion Office Building, and of .the General
ing preservation
repair of steam-heating
electric-lighting
steam-heating and electric-lighting
and repair
preservation and
ing
exceeding $8,500
$30.000, of which
which sum not exceeding
$8,500
plants and elevators, $30,000,
may be
be expended
labor except
except for work done by contract.
day labor
for day
expended for
may
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II. CH.
Cn. 235.
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1920.

Capitol Buildings:
Buildings: For work at
general repairs
at the
the Capitol and for general
Capitol

for the
thereof,
including cleaning
repairing works
works of
of art,
the
flags for
art, flags
and repairing
cleaning and
thereof, including

Capitol buildings.
Repairs, etc.
Ante,
p. 673.
673.
Ante,p.

Capitolbudins

0*

east
Capitol and for Senate
Senate and
and west
west fronts of the center of the Capitol
east and
House
Office Buildings;
halyards, and
and tackle; wages of
flagstaffs, halyards,
Buildings; flagstaffs,
House Office
mechanics
purchase and
and maintenance,
maintenance, and driving of
mechanics and laborers; purchase
motor-propelled,
passenger-carrying office vehicles;
vehicles; and not exceedmotor-propelled, passenger-carrying
ing
$100 for
technical and
necessary reference
reference books
and necessary
for the
the purchase of technical
ing $100
and city directory,
directory, $38,500.
Restoring floors of
floors o
Rstoi
the restoration
The
appropriation for
commencing the
restoration of the floors
floors of Capitol.
for commencing
The appropriation
Reappropriation.
Reatplopriation.
the Capitol
Capitol Building,
Building, contained
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Ante, p. 194.
in the
contained in
the
p.
Act
the fiscal
available for the
is continued and made available
year 1920,
1920, is
fiscal year
Act for
for the
same
purpose during
year 1921.
1921.
fiscal year
during the fiscal
same purpose
grounds.
Capitol
Grounds: For
care and
surround- Improving
Improving grounds.
of grounds
grounds surroundand improvement
improvement of
For care
Capitol Grounds:
ing the
Senate 'and
Office Buildings, pay of one clerk,
and House Office
ing
the Capitol, Senate,
mechanics,
and
repairs to pavements, walks, and
fertilizers, repairs
gardeners, fertilizers,
mechanics, gardeners,
roadways,
$35,750.
roadways, $35,750.
Repairs to stables,
For
repairs and
and improvements
improvements to
fire-engine house,
house, Senate
Senate et..
s to stables,
etpc
to steam
steam fire-engine
For repairs
and House stables,
stables, and Maltby Building, including personal servand
ices,
$1,000; this
foregoing sums
siims may, in
discretion
m the discretion
three foregoing
the three
this and
and the
ices, $1,000;
of the
be expended
expended for
of articles
articles Purchases.
urchases.
purchases of
for purchases
of the
the Interior,
Interior, be
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
Vol. 36, p. 531.
531without
to section
section 4
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved June
June 17, 1910, Vol
4 of
reference to
without reference
concerning purchases
purchases for
departments.
executive departments.
for executive
concerning
of Claims.
For painting
painting and
and repairing
repairing the
of the
of Claims
Claims Court
Repairs
to building.
Reptirts'sftoldiing.
exterior of
the Court
Court of
the exterior
For
building,
expenditure incident
thereto, $4,700, to be
incident thereto,
for every
every expenditure
and for
building, and
expended under
under the
Capitol
Superintendent of the Capitol
the Superintendent
of the
direction of
the direction
expended
Building
and Grounds.
Grounds.
Building and
Courthouse, D. C..
For repairs
and improvements
courthouse, District
of CoCo- CRepairs
Repairs. etc.
etc.
District of
the courthouse,
to the
improvements to
repairs and
For
lumbia,
maintenance of the mechanical equiprepair and maintenance
including repair
lumbia, including
ment, and
for labor
material and
and every
item incident thereto,
thereto,
every item
and material
labor and
and for
ment,
$2,000,
the direction
of the
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of
direction of
under the
expended under
to be
be expended
$2,000, to
Ralf from
r m District
the
Building and
to be
one-half out
District
reves
out of the revenues.
be paid
paid one-half
and to
and Grounds
Grounds and
Capitol Building
the Capitol
Ante, p. 837.
Treasury
of
the
United
States
and
one-half
out
of
the
revenues
of
the
837.
p.
Ante
the
of
Treasury of the United States and one-half out of the revenues
District of Columbia.
PUBLIC
SERVICE.
LANDS SERVICE.
PUBLIC LANDS

Public lands.

Registers and
vdrreceivergstes n e
Registers
and receivers:
commissions of registers ers.
receivers: For salaries and commissions
Registers and
of
district
land
offices
and
receivers
of
public
moneys
at
district
land
Proviso.
provio.
of district land offices and receivers of public moneys at district
Consolidation of regoffices,
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 per
per annum
annum each,
each, $450,000:
of re
Consolidation
Provided, ister
$450,000: Provided,
at not
not exceeding
offices, at
and receiver.
Broken Bow, Nebr.
Nebr.
That
is authorized
to consolidate
consolidate the
register Broken
offices of register
the offices
authorized to
President is
the President
That the
and receiver
receiver at
at Broken
appointsby and with
Nebraska, and to appoint,
BowI Nebraska,
Broken BOV7
and
the advice
and consent
register for said office. All
Senate, aaregister
the Senate,
of the
consent of
advice and
the
the powers,
duties, obligations
imposed by
by law upon
upon
penalties imposed
and.penalties
obligations and
the
powers, duties,
office shall be exercised
both
exercised by and
register and receiver of said office
the register
both the
imposed
whose compensation
a salary
salary of
compensation shall be a
the register,
register, whose
upon the
imposed upon
$500
per annum,
together with
with the
commissions otherwise
otherwise
and commissions
fees and
the fees
annum, together
$500 per
allowable
to both
salary, fees and comand receiver,
receiver, but the salary,
register and
both register
allowable to
missions of
of such
$3,000_per
per annum.
exceed $3,000
not exceed
shall not
register shall
such register
missions
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses of
of land offices: For clerk hire, rent, and other Contigentenses.
Contingent expenses
incidental
expenses
of
the
district
land
offices,
including
the
expenses
erdim
n
incidental expenses of the district land offices, including the expenses Per
diem subsistence.
of depositing
public money;
subsistence, of clerks
in lieu of subsistence,
diem, in
money; per diem,
depositing public
of
detailed to
examine the
books and
and management
management of
offices
land offices
of district land
the books
to examine
detailed
and
operation of said offices, and in the opening
opening of
to assist in the operation
and to
new land
and reservations,
reservations, when
when allowed
allowed pursuant
to section
section Vol. 38, p. 680.
pursuant to
offices and
new
land offices
13
of the
Appropriation Act
1, 1914,
1914, Vol 38 p. 8.
August 1,
approved August
Act approved
Civil Appropriation
Sundry Civil
the Sundry
13 of
and
necessary traveling expenses of said clerks, including Proviso.
and for actual necessary
necessary
sleeping-car fares:
fares: Provided,
expenses chargeable
chargeable iExpenditures
re
itues reThat no expenses
Provided, That
necessary sleeping-car
stricted.
to the
and receivers
receivers in the stricted.
registers and
incurred by registers
shall be incurred
Government shall
the Government
to
conduct
land offices
previous specific authorizaupon previous
except upon
offices except
of local
local land
conduct of
tion
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
General Land Office, $375,000:
$375,000:
of the General
by the
tion by
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Provided
further, That
That the
clerks employed
employed hereunder
hereunder in
in Alaska
Alaska may
may
Providedfurther,
the clerks
be
paid a
acompensation
compensation not
exceed $2,220
$2,220 per
per annum.
not to exceed
be paid
tionsprotecting,
Timber
depreda
on public
public lands,
lands, and
settleand settledepreinan d- Depredations
Depredations on
public timber,
timber, protecting
protecting public
Timber
swam p land claims.
ment
for swamp
and swamp-land
indemnity: For
swamp
ment of
of claims
claims for
swamp land
land and
swamp-land indemnity:
Ante,
p.673.
Ant p. 673.
protecting timber on the public lands, and for the more efficient
protecting
efficient
execution of
the law
relating to
to the
the cutting
thereof; of
of proprocutting thereof;
law and
and rules
rules relating
of the
execution
tecting
lands from
from illegal
illegal and
and fraudulent
appropriaentry or
or appropriafraudulent entry
public lands
tecting public
tion,
and of
adjusting claims
swamp lands,
lands, and indemnity
for
indemnity for
for swamp
claims for
tion, and
of adjusting
swamp lands,
lands, including
not exceeding
services in
clerical services
$16,000 for clerical
exceeding $16,000
including not
swamp
making current
current the
work of the General
General Land
Land
the work
bringing up and making
Office,
$500,000, including
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $25,000
$25,000 for
purchase of
of
the purchase
for the
Office, $500,000,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
agents
vehicles for the
the use of agents
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-propelled
and
others employed
employed in the
operation, maintefield service and for operation,
the field
and others
nance,
and exchange
same and
and for
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of
for operation
of same
exchange of
nance, and
Provisos,
motor boat:
boat: Provided,
That the
the compensation
of the
the chief
chief of
of
compensation of
Provided, That
aa motor
Procisos.
Service
field
employed hereunder,
services in the DisDisincluding his services
hereunder, including
field service employed
pay.
Service pay.
trict
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $3,500
$3,500 per
per annum
annum and
and the
the comcomtrict of
pensation of
others employed
employed hereunder
hereunder shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $2,700
$2,700
all others
of all
pensation
per annum
where a
a compensation
not to
to
compensation not
m Alaska,
Alaska, where
except m
each, except
per
annum each,
Per diemsubsistence. exceed
annun may
may be
allowed: Provided
Provided further,
That
further, That
be allowed:
exceed $3,000
$3,000 per
per annum
Perdiemsnbsistence.
agents and
and others
employed under
this appropriation
appropriation may be alunder this
others employed
agents
Vol. 33,
P. 630.
lowed
diem in
in lieu
to section
13 of
of the
the
section 13
pursuant to
subsistence, pursuant
lieu of
of subsistence,
per diem
lowed per
Vol.
3S, p.
680.
Sundry
Act approved
approved August
1, 1914,
1914, at
at a
a rate
rate
August 1,
Appropriation Act
Civil Appropriation
Sundry Civil
not exceeding
$3.50 each
and actual
necessary expenses
expenses for transeach and
actual necessary
not
exceeding $3.50
portation, including
necessary sleeping-car
sleeping-car fares,
when
fares, except when
including necessary
portation,
exceeding
Alaska they may be allowed not exceeding
Alaska service.
service,
agents are employed in Alaska
$5 per
per day
day each
each in
in lieu
subsistence.
lieu of
of subsistence.
$5
Oregon a n
Cali
-•-•
fomia
F or the
protection of the
Oregon and California
California Railroad
Railroad
so-called Oregon
the so-called
For
the protection
lands.-.
fornia Railroad
Railroadd lands
Protecting.
lands and
and Coos
Coos Bay.
Wagon Road
lands: To
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
To enable
enable the
lands
Bay Wagon
Road lands:
Protecting.
the
Interior, with
of the
Secretary of
Agriculture .or
or
of Agriculture
the Secretary
cooperation of
with the
the cooperation
the Interior,
otherwise,
judgment may be most advisable, to establish
establish
as in his judgment
otherwise, as
Vol.
218.
and maintain
patrol to
trespass and
guard against
and
prevent trespass
and to
to guard
against and
and
maintain aapatrol
to prevent
vol. 39, p. 21S.
check
fires
upon the
lands
revested
in the
United States
States by
by the
Act
the
Act
lands
revested
in
the
United
check
fires
upon
the
Co
Bay Wagon
1916, and the lands known
Road
approved June
June 9,
9, 1916,
known as the Coos Bay Wagon
Wagon
approved
Rodoslands.
vol. 40, p.
11. '
P' "79
Road lands involved
involved in the case of Southern Oregon
Oregon Company
Company against
against
United States
(numbered 2711,
2711, in
in the
the Circuit
Circuit Court
of Appeals
Appeals of
of
Court of
United
States (numbered
the
the Ninth
Ninth Circuit),
Circuit), $25,000.
$25,000.
held
in land
For hearings
hearings or
Hearings
In land
Hearings in
land entries:
entries: For
or other proceedings
proceedings held
Hearings in
land
Hearings
ne
Commissioner of the General
by order of the Commissioner
enti
entriet3.
General Land Office to determine
s.
the
character of lands;
lands; whether
fraudulent entries are of
whether alleged fraudulent
the character
that
of
compliance with law; and of
have been
been made
made in compliance
character or
or have
that character
Promso.
Proviso.
hearings
in disbarment
disbarment proceedings,
$25,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That where
where
hearings
in
proceedings,
$25,000:
Fees for depceitions.
Fees for depoitio.
depositions are taken for use in such hearings the fees of the officer
officer
taking
cents per folio for taking and certifying
them shall be 20 cents
taking them
same and
10 cents
for each
each copy
copy furnished
furnished to
to a
a party on
on
per folio
folio for
cents per
same
and 10
request.
request.
the
Reproducing
Reproducing plats
plats of
of surveys:
To enable
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the
enable the
surveys: To
Reprolucing plats of Reproducing
surveys.
s
s
General Land
reproduce worn
and defaced
official
aeve .
General
Land Office to
to continue
continue to
to reproduce
worn and
defaced official
plats of
of surveys
surveys on
on file,
file, and
and other
constituting a
a part of
of the
plats constituting
other plats
plats
records
office, to
local land
land offices
offices with the same,
to furnish
furnish local
of said office,
records of
and for
for reproducing
reproducing by
photolithography original
original plats
plats of
surveys
of surveys
by photolithography
and
0
Proviso.
prepared
in
the
offices
of
surveyors
g,eneral,
$6,000:
Provided,
That
That
Provided,
$6,000:
general,
of
surveyors
offices
in
the
prepared
tlepii
Prveto
Price to the public,
sold to
township plats shall
hereafter
copies of
of township
shall be sold
photlithographic copies
hereafter photolithographic
the public
public at
each.
cents each.
at 50 cents
the
.Ntio0nalf.rets.
Restoration of lands in forest reserves:
National
forests.
Restoration
reserves: To enable the Secretarv
Secretary
Advertising restore,public domain
Son
of lands
in.
of the
to advertise
the restoration
restoration to
the _public
domain of
to the
advertise the
of
the Interior
Interior to
ton oif
"dsn"'.
lands in
forest reserves
reserves or of lands temporarily
forest
withdrawn for forest
temporarily withdrawn
lands
in forest
reserve purposes,
purposes, $7,500.
$7,500.
reserve
Openin5
, Indian
re5,Opening
expenses perperFor expenses
(reimbursable): For
reservations (reimbursable):
Indian reservations
Opening In.dian
i, rt3-er
Oerp
ions tc.',
ervation2
entry.
taimng to
to the
opening to
to entry
settlement of
such Indian
Indian reserreserof such
entry and
and settlement
the opening
taining
Clerks in
in Alaska
laska
Clerks
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909

vation lands as may
may be
be opened during
the fiscal
Provided, Proviso.
during the
fiscal year
year 1921: Provided,
Proviso.
That
the expenses
expenses pertaining
pertaining to
opening of
of each
of said
said reserreser- Reimbursement.
That the
to the
the opening
each of
eirseme
reimbursed
vations and paid for out of -this appropriation
appropriation shall be reimbursed
to the United.
United States
States from the money received
received from
from the sale of the
lands
in said
said reservations,
respectively, $7,500.
$7,500.
lands embraced
embraced in
reservations, respectively,
Surveying.
For surveys
surveys and
resurveys of
public lands,
the supervision
supervisionnses.Expees.
For
and resurveys
of public
lands, under
under the
Expe
Ante,
673.
Commissioner of the General
rt, p.i.673
of the Commissioner
General Land Office
Office and
and direction
direction of the Provisos.
expending Preferences.
Preferences.
of the
the Interior, $700,000:
Secretary
Secretary of
$700,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That in expending
this appropriation
appropriation preference
preference shall
shall be
given, first,
first, in
favor of
surthis
be given,
in favor
of surveying
in part
part by
by actual
actual settlers
veving townships
townships occupied
occupied in
in whole
whole or
or in
settlers
and of
a lands
lands granted
granted to
the States
the Act
approved FebruaryVol. 25, p. 616.212
and
to the
States by
by the
Act approved
February VoL26p.
Vol. 26, pp.215, 222.
22,
1889, and
the Acts
Acts approved
July 3
3 and
and July
10, 1890,
1890, and
and to
to
22, 1889,
and the
approved July
July 10,
survey
under such
such other
Acts as
for land
land grants
to the
the
survey under
other Acts
as provide
provide for
grants to
several States and Territories,
and such
such indemnity
several
Territories, and
indemnity lands
lands as
as the
the
several
several States and Territories
Territories may
may be
entitled to
to in
of lands
lands
be entitled
in lieu
lieu of
granted them
them for
educational and
may have
have
granted
for educational
and other
other purposes
purposes which
which may
been sold
or included
included in
in some
some reservation
reservation or
or otherwise
of, exexbeen
sold or
otherwise disposed
disposed of,
cept
cept railroad
railroad land
and including
the survey,
survey, appraisal,
appraisal, and
land grants,
grants, and
including the
and sale
sale
of abandoned
of
abandoned military
transferred to
the control
control of
of the
military reservations
reservations transferred
to the
the
Secretary
other surveys
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, and other
surveys shall
shall include
lands
include lands
adapted
and lands
lands deemed
deemed advisable
advisable to
survey on
on
adapted to
to agriculture
agriculture and
to survey
account of
account
of availability
availability for
for irrigation
irrigation or
dry farming,
farming, lands
subject
or dry
lands subject
to
disposition under
under mineral
mineral land
land laws
where survey
is
to disposition
laws where
survey thereof
thereof •
is
not
of reservations,
lands within
within
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
for, lines
lines of
reservations, and
and lands
boundaries of
of forest
forest reservations,
and including
including such
such retracements
retraceraents
boundaries
reservations, and
and
re-marking of
State boundaries
boundaries as
as shall
shall be
found necessary
necessary in
in
and re-marking
of State
be found
ray of
of surveyors.
surveyorS
order to
close the
thereon. The
The surveys
surveys and
and resurresur- Pay
order
to close
the public
public land
land lines
lines thereon.
veys provided for
for in this
this appropriation
appropriation to
to be
by such
be made
made by
such compecompetent surveyors
surveyors as
tent
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
select, at
at such
such
the Interior
Interior may
may select,
compensation
exceeding $200
$200 per
per month
month each,
each, as
as he
may preprecompensation,' not
not exceeding
he may
scribe, except
Alaska where
compensation not
not exceeding
exceeding $300
$300
scribe,
except in
in Alaska,
where a
a compensation
per month
month each
may be allowed
each may
allowed such
such surveyors,
surveyors, except
except that
the
that the
Secretary of
Interior may
may appoint
appoint not
not to
to exceed
exceed one
one supervisor
supervisor vegyusPerviS"
stir.
Secretary
of the
the Interior
Supervisor of surof surveys, whose
whose compensation
compensation shall
shall not exceed
exceed $300
of
$300 per
per month,
mo n th, veys.
and
not to
to exceed
exceed ten
employed m
in a
asupersuperand not
ten surveyors
surveyors who
who may
may be
be employed
visory capacity,
whose compensation
shall not
not exceed
$250 per
visory
capacity, whose
compensation shall
exceed $250
per
monfli each,
each, and
per diem
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence,
subsistence, not
Per diem subsistence.
month
and such
such per
not exceeding
exceeding Prdiemnlusistence.
$3.50, when
when allowed
pursuant to
13 of
of the
Civil ApAp- Vol.
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
° 38,' P. 680.
$3.50,
allowed pursuant
to section
section 13
propriation Act
Act approved
propnation
approved August
1, 1914,
1914, and
actual necessary
August 1,
and actual
necessary
expenses
for transportation,
transportation, including
expenses for
including necessary
sleeping-car fares,
fares,
necessary sleeping-car
said
and traveling
expenses to
to all
all surveyors
said per
per diem
diem and
traveling expenses
to be
be allowed
allowed to
surveyors
employed hereunder
employed
are competent
surveyors
hereunder and
and to
to such
such clerks
clerks who
who are
competent surveyors
who
be detailed
make surveys,
or examinations
of Resureys
Resurveys, etc.
ere.
who may
may be
detailed to
to make
surveys, resurveys,
resurveys, or
examinations of
survevs heretofore
heretofore made
surveys
made and
reported to
to be
or fraudulent,
fraudulent,
and reported
be defective
defective or
and
and inspecting
inspecting mineral
mineral deposits,
coal fields,
fields, and
districts,
deposits, coal
and timber
timber districts,
and for
by such
surveyors, fragmentary
fragmentary surveys,
surveys,
and
for making,
making, by
such competent
competent surveyors,
and
such other
other surveys
or examinations
may be
required for
and such
surveys or
examinations as
as may
be required
for
identification of
identification
for purposes
purposes of
evidence in
any suit
suit or
proof lands
lands for
of evidence
in any
or prometai section
section corcorcceding in behalf
eeeding
behalf of the United States: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the nMeta
nen
sum of
of not
not exceeding
per centum
of the
the amount
amount hereby
approsum
exceeding 10
10 per
centum of
hereby appropriated
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the
General Land
I.4and
priated may
may be
be expended
expended by
the General
Office,
with the
the approval
the Secretary
Secretary of
Office, with
approval of the
of the
Interior, for
for the
the Interior,
the
purchase of metal
metal or other
other equally
equally durable
monuments to
durable monuments
to be
be used
used
Field employees defor public land survey corners wherever practicable:
talFto
de
for
practicable: Providedfurther,
Provided further tailed
toemployees
General Land
That not
to exceed
exceed $10,000
this appropriation
appropriation may
may be
Office.
That
not to
$10,000 of
of this
be expendeci.
expended Offle.
for
for salaries
salaries of
of employees
employees of
the field
field surveying
surveying service
temporarily
of the
service temporarily
detailed to
to the
the General
Land Office:
Provided further,
That not
not to
to
General Land
Office: Provided
further, That
exceed
may be
used for
for the
survey,
exceed $50,000
$50,000 of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation may
be used
the survey,
classification,
sale of
of the
lands and
and timber
the so-called
so-called for
Oregon
andas,Caliclassification, and
and sale
the lands
timber of
of the
n Railroad
and
llands,
fornia
Oregon
Railroad lands
lands and
the Coos
Bay Wagon
ere,
Oregon and
and California
California Railroad
and the
Coos Bay
Wagon ec.Road lands.
Road
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Pension
Bureau.
Pension Bureau.
Expenses
of
Expenses of
merit Act.
Ante,
Ane, p. 616.

retireretire-

p. 616.

Proviso.
Pay restriction,

Proino.

ay restriction,

Geological Survey.
Survey.
Geological

CH. 235.
235.
CH.

1920.
1920.

OF PENSIONS.
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
PENSIONS.

imposed
To enable
enable the
Bureau of
of Pensions to perform
perform the duties
duties imposed
the Bureau
To

upon it
it by
by the
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act for
employees
retirement of employees
the retirement
for the
"An Act
the Act
upon
in
the classified
classified civil
purposes," approved
approved
for other purposes,"
and for
service, and
civil service,
in the
May
1920, including
including personal
personal services,
purchase of
office
of books, office
services, purchase
22, 1920,
May 22,
equipment, stationery
stationery and
and other
traveling exsupplies, printing, traveling
other supplies,
equipment,
penses,
and expenses
expenses of
of medical
and other
$50,000, of
of
examinations, $50,000,
other examinations,
medical and
penses, and
which sum
sum $4,000
$4,000 shall
immediately available:
available: Provided,
Provided, That no
be immediately
shall be
which
exceedperson
hereunder at a
arate of compensation
compensation exceedbe employed hereunder
shall be
person shall
mg $1,740
$1,740 per
per annum
annum except
at $2,000
and four
four at
$1,800 each.
each.
at $1,800
$2,000 and
one at
except one
mg
STATES GEOLOGICAL
UNITED STATES
UNITED
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
SITRVEY.

Office
of Director:
Director, $6,000;
$2,500; librarian,
librarian,
$6,000; chief clerk, $2,500;
Director: Director,
Office of
$2,000;
$2,000; photographer, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant photographers-one
photographers one $900,
$900,
one $720;
$720; clerks-one
clerks—one of
two, three
three of
of class
$1,000,
class one, one $1,000,
class two,
of class
one
four at
each; four
each; four messenger
messenger boys,
boys,
$720 each;
at $720
copyists, at
four copyists,
$900 each;
at $900
four
at $480
$480 each;
each; in all, $28,520.
at
Geologists—two at $4,000 each, one
one $3,000,
$3,000,
assistants: Geologists-two
Scientific
Scientific asSistants:
assistants. Scientific
scientific assistants.
one $2,700;
two paleontologists,
paleontologists, at
at $2,000
each; chemist,
chemist, $3,000;
$2,000 each;
$2,700; two
one
geographers—one $2,700,
one $2,500;
topographers, at $2,000
two topographers,
$2,500; two
$2,700, one
geographers-one
each;
all, $29,900.
$29,900.
in al,
each; in

Salaries,
etc. t c .

salaries,

Director,
Director,

General
expenses: For
For every
requisite for and incident
incident
expenditure requisite
every expenditure
General expenses:
to
the authorized
authorized work
work of
Geological Survey, including personal
the Geological
of the
to the
to
services in
the District
Columbia and in the field,
field, including not to
of Columbia
District of
in the
services
exceed
purchase and
and exchange,
exchange, and not to exceed
exceed
the purchase
for the
$10,000 for
exceed $10,000
of motor$30,000 for
the hire,
repair, and operation
operation of
motormaintenance, repair,
hire, maintenance,
for the
$30,000
Vehicles.
propelled and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for field use
propelled
vehicles.
be
only by
topographers, engineers,
classifiers, to be
engineers, and land classifiers,
geologists, topographers,
by geologists,
only
expended under
under the
the regulations
regulations from
from time to time prescribed
prescribed by the
expended
following heads:
Secretary of
Interior, and under
under the following;
the Interior,
of the
Secretary
Topographic ssu
u rrFor
topographic surveys
surveys in
in various
portions of the United States,
various portions
For topographic
Topographic
$330,000;
veys.
including
lands in
national forests,
forests, $330,000;
in national
including lands
veys.
Geologic surveys.
surveys.
For
geologic surveys in the various portions
portions of the United States,
States,
For geologic
Geologic
$352,000;
$352,000;
Chemical
physiFor chemical
relating to the geology of the
researches relating
and physical researches
chemical and
For
and physiChemical and
cal researches.
aa view of determining
with
researches
United
States,
including
researches
determining
United States, including
Ca researches.
geological
conditions favorable
to the
the presence
deposits of potash
potash
presence of deposits
favorable to
geological conditions
salts,
$40,000;
salts, $40,000;
Geological Survey,
For
of the
the illustrations
illustrations of the Geological
preparation of
For preparation
Illustrations.
$18,280;
$18,280;
For preparation
preparation of
of the
the reports
reports of
of the
mineral resources
resources of the
the mineral
For
Mineral
reresourcesreineral resources
port.
United States, $125,000;
$125,000;
UnitedStates,
port.
For
and determining
water supply
supply of the
determining the water
Water
streams and
gauging streams
For gauging
supply.
Water supply.
andartesian
underground
of
United
States,
the
investigation
underground
currents
and artesian
United States, the investigation
wells,
the preparation
methods of utilizutilizthe best methods
upon the
reports upon
of reports
preparation of
and the
wells, and
ing
water resources,
$180,000, of
$25,000 may be used to
which $25,000
of which
resources, $180,000,
the water
ing the
test the
existence of
other underground
underground water
water supplies
artesian and other
of artesian
the existence
test
suitable for irrigation
irrigation in the arid and semiarid
semiarid regions by boring wells;
wells:
suitable
wells.
Boring wens.
directories
library, including directories
Library.
For
necessary books
books for the library,
purchase of necessary
For purchase
Library.
and
and scientific
needed for statistical
statistical
periodicals needed
scientific periodicals
professional, and
and professional,
purposes,
$2,000;
$2,000;
purposes,
Maps.
For engraving
engraving and printing geologic maps, $125,000;
$125,000;
Mas.
lands requisite
and classification
examination ad
ClassifYing
tints for
For the examination
classification of lands
requisite to
to the
the
For
for
lassifying lanls
enlarged homesteads,
stockhomesteads,
enlarged
for
suitability
their
of
determination
entarg' hometeas,
etc.
for enlarged homesteads, stockraising homesteads,
public watering
watering places, and stock driveways,
driveways,
homesteads, public
raising
or other
other uses,
required by
by the
land laws,
laws, to be immediately
immediately
public land
the public
as required
uses, as
or
Water
pre- available,
$300,000;
available, $300,000;
Water power producetion.
duction.
distribution in the United
Survey
and investiinvestiFor a
asurvey
survey of power production
production and distribution
For
turve aind
further utilization
of methods
States, including the study of
v.
gation ci.
methods for
for the
the further
utilization
gation
General expenses.
Generalp. expnse7s.
Ante,
673.
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of the possible economy
of
water power,
the special
investigation of
economy
special investigation
and the
power, and
of water
resulting from the use in the Bostonof
fuel, labor,
labor, and
and materials
materials resulting
Bostonof fuel,
a comprehensive
Washington
industrial region
region of
comprehensive system
system for the
of a
Washington industrial
generation and
and distribution
of electricity
transportation lines and Acceptance
to transportation
electricity to
distribution of
generation
$125,000. The tribuCtiose
reports thereon,
industries, and
and the
the preparation
preparation of
thereon, $125,000.
of reports
tributions.
industries,
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
is authorized
to receive
receive any sums
sums which
which
authorized to
Interior is
Secretary
may be
for this
Such sums shall be deposited
deposited
purpose. Such
this purpose.
contributed for
be contributed
may
the appropriation
to the
in
and credited
credited to
appropriation herein made
made and
Treasury and
the Treasury
in the
be
thereof.
for the purposes thereof.
expenditure for
for expenditure
available for
be available
$1,655,700.
Survey, $1,655,700.
In
all, United
Geological Survey,
States Geological
United States
In all,
BUREAU OF
OF MINES.
MINES.
BUREAU

of

Con.
con-

Bureau of Mines.
of Mines.
Bureau

General cexpenses
expenses,
aelGae
director and necessary
For
including pay
pay of the director
necessary salari
expenses, including
general expenses,
For general
Antep.
es ,
6:
73.
employees, in the office in the District An, p. 673.
assistants,
clerks, and
other employees,
and other
assistants, clerks,
every, other expense
of
the field,
expense requisite
requisite
and every
field, and
in the
and in
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
in the District
bureau
the
of
for
and
incident
to
the
general
work
bureau
work
general
the
to
incident
for and
of
and in
the field,
to be
expended under the direction of
be expended
field, to
in the
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
mine
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior,
$76,900;
$76,900;nvstiting
the Secretary of the Interior,
Investigating
mine
lis
ex, etc.
explosions, methods of explosions,
For
investigations as
to the
the causes
mine explosions,
of mine
causes of
as to
For investigations
the safety of miners, the appliances
mining,
to the
appliances
relation to
in relation
especially in
mining, especially
possible improvement
best
to prevent
prevent accidents,
the possible
improvement of
accidents, the
adapted to
best adapted
conditions
operations are
carried on, the use of
are carried
mining operations
which mining
under which
conditions under
explosives
and electricity,
prevention of
of accidents,
accidents, and
and other
the prevention
electricity, the
explosives and
mining
the
to
pertinent
inquiries
and
technologic
investigations
pertinent
mining
investigations
inquiries and technologic
industry, and
and including
equipment, supplies,
supplies, and
and expenses
expenses of
all equipment,
including all
industry,
travel
subsistence, $409,065;
$409,065;
and subsistence,
travel and
minli is
eieslifatin
mnera
For
mineral fuels
fuels and
unfinished mineral products
products erainisetcg
and unfinished
of mineral
investigation of
For investigation
their
to
view
a
with
belonging
to
or
for
the
use
of
the
United
States,
with
a
view
their
States,
United
the
of
use
the
for
belonging to or
most efficient
efficient mining,
preparation, treatment,
treatment, and
and use, and to recom- Economic use in demining, preparation,
most
partments, etc.
etc.
use of partment,
mend
to
various
departments
such
changes
in
selection and
and use
selection
in
changes
such
departments
mend to various
fuel as
as may
may result
result in
in greater
and including all equipment,
equipment,
economy, and
greater economy,
fuel
supplies,
expenses of
of travel
and subsistence,
subsistence, $142,510;or
$142,510;
travel and
and expenses
supplies, and
Inquiries, etc., for
forn
mining conimproving min.,
or inquiries
and scientific
scientific and
and technologic
technologic investigations
investigations concernconcern- improving
inquiries and
For
ditions.
ditios.
and
ores
ing
the
mining,
preparation,
treatment,
and
utilization
of
ores
of
utilization
and
treatment,
ing the mining, preparation,
conditions
other mineral
with a
aview
view to
to improving
health conditions
improving health
substances, with
mineral substances,
other
and conand
increasing
safety,
efficiency,
economic
development,
development,
economic
efficiency,
safety,
and increasing
serving resources
through the
prevention of
of waste
in the
the mining,
mining,
waste in
the prevention
resources through
serving
quarrying,
metallurgical,
and
other
mineral
industries;
to
inquire
industries;
mineral
other
and
quarrying, metallurgical,
including Proviso.
into the
the economic
economic conditions
conditions affecting
affecting these
industries; and
and includin
these industries;
into
Private work
ork forProvided,
all
equipment, supplies,
supplies, expenses
of travel
travel and
and subsistence:
subsistence: Provide
P ide bidden.
expenses of
all equipment,
That no
part thereof
thereof may
may be
be used
used for
investigation in behalf of any bidden.
for investigation
no part
That
private
party, $125
$125,000;
etroleum and
Petroleum
and natunatu000;
private party,
ral gas investigations.
For
and investigations
investigations concerning
concerning the
the mining,
mining, preparaprepara- ralgasinvestigations.
inquiries and
For inquiries
tion, treatment,
utilization of
of petroleum
petroleum and
and natural
natural gas, with
and utilization
treatment, and
tion,
through
resources through
conserving resources
view to
to economic
a.nd into
development and
economic development
aa view
the
prevention
of
wast.e;
to
inquire
into
the
economic
conditions
conditions
economic
the
into
inquire
to
the prevention of waste;
affecting the
industry, including
including equipment,
equipment, supplies,
supplies, and expenses
expenses
the industry,
affecting
of
travel,
and
subsistence,
$135,000;
erices
Persol
services.
Personal
of travel and subsistence, $135,000;
D. C.
c.
for investigation D.
Not exceeding
20 per
per.centum
centum of
the preceding
preceding sums
sums for
of the
exceeding 20
Not
Allowances for, from
as
to the
causes of
of mine
mine explosions;
inquiries and
scientific and
and speloieanestioaspecified
investigaand scientific
for inquiries
explosions; for
the causes
as to
tions.
technologic
investigations
concerning
the
mining,
preparation,
treatuions
treattechnologic investigations concerning the mining, preparation,
substances; for
ment,
ores and
and other
other mineral
mineral substances;
of ores
utilization of
and utilization
ment, and
preparation,
inquiries and
investigations concerning
the mi,
mining, preparation,
concerning the
and investigations
inquiries
and not
treatment,
and
utilization
of
petroleum
and
natural
gas;
gas;
natural
and
petroleum
of
utilization
and
treatment,
exceeding 30
per centum
centum of
of the
preceding sums
sums for
for investigation
investigation of
the preceding
30 per
exceeding
for the
mineral fuels
unfinished mineral
mineral products
or for
to or
belonging to
products belonging
and unfinished
fuels and
mineral
for
use
of the
United States
be used
1921 for
year 1921
fiscal year
the fiscal
during the
used during
may be
States may
United
the use of
ubc
D
personal
service
in
the
District
of
Columbia;
Columbia;
of
District
the
in
Details from Public
service
personal
Health Service.
Service.
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
may detail
medical officers
officers of the nealth
detail medical
Treasury may
of the
The
Public
for cooperative
cooperative health, safety,
safety, or sanitation
sanitation
Service for
Health Service
Public Health
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work with
Mines, and
and the
the compensation
expenses
compensation and expenses
of Mines,
Bureau of
with the
the Bureau
work
of the
the officers
officers so detailed
approapplicable approbe paid from the applicable
detailed may be
of
Mining experiment
stations.
Expenses.
Expenses.
Vol. 38, p. 959.

stmng expenrment
ol.

'.

Pittsburh, ., exPittsburgh, Pa., experiment
station.
periment station.
Maintenance, etc.
Mintennce, etc.

priations made
herein for
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines;
Mines;
for the
made herein
priations

For
services and all other expenses in
of personal
personal services
employment of
For the employment
maintenance, and operation
connection with the establishment,
establishment, maintenance,
operation of
connection
authorized by the Act approved
mining experiment stations, authorized
approved March
March
3, 191
r5,
e $200,000;
$2e00,000;
3,
1915,
F0
d maintenance
maintenance of
of the
and grounds
grounds at
at PittsPittsbuildings and
the buildings
For care and
operation,
the operation,
personal services, the
burgh, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, including
including personal
burgh,

maintenance, and repair of passenger
automobiles for official use, and
passenger automobiles
maintenance,
expenses
requisite for
incident thereto, $50,000;
$50,000;
incident
for
and
requisite
expenses
all
other
serice
For operation
ope~.
Mine
rescue cars.
Car,.
-inerescue
For
of mine
rescue cars,
cars including
services,
personal services,
including personal
mine rescue
operation of
For
Operating expenses.
expenses.
Oertin
Vol.
38, p. 959.
ol. 3,pT959.
traveling
traveling expenses and subsistence,
subsistence, equipment
equipment and supplies, author1915; to be available
available for expendiexpendiMarch 3, 1915;
approved March
ized by the Act approved
ture
on any preliminary
preliminary work
that may be found necessary in conwork that
ture on
nection
purchased prior to the time of
such cars
cars as are to be purchased
nection with such
their
actual
delivery,
$154,667;
$154,667;
actual
delivery,
their
Mine iinspector,
ns
For one mine inspector
inspector for duty in Alaska, $3,000;
$3,000;
For
askinca.
Alaska.
$1,500;
For clerk to mine inspector of Alaska, $1,500;
For per
subject to
to such
Secretary
regulations as the Secretary
rules and regulations
such rules
diem, subject
per diem,
For
of
Interior may
may prescribe,
subsistence, at aa rate not
prescribe, in lieu of subsistence,
the Interior
of the
exceeding $4
when absent
absent on
official business
designated
business from his designated
on official
$4 when
exceeding
headquarters,
necessary traveling
traveling and
and contingent
contingent
actual necessary
and for
for actual
headquarters, and
expenses of
said inspector
inspector and
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500;
and clerk,
of said
expenses
Library.
For technical
publications and books of
scientific books and publications
and scientific
technical and
ibraryor
reference, $1,500;
$1,500;
reference,
Headquarters
for
For the purchase or lease of necessary
for
Headquarers
necessary land, where and under such
such
rescue cars, etc.
conditions as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
direct, for
for headheadmay direct,
Interior may
the Interior
conditions

railway
necessary railway
quarters
quarters of mine rescue cars and construction of necessary
sidings
experimental
sidings and housing for the same, or as the site of an experimental
Proviso.
and aaplant
studying explosives,
$1,000: Provided,
That the
Provided, That
explosives, $1,000:
for studying
plant for
mine and
do- mine
Acceptance
Acceptance of doetc.
nated lands,
lands,etc.
Secretary of the Interior is authorized
Secretary
authorized to accept
accept any suitable land
or lands, buildings
improvements that may be donated for said
buildings, or improvements
purpose and to enter into leases for periods not exceeding
exceeding ten years,
subject
appropriations by Congress;
Congress;
to annual
annual appropriations
subject to
Billings, Mont.
Authority is
is granted
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior to sell at public
of the
granted the
Authority
orescue
Bilings
Sale of former
rescue
station at.
auction lots one, two, and three, block
)lock one hundred
hundred and twenty,
twenty,
with
original town site of Billings,
improvements thereon, of the original
with any
any improvements
Montana,
States mine rescue station;
used as aa United States
were used
which were
Montana, which
covered into the Treasury
Treasury
the proceeds of said sale to be deposited and covered
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts;
receipts;
Temporary
details
year 1921 in field work outduring the fiscal year
employed during
Persons employed
filrreovee
orf
of
fiel1
employeestailin
District
of
Columbia.
of Columbia
under the Bureau of Mines
,istrictouciirmhia. side of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia under
Mines may
may be
temporarily for service in the District of Columbia, for
detailed temporarily
detailed
preparig results of their
purposes of prep
their field work; all persons
persons so
detailed
115 in addition to their regular compensation
compensation
detailed shall be 7paid
only
traveling expenses
or per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence
expenses orper
actual traveling
only their
their actual
Proviso.
to and
therefrom: Provided,
That nothing
nothing herein
herein
Provided, That
returning therefrom:
and returning
going to
neces in
in going
lvr"nt of necesPayment
sary expenses.
of the Bureau
shall prevent
prevent the payment
expenses.
sary
payment to employees
employees of
Bureau of Mines of
their
necessary expenses,
expenses, or per diem
diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence while on
their necessary
temporary
detail m
in the District
District of Columbia, for purposes
purposes only of
temporary detail
Report to be made.
Report
made. consultation
consultation or investigations
investigations on behalf of the United
United States. All
details
purposes of each, during the predetails made hereunder, and the purposes
reported in the annual estimates
estimates of
ceding fiscal year shall be reported
appropriations
regular session
session
beginning of each regular
Congress at the beginning
appropriations to Congress
thereof;
Government
Fuel
of
Government fuel
fuel yards:
yards: For
For the
the purchase
and transportation
transportation of
purchase and
eo Government
ordsDistent
yards,
District of
of Columbia.
storing and handling
in yards;
yards; maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation
of
fuel
in
handling
Pumbica
f
fuel;
Purchase
of fuel,
of yards and equipment, including
including motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger'of
maintenance,etc.
maintenance, etc.
carrying vehicles
vehicles for
equipment, rentals,
rentals,
purchase of equipment,
inspectors, purchase
for inspectors,
carrying
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and
thereto, including
including
all other expenses requisite for and incident thereto,
and all

Balance
reappro.
reappro
Bpaance
personal services
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, the unexpended
unexpended printed.
personal
199.
Ante, p.
p. 199.
for these purposes
balance of
appropriation made
made for
purposes for the fiscal Ate,
of the appropriation
balance

available for such purposes
reappropriated and made available
is reappropriated
year 1920 is
for
exceeding $500
$500 shall
the fiscal year 1921, and of such sum not exceeding
for the

be available
to settle
settle claims
property Damageclaims.
private property
caused to
to private
for damages
damages caused
claims for
Damage claims.
be
available to
Pr
ovis.
by
motor vehicles
delivering fuel: Provided,
Provided, That all moneys Proviso.
vehicles used in delivering
by motor
Sales accredited
received
during the
year 1921
1921 shall
shall be appropriation, etc.
the fiscal
fiscal year
of fuel
fuel during
the sales
sales of
from the
received from

to

credited to
available for the purposes of
appropriation and be available
to this appropriation
credited

this
paragraph;
this paragraph;
yard trucks for
mUUsecardhaunckgetcr
may have sand,
Hereafter the
Secretary of
of the
sand, gravel, municipal
Interior may
the Interior
hauling,etc.
the Secretary
Hereafter
stone,
municipal government
government of
of
stone, and other material hauled for the municipal
branches of the Federal service in
District of Columbia and for branches
the District
the District
Columbia, whenever
practicable and
it may be practicable
whenever it
of Columbia,
District of
the
economical to
performed by using trucks of the
have such work performed
to have
economical
Government
fuel yards
yards not
not needed
needed at
the time
time for
the hauling
hauling of
of
for the
at the
Government fuel
Payment of cost.
cost.
of the Pymentof
fuel.
Payment for
for such
such work
be made
made on
on the
the basis
basis of
shall be
work shall
fuel. Payment
actual cost
to the
the Government
Government fuel
prior to
Deliveries
fuel yards;
yards;
cost to
actual
Deliveries prior tO
year.
fiscalyear.
Hereafter
of the
to deliver, fiscal
is authorized
authorized to
Interior is
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
Hereafter the
during the
the months
June of each year, to all
of April, May, and June
months of
during
branches of
of the
Federal service
service and the
government in
in
municipal government
the municipal
the Federal
branches
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, such
such quantities
quantities of fuel for their use during
during
District of
the
the following
following fiscal
fiscal year
as it
may be
practicable to store at the
be practicable
it may
year as
the
points of
of consumption,
payment therefor
therefor to be made
made by these
consumption, payment
points
branches of
from
the Federal service and municipal government from
of the
branches
their applicable
applicable appropriations
for such
such fiscal
year;
sienti invetigatheir
appropriations for
fiscal year;
Scientific
investigadepartetc., for departDuring
fiscal year
1921, the
the head
head of
of any
department or tions, etc.,
any department
year 1921,
the fiscal
During the
ments,
etc., by Sum
euts' etc., by Buhaving funds availindependent establishment
the Government
avail- reau.
Government having
of the
establishment of
independent
able for
for scientific
requiring cooperative
cooperative work by
and requiring
investigations and
scientific investigations
able
the
Bureau of Mines on scientific
scientific investigations
investigations within the scope of
the Bureau
the
functions of
it is unable to perform
perform
Bureau and which it
of that Bureau
the functions
within the
the limits
approval of
appropriations,' may, with the approval
of its
its appropriations
limits of
within
,
the
Secretary of
Interior' transfer
to the
the Bureau
of Mines such Transfer of funds,
Bureau of
transfer to
the Interior,
of the
the Secretary
und
sums
may be
necessary to
c.
The etetc.
investigations. The
such investigations.
on such
carry on
to carry
be necessary
as may
sums as
Secretary of
shall transfer
transfer on
on the books of the Treasury
Treasury
Treasury shall
of the
the Treasury
Secretary
Department
any sums
be authorized
hereunder and
authorized hereunder
may be
which may
sums which
Department any
such
amounts shall
shall be
be placed
placed to
the credit
Bureau of Mines
the Bureau
of the
credit of
to the
such amounts
for
the performance
for the
the department
establishment
department or establishment
work for
of work
performance of
for the
which the transfer is made;
from which
In
$1,302,642.
Bureau of Mines, $1,302,642.
all, Bureau
In all,
SERVICE.
RECLAMATION SERVICE.
RECLAMATION

Reclamation Service.

Reclamaton Service.

Payments
Payments from
from rere-

The following
sums are
are appropriated
appropriated out
special fund
fund in
clarnationfund.
fund.
in clantion
the special
of the
out of
following sums
The
2 p. 388.
Vol. 332,
the
Treasury of
of the
States created
of June
June 17,
17, VolP,-.
Act of
the Act
by the
created by
United States
the United
the Treasury
1902, and
designated "the
"the reclamation
fund":
reclamation fund":
therein designated
and therein
1!i02,
All expenses.
s
Act of June 17, 1902 (32d Aexense For all
expenditures authorized
the Act
by the
authorized by
all expenditures
For
Statutes, page
388), and
and Acts
or supplementary
supplementary
thereof or
amendatory thereof
Acts amendatory
page 388),
Statutes,
thereto,
as the
and all
all other
under ob
ifd
Acts under
other Acts
law, and
the reclamation
reclamation law,
known as
thereto, known
Objects specified.
bts sp
which expenditures
expenditures from
from said
fund are
are authorized,
authorized, including
including salaries
salaries
said fund
which
in the
of Columbia
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; examination
examination of
of estimates
estimates
Columbia and
District of
the District
in
for appropriations
appropriations in
in the
the field;
for overcollections
overcollections herehere-.
refunds for
field; refunds
for
tofore
or hereafter
hereafter received
on account
account of
of water-right
charges,
water-right charges,
received on
tofore or
rentals, and
purposes; printing
printing and
and binding;
binding; law
law
other purposes;
for other
deposits for
and deposits
rentals,
books,
books of
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
engineering and
statistical Vehicles.
eie
and statistical
periodicals, engineering
books, books
$1,500; purchase
publications,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500;
purchase, maintenance, and
publications, not
passenger-carrying
o
peration of
horse-drawn or
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
or motor-propelled
of horse-drawn
operation
vehicles;
payment of
of damages
caused to
to the
of lands
or
lands or
owners of
the owners
damages caused
vehicles; payment
the operations
private
kind by
by reason
operations of the United
of the
reason of
any kind
of any
property of
private property
States,
its officers
officers or
construction, operasurvey, construction,
the survey,
in the
employees, in
or employees,
States, its
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maintenance of irrigation works,
tion, or maintenance
works, and
and which may be
be comcompromised by agreement
agreement between
between the claimant and the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Interior; and payment for official telephone
the Interior;
telephone service
service m
in the field
field
hereafter
telephones installed
installed in
in private
hereafter incurred
incurred in
in case
case of
of official
official telephones
private
houses when authorized
authorized under regulations
regulations established
established by the
Secrethe Secretary of the Interior:
Projects designated.
Projects designated.
Salt River project, Arizona:
examination of project and project
project
Arizona: For examination
Salt River,
Ariz.
Salt
River, Ariz.
accounts,
accounts, $1,000;
$1,000;
Yuma, Ariz.-Calif.
Ariz.Calif.
maintenance,
Yuma project, Arizona-California:
Arizona-California: For operation
operation and maintenance,
continuation of construction, and incidental operations, $435,000;
$435,000;
Orland, Calif.
Orland,Calif.
Orland project, California: For operation
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, conconstruction, and incidental
operations, $129,000;
tinuation of construction,
incidental operations,
$120,000;
Grand Valley, Col o.
GrandValley,Colo.
Grand Valley project, Colorado: For operation
maintenance,
Grand
operation and maintenance,
continuation of construction,
$208,000;
continuation
construction, and incidental operations,
operations, $208,000;
U ncompahgre, Colo.
Uncompahgre,Colo.
Uncompahgre
maintenance,
Uncompahgre project, Colorado:
Colorado: For operation and maintenance,
continuation of
and incidental
incidental operations,
$174,000;
continuation
of construction,
construction, and
operations, $174,000;
Boise, Idaho.
Boise,
Idaho.
Boise project, Idaho: For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance, continuacontinuaProvisos.
tion of
construction, and
and incidental
$774,000: Provided,
Provided,
operations, $774,000:
incidental operations,
of construction,
Dne
restric- tion
Drainage
tions.
tions.
That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be expended
expended for
for drainage
drainage
except
in irrigation
irrigation districts
districts formed
upon the
except in
formed under
under State
State laws
laws and
and upon
the
execution of
agreements for
to the
the United
United States
execution
of agreements
for the
the repayment
repayment to
States of
of
Pending
litigation
Pending
litigation the costs thereof:
Providedfurther,
thereof: Provided
further, That the foregoing
foregoing proviso
shall
proviso
shall
not affected.
notaffected.
not be construed
Congress upon
construed as an expression
expression of opinion by the Congress
upon
the
litigation pending
pending between
between the
the settlers
settlers on
on
the litigation
the Government
Government and
and the
such project
in any
any manner
prejudice such
such litigation;
litigation;
such
project or
or in
manner prejudice
King Hill,
Idaho.
mil, Idaho.
King Hill project, Idaho: For
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, conconFor operation
tinuation
construction, and
operations, $320,000:
$320,000:
tinuation of
of construction,
and incidental
incidental operations,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided,
this appropriaProvided, That no expenditure
expenditure shall be made from
from this
appropriaLimitation.
itation.
project
tion that will bring the total expenditure
expenditure for the King Hill project
to
an amount
in excess
excess of
the amount
amount stipulated
contract dated
to an
amount in
of the
stipulated in
in contract
dated
December
irrigation district
district and
and the
December 17,
17, 1917,
1917, between
between the
the King Hill
Hill irrigation
the
Secretary
Interior providing
for the
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
providing for
the construction
construction of
the King
King
Hill project
the United
States Reclamation
Service, unless
unless and
Hill
project by
by the
United States
Reclamation Service,
and
supplemental agreement
agreement has
been executed
executed by
Hill
until a
a supplemental
has been
by the
the King
King Hill
irrigation district
guaranteeing the
United
irrigation
district guaranteeing
the reimbursement
reimbursement to
to the
the United
States of the total amounts expended
expended on
on the project;
project;
Minidoka, Idaho.
Minidok
a project,
conMinidoka,Idaho.
Minidoka
project, Idaho:
Idaho: For
For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance, continuation of
of construction,
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $317,000,
tinuation
construction, and
$317,000, totoA nte,
p. 201.
A
ne,p.201.
gether
unexpended balance of the appropriation
gether with the unexpended
appropriation for
for this
this
project
year 1920;
project for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
1920;
Huntley,
MJont.
Hitle., Mont.
Huntley
Huntley project, Montana:
Montana: For operation and
maintenance, conand maintenance,
tinuation
construction, and
operations, $129,000;
$129,000;
tinuation of
of construction,
and incidental
incidental operations,
Milk
Milk River,
River, Mont.
Mont.
Milk River project, Montana: For operation
maintenance,
operation and maintenance,
continuation of
continuation
incidental operations,
$552,000;
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
operations, $552,000;
Sun Rier,
River, Mont.
Mont.
Sun
Sun River project, Montana:
Montana: For
operation and
For operation
and maintenance,
maintenance,
continuation of
continuation
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $148,000;
$148,000;
of construction,
construction, and
0
Lower Yellowstone,
LoDer noell0ow'-or
Lower
Lower Yellowstone
Yellowstone project, Montana-North
Montana-North Dakota: For operaMon t.-N. Pak.
continuation of construction,
construction, and incidental
tion and maintenance,
maintenance, continuation
incidental
operations, 883,000;
$83,000;
operations,
North Platte,.e
Platte, Net.r.r.North
North Platte project, Nebrasks-Wyoming:
Nebrasks-Wyoming: For operation and
and
maintenance,
continuation of
maintenance, continuation
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations,
$1,000,000;
$1,000,000;
Newlancis,
Nev.
Ne-.l:s, Nev.
Newlands project,
Newlands
project, Nevada:
Nevada: For operation
operation and maintenance, conincidental operations,
$664,000;
tinuation of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
operations, 8664,000;
Carlsbad, N. Mex.
Carisltad N.fMex.
Carlsbad project,
Carlsbad
Mexico: For
operation and
project, New
New Mexico:
For operation
and maintenance,
maintenance,
continuation
continuation of construction, and incidental
operations, $108,000:
$108,000;
incidental operations,
RiooGrande
Grande, N.
N. Mex.Mex.Rio Grande project, New Mexico-Texas:
Mexico-Texas: For operation and mainTex.
tenance,
continuation of construction,
tenance, continuation
construction, and
incidental operations,
and incidental
operations,
Ante, p.
201.
Ante
p.together
1,000,000, together with
with the
balance of
of the
the appropria$1,000,000,
the unexpended
unexpended balance
appropriafor the
fiscal year
tion for
for this
this project
project for
the fiscal
year 1920;
1920;
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North Dakota
pumpDakota pump
i North
North Dakota
Dakota pumping
pumping project,
project, North
North Dakota:
Dakota: For maintenance,
maintenance, ing.
North
$119,000;
operation,
operations, $119,000;
and incidental
incidental operations,
operation, and
Umatilla,Oreg.
Oreg.
.Umatilla
operation and maintenance, concon- Umatila,
Oregon: For operation
project, Oregon:
Umatilla project,
tinuation of
of construction,
operations, $170,000;
$170,000;
incidental operations,
and incidental
construction, and
tinuation
Klamath,
0 reg Oreg.
operation and
Klamath project,
project, Oregon-California:
and mainte- Ca.lifath
Oregon-California: For operation
Calif.
Klamath
nance, continuation
contmuation of
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, Anep.
of construction,
construction and
nance,
Ante,
n
t p. 201.
$289,000, together
the unexpen.ded
balance of the appropriaappropria.unexpended balance
with the
together with
$289,000,
F
tion for
for this
this project
project for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1920;
B
year 1920;
for the
tion
c
Belle Fourche,
Four he
s.Da.
Belle
project, South Dakota:
Dakota: For operation
operation and maintemainte- S.Dak.
Fourche project,
Belle Fourche
e p. 201.
nance,
continuation of
of construction,
construction, and
incidental operations,
operations, Ante,
and incidental
nance, continuation
appropriation
$120,000, together
together with
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
the unexpended
with the
$120,000,
for
this project
1920;
year 1920;
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
project for
for this
Strawberry Valley,
Valey,
UStahbh.r
maintenance, Utah.
Strawberry
"Utah: For operation
operation and maintenance,
project, Utah:
Valley project,
Strawberry Valley
Oog,
continuation of
of construction,
construction, and
incidental operations,
operations, $86,000;
and incidental
continuation
Okanogan, Wash.
oga
maintenance,
Okanogan project,
project, Washington:
and maintenance,
Washington: For operation and
Okanogan
continuation of
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $666,000:
$666,000:
construction, and
of construction,
continuation
Provided,
That no
no part
of the
the moneys
become Restriction
fp
....r
e°
s;
.
8
i
°
Mon on conappropriated shall become
hereby appropriated
moneys hereby
part of
Provided,That
pumping
available
for the
permanent pumping
pumping plant
plant until strutng
s
p
t
i
ru
ane
t
t
.
Ing
pumping
of aa permanent
construction of
the construction
available for
such action
action has
satisfactory to the Secretary
Secreta.x
been taken as may be satisfactory
has been
such
of
the Interior
relieve the
Okanogan project from liabilfiat;
the Okanogan
lands of the
the lands
to relieve
Interior to
of the
ity for
for the
of the
the Methow-Okanogan
irrigation district to
Methow-Okanogan irrigation
obligations of
the obligations
ity
the
by the
said Secretary
Secretary to
to fully
fully safeguard
safeguard
the said
necessary by
deemed necessary
extent deemed
the extent
the
security of
of the
the United
States for the funds invested in the project.
United States
the security
Yakima, Wash.
Yakima
Washington: For operation
maintenance, con- YakimaWash.
operation and maintenance,
project, Washington:
Yakima project,
tinuation
of
construction,
and
incidental
operations,
$351,000;
$351,000;
operations,
tinuation of construction, and incidental
b
Shoshone,
Wyo.
one, Wyo.
Shoshone
Wyoming: For
For operation
maintenance, con- Shos
and maintenance,
operation and
project, Wyoming:
Shoshone project,
tinuation
of
construction,
and
incidental
operations,
$459,000,
together
ae, p.
tinuation of construction, and incidental operations, $459,000, together Ante,
p. 201.
201.
with
balance of the appropriation
appropriation for this project for
for
unexpended balance
the unexpended
with the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1920;
year 1920;
the
Riverton, Wyo.
Riverton project,
For the
the reclamation
reclamation of lands within Ri'"ert',Wy
Wyoming: For
project, Wyoming.
Riverton
and
in
the
vicimty
of
the
ceded
portion
of
the
Wind
River
or
Shoshone
River
Wind
the
of
and in the viciity of the ceded portion
Reservation,
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance, continuation
Proiso.
of Proviso.
continuation of
including operation
Reservation, including
construction,
incidental operations,
That said
said Fixing
etc.
Fiig ches,
Provided,That
$100,000: Provided,
operations, $100,000:
and incidental
construction, and
charges, etc.
lands shall
shall be
be subject
charges, terms, conditions, provisions,
the charges,
to all
all the
subject to
lands
and
the Reclamation
Reclamation Act
Act and
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
and Acts
of the
limitations of
and limitations
or
supplementary thereto,
thereto, and
and suitable
provision shall
shall be made by the
suitable provision
or supplementary
Secretary
fixing the
to provide
reimburseprovide for reimbursecharges to
the charges
in fixing
Interior in
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
ment of
the entire
entire expenditure
expenditure in
in accordance
the reclamation
reclamation law
accordance with the
of the
ment
and other
laws applicable
applicable to
to said lands;
lands;
other laws
and
Secondary projects.
projects.
Secondary
and other
miscellaneous inves- Secondary
other miscellaneous
cooperative and
For cooperative
projects: For
Secondary projects:
ations, $50,000;
tigations,
$50,000;
Imperial Valley,
titions,
$50,000;
sur- ciii.dal valley:
mperial Valley
investigation: For investigation
investigation and stirirrigation investigation:
Valley irrigation
Imperial
Expenss
veys of
irrigation possibilities,
possibilities, Imperial
riF
o
1
>e
suses of investiinvestt•
including gat
California, including
Valley, California,
Imperial Valley,
of irrigation
veys
p.600.
personal services
in the
Columbia and
elsewhere, and
and for Ant,
Ante, p.
WO.
and elsewhere,
of Columbia
District of
the District
services in
personal
all other
other expenses
authorized by
the Act
18, 1920,
1920, $20,000;
$20,000;
of May
May 18,
Act of
by the
expenses authorized
all
JimlimUnder
of this
this Act
no greater
greater sum
sum shall
shall be
be expended,
iteE,11):asditazsc allotexpended, itedtpecic
Act no
provisions of
the provisions
Under the
ments.
year
fiscal
nor
shall
the
United
States
be
obligated
to
expend,
during
meats.
the
during
to
expend,
nor shall the United States be obligated
1921,
on any
any reclamation
reclamation project
project appropriated
appropriated for
for herein
an amount
amount
herein an
1921, on
in
of the
herein appropriated
appropriated therefor, nor shall the whole
sum herein
the sum
excess of
in excess
projects for the
expenditures
incurred for
for all of
such projects
of such
obligations incurred
or obligations
expenditures or
fiscal
year 1921
1921 exceed
exceed the
amount in the "reclamation
"reclamation fund"
fund"
whole amount
the whole
fiscal year
for that
year;
fiscal year;
that fiscal
for
Interchangeable
aonterha.ngeabe
inter- am
available interTen per
of the
foregoing amounts
amounts shall
be available
shall be
the foregoing
centum of
per centum
Ten
changeably for
for expenditures
expenditures on the reclamation
reclamation projects
projects named; but
changeably
not
more than
than 10
per centum
centum shall
added to
the amount
approamount approto the
be added
shall be
10 per
not more
priated
any one
of said
said projects;
projects;
Useomotor ehicles
one of
for any
priated for
Whenever,
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
Director for
se
rao
vTiotor vehicles
fortirttraveling.
the Director
30, 1921,
1921, the
June 30,
the fiscal
during the
Whenever, during
of
Reclamation Service
Service shall
expenses of travel can
can
find that the expenses
shall find
of the
the Reclamation
be reduced
reduced thereby,
he may,
may, in
in lieu
lieu of
actual traveling
expenses, under
under
traveling expenses,
of actual
thereby, he
be
such
regulations as
as he
prescribe, authorize
authorize the
payment of not to
the payment
may prescribe,
he may
such regulations
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exceed
for a
amotor
motor cycle
per mile
for an
an
mile for
cents per
or 77 cents
cycle or
mile for
per mile
cents per
exceed 33 cents
automobile, used
for necessary
necessary travel
travel on
business;
official business;
on official
used for
automobile,
$8,463,000.
In all,
all, for
the Reclamation
Service, $8,463,000.
Reclamation Service,
for the
In
Yakima Indian
Indian ResResFor
reimbursement
reclamation fund the proportionate
proportionate exthe reclamation
to
reimbursement
For
Yakima
ervation, Wash.
er Reimbursing fund pense
and maintenance
maintenance of
the reservoirs
for furnishing
furnishing
reservoirs for
of the
operation and
of operation
pense of
verim"rsg
for water furnished to
Washington,
Reservation,
stored
water
to
the
lands
in
Yakima
Indian
Reservation,
Washington,
Yakima
in
lands
the
to
water
stored
to
fr:ished
for
Ianer
lan!s in.
Vol. 38, p.
604.
Act of August
in
with the
provisions of
section 22
22 of the
the Act
August
of section
the provisions
accordance with
in accordance
p.64.
vol.38,
1,
1914 (Thirty-eighth
Statutes, page
there is
is appropriated,
appropriated, out
604), there
page 604),
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
1, 1914
of
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, $11,000.
$11,000.
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
in the
money in
of any
TESTIMONY

PROCEEDINGS.
DISBARMENT PROCEEDINGS.
IN DISBARMENT
TESTIMONY IN

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Disbarment
Disbarment
ceedings.
ceedings.

pro-

Alaska.
Alaska.

To
Interior to take
take testimony and prethe Interior
Secretary of the
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
proceedings instituted
disbarment proceedings
instituted
the same, in connection with disbarment
pare the
against
persons chargedwith
charged with improper
the department,
department,
before the
practices before
improper practices
against persons
its bureaus
bureaus and
and offices,
so much
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary.
or so
$300, or
offices, $300,
its
TERRITORY
TERRITORY

OF
OF

ALASKA.
ALASKA.

Alaska Engineering
Engineering
Alaskan
Engineering Commission:
Commission: For carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions
Alaskan Engineering
Commission Railroad
of the
Act entitled
"An
Act
to authorize
the President
United
President of the United
the
authorize
to
Act
"An
entitled
Act
the
of
constrction,
construction, etc.a
etc.
.
p 305.
3s, P.
Vol.
Vol. 38,
305.

p. 293.
A r, p.
Ante,
293.

Sale
of Supplies, etc.,
Saleofsupplies,etc.,
to employees.
employees,
to

States to
to locate,
locate, construct,
railroads in
in the Territory
Territory of
operate railroads
and operate
construct, and
States
Alaska, and
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved March
March 12,
12, 1914,
1914, as
and for
Alaska,
and
hearings
amended,
including
expenses
incident
to
conducting
hearing's
and
conducting
to
incident
expenses
including
amended,
examining estimates
appropriations in
Alaska, and including a
a.
in Alaska,
for appropriations
estimates for
examining
plant for
for cleaning
cleaning coal,
coal, $7,000,000,
available until
continue available
to continue
$7,000,000, to
plant
expended.
expended.
purchase during the fiscal year 1921,
Authority is
is granted
1921, from
from
to purchase
granted to
Authority
the
appropriation made
made for
for the
construction and
and operation
operation of railthe construction
the appropriation
roads
and supplies for sale to employees
employees and conarticles and
Alaska, articles
in Alaska,
roads in
tractors, the
the appropriation
be reimbursed
by the
proceeds of such
such
the proceeds
reimbursed by
to be
appropriation to
tractors,
sales.
sales.

During
there shall be covered
covered into the approapproDuring the fiscal year 1921 there
the Act entitled "An
priation
established
from
time
to
time
under
"An
under
time
to
time
constructon ccodntto priation established from
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the President
States to locate, conPresident of the United States
Act
struct,
and operate
railroads in
in the
Territory of Alaska, and for other
other
the Territory
operate railroads
struct, and
proceeds of
purposes," approved
March 12, 1914,
1914, as amended,
amended, the proceeds
approved March
purposes,"
the
sale of
of material
utilized for
for temporary
temporary work
work and structures in
material utilized
the sale
said Act,
connection
with the
the operations
operations under said
Act, as well as the sales of
connection with
purchased or conall
other condemned
property which has been purchased
condemned property
all other
structed
under the
refunded in
provisions thereof, also any moneys refunded
the provisions
structed under
connection
construction and
operations under said Act,
and operations
the construction
with the
connection with
beginning
and
report hereunder
hereunder shall
Congress at the beginning
made to Congress
be made
shall be
and aa report
of
next session.
of its next
Care
insane.
Insane
Alaska: For
For care
care and custody of persons
persons legally
legally adjudged
adjudged
Insane of Alaska:
of insane.
c:
re of
transportation and other expenses,
insane
including transportation
Alaska, including
in Alaska,
insane in
S120,630: Provided,
Proviso.
$120,630:
Provided, That authority
authority is granted
granted to the Secretary
Secretary of
Proriso.
rinm
Payment
-Corn pany.
to .Sanita- the
to pay
pay-from
appropriation to
to the
the Sanitarium
Sanitarium Comthis appropriation
from this
Interior to
the Interior
cpany.So
ri,
pany
of Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
exceed $540
$540 per
per capita per
per annum
annum
Oregon, not to exceed
pany of
for the
the care
of Alaskan
patients during the
insane patients
Alaskan insane
maintenance of
and maintenance
care and
for
fiscal
1921.
fiscal year 1921.
Education
113Education
in Alaska:
Alaska: To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, in
Education
n,f
Eutcation of
tSees.
i v
the education
direction, to
and under
his discretion
discretion and
es.
his
under his
his direction,
to provide
provide for
for the
education
Indians, and other natives of
and
Aleuts, Indians,
Eskimos, Aleuts,
of the Eskimos,
support of
and support
Alaska;
erection, repair,
repair, and
and rental
rental of school buildings; textbooks
textbooks
Alaska; erection,
and
industrial apparatus;
and necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
pay .and
apparatus; pay
and industrial
superintendents,
employees; and all
physicians, and other employees;
teachers, physicians,
superintendents, teachers,
other
miscellaneous expenses
expenses which are not included
included under
necessary miscellaneous
other necessary
Provisos.
restriction.
the above
special heads,
That no person employed
employed
Provided,That
$275,000: Provided,
heads, $275,000:
above special
the
tion.
Pay
Pr.tri
or
hereunder
special agent
or to
any special or
perform any
to perform
inspector, or
or inspector,
agent or
as special
hereunder as
Receipts from
sales,
from sales,
Receipts
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unusual duty in connection
connection .herewith, shall receive as compensation
compensation
exceeding
traveling expenses
exceeding .$200 per month, in addition to actual traveling
expenses
exceeding $4 in lieu of subsistence,
subsistence, when absent
absent
and per diem not exceeding
ist
Services in D
District
rict
on duty from his designated and actual
Provided ofScesbiai
actual post of duty: Provided
of Columbia.
further,
$7,000 may
expended for
further, That of said sum not exceeding
exceeding $7,000
may be expended
personal services
Columbia.
services in the District of Columbia.
Supervision of exappropriated herein
All expenditures
expenditures of money appropriated
herein for school purposes
purposes pdtuO.
expenditures.
education of white
in Alaska for schools other than those for the education
children under the jurisdiction of the governor
governor thereof shall be under
under
the supervision and direction
Commissioner of Education
and
direction of the Commissioner
Education and
in conformity with such conditions,
conditions, rules, and regulations
regulations as to conduct and methods of instruction
instruction and expenditures
expenditures of
of money
money as
as may
may
from time to time be recommended
recommended by him and approved
approved by the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
Ma
ta
Medical a
and
n sanitary
Medical
relief.
Medical relief in Alaska: To enable the Secretary -of the Interior, relief.
in his discretion
discretion and under his direction, with the
the advice
advice and cooperaHealth Service, to provide
provide for the medical and
tion of the Public Health
sanitary relief of the Eskimos, _Aleuts,
Aleuts, Indians, and other natives
of Alaska; erection,
erection, purchase, repair, rental, and equipment
equipment of hosand necessary
necessary
pital buildings; books and
and surgical
surgical apparatus;
apparatus; pay
pay and
traveling expenses
expenses of physicians, nurses,
nurses, and other employees,
employees, and
all other necessary miscellaneous
expenses which are not included
miscellaneous expenses
included
$90,000.
under the
the above
above special heads, $90,000.
Admission of pay
Pay
Patients who are not indigent may be admitted to the hospitals patients.
Patients
Patients.
for care and treatment
treatment on the payment
payment of such reasonable
reasonable charges
therefor as the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
shall prescribe.
therefor
the Interior
Interior shall
prescribe.
Rendeer
Reindeer.
Reindeer
Alaska
Reindeer for Alaska: For support of
of reindeer
reindeer stations
stations in Alaska
and instruction
instruction of
of Alaskan
in the
and management
management of
of Poo
and
Alaskan natives
natives in
the care
care and
Proviso.
Education is
reindeer, $6,400: Provided,
Sale oifmales,
of males, etc.
Provided, That the Commissioner of Education
is sal
authorized to sell such of the male reindeer belonging
Governbelonging to the Governproceeds in the purment as he may deem advisable .and to use the proceeds
missions and in the distribuchase of female reindeer belonging to missions
tion of reindeer to natives in those portions
portions of Alaska in which reinbeen placed and which are adapted to the reindeer
reindeer
deer have not yet been
industry.
Protecton
Protection o
of game.
game.
102.
Vol- 35,
3, p.- 102.
Protection of game in Alaska: For carrying
carrying out the Act approved
approved Vol.
Protection
May 11, 1908, entitled "An Act for the protection
protection of game
game in Alaska,
.Alaska,
traveling expenses
expenses of
of
and for other
other purposes,"
purposes," including salaries,
salaries, traveling
necessary expenses,
game wardens, and all other necessary
expenses, $25,000, to be exunder the direction of the Governor of
pended under
of Alaska.
Alaska.
Suppressing
Suppressing liquor
quor
r f
flc
Traffic in intoxicating
Traffic
intoxicating liquors:
liquors: For suppression
suppression of the traffic in titraffic.
intoxicating
among the natives of Alaska,
Alaska, to
expended
intoxicating liquors among
to be expended
under
the direction
of the
the Interior,
$15,000.
under the
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior, $15,000.
Birch timber.
F
ij
ec
pftation of,
of, perper,portation
Hereafter birch
Exportation of birch
birch timber: Hereafter
birch timber
timber may be ex- mi
Exportation
ported from Alaska.
NATIONAL
PARKS.
NATIONAL PARKS.

e: Director,
Director, $4,500;
assistant director,
director, $2,500;
$2,500;
Service:
$4,500; assistant
National Park Service:

National
National Parks.

Director of National
National
Director
Park Service, etc.
Park
Servico, etc.

chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000; editor, $2,000; draftsman, $1,800;
$1,800; accountant,
accountant,
$1,800;
$1,800; clerks—two
clerks-two of class four, two of class three, one of class two,
one
class
each; messenger,
messenger, $600; in
oneHNaeof
of
classPark
one,
one $1,020,
$1,020, two at $900
$900 each;
rteioanftaelr
th e .on
Acceptance
Acceptance of doColumbia, $27,420.
all,
$27,420.
in the District of Columbia,
park service
service in
all, for park
nated lands, etc., for
Hereafter the Secretary of the Interior in his administration
lands,
oet, for
administration of pated
parks and
monuments.
the National Park. Service is authorized,
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to accept
accept
patented lands, rights of way over patented
patented
patented lands or other lands,
lands,
buildings, or other property
property within
within the various national
national parks and
national monuments,
monuments, and moneys which may be donated
donated for the
national
purposes of
of the
the national
purposes
national park
park and
and monument
monument system.
system.
Crater Lake,
Ore.
Crater
Lake, Oreg.
Crater Lake National .Park, Oregon:
Oregon: For administration,
administration, protecexceeding $600
tion, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including not exceeding
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a motor-driven
for the
the maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
repair of a
motor-driven passenoperation, and repair
for
employees
ger-carrying
superintendent and employees
use of the superintendent
the use
vehicle for the
ger-carrying vehicle
in connection
connection with general
work, $25,300.
general park work,
in
General Grant,
Grant, Calif.
California: For administration, proGrant National Park, California:
Clif. General Grant
General
tection, maintenance,
maintenance, and
improvement, $5,300.
and improvement,
tection,
Glacier, Mont.
Glacier National
National Park,
administration, protection,
Montana: For administration,
Park, Montana:
Glacier
Mont.
Glacier,
maintenance,
and improvement,
improvement, including
necessary repairs to the
including necessary
maintenance, and
roads
from Glacier
Park Station through
Blackfeet Indian
through the Blackfeet
Glacier Park
roads from
Reservation
in the
boundary line of the Glacier
Glacier
the boundary
points in
various points
to various
Reservation to
National
Park and
and to the International
Boundary, including
including not
International Boundary,
National Park
exceeding $1,000
for the
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation of one
$1,000 for
exceeding
motor-driven;passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle and
horse-drawn passengerand horse-drawn
motor-driven
carrying
for the
the use
the superintendent
superintendent and
and employees
employees
of the
use of
vehicles for
carrying vehicles
in connection
general park work, $95,000.
with general
connection with
in
Grand
Ari.
canyon, Ariz.
Grand Canyon,

administration, proGrand
Park, Arizona:
Arizona: For administration,
National Park,
Canyon National
Grand Canyon

tection, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
improvement, and
and the acquisition
acquisition of lands for
for
tection,
road and
and trail
rights of
of way
way within
within the park, including
including not exceeding
exceeding
trail rights
road
$1,000
for the
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair of motor-driven
motor-driven
the maintenance,
$1,000 for

passenger-carrying vehicles
for the
the use
use of
of the
the superintendent
superintendent and
and
vehicles for
passenger-carrying
Proemployees
in
connection
with
general
park
work,
$60,000:
Pro$60,000:
work,
park
general
with
roads forbid-employees in connection

Proviso.
On
toll roads forbidn toll
den.
den.
Hawaii.
Hawaii.

maintenance or imexpenditure shall be made in the maintenance
vided, That no expenditure
provement
of any toll road or toll trail.
provement of

For expenses
Hawaii
Park: For
expenses incident to securing
securing donadonaNational Park:
Hawaii National

tions of
lands and
of way over
over patented lands in
rights of
and rights
patented lands
of patented
tions
Hawaii
$1,000.
National Park, $1,000.
Hawaii National
Arkansas: The
Hot
Reservation, Arkansas:
The unexpended
unexpended balance on
Springs Reservation,
Hot Springs
Reser-

Hot
Springs
Hot Springs
vation, Ark.
Ark.
vation,
New
buildings.
New buildings.

June
1920, of
the appropriation
authorization contained
contained in
and authorization
appropriation and
of the
30, 1920,
June 30,
year
the
Sundry
Civil
Appropriation
Act
for
the
fiscal
1919 for the
fiscal
the
for
Act
Appropriation
Civil
Sundry
the
construction of
of a
a new
new administration
administration and Government
Government free bathconstruction
fiscal
house building
is reappropriated
reappropriated and
available for the fiscal
made available
and made
building is
house
Acceptance of donat
authorized, in his discre1921. The Secretary
year 1921.
Secretary of the Interior is authorized,
of donat- year
editfance
ed
sites.
tion,
to use
construction
authorization in the construction
appropriation and authorization
such appropriation
use such
tion, to
of separate
free bathhouse purposes
purposes
administration and free
buildings for administration
separate buildings
of
which may be donated
donated
and to accept sites in the city of Hot Springs which
for said
said buildings.
for
Assemnent of sectThe
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
authorized to assess and
hereby authorized
is hereby
the Interior
The Secretary
ter
of water.
ihrgent
fled
lied charges
for
prescribe the hot waters from
physicians, who desire to prescribe
collect from physicians,
exercise of
the Hot
Hot Springs
Reservation, reasonable
reasonable charges
charges for the exercise
Springs Reservation,
the
such
privilege, including
including fees for examination
examination and registration;
registration; and
such privilege,
he
also authorized
collect from
from bath attendants
attendants and
authorized to assess and collect
is also
he is
receiving hot water from the
masseurs
bathhouses receiving
in all bathhouses
operating in
masseurs operating
reservation, reasonable
charges for the exercise
exercise of such privileges.
reasonable charges
reservation,
The moneys
moneys received
received from
authority shall be used
used
exercise of this authority
from the exercise
The
reservation.
said
improvement
in
the
protection
improvement
of
the
reservation.
and
protection
in the
Lafayette,
Mc.
Lafayette
Lafayette, Me.
Lafayette National
National Park, Maine:
Maine: For administration,
administration, maintenance,
maintenance,
protection,
and
improvement,
including
not
exceeding $600 for
for
not exceeding
including
improvement,
protection, and
maintenance,
operation,i and
motor-driven passengerpassenger repair of aa motor-driven
and repair
maintenance, operation,
carrying vehicle
n administration
administration of the park, $20,000.
use in
for use
vehicle for
carrying
..aSSen Volcanic,
Lassen
Volcanic
National
Park, California:
California: For
protection and
For protection
Park,
National
eVolcanic
Lassen
Calif.
Calif.s
improvement,
$2,500.
improvement, $2,500.
Mesa Verde, Colo.
National Park, Colorado: For administration,
Mesa Verde National
administration, proMesa
Mesa verde, coio.
exceeding
tection,
maintenance, and
improvement, including not exceeding
and improvement,
tection, maintenance,
$800
for maintenance,
horse-drawn and
and
repair of horse-drawn
and repair
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
$800 for
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
superintendent
vehicles for use of the superintendent
motor-driven
and employees,
$14,000.
employees, $14,000.
and
Mount Rainier
National Park,
Park, Washington:
Washington: For administration,
administration,
Mount Rainier National
hount Rainier,
Wash.
protection,
maintenance, and
exceeding
improvement, including not exceeding
and improvement,
protection, maintenance,
$800
for the
the maintenance,
operation, and
and repair
repair of a
a motor-driven
motor-driven
maintenance, operation,
$800 for
passenger-carrying
vehicle for
superintendent and
and park
park
use of the superintendent
for use
passenger-carrying vehicle
employees in
in connection
general park
park work,
work, $40,000,
which
$40,000, of which
with general
connection with
employees
sum $1,500
be immediately
immediately available
available for
installation and
for the installation
shall be
$1,500 shall
sum
telephone lines.
of telephone
repair of
Reappropriation.
Repprpiation
Ante,
p. 204.
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Monuprotection, mainte- mNatinal
National
Monuments: For
the administration,
Nt
administration, protection,
For the
National Monuments:
Protection, etc.
preservation, and improvement
etc.
improvement of the national monuments, Protection,
nance, preservation,
Secretary of the Interior,
to
be expended
expended under the direction of the Secretary
Interior,
to be
$8,000.
$8,000.
ional

Mmu-

nance,

Platt,Oka.
Platt National
For administration,
administration, protection, Platt,
Okla.
Oklahoma: For
Park, Oklahoma:
National Park,
Platt
maintenance,
extension of sewer system, including
maintenance, improvement and extension
the
purchase of
of a
awagon
wagon and team of mules for the use of the superthe purchase
intendent and employees
employees in connection with general park work and
intendent
the
provender therefor,
therefor, $9,000.
purchase of provender
the purchase
cky Mountain,
Rocky
Mountain National Park, Colorado:
Colorado: For administration,
administration,Mountain,
Rocky Mountain
exceeding
not
protection,
maintenance,
improvement,
including
exceeding
and
protection, maintenance,
a
$1,500
for the
purchase, maintenance,
operation and repair of a
maintenance, operation
the purchase,
$1,500 for
motor-driven passenger-carrying
superintendpassenger-carrying vehicle for use of the superintendmotor-driven
uoia a
ent
connection with
general park work, $40,000.
with general
in connection
employees in
and employees
ent and
&3quoia, Calif.
administration, protecSequoia National
Park, California:
California: For admiiaistration,
protec- Sequoia
National Park,
Sequoia
tion,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including not exceeding $800
tion, maintenance,
for
the maintenance,
operation, and repair of a
motor-driven, passena motor-driven,
maintenance, operation,
for the
ger-carrying vehicle
vehicle for
use of
superintendent and employees
the superintendent
of the
the use
for the
ger-carrying
in
connection with with general
general park work,
work and not exceeding
exceeding $3,000
m connection
i
t
:Jrninistration purposes at
a building for administration
construction of a
the construction
for the
Giant Forest, $36,000.
Wind
Park/ South
South Dakota:
For administration,
administration, Windcave,
Wind Cave, S.. Dak.
Dakota: For
National Park,
Cave National
Wind Cave
$5,000.
protection
maintenance,
$5,000.
improvement,
and
maintenance,
protection,
Yellowstone, Wyo.
Wyoming: For administration,
Yellowstone
National Park,
Park, Wyoming:
administration, pro- Yellowstone,wyo.
Yellowstone National
to
tection,
maintenance,
and
improvement,
including
exceed
not
improvement,
and
maintenance,
tection,
$8,400
for maintenance
maintenance of the
the road in the forest reserve leading out of
$8,400 for
the
park
from
the
east
boundary,
exceed $7,500
$7,500 for maintemaintenot to exceed
boundary,
east
the
from
the park
nance of
road in
the forest
reserve leading
out of
of the park from
leading out
forest reserve
in the
the road
of the
nance
the south
not to
to exceed
purchase, operation,
the purchase,
for the
$7,600 for
exceed $7,600
boundary, not
south boundary,
the
maintenance, and
repair of
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
and repair
maintenance,
vehicles,
and including feed for buffalo and other animals and salavehicles, and
ries
to be
expended by
under the Proviao.
and under
by and
be expended
$278,000, to
keepers, $278,000,
buffalo keepers,
of buffalo
ries of
noremova.
exceed- Snow
direction
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior: Provided,
Provided, That not exceedremoval.
the Secretary
direction of
ing
expended for
for the
the removal
of snow from any of the
removal of
be expended
may be
$2,000 may
ing $2,000
roads
the purpose
opening them in advance of the tourist
of opening
purpose of
for the
roads for

season.
protecYosemite National
National Park,
California: For
administration, protec,For administration,
Park, California:
Yosemite
tion, maintenance,
and improvement,
improvement, including
$1,800
exceeding $1,800
not exceeding
including not
maintenance, and
tion,
for purchase,
operation, and
horse-drawn and
of horse-drawn
and repair of
maintenance, operation,
purchase, maintenance,
for
motor-driven
superintendvehicles for use of the superintendpassenger-carrying vehicles
motor-driven passenger-carrying
ent
and
employees
in
connection
with
general
park
work,
$300,000.
$300,000.
work,
park
general
with
connection
in
employees
ent and
Zion
Park, Utah:
Utah: For
For administration,
mainteprotection, mainteadministration, protection,
National Park,
Zion National
mince,
and improvement,
improvement, $7,300.
$7,300.
nance, and
SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL.
SAINT
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL.

For support,
and treatment
treatment in
in Saint
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital
Saint Elizabeths
clothing, and
support, clothing,
For
Coast Guard,
of the
insane from
the Army,
Navy, Marine
Guard,
Corps, Coast
Marine Corps,
Army, Navy,
from the
the insane
of

inmates of
of the
the National
National Home
Volunteer Soldiers,
for Disabled Volunteer
Home for
inmates
persons charged
charged with
with or
convicted of crimes against the United States
or convicted
persons
who are
persons who have become insane since their entry
insane, all persons
are insane,
who
in
to the
the military
States, civilians in
of the United States
service of
naval service
and naval
military and
into
transferred from
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's service of the Army, persons transferred
the
the
who have
have been admitted to the hospital and who are
Zone, who
Canal Zone,
the Canal

indigent,
including exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
and operation
operation of
repair, and
indigent, including
of the supermotor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles for the use of
motor-propelled
intendent,
agent, and
not
hospital business, not
general hospital
and general
purchasing agent,
intendent, purchasing
exceeding
$16,500; and
and not
not exceeding
$5,000 for the purchase,
exceeding $5,000
exceeding $16,500;
maintenance, repair,
and operation
operation of
of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
repair, and
maintenance,
vehicles for
for the
the general
hospital business,
$1,000,000; and not exceedbusiness, $1,000,000;
general hospital
vehicles

Yosemite, Calif.

YosemiteCalif.

Zion, Utah.
Uah.
Zo"'

HosElizabeths
Saint
SaintD.
Elizabeths
HosD.
C.
pital,

Minte.ce.
Maintenance.

Ve

Vehicles.
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ing
of this
be expended
expended in
of patients
patients
may be
in the
the removal
removal of
ing $1,500
$1,500 of
this sum
sum may
to their
friends, not
$1,000 in
in the
books,
of such
such books,
the purchase
purchase of
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
to
their friends,
periodicals,
papers as
required for
of the
the
for the
the purposes
purposes of
be required
as may
may be
and papers
periodicals, and
hospital
and for
for the
medical library,
library, and
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
for
$1,500 for
and not
the medical
hospital and
actual and
necessary expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in
and
apprehension and
in the
the apprehension
actual
and necessary
return to
the hospital
hospital of
patients.
of escaped
escaped patients.
to the
return
Deputy
disbursing agent
agent who
a deputy
Authority is
is granted
granted to
to appoint
appoint a
deputy disbursing
who
Deputy disbursing
disbursing
Authority
agent
authorized.
agent authorized.
orsm
shall give
give a
a bond
bond satisfactory
satisfactory to
to the
of the
the Interior,
Interior, and
and
the Secretary
Secretary of
shall
who shall
the same
the disbursing
the
agent during
during the
as the
disbursing agent
same power
power as
shall have
have the
who
absence of
of that
officer.
absence
that officer.
Buildings and
For
repairs and
and improvements
buildings and
grounds,
and grounds,
to buildings
improvements to
For general
general repairs
and
groudings.
grounds.
$80,000.
$80,000.
For hydrotherapeutic
hydrotherapeutic apparatus
baths, $15,000.
$15,000.
and baths,
apparatus and
For
For construction
of a
garage, $15,000.
$15,000.
a garage,
construction of
For
For construction
of a
parlor, $20,000.
$20,000.
a sun
sun parlor,
construction of
For
Columbia
InstituColumbia
Institution
tion for
for the
the Deaf.
Deaf.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Repairs.
Ri

r s

COLUMBIA
INSTITUTION FOR
FOR THE
THE DEAF.
DEAF.
COLUMBIA INSTITUTION

For support of the institution, including salaries
salaries and incidental

.

Women's dormitory.
dormitory.
Women's
Womendi
Howard University.
University.
Howard

expenses, books
books and
and illustrative
apparatus, and
general repairs
repairs and
and
and general
illustrative apparatus,
expenses,
improvements, $90,000.
improvements,
$90,000.
of the
the institution, including plumbing and
For repairs
repairs to buildings of
steam fitting,
fitting, and
for repairs
to pavements
pavements within
grounds,
within the
the grounds,
repairs to
and for
steam

$8,500.
$8,500.
new women's
women's dormitory
dormitory building,
For painting
building, and
For
painting and equipping new
finishing grading
grading and
and walks
walks adjacent
adjacent thereto,
$5,000.
finishing
thereto, $5,000.
HOWAD UNIVERSY.

HOWARD
HOWARD "UNIVERSITY.
UlgIVERSIT'.

Maintenance,
etc.
Maintenance, etc.

For maintenance,
maintenance, to be
be used
used in payment of part of the salaries
For
salaries
regular employees
of the
the officers,
professors, teachers, and
employees of
and other regular
officers, professors,
of
the
university, ice
and stationery,
stationery, the
which shall
shall be
be paid
paid
the balance
balance of
of which
ice and
the university,
from donations
other sources,
sum not
less than $1,500
$1,500
which sum
not less
sources, of
of which
from
donations and
and other
shall
for normal
normal instruction,
shall be
be used
used for
instruction, $90,000;
$90,000;
For
For tools,
tools, materials,
materials, fuel, wages of instructors, and other necessary
necessary
expenses
of the
the department
department of
of manual
manual arts,
expenses of
arts, $20,000;
$20,000;
For books,
books, shelving,
shelving, furniture,
furniture, and
libraries, $1,500;
$1,500;
for the
the libraries,
and fixtures
fixtures for
For
For improvement
of grounds
and repairs
of buildings,
buildings, $32,500;
$32,500;
For
improvement
of
grounds
and
repairs of
economics a)
Home economics
i s .
.
*
.. *
.
*
*
1
For
economics building,
building, to include dining
dining hall and kitchen,
For home economics
building.
b uiling.
$85,000;
Medicaldetmen$85,000;
Medical
department.
needed equipment,
Medical department:
department: For part cost of needed
equipment, laboralaboraMedical
icaldepartmen.
tory
repair of
laboratories and buildings,
buildings,
and repair
of laboratories
supplies, apparatus,
apparatus, and
tory supplies,
$7,000;
$7,000;
For
apparatus for chemical, physical, biological,
biological, and
For material
material and apparatus
of the science hall,
natural-history studies
laboratories of
use in
in laboratories
studies and use
natural-history
including cases
cases and
and shelving,
shelving, $2,000;
$2,000;
including
Fuel and light.
part payment
Freedmen's
payment for
for fuel and light,
light, Freedmen's
Fuel and
and light:
light: For
For part
ndligt
Hospital and
and Howard
necessary labor
to care
labor to
care
University, including
including necessary
Hospital
Howard University,
for
and operate
operate the same,
same, $5,000;
$5,000;
for and
In
$243,000.
In all,
all, $243,000.
.......
Freedmen's

tel.
tal.

Hospi-

FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL.
FBEEDMEN'S
HOSPITAL.

For salaries and compensation
compensation of the surgeon in chief, not to
exceed
$3,000, and
and for
other professional
that
all other
professional and other services that
exceed $3,000,
for all
may be required and expressly approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior.
A detailed statement
statement of the expenditure
expenditure of this
Interior, $40,020. A
sum shall be submitted to Congress;
Congress;
Contingent expenses.
ex pmt.es.
Contingent
For subsistence, fuel and light, clothing, bedding, forage, mediAnte,
Ante, p. 673.
673.
surgical supplies, surgical instruments,
instruments, electric
cine, medical and surgical
other
lights, repairs,
repairs, furniture, motor-propelled
motor-propelled ambulance,
ambulance, and other
absolutely necessary
$54,500;
expenses, $54,500;
necessary expenses,
absolutely
In all, $94,520.
Salaries, etc.
Salaries,
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DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC

921
921
Department of Justice.
tice.epartment of JuPenitentiaries.
Penitentiaries.

Atlanta,
Georgia, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: The
The appropriation
appropriation of
$150,000 Wtork
of $150,000
Working calital
C italfund
fund
Atlanta, Georgia,
NpsrAtripa
i
tc81
6zt f
lit&
for
the fiscal
year 1919,
is reappropriated
reappropriated rea
re'Pa
Og'ratedset
fund, is
capital fund,
1919, for
for aaworking
working capital
fiscal year
for the
.
and made
made available
for the
the fiscal
1921; and
the said
said working
working
and the
year 1921;
fiscal year
available for
and
capital
and all
thereto may be used as aa
all receipts
receipts credited thereto
fund and
capital fund
revolving
1921.
the fiscal year 1921.
during the
revolving fund during
Leavenworth,
'a s
Vn o nKans.
For continuing
Leavenworth,
Kansas, Penitentiary:
continuing construction, Construction.
Penitentiary: For
Leavenworth, Kansas,
$100,000, to
remain available
expended, and to be so expended
available until expended,
to remain
$100,000,
as to
maximum amount of employment
employment to the inmates of
the maximum
to give
give the
as
said
penitentiary.
said penitentiary.
yss
trior
gdo
dt
e
h
ne
r. build.
buiud
Useordthe
Justice shall togs
Appropriations
in this
this Act
Act under
Department of
of Justice
the Department
under the
Appropriations in
not
be
used
for
beginning
the
construction
of
any
new
or
additional
not be used for beginning the construction of any new
buildings,
other than
those specifically
provided for herein, at any
specifically provided
than those
buildings, other
penitentiary.
Federal penitentiary.
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

OBJECTS,
DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.
OBJECTS, DEPARTMENT

Conduct of customs
ofcstoms
casedu
Conduct of
customs cases:
Attorney General,
General, $8,000; cases.
Assistant Attorney
cases: Assistant
of customs
Conduct

special attorneys
and counselors
at law
law in
in the
conduct of
of customs
customs
the conduct
counselors at
special
attorneys and

Assistant AttorneyAttorneysinattorneys,etc.
General,
108.
cases,
to
be
employed
and
their
compensation
fixed
by
the
Attorney
id,p. i0s.'
vol. 38,
cases, to be employed and their compensation fixed by the Attorney Vol.
General, as
authorized by
by subsection
subsection 30 of section 28 of the Act of
as authorized
General,
er ic e, supplies,
supplies,
August 5,
at etc.
tServices,
other employees
employees at
and other
assistance and
clerical assistance
necessary clerical
5, 1909;
1909; necessary
August
the
their
employed and their
to be
be employed
elsewhere, to
and elsewhere
of government
government and
seat of
the seat
compensation
the Attorney
Attornej. 'General;
Supreme
supplies, Supreme
General; applies,
by the
fixed by
compensation fixed
Court
Reports and
and Digests,
Digests, Federal
and Digests,
Digest, printing,
printing,
Reporter add
Federal Reporter
Court Reports
traveling, and
other miscellaneous
be
to be
expenses, to
incidental expenses,
and incidental
miscellaneous and
and other
traveling,
expended under
under the
direction of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General;
General; in
of
all, $65,000.
$65,000. Wit,
in all,
the direction
expended
Witnesses, Board of
For
traveling expenses,
expenses fees,
and mileage
witnesses General
Appraisers.
Geneti Apprasers.
of witnesses
allowance of
mileage allowance
fees, and
For traveling
before the
the Board
of United
United States
General Appraisers,
$2,000.
Appraisers, $2,000.
States General
Board of
before
in
Defending
gs suits
=
Defending suits
suits in
in claims
claims against
against the
the United
United. States:
States: For
For necessary
necessary claims.
suts in
cli
Defending
expenses incurred
in the
examination of witnesses
procuring
witnesses and procuring
the examination
incurred in
expenses
evidence
against the United States, including
including
matter of claims against
the matter
in the
evidence in
Indian
as may be necesexpenses as
other expenses
such other
and such
claims and
depredation claims
Indian depredation
sary
in defending
suits in
in the
the Court
of Claims,
Claims, and
including not
and including
Court of
defending suits
sary in
exceeding
$500 for law
current
which shall be available to keep current
books which
law books
exceeding $500
existing
sets of
of United
United States
States Supreme
Court reports, to be expended
expended
Supreme Court
existing sets
under the
the direction
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, $50,000.
$50,000.
direction of
under
nand proseand Pros
Detection and
prosecution of
detection and
and proseDetection
prose- cution
the detection
For the
crimes: For
of crimes:
crimes.
and prosecution
Detection
m
cution of
States; the
the investigation
investigation of the c
United States;
the United
against the
crimes against
of crimes
cution
official acts,
acts, records,
records, and
of marshals,
clerks,
attorneys, clerks
marshals, attorneys
accounts of
and acconnts
official
referees, and
of the
the United
United States
States courts
Territorial
the Territorial
and the
courts and
trustees of
and trustees
referees,
courts, and
and United
for which
which purpose
all the
the
purpose all
commissioners, for
States commissioners,
United States
courts,
official papers,
papers, records,
and dockets
dockets of
without excepexcepofficers, without
said officers,
of said
records, and
official
tion,
be examined
the agents
General at
at
Attorney General
the Attorney
of the
agents of
by the
examined by
shall be
tion, shall
the
of the
Protection of
any
time; for
the protection
of the
the person
person of
the President
Protection
the President.
of the
President of
of the
protection of
for the
any time;
United
States;
for
such
other
investigations
regarding
official
matters
P1sdent.
matters
official
United States; for such other investigations regarding
under
the control
of the
of Justice
Department of
of
the Department
or the
Justice or
Department of
the Department
control of
under the
State
be directed
Attorney General;
General; hire
motorof motorhire of
the Attorney
by the
directed by
may be
as may
State as
propelled
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
neces- Per diemsubeLstence.
when necesvehicles when
passenger-carrying vehicles
or horse-drawn
propelled or
sary; per
diem in
of subsistence
when allowed
allowed pursuant
to secsec- Perdiemsubpsta
pursuant to
Vol. 38, p. 880.
subsistence when
lieu of
in heu
per diem
sary;
tion 13
of the
sundry civil
civil appropriation
Act approved
approved August 1,
appropriation Act
the sundry
13 of
tion
1914,
exceed $200,000
$200,000 for
for necessary
necessary employees
employees at
at Director of Bureau
to exceed
not to
including not
1914, including
the seat
of government,
of the
the Bureau
of offtOInvestigation.
ga
Bureau of
Director of
a Director
including a
and including
government, and
seat of
the
Investigation at
not exceeding
exceeding $7,500
$7,500 per
be expended Provisos.
annum, to be
per annum,
at not
Investigation
Advances.
under
of the
Attorney General,
General, $2,000,000:
Provided, Advancs.
$2,000,000: Provided,
the Attorney
direction of
the direction
under the
That
this
appropriation
shall
be
available
for
advances
to
be
made
be
to
advances
for
available
be
shall
That this appropriation
by
disbursing clerk
when authorauthorof Justice
Justice when
Department of
of the
the Department
clerk of
by the
the disbursing
ized
and
approved
by
the
Attorney
General,
the
provisions
of
section
section
of
provisions
the
General,
Attorney
the
ized and approved by
44281°
21
60
44281°-21--60

922
922
Special
thorized.
thsorp
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3648
notwithstanding: ProProcontrary notwithstanding:
Statutes to the contrary
the Revised
Revised Statutes
of the
3648 of

auf
urther, That
That for
for the
purpose of
executing the
the duties
which
for which
duties for
of executing
the purpose
vided ..further,
agents a- vided

appropriation, the Attorney General
provision is made by this appropriation,
General is
authorized to appoint officials who shall be designated
designated "special
"special
authorized
agents of
of the
the Department
Department of
Justice," and
and who shall be vested with
of Justice,"
agents
the authority necessary for the execution of such duties.
Inspection of
pris- the authority necessary for the execution of such duties.
of prisInspection
of United
United
ons, etc.
Inspection of
prisons and
and prisoners:
prisoners: For the
the inspection
inspection of
of prisons
Inspection
ons,etc.
States
collection, classification,
classification,
and prisoners, and for the collection,
States prisons and
and
preservation of criminal
criminal identification
exchange
identification records and their exchange
and preservation
with
including salary of
other institutions, including
and other
of State
State and
the officials
officials of
with the
the
assistant superintendent
superintendent of
of prisons, $2,500;
expended under
under
$2,500; to be expended
the assistant
Traveling,
etc.,
exthe
direction
of
the
Attorney
General,
$11,000.
General,
Attorney
the
of
Traveling, etc., ex- the direction
pensm
Traveling and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses: For traveling and other
penses.
'
Advances.
miscellaneous
emergency expenses,
expenses, including
including advances
advances made by
miscellaneous and
and emergency
Advances,
the disbursing
disbursing clerk,
clerk, authorized
authorized and approved by the Attorney Genthe
R. S., see. 3648, p. 718. eral,
eral, to
to be
at his
his discretion,
of section
section 3648,
3648,
the provisions
provisions of
discretion, the
expended at
be expended
R.S.,sec.3648,p.718.
the contrary
notwithstanding, $7,500.
$7,500.
contrary notwithstanding,
to the
Statutes, to
Enforcing antitrust
antitrust Revised
Revised Statutes,
Enforcing
la ws.
Enforcement of antitrust laws: For the enforcement
enforcement of antitrust
antitrust
Enforcement
laws.
vol.
38, p. 730.
Voi.38,p.730.
laws, including
including not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 for clerical services
services and not
exceeding
compensation of attorneys
attorneys at the seat of govfor compensation
exceeding $40,000 for
Provisos.
ernment,
together with
with the
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
the
the unexpended
$100,000, together
ernment, $100,000,
Provio.
Use
prosecuting
appropriation for this purpose for the fiscal year 1920: Provided,
Provided,
appropriation
for
prosecuting
uTse
labor organizations,
etc.,
however, That no part of this money shall be spent in the prosecution
orbidden. io ' houwever,
etc., forbidden.
of
organization or
individual for
for enterinc
combination
into any
any combination
entering, into
or individual
any organization
of any
or
view the
increasing
entering
of
shortening of
wages, shortening
of wages,
the increasing
in view
having in
or agreement
agreement having
Association
of
farmhours
or
bettering
the
conditions
of
labor
,
or
for
any
act
done
in
in
done
act
any
or
for
labor,
Association of farm hours or bettering the conditions of
era,
etc.
furtherance thereof,
thereof, not
not in
itself unlawful:
unlawful: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
in itself
furtherance
er, etc.
shall be expended
no
appropriation shall
expended for the prosecution
prosecution
this appropriation
of this
part of
no part
of
of farm
farm products
associations of farmers who cooperand associations
products and
of producers
producers of
the purpose to obtain and mainand for the
to and
ate and
organize in
in an
an effort
effort to
and organize
ate
Oil lands.
lands,
tamn a
fair and
and reasonable
reasonable price for
for their products.
a fair
tain
Oil
Suits affecting
Ex penses
of
snits
affecting withdrawn
withdrawn oil lands:
lands: To enable
enable the Attorney
Attorney GenGenofrsuts
Expenses
affecting withdrawn.
to represent
represent and protect the interests
interests of the United States in
eral to
g withdrawn. eral
oil lands and for expenses in
withdrawn oil
matters and
and suits
suits affecting
affecting withdrawn
matters
in
connection
including salaries
salaries of
employees in
of necessary
necessary employees
therewith, including
connection therewith,
e the District of
Columbia,
$65,000.
Conveances Five the District of Columbia, $65,000.
Civilize,{
Tribes. Fiv e
Suits for
allotted lands,
Civilized
Five Civilized
lands, Five
restrictions, allotted
of restrictions,
removal of
Suits
for removal
ivilized Tribes.
Suits
to set
set aside.
aside.
Tribes:
necessary expenses
to any
brought at
at the
the
any suits
suits brought
incident to
expenses incident
For necessary
Tribes: For
uits to
request of
Secretary of
the Interior
in the
the eastern
eastern judicial
district
judicial district
Interior in
of the
the Secretary
of the
request
Attorney
under the direction
of
expended under
direction of the Attorney
to be
be expended
Oklahoma, to
of Oklahoma,
General,
$7,500.
$7,500.
General,
coy
;Infoe
rcret
e
n
L i,ns
terstate
e s
of Acts
Acts to
to regulate
commerce: For expenses
expenses of repregulate commerce:
aEnforcement Enforcement of
Eco rclamer
arising
matters
in
all
Government
34.79;
Vol.
V:11.
P• 379: Vol.
Vol 'resenting
resenting
the
Government
arising
under
the Act enp. 5.3q: Vol. 37, p.
commerce," approved February
37,
219; titled "n
V
ol.
7017.i.ti;
Vol- 3'4,
P. 212:
"An Act to regulate
regulate commerce,"
February 4, 1887,
Vol. 40, p. 272.
A
nte, p.
p. 474.
as amended,
including traveling
expenses, to
to be
under the
expended under
be expended
traveling expenses,
amended, including
as
474.
Ant,
employees
direction of
of the
General, including
salaries of employees
including salaries
Attorney General,
the Attorney
direction
in
the District
District of
$10,000.
Columbia, $10,000.
of Columbia,
in the
Federal Court ReFederal
Court Reports
and Digests:
Digests: For
one hundred
eightyand eightyhundred and
For one
Reports and
Federal Court
pFrteadl
ports
and Do
Digests. Re.
Reporter, as issued, estione copies
copies of
of continuations
of the
the Federal
Federal Reporter,
continuations of
one
various
mated
at ten
ten volumes
year, to
furnished various
now furnished
sets now
to continue
continue sets
per year,
volumes per
mated at
officials, at
at $2
$3,620.
per volume,
volume, $3,620.
$2 per
officials,
For district
For
two copies
of volumes
ten and
eleven of
of the
Rethe Federal
Federal Reand eleven
volumes ten
each of
copies each
For two
attor
district attoreFor
southern
nev.
nev,
southern district
of
New York.
porter Digest to
the United States
the hands of the
to continue two sets in the
porter
of N'ewYork.
Attorney-,
Southern District
District of
of New
York, at
$5 per
per volume,
volume, $20.
$20.
at $5
New York,
Attorney, Southern
of
the
Lawyers
Edition,
For
fifteen
copies
of
volume
64
of
the
Lawyers'
Edition
of the
Edition
of
the
Lawyers'
of
volume
64
fifteen
copies
For
Layers Edtion
Volume tri.
Supreme Court
Court Reports,
including advance
advance sheets
sheets to
continue the
to continue
Reports, including
Supreme
$7.50 per volume, $112.50.
sets now
now in
hands of
certain officials,
officials at
at $7.50
$112.50.
of certain
the hands
in the
sets
edition,
official
Reports,
Supreme Court CrReone
complete
set
of
Supreme
Court
Court
Supreme
set
of
complete
one
For
r as
N;, for Southni
C
et.
United States
thereof for United
to 256,
inclusive, and
and digest
digest thereof
States
256, inclusive,
1 to
volumes 1
esterndistrict. volumes
District
South Carolina,
Carolina, $568.05.
$568.05.
Anderson, South
Court, Anderson,
District Court,
Designation.
Designation.
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Protecting
the United
United States
States in
in suits
suits affecting
affecting Pacific
Pacific
Protecting interests
interests of
of the
railroads:
the Attorney
Attorney General
to represent
and protect
railroads: To enable
enable the
General to
represent and
protect
the interests of the United States in matters and
and suits
suits affecting
affecting the
the
Pacific railroads, and for expenses
in connection
connection therewith,
$10,000.
expenses in
therewith, $10,000.

STATES COURTS.
COURTS.
UNITED STATES

923
923

1920.

Pacific
suits.
Pacific railroad
railroad suits.
Expenses.
Expenses-

United
Courts

United

States

States

For salaries, fees, and expenses of United
marshals and
and their
their Marshals.
United States marshals
Salaries and expenses.
including the office expenses
expenses of United
United States
deputies, including
States marshals
marshals in
in sesthe District
in behalf
behalf of
of the
States
District of Alaska,
Alaska, services rendered
rendered in
the United
United States
or otherwise, services in Alaska and Oklahoma
collecting evidence
evidence
Oklahoma in
in collecting
for
States when
when so
Attorney
for the
the United
United States
so specially
specially directed
directed by
by the
the Attorney
General, and maintenance,
General,
maintenance, alteration, repair,
repair, and operation
operation of horsehorsedrawn and
passenger-carrying vehicles
used in
connecand motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles used
in connection with
United
with the
the transaction
transaction of the official business of the
the office of
of United
States
marshal for
for the
the District
of Columbia,
States marshal
District of
Columbia, $2,061,000. Advances
Advances Advances.
Advancesaccordance with
existing law
be
to United States marshals, in accordance
with existing
law,, may
may be
made
made from the proper
proper appropriations, as herein provided,
provided, imMediately
immediately
upon the passage of this Act;
made
Act; but
but no disbursements
disbursements shall
shall be
be made
1, 1920, by said disbursing officers from the funds thus
prior to July 1,
advanced,
disbursements shall
therefrom to liquiadvanced, and no disbursements
shall -be made therefrom
liquidate expenses for the
the fiscal year
year 1920, or prior
prior years:
years: Provided,
Provided,That
That Provisos.
Provisos.
Cost of keeping atthere
cost of
vessels tached
there shall
shall be paid
paid hereunder
hereunder any
any necessary
necessary cost
of keeping
keeping vessels
attacheSdise
vessels.
attached or libeled
admiralty in
such amount
or other property
property attached
libeled in admiralty
in such
amount
as the court, on petition
petition setting forth
forth the
the facts under oath,
oath, may
may allow
allow
Providedfurter,
Provided
further, That
That marshals
marshals and
and office
office deputy
deputy marshals
marshals (except
(except Perdiemsnbsistence.
Perdiemsbsistenc

29, Pp. 183.
in
District of
of Alaska)
Alaska) may
may be
not to
in the
the District
be granted
granted aaper
per diem
diem of
of not
to exceed
exceed Vol.
Vol 29,
83.
$4 and
and $3,
$3, respectively:,
lieu of
subsistence, instead
instead of,
of, but
but under
under
$4
respectively, in
in lieu
of subsistence,
allowance for
the conditions
conditions prescribed
prescribed for,
for, the present
present allowance
for actual
actual
expenses of
of subsistence.
expenses
subsistence.
Distrct attornes
District
attorney.. .
Salaries
For salaries of United States district attorneys and expenses of penses.
Salaries and
and e-exUnited
attornevs and their regular assistants, includinge p es
United States district attorneys
1
Services
vathe office
office expenses
expenses of
of United
United States
States district
and for
for cancies.
the
district attorneys
attorneys in
in Alaska
Alaska,'and
during vaSeV
ie during
salaries of regularly appointed clerks to United States district attorrendered during vacancy
office of
the United
neys for services rendered
vacancy in
in the office
of the
United Proviso.
Priso.
diem subsistent*.
States
$730,000: Provided,
That United
States Per
States district
district attorney,
attorney, $730,000:
Provided, That
United States
erdiem
subsistence
district attorneys and their regular
regular assistants
may be
be granted
per
assistants may
granted a
a per
diem
$4 in
in lieu
of subsistence,
instead of,
of, but
but under
under
diem of
of not
not to
to exceed
exceed $4
lieu of
subsistence, instead
the conditions prescribed
prescribed for, the present allowance
actual exallowance for
for actual
expenses of
penses
of subsistence.
subsistence.
assistants.
For regular
regular assistants
United States
district attorneys
attorneys who
For
assistants to
to United
States district
who are
Regular ass lstants
are Regular
appointed
by
the
Attorney
General
at
a
fixed
annual
compensation,
appointed by the Attorney General at a fixed annual compensation,
Proviso.
$500,000:
$500,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That except
except as
as otherwise
by law
law the
otherwise prescribed
prescribed by
the Compensation.
Ppnsation.
Vol.
29, p.
compensation
of
such
of
the
assistant
district
attorneys
authorized
by
p. 181.
181.
compensation of such of the assistant district attorneys authorized by Vol. 29,
section 8
8of the Act approved
approved May 28,
28, 1896, as
as the Attorney
Attorney General
General
may deem
at not
per annum.
deem necessary,
necessary, may
may be fixed at
not exceeding
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 per
annum. Assistants inn special
special
s
For assistants to the Attorney General and to United States dis- cases.
cases.
trict
employed by
the Attorney
aid in
special
trict attorneys employed
by the
Attorney General
General to
to aid
in special
cases, and
not to
exceed $30,000
$30,000 for
help for
cases,
and including
including not
to exceed
for clerical
clerical help
for such
such Foreign counsel.
assistants, and for payment of foreign
foreign counsel employed by the Oath.
oath.nsel
R. S., sec. 366,
p. 62
Attorney
in special
cases (such
(such counsel
counsel shall
not be
Attorney General
General in
special cases
shall not
be required
s36 6, p.
required R.
. se.
2
to take oath of office in accordance
accordance with section
section 366, Revised Statutes
be available
available for
expenditure in
in the
the
of the United States),
States), $450,000,
$450,000, to
to be
for expenditure
District of Columbia.
salaries of clerks of
courts, their
their deputies,
For salaries
of United States district
district courts,
deputies, Clerics.
et
Salaries,, etc.
40, p.
and
assistants, expenses
and other
other assistants,
expenses of
of travel
travel and
and subsistence,
subsistence, and
and other
other Vol.
ol 40,
p. 1182.
1182.
expenses of conducting
conducting their respective
respective offices,
offices, in accordance
accordance with
with
the
provisions of
of the
the Act
$990,000:
the provisions
Act approved
approved February
February 26,
26, 1919,
1919, $990,000:
Prko.
Provided,
the provisions
the Act
entitled "An
to fix
Provided, That
That the
provisions of
of the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
fix the
the Proviso.
Clerk, supreme
u p rem
salaries of
of the
the clerks
of the
courts and
to propro- court,
salaries
clerks of
the United
United States
States district
district courts
and to
co
D.
D. C.
expenses, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
vide for
for their office
office expenses,
purposes," approved
approved

924
924
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1, 1920,
February
26, 1919,
applicable on and after July 1,
be applicable
shall be
1919, shall
February 26,
to
the clerk
the Supreme
Columbia, exceptthe District of Columbia,
of the
Court of
Supreme Court
of the
clerk of
to the
the Chief JusAppointment.
ing
that said
clerk shall
by the
heretofore by
as heretofore
appointed as
be appointed
shall be
said clerk
ing that
Appointment.
said Court.
tice of said
$6,000.
Fees.
For fees of clerks, $6,000.
States commissioners
of
fees
commissioners, etc.
c°13nnksi°ners,
ete '
For
United
commissioners and justices of the peace
R. S., sec 1014, p.189.
R.s.,sec1014p. 8. acting under section 1014, Revised Statutes of the United States,
$200,000.
$200,000.
Jurors.
For fees of jurors, $1,150,000.
$1,150,000.
the
Witnesses.
Fees
of witnesses:
For
fees of
and for
for payment
payment of the
witnesses and
of witnesses
For fees
witnesses:
of
Fees
Witnesses
sec. 850, p. 160.
as provided by section 850, Revised
Revised
of witnesses,
witnesses, as
expenses of
actual expenses
R.S., se. 8, p.6. actual
Statutes of
of the
United States,
$1,200,000.
States, $1,200,000.
the United
Statutes
officers,
Rent of
of court
court rooms.
For
rent of
States courts
judicial officers,
and judicial
courts and
United States
the United
for the
of rooms
rooms for
For rent
rooms.
Rent
$55,000.
$55,000.
Bailiffs,
etc.
For
bailiffs and
and criers,
crier in
three bailiffs and one crier
exceeding three
not exceeding
criers, not
For bailiffs
Bailifs, etc.
each court,
court, except
except in
southern district
district of
York and
and the northof New
New York
in the
the southern
each
rovisos. 715 , 36 .
employed under
P
ern district
Illinois: Provided,
That all persons employed
Provided, That
of Illinois:
district of
ern
se. 7,
Pro
It
section
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes shall
shall be
be in
actual
in actual
to be
deemed to
be deemed
Attendance.
of the
715 of
section 715
Attendance.
attendance when
when they
they attend
attend upon
upon the
order of the courts: Provided
Provided
the order
attendance
further. That
Traveling
Traveling exense
exPenses further,
That no such person shall be employed
employed during vacation;
of judges.
u
expenses of circuit and district judges of the United States and the
judges
of the
the district
the United States in Alaska, Porto
courts of the
district courts
iudges of
259 of the Act approved
section 259
VoL 38,
36, p.
Rico
and Hawaii,
Hawaii, as
provided by
by section
as provided
Cico, and
p. 1161.
111i.
revise, and amend the
codify,
JurY exPeuses.
March
3,
1911,
entitled
Act
to
"An
March 3, 1911, entitled
laws
judiciary"• meals and lodging
lodging for jurors in
the judiciary";
to the
relating to
laws relating
Juryepe.
United
States
cases,
and
of
bailiffs
in
attendance
upon
the same,
same,
upon the
attendance
in
bailiffs
of
and
United States cases,
Alaska.
In Amka
ordered
by
the
court,
and meals and lodging for jurors in Alaska,
court,
by
the
ordered
when
Vol.
p. 363.
3.
l.31, 31,
voI
Jury commissioners, as
Jury ¢cmmiioners. as provided by section 193,
193, Title
Title II, of the Act of June 6, 1900; and
exceeding
compensation for
for jury
commissioners, $5
per day, not exceeding
$5 per
jury commissioners,
compensation
three
for any one term
of court, $250,000.
term of
days for
three days
Miscellaneous.
For such
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as may be authorized
authorized by the
such miscellaneous
For
iscela.
officers,
Attorney General,
for the
United States courts and their officers,
the United
General, for
Attorney
including so
so much
necessary in the discretion of the Attormuch as may be necessary
including
ney
in the
Alaska, $500,000.
the District of Alaska,
expenses in
such expenses
for such
General for
ney General
Supplies.
typewriting and adding
including the exchange of typewriting
For supplies, including
Supplies.
officers, to be
machines
machines for the United States courts and judicial officers,
Attorney General,
the Attorney
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
General, $75,000.
under
oexpended
expended
Support of prisoners,
prisoners, including necessary clothFor
etc.
For support of United States prisoners,
epportotprisone,
ing
and medical
discharge gratuities provided by law and transaid, discharge
medical aid,
ing and
residence in
portation to
place of
conviction or.
or, place
place of bona fide residence
of conviction
to place
portation
United States or such other place within the United States as
the United
may
be authorized
authorized by the Attorney General;
General; support of prisoners
may be
becoming
insane during imprisonment, and who continue insane
becoming . insane
can
after
expiration of sentence who have no friends to whom they can
after expiration
or
be sent;
sent; shipping
shipping remains
remains of deceased
deceased prisoners to their friends or
be
deceased prisoners
relatives in
in the
the United States and interment of deceased
relatives
incurred in identifying and
whose remains are unclaimed; expenses incurred
pursuing escaped
escaped prisoners
recapture; and
and for rewards for their recapture;
prisoners and
pursuing
improvements of
not excee.din.
repairs, betterments, and improvements
exceeding $2,500 for repairs
not
United States
States jails,
including sidewalks,
sidewalks, $870,000.
$870,000.
jails, including
United
Penitentiaries.
Leavenworth, Kans.
Leavenworth,
Kansas, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For subsistence,
subsistence, including
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Leven'orh,'an.
warden, and
and phywarden, deputy
deputy warden,
supplies from
stores for
for warden,
from the
the prison
prison stores
supplies
Subsistence.
kitchen and dning-room
dim g-room furniture and
tobacco for prisoners, kitchen
sician, tobacco
necessary,
utensils,
seeds and
and implements,
for purchase of ice if necessary,
and for
implements, and
utensils, seeds
hing
$250,000;
$250,000;
Clot,
tation, etc.
transP""
For clothing,
clothing, transportation,
expenses, including
transportation, and traveling expenses,
For
ptrac.
tasonin,
materials
clothing at
penitentiary; gratuities for
the penitentiary;
at the
making clothing
for making
materials for
prisoners at
release, provided such gratuities shall be furnished to
at release,
prisoners
prisoners
imprisonment of not less than six
sentenced for terms of imprisonment
prisoners sentenced
months, and
transportation to place of conviction or place of bona
and transportation
months,
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the
fide residence
fide
residence in the United States, or to such other place within the
Attorney General;
General; exas may
may be authorized by the Attorney
United States as
penses of
of shipping
deceased prisoners to their homes in
remains of deceased
shipping remains
penses
the
while traveling
traveling on
of penitentiary officials while
the United States; expenses of
official
expenses incurred
incurred in pursuing
pursuing and identifying
identifying escaped
escaped
duty; expenses
official duty;
prisoners,
$100,000;
for their recapture, $100,000;
for rewards
rewards for
and for
prisoners, and
For miscellaneous
expenditures in the discretion of the
the Attorney
Attorney
miscellaneous expenditures
For
General, fuel,
generating
water, stationery, fuel for generating
light, water,
fuel, forage, hay, light,
General,
apparatus, burning bricks and lime;
lme; forage for issue
steam, heating apparatus,
to
exceeding
straw for bedding; not exceeding
and hay and straw
public animals, and
to public
$500
for maintenance
maintenance and
and repair
repair of
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
horse-drawn
of motor-propelled
$500 for
passenger-carrying
typewriting
blank books, blank forms, typewriting
vehicles; blank
passenger-carrying vehicles;
supplies, pencils
books for
for guards, books for use
memorandum books
pencils and memorandum
supplies,
in
postage stamps
for issue
in chapel,
chapel, paper,
paper, envelopes,
envelopes, and
and postage
stamps for
issue to
to prisoners;
prisoners;
heating plant, electric plant,
steam heating
repairing steam
and materials
materials for repairing
labor and
and
water circulation
construcmaterials for construcdrainage; labor and materials
circulation, and drainage;
and water
tion
and repair
of buildings,
buildings, general
supplies, machinery,
tools
machinery, and tools
general supplies,
repair of
tion and
for use
farm and
and in
in shops,
limekin, laundry,
quarry, limekiln,
shops, brickyard
brickyard,' quarry,
use on
on farm
for
bathrooms,
printing office, photograph
policing
photograph gallery, stables, policing
bathrooms, printing
buildings
and grounds;
cows, horses
wagons,
mules, wagons,
horses, mules,
of cows,
purchase of
grounds; purchase
buildings and
harness,
supplies, lubricating
stoves,
furniture, stoves,
oils, office
office 'furniture,
lubricating oils,
veterinary supplies,
harness, veterinary
blankets,
oils, library books, newspaints and oils,
bedding, iron bunks, paints
blankets, bedding,
papers
periodicals, and electrical
payment of water
supplies; payment
electrical supplies;
and periodicals,
papers and
supply,
telegrams, telephone
veterinary services;
services;
notarial and veterinary
service, notarial
telephone service,
supply, telegrams,
advertising in
in newspapers;
to
physicians called to
to consulting physicians
fees to
newspapers; fees
advertising
determine mental
of supposed
supposed insane
for
and for
prisoners, and
insane prisoners,
conditions of
mental conditions
determine
other
cases of
of emergency;
emergency; pay
employees
extra guards or employees
of extra
pay of
in cases
services in
other services
when
necessary by
by the
the Attorney
.Attorney General:.
deemed necessary
General: Provided,
Provided, That
That
when deemed
live
exchanged or
or traded
when authorized by the
traded when
be exchanged
may be
stock may
live stock
Attorney General,
$150,000;
General, $150,000;
Attorney
For hospital
medical and
surgical supplies,
supplies,
and surgical
medicines, medical
supplies, medicines,
hospital supplies,
For
and
care and
and treatment
of sick
sick prisoners;
prisoners;
treatment of
for the
the care
articles for
all other
other articles
and all
and
expenses of
interment of deceased
deceased prisoners on the penitenof interment
for expenses
and for
tiary reservation,
000;
reservation, $8,000;
For salaries:
warden, $2,000;
$2,000; chaplains-chaplains—
salaries: Warden, $4,000; deputy warden,
For
one
$1,200; physician,
and physiphysipharmacist and
$1,800; pharmacist
physician, $1,800;
one $1,200;
$1,500, one
one $1,500,
cian's assistant, $1,000;
$1,000; chief
$1,800; record clerk, $1,200;
$1,200;
chief clerk, $1,800;
cian's
stenographer, $900;
$1,200, one
$900
$1,000, four at $900
one $1,000,
clerks-one $1,200,
$900; clerks—one
stenographer,
each;
head
cook,
$1,000;
steward
and
storekeeper
' $1,200;
super$1,200; superstorekeeper,
and
steward
$1,000;
cook,
head
each;
intendent of
farm and transportation,
transportation, $1,200;
$1,209; three captains of
of farm
intendent
watch, at
at $1,500
$124,800; two
teamsters, at
at $600
$600
two teamsters,
guards, $124,800;
each; guards,
$1,500 each;
watch,
each; engineer
engineer and
and electrician,
electrician, $1,500;
assistants, at
at $1,200
$1,200
two assistants,
$1,500; two
each;
each; in
all, $159,000;
each;
in all,
$159,000;
For foreman,
foreman, laundryman,
tailor, printer,
when
shoemaker, when
and shoemaker,
printer, and
laundryman, tailor,
For
necessary,
$4,300;
$4,300;
necessary,
In all,
Penitentiary, $671,300.
$671,300.
In
all, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth Kansas,
Kansas, Penitentiary,

w
-iaL

UlmMacon&

Pi,-ck

Proviso.
Live stock.

Hospital.

HOSpitaL
salaries.
salari

Atlanta, Ga.
Atlanta,
G

Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary:
including the
Subsistence.
the subsistence.
subsistence, including
For subsistence,
Penitentiary: For
Atlanta,
same objects
objects specified
under this
this head
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
Leavenat Leavenfor the
head for
specified under
same
worth,
Kansas, $165,000;
worth, Kansas,
$165,000;
For
transportation, and
expenses, including
enthg. tCUonet
transpor.
S
ta
including tatTgm,
traveling expenses,
and traveling
clothing, transportation,
For clothing,
the
this head
at
penitentiary at
for the penitentiary
head for
under this
specified under
objects specified
same objects
the same
Leavenworth, Kansas, $90,000;
Miscellaneous.
$90,000;
Msellaneos.
For
expenditures, including
the same
same objects
speciobjects speciincluding the
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
fied under
this head
head for
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
the penitentiary
for the
under this
fied
and not
not exceeding
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
$1,000 for motor-propelled
exceeding $1,000
and
vehicle
and not
not exceeding
exceeding $25
of horserepair of
and repair
for maintenance
maintenance and
$25 for
vehicle and
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, $120,000;
$120,000;
drawn passenger-carrying
For hospital
ies, including
i
ncluding the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under Hopita.
Hosp
ital.
supplies,
hospital suppl
For
this head
head for
for the
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, $5,500;
at Leavenworth,
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
this
For salaries:
$4,000; deputy
deputy warden,
warden, $2,000;
sa e
chaplains- Salaries.
$2,000; chaplains—
Warden, $4,000;
salaries: Warden,
For
one $1,500,
$1,500, one
one $1,200;
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; physician,
phar$1,800; pharphysician, $1,800;
chief clerk,
$1,200; chief
one
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physician's assistant, $1,000;
$1,000; bookkeeper
bookkeeper and record
record
macist and physician's

w McNeil
y
sic
aNeil

clerk, $1,200;
clerks-one $1,200,
$1,000,
$1,200, one $1,000,
$900; clerks-one
stenographer, $900;
$1,200; stenographer,
clerk,
four at
$900 each;
and electrician,
$1,500; two assistants,
electrician, $1,500;
engineer and
each; engineer
at $900
four
at
$1,200 each;
each; steward
steward and
storekeeper, $1,200;
superintendent of
$1,200; superintendent
and storekeeper,
at $1,200
$600 each; head
farm
and transportation,
transportation, $1,200;
head
teamsters, at $000
two teamsters,
$1,200; two
farm and
cook,
of watch,
$1,500 each; guards,
watch, at $1,500
captains of
three captains
$1,000; three
cook, $1,900;
$84,320; in
in all, $118,520;
$118,520;
$84,320;
For foremen,
foremen, tailor,
laundryman, and carpenter,
shoemaker, laundryman,
tailor, shoemaker,
For
when necessary,
$4,000;
necessary, $4,000;
when
$503,020.
In
Georgia Penitentiary,
Penitentiary, $503,020.
Atlanta, Georgia,
In all,
all, Atlanta,

Island,
M
cNeil Island,
Isl
an d, Washington,
W as hin gton, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For subsistence, inMcNeil
Island,
for the penitenSubsistence.
eluding the
the same
head for
under this head
specified under
objects specified
same objects
eluding
subsistence.
tiary
at Leavenworth,
for supplies
for guards, $35,000;
$35,000;
supplies for
and for
Kansas, and
Leavenworth, Kansas,
tiary at
transportation, and traveling
For clothing, transportation,
Clothin
g, transportraveling expenses, including the
Clothing,
transportation,
etc.
tation, etc.
same objects
objects specified
specified under
this head
head for
for the
penitentiary at LeavenLeaventhe penitentiary
under this
same
worth,
Kansas, $20,000;
$20,000;
worth, Kansas,
mtarAlianeous.
For
including the
same objects
objects specispecithe same
expenditures, including
miscellaneous expenditures,
For miscellaneous
iscelaneos
fied
for the
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas,
penitentiary at
the penitentiary
head for
this head
under this
fied under
$27,500;
$27,500;
same objects
HospitaL
For hospital
supplies, including
including the
objects specified
specified under
under
the same
hospital supplies,
For
Hospital
$1,000;
this
for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas, $1,000;
head for
this head
S
a lar ie s
Salaries.
For salaries:
salaries: For
For warden,
warden, $2,000;
$2,000; deputy
warden, $1,200;
$1,200; physideputy warden,
For
.
and cook, $1,000; chief clerk, 1,200; stenogcian, $1,600;
$1,600; steward and
cian,
rapher, $900;
engineer and electrician,
electrician,
captain of watch, $1,500; engineer
$900; captain
rapher,
$1,200;
of boats,
$1,200; chaplain
chaplain and teacher,
boats, $1,200;
superintendent of
$1,200; superintendent
$1,000;
guards, $18,400;
$31,200.
$18,400; in all, $31,200.
$1,000; guards,
(Washington) Penitentiary, $114,700.
In
all, McNeil
McNeil Island (Washington)
$114,700.
In all,
National
National Training School for Boys: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $2,500;
National Training
School for Boys, D. C.
salaries.
assistant superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; teachers and assistants, $13,620;
$13,620;
ie Bos, DC. assistant
chief clerk,
$1,000; nurse,
nurse, $900;
$900; matron
matron of school and nurse, at
at
clerk, $1,000;
chief
$600 each;
and steward,
steward, $720;
farmer, $660; baker,
$720; farmer,
storekeeper and
each; storekeeper
$600
$660;
tailor, $720;
officer, $900; office clerk, $720; assistant
assistant
$720; parole officer,
$660; tailor,
office clerk,
$480; physical
physical director,
director, $720;
$720; seven
seven matrons of families,
clerk, $480;
office
assistant
at
$240 each;
foremen of
of shop and skilled helpers, $4,200; assistant
each; foremen
at $240
farmer and
and assistant
engineer, at $420 each; laundress, $360; teamassistant engineer,
farmer
ster, $420;
$420; florist,
florist, $540;
$540; engineer
engineer and
shoemaker, at $600 each;
and shoemaker,
ster,
cook,
dining-room attendants-boys
attendants-boys $300, officers $240;
$600; dining-room
cook, $600;
housemaid, $216;
seamstress, $240; assistant cook, $300; watch$216; seamstress,
housemaid,
men,
not to
secretary and treasurer,
exceed nine in number, $3,780; secretary
to exceed
men, not
$900;
janitor, $420;
$420; in
in all,
all, $42,536;
$42,536;
$900; janitor,
Maintenance.
For
groceries, flour, feed, meats, dry
dry
For support of inmates, including groceries,
Maintenance.
goods,
leather, shoes,
gas, fuel,
tableware, farm
hardware, furniture, tableware,
fuel, hardware,
shoes, gas,
goods, leather,
implements, seeds,
and repairs
fertilizers, books
repairs to same, fertilizers,
harness and
seeds, harness
implements,
and
entertainments, plumbing,
printing, entertainments,
stationery, printing,
periodicals, stationery,
and periodicals,
attendance, stock,
painting,
medical attendance,
stock, maintemedicines and medical
glazing, medicines
painting, glazing,
nance, repair,
repair, and
passenger-carrying vehicles, fencing,
of passenger-carrying
operation of
and operation
nance,
roads,
repairs to
buildings, and
necessary items, including
and other necessary
to buildings,
all repairs
roads, all
compensation,
for additional
labor or
or services,
services,
additional labor
$2,000, for
exceeding $2,000,
not exceeding
compensation, not
escaped inmates, for rewards
for identifying
pursuing escaped
rewards for their reand pursuing
identifying and
for
capture, and
and not
for transportation
transportation and other neces$500 for
exceeding $500
not exceeding
capture,
for discharged boys,
sary
incident to
securing suitable
homes for
suitable homes
to securing
expenses incident
sary expenses
$25,000;
$25'',000;
In all,
for Boys, $67,536.
TraininggSchool for
all, National
National Traini
In
Department
Comof CorDepartment of
merce.
merce.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF COMMERCE.
COMMERCE .

Lighthouse
Bureau.
Lighthouse Bureau.

LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
SERVICE.
LIGHTHOUSE

General
expenses.
Generalexpenses.
Objects spdfied.
specified.
Objecs

General expenses:
expenses: For
maintenance, and inciFor supplies, repairs, maintenance,
General
dental
lighthouses and
and other
other lights,
lights, beacons,
buoyage,
beacons, buoyage,
of lighthouses
expenses of
dental expenses
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fog signals, lighting of rivers heretofore
heretofore authorized to be lighted,
light vessels, other aids to navigation, and lighthouse tenders, inincluding the establishment,
beacons and
cuding
establishment, repair, and improvement
improvement of beacons
day marks and purchase
purchase of land
land for same; establishment
establishment of post
lights, buoys, submarine signals,
establishment of
signals, and
and fog signals;
signals; establishment
Provisos.
oil or carbide houses, not to exceed $10,000: Provided,
Ct of buildings
Provided, That any Cost
buildings
oil
limited.
cost; lmited.
oil
or carbide
house erected
erected hereunder
shall not
hereunder shall
not exceed
exceed $550 in
in cost;
oil or
carbide house
construction
of necessary
outbuildings at
at a
cost not
$500
construction of
necessary outbuildings
a cost
not exceeding
exceeding $500
i
n any fiscal year;
improvement of
at any one light station in
year; improvement
of grounds
grounds
stations.
Retoring stations.
depots; restoring
restoring Restoring
and depots;
and buildings
connected with
with light
stations and
light stations
and
buildings connected
depots and buildings
buildings connected
therewith: ProLt.
light stations
stations and depots
connected therewith:
Pro- Limit.
vided, That such restoration shall be limited to the original purpose
of
temporary
of the
the structures;
structures; wages
wages of persons attending
attending post lights;
lights; temporary
employes,
repair
employees, and field force while engaged on works of general repair
and maintenance,
maintenance' and laborers and mechanics at lighthouse
lighthouse depots;
depots;
Rations, etc.
rations and
or commutation
keepers of
etc.
of lightlight- Rations
rations
and provisions
provisions or
commutation thereof
thereof for
for keepers
working parties in the field, officers
officers and crews of light vessels
houses, working
and
Lightand officials
officials and other authorized
authorized persons
persons of the Lightand tenders, and
money
house Service
Service on
on duty
duty on
on board
board of
of such tenders or
or vessels,
vessels, and money
accruing from commutation for rations and provisions for the aboveabove'vessels or in working
working
of tenders and light vessels
named persons
persons on board
board of
person
paid on
on proper
proper vouchers
vouchers to the person
parties in
in the field
field may
may be paid
having charge
charge of
reimbursement
vessel or party; reimbursement
of the
the mess
mess of such vessel
having
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce of keepers of
by the Secretary
under rules prescribed by
tenders
and of lighthouse
lighthouse tenders
light stations
stations and masters
masters of
of light vessels and
for
rations and provisions
clothing furnished
shipwrecked per.
perprovisions and
and clothing
furnished shipwrecked
for rations
provided for by
by them
them, not exceeding
exceeding
sons who may be
be temporarily
temporarily provided
in all $5,000 in any
neces- Purchase
rasa of
any fiscal
fiscal year;
year; fuel
fuel and
and rent
rent of
of quarters
quarters where necessites,
of sites,
etc.
sary for keepers of lighthouses; purchase of land-sites for fog signals; etc.
necessary ground for all such lights and beacons as are for
rent of necessary
temporary
or to
to mark
mark changeable
changeable channels
which in
in conseconsetemporary use
use or
channels and
and which
quence can not be
permanent; rent of offices,
offices, depots, and
made permanent;
quence
be made
wharves;
mileage; library
library books
light stabooks for
for light
stawharves; traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; mileage;
tions
technical books
and periodicals
periodicals not exceeding
exceeding
tions and vessels,
vessels, and technical
books and
$1,000; traveling
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
expenses of
of teachers
actually
while actually
teachers while
traveling and
$1,000;
employed
to instruct
the children
instruct the
children of keep- Contingent expenses.
private persons
persons to
by States
States or
or private
employed by
ers of
lighthouses; all
contingent expenses
expenses of
district offices
offices contigentexpenses.
of district
all other
other contingent
of lighthouses;
ers
and depots;
and not
$8,500 for
for contingent
and
depots; and
not exceeding
exceeding $8,500
contingent expenses
expenses of
of Bureau
ureau office
office expenses.
the
office of
Lighthouses in
in the
the District of Columbia, penses.
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Lighthouses
the office

$4,200,000.

AlY
astec
ao.n

River, etc.,

and other
other aids to navigation may be Alaska.n Rr, etc.
Hereafter
postl-antern lights
lights and
Hereafter post-lantern
Aids to navigation
established and
and maintained,
maintained in the
Ais to navigation
the Commissioner
Commissioner authorized.
the discretion
discretion of the
established
of
Lighthouses,
on
the
Yukon
River
and
its
tributaries,
Alaska.
authorid.
of Lighthouses, on the Yukon River and its tributaries, Alaska.
The
cost thereof
out of
the annual
annual appropriations
for
appropriations for
of the
be paid
paid out
thereof shall
shall be
The cost
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service.
Service.
the
Keepers.
Keepers
salaries of
one thousand
thousand E"pesexceeding one
of not
not exceeding
For salaries
lighthouses: For
Keepers of
of lighthouses:
eight
hundred
lighthouse
and
fog-signal
keepers
and
persons
attendeight hundred lighthouse and fog-signal keepers and persons attending
ing lights
lights exclusive
exclusive of
of post
post lights,
lights, $1,300,000.
$1,300,000.
Lighthouse vessels.
Lighthouse
vessels: For
For salaries
and wages
officers and
and crews
crews of
of Lightho"sess.
wages of
of officers
salaries and
Lighthouse vessels:
light
vessels and
tenders, including
employincluding temporary
temporary employand lighthouse
lighthouse tenders,
light vessels
ment
when necessary,
necessary, $1,800,000.
ment when
$1,800,000.
Superintendents,
'
e
Superintendents, clerks,
clerks, and
and so
so forth:
forth: For
seventeen et.uP
etc.
ntendent
of seventeen
For salaries
salaries of
Superintendents,
superintendents
of
lighthouses,
and
of
clerks
and
authorized
authorized
and
other
of
clerks
and
of
lighthouses,
superintendents
permanent
employees in the district offices and depots of the Lightpermanent employees
house Service,
Service, exclusive
of those
those regularly
of
regularly employed in the office of
exclusive of
house
the
Columbia, $400,000.
District of Columbia,
of Lighthouses,
Lighthouses, District
the Bureau
Bureau of
Retired pay.
For
retired pay
pay of
officers and
and employees
employees engaged
field vol.
Vol. 40,
608.
For retired
of officers
engaged in
in the
the field
4, p.
p.pas.
service or
or on
vessels of
of the
Service, except
except persons conthe Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
on vessels
service
tinuously
district offices
offices and
and shops,
$70,000.
shops, $70,000.
in district
employed in
tinuously employed
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SURVEY.
GEODETIC SURVEY.
COAST
COAST AND
AND GEODETIC

expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of the
For every expenditure
or operarepair,
Coast
and
Geodetic
Survey
i
operamaintenance, repair,
including maintenance,
Survey,,including
Geodetic
and
Coast
tion
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles for use in
nfield work,
tion of
purchase of surveying instruments, including extra
extra comcomand for the purchase
$1 per day for each station to employees
pensation
employees
pensation at not to exceed $1
currents,, and inof the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service while observing tides or currents
of
cluding
otherwise appropriated for, of persons
persons emcluding compensation, not otherwise
of
commutation
ployed
field
and
to
officers
the
field force
work,
the
in
ployed
ex-a rate not exceeding $3 per day each,
while
on field duty, at a
each ,to be ex
while on
and
the
to
relating
pended
in
accordance
with
the
regulations
relating
Coast
the
with
accordance
in
pended
under
Geodetic
Survey prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce, and under
Geodetic Survey
heads:
the
following
heads:
following
the
Field expenses.
Field
and necessary
necessary resurveys
resurveys of the Atlansurveys and
For surveys
expenses: For
Field expenses:
Atlantic an
and Gulf
Atlantic
States, including
coasts.
tic and Gulf
G
Including the coasts of outcoasts of the United States
coasts.
Proviso.
1
islands under the jurisdiction
States,
of
United States:
Provided,
States: Provided,
Limit
for islands, lng islands under the jurisdiction of the United
rimitfor
amount shall be expended on the
etc.
than $45,000 of this amount
Thaat not more than
etc.
coasts of
outlying islands, and the Atlantic entrance
entrance to the
said outlying
of said
coasts
$104,000;
Panama
Canal,
$104,000;
Panama
Pacific
coast.
For surveys
surveys and
and necessary
of coasts
Ocean
the Pacific Ocean
on the
coasts on
resurveys of
necessary resurveys
For
Pacific Coast.
$255,570;
States,
United
the
under
the
jurisdiction
of
$
255
,
570
;
jurisdiction
under the
relating to
Physical
hydro gphysical hydrography,
in physical
For continuing researches
physical hydrogresearches in
hydrography,
relating
to
raphy.
graph
relating to
raphy.
coasts
the coasts
on
observations
current
and
harbors
bars
for
tidal
current
observations
and
bars,
and
harbors
of the
the United
coasts under the jurisdiction of the
United States, or other coasts
of
United
States,
$15,000;
United States, $15,000;
Po.
cort
Coast Pilot.
compilation of the Coast Pilot, including the employment of
For compilation
nec-such
pilots
nautical experts in the field and office as may be nec
and nautical
such pilots and
essary
for
the
same,
$5,600;
observ essary for the same, $5,600;
Magnetic
observaMagnetic
meridian
For
tions, etc.
continuing magnetic observations and to establish meridian
For continuing
etc.
tions,
lines
connection therewith
therewith in all parts of the United States; magin connection
lines in
the
netic
observations in
regions under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
other regions
in other
netic observations
instruments; lease
United
purchase of additional
additional magnetic instruments;
States; purchase
United States;
build-of sites
necessary and erection of temporary magnetic build
where necessary
sites where
of
Atlantic, Pacific,
ing; continuing
continuing the line of exact levels between the .Atlantic,
ing;
deter-and Gulf
coasts; establishing lines of exact levels in Alaska; deter
Gulf coasts;
and
mination of
of geographical
geographical positions, by triangulation or traverse
traverse for
mination
boundary, and other surveys
the
Federal, State, boundary,
survey's and
of Federal,
control of
the control
engineering works
in all
all parts
parts of
United States
of the interior of the United
works in
engineering
con-and Alaska;
determination of field astronomic positions; for con
Alaska; determination
and
employment in the
tinuing
gravity observations;
observations; and including the employment
tinuing gravity
field and
office of
of such
magnetic observers, at salaries
salaries not exceeding
such magnetic
and office
field
$134,560;
$2,200 per annum, as may be necessary, $134,
560 ;
Special
surveys.
For special surveys
surveys that may be required
required by the Bureau of LightSpecialsurvey.
houses
other proper
authority, and
contingent expenses
expenses incident
incident
and contingent
proper authority,
or other
houses or
$4,550;
thereto, $4,550;
Miscellaneous.
hereinbefore named that may be deemed urgent,
not hereinbefore
objects not
For objects
Miscellaneous.
specifications of
including the preparation or purchase
purchase of plans and specifications
of
including
vessels
and
the
employment
of
such
hull
draftsmen
in
field and
and
the field
in the
draftsmen
hull
such
of
Reisement fo vessels and the employment
Reimbursement
r office as may be
necessary for
under
the reimbursement, under
same; the
the same;
for the
office as may be necessary
relief
of shipwrecked
shipwrecked
reiefmf
persons,
prescribed by the Secretary
rules prescribed
Secretary of Commerce, of officers of the Coast
Coast
etc.
persons, etc.
and
for food,
food, clothing,
clothing, medicines, and other supplies
Survey for
Geodetic Survey
and Geodetic
furnished for
relief of
distressed persons
persons in remote
of distressed
temporary relief
the temporary
for the
furnished
localities and
shipwrecked persons temporarily
temporarily provided for by
to shipwrecked
and to
localities
expenses of
them, not
not to
to exceed
necessary expenses
total of $550; actual necessary
exceed aa total
them,
officers
of the
the field
force temporarily
temporarily ordered to the office in the
field force
officers of
District
with the director, and not
consultation with
for consultation
Columbia for
of Columbia
District of
exceeding $500 for the expenses
expenses of
the
attendance
the American
American
of the
attendance of
the
of
$500 for the
Re- exceeding
International
Ii
nternational
International Research
delegates at
Research Council or
at the meetings of the International
delegates
search
CounciL
serch Counci
$5,000;
branches, $5,000;
of its branches,
Expenses.
Expenses.
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In
all, field
$524,280.
field expenses,
expenses, $524,280.
In all,
Vessels:
For repairs
maintenance of
of the
the complement
of vessels,
vessels, Vessels.
V
etc.
and maintenance
complement of
Vessels: For
repairs and
Repairs,
etc.
including
expenses of
of persons
persons inspecting
inspecting the repairs, and
traveling expenses
including traveling
exclusive of
engineer's supplies
other ship
chandlery, $64,000.
ship chandlery,
$64,000.
and other
of engineer's
supplies and
exclusive
For alterations
transferred from
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department,
from the
to vesse.s
vessels transferred
For
alterations to
$14,600.
$14,600.
Officers and crews.
For all
all necessary
employees to
man and
the vessels,
includ- Ocers and crews
vessels, includequip the
and equip
to man
necessary employees
For
to
survey,
of
the
ing
professional
seamen
serving
as
mates
of
to
on
vessels
mates
ing professional seamen serving as
execute the
work of
of the
the survey
survey herein
herein provided
provided for
authorized
for and
and authorized
the work
execute
by
law, $528,000.
$528,000.
by law,
ceiC
s
o
.
mmissioned of11Pay, commissioned
commissioned officers:
officers: For
For pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed by
by ,cers.nd
Pay,
torelc
correcommissioned officers on sea duty and other duty, holding 114Pay,
law for commissioned
a
nT etc, ta
:ii,";
r
rank.
avy rank.
relative
with officers
of the
the Navy,
director with Navy
including one director
Navy, including
officers of
rank with
relative rank
pesatd.
rank
captain, two
two hydrographic
engineers with
a
r
ft; P
le
.
8
82
igr ad '
with rela- Rak,
and geodetic
geodetic engineers
hydrographic and
rank of
of captain,
tive rank
of captain,
captain, seven
engineers with
and geodetic
geodetic engineers
hydrographic and
seven hydrographic
tive
rank of
relative
rank of
of commander,
commander, nine
and geodetic
geodetic engineers
engineers
hydrographic and
nine hydrographic
relative rank
with relative
rank of
thirty-eight hydrographic
commander, thirty-eight
lieutenant commander,
of lieutenant
relative rank
with
and
engineers with
with relative
rank of
fifty-five
of lieutenant,
lieutenant, fifty-five
relative rank
geodetic engineers
and geodetic
junior hydrographic
hydrographic and
relative rank
rank of
of
with relative
engineers with
geodetic engineers
and geodetic
junior
lieutenant
twenty-nine aids
relative rank of
aids with
with relative
grade), twenty-nine
(junior grade),
lieutenant (junior
ensign, and
officers retired
accordance with
existing law, Prorkos.
with existing
in accordance
retired in
mcluding officers
and including
ensign,
erntend$510,797:
That the
the title
of "superintendent"
of the
United Title
the United
"superintendent" of
title of
Provided,That
$510,797: Provided,
Title
changed
of superintenddito
States Coast
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
hereby changed
to dient chan
"director," ent
to "director,"
changed to
is hereby
Survey is
Coast and
States
but
this
change
shall
not
affect
the
status
of
the
present
incumbent
A
t
r.
incumbent
but this change shall not affect the status of the present
Assistant director.
or require
reapppointment: Provided
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
further, That
Providedfurther,
his reapppointment:
or
require his
of Commerce
may designate
one of
of the
the hydrographic
hydrographic and
geodetic
and geodetic
designate one
of
Commerce may
engineers
as assistant
assistant director.
salaries.
act as
director.
engineers to
to act
Salaries.
Office
Disbursing agent,
of section
of library
library Office
clerks,
force clerks,
Office force,
section of
chief of
$3,000; chief
agent, $3,000;
force: Disbursing
Office force:
etc.
and
$1,800; clerk
to director,
director, $1,800;
$1,800; chief
chief of
and et
of printing
printing and
clerk to
archives, $1,800;
and archives,
sales,
$2,000; clerks-three
clerks-three at
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, three
at $1,650
$1,650 each,
each,
three at
sales, $2,000;
four
$1,400 each,
fifteen at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each,
each, fifteen
$1,200 each,
eleven at
at $1,200
each, eleven
four at
at $1,400
six
at $900
$900 each;
each;
six at
Draftn.
Draftsmen.
Topographic
hydrographic draftsmen:
$2,900 each,
each,
at $2,900
Two at
draftsmen: Two
and hydrographic
Topographic and
three at
at $2,460
each, six
each, six
six at
at $2,060
each, three
three at
at
$2,060 each,
at $2,260
$2,260 each,
six at
$2,460 each,
three
$1,800
each, six
six at
$1,400 each,
each, two
$1,200
at $1,200
two at
at $1,400
six at
each, six
$1,600 each,
at $1,600
$1,800 each,
each, two
copyist draftsmen
at $1,200
each;
$1,200 each;
draftsmen at
two copyist
each,
Computers.
Astronomical,
geodetic, tidal,
tidal, and
computers: One
One Computes
miscellaneous computers:
and miscellaneous
Astronomical, geodetic,
$3,000, three
at $2,460
at $2,360
$2,360 each,
three at
at $2,260
$2,260 each,
each,
each, three
two at
each, two
$2,460 each,
three at
$3,000,
four at
at $2,060
each, four
four at
at $1,800
each, six
at $1,600
at
eleven at
each, eleven
$1,600 each,
six at
$1,800 each,
$2,060 each,
four
$1,400 each;
$1,400
each;
vem
Engravers.
Copperplate
engravers: One
One $2,500,
at $2,400
ave
at
three at
each, three
$2,400 each,
two at
$2,500, two
Copperplate engravers:
$2,200 each,
each, three
three at
at $2,000
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, two
at $1,600
$1,600
two at
two at
each, two
$2,000 each,
$2,200
each, three
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each;
three at
each,
Engravers and
apprentices at
$1,000 each,
$3,600;
Engravers
and apprentices
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
each, $3,600;
tr
t makers.
Instrument
es
Instrument makers:
makers: Mechanical
engineer $3,000,
$1,800, one
one
tuent
one $1,800,
$3,000, one
Mechanical engineer
Instrument
$1,600 five
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
$1,600
five at
each;
Patternmakers
etc
Pattern makers, etc.
Pattern
makers and
and carpenters:
at $1,400
81,400 each,
each, two
two carcarThree at
carpenters: Three
Pattern makers
penters and
and painters
painters at
each;
penters
at $900
$900 each;
Printing
employee
Printing employees.
Lithographers,
draftsmen, transferers,
transferers, lithographic
lithographic Printempes
lithographic draftsmen,
Lithographers, lithographic
pressmen
and their
their helpers,
plate printers
and their
their helpers,
helpers, and
other
and other
printers and
helpers, plate
pressmen and
skilled
two at
at $2,000
$2,000 each,
each, one
$1,900,
one $1,900,
each, two
at $2,200
$2,200 each,
Two at
laborers: Two
skilled laborers:
one $1,800,
one $1,600,
$1,600, eight
eight at
$1,400 each,
each, two
two at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
one
each, one
at $1,400
$1,800, one
one
$1,100,
at $900
$900 each;
each;
Photo
graphers.
Photographers.
$1,100, five
five at
Photographers:
one $1,200;
$1,200;
watch.
watch.
Engineers,
En
gineers,
one $1,600,
$1,600, one
One $1,700,
$1,700, one
Photographers: One
men, etc.
Engineer, electricians,
etc.
One men,
eleotrotypers: One
and eleotrotypers:
tenders, and
dynamo tenders,
electricians, dynamo

Engineer,
$1,800, one
$1,400, one
one $1,200,
$1,200, four
four at
$1,080 each;
each;
at $1,080
one $1,400,
$1,800,
Watchmen, firemen,
at $880
$880
Three at
laborers: Three
and laborers:
messengers, and
firemen, messengers,
Watchmen,
each, ten
ten at
each, four
four at
$820 each,
each, three
three at
at $720
$720 each,
four at
at
each, four
at $820
at $840
$840 each,
each,
$700
each;
plumber
and
steamfitter,
81,200;
$1,200;
steamfitter,
and
plumber
each;
$700
In all,
all, pay
pay of
of office
office force,
force, $308,270.
$308,270.
In
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Office
instruments (except
Office expenses:
expenses: For purchase
purchase of new instruments
sur(except surveying
including their
exchange, materials,
equipment
veying instruments),
instruments), including
their exchange,
materials, equipment
and
the instrument
shop, carpenter
carpenter shop,
shop, and
and supplies
supplies required
required in
in the
instrument shop,
and
drawing division; books, scientific and
and technical
technical books,
books, journals,
journals,
books of
subscriptions; copper
copper plates,
plates,
of reference;
reference; maps,
maps, charts,
charts, and
and subscriptions;
ink, copper, zinc,
chart paper, printer's ink,
for electroelectrozinc, and chemicals
chemicals for
typing
and photographing;
photographing, and
and
engraving, printing,
printing, photographing,
typing and
photographing; engraving,
e_ectrotyping supplies;
supplies; photolithographing
photolithographmg charts
from
electrotyping
charts and
and printing
printing .from
stone and copper
copper for
immediate use;
the employment
employment in
in the
for immediate
use; including
including the
the
District
of such
such personal
personal services,
services, other
other than
as
District of Columbia
Columbia of
than clerical,
clerical, as
Ante, p. 884.
8.
Ante,
may
necessary for
the prompt
of charts,
charts, not
to exceed
may be
be necessary
for the
prompt preparation
preparation of
not to
exceed
$7,000;
for office
office and
field parties;
parties; transportation
transportation of
$7,000; stationery
stationery for
and field
of ininstruments
struments and
not charged
charged to
to party
party expenses;
and supplies
supplies when not
expenses; office
office
wagon
automobile truck; heating,
heating, lighting,
lighting, and
power;
wagon and
and horses or automobile
and power;
telephones, including operation
operation of
switchboard; telegrams,
telegrams, ice,
ice, and
telephones,
of switchboard;
and
washing;
office furmture,
repairs, traveling
traveling expenses
of officers
officers and
washing; office
furniture, repairs,
expenses of
and
others employed
employed in
in the
in the
of the
others
the office
office sent
sent on
on special
special duty
duty in
the service
service of
the
office; miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, contingencies
contingencies of
not exexof all kinds, and
and not
ceeding
$4,000
for
extra
labor,
$90,000.
$90,000.
labor,
extra
for
$4,000
Skylight over press- ceeding
MOM.
For
over pressroom,
room.
For skylight over
pressroom, $1,500.
$1,500.
Subsistence
allowGeodetic Survey
ances
restricted. aowAppropriations
ancesbstced.
Appropriations herein made for the Coast and Geodetic
shall not be
shall
available for allowance
allowance to
civilian or
other officers
be available
to civilian
or other
officers for
for
subsistence
while on
on duty
duty at
at Washington
Washington (except
(except as
subsistence while
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore
provided
for officers
officers of
the field
force ordered
ordered to
to Washington
short
provided for
of the
field force
Washington for
for short
eriods for
the director),
except as
as now
now provided
periods
for consultation
consultation with
with the
director), except
provided
y law.
by
law.
historical
tTransfer oft histor.al
The Secretary
instruments.
The
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce is
is authorized
authorized to
to transfer, under
under such
such
rules and regulations
regulations as he
educational
he may
may deem
deem advisable,
advisable, to educational
institutions
museums, such
such instruments
instruments of
States
institutions and to
to museums,
of the United
United States
Coast
and Geodetic
Coast and
Geodetic Survey
Survey as,
as, in
in his
his judgment,
judgment, are
are of
of historical
historical value
value
but of no
but
except such
such hishisno further
further use in
in the
the work
work of
of that
that survey,
survey, except
torical instruments as
as may be
be needed
by the Smithsonian
needed by
Smithsonian Institution
Institution
for
National Museum.
Museum.
for exhibit
exhibit at
at the
the National
fficeexpenses.

Office expenses.

Fisheries Bureau.
Bureau.
Fisheries
Commissioner,
utyemcsiner'
uty,
etc.

Alaska service.
Alaskaservi.
Pribilof Islands.

At large.

Atlarge.

dep-

dep.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF FISHERIES.
FISHERIES.

Commissioner's office:
office:
Commissioner's

Commissioner, $6,000;
Commissioner,
$6,000;

deputy commiscommisdeputy

sioner, $3,500; assistants
assistants in charge of divisions—fish
divisions-fish culture $2,700,
respecting food fishes $2,700, fishery industries $2,500; asinquiry respecting
sistants--one
sistants—one in charge of office $2,500, one $2,500, one $2,400, one
developing fisheries
fisheries and for saving and use of fishery products
for developing
$2,400, one $2,220, one for fishery
fishery food laboratory
laboratory $2.000,
$2,000, one $2,000,
$2,000,
one $1,800, one $1,600,
$1,600, two at $1,200 each; fish pathologist, $2,500;
$2,500;
architect
$2,200; assistant architect, $1,600; draftsarchitect and engineer, $2,200;
man, $1,200;
$1,200; accountant,
accountant, $2,100; librarian, $1,500; superintendent
superintendent
of car and messenger
messenger service, $1,600; clerks—four
clerks-four of class four, six of
class three, one to commissioner
commissioner $1,600,
$1,600, seven of class two, twelve of
class one, two at $900 each (including one for Seattle office); statistical agents-one
agents—one $1,600,
$1,600, two at $1,400 each, two at $1,000 each;
local agents
one at Boston $600, one at Gloucester
Gloucester $600,
$600, one at
agents-one
at
Seattle $600; engineer,
engineer, $1,080; three
three firemen, at $720 each; two
watchmen,
messengers at
watchmen, at $720
$720 each;
each; five
five janitors and
and messengers
at $720
$720 each;
each;
janitress, $480; messenger boy, $360; five charwomen,
charwomen, at $240
$240 each;
each;
in all, $114,840.
m

Alaska
Pribilof Islands—superintendent,
Islands-superintendent, $2,400;
$2,400; two
Alaska service: Pribilof
agents
and caretakers
each; assistant
agent, $1,200;
$1,200;
agents and
caretakers at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
assistant to
to agent,
school-teachers at $1,200 each;
two physicians
physicians at $1,800
$1,800 each; three school-teachers
two storekeepers
storekeepers at $1,800 each:
each: Alaska service at large-agent,
large—agent,
agents—two at
$2,500; assistant
assistant agents-two
at $2,000
$2,000 each, one
one $1,800,
$1,800, one
one $1,500;
$1,500;
wardens—one $1,200, seven at $1,600
inspector, $1,800;
$1,800; wardens-one
$1,000 each; in
in
all, $38,200.
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Employees at
large: Field
$3,000; two
two field station
station
Employees
at large:
Field assistant,
assistant, $3,000;
superintendents,
superintendents, at $1,800 each;
each; field assistants-one
$1,500, one
assistants-one $1,500,
$1,200;
$900 each;
six
$1,200; fish-culturists-two
fish-culturists-two at
at $960
$960 each,
each, two
two at
at $900
each; six
machinists, at $960 each; two coxswains,
coxswains, at $720
$720 each;
each; in
in all,
$20,220.
$20,220.
Distribution (car) employees:
employees: Five captains, at $1,400
$1,400 each; six
messengers,
$1,100 each; five
five assistant
assistant messenger_s
$1,000 each;
messengers,, at $1,000
messengers, at $1,100
five apprentice
apprentice messengers, at $840 each; five
five cooks, at $720
$720 each;
in all, $26,400.

Afognak
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; foreman,
Afognak (Alaska) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500;
foreman,
$1,200;
$960 each; three
fish-cul$1,200; two
two fish-culturists
fish-culturists,' at $960
three apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
$900; in all, $8,220.
$8,220.
turists, at
at $900 each;
each; cook, $900;
Foreman, $1,200;
Alpena (Michigan) Station: Foreman,
$1,200; fish-culturists,
fish-culturists,
$900; in all, $2,100.
Baird (California) and Battle Creek (California) Stations:
Stations: Superfish-culturist, $900; three
intendent, $1,500;
$1,500; foreman, $1,080; fish-culturist,
apprentice
$600 each;
each; in all, $5,280.
$5,280.
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600
Baker Lake (Washington) Station: Superintendent, $1,500;
Baker
$1,500; fishculturist, $900; two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists
fish-culturists at $600 each; in all,
$3,600.
Beaufort (North Carolina) Biological
Biological Station: Superintendent
Superintendent and
director, $1,500; scientific assistant, $1,400;
$1,400; fish-culturist,
$900;
fish-culturist, $900;
apprentice
$4,400.
apprentice fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $600; in all, $4,400.
(Massachusetts) Trout
Hatchery: Superintendent,
Berkshire
Trout Hatchery:
Superintendent, $1,500;
Berkshire (Massachusetts)
fish-culturist,
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600
$600 each;
each;
fish-culturist, $900; two apprentice
in all, $3,600.
Boothbay Harbor
Harbor (Maine) Station:
$1,500; fishfishBoothbay
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
fish-culturists--one
culturist, $900; engineer, $1,100; apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists--one
$780,
custodian of
$780, two at $600 each; three firemen, at $600 each; custodian
lobster pounds, $720; in all, $8,000.
foreman,
Bozeman (Montana) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500; foreman,
$1,200; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900; two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600
each;
each; in all, $4,800.
$4,800.
Brvans
(Maryland) Station:
Station: Custodian,
Bryans Point
Point (Maryland)
Custodian, $360.
$360.
Superintendent, $1,500;
Cape Vincent
Vincent (New York) Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; firefire$720; apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists-one
$600 each;
each;
man, $720;
fish-culturists-one $720, two at $600
in all, $4,140.
Clackamas
stations: Superintendent,
Superintendent,
Clackamas (Oregon)
(Oregon) and
and subsidiary
subsidiary stations:
$1,300; foreman,
foreman, $1,200;
$1,200; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900; apprentice
apprentice fish$1,500;
culturists-three at $720 each, two
$6,960.
culturists-three
two at
at $600
$600 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $6,960.
$1,500; fishSuperintendent, $1,500;
Cold Springs (Georgia) Station: Superintendent,
culturist, $900; two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600
$600 each; in all,
$3,600.
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fishCraig Brook (Maine) Station:
culturist, 8900;
apprentice fish-culturists,
culturist,
$900; three
three apprentice
fish-culturists, at $600 each;
each; in all,
$4,200.
$1,500; two fishSuperintendent, S1,500;
Duluth (Minnesota) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
fisheach; two apprentice
each;
culturists, at $900 each;
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600 each;
in
in all,
all, $4,500.
$4,500.
$1,500; fishEdenton (North Carolina) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, 81,500;
Edenton
culturist, 8900;
$900; two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600 each;
each; in all,
$.3,600.
83,600.
Erwin (Tennessee)
(Tennessee) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
fish-culturist,
$1,500; fish-culturist,
Erwin
$900; three
apprentice fish-culturists,
$600 each;
in all,
all, $4,200.
each; in
fish-culturists, at
at $600
$900;
three apprentice
Fairport (Iowa) Biological
Station: Director, $1,800;
$1,800; superinsuperinBiological Station:
Fairport
$1,400, one
scientific assistants-one
tendent
tendent of fish-culture, $1,500; scientific
assistants-one $1,400,
$900: engi$1,200; clerk, $900:
$1,200: shell expert,
1,.200: foreman, $1,200;
$1,200;
expert, $1,200;
neer,
$1,000: two
each; two
two apprentice
apprentice fish-culfish-cul$600 each;
neer, Sl1,000,
two firemen,
firemen, at 8600
turists,
$600 each; in all, $12,600.
$12,600.
turists, at 8600

Employees at
at large.
large.
Employees

Distribution
ployees.
s

emem-

ployee -

Station employees.
Stationemployees.
Afognak, Alaska.

Alpena, Mich.
Mich
Alpen
Baird and
d
reBadCal
Creek, Calif.

Battle
Battle

Baker Lake, Wash.
BakerLake,
ash.

Beaufort, N. C.

C.

Beaufort, N

Berkshire, Mass.
Mass.
Berkhire,

Boothbay

Me.oothb
Me.

Harbor,

Harbor,

Bozeman, Mont.
Bozeman,
Mont.

Bryans Point, Md.
Point. Md.
Bryans
Cape Vincent, N.Y.

Cape Vincent, N.Y.

Clackamas,
Clackamas

Oreg.

reg

a
Cold Springs, Oa.

c'ld Springs,

.

Craig Brook, Me.

Craig Broo

Duluth, Minn.
M

DuluthSn

Edenton, N. C.

Edenton, N. C.

Erwin, Tenn.

EwTenn.
Fairport, Iowa.
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Gloucester (Massachusetts)
Superintendent, $1,500; fishGloucester
(Massachusetts) Station: Superintendent,

$720; three apprentice
at
culturist, $900; fireman, $720;
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at
$600
each; in all, $4,920.
$600 each;

(Maine) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500; two fishGreen Lake (Maine)
culturists,
at $900
$900 each;
each; two
apprentice fish-culturists,
each;
culturists, at
two apprentice
fish-culturists, at
at $600
$600 each;
in
in all, $4,500.
$4,500.
Homer, Winn.
Minn.
(Minnesota) Station: Superintendent,
Homer,
Homer (Minnesota)
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; scientific
scientific
assistants—one $1,400, one
$1,200; foreman,
foreman, $1,200;
assistants-one
one $1,200;
$1,200; engineer,
engineer,
$1,000; two
$600 each;
two apprentice
fish-culturists,
$1,000;
two firemen,
firemen, at
at $600
each; two
apprentice fish-culturists,
at
$8,700.
at $600
$600 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $8,700.
Key
Biological Station:
Superintendent, $1,800;
$1,800;
West, Fla.
Key West,
la.
Key West (Florida) Biological
Station: Superintendent,
engineer, $1,000; laboratory
laboratory aid,
aid, $900;
$900; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900; two
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600 each; in all,
apprentice
all, $5,800.
$5,800.
Leadville (Colorado) Station: Superintendent,
Leadville, Colo.
Leadville
Superintendent, $1,500; foreman,
$1,200; two
fish-culturists, at $900
each; apprentice
apprentice fish-culturistsfish-culturists—
$1,200;
two fish-culturists,
$900 each;
one $720,
$720, two
at $600
$600 each;
each; cook,
cook, $480;
in all,
$6,900.
one
two at
$480; in
all, $6,900.
Louisille, Ky.
Louisville,
Louisville (Kentucky) Station:
Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500; fishfishculturist, $900;
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at
$600 each;
each; in
in all,
at $600
all,
culturist,
$900; two
two apprentice
$3,600.
$3,600.
Mammoth Springs,
Mammoth
A Mammoth
Springs,
Mammoth Springs
Springs (Arkansas) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
81,500;
fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900; three apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600 each;
each;
in
in all, $4,200.
$4,200.
Manchester, Iowa.
Manchester
Superintendent, $1,500; fish-culManchester,
Manchester (Iowa) Station: Superintendent,
fish-culfish-culturists, at
three apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
at $600
$600 each; in all,
turist, $900; three
$4,200.
H.
Nashua
Nashua, N.
N.H.
Nashua (New Hampshire)
Hampshire) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fishculturist,
fish-culturists, at $600 each; in all,
apprentice fish-culturists,
culturist, $900;
$900; two
two apprentice
$3,600.
Neosho, Mo.
(Missouri) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500; fish-culturist,
Neosho,
Neosho (Missouri)
fish-culturist,
$900; apprentice fish-culturists--one
fish-culturists—one $720, two at $600 each;
each;
in all, $4,320.
Northille, Mich.
Mich.
Northville
Superintendent, $1,500; foreman,
Northville,
Northville (Michigan)
(Michigan) Station: Superintendent,
foreman,
$960;
fish-culturists, at $600
$606
$960; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900; four
four apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
each;
in all,
all, $5,760.
each; in
$5,760.
Orangeburg, S. C.
Orangeburg (South
(South Carolina)
Carolina) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
OrangeburgS.COrangeburg
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500;
fish-culturist,
each;
fish-culturist, $900;
$900; two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at
at $600
$600 each;
in
all, $3,600.
$3,600.
in all,
Puget Sound,
Sound, wash.
Wash.
Puget Sound
foremen, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each;
Sound (Washington)
(Washington) Station: Three
Three foremen,
nine apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists, at $600 each; in all, $9,000.
Put in Bay, Ohio.
m Bay (Ohio) Station: Superintendent,
Put in
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; foreman,
foreman,
$1,000;
$1,000; machinist, $960; two apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600 each;
each;
in
in all,
all, $4,660.
$4,660.
Saint Johnsbury
Saint
^ohusbury and
Saint
Saint Johnsbury
Johnsbury (Vermont) Station and Holden (Vermont)
Holden, Vt.
oen,
Auxiliary Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500; foreman, $1,200;
$1,200; fishculturist,
apprentice fish-culturists—one
culturist, $900;
$900; apprentice
fish-culturists--one $720, four
four at
at $600
each; in
in all,
$6,720.
each;
all, $6,720.
San Marcos, Tex.
San Marcos
Superintendent, $1,500;
foreman,
San MarcoTex.
Marcos (Texas)
(Texas) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; foreman,
$1,200; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900;
$900; three
apprentice fish-culturists,
at $600
$600
three apprentice
fish-culturists, at
$1,200;
each
; in
all,
$5,400.
$5,400.
all,
in
each;
Saratoga, Wyo.
Saatoga,
yo.
Saratoga
Superintendent, $1,500:
Saratoga (Wyoming) Station: Superintendent,
$1,500: fish-culapprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600
$600 each;
each; in all,
turist, $900;
$900; two apprentice
$3,600.
Srearfish, s.
S. Dak.
Dak.
Spearfish
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; fishSearfish,
Spearfish (South
(South Dakota)
Dakota) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500;
fishculturist,
apprentice fish-culturists,
culturist, $900;
$900; two apprentice
fish-culturists, at $600
$600 each;
each; in
in all,
all,
$3,600.
SDringville, 'Utah.
Springville
Superintendent, $1,500; fish-culSpringville (Utah) Station: Superintendent,
sprigville, tah.
apprentice fish-c
ulturists, at
turist, $900; two apprentice
fish-culturists,
at $600 each;
each; in all,
all,
$3,600.
$3,600.
Private John A
Allen,
Tupelo,
Miss.
Private John Allen Station, Tupelo
Tupelo (Mississippi): Superintendent,
Superintendent,
ie,
Turiteloh,
$1,500; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900;
$900; three
apprentice fish-culturists,
$600
three apprentice
ish-culturists, at
at $600
$1,500;
each;
in all, $4,200.
$4,200.
each; in
Green
Green Lake,Me.
Lake, Me.
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Washington (District of Columbia) Central Station and Aquaria:
Washington
Aquaria: Washington, D..
Z'erigiggliiiionCand
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; two apprentice
tatio a
Superintendent,
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $720
$720 each;
each; Aqra
Aquaria.
laborer, $600; in all, $3,540.
.M
gt 43
.
u
vl
s! h u r
Virginia) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, Vir
White
Sulphur
White Sulphur Springs (West Virginia)
$1,500; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900; three apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at
at $600
s, W.Va.
each; in all, $4,200.
$4,200.
Spr
Woods Hole, Mass.
Woods
Woods Hole (Massachusetts) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; wods Hole, Mass.
machinist,
at
machinist, $960; two fish-culturists, at $900 each; three firemen, at
$600 each; four apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600
$600 each; in all,
$8,460.
Wytheville, Va.
Va
Wytheville (Virginia) Station: Superintendent,
Wytheville
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; two fishfish- Wythevlle,
culturists, at $900 each; two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culttnists, at $600
$600 each;
each;
in all, $4,500.
$4,500.
Yes Bay, Alaska
Alaska.
Yes
(Alaska) Hatchery:
Hatchery: Superintendent,
$1,500; foreman,
Superintendent, $1,500;
foreman, YesBay,
Yes Bay
Bay (Alaska)
$1,200; two fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $960 each; three apprentice
apprentice fishculturists, at $900
$900 each; cook, $900; in all, $8,220.
$8,220.
Steamer Albatross:
general assistant,
$1,400; Vessels.
Steamer
Albatross: Naturalist,
Naturalist, $2,200;
Vessels.
$2,200; general
assistant, $1,400;
fishery expert, $1,400;
$1,400; clerk, $1,200;
$1,200; in all, $6,200.
Steamer Osprey:
Osprey: Master,
Master, $1,700; engineer,
engineer, $1,300;
$1,300; cook, $800;
$800;
Steamer
two firemen,
firemen at $840
$840 each; seaman,
seaman, $800; in all, $6,280.
Steamer Gannet: Master, $1,400;
$1,400; engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; fireman,
$840;
Steamer
fireman, $840;
two seamen,
seamen, at $780
$780 each; i
n all, $5,000.
in
Steamer
Master, $1,700;
Steamer Halcyon:
Halcyon: Master,
$1,700; first officer, $1,200;
$1,200; engineer,
$1,400; assistant engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; three firemen,
firemen, at $780
$780 each; three
seamen, at $810 each;
$600; in all, $11,740.
each; cook, $870; cabin boy, $600;
$11,740.
Steamer
Phalarope: Master,
Steamer Phalarope:
Master, $1,500;
$1,500; engineer
engineer, $1,200; fireman,
fireman,
$780; two seamen, at
each; cook,
$870; in
in all,
$5,970.
at $810
$810 each;
cook, $870;
all, $5,970.
Alaska
For
officers and crew of
For officers
of vessels
vessels for
for Alaska
Alaska fisheries
fisheries service,
Asaska fisheries
service, $26,000.
$26,000. sels.
bseries vvesAdministration: For expenses
of the
office of
commissioner, Aministraton
Administration:
expenses of
the office
of the
the commissioner,
eAdministration exs
penses.
including
stationery, scientific
including stationery,
reference books,
periodicals, pe
scientific and
and reference
books, periodicals,
Pp. 6,
--Ante,
684.
newspapers
telegraph and telephone service,
newspapers for library,
library, furniture, telegraph
equipment of buildings,
repairs to and heating, lighting, and eqmpment
buildings, comcompensation
temporary employees, and all
pensation of temporary
all other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses
connected therewith,
therewith, $11,000.
connected
Propagation
exPropagation of food
oper- penses.
Propagation
food fishes:
For maintenance
maintenance, equipment,
equipment, and
and operfishes: For
Propagation exses
propagation of food fishes
ations of fish-cultural
fish-cultural stations, general
general propagation
fishes and p
their distribution, including movement,
maintenance and repairs of
movement, maintenance,
cars, purchase of equipment
apparatus contingent
equipment and apparatus,
contingent expenses,
expenses,
temporary
temporary labor, and not to exceed $10,000
$10,006 for propagation and
distribution
distribution of fresh-water
fresh-water mussels and the necessary
necessary expenses connected therewith,
therewith, $400,000.
$400,000.
nected
leather.
trelvuealtoicng
s
For developing
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Fisheries
Fisheries in
with the
the Aqepiothoues
For
developing by
in cooperation
cooperation with
oureas
Bureau of Standards new aquatic
aquatic sources of supply of leather, includ- of.
of
Reappropriation.
R'tppoPraton
ing personal
personal services in the District of Columbia and in the field, the Ante,
p.
unexpended balance
appropriation for
year 1920
1920 is
is
unexpended
balance of the appropriation
for the fiscal
fiscal year
reappropriated
and made
available for
for the
reappropriated and
made available
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921.
1921.
Maintenance of vesMaintenance
of vessels:
maintenance of
of vessels
vessels and
launches, sels.
Maintenance of
vessels: For
For maintenance
and launches,
Mtenance or esincluding purchase
purchase and repair of boats, apparatus,
apparatus, machinery,
machinery, and
other facilities required
required for use with the same, hire of vessels, and all
other necessary expenses
expenses in connection
connection therewith, and money accruaccruing from commutation
may
commutation of rations and provisions on board vessels may
be paid on proper
proper vouchers
vouchers to the persons having
having charge of the mess
of
vessels, $120,000.
$120,000.
of such vessels,
Commutation
Commutation
of
Commsutation
raCommutation of rations (not to exceed
exceed $1 per day) may be paid tons
omm
,etc.
of "to officers and crews
crews of vessels of the Bureau of Fisheries during the
the
fiscal year 1921 under regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
Commerce.
Commerce.
iFood fishes inquiry.
Inquiry
Inquiry respecting
respecting food fishes:
fishes: For inquiry into the causes of the FOOd fshes nquiry.
decrease of food fishes in the waters of the United States, and for
decrease
investigation and experiments
experiments in respect to the aquatic animals,
investigation
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Statistical
inquiry.
Statistical inquiry.

Sponge fisheries.
Sponsheronge
Protection,
Protection, etc.
etc.

otecton,
e

Vol.
692.
vol. 38,
38, p. 692.
Alaska,
general servAlaska, generalservice.
Seal fisheries protection, food to natives,
tc, ood to natives,
etc.

fisheries

Vol. 36,
36, p.
Vol.
p. 326.
326.

Alaska Fur-seal IsFur-seal
ds.a
lands.
Buildings,
repairs,
Buildings,
repairs,
etc.

Is-

Standards
Standards Bureau.
Bureau.
Testing large
large scales.
scales.
Testing

Addition
to Bureau
Addition to
Bureau
site.
site.
Condemnation, etc.,
Condemnation,
etc.,
of
landsfor,authorized.
of lands
for, authorized.

Description.
Description.

S
ESS. II.
II. Cu.
235.
SESS.
CH. 235.

1920.
1920.

plants, and waters, in the interests of fish culture and the
fishery
the fishery
industries, including expenses of travel and preparation
industries,
preparation of reports,
$45,000.
$45,000.
Statistical
Statistical inquiry: For collections and compilation of statistics of
the fisheries, the study of the methods
methods and relations
relations of the fisheries,
fisheries,
including travel and preparation
necessary
preparation of reports, and
and all other
other necessary
expenses
therewith, $7,500.
expenses in connection
connection therewith,
$7,500.
fisheries: For
For protecting
sponge
Sponge fisheries:
protecting the sponge
fisheries, including
including
sn
ge fisheries,
employment
of inspectors,
and temporary
hire
employment of
inspectors, watchmen,
watchmen, and
temporary assistants,
assistants, hire
of boats,
boats, rental
rental of
and other
other
of office
office and
and storage,
storage, care
care of
of seized
seized sponges
sponges and
property, travel, and all other expenses
property,
expenses necessary to carry,out the
provisions of the Act of August 15, 1914, to regulate the sponge
provisions
fisheries, $3,000.
$3,000.
Alaska, general service: For protecting the seal fisheries
fisheries of Alaska,
including the furnishing
furnishing of food, fuel, clothing, and other necessities
necessities
off life
life to
of the
of Alaska,
to the
the natives
natives of
the Pribilof
Pribilof Islands
Islands of
Alaska, transportation
transportation
of supplies to and from the islands,
islands, expenses
expenses of travel of
of agents
agents and
and
other employees and subsistence
subsistence while on said islands, hire and
and
maintenance of vessels, and for all expenses
maintenance
out
expenses necessary, to carry
carry out
the provisions of the Act approved April 21,
entitled "An
21, 1910, entitled
"An Act
Act
to protect the seal fisheries
Alaska, and for other purposes,"
purposes," and
and
fisheries of Alaska,
for the protection of the fisheries
fisheries of Alaska, including travel, hire of
boats, employment of temporary labor, and all
necessary
all other
other necessary
expenses connected
connected therewith,
therewith, $140,000.
expenses
$140,000.
Alaska Fur-seal
For the
construction and
Alaska
Fur-seal Islands:
Islands: For
the construction
and repair
repair of
of buildbuildimprovement of water supply, $10,000.
ings, and improvement
$10,000.
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF STANDARDS.
STANDARDS.

Testing of
For investigation
investigation and
and testing
testing of
of railroad
railroad
Testing
of large
large scales:
scales: For
track scales, elevator scales, and other scales used in weighing commodities for interstate
interstate shipments
shipments and to secure equipment
equipment and
and
assistance
assistance for testing the scales
scales used by the Government
Government in its transactions with the public,
public, such as post-office,
post-office, navy-yard,
navy-yard, and customcustomhouse scales, and for the purpose of cooperating
cooperating with the States in
securing
uniformity in
and measures
and in
the
securing uniformity
in the
the weights
weights and
measures laws
laws and
in the
methods
methods of inspection,
including personal
services in
the District
District of
inspection, including
personal services
in the
of
Columbia and m the field, $40,000.
To enable the Secretary
condemnation
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce to acquire, by condemnation

or othe
or
otherwise,
approximately two
rwise two parcels
parce of land aggregating
aggregating approximately
two

hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine thousand and seventy-one square feet, for
for
enlargement
enlargement of the present site of the Bureau of Standards, the
the sum
of $47,272,
$47,272, or
as may
may be
be necessary,
of
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
necessary, any
any direct
direct purpurchase of the parcels to be made upon the
the basis of the valuation of the
assessors of the District
assessors
District of Columbia; .the
the two
two parcels
parcels lying
lying respectrespectively to the north and south of the
Bureau of
the original
original site
site of
of the Bureau
of StandStand-

ards
described as
as follows:
at the
the northwest
ards and
and described
follows: First
First parcel,
parcel, starting
starting at
northwest
corner of the said site on Idaho Avenue, said site being known
known as
parcel
northeasterly along the east line
parcel 44/25, and running thence northeasterly
of said avenue
avenue to the north line of Pierce Mill Road; thence westerly
westerly
with said north line to the east line of Idaho Avenue, ninety feet
wide; thence northeasterly
northeasterly with said east line ninety-three feet, more
or less
less, to the south line of Van
Van Ness
Ness Street, sixty
sixty feet
feet wide;
wide; thence
thence
easterly with said south line nine hundred
easterly
hundred and twenty feet, more or
less, to the point of intersection with the
the prolongation
prolongation of the
the present
present
east line of the Bureau of Standards site; thence southerly with said
line of prolongation ninety-seven
ninety-seven feet, more or less, to the northeast
northeast
corner of the Bureau of Standards
Standards site; thence westerly
westerly' along
the
along the
north line of the present bureau site nine hundred and sixty-five
feet, more or less, to the point of beginning, containing approximately
approximately
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ninety-one
ninety-one thousand eight
feet;
eight hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five square
square feet;
parcel, starting
starting at
the intersection
intersection of
line of
second parcel,
at the
of the
the north
north line
of Tilden
-Tilden
Street with the
line of
Bureau of
Standards site,
site, and
the south
south line
of said
said Bureau
of Standards
and
running thence easterly
easterly along the south line of
distance of
of
of said
said site
site a
a distance
one thousand one hundred
hundred and
feet, more
or less,
less, to
to the
and twenty-nine
twenty-nine feet,
more or
the
southeast
bureau site;
thence southerly
following the
the
southeast corner of
of the
the bureau
site; thence
southerly following
prolongation
line of the
prolongation of the east line
distance of
the site
site of the
the bureau
bureau a
a distance
of
one hundred and seventy-two
seventy-two feet, more
more or
or less,
less, to
to the
the center
center line
line of
of
Tilden Street;
Street; thence
thence in
general westerly
westerly direction
direction along
along the
in aageneral
the center
center
a distance
line of Tilden Street a
distance of one thousand
feet,
thousand one
one hundred
hundred feet,
more or less, to the point of intersection
intersection of said
Tilden
said center
center line of
of Tilden
of assessors'
assessors' parcel
parcel 43/8;
43/8; thence
northStreet with the
the west
west line
line of
thence northwesterly along the said west
westerly
43/8 to
the point
west line
line of
of said
said parcel
parcel 43/8
to the
point of
of
intersection with the north line
intersection
distance of
seventyline of
of Tilden
Tilden Street
Street a
a distance
of seventya westerly
five feet, more or less; thence in a
westerly direction
direction to
of
to the
the point of
beginning, a
a distance of thirty-five
thirty-five feet,
beginning,
feet, containing
containing approximately
approximately
one hundred
hundred and
ninety-seven thousand
and forty-six
and ninety-seven
thousand two
two hundred
hundred and
forty-six
site now
now owned
owned by
by the
the United
United States
Government
square feet.
feet. The
The site
States Government
referred to herein
and referred
herein is
assessed and
on the
of the
the
is that
that assessed
and carried
carried on
the boo
books of
assessor's
office as
parcel 44/25.
assessor's office
as parcel
44/25.
Gas, D. C.
The Bureau of Standards
Standards is authorized
authorized and
and directed
an Investigation
directed to
to make
make an
of cost,
etc.
investigation as
to the
quality, and
and cost
cost of
of production
production and
cluMitY, et0.
investigation
as to
the standard,
standard, quality,
and quality,
distribution
gas furnished
consumers
distribution of
of gas
furnished the
the Government
Government and
and private
private consumers
in
of Columbia
and report
report the
the result
result of
such investigain the
the District
District of
Columbia and
of such
investigation to
on or
or before
before the
the first
first Monday
Monday in
December, 1920.
tion
to Congress
Congress on
in December,
1920.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
LABOR.
IMMIGRATION STATIONS.
IMMIGRATION
STATIONS.

Department M
Department
of
Labor.
Immigrant stations.

Ellis Island, N. Y.
Ellis Island,
Island, New
New York:
York:
Eis Island, N.Y.
feed-water heater, including
including installation
installation and incidental
For aafeed-water
incidental work,
work,
$12,000;
$12,000;
For aa boiler-feed
boiler-feed pump, including
including installation
installation and connections,
connections,
$5,500;
$5,500;
For a
traveling screen,
a new salt-water suction line and traveling
screen, with
with comcomplete
equipment, $12,000;
$12,000;
plete equipment,
For
channel approaches
Ellis Island,
Island, $10,000;
$10,000;
For dredging
dredging channel
approaches to
to Ellis
For
fresh-water storage
storage tank,
tank, with
foundations and
For a
a fresh-water
with necessary
necessary foundations
and
connections,
connections, $15,000;
$15,000;
For
For new service pumps
pumps for
for water
installation,
water supply,
supply, including
including installation,
$11,000;
$11,000;
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: The
The unexpended
balance in
in the
unexpended balance
the apap- Remodeang
deten
Remodeling detention
house.
propriation
propriation for the construction
construction of
of an
an immigration
immigration station
station for
for the
the tonhoae.aabe
Balance available.
VoL 38,
31, p. 666.
666.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, is
is hereby
hereby made
available for
port of Philadelphia,
made available
for the
the Vol
remodeling
remodeling of
and administration
administration building
at
of the detention
detention house
house and
building at
said station, under the
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor;
the direction
Labor;
In all,
In
all, $65,500.
$65,500.
Immigration service.
immigration
IMMIGRATION SERVICE.
IMMIGRATION
SERVICE.
Enforcing 18.W5 reguFor enforcement
enforcement of
laws regulating
regulating immigration
of aliens
into laE
of the
the laws
immigration of
aliens into
ing ladmwsgn-o
lating admission
of
aliens.
the United States,
States, including
including the
laws; cost
cost of
reports an-Ante,
the contract-labor
contract-labor laws;
of reports
e p. 686.
1008.
of decisions
Pt,'p. 1008.
decisions of the Federal courts, and digests thereof, for the use Poet,
of the Commissioner
Commissioner General
of Immigration;
Immigration- salaries
and expenses
General of
salaries and
expenses
officers, clerks,
appointed to
to enforce
laws, Perdiemsubsee.
of all
all officers,
clerks, and
and employees
employees appointed
enforce said
said laws,
Perdiem subsistence.
Vol. 38, p. 680.
including per diem in lieu of subsistence when allowed pursuant
pursuant to vol.
80.
sundiy civil
civil appropriation
August 1,
section 13 of the
the sundry
appropriation Act
Act approved
approved August
1, Vol. 39, p. 874; VoL
1914; enforcement
provisions of
of the
Act of
of February
enforcement of the provisions
the Act
February 5,
5, 1917,
1917, 40,,p.
3542- 8 VoL
1.
entitled "An Act to regulate the immigration of aliens to
entitled
to and
and the
the
the United
amendatory
residence of
of aliens
aliens in
in the
United States,"
States," and
and Acts
Acts amendatory
.
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thereof; necessary
necessary supplies, including
exchange of typewriting
typewriting mathereof;
including exchange
chines, alterations,
alterations, and
and repairs,
and for
other expenses
authorized
expenses authorized
for all
all other
repairs, and
chines,
by
the unlawful
of Chinese
into the
United
by said
said Act;
Act; preventing
preventing the
unlawful entry
entry of
Chinese into
the United
States, by
the appointment
of suitable
suitable officers
to enforce
enforce the
laws
States,
by the
appointment of
officers to
the laws
in
returning to China all Chinese persons
in relation thereto;
thereto; expenses of
of returning
found to
to be
be unlawfully
unlawfully in the
the United States, including
including the
the cost of
of
imprisonment and
actual expenses
of conveyance
conveyance of
of Chinese
imprisonment
and actual
expenses of
Chinese persons
persons
to
frontier or
or seaboard
seaboard for
deportation; refunding
refunding of
of head
to the
the frontier
for deportation,
head tax
tax
and
presentation of evidence
and maintenance
maintenance bills upon presentation
evidence showing conclusively
clusively that collection was
was made
made through error of Government
Government offiofficers; all
all to
to be
be expended
of
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
direction of
under the
the direction
expended under
cers;

Vehicles,
outside Labor,
$2,600,000: Provided,
the purchase,
use, maintenance,
maintenance,
Vehicles outside
Labor, $2,600,000:
Provided, That
That the
purchase, use,
District oof Columbia.
Columb
and operation
District
operation of horse and motor
the enforcemotor vehicles
vehicles required
required in
in the
enforcement
exclusion laws outside of the
ment of
of the
the immigration
immigration and
and Chinese exclusion
Columbia may be contracted
contracted for
paid
District of Columbia
for and
and the cost thereof
thereof paid
enforcement of those laws, under
from the
the appropriation
appropriation for the
the enforcement
under such
such
terms and conditions as the Secretary
ProSecretary of Labor may prescribe:
prescribe: ProLimitation.
idedfurther,
That not
more than
Limitation.
vided
further, That
not more
than $12,000
$12,000 of
of the
the sum
sum appropriated
appropriated
herein may
may be
be expended
the purchase
herein
expended in
in the
purchase and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of such
such
Exclusion of alien
e n
anarchists.
further, That the appropriation
appropriation herein made
anarits.
al
motor vehicles: Provided
Providedfurther,
enforcement of the
for
for the enforcement
the immigration
immigration laws shall be available for
Vol. 40, p. 1012.
Ane,40p.
s2.
Ante, p. 593.
carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to exclude
exclude
Pp.o, pl.
Post,
p. 10
1008.
and expel from the United States aliens who are members of the
anarchistic and similar classes,"
anarchistic
classes," approved
approved October 16,
16, 1918,
1918, and
and
Acts
amendatory
thereof.
thereof.
amendatory
Acts
for
Reimbsemnt
Reimbursement for
inspection of
of sp
rig in
in
Nothing
in the
the proviso
contained in
in the
Legislative, Executive,
proviso contained
the Legislative,
Executive, and
and
inspection
alin
Nothing in
ter t y,, Judicial Appropriation
conti'.
Appropriation Act of March
"ltigmus
tAwritcgY
March 3, 1917, relative to augmenting
permitted.
o L39,
o1
p. 1106.
salaries
from outside
Vol.
39,p.
salaries of Government
Government officials from
outside sources
prevent
sources shall
shall prevent
receiving reimbursements
receiving
reimbursements for
for services of
of immigration
immigration officials
officials inciincident
inspection of aliens
and
dent to
to the inspection
aliens in
in foreign contiguous
contiguous territory,
territory, and
such
Ex"Exsuch reimbursement
reimbursement shall be
be credited to
to the appropriation, "
"ExCommissi
immigration."
regulating immigration."
penses of regulating
n- Penses
Commssioner
Commissioner
of imThe limitation
migration,
1, 1914
mi
gration, New
New OrOrlimitation specified in the Act approved
approved August 1,
1914
1 VoL
l
at p.66.
666.
(Thirty-eighth
Statutes, page
page 666),
upon the
the
the compensation
compensation of the
666), upon
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
38,p.
voiL
Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Immigration
Immigration at the port
port of New
New Orleans,
Orleans, Louisiana,
is hereby removed.
arts,
etc.
Alien anarchists
etc. is hereby removed.
Exclusion
of. ,
Enforcement
of laws
against alien
alien anarchists:
laws against
anarchists: For
For the
the enforceenforceExclusion'of.
Enforcement of
Vol.
p. 1012.
ment
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to exclude
expel from
from the
ment of
of the
"An Act
exclude and
and expel
the
ol. 40,
40, p.1012.
Ante, p. 593.
,
United States aliens who are members of the anarchistic
anarchistic and similar
classes,"
16, 1918,
1918, and
amendatory thereof,
thereof,
Post, p.
p. 1008.
0lo.
classes," approved
approved October
October 16,
and Acts
Acts amendatory
including salaries
salaries and expenses of officers,
officers, clerks, and employees in
the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, per diem in lieu
of subsistlieu of
subsistence,
deportation expenses, and
all other
ence, supplies,
supplies, rentals,
rentals, deportation
and all
other expenses
expenses
incident to the enforcement
enforcement of said laws, to be expended under the
Unexpended
direction of
$300,000; and
and the
the unexpended
unexpended
Labor, $300,000;
of Labor,
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
bal- direction
Unexpended
ances
continued. balAnte,
518.
balance
for this
purpose, contained
Ante, p. 518.
balance of the appropriation for
this purpose,
contained in
in the
the
"Second Deficiency Appropriation
"Second
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
year 1920,"
1920," is concontinued and
and made
made available
available during
the fiscal
year 1921:
Provided,
1921: Provided,
fiscal year
during the
tinued
Proviso.
Additional
Additionalallotment
allotment That these slims
supplemented, if necessary,
necessary, by specific
sums may be supplemented,
authorized.
allotment
authorized,
allotment from the foregoing appropriation
Expenses of
reguappropriation for "
"Expenses
of regulating
immigration"
upon
the
written
order
of
the
Secretary
of
Labor.
lating immigration" upon the written order of the Secretary of Labor.
Deportation
Deportation
aliens under
under the
the laws
laws regulating
regulating immigration:
portation of
o
Deportation of
of aliens
immigration:
Expenses.
of deporting
countries whence
whence they
they came,
came,
Expenses.
For the
the expenses
expenses of
deporting to
to the
the countries
VoL
874-898.
39, pp.
as specified in the Immigration Act of February
VQ '39,
PP* 974
'
998 '
February 5, 1917, of alien
public charges
charges and others ordered deported
deported under the laws regulating
immigration since July 31, 1914, including conveyance
conveyance to the frontier
frontier
or seaboard
seaboard for deportation, transportation
charges when
payable
transportation charges
when payable
by the United
United States under the terms of existing law, including maintenance expenses, expenses
expenses of
attendance and
per diem
diem inlieu
in -lieu of
of
tenance
of attendance
and per
subsistence, and all incidental
incidental expenses in connection therewith,
therewith, to
to
1
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$100,000;
be
Secretary of Labor, $100,000;
be expended under the direction of the Secretary
Unexpended baland
the unexpended balance of the appropriation
appropriation for this purpose,
purpose, Unexpended
and theunexpended
ances continued.
contained
the "Second
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year aenft,
"Second Deficiency
in the
Ante, p..518.
518.
contained in
1920,"
is continued
and made
made available
the fiscal
year 1921.
1921.
fiscal year
during the
available during
continued and
1920," is
J. D. Spreckels and
ompany.
Brothers Company.
collected Brothers
For
refund of
immigration fine
fine erroneously
erroneously assessed and collected
of immigration
For refund
of fine.
Reundoffie.
Call- Refund
from
Company at San Francisco, CaliBrothers Company
and Brothers
Spreckels and
J. D.
D. Spreckels
from J.
fornia, $200.
NATURALIZATION
NATURALIZATION

SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Naturalization
Naturalization
Naturalization
reau.

BuBu-

Bu-

Pay of examiners,
os mers,
by the Secretary
For
compensation, to
Secretary of Labor, of ex- inpre
fixed by
to be
be fixed
For compensation,
interpreters, clerks, etc.
aminers,
clerks, and
stenographers, for the purpose
purpose of
and stenographers,
interpreters, clerks,
aminers, interpreters,
carrying
the work
Naturalization, provided
provided for
work of the Bureau of Naturalization,
on the
carrying on
34, p.
p. 596.
596.
Vol. 34,
approved Vol.
as amended
by
amended by the Act approved
29, 1906, as
June 29,
approved June
Act approved
the Act
by the
6 Vol.
Vol. 3
37, p.
736;
73
; Vol
p.
Vol.
May
and
736),
page
March
4,
1913
(Statutes
Large,
volume
37,
at
Large,
(Statutes
440, p. 542.
March 4, 1913
inclusive), '
1918 (Statutes at Large, volume 40, pages 542 to 548, inclusive),
9, 1918
S
in
District
in District
services in the District ofSerices
including not
not to
to exceed
personal services
$50,000 for personal
exceed $50,000
including
Columbia.
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
for their
necessary traveling expenses
expenses while Colmbia
actual necessary
their actual
and for
of
absent from
from their official stations, including street car fare on official
absent
Per diem
subsistdiem subsist.
Per
in lieu of subsist- ence.
business at
at official
diem in
per diem
with per
together with
stations, together
official stations,
business
Vol.
38,
p.
680.
p.6o.
Vol.38,
of
the
ence,
when
allowed
pursuant
to
section
13
Sundry
Civil
pursuant
allowed
ence, when
Appropriation
approved August 1, 1914, and for such per diem
Appropriation Act approved
together with actual necessary traveling expenses
expenses of officers and
together
employees of
the Bureau
Bureau of
in Washington
Washington while
while
Naturalization in
of Naturalization
of the
employees
absent on
outside of
of the
the District
Columbia; telegrams,
of Columbia;
District of
duty outside
official duty
on official
absent
verifications of
of legal
legal papers,
service in offices outside of the
telephone service
papers, telephone
verifications
District of
$13,400 for rent of offices outside
exceed $13,400
not to exceed
Columbia; not
of Columbia;
District
of
the District
District of
Columbia where
where suitable quarterscannot
quarterscannot be obtained
of Columbia
of the
Assistance to clerks
to dler
ours
in public
buildi•; carrying
carrying into
into effect
effect section
section 13 of the Act of of
courts.
public buildings;
in
Vol. 34 p 60;
Vol.
l. 34, p. 600; Vol
by
June 29,
29, 1906
1906 (Thirty-fourth
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
amended
Statutes, page 600), as amended
June
36,PP. 76:5, 8:30.
the
Act approved
approved June
25, 1910
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
Statutes, page
765), 'Vol.
P.740, ,30.
page 765),
1910 (Thirty-sixth
June 25,
the Act
p. 171.
and in
in accordance
provisions of
Civil Act of Vo.40, p.71.
Sundry Civi
the Sundry
of the
the provisions
with the
accordance with
and
subpoenaed
June
12, 1917; and
for mileage and fees to witnesses subpoenaed
and for
June 12,
on
expenditures from this appropriaappropria- Proviso.
of the United States, the expenditures
behalf of
on behalf
to assistants to
Pay'to'assistants
tion
shall be
in the
and under
regulations as the Pay
such regulations
under such
manner and
the manner
made in
be made
tion shall
clerks of United States
Secretary
of Labor
may prescribe,
Provided, That
That no
no clerks
nte States
$525,000: Provided,
prescribe, 8525,000:
Labor may
Secretary of
courts, fforbidden.
compensation of
part
of this
this appropriation
shall be
be available
available for the compensation
appropriation shall
part of
assistants
of United
States courts.
United States
clerks of
to clerks
assistants to

Housing
UHOUSINGHousing
ration.
NITED STATES
STATES IOUSING CORPORATION.
CORPORATION.
UNITED

CorpoComo-

Salaries In District

Salaries: For
For officers,
officers, clerks,
for specispeci.
Columbia, for
District of Sgtll=blz
in the
the District
employees in
other employees
and other
clerks, and
Salaries:
of Columbia
and account
receipts from fled duties.'
account for the receipts
collect and
to collect
necessary to
Columbia necessary
of
fied ditties

the
of properties
of the
United States
States Housing Corporation, the
the .United
properties of
sale of
the sale
Bureau of
of Industrial
Industrial Housing
and Transportation,
Transportation, property
property comHousing and
Bureau
Labor
mandeered by
States through
through the Department of Labor,
United States
the United
by the
mandeered
and to
to transportation
facilities and
and
transportation facilities
advanced to
amounts advanced
the amounts
collect the
to collect
and
no person shall be employed hereothers, $50,000:
hereProvided, That no
$50,000: Provided,
others,
under at
at a
rate of
exceeding $5,000 per annum and
compensation exceeding
of compensation
a rate
under
only one
one person
employed at
at that
rate;
that rate;
be employed
may be
person may
only
Contingent
For contingent
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses: For
Contingent expenses:
of the
the offices
offices at
at Washington,
including purchase
Columbia, including
District of Columbia,
Washington, District
of
of blank
blank books, maps, stationery, file cases, towels, ice, brooms, soap,
freight and express
charges; telegraph
telephone service; printtelegraph and telephone
express charges;
freight
necessary
ing and binding;
miscellaneous items and necessary
and .all other miscellaneous
binding; and
ing
expenses not
included in
foregoing, and
necessary to collect loans
and necessary
in the foregoing,
not included
expenses
made to
to corporations
$20,000;
associations, $20,000;
and associations,
corporations and
made
Appraisal:
appraisal under contract
contract loans made to
Appraisal: For the cost of appraisal
expedite transportation
transportation facilities, $10,000;
expedite
44281°-21--61

proo.
Proviso.

Pay restriction.
Payretriction.

Contingentexpens
Contingent expenses,

expeMss.

Apprisa expenses.
Appraisal

938
938
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Collections
from
from
Collections: For the collection of money due from the sale of real
collections
1919,
Ante,
224.
provisions of the Act approved
the provisions
estate under
under the
approved July 19, 1919,
estate
Ade, p. 2.

sales.
sales.

$25,000;
$25,000;

Washington,
Columbia, Government
Government hotel for GovernGovernof Columbia,
District of
Washington, District
management of the
maintenance, operation, and management
ment workers:
ment
workers: For maintenance,
hotel
and restaurant
restaurant therein,
personal services
$960,000:
services,' $960,000:
including personal
therein, including
hotel and
Proviso.
Provided, That
no person
hereunder at aa rate of
person shall be employed hereunder
That no
Pay
restriction.
Provided,
Parestriction.
compensation exceeding
exceeding $5,000
person
$5,000 per annum, and only one person
compensation
may be employed
employed at that rate.
Direction of eendappropriations made herein under the title "United
The appropriations
The
"United States
Ditio of expenditures.
Housing Corporation"
Corporation" shall
available for expenditure
expenditure by the
shall be available
Housing
agency
jurisdiction of the
having jurisdiction
service having
of the
the public service
agencies of
or agencies
agency or
affairs
of
the
said
corporation.
of
the
said
corporation.
Proaffairs
Proviso.
appropriations
no part of the appropriations
In
all, $1,065,000:
$1,065,000: Provided,
That no
Provided, That
In all,
Use of former approUseofformerappropriations restricted.
heretofore made and available for expenditure
heretofore
expenditure by the United States
prationsrestrcted.
Corporation shall be expended for the purposes for which
Housing Corporation
appropriations
made herein.
appropriations are made
Hotel for GovernforkersD. C.
ment workers,
Maintenance.

D'C
mHtel
Maintenance.

Women in
industry.
in industry.
Women
Investigating
vestigatsng
penses.

ex-

Employment
Employment

serv-

ice.
ice.

ex-

WOMEN IN INDUSTRY.
INDUSTRY.
WOMEN

To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Labor to continue the investigations
touching
in industry,
industry, including
personal services in the Disincluding personal
women in
touching women
trict
$75,000.
Columbia and in the field, $75,000.
trict of Columbia
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE.
SERVICE.
EMPLOYMENT

To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Labor to
to foster,
foster, promote,
promote, to
to develop
develop
of Labor
To enable
the welfare
of the
wage earners
earners of
the United
United States,
States, to
their
improve their
to improve
of the
the wage
welfare of
opportunities for profitable
working
conditions, to advance
advance their opportunities
working conditions,
employment
maintaining a
anational
employment offices
offices
national system of employment
by maintaining
employment by
throughout the
and
coordinate the
employment offices throughout
the public employment
to coordinate
and to
opportunities
country by
furnishing and publishing information
information as to opportunities
by furnishing
country
for employment and by maintaining
maintaining a
a system for clearing labor between the
the .several
several States,
States, including
including personal
personal services in the District
District
tween
traveling
necessary traveling
of
elsewhere, and for their actual necessary
and elsewhere,
Columbia and
of Columbia
expenses while
absent from
from their
their official
station together
with their
their
together with
official station
while absent
istence. expenses
Per diem
subsistence.
diem subs
13
allowed pursuant to section
section 13
subsistence, when allowed
diem in lieu of subsistence,
Vol.
35, p.
per diem
Vol. 38,
p. 6,ae.
approved August 1, 1914, supAppropriation Act approve('
Civil Appropriation
Sundry Civil
the Sundry
of the
Proviso.
Proviso.
plies and equipment, telegraph and telephone service
service and
and printing
printing
Harvesting wheat
w heat plies and equipment, telegraph and telephone
and binding,
binding, $225,000:
$25,000, or so much
much
Provided,That the sum of $25,000,
$225,000: Provided,
crop.
and
crop.
thereof as may
expended to perfect
perfect an organizabe necessary,
necessary, shall be expended
may be
thereof
tion
can adequately mobilize and direct the workers required to
tion that can
harvest the wheat crop.

Maintenance of naMaintenance
tional
empl
tional employment

lo-ment

offices, etc.
etc.
sithe
Expenses desigg
nated.

Department of State.
War
Trade Board.
Board.
War Trade

Balance available.
available.
falance
A rie,
tete, p.
p.163.
A
163.

Legislative.
Legislative.
Statement of appropriations.
priations.
For second
session
second session
For
C onof Sixty-sixth ConKress.
z-ess.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

appropriabalance of the appropriaNot
exceeding $25,000
unexpended balance
of the
the unexpended
$25,000 of
Not exceeding
Board for the fiscal year 1920 is made availtion
War Trade Board
the War
for the
tion for
able for
for the
year 1921
for expenditure
expenditure under the direction of the
1921 for
fiscal year
the fiscal
able
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary
LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.
Statement
appropriations: For
For preparation,
preparation, under the direction
direction
of appropriations:
Statement of
House of
of
on Appropriations
of the
of
Senate and House
the Senate
Appropriations of
Committees on
the Committees
of the
Representatives,
for the
the second
session of the Sixtysecond session
statements for
of the
the statements
Representatives, of
offices created,
new offices
sixth
Congress, showing
showing appropriations
appropriations made,
made, new
created,
sixth Congress,
reduced,
offices
the salaries
of which
have been
been omitted,
omitted, increased,
increased, or
or reduced,
which have
salaries of
offices the
a
indefinite
appropriations, and
and contracts
contracts authorized,
together with a
authorized, together
indefinite appropriations,
chronological history
regular appropriation
appropriation bills, as required
required
of the
the regular
history of
chronological
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939

25, P.
p. 587
587.
by
paid to
to the
persons designated
designated by
the chairmen
by law,
law, $4,000, to
to be
be paid
the persons
by the
chairmen Vol.
Vol- 25,
of
committees to do the work.
of said
said committees
Capitol police.
Capitol Police: For purchasing
purchasing and supplying uniforms to Capitol Unlforice
Uniforms.
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Senate,
Police,
disbursed by the
Police, $4,000,
$4,000, one-half
one-half to
to be
be disbursed
one-half by the
and one-half
the Clerk of
of the House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
force for
For an additional
additional uniformed
Protection of the Capitol: For
Additional
uniformed police force
force protection
pAddtional
of forceifor
gtc.
r
for the
the protection
Building and Grounds, the Senate etc.
protection of the
the Capitol Building
for
and House
House Office
the Capitol
and
Office Buildings,
Buildings, and
and the
Capitol power
power plant,
plant, and
and for
for
emergencies,
emergencies, and
and each and every
every item incident thereto,
thereto, $20,000,
$20,000, oneonedisbursed by the Secretary
Senate and
by
half to be disbursed
Secretary of
of the
the Senate
and one-half
one-half by
iso.
the
of the
the House
House of
Provided, That
That the
ap- Prov
the Clerk of
of Representatives:
Representatives: Provided,
rpoio
the aps.
pointment
provided shall be made by the Serpointment to the positions herein provided
SerSuperintendent of the
geants at
at Arms
Arms of
of the
the two
two Houses
Houses and
and the
the Superintendent
made solely
on account
account
Capitol Building
Building and Grounds
Grounds, and
and shall
shall be made
solely on
of efficiency
qualifications.
and special
special qualifications.
of
efficiency and
t
anandd
reSeStetchens
u
sanus
repairs, improvements,
improvements, equip- restaurants.
Senate, contingent
contingent expenses:
expenses: For repairs,
ment, and supplies
supplies for Senate kitchens and
and restaurants,
restaurants, Capitol
Capitol
Building
and Senate
Senate Office
personal and
and other
other
Building and
Office Building,
Building, including
including personal
services,
be expended
expended from
from the
the contingent
contingent fund
fund of
of the
the Senate,
Senate,
services, to
to be
under the supervision
supervision of
Committee on
States
of the Committee
on Rules,
Rules, United States
under
Senate,
$41,000;
Senate, $41,000;
For
of inquiries
and investigatitins
ordered by
For expenses
expenses of
inquiries and
investigations ordered
by the
the Senate,
Senate, tIquilOe
anddin
inves.
tigiM uz
i
i
n
s
.
,
es
Sefate
.
veS.
including compensation
compensation to
to committees,
committees, at
rate
including
to stenographers
stenographers to
at such
such rate
as
may be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
Audit and
and Control
the ContinContinthe Committee
Committee to
to Audit
Control the
as may
gent Expenses
of the
Senate, but
not exceeding
printed
but not
exceeding $1.25
$1.25 per
per printed
gent
Expenses of
the Senate,
page, $100,000.
page,
$100,000.
or the
continuing the
For
the Capitol:
Capitol: For
For continuing
the work
work of
of restoring the
the decoradecora- orgie:rs"8en
storat
iS watte
aalwng
Wingcorridor&
first-floor corridors in the Senate wing of the corridos
tion on
on the
the walls
walls of the first-floor
tion
Capitol,
direction of
Capitol, to
to be
be expended
expended under the
the direction
of the
the Superintendent
Superintendent
of
the Capitol
Grounds '$5,000.
$5,000.
Bufding and
and Grounds,
of the
Capitol Building
Bn
BuildSenate Office
Building: For
miscellaneous items
Senat Office
e
items. ing.Senate
uildFor maintenance,
maintenance, miscellaneous
Office Building:
Senate
aintenanee.
and supplies,
supplies, and
and for
for all
all necessary
other services
aintenance.
and
necessary personal
personal and
and other
services for
for
the care and operation of the Senate Office Building, under the direction and
supervision of
of the
Senate Committee
tion
and supervision
the Senate
Committee on
on Rules,
Rules, $65,000;
$65,000;
Furniture, etc.
etc.
Office Building and for labor and ma- Furniture,
For
For furniture for the Senate Office
terial incident
repairs thereof,
awnings,
thereof, window
window shades,
shades, awnings,
terial
incident thereto
thereto and
and repairs
carpets,
windows and
bookcases, desk
desk lamps,
lamps, window
window ventiventiglass for
for windows
and bookcases,
carpets, glass
lators,
plates for
doors and
fans, and
tables, electric
electric fans,
and
for doors
and committee
committee tables,
lators, name
name plates
$7,500.
so forth, $7,500.
Office BuildHouse Office
Office Building:
including miscellaneous
miscellaneous House
Build
House Offce
For maintenance,
maintenance, including
Building: For
House
intaintenance.
items,
and
for
all
necessary
services,
$64,000.
intenance.
items, and for all necessary services, $64,000.
Capitol power plant.
Capitol power
Senate and
and House
powerp'a-t
House Capittol
lighting the
the Capitol,
Capitol, Senate
power plant:
plant: For
For lighting
Capitol
Maintenance.
Office
Buildings,
and
Congressional
Library
Building,
and
the
grounds
Office Buildings, and Congressional Library Building, and the grounds
about the
same Botanic
Garden, Senate
engine house,
and engine
house,
Senate stables
stables and
about
the same,
Botanic Garden,
House
and folding
and storage
of
rooms of
folding and
storage rooms
stables, Maltby
Maltby Building,
Building, and
House stables,
the Senate;
of meters,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $1,600
$1,600 per
per
meters, at
pay of
of superintendent
superintendent of
the
Senate; pay
annum,
who shall
shall inspect
electric meters
meters of the
Govern- •
the Governand electric
inspect all
all gas
gas and
annum, who
ment in
in the
Columbia without
without additional
compensationadditional compensation;
District of
of Columbia
ment
the District
for
necessary personal
other services;
materials and
for materials
and other
services; and for
for necessary
personal and
labor in
with the
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of the
the heating,
connection with
the maintenance
labor
in connection
lighting, and
power plant,
substations connected
therewith,
connected therewith,
plant, and
and substations
and power
lighting,
$111,000.
$111,000.
etc.
For repair
the boilers
and boiler
of the
the Capitol power Repairs,
Repairs,etc.
boilers and
boiler equipment
equipment of
For
repair of
of the
plant,
$25,000.
plant, $25,000.
oil, etc.
For fuel,
fuel, oil,
oil, and
and cotton
cotton waste, and
and advertising
advertising for
the power
etc.
plant Fuel,
Fuel, oil,
for the
power plant
For
which furnishes
heat and
and light
for the
the Capitol
congressional
Capitol and congressional
light for
which
furnishes heat
Purchases.
r
chases
three foregoing
buildings,
$198,000. This
foregoing appropriations
appropriations
This and
and the three
buildings, $198,000.
and
shall
be expended
by the
the Superintendent
Superintendent of the
Buildin.g and
the Capitol
Capitol Building
expended by
shall be
commission in
Grounds
the su
supervision
ervision and direction
direction of the commission
Grounds under
under the
Vol. 34, p. 1365.
control
the House
•lice Building,
Building, appointed
the Act
Act apap- VOl.
3, p. 136
under the
appointed under
House Office
control of
of the
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proved
March 4,
1907, and
and without
reference to section 44of the Act
without reference
4, 1907,
proved March
approved
for executive
departexecutive departpurchases for
concerning purchases
1910, concerning
17, 1910,
June 17,
approved June
ments.
Reimbursement
for
The
Department of the Interior and the Union Station group of
The Department
Reimbursement for
current supplied.
temporary
reimburse the
Capitol power plant for curthe Capitol
shall reimburse
housing shall
temporary housing
current supplied,
rent supplied
during the
1921, and
and the
the amounts so reimyear 1921,
fiscal year
the fiscal
supplied during
rent
bursed shall
shall be
be credited
appropriations for
the said plant and
for the
to the
the appropriations
credited to
bursed
be available
for the
therein.
named therein.
purposes named
the purposes
available for
be
Vol. 36,
36, p.
531.
p. 531.
vol.

Government Print-

Government
lug
alg Office.

GOVERNMENT PRINTING
OFFICE.
PRINTING OFFICE.
GOVERNMENT
PUBLIC
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING.
BINDING.
PUBLIC PRINTING

Office of Public Printer: Public Printer, $6,000; purchasing
purchasing agent,
$3,600;
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,750;
accountant, $2,500;
purchasing
assistant purchasing
$2,500; assistant
$2,750; accountant,
3,600; chief
agent, $2,500;
$2,500; cashier
clerk in
in charge
oi
charge of
$2,500; clerk
paymaster, $2,500;
and paymaster,
cashier and
agent,
Congressional
Record at
Capitol, $2,500;
$2,500; private
private secretary,
the Capitol,
at the
Congressional Record
$2,500;
accountant, $2,250;
$2,250; chief
$2,000; paytimekeeper, $2,000;
chief timekeeper,
assistant accountant,
$2,500; assistant
ing
teller, $2,000;
four,
class four,
of class
ten of
each, ten
$2,000 each,
at $2,000
clerks-four at
$2,000; clerk—four
ing teller,
thirteen of
class three,
three, twelve
of class
class two,
ten of
at
fifteen at
one, fifteen
class one,
of class
two, ten
twelve of
of class
thirteen
$1,000 each,
$900 each,
one $840;
$840; paymaster's guard, $1,000;
each, one
at $900
eleven at
each, eleven
$1,000
doorkeepers—chief
one $1,200,
five assistants
assistants at $1,000 each;
$1,200, five
$1,200, one
doorkeepers-chief $1,200,
two
messengers, at
at $840
$840 each;
men—chief $1,200,
at
$1,200, five at
delivery men-chief
each; delivery
two messengers,
$950
each; telephone
telephone switchboard
$720; three
assistant
three assistant
operator, $720;
switchboard operator,
$950 each;
telephone
operators, at
$600 each;
messenger
seven messenger
each; seven
at $600
switchboard operators,
telephone switchboard
boys,
at $420
each; in
in all,
all, $153,930.
$153,930.
$420 each;
boys, at
$4,500;
Deputy
Public
Office
Office of Deputy Public Printer: Deputy
Deputy Public Printer, $4,500;
Deputy Public
Printer, clerks, etc.
messenger; in
clerks—one
clerks-one of class three, one of class two, one $840; messenger;
Printer, clerks, etc.
all, $9,180.
Watch
force.
Captain,' $1,200; two lieutenants, at $900 each;
Watch force.
Watch force:
force: Captain
sixty-four
watchmen; in
$49,080.
all, $49,080.
in all,
sixty-four watchmen;
Holidays.
s: To enable the Public Printer to comply with the proHolidays:
Holidaolidays.
visions of
law granting holidays
Executive order granting
holidays and the Executive
of the
the law
visions
half holidays
with pay
pay to
to the
the employees
employees of
of the
Government Printing
the Government
holidays with
half
Office, $300,000.
$300,000.
Office,
Leaves of
of absence.
Leaves
absence: To enable the Public Printer to comply with
Leaves of absence:
absence.
Leaves
the provisions
law granting
thirty days'
days' annual leave to the
granting thirty
the law
of the
provisions of
the
employees of
Government Printing
Printing Office, $560,000.
$560,000.
the Government
of the
employees
Public printing
and
public
binding, and paper for public printing
printing, public binding,
public
For
printing and
Public
binding.
and
the cost
printing the
debates and proceedthe debates
of printing
cost of
including the
Aggregate amount.
amount.
binding, including
and binding,
Aggregate
ings of
Congressional Record,
Record, and for lithographing,
the Congressional
in the
of Congress
Congress in
ings
mapping, and
and engraving,
for both
Houses of
of Congress,
Congress, the Supreme
both Houses
engraving, for
mapping,
District of
Court of
of the
States, the
Court of
of the District
Supreme Court
the Supreme
United States,
the United
Court
Columbia, the
the Court
of Customs
Customs Appeals, the Court of Claims, the
Court of
Columbia,
Library of
of Congress,
Congress, the
the Smithsomnan
Smithsonian Institution, the Interstate
Library
Commerce Commission,
American Union, the Executive
Executive
Commission, the Pan American
Commerce
Office,
States Geographic
Geographic Board and the departments;
departments;
United States
the United
Office, the
for salaries,
salaries, compensation,
compensation, or
wages of
all necessary employees
employees addiof all
or wages
Office salaries
and for
salaries and
Office
impulses.
(including the
appropriated for (including
specifically appropriated
herein specifically
tional to those herein
tpcnes.
compensation of
of the
foreman of binding,
foreman of printing,
binding, the foreman
the foreman
compensation
and the
the foreman
of press
press work,
work, at
$3,000 each);
each) ;rents,
rents, fuel,
fuel, gas,
gas, electric
electric
at $3,000
foreman of
and
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
electrical vehicles for the
current, gas
electric fixtures;
bicycles, electrical
fixtures; bicycles,
and electric
gas and
current,
carriage
printing and
and printing
printing supplies,
supplies, and the maintenance,
maintenance,
of printing
carriage -of
repair, and
used only for official
to be used
same, to
the same,
of the
operation of
and operation
repair,
purposes,
including the
operation of
maintenance, repair, and operation
the maintenance,
purposes, including
the
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for official use of the
motor-propelled
officers
of the
Government Printing
Office when in writing
writin g ordered
ordered
Printing Office
the Government
officers of
expressage,
$1,500); freight, expressage,
exceeding $1,500);
by
Public Printer
Printer (not exceeding
the Public
by the
typewriters, and carpets;
telegraph and
service; furniture, typewriters,
and telephone
telephone service;
telegraph
traveli
stationery, postage,
advertising; directories,
postage, and advertising;
expenses, stationery,
travelingg expenses,

Public
Printer, purpurPublic Printer,
chasing agent, clerks,
etc.
clers,
ge

etc.
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technical
reference, not
exceeding $500; adding
adding
not exceeding
of reference,
books, and books of
technical books
and
machines, time
machines of simiother machines
stamps, and
and other
time stamps,
and numbering
numbering machines,
1
Machinery,
equip.
equip
hbiery,
m
lar
machinery (not exceeding
exceeding $100,000);
$100,000); equipment, and ment,
character; machinery
lar character;
etc.
for
repairs
to
machinery,
implements,
and
buildings
and
minor
etc
for
for repairs to machinery, implements, and buildings,
alterations
maintenance,; and
to buildings; necessary equipment, nuantenance
alterations to
supplies for
for the
emergency room
room for
for the use of all employees
employees
.
in
m the
the emergency
supplies
Government Printing
Office who may be taken suddenly ill or receive
Printing Office
Government
Miscelaneous.
miscellaneous Miscellaneous.
injury while
while on
necessary contingent and miscellaneous
duty; other necessary
on duty;
injury
items authorized
authorized by the Public Printer; and for all the necessary
necessary maitems
terials
equipment needed
needed in
in the
the prosecution
delivery and
prosecution and delivery
and equipment
terials and
mailing
work, $5,783,710.
mailing of
of the
the work,
$5,783,710.
Departments, etc.
etc.
Departments,
advance
per
per
o
adanco
d ee90atoort:
During the
the fiscal
year 1921,
1921, any
department or independent
independent estab- c,ieeTo
any department
fiscal year
During
n
rLof ocatrfcr awnor
lishment
ordering printing and binding from the derd, other'thanallotGovernment ordering
of the
the Government
lishment of
ment4.
Government
Printing Office
Office (other
than that
that specifically
specifically provided ments.
(other than
Government Printing
by allotment) shall advance to the Public Printer upon written
for by
request 90
per centuin
estimated cost of the work at the time
of the estimated
centum of
90 per
request
and upon completion of such work shall pay to the
is placed
placed and
the order is
Public Printer
sufficient to
to complete payment of the actual Credit, etc.
a sum
sum sufficient
Printer a
Public
cost
Public Printer shall be Creditetcto the Public
advanced to
so advanced
sums so
The sums
thereof. The
cost thereof.
placed
the credit
credit of
"public printing and bindappropriation "public
of the
the appropriation
to the
placed to
ing,"
Treasury Department
Department and be subject to
of the
the Treasury
on the books of
mg," on
requisition
requisition by the Public Printer.
Total.
In
public printing
printing and
and binding,
including salaries of office Total
binding, including
for public
all, for
In all,
force,
the lastand the
of absence, and
and leaves
leaves of
holidays and
for holidays
payments for
force, payments
named
sum, $6,855,900;
the said
said sum
printing and
and binding
sum printing
from the
and from
$6,855,900; and
named sum,
shall
the Public
Public Printer
Alo
following, re- Allotments.
to the amounts following,
Printer to
by the
done by
be done
shall be
spectively, namely:
namely:
one
Congress.
For printing
printing and
binding for
Congress, including
proceedings Congr,.
including the proceedings
for Congress,
and binding
For
and
$2,000,000. Printing and binding for Congress chargedebates, $2,000,000.
and debates,
able
to this
this appropriation,
the
be done by the
recommended to be
when recommended
appropriation, when
able to
Committee
on Printing
Printing of
of either
either House, shall be so recommended
recommended in a
a
Committee on
report containing
containing an
approximate estimate
thereof, tocost thereof,
estimate of the cost
an approximate
report
gether
statement from
from the
Printer of
estimated approxof estimated
the Public
Public Printer
with aastatement
gether with
imate
cost of
of work
work previously
ordered by Congress
Congress within the fiscal
previously ordered
imate cost
year for
which this
this appropriation
appropriation is
is made.
made.
for which
year
Departments, etc.
For
State Department,
Departments,etc.
Department, $45,000.
the State
For the
For
the
Treasury
Department,
including
printing
required
by
the
For the Treasury Department, including printing required by the
Federal
Federal farm loan Act, $600,000.
War Department.
For the
War Department,
offices, $450,000:
$450,000: Proar epartment.
Pro- Prot:int.
and offices,
bureaus and
its bureaus
Department, its
the War
For
Army medcal
medical Wilevided,
or so
so much
neces- Army
brile
be necesmay be
as may
thereof as
much thereof
$3,000, or
of $3,000,
sum of
the sum
That the
vided, That
tins.
sary, may
may be
be used
time to time, of bulletins tins.
from time
the publication, from
for the
used for
sary,
prepared
direction of the
General of the Army,
the Surgeon General
the direction
under the
prepared under
for
instruction of
of medical
officers, when
when approved
the Secretary
Secretary
by the
approved by
medical officers,
the instruction
for the
For Chief of Engiof War
and not
not exceeding
exceeding $50,000 shall be
available for printing neers.
Ch of E7gr
be available
War,, and
of
and binding
binding under
under the
the direction
Engineers.
of Engineers.
Chief of
of the
the Chief
direction of
and
For the
Department, $250,000,
not exceeding
including not
$250,000, including
Navy Department,
the Navy
For
$50,000 for the Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office.
For the
the Interior
Interior Department,
exceeding $25,000 for
not exceeding
including not
Department, including
For
the
the Commissioner
of EducaEducaCommissioner of
of the
Report of
the Annual
Annual Report
of the
publication of
the publication
tion
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 for
$285,000.
bulletins, $285,000.
miners' bulletins,
printing miners'
for printing
not exceeding
and not
tion and
For the
Civil Service
Service Commission,
Commission, $75,000.
$75,000.
the Civil
For
For the
the Patent
Office: For
the weekly
patents,
weekly issue of patents,
printing the
For printing
Patent Office:
For
designs,
and labels, exclusive of illustrations; and for
designs, trade-marks, and
printing,
prininng, engraving illustrations, and binding the Official Gazette,
including
weekly, monthly,
$575,000.
monthly, bimonthly, and annual indices, $575,000.
icluding weekly,
For
the United
United States
engraving the illusFor engraving
Survey: For
Geological Survey:
States Geological
For the
trations
necessary for
the annual
director, and for the
the director,
report of the
annual report
for the
trations necessary
monographs,
professional papers,
papers, bulletins,
water-supply papers,
papers, and
bulletins, water-supply
monographs, professional
the
on mineral
resources, and
and for printing
printi g and
indi g the
and binding
mineral resources,
report on
the report
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same
publications, of
of which
which sum
sum not
not more
more than
used
be used
may be
$45,000 may
than $45,000
same publications,
for
$150,000.
for engravin,
engraving, $150,000.
smiths°nian
For
smithsonian Institution:
Institution: For printing and binding the
the Smithsonian
IstiFor the
mithsonian Ins'
tution.
Annual
of the
Board of
of Regents,
Regents, with
general appendixes,
appendixes,
with general
the Board
Reports of
Annual Reports
the editions
editions of
shall not
not exceed
ten thousand
$10,000:
copies, $10,000:
thousand copies,
exceed ten
which shall
of which
the
appropriation of
Proviso.
Provided,
That
the
unexpended
balance
balance of the appropriation
unexpended
the
That
Provided,
Proviso.
Reappropriation.
Vol.
40, p.
p. 70.
700.
$10,000
made for
for this
this purpose
purpose in
in the
the sundry
approved July
civil Act approved
sundry civil
$10,000 made
vol.ri40
1,
and made
made available
available during
fiscal
the fiscal
during the
reappropriated and
is hereby
hereby reappropriated
1, 1918,
1918, is
year
For the
the Annual ReInstitution: For
Snmthsonian Institution:
the Smithsonian
under the
1921; under
year 1921;
ports of
with general
general appendixes,
appendixes, and for
Museum, with
National Museum,
the National
of the
ports
printing labels
labels and
and blanks,
and Proceedings
Proceedings of
Bulletins and
the Bulletins
for the
and for
blanks, and
printing
the
National
Museum,
the
editions
of
which
shall
not
exceed
exceed four
not
shall
of
which
editions
the
Museum,
National
the
thousand
copies, and
material not
more
not more
or material
morocco or
half morocco
in half
binding, in
and binding,
thousand copies,
expensive,
scientific
books
and
pamphlets
presented
to
or
acquired
or
to
presented
pamphlets
and
books
expensive, scientific
by the
the National
National Museum
Museum Library,
Reports
Annual Reports
the Annual
for the
$37,500; for
Library, $37,500;
by
and
Bulletins
of
the
Bureau
of
American
Ethnology,
miscelfor
and
Ethnology,
American
of
Bureau
the
of
and Bulletins
laneous printing
printing and
binding for
for the
$21,000; for
miscellafor miscellabureau, $21,000;
the bureau,
and binding
laneous
neous
for .the International
International Exchanges,
$200;
Exchanges, $200;
binding for.the
and binding
printing and
neous printing
the International
International Catalogue
Catalogue of
Scientific Literature,
Literature, $100;
the
$100; the
of Scientific
the
National
Zoological
Park,
$200;
the
Astrophysical
Observatory,
Observatory,
Astrophysical
the
$200;
Park,
National Zoological
$200; and
for the
Annual Report
the American
AssoHistorical AssoAmerican Historical
of the
Report of
the Annual
and for
$200;
ciation, $7,000;
$76,200.
all, $76,200.
in all,
$7,000; in
ciation,
For
Department of
of Justice,
$40,000.
Justice, $40,000.
the Department
For the
For the
Umted States
States Court
Court of
Customs Appeals,
$1,200.
Appeals, $1,200.
of Customs
the United
For
For
the Post
exclusive of
of the
the money-order
money-order
Department, exclusive
Office Department,
Post Office
For the
office, $600,000.
$600,000.
office,
Department
For the Department
Department of Agriculture, including not to exceed $47,000
For
of AgriAgriDepartment of
culture.
Vol.
for the
the Weather
Weather Bureau, and including the Annual Report of the Secfor
616.
p 61&
Vcuov228, p.
retary of
as required
the Act
12,
January 12,
approved January
Act approved
by the
required by
Agriculture, as
of Agriculture,
retary
Vol.
P. s2.5.
1895, and
in pursuance
pursuance of
joint resolution numbered
approved
numbered 13, approved
of the
the joint
and in
1895,
25.
34, p.
Vol. 34,
Farmers'
bulletins.
March
30, 1906,
1906, and
$250,000 for farmexceed $250,000
and also including not to exceed
March 30,
Farmers'bulletins.
ers'
which shall
interests of the people
the interests
to the
adapted to
be adapted
shall be
bulletins, which
ers' bulletins,
of
the different
sections of
of the
the country,
equal proportion
of fourfourproportion of
an equal
country, an
different sections
of the
fifths
of which
be delivered
delivered to
sent out
under the addressed
out under
or sent
to or
shall be
which shall
fifths of
franks
furnished by
by Senators,
Senators, Representatives,
and Delegates in
Representatives, and
franks furnished
Congress, as
as they
they shall
$725,000.
direct, $725,000.
shall direct,
Congress,
For the
Department of
of Commerce,
including the Coast and GeoCommerce, including
the Department
For
the Census, $325,000.
detic
Bureau of
of the
the Bureau
of the
exclusive of
and exclusive
Survey and
detic Survei
For
the Department
Department of
Labor, $200,000.
$200,000.
of Labor,
For the
For the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
of the
the United
$15,000; and the
States, $15,000;
United States,
Court of
For
printing
for
the
Supreme
Court
shall
be
done
by
the
printer
it may
printer it
the
by
done
be
shall
Court
Supreme
the
for
printing
employ, unless
otherwise order.
order.
shall otherwise
it shall
unless it
employ,
For the
the Supreme
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, $1,500.
$1,500.
of Columbia,
Court of
Supreme Court
For
For the
Claims, $30,000.
$30,000.
of Claims,
Court of
the Court
For
For the
the Library
of Congress,
the Copyright
the
Office and the
Copyright Office
including the
Congress, including
Library of
For
publication of
of the
the Catalogue
Catalogue of
of Title
Entries of the Copyright Office,
Title Entries
publication
and
rebinding, and
repairing of
of library
books, and
for
and for
library books,
and repairing
binding, rebinding,
and binding,
building
and grounds
$232,000.
grounds,'$232,000.
building and
For
$3,000.
Office, $3,000.
Executive Office,
the Executive
For the
For
the Interstate
Commission, $150,000,
of which
sum
which sum
$150,000, of
Commerce Commission,
Interstate Commerce
For the
not exceeding
$10,000 shall
to print
print and
furnish to
to the
the
and furnish
available to
be available
shall be
exceeding $10,000
not
States at
report-form blanks.
blanks.
cost report-form
at cost
States
For the
the Pan
Pan American
American Union,
$25,000.
Union, $25,000.
For
For the
Board, $2,000.
$2,000.
Geographic Board,
States Geographic
United States
the United
For
Quarterly
allotNot more
than an
one-half of
of the
the sum
hereby approapprosum hereby
of one-half
allotment of
an allotment
more than
allot- Not
Quarterly
ments.
priated for
for the
public printing and for the public binding shall be
the public
priated
ments.
Restrictions.
expended
in the
first two
the fiscal year, and no more
of the
quarters of
two quarters
the first
expended in
Restrictions.
the last two
than one-fourth
thereof may
may be
be expended
either of the
in either
expended in
one-fourth thereof
than
quarters of
fiscal year,
year, except
except that,
in addition
addition thereto,
thereto, in either
either
that, in
the fiscal
of the
quarters
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of said
said last
quarters the unexpended balances
balances of allotments
allotments for preof
last quarters
ceding quarters
quarters may be expended; and no department
department or Governceding
ment establishment
establishment shall consume
consume in any such period a
a greater percentage of its
expended during the
centage
its allotment than can be lawfully expended
same period
period of the whole appropriation.
appropriation.
same

Certificate of necesMoney
appropriated under
under the
foregoing allotments
Certficate
be sity
shall not
not be
allotments shall
the foregoing
Money appropriated
required. of nees
expended
for
printing
or
binding
for
any
of
the
executive
departdepart-ty
of
the
executive
expended for printing or binding for any
ments or other Government
Government establishments, except such as shall be
certified in writing to
respective heads or
or
Public Printer by the respective
to the Public
certified
chiefs
chiefs thereof to be necessary to conduct the ordinary and routine
business required
executive departments
Governdepartments or Governof such executive
required by law of
business
ment
except such reports, monographs, bulletins,
establishments, and except
ment establishments,
or other publications
publications
.
specifically proas are authorized
authorized by law or specifically
vided
appropriations herein; all other printing required or
vided for in appropriations
necessary or
desirable by heads of executive
executive departments
departments or
or desirable
deemed necessary
other
Government establishments
bureaus thereof
thereof shall
or bureaus
establishments or offices or
other Government
be done
done only
Congress shall
shall from
time to
ton on paybe
only as
as Congress
from time
to time
time authorize.
authorize.
Restriction
ing detailed
detailed employemployNo
any money
money appropriated
in this
Act shall
paid to
any ing
shall be
be paid
to any
appropriated in
this Act
part of
of any
No part
ees.
person
Office while detailed eesthe Government
Government Printing Office
person employed
employed in the
for or
performing service
branch of the public
service in any other executive branch
or performing
service of the United States unless such detail be authorized by law.
Apportionment
of
Apportinment
of
expenditures from appropriations
All expenditures
appropriations made herein
herein under Govern- expenditures
expenditures to work
executed.
ment Printing
Printing Office,
for salaries
salaries and
for stores
stores executed.
and for
except appropriations
appropriations for
Office, except
ment
and
expenses in
in and
and for
for the
the office
of superintendent
superintendent of docuoffice of
general expenses
and general
ments, shall
shall be
and charged
charged by the Public
apportioned and
be equitably apportioned
ments,
Printer
to each
each publication
publication or work executed
executed under any of the forePrinter to
going
that the total charges for work done from the
going allotments, so that
appropriations aforesaid
shall not
not be less than the total amount
aforesaid shall
appropriations
actually-expended
of said
said appropriations.
appropriations.
from all
all of
actually
expended from
Illustrations for
The
fo
ulortios
addresses eulogies.
memorial addresses
to accompany bound copies of memorial
illustrations to
The illustrations
delivered
Congress shall
shall be
be made
of Engraving
Engraving and
for.
Payment for.
and Payment
Bureau of
at the
the Bureau
made at
in Congress
delivered in
Printing
appropriation for
or, in
in
for that Bureau, or,
of the appropriation
and paid
paid for out of
Printing and
the
discretion of
hereafter be
Committee on Printing, shall hereafter
of the Joint Committee
the discretion
obtained
elsewhere by
charged to the allotPrinter and charged
by the Public Printer
obtained elsewhere
ment for printing and binding for Congress.

OFFICE
OF DOCUMENTS.
DOCUMENTS.
OFFICE OF
OF SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT OF
Superintendent,
$3,500; assistant
superintendent, $2,500;
clerks—
$2,500; clerksassistant superintendent,
Superintendent, $3,500;
two
class four,
four, three
of class
class
of class
five of class two, eight of
class three,
three, five
three of
of class
two of
one,
at $900
each, twenty-four
twenty-four at
$840 each;
each;
at $840
$900 each,
ten at
each, ten
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
eleven at
one, eleven
cataloguers—one
$1,800, two
$1,200
at $1,500
$1,500 each, four at $1,200
two at
in charge
charge $1,800,
cataloguers-one in
each,
eight at
each, four
four at
$900 each;
cashier,
each; cashier,
at $900
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
one $1,100,
$1,100, eight
each, one
$1,600;
$1,600; assistant foreman, $1,200;
foreman, $1,600;
$1,600; librarian, $1,500; foreman,
labor necessary
distribution of
of Government
Government publications,
making distribution
in making
necessary in
labor
$116,033.20;
all, $215,393.20.
$215,393.20.
$116,033.20; in
in all,
For
furniture and
and fixtures,
fixtures, typewriters,
typewriters, carpets,
carpets, labor-sa
malabor-saving maFor furniture
chines
machines,
and numbering machines,
adding and
stamps, adding
and accessories,
accessories, time stamps,
chines and
awnings, curtains,
reference, directories,
directories, books,
miscellaneous
books, miscellaneous
books of reference,
curtains, books
awnings,
office and desk
car
twine, glue, envelopes, postage, car
paper; twine,
desk supplies; paper;
office
fares,
towels, disinfectants,
disinfectants, and ice;
drayage, express,
freight,
express, freight,
ice; drayage,
soap, towels,
fares, soap,
repairs to building, elevators,
telephone and telegraph service; repairs
elevators, and
machinery;
preserving sanitary condition
condition of building, light, heat,
machinery; preserving
stationery and office printing, including blanks, price
and power; stationery
lists,
catalogues and indexes, not
$39,000; for catalogues
and bibliographies,
bibliographies, $39,000;
lists, and
exceeding $16,000;
remainders, and for supplying
binding reserve
reserve remainders,
exceeding
$16,000; for binding
books to
depository libraries,
libraries, $80,000; equipment,
equipment, material, and supto depository
books
distribution of public documents, $30,000; in all, $165,000.
$165,000.
plies for distribution

Office of SuperinOffice
tendent oDocumets.
of Documents.
Salaries.

alaie

Contingent expenses.
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THE PANAMA CANAL.
CANAL.

For every
expenditure requisite for and incident to the maintenance
maintenance
every expenditure
and
operation, sanitation,
sanitation, and
government of
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal
and civil government
and operation,
and
Canal Zone,
Zone, including
including the following: Compensation
Compensation of all officials
and Canal
and
$1,000 additional- compensation
compensation to the
employees, including $1,000
and employees,
Auditor for
the War
extra services in auditing
auditing acWar Department for extra
for the
Auditor
counts for
domestic newspapers and
foreign and domestic
Canal; foreign
Panama Canal;
the Panama
for the
counts
periodicals;
exceeding $500, textbooks
textbooks and books of
not exceeding
books not
law books
periodicals; law
reference;
report;
binding, including printing of annual report;
printing and binding,
reference; printing
purchase or
rent
and personal
services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; purchase
personal services
rent and
exchange
purchase or
exchange of typewriting, adding, and other machines; purchase
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
motor-propelled and
of motor-propelled
operation of
exchange,
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
claims
Claims for damages,
damages, horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles; claims for damages to vesyesetc.
etc.
sels passing through the locks of the Panama Canal, as authorized by
the Panama
Panama Canal
Act; claims for losses of or damages to property
Canal Act;
the
claims for
operations; cla'
arising from the conduct of authorized business operations;
damages to
to property
maintenance and operation,
from the maintenance
arising from
property arising
damages
acquisition
sanitation, and civil government
government of the Panama
Panama Canal; acquisition
Panama Canal
authorized in the Panama
under water, as authorized
and land
land under
of land and
37, p..
Act; expenses
Vol. 37,
p. .5633.
expenses incurred
incurred in assembling,
assembling, assorting, storing, repairing,
Meable
materials,
et:.
and
selling
material,
machinery,
and equipment
equipment heretofore
hereor hereheretofore or
and
machinery,
material,
iceablemalteftsnsetr and selling
after
purchased or acq_uired
construction of the Panama Canal
acquired for the construction
after purchased
which are
are unserviceable
unserviceable or
reimbursed from
needed, to be reimbursed
no longer
longer needed,
or no
which
the
incident to conducting
conducting hearings
expenses incident
sales; expenses
proceeds of such sales;
the proceeds
and
examining estimates
appropriations on the Isthmus; expenses
estimates for appropriations
and examining
incident to
emergency arising
because of calamity
calamity by flood, fire,
arising because
to any
any,emergency
incident
pestilence,
character not foreseen
foreseen or otherwise provided
provided for
pestilence, or like character
subsistence when prescribed
herein; per diem allowance
Perdiemsubsisence.
Per
diemsubsistence. Eerein;
allowance in lieu of subsistence
prescribed by
Yoi.
as, P. 6,41.
ol.38,p.6
the
Governor of
of the
Panama Canal,
field work
work
the Governor
the Panama
Canal, to
to persons
persons engaged
engaged in field
or traveling
traveling on official business, pursuant to section 13 of the Sundry
1, 1914; and for such other
Appropriation Act approved August 1,
Civil Appropriation
expenses not
Panama
Governor of the Panama
States as the Governor
the United States
not in
in the
expenses
maintenance and
necessary best to promote the maintenance
Canal may deem necessary
operation, sanitation,
Canal, all
government of the Panama Canal,
civil government
sanitation, and civil
operation,
to
expended under the direction of the Governor of the Panama
to be expended
accounted for as follows:
Canal and accounted
of the Panama Canal, salary
and operation
operation of
Maintenance
and
For
salary of the
For maintenance
maintenance and
Maintenance
operation.
enaor.
governor, $10,000;
purchase, inspection,
inspection, delivery,
delivery, handling, and stor$10,000; purchase,
governor,
ovaetotr.
departments
ig
Purchases, etc.
mg of material,
material, supplies,
supplies, and equipment
equipment for issue to all departments
of
the Panama
branches of the
Railroad, other branches
the Panama
Panama Railroad,
Canal, the
Panama Canal,
of the
United States
for authorized
authorized sales,
sales, payment
payment in
and for
Government, and
States Government,
United
Payment
cre
Payment to alien lump sums of not exceeding
exceeding the amounts authorized
authorized by the injury
ol. 34,
compensation Act approved.
September 7, 1916,
1916, to alien cripples who
approved September
compensation
3, p. 742.
742 .
c'ol.
are
reason of injuries susPanama Canal by reason
the Panama
now aa.charge upon the
are now
tained
in the
the construction
construction of the Panama Canal,
employed in
while employed
tained while
arising from the conduct
Additional from re- $7,531,851,
together with all
conduct of
all moneys
moneys arising
$7,531,851, together
Alditional
business operations
operations authorized
authorized by the Panama Canal Act;
ceipts.
Sanitation, etc.
Sanitation,
For sanitation,
sanitation, quarantine, hospitals, and medical aid and support
of the
the insane
and of
of lepers,
support of
persons
of indigent persons
aid and support
and aid
lepers, and
insane and
of
legally within the Canal Zone, including
including expenses of their deportalegally
tion
compensation to
practicable, and including additional compensation
when practicable,
tion when
any
of the
United States
Health Service
Service detailed with
States Public Health
the United
officer of
any officer
the
Panama Canal as
$850,000;
quarantine officer, $850,000;
as chief quarantine
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal and Canal Zone, salaries
For civil
civil government
government of the Panama
civil go0vernnt
government
For
expenses.
of
attorney $5,000, marshal
marshal $5,000,
$5,000,
district attorney
district judge
judge $7,500, district
of district
expens.
and
gratuities and
and necessary
clothing for indigent
discharged
indigent discharged
necessary clothing
for gratuities
and for
prisoners, $900,000;
$900,000;
prisoners,
In all, $9,281,851.
$9,281,851, to
available until expended.
expended.
to be
be available
In
expenses
All e
x penses.
Objects specified.
Oects

Disposal

of

uoserv-
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Number of
Except
emergency, or
Except in
in cases of
of emergency,
or conditions
conditions arising subsequent
of employsubsequent Number
employt
eesnstelimitedd to
to estisubmitting the annual
unforeseen at the time of submitting
to and unforeseen,
annual estimates
estimates to mates.
E
xceptions.
Exceptions.
Congress,
Congress, and except
except for those employed in connection
connection with the Construction
employees.
necessary plo3-ees.
construction of permanent
permanent quarters, offices, and other necessary
buildings,
yards, docks,
docks, wharves,
warebuildings, dry docks,
docks, repair
repair shops, yards,
wharves, warehouses, storehouses,
storehouses, and other necessary
necessary facilities and appurtenances
appurtenances
for the purpose
purpose of
providing coal and other
other materials,
labor, repairs,
repairs,
of providing
materials, labor,
an
Permanent
organizir
ent orgaorganization ization.
permanent operating
and supplies,
supplies, and except for the permanent
operating organization
under which
the compensation
compensation of the various positions is limited zat
under
which the
Vol. 37 p.
p. 01.l.
by section
section 4
of the
the Panama
Canal Act, there
employed Vol.37
be employed
there shall
shall not be
by
4 of
Panama Canal
at
fiscal year
year 1921
under any
of the
the foregoing
foregoing
at any
any time during the
the fiscal
1921 under
any of
appropriations
Canal, any greater
greater number
number of persons
appropriations for
for the
the Panama
Panama Canal,
than
specified in
notes submitted,
connecthan are specified
in the
the notes
submitted, respectively,
respectively, in
in connection
estimates for
appropriations in the
tion with the estimates
for each of said
said appropriations
the annual
any such strVifeed.
stnirte of
of "
payY re
Book of Estimates
Estimates for said year,
year, nor shall there be paid to any
reperson during
that fiscal
fiscal year
greater rate
of compensation
person
during that
year any
any greater
rate of
compensation
than
occupying the
or
than was authorized
authorized to be paid to
to persons
persons occupying
the same or
Report of emergency
like
positions on
July 1
1919; and
employments made
made or
or comemergency
com- cRportf
like positions
on July
1, 1919;
and all
all employments
cases.
pensation
because of
of emergencies
emergencies or
conditions so
so arising
arising
or conditions
pensation increased
increased because
shall
set forth,
forth, with
with the
therefor, by
by the
the
shall be
be specifically
specifically set
the reasons
reasons therefor,
governor in
his report
report for the
Moneys
m degthe fiscal
fiscal year 1921.
1921.
governor
in his
Moneys
from
designated sources
sources to
to be
be
appropriated, for the noted
In addition
foregoing sums there is appropriated,
In
addition to
to the foregoing
fiscal year
year 1921
1921 for
and reinvestment
reinvestment under
several apopriations.a
fiscal
for expenditures
expenditures and
under the
the several
cr1
io
ons.original
a
3
1
3oViatt
heads of
appropriation aforesaid
being covered
covered into
into the
the
without being
heads
of appropriation
aforesaid without
Treasury of
Panama
the Panama
the United
United States, all moneys
moneys received
received by the
Treasury
of the
services rendered
supplies furnished
furnished to
and supplies
to
Canal from
from services
rendered or
or materias
materials and
the
Company, the Canal Zone
States, the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
the United
United States,
government,
their employees,
or to
to the
the Panama
Panama
or to
to their
employees, respectively,
respectively, or
government, or
Government, from hotel
Government,
hotel and hospital
hospital supplies and
and services;
services; from
from
rentals,
and like
like service;
service; from
from labor,
labor, materials, and
and
rentals, wharfage,
wharfage, and
supplies
and other
other services
furnished to
vessels other
than those
those
supplies and
services furnished
to vessels
other than
passing
and to
to others
others unable
to obtain
the same
same
passing through
through the
the canal,
canal, and
unable to
obtain the
elsewhere;
from the
sale of
scrap and
manuthe sale
of scrap
and other
other by-products
by-products of
of manuelsewhere; from
facturing
shop operations;
operations; from
from the
sale of
unservthe sale
of obsolete
obsolete and
and unservfacturing and
and shop
iceable
and equipment
or acquired
acquired for
for
supplies, and
equipment purchased
purchased or
iceable materials,
materials, supplies,
the operation,
sanitation, and
and government
government
the
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, protection,
protection, sanitation,
Net profits covered
of
the canal
canal and
and Canal
net profits
accruing from
such Into
of the
Canal Zone;
Zone; and
and any
any net
profits accruing
from such
intotbrPTeiury.e
the Treasury.
business to
be covered
covered into
into the
the
to the
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal shall
shall annually
annually be
business
Treasury of
States.
Treasury
of the
the United
United States.
Operating
aterOperating
wateretc., for
for ranPanIn addition
for the
the operation,
works, etc.
maintenance, works,
appropriated for
operation, maintenance,
In
addition there
there is
is appropriated
ama and Colon.
and
water works,
works, sewers,
and pavements
pavements in
the cities
cities aa and Colon.
in the
sewers, and
of water
and extension
extension of
of Panama
Panama and
and Colon,
fiscal year
1g21, the
the necessary
necessary
year 1921,
of
Colon, dining
during the
the fiscal
portions of
of such
such sums
as shall
water rentals
as water
rentals or
or directly
directly
sums as
shall be
be paid
paid as
portions
by the
Government of
Panama for
expenses.
for such
such expenses.
of Panama
by
the Government
Sums for salaries to
to
beSinfumsalaries
SEC. 2.
salaries of be
appropriated by this Act for salaries
2. That all sums appropriated
SEC.
in full.
officers and
of the
Government shall
shall be
be in
in full
full for
for such
such
employees of
the Government
officers
and employees
or parts of
of laws
laws to the
the
laws or
salaries for the fiscal
fiscal year 1921, and all laws
extent they
they are
with the
of this
this Act
are repealed.
Act are
repealed.
provisions of
conflict with
the provisions
are in
in conflict
extent
Government owned
owned
SEC. 3.
hereafter it
each buildings.
Goverment
of the head
head of
of each
it shall
shall be the duty of
3. That
That hereafter
SEC.
D. C.
department and
establishment of
of the
the Government
Government to
department
and independent
independent establishment
to bAddisonDa
Additional iformainformation of, to be submitted
submit to
to Congress
Congress annually
the Book
Book of
Estimates, a
submit
annually in
in the
of Estimates,
a statement
statement annually
tionof. tobesubmitted
to Congress.
giving for
each of
the Government-owned
buildings in
in the District
Government-owned buildings
for each
of the
giving
of
under their respective jurisdiction
jurisdiction the following inforColumbia under
of Columbia
mation
fiscal year:
valuation of
The location
location and valuation
mation for
for the
the preceding
preceding fiscal
year: The
each
the purpose
or purposes
for which
which used,
used, and
and the
the cost
cost
each building,
building, the
purpose or
purposes for
of care,
maintenance, upkeep,
operation thereof
square
thereof per
per square
of
care, maintenance,
upkeep, and
and operation
foot
floor space.
space.
foot of
of floor
Continuance
Continuance of pubdepartby deparlications. by
magazine, periodical,
4. Any journal, magazine,
SEC. 4.
periodical, or similar
similar publication lications,
SEC.
etc.,
until June
. ments, etc.,
t
which is
now being
or establishment
1921..
which
is now
being issued
issued by
by aadepartment
department or
establishment of
of the
the 30,
30e,2e
n
Government may,
may, in
the discretion
discretion of
the head
be continued,
continued,
thereof, be
in the
of the
head thereof,
Government
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appropriations or other Governwithin the limitation of available appropriations
Discontinuance
Discontinuance within
Governthereafter unless spehave been
cifically authorized.
ment
funds, until
if it
it shall
shall not have
when, if
30, 1921,
1921, when,
June 30,
until June
ment funds,
cificallyauthorized.
specifically authorized
by Congress
Congress before
before that
that date, such journal,
journal,
authorized by
specifically
magazine, _periodical,
discontinued.
be discontinued.
shall be
or similar
similar publication shall
periodical, or
magazine,

TransporSEC .5.
5. Paragraphs
of the
the Transpor210 of
of section
section 210
and (c)
(c) of
(a), (b),
(b), and
Paragraphs (a),
SEC.
Aet,
tation
Act
of
1920
approved
February
28,
1920,
are
hereby
amended
amended
are
hereby
28,
1920,
February
approved
1920
of
Act
tation
amendei
.
SO as to read as follows:
81
so
enabling carriers
New loans
"SEc. 210.
210. (a)
(a) For
the purpose
purpose of
of enabling
carriers by railroad
railroad
For the
"SEC.
loans to railNew
roads.
Application of
car- subject
to the
the Interstate
Act properly to serve the public
Commerce Act
Interstate Commerce
subect to
of carApplication
afertertrminafor after
riers for,
termina- during the transition period immediately
immediately following
following the termination
tion of Federal control.
control, any
may, at
any time
time after
after the
the
of Federal
Federal control,
any such
such carrier
carrier may,
at any
nfederal control of
passage
this Act,
and before the
expiration of
of two years after the
the expiration
Act, and
of this
passage of
termination of
Federal control
the commission
commission
to the
application to
make application
control make
of Federal
termination
for
loan from
the United
States to
meet its maturing indebtedness,
indebtedness,
to meet
United States
from the
for aaloan
or to
to provide
with equipment
equipment or
other additions
and. betterbetteradditions and
or other
itself with
provide itself
or
ments, setting
forth the amount of the loan;
which it
loan; the term for which
setting forth
ments,
Purpose of loan, etc.
etc. iS
is desired; the purpose of the loan and the use to which it
it will be
Details required.
applied; the
and prospective
prospective ability
of the
the applicant
applicant to repay
repay
ability of
the present
present and
applied;
Details
required.
regard;
the loan
loan and
and meet
meet the
requirements of its obligations
obligations in that regard;
the requirements
the
the character
character and
security offered; and the extent to
of the
the security
and value
value of
the
Statement to
convenience
and
necessity will be served.
Statement
t9 accom- which the public convenience
served. The
pany applications.
statements showing
showing such facts
application shall
shall be accompanied
accompanied by statements
application
Pny appion.
in
may require with respect to the physical
commission may
in detail as the commission
situation, ownership,
ownership, capitalization,
contract obligacapitalization, indebtedness, contract
situation,
tions,
and earning
earning power
applicant, together with
of the applicant,
power of
operation, and
tions, operation,
such
other facts
facts relating
to the
the propriety
propriety and
expediency of
of grantand expediency
relating to
such other
ing
for, and
applicant to make
the applicant
of the
ability of
the ability
and the
applied for,
the loan
loan applied
ing the
pertinent to the
good
the obligation
obligation as the
the commission may deem pertinent
good the
inquirv.
inquiry.
Certificate of
of find(b) If
commission, after
such hearing
hearing and
investigation,
and investigation,
after such
the commission,
If the
(b)
certificate
ings as
for
foh
to necessity
necessityfinod
as to
with
it may direct, finds
loan, etc.
with or without notice,
notice, as
as it
finds that
that the making, in
in
whole
of the proposed loan by the United States, for one
in part, of
whole or in
purposes, is necessary
necessary to enable the applior more of the aforesaid purposes,
cant
transportation needs of the public, and
the transportation
cant properly to meet the
Earning
power,
applicant and
and the
the character
character
of the
the applicant
power of
earning _power
the prospective
prospective earning
power, that
that the
TEarnuinfg
value of security, etc.
and
value of
of the
the security
security offered are such as to furnish reasonable
and value
assurance of the applicant's ability to repay the loan within the
connection
time
therefor, and to meet its other obligations in connection
fixed therefor,
time fixed
commission shall certify to the Secretary
Secretary of
the commission
with such loan the
Amount, time,
Amount,
time, the Treasury its findings of such facts; also the amount of the loan
ternas, etc.
terms,
etc.
exceeding fifteen years from
the time, not exceeding
which
is to
be made;
made; the
to be
which is
the
making thereof, within which it
it is to be repaid; the terms and
the making
conditions of the loan, including the security to be given for repayAbility
repay, etc.
etc. ment;
prospective earning
earning power
together
of the
the applicant,
applicant, together
power of
the prospective
that the
torepy,
ment; that
Abiity to
with
security offered,
offered, furnish, in the
value of the security
character and value
with the
the character
applicant's
opinion of
of the
the commission,
commission, reasonable
reasonable assurance
assurance of the applicant's
opinion
ability to
to repay the loan within the time fixed therefor and reasonable
ability
protection to the United States; and that the applicant, in the opinInalilty to secure protection
Inability
opinfunds otherwise,
ion
commission, is
to provide
provide itself
the funds
necesfunds necesitself with
with the
is unable
unable to
ion of the
the commission,
fus
otherwise.
sary for the aforesaid purposes from other sources.
Allowance of
of loan
loan
Upon receipt of such certificate
certificate from the commission the
Allowance
"(c) Upon
of sor
and acceptance
acceptance o
ecuri
t
v numediatel
Treasury shall immediately,
immediately, or as soon as practipractiif Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
C'ritrv
icmeiatelyy ir
practicable.
cable, make
make a
loan of
amount recommended
recommended in
in such
certificate out
out
such certificate
of the
the amount
a loan
cable,
practieabi.
in the revolving fund provided for in this section and
any funds
funds in
of any
accept
security .prescribed
prescribed therefor by
by the commission. All
the security
accept the
Interest.
such loans shall bear interest at the rate of 66per centum per annum,
payable semiannually,
Secretary of the Treasury, and to be
semiannually, to the Secretary
payable
of obligation
secretary
of Treas
Treas- placed
of said
revolving fund. The form of
obligation
credit of
said revolving
to the
the credit
placed to
Secretary of
urpo prescrihe f
orm
be prescribed
prescribed by
Secretary of the Treasthe Secretary
by the
shall be
into shall
entered into
to be
be entered
imetoecuri et.fom, to
to accord with findeinte
fidings
ury but the time,
gs
' ury,
te
time not exceeding
exceeding fifteen years from
fro m the making
of Commision.loan
Comm
is to be repaid, the
security which
which
thereof,
such loan is to be repaid, the security which
thereof, within which such
Transportation Act,
Transportation
1920.
inte p.
p. 46S.
468. amendAnte,
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is
to be
be taken
taken therefor,
the conditions
the loan
is to
therefor, and
and the
the terms
terms and
and the
conditions of
of the
loan
be in
in accordance
shall be
with the
findings and
the certificate
certificate of
the
accordance with
the findings
and the
of the
commission."
commission."
authorized by section 210,
The loans for equipment authorized
210, TransportaTransportation
1920, may
tion Act,
Act, 1920,
may be
to or
through such
such organization,
organization, car
car
be made
made to
or through
trust or other agency as may
may be determined
determined upon or approved
approved or
or
organized
organized for the purpose
purpose by the
as most
appropriate
the commission
commission as
most appropriate
construction, and
or lease
of equipequipin the
the public
public interest
interest for
for the
the construction,
and sale
sale or
lease of
ment
carriers, upon
upon such
general terms
terms as
as to
and payment
ment to
to carriers,
such general
to security
security and
payment
or
provided in
or lease
lease as
as provided
section or
subsections 11
and 13 of
of
in this
this section
or in
in subsections
11 and
section 422 of the
Act, 1920.
the Transportation
Transportation Act,
SEC. 7. Hereafter
no department
department or
or other
SEC.
Hereafter no
other Government
Government estabestablishment
typewriting machines
sale, exchange,
exchange,
lishment shall
shall dispose
dispose of
of any
any typewriting
machines by
by sale,
or as
as part
part payment
used less
payment for another
another typewriter,
typewriter, that
that has
has been
been used
less
than three
years.
than
three years.
Approved,
1920.
Approved, June
June 5, 1920.

CHAP.
236.-An Act Authorizing
CHAP. 238.—An
Authorizing the State
State of New
Mexico to
to apply
apply the
the proceeds
proceeds
New Mexico
of the
the grant
of
grant to
said State
million acres
of land
land made
by section
to said
State of
of one
one million
acres of
made by
section 7
7 of
of the
the Enabling
Enabling
Act, June
June 20,
20, 1910,
of Grant
Grant County,
County, Lima
County,
Act,
1910, for
for the
the reimbursement
reimbursement of
Luna County, Hidalgo
Hidalgo
County, Santa Fe County,
County, and
and the
town of
Silver City,
the town
of Silver
City, New
New Mexico.
Mexico.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
ofthe
the United
United
of Representatives
States of
of America
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,That
authority and
and
That the
the authority
consent of
consent
of Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
the State
State of
of New
New Mexico
Congress is
to the
Mexico
to
proceeds of
of the
the grant to said State
to apply any part of the proceeds
State of
of one
one
million
million acres
acres of
land made
section 7
of the
of June
of land
made by
by section
7 of
the Enabling
Enabling Act
Act of
June
20, 1910 CThirty-sixth
557), for
for the
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
Statutes, page 557),
the reimbursement
reimbursement of
of
Grant, Luna, and Hidalgo Counties for
paid by
by said
said counties
counties
for interest
interest paid
County, and
and for
Santa
on the
the bonds of
of Grant County,
for the
the reimbursement
reimbursement of
of Santa
Fe County
interest paid
paid by
said county
county on
the bonds
bonds of
of Santa
County for
for interest
by said
on the
Santa
Fe County,
which said
approved, and
and conconFe
County, which
said bonds
bonds were
were validated,
validated, approved,
firmed by Act of Congress of January
January 16,
16, 1897
1897 (Twenty-ninth
Stat(Twenty-ninth Statutes, page 487), and
utes,
and also
also for
the payment
payment of
of the
the
for the
of the
the principal
principal of
bonds issued
of Silver
Silver City
City and
validated by
issued by
by the town
town of
and likewise
likewise validated
by
January 16, 1897,
said Act of January
1897, and
reimburse the
the town
town of
of Silver
and to reimburse
Silver
City for interest paid by said
town on
on said
said bonds,
bonds, all
all in
in addition
addition to
to
said town
the obligations
obligations provided
in said
said Enabling
be paid
from the
the
provided in
Enabling Act
Act to
to be
paid from
proceeds
of said
said grant.
grant.
proceeds of
Approved, June
1920.
Approved,
June 5, 1920.

237.-An Act Granting
Congress to
CHAP. 237.—An
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
to the
the counties
counties of Pembina,
Pembina,
and Kittson,
Minnesota, to
to construct
construct a
across the
the Red
River of
of
North Dakota,
Dakota, and
Kittson, Minnesota,
a bridge
bridge across
Red River
the
near the
the city
city of
Pembina, North
the North
North at
at or
or near
of Pembina,
North Dakota.
Dakota.

me
L
i
nns
uth f°F
ede;que
lP;
Loans
for"equipa
authorized to0
car
ment
trusts, etc.

Ante, p. 490.
Ante,
p.490.
eay
er

writing mamahTy"eriting

cDisposal
pirtil a
used, reof used,
strcted.

s ne

June 5, 1920.

J
'ne
5 10.
[S. 3867.]
[Public, No. 247.1

New :exico.
se ofpoceeds
o
Vse
(
N
)
f
f pr oceeds of
grant to, forreimbursfor reimbursing payments
payments of
inrug
of ine
o
re ,
s
i
t. on designated
des ignated
bonds.
bo.d 3 6 p. 563.

grant to,
terest

t

,

Vol

s3.

p. 4,7.

Vol. 29, p. 487.

June 5, 1920.

June
5, 1920.
Js.[S. 4411
.
4411.1
[public,
248.]
[Public, No. 2481

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Be
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
United
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
Rer o the
Red River of the
Stlates
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
Stifles of
consent of Congress
Congress North.
North.
Pembina County, N.
is
hereby granted
is hereby
°ranted to
to the
the counties
North Dakota,
Dakota, and
counties of
of Pembina,
Pembina, North
and Dak.,
Pe'ab"ndaC°nttson
and Kit tso n,
County,
may bridge
bridge
nnsta, to
Kittson, Minnesota,
to construct,
construct, maintain, and
and operate
a
bridge
and
operate a bridge and County, may
Pembina,
N. Dak.
em
approaches
thereto across
across the
the Red
Red River
North at
point
approaches thereto
River of
of the
the North
at aa point
b
N. Dak.
suitable
interests of
of navigation
navigation at
at or
or near
the city
city of
of Pembina,
suitable to
to the
the interests
near the
Pembina, Construction.
ontruction.
North Dakota,
Dakota, in
in accordance
North
accordance with
of the
the Act
entitled Vol.
with the
the provisions
provisions of
Act entitled
34, p.'.84.
vol. 34,
"An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over
over navigable
navigable
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
1906.
waters."
23, 1906.dment
Amendment.
SFC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or
this Act
Act is
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, June
June 5,
1920.
Approved,
5, 1920.
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June 5,
June
5, 1920.
1920.
[S. 4431.)
biN
I[P
24
[Public, No. 2491

[Public,

No. 249.]

SESS. II.
SESB.
II.

Cns. 238-240.
238-240.
CHs.

1920.
1920.

CHAP. 238.-An
238.—An Act To authorize the construction of a
a bridge across the Rock
Rock
River,
Lee County,
County, State
State of
of Illinois,
Illinois, at
at or
near the
the city
of Dixon,
in said
River, in
in Lee
or near
city of
Dixon, in
said county.
county.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
States
of America
America in
That the
Illinois Central
Central
the Illinois
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled
assembled,z That
road Company may Railroad Company, a
a corporation
corporation organized
organized under the laws of
the
of the
bridge, Dixon, .
State of
of Illinois,
State
Illinois, its
successors and
be, and
and they
are hereby,
hereby,
its successors
and assigns,
assigns, be,
they are
authorized to
to construct,
maintain, and
operate a,
and apauthorized
construct, maintain
and operate
a bridge
bridge and
approaches
thereto across
Rock River
at a
suitable to
to the
the
proaches thereto
across the
the Rock
River at
a point
point suitable
interests
at or
or near
of Dixon,
County,
Constrution.
nterests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
near the
the city
city of
Dixon, in
in Lee
Lee County,
Construction.
Vol. 34, p.
Vol.
p. 84.
84.
Illinois, in
Illinois,
provisions of
of the
entitled• "An
"An
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
the Act
Act entitled
Act
to regulate
construction of
of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
Act to
regulate the
the construction
bridges over
waters,"
approved March
23, 1906.
approved
March 23,
1906.
Amendment.
Amendmet.
SE.
That the
S
EC. 2.
2. That
the right
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
Act is
right to
repeal this
is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
June 5,
Approved, June
5, 1920.
1920.

Rock River.
RIllos Central
entrl RailRailIllinois
road Company may
bridge, Dixon, Ill.

June 5,
5,1920.
June
1920.
[H. R. 6222.1
6222.)
pH.

,

[Public,
No. 25°.1
20
[Public' No.

CHAP. 239.—An
239.-An Act To remove a
CHAP.
Canal
a certain tract or lots of land in Cristobal, Canal
Zone, from the operation and
effect of
Decemand effect
of the Executive
Executive order of
of the President of Decemto the
ber 5, 1912, pursuant
pursuant to
of Congress
Congress of
of August
August 24,
24, 1912
1912 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statthe Act of
Statutes, chapter 390, page 565).
565).

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Be
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
tract of
of
States of
America in
That the
the following
following tract
e
" land
land
situated
within
the
Canal
Zone,
and
more
particularly
described
releaed
fro
reervasituated
within
the
Canal
Zone,
and
more
particularly
described
tion for Canal, etc.
Description.
as lots
numbered six
six hundred
hundred and
six hundred
hundred and
and fortyfortyforty-one, six
and forty-one,
as
lots numbered
Description.
three,
hundred and
forty-five, and
hundred and
and forty-seven,
three, six
six hundred
and forty-five,
and six
six hundred
forty-seven,
in
the town
Canal Zone,
same being
in the
town of
of Cristobal,
Cristobal, Canal
Zone, the
the same
being bounded
bounded on
on the
the
north
on the
by Bolivar
Bolivar Street,
on the
north by
by Eleventh
Eleventh Street,
Street, on
the east
east by
Street, on
the south
south
by lot
lot numbered
numbered six
by
hundred and
and forty-nine,
on the
six hundred
forty-nine, and
and on
the west
west by
by aa
vacant
lots or
tract of
of land
land having
having an
vacant lot,
lot, the
the said
said lots
or tract
an extension
extension from
from
north to south
south of one hundred
hundred and
and twenty
and from
east to
twenty feet
feet and
from east
to
west of one hundred feet, and measuring
measuring in
in superficial
superficial area
twelve
area twelve
thousand
square feet,
thousand square
and the
same is
feet, be,
be, and
the same
is hereby,
hereby, withdrawn
withdrawn from
from
the
operation and
effect of
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
24,
vol. 37, p.
p.561.l1.
the operation
and effect
of the
of Congress
approved August
August 24,
Vol.
1912,
(Thirty-seventh Statutes,
1912, known
known as the Panama
Panama Canal Act (Thirty-seventh
Statutes,
chapter
390, page
page 565),
chapter 390,
the subsequent
subsequent Executive
Executive order
order of
the
565), and
and the
of the
President, issued pursuant
pursuant to
the said
said Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress under
under date
date of
of
to the
December 5,
December
5, 1912.
1912.
Sale
by
Sale
bo Panama
Panama
SEC. 2. The Panama Railroad
Company is hereby
Sac.
Railroad Company
authorized to
to
hereby authorized
Railroad
Railroad Company
Company ausell,
tracts of
land with
all improvethorized.
sell, transfer,
transfer, and
and convey
convey said
said lots
lots or
or tracts
with all
of land
improvements thereon
ments
thereon to
to any
person or
or persons
association of
any other
other person
persons or
or association
of perpersons
and retain
retain the
consideration therefor
for its
sons and
the consideration
therefor for
its own
own use.
use.
Approved,
1920.
Approved, June
June 5,
5, 1920.
Canal Zone.
Tract
in Cristobal,
Tract ziCristobal,

r leased from reserve

1920.
June 5,
5, 1920.
[H. R.
R. 13587.)
[Hi.
13587.]

[Public No. 251.)
[Public
251.]
Army
ations.

ation.

appropri-

appropr-

Secretary of
of War.
War.
Army contingencies.
Army
contingencies.
Expenses
ed.Expenses

designat-

desinat-

CHAP. 240.—An
Act Making
for the
support of
of the
the Army
for the
the
CHAP.
240.-An Act
Making appropriations
appropriations for
the support
Army for
fiscal year ending
ending June 30, 1921,
1921, and for other purposes.

enacted by
by the
Be it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
and House
House of
of the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the following
following
That the
sums be, and they
they are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
money in
out of
any money
in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
support of
of the
for the
the support
the
Army
Army for
ending June
June 30,
1921:
for the
the year
year ending
30, 1921:
SECRETARY OF WAR.

SECRETARY
OF WAR.
WAR.
SECRETALRY OF
CONTINGENCIES
OF THE
C
ONTINGENCIES OF
THE ARMY.
A-MEY.

of the Army
Army not
For all contingent
contingent expenses of
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided
for and embracing
branches of the military service,
embracing all branches
the
service, including
including the
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office of
of Staff;
Staff; for
extraordinary
and extraordinary
emergencies and
for all
all emergencies
Chief of
of the
the Chief
office
expenses, including
the employment
employment of
translators and
and exclusive
of
exclusive of
of translators
including the
expenses,
all
services in
in the
or any
of its
its
any of
Department or
War Department
the War
personal services
other personal
all other
subordinate bureaus
or offices
Washington, District
of Columbia,
District of
at Washington,
offices at
bureaus or
subordinate
classified;
or
in the
at large,
impossible to
anticipated or classified;
to be
be anticipated
but impossible
large, but
Army at
the Army
or in
to be
be expended
approval and authority
Secretary of
authority of the Secretary
on the
the approval
expended on
to
War,
for such
psroppr, including
the
including the
deem ciproper,
may deze
he may
as he
purposes as
such purposes
and for
War, and
Perdlem
subsistence.
emistnce.
Perdemubsist
e
ss
payment
of a
diem allowance
allowance not
not to
$4, in lieu of subsistexceed$4,
to ex
a per
per diem
payment of
ence,
employees of
of the
the War
War Department
Department traveling on official
to employees
ence, to
business
outside of
the District
away from
their
from their
and away
Columbia and
of Columbia
District of
of the
business outside
Proyisos.
Pro-iloy- employees,
designated posts,
posts, $300,000:
exceed $250,000
$250,000 Civilian
not to exceed
Provided, That not
$300,000: Provided,
designated
sellin
supplies,
war supplies,
of the
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
expended for
the payment
sellingg war
payment etc.
for the
be expended
money herein
of
the money
of
salaries
of
civilian
employees
connected
with
the
sale
of
war
etc.
of
war
sale
the
with
connected
employees
of salaries of civilian
Provided
supplies
the adjustment
adjustment of war
contracts and claims: Provided
war contracts
and the
supplies and
Sales of
surplus sup.
ofsurplussup.
authorized, sales
further,
further, That the Secretary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized,
etcetso,
Governments,
e
t
c
etc.,
Goverunents, foreign
in his
to sell
sell to
any State
State or
Government with authorized.
or foreign Government
to any
his discretion
discretion, to
in
which the
the United
United States
States is
time of
of the
the passage
passage of
of authoried.
the time
at the
peace at
at peace
is at
which
this Act,
upon such
such terms as he may deem expedient, any materiel,
Act, upon
this
supplies,
equipment pertaining
to the
the Military
Establishment,
Military Establishment,
pertaining to
or equipment
supplies, or
except
hereafter be
be surplus,
which
surplus, which
to be
be found
found to
may hereafter
as, or
or may
foodstuffs, as
except foodstuffs,
are
needed for
which there
there is
is no
ade- Pay restriction.
no adefor which
and for
military purposes and
foras,
not needed
are not
quate
domestic market:
Provided further
none of
of the
funds Payrestrction.
the funds
That none
further, That
market: Proided
quate domestic
appropriated or
made available
available under
under this
this Act
used for the
be used
shall be
Act shall
or made
appropriated
payment
any salary
salary in
excess of
per annum
to any
any civilian
civilian
annum to
of $12,000
$12,000 per
in excess
of any
payment of
employee
the War
War Department.
Department.
in the
employee in
.

General
Staff College.
OeneralStaffCollege

GENERAL S
TAFF COLLEGE.
COLLEGE.
STAFF
GENERAL

Expenses.

For expenses
expenses of
the General
Staff College,
College, being
being for
for the
purchase Erxpe-s.
the purchase
General Staff
of the
For
of
the
necessary
stationery;
typewriters
and
exchange
of
same;
of
exchange
and
typewriters
stationery;
necessary
the
of
office,
and desk
desk furniture;
furniture; textbooks,
textbooks, books
of reference,
reference,
books of
toilet, and
office, toilet,
scientific and
professional papers
papers and
periodicals; printing
printing and
and
and periodicals;
and professional
scientific
binding; maps;
utensils; the
the necessary
for heating
heating the
fuel for
necessary fuel
police utensils;
maps; police
binding;
General Staff
College Building
and for
building and
the building
lighting the
for lighting
Building and
Staff College
General
grounds; employment
temporary technical
technical or
and
services and
or special
special services
of temporary
employment of
grounds;
expenses
of special
special lectures;
for all
all other
other absolutely
absolutely necessary
necessary
and for
lectures; and
expenses of
expenses,
$25 per
per month
month additional
compensaregular compensato regular
additional to
including $25
expenses, including
tion
to chief
chief clerk
clerk for
of the
General Staff
College
Staff College
the General
superintendence of
for superintendence
tion to
Maintenance of
of
Maintenance
an assistant buildin
Building;
also for
engineer at $1,400,
$1,400, an
chief engineer
of a
a chief
pay of
for pay
Building; also
g.
engineer
carpenter at
at $1,000,
four firemen
firemen at
at $720
$720 each,
each, building.
$1,000, four
at $1,000,
$1,000, aacarpenter
engineer at
an elevator
elevator conductor
$720; in
$25,000.
all, $25,000.
in all,
at $720;
conductor at
an
CONTINGENCIES,
CONTINGENCIES,

MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
C
HIEF OF
STAFF.
OF STAFF.
CHIEF

DIVISION,
DIVISION,

OFFICE
OFFICE

OF
OF

Office, Chief of Staff.

Ofice, Chief oStaff.

Military Intelligence
Intelligence
Military

For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
Intelligence Division,
Division, Division.
Division.
Military Intelligence
the Military
For
Contingencies.
ontingencies.
General
Staff Corps,
Corps, including
including the
the purchase
of law
law books,
professional
books, professional
purchase of
General Staff
books
of reference;
reference; subscription
newspapers and
and periodicals;
periodicals;
to newspapers
subscription to
books of
drafting
and messenger
service; and
and of
of the
attaches at
at the
the
military attaches
the military
messenger service;
drafting and
United
and legations
legations abroad;
special
of special
cost of
the cost
abroad; the
embassies and
States embassies
United States
instruction
and in
maintenance of
of studeats
students
in maintenance
abroad, and
and abroad,
home and
at home
instruction at
and
attaches; and
for such
of War
War
Secretary of
the Secretary
as the
purposes as
other purposes
such other
and for
and attach6s;
may deem
deem proper;
the direction
direction of
of the
tie SecreSecre- Proriso.
pro,,o.
under the
proper; to
to be
be expended
expended under
may
tary
of War,
War, $300,000:
$300,000: Prowled,
section 3648,
3648, Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, Periodicals.
tarv of
Prorvded,That
That section
Periodicals. p.7IS.
R.S.,se,c.3648,
.S.,.3648,pS8shall not
apply to
to subscription
for foreign
professional newsforeign and professional
subscription for
not apply
shall
papers and
and periodicals
be paid
appropriation.
from this appropriation.
for from
paid for
to be
periodicals to
papers
EXPENSES, MILITARY
MILITARY OBSERVERS
OBSERVERS ABROAD.
ABROAD.
EXPENSES,
For
and necessary
necessary expenses
Army on
on
the Army
of the
officers of
of officers
expenses of
actual and
the actual
For the
duty abroad
abroad for
the purpose
purpose of
of observing
observing operations
armies of
of
of armies
operations of
for the
duty

observers
Military
Military observers
abroad.
abroad.
Expenses of
of officers
officers
Expenses
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foreign
to be
Secretary of
certificates of the Secretary
upon certificates
paid upon
be paid
war, to
at war,
States at
foreign States
War
that
the
expenditures
were
necessary
obtaining
military
for
necessary
were
War that the expenditures
$25,000.
information, $25,000.
UNITED STATES
STATES SERVICE
SERVICE SCHOOLS.
SCHOOLS.
UNITED

Service schools.
Service
Instruction expenses

at designated schools.
atI.u'°lainedshoSs

Translators.
Translators.

To provide
provide means
theoretical and
and practical
practical instruction at
the theoretical
for the
means for
To
the
Ariny
Service
Schools
(including
the
General
Staff
Staff School, the
General
the
(including
the Army Service Schools
Leavenworth,
School of
and the
the Signal
Signal Corps School at Fort Leavenworth,
Line, and
the Line,
of the
School
Kansas, the
the Army
Field Service
School and Correspondence
Correspondence School
Service School
Army Field
Kansas,
for Medical
Medical Officers,
Officers, at
Washington, District of Columbia, the Cavat Washington,
for
alry
School
at
Fort
Riley,
Kansas, the
Field Artillery Schools at Fort
the Field
alry School at Fort Riley, Kansas,
Sifi,
Oklahoma,
and
at
Camp
Zachary
Taylor
Knox, KenCamp Knox,
or Camp
Taylor or
Zachary
Camp
at
and
Sill, Oklahoma,
tucky,
and for
the Infantry
Camp Benning,
Benning, Georgia) by
at Camp
School at
Infantry School
for the
tucky, and
the
purchase of
of textbooks,
textbooks, books
reference, scientific and proof reference,
books of
the purchase
fessional papers,
the purchase
purchase of
of modern
modern instruments and material
material
papers, the
fessional
for
the
theoretical
and
practical
instruction,
employment
of tememployment
instruction,
practical
and
for the theoretical
necessary
porary, technical,
technical, or
or special
services, and
and for
all absolutely
absolutely necessary
for all
special services,
porary,
expenses, to
such proportion
may, in the opinion of
proportion as may,
in such
allotted in
be allotted
to be
expenses,
the
of War,
War, be
be for
best interests of the military service.
service.
thebest
for the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of
the
used
may
Not
exceeding
$400
be
for
payment
month
per
$400
exceeding
Not
Army
the
at
$100
per
month
each
to
a
translator
at
the
Allay
Service
Schools,
$100 per month each to a translator
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Field Artillery
Artillery School, Fort Sill, OklaKansas, Field
Fort
homa, the
School, Camp Benning, Georgia, and the Cavalry
Cavalry
Infantry School,
the Infantry
homa,
School,
Kansas, to
to be
be appointed
appointed by
commandants of
by the commandants
Riley, Kansas,
Fort Riley,
School, Fort
the schools
schools named,
named, with
with the approval of the Secretary of War,
the
$100,000.
$100,000.

acArtillery acField Artillery
t,ivities.
tivities.

ARTILLERY ACTIIrrIEs.
FIELD
F
IELD ARTILLERY
ACTIVITLES.

practical instruction
s To
To provide
provide means for the theoretical
theoretical and practical
instruction in
at Fort
centers
Field
Artillery
activities
at
the
three
brigade
firing
centers
brigade
fring Field Artillery activities at the three
Knox,
and
Sill,
Oklahoma,
Camp
Bragg,
North
Carolina,
Camp
Camp
Sill, Oklahoma,
Kentucky,
purchase of modern instruments
instruments and material for
the purchase
by the
Kentucky by
theoretical and
and practical
practical instruction,
instruction, for the tuition of officers detailed
detailed
theoretical
as
at civil
civil educational
necesinstitutions, and for all other neceseducational institutions,
students at
as students
sary expenses,
to be
be allotted
allotted in such proportion as may, in the
expenses, to
sary
opinion
the Secretary
Secretary of War, be for the best interests of the
of the
opinion of
service,
$6,000.
service, $6,000.

Instruction
expenses
Instruction expense
at designated ilrM
g
centers.
centresgnatedr

Adjutant
General's
Adjutant General's
Department.
Department.

THE ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
THE
DEPARTMENTS, AND
C
ONTINGENCIES, HEADQUARTERS
AND
MILITARY DEPARTMENTS,
OF MILITARY
HEADQUARTERS OF
CONTINGENCIES,
SO FORTH.
FORTH.
SO

Contingencies
Contingencies
headquarters, etc.

heatlrters, etc.

at
at

headquarters of the several terriFor
expenses at the headquarters
contingent expenses
For contingent
divitactical corps, divitorial departments,
departments, armies, territorial
territorial districts, tactical
sions,
the Staff Corps serving thereat, being
including the
brigades, including
and brigades,
sions, and
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of the
articles of
office, toilet, and desk
of office,
necessary articles
the necessary
for
for office use when
furniture,
stationery,
ice,
and
water
potable
and
ice,
stationery,
furniture,
necessary, binding,
binding, maps,
professional
technical books of reference, professional
maps, technical
necessary,
and technical
technical newspapers
periodicals, payment for which may
newspapers and periodicals,
and
be
in advance,
and police
utensils, to
to be allotted by the Secrepolice utensils,
advance, and
made in
be made
tary
of
War,
and
to
be
expended
discretion
of the commanding
discretion
the
in
expended
be
to
and
tarv of War,
officers of
departments, districts, armies, and
several military departments,
the several
of the
officers
tactical
commands, $9,000.
$9,000.
tactical commands,
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COMPLETION
COMPLETION

SERVICE
SELECTIVE
AND
PRESERVATION OF
OF THE
THE S
ELECTIVE S
ERVICE
AND PRESERVATION
SERVICE
OF
RECORDS
AND
THE
PREPARATION
OF
S
TATEMENTS
OF
SERVICE
STATEMENTS
OF
RECORDS AND THE PREPARATION
STATES.
FOR
ADJUTANTS GENERAL
OF S
TATES.
GENERAL OF
FOR ADJUTANTS

Selective draft
draft
Selective
records, etc.

Reappropriation

of

baReropriationetf
reappropriated in the balTuees
The
unexpended balance
of the
the $3,500,000,
$3,500,000, reappropriated
balances forede
for completbalance of
apetThe unexpended
ing, etc., of.
et.,f.
Army
Appropriation
Act
for
the
fiscal
year
1920,
approved
July
ngAnte,
11,
July
approved
1920,
year
fiscal
Army Appropriation Act for the
p. 109.
1919,
for the
completion, preservation,
preservation, and
transportation of the Vol. 40,p.p. 76.
and transportation
the completion,
1919, for
"An Act to V. 4, p. 76.
entitled
records
pertaining
to
the
draft
under
the
entitled "An
Act
the
under
draft
the
records pertaining to
temporarily the Military
authorize the
the President
increase temporarily
Military Estabto increase
President to
authorize
lishment
of the
United States,"
approved May 18, 1917
1917, including
States," approved
the United
lishment of
the employment
employment of
of the necessary clerical
clerical and other help for duty
duty in
in
the
connection
in
the
office
of
The
Adjutant
General
of
the
Army
connection
with
Army
the
of
General
the office of The Adjutant
the
arrangement, operation,
operation, and
maintenance of the files of those
and maintenance
the arrangement,
Clerical services to
furiehStateadjueanto
required to furnish furnish
records,
and
for
the
employment
clerical help required
of
Stateadjutants
employment
the
for
and
records,
general information
information
tgenr
service
of
to
adjutants genera
general of
statements
service therefrom.
States statements
several States
the several
of the
the adjutants
to the
service
military
the
of
all
persons
from
those
States
who
entered
entered
who
States
those
from
of all persons
during
with Germany,
Germany, is
hereby reappropiiated
reappropriated and made
is hereby
war with
the war
during the
including the
available
for
the
fiscal
year
1921,
for
all
expenses,
expenses, including
all
for
1921,
year
fiscal
the
available for
employment
and other
other help in the office of The Adjutant
clerical and
of clerical
employment of
preservation
General of
of the
Army, necessary
necessary for
completion and preservation
the completion
for the
the Army,
General
of
the selective-service
records and
and the
the completion of the work of
selective-service records
of the
furnishing
of service
service to
to adjutants
general of States: Proviso.
adjutants general
statements of
furnishing statements
Provided,
this appropriation
appropriation shall be disbursed by such officer
officer Disbursing officer
officer
That this
Provided, That
for.
for.
purpose.
the
as
may
be
designated
by
the
Secretary
of
War
for
of
Secretary
the
by
designated
be
as may
ARTILLERY.
CHIEF
OF COAST
COAST ARTILLERY.
CHIEF OF
COAST ARTILLERY
&MOOT., FORT
MONROE, VIRGINIA.
VIGINIrA.
FORT MONROE,
ARTILLERY SCHOOL,
COAST

rt
Chief, Coast Artil-

Cief,
lery.

oast A l-

Monroe,
School, Fort
School,
Fort Monroe,
Fortonroe,
a.
Va.

Incidential expenses.
For
incidental expenses
expenses of
the school,
chemicals, station- Incidentialxpenes.
including chemicals,
school, including
of the
For incidental
inery,
cost of special
materials; cost
hardware; materials;
and binding; hardware;
printing, andbinding;
ery, printing,
struction
of officers
officers detailed
detailed as
as instructors;
of temporary,
temporary,
employment of
instructors; employment
struction of
technical, or
or special
special services;
extra-duty pay
pay to
to soldiers
soldiers necessarily
necessarily
services; extra-duty
technical,
work in
on
days
employed
for
periods
not
less
than
as
artificers
ten
than
less
not
employed for periods
military duties, such as
addition to
to and
line with
with their military
in line
strictly in
not strictly
and not
addition
carpenters, blacksmiths,
draftsmen, printers, lithographers, photogphotogblacksmiths, draftsmen,
carpenters,
teamsters, wheelraphers, engine
telegraph operators,
operators, teamsters,
drivers, telegraph
engine drivers,
raphers,
wrights, masons,
masons machinists,
machinists, painters,
painters, overseers,
laborers; for office
overseers, laborers;
wrights,
furniture and
and fixtures,
machinery, motor
unforeseen exmotor trucks, and unforeseen
fixtures, machinery,
furniture
penses,
$11,600.
penses, $11,600.
diiionis.
For purchase
purchase of
engines, generators,
generators, motors,
measur- etcS.tor
,fois
t
-c
i
livia
srorsra
.Ws '
machines, measurmotors, machines,
of engines,
For
the
ing
instruments,
special
apparatus,
and
materials
for
division
of
materials
and
apparatus,
special
ing instruments,
enlisted
specialists, $10,540.
$10,540.
enlisted specialists,
For
of special
and for
for experimaterials and
and materials
apparatus and
special apparatus
purchase of
For purchase
mental
the department
department of
and land defense,
artillery and
of artillery
for the
purposes for
mental purposes
$1,500.
$1,500.
For
motors, machines, measuring
generators, motors,
engines, generators,
of engines,
purchase of
For purchase
instruments,
special
apparatus,
and
materials
department of
for the department
materials
and
apparatus,
special
instruments,
en'neering
and mine
$2,000.
defense, $2,000.
mine defense,
engineering and
etc:
Books,etc:
or purchase
purchase and
and binding
of professional
books treating
treating of military Books,
professional books
binding of
For
temporary
and
scientific
subjects
for
library,
for
use
of
school,
and
for
temporary
and
school,
of
use
and scientific subjects for library, for
Proviso.
use
in coast
$2,360: Provided,
Provided, That
3648, Revised
Revised Periodicals.
Periodals.
section 3648,
That section
defense, $2,360:
coast defense,
use in
R. S., sec. 3618, p.718.
Statutes,
not apply
apply to
to subscriptions
subscriptions for
for foreign
and professional
professional R.s,sec.3648,p.718.
foreign and
shall not
Statutes, shall
newspapers and
periodicals to
from this
this appropriation.
appropriation.
for from
paid for
be paid
to be
and periodicals
newspapers
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OFFICER..
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF
CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER

Chief
Signal Officer.
Officer.
Chief Signal

THE ARMY.
SERVICE
SIGNAL
SIGNAL S
ERVICE OF
or THE
ARMY.

Signal Service.
Service.

Telegraph
and telephone
Purchase, equipment,
operation,
equipment, operation,
systems: Purchase,
telephone systems:
Telegraph and
aent
telephone, radio, cable, and sigmilitary, telegraph,
repair of military,
telegraph, telephone,
and repair
rchaes,operation, and

Telegraph and teletelephone systems.
Purchases,operation,
etc. e t c

eleph

telescopes,
naling systems; signal
signal equipments and stores, field glasses, telescopes,
naling
heliographs,
signal lanterns, flags, and other necessary
necessary instruments;
heliographs, signal
thermometers, and other
anemometers, thermometers,
vanes, barometers, anemometers,
wind vanes,
cinematographic
meteorological
photographic and cinematographic
instruments; photographic
meteorological instruments;
work performed
for the
Army by the Signal Corps; motor cycles,
the Army
performed for
work
motor-driven and
other vehicles
and official
official purposes
purposes in
technical and
for technical
vehicles for
and other
motor-driven
maintenance .of
connection with the
construction, operation, and maintenance
the construction,
connection
communication or
systems, and
their operation
operation
for their
supplies for
and supplies
signaling systems,
or signaling
communication
and
maintenance;
professional
and
scientific
reference,
of reference,
books
scientific
and
professional
and maintenance;
pamphlets, periodicals,
periodicals, newspapers,
office
newspapers, and maps for use in the office
pamphlets,
of
the Chief
Officer and the Signal Corps at Camp Alfred
Alfred Vail,
Signal Officer
Chief Signal
of the

and payment
New
telephone apparatus,
apparatus, including
including rental and
payment for
Jersey; telephone
New Jersey;
commercial, exchange,
exchange, message,
message, trunk-line, long-distance, and leasedleasedcommercial,
line telephone
telephone service
service at
at or
or connecting
connecting any post, camp, cantonment,
line
deo it, arsenal,
arsenal, headquarters,
headquarters, hospital, aviation
aviation station, or other
depot,
Exceptions.
oh
ce or
or station
station of
the Army,
Army, excepting
excepting local
telephone service for
local telephone
of the
office
Exceptions.
the
various bureaus
bureaus of
of the
Department in the District of CoWar Department
the War
the various
Secretary of
lumbia,
messages pertaining
pertaining to the office of the Secretary
lumbia, and toll messages
War; electric
time service;
service; the rental of commercial telegraph
telegraph lines
electric time
War;
and equipment
equipment and
connecting any post, camp,
operation at or connecting
and their operation
and
cantonment,
depot, arsenal, headquarters,
headquarters, hospital, aviation station,
cantonment, depot,
or
or station
payment for
the Army, but not including payment
station of the
office or
other office
or other
_
individual
telegraph
messages
transmitted
over
commercial
lines;
lines;
commercial
over
transmitted
messages
telegraph
individual
installaElectrical
installs
Electrical
tions, etc.
electrical
and maintenance
cantonmaintenance at military posts, cantoninstallations and
electrical installations
etc.
tions,
d ction
ments,
and stations
stations of
the Army;
Army; fire control and direction
of the
camps, and
ments, camps,
apparatus and materiel for Field Artillery;
employees. apparatus
Civilian employees,
Artillery; salaries
salaries of civilian emvocational schools;
ployees, including
as instructors
instructors at vocational
schools;
necessary as
those necessary
including those
ployees,
supplies, general
expenses conrepairs, reserve supplies, and other expenses
general repairs,
supplies,
nected with
collecting and
information for
for the
the
of information
transmitting of
and transmitting
the collecting
with the
e.ert nected
Sialig
Signaling
experiotherwise; experimentation
telegraph or otherwise;
ments.
experimentation and research
research for
er Army by telegraph
ment
the purpose
of developing
apparatus and methods
improvements in apparatus
developing improvements
purpose of
the
equipment
including machines,
of signaling,
signaling, including
machines, instruments, and other equipment
for laboratory
laboratory and repair purposes;
purposes; tuition, laboratory
laboratory fees, and so
technical schools
for Signal Corps officers detailed to civilian technical
forth, for
technical courses of instruction along
Buildings for
P" for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
pursuing
technical
of
pursuing
for
suP
Buildings
plies, etc.
piesc.
Signal Corps lines; lease, construction, alteration, and repair of such
such
guarding Signal Corps supplies,
buildings required
required for
for storing
storing or
or guarding
buildings
equipment,
and personnel
personnel when
when not
otherwise provided
provided for, including
not otherwise
equipment, and
electric light and power,
water, electric
the
therefor, the
of water,
introduction of
the introduction
land therefor,
the land
equipment required,
sewerage, grading,
grading, roads
roads and
and walks,
walks, and
other equipment
and other
sewerage,
$4,000,000.
84,000,000.
Telephones.

Telephones.

su

Washingtn-Alaska
Wahington-Alaka
cable
etc. o
cable,
Extensions,
Entetein,
ments,
etc.

better-

better-

W ASHINGTON-ALASKA
WASHINGTON-ALASKA

TELEGRAPH SYSTEM.
AND TELEGRAPH
MILITARY
ABLE AND
SYSTEM.
CABLE
MILITARY C

For
defraying the
the cost
such extensions,
extensions, betterments, operation,
of such
cost of
For defraying
and maintenance
maintenance of
the Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska Military Cable and
of the
and
Secretary of War,
approved by the Secretary
be approved
Telegraph System,
as may
may be
System, as
Telegraph
the receipts
1922, from the
to
available until
close of
of the
fiscal year
year 1922,
the fiscal
the close
until the
to be
be available
of the
the Washington-Alaska
Cable and
and Teleraph
System
Telegraph System
Military Cable
Washington-Alaska Military
of
the Treasury
which have
been covered
Treasury of the United States,
into the
covered into
have been
which
cost thereof
and the cost
the
extensions and
and betterments
betterments and
such extensions
of such
extent of
the extent
$140,000.
to
reported to
to Congress
Congress by
by the
Secretary of War, $140,000.
the Secretary
to be
be reported
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Air service.

Arservice.

avias-s:
sool
linag
For creating,
and operating
at established
oiDn
es
yr.s
t
etdo=rv
established flying orf
operating at
maintaining, and
creating, maintaining,
For
etc.
statons,
tion
officers,
for
schools
and
balloon
schools
courses
of
instruction
officers,
students,
ti
etc.
on
stations,
instruction
of
courses
schools
balloon
and
schools
necessary
and enlisted
men, including
equipment and supplies necessary
including cost of equipment
enlisted men,
and
materials,machines, textfor
purchase of tools, equipment, materials,machines,
instruction, purchase
for instruction,
books, books
books of
of reference,
reference, scientific
professional papers, instruand professional
scientific and
books,
ments,
and materials
theoretical and
instruction; for
practical instruction;
and practical
for theoretical
materials for
ments, and
operation of airships, war balloons,
maintenance,
storage, and operation
maintenance, repair, storage,
and
other aerial
aerial machines,
machines, including instruments, gas plants, hangars,
and other
description
and
repair shops,
and appliances
appliances of every sort and description
shops, and
and repair
necessary for
operation, construction,
equipment of all types
construction, or equipment
the operation,
for the
necessary
connected
of
equipment connected
necessary spare parts and equipment
aircraft; and all necessary
of aircraft;
therewith;
for purchase
of supplies
for securing, developing, printing,
supplies for
purchase of
therewith; for
aeriaphotography;
and reproducing
photography;
connection with aerial
photographs in connection
reproducing photographs
and
improvement, equipment,
maintenance, lease, and operation of
equipment, maintenance,
improvement,
aviation
stations, balloon
experimental
balloon schools, plants for testing and experimental
aviation stations,
work; procuring
water, electric light and power,
introducing water,
and introducing
procuring and
work;
telephones,
telegraphs, and
sewerage, including
including maintenance,
maintenance, operaand sewerage,
telephones, telegraphs,
tion,
repair of
of such
the acquisition
acquisition of
Helium
pr
Haem vputim
interest oduction.
or interest
land or
of land
for the
utilities; for
such utilities;
and repair
tion, and
to
in
land
by
purchase,
lease,
or
condemnation
where
necessary
condemnation
or
lease,
in land by purchase,
explore for,
for, procure,
procure, or
or reserve
reserve helium
gas, and also for the purhelium gas,
explore
chase,
manufacture,
construction,
maintenance,
and operation
operation of
maintenance,
construction,
chase, manufacture,
plants for
for the
the production
production thereof and experimentation
therewith;
experimentation therewith;
plants
salaries and
civilian employees
employees within
the District of Columbia
Columbia
within theDistrict
of civilian
wages of
and wages
salaries
and elsewhere
elsewhere as
as may
be necessary,
traveling
payment of their traveling
and payment
necessary, and
may be
and
experiand
other
necessary
expenses
as
authorized
law;
experiexisting
by
authorized
as
expenses
necessary
other
and
mental
and purchase
and development
development of new types of
purchase and
investigation and
mental investigation
engines, including patents
aircraft, accessories
accessories thereto,
thereto, and aviation engines,
patents
aircraft,
and
other rights
rights thereto,
and plans,
plans, drawings,
drawings, and
specifications Pra andmanuand specifications
thereto, and
and other
ma.
of aerial
airships, rfature
thereof;
for the
and construction
construction of airships,
acture of
aegani
mm
lu
a:
manufacture, and
purchase, manufacture,
the purchase,
thereof; for
chines,
chinesetc
balloons,
other aerial
aerial machines,
machines, including
including instruments, gasetc.
and other
balloons, and
plants, hangars,
hangars, and
and repair
repair shops,
shops, and appliances of every sort and
plants,
equipment
description, necessary
necessary for
operation, construction,
construction, or equipment
the operation,
for the
description,
of
all types
types of
of aircraft,
and all
equipment
parts and equipment
spare parts
necessary spare
all necessary
aircraft, and
of all
connected therewith;
for the
the purchase, manufacture, and issue of
therewith; for
connected
special
clothing, wearing
apparel, and
and similar
of surp
aviation D
for aviation
equipment for
similar equipment
wearing apparel,
special clothing,
purposes; for
necessary expenses
expenses connected
with the
the sale
sale or
dis- equipment,
Disposal of
etc surplus
.
etc.
or disconnected with
all necessary
for all
purposes;
posal of
of surplus
surplus or
or obsolete
aeronautical equipment,
equipment, and the rental
rental
obsolete aeronautical
posal
of
buildings, and
other facilities
facilities for
for the
handling or
or storage
of such
t
such c
storage of
the handling
and other
of buildings,
equipment; for
for the
engineers at
experi- Consulting engineers.
at expericonsulting engineers
such consulting
of.such
services of
the services
equipment;
mental stations
the Air
Service as the
Secretary of War may deem
the Secretary
Air Service
of the
stations of
mefital
necessary, including
including necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; purchase
purchase of
of S
apparatus,
necessary,
special
apparatus
and
appliances,
repairs,
and
replacements
of
same
etpecial
app.
ppa
aratus,
etcc.
same
of
replacements
and
repairs,
special apparatus and appliances,
used
connection with
with special
research in the Printing, office supmedical research
scientific medical
special scientific
in connection
used in
etc.
plies, etc.
Air Service;
Service; for
for printing
and binding,
including supplies,
supplies, equipment, plies,
binding, including
printing and
Air
and
repairs for
such Air
Air Service
printing plants at stations outside
Service printing
for such
and repairs
of
District of
Columbia, as
accordance
authorized in accordance
may be authorized
as may
of Columbia,
the District
of the
with law;
law; for
publications, station
station libraries,
libraries, special
special furniture,
furniture, supfor publications,
with
special
plies,
and equipment
equipment for
laboratories; for special
offices, shops, and laboratories;
for offices,
plies, and
services, including
including the
the salvaging
of wrecked
$33,000,000: Proviso..
wrecked planes, $33,000,000:
salvaging of
services,
Airplanes
research
irplanes research
Provided,
That not
not less
than $5,250,000
thereof shall be expended
expended work.
85,250,000 thereof
less than
Provided, That
for
experimental
and
research
work
with
airplanes
or
lighter
than
w
Tie
k iv airplanes,
airplanes, etc.
etc.
ew
for experimental and research work with airplanes or lighter than
than
less
That
air
craft
and
their
equipment:
Provided
further,
That
not
further,
Provided
equipment:
their
and
air craft
purchase .of
$6,000,000 shall
expended for
production and purchase
for the production
be expended
shall be
$6,000,000
new airplanes
air-planes and
and their
equipment, spare
accessories:
parts, and accessories:
spare parts,
their equipment,
new
of damages,
nentofdamages,
ciPayment
amount for claims.
Provided
That claims
claims not
exceeding $250
in amount
$250 in
not exceeding
further, That
Prrcided further,
damages to
to persons
persons and
property resulting
resulting from the operaprivate property
and private
damages
412S1°21
62
442S1°--21--62
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tion of aircraft
aircraft at home and abroad, may be settled out of the funds
appropriated
appropriated hereunder,_
hereunder, when each
each claim
claim is
is substantiated
substantiated by
by a
a
survey report of aa board of officers
officers appointed by the commanding
commanding
officer of the nearest aviation post, and approved
approved by the Director
Director of
of
Limit.
Limit.
Air Service: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That claims so settled and paid from
the sum
shall not
not exceed
exceed in
aggregate the
the
the
sum hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall
in the
the aggregate
Periodicals.
sum of
$150,000: Provided
.Provided further,
section 3648,
R.S.,secS.p.i78.
of $150,000:
further, That
That section
3648, Revised
Revised
R.
S., sec. 3648, p. 718. sum
Statutes, shall not apply
apply to subscriptions for foreign and professional
professional
newspapers and
to be
paid for
from this
this appropriation:
Distribution onewspapers
and periodicals
periodicals to
be paid
for from
appropriation:
Distribution
of
further, That
Th at hereafter
Air Service
ice shall
Army and Navy
avia- And provided further,
Armyand
Navy avihereafter the Army
Army Air
shall
tion control.
control.
tion
control
control all aerial operations from land bases, and Naval Aviation
shall have control of all aerial operations attached
attached to a
a fleet, including
shore stations whose maintenance
maintenance is necessary
necessary for operation
operation conconnected with the fleet, for construction and experimentation
experimentation and
and for
personnel.
the training of personnel.
BuBdingsatstations,
tBldmgsatstations,
establishment,
For
the
establishment,
enlargement,
and improvement
enlargement, and
improvement of
of public
public
etc.
aviation stations, schools,
and depots,
depots,
buildings and facilities at aviation
schools, and
$245,000.
Bolling Field,
Boling
Field, AnaAnaThat piece of land reclaimed and to be reclaimed now the property
costia Park, D. C.
Land
of the United
Land set aside for of
United States Government
Government known as Bolling
Bolling Field, Sections
Sections
aviation
aviation purposes.
purposes.
A and B, in the District of Columbia on the east side of the Anacostia
Anacostia
River extending
extending from the Giesboro
Gie,sboro Point upstream
upstream to
to the
the outfall
sewer at Poplar Point lying between
between the Anacostia
Anacostia River sea wall
and the origmal
original high-water
high-water shore line on the east, is
is hereby
hereby set aside
for use as a
reservation to be
purposes:
a military reservation
be used for
for aviation
aviation purposes:
Proviso.
Frundsoavaabe.
Provided, That funds heretofore
Provided,
for the
the reclamation
reclamation of
of
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
Funds available.
this area shall remain available
available for this purpose.
Selfridge Field,Afich.
Selfridge
FieldMnich
For the acquisition
acquisition by purchase, condemnation
condemnation or
of
or otherwise,
otherwise, of
Purchase
Purchase of land,
land, for
aviation station.
six hundred and forty acres of land more or less, and the appurteappurtebelonging, situate in Macomb County, State of
nances thereunto
thereunto belonging,
of
Michigan,
Michigan, now occupied by the Air Service of the Army as an aviation
station and known as Selfridge
Selfridge Field, not to exceed $190,000.
Pay of the Army.
Army.
Officers.
Officers.
Line.

Staff.
Staff.
National
National Guard.
Guard.
Officers'
Officers' Res erve
Corps.
Warrant officers.
Warrant
Aviation increase.
increase.
Aviation
Longevity.
Longevity.
Enlisted men.
Line.

National Guard.
Guard.
Staff.
Staf.
Enlisted Reserve
Reserv
Corps.
Aviation increase.
Aviation
Philippine Scouts.
Philippine
Longevity.
Longevity.

Retired list.
Officers.
Officers.
On active duty.

PAY, AND
AND SO
SO FORTH,
FORTH, OF
ARMY.
PAY,
OF THE
THE A
RMY.
PAY OF
OF OFFICERS.
OFFICERS.
PAY
For pay of officers of the line, $23,000,000.
$23,000,000.
For pay of the officers of staff corps and departments,
$17,000,000.
departments, $17,000,000.
For pay of officers, National Guard,
Guard, $100.
$100.
For pay of the officers of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve Corps, $2,751,000.
$2,751,000.
warrant officers, $1,785,280.
$1,785,280.
For pay of warrant
For aviation
aviation increase, to officers
$1,445,376.
officers of the Air Service, $1,445,376.
For additional
additional pay to officers for length of service, $5,570,708.
$5,570,708.
PAY
ENLISTED MEN.
PAY OF
OF ENLISTED
MEN.

For pay of enlisted men of the line, $60,000,000.
$60,000,000.
Guard, $100.
For pay of enlisted men of National Guard,
enlisted men of the
the staff
staff corps
For pay of enlisted
corps and
and departments,
departments,
$18.000,0'00.
$1S.0o00000.
For pay of enlisted men of the Enlisted Reserve Corps, $100.
$100.
For aviation increase, to enlisted men of the Air Service, $192,726.
$192,726.
For pay of the enlisted men of the Philippine Scouts,
Scouts. $1,076,430.
$1,076,430.

For
pay for
length of
service to
to enlisted
men, 83,500,000.
$3,500,000.
For additional
additional pay
for length
of service
enlisted men,
PAY OF
OF PERSONS
PAY
PERSONS WITH
RETIRED STATUS.
WITH RETIRED
STATUS.

For pay of the officers
$3,994,577.
officers on the
the retired
retired list,
list, $3,994,577.
For increase pay to retired
on active
active duty,
retired officers
officers on
duty, $225,000.
$225,000.
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Enlisted men.

Enlisted men
For
pay of
men, $3,755,496.
$3,755,496.
enlisted men,
retired enlisted
of retired
For pay
On
active duty.
duty
n active
active
men
For
pay
and
allowances
of
retired
enlisted
on
active
duty,
enlisted
retired
of
allowances
and
For pay
$25,000.
cout
ippine
$25,000.
Philippine Scout
oicers.
For pay
pay of
of retired
Philippine Scout
officers, $171,360.
officers.
$171,360.
Scout officers,
retired Philippine
For
Pay
Pay clerks.
For pay
of retired
pay clerks,
clerks, $20,250.
retired pay
pay of
For
Veterinarians.
Veterinarians.
For
pay
of
retired
veterinarians,
$3,570.
veterinarians,
retired
of
pay
For
STAFF.
CHIEF OF
THE CHIEF
CLERKS,
LABORERS, OFFICE
OF 1HP.,
OF STAFF.
OFFICE OF
AND LABORERS,
MESSENGERS, AND
CLERKS, MESSENGERS,

One
at $2,500
$2,500 per annum, $2,500.
$2,500.
clerk, at
chief clerk,
One chief
On
clerk, at
at $2,250
$2,250.
$2,250 per annum, $2,250.
On clerk,
$12,000.
Six
clerks, at
$2,000 each
each per annum, $12,000.
at $2,000
Six clerks,
Eight clerks,
clerks, at
$1,800 each
each per
$14,400.
per annum, $14,400.
at $1,800
Eight
Thirteen
$1,600 each
annum, $20,800.
$20,800.
each per annum,
at $1,600
clerks, at
Thirteen clerks,
Twenty-one
at $1,400
$1,400 each per annum, $29,400.
clerks, at
Twenty-one clerks,
Twenty-four clerks,
at $1,200
each per annum, $28,800.
$28,800.
$1,200 each
clerks, at
Twenty-four
Twenty-six
clerks, at
$1,000 each per annum, $26,000.
at $1,000
Twenty-six clerks,
$1,000.
One
$1,000 per annum, $1,000.
at $1,000
messenger, at
chief messenger,
One chief
$2,520.
Three
$840 each per annum, $2,520.
messengers, at $840
Three messengers,
Ten
messengers, at
$720 each per annum, $7,200.
at $720
Ten messengers,
One
laborer, at
at $720
$720 per
per annum, $720.
$720.
One laborer,
CLERKS, MESSENGERS,
AND LABORERS,
COLLEGE.
STAFF COLLEGE.
GENERAL STAFF
LABORERS, GENERAL
MESSENGERS, AND
CLERKS,
One chief
chief clerk,
clerk, at
at $2,000
$2,000 per
per annum,
$2 ,000.
annum, $2,000.
One
Two clerks,
clerks, at
$1,800 each
$3,600.
each per annum, $3,600.
at $1,800
Two
Six clerks,
$1,600 each
annum, $9,600.
each per annum,
at $1,600
clerks, at
Six
Seven
at $1,400
$1,400 each
each per
per annum,
annum, $9,800.
clerks, at
Seven clerks,
Six
clerks, at
each per
per annum,
$7,200.
annum, $7,200.
$1,200 each
at $1,200
Six clerks,
$3,000.
Three
at $1,000
$1,000 each per annum, $3,000.
clerks, at
Three clerks,
One captain
captain of
of the
watch, at $900
$900 per annum, $900.
the watch,
One
Six
watchmen, at
$720 each
each per
per annum,
$4,320.
annum, $4,320.
at $720
Six watchmen,
One packer,
at $840
$840 per annum,
annum, $840.
packer, at
One
Five
messengers, at
at $720
$3,600.
$720 each per annum, $3,600.
Five messengers,
One
laborer, at
$720 per
$720.
annum, $720.
per annum,
at $720
One laborer,
One
$600 per
per annum,
$600.
annum, $600.
at $600
laborer, at
One laborer,
One
$720 per
annum, $720.
per annum,
at $720
gardener, at
One gardener,
Five
charwomen, at
at $240
per annum, $1,200.
$240 each per
Five charwomen,

Office, Chief of
of Staff.
Staff.
Office,
Clerks,
messengers,
Clerks, messengers,
etc.

General
General Staff
lege.
lege.

Col-

Clerks, messengers,

etc.
etClerks,
c.

messengers,

Headquarters,

de-

d-t
Headarterts,
AT Nrtments,
MESSENGERS AT
PAY
ARMY FIELD
FIELD CLERKS
CLERKS AND
AND CIVIL
SERVICE MESSENGERS
districts,
CIVIL SERVICE
OF ARMY
PAY OF
divisions, etc.
etc.
HEADQUARTERS OF
OF THE
TERRITORIAL DEPARTMENTS,
DEPARTMENTS, divisions,
SEVERAL TERRITORIAL
THE SEVERAL
HEADQUARTERS
ARMY AND
AND CORPS
CORPS HEADQUARTERS,
HEADQUARTERS, TERRITORIAL
DISTRICTS, TACTACTERRITORIAL DISTRICTS,
ARMY
AND
CAMPS AND
TICAL DIVISIONS
DIVISIONS AND
AND BRIGADES,
BRIGADES, SERVICE
SERVICE SCHOOLS,
SCHOOLS, CAMPS
TICAL
PORTS
OF
EMBARKATION
AND
DEBARKATION.
DEBARKATION.
AND
EMBARKATION
PORTS OF

Fifteen Army
Army field
field clerks,
at $2,000
$2,000 each
annum, $30,000.
$30,000.
per annum,
each per
clerks, at
Fifteen
Seventy-three Army
field clerks,
$1,800 each
each per annum,
at $1,800
clerks, at
Army field
Seventy-three
$131,400.
$131,400.
One hundred
and twenty-nine
twenty-nine Army
Army field
clerks, at
at $1,600
each
$1,600 each
field clerks,
hundred and
One
per annum,
$206,400.
annum, $206,400.
per

Field
Field clerks.

Fieldlerks

One
$1,400 each
each
field clerks, at $1,400
Army field
seventy-nine Army
and seventy-nine
hundred and
One hundred
per
annum,
$250,600.
$250,600.
annum,
per
Two
and seventy-nine
seventy-nine Army
field clerks,
$1,200 each
clerks, at $1,200
Army field
hundred and
Two hundred
Messengers.
per
annum, $334,800.
$334,800.
per annum,
Foreign
One hundred
hundred messengers,
messengers, at
each per
per annum,
annum, $72,000.
Foreign service
service pay.
$720 each
at $720
One
of
Commutation
For additional
pay while
while on
$7,072.
of
service, $7,072.
foreign service,
on foreign
additional pay
For
quarters,
etc.
quarters, etc.
For commutation
quarters and
heat and light, $400,000.
$400,000.
of heat
and of
of quarters
commutation of
For
Quartermaster
For commutation
of quarters
light for field clerks,
clerks, cuarltdierkster
and light
heat and
of heat
and of
quarters and
Corps field clerks,
commutation of
For
Provisos.
Proso.
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, $100,000:
That said
clerks, messen- Assignments.
said clerks,
Provided, That
$100,000: Provided,
Quartermaster
gers. and
and laboreres
laboreres shall
be employed
and assigned
assigned by
by the Secretary Aslments
employed and
shall be
gers.
of
to the
and positions
in which
which they
they are
to serve:
serve: ProProare to
positions in
offices and
the offices
War to
of War

956
956
Duty in
in Department
Department
Duty
forbidden.
forbidden,

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Contract
surgeons.
Contract surgeons.
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pitied fu rther,

headquarters of
no clerk, messenger,
messenger, or laborer at headquarters
idedfurther, That no
tactical divisions, military
military departments, brigades, service schools,
tactical

and office
of Staff
Stall shall
assigned to duty in any bureau
shall be assigned
Chief of
the Chief
of the
office of
and
of the
War Department.
the War
of
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

For
contract surgeons,
surgeons, $63,000.
$63,000.
of contract
pay of
For pay
For
of nurses,
$819,300.
nurses, $819,300.
pay of
For pay
For pay
of hospital
matrons, $3,600.
$3,600.
hospital matrons,
pay of
For
$1,000.
of reserve
veterinarians, $1,000.
reserve veterinarians,
or pay
pay of
tera- For
eserve
rians.
Courts martial,
military, comcourts-martial, courts of inquiry, military
etc.
Courts martial, etc.
For expenses of courts-martial,
missions, retiring
retiring boards,
boards, and
and compensation
compensation of
of reporters
reporters and witmissions,
depositions and
nesses attending
expenses of taking
taking depositions
and expenses
same, and
attending same,
nesses
of securing other evidence
evidence
for
use
before
the
same,
$87,500.
$87,500.
same,
the
before
use
for
other
of
securing
Commutat
Commutation
For commutation
commutation of
of quarters
quarters and
and heat
heat and
commissioned
and light to commissioned
For
etc.
quarters, etc.
officers,
warrant officers,
members of
of the
Nurse Corps,
enlisted
and enlisted
Corps, and
the Nurse
officers, members
officers, warrant
men
duty at
where no
public quarters are available, includno public
places where
at places
on duty
men on
ing
enlisted men
the Regular
Regular Army
Army Reserve
enlisted
retired enlisted
and retired
Reserve and
of the
men of
ing enlisted
men when
when ordered
to
active
duty,
$6,131,550.
$6,131,550.
duty,
active
to
ordered
men
s
Interest, soldiers dedeposits, $100,000.
For interest
terest,oldier deposits.
interest on soldiers'
soldiers' deposits,
$100,000.
Expert accoutntant
accountant.
For
expert accountant
Inspector General's
General's Departaccountant for the Inspector
For pay of expert
Expert
ment,
$2,500.
ment,
$2,500.
Mileage, officers, etc. ment, $2,500.
Mileage,
For mileage
commissioned officers, warrant
warrant officers, members
mileage to commissioned
For
etc.
Migeo
contract
of
Reserve Corps
when ordered to active duty, contract
Corps when
Officers' Reserve
the Officers'
of the
surgeons,
expert accountant,
General's Department,
Department, Army
Inspector General's
accountant, Inspector
surgeons, expert
field
clerks and
field clerks
clerks of
of the
authorCorps, when authorQuartermaster Corps,
the Quartermaster
and field
field clerks
ized by
by law,
$3,000,000.
$3,000,000.
law,
ized
Foreign pay.
For additional
additional 10
10 per
per centum
of pay
pay of
of officers
officers on foreign
foreign
increase of
centum increase
For
Officers.
offices.
service,
$291,797.
$291,797.
service,
Enlisted men.
Enlisted
For additional
additional 20
20 per
centum increase
increase of pay of enlisted men on
per centum
For
foreign service,
$1,497,548.
$1,497,548.
service,
foreign
Computer.
Computer.
For
one computer
Artillery Board,
Board, $2,500.
$2,500.
for Artillery
computer for
of one
pay of
For pay
by exchage.
Loss by
exchange.
For payment
payment of
serving in foreign countries
countries
officers serving
by officers
exchange by
of exchange
For
and
the Secretary
Secretary of War, by officers
by, the
authorized by
specially authorized
when specially
and when
disbursing
funds _pertaining
the War
War Department
Department when serving
to the
pertaining to
disbursing funds
shall be charged to and
in
Alaska,
and
all
foreign
money
received
received
money
foreign
all
and
in Alaska,
paid out
out by
disbursing officers
officers of
Army at the legal valuation
the Army
of the
by disbursing
paid
$1,000.
Offis furnishing fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury, $1,000.
Officers
pay to officers
For additional
officers below the grade of major required
required
additional pay
For
un
mounts.
to be
be mounted
and
who
furnish their
own
mounts, $300,000.
$300,000.
mounts,
own
their
furnish
who
and
mounted
to
Jennie Carroll.
For
amount required
required to
to make
make monthly
to Jennie
Jennie Carroll,
Carroll,
payments to
monthly payments
For amount
widow
of
James Carroll,
Carroll, late
late major,
major, United
United States
States Army, $1,500.
James
of
widow
.
Lazear.
Mabl
Mabel FL Lazear.
For
amount required
required to
monthly payments
payments to Mabel H.
II.
make monthly
to make
For amount
Lazear, widow
widow of
W. Lazear,
late acting
acting assistant
assistant surgeon,
Lazear, late
Jesse W.
of Jesse
Lazear,
Army, $1,500.
$1,500.
States Army,
nited States
r. United
. i
Joh
John R. Kissinger.
For amount
ohn R. Kissinger.
amount required
required to make monthly payments
payments of $100 to John
R. Kissinger,
of Company
One hundred
fifty-seventh
hundred and fifty-seventh
D, One
Company D,
late of
Kissinger, late
R.
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, also
late of
the Hospital Corps, United
of the
also late
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana
States Army,
$1,200.
Army, $1,200.
seci-.States
accounts
Pay
pay acr•o
unts sPeelAll
the money
appropriated for pay of the Army and
hereinbefore appropriated
money hereinbefore
All the
fled.
miscellaneous, except
except the
appropriation for
mileage to commissioned
commissioned
for mileage
the appropriation
miscellaneous,
officers, warrant
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps
the Officers'
of the
members of
officers, members
warrant officers,
officers,
when ordered
ordered to
duty, contract
contract surgeons, expert accountant,
accountant,
active duty,
to active
when
Inspector
Department, Army field clerks, and field clerks
General's Department,
Inspector General's
of
the
Quartermaster
Corps,
Corps, when authorized by law, shall be disQuartermaster
the
of
bursed
and accounted
accounted for
for as
pay of
the Army,
Army, and for that purpose
of the
as pay
bursed and
Mine
Planter F-ery
constitute one
one fund.
fund.
shall constitute
'e- - shall
Mine Planter
ice.
That,
January 1, 1920, warrant officers, Army Mine
commencing January
That, commencing
iee.
and allowances
all pay
in addition
paid, in
be paia.
Planter Service,
pay,' warral crased
er
ocers.
Lased Pay,
war- Planter
Service, shall
shall be
addition to
to all
pay and
allowances
240 per
per annum:
of $240
the rate
law,
uthrizd by
rantnow
annum:
now
by law,
an
increase
at the
rate of
annum:
increase at
an increase
law, an
by
authtrized
now autharizeol

ontrct surgeons.

Nurses.

ur

s.
sl
Hospital matrons.
atrons
Hospta
Reserve
veterina-
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Proviso.
Provided,
Provided, That this increase shall remain
remain effective
effective until the close P""dDuration.
sooner amended or
or
of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922, unless sooner
repealed.
repealed.
GENERAL
GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS,
APPROPRIATIONS, QUABTEBMASTEB
Q1JARTERMASTER C
CORPS.
ORPS.
OF THE
SUBSISTENCE
SUBSISTENCE OF
THE ABM.
ARMY.

General appropria.
ons, Quartermaster
Q
pror
Sons,
Corps.
Corps.
Subsistence.
Subsistence.

Purchase of suppliaa
Purchase
supplies: For issue
issue as
as rations
rations to
Purchase of subsistence supplies:
to troops,
troops, for
foreis.eOsue"Sppa
issue.

including warrant officers
officers of the Mine Planter Service,
Service, enlisted men
of the Regular
Regular Army Reserve and retired enlisted men when ordered
ordered
to
Officers' Training
Corps at
at
to active
active duty,
duty, members
members of the
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps
camps, civil employees
employees when entitled thereto, hospital matrons,
nurses, applicants for enlistment while held under observation,
observation,
general prisoners
prisoners of war (including Indians
held by
by the
the Army
Army as
as
Indians held
prisoners, but for whose
whose subsistence appropriation
appropriation is not otherwise
made), Indians
Indians employed
employed with the Army as guides and scouts,
scouts, and
general prisoners at posts; for the subsistence
subsistence of
of the
the masters, officers,
crews, and employees
employees of the vessels
vessels of the Army Transport
Service,Transport Service,
hot coffee
coffee for troops traveling when supplied with cooked or travel
travel
rations; meals for recruiting parties
parties and applicants
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment

Sales to
officers, etc.
Sales
t6 ofcersetc.
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Coms
Corps while
while on active duty, and enlisted
enlisted men
men
Provisos.
Mat the
of $12,000
is authorized
authorized to
of the Army: Provided,
Provided, That
the sum
sum of
$12,000 is
to be
be Cpetitors
aCompetitors at national rifle match.
expended for
supplying meals
furnishing commutation
commutation of
expended
for supplying
meals or
or furnishing
of rations
rations tionalrilematch.
to enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Army
Army and the National
National Guard
Guard who
who
Ration restctio
restriction.
may
may be
be competitors
in the
the national
national rifle
further, Ration
competitors in
rifle match:
match: Provided
Providedfurther,
That no competitor
competitor shall
shall be entitled
entitled to commutation
commutation of rations in
excess of $1.50
furnished no
$1.50 per day, and
and when meals are
are furnished
no greater
greater
expense than that sum per man per day for the period
period the
the contest
contest
Payments.
is
Anil be
be incurred.
For payments:
is in
in progress
progress shall
incurred. For
payments: Of
Of commutation
commutation Commutation
Coyun
of rara
tio
l
a.
of rations to the cadets of the United States Military
Academy in tionn
-eteased rate, CaMilitary Academy
rate C
$1.08 per ration;
lieu of the regular established ration, at the
the rate of $1.08
ration; deIts.g
dets.
of the regulation
commutation in lieu of rations to
regulation allowances
allowances of commutation
to
enlisted men on furlough, enlisted
enlisted men and
female nurses
nurses
and male
male and
and female
when
when stationed at places
places where rations in kind can not be economwarrant officers of the Mine Planter
ically issued, including warrant
Planter Service,
enlisted men of the Regular Army Reserve
retired enlisted
nlisted men
Reserve and retired
men
when ordered to active duty, and when traveling on
on detached duty
to carry
carry rations
rations of
of any
enlisted men
men
where it
it is impracticable to
any kind,
kind, enlisted
selected to contest
contest for places or
department and
Army
or prizes in department
and Army
rifle competitions while traveling to and from places of contest,
male and female nurses
nurses on leave of absence, applicants
applicants for
for enlistment,
enlistment,
and general
general prisoners
prisoners while
while traveling
traveling under
orders. For
payment
under orders.
For payment
of the regulation allowances
of rations
allowances of
of commutation
commutation in
in lieu of
rations for
for
members
members of the Army Nurse Corps while on duty
duty in hospital, and
and
enlisted men, applicants
obserfor enlisted
applicants for enlistment while
while held under
under obseremployees who are entitled to subsistence
vation, civilian employees
subsistence at
at public
public
general prisoners sick
expense, and general
sick therein, to
to be
be paid to the
the surgeon
surgeon Prizes, bakers, and
in charge;
for providing
prizes to
established by
the cooks.
in
charge; advertising;
advertising; for
providing prizes
to be
be established
by the
cooSP' l
and
Secretary of War for enlisted men of the Army who graduate
Secretary
graduate from
from
the Army schools for
for bakers
bakers and cooks,
cooks, the
the total amount of such
such Expenses of purprizes at
at the
schools not
not to
exceed $900
$900 per
annum; and
prizes
the various
various schools
to exceed
per annum;
and for
for chlidS
chase, etc. o p'r
necessary expenses
expenses incident to the purchase, testing
other necessary
testing2. care,
care,
preservation, issue, sale,
for
preservation,
sale, and accounting
accounting for
for subsistence
subsistence supplies
supplies for
the
Army, $32,000,000.
$32,000,000.
the Army,

while under
observation; for
officers, including
members of
of
under observation;
for sales
sales to
to officers,
including members

REGULAR SUPPLIES.
SUPPLIES.
REGULAR

Regular
of the Quartermaster
plpar™r
including their care ta
teil:Z
Regular supplies
suppliesof
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, in
ia'
quartermasand
protection; construction
construction and
reservation
and protection;
and repair of military reservation
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fences;
heating apparatus
of the
the Army
the use
use of
required for the
apparatus required
and heating
stoves and
fences; stoves
for heating
heating offices,
offices, hospitals,
hospitals, barracks
and quarters,
quarters, and
and recruiting
recruiting
barracks and
for
stations, and
and United
United States
disciplinary -barracks; also ranges,
States disciplinary
stations,
stoves,
and appliances
appliances for
for cooking
cooking and
serving food
food
and serving
roasters, and
coffee roasters,
stoves, coffee
at
maintenance
field, and when traveling, and repair and maintenance
the field,
at posts, in the
of
heating and
necessary power
the necessary
and the
appliances; and
cooking appliances;
and cooking
such heating
of such
for
the operation
of moving-picture
moving-picture machines;
machines; authorized
authorized issues
issues of
of
operation
of
for
the
Heat, light, etc., for
quarters.
furnishing heat
authorized
heat and light for the authorized
matches; for furnishing
and matches;
candles and
et, lght, etc., or candles
allowance of
quarters for
for officers,
officers, including
members of
the Officers'
Officers'
of the
including members
of quarters
allowance
Reserve Corps
ordered to active duty, and enlisted men, warrant
warrant
Corps when ordered
Reserve
officers, and
clerks, including
including enlisted
enlisted men
the Regular
Army
Regular Army
of the
men of
and field
field clerks,
officers,
Reserve and
enlisted men
men when
active duty;
ordered to active
when ordered
and retired
retired enlisted
Reserve
contract
surgeons when
when stationed
at and
and occupying
occupying public quarters
stationed at
contract surgeons
at military
for officers
the National
National Guard
attending service
service
Guard attending
of the
officers of
posts; for
military posts;
at
Rereationbuildings. and garrison schools, and for recruits, guards, hospitals, storehouses,
necreationbuildingsVol. 32,p. 282.
Vol. 32, 282.
offices, the buildings erected at private
private cost, in the operation of the
Act
for a
asimilar
similar purpose
on
purpose on
buildings for
1902, and
and buildings
May 31,
31, 1902,
Act approved
approved May
military reservations
by War
Department regulations;
regulations;
War Department
authorized by
reservations authorized
military
for sale
officers, and
including also
and engine
engine supplies required
also fuel and
and including
to officers,
for
sale to
Baken
ca in the operation
aicee tmaBake 'ee lc
operation of modern batteries
batteries at established
established posts; for post
ed.bakeries,
and
bakeries, including
including bake ovens and apparatus
apparatus pertaining thereto and
the
thereof; for
ice machines
machines and
their maintenance
maintenance where
where
and their
for ice
repair thereof;
the repair
required for
for the
the health
and comfort
comfort of
and for
for cold
storage;
cold storage;
the troops
troops and
of the
health and
required
ice for
enlisted men
officers at
places
at such
such places
men and
and officers
of enlisted
to organizations
organizations of
ice
for issue
issue to
as
Secretary of
may determine,
determine, and
preservation of
and for
for preservation
War may
of War
the Secretary
as the
stores;
for the
operation, and
and maintenance
laundries
of laundries
maintenance of
construction, operation,
the construction,
stores; for
at military
military posts
and its
its island
island possessions;
possessions;
States and
United States
in the
the United
posts in
at
for
the authorized
of laundry
laundry materials
materials for
general prisprisof general
for use
use of
issues of
authorized issues
for the
oners confined
at military
or allowances,
allowances, and
for
and for
pay or
without pay
posts without
military posts
confined at
oners
applicants
authorized
for enlistment
enlistment while held under observation; authorized
applicants for
paper,
suppliesfochools.
suPPliesfor
schools. issues of soap, toilet p
aper, and towels; for the necessary furniture,
textbooks,
an equipment
for the
the post
post schools
schools and libraries,
libraries,
equipment for
paper, and
textbooks, paper,
and
schools for noncommissioned
officers; for the purchase and
noncommissioned officers;
for schools
and for
issue
office furniture, stationery, and other authorinstruments, office
issue of instruments,
ized
articles for
for the
the use
officers' schools
at the
the several
military
several military
schools at
use of
of officers'
ized articles
posts;
for purchase
purchase of
of relief
relief maps
organizations, commercial
commercial
to organizations,
maps for issue to
posts; for
newspapers, market
the tableware
tableware and mess
so forth; for the
reports, and so
market reports,
newspapers,
furniture
kitchens and
and mess
halls, each
each and
for the
the enlisted
enlisted men,
men,
and all
all for
mess halls,
furniture for
for kitchens
Forage,
ant- including
including recruits;
salt, and
and vinegar
vinegar for
the horses,
horses, mules,
orage, etc., for
for arecruits; for
for forage,
forage, salt,
for the
mules,
'was.
Quartermaster
other draft and riding animals of the Quartermaster
and and other
oxen, and
Corps at
several posts
and with the armies
armies in the
and stations
stations and
posts and
at the
the several
Corps
field, and
for the
Cavalry and
and
regiments of Cavalry
the several regiments
the horses
horses of the
and for
field,
batteries of Artillery,
companies of Infantry and Scouts
and such companies
Artillery, and
batteries
as
mounted; for
for remounts
number of
authorized number
and for the authorized
remounts and
may be
be mounted;
as may
officers'
bedding for
for the
the animals; for seeds and
including bedding
horses, including
officers' horses,
implements
required for
for the
the raising of forage at remount depots and
implements required
on military
military reservations
reservations.in
m .the
Islands, and
and
Philippine Islands,
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian and Philippine
on
for labor
labor and
incident thereto,
thereto, including,
including, when
specifically
when specifically
and expenses
expenses incident
for
authorized
irrigation; for straw
the cost
cost of irrigation;
of War, the
Secretary of
authorized by the Secretary
Stationery,
P
g for
for soldiers'
soldiers' bedding,
stationery, typewriters
typewriters and
and exchange
of same,
same,
exchange of
bedding,
stationery,
tStaonery,
printug,
etc. e c
certificates for
including
t
including blank books and blank forms for the Army, certificates
discharged
and reports,
orders and
department orders
printing department
soldiers, and for printing
discharged soldiers,
$28,000,000.
$28,000,000.
7 anei

i u adri.

rintin

,

INCIDENTAL
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.

Incidenta expenes.
Incidental
expenses.
Extra duty pay.

Extra duty pa.

on official
official business received
Postage; cost of telegrams
telegrams on
received and
sent by
and sent
by
officers
including members
members of
of the
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
Army, including
of the
the Army,
officers of
Corps, when
when ordered
active duty; extra
soldiers employed
employed
pay to soldiers
extra pay
to active
ordered to
Corps,
on extra
extra duty,
under the direction of the Quartermaster
Corps, in
Quartermaster Corps,
duty, under
on
the
erection of
in the construeconstrucand storehouses,
storehouses, in
quarters, and
of barracks,
barracks, quarters,
the erection
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less than
tion of
of roads,
roads, and
and other
constant labor
labor for
of not less
for periods
periods of
other constant
tion
school term at
ten days;
days; as
school-teachers during
the school
at
during the
additional school-teachers
as additional
ten
military posts,
post schools,
as clerks
clerks for
quartermasters at military
post quartermasters
for post
and as
schools, and
post
designated by the
posts designated
and
for overseers
of general
general prisoners
prisoners at posts
overseers of
and for
for
War
the confinement
confinement of
general prisoners,
prisoners, and for
of general
for the
Department for
War Department
the
United States
disciplinary barracks
extra-duty pay
barracks guard; of extra-duty
States disciplinary
the United
at
rates to
to be
fixed by
Secretary of
of War for mess stewards
stewards and
the Secretary
by the
be fixed
at rates
for bakers
cooks
recruit depots
depots who
are graduates
schools for
the schools
of the
graduates of
who are
at recruit
cooks at
and cooks;
and
and instructor
instructor cooks
cooks at
at the
the schools
bakers and
cooks;
for bakers
schools for
cooks, and
and cooks,
posts and armies in
for
expenses of
of expresses
and from
from frontier posts
to and
expresses to
for expenses
the
escorts to
or agents
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
of the
agents of
to officers
officers or
of escorts
field; of
the field;
hire of laborers
to
where military
escorts can
not be
be furnished;
furnished; hire
can not
military escorts
trains where
to trains
officers' mounts
in
the care
care of
of officers'
including the
Corps, including
Quartermaster Corps,
the Quartermaster
in the
of
when
the same
by the
Government, and
the hire of
and the
the Government,
furnished by
are furnished
same are
when the
Clarke, etc.
interpreters,
compensation of clerks Ciakaetc.
Army; compensation
the Army;
for the
guides for
or guides
spies, or
interpreters, spies,
Finance
and
and
other
employees
of
the
Quartermaster
Corps
and
Finance
Corps
and other employees of the Quartermaster
Service,
and clerks,
clerks, foremen,
foremen 'watchmen,
watchmen, and organist
organist for the United
United
Service, and
States disciplinary
incidental expenses of recruiting;
recruiting;
and incidental
barracks, and
disciplinary barracks,
States
for the
the apprehension,
and delivering
deserters, including
of deserters,
delivering of
securing, and
apprehension, securing,
for
escaped military
prisoners, and
and the expenses
expenses incident to their purmilitary prisoners,
escaped
suit, and
greater sum
sum than
for each
deserter or
or escaped
escaped
each deserter
$50 for
than $50
no greater
and no
suit,
of the Secretary of War, be
discretion of
military prisoner
shall, in
in the
the discretion
prisoner shall,
military
expenses;
and expenses;
paid to
citizen for
for such
such services
services and
or citizen
officer or
civil officer
any civil
to any
paid
prisoner
discharged prisoner
for a
a donation
of $10
to each
each dishonorably
dishonorably discharged
$10 to
donation of
for
upon his
sentence,
court-martial sentence,
under court-martial
confinement under
from confinement
release from
his release
upon
involving dishonorable
discharge; and
additional expenditures
expenditures
such additional
and such
dishonorable discharge;
involving
the movements
as
necessary and
and authorized
movements and
law in the
by law
authorized by
are necessary
as are
expressly
operation
of the
the Army,
and at
at military
not expressly
and not
posts, and
military posts,
Army, and
operation of
assigned to
to any
any other
$10,000,000.
department, $10,000,000.
other department,
assigned
SUPPLIES.
ITS SUPPLIES.
AND ITS
TRANSPORTATION
OF THE
ARMY AND
THE ARMY
TRANSPORTATION OF
Tranartati.
trans- Traneportation.
For
Army and
supplies, including
including transits supplies,
and its
the Army
of the
transportation of
For transportation
portation of
of the
troops when
moving either
by land
or water, and
land or
either by
when moving
the troops
portation
of their
their baggage,
including the
the warrant
officers of
Mine Planter
Planter
the Mine
of the
warrant officers
baggage, including
of
of the
men of
Service,
members of
the Officers'
Reserve Corps,
Corps, enlisted
enlisted men
Officers' Reserve
of the
Service, members
Enlisted Reserve
retired enlisted
enlisted men
men when
ordered to
when ordered
and retired
Corps, and
Reserve Corps,
Enlisted
active duty,
duty-, including
of packing
packing and
and crating;
crating; for
for transcost of
the cost
including the
active
portation
recruits and
and recruiting
applicants for
for enlistenlistof applicants
parties, of
recruiting parties,
of recruits
portation of
owlnce,
Tai ve l allowance,
depots; for travel Tf
ment
between recruiting
recruiting stations
stations and
and recruiting
recruiting depots;
ment between
p.big
217.
Vol. 89,l,;
of 24Vona
allowance
to officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men on
on discharge;
for payment
:
payment of
discharge; for
officers and
allowance to
travel allowance
allowance as
as provided
provided in
in section
126 of
of the
approved
Act approved
the Act
section 126
travel
June
1916, to
to enlisted
men of the National Guard on their disenlisted men
3, 1916,
June 3,
charge
from the
States, and to members of
United States,
the United
of the
service of
the service
charge from
the
National Guard
who have
service of
of the
the
the service
into the
mustered into
been mustered
have been
Guard who
the National
G.rd
N^saOl
United
disability; for Na
ti anal g
ir r
do
physical disability;
of physical
account of
on account
discharged on
and discharged
States, and
United States,
payment
of travel
pay .to
to officers
officers of
on their
p.902.
ol. 31, p.m.'
their v01.31,
Guard on
National Guard
the National
of the
travel pay
payment of
in the
discharge
service of
United States,
States, as
prescribed in
as prescribed
the United
of the
the service
from the
discharge from
discharged
to discharged
Act
for travel
travel allowance
allowance to
1901; for
2, .1901;
March 2,
approved March
Act approved
Hospital
prisoners
and persons
discharged from
Government Hospital
the Government
from the
persons discharged
prisoners and
for the
the Insane
Insane after
after transfer
such barracks
or place to
to
barracks or
from such
thereto from
transfer thereto
for
their
homes (or
(or elsewhere
elect), provided
provided the
cost in
the cost
may elect),
they may
as they
elsewhere as
their homes
each case
case shall
not be
than to
to the
the place
place of
last enlistment;
enlistment;
of last
greater than
be greater
shall not
each
of
and other
including per
per diem
diem Perdiems
Perdiem subsistence.
employees, including
other employees,
agents and
necessary agents
the necessary
of the
allowances
lieu of
of subsistence
not exceeding
exceeding $4
those authorized
authorized
for those
$4 for
subsistence not
in lieu
allowances in
and
to
the per
diem allowance;
allowance; of
of clothing
clothing and
equipage and
and equipage
per diem
receive the
to receive
other
quartermaster stores
Army depots
purchase
of purchase
or places
places of
depots or
from Army
stores from
other quartermaster
those
or
delivery to
to the
posts and
.Army depots
and from
from those
depots and
and Army
several posts
the several
or delivery
depots
the troops
troops in
the field;
field; of
horse equipment;
equipment; of
ordnance
of ordnance
of horse
in the
to the
depots to
and ordnance
stores, and
and small
the foundries
armories
and armories
foundries and
from the
arms from
small arms
ordnance stores,
and
for
to the
the arsenals,
fortifications, frontier
and Army
depots; for
Army depots;
posts, and
frontier posts,
arsenals, fortifications,
to
(j

on

l ge
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payment of wharfage,
wharfage, tolls, and ferriages;
ferriages; for transportation
transportation of funds
Army transportation
transportation lawfully due
of the Army; for the payment
payment of Alluy
Government
such land-grant
land-grant railroads
have not
received aid
aid in Government
not received
as have
railroads as
such
bonds
accordance with the decisions of the
in accordance
adjusted in
be adjusted
(to be
bonds (to
Supreme Court
in cases
under such
such land-grant
land-grant Acts),
Acts), but
decided under
cases decided
Court in
Supreme
in
more than
than 50
50 per centum
centum of full amount of service
shall more
case shall
no case
in no
draft and pack animals in
Draft and
pack antpaid; for
for the
the purchase
hire of
of draft
and hire
purchase and
be paid;
ani- be
and pack
Draft
mals,
vehicles,
such numbers
numbers as
actually required
required for
the service
service, including
for the
are actually
as are
such
mals, vehicles.
reasonable
provision
for
replacing
unserviceable
animals; for the
unserviceable
replacing
for
reasonable provision
purchase, hire,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
repair of such harness,
and repair
hire, operation,
purchase,
passengerwagons, carts,
carts, drays,
horse-drawn passengerand horse-drawn
vehicles, and
other vehicles,
drays, other
wagons,
carrying vehicles
as are
are required
required for
transportation of troops
the transportation
for the
vehicles as
carrying
and supplies
supplies and
and for
for official,
official, military,
and garrison
garrison purposes; for
military, and
and
Ships, boats,
drayage and
and. cartage
the several
for the purchase
purchase and
depots; for
several depots;
at the
cartage at
drayage
etc.
Ships, boats, etc.
repair of
ships, boats,
boats, and
other vessels
vessels required
for the transrequired for
and other
of ships,
repair
garrison
portation
of troops
troops and
official, military,
military, and garrison
for official,
and for
supplies and
and supplies
portation of
purposes;
for expenses
sailing public
public transports
vessels
other vessels
and other
transports and
of sailing
expenses of
purposes; for
Transports.
Transports.
on the
rivers, the
the thiff
of Mexico,
Mexico, and the Atlantic and
Gulf of
various rivers,
the various
on
Provisos.
Pacific Oceans,
Oceans, $40,000,000:
compensation shall
Provided, That such compensation
$40,000,000: Provided,
Pacific
Provisos.
Compensation rates
rates, be
be computed
computed upon
special rates for
for
basis of the tariff or lower special
upon the basis
compensation
be
like
transportation
performed
for
the
public
at
large,
and
shall
public
the
for
like transportation performed
accepted as
as in
in full
for all
all demands
demands for
service: Providedfurther
Providedfurther,
such service:
for such
full for
accepted
Fifty per cent to
That in
in expending
expending the
the money
appropriated by this Act a
a railroad
railroad
money appropriated
Fl grant rodnot
land
roads not That
company which has not received
received aid in bonds of the United States
company
bond aided.
and
which obtained
grant of
construction
land to aid in the construction
public land
of public
a grant
obtained a
and which
of its
its railroad
railroad on
on conditions
conditions that
that such
railroad should
a post
be a
should be
such railroad
of
route and
road, subject
to the
use of
for
United States for
of the United
the use
subject to
military road,
and military
route
postal,
and other
other Government
Government services, and also
naval, and
military, naval,
postal, military,
subject
regulations as
Congress may impose restricting .the
as Congress
such regulations
to such
subject to
charge for
for such
Government transportation,
transportation, having claims against
such Government
charge
the
United States
States for
for transportation
transportation of troops and munitions of
the United
war
and military
railroads,
property over such aided railroads,
and property
supplies and
military supplies
war and
foregoing
shall
out of
the moneys
moneys appropriated
appropriated by the foregoing
of the
paid out
be paid
shall be
transportation of
provisions
provisions only on the basis of such rate for the transportation
property
such
and munitions
munitions of
war and
and military
military supplies and property
of war
troops and
such troops
as
War shall deem just and reasonable under the
of Wax
Secretary of
the Secretary
as the
centum of the
foregoing
rate not
not to
exceed 50 per centum
to exceed
such rate
provision, such
foregoing provision,
compensation of
transportation as shall at that
Government transportation
such Government
of such
compensation
time be
be charged
to and
and paid
by private
private parties to any such company
company
paid by
charged to
time
for
like
and
similar
transportation;
and the amount so fixed to be
transportation;
similar
and
like
for
rid shall
as in full for all demands for such service:
accepted as
be accepted
shall be
paid
Full
pay to excepted
further, That nothing in the preceding
rovided _further,
preceding provisos shall be
Fnllpaytoexcepted
rroads.
o ad s
construed to prevent
prevent the accounting
accounting officers of the Government
Government
from making
making full
railroads for transportation
transportation
to land-grant
land-grant railroads
payment to
full payment
from
of
property or
have
persons where the courts of the United States have
or persons
of property
held
that
such
property
persons do not come within the scope of
or persons
property
such
held that
Restriction on use the deductions
deductions provided
provided for in the land-grant
land-grant Acts: Provided
Provided further,
further,
expended for the hire,
shall
appropriated
That
no
money
herein
appropriated
s
hil
be
expended
herein
money
no
on ,se That
Restriction
for motor vehicles.
motor-propelled vehicle,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, or repair
repair of any motor-propelled
operation,
w'eh shall
be employed
employed wholly
wholly or in part for personal, social, or
shall be
which
prescribed by order for the transsimilar use,
use, except
use as is prescribed
such use
except such
similar
recreational
portation of
of Army
Army personnel
personnel in
in connection
connection with the recreational
portation
Porto
Rican
em- activities
hereafter,
That
further,
of
the
Army:
Provided
further,
hereafter,
when, in
Provided
Army:
the
of
activities
emRicn
Porto
ployees permitted on
the
opinion.of
of the
Secretary of
War, accommodations
accommodations are
are available,
available,
of War,
the Secretary
the opinion
transports.
uspeorts.
members
transportation
on Army
transports may
may be
provided for members
be provided
Army transports
transportation on
and
employees of
Government and their families
Rican Government
Porto Rican
the Porto
of the
and employees
the
in the
frther, That in
Providedfurther,
isere
Y use of without
expense to
to the
the United
United States: Provided
expense
without
Discretionary
transports for
.
gerS
joint
discretion of
chairman of the Shipping
Shipping
of the Secretary of War and chairman
oint discretion
cargoes.
or cargoes.
ger or
Board, and
passengers and shipavailable, civilian passengers
space is available,
when space
and when
Board,
ments of
commercial cargo
cargo may
be transported
transported on Army transports
transports
may be
of commercial
ments
in
trans-Atlantic service, at such times as space is not available
the trans-Atlantic
in the
Payment to
to
Payment
grant roads.
roads.
grant

D

ticear

land
land

use °I

passen-
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on commercial
lines, at
at rates
rates not
not less than those charged
charged by comcommercial lines,
on
mercial steamship
steamship companies,
same ports,
ports for the same
the same
between the
companies, between
mercial
covered
be covered
class of
shallbe
receipts from which shall
the receipts
accommodations, the
of accommodations
class
into
the Treasury
the United
United States
miscellaneous
States to the credit of miscellaneous
of the
Treasury of
into the

i of desig
receipts:
That authority
granted the
the ,m 13tw.Stosa
0n 1 of
hereby granted
is hereby
authority is
further, That
Provided further,
receipts: Provided
t
Secretary of
otherwise dispose
of, in accordance
transports.
accordance with
dispose of,
or otherwise
sell or
to sell
War to
of War
Secretary
transports Sherman,
law and
the United
.Army transports
States Arm
United States
regulations, the
and regulations
law
Crook and Warren;
Sheridan, Thomas,
Buford, Kilpatrick
Warren;
Kilpatrick, Crook,
Logan, Buford
Thomas, Logan,
Sheridan,
and
proceeds of
shall be deposited in the Treasury
Treasury of
sales shall
of such sales
the proceeds
and the
ne
ewhiwoe
mttn
the United
United States
States to
credit of
of miscellaneous
and such
such m
atrise
whi
lra
ed
o
e.=
receipts; and
miscellaneous receipts;
the credit
to the
the
vessels,
if sold
sold to
to citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States,
may engage
in the
the by citizens.
engage in
States, may
vessels, if
of citizens boErrtn.opal.tosy.ees on harcoastwise
trade so
so long
long as
as they
property oi
they remain wholly the property
coastwise trade
$683,000 of the appro- oboots.
d
That $683,000
further, That
Providedfurther,
States: Provided
United States:
the United
of the
priation
made shallbe
shall be available
for additional
pay foremployees
for employees
additionalpay
availablefor
hereby made
priation hereby
on
quartermaster service,
service in
in lieu
subsistence: .And
ctn
And
of subsistence:
lieu of
boats, quartermaster
harbor boats,
on harbor
provided
further
,
That
none
of
the
hinds
appropriated
or
made
torRvehtteiopnurconbzo;
purc"ases.
vehicle
tor
made
or
appropriated
funds
the
of
none
provided further, That
available
under "this
Act or
unexpended balances of any
or any of the unexpended
this Act
available under
passenger
other Act
shall be
be used
the purchase
motor-propelled passenger
purchase of motor-propelled
for the
used for
Act shall
other
or freight
freight carrying
carrying vehicles
vehicles for the Army except those that are
or
purchased solely for experimental
purposes.
experimental purposes.
purchased
WATER AND
AND SEWERS
SEWERS AT
POSTS.
MILITARY POSTS.
AT MILITARY
WATER
Watg T
ers etc.,
atpasew
atetc.,
For procuring
procuring and
introducing water to buildings
buildings and premises at
at, sewers,
and introducing
For

such military
military posts
and stations
their situations require to
as from their
stations as
posts and
such
extension of
be
brought
from
a
distance;
for
the
installation
and extension
installation
the
be brought from a distance; for
plumbing
within buildingswhere
prospecifically pro
is not specifically
same is
the same
buildings where the
plumbing within
vided
for in
appropriations; for
of fire
the purchase and repair of
for the
other appropriations;
in other
vided for
apparatus, including
fire-alarm systems;
systems; for
disposal of sewage,
the disposal
for the
including fire-alarm
apparatus,
sys
and
expenses
incident
thereto;
for
to
water
and sewer sysrepairs
for
thereto;
and expenses incident
of employees, $4,000,000:
tems
and plumbing;
plumbing; for
hire of
$4,000,000: Provided,
Provided,
for hire
tems and
That
not to
to exceed
exceed the
the following
following sums
i may be used in
i
n the erection
erection
That not
and
completion of
of buildings,
or systems
enumerated at
systems enumerated
structures, or
buildings, structures,
and completion
the places
filtration plant
plant at
Niagara,
Fort Niagara,
at Fort
for aa filtration
$30,000 for
named: $30,000
places named:
the
New
York; $60,000
for improvement
the water mains at Fort
Fort
of the
improvement of
$60,000 for
New York;
Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas.
GARRISON EQUIPAGE.
CLOTHING,
AND CAMP
AND GARRISON
EQ1JlPAGE.
CAMP AND
CLOTHING, AND

Proviso.
io.
ro
Fort Niagara, N. Y.

F

ort
rt

Kas.

Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,

Clothing.
Clothing.

manufac•
Purchase, manufacFor cloth,
cloth, woolens,
materials, and
and for the purchase and manufacmanufac- tuProwetc.
ture, etc.
woolens, materials,
For
ture of
including retired
enlisted men when
retired enlisted
Army, including
the Army,
for the
clothing for
of clothing
ture
ordered
active duty;
duty; for
members of the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
for members
to active
ordered to
Corps; for
for issue
sale at
at cost
according to the Army regucost price according
for sale
and for
issue and
Corps;
lations •for
payment for
for clothing
officers
clothing not drawn due to warrant officers
for payment
lations;
of
the 'Mine
Service and
and to
to enlisted men on discharge; for
Planter Service
Mine Planter
of the
altering and
fitting clothing
washing and cleaning
cleaning when necesclothing and washing
and fitting
altering
sary; for
equipment and
equipment of laundries, dryand repair of equipment
for equipment
sary;
cleaning plants,
plants, salvage
salvage and
and sorting
repairing shops,
sorting storehouses, hat repairing
cleaning
reduction Equipage.
shoe repair
repair shops,
repair shops,
garbage reduction
shops, and garbage
clothing repair
shops, clothing
shoe
Equipage
toilet
of
works;
for
equipage,
including
authorized
articles,
issues
authorized
including
works; for equipage,
confined
barbers'
tailors' materials,
general prisoners
of general
use of
for use
materials, for
and tailors'
barbers' and
at
military,posts
posts without
without pay
or allowances
applicants for enlistand applicants
allowances and
pay or
at military
ment
held under
observation; issue of toilet kits to recruits
under observation;
while held
ment while
upon
first enlistment,
and issue of housewives to the Army; for
enlistment, and
their first
upon their
a suit
expenses
of packing
and similar
similar necessaries;
necessaries; for a
handling and
and handling
packing and
expenses of
to
be
$40,
of
citizen's
outer
clothing,
to
cost
exceedin$40,
to
issued
exceeding
not
cost
to
clothing,
outer
citizen's
of
each soldier
discharged otherwise
enlisted
to each enlisted
honorably; to
than honorably;
otherwise than
soldier discharged
each
confinement
man
by civil
court for
for an
offense resulting
resulting in confinement
an offense
civil court
convicted by
man convicted
in
or other
prison; and to each enlisted man
civil prison;
other civil
penitentiary or
a penitentiary
in a
ordered
by reason
reason of the fact that he is an alien enemy, or,
interned by
ordered interned
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Indemnity for destroyed clothing.
stroyed
clothing.

General
appropriaGeneral appropriations, Quartermaster

Corps. Qt
tCos.
Appropriations
Appropriations
ignated as.

.gna.

1920.
1920.

for the
the same
reason, discharged
internment; for
for indemnity
indemnity
without internment;
discharged without
for
same reason,
to officers and men of the Army for
for clothing
clothing and bedding, and
and so
so
forth, destroyed since April 22, 1898, by order of medical officers
of
for sanitary
sanitary reasons,
reasons, $19,000,000.
of the
the Army
Army for
$19,000,000.
hereinbefore designated
That all the money hereinbefore
designated under the titles

"Subsistence of
the .Army,"
"Regular supplies,
supplies, Quartermaster
Quartermaster
of the
Army," "Regular
ter "Subsistence
des- Corps,"
Corps," "Incidental
expenses, Quartermaster
"Incidental expenses,
Quartermaster Corps,"
Corps," "Transpor"Transportation
its supplies,"
supplies," "Water
"Water and
sewers at
tation of
of the
the Army
Army and
and its
and sewers
at military
military

des-

posts,"
equipage" shall be disposts," "Clothing
"Clothing and camp and garrison equipage"
bursed and accounted
appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster
"General appropriations,
accounted for as "General
Corps,"
purpose shall
shall constitute
constitute one fund.
Corps," and
and for that
that purpose
HORSES FOR
FOR CAVALRY,
CAVALRY, ARTILLERY,
ARTILLERY, ENGINEERS,
ENGINEERS, AND
FORTH.
AND SO
SO FORTH.
HORSES

HorSes.
Horses.

For the
the purchase
purchase of
of ages,
ages, sex,
size as
may be
be prepreand size
as may
sex, and
of horses
horses of
For
Secretary of
officers entitled
by the
the Secretary
of War
War for
for remounts,
remounts, for officers
scribed by
for the
the Cavalry, Artillery,
Artillery, Signal Corps, and
to public mounts for

Purchase.
Purchase.

Engineers, the
United States
States Military
Military Academy,
Academy, service
service schools,
schools,
Engineers,
the United
and staff
staff colleges,
and for
the Indian
Indian Scouts,
such Infantry
for such
Infantry
Scouts, and
and for
colleges, and
for the
and
and members
members of
of the
the Medical
Medical Department
in field
may
Department in
field campaigns
campaigns as
as may
and
be
required to
the expenses
expenses incident
thereto,
incident thereto,
and the
to be
be mounted,
mounted, and
be required
Provisos.
Provisos.
of horses
horses purchased
under
$1,500,000: Provided,
Provided, That the number of
purchased under
Limitation.
this
now on
hand, shall
shall be
be
this appropriation
appropriation, added
added to
Limitation.
to the
the number
number now
on hand,
limited to
actual needs
needs of
of the
mounted service,
including reasonreasonlimited
to the
the actual
the mounted
service, including
able provisions
provisions for
for remounts,
remounts, and
and unless
unless otherwise
ordered by
by the
otherwise ordered
the
able
Secretary
of War,
no part
shall be
out for
for
be paid
paid out
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
Secretary of
War, no
horses
not purchased
by contract
after competition
duly invited
invited
contract after
competition duly
horses not
purchasedby
by the
the Quartermaster
Corps and
and an
direction
under the
the direction
by
Quartermaster Corps
an inspection
inspection under
Open market pur- and authority of the Secretary
Open
Secretary
practicable,
horses
of
War.
When
practicable,
horses
chases.
chases.
shall be
be purchased
purchased in
in open
open market
market at
at all
all military
military posts
or stations,
stations,
posts or
shall
by the Secretary
within aamaximum
price to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
when needed,
maximum price
Secretary
when
needed, within
of War:
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall
Standard required.
further, That
That no
no part
part of
of
Providedfurther,
required.
War: Provided
Standard
be
expended for
for the
the purchase
of any
below the
set
the standard
standard set
purchase of
any horse
horse below
be expended
by
Army Regulations
Cavalry , and
and Artillery
horses, except
by Army
Regulations for
for Cavalry,
Artillery horses,
except when
when
purchased as
as remounts
or for
instruction of
of cadets
cadets at
the United
United
purchased
remounts or
for instruction
at the

States Military
Provided further,
further, That
no part
of this
That no
part of
this
States
Military Academy:
Academy: Provided

Polo
ponies.
Polo ponies.

appropriation
shall be
be expended
for polo
except for
for West
West
polo ponies
ponies except
expended for
appropriation shall
Point Military Academy,
such ponies
shall not
not be
at any
any
Academy, and such
ponies shall
be used
used at

Encouraging breedEncouraging
breeding of riding hors.r.

other place: Provided
further, That not to exceed $250,000 of the
Provided further,

appropriation hereby
appropriation
shall be
for the
encouragement
hereby made
made shall
be available
available for
the encouragement
of
the breeding
of the
breeding of
for the
Army, including
of riding
riding horses
horses suitable
suitable for
the Army,
including
cooperation
of Animal
Industry, Department
Department of
of
cooperation with
with the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Animal Industry,
Agriculture, and
and for
for the
purchase of
animals for
for breeding
breeding purposes
Agriculture,
the purchase
of animals
purposes
Donations
Donations of
of breedhreetand their maintenance:
further, That the Secretary
maintenance: Provided
Provided further,
Secretary of
ing animals,
etc., ac-*
acanimals, etc.,
War
his discretion,
under such
regulations
cepted.
ceptedimaL.s
c
War may, in
in his
discretion, and
and under
such rules
rules and
and regulations
as he
may prescribe,
prescribe, accept
of animals
animals for
for breeding
as
he may
accept donations
donations of
breeding and
and
donations of
of money
money for
for other
'Property to
used as
awards
donations
other property
to be
be used
as prizes
prizes or
or awards
at agricultural
agricultural fairs,
fairs, horse
and similar
similar exhibitions,
in order
order
at
horse shows,
shows, and
exhibitions, in
to encourage
encourage the
breeding of
of riding
horses suitable
for Army
purto
the breeding
riding horses
suitable for
Army purposes: And
And providedfurther,
provided further, That
the Secretary
of War
shall report
report
Report of expenses,
expenses, poses:
That the
Secretary of
War shall
etc.
etc.
annually
to Congress,
annuallv to
the commencement
commencement of
each session,
stateCongress, at
at the
of each
session, aastatement
ment of
of all
appropriation, and
full parall expenditures
expenditures under
under this
this appropriation,
and full
particulars of
of means
means adopted
and carried
carried into
into effect
ticulars
adopted and
efect for
for the
the encourageencouragement
the breeding
breeding of
riding horses
for the
the military
military service.
service.
ment of
of the
of riding
horses suitable
suitable for
ng of riding hors

Barracks and
and quarquarters.
Construction,
Construction,
pairs, etc.
paisetc.

re-

BARRACKS
BARRACKS AND
AND QUARTERS.
QUARTERS.

For barracks, quarters,
quarters, stables, storehouses,
storehouses, magazines,
magazines, adminis-

tration and office buildings, sheds, shops, and other buildings necesneces-

shelter of troops,
troops, public
public animals,
animals, and stores, and
and for
for
sary for the shelter
administration purposes,
purposes, except
except those
those pertaining
pertaining to
the Coast
Coast
administration
to the
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constructing etcRae-' amtionplants,
Artillery; for
"i" Plat,
plants; for constructing
reclamation plants;
or reclamation
construction or
for construction
Artillery;
employees;
and
at military
military posts; for hire of employees;
buildings at
public buildings
repairing public
and repairing
etc

11111

for
rental of
the authorized
authorized allowance
quarters for officers,
officers, includallowance of quarters
of the
for rental
ing
of the
ordered to active
when ordered
Reserve Corps when
Officers' Reserve
the Officers'
members of
ing members
duty,
the troops
at posts
posts and stations
stations where no public
troops at
with the
duty with
on duty
duty, on
authorized allowance
quarters are
of barracks
allowance of quarbarracks or authorized
available; of
are available;
quarters
ters for
noncommissioned officers and enlisted
enlisted men, men on duty
for noncommissioned
ters
where
public quarters
quarters are
not available,
available, including enlisted men of
are not
where public
the Regular
Regular Army
enlisted men, and members of
retired enlisted
Reserve, retired
Army Reserve,
the
the enlisted
grounds
duty; for grounds
active duty;
to active
ordered to
when ordered
Corps when
Reserve Corps
enlisted Reserve
the
for cantonments,
camp sites,
military purposes, and for
sites, and other military
cantonments, camp
for
buildings or
buildings for occupation
occupation by troops, for use
of buildings
portions of
or portions
buildings
purposes;
as stables,
storehouses, and
and offices,
offices, and for other military purposes;
stables, storehouses,
as
recruits; for such
for the
hire of
of recruiting
recruiting stations
and lodgings
lodgings for recruits;
stations and
the hire
for
messes and for officers'
furniture for
public rooms
rooms of
of officers'
officers'
officers' messes
the public
for the
furniture
by.the Secretary of
quarters at
at military
as may
be approved
approved by
may be
posts as
military, posts
quarters
War; for
for wall
lockers in
permanent barracks
refrigerators in
barracks and refrigerators
in permanent
wall lockers
War;
screens, storm
barracks and
for screen
doors, window screens,
screen doors,
quarters; for
and quarters;
barracks
doors and
and window
window shades
for barracks,
barracks, offices
offices and quarshades for
sash, and
and sash,
doors
Guard in
in
National Ouard
ters,
and for
for flooring
flooring and
for tents,
tents, and
the National service.
for the
and for
framing for
and framing
ters, and
into the service of the United States,
Guard
States, ser'edrafted into
or drafted
called or
when called
Guard when
Provio.
$8,500,000:
Provided, That
exceed the following sums may PTODISO.
to exceed
not to
That not
$8,500,000: Provided,
Buildings,
KanFort
in, Kans.
be used
used in
in the
the erection
and completion
buildings enumerated
enumerated at Le
Leavenworth,
of buildings
completion of
erection and
be
buildings
the
places
named—$404,256
for
motor
training
school
school
the places named-$404,256 for motor training
at
Kansas; $600,000
construction of
officers'
of officers'
for construction.
$600,000 for
Leavenworth, Kansas;
Fort Leavenworth,
at Fort
and
and the repair
repair and remodelquarters, and
officers' quarters,
noncommissioned officers'
and noncommissioned
available for such quarters
ing
of such
such existing
buildings as
as may
quarters
be available
may be
existing buildings
ing of
Kansas.
at Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas.
at
Whipple Barracks,
Barracks,
Whipple
That
Secretary of War may, in his discretion,
discretion, transfer to the Ariz.
That the Secretary
Transfer
Public
Public
to
Transfer
Service,
Health
Public
the
of
use
for
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
the
Health
Secretary of the Treasury,
Health Service authorelth Service autornow occupied
the
of Whipple
Whipple Barracks,
occupied ized.
Arizona, now
Barracks, Arizona,
reservation of
military reservation
the military
by
said service
service for hospital purposes.
by said
BUILDINGS FOR
FOR INFANTRY
INFANTRY S
CHOOL, CAMP
CAMP BENNING,
BENNING, GEORGIA.
GEORGIA.
SCHOOL,
BUILDINGS

Infantry
Infantry

School,
School

Camp Benning,
Benning, Ga.
Camp

Construction
of
of
Construction
For the
construction of
of the
buildings for
for the
Infantry buildings,
the Infantry
necessary buildings
the necessary
the construction
For
etc.
School
at Camp
Camp Benning,
Georgia, including
including the installation of plumb- buildigs, etc.
Benning, Georgia,
School at
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
ing, heating,
heating, lighting,
lighting, roads
sum of
$1,000,000, remain- Vol.
of $1,000,000,
the sum
walks, the
and walks,
roads and
ing,
40, p. 863.
Vo 4 p.s.
the
for
Corps"
ing
"General Appropriations,
Appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps"
from "General
ing from
fiscal year
ending June
30, 1919,
1919, is
appropriated and made
hereby appropriated
is hereby
June 30,
year ending
fiscal
Proviso.
restr
Proec.
immediately
immediately available
available and shall be available
available until expended:
expended: ProPro- Cost,
etc., restricetc.,
tiolssnot applicable.
aplicable.
vided,
That
section
1136,
Revised
Statutes,
and
the
provision
contionsnot
conprovision
the
and
Statutes,
Revised
1136,
section
vided, That
..721f
2P.P •
voli. e,,epp.
1910 VOLVi
tained in
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
25, 1910
June 25,
of June
Act of
Appropriation Act
the Sundry
in the
tained
to
(Thirty-sixth
Statutes,
page
721),
prescribing
limitations
the
as
limitations
prescribing
721),
page
Statutes,
(Thirty-sixth
cost
certain structure,
structure, shall
shall not apply to structures to be constructed
of certain
cost of
under
project.
this project.
under this

MILITARY POST
EXCHANGES.
POST EXCHANGES.
MILITARY

Post exchanges.

Construction, equipequipof mConstniidon,
maintenance of
ment, etc.
For
continuing the construction,
construction, equipment,
equipment, and maintenance
For continuing
conduct
the
suitable
buildings
at
military
posts
and
stations
of
for
stations
suitable buildings at military posts and
the post
post exchange,.
library, reading,
reacting, lunch, amusement
amusement rooms,
school, library,
exchange, school,
the
Recreation
buildbuild
Recreation
and gymnasium,
including repairs
erected at private ings.
buildings erected
to buildings
repairs to
gymnasium, including
and
Vol. 32, p. 282.
cost, in
in the
the Act
Act approved
approved May 31,
31, 1902,
1902, for the Vol.32,p.282.
of the
operation of
the operation
cost,
rental
films, purchase
purchase of
supplies for
repairs to
making repairs
and making
for and
slides, supplies
of slides,
of films,
rental of
Camp recreation exCmp recreation epur- penses.
moving-picture
and for
for similar
similar and
and other
other recreational
recreational puroutfits and
moving-picture outfits
poses
at
training
and
mobilization
camps
now
established,
or
which
which
or
established,
now
camps
poses at training and mobilization
enumerated
may
be hereafter
hereafter established,
for such
purposes not enumerated
such purposes
and for
established, and
may be
above as
Secretary of
expended
to be expended
advisable, to
deem advisable,
may deem
War may
of War
the Secretary
as the
above
in
discretion and
under the
of the
the Secretary
War,
of War,
Secretary of
direction of
the direction
and under
the discretion
in the
$500, 000.
$500.000.
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PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
BARRACKS
AND QUARTERS,
ISLANDS.
QUARTERS, PHILIPPINE
BARRACKS AND

Philippine
Islands.
i.
Philippine Islands

Continuing the work of providing for the proper shelter and protection
and enlisted men of the Army of the United States
of officers and
tection of
lawfully
on duty
Philippine Islands, including repairs and
the Philippine
in the
duty in
lawfully on
payment of rents, the acquisition
acquisition of title to building sites, and such
payment
additions to
to existing
reservations as may be necessary,
necessary, and
existing military reservations
additions
including
also shelter
shelter for
other
animals and supplies, and all other
for the animals
including also
buildings
for post
administration purposes,
shelter
purposes, and for shelter
post administration
necessary for
buildings necessary
and
repair thereof,
and rentals for the United States troops in China,
thereof, and
and repair
$300,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
expended for
shall be expended
sum shall
said sum
of said
fo$300,000:
for
the construction
of quarters
of the
the Army the total cost
for officers of
quarters for
construction of
the
of which,
including the
the heating
heating and plumbing
plumbing apparatus, wiring, and
which, including
of
fixtures,
general officer the
quarters of aageneral
of quarters
case of
exceed in the case
shall exceed
fixtures, shall
sum of
of $8,000;
$8,000; of
officer above
captain,
the rank of captain,
above the
or officer
colonel or
of aa colonel
sum
$6,000; and
and of
and below the rank of captain, $4,000.
of and
an officer of
of an
$6,000;

Barracks and quarqu
ters
Army in.
in
for the
the Army
ters for

-

Troops in China.
China.
Proviso.
Proviso.
quarters
Limit, quarters
officers.
officers.

Roads, wharves,
wharves, ietc.
Roads,
etc.

ROADS,
W ALKS, WHARVES,
W HARVES, AND
AND DRAINAGE.
DRAINAGE.
ROADS, WALKS,

For the construction
construction and repair by the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps of
roads, walks,
and wharves;
wharves; for the pay of employees; for the disposal
roads,
walks, and
of
dredging channels; and for care and improvement
improvement
drainage; for dredging
of drainage;
Provisos.
of grounds
grounds at
military posts
posts and
That
Provided, That
$3,000,000: Provided,
and stations, $3,000,000:
Deer
Island, Mass.
Mass. of
at military
DerSsand,
not to
$100 may
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of land
terminal
near terminal
land near
be used
used for
may be
exceed $100
not
to exceed
Camps,
etc.,
Providedfurther,
further,
ex- of bridge at Deer Island,
caps,
etc., exIsland, Boston Harbor, Mass.: Provided
cluded.
under this
That
of the
the funds
funds appropriated
available under
made available
or made
appropriated or
none of
That none
Act
shall be
used for
for the
the permanent
repair of any
construction or repair
permanent construction
be used
Act shall
roads,
wharves connected
connected with any of the National
National Army
or wharves
roads, walks, or
cantonments or
National Guard
Guard camps.
or National
cantonments

Construction,
Construction,
r s etc.
pairs,

pai

rere-

, ec.

OF HOSPITALS.
AND REPAIR
C
ONSTRUCTION AND
REPAER OF
HOSPITALS.
CONSTRUCTION

Hospitals.

already
military posts already
For construction
construction and repair of hospitals at military
established
occupied, including
including the extra-duty
extra-duty pay of enlisted
established and occupied,
men
employed on
the same,
expenditures for
also all expenditures
including also
and including
same, and
on the
men employed
construction and repairs required at the .Army
Hospital
Army and Navy Hospital
construction
at Hot
and repair of
for the construction andrepair
and for
Springs Arkansas, and
at
Hot Sprii?gs,
general
and expenses incident thereto, and for additions
hospitals and
general hospitals
needed to
increased garrisons,
garrisons, and for
for
requirements of increased
the requirements
meet the
to meet
needed
Temporary
camp
Temporary
cantonments; for the
hospitals in standing camps
camps and cantonments;
temporary hospitals
cam" temporary
hospitals,
etc.
hospitals, etc.
alteration of
buildings at posts for use as hospitals, conof permanent
permanent buildings
alteration
permanent
struction
repairs of
hospital buildings at permanent
temporary hospital
of temporary
and repairs
struction and
posts, construction
construction and repair of temporary
temporary general
general hospitals,
hospitals rental
posts,
or purchase
of grounds,
grounds, and
and rental
rental and alteration
alteration of buildings for
purchase of
or
use for
for hospital
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
in the
the District of Columbia
purposes in
hospital purposes
use
including necessary
quarters for hospital personnel,
temporary quarters
necessary temporary
including
outbuildings,
heating and
laundry apparatus,
apparatus, plumbing,
water and
plumbing, water
and laundry
outbuildings, heating
sewers, and electric
electric work, cooking
cookin apparatus, and roads and walks
sewers,
Proviso.
for the
of this amount not to exceed
exceed
That of
Provide, That
$1,594,900: Provided
same, $1,594,900:
the same,
Specific allotm
allotmerts.
ierts. for
Specific
the
sums may
toward the erection and completing
may be used award
the following
following sums
of buildings,
follows:
as follows:
enumerated as
or systems
systems enumerated
structures,'or
buildings, structures
pital, of
Letterman
Hospital,
trrnan Ho
Let
Letterman General
General Hospital, San Francisco,
Francisco, California, one or
Letterman
Francisco, Calif.
Ccaif.
San irancisco,
two
hospital wards
wards as
Secretary of
$94,900.
determine, $94,900.
may determine,
of War
War may
as the Secretary
two hospital
Walter Reed
Reed HossWalrer
Walter
General Hospital, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia,
Columbia,
Walter Reed General
no
pital, D. C.
or buildings
buildings as may, in the judgment of the Secresuch building or
for such
necessary and suitable for the use of the Army
tary of War, be necessary
Medical
apparatus, plumbing,
necessary heating apparatus
including necessary
School, including
Meilical School,
water
electrical work, and roads and walks for
and sewer systems, electrical
water and
the same,
$500.000.
same, $500,000.
the

Construction,
Construction,
pairS, etc.
etc.
pairs,

re-

re-
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QUARTERS
HOSPITAL S
TEWARDS.
STEWARDS.
FOR HOSPITAL
QUARTERS FOR

Quarters for hospital
hospital
sQartersor
stewards.
*ste
fords.

For
construction and
of quarters
quarters for
for hospital
hospital stewards
Construction,
reConstruction,
at pairs,
stewards at
repair of
and repair
For construction
etc.
, etc.
military posts
already established
established and
including the extraand occupied, including
posts already
military
pay duty
duty of
men employed
employed on
same, $20,000.
$20,000.
on the
the same,
of enlisted
enlisted men
pay
Shootin
Shootingg
andranges.
and
ranges.

S
HOOTING GALLERIES
GALLERIES AND
RANGES.
AND RANGES.
SHOOTING

galleries
galleries

es
For shelter,
shelter, grounds,
ranges for
small-arms Expenses.
ExPens .
for small-arms
galleries, ranges
shooting galleries,
grounds, shooting
For
target
machine-gun practice,
repairs,
practice, repairs,
field-artillery practice,
practice, field-artillery
practice, machine-gun
target practice,
and
th.ereto, including flour for paste for marking
incident thereto,
and expenses incident
targets,
employees, such
galleries to be open as far
and galleries
ranges and
such ranges
hire of
of employees,
targets, hire
as
practicable to the
organized rifle clubs under
Guard and organized
the National
National Guard
as practicable
regulations
Secretary of
of War,
• Tex.
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
LeoSprings,
War, $50,000:
Pro- Leon
$50,000: ProTex.
Springs,
vi.ded
there is
hereby appropriated,
any money
money in
land
tor
land for
Additional
in the
the tarAdditional
out of
of any
appropriated, out
is hereby
That there
vided, That
get range.
Treasury
$88,880 for
for the
the tget
sum of
of $88,880
the sum
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
acquisition
as an addition to the Leon Springs Military Reserof land as
acquisition of
target
heretofore authorized, and now in use as aatarget
Texas, heretofore
vation in Texas
Texas.
Camp Travis,
Travis, Texas.
range for Camp
Tar
get practice,
etc.,
practice, etc.,
Target
damages.
OF PRIVATE
C
LAIMS FOR
FOR DAMAGES
TO AND
PRIVATE PROPERTY.
PROPERTY.
damagos•
LOSS OF
AND Loss
DAMAGES TO
CLAIMS

Paying claims for,

propertr,.
toprivate
For payment
of claims
damages to
property to
Pa
pri ;ate c
p
i
ropert:-°
.
r'
and loss of private property
to and
for damages
claims for
payment of
For

incident to
training, practice,
maintenance of the
operation, or maintenance
practice, operation,
the training,
to the
incident
Army
hereafter accrue,
accrue from time to time,
Army that have accrued, or may hereafter
available and
and to
to remain available
available until
until expended,
expended, p~.
to be
be immediately
immediately available
Proviso.
$40,000:
Provided, That
claims shall
shall be
be made
made by
such claims
of such
settlement of
That settlement
$40,000: Provided,
the Auditor
Auditor for
approval and recomupon the approval
Department, upon
for the
the War
War Department,
the
mendation of
of the
of War,
damages
of damages
amount of
where the amount
War, where
Secretary of
the Secretary
mendation
ascertained by the War Department,
Department, and payment thereof
has been ascertained
will be
accepted by
by the
owners of
the property
property in
satisfaction of
of
full satisfaction
in full
of the
the owners
be accepted
will
such damages.
damages.
such
RENT
BUILDINGS, QUARTERMASTER
ORPS.
CORPS.
QUARTERMASTER C
OF BUILDINGS,
RENT OF

Settlement, etc.
settlment,et.

Rent..

B en t

For rent
rent of
buildings and
and parts
the District
of trret
rcColumbnia.
n
orunit. nis.
trctuiot
District of
in the
parts of
of buildings
buildings in
of buildings
For
Columbia for
military purposes
purposes during
the fiscal
fiscal year
$200,000: Proviso.
1921, $200,000:
year 1921,
during the
for military
Columbia
Provided, That
That this
be available
is
if space
space is
available if
not be
shall not
this appropriation
appropriation shall
ProNided,
provided
by the
the Public
Buildings Commission
Commission in
in Government-owned
Government-owned
Public Buildings
provided by
buildings.
ildings.CATIONAL
VOCATIONAL TRAININ
TRAINING.
TRAINING.
VOCATIONAL
..

.I.

.

Restriction.
Restriction.

Vocational training.
trainin g.
Vocational
nstructors,

tools,

For
the employment
the necessary
the equipment,
eqiiiitTeenttlic.
etc. tools,
in the
instructors in
civilian instructors
necessary civilian
of the
employment of
For the
most
important trades,
trades, and
their traveling
traveling
of their
payment of
for the
the payment
and for
most important
expenses,
as authorized
authorized under
under existing
for the
the purchase
carof carpurchase of
law; for
existing law;
expenses, as
penter's,
electrician's, and
and such
other tools
and
tools and
such other
mason's, electrician's,
machinist's, mason's,
penter's, machinist's,
equipment
as may
may,be
including machines
connection
in connection
used in
machines used
required, including
be required,
equipment as
with
trades; for
the purchase
of materials,
live stock
stock (including
(including
materials, live
purchase of
for the
the trades;
with the
fowls),
and other
other supplies
necessary for
for instruction
instruction and
and training
purtraining pursupplies necessary
fowls), and
poses and
the construction
needed for
for vocational
vocational
and the
construction of
of such
such buildings
buildings needed
poses
186.
training
in agriculture;
shops, storage,
storage, and
and shelter
shelter of
of machinery
Vol. 39, p.p.
machinery V01.39,
for shops,
agriculture; for
training in
as may
may be
necessary to
to carry
out the
provisions of
section 27
27 of
of the
the
of section
the provisions
carry out
be necessary
as
Act
June 3,
addition to
to the
the military
military
in addition
authorizing, in
3, .1916,
1916, authorizing,
approved June
Act approved
training of
while in
the active
active service,
service, means
for securing
an
securing an
means for
in the
of soldiers
soldiers while
training
opportunity to
to study
and receive
upon educational
educational lines
instruction upon
receive instruction
study and
opportunity
of such
as .to
increase their
enable
and enable
efficiency and
military efficiency
their military
to increase
character as
such character
of
them
to return
return to
life better
better equipped
commercial,
industrial, commercial,
for industrial,
equipped for
to civil
civil life
them to
and general
part of
this instruction
instruction to
consist
to consist
of this
occupations, part
business occupations,
general business
and
of vocational
vocational education
either in
mechanic arts,
arts,
the mechanic
or the
agriculture or
in agriculture
education either
of

966
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Pretasofinstutors

from Army.
Army.
from

Sale,
etc., of farm
Sale, etc.,
products, etc.
etc.
products,
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$3,500,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That whenever
possible officers,
officers, warrant
warrant offioffiwhenever possible
$3,500,000:
cers
noncommissioned officers,
other enlisted
enlisted men
men shall
be detailed
detailed
shall be
or other
officers, or
cers, noncommissioned

as
vocational training
training in the most important trades in
in vocational
instructors in
as instructors
lieu of
civilian instructors:
Providedfurther,
further That
products and
and
farm products
That farm
instructors: Provided
of civilian
lieu
the
(including fowls)
Which accrue
accrue as incidental
fowls) which
live stock (including
increase in live
the increase
husbandry, may be
to
vocational training
training in agriculture
agriculture and animal husbandry,
to vocational
regulations as the Secretary of War may prescribe
prescribe
under such regulations
sold under
Treasury of
proceeds of such sales shall be deposited
deposited in the Treasury
and the proceeds
the United
United States
States to the credit of
of miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
the

FOR
RANGES FOR
RIFLE RANGES
military inQUARTERMASTER SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
AND SERVICES
SERVICES FOR
FOR RIFLE
military
in- QUARTERMASTER
Civilian
on
struction..
structi
CIVILIAN
INSTRUCTION.
C
IVILIAN I
NSTRUCTION.

To establish
establish and maintain indoor and outdoor rifle ranges for the
use of
of all
use
males capable
arms, under
under reasonable
reasonable
all able-bodied
able-bodied males
capable of
of bearing
bearing arms,
regulations
National Board for the Promotion
Promotion
prescribed by the National
regulations to be prescribed
of
by the Secretary of War; for the
approved by
Practice and approved
of Rifle
Rifle Practice
employment
establishment of outdoor
outdoor
connection with the establishment
employment of labor in connection
and
rifle ranges,
operating targets; for the
including labor in operating
ranges, including
indoor rifle
and indoor
employment
instructors; for clerical
clerical services;
services; for badges and other
of instructors;
employment of
insignia;
employees, instructors, and civiltransportation of employees,
for the transportation
insigma; for
ians
practice; for
materials, supplies,
supplies,
purchase of materials,
for the purchase
to engage
engage in practice;
ians to
and services,
incidental to instruction
instruction of citizens of
and for
for expenses incidental
and
services, and
the United
United States
in marksmanship,
marksmanship, and
and their
participation in
national
in national
their participation
States in
the
the
the direction
direction of the
and international
matches, to
under the
to be
be expended
expended under
and
international matches,
Secretary of
of War,
and to
remain available
expended, $100,000:
$100,000:
until expended,
available until
to remain
War, and
Secretary
Provisos.
Provided, That out of the said sum
sum of
may be
be expended
expended
there may
$100,000 there
of $100,000
teams
ris e teams
Pron
teams Provided, That out of the said
Civilian rifle
for the
the payment
of transportation,
or furnishing
furnishing
at
National matches.
matches.
meals, or
supplying meals,
for supplying
transportation, for
payment of
for
at National
commutation
subsistence of
of civilian
rifle teams
authorized by
by the
the
teams authorized
civilian rifle
of subsistence
commutation of
Commutation
of
f Secretary of War
to
exceed
to
,I.
participate
in
the
national
matches,
not
to
exceed
not
matches,
national
the
in
to
participate
War
of
Secretary
travelinguetenses.
traveling expenses.
$80,000: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
hereafter members
members of
civilian rifle
rifle
of civilian
That hereafter
$80,000:
teams may,
may, in
of the
the Secretary
combe paid,
paid, as
as comof War,
War, be
Secretary of
in the
the discretion
discretion of
teams
cents per
mutation of
of traveling
expenses at
per mile
mile for the
rate of
of 5
5 cents
at the
the rate
traveling expenses
mutation
matches
to national
shortest usually
usually traveled
traveled route
their homes
homes to
national matches,
from their
route from
shortest
of War
War and
when authorized
authorized to
to participate
therein by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
and
participate therein
when
Payment
advance. for the return travel
further, That the payment
travelthereto:
in advance.
Payment in
thereto: Provided
Provided further,
payment of
of
travel
pay for
for the
may be
in advance
advance of
of the
the
be made
made in
return journey
journey may
the return
travel pay
actual
performance of
of travel.
travel.
actual performance

Expenses
Expenses
ranges for.

of
of

rifle
rifle

ranges or.

Reserve
Officers' ‘-‘
QUARTERMASTER
Training
Opcers' QUARTERMASTER
ResefrveCorps.

sup-

Quartermaster supQuartermaster
plies, etc.,
plies,
etc., to insti
institutions having units
of.
unitsof.

tishaving

Trainingcamps.

Training camps

CommutationofsubCommutation
of subsistence.
sistence.

Vol. 39, p. 193.
Provisos.
Proniso.

FORTH, RESERVE
SO FORTH,
AND SO
SUPPLIES,
SUPPLIES, EQTUIPMENT,
EQUIPMENT, AND
RESERVE
TRAINING
OFFICERS'
OFFICERS' T
RAINING CORPS.
CORPS.

For the
issue, under
regulations as
may be
be
as may
such regulations
under such
and issue,
the procurement
procurement and
For

or
which one
to institutions
the Secretary
prescribed
prescribed by the
Secretary of War,
War, to
institutions at
at which
one or
Corps are
are maintained,
maintained,
more
of the
the Reserve
Officers' Training
Training Corps
Reserve Officers'
more units
units of
such
animals, uniforms,
uniforms, equipment,
equipment, and
and means
of transportatransportameans of
public animals,
such public
of the
the
at the
tion
deem necessary,
and to
to forage
forage at
the expense
expense of
necessary, and
as he
he may
may deem
tion as
United States
animals so
for transporting
transporting said
said animals
animals
issued; for
so issued;
United
States public
public animals
the several
and
other authorized
from place
place of
to the
several
of issue
issue to
authorized equipment
equipment from
and other
institutions and
training camps
camps and
and return
of same
place of
of issue
issue
return of
same to
to place
institutions
and training
when necessary;
necessary; for
for the
of camps
camps for
for the
further pracpracwhen
the maintenance
maintenance of
the further
Training
the Reserve
Officers' Training
tical
instruction of
of the
of the
Reserve Officers'
the .members
members of
tical instruction
of such
such corps
corps to
Corps,
and for
transporting members
to and
and from
from such
such
for transporting
members of
Corps, and
camps, and
to subsist
subsist them
them while
traveling to
to and
and from
from such
such camps
camps
and to
while traveling
camps,
and
while remaining
remaining therein
so far
as appropriations
appropriations will
will permit;
permit;
and while
therein so
far as

for
pa2, ment of
subsistence to
the
of the
to members
members of
of subsistence
commutation of
of commutation
for the
the payment
Corps, at
such rate,
rate,
senior
division of
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
at such
senior division
of the
the Reserve
Training Corps,
not
exceeding the
the garrison
ration prescribed
prescribed for
for the
Army,
the cost
cost of
of the
garrison ration
the Army,
not exceeding
as authorized
authorized in the Act of Congress
approved June
Congress approved
June 3, 1916, $3,000,000:
$3,000,000:
Provided, That so
much of
Provided,
so much
section 48 of
Act of
of June
June 3, 1916,
of section
of the
the Act
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entitled "An
"An Act for making further and more effectual
effectual provisions
provisions
for the national
defense, and
national defense
for other
ses ," as
relates to
to the
the
and for
other purpo
purposes,"
as relates
transportation
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
transportation of members of the Reserve
rraining Corps
Corps

attending summer camps be, and the same is hereby amended so
so
as to provide that such members of the Reserve
Officers' Training
Reserve Officers'
Training
5 cents per mile for the
Corps shall be paid as traveling
traveling allowances 5
distance by the shortest usually traveled
traveled route from the places from

Travel allowances,
attendg
attending asufmmr
summer

campls.p3amendcafin
cna
__,p.193,amend-

ed
ed..

o

'39'

to the
which they are authorized to proceed to
the camp
and for
for the
the return
return Payment
camp and
Payment in
in adadvance.
travel thereto:
further, That the payment of travel pay for vance.
thereto: Provided
Provided further,
the return journey may be made in advance
advance of the actualperformactual perform- commtations
Commutations for
for
i furnished by
Provied further,
frther, That the Secretary
ance of travel: Provided
Secretary of
of War may,
may, uniforms
uniosfuished
by
in his discretion and under such regulations
prescribe,
regulations as he may prescribe,
permit such institutions to furnish their own uniforms and receive
receive
commutation therefor
as commutation
therefor the sum allotted by
Secretary of
by the Secretary
of War
War
to such institutions for uniforms.
uniforms.
QUARTERMASTER SUPPLIES
FOR MILITARY
OF S
SCHOOLS
QUARTERMASTER
SUPPLIES FOR
MILITARY EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT OF
CHOOLS
AND COLLEGES.
COLLEGES.
AND

schools
B
l s and colleges.

choo andcoleges-

pliQ
esuart
t
ollrmaster g
sup-

For
the procurement
as provided
in section
section 56
56 of
the pliesforntraning n
For the
procurement and
and supply
supply as
provided in
of the
3t,
for 197.
Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
3, 1916,
1916, of
such tentage
June 3,
of such
tentage and
and equipequip- plies
Vo39, p. 197.
39
92
Vol.
39,
ment, including
the
transporting
Secretary of
of War
War Vol ,p..1192.
including
transporting of same, as the Secretary
p.

shall deem necessary
necessary for proper military training
training to
to schools
schools and
colleges other than those provided
section 47
47 of
the Act
above
provided for
for in
in section
of the
Act above
referred to, $
100.
referred
$100.

Storage
shipping
Storage and
and shipping
facilities.
acitoendhiu pp g
Expenses of
of inland
Expenses
inland
and port
port storage,
For inland and
all necessary
necessary buildings,
storage, including
including all
buildings, andport.
and port.
docks, tracks, handling,
han, and other facilities for
supplies,
for Government
Government supplies,
including rentals and hire of the necessary employees, $100.
$100.
Medical department.
Medical
department.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT.

I
NLAND AND
AND P
ORT STORAGE
STORAGE AND
AND SHIPPING
SHIPPING FACILrrIES.
FACILITIES.
INLAND
PORT

MEDICAL AND
AND HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL
HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT.
Medical
hospital
Medical and
and hospital

For the manufacture
purchase of
manufacture and purchase
of medical
medical and
and hospital
hospital supplies,
supplies, suppies
etc.
suPPlles,, et'

disinfectants, for military posts,
camps, hospitals,
hospitals, hospital
including disinfectants,
posts, camps,
hospital

0

P

ships and
and transports,
laundry work
work for
men and
transports, for
for laundry
for enlisted
enlisted men
and Army
Army Mosquito dtr
destruc1
a hospital, and supplies
supplies required
nurses while patients in a
required for
for mosquito
mosquito tion.
a Mosuto
destr
destruction in
destruction
in and
military
posts
in
the
Canal
Zone,
$3,500,000:
and about
about military posts in the Canal Zone, $3,500,000: Provisos.
Pro.
Provided,
War may,
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of War
may, in
his discretion,
discretion, select
in his
ambulances.
select Motor
Motorambulances.
types and makes of motor ambulances
ambulances for the Army and authorize
authorize
their purchase
their
purchase without regard to
to the
the laws
laws prescribing
prescribing advertisement
advertisement
for proposals for supplies and
for the
the Army;
for the
the purpurand materials
materials for
Army; for
chase of veterinary
veterinary supplies and hire of veterinary
surgeons; for
veterinary surgeons;
for Private
t treatment.
expenses of medical supply .depots; for
for medical
and treatment
expenses
medical care
care and
treatment P
treatment
otherwise provided for, including care
not otherwise
and subsistence
subsistence in
care and
in private
private
of officers, enlisted
hospitals, of
enlisted men,
men, and
and civilian
civilian employees
employees of
of the
the
Army, of applicants for enlistment,
enlistment, and
and of
prisoners of
of war
war and
of prisoners
and
other persons in military
military custody
entitled Not
custody or
or confinement,
confinement, when
when entitled
Not applicable
applicable iff on
on
furlough, etc.
thereto by law, regulation,
regulation, or
contract: Provided
further, That
this furlough,
or contract:
Providedfurther,
That this
etc.
shall not apply to
to officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men who
treated in
in Contagious
who are
are treated
ot
diseases
diseases
private hospitals
or by civilian
civilian physicians
hospitals or
furlough; for
physicians while
while on
on furlough;
for expenses.
expenses.
the proper
of epidemic
epidemic and
proper care and treatment of
and contagious
contagious diseases
diseases
iii the Army or at military
posts or
in
military posts
stations, including
or stations,
including measures
measures
to prevent
prevent the spread
spread thereof,
thereof, and
the payment
and the
payment of
of reasonable
reasonable
damages not
damages
not otherwise
otherwise provided
for, for
for bedding
clo
provided for,
bedding and
and clothing
injured or destroyed
prevention; for
for the
destroyed in such prevention;
pay of
of male
male an
the pay
and
female nurses, not including
including the
the Army
and of
of cooks
cooks
Army Nurse
Nurse Corps,
Corps, and
civilians employed
employed for
and other civilians
for the
the proper
proper care
of sick
care of
sick officers
officers
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number, qualificaand soldiers,
soldiers, under
regulations fixing their number,
under such regulations
and
tions, assignments,
pay, and
as shall
shall have been or shall
allowances as
and allowances
assignments, pay,
tions,
be
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War; for the pay of civilian phyof War;
prescribed by
be prescribed
sicians
employed to
examine physically
physically applicants
enlistment
applicants for enlistment
to examine
sicians employed
and
enlisted men
professional services
services from
from
render other professional
to render
men and to
and enlisted
time
time under
proper authority;
employees
authority; for the pay of other employees
under proper
to time
time to
companies
of
Medical Department;
Department; for the payment of express companies
the Medical
of the
and local
transfers employed
Medical Department
Department
employed directly by the Medical
local transfers
and
for
the transportation
transportation of
medical and hospital
supplies, including
including
hospital supplies,
of medical
for the
bidders'
samples and
water for
analysis; for
for supplies for use in
for analysis;
and water
bidders' samples
teaching
force of the Medical
Medical
the art of cooking to the enlisted force
teaching the
Hospital
Hot
Hospital, Hot
Springs, Ark.
Department; for
for the
supply of
Army and Navy Hospital at
of the Army
the supply
Department;
Ark. ,
Springs,
laundry
Hot
Springs, Arkansas;
printing, binding, laundry,
advertising, printing,
Arkansas; for advertising,
Hot Springs,
Medical
and
all other
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of the Medical
other necessary
and all
Department.
Department.
Canal Zone.
Zone.
Canal

HOSPITAL
CARE, C
ANAL Z
ONE GARRISONS.
GARRISONS.
ZONE
CANAL
HOSPITAL CARE,

etc.,
Care of troops, et
etc"

inCh
ar
csepilf
alstrr'
f
hcspitals
in

exclusive
For paying
paying the
the Panama
Panama Canal such
such reasonable
charges, exclusive
reasonable charges,
For
of
subsistence, as
as may
may be
by the
Secretary of War for
for
the Secretary
approved by
be approved
of subsistence,
caring in
in its
enlisted men,
prisoners,
military prisoners,
men, military
officers, enlisted
for officers,
its hospitals
hospitals for
caring
and
civilian employees
of the Army admitted
thereto upon the readmitted thereto
employees of
and civilian
Proviso.
Subsistence paypay- quest
Provided, That the
proper military authority, $60,000: Provided;
quest of proper
Subsisence
ments.
subsistence
the said
said patients,
except commissioned
commissioned officers,
officers, shall
patients, except
of the
subsistence of
mentsbe
paid to
to said
said hospitals
appropriation for subsistence
subsistence of
out of the appropriation
hospitals out
be paid
the Army
at the
the rates
provided therein
for commutation of rations
therein for
rates provided
the
Army at
for
patients in general hospitals.
enlisted patients
for enlisted
Medical Museum.
Mnsetrm.
Medical
Preserving speciPreserving
sPeei -

mens,
etc.
mens, etc.

Surgeon
Surgeon
Library.
Library.

General's
General's

MEDICAL MUSEUM.
ARMY MEDICAL
MUSEUM.
ARMY
For Army
Army Medical
Medical Museum,
specimens, and the
preservation of specimens,
Museum, preservation
For
preparation and purchase of new specimens,
specimens, $20,000.
preparation

OFFICE.
LIBRARY, SURGEON
SURGEON GENERAL'S
GENERAL'S OFFICE.
LIBRARY,

Purchase
of books,
books,
Purchase of
etc.
etc.

For
of the
the Surgeon General's Office, including the
For the library of
purchase of
the necessary
books of
of reference
reference and periodicals,
periodicals, $20,000.
$20,000.
necessary books
of the
purchase

Affairs BuInsular Affairs
reau.

AFFAIRS.
BUREAU OF INSULAR
INSULAR AFFAIR,S.

Care of insane soldiers.

CARE OF
INSANE F
ILIPINO S
OLDIERS.
FILIPINO
SOLDIERS.
CARE
OF INSANE

In Philippine
p ine
hi
Tn
rslands.
Vol. 3.5, p. 122.

For care, maintenance, and treatment at asylums in the Philippine
such
Islands of insane natives of the Philippine Islands cared for in such
institutions conformable
conformable to the Act of Congress approved May 11,
11,
1908,
1908, $2,000.

sP

ip

VoI. ,sp.1.

REGIMENT OF
C
ARE OF
OF I
NSANE SOLDIERS
SOLDIERS OF
PORTO RICO
OF
RICO REGIMENT
OF POBTO
INSANE
CARE
I
NFANTRY.
INFANTRY.
In Porto Rico.
Rico.

Engineer DepartEngineer
ment.
ment.
Depots.
Depots.

Incidental
expenses.
Incidental expAnsas.

asylums in Porto Rico
For care, maintenance, and treatment at asvlums
of insane
insane soldiers
$100.
of Infantry, $100.
soldiers of the Porto Rico Regiment ot
of
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER
ENGINEER
DEPLYYS.
ENGINEER DEPOTS.
For
incidental expenses
depots, including
including fuel,
fuel, lights,
for the
the depots,
expenses for
For incidental
chemicals,
machinery, pay of civilian clerks,
chemicals, stationery, hardware, machinery,
mechanics,
extra-dutv pay to soldiers
employees, extra-duty
other employees,
laborers, and other
mechanics, laborers,
necessarily
davs as artificers
for periods not less than ten clays
employed for
necessarily employed
on work m
in addition
military
addition to and not strictly in the line of their military
on
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duties,
such as
printers, lithogdraftsmen, printers,
blacksmiths, draftsmen,
carpenters, blacksmiths,
as carpenters,
duties, such
raphers, photographers,
photographers, engine
engine drivers,
telegraph operators,
operators, teamdrivers, telegraph
raphers,
sters,
overseers, laborers;
laborers;
machinists, painters, overseers,
masons, machinists,
wheelwrights, -masons,
sters, wheelwrights,
for
lumber and
and materials
materials and
and for
packing and crating
for packing
labor for
for labor
for lumber
engineer supplies;
supplies; repairs
repairs of,
and for
for materials
repair, public
materials to repair,
of, and
engineer
buildings,
machinery, and instruments,
unforeseen expenses,
expenses,
instruments, and for unforeseen
buildings, machinery,
$21,500.
$21,500.
ENGINEER
CHOOL.
SCHOOL.
ENGINEER S

School,
D. C.
School, D.C.
Equipment

and

and
Equipment
including maintnance
School, including
Engineer School,
of the
the Engineer
maintenance.
maintenance of
and maintenance
Equipment and
purchase
and repair
of instruments,
machinery, implements, models,
instruments, machinery,
repair of
purchase and
boats,
materials for
for the
provide means
of the school and to provide
use of
the use
and materials
boats, and
for the
and practical
of Engineer officers and
instruction of
practical instruction
theoretical and
for
the theoretical
troops
their special
duties as
miners; for land mining,
and miners;
sappers and
as sappers
special duties
in their
troops in
pontoniering, and
and signaling;
signaling; for
purchase and
binding of scientific
scientific
and binding
for purchase
pontoniering,
on military
and professional
professional works,
works, papers,
treating on
periodicals treating
and periodicals
papers, and
and
expenses.
engineering
books of reference Incidental
and books
textbooks, and
subjects, textbooks,
and scientific
scientific subjects,
engineering and
Incidental expenses.
the United States Engineer
for
the library of
Engineer School; for incidental
incidental
of the
for the
hardware,
stationery, hardware,
expenses
school, including
including chemicals,
chemicals, stationery,
the school,
of the
expenses of
elecmachinery,
and boats;
boats; for
for pay
clerks, draftsmen,
draftsmen, eleccivilian clerks,
of civilian
pay of
machinery, and
tricians, mechanics,
mechanics, and
laborers; compensation
compensation of
of civilian
civilian lecturers
lecturers
and laborers;
tricians,
and
payment of
of tuition
student officers
officers at
es of
e
technical Trave
at civil
civil technical
of student
fees of
tuition fees
and payment
Travel expenses of
offrceors. x s
institutions; for
for unforeseen
expenses; for travel expenses of officers officers.
unforeseen expenses;
institutions;
on
journeys approved
approved by
by the
of War
War and
and made for the
Secretary of
the Secretary
on journeys
mie,
expenses f1Proslieu •of mileage,
purpose
instruction, $40,000:
tray
expenses
Provided,That the traveling
$40,000: Provided,
of instruction,
purpose of
etc.
allowances, etc.
herein
be in
othe?Lowances,
in lieu of mileage and other
shall be
for shall
provided for
herein provided
Periodicals.
and for
other absolutely
absolutely necessary
further, That
That R.
Peiodicals.
Providedfurther,
expenses: Provided
necessary expenses:
for other
and
S., sec. 3O48,p. 718.
tS.,se 3648,p 71.
section
3648, Revised
Revised Statutes,
shall not
apply to
to subscriptions
for
subscriptions for
not apply
Statutes, shall
section 3648,
foreign and
and professional
professional newspapers
and periodicals
for
paid for
to be paid
periodicals to
newspapers and
foreign
from this
appropriation.
this appropriation.
from
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ENGINEER EQUIPMENT
OF TROOPS.
TROOPS.
EQUIPMENT OF
ENGINEER

Equipment
Equipment
troops.
troops.

of
of

For
pontoon material,
tools, instruments,
and appliances
ti:=,
tools, sup
sup.
pitesrI,
e tools
appliances pi
supplies, and
instruments, supplies,
material, tools,
For pontoon
required
use in
the engineer
of troops,
military
for military
troops, for
equipment of
engineer equipment
in the
for use
required for
surveys,
and for
for engineer
operations in
including the purfield, including
in the field,
engineer operations
surveys, and
chase,
operation, and
and repair
necessary motor
of the
the necessary
repair of
maintenance, operation,
chase, maintenance,
cycles;
of engineer
manuals and proengineer manuals
preparation of
and preparation
the purchase
purchase and
cycles; the
curement
same, and
and for
reserve supply of
above
of above
a reserve
for a
for same,
paper for
special paper
of special
curement of
Provisos.
equipment,
$200,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the services
skilled (draftsmen,
services
draftsmen, Technical
of skilled
services of
That the
equipment, $200,000:
services,
etc.,
in the
the DepartDepart
etc., in
civil
other services
services as
the Secretary
Secretary of War may ment.
as the
such other
and such
engineers, and
civil engineers,
deem
may be
only in the Office
Office of the Chief of ment'
employed only
be employed
necessary may
deem necessary
Engineers
carry into
into effect
effect the
the various
for ""Engineer
Engineer
appropriations for
various appropriations
to carry
Engineers to
equipment
of troops,"
"Engineer operations
field," and
and other
other
the field,"
in the
operations in
troops," "Engineer
equipment of
Provided L m i t military
be paid
from such appropriations:
appropriations: Provided
paidfrom
to be
appropriations, to
military appropriations,
further, That
That the
the expenditures
expenditures on
on this
account for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1921 Report.
furthier,
this account
for the
year 1921
year, in
shall
exceed $150,000.
Secretary of
War shall each year,
of War
The Secretary
$150,000. The
not exceed
shall not
of persons who
the annual
annual estimates,
Congress the
the number
number of
to Congress
report to
estimates, report
the
are employed,
and amount
to each.
each.
paid to
amount paid
duties, and
their duties,
employed, their
are
OFFICERS.
TO ENGINEER
CIVILIAN ASSISTANTS
ASSISTANTS TO
ENGINEER OFFICERS.
CIVILIAN

For services
services of
of surveyors,
survey parties,
photographers,
draftsmen, photographers,
parties, draftsmen,
surveyors, survey
For
division,
master laborers,
laborers, and
and clerks
to engineer
engineer officers
officers on the staffs of (division,
clerks to
master
corps, and
and department
commanders, $40,000.
$40,000.
department commanders,
corps,
ENGINEER OPERATIONS
ENGINEER
OPERATIONS IN
IN THE
THE FIELD.
FIELD.

For
to military
military engineer
engineer operations
operations in the field,
incident to
expenses incident
For expenses
including
purchase of
material and
and a
reserve of material
material for such
a reserve
of material
the purchase
including the
44281°-21--63
44281°-21----3

Civilian assistants.

Civilianassistants.

Surveyors,
etc.
Surveyors, etc.

Field operations.
Field operatios.
Expenses.

E
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operations, the
the construction
construction or
rental of
of storehouses
within and
storehouses within
or rental
operations,
outside
the
District
of
Columbia,
the
operation,
maintenance,
and
and
maintenance,
operation,
the
Columbia,
of
District
outside the
repair
of horse-drawn
horse-drawn and
and motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carry
ing vehicles,
vehicles,
passenger-carrying
repair of
and such
such expenses
expenses as
are ordinarily
ordinarily provided
provided for
appropriations
under appropriations
for under
as are
and
for "Engineer
"Engineer Depots,"
Depots," "Civilian
assistants to
engineer officers,"
officers,"
to engineer
"Civilian assistants
for

"Maps, War
Department," $500,000:
Provided, That
to
when to
That when
$500,000: Provided,
War Department,"
and "Maps,
of options and

Provisos.
Purchase
Purchase of options
on
on materials.
materials.
Construction
Construction

at camp, etc.

Government funds appropriated
appropriated under this head
the interest of the Government

work
work

at cap,

may
used for
for the
the purchase
on material
material for
use in engifor use
options on
of options
purchase of
be used
may be
neer
operations in
in the
the field:
field: Provided,
Provided, further,
further, That so much of this
neer operations
Engineer trainfacilities for Engineer
appropriation
provide facilities
to provide
is necessary
necessary to
as is
ppropriation as
a
work of a
ing
be expended
for military
military construction
construction work
expended for
may be
troops may
of troops
ing of
training areas,
temporary character
and cantonments
cantonments and
in training
and in
camps and
at camps
character at
temporary
for
purposes only.
training purposes
for training

Philippine Islands.
Philippine

CONTINGENCIES,
CONTINGENCIES,

Engineer contingencontinge
ciEngineer
cies in.

Surveys and maps.

-

Povio.

.

other surveys, the securing
of topographic
For
the execution
execution of
topographic and
and other
securing
For the

of such
extra topographic
topographic data
data as
as may
may be
required, and the preparaprepara.
be required,
such extra
of
be
tion and
of maps
maps required
for military
purposes, to be
military- purposes,
required for
printing of
and printing,
tion
immediately available
available and
and remam
remain available
available until
1921,
31, 1921,
December 31,
until December
immediately
as- $100,000:
the Secretary
of War
War is
is authorized
authorized to
secure
to secure
Secretary of
That the
Provided, That
$100,000: Provided,
asthe assistance,
assistance, wherever
wherever practicable, of the United States Geological
Geological
the
mapping agencies
Survey, the
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, or
or other
other mapping
and Geodetic
Coast and
the Coast
Survey,
of
the Government
Government in
in this
work and
and to
to allot funds therefor to them
this work
of the
from this
this appropriation.
appropriation.
from
CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE OF
OF MILITARY
POST ROADS,
ROADS,
MILITARY AND POST
AND MAINTENANCE
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES, AND TRAILS,
TRAILS, ALASKA.
ALASKA.
BRIDGES,

Alaska.

Roads, bridges,
bridges, and
and
Roads,
trails in.
in.
trails

Ordnance
Ordnance
ment.

incident to the operations
For
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses incident
operations of the Engineer
Engineer
Department
the Philippine
to be expended
expended at the disIslands, to
Philippine Islands,
in the
Department in
$2,500.
cretion of
of the
of War,
War, $2,500.
Secretary of
the Secretary
cretion
MILITARY SURVEYS
SURVEYS AND
MAPS.
AND MAPS.
MILITARY

hag
Expens
military.
es of prepar
preparSrof
InExgf

Pvoviso.
Other
to
offices to
ther offices
sist.
sist

ENGINEER DEPARTMENT,
DEPARTMENT, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
ISLANDS.
ENGINEER

DepartDeport-

maintenance of military and
For the
construction, repair, and maintenance
the construction,
For
post
bridges, and
Territory of Alaska, to be immediately
immediately
trails, Territory
and trails,
roads, bridges,
post roads,
available, $350,000.
$350,000.
available,
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE SERVICE.
SERVICE.
ORDNANCE

Current expenses.
Post.
p. 1164.
Po.t, p.
1164.

Prormt.
Prorisos.
Vehicle restriction.

Ordnance Department
For the
the current
expenses of the Ordnance
Department in concurrent expenses
For
purchasing, receiving,
nection with
receiving, storing, and issuing ordnance
ordnance
with purchasing,
nection
police and office duties, rents, tolls,
and ordnance
comprising police
stores, comprising
ordnance stores,
and
fuel,
water, and
and advertising,
advertising, stationery,
typewriters, and addstationery, typewriters,
light, water,
fuel, light,
office furniture, tools,
ing machines,
including their
their exchange,
exchange, and office
machines, including
ing
for incidental
and instruments
instruments of
of service;
incidental expenses of the Ordnance
Ordnance
service; for
and
ordnance,
tests of ordnance,
Service, and
practical trials
trials and tests
attending practical
those attending
and those
Service,
purposes; for
small arms,
and other
ordnance stores;
stores; for
instruction purposes;
for instruction
other ordnance
arms, and
small
publications for
libraries of
the Ordnance
Department, including
including
Ordnance Department,
of the
for libraries
publications
the Ordnance
Office; subscriptions
which may be
periodicals, which
to periodicals,
subscriptions to
Ordnance Office;
the
labor in the office
paid
advance; and
and pay
went for
for mechanical
mechanical labor
payment
in advance;
for in
paid for
repair, and operaof the
maintenance, repair,
operafor maintenance,
and for
Ordnance; and
of Ordnance;
Chief of
the Chief
of
passenger-carrying vehicles,
tion of
or horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles,
motor-propelled or
of motor-propelled
tion
$5,000,000:
no money
money appropriated
appropriated herein shall be
That no
Provided, That
$5,000,000: Provided,
motor-propelled
expended for
for maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, or
of any motor-propelled
operation of
or operation
expended
passenger-carrying
wholly or
personal,
for personal,
in part
part for
or in
employed wholly
vehicle employed
passenger-carrying vehicle
military and
for military
social
or other
other similar
similar use
or for
except for
use except
any use
for any
use or
social or
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Material to be
official business:
business: Provided
Provided further,
That all
all material
purchased under &II:Aerial
material purchased
further, That
official
ture.
the appropriations
in this
the Ordnance
Ordnance Department of the iure.
for the
Act for
this .Act
appropriations in
the
Exception, etc.
except in Exception,
United- States
be of
American manufacture,
manufacture, except
of American
shall be
Army shall
States Army
United
it is
is to
cases when,
when, in
in the
Secretary of
War, it
to the
of War,
of the
the Secretary
judgment of
the judgment
cases
manifest interest
interest of
United States
make purchases
purchases abroad,
to make
States to
the United
of the
manifest
which material
material shall
shall be
free of
duty.
of duty.
be admitted
admitted free
which

of

Can

ORDNANCE STORES,
STORES, AMMUNITION.
AMMUNITION.
ORDNANCE

Ammunition.
Ammunition.
Manufacture,

etc.,

sarme
forn
and maintenance
For the
the development,
development, manufacture,
maintenance of of,, for
purchase, and
manufacture, purchase,
small arms,etc.,
airFor
bombs, etc.
etc.
plane bombs,
arms and
airplane
of ammunition
and for hand use for plane
small arms
for small
ammunition for
bombs; of
airplane bombs;
Soldiers'
reserve supply;
ammunition for
burials at
National Soldiers'
the National
at the
for burials
of ammunition
supply; of
reserve
and of ammunition
Home
Washington, District
District of
Columbia, and
ammunition for
for
of Columbia,
in Washington,
Home in
firing the
the morning
morning and evening
evening gun at military posts prescribed by
by
firing
Army, dated
General Orders,
Numbered 70,
70, Headquarters
Headquarters of the .Army,
Orders, Numbered
General
Volunteer Soldiers
July 23,
Home for
Disabled Volunteer
for Disabled
National Home
at National
and at
1867, and
23, 1867,
July
at Washand
branches, including
including National
Home at
Soldiers' Home
National Soldiers'
several branches,
its several
and its
State homes,
ington, District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
Sailors' State
and Sailors'
Soldiers' and
and Soldiers'
District of
ington,
$1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
sSmall-arms
target
Small-arms
practice.
SMALL-ARMS T
ARGET PRACTICE.
PRACTICE.
TARGET
SMALL-ARms
tar-

tar
eticuni
For
purchase of
targets, and
other getsn
getsmm
,etc
.
and other
ammunition, targets,
of ammunition,
and purchase
manufacture and
For manufacture
accessories
for small
and machine gun target practice and
hand and
arms, hand
small arms,
accessories for
instruction; marksmen's
marksmen's medals,
prize arms,
and insignia
insignia for
for all
arms
all arms
arms, and
medals, prize
instruction;
lust&
of
and ammunition,
targets, target
materials, and
other tuctional
aducateutocn.ai instiand other
target materials,
ammunition, targets,
service; and
the service;
of the
accessories
which may
be issued
issued for
small-arms target
practice and
target practice
for small-arms
may be
accessories which
instruction
at the
the educational
institutions and
and
soldiers' and
State soldiers'
and State
educational institutions
instruction at
are lawfully
arms are
sailors'
orphans' homes
homes to
lawfully
of small
small arms
issues of
to which
which issues
sailors' orphans'
Secretary of War may prescribe,
made,
such regulation
prescribe,
the Secretary
as the
regulation as
under such
made, under
$500,000.
$500,000.
Manufacture of
Manufacture of
MANUFACTURE
ARMS.
OF ARMS.
MANUFACTURE OF
arms.

the
at the
For
manufacturing, repairing,
procuring, and
and issuing
arms at
issuing arms
repairing, procuring,
For manufacturing,
national armories,
$700,000.
armories, $700,000.
national
SUPPLIES.
ORDNANCE
TORES AND
AND S
UPPLIES.
STORES
ORDNANCE S

maintenance of sighting
and maintenance
For
manufacture, test,
purchase, and
sighting
test, purchase,
the manufacture,
For the
releasing devices for airdevices for
airplane bombs,
bombs of
carrying and
and releasing
of carrying
for airplane
devices
plane bombs;
cleaning, repairing,
repairing, and preserving
preserving
overhauling, cleaning,
for overhauling,
bombs; for
plane
at the
ordnance
and ordnance
ordnance stores
in the
hands of
and at
troops and
of troops
the hands
stores in
ordnance and
arsenals,
depots; for
manufacture of
of ordand manufacture
purchase and
for purchase
and depots;
posts, and
arsenals, posts,
nance stores
fill requisitions
requisitions of
troops, $590,055.
$590,055.
of troops,
to fill
stores to
nance
NATIONAL TROPHY
AND MEDALS
MEDALS FOR
ONTESTS.
CONTESTS.
RIFLE C
FOR RIFLE
TROPHY AND
NATIONAL

medals and
For
the purpose
national trophy
and medals
trophy and
a national
furnishing a
of furnishing
purpose of
For the
such
other
for annually,
under such
annually, under
contested for
and contested
provided and
be provided
to be
prizes to
other prizes
regulations
as may
prescribed by
by the Secretary
Secretary of War, said conbe prescribed
may "be
regulations as
test
be open
open to
Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine Corps, and the National
National
the Army,
to the
to be
test to
States, Territories,
Guard or
Organized Militia
Territories, and of
several States,
of the
the several
Militia of
or Organized
Guard
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, members
of rifle
rifle clubs,
clubs, and
and
civilians and
and civilians,
members of
District of
the
herein provided for,
for the
the cost
cost of
the .trophy,
trophy, prizes,
medals herein
and medals
prizes, and
of the
for
United States,
and
the promotion
promotion of
of rifle
practice throughout
throughout the
the United
rifle practice
for the
and for
of
including the
the reimbursement
reimbursement of
necessary expenses
of members
members of
expenses of
of necessary
including
the National
Board for
Promotion of
to be
be expended
expended
Practice, to
Rifle Practice,
of Rifle
the Promotion
for the
the
National Board
the
for the
purposes hereinbefore
prescribed, under
of the
direction of
the direction
under the
hereinbefore prescribed,
the purposes
for
Secretary of
War, $10,000.
$10,000.
of War,
Secretary

At arsenal
ar qmcds

supplies.
Stores and supplies.
Airplane bombs.
bmb
Airplane
Preserving, etc., ordPrvisg,'etc.,ordnance.

.

Purchase, etc.

Pseete.

Rifle contests.
contests.
Rifle

troply,
Il
tiona
a,
trophy,
National
m
L prizes, etc-,
for.

medals, priz,

etc

for.

National Board for
Promotion of Rifle
Promotion
Practice.

Bod fore

Practice.
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Automatic Machine
Automatic
Machine
Rifles.
Rifles.
Purchase,
manufacPurchase, m
manufaca

etc
tuoret',
ture, etc.

AUTOMATIC MACHINE
AUTOLMTIC
MACHINE RIFLES.
RIFLES.
For the
manufacture, test,
test, repair,
maintenance of
of
repair, and
and maintenance
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
For
automatic machine rifles, or other automatic or semiautomatic
semiautomatic guns,
including their mounts, sights, and equipments, and the machinery
including
machinery
necessary for their manufacture,
necessary
manufacture, to remain available
available until June 30,
$500,000.
1922, $500,000.

Tanks.
Tanks.

TANKS.
TANKS.

Purchase, etc.,
Purchase,
etc. of,
of
andrth other e arored
and
armored

vehicles.
vehicles.

Chemical
Service.
Service.

1920.

Warfare

xo
the purchase,
manufacture, test,
test, maintenance,
and repair
repair of
of
For
the
purchase, manufacture,
maintenance, and
For
available
tanks and other self-propelled
self-propelled armored vehicles, to remain available
until June 30, 1922, $500,000.
CHEMICAL WARFARE
WARFARE SERVICE.
CHEMICAL

Purchase o
a se
,
remaining June 30, 1920, allotted
allotted
etcP.
urchase
of f gases '
That of the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance remaining
etc.
Reappropriaa"on .
Reappropriation.
to
the Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Service under
under the
to the
Warfare Service
the appropriation
appropriation "Medical
"Medical
Vol. 40,
Vol.
40, p.
p. SO&
81

hin-

Buildings,
Buildings, mac
macinery, etc.
etc.
ery,

National
Guard.
National Guard.

Arming, etc.
Animals

and Hospital
Hospital Department,
there is
hereby made
immediately
Department, 1919,"
1919," there
is hereby
made immediately
available and
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June
available
and to
to remain
remain available
available during
during the
the fiscal
30,
for the
manufacture, and
test of
chemical warfare
30, 1921,
1921, for
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
and test
of chemical
warfare
gases
masks or
or other
offensive or
gases or
or other
other toxic
toxic substances,
substances, gas
gas masks
other offensive
or defendefensive materials or
or appliances
required for
for gas
gas :warfare
purposes,
sive
appliances required
warfare purposes,
including
experimentation, and
including all necessary
necessary investigation, experimentation,
and operations
operations
connected therewith,
connected
therewith, construction
construction and repair
repair of
buildings and
of buildings
and equipequipment
the machinery
machinery therefor,
the organiorganiment and
and the
therefor, expenses
expenses incidental
incidental to
to the
zation
zation and training of gas troops not
for,
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
$2,000,000.
$2,000,000.
NATIONAL GUARD.
GUARD.
NATIONAL
ARMING,
EQU
ARMING, EQUIPPING,

AND
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD.
AND TRAINING
TRAINING THE
GUARD.

For purchase of animals
animals for mounted units, $1,218,482.
$1,218,482.
For procurement
procurement of forage, bedding, and so forth, for animals,
$2,096,254.
$2,096,254.
etc.
Care, etc.
Care,
For compensation
compensation of help for care of mat6riel,
animals, and
materiel, animals,
and equipequipment,
$1,873,951.
Instruction cams.
ment, $1,873,951.
Instruction
corn 5.
For
expenses, camps
of instruction,
$5,968,125.
instruction, $5,968,125.
camps of
For expenses,
school ininservice school
struction.
struct
ion.
For expenses,
expenses, selected officers and enlisted men, military
military service
schools,
$224,002.
$224,002.
schools,
Officers,Militia
i
Ii
ti
M
Officers,
B
a
ilre u.
allowances, officers, National Guard,
Bureau.
For pay and allowances,
Guard, Militia
Bureau,
Militia Bureau,
property,
of- $12,000.
$12,000.
etc., ofProperty, etc.,
ficers.
ficers.
For pay of property and disbursing officers for the United States,
fleneril
expenses, $40,667.
$40,667.
Ceneril exptnses,
equipment, etc.
equipment,
For general
general expenses,
equipment and instruction,
For
expenses, equipment
instruction, National Guard,
Travel, Federal
of, $679,304.
$670,304.
Federal ofTravel,
ficers.
For travel of Federal officers
noncommissioned officers
makinog
hears.
officers and noncommissioned
officers making
inspections,
inspections, $30,462.
$30,462.
For
travel of
and noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
changing
For travel
of Federal
Federal officers
officers and
officers changing
stations, $6,092.
stations,
$6,092.
For travel
travel of Federal officers
officers and
and noncommissioned
on
noncommissioned officers
officers on
visits
of instruction,
instruction, $30,462.
visits of
$30,462.
For travel
travel of
of Federal
Federal officers
conFor
officers and
and noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
officers connected with
with camps
camps of
instruction, $46,013.
nected
of instruction,
$46,013.
Inspection.
Inspection.
For
For inspection
inspection of
of target
target ranges,
ranges, $1,370.
$1,370.
For inspection
inspection of material, Field
Artillery, Tank
Field Artillery, Coast
Coast Artillery,
Tank
Corps,
ana
Signal
Corps,
$2,285.
$2.285.
Corps,
and
Signal
Corps,
supTrans)rtin
Transporting
plies.
F
or transportation
transportation of
of supplies,
supplies, $182,772.
$182,772.
plies.
For
'
Sergant
iftrmctos.
For
sergeant instructors.
For expenses, sergeant-instructors.
sergeant-instructors, $45,692.
$45.692.
For office
inspector-instructors, $9,140.
$9,140.
office rent, inspector-instructors,

Animas.

Forage, etc.

Forage,c.
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1920.
1920.

For pay
pay of
of National
National Guard,
Guard, $7,532,927:
the
For
$7,532,927: Provided,
Provided, That
That all
all the
moneys
appropriated for
equipping, and
arming, equipping,
for the
the arming,
hereinbefore appropriated
moneys hereinbefore
training
of the
shall be
disbursed and
for
and accounted
accounted for
be disbursed
National Guard
Guard shall
training of
the National

Pay.
Payr
Proviso.
Accounting.

Accounting.

as one fund.

ARMS, UNIFORMS,
UNIFORMS, EQUIPMENT,
EQUIPMENT, ETC.,
FOR FIELD
FIELD SERVICE,
SERVICE, NATIONAL
NATIONAL
ETC., FOR
ARMS,
GUARD.
GUARD.

Arms, etc., for field
seri
Service etc., for field

Purchase or manuTo procure
by purchase
or manufacture
manufacture and
issue from
from time to facture
faPurrcseor,
and issue
purchase or
procure by
To
for issue. m
time
to
the
National
Guard
upon
requisition
of
the
governors
of
the
the
of
of
the
governors
time to the National Guard upon requisition
several States
or the
the commanding
general, National
National
commanding general,
and Territories,
Territories, or
several
States and
Guard
the District
of Columbia,
such number
United States
States
of United
number of
Columbia, such
of the
District of
Guard of
service
all accessories,
Field Artillery
Artillery
Coast Artillery
and Coast
Artillery and
accessories Field
with all
service arms
arms with
material,
Signal, and
and sanitary
accouterments,
material, accouterments,
sanitary material,
Engineer, Signal,
material, Engineer,
field
clothing, equipage,
publications, and
and military
military stores
equipage, publications,
field uniforms,
uniforms, clothing,
of
including public animals,
animas, and a
areserve
reserve supply of such
of all
all kinds, including
arms,
material, accouterments,
clothing, equipage,
equipage,
field uniforms
uniforms, clothing,
accouterments, field
arms, material,
and
and military
of all
necessary to arm,
arm uniform,
uniform, and
kinds, as
as are
are necessary
stores of
all kinds,
military stores
and
equip for
field service
service the
National Guard
States, Terriseveral States,
of the
the several
Guard of
the National
equip
for field
tories,
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
$8,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
tories, and
Columbia, $8,000,000:
the Provisos.
Proriso,.
Mexican
border
medal.
National Guard officers medal.
Mexican
border medal
ribbon issued
issued to National
medal and ribbon
Mexican border
Issue extended for
ses'e other
externda
"An Act service
under the provisions of the Act
and
enlisted men
Act entitled
entitled "An
and enlisted
men under
than ftr
at
border stations.
stations.
making
appropriations for
support of
Army for
for the
fiscal year
year border
the fiscal
of the
the Army
for the
the support
making appropriations
Vol. 40, p. b73.
ending
30, 1919,"
1919," approved
approved July
9, 1918,
1918, shall
shall be issued to Vl.4, p. 3.
July 9,
June 30,
ending June
National
served
imen who at the same time served
National Guard officers and enlisted ihen
National Guard to such
as such in the field under the call of the National
other
Mexican
but were
stationed for service
service at
at points other
were stationed
border service
service but
Mexican border
Barred if dishonorthan on
the Mexican
Provided further, That
That such
such medals
shall ably
than
on the
Mexican border:
border: Providedfurther,
medals shall
Barred
if dishonordischarged,
etc.
not be
issued to
have subsequent
such service
been ably discharged, etc.
service been
to such
who have
subsequent to
to men
men who
not
be issued
Payment of Army
Army
dishonorably discharged
dishonorably
discharged from the service
service or deserted:
deserted: Provided
Provided payforment
pay for ser viceofless
than
amonth.
the National
National Guard who have
further,
members of
have or shall amonth
of the
further, That members
become entitled
for a
of less than
to
than one month to
period of
entitled for
a continuous
continuous period
become
Federal
pay at
the rates
rates fixed
fixed for
whether by
by
for the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, whether
at the
Federal pay
virtue
the President,
of attendance
at school
school or
or maneuver,
maneuver,
attendance at
by the
President, of
virtue of
of a
a call
call by
or
other cause,
and whose
accounts havt
settled,
hav'e not yet
yet been settled,
whose accounts
cause, and
or of
of any
any other
shall receive
such pay
pay for
day of
such period;
and the
the thirtythirtyof such
period; and
for each
each day
receive such
shall
first
day of
shall not
excluded from
from the
the compu- Issue of clothing,
not be excluded
a calendar
calendar month
month shall
first day
of a
qIssuen etclotig,
further, That the Secretary
provided further,
tation: And provided
Secretary of War is hereby equipment,
equipment, etc.,
from
etc., from
stores.
directed
stores and
materiel now
on hand
hand and
and surplus
surplusstores.
now on
and materiel
surplus stores
issue from
from surplus
to issue
directed to
purchased for the
Army such articles
articles of
of clothing and
the United
United States
States Army
purchased
equipment and
Field Artillery
materiel and
ammunition as
may be
be
as may
and ammunition
Artillery materiel
equipment
and Field
of the
needed
National Guard
organi7ed under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
Guard organized
by the
the National
needed by
3 P.
Vol. 39,
, p. 197.
Act
entitled ""An Act
for making
making further
and more
more effectual
effectual provisions
provisions vol.
further and
Act for
Act entitled
for
the
national
defense,
and
for
other
purposes,"
approvefi.
June
3,
for the national defense, and for other purposes," approved June 3, Not chargeable to
miiitiaappropriatitons
shall be
be made
1916. This
made without charge
charge against
against militia militia
This issue
issue shall
1916.
appropriations.
appropriations.
appropriations.

FIELD ARTILLERY
MATERIEL, NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD.
GUARD.
ARTILLERY MATERIEL,
FIELD

Field Artillery matFriel. Artillry
teriel.

Manufacturing.
purpose of manufacturing
manufacturing Field Artillery
Artillery mat6riel
materiel for the Manufacturng.
For the purpose
National
$100.
Guard, $100.
National Guard,
Manufacturing, ete
etc.,
c
procuring Field Artillery to M'i'actrin
manufacturing and procuring
For the purpose
purpose of manufacturing
remain
United
States property.
materiel
National Guard
Guard of
the several
several States,
States, Territories,
Territories, States
of the
the National
for the
mat6riel for
and the
remain the property
property of the
District of
of Columbia, but to remain
and
the District
United States and to be
accounted for
prescribed
for in
in the manner
manner now prescribed
be accounted
United
by
Secretary of
authorized, under
under such
of War
War is hereby
hereby authorized,
by law,
law, the
the Secretary
regulations as
governors
the requisitions
requisitions of the governors
regulations
as he
he may
may prescribe, on the
of
several States
and Territories
Territories or
commanding general
of
general of
States and
or the
the commanding
of the
the several
artillery
the National
National Guard of the District
Columbia, to
District of
of Columbia,
to issue said artillery
the
materiel to
to the
the National
Guard, $100.
$100.
materiel
National Guard,
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Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

1920.
1920.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCEL
LANEOUS.

Civilian military
military ininCivilian
struction.
struction.

ORDNANCE
RANGES FOR
IVILIAN
ORDNANCE EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT FOR
FOR RIFLE
RIFLE RANGES
FOR C
CIVILIAN
INSTRUCTION.
I
NSTRUCTION.

Arms, etc.,
for rife
rifle
Arms,
etc., for
target
For arms, ammunition, targets, and other accessories for target
target
target practice.
practice.
practice
for issue
issue in
in accordance
accordance with
Vol. 39,
Vol.
39, p. 211.
211.
practice for
with rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed
by
Practice and
by the National Board
Board for the
the Promotion
Promotion of Rifle
Rifle Practice
approved by
by the
Secretary of
War, in
in connection
with the
encourageapproved
the Secretary
of War,
connection with
the encourage$100.
ment of
of rifle
rifle practice, in pursuance
pursuance of
of the provisions
provisions of law, $100.
Trainingcamps.
camps.
Training

CIVILIAN
CAMPS.
C
IVILIAN MILITARY
MILITARY TRAINING
TRAINING C
AMPS.

Expenses of
ofmainExpenses
mainFor the expense of maintaining
maintaining upon military reservations, camps
camps
taining,
taining, for
for civilians.
civilians.
military instruction
and training
training of
of such
such citizens
may be
be selected
selected
Vol.
for military
ol. for
instruction and
citizens as
as may
Vol. 39,
39, p.
p. v194;
194; Vol.
40, p.
p. 70.
40,
70.
and
and under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
be prescribed
by the
the Secretary
as may
may be
prescribed by
Secretary of
of
War pursuant
pursuant to
54 of
Act of
War
to section
section 54
of the
the Act
of June
June 3,
3, 1916,
1916, as
as amended
amended
by
of May
May 12,
12, 1917,
1917, and
and for
furnishing said
said citizens
citizens at
at the
the
by the
the Act
Act of
for furnishing
Uniforms, transporuniforms,
transpor- expense
States,
uniforms,
subsistence,
expense of the United States,
uniforms,
subsistence,
and transportaand
transportatation, etc.
tation,ec.
and direct
direct routes
routes within
tion by the most usual and
within such
such limits
limits as
as to
to
territory
prescribed; for
territory as
as may
may be
be prescribed;
for such
such expenditures
expenditures as
as are
are authorauthorized by
said section
section and
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for the
establishment and
ized
by said
and may
the establishment
and
maintenance
said camps;
furnishing such
tentage,
maintenance of
of said
camps; for
for furnishing
such equipment,
equipment, tentage,
field
equipage, and
transportation belonging
States as
field equipage,
and transportation
belonging to
to the
the United
United States
as
Arms,
Arms, ammunition,
be necessary;
necessary; for
for arms
and ordnance
ordnance equipment,
including overammunition, may
may be
arms and
equipment, including
overetc.
etc.
hauling and repairing
personal equipment,
repairing of personal
equipment, machine-gun
machine-gun outfits,
horse
horse equipment,
equipment, ammunition,
ammunition, targets
targets and
and their
their accessories
accessories for
for target
target
Proviso.
practice, and
and for
for overhauling
overhauling and
and use
use
for issue
issue and
arms for
and repairing
repairing arms
practice,
AgeVottio.
Agelimitation.
in connection
with said
said camps,
camps, $250,000:
the funds
funds
in
connection with
$250,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
herein
appropriated shall
not be
be used
used for
the training
training of
of any
any person
person
herein appropriated
shall not
for the
who
is over
over forty-five
forty-five years
of age.
age.
who is
years of
Reserve
Officers'
Reserve
Officers'
Training
Traning Corps.
Corps.

ORDNANCE STORES,
EQUIPMENT, AND
SO FORTH,
ORDNANCE
STORES, EQUIPMENT,
AND SO
FORTH, RESERVE
RESERVE OFFICERS'
OFFICERS'
TRAINING
CORPS.
T
RAINING C
ORPS.

Arms, equipments,
equipments,
Arms,
etc., for units of.
of.
39, p.
p.191.
191.
Vol. 39,

For arms and ordnance
overhauling and rereordnance equipment,
equipment, including overhauling
pairing of personal equipments, machine-gun
machine-gun outfits, and horse
equiphorse equipReserve Officers'
Training Corps,
Corps,
ments for use in connection
connection with the Reserve
Officers' Training
established
established by the Act entitled
entitled "An Act for making further and more
effectual
effectual _provision
purposes,"
provision for the national defense, and
and for other
other purposes,"

approved
approved June
June 3,
1916, $100.
$100.
3, 1916,

Schools
colleges. ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE
and colleges.
Schools and

Arms,
equipments,
Arms, equipments,
etc.,
to
etc.,
to other. 97.
e
Vol.3,
197.
Vol.
39, p. 1

Serviee.
Tank Service.

SUPPLIES
EQUIPMENT OF
S
UPPLIES FOR
FOR MILITARY
MILITARY EQUIPMENT
OF SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS AND
AND
C
OLLEGES.
COLLEGES.

For
arms and
including overhauling
overhauling and
For arms
and ordnance
ordnance equipment,
equipment, including
and rerepairing
of
personal
equipments,
machine-gun
outfits,
and
horse
equipand
horse
equipmachine-gun
outfits,
pairing of personal equipments,
ments for issue to schools and colleges in pursuance
provisions
pursuance of the provisions
of section
section 56
56 of
of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
further and
more
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
for making
making further
and more
defense, and
and for
for other
effectual provision
provision for the national defense,
other purposes,"
purposes,"
approved
approved June 3, 1916, $100.
$100.

ERVICE.

TANK S
TANK
SERVICE.

Civilian
Civilian employees.
employees.

For payment
For
pa) went of
the necessary
to assist
assist in
in handling
handling
of the
necessary civilian
civilian employees
employees to
the clerical
clerical work
work in
in the
the office
of the
the Chief
Chief of
of Tank
Corps, the
the
office of
Tank Corps,
the various
various
Tank
organization headquarters,
headquarters, and
and Tank
Tank Corps
Corps schools;
and
Tank Corps
Corps organization
schools; and
payment of
of the
the necessary
for the payment
necessary mechanics
mechanics to
and
to assist
assist in
in repairing
repairing and
preserving tanks
Corps units,
units, $79,000.
$79,000.
preserving
tanks in
in the
the hands
hands of
of Tank
Tank Corps

Tank
Tank Corps schools.

INCIDENTAL
EXPENSES, TANK
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES,
TANK CORPS
CORPS SCHOOLS.
SCHOOLS.

incidental expenses.
Incidental

Incidental expenses in connection
connection with the operation
operation of the Tank

Corps schools,
$5,000.
Corps
schools, $5,000.
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CONGRES S.
SIXTY-SIXTH

SESS. II
240.
Cu. 240.
II. . C.
SESS.

OFFICERS.
ADVANCES 'TO
'TO DISBURSING
DISBURSING OFFICERS.
ADVANCES
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1920.
1920.

Army account of
adoadArmyaccount

vances.
vances.

of advances
advances to
to
Issue of
That
War be,
be, and
and he
hereby is,
authorized to
to issue
issue Issue
is, authorized
he hereby
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
gofficers.
disbursingoffcers.
the disbursin
of the
his
requisitions for
to disbursing
disbursing officers
and agents
agents of
officers and
advances to
for advances
his requisitions
Army,
under an
an "Army
not to
exceed the total
to exceed
advances," not
of advances,"
account of
"Army account
Army, under
appropriation for
for the
advanced to
to be
be exclusively
exclusively
so advanced
amount so
the amount
Army, the
the Army,
appropriation
used
to pay,
pay, upon
upon proper
proper vouchers,
vouchers, obligations
obligations lawfully
payable under
lawfully payable
used to
the respective
appropriations.
respective appropriations.
the
To be
be charged
charged to
to
To
charged to the proper
advanced be charged
That the amount so advanced
proper appropriaappropria- proper
appropriation.
proper appropriation.
Limit.
and
tions
and
returned
to
"Army
account
of
advances"
by
pay
and
pay
by
of
advances
account
to
"Army
returned
and
tions
counterwarrant. The
The said
said charge,
charge, however,
however, to
to particular
appropriaparticular appropriacounterwarrant.
tions shall
be limited
amount appropriated
appropriated to each.
the amount
to the
limited to
shall be
tions
Settlement
upon
upon
Settlement
That the
the Auditor
War Department
declare the sums complete
shall declare
Department .shall
the War
for the
Auditor for
That
vouchers.
due from
special appropriations
appropriations upon
upon complete
vouchers,omplete vouchers.
complete vouchers,
several special
the several
from the
due
as
to law; and
and he shall adjust the said liabilities
according to
heretofore, according
as heretofore,
with the
the "Army
advances."
account of advances."
"Army account
with
Existing balances
balances
trgnSit
That
any balances
of existing
existing Army
Army appropriations
appropriations now available transferred
balances of
That any
to new
acto
new actransferred
count,
for
disbursing
for disbursing
for
withdrawal from
from the
Treasury, together
together with
any unexpended
unexpended count,
with any
the Treasury,
for withdrawal
and accountin
g.
Army and acounting.
the Army
balances
now charged
charged to
officers or
agents of
of the
or agents
disbursing officers
to disbursing
balances now
which, under
existing law,
law, are
are available
for disbursement,
disbursement, shall at
available for
under existing
which,
such time
time as
may be
be designated
Secretary of War, be transthe Secretary
by the
designated by
as may
such
ferred on
the books
of the
"Army account
account
Department to "Army
Treasury Department
the Treasurybooks of
on the
ferred
of advances"
disbursed and
accounted for as such.
and accounted
be disbursed
shall be
and shall
advances" and
of
TIME-MEASURING
DEVICES.
TIME-MEAsmRING DEVICES.

Time measuring
measuring dedeTime
vices.
rofficer
to
No
pay
be
availshall
Act
this
in
made
That no part of the appropriations
appropriations made in this Act shall be avail- using,
ustlich., tn
wt
e
e
rk T e
e
ni
n_
of emoneywork
able for
for the
the salary
pay of
of any
any officer,
officer, manager,
Ployees.
superintendent, fore- ployees.
manager, superintendent,
or pay
salary or
able
man, or
other person
person having
having charge
charge of
of the
the work
work of any employee
employee of
or other
man,
a stop
the
States while
while making
making or
causing to be made with a
or causing
United States
the United
of any job of any
watch, or
other time-measuring
time-measuring device,
device, a
study of
time study
a time
or other
watch,
such employee
between the
the starting
and completion
completion thereof,
of the
or of
thereof, or
starting and
employee between
such
Cash
work; nor
such work;
movements
of any
any such
such employee
while engaged
engaged upon
upon such
nor reweards
restricted.
cash rewards, etc.,
etc.,
employee while
movements of
shall any
of the
appropriations made
made in
this Act
Act be
available to
be available
in this
the appropriations
part of
any part
shall
pay
any premium
or bonus
reward to any employee in addiaddicash reward
bonus or cash
premium or
pay any
improvetion to
wages, except
for suggestions
resulting in improvesuggestions resulting
except for
regular wages,
his regular
to his
tion
ments
in the
the operation
operation of any
any Government
Government plant.
or economy
economy in
ments or
made at

arsenals.
ARSENALS. a
AT GOVERNMENT
PURCHASE OF
MANUFACTURED AT
GOVERNMENT ARSENALS.
rZtrs
ARTICLES MANUFACTURED
OF ARTICLES
PURCHASE
Restriction on purf Restriction

elsewhere.
chasing elsewhere.
That no
no part
the moneys
moneys appropriated
appropriated in
in each or any section of chasing
of the
part of
That
acquirement of
this
shall be
or expended
expended for
purchase or acquirement
for the purchase
used or
be used
Act shall
this Act
any
article or
or articles
articles that
that at
time of
proposed acquirement
acquirement
the proposed
of the
the time
at the
any article
Government
can be
or produced
produced in
of the
the Government
or any of
each or
in each
manufactured or
be manufactured
can
purchased
arsenals
of the
States for a
a sum less than it can be purchased
United States
the United
arsenals of
or procured
otherwise.
procured otherwise.
or
Consideration
of
or
Consideration
That
contracts for the manufacture
manufacture of material per- manufacturing
That all orders or contracts
manufacturing orders
estabGovernmentestabat Government
placed with
taining
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter placed
with at
projects heretofore
approved projects
to approved
taining to
lishments.
Government-owned establishments
establishments shall
considered as obligations
obligations ishments.
shall be considered
Government-owned
placed with comin
the same
same manner
manner as
as provided
provided for
similar orders
orders placed
for similar
in the
mercial manufacturers,
the appropriations
appropriations shall remain
remain available
and the
manufacturers, and
mercial
for
payment of
of the
obligations so created as in the case
case of contracts
contracts
the obligations
the payment
for the
or orders
orders with
manufacturers.
commercial manufacturers.
with commercial
or
Disabled
soldiers,
soldiers,
Disabled
DISABLED SOLDIERS,
OTHERWISE DISABLED
AND OTHERWISE
TRANSPORTATION
OF WOUNDED
W OUNDED AND
SOLDIERS, etc.,
TRANSPORTATION OF
etc.,
traveling
oil furfurtraveling on
lough.
lough.
FURLOUGI.
TRAVELING ON
WHEN
S
AILORS, OR
OR MARINES
HEN TRAVELING
ON FURLOUGH.
MARINES Vv
SAILORS,
Furlough cert ificate
Uh cerotim£ae
tF'b
The
of War
and the
Secretary of the Navy, under such to
the Secretary
War and
Secretary of
The Secretary
be given
from hospital
regulations
and restrictions
restrictions as
as they
may provide, are
are hereby author- pital
they may
regulations and
ized
to issue
to all
wounded and
and otherwise
otherwise disabled
disabled soldiers, sailors,
all wounded
issue to
ized to
or
marines under
in any
Navy, or
hospital,
other hospital,
or other
Army, Navy,
any Army,
treatment in
under treatment
or marines
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certificate, which
which
who are given furloughs at any time, aa furlough certificate,
certificate shall be signed by the commanding officer at such hospital.

who are given furloughs at any time,

certificate shall be signed by the commanding officer at such hospital.

Holder entitled
to This furlough certificate when presented by such furloughed soldier,
entitled
to
pHolder
presented
such furloughed
purchase ticket
at one
purchase
ticket at
one This furlough certificate
cent aa mile
marine
of
any
cent
mile on
on presenpresen- sailor,
sailor,
or
marine
to
the
agent
of
any
railroad
or steamship company
company
tation.

over whose lines said soldier, sailor,
sailor, or marine
marine may travel
travel to
to and from
his home during the furlough period shall entitle said soldier, sailor,
point
or marine
marine to purchase
purchase aa ticket from the point
point of
of departure
departure to
to point
Difference
to be
paid of destination and return at the rate of 1 cent per mile, and on presbeaids
caDiere
nceto
carrier, from the Treas- of destination and return at the rate of 1 cent per mile, and on presury. '
ury.
entation of such certificate
certificate on which
which such
such ticket
ticket has been
been issued
issued the
the
entation
railroad or steamship
steamship company issuing
issuing such
such ticket shall
shall be entitled
railroad
to
receive from
Treasury of the United States the difference
difference
from the Treasury
to receive
between
per
cent per
at the rate of 1 cent
between the
the amount
amount paid
paid. for such ticket at
mile
of
mile and
and the
the regular
regular scheduled
scheduled rate
rate for such
such ticket. The
The sum
sum of
Appropriation for.
$250,000,
$250,000, or
or so much thereof
thereof as
as may be
be necessary, is hereby
hereby approAppropriation for
priated,
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated,
of any funds in
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
priated, out of
for
carrying out
of this paragraph.
paragraph.
purpose of carrying
out the
the provisions of
for the purpose
Provisos.
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of the
be
shall be
appropriated shall
herein appropriated
funds herein
the funds
Provided,
officer
Nopay
No
pay to officer
his home during the furlough period shall entitle said soldier, sailor,

,

expended in payment of the salary of any officer of the Army of the
United States who shall issue or cause to be issued any order, written
or verbal, preventing social intercourse between officers and enlisted

:issuing
order prevent- expended in payment of the salary of any officer of the Army of the
issuing order
ing
ing social
social intercourse
inte'course
of officers
and enisted
enlisted United States who shall issue or cause to be issued any order, written
oficeras and
men not on duty.
or verbal, preventing social intercourse between officers and enlisted
men not on duty.

oof

Exception.

Exception.

stores.
Army stores.

Purchases permitted
permieds
by discharged
persons
byPchase

men of
Army while
when such
such order
order was
military duty when
of said
said Army
while not on military
men
not
general Executive
Provided further
further,
not authorized
authorized by
by law
law or
or general
Executive order: Provided
That this
this limitation
limitation shall not
not apply
an officer who
who shall have
have acted
apply to an
acted
in
mandates of his
his superior.
superior.
in obedience
obedience to the mandates

PURCHASE
TORES BY
BY DISCHARGED
TREATMENT
STORES
DISCHARGED RECEIVING
RECEIVING TREATMENT
PURCHASE OF
OF ARMY
ARMY S
SERVICE.
FROM THE
THE PUBLIC
HEALTH S
ERVICE.
FROM
PUBLIC HEALTH

That hereafter honorably discharged officers and enlisted men of

That hereafter honorably discharged officers and enlisted men of

under
Public Health the Army, Navy, or
or Marine
and are
are
under Public
Marine Corps who are being cared for and
treatment,
treatment

receiving medical treatment from the Public Health Service shall,
while
undergoing such
permitted to purchase
purchase
while undergoing
such care
care and treatment,
treatment, be permitted
subsistence
articles of other
other authorized
except
authorized supplies, except
subsistence stores and articles
articles
Marine Corps
Corps at
at
articles of the uniform, from the Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, and Marine
the same price as charged
charged the officers and enlisted men of the Army,
Navy, and Marine
Marine Corps.
receiving medical treatment from the Public Health Service shall,

Tenafly,
N. J.
Tenafly, N.J.

REPAIRING
ROAD DAMAGED
DAMAGED BY
BY GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT MOTOR
MOTOR
REPAIRING ROAD

TENAFLY,
NEW JERSEY.
JERSEY.
TENAFLY, NEW

Completion of r
doad
work at, authorize.

wompaletion ofroead

TRUCKS,
TRUCKS,

Secretary of
authorized to
comto comWar be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby, authorized
That the
the Secretary
of War
plete the work of grading and paving that portion of Hickory Avenue
lying between
between Knickerbocker
Knickerbocker Street and Jefferson
Jefferson Street in the borough of Tenafly,
Tenafly, of the County
County of Bergen, and State of New Jersey,
Jersey,
ough

plete the work of grading and paving that portion of Hickory Avenue

begun but not completed by the Government during the war with

begun but not completed by the Government during the war with

PTOVi$03.

expes.es.

Shoeoof expenses.
Share
Limit.
Appropriation.

Appropriation,

Germany: Provided,
the said
said borough
borough shall
shall bear
bear one-half
one-half or
or
That the
Provided, That
Germany:
more of the cost of the above work and the Government
Government shall bear
bear
more
not over one-half
Providedfurther,
further, That the
the
one-half of the cost of said work: Provided

share to be borne by the Government shall not exceed $5,200; and
and

share to be borne by the Government shall not exceed $5,200;

there is hereby appropriated,
not
appropriated, out of any money in
in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
otherwise
the sum
sum of
of $5,200
$5,200 for
for said work,
work, to
to be paid

Bomugh to assume on the completion of the work: Provided further, That the said borpending claims.
ough shall contract to assume to pay and discharge all claims arising

eloro',h

iza
Tiar sveterans

War vetemns ?organorganor

iza.eteins

on the completion of the work: Providedfurther, That the said borough shall contract to assume to pay and discharge all claims arising
out of
of the present
present uncompleted
uncompleted condition
condition of said Hickory
Hickory Avenue.
Avenue.
RIFLES AND
ORGANIZATIONS OF
AR VETERANS.
VETERANS.
OF W
WAR
RIFLES
CCESSORIES FOR
FOR ORGANIZATIONS
ND
A ACCESSORIPS

Rifles to American
That the Act entitled " An Act authorizing the Secretary of War
Legion posts.
Ae.te, p.
p.403,amen1Ante,
403, amen l- to loan Army rifles to posts of the American Legion," approved Febed.
.
ruary 10, 1920, be, and the same is hereby, amended to read as fol-

Lesn' to XAme.e'an

That the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Secretary of War

to loan Army rifles to posts of the American Legion," approved Feb-

ruary 10, 1920, be, and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows:

lows:
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Obsolete rifles
rifles, etc.,
"That
Secretary of
War is
hereby authorized,
"That the Secretary
of War
is hereby
authorized, under
under rules,
rules, may
Obsolete
etc.,
be loaned to organby him,
him, to loan obsolete
obsolete izations
itions of war veterlimitations,
regulations to
to be
prescribed by
limitations, and
and regulations
be prescribed
ans for ceremonies.
or
or condemned
condemned Army
Army rifles, slings, and cartridge
cartridge belts to posts or as forceremoies

camps of organizations
organizations composed of honorably discharged
discharged soldiers,
marines for use by them in connection
connection with
with. the funeral
sailors, or marines,

and marines, and for other
deceased soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and
ceremonies of
of deceased
ceremonies

Sales of ammunition.
salesofammunition.

of
packing and
and transportation:
transportation: Provided,
Provided, however,
not to
of packing
however, That
That not
to exceed
exceed
ten
issued to any one
camp."
one post or camp."
shall be
be issued
ten such
such rifles shall

Limtatio.
Limitation.

blank
to sell
sell such posts
posts and
and camps
camps blank
post ceremonial
ceremonial purposes; and
and to
ammunition
amounts for
ammunition in
in suitable
suitable amounts
for said rifles at
at cost price,
price, plus
plus cost

EMERGENCY COMMISSIONED
COMMISSIONED PERSONNEL.
EMERGENCY
PERSONNEL.

Proviso.

Emergency commiscommisEmergency
personnel.
sioned
sioned
personnel.

Temporary retentemporarily in service, tineopautord.ritenThat the
That
the President
President is authorized
authorized to retain temporarily
tion of, authorized.
Ante, p. 786.
786.
under
present commissions,
commissions, or
or to
recommission Ante,
to discharge
discharge and
and recommission
their present
under their
temporarily m
in lower grades, such emergency
emergency officers
officers as he may deem
of officers
officers on active duty, exclusive
number of
necessary;
the total
exclusive Limit.
total number
but the
necessary; but
emergency officers
officers undergoing
of retired officers and disabled emergency
undergoing treatment for physical
physical reconstruction,
reconstruction, shall at no time exceed seventeen
Final discharge.
thousand
and twenty-three.
Any emergency
emergency officer
officer Finaldischarge.
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
twenty-three. Any
required, and all
may be discharged when his services are no longer required,
discharged not later than December 31, 1920.
such officers shall be discharged
Regular Army officersgua
oa
All officers of the Regular Army holding commissions
commissions granted for the cers
to be Adirmy
discharged
therefrom
by June
June 30,
30,
period
of
the
existing
emergency,
in
whatever
grade,
shall
be
distherefromby
shall
be
disperiod of the existing emergency, in whatever grade,
1920.
June 30,
30, 1920.
not later
later than
charged therefrom
therefrom not
than June
charged

MEDAL
MEDAL OF
OF HONOR
HONOR FOR
FOR VERDUN.
VERDUN.

Medal of Rcalor
for
Honor for

Verdun.
Verdun.

Presentation of, in
That the
That
the President
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
the name
President be,
be, and
and he
authorized, in
in the
name theentaton
of, in
thethorized.
name of Congress,
au
to present
of
of the
the United
States, to
present to the authried.
United States,
people of
Congress and
and people
of the
the Congress
city of Verdun, France, a
a
a suitable memorial medal or tablet as a
defenders, the
mark of America's appreciation
appreciation of the valor of its defenders,
cost
to be
paid from
contingencies of
of the
the Army.
be paid
from the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for contingencies
Army.
cost to
Approved
June 5,
5, 1920.
1920.
Approved June

of an
an Act entitled
CHAP. 241.
—An Act
Act To amend
amend section 99 of
entitled "An
"An Act to define,
define,
241.-An
CHAP.
regulate,
and punish
trading with
and for
for other
other purposes,"
regulate, and
punish trading
with the
the enemy,
enemy, and
purposes," approved
approved
October
1917, as
as amended.
amended.
October 6,
6, 1917,

June 5, 1920.
une 5 1920.
H. R. 14208.1
I ublic; No.
No. 252.)
252.]
(Public,

House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
by the Senate
Trading with the enStates of
That section
of an
an Act
Act Tradingwiththe
nsection 9
9 of
assembled, That
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
p 419.
40. p.
T.
40.
. 419.
and punish
"An Act
define, regulate,
regulate, and
entitled "An
Act to
to define,
punish trading with the emy.
entitled
Ante, p. 35, amendenemy, and
purposes," approved
October 6,
1917, as
6, 1917,
as ed.
approved October
and for
for other
other purposes,"
enemy,
as follows:
as to
to read
amended, be,
be, and
hereby is,
so as
read as
follows:
amended so
is, amended
and hereby
amended,
Claims against prop"SEC.
"
SEC. 9. (a) That any person
person not an enemy
enemy or ally of enemy claim- ertlas
ldgatby custopro'
erty held
dian, etc.,
etc., by
ing
right, or
or title
in any
any money
money or
other property
which dian,
by other
other
or other
property which
title in
interest, right,
ing any
any interest,
than an enemy.
may have
have been
been conveyed,
conveyed, transferred,
assigned, delivered,
delivered, or
or paid
paid to
to than enemy.
transferred, assigned,
may
held by
by
the
Alien Property
or seized
seized by
by him
him hereunder
hereunder and held
Custodian or
Property Custodian
the Alien
any debt
debt
him or
or by
the United
United States,
States, or
or to
to whom
whom any
of the
Treasurer of
by :the
the Treasurer
him
or any
may be
owing from
from an
an enemy
or ally
ally of
enemy whose
whose property
any
property or
of enemy
enemy or
may
be owing
part
been conveyed,
transferred, assigned,
delivered,
assigned, delivered,
conveyed, transferred,
have been
shall have
part thereof
thereof shall
to the
Alien Property
Custodian or
by him hereunder
hereunder
or seized
seized byhim
Property Custodian
the Alien
or paid
paid to
to be filed. etc.
and held
by him
him or
by the Treasurer
Treasurer of
of the
United States
Notcetobefiled.etc.
may file Notice
States may
the United
or by
held by
and
claim under oath and in such
custodian aanotice of his claim
with
the said
said custodian
with the
form
containing such
as the
shall
said custodian
custodian shall
the said
particulars as
such particulars
form and
and containing
Payment,
conveyrequire; and the President, if application is made therefor
Payment,
therefor by the inoe,
ance,
mayconveybe
etc.. may
be ororby the President.
claimant,
may order
order the
the payment,
payment, conveyance,
transfer, assignment,
assignment, dered
dered bythe
President.
conveyance, transfer,
claimant, may
or
delivery to
of the
the money
money or
or other
held
so held
property so
other property
said claimant
claimant of
to said
or delivery
by
the Alien
Custodian or
or by
Treasurer of
of the
the United
United
by the
the Treasurer
Property Custodian
Alien Property
by the
States, or
interest therein
the President
President shall
deshall deto which
which the
therein to
or of
of the
the interest
States,
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claimant is
Provided, That no such order by
said claimant
is entitled: Provided,
claim- termine
termine said

Rights against
agqinqt claimants not barred.

barred.

Suit allowed,
allowed, after
after the
to establish
establish into
terest,
etc.
terest, etc.

war,
war,

the
shall bar
any person
the prosecution
the President
President shall
bar any
person from
from the
prosecution of
of any
any suit
suit

at law
law or in equity
equity against
against the claimant to establish any right, title,

which he
he may
have in
in such
money or
or other
other property.
property. If
If
may have
such money
interest which
i- or
or interest
the President shall not so order within sixty days after the filing of

such
application or
or if the claimant shall have filed the notice as above
such application
required and
required
and shall
shall have
have made
made no application
application to
to the
the President, said
claimant
any time
expiration of
of six
after
claimant may,
may, at
at any
time before
before the
the expiration
six months
months after

the end
of the
equity in
Supreme Court of
in the
the Supreme
in equty
suit in
a suit
institute a
war institute
the war
end of
Jurisdiction ofof the
the District of Columbia
Columbia or in the district court of the United States
for the
in which such claimant
resides ' or,
corporation,
or, if
if a
a corporation,
claimant resides,
for
the district
district in
where it
has its
its principal
principal place
of business
which suit the Alien
Alien
business (to
(to which
place of
where
it has
Property Custodian
Custodian or the Treasurer
States, as
as the
the
Treasurer of the
the United States,
Property
case may
may be,
be, shall
be made
defendant), to
to establish
establish the
the
a party
party defendant),
shall be
made a
case
Payment,
Payment, etc.,
etc., on
on interest, right, title, or debt so claimed, and if so established
established the

Jurisdiction
courts.

order of court.

court shall order the payment,
payment, conveyance,
conveyance, transfer,
transfer, assignment,
court
assignment, or
delivery
property so held
held by
of the money
money or
or other property
delivery to said
said claimant of
the Alien
Property Custodian
Custodian or
or by
the Treasurer
of the
the United
United States
States
by the
Treasurer of
the
Alien Property
or
of
interest
to
which
shall determine said
the
interest
therein
to
which
the
court
or
of
Retention of propclaimant is
is entitled.
money
instituted, then such money
If suit shall be so instituted,
entitled. If
udgment claimant
ertyuntil
erty
until judgment.
the custody of the Alien Property
be retained
retained in the
or property shall be
Custodian,
or in
in the
United States,
in this
this
States, as
as provided
provided in
of the
the United
the Treasury
Treasury of
Custodian, or
Act,
judgment or decree
decree which shall be entered
until any
any final
final judgment
Act, and
and until
in favor
conpayment or
or consatisfied by
by payment
shall be
be fully
fully satisfied
of the
the claimant
claimant shall
in
favor of
veyance, transfer,
transfer, assignment,
or delivery
defendant, or
the defendant,
or by the
delivery by
by the
assignment, or
veyance,
Alien Property
Property Custodian
or Treasurer
the United
on order
order
of the
United States on
Treasurer of
Custodian,'or
Alien
of
the court,
or until
until final
final judgment
judgment or
or decree
decree shall
shall be
be entered
entered against
against
of the
court, or
the
otherwise terminated.
terminated.
the claimant
claimant or suit otherwise
"(b) In
In respect
"(b)
respect of
of all
all money
money or
or other
other property
property conveyed,
conveyed, transtransDesignated ownership of property.
ferred,
to the
the Alien Property Custodian
assigned, delivered,
delivered, or paid
paid to
ferred, assigned,
ship of prperty.
or seized
seized by
hereunder and
and held
by him
the Treasurer of the
held by
him or by theTreasurer
by him
him hereunder
or
determine that the owner thereof
thereof
if the President
President shall determine
United States, if
at the
the time
time such
such money
money or
or other
to be
be so
conso conwas required
required to
other property
property was
at
transferred, assigned,
assigned, delivered, or paid to the Alien Property
veyed, transferred,
Custodian or
or at
at the
the time
time when
was voluntarily
delivered to
to him
him or
or
when it
it was
voluntarily delivered
Custodian
by him was—
waswas seized byhirn
By other
other than
than na(1) A
"(1)
A citizen or subject of any nation or State or free city other
tionals of Germany,
Germany or
or Austria
or Hungary
Hungary or
or Austria-Hungary,
Austria-Hungary, and
and is
at
than Germany
Austria or
teia of Gerany, than
is at
etc.
the
hereunder a
a
the return of such
such money or other property
property hereunder
the time
time of the
citizen or subject of any such nation or State or free city; or
By
0
of her marriage
marriage was
was aa subject or
tr'l
nty woman
iw
edomn
ofneutral
""(2)
(2) A
A woman
woman who
who at
at the
the time
time of
married to Gernation married
man, etc.
etc.
man.
a nation which has remained
citizen of a
remained neutral
neutral in the war,
war, or of a
a
Poet,
1147.
Pot, p.
p. 114,.
nation which was associated with the United States in the prosecution of said war, and who prior to April 6, 1917, intermarried
intermarried with a
a
Condition,
Condition.
subject or
or citizen of
of Germany
Germany or Austria-Hungary
Austria-Hungary and
that the
subject
and that
the money
money
or other
other property
property concerned
concerned was
not acquired
such woman
either
acquired by
by such
woman either
or
was not
indirectly from any subject
Germany or
directly or
or indirectly
subject or
or citizen of
of Germany
Austria-Hungary;
or
Austria-Hungary; or
By
woman. Amenic(Q\ A
A woman
who at
the time
time of
was aacitizen
of the
the
Ern
w-nTa,
Amner"(3)
woman who
at the
of her
her marriage
marriage was
citizen of
can born citizen, marrind to German,
e;erman, '»etc.
t:. United States (said citizenship
ried
having
been
acquired
by
birth
in
the
citizenship having been acquired by birth in the
Pest, p. 1147.
P°,i,. '
United States),
United
States), and who prior to April 6, 1917, intermarried
intermarried with aa
Condition,
subject
of Germany
Germany or
that the
the
conditon.
subject or
or citizen
citizen of
or Austria-Hunuarv,
Austria-Hungary, and
and that
money
money or other property
property concerned
concerned was
was not acquired
acquired by such woman
woman
either
directly or indirectly
Germany
either directly
indirectly from
from any
any subject or citizen
citizen of Germany
or Austria-Hungary;
or
or
Austria-Hungary; or
By diplomatic. etc.,
"
(4) A
A citizen
of Germany
Germany or
or Hungary
or
Hungarv or
or Austria
Austria or
or subject
subject of
citizen or
"(4)
etc.,
Boydi'ofrni.
officer
of Germany,
etc.,
etc., in
in United
United States,
States' Austria-Hungary
Austria-Hungary and was, at the time of the severance
severance
of diplomatic
when relations severed.
when reli seved. relations
relations between
such nations,
nations, respectively,
between the United States and such
respectively,
accredited to
as a
adiplomatic
or consular
officer of
of
accredited
to the
the United
United States
States as
diplomatic or
consular officer
any such
such nation,
the wife
wife or
or minor
minor child
child of
such officer,
officer, and
and that
that
any
nation, or
or the
of such
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the money
money- or other property
concerned was
was within
of
property concerned
within the
the territory
territory of
the United States by reason of the service
service of
officer in
of such
such officer
in such
such
capacity;
capacity; or
or
"(5)
subject of
or Austria-Hungary,
(5) A
A citizen
citizen or
or subject
of Germany
Germany or
Austria-Hungary, who
who by
by By interned
interned alien
alien
living in Unitvirtue of
the provisions
provisions of
4068, 4069,
virtue
of the
of sections
sections 4067,
4067, 4068,
4069, and
the enemy,
and 4070
4070 of
ednttnatesv
of the
m nited
States.
S.,
secs., 4067406740RR. pp.
'c.,
sp,
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, and of the proclamations
proclamations and regulations
regulations therethere- 4070,
784, 785,
under , was
transferred, after
of th
ar
under,
was transferred,
after arrest,
arrest, into
into the
the custody
custody of
thee W
War
Vol.40,p.531.
Vol.
40, p. 531.
Department of the United
Department
for detention
detention during
the war
United States
States for
during the
war and
and is
is
at the time of the return of
of his money or
or other
other property
property hereunder
hereunder
within the
the United
United States;
or
living within
States; or
partner"(6) A
partnership, association,
association, or
or other
other unincorporated
unincorporated body
body of
"(6)
A partnership,
of ships,
shBy corporations,
toforeign
pratonser
etc.
States, or a
individuals outside the United States
incorporat
ed
a corporation
corporation incorporated
other than the
within any country
country other
United States,
States, and
entirely
the United
and was
was entirely
owned at such time by subjects
subjects or
of nations,
nations, States,
or free
free
or citizens of
States, or
other than Germany
cities other
Germany or
or Austria
or Hungary
Hungary or
or Austria-Hungary
Austria or
Austria-Hungary
and is so owned at the time of
other proppropof the
the return
return of
of its
its money
money or
or other
erty hereunder;
hereunder; or
or
By Government of
'(7)(7) The Government
Government of Bulgaria or Turkey, or
political or
or any political
or Bulgaria
Bua
or
or Turkey.
Turkey.
municipal
subdivision thereof;
municipal subdivision
thereof; or
or
Diplomatic, etc.,
(8) The Government
"(8)
Government of Germany
Germany or Austria
or Hungary
Hungary or
Austria or
or Diplomatic,
etc.,
O
)
r
m tustria.
r
s
t
glaof Germany
Austria-Hungary, and
that the money
Austria-Hungary,
and that
money or
other property
property concerned
or other
concerned or
was the diplomatic
or consular
consular property
of such
such GovernmentGovernment—
diplomatic or
property of
Payment, etc., to
then
then the
the President,
President, without
without any
any application
application being
being made
therefor, partaynitedethereto
made therefor,
party entitled thereto,
may be
be ordered
ordered withwithmay order
the payment,
may
order the
payment, conveyance
assignment, or
or dede- may
conveyance, transfer,
transfer, assignment,
out any application.
livery of such money or other properly
held by
Property
property held
by the
the Alien
Alien Property
y
Custodian or by the Treasurer of the United States,
States, or
or of
of the
the interest
interest
therein to which
which the
determine such
person entitled,
entitled,
the President
President shall
shall determine
such person
either to the said owner or to
person by
by whom
said property
to the person
whom said
property-was
was
conveyed,
conveyed, transferred, assigned,
assigned, delivered, or
or paid
paid over
over to
to the
the .Alien
Alien Provisos.
P"t'-of
persons
Status
of persons
Property Custodian:
Custodian: Provided,
Provided, That no person
formerly nationals
Property
person shall be deemed or formerly
nationals of
of
Germany,
Germany, etc.,
etc., but
but
held to be aacitizen or subject of
or Hungary
or subsequently
of Germany
Germany or
or Austria
Austria or
Hungary or
subsequently ofe
of other
nations, etc.
Austria-Hungary
for the
purposes of
this section,
section, even
Austria-Hungary for
the purposes
of this
even thoughhe
though he was
was nations,
etc.
such citizen
citizen or subject at the
first specified
in this
subsection, if
if
the time first
specified in
this subsection,
he has become
become or shall become,
become, ipso
or through
through exercise
exercise of
of option,
option,
ipso facto or
a citizen
a
citizen or
or subject
of any
any nation
State or
or free
free city
subject of
nation or
or State
city other
other than
than u
der
eties with
with
Germany, Austria, or Hungary,
Hungary, (first) under the terms of
of such treaties beiterents
beulg
larears
of peace
as
have
peace
have been or may be concluded
concluded subsequent
to November
subsequent to
November
11,
(of the
11, 1918, between Germany or Austria
Austria or Hungary
Hungary (of
the one
one part)
part)
and the United States and/or three or more
more of
of the
the following-named
following-named
powers:
The British
British Empire,
France, Italy,
Italy, and
Japan (of
(of the
powers: The
Empire, France,
and Japan
the other
other
Under t ties bepart),
or (second)
(second) under
terms of
part), or
under the
the terms
of such
as have
tween suchations
such treaties
treaties as
have been
been or
or twUndeen
such nations,
wI
rlyth
- e
n
anii
r
e
ly
ci
pursuance of the
the treaties
may be concluded
concluded in pursuance
treaties of
M.i tt7eerlh
of peace
peace aforesaid
aforesaid territory,
teitCor,
with nemy
allied
between any nation, State, or free city (of the one part) whose ter- powers.
ritories, in whole or in part, on
on August 4,
4, 1914,
1914, formed
of the
the
formed aaportion
portion of
territory of Germany or
States
or Austria-Hungary
Austria-Hungary and
and the
the United
United States
powers: The
The British
British Status
and/or three or more
more of the following-named
following-named powers:
s
tatus iterritory
if
territory
Empire,
France, Italy,
Empire, France,
Italy, and
and Japan
Japan (of
the other
other part).
the purpart of
(of the
part). For
For the
pur- remains
remains part
of GerGerposes of this section
State or free city which
section any citizen
citizen or subject
subject of a
aState
many, etc.
which many
at the
the proposed
proposed return
return of
of money
other property
the time
time of the
money or
or other
property of
of such
such
citizen
or subject
subject hereunder
hereunder forms
of the
one
citizen or
forms aapart
part of
the territory
territory of
of any
any one
receipt
Germany, Austria,
of the following
following nations: Germany,
Austria, or
Hungary, shall
E
ere
fff
eor
ct
.
or Hungary,
shall be th
therf
of receipt
deemed
or subject
of such
natio n . A
n d the
the receipt
deemed to
to be a
a citizen
citizen or
subject of
such nation.
And
receipt of
of
the said
said owner
owner or
or of
the person
conveyed,
the
of the
person by
by whom
whom said
said property
property-was
was conveyed,
transferred,
delivered, or
paid over
the .Alien
transferred, assigned,
assigned, delivered,
or paid
over to
to the
Alien Property
Property
Custodian shall be aa full acquittance
acquittance and discharge
discharge of
of the
the .Alien
Alien
of the United
Property Custodian or the Treasurer
Treasurer of
case
United States, as the
the case
may
United States
States in
in respect
respect to
claims of
may be,
be, and
and of
of the United
to all
all claims
of all
all perpersons
any right,
title, or
or interest
interest in
sons heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter claiming
claiming any
right, title,
in
said property,
compensation or
arising from
from the
the capture
capture
said
property, or
or compensation
or damages
damages arising
of
President or
or the
Custodian:
of such property by
by the President
the Alien
Alien Property
Property Custodian:
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Provided
further, however, That except as herein provided no such
Provided further,
such
action
from the prosecution
prosecution of
action by the President
President shall bar any person
person from
of
any suit
in equity
equity to
interest
or interest
any right,
right, title,
title, or
to establish
establish any
at law
law or
or in
any
suit at
which he
may have
have therein.
therein.
which
he may
Proceedings for
Proceedings
for re"(c)
"(c) Any person whose
whose property the President
President is authorized
authorized to
v
e
covery.
co ry.
return under
under the
of subsection
(b) hereof
return
the provisions
provisions of
subsection (b)
hereof may file notice
of claim
claim for
for the
the return
return of
of such
such property,
property, as
as provided
provided in
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a)
of
hereof,
and thereafter
to the
President for
for
the President
application to
may make
make application
thereafter may
hereof, and
allowance
of such
such claim
claim and/or
institute suit
suit in
to recover
recover
in equity
equity to
may institute
and/or may
allowance of
such property,
as provided
in said
subsection, and
like effect.
effect.
and with
with like
said subsection,
provided in
such
property, as
Determination
the court,
court, as
the case
may be,
be, may
make the
the same
The President
President or
or the
as the
case may
may make
same
Determination ooff The
citizenship, etc.
determinations with respect to citizenship and other relevant
citizenship,etc.
relevant facts
determinations
the provisions
that the
President is
authorized to
under the
provisions of
to make
make under
is authorized
that
the President
subsection
(b) hereof.
hereof.
subsection (b)
Estates of decedents.
decedents.
"(d)
a person, deceased,
deceased, would have been entitled, if
"(d) Whenever a
living,
return of
money or
other property
property hereunder,
hereunder, then
then
or other
of his
his money
living, to
to the
the return
his legal
legal representative
for the
the return
of such
such property
return of
property
representative may
may proceed
proceed for
his
Proviso.
ProvOo.
(a) hereof:
hereof: Provided,
as provided in subsection
subsection (a)
Provided, however, That the
the
CondRions imposed.
onditions imposed. President or the court, as the case may be, before granting
granting such relief
shall impose
such conditions
conditions by
by way
of security
security or
otherwise, as
the
or otherwise,
as the
way of
shall
impose such
President or
the court,
court, respectively,
respectively, shall
shall deem
deem sufficient
sufficient to
to insure
insure
President
or the
Property
that
representative will
will redeliver
the Alien
Alien Property
to the
redeliver to
that such
such legal
legal representative
Custodian such
money or
or other
other property
property so
received
so received
of the
the money
portion of
such portion
Custodian
by
him as
be distributable
to any
person not
as aaclaimclaimeligible as
any person
not eligible
shall be
distributable to
by him
as shall
ant
(a) or
or (c)
hereof.
(c) hereof.
ant under
under subsections
subsections (a)
Returns to nationals
"
(e) No
or other
property shall
shall be
be returned
returned nor
any debt
debt
nor any
other property
money or
No money
"(e)
of allied
natins, suballied nations,
ject
reciprocal ac- allowed
ject to
allowed under
under this section to any person
person who is aacitizen
citizen or
or subject
to reciprocal
subject
pal
ire
eg
dal

Iegal
pired

rights not
not imim-

rights

tion thereby.

on thereby.

of any nation which was associated
associated with the United States in the

prosecution
of the
war, unless
unless such nation in like case
case extends
extends reprosecution of
the war,
in any event
event shall
shall
ciprocal
the United
United States;
States; nor
nor in
of the
rights to
to citizens
citizens of
ciprocal rights
adebt
debt be
allowed under
under this
this section
unless it
it was
to and
and owned
owned
was owing
owing to
section unless
a
be allowed
by
to October
October 6,
1917, and
as to
to claimants
claimants other
other
and as
6, 1917,
claimant prior
prior to
by the
the claimant
than
citizens of
United States
States unless
it arose
with reference
to
arose with
reference to
the United
unless it
than citizens
of the
the money
or other
other property
held by
the Alien
Custodian
Property Custodian
by the
Alien Property
property held
the
money or
or Treasurer
Treasurer of
of the
the United
United States
States hereunder.
hereunder.
or
No other lien, etc.
"(f)
Except as herein provided, the money
other lien, etc.,
eno
"(f) Except
money or other property conenforceable.
veyed, transferred,
transferred, assigned,
delivered, or
or paid
to the
Property
the Alien
Alien Property
paid to
assigned, delivered,
veyed,
Custodian,
not be
be liable
to lien,
attachment, garnishment,
garnishment, trustee
liable to
lien, attachment,
Custodian, shall
shall not
_process,
process, or
or execution,
execution, or
order or
or decree
any court.
decree of
of any
court.
or subject
subject to
to any
any order
Mones
Moneys from pat
the
(g) This section
shall not
not apply,
however, to
paid to
to the
to money
money paid
apply, however,
ems,
etc., excepted.
section shall
"(g)
enisetc.
eexf.pted.
Further restrictions.
restrictions.
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Alien Property Custodian under section 10 hereof."
hereof."
Approved, June
June 5,
5, 1920.
Approved,

June 5,
5 1920.
1920
JIus.27.S9.1
2S.]

iPublic, No.
No. 253.1
[Public,

CHAP.
Act For
the consolidation
consolidation of
lands in
in the
the Sierra
Sierra National
National
of forest
forest lands
CCHAP. 242.—An
242.-An Act
For the
Forest,
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
Forest, California,
California, and

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
House of
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
and House
Be
of the
the
of America
America in
in congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of
Congress assembled,
States of
Fo States
l
an th3 Interior
and hereby
hereby i
s, authorized
authorized in
in his
his discretion
to accept
on
accept on
discretion to
is,
be, and
Interior be,
witxchantoLed
within,
auth
behalf
United States
to any
within the
the Sierra
Sierra
lands within
title to
any lands
States title
behalf of
of the
the United
National Forest,
if in
the opinion
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
in the
opinion of
California, if
National
Forest, California,
Agriculture
will be
the
and the
thereby and
be benefited
benefited thereby
the public
public interests
interests will
Agriculture the
lands are
chiefly valuable
valuable for
forest purposes,
purposes, and
in exexand in
national forest
for national
lands
are chiefly
change
therefor may
may give
not to
to exceed
exceed an
an equal
value of
such nanaof such
equal value
give not
change therefor
tional forest
forest land
land or
or timber
within the
California
of California
national forests
forests of
the national
timber within
tional
as may
be determined
determined by
by the
the Secretary
Apiculture, and
and in
deterin deterof Agriculture,
Secretary of
as
may be
mining
relative values
values of
of the
lands or
or timber
to be
be exchanged,
exchanged,
timber to
the lands
mining the
the relative
consideration
given to
to any
reservations which
which either
party
either party
any reservations
shall be
be given
consideration shall
may make
of timber,
timber, minerals,
or easements.
easements.
minerals, or
make of
may

Sierm 2cational Forest_
zr
,
C,roal
1!if.
esiTaif
orized.
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981

Timber removal, etc.
removed under
Timber
exchanges shall
cut and
under Timberremoval,etc.
and removed
be cut
shall be
in such
such exchanges
given in
Timber given
the
laws
and
regulations
relating
to
the
national
forests,
and
under
under
and
forests,
the
national
to
relating
regulations
and
laws
the
the
and supervision
and in
in accordance
requirethe requirewith the
accordance with
supervision and
direction and
the direction
lands
ments of
of the
of Agriculture.
Lands conveyed
conveyed to
Accepted lands
to the
the Accepted
Agriculture. Lands
Secretary of
the Secretary
ments
national
United
upon acceptance
acceptance of
of title,
title, become
become forest
isodZii. to national
Act shall,
shall, upon
this Act
under this
States under
United States
the Sierra
National Forest.
Forest.
Sierra National
of the
part of
aapart
Approved, June
5, 1920.
1920.
June 5,
Approved,

CHAP. 243.-An
243.—An Act
section 3
3of an Act entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate
To amend
amend section
Act To
CHAP.
the
aliens to,
of aliens
aliens in,
in, the
States,"
the United
United States,"
the residence
residence of
and the
to, and
of aliens
immigration of
the immigration
approved February
1917.
5, 1917.
February 5,
approved

June 5, 1920.
1920.
June

[S. 35661
[Public, No. 254.]

IS.366.l
[Public, No. 254

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
ofRepresentatives
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be
Immigration
Ac t,
Act,
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assemb,
of an
an Act
Act Ig7m"rtion
3 of
section 3
That section
assembled, That
1917.
States
Vol.39, p.878, amendVol.39,p.78,amendentitled
the immigration
of aliens
aliens to,
and the
the ed.
to, and
immigration of
regulate the
to regulate
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
residence of
of aliens
United States,"
approved February
February 5,
States," approved
the United
in, the
aliens in,
residence
1917,
hereby amended
amended by
adding at
thereof the
the following:
following: Admission of illiterend thereof
the end
at the
by adding
is hereby
1917, is
requet
tes, on re
"Provided
further, That an alien who can
can not read
read may, if otherwise
otherwise ates,
"Providedfurther,
quest of
of liticitiserving
durin g
en serving
admissible, be
be admitted
admitted if, within five
five years after this Act becomes
becomes zen
admissible,
World
War, during
and
therewith.
marrying therewith.
law,
citizen of
of the
United States
States who
military or marrying
served in the military
who has served
the United
a citizen
law, a
naval
forces of
of the
United States
States during
the war
the Imperial
with the
war with
during the
the United
naval forces
German
Government, requests
that such
be admitted,
and with
admitted, and
alien be
such alien
requests that
German Government,
the approval
of the
Secretary of
of Labor,
Labor, marries
marries such alien at aa
the Secretary
approval of
the
United
States immigration
station.
immigration station.
United States
Approved, June
June 5,
5, 1920.
1920.
Approved,

CHAP. 244.—An
amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act to authorize the incor244.-An Act To amend
CHAP.
porated town
town of
of Petersburg,
Petersburg, Alaska,
to issue
issue bonds
any sum
exceeding $75,000
$75,000
not exceeding
sum not
in any
bonds in
Alaska, to
porated
for the
of constructing
and installing
installing a
municipal electric
light and
and power
power
electric light
a municipal
constructing and
the purpose
purpose of
for
building," approved
a public-school
plant and
and for
construction of a
public-school building,"
approved September
September 29,
for the construction
plant
1919.
1919.

June 5,5, 1929.
1920.
June

[S. 4286.]
42861
[J.
[Public, No. 255.1
255.]
[Public,

Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
Be
Petersburg, Alaska.
Alaska.
assembled, That
States of
Congress assembled,
That section
section 1
1 of the
the Act Petersburg,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
Ante, p. 289,> aamend289 mendAede
"
Petersburg, ed.
entitled
Act to
to authorize
of Petersburg,
town of
incorporated town
the incorporated
authorize the
"An Act
entitled "An
$75,000 for the
Alaska,
to issue
bonds in.
any sum
exceeding $75,000
not exceeding
sum not
in any
issue bonds
Alaska, to
purpose
of constructing
constructing and
and installing
installing a
amunicipal
electric light and
municipal electric
purpose of
power
plant and
and for
for the
the construction
construction of
of a
public-school building,"
building," be,
a public-school
power plant
and the
amended to read as follows:
is hereby,
hereby, amended
same is
and
the same
May ISOIP
bonds for
f'r
ot,
lr,'on;
iiimpro%
Alaska, public
"S
ECTION I
That the
incorporated town
town of
of Petersburg,
Petersburg, Alaska,
the incorporated
I..That
'SECTION
ements.
p
not
sum
in
any
bonds
issue
is
hereby
authorized
and
empowered
to
issue
bonds
in
any
sum
not
to
empowered
is hereby authorized and
increased.
a Amount incresed.
and installing
installing a
exceeding
$150,000 for
for the
of constructing
constructing and
purpose of
the purpose
exceeding S150,000
municipal
light and
power plant
construction of
for the construction
and for
plant and
and power
electric light
municipal electric
public-school building."
building."
aapublic-school
Ante, p. 290, amendthe preceding
mentioned in
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That section
of the
in the
preceding section
section edn'e
Act mentioned
the Act
5 of
section 5
SEC.
ed. I p.29), auen=is
amended to
as follows:
follows:
read as
to read
hereby amended
is hereby
funds ra
tseeof
said st riet
from the
''
SEC. 5.
no part
part of
funds arising
arising from
the sale
sale of
of said
the funds
of the
5. That
That no
"SEC.
ed.of funds rt
specified in this Act.
bonds shall be used for any
any purpose
purpose other
other than specified
Act. stt
bonds
Said bonds
sold only
only in
such amounts
amounts as
the common
common council
as the
in such
be sold
shall be
bonds shall
Said
shall direct,
direct, and
and the
proceeds thereof
disbursed for the
shall be disbursed
thereof shall
the proceeds
shall
purposes
mentioned and
and under
order and direction
direction
the order
under the
hereinbefore mentioned
purposes hereinbefore
of
common council
sem emay
may be required
required
from time
time to time as the same
council from
of said
said common
preeds
of
P 0 ons
$115,000 of the Divisi
not to exceed $115,000
Provided, That
for
pur2oses: Provided,
That not
said purposes:
for said
of proceeds
of
proceeds
Divisons
modi fied.
proceeds
tne sale
of said
said bonds
shall be
the construcconstruc- modifed.
for the
be expended
expended for
bonds shall
sale of
of the
p.roceeds of
to
light and power plant, and not to
tion
and installation
installation of
electric light
of the electric
tion and
exceed
thereof shall
be expended
expended for the construction
construction of the
shall be
S-35,000 thereof
exceed $35,000
public-school
building."
public-school building."
Approved, June 5, 1920.
1920.
Approved,

982
982
5, 1920.
June 5,1920.
[H. R.
B. 2.1
pa.

Public, No. 256.1
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CHAP.
Act To pension soldiers
soldiers and sailors of the War
War with Spain,
Spain, the
245.-An Act
CHAP. 245.—An
Philippine insurrection,
expedition.
Philippine
insurrection, and the China relief
relief expedition.

Be
Representatives of the
the United
and House of Representatives
by the
the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all
served
persons who served
all persons
in Congress
ninety
ninety days or more in the military or naval service of the United
the War
War with
with Spain,
insurrection, and
and
Philippine insurrection,
the Philippine
Spain, the
during the
relief States
States during
the China
China relief
relief expedition,
and who
who have
been honorably
discharged
honorably discharged
have been
expedition, and
Rates for disabilities the
therefrom, and
and who
who are
are now
now or
suffering from
from
be suffering
may hereafter
hereafter be
or who
who may
person
serving in. therefrom,
a permanent
any
physical disability
disability or disabilities of a
permanent charmental or physical
any mental
acter,
not the
result of
of their
their own
vicious habits, which so incapacitates
incapacitates
own vicious
the result
acter, not
them
from the performance
manual labor as to render them unable
of manual
performance of
them from
to earn
support, shall,
upon making
making due
proof of
fact, accordaccordthe fact,
of the
due proof
shall, upon
earn aasupport,
to
ing
to such
regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may
rules and regulations
such rules
ing to
United
list of invalid pensioners of the United
placed upon the list
be placed
provide, be
States,
States, and be entitled to receive aa pension not exceeding $30 per
month and
not less
proportioned to the degree
per month,
month, proportioned
$12 per
than $12
less than
and not
month
of
inability,to
and in
in determining
inability each
each
such inability
determining such
support; and
earn aasupport;
to earn
of inability
and every
every infirmity
shall be
be duly
and the
aggregate of the
the aggregate
considered, and
duly considered,
infirmity shall
and
disabilities shown
be rated,
rated, and
such pension
shall commence
commence from
from
pension shall
and such
Commencement,
shown be
cormmencement, etc. disabilities
the date
date of
of the
the filing
of the
the application
application in the Bureau of Pensions,
filing of
the
after the
the passage
this Act,
Act, upon
proof that
or disathat the disability or
upon proof
of this
passage of
after
bilities
then existed,
existed, and
and shall
shall continue
continue during
the existence
existence of the
during the
bilities then
Provisos.
same: Provided,
any such
person who
age of
of
the age
has reached
reached the
who has
such person
That any
Provided, That
same:
Prorisos
Service pensions for
p en
age.
62 years shall, upon making proof of such fact, be placed upon the
ge.
pension roll
and entitled to receive
pension of $12
$12 per month. In
In
receive aapension
roll and
pension
case
$18 per month; in
reached the age of 68 years, $18
person has reached
such person
case such
case
reached the age
of 72 years, $24 per month; and
age of
has reached
person has
such person
case such
in
case such
such person
has reached
month:
years, $30 per month:
reached the age of 75 years,
person has
in case
Allowed present
further, That persons who are now receiving
present pen- Provided
Providedfurther,
Allowed
receiving pensions under
under
sioners or applicants.
sioners or applcants. existing
existing laws,
or whose
whose claims
claims are
pending in
in the Bureau of Pensions,
laws, or
are pending
may,
application to
Commissioner of Pensions, in such form as
as
to the Commissioner
may, by application
receive the
he may prescribe,
prescribe showing themselves
themselves entitled thereto, receive
benefits
prescribe,
this Act; and nothing herein contained shall be so conof
this
benefits of
strued
pensioner thereunder from prosecuting his
prevent any pensioner
as to prevent
strued as
claim and receiving his pension under any other general or special
Limitation.
Provided, however, That no person shall receive more than one
Iimitation.
Act: Provided,
Rank not
not considconsid- pension for the same period: And provided
provided further,
further , That rank in the
Rank
ered.
filed under this Act.
service shall not be considered in applications filed
ered.
limSEC.
fee limAttorney's fee
SEC. 2. That no agent, attorney, or other person engaged
engaged in preited.
paring, presenting,
presenting, or prosecuting
prosecuting any claim under the provisions
provisions of
td.
receive,
this
indirectly, contract
contract for, demand, receive,
directly.or indirectly,
shall, directly
this Act,
Act, shall,
prosecuting
or
presenting, or prosecuting
preparing, presenting,
for such services in preparing,
or retain for
such claim
which sum shall be payable only
greater than $20, which
a sum greater
claim a
such
Commissioner of Pensions under such rules and
of the Commissioner
upon the order of
Punishment
forregulations
for
regulations as he may deem proper
proper to make, and any person who
violations.
this section,
section, or who shall wrongprovisions of
of this
shall violate
violate any
any of
of the
the provisions
shall
violations.
fully
withhold from
pensioner or claimant
claimant the whole or any part
part
a pensioner
from a
fully withhold
claim allowed or due such pensioner or claimant
claimant under
under
of aapension or claim
a misdemeanor, and upon convicthis Act, shall be deemed guilty of a
each and every such offense, be fined not
shall, for each
thereof shall,
tion thereof
exceeding $500,
$500,. or
or be
be imprisoned
imprisoned at
exceeding two
at hard labor not exceeding
exceeding
years,
or both,
the discretion
discretion of
court.
the court.
of the
both, in
in the
years, or
Regular Army,
SEC. 3.
3. That
That from
and after
of this
this Act
Act all
all persons
approval of
the approval
after the
from and
SEC.
NaRegund
Navy,
and Ararin
Marino
Corps.
whose names are on the pension roll, and who, while in the service of
Marine Corps and in the
States in the Army, Navy, or Marine
United States
the United
l
Rates for specified
line of
duty, shall
shall have
have lost
lost one
one hand or one foot or been totally disof duty,
Rloas lor specifie line
loss of limbs.
Anso,
p.6s.
abled in the
the same, shall receive a
a pension at the rate of $60 per
Ante,
p.
596.
month; that all persons who, in such service and in like manner, shall
have
above the elbow, or a
aleg at or above the knee,
have lost an arm at or above
or been totally disabled in the same, shall receive
receive a
a pension
pension at the

Pensions.
inStates
pain in
enrsiowith Spain,
War
Philippines
hilippines insurrection, and China relief
tionandC
expedition.
Rates for disabilities
to persons serving in.
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rate
who, in
in such
such service
and in
in
rate of
of $65 per
per month;
month; that all
all persons
persons who,
service and
like manner, shall
leg at
shall have lost an
an arm at
at the
the shoulder
shoulder joint
joint or
or aaleg
at the
the
hip
near the
the shoulder
shoulder or
or hip
joint, or
where the
same is
in
hip joint,
joint, or
or so
so near
hip joint,
or where
the same
is in
such
prevent the
the use
artificial limb,
limb, shall
receive
such condition
condition as to prevent
use of
of an
an artificial
shall receive
$72 per
and that
all persons
who, in
aapension at the rate
rate of
of $72
per month;
month; and
that all
persons who,
in
such
and in
like manner,
manner, shall
shall have
one hand
one
such service
service and
in like
have lost
lost one
hand and
and one
foot,
or been
been totally
totally disabled
in the
the same,
same, shall
receive a
apension
pension at
foot, or
disabled in
shall receive
at
the rate
and that
that all
all persons
in such
such service
service Loss of eyes.
eyea
of $90
$90 per
per month;
month; and
persons who,
who, in
the
rate of
and
both eyes,
or been
been totally
disand in like
like manner,
manner, shall have
have lost
lost both
eyes, or
totally disabled
in the
same or
or who,
service and
manner, sustained
abled in
the same
who, in
in such
such service
and in
in like
like manner,
sustained
proved the
the direct
direct cause
cause of
subsequent total
total loss
injuries that proved
of the
the subsequent
loss of
of
the rate
rate of
of $100
the sight of both
both eyes, shall receive
receive aapension
pension at
at the
$100 per
per
month.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 5,
5, 1920.
1920.

CHAP.
246.—An Act
Act Amending
an Act
Act entitled
"An Act
directCHAP. 246.-An
Amending an
entitled "An
Act authorizing
authorizing and
and directing the Secretary of the Interior
Interior to sell to the city of Los Angeles, California,
California, certain
public lands in California;
California; and granting
granting rights in, over, and through the Sierra Forest
Forest
eserve, the Santa Barbara Forest
Reserve,
Forest Reserve,
Reserve, and the San Gabriel Timberland
Timberland Reserve,
Reserve,
California, to the city of Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, California,"
California," approved June
1906.
California,
June 30,
30, 1906.

June 5, 1920.

[u.
4120.
[H. R. 4061
[Public,
[Public, No. 257.]
257.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United \
Be
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
Los-Anieles,
States
of,America
in Congress
Conress assembled,
assembled, That
States of
America in
That section
section 11of
of an
an Act
Act Vol.34,
f Ip.801,amendiS',id'An Act authorizing
authori
zing and
directing the
the Secretary
of the
entitled "An
and directing
Secretary of
the InteInte- ed. * 'p' e
rior to sell to the city of Los Angeles,
Angeles California,
public lands
California, certain
certain public
lands
California; and granting
over, and
through the
the Sierra
in California;
granting rights
rights in, over,
and through
Sierra
Reserve, the
Forest Reserve,
Reserve and
Forest Reserve
the Santa Barbara
Barbara Forest
and the
the San
San
Gabriel
Reserve, California,
California to
to the
Los Angeles,
Angeles,
Gabriel Timberland
Timberiand Reserve,
the city
city Of
of Los
California," approved
approved June 30, 1906, be, and the same is hereby,
California.,"
amended to
amended
follows:
to read
read as
as follows:
Rights of way grant"SECTION
"SECTION 1. That there is
hereby vented
of Los
is hereby
granted to
to the
the city
city of
Los ed
edIhtScontrctter
to construct water
plant, etc.
California, supply
Suply plant,
etc.
Angeles, California,
California, a
amunicipal
municipal corporation of the State of California,
necessary rights of way, not
not to
to exceed
all necessary
exceed two hundred
hundred and fifty feet
feet
in width, over and through the public lands of
of the
the United
United States in
Through
Mono, Inyo,
the
Angeles, State of
Kern, and
and Los
Los Angeles,
of Califor- Kern,
ThroghMonoInyo,
the counties of Mono,
Mono, Inyo, Kern
and Los Angeles
coertiesd,
engeles
nia, and over and through the Inyo and Santa Barbara
Barbara National
National Counties,
etc.
and that
that portion
portion of
the Angeles
National Forest
Forests, and
of the
Angeles National
Forest situate
situate and
and
Bernardino meridian,
as established
established
lying west
west of
of range
range six
six west, San Bernardino
meridian, as
Sequoia N ati onal
Nationa
by the United States public land survey, and that portion of the FSeqa
Forest, added.
of the
the crest
crest of
of the
the Sierra
Nevada MounSequoia National
National Forest
Forest east
east of
Sierra Nevada
MounState, for
operating, and
tains, in
in said State,
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of constructing,
constructing, operating,
and
maintaining
such canals,
maintaining such
canals, ditches,
tunnels,
ditches, pipes
pipes andpipe
and pipe lines, flumes,
flumes, tunnels,
and conduits
conduits for
for conveying
conveying water
water to
Los Angeles
Angeles as
have
and
to the
the city
city of
of Los
as have
been heretofore
heretofore constructed,
and for
for the
the purpose
of constructing,
constructing,
been
constructed, and
purpose of
operating,
and electric
poles, and
and
operating, and
and maintaining
maintaining power
power and
electric plants,
plants, poles,
lines for
generation and
and distribution
distribution of
of electric
energy, together
together
lines
for the
the generation
electric energy,
with
Secretary of
Interior may
may deem
to be
be
lands as
as the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
deem to
with such
such lands
actually: necessary
houses, diverting
diverting and
dams and
and
for power
power houses,
and storage
storage dams
actually
necessary for
reservoirs, and
structures to
to be
be used
used in
in conconreservoirs,
and necessary
necessary buildings
buildings and
and structures
nection with
with the
the construction,
construction, operation,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of said
said
operation, and
nection
water power and electric
electric plants whenever
whenever said city shall have filed
filed
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
and the
shall have
been approved
by
approved by
the same
same shall
have been
provided, and
as
the Secretary
showing the boundaboundamap or maps
maps showing
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, a
a map
the
ries,
locations,z and
and extent
of said
said proposed
for the
rights of
of way
way for
the Proviso.
poio
ries, locations
extent of
proposed rights
purposes
Provided, however,
That the
the grant
grant Lands
excluded.
however, That
Lands excluded.
purposes heremabove
heremabove set
set forth:
forth: Provided,
hereby made shall not apply to lands located in the drainage
drainage basin
of Kern
Kern River
or in
in that
that portion
portion of
of Mono
County lying
lying north
and
north and
Mono County
of
River or
west
Owens River
River drainage
and embracing
Mono Lake
Lake
basin, and
embracing Mono
drainage basin,
west of
of the
the Owens
drainage basin
and Adobe
and Black
Black Lake
or
Lake drainage
drainage basin,
basin, or
Valley and
drainage
basin and
Adobe Valley
to
upon Bishop
Creek or
its branches
in Inyo
Inyo County,
County,
or its
branches in
Bishop Creek
to lands
lands located
located upon
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or
to lands
in the
Reservoir site
site in
counties of Inyo
in the counties
Slough Reservoir
Fish Slough
the Fish
lands in
or to
and
Mono, in
in said
which may be found to have
any lands which
said State, or to any
and Mono,
been
illegally purchased
purchased from
the United
United States
or to
city, or
said city,
by said
States by
from the
been illegally
any.lands
lands the
title to
to which
31st day of October, 1919,
the 31st
which was on the
the title
any
or
forfeitable to
to the United
States by force of any Act of
United States
is now
now forfeitable
or is
Congress."
Congress. "
vol. 34,p. 80,amend801,amendS
EC. 2.
That section
section 2
2 of the Act entitled and approved
approved as aforeSEC.
2. That
Vol.34,p.
said
be,
and
the
same
is
hereby,
amended
to
as
follows:
to
read
amended
is
hereby,
same
the
and
said be,
Maps
filed in
ci"SE.
SEO. 2.
2. That
before the
the 31st
31st day
of December,
1922, the
the
December, 1922,
day of
or before
on or
That on
i
filed
ffibe
land
city
.
of
Los
Angeles
shall
file
with
the
United
States
of
register
the
with
file
shall
city of Los Angeles
land
districts where
where the
the lands
traversed by said
of
rights of
said rights
lands traversed
the districts
in the
offices in
land offices
way are
are located
located a
or maps
maps showing
boundaries, locations,
the boundaries,
showing the
a map
map or
way
and extent
extent of
proposed rights
for the
the purposes stated
of way, for
rights of
of said
said proposed
and
in
this act,
act, and there
there shall also be filed within that
of this
1 of
section 1
in section
Maps of
of changes,
changes.
time
all desired
changes of
of location,
location, the
the amended
amended map
map or
maps
or maps
desired changes
time all
Maps
necessary
to show
changes of
location to
to be
be filed
the same
same
in the
filed in
of location
such changes
show such
necessary to
manner
subject to
the same
as are
the original
original map
are the
approval as
same approval
to the
and subject
manner and
or maps
maps of
work shall be commenced
commenced
construction work
no construction
but no
location,' but
of location
or
on any
of said
until the
the map
been filed
filed as
herein
as herein
have been
maps have
or maps
map or
lands until
said lands
on
any of
provided and
until said
map
or maps
maps and
and the
proposed
plan
of develdevelion
of
plan
the
proposed
or
said
map
and
until
provided
Act•of Seretary
the
of
Interior
re
q
uired.
c
Opment
have
been
approved
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior,
and
and
Interior,
the
of
Secretary
the
by
approved
been
have
opment
of Interior rfeqiredr
approval by
Secretary of
Interior of
of any
or
map or
amended map
any amended
the Interior
of the
the Secretary
by the
approval
maps
changes of
location of
of said
way shall
operate
shall operate
of way
rights of
said rights
of location
showing changes
maps showing
as an
an abandonment
facto by
the city
city of
Los Angeles,
to the
the
Angeles, to
of Los
by the
ipso facto
abandonment ipso
as
extent of
changes, of
the rights
of way
way: indicated
indicated on
on
rights of
of the
or changes,
change or
such change
of such
extent
Ri
ghts be
gin with
the original
original map
Provided, That
the
rights inuring to the
any rights
That any
maps: Provided,
or maps:
map or
with the
begin
Rights
Los Angeles
city of Los
filing of
of maps.
filing
maps.
city
Angeles under this Act shall, on approval by the Secretary
of the
the map
maps and
the plan
of development
development
plan of
and the
or maps
map or
of the
Interior of
of
the Interior
referred
to, relate
of the
the filing
or maps
map or
of said map
filing of
date of
the date
to the
back to
relate back
referred to,
with
the United
United States
office, as provided herein:
States land office,
of the
register of
the register
with the
Grants
of other ri ghts Procided,
Provided, That
Angeles, for
during the period allowed the city-of Los Angeles,
That during
Grantsofotherrights
.1th
o
w
:L.for water uses,
department
applications under this
this Act, the head of the department
or applications
maps or
filing maps
oalfloweyowater u s s filing
having jurisdiction
over the
lands, may
may grant
easements or
or permits
grant easements
the lands,
jurisdiction over
having
for
Act of
now in
force or hereafter
hereafter
in force
Congress now
of Congress
any Act
under any
way, under
of way,
rights of
for rights
enacted, for
pipes, pipe
pipe fines,
ditches, flumes,
flumes, tunnels, or
canals, ditches,
ines, canals,
for pipes,
enacted,
reservoirs for
for the
conveyance, delivery, or storage of water for irrigathe conveyance,
reservoirs
tion, mining,
or domestic
generation of electric
the generation
purposes, or for the
domestic purposes,
mining, or
tion,
power,
including rights
of way
way,for
construction of power plants,
for the construction
rights of
power, including
towers,
lines, for
and
generation and
for the
the generation
and distribution
distribution lines,
transmission and
towers, transmission
condition.
Con. ition.
delivery of
electricity, if
if after
after affording
city- an
opportunity to be
an opportunity
affording the city
of electricity,
delivery
heard,
head of
of department
shall find
that the
easement or
permit
or permit
the easement
find that
department shall
such head
heard, such
may
be granted
without destruction
interference with
of or
or material interference
destruction of
granted without
may be
the
or proposed
constructed by the city
be constructed
to be
proposed to
constructed or
works constructed
the works
and for
for which
application is
is filed
by said
city within
within ninety
of
days of
ninety days
by
said city
filed
which application
to make
nmae furfllr- and
Rigtt to
Riztit
r
t
her g
rants reset-rat
notice
of the
the possibly
Provided further That
application: Providedfurther,
conflicting application:
possibly conflicting
notice of
rantsresrvcl.
ther
all rights
way herein
hereby granted
and all other rights of
granted and
and hereby
herein and
of way
all
rights of
way hereafter
hereafter granted
the purposes herein
for the
general laws, for
under general
granted under
way
enumerated,
over lands
the operation of this Act, shall be
lands within the
enumerated, over
with the
the reservation
of the
power to
thereafter grant
of
rights of
other rights
grant other
to thereafter
the power
reservation of
with
way
by easement
easement or
or permit,
permit, conflicting
conflicting with
prior grants
grants or
such prior
with such
way by
permits
purpose of
of permitting
crossing of
of rights
rights of
way,
of way,
permitting crossing
the purpose
for the
permits for
necessary
conditions.
including
of way
way for
for roads, or
or for limited distances necessary
rights of
mcluding rights
common
use of
of prior
prior rights
rights of
under such
head
the head
conditions as the
such conditions
way, under
of way,
common use
of the
department shall
shall find
and shall
shall determine
determine to
to be
be
necessary and
find necessary
the department
of
properly
protective against
detrimental to
and not detrimental
with and
interference with
against interference
properly protective
the construction,
operation, and maintenance
prior
maintenance of the works of prior
construction, operation,
the
grantees or_permittees.
or permittees.
grantees
SEC. 3.
the Act
as aforeaforeand approved
approved as
Act entitled
entitled and
section 3
3 of
of the
3. That
That section
pSEC.
said
the same
is hereby,
hereby, amended
to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
amended to
and the
same is
said be,
be, and
,S
ed.
hoittnee-;
"SEC.
SEC. 3.
3. That
That the
of way
way hereby
granted shall
effective
not be
be effective
shall not
hereby granted
rights of
the rights
t
stZ
T
tri=
tto
homgestPrctin
raining, or other existing valid
over any land upon which homestead, mining,
cims
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claims
Angeles shall
shall have been filed or made until the city of Los Angeles
claims shall
have procured
entries and claims,
relinquishments of all such entries
procured proper relinquishments
have
or acquired
due process
process of
law and
just compensation
compensation paid
paid
and just
title by
by due
of law
or
acquired title
to said
said entrymen
proper evidence
evidence of
of such
such fact
caused proper
or claimants
claimants and caused
entrymen or
to
Provided, however, That
of the Interior: Provided,
the Secretary
Secretary of
be filed with the
to be
this
shall not
not apply
embraced in rights
rights of way herelands embraced
to any lands
apply to
Act shall
this Act
tofore
adjudication
nor affect the adjudication
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, nor
any Act
tofore approved
approved under any
of any
applications for
for rights
of way
way by
the owner
owners
or owners
by the
owner or
rights of
of
any pending
pending applications
rght, title, interest, or
no private
private right,
and that no
water rights, and
of existing water
claim
claim of any person, persons, or corporation, in or to any of the lands
traversed
said right of way shall be interfered with
b y or
or embraced
embraced in said
traversed by
or abridged,
abridged, except
except with
with the
the consent
consent of the owner or owners or
or
claimant or
claimants thereof,
thereof, or
process of
law, and just
of law,
or by due process
or claimants
claimant
compensation paid
to such
such owner
owner or
Provided, That the
or claimant: Provided,
paid to
compensation
lands affected
hereby shall
accordance with existing law continue
continue
in accordance
shall in
affected hereby
lands
to
homesteads, for rights of way for
to applications
applications for homesteads,
to be
be subject
subject to
delivery , or storage
conveyance, delivery,
ditches,'or reservoirs, for the conveyance,
canals, ditches
irrigation, if same be filed in the proper United States
of water
water for irrigation,
land
Los Angeles, showthe filing of maps
maps by the city of Lm..
office prior
prior to
to the
land office
ing
boundaries, location, and extent of the rights of way sought
sought
the boundaries,
ing the
city-,and
adjudication of such applithe consialeration
consideration and adjudication
and the
by said city,
cations
by the
wiolly
shall be wholly
thereof shall
jurisdiction thereof
having jurisdiction
the department
department having
cations by
upon
applications unaffected
unaffected by any possible conupon the merits of such applications,
with the
plans of
provided further, That
the grant
grant
That the
city: And
And providedfurther,
said city:
of said
the plans
ffict with
not apply to any lands or rights of way included
made shall not
hereby made
application filed
thereafter approved
approved to, any person
filed by, and thereafter
in any application
or
corporation for the development
development and transmission of hydroelectric
or corporation
construction
power in connection with any project upon which actual construction
work was being
being performed
prior to June 30, 1906,
1906, on that portion
performed pror
of Owens River lying above the confluence
confluence of Rock Creek and said
river, and locally known as Owens River Gorge, and upon which
which
portion construction work may have been carried on continuously
continuously
since that
That such
such applications
rights of way
applications for rights
Provided, That
that date:
date: Provided,
since
iled within six months from
over or the right to use lands shall be filed
the date of the passage of this Act: And provided
further, That any
providedfurther,
approval
way: for reservoir purposes for the storage of
of rights of way
approval of
water for use in whole or in part for the generation
generation of electric power,
contain the express condition
Act, shall contain
under the provisions of this .Act,
that such reservoirs shall not, without the consent of the parties
having irrigation
irrigation rights which would be affected by such storage,
storage be
used
interfere with the use of such stored
used in such manner as will interfere
water for irrigation purposes, unless provision shall be made by said
city
for secondary
for such
such irrigation
irrigation use."
city for
secondary storage
storage for
use."
S
EC. 4. That section 5
5of the Act entitled and approved
approved as aforeSEC.
follows:
amended to read as follows:
said be,
be, and the same is hereby, amended
"SEc.
That all
all lands
mentioned
of way
way- mentioned
rights of
the rights
over which
which the
lands over
5. That
"SEC. 5.
in this Act shall pass shall be disposed of, subject to such easements:
Provided,
the construction
construction of
shall
Provided, however,
however, That
That if
if the
of said
said waterworks
waterworks shall
not
been begun
begun in
faith within
the
date of
of the
of the date
years of
within five years
in good
good faith
have been
not have
approval
hereunder shall be forfeited
forfeited to
of this
this Act, then all rights hereunder
approval of
the United
provided further,
electric
any power or electric
That if any
further, That
United States:
States: And proided
works or structure to be used in
m connection therewith shall not be
works
completed
completed within five years after approval of the map or maps of
rights of
works or
within
provided, or
or within
as herein
herein provided,
or structure
structure as
of way
way for
for such
such works
rights
such
as the
the Secretary
his
shall, in
in his
the Interior
Interior shall,
of the
Secretary of
time as
additional time
such additional
di.,cretion, grant,
grant, then
such rights
shall be
be forfeited
as
forfeited as
granted shall
rights herein
herein granted
then such
discretion.
extent
uncompleted portion of such works or structure, to the extent
to any uncompleted
that
same is
not completed
completed at
at the
the date
of the
the forfeiture."
forfeiture."
date of
is not
that the
the same
44281°-21-64
i4281°--21--64
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compnstien.
Compensation.
Provisos.

Poi"8ttsetc.,not
Prior
rights, etc., not
impaired.
mpaired.

Lands subject to
to
sdbect
hoLmeta
homestead
entry, etc.,
prior
to filigmpsby
filingmaps by
priorto
city.

city.

Grant to Owens
we
Rive Gor
toge
River
ge power
ec
not affected
grorjt
hereby. not af ted

catioirnose.
limit for
applifor appliTie limit

as to
Reseratios inir:teirergNsts.

to

Vo.34,p.
Vol.
34,p. S3,amend803,amended.

ed.

Easements granted.

Esementsgranted.

Provisos.
rite
Forfeiture
for noncommencement.

commencement.

Forfeiture as to nonas to no-of
omrfeiture portion
completed
work.

work.
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New
New section.
section.

State
laws affecting
affectinState laws
use of water not affectaffected.

S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
OHS. 246, 247.
SESS.

1920.

SEC.
S
EC. 5. That said Act entitled and approved
approved as aforesaid be, and
hereby, amended
amended by adding a
a new section thereto to
is hereby,
the same
same is
read as follows:
"SEC. 8.
certain expressed
expressed condi8. That this Act is aa grant upon certain
"SEC.
tons specifically
specifically set forth herein,
herein, and nothing herein
herein contained shall
tions
be
construed as affecting or intended to affect or in anywise to interbe construed
California, relating
relating to the control,
control,
the State of California,
laws of the
the laws
fere with the
for
appropriation,
appropriation, use, or distribution of water used in irrigation or for
municipal or other uses, or any vested right acquired thereunder,
respectively,
Secretaries of the Interior
Interior and Agriculture,
Agriculture, respectively,
and the Secretaries
carrying out the provisions of this
and the city of Los Angeles, in carrying
proceed in conformity
conformity with the laws of said State."
Act, shall proceed

1920.
Approved, June
June 5, 1920.
Approved,
June
1920.
June 5,
5, 1920.
[11.
[H. R.
R. 11398.]
11398.]
[Public,
258.]
[Public, No. 258.]

CHAP. 247.-An
247.—An Act
creation of the Custer State Park Game
Game Sanctuary,
Sanctuary,
Act For the creation
CHAP.
in the
the State
State of
of South
South Dakota,
Dakota, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for
in

of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
in Congress assembled, That the President
States
President of the
America in
States of America
designate as the Custer State
United
States is hereby authorized to designate
Creation of.
Park
Game Sanctuary
Sanctuary such
areas, not
not exceeding
thirty thousand
thousand acres,
acres,
exceeding thirty
such areas,
Park Game
pi.175.
Post, p.
Post,
1875.
National Forest, and adjoining or in the vicinity of the
Harney-National
of the
the Harney
Park, in the State of South Dakota,
Dakota as should, in his
State Park,
Custer State
opinion,
set aside
aside for the protection of game animals and birds and
opinion, be set
be
recognized as a
therefor.
a breeding place therefor.
be recognized
Unauthorized
designated as provided for
SEC.
Unauthorized huntS
EC. 2. That when such areas have been
been designated
for
ing, etc., th
therein,
une
of
in section
this Act,
trapping, kiingng,
killing, or
or capturing
capturing of
hunting, trapping,
Act, hunting,
of this
section 11 of
lawful.
un- in
e m
la'fui.
United States within
game
animals and birds upon the lands of the Umted
game animals
the
except under such regulations
be unlawful,
unlawful, except
areas shall be
of said areas
the limits
limits of
as may
may be
prescribed from
from time
to time
time by
Secretary of
of AgriculAgriculby the
the Secretary
time to
be prescribed
as
Punishment for.
the provisions of
such regulations
ture; and
and any
violating such
regulations or the
any person
person violating
ture;
unishment for.
upon
a misdemeanor, and shall, upon
this Act
Act shall be deemed guilty of a
competent jurisdiction, be
conviction in any United States court of competent
conviction
a period not
$1,000, or be imprisoned
fined in a
asum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000,
imprisoned for a
not
exceeding one
shalt suffer both fine and imprisonment,
imprisonment, in the
or shall
one year, or
exceeding
discretion of the court.
discretion
Local game laws not
it is the purpose of this Act to protect from trespass
not SEC.
SEC. 3. That it
aredme
Ti
tLoae
Interfered
with.
the
of the
United States and the game animals and
the United
lands of
the public
public lands
birds
interfere with the operation
operation
which may be thereon, and not to interfere
birds which
of
of the local game laws as affecting private or State lands.
Fencing,
etc., by
by
SEC.
Fencing, etc.,
SEC. 4. That
That the State of South Dakota
Dakota is hereby authorized
authorized and
State.
permitted to
erect and
and maintain
in
substantial fence, inclosing in
a good
good substantial
maintain a
to erect
permitted
whole
or in
designated and set aside by the
in part
part such areas as may be designated
whole or
authority of section 1.
1. The State shall erect and
President under the authority
maintain such gates in this fence as may be required by the authorized
authorized
maintain
agents
Government in administering
administering this game sanctuagents of the Federal Government
ary
and the adjoining national forest lands, and may erect and mainary and
tain
additional inclosures
inclosures as may be agreed upon with the Secresuch additional
tain such
Continuance.
this fence
to maintain
tary
Agriculture. The
The right
maintain this
fence
of the
the State
State to
right of
of Agriculture.
tarv of
cotinluance.
President as aa
shall continue
continue so
as the
area designated
designated by
by the
the President
the area
so long
long as
shall
of the
the laws of
by the
game sanctuary
sanctuary is
is also
given similar
protection by
similar protection
also given
game
South Dakota.
Dakota.
of South
State of
Pat to toState. of State
Patent
SEC. 5.
That upon
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
nonminer
recommendation of
upon recommendation
5. That
SEC.
otr' t
nonminerid f forest
lands
reserved
la, within
w-ithin reserved
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may patent to the State of South Dakota
area.
not
six hundred
of nonmineral
nonmineral national
national
acres of
hundred acres
one thousand
thousand six
to exceed
exceed one
not to
areas
forest lands
lands not
appropriated or
within the
the areas
or withdrawn
withdrawn within
otherwise appropriated
not otherwise
forest
Provfsoe.
Provided,
of
section
authority
the
under
set
aside
by
the
President
under
authority
section
1:
Provided,
President
the
by
aside
set
nationrl
P'ds°for
Lands for national
required in ex- That the State of South Dakota conveys to the Government
Government good and
forests required
change.
change.
sufficient title
to other
other lands of
of equal value owned by the State and
sufficient
title to
State
in the State
lying
within the
the exterior
boundaries of
national forest
forest in
a national
of a
exterior boundaries
lying within

Custer State Park
State Par
Custer
Game Sanctuary,
S. Dak.
flak.
s.

-
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of
Dakota and
the Secretary
Agriculture as
Secretary of Agriculture
by the
approved by
and approved
South Dakota
of South
equally desirable
national forest
forest purposes,
conveyed
lands thus conveyed
the lands
purposes, the
for national
desirable for
equally
by
to the
become a
apart
part of
of the
the national
forest: Provided,
selec
Provided,
national forest:
to become
Government to
the Government
to
by
however, That
That this
this authority
operate to
restrict any
selection saeli
erot s
iirec
eeTeT.
s
affected.
state not
any selection
to restrict
not operate
shall not
authority shall
however,
rights which
may have
hereafter granted, exceptexceptbe hereafter
may be
or may
have or
State may
the State
which the
rights
ing as
to the Government
Government under authorconveyed to
lands conveyed
specific lands
the specific
to the
as to
ing
ity of this Act.
Approved, June
June 5, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP. 248.—An
Act To
bureau to be
To establish in the Department of Labor aa bureau
248.-An Act
CHAP.

known
as the
Women's Bureau.
Bureau.
the Women's
known as

June 5, 1920.
June
[H.
[H R. lsze9.]
[Public, No. 259.]

R. 1.3229.]

[Public, No. 2.]

Be it
Senate and
and House
esentatives of the United
United
Representatives
of Re
House of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Women's Bureau.
creamend sDepart.
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
there shall
shall be
estab- Created
be estabThat there
in DepartCongress assembled,
America in
States of
ment of
of Labor.
Labor.
ment
the
as
known
be
bureau
lished
m
the
Department
of
Labor
a
bureau
to
a
Labor
of
Department
lished m the
Director.
Women's Bureau.
Bureau.
Director.
Women's
Appointment
and
Appointment and
SEC.
2. That
said bureau
shall be in charge of aa director, aa salary.
bureau shall
the said
That the
SEC. 2.
woman, to
appointed by the President, by and with the advice saary'
to be appointed
woman,
compensaand consent
of the
the Senate,
receive an annual compensawho shall receive
Senate, who
consent of
and
of Bureau.
DutiesofBureau.
tion of
shall be
the duty
duty of
said bureau to formulate Duties
of said
be the
It shall
$5,000. It
of $5,000.
tion
standards
and policies
wagewhich shall promote the welfare of wagepolicies which
standards and
earning
improve their
working conditions, increase their
their working
women, improve
earning women,
profitable employefficiency,
advance their
opportunities for profitable
their opportunities
and advance
efficiency, and
Investigations, etc.
ment.
said bureau
bureau shall have authority to investigate
investigate and Tvestgations, etc.
The said
ment. The
to
report
to
the
said
department
upon
matters
pertaining
the
matters
all
upon
department
said
report to the
Publications
welfare of
of women
women in
director of said bureau may Publications.
The director
industry. The
in industry.
welfare
from
time
to
time
publish
the
results
of
investigations
such
in
investigations
these
of
results
the
publish
from time to time
manner and
and to
to such
such extent
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
may prescribe.
tt director.
prescribe. AAssistant
Labor may
of Labor
extent as
aamanner
director.
S
EC. 3.
3. That
assistant director,
be in said bureau an assistant
shall be
That there shall
SEC.
an
to be
be appointed
appointed by
by the
Secretary of
Labor, who
shall receive
who shall
of Labor,
the Secretary
to
and duties.
salaryandduties.
perform such duties as Salary
annual compensation
$3,500 and shall perform
of $3,500
compensation of
annual
shall be
prescribed by
director and approved
Secretary
approved by the Secretary
the director
by the
be prescribed
shall
of Labor.
of
Labor.
Office force,
etc.
Office
force, etc.
employed by said
SEC. 4.
That there
authorized to be employed
hereby authorized
is hereby
there is
4. That
SEC.
bureau
such special agents, assistants, clerks, and
and such
clerk and
chief clerk
bureau aa chief
other
employees at
such rates
rates of compensation
compensation and in such numbers
at such
other employees
as Congress
may from
from time
time to
provide by
appropriations.
Quarters, etc.
etc.
by appropriations.
time provide
to time
Congress may
as
S
EC. 5.
the Secretary
Secretary of Labor is hereby directed to furnish
That the
5. That
SEC.
sufficient
equipment, for the work of
furniture and equipment,
office furniture
quarters, office
sufficient quarters,
this bureau.
Effective Imme
Effective
imme
bureau.
this
diately.
S
EC. 6.
That this
Act shall
take effect
force from and diately.
and be in force
effect and
shall take
this Act
6. That
SEC.
after its passage.
Approved,
5, 1920.
June 5,
Approved, June

CHAP. 249.-An
249.—An Act
Act
CHAP.
certain lands
lands in
in the
the State
State
certain

Providing for
for the
the extension
reclamation of
extension of time for the reclamation
Providing
of
Oregon under
the Carey
Carey Act.
under the
of Oregon

June 5,
1920.
5, 1920.
June
[H. R. 14101.]
14101k]
R.
H.
[Public, No. 2601

[Public, No..

Be
enacted by
Senate and
of the
the United
0
United Og
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Care
rgil.Act selection
of the In- Care
in Congress
of America
States of
.tiued.
tenor
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized within
discretion to
to continue
continue to not
not /35
' ecgitinued
*
by<c,
his discretion
within his
terior is
in
embraced
lands
of
segregation
the
beyond
October
21,
1930,
segregation
the
embraced
1930,
21,
October
beyond
approved Oregon
numbered eleven, under the Carey
segregation list numbered
Oregon segregation
approved
Act.
Approved,
Approved, June 5, 1920.
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SESS. II.
CH. 250.
250.
SESS.
II. CH.

1920.
1920.

CHAP.
250.—An Act
promotion and
maintenance of
CHAP. 250.-An
Act To provide for
for the promotion
and maintenance
of the
American
merchant marine, to repeal certain emergency
American merchant
emergency legislation,
legislation, and provide for
for
regulation, and use of property
acquired thereunder,
the disposition,
disposition, regulation,
property acquired
thereunder, and for
for other
other
purposes.

June 5,1920.
[H. R. 10378.]
[Public, No. 261.]

June 5, 1920.
[H. R. 103781
[Public, No. 261.]

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be itit enacted
Remsentative,s of the
the
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
necessary
it is
is necessary
Congress assembled,
That it
of America
for develop- United
ment of American for the national defense and for the proper growth of its foreign and
and
the United
United States
domestic commerce
commerce that the
States shall
shall have
have aa merchant
merchant

Merchant
Mari ne
Merchant Marine
Act,
Act, 1920.
Policy for development of an
an American
merchant
etc.,
merchant marine, etc.,
declared.
declared.

marine
marine of the best equipped
equipped and
and most suitable types of vessels
vessels
sufficient to carry
carry the
the greater
greater portion of its
its commerce
commerce and
and serve
serve as aa
naval
auxiliary in time
naval or
or military
military auxiliary
time of
of war
war or
or national emergency,
emergency,
ultimately
operated privately
ultimately to be owned and operated
privately by citizens
citizens of the
the
United States;
and it
it is
is hereby
hereby declared
declared to
to be
the policy
be the
policy of
of the
the
United
States; and
United States
States to
to do
do whatever
whatever may
be necessary
necessary to
develop .and
and
United
may be
to develop
encourage
the maintenance
merchant marine,
marine, and,
and, in
so
encourage the
maintenance of
of such
such aa merchant
in so
far
far as
as may
may not be
be inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the express provisions of
of this
this
Shipping
Board to
to Act, the United States Shipping Board shaH, in the disposition of
Shiping Board
Shipping
shall,
execute provisions
execute
provisions rerelating
vessels and shipping property as hereinafter.provided, in the making
lating thereto.
regulations, and in the administration of the shipping
of rules and regulations,
laws
primary end
laws keep always
always in view
view this
this purpose and
and object
object as the primary
end
to be attained.
Designated
S
EC. 2.
2. (a)
following Acts
Acts and
parts of
are hereby
hereby
legislaSEC.
(a) That the
the following
and parts
of Acts
Acts are
Designated legislation repealed.
hereinafter, in
in this
repealed,
to the
limitations and
and exceptions
exceptions hereinafter,
this
repealed, subject
subject to
the limitations
Act, provided:
Act,
provided:
hmd provisions.
(1)
shipping fund
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
fund provisions
provisions of
(1) The
The emergency
emergency shipping
fuEnd
proisionsg
Vol. 40, p.182.
182.
"An Act
Act making appropriations
to supply
deficiencies in
"An
appropriations to
supply urgent
urgent deficiencies
in
appropriations
account
Naval Establishments
Establishments on account
appropriations for
for the
the Military and Naval
of
war expenses
for the
the fiscal
for
of war
expenses for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1917,
1917, and
and for
Transporting shipother
purposes," approved
approved June
June 15,
1917, as
as amended
by the
Act
the Act
amended by
15, 1917,
other purposes,
employees.
yard employees.
Vol
emergency shipping fund
Vol. 40
40, p.
P. 535.
entitled "An
'An Act to amend the emergency
fund provisions
provisions
of the Urgent DeficiencyAppropriation
Deficiency Appropriation Act, approved
approved June
June 15,
15, 1917,
1917,
so as to empower the President
designated agents
President and his designated
agents to
to take
take
over certain
certain transportation
transportation of shiptransportation systems for the transportation
yard and plant employees,
purposes,' approved
April
employees, and for other purposes,"
approved April
Acquiring
P 22,
1918,
and
as
further
amended
by
. the
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
22,
1918,
and
as
further
amended
by
Act
entitled
"An
Act
Acquiring
ship
building plan ts, etc.
Vol.
ol. 40,p.
40, p. 1022.
making
appropriation to
deficiencies in
in appropriations
appropriations for
for
1022.
making appropriation
to supply
supply deficiencies
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal years, on account
account
approved November
November 4,
of war expenses, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
4,
Emergency shipping

P.

shi

-

Compensation fo r 1918;
railroads, etc.
street railroads,
53a.
Vol. 40, p. 53a.

Compensation

steet

o 1918;
r
etc.
(2) Section
Section 33of such
such Act of April
April 22, 1918;
(2)
1918;

o
lants
Appropriation
10
p, etc.
Vol. 40, p. 1022.

plapronpation
e
ol. 40, p. 1022.

r

r

Control of shipping
s
charters.
of hipping
chartr
Vol. 40, p. 913.

40 p.

etc.,
coShipping
Shipping Board.
byConstruction,
Vol. 39,
.32, p. 730.
Vol.
Limitations
Limitations
peals.

tatons on
on rre-

Existing
Ekslting
assumed.

contracts
contracts

Accruing rights, etc.,
etc.,
declared valid.

deAurdight ,

(3)
The paragraphs
paragraphs numbered
numbered 2
and 33under
under the
the heading
Emer(3) The
2 and
heading "
"Emergency shipping fund" in
1918; and
and
in such
such Act
Act of
of November
November 4,
4, 1918;

genc yshipp in gfun d"
(4)

The Act

entitled
(4) The Act entitled
prescribe charter
rates
prescribe
charter rates

"
An Act
Act to
to
"An
and
freight
and freight
purposes," approved
and for other purposes,"
approved

confer on
on the
the President
to
power to
President power
confer
rates and
requisition vessels,
rates
and to
to requisition
vessels,

July 18,
18, 1918.

(5)
5, 7,
Shipping Act,
Sections 5,
7, and
and 8,
8, Shipping
Act, 1916.
1916.
(5) Sections
())
of such
Acts or
or parts
parts of
is subject
subject to
followb) The
The repeal
repeal of
such Acts
of Acts
Acts is
to the
the followlimitations:
ing limitations:

(1)
(1) All contracts or agreements lawfully entered into before the

assumed
passage of
of this Act under
under any
any such Act
Act or part of
of Act shall be assumed
hereinafter
and carried out by the United States Shipping Board, hereinafter

called "the
"the board."
board.
called
(2) All
All rights,
rights, interests,
interests, or
or remedies
remedies accruing
accrue as
(2)
accruing or
or to
to accrue
as a
a
result
of any
such contract
contract or
agreement or
any action
action taken
result of
any such
or agreement
or of
of anv
taken in
in

pursuance of any
eny such Act or parts of Acts shall be in all respects
respects
exercised and enforced
as valid, and may be exercised
enforced in
in like manner,
manner, subject
subject
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SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
SESS.
II. Cu.
CH. 250.
250.

989
989

1920.
1920.

to the
provisions of
of subdivision
subdivision (c)
of this
section, as
as if
if this
this Act
had
to
the provisions
(c) of
this section,
Act had
not been
been passed.
passed.
not
Incurred penalties to
(3) The
shall not
have the
the effect
effect of
extinguishing any
(3)
The repeal
repeal shall
not have
of extinguishing
any beIncurredpenltiesto
enforced.
orc
penalty incurred
under such
such Acts
or parts
parts of
of Acts,
but such
such Acts
or
penalty
incurred under
Acts or
Acts, but
Acts or
parts
of Acts
Acts shall
shall remain
remain in
for the
purpose of
of sustaining
parts of
in force
force for
the purpose
sustaining a
a
prosecution
for enforcement
enforcement of
of the
the penalty
therein provided
the
prosecution for
penalty therein
provided for
for the
violation
thereof.
violation thereof.
Completion of con(4)
The board
board shall
full power
and authority
authority to
to complete
complete or
or Completion
(4) The
shall have
have full
power and
of construction work authorconclude
any construction
construction work
begun in
accordance with
with the
conclude any
work begun
in accordance
the propro- ized.ctid.
visions
of such
such Acts
parts of
of Acts
if, m
board, the
the
visions of
Acts or
or parts
Acts if,
in the
the opinion
opinion of
of the
the board,
completion
or conclusion
conclusion thereof
thereof is
is for
for the
the best
best interests
interests of
of the
completion or
the United
United
States.
States.
Early liquidation Of
(c)
As soon
soon as
as practicable
this Act
the board
(c) As
practicable after
after the
the passage
passage of
of this
Act the
board pending
Eary liquidation
matters, di-fdi
shall adjust,
adjust, settle,
settle, and
and liquidate
shall
liquidate all
matters arising
arising out
out of
or inciall matters
of or
inci- rected.
rected.
dent
to the
exercise by
by or
the President
powers
dent to
the exercise
or through
through the
President of
of any
any of
of the
the powers
or duties
duties conferred
conferred or
or
imposed upon
the President
by any
any such
or imposed
upon the
President by
such Act
Act
Board
to determine
determine
or parts
parts of
of Acts;
Acts; and
and for
this purpose
board, instead of
or
Board to
for this
purpose the
the board,
of the
the compensation.
President, shall have
have and exercise
exercise any of
of such
and duties
duties compensation.
President,
such powers
powers and
relating to
to the
the determination
determination and
relating
and payment
payment of
of just
just compensation:
compensation: Provio
Provided,
That any
Provided, That
any person
person dissatisfied
any decision
decision of
the board
d atissatisfied with
with any
of the
board Suit if decision unshall have
have the
the same
same right
right to
the United
United States
States as
as he
would have
have satisfactory.
shall
to sue
sue the
he would
satisfactory.
PTOTTSO.

United
had if
if the decision
decision had been made by the
the President of
of the United
States under
the Acts
Acts hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
States
under the
S
EC. 3.
That section
Shipping Act, 1916,"
is amended
amended
SEC.
3. (a)
(a) That
section 33of the "
"Shipping
1916," is

Shipping Act, 1916.
ShoipingA,
1.
Vol.
39,p. 729,amended.
ed.
'
'
to
as follows:
follows:
to read
read as
States ShipShipUiterdtates
"SEC.
a board is hereby created to be known as the United
"Sze. 3. That a
Creation, appointreation, appointBoard and hereinafter
to as the pig
United States
Shipping Board
United
States Shipping
hereinafter referred
referred to
ment, etc.
board.
board shall be
composed of
of seven
board. The
The board
be composed
seven commissioners,
commissioners, to
to ment, etc.
be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and
and consent
consent
of the Senate; and the President shall designate
designate the
the member to act
act
as chairman of the board, and the board may elect one of its members
of office.
as
vice chairman.
chairman. Such
Such commissioners
shall be
be appointed
soon Tenure
as vice
commissioners shall
appointed as
as soon
Tenureofoffce.
as practicable
practicable after the enactment of this Act and shall continue
continue in
office two for a
aterm of one
remaining five for
one year,
year, and the
the remaining
for terms
terms of
of
two, three, four, five, and six years,
years, respectively,
respectively, from the date
date of
of
their appointment,
appointment, the term of
to be
be designated
the Presiof each
each to
designated by
by the
President, but their successors shall be appointed
appointed for terms of six years,
except that any person chosen to fill a
a vacancy shall be appointed
appointed
only
the unexpired
of the
whom he
succeeds.
only for
for the
unexpired term
term of
the commissioner
commissioner whom
he succeeds.
Qualifications, and
" The commissioners
geoQaicaistrioucommissioners shall be appointed with due regard to their geographical
distribucommissioners.
fitness
fitness for
for the
the efficient
efficient discharge
discharge of
of the
duties imposed
imposed on
on them
by this
this tion
the duties
them by
tion of
of commissioners.
Act, and two shall be appointed from
States touching
from the
the States
touching the
the Pacific
Pacific
Ocean,
Ocean, two from the States touching the Atlantic Ocean, one from
from
touching the Gulf of
of Mexico,
Mexico, one
the States
States touching
the States touching
one from
from the
touching
the Great
and one
the interior,
but not
than one
one
the
Great Lakes
Lakes and
one from
from the
interior, but
not more
more than
Political division.
shall be appointed from the same State. Not more than four of the Political
division.
commissioners
appointed from the
A
commissioners shall be appointed
the same political party.
party. A
vacancy in
the board
board shall
filled in
the same
manner as
as the
original Pecuniary
vacancy
in the
shall be
be filled
in the
same manner
the original
Pecuniary prohibiappointments.
No commissioner
shall take
any part
part in
appointments. No
commissioner shall
take any
in the
the considconsid- tion.
tion.
eration or
or decision
decision of
of any
any claim
claim or
or particular
particular controversy
in which
which
eration
controversy in
he has
has a
pecuniary interest.
he
a pecuniary
interest.
Other employment,
employment,
forbidden.
"Each
commissioner shall
shall devote
his time
the duties
his etc.,
etc., forbidden.
Each commissioner
devote his
time to
to the
duties of
of his
office, and
and shall
shall not
not be
in the
the employ
employ of
or hold
hold any
any official
official relation
office,
be in
of or
relation
to any
any common
common carrier
other person
this Act,
to
carrier or
or other
person subject
subject to
to this
Act, nor
nor while
while
holding such
acquire any
stock or
thereof or
or become
become
holding
such office
office acquire
any stock
or bonds
bonds thereof
pecuniarily
interested in
any such
pecuniarily interested
in any
such carrier.
carrier.
D
Division of duties,
"The
the board
board may be so divided
its super- etc.
The duties of the
divided that under
under its
etc.
vision
directorship of
of various
various activities
assigned to
to one
vision the
the directorship
activities may
may be
be assigned
one
or
commissioners. Any
by the
the
or more
more commissioners.
Any commissioner
commissioner may
may be
be removed
removed by
President for
for inefficiency,
inefficiency, neglect
neglect of
of duty,
duty, or
in office.
office.
President
or malfeasance
malfeasance in
i

r
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remaining
A vacancy
the board
impair the right of the remaining
not impair
shall not
board shall
in the
vacancy in
A
members of
of the
the board
exercise all its powers. The board shall
to exercise
board to
members
judicially noticed.
have an
an official
official seal, which
noticed.
which shall be judicially
have
Business procedure,
"The board
board may adopt rules and regulations in regard to its pro"The
procedure,
Business
legal assistance, etc.
employ
may employ
The board
cedure
legal assistance, etc.
cedure and the conduct
conduct of its business.
business. The
board may
such
within
the
limits
of
appropriations
made
therefor
by
Congress
therefor
within the limits of appropriations
attorneys as
as it
it finds
finds necessary
for proper
proper legal
legal service to the board
necessary-for
attorneys
in the
the conduct
conduct of
of its
for proper
representation of the public
proper representation
or for
work, or
its work,
in
interest in
in investigations
investigations made
made by
it or proceedings
proceedings pending before
by it
interest
it
complaint, or to appear
appear
the board's own instance or upon complaint,
at the
whether at
it whether
for or
the board in any case in court or other tribunal.
represent the
or represent
for
Duties,
etc., of
shall have such other rights and perform such other duties
board shall
The board
exist- The
of existDuties, etc..
ing board continued.
Marine Act,
inconsistent with the Merchant
ing boardcontinued. not inconsistent
Merchant Marine
Act, 1920,
1920, as
as are
are conconferred
by
existing
law
upon
the
board
in
existence
at
time
this
the
ferred by existing law upon the board in existence
section
as
amended
effect.
takes
amended
as
section
Temporary continuamended
"The
at the time this section as amended
office at
in office
commissioners in
"The commissioners
Temporary continuance of present comSeal.
seal.

takes
effect shall
shall hold
for
office until all the commissioners provided for
hold office
takes effect
in
section as amended are appointed
appointed and qualify."
qualify."
in this section
Vol. 39,p. 729,amend4 of the "Shipping Act, 1916,"
(b)
first sentence
section 4
1916,"
sentence of section
The first
(b) The
Vol.39,p. 729,amended.
is amended
follows:
amended to read as follows:
is
a salary of
"SEC. 4.
That each
member of the board shall receive
receive a
each member
4. That
Salary
"SEC.
members.
Salary of members.
$12,000
annum."
$12,000 per annum."
11 Government acSEC. 4.
property or interests of whatall vessels and other
That all
4. That
SEC.
acAll Government
quired
vessels, etc.,
etc.,
wnaut
of
orrs
quired vesseis,
including vessels
course of construction
construction
property in course
orohproperty
vessels or
transferred
kind, including
soever kind,
to Board. soever
transferred to
or contracted
acquired by
by the
the President
President through any agencies
agencies
for, acquired
contracted for,
or
whatsoever
conferred by the Acts or parts
pursuance of authority-conferred
in pursuance
whatsoever in
pursuance of the joint
2 of this Act, or in pursuance
of Acts
joint
section 2
by section
Enemy vessels.
repealed by
Acts repealed
of
vessels.
Enemy
Vol. 40, p. 75.
President to
resolution entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing the President
resolution
Vol.40,p.75.
take
vessel
United States the possession and title of any vessel
the United
for the
over for
take over
owned
within
its jurisdiction,
coming therein was olv
ned
jurisdiction, which at the time of coming
within its
in
whole or
or in
in part
part by
any corporation,
corporation, citizen, or subject of any nation
by any
in whole
with
which the
United States
register
States may be at war, or was under register
the United
with which
of
any such
other purposes,"
approved May 12, 1917,
1917,
purposes," approved
for other
and for
nation, and
such nation,
of any
In
of vessels and property the use of which is in the
the
exception of
exception
the
with
Government usee with
in Government
excepted.
opinion of
required by any other branch
branch of the GovernGovernPresident required
the President
of the
opinion
cepted.
board:
ment service
the United
United States,
hereby transferred
transferred to the board:
States, are hereby
of the
service of
ment
Proviso.
r Provided, That
all
vessels
in
the
military
and
naval
service
of the
the
of
service
naval
and
military
the
in
vessels
all
rovided, That
or
nder War
thtlrs under
War 0
pOtheris
work,
river
assigned
vessels
United
States,
including
the
vessels
to
and
harbor
the
Navy
Departments
ex
including
States,
United
Navy Departmentsexempt here from.
inland
inland waterways,
waterways, or vessels for such needs in the course
course of construcemrpt herefrom.
exempt
tion
or
under
contract
by
the
War
Department,
shall be exempt
Department,
War
the
by
contract
tion or under
from
the
provisions
of
this
Act.
Act.
this
of
provisions
,s.eqired
Sales or acquired
yes from the
SEC. 5.
5. That
in order
order to
accomplish the declared
declared purposes of this
to accomplish
That in
sets tocitizens
to citizens directed
directed.• SEC.
sels
Act,
and to
to carry
out the
the policy
declared in section 1
1hereof, the
policy declared
carry out
Act, and
practicable, conboard
authorized and
and directed
directed to sell, as soon as practicable,
is authorized
board is
sistent
good business
business methods
methods and the objects and purposes to
with good
sistent with
be
this Act,
Act, at
competitive sale after
after
public or private competitive
at public
by this
attained by
be attained
are
appraisement
and
due
advertisement,
to
persons
who
citizens
of
persons
to
advertisement,
due
and
appraisement
Exept
E
xcept ion,.
this Act, all of
the United
as provided
in section
section 6
6of
of this
provided in
Post,
except as
States except
United States
the
99i.
Fot, p.'. 991.
the vessels
vessels referred
referred to
to in
m section
section 44of
of this
this Act or otherwise
acquired
otherwise acquired
the
Terms,
Terms, etc.
such
by the
sale shall
shall be
be made
at such prices and on such
made at
Such sale
board. Such
the board.
by
completion
the
terms
and
conditions
as
the
board
may
prescribe,
but
completion
prescribe,
may
board
the
as
conditions
terms and
of the
the payment
of the
price and
deferred
interest shall not be deferred
and interest
purchase price
the purchase
payment of
of
of the contract of sale.
more
than
fifteen
years
after
making
making
the
after
years
fifteen
Considerations
en
than
more
enConsiderations
tering into price fixing
price of such vessels shall
The board
or accepting
sale price
the sale
accepting the
fixingc or
in fixing
board in
tenrngi) price fixing. The
and foreign market
take
into
consideration
the
prevailing
domestic
market
domestic
prevailing
the
consideration
take into
price
of, the
the available
demand for vessels, existof, and the demand
supply of,
available supply
price of,
ing
and prospects
prospects of
of their
maintenance, the cost of contheir maintenance,
rates and
freight rates
in freight
structing vessels
of similar
similar types
prevailing conditions, as
under prevailing
types under
vessels of
structing
well as
as the
the cost
cost of
of the
purchase price of the vessels
or purchase
construction or
the construction
well
to
be sold,
sold, and
any other
other facts
or conditions
conditions that would influence aa
facts or
and any
to be
prudent, solvent
the sale of similar vessels or propin the
man in
business man
solvent business
prudent,

missioners.
missioners.
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Coastwise
limie trade
trade limerty which he is not forced to sell. All sales made under the authority
authority itaCt
itations.
p. 994.
limitations and restrictions
restrictions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the
the limitations
of section Post,
Post, p.
994.
1916," as
as amended.
amended.
99 of the "Shipping
"Shipping Act, 1916,"
Permissive sales
sales to
to
Permissive
SEC. 6.
That the
board is
is authorized
authorized and
and empowered
to sell
sell to
SEC.
6. That
the board
empowered to
to aliens.
aliens.
aliens,
at such
prices and
and on
on such
and conditions
conditions as
as it
it may
aliens, at
such prices
such terms
terms and
may
with the
of section
section 5
(except
determine, not inconsistent
inconsistent with
the provisions
provisions of
5 (except
that
of the
purchase price
price and
and interest
interest
that completion
completion of
the payment
payment of
of the
the purchase
determine,
ianfet,or
diligent more
shall
not
be
more than
ten years
years after
after the
the making
making of
of the
shall not
be deferred
deferred
than ten
the concontract of
sale), such
vessels as
as it
careful investigation,
investigation, deem
deem
tract
of sale),
such vessels
it shall,
shall, after
after careful
unnecessary
to the
promotion and
an efficient
Amerunnecessary to
the promotion
and maintenance
maintenance of
of an
efficient Ameretc.
the Condition,
Condition, etc.
ican
such sale
sale shall
shall be
be made unless the
marine; but no such
ican merchant
merchant marine;
effort, has
has been
unable to
to sell,
sell, in
in accordance
board, after diligent effort,
been unable
accordance
with
of section
5, such
such vessels
vessels to
to persons
citiwith the
the terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions of
section 5,
persons citizens
the United
States, and
and has,
has, upon
upon an
an affirmative
zens of
of the
United States,
affirmative vote
vote of
of not
not
less
the minutes
minutes of
the board,
board,
less than
than five
five of
of its members,
members, spread
spread upon
upon the
of the
determined to
to make
make such
such sale;
sale; and
and it
it shall
shall make
part of
determined
make as
as a
a part
of its
its interest
Interest on deferred
deferred
payments.
records aa full statement
for making
records
statement of its reasons
reasons for
making such sale. De- payments.
ferred
purchase price
ferred payments
payments of
of purchase
price of vessels
vessels under this section
section shall
bear
interest at
the rate
of not
less than
51 per
centum per
per annum,
bear interest
at the
rate of
not less
than 5½
per centum
annum,

payable semiannually.
semiannually.
payable
Investigation, etc.,
S
EC. 7.
That the
the board
board is
authorized and
directed to
and directed
SEC.
7. That
is authorized
stetmto investigate
investigate for establishing
establishing steamship lines to promote
determine as promptly
enactment of
and determine
promptly as possible after
after the enactment
of this
this sOnes
promote
foreigninto
and coastwise
Act
thereafter what
what steamship
steamship lines should be trade, etc.
Act and from time to time thereafter
ports in
the United
United States
or
established and put in operation
operation from
from ports
in the
States or
any Territory,
Territory, District,
possession thereof
to such
such world
world and
any
District, or
or possession
thereof to
and
domestic markets
markets as
in its
judgment are
desirable for
domestic
as in
its judgment
are desirable
for the
the promotion,
promotion,
etc., of vessels.
development, expansion,
expansion, and maintenance
maintenance of
of the foreign
coast- Type, etc.,of
development,
foreign and coastwise trade of the United
United States and an adequate
adequate postal service, and
and
to
other requirements
of the
vesto determine
determine the
the type, size,
size, speed,
speed, and
and other
requirements of
the vessels to
to be
be employed
lines and
and the
sels
employed upon
upon such
such lines
the frequency
frequency and
and regularity
regularity
aview to
furnishing adequate,
of their sailings, with
with a
to furnishing
adequate, regular,
regular, certain,
certain, Disposal of
of acquired
acquired
vessels to citizens
and permanent
and
permanent service. The board is authorized
authorized to sell, and if aaagreeing
agreeing
to operate
operate
to
lines.
satisfactory
sale can
can not
not be
be made,
made, to
charter such
such of
of the
suchlies.
satisfactory sale
to charter
the vessels
vessels such
4 of this Act or otherwise acquired
referred to in section 4
acquired by
by the
the board,
board,
as
are citicitias will meet these requirements
requirements to
to responsible
responsible persons
persons who
who are
States who
agree to
to establish
establish and
and maintain
such
zens of
of the
the United
United States
who agree
maintain such
lines upon such terms of payment and other conditions
conditions as the board
necessary to
secure and
may deem just and
and necessary
to secure
and maintain
maintain the
the service
service Temporary
operaTemporary
by Board, if none
desired; and if any
any such
deemed desirable
desirable and
desired;
such steamship
steamship line
line is
is deemed
and tionbyi
Board, If none
by citizens obtained.
necessary, and
if no
no such
citizen can
secured to
to supply
such
necessary,
and if
such citizen
can be
be secured
supply such
mtpoforar ocean
ry
mail
service
the purchase
purchase or
or charter
charter of
of vessels
vessels on
service by
by the
on terms
terms satisfactory
satisfactory
to the
the board,
board, the
the board
shall operate
on such
such line
line until
until the
to
board shall
operate vessels
vessels on
the
business is
business
may be
sold on
on satisfactory
is developed
developed so that such
such vessels
vessels may
be sold
satisfactory R
service maintained, no
o
rtui
bi
e
lessait
i
dt
esha
ill_l sappear
a
up
sr earinwithin
wi
g. thin
pha
a
e
terms and the
the service
or
unless
shall
Rates or ocean ma
te
s tind time
allowed.
time that
thatsuch
line can
can not be made self-sustaining. The service,
reasonable
allowed.
such line
seice,
reasonable
Vol.26, p. 832.
the Act
Act entitled
entitled Vol.26, p.32.
is authorized,
authorized, notwithstanding
Postmaster General
Postmaster
General is
notwithstanding the
"An Act
between the
the United
"An
Act to
to provide
provide for
for ocean
ocean mail
mail service
service between
United States
States
and foreign
ports, and
and to
commerce," approved
and
foreign ports,
to promote
promote commerce,"
approved March
March 3,
3,
1891, to
contract for
over such
at such
such
of the
the mails
mails over
such lines
lines at
1891,
to contract
for the
the carrying
carrying of
price
may be
by the
the board
board and
and the
the Postmaster
price as
as may
be agreed
agreed upon
upon by
Postmaster Prorisos.
Prod,
Preference in sales,
or assignment
General: Provided,
Provided, That
That preference
preference in
in the
the sale
sale or
assignment of
of Preference
General:
etc., of vessels therefor.
vessels
given to per- etc., esels therefor.
such steamship
steamship lines shall
shall be
be given
vessels for operation on
on such
sons
who are
are citizens
citizens of
United States
States who
who have
have the
the support,
sons who
of the
the United
support,
financial
otherwise, of the domestic
domestic communities
financial and
and otherwise,
communities primarily
primarily interested
ested in
in such
such lines if the
the board
board is satisfied of the ability
ability of such persons to
to maintain the service
service desired
and proposed to be maintained,
sons
desired and
or
citizens of the
United States
then be
or to persons
persons who are
are citizens
the United
States who
who may
may then
maintaining a
maintaining
a service from
from the
the port
port of the
the United
United States to
to or in
in the
the
general direction
of the
the world
to which
which the
the board
board has
has
general
direction of
world market
market port
port to
determined
that such
should be
be established:
Provided further,
further,
such service
service should
established: Provided
determined that
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That where
where steamship lines and regular
regular service have been established
established
Continuationofpres- That
the
time of
at the
the time
board at
the board
by ships
maintained by
are being
being maintained
and are
and
ships of
of the
of the
maintained
enactment
of
this
Act,
such
lines
and
service
shall
be
maintained
by
service
and
lines
such
Act,
this
of
enactment
maintenance thereof
the
until, in
in the
the opinion
opinion of
the board,
board, the maintenance
of the
board until,
the board
provided
is
unbusinesslike and
against the
the public
public interests: And provided
and against
is unbusinesslike
determine, as provided in this
Rates for
for GovernGovern- f
u rther, That
whenever the board
board shall determine
this
whenever
That
further
Rates
service not to be ·
ment service
or
less than
citi- Act,
Act, that
that trade
trade conditions warrant the establishment
establishment of a
aservice or
if citicost, if
thn cost,
less
zens are operating same additional service under Government administration
service
a
where
service.
a
administration
Government
under
service
additional
sareperatingme
is already
already being
citizens of
of the United
United States, the
persons, citizens
by persons,
given by
being given
is
rates
and
charges
for
such
Government
service
shall
not be less than
shall
service
Government
such
for
charges
and
rates
the cost
interest and
depreciation charge on
and depreciation
proper interest
including aaproper
thereof, including
cost thereof,
the
the
value of
and equipment
equipment employed
employed therein.
therein.
vessels and
Government vessels
of Government
the value
with
cooperation
board,
the
Investigation
diS
EC.
8.
That
it
shall
be
duty
of
in
cooperation
the
shall
it
SEC. 8. That
diInvestigation
developing
rected for developing
rected
encouraging,
promoting,
water commerce transthe
Secretary
of
War,
with
the
object
of
encouraging,
and
of
object
the
with
War,
of
Secretary
watercommdrve trang the
with
portxation
tent facilities, etc. developing
ports and
transportation
facilities
connection
with
connection
in
facilities
transportation
and
ports
developing
etc.
portationEfaiities,
E
of, designated.
water commerce
commerce over which it has jurisdiction, to investigate
in.vestigate territernwater
nated.
taking
tonal
regions
and
zones
tributary
to
such
ports,
into considtorial regions and zones tributary to such
eration
the economies
economies of
by rail, water and highway
transportation by
of transportation
eration the
and the
natural direction
of the
commerce; to investigate
of commerce;
flow of
the flow
direction of
the natural
and
the
causes
of
the
congestion
of
commerce
at
remedies
ports and the remedies
at ports
commerce
of
congestion
the causes of the
applicable thereto;
to investigate
investigate the
the subject
subject of water terminals,
thereto; to
applicable
including the
warehouses, apparatus,
apparatus ' equipment,
docks, warehouses,
necessary docks,
the necessary
including
and
therewith, with
with aaview to devising and
connection therewith,
in connection
appliances in
and appliances
suggesting
the types
appropriate for different
for
different locations and for
most appropriate
types most
suggesting the
the most
most expeditious
and economical
economical transfer
interchange of
or interchange
transfer or
expeditious and
the
by
passengers or
between carriers
carriers by water and carriers by
property between
or property
passengers
rail; to
communities regarding
appropriate location
regarding the appropriate
with communities
advise with
to advise
rail;
and
plan of
of construction
construction of
wharves, piers, and water terminals;
terminals;
of wharves,
and plan
river,
to
investigate
the
practicability
and
advantages
of
harbor,
advantages
and
practicability
the
investigate
to
and
port improvements
with foreign
coastwise
foreign and coastwise
connection with
in connection
improvements in
and port
trade;
and to
to investigate
investigate any
other matter
matter that may tend to promote
any other
trade; and
and encourage
encourage the
the use
by vessels
adequate to care for the
ports adequate
of ports
vessels of
use by
and
such ports: Provided,
Proviso,
freight
which
would
naturally
pass
through
Provided,
pass
naturally
would
which
freight
Prorio.
of the opinion that
board shall be of
Findings as
to
detriThat
if
after such
such investigation
the
the board
investigation
after
if
That
detrito
as
Findins
mental rail rates, etc.,
subject
rail subject
regulations of common carriers by rail
to be
be submitted
submitted to
to InIn- rates,
rates, charges,
rules or
or regulations
charges, rules,
to
terstate
Commerce
Commerce Commission are detriCommission for
action. LO
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the Interstate
interstate Commerce
of the
tot the
conlrslteon formmrctf
mental
to the
the declared
section ' or that new rates,
declared object of this section,
mental to
charges,
rules, or regulations, new or additional port terminal
terminal facilifacilicharges, rules,
carriers
common
such
ties,
or
affirmative
action
part
carriers by rail
of
the
on
action
ties, or affirmative
nma
is necessary
to promote
promote the
the objects
objects of this section the board may
necessary to
is
Commission
submit
its
findings
to
the
Interstate
Commerce
Commission
for
such
Commerce
Interstate
the
to
submit its findings
action
as such
may consider proper under
under existing law.
commission may
such commission
action as
a vessel
conditions
and
Insurance
required
S
EC.
9.
That
if
the
terms
conditions
of
any sale of a
terms
the
if
That
9.
SEC.
Insurance required
on vessels sold on deof
e made under the provisions
payments
Act
ferred
payments.
provisions
of
this
include
deferred
payments
of
this
of
the
under
made
d
.
pymntso
rres
terms
such
of
the
purchase
price,
the
board
shall
require,
part
and
as
require,
shall
the purchase price, the board
conditions,
that the
the purchaser
purchaser of the vessel shall keep the same
conditions, that
marine risks
loss or damage by fire, and against
Fire,
etc.
insured (a)
against loss
against marine
risks
(a) against
insured
marine, etc.
Fire, marine,
with
so
and
disasters,
and
war
and
other
risks
the
board
specifies,
with
board
the
if
risks
other
and
war
and
disasters,
and
such insurance
underwriters, and under
under
associations or underwriters,
companies, associations
insurance companies,
such
such
forms of
policies, and to
to such an amount, as the board may preof policies,
such forms
Protection and
and inin- scribe
approve; and (b) by protection and indemnity insurance
or approve;
scribe or
Protection
or underwriters
deinnity.
with
insurance companies,
associations, or
underwriters and
companies, associations,
such insurance
ith such
demnity.
under such
forms of
of policies,
policies, and
and to such an amount as the board
such forms
under
may prescribe
The insurance
insurance required to be carried
carried
approve. The
or approve.
prescribe or
mav
under
shall be
made payable
payable to the board and/or to the
be made
section shall
this section
under this
parties as
as interest
may appear.
appear. The
is authorized to enter
board is
The board
interest may
parties
payment
the payment
Payment of premi- into any
any
agreement
that
it
deems
wise
in
respect
to
to the
respect
in
wise
deems
it
that
agreement
into
premiPaynent of
and/or
premiums of
insurance.
of insurance.
of premiums
guarantee of
the guarantee
and/or the
Um5.
out of net revenue
Insurance fund
SEC. 10.
10. That
may create
revenue from
from
create out
board may
the board
That the
SEC.
aufund auInsurance
inseparate
a
administer,
m
th
en
ori
tzev
d
for
,G
po
i,'..rn
ts : operations
and
maintain
sales,
and
and
administer,
a
separate inand
operations
Governfor
thorized
etnt
surancs
fund, Which it may use to isur
whole or
in part,
part,
insure in whole
etc.
surance fund,
which it
it may
whole or in
to insure
use to
may use
fund, which
surance
ete.

Continuation of present
ent service.
service.
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such
against all
commonly covered
covered by
insurance policies in such
by insurance
hazards commonly
all hazards
against
cases, any
interest of
the United
United States
in any
either
any vessel, either
States (1) in
of the
any interest
cases,
or
constructed or
or in
construction, and
and (2)
(2) in
in any
plants or
any plants
of construction,
process of
in process
constructed
hereby
materials
heretofore or
hereafter acquired
acquired by
by the
the board or hereby
or hereafter
materials heretofore
transferred to
to the
board.
the board.
transferred
That during
during a
aperiod
enactment of
period of five years from the enactment
11. That
SEC. 11.
this Act
the board
board may
annually set
set aside
aside out
revenues from
out of the revenues
may annually
Act the
this
sales
and operations
operations a
asum
sum not
exceeding $25,000,000,
$25,000,000, to be known
known
not exceeding
sales and
the construction
as its
its construction
construction loan
fund, to
be used
used in
in aid
aid of
construction
of the
to be
loan fund,
as
establishment
of vessels
of the
most efficient
efficient type
type for the establishment
and most
best and
the best
vessels of
of
and maintenance
maintenance of
on steamship
steamship lines
deemed desirable and
find
lines deemed
service on
of service
and
equipped with
necessary by
by the
the board,
board, and
and such
such vessels shall be equipped
necessary
the
most modern,
and the
the most
economical
most economical
efficient, and
most efficient,
the most
modern, the
the most
machinery
commercial appliances.
appliances. The board shall use such
and commercial
machinery and
fund to
to the
the extent
extent required
upon such
such terms as the board may
required upon
fund
prescribe to
to aid
aid persons,
citizens of
United States, in the conof the United
persons, citizens
prescribe

Dd

funCnstruetion
loan
mstruction

I

oan
Creationoafrdrorev-

of, from reve Creationoar.
n

specifed.
Use specified.

cosr
tion
tJaaidpfva
a
rp`rIvac
r
est
yards.
yards.

United States of the Limit
Limit, lien,
lien, etc.
etc.
struction by them in private shipyards in the United
foregoing
aid shall be for aa greater
greater sum than
No aid
vessels. No
of vessels.
class of
foregoing class
constructed, and
two-thirds of
of the
the cost
of the
vessel or
to be constructed,
vessels to
or vessels
the vessel
cost of
two-thirds
a first lien upon the
the
board shall
require such
security, including a
such security,
shall require
the board
entire
interest in
in the
vessel or
it shall deem
vessels so constructed as it
or vessels
the vessel
entire interest
sum with interest thereon
necessary
to insure
insure the repayment
repayment of such sum.
thereon
necessary to
and
of the
the service
for which
which such
vessels
such vessel or vessels
service for
maintenance of
the maintenance
and the
are
are etc., of vessels
are built.
built.
untilviesdisby Board - igti
S
EC. 12.
12. That
That all
all vessels
vessels may
reconditioned and
and kept
li
s
s
kept in suitable 1;76:rtf
be reconditioned
may be
SEC.
po
sed of.
repair
and until
sold shall
shall be
managed and
operated by
board or
or Posed
the board
by the
and operated
be managed
until sold
repair and
chartered or
or leased
it on such terms and conditions
conditions as the board
leased by it
chartered
shall deem
the promotion
promotion and maintenance
maintenance of an efficient
efficient
for the
wise for
deem wise
shall
Emergency F le t
purposes declared
and purposes
merchant
marine, pursuant
pursuant to
declared in
in E
policy and
the policy
to the
merchant marine,
rpo
rnerr
agtri
e
l
y
ezet
corporation cotiued
sections
this Act; and
Shipping Boardecco
tLue
and the United States Shipping
of this
and 55 of
1 and
sections 1
etc.
to ooperate
Emergency
Fleet Corporation
Corporation shall
in existence
existence and have to
perate vessels,
°ease '
s'
etc '
continue in
shall continue
Emergency Fleet
authority to
operate vessels,
vessels, unless
directed by law, until
otherwise directed
unless otherwise
to operate
authority
all vessels
vessels are
are sold
provisions of this Act, the
the provisions
with the
in accordance
accordance with
sold in
all
Vol.3,p.
provision
section 11
of the
the "Shipping
"Shipping Act,
contrary Vol.
39, P. 72.
732.
the contrary
to the
1916," to
Act, 1916,"
11 of
in section
provision in
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
otserthan
authorized to sell all property
SEC. 13.
further authorized
property ari
s
halc
i'vesses.
l
vesPs
r
elsP.
ertY
That the board is further
13. That
SEC.
upon
other
than
vessels
transferred
to
it
under
section
4
upon
such
terms
4
section
under
it
to
transferred
vessels
than
other
acof acand conditions
conditions as
as the
the board
may determine
determine and
and prescribe.
prescribe.
proceeds of
Net proceeds
board may
and
etc.
tivities, etc.
SEC. 14. That
the net
1,tivities,
proceeds derived by the board prior to July 1,
net proceeds
That the
SEC.
i, 1921.
1921, from
from any
activities authorized
authorized by
by this
by the
"Shipping July
Julifyismi
l
t
2V
of, until
the "Shipping
or by
Act, or
this Act,
any activities
1921,
Act, 1916,"
or by
the Acts
in section
of this Act,
Act, except
section 22of
specified in
Acts specified
by the
1916,"' or
Act,
such an
amount as
shall deem
deem necessary
necessary to withhold as
board shall
the board
as the
an amount
such
operating
capital, for
for the
of section
section 12 hereof, and for the
purposes of
the purposes
operating capital,
insurance
authorized m
10 hereof,
hereof, and for the construcconstrucsection 10
in section
fund authorized
insurance fund
shall be covered
tion loan
fund authorized
covered into the
11 hereof, shall
section 11
in section
authorized in
loan fund
tion
Treasury of
of the
United States
the credit
credit of
of the board and may be
to the
States to
the United
Treasury
expended by
the limits
limits of
the amounts
amounts heretofore
heretofore or hereof the
within the
it, within
by it,
expended
after
for the
requisitioning, or
or purchasing
purchasing of
construction, requisitioning,
the construction,
authorized, for
after authorized,
vessels.
After July
1, 1921,
1921, such
such net
net proceeds,
proceeds, less
less such
1, 1921.
uly I,
amount After July
an amount
such an
July 1,
vessels. After
operwithheld
be
to
as
may
be
authorized
annually
by
Congress
to
withheld
as
operCongress
as may be authorized annually by
ating
capital, and
sums as
as may
may be
needed for such insurance
be needed
such sums
less such
and less
ating capital,
and
funds, shall
into the
the Treasury
the
of the
Treasury of
covered into
be covered
shall be
loan funds,
construction loan
and construction
made
emestment
d
rapidly chili4
United
States as
receipts. The
The board
board shall,
shall, as
as rapidly
emergency
to
miscellaneous receipts.
as miscellaneous
United States
as
it
deems
advisable,
withdraw
investment
of
Government
funds
withdrawn,
etc.
be
withdrawn,
funds
Government
of
investment
as it deems advisable, withdraw
made during
the emergency
under the
authority conferred
conferred by the
the authority
emergency under
during the
made
of this Act and cover the
Acts
or parts
parts of
of Acts
Acts repealed
section 22of
by section
repealed by
Acts or
net proceeds
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
States as miscelUnited States
into the
thereof into
proceeds thereof
net
laneous receipts.r
receipts.
No charter h
hire reianeous
rsed
qiedhofvessels
from the War
require payment
SEC. 15.
15. That
That the
board shall
shall not
not require
payment from
War (mired
of vsels uqed.
the board
SEC.
Department
for
the
charter
hire
of
vessels
owned
by
the
United
by
War
Departmcnt.
Department.
War
by
United
the
by
owned
vessels
of
hire
charter
Department for the
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Government furnished
States Government
furnished by the board from July 1,
1, 1918,
1918, to
June 30, 1919,
1919, inclusive, for the use of such department.
department.
shipyard
Housing of shipyard
SEC.
authorization to purchase, build, requisition,
SEC. 16. That all authorization
employees.
exchange, or
otherwise acquire
acquire houses,
under
houses, buildings
buildings or land under
or otherwise
Authorizations
lease, exchange,
for, lease,
utnhorizations for,
terminated.
terminated.
the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to authorize and empower the United States
Vol. 40, p. 438.
Vol. 40, p. 438.
Shipping
Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation to purchase, lease,
requisition, or
acquire, and
requisition,
or otherwise acquire,
and to
to sell or
or otherwise
otherwise dispose of
improved
improved or unimproved
unimproved lands, houses, buildings, and for other purProviso.
poses," approved
1, 1918,
is hereby
hereby terminated:
terminated: Provided,
Provided,
1918, is
approved March
March 1,
Exenses
allowed. poses,"
Expenses allowed.
however,
expenditures may
however, That expenditures
may be made
made under said Act for the
repair of houses and buildings
buildings already
and the
the comalready constructed,
constructed, and
completion of such houses or buildings
buildings as have heretofore
heretofore been
contracted
been
contracted
Early dldisposal
dio
advisable, and
recte
sal di- for or
or are
are under construction,
construction, if considered
considered advisable,
and the board
board
rooted.
is authorized and directed to dispose
dispose of all such properties
properties or the
interest of the United
United States in allsuch
all such properties
early a
properties at as early
a date
business and the best interests
as practicable,
practicable, consistent with good business
interests
of the United States.
etc., on HudDocks, etc.,
Sic. 17.
the board
board is
is authorized
and directed
to take
on
over on
take over
directed to
authorized and
son River,
River, Hoboken,
Hoboken,
17. That
That the
SEC.
son
N.
N J.
January 1, 1921, the possession and control of, and to maintain and
Bard
Board to take
take over
over, January 1, 1921, the possession and control of, and to maintain
control, etc.
control,
warehouses, wharves
wharves and
and terminal
develop, all docks, piers, warehouses,
equipment
terminal equipment
and facilities, including all leasehold easements, rights of way,
riparian
other rights,
rights, estates
therein or
or apriparian rights
rights and
and other
estates and
and interests
interests therein
apVol. 40, p. 459.
purtenant thereto, acquired
acquired by the President by or under the Act
purtenant
Act
entitled "An Act making appropriations
appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies
deficiencies
in appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918, and prior
fiscal years, on
on account
account of
of war expenses,
expenses, and
and for
for other purposes,"
purposes,"
approved March
March 28,
28, 1918.
1918.
her
doc,
et
approved
Other docks, etc-,
The
and control
of such
acquired for Army
Army or
The possession
possession and
control of
such other
other docks,
acquired
docks, piers,
piers, warehouses,
warehouses,
Navy, may be transor
and
equipment
transbe
may
Nave,
wharves
and
terminal
facilities
parts thereof, inferred to Board.
leasehold easements, rights of way, riparian
riparian rights and
cluding all leasehold
cluding
other rights, estates or interests therein
appurtenant thereto
thereto which
therein or appurtenant
which
were acquired by the War Department
Department or the
the Navy Department
Department for
for
military
military or naval purposes
purposes during the war emergency
emergency may be transferred
President deems
ferred by the President to the board whenever
whenever the President
such transfer to be for the best interests of the United States.
Temporary
transfePa The
Temporary transfers
necessary, by
order
to Armv
The President may
he deems
deems it necessary,
may at any time he
by order
Army or Navy for
for
thereof, permitneeds therecf,
permit- setting out the need therefor and fixing the period of such need, permit
permit
tee
or transfer the possession
property
possession and control of any part
part of the
the property
taken over by or transferred
transferred to the board under this section to the
Department or the Navy Department
War Department
Department for their needs,
needs, and when
when
in the opinion of the President such need therefor ceases the possession
possession
Sales restricted.
Sales restricted,
and control of such property
property shall revert to the board. None
None of such
such
property
sold except
except as
as may
be hereafter
by law.
law.
provided by
hereafter provided
may be
be sold
shall be
property shall
0.
vl 39
p. no.
Vol.
30, p.
Vol.
40, p.900, amendvol.0o,,p.9),,amendSEC.
S
EC. 18.
18. That
That section
section 9
9 of
the "Shipping
"Shipping Act,
amended
of the
Act, 1916,"
1916," is
is amended
ed.
ed.
to read
read as
follows:
to
as follows:
Vessels
purchased
Ves&els puri ci.s
Sd,
from
from Board
citizens,
Board by
by citizens,
"SEC.
"SEc. 9. That any vessel purchased,
purchased, chartered, or leased from the
aL'uwed Al:aerie=
rrian regreg-wo
allowed
iz
t^0ret
res- board,
.
citizens
of the
States, may
may be
board, by
by persons
persons who
who are
are citizens
of
the United
United States,
be
istry,.etry,
etc.
registered or enrolled
registered
enrolled and licensed, or both registered
registered and enrolled
enrolled
the
and licensed, as a
a vessel of the United
United States
States and entitled
entitled to
to the
Proviso.
benefits and
privileges appertaining
Provided, That
That foreignb lt VeSbenefits
FTri' rn,'n built
..
and privileges
appertaining thereto:
thereto: Provided,
foreignForei
sels.
permitted
etc., permittet
sel's etc.,
built vessels admitted to American
American registry or enrollment and license
coastwise
c.astwic trade
trade if
if
owned,
citi- under this Act, and vessels owned by any corporation
cwned, etc.,
etc., by eiticorporation in which
which the
zens.
zens.
United States is a
a stockholder,
stockholder, and vessels sold, leased,
leased, or chartered
chartered
by the board to any person a
a citizen of the United States, as provided in this Act, may engage in the coastwise trade of the United
States while owned, leased,
leased, or chartered by such a
aperson.
e
Operation
Oeratior under
ue d r
'Every vessel purchased, chartered, or leased from the board shall,
"Every
such registry, etc.
e
unless otherwise
otherwise authorized by the board, be operated only under
such registry or enrollment
enrollment and
employed
and license. Such vessels while employed
k
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Merchant
vessels,
vessels,
erjhant
regulations, and s
solely as merchant vessels shall be subject to all laws, regulations,
ti
l
t
ie
n
g gt to laws, etc.,
merchant vessels, whether
United States be
liabilities governing
governing merchant
whether the United
be therefor. aw
interested therein as owner, in whole or in part,
part, or hold any mortgage,
lien, or other interest therein.
therein.
Sales, etc., subject
subject
"It
unlawful to
transfer or mortgage, or,
except under Sales,
or, except
to sell,
sell, transfer
"It shall be unlawful
to approval of Board.
purchased to
approval of Board.
regulations
prescribed by
board, to charter,
charter, any
any vessel purchased
by the
the board,
regulations prescribed
from the board or documented
documented under the laws of the United
United States
States
person not a
acitizen of the United States, or to put the same
to any person
under a
a foreign
foreign registry
registry or flag, without first
first obtaining
obtaining the board's
board's
approval.
"Any vessel chartered,
transferred or
person Forfeiture
Forfeiture for violachartered, sold,
sold, transferred
or mortgaged
mortgaged to
to a
a person
tions.
a foreign registry tions.
not a
acitizen of the United States or placed
placed under a
or flag, or operated,
violation of any provision
provision of this section
section shall
operated, in violation
Punishment imimStates, and whoever
be forfeited to the United States,
whoever violates
violates any provision
provision Punishment
posed.
a fine
of this
this section
section shall be guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and subject to a
fine p o sed.
of not more than $5,000,
$5,000, or to imprisonment
imprisonment for not more than five
years, or both."
both."
Special authority of
SEC.
S
EC. 19. (1) The board
board is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed in aid of
of the
the BoSria
authority of
Board.
accomplishment of the purposes of this Act
accomplishment
Act
Make necessary
(a) To make
regulations to carry out the
necessary
make all necessary
necessary rules and regulations
the rMes
rules, etc.
provisions
provisions of this Act;
Rules to
to meet
un(b) To
make rules
affecting shipping
in the
the foreign
Rules
meet un.
(b)
To make
rules and
and regulations
regulations affecting
shipping in
foreign favorable
trade laws,
trade not in conflict
competitive practices,
conflict with law in order to adjust or meet general
general or competitive
practices,
0 of foreign
etc.,
counforeai n couspecial conditions
conditions unfavorable
unfavorable to shipping in the foreign
foreign trade, etc.
tries.
whether in any particular
particular trade or upon any particular
particular route or in
commerce
commerce generally and which arise out of or result from foreign
laws, rules, or regulations
regulations or from competitive
competitive methods or practices
practices
employed by owners, operators, agents, or masters of vessels of a
a
employed
foreign country; and
depart(c) To request
Request modify,
departrequest the head of any department,
department, board, bureau,
bureau, or ments,
ments, etc., to modify,
established rules
rules
etc., established
agency
of the
the Government
Government to suspend,
suspend, modify,
modify, or annul rules or regu- etc.,
agency of
thereof
established by such department, board, thereof.
lations which
which have been established
bureau, or
agency, or
or to
make new
new rules
affecting
bureau,
or agency,
to make
rules or
or regulations
regulations affecting
Exceptions.
shipping
shipping in the foreign
foreign trade other than such rules or regulations Exceptions.
relating
Consular Service, and the
relating to the Public Health Service, the Consular
Steamboat Inspection
Inspection Service.
Rules
affecting
(2)
regulation shall hereafter
hereafter be established
.fegt'g foror.leiRs
(2) No rule or regulation
established by any eign
shipping trade
subject to
approval of
to approval
of
department, board,
agency of
Government which affect subject
or agency
of the Government
department,
board, bureau,
bureau, or
Board.
shipping in the foreign
foreign trade,
shipping
regulations affecting
affecting the
the BExceptons.
trade except
except rules or
or regulations
Exceptions.
Public Health Service, the Consular
Consular Service, and the Steamboat Inspection Service, until such rule or regulation has been submitted to
the board for its approval
approval and final action
action has been taken thereon by
by
the
board or the
the President.
the board
(3) Whenever
Whenever the
head of
bureau, or
the head
of any department,
department, board, bureau,
or rules
beeasSuubrure isa
,eeet.,
T ernto
i
°1t1
b)
to the Presithe Presiited e to
agency
agency of the Government
Government refuses to suspend, modify, or annul
annul any mitied
den.
ride
regulation, or make a
anew rule or regulation upon request of
rule or regulation,
(1) of this
provided in subdivision (c) of paragraph
paragraph (1)
the board, as provided
section, or objects
objects to the decision
decision of the board in respect to the
approval
regulation as provided
provided in paragraph (2) of
approval of any rule or regulation,
this section, either
either the board
board or the head of the department,
department, board,
bureau,
or agency
agency which
which has
established or
or is
attempting to
to establish
establish Action thereon.
is attempting
has established
bureau, or
the
regulation in
Presi- Acton thereon
in question
question may submit the facts to the Presior regulation
the rule or
dent, who is 'hereby
authorized to establish or suspend, modify, or
or
hereby authorized
annul such
rule or
regulation.
or regulation.
such rule
annul
No preferences to
(4)
No rule
rule or
regulation shall
be established
established which
which in
any manner
manner Gom
Government
vessels
(4) No
or regulation
shall be
in any
-em
,els,
over citizen owned.
gives
owned by
by the
the United
favr overitiUzenowned.
any preference
preference or favor
United States
States any
gives vessels
vessels owned
over
those vessels
documented under
the laws
United States
States
laws of the
the United
under the
vessels documented
over those
and
owned by
by persons
United States.
States.
citizens of the United
who are citizens
persons who
and owned
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SEC.
S
EC. 20. (1)
(1) That section 14 of the Shipping Act, 1916, as amended,
as follows:
follows:
to read
read as
vol.39,p.733,amend- is
is amended
amended to
"
SEC. 14.
no common
common carrier
carrier by
water shall,
inor indirectly or
shall, directly
by water
That no
14. That
"SEC.
d
with directly, in respect to the transportation by water of passengers or
oreign countes by. property
property between
between a
a port
of a
a State,
State, Territory,
Territory, District, or
or possession
possession
port of
of
the United
and any
other such
or a
aport
port of
of aaforeign
foreign
port or
such port
any other
States and
United States
of the
country,—
country,Allowing deferred
deferred re"First.
Allowing
"
First. Pay, or allow, or enter into any combination, agreement,
bates.
at es
a deferred reb
.
or understanding,
understanding, express
express or implied, to pay or allow, a

Common
by
Common carriers
carriers by
water.
V01.39, p. 733,amended.
restriction
Specific
restriction
specific
on
transportation with
on transportation
foreign countries by.

'deferred
rebate' in this Act means
bate to any shipper. The term '
deferred. rebate'

Definition.
Definition.

a
return of
money by
by a
any shipshipto any
a carrier
carrier to
of the
the freight
freight money
portion of
of any
any portion
a return
per
as aaconsideration
consideration for
the giving
giving of
all or
or any
any portion
portion of
shipof his
his shipof all
for the
per as
purpose, the
ments
other carrier,
carrier, or
or for
for any
any other
other purpose,
any other
or any
the same
same or
to the
ments to
payment
which is
is deferred
the completion
of the
the service
service
completion of
beyond the
deferred beyond
of which
payment of
for
which it
is paid,
and is
made only
period for
for
the period
during both
both the
only if,
if, during
is made
it is
paid, and
for which
which
computed and
the period
deferment, the
the shipper
shipper has comof deferment,
period of
and the
which computed
plied with
terms of
the rebate
rebate agreement
or arrangement.
arrangement.
agreement or
of the
the terms
with the
plied
"Second.
separately or
conjunction
Using
or in
mi conjunction
either separately
Use a
a fighting
fighting ship either
"Second. Use
Using fighting
fighting ships.
with any
any other
carrier' through
through agreement
or otherwise.
term
The term
otherwise. The
agreement or
other carrier,
with
Definition.
particular trade
'
fighting ship' in this Act means a
a vessel used in aa particular
'fighting
Definition.
by
carrier or
group of
purpose of
of excluding,
preventexcluding, preventfor the
the purpose
of carriers
carriers for
or group
by aacarrier
ing or
or reducing
another carrier
carrier out
of said
said
out of
by driving
driving another
competition by
reducing competition
ing
trade.
trade.
threatening
"Third. Retaliate
against any
or threatening
refusing, or
by refusing,
Retaliating,
etc.,
any shipper
shipper by
Retaliate against
"Third.
etc.,
Retaliating,
against shippers.
to
space accommodations
when such
are available,
resort to
to
or resort
available, or
such are
accommodations when
to refuse
refuse, space
against shippers.
other discriminating
or unfair
unfair methods,
methods, because
such shipper
shipper has
has
because such
discriminating or
other
patronized any
other carrier
carrier or
or has
has filed
complaint charging
unfair
charging unfair
a complaint
filed a
any other
patronized
treatment,
or for
for any
reason.
other reason.
any other
treatment, or
contract
"Fourth. Make any unfair or unjustly discriminatory contract
Making unfair dis"Fourth.
shipping
cn'natory
Zi
shipping
h
criminatory
with any
based on
on the
volume of
of freight
freight offered,
offered, or
or unfairly
unfairly
contracts.
with
contractts.
any shipper
shipper based
the volume
treat or
or unjustly
unjustly discriminate
discriminate against
any
shipper
in the
the matter
matter of
of
in
against
any
shipper
treat
Details.
Detils.
(a) cargo space accommodations
accommodations or other facilities,
being
facilities, due regard being
had for
loading of
vessel and
(b)
tonnage; (b)
the available
available tonnage;
and the
of the
the vessel
proper loading
for the
the proper
had
the
and landing
landing of
of freight
proper condition;
(c) the
the
or (c)
condition; or
in proper
freight in
loading and
the loading
adjustment
of claims.
claims.
and settlement
settlement of
adjustment and
Penalty for viola"Any
Penalty
"Any carrier who violates any provision
provision of this section shall be
tions.
tolsi
guilty
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor puni,sha
punishable by aa fine of not more than
gu ilty of a
$25,000 for
for each
each offense."
offense."
$25,000
(2)
(2) The Shipping Act, 1916, as amended,
amended, is amended by inserting
inserting
New section.
section.
after
section 14
section to
follows:
as follows:
to read
read as
new section
14 a
a new
after section
Determination
by
"SEc.
retermin:ition
by
SEC. 14a. The board upon its own initiative may, or upon comBoard as to acts
acts of
of
prrBoard
0 porplaint
after due
due notice
to all
all parties
parties in
hearing,
and hearing,
in interest
interest and
sons
notice to
shall, after
plaint shall,
'ons not
not citizens.
citizens.
determine whether
person, not
not aa citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
United States
States
any person,
whether any
determine
propertvpassengers or property—
by water
and engaged
engaged in
in transportation
transportation by
water of passengers
and
(1) Has
Has violated
any provision
of section
section 14,
14, or
or
provision of
violated any
""(1)
of above
above
Violations of
provisions.
"
(2)
Is
a
party
to
any
combination,
agreement,
or understanding,
understanding,
Party to,tocombina(2) Is a party to any combination, agreement, or
comSinlPr;rn
tions,
etc..
agaiwt
express or
implied, that
involves
in
respect to transportation
transportation of pasor
implied,
that
involves
in
respect
zasmi,;express
tioans.
etc..
American
carriers by
.Wmt(rican carers
by
,,
any
sengers or
or property
property between
foreign
ports, deferred
rebates or any
deferred rebates
foreign ports,
between
sengers
water.
water.
other unfair
14, and
and that
excludes
that excludes
section 14,
m section
designated in
practice designated
unfair practice
other
from admission
admission upon
terms with
other parties
thereto, aa
parties thereto,
all other
with all
equal terms
upon equal
from
common
which is
citizen of
of the
and
States and
the United
United States
is a
a citizen
water which
by water
carrier by
common carrier
which has
applied for
such admission.
admission.
for such
has applied
which
Certificate of
of violaIf the board determines
violated any
determines that any such person has violated
viol."If
Certificat
tion, etc., to the Secresuch provision
provision or
party to
any such
such combination,
combination, agreement,
or
agreement, or
to any
tary
of
Commerce.
or is
is aaparty
such
t'rv ComtPecre-.
understanding, the
certify such
fact to
the
to the
such fact
thereupon certify
shall thereupon
board shall
the board
understanding,
Vessel owned,
etc., Secretary of
The Secretary shall thereafter
oet Commerce.
eti,
,cei,
Secretary
Coramerce.
thereafter refuse
refuse such
such
refined entry until
\
-i
,ant* viovi
;UA
c'
reit-iuseentry
a
tion cease.
ationcese.
the right of entry for any ship owned or operated by him or
person the
by any
carrier directly
controlled by
him, into
into any
port
any port
by him,
or indirectly
indirectly controlled
directly or
by
any carrier
of the
the United
or possession
possession thereof,
thereof,
District, or
Territory, District,
or any
any Territory,
States, or
United States,
of
combinauntil the
the board
that the
the violation
violation has
has ceased
or such
such combinaceased or
board certifies
certifies that
until
tion,
agreement, or
or understanding
terminated."
has been
been terminated."
understanding has
tion, agreement,
'
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SEC.
1, 1922,
the coastwise
SEC. 21.
21. That from and after
after February 1,
1922, the
coastwise laws Coastwise
coastwiselaws.
laws.
Extended to island
United States shall
of the United
the island
shall extend
extend to
to the
island Territories
Territories and
and pospos- Territories
Tertendeisantdposses
and possesFebruary i,
1,
after February
sessions of the United States not now covered
covered thereby,
thereby-, and the board sions after
1922.
is directed prior to the expiration of such
such year
year to have established
established Board
to establish
establish
Board to
r vic
passenger, etc., sservice
adequate steamship
reasonable rates to accommodate
accommodate the therewith.
tereth.""
adequate
steamship service at reasonable
commerce
and
the
passenger
travel
of
said
islands
and
to
commerce
passenger
maintain
taken over
over and
and operated
and operate
operate such service until it
it can be taken
and
operated and
maintained
maintained upon satisfactory
satisfactory terms by private
capital and
private capital
and enterenterprise: Provided,
adequate shipping
Pr"oi-.
Provided, That if adequate
shipping service is not established
established Provisos.
Extension of period.
by February
1, 1922, the President shall extend the period herein
February 1,
herein
allowed
allowed for the
establishment of
any
the establishment
of such service
service in the case
case of
of any
island Territory or possession for such time as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for
the establishment
establishment of adequate shipping
facilities therefor:
shipping facilities
therefor: Provided
Provided
further,
Philippine Islands
Islands
further, That until Congress shall have
have authorized the registry as Philippine
coastwise
trade reguvessels of
of the
the United
United States
vessels
the Philippine
Islands, lations.
States of vessels
vessels owned in the
Philippine Islands,
a°tionS e trade areg
the Government
Government of
of the Philippine Islands
is hereby
hereby authorized
to
Islands is
authorized to
to time, and enforce
adopt, from time to
enforce regulations
governing-, the
regulations governing
the
transportation of
of merchandise
passengers between
or places
places
transportation
merchandise and
and passengers
between ports
ports or
Application to Philin the Philippine
provided further,
ippiiclaon
tPdeferrh
Philippine Archipelago:
Archipelago: And prowled
further, That the forefore- ippine
Islands deferred
until
adequate service
going provisions
of this
this section
not take
take effect
effect with
going
provisions of
section shall
shall not
with reference
reference to
to established.
until adequate
service
the Philippine Islands until the President of the United States after establised.
the
a full investigation
needs and
a
investigation of the local needs
and conditions
conditions shall, by
by procproclamation,
lamation, declare that an
an adequate
adequate shipping
estabshipping service
service has
has been
been estabherein provided
provided and
and fix
fix a
date for
for the
into effect
effect of
lished as
as herein
a date
the going
going into
of
the same.
the
same.
Coastwise
trade.
SEC.
coastwisetrade.
S
EC. 22. That the Act entitled "An
"An Act giving
giving the United States Admission
of vessels
of
Shipping Board
to suspend
suspend present
Board power
power to
foreign registry
registry to,
present provisions
provisions of
of law
law and
and perper- of foreign
repealed.
1ed40., p.
p. 392, reforeign registry
mit vessels of foreign
foreign-built vessels
admitted to el.4ed
registry and foreign-built
vessels admitted
392,
pealed.
American registry
registry under the Act of August 18, 1914, to engage
engage in the pealedcoastwise
present war
war and
and for
period of
of one
hundred
coastwise trade during
during the present
for a
a period
one hundred
and
days thereafter,
except the
the coastwise
coastwise trade
and twentytwenty days
thereafter, except
trade with
with Alaska,"
Alaska," Provisos.
approved October
October 6, 1917, is hereby. repealed:
approved
That all
repealed: Provided,
Provided, That
all Fomreigan
built alForeign built
of
of
buis
American registry
alforeign-built vessels
to American
American registry,
registry, owned
owned on
foreign-built
vessels admitted
admitted to
on FebruFebru- Aowedian
d by
lowed in, ifegiste
owned
by
citizens.
of the
the United States,
States, and
and all
all foreign- citizens.
ary 1, 1920, by persons citizens of
vessels owned
built vessels
owned by the
the United
United States
States at
at the
the time
time of the enactment
enactment
of this Act, when
when sold
sold and
and owned
owned by persons
persons citizens of the United
United
States, may
coastwise trade
so long
as they
they continue
States,
may engage
engage in
in the
the coastwise
trade so
long as
continue in
in
such ownership,
the rules
rules and
trade:
such
ownership, subject
subject to
to the
and regulations
regulations of
of such
such trade:
Hawaii
Provided, That the board is authorized
authorized to issue permits
permits for the to
carryHa,w f passenger
assier
Provided,
carryia , *travel
travel on foreign ships
ships
ing of
ing
of passengers
in foreign
if it
it deems
it necessary
so to
to do,
do, perm
itted to
1
,ebruary
passengers in
foreign ships
ships if
deems it
necessary so
permitted
toebruary
1, 1922.
operating between
Territory of Hawaii and the Pacific
Pacific Coast
Coast 1,1922.
operating
between the Territory
up
to February
February 1,
1, 1922.
1922.
up to
Tax exemptions alSEC.
owner of a
a vessel
documented under the laws
SEC. 23. That the owner
vessel documented
laws of
of loTeod
lowedoerfo
owners ofAerAmerican
ships in foreign
the United States and operated
operated in foreign trade shall, for each of
shiS
of the
the ican
in foreign
trade.
operated, beginning with the first taxable rade.
ten taxable years while so operated,
year
ending after
this Act,
Act, be
be allowed
deducyear ending
after the
the enactment
enactment of
of this
allowed as
as a
a deducVol. 40, p. 108a.
tion for the purpose of ascertaining
ascertaining his net income
income subject to the
the Vol.40,
p. O1.
war-profits
and
excess-profits
taxes
imposed
by
Title
III
of
the
war-profits and excess-profits
Amount.
Revenue Act of 1918 an amount equivalent to the net earnings of
ef Amount
such vessel
vessel during
such taxable
taxable year,
determined in
with
such
during such
year, determined
in accordance
accordance with
Provisos.
rules and regulations
regulations to be made by the board: Provided,
Provided, That such Efnvat
amount
Equivalent amount
be used
used for
owner
not be
owner shall not
entitled to
during such
tax- to
be entitled
to such deduction
deduction unless during
such taxto
be
for building
building
approved vessels in
able year he invested, or set aside under rules and regulations
regulations to be
be Americ
American shipyards.
shipyards.
made by
by the board
board in aatrust
trust fund
fund for investment,
investment, in
made
building in
in
in the
the building
shipyards
United States
new vessels
of a
type and
kind
shipyards in
in the
the United
States of
of new
vessels of
a type
and kind
approved
determined by
Secreapproved by
by the
the board, an
an amount, to be
be determined
by the
the Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
certified by
by him
him to the
tary
treasury and certified
equivalent
the board,
board, equivalent
to
have been
payto the war-profits
war-profits and excess-profits
excess-profits taxes
taxes that
that would
would have
been payable
vessels
of the
the net
net earnings
earnings of such
such vessels
able by such
such owner
owner on
on account
account of
section:
but for the deduction allowed
allowed under the provisions
provisions of this section:
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That at least two-thirds of the cost of any vessel
Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
vessel

constructed
under this
this paragraph
shall be
be paid
out of
of the
the ordinary
ordinary
for out
paid for
paragraph shall
constructed under

constructed.
funds or capital of the person having such vessel constructed.
Income
tax exempexempduring the period of ten years from the enactment of this
Income tax
That durmg
tion
on sales
sales by
citi-. tion on
by citiAct any
person a
of the
the United
a vessel
who may sell a
United States who
citizen of
a citizen
any person
Americanships
zens
of American
ships Act
zensof

January documented
documented under
of the
the United
United States
and built
to
under the
the laws
laws of
States and
built prior
prior to
January-1, 1914, shall be exempt
exempt from all income taxes that would
would
V
ol.40, pp. 1057-1096.
Vol.40,pp.
1057-1096. be payable upon
upon
any of
of the proceeds
of such
such sale under Title
Title I,
I, Title
Title
any
proceeds
New American
American ships
ships
New
al
p'
an o-f th p
A*
1918 if
if the
the entire proceeds
Act of 1918
II, and
and Title
Title III
III of
of the Revenue
Revenue Act
toe e dbes built from pro- II,
built
prior to January
built prior
1, 1914.

1,1914.

ceeds.
c
.

thereof shall be invested in the building of new ships in American
American
shipyards,
documented under the laws of the
such ships to be documented
shipyards, such
United States and to be of a
atype approved
approved by the board.
Mails to be shipped
shipped
SEC.
Mails
S
EC. 24.
24. That all mails of the United States shipped
shipped or carried
carried on
on American vessels.
shall, if
if practicable,
practicable, be
be shipped
on American-built
American-built
or carried
carried on
shipped or
vessels shall,
aes si in vessels
on
teract assignContract
ments forbidden, etc.
No conconthe United
United States.
the laws
laws of
documented under
under the
of the
States. No
vessels documented
mentsforbidden, etc. vessels
tract
Postmaster General for carrying mails
hereafter made with the Postmaster
tract hereafter
on
documented shall be assigned or sublet, and
and documented
on vessels
vessels so built and
not
any vessel not
no
covered by
such contract
contract shall
shall be
carried on
on any
be carried
by such
no mails
mails covered
so built
built and
No money
money shall
be paid
out of
of the
Treasury
the Treasury
paid out
shall be
and documented.
documented. No
so
of the
the United
United States
on or
or in
to any
such contract
contract for
carrying
for carrying
any such
in relation
relation to
States on
of
contract has
when such
such contract
mails on
vessels so
so built
and documented
documented when
built and
on vessels
mails
been
assigned or
mails covered
covered by
by such
such contract
are
contract are
when mails
sublet or
or when
or sublet
been assigned
in
terms thereof
on any
any vessel
not so
built
so built
vessel not
carried on
thereof carried
the terms
of the
in violation
violation of
Determination
of
aid of
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
of and
and documented.
documented. The
The board and the
General, in aid
Determination
rates, etc.
provide for the
a merchant
the development
development of a
rates, etc.
merchant marine adequate
adequate to provide
of the foreign
maintenance and
expansion of
foreign or coastwise trade of the
and expansion
maintenance
United States
satisfactory postal
service in
connection theretherein connection
postal service
of aasatisfactory
States and
and of
United
with, shall
shall from
from time
time to
to time
time determine
determine the
the just
and reasonable
rate
reasonable rate
just and
with,
of
compensation to
be paid
paid for
service, and
the Postmaster
Postmaster
and the
for such
such service,
to be
of compensation
General
hereby authorized
to enter
enter into
into contracts
contracts within
within the
limits
the limits
authorized to
is hereby
General is
of appropriations
made therefor
therefor by
pay for
the carrying
carrying
for the
to pay
by Congress
Congress to
of
appropriations made
Prior Act
not appliappli- of such mails in such vessels at such rate.
Act not
Prior
Nothing herein shall be
cable.
Vol. 26, p.
g60.
affected
entitled "An
"An Act to provide
provide for ocean
ocean mail service
affected by the Act entitled
Vo.
p. 830.
ports, and to promote
between the
the United
United States
foreign ports,
promote comand foreign
States and
between
merce," approved
March 3,
3, 1891.
1891.
approved March
merce,"
American
of
American Bureau
Bureau of
SEC.
classification of vessels owned by the United
SEC. 25. That for the classification
Shipping.
in connection
Classification
for such
other purposes
purposes in
connection therewith
therewith as are the
such other
vcs- States,
States, and for
cShti'fation of vessels by, recognized.
all departments,
departments, boards,
a classification
proper
functions of
of a
classification bureau,
bureau, all
proper functions
selsby, recognzed
bureaus,
and commissions
of the
the Government
directed to
to
hereby directed
are hereby
Government are
commissions of
bureaus, and
as their
their agency
recognize
the American
American Bureau
Bureau of
agency so long
of Shipping
Shipping as
recognize the
maintained as
as the
the American
American Bureau
Bureau of
to be maintained
continues to
of Shipping
Shipping continues
as
has no
no capital stock and pays no dividends:
organization which has
an organization
dividends:
an
Provisos.
Provided, That the Secretary
Proiss.
Provided,
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce and the chairman of the
Government
repre(ovemment repre-11
. .
shall represent
represent the
representative who shall
sentative
to be on com- board
board shall
shall each
each appoint
appoint one
one representative
sentativetobeoncomm
mittee.
ittee.
Government
Bureau
Government upon the executive
executive committee
committee of the American Bureau
of Shipping,
and the
shall agree
agree that
representatives
that these
these representatives
the bureau
bureau shall
Shipping, and
of
such committee.
shall be
be accepted
accepted by
by them
as active
active members
of such
committee.
members of
them as
shall
the Government shall serve without
of the
Such representatives
representatives of
without any comSuch
Notation
of- pensation,
Notation of, on
on (jProvided further,
pensation, except
except necessary traveling
traveling expenses:
expenses: Provided
further,
ficial
ficial list
list of
of merchant
merchant P
'
' '
'
Government
vessels--published
vessels..f
That
the official
list of
of merchant
merchant vessels
published by the Government
at the
official list
Tmer
vfieisselist
s
o
bh
rya
,
l
t. l
vhhereafter
h
ees
e
Asm
r
e
e
l
a
sf
ec
t
r
eco
vn
Bt
gur
ain
peaasa
on
o
fg
t
e
a
st
hi
io,pn
:w
c
inig
l
t
e
i
a
.
rlyth
inedicea
a
t
n
ining4all
classed
all vessels
vessels classed
indicating
clearly
ausen
notation
contain
shall
ican Bureau of Shipping.
by the American
Cargo vessels.
documented under the laws of the
SEC.
Cargo
vessels.
SEC. 26. That cargo vessels documented
Passengers
carried
carried
Passengers
persons in
in addition
United States
States may
may carry
carry not
not to
addition
sixteen persons
to exceed
exceed sixteen
on, limited.
United
to the
the crew
crew between
between any
any ports
or its
its
States or
United States
in the
the United
or places
places in
ports or
to
Districts, Territories,
Territories, or
or possessions,
such port
port or
or
any such
or between
between any
possessions, or
Districts,
place
and any
port, or
or from
foreign port
port to
to another
foranother forany foreign
from any
foreign port,
any foreign
place and
eign port,
and such
shall not
not be
be
be "passenger
"passenger vessels"
vessels"
tobe
held to
vessels shall
such vessels
port, and
eign
inheld
inspection
of the
the inspection
or vessels carrying passengers" within the meaning of
Provisos.
laws and
rules and
thereunder: Protided,
Provided, That
nothing
That nothing
regulations thereunder:
and regulations
the rules
and the
u laws
iProis'v,
Life saving equipment
required. ep
the laws,
laws, rules,
rules, and
metreil.
herein
shall be taken
taken to exempt
exempt such vessels
herein shall
vessels from the
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N o ti c e of risk,
regulations
respecting life-saving
life-saving equipment:
equipment: Provided
Providedfurther,
regulations respecting
further, Tha
Thatt Notice
of risk
when
when any such vessel carries
carries persons
persons other than the crew as herein
herein to be given.

provided for, the owner, agent, or master of the vessel
shall first
vessel shall
first
notify such persons of the presence on board of any dangerous
dangerous articles,
articles,
as defined by law, or of any other condition or circumstance
circumstance which
which
would
would
The
States
States

etc.
etc.

constitute a
arisk of
safety for
of safety
for passenger
passenger or
or crew.
crew.
Reciprocal
allowprivilege bestowed
bestowed by
on vessels
of the
the United
by this
this section
section on
vessels of
United ance
ane to
cargo
to foreign
foreign cargo
essel
s
vessels.
shall be extended insofar as the foreign trade
is concerned
trade is
concerned to
to v
the cargo vessels of any nation which allows the like
to cargo
like privilege to
cargo
vessels of the United States in trades not restricted to vessels under
under
its
its own
own flag.
flag.
Penalty for failure to
Failure on the part of the owner, agent,
the vessel
vessel to
to give
agent, or
or master
master of
of the
risk.t .
give nots'e
notice of risk.
give such notice shall subject the vessel to aapenalty
penalty of
of $500,
$500, which
which
may be mitigated
mitigated or remitted by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce upon
upon aa
representation of
proper representation
of the
facts.
the facts.
SEC.
SEC. 27. That no merchandise
merchandise shall
be transported
water' or
or trade,
shall be
transported by
by water,
Merchandise
porterand
cotawise
ported
in s
coas twise
by land and water, on penalty
a
ajle,Aletc.,
tcr.
i
,
c in
in other
penalty of forfeiture thereof,
between p
oi
nt
s in
in g
thereof, between
points
trade,
other
the United States, including
including Districts, Territories,
and possessions
possessions tobeforfeited.
Territories, and
to be forfilted
ef vesse s
embraced within the coastwise
thereof embraced
coastwise laws,
directly or
or via
laws, either
either directly
via aa
foreign port, or for any part of the transportation, in
in any other
other vessel
vessel
documented under the laws
than a
a vessel built in and documented
United
laws of the United
States and owned by persons who are citizens of the United
United States,
States,
or vessels to which the privilege of engaging in the
the coastwise
coastwise trade
trade
Provisos.
is extended
extended by sections 18 or 22 of this Act: Provided
.Provided, That this secsec- Exception.
EPcetiol.
tion shall not apply to merchandise
merchandise transported
transported between
between points
points
within the continental
continental United States,
States! excluding
excluding Alaska,
Alaska, over
over through
through
routes heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter recognized
recognized by the Interstate Commerce
Commission for which routes rate tariffs have been
been or
or shall
shall hereafter
hereafter
be filed with said commission
commission when such routes are in part over
over
Canadian
Canadian rail lines and their own or other connecting
connecting water
facilities:
water facilities:
Application to _
YuProvided
further, That this section
section shall
Provided further,
not become
become effective
upon konPiver
shall not
effective upon
dlati oedn
kon River delayed.
the Yukon river until the Alaska Railroad
Railroad shall
be completed
and
shall be
completed and
the Shipping
Shipping Board shall find that proper facilities
will be
be furnished
facilities will
furnished
transportation by persons citizens
for transportation
properly
citizens of the United States
States for
for properly
handling
traffic.
handling the
the traffic.
Restriction
on lower
SEC.
SEC. 28. That no common
carrier shall
shall charge,
collect, or
rail estr
charges
ai
r
ctionn
for
o trns
lower
common carrier
charge, collect,
or receive,
receive, rail
charges
for
for
transportation
subject
to
the
Interstate
Commerce
Act
from
of
persons
Porttin
rom
foreig
for transportation subject to the Interstate
1
3
:ti
rttftitrijoens,
etc.foreign
or property,
fare, or
property, under any joint rate,
rate, fare,
export, water
or charge,
charge, or
or under
under any
water carriers.
any export,
carriers.
import, or other proportional
proportional rate, fare, or charge,
based in
in
charge, which is
is based
whole or in part on the fact that the persons or property
property affected
affected
thereby
thereby is to be transported to, or
or has
has been
been transported
transported from,
any
from, any
a possession or dependency
port in a
dependency of the United States, or
foror in
in a
a foreign country,
country, by a
acarrier by water in
foreign commerce,
commerce, any
lowerrate,
n foreign
any lowerrate,
fare, or charge
charged, collected, or received
charge than that charged,
received by
the
by it
it for
for the
transportation
transportation of persons, or of a
property, for
for the
a like kind of property,
the same
same
distance,
direction, and over the
distance, in the same direction,
in connection
the same
same route,
route, in
connection By American
Americ
veswith commerce
commerce wholly within the United States, unless
the vessel
vessel so
so selsxceptd.
unless the
sels excepted.
transporting such persons or property is, or
or unless
unless it
was at
the time
it was
at the
time
of such transportation
transportation by
documented under
the Suspension
by water, documented
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
uspesion ifif no
United
United States. Whenever the board is of the opinion,
opinion, however,
however, that
that adequate
facilities
af-nft
e
d
reatr t
byes
ac
.
ca
a
adequate shipping facilities to or from any port in
adequate
possession or
in aa possession
or vessels
vessels.
dependency
dependency of the United States or a
aforeign country are
are not
not afforded
afforded
by vessels so documented, it
it shall certify this fact to the Interstate
Interstate
Commerce Commission, and the commission
commission may, by order, suspend
Commerce
suspend
the operation
operation of the provisions of this section with
the
to the
with respect
respect to
the
rates,
fares, and charges
rates, fares,
charges for the transportation
transportation by rail of
and
of persons
persons and
transported from, or to be
be transported,
property transported
to such
such ports,
for
transported, to
ports, for
such length of time and under such terms and
conditions as
may
and conditions
as it
it may
tn
Termination when
prescribe in such order, or in any order
order supplemental
supplemental thereto.
thereto. Such
Such facilities
acilities afforded.
afforded.
suspension
suspension of operation of the provisions
of this
this section
section may
terprovisions of
may be
be terminated by order of the commission whenever
whenever the
the board
is of
of the
the
board is
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opinion
that adequate
adequate shipping
facilities by
vessels to
such ports
ports
to such
by such
such vessels
shipping facilities
opinion that
are
afforded
and
shall
so
certify
to
the
commission.
commission.
the
are afforded and shall so certify to
Definitions.
SEC. 29.
whenever used
used in
in this
sectionthis section—
That whenever
(a) That
29. (a)
SEC.
"Association."
"Association."
(1) The
The term
term "
association" means
association, exchange,
exchange, pool,
pool,
means any
any association,
(1)
"association"
combination,
or
other
arrangement
for
concerted
action;
and
and
action;
for
concerted
arrangement
or
other
"Marine
insurance
combination,
insurance
"Marine
companies."
any persons,
(2)
term "marine
"marine insurance
companies" means
persons,
means any
insurance companies"
(2) The
The term
companies."
insurance or
companies,
associations, authorized
authorized to write marine
marine insurance
companies, or associations,
a State, Terreinsurance
under the
the laws of the United States or of a
reinsurance under
ritory,
District,
or
possession
thereof.
thereof.
or
possession
District,
ritory,
Marie
Marine
insurance
s uran ce
(b) Nothing
Nothing contained
contained in
laws" as
in
as designated
designated in
the "antitrust
"antitrust laws"
in the
(b)
associations.
Not illegal under
laws
section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to supplement existing
existing laws
llegal
t
antitrust
laws. under section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to supplement
Vol. 38,
38, p.
730.
against
unlawful restraints
and monopolies,
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes,"
monopolies, and
restraints and
against unlawful
Vol.
p. 730.
approved
declaring illegal an
October 15, 1914, shall be construed as declaring
approved October
association entered
by marine insurance companies for the folinto by
entered into
association
Apportionment of
lowing
purposes:
To
transact
marine insurance
and reinsurance
reinsurance
insurance and
aa marine
transact
To
purposes:
lowing
of
risettionment
risks, etc.
business
the United
countries and to reinsure
foreign countries
in foreign
States and in
United States
in the
business in
or otherwise
otherwise apportion
among its
its membership
membership the risks undertaken
undertaken
apportion among
or
of the component
by
any of
component members.
or any
such association
association or
by such
Ship
Mortgage Act,
Act,
SEC.
ship Mortgage
SEC. 30. Subsection A. That this section may be cited
cited as the "Ship
1920. 1 9 2 0
Mortgage Act,
Mortgage
Act, 1920."
1920."
Definitions.
Definitions.
DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS.
Subsection
section—
Subsection B. When used in this section(1) The term "document"
enrollment and
"document" includes registry and enrollment
license;
license;
"Documented."
"Documented."
(2) The term "documented"
"documented" means
means registered
registered or enrolled or
permanently or
licensed
licensed under the laws of the United States, whether permanently
temporarily;
temporarily;
m
"Port of documen(3)
term "port
documentation" means
the port
port at
which
at which
means the
of documentation"
"port of
(3) The
The term
of docu ent"Por
ttation."
with law;
law;
the vessel
vessel is
is documented,
documented, in
accordance with
in accordance
the
'Vessel of the
(4)
The term
term "vessel
"vessel of
of the
the United
United States"
means any
any vessel
vessel
States" means
(4) The
the
tedsttes^eof
United
States."
E
vessel shall
and such
such vessel
documented under
under the
the laws
of the
the United
United States
States and
laws of
documented
documents are suruntil its documents
be
held to
to continue
continue to
to be
be so
so documented
documented until
be held
rendered
approval of
of the
the board;
and
board; and
the approval
with the
rendered with
"Mortgagee."
a mortgage
mortgage involving
"mortgagee," in
((5)
Mortgagee.-"
(5) The term
term "mortgagee,"
in the
the case
case of
of a
involving aa
trust
and a
issue thereunder,
trustee designated
thereunder, means the trustee
a bond
bond issue
deed and
trust deed
in such
deed.
such deed.
in
"Document."
"Document."

Recording
sales,
Record;.n4 of slt
1
conveyances,
aaI nl d
convcyanecs,
mortgages . of
vessels
mortacos
ii vessels
States.
of the United States.
customs
Col.etor
Collector
of customs
l ts
c
to record
record bill of sale,
etc.
etc.

RECORDING
SALES, CONVEYANCES,
AND MORTGAGES
OF VESSELS
OF
VESSELS OF
MORTGAGES OF
CONVEYANCES, AND
OF SALES,
RECORDING OF
TIIE UNITED
STATES.
THE
UNITED STATES.

No sale,
Subsection C.
C. (a)
(a) No
sale, conveyance,
conveyance, or mortgage which,
which, at the
Subsection
time such sale, conveyance,
conveyance, or mortgage
mortgage is made,
made, includes
includes a
avessel of
the
United States,
States, or
or any
any portion
portion thereof,
thereof, as
the whole
whole or
or any
any part
part of
of
as the
the United
respect
mortgaged shall be valid, in respect
the
property sold,
conveyed, or mortgaged
sold, conveyed,
the property
to
against any
person other
than the
the grantor
mortor mortgrantor or
other than
any person
vessel, against
such vessel,
to such
gagor, his
heir or
or devisee,
devisee, and
person having
having actual
thereof,
notice thereof,
actual notice
a person
and a
his heir
gagor,
is recorded
recorded in the
until
such bill
bill of
of sale,
sale, conveyance,
conveyance, or
mortgage is
or mortgage
until such
the port of documentation
office
of the
of customs
customs of the
documentation of
collector of
the collector
office of
such
vessel, as
as provided
provided in
of this
this subsection.
subsection.
(b) of
subdivision (b)
in subdivision
such vessel,
Record book.
conveyances,
(b) Such collector of customs shall record bills of sale, conveyances,
Record book.
and
mortgages,
delivered to
to him,
him, in
the order
order of
their
reception, in
in
of
their
reception,
the
in
delivered
and
mortgages,
Contents.
books to
to be
for that
that purpose
and indexed
to show—
showindexed to
purpose and
be kept
kept for
books
ontents
the vessel;
(1)
The name
name of the
vessel;
(1) The
(2) The
names of
of the
parties to
to the
the sale,
or mortgage;
mortgage;
conveyance, or
sale, conveyance,
the parties
The names
(2)
(3) The
of reception
of the
the instrument;
instrument:
reception of
date of
time and
and date
The time
(3)
and
(4)
The interest
interest in
in the
sold, conveyed,
mortgaged; and
or mortgaged;
conveyed, or
so sold,
the vessel
vessel so
(4) The
(5)
The
amount
and
date
of
maturity
of
the
mortgage.
the
mortgage.
of
of
maturity
date
and
amount
(5)
The
of
eels
Morages vessels
Mortgages
it is made
(a) A
D. (a)
Requirements
A valid
valid mortgage
mortgage which, at the time it
tt,3 Subsection
Subsection D.
give preferred status
States
United
•
includes
the
whole
of
any
vessel
of
the
United
States
of
200
gross tons
of
the
vessel
of
any
whole
the
includes
cstatus
g^-nPsrlfeie
when sold. etc.
in addition
and
upwards, shall
shall in
addition have, in respect
respect to such vessel and as
and upwards,
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of the date of the compliance
compliance with all
all the provisions of
of this subdisubdivision, the preferred
subsection
preferred status given by the
the provisions of
of subsection
if—
M, if(1) The mortgage
mortgage is
documents in
is indorsed
indorsed upon the
the vessel's
vessel's documents
in acaccordance
with the
the provisions
of this
cordance with
provisions of
this section;
section;
(2) The mortgage is
in subsection
(2)
is recorded
recorded as
as provided
provided in
subsection C,
C, together
together
with the time and date when the mortgage is so indorsed;
indorsed;
(3) An
filed with
with the
record of
mortgage to
to the
the
An affidavit
affidavit is
is filed
the record
of such
such mortgage
any design
effect that
that the
the mortgage
mortgage is made in
in good
good faith and
and without
without any
design
creditor of the
the
to hinder,
hinder, delay,
delay, or
or defraud
defraud any
any existing
existing or
or future
future creditor
mortgagor
mortgaged vessel;
mortgagor or
or any lienor
lienor of the mortgaged
vessel;
(4) The mortgage does not stipulate that
that the mortgagee
mortgagee waives
waives
the preferred
preferred status thereof; and
(5) The
The mortgagee
mortgagee is
is a
a citizen
(5)
citizen of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
(b) Any
mortgage which
complies in
respect to
to any
any vessel
with the
the Preferred
mortgages.
(b)
Any mortgage
which complies
in respect
Preerred mortgages.
vessel with
conditions enumerated
enumerated in
in this
is hereafter
in this
conditions
this subsection
subsection is
hereafter in
this section
section
called a
a "preferred
as to
to such
such vessel.
vessel.
called
"preferred mortgage"
mortgage" as
(c) There
shall be
indorsed upon
documents of
of a
avessel
vessel covered
i
ludorsem
otiim
c
an
oc
ts, re
t;
(c)
There shall
be indorsed
upon the
the documents
qiro-n
covered q
documnents
by
mortgage
of vessel.
ofvessel.
by aapreferred
preferred mortgageThe names
of the
the mortgagor
(1) The
names of
mortgagor and
and mortgagee;
mortgagee;
(2) The
and date
date the
the indorsement
indorsement is
is made;
(2)
The time
time and
made;
(3) The
amount and
maturity of
the mortgage;
and
(3)
The amount
and date
date of
of maturity
of the
mortgage; and
(4) Any
be indorsed
by the
the provisions
(4)
Any amount
amount required
required to
to be
indorsed by
provisions of
of
subdivision (e)
(e) or
or (f)
(f) of
of this
this subsection.
subdivision
subsection.
col(d) Such indorsement
indorsement shall be made (1)
(1) by the collector of customs
customs lecIndorsement
ig c'rsem
,etc.ent by colof the
the port of documentation
of
documentation of
of the
the mortgaged
or (2)
mortgaged vessel,
vessel, or
(2) by
by the
the
collector
any port
port in
in which
which the
the vessel
vessel is
if such
collector of
of customs
customs of
of any
is found,
found, if
such
collector
the indorsement
indorsement by
by the
collector of
collector is
is directed
directed to
to make
make the
the collector
of
customs of
of the port of
customs
of documentation;
documentation; and
clearance shall
and no
no clearance
shall be
be
issued
to the
until such
collector of
of
issued to
the vessel
vessel until
such indorsement
indorsement is
is made.
made. The
The collector
customs of
of the
the port
of documentation
shall give
give such
direction by
by
customs
port of
documentation shall
such direction
wire or letter at the request
request of
mortgagee and
and upon
upon the
of
of the
the mortgagee
the tender
tender of
the cost
cost of
such direction.
Whenever any
Transfers to new
the
of communication
communication of
Transfers
of such
direction. Whenever
any new
new docum
ents.
document
document is issued for
for the
the vessel,
vessel, such
indorsement shall
shall be
transsuch indorsement
be transferred
to and
and indorsed
indorsed upon
the new
new document
by the
of
ferred to
upon the
document by
the collector
collector of
customs.

(e)
property other
e8
erg.
cluding
shall alf,"ptg,',,p
potMper
udtflng
which includes
includes property
other than
than aa vessel
vessel shall
(e) A
A mortgage
mortgage which
a preferred
unless the
not be held a
preferred mortgage
mortgage unless
the mortgage
mortgage provides
for the
provides for
the
separate discharge
such property
payment of
of a
specified
separate
discharge of
of such
property by
by the
the payment
a specified
of the
the mortgage
indebtedness. If
portion of
mortgage indebtedness.
If a
a preferred
preferred mortgage
mortgage so
so
provides for
provides
for the
the separate
separate discharge,
the amount
amount of
of the
the portion
of such
such
discharge, the
portion of
payment
shall be
be indorsed
indorsed upon
upon the
documents of
the vessel.
payment shall
the documents
of the
vessel.
(f) If
If a
a preferred
preferred mortgage
mortgage includes
vessel and includlng
includes more than one vessel
m ore gtffri
includingedm
moretn
provides
for the
the separate
discharge of
of each vessel
provides for
separate discharge
the payment
one vessel
vessel by
by the
payment of
of a
a one
vessel.'
portion of
of the
mortgage indebtedness,
the amount
amount of
portion of
of
portion
the mortgage
indebtedness, the
of such
such portion
of co on
sat
ec
.
of court on
such
payment shall
shall be
mdorsed upon
the documents
documents of
such payment
be indorsed
upon the
of the
the vessel.
vessel. In
In sale. tion f C
case such
mortgage does
does not
not provide
for the
the separate
separate discharge
discharge of
case
such mortgage
provide for
of a
a
vessel and the
vessel
vessel is
is to
to be
be sold
order of
of aadistrict
of
the vessel
sold upon
upon the
the order
district court
court of
the United States
States in
a suit
in rem
in admiralty,
in a
suit in
rem in
admiralty, the
shall deterthe court
court shall
determine the
the portion
portion of
of the mortgage
indebtedness increased
mortgage indebtedness
increased by
by 20 per
per
centum (1) which,
opinion of
the court,
court, the
approximate value
value
centum
which, in
in the
the opinion
of the
the approximate
of the
the vessel bears
bears to
to the
the approximate
approximate value
value of
vessels covered
of all
all the
the vessels
covered
by the
mortgage, and
and (2) upon
which the
the vessel
vessel shall
shall
by
the mortgage,
upon the
the payment
payment of
of which
be discharged
from the
the mortgage.
mortgage.
be
discharged from
Subsection
of customs
upon the
recording of
of aamortaegor
nio
czegs
oro
.
frecord
Subsection E.
E. The
The collector
collector of
customs upon
the recording
d to
to
preferred
mortgage shall
shall deliver
deliver two
certiflea copies
the
preferred mortgage
two certified
copies thereof
thereof to
to the
mortgagor
shall place,
place, and
use due
due diligence
one copy
mortgagor who
who shall
and use
diligence to
to retain,
retain, one
copy
the mortgaged
mortgaged vessel
and cause
on board
board the
vessel and
such copy
the documents
documents Exhib'hen on
res.
cause such
copy and
and the
Exbibition on yesof
the vessel
vessel to
be exhibited
exhibited by
to any
person having
of the
to be
by the
the master
master to
any person
having sel,
sel, etc.
etc.
business
with the
the vessel,
vessel, which
which may
may give
rise to
to a
a maritime
maritime lien
business with
give rise
lien
upon the
vessel or
or to
sale, conveyance,
conveyance, or
mortgage thereof.
thereof.
upon
the vessel
to the
the sale,
or mortgage
44281°-21-65
65
44281°-21
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The master of the vessel shall, upon the
the request of
of any such person,
person,
documents of
vessel and
and the
the copy
copy of
of any
any prepreexhibit to him the documents
of the
the vessel
ferred mortgage
of
the
vessel
placed
on board
board thereof.
thereof.
ferred
mortgage
of
the
vessel
placed
on
Written notice of
Subsection F.
F. The
The mortgagor
mortgagor (1) shall, upon request of
of the mortpnrioabilittie
prior liabilities to
to be
be
given by mortgagor gagee, disclose
the execution
execution of any preto the
to him
him prior to
gagee, disclose in writing to
mortgagr
by
given
to mortgagee.
ferred mortgage, the existence of any maritime lien,
ferred
lien, prior mortgage or other obligation or
the vessel
to be
gage,
or liability upon the
vessel to
be mortgaged,
mortgaged,
Restriction for
sub- that is
Restriction
is known to the mortgagor, and (2),
for sub(2), without the consent of the
sequent
obligations
obligations
creating a
a lien.
lien.
mortgagee,
mortgagee, shall not incur, after the execution of such mortgage
mortgage and
and
before the mortgagee
reasonable time
time in
in which
which to
to record
record
before
mortgagee has
has had
had a
a reasonable
the mortgage
mortgage and have indorsements
indorsements in respect thereto
upon
thereto made upon
the documents
documents of the vessel,
vessel, any contractual
contractual obligation creating
creating a
a
lien upon the vessel other than aa lien for wages of stevedores
stevedores when
when
employed directly by the
master, ship's
husband,
the owner,
owner, operator, master,
ship's husband,
vessel, for
for genor agent of the vessel, for wages of
of the crew of the
the vessel,
genaverage, or for salvage,
salvage, including
contract salvage,
salvage, in
in respect
eral average,
including contract
respect
to the vessel.
Claims upon vessel

vesse
colai
covered byon
by a preferred

Subsection
(a) The
docuof customs
customs of
of the
the port
port of
of docuSubsection G.
G. (a)
The collector
collector of

mentation
mentation shall, upon the request of any person, record notice
notice of
of
his claim of aa lien upon aa vessel covered
mortgage,
covered by a
a preferred
preferred mortgage,
together with the nature, date
date of
of creation,
and amount
amount of
the lien,
lien,
together
creation, and
of the
and the name and address of the person. Any person
person who
who has
has
caused notice
notice of his claim of lien to
recorded shall,
caused
to be
be so
so recorded
shall, upon aa disdischarge in
indebtedness, forthwith
the
charge
in whole
whole or in
in part of the indebtedness,
forthwith file
file with the
collector of customs a
a certificate
certificate of
The collector
collector
of such discharge.
discharge. The
of customs shall
record the certificate.
certificate.
shall thereupon
thereupon record
Discharge, etc., of
of
Discharge,
(b)
The
mortgagor,
upon
a
discharge
in whole or in
a
discharge
in part of the
mortgages.
mortes.
mortgage
mortgage indebtedness, shall forthwith file with the collector
collector of
customs for the port of documentation
documentation of the vessel, a
certificate of
a certificate
collector of customs
thereupon record
record
such discharge. Such collector
customs shall
shall thereupon
Preferred mortgage.
Preferred
mortgage. the certificate. In case of a
avessel covered
covered by aapreferred mortgage,
customs at the port
documentation shall
the collector of customs
port of documentation
shall (1)
(1) indorse upon the documents of the vessel, or direct the collector
collector of
customs at any port in which the vessel is found, to so indorse,
the
indorse, the
fact of such discharge,
discharge, and (2)
(2) shall deny clearance
clearance to the vessel
vessel
indorsement is made.
until such indorsement

mortgage.
Notice,
etc.
Notice,etc.

Bills
of sale, etc.
Billsofsale,etc.
Record requi re-

Subsection H.
or mortgage
Subsection
H. (a) No bill of sale, conveyance,
conveyance, or
mortgage shall
shall
be recorded unless it
it states the interest
interest of the grantor or mortgagor
mortgagor
in the vessel, and the interest so sold, conveyed, or mortgaged.
Acknowledgments.
Acknowledgments.
(b) No
No bill of sale,
(b)
sale ' conveyance,
conveyance, mortgage, notice
notice of claim of lien,
or certificate
discharge thereof, shall be recorded
recorded unless previously
certificate of discharge
previously
acknowledged before a
acknowledged
by
a notary public or
or other
other officer
officer authorized
authorized by
a law of the United States, or of a
a State, Territory, District, or posa
session thereof, to take acknowledgment
acknowledgment of deeds.
Record, etc., at
Record,etc.,
at new
ne
case of a
(C) In
a change
in the
the port
of documentation
port of
(c)
In case
change in
documentation of a
a vessel
port of documentation.
of ocumentation. of the United States, no bill of sale, conveyance,
conveyance, or mortgage shall
recorded at the new port of
documentation unless
is furbe recorded
of documentation
unless there
there is
furtogether with the
nished to the collector of customs of
of such port, together
the
copy of the bill of sale, conveyance,
conveyance, or mortgage
mortgage to be recorded, a
a
certified
certified copy of the record of the vessel at the former port of
of docudocumentation
mentation furnished by the collector
collector of such port. The collector of
of
customs at the new port of documentat
t
i
o
onbis
e authorized
a
ins
utp
he
o
c
r
t
ie
ze
ddd
a
ur
ndi directed
directed
documentation
and
to
to record
record such certified
certified copy.
t
Interest
in erest on
preferred
n preferred
preferred mortgage
may bear
bear s
such
(d) A
A preferred
mortgage may
uch ra
t
e o
as is
rate
off interest
interest as
is
mortgages.
' ragreed agreed by theiparties thereto.
Inspection of
Insuecrin
of records
records
L Each collector of customs shall permit records made
Subsection I.
permitted.
under
section to be inspected during office
under the
the provisions of
of this
this section
hours, under
under such
reasonable regulations
as
the collector
may estabt b hours,
such
reasonable
regulations
as the
collector may
estabCertified copies to be
lish.
the request
of any
any person
person the
collector of
of customs
shall
fiLS hed. cO t
lish. Upon the
request of
the collector
customs shall
furnished.
furnish him from the records of the collector's
collector's office
office (1)
(1) aa certificate
certificate
ments.
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vessel, the
the interest
setting forth the names
names of
of the owners
owners of
of any
any vessel,
interest
held by
and the
the material
material facts
facts as
to any
bill of
held
by each
each owner,
owner, and
as to
any bill
of sale
sale or
or
conveyance
any lien
or other
conveyance of, any
any mortgage
mortgage covering,
covering, or
or any
lien or
other incumincumbrance upon, a
specified vessel,
(2) a
a certified
copy of
brance
a specified
vessel, (2)
certified copy
of any
any bill
bill of
of
sale, conveyance,
notice of
claim of
of lien,
lien, or
or certificate
certificate of
of
sale,
conveyance, mortgage,
mortgage, notice
of claim
discharge in respect to such vessel,
vessel, or
or (3) aacertified
certified copy as
as required
by subdivision
(c) of
H. The
The collector
of customs
by
subdivision (c)
of subsection
subsection H.
collector of
customs shall
shall

Fees for recording,
Fees
recording,

collect
fee for
bill of
conveyance, or
mortgage recorded,
e
t
c.
collect a
a fee
for any
any bill
of sale,
sale, conveyance,
or mortgage
recorded, copies,
copiesetc.
certificate or certified copy furnished,
furnished, by him, in
or any
any certificate
m the
the amount
amount
of 20
20 cents a
a folio
folio with
with a
a minimum
minimum charge of $1.00.
$1.00. All such
such fees
fees
covered into the Treasury of the
miscelshall be
be covered
the United
United States as miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
Penalties.
PENALTIES.
Penalties.
PENALTIES.

License of master to
Subsection
J. (a)
the master
Subsection J.
(a) If
If the
of the
vessel willfully
willfully fails
ex- be
master of
the vessel
fails to
to exbeLcense
onf
maer
to
canceled
on failure
to
exhibit documents,
hibit
the documents
documents of
of the
vessel or
or the
the copy
copy of
of any
preferred mortmort- to
hibit the
the vessel
any preferred
documents,
exhibit
etc.

gage thereof,
thereof, as required
required by subsection
subsection E,
E, the hoard
board of
of local inspectors of vessels having jurisdiction of the license
license of
of the
the master
master,, may
may

etc.

Vol. 40, p. 602.
suspend or
suspend
license, subject
the provisions
of "An
"An Act
Act vol-40,p.602.
or cancel
cancel such
such license,
subject to
to the
provisions of
to provide for appeals from decision of boards
boards of local
local inspectors
inspectors of
of
vessels and for other purposes"
approved June
purposes," approved
June 10, 1918.
Punishment1for with(b) A
who, with
with intent
to defraud,
violates any
any pro(b)
A mortgagor
mortgagor who,
intent to
defraud, violates
pro- ho,
, notice
etfrw
holding
of prior
subsection F,
is a
acorporation
corporation or
vision of subsection
F, and if the mortgagor
mortgagor is
etc., by mortor asso- debts,
gagor.
ciation, the president or other principal
principal executive
executive officer
officer of the corcor- gagor.
poration or association, shall
poration
shall upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof be
be held
held guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and shall
shall be
be fined
than $1,000
$1,000 or
of
fined not
not more
more than
or imimprisoned not more than 22years, or
or both.
both. The
The mortgaged
mortgaged indebtedindebtedness shall thereupon become
become immediately
immediately due and payable at the
election
election of
of the mortgagee.
On preferred mort(c)
If any
any person
enters into
contract secured
secured by,
by, or
(c) If
person enters
into any
any contract
or upon
upon the
the gage&
ngae
pSsre mor
a vessel of the United States covered
by a
a preferred
credit of, a
covered by
preferred mort- of
ofCdt
ion
e
dgy,catoto
coargoIrg
failure
less
on
contract covered
gage,
pecuniary loss
of the
the failure
failure of
of the
the collector
collector contrat
covered by.
by.
gage, and
and suffers
suffers pecuniary
loss by
by reason
reason of
of customs, or any officer,
officer, employee
employee, or
or agent
agent thereof,
thereof, properly
properly to
to
required of the collector under the provisions
perform any duty required
provisions of
this section, the collector
collector of customs shall be liable to such person
person
Failureofmortgagag.,
damages in the amount of such loss. If any such person is etc.,
Jetcratofmrr
for damages
to comply with
requirements.
caused
such loss
loss by reason of
of the failure
failure of
of the mortgagor, or requrmlt
caused any such
master of the mortgaged
mortgaged vessel, or any officer, employee, or agent
thereof,
F or
or. to
to
thereof, to comply
comply with any provision
provision of subsection
subsection E
E or F
file an affidavit as required
required by subdivision
subdivision (a)
(a) of
of subsection
subsection D,
D,
particular thereof, the mortgagor
correct in each particular
mortgagor shall be liable to
to
Jurisdiction
of
such person
district oJrlSdictlo
ot
person for damages
damages in the amount
amount of such loss. The district
oourts.
courts of the United States are given jurisdiction (but not to the
exclusion
exclusion of the courts of the several States, Territories
Territories, Districts,
or possessions)
possessions) of
for the
recovery of
Territories,
or
of suits
suits for
the recovery
of such
such damages,
damages, irrespective
of the amount involved in the suit or the citizenship
citizenship of the parties
parties
etc.
thereto. Such suit shall be begun by personal service
Servlceetc.
service upon
upon the Service,
defendant within the limits of the district. Upon
defendant
Upon judgment for
for
the plaintiff in any such suit, the court shall include in the judgment
judgment
an additional amount for costs of the action and aareasonable
reasonable counsel's fee, to be fixed by the court.

FORECLOSURE
FORECLOSURE OF
OF PREFERRED
PREFERRED MORTGAGES.
MORTGAGES.

Foreclosure of preferredmortggef
ferred
mortgages. p.

lien.
Subsection K.
K. A
A preferred
preferred mortgage
mortgage shall constitute a
a lien
lien upon the
the Enforcement
Enforcement of
of lien.
Subsection
mortgaged
mortgaged vessel in the amount of the outstanding mortage
mortage indebtedness secured by such vessel. Upon the default
default of any
any term
term or
or concondition of
of the
the mortgage,
mortgage, such lien may
enforced by
may be
be enforced
the mortgagee
by the
mortgagee F
by suit in rem in admiralty.
Original jurisdiction
admiralty. Original
jurisdiction of
all such
suits is
is tio
tio;xeo
l
g
usarL
un
chut
of all
such suits
ederajcour
granted to
to the
the district courts of
of the
the United
0-ranted
United States
States exclusively.
exclusively. In
In
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Notices to be given.
Notices
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publication, actual notice
addition to any notice by publication,
notice of the commencecommence-

manner
ment of any
any such
such suit shall be given
given by
by the libellant, in
in such manner
as
or
as the court
court shall direct,
direct, to
to (1) the
the master, other ranking
ranking officer,
officer, or
caretaker of
recorded a
caretaker
of the
the vessel, and
and (2) any person
person who has
has recorded
a nonotice of claim of an undischarged
provided
undischarged lien
lien upon the
the vessel, as provided
subsection G, unless after
in subsection
after search
search by
by the
the libellant
libellant satisfactory
satisfactory
to
mortgagor, master,
other ranking
officer, carecareto the court, such mortgagor,
master, other
ranking officer,

taker, or
or claimant
claimant is
is not found
found within
within the
the United
United States.
States.

ailure.
Effect of failure,

Failure
Failure

to give
notice to
any such
as required
required by
by this
to
give notice
to any
such person,
person, as
this subsection,
subsection,
shall
constitute a
shall not
not constitute
a jurisdictional
jurisdictional defect; but the libellant
libellant shall
shall
interest
be liable
liable to
to such
such person
person for
for damages in
in the
the amount
amount of
of his interest
Recovery
Recovery of dam- in the vessel terminated
terminated by the suit. Suit in personam
personam for the reages.
ages.
covery of such damages may be brought in accordance with the
provisions of subdivision (c) of subsection
subsection J.
J.
Operation of
of vessel
vessel
Subsection L. In any suit in rem in admiralty for the enforcement
enforcement
by receiver.
by receiver.
of the preferred mortgage lien, the court may appoint aareceiver
and,
receiver and,
in its discretion,
discretion, authorize
authorize the
the receiver
receiver to
to operate
operate the mortgaged
mortgaged

mar- vessel.

The marshal
authorized and directed by
by the court
marshal may be authorized
notwithstanding the fact
to take possession of the mortgaged vessel notwithstanding
fact
that the vessel is
is in the
the possession
possession or under the
the control
control of
of any person
person
claiming a
apossessory common-law
common-law lien.
"Preferred
"Preferred marimariSubsection
M. (a)
Subsection M.
(a) When
When used
hereinafter in
in this
this section,
the term
term
used hereinafter
section, the
time lien."
"preferred maritime
means (1)
(1) a
alien
lien arising
arising prior
in time
time to
Meaning
of.
prior in
to
"preferred
maritime lien"
lien" means
Meaningof.
the
recording and
and indorsement
indorsement of
of a
apreferred
in accordance
accordance
the recording
preferred mortgage
mortgage in
with
(2) a
alien for damages
with the
the provisions
provisions of this section; or (2)
damages arising
stevedore when
when employed
employed directly by the
out of tort, for wages of aastevedore
owner, operator, master, ship's husband,
husband, or agent
agent of the
the vessel, for
for
general average, and for salvage,
wages of the crew of the vessel, for general
including contract salvage.
Termination
of liens
Termination ofliens
mortgaged vessel by order of a
a district
district
(b) Upon the sale of any mortgaged
upon sale by court.
upon sale by
court of
of the United
United States
suit in
in rem
rem in
admiralty for
the
rt.
court
States in
in any
any suit
in admiralty
for the
enforcement of a
a preferred
preferred mortgage
mortgage lien
preexisting
enforcement
lien thereon, all
all preexisting
claims in
possessory common-law
common-law lien
of
claims
in the vessel, including
including any possessory
lien of
which a
a lienor is
is deprived under the provisions
provisions of subsection L
L shall
Attach thereafter
Attach
thereafter to be held terminated
terminated and shall thereafter
thereafter attach, in like amount
amount and
proceeds.
proceeds.
in accordance
accordance with
with their respective
priorities, to
the proceeds
to the
their
proceeds of
respective priorities,
in
prires.
Priorities.
the sale; except that the preferred
preferred mortgage lien shall have priority
over all claims against
against the
except (1)
the vessel,
vessel, except
(1) preferred
preferred maritime liens,
and (2)
(2) expenses
expenses and fees allowed and costs taxed, by the court.
Suit in
in personam
in
Suit
personam in
Subsection
condition of
Subsection N. (a) Upon the default of any term or condition
of
addition.
addition.
a preferred mortgage upon a
a vessel, the mortgagee
addition
a
mortgagee may, in
in addition
remedies granted by this section, bring suit in personam
to all other remedies
personam
in admiralty
admiralty in
in aa district
district court of the United
United States, against the
the
mortgagor for the amount of the
indebtedness
mortgagor
the outstanding
outstanding mortgage
mortgage indebtedness
secured by such vessel or any deficiency in the full payment thereof.
Not
applicable to
Nrt applicable
to
(b) This section shall not be construed, in the case of a
amortgage
realty,
covered by
by
realty, etc.,
etc.,covered
mortgage.
mortgage.
covering,
covering, in addition to vessels, realty or personalty
personalty other than
than vesvessels, or both, to authorize
authorize the enforcement
admiralty
enforcement by suit in rem in admiralty
mortgagee in respect to such realty or personalty
of the rights of the mortgagee
personalty
other
other than vessels.
Poaseasion
by marPossession by

sshal.
hal

.

Trims
ler,' of
Tramnsfers
of mortmortgaged vpssels
TRANSFERS
gaedi
rssels and
an ni- TRANSFERS
signment
of vessel
siznment of
vessel
mortgages.
mortgages.
Approval
Anproval of Board
icessary.

OF
OF

MORTGAGED
MORTGAGED

VESSELS
VESSELS

AND
AND

ASSIGNMENT
ASSIGN-MENT

OF
OF

VESSEL
VESSEL

MORTGAGES.
MORTGAGES.

Subsection 0.0. (a) The documents
a vessel of the United States
documents of a
covered
by a
apreferred
mortgage may
be surrendered
surrendered (except
(except in
covered by
preferred mortgage
may not
not be
in
the case of the forfeiture of the vessel or its sale by the order of any
court of the United States
country) without
States or any foreign
foreign country)
without the
approval of
board shall
refuse such
approval unless
unless
approval
of the board. The
The board
shall refuse
such approval
consents to such surrender.
surrender.
the mortgagee
mortgagee consents
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of mortga(b)
The interest
interest of
of the
mortgagee in
vessel of
(b) The
the mortgagee
in a
a vessel
of the
the United
United States
States geeInterest
nterest
morftga
of forfeited
if
if vessel
violation of law.
covered by
mortgage, shall
not be
terminated by
forfeiture of
covered
by a
a mortgage,
shall not
be terminated
by the
the forfeiture
forviolationoflaw.
of for
the vessel for
any law
law of
of the
States, unless
for a
a violation of
of any
the United
United States,
unless the
the
mortgagee
mortgagee authorized,
authorized, consented,
consented, or
conspired to
to effect
effect the
illegal
or conspired
the illegal
faifure, or
such violation.
act, failure,
or omission
omission which
which constituted
constituted such
violation.
(c)
(c) Upon
Upon the
the United
United States
the sale
sale of
of any
any vessel
vessel of
of the
States covered
covered by
by aaordfeoftsal
by
Arect of sale by
preferred mortgage,
of a
adistrict
court of
of the
the United
United States
States
mortgage, by order
order of
district court
m
in admiralty
admiralty for
the enforcement
enforcement of
maritime lien
m any
any suit
suit in
in rem
rem in
for the
of a
a maritime
lien
other
preferred maritime
be sold
sold free
free from
from
other than aapreferred
maritime lien,
lien, the
the vessel
vessel shall
shall be
g ge etc.,
New 'mortgage,
all preexisting
preexisting claims thereon; but
the request
but the
the court
court shall, upon
upon the
request by
byNpr
a
etc.,
purchaser.
any intervenor,
intervenor, require
of the mortgagee,
mortgagee, the libellant,
libellant, or any
require the
purthe pursale to
the mortgagor
mortgagor to
to to
to accept
accept a
anewmortchaser at
at such
such sale
to give
give and
and the
newmortgage of
gage
for the
the balance
balance of
of the
the origui
al mortgage.
of the
the vessel
vessel for
the term
term of
of the
original
mortgage.
The conditions
conditions of such
shall be
the same,
so far
far as
as
such new
new mortgage
mortgage shall
be the
same, so
practicable,
as those
of the
the original
mortgage and
and shall
be subject
to
practicable, as
those of
original mortgage
shall be
subject to
on price.
the approval of the court. If
If such new mortgage
mortgage is
is given,
given, the
the mortmort- Effect
eoce
shall not
gagee shall
and the
not be
be paid
paid from
from the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of the
the sale
sale and
the amount
amount
payable as
as the purchase
payable
price shall
held diminished
in the
purchase price
shall be
be held
diminished in
the amount
amount
of the new
new mortgage indebtedness.
indebtedness.
Approval, etc., of
(d)
(d) No
No rights
rights under
vessel of
the United
under a
a mortgage
mortgage of
of a
a vessel
of the
United States
States assignments
assinmentsbytoard.
by Board.
person not aa citizen
shall be assigned to any person
the United
citizen of
of the
United States
States
without the
the board.
board. Any
violation of
of
without
the approval
approval of
of the
Any assignment
assignment in
in violation
any
this section
section shall
shall be
be void.
any provision
provision of
of this
void.
Sales only tto citi zero
(e) No
the United
United States
shall be
be sold
sold by
by order
dis(e)
No vessel
vessel of
of the
States shall
order of
of aadistrict court
court of the
the United
United States
States in
in any
any suit
suit in
in rem
in
admiralty
to
any
rem in admiralty to any
of the
United States.
States.
person not aacitizen
citizen of
the United
o ico

.
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isAurrnsE LIENS
LIENS FOR
FOR NECESSARIES.
NECESSARIES.
MARITIME

Maritime liens for
for
Maritime
necessaries.
necessaries.
Persons entitled to.

Subsection
Subsection P.
person furnishing
furnishing repairs,
repairs, supplies,
towage, use
use vol.
P. Any:
Any person
supplies, towage,
P. 604.
04.
Vol. 36, p.
of dry
di,- dock
marine railway,
railway, or
or other
other necessaries,
necessaries, to
any vessel,
dock or marine
to any
vessel,
whether foreign or domestic,
domestic, upon the order of
of such
such
of the
the owner
owner of
vessel, or of aaperson authorized
authorized by the owner, shall
maritime
shall have aamaritime
f r emen
lien on the vessel, which may be enforced by suit in rem, and it shall EEnforcement.
not
be necessary
necessary to
not be
allege orprove
or prove that
credit was
to the
the vessel.
vessel.
to allege
that credit
was given
given to
Authority to procure
Subsection
The following
followmg persons
Subsection Q.
Q. The
shall be
be presumed
presumed to
to have
persons shall
have repairs,etc.,presumed.
repairs, etc., presumed.
authority from the owner
owner to procure repairs,
towage, use
repairs, supplies,
supplies, towage,
use of
of
dry dock or marine railwa,
railway, and other necessaries
vessel:
necessaries for the vessel:
The managing owner, ship's husband,
husband, master, or
any person
person to
or any
to whom
whom
the management
the port of
management of the vessel at the
No
of supply
supply is
is intrusted.
intrusted. No
person
person tortiously or unlawfully
unlawfully in possession or charge of
of a
a vessel
vessel
shall
shall have
authority to
bind the
the vessel.
vessel.
have authority
to bind
Chartered
Chartered vels,
vessels,
Subsection
a vessel specified
Subsection R. The officers
officers and agents of a
specified in subsub- etc.
etc.
when
section Q
Q shall be taken to include such officers and agents when
appointed
appointed by
by a
acharterer,
charterer, by
owner pro
an agreed
agreed Restricton.
by an
an owner
pro hac
hac vice,
vice, or
or by
by an
Restriction.
purchaser
of the
in this
this section
shall
purchaser in
in possession
possession of
the vessel;
vessel; but
but nothing
nothing in
section shall
to confer
confer a
be construed to
alien
when the
knew, or
or by
lien when
the furnisher
furnisherknew,
by exercise
exercise
reasonable diligence
of reasonable
diligence could have
of the
have ascertained,
ascertained, that
that because
because of
the
terms of
agreement for
for sale
of the
the vessel,
or for
of a
a charter
charter party,
party, agreement
sale of
vessel, or
for any
any
reason, the person
other reason,
person ordering
ordering the
the repairs,
repairs, supplies,
supplies, or
or other
other
necessaries
withoutauthority
authority to
to bind
the vessel
vesselth
er
efor.
necessaries was
was without
bind the
therefor.
'Waiving of liens by
Subsection S. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent
Vage lvi.ens by
prevent agreement.
supplies, towage,
the furnisher of repairs, supplies,
towage, use
dry dock
or
marine
use of
of dry
dock or marine
railway,
or other
other necessaries,
necessaries, or
or the
the mortgagee,
mortgagee, from
waiving his
right
railway, or
from waiving
his right
to a
alien,
or in
in the
of a
ed m
or t
gage li
en ,to
t
o the
the p
ref
erred
to
lien or
the case
case of
a preferr
preferred
mortgage
lien,
preferred
not affected.
status of such lien, at any time, by agreement
agreement or
or otherwise;
otherwise; and
and this Rights
ihtsnotect
section shall not be construed t
to
o affect the rules
existing
rules of
of law
law now
now existing
in regard to (1) the right to proceed against
for advances,
against the
the vessel
vessel for
advances,
(2)
enforcement of liens upon
(2) laches in the enforcement
upon vessels,
vessels, (3)
the right
right to
to
(3) the
proceed in
person am, (4)
(4) the
the rank
rank of
of preferred
preferred maritime
among
proceed
in personam,
maritime liens
liens among
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1006

Statutes
of
Statutes of
superseded.
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States

superseded.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
visions.
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themselves,
between maritime
mortgages,
maritime liens and mortgages,
priorities between
(5) priorities
or (5)
themselves, or
other
preferred mortgages,
mortgages, upon
upon vessels
vessels of
of the
United States.
the United
than preferred
other than
all
Subsection T.
This section
supersede the provisions of all
section shall supersede
T. This
Subsection
as such statutes
State
statutes conferring
conferring liens
liens on
on vessels,
vessels, in
in so
far as
so far
State statutes
purport
to create
create rights
rights of
action to be
enforced by suits in rem in
be enforced
of action
purport to
admiralty against
against vessels
vessels for
repairs, supplies,
towage, use of dry
supplies, towage,
for repairs,
admiralty
dock or
necessaries.
other necessaries.
and other
railway, and
marme railway,
or marine
dock
PROVISIONS.
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

Subsection
U. This
This section
section shall not apply (1) to any existing
Subsection U.
mortgage, or
or (2)
hereafter placed on any vessel now
mortgage hereafter
to any
any mortgage
(2) to
mortgage,
under
an existing
existing mortgage,
as such
mortgage remains
existing mortgage
such existing
long as
so long
mortgage, so
under an
widischarged.
undischarged.
Subsection V.
The Secretary
Secretary of
Commerce is authorized and directed
of Commerce
Books, certificates,
V. The
Subsection
certificates
Books,
etc., to be furnished
s
to
furnish
collectors
of
customs
with
all necessary
necessary books and records,
with
customs
of
collectors
to furnish
colecto rs.
collectors.
and with
with certificates
certificates of
of registry
registry and of
of enrollment and license in such
and
form as
as provides
for the
making of
thereon required
required
indorsements thereon
all indorsements
of all
the making
provides for
form
by
by this section.

Existing mortgages
mortgages
Existing
not affected.

not

aected.

Commerce is authorized to make
Subsection W. The Secretary of Commerce
Subsection
to the recording
such
in respect
recording and indorsing of mortrespect to
regulations in
such regulations
gages covering
covering vessels
vessels of
of the
the United
necessary to
he deems necessary
as he
States, as
United States,
gages
the efficient
provisions of this section.
the provisions
of the
execution of
efficient execution
the
Subsection X.
X. Sections
Sections 4192 to
to 4196, inclusive, of the Revised StatLaws repealed.
Subsection
Lawsrepealed.
R. S., secs. 4192-4196,
utes of
the United
United States,
States, as
as amended,
amended, and
and the
Act entitled "An
"An Act
the Act
of the
repealed. utes
SS, 809 repealed.
ppR. 808,809,
pp.
Vol.
36,
p.
604,
renecessaries,"
other
relating
to
liens
on
vessels
for
supplies,
or
necessaries,"
repairs,
for
vessels
on
liens
to
relating
Vol. 36, p. 604, repealed.
however,, so far
approved June
23, 1910,
1910, are
are repealed.
This section, however
repealed. This
June 23,
approved
as
any of
provisions of law so repealed,
the provisions
of the
with any
inconsistent with
not inconsistent
as not
or
shall be
be held
held a
reenactment of
repealed law, and any right or
such repealed
of such
a reenactment
shall
obligation
upon any provision of such law and accruing prior
based upon
obligation based
the
to
repeal, may
be prosecuted
prosecuted in the
manner and to the
the same manner
may be
such repeal,
to such
same
effect as
as if
if this Act had not been passed.
same effect
Statutes of the United
4530 of the Revised Statutes
S
EC. 31.
31. That
section 4530
That section
SEC.
R. S., sec,4530, p.876,
R.s.,scc,4530,p.876,
amended.
States is amended
amended.
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Merchant
seamen.
"
SEC. 4530.
4530. Every seaman on aavessel of the United States shall
"SEC.
Merchant seamen.
Payments while in
entitled to
on demand from the master of the vessel to
receive on
to receive
b entitled
payments while in be
port.
Vol.3
S,p.1165,amend- which
earned
which he belongs
belongs one-half
one-half part of the balance
balance of his wages earned
Vo.3S,p.ll6,iamended.
and
unpaid at
the time when such demand
eman d is made at
at
at the
remaining unpaid
and remaining
been
has
every
port
where
vessel,
after
the
voyage
commenced,
such
every port where
shall
or deliver cargo before the voyage is ended, and all stipuload or
shall load
in
contract to the contrary
Provided, Such
contrary shall be void: Provided,
Ppvigns.
the contract
in the
lations
- lations
proi.ins.
Limitations ex
oftener
ex"a
demand
shall
not
be
made
before
the
expiration
of,
nor oftener
expiration
the
before
made
be
not
shall
demand
a
tended.
the
than
nor more
in. the same harbor on *he
more than once in
days nor
five days
in, five
once in,
than once
same entry.
entry. Any
Any failure
part of the master to comply with
the part
on the
failure on
same
this
demand shall
shall release
the seaman from his contract and he shall
release the
this demand
In full at end of voyage.
be
entitled
to
full
payment
of wages earned. And when the voyage
payment
full
to
entitled
be
ae. fullatndofvoyentitled to the remainder
is
every such
seaman shall
be entitled
remainder of the
shall be
such seaman
ended every
is ended
170 .
1.38,, P.
IL I65.
1165.
wages
which shall
be then due him, as provided in section 4529 of
shall be
wages which
vol.
Setting aside of renotwithstanding any
Statutes: Provided
further, That notwithstanding
Provided further,
Revised Statutes:
the- Revised
letting aside of re- the
lease.
Revised
section
under
seaman
any
R.
S.,sec.
4532,P.
880
.
release
signed
by
.
4552
of the Revised
signed
R,..,sec.4532,p.So0. release
Statutes any
any court
jurisdiction may upon good cause shown
having jurisdiction
court having
Statutes
set aside
aside such
such release
release and
take such
such action
action as justice shall require:
and take
set
Applicable to fort7ign
An
d
provided
further
? That
this
section
shall apply to seamen
seamen on
section
further,
provided
And
seamen
in Amencan
seApFTicabletoargn
ports.
foreign vessels
vessels while in harbors of the United States, and the courts
foreign
ports.
of
the United
United St
ates shall
shall be
seamen for its enforcement."
enforcement."
such seamen
to such
open to
be open
States
of the
'Wages of seamen.
Vol.38,p.1168.amend.
S
EC. 32.
paragraph (a) of section
section 10 of the Act entitled "An
"An
That paragraph
32. That
SEC.
of11amend.
Wags.38
ed.
Act
to remove
remove certain
certain burdens
burdens on the American
American merchant marine
marine
Act to
ed.
and
encourage the
the American
American foreign
carrying trade, and for other
foreign carrying
and encourage
purposes,"
approved
June
188
4
.
as
amended, is hereby amended
amended
amended,
1884,
26,
June
approved
purposes,"
to read
as follows:
read as
to

Executory
regulaExecutory regulations to be prescribed.
tions to be prscribed.
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IXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
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II . CH.
250.
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Paymentinadvance,
"
SEc. 10.
it shall
shall be,
hereby, made
made unlawful
in eaymentOnadvance
unlawful in
and is
is hereby,
be, and
(a) That
That it
10. (a)
"SEC.
etc., unlawful.
any
case
to
pay
any
seaman
wages
in
advance
of
the
time
when
he
etc.,
he
when
time
any case to pay any seaman wages in advance of the
has
actually earned
earned the
the same,
or to
pay such
such advance
wages, or
or to
to
advance wages,
to pay
same, or
has actually
make any
other evidence
evidence of
of indebtedness
therefor
indebtedness therefor
note, or
or other
or note,
any order,
order, or
make
to any
other person,
or to
pay any
person, for
for the
the shipment
seamen
of seamen
shipment of
any person,
to pay
person, or
to
any other
when payment
payment is
deducted or
or to
deducted from
seaman's wages.
wages.
from aaseaman's
be deducted
to be
is deducted
when
Punishment for vio
vioPunishmentfor
Any person
any of
foregoing provisions
this section
section lations.
of this
provisions of
of the
the foregoing
violating any
person violating
Any
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor,
upon conviction
conviction shall
shall lations.
and upon
misdemeanor, and
deemed guilty
shall
be punished
fine of
nor more
more than
and
$100, and
than $100,
$25 nor
less than
than $25
of not
not less
by aafine
punished by
be
may also
also be
for a
a_period
exceeding six
months, at
at
six months,
of not
not exceeding
period of
imprisoned for
be imprisoned
may
Liability whether
whether
Liability
court. The payment of such advance wages or paid
of the court.
the discretion
discretion of
within or without United
States terterUnited states
or terter- out
States or
allotment,
whether made
without the
the United
United States
or without
within or
made within
allotment, whether
ritory.
case except as ntory.
ritory subject
the jurisdiction
shall in.
no case
in no
thereof, shall
jurisdiction thereof,
to the
subject to
ritory
herein provided
the vessel
vessel or
or the
the owner
thereof
owner thereof
the master
master or
or the
absolve the
provided absolve
herein
from
full payment
payment of
wages after
after the
shall have
have been
actually
been actually
same shall
the same
of wages
the full
from the
earned, and
and shall
libel suit
suit or
or action
action for
the recovrecov- Punishment for refor the
to aalibel
defense to
be no
no defense
shall be
earned,
fom sera
receiverr either ceiving
or receive
shall demand
ery
of such
such wages.
demand or
person shall
If any
any person
wages. If
ery of
ceivin g pay from
seamen for
for employment.
employment.
directly
from any
seaman or
or other person seeking
se king em- men
any seaman
or indirectly,
indirectly, from
directly or
behalf, any remunerany person on his bailiff,
ployment, as
as seaman,
seaman, or
or from
from any
remunerployment,
for every
he shall
ation
for providing
providing him
with employment,
employment, he
shall for
every
him with
whatever for
ation whatever
be imprisimprisshall be
such offense
deemed guilty
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and shall
guilty of
be deemed
offense be
such
$500."
oned not
than six
months or
or fined
not more
than $500."
more than
fined not
six months
more than
oned
not more
Vol.38,p.1185,amendis, ed.Vol.38,p.1185,amend.
and is,
SEC. 33.
33. That
20 of
of such
such Act
Act of
of March
March 4,
1915, be,
be, and
4, 1915,
That section
section 20
SEC.
amended to
read as
follows:
as follows:
to read
amended
Injuries to seamen
seaman who shall suffer personal
"SEc.
any seaman
personal injury
injury in i^i.rte
That any
20. That
"SEc. 20.
in service. to seamen
Actions
for damages
damages
Actions for
the course
his employment
his election,
election, maintain
maintain an action allowed.
at his
may, at
employment may,
of his
course of
the
for damages
the right
of trial
trial by
by jury,
and in
such action
action allowed.
in such
jury, and
right of
with the
at law,
law, with
for
damages at
all
statutes of
of the
United States
States modifying
modifying or
or extending
commonthe commonextending the
the United
all statutes
law right
right or
in cases
of personal
to railway
employees
railway employees
personal injury
injury to
cases of
or remedy
remedyin
law
in death.
death.
seaman as aaresult
of any
any seaman
death of
of the
shall
apply; and
in case
the death
result of aing
any Resultingin
case of
and in
shall apply;
of such
such seaman may
such
injury the
personal representative
representative of
the personal
such personal
personal injury
trial by
of trial
the right of
maintain an
for damages
law with
with the
at law
damages at
an action
action for
maintain
conferring
jury,
in such
statutes of
of the
United States
States conferring
the United
all statutes
action all
such action
and in
jury, and
or
of action
for death
in the
the case
case of
railway ememor regulating
regulating the
the right
right of
action for
death in
of railway
Jurisdiction of courts.
ployees
shall be
applicable. Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction in
shall be
be urlsdctionofcourts.
in such
such actions
actions shall
be applicable.
plovees shall
under
of the
the district
district in
in which
which the
defendant employer
employer
the defendant
the court
court of
under the
resides or
or in
which his
his principal
principal office
office is
is located."
located."y
resides
in which
Tgsactjmirneasttorri;
cusiscriminestory cusjudgment of Congress,
SEC. 34.
34. That
the judgment
Congress, articles or provisions on
in the
That in
SEC.
on
toms
ande tonnage duduand
tonne
tom
party,
is
a
in treaties
treaties or
or conventions
conventions to
to which
the United
States
a
United States
which the
in
tiessto b
which restrict
right of
of the
the United
discriminatimpose discriminatStates to
to impose
United States
the right
restrict the
which
ing
on imports
imports entering
entering the United States in foreign
foreign
duties on
ing customs
customs duties
restrict
and which
which also restrict
vessels and
the United
States, and
United States,
of the
in vessels
vessels of
and in
vessels
the
of the
States to
impose discriminatory
discriminatory tonnage
tonnage
to impose
United States
the United
the right
right of
dues on
foreign vessels
vessels and
of the
the United
United States
States entering
to be given
Noti
entering N
on vessels
vessels of
on foreign
and on
dues
otice to be given
the
United States
States should
should be
be terminated,
terminated, and
the President
President is
foreignGovernments.
Governments.
is hereby
hereby foreign
and the
the United
becomes
authorized
within ninety
days after
after this Act becomes
ninety days
and directed
directed within
authorized and
parties
law to
give notice
several Governments,
respectively, parties
Governments, respectively,
the several
to the
notice to
law
to give
as imposes
to
such treaties
or conventions,
conventions 'that
that so
so much
thereof as
imposes any
much thereof
treaties or
to such
States will terminate
such restriction
on the
the United
United States
terminate on the expirarestriction on
such
tion
as may
may be
be required
required for the giving of such notice
periods as
of such
such periods
tion of
by
of such
such treaties
or conventions.
tionofo
conventions.
treaties or
the provisions
provisions of
by the
Delegation
of powers
to Emergency Fleet
Fleet
S
EC. 35.
the board
board by toEmergency
in the
vested in
and authority
authority vested
the power
power and
That the
SEC.
3.. That
Corporation.
be corporation
may be
this
Act, except
except as
herein otherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically provided,
provided, may
as herein
this Act,
exercised directly
by the
the board,
board, or
or by
it through
through the
States
United States
the United
by it
directly by
exercised
Shipping Board
Shipping
Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation.
Corporation.
.Invalidity
any
of any
Invalidity of
provision not
to affect
nottoaffect
SEC. 36.
provision of
Act is
declared unconsti- provision
is declared
of this
this Act
if any
any provision
That if
36. That
SEC.
remainder of Act.
tutional
or the
of any
any provision
circumstances remainderofAct.
to certain
certain circumstances
provision to
the application
application of
tutional or
such
be
the remainder
Act and
the application
application of such
and the
of the
the Act
remainder of
held invalid,
invalid, the
be held
is held
provisions to
to circumstances
than those
those as
as to
to which
held
it is
which it
other than
circumstances other
provisions
invalid shall
not be
be affected
affected thereby.
thereby.
shall not
invalid
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SEC.
SEC. 37. That when used in this Act, unless the context otherwise
"documented under the
"person," "vessel,"
requires,
"vessel," "documented
terms "person,"
the terms
sArequires, the
termsused
laws
of
the
United
States,"
and
"
citizen
the
States" shall
United States"
the United
of
"citizen
and
States,"
United
the
of
laws
Vol. 39, pp. 728, 729, have the meaning assigned
2 of the ""Shipto them by
by sections 11and 2
the meaning assigned to
Vol. 39, pp. 2, 729, have
"board" means
ping
1916," as
amended by this Act; the term "board"
as amended
Act, 1916,"
ping Act,
"alien" means
the
United States
Board; and the term "alien"
Shipping Board;
States Shipping
the United
States.
any
person
not
a
citizen
of
the
United
the
of
any person not a citizen
Vol.39, p.729, amendS
EC. 38.
That section
Shipping Act, 1916, is amended to
the Shipping
of the
section 22 of
38. That
SEC.
Vol.39,p.729,amended.
read
as follows:
follows:
read as
ed.
Controlling
"SEC
"SEC. 2. (a) That within
within the meaning of this Act no corporation
corporation,
Controlling interest
of corporations, etc., to
United
a citizen of the United
partnership, or
be deemed a
association shall be
or association
bytizen
citizens. partnership,
orned by
be owned
States
unless
the
controlling
interest
therein
is
by
citizens
owned
is
therein
interest
controlling
the
States unless
of the
and, in
in the
the case
of a
corporation, unless its
a corporation,
case of
States, and,
United States,
the United
of
of the United States
president
and
managing
directors
citizens
are
directors
managing
and
president
and
itself is
United
under the laws of the United
organized under
is organized
corporation itself
the corporation
and the
States
or of
State, Territory,
Territory, District,
possession thereof, but
District, or possession
of aa State,
States or
in
case of
partnership operating
a corporation,
corporation, association, or partnership
of a
the case
in the
Coastwise trade.
any
vessel in
the coastwise trade
interest required to
trade the amount of interest
in the
any vessel
Coastwise trade.
be owned
by citizens
citizens of
States shall be 75 per centum.
United States
the United
of the
owned by
be
deemed
Controlling
corporation shall not be deemed
"(b) The
controlling interest
interest in a
acorporation
The controlling
"(b)
interest
controlling interest
not deemed owned by
a mato be
owned by
by citizens
citizens of
of the
United States (a) if the title to a
the United
citizens.
be owned
to
citizens.
Interests Specified.
jority of
of the
stock thereof
thereof is
is not
not vested in such citizens
citizens free from any
the stock
nterests specified. jority
trust
or fiduciary
obligation in favor of any person not a
acitizen of
fiduciary obligation
trust or
the
States; or
if the majority of the voting power in
(b) if
or (b)
United States;
the United
such corporation
corporation is
vested in citizens
citizens of the United States; or
or
not vested
is not
such
(c)
if through
any contract
understanding it
it is so arranged
arranged that
or understanding
contract or
through any
(c) if
the
of the
may be exercised, directly or
voting power may
the voting
majority of
the majority
a citizen of the United
indirectly,
in behalf
any person who is not a
of any
behalf of
indirectly, in
whatsoever control of the corStates; or
or (d)
(d) if
by any
any other means whatsoever
if by
States;
exercised by any
poration is
conferred upon or permitted to be exercised
is conferred
poration
person who
is not
citizen of the United States.
not aacitizen
who is
person
a corporation shall
Seventy-five percen t
"
(c) Seventy-five
Seventy-five per centum of the interest in a
"(c)
Seventy-fivepercent
interests not deemed
States (a) if the
not
be deemed
deemed to
to be
by citizens
of the
United States
the United
citizens of
owned by
be owned
not be
citizens.
bScitizedes.e
owned by
Interests specified.
title
to 75
75 per
per centum
centum of its stock is not vested in such citizens free
title to
specified.
Interests
a
from any
any trust
fiduciary obligation in favor of any person not a
or fiduciary
trust or
from
the
of
centum
citizen
of
the
United
States;
or
(b)
75
voting
per
if
(b)
or
States;
United
the
citizen of
power in
in such
such corporation
is not
citizens of the United
Unite
in citizens
vested in
not vested
corporation is
power
States;
(c) if,
understanding it is so
any contract or understanding
through any
if, through
or (c)
States; or
arranged
more than
than 25per
25 per centum
centum of
such
voting power in such
the voting
of the
that more
arranged that
behalf of any
corporation
may be
be exercised,
exercised, directly
directly or indirectly,
indirectly, in behalf
corporation may
person who
who is
citizen of the
States or (d) if by any
any
the United Statesnot aacitizen
is not
person
corporation
other means
means whatsoever
whatsoever control
control of
any interest
interest in the corporation
of any
other
conferred upon or permitted to be
in excess
centum is conferred
of 25 per centum
excess of
in
a citizen of the United States.
exercised
person who is not a
by any person
exercised by
"(d)
The
provisions
this
Act
shall apply to receivers and
this
of
provisions
The
Receivers
and
trus"(d)
Receivers
tees included.
trustees
successors
trustees of all persons to whom the Act applies, and to the successors
tees included,
or
persons."
such persons."
of such
assignees of
or assignees
S
EC. 39. That this Act may be cited as the Merchant
Merchant Marine
SEC.
Title.
Act,
Act, 1920.
Approved, June 5, 1920.
Approved,
General
of
meaning of
General meaning
terms used in tthis Act.

1920.
June 5,, 1920.
[H. R.
R. 11214.1
[Public,
262. ]
(Public, No.
No. 2af)

[H.

11214.1

Immigration.
Exclusion of
anarchists, etc.
etc.
anarhists,

Emmigration.

and expel
"An
Act To amend
CHA.P.
amend the Act entitled
entitled "
An Act to exclude and
expel
251.-An Act
CHAP. 251.—An

classes,'
from the
the United
'United States
anarchistic and similar classes,"
who are members of the anarchistic
aliens who
States aliens
from

approved
1918.
approved October
October 16,
16, 1918.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Be
in C(ongress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 1
1 of
Act
the Act
of the
America in
of America
States :if
entitle "An
"An Act
Act to
to exclude
United States
States aliens
aliens
exclude and expel from the United
entitled

. States
alien '-' ,A•4,'"
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who
members of
the anarchistic
anarchistic and
and similar
similar classes,"
classes," approved
Voi.40,p.o102,amendapproved ed.Vol.40,p.1012,amendwho are
are members
of the
follows:
October 16, 1918, is amended
amended to read as follows:
Classes of aliens exaen excclaseasf
"That the
the following
following aliens
aliens shall be excluded from admission into cluded
"That
admisstion.
the United
United States:
States:
the
Anarchists.
"(a) Aliens
Aliens who
who are
are anarchists;
Anarchists.
anarchists;
"(a)
Teaching, etc., oppo"(b)
Teahignnett.,iopp
"(b) Aliens who advise,
advise, advocate, or teach, or who are members
members sition
to
organized
to all
all organized
of or
or affiliated
organization, association,
association, society,
society, or
or group,
government.
group, government.
of
affiliated with
with any
any organization,
organized
teaches, opposition to all organized
that advises, advocates, or teaches,
government;
government;
Teac b
hing,
y r tea over"
(c) Aliens
who believe in, advise, advocate, or teach, or
who are mem- throw
Govorwhoarememthrow
by
force o ovrAlienswhobelievein,advise,advocate,orteach,
" ()
ororbeyinent
ernment of United
United
bers
of
or
affiliated
with
any
organization,
association,
society,
or
group,
tesnet
society,
or
group,
bersof or affiliatedwith anyorganization, association,
states, etc. of Uted
that believes
advises, advocates,
or teaches:
(1) the
the overthrow
overthrow by
by
believes in,
in, advises,
advocates, or
teaches: (1)
that
force or violence of the Government
Government of the United States or of all
officials.
forms of
of law,
law, or
(2) the
duty, necessity
or propriety
propriety of
of the
the unlawful
unlawful Killing
of officials.
or (2)
the duty,
necessity or
Killg of
forms
assaulting or
or killing
killing of any
any officer
officer or officers
officers (either of
of specific
specific indiGovernment of the United States
viduals or of officers generally) of the Government
or
of any
organized government,
because of
of his or
or their
their official
official
any other
other organized
government, because
or of
character, or
(3) the
the unlawful
of propprop- Damage
or destruction
destruction of
Damage to
to property.
property.
character,
or (3)
unlawful damage,
damage, injury
injury or
erty,
or (4) sabotage;
sabotage;
erty, or
Writing, publishing,
"
(d) Aliens
Aliens who
who write,
publish, or
or cause
came to
written or
or published,
published, etcin
"(d)
write, publish,
to be
be written
avubivg
etc., matter advocatacts, etc.
or
etc.
knowingly circulate,
circulate, distribute, print,
print, or display,
display, or knowingly
knowingly ing
ing such
suchacts,
or who
who knowingly
cause
be circulated,
or displayed,
displayed,
circulated, distributed,
distributed, printed,
printed, published,
published, or
cause to
to be
or
knowingly have
purpose of
have in
in their possession
possession for
for the
the purpose
of circucircuor who knowingly
lation,
distribution, publication,
publication, or
any written
written or
or printed
printed
lation, distribution,
or display,
display, any
matter,
advising, advocating,
advocating, or
teaching, opposition
to all
organized
opposition to
all organized
or teaching,
matter, advising,
government, or
advising, advocating
the overthrow
overthrow
government,
or advising,
advocating or
or teaching:
teaching: (1)
(1) the
by
or violence
violence of the
the Government
Government of the
the United
United States or
or of all
by force
force or
forms
law, or
the duty,
duty, necessity
necessity or
or propriety
propriety of
of the
forms of
of law,
or (2)
(2) the
the unlawful
unlawful
killing of
of any officer
assaulting or killing
officer or
(either of
or officers
officers (either
of specific individuals
of the
Government of
of the
United States
States
viduals or
or of
of officers
officers generally)
generally) of
the Government
the United
or
other organized
or (3)
unlawful damage,
or of any
any other
organized government,
government, or
(3) the
the unlawful
damage,
injury or
or"AlM
destruction
of property,
property, or
destruction of
or (4).. sabotage;
sabotage;
of oci
Menibas
..
Members of associa(e) Aliens
Aliens who
who are
are members
of or
organization, tions circulating,
circulaot
f
ing etc.,
(e)
members of
or affiliated
ffiliated with
with any
any organization,
matter.
association,
suchmatter
association, society, or group, that writes, circulates, distributes, such
prints,
written, circulated,
disprints, publishes,
publishes, or displays,
displays, or causes to
to be written,
circulated, distributed,
pubished, or displayed, or that has in its possession
tributed, printed, published,
possession
for
purpose of
of circulation
circulation, distribution,
distribution, publication,
publication, issue,
disfor the
the purpose
issue, or
or display,
written or
matter of
of the
the character
in
described in
character described
or printed
printed matter
any written
play, any
(d).
subdivision (d).
Pecuniary, etc.,
"For
the purpose of
of this
this section:
section: (1)
(1) the
the giving,
giving, loaning or promprom- ,OPecuniay
"
For the
tetc.,
assistanCe
assistance held to be
advising,
etc.
value to
to be
used for
the advising,
ising of
money or
ising
of money
or any
any thing
thing of
of value
be used
for the
advising, advising, etc.
advocacy,
doctrine above
above enumerated
enumerated shall conadvocacy, or teaching
teaching of
of any
any doctrine
conthe advising-,
teaching of
of such
stitute the
advising, advocacy,
advocacy, or
or teaching
such doctrine;
doctrine; and
and To associations, etc. ,
any thing
thing of
value as
(2) the
the giving,
giving, loaning or
or promising
promising of money or any
of value
asaflia'tingth'erewith.
affiliating therewith.
to
any organization,
organization, association,
association, society,
society, or
of the
the character
character D
to any
or group,
group of
on not excl
Definition not excluabove described shall constitute
affiliation therewith;
therewith; but nothing
sive.
constitute affiliation
nothing in sive.
this
shall be
an exclusive
exclusive definition
definition of
of advising,
this paragraph
paragraph shall
be taken
taken as
as an
advising,
advocacy, teaching,
affiliation."
or affiliation."
teaching, or
advocacy,
Approved, June
5, 1920.
1920.
Approved,
June 5,

CHAP.
252.—An Act
Making appropriations
CHAP. 252.-An
Act Making
appropriations
of certain
rivers and
and
of
certain public
public works
works on
on rivers

preservation
preservation

for
the
for the
harbors,
harbors,

construction, repair,
construction,
repair, and
and
and
other purposes.
purposes.
and for
for other

June 5, 1920.
H. R.11892.1
[H.R.J
1892.
(Public,
[Public, No. 263.1
263.)

Be it
enacted by
of the
the United
River and
harbor
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United River
hrbor
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
$12,000,000 improvements.
States of America
America in
That the
the sum
sum of
of $12,000,000
improvements.
be, and
and the
the same
out of
of any
any moneys
moneys in
the prAespeprvropriation
in the
prservationo gon
is, appropriated,
appropriated, out
same hereby
hereby is,
be,
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
be immediately
available strucstin,
TouestrutlitrttiforL)r.e.
Treasury
appropriated, to
to be
immediately available
etc, o preand
expended under
Secretary of War
and
and to be
be expended
under the direction of the
the Secretary
War and
or

on,

n_
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the supervision of the Chief of Engineers,
Engineers, for the
preservation and
and
the preservation
maintenance of existing river and harbor
maintenance
harbor works,
for the
prosecuworks, and
and for
the prosecution of such projects heretofore
heretofore authorized
most desirable
authorized as
as may
may be
be most
desirable
Provisos.
Alotments.
in the
the interests
in
interests of
of commerce
commerce and
Allotments.
and navigation:
navigation: Provided,
Provided, That
That allotallotments from the amount hereby
appropriated shall
shall be
be made
by the
the
hereby appropriated
made by
Secretary of
War
upon the
the recommendation
of
the Chief
of
Engineers:
Secretary
of
War
upon
recommendation
of
the
Chief
of
Engineers:
Special
report
of
That at
the beginning
the third
third session
session of
alotments to
toemade.
Ad provided
provided further,
further, That
at the
beginning of
of the
allotments
be made. And
of
Sixty-sixth Congress a
the Sixty-sixth
made to
a special
special report
report shall
shall be
be made
to Congress
Congress
by the Secretary of
the amount
this
of War
War showing
showing the
amount allotted
allotted under
under this
appropriation
for
each work
work for
improvement or
or maintenance.
appropriation
for
each
for
improvement
maintenance.
Examinations, surSEC. 2.
That for
for examinations,
for
veaysiations,
sur- SEC.
2. That
examinations, surveys,
surveys, and
and contingencies
contingencies for
veys,
etc.
rivers and harbors for which there may
may be
no
special appropriation
be
no
special
appropriation
Provisos.
no preauthority the
spcific
the sum
sum of
of $400,000
Specific
$400,000 is
is hereby
hereby appropriated:
appropriated: Provided,
Provided That
That no
prerequired.
required.
liminary examination, survey, project, or estimate for
for new
new works
works
other than those designated
designated in this or some
some prior
prior Act
Act or
or joint
resolujoint resoluSupplementary
rebe made:
made: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That after
after the
poplrestricted.
ry
tion shall
re- tion
shall be
ports
the regular
regular or
or
formal reports made as required by law on
examination, survey,
survey,
on any
any examination,
project, or work under
under way or proposed are
are submitted
no supplesupplesubmitted no
mental or additional report or estimate
estimate shall
be made
unless ordered
shall be
made
unless
ordered
No work
No
work authorized
authorized by a concurrent resolution of Congress: And provided further,
until appropriated for. by a concurrent resolution of Congress: And provided further, That
aproprted fo. the
the Government
not be
be deemed
deemed to
entered upon any project
Government shall
shall not
to have
have entered
project
for the improvement
improvement of any waterway
waterway or
or harbor
mentioned m
in this
harbor mentioned
this
Act until funds for
of the
the proposed
work shall
for the
the commencement
commencement of
proposed work
shall
have been
been actually
actually appropriated
Sttent of
c
have
appropriated by
by law.
law.
Statement
of accrug local benefits,
benefits, etc.,
et
Every report submitted
pursuance of
of this
submitted to Congress
Congress in
in pursuance
ing
this section
section or
or
to
accompany
reports.
to accompany reports. of
of any provision
provision of law for aasurvey hereafter
enacted, in addition to
to
hereafter enacted
other information
information which the Congress has heretofore
directed shall
shall
heretofore directed
be given, shall contain
contain a
a statement of special
which
special or local
local benefit which
will accrue
will
accrue to localities affected
affected by
by such
and a
a statestatesuch improvement
improvement and
ment of general or national benefits, with
recommendations as
as to
to
with recommendations
Local cooperation.
Localcoopetion.
what local cooperation should
should be required, if any, on account
account of
of such
such
special
local benefit.
benefit.
or local
Preliminary
exam
special or
Preliminary examey
inations
and surveys
The Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
to cause
tnritios
and
surv
s
The
is hereby
directed to
cause
authorized.
authorizedpreliminary
examinations and surveys to be made at
at the
followingpreliminary examinations
the followingnamed
named localities, and a
sufficient sum to
to pay
cost thereof
thereof may
a sufficient
pay the
the cost
may be
be
allotted from
provided in
in this
this section:
section:
from the amount
amount provided
MdLne.
Maine.
Stockton
Stockton Harbor,
Harbor, Maine.
Maine.
Shore near the mouth of
of Saco
Saco River,
River, Maine,
view to
to preMaine, with
with aa view
preventing its
its erosion.
Damariscotta
River, Maine.
Maine.
Damariscotta River,
Rockland
Maine.
Rockland Harbor,
Harbor, Maine.
Camden Harbor,
Harbor, Maine.
Maine.
Camden
ssachusetts.
Itissachusetts.
Plymouth
Plymouth Harbor, Massachusetts.
Scituate Harbor, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
Boston Harbor, Massachusetts: South Bay from point of Fort
Point Channel, Federal Street Bridge, to Massachusetts Avenue.
Rhode Island and Point Channel, Federal Street Bridge, to Massachusetts Avenue.
Connecticut.
Connecticut.
Pawcatuck River,
River, Rhode
Pawcatuck
Rhode Island
and Connecticut.
Connecticut.
Island and
New York.
New York.
Hudson River, New York, with a
a view to the removal of aa shoal
Hudson
near the steamboat
steamboat landing
landing at
at Albany.
Albany.
Flushing Bay and
and Creek,
Creek, New
New York.
York.
Jamaica
a view to securing
Jamaica Bay, New York, with a
securing increased depth
depth
and width, including the
the entrance
entrance channel.
channel.
Twelve-foot channel from Peconic Bay to Jamaica
Jamaica Bay, New York.
Hudson River,
York: Approaches
Approaches to
Troi Dam.
Dam.
River, New
New York:
to Troy
Channel north of Shooters Island between
between N
ew York
New
York and
and New
New
a view to removing the shoal west of
Jersey, with a
to
of Shooters
Shooters Island
Island to
a
depth
of sixteen
feet.
a
depth
of
sixteen
feet.
New
Ne Jersey.
J3ersey.
Inlet New Jersey.
Absecon Inlet,
Salem River, New Jersey.
Jersey.
Woodbridge
Jersey.
Woodbridge Creek,
Creek, New
New Jersey.
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Newark
Bay and
Hackensack and
and Passaic
Passaic Rivers,
Rivers, New
New Jersey.
Jersey.
and Hackensack
Newark Bay
Raritan
New Jersey.
Jersey.
River, New
Raritan River,
River), Delaware.
Wilmington
Harbor (Christiana
(Christiana River),
Delaware.
Wilmington Harbor
That
harbor of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland, lying between
portion of
of the harbor
That portion
the thirty-foot
from the
main channel
caannel mto
into the
the PruPruthe main
channel leading
leading from
the
thirty-foot channel
dential Oil
Oil Company
channel and
the anchorage
anchorage basin
basin on
on the
the north,
north,
and the
Company channel
dential
and between
the thirty-five-foot
channel on
line of
the western
western
on the
the line
of the
between the
thirty-five-foot channel
and
side of
the anchorage
extended southerly
meet the PrudenPrudensoutherly to meet
basin extended
side
of the
anchorage basin
tial Oil
Oil Company
channel.
Company channel.
tial
Quinby Creek,
Virginia.
Creek, Virginia.
Poropotank
Creek, Virginia.
Virginia.
Bay and
and Creek,
Poropotank Bay
Hampton
Creek, Virginia.
Hampton Creek,
Norfolk
Virginia, with
with a
seeming increased
to securing
increased depth
a view
view to
Norfolk Harbor,
Harbor, Virginia,
and width
the channel
channel in
in the
the South
South Branch
Elizabeth River
River
Branch of
of Elizabeth
and
width in
in the
above the
forty-foot channel;
view to
to
channel; also with
with aa view
end of
of the
the forty-foot
above
the inner
inner end
securing
depth and
width in
in the
channel in
Eastern
the channel
in the
the Eastern
and width
securing increased
increased depth
Branch
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth River
River from
from the
Norfolk and
and Western
Railroad
Western Railroad
the Norfolk
Branch of
bridge
Virginian Railroad
the Virginian
Railroad bridge.
bridge to
to the
Channel
Point to
to Newport
News, Virginia,
Virginia, with view
view
Channel from
from Old
Old Point
Newport News,
increased width and depth.
to securing
securing increased
Little
Wicomico River,
Northumberland County,
County, Virginia.
Virginia.
Little Wicomico
River, Northumberland
James River
Virginia, as
as far
far up
as Camp
Camp Eustis.
James
River, Virginia,
up as
Neuse
River,
a view to securing
North Carolina: With a
Rivers North
Trent Rivers,
Neuse and
and
channel depth
depth of
of twelve
twelve feet in Neuse
to New Bern;
Bern; thence
Neuse River
River up to
aachannel
of twelve
twelve feet
up to
eight feet
feet
Polloksville and eight
Trent River
River up
to Polloksville
feet in
in Trent
aadepth
depth of
up to
to Trenton.
Trenton.
up
Warwick
Virginia.
River, Virginia.
Warwick River,
Starlings Creek,
channel to
and channel
to and
County, Virginia,
Virginia, and
Starlings
Creek, Accomac
Accomac County,
connecting
said creek
creek with
with Pocomoke
Pocomoke Sound.
Sound.
connecting said
Channel leading
leading from
from Oyster,
Oyster, Northampton
Northampton County,
Virginia, to
to
Channef
County, Virginia,
Atlantic
Ocean.
Atlantic Ocean.
Carters
Creek, Lancaster
County, Virginia.
Virginia.
Carters Creek,
Lancaster County,
Morattico
Lancaster County, Virginia.
Creek, Lancaster
Morattico Creek,
Port
Port Royal Sound and Beaufort River, South Carolina, up to Beaufort,
including channel
channel over
the ocean
fort, including
over the
ocean bar.
bar.
Savannah Harbor, Georgia,
Savannah
Georgia, from the
the foot of Kings Island to
to the
the
view to
to consolidating
consolidating all projects
projects relating to Savannah
Savannah
sea, with aa view
Harbor,
straightening, and deepening
deepening the same
same in
in such
Harbor, widening,
widening, straightening,
manner as to
and width
width as
as may
to respond
manner
to depth
depth and
may be
be deemed
deemed advisable
advisable to
respond
to
to commerce.
commerce.
River, Wakulla
Wakulla County,
Saint Marks
Marks River,
County, Florida.
Florida.
Narrows between
and Santa
Santa Rosa
Sound,
Narrows
between Choctawhatchee
Choctawhatchee Bar
Bar and
Rosa Sound,
Florida, including the swash
awash channel from Camp Walton to Mary
Esther.
Esther.
Charlotte
Florida, with
securing a
a channel
channel of
to securing
Harbor, Florida,
with a
a view
view to
Charlotte Harbor,
suitable
suitable dimensions
dimensions to Punta Gorda.
Florida.
Harbor at Saint Petersburg, Florida.
Intracoastal
waterway from
Miami,
from Jacksonville,
Jacksonville, Florida, to Miami,
Intracoastal waterway
Florida.
Florida.
Fernandina Harbor,
Harbor Florida.
Fernandina
Florida.
Lagrange
Lagrange Bayou,
Bayou, Florida.
Saint
Johns River,
River, Florida,
Jacksonville to
ocean.
Saint Johns
Florida, from
from Jacksonville
to the
the ocean.
Miami
Miami Harbor,
Harbor, Florida.
Apalachicola
Florida.
Apalachicola Say,
Bay, Florida.
Bayou
La Batre,
Bayou La
Batre, Alabama.
Alabama.
Gulfport
Island Pass,
Pass, Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Gulfport Harbor and Ship
Ship Island
a view to securing
securing an outlet to
Mississippi
River, Louisiana,
Mississippi River,
Louisiana, with a
deep
in the
Gulf of
of Mexico
most practicable
practicable route
route for
for a
a
by the
the most
Mexico by
deep water
water in
the Gulf
permanent
depth not exceeding
exceeding thirty-five
tbirty-five feet.
permanent channel
channel of
of a
a depth
Tansas River, Louisiana.
Tansas
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Delaware.
Delaware.
Maryland.

Mar"yand.

Virginia.

Virginia.

North
Carolina.
North Carolina.

Virginia.

irginia.

South Carolina.

South Carolina.

Geora.
Georgia.

Florida.
Florida.

Alabama.

M

pr

i
Loisana.

Louisiana.
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Pass Palacios on Matagorda
Matagorda Peninsula, Texas, with aaview to securing aa channel eighteen
eighteen feet
feet deep.
deep.
Galveston Channel, Texas.
Lynns Bayou, Texas, including
including an entrance channel
channel connecting
with the harbor basin at Port Lavaca.
Lavaca.
Aransas Pass, Port Aransas, and also with a
of securing
securing
a view
view of
increased depth and channels
increased
channels to
Aransas Pass,
and Corpus
Corpus
to Rockport,
Rockport, Aransas
Pass, and
Christi, Texas, and also a
necessary to
a further report on measures necessary
to
protect existing project at
at Port
Port Aransas.
Aransas.
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of Aransas
Corpus
Coast of Texas in
Aransas Pass,
Pass, Port
Port Aransas,
Aransas, Corpus
Christi, and Rockport, with aaview to the establishment of
of aasafe and
adequate
adequate harbor.
Arkansas.
Arkansas.
La Grue River, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Arkansas and OklaArkansas
Arkansas
River, Arkansas
Arkansas and Oklahoma, from Little
Little Rock to the
the
homa.
hoIa.
mouth of the Grand River.
Arkansas and Texas.
Red River, Arkansas,
Arkansas, Oklahoma, and
Texas, from
Arkanand Texas,
from Fulton,
Fulton, Arkansas, to Denison, Texas.
Carolina, etc.
etc.
North Carolina,
Tennessee River and tributaries, in North Carolina, Tennessee,
Tennessee
Tennessee,
Alabama, and Kentucky.
Kentucky.
w
Iowa.
Io
a.
Mississippi River
River at Fort Madison, Iowa.
Iowa.
Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Red Lake,
Red
Lake, at
at or
or near
near Redby,
Redby, Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Outlet of Cass Lake, Minnesota,
Minnesota, with a
aview of
securing a
anavigable
of securing
navigable
connection
River.
connection with the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River.
Missouri.
Missouri.
Missouri.
Missouri River
River at Saint Joseph, Missouri.
North Carolina.
Carolina.
French
River, North
French Broad River,
North Carolina.
Carolina.
Kentucky.
South
Kentucky River, Kentucky.
South Fork of Kentucky
piers.
Ohio River,ice
River,icepiers.
Ohio River, from Pittsburgh to its mouth, with a
a view to estabestablishing such
such ice
for harbors
harbors of
found necessary.
necessary.
lishing
ice piers
piers for
of refuge
refuge as
as may
may be
be found
Pennsylvania a
n
d
a nd
Monongahelaiver,
and West
West Virginia.
Westirgi
Monongahela
River, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and
Virginia.
West Virginia.
Illinois.
Ilinois.
Wabash
near Hutsonville,
Wabash River at and near
Hutsonville, Illinois.
Illinois.
Michigan.
Michigan.
Grand Haven Harbor, Michigan.
Michigan.
Muskegon Harbor, Michigan.
Muskegon
Michigan and Wisconigan
and wisr
Menominee Harbor
Menominee
River, Michigan
and Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Harbor and
and River,
Michigan and
consin.
Wisconsin.
Siskiwit River, Wisconsin.
Luco Creek, Wisconsin, with aa view to establishing
establishing a
of
a harbor
harbor of
refuge.
Lake Butte des Morts, Wisconsin, with
with aa view
view to
to establishing
establishing aa
harbor of
of refuge.
refuge.
Green Bay Harbor and Fox River, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, from Oshkosh to its
mouth.
l
Illinois.
I'
inos.
Illinois River and Lake Depue, at
at Depue,
Depue, Illinois.
Illinois.
Mill Creek and South Slough at Milan, Illinois: For the
the purpose of
of
ascertaining
ascertaining and reporting as to the effect of the construction
construction of the
Illinois and Mississippi
Mississippi Canal on flood conditions in the town of
Milan; whether and to what extent said construction
construction has caused the
overflow
.
property; and
what sum
sum of
overflow and damage
damage
of private property;
and what
of money,
money,
if any, ought in justice to be paid to the individual property
property owners
owners
as full and final compensation
compensation for
for such damages.
damages.
Indiana.
Michigan City Harbor, Indiana.
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
Erie Harbor, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
New York.
New
York.
Tonawanda
Tonawanda Creek,
Tonawanda Harbor and Tonawanda
Creek, New
New York.
York.
Clayton Harbor, New York.
Clayton
York.
Los
Angeles
and
Los Ageles
nd
Los Aneles
Angeles and Long Beach Harbors, California: For the purpose
Long Beach liarbors,
Harbors,
Calif.
of
ascertaining
the cost of improvements,
ascertaining the
follows:
improvements, as follows:
Designated
Designated projects.
proects.
(1) Dredging
thirty-five feet depth the main entrance channel,
(1)
Dredging to thirty-five
including
including an area of approach to the outer harbor, and the
the reclamareclamation of an area
area near
near Reservation
the use
use of
Reservation Point
Point for
for the
of the
the United
United
States:
States:
(2) Dredging
a channel at least three hundred feet wide and
Dredging a
perimeter of the west basin proper;
thirty feet deep around the perimeter
proper;
Texas.
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a channel three hundred
(3) Dredging a
hundred feet wide
thirty feet
wide and
and thirty
feet
deep from the turning basin to the
the southeast
southeast corner
corner of east
east basin;
basin;
(4) Extension
Extension of San Pedro breakwater
breakwater to a
a point between the
the
Harbor entrance and the sea outlet of
of the
the flood
flood diversion
diversion
Long Beach Harbor
channel;
channel;
(5) Dredging
Dredging thirty
wide the
thirty feet
feet deep and three hundred
hundred feet
feet wide
the
Cerritos Channel from the east basin of the Los Angeles Harbor
Harbor to
to
the turning basin
basin of Long Beach Harbor;
Harbor;

(6)
suction dredge
and accessories.
(6) Acquisition
Acquisition of
of suction
dredge and
accessories.
Caiornia.
California.
Santa Barbara Harbor, California.
San Luis Obispo Harbor, California.
Redwood
Redwood City Harbor and Creek, California.
California.
Monterey Harbor, California.
Monterey
San Diego Harbor, California, from the
the National
the entrance
entrance to the
National
City line.
Entrance to San Francisco
Francisco Harbor,
Entrance
Harbor, California.
Islais Creek, San Francisco,
Francisco, California.
California.
Klamath
Klanaath River
River, California.
Oakland, Berkeley and Albany Harbors, California.
Tualatin
Oregon.
Tualatin River,
River, Oregon.
Oregon.
Oregon.
Coos Bay Harbor and Isthmus Slough, Oregon.
Oregon.
St. Helens, Oregon,
on, with
with a
a view
to connecting
water in
in the
view to
connecting deep
deep water
the
Willamette
Willamette Slough
S1?-i ngi with deep water in the Columbia River,
River, and
and
including
including any proposal
proposal of cooperation
interests.
cooperation by
by local interests.
Nehalem River, Oregon, including removal
removal of submerged rock
near the inshore end of
for cooperation
of south jetty
jetty and any
any proposal
proposal for
cooperation
by local interests.
interests.
Columbia River
Columbia
River between
between Chinook,
and the
the head
head of
of Washingt
Chinook, Washington,
Washington, and
Wash n ton.
Sand Island.
Lake Washington
Washington Ship Canal, Washington.
Washington.
Seattle Harbor,
Duwamish Waterway,
Waterway, Seattle
Harbor, Washington
Washington, with
with a
a view
view
of widening or deepening,
deepening, or both widening and deepening,
deepening, the
channel
channel to accommodate
accommodate present and future commerce.
Wrangell Narrows, Alaska,
Alaska, with a
aview of deepening
deepening the channel Alaska.
Alaska
to accommodate
accommodate present and future commerce,
commerce, and the determinadetermination of the relative advantages
advantages and practicability of the above imimprovement of Wrangell
Wrangell Narrows, as compared
improvement
compared with the
the improvement
of Dry Straits, recommended
recommended in House Document Numbered
Numbered 68,
68,
Sixty-fifth Congress, first session.
Sixty-fifth
Wrangell Harbor,
Harbor, Alaska.
Porto Rico.
Ponce
Harbor, Porto
Rico.
Ponce Harbor,
Porto Rico.
Porto
Rico.
V
Virgin
Islands.
Christiansted, Saint Croix, Virgin
Harbor of Christiansted,
Virgin. Islands, with a
irgi n Islands
aview

of securing suitable channel.
SEC.
S
EC.ur 3.
paragraph of section 1
v er a
n d RetSMction on new
1 of th
thee Ri
River
and
seu
iAThat the last paragraph
pleuchaenunyel.new
herein
adopted
unless
the pVl 40, p 128s6 rHarbor
Act
approved
March 2,
1919,
read
s:"N
k shall
shall
March
2, project
1919, which
reads:
"Noo wor
work
undertaken
gsuapproved
upon
Harbenorert
be undertaken upon any new project herein adopted unless the
ed.
Secretary of War shall be of the opinion
opinion that, based upon the
the cost
cost at
can be completed
completed at
at
the time of entering upon the work, the project
i
a cost not greater
centum in
a
greater than forty per centum.
nexcess of the estimate of
cost in the report upon such project,"
project," be, and the
the same is
is hereby,
repealed.
SEC.
provisions
S
EC. 4. That the following
folio
provisions relating to projects heretofore moie.
rojects

approved
and adopted
following
approved and
adopted
by Congress be
be enacted:
enacted:
Yaquina
Secretary of War is hereby Ha^br, Washy
Yaquina Bay and Harbor, Oregon:
Oregon: The Secretary
authorized, in his discretion, in requiring
requiring compliance
compliance with the condi- wcrit lliowedsor
tions
precedent to the prosecution
tions_precedent
prosecution of the project adopted
adopted in the River Vol. 40, p. s15.
and Harbor
Harbor Act approved
approved March
March 2, 1919, to credit the local interests
with the cost at present prices of so much of the work performed
by
performed by
the port of Newport
Newport and the port of Toledo in the construction
construction o
off
the south jetty and the channel
as, in
the opinion
channel in the
the inner
inner harbor as,
in the
opinion
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of the
to the
project plans
and standards
standards
the project
plans and
Chief of
of Engineers,
Engineers, conforms
conforms to
of
the Chief
of the Government.
Saint Jones
Jones River,
River,
Daint
Saint Jones River, Delaware: The provisos attached
attached to the items
Del.
Vol.
36, pp. 638,
937, making
appropriations for the improvement
improvement of Saint Jones River,
Vol. 36,
63, 937,
making appropriations
amended.
amended.
Delaware, in the River and Harbor
Harbor Acts of June 25, 1910, and FebProd so.
ruary 27, 1911,
Provided,
Proimiso.
1911,
are
hereby
modified to read as follows: "
"Provided,
Transfer of title to
no part
of said
be expended
expended for
the excavation
excavation
for the
shall be
said amount
amount shall
part of
That no
title to That
cut-oaff.
cut-off.
of any
required for that
that
title to the land required
satisfactory title
until aasatisfactory
of
any cut-off
cut-off until
cost."
to the United States, free of cost."
have been transferred
transferred to
cut-off shall
shall have
Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee
Wisconsin: The
The unexpended
balance of
approof approunexpended balance
Harbor, Wisconsin:
Milwaukee Harbor,
harb imouter
Outer harbor
improvement.
provement.
priation heretofore
made for
improving the
inner
harbor at
Milpriation
heretofore
made
for
improving
the
inner
harbor
at
MilVol. 36, p. 659;; Vol.
waukee is
available, in
the discretion
discretion of
Secretary of
of
of the
the Secretary
in the
made available,
is hereby
hereby made
40, p.
V waukee
p. 23
40,
233..
War,
maintenance of
of improvement
improvement of the outer harbor.
War, for
for maintenance
Delaware River.
Delaware
Delaware
between Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
and Trenton,
Delaware River, between
Trenton,
Projects,
PhiladelNew Jersey:
Jersey: The
The two
two projects
authorized for
Delaware
for Delaware
phia
com- New
projects heretofore
heretofore authorized
phia tto Trenton
Trenton com
bined.
Lalor
Allegheny Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to Lalor
River from Allegheny
Vo.
40, pp.
pp. 252,
22, 905.
Vol. 40,
905. River
Street,
upper
New Jersey, and above Lalor Street to the upper
Trenton, New
Street, Trenton,
railroad
a single
Trenton, are
are hereby
hereby consolidated to form a
railroad bridge at
at Trenton
between
Philadelphia
project
between
Philadelphia
and
Trenton.
Saint Johns River,
Faint
Johns River,
The
Saint Johns River, Florida, from Jacksonville
Jacksonville to the ocean:
ocean: The
Fla.
two projects
heretofore authorized
for Saint
Projects,
Johns River,
River, Florida,
Florida,
Saint Johns
authorized for
projects heretofore
Projects, at Jacksonackson- two
ville, and to the ocean
Jacksonville to
to the
ocean, and
Florida, oppooppoJohns River,
River, Florida,
Saint Johns
and Saint
the ocean,
from Jacksonville
. tothe oc ean from
cnie,
combined.
Vol.
pp. 255,
255, 1279.
Vol. 40,
40, pp.
1279. site the city of Jacksonville,
a single
Jacksonville, are hereby
hereby consolidated to form a
Jacksonville to the ocean.
project from Jacksonville
Cumberland River,
Cumberland
Cumberland River above Nashville, Tennessee:
Tennessee: The Secretary
River,
Secretary of
Cumberland
Tenn.
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to proceed
proceed with
prosecution of
of the
the
the prosecution
with the
Construction author- War
ized on compliance
lock and
section of
of the
the
that section
on that
construction on
and dam
dam construction
for lock
project for
existing project
cmplisnby existing
in
oond
with
conditions
interests.
local interests.
river
located in the State of Tennessee
Tennessee when the local interests in that
that
Vol. 40, p. 1282.
Vol 40, p. 1282.
State have complied with the conditions precedent imposed in the
River and Harbor Act, approved March 2, 1919.
Willapa
Harbor and
Willapa Harbor and River, Washington:
and
Villapa narbor
Washington: The sum of $71,775,
$71,775, when
when
River, Wash.
in the
Secretary of War,
Acceptance of local
local deposited
War, shall
shall
the Secretary
to the
the credit
credit of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
deposited in
'Acceptance
contribution_
contribution,
be accepted
accepted by
by said
said Secretary
Secretary of
the total
total cash
be
of War
War as
as the
cash contribution
contribution
required
Raymond and other local interests
required to be
be made by the city of Raymond
Harbor
improvement of Willapa Harbor
the project
project for improvement
in connection
connection with the
Vol.
vol. 39, p.
and River, Washington, authorized
p. 405.
405.
by the River and
and Harbor
Act,
authorized by
Harbor Act,
Vol.
40, p.
p. 257.
Vol. 40,
2S7.
approved July 27, 1916, and the joint resolution
resolution entitled "Joint
"Joint resoapproved
resolution
for improving
improving Willapa
Willapa Harbor
Washington," apapHarbor and River, Washington,"
lution for
proved September
September 19,
1917.
proved
19,
1917.
Transfer of dredge
The
seagoing dredge
dredge Cumberland
Cumberland may
approto the
the approtransferred to
may be
be transferred
The seagoing
",,(Tleuern
"
Cumberland." lgan
Contracts
ncom- priation
Contracts u
uncompriation for improving Savannah Harbor without charge.
pleted
f
plcted prior to April
S
EC. 5.
time within
applications for
relief under
under the
for relief
the
which applications
16, 1917.
5. That
That the
the time
within which
SEC.
16,1917.
Time extended for
10 of
Harbor Act
Act approved
approved March
March
and Harbor
of the
the River
River and
of section
section 10
provisions of
Timi
relieclds
filing
relief
claims un-r provisions
der.
der.
2, 1919, may be filed by contractors
contractors with the Secretary
Secretary of War, or
21
Vol. 40, p. 11290.
with district
engineers, or
other contracting
the Engineer
Engineer
Vol. 40, p.
with
district engineers,
or other
contracting officials
officials of
of the
0.
Department, is hereby
months after
after the
the date
date of the
limited to
to six months
hereby limited
Department,
approval of
of this
this Act.
Act.
iver and
and harbor
harbor approval
River
SEC. 6. That the laws of the United States relating to the improveimproveSEC.
laws.
Copies
of.
from
of
rivers and harbors, passed between March 4, 1913, until and
o4
, froe
Cores
March
1913,
to
be ment
0
Marorn 4,
4, 1i13,
to be
met
pnoterl.
pnnritd.
including the laws of the third session of the Sixty-sixth Congress,
Distribution.
Distrction.
shall
be compiled
compiled under
direction of the Secretary
shall be
under the
the direction
Secretary of War and
printed
as a
document, and
and that
that six
copies shall
shall
hundred additional
additional copies
six hundred
a document,
printed as
be printed
the use
use of
War Department.
be
printed for
for the
of the
the War
Department.
tse
Use for
for maintenance
maintenance
SEC.
heretofore or herein made for works
SEC. 7. That appropriations
appropriations heretofore
etc.,
appropri'tionS
etc., of appropriations
of
and harbor
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
be
for
improvements.
as shall
shall be
harbor improvements,
improvements, or
for imaro-aemenrts.
of river
river and
necessary, may,
may, in
in the
used for
Secretary of
of War, be used
the Secretary
the discretion
discretion of the
necessary,
maintenance and
and for
the repair
repair and
restoration of
whenof said
said works
works whenand restoration
for the
maintenance
ever
from any
may have
seriously-impaired,
impaired, as
have become
become seriously
any cause
cause they
they may
ever from
well
improvement of
of said
said works:
Protho.
works: ProProas for
for the
the further
further authorized
authorized improvement
rrOioo.
well as
Diversion forbidden.
vided, That no appropriation
Diersion forbidden. vided,
appropriation shall be diverted from one project to
another.

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
CHs. 252, 253.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
253.
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Surplus Army
Army supSEC.
War be,
be, and he
he is
S
EC. 8. That the Secretary
Secretary of War
is hereby,
authorized plies,
hereby, authorized
surplns
snp
etc., to be transand empowered,
empowered, in his discretion, to transfer,
transfer, free
of charge,
charge, to
to the
free of
work
the ferred
rred for civil work
under Engineers.
Chief of Engineers, United States Army,
Army, for
execution, under
for use
use in
in the
the execution,
Engineers.

under his direction,
direction, of any civil work or works authorized
authorized by
by ConCongress, such material, supplies, instruments,
instruments, vehicles, machinery, or
or
other equipment pertaining
pertaining to the Military Establishment
Establishment as are or
or
may hereafter
hereafter be found to be
required for
be surplus and
and no
no longer
longer required
for
military
purposes.
military purposes.
SEC.
S
EC. 9. That
That section
of the
the River
River and
and Harbor
Harbor Act,
section 44 of
Act, approved
approved Collisio°6ns7
Vol.
l 36,
3 p. 676, amendJune 25, 1910, be, and the same is hereby, amended so
as ed.
so as to read as
ed.
follows:
follows:

l

"S
Ec. 4. That
whenever any
any vessel
belonging to
or employed
employed by
by
SEC.
That whenever
vessel belonging
to or

jInjties by vessels,
vessels,
Injuries

etc.,
etc., In
in river and sar.
harbor worko.
work.
the United States engaged
engaged upon river
river and harbor works collides with bo
By collisions.
and damages
pier,, or
or other legal structure
damages another vessel, pier
structure belonging
belonging
to any person
person or
corporation, arid
the prosecution
prosecution of
or corporation,
and whenever,
whenever in
in the
of Other damages to
works, an accident
river and harbor works,
accident occurs
occurs damaging
damaging or
or destroying
destroying property.
property.ama
to
to any
property belonging to
any person
or corporation
when.ever perperperson or
corporation, and
and whenever
To property of emsonal property
property of
of employees
the United
United States,
State;, who
who are
employed ployeein
employees of
of the
are employed
to
ployees, in effortssTeyfforts
to
save life, etc.
etc.
on or in connection with river and harbor
harbor works,
works, is
damaged or
is damaged
or savelie,
destroyed in connection
destroyed
connection with the loss,.
loss, or
damage to
loss, threatened
threatened loss,
or damage
to
or through
United States property,
property, or
through efforts
efforts to
to save
save life
life or
or to
to preserve
preserve
United States
property, the
Engineers shall
shall cause
an immeimmeStates property,
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers
cause an
Adjusting of claims
diate examination
examination to be made, and
and if, i
in
n his
his judgment,
judgment, the
facts and
and by
the facts
bCSie
t of of
Enineers
Chief
Engineers.
circumstances
make the
circumstances are such as to make
whole or
the
the whole
or any
any part
part of
of the
damages
a proper charge
charge against
against the
damages or destruction a
the United
United States,
States, the
the
Chief of Engineers,
Engineers, subject
the approval
approval of
subject to the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War,
shall have authority
authority to adjust and settle all
all claims
damages or
claims for
for damages
or
destruction
destruction caused
caused by the above
above designated
designated collisions,
accidents, and
collisions, accidents,
and
so forth, in cases where
damage or
where the damage
expense does
not exceed
exceed $500,
or expense
does not
$500,
Exceeding 5500, to
°
appropriation directly
and pay the same from the appropriation
directly involved,
involved, and
to beport
and to
co be reported to Congress.
report such as exceed
for its consideration."
consideration."
exceed $500
$500 to Congress for
gre.Approved, June 5, 1920.
1920.
CHAP.
Making appropriations
s
u pply deficiencies
defi ci
enc i
es in
i
n appropt
iaCHAP. 253.—An
253.-An Act
Act Making
appropriations to
to supply
appropriations for
for the
year ending
tions
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June 30, 1920,
1920, and prior fiscal years,
years, and for other
ot erpurpurposes.
poses.

5
.1215
1
June 5,
19o.0:

(Public,
No. 264.)
[PubUc, No.
4.

Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
United TiDefncA
and House
Representatives of
the United
States
of America
assembled, Th
atthe
the following
following sums
Toplrd IO ficiencv
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That
sums are
are prophiation
Act, ic Apappropriated, out
of any
any money
in the
th e T
reasurynot otherwise appro- priation Act,
appropriated,
out of
money in
Treasury
not otherwise appropriated,
deficiencies in
priated, to supply deficiencies
in appropriations
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
appropriations for
for the
ending
fiscal years,
ending June 30, 1920, and prior fiscal
purposes,
years, and
and for
for other
other purposes,
namely:
namely:
e

AMERICAN PRINTING
FOR THE
BLIND.:
AMERICAN
PRINTING HOUSE FOR
TILE BLIND.

To enable
for the
enable the American Printing House for
the Blind
Blind more
ademore adequately to provide books and
and apparatus
apparatus for
the
for the
the education
education of
of the
blind in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of the
approved August
August
the Act
Act approved

1920.

afsi
t
eri
l
oTferthe
Til
he fiPilind.
r
itna
ag
t
UAme
Expenses.

ExP'enes.

,,, p. 272.
Ante,

4, 1919, 810,000.
$10,000.

Anthracite
Anthracite
Commission.

Coal

Salaries
and
Salaries and
The unexpended
appropriation for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
year penses.
pees.
1920 for the Bituminous
Bituminous Coal Commission
Commission is
available during
during Po,p.
is made
made available
Post P. 17,96
1796.
the fiscal years 1920 and
and 1921 for
for expenses
expenses of
the Anthracite
Anthracite Coal
Coal
of the

exex-

ANTHRACITE COAL
COAL COMMISSION.
ANTHRACITE
COMMISSION.

comnission.

,

Commission, including
including salaries
and expenses
Commission,
salaries and
officers, employees
employees
expenses of
of officers,
personal services
and witnesses, personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, purpurchase
printing and
(
hase of supplies, printing
reporting proceedings,
per
and binding,
binding, reporting
proceedings, per
diem in lieu of subsistence at not exceeding
exceeding $4, and all
all other
necessary
other necessary
expenses in
in connection
connection therewith.
therewith.

, ..

Ante, p. 503.

1016
1016

S
IXTY-SIXTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

II.. CH. 253.
SESS. II
SESS.

1920.
1920.

DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of

SALARIES.
SALARIES.

Fn
Employeeton
EmP
•
leS"s.
Fd
pensatIon
unC
penses.

e-

"a
ex-

penses.

Ante, P. 104.

Vol.
39, 13. 742.
Vol.39p.72.

carryFund: For
Columbia Employees' Compensation
District of Columbia
Compensation Fund:
For carryin
out the
the provisions
of section
Approsection 11 of the District of Columbia Approprovisions of
ing out
employees of
priation Act,
July 11,
11, 1919,
1919, extending
extending to the employees
approved July
Act, approved
priation
Act
of the Act
the
government
of
the
District
of
Columbia
provisions
provisions
the
Columbia
of
District
the
of
the government
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
provide compensation
employees of the
for employees
compensation for
to provide
entitled
United States
while in the performance of their
injuries while
suffering injuries
States suffering
United
duties and
and for
other purposes,"
September 7,
1916, $500.
7, 1916,
approved September
purposes," approved
for other
duties

Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

CONTINGENT
EXPENSES.
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
AND MISCELLANEOUS
CONTINGENT AND

Printing reports, fis-

For printing
printing all
all annual and special reports of the government of the
For
District
of Columbia
Columbia for the fiscal year ending
ending June 30, 1919, for subDistrict of
mission
to Congress,
$979.67.
$979.67.
to
Congress,
mission
Judicial expenses.
procurement of chains of title, the
For judicial
judicial expenses, including
including procurement
For
dicial expenses.
printing of
of briefs
briefs in
in the
Columbia,
Appeals of the District of Columbia,
Court of Appeals
the Court
printing
witness fees,
expert services
District cases before the Supreme
inDistrict
services in
and expert
fees, and
witness
Court
said District,
District, fiscal
year 1919,
$103.55.
1919, $103.55.
fiscal year
of said
Court of
Coroner's expenses.
For
and maintenance,
maintenance, hire or livery, of means of transpurchase and
For purchase
coroer exenses.
portation for
the coroner's
coroner's office
the morgue, and so forth, inand the
office and
for the
portation
cluding
the
same
objects
specified
under
this
head in the District of
this head
under
specified
cluding the same objects
Columbia
appropriation Acts
years 1917 and 1920, as
the fiscal years
for the
Acts for
Columbia appropriation
follows:
follows:
For 1917,
1917, $2.50;
$2.50;
For
For 1920,
1920, $2,000.
$2,000.
For
Deputy coroner.
Coroner's office:
For amount
amount required
required to pay the deputy coroner
office: For
Coroner's
Deputyone.
during
the
absence
of
the
coroner
for the fiscal years that follow:
coroner
the
during the absence of
For
1919, $95;
For 1919,
For
1920, $60.
$60.
For 1920,
Bonding.
Care
District
District
Building: For fuel, light, power, repairs,
repairs, laundry, meDistrict Building:
District
ofdin
r of
chanics,
labor,
and
miscellaneous
supplies,
fiscal
year 1917, $18.60.
$18.60.
chanics, labor, and miscellaneous supplies,
Free Public Library.
lighting,
maintenance,
Miscellaneous.
Free
Public
Library:
For
maintenance,
repairs,
fuel,
lighting,
For
Library:
Public
Free
Library.
rMisce
fitting
buildings, and
including the same objects
objects specified
specified
forth, including
and so forth,
up buildings,
fitting up
under
in the
the District
District of
Appropriation Acts for
of Columbia Appropriation
head in
this head
under this
follows:
the fiscal
1916, 1918, and 1920, as follows:
years 1916,
fiscal years
the
For 1916,
1916, $7.15;
For
For 1918,
$42.60;
1918, $42.60;
For
For 1920,
$1,750.
1920, $1,750.
For
Additional ccar
a r tfare
allowance.
Authority is
is granted
granted to expend during the fiscal year 1920, in
Authority
re
aliocoeal
a further
Ante, P.
73.
addition
to
the
of $5,000
further sum .
heretofore authorized, a
$5,000 heretofore
sum of
addition to the sum
Ate, p. 73.
not
$2,000, for
for the
the purchase
purchase of car fares, from appropriaexceed $2,000,
to exceed
not to
tions contained
contained in
Appropriation Act for
for
District of Columbia Appropriation
the District
in the
tions
fiscal year 1920.
the fiscal

cal year 1919.
rerts,
calyrintig

-

IMPROVEMENTS
REPAIRS.
IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS.
Suburban roads
etc.
roads, etc.
Suburban
Repairs.
Repairs.

Sewers.
Sewers.
Cleaning, etc.
Cleaning,

stations.
romping
Pumping stations.

For current
current work
of repairs
repairs to
to suburban
suburban roads and suburban
work of
For
streets, including
maintenance of motor vehicles, $20,000.
$20,000.
including maintenance
streets,
SEWERS.
SEWERS.

For
and repairing
repairing sewers
sewers and
mainand basins, including the maincleaning and
For cleaning
tenance of motor
motor vehicles, $5,000.
tenance
pumping,service, and
For operation
maintenance of the sewage
sewage pumpinc
and maintenance
operation and
For
specified
so
forth,
including
same
objects
specified
under
this head in the
same
the
including
so forth,
District
1917,
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1917,
Columbia Appropriation
of Columbia
District of
$27.50.
$27.50.
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DEPARTMENT.
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.
ELECTRICAL

Electrical

Electrical
ment.
ment.

Lighting:
purchase, installation,
installation, and
of public
public
and maintenance
maintenance of
For purchase,
Lighting: For
lamps,
and so
including the
same objects
specified under
under this
this
objects specified
lamps, and
so forth,
forth, including
the same
head
of Columbia
for the
fiscal year
head in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
the fiscal
year
1917,
1917, $4.
$4.

DepartDepart-

Li
g
htin g'
Lighting.

Rock
Rock Creek Park.
Park.

ROCK CREEK PARK.ock
PARK.

Creek P

aLe and improve.
pr e

For
ra.n
improvement of Rock Creek Park, and so forth, ment.
For care
care and improvement
including the same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this head
head in
in the District
District of
of
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
1915, $50.06.
$50.06.
Act for
fiscal year
year 1915,
Columbia

Public schools.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
SCHOOLS.

Longevity
longevity pay for
director of
for director
of intermediate
intermediate
Longevity pay:
pay: For
For longevity
instruction, supervising
same
supervising principals, and so forth,
forth, including
including the same
instruction,
objects specified
specified under this head in the District of Columbia ApproAppropriation
following fiscal years:
years:
Acts for the
the following
priation Acts
For 1910, $200;
$200;
For
1911, $200;
For 1911,
For
For 1912, $200;
$200;
For 1913, $200;
$200;
For
$200;
For 1914, $200;
For 1915, $200;
$200;
For
1916, $200;
$200;
For 1916,
$142;
For 1917, $142;
1920, $46,000.
For 1920,
$46,000.
Allowance
Allowance to principals: For allowance
allowance to principals
principals of grade
school
rendered as
as such, in addition to their
buildings for services rendered
school buildings
grade salary,
salary, to be paid
paid in strict
strict conformity
conformity with
with the
the provisions of
of the
teachers,
Act entitled "An
"An Act to fix
fix and
and regulate
regulate the salaries
salaries of teachers,
officers, and
board of education
school officers,
and other
other employees
employees of the
the board
education of the
District of Columbia,"
approved June
$2,348.50.
Columbia," approved
June 20,
20, 1906,
1906, $2,348.50.
For purchase and repair
repair of furniture,
furniture, tools, machinery
machinery,.,material,
connection with
and books, and
and apparatus
apparatus to be used
used in
in connection
with instruction
instruction
in manual
training, and
expenses connected
in
manual training,
and incidental
incidental expenses
connected therewith,
therewith,
fiscal year
year 1917,
1917, $79.03.
$79.03.
fiscal
For
fuel, gas,
gas, and
and electric
and power,
$16,600.
power, $16,600.
electric light
light and
For fuel,

and l ov

Public schools.

Longevity pay.

Lngevity pay.

Principals.
Additional pay to,
Additioal
for graded schools.

pay to,

o

graded schools.
Vol 34,, pp. 320.
20
Vol.

Furnitre, etc.,
etc., for
Furniture,
for
manual training.
manualtraining.
Fuel, light
and
Fuel,
light and
power.
Contingeat expenses.

power.

For
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
furniture and
repairs of
and repairs
of same,
same, Continge
including furniture
For contingent
stationery,
objects specified under
stationery, and
and so
so forth,
forth, including the same objects
under
appropriation Acts
this head in
in the District of
of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
Acts for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
years that follow:
follow:
$1.23;
For 1916,
1916, $1.23;
For 1917,
For
1917, $172.60.
$172.60.
supplies to pupils.
Supplies

For textbooks and school supplies for use of pupils of the first

eight
Forgrades,
textbooks
and so
and
forth,
school
including
supplies
the
first
for
same
use objects
of pupils
specified
of theunder

eight grades, and so forth, including the same objects specified under
this
Columbia Appropriation
this head in the
the District of Columbia
Appropriation Act
Act for the fiscal
fiscal
year
1918, $157.50.
year 1918,
$157.50.

Apparatus,
Apparatus,
etc.,
departments.
the physics
physicsdeprtments.
technical books
and extending
For
purchase of
of apparatus
apparatus and
For purchase
and technical
books and
extending the

equipment
physics departments
in the
departments in
equipment and
and for
for maintenance
maintenance of the physics
for
Business,
Business, Central, Eastern, Western,
Western, and Dunbar
ambar High
High Schools for
the fiscal vears
years that follow:
follow:
For 1916,
8140.49;
For
1916, 8140.49;
For 1917,
For
1917, $5.
$5.
Repairs
Repairs and irimFor repairs
repairs and
improvements to
and provements.
provements.
buildings and
For
and improvements
to school
school buildings
and grounds
grounds and
for
repairing and
renewing heating,
heating, plumbing,
plumbing, and
for repairing
and renewing
and ventilating
ventilating apparatus, and
sanitary drinking
not
drinking fountains
fountains in
in buildings not
and installation
installation of
of sanitary
ratus,
supplied with
with same,
same, $10,000.
supplied
$10,000.
Double pay
pna prohibiDouble
tion
applicable to
6 of the Legislative, Executive, and Judicial
tion not
not
to
applicable
Section 6
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation school
gardens.
Act
approved May
May 10,
as amended,
amended, shall
to employees
employees school gardens.
not apply
apply to
shall not
1916, as
10, 1916,
Act approved
44281°-21
66
44281°-21--66
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department of the public schools of the District
of the school garden department
District
of
Columbia.
of
Columbia.
Columbia InstituColumbia
for the
the
tion fo.
for the Deaf.
De'af.
Columbia Institution
Institution for
the Deaf:
Deaf: For
For expenses
expenses attending
attending the
Expenses.
Expenses.
instruction of deaf and dumb persons admitted to the Columbia Instiinstruction
4
R. S. sec. 4864, p. 9942.
R. S. se. 4,
p.
?. tution for the Deaf from the District of Columbia, under section 4864
Vol. 31, p. 844.
ol. 31,' p4.
of the Revised Statutes, and as provided
approved
provided for in the Act
Act approved
March 1,
contract to be entered
entered into with the
1, 1901, and under a
a contract
the said
said
institution by the commissioners, $1,800,
thereof as may
may
$1,800, or
or so much
much thereof
be necessary.
necessary.
be
Colored deaf-mutes.
Colord deaf-mutes.
deaf-mutes of
For maintenance
maintenance and tuition of colored deaf-mutes
of teachable
age
teachable age
belonging to the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in Maryland,
Maryland, or
or some other
other
State,
under a
acontract
into by
by the
commissioners, $467,
$467,
State, under
contract to
to be
be entered
entered into
the commissioners,
Proviso.
or so much
thereof as
as may
be necessary:
That all
Supervision.
much thereof
may be
necessary: Provided,
Provided,That
all expendiexpenditures under this appropriation
appropriation shall be made under the supervision
supervision
of the
the board
board of
education.
of
of education.
Blind children.
For instruction of blind children of the District of Columbia, in
Maryland,
Maryland, or some other State, under a
entered into
a contract to be entered
by
the
commissioners,
$1,467,
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
be
necessary:
by
the
commissioners,
rovso.
$1,467,
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
be
necessary:
Proviso.
Supervision.
Provided,
Provided, That all expenditures
appropriation shall be
expenditures under this appropriation
Supervision.
made under the supervision
supervision of the Board of Education.
Education.
Vol. 39, p. 120.
Vol.
39, . 120.

Police.

METROPOLITAN
POLICE.
METROPOLITAN POLICE.

Motor vehicles.
vehicles.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

For maintenance
motor vehicles, fiscal year 1917,
maintenance of motor
1917, $7.50.
$7.50.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, and
and so
so forth,
forth, including
including
the same objects specified
specified under
under this
the District
District of
this head
head in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia
Appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1917, $3.57.
$3.57.
Appropriation
Act for
year 1917,

Fire Department.
Department.
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

Forage.

FTRF DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
FIRE
contingent expenses,
expenses, horseshoeing,
horseshoeing, furniture,
furniture, and
and so
so forth,
For contingent
forth,
under this
this head
including the same objects specified under
head in
in the
the District
District
of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1920, $4,000.
$4,000.
For forage,
forage, $2,400.
$2,400.

Health department.

Disinfecting service.
Disinfecting

Dispearis for tuvenereal

Dispensaries for tuberculosis
and venereal
b Zerculand
diseases.
d

vmotor ve-

Po,,l
Pound , motor
h
hicle.

iie.

Chemicallaboratorv.

Chemical laboratory.

Cremator-,

Crematory.
Reappropriation.
Reappro"atin.
Ante, p. 41.

HEALTH
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

For maintenance of disinfecting
disinfecting service, including
including salaries or
compensation for personal
compensation
personal services when ordered
ordered in writing by the
commissioners
maintenance of said service, and
commissioners and necessary for maintenance
for purchase
maintenance of necessary horses, wagons,
purchase and maintenance
wagons, and
harness,
$500.
harness, $500.
For the maintenance
a dispensary or dispensaries for the treatmaintenance of a
treatment of persons suffering
suffering from tuberculosis
tuberculosis and of persons suffering
suffering
from venereal
venereal diseases,
diseases, including
including payment
payment for personal service, rent,
and supplies,
supplies, $1,200.
$1,200.
and
For the maintenance
maintenance of
motor vehicle
vehicle for
for use
in the
pound
of one motor
use in
the pound
service,
$400.
service, $400.
Chemical laboratory: For maintaining
maintaining and
and keeping in good
good order,
and for the purchase
purchase of reference books and scientific
scientific periodicals,
periodicals,
fiscal
$8.40.
1917, $8.40.
fiscal year 1917,
appropriation of $500 contained in the Third Deficiency
The appropriation
Deficiency
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1919, for repairing the roof and
Appropriation
and retort
retort
of the
is reappropriated
reappropriated and
available
of
the public
public crematorium,
crematorium, is
and made
made available
during
fiscal year
year 1921.
1921.
during the
the fiscal
COMITS.
COURTS.

Iunenile Court.
Invenile
Acting judges.
judges.

Juvenile
Juvenile Court: For compensation
compensation of
of the
of the
the
the acting
acting judges
judges of
Juvenile
Juvenile Court for the fiscal
fiscal years
years that
that follow:
follow:
For 1918, $20;
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1920.
1920.
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1019

For 1919,
1919, $170.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous:
compensation of jurors,
Miscellaneous: For compensation
jurors, $250.
$250.
including
For fuel, ice, gas, laundry work, stationery, and so
so forth,
forth, including
the same objects specified
specified under this head in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1920, $200.
Appropriation
For meals of jurors and of prisoners temporarily
temporarily detained at court
court
awaiting trial, $25.
Police court: For meals and lodging of
in Police court.
of jurors
jurors and
and of
of bailiffs
bailiffs in
attendance upon them when ordered by the court, fiscal year
attendance
year 1918,
1918,
$20.
For witness fees,
fees'fiscal year 1916, $1.50.
Municipal court.
Municipal court: For contingent expenses,
books, law
Municipal
expenses, including
including books,
law Municipal
books, books of reference, fuel, light, telephone, blanks,
blanks, dockets,
and all other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and supplies, $1,200.
writs.
Lunacy writs.
lunacy: For expenses
attending the
Writs of lunacy:
expenses attending
the execution
execution of writs
writs de Lunacy
lunatico
lunatic° inquirendo and commitments
commitments thereunder
thereunder in all cases of
indigent insane persons committed or sought to be committed to
to
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital by order of the executive
executive authority of the
33, p.
p. 740.
District of Columbia
Columbia under the provisions
provisions of existing
existing law, including
including Vol. 33,
the employment
exceeding $1,500
employment of an alienist at not exceeding
$1,500 per
per annum,
and a
stenographer and
a clerk at $900 who shall be aa stenographer
and typewriter,
typewriter,
$1,400.
Courts and prisons.
COURTS
AND PRISONS.
COURTS AND
PRISONS.
Supreme court.
of witnesses,
witnesses, supreme
Fees of
court: For
fees of
and paysupreme court:
For fees
of witnesses
witnesses and
pay- Witnes
Witness fees, etc.
e
R. S. sec.
ment of the actual expenses
expenses of witnesses in said court, as provided
provided RS. s -.850,, p.
p. 160.
160.
by section 850, Revised Statutes
Statutes of
the United
of the
United States,
States, $2,000.
$2,000.
maintenance, and transportation
outopthe District.
Support of convicts: For support, maintenance,
transportation ou7uoPfptlfet
ast rir

of convicts transferred
transferred from the District of Columbia;
expenses of
Columbia; expenses
of
shipping remains
remains of deceased
deceased convicts to their homes in the United
States, and expenses of interment of unclaimed remains of deceased
deceased
convicts;
incurred in
in identifying
identifying and
and pursuing
pursuing escaped
convicts; expenses
expenses incurred
escaped
convicts
convicts and rewards for their recapture;
recapture; to
expended under
under the
the
to be
be expended
direction of
of the
direction
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, $20,000.
$20,000.

eo

ts

CHARITIES
CHARITIES AND
AND CORRECTIONS.
CORRECTIONS.

Board of Charities: For
Board
For the
the maintenance
one motor
motor ambulance,
maintenance of
of one
ambulance,
$400.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ASYLUM
AND JAIL.
ASYLUM AND
JAIL.

of Charities.
Charities.
Board of

Washington Asylum

ani
Jail.nAsylum
Hospital: For provisions, fuel, forage, harness and vehicles
vehicles and and
Jail.
Hospital expenses.
repair to same, gas, ice, shoes, clothing, dry goods, tailoring,
tailoring, drugs
drugs Hspital expenses.
and medical supplies,
supplies, furniture and bedding,
kitchen utensils,
utensils, and
and
bedding, kitchen
other
superintendent
other necessary items, including an allowance
allowance to the superintendent
of not exceeding $360 per annum for maintenance
maintenance of vehicles for use
use
in discharge
discharge of
of his
his official
official duties,
duties, $8,500.
in
$8,500.
Support
f jail pis
Support of jail prismaintenance of jail prisoners, and so
Support of prisoners:
prisoners: For maintenance
oners, etc.
so onersetc.
forth, including
including the same
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head in
in the
same objects
the
Appropriation Act
the fiscal
year 1920,
District of
of Columbia Appropriation
Act for
for the
fiscal year
1920,
811,500.
$11,500.
Home for Aged and
Home
provisions, fuel,
Home for Aged and Infirm:
Infirm: For provisions,
Lag
fuel, forage,
forage, and
and so Inre
for Aged and
forth, including the same objects specified
specified under this head
head in the
the
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
1918,
District of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
fiscal year 1918,
$1,162.99.
$1,162.99.
Tuberculosis
Hos.
Tuberculosis Hospital: For provisions, fuel, forage, and so forth, pita
sS
paw.l.o
including
including the same objects specified
specified under this head
m the
the District
head in
District of
of
Appropriation Act
Columbia Appropriation
year 1920,
Act for
for the fiscal year
1920, $2,500.
$2,500.
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Care of children.
children.
Board
Children's
Board of Children's
Guardians.
Guardians.
Feebl-mnded
Feeble-minded children.

Board,
Board, etc., of children.
Additional to sectarian institutions.

tarandiittions.e
Industrial
School.

Home
cIndstrial Home

Deporting

nonresinonr-

dent insane.
deo
p..n1.
Vol. 3,
30, p.
811.

II. CH.
S
ESS. II.
Cn. 253.
SESS.

1920.

INSTITUTIONS.
CHILD-CARING
CHILD-CARING INSTITUTIONS.

feeble-minded
Board of Children's Guardians: For maintenance
maintenance of feeble-minded

colored), $4,500.
children (white and colored),
For
and care
children, and
the same
same
forth, including
including the
and so
so forth,
care of
of all
all children,
board and
For board
objects specified
specified under this head in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
1920, $33,000.
$33,000.
year 1920,
the fiscal
fiscal year
priation

Authority
granted to
addition to
the sum
sum of
$1,500
of $1,500
to the
in addition
to pay,
pay, in
is granted
Authority is
heretofore authorized,
sum not
$5,000, during
to exceed $5,000,
not to
a further
further sum
authorized, a
heretofore
the
year 1920,
1920, to
institutions adjudged
to be
under sectarian
sectarian
be under
adjudged to
to institutions
the fiscal
fiscal year
control.
Industrial
Home School:
School: For
For maintenance,
same
the same
including the
maintenance, including
Industrial Home

objects specified under
the District of Columbia Approunder this head in the
objects
priation
fiscal year 1920,
1920, $1,000.
the fiscal
Act for
for the
priation Act
Insane: For deportation
deportation of nonresident
nonresident insane persons, in accord-

ance
proceedings for adance with the Act of Congress "to
"to change the proceeding's

Government Hospital for the Insane in certain cases,
to the
the Government
mission to
and for
for other
purposes," approved
January 31,
31, 1899,
1899, $600.
$600.
approved January
other purposes,"
and
Workhouse:
For maintenance,
speciobjects specisame objects
the same
including the
maintenance, including
Workhouse: For
fied under
under this
head in
of Columbia
Act
Appropriation Act
Columbia Appropriation
District of
in the
the District
this head
fied
for the
fiscal year 1917,
$7.20.
1917, $7.20.
the fiscal
for

Workhouse.
Maintenance.
Maintenaee.

dynamite, oils, and
For fuel for manufacturing
manufacturing and construction,
construction, dynamite,

Operation.
Operati.a

repairs to
1917, $74.76.
fiscal year 1917,
to plant,
plant, fiscal
repairs
For
maintenance, fiscal year
year 1918, $159.50.
fuel for
for maintenance,
For fuel
Militia
Expenses,
Expenses,
etc.

MILITIA.
camps,
'Ps'

Temporary services.

Amount for, increased.
Ante, p. 101.
101.

For expenses
expenses of camps,
camps, including the same objects specified
specified under
this head in the District of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
fiscal
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
this
1917, $32.50.
year 1917,
TEMPORARY
TEMPORARY SERVICES.
SERVICES.

The limitation
on the
amount which
which may
may be
be expended
expended for
for services
services
The
limitation on
the amount
of
employees, contained in section
of temporary
temporary employees,
section 22 of the District of
Columbia
increased
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1920, is increased
from $100,000
$100,000 to $102,000.
$102,000.
JUDGMENTS.
JUDGMENTS.

Payment
ent
mrn
ments.

of

Judg-

of Judg-

flair
of
foregoing
revenues
District revenues.
from
from District
Ante,
p. 837.
Ante,p.837.

Vocational
tionotional
Board.

Educal

Ed. ca

Rehabilitation of disetc
soldiers,
d etc.
charge soldiers,
charged
Vol. 40,pp.617,1179.
40, pp. 617, 1179.
vol.
Ante, pp. 159, 178,
ate.,
p 19, 178,
504.

For payment
including costs,
District
costs, against
against the District
payment of the
the judgments,
judgments, including
Numbered 767 of the
of Columbia, set forth in House Document Numbered
a further sum to pay the
present session, $9,138.28, together with a
present
4 per centum per annum on said judgments,
interest at not exceeding
exceeding 4
as
became due until the date
as provided
provided by law, from the date they became
of payment.
payment.
of
the apOne-half of
the foregoing
meet deficiencies
in the
deficiencies in
to meet
amounts to
foregoing amounts
of the
One-half

propriations
propriations on account of the District of Columbia shall be paid
from the revenues of the District of Columbia and one-half from any
appropriated.
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
FEDERAL
FEDERAL BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
EDUCATION.

Vocational
rehabilitation: For
for carrying
carrying
amount for
additional amount
For an
an additional
Vocational rehabilitation:
out the provisions of .the Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide for the
vocational
rehabilitation and return to civil employment
vocational rehabilitation
employment of disabled
disabled
persons
military or naval
naval forces
forces of the United
persons discharged
discharged from the
the military
States,
and for
asamended,
am ended,
June 27, 1918,
1918, as
purposes,'' approved
approved June
States, and
for other
other purposes,"
in
including
including personal
personal services.i
n the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
(including the transtranswhere, funeral
funeral and other
other incidental
incidental expenses
expenses (including
portation
of remains)
of deceased
deceased trainees
trainees of
of the
the board,
remains) of
board, printing and
portation of
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1920.
1920.

binding
to be
be done
done at
Printing Office,
Office' law
binding to
at the
the Government
Government Printing
law books,
books,
Provisos.
books of
reference, and periodicals,
$7,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Pay
of reference,
periodicals, $7,000,000:
PVrisos.
restriction.
salary
upon the appropriation
salary limitations
limitations placed upon
vocational Ante,
appropriation for vocational
Ant, p. 178.
rehabilitation by the Sundry Civil Appropriation
rehabilitation
Act, approved
Appropriation Act,
approved July
July
19, 1919, shall apply to
made: Provided
to the appropriation
appropriation herein
herein made:
Provided
increase
n
further, That
further,
That the board
board may, after
30, 1920,
subject to
to the
the pe
A
r=ce
after June 30,
1920, pay,
pay, subject
peAoid
conditions and limitations prescribed
prescribed by section
of the
section 22 of
the Vocational
Vocational
Rehabilitation Act as amended,
Rehabilitation
undergoing training
amended, to
to all
all trainees
trainees undergoing
training
under
said section
section residing
where maintenance
is above
under said
residing where
maintenance and
and support
support is
above
the average
comparatively high
the monthly
the
average and
and comparatively
high, in
in lieu
lieu of
of the
monthly paypay- AAnte,
t p. 159.
59
ments for maintenance
maintenance and support
by section
as
support prescribed
prescribed by
section 2,
2, as
amended, such
such sum as
amended,
of the
the said
board is
as in the
the judgment
judgment of
said board
is necessary
necessary
support and for
for his maintenance
maintenance and support
the maintenance
for the
maintenance and
and supsup- Limitations.
port
dependent upon
upon him,
if any:
any: Provided,
That Lmit ati ons
port of persons dependent
him, if
Provided, however,
however, That
in no
no event
the sum
paid such
such person
person while
while pursuing
m
event shall
shall the
sum so
so paid
pursuing such
such
course be more than $100 per month for a
a single man
man without
dewithout dependents,
for a
a man
pendents, or for
plus the
man with dependents
dependents $120
$120 per
per month,
month, plus
the Vol. 40, pp. 403, 610.
several sums prescribed
as family
family allowances
allowances under
section 204
prescribed as
under section
204 of
of Vo. 40, pp. 43 610
the War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act.
Act.
Article II
II of
of the
Federal control of tel-

FEDERAL
Fed
pitra
el
t
rn
., styrsotleof
FEDERAL CONTROL
CONTROL OF
OF TELEGRAPH
TELEGRAPH AND
AND TELEPHONE
TELEPHONE egraph,etc.,systems.
SYSTEMS.
SYSTEMS.

Payment of operat-

40,,.p, r.

e t
For payment of the deficit
deficit incurred
of the
incurred in
in the operation
operation of
the tele- in
ingdeteftit of opra
9
graph and telephone
telephone systems during
Government v°l.
during the period of Government
Ate40,pio
control
control and to carry out
out the
the provisions of
of the
the joint
joint resolution
resolution apapproved July 16, 1918, and the
approved July
July 11,
11, 1919,
with
the Act approved
1919, with
reference to just compensation
compensation to the owners
owners of the telegraph
telegraph and
telephone
telephone systems
systems for
supervision, possession,
control, and
and
for the
the supervision,
possession, control,
operation of their properties
properties by the United States
the period
States during the
period
July 31,
beginning midnight, July
31, 1918, and
and ending
ending midnight.,
midnight, July
July 31,
31,
1919, $14,000,000,
$14,000,000, to remain available
until June
1921.
available until
June 30,
30, 1921.
-

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE.
STATE.

Department of State.
State.
Department

FOREIGN
INTERCOURSE.
FOREIGN INTERCOURSE.

Foreign intercourse.
Foreign

Transportation
Transportation of diplomatic and consular
consular officers in going to and

Traveling expenses.

rave

expenes

returning from their posts: To pay the itemized and verified
verified stateand
ments of the actual and necessary
necessary expenses of transportation
transportation and
subsistence,
subsistence, under such regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of State may
prescribe,
prescribe, of diplomatic and
and consular officers and clerks in embassies,
legations, and consulates and their families and effects in going to
and returning
returning from their posts
posts, or when traveling under orders of
of the
Secretary of State, but not including any expense incurred in connecconnec-

of absence,
tion with
with leaves
leaves of
absence, $125,000.
$125,000.
rin
home
Bringing home reTransporting
of officers,
oticer, etc.
Transporting remains
remains of diplomatic officers, consuls, and consular
consular mains or

assistants to their homes for interment:
interment: For defraying
defraying the
the expenses
of transporting
transporting the remains of diplomatic and consular officers
of
officers of
the United States, including
including consular assistants, who have died
died .or
or
may die abroad or in transit, while in the discharge
discharge of
of their official
official
duties, to their former homes in this country for interment,
interment, and for
for
the ordinary and necessary
necessary expenses of such interment, at their post
post
or at
home, $1,344.65.
$1,344.65.
or
at home,
International
GeoINTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL GEODETIC
GEODETIC ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATION FOB
FOR THE
THE MEAS.uREMENT
MEASUREMENT International
Get.
detic Association.
maintenance of the
the International
OF THE EALRTH:
EARTH: For the maintenance
International Latitude
Latitude Maintenance
Maintenance of
of
Ukiah Observatory.
Observatory
Observatory at Lkiah,
Ukiah, California, and the continuance of the inter- Ukih Obscrvator1, 1920, until the
national latitude work there from May 1,
the Interit possible
ossible to resume
national Geodetic Association
Association shall find
find it
resume its
its Proviso.
support
support of the observatory,
observatory, $500:
much thereof
$500: Provided,
Provided, That so
so much
thereof as
as Deducted
from
Deducted from
quota.
may be used for the purposes mentioned
mentioned shall be
deducted from
from the
be deducted
the quota.
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International

International

SamSani-

1920.

quota
due from
United States as an adhering member
member of the
from the United
quota due
International Geodetic
Geodetic Association
Association for
Measurement of the Earth.
for the Measurement
International
SIXTH I
NTERNATIONAL SANITARY
SANITARY CONFERENCE:
CONFERENCE: The
The President is
INTERNATIONAL
SIXTH

tary
Conference.
authorized to
to appoint
appoint or
or designate
designate two
two officers
officers of the United States
Coeenrtestobe
tare
Representatives
to be authorized
appointed to.
connected
Service to represent the United
connected with the Public Health Service
appomited
States in
in the
the Sixth
Sixth International
International Sanitary
Sanitary Conference
Conference of American
States
December,
States to
to be
Montevideo, Uruguay, in December,
of Montevideo,
city of
the cityat the
held at
be held
States
Expenses.
1920. For
expenses of
such representatives
representatives in attending
attending the
of such
the expenses
For the
1920.
Expenses.
conference,
the assembling
assembling of necessary data and prepaincluding the
conference, including
ration
of
a
report,
$2,000,
to
be available during the fiscal year 1921.
1921.
Charges
d'affaires ad ration of a report, $2,000, to be available during the fiscal year
Charges d'affaires
For salaries for charges
interim.
charges d'affaires ad interim, $8,000.
interim.
President
To enable the President
FOREIGN MISSIONS:
Contingent expeMnes,
expenses,
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FOREIGN
MISSIONS: TO
CONTINGENT
Contineent
iorei gnmissions,
to
at the
expense, all
stationery, blanks, records,
records,
such stationery,
all such
public expense,
the public
provide, at
to provide,
oreign missions.
and
so forth,
including the
the same
same objects specified
specified under this head in
forth, including
and so
the
and Consular
Consular Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the fiscal years
Diplomatic and
the Diplomatic
1914 and 1917, as follows:
follows:
Travel
Travel

1915.
1915

allowance,
allowance,

.

Relief of
of American
American
Relief

se am n
seamen.

Consular
Service.
Consular Service.
salaries.
Vol. 38,
p. 805.
380,.
SVosl.

For 1914, $2,200;
$2,200;
For 1917,
1917, $15,000.
$15,000.
For

transportation of diplomatic
diplomatic and consular
consular
To pay the cost of the transportation
traveling
in going to and returning from their posts, or when traveling
officers in
5 cents per
under
orders of
the Secretary
of State, at the rate of 5
Secretary of
of the
the orders
under the
mile, but
including any expense
incurred in connection with
expense incurred
not including
but not
mile,
$70.30.
leaves
of absence,
fiscal year 1915, $70.30.
absence, fiscal
leaves of
AMERICAN SEAMEN:
AND PROTECTION
KFTIV.r AND
PROTECTION OF
OF AMERICAN
SEAMEN:
RELIEF

Relief and pro-

tection of
of American
foreign countries, and in the Panama
seamen in foreign
American seamen
tection
Canal Zone
and shipwrecked
Territory .of
American seamen in the Territory
shipwrecked American
Zone,' and
Canal
Alaska in
in the
the Hawaiian
Islands, Porto Rico, and the Philippine
Hawaiian Islands,
Alaska,
Island, $35,000.
$35,000.
Islands,

S
ALARIES OF
OF THE
CONSULAR SERVICE:
SERVICE: For salaries of consuls genTHE CONSULAR
SALARIES
eral, consuls,
and vice
approved
provided in the Act approved
as provided
consuls,' as
vice consuls
consuls, and
eral,

February 5,
5, 1915, entitled
entitled "Ann
improvement of the
for the improvement
"An Act for
February
foreign
fiscal years
follow:
that follow:
years that
the fiscal
for the
service," for
foreign service,"
$1,025.26;
For 1916, $1,025.26;
For 1917,
$2,163.25.
1917, $2,163.25.
For
Post allowances.
POST ALLOWANCES
TO CONSULAR
DIPLOMATIC OFFICERS:
OFFICERS: To
AND DIPLOMATIC
CONSULAR AND
ALLOWANCES TO
POST
Post
allowances.
accordance with such
enable
discretion and in accordance
in his discretion
President, in
the President,
enable the
regulations as
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, to make special
special allowances
allowances by way
as he
regulations
of additional
additional compensation
diplomatic officers in
compensation to consular and diplomatic
of
belligerent countries
countries and
countries contiguous
contiguous thereto, in order to
and countries
belligerent
the
adjust
income to the ascertained
ascertained cost of living at the
official income
adjust their official
posts to
to which
may be assigned, fiscal year 1917, $634.26.
they may
which they
posts
STATES
Clerks at
ALLOWANCE FOR
FOR CLERK
CLERK HIRE
HIRE AT
AT UNITED
UNITED S
TATES CONSULATES:
CONSULATES:
ALLOWANCE
at consulates.
consulates.
Clerks
Allowance
clerk hire at consulates;
consulates; to be expended under the
for clerk
Allowance for
direction
of the
Secretary of State,
follow:
State, for the fiscal years that follow:
the Secretary
direction of
For
$174.99;
For 1916, $174.99;
For
1917, $550.
$550.
For 1917,
InterPreters 'guards
'
Expenses
of
Interpreters
Interpreters and Guards in Turkish Dominions: Interof
Expenses
guards,
eIntcptr
etc., Turkey.
preters
and
guards
the consulates
consulates in the Turkish dominions, Persia,
at the
preters and guards at
Morocco ' northern
Africa, and at Zanzibar,
Zanzibar, to be expended under
under
northern Africa,
Morocco,
the
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of State,
for the fiscal years that follow:
follow:
State, for
the Secretary
the direction
For
$622;
For 1916, $622;
For
$2,729.81.
For 1917, $2,729.81.
CONSULATES: Expenses
STATES
EXPENSES, UNITED
CONTINGENT
Contingent
C
ONTrSGENT EXPENSES,
UNITED S
TATES CONSULATES:
Expenses of
of
expenses,
Contingent expenses,
and so
and
other
books,
blanks,
record
stationery,
all
such
atesroviding
consulates.
providing
stationery,
so
forth, i'ncludin
the same
specified under this head in the
objects specified
same objects
including the
forth,
Diplomatic and'
Appropriation Act for the fiscal years that
Consular Appropriation
and Consular
Diplomatic
follow:
For
1916, $908.44;
$908.44;
For 1916,
For
$5,893.11.
For 1917, $5,893.11.
growing out of
Representing
interR
epresentation of
foreign Governments
Governments growing
interests of foreign
of interests
Representation
oeroretgingt
epso
ests of foreign GovernStates to
To
and
ments.
hostilities
Europe,
and
so
forth:
no
enable
the
United
to
Europe,
in
hostilities
ents
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1920.
1920.

fulfill
the obligations
upon it
gTowing
or growing
with or
in connection
connection with
it in
devolving upon
obligations devolving
fulfill the
out of
of its
representation of
foreign Governments
and
Governments and
of foreign
interests of
of the
the interests
its representation
out
their nationals,
nationals, and
so forth,
including the
specified in
in
objects specified
same objects
the same
forth, including
and so
their
Public Resolution
Numbered 48,
approved September
September 11,
for
1914, for
11, 1914,
48, approved
Resolution Numbered
Public
the
fiscal years
years that
that follow:
the fiscal
For
1916, $231.67;
$231.67;
For 1916,
For
1917, $4,376.82.
$4,376.82.
For 1917,
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
COAST
GUARD.
COAST GUARD.

Vol. 38, p. 778.

vo38, P. 778.

Treasury
Treury

DepartDepart-

ment.

Coast Guard.
Coast
Guard.

etiste'meneoS
for commissioned
For
allowances prescribed
by law
law for
commissioned officers,
officers, anPd
aaP
ciagig
h
t
e
i"me(
L
fficers
prescribed by
and allowances
pay and
For pay

cadets and
and cadet
cadet engineers,
warrant officers,
petty officers,
officers, and
and other
other
officers, petty
engineers, warrant
cadets
enlisted men,
men, active
temporary and
and substitute
substitute surfmen,
surfmen,
retired, temporary
and retired,
active and
enlisted
and one
one civilian
instructor, $200,000.
civilian instructor,
and

For
expenses, including
subservice, subcommunication service,
including communication
contingent expenses,
For contingent
sistence of
of shipwrecked
succored by
by the
Guard, wharfthe Coast
Coast Guard,
persons succored
shipwrecked persons
sistence
age, towage,
towage freight, storage,
apparatus, advertising,
storage, repairs to station apparatus,
age,
surveys, medals,
newspapers and periodicals
periodicals for
labor, newspapers
stationery, labor,
medals, stationery,
surveys,
statistical purposes,
and all
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses which are not
all other
purposes, and
statistical
included under
any other
which sum
or any
any part
part
sum or
$25,000, which
heading, $25,000,
other heading,
under any
included
thereof
may be
from any
any subhead
and allowances")
allowances")
"Pay and
(except "Pay
subhead (except
be paid
paid from
thereof may
of
1920."
"Coast Guard, 1920."
appropriation "Coast
the appropriation
of the
DEPARTMENT.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,

service, $1,200.
For freight,
expressage, telegraph
and telephone
telephone service,
$1,200.
telegraph and
For
freight, expressage,
For
engine oils
oils and
and grease,
grate
grease, grates, grate
wood, engine
of coal,
coal, wood,
purchase of
For purchase
baskets and
coal hods,
shovels, pokers,
and
pokers, and
coal shovels,
hods, coal
blowers, coal
and fixtures,
fixtures, blowers,
baskets
tongs,
$2,000.
tongs, $2,000.
and power purFor
of gas,
electric current
purfor lighting and
current for
gas, electric
For purchase
purchase of
poses,
electric light
light fixtures,
electric light wiring and material,
fixtures, electric
and electric
gas and
poses, gas
candles,
candlesticks, droplights
droplights and
tubing, gas
gas burners,
burners, gas
gas torches,
and tubing,
candles, candlesticks,
and wicks, $500.
globes, lanterns,
lanterns, and
globes,
CUSTOMS SERVICE.
SERVICE.
CUSTOMS

Contingent expenses.
continentexpene

n te p. 171.
Ante,

A , p. 171

Contingent expenses.

Contingent expeses.
Freight, etc.

Freight, etc.
Fuel'etc.

Fuel, etc.

Lighting.

Lighting

Customs service.

Customs service.

reCle"tng
For
from customs,
including the
the detection
detection revenue.
Collecting
customs, including
the revenue
revenue from
collecting the
For collecting
and
prevention of
frauds upon
upon the customs
$90,000.
revenue, $90,000.
customs revenue,
of frauds
and prevention
ENGRAVING AND PRINTING.
PRINTING.
ENGRAVING

customs

Engraving
E
ngr'ving

and
and

printing.
printing.

Number
Number of sheets of

customs
customs stamps indelivered creased.
the number
number of
on the
year 1920
fiscal year
Tile
limitation for
the fiscal
1920 on
of delivered
for the
The limitation
from CAne,p.
sheets
of custom
to be
executed is
is increased
Ante, p. 172.
increased from
be executed
stamps authorized
authorized to
custom stamps
sheets of
40,400
193,200.
Independent Treas40,400 to
to 193,200.
Independent
TreasINDEPENDENT
TREASURY.
INDEPENDENT TREASURY.

ury.
Transfer of duties,

of iut
etc."r
the duties
transfer of
to the
For expenses
expenses Incident
Incident to
the transfer
of the
duties and
and functions
functions etc.
For
discontinued, as provided for in Ante, p. 654.
of
the several
several subtreasuries
subtreasuries when discontinued,
of the
for the
Act for
the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
Appropriation Act
the Ant', p.654.
and Judicial
Judicial Appropriation
the
fiscal
year 1921,
1921, $292,000.
t
C
$292,000.
fiscal year
Contingent expenses.
1
Contingent expenses,
expenses, Independent
For contingent
9.
ex- R..s.,sec.N.53.p.7
contingent exIndependent Treasury:
Treasury: For
S., sec. 3653. p.719.
Contingent
penses
under the
of section 3653 of the Revised Statutes,
the requirements
requirements of
penses under
including the same objects
objects specified
specified under this head in the Sundry
Sundry
including
Civil
Appropriation Act
Act for
fiscal year
year 1920,
$49,000.
1920, $49,000.
for the
the fiscal
Civil Appropriation
Ott'WE OF ASSISTANT
TREASURER AT
AT NEW YORK.
YORE.
OFFICE
ASSISTANT TREASURER

employees
For reimbursement
reimbursement for
for amounts
good by
by certain
certain employees
made good
amounts made
For
in
Assistant Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States at New
New
of the
the Assistant
Office of
in the
the Office
York, New
New York,
York, of
of losses
incurred by
payment of disby them in the payment
losses incurred
York,

Assistant
Assistant
New York.

treasurer,
treasurer,

Reimbursing
emin ma* of.

ploees
ployees

inoie

1024
1024
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1920.

bursing
upon indorsements
indorsements which were later found
checks upon
officers' checks
bursing officers'
to have
forged, and
and on
account of
of aa cash shortage as follows:
on account
been forged,
have been
to
Charles M.
M. Le
Furge $531.24,
$531.24, Cortland
Cortland P. Bennett $126, and MontLe Furge
Charles
$1,157.24.
gomery Maynard
Maynard $500; -in all, $1,157.24.
gomery
Revenue.
Internal
Interunl Revenue.

INTERNAL
REVENUE.
INTERNAL REVENUE.

To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury to refund money covered
the Treasury
of the
To
into
the
Treasury
as
internal-revenue
under the
provisions
the provisions
collections under
into the Treasury as internal-revenue collections
Vol. 35, p. 325.
$30,217.21.
fiscal year 1919, $30,217.21.
of
May 27,
1908, fiscal
27, 1908,
approved May
Act approved
the Act
of the
Vol.35, p.325.
Assessing, collecting,
For expenses
expenses of
assessing and
the internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes,
collecting the
and collecting
of assessing
For
t
evenu
Asestsg,
etc.,
taxes orlles
of Revenue
as provided by
by the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1918
z including
the
same objects
objects
Act, 1918.
the same
including
1918
l
as provided
ActVol,
Vol. 40,. p. 1
1234.
Judicial
specified
under
this
head
in
the
Legislative,
Executive,
and
and
Executive,
Legislative,
Use of unexpende specified under this head in the
Use of unexpended
for the
the fiscal
1920, $535,000; and the unexyear 1920,
fiscal year
Act for
Appropriation Act
baUaso unexpened Appropriation
balances.
pended
balances
of
other
appropriations
for the
Internal-Revenue
the Internal-Revenue
pended balances of other appropriations for
Service for
1920 may
expended for this purpose.
be expended
also be
may also
year 1920
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
Service
Refunding
tions.

Rerfnding

Mints
offices.

and

colleccolle-

assay

Denver, Colo.

Philadelphia, Pa.

MINTS
MINTS

AND
ASSAY
AND ASSAY

OFFICES.
OFFICES.

Denver,
Colorado, Mint:
For incidental
incidental and contingent expenses,
Mint: For
Denver, Colorado,
including
new machinery
and repairs,
repairs, wastage in melting and refining
machinery and
including new
department and
coining department,
sweeps arising
department, and loss on sale of sweeps
and coining
department
fiscal
of coin, fiscal
from
the
treatment
of
bullion
and
manufacture
manufacture
the
and
bullion
of
treatment
the
from
year
1919, $4,000.
year 1919,
Philadelphia
For wages
employees,
wages of workmen and other employees,
Mint: For
Philadelphia Mint:
$55,000.
$55,000.
including new machinery
For incidental
and contingent
expenses, including
contingent expenses,
incidental and
For
and
repairs, cases
and enameling
manufactured, expenses
enameling for medals manufactured,
cases and
and repairs,
and refining and
of
the
annual
assay
commission,
wastage
in
melting
and
wastage
commission,
assay
of the annual
in coining
coining departments,
and loss
sale of sweeps arising from the
loss on sale
departments, and
in
treatment
of bullion
bullion and
and the
the manufacture
exceeding
manufacture of coins, and not exceeding
treatment of
$1,000 in
in value
value of
specimen coins and ores for the cabinet of the mint,
of specimen
$1,000
$25,000.
$25,000.

Public buildings.
Public
Harrisburg,
ra.
Harrisburg Pa.

Columbia, S. C.

Clm,S.C.

Op crating tipplies.

operating pplies
.

BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Not to
to exceed
exceed $2,000 of the sum paid to the Secretary of the
Not
Treasury
by
American Fidelity
H. L.
sureties.for the HI.
Company, sureties.for
Fidelity Company,
the American
Treasury by the
construction of the
Brown
Company, defaulting contractors for the construction
Brown Company,
extension,
and so
so forth,
forth, of
the post
office and courthouse, Harrispost office
of the
extension, and
burg,
Pennsylvania, is
is appropriated
and made available
available for completappropriated and
burg, Pennsylvania,
ing;
the extension,
said building.
building.
of said
forth, of
so forth,
and so
remodeling, and
extension, remodeling,
ing the
Columbia, South
South Carolina,
of the buildcompletion of
For completion
office: For
post office:
Carolina, post
Columbia,
ing, $95,000.
$95,000.
ing,
--Operating supplies: For fuel, steam, gas for lighting and heating
Operating
purposes,
including the same objects specified under
forth, including
so forth,
and so
purposes, and
this
head
in
the
Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year
year
Civil
Sundry
the
in
this head
1920, $401,417.33.
$401,417.33.
1920,

Public
Public Health
tealtn Servrervice.
ice.
Pay.
Pay.

etc.
Freight,
travel, etc.
Freight, travel,

Hospital
facilities to
to
Hospital facilities
soldischarged
sick soldischarged sick
diers,
etc.
diers, etc.

PUBLIC HEALTH

SERVICE.
SERVICE.

For pay
pay of
of all
all other
other employees
employees (attendants,
(attendants, and so forth), $44,000.
For
including the
For
transportation, and
and traveling
expenses, including
traveling expenses,
freight, transportation,
For freight,
detailed
officially
expenses,
except
membership
fees,
of
officers
when
officially
detailed
when
officers
of
fees,
expenses, except membership
to
attend meetings
of associations
associations for
for the
the promotion
promotion of public health,
meetings of
to attend
$8,000.
$8,000.
supplies for warFor
medical, surgical,
surgical, and
and hospital
hospital services
and supplies
services and
For medical,
beneficiaries of the Public Health
risk
insurance patients
patients and
Health
other beneficiaries
and other
risk insurance
personnel, regular and reserve comService, including
including necessary
necessary- .
personnel,
comService,
Service, clerical help in the
missioned officers
officers of
Public Health
Health Service,
the Public
of the
missioned
equipment, leases,
maintenance, equipment,
District of
of Columbia
elsewhere, maintenance,
and elsewhere,
Columbia and
District
fuel, lights,
water, printing,
transportation and travel, mainfreight, transportation
printing, freight,
lights, water,
fuel,
tenance
and operation
operation of
passenger motor vehicles, and reasonable
of passenger
tenance and

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS
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Cn. 2253.
53.
SIXTY-SIXTH
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1025

1920.
1920.

burial expenses
expenses (not
$100 for
any patient
hosdying in
in hosburial
(not exceeding
exceeding $100
for any
patient dying
pital),
$2,000,000.
pital), $2,000,000.

Army medical
medical sup-

transferred free for
The Secretary
Secretary of
War is
to the
the plies
pliestransferredfreefor
of War
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to transfer
transfer to
The
designated hospitals.
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury for
of the
the Public
Health Service,
for use
use of
Public Health
Service, and
and designatedhospitals.
Secretary of
without payment
therefor, such
furniture, equipment,
without
payment therefor,
such hospital
hospital furniture,
equipment, and
and
supplies,
as may
be reired
hospitals of
of the
the said
at Fort
Fort
supplies, as
may be
required for
for hospitals
said service
service at
Henry,
Bayard, Whipple
Whipple Barracks,
Barracks, and
and in
in Cook
Cook County,
County, Illinois.
Henry, Fort
Fort Bayard,
Illinois.
The
total value
value of
the material
material transferred
transferred hereunder
hereunder shall
not exceed
The total
of the
shall not
exceed
$1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
BUREAU
INSURANCE.
BUREAU OF WAR
WAR RISK INSURANCE.

War Risk Insurance
Insurance
War
B
ureau.
Bureau.
Transfer

of

allot-

The sum of $350,000 of the apropriation
appropriation for stationery
stationery and
and minor
minor mTntar
of appropriaapproat
ments of
tions.
office
in the
the First
First Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Act, tions.
office supplies,
supplies, contained
contained in
Appropriation Act,
Ante, p. 331.
fiscal year
year 1920,
is made
made available
of salaries.
salaries. The
The
fiscal
1920, is
available for
for the
the payment
payment of
p.
Vol. 40, p. 12
$1,500 and $35,000 of the appropriation
appropriation for the
sums of $1,500
the fiscal
fiscal year
year Vol.40
p =27.7.
1920 for "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses
expenses of employees
employees engaged
engaged in field
field invesinvestigations
offices" are
made available,
available,
tigations and for expenses
expenses of branch
branch offices"
are made
respectively, for
traveling expenses,
equipment,
respectively,
for traveling
expenses, and
and for
for furniture,
furniture, equipment,
supplies.
and supplies.
War Department.
War Department.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
SECRETARY.
THE SECRETARY.
OFFICE OF THE

Secretary's Office.
Office.
Secretary's
Assistant Secretary.

Assstan
retary.
required for the salary of the Assistant
Assistant
For additional amount required
p. 764.
Secretary
accordance Ante,
Ant, p. 764.
Secretary of War during the
the fiscal years 1920
1920 and
and 1921,
1921, in accordance
with
section 5a
the Act
"to amend
an Act
entitled 'An
Act for
for
with section
5a of
of the
Act "to
amend an
Act entitled
'An Act
making further
making
further and more
National Demore effectual
effectual provision
provision for
for the
the National
Defense, and for
1916, and to
for other
other purposes'
purposes' approved
approved June 3,
3, 1916,
to establish
establish
$5,416.67.
military justice,"
justice," $5,416.67.
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

damage to and loss
For payment
payment of the claims for damage
loss of private
private
plant of the
and
property occasioned by the explosions
o
nsions,fire at the
PT.
property
A.
occasioned
Company,
by the
atexplosions
Morgan,
New
and Jersey,
fire at which
the plant
have
been
the
T.
A. Gillespie
Gillespie
Company,
at
Morgan, New
Jersey,
which
haveofbeen
determined
War from
submitted by
the
determined by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
from claims
claims submitted
by the
sufferers
in amounts
exceeding those
sufferers and in
amounts not
not exceeding
those enumerated
enumerated and
and
scheduled
scheduled in
in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 777 of the
the present
present session,
$62,867.10.
$62,867.10.
$62,86710.
INSULAR AFFAIRS.
BUREAU OF INSULAR
AFFAIRS.
BUREAU

Ordnance
me
ment.

DepartDepart.
D
e p a rt

raimelit
Pagentigg'claims
of claims
by explofor loeetc., at.
str
Val.
ns,etc.
40,
'
I).
alY.1165 .
Vol. 40, p. 1165.

Insular
Affairs Bu.
Insular Affairs
Bu.
reau.

Legislature in section 1614 TMaxep'piSpsed
by
The taxes imposed by the Philippine Legislature
Cl
ari
tgsircildst;y
of the
the Act
Numbered 2657,
2657, enacted
by that
that body
body on
on February
February 24,
iegi.sla re of,
legal24, leilature
of, legalenacted by
of
Act Numbered
1916, are
are legalized
legali7ed and
and the
the collection
collection of
all such
such taxes
1916,
and ratified,
ratified, and
of all
taxes
made
by authority
Act of
Philippine LegislaLegislamade under
under or
or by
authority of
of such
such Act
of the
the Philippine
legalized, ratified,
ratified, and confirmd
to all
intents and
and
ture is legalized,
confirmd as
as fully
fully to
all intents
purposes as
if the
the same
prior Act
of Congress
specifically
purposes
as if
same had
had by
by prior
Act of
Congress been
been specifically
authorized and
and directed.
directed.
authorized
e

NATIONAL
NATIONAL CEMETERIES.
CEMETERIES.

National cemeteries.
cemeteries.
National

National cemetees.

yiekshurg, ass.
Repsurmg storm damage.
age-

For the
restoration and
repair of
of storm
damage to
Vicksburg, ReragnbtormdmFor
the restoration
and repair
storm damage
to the
the Vicksburg,
Mississippi, National Cemetery
Cemetery and roadway
roadway thereto, $7,500, to
remain
June 30,
30, 1921.
remain available
available until
until June
1921.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
AND GROUNDS.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS.

Buildings and
in and
Washington: For
improve_
Buildings
and grounds
grounds in
and around
around Washington:
For improvement and
and care
of public
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as follows:
follows:
ment
care of
public grounds,
grounds, District

Buildings
grounds,
D. C.
gounds, D.C.

and

1026
1026
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ecutie
ansion

Executive Mansion.

Opler4angeenses.

River
work.
Work.

and

harbor
harbor

Readjustment
of
Readjustment
of
contracts
contracts
not completeApril
pleted April 6, 1917.
Vol. 40, p. 1290.

Payable

from

bal-

anyable
from balances for projects.

1920.

For additional for a
new roof
roof for
for the
the storehouse
storehouse at
at the
the propagating
a new
propagating
gardens,
gardens, $1,340.
$1.340.
offices, watchmen's
watchmen's lodges,
at the
For heating
heating offices,
lodges, and greenhouses
greenhouses at
the
propagating
$417.
gardens, $417.
propagating gardens,
For fuel
for the
Executive Mansion
and greenhouses,
greenhouses, $500.
For
fuel for
the Executive
Mansion and
$500.

Inland,
Inland, etc.,
etc., transtransportation,
portation.
Operating expenses.
Vol. 40, p. 45.5.

CH. 253.

TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE.
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE.

Transportation
Transportation facilities
and coastwise
coastwise waterways:
facilities on
on inland
inland and
waterways: For
For

payment of
expenses of
barges, tugs,
and other
payment
of expenses
of operation
operation of
of boats,
boats, barges,
tugs, and
other
transportation
transportation facilities,
facilities, on the
the inland,
inland, canal, and
and coastwise
coastwise waterways acquired
acquired by the United States
States in pursuance
pursuance of the
the fourth
paragraph
21, 1918,
paragraph of section
section 6
6 of the
the Federal Control
Control Act
Act of March
March 21,
1918,
$270,000.
$270,000.

RIVER AND
RIVER
AND HARBOR
HARBOR WORK.
WORK.

Readjustment
$368,978.33 found
to be
Readjustment of contracts: The sum of
of $368,978.33
found to
be
due
contractors under
provisions of
of the
due various
various contractors
under the
the provisions
of section
section 10
10 of
the
River and Harbor
Harbor Appropriation
on
Appropriation Act approved March
March 2, 1919, on
certain contracts for work on river and harbor improvements
improvements enentered
into, but
but not
April 6,
1917, for
for work
work perpertered into,
not completed
completed prior
prior to
to April
6, 1917,
formed between April 6, 1917, and July 18, 1918, may be paid by the
the
Secretary of
of War from
from any unexpended
unexpended balances
Secretary
balances of
of appropriations
appropriations
heretofore made for the projects on which such
such work
work was
was performed.
performed.

Army.
Army.

MILITARY
ESTABLISHMENT.
MILITARY ESTABLISIIMENT.
QUARTERMASTER
CORPS.
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.

Pay of the Army.

Pay of the Army: For pay of the Army, including the same objects, except mileage, specified under this head in the Army
Army Apofacen ,
propriation Act
1920, $55,000,000;
$55,000,000;
year 1920,
fiscal year
Act for
for the
the fiscal
propriation
ileage to officers,
Mileage
etc.
F or mileage to commissioned
For
commissioned officers,
officers, warrant officers,
officers, members
members of
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps when ordered to active duty, contract
contract
surgeons, expert accountant, Inspector
surgeons,
Inspector General's
General's Department,
Department,
Army field clerks, and field clerks of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps,
when authorized
by law,
law, $1,600,000;
$1,600,000;
authorized by
when
R'appropriation.
RPappropriation.
s51.
Vol. 40,
10),p.. s.,).
In
In all, $56,600,000,
$56,600,000, to be paid from the unexpended
unexpended balance
of
balance of
the appropriation
appropriation "Pay,
"Pay, and so forth,
forth, of the Army,"
Army," for the
the fiscal
year 1919,
1919, which
which i
reappropriated for
for such
such purposes.
purposes.
issreappropriated
Trariportation.
year
Trans
wivesportation.
of soldiers
Transportation
Wires
or
Transportation of the Army: The Secretary
Secretary of
of War is
is authorized
authorized
for the
transportation from
from Europe
Europe io
the United
States of
married in Europe.
Europe.
to pay for
the transportation
to the
United States
of
who became
became such
while the
soldiers were
the wives
wives of soldiers
soldiers who
such while
the soldiers
were in
in
Europe. The payment therefor shall be made from funds approappropriated .for the transportation
transportation of the Army and its supplies and at the
per capita rates agreed upon for the transportation
transportation of the troops.
Payofe rmy.

Insular
Insular Affairs Bureau.
rea1.
Care of insane solsoldiers.
Philippine Issdiers. Philippine
lands.
Vol.
35, p.
122.
Vol. 3.5,
p. 122.

War contracts.
Payment for,
for, sussusPayment
pended by reason of

BTREAU
INSULAR AFFAIRS.
BUREAU OF
OF INSULAR
AFFAIRS.

For care, maintenance,
maintenance, and treatment
the Philippine
Philippine
treatment at asylums
asylums in
in the
Islands of insane natives of the Philippine Islands cared for in such
such
institutions conformable
conformable to the Act of Congress
Congress approved May 11,
11,
1908, $1,000.
51,000.

SETTLEMENT
SETTLEMENT OF

CONTRACTS.
CONTRACTS.

for the
the
The following unexpended
unexpended amounts
amounts of appropriations
appropriations for
year 1918
remain upon
books of
of the
fiscal year
1918 shall
shall remain
upon the
the books
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the
the
appropriations until
until June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, to
credit of the respective
respective appropriations
to permit
permit

armistice,
un- fis cal
expemded from
appropn3-

expste
st

tons

i o

n

apdpr
p

payments for the adjustment and
settlement of claims resulting
and settlement
resulting from
from
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SESS.
II. .'Cu.
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1920.
1920.

the
suspension or
termination of
of contracts
or other
the suspension
or termination
contracts or
other procurement
procurement
obligations of
consequent upon
the suspension
suspension
of the War
War Department,
Department, consequent
upon the
of
hostilities, and
of claims
claims under
under the
the Act
of hostilities,
and for
for the
the adjustment
adjustment of
Act entitled
entitled
"An
Act to
provide relief
relief m
in cases
of contracts
the Vol
Vol. 40p.
40, p. 1272.
"An Act
to provide
cases of
contracts connected
connected with
with the
1272.
prosecution
prosecution of the
approved March
March 2,
the war, and for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
2,
1919:
1919:
Armored
cars, 1918,
1918, $2,985,946.53;
Appropriations
Armored motor
motor cars,
$2,985,946.53;
Appropriations
designated.
Armored
cars, 1917
1917 and
and 1918,
$307,312.80;
Armored motor
motor cars,
1918, $307,312.80;
Automatic
Automatic rifles,
rifles, 1918,
1918, $3,817,364.90;
$3,817,364.90;
Automatic
1917 and
1918, $424,348.86;
Automatic rifles,
rifles, 1917
and 1918,
$424,348.86;
Barracks and
and quarters,
quarters, 1918, $253,634.24;
$253,634.24;
quarters, 1917 and 1918, $11,782.29;
Barracks and
and quarters,
$11,782.29;
Construction
repair of hospitals,
hospitals ' 1918,
Construction and
and repair
1918, $9,854.52;
$9,854.52;
Engineer
Engineer operations
operations in
in the field, 1918,3110,868.51;
1918, $110,868.51;
Guard, 1917
1918, $1,200,000;
Field artillery for
for National
National Guard,
1917 and
and 1918,
$1,200,000;
Increase for
1918, $24,465,187.70;
$24,465,187.70;
for aviation,
aviation, Signal
Signal Corps, 1918,
Manufacture of arms, 1917
and 1918,
1918, $466,446.39;
$466,446.39;
Manufacture
1917 and
Medical and hospital department, 1918, $501,983.87;
$501,983.87;
Ordnance
Ordnance service, 1918,
1918, $861.08;
$861.08;
Ordnance
Ordnance stores-ammunition,
stores-ammunition, 1917 and 1918,
1918, $377,820.88;
$377,820.88;
Ordnance
and 1918,
1918, $47,036.55;
Ordnance stores and
and supplies,
supplies, 1917
1917 and
$47,036.55;
Roads, walks,
walks, wharves,
wharves, and drainage,
drainage, 1918,
1918, $6,077,771.23;
$6,077,771.23;
Roads, walks, wharves,
wharves, and drainage, 1917
1917 and
and 1918,
1918, $5,447.31;
$5,447.31;
Shooting
and ranges,
ranges, 1918,
Shooting galleries
galleries and
1918, $300;
$300;
Signal service
service of the Army, 1918,
$761,470.91;
1918, $761,470.91;
Signal
service of
and 1918,
1918, $43,159;
Signal service
of the
the Army,
Army, 1917 and
$43,159;
Supplies,
services, and
and transportation,
1918, $9,625,816.55;
$9,625,816.55;
Supplies, services,
transportation, 1918,
Supplies,
and transportation,
transportation, 1917
1918, $10,744.76.
Supplies, services, and
1917 and
and 1918,
$10,744.76.
In
all, $51,505,158.88:
Promded, That
no part
part of
of this
be Proviso.
In all,
$51,505,158.88: Promded,
That no
this sum
sum shall
shall be
P
io
Restriction.
pay any
any claim
claim arising
arising out
of any
any contract
contract or
or other
other s
obligation
used to
to pay
out of
obligation
unless such contract
was entered
into subsequently
to
unless
contract or obligation
obligation was
entered into
subsequently to
April 6, 1917, and prior to
November 12, 1918.
to November
1918.
11 b
following unexpended
The following
unexpended amounts
amounts of
appropriations for
for the
2
of appropriations
the fiscal
fiscal snces P adlablc
for
year
1918
shall
remain
upon
the
books
of
the
Treasury
Department
prior
contracts.
year 1918 shall remain upon the books of the Treasury Department priorcontracts.
until June
June 30,
30, 1921,
to the credit
credit of
of the
the respective
respective appropriations
appropriations until
1921,
payments under
under contracts
contracts or
or obligations
obligations entered
entered into
to permit payments
into
during the
period that
that such
appropriations were
were available
available for
during
the period
such appropriations
for
obligation:
obligation:
and transportation,
$23,573,117.51;
Supplies, services, and
transportation, 1918,
1918, $23,573,117.51;
Supplies, services,
services, and transportation,
transportation, 1917 and 1918, $98,693.12;
$98,693.12;
In all,
$23,671,810.63.
In
all, $23,671,810.63.
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NATIONAL HOME
DISABLED VOLUNTEER
NATIONAL
HOME FOR
FOR DISABLED
VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
SOLDIERS.

ii VoHmt'r
Volunteer

rs
Soldiers''
Soldie

For
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers, tSupportobranches
S
.
upport of branches,
For support of the National
National Home for
Volunteer Soldiers,
etc
including the
Civil AppropriaAppropriathe same objects
objects specified
specified in the
the Sundry Civil
the following
following branches
and under
tion Act for the fiscal
fiscal year 1920
1920 for
for the
branches and
under
the following
following heads,
heads, respectively:
the
respectively:
Central Branch,
Dayton, Ohio:
Ohio: For
subsistence, $42,000.
$42,000.
Dayton, Ohio.
Central
Branch, Dayton,
For subsistence,
Dayton,
Ohio.
For hospital, $7,000;
$7,000;
$3,000;
For farm, $3,000;
In
In all, $52,000.
Northwestern Branch,
Ifilvraukee,
Northwestern
Branch, Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin:
Ws.
Milaukee, Wis.
For subsistence,
subsistence, $7,000;
$2,500;
For repairs, $2,500;
For farm,
farm, $2,000;
$2,000;
In
$11,500.
In all,
all, $11,500.
Western
Leavenworth,
Western Branch,
Branch, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, K‘nsas:
Kansas:
Leavenwoth, Kans.
Kns
$16,000;
For subsistence,
subsistence, $16,000;
$2,000;
For farm, $2,000;
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Santa Monica,
Monica, Calif.
Santa

Marion, Ind.
Marion,
Ind.

Danville, Ill.
Danville,

Johnson City, Tenn.
Tenn.
Johnson

Hot
S. Dak.
Dak.
Hot Springs,
Springs, S.

Navy
Department.
Navy Department.

In all,
all, $18,000.
In
$18,000.
Pacific
Monica, California:
Pacific Branch,
Branch, Santa
Santa Monica,
California:
For subsistence,
subsistence, $30,000;
$30,000;
For
For hospital,
hospital, $3,000;
For
$3,000;
$1,000;
For farm, $1,000;
In all,
all, $34,000.
$34,000.
In
Marion Branch,
Branch, Marion,
Marion, Indiana:
Indiana:
Marion
For hospital,
For
hospital, $1,000;
$1,000;
For
$1,000;
For farm,
farm, $1,000;
In
In all,
all, $2,000.
$2,000.
Danville
Danville, Illinois:
Danville Branch,
Branch, Danville,
Illinois:
For hospital,
hospital, $4,000;
$4,000;
For
For repairs,
For
repairs, $2,000;
$2,000;
In all, $6,000.
In
$6,000.
Mountain Branch,
Branch, Johnson
Tennessee:
Johnson City,
City, Tennessee:
Mountain
For
For subsistence,
subsistence, $50,000;
$50,000;
For
$11,000;
For hospital,
hospital, $11,000;
For
For repairs,
repairs, $1,000;
$1,000;
For
For farm,
farm, $1,000;
$1,000;
In
In all,
all, $63,000.
$63,000.
Battle
Mountain Sanitarium,
Hot Springs,
Dakota:
Battle Mountain
Sanitarium, Hot
Springs, South
South Dakota:
For
For subsistence,
subsistence, $30,000;
$30,000;
For
household, $3,000;
For household,
$3,000;
$20,000;
For hospital, $20,000;
For repairs,
repairs, $2,500;
$2,500;
For
For farm,
farm, $500;
$500;
For
In all,
all, $56,000.
$56,000.
In
In all,
Home for
for Disabled
Soldiers, $242,500.
$242,500.
In
all, National
National Home
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

That
otherwise provided by law no midshipman found deThat until otherwise
defcient ficient at the close of
of the last and
and succeeding
academic terms shall
succeeding academic
be
shall be

Naval
Academy.
f
NavalAcademy.
Reexamination
of
deficient
in studies.

midshipmen
midshipmen

1920.
1920.

studes.

involuntarily
discontinued at the Naval Academy
Academy or in the service
involuntarily discontinued
reexamination in the subjects in which found
found
unless he shall fail upon reexamination
deficient
examination to be held at the beginning of the next and
deficient at an examination
succeeding
academic terms, and the Secretary
succeeding academic
Secretary of the Navy shall proinstruction of such midshipmen
vide for the special instruction
midshipmen in tie
the subjects
in which
which found deficient during the period between academic
academic terms.

Additional
temPoAdditional
The following additional positions are authorized during the fiscal
rary
auIry employees au-padflonaprratn
.
thorized.
year 1921 to be paid from the following appropriations for temporary
thorized.

temlo-

The following additional positions are authorized during the fiscal
o
year 1921 to be paid from the following appropriations for temporary

employees, contained
contained in the Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and Judicial
employees,
Judicial
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1921:
1921:
Appropriation

A 71

p 661.
. 3.
A'te, p. 66.

Office
each;
Office of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy: Two positions, at $2,400 each;
Bureau of
of Supplies
Bureau
Supplies and Accounts: One position, at $4,000.

'

Ante, p. 667.

DAMAGE CLAIMS.
DAMAGE
CLAIMS.
CollNon
coisin

damage
m
a a

d

ge

Vol.
Vol. 36, p.
p. 607.
7.

36,

prIriso.

Proviso.
Amount corrected.

momt corrected.

Damage
Damage claims: To pay the claims adjusted
adjusted and determined
determined by the
Navy Department under the Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal
year
1911, on
year 1911,
damages occasioned
property by
on account
account of damages
occasioned to
to private
private property
by
collisions with vessels
United States
naval
collisions
vessels of
of the
the United
States Navy
Navy-and
and for which naval
vessels
were responsible,
vessels were
responsible, certified
certified to
Documents
to Congress
Congress in House
House Documents
Numbered
Numbered 741 and 757 of
of the
the present
present session,
session, $5,302.44:
$5,302.44: Provided,
Provided,
That the amount stated in item 18
Numbered 741
741 shall
shall
18 in
in Document
Document Numbered
be
instead of $288.79.
$288.79.
8228.79 instead
be $228.79

Shipping Bulletin.
ShippingBulletin.

SHIPPING
SHIPPING BULLETIN.
BELLETIN.

P:iblication authord'blication authorized.

Secretary of the
prepared
The Secretary
the Navy
Nav- is
is authorized
authorized to
to cause
cause to
to be prepared
in the
the Office
Office of
of Communications,
Communications, Navy Department,
Department, a
a publication
publication
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1920.
1920.

known as the Shipping Bulletin, and
and furnish
same
and to
to publish
publish and
furnish the
the same
to the maritime interests of the
the United
United States
other interested
interested
States and
and other
collecting and
parties, at the cost of collecting
and publishing
publishing the
information,
the information,
including the cost of printing and paper and
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses.
expenses.
The expenses
expenses of such bulletin shall be
be paid from the appropriation
appropriation
....
"Engineering,"
"Engineering," Bureau of
Engineering, fiscal
fiscal year
of Steam
Steam Engineering,
year 1921.
1921. The
The
money received from the sale of such
shall be
be covered
into
such publication
publication shall
covered into
miscellaneous receipts.
the Treasury as miscellaneous
receipts.

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.
NAVAL
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION.
NAVIGATION.
BUREAU

Transportation:
Transportation: For travel
travel allowance
allowance of enlisted men discharged on
on
account
account of expiration of enlistment,
enlistment, and so forth, including
including the
same
the same
objects specified under this head in
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act
in the
Act for
for
the fiscal year 1917,
1917, $3,594.26.
$3,594.26.
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Expenses.
Expenses
Ante,
Ante, p. 827.
827.
Receipts
Receipts from sales.
sales.

Navy.
Bureau of Navigation.
Bureau
tion.

TransPertatiem

Trasportaton.

Recruiting:
Recruiting: Expenses
Expenses of
of recruiting for the naval service, and so Recruitin
g'
Be Utig.
forth, including
including the same objects
objects specified
specified under this
head in
in the
Naval
this head
the Naval
Appropriation Act for
Appropriation
for the
$2,873.24.
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1917,
1917, $2,873.24.
Transportation:
allowance of enlisted men discharged
Transportation: For travel allowance
on 7.ransl"ta
discharged on
T t y on.
tica. 1919,
account of expiration
expiration of enlistment, and so forth, including the
same 1920.
192o.
the same
objects
objects specified under
under this head in the
Acts
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Acts
for the fiscal years
follow:
years that
that follow:
For
1919, $6,735,764.70;
$6,735,764.70;
For 1919,
1920, $3,000,000.
For 1920,
$3,000,000.
The recruiting
recruiting officer, Washington,
District of
Columbia, is
is authorWashington, District
of Columbia,
author- Advertising.
Advertising.
Washington, I). C.
advertising inserted
ized to make payment
payment in the amount of $5.15 for advertising
inserted
in Washington,
Washington, District of
newspapers, said
said advertising
of Columbia, newspapers,
advertising
having
having been inserted without first securing the
authority of
the authority
of the
the
R. 8.,see.3828,p.749.
Secretary of the Navy, as required by section
Secretary
section 3828,
3828, Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes. R..,see.382p.749
The accounting
accounting officers of the Treasury
authorized and
The
Treasury are authorized
and directed
directed
Cincinnati, Ohio.
to allow in the accounts of the recruiting officer, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Ohio, an
an cicinnati',
Ohio.
$56.15, covering advertising
advertising in
item of $56.15,
in newspapers
newspapers inserted
inserted without
without
first securing
authority of
securing the authority
of the
of the
Navy, as
as required
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy,
required R.
R.S.S. se
3 p. 749.
sec. 3828, p.
749.
by section 3828,,Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
Gunnery and engineering
engineering exercises:
exercises: Prizes,
Prizes trophies,
badges gineering
gae
uirTg
rY
exeragas.en-e
entrophies, and
and badges
for excellency
excellency in
target practice,
prac tice ,and
an dso
so forth,
forth, including
including the
in gunnery,
gunnery, target
the
same objects specified under this head in the Naval
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation
Act for the
fiscal year
year 1917,
$15.
the fiscal
1917, $15.
Outfits on first enlistment:
all enlisted
enlistment: Outfits for all
men and
Ou
t
t
sfits, first
enlisted men
and apap- men
Outfits,
first enlistenustprentice
nrentice seamen of the Navy on first enlistment,
enlistment, at
to exceed
at not to
exceed
$60
$60 each,
each, fiscal
year 1916,
1916, $202.77.
fiscal year
$202.77.
enlistment: Outfits for
Outfits on first enlistment:
enlisted men
and ap-.oth-. ‘„grIt—y,etc.
n
9
;
for all
all enlisted
men and
ap- Ciothgegratuity,etc.
prentice
prentice seamen of the
first enlistment,
at not
to exceed
exceed
the Navy
Navy on
on first
enlistment, at
not to
$100 each; for the clothing gratuity of officers
officers and
and other
other members
members of
of
the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force, not to
each for
for
to exceed
exceed $150
$150 each
for officers;
officers; for
civilian clothing not to exceed
exceed $15
$15 per
per man
man to
men given
given discharges
to men
discharges
for had
bad conduct,
conduct, undesirability,
undesirability, or inaptitude;
inaptitude; in all,
all, fiscal
1919,
fiscal year
year 1919,
S8:56,848.03.
$856,848.03.
Bureau
Bureau ofardsand
of Yards and
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
BUREAU
AND DOCKS.
DOCKS.
Docks.
Docks.
Contingent.
Contingent, Bureau
Bureau of
oc k
s: F
or contingent
cont i
ngen texpenses
expensesContingent.
Contingent,
of Yards
Yards an
andd D
Docks:
For
extensions and improvements
and minor extensions
improvements of public
public works
works at
at navy
navy
yards
yards and
stations, $15,825.
$15,825.
and stations,
PUBLIC
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
PUBLIC WORKS,
WORKS, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
AND DOCKS.
DOCKS.

Public works.

Public works.

Hospital
For a
dditi ona l temporary
t
emporary hospital
hospit al concon- tion.'l
tioHospital
Hospital construction:
construction: For
additional
i
n.ospital
struction
struction and repairs as may be necessary
necessary at
at the
herein
the points
points named
named herein

construet st
construe-
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Portsmouth, N.
N. H.
IH.
Portsmouth,

Fuel depots.
depots.
Fuel

Fort Lyon,
Lyon, Colo.
Colo.
Fort
Naval hospital
enhospital enNaval
largement, etc.
etc.
largement,
Ante,
143.
p. 143.
Ante, p.

and to
provide same
facilities: Newport,
Newport, Rhode
suitable hospital facilities:
with suitable
same with
to provide
and
Island,
$50,000; Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, New York,
$85,000.
$35,000; in all, $85,000.
York, $35,000;
Island, $50,000;
Navy Yard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire: For continuing
continuing the
Navy
extension of
of the
$19,084.59.
quay wall, $19,084.59.
the quay
extension
Depots for
coal: For depots
depots for coal and other fuel at San Diego,
for coal:
Depots
California,
$9,666.75; at
at Guantanamo, Cuba, $13,832.25; in all,
California, $9,666.75;
$23,499.
$23,499.
balance
Naval
unexpended balance
Hospital, Fort Lyon, Colorado: The unexpended
Naval Hospital,
enlargement
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
purchase of
of land for the enlargement
for the purchase
of
and
hospital, Fort Lyon, Colorado, connaval hospital,
of the naval
development of
and development
tained in
in the
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919 or so
the Naval
tained
much thereof
as may
be required,
required, is
is continued
continued and made available
available
may be
thereof as
much
for the
the acquisition,
provided in said Act, of lands for
acquisition, in the manner provided
for
which
consummated.
negotiations have been entered into but not consummated.
which negotiations

Medicine
Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery.
Surgery.
Case of hospital
hospital patients.

Interior Department.
InteriorDepartment.

of
of

nana"

tives.

Columbia
InstituColumbia Institution for the Deaf.
Power plant
repairs.
plantrepairs.
Power

Freedmen's
Freedmen's
tal.
tal.

HospiHospi-

Contingent expenses.
Contingenttexpenses.

Pension Office.
Office.
Pension

employAdditional employees under
Retirement
under Retirement
ee
Act.
t e p. 617.
Ante

Act.
A

BUREAU OF
MEDICINE AND
AND SURGERY.
SURGERY.
OF MEDICINE
BUREAU
Care
of hospital
hospital patients:
maintenance, and treatthe care, maintenance,
For "the
patients: For
Care of
ment of
$530,000.
of patients in naval and in other than naval hospitals, $530,000.
ment
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT
TERRITORY OF
ALASKA.
OF ALASKA.
TERRITORY

Alaska.
Education
Education
tives.

1920.

p. 67.

Pro vies.
Pay
restriction.
ayrestriction.

DepartPost
Post Office Depart-

ment.
ment.

Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

Education in Alaska: For education and support of the natives
in
including the
specified under
under this head in
in Alaska,
Alaska, including
the same objects specified
the
Sundry
Civil
Appropriation
Act for
for the
$56,000.
the fiscal year 1920, $56,000.
the Sundry Civil Appropriation Act
COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
COLUMBIA
INSTliulION FOR
FOR THE
THE DEAF.
DEAF.

For repairs
repairs at
power plant,
plant, including
installation of new
including installation
main power
at main
For
boiler
mechanical stokers, $6,500.
tubes and of mechanical
boiler tubes
FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL.
HOSPITAL.
FREEDMEN'S

subsistence fuel
fuel, and light,
For subsistence,
light clothing,
clothing bedding, forage, medicine, medical
medical and
surgical supplies,
supplies, surgical instruments, electric
and surgical
cine,
ambulance, and other
lights,
motor-propelled ambulance,
other
lights, repairs, furniture, motor-propelled
absolutely necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $9,555.99.
PENSION OFFICE.
OFFICE.
PENSION
To provide
provide additional
employees of
the Bureau
Bureau
of the
for employees
compensation for
additional compensation
To
of Pensions designated
designated to carry out the Act entitled "An Act for
the retirement
civil service,
service, and
and for
for
the
retirement of
of employees
employees in
in the
the classified
classified civil
other purposes,"
continue availapproved May 22, 1920, $2,000, to continue
purposes," approved
other
able until
until June
June 30,
30, 1921:
1921: Provided,
no person
employed
so employed
person so
That no
Provided, That
able
shall
compensation at a
a rate exceedi
annum
exceedingg $1,740 per annum
receive compensation
shall receive
except one
$2,400, one at $2,000, and two at $1,800
$1,800
$3,000, one at $2,400,
at $3,000,
one at
except
each.
each
POST
DEPARTMENT.
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
EXPENSES.
CONTD:GENT EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

For publication
publication of copies of the Official Postal Guide,
Guide, for the fiscal
fiscal
years
that
follow:
follow:
that
vears
$6,500;
For 1920, $6,500;
For 1921,
1921, $50,000.
$50,000.
For
Govrnment
Government PrintFor reimbursement
reimbursement of
of the
Government Printing
Printing Office for the
the Government
ing Oifiee.
Office.
For
ins
Heat, etc., to city
furnishing steam
steam for
for heating
heating and electric
electric current for lighting
of furnishing
cost of
to city cost
efiet
post
post office.
and power
power to
the Post
Department building
Massachusetts
building at Massachusetts
Office Department
Post Office
to the
and
Postal
Guide.
Postal Guide.
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1920.
1920.

Avenue and North Capitol Street, District of Columbia, $1,500, or
or
so
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
so much
much thereof
POSTAL SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Postal Service.
Service.

OUT OF
OF THE
OUT
THE POSTAL
POSTAL REVENUES.
REVENUES.
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF THE
FIRST ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
THE FIRST
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER

First Assistant
Assistant PostPostmaster General.
master
General

For temporary
temporary and auxiliary clerk hire and for substitute clerk
clerk iary
, and subsatu
Lbs titu te
Tearn
hire for clerks
clerks and employees
employees absent with pay at first and
second clerks.
and second
clerks.
class post offices, and temporary
temporary and
summer
and auxiliary
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire
hire at
at summer
winter resort
post offices,
and winter
resort post
offices, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
allowance.
For vehicle
vehicle allowance,
allowance, the hiring of
of vehicles,
of drivers,
drivers, the
the rental
rental of
vehicles, Vehicle
Veh allowace.
and the purchase and exchange
exchange and
including stable
and maintenance, including
stable
facilities of wagons or automobiles
and garage facilities,
and the
operation
automobiles for,
for, and
the operation
of screen-wagon
screen-wagon and city delivery
delivery and collection services, $1,200,000.
$1,200,000.
Tem

AUDITED Sh.i.i.LEMENTS.
AUDITED
SETTLEMENTS.

For special-delivery
special-delivery fees for
following fiscal
fiscal years:
for the
the following
years:
For 1918,
1918, $960.65;
$960.65;
For 1919, $1,179,987.47.
$1,179,987.47.
OFFICE OF
THE SECOND
OFFICE
OF THE
SECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

Audited
Audited
ments.

a

set tl
settle-

..

e-

Special delivery
delivery fees.
fees.

Second
Assistant
Second Assistant
Postmaster General.
General.

Railroad routes.
For additional
transportation of mails by Railroadroutes.
additional compensation
compensation for the transportation
railroads for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June 30, 1920, in accordance
accordance
with the increased
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Comincreased rates
rates fixed
fixed by
by the
Commission in its order Nnmberec..
December 23,
Numbered 9200 of
of December
23, 1919,
1919,
$8,000,000: Provided,-That
Provided, That not to exceed
Proviso.
$8,000,000:
exceed $250,000
$250,000 may be expended
expended Proviso.
train service.
transportation Freight
Frttrains
for payment of freight and incidental charges
charges for the transportation
of mails conveyed
conveyed under special arrangement
arrangement in freight
freight trains
trains or
or
otherwise.
otherwise.
Foreigninails.
For transportation
transportation of
foreign mails, $900,000.
of foreign
Foreignmalls.
Airplanes, etc.
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
General is authorized
authorized to
to sell
sell under
under such
such rules
rules auAireanes,
etc.e
S
tiii
trizo
ed
f. unsuitable,
and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe
prescribe any
airplanes, parts
parts thereof,
thereof, authorized.
any airplanes,
equipment, tools and other
field equipment,
other aviation
aviation material
which have
have
material which
become unsuitable
unsuitable in the postal service
will deteriorate
deteriorate
service or which
which will
and become
become unsuitable
unsuitable before
before it
can be used.
proceeds of
of such
such
it can
used. The
The proceeds
sales shall be covered
Deposit of
proceeds.
"Miscellaneous receipts."
of proceeds.
covered into the Treasury
Treasury as "Miscellaneous
receipts." Deposit
Universal Postal
Congress at
For two delegates to the Universal
Universal Postal Congress
at Madrid,
Madrid, Unversal
Postal
Congress.
Spain, to be appointed
appointed by the Postmaster
Postmaster General from the Post
Post Delegates to.
Office Department,
Department, fiscal year 1921,
1921, $4,000.
$4,000.

OFFICE OF
THIE THIRD
THIRD ASSISTANT
OFFICE
OF THE
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

Third
Assistant
Third Assistant
Postmaster General.
General.
Postmaster

For payment of limited indemnity
indemnity for
for the
pieces
the injury
injury or
or loss
loss of
of pieces
registered matter, insured, and
of domestic registered
and collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery mail,
mail,
for the fiscal years that
that follow:
follow:
For 1918, $50,000;
$50,000;
For 1919,
1919, $125,000;
$125,000;
For 1920, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.

Indemnity, lost, etc.,
domestic mail matter.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE FOURTH
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
OFFICE
FOURTH ASSISTANT
GEiNERAL.

Fourth Assistant
As.sistant
Postmaster
Postmaster General.
General.

For amount required
required during the fiscal
1919, to
meet the
infiscal year
year 1919,
to meet
the inmoney-order blanks
creased cost of money-order
in accordance
blanks and
and books
books in
accordance with
with
under section
the adjustment made by the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General under
section 4
4 of
of
the Post Office
Office Appropriation
2, 1918,
1918, $7,710.17.
Appropriation Act
Act approved
approved July
July 2,
$7,710.17.
transportation by star routes (excepting
service in
in
For inland transportation
(excepting service
Alaska),
Alaska), including temporary
temporary service
service to newly
newly established
established offices,
offices,
$1,600,000.
$1,600,000.

Idesity, lost,etr.

Nfonev order blanT.is.

ir'.a
de'ot,
Incruased
cost, 1919.
1'9,9."
Vol. 40, p. 753.
40, p. 7
Vol.
53

Star mutes.
routes.
star

S
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S
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1920.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.

Department of
of JusDepartment
tice.
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT

EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.

For stationery for department
department and its several bureaus, $1,000.
expenditures, including telegraphing, fuel, lights,
miscellaneous expenditures,
For miscellaneous
foreign postage,
postage, labor,
buildings, care of grounds, books of
of buildings,
repairs of
labor, repairs
foreign
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, typewriters
ty pewriters and adding machines and exchange
reference,
of
same, street
street car
car fares
not exceeding
exceeding $200,
$200, and
and other necessaries,
necessaries,
fares not
of same,
directly ordered
by the
$7,000.
Attorney General, $7,000.
the Attorney
ordered by
directly

Stationery.
Stationery.
'Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

JUSTICE.
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS,
OBJECTS, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
MISCELLANEOUS

For the detection
Detection
and prosecution
of crimes:
crimes: For
detection and proseprosecution of
Detection and
cution
including the same objects
of crimes
crimes against the United States, including
cution of
specified under
under this
this head
Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act for
in the Sundry
head in
specified
the
fiscal
year
1920,
$125,000.
the fiscal year
The
accounting officers
of the
Treasury are
authorized to allow in
F. R.
are authorized
the Treasury
officers of
The accounting
Brenneman.
R. Brenneman.
F.
Allowance
in
sethe accounts
1. R. Brenneman,
Brenneman, United States marshal for the
of F.
accounts of
in a the
Acounts
counts.
District of
of Alaska,
Alaska, third
division, the sum of $681 paid by him on
third division,
District
authority
the Attorney
General, covering compensation
compensation and
Attorney General,
from the
authority- from
expenses in
in coroners'
coroners' inquest
inquest proceedings
proceedings conducted
conducted by United States
expenses
Commissioner
McGettigan.
Anthony McGettigan.
Commissioner Anthony
Opinions
of AttorTo enable the Attorney
To
Attorney General
General to employ, at his discretion and
Opinions of
neiG
eneral.
General.
ney dimg,
etc.,
irrespective of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
section 1765
1765 of
Revised Statutes
Statutes
the Revised
of the
of section
vol- irrespective
diting, etc., Volume32.
and
section
6
of
the
Legislative,
Executive,
and
Judicial
AppropriaAppropriaJudicial
and
Executive,
It. S.
314. and section 6 of the Legislative,
s7, p. 314.
ec. 1705,
R.
S.sec.
Vol. 18,
1916, such competent person or persons
May 10, 1916,
tion
Act approved
approved May
tion Act
0.
s9, p.. 109.
Vol.
Vol. 39, p. 120.
as will
in his
judgment best
best perform
service, to edit and prepare
perform the service,
his judgment
will in
as
for
publication and
and superintend
superintend the printing of volume 32 of the
for publication
Opinions
the Attorneys
General, the printing of said volume to be
Attorneys General,
of the
Opinions of
R. S.,
383, p.
p. 63.
63. done in accordance
accordance with the provisions of section
., sec.
sec. 38,
R.
section 383, Revised
Revised
Statutes,
$500.
Statutes, $500.
Francisco
freMontefredini for legal services and expayment of Francisco
MontefreFor payment
Francisco Montefredini
Francisco Monte
dini.
Government
penses
in the
of the
claim of
of the
United States Government
the United
the claim
matter of
the matter
penses in
Services, etc.
services,
for
German steamship Waltrante, at Brindisi, Italy, $800,
for coal on German
and
the value
value of
at the time actual payment is made, in
lire at
of 3,860.41
3,860.41 lire
and the
all not to exceed $1,500.

Detection
and proseDetection and
cution of crimes.

prose-

t

Jul icial.
Jul:iciaL
Urn ted States courts.
UnitedStatescourts.

JUDICIAL.
LUNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS.
COURTS.

expenses of United States
For salaries,
salaries, fees, and expenses
States marshals and their
deputies,
Sundry Civil
the same objects specified in the Sundry
deputies, including the
Appropriation
$120,000.
for the fiscal year 1920, $120,000.
Appropriation Act for
District attorneys.
of United
district attorneys
attorneys and expenses of
States district
United States
salaries of
For salaries
District attorneys
United
States district
district attorneys
attorneys and their regular assistants, includUnited States
ing
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head in the Sundry Civil
same objects
the same
ing the
Appropriation Act
the fiscal
year 1920,
$125,000.
1920, $125,000.
fiscal year
for the
Act for
Appropriation
Burofines.
Bureau of Mines.
For reimbursement
reimbursement of
Department of
the Department
Mines of the
of Mines
Bureau of
the Bureau
of the
For
the
Interior for
coal
chargeable against
against the
the office
office of the district attorcoal chargeable
for
Interior
the
Potomac Electric
in 1919, $48.32;
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, furnished
furnished in
$48.32; and for paynev, District
Elecrc
Potom
Pow,
rCompany,
D.C. ney,
ment to the Potomac Electric Power Company, for current furnished
said
office in
May and
June ' 1919,
$73.27.
all, $73.27.
in all,
$24.95; in
1919, $24.95;
and June,
in May
said office
tAsossnt
A...fs;is t
ant distriet
district astFor regular assistants to United
United States
States district attorneys who are
compensation,
General at aafixed annual compensation,
bv the Attorney General
appointed by
special
$3,500.
sistants
in
Assistants in special $3 ,
500.
co-le..
For
assistants to
to the
United States
States disGeneral and to United
Attorney General
the Attorney
For assistants
speci
csstS.
trict attorneys
attorneys employed
employed by
the Attorney
General to
aid in
in special
aid
to
General
Attorney
the
by
trict
Foreign counsel.
cases, and
and for
foreign counsel employed by the Attorney
payment of foreig,n
for payment
cases,
ei
General in
in special
counsel shall
shall not
required to take
be required
not -be
(such counsel
cases (such
special cases
General
Marshals.
Marshals

t
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1920.

1033
1033

S., sec. 386, p.62.
oath of
office in
in accordance
with section
of office
accordance with
section 366,
366, Revised
Revised Statutes
of the
Statutes of
the R.
R.S.,sec.366,p.62.
United States),
States), fiscal year
1919, $3,600.
year 1919,
$3,600.
JJurors.
For
fees of
jurors, $100,000.
For fees
of jurors,
$100,000.
h rs
Witnesses.
For fees of witnesses
payment of the
witnesses and for payment
the actual
actual expenses
expenses of
of wits
0.
R. S., sec. 860, pes
p.160.
witnesses, as provided
provided by section
section 850, Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United
United
States,
$60,000.
States, $60,000.
Bailiffs, etc.
For pay of bailiffs and criers,
so forth,
criers, and
and so
forth, including
including the
the same
same Baiffs etc.
objects specified
specified under this head in the
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
the Sundry
Appropriation
Act
for the
fiscal year
Act for
the fiscal
$30,000.
year 1920,
1920, $30,000.isellaneo
MisePllaneous.
For such miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
as may
may be
be authorized
by the
the
authorized by
Attorney
Attorney General, for
for the
courts
and
their
officers,
the United States
States courts and their officers,
including
including so much as
necessary-in
in the
discretion of
the AttorAttoras may
may be
be necessary
the discretion
of the
ney General
General for such expenses
expenses in
District of
$100,000.
in the
the District
of Alaska,
Alaska, $100,000.
Supplies
For
the exchange
of typewriting
adding Supplies.
For supplies
supplies, including
including the
exchange of
typewriting and
and adding
machines
the United
machines for the
courts and
and judicial
judicial officers,
officers, to
be
United States
States courts
to be
expended under
expended
under the
direction of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, $5,00.0.
the direction
$5,00.0.
Leavenworth,Rans.,
Leavenworth, Kansas, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For
For subsistence,
Leavenworth,
subsistence, including
including penitentiary...
penitentiary.
supplies from the prison stores for warden,
Subsistence.
warden ' deputy warden,
warden, and
phy- Subistence.
and physician, tobacco for prisoners,
prisoners, kitchen
kitchen and
and dining-room
dining-room furniture
furniture and
and
utensils, seeds, and implements, and for purchase
purchase of
of ice
ice if
if necessary,
necessary,
for
years that
that follow:
for the fiscal
fiscal years
follow:
For 1919, $17,487.94;
$17,487.94;
For 1920,
1920, $65,000.
$65,000.
Clothing, etc.
For clothing, transportation,
transportation, traveling
et
traveling expenses,
expenses, and so forth, clothig
including the same objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head in
the Sundry
Sundry
in the
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Acts for the fiscal years that
that follow:
follow:
For 1919,
For
$6,421.18;
1919, $6,421.18;
For 1920, $40,000.
$40,000.
Edward Fraser.
The accounting officers
FTaser.
officers are authorized
authorized and directed to allow the Edrrd
Payment to.
Leavenworth, Kansas,
claim of Edward Fraser,
Fraser' Leavenworth,
Kansas, for
for $21
or expense
expense
$21 f
for
of repair
repair of damage to his automobile
automobile by
automobile belonging
belonging to
to
by automobile
the penitentiary.
the
penitentiary.
The accounting
accounting officers
Leavenworth fredefire deare authorized
directed to
to allow
allow the
officers are
authorized and
and directed
the Leavenworth
partment.
claim of the Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas, city fire
$276 for
for Pcamimilaowed.
fire department
department for
for $276
Claim allowed.
clothing and shoes of employees
fire hose
in fighting
fighting the
employees and
and fire
hose ruined
ruined in
the
fire in the
penitentiary in
in July,
1919.
the penitentiary
July, 1919.
The cash allowance
allowance of $5 and the clothing allowance
allowance of $12
$12, now
now charged
Allowances
to disdisltval
pr_isoners
Pr
authorized by
by law
law for
authorized
for prisoners
prisoners on
discharge from
from the
the United
United States
on discharge
States creaed,
yeSar
creased, fl
fiscal year
penitentiaries, are increased during the fiscal year
1921 to
$15, 1921.
year 1921
to $10
$10 and
and $15,
-2a.
respectively.
respectively.
lirramento County,
County,
under the
the appropriaThe accounting
accounting officers
officers are directed
directed to
to allow
allow under
appropria- oiScramento
tion for
for "Support
"Support of
of prisoners,
prisoners, United
States courts,
courts, 1919,"
the Claim
United States
1919," the
Claimallowed.
allowed.
claim of $263.15 of the board of supervisors
supervisors of
Sacramento County,
of Sacramento
County,
California, for repair of
California,
maliciously done
to the
the county
county jail
jail
of damage
damage maliciously
done to
building by
Federal prisoners
building
by Federal
1919.
prisoners during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919.
National Park ComNational
For the
National Park Commissioners:
Commissioners: For
the salary
salary of
of the
the CommisCommis- missioners.
missitrnerrkComsioner of the Yosemite National
National Park,
Commis- Salaries,
Park, and
and the
the salary
salary of
of the
the CommisSalaries, Yosemite,
Yoete
Sequoia, and General
sioner
sioner for the Sequoia
Sequoia and
and General
General Grant
Grant National
National Parks
Parks at
at the
the rate
rate Grant
P'ark.
Grant Parks.
Ante,
of $1,500
S1,500 per
per annum
of
each, as
as follows:
follows:
annum each,
Ant, p.
p. 733.
733.
1920,
$250;
Fiscal year
year 1920, $250;
Fiscal year 1921,
1921, $3,000.
$3,000.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF ANIMAL
ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
INDUSTRY.

Agricultural Department.

itDepart

Animal
Bneau
Bureau.

Industry
Industry

7. W. Harreld.
The Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture is authorized
authorized to pay to J.
J. W. Harreld JPayment
imentlto.
to.
from the approRriations
appropriations "General
"General expenses,
expenses, Bureau
of Animal
Animal
Bureau of
Industry," and "Enforcement
Industry,"
"Enforcement of the United States Grain Standards
Standards
Act," fiscal year 1920, the respective sums of
Act,"
and $62.27;
$62.27; in
in
of $49.15
$49.15 and
44281°-21-67
44281°-21--67

1034
1034

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

Vol.
35, p.
p. 1109.
1109.
Vol. 35,

Biological
Biological
Bureau.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF

Survey
Survey

dam ages,
damages,

BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.
SURVEY.
BIOLOGICAL

General expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Biological Survey, including
including the same
of Biological
General

objects specified
Appropriation
Agricultural Appropriation
head in the Agricultural
under this head
specified under
objects
Act
for the
the fiscal
1920, $36,271.50.
$36,271.50.
year 1920,
fiscal year
Act for

Relations
Relations

Guam.
Ghoon
Typhoon
repairs.
repairs.

1920.

all,
the one-half
one-half interest of
J. W. Harreld
Harreld
said J.
of said
representing the
$111.42, representing
all, $111.42,
in rent
rent remaining
unpaid by
the Department
Department of Agriculture for the
by the
remaining unpaid
in
use and
Patterson Building, Oklahoma
Oklahoma
the Patterson
rooms in the
of rooms
occupancy of
and occupancy
use
City, Oklahoma,
15, 1919, the profrom November 88 to December 15,
Oklahoma, from
City,
visions
section 114 of the Penal Code notwithstanding.
visions of section

General expenses.
expenses.
General

States
States
Service.
Service.

SESS. II.
II . CH. 253.
SESS.

STATES

RELATIONS

SERVICE.
SERVICE.

For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses to repair damage
damage by typhoon to buildings,
For
Experiment Station on the
Agricultural Experiment
fences, and so forth, of the Agricultural
Island
$5,000, to
1921.
fiscal year 1921.
for the fiscal
be available
available for
to be
Guam, $5,000,
of Guam,
Island of

Department of
ComDepartment
otCommerce.
merce.

DEPARTMENT OF
OF COMMERCE.
COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT

Fisheries
Fisheries Bureau.
Bureau.

BUREAU
FISHERIES.
BUREAU OF FISHERIES.

Distributing cars.
Authority is
is granted
granted for
for the
the payment
payment from
from unexpended
balances
unexpended balances
Authority
unfrom unPment
Payment from
expended balances for. of the appropriations
expendedbalancesfor.
appropriations for the fiscal years 1918 and 1920 for "propa-

gation of
fishes" the sums of
respectively, for
for
of $3,832 and $317, respectively,
food fishes"
of food
gation
the equipment
equipment and
and completion
completion of two steel distributing cars; in all,
the
$4,149.
Alaska, general
general servprotecting the seal fisheries of Alaska,
servAlaska, general
general service:
service: For protecting
ice.
Protecting seal
fish- including
including the furnishing of food, fuel, clothing, and other necessities
necessities
seal fishProtecting
eries,
etc.
eries,etc.
of life to the natives of the Pribilof Islands of Alaska,
.Alaska, transportation
transportation
supplies to and
expenses of travel of agents and
and from the islands, expenses
of supplies
other employees
subsistence while on said islands, hire and mainand subsistence
employees and
other
tenance of
expenses necessary
necessary to carry out the
for all expenses
vessels, and for
of vessels,
tenance
326
"An Act to
21, 1910, entitled "An
provisions
Vol. 36, p. 326..
provisions of the Act approved
approved April 21,
purposes," and for
fisheries of Alaska, and for other purposes,"
protect the seal fisheries
the
protection of the fisheries
fisheries of Alaska, including travel, hire of
the protection
employment of temporary
temporary labor, and all other necessary
boats, employment
Fairport, Iowa.

. building.
Laboratory
Faibrortrqoryiding.

expenses connected
$2,000.
therewith, $2,000.
connected therewith,
expenses
Fairport,
Station: For
laboratory
of laboratory
equipment of
For equipment
Biological Station:
Iowa, Biological
airport, Iowa,

building,
including aquaria and tanks, furniture,
furniture, and scientific,
building, including
technical, and reference
reference library, to continue available until June 30,
technical,
1921,
1921, $5,000.
l< Mass.
Woods Hole,
Fish
Massachusetts: For
laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts:
hatchery and laboratory,
Fish hatchery
llaisng
Reo i hole
Replacing
building,
etc.,
destroyed by fire. replacing
destroved by fire,
replacing the building and equipment recently destroyed
etc.,destroyedbyfire.
repairing all other damages to the station occasioned
occasioned by the fire, the
repairing
transfer of
building, the
and pumping plant to the new building,
boiler and
of the boiler
transfer
necessary
rearrangement of the steam and water
replacement and rearrangement
necessary replacement
systems of the station, and the razing present pump and boiler house,
to
June 30,
1921, $70,000.
$70,000.
30, 1921,
to continue
continue available until June
S
mb oat-InspecStte a
.mb
oat-Inspection Service,
ti.n
-er-ice.

STEAMBOAT-INSPECTION
STEAMBOAT-INSPECTION SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Contlnentexpeses.

Contingent expenses:
traveling, and other
other
to witnesses;
witnesses; traveling
expenses: For fees to
Contingent
expenses
business of the Supervising Inspector
Inspector
official business
on official
when on
expenses when
General,
supervising inspectors,
Hispectors, traveling
traveling inspectors, local and
General, supervising
assistant
and clerks: instruments, furniture, stationery,
inspectors, and
assistant inspectors,
janitor service,
effect
service, and every other thing necessary to carry into effect
janitor
the provisions
Revised Statutes, for the fiscal years that
52, Revised
of title 52,
provisions of
the
follow:
follow:
For 1919,
$4,500:
1919, $4,500:
For
$20,000.
For 1920, $20,000.

Contingent expenses.

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS.
II. CH. 253.
SESS. II.

LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
SERVICE.

1035
1035

1920.

Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service.
Service.

es se
Lighthouse vessels: For salaries and wages of officers
Vessels.
officers and
Lighthouse
crews V
and crews
ls.
Officers and crews.
of light vessels and lighthouse tenders, including
including temporary
temporary employemployment when
when necessary,
necessary, $75,000.
$75,000.
etc,
Inspectors, clerks, and so forth: For salaries of
of seventeen
seventeen superinsuperin- Inspectors,
nspectors, etc.
tendents of lighthouses, and for clerks and
authorized permanent
and other
other authorized
permanent
employees in the district offices and depots
depots of
of the
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
Service,
exclusive of those regularly
employed in
exclusive
regularly employed
in the
office of
of the
Bureau of
of
the office
the Bureau
Lighthouses, District of
Lighthouses,
of Columbia,
Columbia $3,000.
$3,000.
H
To reimburse R. C. Hart, sp
R. C.. Hart.
special
eci aldisbursing
agent of
Depart- R.
disbursing agent
of the
the Departart.
ment
of Commerce
ment of
Commerce in the office of the superintendent
superintendent of
of lighthouses,
lighthouses, Reimbursement of.
Portland, Oregon,
made by
Oregon, for expenditures made
him from
from the
the appropriappropriby him
"General expenses, Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
ation "General
Service, 1914,"
diem in
1914," for
for per
per diem
in
lieu
lieu of subsistence, which were disallowed by the
the accounting
accounting officers
officers
of the Treasury,
Treasury, $300.
$300.
LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.
Legislative.
Legislative.

The Secretary
authorized to transfer,
transfer, without payment,
Secretary of War is authorized
,
Ial
l
3Z Ipower
P:=
1
,1*
payment .CCapitol
plant.
to the
Superintendent, United States Capitol Buildings
to
the Superintendent,
Buildings and
and Grounds,
Grounds, g!..,
tomeetras
be transferred
eta,rto
d
such material
material and equipment, not required
required by
the W
ar D
epartment, t
by the
War
Department,
as
Superintendent may request for use at
as the
the Superintendent
the Ca
•
itol power
power plant,
plant,
at the
Capitol
the Capitol Building, and
the Senate
Senate and
and House
I1,i1ai1dirn
and the
House Office
Buildings
Capitol power plant:
plant: For lighting
lighting the
the Capitol,
Senate and
and House
ouse Maintenance.
Capitol, Senate
Office Buildings, and so forth, including
the same
same objects
specified
including the
objects specified
under this head in the
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
year 1920,
$23,000.
1920, $23,000.
Ho u Office BuildHouse Office
maintenance, including
Office Building: For maintenance,
including miscellaneous
miscellaneous House
se Office Bnilditems, and for all necessary
necessary services, $1,800.
$1,800.
in giaintenance.
L"aintenance.
SENATE.
SENATE.

Senate.
Senate.

For
miscellaneous items, exclusive
exclusive of
For miscellaneous
of labor,
labor, $35,000.
$35,000.
Miscellaneous
items.
Miscellaneous items.
For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor,
labor, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919,
1919,
$10,000.
$10,000.
For
For stationery
stationery for Senators and the
the President
President of
of the
Senate, and
the Senate,
and Stationery.
Stationery.
for committees
committees and officers of the Senate,
and 1921,
1921,
Senate, fiscal
fiscal years
years 1920
1920 and
$2,000.
$2,000.
To pay
Dennis M. Kerr for extra and expert services rendered
To
pay Dennis
to Dennis
Kerr.
rendered to
Dennis B.
M.Kerr.
Services.
the
Committee on Pensions during the first
the Committee
and second
second sessions
sessions of
of
first and
the Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Congress as assistant
clerk to
to said
committee, by
by
assistant clerk
said committee,
detail
detail from the Bureau
Pensions, $1,200.
$1,200.
Bureau of
of Pensions,
For an additional
additional messenger
messenger for service
service at
at the
the main
main entrance
entrance to
to Additional messenmessenthe Senate Chamber, at an annual compensation
compensation of
$1,440, fiscal
of $1,440,
fiscal ger.
ger.
year 1921,
1921, 81,440.
$1,440.
To pay Paul C. Carpenter for extra and
and expert services
rendered Paul
Carpenter.
services rendered
PaRul C.. Carpenter.
the Committee on Interstate
Commerce in its investigation
the
Interstate Commerce
investigation of
of the
the SServices.
ervice s
Federal Trade Commission, $199.10.
$199.10.
To pay
James M.
James
M. Porter
Porter for extra services
To
pay James
services during the second
second session Services.
.sr m. Porter.
orter.
of the Sixty-sixth Congress rendered
rendered the
the Select
Senate Committee
Committee
Select Senate
in the investigation
investigation of the public-school
of
public-school system
system of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, $300.
$300.
f ia
reporting and transcribing the
the debates
For additional expenses of reporting
debates Additional
i l ipo
,porters.or
Official
reporters.
Additional
payr for
and
proceedings of the Senate and to equalize
equalize more
and proceedings
more nearly the
amounts fiscal
the amounts
fiscal years19a.
1921.
paid
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
paid
Representatives for
for reporting
reporting their
their
respective
respective proceedings
proceedings from July 1, 1920,
1920, to June
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, payable
payable
iin equal monthly
$9.844.
monthly installments,
installments, $9.844.
,
Senate Office BuildSenate Office
Building: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, miscellaneous
Office Buildin:
miscellaneous items
items and
and inSeat
ffie
Buildsupplies,
other services
supplies, and for all necessary
necessary personal
personal and other
the inKiaintenance.
services for
for the
ainten-nce.

1036
1036

Emma Britt.
EmmaBrttt.
Payment to.

to.
ayment

Motor vehicles.
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1920.

care
and operation
operation of
Senate Office
Building, under
direction
under the direction
Office Building,
the Senate
of the
care and
$1,500.
on
and
supervision
of
the
Senate
Committee
Rules,
Committee
Senate
the
and supervision of
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior to pay to Emma
Emma Britt,
To
of the
idow of James T. Britt, late an employee of
widow
the maintenance
maintenance roll
roll
compensaof the
the Senate
Office Building,
Building, a
asum
to six
months' compensasix months'
equal to
sum equal
Senate Office
of
tion,
receiving at
at the
time of his death, May 16,
the time
was receiving
he was
rate he
the rate
at the
tion, at
1920,
$600.
1920, $600.
for
For
maintaining, exchanging,
exchanging, and
and equipping
equipping motor vehicles for
For maintaining,
carrying
and for
for official
official use
Secretary
offices of the Secretary
the offices
of the
use of
mails, and
the mails,
carrying the
and
Sergeant at
Arms, $1,000,
so much
much thereof
necessary.
thereof as may be necessary.
or so
$1,000, or
at Arms,
and Sergeant
ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE

Representative
a Representative
To pay
pay the
of Charles
Charles A. Nichols,
Nichols, late a
mother of
the mother
To
$7,500.
of Michigan,
from the
from
the State
State of
Michigan, $7,500.
For payment
payment to
to William
T. Bland
Bland for
expenses incurred as contestee
for expenses
William T.
Contested
election
For
election
Contested
expenses.
Bland, Sixty-sixth
in
the
contested-election
case
of
Reeves
versus
Sixty-sixth
versus Bland,
Reeves
of
case
in the contested-election
William T.
T. Bland.
eWi
Congress,
recommended by
by the
the Committee
Committee on Elections
and recommended
audited and
Congress, audited
Numbered
$2,000.
One, $2,000.
Numbered One,
For
payment
to
Fitzgerald for expenses incurred as conF. Fitzgerald
John F.
to John
John
F.
Fitzgerald.
payment
For
Fitzgerald.
F.
John
testee
in
the
contested-election
Fitzgerald,
testee in the contested-election case of Tague versus Fitzgerald,
Sixth-sixth Congress,
recommended by the Committee
and recommended
audited and
Congress, audited
Sixth-sixth
on
Numbered Two,
Two $2,000.
$2,000.
Elections Numbered
on Elections
For
to Sam
Major for
expenses incurred as contestee
for expenses
C. Major
Sam
C. Major.
Sam C.
payment to
For payment
Major.
sam C.
in
the contested-election
Salts versus
versus Major, Sixty-sixth
of Salts
case of
contested-election case
in the
Congress,
audited
and
recommended
Committee on Elections
Committee
the
by
recommended
and
audited
Congress,
Numbered
$2,000.
Numbered One, $2,000.
exceeding $1
a rate not exceeding
For
speeches and
and pamphlets
pamphlets at a
$t
Folding.
folding speeches
For folding
Folding.
fiscal
the
during
available
per thousand,
thousand, $8,000,
$8,000, to continue
continue
fiscal year
year
Reappropriation.
per
Reappropriation.
Ante, p. 519.
"Second
1921; and
appropriation for this purpose contained in the "Second
the appropriation
and the
1921;
.
An
p.
1920," is continued
Deficiency Appropriation
continued and
Fiscal year 1920,"
Act, Fiscal
Appropriation Act,
Deficiency
made
available during
during the
the fiscal
1921.
fiscal year 1921.
made available
Representatives,
William Tyler Page.
To
pay William
Tyler Page,
Clerk of
the House of Representatives,
of
Clerk
Page,
Tyler
William
pay
To
conetc.,
Compiling, etc. conproof,
printer,
arranging
tested
election
'cases
for
services
in
compiling,
arranging
for
the
reading .proof,
compiling,
in
services
for
tested election cases
documents.
supervising
typewriting,
and
stenography
indexing
of testimony,
testimony:, stenography
typewriting, supervising the
the
indexing of
documents,
cases of the
contested-election
work,
and
expenses
incurred
in
the
contested-election
in
incurred
work, and expenses
Act
an Act
by an
Vol. 24, p. 445.
Sixty-sixth
number), as authorized
authorized by
Congress (seven in number),
Sixty-sixth Congress
.
Vol. 24, p.
March
approved
entitled
"An
Act
relating
to
contested
elections,"
approved
March
elections,"
entitled "An Act relating to contested
2, 1887,
1887, $2,153.90;
$2,153.90; and
and an
an additional
$1,400 to such persons
additional sum of $1,400
2,
him, and in
as
were actually
actually engaged
engaged in the work designated by him
as were
assistance
for
such
proportion
as
he
may
deem
just
assistance
rendered
in the
deem
may
he
as
such proportion
work; i
n all,
all, $3,553.90.
$3,553.90.
in
work;
Representatives, $250.
Stationery.
For stationery
stationery for
for Members
Members of the House of Representatives,
For
ltationerys it,ems,
Miscellaneous
etc.
For
miscellaneous items and expenses
expenses of special
special and select comFor miscellaneous
s it
ll
etc
mittees,
exclusive of
specifically ordered
ordered by
salaries and labor, unless specifically
of salaries
mittees, exclusive
the House
of Representatives,
Representatives, for
following fiscal years:
years:
the following
for the
House of
the
$2,827.21;
1919, $2,827.21;
For 1919,
For
1920, S30,000.
$30,000.
For 1920,
Car gressional
s
12 1
3Hereafter supplies
use of the Senate and the House
House of Reprefor use
supplies for
Hereafter
Corgressional suppup,.
the schedule of
Purchases
under sentatives may
be
purchased
in
accordance
with
the
with
accordance
in
purchased
be
may
Piiurchases under sentatives
Supply Committ ee con- contract articles and
prices of
the General
General Supply
Supply Committee
Committee authorthe
of
prices
and
articles
contract
SupplyCommitteecontract schedules.
the
concerning the
17, 1910,
4 of the Act approved
Vol.
p. 531.
section 4
approved June 17,
1910, concerning
by section
ized by
6, p.531.
ol. 36,
Governother
and
purchase of
for the
the executive
departments
executive departments
supplies for
of supplies
purchase
Washington: Provided, That paper,
Proviso.
Paper, etc., mav be
ment establishments
paper, enveenveestablishments in Washington:
b ment
Prom0o.
Senate
rooms of
blank-books required
purchased
from
required by the stationery
stationery rooms
of the
the Senate
lopes, and blank-books
ubu lopes,
Y Pubhc
puhpe from
Members for
sale to Senators and Members
Printer.
and
House of
Representatives for
for sale
for
of Representatives
and House
rnter.
official
use may
may be
be purchased
purchased from the Public Printer at actual cost
official use
thereof and
and payment
before delivery.
delivery.
therefor shall be made before
payment therefor
thereof
fiscal year
the
Furniture.
For
furniture,
and
repairs
of
same,
year
for
materials
and
furniture,
For
Furnitu.
$38.25.
1919, $38.25.
Charles
A. Nichols.
Nichols.
Charles A.
Pay to
mother.
to mother.
Pay
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1920.
1920.

for
For driving, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of an
an automobile
for the
the Automobile
automobile for
Automobile for
Speaker.
Bpeake
Speaker,
$500.
Speaker, $500.
Stenographers
to
For reimbursement
reimbursement to
to the
the official
official stenographers
stenographers to
to committees
committees for
for committees.
.cogSBe=s
to
amounts actually
and necessarily
necessarily expended
amounts
actually and
by them
to May
May 31,
31, 1920,
1920, Reimbursement.
expended by
them to
Reimbursement.
$800 each,
$800
each, $3,200.
$3,200.

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE.
GOVERNMENT
To pay Samuel .Robinson,
Robinson, William
Madden, Joseph
Joseph De
Fontes,
William Madden,
De Fontes,

and Charles C. Allen,
Allen, messengers
messengers on
on night
night duty
duty during
the Sixtyduring the
Sixty-

Government Printing Office.
Office.
Samuel
Robinson,
William
Madden,
Joseph
Fontes, and
and
Joseph De
DeFontes,
Charles
es C. Allen.
en

wSilial

Maden

sixth Congress, second session, for extra services, $700
$700 each;
each; in all,
all,
. Al .
$2,800.
of absence.
Leaves of absence:
absence: To enable the Public Printer to comply with Leaves
Leavesofabsence.
the provisions of the law granting thirty days' annual
annual leave
leave to the
the
the Government
Government Printing
employees of the
Prmting Office,
$27,360.29.
Office, $27,360.29.
Hereafter the Postmaster General
Hereafter
General shall
shall in
his annual
in his
annual report
report submit
submit Franked
masterGeneral
PostmastelirattGereneral
cost of
of mailaa detailed statement of the
the cost
cost to
to the
establishment of
the to
the postal
postal establishment
of the
to report
report cost
mailing
matter
by
departdep
nitret
te
a
r
.b
by departmatter mailed under frank by each department
independent ing
department and independent
ments,
mentsetc.
establishment
establishment of the Government
Government and the revenue
revenue which
which would
would be
be
derived therefrom
therefrom if carried at the ordinary
ordinary rates of postage.
postage.
Hereafter
department and
Hereafter the head of each department
and independent
independent establishestablish- puDBtio
etc.
etc"
Annual
detailed
reGovernment shall on the first day of each regular session port
ment of the Government
Anual
detailed
re
of numbes
number, cost,
port of
cms
a report
submit in
in writing
writing a
to the
the Congress
giving the
the aggregate
aggregate etc.,
etc., of,
to be
subreport to
Congress giving
f, to
be sub
mitted.
number of the various publications
it has issued
the preceding
preceding mntted.
publications it
issued during the
fiscal year giving same in detail, and
shall also
also report
cost of
of
and shall
report the
the cost
paper used for such publications,
and the
cost of
publications, cost of printing and
the cost
of
preparation of each publication, and the number
preparation
which has
number of
of each
each which
has
been distributed.
PUBLIC PRINlTNG
PRINTING AND
BINDING.
AND BINDING.

Publi
Public printing
and
bindic
binding.
ng. printing and

om
For
the Civil
Civil Service
$7,500.
Civil Service C
ComFor the
Service Commission
Commission,, $7,500.
nission.Serce
mission.
For printing and binding for the Supreme
Court
of
the
District
Supreme
Dist
ri
ctof
of Supreme
Cmut, D. C.
Suprefecort,D.c.
Columbia, $500.

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENT8.

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS.

libraries, $25,000.
For supplying
supplying books to depository libraries,
$25,000.
JUDGMENTS,
JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS.
COURTS.

Superintendent

:iuP*tt-dent
Doperintendent
Documents.

of
of

Books to
libraries.
Books
tolibraries.
Judgments,
States courts.

Jstsaget,

United
United

Payment.
For payment of the final judgments
judgments and decrees, including costs of Payment.
Vol. 24, p. 505.
suits, which have been rendered
rendered under the provisions
provisions of the Act Vo 24, p 05.
entitled "An
"An Act to provide for the bringing of suits
suits against
against the
the

Government of the United States,"
States," approved
Government
approved March 3, 1887, certified
certified
to Congress at its 13resent
present session
session by the Attorney
Attorney General
General in House
House
Document Numbered 774 and which have not been appealed,
appealed,
$45,781.74,
8,15,781.74, together with such additional sum as may be necessary
necessary
to pay interest on the respective
respective judgments
judgments at the rate of 4
per
4 per
centum per annum from the date thereof until the time this appropriation is made.

Judgments, Court of
Claims.
JUDGMENTS,
JUDGMENTS, COURT OF CLAIMS.
claims.
cot f
Payments.
For the payment
payment of the judgments
judgments rendered
rendered by the Court of Claims, Payment

and reported to Congress
Congress at its present session
session in House Document
Document
Numbered 771 and Senate Document Numbered 295, namely:
Under the Treasury
$15,590.52;
Treasury Department, $15,590.52;
Under the War Department, $333,692.02;
$333,692.02;
Under the Navy Department, $6,535.54;
$6,535.54;
Under the Post Office Department,
Department, $5,084.27;
$5,084.27;
In all, $360,902.35.
$360,902.35.

Classification

1038
1038
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Judgment,
Indian
Indian
Judgment,
depredation
claims.
depredation claims.
Payment.
Payment.

Deductions.
Deductions.
Vol.
p. 853.
853.
Vol. 25,
2, p.

Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.

Right
appeal.
Right to
to appeal.

1920.

JUDGMENTS IN INDIAN DEPREDATION
DEPREDATION CLAIMS.
JUDGMENTS
For payment
payment of the judgment
judgment rendered
rendered by the Court of Claims in
an Indian
Indian depredation
present
to Congress during the present
certified to
case, certified
depredation case
an
session
Numbered 775,
said judgment to be
$255, said
775, $255,
Document Numbered
House Document
in House
session in

paid after
after the deductions required
required to be made under the provisions
of section 66 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the adjustment and
and payment
claims arising
depredations,"
Indian depredations,"
from Indian
arising from
of claims
payment of
ment
approved
March 3,
3, 1891,
1891, shall
shall have
ascertained and duly
duly certibeen ascertained
have been
approved March
fied by
by the
Secretary of
to the
the Secretary of the Treasury,
Interior to
of the Interior
the Secretary
fied
which
practicable after the
shall be made as soon as practicable
certification shall
which certification
passage
deductions shall be made according to
to
and such deductions
Act, and
this Act,
of this
passage of
to
regard to
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, having due regard
the discretion
the
educational and
and other
other necessary
necessary requirements
requirements of the
or
the tribe or
the educational
tribes affected; and the amounts paid shall be reimbursed to the
United States
States at
at such
Secretary
proportions as the Secretary
in such proportions
and in
such times and
United
of
Interior may
may decide
to be for the interests of the Indian service.
decide to
of the
the Interior
None of
the judgments
this Act
Act shall
shall be
paid until
until the
be paid
in this
contained in
judgments contained
None
of the
right of
of appeal
shall have expired.
appeal shall
right
AUDITED CLAIMS.

claims.
Audited claims.
Payment
of,
SEC.
certfie
P
iw ynent
of,ti:geraS
EC.
fled by accounting oMficers.
be
due
be due
ficers.

2.
2. That for the payment of the following claims, certified to
by
the several
accounting officers
officers of
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
of the
several accounting
by the
under appropriations
appropriations the
the balances
balances of which have been exhausted
exhausted or
under
carried
carried to the surplus fund under the provisions of section 5
5 of the
Act of
20, 1874,
and under
appropriations heretofore treated as
under appropriations
1874, and
June 20,
Act
of June
permanent,
being for the
service of
the fiscal year 1917 and prior
of the
the service
permanent, being
and which have been certified
certified to
to Conyears, unless
unless otherwise
years,
otherwise stated,
stated, and
gress
under section
section 2
2of the
July 7, 1884, as fully set forth in
Act of July
the Act
gress under
present
Document Numbered 222
222, reported
reported to Congress at its present
Senate Document
appropriated as follows:
follows:
session, there is appropriated

Vol. 18, P.
p. 110.
10.

254.

Vol. 23,
23, p. 254.

THE TREASURY
AUDITOR FOR
BY THE
CLAIMS ALLOWED
THE AUDITOR
FOR THE
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS
Claims
by
Claims allowed by
Auditor for Treasury
Treasury
Auditor

for

Department.
Department.

For salaries
and expenses
collectors of
of internal
internal revenue,
$50.75.
revenue, $50.75.
expenses of
of collectors
salaries and
For
For the redemption
redemption of stamps, $349.34.
$349.34.

payment of judgments against internal-revenue
internal-revenue officers,
For the payment
$12,252.86.
$12,252.86.
For allowance
$71.77.
allowance of drawback,
drawback, $71.77.
erroneously received and covered,
For refunding moneys
covered, internal
moneys erroneously
revenue, $55.
For refunding taxes illegally collected,
$60,015.86.
collected, $60,015.86.
$1,697.76.
For Coast Guard, $1,697.76.
For mechanical
equipment for public buildings, $21.70.
mechanical equipment
DEPARTMENT.
FOR THE
CLAIMS
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
THE WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
by
Claims allowed by
War DeAuditor for war
partment.
partment.

De-

pay, and
so forth,
forth, of
of the
the Army,
Army, $875.48.
and so
For pay,
For mileage
contract surgeons,
mileage to officers and contract
surgeons, $67.85.
For extra-duty
extra-duty pay to enlisted men as clerks, and so forth, at Army
division and
and department
headquarters, 81,132.
81,132.
department headquarters,
division
Quartermaster Corps,
services, and transportation, Quartermaster
For supplies, services,
$987.25.
$987.25.
$524.12.
its supplies, $524.12.
the Affny
Army and its
For transportation
transportation of the
Medical and
$79.31.
Department, S79.31.
and Hospital Department,
For Medical
For
$198.95.
and training National Guard, $198.95.
equipping, and
For arming,
arming, equipping,
For
$78.53.
camps, $78.53.
training camps,
military tranung
For civilian
civilian military
For
of soldiers, $36.96.
$36.96.
headstones for graves of
For headstones
For disposition
disposition of remains
remains of officers,
officers, soldiers,
soldiers, and civil emFor
$75.
ployees, $75.
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For National
Volunteer Soldiers,
National Home for Disabled Volunteer
clothing,
Soldiers, clothing,
$69.40.
$69.40.
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
AUDITOR FOR
CLAIMS ALLOWED
THE AUDITOR
THE NAVY
DEPARTMENT.
FOR THE
NAVY DEPARTMENT.

For pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $67.50.
$67.50.
$230.54.
For pay,
pay, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, $230.54.
For contingent,
contingent, Marine Corps,
Corps, $4,202.80.
$4,202.80.
Quartermaster's Department,
For maintenance,
maintenance, Quartermaster's
Marine Corps,
Department, Marine
Corps,
,852.37.
$8,852.37.
For arming
arming and equipping
equipping Naval
Naval Militia,
$107.50.
Militia, $107.50.
For organizing
organizing the Naval Reserve Force,
Force, $62.
$62.
For ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores, Bureau of
Ordnance, $278.
$278.
of Ordnance,
For torpedoes and appliances,
appliances, Bureau
Bureau of
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, $1,196.
$1,196.
$2,822.68.
For pay of Navy, $2,822.68.

Claims allowed
allowed by
Auditor
Auditor for Navy DeDe.
partment.
partment.

CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
THE INTERIOR
CLAIMS
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

For traveling expenses of inspectors, Department
For
Department of the Interior,
1918,
1918, 25 cents.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department of the Interior,
Interior, 1918,
1918, $93.53.
$93.53.
For repairs
repairs of buildings, Department of the
Interior, 1919,
$77.69.
the Interior,
1919, $77.69.
For improving
improving the Capitol Grounds,
1918, $379.66.
Gounds, 1917 and
and 1918,
$379.66.
For Samt
Saint Elizabeths Hospital, 1919, $4,297.46.
$4,297.46.
registers
For salaries and commissions
e,ommissions of regi
sters and receivers,
$51.75.
receivers, $51.75.
For surveying
surveying the public lands,
lands, 55
cents.
55 cents.
For Geological Survey, $5.75.
For investigating
investigating mine accidents, $1.
$1.
For enforcement
enforcement of the Act to regulate
regulate explosives, Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines,
1919, $443.42.
For Indian schools, support, $24.30.
$24.30.
For Indian school and agency
agency buildings, $9.78.
For industrial work and care of timber, $67.58.
$67.58.
For purchase
purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian supplies, $165.91.
$165.91.
For telegraphing
telegraphing and telephoning,
telephoning, Indian Service,
$11.72.
Service, 1918,
1918, $11.72.
For general expenses Indian
Indian Service
$1.97.
Service, $1.97.
For Indian school, tort
Fort Mojave,
Mojave, Arizona,
Arizona, repairs
repairs and
and improveimprovements
$118.50.
ments,' 1918, $118.50.
For Indian school,
school Albuquerque,
ForIndian
Albuquerque New Mexico,
Mexico, 1919,
1919, $7.56.
$7.56.
For Indian
Indian school, Santa
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
repairs and
Mexico, repairs
and improveimprove1918, $2.15.
ments, 1918,
$2.15.
For support of Kickapoos, Oklahoma, 1919, $15.30.
$15.30.
For Indian school, Chilocco, Oklahoma, repairs and
improvements,
and improvements,
1919, $4.08.
For Indian
Indian school,
school, Tomah, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, 1919, $55.45.
$55.45.
For roads and bridges, Shoshone Reservation,
Wyoming (reimReservation, Wyoming
(reimbursable),
bursable), $39.09.
$39.09.

allowed
by
AClaims
ctin'
sf
alim
ill
d
tera
Auditor
for
Interior
Department.
°
Department.

•

CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
AUDITOR FOR
CLAIMS
THE AUDITOR
STATE AND
FOR STATE
AND OTHER
OTHER
DEPARTMENTS.
DEPARTMENTS.

For contingent expenses, Department
Department of State, $88.92.
$88.92.
For salaries
salaries of secretaries, Diplomatic Service,
Service, $166.66.
For salaries, interpreters
interpreters to
to consulates,
consulates, $681.77.
$681.77.
For contingent
contingent expenses, United States consulates,
consulates, $159.69.
$159.69.
astrophysical observatory,
For astrophysical
observatory, Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
$9.
Institution, $9.
preservation of collections,
For preservation
collections, National
National Museum,
Museum, $344.15.
$344.15.
For Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission, $55.67.
For library, Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $7.44.
$7.44.
For general
general expenses, Forest Service,
Service, $8.55.
$8.55.

Claims allowed
allowed by
Claims
by
Auditor for Stete,ete.,
State,etc.,
Departments.
Departmien
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expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Chemistry,
Chemistry, $20.93.
For general expenses,
Organization,
For general
general expenses,
Office of Markets and Rural Organization,
expenses, Office
For
$69.43.
$69.43.
For general
expenses, Weather
Weather Bureau, $806.19.
$806.19.
general expenses,
For
Department of Commerce,
Commerce, $2.12.
For contingent expenses, Department
For promoting
Department of Commerce,
Commerce, $5.33.
$5.33.
commerce, Department
promoting commerce,
For
For
America, 25 cents.
and Central America,
South and
commerce, South
promoting commerce,
For promoting
For
contingent expenses, Steamboat-Inspection
Service, 47 cents.
Steamboat-Inspection Service,
For contingent
For equipment,
equipment, Bureau of Standards, $5.40.
For
For contmgent
expenses, Shipping Service, $13.60.
contingent expenses,
For
For
color standardization,
standardization, Bureau of Standards,
Standards, $75.
$75.
For color
For
equipping chemical laboratory building, Bureau of Standards,
For equipping
$71.39.
$71.39.
For standardizing
standardizing mechanical
appliances, Bureau of Standards,
Standards,
mechanical appliances,
For
$17.72.
$17.72.
For
miscellaneous materials,
materials, Bureau of Standards, 1918,
testing miscellaneous
For testing
$755.07.
$755.07.
For
$1,074.32.
For general expenses, Lighthouse Service, $1,074.32.
For
miscellaneous expenses,
$4.95.
of Fisheries, $4.95.
Bureau of
expenses, Bureau
For miscellaneous
prosecution of crimes, 68 cents.
and prosecution
For detection and
United States courts, 1919, $600.56.
For fees of clerks, United
For fees
feesof
United States courts, $96.45.
of commissioners,
commissioners, United
For
For fees
fees of
commissioners, United
States courts, 1918, $183.15.
United States
of commissioners,
For
For fees
commissioners, United
United States courts, 1919, $3,179.65.
of commissioners,
For
fees of
$6.
fees of witnesses, United States courts, $6.
For fees
For miscellaneous
United States courts, $178.50.
miscellaneous expenses, United
CLAIMS ALLOWED
FOR THE
THE POST
POST OFFICE
OFFICE
AUDITOR FOR
THE AUDITOR
BY THE
ATLOWED BY
CLAIMS
DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Claims allowed by
Auditor
Office
AAuditor for
for Post
Post Office
Department.
I

Clais allowedoby
)epartment.

For railroad
railroad transportation,
transportation, $6,459.86.
$6,459.86.
For
mail, $335.18.
For indemnities,
indemnities, international
international mail,
$335.18.
For

For
indemnities, domestic mail,
$2.88.
mail, $2.88.
For indemnities,
$6,669.63.
For wagon service,
service, $6,669.63.
For compensation
compensation to
$126.78.
postmasters, $126.78.
to postmasters,
For
$18.13.
For freight on stamped paper and mail bags, $18.13.
$12.48.
supplies, $12.48.
For shipment of supplies,
Railway Mail Service,
Service, salaries, $646.
For Railway
Service, travel
$10.06.
allowance, $10.06.
travel allowance,
Mail Service,
For Railway
Railway Mail
Total, audited
audited claims,
section 2,
$125,303.74.
2, $125,303.74.
claims, section
Total,
Additional
Maims
SEC. 3.
3. That
the payment
payment of
the following
following claims,
claims, certified
to
certified to
of the
for the
That for
SEC.
by accoating
certified
accounting
certified by
0ificers.
of the Treasury
Department
be due
due by
by the
officers.
be
the several
several accounting
accounting officers
officers of
Treasury Department
under appropriations
appropriations the balances of which have been exhausted or
18, p.
Vol. 18,
p. 110.
1n.
carried to
to the
the surplus
surplus fund under
the provisions of
carried
under the
of section
section 5
the
5 of
of the
Act
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
June 20,
20, 1874, and under appropriations
Act of
of June
as
being for
for the service
service of the fiscal year 1917 and prior
permanent, being
as permanent,
years,
certified to
to
and which have been certified
stated, and
otherwise stated,
unless otherwise
years, unless
Vol.
P. 2S4.
254.
Congress
under section
of the
of July
July 7,
forth
7, 1884,
1884, as
as fully
fully set
set forth
the Act
Act of
section 22of
vol. 23,
2, p.
Congress under
Numbered
in House
House Document
Document i
Numbered 766, reported to Congress at its
follows:
appropriated as follows:
session, there issappropriated
present session,
claims
BY THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
1.H1. TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
FOB THE
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED
Claims allored
allowed by
by
Claims
Auditor
for Treasury
Auditor for
Treasury
Department.
Department.

Newspaper
expenses, Treasury Department:
Department:
Newspaper
contingent expenses,
For contingent
n
wp
D
r

$3.
books, $3.
clippings
clippings and books,

refunding internal-revenue
internal-revenue collections, $189.
$189.
For refunding
For redemption
redemption of
$127.32.
of stamps, $127.32.
For
For payment
officers,
against internal-revenue
internal-revenue officers,
of judgments
judgments against
payment of
For
$19,700.95.
$19,700.95.
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allowance or drawback,
drawback, $1,258.
For allowance
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service, $1.29.
expenses, Internal
For
For
and expenses,
expenses, agents
and subordinate officers of
agents and
salaries and
For salaries
internal
$52.
internal revenue, $52.
For
refunding taxes
taxes illegally collected, $299,021.54.
$299,021.54.
For refunding
For the Coast Guard, $458.39.
$458.39.
Life-Saving
For
crews, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, and so forth, Life-Saving
of crews,
pay of
For pay
$551.45.
Service, $551.45.
For
mechanical equipment
equipment for public buildings, $29.90.
For mechanical
For
operating supplies
supplies for public
$11.56.
public buildings, $11.56.
For operating
For repairs
repairs and
and preservation
preservation of public buildings, $14.
$14.
For
CLAIMS
CLAIMS

DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
ALLOWED
THE WAR
FOR THE
AUDITOR FOR
THE AUDITOR
BY THE
ALLOWED BY
Claims allowed by

For
Service of
of the
Arm, $15.
$15.
Auditor for War D
DeAuditor
the Army,
Signal Service
For Signal
partment.
partment.
For pay,
$3,431.69.
pay, and so forth, of the Army, $3,431.69.
For
For extra-duty
pay to
at
men as clerks, and so forth, at
enlisted men
to enlisted
extra-duty pay
For
$1,064.
department headquarters,
Army division
division and department
headquarters, $1,064.
Army
Quartermaster Corps,
For supplies,
supplies, service,
service, and
transportation, Quartermaster
and transportation,
For
$14,288.45.
$14,288.45.
$291.66.
For regular
supplies, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, $291.66.
regular supplies,
For
For transportation
$175.89.
Army and its supplies, $175.89.
of the Army
transportation of
For
$68.83.
For barracks
quarters, $68.83.
and quarters,
barracks and
For
For roads
drainage, $2,475.24.
walks, wharves, and drainage,
roads, walks,
For
For medical
$2,107.20.
department, $2,107.20.
hospital department,
and hospital
medical and
For
For library,
General's Office,
Office, $51.86.
$51.86.
Surgeon General's
library, Surgeon
For
For
transportation of
of rifle
rifle teams
to national
national matches, $82.
teams to
For transportation
For
equipping, and
and training, National Guard, $433.76.
arming, equipping,
For arming,
For
and maneuvers,
$7.62,
Militia, $7.62.
Organized Militia,
maneuvers, Organized
encampment and
For encampment
For civilian
civilian military
training camps, $92.94.
military training
For
For headstones
graves of soldiers, $24.07.
headstones for graves
For
For disposition
disposition of
of officers, soldiers, and civil employees,
remains of
of remains
For
$50.
For transportation
transportation and
caring for
interned Mexican soldiers
soldiers and
for interned
and caring
For
military refugees,
refugees, $400.50.
$400.50.
military
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
THE NAVY
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
For pay,
pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $80.31.
$80.31.
For
For pay,
pay, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, $363.48.
$363.48.
For
For maintenance,
quartermaster's department, Marine
Marine Corps,
maintenance, quartermaster's
For
$8,155.67.
$8,155.67.
$13,269.55.
For contingent,
Marine Corps, $13,269.55.
contingent, Marine
For
For transportation,
Navigation, $3.54.
of Navigation,
Bureau of
transportation, Bureau
For
$61.85.
For
recruiting, Bureau
Navigation, $61.85.
Bureau of Navigation,
For recruiting,
For
of Navigation,
Navigation, $20.
Bureau of
exercises, Bureau
gunnery exercises,
For gunnery
For
naval auxiliaries,
auxiliaries, Bureau of Navigation,
of naval
maintenance of
For maintenance
$160.32.
$160.32.
For
stores, Bureau
$497.50.
of Ordnance, $497.50.
Bureau of
ordnance stores,
and ordnance
ordnance and
For ordnance
For torpedoes
torpedoes and
appliances, Bureau of Ordnance, $38.
and appliances,
For
For torpedo
of Ordnance, $6.
Bureau of
station, Bureau
torpedo station,
For
$1,679.
For equipment
equipment of
679 .
of vessels, Bureau of Equipment, $1,
For
For pay
the Navy,
Navy, $5,238.81.
$5,238.81.
of the
pay of
For
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau
of Supplies and
and Accounts, $324.44.
Bureau of
For
For freight,
Bureau of
$1,620.50.
and Accounts, $1,620.50.
Supplies and
of Supplies
freight, Bureau
For
For
fuel and
and transportation,
Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts,
of Supplies
transportation, Bureau
For fuel
$498.20.
$498.20.
For
Bureau of
Engineering, $86.29.
$86.29.
Steam Engineering,
of Steam
engineering Bureau
For engineering

Claims allowed by
Auditor for Navy Department.
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CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
DEPARTMENT.
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
Claims allowed
allowed by
by
Auditor for Interior
Department.
Department.

For equipment
Interior Department
Department
building for Interior
For
equipment and operation, building
offices,
offices, 1918,
1918, $15.
For
contingent expenses,
Department of
Interior, $56.38.
$56.38.
expenses, Department
of Interior,
For contingent
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
of Interior,
Interior, 1918,
1918, $29.62.
$29.62.
Department of
For
For education
education of
natives of
$318.30.
of Alaska,
Alaska, $318.30.
of natives
For
For
scientific library,
library, Patent
Patent Office,
Office, $54.97.
$54.97.
For scientific
For
protection of
of industrial
property, Patent
Patent Office,
Office,
industrial property,
For international
international protection
1918,
$54.32.
1918, $54.32.
For repairs
of buildings,
Department of
of Interior,
$30.40.
Interior, $30.40.
buildings, Department
For
repairs of
For
in Alaska,
$242.73.
relief in
Alaska, $242.73.
medical relief
For medical
For
Bureau of
of Mines,
$3.10.
Mines, $3.10.
and publications,
publications, Bureau
For books
books and
For
Act to
Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines,
to regulate
regulate explosives,
explosives, Bureau
of the
the Act
For enforcement
enforcement of
1919,
$4,093.83.
1919, $4,093.83.
For investigations,
petroleum and
gas, Bureau
Bureau of
Mines,
of Mines,
and natural
natural gas,
For
investigations, petroleum
$48.51.
$48.51.
For testing
$1.
of Mines,
Mines, $1.
fuel, Bureau of
For
testing fuel,
For Geological
Geological Survey,
$2.
For
Survey, $2.
For
relieving distress
and prevention,
so forth,
of diseases
diseases
and so
forth, of
prevention, and
distress and
For relieving
among
Indians, $21.32.
$21.32.
among Indians,
For
schools, support,
support, $109.97.
$109.97.
For Indian
Indian schools,
For
school buildings,
For Indian
Indian school
buildings, $62.
$62.
For Indian
$36.12.
buildings, $36.12.
school and
and agency
agency buildings,
For
Indian school
For Indian
Indian school
$22.74.
school transportation
transportation,'$22.74.
For
For industry
industry among Indians, $37.14.
$37.14.
For
For purchase
transportation of
Indian supplies,
supplies, $145.10.
$145.10.
of Indian
and transportation
For
purchase and
For telegraphing
telegraphing and telephoning,
telephoning, Indian Service, 1918, $111.49.
$111.49.
For
For
Service, $1.25.
$1.25.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Indian
Indian Service,
For
Indian Service,
For inspectors,
inspectors, Indian
Service, $2.20.
$2.20.
For
Mexico, $104.84.
$104.84.
For support
support of Indians
Indians in
in Arizona
Arizona and New Mexico,
For Indian
Indian school,
school, Fort
Fort Mojave, Arizona,
For
Arizona, 32
32 cents.
For water
water supply,
Navajo and
Arizona (reimburs(reimbursFor
supply, Navajo
and Hopi
Hopi Indians,
Indians, Arizona
able),
1918 and
able), 1918
and 1919,
1919, $91.05.
For Indian school, Greenville, California,
California, 1918, $25.63.
$25.63.
For support
support of
of Chippewas
the Mississippi,
1919,
For
Chippewas of
of the
Mississippi, Minnesota,
Minnesota, 1919,
$15.83.
$15.83.
support of Indians,
Blackfeet Agency,
For support
Indians, Blackfeet
Agency, Montana, 1918 and
and 1919,
1919,
$386.55.
$386.55.
Nevada, 1919,
1919, $48.
$48.
For Indian
Indian school,
school, Carson
Carson City, Nevada,
For Indian
Indian school,
New Mexico,
Mexico, 1919,
1919, 32
32 cents.
For
school, Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, New
cents.
1919, $48.92.
$48.92.
For support
support of Pawnees,
Pawnees, schools,
schools, Oklahoma, 1919,
•For
Indian school,
school, Chilocco,
and improvements,
*ForIndian
Chilocco, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, repairs
repairs and
improvements,
1919,
39 cents.
1919, 39
For
different tribes,
tribes, subsistence
and civilization,
For support
support of Sioux of
of different
subsistence and
civilization,
South Dakota,
$52.55.
South
Dakota, $52.55.
maintenance and operation, irrigation
For maintenance
Yakima Reserirrigation system, Yakima
Reservation,
$136.91.
vation, Washington
Washington (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), 1919,
1919, $136.91.
of Chippewas
of Lake
Lake Superior,
$51.25.
For support of
Chippewas of
Superior, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, 1919,
1919, $51.25.
For Indian
Tomah, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, 1919,
cents.
For
Indian school,
school, Tomah,
1919, 41
41 cents.
CLAMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
W.I. AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
STATE AND
AND OTHER
OTHER DEPARTDEPARTCLAIMS
BY THE
FOR STATE
MENTS.
MENTS.

Claims
by
allowed hy
Claims allowed
Auditor
State, etc.,
Auditor
r for
cr itate,
etc.,
Departroolts.
DeDartments.

For public
printing and
and binding,
For
public printing
binding, $4.
$4.
For additional
For
additional employees,
employees, Department
Department of
1918, $19.86.
$19.86.
of State, 1918,
For contingent
For
contingent expenses.
expenses. Department
of State,
State, 1919,
1919, $32.81.
Department of
$32.81.
diplomatic and
and consular
For salaries, diplomatic
consular officers, while
receiving inwhile receiving
structions and
transit, S400.
$400.
and in
in transit,
structions
For
foreign missions,
$8.96.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, foreign
missions, $8.96.
For
Service, $3,986.30.
salaries, Consular
Consular Service,
$3,986.30.
For salaries,
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For post
diplomatic and
and consular
$300.
consular officers, $300.
to diplomatic
allowances to
post allowances
For
For allowance
clerks at
at consulates,
$1,478.75.
consulates, $1,478.75.
for clerks
allowance for
For
For expenses,
interpreters and
and guards
dominions, and so
Turkish dominions,
in Turkish
guards in
expenses, interpreters
For
forth,
$1,013.36.
forth, $1,013.36.
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, United
United States
consulates, $995.54.
States consulates,
For contingent
i
For
emergencies arising
arising in
n the
the Diplomatic
Consular Service,
Diplomatic and Consular
For emergencies
$300.
For
transporting remains
remains of
diplomatic officers,
consular
and consular
consuls, and
officers, consuls,
of diplomatic
For transporting
assistants, 1919,
$171.40.
1919, $171.40.
assistants,
For
of interests
foreign Governments
Governments growing
of foreign
interests of
representation of
For representation
out
$2.04.
so forth, $2.04.
and so
in Europe,
Europe, and
hostilities in
of hostilities
out of
For
Industrial Relations,
Relations $184.77.
$184.77.
on Industrial
Commission on
For Commission
For
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
Commission $1,114.18.
$1,114.18.
For Interstate
For
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court, District of Columbia,
For miscellaneous
1919,
$77.
1919, $77.
$20.15.
Agriculture, $20.15.
library, Department of Agriculture,
For library,
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Animal Industry, $1.68.
of Animal
For
For general
expenses, Forest
$803.45.
Forest Service, $803.45.
general expenses,
For
For
States Relations
Relations Service,
Service, $4.35.
$4.35.
expenses, States
general expenses,
For general
For
Markets and Rural Organization,
Organization,
Office of Markets
expenses, Office
general expenses,
For general
$44.46.
$44.46.
For
expenses, Bureau of Crop Estimates, $3.56.
general expenses,
For general
$10.62.
For general
expenses, Weather
Weather Bureau, $10.62.
general expenses,
For
For general
Bureau of
Standards, $95.55.
$95.55.
of Standards,
expenses, Bureau
general expenses,
For
For determining
constants, Bureau
Bureau of
Standards, $49.87.
of Standards,
physical constants,
determining physical
For
appliances, Bureau of Standards,
For standardizing
mechanical appliances,
standardizing mechanical
For
$24.50.
For
testing structural
structural materials,
$216.15.
Standards, $216.15.
materials, Bureau of Standards,
For testing
$141.95.
For party
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, $141.95.
expenses, Coast
party expenses,
For
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Lighthouse
Service, $50.90.
Lighthouse Service,
For
For salaries,
salaries, Lighthouse
Service, $4.40.
Lighthouse Service,
For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
Bureau of Fisheries,
Fisheries, 70 cents.
expenses, Bureau
For
For protecting
protecting seal
seal and
and salmon
salmon fisheries of Alaska, $10.
For
For books
books for judicial
judicial officers,
officers, $10.56.
$10.56.
For
For fees
fees of
clerks, United
States courts, 1919,
$2,606.63.
1919, $2,606.63.
United States
of clerks,
For
For fees
fees of
commissioners, United
United States
States courts, $7.80.
of commissioners,
For
For fees
fees of
commissioners, United
$4,859.40.
1919, $4,859.40.
courts, 1919,
States courts,
United States
of commissioners,
For
For fees
fees of
witnesses, United States
States courts, $15.70.
of witnesses,
For
$130.72.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, United States courts, $130.72.
For
For supplies
supplies for
$8.43.
United States courts, 1918, $8.43.
for United
For
For
support of
courts, $185.40.
prisoners, United States courts,
of prisoners,
For support
For support
United States courts,
$6,184.73.
courts, 1919, $6,184.73.
prisoners, United
of prisoners,
support of
For
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
THE POST
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
POST OFFICE
BY THE
CLAIMS ALLOWED
allowed by
Claims allowed
For railroad
railroad transportation,
$210,263.17.
transportation, $210,263.17.
For
Auditor
office
Auditor for Post office
For indemnities,
indemnities, international
international mail, $400.36.
For
Department.
Department.
For
indemnities,
domestic
mail,
$270.59.
$270.59.
mail,
For indemnities, domestic
For City
City Delivery
Service, carriers,
$52.54.
carriers, $52.54.
Delivery Service,
For
For separating
separating mails,
mails, third
third and
and fourth
offices, $11.
$11.
class post offices,
fourth class
For
For rent,
and fuel,
$141.25.
fuel, $141.25.
light, and
rent, light,
For
For Railway
Mail Service,
salaries and
allowance, $113.20.
and travel allowance,
Service, salaries
Railway Mail
For
For
mail messenger
messenger service,
service, $20.
For mail
For freight
stamped paper
paper and
and mail
mail bags, $347.55.
on stamped
freight on
For
For
clerks, first,
second, and third class post offices, $220.92.
first, second,
For clerks,
For Rural
Delivery Service,
Service, $2,009.86.
$2,009.86.
Rural Delivery
For
For compensation
postmasters, $733.49.
compensation to postmasters,
For
For
$70.41.
supplies, $70.41.
shipment of supplies,
For shipment
For
miscellaneous items,
second class post offices,
offices, purfirst and second
items, first
For miscellaneous
chases,
S1.90.
chases, 81.90.
For
cents.
machines, 55 cents.
canceling machines,
For canceling
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temporary city delivery carriers, $163.80.
For temporary
Total
$625,446.25.
section 3, $625,446.25.
claims, section
audited claims,
Total audited
Audited claims.
claims.
Additionalclaims cer-

tified by acountaccounting
tiAfieddb

officers,
officers.

Vol, i,
18, p. 110.
110.
vol,

vol.
23, P.
254.
p 2.
o. 23,

AUDITED CLAIMS.
AUDITED
SEC. 4.
4. That
for the
the payment
payment of
of the
claims, certified
to
certified to
following claims,
the following
That for
SEC.
be due
due by
by the
the several
officers of
of the
Treasury DepartDepartthe Treasury
several accounting
accounting officers
be
ment under
appropriations the
the balances
of which
exhausted
been exhausted
have been
which have
balances of
under appropriations
ment

or
carried to
the surplus
surplus fund
fund under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of
of section
section 55 of
to the
or carried
the
of June
June 20, 1874,
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
under appropriations
and under
1874, and
Act of
the Act
permanent, being for
for the service of the fiscal year 1917 and prior
as permanent,
years, unless
unless otherwise
stated, and
to
certified to
been certified
have been
which have
and which
otherwise stated,
years,
Congress
section 2
1884, as
as fully set forth
7, 1884,
July 7,
2 of
of the Act of July
under section
Congress under
in Senate
Numbered 286,
reported to
to Congress at its
286, reported
Document Numbered
Senate Document
in
present session,
there is
appropriated as
as follows:
follows:
is appropriated
present
session, there
DEPARTMENT.
THE TREASURY
CLAIMS
BY THE
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
THE AUDITOR
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED

Claims
Claims allowed by
Auditor for Treasury
Treasury
Department.

allowed by
Department.

For collecting
collecting the income tax, $58.50.
For
redemption of
$1,690.62.
of stamps,
stamps, $1,690.62.
For redemption
For
payment of
of judgments
internal-revenue officers,
against internal-revenue
judgments against
For payment
$8,584.71.
$8,584.71.
For allowance
or drawback, $24.49.
For
allowance or
For refunding
refunding taxes
collected, $21,918.34.
$21,918.34.
illegally collected,
taxes illegally
For
operating supplies for public buildings, $1.50.
For operating
CLAIMS ALLOWED
BY THE
AUDITOR FOR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
THE WAR
FOR THE
THE AUDITOR
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS

Claims allowed by
Auditor for War DeAuditor
partment.

For barracks
barracks and quarters, $34,272.63.
For
extra-duty pay
pay to enlisted men as clerks, and so forth, at
For extra-duty
department headquarters,
Army division and department
Allay
headquarters, $53.50.
pay, and so forth, of the Army, $4,214.83.
For pay
For roads, walks, wharves,
$3,689,07.
drainage, $3,689,07.
wharves, and drainage,
For shooting
shooting galleries and ranges, $2,483.78.
$2,483.78.
services, and transportation,
Quarterraaster Corps,
transportation, Quartermaster
For supplies, services,
$1,887.85.
$1
887.85.
For civilian military
military training camps, $31.20.
employees,
officers, soldiers, and civil employees,
For disposition of remains of officers,
$26.
DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
FOR THE
THE NAVY
CLAIMS ALLOWED

claims allowed

Claims allowed by
Auditor for Navy Department.
vy De

paritmof

For pay miscellaneous,
miscellaneous ' 1919, $28,479.42.
$28,479.42.
For maintenance,
maintenance, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine Corps,
For

$3,892.98.
$3,892.98.
For contingent, Marine Corps, $7,916.45.
$7,916.45.
For outfits
for landsmen,
landsmen, $45.
$45.
outfits for
For
For
$1,054.57.
of the
the Navy, $1,054.57.
For pay
pay of
$374,082.65.
For freight, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1919, $374,082.65.
Supplies and Accounts, $1.20.
Bureau of Supplies
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau

CLAIMS ALLOWED
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
FOR THE
THE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT.
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
AUDITOR FOR
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS

Claims allowed

Claims allowed 17
l'5"
Anditkc for Interior
Department.

Department.

offices, $3.16.
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of land offices,

For
expenses, Bureau
Mines, $12.10.
Bureau of Mines,
general expenses,
For general
For
For investigating
investigating mine accidents, $232.98.
For
Bureau of Mines, $22.50.
fuel, Bureau
For testing fuel,
For
investigations, Bureau
Bureau of Mines,
Mines, $112.50.
$112.50.
mineral mining investigations,
For mineral
For
natural gas, Bureau of Mines,
petroleum and natural
For investigations, petroleum
$207.13.
$207.13.
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For
mining experiment
experiment stations,
stations, Bureau
Mines, $15.15.
$15.15.
of Mines,
Bureau of
expenses, mining
For expenses,
For
of the
the Act
to regulate
regulate explosives,
of Mines,
Bureau of
explosives, Bureau
Act to
enforcement of
For enforcement
1919,
$142.84.
1919, $142.84.
For Indian
Indian schools,
$30.25.
support, $30.25.
schools, support,
For
For purchase
1919, $129.10.
$129.10.
supplies, 1919,
of Indian
Indian supplies,
transportation of
and transportation
purchase and
For
For support
of Chippewas
Chippewas of
Superior, Wisconsin, 1919,
Lake Superior,
of Lake
support of
For
$31.04.
$31.04.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY 1H
E AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
OTHER
FOR THE STATE AND OIHER
THE
CLAIMS
DEPARTMENTS
DEPARTMENTS..

For salaries,
$103.67.
Service, 1919, $103.67.
Consular Service,
salaries, Consular
For
For contingent
States consulates, 1919, $1.92.
United States
expenses, United
contingent expenses,
For
For Interstate
Commerce Commission,
Commission, $145.30.
$145.30.
Interstate Commerce
For
For library,
library, Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $1.75.
For
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Forest
Forest Service,
Service, $130.64.
$130.64.
For
For
color standardization,
standardization, Bureau
Bureau of Standards,
Standards, $23.56.
$23.56.
For color
For
Lighthouse Service,
Service, $8.35.
expenses, Lighthouse
general expenses,
For general
For
of commissioners,
United States
States courts, 1919, $183.80.
commissioners, United
fees of
For fees
For fees
witnesses, United States
States courts, $27.98.
fees of witnesses,
For
For support
States courts, 1918, $10.
of prisoners,
prisoners, United States
support of
For
For
support of
States courts, $698.
of prisoners,
prisoners, United States
For support

Claims allowed
by
allowed by
Claims
Auditor for
for State,
State, etc.,
etc.,
Auditor
Departments.
Departments.

DEPARTOFFICE DEPARTCLAIMS ALLOWED
AUDITOR FOR THE POST
POST OFFICE
BY THE AUDITOR
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS
MENT .
MENT.
Claims allowed by
by
alfowed
Claims
For
$356,342.12.
transportation, $356,342.12.
railroad transportation,
For railroad
OfPot Of
Auditor for Post
Ike
Department.
Department.
fice
For
indemnities,
domestic
mails,
$212.25.
$212.25.
mails,
domestic
indemnities,
For
For
compensation to
postmasters, $844.99.
to postmasters,
For compensation
For freight
freight on
$175.64.
paper and mail bags, $175.64.
on stamped
stamped paper
For
For
delivery service,
service, $210.
For rural delivery
For special
special delivery
$3.28.
fees, $3.28.
delivery fees,
For
For
and auxiliary
auxiliary clerks
clerks in
in post
$130.20.
offices, $130.20.
post offices,
temporary and
For temporary
$75.
For
clerks, third-class post offices, $75.
For clerks,
For
rent, light,
and fuel, $59.
$59.
light, and
For rent,
Total audited
audited claims,
$854,735.49.
4, $854,735.49.
section 4,
claims, section
Total
t
Title of Act.
as the
the "Third
S
EC. 5.
this Act
hereafter may
"Third TitleofAC to as
be referred
referred to
may be
Act hereafter
5. That
That this
SEC.
Deficiency Act, fiscal
1920."
fiscal year 1920."
Deficiency
Approved, June
June 5, 1920.
Approved,

postmasters and employees of the Postal Service
CHAP. 254.—An
Act To
To reclassify
reclassify postmasters
Service
254.-An Act
CHAP.
and
their salaries
and compensation
compensation on
equitable basis.
on an equitable
salaries and
readjust their
and readjust

June 5, 192.
1419
1,
3)
R.5.1433S.]
[H.
[
3
1
un
t. N

265.1
[Public,
[Public, No. 2li5.1

of the United
Representatives of
House of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
after July
1, Postal
service.
of
Reclassificatin
July 1,
on and
and after
That on
Congress assembled,
Statfs of
of postmasters
1920, postmasters
employees of
of the
the Postal
be reReclassification
of
aremployees
re-a salaries
shall be
Service shall
Postal Service
and employees
postmasters and
1920,
classified
their salaries
readjusted, except
except as
as and employees.
compensation readjusted,
and compensation
salaries and
and their
classified and
otherwise
provided, as
follows:
postmasters.
as follows:
otherwise provided,
Postmasters.
1
Classification.
C
ssiricatiun.
four classes,
That postmasters
postmasters shall
into four
classes, as follows:
divided into
be divided
shall be
That
The first
first class
class shall
those whose
Fit doss.
salaries are First
whose annual salaries
all those
embrace all
shall embrace
The
$3,200
more:
Second class.
$3,200 or
or more:
class.
Second
The second
second class
class shall embrace
embrace all those whose annual
annual salaries
salaries are
The
less than
than $2,300;
$2,300;
Third class.
clas.
and not
not less
less than
less
than $3,200,
$3,200, and
The
third class
shall embrace
annual salaries are
embrace all those whose annual
class shall
The third
less than
than $2,300,
but not
not less
than $1,000.
Fourh
$1,000.
less than
less
$2,300, but
urth class.
The
fourth class
class shall
whose annual
class.
annual com- Fo
all postmasters
postmasters whose
embrace all
shall embrace
The fourth
money-order busipensation, exclusive of
commissions on the money-order
of their commissions
pensation,
Salaries readiusted.
readjusted.
ness of
of their
their offices,
amounts to
to less
less than
$1,000.
than $1,000.
offices, amounts
ness
Vol.
p. 606;; vol.
22, p.
Vol. 22,
second, 30Vol.
the first,
of the
The
respective compensation
compensation of
postmasters of
first, second,
of postmasters
The respective
p
. 4'413.
hundreds of 3-P
and
shall be
salaries, graded in even hundreds
.
annual salaries,
be annual
classes shall
third classes
and third
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Second class.

Second class.

First class.
class.

Fourth
Fourth class.

1920.
1920.

dollars,
semimonthly payments
to be
be ascertained
ascertained and
and
and payable
payable in
in semimonthly
payments to
dollars, and
fixed by
the Postmaster
General from
fixed
by the
Postmaster General
from their
their respective
respective quarterly
quarterly
returns to
Post Office
Office Department,
or
or copies
copies or
the Post
Department, or
returns
to the
the Auditor
Auditor for
for the
duplicates
thereof to
the First
First Assistant
the
for the
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, for
duplicates thereof
to the
calendar year
preceding the
the adjustment,
adjustment, based
based on
on gross
gross
calendar
year immediately
immediately preceding
postal receipts
receipts at
namely:
the following
following rates, namely:
at the
postal
Third class: $1,500,
$1,500, but less than $1,600, $1,000; $1,600,
$1,600, but
but less
less
than $1,700,
but less
$1,900, $1,200;
$1,200; $1,900,
$1,900, but
but
$1,100; $1,700,
$1,700, but
less than
than $1,900,
than
$1,700, $1,100;
less than
than $2,100,
$1,300; $2,100,
but less
less than
than $2,400,
$2,400,
$2,400, $1,400;
$1,400; $2,400,
$2,100, $1,300;
$2,100, but
less
$1,600;
but less than $3,000,
$3,000, $1,600;
but less
less than
than $2,700,
$2,700, $1,500;
$1,500; $2,700, but
$3,000,
but less
$3,500, $1,700;
$1,700; $3,500,
$3,500, but
$4,200,
$3,000, but
less than
than $3,500,
but less
less than
than $4,200,
$1,800; $4,200,
$4,200, but
but less
less than
but less
less than
than
than $5,000,
$5,000, $1,900;
$1,900; $5,000,
$5,000, but
$1,800;
$6,000, $2,000;
$7,000, $2,100;
$2,100; $7,000,
$7,000, but
less
$6,000,
$2,000; $6,000,
$6,000, but
but less
less than
than $7,000,
but less
than
$2,200.
than $8,000,
$8,000, $2,200.
Second class: $8,000, but less than $10,000,
$10,000, $2,300; $10,000,
$10,000, but
but
less than
than $12,000,
$12,000, $2,400;
$12,000, but
but less
less than
$15,000, $2,500;
than $15,000,
$2,500;
$2,400; $12,000,
less
$15,000,
but less
less than
than $18,000,
$18,000, $2,600;
$2,600; $18,000,
$18,000, but less than
than $22,000,
$15,000, but
$2,700;
$22,000, but
but less
than $27,000,
$2,800; $27,000,
$27,000, but less than
less than
$27,000, $2,800;
$2,700; $22,000,
$33,000, $2,900;
$33,000, but
but less than
than $40,000,
$40,000, $3,000.
$33,000,
$2,900; $33,000,
First class: $40,000, but less than $50,000, $3,200; $50,000,
$50,000, but
less than
$60,000, $3,300;
$3,300; $60,000,
$75,000, $3,400;
$3,400;
but less
less than
than $75,000,
less
than $60,000,
$60,000, but
$75,000,
$120,$75,000, but
but less
less than
than $90,000,
$90,000, $3,500; $90,000, but less than $120,000,
but less
than $150,000,
$150,000, but
$3,700; $150,000,
but
less than
$150,000, $3,700;
000, $3,600;
$3,600; $120,000,
$120,000, but
less than
but less
$250,000, $3,900;
$3,800; $200,000,
$200,000, but
less than
than $250,000,
$3,900;
less
than $200,000,
$200,000, $3,800;
$250,000,
but less
$4,000; $300,000,
$300,000, but
but less
than
less than
than $300,000,
$300,000, $4,000;
less than
$250,000, but
$400,000,
$4,200; $400,000,
$500,000, $4,500;
$4,500; $500,000,
$500,000,
$400,000, but
but less
less than
than $500,000,
$400,000, $4,200;
but
than $600,000,
$5,000; $600,000,
$600,000, but
than $7,000,000,
$7,000,000,
but less
less than
$600,000, $5,000;
but less
less than
$6,000; $7,000,000
$7,000,000 and
upward, $8,000.
$6,000;
and upward,
$8,000.
The compensation of
postmasters of the fourth
fixed
of postmasters
fourth class shall be fixed

oti
pgre
a
dur„b
er'p
sg
i
,upon
onc`r
speifiedreceipt,

etc.

etc.

33,
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p. 440.

P.

s3.
Ante, p. 5s.3.

the basis
of the
of the
the box
box rents
rents collected
collected at
offices
at their
their offices
the whole
whole of
basis of
upon the

and commissions upon the amount
amount of canceled
canceled postage-due stamps
and
stamps, stamped
stamped envelopes,
and postal
postal cards
cards canceled,
and on
on postage
postage stamps,
envelopes, and
canceled,
on
matter actually
offices, and on the amount
of
on matter
actually mailed
mailed at
at their
their offices,
amount of
newspaper
newspaper and periodical postage
postage collected
collected in money, and on the
postage collected
fourth
collected in money on identical
identical pieces
pieces of third and fourth
class matter mailed under
under the
of the
the Act
Act of
of April
April 28, 1904,
1904,
the provisions
provisions of
without postage stamps affixed and on
money
on postage
postage collected
collected in
in money
provisions of the Act of
on matter of the first class mailed
mailed under the provisions
of
April 24,
24, 1920, without postage
postage stamps affixed,
affixed, and on amounts
received
printed matter,
and
received from
from waste
waste paper,
paper, dead newspapers,
newspapers, printed
matter, and

twine
at the
following rates,
twine sold
sold at
the following
rates, namely:
namely:
When
$75 for
for any one
one quarter
quarter the
the amount
amount does not exceed $75
When the
postmaster
shall
be allowed
145
per centum
on
the amount.
amount.
postmaster
shall
be
allowed
145
per
centum
on
the
etn
Between $7.1 and
15100.
When
the amount
for any
one quarter
quarter and does not
not
$75 for
any one
When the
amount exceeds
exceeds $75
sr.eteen
s an
exceed
$100, the
allowed 120
120 per
per centum
on the
the
exceed $100,
the postmaster
postmaster shall
shall be
be allowed
centum on
amount.
Exceeding 5100.
Exceeding s100.
When the amount exceeds $100
$100 for any one quarter, the postmaster
postmaster
shall
allowed-on the first S100,
8100, 115 per centum:
cent um: on
shall be
be allowed-on
on the
the next
next
cent= ' the
$100 or less 75 per centum: and
and on
on the
the balance
balance 60
60 per
per centum,
same
to be
by the
Auditor for
for the
Post
same to
be ascertained
ascertained and
and allowed
allowed by
the Auditor
the Post
Office
in the
settlement of
of the
the accounts
accounts of
Office Department
Department in
the settlement
of such
such postpostAdvanced
Prorise8. to
masters upon
their sworn
quarterly returns:
Provid ed, Th
atwh
en the
the
when
That
returns: Provided,
sworn quarterly
upon their
proper masters
to proper
A'vancel
class
total compensation
compensation of
of any
any postmaster
postmaster at
at a
pos to
ffi ce of
of th
our th
aLzregating total
cia~ ,if
if aggregatin5
a post
office
thee f
fourth
$1,54.10‘ur four quarters.
il, ior four quirrters. class for four consecutive
81,000, exclusive
consecutive quarters shall amount
amount of $1,000,
commissions on money
orders issued, and
the receipts
receipts of
of commissions
money orders
and the
of such
such post
post
office for
for the
the same
aggregate as
as $1,500,
$1,500, the
office
same period
period shall
shall aggregate
as much
much as
the
office shall
shall be
be assigned
assigned to
proper class
class and
and the
the salary
salary of
postoffice
to its
its proper
of the
the postfor
C9rit
w ev
ns
q at e
o
,n
.,•;. master fixed according
according to the receipts:
Provided further,
for' mt eret,
qltters.
receipts: Provided
further, That in no
no
case shall there be allowed any postmaster
postmaster of this class a
a compensacompensation
greater than $250
one of
the first
first three
quarters of
tion greater
in any
any one
S250 in
of the
three quarters
of the
the
fiscal year,
exclusive of
money order
and in
in the
fiscal
year, exclusive
of money
order commissions,
commissions, and
the last
last

Not exceeding '375 a
quarter.
quarter.ei
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quarter
fiscal year there shall be allowed
allowed such further sum
of each
each fiscal
quarter of
as
he may
entitled to
to under
under the
the provisions
of this Act,
exceedAct, not
not exceedprovisions of
be entitled
as he
may be
ing
for the
the whole
whole fiscal
fiscal ,year
the sum
exclusive of
sum of
of $1,000,
$1,000, exclusive
of money
money
ing for
year the
clarceidtoproeper
provided further,
further, That whenever
order commissions:
commissions: And provided
whenever unusual
unusual cia
Zregtit
slife7Per
unusual condicondiconditions
the Postmaster
-der unusual
in his discretion,
discretion, may ITV:
General, in
Postmaster General,
prevail, the
conditions prevail,
advance any
any post
post office
office from
from the
fourth class
class to
the appropriate
advance
the fourth
to the
appropriate class
class
indicated
by the
the receipts
receipts of
of the
preceding
quarter, notwithstanding
notwithstanding A""e,
Ante, p.
p. 578.
quarter,
the preceding
indicated by
requires the compensation
fourth-class postcompensation of
of fourth-class
the proviso
proviso which
which requires
reach $1,000
$1,000 for four
consecutive quarters, exclusive
four consecutive
exclusive of
of
masters to reach
receipts of such
such
commissions on money-order
money-order business,
business, and that the receipts
commissions
post office
shall aggregate
as much
as $1,500
$1,500
post
office for
for the
the same
same period
period shall
aggregate as
much as
oefore such
advancement
when
is made:
Reduc
tions
s,
ceipts'decrease.
providedfurther,
made: And provided
is
further, That when ce
ipts
decr
ease.
such advancement
before
the
authority herein
herein granted,
granted,
the Postmaster General
General has exercised
exercised the authority
whenever the receipts
receipts are no longer sufficient
sufficient to justify
he shall, whenever
retaining
it has been advanced,
retaining such
such post office in
in the
the class to which it
reduce
appropriate class indicated
reduce the grade of such
such office to
to the appropriate
indicated by
by
its
receipts for
last preceding
preceding quarter.
its receipts
for the
the last
quarter.
Assistant postmas
The
Postmaster General
of assistant
Assistant
at
ofsecond class ofto fix
fix the
the salaries
salaries of
assistant ters
ters
at second
General is
is authorized
authorized to
The Postmaster
postmasters at offices of the
based on gross postal
postal ficcfsoi.
l
e
i
s
Ol.
25, p.41.341.
the second
second class, based
25,p.
receipts for
the calendar
immediately preceding
receipts
for the
calendar year
year immediately
preceding the
the adjustment
adjustment
at the following
following rates, namely:
namely:
Salaries
based on
alaries based
$10,000, but officereceipts.
Eight thousand dollars,
dollars but less than $10,000,
$10,000, $1,800;
$1,800; $10,000,
office receipts.
$1,900;
less than $12,000,
$12,000, $1,850;
$1,850; $12,000,
$12,000, but less than
than $15,000,
$15,000, $1,900;
$15,000, but
$18,000, $1,950;
$22,000,
than $22,000,
$15,000,
but less
less than $18,000,
$1,950; $18,000,
$18,000, but less than
$22,000, but less than $27,000,
$27,000, $2,050; $27,000,
$2,000; $22,000,
$27,000, but less than
$33,000, $2,100; $33,000,
$33,000, but less than $40,000,
$40,000, $2,150.
$2,150.
Designated emDesignatedemof the first class,
class, the annual salaries of the employees,
That at
offices of
That
at offices
employees, poyees
ployees at first class
class
automatic grades, shall be in even hundreds officesother than those in the automatic
°°
of dollars based upon
upon the gross postal receipts
receipts for the
the preceding
preceding
calendar year,
calendar
year, as follows:
Salaries based
Receipts
$40,000, but
less than
than $50,000-Assistant
offiSalaries
based on
$50,000-Assistant postmaster,
postmaster, officereceipts.
Receipts $40,000,
but less
ce receipts.
$2,200; superintendent
superintendent of
Receipts $50,000,
$2,200;
of mails,
mails, $2,100.
$2,100. Receipts
$50,000, but less
less
than $60,000-Assistant
$2,200; superintendent
than
$60,000-Assistant postmaster
postmaster,' $2,200;
superintendent of
of
mails, $2,100. Receipts $60,000,
$60,000, but less
less than
than $75,000-Assistant
$75,000-Assistant
$2,200; superintendent
superintendent of
postmaster, $2,200;
of mails, $2,100.
$2,100. Receipts
Receipts
$75,000,
$75,000, but less than $90,000-Assistant postmaster,
$2,300;
postmaster, $2,300;
superintendent
of mails
$2,200. Receipts
Receipts $90,000,
less than
than
superintendent of
mails, $2,200.
$90,000, but
but less
$120,000-Assistant postmaster, $2,400; superintendent
$120,000-Assistant
superintendent of mails,
$2.300; foremen,
foremen, $2,000.
$2,000. Receipts
$2.300;
Receipts $120,000,
$120,000, but less than
than $150,000$150,000Assistant postmaster, $2,500;
superintendent of
$2,500; superintendent
of mails,
mails, $2,400;
$2,400;
$2,000. Receipts $150,000,
$150,000, but less than $200,000foremen, $2,000.
$200,000Assistant
mails, $2,500;
Assistant postmaster,
postmaster, $2,600;
$2,600; superintendent
superintendent of
of mails,
$2,500;
foremen, $2,000.
$2,0OC.
foremen,
Receipts $200,000, but less than $250,000$250,000Assistant postmaster, $2,700;
$2,700; superintendent
Assistant
superintendent of
of mails, $2,600;
$2,600;
$2,000. Receipts $250,000,
$250,000, but less than $300,000foremen, $2,000.
$300,000superintendent of mails, $2,700;
$2,700;
Assistant
Assistant postmaster, $2,800; superintendent
$2,200; foremen,
foremen, $2,000. Receipts
assistant superintendents
superintendents of mails, $2,200;
$300,000,
than $400,000-Assistant
$400,000-Assistant postmaster,
postmaster, $2,900;
$2,900;
8300.000, but
but less
less than
superintendent of mails, $2,800;
$2,800; assistant superintendents
superintendents of mails,
superintendent
$2.200;
foremen, $2,000.
Receipts $400,000,
$400,000, but less than $500,000$500,000$2.200; foremen,
$2,000. Receipts
Assistant
$3,000; superintendents
superintendents of
mails $2,900;
$2,900;
of mails,
Assistant postmaster,
postmaster, $3,000;
Receipts
assistant
superintendent of mails, $2,200; foremen,
foremen, $2,000.
$2,000. 'Receipts
assistant superintendent
$500,000,
$3,200;
$600,000-Assistant postmaster, $3,200;
$500,000, but less than $600,000-Assistant
superintendents of mails,
superintendent of mails, $3,000;
superintendent
$3,000; assistant superintendents
money-order cashier,
$2,300;
foremen, $2,000; postal cashier, $2,600; money-order
$2,300; foremen,
82.300. Receipts
Receipts $600,000,
$2.300.
$600,000, but less than $1,000,000-Assistant
$1,000,000-Assistant
assistant
postmaster, $3,400; superintendent
superintendent of mails, $3,200; assistant
postmaster,
postal
superintendents of
foremen, $2,000 and $2,100; postal
$2,500; foremen,
of mails, $2,500;
superintendents
money-order cashier,
Receipts $1,000,000,
$1,000,000,
$2,800; money-order
cashier, $2,500. Receipts
cashier, $2,800;
but less than $2,000,000-Assistant
$2,000,000-Assistant postmaster, $3,600; superintendsuperintend-
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ent
assistant superintendents
superintendents of mails, $2,200,
$3,400; assistant
mails, $3,400;
of mails,
ent of
$2,500 and
foremen, $2,000
and $2,200;
postal cashier,
$3,000;
cashier, $3,000;
$2,200; postal
$2,000 and
$2,800;foremen,
and $2,800;
$2,500
assistant cashiers,
$2,300; money-order
cashier, $2,700;
bookkeepers,
$2,700; bookkeepers,
money-order cashier,
cashiers, $2,300;
assistant
$2,000; station
station examiners,
Receipts $2,000,000,
$2,000,000, but less
$2,000. Receipts
examiners, $2,000.
$2,000;
than $3,000,000-Assistant
$3,000,000-Assistant postmaster, $3,700;
$3,700; superintendent
superintendent of
than
mails, $3,500;
assistant superintendents
superintendents of mails,
$2,300, $2,500,
mails, $2,300,
$3,500; assistant
mails,
$2,700,
and $3,000;
$3,000; foremen,
$2,000 and $2,200;
$2,200; postal
postal cashier,
foremen, $2,000
$2,700, and
$3,100;
assistant cashiers,
and ,$2,400;
money-order cashier,
$2,400; money-order
$2,200 and
cashiers, $2,200
$3,100; assistant
$2,300.
$2,800;
bookkeepers, $2,000
$2,000 and
examiners, $2,300.
station examiners,
$2,200; station
and $2,200;
$2,800; bookkeepers,
Receipts
$3,000,000, but
$5,000,000-Assistant postmaster,
but less than $5,000,000-Assistant
Receipts $3,000,000,
$3,800; superintendent
superintendent of
superintendents of
$3,600; assistant superintendents
mails, $3,600;
of mails,
$3,800;
mails, $2,300,
$2,300, $2,500,
$2,800, and
$3,200; foremen,
foremen, $2,000
$2,000 and $2,200;
$2,200;
and $3,200;
$2,500, $2,800,
mails,
postal cashier,
$2,400, and
and $2,800;
$2,800;
assistant cashiers, $2,200, $2,400,
cashier, $3,300; assistant
postal
money-order
$3,000; bookkeepers,
$2,000 and $2,200;
$2,200; station
bookkeepers, $2,000
cashier, $3,000;
money-order cashier,
less than
exammers,
Receipts $5,000,000,
$5,000 2000, but
but less
$2,500. Receipts
and $2,500.
$2,300 and
exammers, $2,300
$7,000,000-Assistant postmaster,
postmaster, $4,000;
$4,000; superintendent
superintendent of mails,
$7,000,000-Assistant
$3,800; assistant
$2,300, $2,500,
$2,500, $2,800,
superintendents of mails, $2,300,
assistant superintendents
$3,800;
$3,000, and
and $3,400;
foremen, $2,000
$2,000 and $2,200; postal
postal cashier,
$3,400; foremen,
$3,000,
$3,500;
$2,200, $2,600,
$2,600, and $2,800; money-order
money-order
$3,500; assistant cashiers, $2,200,
cashier,
$3,200; bookkeepers,
$2,000, $2,200,
and $2,300;
$2,300; station
$2,200, and
bookkeepers, $2,000,
cashier, $3,200;
examiners,
$2,300 and
and $2,500.
$2,500. Receipts
$7,000,000, but
than
less than
but less
Receipts $7,000,000,
examiners, $2,300
$9,000,000-Assistant
superintendent of mails,
$4,300; superintendent
postmaster, $4,300;
$9,000,000-Assistant postmaster,
$2,300, $2,500,
$4,000; assistant
assistant superintendents
$2,500, $2,800,
$2,800,
superintendents of mails, $2,300,
$4,000;
$3,200,
and $3,600;
foremen, $2,000 and $2,200; postal cashier,
cashier,
$3,600; foremen,
$3,200, and
$3,700;
assistant cashiers,
$2,300, $2,500,
$2,500, $2,800,
$2,800, and
$3,000; moneymoneyand $3,000;
cashiers, $2,300,
$3,700; assistant
order
cashier, $3,300;
$3,300; bookkeepers,
$2,000, $2,200, and
$2,300;
and $2,300;
bookkeepers, $2,000,
order cashier,
station
examiners, $2,300
$9,000,000, but less
$2,300 and $2,500. Receipts $9,000,000,
station examiners,
$4,500; superintendent
than $20,000,000-Assistant
postmaster, $4,500;
superintendent of
$20,000,000-Assistant postmaster,
than
mails,
superintendents of
$2,400, $2,500,
of mails, $2,400,
assistant superintendents
$4,200; assistant
mails, $4,200;
$2,200, and
$2,800,
$3,200, $3,400,
$3,400, and
$2,000, $2,200,
and
foremen, $2,000,
$3,800; foremen,
and $3,800;
$2,800, $3,200,
$2,300, $2,500,
$2,300; postal cashier, $3,800; assistant cashiers,
cashiers, $2,300,
$2,300;
$2,800,
bookkeepers,
$3,400; bookkeepers,
cashier, $3,400;
money-order cashier,
$3,000; money-order
and $3,000;
$2,800, and
$2,000, $2,200,
$2,500; station examiners, $2,300 and
$2,300, and $2,500;
$2,200, $2,300,
$2,000,
$2,500. Receipts
upward - Assistant postmaster,
and upward-Assistant
$20,000,000 and
Receipts $20,000,000
$2,500.
$4,600; superintendent
superintendent of
$4,400; assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents
of mails,
mails, $4,400;
$4,600;
of mails,
mails, $2,400,
$2,600, $2,800, $3,200, $3,600, and $3,800; super$2,400, $2,600,
of
intendent of
delivery, $4,400;
superintendents of delivery,
delivery,
$4,400; assistant superintendents
of delivery,
intendent
$2,000,
foremen, $2,000,
$3,600, and $3,800; foremen,
$2,400,
$2,800, $3,200, $3,600,
$2,600, $2,800,
$2,400, $2,600,
$2,200,
and $2,300;
$2,300; superintendent
superintendent of registry, $4,000; assistant
assistant
$2,200, and
$3,200;
superintendents
$2,600, $2,800, and $3,200;
$2,400, $2,600,
registry, $2,400,
superintendents of registry,
superintendent of
assistant superintendent
superintendent
order, $4,000;
$4,000; assistant
money order,
superintendent of moneyassistant
money
$3,600; postal
postal cashier,
$4,000; assistant
cashier, $4,000;
auditor, $3,600;
order, $3,800;
$3,800; auditor,
money order,
money-order
and $3,200; money-order
$2,500, $2,800,
$2,800, $3,000,
$3,000, and
$2,300, $2,500,
cashiers, $2,300,
cashier, $3,600;
$3,600; bookkeepers,
$2,100, $2,300,
$3,000;
$2,500, and $3,000;
$2,300, $2,500,
bookkeepers, $2,100,
cashier,
station
$2,300 and $2,500: Provided,
Provided, That in fixing
fixing the
Prot-fp/3R.
station examiners, $2,300
Pro:iso.i.
Sy=oe
nna
, o1
.
0v
Washington,
salaries of
employees in the post office at Washington,
supervisory employees
of supervisory
Supeersioryemloy salaries
in his discretion
may in
Columbia ' the Postmaster General may
discretion
District of Columbia,
add
exceed 50
50 per
per centum
to the
the gross
gross postal
receipts of
of that
that
postal receipts
centum to
to exceed
add not
not to
Limitation on ma :t 1mum
of assi ,t- office:
Provided further,
That not more than one assistant superfurther, That
office: Provided
talarens ooms::
mum .''alaries
one
delivery, one
intendent of mails, one assistant superintendent
siperinteendes intendent
ant
a
ar
i21,1
superintendent of delivery,
an.il
caers.
superintendent of registry, and one assistant cashier shall
assistant superintendent
be
paid the
the maximum
salary provided
these positions at any
for these
provided for
maximum salary
be paid
office,
except where
the receipts are $9,000,000 and less than
where the
office, except
$20,000,000
to which
which offices
offices two
superintendents of mails
assistant superintendents
two assistant
$20,000,000,2 to
shall
be assigned
assigned at
at the
charge of the
salary, one to be in charge
the maximum
maximum salary,
shall be
ca
shiers at State
city-delivery service:
service: And prnoided
provided further,
further, That in post offices
offices
Statede- city-delivery
cPahiersat
p)sitonre3 of postal
=re.
designated as State depositories
depositories for surplus postal funds and central
fund, etc. °f P°st
accounting
where the
the gross
gross postal
postal receipts
receipts are
less than
than
are less
offices where
accounting offices
$500,000
postal cashier is provided
provided the employee directly in
no postal
and no
8500,000 and
charge
accounts shall be
of such accounts
adjustments of
the records
records and adjustments
of the
charge of
allowed
$200 per annum,
annum, and if the gross postal receipts
increase of $200
an increase
allowed an
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of
less than
than $5,000,000,
$5,000,000, the
of such offices are
are $500,000
$500,000 and
and less
the postal
postal
cashier shall
of $200
$200 per
per annum.
annum.
cashier
shall be
be allowed
allowed an
an increase
increase of
e Sune;in
d s
t
t
ego
en
ns
t
s
of classified
be based
basedofc
The salary
salary of
of superintendents
superintendents of
classified stations
stations shall
shall be
edstations.
on
number of
of regular
regular employees
thereto and
and the
annual
on the
the number
employees assigned
assigned thereto
the annual
receipts: Provided,
Provided, That no allowance
allowance shall be made for sales Provin.
r
postal receipts:
Restrictions.
tioos
of stamps to patrons residing outside of the
the stations.
stations.
the territory
territory of
of the
At delivery
delivery stations
receipts shall
shall be
constations each
each $100,000
$100,000 of postal
postal receipts
be considered equal
additional employee.
employee. At
classified
equal to
to one additional
At nondelivery
nondelivery classified
stations, known as finance
$25,000 of
postal receipts
receipts
finance stations,
stations, each $25,000
of postal
shall
to one
additional employee.
shall be
be considered
considered as
as equal
equal to
one additional
employee.
At classified
classified stations
stations having
less than
than four
four employees
and where
where salaries.
Salaries.
having less
employees and
ons w
the
receipts
are
less
than
$100,000
the
salary
of
the
superintendent
mrtationa
with
not
shall
the receipts
not be greater
are less than
than that
$100,000
of aspecial
the salary
clerk.
of the superintendent more
ployees,
s
tati
than
etc. four
ith
not
ployees, etc.
shall not be greater than that of a special clerk.
At classified
stations having
having four
four employees
employees or
At
classified stations
salary of
of Based
number of
of
or more
more the
the salary
Bsed on number
the superintendent
superintendent shall
shall be
be as
Four and
and not
six employees.
the
as follows:
follows: Four
not exceeding
exceeding six
employees.
employees, $2,100;
not exceeding
employees,
$2,100; seven and not
exceeding eighteen
eighteen employees,
employees,
$2,200; nineteen
nineteen and
and not exceeding
exceeding thirty-two
thirty-two employees,
employees, $2,300;
$2,300;
thirty-three and not exceeding
thirty-three
exceeding forty-four employees,
employees, $2,400;
$2,400; fortyfortyfive and not exceeding
exceeding sixty-four
employees, $2,500;
and
sixty-four employees,
$2,500; sixty-five
sixty-five and
ninety-one and
and not
exceeding
not exceeding
exceeding ninety
ninety employees,
employees, $2,600;
$2,600; ninety-one
not exceeding
hundred and
twenty employees,
employees, $2,700;
one hundred
and twentytwentyone hundred
and twenty
$2,700; one
hundred and
one and not exceeding
hundred and
fifty employees,
employees, $2,800;
$2,800;
exceeding one
one hundred
and fifty
one hundred and
and fifty-one
fifty-one and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding three
three hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty
employees,
hundred and fifty-one
fifty-one employees
over,
employees, $3,000;
$3,000; three hundred
employees and
and over,
$3,200.
At
classified stations
super.
or more
there tr
At classified
stations having
having sixty-five
sixty-five or
more employees
employees there
Assistant superin
sl
a
ttsn,
s.
may
be an
an assistant
assistant superintendent
stations with
with salary
salary as
may be
superintendent of
of stations
as follows:
follows: inedatSn's.t at class
classi.Sixty-five and not
$2,200; ninety-one
not exceeding
exceeding ninety employees,
employees, $2,200;
ninety-one
and not exceeding one hundred and twenty employees,
employees, $2,300;
$2,300; one
one
twenty-one and
and not
not exceeding
one hundred
hundred and
fifty
hundred and twenty-one
exceeding one
and fifty
employees,
one hundred
and fifty-one
fifty-one and
and not
three
employees, $2,400; one
hundred and
not exceeding
exceeding three
fifty employees,
employees, $2,600;
hundred andfifty-one
hundred and fifty
$2,600; three
three hundred
and fifty-one
employees and over, $2,800.
$2,800.
employees
That
clerks in
first and
and second-class
post offices
carriers Clerks and carriers,
carriers,
That clerks
in first
second-class post
offices and
and letter
letter carriers
in the
Service shall
shall be
be divided
grades as
as off'ted
If
Le
t
es
an
. d second class
fsEs
divided into
into five
five grades
in
the City
City Delivery
Delivery Service
follows:
zalary, $1,400;
$1,400; second
grade—salary, $1,500;
follows: First
First grade
grade-salary,
second grade-salary,
salaries.
$1,500; Grades and salaries.
third grade-salary,
grade salary, $1,600;
$1,600; fourth grade—salary,
fifth
grade-salary, $1,700;
$1,700; fifth
grade-salary,
grade—salary, $1,800:
Provided, That
i
n the
grades Provisos.
$1,800: Provided,
That in
the readjustment
readjustment of
of grades
prowim.
for
clerks at
at first
and second
second class
and letter
p Readtjusttc
ir
from
for clerks
first and
class post
post offices
offices and
in praesent
letter carriers
carners in
r n
from
the
Delivery Service
Service to
to the
herein provided,
provided,
the City Delivery
to conform
conform to
the grades
grades herein
grade 1
1 shall include
include present
present grade
grade 1,
1, grade 2
2 shall
shall include
include present
present
grade 2, grade 33 shall include present grade
grade 3,
grade 4
include
3, grade
4 shall include
present
credited
present grade
grade 4, and grade 55 shall include present grades 5
5 and 6: wiSSubstitutes
tinV
in
ite
use
tes
„Z
edi
. ted
Providedfurther,
further, That hereafter
Provided
substitute clerks
clerks in
in first
first and
hereafter substitute
and second
second
class post offices and substitute
the City
substitute letter carriers
carriers in
in the
City Delivery
Delivery
Service when appointed regular clerks
shall have
clerks or carriers shall
have credit
credit
actual time
served on
each three
for actual
time served
on :basis
a basis of
of one year
year for each
three hundred
hundred
and six
six days
days of
eight hours
hours served
as substitute,
substitute, and
and appointed
to
and
of eight
served as
appointed to
the
carrier would have
the grade
grade to
to which such clerk or
or carrier
have progressed
progressed had PC44
Pao, yp.1152.
p.
Ps52.
his original
original appointment
as substitute
grade one:
pro- Grade
his
appointment as
substitute been
been to
to grade
one: And
And proGrade promotions
promotions
vided further,
further, That clerks in first and second class post offices
vidrd
offices and yearly.
letter
successletter carriers in the
the City
City Delivery Service
Service shall
shall be promoted successively after one year's satisfactory
satisfactory service
service in each
each grade to
to the next
next
higher
reach the
All promotions
shall
higher grade
grade until
until they
they reach
the fifth
fifth grade.
grade. All
promotions shall
be made
at the
the beginning
beginning of
quarter following
one year's
satisbe
made at
of the
the quarter
following one
year's satisfactory
factory service
the grade:
provided further,
further , That
That there
Special clerks.
service in the
grade: And
And provided
there shall
shall specialclerks.
be two grades of special clerks
clerks as follows: First
First grade—salary,
grade-salary, $1,900;
$1,900;
second
grade salary, $2.000:
provided further,
further, That
printers, Printers, mechanics,
mechanics,
second grade-salary,
2,.000: And
And provided
That printers,
mechanics,
skilled laborers
shall, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of promotion
promotion andlaborers
and laborers.
mechanics, and
and skilled
laborers shal,
and
be deemed
part of
clerical force.
force.
and compensation,
compensation, be
deemed aapart
of the
the clerical
44231°-21--6
6SS
44281°-21---

1050
1050
Pay of substituteS.
PayofsubstituteS.

Watchmen,
messenwatchmen, messenlaborers.
gers, and laborers.
Grades and pay.
Gradesand
Proviso.
Promotions.

Promotions.
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first
That the pay of substitute, temporary,
temporary, or auxiliary clerks at first
and second
post offices
offices and
substitute letter carriers
carriers in the City
and substitute
class post
second class
and
Delivery Service
Service shall
be at
of 60 cents per hour.
at the
the rate of
shall be
Delivery

That watchmen,
watchmen, messengers,
messengers, and laborers in first and second class
gradeinto two grades, as follows: First grade—
divided into
post
offices shall
be divided
shall be
post offices
watchThat
s
al
ary r,
mes,s3e5.0g;e
$1
,
coan
n
d
dgrade-salary,
gra
laborers
de sal sary,ll$1,450:
$1b,
e
45promoted
p
0r
:Provided,
second
$1,350; se
salary,
t'o Tltretwatchs
men, messengers, and laborers shall be promoted to the second

mgreand,e
after one
one year's
year's satisfactory
satisfactory service
econd
first grade.
grade.
first
the
in the
service in
grade after
Railway
postal
That railway postal clerks shall be divided into two classes, Class
wa y postal
Rail
clerks.
clerks.
one-salary,-,
Classes
grades.
A
Class B,
grades as follows: Grade one—salary
into six grades
and into
B, and
and Class
A and
andgrades.
Classes and
Pay.
Pay.
$1,600;
three-salary, $1,850;
$1,600; grade two-salary,
two salary, $1,700;
$1,700; grade three—salary,
$1,850; grade
four—salary, $2,000;
$2,000; grade
six-salary,
grade six—salary,
$2,150; grade
five-salary, $2,150;
grade five—salary,
four-salary,
Laborers.
$2,300;
laborers in
in the
Railway Mail
Mail Service
shall be
divided
be divided
Service shall
the Railway
and laborers
$2,300; and
Grades andpay.
and pay.
into
two grades,
as follows:
follows: Grade one-salary,
one salary, $1,350; grade twotwo—
grades, as
into two
salary,
$1,450.
salary, $1,450.
For
the purpose
of organization
organization and
and establishing
grades
maximum grades
establishing maximum
ClaPsification
purpose of
For the
Classification established.
to which
which promotions
promotions may
successively, as herein provided,
made successively,
be made
may-be
to
lished.
runs now
in Class
offices and transfer
transfer
terminal railway post offices
Class A and all terminal
now in
runs
offices shall
placed in Class A, and the remainder
remainder in Class B.
be placed
shall be
offices
Road
clerks shall
shall be
be promoted
promoted successively
successively to
to grade
grade three
clerks,
for clerks,
three for
Road clerks.
Road clerks
Grade promotions.
and
charge of Class A, and to grade five
and to grade four for clerks in charge
Gradepromotions.
for clerks
clerks and
and to grade six for clerks in charge
charge of Class B.
for
Terminal
railway
post
office
and
transfer
promoted
clerks shall be promoted
transfer
and
office
post
railway
Terminal
transand
Terminal
Terminal
clerks.trqnsfer
clerks.
erjra
successively
to grade
grade three
three for
of whom
whom general
scheme distrigeneral scheme
clerks of
for clerks
de promotions.
romotions.
successively to
Grade
bution
is not
not required,
and to grade four for clerks of whom general
required, and
bution is
scheme
and for
for clerks
clerks in charge
charge to grade five
required, and
is required,
distribution is
scheme distribution
in
crews in terminals consisting of not more
tours or crews
or tours
terminals or
in terminals
than nineteen
nineteen clerks
clerks or in
transfer offices
offices or tours in transfer offices
in transfer
than
of
not more
more than
clerks, and to grade six in terminals or tours
than four clerks,
of not
or
terminals consisting
consisting of twenty or more clerks and in
in terminals
crews in
or crews
transfer offices or tours in transfer offices of five or more clerks.
transfer
A
clerk in
in charge
charge is
as a
in charge
of a
arailway
railway post
post
charge of
a clerk
clerk in
is defined
defined as
A clerk
in charge.
Clerk in
Status defined
defined.
office,
office, terminal railway post office,
office, or transfer office whether he perStatus
supervision,
forms service
a crew of clerks under his supervision,
or has
has a
alone or
service alone
forms
or
of a
tour or
railway post office
office
a crew
crew within aatour of aaterminal railway
or a
a tour
or of
or
or transfer office.
All clerks
clerks assigned
of division
division superintendents
superintendents or
chief
or chief
office of
the office
to the
assigned to
All
o
Clerks
Clerks at offices of
the
in the
di
vision superintendsuperintend- clerks offices shall be promoted
di-vision
promoted successively
successively to grade three, and in
ents, etc.
may be promoted one
office of
division superintendent
superintendent four
clerks may
four clerks
of division
office
Grade promotions.
four,, four clerks to grade five,
five, and four
four
grade per annum to grade four
Ace of chief clerks one clerk may be
be
grade six, and in the office
clerks to grade
promoted one
one grade
grade five,
annum to grade four, one clerk to grade
grade per annum
promoted
and
and one clerk to grade six.
Examiners shall
to grade
five and
assistant
and assistant
grade five
successively to
promoted successively
be promoted
shall be
Examiners
Examiners and
nd asExaminers
sistants.
assigned to the office of division
four whether
grade four
examiners
to grade
whether assigned
examiners to
sistants.
Promotions.
clerks offices.
superintendents or
or chief
chief clerks
offices.
romotion superintendents
Laborers
shall
be
promoted
to
grade two
after one
one year's
satisfacyear's satisfactwo after
grade
to
promoted
be
shall
Laborers
Laborers.
Lnaorers.
Promotion.
Promotion.
torv service in grade one.
tory
Promotions shall
at the
beginning of
the
of the
the beginning
successively at
made successively
be made
shall be
Promotions
Time for promotions
Timeforpromotions.
quarter
satisfactory service in the next lower grade.
year's satisfactory
following aayear's
quarter following
In
service to conform to the grades herein
Assignment to
new
the service
of the
readjustment of
In the
the readjustment
to new
.Assinment
ratings.
provided, _grade
include clerks in present
present grade one, grade
grade one shall include
provided,
ratngs.
two
shall
include
clerks
in
present
grades
and three, grade three
two
grades
present
in
clerks
include
two shall
shall include
clerks in
present grades
grades four
and five, grade four shall
four and
in present
include clerks
shall
include clerks
seven grade five shall include
present grades six and seven,
in present
clerks in
include
clerks
and grade six shall include
grades eight and nine, and
present grades
in present
clerks in
clerks
clerks in present grade ten.
Substitute
postal clerks
be paid
salary of grade
the salary
paid the
shall be
clerks shall
railway-postal
Substitute railway
Substitutes.
Suhstitutes.
Service
and profor service
pr
one
pay.and
er.vie pay
service actually performed
performed during the first calendar year of
motions.
period, when, if his
service, which
his probationary
probationary period,
constitute his
shall constitute
which shall
service,
motions.
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services are
are satisfactory,
satisfactory, unless
sooner appointed
appointed a
a regular
regular clerk,
services
unless sooner
clerk,
he
promoted to
to grade
the salary
of that
he shall
shall be
be promoted
grade two
two and
and paid
paid the
salary of
that grade
grade
for service
performed until
regular clerk.
clerk.
for
service actually
actually performed
until appointed
appointed aaregular
Days work
gTiiay's work desigde
Service
exceeding nated.
be based
based on
on an
an average
average of
of not exceeding
Service of
of clerks shall
shall be
eight
daily for
for three
hundred and
per annum,
including
eight hours
hours daily
three hundred
and six
six days
days per
annum, including
Overtime service.
proper
for all
service required
service.
proper allowance
allowance for
all service
required on
on lay-off
lay-off periods.
periods. Clerks Overtime
required
of eight
eight hours
hours daily,
herein
required to
to perform
perform service
service in
in excess
excess of
daily, as
as herein
provided,
shall be
be paid
in cash
annual rate
rate of
pay or
or granted
granted
provided, shall
paid in
cash at
at the
the annual
of pay
compensatory
their option
compensatory time
time at
at their
option for
for such
such overtime.
overtime.
Full
time
when
nderorderhe
Substitute railway postal clerks shall be credited with full time traveling under
orders.
while
of the
department to
and from
while traveling
traveling under
under orders
orders of
the department
to and
from their
their
designated
to take
take up
assignment, together
with
designated headquarters
headquarters to
up an
an assignment,
together with
actual
necessary travel
not to
$2 per
per day,
day, while
actual and
and necessary
travel expenses,
expenses, not
to exceed
exceed $2
while
a substitute clerk suritetesxpnse
such headquarters.
headquarters. When
When a
on duty away
away from such
suLT,g1te:xPenses of
performs service
service in
post office
starting from
official
his official
performs
in aa railway
railway post
office starting
from his
headqyarters he
shall be
be allowed
law
headquarters
he shall
allowed travel
travel expenses
expenses under
under the
the law
applying
clerks regularly
regularly assigned
assigned to
the run.
run.
ap
lying to
to clerks
to the
Division headquarheadquarinspectors.
ters of
of inspectors.
at division
division headquarters
of post-office
lhat cclerks
That
e'lerks at
headquarters of
post-office inspectors
inspectors shall ters
Grades and pay of
be
grades, as follows: Grade one—salary,
$1,600; cler
and pay of
one-salary, $1,600;
be divided into
into six
six grades,
clerks
two salary, $1,700;
grade two-salary,
$1,700; grade
grade three—salary,
three-salary, $1,850;
$1,850; grade
grade four—
four•
salary,
five—salary, $2,150;
grade six—salary,
$2,300;
salary, $2,000; grade
grade five-salary,
$2,150; grade
six-salary, $2,300;
and there
shall be
chief clerk
clerk at
at each
at aa
and
there shall
be one
one chief
each division
division headquarters
headquarters at
Promotions.
P
mo
$2,600. That
That clerks at division
salary
division headquarters
headquarters shall be prosalary of $2,600.
moted
grade five
at the
quarter
moted successively
successively to
to grade
five at
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the quarter
following a
a year's
year's satisfactory
the next
lower grade,
and
following
satisfactory service
service in
in the
next lower
grade, and
one
at each
may be
one clerk
clerk at
each division
division headquarters
headquarters may
be promoted
promoted to
to grade
grade
six
satisfactory service
service in
in grade
grade five.
six after
after one
one year's
year's satisfactory
five.bstutes
for div
Substitutes for diviclerks absent withHereafter when
when any
Hereafter
any clerk
clerk in the
the office of division
division headquarters
headquarters sion
sionclerksabsentwithpay.
in
the post-office
inspection service
outpaypost-office inspection
service is
is absent from
from duty from any out
in the
cause other than leave with
with pay
pay allowed by
by law,
law, the Postmaster
Postmaster
General,
regulations as
he may
may prescribe,
authorize Pay
General, under
under such
such regulations
as he
prescribe, may
may authorize
Pay from
apsed
from
lapsed
the employment
employment of
of a
asubstitute
work, and
and payment
the
substitute for
for such
such work,
payment therefor
therefor salary.
from the lapsed
lapsed salary
salary of such absent clerk at
at aarate
rate not
not to exceed
exceed
thepay
the pay of
performed by
such substitute.
of the grade of
of work performed
by such
substitute.
na

of

carriers.
That
compensation of each rural carrier for serving aa rural Rural
Rraliesed
That the compensation
Pay established.
week, shall be $1,800;
route of twenty-four
twenty-four miles, six days in the week,
$1,800; on
$1,728;
routes twenty-two
twenty-two miles and less than twenty-four
twenty-four miles, $1,728;
twenty-two miles, $1,620; on
on routes twenty miles and
and less
less than twenty-two
on
routes eighteen
$1,440; on routes
eighteen miles and less than twenty miles, $1,440;
sixteen miles and less than eighteen
eighteen miles, $1,260; on routes fourteen
fourteen
miles and less than sixteen miles, $1,080;
$1,080; on routes twelve
twelve miles
and
miles and
less than fourteen
fourteen miles, $1,008;
$1,008; on routes ten miles and less than
twelve miles, $936; on routes eight miles and less than ten miles,
$864; on routes six miles and less than eight miles, $792; on routes
four miles
miles and
than six
$720. A
carrier serving Triweekly
Trweekly routes.
routes.
six miles,
miles, $720.
A rural
rural letter
letter carrierserving
four
and less
less than
one triweekly
triweekly route shall be _paid
paid on the basis for a
a route one-hall
one-half
the length of the route served by him, and a
acarrier serving two triweekly routes shall be paid on the basis for aaroute one-half
one-half of the
combined length of the two routes. Each rural carrier assigned to a
combhned
a

Horsedrawn vehicle
horse-drawn vehicle route on which
service is performed
horse-drawn
which daily service
performed shall
shall routes.
Horsedawn
vehicle
excess
Allowance for excess
receive
A.30 per mile per annum
receive $30
annum for each mile said route is in excess Allowance
mileage.
fraction thereof,
based on actual mleage.
of twenty-four
twenty-four miles or major
major fraction
thereof, based

mileage, and each rural carrier assigned to a
a horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicle
route on which triweekly service is performed
performed shall receive
receive $15 per
mile
for each
each mile
mile said
is in
excess of
of twenty-four
twenty-four miles
or major
major
mile for
said route
route is
in excess
miles or
fraction thereof,
thereof, based
on actual
fraction
based on
actual mileage.
mileage.
Deductions for
for failfaiDeductions
perform service
on a
a standard
Deductions for failure
failure to perform
service on
standard rural Deductions
ure to perform service.
delivery
delivery route for twenty-four
twenty-four miles and less shall not exceed the re to performservice
rate
pay per
per mile
mile for
for service
twenty-four miles
miles and
and less;
less; and
service for
for twenty-four
and
rate of
of pay
deductions
failure to
to perform
perform service
mileage in
deductions for
for failure
service on
on mileage
in excess
excess of
of
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twenty-four miles
miles shall
exceed the
rate of
allowed
compensation allowed
of compensation
the rate
not exceed
shall not
twenty-four
for
such excess
excess mileage.
mileage.
for such
a carrier
Motor vehicle routes.
That the pay of a
carrier who furnishes
furnishes and maintains his own
than fifty miles in
motor
vehicle
and
who
serves
a
route
in
less than
not less
motor vehicle and who serves a route not
length
not exceeding
$2,600 per annum.
exceeding $2,600
be at
at not
length be
Village delivery
That the pay of carriers in the village delivery
village
delivery
delivery service, under such
service.
rules
as the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may
may prescribe, shall
regulations as
and regulations
rules and
be from
from $1,000 to $1,200 per annum.
be
Third
That no
allowance to third-class
third-class post offices to cover the cost of
no allowance
That
class offices.
offices.
Third class
Clerk hire allowservices in
in excess
excess of
of $450
$450 shall
where the salary of
made where
be made
shall be
clerical services
hre allow. clerical
aek
ances.
the
$1,000, $1,100,
$1,200; nor
excess of
of $600
$600
in excess
nor in
or $1,200;
$1,100, or
is $1,000,
postmaster is
the postmaster
$1,500; nor
$1,400, or $1,500;
where
the salary
salary of
the postmaster
postmaster is
$1,300, $1,400,
is $1,300,
of the
where the
in
salary of
postmaster is $1,600, $1,700,
of the
the postmaster
the salary
where the
$700 where
of $700
excess of
in excess
or $1,800;
nor in
of $900
$900 where
salary of the postmaster
postmaster
the salary
where the
excess of
in excess
$1,800; nor
or
is
in excess
of the
salary of
the salary
where the
$1,200 where
of $1,200
excess of
nor in
$2,000; nor
or $2,000;
$1,900 or
is $1,900
Postmaster GenProvided, That the Postmaster
postmaster is
$2,200: Provided,
or $2,200:
is $2,100 or
postmaster
Proviso.
Proviso.
Assistant postmasdisbursement of the appropriation
appropriation for this purpose
may in the disbursement
ptmas- eral may
tessistant
ters.
and
its limitation
the employment
employment at a
amaximum
provide for the
limitation provide
within its
and within
salary
of $900
per annum
annum of
of assistant
offices of
postmasters at post offices
assistant postmasters
$900 per
salary of
or
$2,100
the
third
class
where
the
salary
of
the
postmaster
$2,100
$2,200
is
postmaster
of
the
salary
the
where
class
the third
•
per annum.
annum.
per
Inspectors.
That post-office
post-office inspectors
ienspectors, aies.
inspectors shall be divided into seven grades, as
Grades and salaries.
$2,300; grade two-salary,
follows: Grade
Grade one-salary,
one—salary, $2,300;
two—salary, $2,500;
$2,500;
sasfollows:
ad
fivegrade three-salary,
three—salary, $2,700;
$2,700; grade
four—salary, $2,900; grade
grade five—
grade four-salary,
grade
seven-salary,
grade seven—salary,
salary, $3,200;
$3,200; grade
grade six-salary,
six—salary, $3,500;
$3,500; grade
salary,
$3,700;
and there
there shall
fifteen inspectors
inspectors in charge
charge at $4,200.
shall be fifteen
$3,700; and
Promotions
successively to grade five at the beginyearly. Inspectors shall be promoted successively
Promotions yearly.
satisfactory and efficient
ning of
quarter following
year's satisfactory
efficient
following aa year's
the quarter
of the
ning
service in
lower grade, and to grade six at the beginning of
in the next lower
service
meritorious service
the quarter
quarter following
following the
expiration of
one year's
service
year's meritorious
of one
the expiration
the
in
not to
force to grade
of the force
centum of
per centum
20 per
exceed 20
to exceed
and not
five, and
grade five,
in grade
seven
meritorious service after not less than one year's
specially meritorious
seven for specially
inspectors without per
service
in grade
grade six.
three grades
per
grades of inspectors
The three
six. The
service in
diem allowance
and the
the three
three senior
grades of
of field inspectors
inspectors shall
senior grades
allowance and
diem
be considered
readjusting the inspectors to the grades
in readjusting
parity in
a parity
on a
considered on
be
provided.
provided.
Per diem when away
shall be
be paid
paid their
their actual
actual expenses
not to
$5 per
exceed $5
to exceed
expenses not
Inspectors shall
y Inspectors
t
fromtislomes,
from
homes, etc.
day
while
engaged
on
official
business
away
from
their
homes
and
and
homes
their
from
away
business
day while engaged on official
Ante, p. 574.
official domiciles.
appropriation for per diem allowance authorThe appropriation
domiciles. The
official
ne,5.
p.
ized for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year beginning
beginning July
1920, may be utilized for
1, 1920,
July 1,
ized
such expenses.
expenses.
such
Railway Mail
Railway MairService
MairService
ervMa3il Sery
cRilway
That the annual
annual salaries of officials
officials of the Railway
Pay
of
superintend
Division
Pa: of superintend--shall be graded in even hundreds of dollars, as follows: Division
eras,
ent etc.
$4,200: assistant division superintendents
superintendents at $4,200;
s, etc .
superintendents
superintendents at
$3,200; assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents at $3,100;
superintendent
$3,100; assistant superintendent
$3,200;
$3,000;
in charge
car construction
at $3,000; chief clerks at $3,000;
construction at
of car
charge of
in
Proriso.
assistant
chief
clerks
at
$2,500:
Provided,
That
the
clerks
in
charge
charge
in
clerks
the
That
Provided,
$2,500:
at
clerks
chief
Clerks in charge
o assistant
charwe of
(tri';n
sections,
Ca
shall be rated
offices of the division superintendents
in
the
sections
car✓ Of
and of
of
section., and
of
superintendents
construction.
as assistant
clerks at $2,500 salary,
salary, and the chief clerk in charge
chief clerks
assistant chief
constructon
superintendent
of
as an assistant superintendent
designated as
be designated
shall be
construction shall
of car
car construction
at $3,000
salary per
annum.
per annum.
$3,000 salary
at
That the
the salary
salary of
requisition fillers
fillers and
packers in
of
division of
the division
in the
and packers
of requisition
That
Req'iishion
fillers
Re.i-:i;ion
and
1,800 per
equipment
shall be
per
as follows:
follows: One foreman, $1,800
be as
supplies shall
and supplies
equipment and
andi packers.
Iike.
packers, each, $1,600
annum;
ten requisition
$1,600 per
and nine packers,
fillers and
requisition fillers
annum; ten
annum.
annum.
Employees in
in the
be granted
granted fifteen
days' leave
fifteen days'
shallbe
Service shall
Postal Service
the Postal
Employees
toO
Leaves of
of absence
absence t
Let-e
all employees.
of
absence with
exclusive of
of Sundays and holidays, each fiscal
fiscal
pay, exclusive
with pay,
of absence
all employees.
be
to
a
year
,
year,
and
sick
leave
with
pay
at
the
rate
of
ten
days
a
days
ten
of
rate
the
at
pay
with
leave
sick
Sirk
leave
with
pay
and
year,
pay,
lea.-e
Sick
cumulative.
cumulative for
for aa period
period of three years, but no sick leave with pay
cumulative
cumulative.
in excess
of thirty
granted during
during any three consecutive
consecutive
be granted
shall be
days shall
thirty days
in
excess of
er
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years. Sick leave shall be granted
granted only upon
evidence of
upon satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
of
illness
more than
than two
application therefor
therefor shall
shall be
illness and
and if
if for
for more
two days
days the
the application
be
accompanied
by a
aphysician's
physician's certificate.
accompanied by
certificate.
Monthly credit of
The
fifteen days
at the
the rate
rate of
credit of
one and
The fifteen
days leave
leave shall
shall be
be credited
credited at
of one
and leMesthl
leaves.
one-quarter days
days for
for each
month of
of actual
actual service.
service.
one-quarter
each month
Restoration of reWhenever
an employee
employee herein
provided for
have been
Whenever an
herein provided
for shall
shall have
been rere- ducedemployee
duced employee to
to
former
duced
for any
he may
be restored
restored to
duced in
in salary
salary for
any cause,
cause, he
may be
his former
to his
former grade
grade former grade,
etc.
grade, etc.
or
grade at
at the
of any
quarter
or advanced
advanced to an
an intermediate
intermediate grade
the beginning
beginning of
any quarter
following the reduction, and
to a
former grade
and a
a restoration to
a former
grade or
or adadvancement to
intermediate grade
shall not
vancement
to an
an intermediate
grade shall
not be
be construed
construed as
as aaproprothe law
prohibiting advancement
motion within the
the meaning
meaning of
of the
law prohibiting
advancement of
of
more than
than one
within one
oneyear.
more
one grade
grade within
year.
Sundays or holidays.
Hereafter when
the needs
of the
the service
service require
require the
Hereafter
when the
needs of
the employment
employment on
on Compensatory
omundysaoryhtiam
time
for
on.
Sundays or
holidays of
Sundays
or holidays
of foremen,
foremen, special
special clerks,
clerks, carriers, watchck,
clerksclerkscarriers,
employment on.
watch- for employment
at first
and second
second class
class post
men, messengers,
messengers, or laborers at
first and
post offices,
offices,
or
at terminalrailway
terminal railway post
post offices
and transfer
transfer
or of railway postal
postal clerks at
offices and
offices,
offices, they shall be
he allowed
allowed compensatory
compensatory time
days next
time withinsix
withinsix days
next
and within
succeeding the Sunday and
next succeeding
succeeding the
within thirty
thirty days
days next
the 0v .
holiday on
which service
service is
performed, and
portion of
the Act
Act rerime
re,,eazd
time payments
holiday
on which
is performed,
and mat
that portion
of the
payments
approved
July 2,
2, 1918,
the
for overtime
p 745,
,40, 40, p.
relieu
approved
of compensatory
July
1918,
timeauthorizing
authorizing
is hereby repealed.
the payment
'Payment for
overtime in
in RI:a.
745,

lieu of compensatory time is hereby repealed.

Promotions
after
All employees
herein provided
provided for
for in
in automatic
automatic grades,
who have
have completing
completin'one
yar'
employees herein
grades, who
one year's
satisfactory
service.
not reached
reached the maximum
grades to
maximum grades
to which
which they
they are entitled to progress satisactory service.
automatically, shall
at the
the beginning
of the
quarter
automatically,
shall be
be promoted
promoted at
beginning of
the quarter
following
service since
their
following the
the completion of
of one
one year's
year's satisfactory
satisfactory service
since their
last _promotion,
promotion, regardless of any increases in
in salaries granted
granted them
by
the provisions
this Act.
by the
provisions of
of this
Act.
Promotions of superOn
after July
no supervisory
supervisory official
official or
in visory
isry officials
officialsreOn and
and after
July 11, 1921,
1921, no
or employee
employee in
reic
stricted.
the Postal Service
Service shall be promoted
promoted more than $300
$300 during
during any one st ted
when appointed
postmaster, inspector
charge, or
year, except when
appointed postmaster,
inspector in
in charge,
or
Superintendent of
Mail Service.
Superintendent
of the
the Railway
Railway Mail
Service.
Transfers of clerks
The
Postmaster General
when the
The Postmaster
General may,
may, when
the interest
interest of
service rereaf the
the service
permitted
re -anderrier
carriers permitted.
quires,
quires, transfer any clerk
clerk to the position of carrier
carrier or
or any
any carrier to
to
transfer to be made
the position of clerk,
clerk, such transfer
to the
made to
the corresponding
corresponding
grade
salary of
of the
transferred.
grale and
and salary
the clerk
clerk or
or carrier
carrier transferred.
Joint postal reclassiThat
the joint
commission authorized
under section
That the
joint commission
authorized under
section 33 of
of the
the Act
Act ai
tion
comrnassin
fication
commission
of February
February 28,
1919, making
making appropriations
appropriations for
service of
of the
of
28, 1919,
for the
the service
the continued.
co"tneud
Ante, p. 583.
Post OfficeDepartment,
continued until the
Office Department, be continued
regular session
of
the next
next regular
session of
Congress
to prepare
report of
of the
Congress to
prepare a
a detailed
detailed report
the investigation.
investigation.
Inreea5ed pay for
That section 22of an Act entitled "An
"An Act making
making appropriations
appropriations 49.121rrreena'sldPaY
for
for
of the
the Post
Post Office
Department for
for the
fiscal year
ending Ante,
p.56.3, repealed.
for the
the service
service of
Office Department
the fiscal
year ending
An,,p.583,repealed.
June 30,
for other
April 24,
24, 1920, be,
be,
June
30, 1921, and
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved April
and
the same
same is
repealed, except
so far
far as
as it
it affects
and the
is hereby,
hereby, repealed,
except in
in so
affects the
the
pay of
of employees
not covered
covered by
by this
this Act.
Act.
pay
employees not
compensation of ptiolsern,
that the sums appropriated
That
appropriated for salaries and compensation
prritV, ergiieaapoe
.
a
rlii-.
postmasters
employees of
Service in
the Act
Act approved
able.
postmasters and
and employees
of the
the Postal
Postal Service
in the
approved able.
April
24, 1920,shallbe
1920, shall be available
available for
payment of
April 24,
for the
the payment
of salaries
salaries and
and comcompensation.
of 'Postmasters
the rates
rates of
pay
pensation of
postmasters and
and postal
postal employees
employees at
at the
of pay
dditional approAdditional
approherein provided;
such additional
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary prition.
p i ti ,
herein
provided; and
and such
additional sums
sums as
PP
are hereby
to carry
carry out
out the
provisions of
are
hereby appropriated
appropriated to
the provisions
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved,
June 5, 1920.
Approved, June
ra

CHAP, 255.—An
Act To
To authorize
the Secretary
to issue
CHAP.
255.-An Act
authorize the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
issue patent
patent
to
Louisiana, in
in trust,
for certain
to R.
R. L.
L. Crectille,
Credille, mayor
mayor of
of the
the village
village of
of Bonita,
Bonita, Louisiana,
trust, for
certain purpurposes.

on

June 5, o.
[Public, No. 266.]

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
of the
of America
States of
Armrica ?A
States
Congress assembled,
That upon
1-".; to
in Congress
assembled, That
upon payment
payment to
to the
Bonit,
La.
the Patent
stem'
t
L
oaR.
r, L. CreC eUnited States
of 81.25
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
mayor: of, rin
dill, mayor
in
per acre,
acre, the
the Secretary
and dille,
United
States of
S1.25 per
is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to issue
issue patent
patent to
R. L.
of the
lands in Louisis hereby,
to R.
L. Credille,
Credille, mayor
mayor of
the trust,
ilna. for
or0
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southwest
village
Louisiana, for the south half of the southwest
village of Bonita, Louisiana,
quarter,
five, township
range eight east,
north, range
twenty-two north,
township twenty-two
section five,
quarter, section
Louisiana
meridian, situated
Morehouse Parish, Louisiana, in
situated in Morehouse
Louisiana meridian,
trust for
for the
benefit of the persons, estates, firms, or coruse and benefit
the use
trust
porations
thereof under or by virtue
lands or parts thereof
said lands
claiming said
now claiming
porations now
of
from or
grantee,
through the State of Louisiana or its grantee,
or through
derived from
titles derived
of titles
L.
S. Neighbours,
of which
which said
said lands the
present claimants and their
the present
Neighbours, of
L. S.
grantors
possession as owners, by virtue of titles
actual possession
the actual
had the
have had
grantors have
derived from
from said
said State
State and
its
grantee
grantee for more than thirty years:
its
and
derived
Proviso.
Proviso.
described
Provided, That
That application
application for
purchase of the said described
applica- Provided,
for the purchase
Time for application, etc.
tract
authorization shall be filed at the United
United
this authorization
under this
land under
of land
tract of
Louisiana, within sixty days from
States
Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
at Baton
office at
land office
States land
Title etc .,conveyed. the passage
passage and approval
approval of this Act.
Title, etc.,conveyed.
concede and
The true
intent of
of this
Act is
declared to be to concede
hereby declared
is hereby
this Act
true intent
The
abandon all
right, title, and interest of the United States to those
all right,
abandon
persons,
firms, or
corporations who would be the true and
or corporations
estates, firms,
persons, estates,
lawful
of said
said lands
lands or
thereof under the laws of Louisiparts thereof
or parts
owners of
lawful owners
ana, including
laws of
prescription, in the absence of said interest,
of prescription,
the laws
including the
ana,
title,
and estate
estate of
of the United States.
title, and
Approved, June 5, 1920.
Approved,
•

Description.
Description.

June
5, 1920.
1920
5,
June
[S.
3270.]
[S. 3270.]
[Public, No.
267.]
No 267.
[Public,

Superintendent of the Coast and Geodetic
CHAP. 2566.-An
256.—An Act
Authorizing the
the Superintendent
Geodetic
Act Authorizing
C.
Survey, subject to
approval of
Secretary of
consider, ascertain,
ascertain,
to consider,
Commerce, to
of Commerce,
the Secretary
of the
the approval
subject to the
Survey,
is

adjust, and
for damages
damages occasioned by acts for which said survey is
claims for
determine claims
and determine
adjust,
responsible in
cases.
certain cases.
in certain
responsible

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
it enacted
Be
States
in Congress
Congress assembl,
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of
That the
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
the Coast
Coast and
Survey, subject to the approval
approval of the SecreSecreGeodetic Survey,
and Geodetic
the
tary of
of Commerce,
authorized to
ascertain, adjust,
consider, ascertain,
to consider,
hereby authorized
is hereby
Commerce, is
tarv
claims for
amount of
of the
claim
and determine
determine all
all claims
and
for damages,
damages, where
where the
the amount
the claim
occasioned by acts for which the
does not
not exceed
exceed $500,
$500, hereafter
hereafter occasioned
to Congress. does
Coast and
Survey shall be found
found to be responsible, and report
Geodetic Survey
and Geodetic
Coast
the amounts
amounts so
so ascertained
determined to be due the claimants
and determined
ascertained and
the
to Congress
Congress at
at each
session thereof
thereof through
the Treasury
Department
Treasury Department
through the
each session
to
that
for
payment
as
legal
claims
out
appropriations
may
be made
appropriations
of
out
claims
legal
as
paymnent
for
by
therefor.
by Congress therefor.
Approved,
1920.
Approved, June 5, 1920.

Coast and
n Geodetic
Survey.
Claims for damages
forto be adblacts
acts
of,
by
acts of,
justed by Superintendent.
tendent.

uCrv

a d Geodetic
mtoabes
Superin-

Report
Report

June 5,
1920.
5, 1920.
_ 2.1
[S. aS52.]
[Public,
k1
26.Fi.]
No. 26
[Puliic, No.
Garden City
irrigaCity irrigaGarden
lion
Kanras.
project, Kam
tion project,
Contracts
Contracts for water
from,
canceled, etc.
from, canceled,

CHAP.
257.—An
CHAP. 257.-An

Users'
City (Kansas) Water Users'
Garden City
the relief of the Garden
For the
Act For

Act

Association, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
Aseociation,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
by the
Be
affecting
States
of America
America in
Congress
assembled,
contracts affecting
the contracts
That
assembled,
Congress
in
States of
.
Reclamation Service in
lands in the Garden City project of the Reclamation
Finnev
Finney
Kansas, heretofore
heretofore entered
entered into between the Finney
County, Kansas,
Finney County,
with
County
County, Kansas, or with
Finney County,
of Finney
Association of
Users' Association
Water Users'
County Water
the
individual
landowners,
and
the
Secretary
for
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
and
individual landowners,
supply and
use of
of water
irrigation plant of the United States
water from the irrigation
and use
supply
be,
same are
relieved; and the liens
and relieved;
canceled and
hereby, canceled
are hereby,
the same
and the
be, and
upon
in said
said county
county created
such contracts are hereby
by such
created by
lands in
the lands
upon the
released
and discharged.
discharged.
released and
Approved,
Approved, June 5, 1920.
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S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 258-260.
258-260.
SESS.

1920.
1920.

CHAP.
To authorize
authorize the
the Central
Central Railroad
of New
New Jersey
Jersey
Company of
Railroad Company
Act To
CHAP. 258.—An
258.-An Act
to construct
construct a
bridge across
the waters
of the
Delaware River,
between the
of
the city
city of
River, between
the Delaware
waters of
across the
a bridge
to
Easton,
the State
city of
of Phillipsburg,
in the
State of
of
the State
Phillipsburg, in
the city
and the
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
in the
Easton, in
New
Jersey.
New Jersey.

1055
June 5,
5, 1920.
1920.
June
[S. 4212.]
[S.
4212.]
[Public,
269.]
[Public, No.
No. 269.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
United Delaware
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
Delaware River.
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That authority
and is Central
authority be, and
America in
States of
Railroad
Railroad
Central
Company
of New JerCompany
hereby,
granted to
the Central
Railroad Company
of New
New Jersey, aasey may bridge,
Company of
Central Railroad
to the
hereby, granted
bridge, EasPhillipscorporation
organized and
and existing
under the
of the
the State
State of
of ton, Pa., and Phillipsthe laws
laws of
existing under
corporation organized
New
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain, and
and burg, N. J.
assigns, to
Jersey, its
New Jersey,
operate
bridge, and
approaches thereto,
across the
the Delaware
Delaware River,
thereto, across
and approaches
operate aabridge,
between
the city
city of
the State
State of
and the
the
Pennsylvania, and
of Pennsylvania,
in the
of Easton,
Easton, in
between the
city
in the
the State
of New
Jersey, at
apoint suitable to
at a
New Jersey,
State of
city of
of Phillipsburg,
Phillipsburg, in
the interests
interests of
of navigation
navigation and
accordance with the provisions of Construction.
and in
in accordance
the
Vol. 34,
p. 84.
84.
Vol.
34, p.
of bridges over
Act to
to regulate
the Act entitled
regulate the construction
construction of'13ridges
"An Act
entitled "An
the
navigable
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
waters," approved
navigable waters,"
Amendment.
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
the right
right to alter, amend,
SEC.
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, June
June 5, 1920.

CHAP.
259.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing Troup County, Georgia, to construct aa bridge
CHAP. 259.-An
River near
across the
the Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River
near West Point, Georgia.
across

5, 1920.
June 5,1920.
[S.
4402.]
[S. 4402.]

[Public,
270.]
[Public, No. 270.]

Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Rgresentatives of
of the
the United
ChattahoocheRiver
House of
and House
United chatraheoe
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
assembled, That authority is hereby Troup County
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America
County, Ga.,
Ga.,
America in
States
granted
to Troup
County, Georgia,
and operate
operate ryt.bridge,
pomt.
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
to construct,
Georgia, to
Troup County,
granted to
1 bdge,
a
bridge and
and approaches
thereto across
across the
Chattahoochee River
at a
a
River at
the Chattahoochee
approaches thereto
a bridge
point suitable
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
at or
near and
and between
between
or near
navigation, at
to the
suitable to
point
and
connecting Montgomery
West
Streets in the city of West
Montgomery and Ferry Streets
and connecting
Construction.
construction.
Georgia, in accordance
Point,
in the
the county
county of
State of Georgia
accordance Vol.
in the State
of Troup,
Troup, in
Point, in
34, p. 84.
p
the
conregulate
"An
with
the
provisions
the
entitled
"An
Act
to
regulate
Act
entitled
of
the
provisions
with the
struction of
of bridges
approved March
March 23,
1906. Amendment.
23, 1906.
Amendment.
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
struction
bridges over
repeal this
this Act is hereby
S
EC. 2.
the right to alter,
amend, or repeal
hereby
alter, amend,
2. That
That the
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June
1920.
Approved,
June 5, 1920.
he River.

We s t

CHAP. 280.—An
Act Granting
the consent
consent of
of Congress
to the
of Columbus,
Columbus,
the city
city of
Congress to
Granting the
260.-An Act
CHAP.
in the
the State
State of
Georgia, to
construct aabridge
bridge across
River.
Chattahoochee River.
the Chattahoochee
across the
to construct
of Georgia,
in

June 5, 1920.
[S.
4427.j
[. 4427.)
{Public,
[Public, No. 271.
271.j

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Chattahoochee
iver.
Cbattahoochee River.
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
and House
enacted by
by the
Be
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Congress br2rl
bdembus,' Ga., may
of Congress
consent of
the consent
That the
assembled, That
States
is
hereby granted
granted to the city of Columbus,
Columbus, in the State of Georgia,
Georgia, and
is hereby
its
to construct
or rebuild,
rebuild, maintain,
maintain, and
construct or
assigns, to
and assigns,
its successors
successors and
Chattahoochee Location.
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto across
across the Chattahoochee
operate
navigation at or near and L O
River at
suitable to
interests of
of navigation
to the
the interests
a point
point suitable
at a
River
between
connecting Fourteenth
Columbus,
Street, in said city of Columbus,
Fourteenth Street,
and connecting
between and
in the
county of
Muscogee, in
in said
of Georgia,
and Broad
Street,
Broad Street,
Georgia, and
State of
said State
of Muscogee,
in
the county
in the
town of
of Phoenix,
the county
county of
of Lee
Alabama,
of Alabama,
State of
Lee and
and State
in the
Phoenix, in
the town
in
and the
the town
county of
Russell and
and State of Alabama,
of Russell
in the
the county
of Girard,
Girard, in
town of
and
and being
which said
said city
city of
Columbus, Construction.
constrction.
of Columbus,
the same
same points
points between
between which
and
being the
Vol. 34,
p. 84.
84.
34, p.
provisions of vol.
Georgia, now
now maintains
bridge, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
maintains aabridge,
Georgia,
the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges
bridges over
the Act
navigable waters,"
approved March
23, 1906.
navigable
waters," approved
March 23,
1906.
mendment
Amendment.
Act is
is hereby
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
amend, or
this Act
or repeal this
to alter,
alter, amend,
right to
the right
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
June 5, 1920.
1920.
Approved, June
bus, Ga., may

1056
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CONGRESS.
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SESS. II.
II . Cm.
261, 262.
262.
CHS. 261,
SESS.

1920.
1920.

CHAP. 261.-An
261.—An Act To authorize officers of the naval service to accept
accept offices
CHAP.
with compensation and emoluments
emoluments from Governments of the Republics
Republics of South
America.
America.

June 5,
5, 1920.
1920.
S. 44>35.]
44351
S.
[Public,
[Public, No. 272.]

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
House of
of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
the
assembled, That the President of the
in Congress
Congress assembl,
States of America aoutnf
States
in
United States be, and he is hereby, authorized, upon application
application from
nvalmatters
the
Governments concerned,
the foreign
foreign Governments
concerned, and whenever
whenever in
in. his discretion
discretion
the
public interests
interests require, to detail officers of the United States
the publc
naval service
service to
the Governments
Governments of
of South
South
the Republics
Republics of
of the
to assist
assist the
naval
Provisos.
America
in
naval
matters:
Provided,
That
the
officers
so
detailed
be,
so
detailed
officers
the
That
Provided,
matters:
in
naval
etc.,
America
May
accept
pay,
etc.,
Maacceptpay
therefrom.
therefrom.
and they are hereby, authorized to accept
accept offices from the GovernGovernment
compensation and emoluments
which detailed with such compensation
ment to which
therefor as may be first
fast approved
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy:
approved
therefor
Continuance of Navy
ContiuanceofNavy Provided
further, That while so detailed
Provided further,
detailed such officers
officers shall
shall receive, m
m
pay, etc.
compensation and emoluments allowed them by such
such
addition to the compensation
Governments, the pay
allowances of their rank in the United
and allowances
pay and
Governments,
States naval
be entitled
entitled to the same credit
and they shall be
service, and
naval service,
States
while
detailed for
for longevity,
longevity, retirement, and for all other purposes
while so
so detailed
that they would receive if they were serving with the United States
naval service.
service.
Approved, June 5, 1920.
Navy.
Nay-.
Officers may be demayshe
Offiedrss
hiled
tiled to assist South
American Republics
Republics in
in
American
naval matters.

1920.
June 5, 1920.
4319.1
[H. R. 4311.1
[Public, No.
No. 273.]

CHAP.
282.—An Act
authorize the addition
addition of certain
Caribou
certain lands to the Caribou
Act To
To authorize
CHAP. 262.-An
National
Forest.
National Forest.

United
Representatives of the United
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That any lands within the
America in
States of
following-described
areas, found by the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
following-described areas,
be
production of timber
timber or the protection
protection of
the production
be chiefly valuable for the
stream
approval of the Secretary-of the Interior,
with the approval
flow, may, with
stream flow,
be included
included within
within ade
and made
a part of the Caribou National
National Forest,
and
made apart
be
Idaho by
thereafter
by proclamation of the President, said lands to be thereafter
Idaho,
subject to
laws affecting
affecting national
forests: Sections twenty-six
twenty-six and
national forests:
to all
all laws
subject
twenty-seven,
rune south,
range forty-six east, Boise mesouth, range
township mnne
twenty-seven, township
ridian;
quarter of section
section one, all of section two, east half
ridian; northwest quarter
twenty-three, twenty-four,
of section twelve, all of sections thirteen, twenty-three,
twenty-five, twenty-six,
thirty-six,' township ten
thirty-five, and thirty-six
twenty-six, thirty-five,
twenty-five,
forty-five east, Boise meridian; all of sections six, seven,
south, range forty-five
twenty, twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-three,
eighteen, nineteen, twenty,
twenty-six, twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, twenty-eight, twenty-nine, thirty, thirtytwenty-six,
township
thirty-two, thirty-three,
thirty-five, township
thirty-three, thirty-four, and thirty-five,
one, thirty-two,
iinsurveyed; all of
ten south, range forty-six east, Boise meridian, unsurveyed;
sections
twelve, thirteen, fourteen, east half of seceleven, twelve,
one, two, eleven,
sections one,
tion
twenty-five, and thirty-six,
thirty-six,
twenty-three, all of twenty-four, twenty-five,
tion twenty-three,
meridian; all of
township
forty-five east, Boise meridian;
township eleven south, range forty-five
imsury eyed township
township eleven south, range forty-six east, Boise meunsurveved
twelve south, range fortyof section
section thirty-six,
thirty-six, township twelve
ridian; all
all of
five east,
east? Boise meridian; all of sections two, three, four, five, six,
seven
sixteen seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty,
seven, eight, nine, sixteen,
twenty-one, twenty-nine, thirty,
thirty, thirty-one,
thirty-one, thirty-two, of township
twenty-one,
twelve south,
range forty-six
forty-six east, Boise meridian, partly unsursouth, range
twelve
veyed; all of sections five and six, and north half of section seven,
section eight, township
township thirteen south, range fortynorth half of section
and north
six east, Boise meridian: Provided,
afProvided, That the inclusion
incinsion of any of the
af- six
aforesaid lands
Caribou National Forest shall not affect adlands in
in the Caribou
aforesaid
application or entry pending at the date of the
versely any valid application
approval of this Act.
approval
Approved,
Approved, June 5, 1920.

Caribou National
National
Caribou
Forest
Forest, Idaho.
added
Public lands added
to.

Description.

PrT9ro.

fats:
not
Rights, etc.,
etc., not
fected.
feet ea.
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SEss.
264.
263, 264.
II. CHs.
CHS. 263,
SESS. II.

1920.
1920.

CHAP. 263.—An
Act Authorizing
and directing
of the Census to collect
directing the Director of
Authorizing and
263.-An Act
CHAP.
and
leather.
hides, skins,
skins, and
and leather.
publish monthly
monthly statistics
statistics concerning
concerning hides,
and publish

1057
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June 5,1920.
5, 1929.
June
[H. R. 10011.1
LP. R. 10011.

[Public, No.
274.]
No. 274.]
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
United
the United
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
Be
enacted by
Hides, slim,
sld ns, and
and
leather
Cen- leather.
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Cenof the
Director of
That the
the Director
in Congress
States

Statistics
of, to
to be
be
of
Statistics and
and collected
to collect
collect and
sus be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
and directed
authorized and
be, and
sus
pubcollected and
lished monthly
monthly by
by
publish
monthly concerning—
concerningpublish statistics
statistics monthly
Census Office.
(a) The
The quantities
of hides
and skins,
owned or
stored, Censuosrn
i
(a)
quantities and
and classes
classes of
hides and
skins, owned
or stored,
Information spee
sp eelfled.
and
the quantities
quantities and
and classes
classes of
such products
products disposed
of during
during fled.
disposed of
of such
and the
the
month by
by packers,
packers, abattoirs,
tanners,
butchers, tanners,
abattoirs, butchers,
census month
the preceding
preceding census
exporters;
jobbers
dealers, wholesalers,
wholesalers, importers,
and exporters;
importers, and
jobbers, dealers,
(b) The
'hie quantities
quantities and
and classes
of hides
hides and
skins in
in the
the process
process of
of
and skins
classes of
(b)
tanning
quantities and
and amount
finished
of finished
amount of
the quantities
or manufacture,
manufacture, the
tanning or
product
for the
month;
the preceding
preceding month.;
product for
(c) The
quantities and
classes of
or stored
stored and
manuand manuowned or
of leather
leather owned
and classes
The quantities
(c)
factured
the preceding
month by
tanners jobbers,
by tanners,
census month
preceding census
during the
factured during
deale
rs wholesalers,
importers, exporters,
exporters, and
and establishments
establishments cutting
cutting
wholesalers, importers,
dealers,
or
consuming
maing leather.
or consuming
leather.
ormation only
for
Informatn
only for
statistical purposes.
S
EC. 2.
That the
the information
furnished by
by any
any individual
individual estabestab- staststicalpurposes.
information furnished
SEC.
2. That
this Act
Act shall
shall be considered
lishment under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
considered as strictly
of this
lishment
which
confidential and
and shall
shall be
used only
only for
the statistical
for which
purposes for
statistical purposes
for the
be used
confidential
unish ment
meneot
mfor ununfor
Punishment
Census who, without auP
it is
of the
Bureau of Census
the Bureau
employee of
Any employee
is supplied.
supplied. Any
it
munithe written
written authority
authority of
of the
the Director
of the
the Census,
Census, shall
shall publish
or eating, etc., by Census
publish or
Director of
the
employee.
into his posseion
given into
communicate any
any information
information given
possession by reason of employee.
communicate
his
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act shall
be guilty
of a
a
guilty of
shall be
this Act
under the
employment under
his employment
misdemeanor
and shall,
shall, upon
upon conviction
be fined
not more
more
fined not
thereof, be
conviction thereof,
misdemeanor and
Persons, etc., re
reboth.
one year,
than one
not more
than $1,000
more than
year, or
or both.
imprisoned not
or imprisoned
$1,000 or
than
quired to furnish infqrtma t on
duty of
of every
be the
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That it
it shall
the duty
every owner,
owner , president,
president, or
or formation
shall be
SEC.
onrequest.
request.
treasurer,
other officer
officer or
or agent
agent of
of any
abattoir
any abattoir
or other
director, or
secretary, director,
treasurer, secretary,
and
of any
packing, tanning,
dealing, wholesaling,
wholesaling, importing,
importing,
tanning, jobbing, dealing,
any packing,
and of
or exporting
hides and
and skins
are stored
stored or
or sold,
sold,
skins are
where hides
establishment where
or
exporting establishment
or leather
leather is
treated, finished,
finished, or
or stored
or any
any establishment
establishment
stored or
is tanned,
tanned, treated,
or
is
engaged in
the cutting
cutting of
of leather
leather or
or in
production of
of boots
and
boots and
in the
the production
in the
is engaged
shoes,
harness, or
of leather
leather
or other
other manufactures
manufactures of
saddlery, harness,
shoes, gloves,
gloves, saddlery,
goods,
is consumed,
when requested
by the
the Director
Director
requested by
consumed, when
wherever leather
leather is
goods, wherever
of
Census or
special agent
agent or
employee of
Census
of the
the Census
other employee
or other
by any
any special
or by
of the
the Census
Office
under the
the instructions
said director
director to
to furnish
furnish comcominstructions of
of said
Office acting
acting under
odemand.
pletely
accurately to
to the
the best
of his
knowledge, all
all the
information Making of
the information
and accurately
best of
his knowledge,
pletely and
demand.
authorized
to be
collected by
by section
section 1
of this
Act. The
of
The demand
demand of
1 of
this Act.
be collected
authorized to
shall be
be made
for such
the
Director of
of the
the Census
Census for
such information
information shall
made in writthe Director
ing
or by
representative and
and if
writing shall
be
shall be
in writing
if made
made in
visiting representative
by a
a visiting
ing or
forwarded by
the registry
registry receipt
receipt of
Post
of the
the Post
mail and
and the
by registered
registered mail
forwarded
Office Department
Department shall
shall be
such
ment for
of such
facie evidence
evidence of
as prima
prima facie
be accepted
accepted as
Office
Punishment for redemand. Any
Any owner,
owner, president,
treasurer, secretary,
secretary, director
etc.
or fusa
answer, etc.
director,' or
fusallto
to answer,
president, treasurer,
demand.
other officer
officer or
agent of
establishment required
required to
to furnish
infurnish inof any
any establishment
or agent
other
conditions
under the conditions
formation
under the
the provisions
provisions of
Act, who
who under
of this
this Act,
formation under
any of
hereinbefore
stated shall
shall refuse
refuse or
or willfully
neglect to
to furnish
furnish any
of
willfully neglect
hereinbefore stated
the
herein provided
or shall
shall willfully
willfully give
answers
give answers
for or
provided for
information herein
the information
that are
shall he
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
conviction
upon conviction
and upon
a misdemeanor
be guilty
false, shall
that
are false,
thereof, shall
be fined
fined not
not more
more than
than $1,000.
$1,000.
shall be
thereof,
Approved,
5, 1920.
1920.
June 5,
Approved, June

in the
CHAP. 264.-An
264.—An Act To authorize
authorize aids to navigation
navigation and for other works in
CHAP.
Lighthouse
purposes.
for other purposes.
Service, and for
Lighthouse Service,

Jane 5,
1920.
5,1920.
June

[H. R.
R. 101S3.]
10s3.]
[H.
[Public, No. 275.]
275.]

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of thevigation
the Aids to Navigation.
Be itit enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of
of America
'in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Adstoaiati
assembled, That
America in
United States
improve
of Commerce
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
establish, provide,
or improve
provide, or
to establish,
Commerce is
of
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1058

SIXTY-SIXTH
ESS. IL
SESS.
II.
CONGRESS. S
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

Works, etc.,
etc., authorWorks,
ized.
ized.

CH. 264.
264.
CH.

1920.
1920.

the following
following aids
and other
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse
in the
works in
other works
navigation and
to navigation
aids to
the
accordance with the
Service, under
under the Department
Department of Commerce, in accordance
respective
hereinafter respectively
respectively set
which
set forth, which
of cost hereinafter
respective limits
limits of
exceeded:
shall in no case be exceeded:

Constructing or purchasing
Constructing
purchasing and equipping lighthouse
lighthouse tenders and
and
light
Lighthouse Service,
That
Provided, That
$5,000,000: Provided,
Service, $5,000,000:
the Lighthouse
for the
vessels for
light vessels
of War,
of the
and the
the Shipping
Shipping
Secretary of
aw, -and Shipping the
the Secretary
War, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, and
Board shall
shall report
to the
Secretary of
such vessels
vessels as
as
of Commerce
Commerce such
the Secretary
report to
Board
they
to dispose
alterations
reasonable alterations
of, and which
which by reasonable
dispose of,
are willing
willing to
they are
can
be used
used for
for light
or lighthouse
tenders; and if the use
use
lighthouse tenders;
light vessels,
vessels, or
can be
of
the vessels
be justified
justified by the necessary
necessary expenditure
expenditure for
for
should be
of the
vessels should
alterations, transfer
transfer of
of the
shall be
be made
to the
the Department
Department
made to
ships shall
the ships
alterations,
purposes of this
Act;
for the
the purposes
this Act;
they shall
shall be
be used for
of Commerce, and they
Repairs, etc.
Repairs,
etc.
and the sum herein authorized shall be available
available for such repairs
and
reduced by
by the
sums saved
the use
use of
of such vessels.
vessels.
the sums
saved by the
and be
be reduced
Vessels.

Vessels.

Proviso.
TraersfromArmy
TransfersfromArmy,
Navy and Shipping
Boa.
Post,
p. 1416.
1416.
Post, p.

Third
Third district.
district.
Tompkinsville,
Tompkinsville,
Y.,
depot.
Y., depot.
Ante,
213.
Ante, p. 213.

THIRD LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.

N.

N.

Riprapping.
Riprapping.

Extending
general lightat the general
machine shop at
Extending and enlarging the machine
house depot, Tompkinsville,
Tompkinsville, Staten Island, New York, $15,000 additional to
the amount
appropriated in Act of July 19, 1919.
amount appropriated
tional
to the
Riprap to
reinforce foundations
from damage
damage
and protect
protect them from
foundations and
Riprap
to reinforce
by sea
sea and
ice and
and make
certain
more accessible
accessible boat landings at certain
and ice
make more
by
$134,000.
light stations, $134,000.

Fourth district.
Delaware
Delaware
trance.
trance.

Bay
Bay

FOURTH LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.
FOURTH
enen-

Sixth district.
Charleston,
Charleston,
depot.
depot.

S.
S.

entrance to Delaware
navigation at the entrance
Improving the aids to navigation
Bay, $148,500.
$148,500.
SIXTH
SIXTH LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE

C.,

C.,

Completing the lighthouse depot for the sixth lighthouse district
district
at Charleston,
Charleston, South Carolina, $60,000.

Seventh district.
Seventh

Tampa, Fla.
Establishing depot.

Establishing depot.

SEVENTH LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.
SEVENTH

Establishing and improving aids to navigation
Establishing
navigation in Tampa Bay,
Florida,
Florida, $17,500.
$17,500.
Purchasing
site and
and constructing
and equipping
lighthouse depot
depot
Purchasing site
constructing and
equipping a
a lighthouse
for the seventh lighthouse district, $250,000.
$250,000.

Eighth district.
Eighth
Galveston, Tex.
Galveston,
Tex.

DISTRICT.
EIGHTH LIG11111015SE
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.

Improving Galveston
Texas, including
including fogGalveston Jetty Light
Light Station,
Station, Texas,
signal station,
station, $6,500.
signal
$6,500.

Twelfth district.
district.
Twelfth
Ludington,
Ludington, Mich.
Mich.

TWELFTH
INV EL} 111. LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.

Improving
to navigation
and establishing
establishing new
aids at
LudImproving aids
aids to
navigation and
new aids
at Ludington,
Michigan, $50,000.
$50,000.
ington, Michigan,

Sixteenth district.
district.
Sixteenth
Alaska.
Alaska.

DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.

SIXTEENTH LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE
SIXTEENTH

DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.

For improvements
navigation in Alaska,
improvements to aids to navigation
Alaska, including
including
improving
Hinchinbrook Light Station,
improving of
of Point
Point Retreat and Cape
Cape Hinchinbrook

Depot construction.
$32,500.
Depot
construction. $32,5N.

Continuing
sixteenth
Continuing construction
construction of
of the lighthouse
lighthouse depot for
for the
the sixteenth
lighthouse district, $12,000.

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGR
ESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHS. 264-266.
264-266.
SEss.

1059
1059

1920.
1920.

EIGHTEENTH LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.
EIGHTEENTH

Eighteenth district.

Eighteenthdistrict.

California.
Establishing
aids to
California, $25,000.
Calirnid,
Calf.,
$25,000.
to navigation,
navigation, California,
Establishing aids
Goat
Island, Calif.,
depot.
depot.
LightConstructing
two
keepers'
dwellings
at
Goat
Island
Goat
the
at
dwellings
keepers'
two
Constructing
house Depot,
Depot, California,
$16,500.
California, $16,500.
house

NINETEENTH
DISTRICT.
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
NINETEENTH LIGHTHOUSE

Nineteenth district.

Nineteenth district.

Honolulu,

Hawaii,

'
°
wi
depot.
Constructing
equipping a
a lighthouse
lighthouse depot at Honolulu, depot.
and equipping
Constructing and
Vol. 39, p. 538.
Hawaii,
lieu of
in Act
Act of
August Vol.39, 53.
of August
authorized in
$90,000 authorized
of $90,000
in lieu
$120,000, in
Hawaii, $120,000,
endent of
of
28,
28, 1916.
1916.
Superintendent
Construction.
S
EC. 2.
hereafter the
salary of
Superintendent of
Nav'aconstrnction.o
Naval Naval
of Naval
the Superintendent
of the
the salary
That hereafter
2. That
SEC.
Pay increased.
Construction
the Bureau
Bureau of
be $4,000
per Vol.
P. 38,
3,pp. 537.
$4,000 per
shall be
Lighthouses shall
of Lighthouses
in the
Construction in
annum.
annum.
Approved, June
June 5, 1920.
Approved,

CHAP.
Act To
To provide
for the
of the
the eighty-rod
eighty-rod reserved shore
abolition of
the abolition
provide for
265.-An Act
CHAP. 265.—An
waters in Alaska.
spaces between
between claims
shore waters
on shore
claims on
spaces
Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
by the
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
United
in Congress
That the
provisions
the provisions
assembled, That
Congress a,ssemb,
of America in
United States of

June
5, 1920.
June 5,1920.
[H. R.
108061
R. 10806.]
[r.
(Public,
276.]
o. 276.]
[Public, No.

Alaska
Alaska.
Shore
ne reservareser
Shore line
tion in, not applicable
to entries of classified
homestead lands.
Vol.
Vol.
409; Vol.
p. 409;
30, p.
Vol. 30,
32, p. 1028.

409), tn'ries octafed
of
May 14,
14, 1898
1898 (Thirtieth
page 409),
at Large,
Large, page
Statutes at
(Thirtieth Statutes
of May
the Act
Act of
of the
March homesteadlands.
extending
the homestead
homestead laws
the Act
.Act of
of March
of the
and of
Alaska, and
to Alaska,
laws to
extending the
amendatory 32, p. 1 2. 40
3,
(Thirty-second Statutes
at Large,
page 1028),
1028), amendatory
Large, page
Statutes at
3, 1903
1903 (Thirty-second
from sale and entry aaspace of at
thereof, in
in so
so far
far as
at
reserve from
they reserve
as they
thereof,
entered under the
or entered
sold or
least
eighty rods
rods in
width between
between tracts
tracts sold
in width
least eighty
provisions thereof
along the
shore of
navigable water, and
of any navigable
the shore
thereof along
provisions
than one
provide that
no entryshall be
be allowed
allowed extending
more than
extending more
entry shall
that no
provide
any navigable
hundred and
and sixty
along the
shore of any
navigable water,
the shore
rods along
sixty rods
hundred
shall
not apply
apply to
lands classified
and listed
the Secretary
of Vol. 34, p. 233.
Secretary of
by the
listed by
classified and
to lands
shall not
(Thirty-fourth V. 34,p.233.
11, 1906 (Thirty-fourth
June 11,
Agriculture
for entry
the Act
Act of
of June
under the
entry under
Agriculture for
Statutes,
233), and
and that
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may
the Secretary
that the
page 233),
Statutes, page
upon
enter or
or otherwise
discretion restore to
otherwise in his discretion
to enter
application to
upon application
Restrictions may be
estrictiOns may be
entry
and disposition
disposition such
and may waive the waived.
spaces and
reserved spaces
such reserved
entry and
Condit
than one Condition.
restriction that
that no
allowed extending
extending more than
be allowed
entry shall be
no entry
restriction
as
hundred
shore of
of any
any navigable
water as
navigable water
the shore
along the
rods along
sixty rods
and sixty
hundred and
to
shall determine
not necessary
necessary for harborage
harborage
are not
determine are
he shall
as he
lands as
such lands
to such
uses
purposes.
uses and purposes.
Approved,
June 5, 1920.
1920.
Approved, June

control and improveCHAP.
authorize the
flood control
construction of flood
the construction
To authorize
Act To
266.-An Act
CHAP. 266.—An

the Red River of the North, and Lake Traverse,
River,
de
Boise
in
works
ment
at: ::
:
.o
or
t
k
hs
ein
stl
a
3
etf
r
,l
i
se
ca
ofd Minionesota,
inSioux
cuon
v
:sr
go,
rt
t
ah
hse
spe
R
aed
kobthlR
e,i‘a
:e
nr
do
South
u
h
tt
e
h
tNhoertb,
Dakota.
a
an
dLakeedistr
Traverse,
icts
Dakota.
between the States of Minnesota, North Dakota, and South

Stat
sbm ente
s
Be
it enacted
and
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
Be it

June
1920.
5, 1920.
June 5,

13313
.1
R 13313.1
J.(H. R.
(Public, No. 277.]

I'ublc No. 277.]

House
the United
United B
Sioux
de
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Boise
de
River,
Red
River of
That the drainage districts the
of
ed
River
RiverjNorth,
States of America in Congress assembled, That
and Lake
and ot
her municipal
orities of
of the
Minnesota, North
North Traverse.
of Minnesota,
States of
the States
authorities
municipal auth
other
and
Flood control, etc.,
etc.,
ontrol,
Floodin, by
Dakota, and
and South
Dakota, or
one or more of them now or works
any one
or any
South Dakota,
Dakota,
drainage
N
inn. N.
districts, Minn,
of said States,
hereafter
States, are districts,
under the laws of
and existing under
organized and
hereafter organized
Lak., and S.
autiored.
hereby
authorized to
to construct
construct a
at or
the outlet
of Lake authorized.
outlet of
or near
near the
dam at
a dam
hereby authorized
Traverse
in the
de Sioux River, together with such dikes, spillBoise de
the Boise
Traverse in
ways,
diversion channels,
and other works
works in
said river and lake, and
in said
channels, and
ways, diversion
the Red
Red River
North, as
such districts
districts or
or municipal
municipal authorities
authorities,
as such
the North,
of the
River of
the
or
agree upon as necessary
necessary for the prevention and
any of them, may agree
or any
control
floods, the
the improvement
of navigation,
navigation, and the drainage
improvement of
of floods,
control of
straighten any parts
of
and for
deepen and straighten
may deepen
purpose may
for that
that purpose
lands, and
of lands,

1060
1060
Pro
,/so.
Prois
o.
Approval
tary-of War,
tary
War,

S
IXTY-SIXTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

s-

of Secreetc.

etc.

Amendment.
Amendment.

SESS. II.
II. Cris.
266-268.
CHS. 266-268.
SESS.

1920.
1920.

of
said rivers:
That plans
authorized
hereby authorized
plans for
for the
the work
work hereby
Provided, That
of said
rivers: Provided,
submitted to
Secretary of War and
and the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers
Engineers
to the Secretary
shall be
be submitted
for their
their approval,
approval, and unless and until approved
approved by them, no part
for
of such work shall be built or commenced.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
SEC.
reserved.
Approved,
1920.
June 5,
5, 1920.
Approved, June

June 5. 1920.
1920.
iJune.
(H.
R. 136271

[ublc
[Public, No. 278)
278.1

CHAP.
To amend
paragraph (e)
(e) of
section 7
7 of
the Act
Act approved
approved
of the
of section
amend paragraph
Act To
267.-An Act
CHAP. 267.—An
March 3,
1919, entitled
An Act
Act to
authorize the
the Secretary
Treasury to
provide
to provide
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
to authorize
entitled "An
3,1919,
March
and disabled
disabled soldiers, sailors,
hospital
sick and
for discharged
discharged sick
facilities for
sanatorium facilities
and sanatorium
hospital and
and
an marines."
marines."

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
House of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Hospital facilities for
sec(e)
paragraph
assembled,
in
Congress
assemble,
That
paragraph
of
in
Congress
of
America
States
for
dihopitadfacilities
discharged
soldiers,
etc.
tion
7of
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved March
3, 1919,
1919, entitled
entitled "
An Act
authorAn
Act to
to author3,
"
March
tion
7
etc.
Vol. 40,p. 13G4,amendphospital and sanatorium
of the Treasury to provide hospital
Secretary of
ize the Secretary
13 ame
ed.
facilities for
discharged sick and disabled soldiers, sailors, and mafor discharged
facilities
rines," is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
as follows:
read as
follows:
to read
rines,"
District of Columbia.
"(e)
(e) The
The sum
of $550,000
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized for
for the
of
purchase of
the purchase
$550,000 is
sum of
Purchase of desigPurchase
nated site,
site, etc.,
etc., authorauthor- the land and buildings of the National School of Domestic Arts and
naed
ized.
ized.
Science,
Wisconsin Avenue, in the District of CoScience, located
located at
at 2650
2650 Wisconsin
a hosGovernment as a
lumbia,
under
lease
the United States Government
to
under
now
lumbia,
improvements
construction of such additions and improvements
and for the construction
pital, and
thereto
may be
be necessary
necessary to
suitably adapt
the needs
and
needs and
to the
adapt them
them to
to suitably
as may
thereto as
Provisos.
Provided, That the purchase
Service: Provided,
purposes of
the Public
Public Health
Health Service:
of the
purposes
PrTctinited.
Price
limited.
price of
said land
land and
and buildings
shall not
Pronot exceed $460,000: Probuildings shall
of said
price
authorized,
vided further,
further, That in addition to the $550,000 hereby authorized,
Additional
Additicnal appro- vided
priations available.
5 of
appropriated by section 5
the sum of $250,000 from the amount appropriated
p onsavaila
the Act
and of
$154,000 from
from the
the
and of
of $154,000
$6,000 and
of $6,000
amended and
Act hereby
hereby amended
the
Vol. 40, p. 1303.
and 2,
2, respectively,
1 and
amounts appropriated
appropriated by
section 6,
respectively,
paragraphs 1
6, paragraphs
by section
amounts
vol. 4, p. 1303.
available for the above mentioned
mentioned
of said Act, are hereby made available
expended."
purposes and shall remain available until expended."
Approved,
Approved, June 5, 1920.

June 5, 1920.
1020.
.]
(II.
1.43 ,74.)
[[. I It.1. It.i
[u;biic, No. 279.1
279.]
[l'ublie,

*riiminl.
min al Code.
I.. i.5,
VL
0,
p. 1138,
113,
=ended.
aIme:ldcd.

Importing
and transtrans
Tmporting and

porting obscene
polrtinM
olscene books,
books,
pictures, etc.
piclires,

Motion-picture
films,
Mo-ion-picture films,
aiaded.
added.

CHAP.
To amend
laws of
of the United
United States.
penal laws
the penal
amend the
Act To
268.-An Act
CHAP. 268.—An

Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
b!! the
Be
the Act
States of
America in,
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
of the
Act
245 of
section 245
in; Congress
(f Awerica
States
the
entitled "
An Act
Act to
revise, and
and amend
amend the
penal laws
of the
laws of
the penal
to codify,
codify, revise,
'An
entitled
read
4, 1909,
United States,"
March 4,
1900, is hereby
hereby amended
amended to read
approved March
States," approved
United
as follows:
follows:
as
the
be brought
"
SEC. 243.
Whoever shall
bring or
to be
brought into the
or cause
cause to
shall bring
'-SEC.
245. Whoever
United States,
place subject
subject to
to the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof, from
or any
any place
States, or
United
therein knowingly deposit or cause to
any foreign
foreign country,
country, or shall therein
anv
with any express company
be deposited
company or other common carrier, for
deposited with
be
carriage from
one State,
Territory, or District of the United States
State, Territory,
from one
carriage
the jurisdiction thereof, to
or place
to but
but subject
to the
subject to
noncontiguous to
or
place noncontiguous
the United
United States, or place
of the
District of
any other
State, Territory,
or District
Territory, or
any
other State,
to the jurisdiction
noncontiguous
to but
subject to
jurisdiction thereof, or from any
but subject
noncontiguous to
a
the jurisdiction
subject to the
place
in or
or subject
jurisdiction of the United States, through a
place in
foreign
to any
any place
in or
subject to
to the
thereof,
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof,
place in
or subject
country, to
foreign country,
of the
the United
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
or from
from any
in or
or subject
subject to
to the
United States
any place
place in
or
or lascivious,
to
any obscene,
lewd, or
lascivious, or any filthy
obscene, lewd,
country, any
foreign country,
to aa foreign
picture, motion-picture
book, pamphlet,
pamphlet, picture,
motion-picture film, paper, letter, writing,
book,
print, or
indecent character,
character, or
or any
drug, medicine,
medicine,
any drug,
of indecent
matter of
or other
other matter
print,
preventing confor preventing
article,
or thing
or intended
intended for
adapted, or
designed, adapted,
thing designed,
article, or
for any
any indecent or immoral use;
ception, or
producing abortion,
abortion, or for
or producing
ception,
pamphlet,
card, letter, circular,
or
or printed
printed card,
circular, book, pamphlet,
any written
written or
or any

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
II. CHS. 268-270.
SESS.
CONGRESS. S
SIXTY-SIXTH
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advertisement, or notice of any kind giving information,
information, directly or
advertisement,
indirectly,
where, how,
how , or
or of
of whom,
whom, or by what means any of the
indirectly, where,
hereinbefore
mentioned articles,
obtained
articles, matters,
matters, or things may be obtained
hereinbefore mentioned
knowingly take or cause to be
be taken from
or made; or whoever shall knowingly
such
common carrier
carrier any matter or thing
or other
other common
such express company
company or
the depositing
of which
which for carriage
carriage is
made unlawful, shall
is herein
herein made
the
depositing of
be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years,
or both."
Approved, June 5, 1920.
Approved,

Punishmentfor.

Punishment for.

CHAP. 269.—Joint
To authorize
authorize the
the operation
Government owned
owned
operation of
of Government
CHAP.
269.-Joint Resolution
Resolution To
radio
the use
use of
the general
general public,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
public, and
for the
of the
radio stations
stations for

June 5,1920.
[S. J.
Res.Res. 170.)
170.
[Pub.
No. 48.1
454
Res., No.
[Pub. Res.,

and House
of the
the United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representative,s
Representatives of
States
of America
in Congress
all land,
land, ship,
airStates of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That all
ship, and
and air-

Da
spo
o ptgon
os
i3vern.

aso

apparatus
therein
r
ta
iptesradio
radia
oystations,
staetions
ea a
bn
ydi
a
tllfo
a
r
7 .arVis
ng
th
a
erne
d
in owned by the United ment
and
all
ship

ions.
allowed for

e&
allowed
p
lu
oire
Uniteed
s ;Ir
specAed pulblic business.

States may be used by it for receiving and transmitting messages nes..

relating to
Government business, compass reports, and the safety
to Government
of ships.
SEC. 2.
2. That
the Navy
authorized, under
of the
Navy is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
SEC.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
terms and conditions and at rates
him, which rates
prescribed by him,
rates prescribed
terms
shall be just
just and
which, upon
upon complaint, shall be
reasonable, and which,
and reasonable,

Naval st
stations._
pslc
Public
usesntof, authorized.

an-

thorized.

Interstate Commerce Commisreview and
and revision by the Interstate
subject to review
sion,
use all
radio stations
wherever located,
all radio
stations and
and apparatus, wherever
sion, to
to use
owned by
the United
Navy
and under
under the
the control of the Navy
United States
States and
by the
owned
Press messages.
Department—(a)
transmission of press mes- Pressmessages.
the reception
reception and transmission
Department-(a) for the
newspaper published in the United
States,. its
its
United States,
by any newspaper
sages offered by
Territories
published by
by citizens of the United
Territories or possessions,
possessions, or published
States
foreign countries,
or by
any press
States in
in foreign
countries, or
by any
association of
of the
the United
United Private
press association
Private commercial
commercial
messages.
States, and (b)
reception and transmission of private com- messages.
(b) for the reception
mercial messa
ges: Provided,
rates fixed for
for the
the reception
reception Provisos.
Proisos.
the rates
Provided, That
That the
mercial
messages:
Prices not less than
and transmission
transmission of
of commercial
commercial messages,
other than
than press
and
messages, other
press messages,
messages by private
ricvate staostans
stations.
privatelyy owned and
shall not be less than the rates charged by privatel
Termination when
when
further, Termination
Provided further,
operated stations
like messages
messages and
and service:
service: Provided
stations for
for like
operated
private stations capaa-meeting require'ftmee
sting
That the right to use
use such stations for any of the purposes named in ble
of
en t s
ments.
.
this
between any countries or m
terminate and cease as between
this section shall terminate

localities or between any locality and privately
privately operated
operated ships,
whenever privately owned
owned and operated stations are capable of
whenever
meeting
normal communication
requirements between such
communication requirements
meeting the
the normal
countries or localities or between
between any locality and privately operated
operated
countries
F
oinal
y
termination
in
termination in
ships, and
and the Secretary of Commerce shall have notified the Secre- twFinal
tary
of
the
Navy
thereof,
and
all
rights
conferred
by
this
section
to years.
conferred
tary of the
shall terminate
event two years from the date this
terminate and cease in any event
resolution takes
effect.
resolution
takes effect.
Regulations
Regulations appliappliS
EC. 3. That all stations owned and operated
operated by the Government,
cable.
Government, cable.
SEC.
Vol. 37, p. 302.
except as
herein otherwise provided, shall be used and operated in Vo'37 p.302
as herein
except
"An
accordance with the provisions of the Act of Congress entitled "An
accordance
Act
to regulate
regulate radio communication,"
communication," approved August 13, 1912.
Act to
Approved,
1920.
5,1920.
June 5,
Approved, June
Tune 5. 1920.

CHAP. 270.-Joint
270.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
Secretary of
War to
loan to
the
of War
to loan
to the
the Secretay
CHAP.
Albert Sidney
Johnston Camp,
Camp, United
United Confederate
Numbered Eighteen
Eighteen hunhunVeterans, Numbered
Confederate Veterans,
Albert
SidnevJohnston
dred
twenty, Fort
Fort Worth,
Texas, one
hundred tents
tents and
cots for
use of ConfedConfedthe use
and cots
for the
one hundred
Worth, Texas,
dred and
and twenty,
erate Veterans
Veterans at
the reunion
camp June
24 to
27, inclusive,
inclusive, 1920.
1920.
to 27,
of said
said camp
June 24
at the
reunion of
erate

[H. J. Res.
3361
5. 33.]
[ne
[Pub.
Res., No.
49.]
No. 49.]
[Pub. Res.,

Resolved by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Confederate
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the United
Representatives of
United United
United Confederate
Veterans.
States of America in
Secretary of War Veterns.
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Tents. eitsiy
loanejto
j
Albert Sidney Johnbe, and
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
his discretion,
discretion, to the Albert ston
to loan,
loan, in his
is hereby,
be,
and he
Camp, encampSidney Johnston
Johnston Camp,
Confederate Veterans,
Veterans, Numbered
Numbered
Sidney
Camp, United
United Confederate
sto
pent,Camp
Fort eemrt
W orth,
Te.
encamp- Tex.
Eighteen hundred and twenty, Fort Worth, Texas, in their encampA

ert.
s
,
;e
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ment
the delivery
and return
said property,
property, the same to be
of said
return of
delivery and
by the
ment by
delivered
Johnston Camp
said Albert Sidney Johnston
of said
commander of
the commander
to the
delivered to
as may be
at
such
time
prior
to
the
holding
of
said
encampment
encampment
said
of
holding
the
to
prior
time
such
at
agreed upon
the Secretary
commander of said
and the commander
War and
Secretary of War
by the
upon by
agreed
camp: Provided
further, That
That the
the Secretary
War, before
before delivering
delivering
of War,
Secretary of
Provided further,
camp:
said cots
commander of said camp
the commander
from the
take from
shall take
blankets, shall
and blankets,
cots and
said
a
for the
the safe
safe return of said property in
security for
sufficient security
and sufficient
good and
a good
good
expense to the
condition, and the whole to be without expense
good order and condition,
United
States Government.
Government.
United States
Approved,
5, 1920.
1920.
June 5,
Approved, June

required.

271.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 271.—Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary.of War to loan to the
American Legion
Legion Post
Post Numbered
Numbered Seventy-three,
Vincennes, Indiana,
Indiana, necessary cots
Seventy-three, Vincennes,
American
for use
the State
encampment of
American Legion to be held at Vincennes,
of the American
State encampment
at the
use at
. for
Indiana,
on June
29, 1920.
1920.
and 29,
28 and
June 28
Indiana, on

American
Legion.
Legion.
American
Army
cots loaned
loaned for
for
cots
Army
State
encampment,
encampment,
State
Vincennes, Ind.

incemnes,

Ind.

Provisos.
Noroenpmse
expense.

Bond.

Bond.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
HOUSe of
Re resentatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Resolved
War
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary of War
assembled, That
States of
American
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized to loan, in his discretion, to the .American
and is
be,
Seventy-three, of Vincennes,
Legion
Legion Post Numbered
Numbered Seventy-three,
Vincennes, Indiana, two
American
thousand
be used
used at
the State
encampment of the American.
State encampment
at the
to be
cots to
thousand cots
Legion
to
be
held
in
the
city
of
Vincennes,
Indiana,
on
June
28 and
and
28
June
on
Indiana,
Vincennes,
of
city
the
in
held
Legion to be
29:
That no
be caused
the United
States
United States
caused the
shall be
expense shall
no expense
Provided, That
29: Provided,
Government
by the
property, the same to
return of said property,
and return
delivery and
the delivery
Government by
be delivered
to the
Legion post,
such
post, at such
American Legion
said American
of said
commander of
the commander
delivered to
be
time as
may be
agreed upon
upon by
by the
War and the comof War
Secretary of
the Secretary
be agreed
as may
time
mander of
Provided further,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of War,
further, That
post: Provided
said post:
of said
mander
before
delivering said
said equipment,
commander of
equipment, shall take from the commander
before delivering
said post
post a
and sufficient
for the safe return of said
said
security for
sufficient security
good and
a good
said
property
in good
condition, and the whole to be without
without
order and condition,
good order
property in
expense
to the
the United
United States Government.
expense to
Approved,
Approved, June 5, 1920.

rune 5. 192'-"0.
1920.
June
(
270.]
Res. 2270.1
[ll.11. J.. Res.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 51.]
51.L

District
of Columbia.
DistrictofColumbia.
Monument
mark
to mark
Monument to
motor.
of motor
starting place of
starting
convoy
to
FranFran
San
convo to
cisco
authorized.
rom, authorized.
cisco from,

Conditions.

onditi.

1920.
1920.

Provided, That
That no
no expense
be caused
caused the
the United
United States
States GovernGovernshall be
expense shall
Provided,

Bond required.

June 5, 1920.
1920.
Junes,
[H. J. Res. 35°1
No. 550.]
[Pub. Res,
[Pub.
Res., No.

CHs.
270-272.
CHS. 270-272.

from
ment to
to be
be held
Springs, near
near Fort
Fort Worth, Texas, from
Hodgkins Springs,
at Hodgkins
held at
ment
June 24
24 to
to June
June 27,
inclusive, 1920,
1920, one
one hundred tents and cots:
27, inclusive,
June

Provisos.
etc.
epense etc.
No
No expense,

Bond

SEss.
II.
SESS. II.

marking
CHAP. 272.-Joint
272.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
of a
monument marking
a monument
erection of
the erection
Authorizing the
CHAP.
Francisco.
Washington to San Francisco.
the starting
starting point
the motor
from Washington
convoy from
motor convoy
of the
point of
the

Resolved
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United
the United
of the
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
Secretary of War
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
of America
States
Sertl
C
o
is hereby
hereby
authorized to
temporary
replacement of the temporary
the replacement
permit the
to permit
authorized
is

monument located
located on the United States meridian of longitude at aa
point
on
the
north
side of the Ellipse,
Ellipse, within the District of Columnorth side
the
on
point
bia, by
monument, which shall mark the starting point
a permanent
permanent monument,
by a
bia,
of
motor convoy
from Washington,
Washington, District
District of
Columbia, to San
of Columbia,
convoy from
the motor
of the
Francisco,
California, and
and which
which may
which
may serve as aa point from which
Francisco, California,
distances
may be
be measured
States highways
highways radiating
radiating
United States
on United
measured on
distances may
from
Columbia. Such replacement
replacement shall be
of Columbia.
District of
Washington, District
from Washington,
made
without expense
expense to
United States,
States, and the design of such
the United
to the
made without
monument
shall be
be approved
by the
Fine Arts.
of Fine
Commission of
the Commission
approved by
monument shall
Approved,
5, 1920.
June 5,
Approved, June
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273,285.
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1920.
1920.

CHAP.
the payment
payment of
of the
the compensation
CHAP. 273.—Joint
273.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
compensation of
of

Representatives for the month of June,
session employees of the Senate and House of Representatives
1920,
on the
5th day
month.
1920, on
the 5th
day of
of said
said month.

June
5, 1920.
June 5,1920.
[R. J. Res. 380.]
[Pub.
Res.
No. 52.521
[Pub. Res. No.

[H. J. Bes. 380.]

Resolved
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
Resolved by
the Senate
Representatives of
the United
Congressional session
States of
of America
assembled, That
That .the
Secretary of
of the
States
America in.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
the employees
Conressionalsession
be paid
Senate
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives are
are hereby
hereby authorauthor- June 5, 1920, salaries
Senate and
and Clerk
Clerk of
the House
for month of 'June.
ized and
to pay
to the
employees of
of the
the Senate
and for month of June.
ized
and directed
directed to
pay to
the session
session employees
Senate and
House of Representatives
borne on
session roll
roll their
House
Representatives borne
on the
the session
their respective
respective
salaries for
of June,
June, 1920,
1920, on
day of
of said
said month.
salaries
for the
the month
month of
on the
the fifth
fifth day
month.
Approved,
June 5,
5, 1920.
1920.
Approved, June

CHAP. 285.-An
285.—An Act
Act To
To create
provide for the
the
to provide
Power Commission;
Commission; to
create aaFederal
Federal Power
CHAP.
improvement of navigation;
development of
of water power;
improvement
navigation; the development
power; the
the use
use of
of the
the public
public
lands
in relation
relation thereto,
repeal section
section 18
of the
the River
River and
and Harbor
Approprialands in
thereto, and
and to
to repeal
18 of
Harbor Appropriation Act, approved
tion
and for
approved August
August 8,
8, 1917,
1917, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

June 10. 1920.
R. 3184.]
3184.]
[.[H. R.
[Public, No. 280.]
[Public,
N. 28]
Post, p. 1639.
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Be
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the United
PowStates
of America
Congress assembled,
commission is
hereby er FFederal
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That aacommission
is hereby
eaeral Water
Water PowAct.
Federal Power C
OITI•
created and
and established,
be known
known as
as the
the Federal
Federal Power
created
established, to
to be
Power CommisCommis- Federal
Com.
mission.
sion
to as
the commission),
sion (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to
as the
commission), which
which shall
shall be
be comcom- Creation and compoon of.
sition
of.
posed
Secretary of
War , the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior zand the siti
of War,
the Interior,
posed of
of the Secretary
Secretary
Agriculture. Two
Secretary of
of Agriculture.
Two members
members of
of the
the commission
commission shall
shall
constitute
for the
transaction of
business, and
and the
the comconstitute a
a quorum
quorum for
the transaction
of business,
commission shall
an official
shall be
be judicially
noticed.
mission
shall have
have an
official seal,
seal, which
which shall
judicially noticed.
The President
President shall
shall designate
designs te the
chairman of
of the
commission.
The
the chairman
the commission.
Executive secretary.
S
EE. 2. That the commission
commission shall appoint
an executive
secretary, Executive
appoint an
SEc.
secretary.
executive secretary,
who shall
and
prescribe
his
duties,
who
shall receive
receive aasalary
salary of
of $5,000
$5,000 aayear,
year, and prescribe his duties, Detail of Army enofficer.
and the
the commission
commission may
request the
the President
the United
United States
gineer officer.
and
may request
President of the
States gineer
to detail
detail an officer from the United States Engineer Corps to serve
serve
the commission as
engineer officer,
officer, his
his duties
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
as engineer
duties to
to -be
the
commission.
Execution ofworkby
of work by
The
of the
commission shall
Execution
the Departments
The work
work of
the commission
shall be
be performed
performed by
by and
and through
through the
Departments of
of War,
Departments of War, Interior,
Agriculture and their
engineering, etc.
Interior, and
and Agriculture
their engineering,
technical, clerical, and other personnel
as may
personnel except as
may be
be otherwise
otherwise
provided by
provided
by law.
law.
Expensesauthorized.
of the
the commission,
commission, including
including rent
All the expenses of
rent in
in the District
District Expenautho
of Columbia, all
subsistence,
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for
for transportation
transportation and
and subsistence,
the commission,
commission, a
per diem
of not
including, in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
a per
diem of
not exexceeding $4 in
ceeding
subsistence incurred
by its
its employees
under its
its
in lieu
lieu of subsistence
incurred by
employees under
orders in
in making
making any
any investigation,
conducting field
field work,
or upon
orders
investigation, or
or conducting
work, or
upon
official
outside of
of the
District of
Columbia and
and away
away from
official business outside
the District
of Columbia
from
designated points
their designated
points of duty,
duty, shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed and paid
paid on
on the
the prespresentation of
of itemized
vouchers therefor
therefor approved
entation
itemized vouchers
approved by
by aa member
member or
or
officer of the commission duly authorized
authorized for
purpose; and
for that
that purpose;
and in
in
order
by the
the provisions
provisions of
order to
to defray the expenses
expenses made
made necessary
necessary by
of this
this
to be
appropriated such
sums as
Con- Appropriation.
Act there is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
be appropriated
such sums
as Conro
gress may
hereafter determine,
determine, and
and the
sum of
$100,000 is
is hereby
hereby
gress
may hereafter
the sum
of $100,000
p
appropriated, out
out of
the Treasury
not otherwise
apotherwise apof any
any moneys
moneys in
in the
Treasury not
appropriated,
propriated, available
available until
until expended,
expended, to
propriated,
to be
be paid
paid out
out upon
upon warrants
warrants
drawn on
the T'reasury
upon order
of the
dran
on the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasur upon
order of
the commission.
commission
an of
of terms
Meaning
terms as
as
SEC.
the words
words defined
SEC. 3.
3. That
That the
defined in
this section
section shall
the followfollow- used.
in this
shall have
have the
used.
ing meanings
of this
this Act,
wit:
ing
meanings for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
Act, to
to wit:
"Public
"Public lands"
Lands."
Public lands"
owned by
by
'Public
lands" means
means such
such lands and
and interest
interest in lands
lands owned
the United
States as
subject to
to private
private appropriation
appropriation and
disposal
the
United States
as are
are subject
and disposal
under
It shall
reservations," as
hereunder public-land
public-land laws.
laws. It
shall not
not include
include " reservations,"
as hereinafter
inafter defined.
defined.
"Reservations."
"
Reservations" means
national parks,
na"Reservations"
means national
national monuments,
monuments, national
parks, national forests,
forests, tribal
tribal lands
lands embraced
embraced within
Indian reservations,
reservations, milimilitional
within Indian
tary reservations,
and other
other lands
lands owned
owned by
by the
tary
reservations, and
lands and
and interests
interests in
in lands
the
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United
and withdrawn,
reserved, or withheld from private
withdrawn, reserved,
States, and
United States,
appropriation and
and disposal
disposal under
the public-land
public-land laws; also lands
under the
appropriation
any public purpose.
held
and
acquired
lands
and
interests
in
for
interests
and
the laws of
"Corporation."
"Corporation"
organized under
under the
corporation organized
a corporation
means a
"Corporation" means
"Corporation."
develop,
to
any
State
or
of
the
United
States
empowered
transmit,
empowered
States
United
the
of
or
any State
distribute, sell,
sell, lease,
utilize power
power in addition
addition to such other powers
or utilize
lease, or
distribute,
in
as it
may possess
authorized to transact
transact in the State or States in
possess,'and authorized
it may
as
which its
its project
project is
located all
all business necessary
necessary to effect the puris located
which
"municipaliposes of
municipalishall not include "
It shall
Act. It
this Act.
under this
license under
a license
of a
poses
ties"
hereinafter defined.
defined.
as hereinafter
ties" as
District of Co"State."
"State"
to the
the Union,
Union, the
the District
admitted to
State admitted
means aaState
"State" means
"State."
lumbia,
and
any
organized
Territory
of
the
United
States.
States.
United
the
of
Territory
organized
any
lumbia, and
drainage
"Municipality."
"
Municipality" means
means a
county, irrigation
irrigation district,
district, drainage
city, county,
a city,
"Municipality"
"Municipality."
of aaState competent
district, or
political subdivision
or agency
agency of
competent
subdivision or
other political
or other
district,
under the
thereof to
on the
business of developing, transthe business
carry on
to carry
laws thereof
the laws
under
mitting, •
utilizing, or
or distributing
distributing power.
power.
"Navi
gable waters." mitting, utilizing,
",Naigablewaters."
"
Navigable waters"
waters" means
means those
streams or other bodies
of streams
parts of
those parts
"Navigable
of
water
over
which
Congress
has
jurisdiction
under
its authority
authority to
to
under its
jurisdiction
has
Congress
of water over which
regulate
foreign nations
several States,
the several
among the
and among
nations and
with foreign
commerce with
regulate commerce
and which
in their
their natural
natural or
or improved
improved condition, notwitheither in
which either
and
standing
interruptions between
the navigable
streams or
parts of such streams
navigable parts
between the
standing interruptions
waters
by
falls,
shallows,
or
rapids
compelling
land
carriage,
are used
carriage,
land
compelling
waters by falls, shallows, or rapids
or
suitable
for
use
for
the
transportation
of
persons
or
.
property
in
in
property
or
persons
of
transportation
the
for
use
for
or suitable
interrupting
interstate or
including therein
therein all such mterrupting
commerce, including
foreign commerce,
or foreign
interstate
falls, shallows,
or rapids;
rapids; together
such other parts of streams
streams
with such
together with
shallows, or
falls,
as shall
shall have
have been
authorized by
Congress for
for improvement
improvement by the
by Congress
been authorized
as
United States
or shall
shall have
such
Congress for such
to Congress
recommended to
been recommended
have been
States or
United
its authority.
improvement after
under its
authority.
investigation under
after investigation
improvement
"Municipal purposes."
Municipal purposes"
purposes" means
includes all
purposes within muall purposes
and includes
means and
"Municipal
r
poses.p
the State or
of the
nicipal powers
powers as
defined by
the constitution
constitution or
laws of
or laws
by the
as defined
nicipal
by
the
charter
of
the
municipality.
municipality.
the
of
by the charter
constructed or
work, constructed
"Govermentdam."
Government dam."
"Government
means a
dam or
or other
other work,
a dam
dam" means
"Government dam"
purposes,
owned
by
the
United
States
for
Government
with or withGovernment
for
States
owned by the United
out
others.
from others.
contribution from
out contribution
"
Project."
"
Project" means
means complete
of improvement
development,
or development,
improvement or
unit of
complete unit
"Project"
"Project."
consisting
house, all
water conduits,
appurconduits, all dams and appurall water
power house,
a power
of a
consisting of
tenant
and structures
structures) which
navigation structures)
(including navigation
structures (including
works and
tenant works
are a
apart
part of
of said
said unit,
and all
storage, diverting,
or forebay
reservoirs
forebay reservoirs
diverting, or
all storage,
unit, and
are
the primary line or lines transmitting
directly
connected therewith,
therewith, the
transmitting
directly connected
power
therefrom to
to the
the point
point of
of junction
junction with
with the distribution system
power therefrom
system, all miscelor
with the
primary transmission
transmission system,
interconnected primar
the interconnected
or with
connection
laneous
structures
used
and
useful
in
connection
with said unit or
in
useful
and
used
laneous structures
ditches, dams,
any part
part thereof,
all water
water rights,
of way,
way, ditches,
rights of
rights, rights
and all
thereof, and
any
of which
reservoirs,
lands,
or
interest
in
lands,
the
use
and
occupancy
which
occupancy
and
use
the
lands,
in
interest
or
reservoirs, lands,
are
necessary or
the maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of
in the
appropriate in
or appropriate
are necessary
unit.
such
such unit.
of aaproject.
"
Project work-s.Project works"
works" means
means the
structures of
physical structures
the physical
"Project
works."
"Projeit
actual legitimate original
"Net
Net investment"
investment" in
in a
aproject
the actual
means the
project means
Net
Invtment."
"Net investment.
cost
defined and
interpreted in
in the
the ' classification
classification of investand interpreted
as defined
thereof as
cost thereof
ment
in road
and equipment
1914, Interstate
steam roads, issue of 1914,
of steam
equipment of
road and
ment in
Commerce
Commission."
plus
similar
costs
of
additions
thereto and
thereto
additions
of
costs
similar
plus
Commission."
Commerce
properly
betterments
thereof, minus
minus the
of the
following items properly
the following
sum of
the sum
betterments thereof,
been
items
allocated
thereto,
if
and
to
the
extent
that
such
items
have
been
such
that
extent
the
to
and
allocated thereto, if
earnings in excess
accumulated
the period
of the
license from
from earnings
excess
the license
period of
during the
accumulated during
Items excluded
fai
r re t
urn on such
investment: (a)
(a) Unappropriated
surplus, (b)
(b)
Unappropriated surplus,
on suchinvestment:
return
offaa fair
Iters excluded., o
aggregate
credit balances
of current
accounts, and (c)
depreciation accounts,
current depreciation
balances of
aggregate credit
aggregate
appropriations of
of surplus
or income
amortization,
held in amortization,
income held
surplus or
aggregate appropriations
sinking
fund, or
or similar
similar reserves,
or expended
expended for
for additions
additions or betterreserves. or
sinking fund,
ments or
purposes for
which such
reserves were created.
such reserves
for which
the purposes
for the
used for
or used
ments
"cost" shall include, in so far as applicable,
The term "cost"
"ost.:"
"cost."
applicable, the elements
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not include
include expendithereof prescribed
prescribed in
said classification,
shall not
classification, but shall
in said
thereof
tures from
obtained through
through donations
municiStates, municiby States,
donations by
funds obtained
from funds
tures
palities, individuals,
or others,
and said
classification of
of investment
investment
said classification
others, and
individuals, or
palities,
of
the Interstate
Commerce Commission
in so
so far as applicable
applicable
shall in
Commission shall
Interstate Commerce
of the
be published
promulgated as
as a
apart
of the
regulations
and regulations
rules and
the rules
part of
and promulgated
be
published and
of
the commission.
commission.
of the
o of
o Commisomm
Powers
soon.
SEC. 4.
commission is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
empowered-- sion.
and empowered—
the commission
4. That
That the
SEC.
To investigate, etc.,

pter
(a)
make investigations
and to
to collect
collect and
data conwatrinesotires,
con- water
record data
and record
investigations and
I88011113BS, power
(a) To
To make
industry, etc.
etc.
cerning
of the
the water
resources of
to be
be industry,
region to
any region
of any
water resources
the utilization
utilization of
cerning the
and its relation to other indusdeveloped,
the water
power industry and
water power
developed, the
concerning the locatries
and to
or foreign
commerce, and concerning
foreign commerce,
to interstate
interstate or
tries and
of power
power
tion,
and relation
markets of
to markets
relation to
costs, and
development costs,
capacity, development
tion, capacity,
Use of Government
of Government
Us etc.
be advanadvan- dams,
can be
dams can
sites,
Government dams
from Government
power from
the power
whether the
and whether
sites, and
and
purposes,
public
for
its
States
United
the
by
used
tageously
commission
c purposies, may
an
wwtahhgIaeto
usly
srd
ae r
fantir
soo value
suUechn ited
power,
commission may
the
extent
to
such power,
of commissioen
what is a fair valuehotehf
r
in
a
to
e
tdt
determining
s
ehf
ao
e
r
xits
shi the
oat for the S
purposes
of
this
Act.
deem necessary
necessary or
or useful
useful
d etaet
for the purposes of this Act.
deem
Detailed statements
net investment
investment of
ocoest
the net
cost of construction,
construction,
order to aid the commission in determining the
In order
etc., to be furnished by
tc.,tobe furnishedby
a licensees.
within a
of a
in any
any project,
project, the
shall, upon
upon oath,
oath, within
licensee shall,
the licensee
a licensee
licensee in
of
commission, after the
reasonable
period of
of time,
time, to
be fixed
fixed by the
the commission,
to be
reasonable period
original project or any addition thereto or betterconstruction
of the
the original
construction of
commisment
the commission,
commission, in
in such
as the commissuch detail as
file with
with the
thereof, file
ment thereof,
sion may
may require,
require, aastatement
duplicate showing
actual legitishowing the actual
in duplicate
statement in
sion
mate
construction of
of such
project, addition,
betterment, and
addition, or betterment,
such project,
of construction
mate cost
cost of
the
for water
water rights,
rights, rights
rights of
or interest in
of way, lands, or
paid for
price paid
the price
the
lands. The
shall deposit one of said statements with the
commission shall
The commission
lands.
Free access to0 projto procrd etc.
Frete
commis- ect,
Secretary
of the
the Treasury.
The licensee
grant to the commisshall grant
licensee shall
Treasury. The
Secretary of
records,
reasonable times, e
at all
all reasonable
or agents,
agents, at
sion
to its
its duly
agent or
authorized agent
duly authorized
or to
sion or
and to all maps
free
access to
to such
maps,
betterment, and
addition, or betterment,
such project,
project, addition,
free access
records, and
books, records,
profiles,
contracts, reports of
engineers, accounts,
accounts, hooks,
of engineers,
profiles, contracts,
all
papers and
thereto.
relating thereto.
documents relating
and documents
all other
other papers
Cooperate with FederaClorpte
with the
(b) To
cooperate with
the executive
executive departments
departments and other eral
(b)
To cooperate
or State agencies
agencies
in investigations.
ninivestgatons.
agencies
of
State
or
National
Governments
in
such
investigations;
investigations;
in
such
agencies of State or National Governments
departments and agencies of the
purpose the several
several departments
and for such purpose
National Government
Government are authorized
authorized and directed upon the request of
National
the
commission, to
to furnish
furnish such
papers, and information
information in
records, papers,
such records,
the commission,
commission, and temrequested by the commission,
be requested
their
possession as may be
their possession
or experts
experts as may be
porarily
detail to
the commission such officers
officers or
to the
to detail
porarily to
necessary in
investigations.
in such investigations.
necessary
Publishinformatlon,
(c)
information secured Publishinformatlon,
from time to time the information
public from
make public
To make
(c) To
etc.
hereunder, and to
reports and inves- etc.
to provide
provide for the publication of its reports
hereunder,
be best adapted
tigations in
in such
such form
adapted for public
as may be
and manner
manner as
form and
tigations
Congress.
Reports to Congress.
first Monday
information and
and use.
commission, on
the first
Monday Reports
or before
before the
on or
use. The
The commission,
information
in
of each
to Congress for the fiscal year
shall submit
submit to
each year, shall
December of
in December
preceding a
classified report
report showing
showing the
the permits,and
permits .and licenses
issued
licenses issued
a classified
preceding
under
parties thereto, the terms preand in each case the parties
Act, and
under this Act,
scribed,
the moneys
on account
account thereof....
thereof.'any, on
if any,
received, if
moneys received,
and the
scribed, and
Issue
licenses forimfor imssueUcenses
any proving
States, or
(d) To
To issue
licenses
to
citizens
of
the
United
States,
or to
to any
United
the
of
citizens
to
licenses
issue
(d)
navigation,
navigation,
proving
water
under developing water
association of
such citizens,
any corporation
organized under
corporation organized.
or to
to any
citizens, or
of such
association
power, etc.
etc.
any State, power,
thereof, or
State thereof,
any State
the
of the
the United
or any
or to any
States or
United States
laws of
the laws
or
or municipality
municipality for the purpose of constructing, operating, and maintaining dams,
dams, water
water conduits,
conduits, reservoirs,
power houses, transmission
transmission
reservoirs, power
taining
necessary or convenient
lines,
project works necessary
convenient for the developother project
or other
lines, or
ment
navigation, and for the development,
development,
of navigation,
improvement of
and improvement
ment and
transmission,
of power
power across,
across, along,
from or in any
along, from
utilization of
and utili7ation
transmission, and
1353.
Pot p.
p. 1s53.
of the Post,
or upon
States, or
United States,
of
the navigable
navigable waters
of the
the United
upon any
any part
part of
waters of
of the
the
public lands
and reservations
reservations of
States (including
of the United States
lands and
public
Territories), or
or for
for the
utilizing the
the surplus
water
surplus water or water
of utilizing
purpose of
the purpose
Territories),
Pr"ionse`
Pro- Provisos.
dam, except
power
from any
any Government
Government dam,
except as herein provided: Propower from
Restriction on use tIn
reservations.
vided. That
That licenses
reservation only after reservations.
be issued within any reservation
shall be
licenses shall
vided,
a
by the
the commission
interfere or be
license will not interfere
the license
that the
commission that
a finding
finding by
44281°-21
69
4421°--21--69
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inconsistent with
with the
created
for which
which such reservation was created
purpose for
the purpose
inconsistent
or acquired, and shall be subject to and contain such conditions as
the Secretary - of
department under whose supervision such
such
the department
of the
the
reservation
falls
deem
necessary for the adequate protection and
necessary
deem
shall
falls
reservation
Approval of dams,
dams,
Approval
Provided further,
utilization of such reservation:
reservation: Provided
further, That no license
etc.,
navigable utilization
on navigable
etc.,
waters.
waters.
affecting the
the navigable
capacity of any navigable waters of the
navigable capacity
affecting
United States
shall be
be issued until the plans of the dam or other
States shall
United
structures
navigation have
been approved by the Chief of
have been
affecting navigation
structures affecting
Engineers
and the
Secretary of
of War.
War. Whenever
Whenever the contemplated
contemplated
the Secretary
Engineers and
improvement is, in
desirable and
judgment of the commission, desirable
in the
the judgment
improvement
justified
in the
the public interest
for the purpose of improving or deinterest for
justified in
veloping
waterway or waterways
waterways for the use or benefit of interstate
veloping aawaterway
of
of foreign commerce, aa finding to that effect shall be made by the
commission
commiqbecome aa part of the records of the commiscommission and shall become
d that
titt:1
Use
Government sion: Provided further, That in case the commission shall find
Use of
of Government
s
ai
n
o
y
n
Provided
further,
That
in
advantageously
the
by
dams for public purdams
United
Governmentdam may be advantageously used by the U
any Government
poses.
States for
for public
navigation, no license
license therepurposes m addition to navigation,
public purposes
States
for
two years
after it
it shall have reported to Conyears after
until two
issued until
be issued
shall be
for shall
gress the
and conditions
thereto, except that this prorelating thereto,
conditions relating
facts and
the facts
gress
vision shall
shall not
apply to
to any
constructed prior to
Government dam constructed
any Government
not apply
vision
application the
the passage
passage of
this Act:
Act: And
provided
further,
That
Notice of application
That upon the filing of
further
proided
And
of
this
without
preliminary
without
a preany
application for
preceded by a
which has not been preceded
for aalicense which
any. application
permit.
limmary
permit under
under subsection
subsection (e) of
section, notice
notice shall be
of this
this section,
liminary permit
published as required by the proviso of said subsection.
and published
given and
Issue
preliminary
preliminary
Issue
(e) To
preliminary permits
permits for the
enabling applipurpose of enabling
the purpose
To issue
issue preliminary
(e)
permits to
applicants.
to applicants.
permits
Post, p.
p. 1068.
Post,
cants
alicense
license hereunder
to secure the data and to perform the
hereunder
a
for
cants
Proviso.
Proviso.
the
acts required by section 9
Provided, however, That upon the
Notice thereof to
to acts required by section 9 hereof: Provided,
State, etc.
filing of any
a preliminary
preliminary permit by any person,
State,
etc.
application for a
any application
filing
association, or
or corporation
corporation the commission,
commission, before granting
granting such
association,
application, shall
application in writing
writing
shall at once give notice of such application
application,
to
any State
State or
or municipality
municipality likely
interested in or affected
affected by
likely to be interested
to any
application; and shall also publish
publish notice of such application
application
such application;
newspaper published in the
eight weeks in aa daily or weekly newspaper
for eight
the
county
or counties
counties in which the project or any part thereof or the
county or
lands affected thereby
thereby are situated.
Prescribe rules for
Prescribe
(f)
regulations for the establishment
establishment of a
a
(f) To prescribe rules and regulations
operating,
accounting, operating,
accounting,
etc.
system
accounts and for the maintenance
licensees
etc.
maintenance thereof by licensees
system of accounts
hereunder; to examine all books and accounts of such licensees at
at
hereun(ler;
any time;
to submit at such time or times as the
them to
to require
require them
time; to
any
commission
commission may require statements and reports, including full
information
liabilities, capitalization,
capitalization, net investassets and liabilities,
to assets
information as to
ment
reduction thereof,
thereof, gross
receipts, interest
interest due and paid,
gross receipts,
and reduction
ment and
depreciation
maintenance
reserves, cost of project, cost of maintenance
depreciation and other reserves,
and operation
operation of
of the
project, cost
the
and replacements
replacements of the
cost of
of renewals
renewals and
the project,
and
to
project works, and as
depreciation of the project works and as to
as to
to depreciation
project
production,
any
power; also to require any
use and sale of power;
transmission, use
production, transmission,
currently determining
licensee to make adequate
adequate provision
determining said
provision for currently
licensee
Verification.
Verification.
costs
statements and reports shall be
costs and other facts. All such statements
made
otherwise specified, and in such form and
and
oath, unless otherwise
made upon oath,
such
as
the
commission
r
equire . Any person who,
require.
may
blanks
on
such
Punishment
false
forfalse
nt for
P'nishrh
statements,
for the purpose of deceiving,
etc.
deceiving, makes or causes to be made any false
stastmentO.etc.
for
entry in
licensee, and any person
the accounts of such licensee,
books or the
in the
the books
entry
any
deceiving, makes or causes to be made any
who, for the purpose of deceiving,
false
direction
a request or order or direction
false statement
statement or report in response to a
from the commission for the statements and report herein referred
imprisoned
to
to shall,
shall, upon conviction, be fined not more than $2,000 or imprisoned
not
both.
or
five
years,
more
than
not
hearings,
Conduct hearings,
(g)
To hold
hold hearings
order testimony
to be taken by
testimony to
to order
hearings and to
(g) To
depositions, etc.
order depositions,
deposition at
designated place in connection
connection with the applicaat any designated
deposition
tion
tion for any permit or license, or the regulation of rates, service, or
securities,
making of any investigation,
provided in this Act;
Act;
investigation, as provided
securities, or the making
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and to
to require
require by
by any
of the
and
by subpoena,
subpoena, signed
signed by
any member
member of
the commission,
commission,
attendance and
of witnesses
witnesses and
and the
production of
the attendance
and testimony
testimony of
the production
of docudocumentary evidence
evidence from any place in the United States, and in
in case of
of
disobedience to
commission may
invoke the
aid of
disobedience
to aa subpoena
subpoena the
the commission
may invoke
the aid
of

Aid
of Federal courts.
AidofFederalcourts.

any
the attendance
attendance and
and testiany court
court of
of the
the United
United States
States in
in requiring
requiring the
testimony
mony of
of witnesses
witnesses and the
the production
production of documentary
documentary evidence.
oaths,
Any member,
member, expert,
exp-ert, or
of the
the commission
commission may,
may, when
when duly
duly ett
thnini.4er
Any
or examiner
examiner of
etL.dy"'
oesi
designated by
by the
the commission
commission for
for such
purposes, administer
administer oaths
oaths
designated
such purposes,
affirmations, examine
examine witnesses and receive
receive evidence. Depoand affirmations,
Depositions may be taken
taken before any person
person designated
designated by
by the
the comcommission or by its executive
executive secretary and empowered
empowered to administer
administer
oaths, shall
shall be
reduced to
to writing
or under
direcoaths,
be reduced
writing by
by such
such person
person or
under his
his direction, and
the deponent.
Witnesses summoned
summoned before
Witness ifees,
etc.
tion,
and subscribed
subscribed by
by the
deponent. Witnesses
before Witness
eeset.
the commission shall
shall be paid
paid the
the same
same fees and
and mileage
mileage that are
paid witnesses in the courts of the United States, and witnesses
whose depositions
taken and
persons taking
taking the
same shall
shall
whose
depositions are
are taken
and persons
the same
severally be entitled to the same fees as are paid for like services in
the courts
courts of
United States.
States.
the
of the
the United
e ss
(h)
perform any
acts, to
make such
such rules
and r
egli. poOthmer.
necessarl
To perform
(h) To
any and
and all
all acts,
to make
rules and
regupowers. n
lations and to issue such
lations,
such orders not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with this
this Act
Act as
maybe
necessary and proper for the purpose of carrying out the
may
be necessary
Act.
permits
provisions of this .Act.
Preliminary permits.
of,
to
SEC.
S
EC. 5. That each preliminary
preliminary permit issued under
under this Act shall Issue
ty f
of,
or license
to obtain
obs
tain
.
be
sole purpose
application for
for a
atyPriori
be for
for the
the sole
purpose of
of maintaining
maintaining priority
priority of
of application
priortyforUce
license under the terms of this Act for such period or periods, not
not
exceeding a
years, as in the discretion of the commission
commission
exceeding
a total of three years,
may be necessary
renecessary for making examinations
examinations and surveys, for preparing
aring maps, plans, specifications,
making
specifications, and estimates, and for making
financial arrangements.
arrangements. Each such permit shall set forth the confinancial
i CmditicinaCrmUU
ditions
claims under which priority shall be maintained
maintained and a
a license issued.
Such permits shall not be transferable, and may
canceled by
may be canceled
to comply
comply with
with
order of the
the commission
commission upon failure
failure of permittees
permittees to
the
conditions thereof.
Licenses.
the conditions
thereof.
Licenses.
o- 1-san"
a period Perieod
SEC.
S
EC. 6. That licenses
licenses under this Act shall be issued for a
Padnd of, and
not
such license
be conditioned
ons controlling.
not exceeding
exceeding fifty
fifty years.
years. Each
Each such
license shall
shall be
conditioned
upon acceptance
acceptance by the licensee of all the terms
conditions of
terms and conditions
of
this
such further
any, as
as the
the commission
this Act
Act and
and such
further conditions,
conditions, if
if any,
commission shall
shall
prescribe in conformity
conformity with this Act, which said terms
prescribe
terms and
and condicondiacceptance thereof shall be
tions and the acceptance
be expressed
expressed in
in said
said license.
license. Revocation,
Reocation etc.
etc
Licenses may be revoked only for the
Licenses
the reasons
reasons and
and in the
the manner
manner
prescribed under the provisions of this Act, and may be altered or
prescribed
surrendered
surrendered only upon mutual agreement between the licensee and
and
the commission
ninety days'
Preference
sto
commission after
after ninety
days public
public notice.
notice.
Prfreerns
to State,
state
_muses etc.,
etc., applications.
SEC. 7.
applications.
hereunder or
or licenses
SEC.
7. That
That in
in issuing
issuing preliminary
preliminary permits
permits hereunder
where
preliminary permit
permit has been issued and in issuing licenses Po,
where no
no preliminary
Post, p.
p. 1072
1072.
to
licensees under
commission shall give
to new licensees
under section 15 hereof the
the commission
give
preference to applications
applications therefor
therefor by States and municipalities,
municipalities,
preference
provided
the plans
plans for
for the
the same
deemed by
commission
provided the
same are
are deemed
by the
the commission
equally
adapted, or
reasonable time
fixed
equally well adapted,
or shall within
within aareasonable
time to
to be fixed
adapted, to conserve
conserve and
and
by the
the commission
commission be
be made
made equally
equally well adapted,
navigation and water resources
tween other
other ap&putilize in the public interest the navigation
resources of Be
Between
between other
other applicants,
commission may
may pucants.
phobias.
the region;
region; and
and as
as between
applicants, the
the commission
preference to the applicant
give preference
applicant the plans of which it finds and
determines are best adapted
adapted to develop,
develop, conserve, and utilize in the
determines
public interest the navigation
navigation and water resources
resources of the region, if
it be
be satisfied
to the
the ability
the applicant
to carry
carry out
such
out such
it
satisfied as
as to
ability of
of the
applicant to
plans.
Action ifmmisplans.
That
whenever, in
in the
of the
the commission,
develop- sion
That whenever,
the judgment
judgment of
commission, the
the developsioAction
ifif Cven,ment
deem
Govern1
ment should
under.t project.
no
'd underment of
of any
any project
be undertaken
undertaken by
the United
the
project should
should be
by the
United States
States itself,
itse, take
the
application for
project a
any application
for .such
such .project
commission shall
shall .not
not approve
approve any
the commission
by any
citizen, association,
corporation, State,
municipality, but
but
or municipality,
association, corporation,
State, or
by
any citizen,
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shall cause
such examinations,
examinations, surveys, reports, plans,
cause to be made such
shall
and
necessary, and
cost of the project as it may deem necessary,
of the
the cost
estimates of
and estimates
recommendations as
shall submit its findings to Congress with such recommendations
project
appropriate concerning
concerning the construction of such project
it may deem appropriate
or completion of any project upon any Government
Government dam by the United
States.

The
commission is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to investigate
investigate
The commission

investigationof cost, and, on or before the 1st day of January, 1921,
1921, report to Congress the
economic value of the power plant outlined
cost and, in detail, the economic
a power
numbered 3, House Document numbered 1400, Sixty-second
in project numbered
Congress, third
in view of
conditions, utilizing such
of existing
existing conditions,
session, in
third session,
Congress,
department of the
may heretofore
heretofore have been made by any department
as may
study as
Government; also
in
connection with such project to submit plans
in
connection
also
Government;
Increase of water
and estimates
of cost
cost necessary
necessary to
to secure
secure an
an increased
adequate
increased and adequate
supply,
D. C. water and
estimates of
supply,S..
Appropriation.
Appropriation,
water supply for the District of Columbia. For this purpose the sum
of $25,000,
$25,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, is hereby approof
Transfers of licenses,
etc., restricted.

etc.,

'

priated.
priated.
SEC. 8.
That no
voluntary transfer
transfer of
any license,
or of
the rights
rights
of the
license, or
of any
no voluntary
8. That
SEC.

thereunder
approval of
shall be made without the written approval
thereunder granted, shall
the
commission; and
and any
any successor
or assign
assign of
lioenof the rights of such licensuccessor or
the commission;
see, whether
foreclosure sale, or
sale, foreclosure
transfer, judicial sale,
voluntary transfer,
by voluntary
whether by
see,
under
otherwise,
otherwise, shall be subject to all the conditions of the license under
which
which such rights are held by such licensee and also subject to all the
provisions
of this
this Act to the same extent as though
conditions of
provisions and conditions
Proviso.
successor or assign
assign were
Prohereunder: Prolicensee hereunder:
original licensee
were the original
Mortgages,
ex- such
such successor
etc., exMortgages, etc.,
cepted.
cepted.
a mortgage
vided, That a
mortgage or trust deed or judicial sales made thereunder
thereunder
or under tax sales shall not be deemed
deemed voluntary
voluntary transfers
transfers within the
or
meaning of this section.
section.
Application requireto
hereunder shall submit to
a license hereunder
SEC.
requireApplication
SEC. 9. That each applicant
applicant for a
ments.
the commission—
commissionSubmission of
of plans,
tubmision
plans,
specifications, and estimates
(a) Such maps, plans, specifications,
estimates of cost as may
etc.
be
required for a
afull understanding
project. Such
understanding of the proposed project.
be required
specifications when approved by the commission
commission
maps, plans, and specifications
Changes
restristed. shall
change shall
no change
made a
apart
part of
the license;
license; and
and thereafter
thereafter no
of the
shall be
be made
hanges restrited.
changes shall
be
made in
specifications until such changes
or specifications
plans, or
maps, plans,
in said maps,
be made
have been approved and made aapart of such license by the commiscommission.
Compliance with
th
(b)
Satisfactory evidence
evidence that
applicant has complied with the
the applicant
that the
(b) Satisfactory
Stemiat
State
laws.ne ws
requirements of
laws of
of the State or States within which the
of the
the laws
requirements
proposed project
project is to be located with respect to bed and banks and to
proposed
appropriation, diversion,
diversion, and use of water for power purposes
the appropriation,
and
engage in the business of developing,
developing,
and with respect to the right to engage
transmitting, and distributing power, and in any other business necestransmitting,
sary
purposes of a
alicense
license under this Act.
the purposes
effect the
sary to effect
Additional informarequire.
informn(c) Such additional information
Additional
(C)
information as the commission may require.
tion.
be
on the
this
under
licenses
Conditions of licen10.
SEC.
Conditions
S
EC.
That
all
licenses
issued
Act
shall
sses.
es
.
conditions:
following conditions:
Project
to
project adopted, including
Project adapted
adapted to
(a) That the prdject
including the maps, plans, and speciut ilize navigation,
fications, shall be such as in the judgment
judgment of the commission
commission will
water
power, etc.
ater poweretc.
be
comprehensive scheme of improvement
improvement and utiliadapted to aacomprehensive
be best
best adapted
zation
the purposes
development,
water-power development,
navigation, of water-power
of navigation,
purposes of
for the
zation for
and of
of other beneficial
necessary in order to secure
uses; and if necessary
public uses;
beneficial public
and
commission shall have authority to require the modithe commission
such scheme the
fication of any
specifications of the projand specifications
and of
of the plans and
any project and
fication
before approval.
ect works
works before
Restriction
alteron alterRestriction on
(b) That except when emergency shall require for the protection
protection of
ations. o n s
'
navigation, life, health,
health,. or property, no substantial alteration
alteration or
addition not in
conformity with the approved plans shall be made to
in conformity
addition
a capacity
capacity
any
hereunder of a
constructed hereunder
project works constructed
other project
dam or other
any dam
in excess of
hundred horsepower
horsepower without the prior approval
approval of the
of one hundred
in
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commission;
so made
shall
commission; and
and any emergency
emergency alteration
alteration or
or addition
addition so
made shall
thereafter
modification and change
change as the
co.mmisthereafter be
be subject to such modification
the commission may direct.
Project works to be
(c) That
the licensee
shall maintain
works in
in a
(o)
That the
licensee shall
maintain the
the project
project works
a condition
condition maintained
Proet
be
work
in to
effective operation, etc.
of
repair adequate
for the
purposes of
the efficient
efficient tive
of navigation
navigation and
and for
for the
of repair
adequate for
the purposes
operation
of said
said works
the development
development and
of power,
operation of
works in
in the
and transmission
transmission of
power,
necessary renewals
establish
shall make all
all necessary
renewals and replacements,
replacements, shall
shall establish
and
adequate depreciation
depreciation reserves
for such
such purposes,
shall
and maintain
maintain adequate
reserves for
purposes, shall
maintain and
operate said
works as
not to
to impair
and
so maintain
and operate
said works
as not
impair navigation,
navigation, and
regulations as
shall conform to
to such
such rules and regulations
as the commission
commission may
from time to
to time prescribe
prescribe for the protection
protection of life,
life, health,
health, and
and Liability for damlicensee hereunder
hereunder shall be liable for all damages
damages ages
property. Each licensee
Liability
for dam-of
to property
occasioned to
the construction, maintenance, others.
other.
ooasioned
to the property
property of
of others by theconstruction,
appurtenant or
or operation
operation of the
the project works
works or
or of the works appurtenant
or
accessory thereto, constructed
constructed under the license, and in no event shall
accessory
the United States be liable therefor.
Amortization
re(d) That after the first twenty years of operation
Amorti^ation
operation out of surplus serves
serves to
to be
be estab.
este bearned thereafter,
thereafter, if any, accumulated
accumulated in excess of a
a specified reason- fished.
shed.
Disposition of.
spoeition of.
able rate of
of return upon the actual, legitimate investment of aalicensee
in any project or
or projects under license
license the licensee
licensee shall
shall establish
establish
and
and maintain
maintain amortization
amortization reserves, which
which reserves
reserves shall,
shall, in the
the
discretion of the commission
termination of the
commission, be held until the termination
license or
or be applied from time to
to time in reduction of the net invest- inIlRe
lia
ce
te to.be specified
ment. Such specified
specified rate of return and the proportion
proportion of such in iense. speed
earnings to
surplus earnings
to be
be paid
paid into and
and held
held in
in such
such reserves
reserves shall
shall be
set forth in the license.
charges.
(e) That the licensee shall pay to the United States reasonable Annual
~BaoL
Basis
oL
annual charges in an amount to be fixed by the commission for the
purpose
reimbursing the United States for the
purpose of
of reimbursing
the costs
costs of the adadministration of this Act; for recompensing
it for the use, occupancy,
occupancy,
recompensing it
enjoyment of its lands or other property; and for the exproand enjoyment
priation to the Government
Government of excessive profits until the respective
respective
for
States shall make provision for preventing
preventing excessive
excessive profits
profits or
or for
the expropriation
expropriation thereof to themselves, or until
consners
until the period
period of
of amor- Price
Price to
to cons:mem.
tization as herein provided
provided is
reached, and
is reached,
and in fixing such charges the
the
commission
commission shall seek to avoid increasing the price to the consumers
of power by such charges,
charges t and
and charges
for the
expropriation of
of
charges for
the expropriation
excessive profits may
excessive
may be
be adjusted
adjusted from time to
to time by the commis- Provisos.
po,.
Use
of
Government
conditions may require: Provided,
Provided That when licenses are itixtritnur
Use an
ofesda.
Government
sion as conditions
0or Indian
issued
involving the
use of
other structures
structures stWfta
Indlan
o'
dams or
or other
issued involving
the use
of Government
Government daras
owned by the United States or tribal lands embraced
embraced within
within Indian
reservations the commission
commission shall fix a
reasonable annual charge
for
a reasonable
charge for
the
the use thereof, and
and such charges may be
be readjusted
readjusted at
at the
the end
end of
of
twenty
beginning of
twenty years
years after the beginning
of operations
operations and
and at periods of
of not
not
less than ten years thereafter in a
a manner to be described
described in each No charge to States,
license: Provided,
Provided, That
licenses for
the development,
development, transmission,
license:
That licenses
for the
transmission, etc.,
etNc., if owerftar
power furpublic without
municipalities shall be issued nished
or distribution of power by States or municipalities
tE
Pt.S'ic
wthout
profit, etc.
and enjoyed
to the
is sold
sold to
to the
and
enjoyed without
without charge
charge to
the extent
extent such
such power
power is
the
public without profit or is used by such State or municipality for
State or municipal purposes, except that as to projects constructed
municipalities primarily
designed
or to be
be constructed
constructed by
by States
States or
or municipalities
primarily designed
be issued
issued Smallprojects.
to provide or improve
improve navigation
navigation licenses
licenses therefor
therefor shall
shall be
sRmllproect.
without charge;
charge; and that licenses for the development,
development, transmission,
or distribution
distribution of power
power for domestic, mining,
mining, or other beneficial
beneficial use
use
in projects
than one
capacity may
in
projects of
of not
not more
more than
one hundred
hundred horsepower
horsepower capacity
may Exceptions.
Exceptions.
be issued without charge, except on tribal lands within
within Indian
Indian reser- No
No free
free use
use of
of GovGovernment dam.
dam.
vations; but in no case shall a
license be issued free of charge for the emnent
alicense
development and
utilization of power
Government
any Government
development
and utilization
power created
created by any
dam and that the amount charged therefor
therefor in any license
license shall be
such
determined by
commission.
such as
as determined
by the
the commission.
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licensee hereunder
any licensee
(f) That
That whenever
hereunder is directly benefited by
whenever any
(f)
the construction
construction work
licensee, a
a permittee, or of the
another licensee,
work of another
the

headwater improvement,
United
States of
storage reservoir
reservoir or
other headwater
or other
of aastorage
United States
the
the license that the
the commission
shall require
require as
as a
a condition
condition of the
commission shall
the
reservoir or
lincensee
shall reimburse
reimburse the owner of such reservoir
benefited shall
so benefited
lincensee so
interest,
for interest,
other
improvements for
for such
such part
part of
the annual
annual charges
charges for
of the
other improvements
commission may deem
maintenance,
and depreciation
as the commission
deem
thereon as
depreciation thereon
maintenance, and
be paid by any licensee
equitable.
The proportion
proportion of
of such
such charges
to be
licensee
charges to
equitable. The
shall
be determined
determined by
by the
commission.
the commission.
shall be
For
of
improvement is constructed
Whenever such reservoir or other improvement
Whenever
Governof Governwork
For work
ment construction.
similar charges
by the
the United
United States
States the
shall assess
assess similar
charges
commission shall
the commission
by
against any
benefited thereby,
thereby, and any amount so
directly benefited
licensee directly
any licensee
against
assessed
shall be
paid into
Treasury of the United States, to be
the Treasury
into the
be paid
assessed shall
for headreserved and
appropriated as
as a
a part
of the
fund for
special fund
the special
part of
and appropriated
reserved
Post, p. 1072.
water
improvements
as
provided
in
section
17
hereof.
hereof.
17
section
in
water improvements as provided
Ptheontdions.
Other
conditions.
(g)
Such further
inconsistent with
with the
the provisions
of
provisions of
not inconsistent
conditions not
further conditions
(g) Such
this
Act
as
the
commission
may
require.
require.
may
this Act as the commission
Combinations in re(h) That
combinations, agreements,
or underunderarrangements, or
agreements, arrangements,
That combinations,
(h)
trad ietrc
straint ofoftrade,
etc.,
electrical energy
in electric
service propro- standings, express or implied, to limit the output of electrical
in
electric service
energy,
hibited.
for electrical
to
trade, or
or to
prices for
electrical
or increase
increase prices
maintain, or
fix, maintain,
to fix,
to restrain
restrain trade,
ibited.
energyor
service are
are hereby
hereby prohibited.
prohibited.
service
or
energy
Waiving conditions
(i)
In issuing
licenses for
part only
only of
of a
acomplete
complete project,
project,
minor part
a minor
for a
issuing licenses
(i) In
for
minor projects, etc.,
ormminorprojects,etc.,
allowed.
or
for a
complete project
more than
one hundred
hundred horsepower
horsepower
than one
not more
of not
project of
a complete
or for
allowed.
capacity,
the commission
may in
such conditions,
conditions,
waive such
discretion waive
its discretion
in its
commission may
capacity, the
except the license
provisions,
of this
this Act,
license period
period
Act, except
requirements of
and requirements
provisions, and
of fifty
fifty years,
as it
be to
the public
public interest
interest to
to waive
waive
to the
to be
deem to
may deem
it may
years, as
of
Proviso.
Proviso.
Indian
lands
ex- under
Provided, That the provisions
provisions hereof shall
circumstances: Provided,
the circumstances:
under the
exIndian lands
cepted.
cepted.
not apply
apply to lands within Indian reservations.
reservations.
Dams
navigable
S
EC. 11.
11. That
That if
if the dam or other project works are to be conconSEC.
on navigable
Dams on
waters.
structed across,
across, along, or in any of the navigable
navigable waters
waters of the United
Additional
ArdStional require- structed
ments to promote States, the commission may, in so far as it
deems the
the same
reasonably
same reasonably
may, in so far as it deems
mevitgto
navigation. promote States, the commission
future needs of navigation
necessary to
promote the
the present
present and
and future
navigation
to promote
necessary
the licensee,
and
consistent with
with a
investment cost
to the
licensee,
cost to
reasonable investment
a reasonable
and consistent
include in
in the
the license
or more
of the
the following
following provisions or
more of
one or
any one
license any
include
Construction of locks, requirements:
requirements:
Constructionof
necessary to preserve
etc.
(a)
preserve
licensee shall, to the extent necessary
such licensee
That such
(a) That
etc.
whole or in part,
and improve
improve navigation
navigation facilities,
construct, in
in whole
facilities, construct,
and
without
to the
the United
States, in
connection with such dam,
dam,
in connection
United States,
expense to
without expense
navigation
a
lock
or
locks,
booms,
sluices,
or
other
structures for navigation
structures
other
or
sluices,
booms,
a lock or locks,
approved by
purposes,
in accordance
accordance with
with plans
plans and
and specifications
specifications approved
purposes, in
and made part of
the Chief
of Engineers
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War and
Engineers and
Chief of
the
such
license.
such license.
Conveyance, etc., for
(b) That
in case
case such
such structures
for navigation
navigation purposes
purposes are not
structures for
That in
construction by 'United
(b)
constructionebytUted
States,
locks, etc.
etc.
construction at the expense of the licensee,
a part of the original construction
made a
licensee,
of locks,
States, of
then whenever
the United
shall desire
complete such navito complete
desire to
States shall
United States
whenever the
then
gation facilities
the licensee
convey to
United States, free
the United
to the
shall convey
licensee shall
facilities the
gation
way and such right of passage
of way
of
cost, such
land and
and its
rights of
its rights
its land
of its
such of
of cost,
through its
dams or
other structures,
structures, and
permit such
such control
control of
and permit
or other
its dams
through
pools
as
may
be
required
to
complete
such
navigation
facilities.
facilities.
navigation
such
complete
to
required
be
may
as
cpools
of cost
Power free of
Power
(c)
That such
such licensee
licensee shall
shall furnish
cost to the United States
of cost
furnish free of
(c) That
for operation.
power for
for the
the operation
of such
such navigation
navigation facilities,
facilities, whether conoperation of
power
structed by
the licensee
the United
States.
United States.
by the
or by
licensee or
by the
structed
Installin locks, etc.
filed for aaproject
is filed
EC. 12.
That whenever
project hereunder
hereunder
application is
whenever application
12. That
SEC.
ifi S
nvaigabl wterst,
on navigable
on
waters, i
Govertunent
navigable waters of the United States, and the commission
fails so involving
involvina navigable
commission
Govoertent fails
to do, etc.
shall
upon investigation
investigation that the needs of navigation require
find upon
shall find
todo
ec
the construction
construction of
or locks
other navigation
structures,
navigation structures,
or other
locks or
lock or
of aa lock
the
and
that such
such structures
not, consistent
consistent with
investreasonable investa reasonable
with a
can not,
structures can
and that
ment cost
cost to
applicant, be
be provided
in the
specified in
manner specified
the manner
provided in
the applicant,
to the
ment
grant the
section
11, subsection
subsection (a)
may grant
commission may
the commission
hereof, the
(a) hereof,
section 11,
the application
application with
provision to
to be
expressed in the license that
be expressed
the provision
with the
the
the
will install
the necessary
structures if
the
if the
navigation structures
necessary navigation
install the
licensee will
the licensee
g
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Government fails to make
make pro
vision therefor
therefor within a
provision
a time to be fixed
to CmgreaB
Congreas, '
a report upon such project to be prepared,
in the license and cause a
prepared, eteRetpor
R.
e P°rtt°
with estimates
estimates of cost of the power development
navigation
development and of
of the
the navigation
structures, and shall submit
submit such report
report to Congress
Congress with such recomstructures,
mendations
appropriate concerning the participation
participation of
mendations as it
it deems appropriate
the United
United States in the cost of construction of such navigation
navigation
structures.
Time limit
limit for
for'nTme
13. That
That the licensee
SEC. 13.
licensee shall commence the construction
construction of the struction
conSEC.
struetion and operaoperaproject works within the time fixed in the license, which shall not be tion.
son.
more than two years from the date thereof, shall thereafter in good
good
faith and with due diligence
diligence prosecute
prosecute such construction
construction, and shall
operation
within the time fixed in the license complete
complete and put into operation
ultimate development
development as the commission shall deem
such part of the ultimate
necessary to supply the reasonable
necessary
reasonable needs of the then available market,
thereafter construct
construct such portion of the
and shall from time to time thereafter
development as the commission may .direct,
balance of such development
direct, so as to
supply adequately
adequately the
developreasonable market
market demands until such developthe reasonable
supply
E te
ta
commence- Extensions.
completed. The periods for the commencement shall have been completed.
ment of construction may be extended
extended once but not longer than two
completion of construction
additional years and the period for the completion
construction
carried on i
ngood faith and with reasonable
reasonable diligence may be extended
in
by the commission when not incompatible
incompatible with the public interests.
In case
commence actual
construction of
Tennina
on
YUe.
cin of
c4
shall not
not commence
actual construction
of the
the erfa6II
iIn
case the
the licensee
licensee shall
project works,
of any
any specified
part thereof,
thereof, within
the time
proiect
works, or
or of
specified part
within the
time preprelicense or as extended
extended by the commission, then, after
scribed in the license
shall, as to such project works
works or
part Peediitly
i.ray
due notice given, the license shall,
or part
thereof,
be terminated
terminated upon
upon written
In completed.
com
Pirete
e
r gs-- —
order of
of the
the commission
commission. In
thereof, be
written order
construction of the project works, or of any specified
specified part
case the construction
part
thereof, have been begun but not completed within the time prescribed in the license, or as extended
extended by the commission
commission,,then the
Attorney General,
General.,upon the request of the commission,
commission, shall institute proceedings
United States
proceedings in equity in the district court of the United
for the district in which any part of the project is situated for the
revocation of said license, the sale of the works constructed, and such
revocation
Pot,p. 1076.
equitable relief
demand, as
as provided
provided for in Post,
other equitable
relief as
as the
the case may demand,
section 26 hereof.
S
EC. 14.
14. That
That upon
upon not
not less
less than
than two
in writing
writing from
from me
ta
SEC.
F
t
two years'
years' notice
notice in
mito
taoke
Rn
i
..
..feove-rora
the commission
the United
have the
upon or after roi
%f
fr.,
eto,l
etc. on expireexpi the right
right upon
United States
States shall
shall have
the
commission the
the expiration
expiration of any license to take over and thereafter
thereafter to maintain
and
project or
or projects
projects as
definedin
1064.
Ante p..10'
section 3
3 hereof,
hereof, Ante,
as defined
in section
any project
and operate
operate any
and covered in whole or in part by the license, or the right to take
agreement with the licensee
licensee all property owned
over upon mutual agreement
owned
and held by the licensee then valuable
serviceable in the developvaluable and serviceable
ment, transmission, or distribution of power and which is then
dependent for its usefulness upon the continuance
continuance of the license,
license
dependent
together with any lock or locks or other aids to navigation
navigation constructed
constructed
together
at
the expense
expense of
of the
the condition
condition that
that before
be made.
Payment to
to bemade.
before taking
taking Payment
the licensee,
licensee, upon
upon the
at the
possession
licensee in the projit shall pay the net investment of the licensee
possession it
ect or projects
projects taken, not to exceed the fair value of the property
taken, plus such reasonable
damages, if any, to property
property of the licensee
licensee
reasonable damages,
valuable,
serviceable, and dependent
valuable, serviceable,
dependent as
as above set
set forth
forth but
but not
not taken,
as may be caused by the severance
severance therefrom
therefrom of property taken, and
shall assume
assume all
all contracts
the licensee
licensee with
with the
shall
contracts entered
entered into
into by
by the
the D et,t.
approval of the commission. The net investment
investment of the licensee inof Deterrtion
ration o
approval
projects so
and the
the amount
amount of such severance
project or projects
so taken and
the project
damages,
agreement between
between the
damages, if any, shall be determined by agreement
commission and the licensee, and in case they can not agree, by
proceedings in equity instituted
instituted by the United States in the district
district
of the
United States
States in
the district
district within
within which
any such
Proviso*.
court of
the United
in the
which any
such Values
Pruvded.
excluded.
property may
located: Provided,
That such
such net
shall
es
net investment
investment shall
Provided, That
may be
be located:
property
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not include
affected by the
of any lands, rights of way,
the value of
or be
be affected
include or
not
commission
property of the United States licensed by the commission
or other
other propertyunder this Act, by the license, or by good will, going
going value, or
further, That the values allowed for
Costsforwaterrights,
Costs
for water rights, prospective
prospective revenues:
revenues: Provided
Provided further,
etc., allowed,
etc. allowed
water
water rights, rights of way, lands, or interest in lands shall not be in
excess of
the actual
actual reasonable
reasonable cost
at the
the time
acquisition
time of
of acquisition
cost thereof
thereof at
excess
of the
reaCeornvdedem.nation
g
by
the
licensee:
Provided,
That
the
right
of
the
United
States
or
States or
United
the
of
right
the
That
Provided,
the
licensee:
by
right
reSeredMtn
any
maintain, and operate
operate any
municipality to take over, maintain,
any State
State or municipality
project
condemnation prounder this Act at any time by icondemnation
licensed under
project licensed
ceedings
expressly
compensation iss hereby expressly
ceedings upon payment of just compensation
reserved.
Issue of new licenses.
of
That if
the United
United States
States does
at the
the expiration
expiration of
not, at
does not,
S
EC. 15.
if the
15. That
SEC.
Tosrefanewlicense.
To
original licensee.
the original
license, exercise
exercise its
take over, maintain, and
to take
its right to
the
original license,
operate any project
licensee, as provided in section
section
of the licensee,
project or
or projects of
operate
14
the commission
commission is
is authorized
a new license to the
authorized to issue a
14 hereof,
hereof, the
original
licensee upon such terms and conditions as may be authororiginal licensee
ized
regulations, or to
the then existing laws and regulations,
required under the
ized or required
issue aanew license under said terms and conditions
a new licensee,
licensee,
To new licensee.
licensee.
conditions to a
ri ht

Condition,

which license may cover any project
project or projects covered by the

original license,
license, and shall be issued on the condition that the new
original
licensee shall,
shall, before
before taking
taking possession
possession of
such project
project or
projects,
or projects,
of such
licensee

pay such
assume such
the UnitedState;
United States
contracts as
as the
and assume
such contracts
pay
such amount,
amount, and
cr°17.
contin
.
e
.
is
required
to
do,
in
the
manner
specified
in
section
14
hereof: ProPro14 hereof:
in
section
specified
manner
the
in
to
do,
required
contiuace
eary
oforignallicense.
vided, That in the event the United States does not exercise the
of
original license.
vided,
licensee, or
a license to aa new licensee,
not issue a
or does not
to take over or
right to
issue
new license
reasonable terms,
licensee, upon reasonable
original licensee,
to the original
license to
issue aa new
commission shall
shall issue from year to year an annual license
then the commission
conditions of the original
licensee under the terms and conditions
to the
the then licensee
license
property is taken over or a
a new license is issued as
the property
license until
until the
aforesaid.
aforesaid.
sion
emorary
ofP;rojeCt
the
SEC. 16.
the opinion
opinion of
the President
of the
the United
United
of the
President of
in the
That when
when in
ythe SEC.
16. That
siT
emoproiect
Gov
mi
for milladdressed to the holder of any
for
- States,
States, evidenced
,etc.,
uses.
evidenced by a
a written order addressed
,ermet
ttaryerrunent
hereunder , the safety of the United States demands it, the
license hereunder,
United States shall have the right to enter upon and take possession
operated
of
constructed, maintained,
maintained, or operated
or part thereof, constructed,
of any
any project,
project, or
under said license, for the purpose of manufacturing
manufacturing nitrates, explounder
purpose involving the
war,, or for any other purpose
sives, or munitions of war
management, and
States, to retain possession, management,
safety of the United State;,
appear to the President
President
length of time as may appear
for such
such length
thereof for
control thereof
to be necessary
necessary to accomplish said purposes, and then to restore
Basis of
comPensa" possession and control to the party or parties entitled thereto; and
Bsis
of compens
tion. o n
.
in the event that the United States shall exercise such right it
it shall
pay to the party or parties entitled
entitled thereto just and fair compensacompensacommission
tion for the use of said property as may be fixed by the commission
upon
peace, and the cost
cost
in time of peace,
a reasonable
reasonable profit in
the basis of a
upon the
of restoring
restoring said property to as good condition as existed
existed at the time
improveof the taking over thereof, less the reasonable
reasonable value of any improvements that may be made thereto by the United States and which
which
valuable and serviceable
licensee.
serviceable to the licensee.
are valuable
Proceds.
SEC.
Proceeds.
S
Ec. 17. That all proceeds
proceeds from any Indian reservation
reservation shall
From Indian lands.
other
All other
Disposition
placed to
to the
the Indians
such reservation.
reservation. All
of such
of the
Indians of
the credit
credit of
be placed
Dispsiton of allll be
other.
charges arising from licenses
other,
licenses hereunder shall be paid into the Treasury
re.- of the United.
United States, subject to the following distribution:
distribution: Twelve
To miscellaneous
miscellaneous re
Twelve
ce t
ceipts.
p s.
and
one-half per centum thereof
appropriated to be paid
and one-half
thereof is hereby appropriated
"Miscellaneous
into
Treasury of the United
United States and eredited
credited to "Miscellaneous
the Treasury
into the
receipts"; 50 per centum
From public lands, receipts";
centum of the charges
charges arising from licenses hereetc.
occupancy and use of public lands, national monuetc.
under for the occupancy
reserved,
national forests, and national parks shall be paid into, reserved,
ments, national
Toreclamation
fund,
appropriated
as a
a part
part of
the
reclamation
fund created
created by
fund. and
Torlsmaton
and
appropriated
as
of
the
reclamation
fund
by the
the
\oL32,p.35.
p
Congress 'mown
known as the
the Reclamation
Reclamation Act,
Act, approved June 17,
.
Act of Congress
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States.
Tostates.
1902; and
37i per
centum of
the charges
licenses here- To
from licenses
arising from
charges arising
of the
per centum
1902;
and 371
under
use of
national forests,
forests, national
parks,
national parks,
and use
of national
occupancy and
for the
the occupancy
under for
public
and national
monuments, from
development within
from development
national monuments,
lands, and
public lands,
the boundaries
boundaries of
paid by
by the
of the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
shall be
be paid
any State
State shall
of any
the
other ii-iTreasury
such State;
State; and
and 50
per centum
of the
the charges
From all
all other
arising cerom
charges arising
centum of
50 per
to such
Treasury to
from
all other
licenses hereunder
hereby reserved
and appropriated
appropriated
reserved and
is hereby
hereunder is
other licenses
from all
spwi
as a
aspecial
special fund
Treasury to
to be
expended under
under the
the direction
To
on Smpar
im p
air
o
n
veam
vient
tion
ovemnt
direction ti
be expended
fund in
in the
the Treasury
as
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War in
the maintenance
and operation
of dams
fund.
dams fund'
operation of
in the
maintenance and
of
and other
other navigation
owned by
by the
United States
States or
or in
in the
the
the United
structures owned
navigation structures
and
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, or
other
of headwater
headwater or other
or operation
operation of
construction,
improvements
navigable waters
the United
improvements of
of navigable
waters of
of the
United States.
States.
Navigation facilities
S
EC. 18.
18. That
any navigation
navigation facilities
facilities which subject
subjeto
to re
regulation
gulation,
of any
the operation
operation of
SEC.
That the
etc.,
by Secretary of
may be
be constructed
as a
in connection
connection with any dam or eW
of or in
a part of
constructed as
may
War.r.by Secretary
diversion structure
structure built
under the
provisions of
of this
Act, whether
whether
this Act,
the provisions
built under
diversion
at the
the expense
expense of
licensee hereunder
United States,
shall
States, shall
or of
of the
the United
hereunder or
a licensee
of a
at
at all
times be
be controlled
by such
such reasonable
reasonable rules
rules and
regulations
and regulations
controlled by
at
all times
in
interest of
of navigation,
navigation, including
control of
of the
of the
the level of
including the control
the interest
in the
pool caused
caused by
structure as may
may be made
or diversion
diversion structure
by such
such dam
dam or
pool
Maintenance of
from
time to
to time
time by
by the
War. Such
Such rules
and regularegula- lightsn,
etc.
rules and
from time
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War.
lights, fshwys,
fishways, etc.
tions may
and operation
by such
such licensee
operation by
the maintenance
maintenance and
may include
include the
tions
at its
own expense
of such
such lights
directed by
as may
may be directed
and signals as
lights and
expense of
at
its own
the Secretary
may be prescribed
prescribed by the Penalty for noncomfishwaya as may
the
Secretary of War, and such fishways
to comply
Secret
, of
comply with any penult
failure to
for willful failure
and for
of Commerce;
Commerce; and
Secretary
pliance. f nco
a
such
re or regulation
licensee shall
deemed guilty of a
shall be
be deemed
such rule
regulation such licensee
Post, p.1076.
misdemeanor
as Po,"p.-1076.
shall be
be punished as
thereof shall
conviction thereof
and upon
upon conviction
misdemeanor,, and
provided
in section
section 25
provided in
25 hereof.
hereof.
sv
Pub
Public
service liS
EC. 19.
19. That
That as
condition of
of the
license, every
every licensee
.
eState
hereunder censees.
licensee hereunder
the license,
as a
a condition
SEC.
regulations to
to
State regulations
which is
is aa public-service
public-service corporation,
corporation, or
or aa person,
or corol.
control.
which
person, association,
association, or
corporation
owning
or
operating
any
project
and
developing,
transcorporation owning or operating any project and developing,
sale or use
use in public
public service, shall
shall
mitting, or distributing
distributing power for sale
abide
by such
such reasonable
regulation of
of the
to be
be rendered
to
rendered to
reasonable regulation
the services
services to
abide by
customers or
consumers of
of power,
power' and
and of rates and
and charges
charges of paycustomers
or consumers
ment
as may
from time
prescribed by
duly
by any
any duly
may from
time to
to time
time be
be prescribed
ment therefor,
therefor, as
constituted agency
of the
State in
in which
which the
the service
rendered or
service is
is rendered
the State
constituted
agency of
Re
gulation by
ComCosRegntion
by State
in case
case of
the development,
transmission, nmiszion,
the
rate charged.
the rate
charged. That
That in
of the
development, transmission,
mission, if
if no
no State
provision
therefor.
or distribution,
distribution, or
or use
public service
power by
by any
any licensee
licensee provisiontherefor.
of power
service of
in public
use in
or
hereunder or
or by
by its
its customer
engaged in public
public service within
within a
a
customer engaged
hereunder
State
not authorized
and empowered
or
a commission
commission or
authorized and
empowered a
which has
has not
State which
other
agency or
within said
to regulate
and control
control
State to
regulate and
or agencies
agencies within
said State
other agency
the services
to be
rendered by
by such
licensee or
its customer
enor by
by its
customer ensuch licensee
be rendered
the
services to
gaged
in public
service, or
or the
the rates
rates and
charges of
therefor
and charges
of payment
payment therefor,
public service,
gaged in
or
the amount
amount or
or character
character of
securities to
be issued
issued by
by any
any of
of said
said
of securities
to be
or the
parties,
it .is
as a
condition of
is
of such
such license that
that jurisdiction is
agreed as
a condition
parties, it
is agreed
hereby conferred
conferred upon
upon the
the commission,
commission, upon
complaint of
of any
any person
person
upon complaint
hereby
aggrieved or
its own
own initiative,
to exercise
and
such regulation
regulation and
exercise such
initiative, to
or upon
upon its
aggrieved
control until
such time
time as
as the
provided a
acommission
commission Proviso.
have provided
PRo.
control
until such
the State
State shall
shall have
To
when State
To cease
or other
other authority
authority for
such repletion
and control:
control: Provided,
cewheState
That provision
Provided, That
regulation and
for such
or
made.
as
to
proonm
determine
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
commission shall cease and determine
of the
the commission
the
each specific
of regulation
regulation and
and control
control prescribed
prescribed in
in this
this secsecmatter of
each
specific matter
tion
the State
State shall
shall have
a commission
commission or other
have provided
provided a
as the
tion as
as soon
soon as
authority
the regulation
regulation and
control of
of that
that specific
specific matter.
Reasonable, etc.,
authority for
for the
and control
matter.
Reasonable,
etc.,
rates for
power
usedinin
fote
poTeroed
EC. 20.
That when
power or
or any
part thereof
rat
enter into interstate
thereof shall enter
any part
said power
when said
20. That
--S
SEC.
commerce.
interstate or
or foreign
foreign commerce,
commerce, the
the rates
service
the service
and the
charged and
rates charged
interstate
rendered by
by any
by any subsidiary
subsidiary corporation,
corporation, the
or by
such licensee,
licensee, or
any such
rendered
stock
indirectly by such
such
directly or indirectly
is owned or controlled
controlled directly
of which
which is
stock of
licensee,
any person,
,corporation, or
or association
association purchasing
piirchas;ing
person,,corporation,
or by
by any
licensee, or
power
from such
distribution or use in public
public
and distribution
for sale
sale and
licensee for
such licensee
power from
service
shall be
be reasonable,
reasonable, nondiscriminatory,
nondiscriminatory, and just to the
service shall
Discriminatory, etc.,
Discriminatoryetc.,
rates or unlawful.
customer
all unreasonable
unreasonable discriminatory
unjust rates
and unjust
discriminatory and
and all
customer and
Commission
to
ento enommission
unlawful; and force
services are
declared to be unlawful;
prohibited and declared
are hereby
hereby prohibited
services
if no authority
thrit
aa provided
provided
has
any ofdirectly
directly
thore
whenever
ofwhenever
the States
States
directly concerned
concerned has
providednot
by
by State.
State.
has not
not provided
provided a
States
concerned
whenever any
any of
tae
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commission or other
requirements of this
enforce the requirements
authority to enforce
other authority
commission
section
amount and
and control
control the amount
to regulate
regulate and
State or
or to
within such
such State
section within
character
character of securities to be issued by any of such parties or such
States
through their properly constituted authorito agree
agree through
are unable
unable to
States are
ties on
services to
rendered or on the rates or charges of
to be
be rendered
on the
the services
ties
payment
therefor, or
or on
of securities
securities to be
character of
the amount or character
on the
payment therefor,
issued
by any
any of said parties, jurisdiction is hereby .conferred upon
issued by
the commission,
commission, upon
upon complaint
complaint of
aggrieved, upon the
person aggrieved,
of any
any person
the
request of any State concerned, or upon its own initiative to enforce
control so much of the
the provisions of this section, to regulate and control
services
charges of payment therefor
therefor
the rates and charges
services rendered,
rendered, and of the
as
foreign commerce
commerce and to regulate
regulate the
interstate or foreign
as constitute interstate
securities by the parties included within this section,
issuance
issuance of securities
section,
licensee subject to such regulations
and securities
securities issued by the licensee
shall
financing and conshall be allowed only for the bona fide purpose of financing
ducting the
the business of such licensee.
ducting
Procedure and
and praepracProcedure
The administration of the provisions of this section,
so far
as
*
.
*
,,
,
1.
,,
tice to conform with
and practice in
procedure and
be according
according to the procedure
shall be
Commerce.
applicable, shall
interstate Commerce. applicable,
Interstate
charges, and practices of railroad
rates, charges,
fixing and
and regulating
regulating the rates,
Vol.
379.
Vo 24, p. 379.
companies
approved
companies as provided in the Act to regulate commerce, approved
February 4,
amended, and that the parties
parties subject to such
as amended,
4, 1887,
1887, as
February
regulation shall have the same
rights of hearing, defense, and review
same rights
regulation
Valuation of property
for rate making
ertyforrate
limited.
limited.

as
said companies in such cases.
assaid companies

valuation of
of the property
property of
any licensee
hereunder for
punfor purlicensee hereunder
of any
In any
any valuation
poses
making, the
no cases.
In a
o rate making,
licensee or
poses
of
no
value shall
shall be
be claimed
claimed by
by the
the licensee
or
allowed by the commission for any project or projects under license
Ante,
p. 1071.
Ante, p.
on.
in excess of the value or values prescribed
prescribed in section 14 hereof for the
in
purposes of
there shall
shall be included
but there
United States,
States, but
of purchase
purchase by the United
purposes
construction of the lock or locks or
the cost to such licensee of the construction
navigation and
expenditures required by
and all
all other
other capital expenditures
of navigation
other aids of
the United States, and no value shall be claimed or allowed for the
by the
commission or
Act.
g da
sites, rights
rights granted
granted by
the commission
or by
by this
this Act.
Securing dam sites,
SEC. 21.
21. That
That when
when any
not acquire
or
by contract
contract or
acquire by
can not
any licensee can
emiSEC.
right of emiec., by right
etc.,
nent
domain.
nent domain.
pledges an unimproved
unimproved dam site or the right to use or damage the
maintenance,
construction, maintenance,
property of others necessary
necessary to the construction,
lands or property
or
operation of any dam, reservoir, diversion
diversion structure, or the works
or operation
appurtenant
accessory thereto, in conjunction
conjunction with an improveappurtenant .or accessory
commission is desirable and justiment which in the judgment of the commission
fied
purpose of improving or developdevelopthe public interest for the purpose
fied in the
ing
waterway or
or waterways
waterways for
for the
use or
or benefit
benefit of
of interstate
interstate or
the use
ing aawaterway
foreign commerce,
commerce, it
exercise of the right
it may acquire the same by the exercise
eminent domain in the district court of the United States for the
of
eminent
Jhirisdietion
Jurisdiction of
of Fede district in which such
land or
may be
be located,
or in
in
located, or
property may
or other
other property
district in which such land
cos.
eral courts.
practice and procedure
procedure in any action or prothe State courts. The practice
ceeding for that purpose
court of
of the United
United States
States
purpose in
in the
the district
district court
ceeding
practice and procedure
as nearly
nearly as may be with the practice
shall conform
conform as
in similar action or proceeding
proceeding in the courts of the State where the
Precise.
property
is
situated:
Provided,
That United
United States
States district
district courts
courts
Prided,That
is
situated:
property
treired
Amount required.
shall only
jurisdiction of cases when
when the amount claimed by
only have
have jurisdiction
shall
the
owner of
of the
property to
to be
be condemned
condemned exceeds
exceeds 83,000.
the owner
the property
$3,000.
Contracts for service
SEC. 22.
whenever the
public interest
interest requires
requires or
or justifies
justifies the
the
the public
That whenever
SEC.
22. That
beyond
term of license,
icen1e,
beyondtermof
permitted.
the sale and delivery
the licensee of contracts
contracts for the
permitted.
execution
execution by the
delivery of
power for periods extending beyond the date of termination of the
license, such contracts may be entered into upon the joint approval
of
commission and
public-service commission or other
other
of the
the public-service
and of
of the
the commission
Approval required,
the State
the sale
delivery of
of power
power
in the
State in
in which
which the
sale or
or delivery
etpral
required, similar
similar authority
authority in
etc.
is
delivered in a
aState which
which has no such publicis made, or if
if sold
sold or delivered
service commission,
commission, then upon the approval of the commission,
commission, and
thereafter, in the event of failure to issue a
anew license to the original
thereafter,
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licensee at the termination of the license, the United States or the new
licensee, as the case may be, shall assume and fulfill all such contracts.
Existing rights, etc.,
etc.,
this Act
Act shall not
not be construed
construed as
as protected.
pEtigrights,
S
EC. 23. That
That the provisions
provisions of this
SEC.
affecting any permit or valid existing right of way heretofore granted,
confirming or otherwise
otherwise affecting
affecting any
or as confirming
affecting any claim, or as affecting
authority heretofore
pursuant to law, but any person, associaassociaheretofore given pursuant
tion, corporation,
corporation, State, or municipality,
municipality, holding or possessing such
permit,
authority may
hereunder,
permit, right
right of
of way, or
or authority
may apply for a
a license hereunder,
of
issue of licenses unand upon
such application
the commission
issue to
to any
ses nof
may issue
any such
such der.e
upon such
application the
commission may
and
der.
accordance with the provisions
provisions of this Act,
applicant aa license in accordance
and in such case the provisions of this Act shall apply to such appli- Provio.
Proviso.
of project.
cant
as a
a licensee
Provided, That when application
application is Valuation
Valuation of
prect.
cant as
licensee hereunder:
hereunder: Provided,
made for a
already
a project or projects already
a license under this section for a
constructed,
projects, determined as
constructed, the fair value of said project or projects,
provided in this section, shall for the purposes of this Act and of said
license be deemed to be the amount to be allowed as the net investment of the applicant in such project or projects
projects as of the date of
such
license, or
of the
if license
license has
has Method
such license,
or as
as of
the date
date of such
such determination,
determination, if
determin
Method of
of determinnot been issued. Such fair value may, in the discretion
discretion of the com- ing.
itg.
mission, be determined
determined by mutual
mutual agreement
agreement between the commission
commission
and the applicant or, in case they can not agree, jurisdiction
jurisdiction is hereby
hereby
conferred upon the district court of the United States in the district
conferred
district
within which such project or projects may be located,
located, upon the application of either party, to hear and determine
determine the amount of such
fair
fair value.
value.
waiAt
De
aer.si;..e
ms , r
et
eq
c.uir
, ed
oveur
person association, corporation,
municipality other
than
navigable
That any person,
corporation, State,
State, or
or municipality
otDmer
tan navigale
intendin
construct a
a dam or other project
across along,
intending to construct
project works across,
ese reqed if
commerce
those defined herein interests
,erst^ of
of rommerc
stream, or part thereof,
thereof, other
than those
over, or
or in
m any
any stream
other than
affected thereby.
as
as navigable
navigable waters
waters, and over which Congress has jurisdiction under aeted thby.
between foreign nations and among
its authority to regulate commerce
commerce between
the several States, may in their discretion file declaration of such
intention with the commission, whereupon
whereupon the commission shall cause
intention
immediate investigation of such proposed construction
construction to be made,
immediate
investigation it
it shall find that the interests of interstate
and if upon investigation
or foreign commerce
commerce would be affected by such proposed construction,
such person, association,
municipality shall not
not
association, corporation,
corporation, State, or municipality
such construction
construction until it
proceed with such
applied for
it shall
shall have
have applied
for and
and Permission if not afa
shall have
have received
license under
the provisions
provisions of
of this Act.
Act. If
If fecting
shall
received aa license
under the
fecting comerce'.
commerce.
the commission shall not so find, and if no public lands or reservations
reservations
are affected,
affected, permission
permission is hereby
hereby granted to construct
construct such dam or
upon compliance
compliance with
with State
other project works in such stream
stream upon
State laws.
laws. Landss within
ithin proj.
projSEC. 24. That
That any lands
States included
included in any
SEC.
lands of the
the United States
any pro- ects
ects resored
reserved from entry, etc.
posed
under the
this Act
Act shall
shall from
from the
the date of try, etc
the provisions
provisions of
of this
posed project
project under
tiling of application therefor
therefor be reserved
filing
reserved from entry, location, or other
other
disposal
under the
of the
the United
United States
States until
otherwise directed
disposal under
the laws
laws of
until otherwise
directed Notice
to land offi
Notice to land office.
application
by the commission or by Congress. Notice that such application
filing thereof
thereof and a
a descripdescripof filing
has been
been made,
made, together with the date of
filed
tion of the lands of the United States affected thereby, shall be filed
in the local land office for the district in which such lands are located.
etc., permitlocated. Ent
Entry, etc.,
ted, subject
to power
power
ted,
subject to
Whenever the
the commission shall determine
determine that
that the value of any lands reservation.
Whenever
of the
the United
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter reserved
reserved revation.
for, or
or heretofore
United States
States so
so applied
applied for,
of
or classified
classified as power
power sites, will not be injured
injured or destroyed
for the
destroyed for
the
under
purposes of power development
development by location, entry,
entry.,or selection
selection under
public-land laws, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
of
Interior, upon notice of
the public-land
such determination,
declare such lands open to
t
olocation,
location, entry,
determination, shall declare
or selection, subject
subject to and with a
United
a reservation
reservation of the right of the United
States or its permittees or licensees
licensees to enter upon, occupy,
occupy, and use
comjudgment of the coinany part or all of said lands necessary, in the judgment
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mission,
which right shall be expressly
of this Act, which
expressly
mission, for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
reserved
right
claim or
or right
patent issued
issued for
for such
such lands;
lands; and
and no claim
reserved in every patent
to
shall accrue
occupation or
or use
use of any of
accrue from
from the occupation
to compensation
compensation shall
Payment for
dam- said lands
for
for said
purposes. The
United States
States or
or any
any licensee
said purposes.
The United
licensee for
Payment
lands for
ages
to crops,for
etc.dam- said
any such lands hereunder may enter thereupon for the purposes of
payment of any
any damages
damages to
to crops, buildings, or other
other
this Act, upon
upon payment
improvements
caused thereby
thereby to the
improvements caused
the owner thereof,
thereof, or
or upon
upon giving
a
sufficient bond to the United States for the use and benefit
benefit
a good and sufficient
of
damages as
of the
the owner
owner to
to secure
secure the payment of such
such damages
as may
may be deterdetermined
and fixed
in an
an action
action brought
in a
court of
of
mined and
fixed in
brought upon
upon the
the bond
bond in
a court
competent
jurisdiction said
prescribed by
competent jurisdiction,
Proviso.
Proviso.
said bond
bond to
to be in the
the form
form prescribed
by
For mer locations,
entries, selections,
locations the commission:
etcomer
commission: Provided,
Provided, That
That locations,
locations, entries,
selections, or
or
etc.,
not impaired.
reserved as
filings heretofore
heretofore made for
for lands reserved
as water-power
water-power sites or
or in
in
connection
with water-power
development or
transmission
connection with
water-power development
or electrical
electrical transmission
may
proceed to approval
approval or patent
may proceed
patent under and
and subject to the limitalimitations and
in this
this section
section contained.
contained.
tions
and conditions
conditions in
Penalty
for violaPetnaltv
for
viol
i by licensees,
SEC.
SEC. 25. That any licensee, or any person, who shall willfully fail
tions
etc.
provisions of this Act,
shall refuse to
to comply with any
any of
of the provisions
or who shall
or
or with any
any of
of the conditions
conditions made a
a part
part of
of any license
license issued
issued herehereunder,
subpcena of the commission,
commission, or with any regulaor with any
any subpoena
under, or
tion or lawful order of the commission,
commission, or of the Secretary of War,
or of the Secretary
Commerce as to fishways, issued or made in
Secretary of Commerce
accordance with the provisions of this Act, shall be deemed guilty
accordance
of a
misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall, in the discretion
a misdemeanor,
discretion
exceeding $1,000,
$1,000, in addia fine of not exceeding
of the court, be punished by a
prescribed or provided
Continuing
provided by
by law; and
herein prescribed
Continning offenses.
ofenses. tion to other penalties herein
licensee or any such person
remain in
every month
month any
any such
such licensee
person shall remain
commission, or from the Secredefault after written notice from the commission,
tary of War, or from the Secretary
deemed
Secretary of Commerce, shall be deemed
separate offense
aforesaid.
aanew and separate
offense punishable as aforesaid.
Equity proceedings
proceedings
Eqity
SEC.
Attorney General may, on request of the comSEC. 26. That the Attorney
for revoking licences,
mission or of the Secretary
proceedings in equity
equity
Secretary of War, institute proceedings
etc.
etc.
in the district court of the United States in the district in which any
project or part thereof is situated
situated for the purpose
purpose of revoking for
violation of its terms any permit or license issued hereunder,
hereunder, or for
Correcting
violations. the purpose
purpose of remedying
correcting by injunction, mandamus,
remedying or correcting
Correctingviolations.
or other process any act
act of
of commission
commission or omission
omission in
in violation
violation of
the
lawful regulation
regulation or
the provisions
provisions of this
this Act or
or of any
any lawful
or order
order proJurisdiction
Jurisdtiction of
of dis- mulgated hereunder.
The district courts
courts shall have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction
trict courts.
above-mentioned proceedings
ctcour.
over all
all of the above-mentioned
proceedings and shall have power
power
to issue and execute
execute all necessary
necessary process and to make and enforce
enforce
all
decrees to
compliance with
all writs, orders,
orders, and
and decrees
to compel compliance
with the
the lawful
orders
regulations of the commission
Secretary of
orders and
and regulations
commission and of the Secretary
War, and to compel the performance
under
performance of any condition imposed under
Sale,
on revocarevoca- the provisions of this Act. In
Sale etc..
tc..on
the
event
a
decree
revoking
a
license
In
a
decree
revoking
a
license
tion of license.
is entered,
the court
court is
empowered to
whole or
any part
of
is
entered, the
is empowered
to sell
sell the
the whole
or any
part of
the project
project or projects
projects under license, to wind up the business of such
such
licensee conducted
to
conducted in connection with such project or projects,
projects, to
distribute the proceeds
an to
to
distribute
proceeds to
to the parties entitled to
to the
the same,
same, and
orders and decrees as equity
&tufty and
make
and
enforce
such
further
Rights, etc., to venjustice may
require. At
At such
such sale
sale or
or sales
sales the
vendee shall
shall take
take
may require.
the vendee
dhts, etc., to n- justice
dee.
the rights and privileges belonging to the licensee
licensee and shall perform
perform
outstanding obligations
the duties of such licensee
licensee and assume all outstanding
obligations
of
the
licensee
may
equitable
and
liabilities
of
the
licensee
which
the
court
may
deem
equitable
Payment if United
staYment
pf aiterd in the premises; and at such sale or sales the United
United States may
may
States
the purchaser.
a greater
become a
a purchaser,
purchaser, but it shall not be required
required to pay a
greater
amount than it would
would be required to pay
pay under
under the provisions
provisions of
amount
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 1071.
101.
section 14 hereof at the termination
termination of the license.
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SEC.
S
EC. 27. That nothing
herein contained
lawa
stan
tr
ar
k'
n'
etc
"
nothing herein
contained shall
shall be
be construed
construed as
as iStaS,0^2
etc.,
^Bt
affecting or intending to
way to
to interfere
with the
the
to affect or in
in any
any way
interfere with
laws of
relating to
of the respective
respective States
States relating
to the
the control,
control, appropriation,
appropriation,
use, or distribution
of water used in irrigation
distribution of
irrigation or
for municipal
or for
municipal or
or
other uses, or
right acquired
acquired therein.
therein.
or any
any vested right
Amendments, etc.
SEC.
S
EC. 28. That
to alter,
repeal this
this Act
That the right
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
Act is
is Prtonol
.
Protection of licenses.
hereby expressly
expressly reserved; but no such alteration,
alteration, amendment,
amendment, or
or
affect any
any license
repeal shall affect
license theretofore
theretofore issued
issued under
under the
the proviprovisions
Act, or
the rights
rights of
any licensee
sions of
of this
this Act,
or the
of any
licensee thereunder.
thereunder.
.
nizinsis
ttent laws re
SEC. 29.
That all
all Acts
or parts
this Act
pealed
SEC.
29. That
Acts or
parts of
of Acts
Acts inconsistent
inconsistent with
with this
Act pea.
t
sre
are
hereby
repealed:
Provided,
contained shall Pr
Prio
water
are hereby repealed: Provided, That nothing herein contained
San
San
wisa8.
cisco water
/~ancisco
water
or construed
be held or
construed to
or repeal
provisions of
supply not
to modify or
repeal any
any of
of the
the provisions
of supply
not affected.
affected.
the
19, 1913,
1913, granting
Vol. 38,242.
38, 242.
the Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved December
December 19,
granting certain
certain Vol.
rights of way to the
the city and county
San Francisco,
in the
the State
State
county of
of San
Francisco, in
of California:
further, That section 18 of an Act makingsil
making sioWn^S^tbiSmisc
California: Provided
Provided further,
v
i
at
abero=0
20appropriations for
for the
the construction,
construction, repair,
262, reappropriations
repair, and
and preservation
preservation of
40,, p. 29,
of vol.
Vol. 40
certain public works on rivers
and for
for other
other purposes,
certain
rivers and
and harbors,
harbors, and
purposes, pPealed.
ead.
approved
8, 1917, is
hereby repealed.
approved August
August 8,1917,
is hereby
repea .
Title of Act
Title of Act.
SEC.
That the
SEC. 30. That
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
Federal Pod,
the short
short title of
be "The
"The Federal
p18.
pot,r.
p. 1638.
Water
Act."
Water Power Act."
Approved,
10, 1920.
1920.
Approved, June 10,
CHAP. 288.—An
286.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the enlistment
citizens
enlistment of
of non-English
non-English speaking
speaking citizens
and aliens.

June
June 14, 1920.
1920.
•
[S. 547.]
[s
547.1
[Public, No.
No. 2811
[Public,
281.1

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Represeniatives
the Ar.
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
a88emblTed, That so
Enlistments.
so much of the Enlistments.
1
Act of Congress entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to
regulate enlistments
in the
the Army
Army eLshn
to regulate
enlistments in
etc.,'Eng
es
e
of the
the United
of
States,"
approved August
August 1
1, 1894,
1894, as
as provides
provides that
that216,.ended2
p. 216,
United States,"
approved
"in time of peace no person (except
"in
(except an
Indian) who
an Indian)
who can
can not
not speak,
speak,
read, and write the English language"
same is
language" be, and the same
hereby
is hereby
repealed.
Approved,
June 14,
1920.
Approved, June
14, 1920.
Army.

United

aPirrigifd.
Engv
gied2.

June 14, 1920.
CHAP. 287.-An
CHAP.
287.—An Act To extend the time for the
the completion of the municipal ___. Is. 467.
4167.1
bridge
or additions
bridge approaches,
approaches, and extensions or
additions thereto,
thereto, by
of Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis,
[PutdiCTRo. 282.)
by the
the city
city of
(Publtco.282.)
within the
the States
States of
and Missouri.
of Illinois
Illinois and
Missouri.

Be it
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
it enacted by the Senate and
of the United
United mi
pi RI er
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the time for the
States
Congress assemb,
tend:II:for
the con- Time 4
extendP
e for
struction and completion of the municipal
Saint
wf'si
municipal bridge
bridge approaches
approaches and bding'o
Vm
d
,
nlio.by
bY sal
"
also extensions or additions thereto, which
Vol. 34
34, p.
461; Vol.
which said
said construction
construction and
and vol.
p. 41;
completion was authorized
entitled, "An
Act to
to authorize
456.
authorized by
by an Act
Act entitled,
"An Act
authorize 40,
40, p.
p.436
a corporation
the city of Saint Louis,
Louis, a
corporation organized
under the
laws of
of
organized under
the laws
the State of Missouri, to
to construct aa bridge
bridge across
the Mississippi
across the
Mississippi
River, " approved June 25, 1906,
1906, be,
River,"
hereby, extended,
extended,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
for the period of three years from February 11,
eao,
etc.,
11, 1921.
1921.
Condemnation,
etc.,
SEC.
SEC. 2. That for the purpose
purpose of carrying into
authorized.
into effect the objects
objects authorized.'
et
of this Act, the city of Saint
Saint .Louis may receive, purchase,
purchase, and also
also
acquire by lawful
and condemnation
condemnation in
States of
lawful appropriation
appropriation and
in the
the States
of
Illinois and Missouri
proper compensation
therefor, to
Missour upon making
making proper
compensation therefor,
to
according to
the laws
laws of
the
be ascertained
ascertained according
to the
of the
the State
State within
within which
which the
same is located, real .and
property,
and personal
personal property
property and
and rights
rights of
of property,
and in order to facilitate
facilitate and support interstate
interstate commerce,
commerce, may
may
make any and every use of the same necessary
necessary and
the
and proper
proper for
for the

1078
1078

Amendment.

Amendment.

June 14, 1920.
[H.
13962.]
[H. R. 13962.1
[Public,
283.]
[Public, No. 283.]

Monongahela
pmne
onMe
n
la Ri .
Tied vfor
g;
Time eftended
bridging,
Wilson,
Pa.
ad.
Wilson,
bridgi0p
voi.4o,p.uss,amenaed.
ed.

Amendent.
Amendent.

14, 1920.
June 14,1920.
[H.
[H. R.
R. 139761
13976.1
[Public,
No. 284.]
[Public, No.
284.]

Allegheny River.
Time
extended for
Tl'heetended
bridging,
Pittsburgh,
brdging,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
tio1.40,p.1188,amendVol.40,p.l188,amend-

ed.
ed.

Amended.

Jane 14.
14. 1920.
1920.
June

7 I
[H.
39777.1
(H. R.
R. 139
[Public,
No. 2851
[Public, No.
2S.51

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

CHS. 287-290.
SESS.
S
ESS. II.
II. Cris.

1920.

acquirement, construction,
construction, maintenance,
operation of said
maintenance, and operation
acquirement,
municipal
approaches, and
or additions thereto,
extensions or
and extensions
bridge approaches,
municipal bridge
consistent
the United
United States.
of the
the laws of
with the
consistent with
SEC. 3.
3. That
hereby
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
the right
right to
to alter,
SEC.
That the
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 14, 1920.

CHAP.
extend the time for the construction
across
construction of aa bridge across
288.-An Act To extend
CHAP. 288.—An
the Monongahela
River, at
borough of Wilson,
Wilson, in the county of Allegheny,
Allegheny,
at or
or near
near the borough
the
Monongahela River,
in
the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
in the

Be it
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
and House
House of
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States
assembled, That the times for commenccommencin Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
ing
construction of a
a bridge,
Act
authorized by Act
bridge, authorized
the construction
completing the
ing and
and completing
the
of Congress approved
a_pproved February . 27, 1919,
1919, to be built across the
Monongahela River,
near the
the borough
Wilson, in
m the county
of Wilson,
borough of
or near
at or
River, at
Monongahela
of
in the
the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, are hereby
hereby
Commonwealth of
of Allegheny,
Allegheny, in
approval
extended
respectively, from the date of approval
extended two and four years, respectively,
hereof.
SEC. 2.
hereby
to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
2. That the
the right to
SEC.
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 14, 1920.
Approved,

a bridge across
construction of a
CHAP. 289.-An
289.—An Act To extend the time for the construction
in the city of Pittsburgh,
Sixteenth Street, in
the Allegheny
Allegheny River, at or near Sixteenth
Pittsburgh, county of
Allegheny,
in the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Allegheny, in
Pennsylvania..

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
States of
in Congress
times for
comfor comthe times
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States
construction of a
mencing
mencing and completing
completing the construction
abridge
bridge authorized
authorized by
across the
the
to be built
built across
approved February 27,
27, 1919,
1919, to
Act of Congress approved
Allegheny
at or
near Sixteenth
Street, in the city of PittsAllegheny River,
River, at
or near
Sixteenth Street,
bwO,
of Allegheny,
and Commonwealth
of PennsylPennsylCommonwealth of
Allegheny, and
county of
the county
in the
burgh, in
respectively, from
vania,
extended two and four years, respectively,
from
hereby extended
are hereby
vania, are
the date
date of
hereof.
of approval
approval hereof.
the
ishereby
repeal this Act is
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
June 14,
1920.
14, 1920.
Approved, June

construction of a
CHAP. 290.—An
extend the
the time for
abridge across
for the construction
To extend
Act To
290.-An Act
CHAP.

the Allegheny
River at
or near
near Millvale
Borough, in the county
county of Allegheny,
Allegheny, in
Millvale Borough,
at or
Allegheny River
the

the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania..

United
of the United
Be
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
House of
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
of America
That the
the times
times for
commencfor commencassembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
f. States
a bridge,
and completing
completing the
the construction
of a
bridge, authorized
authorized by Act
construction of
Millvale, Pa. ing and
bridii;i,
trol.40,p.HaTamend- of Congress approved February 27, 1919, to be built
eVol.4,p.ll7,amendacross
ed.
of congress approved
across the Allegheny
River,
at
or
near
the
borough
of
Millvale,
in
in
the
the county of
Millvale,
of
borough
the
near
at
or
River,
gheny
Pennsylvania, are hereby
of Pennsylvania,
Allegheny, in
Commonwealth of
in the
the Commonwealth
Allegheny,
extended two
and four
four years,
years, respectively,
approval
of approval
the date
date of
from the
respectively, from
two and
extended
hereof.
hereof.
Amendment.
repeal this Act is hereby
to alter,
alter, amend, or repeal
SEC. 2.
2. That
hereby
That the
the right
right to
SEC.
Amendment.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June
1920.
14, 1920.
June 14,
Approved,
A Ilezheny Ri7er. fr
Time extundedr
bridginz, Millvale, Pa. incr
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SS.
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
CH. 291.
SESS.
291.

1079
1079

1920.
1920.

CHAP.
291.-An Act To extend the time for the construction
CHAP. 291.—An
construction of a
a bridge across
McKees Rocks Borough,
the Ohio River at or near McKees
in
Borough, in the county of
of Allegheny,
Allegheny, in
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

June
1920.
Jnne 14,
14,1920.
[H.
[. l R.
R. 13978.]
3978.]
[Public, No. 286.]

Pbl

No.28

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Ohio
River.
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the times
times for
for Time
Oio River.d
extended
commencing
completing the
construction of
bridge, authorized
authorized for bridging,
commencing and completing
McKees
the construction
of a
a bridge,
idgin, McKe

Pa.
by Act of
by
of Congress
Congress approved
approved February
February 27,
27, 1919,
be built
across Rocks,
1919, to
to be
built across
Vol.'0,p.118,amend
voi.4o,p.M8,amended.
the Ohio River, at or near McKees
McKees Rocks Borough,
Borough, in the county of
of edAllegheny,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Allegheny, in the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania, are hereby
extended two
respectively, from
from the
date of
approval
extended
two and four years,
years, respectively,
the date
of approval
hereof.
hereof.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this
hereby Amendment.
this Act is hereby
Amendment
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 14,
14, 1920.
1920.
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UNITED

STA.
TES
UNITED STATES

Passed at
at the
third session,
session, which
which was
of Washington,
Washington, in
at the
the city
city of
in the
the
the third
was begun
begun and
and held
held at
Passed
and was adDistrict of
of Columbia,
M, the
the sixth day of
of December,
December, 1920, and
on Monday,
District
Columbia, on
March, 1921.
journed
Friday, the
t
he fourth day of March,
journed without day on Friday,
W
OODROW WILSON,
W ILSON, President;
PreSid8Ilt; T
HOMAS R.
R.MARSHALL,
Vice President; ALBERT
B.
ALBEBT B.
THOMAS
MABSHALL, Vioe
WOODROW
Acting President
Cummixs, President
CHARLES CURTIS,
CURTIS, Acting
President
tempore; CHARLES
President of
of the Senate
Senate pro tempore;
CUMMINS,
of the
the Senate
Senate pro
pro tempore,
tempore, December
December 23
23 to
1920, and
and February
16, 1921;
1921;
of
to 27,
27, 1920,
February 15
15 and 16,
FREDERICK H.
Speaker of
of the
of Representatives;
Representatives; JOSEPH W
ALSH,
FREDERICK
H. GILLETT,
GILLETT, Speaker
the House
House of
WALSH,
Speaker of
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives pro tempore,
OHN Q.
tempore, December
December 23, 1920;
1920; J
JOHN
Speaker
of the
tempore, January
TiLsosr,
House of
Representatives pro
January 24 and 25,
of Representatives
pro tempore,
TILSoN, Speaker
Speaker of the House
1921.
1921.
of the
the salaries
officers and
Resolution Authorizing
CHAP.
1.—Joint Resolution
Authorizing payment
payment of
salaries of officers
CHAP. 1.-Joint
employees of
of Congrees
Congress for
twentieth day
day of
month.
employees
for December,
December, 1920,
1920, on
on the
the twentieth
of said
aid month.

December
1920.
Decmber 16,
16,1920.
[H. J. Res. WA
[B
es
[pub. Res., No. 031,

Resolved by the
United
the Senate
Senate and House
Hoeue of Resentahies
Representatives of the United
r
Congressional
States of
of .America
Secretary of the
the Officers,
Congrei
eSn., tobe
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
etc.,
to be
December salaries
Senate
Clerk of
of the
House of Representatives
hereby au=9b.nxbe
rs"
Representatives are hereby
au- =
Senate and
and Clerk
the House
ber A, 1920.
thorized and
employees of
thorized
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay to
to the officers and employees
of the
the
Senate
and House
Representatives, including
police,
Senate and
House of
of Representatives,
including the
the Capitol
Capitol police,
their
respective salaries
their respective
salaries for
for the
the month of December,
December, 1920,
1920, on
on the
twentieth
said month.
twentieth day of
of said
month.
Approved, December
1920.
Approved,
December 16, 1920.

CHAP. 2.---An
Establishing the
liability of
CHAP.
2.-An Act
Act Establishing
the liability
of hotel
hotel proprietors
proprietors and
and innkeepers
innkeepers
in the
District of
Columbia.
in
the District
of Columbia.

December
December 21,192
21, 1920.

R. 12887.
[H. R.12887.1
[Pubic, No. 287.
[Public,
284T—

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
of the United
United
Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Revresentatives
Representativesofthe
strctColumb
States
in Congress
whenever the
the pro- Hotel etepers not
States of
of America
America in
Congress assemb,
assembled, That whenever
uestsIo
to
es
prietor
of any
any hotel
ble
toetrestusnifm
Columbia shall provide 1:1Lmobne
the District of Columbia
or inn
inn in the
hotel or
prietor of
in
such hotel
hotel or
inn a
asuitable
suitable safe
safe or
or vault
vault for
for the
safekeeping of.a
rn
v
i de
e
io:Ped
ae prodeonit'edin
l in safe
of.any
the safekeeping
or inn
m such
theor.
money, jewelry,
or other
other articles
articles of
wearing appae,
apparel, v edetherefo
value,'other than
than wearing
of value
jewelry, or
money,
belonging
belonging to or
or in
in the custody of guests,
guests, and shall
shall notify the guests
guests
thereof
keeping conspicuously
in the
the office
on the
the
by keeping
conspicuously posted
posted in
office and
and on
thereof by
inside of
the entrance
entrance door
of said
said hotel
hotel or
inn
rooms of
or inn
inside
of the
door of
of the
the sleeping
sleeping rooms
a
notice printed
in distinct
English type,
proprietor shall
such proprietor
shall not
not
a notice
printed in
distinct English
type, such
be liable for
of or
or injury to any
any such property by theft or
for the
the loss of
be
otherwise sustained
by any guest
guest unless such guest has offered to
otherwise
sustained by
deliver the
the same
same to
to such
proprietor for
for custody
in such
such safe
safe or
or vault
vault
custody m
such proprietor
deliver
and
such proprietor
proprietor has
has omitted
receive it
deposit
or refused to
to receive
it and deposit
omitted or
and such
it
in such
vault and
and to
to give
give such
guest a
receipt therefor:
it in
such safe
safe or
or vault
such .guest
a receipt
therefor: Provisos.
Prod.
limite
Provided, That
for the loss Liability
Liabiity limited.
case shall
shall such proprietor
proprietor be liable for
Provided,
That in
in no case
or injury
so deposited
exceeding the sum
in an
an amount
amount exceeding
to property
property so
deposited in
or
injury to
of $500,
by special
contract in
in writing,
writing, stating
stating the kind
kind and
and
of
$500, except
except by
special contract
value of
of property
property received,
the kind
and extent
extent of
of
liability of
kind and
of the
the liability
value
received, the
said
proprietor, and
the reasonable
for such
such
to be
be paid
paid for
consideration to
and the
reasonable consideration
said proprietor,
safekeeping,
not in
insurance charge
charge or
excess of
of the customary
customary insurance
in excess
safekeeping, not
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70
4421°-21

1081
1081
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SIXTY-SIXTH
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1082

1920.
1920.

premium,
and which
which said
said contract
shall be
be signed
guest and
by said guest
signed by
contract shall
premium, and

Articles
Articles

retain.

nothing herein
further, That
proprietor or
his clerk:
That nothing
herein
Providedfurther,
clerk: Provided
or his
said proprietor
guests may said

guests may

contained shall apply to such an amount of money and such jewelry
contained
jewelry
or other
value as
or prudent
prudent for guests
common, or
is usual,
usual, common,
as is
of value
articles of
other articles
or
to retain
retain in
in their rooms.
to
Locking of rooms,
shall
SEC.
of rooms,
tLckg
S
EC. 2. That whenever the proprietor of any hotel or inn shall
etc.
keep posted
in a
conspicuous manner
on the
the inside
of the
entrance
the entrance
inside of
manner on
a conspicuous
posted in
keep
door to
the sleeping
sleeping rooms
said hotel
inn aanotice printed in
hotel or inn
of said
rooms of
to the
door
distinct
English type
type requiring
guests occupying
occupying said rooms
rooms to
the guests
requiring the
distinct English
lock
bolt the
door of
said room
and upon
upon leavmg
said room
room to
lock
to lock
leaving said
room and
of said
the door
or bolt
lock or
Limitation
e proprietor
proprietor shall not be
th th
ey office,
h key
k th eat
deposi the
door and
the door
and deposit
att the
office,
the,
of la the
bimitation
bility
for
therein.
therein.
liable
for any
any baggage
said room
if it
it shall
shall appear
appear that
that
stolen from
from said
room if
liable for
baggage stolen
therein.
said room
room was
by the
the guest
guest unlocked
unlocked or
unbolted, or that the key
key
or unbolted,
left by
was left
said
was not
deposited at
at the
the office at the time of the loss of said
so deposited
not so
was
baggage,
unless the
loss is
directly or
indirectly caused
caused by or attribuor indirectly
is directly
the loss
baggage, unless
table to
to the
proprietor or
his employee
or employees.
employees.
employee or
or his
the proprietor
table
Approved, December 21,
21, 1920.
Approved,
retain.

2, 1920.
December
December 22,
1920.
[H. R.
R.1324.
13264.]
288.]
[Public, No. 288.]
Medal of merit, mer-

personnel
CHAP. 3.-An
3.—An Act
Act To
the award
merit to
to the
the personnel
of merit
a medal
medal of
of a
award of
for the
provide for
To provide
CHAP.
States of America.
United States
the United
of the
merchant marine
marine of
of the
of
the merchant

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be

States of
President of the
the President
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in,
of America
States
marine.
chant marine.
Awarded for distin- United States be, and he is hereby.
,
authorized
to
present,
but not
not
but
present,
to
authorized
is
hereby,
he
and
be,
States
United
at
fservice
Agrshed
guished service at sea
design
appropriate design
merit of
medal of
of merit
of appropriate
during
of Congress,
Congress, aa medal
name of
the name
in the
auring World War. in

with
and ribbon,
ribbon, together with a
arosette or other device to be
bar and
with aabar
worn
in lieu
lieu thereof,
thereof, to any person
person who in the merchant marine of
worn in
the
11th
between the 6th day of April, 1917, and the 11th
States between
United States
the United
day
1918, distinguished
distinguished himself by extraordinary
extraordinary
November, 1918,
day of November,
heroism or
or distinguished
distinguished service
service at
at sea
of duty
duty.,.
line of
the line
in the
sea in
heroism
Only one
to a
be issued
issued to
of merit
merit shall
medal of
SEC.
a
one issue
issue to
Oy
S
EC. 2. That no more than one
one medal
shall be
to
person.
to
sufficient
service
any
one
person,
but
for
each
succeeding
deed
or
or
service
sufficient
to
deed
succeeding
each
for
but
person,
one
any
Bar for subsequent
a suitable
justify
the award
award of
President may award a
a medal,
medal, the President
of a
justify the
deed.
bar or
or other
other suitable
emblem or insignia to be worn with the decorasuitable emblem
bar
tion
corresponding rosette or other device.
the corresponding
and the
tion and
Time limit
limit for
for issuSEC.
issunime
SEC. 3.
3. That, except as otherwise prescribed
prescribed herein, no medal or
or
ing.
emblem or insignia iin lieu of said medal shall be
or suitable emblem
bar or
issued to any person after three years from the passage
of this
Act,
this Act,
passage of
Statement ofservce,
of service, issued to any person after three years from the
act
statement or report distinctly setting forth the act
unless aa specific statement
etc., required.
required.
recommending official
or
distinguished service
service and
official
suggesting or recommending
and suggesting
or distinguished
recognition
been made and substantiated
substantiated at the
have been
recognition thereof shall have
time of
or service
or within
within three
three years after the passage
passage of this
service or
act or
of the
the act
time
Act.
Act.
Award in case
of
SEC.
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That in case an individual who shall distinguish himself
himself
d in Case of
A
death.
entitled,
dies before
the making
making of
award to
to which he may be entitled,
the award
of the
before the
dies
the
award nevertheless
other
nevertheless may be made and the medal or bar or other
the award
deceased
emblem or
representative of the deceased
presented to such representative
insignia presented
or insignia
emblem
as the
the President
President may
may designate.
designate.
as
Regulations, etc.
SEC. 5.
The President
authorized to make from time to time
is authorized
President is
5. The
SEC.
egulationsetc.
any
and all
rules, regulations,
regulations, and
and orders
orders which
which he
he shall deem necesall rules,
any and
sary to
to carry
carry into
into effect
effect the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act.
this Act.
sary
22, 1920.
Approved, December
December 22,
Approved,
December 26,
26, 1920.
December
[H. R. 7930.]
7930.1
[Public,
No. 289.]
289.1
[Public, No.

Alien seamen.

treatment in
for the treatment
CHAP.
To provide
provide for
in hospital
hospital of diseased
diseased alien
alien
Act To
4.-An Act
CHAP. 4.—An
seamen.
seamen.

United
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be
found on
alien seamen
States
assembled, That
That alien
seamen found
on
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
any of the
with any
to be
arrival
in ports
ports of
States to
be afflicted
afflicted with
United States
of the
the United
arrival in
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III.
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1920.
1920.
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treatment
forHospital
ispta tratnet
February for,
disabilities
mentioned in
theAct of February
35 of theActof
in section
section 35
or diseases
diseases mentioned
disabilities or
arriving at American
with
concon
can port
with
5,
1917, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
regulate the immigration
immigration of aliens to, tagious
Act to regulate
5, 1917,
disease, etc.
and the
of aliens
in, the
the United
." shall
be placed
placed in
in ts Vol.3adtp.^.e
States,"
shall be
United States
aliens in,
and
the residence
residence of
39, p. 896.
hospital designated
designated by the
immigration official
official in
in charge at
at the
the immigration
aa hospital
Expense by
ssael
by vessel
port of
and treated,
expenses connected
connected therewith,
therewith, includ- Expense
all expenses
treated, all
arrival and
port
of arrival
owner.
ing burial
in the
the event
death, to
to be borne
borne by the
owner, agent,
agent,
the owner,
event of
of death,
ing
burial in
consignee, or
of the
to be
from the
and not
not to
be deducted
deducted from
or master
master of
the vessel,
vessel, and
consignee,
seamen's wages,
wages, and
such vessel
Audi be
be granted
granted clearance
clearance until
until
no such
vessel shall
and no
seamen's
such
expenses are
or their
payment appropriately
appropriately guaranteed
guaranteed
are paid
paid or
their payment
such expenses
and
the collector
customs so
notified by
by the
official Proviso.
and the
collector of
of customs
so notified
the immigration
immiration official
P.
from vessel
emovaifromvesel
suspected of being afflicted
in
charge: Provided,
Provided, That
seamen suspected
afflicted Removal
That alien seamen
in charge:
for observation.
with
any such
may be removed from the vessel or observation.
disability or disease may
such disability
with any
on
appropriate
station or other.appropriate
immigration station
which they
they arrive
arrive to an immigration
on which
place
for such
such observation
enable the
examining surgeons
surgeons
the examining
will enable
observation as will
place for
definitely
to determine
determine whether
whether or
not they
afflicted, all
or not
they are so afflicted
definitely to
expenses
to be
be borne
borne in
untl
the manner
manner hereinbefore
hereinbefore Retnon
in the
expenses connected
connected therewith
therewith to
Retention
until
it shall appear
cured, etc.
Providedfurther,
prescribed:
prescribed: Provided
further, That
That in cases in which it
appear cured,
to
the satisfaction
the immigration
in charge
it will
that it
official in
charge that
immigration official
of the
to the
satisfaction of
effect a
a cure,
cure, the return
not
possible within
reasonable time
time to effect
within aareasonable
not be
be possible
of
seamen shall be enforced
enforced on or
expense of the
or at the expense
the alien
alien seamen
of the
vessel
they came
conditions as the CommisCommissuch conditions
came,l upon
upon such
on which
which they
vessel on
sioner General
of Immigration,
the approval
approval of
of the
Secretary
the Secretary
with the
General of
Immigration, with
sioner
of Labor,
shall prescribe,
that the
properly
the aliens
aliens shall be properly
to insure
insure that
prescribe, to
of
Labor, shall
be
cared
for and
contagion shall be
spread of contagion
and that
that the spread
and protected,
protected, and
cared for
guarded against.
guarded
against.
Approved,
26, 1920.
1920.
Approved, December
December 26,

create aaJoint
Joint Committee
Committee on the Reorganization
Reorganization
7.-Joint Resolution To create
CHAP. 7.—Joint

of the
Brunch of
of the
the Government.
Government.
Administative Branch
of
the Administrative

December 29, 1920.

[S. JRes.
J.B R.es. oi.
[t.
[Pub. Be.,
Res., NOS.)
No. 54.1
[Pib.

Resolved by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the United
and House
House of Representatives
Resolved
Joint Committee
Committee on
on
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That a
ajoint committee
committee is ReJint
assembled, That
States of
of America
America in
corgage
r
i
s
tr
on
on..
Joint Committee
Committee on
on Reorganization
Reorganization, compoSoion.
created, to be
be known
known as
as the
the Joint
which
consist of
of three
of the
Senate to
to be
appointed
three Members
Members of
the Senate
be appointed
which shall
shall consist
by
three Members
Members of
of the House of RepreRepreby the
the President
President thereof, and three
sentatives
the Speaker
thereof. Vacancies
Vacancies
Speaker thereof.
to be
be appointed
appointed by
by the
sentatives to
occurring
the membership
membership of
filled in the
of the
the committee
committee shall be filled
occurring in
in the
same manner
as the
appointments.
same
manner as
the original
original appointments.
m
Duties
iU.
Ducon/ conferred.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That it
it shall be the duty
duty of
of the
the Joint Committee
Committee on Survey
SEC.
of duplicaReorganization to
make a
survey of
of the
the administrative
administrative services
services of
of utio,
tion, etc.
etc., of dGo'nGovernto make
a survey
Reorganization
ment administrative
pertinent facts
the Government
securing all
facts con- mreat
all pertinent
purpose of securing
for the purpose
the
Government for
services.amnistrave
cerning their
and duties,
among the
several svc
the several
powers and
duties, their
their distribution
distribution among
cerning
their powers
executive departments,
departments, and
and duplication
duplication of
of
and their
their overlapping
overlapping and
executive
Determining efficient
retupinnfcdet
of activities
authority; also
to determine
determine what
activities should
should regrouping,
what redistribution
redistribution of
also to
authority;
etc., of department activities.
be
made among
the several
with a
view to
to the
the proper
ies.
proper partmen
a view
services, with
several services,
among the
be made
correlation
of the
departmental regrouping
regrouping_ of
what departmental
correlation of
the same, and what
services
should be
each executive
department shall
executive department
made, so that
that each
be made,
services should
embrace
close working
relation with
each other
other
with each
working relation
services having
having close
embrace only
only services
and ministering
to the
the primary
primary purpose
which the
the same
purpose for
for which
directly to
and
ministering directly
are
maintained and
to the
that there
be achieved
achieved
there shall
shall be
the end
end that
operated, to
and operated,
are maintained
conduct
the
possible measure
of efficiency
efficiency and economy
the conduct
economy in the
measure of
largest possible
the largest
of
business.
of Government
Government business.
Reports,
etc., to
be
to be
Reots, etc
time to
committee shall,
3. That
SEC.
SEC. 3.
That the
the committee
shall, from
from time
to time, report
report to submitted.
both the
Senate and
the House
of Representatives
the results
of
it
results of
Representatives the
House of
and the
both
the Senate
its inquiries,
with its
and shall
shall prepare
prepare
its recommendations,
recommendations, and
together with
its
inquiries, together
and
submit bills
bills or
or resolutions
for their
purpose the
coordinathe coordinahaving for
their purpose
resolutions having
and submit
economical
tion of
of Government
Government functions
functions and their
efficient and economical
their most
most efficient
tion
report.
inalrepot.
conduct,
said committee
committee shall be
be submitted
submitted FFinal
of said
report of
and the
the final
final report
conduct, and
not later
later than
the second
second Monday
Monday in
in December,
The comDecember, 1922. The
than the
not
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Assistance, expenses,
Assistance,expenses,
etc.,
authorized.
etc., authorizev

mittee is authorized
authorized to employ
employ such assistance as it
it may require,
require,
at
such compensation
as the
the committee
committee may
be just
just
to be
determine to
may determine
compensation as
at such

Payment from concon
furom of both
tingent funds
Houses.
Houses.

be necessary
necessary for
for the
proper conduct
conduct of
of its
work, such
such expenditures
expenditures
its work,
the proper
be
to be paid in equal parts from the contingent funds of the House

tigment

Information, etc., to
be offered by Goen
Governbenoffieredt
ment
officials.
ment officials,

Records,
etc.,
to bbee
e
t c to
.,
ReS'
examined.

Post, p. 1641.

ost, p. 1841.

1920,
1921.
1920,1921.

and
and to
reasonable expenditures
expenditures as may
such reasonable
make such
to make
reasonable, and
and reasonable,

of
and the
the Senate,
Senate as
from time
time to
time may be
to time
as from
Representatives and
of Representatives
duly
authorized by
those bodies.
bodies.
of those
resolutions of
by resolutions
duly authorized
S
EC. 4.
4. That
officers and
and employees
employees of
of all
all administrative
administrative
the officers
That the
S-EC.
Government shall furnish to the committee
services of the Government
committee such
information
powers duties,
activities, organization,
organization, and
duties, activities,
regarding powers,
information regarding
time require,
methods
of business
business as
as the
the committee
may from
from time
time to
to time
require,
committee may
methods of
of its employees,
and the committee
or any
any of
employees, when
when duly authorized
authorized
committee or
and
by the
the committee,
committee, shall
access to
to and
and the
the right
right to
to examine
examine any
have access
shall have
by
books, documents,
documents, papers,
or records
of any
administrative service
service
any administrative
records of
papers, or
books,
for the
the purpose
securing the information
needed by the committee
committee
information needed
purpose of securing
for
in the
prosecution of
work.
of its
its work.
the prosecution
in
Received by
the President,
President, December
1920.
17, 1920.
December 17,
by the
Received
[NoTE BY THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE.-The
STATE.—The foregoing
foregoing joint reso[NOTE
lution having
having been
been presented
presented to
to the
President of the United
United States for
the President
lution
his
approval, and
not having
been returned
by him to the house of
returned by
having been
and not
his approval,
Congress
in which
it originated
originated within the time prescribed
prescribed by the Conwhich it
Congress in
stitution
United States,
become aalaw without his approval.]
States, has become
the United
of the
stitution of

December 31,
1920.
31 1920
December
[S. 4565.1
45651
[S.

assesment
annual assessment
CHAP
—An Act
doing of annual
for the
the doing
time for
the time
Act Extending
Extending the
8.-An
CHAP. 8

work on
claims for
year 1920
1920 to
to and
and including
including July
July 1,
1, 1921.
1921.
the year
for the
mining claims
on mining
work

[Public, No.
290.1
No. 290[Public,

Be
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representativesof
House of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Congress assembled, That the period within
in Congress
America in
States of America

Public lands.
Mining clans
claims asas- States
Mining
sessments for 1920 ex;
ex- IN mch
tended
July 1,
1921.
1, 1921.
Unded to
to July

for the
improvements made
or improvements
which work may be performed
performed or
made for
the year
year
under section 2324 of the
1920, upon mining claims as required under
1920,
Revised Statutes
of the
States, is
is hereby
hereby extended
extended to
to and
and
United States,
the United
Statutes of
Revised
or improveincluding the
of July,
1921; so
work done
done or
improveso that
that work
July, 1921;
day of
first day
the first
including
ments
any mining
mining claim
in the
the United
United States
Alaska
or Alaska
States or
claim in
upon any
made upon
ments made
on
or
before
July
1,
1921,
shall
have
the
same
effect
as
if
the
same
same
the
if
on or before July 1, 1921, shall have the same effect as
Provided,
calendar year of 1920: Provided,
the calendar
within the
1921
had been
performed within
been performed
1921 not had
That this Act
require.Act shall not in any way change or modify
modify the requirebe done or improvements
ments of
existing law
law as
to work
work to be
improvements made
as to
of existing
ments
upon mining
for the
year 1921.
1921.
the year
claims for
mining claims
upon
1920.
31,
Approved,
December
31,
1920.
December
Approved,

sedment' foy2

R.s.,sec.2324,p.426.
R.S.,sec.224,p.426.

Proviso.

Provio

Work for
or

affected.
affected.

January
1921.
January 4, 1921.
[S.
Res. 212.1
212.]
S. J..Res.
[Pub.
No.
tRe.,No.
[Pub. Res.,

Corporation to take cerCHAP 9.--Joint
Directing the
the War
Finance Corporation
War Finance
Resolution Directing
.-- Joint Resolution
CHAP.

action for
present depression in the agricultural
agricultural sections of the
the present
of the
55.1
for the
the relief of
tain action
55.1 tain

ar

Finance

country,
country, and for other purposes.

Resolved
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Resolved by
States of
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary of the
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States
Treasury
of the
War Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation are
are hereby
hereby
the War
members of
the members
and the
Treasury and
etc. directed
directed to revive the activities
activities of the War Finance
Finance Corporation,
Corporation, and
that
corporation be
at once
once rehabilitated
rehabilitated with
with the
view of
of
the view
be at
said corporation
that said
assisting
in the
the financi
of the
of agricultural
other
agricultural and other
exportation of
the exportation
financing,c7 of
assisting in
products to
to foreign
markets.
foreign markets.
products
FH
H GILLETT
GILLETT
F
Speaker of
of the
of Representatives.
Representatives.
the House
House of
Speaker

Cor-

War Finance Corporation.
poration.
Activities revived to
finance
exports of agriagrifinace eports
cultural
ltunral products,
products, etc.
Vol. 40, p.
p. 506.
Vol.

c-

CHARLES C
URTIS
CURTIS
CHARLES
Acting
Senate Pro
Pro Tempore.
Ternpore.
of the
the Senate
Presidentof
Acting President
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III. CHu.
CHs. 9,
10.
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9, 10.
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I
N THE
HOITSE or
IN
THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES
OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
OF THE
January 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
January
pursuance of the
The House
House having proceeded,
proceeded, in pursuance
the Constitution,
Constitution, to
to nPassareelp7
P^ssaOe by the
reconsider the joint resolution
resolution (S. J.
J. Res. 212)
reso- tives.
212) entitled
entitled "Joint
"Joint resotv°s.
Beprtalution directing
directing the War
certain action
War Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation to
to take
take certain
action
for the relief of the present
the agricultural
agricultural sections
of
present depression
depression in
in the
sections of
the country, and for other purposes,"
returned to
to the
the Senate
by the
the
purposes," returned
Senate by
President of
States 'with
with his
his objections
thereto, and
and sent
sent
of the
the United States,
objections thereto,
by the Senate to the House
House of Representatives,
Representatives, with
with the
of
the message
message of
the
returning the
the President returning
the joint,
joint resolution:
resolution:
Resolved, That the joint resolution
resolution do pass,
pass, two-thirds
of the
the House
two-thirds of
House
of Representatives
Representatives agreeing
agreeing to
to pass
pass the
the same.
same. •
Attest:
WId
TYLER PAGE
Attest:
WM TYLER
PAGE
Clerk.
Clerk.
INN THE
THE S
SENATE
I
ENATE OF
THE UNITED
STATES
OF THE
UNITED STATES
January3,
January
3, 1921.
1921.
The President of the United States having returned
returned to the Senate,
in which it
it originated,
originated, the
resolution (S.
Res. 212)
212) "Joint
"Joint
the joint
joint resolution
(S. J.
J. Res.
Resolution
Resolution directing the War Finance Corporation
to take
take certain
certain
Corporation to
action for the relief of the present
depression in
present depression
agricultural secsecin the
the agricultural
tions of the country, and for other purposes,"
with his
purposes," with
is objections
objections
thereto, the Senate proceeded
proceeded in
in conformity
conformity with
with the
the Constitution
Constitution
to reconsider
reconsider the
the same
same and
and has
has
resolution do pass,
Resolved, That the joint resolution
pass, two-thirds
of the
the
two-thirds of
Senate agreeing
Senate
agreeing to
to pass
pass the
the same.
setae.
Attest:
GEORGE
ANDERSON
GEOBOE A.
A. S
SANDEBSON
Secretary.

CHAP. 10.-AnAct
3 ofan
10.—An Act To amend section
section 3
of an Actentitled
Act entitled "AnActmiakingappro"An Act making appropriationa for sundry civil expenses
Government for the fiscal year ending
priations
expenses of the Government
ending June
June

30, 1902, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved March
1901 (Thirty-first
(Thirty-first Statutes
at
March 3,
3, 1901
Statutes at
Large, page 1133).
1133).

the
ge by
Pseatge
by the

s

January6,
huniary 6,1921.
1921.
[S.21884
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 291.]- -

21 .]

House of
Representativesof
Be it
'it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United Public
Publc lands.
lands.
States of
America in
in Congress
Carey Act
Act segregasegre
States
of America
Congress assembled, That section 33of the
the Act of Carey
tions.
Congress approved
approved March 3, 1901
1901 (Thirty-first
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, vs.
(Thirty-first Statutes
31, p. 1188,
Vol. 31,
11
page 1133), be, and the same is hereby, amended
to read
read as
follows: amended.
amended to
as follows:
commenamet
of
Commencement
of
SEC. 3. That section 4
4 of the
period for
for reaimlng.
reclaiming,
"Sac.
the Act
Act of August
August 18, 1894,
1894, entitled
entitled plod
etc.,
lands.
'An Act making
for sundry
making appropriations
appropriations for
sundry civil
expenses of
of the
the Vol.
civil expenses
va.2,p.42,amend28, p.422, amendGovernment
Government for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1895,
1895, and
and for
for other
June 30,
other ed.
edpurposes,'
purposes,' be, and the same is hereby, amended so
so that
the ten-year
ten-year
that the
period within which any State shall cause the lands applied
for under
under
applied for
be irrigated
irrigated and
and reclaimed,
said Act to
to be
said section,
section, as
reclaimed, as
as provided
provided in
in said
as Vol.
Vol. 29,
29, p.
p. 4
434.
amended
amended by the Act of June 11,
11, 1896, shall
shall begin to run from the
the date
date
of approval
of the
the Interior
Interior of
of
approval by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the State's
State's applicaapplica- Actual
Actual construction
construction
tion for the segregation
if actual construction
segregation of such lands; and if
construction of
of required.
rquired.
reclamation
within three years after
reclamation works is not begun within
the segregasegregaafter the
tion of the lands or within such further period, not
tion
exceeding three
three
not exceeding
years, as shall be allowed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
by the
of the
the Interior,
Interior, the
the said
said DisretionryrestorDiscretionary restorSecretary
of the
in his
ation topublicmai
to public domain
his discretion,
discretion, may
restore such lands to auon
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, in
may restore
on failure.
the public domain; and if the State fails, within ten
years from
ten years
from the
the O ur
segregation, to cause
date of such segregation,
cause the
the whole
any part
part of
of the
whole or
or any
the lands
lands
so segregated
segregated to be so irrigated and reclaimed,
reclaimed, the
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
discretion, continue
Interior may, in his discretion,
continue said
for a
aperiod
period
said segregation
segregation for
not exceeding
exceeding five years,
years, or may, in his
restore such
such lands
his discretion,
discretion, restore
lands
not irrigated
irrigated and reclaimed to the public
public domain
domain upon
upon the
the expiration
expiration
of the ten-year
ten-year period
period or
thereof."
or of
of any
any extension
extension thereof."
Approved, January
January 6,
6, 1921.
1921.
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January
1921.
6,1921.
January 6,
[S. 2964.]
[S. 296.1
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 292.]
292.1

SEss:
fl.Cns."
12.
11. 12.
CHS. 11.
III.^
SESS. I

1921.
1921.

additional time
Providing additional
CHAP.
11.-An Act
Act Providing
time for the payment of purchase
purchase money
money
AP. 11.—An
CH
under homestead
under
homestead entries of lands
lands within
within the former
former Fort Assmniboine
Assinniboine Military
Military ReserReservation, in
Montana.
vation,
in Montana.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
Be
iltary Reservation, States of America in Congress assembled, That any person who has
made homestead entry under the provisions of the Act of Congress
at Large, page
Statutes
approved February 11, 1915 (Thirty-eighth
ta
e

Fort
Assinniboine
Military Reservation, States of America in Congress assembled, That any person who has
Mont.
Time extension for made homestead entry under the provisions of the Act of Congress
payments by
by home-, approved February 11, 1915 (Thirty-eighth Statutes at Large, page
payments
steaders on
,eied
lands of
on lands
steaders
807), entitled "An Act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to
abandoned.
abandoned.
Vol.
807.
ol. 38,
3, p.
p. 807.

807), entitled "An Act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to

survey
abandoned Fort Assinniboine
Assinniboine Military
survey the lands of the abandoned
Military Reservation
and open
open the
same to
to settlement,"
settlement," may obtain an extension of
the same
vation and
time for
for one
one year
year from
from the
the anniversary
anniversary of
of the
date of
of entr^7
last
entry last
the date
time
the inwhich to pay all of 6e
preceding
the passage
passage of
of this
within which
Act within
this Act
preceding the
stallment
due or
any preceding
preceding installment,
installment, where
where
of any
part of
any part
or ariy
then due
stallment then
where an extension of time
payment
has not
yet been
made and
and where
been made
not yet
payment has
Interest payments.
is not
not authorized
authorized by
any Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress by
by paving
paving interest
by any
therefor is
Interest payments. therefor
extended
at
rate of
per annum
annum on
on the
the sums
to 'be
be extended
sums to
centum per
per centum
of 5
5 per
at the
the rate
from the
the maturity
maturity of
of the
the unpaid
unpaid installments
to the
the expiration
expiration
installments to
from
of
the period
period of
interest to
to be
be paid
paid to
to the
the receiver
receiver
the interest
extension, the
of extension,
of the
of
land office
office for
district in
in which
which the
the lands
are situated,
situated,
lands are
the district
for the
the land
of the
within such
such time
time as
as may
may be_prescribed
thatpurpose
purpose by
Secrethe Secreby the
for that
be prescribed for
within
Provisos.
tary of
of the
the Interior:
Interior: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
which becomes
becomes
installment which
any installment
Extension
payments tary
Extensonpayments

due within one year.
within one year.
due

due within one year from the passage of this Act and for which an

extension of
of time
is not
may also
also
authorized, may
otherwise authorized,
not otherwise
payment is
for payment
time for
extension
be
extended
for
a
period
of one
one year
year by
by paying
interest thereon
thereon in
in
interest
paying
of
a
period
for
be
extended
eteextenadvance
the said
said rate:
rate: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That any
any payment
payment so
at the
advance at
sion.
sion.
extended may
may thereafter
thereafter in
in the
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
the discretion
extended
Interior be
for a
further period
period of
of one
one year
year in
like manner:
manner
in like
a further
extended for
be extended
Interior
Commutation pay- And provided further, That if commutation proof
is submitted,
submitted, all
all the
the
pay- An providedfurther,That if commutation proof is
commutation
ments.
unpaid
payments
must
be
made
at
that
time.
unpaid payments must be made at that time.
Forfeiture
Forfeiture of entry
SEC. 2.
2. That
entryman to make any payment
payment that
of any entryman
failure of
on
failure to make payThat the failure
SEC.
onfailuretomakepayments.
extended, or to make any payment exments.
may be due, unless
unless the same be extended,
tended either
either under
the provisions
hereof or
or other
other Act
Act of Congress,
Congress, at
at
provisions hereof
under the
tended
or
time to
to which
such payment
payment has
been extended,
extended, shall
has been
which such
the time
before the
or before
all
forfeit
the entry
and the
the same
shal_ be
canceled, and
and any
any and
and all
be canceled,
same shall
entry and
forfeit the
forfeited.
be forfeited.
payments
theretofore made
made shall
shall be
payments theretofore
Approved,
January 6, 1921.
1921.
Approved, January
Additional
Additional

January
1921.
6, 1921.
January 6,
[5.
S. 2977.1

[Public, No. 293.]
293.1
[Public,

Public lands.
Desert
land entries.
Desert land
Vol.
19,
vol. 19,
ol. p. 377.

Applicable
to ColoColopplicable to
rado.
Vol.
p.
1097,
1097,
p. 10
26, P
Vol. 26,
97
ameded'
amended.

'

Restricted to resiRestricted
dent
except
dent citizens,
itiens, except
in Nevada.

CHAP.
12.—An Act
amend section
Act to
to provide
provide for
for the
the sale
desert
sale of desert
of an
an Act
8 of
section 8
To amend
Act To
CHAP. 12.-An
Territorities approved
certain States and Territorities
lands
in certain
approved March
March 3, 1877,
1877, as amended by
by an Act
Act
lands in
approved March
to
culture laws,
laws, and
and for
other purposes,
purposes, approved
March 3, 1891.
1891.
for other
timber culture
to repeal
repeal timber

Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
Senate and
Be
8 of an Act to
assembled, That section
Congress assembled,
section 8
States of America inin Congress

provide
provide for the sale of desert lands in certain
certain States
States and
and Territories,
Territories,
timber
repeal timber
Act to repeal
approved
3, 1877,
by an
an Act
as amended
amended by
1877, as
March 3,
approved March
purposes, approved
culture
laws, and
and for
for other
other purposes,
approved March 3, 1891,
1891, be,
culture laws,
and
the same
same is
is hereby,
as to
as follows:
follows:
read as
to read
so as
amended so
hereby, amended
and the
of the Act
"SEc.
the provisions
provisions of
Act to which
which this is an amendamend8. That
That the
"SEC. 8.
ment, and
the amendments
shall apply,
apply, to
to and
and be
force in
in
be in
in force
thereto, shall
amendments thereto,
and the
ment,

the
as the
States naraed
Act;
the original Act;
named in the
the States
well as
as well
of Colorado,
Colorado, as
State of
the State
and, excepting in the State of Nevada,
Nevada, no person
person shall be entitled
entitled to
of the
make
of desert
desert lands
be a
a resident
resident citizen
citizen of
the
he be
unless he
lands unless
entry of
make entry
State
in which
the land
land sought
be entered is located."
located."
sought to be
which the
or Territory
Territory in
State or
Approved,
1921.
January 6, 1921.
Approved, January

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

13, 14.
SESS.
III. Cns.
S
ESS. III.
Gus. 13,

1921.
1921.

CHAP. 138.-An
CHAP.
18.—An Act For the protection
protection of the water supply
supply of the town of SunnySunnyside, Utah.
side,
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January 7,
1921.
7,1921.
January
[S.46.1
4.1
I[.
[Public, No. 294.1
291.1
[Public,

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the United Public lan
ofRepresentatives
and House
by the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
aside
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of America in
States
That the public lands within set asi
de as
as waterwaterthe several
several townships
townships and
hereinafter enumerenumer- supply
rply reserve
zurve for
for
thereof hereinafter
and subdivisions
subdivisions thereof
the
are hereby
of Utah,
Utah, are
ated, situated
county of
of Carbon
Carbon and
and State
State of
hereby
in the
the county
ated,
situated in
reserved
location, entry,
entry, or
or appropriation,
appropriation, whether
whether
of location,
all forms
forms of
from all
reserved from
and
under the
the mineral
or nonmineral
land laws
laws of
the United
States, and
United States,
of the
nonmineral land
mineral or
under
set aside
aside as
as a
amunicipal
municipal water-supply
water-supply reserve
reserve for
the use
use and
benefit
and benefit
for the
set
of the
of the
the town
Sunnyside a
amunicipal
municipal corporation
corporation of
of
of Sunnyside,
town of
people of
of
the people
Description.
the
State of
to wit:
south half
half of
of Descriptio
south half
half of
of south
wit: The
The south
as follows,
follows, to
of Utah,
Utah, as
the State
east,
section
thirty-four,
in
township
thirteen
south,
range
fourteen
east,
fourteen
range
south,
thirteen
township
section thirty-four, in
following lands which,
and also the following
Salt Lake
Lake base
base and
and meridian;
meridian; and
which,
Salt
when surveyed,
will be
be described
as follows,
to wit:
All of section
wit: All
follows, to
described as
when
surveyed, will
eleven;
half of
of section
twelve; all
thirteen- and all
of section
section thirteen;
all of
section twelve;
west half
eleven; west
south, range fourteen
fourteen east,
of section
section fourteen,
fourteen, in
in township
township fourteen
fourteen south,
of
of
Salt Lake
and meridian.
meridian. .
base and
Lake base
of Salt
the Inectary
of
for mu- terior
SEC. 2.
That the
the lands
heretofore described
described and
and reserved
reserved for
lands heretofore
2. That
SEC.
to
a thre91
1;
nicipal
water-supply purposes
shall be
be administered
administered by
Secretary admnstration,
administration, etc.,
etc.,
by the
the Secretary
purposes shall
nicipal water-supply
the exclusive
and at
of
cooperation with
with and
at the
exclusive expense of
of of
o
f.
in cooperation
the Interior,
Interior, in
of the
the
town of
of Sunnyside,
Simnyside, Utah,
Utah, for
for the
of storing,
storing, conserving,
conserving,
the purpose
purpose of
the town
and preserving,
supply, and,preservmg,
said water
and
pollution the
the said
water supply,
from pollution
protecting from
and protecting
improving, and
on said
said lands,
lands, to more
more
timber growth
growth on
the timber
and increasing
increasing the
improving,
Rights conferred.
fully accomplish
such purposes;
purposes; and
to that
end said
said municipality
municipality Rightsconfeed.
that end
and to
accomplish such
fully
shall
have the
subject to
to the
the approval
approval of
Secretary of
of the
the
of the
the Secretary
right, subject
shall have
the right,
Interior,
to the
any and
and all
lands reserved
reserved for the
of the
the lands
all parts
parts of
of any
the use
use of
Interior, to
maintenance
storage
conveying of
of water
and construction
construction and
and maintenance
water and
and conveying
storage and
Previte.
thereon of
of all
such purposes:
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
de- Pn
thereon
all improvements
improvements for
for such
That dea depits.
Mineral
deposits.
posits of
minerals in
lands reserved
reserved by
by this
may
Act may
this Act
or other
other minerals
in the
the lands
posits
of coal
coal or
be leased
leased or
otherwise disposed
of by
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Secretary of
Interior
disposed of
by the
be
or otherwise
he shall
under laws
applicable to
to such
such deposits,
deposits, if
when he
shall find
find that
that
if and
and when
under
laws applicable
same may
may be
be mined
mined and
and removed
to the
municipal
the municipal
without injury
injury to
removed without
same
water supply
of Sunnyside,
Sunnyside, Utah.
Utah.
supply of
water
et
Regulations, ete.
of the Interior
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That the
the said
said Secretary
Secretary of
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized Reglations.
SEC.
to
prescribe
and
enforce
such
regulations
as
he
may
find
necessary
to prescribe and enforce such regulations as he may find necessary
including the
the right
to
the purpose
purpose of
of this
right to
to forbid
forbid perperthis Act,
Act, including
to carry
carry out
out the
municipal authorihim and the
by him
authorized by
sons other
those authorized
the municipal
authorithan those
other than
sons
tresties of
of said
entering or
or otherwise
otherwise tresfrom entering
corporation from
municipal corporation
ties
said municipal
Eniefent.
passing upon
passing
upon these lands, and any violation of this
this Act or of regula- Enforcement.
Vol. 35, p. 109S.
' ' p
as is provided
tions issued
issued thereunder
thereunder shall
be punishable
punishable as
provided for in secshall be
tions
codify, revise,
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to codify,
tion 50
50 of
revise, and amend the
tion
of the Act entitled
penal
laws of
of the
the United
United States,
States, approved
1909" (ThirtyMarch 4, 1909"
(Thirty- Vol. 36, p. 857.
approved March
penal laws
fifth
at Large,
Large, page
page 1098),
1098), as
amended by
by the
Act of Con- Vo.36,p.857
the Act
as amended
Statutes at
fifth Statutes
gress
approved June
June 25,
25, 1910
1910 (Thirty-sixth
Statutes at
at Large,
page
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Large, page
gress approved
Prior
857).
Priorrights,etc.,re
rights, etc., reserved.
legal rights heretofore
SEC. 4.
That this
this Act
shall be
subject to all legal
heretofore served.
be subject
Act shall
4. That
SEC.
acquired under
the United
States, and
and the
the right
right to
to alter,
alter,
United States,
law of
of the
any law
under any
acquired
expressly reserved.
amend,
this Act
reserved.
Act is
is hereby
hereby expressly
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Approved, January
7, 1921.
1921.
January 7,
Approved,
ds.

exchange of lands
an exchange
CHAP.
To authorize
lands with Henry Blackburn.
Blackburn.
authorize an
Act To
14.-An Act
CHAP. 14.—An

1921.
January 7, 1921.
[S. 429.1
429.1
[s.

[Public, No. 295.1
295.]
[Public,

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
oft7e
the United
United Sevier
Representatives of
House of
Be it
enacted by
by the
Sevier National
National ForForUtah.
st, Utah.
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the est,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
with
Lands
Henry
exchtnut
g.
Interior
i
shereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
southwest quarter
quarter withd eryxc Blackekaccept title
title to
to the
the southwest
to accept
Interior is
burn for.
for.
burn
of
the
southeast
quarter
of
section
nineteen,
township
thirty-nine
thirty-nine
township
nineteen,
section
of
of the southeast quarter
i
to convey
south,
range six
six west,
west, Salt
Lake meridian,
meridian, and
convey in
nexchange
exchange
and to
Salt Lake
south, range
to the
the norththerefor
Henry Blackburn,
Utah, title
north
title to
Orderville, Utah,
of Orderville
Blackburn, of
to Henry
therefor to
east
quarter of
the northeast
quarter of
section thirty,
thirty, township
township
of section
northeast quarter
of the
east quarter
e
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SESS. III. CHS.
Cns. 14,19,
14, 19, 22. 1921.
1921.
SESS.

thirty-nine south, range six west, Salt Lake meridian, and upon reconveyance the land
conveyance
land deeded
deeded to the United States
States shall thereupon
thereupon become part of the Sevier National Forest and subject to all laws and
regulations applicable
thereto.
regulations
applicable thereto.
Approved, January
Approved,
January 7, 1921.
1921.
January
8, 1921.
January 8,1921.
[S. J. Res. 227.]
227.1
[Pub. Res., No. 864
56.1

CHAP.
CHAP 19.-Joint
19.—Joint Resolution Extending
Extending the time within
within which
which the special joint
committee appointed
investigate the advisability
committee
appointed to investigate
advisability of establishing
establishing certain
certain naval,
aviation,
submarine bases in
aviation, and submarine
m the United States is required
required to make
make its
its report
report
to Congress.
to
Congress.
Resolved by the Senate and
of the United
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
United

coast naval States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the time within which
of America
America in
Time extended
the special joint committee
investigate the
the advisability
advisability of
of estabestabcommittee to investigate
naval base
San Francisco
Francisco Bay;
Bay; a
adeeper
channel to
Mare
rePort byea loint lishing
lishing a
a naval
base on
on San
deeper channel
to Mare

Pacific
Pacific coast naval
bases.
Time extended for
report by special joint
committee on.

Ante, p. 820, amended.

n,p. 820,amend-

January 11, 1921.

Sanu121.

[Public, No.
NO.

29e..]
2961

aviation base at Sand Point, Washington;
Washington;
Island Navy Yard; an aviation
submarine
bases at Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, California,
California, and
and Port
Port Angeles,
Angeles, WashWashsubmarine bases
ington, which was created by the Act entitled
"An Act making
entitled "An
making
appropriations
service for
appropriations for the naval
naval service
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June 30,
1921,
approved June
required to
1921, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
June 4, 1920, is required
Congress of
United States, is
submit its report
report to the Congress
of the United
is extended
extended to
to
January
1921.
January 31,
31, 1921.
Approved, January
January 8, 1921.
1921.
Approved,

CHAP.
CHAP 22.-An
22.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the cutting of timber by corporations
corporations organized
organized
in
one State
conducting operations
in another.
in one
State and
and conducting
operations in
another.

Be
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
States
in Congress
That section
section 1
of an
an Act
enAct en1 of
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
titled ".An
' An Act authorizing
Colorado, Nevada,
authorizing the citizens
citizens of Colorado,
Nevada, and the
public
omain for mining
Territories
fell and
remove timber
on the
the public
public domain
mining
Territories to
to fell
and remove
timber on
domain for
mining
tions.
and
domestic
purposes,"
approved
June
3,
1878,
chapter
150,
page
page
88,
150,
1878,
chapter
3,
June
approved
and domestic purposes,"
20, p.
p. 88.
tvoi.
Vol. 20,
Vol.
ol. 26, p.
p. 1099.
109.
volume 20, United States Statutes
at Large
and section
Statutes at
Large, and
of an
an Act
section 88 of
Act
entitled "An
repeal timber-culture
laws, and
other purpurentitled
"An Act
Act to
to repeal
timber-culture laws,
and for
for other
Vol. 26, P.
p 1093, poses," approved March 3, 1891, as amended by an Act approved
amendedp.
0 oposes," approved March 3, 1891, as amended by an Act approved
amended.
1891, chapter
chapter 559,
1093, volume 26,
March 3, 1891,
559, page
page 1093,
26, United States
Statutes at Large, and the several
several Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof, be,
and the same are
hereby, extended
extended so
are hereby,
so that it shall be
be lawful
lawful for
the Secretary
Interior to grant permits to corporations
Secretary of the Interior
corporations incorporated
a Federal
Federal law of the United States
corporated under a
States or incorporated
mcorporated
under the laws of a
Territory of the United
a State or Territory
United States, other than
than
the State in which the privilege is requested,
permits to confer
confer
requested, said permits
the same rights and benefits
corporations as are conferred
conferred
benefits upon such corporations
by the aforesaid
aforesaid Acts upon
upon corporations incorporated
incorporated in the State
m
State in
Proviso.
which the
the privilege
privilege is
is tobe
to be exercised:
exercised: Provided,
That all
such corporacorporaall such
Prorided,That
which
Condition.
Condition.
shall first
complied with
with the
the laws
laws of
of that
that State
State so
so as
as to
to enenhave complied
a tions
tions shall
first have
Railroads not
affected.
fected.
title them to do
do business
business therein;
therein; but
but nothing
nothing herein
herein shall
shall operate
operate to
to
enlarge
railway company
company to
to cut
cut timber
timber on
on the
the public
public
enlarge the
the rights of
of any
any railway
domain.
domain.
Received by the President
Received
President December 30, 1920.
[
N OTE BY
foregoing act
having
[NOTE
BY THE DEPARTM.ENT
DEPSARTENT OF STATE.—The
STATE.-The foregoing
act having
been presented
President of the United States for his approval,
presented to the President
been returned
returned by him to the
the house of Congress in
and not having been
originated within the tunme
time prescribed
Constitution
which it originated
prescribed by the Constitution
of the United States, has become
become a
a law without his approval.]
Public lands.

ingsperperTPbic
Timber cutting
mitted for
for manufacmutted
manufacturing, etc.,
etc., purposes,
purposes,
turing,
by outside
outside corporacorporaby
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CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. III.
III. Cm.
26, 27, 1921.
1921.
CHS. 24,
24, 26,27,
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January
1921.
CHAP.
Resolution To
To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of
Senate and
and the
Clerk of
Januar 13,
13, 1921.
the Clerkof
of the
the Senate
enable the
P. 24.—Joint
24.-JointResolution
CHA
[S. Je.
J. Res. 237.1
237.]
[..
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives to
to pay
pay the
necessary expenses
of the
the inaugural
inaugural cere- [Pub.
expenses of
the necessary
the
Res.,
No.
57.]
monies
of the
States on
on March
March 4,
1921.
[Pub. Res., No. 57.
4, 1921.
United States
the United
of the
the President
President of
monies of
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
and House
House of
Senate and
Resolved
Inau gural cerecreInalg2ral
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
enable the Secretary
Secretary monies,
to enable
That to
of America
America in
States of
1921.
Appropriation
forr
fo
Opr^riaton
of
the Clerk
of Representatives
Representatives to pay Con
of the
the louse
House of
Clerk of
and the
of the
the Senate
Senate and
gressional expenses
of.
the necessary
necessary expenses
the inaugural
of the
the President
President of.
ceremonies of
of the
inaugural ceremonies
expenses of
the
of
March 4
in. accordance
accordance with such program
program
4,11921, in
of the
the United
United States, March
as may
be adopted
the joint
committee of
of the
the Senate
and House
House
Senate and
joint committee
adopted by
by the
as
may be
Pod, p.
1641.
p.1841.
of
Representatives, appointed
appointed under
under a
concurrent resolution
of the Pot,
resolution of
a concurrent
of Representatives,
hereby approtwo Houses,
approthere is hereby
extra police,
police, there
including the pay for extra
two
Houses, including
priated,
out of
any money
in the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
the Treasury
of any
money in
priated, out
$50,000, or
so much
may be
to be
be
same to
the same
be necessary,
necessary, the
as may
thereof as
or so
much thereof
$50,000,
immediately available.
available.
immediately
Approved, January
13, 1921.
1921.
January 13,
Approved,
January 15,
15, 1921.
January
1921.
CHAP. 26.—Joint
Providing for
for the
expenses of
conveying
[J.Laues.
[S. J. Res. 244.l
244.]
Resolution Providing
the payment
payment of
of expenses
of conveying
CHAP.
26.-Joint Resolution
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 58.1
[Pub.
58.]
votes
of electors
for President
President and
and Vice
Vice President.
President.
electors for
votes of
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
United Electora
Resolved
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
Electoral vote.
Appropriation for
for
States
in Congress
Congress assemrbed,
ass, That
That for the payment of the Appropriation
States of America in
mileageto messengers
messengers
the respective
to the
seat of
of GovGov- conveing,
messengers of
of the
respective States
States for
for conveying
conveying to
the seat
fom the
conveying,from
States.
ernment
the votes
votes of
of the
the electors
States for
for President
President and
and states.
of said
said States
electors of
ernment the
every
for every
Vice President
of the
the United
United States, at the rate of 25
cents for
25 cents
Vice
President of
mile of
of the
the estimated
estimated distance
usual roads
roads traveled
traveled from
from
most usual
distance by the most
mile
the place
of the
electors to
the seat
seat of
Government of
of the
of Government
to the
the electors
of meeting
meeting of
the
place of
United States
States computed
computed for
one distance
there is
appropriated
only, there
is appropriated
for one
distance only,
United
otherwise appropriated
out
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated the sum
in the
the Treasury
out of any money in
of
$14,000, or
or so
much thereof
necessary.
thereof as may be necessary.
so much
of $14,000,
January 15,
1921.
15, 1921.
Approved, January

CHAP.
provide for
for the
of certain
certain public
withpublic lands
lands withthe disposition
disposition of
Act To
To provide
27.-An Act
CHAP. 27.—An
drawn
the provisions
of the
Congress approved
approved June
June 25,
25,
the Act
Act of
of Congress
under the
provisions of
improved under
drawn and
and improved
847), as
as amended by the Act of August 24,
1910
24,
Statutes at Large, page 847),
1910 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
1912
at Large,
Large, page
page 497),
which are no longer
needed.
longer ,neeed.
497), and
and which
Statutes at
1912 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes

January 26,
26, 1921.
1921.
January
[S. 2379.]
23791
is.
[Public,
No. 297.1
297.1
[Publc, No.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United Public
Be it
enacted by
and House
the -United
ublic lands.
lands.
lands no
no
withdrawn lands
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
opinion Withdrawn
That whenever
whenever in the opinion
assembled, That
in Congress
States
r-Servdcd
of
have been
been withdrawn
withdrawn laation
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior any lands which have
lam
ong:tr
iOn
l
eeg:
I
vfig R
eg
trose to
to6be
be sold,
set ,
etc.
e.
under the provisions of the Act of Congress approved
approved June
June 25, 1910
1910 ppo,,Vo
36, p. 847.
Vol: 37, p.497.
;: 497:
847), as amended
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at
amended by the Act Vol.37
Large, page
page 847),
at Large,
(Thirty-sixth
of
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at
24, 1912
1912 (Thirty-seventh
August 24,
of Congress
Congress approved
approved August
Large,
page 497),
the purpose
purpose of
of exploratory
discover
drilling to discover
exploratory drilling
497), for
for the
Large, page
water supplies
for irrigation
other purposes,
purposes, and which have had
irrigation or other
water
supplies for
wells
permanent improvements
placed thereon
thereon by
by and
and at
at
improvements placed
wells or
or other
other permanent
the expense
are no
no longer
needed for
the purpose
purpose
for the
longer needed
the United
United States,
States, are
the
expense of
of the
of the
Secretary of
for which
they were
were withdrawn
withdrawn and
improved, the
the Secretary
and improved,
which they
for
improvements
together with
Interior may
with the improvements
the lands,
lands, together
may appraise
appraise the
Interior
Sales at auction.
thereon, and
citizen of
United States
States S at aucton.
a citizen
of the United
the same
same to
to a
sell the
and thereafter
thereafter sell
thereon,
at public
public auction
for not
appraised value
value at
auction to the highest
less than the
the appraised
for
not less
bidder, after
public notice
and place
place of
of sale by
by
time and
of the
the time
notice of
giving public
bidder,
after giving
posting upon
the land
and publication
publication for
days
less than thirty
thirty days
for not less
land and
upon the
posting
in
newspaper of
of general
general circulation
circulation in
vicinity of the land.
in the vicinity
in a
a newspaper
Patent to
to issue.
issue.
S
EC. 2. That upon payment
payment of the purchase
purchase price the Secretary
Secretary Patent
SEC.
of
Interior is
appropriate patent
patent to convey all the
is authorized
authorized by appropriate
of the
the Interior
right,
and interest
in and
said lands
lands to the
at said
the purchaser
purchaser at
and to
to said
interest in
title, and
right, title,
sale, subject,
to such
such reservations,
conditions
or conditions
limitations, or
reservations, limitations,
however, to
sale,
subject, however,
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Sass. III. CHS.
CHs. 27-29.
SESS.

1921.
1921.

as said
Secretary may
Provided, That
That not
over one
one
not over
proper: Provided,
deem proper:
may deem
said Secretary
as
hundred and sixty acres
acres shall be sold to any
any one
one person:
person: Provided
Provided
Mineral,
etc.,
Mineral,
etc., de-further,
reservation
de further, That any
any patent
patent issued hereunder
hereunder shall contain aareservation
posits reserved.
posis reserved.
to the United States of all oil, gas, coal, and other
other mineral.
mineral.
Disposal of
receipts.
SEC.
of receiptsSEC. 3. That the moneys
moneys derived
derived from
from the sale of such lands and
and
improvements
receipts from the sale
sale and
and
improvements be disposed
disposed of
of as are
are other receipts
disposal of public lands.
Approved, January
Approved,
January 26, 1921.
1921.
Provisos.
Proios.t,
Area
limited.

-

January 26, 1921.
[S. 4319.]
4519.]
[S.
[Public,
[Public, No. 298.]

Alabama River.
LouisRlle and
anNsh
Louisville
Nash-

CHAP 28.-An
28.—An Act To
Louisville and Nashville
Nashville Railroad,
Railroad, its
CHAP.
To authorize
authorize the Louisville
its
successors
construct and maintain
maintain a
bridge across
across the Alabama
Alabama River
successors and assigns, to construct
a bridge
River
at or near a
approximately four miles from
from the city
city of Montgomery,
Alabama.
a point approximately
Montgomery, Alabama.

it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
United

in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in.
assembled, That the
the Louisville
Louisville
iule Railroad
Railroad may Nashville
successors a and i assigns,
ville
Nashville Railroad, its successors
assigns, be, andb they
bridge,
bridge, near Monte
gomery, Ala.
hereby, authorized
to construct,
and operate
operate aabridge
bridge
goery,
hereby,
authorized to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
may

Construction.
Vol.
volp.34, pp. 34.

Amendment.
Amendment.

January
January 27, 1921.
1921.
[S. 3994.1
39941
[S.
[Public, No. 299.1
299.1

and
and
are
and
and
and
approaches thereto
thereto across the Alabama
Alabama River
River at a
a point
suitable to
approaches
point suitable
to
the
end of
of said
said bridge
to be in
the county
the interests of navigation, one
one end
bridge tobe
in the
county
of Montgomery,
Montgomery, Alabama,
Alabama, and the other
county- of Elmore,
other in
in the county
Elmore,
Alabama,
at or
or near
point approximately
approximately four
four miles
miles from
from the
the city
city
Alabama, at
near aapoint
of Montgomery,
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of the
of
Montgomery, Alabama,
Alabama, in
in accordance
provisions of
the
Act
"An Act to
regulate the
construction of
Act entitled
entitled "An
to regulate
the construction
of bridges
bridges over
over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
navigable
1906.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, January
1921.
January 26,
26, 1921.

CHAP.
29.-An Act Validating
certain applications
applications for
for and
and entries
entries of public
public
CHAP. 29.—An
Validating certain
lands, and
and for
for other
lands,
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
States of
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
home- States
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
patents upon the
authorized to issue patents
entries hereinafter
named upon
upon which
which proof of compliance
entries
hereinafter named
compliance with law
been filed:
filed:
has
Warren
Henry
Warren
Henry
Adjoining farm homestead
homestead entry, Eureka, California,
California, numbered
numbered
Leach.
naught two thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred and eighty-eight,
eighty-eight, made by Warren
Warren
Henry Leach on February
February 19, 1914,
1914, for a
a tract of land containing
hundred and thirty-seven
one hundred
thirty-seven and seventy-seven
seventy-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths
aores, described by metes and bounds, within
within sections two and
thirty-five, townships
townships thirty and thirty-one
thirty-one north, range eleven west,
Diablo meridian.
meridian.
Mount
Charlotte
StromCharlotte
StromHomestead
naught
Homestead entry, Timber Lake, South Dakota, numbered naught
mer.
five thousand and twenty-three,
twenty-three, made by Andrew W. Strommer
Strommer on
on
March 27, 1911, for the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of section nine, township
township
meridian, such
such patent
patent
twelve north,
north, range
range nineteen
nineteen east,
east, Black Hills
Hills meridian,
issued to Charlotte
Charlotte Strommer.
to
be
Elizabeth
H.
Elizabe t h
H.
Homestead entry, Glasgow
Glasgow,, Montana,
Homestead
Montana, numbered naught
naught thirty-six
B °tic her.
Boucher.
Enlarged
Enlarged hoi
homestead,
mstead,
thousand
four
hundred
three
made
thousand
hundred
and
three,
made
Elizabeth
II. Boucher on
by
Elizabeth
H.
Fort
Peck, Mont.,
ceded lands.
Mont,June 7,
7, 1916, under the Acts of May 30, 1908 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
Statutes
vol.
33, pp. 558,
Vol. 35,
55 6639.
3
, 9. at Large, page 558), and February 19, 1909 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes at
at
page 639), for the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of section fifteen
fifteen and the
Large, page
southwest. quarter of section fourteen,
fourteen, township
township thirty-one
thirty-one north,
range
forty-six
east,
Montana
principal
meridian.
k.rangie
fortv-six
east,
Montana
principal
meridian.
Amelia P. Clark.
C
Homestead entry,
numbered naught
naught sixteen
sixteen
Enlarged
Eraarged homestead.
hotmestead.
homestead
entry, Sterling,
Sterling, Colorado,
Colorado, numbered
thousand three
thirty-five,
on
tred hundred
hund
thirt-five, made
made by Amelia P. Clark
Clark on
August 14, 1911,
1911, under
under the Act
1909 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth
iAct of February
February 19, 1909
Public lands
lands.
Patents for
foi homeauthorstead entries authorized.
ized.
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Statutes
page 639),
639), for
and seven,
seven and
the east
east half
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
for lots
lots six
six and
and the
half
of
and the
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of section
section six
six,
of the
the southwest quarter
quarter and
township
eleven north,
sixth principal
principal
township eleven
north, range
range fifty-seven
fifty-seven west,
west, sixth
meridian.
meridian.
Patents authorized.
SEC. 2.
Secretary of the Interior
and he
Interior be, and
he is hereby,
hereby, Patentuthorized.
SEC.
2. That
That the Secretary
authorized to issue patent to
authorized
to the party named, and for the lands
lands
described,
follows:
described, as follows:
Robert W. Stroud.
Robert W.
W. Stroud,
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
of the
northwest Robert
Robert
Stroud, for
for the
the northwest
W. troud.
quarter,
section
twenty-six,
township
one
hundred
and
fifty
-one
quarter, section twenty-six, township one hundred and fifty-one
north, range
three west,
meridian,
north,
range one
one hundred
hundred and
and three
west, fifth
fifth principal
principal meridian,
North Dakota,
Dakota, upon
the payment
payment of
of $1.25
$1.25 per
per acre
in the
the State of
of North
upon the
acre
within six
after the
the approval
approval of
of this
within
six months
months after
this Act.
Act.
Jennie
Dunphy
Jennie
the following-described
following-described lands:
Jennie Dunphy Meyer, for the
lands: The north Meyer.
yer
Dnnphy
half of the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter and
south half of the northwest
and the
the south
northwest
of section
township thirty-three
north, range
quarter of
section ten,
ten, township
thirty-three north,
range forty-seven
forty-seven
east,
in the
the county
of Lander, State
State
east, Mount
Mount Diablo base
base and
and meridian,
meridian, in
county ofLander,
upon the
the payment
payment in
of Nevada, upon
therefor to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
in advance
advance therefor
the
for the
Government of
United States
of the
full sum
sum
the Interior
Interior for
the Government
of the
the United
States of
the full
State conveyance
stat co nveyance
per acre for such
such lands,
lands, which
which patent
patent shall
shall confirm
confirm the con- confirmed.
of $2.50 per
veyance
State
veyance of
of such
such lands to
to the said
said Jennie
Jennie Dunphy
Dunphy Meyer
Meyer by
by the
the State
Proviso.
of
That proper
proper application
application for
for the
the purchase
of Conditions.
of Nevada:
Nevada: Provided,
Provided, That
purchase of
ndion.
these
be filed
filed hereunder
hereunder m
district land
land office
within six
these lands
lands be
m the
the district
office within
six
months
the passage
passage of this
months from the
adverse claim
claim
this Act, and that no adverse
thereto
pending when
when the
the application
application is
is
thereto be
be officially
officially of
of record
record as
as pending
allowed
and the
sale consummated.
allowed and
the sale
consummated.
Homestead
Homestead entries
entries
en
S
EC. 3.
entries hereinafter
hereinafter named
named be,
and the
same are
are vadSated
SEC.
3. That the
the entries
be, and
the same
validated..
hereby, validated,
Secretary of the
Interior authorized
authorized to
to
hereby,
validated, and
and the Secretary
the Interior
issue
patents thereon
submission of
satisfactory proof
proof of
of comissue patents
thereon upon
upon submission
of satisfactory
compliance
with the
the laws
laws under
under which
such entries
allowed:
pliance with
which such
entries were
were allowed:
Charlotte Daniels.
,aniels.
Additional homestead
Montana, numbered
Additional
homestead entry,
entry, Helena,
Helena, Montana,
numbered naught
naught Nononttguousland.
Noncontiguous land.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
344.
seventeen
Charlotte Vol.
p.34
seventeen thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and
and nineteen
nineteen, made
made by
by Charlotte
Daniels,
widow of
of Hugo
Weirig, deceased,
deceased, on
on April
April 16,
1918,
Daniels, widow
Hugo Peter
Peter Weirig,
16, 1918,
under section
under
of July
1916 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
at
section 77 of
of the Act of
July 3,
3, 1916
Statutes at
page 344),
Large, page
344), for lots
eight
lots four and five,
five, section
section three, township
township eight
north, range
range one
one west,
west, Montana
meridian.
north,
Montana principal
principal meridian.
Bnjamin B.
Benjamin
B. Gross.
Gross.
Enlarged homestead.
homestea.
Montana, numbered
numbered naught thirty- Enlarged
Homestead entry, Miles City, Montana,
Vol. 35, p. 639.
six
Benjamin B. Vol.3 p. 39.
six thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and forty-two,
forty-two, made by Benjamin
Gross
March 14, 1917,
Act of
of February
19, 1909
Gross on March
1917, under
under the
the Act
February 19,
1909 (Thirty(Thirtyfifth
for the
of the
the north
fifth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page 639),
639), for
the north
north half
half of
north
half,
thirty-two, northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the northeast
quarter,
half, section
section thirty-two,
northeast quarter,
section thirty-one,
thirty-one, south
half of
of the
and northwest
section
south half
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter and
northwest
quarter of
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter,
section twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, township
two
quarter
quarter, section
township two
range sixty
south, range
sixty east, Montana principal meridian.
meridian.
Rseberry
Roseberry G.
G. RdgRidgHomestead entry,
entry, Glenwood
Glenwood Springs,
Springs, Colorado,
Colorado, numbered
naught way.
war.
numbered naught
Homestead
thirteen thousand
thousand two
hundred and
by Roseberry
Roseberry
thirteen
two hundred
and thirty-four,
two
thirty-four, made
made by
G.
1917, for
for the
the south
of the
the southeast
G. Ridgway
Ridgway on October
October 9,
9, 1917,
south half
half of
southeast
quarter, section
section thirty-two, township
quarter,
range ninety-one
ninety-ons
township ten
ten north, range
west,
and the
the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter and
and north
southeast
west, and
north half
half of
of the
the southeast
quarter,
section five,
range ninety-one
west,
quarter, section
five, township
township nine
nine north,
north, range
ninety-one west,
sixth principal meridian.
meridian.
John
Cavanaugh.
John H.
H. Cavanaugh.
st d
E
homestead.
e
naredhome
numbered naught forty- Enlarged
Homestead entry, Glasgow, Montana,
Montana, numbered
Homestead
Vol. 35, p. 639.
'o3 P 39
eight thousand
thousand two hundred and twenty-six
twenty-six, made by John H. Cavanaugh
on July
July 6
6, 1917,
1909 (Thirtyanaugh on
1917, under
under the
the Act
Act of
of February
February 19,
19, 1909
(ThirtyLarge, page 639),
639), for
northwest
fifth Statutes at
at Large,
for the
the east
east half
half of
of the northwest
quarter
northeast quarter,
quarte_r ,_ section eighteen,
eighteen,
quarter and
and the
the west half of
of the northeast
township
thirty-three north,
Montana principal
principal
north, range
range fifty
fifty east,
east, Montana
township thirty-three
meridian.
meridian.
Donald Thompson.
Thompson.
Homestead
Wyoming, numbered
numbered naught
naught eight
Homestead entry,
entry, Buffalo,
Buffalo, Wyoming,
eight
thousand eight
eight hundred
Thompson
and twentv-nine,
twenty-nine, made
made by
by Donald
Donald Thompson
thousand
hundred and
on
18, 1916,
the west
west 'half
the southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter, seoseeon October
October 18,
1916, for
for the
half of
of the
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tion three, and north half of the northwest
northwest quarter, section ten
ten,
township fifty-three
fifty-three north,
es t, sixth
six th principal
pri
nc i
pal
township
north, range
range seventy-nine
seventy-nine w
west,

meridian.
meridian.
Homestead entry, Durango,
numbered naught
Homestead
Durango, Colorado,
Colorado, numbered
naught seven
seven
made by
Mary A.
on
thousand six hundred and
and forty-eight,
forty-eight, made
by Mary
A. Reim
Reim on
May 28, 1918, for the northwest quarter of the southeast quarter,
east half of the southwest quarter,
southwest quarter of
southwest
quarter, southwest
of the
the southwest
quarter, section thirteen,
quarter,
thirteen, and west half
half of the
the northwest
northwest quarter,
section
twenty-four,
township
thirty-six
north,
range
fifteen
west,
west,
fifteen
range
north,
thirty-six
township
twenty-four,
section
Pr.
Proviso.
Coal
re- New
New Mexico
principal meridian:
meridian: Provided,
it be
be duly
noted that
Coal deposits
deposits re.
Mexico principal
Provided, That
That it
duly noted
that
served.
in accordance
served.
this entry is made m
accordance with and subject
subiect to the provisions
provisions
Vol. 36, p. 583.
Vol. 36,p..
and reservations
and
reservations of the Act of June 22, 1910 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
at
as to
east half
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter and
at Large,
Large, page
page 583),
583), as
to the
the east
half of
and
the
southwest
quarter
of
the
southwest
quarter
of
section
thirteen.
thirteen.
of
section
quarter
southwest
of
the
quarter
southwest
the
N.
Luore
Ladernia
Ladernia N. Lucore.
—
EnLarged homestead.
Z:
Homestead entry,
Glenwood Springs,
Colorado, numbered
numbered naught
Enlarged
Homestead
entry, Glenwood
Springs, Colorado,
naught
Vol.35,p.639.
fourteen
thousand and
and ninety-seven,
Vol.
35,
639.
fourteen thousand
ninety-seven, made
made by
Ladernia N.
by Ladernia
N. Lucore
Lucore
on May 10, 1918, under
February 19, 1909 (Thirty-fifth
under the
the Act of
of February
(Thirty-fifth
Statutes at Large, page 639),
639), for lots three
three and four, section
section one
one, and
and
three and
and four,
and south
south half
of the
northeas tquarter,
lots one,
one, two,
two, three
four, and
half of
the northeast
quarter,
section two, township ten north, range ninety-three west, sixth
sixth prinprincipal meridian.
Gstavus
F. Ga-cipal
meridian.
Itravus F.
Gallagher.
Homestead entry
hundred and
entry naught
naught thirteen
thirteen thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
and
eighty-five,
eighty-five, Dodge City series, made by
by Gustavus
Gustavus F. Gallagher,
Gallagher, for
for
south half section
section twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, township twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth south, range
west, of
the sixth
sixth principal
principal meridian,
Kansas.
meridian, Kansas.
of the
entry forty
forty west,
ometead
Sec. 4.
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby,
applcations
llowe
applicationsallo
Sec.
4. That
That the
the Secretary
wed.
of the
authorized
authorized
allow
the
following
applications
to
make
entry:
to
following
applications
to
make
entry:
Lawrence Benson.
enceAnson
dditional homestead application,
application, Glasgow, Montana,
Additional
Montana, numbered
fifty-two,' filed by
naught forty-three thousand four hundred and fifty-two
by
Lawrence Benson for the northeast
Lawrence
northeast quarter
northwest quarter,
quarter of
of the
the northwest
quarter,
north
quarter and
and southeast
north half of
of the
the northeast quarter
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the
northeast quarter, section thirteen,
northeast
thirteen, township twenty-nine north,
Arthur
Montana principal
meridian.
principal meridian.
east, Montana
range forty-one
forty-one east,
Arthur
Lawrence range
hitmore.
numbered naught
Whitmore.
Homestead application,
application, Salt Lake City, Utah, numbered
naught
fourteen
ninety-eight, filed by Arthur
fourteen thousand nine hundred and ninety-eight,
Arthur
Lawrence
Lawrence Whitmore for the east half
half of the southeast
southeast quarter, northwest quarter of the southeast quarter, northeast quarter
quarter of the
the southwest quarter,
section thirty-two,
south, range
range fourquarter section
thirty-two, township
township eleven
eleven south,
foureast, Salt
Salt Lake
meridian effective
1915, the
date filed,
the date
filed,
Lake meridian,
effective May
May 29,
29, 1915,
u-and selection teen
teen east,
Lieu-land
by
Utah.
selection and
Utah through
its proper
proper officers
and it
it is
is
byL
tah.
and that
that the
the State
State of
of Utah
through its
officers be,
be, and
hereby, authorized to select one hundred and sixty acres of surveyed,
surveyed,
nonmineral, unappropriated,
unappropriated, and unreserved
unreserved public land
nonmmeral,
land in lieu
lieu of
of
the
above-described tract.
tract.
the above-described
Ralph B. Quinn.
ubet to ReclamaSubject
Homestead application
application of
Reciof Ralph
Ralph B. Quinn, of Phoenix, Arizona,
tion
Act.
for
and two
two and
and the
south half
half of
for lots
lots one
one and
the south
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter,
Act,.
tion
Vol.
32, p. 38.8.
River
section six, township
township one south, range three east, Gila and Salt River
meridian, subject to the provisions of
of the
the Act of
of June 17, 1902
(Thirty-second.
Statutes, page
388), and
Acts amendatory
thereof
and Acts
amendatory thereof
(Thirty-second Statutes,
page 388),
Pro
ap.
PrOri803.
Tender of appliesapplica- and
supplementary thereto: Provided,
and supplementary
Provided, That said Quinn tender a
a
tion
tion.
proper application therefor
therefor within
within ninety
days from
from receipt
receipt of
ninety days
of notice
notice
of
the passage
this Act
the register
register and
and receiver
receiver of
of the
ater
of the
passage of
of this
Act from
from the
the United
United
stnetion.
N
!
Ta '
Land Office:
Office: Provided
That the
the entryman
shall not
not
striction.le
re States
States Land
Provided further,
further, That
entryman shall
be
until public
announcement
be entitled to
to receive
receive water for
for irrigation until
public announcement
by the Secretary of the Interior that water is available
available for the irrigation
of
the
land.
tion
of
the
land.
Edward
E.
Voedisch.
Additional homestead
homestead application
Additional
application Rapid City
City series naught thirtythirtynine thousand one hundred and forty-one, to
Edward E.
to'Edward
E. Voedisch,
embracing
section three
three and
north
embracing the east half
half northwest
northwest quarter
quarter section
and north
half northeast quarter section ten, township
township six south,
south, range one
one east,
east,
quReden
tse.
•
'
" re Black Hills meridian, subject to the requirements
requirements of the Enlarged
Enlarged
murements.
Mary A. Reim.

Mary A.Rei.

P.

lag t

.

nemeeteed

entrY

Lawrence

Privilege

1:tesidenee

etc

re-

re-
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Homestead Act
to residence,
residence, cultivation,
improvement: ProHomestead
Act as
as to
cultivation, and
and improvement:
Pro- Proso.
Proviso.
Official survey.
vided, That
That patent
shall not issue for said
said east
east half of
vided,
patent shall
of the
northwest Offieialsurey
the northwest
quarter
quarter of
until said
said tract
have been
surof section
section three
three until
tract shall
shall have
been duly
duly surveyed by
Government.
veyed
by the
the Government.
William Holston.
Homestead application
naught thirty-seven
thirty-seven thousand
eight hunHomestead
application naught
thousand eight
hun- Wiliam
Holstedred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, Rapid
series of
Holsten, for
for the
the
dred
Rapid City
City series,
of William
William Holsten,
northeast quarter
quarter of
of the
southeast quarter
quarter of
section fifteen,
fifteen, township
northeast
the southeast
of section
township
two north,
east, Black
Hills meridian,
the State
of South
South
two
north, range
range five
five east,
Black Hills
meridian, in
in the
State of
Dakota.
Dakota.
Johnny Steele (Bull).
SEC.
allotment application
application made
S
EC. 5. That the allotment
by Johnny
Johnny Steele
made by
Steele JIohnannystoImen(B
Indian allotment for
minor
child validated.
validated.
(Bull) for
for and
on
behalf
of
his
minor
child,
Ed
Steele
(Bull),
under
(Bull)
and on behalf of his minor child, Ed Steele (Bull), under minor child
Vol. 24, p. 388.
the
section of
the fourth
fourth section
of February
8, 1887
of the
the Act
Act of
February 8,
1887 (Twenty-fourth
(Twenty-fourth Vol. 24, p.38
Statutes
at Large,
Large, page
388), as
amended, for
the south
south half
hall of
of the
Statutes at
page 388),
as amended,
for the
the
south
half, section
twenty-seven, township
township forty-three
forty-three north,
range
south half,
section twenty-seven,
north, range
twelve
Mount Diablo
Diablo meridian,
and the
is hereby,
hereby,
twelve east,
east, Mount
meridian, be,
be, and
the same
same is
Proviso.
validated: Provided, That
is to exhaust
That such allotment is
al:must any
right m
m No
any right
ofher
entry alfurther entry
the minor.
the minor
minor when
when he
he becomes
age to
to make
becomes of age
make entry
under the
the provisions
provisions lowed
entry under
lowed the
minor.
of the
the general
homestead laws.Marey.
laws.
of
general homestead
S. S. Markley.
SEC. 6.
6. That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior'
is hereby
authorized Sale
SEC.
That the
Interior is
hereby authorized
sale and patent to.
and directed
directed to
to sell
to S.
S. Markley,
within a
ninety days
days
and
sell to
S. S.
Markley, within
a period
period of
of ninety
from and
after the
the passage
this Act,
original purchase
purchase price
from
and after
passage of
of this
Act, at
at the
the original
price
of $1,800,
$1,800, the
of
quarter of
section two,
two, township
three south,
the southeast
southeast quarter
of section
township three
south,
range twelve
meridian, Cotton
twelve west, Indian
Indian meridian,
Cotton County,
County, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and
and
issue to
to him
patent therefor.
him a
a patent
therefor.
Mattis R. Mayer.
SEc.
Mattie R.
R. Mayer, of
Sze. 7. That Mattie
of Shreveport,
Shreveport, Louisiana,
Louisiana, be,
and Homestead entry
be, and
entry
authorized.
hereby is,
authorized to
to enter
price of
of $1.25
$1.25 per
per autho""z
hereby
is, authorized
enter at
at the
the minimum
minrnum price
acre,
half of
of the
south half
half of
of section
twenty-one;
acre, the
the north
north fractional
fractional half
the south
section twenty-one,
township seventeen
seventeen north,
north, range
range thirteen west,
township
west, Louisiana
Louisiana meridian,
meridian,
Caddo Parish,
Parish; Louisiana,
in virtue
of her
her long
long settieinent,
Louisiana, in
virtue of
settlement, bona
bona fide
fide p,
Proviso.
title
and possession,
valuable -improvements
thereon: Provided,
Provided, Oil
deposits reserved.
title and
possession, and
and valuable
improvements thereon:
ondelositsreserved.
Vol. 38, p. 509.
That the entry
entry made hereunder
hereunder shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to a
a reservation
reservation V.
3p. 509.
under
Act of
July 17„
1914, of
rights in
in the
the oil
that
under the
the Act
of July
17, 1914,
of all
all rights
oil deposits
deposits that
may be
may
be found
found therein.
therein.
H. Holland.
SEC.
SEc. 8. That the soldiers'
soldiers' additional
additional homestead
homestead application
application numnum- Thomas
lHom-estdHOdd-nt
Homestead
entry
validated,
as sassignee
bered naught sixteen hundred and ninety-three,
Juneau, Alaska, of
d,,^'A
inee
ninety-three, Juneau,
Clark S. Bemis
filed on July
8, 1914,
1914, by
Ally 8,
by Thomas
S.
Thomas H.
H. Holland,
Holland assignee
assignee of
of Clark
Clark S.
Bemis,
Bemis, for
embraced in
in United
United States
survey numnumfor a
a tract
tract of
of land
land embraced
States survey
nine hundred
bered nine
hundred and
and forty-one
forty-one, duly
containing six
duly approved,
approved, containing
six
described by metes
metes and bounds,
bounds, on
on
and fifty one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres, described
which
final certificate
which final
certificate issued
issued December
December 18,
same
18, 1914,
1914, be,
be, and
and the
the same
of the Interior authorized
to
is hereby, validated, and the Secretary of
authorized to
issue patent
thereon.
issue
patent thereon.
Tm
.Holand
Thomas H. Holland.
S
EC. 9.
9. That
application numSEC.
That the
the soldiers'
soldiers' additional
additional homestead
homestead application
num- Homestead entry
as assignee
bered
naught sixteen
sixteen hundred
hundred and
Juneau, Alaska,
Alaska, filed
filed validated,
bered naught
and ninety-four,
ninety-four, Juneau,
tig Fritzinger•
ofdG,'Fdri
George
on July
July 8, 1914,
by Thomas
Thomas H.
H. Holland,
1914, by
Holland, assignee
Fritzinger,
assignee of
of George
George Fritzmger,
for a
a tract
for
tract of
of land
survey numbered
nine
land embraced
embraced in
in United
United States
States survey
numbered nine
hundred
and forty-two,
three and
one hunhunhundred and
forty-two, containing
containing three
and ninety-nine
ninety-nine one
dredths
described by
metes and
which final
dredths acres
acres,' described
by metes
and bounds,
bounds, on
on which
final cercertificate
December 18,
18, 1914,
be, and
the same
is hereby,
hereby, valivalitificate issued
issued December
1914, be,
and the
same is
dated, and the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior authorized
authorized to
issue patent
to issue
patent
thereon.
thereon.
Saint Anthony, IdaIdaSEC.
S
EC. 10. That upon
upon the survey of an island, locally known as ho.I
ho.
May purchase "Is"Island
Park," situated
the North
North Fork
"Island Park,"
situated in
in the
Fork of
Snake River
River in
section land Pk"
of Snake
in section
pur chase
d"Iisland.
1)
O..
one, township
Idaho, Ante,
te, p.a
township seven north, range forty east, Boise meridian, Idaho,
the
city of
Saint Anthony,
the city
of Saint
Anthony, through
through its
representative, shall
shall
its proper
proper representative,
have
the right to purchase
said island
have the
purchase said
island so
so surveyed
surveyed for
park and
for park
and
memorial purposes,
for a
a period
memorial
purposes, for
period of
after the
the filing
of the
the
of sixty
sixty days
days after
filing of
official plat
official
plat of
survey in
m the
the United
States local
local land
office, at
at
of such
such survey
United States
land office,
Provisos.
per acre: Provided,
Provided, That
the rate of $1.25
$1.25 per
That the
herein mentioned
mentioned Reversion
the island
island herein
vonor for no
nonuser.
for park
park and
and memorial er.
of Saint
Saint Anthony for
shall
used by
by the
shall be
be used
the city of
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purposes only,
only, and
the city
city,abandon
abandon its
use for
for such
pro- purposes
and should
should the
its use
such purposes,
purposes,
proisland shall
shall revert
revert to
the United
United States:
further, That
That
s pro said
said island
to the
States: Provided
Provided further,
nothing herein
contained shall
have the
the effect
effect of
defeating the
the rights
rights
nothing
herein contained
shall have
of defeating
of
any person
person or
persons which
may have
have attached
attached to
or
island or
the island
to the
which may
or persons
Rules, etc.
of any
Rules,
any
provided further,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
any part
part thereof: And
And provided
further, That
That the
of the
Interior
is authorized
make all
all necessary
and regulations
regulations to
to
Interior is
authorized to
to make
necessary rules
rules and
carry
this
Act
into
effect.
Frank 0.
Frank
0. Kellman. carry this Act into effect.
Exchange of
of lands
lands
SEC. 11.
11. That
the Secretary
Interior be,
be, and
and he
SEC.
Exchange
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
he is
is hereby,
hereby,
for stock raising homeentries numbered
numbered naught
naught twenty-one
steadenktr"y
home- directed
directed to
to change
change homestead
homestead entries
twenty-one
stead
entry.
Vol.
p. 862.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
62.
thousand five hundred and sixty-five and naught twenty-one thousand
thousand
five
sixty-six, embracing
five hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
embracing all
all of
of section
section twenty-seven,
twenty-seven,
township
range eighty
eighty west,
township thirty-five
thirty-five north,
north, range
west, sixth
sixth principal
principal merimeridian,
land district,
district, made
Frank 0.. Kellman,
dian, Douglas,
Douglas, Wyoming,
Wyoming, lan,
land
made by
by Frank
ellman,
on
1919, respectively,
respectively, and
on October
October 23,
23, 1919,
1919, and
and November
November 11,
11, 1919,
and to
to
transfer the
thereon to
any other
tract of
six hundred
hundred
transfer
the payments
payments made
made thereon
to any
other tract
of six
and forty
forty acres
land subject
subject to
entry under
Act of
and
acres of
of land
to entry
under the
the Act
of December
December
Large, page
to issue
29, 1916 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
page 862),
862), and
and to
issue
patent
subject to
to the
provisions and
and limitations
said Act,
Act,
patent thereon
thereon subject
the provisions
limitations of
of said
without any
showing
of
Proviso.
or improvement:
improvement:
cultivation, or
of residence,
residence, cultivation,
showing
any
without
Prowiso.
Application requireApplication
require- Provided,
Provided, That the said Kellman
Kellman shall file application for said tract
tract
ment.
within twelve
months from
from the
of the
of this
this Act.
Act.
approval of
the approval
the date
date of
twelve months
within
Jonsto
mets
Thomas Johnston.
Patent confirmed,
confirmed,
SRC. 12.
12. That
numbered twenty,
twenty, township
six north,
Patent
SEC.
That the
the location
location numbered
township six
north,
etc.
etc.
range nine west, second principal meridan, Indiana,
which has
has been
Indiana, which
been
surveyed in
in the
the name
name of
Thomas Johnston,
appears from
from the
the field
field
surveyed
of Thomas
Johnston, as
as appears
General Land
same is
notes of survey on
on file
file in
in the General
Land Office,
Office, be, and the
the same
is
the said
said Thomas
Thomas Johnston,
Johnston, and
and the
hereby, confirmed
confirmed to
to the
the CommisCommissioner of
of the
the General
General Land
Land Office
Office shall issue
issue his
his certificate
certificate as
as register
register
ex
cause a
to be
for said
claim to
Thomas
Proviso.
said claim
to Thomas
and cause
a patent
patent to
be issued
issued for
Proviso.
ex officio
officio and
Adverse rights
Adverse
rights not
not Johnston, his heirs, assigns, and legal
Provided,
legal representatives:
representatives: Provided,
affected.
That
which may
granted in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of
That this
this Act and the
the patent which
may be
be granted
the
same shall
shall only
only operate
relinquishment on
the part
the
the same
operate as
as a
a relinquishment
on the
part of
of the
United
prejudice any
any valid
United States, and
and shall
shall in
in no way
way prejudice
valid adverse
adverse right,
right,
issue to
if such exist, to the said land, the intent
intent being that title
title shall issue
to
the
owners of
laws of
the true owners
of the
the land under the
the laws
of Indiana,
Indiana, including
including laws
laws
of limitation
limitation and prescription,
prescription, as
as though patent
patent had issued during
during the
lifetime of
of said
Thomas Johnston.
B. L.
lifetime
said Thomas
Johnston.
R.
L. Douglass
Douglass.
Patent
Patent authorized.
authorized.
SEC.
SEC. 13. The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized and directed to
to issue
to R.
R. L.
Douglass ? of
of Fallon,
Fallon, Nevada,
rected
issue a
a patent
patent to
L. Douglass,
Nevada, for
for a
a
certain tract of land now a
a part of
of the
the public domain,
domain, lying below the
Carson Lake
Lake meander in the
the unsm-veyed
unsurveyed portion of
of section nineteen,
nineteen,
township seventeen
twenty-nine east, Mount Diablo
seventeen north, range
range twenty-nine
Diablo
meridian,
in the
of Nevada,
fully described
described as
follows:
as follows:
more fully
Nevada, more
the State
State of
meridian, in
Description.
Description.
Beginning at the meander corner
corner south
south of section
section corner common to
to
sections twelve and thirteen, township
seventeen north,
township seventeen
north, range twentytwentyeight
seventeen
eight east, and sections eighteen
eighteen and
and nineteen, township
township seventeen
north, range twenty-nine
twenty-nme east, Mount Diablo meridian;
meridian; thence
thence south
south
nine and six-tenth
six-tenth chains; thence north eighty-nine degrees twentytwentyone minutes east twenty-one
twenty-one and nine-tenth
nine-tenth chains; thence north
north
twenty
and fifty-six
fifty-six one-hundredths
chains; thence
thence north
north seventyseventytwenty and
one-hundredths chains;
one-hundredths chain
three degrees thirty minutes west eighty-one one-hundredths
along Carson Lake meander;
meander; thence
thence south sixty-one degrees thirty
minutes west twenty-four
twenty-four chains to
to the point of beginning, containing
containing
thirty-three
and seventy-four
seventy-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
acres, more
more or
thirty-three
and
or less,
less, on
on
Lands to be conthe
R. L.
Douglass shall
shall first
eyed in e-rchange.
exchange.'
the express
express condition,
condition, however,
veyed
however, that
that said
said R.
L. Douglass
first
execute and
Secretary of
Interior a
awarranty
and deliver to the
the Secretary
of the Interior
warranty deed
deed
satisfactory
Secretary conveying
to the
the
satisfactory to such Secretary
conveying to
the Government
Government of
of the
United States,
free of
of all
certain tract
tract of
of land
United
States, free
all encumbrance,
encumbrance, aacertain
land comcomtwo, three,
section nineteen,
nineteen,
posed of portions of
of lots
lots two,
three, and
and four
four of
of section
township seventeen
seventeen north, range twenty-nine
twenty-nine east,
east, Mount Diablo
meridian, in the State of Nevada, more fully described
follows:
described as
as follows:
Prior
Prior
tected.

tected.

ights
rights
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Description.
Beginning at
at the
corner of the section line coizunon
common to sec- Duipdthe meander
meander corner
Beginning
tions
nineteen, township
township seventeen north, range twentytions eighteen
eighteen and
and nineteen,
nine east, Mount
running thence
along the
the north
north
thence along
Mount Diablo meridian, running
nine
twenty-one
eighty-nine degrees twenty-one
of section
section nineteen,
nineteen, south eighty-nine
boundary of
eighty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains;
chains;
fifty-three and eighty-two
minutes west fifty-three
thence south one and
thirty-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains
a point in
chains to a
and thirty-four
thence
the meander
meander line
line of
Carson Lake;
seventy-three degrees
degrees
thence south seventy-three
of Carson
Lake; thence
the
thirty minutes
east thirty-six
thirty-six and
chains
one-hundredths chains
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine one-hundredths
thirty
minutes east
along
Carson Lake
Lake meander;_
thirty'
fifty-six degrees thirty
meander; thence
thence north fifty-six
along Carson
minutes east
east twenty-two
and forty
forty one-hundredths
the
one-hundredths chains to the
twenty-two and
minutes
thirty-three and
point of beginning,
beginning, containing
containing thirty-three
and seventy-four
seventy-four one
one
to Public
a part domain.
thereupon become a
domain.
hundredths acres, more or less, which shall thereupon
of the
public domain.
domain.
of
the public
Fence required.
e eqed.
That
consideration for the issue of said patent, R. L. Douglass
That as aaconsideration
will
construct
a
substantial
fence
around
the
tract
of
land
conveyed
will construct a substantial fence around the tract of land conveyed
to
under the
of this
this Act.
the provisions of
to him
him under
1921.
Approved, January 27, 1921.
Approved,
Red

CHAP.
— An Act
Act Providing
for a
on the
the cost
of improving
and main
main-improving and
cost of
report on
a report
Providing for
33-An
CHAP. 33
Chickamauga and
taming the Government
Government boulevard
boulevard on Mi'
ssionary Ridge, in the Chickamauga
Missonary
taining
Chattanooga National
National Military
Military Park.
Chattanooga

Be it
of Representaives of the United
United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House offiepresentatives

February 2,
1921.
February
2,1921.
[H. R.. 120a2.
M.
12502.1

[Public, No.
No. 300.]
300.1
[Publc,

ca
Chickamauga

and
and

National
ationa
chtnoog
of ascerascer- Chattanooga
States of
That for
the purpose
purpose of
That
for the
assem,
in amgress
Congressassembled,
of America
America in
States
Military Park.
of est
taining the
cost of
and maintaining
maintaining in
in proper
proper condition
condition Etiimprovement and
Examination of
cost
the cost
of improvement
taning
off improving.
Govardoboulevard on Missionary
o imP" boulevardGovMissionary Ridge, in the ernment
the Government
Government boulevard
for travel the
on
Chickamauga and
and ChattanoogNational
Chattanooga National Military
Military Park,from
Park, from the
north Missionary
in,
idge in,
Missionary Ridge
the north
Chickamauga
directed.
County, Ten- eed
end
said road,
road.,near
near East
in Hamilton
Hamilton County,
Chattanooga, in
East Chattanoop,
end of
of said

nessee,
in Walker
Walker CountyGeorgia
County, ,orgia (a distance of seven or
Rossville,in
nessee, to Rossville,
Secretary of War is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
eight miles), the Secretary
to
examination of said road to be made, and a
a report to be
to cause an examination
made
Chattanooga National Military Park
Chickamauga and Chattanooga
made by
by the Chickamauga
Commission
of the
approximate cost
ta
to be
the pets&
such improvement
improvement and
and the
cost of
of such
Commission of
the approximate
to
be sbsubmited.
manner
manner in which it can be and should be done. The said commission mitted.
concrete
improvement by concrete
shall report estimates
estimates of the cost of said improvement
concrete surface,
surface, and other proper methods. The cost of concrete
wherever necessary
reported_,
necessary shall be reported
excavations, and fills wherever
gutters, excavations,
and the cost of graveling
graveling excavations
excavations and fills, if that method shall
maintenance of such road, per annum, by
be deemed best; and the maintenance
oiling and
and other
also be
be reported.
reported.
shall also
other means,
means, shall
oiling
Restriction on
chanriStn.
No
material change
change shall be made in the line of the road as now elapses,
No material
etc.
established,
considered
excavations or fills be considered
the cost
cost of any excavations
established, nor shall the
except
where it
absolutely necessary
necessary for
first-class boulefor aafirst-class
be absolutely
it may
may be
except where
vard;
widening the road wherever it
vard; but estimates for the cost of widening
shall
be necessary
be made.
shall be
made.bad
shall be
necessary shall
Report based on
ptonditonconditionroad in its
its present
It shall
also report
cost of
concreting the
the road
present present
of concreting
the cost
report what
what the
shall also
It
condition,
additional fins
excavations will be;
be and the cost
fills or excavations
without additional
condition, without
maintenance per
oiling
would be, including oiling
per annum would
of graveling and
and maintenance
a concrete
and
difference between
maintenance of a
between the cost and maintenance
the difference
and the
road
annum and
and the
the graveled
and oiled
road.
road per
per annum
graveled and
oiled road.
Transmitta,
Transmitted, etc.
etc., of
of
The commission
Secretary of War,
repot
War, as herein report.
commission shall report to the Secretary
The
provided,
within four months
passage of this Act, and the
from the passage
months from
provided, within
,ecretary of
War shall
to Congress with his recreport to
transmit this report
shall transmit
of War
Secretary
ommendations
in the
the premises.
premises.
f
ppropriaton fa
ommendations in
Appropriation
The cost
of such
examination and
and report
report shall
shall not
$500, and
epenss.
and eXpellS88.
exceed $500,
not exceed
cost of
such examination
The
so
much of
sum as
is necessary
necessary to
to make
make such
examination and
such examination
as is
said sum
of said
so much
report is
authorized to
appropriated out
in
money in
out of any money
to be
be appropriated
is hereby
hereby authorized
report
the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
Treasury not
the Treasury
Approved,
1921.
2, 1921.
February 2,
Approved, February
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CHAP. 34.-An
34.—An Act To amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide a
a civil govMarch 2, 1917.
1917.
approved March
for other
purposes," approved
ernment for
Porto Rico,
Rico, and
and for
other purposes,"
ernment
for Porto

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
and House
Be
Senate and
of section
paragraph 19 of
assembled, That
America in
gov- States
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That paragraph
section
2
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
to provide
for Porto
Porto
government for
a civil
civil government
provide a
Act to
entitled "An
2 of

Porto Rico civil gov-

ernment.
ernortnt.coivil
Bill
Bill

of

of rights.
rights.

Rico
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved March
hereby
is hereby
March 2, 1917, is
Rico, and
and for
amended to
as follows:
follows:
read as
to read
amended
appropriated,
"That no
no public
public money
money or
or property
ever be
"That
property shall
shall ever
be appropriated,
or
use, benefit,
benefit, or
applied, donated,
donated, used,
the use,
for the
or indirectly,
indirectly, for
used, directly
directly or
applied,
support
of any
sectarian institution,
support of
any sect,
sect, church
church,.,denomination
denomination sectarian
institution, or
or
association, or
use, benefit, or support
support
or for the use,
system of religion, or
or system
association,
of any
any priest,
preacher, minister,
religious teacher
teacher or
digor digor other
other religious
minister, or
priest, preacher,
Polgam proibi-of
Polygamy
prohibinitary
Contracting of
or plural
plural marriages
marriages
polygamous or
of polygamous
as such.
such. Contracting
ted.
nitary as
tedgay
pro
hereafter is
prohibited."
is prohibited."
hereafter
Revenues.
Revenues.
Vol. 39, p.953,amendprovide aa civil government
government
Vol.39,p.953,amendSEC.
S
EC. 2. That section 33 of said Act to provide
ed.
follows:
as
for
Porto
Rico
is
hereby
amended
to
read
as
follows:
read
to
amended
hereby
is
Rico
s forExport
Export dutie
duties
for- for Porto
bidden.
"SEC.
bidden.
"SEc. 3.
3. That no export duties shall be levied or collected
collected on exGeneral
taxes.
General taxes.
ports from Porto Rico, but taxes and assessments
assessments on property,
interiroperty,.interfranchises, privileges,
privileges,
for franchises,
license fees,
fees, and
and royalties
royalties for
nal revenue, and
and license
and
insular and
of the
the insular
the purposes
purposes of
imposed for the
and concessions
concessions may be imposed
municipal
governments,
respectively,
as
may
be
provided
and
defined
defined
and
provided
be
may
as
respectively,
governments,
municipal
Rends.
Legislature of
necessary to anticipate
anticipate
of Porto Rico; and, when necessary
Bonds.
by the Legislature
taxes and revenues, bonds and other obligations
obligations may be issued by
by
Porto Rico
Rico or
or any
any municipal
taerein as may be provided
provided
government therein
municipal government
Porto
by law,.
to _protect
the public
That no
Provided, however, That
credit: Provided,
public credit:
protect the
and to
law, and
indebtedness limita- by
Indebtednsimitation extended.
public
indebtedness of Porto Rico
tionextended.
Rico or
or of any subdivision
or municipublic indebtedness
subdivision or
municicenpality
allowed in excess of 10 per conauthorized or allowed
pality thereof shall be authorized
turn
of the
aggregate tax
tax valuation
valuation of
of its property, and all bonds
the aggregate
tum of
issued by
the government
Porto Rico,
Rico, or
or by
by its
shall
authority, shall
its authority,
of Porto
government of
by the
Exemption
from issued
Exemption
tax.
be exempt from taxation by the Government of the United States or
or
by
the government
government of Porto Rico or of any political or municipal
by the
subdivision thereof, or by any State, or by any county,
county, municipality,
or
municipal subdivision
of any
any State
Territory of
the
of the
State or
or Territory
subdivision of
or other
other municipal
Secured bonds.
United
Columbia. In computing
computing the
District of Columbia.
by the
the District
States, or by
United States,
indebtedness
indebtedness of the people of Porto Rico, bonds issued by the people
of
Rico secured
secured by an equivalent amount of bonds of municipal
of Porto Rico
corporations or
counted."
shall not be counted."
boards of
of Porto Rico shall
or school
school boards
corporations
1921.
Approved, February 3, 1921.

Use of public fund
for religious sects, etc.,
Vo. 39,p.952,amended.
omidation,

Use of public funds
for religious sects, etc.,
forbidden.
Vol. 39, p.952,amended.
Education, etc.,
omitted.
etc.,

February 5,
1921.
5,1921.
February
[H.R.
R. 14122.1
[Public,
302.]
[Public, No. 302.1

Copper Harbor
Harbor
Copper
R ange
ange Lighthouse
Reservation, Mich.
Mich.
Reservation,
Sale of portion
portion to
Sale
Houghton and KeweeHoughton
new Counties.
Counties.
naw

Provisoa.
Provisos.
Conditions.
Conditions.

CHAP. 35.-An
35.—An Act To authorize
authorize the sale of a
a portion of the Copper Harbor
Harbor
Range Lighthouse
Michigan, to Houghton
Houghton and Keweenaw Counties,
Lighthouse Reservation, Michigan,
Michigan.

Representatives of the United
and House of
of Representatives
Be
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
States
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary of Comassembled, That
of America
America in.
in Congress
States of
merce
United States is hereby
hereby authorized
merce for and on behalf of the United
directed, in his discretion, to sell and convey to Houghton and
and directed,
Keweenaw
Michigan, for the sum of $2,000,
Keweenaw Counties, in the State of Michigan,
or parcel
parcel of the Copper Harbor Range Lighthouse
certain piece or
that certain
Reservation,
Michigan, with the improvements
improvements thereon, which is
Reservation, Michigan,
that portion
portion of lot two, section thirty-three,
thirty-three, township fifty-nine north,
that
range
twenty-eight west,
west, Michigan,
Michigan, lying
lying east
that drains
the creek
creek that
east of the
range twenty-eight
Wilkins
Lake
which portion is located Fort Winans
on which
Hooe, and
and on
Lake Fanny Hooe,
(abandoned),
Provided,
(abandoned), no longer required for lighthouse purposes: Provided,
That
forever maintain the site and structures
That said
said counties shall forever
thereon as an historic landmark
landmark or as a
apublic park; that said counties
thereon
shall
a bridge suitable to the Lightforever maintain a
shall construct and forever
of
house
Service across the creek from Lake Fanny Hooe in the rear of
house Service
buildings; that the road which now
the rear range light and station buildings;
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shall be diverted
passes
of the
said rear
light structures
structures shall
range light
rear range
the said
front of
in front
asses in
by
counties from
from the
the north
north to
the south
south side
side of
of the
the structures,
structures,
to the
said counties
by said
crossing
the creek
creek by
the bridge
bridge just
of
portion of
the portion
that the
mentioned; that
just mentioned;
by the
crossing the
in
the road
west of
the creek
creek shall
shall be
counties in
said counties
by said
constructed by
be constructed
of the
road west
the
accordance with
with specifications
specifications to
be furnished
furnished by
the Lighthouse
by the
to be
accordance
Service; that
the officers
employees of
of the
the Government
Government of the
and employees
officers and
that the
Service;
United States
shall have
at all
all times
times to
to pass
pass and repass
right at
the right
have the
States shall
United
over the
said bridge
bridge and
land transferred
any
hereunder, by any
transferred hereunder,
the land
over the
and over
the said
over
route they
may select,
select, and
transport all
all necessary
necessary materials
to transport
and to
they may
route
thereover;
that the
maintenance of
site and
and structures,
structures, the conthe site
of the
the maintenance
thereover; that
struction and
maintenance of
bridge, and
and the
diversion of the
the diversion
the bridge,
of the
and maintenance
struction
road, as
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
shall be
without expense
expense to the
be without
for, shal
provided for,
road,
United
States: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That in
in the
of the
disconthe disconevent of
the event
United States:
tinuance by
by said
counties of
of said
piece or
or parcel
parcel
said piece
maintenance of
the maintenance
of the
said counties
tinuance
of the failure
of
as an
or as
public park,
or of
park, or
as aapublic
landmark or
historic landmark
an historic
land as
of land
of
the said
to perform
any of
of the
the terms
and conditions
conditions
terms and
perform any
counties to
said counties
of the
preceding, the
title to
to the
the premises
transferred shall
hereunder transferred
premises hereunder
the title
preceding,
by said counties
revert to
the United
United States,
States, and
counties
$2,000 paid by
the $2,000
and the
to the
revert
consideration of the
shall be
retained by
by the
United States
States in consideration
the United
be retained
shall
provisions
hereof.
provisions hereof.
S
EC. 2.
consents to the transfer
States hereby consents
United States
the United
That the
2. That
SEC.
of the
the premises
counties to
to the
the State
State of Michigan,
Michigan, the State
said counties
by said
premises by
of
in such
assume all
all the
the terms
terms and
conditions herein
stipulated.
herein stipulated.
and conditions
to assume
case to
such case
in
S
EC. 3.
That the
right to
to alter,
hereby
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
alter, amend,
the right
3. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
February 5,
5, 1921.
1921.
Approved, February
deterCHAP.
36.-An Act Conferring jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to hear, deterCHAP. 36.—An
mine,
and render judgment
civilization-fund claim of the Osage Nation
in the Osage civilization-fund
judgment in
mine, and
of Indians against the United States.

Repvfirsi°11 in
,,,1on1
1 ace:
noncoRev
aition.
dition.

ed.
tai
tained.

P "'"

re.

tateaauTransferto
Transfer to State

thorized.
thorized.

Amendment.
mendm
i
A

February 6,1921.
6, 1921.
February

[H. R. 62a.]

30.
[Public, No.
No. 3034

dins.
Be it
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Osap Indians.
United Oag
the United
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
lai
m formoneys
States
of America
assembled, That
for moneys
That the claim of the Osage dClaim
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
Tribe
of Indians
the United
United States
moneys due,
due, arising
out submitted
due from sale
of lands
of
to Court
of
arising out
for moneys
States for
against the
Indians against
Tribe of
p.
c'i l ,p.
of the
the sale
sale of
of Osage
Osage lands
lands under
under the treaty
treaty of September
September 29, 1865, Claims
of
Large, page vo. .14 687.
proclaimed January
21, 1867
at Large,
Statutes at
(Fourteenth Statutes
1867 (Fourteenth
January 21,
proclaimed
687), shall
be submitted
submitted to
of Claims,
Claims, with the right of
Court of
the Court
to the
shall be
687),
appeal
to the
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
the United
States by either party, for
United States
the Supreme
appeal to
the
amount due
due or
claimed to
to be
due said tribe from the United
be due
or claimed
the amount
States for
the misappropriation
misappropriation of
any of
the funds of the said tribe,
of the
of any
for the
States
or for
for the
the failure
of the
the United
United States
pay the
any money
money due
Jurisdiction concondue Jurisdiction
tribe any
the tribe
to pay
States to
failure of
or
ferred.
conferred upon the ferred.
under said
said treaty;
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction is hereby conferred
treaty; and
under
Court
of Claims
Claims to
determine, as
as right and justice
justice may
and determine,
hear and
to hear
Court of
require,
and fair arbitration,
arbitration, the claim of said tribe
full and
upon aafull
as upon
and as
require, and
against
States, notwithstanding
notwithstanding lapse
lapse of
time or statutes
statutes
of time
United States,
the United
against the
of limitation,
and also
any legal
legal or
or equitable
equitable defense,
defense, set-off, or counalso any
limitation, and
o
terclaim, including
States may
Provisos.
have proo.
may have
United States
the United
which the
gratuities, which
including gratuities,
terclaim,
of damags.
Basis of
Provided, Basis
against
Osage Tribe,
Tribe, and
and to
to enter
judgment thereon:
thereon: Provided,
damages.
enter judgment
said Osage
against said
That if
if it
be found
the United
Government has wrongStates Government
United States
that the
found that
it be
That
fully
or parcel
parcel of
of the
funds of said
said
lands or the funds
the lands
part or
any part
appropriated any
fully appropriated
thereto, if
Osage Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians,
Indians, judgment
respect thereto,
in respect
damages in
for damages
judgment for
Osage
any. shall
shall be
confined to
the value
value of the
the land, or the amount of
to the
be confined
anv.
funds, at
at the
the time
of said
said appropriation,
interest at
together with interest
appropriation, together
time of
funds,
the
rate of
of 55per
per annum
annum thereon
decree
to the date of the decree
thereon to
centum per
per eentum
the rate
of
Court of
of Claims
in respect
respect thereto,
thereto, less
or
less any legal or
rendered in
Claims rendered
the Court
of the
equitable
set-offs or
counterclaims, including gratuities, which the
or counterclaims,
equitable set-offs
United
States Government
may have
have against
Osage Tribe
said Osage
the said
against the
Government may
L nited States
of
judgment of
of the
Court of
of Claims
Claims in
of judgment.
Efectofjudgment
matter Effect
this matter
in this
the Court.
The judgment
Indians. The
of Indians.
rendered,
when satisfied,
and cancel
cancel all
all claims
and title
claims and
annul and
shall annul
satisfied, shall
rendered, when
of
Tribe in
to said
said lands
and funds, as well as all other
lands and
and to
in and
Osage Tribe
said Osage
of said
442S1 ° -21
"1
442S1°-21--71
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Procedure.
rocedure.

in d iv i d
Credit to individual
dit
ual
Indians. to

'

Restriction on fees
toatrt
o
on
nees
to
attorneys.

1921.
February 7,
7, 1921.

[H. J. Res. 440.]
440.1

[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
[Pub.
No. 59.]
59.1

III. CHS.
Cus. 36,40.
36, 40.
SESS. III.

1921.
1921.

matters and things adjudicated
authorized to
adjudicated by
adjudicated and authorized
to be adjudicated
by
the Court of Claims,
Claims, as herein provided. Such action m the Court
the
of Claims shall be presented by a
within
a single petition, to
to be
be filed within
two years after the passage
United States
passage of this
this Act, making
making the
the United
States
party defendant, and shall set forth all the facts on
on which
which the Osage
Osage
Tribe of Indians bases its claim for recovery;
said petition
recovery; and the said
petition
attorneys of
of the
tribe,
may be
be verified
verified by
by the
the authorized
authorized attorney or
or attorneys
the tribe,
employed under contract
contract approved
Commissioner of
employed
approved by
by the
the Commissioner
of Indian
Indian
Affairs and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, as
as provided
provided by law, upon
upon
information
facts, and
information or
or belief
belief as to
to the
the existence
existence of
of such facts,
and no
no other
other
statements or verifications
verifications shall
Official letters,
shall be necessary. Official
letters,
records, or
thereof, may
may
papers, reports, and public records,
or certified
certified copies thereof,
be used as evidence. Whatever
Whatever moneys may be found to be due the
tribe under the provisions of this Act, less attorney's
attorney's fees, shall be
be
segregated
placed to the
the individual
individual Indians:
Indians: Prosegregated and
and placed
the credit of
of the
Prov
i
ded further,
further, That
of Claims
shall decree
as the
vied
That the
the Court
Court of
Claims shall
decree such
such fees
fees as
the
court shall find to
reasonable to be
paid to
to the
the attorney
attorneys
to be
be reasonable
be paid
attorney or
or attorneys
employed by the tribe, and in no case shall such fees
fees exceed
exceed the
amount stipulated
stipulated in
in the
the approved
approved contract
to more
more
contract nor
nor amount
amount to
than 10 per
of the
the judgment
per centum
centum of the amount and
and value
value of
judgment rerecorded in said cause.
cause.
Approved, February
February 6,
6, 1921.
1921.
Approved,
4

CHAP. 40.—Ioint
0.-Joint Resolution
Secretary of War to cease enlisting
Resolution Directing
Directing the Secretary
enlisting men
men
in
case of
in the Regular Army of the United States,
States, except
except in
in the
the case
of those
men who
who have
have
those men
already served
therein.
already
served one or
or more enlistments
enlistments therein.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Rresentatives of
United
of the
the United
House of
Resolved by
in Congress
War
Enlistments to cease States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
be, and
and he
hereby is,
directed and
instructed to
to cease
enlisting men
men
be,
he hereby
is, directed
and instructed
cease enlisting
in the Regular Army of the United
United States
States until the number of
enlisted
of
enlisted
Proviso.
shall not
exceed one
one hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five thousand:
Prothousand: Prohundred and
not exceed
Reenlistzments permen shall
Per- men
m iReenisaments
mitted.
tted.
vided, however, That nothing contained
contained herein shall be held to prohibit
prohibit
the reenlistment
reenlistment of those enlisted men who have had one or more
enlistments
enlistments and who desire to reenlist in the Regular Army.
F
H GILLETT
GILLETT
F H
Speaker
Representatives.
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Tiros. R.
ARSHALL
TIos.
R. M
MARSIALL
President of the United
United States
States and
and President
Vice President
President of the Senate.
Senate.

Army..
Enlistments to mem
number does not
not
until number
excee
7,0be0dos
exceed 175,000.

Representatives. use
ofoirt,"„Cl=

Passage by the SenPassage by the e
ate.

IN
IN THE
HOUSE OF
THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF
TATES.
UNITED S
STATES.
February 5,
1921.
5, 1921.
February
be
President of the United
United States
The President
States having
having returned
returned to
to the
the House
House
of Representatives,
Representatives, in which it originated,
(H. J.
originated, the joint resolution (H.
Secretary of War
Res. 440) entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution directing the Secretary
War
to cease enlisting
enlisting men in the Regular Army of the
the United
United States,
except in the case of those men who have already
already served one
one or more
more
enlistments therein,"
therein," with his objections thereto, the House
House propropursuance of the Constitution
ceeded in pursuance
Constitution to reconsider
reconsider the
the same;
same; and
and
Resolted, That the said joint resolution pass, two-thirds
Resolved,
two-thirds of the
Representatives agreeing
House of Representatives
agreeing to pass the same.
same.
Attest:
W 31 T
YLER PAGE
WM
TYLER
PAGE
Clerk.
Clerk.
IN
THE S
SENATE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES.
IN THE
ENATE OF
OF THE
TATES.
February
(calendar day,
February 7),
7), 1921.
day, February
February 55 (calendar
The Senate having proceeded, in _pursuance
pursuance of
of the
the Constitution,
Constitution,
to reconsider
reconsider the joint resolution (H. J.
entitled "Joint
J. Res. 440)
440) entitled
"Joint
Resolution directing
Resolution
directing the Secretary
Secretary of War to cease enlisting men in
in
the Regular
Regular Army
in the
the case
case of
Army of the United States, except in
of those
those

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRE SS.

SESS. III.
III. Cns.
40, 46-48.
SESS.
CHS. 40,46-48.

1921.
1921.
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men who have already served one
therein," reone or more
more enlistments
enlistments therein,"
returned
turned to the House of Representatives
Representatives by
by the
President of
the President
of the
the
United States,
States, with his
by the
House of
his objections,
objections, and
and sent
sent by
the House
of RepreRepresentatives
the message
sentatives to the Senate with the
the President
President returning
returning
message of
of the
the
resolution.
the joint
joint resolution.
Resolved, That
the joint
joint resolution
do pass,
of the
That the
resolution do
pass, two-thirds
two-thirds of
the
Senate
agreeing to
the same.
Senate agreeing
to pass
pass the
same.
Attest:
Attest:

GEORGE
A.SANDERSON
SANDERSON
GEORGE A.
Secretary.
Secretary.

CHAP.
46.-An Act To amend
section 1
1 of
of an
an Act
CHAP. 46.—An
amend section
February 26,
Act approved
approved February
26, 1919,
1919,
entitled "An
entitled
"An Act
the salaries
clerks of
States district
district courts
courts
Act to
to fix
fix the
salaries of
of the
the clerks
of the
the United
United States
and to provide
provide for their office
other purposes."
office expenses,
expenses, and
and for
for other
purposes."

February 11,, 1921.
1921.
Fl
[8. 4891.1
[Public,
[Publi, No.
No. 304.1
304.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
of the
th8 United
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United United Stateecourts.
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled
of America in
That section
of the
the Act
assembled, That
section 1
1 of
Act Vol.
vnoltedS8tatet.12
40, p. 1182,
approved
approved February
February 26,
"An Act
to fix
fix the
the salaries
of amended.
26, 1919,
1919, entitled
entitled "An
Act to
salaries of
mendedthe clerks of the United States district
district courts
and to
to provide
provide for
courts and
for their
their
office expenses,
expenses, and for other purposes,"
purposes," is
amended to
to read
read as
is hereby
hereby amended
as
follows:
follows:
Clerks of district
"SECTON
That on
and after
after the
"
SECTION 1. That
on and
the 1st
1st day
day of
of July,
1918, all
all clerks
July, 1918,
clerks coIer
courts. of district
of the United States district courts
Appointment.
courts shall be
appointed by
be appointed
by the
the judge
judge Appointment.

for the district, or the
the senior
judge if
senior judge
if there
there be
be more
than one
judge m Feesmt
more than
one judge
Fees, etc., to bpid
be paid
the district, and all fees and emoluments
intote
emoluments authorized
authorized by law to be paid into
the Treasury.
to the clerks of the United
States
district courts,
United
clerks of
courts, except
except the
the clerks
of
be charged
the district courts of Alaska, shall be
charged as
as heretofore
heretofore and
shall
and shall
be collected, as far as possible, and paid into the Treasury
of the
Treasury of
the
United States
manner and
United
States in
in such
such manner
and at
pro- Salary
at such
such times
times as
as hereinafter
hereinafter proslaryin
enof
in lieu
offees,
fees,
etc.
vided; and such clerks shall be paid, in lieu of the fees and emoluemolu- etcProviso.
ments now allowed
allowed by
by law,
law, an
an annual
salary as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided:
provided: United
annual salary
uit States
states exexempt from
fees.
Provided,
shall not
be construed
Provided, That this
this section
section shall
not be
construed to
to require
require or
or auau- empt
rom fee.
thorize fees to be charged or
the United
or collected
collected from
from the
United States."
States."
Approved, February
Approved,
11, 1921.
1921.
February 11,
CHAP. 47.—An
47.-An Act To extend the time for the construction
CHAP.
construction of
of a
across
a bridge
bridge across
the
in the State of New Jersey.
the navigable
navigable waters of the Newark
Newark Bay, in

February 15
1921.
February
15,1921.
[8.
4515.)
[I
S515.)
[Public, No.
No. 305.)
[Public,
305.)

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
and House
House of
of the
the United
Bay, N. J.
States of
of America in
Conress assembled,
cor- Newark
States
in Congress
assembled, That the times for coraTimeakex
extendedd for
for
brid
g
in
g
,
by Central
and completing
completing the
mencing and
the construction
of a
authorized by
by Railroad
construction of
a bridge
bridge authorized
idsroad of
of New
New Je
Jersey.
Act of Congress approved
approved August 8, 1919, to
to be
built by
by the
Central soey
be built
the Central
n t p. 277, amendAnte,
'. 27 amen
Railroad Company of New Jersey, across the Newark Bay between
between ed
ed.,
the city of Elizabeth
Elizabeth and
and the
the city
Jersey, are
hereby
city of
of Bayonne,
Bayonne, New
New Jersey,
are hereby
extended
extended two and five years,
from the
the date
of approval
approval
years, respectively,
respectively, from
date of
of this Act.
Act.
md e n t
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
Act is
hereby A
amend, or
or repeal this
this Act
is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
15, 1921.
1921.
Approved, February
February 15,
CHAP. 48.-An
construction of a
a bridge across
48.—An Act To extend the time for the construction
the
Susquehanna River
River at
at Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania.
the Susquehanna
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

February
15, 1921.
February 151921.

[S.
Is. 45411
,'1
[
Public, No.
306.1
[Public,
No. 30i.]

Be
it enacted
Be it
enacted by
and House
Representatives of
of the
United Susquehan River
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
States
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the times
com- Time
Sus
Time
quehanna
extended
River.
for
assembled, That
times for
for comextended
for
mencing and
completing the
bridge authorized
tri
urd
ggA.
ii
at
mencing
and completing
the reconstruction
reconstruction of
of a
a bridge
authorized bridgn
at Harrisarris
40
by
of Conress
October 19,
19, 1918,
by Act
Act of
Congress approved
approved October
1918, to
to be
reconstructed vol.
be reconstructed
vol- 4°, . 13. 1013,
1013,
a
by the Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Harrisburg
and Pittsburgh
Railroad Company,
Harrisburg and
Pittsburgh Railroad
Company, amended.
its lessees,
lessees, successors,
successors, and assigns, across
across the
the Susquehanna
River
Susquehanna River
at or about four thousand two hundred
Philahundred and
and fifty
fifty feet
feet west
west of
of Philadelphia,
delphia, Harrisburg
Harrisburg and
Junction, Harrisburg,
Pennand Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh Junction,
Harrisburg, Penn-

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . SESS.
SESS. III
Cus. 48-51.
SIXTY-SIXTH
III.. CHS.
48-51.

1100

1100

Vol. 34, p. 84.

.34 84.

Amendment.

Amendment.

1921.
February 15, 1921.
[S.
4587.]
[S. 4587.]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 307.1
307.1

wit

hl
chee
acoo
Withlacoochee
River.
River.
Brooks and Lowndes
BoiekandLowndes
countiee,
may bridge,
Counties,
may
bridge,

Ousley,
Ousley, Ga.

Construction.
Vol. 34,
p. 84.
Vol.
34, p.

s

Amendment.

Amendment-

February
1921.
February 15,
15,1921.
[B.
[s. 4603.]
(
Public, No. 308.]
[Public,
308.1

1921.
1921.

sylvania, to
to a
point in
hi the
the borough
borough of
of Lemoyne,
Lemoyne, Cumberland
Cumberland County,
County,
sylvania,
a point

State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, in accordance
approved
accordance with Act of Congress approved
March
hereby extended
respecMarch 23,
23, 1906, are hereby
extended one
one and three
three years, respectively, from the
the date of approval
approval of
of this Act.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
1921.
Approved, February 15, 1921.
CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting the
of Congress
Congress to
counties of
of Brooks
Brooks
CHAP. 49.—An
49.-An Act
the consent
consent of
to the
the counties
and Lowndes,
in the
and
Lowndes, in
the State
State of
bridge over
the Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee
of Georgia,
Georgia, to
to construct
construct aabridge
over the
River.
River.

Be
by the
Representatives of
the United
United
of Representatives
of the
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
States
That the consent of Congress
America in
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,
Congress
•
is
hereby granted
granted to the counties of Brooks and Lowndes, in the
State of Georgia,
Georgia, and their successors
successors and assigns, to construct or
or
rebuild, maintain,
maintain, and
and approaches
thereto
rebuild,
and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
approaches thereto
across
the Withlacoochee
River at
at a
the interests
interests
across the
Withlacoochee River
a point
point suitable
suitable to
to the
of
at or
near Ousley,
Ousley, Georgia,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
Georgia, in
or near
of navigation
navigation at
provisions
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction
provisions of
of the
the Act entitled "An
of
over navigable
approved March
March 23,
1906.
of bridges
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
23, 1906.
S
EC. 2. That
hereby
SEC.
That the right
right to
to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1921.
Approved, February
February 15, 1921.

CHAP. 50.-An
50.—An Act
and reenact
the Act
authorize
CHAP.
Act To
To revive
revive and
reenact the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to authorize
the Gulf
Gulf Ports
Ports Terminal
Company, a
corporation existing
the laws
the
Terminal Railway
Railway Company,
a corporation
existing under
under the
laws of
of
the State
construct aabndge
bridge over
across the
headwaters of
of Mobile
Mobile
over and
and across
the headwaters
the
State of
of Florida,
Florida, to
to construct
Bay and
and such
such navigable
navigable channels
as are
are between
between the
the east
east side
the Bay
Bay and
and Blakely
Blakely
Bay
channels as
side of
of the
Island,
in Baldwin
and Mobile
Mobile Counties,
Alabama," approved
approved October
October 5,
5, 1917.
1917.
Island, in
Baldwin and
Counties, Alabama,"

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
of Representatives
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate

etc., States of America
etc.,
in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act approved
approved
in Congress
Time
Tune extended
extended for
for October
October 5, 1917, authorizing the Gulf Ports Terminal
Terminal Railway
Railway Combridging,
by Gulf
pany, aa corporation
the laws
laws of
of the
the State
State of
of Plorida,
Ports
Terminal
under the
corporation existing under
inal Rail--aipany,
Porteine

Mobile Bay,
Bay,
Mobile
Ala.

a bridge or bridges
to construct, operate, and maintain a
bridges and trestles
trestles
over
navigable channels
channels of
of the
of Mobile
Mobile River
River
the mouth
mouth of
over and
and across
across the
the navigable
from
east
townstip four south,
south, range two
two east,
east, on the
the east
from Bay Port, in township
shore of the waters of Mobile Bay, in Baldwin County, Alabama,
Alabama, on
a
Blakely Island, in Mobile County, on the
a direct line,
line, to aapoint on Blakelyeast
of Mobile
Mobile River,
River, opposite
municipal docks
docks of
the city
opposite the
the municipal
of the
city
east shore
shore of
of
Alabama, at a
apoint or points
interests of
of Mobile,
Mobile, Alabama,
points suitable to
to the
the interests
navigation,
reenacted:
navigation, be,
be, and the same is hereby revived
revived and reenacted:
Proviso.
Provided,
That this
Act shall
shall be
be null
void unless
unless the
Proniso.
Provided, That
this Act
null and
and void
the actual
actual
Commencement and
an d construction of the bridge, or
authorized,
trestles herein
herein authorized,
construction of the bridge, or bridges and trestles
Completion.
completieon
commenced within
within three years
one year
year and
and completed
completed within
be commenced
within one
from
of approval
hereof.
from the date
date of
approval hereof.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
right to
alter, amend,
Act is
is hereby
hereby
Amendment.
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
to alter,
amend, or
That the
the right
SEC.
Amendment.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, Febi:uary
1921.
Approved,
Feblruary 15, 1921.
way Company.
waVol.Com0pany.
40, p. 339.

February 15,
15, 1921.
February
t
S. 4737.1
[S.
4737.]
[Pablic,
Public, No.
No. 309.1
309.1

CHAP
Authorizing the
the Prescott
Prescott Bridge
to construct
construct aa
Bridge Company
Company to
Act Authorizing
51.-An Act
CHAP. 51.—An
bridge across
across Lake
Lake Saint
Saint Croix
Croix at
at or
or near
near the
of Prescottin
State of
of Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
bridge
the city
city of
Prescott in the
the State

Be
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
t
America in
in Congress
hereby
is hereby
authority is
That authority
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States
grant ed to the Prescott Bridge Company, a
organized
granted
a corporation
corporation organized
under the laws of the
the State
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, and
State of
and its
successors and
and
its successors

Lake Saint Crge Sta esesf
Prescott
Brid
Bridge
Prescot
Company, may bridge,
Company,maybridge,
Prescott, Wis.

Presott Wis.

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRE
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
SS.

SESS.
III. CHs.
CHS. 51-54.
SESS. III.
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1921.

1101
1101

assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
and approaches
approa3hes
assigns, to
a bridge
bridge and
at a
apoint
point suitable
to the
interests
thereto across
across Lake
Lake Saint
Saint Croix
Croix at
suitable to
the interests
of
at or
near the
the city
of Prescott,
Prescott, in
m the
of Pierce
Pierce
of navigation,
navigation. at
or near
city of
the county
county of
and
in accordance
with the
provisions of
and State
State of
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, in
accordance with
the provisions
of the
the
to regulate
regulate the
bridges over
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
the construction
construction of
of bridges
over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
navigable
approved March
S
EC. 2.
alter, amend,
or repeal
this Act
is hereby
hereby
SEC.
2. That the right to
to alter,
amend, or
repeal this
Act is
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, February
February 15,
15, 1921.
Approved,
1921.

Construction.
vol.
Vol.t 34, p. 84.

Am dmen

Amendment.
t

February 15,
February
15, 1921
1921.
[8. 4787.]
[s.
4787.1

CHAP.
52.-An Act Granting
Granting consent for
CHAP. 52.—An
the construction,
maintenance, and
for the
construction, maintenance,
and

operation of a
bridge across the Delaware
Delaware River
River from the city of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennoperation
a bridge

[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 310.]
310.]

sylvania, to
to the
city of
of Camden,
Camden, New
sylvania,
the city
New Jersey.
Jersey.

„River

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
United Delaware
Dea
River.
River.
States
Congress assembled,
: l.7 5
assembled, That
That the
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress 4?
Delaware
River
io
JoartevComs
is hereby granted
granted to the Delaware River Bridge Joint Commission,
Commission, Biydge °obnt Cohi
i
eTygitt to tImden,
acting in
of the
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and
and New
New Jersey
Jersey and
acting
in behalf
behalf of
the States
States of
Nelyh
and I
to amden,
the city of Philadelphia, to construct,
bridge
construct, maintain, and
and operate
operate a
a bridge
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the
River at
point suitable
suitable
the Delaware
Delaware River
at aapoint
to the interests
interests of navigation
navigation at or
or between
between Green
Green Street
Street and
and South
South
Street in
Philadelphia Pennsylvania,
approximately
in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, and
and points
points approximately
onstroctin.
Construction.
opposite
New Jersey,
Jersey, in
in accordance
accordance with
provisions v
opposite in
in Camden,
Camden, New
with the
the provisions
p.84.
Vol. 34, p.
of an Act entitled "An
"An Act
construction of
of bridges
Act to regulate
regulate the
the construction
bridges
over
waters" approved
March 23
1906.
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
23,) 1906.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
That the right
SEC. 2. That
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, February
15, 1921.
February 15,
1921.
81

, ge

st

CHAP.
53.-An Act To extend the time for the construction
a bridge across
CHAP. 53.—An
construction of a
the Columbia River, between the States of Oregon and Washington, at or within two

miles westerly from Cascade Locks,
Locks, in the State of Oregon.
Oregon.

.

. aay

ci

P

1921.
February 15, 1921.
[B. 4s25.
4825.]
[s.
[Public, No. 311.]

[Public, No. 311.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United Columbia
Columbia River.
River.
extended for
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
corn- 'rime
Time extended
for
States
in Congress
That the
the times
times for
for combridging,
by
Intermencing
completing the construction
construction of aabridge
bridge and
mencing and completing
approaches rtatde
and approaches
bonstrutor
state
Construction
Com
Casthereto across
across the
the Columbia
River at
thereto
Columbia River
at a
the interests
a point
point suitable
suitable to
to the
interests cade
cdeopady,
Ms, 0r4..Cs.
of navigation at
or near
near a
point within
two miles
miles westerly
at or
a point
within two
westerly from
from CasCascade Locks,
of Hood
State of
cade
Locks, in
in the
the county
county of
Hood River,
River, State
of Oregon,
Oregon, authorized
authorized Ate,
p. 401,onndAnte, p.
401, amended.
by the Act of Congress approved February
hereby ed.
February 3,
3, 1920,
1920, .are
are hereby
extended one
one and
and three years,
extended
years, respectively,
respectively, from
the date
of approval
approval
from the
date of
hereof.
hereof.
Amendment
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
That the
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
SEC.
2. That
the right
right to
alter, amend,
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
15, 1921.
Approved, February
February 1.5,
1921.
nea

CHAP. 54.—An
54.-An Act To
CHAP.
To revive
revive and
reenact the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Actto
Act to authorize
and reenact
authorize
Hudson River
construct a
bridge across
across the
the
the Hudson
River Connecting
Connecting Railroad
Railroad Corporation
Corporation to
to construct
a bridge
Hudson
in the
State of
New York,"
York," approved
March 13,
13, 1914.
1914.
Hudson River,
River, in
the State
of New
approved March

February 15, 1921.

Fe[sbs's.192.
M%.1
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 312.1
312.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of the
the United
United Hdson River N Y
Be
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
River,,1,1 for
extended
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
the Act
approved Hudseon
Time extended
for
States
in Congress
congress assembled,
That the
Act approved
bridging,
Hudson
bridging, by Hudson
March
authorizing the
the Hudson
Hudson River
Railroad River
March 13,
13, 1914,
1914, authorizing
River Connecting
Connecting Railroad
River Connecting
Connecting
Corporation.
Corporation,
under the
Corporation. a
a corporation
corporation organized
organized under
the laws
laws of
of the
the State
State of
of Railroad
Railroad
conoration.
Vol.38, p. 3% ,
amendNew York,
York, its
its successors
assigns, to
maintain, and
New
successors and
and assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
d
and eda
Vol. 39, p. 446.
operate
approaches thereto,
thereto, 'v.39 P446
operate a
a bridge,
bridge, together
together with
with the
the necessary
necessary approaches
across
at a
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
of navinaviacross the
the Hudson
Hudson River,
River, at
a point
to the
interests of
ed

1

1102
1102
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54-57.
SESS.
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CHS. 54-57.
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1921.

gation between
Castleton and
be, and
and the same
same
gation
between Castleton
and Schodack
Schodack Landing,
Landing, be,
is
hereby, revived and reenacted:
reenacted: Provided,
Provided, That this Act
is hereby,
Act shall
shall be

Proviso.
Proviso.

Commencement and
completion.
and void
construction of
the bridge
bridge herein
herein
of the
actual construction
the actual
unless the
void unless
null and
completenemetand null
authorized
be commenced
commenced within
completed within
within one
one year and
and completed
authorized be
three
years from
from the
date of
of approval
approval hereof.
three years
the date
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
2. That
SEC. 2.
That the
the right
right to
amend, or
or repeal
is hereby
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
February 15, 1921.
1921.
Approved,
February 15,
February
15, 1921.
1921.

CHAP. 55.-An
55.—An Act
Act To
Santee
bridge across
across the Santee
building of aabridge
To authorize
authorize the building
CHAP.
in
Carolina.
in South
South Carolina.

[S. 49491
[8.
4949.1
[Public,
O. 313.1
[Public, N
No.

River
River

Be it
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representativesof
House of
Senate and
and House
by the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States
States
of America in
Congress
assembled,
That the
State
Highway
in
Congress
assembled,
the
State
Highway
across, by State auSouth Carolina
Santee River
River Bridge
CommisBridge Commisand the
the Santee
Carolina and
of South
urrays Department
Department of
hors, bytate
thorities,
at Diurrays
Ferry,
Ferry, S.
S. C.
C.
sion, be, and they are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate
bridge and
and approaches
thereto across
Santee River
River at
at a
a
approaches thereto
across the
the Santee
operate aabridge
point suitable
suitable to
the interests of
point
of navigation, and at
at or
or near aapoint
point
to the
known as
as Murrays
between the
the counties
and
Berkeley and
of Berkeley
counties of
Ferry, between
Murrays Ferry,
known
Construction.
Construction.
Vol.
vol. 34, p.
p. 84.
Williamsburg, South Carolina,
in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
Williamsburg,
Carolina, in
with the
the provisions
of
the
"An Act
Act to
regulate the construction
construction of bridges
over
bridges over
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
to regulate
navigable
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
1906.
navigable waters,"
23, 1906.
Amendment.
SEC. 2. That
SEC.
That the right
right to alter,
alter, amend, or repeal this
this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 15, 1921.
1921.
Santee River.
Santee
River.
Brid geauthorized
Bridge
authorized

February
15, 1921.
1921.
February 15,
[S. 4950].
4950.]
[S.
[Public, No.
No. 314.1
314.]
[Public,

56.-An Act To authorize
authorize the building
CHAP. 56.—An
building of a
a bridge
bridge across the Peedee

River
River in
in South Carolina.

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
Senate and
House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States
of America
America in
in
Congress
assembled,
the
Highway
Congress
assembled,
That
State
Highway
across, by State authorities, at Mars Bluff Department
the Peedee
Peedee Bridge
Bridge Commission,
Commission,
Department of
of South
South Carolina
Carolina and
and the
thoritiesatMarslButf
Ferry,
S. C.
Ferry,S.C.
be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized to construct,
construct, maintain, and
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the Peedee
operate a
Peedee River at
a
suitable to the
navigation, and
a point suitable
the interests
interests of navigation,
and at or
or near
near aapoint
point
Peedee River.
Peedee
River.
Brid geauthorized
Bridge
authorized

known
Ferry, between
counties of
of Florence
and
Florence and
the counties
between the
Bluff Ferry,
Mars Bluff
as Mars
known as
Marion,
the State
State of
of South Carolina,
in accordance
accordance with
Marion, in the
Carolina, in
with the
the propro-

Construction.
Construction.
Vol.
34, p.
vol. 34,
p.84.
84

visions
regulate the construction
visions of the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
construction of
of
bridges
waters," approved
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
approved March
navigable waters,"
over navigable
bridges over
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
SEC.
amend, or repeal this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
February 15, 1921.
1921.

Amendment,
Amendment.

February 15, 1921.
1921.
February

[S.
4951.1
1S. 49511

[Public, No. 315.1

57.-An Act To authorize
a bridge across
Wateree
CHAP. 57.—An
authorize the building of a
across the Wateree

River in
in South
South Carolina.
River
Carolina.

Be
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
lEt rtge a
t
i
tTiOrized States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
State Highway
Highway
the State
of America
athorized
States of
Bridge
across,
State a,-e Department
of
South
Carolina
and
the
properly
constituted
authorwross, by
by
State
Department
of
South
Carolina
and
the
properly
constituted
authorat G
thorities,
Gerners
opn
t
Ferry, S.
erners ities
Ferry,
C.
S. C.
ities of Richland
and Sumter
Sumter Counties
Counties of
that State,
they are
Richland and
of that
State, be,
be, and
and they
are
hereby,
authorized to construct,
construct, maintain,
operate a
and
maintain, and operate
a bridge
bridge and
hereby, authorized
a point suitable to the
approaches thereto across the Wateree River at a
approaches
interests
point known
known as Gerners
interests of navigation,
navigation, and
and at or near aa point
Ferry, between
counties of
Sumter and
in the
the State
of
State of
and Richland,
Richland, in
the counties
of Sumter
Ferry,
between the
Construction.
Vol.
ol. 34,
34, p. 84.
8L
South
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
Soul Carolina, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of
V

llis

au-
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CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

Suns.
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SESS. III.

"An
the construction
construction
regulate the
to regulate
Act to
"An Act
waters,"
March 23,
waters," approved
approved March
23, 1906.
1906.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
to alter,
amend,
alter, amend,
right to
the right
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
February 15, 1921.
Approved,

CHs.
-60.
57-60.
CHS. 57

1921.
1921.

1103
1103

of bridges
bridges over
navigable
over navigable
of
or
repeal this
this Act
hereby
Act is hereby
or repeal

Luzerne,
CHAP.
To extend
extend the
the authority
the county
county of Luzerne,
of the
authority of
Resolution To
58.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 58.—Joint
State of
of Pennsylvania,
construct a
across the
North Branch
the SusqueSusqueofthe
Branch of
the North
a bridge
bridge across
to construct
Pennsylvania, to
State
hanna River
River from
the city
city of
Pennsylvania, to the
Luzerne, Pennsylvania,
of Luzerne,
county of
Wilkes-Barre, county
of Wilkes-Barre,
from the
hanna
Pennsylvania.
borough of
Dorraneeton, county
county of
Luzerne, Pennsylvania.
of Luzerne,
of Dorranceton,
borough

Am
Amendment.

February.
15, 1921.
February 15,1921.
[S. J.
Res. Is6.
186.1
. Res.
[F.
[Pub.
Res.,
No. 60.1
60.1
[Pub.Res.,No

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United No
of
Branch of
of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
Resolved
North Branch
quehanna River.
River.
ssuehnna
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
authority granted
granted Sus
the authority
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Time extended for
in
Act of
September 7,
1916, entitled
entitled "An
Act brid
Luzerne
y Luzerne
bridgnge
"An Act
7, 1916,
ging, by
approved September
Congress approved
of Congress
in the
the Act
County,
at WilkesCounty
to
to
authorize
the
county
of
Luzerne,
State
of
Pennsylvania,
to
conto authorize the county of Luzerne, State of Pennsylvania,
Barre, Pa. at Wiles39,p.751, amendVoli.39,p.751,amendthe Susquehanna
of the
struct
bridge across
across the
Branch of
Susquehanna River
River Vol.
North Branch
the North
a bridge
struct a
ed.
from
the city
of Wilkes-Barre,
Wilkes-Barre, county
of Luzerne,
Luzerne, Pennsylvania, to ed.
county of
city of
from the
the borough
of Dorranceton,
Luzerne, Pennsylvania,"
Pennsylvania," is
county of Luzerne,
Dorranceton, county
borough of
the
hereby renewed
renewed and
permit the
the commencement
commencement of the
to permit
extended to
and extended
hereby
construction of
of said
said bridge
bridge withm
one year,
year, and its completion
within one
construction
within three
three years,
from the
date of
of the
the passage
of this
this resolution,
resolution, as
p. s.
as Vo.
passage of
the date
years, from
within
Vol. 34,, 1386.
provided under
under section
of the
23,
approved March 23,
Congress approved
of Congress
Act of
the Act
section 66of
provided
bridges over navi1906, being
Act to
the construction
construction of
of bridges
regulate the
to regulate
an Act
being an
1906,
gable
Amendment.
Amendment.
gable waters.
waters.
SEC. 2.
That the
right to
to alter,
this Act
hereby
Act is hereby
repeal this
or repeal
amend, or
alter, amend,
the right
2. That
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
February 15, 1921.
Approved,
February 15,
1921.
15, 1921.
February

[IL
J. flea.
472.1
es. 472.1
[H. J.
to continue the valuation [Pub.
CHAP. 59.—Joint
Making an
appropriation to
an appropriation
Resolution Making
59.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.
Res., No.. 61.1
1.
of
property of
carriers..,
of carriers.
the property
of the
Interstate Commerce
ommerce
United Interstate
of Representatives
House of
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House
by the
Resolved by
for
Appropriation
for
Appropriation
is
appropriated,
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
there
is
appropriated,
there
That
States of America in Congress assembled,
ig:a
dl
s. valuation of
valuation of
P-J
appropriated,1to en- Irt
out
any money
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
money in
of any
out of
Vol.
ol. 37,
37, p.
p. 701;
701; Vol.
Commission to
able the
to carry
carry out the objects of Vol.
Commerce Commission
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
able
7
40, p.
p.-2271.
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
to amend
amend an
Act entitled
entitled 'An Act to reg- 40
an Act
"An Act
Act entitled
the
amendatory
ulate
commerce ''approved
approved February
February 4, 1887, and all Acts amendatory
ulate commerce,'
of stock
property Issues
classes of
thereof,"
by providing
for a
valuation of
the several
several classes
of property
of the
a valuation
providing for
Issues of
stock, etc.
etc.
thereof,' by
of
carriers
subject
thereto
and
securing
information
concerning
their
information
securing
and
thereto
subject
carriers
of
Pediemsubsistence.
1913, including
stocks,
bonds, and
approved March
March 1,
1, 1913,
including Perdiemsubsistence.
securities, approved
other securities,
and other
stocks, bonds,
Vol. 38 p.
p. 680.
63.
13 Vol.38
pursuant to
per
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
when allowed
allowed pursuant
to section
section 13
subsistence when
of subsistence
per diem
Rent, b. c.
1, 1914, and Rent, C
of
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
approved August
August 1,
Act approved
Civil Appropriation
of the
including
not exceeding
exceeding $20,000
buildings m the District of
for rent of buildings
$20,000 for
including not
Proviso.
Columbia, $1,000,000,
to be
available during
during the
the fiscal
year 1921: Provm.
fiscal year
be available
$1,000,000, to
Columbia,
Rental condition.
Provided, That
appropriation shall
shall not
be available
available for rent of Rental"oitin.
not be
this appropriation
That this
Provided,
by
provided
buildings
in
the
District
of
Columbia
if
suitable
is
provided
space
suitable
if
buildings in the District of Columbia
the
Buildings Commission.
Commission.
Public Buildings
the Public
Approved, February
15, 1921.
1921.
February 15,
Approved,
CHAP. 60.—An
Act Providing
Providing for
survey of
of public
public lands
lands remaining
unsurremaining unsurthe survey
for the
60.-An Act
CHAP.
aid of
veyed in
the State
State of
Florida, with
of satisfying
satisfying the
grant in
of schools
in aid
the grant
view of
a view
with a
of Florida,
in the
veyed
made to
under the
March 3,
3, 1845,
1845, and
and other
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof.
other Acts
of March
Act of
the Act
State under
said State
to said
made

February 16,
16, 1921.
1921.
February
[S. 578.1
578.1
(S.

No. 316.
[ublic, No.
[Public,
316.1

Be it
Senate and
United Public
of the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Public lands.
lands.
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
it shall be lawful for
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled
assembled, That it
in Congress
States
the
credited agent
agent or
or official
official of
of the
the State
Florida having
having
of Florida
State of
properly credited
the properly

1104
1104
Floril

seeschool yed
sec
tioFlorida
ns da unsurve
schoo
sur-

townships to be
be
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in charge
charge the
ad&ustment of
its school
grant to
to apply
apply to
to the
the CoCornin
the adjustment
of its
school grant
rn
missioner of
eneral Land
Land Office
Office for
for the
the survey
survey of
of any
any township
missioner
of the
the General
townshipss

or parts of townships of public land unsurveyed
unsurveyed in any of
th e surveysur ve yof the
ing
districts
of said
said State,
State, with
with a
view to
to satisfy
satisfy the
i
n a
id of
of
aid
grant in
the grant
a view
districts of
7588 in
Act of
schools made
made to said
said State
State of Florida
Florida by
by the
the Act
of March
March 3,
3, 1845,
1845,
and
other Acts
extent of
of the
the full
full quantity
and other
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereto
thereto to
to the
the extent
quantity
of
thereby; and
and upon
application of
of said
agent or
of land
land called for
for thereby;
upon the
the application
said agent
or
official,
Commissioner of
General Land
Office shall
shall proceed
official, the
the Commissioner
of the
the General
Land Office
proceed
or surveys
surveys so
so applied
applied for
for made,
the case
case
to have the
the survey
survey or
made, as
as in
in the
Lands reserved for of surveys ofot h
er public lands; and. the lands that may be found
settlement,
etc.
for of surveys of other public lands; and the lands that may be found
setLemnreseted
or parts
parts of
semene.
to fall within
within the limits
limits of
of such townships
townships or
of township
townshipss as
as
ascertained by
the filing
of the
ascertained
by the
the survey
survey shall
shall be
be reserved,
reserved, upon
upon the
filing of
the
application for
for survey
from any
any adverse
appropriation by
by settlement
settlem en t
application
survey from
adverse appropriation
except under
under rights
rights that
that may
may be
be found
found to
to exist
exist of
of prior
prior
or otherwise,
otherwise, except
inception,
period to
from such
application for
survey
inception, for
for a
a period
to extend
extend from
such application
for survey
Selection of
school until
until the
sixty days
from date
of the
township
Smection
of school
the expiration
expiration of
of sixty
days from
date of
of filing of
the township
grant.
gra.
plat
of survey
in the
district land
land office,
plat of
survey in
the proper
proper district
office, during
during which
which period
period
of sixty days the State may select any of such
such lands not embraced
embraced
in any valid adverse claim for
satisfaction of
for the
the satisfaction
of its
its school grant,
as aforesaid, with the condition,
official
condition, however, that
that the agent
agent or
or official
of the
within thirty
the date
of the
the
filing of
of such
such filing
date of
from the
days from
thirty days
the State,
State, within
Public notice of
of apof
application
for survey,
survey, application
plication for
for survey,
a notice
to
be
published, which
application
survey,
shall
cause
a
notice
to
be
published
which
etc.
et
c.
publication shall be continued
from date
date of
of first
fust
publication
continued for thirty days
days from
publication
publication in some newspaper
newspaper of general circulation
circulation in the vicinity
vicinity
of the lands likely to be embraced
embraced in
townships or
in such townships
or parts of
townships giving notice to all parties interested
interested of the fact of such
such
application
survey and the
application for survey
the exclusive
exclusive right of
of selection
selection by
by. the
the
Disposal of unselectherein provided
days as
sixty days
State for the aforesaid period
of sixty
as herein
provided for,
period of
edisoaln
ed lands. of n"ilect State for the aforesaid
and
after the
and after
the expiration
expiration of
of such
such sixty
any lands
lands which
which may
sixty days
days any
may
unselected by the State and not
remain unselected
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated
according to
law shall
be subject
subject to
disposal under
under general
as
according
to law
shall be
to disposal
general laws
laws as
Provisos.
public lands:
Provided, That
That the
of the
General
the General
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
lands: Provided,
other public
Noti
Notice to local land other
officials.
officials.
of any
any
Land Office
01)ffice shall give notice
notice immediately
immediately of the reservation
reservation of
township or parts of townships
townships to the officials of the local land office
office
of
of the
of the
the land
land district in which
which the land
land is
is situated
situated of
the withdrawal
withdrawal
townships or
parts
of
townships
for
the
purpose
hereinbefore
of
such
townships
or
parts
of
townships
for
the
purpose
hereinbefore
Everglades swamp
provided: Prowled
That nothing
nothing herein
be deemed
deemed
shall be
herein shall
further, That
lands patent not
Provided further,
notua- af- provided:
fected.
fected.
to authorize the Commissioner of the General Land Office to
to survey
any lands
within the exterior
boundaries of
Everglades, as
as
lands within
exterior boundaries
of the Everglades,
defined
defined in Everglades
Everglades patent numbered
numbered one hundred and
and thirtythirtyseven, issued
the State
by the
United States
under the
the
States under
the United
of Florida
Florida by
State of
to the
issued to
seven,
p 519.
Vi
Vol. 9
9, p.
519.
Swamp Land
of 1850.
'p
Swamp
Land Act
Act of
1850.
Approved,
Approved, February 16, 1921.
1921.
veyed.
veyed.

Vol p.
5 p 788.
Vol.
., .

February
16, 1921.
1921.
February 16,
1 153441
53
[IT.
R.
[H. R.
4.
[Public, No. 3171

[Public, No. 317.1

CHAP. 61.-An
61.—An Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for the payment of invalid and other
pensions of the United
United States for the fiscal year ending
ending June
June 30, 1922, and for other

purposes.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
Senate and
Be
States of
of America in Congress
That the
the following
following sums
sums are
States
Congress assembled, That
are
appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not
appropriated,
the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, for the payment
payment of pensions for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
for other
namely:
purposes, namely:
other purposes,
and for
1922, and
30, 1922,
Invalid, etc.,
Invalid,
etc., pen- 30,
sions.
sions.
Army
widows. minor
minor
Army and Navy pensions,
pensions as follows: For invalids, widows,
children,
children, and dependent relatives, Army nurses,
nurses and all
all other
other penpensioners
sioners who are now borne on the rolls,
roll's, or who may hereafter
hereafter be
placed
placed thereon,
thereon, under the provisions of any and all Acts of Congress,
CongTess,
Pro t
isos.
Navypensions.
$265,000,000:
That the
the appropriation
appropriation aforesaid
Navy
Nac ypensions.
$265,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
aforesaid for
for Nairy
pensions shall be paid from the income of the Navy pension fund, so
pensions
so
further,
far as
as the same shall
shall be sufficient
sufficient for
for that purpose: Provided
Providedfurther,
appropriaPensions appropria-

tions.

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. III.
Cns. 61-64.
61-64.
III. CHS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
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That the
the amount
amount expended
under each
each of
of the above
items shall be
above items
expended under
That
accounted
separately.
for separately.
accounted for
For fees
fees and
expenses of
examining surgeons,
surgeons, pensions,
for services
services
pensions, for
of examining
and expenses
For
rendered
fiscal year
$500,000.
year 1922,
1922, $500,000.
the fiscal
within the
rendered within
Approved, February
16, 1921.
1921.
February 16,
Approved,

CRAP. 62.-An
62.—An Act
Declaring Platte River to be a
nonnavigable stream.
a nonnavigable
Act Declaring
CHAP.

Accounts.
AccountsExaminin gsurgeons.
rF.""Ur"g
Fees.

February 16,
1921.
16,1921.
February
[H.
R. l.
[ R.10920.]

[Public, No.
No. 318.1
318]
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
Platte River, Mo.
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Platte
in the PDlarte
River in
Platte River
That the
in Congress
Declared ideonrvO.
anannaviof America
America in
States of
gable stream.
State
be, and
the same
same is
to be
a nonnon- gable stream
be a
declared to
is hereby,
hereby, declared
and the
Missouri be,
of Missouri
State of
navigable
stream within
the meaning
meaning of
of the
the Constitution
Constitution and
and laws
within the
navigable stream
of the
the United
States, and
said river
river is
is hereby
dehereby deover said
jurisdiction over
and jurisdiction
United States,
of
clared
be vested
vested in
the State
of Missouri.
Missouri.
State of
in the
to be
clared to
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
Congress to
this Ame ndm e nt
repeal this
or repeal
amend, or
to alter,
alter, amend,
of Congress
right of
the right
2. That
That the
SEC.
Act is
expressly reserved.
reserved.
is hereby
hereby expressly
Act
Received
the President,
President, February
4, 1921.
February 4,
by the
Received by
having
act having
foregoing s
OF STATE.—The
STATE.-The foregoing
DEPARTMENT OF
THE DEPARTMENT
BY THE
[NOTE
[
NOTE BY
been
the President
of the
States for
' approval,
approv,
for his
the United
United States
President of
to the
presented to
been presented
by him
him to the house of Congress in
and
having been
returned by
been returned
and not
not having
which
it originated
originated within
prescribed by
by the
the Constitution
Constitution
the time
time prescribed
within the
which it
a law without
become a
of
the United States,
States, has
without his approval.]
approval.]
has become
of the
February 21,
1921.
21,1921.
February
CRAP.
63.—An Act
To amend
amend Act
Congress approved
1913.
June 30, 1913.
approved June
of Congress
Act of
Act To
CHAP. 68.-An

[H. R.. 1215.1
12157.]
I[Pbn
[Public,
319.1
No. 31N.j
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
H01.1.96 of
Representatives of
of the
hickand Chickhoctaw and
the United
United Choctaw
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Be it
asaw Indians.
Indians.
assembled, That the Act of Congress asaw
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States
of America
America in
States of
relands of, to
approved June
June 30,
30, 1913
1913 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Large), authorizing
authorizing served
Statutes at Large),
Sae
oflInVonof!
serv
ed
approved
sanafor
Okahoae
sections of g
set aside
and set
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior to
reserve and
aside four sections
to reserve
the
Secretary of
klah
riumonsi .
for s"
SS, p.
p. 97.
97.
vol. 38,
and Chickasaw
Choctaw and
the unallotted
lands belonging
belonging to
to the
the Choctaw
Chickasaw Tribes
Tribes Vol.
unallotted lands
the
which
of
Indians in
Oklahoma, for
land on which
of providing
providing land
purpose of
for the purpose
in Oklahoma,
of Indians
to
build a
asanatorium
sanatorium or
sanatoria for
benefit of
of the Indians, is
for the benefit
or sanatoria
to build
hereby amended
amended to
Secretary of the Interior be,
the Secretary
to provide
provide that the
hereby
appraisement
and
authorized to sell at the original appraisement
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and he
value,
convey to
State of
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma aaportion
of this
this reserve
portion of
to the
the State
and convey
value, and
not
or needed
proper operation of the tribal institufor the proper
needed for
now used
used or
not now
tions
agreed upon by the Secretary
Secretary of the
and as may be agreed
thereon, and
tions thereon,
section
commissioner, not to exceed one section
and the
the State health commissioner,
Interior
Interior and
of said
said reserve,
reserve, for
for the
on which
which the State
site on
providing aasite
of providing
purpose of
the purpose
of
shall
build sanatoria
sanatoria for
of both
both white
white and Indian
Indian
the treatment
treatment of
for the
shall build
citizens
State.
said State.
of said
citizens of
Approved, February
February 21,
21, 1921.
Approved,
Febmau 21,
21, 1921.
1921.
February
[H. R. 143111
CHAP.
Act To
improvement of
Red Lake
Lake and
,
public, No.
320.1
. 14311
Lake -[PHu.
and Red
Red Lake
of Red
the improvement
To authorize
authorize the
64.-An Act
CHAP. 64.—An
.
River,
the State
State of
Minnesota, for navigation,
navigation, drainage, and flood-control
flood-control purposes..
purposes.
'
of Minnesota,
in the
River, in
and Red
United Red Lae
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
House of
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
L a
ndRed
an.
River, Minn.
Drainage Laked
the Red
Red Lake Drainage
That the
States of
of America
America in
C
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States
auR
d.ec
c
l
on
Lserv
akeDreatge
and Conservancy
of Minnesota,
duly created
CLae Drainage
created and
and and
District of
of the
the State
State of
Minnesota, duly
Conservancy District
and

aimprove,
trict may
organized under
the laws
authorized to
improve, for
for
construct trict
to construct
and authorized
said State
State and
laws of
of said
under the
organized
flood control, etc.
improvements
and projects
is hereby
authorized to
to deepen,
deepen, flood
control, etc.
hereby authorized
therein, is
projects therein,
improvements and
widen, and
and straighten
straighten the
the said
said Red
Lake River
River and
thereof,
tributaries thereof,
and tributaries
Red Lake
widen,
or any
portion thereof,
thereof, as
be deemed
to fix
fix and regand to
necessary, and
deemed necessary,
may be
as may
or
any portion
ulate
the height
height of
of water
Lake, and
construct and
and maintain
maintain
to construct
iad to
Red Lake,
in Red
water in
ulate the
such
ditches, drains,
dams, dikes,
dikes, spillways,
spillways, or other controlling
controlling works
drains, dams,
such ditches.
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necessary and advisable to utilize the said Red Lake
as may be found necessary
for reservoir and flood-control
flood-control purposes, and to facilitate drainage
into said lake and river, as indicated
indicated and outlined in the report of the
Chief of Engineers
Engineers to the Secretary
Secretary of War on March 28, 1919 (House
Document
Numbered 61,
61, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Congress,
Congress, first
session), with
Document Numbered
first session),
with such
such
Provisos.
as may
found advisable:
Provided,
advisable: Provided,
Approval
may be
be found
and changes
changes as
modifications and
Approval of plans. modifications
That detailed plans for such work and improvements
improvements shall first be
submitted to
and approved
approved by
the
Secretary
of
of
submitted
to
and
by
the
Secretary
of War
War and
and the
the Chief
Chief of
Improvement
of
Engineers: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the deepening,
deepening, widening,
widening, and
of
Engineers:
Rimprovemet
River,
etc.
straightening of
that part
within the
the Red
Red Lake
straightening
of that
part of
of Red
Red Lake
Lake River
River within
Lake
Indian Reservation
Reservation and
Indian
and all other work necessary or
or desirable
desirable to
to be
done within the Red Lake Indian Reservation
Reservation shall be done in acaccordance
with plans
submitted to
approved
by the
the Secretary
of
cordance with
plans submitted
to and
and
approved
by
Secretary
of
Compensation to In- the Interior, provided that due compensation shall be made to the
dCompensaaonstoIndians for lands,
etc., the Interior, provided that due compensation shall be made to the
dians
lands, etc.,
required in
required
in construcconstruc- Indians for any lands that may be required
required for straightening
straightening said
tion, etc.
any other
the Indians used,
used,
belonging to
to the
property belonging
for any
other property
and for
river, and
tio etc.
connection with the construction, operation,
injured, or destroyed, in connection
and
any of
of the
works provided
for herein:
.And proand maintenance
maintenance of
of any
the works
provided for
herein: And
Levels of Red Lake
vided further,
further, That
before the
the acceptance
acceptance of
of the
Red Lake
the plans the Red
That before
t Red.Lae vided
toLeve
to
be maintained.
Drainage and Conservancy
Conservancy Board and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
minimum levels
shall ascertain
ascertain and agree upon the maximum and minimum
between which the water
water in Red Lake shall be permitted
fluctupermitted to be fluctuwithout the consent
consent
ated, and
and such levels
levels shall
shall not
not be deviated from without
Secretary of the Interior.
of the Secretary
Contract as
lands
to
S
EC. 2.
the Secretary
Secretary
to
hereby authorized
authorized
Interior is
is hereby
of the
the Interior
2. That
That the
SEC.
as to
to lands
contract
Ty of
uon
in Red
Red Lake Indian
Reservation, for
for work enter into such contract
contract arrangements
arrangements as may be found necessary
necessary
Reservation,
within, cost, etc.
Conservancy
with,
and advisable
cost, etc.
advisable with the said TheRed
The Red Lake Drainage
Drainageand Conservancy
Indian Reservation
Reservation
LakeIndian
District relative to all work within the Red Lake
Assessment
ssessment of
of lands as contemplated
contemplated in section 1
1of this Act and as to the assessment
assessment of
benefited.
nefitedlands
lands withi
within the limits of the Red Lake Indian Reservation
Reservation in said
said
improvement
State for their proportionate share of the cost of such improvement
and
maintenance and operation.
and their
their maintenance
operation. The said The Red Lake
Drainage and Conservancy
hereby authorized
authorized to include
Drainage
Conservancy District is hereby
conservancy district all
within the boundary of the said drainage and conservancy
within the limits of the said Red take
Lake Indian Reservation
Reservation localands within
ted
drainage basin, and to assess the
ted within
within the
the Red
Red Lake
Lake River
River drainage
lands benefited
manner and proportion as other lands
benefited in the same manner
outside of the limits of said reservation,
reservation, but within
within the said drainage
Provisos.
and benefited
such improvement:
improvement: Provided,
Provided, That
all
That all
by such
benefited by
district and
Asessments on per district
Assessments
acre
cre basis.
basis.
district shall be
be on aa per
such assessments within the limits of said district
per
acre basis against the lands benefited
benefited in proportion to the benefits
benefits
Maximum
Maimum cost.
cost.
received:
further, That the maximum
received: Provided
Provided further,
maximum cost to any lands
within the boundaries of said reservation
reservation shall not exceed $2.50 per
Assessments
levied acre.
Assessments
levied
assessments
so
by said drainage and conservancy
conservancy
acre.
All
assessments
levied
under State laws.
district shall be in the manner
manner provided by the laws of said State,
modified by contract
Secretary of the Interior, and
except as modified
contract with the Secretarv
the Secretary
hereby authorized
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
authorized to make such regnecessary or desirulations for the payment thereof as may be found necessary
Payment
from tribal able.
Paymnentfromtribal
The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to withfund.
draw from the tribal funds on deposit in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
Reservation such
such
States to
to the credit of
of the
the Indians
Indians of the
the Red Lake Reservation
sums as may be required and as they may be needed to meet the
assessments
assessments chargeable
charaeable against the lands within said Indian reservareservation as
provided for
for herein,
herein, and
and to
expend
the same
in the
the payment
payment of
tion
as
provided
to
expend
the
same
in
of
Reimbursement
froim
said assessments
assessments as
as they
due: Provided,
Provided, however,
alttees be
they become
become due:
however, That
That all
all
from allottees
bene- said
fited.
fited.
tribal moneys so withdrawn shall be reimbursed
reimbursed to the Red Lake
Tribe by the Indian allottees
allottees benefited under
under such rules
rules and regulaSecretary
of
the
Interior
prescribe:
tions
as
the
Secretary
Interior
may
prescribe:
And provided
provided
Assessment aa first
ie5snn
n eanSt
further,
t further, That the assessment against the lands
lands within the Red Lake
lien
on lands.
Indian Reservation
become a
Indian
Reservation shall become
a first
first lien
lien on said
said lands
lands and such
such
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SESS. III.
64-66.
CHS. 64-66.
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lien shall
shall be
any trust
trust or
fee patent
that may
issued
may be
be issued
patent that
or fee
in any
recited in
be recited
lien
Secretary of
thereafter, and
any such
such hen
may be
be enforced
by the Secretary
enforced by
lien may
and any
thereafter,
the
Interior by
mortgage after
after fee
simple patent
patent is
is
fee simple
as aamortgage
by foreclosure
foreclosure as
the Interior
issued: And
That any
standing to the credit of
any fund standing
further, That
providedfurther,
And provided
issued:
any
Indian allottee,
allottee, or
or which
which may
hereafter be
to his
his or
or her
her
be placed
placed to
may hereafter
any Indian
be used
used in
payment of
such lien.
lien.
credit, ma
credit,
may be
in payment
of such
roads
S
EC. 3.
deemed necessary
necessary or
advisable, roads
or advisable,
it is
is deemed
wherever it
3. That
That wherever
SEC.
suitable
for post
constructed out
out of
of the
the spoil
spoil banks or
be constructed
may be
roads may
post roads
suitable for
other
suitable material
material along
any of
of the
the drainage
drainage ditches
ditches or
or canals
to
canals to
along any
other suitable

be constructed
constructed hereunder.
be
hereunder.
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That as
to all
lands outside
of the
the Red
ReserIndian ReserLake Indian
Red Lake
outside of
all lands
as to
SEC.
vation, the
the Act
to authorize
drainage of
of certain
the drainage
authorize the
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
vation,
lands in
in the
Minnesota" approved
approved May 20, 1908, shall be
the State of Minnesota,"
lands
applicable
the enforcement
of all
all assessments
assessments made
and collection
collection of
enforcement and
to the
applicable to
for
such improvements
by said
drainage and
conservancy district.
district.
and conservancy
said drainage
improvements by
for such
SEC. 5.
5. That
said drainage
shall
district shall
conservancy district
and conservancy
drainage and
unless said
That unless
SEC.
within
two years
years from
from and
after the
the date
of the
of this Act
the approval
approval of
date of
and after
within two
submit
Secretary of
of War
Secretary of the Interior,
and the Secretary
War and
the Secretary
to the
submit to
respectively, satisfactory
satisfactory detailed
detailed plans
and agreements
the
covering the
agreements covering
plans and
respectively,
works
constructed hereby,
hereby, then, and in that event,
be constructed
to be
authorized to
works authorized
all rights
cease and
terminate.
and terminate.
shall cease
hereunder shall
all
rights hereunder
Approved, February
1921.
21, 1921.
February 21,
Approved,

CHAP. 65.—An
the consent
the city
city of
Paul,
of Saint
Saint Paul,
to the
Congress to
of Congress
consent of
Granting the
Act Granting
65.-An Act
CHAP.
Minnesota, to
to construct
across the
the Mississippi
River.
,
Mississippi River.
a bridge
bridge across
construct a
Minnesota,

Enforcement.
Enforement.
Payment from
from credit
credit
ofPaent
allottee.
Roads authorized.
dtho

.

Enforcement
of
Enforcement of
draina
geassessments,
assessments,
drainage
outside of Reservation.
tSldetofR.eer1aon.
Vol.
35, p. 169.

lans etc.,
etc tosub
Plans,
to be sub-

mitted in
i
ntwo
two years.
years.
mitted

February 22,
22, 1921.
1921.
February
R. 13609-1
13606.[H.
[H. R.
321.1
No. 3214
[Public, No.
(Public,

ivr
United Mississi River.
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted.by
Representatives of the United
Senate and House
by the Senate
Be it
MPaulin.,
Saint gni,
in Congress
America 'in
Congress assembled, That the consent of Congress
Congress saint
Minn.,
States of America
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to the
city of
Saint Paul,
Minnesota, and
its sucsuc-may
bridge, at
Sibley
at Sibley
smreYaetrid
and its
Paul, Minnesota,
of Saint
the city
is
operate aabridge and
cessors
and assigns,
constructzmaintain, and operate
and
assigns, to construct,
cessors and
to
a point suitable
approaches
thereto across the
Mississippi River at a
suitable to
the Mississippi
approaches thereto
the
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at or near the point where Sibley Street,
the interests
county
in said
Paul, crosses
crosses the
the Mississippi
in the
the county
River in
Mississippi River
of Saint
Saint Paul,
said city
city of
in
of
in the
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, in
in accordance
with the
the proproaccordance with
of Ramsey,
Ramsey, in
the State
State of
construction of
to regulate the construction
visions of
of the
"An Act to
Act entitled
entitled "An
the Act
visions
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
bridges
hereby
this Act
or repeal
S
EC. 2.
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
to alter,
the right
That the
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
1921.
22, 1921.
February 22,
Approved,

CHAP
Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to offer for sale
Act Authorizing
66.-An Act
CHAP. 68.—An

remainder
segregated mineral land in the Choctaw
Choctaw
remainder of the coal and asphalt deposits in segregated
and Chickasaw
Nations, State
State of
of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
and
Chickasaw Nations,

Construction.
84.
34, p. 84.
Vol.ln.34,
Amendment.
ndment

February 22,
1921.
February
22, 1921.
[H.
15011.1
[H. R.
R.15011.
[Public, No.
322.1
No. 322.]
[Public,

Be
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United Chocta
Chickof the
Senate and
and House
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Choctaw and Chickasaw lauds,
okia. coal
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
ands Okla.
of the
the asaw
Secretary of
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States
Remainder of
of coal
I iRemainder
and asphalt deposits to
to
Interior is
is hereby
to reappraise
reappraise and
and sell
sell the
remainder of
of andashalt
the remainder
authorized to
hereby authorized
Interior
s ld
be sold.and Chicka- be
the
and asphalt
asphalt deposits
in the
Choctaw and
the Choctaw
deposits in
coal and
segregated coal
the segregated
saw Nations
Nations in
in the
State of
Oklahoma, under
under rules
regulations Vol. 40,
, p. 433.
rules and
and regulations
of Oklahoma,
the State
saw
to
by him
him in
February 8, Vo 40 p. .
the Act of February
with the
accordance with
in accordance
be prescribed
prescribed by
to be
191S (United
(United States
Large, 40, page
page 433), as to terms
terms and
and Expenses from unat Large,
Statutes at
States Statutes
191S
unconditions of
of payment;
payment; and
and the
the unexpended
appropriated by
expenefome.
by expended
balance.
balance appropriated
unexpended balance
conditions
said Act
of February
February 8,
hereby authorized
to be
appropribe appropriauthorized to
is hereby
8, 1918,
1918, is
said
Act of
ated out
out of
of the
the Choctaw
and Chickasaw
tribal funds
funds for
this purpose.
purpose.
for this
Chickasaw tribal
Choctaw and
ated
Approved,
February
22,
1921.
1921.
22,
Approved, February
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SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
Srss. III.
III. CHS.
CRS. 67-69.
67-69.

February 22, 192L
1921.
February
[H.
[EL R. 15131]
15131.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 323.]

1921.
1921.

CHA. 87.—An
67.-An Act
CHAP.
Act An
An Act
to authorize
authorize the
the
Act to
the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
Hudson
River between
city of
of Troy
the county
county of
of Rensselaer
Rensselaer and
and the
Hudson River
between the
the city
Troy in
in the
the city
city of
of
Cohoes, in
the county
of Albany,
Albany, State
of New
Cohoes,
in the
county of
State of
New York.
York.

Be it
enacted try
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
it enacted
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
of Representatives
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of New
York,
state, etc., States
of America
in Congress
the State
State of
New York,
cmay
bridge, Troy
to the cities of Troy and Cohoes and the counties of Rensselaer
Rensselaer and
may bridge,
Troy to
and
Cohoes.
Albany, their
their successors
assigns be,
and are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
successors and
and assigns
be, and
authorized
to construct, maintain,
maintain, and
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
and operate
operate aabridge
thereto
across the
across
the Hudson
Hudson River
River at
to the
of navinaviat aapoint
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
interests of
gation between
between the city of Troy, in
in the
county of
Rensselaer, and
and
the county
of Rensselaer,
the city
the
in the
the county
county of
the State
of New
New York,
York,
city of
of Cohoes
Cohoes in
of Albany,
Albany, in
in the
State of
Construction.
in
the provisions
of the
Act entitled
Act to
to
in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions of
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Vcl. Constrction.
34, p. 84.
regulate the
the construction
regulate
of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
construction of
bridges over
waters," approved
approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
March
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
this Act
hereby
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
22, 1921.
February 22,
1921.
Hudson River.
New
New York
YorkState, etc.,

February
22, 1921.
1921.
February 22,
[H. R. 15271.]
[Public, No. 324.1
324.]

CHAP.
CHAP 68.-An
88.—An Act Granting
Granting the consent of
of Congress
the Majestic
Majestic Collieries
Collieries
Congress to
to the
Company to construct
construct a
a bridge
Company
across the
the Tug
Tug Fork
or near
bridge across
Fork of
of Big
Big Sandy
Sandy River,
River, at
at or
near
in Mingo
to the
the Kentucky
Kentucky side,
Cedar, in
Mingo County, West Virginia, to
side, in
in Pike
Pike County,
KenCounty, Kentucky.
tucky.

Be
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United
Big States of
of America in
in Congress
assembled ;That
of Congress
Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the consent
consent of
is hereby
herevy granted to the Majestic
Collieries Company,
Majestic Collieries
Company, of
of Majestic,
Majestic,
Kentucky,
Kentucky, and its successors
successors and assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and
operate
a bridge
operate a
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
across the
Tug Fork
Fork of
Big
thereto across
the Tug
of Big
Sandy River
River at
at aapoint
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
of navigation,
interests of
navigation, at
at or
or
near
of West
West Virginia,
near Cedar, the county of Mingo, State of
Virginia, to
Kento the
the KenPike, in the
the State
tucky side, in the county
county of Pike,
Kentucky, in
accordState of
of Kentucky,
in accordance with
ance
with the provisions
act entitled
Act to
u late the
provisions of
of the
the act
entitled "An
"An Act
to rec,r
regulate
the
construction
of bridges
bridges over
waters," approved
construction of
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
March 23,
23,
1
90 6
1906.
1906.
SEC.
repeal this
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
hereby
this Act
Act is
is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, February
February 22,
22, 1921.
1921.

Tug Fork of Big
Sandy River. of
Majestic
Majestic Collieries
Colleries
Company may bridge,
Cedar, W. Va.
'

agy ierk

cedar, w. Va.

Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Vu. 34, P 8.

Amendment.
Amendment.

February 22, 1921.
February
1921.
15750.1
[H. R.
R. 157501

[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 325.1
325.]

Little Ca

umet
Little Calumet
River.
Cook County, Ill.,
Cmkbridge,
bridCounty,
may
at Bum-

Bur

ham.

Conrncto.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p..

vol. 4. p.

mennt.
Amen
dment.

CHAP. 69.—An
authorize the
the construction
construction of
across the
the Little
Little
CHAP.
69.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
of a
a bridge
bridge across
Calumet River, in
in Cook
Cook County,
State of
of Illinois,
at or
or near
near the
the villa-ge
of Burnham,
County, State
Illinois, at
village of
Burnham,
in said
said county.
county.
in

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
by the
the United
America in
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the county
Cook, a
That the
county of
of Cook,
a
civil
division of
organized under
under the
the laws
laws
of the
the State
civil division
State incorporated
incorporated and
and organized
of the State of Illinois, its successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, be,
be, and
and they
they are
are
maintain, and
hereby, authorized
authorized to construct, maintain,
and operate
operate a
bridge and
a bridge
and
approaches
across the Little
approaches thereto across
Little Calumet
River at
point suitCalumet River
at a
a point
suitable to the interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
near the
Burnham,
at or
or near
the village
village of
of Burnham,
in
in Cook
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Cook County,
County, Illinois,
Illinois, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Act
Act
entitled "An
regulate the
entitled
"An Act to
to reg,ulate
the construction
of bridges
over naviconstruction of
bridges over
navigable
March 23,
23, 1906.
gable waters"
waters," approved
approved March
1906.
SEC.
That thee right to alter, amend,
amend, or
SEC. 2. That
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, February
1921.
Approved,
February 22,
22, 1921.

S
IXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

SESS. III.
70.
CH. 70.
III. Cu.
SESS.

1921,
1921.

CHAP.
to provide
for the
expenses of the
the expenses
provide for
appropriations to
Act Making
Making appropriations
70.-An Act
CHAP. 70.—An
government
of the
District of
Columbia for
for the
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
30, 1922,
1922, and
and
the fiscal
year ending
government of
the District
of Columbia
for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other

1109
1109
19
February
22, 1921.
21.
February22,
[H. R. 151301
[Pubic, No5.
1
[Public,
No.326.
32(3.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
fColumbia
apD
pr
istrict t?s
centum of the apDpstritoColumbi
per centum
That 40
assembled, That
States
of America
America in
40 per
Congress assembl,
in Congress
States of
following sums,
is appropriated
appropriated out
money in
in the
the DiSsi
following
sums, respectively,
respectively, is
out of
of any
any money
per
frrom
t
xtyt i
p
e
e
v
r
ecent
ce
n
u
n
et
s.
1
Treasury not
appropriated, and
out of
the Distict revenues.
of the
centum out
60 per
per centum
and 60
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury
revenues of
of the
for the
following expenses
expenses
the following
in full
full for
Columbia, in
of Columbia,
the District
District of
revenues
of the
the government
the District
of Columbia
Columbia for
the fiscal
endfiscal year endfor the
District of
of the
of
government of
ing June
June 30,
namely:
only, namely:
1922, only,
30, 1922,
ing
proportion
ro.
for
h
Same p
Tryt a pfor
Appropriations
year ending
June 30, 1922,
heretofore other
portin
othSmer
1922, heretofore
ending June
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
Appropriations for
riati
. ons for tiscafyear
or hereafter
hereafter made
in other
other Acts
and chargeable
fiscalyear
any proportion
proportion priationsfor
in any
chargeable in
Acts and
made in
or
against
revenues of
of the
the
shall be paid in the
Columbia, shall
of Columbia,
the District
District of
the revenues
against the
proportions of
40 per
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
Umted States
from the
centum from
per centum
of 40
proportions
and 60
centum from
revenues of the District of Columbia.
from the revenues
and
60 per centum
Taxation _inerwl.kg
the auatioed i venures
If
the estimated
revenues of
of the
the District
for the
of Columbia
Columbia for
District of
net revenues
estimated net
If the
rilistilArctendt.if revenues
insufficient.
prothe
to
meet
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1922,
are not
sufficient to meet the pronot sufficient
1922, are
ending June
fiscal
portion
of the
appropriations for
fiscal year
against such
charged against
year charged
for that fiscal
the appropriations
portion of
revenues
by this
and all
other Acts,
Acts, or which may be estimated to be
all other
this and
revenues by
charged
revenues by
by Acts
Acts that
that may
may be
be approved
approved during
such revenues
against such
charged against
such fiscalyear,
fiscal year, the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
Columbia shall
of the District of Columbia
such
increase
the rates
rates of
estate and
tangible personal
.
and tangible
on real
real estate
of taxation
taxation on
increase the
Proviso.
property
up the
the difference:
Prowled, however,
however, Limitation.
property sufficiently
sufficiently to
to make
make up
difference: Provided,
That such
of taxation
taxation shall
per
1½ per
be less
less than 11
in no
no event
event be
shall in
rates of
That
such rates
centum
nor more
centum.
per centum.
than 22 per
more than
centum nor
GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
GENERAL

ExEcrrrrvE OrFICE: Two commissioners, at $5,000 each; engineer

General expenses.

General expenses.

Executive
office.
xc
a
au
r
t
ree
s,
o
lcrr6
e

Salaries, Commis-

commissioner,
EXECUTIVE Omen:
so much Two
as may
commissioners,
be necessary-at
(to$5,000
make salary
each; engineer
$5,000); sioners, etc. a
commissioner, so much as may be necessary (to make salary $5,000); sionersetc.
secretary, $2,700; three
commissioners, at
assistant secretaries
secretaries to commissioners,
three assistant
secretary,
81,600 each;
$1,400 each, one $1,200,
at $1,400
$1.600
each; clerks—one
clerks-one $1,500, three at
one (who
typewriter) $1,200,
$1,200, one
one $840,
be aa stenographer
stenographer and typewriter)
one
(who shall
shall be
two
each; two messengers,
stenographer and
$600 each; stenographer
messengers, at $600
at $720
8720 each;
two at
typewriter, $1,200;
$1,200;
typewriter,
division.
de- Veterinary
Xeternnrydivsion.
the dein the
all horses
Veterinary
division: Veterinary
Veterinary surgeon
surgeon for
for all
horses in
Veterinary division:
partments
of
the
District
government,
$1,400;
partments of the District government, $1,400;
Purchasing division.
deputy purchasing
Purchasing division:
division: Purchasing
Purchasing officer,
officer, $3,000;
$3,000; deputy
purchasing Purchasingdiilon.
Purchasing
officer,
$1,800;
computer,
$1,440;
clerks—one
$1,800,
one
$1,600,
$1,800,
one
$1,600,
$1,440;
clerks-one
officer, S1,800; computer,
three
$1,200 each (five of whom
whom shall be
$1,500 each,
each, twelve at $1,200
three at $1,500
stenographers and
typewriters), one
$1,100, three at $1,000 each;
each;
one 81,100,
and typewriters),
stenographers
storekeeper, $1,200:
messenger, $600; driver, $600;
inspectors--one
$600; inspectors—one
S1,200: messenger,
storekeeper,
$1,400, two at $900 each; two property-yard
property-yard keepers,
keepers,
materials, $1.400,
of materials,
at $1,000
at
$1,000 each:
each; temporary
temporary labor,
labor. $250;
$250;
nBlding inspection
Building
inspection
division.
Inspector of buildings, $3,000;
inspection division: Inspector
$3,000; as- di
ris
Building inspection
sistant
inspectors of
$1,500, one
buildings-principal $2,000, one $1,500,
of buildings—principal
sistant inspectors
$1,400, nine
nine at
at $1,360
$1,360 each:
each; fire-escape
fire-escape inspector,
$1,400; temporary
temporary
inspector, 51,400;
Sl,400,
employment
of additional
assistant inspectors
inspectors for such
such time as their
additional assistant
employment of
services
may be
$1,000; civil
civil engineers
or computers—
computersengineers or
necessary, $1,000:
be necessary,
services mav
one
$1,500; clerks-chief
clerks--chief $1,800,
$1,800, one $1,050,
one $2,000, one $1,800, one $1,500;
one
$1,000, one
one (who
(who shall
stenographer and
$1,000,
typewriter) $1,000,
and typewriter)
be a
a stenographer
shall be
one $1,000,
one
assistant inspector,
inspector, $1,500;
$1,500;
pu
one $900;
$900; messenger,
messenger, $600;
$600: assistant
Plumbing inspection
°
diision.
Plumbing
plumbing, $2,000;
$2,000; division.
of plumbing,
Inspector of
division: Inspector
inspection division:
Plumbing inspection
$1,360
assistant
plumbing-principal, $1,550, six at $1,360
assistant inspectors of plumbing—principal,
each:
clerks—two at
$1,200 each,
employment
one $900; temporary employment
each, one
at $1,200
each: clerks-two
laborers for such
of additional
additional assistant inspectors
plumbing and laborers
inspectors of plumbing
of
time as their services may be necessary, $3,000; draftsman,
draftsman, $1,350:
$1,350:
$150
sewer tapper,
tapper, $1,000;
plumbing board, at $150
of plumbing
three members of
$1,000; three
sewer
each;
each:
In
office, $128,670.
$128,670.
In all, executive
executive office,
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S
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70.
III. CH.
CH. 70.
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1921.
1921.

DISTRICT
CARE
C
ARE OF D
ISTRICT BUILDING:
Bumuxu: Assistant superintendent,
superintendent, $2,000;
$2,000;
engineers, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each;
chief engineer,
engineer, $1,600;
$1,600; two
two assistant
assistant engineers,
electrician, $1,400;
$1,400; dynamo
dynamo tender,
tender, $880;
four firemen,
each;
firemen, at
at $840
$840 each;
$880; four
electrician,
three coal
at $600
$600 each;
each; electrician's
electrician's helper,
helper, $880;
$880; eight
eight
passers, at
three
coal passers,
elevator conductors,
conductors, at
each; laborers-two
at $660
$660 each,
each, two
two
laborers-two at
at $600
$600 each;
elevator
of the
the
at $500
also have
have charge
charge of
(who shall
shall also
two chief
chief cleaners
cleaners (who
at
$500 each;
each; two
lavatories),
each; services
services of
cleaners as
necessary, not
not to
to
of cleaners
as necessary,
$500 each;
lavatories), at
at $500
exceed 30
30 cents
cents per
per hour,
hour, $9,000;
matron, $600;
$900;
$600; storekeeper,
storekeeper, $900;
$9,000; matron,
exceed
chief
watchman $1,000;
watchman, $660; eight
eight
chief watchman,
assistant chief
$1,000; assistant
chief watchman,
watchmen,
at $600
16600 each;
pneumatic-tube operator,
$600; in all
operator, $600;
each; pneumatic-tube
watchmen, at
$40,000.
$40,000.
Assessor's office.
ASSESSOR'S
Assessor, $3,500;
assistant assessors-three
at
assessors-three at
$3,500; assistant
OFFICE: Assessor,
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE:
Assessors
offce.
$3,000
each,
one
$2,000;
five
field
men
at
$2,000
each;
record
clerkseach;
recordclerksmen
at
$2,000
five
field
$3,000 each, one $2,000;
one
two at
at $1,500
each, two
shall also
at
be typists)
typists) at
also be
two (who
(who shall
$1,500 each,
$1,800, two
one $1,800,
$1,400
one $1,200;
$1,200; clerks-three
$1,400 each,
each, two
two at
at $1,200
$1,200
at $1,400
clerks-three at
$1,400 each,
each, one
each, four
four at
$1,000 each,
draftsmen-one $1,600,
one $720;
$720; draftsmen-one
one $900,
$900, one
each, one
at $1,000
each,
two at
$1,200 each;
typewriters at
at $1,200
$1,200
and typewriters
two stenographers
stenographers and
each; two
two
at $1,200
each; assistant
or clerk,
clerk, $900;
$900; messenger,
messenger, $600;
of assistant
assistant
$600; board
board of
assistant or
each;
assessors-clerk,
$1,500; vault
clerk, $900;
messenger and driver,
$900; messenger
vault clerk,
assessors-clerk, $1,500;
$600; temporary
clerk
hire, $500;
in
all, $56,920.
in
all,
$56,920.
$500;
hire,
clerk
temporary
$600;
ec
asssment
Special assessment
ffice.
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
assessment clerk,
Special assessment
OFFICE: Special
ASSESSMENT OFFICE:
assessment SPECIAL
i
clerks-one $1,400,
three at
at $1,200
$900, one $750; in all,
each, one $900,
$1,200 each,
$1,400, three
clerks-one

Care
of
Building.
Salaries.
salaries

District

Personal
tax

Personal tax board.

$8 650.
$8,650.
7.--

rERSONAL
TAX BOARD:
BOARD: Three
Three assistant assessors of personal taxes,
PERSONAL TAX
at
each; chief
inspector of
personal property,
$1,800; apapproperty, $1,800;
of personal
chief inspector
at $3,000
$3,000 each;
clerk, $1,400;
praiser of
$1,800; clerk,
$1,400; assistant clerk,
property, $1,800;
of personal
personal property,
praiser
$1,000;
each; extra
$2,000;
extra clerk hire, $2,000;
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
inspectors, at
two inspectors,
$1,000; two
intangible
$1,500 each,
each, five inat $1,500
property-two clerks at
personal property-two
intangible personal
spectors
each, clerk
personal tax assessors,
of personal
to board
board of
clerk to
$1,200 each,
at $1,200
spectors at
$1,800,
clerk, $1,200;
in all,
$31,400.
$1,200;
in
all,
$31,400.
clerk,
$1,800,
icense
bureau.
License bureau.
LICENSE
BUREAU: Superintendent
L
ICENSE BUREAU:
Superintendent of licenses (who shall also be
censeu.
without additional
secretary to
to the
the automobile
additional compensation),
compensation),
board without
automobile board
secretary
$1,000, one
$2,000; clerks-one
$1,400, two
two at
at $1,200
one $1,000,
each, one
$1,200 each,
at $1,400,
clerks-one at
$2,000;
$1,200; assistant
inspector of licenses, $1,200;
$900; inspector
$1,200; inspector
assistant
inspector,! $1,200;
$900;
inspector of
licenses, $1,000;
clerk
messenger, $600; temporary clerk
$1,000; messenger,
of licenses,
inspector
hire,
$1,500;
in
all,
$13,200.
all,
$13,200.
in
oe
hire, $1,500;
Colector's office.
Collector's
$2,000;
$4,000, deputy collector, $2,000;
OFFICE: Collector,
COLLECTOR'S
COLLECTOR'S OFFICE:
Collector , $4,000;
ollectorsie.
chief
clerk, arrears
arrears division,
$1,800; two assistant
assistant
cashier, $1,800;
$2,000; cashier,
division, $2,000;
chief clerk,
$1,200
cashiers,
$1,600; three bailiffs, at $1,200
bookkeeper, $1,600;
each; bookkeeper,
$1,500 each;
at $1,500
cashiers, at
each;
each; thirteen at $1,200
$1,200 each, four at
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
clerks-six at
each; clerks-six
$720; clerk and bank messenger,
$1,000 each,
$900 each,
messenger,
each, one
one $720;
five at
at $900
each, five
$1,000
$1,200;
two messengers,
messengers, at
at $600
each; in
in all,
all, $53,620.
$53,620.
$600 each;
$1,200; two
ditorsofce
Auditor's office.
Auditor, $4,000; chief clerk, $2,250;
AUDITOR'S
$2,250; bookAULDITOR'S OFFICE: Auditor,
keeper, $1,800;
$1,800; accountant,
accountant, $1,500;
$1,500; clerks-three
$1,600 each,
at $1,600
clerks-three at
keeper.
five at $1,400
$1,200 each, seven
seven at $1,000
$1,000
each, one $1,350, four at $1,200
$1,400 each,
five
each, one
$936, two
stenographer
at $720
$720 each; stenographer
two at
each, two
at $900
$900 each,
two at
one $936,
each,
$1,800;
and typist,
typist, $1,400;
messenger, $600;
$600; property
property survey
officer, $1,800;
survey officer,
$1,400; messenger,
and
teachers'
retirement section:
section: Clerks-one
Clerks-one $1,800,
$1,800, one $1,500;
$1,500; disteachers' retirement
bursing officer,
deputy disbursing
$1,600; clerksclerksdisbursing officer, $1,600;
$3,000; deputy
officer, $3,000;
bursing
two
at $1,200
each, two
two at
$1,000 each, one $900; messenger, $600;
$600;
at $1,000
$1,200 each,
two at
in all,
all, $56,276.
$56,276.
in
Corporation
coonCorpnration
counsel's
OFFICE
OF CORPORATION
CORPORATION COUssEL:
COUNSEL: Corporation
Corporation counsel,
counsel, $4,500;
$4,500;
OFFICE OF
omcffle.
sers office.
assistants-first
second $2,500,
third $2,000,
fourth $1,800,
$1,800,
$2,000, fourth
$2,500, third
$3,000, second
assistants-first $3,000,
stenographer
fifth
$1,500, sixth
sixth $1,500,
$1,500, seventh
$1,500; clerk, $1,400; stenographer
seventh $1,500;
fifth $1,500,
and
typewriter, $1,200;
at $900
$900 each;
each; clerk,
$720;
clerk, $720;
stenographers, at
two stenographers,
$1,200; two
and typewriter,
in
all,
823,420.
$23,420.
office in all,
Sinking
Sinking fund office.
MNICING-IU
ND OFFICE,
OF THE
FAL TREASURER
TREASURER OF
OF THE
CONTROL OF
UNDER CONTROL
OFFICE, UNDER
SINKING-FUND
UNITED STATES:
STATES: For
For additional
additional compensation
compensation to the clerk in the
UNITED
office of
of the
the Treasurer
designated by
Treasby the
the TreasStates designated
the United
United States
of the
Treasurer of
office
urer to
perform the
necessary clerical
connection with the
service in connection
clerical service
the necessary
to perform
urer

ersonltx oa
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sinking fund and payment
payment of interest
interest on the
the debt
debt of the District of
of
Columbia, $500.
$500.
Columbia,
C
ORONER'S OFFICE: Coroner,
Coroner, $1,800;
$1,800; morgue master, $720; asCORONER'S
janitor, $480;
$480;
sistant morgue master and janitor,
janitor, $600;
$600; hostler and
and janitor,
in
$3,600.
in all,
all, $3,600.
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Coroner's office.
office.
Coroner's

oosoce

Superintendent

of

OFFICE OF
OF SUPERINTENDENT
WEIGHTS, MEASURES,
MEASURES, AND
AND MARKETS:
OFFICE
SUPERINTENDENT OF
OF WEIGHTS,
MARKETS: weigts,measures,and
weights, measures, and

Superintendent,
$2,500; inspectors-chief,
inspectors-chief, $1,500,
$1,500, five
five at
at $1,200
$1,200 masrets.
Superintendent, $2,500;
Salaries.
each;
market masters-two
masters-two at
Post, p. 1217.
1217.
two at Pot,p.
each; clerk,
clerk, $1,200;
$1,200; market
at $1,200 each, two
masters-two at $780
$600
$900 each; assistant market
market masters-two
$780 each, two at $600
watchman, $600; laborers-five
laborers-five at
each, one
one $300;
$300; watchman,
at $600 each,
each,
five at
at $480 each;
each; in
in all, $24,460.
$24,460.
Engineer
Commis$3,000; sioner's ofmie.
Engineer of
of highways,
highways, $3,000;
ENGINEER
COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE:
oFFicE: Engineer
ENGINEER COMMISSIONER'S
fce.
superinengineer
of
bridges,
$2,500;
superintendents-one
of
streets
$2,000,
tegneers,
$2,000,
superintendents-one
of
bridges,
$2,500;
engineer
tendents, etc. superinone
roads $2,250; sanitary
engineer, $3,300; asphalts
one of
of suburban
suburban roads
sanitary engineer,
asphalts
and
and parkinis-superintendent
and cements-inspector
cements-inspector $2,400;
$2,400; trees
trees and
parkings-superintendent Assistant
tant en
r
an eengineers,
ee
$2,000, assistant superintendent
superintendent $1,350; assistant engineers-two
engineers-two at etc.
$2,000,
$1,600 each, four
$1,500
$2,200 each, four
four at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, two
two at $1,600
four at
at $1,500
each,
$1,350 each,
transitmen-three at
$1,200
each, two at $1,350
each, one $1,200;
$1,200; transitmen-three
at $1,200
each,
rodmen-eight at
each;
each, one $1,050; rodmen-eight
at $900
$900 each,
each, four at $780 each;
chainmen-six at $720 each, six at $650 each; draftsmen-one
draftsmen-one $1,500,
$1,500,
chainmen-six
etc.
two at $1,200 each, one $1,050; general
$1,300; Inspectors,
general inspector of sewers, $1,300;
Ispectorsetc
inspectors of
sewers,
$1,200;
bridge
inspector,
$1,200;
inspectorsinspectors
of sewers, $1,200; bridge inspector, $1,200; inspectorstwo
$1,500 each, one
(including two
at
two at $1,500
one $1,400,
$1,400, five
five (including
two of streets)
streets) at
$1,200 each, one $1,000, one $900; foremen-thirteen
$1,200 each,
foremen-thirteen at $1,200
four at $1,050 each, eight at $900 each;,
keepers-one $650,
$650,
each; bridge keepers-one
t
three
$1,500; assistant
assistant Clerks,
Clerks eeta
C
three at $600
$600 each;
each; chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; permit
permit clerk, $1,500;
$1,000; clerks-one
$1,800, three
permit clerk, $1,000;
clerks-one $1,800,
three at $1,500
$1,500 each, one
$1,350 each, seven at $1,200
$1,200 each, two at $1,000 each,
$1,400, two at $1,350
one $900, three at $840
$840 each, one $720, one $600; seven messengers,
at $600 each; skilled laborer, $625; laboratory assistant, $1,200;
$1,200;
janitor, $720; steam engineers-principal,
engineers-principal, $2,090, one $1,800,
$1,800, two
$1,760 each, three assistants at $1,460 each;
each; six oilers
$960
at $1,760
oilers,! at $960
each; six firemen, at $1,160 each; storekeeper, $900; superintendent
superintendent
of stables, $1,500;
watchmen, at $630
each;
$1,500; blacksmith, $975; two
two watchmen,
$630 each;
two drivers,
drivers, at
at $630
$630 each;
each; in all
all $184,530.
$184,530.
Central garage.
Central Garage:
Garage: Superintendent,
$1,500;
mechanics and Centg ara ge.
Superintendent, $1,500;
two mechanics
$1,000 each;
i
n all,
drivers, at
at $1,000
each; in
all, $3,500.
$3,500.
arch'.
ar
M
UNICIPAL ARCHITECT'S
OFFICE: Municipal
Municipal architect,
architect, $3,600; teEt'sot
ARCHITECT'S OFFICE:
MUNICIPAL
teg's oflickt.1
engineering assistant, $2,400;
construction, $2,000;
$2,000;
engineering
$2,400; superintendent
superintendent of
of construction,
draftsman, $1,800; draftsmen-one
chief draftsman,
draftsmen-one $1,400, one $1,300; heating,
heating,
ventilating,
sanitary engineer,
superintendent of repairs,
ventilating, and sanitary
engineer, $2,000; superintendent
repairs,
$1,800;
assistant superintendent
superintendent of
repairs, $1,350;
$1,800; assistant
of repairs,
$1,350; boss
boss carpenter,
carpenter,
boss
boss tinner
tinner,'boss painter, boss
boss plumber,
plumber, boss
boss steam
steam fitter, boss
boss grader,
each; machinist,
$1,200; clerks-one
clerks-one $1,200,
six in all,
all, at $1,200
$1,200 each;
machinist, $1,200;
$1,200, one
one
$1,050, one $1,000,
$1,000, one $720; copyist,
copyist, $840;
$840; driver,
in all,
$1,050,
driver, $600; in
all, $31,460. Public
Utilities
Public Utilities
PUBLIC
UmmEs C
OMMISSION: Executive
Executive secretary,
secretary, $4,000; Commission.
COMMISSION:
PUBLIC UTILITIES
assistant accountant,
engineer, $3,000; assistant
accountant, $3,000;
$3,000; traffic engineer,
$2,000;
chief clerk,
statistical clerk, $1,400;
inspectors-one
$1,400; inspectors-one
$2,000; chief
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; statistical
$1,800, one $1,600,
$1,600, one
$1,400; inspector
inspector of
$2,000;
of gas and meters, $2,000;
one $1,400;
$1,800,
inspector
assistant inspectors-one
inspectors-one $1,200,
$1,200,
meters, $1,800; assistant
inspector of electric meters,
two at
mes$1,400 each, one
one $1,200;
$1,200; two
two mesat $900
$900 each;
each; clerks-two
clerks-two at $1,400
two
sengers,
in all,
all, $32,240;
$32,240;
sengers, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; in
Expert serrices, etc.
For incidental
general necessary
necessary expenses
authorized Expert ser ieset.
expenses authorized
For
incidental and all other general
employment of expert services where
where necessary,
by law, including the employment
$7,500;
$7,500:
In all.
all, Public
Public Utilities
Commission, $39,740.
$39,740.
In
Utilities Commission,
Street cleaning divii.div
STREET CLEANING
CLEANING DIVISION:
DIVISION: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $3,000;
$3,000; assistant
assistant Steetlanl
g
STREET
sion.
superintendent,
$1,800: chief
$1,400; stenographer
stenographer and
and clerk,
clerk,
chief clerk,
clerk, $1,400;
superintendent, $1.800:
c;1,000;
at $1,200
$1,200 each; one
$1,100, one
$1,000, two
two at
one $1,000,
one $1,100,
clerks-two at
$1,000; clerks-two
$720
each; chief
chief inspector,
$1,300; inspectors-four
inspectors-four at
$1,200 each,
each,
at $1,200
inspector, 81,300;
$720 each;
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two at
$1,100 each;
foreman of repairs,
repairs, $1,200;
$1,300,
foremen-one $1,300,
$1,200; foremen-one
two
at $1,100
each; foreman
four at
at $1,100
$1,000, one $900;
$900;
$1,100 each, one $1,000,
$1,200 each,
each, eight
eight at
four
at $1,200
assistant foremen-three
foremen-three at
$720 each;
messenger
at $720
each; messenger
each, two at
at $900 each,
assistant
and
$44,180.
in all,
all, $44,180.
driver, $600;
$600; in
and driver,

STEAM ENGINEERS:
members, at
BOARD
OF EXAMINERS,
EXAMINERS, STEAM
BOARD OF
ENGINEERS: Three
Three members,
at
$300
each,
$900.
$300 each, $900.
Insurance
DepartDEPARTMENT OF
OF INSURANCE:
INSURANCE: Superintendent
Superintendent of
insurance, $3,500;
$3,500;
nurance DepartDEPARTMENT
of insurance,
men,
deputy and
$1,700; clerks-one
$1,200,
clerks-one $1,200,
$2,000; statistician, $1,700;
deputy
and examiner,
examiner, $2,000;
two
$1,000 each;
stenographer, $1,000;
clerk hire,
hire,
temporary clerk
$1,000; temporary
each; stenographer,
two at
at $1,000
$600; in
all, $12,000.
$12,000.
in al,
$600;
Surveyor's office.
S
URVEYOR'S OFFICE:
OFFICE: Surveyor,
$3,000; assistant
assistant surveyor,
surveyor, $2,000;
$2,000;
Surveyor, $3,000;
SURVEYOR'S
surveyor's
ofce.
at
clerks-one $1,225,
one $675;
engineers, at
three assistant
assistant engineers,
$675; three
one $975,
$975, one
$1,225, one
clerks-one
$1,500 each;
each; computer,
$1,200; record
record clerk,
clerk, $1,050;
$1,050; inspector,
$1,275;
inspector, $1,275;
computer, $1,200;
$1,500
draftsmen-one $1,225,
$1,225, one
one $900;
$900; assistant
assistant computer,
computer, $900; three
draftsmen-one
$650
rodmen, at
at $825
each; chainmen-three
at $700
each, two
two at $650
$700 each,
chainmen-three at
$825 each;
rodmen,
each;
computer
and
transitman,
$1,200; in
all,
$26,000;
all,
$26,000;
in
$1,200;
and
transitman,
computer
each;
Temporary services.
For
of temporary
temporary draftsmen,
laborers, addicomputers, laborers,
draftsmen, computers,
For services
services of
Tamposence
tional field
purchase of
of supplies,
supplies, care or hire
required, purchase
when required,
party when
field party
tional
of teams,
$4,000, all
to be
be made only on
on the
hereunder to
all expenditures
expenditures hereunder
teams, $4,000,
of
written authority
authority of
the commissioners;
commissioners;
of the
written
In all,
all, $30,000.
$30,000.
In
Minimum Wa
ge
Minimum
Wage
Barimum
Minimum
Wage Board: Secretary, $2,500; clerical, contingent,
contingent,
Board.
District
reve- and miscellaneous
reveDistrict
From
miscellaneous
expenses, $2,500; in all, $5,000, to be paid wholly
n u es
nues..
out of the revenues of the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
out of the revenues of
the District
District of
Employees'
ComFor carryFund: For
Compensation Fund:
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Employees'
Employees' Compensation
carryDistrict
FCrn
pesmlooys'
pensation
Fund.
Payment for
inju- ing
Payment
for injuing out the provisions
provisions of section 11 of the District of Columbia
ries.
Appropriation Act
11, 1919,
extending to
the ememto the
1919, extending
July 11,
approved July
Act approved
Appropriation
Ante, p.
104.
p. 104.
ployees
of
the
government
of
the
District
of
Columbia
the
provisions
government of the District of Columbia the provisions
pfoyees
Vol. 39, p. 72.
742.
entitled "An Act to provide
of
provide compensation
compensation for employees
employees
Act entitled
of the Act
of
the United
United States
suffering injuries
injuries while
while in
in the performance
performance of
States suffering
of the
their duties,
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved September 7, 1916,
for other
and for
duties, and
their
$5,000.
Free Public
Library $5,000.
Public Library
Free
TAKOMA PARK
Takoma
FREE
PUBLIC LIBRARY,
LIBRARY, INCLUDING
INCLUDING TAKOMA
PARK BRANCH:
BRANCH: LibraFREE PUBLIC
Park
and Takoma
Branch.
rian, $4,000;
$2,000; chief,
department,
circulating department,
chief, circulating.
librarian, $2,000;
assistant librarian,
$4,000; assistant
rian,
Salaries.
rSlries.
$1,760; director
of children's
$1,600; director
director of reference
reference work,
work, $1,600;
children's work,
director of
$1,760;
$1,500; children's
librarian, $1,200;
supervisor of school work, $1,260;
$1,260;
$1,200; supervisor
children's librarian,
$1,500;
librarian's
Takoma Park branch librarian,
librarian, $1,200;
81,200;
$1,200; Ta,koma,
secretary, $1,200;
librarian's secretary,
chiefs of
of divisions-order
divisions-order and accessions
$1,200, industrial $1,200:
$1,200;
accessions $1,200,
chiefs
reference
$1,200; chief,
$1,400;
department, $1,400;
catalogue department,
chief, catalogue
librarian, $1,200;
reference librarian,
at
of periodicals
assistants-one $1,200,
periodicals $1,200,
$1,200, eight at
charge of
one in charge
$1,200, one
assistants-one
Takoma Park branch) at
$1,000 each,
seven (including
(including one
one for the Takoma
each, seven
$1,000
$900 each,
$780 each;
each;
(including one for Takoma Park branch) at S780
each, six (including
$900
copyist, $780;
$780; classifier,
$1,120; cataloguers-one
cataloguers-one
shelf lister, $1,120;
$1,000; shelf
classifier, $1,000;
copyist,
typewritersstenographers and typewriters$960, one
one $900,
two at $780
$780 each; stenographers
$900, two
$960,
$780
one
$1,000; attendants-two
attendants-two at $900 each, eleven at $780
one $1,000;
$1,100, one
one $1,100,
each;
collator, $780;
messengers, at
at $720
ten pages, at
$720 each; ten
four messengers,
$780; four
each: collator,
$420
each; four
four janitors, at $720
$720 each, one of whom shall act as
$420 each;
night
watchman; janitor
of Takoma
Park branch,
branch, $660; engineer,
Takoma Park
janitor of
night watchman;
two
$1,300; fireman,
fireman, $720;
$720; workman,
$600; library
library guard, $720;
$720; two
workman, $600;
$1,300;
cloakroom attendants,
at $360
$360 each;
charwomen, at $240 each;
six charwomen,
each; six
attendants, at
cloakroom
in all,
$77,800.
in
all, $77,800.
Substitutes.
For substitutes
and other
other special
special and
service, including
including
and temporary
temporary service,
substitutes and
For
Substitutes.
the conducting
of stations
in public-school
public-school buildings,
at the
the discretion
discretion
buildings, at
stations in
the
conducting of
of
$3,500.
librarian, $3,500.
of the
the librarian,
Sunday, etc., openhalf holiFor
Sundays, holidays,
holidays, and
and Saturday
holiSaturday half
on Sundays,
services on
For extra
extra services
ignda, etc. opening.
days,
$3,000.
days, $3,000.
Miscellaneous.
MISCELLANEOUS, INCLUDING
INCLUDING TAKOMAL
TAKOM.A. PRK
PARK BRANCH:
books,
For books,
BRANCH: For
MISCELLANEOUS,
Misellaneou.
periodicals,
and newspapers,
in advance
for subsubadvance for
payment in
including payment
newspapers, including
periodicals, and
scriptions
newspapers, subscriptions
and society
subscriptions books, and
periodicals, newspapers,
to periodicals,
scriptions to
publications,
$12,500;
publications, $12,500;
For binding,
or otherwise,
necessary personal
including necessary
otherwise, including
by contract
contract or
For
binding, by
services, $7,000;
$7,000;
services,
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For
fuel, lighting,
buildings, lunchup buildings,
For maintenance,
maintenance, repairs,
repairs, fuel,
lighting, fitting up
maintenance of
of bicycles
bicycles
purchase, exchange,
exchange, and maintenance
room equipment;
equipment; purchase,
and
motor delivery
$11,000;
vehicles, and
and other
other contingent
contingent expenses
expenses, $11,000;
and motor
delivery vehicles,
For extraordinary
extraordinary repairs
improvements to thebuildings
the buildings of the paa
* .
repairs and improvements
For
free
public libraries,
libraries, $3,000;
$3,000;
free public
In
$33,500.
In all, $33,500.

tma

xtractdinarY

CONTINGENT
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
AND MISCELLANEOUS
CONTINGENT AND
For
checks, books,
law books,
books of
reference penperiof reference,
books, books
books, law
printing, checks,
For printing,

La.

e

Contingent expenses.

ontingexpenses.

items specifed
Ites

odicals, stationery;
stationery; surveying
implements; drawing
drawing
and implements;
instruments and
surveying instruments
odicals,
materials;
binding, rebinding,
repairing, and
and preservation
records;
of records;
preservation of
rebinding, repairing,
materials; binding,
maintaining
keeping in
laboratory and
apparatus
the laboratory
and apparatus
in good
good order
order the
maintaining and
and keeping
in
office of
the inspector
inspector of
of asphalt
asphalt and
and cement; damages; livery,
of the
in the
the office
carriages or buggies
buggies and bicycles
purchase, and care of horses and carriages
not
provided for; horseshoeing;
ice; repairs to pound and
horseshoeing; ice;
not otherwise
otherwise provided
vehicles;
of bicycles
bicycles by
by inspectors
engineer department
department
inspectors in the engineer
vehicles; use
use of
not to
to exceed
$800; and
necessary expenses
District
expenses of District
and other
other general
general necessary
not
exceed $800;
offices, including
including the
the sinking-fund
sinking-fund office,
office, Board
Board of
including
of Charities, including
offices,
an
allowance to
purchasing officer
secretary of
to the
the secretary
of the
officer and
and to
an allowance
to the
the purchasing
Board
Charities of
of not
exceeding $360 each
each per
annum for maintemainteper annum
not exceeding
Board of
of Charities
nance of
discharge of their official
official duties,
for use in the
the discharge
nance
of vehicles
vehicles for
personal-tax
department, surveyor's
surveyor's
health department,
board, harbor
harbor master,
master, health
personal-tax board,
office,
superintendent of weights,
markets office,
office, and
weights, measures,
measures, and markets
office, superintendent
department
insurance, and
purchase of
of new apparatus
laboraapparatus and
and laboraand purchase
of insurance,
department of
tory equipment
in office
office of
of inspector
inspector of
and cement, $45,000.
$45,000.
of asphalt
asphalt and
tory
equipment in
r2r" I
fsct'iga
For
printing all
annual and
special reports
government of ar
ting4e
reports of the government
and special
all annual
For printing
the District
District of
Columbia for the
1921, for
for
June 30,
30, 1921,
the fiscal year ending
ending June
the
ofColumbia
submission
to Congress,
authority is
is hereby
'
submission to
Congress, $5,000:
$5,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That authority
hereby Dissre°ony
di.
cretionary
d.
given the
the Commissioners
to discontinue
discontinue continuance.
of Columbia
Columbia to
of the
the District
District of
Commissioners of
given
annual or special
government of
of
the printing of
of any
any annual
special reports of
of the
the government
the District of Columbia
expenditures within this PrPreservation,etc.,
.tt,. of
Columbia in order to keep the expenditures
appropriation. In
In all
all cases
reports is dis- orgnals.
originals.
where the printing of said reports
cases where
appropriation.
continued, the
the original
original copy
thereof shall
kept on
file in
in the
the offices
continued,
copy thereof
shall be
be kept
on file
offices
of the
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
for public inof
the Commissioners
r°vit°

spection.
Motorvehicle.
Motor vehicles.
For maintenance, care, and repair of automobiles,
automobiles, motor cycles, Maintenance.
and
motor trucks
the District
District of
are not
not
of Columbia,
Columbia, that
that are
and motor
trucks owned
owned by
by the
otherwise herein
provided for,
for, including
such personal
personal services
services in
in
otherwise
herein provided
including such
connection
therewith not
not otherwise
otherwise herein
herein authorized,
authorized, as
comthe comas the
connection therewith
missioners
writing specially
specially order,
Purchases.
missioners shall
shall in
in writing
order, $30,000;
$30,000;
purehs.
For
six new
automobiles (to replace
replace horse-drawn
horse-drawn
the purchase
purchase of
of six
new automobiles
For the
vehicles) for
for use
use of
of the
the government
government of
of
various departments
departments of
of the
the various
vehicles)
the District
Columbia, and
for the
the exchange
such automobiles
of such
automobiles
and for
exchange of
of Columbia,
the
District of
now
owned by
by the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia as,
as, in
the
of the
in the
the judgment
judgment of
now owned
commissioners
of said
said District,
District, have
have or
shall become
become unserviceable,
unserviceable,
or shall
commissioners of
$5.000:
$5.000:
use by officials
Use
officials re
reIn all
for motor
$35,000. All
vehicles and strcted.
stricted•
All of
of said
said motor vehicles
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $35,000.
all, for
In
horse-drawn
all
motor vehicles
all horse-drawn
in this Act and all
for in
provided for
vehicles provided
all other
other motor
carriages and
owned by
of Columbia
be
Columbia shall
shall be
the District
District of
by the
and buggies
buggies owned
carriages
used
only for
for purposes
purposes directly
to the
the public
public services
of
services of
directly pertaining
pertaining to
used only
said District,
District, and
shall be
under the
the direction
and control
of the
the
control of
direction and
be under
and shall
said
commissioners, who
who may
alter or change
change the
to time
time alter
from time
time to
may from
commissioners,
assignment
for use
use thereof
thereof or
the joint
interchangeable use
Proviso.
assignment for
or direct
direct the
joint or
or interchangeable
use proo
of any
any of
of the
the same
same by
by officials
of the
District: Provided,
Provided, Limit of
of cost.
cast.
the District:
employees of
and employees
officials and
of
purchase or
be acquired hereunder, by purchase
automobile shall be
That no
no automobile
exchange,
the value
value of
vehicle exchanged,
exchanged,
of a
a vehicle
at a
a cost,
cost, including
including the
exchange, at
exceeding
L
-se of horses,
horses, etc.,
tc.,
Use
$650.
exceeding $650.
Appropriations in
Act shall
shall not
for the
the purchase
purchase rerestncted.
tricted expended for
be expended
not be
in this
this Act
Appropriations
or
maintenance of
of horses
vehicles for
for the
use of
of the
the
the use
horses or
or horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles
or maintenance
44281°
21
72
72
A4281°-21--
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commissioners, or for the purchase or maintenance
horses or
or
maintenance of horses
horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles
vehicles for inspection
inspection or other
other purposes for
for those
those officials
or
employees provided
or employees
provided with motor vehicles.
exenses
Appropriations
in this Act, except appropriations
appropriations for the militia,
horses,
Expmited.
enses of horses,
Appropriations
etc.,li
maintenance of horses,
shall not be used for the purchase, livery, or maintenance
or for the purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, or
buggies or
carriages and
or repair of
of buggies
or carriages
and
except as provided for in the appropriation
harness, except
appropriation for contingent
contingent
and miscellaneous
appropriation from which
which
expenses or unless the appropriation
miscellaneous expenses
the
such
the same
same is proposed to be paid shall specifically authorize such
purchase, livery, maintenance, and repair, and except also as hereinafter authorized.
Fire insurance
Appropriations in this Act shall not be used for the payment
payment of
insurance pro
proAppropriations
of
hibited.
preramms or other
premiums
other cost of fire
fire insurance.
allowed
Telephones
Telephones
superinTelephones allowed
Telephones may be maintained in the residences
residences of the superinat residences.
res ences.
tendent
of the
tendent of
the water department, sanitary engineer, chief inspector
inspector
of the street-cleaning
street-cleaning division, assistant superintendent
superintendent of the streetcleaning division, inspector of plumbing, secretary of the Board of
cleaning
Charities, health
health officer,
officer, assistant health officer, chief of the bureau
Charities,
of
department, superdiseases, chief
chief engineer
engineer of the fire department,
of preventable
preventable diseases,
intendent of police, electrical
electrical inspector in charge of the fire-alarm
fire-alarm
system,
two fire-alarm
fire-alarm repair
men,
system, one
one fire-alarm
fire-alarm operator,
operator, and
and two
repair .men,
Connections,
under appropriations
commissioners
appropriations contained in this Act. The commissioners
connect any or all
of
all of these telephones
telephones either to the system of
may connect
and Potomac Telephone Company or the telephone
the Chesapeake
Chesapeake and
system
maintained by
Columbia, as in their judgment
judgment
by the District of Columbia,
system maintained
economical to the District.
may be most economical
Psta.
For postage
postage for
for strictly
Postage.
strictly official
official mail
mail matter,
matter, $12,500.
$12,500.
carfares.
The
commissioners are
are authorized,
their discretion,
Car fares.
The commissioners
authorized, in their
discretion, to furnish
furnish
necessary transportation
in connection
with strictly
official business
business
strictly official
connection with
necessary
transportation in
of
purchase of
of car
car fares from
from approof the District
District of Columbia
Columbia by the purchase
Proviso.,
.
riations contained
in this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the expenditures
expenditures
Limist.
priations
contained in
Limit.
be so
total of
of
Firemen and police
to exceed
exceed aa total
as not
not to
shall be
so apportioned
apportioned as
authorized shall
police herein
herein authorized
Firemen
not included.
included.
further, That the provisions of this paragraph
$8,000: Provided
Providedfurther,
paragraph shall
not include the appropriations
appropriations herein made for the fire and police
judicial expenses.
departments.
Judicial
expenses.
departments.
procurement of chains of title,
For judicial expenses, including procurement
the printing of briefs in the Court of Appeals of the District of
of
Columbia, witness fees, and expert
expert services in District cases before
Coroner's
Court of
$5,000.
of said
said District, $5,000.
the Supreme
Supreme Court
expenses. the
Coroner's expenses.
For purchase and maintenance,
maintenance, hire of livery, or means of transportation for the coroner's
coroner's office and the morgue, jurors' fees, witness
fees, removal of deceased
deceased persons, making autopsies, ice, disinfectants,
telephone
necessary supplies for the morgue, and
telephone service, and other necessary
stenographic
the necessary
necessary expenses of holding inquests, including stenographic
in taking testimony,
services m
testimony, and photographing
photographing unidentified bodies,
$7,000.
$7,000.
Advertising.
t.eneral.
For
general advertising,
required by
by law,
law, and
and for
for
authorized and
and required
advertising, authorized
For general
General.
tax
regulations, $6,000.
tax and
and school
school notices
notices and notices
notices of changes
changes in regulations,
For advertising
notice of
taxes in
arrears July
1, 1921,
1921, as
required
as required
July 1,
in arrears
of taxes
advertising notice
For
arrea4r.
Tae
Vol.es, In
,2
p.arrears.
24.
to be given by Act of March 19, 1890, to be reimbursed
reimbursed by a
a
Removing
50 cents
cents for
for each
each lot
piece of
$5.000.
property advertised,
advertised, $5.000.
lot or
or piece
of property
charge of
of 50
Removing danger- charge
ous buildings.
For carr
.
ving out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
entitled "An
"Art Act
to
Act to
Act entitled
of the
carrying
For
budings.
ous.
Vol.
30, p. 923.
authorize
Columbia to remove
authorize the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
the District of Columbia
dangerous
dangerous or unsafe buildings and parts thereof, and for other purposes,"
approved March .
1899. to pav
pay members
members of the board
board of
1, 1S99.
poses," approved
survey provided for therein, other than the inspector
inspector of buildings, at
aacompensation
compensation of not to exceed $10 for each survey, and to pay the
buildings upon the refusal or
cost of making safe or removing such buildings
or
Reappropriation.
to do,
do, the
the unexpended
Reappropriation.
neglect of the owners so to
unexpended balance
balance of the approA
ate, p. 843..
priation made
made for
this purpose
purpose for
for the
fiscal year
reapproAt,
pnation
for this
the fiscal
year 1913
1913 is
is reappropriated for the fiscal year 1922.
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i e of wills, etc.,
Copies
For
furnishing to
the office
office of
assessor copies
of wills,
wills, petitions,
petitions, toCop
For furnishing
to the
of the
the assessor
copies of
o wils, etc.,
assessor.
and all
all necessary
necessary papers
papers wherein
real estate
estate is
is involved,
and
wherein title
title to
to real
involved, $1,000.
$1,000.
or
of deeds.
For rent
of offices
offices of
the recorder
of deeds,
deeds, including
services of
For
rent of
of the
recorder of
including services
of Recorder
ecorderofdeeds.
Office rent.
cleaners as
as necessary,
not to
to exceed
exceed 30
per hour,
hour, to
to be
be expended
expended Ocre
cleaners
necessary, not
30 cents
cents per
direction of the
of the
the District
District of
Columbia,
under the
the direction
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of Columbia,
$6,000.
$6,000.
Pay etc
etc.
for copying
copying
The recorder
The
recorder of
of deeds
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
deeds of
Columbia is
is authorized
authorized and
and deeds,
deeds
directed
pay for
copying instruments
instruments filed
in his
office
directed to
to pay
for copying
filed for
for record
record in
his office
40 per
fees collected
by him
for filing,
filing, indexing,
indexing, and
40
per centum
centum of
of the
the fees
collected by
him for
and
recording said
said instruments,
the same
rate of
compensation for
for
recording
instruments, and
and the
same rate
of compensation
making copies
copies of
records of
office, and
of the
the office
office
making
of the
the records
of his
his office,
and employees
employees of
of
District of
of Columbia
of the
the recorder
recorder of deeds
deeds of the District
Columbia when
when employed
employed
therein
the day
shall receive
at the
rate of
$2.50 for
for
therein by
by the
day shall
receive compensation
compensation at
the rate
of $2.50
each
employed, payable
payable out
the fees
each day
day so
so employed,
out of
of the
fees and
and emoluments
emoluments of
of said
said
office.
office.
Vehicle tags.
For purchase
number tags
for horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehile
For
purchase of
of metal
metal identification
identification number
tags for
tags
vehicles used for business purposes and motor vehicles
vehicles in the
District
the District
of
$17,500.
of Columbia,
Columbia, $17,500.
Repairing fire
fire injuof buildings owned and used by the District of Columbia, neRspairing
For repair
repairof
ries.
iley
e
)
,
p
;c
priation.
.
when
by fire,
fire, the
the unexpended
balance of
the appropriation
appropriation Reappropriation.
when injured
injured by
unexpended balance
of the
of $10,000
$10,000 for
for such
such purpose
purpose for
for the
1921 is
reappropriated Ate, p. 44.
of
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921
is reappropriated
for
fiscal year
year 1922.
1922.
for the
the fiscal
supplies.
For
medicines, surgical
supplies for
office of
of veterinary
veterinary Veterinary
Veteiry supplies.
For medicines,
surgical and
and hospital
hospital supplies
for office
surgeon,
surgeon, $500.
$500.
o
etor vehicles..
inspeo.
Building
inspection division:
division: To
reimburse three
Building inspection
To reimburse
three elevator
elevator inin- t
Eltev'ators
.
tion
provision and
and maintenance
spectors for provision
maintenance by
themselves of
motor Son.
by themselves
of three
three motor
cycles
for use
use in
in their
of elevators,
elevators, $15
$15 per
month
cycles for
their official
official inspection
inspection of
per month
each, $540.
each,
$540.
Automobiles
inspeco
For transportation,
transportation, means
.mob
and maintenance
maintenance of tion.
means of
of transportation,
transportation, and
For
tion.
means
transportation, including
including allowances
means of transportation,
allowances to
to inspectors
inspectors for
for
automobiles at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month each,
automobiles
at the
rate of
per month
each, $1,200.
$1,200.
Plumbing
inspecI
oti.PlU'b
Plumbing
Plumbing inspection division: To reimburse
reimburse three assistant in- tion.
spectors of plumbing
maintenance by
plumbing for
for provision
provision and maintenance
by themselves
themselves
of
motor cycles
cycles for
use in
in their
their official
inspections in
District
of three
three motor
for use
official inspections
in the
the District
of
Columbia
$15 per
each, $540.
$540.
of District
Columbia, $15
per month
month each,
District Buidin
District Building.
Columbia,
District Building: For
fuel, light,
repairs (including
$8,000 Maintenance.
Maintetnance.
For fuel,
light, power,
power, repairs
(including $8,000
for special
repairs to
the roof),
labor not
for
special repairs
to the
roof), laundry
laundry,.,mechanics,
mechanics, and
and labor
not to
to
exceed
$5,000, and
miscellaneous supplies,
supplies, $42,500.
$42,500.
exceed $5,000,
and miscellaneous
Sritdt
o
Superintendent
of
Office of
weights, measures,
measures, and
Office
of superintendent
superintendent of
of weights,.
and markets:
markets: For
For Weights,
weSigtseete.
etc.
Inspection expenses.
purchase
of groceries,
meats, provisions,
provisions, and
purchase of
of small
small quantities
quantities of
groceries, meats,
and so
so Inspeon
x" 'sesforth,
including personal
personal services,
services, in
connection with
with investigation
investigation
forth, including
in connection
and
detection of
sales of
and measure,
$100.
and detection
of sales
of short
short weight
weight and
measure, $100.
Markets.
For maintenance
maintenance and
and repairs
repairs to
markets including
including salary of
to markets,
engineer for
refrigerating plant
not exceeding
per annum,
engineer
for refrigerating
plant at
at not
exceeding $1,200
$1,200 per
annum,
$8,000.
$8,000.
Motor vehicles.
For maintenance
maintenance and
four motor
motor vehicles
vehicles at
$360 each,
each, Yotorehiles.
For
and repair
repair of
of four
at $360
$1,440.
$1,440.
For
allowance to
superintendent of
of weights,
and
For allowance
to the superintendent
weights, measures,
measures, and
markets for
for maintenance
of motor
motor vehicle
vehicle used
in the
performance
markets
maintenance of
used in
the performance
of
official duties,
not to
exceed $30
month, $360.
$360.
of official
duties, at
at not
to exceed
$30 per
per month,
Farmers'
Produce
For completion
of south
at Farmers'
Farmers' Produce
Produce Market,
For
completion of
south shelter
shelter at
Market, Market.
Market.'
$4,200.
$4,200.
Surveys,
Surveys, highways
highways
system.
Surveyor's
Surveyor's office:
office: For making
making surveys to
permanently on
to mark
mark permanently
on system.
ground the permanent
highways for
for the
the ground
permanent system
system of
of highways
the District
District of
of
Columbia,
Columbia, $2,000.
$2,000.
Employment
Employment sservice.
Employment Service: For personal services and miscellaneous
miscellaneous and ice.
Maintenance
eexmaintaining aa public
public employment
contingent expenses
expenses required
contingent
required for
for maintaining
employment peMs.ten"c
penses.
service
for
the
District
of
Columbia,
$7,500.
service for the District of Columbia, $7,500.
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IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS.
REPAIRS.

Assessment
perand perAssessment and

WORK: For assessment and permit work,
ASSESSMENT AND
ASSESSMENT
AND PERMIT WORK:
including
maintenance of
including maintenance
of motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $285,000.
$285,000.
Streetimprovements.
IMPROVEMENTS: For paving, repaving, grading, and
STREET
Streetimprovements.
STREET IMPROVEMENTS:

mit work.
mit
work.

otherwise
suburban roads, and suburban
otherwise improving streets, avenues, suburban
including the maintenance
maintenance of motor vehicles,
vehicles,
respectively, including
streets, respectively,
as follows:
follows:
Paving Eleventh
Eleventh
StrPavn
Northeast: For paving Eleventh Street, D
D Street to Maryland
Street NE.
$10,260;
Avenue, thirty-two
thirty-two feet wide, $10,260;
Pavin
Sixteenth
G Street
Southeast: For paving Sixteenth Street, G'
Street to Kentucky
Kentucky
Paflvi g Sixteenth
Street
SE.
Avenue, thirty
$9,405;
feet wide, $9,405;
thirty feet
Avenue,
Pavin
Kentucky
to
Street to
Kentucky Avenue, Fifteenth Street
Southeast:
Pavingg Kentucky
Southeast: For paving Kentucky
Avenue
SE.
Avenue
SE.
Sixteenth
$13,680;
Sixteenth Street,
Street, forty feet wide, $13,680;
Grading Thirteenth
Thirteenth
sGra
Street
NW.

Buchanan Street to
Street, Buchanan
Thirteenth Street,
Northwest:
For grading
grading Thirteenth
Northwest: For
$14,155;
Shepherd Street, $14,155;
Paving
Webster
Paving
Webster
Northwest: For paving Webster Street, Sixteenth Street to SevenStreettNW.
teenth
Street, thirty feet wide, $10,260;
$10,260;
teenth Street,
Rock Creek
Creek Church
Street, Rock
vin g IJpshur
For paving
Northwest:
Paving
Upshur
Northwest:
For
pavin
g Upshur
Upshur
Street,
Church Road
Road
stLaetIV.
t N
forty-five feet wide, $3,420;
to Second Street, forty-five
$3,420;
Pavin
Allison
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving Allison Street, Fifteenth Street to SixPaving g Allison
Street NW.
tretN
.
teenth Street, thirty feet wide, $7,125;
$7,125;
Pavin g Seventh
Seventh
Northwest:
Paving
Northwest: For paving Seventh Street, Webster Street to Allison
Allison
Street NW..
Street
Street,
wide, $6,460;
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
$6,460;
Pavin
Taylor
Northwest: For paving Taylor Street, east of Fourteenth
Northwest:
Fourteenth Street,
Pavingg Taylor
Street
treet NW.
NW.
thirty feet wide, $7,885;
$7,885;
Paving
Bryant
Paving Bryant
Northeast: For paving Bryant Street, east of North Capitol
Street NE.
NE.
Street
Street,
thirty feet
feet wide, $5,985;
Street, thirty
$5,985;
Paving
Evarts Street
Northeast: For paving Evarts Street, east of North Capitol Street,
Street
Paving Evarts
Northeast:
Street,
NE.
NE.
thirty
feet wide,
$4,750;
thirty feet
wide, $4,750;
Repaying C
Northwest:
C Street
Street
Repaving
Northwest: For repaving the cobble roadway
roadway of C
C Street, ThirteenThirteenNW.
NW.
and-a-half Street to Fourteenth
$4,750;
Fourteenth Street, forty feet wide, $4,750;
PavingNew HampNorthwest: For
For paving
the roadway
roadway of
of New
Hampshire Avenue
Avenue
New Hampshire
paving the
Northwest:
shire Avenue
aia
Avenuew and
shire
Grant
Grant Circle
Circle NW.
NW.
between Upshur Street and Grant
between
Grant Circle, fifty feet wide with ten-foot
ten-foot
feet
center parking, and the roadway around Grant Circle, forty. feet
wide, with standard asphalt pavement, including resetting existing
existing
wide,
required, $35,910;
$35,910;
curb where required,
g Second
Whittier
For grading Second Street, Laurel Street to Whittier
Northwest:
Northwest: For
adinSteronAed
sGradin
Street,
Eastern AveAveStreet, Eastern
nue,
Whittier Street,
Street, Street; Eastern
Eastern Avenue, Laurel Street to Whittier
nue, Wlttier
'Whittier Street; Whittier
Whittier
First Street, and Van
Street
Street, First
First Street
Street to
to Second
Second Street;
street, Whittier
Whittier Street
First street,
Street; First
Street,
BurnS
BurenStreetan
Street NW.
to
Van Buren Street; and
Street, First Street to Second
Second
Van Buren Street,
and Van
to Van
Street,
$10,795;
Street, $10,795;
Accounting.
be disbursed
disbursed and accounted
In
all, $144,840,
accounted for as "Street
"Street
In all,
$144,840, to be
Accounting.
Improvements"
Improvements" and for that purpose shall constitute one fund.
Rock
Creek Ford
Ford
Rock
Rok Creek
Rock Creek Ford
Ford Road: The
The Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
District of
of
Road.
Closingof designated Columbia
authorized to close that portion of Rock Creek
are hereby
hereby authorized
Creek
Columbia are
Rliosingofdesignated
portion
of, authorized.
Rittenhouse
and Rittenhouse
Road and
Branch Road
Broad Branch
lying between
Ford Road
authorized. Ford
portionof,
Road lying
between Broad
of all
owners
or
the
owner
Street upon the application in writing of
of
property abutting
abutting on said road between the limits named, and
of the property
upon
said road the land embraced
embraced therein shall revert
revert
of said
closing of
the closing
upon the
owners
of the abutting property.
the
owners
to
arading.
GRADING STREETS,
AND ROADS:
ROADS: For
For labor,
purchase and
and
labor, purchase
ALLEYS, AND
STREETS, ALLEYS,
GRADING
Grading.
horses; and labor of
repair of
of cars. carts.
carts, tools, or hire of same, and horses;
repair
the
Washington Asylum and Jail may be used in conthe Washington
of the
the inmates
inmates of
nection with
$35,000.
this work, S35,000.
with this
nection
Condemnation.
CONDEMNATION OF
ALLEYS: For
For purchase
purchase or
or
AND ALLEYS:
STREETS, ROADS.
ROADS. AND
OF STREETS,
CONDEMNATION
Condemnation.
condemnation
of streets,
streets, roads.
and
alleys, $1,000.
$1,000.
alleys,
and
roads.
of
condemnation
Permanent
hi ghout the
the provisions contained
carry out
To
To carry
contained in the District of Columbia
Columbia
wavys system.
system.t
wa
Extendin
g streets,
comthe
authorize
which
year 1914
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
streeth
xtetndng
Appropriation
which
authorize
the
comor
road,
avenue
etc.,
to
conform
with.
street,
any
or wi
, p.
etc.
Vol.
Va. 37,
a7,pr.9.
missloners
open, extend,
extend, or widen any street,
missioners to open,
street, avenue, road, or
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highway to
permanent system of highthe plan
plan of
of the
the permanent
to conform
conform with
with the
highway
ways in
that portion
portion of
of the
the District
cities From District reveof the cities
outside of
of Columbia
Columbia outside
District of
in that
ways
of Washington
Georgetown, there
there is appropriated
appropriated such sum
nome District revesum as is
is nues.
and Georgetown,
of
Washington and
necessary for
said purpose
purpose during
during the
fiscal year
paid
1922, to
to be
be paid
the fiscal
year 1922,
for said
necessary
wholly
the revenues
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of the
out of
of the
revenues of
wholly out
Repairs of streets,
pa i r
of etc.
etc
REPAIRS—STREETS, AVENUES,
AVENUES, AND
work of
current work
For current
AND ALLEYS:
ALLEYS: For
REPAIRS-STREETS,

of streets,
repairs
avenues, and
resurfacing and reincluding resurfacing
and alleys,
alleys, including
of streets,
streets, avenues,
repairs of
pairs
asphalt pavements
the same
same or
other not
not inferior
inferior
or other
pavements with
with the
pairs to
to asphalt
Motor vehicles.
material, and
and including
maintenance of
in- Motorvchi es
vehicles, and inof motor
motor vehicles,
the maintenance
including the
material,
eluding
allowance of
not to
to exceed
exceed $30
an automoeluding an
raways vean allowance
of not
per month
month for
for an
automo- Street
$30 per
Street railways pavements.
appropriation shall ments.
purposes, $575,000.
$575,000. This appropriation
for use
use for
for official purposes,
bile for
20, p. 105.
105
be
for repairing
pavements of
of street
street railways
Vo. 20 rP .
when necesneces- Vol.
railways when
repairing pavements
be available
available for
sary;
the
amounts
thus
expended
be
from
such
railfrom
such
shall
be
collected
sary; the amounts thus expended
road companies
companies as
providing a
aperprovided by
by section
section 55of "An Act providing
as provided
road
manent form
for the
District of
approved
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
the District
manent
form of
of government
government for
credit of the appropriJune 11, 1878,
1878, and shall be deposited to the credit
ation for
for the
the fiscal
in which
which they
they are
are collected.
ation
fiscal year
year in
collected.
Changing crb
l.nes.
Changing
curb lines.
Vol. 34,
p. 1130.
1130.
34, p.
The
authority given
given the
the commissioners
commissioners in
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Vol.
the District
The authority
Appropriation
March 2, 1907, to make such changes
approved March
Appropriation Act approved
lines of the curb of Pennsylvania
in the lines
Pennsylvania Avenue and its intersecting
intersecting
streets
connection with their
consider
their resurfacing
resurfacing as they may consider
streets in connection
necessary and
to such other streets and
is made applicable
applicable to
and advisable
advisable is
necessary
avenues
improved under
under appropriations
in this
this Proviso.
avenues as
as may
may be
be improved
approriations contained
contained in
Proso.
Restriction.
Act: Provided,
Provided, That no such
be made unless there
there shall Restriction.
change shall be
such change
Act:
result therefrom
therefrom a
decrease in
of the
the improvement.
improvement.
result
a decrease
in the
the cost
cost of
sidewalks,
Sidewalks, etc.
For
construction and
and repair
sidewalks and
and curbs
curbs around
public
around public
repair of
of sidewalks
For construction
reservations and
and United
States buildings,
reservations
and municipal
municipal and
United States
buildings, $20,000.
$20,000.
Suburban roads.
Suburban
roads.
REPAIRS TO
TO SUBURBAN
SUBURBAN ROADS:
ROADS: For
For current
work of
of repairs
repairs to
etc.
Repairs,etc.
to Repairs,
current work
REPAIRS
suburban
including the purchase
purchase of
roads and suburban
suburban streets, including
suburban roads
three light
vehicles with
with truck bodies
for one
bodies in
in exchange
exchange for
light motor
motor vehicles
three
motor
and including
including maintenance
maintenance of
motor vehicles,
of motor
vehicles, $250,000.
$250,000. Bridges.
Bridges
motor cycle,
cycle, and
Construction,
BRIDGES:
For construction
and repair,
including the
the allowance
reallowance construction,
repair, including
BRIDGES: For
construction and
pairs, etc.
to
the overseer
automobile for pairs, etc.
an automobile
maintenance of an
bridges for
for the maintenance
of bridges
to the
overseer of
use
performance of his official
exceed $30 per month,
official duties of not to exceed
use in performance
$27,500.
This appropriation
shall be available
available for repairing, when
when
$27.500. This
appropriation shall
Street bridges over
bridges
the right
of way
rastrt
necessary,
any bridge
bridge carrying
carrying a
street over
right of
way railroad
a public
public street
over the
necessary, any
rights
ofover
way.
or
property of
of any
any railway
railway company,
reconcompany, or
or for
for constructing,
constructing, reconor property
in such
such manner
manner as shall
shall in the judgment of the
structing, or
or repairing
repairing in
commissioners be necessary
necessary reasonably
to accommodate
accommodate public
public traffic,
traffic,
reasonably to
commissioners
any
carrying such
street Over
any bridge
bridge required
required to carry
carry or
or carrying
such traffic in aapublic
public street
overans
canals.
canal company
company operating
operating as
right of way or
or property of any canal
over the right
such in the District of Columbia, on the neglect or refusal of such
required
and required
to do
do such work when notified
notified and
railway or canal
canal company
company to
by
the commissioners,
commissioners, and
expended shall
be a
shall be
a
thus expended
and the
the amounts
amounts thus
by the
valid
and subsisting
railway company
company
property of such railway
valid and
subsisting lien against the property
or
of such
such canal
and shall
be collected
from such
railway
collected from
such railway
company, and
shall be
or of
canal company,
company
or from
from such
such canal
in the
the manner
in Vol.
company or
canal company
company in
manner provided
provided in
ol. 20,
20 p.
p. 105.
10.
section 55of
providing a
form of
for the
the
of government
government for
a permanent
permanent form
of an
an Act
Act providing
section
deposited
District
Columbia, approved
June 11,
11, 1878, and shall be deposited
approved June
District of Columbia,
in the
the Treasury
to the
credit of
the United
United States
District
States and the District
of the
the credit
Treasury to
in
of Columbia
in equal
of
Columbia in
equal parts.
parts.
Trestle,
Trestle, etc., N
Street NE.
For reconstruction
reconstruction of
trestle and
and bins
in N
NE.
be- Street
N Street northeast, bebins in
of trestle
For
tween
and Second
$30,000.
tween First
First and
Second Streets,
Streets, $30,000.
Highway
Bridge.
Highway Bridge.
Hi ghway Bridge
Bridge across
Potomac River:
River: Draw
Draw operators—two
at
operators-two at
across Potomac
Highway
$1,020 each,
each, two
two at
at $720
each; four
each; labor,
at $720 each;
watchmen, at
four watchmen,
$720 each;
$1,020
$2,000; lighting,
lighting, power,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies,
supplies, and
expenses
and expenses
power, and
S2,000;
of
operation and maintenance
maintenance
the operation
to the
incident to
kind, necessarily
necessarily incident
of every
every, kind,
of the
the bridge
bridge and
$18,000.
of
and approaches,
approaches, $9,640;
$9,640; in
in all,
all, $18,000.
Transferred to conTransferred
Commissioners.
Hereafter
the jurisdiction
and control
control of
the Highway
Highway Bridge
Bridge across
across trol
tro of
of Commissioners.
of the
jurisdiction and
Hereafter the
the
Potomac River,
River, including
and employees,
employees, shall
appropriations and
including appropriations
the Potomac
be
the Commissioners
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
of the
the District
Commissioners of
under the
be under
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miscellaneous supplies,
Anacostia
River Bridge: For employees, miscellaneous
Anacostia River
and
of every
necessary to operation and maintenance
kind necessary
every kind
expenses of
and expenses
of the bridge, $4,000.
SEWERS.
SEWERS.

maintenance
the maintenance
and the
For
cleaning and
and repairing
sewers and
and basins
basins and
repairing sewers
For cleaning
of
$80,000.
vehicles, $80,000.
motor vehicles,
of motor
Pumping service.
For operation
and maintenance
of the
pumping service,
service,
sewage pumping
the sewage
maintenance of
operation and
For
Pumping service.
including
repairs to
boilers, machinery, and pumping
pumpmg stations, and
to boilers,
including repairs
employment
mechanics, laborers,
and two
two watchmen,
watchmen, purchase
purchase of
laborers, and
of mechanics,
employment of
coal, oils,
oils, waste,
waste, and
and other
supplies, and
maintenance of motor
and for maintenance
other supplies,
coal,
trucks,
$80,000.
trucks, $80,000.
Main and pipe.
For main
main and
and pipe
pipe sewers
and receiving
receiving basins, $120,000.
sewers and
For
Manandpipe.
Suburban.
For suburban
sewers, including
vehicles,
including the maintenance of motor vehicles,
suburban sewers,
For
Suburban.
$225,000.
$225,000.
per.
Assessment
Assessment and
and perassessment and
and permit
sewers, $125,000.
$125,000.
work, sewers,
permit work,
For assessment
wo
mit mt
work. andper-k. For
Riights
ghts of
way.
For
purchase
or
condemnation
of
rights
of
way for
construction,
for construction,
way
of
rights
of
condemnation
For purchase or
of way.
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
public sewers,
sewers, $7,000,
$7,000, or so much thereof
of public
maintenance,
as
necessary.
be necessary.
may be
as may
Streets.
Streets.
STREETS.
STREETS.
Cleaning,
Cleaning,

etc.

etc.

Cleaning, etc.
etc.
Cleaning,

Vehicles, etc.
etc.
Vehicles,

Disposal
Disposal of city
fuse.
Vol.
40, p.
Vol. 40,

so.
p. 539.

REMOVAL: For dust
AND SNOW
CLEANING, AND
DUST PREVENTION,
DUST
PREVENTION, CLEANING,
SNOW REMOVAL:
dust pre-

vention, sweeping,
and cleaning
cleaning streets,
streets, avenues, alleys, and suburban
sweeping, and
vention,
commissioners, and for
streets, under
under the
the immediate
direction of the commissioners,
immediate direction
streets,
cleaning snow
snow and
and ice
streets, sidewalks, crosswalks, and gutters
ice from streets,
cleaning
purin
the discretion
including services and purcommissioners, including
the commissioners,
of the
discretion of
in the
chase
and maintenance
maintenance of
of equipment,
rent of
maintestorage rooms; mainteof storage
equipment, rent
chase and
nance and
and repairs
repairs of
stables; hire,
maintenance of
hire, purchase, and maintenance
of stables;
nance
horses; hire,
maintenance, and
repair of wagons,
wagons ' harness,
and repair
purchase, maintenance,
hire, purchase,
horses;

and other
to inspectors and foremen for mainallowance to
equipment; allowance
other equipment;
and
tenance of
of horses
horses and
vehicles or motor
motor vehicles used in the perand vehicles
tenance
formance
exceed for each
each inspector or foreofficial duties, not to exceed
formance of official
man
$25 per
$30 per month for an
horse-drawn vehicle, $30
a horse-drawn
for a
month for
per month
man $25
automobile, and
$15 per
purchase, mainper month for aa motor cycle; purchase,
and $15
automobile,
tenance,
and repair
motor-propelled vehicles necessary
necessary in cleaning
cleaning
of motor-propelled
repair of
tenance, and
necessary
streets; purchase,
maintenance, and repair of bicycles; and necessary
purchase, maintenance,
streets;
incidental expenses, $375,000.
$375,000.
OF CITY
reDISPOSAL OF
CITY REFUSE:
REFUSE: To enable
enable the commissioners
commissioners to carry
DISPOSAL
re-

collection and disout
the provisions
provisions of
disexisting law governing the collection
of existing
out the
posal
of garbage,
dead animals,
animals, night soil, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous refuse
garbage, dead
posal of
and
inspection and allowDistrict of Columbia, including inspection
the District
in the
ashes in
and ashes
ance
maintenance of horses
horses and vehicles
vehicles or motor
motor
for maintenance
inspectors for
to inspectors
ance to
$25
vehicles
25
performance of official duties, not to exceed $
used in the .performance
vehicles used
horse-drawn vehicles, $30 per month
per month
inspector for horse-drawn
for each inspector
month for
per
for
automobiles, and $15 per month for motor cycles; fencing of
for automobiles,
commissioners as pubpublic
and private
private property
property designated by the commissioners
public and
P
r
Provided,
$800,000:
a=
proceed
,.
lic
dumps;
and
incidental
expenses,
Provided, That any
expenses,
incidental
and
lic dumps;
D epoit froce
proceeds received from the disposal of city refuse or garbage shall be
proceeds
o o proc.
paid into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury of
United States to the credit of the United
of the Lnited
paid
States and
District of
in the same proportions as the
of Columbia in
the District
and the
States
appropriations
such purposes
Treasury of the
purposes are paid from the Treasury
for such
appropriations for
United States
States and
and the
the revenues
revenues of the District of Columbia: Provided
Provided
United
be available for collecting
Use
restricted.
further, That
That this
this appropriation
appropriation shall not be
collecting
further,
Use restricted.
ashes or
miscellaneous refuse
refuse from hotels, places of business, large
or miscellaneous
ashes
apartment or boarding
boarding houses.
apartment
"An Act to provide for eliminating
Highway Bridge.
Section 12 of the Act entitled "An
Hiehway
VM.3I, p.773, amend3,amencertain
ed.
certain grade
grade crossings in the line of the Baltimore
Baltimore and
and Potomac
Potomac
ed1oT.3p.
Railroad
Company
in
the
city
of
Washington,
District
of Columbia,
Washington,
of
city
the
in
Railroad Company
and requiring
said company
company to
tracks, and to
and elevate its tracks,
depress and
to depress
requiring said
and
p.

Ante
is.
An!e,,p. 38.
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enable
it to
relocate parts of its
other purits railroad therein, and for other
enable it
to relocate
poses,"
approved February
12, 1901,
adding thereto
by adding
thereto
1901, is
is amended
amended by
February 12,
poses," approved
following:
the following:
Passenger tax on
"And
such tax
ratways
using.
the property
property strPet
upon all the
tax shall
shall be
be aa lien,
lien, until paid, upon
"And such
street railways
using.
Enforcement.
the name
in the
be enforced
enforced in
of
street railway
and may
may,be
name of
of Enforcement.
company and
railway company
of such
such street
a bill in equity brought by the Commisthe District of Columbia by a
sioners
against
of said
said District in the Supreme Court of said District against
sioners of
such
company; and in addition thereto the District
railway company;
such street railway
of Columbia
Columbia shall
remedies for
collection of
for the
the collection
all common-law
common-law remedies
shall have
have all
of
Vol. 32, p. 621.
in paragraph
such
tax and
entitled to
to those
paragraph 12,
12, Vol.32 p.62.
provided in
those provided
be entitled
shall be
and shall
such tax
section
of the
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act
appropriations to
to proAct making
making appropriations
the Act
6, of
section 6,
vide
expenses of the government
government of the -District of Columbia
for the expenses
vide for
for
the fiscal year ending June
purposes,'
30, 1903,
1903, and for other purposes,'
June 30,
for the
approved July
July 1,
1902."
1, 1902."
approved
Parking
comcomP
aking
laborers, mission.
PARKING COMMISSION:
For contingent
expenses, including
including laborers,
contingent expenses,
COMMISSION: For
PARKING
trimmers, nurserymen,
teamsters, hire of carts, wagons,
repairmen, teamsters,
nurserymen, repairmen
trimmers,
or
trucks, trees, tree
tree boxes, tree stakes, tree straps, tree labels,
or motor
motor trucks,
suburban streets, care
care of trees,
planting and care of trees on city and suburban
miscellaneous
maintenance of two motor trucks, and miscellaneous
tree spaces, maintenance
items, $50,000.
$50,000.
items,
Bathing beach.
BATHING BEACH:
Superintendent, $720;
two watchmen,
watchmen, at $500 Batingbech.
$720; two
BEACH: Superintendent,
BATHING
for
maintenance, $4,500;
each;
supplies, and maintenance,
temporary services, supplies,
each; temporary
$1,780; in all,
repairs
to buildings,
buildings, pools,
pools, and
grounds, $1,780;
and upkeep of grounds,
repairs to
$8,000.
Playgrounds.
P
LAYGROUNDS: For
salaries—Supervisor, $2,500;
inspector of
of Saar"ds.
$2,500; inspector
Salaries.
For salaries-Supervisor,
PLAYGROUNDS:
playgrounds,
$1,200;
clerk
(stenographer
and
typewriter)
$1,200;
$1,200typewriter,
and
(stenographer
clerk
playgrounds, $1,200;
to be
be employed
ten months-twenty-two
months—twenty-two directors
directors a
of
not exceeding
exceeding ten
employed not
to
playgrounds or
recreation centers
centers at $75
$75 per
month each,
assistant
each, assistant
per month
or recreation
playgrounds
director at
at $60
per month;
man at $60 per month;
utility, man
general utility
month; general
$60 per
director
assistant direcmonths-three stssistant
to be employed
exceeding seven months—three
direcemployed not exceeding
tors
at $60
month each,
each, four
four assistant
assistant directors
directors at
at $50 per month
per month
tors at
$60 per
each;
to be employed
months—six guards or
exceeding four months-six
employed not exceeding
each; to
swimming
teachers at
employed not
at $60 per month each; to be employed
swimming teachers
exceeding
$60 per month
months-four assistant directors at $60
three months—four
exceeding three
each, twenty-two
twenty-two assistants
assistants at
employed
each; to
to be employed
month each;
at $50
$50 per
per month
each,
$50 per month each,
months-twenty-two watchmen at $50
twelve months—twenty-two
clerk (who
shall be
be aabookkeeper)
$75 per
services of
per month;
month; for services
bookkeeper) at $75
(who shall
clerk
extra directors
at not
exceeding 35
35 cents
for services
services
hour, $800; for
cents per hour,
not exceeding
directors at
extra
of extra
extra watchmen
watchmen at
exceeding 25 cents per hour, $600; in all,
at not
not exceeding
of
$46,220;
$46,220;
etc.
Maintenance,etc.
of Maintenance,
For
supplies, tools,
construction of
tools, construction
equipment, supplies,
maintenance, equipment,
For maintenance,
toilet
facilities,
wading
pools,
installation
of
telephones
and
telephone
and
telephone
of
telephones
toilet facilities, wading pools, installation
service,
electric lights
and electric
grading,
service, grading,
electric service,
lights and
of electric
installation of
service, installation
and
repairs, including
including labor
labor and
and materials, and
transportation of
and transportation
and repairs,
materials, maintenance
maintenance and
repair of storehouse,
storehouse, and necessary
and repair
materials,
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses for all playgrounds,
playgrounds, under
under the
incidental
direction and
and supervision
supervision of
the commissioners,
commissioners, $35,000;
of the
direction
Swimming pools.
For supplies,
lights, repairs,
repairs, maintenance,
maintenance, and
pools.
and Swimming
electric lights,
installing electric
For
supplies, installing
necessary expenses
of operating
operating three
three swimming
$3,000;
necessary
expenses of
swimming pools,
pools, $3,000;
sites
for
layNew sites for playFor the
or condemnation
of aapiece
piece of
of ground
ground to
take the
grounds.
the grounds.
to take
condemnation of
purchase or
For
the purchase
Park View.
Par
View.
place of
of the
Park View
$32,000;
Playground, $32,000;
View Playground,
site of
of Park
the present
present site
place
Logan.
For
or condemnation
of a
apiece
piece of ground to
to take the Logan.
condemnation of
purchase or
For the
the purchase
place of
of Logan
$17,000;
From District
District revereveplace
Logan Playground,
Playground, $17,000;
From
nues.
In
for playgrounds,
to be
paid wholly
wholly out
out of the nues.
be paid
$133,220, to
playgrounds, $133,220,
In all,
all, for
revenues of
of the
Convenience
sst
taof Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
District of
revenues
Convenience
ations.
public con- tions.
PUBLIC
STATIONS: For
For maintenance
maintenance of
of public
CONVENIENCE STATIONS:
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE
venience
stations, including
including compensation
compensation of
of necessary
employees,
necessary employees,
venience stations,
$20,000.
$20,000.
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BUILDINGS: For
OF INSANITARY
INSANITARY BUILDINGS:
FOR CONDEMNATION
CONDEMNATION OF
BOARD FOR
BOARD
For all
all
expenses
necessary
and
incident
to
the
enforcement
an
Act
entitled
an
of
enforcement
necessary and incident to the
tay biexpenses
Vol.
157.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 157.
board for the condemnation
condemnation of insanitary buildAn Act to create aaboard
"An
ings
of Columbia,
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved
Columbia, and for
District of
the District
in the
ings in
authorized by the
May
personal services when authorized
including personal
1906, including
May 1, 1906,
commissioners, $2,500.
commissioners,

Condemning insaniCondemning
insanitary buildings.

tary buildings.

Electrical
departElectrical depart-

ment.

ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

$2,750; assistant electrical
Electrical
electrical engineer, $2,000;
$2,000;
Electrical engineer, $2,750;
inspectors—one
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; two
$900 each; electrician,
$1,000, four at $900
inspectors-one $1,000,
draftsmen, at
$1,000 each; four telegraph operators, at $1,000 each;
each;
at $1,000
draftsmen,
repairmen—expert $1,200,
each, one $840; telephone
telephone
$1,200, three at $900 each,
repairmen-expert
operators—chief
each, one $720,
$720, ten at $600 each,
$900, four at $840 each,
operators-chief $900,
one
inspectors—one $2,000,
$2,000, one
one $1,800,
$1,350,
$1,800, one $1,350,
electrical inspectors-one
$540; electrical
one $540;
clerks-one $1,400,
$1,200; clerks—one
four
$1,400,
electrician, $1,200;
assistant electrician,
$1,360 each; assistant
at $1,360
four at
one $1,200,
$1,200, two
two at
at $1,125
$1,050, one $750;
$750; assistant
assistant
each, one $1,050,
$1,125 each,
one
$600 each, two at $540 each;
$620; laborers-two
laborers—two at $600
each;
repairman, $620;
$55,655.
messenger,
storekeeper, $875; in all, $55,655.
$630; storekeeper,
messenger, $630;
Supplies, contingent
For
batteries and battery
battery supplies,
For general supplies, repairs, new batteries
contingent
supplies,
expenses, etc.
telephone rental and purchase,
wire and cable for extension of telepurchase, wire
telephone
expenses, etc.
graph
and telephone
repairs of lines and instruments, purservice, repairs
telephone service,
graph and
chase
insulators, brackets,
brackets, pins, hardware, cross
tools, insulators,
poles, tools,
of poles,
chase of
arms, ice,
books, stationery, printing,
printing, livery, purchase and
and
record books,
ice, record
arms,
repair of
bicycles, allowance
maintenance of not more than
than
allowance for the maintenance
of bicycles,
repair
three
each, blacksmithexceed $30 per month each,
automobiles at not to exceed
three automobiles
necessary items, $25,000.
boxes, and other necessary
new boxes,
extra labor, new
ing,,extra
Placing
F
or placing
placing wires
telegraph, police
patrol, and teletelepolice patrol,
alarm, telegraph,
fire alarm,
of fire
wires of
For
underwire underPlacing vrires
ground.
phone
underground in existing conduits, including cost of
service underground
phone service
ground.
cables, terminal
terminal boxes,
between existing
existing
connections to and between
boxes, and posts, connections
cables,
police boxes,
and
conduits,
handholes,
posts
for
fare-alarm
fire-alarm
handholes,
manholes,
conduits,
necessary items, $5,000.
extra labor, and other necessary
Police
patrol system.
For extension
and relocation
relocation of
of police-patrol
police-patrol system, including
including purextension and
For
Policepatrolsystem.
chase of
of new
boxes, purchase
erection of
of necessary
necessary poles, cross
and erection
purchase and
new boxes,
chase
connections,
arms,
insulators, pins,
cable, conduit connections,
pins, braces, wire, cable,
arms, insulators,
necessary items, $2,000.
posts,
posts, extra labor, and other necessary
Lighting streets,
streets, etc.
LIGHTING: For
maintenance of public
purchase, installation, and maintenance
For purchase,
LIGHTING:
etc.
Lighting
lamps, lamp-posts,
lamp-posts, street designations,
fixtures of all
designations, lanterns, and fixtures
lamps,
kinds on streets, avenues,
spaces, and for
avenues, roads, alleys, and public spaces,
kinds
therewith, including rental of
all
necessary expenses in connection
connection therewith,
all necessary
stables and
livery and extra
extra labor, this sum to be exstorerooms, livery
and storerooms,
stables
Vol.
36, p.
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
the
sections 77 and 88 of the
of sections
provisions of
with the
pended in
ioo0. pended
p. 1008.
vol. 36,
District
of Columbia
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1912 and
Columbia Appropriation
District of
vol. 37,
37, p.
with
the provisions
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act
the District
provisions of
with the
p. 181.
11.
Vol.
for
the fiscal
other laws applicable
applicable thereto, $430,000.
1913, and other
fiscal year 1913,
for the
purFor extension
boxes,
alarm boxes,
Fire alarm
extension and relocation
relocation of fire-alarm
fire-alarm system, including purpurchase and erection
chase of new boxes, purchase
etc.
erection of necessary
necessary poles, cross
arms, insulators,
connections, posts,
insulators, pins, braces, wire, cable, conduit connections,
arms,
extra labor,
necessary items, $6,000.
other necessary
and other
labor, and
extra
headquarters apparatus,
fire-alarm headquarters
Headquarters appaFor enlarging the fire-alarm
apparatus, $3,000.
Headquarters
Salaries.

r
atus.
ratus.

Public schools.
Public
schools.
Salaries.
salaries.
Officers.
offcers,

PUBLIC
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
SCHOOLS.

Superintendent, $6,000; two assistant
OFFICERS:
01.kICERS: Superintendent,
assistant superintendents,
superintendents,
at
each; director
director of
of intermediate
superthirteen superinstruction, thirteen
intermediate instruction,
$3,750 each;
at $3,750
vising
principals, supervisor
director of
supervisor of manual training, and director
vising principals,
primary
instruction, sixteen
$2,400
minimum salary of $2,400
sixteen in all, at aa minimum
primary instruction,
each; secretary,
financial clerk,
clerks—one $1,600,
$1,600,
clerk, $2,000; clerks-one
$2,000; financial
secretary, $2,000;
each:
two at
$1,500 each,
$1,200 each, four at $1,000
$1,000
$1,400, three at $1,200
one $1,400,
each, one
at $1,500
two
each (one
(one of
of whom
carry out the provisions of the child-labor
child-labor law);
whom to carry
each
2 20.
two stenographers,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
$720; in all, $72,
$72,220.
messenger, $720;
each; messenger,
stenographers, at
two
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$1,080, one
officers-one $1,080,
ATTENDANCE
OFFICERS: Attendance
one
Attendance officers—one
ATTENDANCE OFFICERS:
$8,340.
$960, seven
$900 each;
each; in all, $8,340.
at $900
seven at
$960,
TEACHERS:
teachers at
hundred and six teachers
three hundred
thousand three
two thousand
For two
TEACHERS: For

Attendance
Attendance officers.

Provided, That the
Principal of
High School, $3,500: Provided,
Central High
the Central
of the
Principal
principal of
of the
the Central
Central High
School shall
placed at aabasic salary
be placed
shall be
High School
principal
of $3,500
per annum
entitled to
to an
an increase
increase of $100
per
$100 per
be entitled
shall be
and shall
annum and
$3,500 per
of

Pr

minimum salaries
salaries as
as follows:
follows:
minimum

officers.

Teachers.
Teachers.

rincipalentral
Principal,
Central
oviso.
Basic salary.

Basalary.

annum for
for five
Assstants, Central
years;
five years;
annum
Two assistant
principals, one
one for
the Central
Central High
High School
School and
ndilly High.
E
CIn
gh
tr a1
one aandMcinley
and one
for the
assistant principals,
Two

for the
the McKinley
McKinley Manual
Manual Training
Training High
High School,
School, at $2,400 each:
for
Provided, That
said assistant
assistant principals
principals shall
placed at aa basic
shall be placed
That said
Provided,
salary of
of $2,400
annum and
shall be
to an
an increase
increase of
entitled to
be entitled
and shall
per annum
$2,400 per
salary
$100
per annum
five years;
years;
annum for
for five
$100 per
Principals
high, and junior high
manual-training high,
high, manual-training
normal, high,
of normal,
Principals of
schools,
$2,700 each:
each: Provided,
principals of the
the
the principals
Provided, That the
at $2,700
ten, at
schools, ten,

schools, other
normal, high,
manual-training high,
high, and
junior high
high schools,
and junior
high, manual-training
normal,

Proviso.
Proviso.
Basic salary.
Basicsalary
Other
principals.
ther principals.

Proviso.
roviso.
Basic
salary.

than
the Central
Central High
High School,
School, now
service of
the public
public schools
of the
the service
in the
now in
than the
or hereafter
to be
shall be
be placed
placed at aa basic salary of
appointed shall
be appointed
hereafter to
or
$2,700 per
per annum
annum and
increase of $100
$100 per
entitled to an increase
be entitled
shall be
and shall
$2,700

Deans o girls, cenannum for five years;
anrum
Two assistant
for five years;
principals,
one of
whom shall
shall be
be dean
dean of
of the
tral
Deans
and Dunbar
Dunbar
of girls,High.
High.
and
the tral
girls of
of girls
of whom
principals, one
assistant
Two

Central
High School
School and
and one
one of
whom shall
shall be dean of girls of the
of whom
Central High
Proviso.
Proiso.salary.
Dunbar
at $2,400
each: Provided,
Provided, That said assistant Basic
$2,400 each:
School, at
High School,
Dunbar High
c sry
and
annum
per
principals
be placed
placed at
at aabasic
basic salary
salary of
of $2,400
$2,400
shall be
principals shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
an increase
increase of
annum for five years;
years;
$100 per annum
of $100
to an
shall
Directors.
domestic science, Directors.
Directors of
of music,
physical culture, domestic
drawing, physical
music, drawing,
Directors
$2,000 each:
penmanship, seven, at $2,.000
domestic art,
and penmanship,
kindergartens, and
art, kindergartens,
domestic
Proviso.
penmanship, who shall be an instructor Proms.
Provided, That
That the
the director of penmanship,
Provided,
Penmanship.
a
in
the normal
normal school
school and
in the
shall be placed
placed at a
the grades, shall
director in
a director
and a
in the
basic salary
of $2,000
$2,000 per
annum, and
and shall
entitled to an increase
increase
be entitled
shall be
per annum,
salary of
basic
of $100
$100 per
per annum
for five
five years;
Assistantdirector,
Assistant
director,
years;
annum for
of
instruction.
primaryinstruction
Provided, That primary
Assistant
director of
primary instruction,
instruction, $1,800: Provided,
of primary
Assistant director
Proviso.
salary.
the assistant
assistant director
of primary
instruction now
now in the service of the Basic salary.
primary instruction
director of
the
placed at the
public schools
schools or
or hereafter
appointed shall be placed
be appointed
to be
hereafter to
public
increase
basic salary
salary of
$1,800 per
he entitled to an increase
and shall be
annum, and
per annum,
of $1,800
basic
of $50
per annum
annum for
for five
years;
five years;ther
of
$50 per
Other assistant
assistant directors
Assistant directors
of music,
music drawing,
drawing physical
hysical culture
domestic rectors.
culture, domestic
directors of
Assistant
science,
domestic art,
art, kindergartens,
kindergartens, andP penmanship, seven,
seven, at
science, domestic
penmanship, Provisp.
$1,800 each:
That the
the assistant
assistant director
director of penmanship,
rjovisoProvided, That
each: Provided,
$1,800
enmanship.
who shall
shall be
an instructor
instructor in
in the
the normal
normal school
school and
and an
an assistant
assistant
be an
who
per
director in
the grades,
grades, shall
shall be
basic salary of $1,800 per
placed at aabasic
be placed
in the
director
annum and
be entitled
an increase
$50 per annum for five
increase of $50
to an
entitled to
shall be
and shall
annum
Manual training, asyears;
years;
Assistant
$1,
800 ;
Manual
supervisor.
training,
supervisor.
sistant
training, $1,800;
manual training,
of manual
supervisor of
Assistant supervisor
Heads
of departments
in high
and manual-training
high schools
schools in
in Otherteachers.
Other teachers.
manual-training high
high and
departments in
Heads of
group
B, of
six, fourteen, at $2,200 each;
class six,
of class
group B,
Normal,
high, and
and manual-training
schools, promoted for
high schools,
manual-training high
Normal, high,
superior
work. group
$2,200 each;
class six, forty-two, at $2,200
of class
B of
group B
superior work,
Group A
A of
of class
class six,
six, including
seven principals
principals of
of grade
grade manualincluding seven
Group
training schools,
four hundred
$1,440 each;
fourteen, at $1,440
hundred and fourteen,
schools, four
training
Class five,
five, one
and eighty-nine,
eighty-nine, at
including
$1,200 each, including
at $1,200
hundred and
one hundred
Class
instructors;
vocational and trade instructors;
vocational
Class four,
five hundred
and thirtv-eight,
$1,200 each;
thirty-eight, at $1,200
hundred and
four, five
Class
Class three,
three, five
and eighty-tree,
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
eighty-three, at
hundred and
five hundred
Class
each;
Class two,
two, three
three hundred
and ninety,
ninety, at $1,200
$1,200 each;
hundred and
Class
Class one,
one, one
at $1,200
$1,200 each:
Provided, That Prtisos.
each: Provided,
five, at
and five,
hundred and
one hundred
Class
Increased pay
ollwed.
all
and librarians
librarians and
and clerks
clerks herein
herein provided
provided for shall be snowed.
teachers and
all teachers
entitled
to the
the full
full amount
amount of
of any
increased compensation
compensation granted
any increased
entitled to
made:
increase herein made:
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
regardless of the increase
1922 regardless
year 1922
for the
Provided
further, That
That if
the full
amount of
compensa- Limitation.
Limitation.
increased compensasuch increased
of such
full amount
if the
Providedfurther,
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tion should make the total compensation
compensation of any teacher in excess of
$2,740
$2,740 per annum,
annum, then only such portion of the increased
increased compencompensation as will make the total compensation
compensation of such teacher
teacher equal
82,740
$2,740 per annum
allowed;
annum shall be allowed;
In
teachers, $2,955,660.
$2,955,660.
for teachers,
al, for
In all,
lieu oof

Salaries in
present basic rates.

appropriated herein
The salaries appropriated
herein for teachers,
teachers, clerks,
clerks, and
and libralibrarians, in all classes during the fiscal
fiscal year 1922 shall be in lieu of the
present
present basic or initial salaries
salaries for such classes,
classes, and the present
present rates
rates
of
longevity
increases
of
apply to the
classes shall apply
the said
said classes
of
pay for the
increases
longevity
of
proviso.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Additional for fiscal
fiscal basic or imtial
Additional
initial salaries appropriated
appropriated herein:
herein: Provided, That
That for the
year
1922.
year 1922
year ending
ending June
each of the teachers,
year
June 30, 1922,
1922, each
teachers, clerks,
clerks, and librarians in said classes shall receive
receive placing in the class to which
which assigned
assigned
so that each
teacher shall receive in addition
each teacher
addition to the basic salary
salary
increase which
herein provided
provided a
a longevity increase
which shall be equal to the
longevity increase which is next above that received June 30, 1921.
Librarians
Librarians and longevity increase which is next above that received June 30, 1921.
clerks.
clerks.
Librarians
minimum salaries
Librarians and clerks at minimum
follows:
salaries as follows:
Ten librarians
librarians in high and normal schools in class five,
five, at $1,200
$1,200
each; thirty-five
clerks in
class four,
four, at
at $960
$960 each;
in all,
all, $45,600.
$45,600.
acation schools.
each;
thirty-five clerks
in class
each; in
Vacation
schools.
VACATION
VACATION SCHOOLS:
SCHOOLS: For
For the proper care,
care, instruction,
instruction, and
and supersupervision of children
children in the vacation
vacation schools
schools and
and playgrounds,
playgrounds, and supervisors, teachers,
vacation schools and playgrounds
teachers, and janitors
janitors of vacation
playgrounds
may also be supervisors, teachers,
teachers, and
and janitors
janitors of day schools, $20,000.
$20,000.
Longevity pay.
pay.
Longevity
LONGEVITY
LONGEVITY PAY:
PAY: For
For longevity
longevity pay for director
director of intermediate
intermediate
instruction,
supervisor and assistant
instruction, supervising
supervising principals,
principals, supervisor
assistant supervisor of manual
manual training,
training, principals
principals of normal,
normal, high, manual
manual training
training
high, and junior high schools, the assistant
assistant principals
principals of the
the Central
Central
and McKinley
McKinley Manual
Manual Training
Training High
High Schools,
Schools, the assistant
assistant principal
(who shell
shall be dean of girls) of the Central High
assistant
High School, the assistant
principal (who shall be dean of girls) of the Dunbar
principal
Dunbar High School,
principals of grade manual training
training schools, heads of departments.
director
director and assistant
assistant director
director of primary instruction, directors
directors and
assistant
assistant directors
directors of drawing,
physical culture, music,
domestic
drawing, physical
music, domestic
science,
domestic art, kindergartens,
kindergartens, and penmanship,
science, domestic
penmanship, principal
principal and
and
teachers in Americanization
Americanization work, teachers, clerks, librarians
librarians and
and
Vol. 34,
Vol.
34, p. 320.
clerks, and librarians
librarians to be paid in strict conformity
conformity with
with the
the proprovisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to fix and regulate
regulate the salaries
salaries of
of
Vol. 35, p. 289; Vol.
35.,pVo.
ol.
teachers, school
3ol
school officers,
officers, and
and other employees
employees of the board
board of educaeduca30,
3!, p. 393; Vol. 37, p.
p.
156.
l5t.
'
tion of the District of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
June 20,
amended
approved June
20, 1906,
1906, as amended
by the Acts approved
1910, and June 26, 1912,
approved May 26, 1908,
1908, May 18,
18, 1910.
Proviso.
Proviso.
$575,000:
Provided, That no part
$575,000: Provided,
part of this sum shall be paid to any
any
Efficiency requisite.
Efficienc requisite. person
person who,
who, in
in the
the opinion
opinion of the board of education
education and the superintendent
schools, has
has an
an unsatisfactory
efficiency rating.
rating.
unsatisfactory efficiency
of schools,
intendent of
Prineipais.
Princdpals.
Additional
for
Additional pay for
ALLOWANCE TO
TO PRINCIPALS:
PRINCIPALS: For
principals of grade
ALLOWANCE
For allowance
allowance to principals
graded
schools.
graed schools.
school buildings
rendered as such, in addition
school
buildings for services rendered
addition to
to their
their
grade salary, to be paid in strict conformity
conformity
with the provisions of
Vol. 34, p. 320.
Vol 34' p 32.
the Act, entitled "An
the salaries
"An Act to fix and regulate the
salaries of
of teachers,
teachers,
school officers, and other employees
employees of the board of education
education of the
1906, $40,000.
$40,000.
scDistrict District of
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
approved June
June 20,
20, 1906,
NightNigt
schools.
NgIGHT SCHOOLS:
teachers and janitors of night schools, includNIGHT
scHooLs: For teachers
ing teachers of industrial, commercial,
commercial, and trade instruction, and
and
teachers
teachers and janitors of night schools may also be teachers
teachers and janitors of day schools, $75,000.
$75,000.
Equipment etc.
e
Equipment,
contingent and other
expenses, including
For contingent
other necessary expenses,
equipment
including equipment
and purchase of all necessary
necessary articles
articles and supplies for classes
classes in
m indusidustrial,
commercial,
and
trade
instruction,
$5,000.
trial,
commercial,
and
trade
instruction,
Teacher,'retirement
$5,000.
Teachers' retirement
fund.
TEACHERS' RETIREMENT
fund.
For payment of annuities, the unexTEACHERS'
RETTREKENT F-UND:
FEND: For
Reappropriation.
appropriations for such purpose for the fiscal
pended balances of the appropriations
teappropriation.
Ante, pp. 339, 852.
years 1920 and 1921 are reappropriated
reappropriated and made
available for the
made available
fiscal year 1922.
present basic rates.
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AMERICANIZATION WORK:
Americanization work
and instrucinstruc- Americanization
Americanization
work and
For Americanization
WORK: For
AMERICANIZATION
tructing foreignincludingW w -.ructing
foreigntion of
of all
both day
and night
night classes,
classes, including
day and
in both
ages in
all ages
foreigners of
of foreigners
tion
ersofallages
work,
this
to
a
principal,
who,
for
ten
months,
shall
give
his
full
time
to
this
era
of
all ages.
time
full
his
give
shall
months,
ten
a principal, who, for

at $1,800
per annum,
annum, and
and teachers
teachers and
janitors of Americanization
Americanization
and janitors
$1,800 per
at
schools may
may also
also be
and janitors
of the
day school,
$12,000.
school, $12,000.
the day
janitors of
teachers and
be teachers
schools
For contingent
contingent and
other necessary
including books,
expenses, including
necessary expenses,
and other
For
equipment, and
supplies, $2,500.inderartens
$2,500.
and supplies,
equipment,

EeeP'21°'
Ex

KINDERGARTEN SUPPLIES:
For kindergarten
kindergarten supplies,
supplies, $6,000.
$6,000.
Kindergartens.
and r
Janitrs
KINDERGARTEN SUPPLIES: For
JANITORS AND
AND CARE
OF BUILDINGS
sp=rsbuildings.
brigiZ!
Superintendent speciied
GROUNDS: Superintendent
AND GROUNDS:
BUILDINGS AND
CARE OF
JANITORS

$1,500;
of janitors, $1,500;
of
Central
High School
School (new):
assistant engiEngineer, $1,500; two assistant
(new): Engineer,
Central High
neers,
at
$1,000
each;
two
electricians,
at
$1,200
each;
four firemen,
$1,200
at
electricians,
two
each;
neers, at $1,000
$1,100; three
at
two coal
passers, at
at $600
$600 each;
each; janitor,
janitor, $1,100;
coal passers,
each; two
$720 each;
at $720
assistant
$900 each;
gardener, $840; night watchman,
watchman,
each; gardener,
at $900
janitors, at
assistant janitors,
$720;
$480 each;
each; fifteen
laborers, at $720 each;
fifteen laborers,
at $480
charwomen, at
two charwomen,
$720; two
$27,100;
in all, $27,100;
Dunbar
School: Engineer,
Engineer, $1,200;
$1,000;
$1,200; assistant engineer, $1,000;
High School:
Dunbar High
two firemen,
$720 each;
each; two
coal passers,
passers, at $600
$600 each; janitor,
two coal
at $720
firemen, at
two
$1,000;
assistant janitor,
janitor, $900;
laborers, at $720 each; two
nine laborers,
$900; nine
$1,000; assistant
watchman, $720; in all, $14,900;
charwomen,
at $480
$480 each;
each; night
$14,900;
night watchman,
charwomen, at
Central
High School
and annex:
Janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; skilled
annex: Janitor,
(old) and
School (old)
Central High
laborer,
$720; four
laborers, at
$4,600;
each; in all, $4,600;
$720 each;
at $720
four laborers,
laborer, $720;
Business High
High School:
School: Janitor,
$1,000; assistant
$900;
assistant janitor, $900;
Janitor, $1,000;
Business
skilled laborer
laborers, at $720 each; in all, $5,500;
$5,500;
four laborers,
$720; four
laborer,' $720;
skilled
J. Ormond
Wilson Normal
and Ross
Ross School:
School: Engineer,
Engineer,
School and
Normal School
Ormond Wilson
J.
$720;
watchman, $720;
$1,000;
skilled laborer,
night watchman,
laborer, $720; night
$800; skilled
janitor, $800;
$1,000; janitor,
four
laborers, at
at $720
all, $6,120;
$6,120;
$720 each; in all,
four laborers,
Jefferson
School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer, $720;
$720; two laJefferson School:
borers, at
$3,160;
each; in all, $3,160;
$720 each;
at $720
borers,
Western
High School:
School: Janitor,
$1,100; skilled laborer, $720;
$720;
Janitor, $1,100;
Western High
$720 each; in all, $3,980;
three
$3,980;
laborers, at $720
three laborers,
Franklin School:
School: Janitor,
$1,000; skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer, $720;
$720; two laJanitor, $1,000;
Franklin
$3,160;
in
borers,
at
$720
each;
all,
$3,160;
each;
$720
at
borers,
Myrtilla Miner
School: Janitor,
$1,000; assistant janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
Normal School:
Miner Normal
Myrtilla
$900;
skilled
laborer,
$720;
two
laborers,
at
$720 each;
charwoman,
each; charwoman,
$720
at
laborers,
two
$720;
$900; skilled laborer,
$480;
$4,540;
all, $4,540;
in all,
$480; in
Eastern High
$1,000; skilled laborer, $720; laJanitor, $1,000;
School: Janitor,
High School:
Eastern
$2,440;
borer,
$720; in all, $2,440;
borer, $720;
$720; laborer,
Stevens School:
School: Janitor,
$1,000; skilled
skilled laborer, $720;
laborer,
Janitor, 81,000;
Stevens
$2,440;
$720;
in all, $2,440;
$720; in
McKinley Manual
Manual Training
$1,000; engineer
engineer and
School: Janitor, $1,000;
Training School:
McKinley
$1,000;
engineer,
instructor
in
steam
engineering,
$1,500;
assistant
engineer,
$1,000;
assistant
$1,500;
engineering,
instructor in steam
assistant
$720
two firemen, at $720
$720; two
watchman, $720;
night watchman,
$720; night
janitor, $720;
assistant janitor,
$9,260;
each;
four laborers,
$720 each; in all, $9,260;
at $720
laborers, at
each; four
Armstrong Manual
School: Janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; assistant
assistant
Training School:
Manual Training
Armstrong
$1,200;
janitor,
$720;
engineer
and
instructor
in
steam
engineering,
$1,200;
engineering,
steam
in
instructor
and
engineer
$720;
janitor,
assistant
$900; night
$720; fireman,
fireman, $720; three
watchman, $720;
night watchman,
engineer, $900;
assistant engineer,
laborers,
at $720
$720 each;
each; in all, $7,420;
$7,420;
laborers, at
M Street
School (Old)
(Old) and
and Douglass
Douglass and Simmons Schools:
Schools:
High School
Street High
M
Engineer,
skilled laborer,
laborer, $720; three
three laborers,
laborers,
$900; skilled
janitor, 8900;
$1,000; janitor,
Engineer, $1,000;
at
$720 each;
$4,780:
all, $4,780;
in all,
each; in
at $720
Birney
and annex,
annex, Elizabeth
Elizabeth V.
Brown, Emery, New Mott, Henry
V. Brown,
Birney and
Van Buren,
D.
Cooke,
Gage,
Park
View,
Petworth,
Powell, Takoma, Van
Powell,
Petworth,
View,
Park
Gage,
D. Cooke,
Wallach, and
and West
West Schools:
Schools: Thirteen
at $1,000 each; thirjanitors, at
Thirteen janitors,
Wallach,
teen laborers,
laborers, at
at 8720
$720 each;
each; in
$22,360;
in all, $22,360;
teen
Brookland,
Burrville, Congress
Heights, Curtis, Deanwood,
Deanwood,
Congress Heights,
Bryan, Burrville,
Brookland, Bryan,
Dennison, Force,
Grover Cleveland,
Cleveland,
Garfield, Garnet, Grant, Grover
Gales, Garfield,
Force, Gales
Dennison,
Henry, Langdon,
Lincoln, Lovejoy,
Monroe and
addition ' Peabody,
and addition,
Lovejoy, Monroe
Langdon, Lincoln,
Henry.
Randall, Seaton,
Seaton, Sumner,
Sumner, Webster,
Webster, and Strong John Thomson
Thomson
Randall,
Schools:
Twenty-four
janitors,
at $840
twenty-four laborers.
laborers,
each; twenty-four
$840 each;
Schools: Twenty-four janitors, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; in
in all, $37,440;
$37,440;
at
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Abbot,
Brightwood, John F.
F.
Abbot, Benning,
Benning, Berret,
Berret, Sayles
Sayles J.
J. Bowen,
Bowen, Brightwood,
Cook, Cranch, Dent, Syphax,
Schools: Ten janitors, at
at
Tenley Schools:
Syphax, and Tenley
Cook,

$840
each; in
in all,
all, $8,400;
$8,400;
$840 each;
Adams,
Bowen, Arthur,
Arthur,
Anthony Bowen,
Amidon, Anthony
Addison, Ambush,
Ambush, Amidon,
Adams, Addison,
Banneker, Bell,
Bell, Blair,
Blair, Blake,
Bradley, Brent,
Brent, Briggs,
Briggs, Bruce,
Blow, Bradley,
Bruce,
Banneker,
Blake, Blow,
Buchanan, Carberry,
Cardoza, Cardoza
Cardoza Manual
Manual Training,
Training, Corcoran,
Corcoran,
Buchanan,
Carberry, Cardoza,
Eaton, Edmonds,
Eckington, Fillmore,
Fillmore, French,
French, Garrison,
Garrison, Giddings,
Giddings,
Edmonds, Eckington,
Eaton,
Greenleaf,
Harrison, Hayes,
Hyde, Isaac
Isaac FairFairHubbard, Hyde,
Hayes, Hilton,
Hilton, Hubbard,
Greenleaf, Harrison,
brother, Jackson,
Johnson, Jones,
Jones, Ketcham,
Lenox, Logan,
Logan,
Langston, Lenox,
Ketcham, Langston,
Jackson, Johnson,
brother,
Ludlow, Madison,
Madison, Magruder,
Maury, Montgomery,
Montgomery, Morgan,
Morse,
Morgan, Morse,
Magruder, Maury,
Ludlow,
0
Street Manual
Manual Training,
Payne, Phelps,
Phillips, Pierce,
Pierce,
Phelps, Phillips,
Trainig, Patterson,
Patterson, Payne,
0 Street
Polk,
Smallwood, Taylor,
Taylor, Toner,
Toner, Towers,
Towers,
Slater, Smallwood,
Randle Highlands,
Highlands, Slater,
Polk, Randle
Twining,
Tyler, Van
Van Ness,
Ness, Webb,
Wheatley, Wilson,
Wilson,
Webb, Weightman,
Weightman, Wheatley,
Twining, Tyler,
Woodburn, and
Wormley Schools,
Schools, and
Eighteenth
building between
between Eighteenth
and building
and Wormley
Woodburn,
northeast:
and
Streets and
Newton Streets
Streets northeast:
and Newton
and Monroe
Monroe and
Twentieth Streets
and Twentieth
Seventy-one
$720 each;
in all,
all, $51,120;
$51,120;
each; in
at $720
janitors, at
Seventy-one janitors,
Brightwood
Park, Crummell,
Wisconsin Avenue
Avenue
Kenilworth, and
and Wisconsin
Brightwood Park,
Crummell, Kenilworth,
Manual
Training,Schools:
janitors, at
at $600
$600 each;
each; in
in all,
$2,400;
all, $2,400;
Four janitors,
Schools: Four
Manual Training
Bunker
Hill, Hamilton, Orr,
Orr, Reno,
Smothers, Stanton,
Stanton,
Reno, Reservoir,
Reservoir, Smothers,
Hamilton,
Bunker Hill,
Threlkeld,
and Military
Schools: Nine
Nine janitors,
janitors, at
at $600
$600 each;
each;
Road Schools:
Military Road
Threlkeld, and
in
all, $5,400;
$5,400;
in all,
Conduit
Chain Bridge
Bridge Road,
Road, and
and Fort
Fort Slocum
Slocum Schools:
Schools: Three
Three
Road, Chain
Conduit Road,
janitors, at
$250 each;
all, $750;
$750;
janitors,
at $250
each; in
in all,
Matrons
Matrons in desig'
desigFor matrons
in the
the normal
schools, including
the following:
following:
including the
high schools,
normal and
and high
For
matrons in
mated schools.
nated
Wilson
Normal, Miner
Central High,
High,
Dunbar High,
High, -Dunbar
New Central
Normal, New
Miner Normal,
Wilson Normal,
Business
T-Tigh, Western
Western High,
Eastern High,
High, McKinley
McKinley Manual
Manual
High, Eastern
Business High,
Training
Armstrong Manual
Training High,
High, Junior
Junior High
High (white),
(white),
Manual Training
High, Armstrong
Training High,
and
(colored), eleven
in all,
all, at
at $600
$600 each,
each, $6,600;
$6,600;
eleven in
Junior High
High (colored),
and Junior
In
In all,
all, $235,370.
$235,370.
Smaller
Smaller buildings
For
care
buildings and
and rented
rooms, including
including cooking
cooking
rented rooms,
of smaller
smaller buildings
For
care of
and
and rented rooms.
Care, etc.
etc.
and manual-training
manual-training schools,
schools, wherever
located, at
at a
rate not
not to
to exceed
exceed
a rate
wherever located,
and
Care,
$96
annum for
care of
of each
each schoolroom,
schoolroom, other
other than
than those
those occuoccuthe care
for the
$96 per
per annum
pied by
atypical or
ungraded classes,
for which
service an
an amount
not
amount not
which service
classes, for
or ungraded
pied
by atypical
to
per annum
annum may
may be
allowed, $17,500.
$17,500.
be allowed,
to exceed
exceed $120
$120 per
Medical
MEDICAL
INSPECTORS: Chief
medical and
and sanitary
sanitary inspector,
inspector, who
who
inspectors.
Medical inspectors.
Chief medical
MEDICAL INSPECTORS:
shall,
direction of
the health
officer of
of the
the District
District of
of CoCohealth officer
of the
under the
the direction
shall, under
lumbia, give
whole time
time to,
and exercise
exercise the
the direction
direction and
control
and control
to, and
give his
his whole
lumbia,
Division.
of,
the medical
medical inspection
inspection and
public schools
schools
of the
the public
conditions of
and sanitary
sanitary conditions
of, the
of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $2,500;
sixteen medical
medical inspectors
inspectors of
of
$2,500; sixteen
of the
public
schools, one
one of
be a
woman, four
four shall
shall be
dentists,
be dentists,
whom shall
shall be
a woman,
of whom
public schools,
and
four shall
colored race,
$500 each;
in all,
$10,500.
at $500
each; in
all, $10,500.
shall be
be of
of the
the colored
race, at
and four
Graduate nurses.
nurses.
For
gradnate nurses,
nurses, three
three of
of whom
shall be
be colored,
colored, who
who
whom shall
For ten
ten graduate
shall
as public
school nurses,
$1,200 each,
each, $12,000.
nurses, at
at $1,200
$12,000.
shall act
act as
public school
Dental operators.
For
maintenance of
free dental
clinics in
in the
schools:
the public
public schools:
of free
dental clinics
For the
the maintenance
Eight
operators, at
at $700
$700 each;
each; four
four dental
dental prophylactic
prophylactic
Eight dental
dental operators,
operators,
and supplies,
supplies, $2,000;
$2,000; in
in all,
all,
each; equipment
equipment and
at $900
$900 each;
operators, at
$11,200.
$11,200.
Rent, etc.
Rent,
etc.
MISCELLANEOUS: For
For rent
rent of
buildings and
grounds, repair
and grounds,
repair
of school
school buildings
MISCELLANEOUS:
shop,
storage and
and stock
$16,500.
rooms, $16,500.
shop, storage
stock rooms,
ter
Equipment of temFor
rooms for
for classes
classes above
above the
the second
second
of temporary
temporary rooms
For equipment
equipment of
porary
etc.
porary rooms, etc.
grade,
half time,
provide for
estimated increased
increased
for estimated
and to
to provide
time, and
now on
on half
grade, now
enrollment
that may
caused by
by operation
operation of
of the
the compulsory
compulsory
may be
be caused
enrollment that
education law,
law, and
purchase of
of all
necessary articles
articles and
supplies
and supplies
all necessary
and for
for purchase
education
to be
be used
used in
the course
of instruction
which may
may be
be provided
provided for
for
instruction which
in the
course of
to
atypical and
classes, $6,000.
$6,000.
and ungraded
ungraded classes,
atypical
Repairs
Repairs.sand im
imY
or repa i
rs an d i
mprovements to sch
oo lbuildings and grounds
to school
buildings and grounds
and improvements
For
repairs
provement
provements.
and
heating, plumbing,
ventilating
plumbing, and
and ventilating
and renewing
renewing heating,
and for
for repairing
repairing and
apparatus,
and installation
installation of
sanitary drinking
drinking fountains
fountains in
buildin buildof sanitary
apparatus, and
ings not
with same,
same, $225,000.
$225,000.
not supplied
supplied with
inos
Johnson
Johnson Building.
Building.
For
wiring and
Johnson School
$2,500.
building, $2,500.
the Johnson
School building,
and improving
improving the
For wiring
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Manual training exxManualtraining
For
purchase and
repair of
of furniture,
furniture, tools,
machinery, material, ppenses.
tools, machinery,
and repair
For purchase
en s e s
and books,
and apparatus
apparatus to
connection with instruction
instruction
to be
be used in connection
books, and
and
in
manual training,
and incidental
expenses connected
connected therewith,
therewith,
incidental expenses
training, and
in manual
$45,000.
$45,000.
t an d
Fuel, light,
li g h and
poerl,
For
fuel, gas,
gas, and
light and
$165,000.
power, $165,000.
and power,
electric light
and electric
For fuel,
power.
Furniture, for
addifor addiFor
furniture, including
clocks, pianos,
pianos, and
and window
shades for Furniture,
window shades
including clocks,
For furniture,
tions.
kindergartens, and tools and tions
additions
for kindergartens,
equipment for
buildings, equipment
to buildings,
additions to
furnishings for
for manual-training,
and sewing
sewing schools,
schools, as
as
cooking, and
manual-training, cooking,
furnishings
Petwortpecied
follows: Eight-room
Eight-room addition
addition to
Petworth School, eight-room Specified buildings.
the
tt-room
to the
follows:
addition
School, eight-room
eight-room addition
addition to the BurrDeanwood School,
to the
the Deanwood
addition to
vine School,
addition at
and Monroe
Monroe Streets,
Streets,
at Eighteenth
Eighteenth and
eight-room addition
School, eight-room
ville
Northwest, eight-room
eight-room addition
to the West
School, eight-room
eight-room
West School,
addition to
Northwest,
of the
addition
to the
and
equipment
the Phelps School,
equipmSchool,
and equipment
School, and
Takoma School,
the Takoma
addition to
$2,400;
$38,460,
be immediately
immediately available;
three kindergartens,
kindergartens, $2,400;
available; three
to be
$38,460, to
two
sewing schools,
schools, $800;
$800; one
housekeeping and
school,
cooking school,
and cooking
one housekeeping
two sewing
$1,000; one
cooking school,
school, $700;
$700; two
two manual-training
manual-training shops,
$1,640;
shops, $1,640;
one cooking
$1,000;
in
all, $45,000.
$45,000.
in all,
contingent expenses.
furniture and repairs of same, Contingentexpenes.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including furniture
For
stationery,
printing, ice,
ice, purchase
purchase and
and repair
of equipment
for highequipment forhighrepair of
stationery, printing,
school
cadets, and
necessary items
items not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
other necessary
and other
school cadets,
including
an allowance
for livery
per annum
annum for
$300 per
exceeding $300
not exceeding
of not
allowance of
including an
of
horse or
or not
not exceeding
per annum
annum for
garage for each the
for garage
$360 per
exceeding $360
of horse
superintendent of
of schools,
schools, the
of janitors,
two
janitors, the two
superintendent of
the superintendent
superintendent
ofp,
assistant superintendents,
director of
primary instruction, the
the director
superintendents, the
assistant
supervising principal
school
cabinetmake_r , the supervising
principal in charge
charge of the
school cabinetmaker,
white special
the chief
and sanitary
sanitary inspector
inspector of
of
medical and
chief medical
schools, the
special schools,
white
schools,
and the
principal of the
colored special schools,
the colored
supervising principal
the supervising
schools, and
and
not exceeding
for books
periodiof reference
reference and periodibooks of
$3,000 for
exceeding $3,000
including not
and including
cals,
$75,000.
cals, $75,000.
towels.
For
paper towels
towels and for fixtures
fixtures for dis- Paper towels.
purchase of sanitary paper
the purchase
For the
pensing
same to
the pupils,
pupils, $3,000.
$3,000.
to the
the same
pensing the
Pianos.
For purchase
for school
buildings and
schools, Pianoe.
and kindergarten
kindergarten schools,
school buildings
of pianos
pianos for
purchase of
For
at
not to
exceed $300
each, $1,500.
$1,500.
$300 each,
to exceed
cost not
an average
average cost
at an
upplies to pupils.
For textbooks
textbooks and
and school
school supplies
supplies for
for use
of pupils
pupils of the first Supplies
use of
For
eight
grades, who
who at
at the time
are not supplied
supplied with
with the same, to be
time are
eight grades,
distributed by
by the
the superintendent
of public
public schools
under regulations
regulations
schools under
superintendent of
distributed
to be
be made
made by
by the
board of
of education,
the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses
and for the
education, and
the board
to
of
purchase, distribution,
distribution, and
and preservation
preservation of
of said
said textbooks
textbooks and
and
of purchase,
supplies, including
exceed $1,000,
$1,000, one booknot to
to exceed
labor not
necessary labor
including necessary
supplies,
keeper and
custodian of
of textbooks
textbooks and
$1,200 and one
supplies at $1,200
and supplies
and custodian
keeper
Proviso.
assistant at
at $800,
$800, $100,000:
That the
board of
of education,
education, Provio.
the board
Provided, That
$100,000: Provided,
assistant
Exchanges.
Exchangs.
and
books
such
of
exchanges
in
its
discretion,
is
authorized
make
exchanges
such
to
make
is
authorized
discretion,
in its
other educational
educational publications
publications now
now on
may not be desirable
on hand as may
other
for
use.
for use.
Flags.
For
United States
States flags,
flags, $900.
$900.
Flags.
For purchase
purchase of
of United
Playgrounds.
For
maintenance and repair of seventy-two
seventy-two playgrounds
playgrounds now
now Playgrounds.
For maintenance
established,
$3,000.
established, $3,000.
School yards.
For equipment,
equipment, grading,
grading, and
improving six additional
additional school
school yards
yards School yards
and improving
For
for the
the purposes
play of
of pupils,
pupils, $2,400.
$2,400.
for
purposes of
of play
School
School gardens.
gardens.
For
utensils, material,
material, and
and labor,
establishment and mainlabor, for establishment
For utensils,
tenance of
of school
school gardens,
,gardens, $3,000.
$3,000.
Pay
for nature
nature
tenance
Pay for
etc., instruinstrucstudy etc.,
The board
is authorized
designate the months in study,
to desi'gnate
authorized to
education is
of education
board of
The
ttion.
o
which the
salary payments
payments now
required by
law shall
made to
shall be made
by Yaw
now required
ten salary
the ten
which
teachers assigned
to the
the work
work of
of instruction
instruction in
nature study and
in nature
assigned to
teachers

school gardens.
gardens.
Phsics department
school
Physics
department
supplies.
es.
For
of apparatus
apparatus and
technical books and extending
extending the supp
and technical
purchase of
For purchase
equipment
for maintenance
the physics
physics departments
departments in
the
in the
of the
maintenance of
and for
equipment and
Business,
and Dunbar
High
Dunbar High
Junior, and
Western, Junior,
Eastern, Western,
Central, Eastern,
Business, Central,
Schools,
33,000.
Schools, $3,000.
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For purchase
fixtures, apparatus,
purchase of fixtures,
apparatus, specimens,
specimens, and
and materials
materials and
and
technical
the departments
technical books, for laboratories
laboratories of the
departments of
chemistry and
and
of chemistry

Central, Eastern,
biology in the Central,
Business, and Dunbar
Dunbar
Eastern, Western,
Western, Business,
High Schools, and J.
J. Ormond Wilson
Wilson and
Normal
and Myrtilla
Myrtilla Miner
Miner Normal
Schools, and Junior High Schools,
Schools, and installation of same, 83,000.
$3,000.
Cabinetmaker.
Cabinetmaker.
For cabinetmaker
cabinetmaker for repairing
repairing school
school furniture,
furniture, $1,200.
$1,200.
Furniture, etc., junFurniture,
etc., junFor furniture
furniture and equipment for the junior high school for colored
colored
ior high
high schools.
schools.
ior
pupils, $7,500.
school for
for white
For furniture
furniture and equipment
equipment for the
the junior
junior high school
white
pupils,
$7,500.
Community center puils, $7,500.
department.
Community Center
Center Department:
Department: For
For salaries
of directors,
superCommunity
salaries of
directors, superSalaries and
and exex- visors, teachers, clerks, and other employees for civic, educational,
psalaries
teachers,
employees
educational,
penses.
recreational, and social activities
recreational,
activities under
under the
the direction
of the
direction of
the Board
Board
of Education;
Education; for payment
for equipment
equipment and
and
payment of
of janitor
janitor service; for
supplies; for lightmg
fixtures; for maintenance
maintenance of automobile.
automobile.
lighting fixtures;
Employees of the day schools may
Employees
may also be employees
employees of the CommuCommuFrom District reve- nity Center Department;
in
all,
$35,000, to be paid wholly out of the
Department;
835,000,
nues.
Proviso.
revenues
That not
more than
than
npeiso.
revenues of
of the District of
of Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
not more
Pay restriction.
Pay
restriction.
60 per centum
centum of this sum shall be expended
expended for salaries of directors,
directors,
teachers, and clerks.
supervisors, teachers,
clerks.
Dunbar High.
Duname
High'
The unexpended
unexpended balance
The
balance for
the complete
complete equipment
equipment and
and for
for
for the
Equipment.
furniture and
and furnishings
furnishings for
the Dunbar
contained in
in
Equ
furniture
for the
Dunbar High
High School
School contained
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
the Deficiency
Appropriation Act approved
Deficiency Appropriation
approved July
July 8, 1918, is reapproreapproVol. 40, p. 822.
priated and
made available
available for
same purpose
purpose and
and shall
be immeimmepriated
and made
for the
the same
shall be
diately available.
diately
available.
Schools for tubercuFor transportation
transportation for
for pupils
attending schools
schools for
for tubercular
tubercular
For
pupils attending
larSarchools
pupils. r tubereuProviso.
children,
$2,000,
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
be
necessary:
Provided,
necessary:
Provided,
thereof
as
may
be
$2,000,
or
so
much
carfar.
children,
Car fare.
That expenditures
expenditures for car fares
fares from this fund shall not be subject
subject
covered by this Act.
Act.
to the general limitations
limitations on the use of car fares covered
Double
Double pay restricSection
66of
of the
the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and Judicial
Appropriation
Section
Judicial
Appropriation
tion
tion not
not applicable
applicable to
to
vacatirn
vacatb n employmentAct
employment Act approved May
May 10,
10, 1916,
1916, as
as amended,
amended, shall
shall not
not apply
apply from
from July
July
of teachers.
fols.
3 p.
p. 120.
11to September
teachers of the public schools of the DisSeptember 15,
15, 1921,
1921, to teachers
Vol. 39,
120.
trict of Columbia when employed by any of the executive
executive departments
departments
the 'United
United States
States Government.
Government.
or independent
independent establishments
establishments of
of
the
Army, Navy, etc.
The
of officers
men of
of the
the United
United States
States Army
Army and
and
chindren
The children
children of
officers and
and men
Children ofadof admitted to
to schools.
schools.
employees of the United
Navy and children
children of other employees
United States stationed
stationed
Columbia shall
admitted to
the public
public
outside of the District of Columbia
shall be
be admitted
to the
without payment of tuition.
schools without
Buildings and
grBildings
BUILDINGS AND
AND GBOUNDS:
Toward the
the construction
BUILDINGS
GROUNDS: Toward
construction of the
the new
grounds.
Eastern
Eastern High.
IHigh.
$240,000.
Eastern High School,
School, $240,000.
Petworth.
For completing the construction
construction of an eight-room addition to the
A
ddition.
Addition.
Petworth
School, $61,000.
Petworth School,
Deanwood.
Deanood.
For the completion of
of an
an eight-room
eight-room addition
addition to
to the
the Deanwood
Deanwood.
Addition.
iion
School, including the purchase
purchase of additional
additional land,
land, $100,000.
$100,000.
Burrville.
Burrille
For additional
additional amount
amount required
required for an eight-room
eight-room addition to the
Addition.
Burrville
$120,000; and the limit of
of cost is authorized
Burrville School, $120,000;
authorized to be
extended to
to $210,000.
8210,000.
Fifth division,
Fifth tdivision,
For the completion of the erection
building
erection of an eight-room building
northeast.
New building.
iuilding.
between
Eighteenth and Twentieth
between Eighteenth
Twentieth Streets
Streets and
and Monroe
Monroe and
and Newton
Newton
Streets Northeast,
$80,000.
$80,000.
Streets
Northeast,
R
st.
J. R. West.
Addition.
For the
completion of
of an
addition to
to the
the J.
J. R.
R. West
For
the completion
an eight-room
eight-room addition
West
School, $90,000.
$90,000.
TakomSchool,
Takoma.
Addition.
For the completion
completion of
of an eight-room
eight-room addition
addition to
School,
to Takoma
Takoma School,
Addition.
S80.000.
880.000.
Wheatlev.
S80.000.
Wheatley.
Addition.
_Addtion.
additional amount required
twelve-room addition
For additional
required for aa twelve-room
addition to the
Wheatley
School,
heatley
School,
and
the
commissioners
are authorized
authorized
$54,000;
and
the
commissioners
are
Contract.
to enter into aacontract
contract or contracts for said building at a
a cost not to
to
exceed
$250,000.
$250,000.
exceed
k
D.
y
Henry D. Cooke.
e
For
Cooke
Addition.
For the erection of a
a four-room
Addition.
four-room addition
addition to the Henry
Henry D.
D. Cooke
School, $90,000.
$90,000.
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Dunbar High.
For the
the purchase
purchase of
land adjoining
the Dunbar
For
of land
adjoining the
Dunbar High
High School,
School, Aduniphfi
Adjoiningland.
$35,000.
$35,000.
purchase of
For the purchase
of a
asite
an eight-room
eight-room extensible
extensible building
in Mott.
site for
for an
building in
tt.'near
Site
near.
the immediate
vicinity of
the
immediate vicinity
of the
the Mott
Mott School,
School, $30,000.
$30,000.
S
quare 3
of the
the District
of Columbia
authorized and
and Auction
The Commissioners of
District of
Columbia are
are authorized
ucn 3064.
ae of lots
sale
lots
In.
empowered
empowered to
highest bidder
bidder at
fol- into sell to
to the
the highest
at public
public auction
auction the
the following-named property
property belonging
belonging to
to the
the said
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
lowing-named
said District
in
Lots 821
821 and
and 822
in square
square 3064,
3064, toto- P
in the
the District of Columbia:
Columbia: Lots
822 in
Proviso.

gether with
gether
with all
all improvements
improvements thereon:
Provided, That
That if,
if, in
in the
the Rejection
thereon: Provided,
Rejection of
of bids,
bids,
opinion
of the
said commissioners,
commissioners, the
at said
opinion of
the said
the highest
highest bid
bid made
made at
said sale
sale etc.
etc.
for
all of
of said
improvements thereon
thereon is
is not
not aafull
full and
and
for any
any or
or all
said lots
lots and
and improvements
fair
price for
for the
the same,
same, the
commissioners shall
have the
right to
to
fair price
the said
said commissioners
shall have
the right
reject
such bid
bids and
and shall
shall have
have the
right to
to sell
said property,
property,
reject such
bid or
or bids
the right
sell said
after
the highest
highest bidder
bidder under
under competitive
competitive
after due advertisement, to
to the
proposals
proposals for the purchase
purchase of
of said property;
property; and that
proceeds Proceeds.
that the
the proceeds
Proceeds.
of said
said lots
and improvements
thereon shall
be paid
into
of the
the sale of
lots and
improvements thereon
shall be
paid into
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
United States
States to
the credit
credit of
of the
the United
United States
States
the
of the
to the
and
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
equal parts.
parts.
and the
District of
in equal
Construction approThe
made for
The appropriations
appropriations herein
herein made
for the
construction of
of school
school priatioSt
the construction
priations tailabPat
available at
once.
buildings
buildings shall
be available
immediately.
shall be
available immediately.
once.
Cost limited to
to auThe total
of the
sites and
of the
the several
respective buildings
The
total cost
cost of
the sites
and of
several and
and respective
buildings thorzations.
thorizations.
herein
provided for,
when completed
upon plans
and specifications
specifications
herein provided
for, when
completed upon
plans and
to
previously and
approved, shall
not exceed
exceed the
the several
several
to be
be made
made previously
and approved,
shall not
and
respective sums
of money
money herein
herein respectively
respectively appropriated
appropriated or
and respective
sums of
or
authorized for such
authorized
purposes.
such purposes
Soliciting subscripAppropriations
in this
this Act
paid to
person employed
employed tions,
etc., prohbited.
prohibited.
Act shall
Appropriations in
shall not
not be
be paid
to any
any person
tions, etc.,
under
connection with
with the
the public
of the
the District
of
under or in
in connection
public schools
schools of
District of
Columbia
Columbia who shall solicit or receive,
receive, or permit
solicited or
or
permit to be
be solicited
received, on
received,
public-school premises,
premises, any
any subscription
subscription or
or donadonaon any
any public-school
nation
of value
value from
from pupils
pupils enrolled
enrolled in
in such
such
nation of money or
or other
other thing
thing of
for presentation
of testimonials
to school
officials or
public schools for
presentation of
testimonials to
school officials
or
for any purpose
purpose except
authorized by
by the
the board
of Exceptions.
except such as may be
be authorized
board of
Exeptios
a stated meeting upon the written recommendation
education at a
recommendation of
of
the
superintendent of
of schools.
the superintendent
schools.
Preparation of plans.
The plans and specifications
specifications for
provided for in
in this
this Prepaationofpla
for all buildings provided
Act
prepared under
municipal architect,
architect,
Act shall
shall be
be prepared
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of the
the municipal
consultation with
with the
the board
of
and those
those for school buildings
buildings after
after consultation
board of
education, and shall be approved
and shall
shall be
be
approved by the
the commissioners,
commissioners, and
constructed
thereto.
constructed in
in conformity
conformity thereto.
Doors to open outThe
school buildings authorized
authorized and
and appropriated
The school
appropriated for
for herein
herein shall
ward.
shall ward.
be constructed
constructed with all doors intended
exits or
entrances
intended to be
be used
used as
as exits
or entrances
opening
opening outward, and
of said
said buildings
an excess
excess of
of
and each
each of
buildings having
having an
at least
least four
four exits.
exits. Appropriations
Appropriations carried
carried in
eight rooms shall have at
in
this Act
for the
the maintenance
of school
school in
in any
Act shall
shall not
not be used
used for
maintenance of
any
building
unless all
thereto used
or entrances
entrances
building unless
all outside
outside doors
doors thereto
used as
as exits
exits or
Unlocking, etc.
shall open outward and be kept unlocked
unlocked every school day from unockingtc.
one-half hour before
before until one-half
hours.
one-half hour
hour after
after school
school hours.
Deaf
ad
dumb
Deaf and
and dumb puDeaf
pils.
COLUMBIA I
NSTITUTION FOR
DEAF: For
For expenses
attending the
the pus.
COLUMBIA
INSTITUTION
FOR THE
THE DEAF:
expenses attending
instruction
deaf and
admitted to
the Columbia
Instiinstruction of
of deaf
and dumb
dumb persons
persons admitted
to the
Columbia Institution for
Deaf from
from the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, under
4864
tution
for the
the Deaf
District of
under section
section 4864
R. S.,3
sec. 4S64,p.
4S64, p.952.
sec.
92
of the Revised
Revised Statutes, and as provided for in the Act approved
approved R.oS,
Vol. 31, p. 844.
March 1,
1901, and
to be
be entered
entered into
into with
with the
the said
said
March
1, 1901,
and under
under aa contract
contract to
institution by
$20,250, or
or so
so much
thereof as
as may
may
by the commissioners,
commissioners, $20,250,
much thereof
be necessary.
necessary.
necessary.
,Colored
Colored deaf
deaf mutes.
For
and tuition
colored deaf-mutes
deaf-mutes of
age
For maintenance
maintenance and
tuition of
of colored
of teachable
teachable age
belonging, to the District
in Maryland,
or some
other
belonging
District of Columbia
Columbia,' in
Maryland, or
some other
State,
contract to
to be
into by
commissioners, Proviso.
State, under
under aa contract
be entered
entered into
by the
the commissioners,
Protvso
Supervision.
84.000.
or so
much thereof
may be
necessary: Provided,
That all
all supervisin.
Provided, That
so much
thereof as
as may
be necessary:
84.000. or
expenditures
under this
this appropriation
shall be
be made
made under
under the
superexpenditures under
appropriation shall
the supervision
the Board
Board of
of Education.
Education.
vision of
of the

1128
1128
Blind
children.
Blind children.

Proviso.
Supervision.
Supervision.

Police.

Police.
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children of the District
For instruction
instruction of blind children
District of Columbia,
Columbia, in
Maryland,
or some other State, under
under a
acontract
contract to be entered into
Maryland, or
by
or so
so much
much thereof
as may
may be
necesbe necesthereof as
$10,000, or
the commissioners,
commissioners, $10,000,
by the
sary:
That all
appropriation shall
expenditures under this appropriation
all expenditures
Provided, That
sary: Provided,
be
made under
supervision of the Board of Education.
Education.
the supervision
under the
be made
POLICE.
METROPOLITAN POLICE.
METROPOLITAN

Major
$4,500; two
two assistant
assistant superintendents,
superintendents,
superintendent, $4,500;
and superintendent,
Major and
at
$3,000 each;
three inspectors,
inspectors, at $2,400
twelve captains,
$2,400 each; twelve
each; three
at $3,000
at
$2,400 each;
who shall
shall also
also be
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400;
property clerk,
be property
clerk, who
chief clerk,
each; chief
at $2,400
clerk
(who shall
shall be
be a
astengorapher),
$1,800; two
two clerks (who shall be
stengorapher), $1,800;
clerk (who
stenographers),
at $1,500
(who shall be assistant
assistant
clerks-one (who
each; clerks—one
$1,500 each;
stenographers), at
property
clerk) $1,200,
one $1,200,
$1,000 each, one $700;
$700;
three at $1,000
$1,200, three
$1,200, one
property clerk)
four
surgeons of
fire departments,
at $1,600
$1,600 each; addiaddidepartments, at
and fire
the police
police and
of the
four surgeons
Detective
service , tional
tional compensation
compensation for
thirty-five privates
privates detailed
detailed for special service
service
for thirty-five
service,
Detective
etc.
in the
detection and
and prevention
prevention of crime,
crime, $16,800, or so much
much thereof
in
the detection
etc.
as
may
be
necessary;
additional
compensation
fourteen
privates
for
fourteen
compensation
additional
necessary;
be
as may
detailed for
for special
special service
service in
in the
the various
precincts for the prevention
prevention
various precincts
detailed
and
crime, at
the rate
rate of
$120 per
per annum, $1,680, or so
of $120
at the
of crime,
detection of
and detection
much
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary;
necessary; additional
additional compensation
compensation for one
much thereof
inspector
and one lieutenant
special service
lieutenant detailed for special
captain and
or captain
inspector or
in the
detection and
crime, at $400 each; twenty-one
of crime,
prevention of
and prevention
in
the detection
lieutenants, one
whom shall be
be harbor master, at $2,000 each;
of whom
one of
lieutenants,
fifty-six sergeants,
detailed for duty in the
sergeants, one of whom may be detailed
fifty-six
harbor patrol,
patrol, at
privates—five hundred
hundred and one of
at $1,800
$1,800 each; privates-five
harbor
class
at $1,660
$1,660 each,
hundred and fourteen
fourteen of class two at
two hundred
each, two
three at
class three
$1,560
each, eighty-nine
each; amount required
required
eighty-nine of class one at $1,460 each;
$1,560 each,
to pay
salaries of privates of class two who will be promoted to class
pay salaries
to
three and privates of class one who will be promoted to class two
during the
fiscal year
clerks, at
$16,031.99; nine telephone clerks,
1922, $16,031.99;
year 1922,
the fiscal
during
$900
eighteen janitors, at $600
$600 each; laborer, $720; messenger,
$900 each; eighteen
$600;
inspector, mounted
on horse,
horse, $540;
thirty-eight captains,
$540; thirty-eight
mounted on
$600; inspector,
lieutenants, sergeants,
sergeants, and privates,
privates, mounted on horses,
horses, at $540 each;
lieutenants,
motor vehicle
vehicle allowance
twenty sergeants
sergeants and privates,
privates, at $480
for twenty
allowance for
motor
each;
mounted on
lieutenants, sergeants, and privates, mounted
sixty-four lieutenants,
each; sixty-four
bicycles,
driver-privates—thirty-one of class two at
bicycles, at $70 each; driver-privates-thirty-one
$1,560
amount required to pay
$1,460 each; amount
each, five of class one at $1,460
$1,560 each,
salaries
promoted to class two during
driver-privates who will be promoted
of driver-privates
salaries of
the fiscal
$1,200; six police matrons, at $720 each;
each; in all,
fiscal year 1922, $1,200;
the
$1,656,291.99.
$1,656,291.99.
National Bureau of Criminal IdentificaCriminal
To aid in support of the National
IdentificaCriminal Identifiestion
tion, to
direction of
commissioners,
the commissioners,
of the
the direction
under the
expended under
to be expended
tion,
tion Bureau.
Bureau.
General Government may
departments of the General
the several departments
provided the
entitled to like information
information from time to time as is accorded
accorded police
police
be entitled
privileged to membership
departments of various
various municipalities
municipalities privileged
membership
departments
therein, $500.
$500.
MISCELLANEOUS:
For fuel,
fuel, $7,000;
$7,000;
MISCELLANEOUS: For
fuel.
Fuel.
For repairs
repairs and
and improvements
improvements to
to police
station
stations and station
police stations
Repairs, etc.
For
etc.
Repairs,
grounds,
$8,000;
grounds, $8,000;
For miscellaneous
and contingent
expenses, including
purchase of
of
including purchase
contingent expenses,
miscellaneous and
For
Miscellaneous.
Misellaneous.
new wagons,
for fugitives,
fugitives, modern
maintenance
revolvers, maintenance
modern revolvers,
rewards .for
wagons, rewards
new
of card
stationery, city .directories,
directories, books of reference,
reference,
system, stationery,
card system,
of
periodicals,
photographs, printing, bindtelephoning, photographs,
telegraphing. telephoning,
periodicals. telegraphing.
ing, gas,
ice, washing,
exceed $200 for
prisoners, not to exceed
meals for prisoners,
washing, meals
gas, ice,
ing,
car tickets,
repairs thereto,
clothi g,
thereto, beds and bed clothing,
and repairs
furniture and
tickets, furniture
car
office, purchase
bicycles, motorcycles,
motorcydes, police
police
purchase of horses, bicycles,
insignia of office,
equipments and
harness, forage, repairs to vehicles.
vehicles,
and repairs to same, harness,
equipments
patrol wagons,
wagons. motor patrol, and saddles, mounted equipments,
van, patrol
and
detection of crime,
crime, and
in prevention
prevention and detection
incurred in
expenses incurred
and expenses
Salaries.
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other necessary
necessary expense,
$50,000; of
amount aa sum not exof which
which amount
expense, $50,000;
other
ceeding
$500 may
be expended
the major
and superintendent
superintendent
major and
by the
expended by
may be
ceeding $500
of
crime, under
under his
certificate,
his certificate,
of crime,
detection of
and detection
for prevention
prevention and
police for
of police
approved by
by the
the commissioners,
and every
every such
such certificate
certificate shall
shall be
be
commissioners, and
approved
deemed
sufficient voucher
voucher for
for the
the sum
therein expressed
expressed to have Provio.
p ois .
sum therein
a sufficient
deemed a
been
expended: Provided,
That the
Department may,
Army mounted
mounted
may, in its Army
War Department
the War
Provided, That
been expended:
discretion,
use of
of the
the police,
police, upon equipmet.
quipment
for use
commissioners, for
the commissioners,
furnish the
discretion, furnish
requisition,
such worn
mounted equipment
required;
be required;
may be
as may
equipment as
worn mounted
requisition, such
r v

o

e

For flags
and halyards,
$200;
halyards, $200;
flags and
For

For maintenance
mamtenance of
of motor
motor vehicles,
much thereof
thereof
or so much
$20,000, or
vehicles, $20,000,
For
as may
necessary;
be necessary;
as
may be

nags.
Motor
Motor vehicls.
vehicles.

For additional
additional motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $5,000;Reconstructing
$5,000;
Reconstructing ce
cell
For
corridors, etc.
For the
the reconstruction
of cell
corridors and
and in
in making,
erecting, corridors,
making, erecting,
cell corridors
reconstruction of
For
and placing
modern locking
locking devices
devices in
in precinct
station
precinct station
therein modern
placing therein
and
houses,
$7,500;
houses, $7,500;
In all, $97,700.
House oof Detention
In
House
Detention.
the commissioners
HOVBE
OF DETENTION:
DETENTION: To
To enable
commissioners to provide
enable the
HOrsE OF
transportation, including
and maintenance
of necessary
necessary
maintenance of
purchase and
including purchase
transportation,
reception,
horses,
and a
suitable place for the reception,
a suitable
harness, and
and harness,
wagons, and
horses, wagons,
transportation, and
and detention
of children
seventeen years of
under seventeen
children limier
detention of
transportation,
girls and women
age, and,
discretion of
commissioners, of .girls
of the
the commissioners,
the discretion
in the
and, in
age,
over
seventeen years
of age,
arrested by
by the police on charge of
age, arrested
years of
over seventeen
offense against
against any
any law
law in
in force
District of Columbia,
Columbia, or held
in the District
force in
offense
as witnesses,
held pending
examinition or
investigation or examination,
final investigation
pending final
or held
witnesses, or
as
otherwise, including
$1,000 each; two drivers,
drivers, at $780
$780
including two clerks, at $1,000
otherwise,
each; attendants-one
attendants—one $1,200,
four at
$1,080 each;
each; cook, $600;
at $1,080
$1,200, four
each;
expenses, including
laundress, $500;
$720; miscellaneous
including
miscellaneous expenses,
janitor, $720;
$500 janitor,
laundress,
of building, fuel, gas, ice,
clinic supplies,
supplies_, food,
repair of
and repair
upkeep and
food, upkeep
clinic
maintenance of motor
laundry, supplies,
supplies, and
and equipment,
electricity, maintenance-of
equipment, electricity,
laundry,
station
vehicle, and
necessary expenses,
expenses, $20,320; in all,
other necessary
and other
station vehicle,
$31,220,
so much
necessary.
thereof as may be necessary.
much thereof
or so
$31,220, or
HARBOR PATROL:
PATROL: Two
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
firemen, at
at HarborpatroL
Harbor patrol.
two firemen,
each; two
engineers, at
Two engineers,
HARBOR
$660
each; watchman,
watchman, $660;
two deck
$660 each;
each; in all,
hands, at $660
deck hands,
$660; two
$660 each;
$5,300;
$5,300;
incidentals,
repairs, and incidentals,
For fuel,
fuel, construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, repairs,
For
$3,500;
$3,500;
In all,
$8,800.
all, $8,800.
In
POLICEMEN
AND FIREMEN'S
FIREMEN'S RELIEF
RELIEF FUND.
FUND.
POLICEMEN AND
To
pay the
relief and
and other
other allowances
authorized by law, aa sum
allowances authorized
the relief
To pay
not to
is appropriated
appropriated from the
the policemen
policemen and
and fire$258,000 is
exceed $258,000
to exceed
not
men's relief
fund.
relief fund.
men's

FIREMEN.
POLICEMEN
AND FIREMEN.
POLICEMEN AND

Policemen, etc., reetc., re
iePolen,
lief
fund.
Payments from.

Vol.39,p.
Vol. 39, p. 71.
718.

Policemen and firePolicemen

nn

men
men.

War service credited

payeetc.
departments of the Ior
Officers
and members
members of the fire and police departments
forWpaarye,
etc.
Officers and
District of
of Columbia
Columbia who
were granted
granted leave of absence
absence to serve in
who were
District
the military
military and
naval forces
forces of
of the
United States
during the
World
the World
States during
the United
and naval
the
War and
who were
discharged and
to their
their
returned to
and returned
honorably discharged
were honorably
and who
War
employment in
in said
said departments
shall be
be entitled
entitled to credit for classidepartments shall
employment
fication and
and pay
purposes as though such
such services
services had been rendered
rendered
pay purposes
fication
in said
said departments.
departments.
in

ce credited

FIRE
DEPARTMENT.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Chief engineer,
two deputy
chief engineers,
engineers, at $3,000
$3,000 each;
deputy chief
$4,000; two
engineer, $4,000;
Chief
eight
battalion chief
engineers, at $2,400
$2,400 each; fire marshal,
marshal, $2,400;
$2,400;
chief engineers,
eight battalion
deputy fire
marshal, $2,000;
inspectors, at
$1,660 each;
each; chief
chief
at $1,660
four inspectors,
$2,000; four
fire marshal,
deputy
clerk,
$1,400; clerk
clerk (who
(who shall
stenographer and
and
be aastenographer
shall be
clerk, $1,400;
$2,400; clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
73
44281°-21-73
44281°-21

Fire department.

Fire department.
Salaries.

alari
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typewriter),
typewriter), $1,660;
$1,660; thirty-eight
captains, at
at $1,900
$1,900 each;
each; forty
forty
thirty-eight captains,
lieutenants,
lieutenants, at $1,760
forty-one sergeants,
sergeants, at
at $1,700
$1,700 each;
each;
$1,760 each;
each; forty-one
superintendent
superintendent of machinery,
$2,500; assistant
superintendent of
of
machinery, $2,500;
assistant superintendent
machinery,
machinery, $2,000;
$2,000; two
pilots, at
each; two
two marine
marine engineers,
engineers,
two pilots,
at $1,700
$1,700 each;
at $1,700
$1,700 each; two assistant
assistant marine
marine engineers,
engineers, at
each; two
two
at $1,660 each;
marine firemen
hundred and
and eightyeightymarine
firemen, at
at $1,460
$1,460 each;
each; privates-two
privates-two hundred
two of class three
each, two
and thirteen
thirteen of
three at $1,660
$1,660 each,
two hundred
hundred and
of class
class
two at $1,560
$1,560 each, four of class one at $1,460 each; amount required
required
to pay salaries of privates of class two who
promoted to
to class
class
who will
will be promoted
three and privates
privates of class one
will be
promoted to
class two
two
one who
who will
be promoted
to class
during the fiscal year 1922,
1922, $9,000;
hostler, $1,080;
laborer, $1,000;
$1,000;
$9,000; hostler,
$1,080; laborer,
Repairs to buildings.
Repairstobuildings.
Repairs to
Repairs
aPParato apparatus, etc.

Proviso.

oistction at reConstruction
pair shop.
shop.
par

Supplies.
Supplies.

Contingent expenses.
contingentexpenses.

New
New apparatus,
apparatus, etc.
etc.

Installing ssteam in
hounsl
team in
houses.
t
t
Health
department.
Health depar
men .

Salaries.
Salaries.

in all, $1,092,860.
$1,092,860.

MISCELLANEOUS:
improvements to engine
MISCELLANEOUS: For repairs and improvements
engine houses
houses
and
grounds, $20,000;
and grounds,
$20,000;
For repairs to apparatus
apparatus and motor vehicles and other motordriven apparatus, and
and for
new apparatus,
apparatus, new
motor vehicles,
vehicles new
for new
new motor
new
appliances, employment
employment of
of mechanics,
mechanics, helpers,
helpers, and
and laborersin
laborers,i1 the
appliances,
the
fire department
department repair
shop, and
for the
of necessary
supfire
repair shop,
and for
the purchase
purchase of
necessary supplies,
equipment, and
tooTh: Provided,
Provided, That
commisthe commisThat the
and tools:
plies, materials,
materials, equipment,
sioners are authorized,
authorized, in their
to build
construct, in
in
their discretion,
discretion, to
build or
or construct,
whole or
fire-fighting apparatus
apparatus in
the fire
fire department
department repair
or in part,
part, fire-fighting
in the
repair
$22,000;
shop, $22,000;
For hose,
hose, $16,000;
$16,000;
For
For
fuel, $35,000;
For fuel,
$35,000;
For
purchase of horses,
$2,000;
For purchase
horses, $2,000;
For
forage, $15,000;
$15,000;
For forage,
repairs and
of fire
fire boat,
boat, $2,500;
For repairs
and improvements
improvements of
$2,500;
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, horseshoeing,
horseshoeing, furniture,
fiumiture, fixtures, oil,
medical and stable
medical
stable supplies,
supplies, harness,
blacksmithing, gas
gas and
and electric
electric
harness, blacksmithing,
lighting, flags and halyards,
items, cost
cost of
instalhalyards, and
and other
other necessary
necessary items,
of instalmaintenance of telephones
lation and maintenance
telephones in the
the residences
residences of
of the
the supersuperintendent
intendent of machinery
machinery and the fire
marshal, $25,000;
$25,000;
fire marshal,
In all,
$137,500.
In
all, $137,500.
Permanent
motor driven,
Permanent improvements:
improvements: For three fire engines, motor
driven,
at
$13,000 each;
each;
at $13,000
and hose
wagons, motor
motor driven,
driven,
For three combination
combination chemical
chemical and
hose wagons,
at
$6,800 each;
at $6,800
each;
For one aerial
ladder truck, motor
aerial hook
hook and ladder
motor driven,
driven, $14,500;
$14,500;
For one city-service
city-service truck,
$9,000;
truck, $9,000;
water tower,
tower, motor
motor driven,
driven, $15,500;
For one
one water
$15,500;
For
steam heat
heat in
in engine
engine and
and truck
truck houses,
$5,000;
For installing
installing steam
houses, $5,000;
In all,
all, $103,400.
In
$103,400.

HEALTH
DEPARTMENT.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
health officer,
Health officer, $4,000; assistant health
chief clerk
officer, $2,500;
$2,500; chief
clerk
and deputy health
health officer, $2,500; chief,
chief, bureau
bureau of
vital statistics,
of vital
statistics,
$1,800; clerks-one
clerks-one $1,600,
five at
at $1,200
each, four
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each,
$1,800;
$1,600, five
$1,200 each,
four at
two at $900 each, one $720;
sanitary inspector-chief
$1,800, assistassist$720; sanitary
inspector-chief $1,800,
ant chief $1,400, twelve
twelve at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, three
three at
each, two at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
at
$900 each; food inspectors-chief
$900
chief $1,400,
six at
at
inspectors-chief $1,800,
$1,800, assistant
assistant chief
$1,400, six
$1,400 each, five at $1,200
$1,200 each,
$1,000 each,
each, five
five at
at $900
$900 each;
each;
each, six at
at $1,000
chemist,
chemist, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant
assistant chemist, $1,500;
$1,500; chief of bureau
of preprebureau of
ventable
ventable diseases and director
bacteriological laboratory,
laboratory, $2,750;
$2,750;
director of
of bacteriological
serologist,
two assistant
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; labolaboserologist, $2,500;
82.500; two
assistant bacteriologists,
bacteriologists, at
ratory assistant, 8840;
$840; skilled
$720, one
one $600;
$600; two
two
skilled laborers-one
laborers-one $720,
messengers,
messengers, at $600 each;
each; two chauffeurs,
chauffeurs, at $720
$720 each;
poundmaseach; poundmaster, $1,400;
$1,400; watchman,
watchman, $600; laborers, at not exceeding
exceeding $65 per month
month
each, $3,120; in all.
all, $96,390.
$96,390.
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employment..
Femaleemployment
the hours
regulate the
To
carry out
out the
the Act
Act to
to regulate
hours of
of employment
employment and
and safesafe- Female
To carry

guard the
health of
females employed
employed in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
in the
the District
guard
the health
of females
inspectors (two of
namely: For three inspectors
approved
approved February
February 24, 1914, namely:
stenographer and clerk, $900;
whom shall
shall be women) at $1,200
whom
$1,200 each;
each; stenographer

Inspectors,
'et etc.
Inspetors
Vol. 38, p. 291..

in all,
all, $4,500.
$4,500.
in
Preventing spread of
prevent the
the spread
For enforcement
of the
the provisions
an Act
Act to
spread diseaes,
of an
to prevent
provisions of
For
enforcement of
diseases, etc.
etc.
29, p.
p. 635;
635; VoL
VoL
VoL 29,
approved March
Columbia, approved
of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
March 3,
3, 34,Vol.
in the
diseases in
of contagious
contagious diseases
p. 889.
1897,
Act for
the prevention
prevention of scarlet
scarlet fever,
fever, diphtheria, 34p
an Act
for the
and an
1897, and
measles,
cough, chicken
chicken pox,
pox, epidemic
epidemic cerebrospinal
cerebrospinal menmeasles, whooping
whooping cough,
ingitis,
and typhoid
typhoid fever
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved FebFeb- Tuberculosisregistrauberlosisregistrafever in
in the
the District
ingitis, and
os s
ruary
provide for registration
registration of all cases
cases of tion.
Act to provide
1907, and
and an Act
ruary 9,
9, 1907,
Vol. 35, p. 126.
examination of
free examination
tuberculosis in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
for free
of Vol.35, p.126.
Columbia, for
the District
tuberculosis
spread of tubersputum
suspected cases,
preventing the
the spread
cases, and
and for preventing
sputum in
in suspected
culosis
Columbia, approved
May 13, 1908, under the
approved May
culosis in
in said
said District of Columbia,
serums,
manufacture of
direction
of the
the health
officer of
of said
said District,
District, manufacture
of serums,
health officer
direction of
Infantile paralysis,
p
ra s
etc. e
including
use in
in indigent cases,
prevention of infan- etc.
and for the
the prevention
cases, and
their use
including their
or
including salaries or
tile
communicable diseases,
diseases, including
and other
other communicable
tile paralysis
paralysis and
compensation for
exceeding $25,000, when
services, not
not exceeding
for personal
personal services,
compensation
ordered in
in writing
by the
commissioners and
enforceand necessary
necessary for the enforcewriting by
the commissioners
ordered
ment
said Acts,
Acts, and
and for
such other
other
for the
the prevention
prevention of such
of said
ment and
and execution
execution of
communicable
purchase and mainprovided, purchase
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
diseases as
communicable diseases
tenance
of necessary
horses, wagons,
wagons, and
referhit
of referand harness,
harness, purchase
purchase of
tenance of
necessary-horses,
Smallpox hospital.
ence
and medical
and maintenance
quarantine S
hos
maintenance of
of quarantine
ence books
books and
medical journals,
journals, and
station
hospital, $40,000:
bacte- Baterologist,
Bacteriologist, etc.,
etc.,
Provided, That
That any
any bactesmallpox hospital,
$40,000: Provided,
station and
and smallpox
ntions.
not be
be paid
appropriation shall
riologist
employed under
shall not
paid more
more eexaminations.
under this
this appropriation
riologist employed
officer to the
day and
and may
may be assigned by the health officer
than $7
$7 per
per day
bacteriological
of milk
milk and
and other
dairy products
products and
other dairy
examination of
bacteriological examination
of the
the water
water supplies
supplies of
farms, and
such other
other sanitary work
and to
to such
dairy farms,
of dairy
of
public health,
as
in the
officer will
will promote
promote the public
of the health
health officer
as in
the judgment
judgment of
or be not directly
whether such
directly related to contagious
examinations be or
such examinations
whether
diseases.
diseases.
Disinfecting
seriie.
Disinfecting service.
For
maintenance of disinfecting service,
including salaries or
service, including
For maintenance
compensation for
personal services
services when
when ordered
ordered in
by the
the
in writing
writing by
compensation
for personal
commissioners
for maintenance
maintenance of
of said
and
said service,
service, and
necessary for
commissioners and
and necessary
for
purchase and
maintenance of
necessary horses,
horses, wagons,
wagons, and
harand harof necessary
and maintenance
for purchase
ness,
ness, $7,000.
$7,000.
Drinage
ots.
Drainage of
of lots.
vol. 2,p.
l25.
to provide
29, p.125.
Act to
For enforcement
the provisions
provisions of
of an
an Act
provide for
for the
the Vol.
of the
For
enforcement of
Abating nuisances.
19 1896
May 19_,
approved May
of Columbia,
District of
drainage
in the
the District
Columbia, approved
1896, AbaUngnuisances.
of lots
lots in
drainage of
Vol. 34, p. 114.
in the District Vo.34p.114of nuisances
nuisances in
for the
to provide
and
an Act
Act to
provide for
the abatement
abatement of
and an
of
Columbia by
by the
commissioners, and
and for
approved
purposes, approved
for other
other purposes,
the commissioners,
of Columbia
April 14,
$1,000.
Food,
adultera
1906, $1,000.
April
14, 1906,
Food, etc.,
etc., adultera,
For
services in
with the
detection of
of the
adul- Cons.
tions.
the adulthe detection
in connection
connection with
special services
For special
teration of
drugs and
and of
including candy
and milk,
teration
of drugs
of foods,
foods, including
candy and
milk, $200.
$200.
Bacteriological
Bacteriological lablaboratory.
and keeping
keeping in good oratory.
Bacteriological
maintaining and
For maintaining
laboratory: For
Bacteriological laboratory:
order, and
the purchase
of reference
periodand scientific
scientific periodbooks and
reference books
purchase of
and for
for the
order,
icals,
$1,000.
icals, $1,000.
Apparatus,
equipment, cost
cost of
of installation,
installation, supplies,
and other
other
supplies, and
Apparatus, equipment,
expenses
incidental to
to the
serological diagnosis
diagnosis of
and serological
biological and
the biological
expenses incidental
disease,
$750.
disease, $750.
Ch
boto
Chemical laboratory.
Chemical laboratory:
laboratory: For
maintaining and
and keeping
keeping in
good order,
order,
heibo
in good
For maintaining
Chemical
and
purchase of
reference books
and scientific
scientific periodicals,
periodicals,
books and
of reference
for the
the purchase
and for
$1,000.
1,000.
Enorcing
Enforcing mik
milk regaregulations.
For contingent
contingent expenses
incident to
to the
the enforcement
enforcement of
an Act
to laions.
Act to
of an
expenses incident
For
Vol. 28, p. 709.
regulate the
sale of
milk in
in the
Columbia, and
for other
regulate
the sale
of milk
the District
District of
of Columbia,
and for
other Vol. 28,ap.n09.
pp.yi4etci98.
246,
2c
, 9c.
the adulterapurposes , approved
approved March
2 1895an Act
Act relating
to the
adultera- voL. 0pp.
relating to
1895; an
March 2,
purposes,
tion of
and drugs
drugs in
the District
District of
Febapproved FebColumbia, approved
of Columbia,
in the
foods and
of foods
tion
ruary
to prevent
adulteration of
of candy
candy in
in the
the Purefoodlaw.
prevent the
the adulteration
an Act
Act to
ruary 17,
17, 1898;
1898; an
Pure food 1aw.
Vol. 34, p. 768.
District
approved May
1898; an
an Act
Act for
for preventing
preventing Vol.
34, p.768
May 5,
5, 1898;
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
District of
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale,
sale, or
or transportation
transportation of
or misbranded
misbranded
of adulterated
adulterated or
the
or poisonous
or deleterious
foods, drugs,
medicines, and
liquors, and
and
and liquors,
drugs, medicines,
deleterious foods,
poisonous or
or
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for regulating
regulating traffic
traffic therein,
therein, and for other
other purposes,
purposes, approved
approved June
30,
$1,000.
30, 1906,
1906, $1,000.
Inspectin
g
dairy
dairy For
For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
of inspection
inspection of dairy farms, including
nrpecng
farms,
etc.
amounts that
that may
may be
the health
assistant health
amounts
be allowed
allowed the
health officer,
officer, assistant
health
officer , chief medical
medical inspector in charge
service,
officer,
charge of
of contagious-disease
contagious-disease service,
inspectors assigned
assigned to the inspection of dairy
dairy farms, for maintemainteand inspectors
nance by each of a
horse and vehicle
vehicle at not
a horse
not to exceed
exceed $25 per month,
month,
or motor
vehicle at
not to
to exceed
exceed $30
per month,
month, for
for use
use in
in the
disor
motor vehicle
at not
$30 per
the discharge
of his
his official
duties, and
for such
such other
other inspectors
inspectors
charge of
official duties,
and allowances
allowances for
in
the service
health department
in the
service of the
the health
department as
the commissioners
commissioners may
may
as the
determine, of
determine,
not to
$15 per
per month
month for
maintenance of
of a
amotor
of not
to exceed
exceed $15
for maintenance
motor
cycle each,
each, or
or of
of not
not exceeding
exceeding $25
$25 per
per annum
annum for
for the
the maintenance
cycle
maintenance
of
each, for
use in
of their
their official
official duties,
duties, and
and
of a
a bicycle
bicycle each,
for use
in the
the discharge
discharge of
other
traveling expenses,
$7,500.
other necessary
necessary traveling
expenses, $7,500.
Isolating wards at
Garfield and
and Providence
Hospitals: For
For isolating
isolating wards
wards for
minor
for minor
Providence Hospitals:
wards at Garfield
hsati.
hospitaLs.
contagious diseases
Memorial and
and Providence
Hospitals,
contagious
diseases at
at Garfield
Garfield Memorial
Providence Hospitals,
maintenance, $10,000
$10,000 and
$6,500, respectively,
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof
maintenance,
and $6,500,
respectively, or
as
in the
the opinion
opinion of
commissioners may
be necessary;
necessary; in
all,
as in
of the
the commissioners
may be
in all,
$16,500.
$16,500.
Repairs.
For
necessary repairs
annex (contagious
(contagious disease
disease ward)
ward) of
of
to the
the annex
repairs to
For necessary
GarHospital.
Garfield Hospital.
the Garfield
Garfield Memorial
Memorial Hospital,
Hospital, $3,000.
$3,000.
the
Providence
Hospital.
ProvidenceHospital.
For necessary
necessary repairs
to the
For
repairs to
annex (contagious
disease ward),
ward),
the annex
(contagious disease
Providence
$2,000.
Providence Hospital,.
Hospital, $2,000.
Crematory.
Crematory.
For maintenance,
For
maintenance, including
including personal
personal services,
services, of
the public
public cremacremaof the
tory, $2,500.
$2,500.
tory,
Vehicles.
vehicles.
or the maintenance
for use in the
the pound
For
maintenance of one
one motor vehicle for
pound
service,
$600.
service, $600.
For
i maintaining,
and operating
operating the
the motor-ambulance,
For equipping,
equipping,
maintaining, and
motor-ambulance,
and keeping
keeping it
ngood
good order,
$600.
and
it in
order, $600.
Tuberculosis and
and
Tuberculosiss
For the maintenance
maintenance of a.a dispensary -or dispensaries
dispensaries for the treatvenereal
venereal diseases dispensaries.
pensaries.
ment
of persons
persons suffering
ment of
suffering from
and of
persons suffering
suffering
from tuberculosis
tuberculosis and
of persons
from venereal
venereal diseases,
diseases, including
including payment
personal service,
service, rent,
from
payment for
for personal
rent,
Provisos.
$12,500: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the commissioners
commissioners may
may accept
accept
supplies, $12,500:
and supplies,
services and
Volteer
Volunteer services.
such volunteer
volunteer services
as they
they deem
deem expedient
expedient in
in connection
with
such
services as
connection with
the
establishment and
the dispensaries
dispensaries herein
herein authorauthorthe establishment
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
Pay
prohibition.
Pay prohibition.
ized: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That this shall not be construed
construed to authorize
authorize
the
or the
payment of
of any
on account
account of
of any
any
the expenditure
expenditure or
the payment
any money
money on
such volunteer
volunteer service.
such
service.
Child
Welfare SoSoChild Welfare
For clinical examination, advice, care, and maintenance
maintenance of children
children
ciety.
Care of
under six
years of
of age,
age, under
under a
to be
made with
the Child
Child WelWelcare
of children
children tinun- under
six years
a contract
contract to
be made
with the
der six.
six.
der
fare Society by the health officer
officer of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $18,000.
Tuberculosis suffersufferTuberculosis
To aid persons
persons of moderate
moderate means who are suffering
suffering from
from tuberers.
Aid
to.
Arsidto.
culosis to
to obtain
adequate sanitarium
sanitarium and
and hospital
culosis
obtain adequate
hospital care,
care, $3,000.
$3,000.
Courts.
Courts.
Court of

ts. of
pourt
Vol.
vol.

COURTS.
Appeals, reAppeals, re

32, p. 60.

32, p. 609.

Probation

system,

supreme court.
court. y"'

Juvenile

ialaries
Salaries.

court.
o

For
eleven copies
copies of
volumes fifty-six
fifty-seven of
of the
the reports
reports
fifty-six and
and fifty-seven
of volumes
For eleven
of
of Appeals
Appeals of
of the
District of
Columbia, authorized
authorized to
to be
of the
the Court
Court of
the District
of Columbia,
be
furnished under
under section
229 of
of the
the Code
Code of
of Law
the District
furnished
section 229
Law for
for the
District of
of
Columbia
as amended
1, 1902,
1902, at
at $5
$5 each,
each, $110.
$110.
Columbia as
amended July
July 1,
PROBATION
SYSTEM, S
UPREME COURT:
COURT: Probation
Probation officer,
$2,200;
officer, $2,200;
SUPREME
PROBATION SYSTEM,
assistant probation
probation officer,
officer, $1,400;
$1,400; stenographer
stenographer and
and typewriter
assistant
typewriter and
and
assistant, $900;
$900; contingent
expenses, $325;
maintenance of
of motor
assistant,
contingent expenses,
$325; maintenance
motor
vehicle used
used in
in performance
of official
duties, at
at not
not to
to exceed
exceed $30
$30
vehicle
performance of
official duties,
per month,
$360; in
all, $5,185.
per
month, $360;
in all,
$5,185.
is
deputy clerk,
J
UVENILE COURT:
clerk, $2,000;
clerk, who is
$2,000; deputy
Judge, 53,600;
$3,600; clerk,
COURT: Judge,
JUVENILE
authorized to
clerk in
in the
$1,480; financial
authorized
to act
act as
as clerk
the absence
absence of
of that
that officer,
officer, $1,480;
financial
clerk, who
who is
is authorized
authorized to
$1,200; stenographer
clerk,
to act
act as
as deputy
deputy clerk,
clerk, $1,200;
stenographer
and typewriter,
typewriter, who
authorized to
act as
as a
deputy clerk,
clerk, $1,080;
$1,080;
and
who is
is authorized
to act
a deputy
stenographer
typewriter for
for judge's
work, and
and to
aid in
in keeping
keepmg
stenographer and
and typewriter
judge's work,
to aid
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records
office, $1,080;
$1,080; probation
probation officers-chief,
officers—chief, $2,000;
$2,000;
clerk's office,
in clerk's
records in
assistant chief
chief (who
(who shall
children's
officer for children's
investigating officer
be investigating
also be
shall also
assistant
cases)
two at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, one
$1,200, five at
at
adult cases $1,200,
for adult
one for
$1,500, two
cases) $1,500,
$1,000 each;
each; investigating
officer for juvenile
$1,400; investiwork, $1,400;
juvenile work,
investigating officer
$1,000
gating officer
for adult
cases, $1,200;
record and information
information clerk
clerk
$1,200; record
adult cases,
officer for
gating
for probation
probation office,
office, $1,200;
for probation
probation office,
office, $900;
$900; two
clerk for
$1,200; clerk
for
messenger, $600;
bailiffs,
each; telephone
telephone operator,
$600;
operator, $600; messenger,
$900 each;
at $900
bailiffs, at
janitor,
$600; charwoman,
charwoman, $240;
$240; in all, $31,080.
$31,080.
janitor, $600;
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous:
For compensation
compensation of jurors, $900;
Miscellaneous: For
return
For
transportation
and
traveling
expenses
to
secure
the
to
expenses
For transportation and traveling
Adances
of
probationers, $300;
$300;
of absconding
absconding probationers,
Advances for re.
to tunin, etc., absondThe disbursing
disbursing officer
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia is
is authorized
authorized to
officer of
The
t
i
a
pr.fatt
i
c
oners
abseon
. d.
ingprobationers.
juvenile court, upon gnm
the juvenile
advance to
to the
the chief
chief probation
officer of
of the
probation officer
advance
court
requisition
previously
approved
by
the
judge
the
juvenile
court
of
judge
the
by
approved
previously
requisition
and the
the auditor
of the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, sums
sums of
of money not to
District of
auditor of
and
expended for transportation
exceed $50
any one time, to be expended
transportation and
and
at any
$50 at
exceed
traveling expenses
expenses to
to secure
secure the
return of absconding
absconding probationers,
probationers,
the return
traveling
and to
to be
monthly on itemized vouchers
vouchers to the accountaccountfor monthly
accounted for
be accounted
and
ing
officer of
Columbia;
District of Columbia;
the District
of the
ing officer
or meals
meals of
of jurors
jurors and
of prisoners
temporarily detained at court
court
prisoners temporarily
and of
For
awaiting
trial, $100;
Rent,etc.
$100;
awaiting trial,
Rent, etc.
For
rent, $2,000;
For rent,
For furniture,
furniture, fixtures,
equipment, and
the courthouse
repairs to the
and repairs
fixtures, equipment,
For
and grounds, $500;
For fuel,
gas, laundry
laundry work,
work, stationery,
stationery, printing,
printing, books of
ice, gas,
fuel, ice,
For
reference,
periodicals, typewriters
typewriters and repairs thereto,
thereto, binding and
reference, periodicals,
rebinding, preservation
of records,
buckets,
brooms, and buckets,
mops, brooms,
records, mops,
preservation of
rebinding,
removal of
ashes and
traveling expenses,
service, traveling
telephone service,
refuse, telephone
and refuse,
of ashes
removal
and other
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
$3,000;
for, $3,000;
expenses not
incidental expenses
other incidental
and
In
$6,800.
In all,
all, $6,800.
PPolice court.
ort.
POLICE
judges, at
at $3,600
$3,600 each;
clerk, $2,200;
$2,200; deputy
deputy salaries.
Salaries.
each; clerk,
Two judges,
COURT: Two
POLICE COURT:
clerks—one $1,600,
$1,600, three
three at $1,500
$1,500 each, two at $1,200
$1,200 each; deputy
clerks-one
financial clerk,
$1,500; deputy
financial clerk, $1,500;
$1,500;
assistant financial
deputy assistant
clerk, $1,500;
financial
probation officer,
officer, $1,500;
$1,500; three
assistant probation
officers, at $1,200
$1,200
probation officers,
three assistant
probation
each; stenographer,
stenographer, $1,200;
$1,200; seven
bailiffs, at $900 each; deputy
seven bailiffs,
each;
marshal, $1,000;
janitor, $600;
$600; engineer,
engineer, $900;
$900; assistant engineer,
$1,000; janitor,
marshal,
$720; fireman,
matron.
, $600; four
four
$600- assistant janitor, $300; matron,
fireman, $600;
$720;
s
i
cleaners, at
at $360
$360 each;
each; telephone
telephone operator
operator, $480; in all, $40,140.
cleaners
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous: For
For printing, law
law books, books of reference,
reference, direcMisceflaneous:
preservation of
tories, periodicals,
rebinding, preservation
stationery, binding and rebinding,
periodicals, stationery,
tories,
records,
typewriters and
and repairs
thereto, fuel, ice, gas, electric
electric lights
repairs thereto,
records, typewriters
and power,
power, telephone
telephone service,
and
work, removal of ashes and
laundry work,
service, laundry
and
rubbish,
mops, brooms,
brooms, buckets,
buckets, dusters,
dusters, sponges,
sponges, painters'
painters' and
rubbish, mops,
plumbers' supplies,
supplies, toilet
toilet articles,
medicines, soap
*disinfectants,
and disinfectants,
soap and
articles, medicines,
plumbers'
necessary and inciUnited
and halyards,
inciall other necessary
and all
halyards, and
flags and
States flags
United States
dental expenses
expenses of
not otherwise
otherwise provided
for, $4,500;
$4,500;
witness
provided for,
kind not
of every
every kind
Witness fees,
fees, etc
etc.
dental
For
witness fees,
fees, $3,000;
$3,000;
For witness
For
and repairing
repairing and
$500;
and replacing same, $500;
furniture and
For furniture
For
meals, and
accommodation of
bailiffs in
jurors and of bailiffs
of jurors
and accommodation
lodging, meals,
For lodging,
attendance
them when
when ordered
and for meals for
by the court, and
ordered by
upon them
attendance upon
urors.
prisoners, $300;
prisoners,
Jurors.
$10,000;
For compensation
compensation of jurors, $10,000;
For
For repairs
repairs to
building, $3,000;
$3,000;
to building,
For
In all,
all, $21,300.
$21,300.
Muniipal
Municipal court.
court.
In
salaries.
MUNICIPAL
Five judges,
judges, at
at $3,600 each; clerk, $1,500; Salaries.
COURT: Five
MUNICIPAL COURT:
four
clerks, at
clerk and messenger, $840;
$840;
each; clerk
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
assistant clerks,
four assistant
elevator
janitor, $600;
$600; charwoman,
charwoman, $240; in all,
$600; janitor,
operator, $600;
elevator operator,
$26,580;
ent, etc.
etc
Rent,
$26,580;
$3,600;
For rent
rent of
building, $3,600;
of building,
For
For fixtures,
fixtures, and
repairs to
furniture and
and building,
$500;
building, $500;
to furniture
and repairs
For
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Lunacy writs.
^VLnacy
Vol. 33, p. 740.

Interest
and sinking
Interest and
laud.
fund.

Amount.

Emergency
Emergency fund.
Expenses restricted.
restricted.
Expenses

Proviso.
Proviso.
Purchases.
Purhases.

Courts and prisons.
Courts
Support
of convicts
Support of
out of
of the
Distcvicts
out
the District.
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For contingent
contingent expenses,
including books,
books, books
books of
of
law books,
books, law
expenses, including
For
reference,
light, telephone,
telephone, blanks,
blanks, dockets,
dockets, and
and all
all other
other necesnecesfuel, light,
reference, fuel,
sary
miscellaneous items
items and
and supplies,
supplies, $2,000;
$2,000;
sary miscellaneous
In
all, municipal
court, $32,680.
$32,680.
In all,
municipal court,
W
RITS OF
the execution
execution of
For expenses
expenses attending
attending the
OF LUNACY:
LUNACY: For
WRITS
thereunder in all
writs
de lunatico
lunatic° inquirendo
inquirendo and commitments
commitments thereunder
all
writs de
committed
cases of
indigent insane
insane persons
sought to be committed
persons committed
committed or sought
cases
of indigent
authority of
to Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital by
order of the executive
executive authority
by order
to
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia under
the provisions
existing law,
law, includincludof existing
provisions of
under the
the
ing the
employment of
of an
an alienist
alienist at
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 per
per annum
at not
the employment
ing
and
clerk at
$900 who
and typewriter,
typewriter,
be a
a stenographer
stenographer and
who shall
shall be
a clerk
at $900
and a
$5,500.
$5,500.
INTEREST
SINKING FUND.
FUND.
INTEREST AND SINKING
sinking fund on the funded
funded debt, payable oneFor interest and sinking
revenues of
one-half out
half out of the revenues
of the
the District of Columbia and one-half
of
money in
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, $975,408.
$975,408.
in the Treasury
of any
any money
EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY FUND.
pestilence,
emergency, such as riot, pestilence,
To be expended
expended only in case of emergency,
calamity by
by flood
flood
,
fire or storm, and
or fire
insanitary conditions, calamity
public insanitary
otherwise suffiemergency not otherwise
of like character, and in all cases of emergency
$8,000:
discretion of the commissioners,
commissioners, $8,000:
ciently provided for, in the discretion
Provided, That in the purchase
provided for in this
purchase of all articles provided
Provided,
market price
price shall be paid for any such articles,
Act no more than the market
and all bids for any
any such
such articles above
above the market
market price shall be
rejected
purchases made
made in open market,
market,
received or purchases
rejected and new bids received
economical and advantageous
advantageous to the District of
as may be most economical
Columbia.
COURTS AND PRISONS.
PRISONS.

SUPPORT
OF CONVICTS: For support,
support, maintenance,
SUPPORT OF
maintenance, and transportatransportation of convicts transferred
transferred from the District of Columbia;
Columbia; expenses
expenses
of shipping remains
deceased convicts
convicts to their
their homes
homes in the United
United
remainofoff deceased
States
deceased
States, and expenses of interment
interment of unclaimed remains of deceased
convicts; expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in identifying
identifying and pursuing
pursuing escaped
escaped
convicts and rewards
rewards for their recapture;
recapture; to be expended
expended under the
direction
General, $125,000.
direction of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
$125.000.
Courthouse,
D C.
Courthouse, D.
'.C
COURTHOUSE,
OF C
COLUIMBIA:
COURTHOUSE, DISTRICT OF
OLUMBIA: For care and protection,
Care,
Care, etc.
etc.
United States marshal
under the direction of the United
marshal of the District of
$900; four watchmen, at
Columbia:
$1.200; electrician, $.900;
Columbia: Engineer, $1,200;
at
$720 each; five laborers,
laborers, at $600 each;
each: six messengers, at $720
$720 each;
each;
two elevator conductors,
8720 each;
jury- commissioner,
commissioner,
each: clerk to jury
conductors, at $720
$720; telephone
telephone operator,
operator, $720; attendant
attendant in ladies'
ladies waiting room,
$720;
charwomen, at $240
$16,920, to be expended
expended
$240 each;
each: in all, $16,920,
$300; six charwomen,
under the direction
Attorney General.
direction of the Attorney
General.
Appeals
Court of Appeals
COURT
OF APPEALS
watchC
OURT OF
APPEALS BUILDING,
BUILDING, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBL:
COLUMBIA: Two
Two watchBuilding.
Care, etc.
Care,
men, at $720 each: elevator conductor,
conductor, $720;
$720; three laborers, at $600
$600
each;
mechanician (under the direction
Superintendent of
direction of the Superintendent
each: mechanician
Proviso.
ProvJo.
Grounds), $1,200: Provided,
Provided, That the clerk
the Capitol Building
Building and Grounds),
Custodian.
of the court of appeals
appeals shall
shall be the custodian
custodian of
of said
said building,
building, under
and supervision
supervision of the justices of said court; in all,
the direction and
$5,160.
Expenses.
Expenses.
For mops, brooms.
brooms, buckets, disinfectants,
disinfectants, removal of refuse, elecelectrical supplies,
supplies, books, and all other necessary
necessary and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses
not otherwise
provided for, $800.
otherwise provided
Supreme court.
Supreme
co
FEES OF
OF WITNESSES,
For fees
of witnesses
witnesses and
and
fees of
COURT: For
SUPREME COURT:
WITNESSES, SUPREME
FEES
etc.
Witness fee
fees, etc.
payment of
of the
the actual
actual expenses
of witnesses
in
said court,
as
proexpenses
of
witnesses
in
said
court,
as
prop.160.payment
It.
S., see. S50, p. 160.
R.S.,sec.
0 p vided
ided by section
section S50,
Revised Statutes
850, Revised
Statutes of the United States, $15,000.
$15,000.
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Juror.
FEES OF
JURORS, SUPREME
fees of
$60,000.
Jurors.
jurors, $60,000.
of jurors,
COURT: For fees
SUPREME COURT:
OF JURORS,
FEES
PAY
For not
exceeding one
court, ofetc.Baiffs,
Bailiffs, etc.
in each court,
crier in
one crier
not exceeding
BAILIFFS: For
OF BAILIFFS:
PAY OF
office
expenses
act as bailiffs
bailiffs or criers, and for expenses
who act
deputy marshals who
office deputy
of
meals and
and lodging
lodging for
United States
and of
of bailiffs
bailiffs
States cases
cases and
in United
for jurors
jurors in
of meals
in
attendance upon
ordered by the
and per diems
the court,
court, and
when ordered
upon same
same when
in attendance
of jury commissioners,
Provided, That
commissioners, $28,000:
$28,000: Provided,
That the compensation Pomiiones.
J °
rimissioners.
of each
each jury
commissioner for
for the
fiscal year
year 1922
1922 shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed
the fiscal
of
jury commissioner
$250.
$250.
M .llaneous exexMISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES:
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
as isceanou
such miscellaneous
For such
EXPENSES: For
MISCELLANEOUS
may be
be authorized
by the
the Supreme
Court penisce
Supreme Court
for the
General for
Attorney General
the Attorney
authorized by
may
of the
the District
District of
Columbia and its officers,
including the furnishing
officers, including
of Columbia
of
and
of evidence
where the
the United
United States
may be
be aa
is or
or may
States is
collecting of
evidence where
and collecting
party in
in interest,
interest, including
also such
expenses other
personal
other than
than for personal
such expenses
including also
party
services
be authorized
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General for
for the
the court
court
authorized by
as may
may be
services as
of
$15,000.
Columbia, $15,000.
of Columbia,
District of
appeals, District
of appeals,
CHARITIES
CORRECTIONS.
CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS.
BOARD OF
OF
BOARD

CHARITIES:
$3,500; assistant secretary
secretary and
Secretary, $3,500;
CHABITIES: Secretary,
stenographer,
$1,600; clerk,
$1,400; clerk
clerk and
and stenographer,
$1,400;
stenographer, $1,400;
clerk, $1,400;
stenographer, $1,600;
messenger, $600;
inspectors—two at
$1,200 each,
each, three at $1,000
at $1,200
$600; inspectors-two
messenger,
each, two
two at
at $900
one $840;
(who shall
also act
act
shall also
$840; drivers—one
drivers-one (who
each, one
$900 each,
each,
as
of stables)
three at
$540; traveltravelhostler, $540;
$720 each;
each; hostler,
at $720
$900, three
stables) $900,
as foreman
foreman of
ing expenses,
including attendance
on conventions, $600; in all,
attendance on
expenses, including
ing
$20,740.
$20,740.
For the
the maintenance
ambulances, $1,800.
$1,800.
motor ambulances,
three motor
of three
maintenance of
For
INSTITUTIONS.
REFORMATORIES AND
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
AND CORRECTIONAL
REFORMATORIES

Charities and
tits
and
tions.

correc-

corre

Board of Charities.

silarfies,
eCti
Salaries, etc.

Reformatories, etc.

Reformatories, etc.

WashingtonAsylum

W ASHINGTON ASYLUM
ASYLUM AND
JAIL: Superintendent
Superintendent of
of hospital,
hospital, andJail.
anWdrahili.n gton Asylum
AND JAIL:
WASHINGTON

$1,800; visiting
visiting physician,
physicians at
at $480
lar es
$480 Salaries.
resident physicians,
$1,200, two
two resident
physician, $1,200,
$1,800;
each;
$120 each;
each; clerk, who
resident physicians, at $120
each; two assistant resident
shall
engineer, $900; three assistant
assistant
$1,000; engineer,
shall be aa stenographer,
stenographer, $1,000;
engineers,
$600 each;
each; night
$480; blacksmith
blacksmith and
night watchman,
watchman, $480;
at $600
engineers, at
woodworker, $500;
dead wagon,
wagon, $365;
driver
$365; hostler
hostler and driver
$500; driver
driver for dead
woodworker,
supply and laundry
laundry wagon, at
cook, $650;
$650;
at $240 each;
each; hospital
hospital cook,
for supply
cooks—two at
$180; trained nurse, who shall
at $300
$300 each, one $180;
assistant cooks-two
two graduate
$480
graduate nurses,
nurses, at $480
of nursing,
nursing, $1,200;
$1,200; two
act as superintendent
superintendent of
each;
ward, $480;
annex
$480; two nurses for annex
receiving ward,
each; graduate
graduate nurse for receiving
wards,
$540 each; nurse
operating room, $540;
$540; eight orderlies
nurse for operating
wards, at $540
orderlies for annex wards, at $400 each; pupil-nurses,
nurses, not
not
and two orderlies
less
number (nurses to be paid not to exceed $200
twenty-one in number
less than twenty-one
per annum
during first
first year
exceed $225 per
per
not to
to exceed
year of service, and not
per
annum during
registered pharmacist,
annum (luring
during second
service), $4,450;
pharmacist,
$4,450; registered
year of service),
second year
annum
who
clerk, $720; gardener,
gardener, $540; seamstress,
seamstress,
act as
as hospital clerk,
who shall
shall act
$720; assistant
assistant laundryman,
laundryman,
laundryman, $720;
$300; housekeeper,
housekeeper, $420; laundryman,
$450; three
three laundresses,
laundresses, at $360
$360 each; two chambermaids,
chambermaids, three
$450;
$180 each; temporary
temporary labor, not
not
maids, at $180
waiters, and seven
seven ward maids,
$600; pathologist,
$1,200: operator
machine, S600;
pathologist, $600;
$600;
X-ray machine,
operator of X-ray
to exceed
exceed $1,200;
anaesthetist, $300; dentist,
assistant
dentist, $300; in
in
assistant for laboratory, $600; anzesthetist,
all,
833,855;
all, $33,855;
HospirAL:
For provisions,
provisions, fuel,
and vehicles
and Hospital
Hospital epses
expenses.
harness and
vehicles and
fuel, forage,
forage, harness
HOSPITAL: For
repair to same,
shoes, clothing, dry goods, tailoring, drugs
gas, ice,
ice, shoes,
same, gas,
repair
and
medical supplies,
supplies, furniture
furniture and
and bedding,
bedding, kitchen
and
kitchen utensils, and
and medical
other
necessary items,
superintendent
allowance to the superintendent
including an allowance
items, including
other necessary
of
not exceeding
exceeding S360
$:360 per
per annum
annum for
vehicles for use
use
of vehicles
for maintenance
maintenance of
of not
in
official duties,
$75,000;
of his official
duties, $75,000;
in discharge
discharge of
Repa
g
buildings, plumbing, painting,
eM .
For repairs to
to buildings,
painting, lumber,
lumber, hardware,
hardware, etRc.tb
cement,
oil, tools,
cars, tracks,
tracks, steam heating
cooking
heating and cooking
tools, cars,
cement, lime,
lime, oil,
apparatus.
3.000:
$ $3.000:
apparatus.

irs to buildings,
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For
payment to
to beneficiaries
named in
in section
section 3
3of
of "An
"An Act
Act making
For payment
beneficiaries named
making
it aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor in the District of Columbia to abandon or willfully
willfully
neglect to provide for the support
support and maintenance
maintenance by
by any
any person
person
of his wife or his or her minor children in destitute or necessitous
necessitous
circumstances," approved
circumstances,"
approved March
March 23, 1906, $1,500, or so much
much thereof
thereof
as may be necessary, to be disbursed by the disbursing
disbursing officer of the
District of Columbia, on itemized vouchers
approved
vouchers duly audited and approved
by the auditor of said District.
Support of
of jail
prisSupport
Support
jail prisSupport of prisoners:
prisoners: For maintenance
maintenance of jail prisoners
prisoners of
the DisDisof the
trict of Colunibia
Columbia at the Washington
Washington Asylum
including pay
Asylum and Jail, including
of guards and all other necessary personal
personal services, and for support
support
of prisoners therein, expenses
expenses incurred
identifying and
and pursuing
pursuing
incurred in identifying
and rewards
repair and
an d imi
m escaped prisoners
prisoners, and
rewards for
for their
their recapture,
recapture, repair
provements to buildings, cells, and locking
provements
locking devices,
devices, maintenance
maintenance of
of
automobile and for the support of
prisoners, $85,000;
automobile,
of prisoners,
$85,000;
In
In all, Washington
Washington Asylum and Jail,
jail, $198,355.
$198,355.
Home for
for A
Aged
HOME
INFIRM: Superintendent,
ged and
HOME FOR AGED AND INEntm:
Superintendent, $1,200; clerk,
Infirm.
salaries.
chief cook,
Salari
e,s.
$900; matron, $600;
$600; chief
baker and
and laundryman,
at $540
$540
cook, $720;
$720; baker
laundryman, at
$1,000; assistant engineer, $720; mechanic,
each; chief engineer, $1,000;
mechanic,
$1,000;
physician and pharmacist,
$1,000; physician
pharmacist, $480; second assistant engineer,
$480; nurse, $600; two male attendants
attendants and two nurses,
nurses ' at
$360 each;
each;
at $360
two female attendants, at
three firemen,
firemen,
at $300 each;
each; orderly,
orderly, $360;
$360; three
at $360 each;
each; assistant
assistant cooks-one
cooks—one $360, one
one $180;
$180; foreman
foreman of
of conconstruction and repair, $840; blacksmith
blacksmith and woodworker,
$540;
woodworker, $540;
truck gardener,
$600 ;four
fou rfarm
farm hands,
hand s,dairyman,
dai
ry
man ,and
an d
farmer, $720; truck
gardener, $600;
seamstress, $240; laundress,
tailor, at $360 each;
each; seamstre-ss,
laundress, hostler
hostler and driver,
at $240 each; three
three servants,
servants, at $144 each; night watchman,
watchman, $240;
$240;
temporary labor,
labor, $2,000; in all $21,052;
$21,052;
Contingentexpenses.
Contin
gent expensesFor provisions, fuel, forage,
forage, harness, and vehicles
vehicles and
and repairs
repairs to
to
same, ice, shoes, clothing, dry goods, tailoring,
tailoring, drugs
drugs and medical
supplies, furniture and bedding,
bedding, kitchen
kitchen utensils,
supplies,
necessary
utensils, and other necessary
items, including
maintenance of motor trucks, $45,000;
including maintenance
$45,000;
improvements to buildings and grounds, $4,000;
For repairs and improvements
$4,000;
For renewal
renewal of floors,
floors, $2,000;
$2,000;
For renewal of plumbing, $5,000;
$5,000;
boiler feed
For renewal
renewal and repairs
repairs to boiler
feed pumps and pipe-line
pipe-line valves
around boilers,
boilers, $2,500.
$2,500.
and wall around
In all, Home
Home for Aged and Infirm,
Infirm, $79,552.
$79,552.
National
Training
NATIONAL
TRAINING S
SCHOOL
National Training
NATIONAL TRAINING
CHOOL FOR BoYs:
BOYS: For care and
maintenance
and maintenance
School f
or Boys.
chae,
Care, etc., of boys.
boys. of boys committed
to the
the National
Training School
School for
Boys by
by the
the
committed to
National Training
for Boys
courts of the District of Columbia under aacontract to be made
made by the
Board of Charities with the authorities of said National
National Training
School for Boys, $67,500,
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
$67,500, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
National
Training
NATIONAL TRNNG
TRAINING S
CHOOL FOR
GIRLS: Superintendent,
$1,200;
School
orGirl.
NATIONAL
SCHOOL
FOR GILS:
School
for
GirLs.
Superintendent, $1,200;
Salares.
matron, and four teachers,
Salaries.
teachers, at $600 each; overseer, $720;
$720; two parole
teachers of industries, at $480
officers, at $600 each; seven
seven teachers
each;
$480 each;
engineer, $720; assistant
engineer, $600; night watchman,
assistant engineer,
watchman, $480;
$480; two
laborers, at $300 each;
each; in all, $11,880;
$11,880;
Contingentexpenses.
For groceries, provisions, light, fuel, soap, oil, lamps, candles,
Contin
gent expenses.
candles,
clothing, shoes,
shoes, forage, horseshoeing,
horseshoeing, medicines,
medicines, medical
medical attendance,
attendance,
hack hire, transportation,
transportation, labor, sewing machines,
machines, fixtures, books,
stationery, horses, vehicles, harness,
harness, cows, pigs, fowls, sheds,
sheds, fences,
fences,
repairs, typewriting, stenography,
stenography, and other necessary
necessary items, including compensation
$500 for additional
compensation not exceeding
exceeding $500
additional labor
labor or services,
for .identifying
pursuing escaped
at
es an
f
or rewards
rewards for
f
or
identifying and pursuing
escaped inm
inmates
andd for
their capture, and for transportation
transportation and
and other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses
incident to securing suitable homes
homes for paroled or discharged
discharged girls,
not exceeding
exceeding $150, $22,500;
$22,500;
In all, National
National Training School for Girls, $34,380.
Vol. 34, p. S7.
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MEDICAL
CHARITIES.
MEDICAL CHARITIES.

Medical charities.
charities.
Medical
tieC
n
a
trse f
nindi gent paof in d"igent
gnated
hospitals, etc.

For
treatment of
indigent patients
patients under
under contracts
contracts to
to be
be tit
of indigent
care and
and treatment
For care
made
Board of
of Charities
Charities with
the following
institutions and
and hospits, etc.
following institutions
with the
the Board
made by
by the
for not
the following
respectively:
amounts, respectively:
following amounts,
to exceed
exceed the
for
not to
Freedmen's
$40,000.
Hospital, $40,000.
Freedmen's Hospital,
Columbia
Asylum, $17,000.
$17,000.
Lying-in Asylum,
Women and Lying-in
Hospital for
for Women
Columbia Hospital
Children's
$13,000.
Children's Hospital, $13,000.
Providence
$13,000.
Hospital, $13,000.
Providence Hospital,
Garfield
Memorial Hospital,
$13,000.
Hospital, $13,000.
Garfield Memorial
Central
Dispensary and
and Emergency
$20,000.
Emergency Hospital, $20,000.
Central Dispensary
Eastern
Casualty Hospital, $5,000.
$5,000.
and Casualty
Dispensary and
Eastern Dispensary
Washington Home
Incurables ' $5,000.
$5,000.
for Incurables,
Home for
Washington
Georgetown
$5,000.
Hospital, $5,000.
University .Hospital,
Georgetown University
George
Hospital, $6,000.
George Washington
Washington University
University Hospital,
$6,000.
Tuberculo
piru
t
r
el bercul
.
pals
liceTUBERCULOSIS
Superintendent, $1,800;
$1,800; resident
resident physi- pital.
HOSPITAL: Superintendent,
TCUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL:
cian, $600;
assistant resident
resident physician,
physician, $300; roentgenologist,
roentgenologist, $600;
$600;
cian,
$600; assistant
pharmacist
superintendent of nurses
nurses and engineer,
engineer,
and clerk
clerk $780; superintendent
pharmacist and
at $720
$720 each;
assistdietitian, chief cook, assistmatron, dietitian,
$300; matron,
pathologist, $300;
at
each; pathologist,
ant
graduate nurses, at $600
$600 each;
each;
ant engineer, laundryman, and eight graduate
assistant
cooks—one $360,
$360, two
two at
$240 each;
each; assistant
assistant engineer,
engineer, $600;
$600;
at $240
assistant cooks-one
elevator
$240 each;
each; farmer,
laundresses, at $240
three laundresses,
$300; three
conductor, $300;
elevator conductor,
laborer,
night watchman,
laundryman,
assistant laundryman,
and assistant
four orderlies,
orderlies, and
watchman, four
laborer, night
$240
at
$360 each; three
ward maids, at $240 each; four servants, at $240
three ward
at $360
each; in
in all,
all, $20,640;
$20,640;
each;
Contingent expenses.
For provisions,
provisions, fuel,
fuel, forage,
forage, harness
harness and
and vehicles
vehicles and
repairs to
to Contngexpense
and repairs
For
same, gas,
ice, shoes,
shoes, clothing,
clothinu, dry
tailoring, drugs and
and medical
medical
goods, tailoring,
dry goods,
gas, ice,
same,
utensils, books, and periodikitchen utensils,
bedding, kitchen
and bedding,
furniture and
supplies, furniture
cals not
temporary services
exceed $1,000,
$1,000, and
not to exceed
services not
$50, temporary
not to exceed
exceed $50,
cals
other
necessary items,
$50,000;
items, $50,000;
other necessary
Repairs, etc.
etc.
including Repairs,
For repairs
and improvements
improvements to
to buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, including
For
repairs and
roads
and sidewalks,
sidewalks, $2,500;
$2,500;
roads and
In all,
all, Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital,
Hospital, $73,140.
$73,140.
In
Gallinger Hoapital.
Hoitai.
GALLINGER MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL:
For continuing
continuing construction
construction Ganlnger
HOSPITAL: For
GALLINGER
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital,
Hospital, $500,000.
$500,000.
of the Gallinger
CHILD-CARING
INSTITUTIONS.
CHILD-CARING INSTITUTIONS.

For administrative
administrative expenses
BOARD
HILDREN'S GUARDIANS:
GUARDIANS: For
expenses,
OF C
CHILDREN'S
BOARD OF

Care of children.

Care of children.

Board
of
Children's
Board of
s. Children's

Boaurdian
Guardians.

Expenses.
including placing
placing and
children, city directory, purchase
purchase of Expenses.
and visiting children,
including
reference and periodicals
periodicals not exceeding
exceeding $25,
$25, and all office
books of
of reference

Limitation, etc.
etcLmitaon
any
ward
the
priated
shall
be
used
for
purpose
of
visiting
any
of
the
priated shall be used for
Board
outside the District
District of Columbia
Columbia
Guardians placed
placed outside
Board of Children's Guardians
and the
the States
Virginia and
ward placed
placed outside
and aaward
and Maryland,
Maryland, and
States of
of Virginia
and
said
States of
Virginia and Maryland
Maryland shall be visited
visited
of Virginia
and the
the States
said District
District and
a voluntary
voluntary agent
not
agent or correspondent
correspondent of
a year by a
not less than once a
said board
and that
shall have
power upon
proper showing,
upon proper
have power
board shall
that said board
said
board and
in its
its discretion,
guardianship any child
child committed
committed
from guardianship
discharge from
in
discretion, to discharge
to
care.
to its care.
Salaries.
200, one
one $900;
$900; stenograstenogra$1,200,
Salaries: Agent, $1,800; clerks-one $1,
SFaolrarbioesaidAagnendtia$rle,800f0a;llcclerks—enone
committed
officers-five at $1,200
pher,
$900 ;placing
placing and investigating
$1,200 each, one
one
investigating officers—five
pher, $900;
$1,000,
at $900
$900 each;
record clerk,
messenger, $500;
$500;
$900; messenger,
clerk, $900;
each; record
nine at
$1,000, nine
laborer, $500; in all, $21,800;
$21,800;
Feeble-minded chilchildFeminded
and colored),
For maintenance
maintenance of
of feeble-minded
children (white
(white and
colored), dren.
feeble-minded children
For
$35,000;
$35,000;
$35.000;
Bd
etc.,
of
Board, etc., of chichilBard, e. of c
to the
the guardianship
guardianship dren.
For board and care of all children committed to
of
said
board
by
the
courts
of
the
District,
and
for
temporary
care
of
care
for
temporary
and
of
the
District,
courts
by
the
of said board
to
children
investigation or
transferred from place to
being transferred
or while
while being
pending investigation
children pending
place,
authority to pay not more
more than $1,500 to institutions
place. with authority

herein approof the
the moneys
and sundry
sundry expenses,
$4,000; and
part of
moneys herein
approand no
no part
expenses, $4,000,
and
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sectarian control
adjudged to be under
under sectarian
control and not more than $400 for
for
under charge of the
the board, $160,000;
$160,000;
burial of children
children dying while under
Board of Children's Guardians,
In all, Board
Guardians, $220,800.
officer of the District of Columbia
The disbursing officer
Columbia is authorized
authorized to
advance to the agent
agent of the Board
Board of Children's
Children's Guardians,
Guardians, upon
upon
requisitions previously
previously approved
approved by the auditor
auditor of the District of
Columbia and upon such security
security as may be required of said agent
agent
by the commissioners, sums of money not to exceed
exceed $400 at any one
time, to be used for expenses
expenses in placing and visiting
visiting children, traveling
traveling
on official
office and sundry
sundry expenses,
official business of the board, and for office
all such expenditures
expenditures to be accounted
accounted for to the accounting
accounting officers
of the District of Columbia
Columbia within one month on itemized vouchers

ial
properly approved.
approved.
Hoproperly
Industrial
SIndustr•
Home
I
chool for
for Colored
NDUSTRIAL HOME
CHOOL FOR
COLORED CHILDREN:
CHILDREN: SuperinSuperinFOR COLORED
HOME S
SCHOOL
INDUSTRIAL
Colored
School
of
Children.
tendent, $1,200;
$1,200; clerk,
supervisor of
of boys,
$780; matron
matron of
boys, $780;
$900; supervisor
clerk, $900;
tendent,
Children.
Salaries.
school,
three caretakers,
two assistant
assistant caretakers,
caretakers, nurse, and
caretakers, two
school, $480;
$480; three
sewing
each; three
three teachers,
teachers, at $480
$480 each;
manualeach; manualteacher, at
at $360
$360 each;
sewing teacher,
training teacher,
teacher, $600;
$600; farmer
farmer and
blacksmith and
wheelwright, at
at
and wheelwright,
and blacksmith
training
$480 each;
each; farm
farm laborer,
laborer, $360;
$360; stableman
and watchman,
watchman, at $300
$300
stableman and
$480
each; two
$240 each;
$240 each;
each; temtemat $240
laundresses, at
each; two laundresses,
at $240
two cooks,
cooks, at
each;
porary
labor
not to
to exceed
exceed $500;
in all,
all, $11,300;
porary
labor
not
$500;
in
$11,300;
MaintenancP, etc.
For
care of
horses, wagons,
wagons, and
and harness,
harness,
including care
of horses,
maintenance, induding
For maintenance,
ntenance,
and
maintenance of
of automobile,
$18,000;
automobile, $18,000;
and maintenance
For repairs
repairs and
and improvements
improvements to buildings
grounds, $1,500;
$1,500;
buildings and grounds,
For
Deposits of
receipts
For manual
manual training
training equipment
equipment and
$600;
materials, $600;
and materials,
For
of receipts
Deposits
from
products,
In all,
Home School
School for
for Colored
Colored Children,
$31,400. All
Children, $31,400.
of products,
In
all, Industrial
Industrial Home
from sale
sale of
etc. e t c
etc.
moneys received
received at
school, as
income from
from sale
sale of
of products
products and
and
moneys
at said
said school,
as income
from payment
of board
board or
of instruction,
be paid
paid
shall be
or otherwise,
otherwise, shall
or of
instruction, or
payment of
from
into the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
States to
the credit
United
credit of
of the United
to the
into
States and to the credit of
Columbia in the same
of the
the District
District of Columbia
States
proportions
as the
the appropriations
such institutions
institutions are paid
from
paid from
for such
appropriations for
proportions as
the
the United
United States
States and
and the
the revenues
revenues of
of the
District
the District
of the
Treasury of
the Treasury
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of
Industrial
Honle
School.
INDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME S
CHOOL: Superintendent,
$1,500; supervisor
supervisor
Superintendent, $1,500;
SCHOOL:
chntrial
Home
INDUSTRIAL
Salaries.
Salaries.
of boys, $780; matron, $480; three
three matrons, at $360 each; househousekeeper
teacher, at
at $360
each; two
two assistant
assistant matrons, at
$360 each;
sewing teacher,
and sewing
keeper and
$300
nurse, $360;
$360; manual-training
teacher, $660;
$660; florist,
florist,
manual-training teacher,
$300 each;
each; nurse,
$840;
farmer, $540;
$540; cook
at $300
8300
laundress, at
cook and
and laundress,
$720; farmer,
engineer, $720;
$840; engineer,
each; two
housemaids, at
each; clerk,
temporary labor,
labor,
$900; temporary
clerk, $900;
at $180
$180 each;
two housemaids,
each;
not to
all, $10,540;
in all,
$10,540;
not
to exceed
exceed $400;
$400; in
Maintenance, etc.
For maintenance,
aintenance, etc.
maintenance, including
including care of horses, purchase
purchase and care
care of
of
wagon and
$25,000;
harness, 325,000;
and harness,
wagon
and grounds, $3,000;
For repairs
repairs and
improvement to buildings
$3,000:
buildings and
and improvement
For
In all,
all, Industrial
Industrial Home
Home School,
$38,540.
School,
$38,540.
In
Care of children in
of children under
derfignated
institumaintenance of
under contracts to be made
care and maintenance
institu
For care
designated
tio
nn
by the Board of Children's
Children's Guardians
tions,
Guardians with
following institutions
institutions
with the following
and for
to exceed
exceed the
the following
amounts, respectively:
respectively:
following amounts,
and
for not
not to
National
for the
of Destitute
Destitute Colored
Colored Women
Women
the Relief
Relief of
Association for
National Association
and
Children, $2,500;
$2,500;
and Children,
Washington
for Foundlings,
Foundlings, $1,500;
S1,500;
Home for
Washington Home
Saint
Ann's Infant
Infant Asylum,
Asylum, $1,000.
$1,000.
Saint Ann's

a

Temporary homes.
Temporary

Municipal

lodging

TEMPORAR

ES.

TE-,IPORARY
TEMPORARY HO3IES.
HOMES.

Municipal
lodging house
and wood
wood yard:
Superintendent, $1.200;
$1,200;
yard: Superintendent,
house and
Municipal lodging
foreman,
8480; cook,
$360; maintenance,
$2,000; in
in all,
all, $4,040.
$4,040.
maintenance, S2,000;
cook, 8360:
foreman, 8480;
Grand
SolSolTemporary
irac
,AramArmy
Temporary home for ex-Union Soldiers
Soldiers and Sailors, Grand
Grand Army
diers'
etc.,
home.
of
the Republic:
Superintendent. 81,200;
$1,200; janitor,
$360: cook,
cook, $360;
$360;
janitor, $360:
Republic: Superintendent.
of the
maintenance,
in all,
all, 86,920,
$6,920, to
to be
expended under
under the
directhe direcbe expended
$5.000: in
maintenance, $5.000:
tion of
of the
commissioners; and
ex-soldiers, sailors,
or marines of the
sailors, or
and ex-soldiers,
the commissioners;
tion
hou,eipal
hou
ie.

lodgng
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Spanish War,
or China
Expedition,
China Relief
Relief Expedition,
Philippine Insurrection,
Insurrection, or
Spanish
War, Philippine
who served
at any
April 21,
21, 1898,
and July
4, 1902,
1902,
1898, and
July 4,
who
served at
any time
time between
between April
shall be
admitted to
to the
the home.
shall
be admitted

Rope and Help Mis-

For care
and maintenance
maintenance of
a contract
contract sion.r
children under
under a
of women
women and
and children
For
care and

e and Hp sto
made with
Mission by
by
Crittenton Hope
Hope and
and Help
Help Mission
with the
the Florence
Florence Crittenton
to be made
the
Board of
Charities, maintenance,
the Board
of Charities,
maintenance, $3,000.
$3,000.
or
Southern Relief SoS
OUTHERN RELIEF
RELIEF S
OCIETY: For
care and
and maintenance
of needy
maintenance of
needy ciety,
SOCIETY:
For care
SOUTHERN
ciety, for Confederate
Confederate
veterans, etc.
etc.
and dependents,
and
infirm Confederate
their widows
dependents, resiresi- veterans,
widows and
veterans, their
Confederate veterans,
and infirm
dent
of Columbia,
Columbia, under
under a
a contract
to be
be made
made with
contract to
the District
District of
dent in
in the
the
Southern Relief
Relief Society
Society by
by the
the Board
of Charities
Charities, $10,000.
$10,000.
Board of
the Southern
Library for the Blind.
National Library
Library for
the National
National LibraryfortheBlind
For aid
aid and
and suppodof
support of the
the Blind:
Blind: For
for the
National
Library
seventeen hundred
twenty-nine
hundred and twenty-nine
Blind, located
located at seventeen
Library for the
the Blind,
H
expended under
under the
direction of the Comthe direction
northwest, to be
be expended
H Street northwest,
$5,000.
Columbia Polyte
missioners
of the
the District
Columbia, $5,000.
missioners of
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia PolytechInstitute for the
the
aid the
Columbia Polytechnic
Polytechnic nic Institute
Columbia Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute:
the Columbia
Institute: To
To aid
Columbia
Blind.
Institute for the Blind, located at eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eight
eight H Blind.
under the direction of the ComStreet northwest, to be expended
expended under
missioners
$1,500.
missioners of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $1,500.
Support ofndigent
Support of indigent
HOSPITAL
THE INSANE:
INSANE: For
For support
insane of
the insane.
of the
support of
of indigent
indigent insane
FOR THE
HOSPITAL FOR
District
Elizabeths HospitaI,
Hospital, as provided by
Columbia in
in Saint
Saint Elizabeths
District of Columbia
law
$800,000.
law,, $800,000.
Deporting nonresionr
esi
insane persons,
for deportation
nonresident insane
.
in accordance
accordance with deteitne
For
deportation of nonresident
dent insane. n
Vol.
30,
p.
811.
Vol
30,
p
s..
admission
to
the
for admission to the
the Act
of Congress
Congress "to
"to change
change the
the proceedings
proceedings for
the
Act of
Government
Insane in
i
n certain
certain cases, and for other
other
for the
the Insane
Government Hospital
Hospital for
purposes,"
approved January
31, 1899,
1899, $5,000.
$5,000.
purposes," approved
January 31,
of t dvatces
es. of Board
oard
In
expending the
sum the
the disbursing
officer of
the ofhrties
of the
disbursing officer
In expending
the foregoing
foregoing sum
advance to the secretary
District of Columbia is
is authorized
authorized to
to advance
secretary of the
Charities, upon
requisitions previously
previously approved
upon requisitions
approved by
by the
Board of Charities,
auditor
Columbia, and upon
security as the
auditor of the District
District of Columbia,
upon such
such security
commissioners may require
require of
of said secretary, sums of money not
commissioners
exceeding
$300 at
deportation of
at one
one time,
time, to be used only
only for deportation
exceeding $300
nonresident insane
and to
be accounted
for monthly
monthly on
to be
accounted for
on
nonresident
insane persons,
persons, and
itemized vouchers
District of
Columbia.
accounting officer
officer of
of the District
of Columbia.
itemized
vouchers to the accounting
Relief of the poor.
of the poor.
RELIEF OF
OF THE
THE POOR:
POOR: For relief of the poor, including
including pay of Relief
RELIEF
physicians to the
exceeding $1 per
per day each,
each, who
who shall
shall
Ehysicians
the poor at not exceeding
be
appointed by
by the
the commissioners
commissioners on
on the
the recommendation
recommendation of
of the
the
e appointed
health officer,
officer, $12,000.
$12,000.
health
Transporting
paupau"
eTransorting
transportation of paupers,
For transportation
OF PAUPERS:
TRANSPORTATION OF
PAUPERS: For
paupers, pers.
TRANSPORTATION
$2,000.
$2,000.
Workhouse and Red
orv
W ORKHOUSE AND
AND REFORMATORY:
REFORMATORY: Superintendent,
physi- formae
Superintendent, $4,000; physiWORKHOUSE
formatory.
Salaries.
superintendent Salries.
cian,
$1,680; chief engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; electrician,
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; superintendent
cian, $1,680;
of commissary,
commissary, $1,080;
$1,080; in
in all,
all, $9,160.
$9,160.
of
Adminktration.
W
ORKHOUSE (administration)
$1,680;
superintendent, S1,680;
Assistant superintendent,
(administration)::Assistant
WORKHIOUSE
chief
clerk, $1,200;
head matron,
$720;
chief clerk,
$1,200; head
matron, $900;
$900; stenographer,
stenographer, $720Operation.
perton
Foremen—construction $900,
$900, stone-crushingplant
stone-crushing plant $900,
Operation: Foremen-construction
sawmill
$1,500; clay
clay worker,
worker, $480;
$480;
$900; superintendent
superintendent brickkiln,
brickkiln, $1,500;
sawmill $900;
Maintenance.
Maintenance:
$840;
of clothing
clothing and laundry, $840;
Superintendent of
Maintenance: Superintendent
steward,
$900; stewardess,
stewardess 3600;
veterinary and
and officer,
officer, $880;
$880; captain
captain
$600; veterinary
steward, $900;
of
$1,200; captain
captain of
of night
night watch,
watch, $900;
receiving and
and
$900; two receiving
of guards,
guards, $1,200;
dischargin
officers, at
$1,000 each; superintendent
laundry, $720;
$720;
superintendent of laundry,
at $1,000
dischargingg officers,
day guars—two
at $900
at $840
each; twelve
twelve night
night
$840 each;
eighteen at
each, eighteen
$900 each,
day
guards-two at
guards, at
$720 each;
night officers,
officers, at
at $600
$600
$600; three
three night
day officer,
officer, $600;
at $720
each; day
guards,
each; hospital
nurse, *600;
captain of
of steamboat,
engineer
$1,100; engineer
steamboat, $1,100;
$600; captain
hospital nurse,
each;
of steamboat,
steamboat, $1,000;
$1,000; superintendent
nursery, dairy,
dairy, and
farm, nursery,
superintendent of farm,
of
poultry department,
department, 81,200;
$1,200; in
in all,
poultry
all, $49,080;
$49,080;
Epenses
Expenses of
of mainFor
clothing, guarding,
guarding, care,
and support
tenance, etc.
support tenance,etc.
care, and
custody, clothing,
maintenance, custody,
For maintenance,
of prisoners;
rewards for
fugitives; provisions,
medicine,
provisions, subsistence,
subsistence, medicine,
for fugitives;
of
prisoners; rewards
and hospital
hospital instruments,
furniture, and
and quarters
and
guards and
for guards
quarters for
instruments, furniture,
and
other
employees and inmates;
purchase of tools and equipment;
equipment;
inmates; purchase
other employees
purchase and
and maintenance
maintenance of
farm implements,
implements, live
live stock,
tools,
stock, tools,
of farm
purchase
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equipment, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items; transportation;
transportation; maintenance
maintenance
equipment,
operation of means of transportation,
transportation, and means of transportaand operation
$85,000;
tion; supplies and labor;
labor; and
and all other
other necessary
necessary items, $85,000;
Fuel.
Fuel.
For fuel for maintenance
maintenance and manufacturing,
manufacturing, $42,500;
$42,500;
Construction, repairs
For
construction, dynamite,
dynamite, oils,
repairs to plant,
material for
and material
oils, repairs
plant, and
For construction,
etc.nsrction repairs
etc.
repairs to buildings, roads, and walks,
walks, $30,000;
$30,000;
repairs
direction
$206,580, which sum shall be expended
expended under the direction
In all, $206,580,
of the commissioners.
commissioners.
Reformatory.
REFORMATORY:
Assistant superintendent,
superintendent, $1,800;
$1,800; chief
chief clerk,
clerk,
REFORMATORY: Assistant
seatoryie 0.
Salaries.
$1,200; assistant clerk and stenographer,
stenographer, $1,000;
$1,000; steward, $1,500;
$1,500;
$1,200;
$1,200; six instructors,
instructors, at $1,200 each; ten
officers, $1,200;
captain of day officers,
officers, at $900 each; captain
captain of night force,
force, $1,080;
$1,080; six night
day officers,
$1,200; in all,
officers, at $720 each; parole officer, $1,200;
$1,200; overseer,
overseer, $1,200;
officers,
$30,700;
$30,700;
Construction.
For continuing construction
permanent buildings, including
onstruction
construction of permanent
sewers, water mains, roads, and necessary
necessary equipment
equipment of industrial
industrial

railroad, $50,000;
$50,000;
Expenses of main- railroad,
For
maintenance, custody,
guarding, care,
and support
support
care, and
clothing, guarding,
custody, clothing,
For maintenance,
of
rewards for
fugitives; provisions, subsistence, medicine
medicine
for fugitives;
of inmates;
inmates; rewards
and
hospital instruments,
furniture, and
and quarters
quarters for guards and
and
instruments, furniture,
and hospital
other
employees and inmates;
equipment;
purchase of tools and equipment;
inmates; purchase
other employees
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of farm implements,
implements, live stock,
stock, tools,
equipment;
transportation and means of transportation;
transportation; mainequipment; transportation
tenance
and operation
operation of means of
transportation; supplies
supplies and
of transportation;
tenance and
labor,
and all
items, $50,000.
$50,000.
all other
other necessary
necessary items,
labor, and
e
L
Fuel.
Fu
For fuel for maintenance,
maintenance, $8,000;
$8,000;
Repairs, etc.
etc.
Repairs,
For material for repairs
$3,000;
repairs to buildings,
buildings, roads,
roads, and walks, $3,000;
$141,700, which
under the direction
direction
expended under
which sum shall be expended
In all, $141,700,
of the commissioners.
commissioners.
Militia.
Militia.
MILITIA.
MILITIA.

am
teSe
tenance, etc. of m -

Expensesauthorized.
Expenses
authorized.

Camps,
etc.
camps, drills,
drills, etc.

Rent, etc.
etc.
Rent,
Expenses.
Expenses.

Pay
of troops.
Payoftrop

For the following,
following, to be expended
direction
expended under the authority and direction
of
general, who is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered
of the
the commanding
commanding general,
to make
necessary contracts
contracts and
namely:
and leases,
leases, namely:
to
make necessary
For
expenses of
of camps,
camps, including
hire of
of horses
for officers
required
officers required
horses for
including hire
For expenses
mounted, and such hire not to be deducted
deducted from their mounted
mounted
to be
be mounted,
pay,
for the
commutation of subsistence
subsistence for enlisted
enlisted
of commutation
payment of
the payment
and for
pay, and
men who
may be
be detailed
detailed to
to guard
move the United
United States property
property
or move
guard or
who may
men
at
home stations
immediately
preceding and immediately
immediately preceding
days immediately
stations on days
at home
following
annual encampments,
private property
property
damages to private
encampments, damages
following the annual
practice
incident
instruction, practice
practice marches
marches and practice
encampments, instruction,
incident to encampments,
cruises, drills and parades,
parades, fuel, light,
light, heat, care,
care, and repair
repair of
armories, offices, and storehouses,
storehouses, practice
practice ships, boats, machinery
machinery
armories,
dredging alongside
telephone service,
service, horses and
and
alongside of dock, telephone
and dock,
dock, dredging
mules for mounted
mounted organizations,
organizations, street car fares (not to exceed $200)
necessarily used in the transaction
transaction of official
official business, and
and for general
general
necessarily
incidental
$24,000.
service, $24,000.
expenses of
of the
the service,
incidental expenses
For rent
rent of
of armories,
armories, offices,
offices, storehouses,
$7,000.
and stables,
stables, $7,000.
storehouses, and
For
stationery, and postage,
$1,000.
postage, $1,000.
For printing,
printing, stationery,
For cleaning
uniforms, arms,
arms, and
and equipments,
equipments, and
and
and repairing
repairing uniforms,
cleaning and
$1,000.
contingent
expenses, $1,000.
contingent expenses,
For
of United
United States
States property
property and storerooms,
charge of
in charge
For custodian
custodian in
$1,000.
$1,000.
For
office of
adjutant general,
general, $1,000.
$1,000.
the adjutant
of the
For clerk,
clerk, office
For
expenses of
of target
target practice
practice and
matches, $2,500.
$2,500.
and matches,
For expenses
For
pay of
of troops
troops other
than Government
Government employees,
employees, to
to be
be disdisother than
For pav
bursed under
under the authority
direction of the commanding
commanding general,
and direction
authority and
bursed
$10,000.
$10,000.
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REFUND OF
OF ERRONEOUS
REFUND
ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS.
COLLECTIONS.

Refund of erroneous
Round
oerroneous
collections.

authorTo enable
enable the
commissioners, in
any case
case where
where special
special assessi
ze7. 3
'n'ts authorassess- ize.m"ts
To
the commissioners,
in any
ments, school
school tuition
tuition charges,
or collections
collections of
of any
any characments,
charges, rents,
rents, fees
fees, or
character
have been
been erroneously
erroneously covered
into; the
to the
ter have
covered into
the Treasury
Treasury to
the credit
credit
of
the United
United States
States and
the District
District of
Columbia in
equal parts,
parts, to
to
of the
and the
of Columbia
in equal
refund such erroneous
including the
the
refund
erroneous payments,
payments, wholly
wholly or
or in
in part,
part, including
refunding of
for building
building permits
permits authorized
by the
the District
refunding
of fees
fees paid
paid for
authorized by
District Vol. 36, p. 967.
967
of
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
approved March
March 2, 1911,
1911, $1,500,
$1,500, Voi3'.o.
Act approved
of Columbia
Proviso.
Prior
years.
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
be necessary:
Provided, That
That this
this approappro- Prioryears
may,be
necessary: Provided,
or
priation shall
shall be
such refunds
refunds of
payments made
made within
within
priation
be available
available for
for such
of payments
the
past three
three years.
years.
the past

ANACOSTIA RIVER
AND FIATS.
FLATS.
RIVER AND
ANACOSTIA

Anacostia Park.

Anacosta Park.

Continuing developFor continuing
the reclamation
reclamation and
and development
Anacostia mecntg
development of
of Anacostia
For
continuing the
ment of, etc. develop
Vol. 4,
40, p.
P. 950.
in the
the vol.
950.
with the
Park, to
to be
Park,
be expended
expended in
in accordance
accordance with
the plans
plans specified
specified in
of the
the Anacostia
Anacostia, River
and Flats,
Flats, contained
contained
item for the reclamation
reclamation of
River and
in
Appropriation Act for
fiscal year 1919,
1919,
in the District of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
for the
the fiscal
$175,000,
to be
below Benning
Benning Bridge.
Bridge.
$175,000, to
be expended
expended below

PARKS.
PARKS.

Small parks.

Small parks.

Condemnation
Condemnation

For
at the
intersection of
of penses.
penses.
For the
the condemnation
condemnation of
of small
small park
park areas
areas at
the intersection
streets, avenues,
or roads
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to be
streets,
avenues, or
roads in
the District
District of
be selected
selected
by
the commissioners,
$25,000.
by the
commisioners, $25,000.

SERVICE.
WATER SERVICE.
WATER
The
sums are
are appropriated
appropriated wholly
out of
The following
following sums
wholly out
of the
the revenues
revenues
of the
the water
department for
of the
the Washington
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct
of
water department
for expenses
expenses of
and its appurtenances
appurtenances and
expenses of
department,
and for expenses
of the water department,
namely:
namely:
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.
AQUEDUCT.

ex-

Water service.

Waterservice.

Amounts

wholly

Washington
Washington
duct.

Aque-

froAmlwatrreveues
from water revenues.

Maintenance oift-

For
including salaries
of all
all necessary
main- ervoir
For operation,
operation, including
salaries of
necessary employees,
employees, mainervou, tnnel,
tunnel, iltr
plant, etc.
etc.
tion pant,
Aqueduct and
and repair
tenance
tenance and
repair of
of Washington
Washington Aiqueduct
and its
its accessories,
accessories, tion
McMillan
McMillan Park Reservoir,
Reservoir, Washington
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct tunnel,
tunnel, the filtration
filtration
plant for
for the
the preliminary
preliminary treatment
water supply,
supply.
,
plant, the
the plant
treatment of
of the
the water
authorized
water meters
on Federal
Federal services,
services, vehicles,
vehicles, and
and for
for each
each
authorized water
meters on
and
connected therewith,
and every-purpose
purpose connected
therewith, $170,000.
$170,000.
Conduit Road.
For
ordinary repairs,
grading, opening
opening ditches,
and other
main- Conduit oadFor ordinary
repairs, grading,
ditches, and
other maintenance of
of Conduit
tenance
Conduit Road.,
Road, $5,000.
$5,000.
Emergency fund.
For
fund, to
to be
in case
case of
of aa serious break Emeencyfund.
be used
used only
only in
For emergency
emergency fund,
requiring
immediate repairs
one of
important aqueduct
aqueduct
requiring immediate
repairs in
in one
of the
the more
more important
or filtration
filtration plant
plant structures,
tunnel, bridge,
bridge, Reapropration
or
structures, such
such as
as a
a dam
dam,' conduit,
conduit, tunnel,
Reappropriation.
p. 871.
871.
AMa, p.
building, or
of machinery,
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance Ante,
or important piece
piece of
machinery, the
building,
of
the appropriation
appropriation for
purposes for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921 is
for such
such purposes
of the
reappropriated and
and made
available for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
all
1922; all
year 1922;
made available
reappropriated
expenditures from
from this
detail to
to
be reported
reported in
in detail
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
expenditures
Congress.
Con
Counress.
SS.
Additia
Additional pump.
pumps.
The
appropriation of
of $90,000
additional pumping
facilities to
ddonlpumps
for additional
pumping facilities
$90,000 for
The appropriation
supply
water
to
the
filters,
made
in
the
District
of
Columbia
Approsupply water to the filters, made in the District of Columbia Appro- Reappropriation for.
o
priation
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1921, is
reappropriated and
and made
is reappropriated
made Anppo.
for the
year 1921,
Ante, p. 870.ionfor.
priation Act
available for
fiscal year
year 1922.
1922.
available
for the
the fiscal
Control of Secretary
Nothing herein
herein shall
shall be
construed as
as affecting
superintendence of
of warnot
War not affected.L
affected.
the superintendence
be construed
affecting the
Nothing
and control
control of
of the
Secretary of
of War
War over
the Washington
Washington Aqueduct,
Aqueduct,
over the
the Secretary
and
its rights,
rights, appurtenances,
appurtenances, and
and fixtures
fixtures connected
connected with
with the
and
same and
the same
its
over
appropriations and
and expenditures
as now
provided by
now provided
therefor as
expenditures therefor
over appropriations

law.
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department.
Water department.
Revenue
inspecRevenue and
tion
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WATER
DEPARTMENT.
WATER DEPARTMENT.

For revenue
revenue and inspection
inspection branch:
branch: Water
Water registrar, who shall also
perform the duties of chief clerk, $2,400; clerks-one
clerks—one $1,500, one
$1,200, three at $1,000 each; index clerk, $1,400;
$1,400; eight
eight meter computers, at $1,000 each; meter clerk, $1,200;
$1,200; inspectors—two
$1,000
inspectors-two at $1,000

each, nineteen
nineteen at
$900 each;
$600;
at $900
each; messenger,
messenger, $600;
For distribution branch:
Superintendent, $3,300; engineer, $2,400;
branch: Superintendent,
$2,400;
engineers-one $1,800, one $1,700; master mechanic,
assistant engineers—one
mechanic,
$2,500; foreman,
foreman, $1,800; assistant foremen—one
foremen-one $1,275, one
one $1,200,
$1,200,
one $1,125, one $900; steam
steam engineers-chief
engineers chief $1,800,
$1,800, two at $1,760
$1,760
each, three assistants at $1,460
$1,460 each; chief inspector of
of valves,
$1,600;
$1,600; leveler, $1,200;
$1,050; clerks—
$1,200; inspector, $1,200; draftsman,
draftsman, $1,050;
clerks-one $1,800, one $1,500, three at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; stores clerk—one
clerk-one
$1,500,
$1,000 each;
$1,500, two at $1,000
each; timekeeper, $900; two rodmen at $900
$900
each; two chainmen
chainmen at $675 each; four oilers at $960 each; three
firemen
firemen at $1,160 each;
each; janitor, $900;
$900; drivers-one
drivers—one $700,
$700, one $630;
$630;
two messengers,
messengers, at $600 each; in.
all, $96,350.
in
Operation
expenses.
peration expenses.
For maintenance
department distribution
maintenance of the water
water department
distribution system,
including
including pumping stations and machinery,
valves,
machinery, water mains, valves,
fire and public hydrants,
hydrants, water
water meters, and
and all buildings and
and accesaccessories, and the purchase
purchase and maintenance
purchase
maintenance of motor trucks, purchase
of fuel, oils, waste, and other
other materials, and the employment
employment of all
labor necessary
necessary for the proper execution
execution of this work, and including
aasum not to exceed $100 for the purchase and use of bicycles
bicycles by
inspectors of the water department,
reimburse three employees
department, and to reimburse
provision and maintenance
for the provision
maintenance by themselves
themselves of three motor
motor cycles
cycles
m their official
for use in
official work in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $15
$15 per month
each; and for contingent
including books,
books, blanks,
blanks, stationery,
stationery,
contingent expenses, including
printing, postage,
damages, purchase
purchase of technical
technical reference
postage, damages,
reference books,
books,
and periodicals, not to exceed
exceed $75,
$75, and other
other necessary
necessary items, $5,000;
$5,000;
in all for maintenance,
maintenance, $420,000.
$420,000.
New main.
New
main.
For twelve-inch
twelve-inch water main on east side of Sixteenth
Sixteenth Street between
between
I and U Streets northwest,
I
$35,000.
northwest, $35,000.
Distribution
Distribution extenextenFor extension
extension of the
the water
water department
department distribution system,
sion.
laying of such service mains as may be necessary
necessary under the assessment
system,
$100,000.
ment
system,
$100,000.
Assessments for layThe rates
rates of
assessment for
laying or
constructing water
mains and
and
ing mains,
The
of assessment
for laying
inor constructing
water mains
mains, etc.,
etc., increased.
crease .
service
sewers
in
District
Columbia
under
the
service
the
District
of
under
provisions
provisions
of
the
Vol. 33, p. 244.
Vol. 33,.
44.
Act entitled
"An
entitled "
An Act
Act authorizing
authorizing the laying of water mains and service sewers in the District of Columbia, the levying
levying of assessments
assessments
therefor, and for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved Apri122,
April 22, 1904,
1904, are hereby
hereby
increased
increased from $1.25 to $2
32 and $1
$1 to $1.50, respectively,
respectively, per linear
linear
front foot for any water
water mains
mains and service
service sewers constructed
constructed or laid
during the
fiscal year
year 1922.
during
the fiscal
1922.
Water meters in residence',
etcrin
resi
For installing water
meters on services
services to
residences and
water meters
to private
private residences
and
dences,
etc.
business places as may not be required
required to install meters under existing
existing
regulations, as may be
he directed
commissioners; said meters
directed by the commissioners;
at
all
remain
times to remain
property of the District of Columbia, $20,000.
the
property
$20,000.
Installing hydrants,
;
etcting
ydrants,
For installing
installing fire and public
public hydrants, machinery,
machinery, and
and appurteappurteetc.
required for
for necessary
Constructio work
wo nances
nances required
necessary extensions,
extensions, $20,000.
$20,000.
Construction
CommnsSEC.
SEC. 2.
That the services
services of
draftsmen, assistant
assistant engineers,
lev2. That
of draftsmen,
work under Comm
,sengineers, levsioners.
sioners.
insp- elers,
rodmeia, chainmen,
computers, copyists,
copyists, overseers,
overseers,
elers, transitmen,
transitmen, rodmen,
chainmen, computers,
Draftsmen, inspectors,
etc., temporarily
temporarily and inspectors
tors,etc,
temporarily required
in connection
connection with sewer,
sewer, street,
street,
inspectors temporarily
required in
employed.
. street cleaning
cleaning or road work, or construction
construction and repair
repair of buildings
and bridges, or any general
construction
general or special
special engineering
engineering or construction
work authorized
may be employed
employed exclusively
authorized by appropriations
appropriations may
exclusively to
carry into effect
effect said appropriations
appropriations when specifically
writing
specifically and in writing
ordered
ordered by the commissioners,
commissioners, and all such necessary
necessary expenditures
expenditures for
for
execution of said work shall be paid from and equitably
the proper execution
equitably
Distribution branch.
branch.
Distribution
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charged against
against the
the sums
sums appropriated
for said
said work;
work; and
comand the
the comappropriated for
charged
missioners in their annual estimates
estimates shall report
report the number
number of such
missioners
employees performing
services, and
and their
and the
the sums
work, and
sums
their work,
performing such
such services,
employees
Limo.
Provided, That
paid to
to each
That the ex- Proviso.
what appropriation:
appropriation: Provided,
out of what
paid
each, and out
Limit.
penditures hereunder
hereunder shall
not exceed
exceed $100,000
during the
year
the fiscal
fiscal year
$100,000 during
shall not
penditures
1922.
ry
p
eteT
The
further authorized
authorized to
employ temporarily
temporarily°laborers,
cm
.emporary
et
to employ
are further
commissioners are
The commissioners
such laborers,
skilled laborers,
laborers, drivers,
mechanics as may
drivers, hostlers, and mechanics
such
laborers, skilled
roadwork,
be required
exclusively in
with sewer, street, and roadwork,
in connection
connection with
be
required exclusively
of.buildings
and repair
and
street cleaning, or
construetion and
repair of
.buildings and
and
the construction
or the
and street
bridges, furniture
orany general
general or special engineerequipments, ormany
furniture and equipments,
bridges,
incur all necessary
repair work,
toincur
necessary engineerwork, and to
ing or construction
construction or repair
ing and
exclusive of
personal services,
incidental to
of personal
services, incidental
and other
other expenses,
expenses, exclusive
ing
carrying
on such
such work
work and
for the
the proper
proper execution
execution thereof,
thereof,
and necessary
necessary -for
carrying on
said laborers,
skilled laborers,
mechanics to be
drivers, hostlers, and mechanics
laborers, drivers,
said
laborers, skilled
be
employed to
as may
not be
required hp
law to be
by law
be required
may not
work as
perform such
such work
to perform
employed
done
under contract,
contract, and
services and
and expenses
expenses from
from
such services
and to
to pay for such
done under
the appropriations
appropriations under
which such
services are
are rendered
rendered and exsuch services
under which
the

'

.
.
penses
incurred.
penses incurred.
Horses, vehicles,
etc.
authority
necessary Special
SEC.
SEC. 3. That all horses, harness, horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles necessary
pec i
al authority
si
mLrs
from Conmi
for use
in connection
construction and
sewer, fromCommissioner
Commissioners
.
of sewer,
supervision of
and supervision
with construction
connection with
for
use in
including fO'r
street, street
road work,
street-cleaning work, including
work, and street-cleaning
street lighting,
lighting, road
street,
maintenance of
said horses
horses and harness,
repair
and maintenance
maintenance and repair
harness, and
of said
maintenance
necessary articles
purchase of all necessary
articles and
and- supplies
vehicles, and purchase
of said vehicles,
of.buildings
construction and repair
repair of
•
buildings
in connection
connection therewith, or on construction
enineering or construction
construction
and bridges,
bridges, or any general or special engineering
appropriations, may
may be purchased,
purchased, hired, and
work authorized
authorized by appropriations,
may be hired exclusively
maintained and
exclusively to carry
carry into
motor trucks may
and motor
maintained
and in writing ordered
effect said
said appropriations,
specifically and
ordered
when specifically
appropriations, when
effect
by
the commissioners;
expenditures necessaryfor
necessaryfor the
the proper
proper
such expenditures
commissioners; and
and all such
by the
execution
of said
services, shall
shall be paid
of personal
personal services,
work, exclusive
exclusive of
said work,
execution of
from
and equitably
charged against
against the
the sums
sums appropriated
said
for said
appropriated for
from and
equitably charged
work; and
and the
commissioners in
in the
the annual
annual estimates
estimates shall
shall report
the Rport
Report, et.
etc.
report the
the commissioners
work;
number of horses, vehicles,
purchased, and horses
horses and
vehicles, and harness purchased,
number
vehicles
hired, and
for same, and out of what appropaid for
and the sums paid
vehicles hired,
priation; and
and all
all horses
owned or
maintained by the
shall,
District shall,
the District
or maintained
horses owned
priation;
so far
provided for
stables owned
owned or
for in stables
be provided
practicable, be
may be
be practicable,
so
far as
as may
operated by
Provided, That
such horses,
remra
"6"- wor
on
workk on
That such
horses, horse-drawn
horse-drawn r
by said
said District:
District: Provided,
operated
vehicles, and
and carts
carts as
may be
for hauling
hauling and
excavations.
ex- excavations.
and exneeded for
temporarily needed
be temporarily
as may
vehicles,
cavating material
with works authorized
authorized by appropriain connection
connection with
material in
cavating
tions may be
employed for such purposes
purposes under the
the concontemporarily employed
be temporarily
tions
to the
the employment
ditions
named in
in section
Act in
employment
in relation
relation to
this Act
2 of
of this
section 2
ditions named
of
skilled laborers,
mechanics.
and mechanics.
laborers, and
laborers, skilled
of laborers,
SEC. 4.
4. That
That the
services of
assistant engineers,
engineers, draftsmen,
draftsmen, Iv
na
g
te de,
pa
d
rtrinits:
draPft
Wgiers,
of assistant
the services
SEC.
levelers, rodmen,
chainmen, computers,
computers, copyists,
and inspectors
,temporarily
etca.temporarily
men iel
inspectors men
copyists, and
rodmen, chainmen,
levelers,
connection with water-department
temporarily
required in connection
water-department work employe.
"Y
temporarily required
carry
authorized by
by appropriations
be employed
employed exclusively
exclusively to carry
may be
appropriations may
authorized
speciinto effect
effect said
said appropriations,
appropriations, and
be paid
paid therefrom,
when specitherefrom, when
and be
into
fically and
commissioners, and the comordered by the commissioners,
writing ordered
in writing
and in
fically
missioners in
their annual
annual estimates
estimates shall
report the number
number of
shall report
in their
missioners
such employees
such services
their work
work and
and the
the Provo.
such
employees performing
performing such
services and
and their
sums paid
paid to
Provided, That
That the expenditures
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall Limit.
to each:
each: Provided,
sums
not exceed
exceed $15,000
$15,000 during
1922.
not
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1922.
Temporarylaborers,
•
Temporary laborers,
The
commissions are
are further
further authorized
employ temporarily
temporarily etc.
authorized to employ
The commissions
such laborers,
skilled laborers,
required
be required
as may
may be
and mechanics
mechanics as
laborers, and
laborers, skilled
such
in connection
connection with
water-department work,
and to
to incur
incur all
necessary
all necessary
work, and
with water-department
in
engineering and
and other
expenses, exclusive
of personal
services,
personal services,
exclusive of
other expenses,
engineering
incidental
such work
and necessary
necessary for
for the
the proper
proper exeexework and
on such
to carrying
carrying on
incidental to
cution
said laborers,
laborers, skilled
skilled laborers,
laborers, and
and mechanics
mechanics to
be
to be
thereof, said
cution thereof,
existing
not be required
employed
to perform
perform such
such work
may not
required by
by.existing
work as may
employed to
law to
to be
under contract,
to pay
and
services and
for such
such services
pay for
and to
contract, and
done under
be done
law
P

roviso.
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expenses from
appropriation under
such services
services are
are
expenses
from the
the appropriation
under which
which such
rendered
and expenses
expenses incurred.
incurred.
rendered and
fundsaeo
the commissioners
mis'as tru
t
rust SEC.
SEC. 5. That the
authorized to
employ in
commissioners are authorized
to employ
in the
funds.
Expenses Perage
of work
work the
the cost
of which
which is
is payable
from the
the appropriaappropriaExpenses
execution
of
payable execution
cost
of
payable
from
from.
6.
tion
vol.
created in
the District
District of
Vol. 33,p.
33, p. 368.
tion account
account created
in the
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act,
approved
and known
known as
as the
the "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous trustapproved April
April 27,
27, 1904,
1904, and
trustfund deposits,
deposits, District
Columbia," all
all necessary
overnecessary inspectors,
inspectors, overfund
District of
of Columbia,"
seers,
foremen, sewer
tappers, skilled
skilled laborers,
laborers, mechanics,
mechanics, laborers,
laborers,
sewer tappers,
seers, foremen,
special
policemen stationed
stationed at
at street-railway
street-railway crossings,
inspector
crossings, one
one inspector
special policemen
fitting, two
two janitors
for laboratories
laboratories of
of the
the Washington
Washington and
and
janitors for
o gas
gas fitting,
Georgetown Gas
market master,
master, assistant
market
Georgetown
Gas Light
Light Companies,
Companies, market
assistant market
Inaater; watchman,
in the
the auditor's
auditor's office,
clerk in
in the
the
watchman, bookkeeper
bookkeeper in
office, clerk
master,
office
of the
collector of
of taxes,
taxes, horses,
and wagons,
and to
hire
to hire
horses, carts,
carts, and
wagons, and
offce of
the collector
therefor motor
trucks when
writing authorized
by
therefor
motor trucks
when specifically
specifically and
and in writing
authorized by
incur all
the commissioners,
commissioners, and to incur
all necesary
necessary, expenses
expenses incidental
incidental
to carrying
carrying on such
such work
for the
execution
to
work and necessary
necessary for
the -proper
proper execution
thereof, and
including •
the'maintenance
motor :vehicles,
thereof,
and including
the
maintenance of motor
vehicles, such
such
services and
and expenses
expenses to
to be
be paid
paid from
from said
said appropriation
appropriation account.
acount.
Matl, supP lime services
SEC. 6.
6. That
commi' ssioners and
other responsible
responsible ofcia
of&ials -in
in
etch
AIPP
SEC.
That the
the commissioners
and other
Putuumm
eko:~curst
G ~e
,„l expending
expending appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in
in this
this Act,
Act, so far
possible,
far as possible,
-ftkS
mentactiv melonong- shall
supplies, including
including food supplie
equip
ineastaedvilieS
shall purchase
purchase material, supplies,
supplies and equipet neededby them.
ment, when
and funds
the various
various services
ment,
when needed
needed and
funds are
are available,
available, from
from the
services
of the
the Government
Government of the United
United States possessing
possessing material, supplies,
sup
cessation of war
war
required because
because of the
the cessation
Duty before pms• and equipment no longer required
chaitseiewere.
commissioners and
activities. It
the duty
duty of
the commissioners
and other
chasingelsewhere.
activities..
It shall
shall be
be the
of the
other
officials,
herein, to
officials, before
before purchssing
purchasing any of the articles
articles described
described herein,
ascertain
from,
the
Government
of
the
United
States
whether
it
has
it has
whether
States
United
of
the
Government
from
the
ascertain
ptim.
Pri
Price stipulation.
described that are serviceable.
articles of the character
character described
serviceable. And articles
purchased
the Government,
purehased from the
Government, if the
same have not been used,
the same
shall be paid for at aa reasonable price, not to exceed
exceed actual cost,
cost,
and
the same
same have
have been
been used,
reasonable price
upon
and if
if the
used, at
at aareasonable
price based
based upon
al.S&
et,
The various
of the
Sales,
etc., autor-length
autbm-length of
of usage.
usage. The
various services
services of
Government of
of the
the Government
the
had.
Umnted States are authorized
United
authorized to sell such
articles to
to the
municipal
such articles
the municipal
the conditions
and the
proceeds of
such
government under
under the
conditions specified
specified and
the proceeds
of such
covered into the
the Treasury
sales shall be covered
Treasury as
as aamiscellaneous
miscellaneous receipt:
receipt:
Proviso.
Transfas
under EaThat this
section shall
shall not
be construed
construed to
amend, alter,
alter,
x Provided
Provided, That
this section
Tranfers under
not be
to amend,
ecutive
repealthe
December 3,
3 1918,
191S I concerning
t e order
f.feC
r-or repeal
not afder not
the Executive
Executive order
order of
of December
concerning the
the
tild.
transfer of office material,
supplies, and equipment
transfer
material, supplies,
equipment in the District
District
because of the
of Columbia falling into disuse because
the cessation
cessation of war
war
activities.
Receipts from fees, activities.
etc
from
,
SE.
fines, and
etc.
SEC. 7. That on and after
after July 1, 1921,
1921, all fees,
fees, fines,
and other
other
To be
deposited
to miscellaneous
of revenue
required by
by law
to be
theretofore required
law to
be
be
miscellaneous items
items of
revenue theretofore
cTo
credit
ofdtedtt
United
States
andDistrictinproporpaid
into
Treasury
United
States
to
the
Treasury
of
the
States
credit
the
the
credit
of
the
and
District
in
proPerUnited
tion to fiscal year sp•
Columbia in equal parts shall be
propriatIons.
mted States
and the
the District of Columbia
United
States and
prpT
paid for
paid
fiscal year
of the
the United
United States
States to
the
for each fiscal
year into the
the Treasury
Treasury,of
to the
and the District
credit of the United States and
District of Columbia
same
Columbia in the same
proportions
as appropriations
appropriations for
proportions as
expenses of the
the government
government
for the expenses
Columbia for
of the District of Columbia
such fiscal year are
peel from
from the
for such
are paid
the
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
States and
the revenues
the District
District of
of
of the
revenues of
and the
of Treasury
simr
Simibsr dviio
division of
spatial
assessment colColumbia; and
and all
all collections
on account
of special
special assessments
assessments for
for
speialsmnt
col Columbia;
collections on
account of
public improvements
'actions.
improvements for which
which assessments
assessments are levied
levied according
according to
to
the
be paid
paid into
of the
the United
States to
to the
the
the law
law shall
shall be
into the
the Treasury
Treasury of
United States
credit of
the United
United States
the District
District of
Columbia in
the same
same
credit
of the
States and
and the
of Columbia
in the
proportions
appropriations used in paying
paying for such assessment
proportions as the appropriations
assessment
work are charged,
charged, respectively,
respectively, against the revenues
revenues of the District
District
Leaves
of the
the United
United St
at
es .
the Treasug
Treasury of
States.
o absence
of Columbia
Columbia and
and the
Leaves of
absence. of
.mplo
SEC.
Commissioners are authorized
Per diem employees
SEC. 8. That the Commissioners
authorized in their
their discretion,
discretion,
uallowed
they may
all6wei fifteen
astr3' and
and under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
as they
may prescribe,
Drescribe, to
to grant
grant not
not
exceeding
fifteen
days leave of absence with pay
exceeding
pay- each year
year to per
per
diem
diem employees
employees of the District of Columbia who have been employed
employed
for ten consecutive
consecutive months or more.
more.
Approved,
22, 1921.
1921.
Approved, February
February 22,
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CHAP. 7
1.—An Act
Act To
declare Bayou
from its
source to
to
its source
nonnavigable from
Cocodrie normavigable
Bayou Cocodrie
To declare
71.-An
CHAP.
its junction
junction with
with Bayou
Bayou Chicot.
Chicot.
its

o

1921.
251921.
February 25,
18. 4,5824
osi.3WY.
[-Pbe.
[Public,
No.
No.
[Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
fRepresentatives
Representatives of
United Ba Cocodrie La.
of the
the United
and House
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
eclared
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled That
That Bayou
Bayou Cocodrie,
Cocodrie, from
from D2T/
C
d
°cnonnavig:dri
n:ivlit
States
its source
to its
junction with
Bayou Chicot,
bhicot, in
State of
of LouLou- Bayolu
tb
ar
otitonicmi
tMco
uirytion of
of
in the
the State
with Bayou
its junction
its
source to
of the United
isiana, is
is hereby
hereby declared
be not
United
water of
navigable water
to be
not aanavigable
declared to
isiana,
States within
meaning of
laws enacted
the Congress for
for
by the
enacted by
of the
the laws
within the
the meaning
States
the
and protection
of such
waters.
such waters.
protection of
the preservation
preservation and
A
m e nm e
Amendment.
SEC. 2. That
repeal this Act is hereby
That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
February 25,
1921.
25, 1921.
Approved, February

CHAP. 72.—An
the Transportation
Transportation Act,
Act, 1920.
1920.
amend the
Act To
To amend
72.-An Act
CHAP.

B

February
1921.
February 26,
26,121.
156.]
[H.R.R.15836.]
[Public, No.
No. 328.
3284
[Public,

c
of the
the United Transportation
sportat Act.
Be it
by the Senate
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Ante, p.
amend46,amendStates
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Transportation
p. 469,
Act, Ante,
Transportation Act,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
ed
ed.
1920, is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
adding after section
section 211 aanew section
section to
by adding
1920,
ertficates o
read as
as follows:
follows:
read
Certificates of
"SEc.
In making
certifications under section
section 204 or seesec- amounts found due to
making certifications
"SEC. 212.
212. (a) In
railroads, to be made.
time able finally
tion 209,
209, the
if not at
finally to determine
determine ra"rods,tobemad
at the time
the Conuniksion,
Commission, if
tion
the
amount due
under such
section to
carriet or the
the American
American
to a
a carrie'
such section
due under
the whole
whole amount
Railway Express
Express Company,
Company, may
may make
make its
its certificate
any amount
amount
for any
certificate for
Railway
definitely
it to be due, and may thereafter
thereafter in the same
ascertained by it
definitely ascertained
manner
certificates, until the whole amount due has
make further
further certificates,
manner make
Payment on.
Secretary of P^ymneton.
been
certified. The
The authority
authority of and direction to the Secretary
been certified.
the
Treasury Under
draw warrants
hereby made
is hereby
to draw
warrants is
such sections
sections to
under such
the Treasury
Funds available.
available.
pursuant to this Funds
applicable to
each such
certificate. Warrants
Warrants drawn pursuant
such certificate.
to each
applicable
Federalcotr
in final
final payment,
payment, shall
shall be Fr
or in
payment or
section, whether in partial in
For Federal control
deficit
paid:
If for
for a
payment in respect
reimbursement of a
acarrer
carrier deficit.
respect to reimbursement
a payment
(1) If
paid: (1)
p. 461.
nte,p.46.
Federal control, out of the appro- Ante,
for
the period of Federal
a deficit
deficit during the
for a
Guaranty
railto railGuaranty to
in respect
payment in
if for
section 204;
by section
priation
made by
204; (2)
(2) if
for a
apayment
respect to the roads.
priation made
p. 466.
466.
guaranty
than the American
American Railway
Railway Express CorCom- Ante, p.
to aacarrier other than
guaranty to
pany,
out of
by subdivision
(g) of
of section
section To
subdivision (g)
made by
the appropriation
appropriation made
of the
pany, out
To Americn
American RailRailway Express
ComExpress compayment in respect
209;
respect to the guaranty
guaranty to the Ameri- way
and (3) if for aapayment
209; and
pany.
can
Railway Express
Express Company,
Company, out
out of
the appropriation
appropriation made
made by
by pane,
p.467.
Ante, p.
467.
of the
can Railway
the
(i) of
209.
of deparagraph of
of subdivision
subdivision (i)
of section
section 209.
the fifth
fifth paragraph
Estimates of de"(b) In
the several
payable under
under either
of ferred debits and
either of
amounts payable
several amounts
ascertaining the
"(b)
In ascertaining
credits authorized.
in
such
sections, the
authorized, i
n the
the case
case of
of deferred
deferred credits authoried.
is authorized,
the Commission
Commission is
such sections,
debits
and credits
credits which
which can
can not
not at
be definitely
determined,
definitely determined,
the time
time be
at the
debits and
to
its judgment
estimate Use
a reasonable
reasonable estimate
judgment practicable,
practicable, a
in its
to make,
make, whenever
whenever in
Use for
for mking
making pay
pay.
ments.
of
effect of
of any
any such
and, when
by the carrier
carrier ments.
when agreed to by
items, and,
such items,
net effect
of the
the net
ascertained
or express
express company,
company, to
use such
such estimate
estimate as a
adefinitely
definitely ascertained
to use
or
amount
in certifying
certifying amounts
amounts payable
payable under
either of such
such sections,
under either
amount in
and such
estimates so
to shall be prima
i
facie but not conclusive
so agreed
agreed to
and
such estimates
in amount
evidence of their
amount in
nfinal
final settlement."
settlement."
correctness in
their correctness
evidence
Approved,
February 26,
1921.
26, 1921.
Approved, February

23, 1913,
1913, known as
CHAP. 73.—An
To amend
approved December
December 23,
the Act
Act approved
amend the
Act To
73.-An Act
CHAP.
the Federal
Reserve Act.
Act.
the
Federal Reserve

February
27, 1921.
February 27,1921.
[S.4436.]
I[. 4436.1
[Public, No. 329.]

[Public,No.329.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives ofthe United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Senate and House
by the
Be it
Corporationsbufosr.
foreign banking bus
paragraph of fore
That the
first paragraph
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
of America
the first
States
the
Act approved
approved December
1919, known
known as
as the
the Edge
Edge Act,
Act, nas,
the Act
Ante,
378, amend-. p. 3,amendDecember 24,
24, 1919,
ed.
amending the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
be amended
by adding
adding at
at the
the ed.
amended by
Act, be
Reserve Act,
amending
end a
proviso, so
so that
paragraph as
as amended
as follows:
follows:
read as
will read
amended will
the paragraph
that the
a proviso,
end
Formation author
author
Formation
purpose of
organized for
be organized
"SEC. 25.
(a) Corporations
Corporations to
to be
for the
the purpose
of enen- ized.
25. (a)
"SEC.
gagi.
g in
in international
barring or
or other
or
international or
other international
or foreign
foreign banking
international or
gaging
non
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442S1°-21-
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XTH CONGRE
SS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

Extent
of operations.
xtentofoperations.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Use as depositaries,

Panama
authorized inn Panama
Canal Zone, insular
assessions, etc.
possessions,

1921.
February 27, 1921.
[S.
4682.]
[S. 4682.]
[Public,
330.]
No.
330.1
[Public.

SEss.
CHs.
S
ESS. III.
III. C
HS. 73-75.
73-75.

1921.
1921.

foreign
financial operations,
operations, or in banking
banking or other financial
financial operaforeign financial
tions in a
a dependency
dependency or insular possession
States
possession of the United States,
either
through the
agency, ownership,
control of local
ownership, or control
or through
the agency,
either directly
directly or
insular
institutions
foreign countries,
countries, or
dependencies or insular
or in such
such dependencies
institutions in foreigan
possessions
provided by this
when required
required by
section, and to act when
as provided
this section,
possessions as
the
Secretary of the
fiscal agents of the
States,
United States,
the United
Treasury as fiscal
the Treasury
the Secretary
may
be formed
number of
persons, not less in any
of natural
natural persons,
formed by
by any number
may be
case than five: ProVided,
Provided, That nothing in this section
section shall
shall be conconstrued to
to deny
right of
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to use
any
use any
deny the
the right
the Secretary
strued
corporation organized
under this
this section
section as
depositaries in
in Panama
Panama
as depositaries
organized under
corporation
Zone, or
other
Philippine Islands
Islands and other
Canal Zone,
or in the
the Philippme
and the Panama Canal
insular possessions
and dependencies
States."
dependencies of the United States."
insular
possessions and
Approved,
February 27, 1921.
1921.
Approved, February

Act To
amend section
CUECAP.
To amend
section 74 of the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Code, as amended.
amended.
CHAP. 74.—An
74.-An Act

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
ofthe
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
by the
Be
Statescorts.
United States
courts.
the Judicial
Vol.
36,p.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 74
74 of
of the
Judicial
of America
America in
p. 1108,
os8, States
States of
Vol . 36,

amended.
amended.

Connecticut

Connecticut judicial
judicial
district.
district.
Terms.

provio.

Proviso.
Rooms at Norwalk.

Rooms

at Norwa.

February 27, 1921.
1921.
[S. 4683.]
4683.]
[8.
[Public, No. 331.]
331.]
[Public,

Act
Federal Reserve Act
Amendments.
Amendments.
Vol. 40, p. 1315,
amended.

Rediscounts by reRediscounts
3erve
extended.
;erve banks extended.

Vol. 40, pp. 234, 235.

Limit.
Proviso:.
Provisos.
Security of Liberty
bonds, etc., required.
required.

Fermission to cease
Fermission
1921.
October 31, 1921.

Code, as amended, be amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEc. 74. The
Connecticut shall constitute one judicial
"SEo.
The State of Connecticut
district, to be
Connecticut. Terms
Terms of the
of Connecticut.
be known as
as the
the District
District of
district,
district court
court shall
be held
New Haven
Tuesdays in
the fourth Tuesdays
Haven on the
held at
at New
shall be
district
February and
and September,
in May
fourth Tuesday
Tuesday inMay
Hartford on the fourth
at Hartford
September, at
February
December, and at Norwalk
Norwalk on the fourth
and the
the first
first Tuesday in December,
Tuesday
April: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
suitable rooms
and accomaccomThat suitable
rooms and
Tuesday in
in April:
modations shall be furnished
modations
furnished for the holdings
holdings of said court and for the
use
of the
the officers
officers of
of said
free of expense
expense to the
Norwalk free
court at
at Norwalk
said court
use of
Government
States."
Government of the
the United States."
Approved,
1921.
February 27, 1921.
Approved, February

CHAP.
amend section
section 11 (m)
approved December
December 23,
(m) of the Act approved
Act To
To amend
CHAP. 75.—An
75.-An Act
amended by the Acts approved
approved September
September
Reserve Act, as amended
1913, known as the Federal Reserve
7, 1916, and March 3, 1919.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
and House
Be
enacted by
States
Congress assembled,
That section 11 of the Act
assembled, That
America in Congress
States of America
approved December
known as the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
December 23, 1913, known
approved
as amended,
striking out the
the whole of subamended by
by striking
further amended
as
amended, be further
section
substituting therefor aa subsection
subsection to read as
as
section (m), and by substituting
follows:
follows:
affirmative vote
memof not
not less
less than five of its memvote of
""(m)
(m) Upon the affirmative
Federal
bers,
Reserve Board shall have power
power to permit Federal
bers, the
the Federal Reserve
reserve banks
any member
member bank
of
bank notes, drafts, or bills of
for any
discount for
reserve
banks to discount
exchange
signature or endorsement
endorsement of any
any one borrower
borrower
exchange bearing
bearing the signature
amount permitted
9 and section 13 of
by section 9
permitted by
in excess of the amount
this
exceed 20 per cent
um of the member
member
centum
this Act,
Act, but
but in no case to exceed
bank's
Provided, however, That all such notes,
and surplus:
surplus: Provided,
bank's capital and
drafts, or
or bills
bills of
of exchange
exchange discounted
bank in
for any
any member bank
discounted for
drafts,
excess of
of the
amount permitted
sections shall be secured
secured
such sections
permitted under such
the amount
excess
notes of the United
United
than aalike face amount of bonds or notes
by not less than
1917, for which the borrower shall in
since April 24, 1917,
States issued since
good
1921, have paid or agreed
agreed to pay
January 1,
1, 1921,
faith prior
prior to
to January
good faith
not
less than
than the
the full
full face
face amount
amount thereof, or certificates
indebtedcertificates of indebtednot less
provisions of
That the provisions
Providedfurther,
further, That
the United States:
States: Provided
ness of the
this
operative after
31, 1921."
1921."
after October
October 31,
(m) shall not be operative
this subsection (m)
Approved,
Approved, February 27, 1921.
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9 of
of an Act
CHAP.
76.—An Act
Act To
To amend
Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to define.
define,
section 9
amend section
CHAP. 76.-An
regulate,
and punish
punish trading
the enemy,
enemy, and
and for
for other
approved
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
trading with
with the
regulate, and
October
1917, as
amended.
October 6,
6, 1917,
as amended.

February 27, 1921.
1921.
February,
Pu, IS. 4897.]
No 33.]
[Public. No. 3324
IPublc, No. 3

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Trading
United States
in, Congress
assembled, That
subdivisions enemy.
That subdivisions
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
United
States of
enemy.

with

the

Ante, p. 978, amend-.
pde,p978,amended.
Return of property.
Retrnof

9 of
(2)
of subsection
subsection (b)
of section
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An e
section 9
(b) of
(3) of
(2) and
and (3)
Act
and punish
with the
enemy, and
and for
for
the enemy,
punish trading
trading with
define, regulate,
regulate, and
Act to
to define,
other
purposes," approved
as amended,
be, and
and
amended, be,
October 6,
6, 1917,
1917, as
approved October
other purposes,'
hereby
are, amended
amended so
so as
as to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
hereby are,
To woman of neutral
nation mar
was aa subject
of her
her marriage,
"
(2) A
woman who,
the time
time of
marriage, was
subject or alled
who, at
at the
A woman
"(2)
allied nation
married n
toGe'msnd.
war, or
neutral in
remained neutral
or citizen
citizen of
which has
has remained
in the
the war,
or of
of aarieeotodition
nation which
of a
a nation
or
German.
moditled.
nation
which was
proseStates in
in the
the prosethe United
United States
associated with
with the
nation which
was associated
cution
said war,
and who,
intermarried
6, 1917,
1917, intermarried
prior to April
April 6,
who, prior
of said
war, and
cution of
with
subject or
citizen of
Austria-Hungary and that
of Germany
Germany or
or Austria-Hungary
or citizen
with a
a subject
the
not acquired
acquired by
by such
such
was not
property-concerned
concerned was
or other
other _property
the money
money or
woman,
either directly
directly or indirectly,
any subject
subject or citizen
citizen of
indirectly, from any
woman, either
Germany or
or Austria-Hungary
to January
January 1,
1, 1917.
1917.
Germany
Austria-Hungary subsequent
subsequent to
TA
To woman, Ameria citizen
citizen cancitizen
was a
her marriage,
the time
A woman
woman who,
"(3)
"
(3) A
who, at
at the
time of
of her
marriage, was
can citizen,marriedrto
married to
OGermn.
April 6, 1917, intermarried
who, prior
prior to April
of
intermarried German.
States and who,
United States
of the United
Condition
modified.
CoGanerman
.
with aasubject
subject or
of Germany
or Austria-Hungary,
Austria-Hungary, and
and that
that
citizen of
Germany or
or citizen
with
the
or other
other _property
was not
not acquired
such
by such
acquired by
concerned was
property concerned
money or
the money
woman, either
either directly
any subject
or citizen
citizen of
of
subject or
from any
or indirectly,
indirectly, from
directly or
woman,
Germany or
or Austria-Hungary
subsequent to
1917."
1, 1917."
to January
January 1,
Austria-Hungary subsequent
Germany
Approved,
1921.
27, 1921.
February 27,
Approved, February

CHAP. 77.-An
77.—An Act
Act Authorizing
exchange of
of lands by
by A. A. Bruce,
Brace, of
of La Veta,
Vete,
an exchange
Anthorizing an
CHAP.
Colorado.
Colorado.

Ipbr.rf. Tfis.]r.
8]
[Public, No.
No. 333.3

Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
and House
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
States of
America in
assembled, That
That upon
the transfer
transfer by
by Pl
b
cgc
aniaf
ds.
Exchnge
authorStates
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
upon the
e
authorA. A.
to the
A. A.
A. Bruce
Bruce to
States of
of title
title to
the following-described
following-described iBed
i
ll
ed of,
of with
with A.
A.
the United
United States
to the
A.
lands: Commencing
Commencing at
point one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
twenty Description.
Description.
lands:
at a
a point
one thousand
and twenty
feet south
south and
thirty feet
feet west
the northeast
northeast corner
of the
the southsouthcorner of
west of
of the
and thirty
feet
east quarter
of section
township twenty-nine
twenty-nine south, range
range
section twenty,
twenty, township
east
quarter of
sixty-eight
principal meridian;
meridian; thence west eight
eight
of the sixth
sixth principal
sixty-eight west, of
hundred
and forty-three
feet; thence
south seven
seven hundred
and twenty
twenty
hundred and
thence south
hundred and
forty-three feet;
feet;
thence east
eighty and
one-half feet;
feet; thence
thence in
northeasterly
in a
a northeasterly
and one-half
east eighty
feet; thence
direction
and fifteen
fifty degrees;
degrees;
variation fifty
fifteen feet,
feet, variation
hundred and
seven hundred
direction seven
thence
northeast forty-eight
feet, variation
variation ten
thence northnorthdegrees; thence
ten degrees;
forty-eight feet,
thence northeast
all in
in the
east three
hundred and
degrees; all
fifty degrees;
feet, variation
variation fifty
and nine
nine feet,
three hundred
east
east half
of section
section twenty,
twenty, township
township twenty-nine
twenty-nine south,
south, range
sixtyrange sixtyeast
half of
eight
west, of
the sixth
sixth principal
principal meridian,
meridian, in
Huerfano County,
County,
in Huerfano
of the
eight west,
Colorado,
Secretary of
of the
the
acres, the
the Secretary
eight acres,
approximately eight
containing approximately
Colorado, containing
Interior is
is authorized,
authorized, upon
of the
the Secretary
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Secretary of
upon approval
approval of
Interior
to issue
issue aa patent
patent to
to A.
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
of the
for the
Bruce for
A. A.
A. Bruce
to
southeast quarter
quarter of
of section
section six;
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the northnorthsix; the
southeast
east
quarter of
of the
northwest quarter,
quarter, and
and lot
lot
the northwest
the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter, the
east quarter,
one
section seven,
seven, township
township thirty
thirty,south,
south, range
range sixty-eight
sixty-eight west
west of
one of
of section
of p ,
r
inerl deposits
the
sixth principal
Provided, That
That the
shall tuners'
deposits re•
issued shall
patent issued
the patent
meridian: Provided,
principal meridian:
the sixth
S
reserve to
to the
its grantees,
grantees, or
all coal,
coal, oil,
oil, served
ered.'
lessees, all
or lessees,
or its
States, or
the United
United States,
reserve
or other
mineral deposits
the land
land patented
patented as
as well
as the
the right
right Surveying.
well as
in the
deposits in
other mineral
or
to
and remove
remove the
the same:
further, That Surv*g.
Providedfurther,
same: Provided
mine, and
for, mine,
to prospect
prospect for,
the survey
of the
tract to
be deeded
to the
the United
shall be
be
States shall
United States
deeded to
to be
the tract
the
survey of
made
under the
of the
States
the United
United States
the direction
direction of
expense under
at Government
Government expense
made at
surveyor
general.
surveyor general.
Approved, February
27, 1921.
1921.
February 27,
Approved,
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R. 8038.]
[H. R.
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[Public,
No.
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No.
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CHAP.
78.-An Act To amend section
4 of
CHAP. 78.—An
section 4
of the Act approved
approved July 17,
17, 1916,
1916, known
known
as the
Federal Farm
as
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
Act, extending
extending its
its provisions
to Porto
Porto Rico.
Rico.
provisions to

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
of the
the United
United
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Federal
Loan States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
paragraph 2
2 of section
assembled, That paragraph
section
banks.
Vol. 39,p.362,amend- 4
Vol.39,p.362,amend4 of the Act approved July
July 17, 1916, known as the Federal
Federal Farm
ed.
ed
Loan Act, be amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Bank for
for each
each disdisBank
"The Federal
Board shall
"The
Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board
shall establish
establish in
in each
each Federal
Federal
trict.
trict.
land bank district a
a Federal land bank, with its principal office
located in such city
within the district as
designate.
city-within
as said
said board shall designate.
Each
Federal land bank
bank shall
shall include
in its
title the
the name
name of
of the
the city
city
Each Federal
include in
its title
Branches.
Branches.
in which itit is located. Subject to the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm
may establish
establish branches
branches within
within
Loan Board,
Board, any
any Federal
Federal land
land bank
bank may
Conditions extended the land bank district. Subject to the approval of the Federal
Rxteded
the land bank district. Subject to the approval of the Federal
toCPorto ions
Rico.
Farm Loan Board and under such conditions as it may prescribe,
prescribe,
the provisions of this
to the
the island
of Porto
Rico;
this Act are
are extended
extended to
island of
Porto Rico;
and such Federal land bank as may
may: be
designated by the Federal
Federal
be designated
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to establish
branch bank
bank
Farm Loan Board, is
establish aabranch
at
as the
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Board
Board may
on the
the
at such
such point
point as
Federal Farm
may direct
direct on
.Loansrestricted.
lamnsrestrted.
island
of Porto
Porto Rico.
island of
by such
such branch
branch bank,
bank, when
so
Rico. Loans
Loans made
made by
when so
established,
exceed the
of $5,000
$5,000 to
to any
any one
one borrower
established, shall not
not exceed
the sum
sum of
borrower
and shall be subject
subject to the restrictions
provisions of this Act,
restrictions and provisions
except
direct to
borrowers, and
and
except that
that such
such branch
branch bank
bank may
may loan
loan direct
to borrowers,
subject
Loan Board
subject to
to such regulations
regulations as the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Board may
may
prescribe
rate charged
charged borrowers
borrowers may
be 1
1/ per
centum in
in excess
excess
prescribe the rate
may be
per centum
of
preceding,issue
of farm
farm loan
loan bonds
bonds of
of the
the
of the rate
rate borne by
by the last preceding
issue of
Federal
bank is
connected: ProProFederal land
land bank
bank with
with which
which such
such branch bank
is connected:
Proviso.
vided,
That no
be made
made in
the island
Term.
Term.
vided, however,
however, That
no loans
loans shall
shall be
in the
island of
of Porto
Porto
to run
term than
than twenty
years.
Subscription for Rico
Rico to
run for
for aalonger
longer term
twenty years.
stock byborrowers.
by borrowers.
stock
"Each
such branch
bank shall
"Each borrower through
through such
branch bank
shall subscribe
subscribe and
and
pay
in the
the Federal
Federal land
land bank
with which
which it
it is
is connected
connected
pay for
for stock
stock in
bank with
in
fraction thereof
thereof borrowed;
borrowed; such
such
in the sum of $6
$5 for each
each $100 or fraction
stock shall be held by such
such Federal land bank as collateral
collateral security
security
for
and
for the loan
loan of the borrower;
borrower; shall
shall participate
participate in
in all
all dividends;
dividends; and
upon full payment
canceled at par and
payment of the
the loan
loan shall
shall be
be canceled
and proceeds
proceeds
paid to borrower, or the borrower
borrower may apply
apply the same to the final
final
his loan."
loan."
payments on his
Approved, February 27, 1921.
1921.
February
27, 1921.
1921.
February 27
[
H. R.
R. 8692.]
[H.
8642.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 338.]
335.]
Montezuma NaMontezuma
NaForest, Colo.
Colo.
tional Forest,
Lands added
added to,
Lands
to, by
exchange,
etc., with
with
exchange, etc.,
owners.
owners.

CHAP. 79.-An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
within the
CHAP
79.—An Act
the exchange
exchange of
of lands
lands within
the Montezuma
Montezuma
National Forest in Colorado.
National

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
United
Ihat the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior
Interior be, and hereby
hereby is, authorized in his discretion
discretion to accept
accept
on behalf of the United
United States title to any land free and clear of
of
all incumbrances
incumbrances within the
National Forest, or within
within
the Montezuma
Montezuma National
thirty-seven north, range fourteen
fourteen
section twenty-three,
twenty-three, township
township thirty-seven
Mexico principal
the State
State of
of Colorado,
Colorado,
west, New
New Mexico
principal meridian,
meridian, within
within the
which in the
Secretary of
chiefly valuthe opinion
opinion of the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture are
are chiefly
valuable for national
national forest purposes,
protection of stream
stream flow,
purposes, or for the protection
flow,
and in exchange
exchange therefor
therefor may
may issue patent
patent for not to exceed
exceed an equal
value of such national
national forest land, or to exchange timber
timber within
within the
the
said national forest,
of Agriforest, as
as may
may be determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to be of approximately
approximately equal value
value and acceptable
acceptable to
to the
considering any
any reservations
reservations
owner or owners
owners as
as fair compensation,
compensation, considering
which either the grantor
Government may
make of
of timber,
timber,
grantor or the
the Government
may make
minerals,
easements. Timber
given by
by the
the Government
Government in
in such
such
minerals, or easements.
Timber given
exchanges shall be cut and removed
exchanges
removed under the direction
direction and super
super
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CIEs. 79-81.
79-81.
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vision
and in
accordance with
with the
the requirements
requirements of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
vision and
in accordance
Agriculture.
by the
United States
Act
Agriculture. All
All lands
lands conveyed
conveyed by
the United
States under
under this
this Act
shall, upon
acceptance thereof,
thereof, become
become a
of the
Montezuma
shall,
upon acceptance
a part
part of
the Montezuma
National Forest
Forest and
and subject
to all
laws affecting
affecting national
national forests.
forests.
National
subject to
all laws
Approved,
27, 1921.
Approved, February
February 27,
1921.
February 27, 19

CHAP. 80.-An
80.—An Act
To amend
Act granting
granting additional
additional quarantine
powers
CHAP.
Act To
amend "An
"An Act
quarantine powers
and imposing
duties upon
Feband
imposing additional
additional duties
upon the
the Marine
Marine Hospital
Hospital Service,"
Service," approved
approved February 15,
15, 1893.
1893.
ruary

re[
b
ir.
arY
R. 11941
174 1
1
91
:12
R.
1

Me, No.
No. a3.
326-.)
[Pubbc

Be
by the
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United Quarantin
Qrntine.
VoLp.27,rameand
Congress assembled,
States of
America in
first paragraph
of secStates
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That first
paragraph of
sec- vp.jo,aniendtion
Act granting
granting additional
quarantine powers
and imposing
irnposing "
tion 2
2 of
of the
the Act
additional quarantine
powers and
additional duties
duties upon
the United
United States
States Public
additional
upon the
Public Health
Health .Service,
Service, apapproved February
be amended
to read
as follows:
proved
February 15,
15, 1893,
1893, be
amended to
read as
follows:.
Vessels
for"
SEC. 2.
2. That
That any
any vessel
vessel at
at any
foreign port
port clearing
or departing
departing elVpo'rt
eign portleavbg
for uruted
.
"SEC.
any foreign
clearing or
forvnite
for any
place in
the United
United States
or its
for
any port
port or
or place
in the
States or
its possessions
possessions or
or other
other .
8
1:teZo°1,:r
e
,=
St.ates
orpoaeSSio
etc., to have consular
dependencies or
or any
any vessel
the possessions
or other
other blofbheath.
buioi
any port
dependencies
vessel at
at any
port in
in the
possessions or
dependencies of
of the
clearing or
for any
any port
dependencies
the United
United States clearing
or departing
departing for
port
or
in the
States or
other dependencies,
or place
place in
the United
United States
or its
its possessions
possessions or
or other
dependencies,
shall be
front the
the consul,
consul, vice
vice consul,
other
shall
be required
required to
to obtain
obtain from
consul, or
or =
other
consular officer
the port
departure or
or from
from
consular
officer of
of the
the United
United States
States at
at the
port of
of departure,
the
medical officer
officer where
where such
been detailed
detailed by
by the
Presithe medical
such officer
officer has
has been
the President for
for that
that purpose,
bill of
of health
in duplicate,
duplicate, in
form predent
purpose, a
a bill
health in
in the
the form
preContenta.
scribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
setting forth the sanitary coatents
of the
the Treasury, setting
scribed
by the
condition of said
vessel.
,and
that it
it has
has in
in all
all respects
respects
history and
and condition
said vessel,
and that
complied
prescribed for
for
complied with
with the
the rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations in
in such
such cases
cases prescribed
securing
best sanitary
condition of
of the
its cargo,
securing the
the best
sanitary condition
the said
said vessel,
vessel, its
cargo,
passengers, and
and crew;
medical officer
officer is
required,
passengers,
crew; and
and said
said consular
consular or
or medical
is required,
such duplicate
of health,
health, to
to be
satisfied that
the
before granting such
duplicate bill
bill of
be satisfied
that the
Foes.
matters
and things
therein stated
stated are
true; and
his services
in Fees
matters and
things therein
are true;
and for
for his
services in
that
behalf he
he shall
be entitled
entitled to
and receive
such fees
fees as
that behalf
shall be
to demand
demand and
receive such
as
shall by lawful regulation
be allowed,
accounted for
for as
is rereregulation be
allowed, to
to be
be accounted
as is
quired in
in other
quired
other cases."
cases."
Approved, February
February 27,
Approved,
27, 1921.
1921.
Fbruary
February 27,192M.
27, 192f.
J. flee. 1611
sl-ae.
161R
.
(Pub.
Res.,
No. 82.1]6.
IP.K
e., No.

CHAP.
State Barge
Barge Canalfrom
Canal from
Resolution To
To exempt
exempt the
the New
New York
York State
CHAP. 81.—Joint
81.-Joint Resolution
the provisions
of section
section 201
201 of
Transportation Act,
1920, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
Act, 1920,
for other
of the
the Transportation
the
provisions of

Resolved by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Unitedrk
United
Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the

tate

New York State
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That at the end of thirty BSaerc
Barge Canal. SI t
Operation
of barges,
the authority
conferred upon
upon etc.,
days after
after the passage
passage of this resolution
resolution the
authority conferred
et°pti
of
baa»
by Federal
agen-,
the Secretary
201 of
of the
Act, cytocease.
cy to cease.
the
Secretary of
of War
War under
under section
section 201
the Transportation
Transportation Act,

1920,
operate for
for commercial
commercial purposes
tugs, or
1920, to
to operate
purposes boats,
boats, barges,
barges, tugs,
or
other transportation
New York
Canal
other
transportation facilities
facilities upon
upon the
the New
York State
State Barge
Barge Canal
shall
there shall
shall be
no such
such operation
operation by
by the
shall cease,
cease, and
and thereafter
thereafter there
be no
the
Secretary of
of War
of the
the United
States. The
The
Secretary
War or
or any
any other
other agency
agency of
United States.
Secretary of War
practicable, dispose
dispose of boats,
Secretary
War shall
shall as
as soon as is practicable,
barges, tugs, and
other transportation
conbarges,
and other
transportation facilities
facilities purchased
purchased or
or constructed
use upon
upon the
the said
canal, and,
pendinu final
structed for
for use
said canal,
and, pending
final disposition,
disposition,
the Secretary
Secretary of
may lease
Provded, That
the
the
of War
War may
lease the
the same:
same: Provided,
That all
all the
money
obtained from
from the
the sale
or lease
of these
these boats,
and
money obtained
sale or
lease of
boats, barges
barges, and
tugs shall
shall be
be available
available until
until expended
expended by
the inland
and coastwise
coastwise
by the
inland and
tugs
waterways service
of the
War Department
the inauguration
and
waterways
service of
the War
Department in
in the
inauguration and
development of
inland, canal,
and coastwise
coastwise waterways
development
of other
other inland,
canal, and
waterways in
in
accordance with
with the
the expressed
desire of
Congress in
500 of
accordance
expressed desire
of Congress
in section
section 500
of
Providedfurther,
the Transportation
Transportation Act, 1920: Provided
further That not to exceed
25
the boats,
built or
or purchased
purchased for
for
tugs built
25 per
per centum
centum of
of the
boats, barges,
barges, and
and tugs

Ante,
p. 458.
458.
D",p-

vernDisposal of
of Govern-

mDtoen"wed
ment owned boats
boats.
etc.
etc.

Provisos.
Po
available
Receipt.; available
ar
waterways
for inland
inland
waterways
development.

devlpment.

Temporary
reten
Tpo-a
rMt'^ tion
s of portion of
boats,
etc.
boats,etc.
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the United States, herein authorized to be sold, may be retained by
by
the United States for the operation of other inland, canal, or coastwise routes of the United States until
until such equipment
replaced
equipment can be replaced
by other equipment
funds received
received from the
equipment to be purchased
purchased from funds
sale prescribed
prescribed above.
above.
Approved, February
February 27, 1921.
1921.
February 27,
1921.
27,1921.
February
[H.J.
J. Res.
Res. 465.]
[H.
465.]
[Pub. Res.
Res. No. 63.]
63.]

Natial H
National
Home for
for

Disabled
Volunteer
Volunteer
Disabled
Soldiers.
apW. S.. Albright,
W.
Albright, 81)-

pointed a
amanager.
pointed
manager.

March
1821.
March
1, 1921.
1 1,
R. 154414
[H. R.
5441.
[Public, No. 337.]
337.1

Pedal service appro.
pr

a
priatoalservic
priations..
Vol. 5,
81.
5,P.p. 81.
vol.

Postmaster General.
GeneraL
Egrent
Eqnuiment

shops

Maintenance.
Maintenance.
Postoffce
office inspectors.
Pst
nspector.

CHAP. 82.—Joint
82.-Joint Resolution
Resolution For the
CHAP
the appointment
appointment of one
one member
member of the Board
Board of
Managers of the National Home for Disabled
Managers
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers.
Soldiers.

Resolved by
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
and House
House of
the Senate
by the
Resolved

in Congress
Congress assembled,
of
States of America in
assembled, That
That W. S. Albright,
Albright, of
a member of the Board
appointed a
Kansas, be, and he is hereby,
hereby, appointed
Board of
of
Maner
Home for Disabled
Managers of the National
National Home
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers
Soldiers of
of
the United States, to fill the unexpired
unexpired term of George Black, dedeceased.
Approved, February
27, 1921.
1921.
Approved,
February 27,

CHAP. 88.-An
88.—An Act Making appropriations
appropriations for
for the service of the Post Office
Office DeCHAP.
June 30, 1922,
1922, and for
other purposes.
purposes.
partment for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
partment
for the
ending June
for other

Be
it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Rep resentatives of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
.
following
in Congress
United States
States of
America in
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the following
sums
in conformity
the Act
Act of
of July
July 2,
2, 1836,
1836, for
for
sums are
are appropriated
appropriated in
conformity with
with the
the
of the
Post Office
Office Department
Department for
the fiscal
year ending
the service
service of
the Post
for the
fiscal year
ending
June
as follows:
30, 1922,
1922, as
follows:
June 30,
OFFICE
OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

electric power
light, and
the repair
repair of
of machinery,
machinery,
and the
power and
and light,
For gas, electric
equipment shops
shops building,
United
Post Office
Office Department
United States
States Post
Department equipment
$7,000.
$7,000.

FOR SALARIES
OF POST-OFFICE
POST-OFFICE INSPECTORS:
INSPECTORS: For
FOR
SALARIES OF
For salaries
salaries of
of fifteen
fifteen
inspectors
in charge
divisions, at
each; and
and four
four hundred
hundred and
and
inspectors in
charge of
of divisions,
at $4,200
$4,200 each;
twenty
inspectors, $1,327,000;
in
all, $1,390,000.
twenty
inspectors,
$1,327,000;
in
all,
$1,390,000.
Clerks at division
For
clerks at
One hundred
headquarters: One
hundred
of clerks
at division
division headquarters:
on
For compensation
compensation of
headquarte rs.
headquarters.
and
fifteen,
$238,000.
and
fifteen,
$238,000.
Traveling expenses,
inspectors, inspectors
inspectors in
in charge, and
and the
For traveling
traveling expenses of inspectors,
etc.raveling expense,
traveling expenses
chief post-office
and for
for the traveling
chief
post-office inspector,
inspector, and
expenses of four
four
clerks
performing stenographic
and clerical
assistance to
post-office
clerical assistance
to post-office
clerks performing
stenographic and
inspectors
in the
investigation of
fraud cases,
cases, $447,000.
$447,000.
inspectors in
the investigation
of important
important fraud
Miscellaneous.
Miace'laneons.
expenses at division headquarters,
For necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
headquarters,
$16,000.
$16,000.
Rewards,
etc.
Rewards, etc.
For payment
payment of
of rewards
rewards for
For
the detection,
detection, arrest,
arrest, and
and conviction
conviction
for the
Proriam.
of
post-office burglars,
burglars, robbers,
mail robbers:
robbers: Provided,
Provided,
highway mail
and highway
robbers, and
of post-office
of offender.
offender.
Death of
That rewards
rewards may
may be
in the
discretion of
of the
Postmaster General,
General,
That
be paid,
paid, in
the discretion
the Postmaster
in the
the act of comwhen an
an offender
of the
the doss
class mentioned
mentioned was killed
when
offender of
killed in
committing
the crime
or in
resisting lawful
lawful arrest:
arrest: And
And provded
further,
further,
provded
in
resisting
or
crime
ittinm
the
inormSecuring
informattion.
to
.
amount herein appropriated
That of the amount
appropriated not to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 may
may be
be
expended,
the discretion
for the
the
expended, in
in the
discretion of
of the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, for
the postal
postal
purpose
of securing
securing information
of the
purpose of
information concerning
concerning violations
violations of
laws and
and for
for services
services and
toward the
apprehenlaws
and information
information looking
looking toward
the apprehension
$25,000.
criminals, $25,000.
sion of
of criminals,
Special
assistant to
Special assistant
to
For compensation
assistant to
to the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General to
to
For
compensation of
of aaspecial
special assistant
Attorney General in
Attorney
postal
postal cases.
cases,
assist in
in the
the defense
assist
defense of cases
eases against
against the
the United States arising
arising out of
of
the
transportation of
the mails,
mails, and
other cases
cases and
and matters
of the
and in
in other
matters
the transportation
affecting
revenues, $6,000.
$6,000.
the postal
postal revenues,
affecting the
Travel, etc.
Travel, etc.
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service,
For travel
travel and miscellaneous
Service, office
office
of
Postmaster General,
of the
the Postmaster
General, $1,000.
$1,000.
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PastFirst Assistant
Assistant PPastFirst
master OGeera
master
General.l.
Postmasters.
Proviso.
For
to postmasters,
$42,300,000: Proided
Provided, That Poasters'
postmasters, $42,300,000:
compensation to
For compensation
Acting s t a l
fir sm
hereafter, whenever
postmaster becomes vacant through far
whenever the office of aapostmaster
hereafter,
death, resignation,
resignation, or
or removal,
removal, the
the Postmaster
designate
General shall designate
Postmaster General
death,
some person
appointment can be
regular appointment
a regular
until a
postmaster until
as postmaster
act as
to act
person to
some
made by
the President
President in
case the
second, or third
first, second,
is in the first,
office is
the office
in case
by the
made
office is in the fourth
class, and
and by
by the
General when
when the
the office
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
class,
class; and
and the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
notify the Auditor
Auditor for the
shall notify
General shall
class;
Bond, etc.
etc.
Post Office
change. The postmaster
postmaster so appointed Bond,
the change.
of the
Department of
Office Department
Post
of
shall
be
responsible
under
his
bond
for
the
safekeeping
the
public
safekeeping
shall be responsible under his bond for the
performance of the
property- pertaining
pertaining to
the post
post office
office and the performance
to the
property
duties
his office
until a
regular postmaster
postmaster has been
been duly appointed
appointed
a regular
office until
of his
duties of
Regular appointWhenever aameRTrob
the office. Whenever
and
possession of -the
taken possession
has taken
and has
ment to be pPoSpty
promptly
qualified and
and qualified
made.
vacancy
any cause
cause the
regular made.
appointment of the regular
the appointment
from any
occurs from
vacancy occurs
postmaster shall
without unnecessary
delay.itant
unnecessary delay.
made without
be made
shall be
postmaster
Assistant ptms
postmasFor
class ters.
postmasters at -first and second class
assistant postmasters
to assistant
compensation to
For compensation
post offices,
$7,000,000.
stand
offices, $7,000,000.
post
Employees, first
and
first
laes offices.
second class
For compensation
clerks and
employees at
and second
second class
class seco
at first and
and employees
to clerks
compensation to
For
post
including substitutes
employees absent
absent
clerks and employees
for clerks
substitutes for
offices, including
post offices,
without
$97,000,000.
rintermecns,
without pay,
pay, $97,000,000.
Printers,
mechanics,
etc.
For compensation
printers, mechanics,
laborers, five etc.te
mechanics, and skilled laborers,
to printers,
compensation to
For
at
seven
each,
$1,500 each, five at $1,600
at
$1,400 each,
each, five
$1,600 each, seven at
five at $1,500
at $1,400
$1,700
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
$97,400.
all, $97,400.
in all,
each; in
thirty-five at
each, thirty-five
$1,700 each,
Watchmen, messenFor
to watchmen,
watchmen, messengers,
and laborers,
laborers, five gers,
gers, etc.
messengers, and
compensation to
For compensation
hundred at
each, two
two thousand
thousand six hundred
and twenty-five
hundred and
$1,350 each,
at $1,350
hundred
Contract station
at
each; in
$4,481,250.
in all,
all, $4,481,250.
at $1,450
$1,450 each;
clerks.
For compensation
compensation to
clerks in charge of contract
contract stations, $1,400,$1,400,- clerks.
to clerks
For
000.
auxiliTempoary, auxiliTemporary,
000.
ary, and
ubstitute
and substitute
clerk ary1
For
and auxiliary
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire
substitute clerk
for substitute
and for
hire and
temporary and
For temporary
clerk
hire.
hire
clerks and
and employees
absent with
with pay at
at first and second cerk hreemployees absent
for clerks
hire for
class
temporary and
and auxiliary
summer
clerk hire at summer
auxiliary clerk
and temporary
offices and
post offices
class post
Separatingmails
and winter
winter resort
$12,000,000.
Separatingmails.
offices, $12,000,000.
post offices,
resort post
and
$800,000. Unusual
For
separating mails
at third
third and
and fourth
offices, $800,000.
post offices,
class post
Unusual condtions.
conditions.
fourth class
mails at
For separating
third class
Clerks,
For unusual
conditions at
post offices,
offices, $250,000.
Clerks, third
$250,000.
at post
unusual conditions
For
offices.
For allowances
allowances to
third-class post offices to cover the cost of offices.
to third-class
For
and fuel.
Rent,
Rent, light, and
fuel.
clerical
services, $4,500,000.
$4,500,000.
clerical services
For
light, and
and fuel
fuel for
first, second,
second, and third class post
for first,
rent, light,
For rent,
Mscelaneous, first
offices,
$10,500,000.
Miscellaneous,
first
offices, $10,500,000.
second class offices.
andsecondceassofs.
For miscellaneous
incidental to
offices and
to post offices
and incidental
necessary and
items necessary
miscellaneous items
For
Citydelivery.
of
the first
and second
second classes,
City delivery.
$700,000.
classes, $700,000.
first and
of the
Carriers.
For pay
pay of
at offices
already established,
including carriers.
established, including
offices already
carriers at
letter carriers
of letter
For
substitutes for
carriers absent
without pay,
pay, City . Delivery pr
absent without
letter carriers
for letter
Proviso.
substitutes
Increased pay, DeDeIncreasedpay,
hereafter the marine letter
Service, $70,000,000:
letter troit
Provided, That hereafter
$70,000,000: Provided,
Service,
River service.
paid
be
shall
carriers
assigned
to
the
Detroit
River
postal
service
shall
postal
River
Detroit
the
to
carriers assigned
$300 per
annum in
in excess
of the
the highest
highest grade
grade for
for carriers
carriers in
the City
in the
excess of
per annum
$300
Delivery
Service,
and
that
those
in
the
service
on
July
1,
1920,
who
1920,
1,
July
on
service
the
in
those
that
and
Delivery Service,
July 1,
from July
have continued
continued in
service be
be paid
salary from
1, 1920.
1920. Substitute
such salary
paid such
the service
in the
Substitute carriers.
carriers.
have
of
and
pay,
with
For
pay
of
substitutes
for
letter
carriers
absent
absent
carriers
letter
for
substitutes
of
pay
For
auxiliary and
temporary letter
letter carriers
carriers at
offices where city delivery
delivery
at offices
and temporary
auxiliary
is already
$10,500,000.
established, $10,500,000.
already established,
is
new
Carriers, etc.,
etc., at
at new
Carriers,
offices.
For
letter carriers,
substitute and
and auxiliary
auxiliary letter carriers
carriers offices.
carriers, substitute
of letter
pay of
For pay
established during the year,
at offices
where City
Service is established
Delivery Service
City Delivery
offices where
at
$200,000.
Clerks
carriers,
$200,000.
Clerks and
and carriers,
and second
second class
class
irst and
That that
that portion
portion of
Act reclassifying
reclassifyi g salaries
of postmasters
postmasters first
salaries of
the Act
of the
That
foffices.
aend
pes.
s
and
postal
employees,
approved
June
5,
1920,
which
provides
"
that
"that
provides
which
1920,
5,
June
approved
Ante,
p.io49,
amendemployees,
and postal
ed.
post offices
hereafter substitute
substitute clerks
clerks in
first and
and second
class post
offices and ed.
second class
in first
hereafter
substitute
letter
carriers
in
the
City
Delivery
Service
when
appointed
when
Service
Delivery
City
the
in
carriers
letter
substitute
regular clerks
or carriers
carriers shall
have credit
credit for
for actual
time served
on
served on
actual time
shall have
clerks or
regular
a
basis
of
one
year
for
each
three
hundred
and
six
days
of
eight
of
davs
six
and
hundred
three
each
for
year
one
of
'basis
a
hours served
and appointed
appointed to
to the
winch
grade to which
the grade
substitute, and
as substitute,
served as
hours

OFFICE OF
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
FIRST ASSISTANT
THE FIRST
OF THE
OFFICE
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such clerk or carrier would have progressed
progressed had his original
original appointbe amended
adding
ment as substitute
substitute been
been to
to grade one"
one" shall be
amended by
by adding

Proviso.
Proviso.
Employees in Army,
EmpleesinArmyl
etc.,
during World
War,
War, to have credit
therefor in Postal Servicre.or inostalservice.

to have credit

Effective from June
Effective
5, 1920.

from June

delivery

Village
Village
service.

Vehicle
allowance,
wagon service, etc.

wVgehle

aellowce,

Proviso.
Proviso.
ases
Garage leases.

e

.

Messenger service.

CaMeserservtc.
Car fare, etc.

Carfareetc.

Street
car collece
tions.
Detroit
River.
Detroit River.

the
following: Provided,
employees and
and substitute
substitute
That Postal
Postal employees
the following:
Provided, That
Postal employees
employees who
in the
the military,
marine or
or naval
service
naval service
military, marine
served in
who served
Postal
of the
the United
States during
United States
during the
the World
World War
War and
have not
not reached
and have
reached
the
grade of
receive credit
credit for
for all
time served
served
the maximum
maximum grade
of salary
salary shall
shall receive
all time
in
the military,
military, marine
naval service
service on
on the
the basis
basis of
of one
one day's
day's
in the
marine or
or naval
credit of
of eight
hours in
Postal Service
for each
each day
day served
in
credit
eight hours
in the
the Postal
Service for
served in
the military,
the
military, marine
naval service
be promoted
promoted to
to the
the grade
grade
marine or
or naval
service and
and be
to
such postal
employee or
employee would
would
to which
which such
postal employee
or substitute
substitute postal
postal employee
have progressed
had his
his original
original appointment
appointment as
as substitute
substitute been
been to
to
have
progressed had
grade one. The provisions
provisions herein shall
shall be effective
effective as of date of
of
passage of
original Act
of June
5, 1920.
1920.
passage
of the
the original
Act of
June 5,
For village delivery
dehvery service
service in towns
towns and villages having post
offices
of the
offices of
the second
or third
third class,
class and
and in
adjacent to
to
second or
in communities
communities adjacent
cities having
city delivery,
$1,500,000.
cities
having city
delivery, $1,500,000.
For
vehicle allowance,
hiring of
of drivers,
the rental
of vehicles,
vehicles,
For vehicle
allowance, the
the hiring
drivers, the
rental of
and
and the
the purchase
and exchange
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
purchase and
exchange and
including stable
stable
and garage
facilities, of
or automobiles
for and
the operation
and
garage facilities,
of wagons
wagons or
automobiles for,
and the
operation
of, screen-wagon
city delivery
delivery and
and collection
$15,000,000:
of,
screen-wagon and
and city
collection services,
services, $15,000,000:
Provided, That the Postmaster
Provided,
Postmaster General
General may,
disbursement of
may, in
in his
his disbursement
of
this
apply a
a part thereof
this appropriation,
appropriation apply
thereof to the leasing
leasing of quarters
quarters for
for
the appropriation,
housing of
automobiles at
the housing of Government-owned automobiles
at aa reasonable
reasonable
annual rental
rental for
for a
term not
ten years.
years.
exceeding ten
not exceeding
a term
annual
For mail-messenger
$9,500,000.
For
mail-messenger service,
service $9,500,000.
For car
car fare
allowance, $1,100,000.
$1,100,000.
For
fare andbicycle
and bicycle allowance,

For
car collection
collection service,
$7,000.
For street
street car
service, $7,000.
For Detroit River
River postal
$14,400.
postal service,
service, $14,400.
Special
Special delivery.
delivery.
For car fare for special-delivery
messengers in emergency
emergency cases,
For
special-delivery messengers
cases,
$17,000.
$17,000.
Fees.
Fees.
Provisos.
provisos.
For
For fees
fees to
special-delivery messengers,
$6,000,000: Provided,
Provided,
to special-delivery
messengers, $6,000,000:
Delivery without recDeptaer
wthout r- That
That the
may, under
under such
rules and
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may,
such rules
and regulations
regulations
ceipt allowed.
as he shall prescribe,
prescribe, authorize
authorize the
delivery of
of special
special delivery
delivery matter
matter
the delivery
without
receipt therefor:
therefor: Provided
further, That
That nothing
nothing
without obtaining
obtaining a
a receipt
Providedfurther,
herein contained shall
be construed
as excusing
excusing the
the delivery
delivery of
shall be
construed as
of
First delivery
delivery by
by herein contained
special delivery
matter by
the first
instance.
messenger.
messenger.e
y special
delivery matter
by messenger
messenger in
in the
first instance.
Travel, etc.
For travel and
miscellaneous expenses
office
and miscellaneous
expenses in the Postal
Postal Service, office
of the
the First
First Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $1,000.
$1,000.

tions.tcar

Assistant
Second
Assistant
Postmaster
General.
PostmasterGeneral.
Star routes, Alaska.

OFFICE
OF THE
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL.
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
THE SECOND
SECOND ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF

transportation by
by star routes
For inland transportation
routes in
$230,000:
in Alaska,
Alaska, $230,000:
Provided,
out of
of this
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General is
is
this appropriation
appropriation the
That out
Provided, That
authorized to
to provide
authorized
provide difficult
emergency mail
mail service
in Alaska,
Alaska,
difficult or
or emergency
service in
including the
including
establishment and
and equipment
of relay
relay stations,
stations, in
in such
the establishment
equipment of
such
manner as
he may
may think
think advisable,
advertising therefor.
therefor.
advisable, without
without advertising
as he
Steam or po
ower boat
boat manner
power
service.
For inland transportation
transportation by
For
steamboat or
other power-boat
power-boat routes,
routes,
by steamboat
or other
$994,000.
$994,000.
Railroad routes.
Railroad
Provisos.
For
inland transportation
transportation by
railroad routes,
routes, $96,000,000:
$96,000,000: Provided,
Provided,
by railroad
For inland
Protoin a
Freight train conveyance.
veyance.
to exceed $1,500,000
That not to
$1,500,000 of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation may
may be
be expended
expended
for
pay of
for pay
freight and
and incidental
charges for
for the
of mails
mails
of freight
incidental charges
the transportation
transportation of
conveyed under
under special
special arrangement
freight trains
trains or
or otherwise:
Aeroplane service.
service conveyed
arrangement in
in freight
otherwise:
Aeroplane
Additional contracts
fAddtional
eontracts Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may
may contract with
with
for, authorized.
any
any individual,
individual, firm,
firm, or
corporation for
for the
the transportation
transportation of
of mail
mail by
by
or corporation
aeroplane between
such points
he may
may deem
and desigdesigaeroplane
between such
points as
as he
deem advisable
advisable and
nate, in
in case
such transportation
transportation service
service is
furnished at
at a
a cost
cost not
not
nate,
case such
is furnished
greater
than the
the actual
cost of
of the
service by
by rail,
rail, and
and shall
pay
greater than
actual cost
the same
same service
shall pay
therefor out
appropriation for
transportation by
by railroad
railroad
therefor
out of
of the
the appropriation
for inland
inland transportation
routes.
Fght
on
pal
routes.
Freight on postal
cards,
a, etc.
tc.
postal
or pay of freight
freight or expressage
expressage on
For
on postal cards,
cards, stamped
stamped envelopes,
envelopes,
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers, and
and empty
empty mail
mail bags,
newspaper
bags, $70,000.
$70,000.
Starroutes,

Alaska.

Proviso.
Emergency service.
service.
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e toservice
Aean
aeroplane mail service NeA
operation and maintenance
maintenance of the aeroplane
v
e
i
rwyori:
ice'
For the
the operation
between New
New York,
York, New
New York, and
and San Francisco,
Francisco, California, via
via Francisco.
between
Chicago, Illinois,
Illinois, and
Nebraska, including
including necessary
necessary inciOmaha, Nebraska,
and Omaha,
Chicago,
a
wa
dental
and employment
employment of
of necessary
$1,250,000.
personnel, $1,250,000.
necessary personnel,
expenses and
dental expenses
ice.. "waYMail gervsuperintendents, at kelt
RAILWAY
MAIL SEBVICE:
SERVICE: For
division superintendents,
fifteen division
For fifteen
RAILWAY MAIL

each; fifteen
$4,200 each;
each; two
two assistant
fifteen
$3,100 each;
at $3,100
superintendents, at
assistant superintendents,
$4,200

Division

superin-

assistant division
division superintendents,
superintendents, at $3,200
$3,200 each;
each; assistant
assistant supersuper- tedentclerksetc.
'
'
assistant
intendent
charge of
of car
car construction,
construction, $3,000;
hundred and
and
one hundred
$3,000; one
in charge
intendent in
twenty-one
clerks, at
at $3,000
$3,000 each;
each; one hundred and twenty-one
twenty-one
chief clerks,
twenty-one chief
assistant chief
chief clerks,
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
clerks in charge of sections
each; sixty clerks
clerks, at
assistant
in the
the offices
offices of
of division
superintendents, at
$2,500 each;
each; four thouat $2,500
division superintendents,
in
sand
four hundred
hundred and
and ninety-five
ninety-five clerks,
clerks, grade
$2,300 each;
each;
six, at $2,300
grade six
sand four
seven
hundred and
and twenty-three
at
grade five, at
clerks, grade
twenty-three clerks,
six hundred
thousand six
seven thousand
$2,150
three thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and fifty
clerks, grade
fifty clerks,
each; three
$2,150 each;
four, at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
one thousand
eighteen clerks,
hundred and eighteen
six hundred
thousand six
each; one
four,
grade three,
three at
$1,850 each;
clerks, grade
hundred and sixteen clerks,
seven hundred
each; seven
at $1,850
grade
two,
$1:700 each;
each; three
hundred and forty-nine
thousand four hundred
three thousand
at $1,700
two, at
clerks,
grade one,
one, at
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; one hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one
eighty-one laborers,
laborers;
clerks, grade
grade
two, at
$1,450 each;
each; forty-three
laborers, grade
grade one,
one; at $1,350
$1,350
forty-three laborers,
at $1,450
grade two,
exceeding $300 each;
each;
thirteen joint
joint employees,
grade one, at
each;
at not exceeding
employees, grade
each; thirteen
in all,
and the
appointment and
and assignment
of clerks
clerks reAppoin"tmet
PP
'etc,"
assignment of
the appointment
$45,000,000; and
all, $45,000,000;
in
hereunder shall
made during
year as not to involve
during the fiscal year
so made
be so
shall be
hereunder
aggregate expenditure
this sum;
sum; and
to enable the
and •
than this
expenditure than
aa greater
greater aggregate
Postmaster General
General to
the salaries
of railway
postal clerks
railway postal
salaries of
to reclassify
reclassify the
Postmaster
and
appointments and
and promotions,
promotions, he
may exceed
exceed
he may
necessary appointments
make necessary
and make
the number
number of
of clerks
clerks in
in such
such of
the grades
as may
be necessary.
may be
grades as
of the
the
allowances.
TRrael allowaces.
For travel
postal clerks and substitute
substitute Travel
railway postal
to railway
allowances to
travel allowances
For
$3,089,931.
railway
postal clerks,
clerks, $3,089,931.
railway postal
general superintendent and pTrvelg, etc., eexpenses,
necessary
and
actual
For
assistant
For actual
general
andsuperintendent,
necessary expenses,.
division
general
superintendents,
superintendent
assistant
and
' etc"
assistant general superintendent, division superintendents, assistant
division superintendents,
superintendents, assistant
chief clerks,
clerks,
superintendents, and chief
assistant superintendents,
division
Railway
Service, and
postal clerks, while
while actually
actually
railway postal
and railway
Mail Service,
Railway Mad
traveling
on business
business of
of the
Office Department
Department and away from
from
Post Office
the Post
traveling on
their
designated headquarters,
$58,000.
headquarters, $58,000.
several designated
their several
Miscellaneous.
'a ' s
For
heat, fuel,
telegraph, miscellaneous
miscellaneous and office
office
fuel, telegraph,
light, heat,
rent, light,
For rent,
expenses, schedules
mail trains,
telephone service, and badges for
trains, telephone
of mail
schedules of
expenses,
railway postal
clerks, including
rental of
for division
division headheadoffices for
of offices
including rental
postal clerks,
railway
Washington, Rent, etc., for terquarters, and
Service, in Washington,
Railway Mail Service,
clerk, Railway
and chief clerk,
quarters,
tendents

A

clerks

eintm
. eats

etc.

etc

Teev.
eling

District of
Columbia, and
rental of
of space
space for
terminal railway
railway post
post minat,offics
minal offices.
for terminal
and rental
of Columbia,
District

t.

offices for
for the
the distribution
distribution of
of mails
mails when
when the
furnishing of space
space for
for
the furnishing
offices
such
under the Postal Laws and Regulations
not under
can not
distribution can
such distribution
properly be
be required
railroad companies
companies without
additional comwithout additional
of railroad
required of
properly
necessary and
pensation,
equipment and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items necessary
for equipment
and for
pensation, and

and cabl
incidental
post offices,
$1,032,156.ctric
offices, $1,032,156.
railway post
to terminal
terminal railway
incidental to
Electric and cable
For inland
inland transportation
transportation of
electric and cable
cable cars, cas.
by electric
mail by
of mail
For
Foreign
$707,000.
Foreign mals.
mails.
$707,000.
For transportation
by steamship,
steamship, aircraft,
aircraft, or
p
or Proviso.
mails by
foreign mails
of foreign
transportation of
For
Aircraft allowances.
allowanes.
to exceed
not to
That not
otherwise,
exceed $150,000
$150,000 of this
this Arcraft
Provided, That
85,920,000: Provided,
otherwise, $5,920,000:
Balances
foreign
to foreign
Balances
sum
may
be
expended
for
carrying
foreign
mail
aircraft.
aircraft.
by
mail
foreign
carrying
for
sum may be expended
countries.
For balances
countries, $681,000.
$681,000.
tc.
CTravel
Travel, etc.
foreign countries,
due foreign
balances due
For
For travel
travel and
in the
Postal Service, office
the Postal
expenses in
miscellaneous expenses
and miscellaneous
For
$1,000.
of the
Second Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $1,000.
the Second
of

OFFICE
ulk. THIRD
GENERAL.
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
THIRD ASSISTANT
OF THE
OFFICE OF
For manufacture
manufacture of
of adhesive
adhesive postage
postage stamps,
special-delivery
stamps, special-delivery
For

Third
Assistant
Assistant
Postmaster General.
General.
Postmaster
Stamps.
Stamps.

stamps,
books of
and for
for coiling
stamps, $1,460,000.
$1,460,000.
tamped envelopes
of stamps,
coiling of
stamps, and
Stamped
envelopes
of stamps,
stamps, books
and wrappers.
wrappers.
For manufacture
manufacture of
envelopes and
wrappers, and
newspaper wrappers,
and newspaper
stamped envelopes
of stamped
For
$6,358,000.
$6,358,000.
Distribution.
buo
For
of agent
and assistants
assistants to
to examine
examine and
and distribute
distribute stamped
agent and
pay of
For pay
p
envelopes
and
newspaper
wrappers,
and
expenses
of
$19,875.
$19,875.
agency,
of
expenses
and
wrappers,
Pcetal
cards.
newspaper
envelopes and
For manufacture
manufacture of
postal cards,
$1,240,000.
cards, $1,240,000.
of postal
For
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Ship, etc.,
etc., letters.
Ship,
letters.

itndemnty,
Domestic.

Indemnity, lost
lost reg..
registered,
etc., mal.
mail.
istered, etc.,
Domestic.
International.
International.

Travel, etc.
Travel,

Postal
tem.

ter

1921.
1921.

For ship, steamboat,
steamboat, and
way letters,
letters, $150.
and way
For
indemnity for the injury or
or loss
loss of
pieces
of pieces
o For payment of limited indemnity
registered matter,
matter, insured, and
and colect-on-delivery
of domestic
domestic registered
collect-on-delivery mail,
mail,
$4,500,000.
$4,500,000.

For
indemnity for the injury
For payment
payment of limited indemnity
injury or loss of inter-

national
insured, and
national registered,
registered, insured,
and collect-on-delivery
mail, in
in accordaccordcollect-on-delivery mail,
convention stipulations,
ance with convention
stipulations, $50,000.
$50,000.

For
For travel
travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses in the Postal Service, office

of the Third Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $1,000.
$1,000.
savings
Savings Sysys- For
and miscellaneous
expenses in the service of the
For traveling
traveling and
miscellaneous expenses
Postal Savings
office of the director, $500.
Savings System, office
$500.

Fourth

Assistant
Assistant

Postmaster General.
Stationery, etc.

tationery, etc.

ostal
Sngs

Postal Savings
supv
su p

plies,
plies

Bond
ee.

Bond expenses.

Vol.
36,p.87.
%
ol.36
,p. 817.

OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE FOURTH
GENERAL.
FOURTH ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.

For stationery
Postal Service,
stationery for the Postal
Service, including
including blanks,
blanks, books,
books,
printed and engraved
binding and
engraved matter, binding
and carbon
carbon paper,
paper, and
and other
other
miscellaneous items for
miscellaneous
and registry
registry systems;
systems; the
for the
the money-order
money-order and
the
preparation,
preparation, publication,
and free
free distribution
distribution by
by postmasters
t
o the
publication, and
postmasters to
the
public of
of pamphlet
pamphlet containing
containing general
postal information;
public
general postal
information; the
the pay
pay
of one
one assistant
at $1,200
$1,200 .per
per annum;
and also
also
of
assistant envelope
envelope inspector
inspector at
annum; and
for the purchase
purchase of
of supplies
for the
Postal Savings
Savings System,
System, including
including
supplies for
the Postal
blank books, forms, pamphlets,
pamphlets, rubber
stamps, canceling
canceling devices,
devices,
rubber stamps,
certificates,
envelopes and
in evidencing
evidencing deposits,
deposits, and
and
ertificates, envelopes
and stamps
stamps for
for use
use in
penalty envelopes;
for the
the reimbursement
reimbursement of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
free penalty
envelopes; and
and for

Treasury for expenses incident
of the Treasury
incident to
to the
the preparation,
preparation, issue,
issue, and
and
registration
authorized by
registration of the bonds authorized
by the
the Act
.Act of
of June
June 25,
1910,
25, 1910,
$2,000,000.
Miscellaneous equip
Miscellaneous
equip. $2,000,000.
ment
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous equipment
equipment and
ment and supplies.
including the
the purchase
purchase
and supplies,
supplies, including
and repair
repair of furniture, package boxes, posts, trucks,
trucks, baskets
satchels,
baskets, satchels,
straps, letter-box
letter-box paint,
paint, baling
baling machines,
perforating machines,
machines, dupliduplimachines, perforating
cating machines, printing
printing presses,
presses, di
rec t
ori
es ,cleaning
cleaning supplies,
supplies, and
and
directories,
the
manufacture,
repair,
and
excha
ge
of
equipment,
the
erection,
Letterboxes.
manufacture,
the
repair,
and
exchange
of equipment, the erection,
Letter boxes.
manufacture,
letter-box equipment,
manufacture, repair, and painting of letter-box
and for
for
equipment, and
the purchase
purchase and
and repair
repair of
and dies
for use
use in
in the
the manufacmanufacetcthe
of presses
presses and
dies for
etc.,
Postmarking,
stamps.
stamptsa.
et., ture
ture of
of letter
letter boxes;
boxes; for
for postmarking,
postmarking, rating,
money-order stamps,
rating, money-order
stamps,
and electrotype
electrotype plates and repairs to same, metal,
metal, rubber,
rubber, and
and comcombination type, dates and
and figures,
figures, type
type holders,
holders, ink
ink pads
pads for
for canceling
canceling
and stamping
stamping purposes, and
and for
repair
for the
the purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, and
and repair
of typewriting
envelope-opening machines,
typewriting machines, envelope-opening
machines, and
and computing
computing
machines, copying presses,
presses, numbering
numbering machines,
machines, time
time recorders,
recorders,
letter
balances, scales,
weights and
purPost
route
etcetter
balances,
scales, test
test weights,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous articles
articles purPost
route,
etc.,
maps.
chased
furnished directly
chased and furnished
directly to
to the
the Postal
miscellaneous
Postal Service;
Service; for
for miscellaneous
expenses
preparation and publication
publication of post-route
expenses in the preparation
post-route maps
and
maps and
rural-delivery
prints, including
rural-delivery maps or blue prints,
for photolithoincluding tracing
tracing for
photolithographic
reproduction; for other expenditures
graphic reproduction;
expenditures necessary
necessary and
and inciincidental to post offices of the first,
first, second,
second, and
and third
third classes,
classes, and
and offices
offices
of
fourth class
having or
or to
to have
rural delivery
delivery service,
and for
of the
the fourth
class having
have rural
service, and
for
Sale, etc., of maps.
ae, etc. omap.
letter boxes, $1,226,000;
$1,226,000; and
Postmaster General
General may
may authorize
authorize
and the
the Postmaster
the sale to the public
rural delivery
public of
of post-route
post-route maps and rural
or
delivery maps
maps or
per centum
blue prints at the cost of printing
printing and 10 per
centum thereof
thereof added,
added,
to be
be used as
the proceeds of such
such sale to
as aafurther
further appropriation
appropriation for
the
for the
preparation
post-route maps and
preparation and publication
publication of post-route
and rural
rural delivery
delivery
maps or blue prints;
$1,500 may
expended in
prints; of this amount
amount 81,500
may be expended
in the
the
purchase of atlases and geographical
geographical and
and technical
technical works.
works.
Twine, etc.
Twine, etc.

Shipping
Shipping supplies.

spples.

For wrapping
twine and tying
wrapping twine
tying devices, $628,000.
$628,000.
For defraying expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the shipment
shipment of
of supplies,
supplies, inincluding
packing,
cartage, freight,
cludi g hardware, boxing,
boxi g, packi
g, cartage,
pay of
of
freight, and
and the
the pay
storekeeper at $2,650 per
one storekeeper
per annum,
annum, one
one freight
clerk at
at $2,000
$2,000 per
per
freight clerk
$1,800 per
annum, ten
annum, one foreman at $1,800
per annum,
ten requisition
fillers, at
at
requisition fillers,
$1,600
ten packers,
packers, at
$1,600 each
each per annum, ten
at $1,600
annum, and
and
$1,600 each
each per
per annum,
two chauffeurs
per annum,
annum, for
chauffeurs at $1,400
$1,400 each per
for assignment
assignment in
in connection
connection
therewith, $279,810.
$279,810.
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Caw.lim and laborc^lgc
For rental,
purchase, exchange,
repair of
of canceling
machines saving
canceling machines
and repair
exchange, and
rental, purchase,
For
inadhines. boriand
motors, mechanical
mechanical mail-handling
apparatus, and
and other
other laborlabormail-handling apparatus,
and motors,
saving
of power
power in
rented buildings,
and mismisin rented
buildings, and
cost of
including cost
saving devices,
devices, including
cellaneous
expenses of
of installation
operation of
of same,
same including
including
and operation
installation and
cellaneous expenses
Traveling median".
mechaniTraveling
per diem
for per
and for
salaries of
five traveling
traveling mechanicians
mechanicians and
diem allowance
allowance ol
of dims.
of five
salaries
traveling
on official
official business
business
traveling on
actually traveling
while actually
mechanicians while
traveling mechanicians
away
homes and
their official
official domiciles
at aarate
to be
be fixed
fixed
rate to
domiciles at
and their
their homes
away from
from their
by
the Postmaster
to exceed
exceed $4
$4 per
day' $462,080.
$462,080.
per day,
not to
General, not
Postmaster General,
by the
Mail bs,
bags, locks,
locks, etc.
etc.
bags and
For the
the purchase,
manufacture, and
and repair
repair of
of mail
mail bags
and other
other Mai
purchase, manufacture,
For
mail containers
containers and
and attachments,
attachments, mail
locks, keys,
keys, chains,
chains ' tools,
tools,
mail -locks,
mail
machinery, and
and material
material necessary
necessary for
for same,
same, and
incidental
and for
for incidental
machinery,
expenses
pertaining thereto;
thereto; also
material, machinery,
machinery, and
tools
and tools
also material,
expenses pertaining
Equipment
shops,
necessary for
repair in
in the
the equipment
shops ma
Et
iment shops,
equipment shops
and repair
manufacture and
the manufacture
for the
necessary
terial,.
at
Washington,
District
of
Columbia
of
such
other
equipment
for
at Washington, District of Columbia, of such other equipment for L r
4bothe
Postal Service
as may
be deemed
expedient; for
compensation Labor.
for compensation
deemed expedient;
may be
Service as
the Postal
to
labor
employed
in
the
equipment
shops
at
Washington,
District
District
at
Washington,
shops
in
the
equipment
to labor employed
Proviso.
of
Provided, That
this appropriation
appropriation DiUtive
That out of this
$4,000,000: Provided,
of Columbia,
Columbia, $4,000,000:
Distinctive equip.
e
quipments fordepartments,
the
authorized to
to use
as much
much of
of the
the sum,
sum, ments
General is
is authorized
use as
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
Alaska,ordep^art
and insular
not exceeding
be deemed
deemed necessary
purchase service.
service.
for the
the purchase
necessary for
as may
may be
$5,000, as
exceeding $5,000,
not
of material
material and
manufacture in
equipment shops of such
in the equipment
and the
the manufacture
of
small
quantities of
of distinctive
distinctive equipments
equipments as
required by
as may
may be required
small quantities
other executive
service in
Porto Rico,
in Alaska, Porto
for service
and for
departments; and
executive departments;
other
Philippine
Islands, Hawaii,
or other
other island
possessions.
island possessions.
Hawaii, or
Philippine Islands,
tra
a
n.rroute transporFor inland
star routes
service in
in ts.rote
(excepting service
by star
routes (excepting
transportation by
For
inland transportation
tagto
Alaska),
including
temporary
service
to
newly
established
offices,
established
to
newly
service
Alaska), including temporary
$13,000,000.
$13,000,000.
Rural delivery.
on annual
For
pay of
carriers, substitutes
substitutes for
for rural
annual Rura'deivery
rural carriers
carriers on
rural carriers,
of rural
For pay
and sick
leave, clerks
clerks in
charge of
of rural
rural stations,
and ferriage,
ferriage,
tolls and
and tolls
stations, and
in charge
and
sick leave,
Rural
and for
for the
expenses thereof,
incidental expenses
the incidental
Service, and
Rural Delivery
Delivery Service,
$86,800,000.
$86,800,000.
Travel, etc.
For
travel and
Postal Service,
Service, office
office Trav etc
in the Postal
expenses in
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
For travel
of
Fourth
Assistant
Postmaster
General,
$1,000.
of Fourth Assistant Postmaster General, $1,000.
ra n tttS
S
EC. 2.
authorized Army
V.a cAtte. for
the Secretary
Secretary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized
SEC.
2. That the
a
l
tgth
hv
oli y
ed
cstruction,
on
.
econ"ruetiu,
and
empowered, at
under such
such rules
rules and
and regularegula- hlgh-y
and under
his discretion,
discretion, and
at his
and empowered,
Ante, p.
p. 530.
of the
the Union,
Union, when
any State
State of
tions
as he
may prescribe,
prescribe, to
loan to
to any
when so
so Ante,
to loan
he may
tions as
requested by
the highway
department of
State, such
tractors pot,
1349.
such tractors
highway department
of the
the State,
requested
by the
Post, p.
p. 1349.
approved March 15,
as
retained and
and not
under the
the Act
Act approved
distributed under
not distributed
as are
are retained
1920,
for use
use in
in highwayby the
the highway
highway department
1920, for
highway construction
construction by
department pro
P701480.
Expenses by
States.
by States.
for repairs
repairs and
all expenses
of
Provided, That
That all
expenses for
and upkeep
upkeep of Expense
State: Provided,
of such
such State:
tractors so
and the
the expenses
of loading
loading and
freight shall
shall be
be
and freight
expenses of
loaned and
tractors
so loaned
paid
by the
State, both
both in
in transfer
to the
the return
return to
to the
the
State and
and the
transfer to
the State
the State,
paid by
Army.
Army.
Postal
stal commission.
c
ommission.
ied untllJune
6 of
S
EC. 3.
That the
authorized under
under section
section 6
of ContinueduntilJune
commission authorized
the joint
joint commission
3. That
SEC.
as, 1922.
"An Act making approthe Act
entitled "An
appro- a0Ante,,p.ss3.
24, 1920, entitled
April 24,
approved April
the
Act approved
p. 583.
priations
the service
service of
of the
Office Department
Department for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
the Post
Post Office
for the
priations for
year
June 30,
1921, and
for other
other purposes,"
is hereby
hereby conconpurposes," is
and for
30, 1921,
year endin
ending June
tinued until
until June
30, 1922,
complete the investigation
investigation and to
to complete
1922, to
June 30,
tinued
prepare a
a detailed
report containing
summary of
of its
its findings
findings
a summary
containing a
detailed report
prepare
thereof,
such recommendations
recommendations as
to legislation
as it
it may
may deem
deem Proviso.
roviso.
legislation as
as to
thereof, and
and such
Espenses
expend aa Expenseslimited.
proper:
the said
shall not
not expend
commission shall
said commission
That the
Provided, That
proper: Provided,
greater
$150,000 during
fiscal year
year 1922.
greater sum
sum than
than $150,000
during the
the fiscal
1922.
Ap
roriation from
Appropriation
from
Treasury to meet
meet
SEC. 4.
the revenues
of the
the Post
Office Department
Department shall
shall the
the Treasury
Post Office
revenues of
if the
That if
SEC.
4. That
deficiencies.
sum deficiences.
Act, aa sum
be insufficient
meet the
appropriations made
by this
this Act,
made by
the appropriations
to meet
insufficient to
be
equal to
deficiency of
revenue of
of said
said department
is hereby
hereby
department is
of the
the revenue
such deficiency
equal
to such
appropriated, to
to be
be paid
out of
of any
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
othernot othermoney in
any money
paid out
appropriated,
wise
to supply
supply said
said deficiencies
deficiencies in
in the
revenues for the
the revenues
appropriated, to
wise appropriated,
Post Office
Office Department
for the
the year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1922,
1922, and
and the
the
Department for
Post
sum
be advanced
to the
Post Office
upon
Department upon
Office Department
the Post
advanced to
may be
needed may
sum needed
requisition
Postmaster General.
General.
the Postmaster
of the
requisition of
Approved, March
March 1,
1, 1921.
1921.
Approved,
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CHAP.
89.-An Act Making
CHAP. 89.—An
Making appropriations
appropriations to supply
deficiencies in appropriasupply deficiencies
appropriations for the fiscal year
June 30,
30, 1921,
1921, and
and prior
fiscal years,
years, and
and for
year ending
ending June
prior fiscal
for other
other
purposes.
purposes.

March 1, 1,921.
1921.
[H.
R.N
12
111. FL
159624

[Public,
No. 338.]
[Public, No.
.

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
asse
led, that
following
That the following
sums are appropriated,
sums
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherappropriated, out
out of
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to supply deficiencies
appropriations for
for the
the
deficiencies in appropriations
fiscal year ending June 30, 1921,
1921, and prior fiscal
and for
for other
other
fiscal years, and
purposes, namely:
namely:

First Deficiency
Act,
First
Deficiency Act,

11ii.

1921.
Deficiency
priations.

appro-

Bureau
of Efficiency.
Bureau ofEfficiency.
Salaries
and
Salaries
and
penses.
Ante, p. 641.
641.

1921.
1921.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF EFFICIENCY.
EFFICIENCY.

ex-

ex'

To enable the Bureau
Bureau of Efficiency
Efficiency to perform
perform the
duties imposed
imposed
the duties
upon it by the Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and Judicial
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation
approved May 29, 1920, $10,000.
$10,000.
Act approved

District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

DISTRICT OF COLUMI3IA.
DISTRICT
COLUMBIA.
GENERAL
EXPENSES.
GENERAL EXPENSES.

Employees' compensation
fund expenses.
expenses.
3s
Ante, p. 104.
1

iton nd

Ane, p. 104.

District
employees' compensation
fund: For
For carrying
carrying
District of
of Columbia
Columbia employees'
compensation fund:

, out the provisions of section 11 of the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia ApproApproAct, approved July 11, 1919, extending
priation .Act,
extending to the employees
employees of
of

Vol39
p 742.
VoL 39, p.
742.

the government
government of
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
the
the District

Act approved
approved September
September 7, 1916,
1916, entitled "An
Act to
provide
"An Act
to provide
compensation for employees
employees of the United
compensation
United States suffering
injuries
suffering injuries
while in the performance
performance of their duties, and
other purposes,"
purposes,"
and for other
$2,000.
uSPA
an
Hi
ramUuiLgei and misContingent

cellaneous expenses.
cellaneous
expenses.

Car fares, 1921.
llowanceincrdease.
Allowance
increased.
Ante, p. 843.
Ant,

p.843.

CONTINGENT AND
CONITNGENT
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.

The limitation
limitation on
The
on the
the purchase
of car
car fares
fares from
from appropriations
purchase of
appropriations
contained
in the
District of Columbia Appropriation
Act for
contained in
the District
Appropriation .Act
for the
the

fiscal year 1921 is increased
increased from $6,000 to $7,500.
Coroner's
For purchase
Coroner's office:
office: For
purchase and
and maintenance, hire of livery or
means of transportation
coroner's office
office and
the morgue,
morgue,
transportation for
for the
the coroner's
and the
jurors'
removal of deceased
jurors' fees, witness fees, removal
deceased persons,
persons, making
autopsies, ice, disinfectants,
disinfectants, telephone
service, and
other necessary
necessary
autopsies,
telephone service,
and other
supplies
supplies for the morgue, and the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of holding
inquests, including
including stenographic
stenographic services
testimony, and
and
services in taking testimony,
photographing unidentified bodies, $1,700.
Advertising taxes iin photographing unidentified bodies, $1,700.
arrears.
rrears.
For advertising
advertising notice of taxes in arrears
arrears July
July 1,
1, 1920, as required
required
Vol.
24.
Vol. 26,
26, p.
p. 24.
to be
be given
to
given by Act of March 19, 1890, to be reimbursed
reimbursed by a
charge
a charge
rovis.
of 50 cents for each
each lot
piece of
advertised, $2,200:
$2,200:
lot or
or piece
of property advertised,
Pmviso.
Number of printed Provided,
Provided, That hereafter
hereafter no more than one thousand
thousand copies of
of the
copies limited.
copies
limited
pamphlet of taxes in arrears
printed, and aa charge
arrears shall be printed,
charge of not
not
centum shall be made and collected
less than cost plus 10 per centum
collected from
from
each person furnished
furnished with a
acopy of such pamphlet, the moneys
moneys to
be covered
covered into the Treasury
Treasury of the United States
States to the
credit of
of
the credit
the revenues of the United States and the District of Columbia
Columbia in
in
appropriations for printing the pamphlet
the same proportions
proportions as appropriations
pamphlet
are paid from
from such revenues.

c

Coroner's expenses.

s expe

Sewer!.
Sewers.
Pumping service.
service.
Pumping

SEWERS.
SEWERS.

For operation and
maintenance of the sewage
and maintenance
sewage pumpinu
service,
pumping service,
including repairs to boilers,
boilers, machinery,
pumping stations,
machinery, and pumping
stations, and
and
employment of mechanics,
employment
mechanics, laborers,
laborers, and
two watchmen,
watchmen, purchase
purchase of
of
and two
coal, oils, waste, and other supplies,
coal
for maintenance
m ainten ance o
motor
supplies, and for
offmotor
trucks, $18,000.
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1921.
1921.
Schools.
Schools.

PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Allowance
to principals:
For allowance
to principals
principals of
of grade
grade patsi.l
(ggance to principAsVowcetoprinci
allowance to
principals: For
Allowance to
school buildings
buildings for
services rendered
rendered as
as such,
addition to
to their
am.
their Vol.34p.3pa.
in addition
such, in
for services
school
grade
salary, to
in strict
strict conformity
provisions of
with the provisions
conformity with
be paid
paid in
to be
grade salary,
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
and regulate
salaries of
of teachers,
teachers,
the salaries
regulate the
fix and
to fix
Act to
Act entitled
the
school
officers, and
and other
employees of
the board
education of
of the
the
of education
board of
of the
other employees
school officers,
District
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
20, 1906,
1906, $2,980.
$2,980.
June 20,
approved June
District of
ght schools.
NIGHT
For teachers
janitors of
of ni,
night schools, includincludincludschoolsNight
and janitors
teachers and
SCHOOLS: For
NIGHT senoms:
ing
teachers
of
industrial,
commercial,
and
trade
instruction,
and
and
ing teachers of industrial, commercial, and trade instruction,
teachers
night schools
may also
also be
be teachers
teachers and
and
schools may
of night
janitors of
and janitors
teachers and
janitors of
$15,000.
schools, $15,000.
of day
day schools,
janitors
Textbook', etc.
Textbooks
school supplies
supplies for TextbooetC
textbooks and school
For textbooks
supplies: For
and supplies:
Textbooks and
use
of
pupils
of
the
first
eight
grades,
including
the
same
objects
same
the
including
grades,
eight
first
use of pupils of the
specified under
head in
District of
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation
of Columbia
in the
the District
this head
under this
specified
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal year
$15,000.
1921, $15,000.
year 1921,
for the
Act
For
transportation of
of pupils
pupils attending
for tubercular
eTra'apIreg tubertub
tubercular cuTipsi
schools for
attending schools
For transportation
children, $500,
$500, or
or so
so much
much thereof
may be
be necessary:
Provided, ,Prov,i.a..a.
ro. :
necessary: Provided,
as may
thereof as
children,
That expenditures
expenditures for
for car
fares from
from this
fund shall
not be
be subject
Car fare.
subject Car
shall not
this fund
car fares
That
to the
general limitations
on the
the use
of car
car fares
fares covered
Act.
by this Act.
covered by
use of
limitations on
the general
to
Vol. 34, p.

METROPOLITAN POLICE.
POLICE.
METROPOLITAN

Police.
Police
Motor vehicles.

For
maintenance of
motor vehicles,
$1,900.
vehicles, $1,900.
of motor
For maintenance
•

Motor vehicles.

FIRE
DEPARTMENT.
F RE DEPARTMENT.

Fire department.
department.
Fire
Fire boat.
Fireboat.

For repirs
repairs and
and improvements
improvements of
fire boat,
$700.
boat, $700.
of fire
For
.
HEALTH DPABTM
.
ILRALTH 'DKPARTMg]
•DEPARTMENT.
HEALTH
T .

•:

Health
Health

department.
department.

Drainage of lots.
ot.
For enforcement
the provisions
provide for the Volr.
provisions of an Act to provide
of the
enforcement of
For
Vol. 29, p.of125.
drainage
lots in
in the
District of
approved May
May 19,
of Columbia, approved
the District
of lots
drainage of
nuisances.
1896,
an Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
for the
the abatement
abatement of
of nuisances
nuisances in
in the
the Abating
ans.
AbatiLng
and an
1896, and
Vol. 34, p.p114.
District of
by the
commissioners, and
and for
for other purposes,
purposes,
the commissioners,
Columbia by
of Columbia
District
approved April
April 14,
$500.
14, 1906,
1906, $500.
approved
Nnforying milk reguenforcement of an Act to laEno"rinmi"kre"guFor
contingent expenses incident to the enforcement
For contingent
Vol. 28,
2S, p.
p. 709.
709.
Columbia, and for other
regulate
the sale
of milk
in the
District of Columbia,
other vol.
the District
milk in
sale of
regulate the
Food candy,
aPdyP
purposes,
2, 1895;
1895; an
relating to the adulteration
adulteration Food
Act relating
an Act
March 2,
approved March
purposes, approved
__, pp. _4et' 98,
approved February
of
and drugs
in the
District of
of Columbia,
February 17,
Columbia, approved
the District
drugs in
of foods
foods and
1898;
an Act
Act to
to prevent
prevent the
adulteration of
of
District of
candy in the District
of candy
the adulteration
1898; an
Pure food law.
Columbia,
May 5,
an Act
the manu- Vol.
for preventing
preventing the
Act for
Vol.34,7p.
34, p. 7a
TS&
5, 1898;
1898; an
approved May
Columbia, approved
facture,
or transportation
of adulterated
misbranded or
or misbranded
adulterated or
transportation of
sale, or
facture, sale,
poisonous
deleterious foods, drugs, medicines, and liquors, and
poisonous or deleterious
for
traffic therein,
therein, and
and for
for other
purposes, approved
approved June
other purposes,
regulating traffic
for regulating
a

30,
for tu30, 1906,
1906, $400.
$400.
Dispensaes
DiSgiSario9 for
tuFor
the maintenance
maintenance of
or dispensaries
treat- brcueis,
for the
the treatberc
is, and venevenedispensaries for
of aadispensary
dispensary or
For the
real
diseases.
ment
persons suffering
suffering from
from tuberculosis
tuberculosis and
suffering realdiseas.
and of persons suffering
of persons
ment of
from
diseases, including
including payment
payment for
for personal
service, rent,
rent,
personal service,
venereal diseases,
from venereal
and supplies,
$500.
and
supplies, $500.
cous.
Courts.
COURTS.
COURTS.
t

Juvenile Court:
transportation and
and traveling
to
expenses to
traveling expenses
For transportation
Court: For
Juvenile
$150.
secure
absconding probationers,
probationers, $150.
of absconding
return of
the return
secure the
AND PRISONS.
COURTS AND
PRISONS.
COURTS

Juvenile
court.
J

uvenil cort

Courts
and prisons.
prisans.
Courts and

Co

dp

.

Support of convicts

etc.
out uoIDistrict,
transporta- Z
and transportssupport, maintenance,
SUPPORT OF
OF CONVICTS:
For support,
maintenance, and
o
P
i
P
at
sgert7eic
si.
cts
CONVICTS: For
SUPPORT
tion
of convicts
transferred from
from the
the District
Columbia; expenses
expenses
District of Columbia;
convicts transferred
tion of
of
of deceased
deceased convicts
convicts to
homes in the United
their homes
to their
remains of
shipping remains
of shipping
States. and
of interment
unclaimed remains
remains of deceased
deceased
of unclaimed
interment of
expenses of
and expenses
States.
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1921.
1921.

incurred in identifying and pursuing escaped
convicts; expenses
expenses incurred
escaped
convicts
recapture; to be expended
convicts and rewards for their recapture;
expended under the

direction of
Attorney General,
direction
of the
the Attorney
General, $50,000.
$50,000.
For not
not exceeding
PAY OF
or BAILIFFS: For
exceeding one
one crier
crier in
in each
each court,
court, of
of

upreme court.
court
Supreme
Bailiffs,
Bailiffs, etc.
etc.

office
office deputy marshals who act as bailiffs or criers, and for expenses
expenses
of meals and lodging for jurors in United
States cases
cases and
and of
of bailiffs
bailiffs
United States

in attendance
upon same
same when
when ordered
ordered by
by the
court, $1,800.
$1,800.
the court,
attendance upon
in
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES: For
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES:
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
as
For such
such miscellaneous

sceaneous.
Miscellaneous.

General for
Supreme Court
Court
may be authorized
authorized by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General
for the
the Supreme
officers, including
including the
the furnishing
of the District of Columbia and
and its
its officers,
furnishing
and collecting
collecting of evidence
evidence where
States is
is or
may be
be aa
where the United
United States
or may
party in interest,
interest, including also
expenses other
other than
than for
for perperalso such
such expenses
sonal services as may be authorized
General for
for the
authorized by
by the Attorney
Attorney General
the

court of
of appeals,
appeals, District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $4,000.
$4,000.
court
District of
ess ees,c. FEES OF WITNESSES,
WITNESSES, SUPREME
For fees
of witnesses
and
SUPREME COURT:
COURT: For
fees of
witnesses and

Witness fees, etc.

payment of the actual
actual expenses
in said
court, as
as proproexpenses of
of witnesses
witnesses in
said court,
vided by section
section 850, Revised Statutes of the United
United States,
States, $1,000.
$1,000.

Charities
and
Charities
and correccorree~
cti
es.ande
tions.

CHARITIES
CORRECTIONS.
CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS.

Home
for Aged
Aged and
Home for
and
Infirm.
n
form.

Home for the Aged
Aged and Infirm:
Infirm: For
For provisions,
fuel, forage,
forage, harness,
harness,
provisions, fuel,
and vehicles
vehicles and repairs to same, ice, shoes, clothing,
clothing, dry goods,
tailoring, drugs and medical supplies,
furniture and
kitchen
supplies, furniture
and bedding, kitchen
utensils, and other necessary items, including maintenance of motor
,andcohtihlerenne,s Guardia
ry
ns:
trucks, $5,500.
of Children's
hildren'trucks,
$5,500.
BoardBoard
of
For administrative
administrative
aintenaenxcpeeonfsems,otorBoard of Children's Guardians: ,cluding
Guardians.
For
expenses, inAdminiqrative
Administrative exex- eluding
city directory,
Boardplacing
placing and visiting children,
children, city
directory, purchase
purchase of
of books
books
penses.
ps
of reference
reference and periodicals
periodicals not exceeding
exceeding $25,
$25, and all office
office and
and
expenses, $1,000;
Feeble-minded
chil- sundry
Feeble-minded chilsundry expenses,
$1,000;
dren.
dren.
maintenance of feeble-minded
feeble-minded children
For maintenance
children (white and colored),
colored),
$2,500;
Board
Board of
of chilidren.
children. $2,500;
For board and care of all children
committed to the guardianship
children committed
guardianship
of said board by the courts of the District,
District, and for temporary
temporary care of
of
children
investigation or while
children pending investigation
while being transferred
transferred from
place
from place
to place, with authority to pay not more
more than $7,500 (in lieu
lieu of
of
$1,500
$1,500 heretofore authorized)
authorized) to institutions adjudged
adjudged to be under
under
sectarian control and not more than
than $400 for
children dying
dying
for burial
burial of children
under
charge of
the board,
board, $15,000.
while
under
charge
of
the
$15,000.
Indigent
insane.
Indigetsane.
Hospital for the Insane:
For support
Insane: For
support of
of indigent
indigent insane
insane of
of the
the
District of Columbia in Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, as provided
provided by
by
$100,000.
law, $100,000.
nonresi law,
on resl li=ratinnf.
dDte
ep. 811.nonresin"
Deportation of nonresident
nonresident insane: For deportation
Deportation
deportation of nonresinonresidevol.
Vol. 30,
30, p.
8si.
dent insane
insane persons,
in accordance
accordance with the Act of Congress
"to
dent
persons, in
Congress "to
proceedings for admission
change the proceedings
admission to
t
o th
Government Hospital
thee Government
for the Insane in certain
certain cases, and for other
other purposes,"
approved
purposes," approved
January 31,
1S99, $1,500.
31, 1S99,
$1,500.
Judgments.
Judgments.

JUDGMENTS.
JUDGMENTS.

Payment of.
o.

Payment

For
costs against the DisFor payment
payment of
of the
the judgments,
judgments, including costs,
Dis-

trict of Columbia, set forth in
Numbered 394
394 of
of
in Senate
Senate Document
Document Numbered
the present
present session, $5,373.95,
$5,373.95, together with aa further
further sum to pay
pay
centiim per
per annum
annum on
on said
said judgjudgthe interest at not
not exceedingexceeding 4
4 per centum
ments, as provided
provided by law from the date they became
became due until the
Sixty

per

cent

.of

foregoing,
from District
frng,romDitrt

reenes.
revenues,

date of
date
of payment.
payment.
Sixty per
per centum
foregoing sums
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
Sixty
centum of
of the
the foregoing
sums for
for the

shall be paid out of the revenues
revenues of the District of Columbia and 40
40
per centum out of the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States.

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. III.
III. CH.
Cm 89.
89.
SESS.
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1921.
1921.

Interstate Commerce
commists"""
INTERSTATE
COMMISSION.
COMMERCE COMMISSION.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMM.184031.
•
t
Expenses.
PagFor
all other
in the execution
execution E
necessary in
expenditures necessary
authorized expenditures
other authorized
For all
of
laws
to
regulate
commerce,
including
the
same
objects
specified
specified
objects
same
the
including
of laws to regulate commerce,
under
head in
in the
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
fiscal
Act for the fiscal
Sundry Civil
the Sundry
this head
under this
year 1921,
fy
$500,000.a
1921, $500,000.
year
Railway safety i&p•
pliances,
raicet.y
etc.
informed p
To
enable the
Commerce Commission
Commission to keep
keep informed
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
To enable
regarding and
compliance with
with Acts
Acts to
safety
the safety
promote the
to promote
enforce compliance
to enforce
and to
regarding
of employees
travelers upon
upon railroads,
railroads, and so forth, including
and travelers
employees and
of
the same
objects specified
this head
head in
in the
the Sundry Civil ApproApprounder this
specified under
same objects
the
priation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year 1921,
$22,400.
SafelocomotivebtlSafe locomotive boil1921, $22,400.
fiscal year
priation
ers, etc.
For
all authorized
authorized expenditures
under the
of the
the Act
Act eresitc.
provisions of
the provisions
expenditures under
For all
Vol. 36, p. 913; VoL
of February
February 17,
17, 1911,
1911, "To
promote the
the safety
safety of
of employees
employees and
91
and 40,plP
40 ,
P. 61 6.
"To promote
of
travelers
railroads by
common carriers
carriers engaged
engaged in
in
compelling common
by compelling
upon railroads
travelers upon
interstate commerce
commerce to
to equip
equip their
with safe and suita- Vol. 38, p.1192.
locomotives with
their locomotives
interstate
ble
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto,"
thereto," and
and amendment
of March
March Vol.38 p.'1192
amendment of
boilers and
ble boilers
4, 1915,
1915, extending
extending "the
and duties with respect
respect to all
powers and
same 'Dowers
"the same
4,
parts and
and appurtenances
of the
and tender,"
tender," including
including
locomotive and
the locomotive
appurtenances of
parts
such
stenographic and
and clerical
to the
the chief
chief inspector and his
help to
clerical help
such stenographic
two
assistants as
may deem
deem Perdiemsubsistene.
Commission may
Commerce Commission
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
as the
Per diem subsistence.
two assistants
Vol. 38, p. 680.
when allowed
necessary, and
and for
for per
per diem
diem in
in lieu
allowed pur- Vol.38,
subsistence when
of subsistence
lieu of
necessary,
suant to
to section
section 13
13 of
of the
Civil Appropriation
approved
Act approved
Appropriation Act
Sundry Civil
the Sundry
suant
August 1,
1, 1914,
1914, $10,000.
$10,000.
August

LIBRARY OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
LIBRARY
Legislative Reference:
To enable
enable the
the Librarian
Congress to
to
Librarian of Congress
Reference: To
Legislative
available
employ
persons to gather, classify, and make
make aNtailable,
competent persons
employ competent
in translations,
indexes, digests,
digests, compilations,
bulletins, and
and bulletins,
compilations, and
translations, indexes,
in
otherwise,
data for
for or
or bearing
bearing upon
upon legislation,
such
legislation, and to render such
otherwise, data
data
serviceable to
Congress and
and committees
committees and
and Members
Members thereof,
thereof,
to Congress
data serviceable

be employed
$6,500: Provided,
to exceed
exceed one
one person
person shall
shall be
employed
not to
That not
Provided, That
$6,500:
hereunder at
rate of
of compensation
$3,000 per annum.
annum:
exceeding $3,000
compensation exceeding
at aa. rate
hereunder
SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

National
For heating,
telegraphic,
electrical, telegraphic,
lighting, electrical,
heating, lighting,
Museum: For
National Museum:
and
telephonic service, $4,000.
and telephonic
STATE
DEPARTMENT.
STATE DEPARTMENT.

Library
Congres.
Library of Congress.

Legislative reference.
Legisativereference.

Provio.

Proviso.
Pay restriction.

Payretriotion
Smithsonian
Smithsonian

tution.

Insti-

National Museum.
Museum.
National

State Eepatiment.

Stat Department.
Ascertainment
Ascertainment

of

electoral vote.f pridn
To
expenses of
of printing,
printing, in
in compliance
compliance with the requirerequire- ee'torl
the expenses
pay the
To pay
Expenses of printein e p
final
ments
of
the
Act
of
February
3,
1887,
the
certified
of
the
copies
certified
the
1887,
3,
of
February
ments of the Act
h tol. 24, p. 373.
o-P.24p37
Vice President
ascertainment of
of the
the electors
for President
and Vice
President of
President and
electors for
ascertainment
to
State
each
the
United
States,
as
transmitted
by
the
executive
of
State
the
executive
the
by
transmitted
as
States,
United
the
War Trade Board.
Board.
Secretary
of State,
or so
so much
may be
be necessary.
necessary. war
as may
thereof as
much thereof
$2,000, or
State, $2,000,
Secretary of
Reappropriation
for
0
for
prpat
a"p
War
Trade
Board
Section:
In
addition
to
the
$25,000
reapproreappro$25,000
the
to
addition
In
expenses.
Section:
Board
War Trade
seit 938.
g3as.
,
p
5,
June
approved June
priated
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act approved
Civil Appropriation
by the
priated by
appropriation for
1920, $10,000
the unexpended
balance of the appropriation
for
unexpended balance
of the
$10,000 of
1920,
the
Trade Board
Board for
for the
the fiscal
reappropriated and
fiscal year 1920 is reappropriated
War Trade
the War
made available
the fiscal
fiscal year
1921 for
expenditure under the
for expenditure
year 1921
for the
available for
made
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of State.
direction
Contingent expenses
expenses.
Contingnt

EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.

For
fixtures, and
and so
including the same
forth, including
so forth,
furniture, fixtures,
stationery, furniture,
For stationery,
objects
specified under
under this
this head
head in
in the
the Legislative,
Executive, and
Legislative, Executive,
objects specified
Judicial
Appropriation
Act
for
the
fiscal
year
1918,
$1,167.87.
$1,167.87.
1918,
year
fiscal
the
for
Act
Judicial Appropriation
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
including the
the same
objects specified
specified
same objects
expenses, including
For
under
this
head
in
the
Legislative,
Executive,
and
Judicial
ApproApproJudicial
and
Executive,
Legislative,
the
in
under this head
priation Act
Act for
1919, $311.15.
$311.15.
year 1919,
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
priation

Stationery, etc.
Stationery,

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneos.

1160
1160
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SS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.

Foreign
intercourse.
Foreign intercourse.
Contingent expenses,
misSinent expenses
minions.

Transportation
o
officers.

of

osicersorti.

of

SESS. III.
III. CH.
Cu. 89.
89.
SEss.

1921.
1921.

FOREIGN INTERCOURSE.
FOREIGN
INTERCOURSE.

For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of foreign
foreign missions,
missions, including
including the
same
For
the same

under this
head in
m the Diplomatic and Consular
Consular
objects specified under
this head
Appropriation
the fiscal
fiscal years
years that
that follow:
follow:
Appropriation Acts
Acts for
for the
For
1918, $23,603.41;
$23,603.41;
For 1918,
For
For 1919,
1919, $59,394.54.
$59,394.54.
For transportation
of diplomatic
diplomatic and
and consular
consular officers,
officers, including
including the
the
For
transportation of

under this head
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular
same objects specified
specified under
head in the Diplomatic
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
fiscal year
1921, $100,000.
Appropriation
the fiscal
year 1921,
$100,000.
transportation of diplomatic
diplomatic and
and consular
consular officers,
officers, including
including the
the
For transportation
specified under
under this
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular
same objects specified
this head
head in
in the

Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919, $10,870.90.
ontingentexpeses,
Contingent
expenses, Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1919, $10,870.90.
consulates.
consulates.
'
For
expenses of
of United
States consulates,
consulates, including
including the
or contingent
contingent expenses
United States
the
Consular salaries.

Transporting
rtn
mains.

this head
head in
in the
the Diplomatic
and Consular
same objects specified
specified under
under this
Diplomatic and
Consular
Appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year 1919,
1919, $32,964.14.
$32,964.14.
fiscal year
Appropriation Act
-For salaries of consuls
consuls general, consuls, and vice
vice consuls, including
including
the same objects specified
Diplomatic and Conspecified under this
this head
head in the
the Diplomatic
sular
for the
year 1919,
1919, $488.70.
$488.70.
sular Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal year
re-

r

Relief,etc.,ofAmerRelief, etc., of American
seamen.
icanseamen.

Treasury
Treasury
ment.

Depart-

For transporting
remains of
of diplomatic
officers, consuls,
consuls, and
and consuconsuFor
transporting remains
diplomatic officers,
lar assistants, including
including the same objects specified
specified under this head in
in
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular Appropriation
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
the Diplomatic
Appropriation Act,
Act, for
year
1920, $2,000.
$2,000.
1920,
relief and
For relief
and protection
protection of
American seamen
in foreign
foreign countries,
countries,
of American
seamen in
and
forth, including
including the
specified under
under this
this head
head in
and so
so forth,
the same
same objects
objects specified
in
the Diplomatic and Consular
Consular Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for the fiscal
year
fiscal year
1920, $2,883.47.
$2,883.47.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
DIVISION OF LOANS
DIVISION
LOANS AND

CURRENCY.
CURRENCY.

Distinctive paper
paper for
securities.

Distinctive paper for United States
Distinctive
States securities: For additional
amount necessary to complete
complete the purchase of one hundred and
twenty-nine
sheets of distinctive
distinctive paper
paper for United
United States
twenty-nine million sheets
currency, national-bank
bank curcurcurrency,
national-bank currency,
currency, and
and Federal
Federal reserve
reserve bank
rency, including transportation of paper, traveling, mill, and other
other
necessary expenses,
$110,536.87.
Customsstm
necessary
expenses, $110,536.87.
Customs
stamps.
sheets
The limitation
limitation for
for the
fiscal year
1921 as
the number
of delivered
delivered
Number of
ofmseets
The
the fiscal
year 1921
as to
to the
number of
for,
i
ncreased.
Aorinres.
e.
sheets of customs stamps is increased
increased from two hundred
hundred and seventyAnte, p. 880.
six thousand
to five
hundred and
and twenty
twenty thousand.
thousand.
six
thousand to
five hundred

Comptroller of
of the
Comptroller
the
Currency.
American
American

E
xpress
Express

Company.

C VVol.
ompany.
ol. 3
35, p
p..546.
546.

Contingent expenses.
Freight, etc.
etc.

Lighting, etc.

To pay the American
$470.80 due for
for
American Express Company the sum of $470.80
transportation of
authorized by
by the
the Act
1908,
transportation
of currency,
currency, as
as authorized
Act of
of May
May 30,
30, 1908,
appropriation for which expired
expired by limitation
limitation before
before the bills
for
the appropriation
bills for
these shipments
shipments had been settled,
settled, $470.80.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES.

For
freight, expressage,
expressage, telegraph
telegraph and
telephone service,
service, $4.000.
$4.000.
and telephone
For freight,
purchase of
ot file holders
holders and
file cases
For purchase
and file
for use
use of
accounting
cases for
of the
the accounting
offices of
the Treasury
$3,000.
of the
Treasury Department,
Department, $3,000.
engine oils, and grease,
,ffrease, grates,
grate
For purchase
purchase of
of coal, wood, engine
grates. grate
baskets and
and fixtures,
fixtures, blowers,
blowers, coal
hods, coal
coal shovels,
shovels, pokers,
pokers, and
and
baskets
coal hods,
tongs,
$11,000.
$11,000.
e.
tongs,
g
Li
For purchase
and power
purchase of gas, electric current
current for lighting
lighting and
power purpurposes, gas and
and electric light futures,
electric light wiring and
and material,
material,
fixtures, electric
candles,
candles, candlesticks,
candlesticks, droplights
droplights and
tubing, gas
gas burners,
burners, gas
gas torches,
torches,
and tubing,
globes, lanterns,
and wicks,
wicks, $2,000.
globes,
lanterns, and
$2,000.

etc.
Fileholder
Fite
holders, etc.
etoffices
Fuel, Fuel
etc.

OFFICE OF
CURRENCY.
or THE COMPTROLLER
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY.
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S
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CH.
89.
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Statimery, etc
etc.

For
stationery, including
including tags,
labels, and
cards printed
printed in
index cards
and index
tags, labels,
For stationery,
course
of manufacture,
for the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department and its several
manufacture, for
course of
bureaus
$200,000.
offices, $200,000.
and offices,
bureaus and
PAYMENT TO
WALSTON H.
H. BROWN
BROWN AND
AND OTHERS.
OTHERS.
TO WALSTON
PAYMENT

statimnery,

Walston H.
H. Brown,
Brown,
Waiston
etc. aton H. B.n,
Payment of Court of

dg to.
To
pay Walston
Walston H.
Brown, sole
partner of
of the
the firm
firm of Claims
ci,,m findings
tosurviving partner
sole surviving
H. Brown,
To pay
Brown, Howard
the Philadelphia
Philadelphia and
and
to the
$65,792.53; to
Company, $65,792.53;
and Company,
Howard and
Brown,
Reading
Iron Company,
$26,400:30; and to the estate
estate of
of
Company, $26,400,30;
and Iron
Coal and
Reading Coal
Henry
A. V.
V. Post,
Post, $50,359.35,
$50,359.35, as
by the
the Court
Court of Claims
adjudged by
as adjudged
Henry A.
upon
fact.
findings of fact.
its findings
upon its
•
General SupplyComGENERAL SUPPLY COMMITTEE. . 'E.
mittee.
General
SupplyCom.
mitte.
GENERAL SUPPLY COMMNT
For
salaries of
employees, office
office equipment,
equipment, fuel,
fuel, light,
electric ps,
peoses
gaiall
,es transing
tri
s
t
m
nsli
ergarg
light, electric
of employees,
For salaries
supi,
omffce
current,
telephone
service,
maintenance
of
motor
trucks,
and
other
°thee
supplies, etc.
etc.
trucks,
motor
of
maintenance
service,
telephone
current,
Executive order of
necessary
for carrying
into effect
the Executive
effect the
carrying into
expenses for
necessary expenses
December
regulating the transfer of office
office material, supplies,
1918, regulating
3, 1918,
December 3,
and
in the
of Columbia
Columbia fal1in
falling into disuse because Proviso.
District of
the District
equipment in
and equipment
of
of war
$15,000: Provded,
Provided, That
That no
person Pay
pri.restriction.
no person
activities, $15,000:
war. activities,
cessation of
the cessation
of the
shall
at a
rate of
of compensation
compensation in excess of
a rate
hereunder at
employed hereunder
be employed
shall be
$2,500
per annum
annum, and
and not
more than
than three
persons shall be employed
employed
three persons
not more
$2,500 per
at
rate in
excess of
annum each.
$1,800 per annum
of $1,800
in excess
a rate
at a
INDEPENDENT TREASURY.
TREASURY.
INDEPENDENT

Contingent

U t 'rreasIndepdaeC
For contingent
Contingent
Independent Treasury:
contingent exex- Independent
Treasury: -'For
expenses, Independent
Contingent expenses;
uris.,e.3S3p.s.
penses
under
the
requirements
of
section.3653
of
the
Revised
Statur
k.
S.,
seo. 3853, p.719.
Revised
the
of
3653
section
of
penses under the requirements
disbursement of
utes,
for the
safe-keeping, transfer,
transfer' and 'disbursement
collection, safe-keeping,
the collection,
utes, for
the public
public money,
money; and
and so
so forth,
forth, including
same osjhects
objects specified
specified
including the same
the
fscal
under
this head
in the
Sundry Civil Appropriation
ApproPriation Act for the &cal
the Sundry
head in
under this
year 1920,
Internal Revenue.
$5,450.
1920, $5,450.
year
INTERNAL R
EVENUE.
REVENUE.
INTERNAL
ofCollecting

taX
etc., taxes

a 191
9sa8.
For expenses
expenses of
and collecting
internal-revenue taxes, of Revenue ictetof
the internal-revenue
collecting the
assessing and
of assessing
For
as
provided by
by the
"Revenue Act
1918," and so forth, including
Act of 1918,"
the "Revenue
as provided
Legislative, Execuhead in the Legislative
the
specified under
Execuunder this head
objects specified
same objects
the same
Prohibi.
000,0.
$8,
tive,
Judicial Appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal year 1921,
1921 ,
$8:000,000.
and JudicialAppropriation
tive, and
tIoEnnforcing
and Rare:J :11T
For expenses
enforce the
the provisions
provisions of the "National
"National ProhibiProhibi- tiEnoandNarcoticActs.
to enforce
expenses to
For
ete

e6

r

Ante p. 305.
p. 305.
AnL,
registra- VoL
the registration
and the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
Act to
to provide
provide for
for the
"An Act
33, p. 785; Vol.
Act' and
tion Act"
40,
p. 1150.
40,p.i
special
a
tion of,
collectors of
of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, and to impose a
with collectors
of, with
tion
compound,
tax upon,
upon, all
who produce,
produce, import,
import, manufacture,
manufacture, compound,
persons who
all persons
tax
leaves
deal
n, dispense,
dispense, sell,
sell, distribute,
or give
away opium
cocoa leaves,
opium or cocoa
give away
distribute, or
in,
deal i
purposes,
other
ador
their
salts,
derivatives,
or
preparations,
and
for
other
purposes,"
pren
derivpreparationses,
their salts,
of
approved
December 17, 1914, as amended
amended by the "Revenue
"Revenue Act
.Act of
approved December
1918," mcluding
the same
same objects
objects specified
head in the
specified under this head
including the
1918,"
Legislative,
Executive, and
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal
Judicial Appropriation
and Judicial
Legislative, Executive,
llegally
year 1921,
1921, $1,400,000.
$1,400,000.
year
Refunding
taxes.
collected t.e
For
taxes illegally
provisions of
of secse colltd
the provisions
under the
collected under
illegally collected
refunding taxes
For refunding
R. S, sees.32
3220,3889,
tions 3220
3220 and
and 3689,
3689, Revised
amended by the Act of pp.R.-.,se,.
Statutes, as amended
813, 725. 0,3s9
Revised Statutes,
tions
Vol. 40, p.
p. 1145.
1145.
PVoLO,
fiscal
February
24,
1919,
the
amount
of
the
appropriation
for
the
for
appropriation
the
of
amount
the
February 24, 1919,
over
claims
year
1921 which
be used
used in
in payment
certified claims over
payment of certified
may be
which may
year 1921
three years
old without
special appropriation
appropriation by
by Congress
Congress in
hi each
each
without special
years old
three
coIlec
Refnding
individual
is increased
000.
Refunding
collec$4,435,000.
increased $4,435
case is
individual case
tions.
s.
refund money covered
To enable
Secretary of
of the
covered tin
to. refund
Treasury to.
the Treasury
the Secretary
enable the
To
VoL 35, p. 325.
into
the Treasury
Treasury as
internal-revenue collections,
collections, under
under the provis- VL 35,p.32
as internal-revenue
into the
ions of
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved May
1908, fiseal
1920, $23,789.01.
$23,789.01.
year 1920,
fiscal year
27, 1908,
May 27,
ions

DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE OF
OF AUDITOR
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
FOR TREASURY
AUDITOR FOR
OFFICE

For
compensation to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, of
by the
For compensation
such
as may
necessary to
may be necessary
(nonapportioned) as
employees (nonapportioned)
temporary employees
such temporary
of the
offices
audit
the
accounts
and
vouchers
of
the
bureaus
and
offices
and
bureaus
the
of
vouchers
and
accounts
the
audit
44281
°
21
75
44281°-21-75

Office
Auator far
for
Office of Auditor
Treasury Department.
Department.
Treasury
Temporary
employTempoary employera.
empy-
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89.

Proviso.
Pay restriction.
ricio.
War
Insurance
War Risk Insurance
Bureau.
Bureau.
Fitzsimons
Fitzsimons Hospital.
Hospital.
Allotments to
to War
War
Department for mediDepatment
cal etc services, avail.
able for.

Allotment

Treasury Department,
Department, $12,600:
Provided, That
no person
person shall
shall be
be
That no
$12,600: Provided,
Treasury
employed hereunder
compensation exceeding
exceeding $2,000
$2,000 per
per
hereunder at a
a rate
rate of
of compensation
annum.
annum.
BUREAU OF
OF WAR
WAR RISK
RISK INSURANCE.
BUREAU
INSURANCE.

War Department
The allotments
allotments made to the War
Department by the Bureau
Bureau of

War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance during
during the
fiscal year
year 1921
1921 shall
shall also
also be
be availavailfor medi- War
the fiscal
expenditure in the sum of not to exceed $750,000 for
able for expenditure
alterafor altera-

di'
Vonter Soldiers'
Volunteer
Home.
Home.
Allotment to, for imAotmeittit'o
for
g facilities for
miles at.
bnaries

E=

1921.
1921.

at.

tions
improvements, and anx
iliaty structures
structures at
at the
the Fitzsimons
Fitzsimons
tions,, improvements,
auxiliary
Genral
additional accommodations
accommodations for
for benebeneGeneral Hospital to
to provide
provide additional
ficiaries of
of such
such bureau.
bureau.
ficiaries
The allotments made to the Board of Managers
Managers of
of the National
Home for Disabled
Home
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers
the Bureau
of War
War Risk
Risk
Soldiers by
by the
Bureau of
Insurance shall also include such sums as mav
may be necessary
necessary to
to alter,

improve,
or provide facilities
in
the adequate
several
branches
under
board'sjurisdiction
improve, or providesofacilities
as to furnish
in the
several branches
accommodations
under such
such
for
board's jurisdiction so as to furnish adequate accommodations for
such beneficiaries
Insurance as
be
beneficiaries of the Bureau
Bureau of War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
as may
may be
committed
committed to its care.
Public
Public Health
Health SerService.
vice.

PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE.
SERVICE.
PUBLIC HEALTH

Pay, etc.,
etc., of officers.
Pay,

commutation of
of quarters
quarters for
for commis.
cers For pay, allowance,
allowance, and
and commutation
commismedical officers,
Surgeon General,
General, assistant
assistant
sioned medical
officers, including
including the Surgeon
large not
exceeding three in
surgeons general at large
not exceeding
in number, and pharpharmacists,
$139,080.
$139,080.
macists,
Acting assistant
surActing
ass
sur
For pay
pay of
of acting
assistant surgeons
(noncommissioned medical
medical
ant
For
acting assistant
geons.
surgeons (noncommissioned
geos.
Freight,
etc..
t
Freight, travel,

ravel,

.

Hygienic
Hygienic ]Laboratory.

Lboratory

officers), $68,200.
officers),
$68,200.

freight, transportation,
and traveling
including the
the
For freight,
transportation, and
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
expenses,
expenses, except membership
membership fees,
fees ' of officers
officially detailed
officers when officially
detailed
to attend meetmgs
promotion of public health,
meetings of associations
associations for the promotion
$17,000.
$17,000.
completing the equipment
For completing
equipment of the new addition
addition to the Hygienic
Hygienic
necessary labor in the installation
Laboratory, including necessary
installation of the same,

$15,000.
$ 15 00 0
For
surgical, and
hospital services
services and
and supplies
supplies for
for warwarFor medical,
medical, surgical,
and hospital
insurance patients and other beneficiaries
risk insurance
beneficiaries of the Public Health
Service, and so forth,
same objects
specified under
this
Service,
forth including
including the
the same
objects specified
under this
head in the Sundry C(ivil
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1920,
ei-1,000,000.
o $1,000,000.
Preventic
Prevention ofa epidemics.
demies.
f e Prevention
Prevention of epidemics: To enable
enable the President,
President, in case only of
threatened
threatened or actual
actual epidemic
epidemic of cholera,
cholera, typhus fever, yellow fever,
smallpox, bubonic plague
plague, Chinese plague or black death, trachoma,
influenza, or infantile paralysis,
paralysis, to aid State and local boards, or
preventing and suppressing
suppressing the spread
spread
otherwise, in his discretion, in preventing
the
of
same
and
emergency
execution
any
quaransame,
in
such
emergency
in
the
execution
of
anv
quaranProviso.
Proviso.
Detailed report
report rere- tine laws which may be then in
in force,
force, $450,000:
$450,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That a
a
quired.
quired.
detailed
expenditures hereunder
hereafter
detailed report
report of the expenditures
hereunder shall annually hereafter
be submitted to Congress.
Congress.
Medical, etc.,
etc., servMedical,
ices and ssupplies
uppiies to
beneliciarie:
beneficiaries.

Coast
Coast Guard.
Guard.
Pay, etc.,
etc., officers
officers
Pay,
and enlisted
men.
enlisted men.

etc
Fuel, etc.
Allowances
Allowances for death
death
he service.

In

Vol. 3.5, p. 46.
VAlep.
Ante,35i.
p. 825.

COAST GUARD.
COAST
GUARD.

For pay and
and allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed by
bylaw
for commissioned
commissioned officers,
law for
officers,
engineers, warrant officers,
cadets and cadet engineers,
officers, and other
officers, petty officers,
other
enlisted men, active and retired,
temporary cooks and surfmen,
enlisted
retired, temporary
surfmen, substitute
and one
civilian instructor,
instructor, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
one civilian
surfmen, and
stitute surfmen,
For fuel and water for vessels, stations, and houses of refuge,
$250,000.
$250,000.
carrying out the provisions
For carrying
provisions of section
section 33 of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An
Act to
the efficiency
of the
Life-Saving
of the Life-Saving
personnel of
the personnel
efficiency of
to increase
increase the
"An Act
Service of the United ,States, approved
approved March
March 26, 1908, and
and the proapproved June
June 4, 1920, in
visions of the Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
in
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SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. I
II.
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Cn.
89.
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1921.
1921.

so far as
relate to
of officers
officers and
and
as they
they relate
to payments
payments to
to beneficiaries
beneficiaries of
enlisted men
men of
Guard, $30,000.
enlisted
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard,
$30,000.
For
actual traveling
traveling expenses
expenses or
mileage, in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the
For actual
or mileage,
in the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
officers, and
actual traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses,
Secretary
Treasury, for
for officers,
and actual
for
other persons
persons traveling
traveling on
on duty
duty under
under orders
from the
the Treasury
Treasury
for other
orders from
Department, $25,000.
$25,000.
Department,
service, subsubFor contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including communication
communication service,
sistence of
of shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
succored by
by the
Coast Guard,
wharfsistence
persons succored
the Coast
Guard, wharftowage, freight,
freight, storage,
storage, repairs
apparatus, advertisadvertisage, towage,
repairs to
to station
station apparatus,
ing,
mg, surveys, medals,
medals, stationery,
labor, newspapers
newspapers and
and periodicals
periodicals
stationery, labor,
for statistical purposes,
purposes, and all
all other
other necessary
which are
are
necessary expenses
expenses which
not included under
under any
any other
other heading,
heading, $25,000.
$25,000. For repairs
For
Guard cutters,
$75,000.
repairs to Coast
Coast Guard
cutters, $75,000.

Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Traveling

Contingent
expenses.
Cmtlngent epenm

to cutters.
cutters.
Repairs to
Public buildings.
buildings.
Public

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS CONSTRUCTION.
CONSTRUCTION.

F.Ths Island
Ellis
York, Immigration
Ellis Island,
Island, New
New York,
For renewing
renewing hothot-' grant
Immigration Station:
Station: For
tat
gr ntsstation.

imm,
im

water
water system in connection
connection with general
general hospital
on Island
Island NumNumhospital on
bered 2
2 and in covered way, powerhouses,
power -houses, and
and so
forth, $20,000.
so forth,
$20,000.
V
Cape Charles Va.,
Cape Charles, Virginia, quarantine
quarantine station:
station: The
sum of
of $630.47
of quntinehstation.
The sum
$630.47 of
Ante, p.167.
the unexpended
unexpended balance
water supply
supply concoil- Ad,
balance of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for water
. 167.
q

tained in the Sundry Civil Appropriation
tamed
approved July 19,
Appropriation Act, approved
made available
available for construction
construction purposes
purposes
1919, is reappropriated
reappropriated and made
said station.
station.
at said
Hospital
For the
completion
Hospital construction,
construction, Public
Public Health
Health Service:
Service: For
the completion
of hospital
buildings in
in Cook
$400,000.
of
hospital buildings
Cook County,
County, Illinois,
Illinois, $400,000.
The limitation
limitation of $210,000
$210,000 for
technical services,
services, and
and so
so' forth,
for technical
forth,
contained in section 10 of the Act entitled "An Act
Act to authorize'the
authinixe'the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to provide hospital and sanatorium
sanatorium faciliSecretary
ties for discharged
discharged sick and disabled
disabled soldiers, sailors,
sailors, aqd
mid marines,"
marinas,"
approved
approved March 3, 1919,
increased by
by the
the sum
of $11,400.
$11,400.
1919, is
is increased
sum of
PUBLIC
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, REPAIRS,
EXPENSES.
BUILDINGS,
REPAIRB, EQUIPMENT,
EQUIPMENT, AND
AND GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES.

staetsion.

Public
Helt
HosP
Public
rb
a
l
d
iP;Ielh
wi
t
ii. Hos-

pital.
pi
tl.
Hospital facilities to,
dischagad
discharged soldiers,.
sol dil S7
tb

t

etc.
etc.
sr
echnleal Services
allowance icreased.
increased.
aflowance
Vol. 40, p. 1305.
V. 40, p 1306.

Public
Public buildings.
buildings.
Repa

Repairs
For repairs
preservation of
ofall
all corncorn- vatioll•
Repairs and
and preservation:
preservation: For
repairs and
and preservation
vatio. irs
public buildings,
buildings, and
and so
the
pleted and
and occupied
occupied public
so forth,
forth, including
including the
same objects specified
under this
this head
head in
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Approspecified-under
in the
Civil Appropriation Act for the fiscal year
$55,000.
year 1921,
1921, $55,000.

and preset..

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, OPERATING
PUBLIC
OPERATING EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.

Operating
Operating force: For such personal
personal services
of
services as
as the Secretary
Secretary of
connection with the care,
the Treasury
Treasury may deem
deem necessary
necessary in connection
care, mainmaintenance, and repair
repair of all public buildings
buildings under the control
control of
of the
Treasury
Treasury Department,
forth, including
the same
same objects
objects specispeciDepartment, and
and so
so forth,
including the
fied
head in
in the
Civil Appropriation
Act for
for the
the
fied under
under this
this head
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
fiscal
year 1921,
fiscal year
1921, $12,000.
$12,000.
Operating supplies: .For
steam, gas
for lighting
lighting and
heating
For fuel,
fuel, steam,
gas for
and heating
purposes, water,
water, ice,
lighting supplies,
current for
for lighting
lighting
purposes,
ice, lighting
supplies, electric
electric current
and power
power purposes,
and so
so forth,
forth, including
including the
same objects
objects specified
specified
and
purposes, and
the same
under
under this head
head in the Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
year 1920,
1920, $27,000.
$27,000.
year
WAR
DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT.

Operating ftoe
taros.
Opeating

Operating
supplies.
perating supplie

War
War Department.
Department.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

Contingent expense
The
sum of
of $1,650
appropriation "Contingent
Addition tto
The sum
$1,650 of
of the
the appropriation
"Contingent expenses,
expenses, Addition
to buildbuildNW.
War
Department," contained
contained m
in the
the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
and ing
tug 1723 F
F Street NW.
War Department,"
Amtc,p. OO.
Judicial Appropriation
Act for
for the
fiscal year
year 1921,
1921, is
is made
available In"' P. 6611
Judicial
Appropriation Act
the fiscal
made available
for
and an
the GovernmentGovernmentfor the installation
installation of urinals
urinals and
an elevator
elevator in
in the
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1921.
1921.

owned building
building at seventeen
hundred and twenty-three
twenty-three F
F Street
Street
seventeen hundred
owned
Northwest.
Northwest.
et3i
sar
ote
mr
e
tsister

Quartermaster General's Office.

Cemeterial Division.
Additional
allowAdditional allowance for
personal serseefor personal
ance
vices.
vices.
896.
p. 896.
Ante, p.

OFFICE OF
OF QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
OFFICE
In addition
addition to the sum
authorized, the sum
heretofore authorized,
$250,000 heretofore
sum of $250,000
In
of $90,000
$90,000 of
of appropriations
appropriations available
available during the fiscal
fiscal year 1921 for
of
the "Disposition
of remains
remains of
of officers,
civilian emofficers, soldiers, and civilian
"Disposition of
the
expended for personal
personal services
services
Department," may be expended
War Department,"
ployees, War
in
the Cemeterial
emeterial Division,
Office of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster General,
General, for
Division, Office
m the
compiling,
recording, preparing, and
and transmitting
transmitting data incident to
compiling, recording,

from abroad.
of remains
remains from
bringing home
disposition of
abroad.
and disposition
home and
brining

Ordnance
DepartOrdnance Department.
ment.

ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.

Salvage
activities.
Salvage activities.
Allowance
Civilfor civilAllowance for
ian personnel
personnel on
on SalSalian
vage
Board.
vage Board.
Ante, p.
p.970.
970.
Ante,

Restriction not
Restriction
plicable.
plicable.
Ante, p.
p. 658.
658.
Ante,

Salvage activities:
activities: The Ordnance
authorized to
to
Department is authorized
Ordnance Department
Salvage
contained in the
service," contained
expend from
from the
the appropriation
"Ordnance service,"
appropriation "Ordnance
expend
Army Appropriation
Act for
year 1921, aasum not exceeding
exceeding
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
Appropriation Act
Army
$43,000 for
for payment
services of the
civilian personnel
personnel employed
employed
the civilian
for services
payment for
$43,000
in the
the Distrct
District of
Columbia required
work of
and used solely-for the work
required and
of Columbia
in
Department during the fiscal
the
Salvage Board
Ordnance Department
fiscal
of the Ordnance
Board of
the Salvage
year 1921,
1921, and
and to
heretofore used for this purpose;
funds heretofore
reimburse funds
to reimburse
year
ap"An Act making approthe restrictive proviso in the Act entitled "An
and the
expenses of the
judicial
priations
for
the
legislative,
executive,
and
judicial
expenses
and
executive,
legislative,
the
for
priations
Government for
other
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, and for other
for the
Government
purposes,"
approved May 29,
payment
29, 1920, shall not apply to the payment
purposes," approved
and
reimbursement herein
herein authorized.
authorized.
and reimbursement

Morgan, N.
N. J.
J.
Morgn,
Paying
for
claims for
Paying claims
losses
by
explosion
losses by exploson at.
Vol.
p. 1165.
1165.
40, p.
Vol. 40,

Payment to
the T.
Loading Company:
Company: For payment
payment
Gillespie Loading
A. Gillespie
T. A.
to the
Payment

of the
private property
property occasioned
occasioned
claims for damage to and loss of private
the claims
of
by the
the explosions
explosions and
and fire
fire at
Gillespie Loading
Loading
at the
the plant of the T. A. Gillespie
by
Company, at
Morgan, New
New Jersey, which
which have been determined
determined
at Morgan,
Company,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
claimants and in
in
War and agreed to by the claimants
of War
by
amounts
not
exceeding
those
enumerated
the
of the Secreletter
the
in
enumerated
those
exceeding
amounts not
tary
of War
Congress at the present
present session in Senate
War as submitted to Congress
tary of
Document
$285,141.41.
363, $285,141.41.
Numbered 363,
Document Numbered

Engineer DepartDepartEngineer
ment.

ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER

Harbor.
Yor; Harbor.
New York
Preventing
injurious
Preventing inurious
deposits.

Harbor of
New York:
crews and maintenance
maintenance of patrol
of crews
pay of
For pay
York: For
of New
Harbor
fleet,
six
steam
tugs
and
one
launch,
fiscal
year
1920,
$1,305.85.
$1,305.85.
1920,
year
fiscal
launch,
one
and
fleet, six steam tugs

Chickamauga
and
Chickamauga and
Chattanooga Park.
Park.
Chattanooga

MILITARY PARK.
CHICKAMAUGA AND
AND CHATTANOOGA
NATIONAL MILITARY
PARK.
CHATTANOOGA NATIONAL
CHICKAMAUGA

"

Restoring "Bond"
"Bond
Restoring
Bridge" in.
Bridge"

Leavenworth Bridge
Bndge
Leavenworth
Company.
Company.
Payment for bridge
bridge
Payment
across Republican
Republican
across
River,
Fort Riley,
River,
Kans.

For the
the restoration
of "
Bond Bridge,"
on the
Government
the Government
located on
Bridge," located
"Bond
restoration of
For

MacLemore Cove
highway included in the authorized
authorized
a highway
which is a
Cove Road, which
MacLemore
roads
$8,000.
roads of the park system, $8,000.
COMPANY.
PAYMENT
LEAVENWORTH BRIDGE
BRIDGE COMPANY.
TO LEAVENWORTH
PAYMENT TO

the city of LeavenTo pay
pay the
Leavenworth Bridge
Company, of the
LeavenBridge Company,
the Leavenworth
To

expense
worth, Kansas,
Kansas, the
of $30,843.45,
$30,843.45, in settlement
settlement for extra expense
sum of
the sum
worth,
Republican River at Fort
in
of the bridge
bridge across the Republican
building of
the building
in the
Riley, Kansas,
Kansas, such
such extra
extra expense
being the increased cost of labor
expense being
Riley,
due
to direct
direct Government
competition in the local labor
labor market
Government competition
due to
subsequent to the original
and
overhead costs
period subsequent
original
during the period
costs during
and overhead
completion
date, which
which extra
because such
such labor as
required because
extra was required
completion date,
was
available was incompetent.
incompetent.
was available
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WORK.
RPirER AND
AND HARBOR
HARBOR WORE.
RIVER

*

1921.
1921.

1165
1165
River and
and harbor
habor
River
work.
work.

Collision claims.
76
For payment
payment of
of claims
claims adjusted
adjusted and
settled under section 44 of Vodi.np
Vol„A6p.. 676,
and settled
For
Ante, p. 1015.

25, 1910,
the River
River and
Harbor Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act approved
June 25,
1910, Ante, p. 1015.
approved June
and Harbor
the
and
section 9
9 of
the River
and Harbor
Harbor Act
Act approved
approved June 5, 1920,
1920,
River and
of the
and section
and
certified to
Congress during
during the
session in Senate Docupresent session
the present
to Congress
and certified
ment Numbered
Numbered 378,
$1,200.11.
378, $1,200.11.
ment
raot
pr4
notoApto be
Readjustment
contracts: For
For amounts
amounts found
found to
be due
due various
various pnteprats
piecont
tkp
of contracts:
Readjustment of
contractors
under
the
provisions
of
section
10,
River
and
Harbor
1917
'
nt,
toa
19
contractors under the provisions of section 10, River and Harbor
Act
approved March
dPelndee
u
r
t
.
s cif amumits
work on river dueunder.
for work
contracts for
certain contracts
on certain
1919, on
2, 1919,
March 2,
Act approved
.
and harbor
improvements entered
entered into
to1290.
uVol
Vol. 40,
40, p.
p 1290.
completed prior to
not completed
but not
into but
harbor improvements
and
18,
April 6,
1917, for
work performed
performed between
between April
April 6,
1917, and July
6,1917,
for work
6,1917,
April
1918,
as fully
in House
Numbered 986 and 997
Documents Numbered
House Documents
forth in
set forth
fully set
1918, as
and
Senate Document
Document Numbered
reported to
at its
Congress at
to Congress
384, reported
Numbered 384,
and Senate
anse
present
session,
$362,140.98.
$362,140.98.
present session,
R
ewor
each e
St
Ba
rn
e
1
1,
Lowrance Brothers
Payment
Roach, Stansell,
Lowrance Brothers
and Company:
Company:L
Brothers and
Stansell, Lowrance
to Roach,
Payment to
To pay
pay the
sum of
$204,307.98 to
Roach, Stansell,
Stansell, Lowrance
Lowrance Brothers
Brothers and
ani
lCompany.
C°19P9to Roach,
of $204,307.98
the sum
To
on lee contracts..
and Company,
Company, of
of which
which $150,110.07
$150,110.07 is
for themselves,
themselves, and
$14,953.84 calivTetaigers
sses
and $14,953.84
is for
and
is for
for the
the use
benefit of
of their
Lowrance and
subcontractors, L. Lowrance
their subcontractors,
and benefit
use and
is
Brothers;
$5,376 is
is .
for
use and
and benefit
benefit of the estate of their
the use
for the
Brothers; $5,376
$15,822.82 is for the use and
subcontractor,
George F. Ramsey, and $15,822.82
subcontractor, George
Company, and
benefit
their subcontractor,
subcontractor, Rodgers
Rodgers Construction
Construction Company,
of their
benefit of
subcontractors, H. N.
$18,045.25 is
is for
for the
use and
benefit of their subcontractors,
and benefit
the use
$18,045.25
Rodgers
being the
the aggregate
aggregate losses
losses incurred
incurred by
by said
Brother, being
and Brother,
Rodgers and
Roach, Stansell,
Brothers and Company and their subLowrance Brothers
Stansell, Lowrance
Roach,
contractors in
the carrying
carrying out
of certain
contracts referred
referred to in aa
certain contracts
out of
in the
contractors
Senate
resolution
of
June
19,
1919,
under
which
the
Secretary
War
of War
Secretary
the
which
under
1919,
19,
June
Senate resolution of
poo.
was directed
to report
report the
amount of
con- Proviso.
incurred by the conlosses incurred
of losses
the amount
directed to
was
Evidence of con.
comBEidnof
Providaed pletion,
tractors
contracts mentioned
mentioned in
resolution: Provided,
said resolution:
in said
upon contracts
tractors upon
etc., required.
of the
That
before paying
paying said
said sums
sums the
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury sshall petion, etc., required.
the Secretary
That before
require satisfactory
evidence that
that said contracts
contracts have been comsatisfactory evidence
require
subcontractors who claim
pleted, and
that there
are no
claim loss
loss
other subcontractors
no other
there are
and that
pleted,
said contracts.
for work
connection with
with said
contracts.
in connection
work in
for
H.
B. Blanks.
H. B.
or looes
Payment for
looses
Payment
to H.
H. B.
H. B.
levee contractor,
contractor, payment
Blanks, levee
B. Blanks,
pay H.
To pay
Blanks: To
B. Blanks:
Payment to
on levee contracts.
contracts.
levee
on
benefit
and
use
the
for
the sum
of $123,569.03,
$123,569.03, of
of which
which $40,720.95
$40,720.95 is
is for
and. benefit
sum of
the
of his
his subcontractors,
subcontractors, Roach,
Lowrance Brothers and ComStansell, Lowrance
Roach, Stansell,
of
pany,
is for
use and
and benefit
benefit of
of the estate of his
the use
for the
$82,848.08 is
and $82,848.08
pany, and
subcontractor,
George F.
F. Ramsey,
Ramsey, being
being the aggregate losses incurred
subcontractor, George
by said
said subcontractors
subcontractors in
in the
carrying out
out of
contracts referred
referred
certain contracts
of certain
the carrying
by
Secretary
to in
resolution of
of June
1919, under
under which the Secretary
19, 1919,
June 19,
Senate resolution
in aaSenate
to
of War
War was
directed to
to report
report the
amount of
losses incurred
by the
the Pleti80.
incurred by
of losses
the amount
was directed
of
Evidence ocomple.
of compleProvied Evidence
contractors
upon contract
in said
said resolution:
resolution: Provided,
mentioned in
contract mentioned
contractors upon
tion, etc., required.
etc.,required.
uon,
shll
said
paying
before
That
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
before
paying
sums,
shall
Treasury,
the
of
That the Secretary
require evidence
evidence satisfactory
satisfactory to
to him
that said contracts
contracts have
have been
him that
require
claim
who
completed,
and
that
there
are
no
other
subcontractors
subcontractors
other
no
are
there
that
and
completed,
loss
for work
work in
in connection
therewith.
Ramsey
connection therewith.e
George F.. Ramsey.
loss for
Payment to
to esate
estate
Payment
estate of
of George
Ramsey: To
pay the
the sum
of Payment
sum of
To pay
F. Ramsey:
George F.
the estate
to the
Payment to
of, for losses on levee
le
on
.ct
of
$15,561.23
to
the
estate
of
George
F.
Ramsey,
levee
contractor,
contracts.
contractor,
levee
$15,561.23 to the estate of George F. Ramsey,
$1,958.96
which
is for
for the
estate of
George F.
F. Ramsey
Ramsey and
and $1,958.96
of George
the estate
$13,602.27 is
which $13,602.27
is for
for the
use and
and benefit
of W.
Dennison, his
his subcontractor,
being
subcontractor, being
H. Dennison,
W. H.
benefit of
the use
is
the aggregate
aggregate losses
incurred by
by said
said George
George F.
Ramsey and his
F. Ramsey
losses incurred
the
subcontractors in
in the
the carrying
referred to
to
carrying out of certain contracts referred
subcontractors
in
Senate resolution
resolution of
June 19,
1919, under
under which
the Secretary
Secretary of
which the
19, 1919,
of June
a Senate
in a
War
was directed
directed to
amount of
losses incurred
the Proviso.
pro.
by the
incurred by
of losses
the amount
report the
to report
War was
Evidence of complo
contractors upon
upon contracts
contracts mentioned
mentioned in
in said
Provided, Son,
Evidenceofeomple
resolution: Provided
said resolution:
etc., required.
contractors
That before
before paying
said sums
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shallUon, etc., eured.
sums the
paying said
That
reouire
satisfactory evidence
that said
said contract
has been
been completed
contract has
evidence that
require satisfactory
ana
that there
are no
no other
other subcontractors
claim loss
loss for
for work
work
who claim
subcontractors who
there are
and that
in connection
connection with
said contract.
contract.
with said
in
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1921.

MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT .
MILITARY
PAY OF
OF THE
THE ARMY.
ARISIY.
PAY

Army.
Pay of
of the Army.

For pay of the Army,
including the
the same
same objects,
objects, except
except mileage,
mileage,
Army, including
under this head
the
specified under
head in the
the Army Appropriation
Appropriation Act for
for the
fiscal year 1921, $30,000,000.
$30,000,000.

Quartermaster
uartermaster Coar
General
eneral AppropriaAppropriations.

G
ENERAL APPROPRIATIONS,
APPROPRIATIONS, QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
CORPS.
GENERAL

Subsistence supplies.
Subsistencesupplies.

SUBSISTENCE OF
Ilth ARMY.
ARMY.
SUBSISTENCE
OF THE
Purchase of subsistence supplies:
supplies: For issue as rations
rations to troops,
and so forth, including the same objects specified
under this head
head in
specified under
the Army Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1921, $22,000,000.
$22,000,000.
TRANSPORTATION OF
OF THE
THE ARMY
ARMY AND
TRANSPORTATION
AND ITS
ITS SUPPLIES.
SUPPLIES.

'ransportation.
Transportation.

For transportation
transportation of the Army
Army and its supplies, and so forth,
including
including the
the same
same objects specified
specified under
under this head in the Army
Appropriation
1921, $1,932,000.
$1,932,000.
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1921,
Act for
Appropriation Act

Military Academy.
-Military
Academy.
Cadets.
Fuel,
Fuel, etc.
etc.
Lights, etc.

Automatic stokers.
Automatic

MILITARY
MILITARY ACADEMY.
ACADEMY.

For pay of
of cadets, $124,000.
$124,000.
namely: Coal, wood, and so forth, $11,960.
For fuel
uel and apparatus, namely:
For gas, coal, oil, candles,
candles, and so forth, for operating
operating the gas plant,
$15,000. •
$15,000.
For
installation of
automatic stokers,
stokers, under
under four
hundred and
For installation
of automatic
four four
four hundred
and
forty horsepower
horsepower boilers in the power
power plant, $10,000.
$10,000.
PANAMA CANAL.

Panama Canal.
Canal.

For civil government
government of the Panama
Panama Canal and Canal Zone, includSundry Civil
specified under this head in the Sundry
ing the same objects specified
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1921, $24,670.
$24,670.
Appropriation
M
cC Iin tic-Marshall
the payment
to the
Company
McClintic-Marshall
For the
payment to
the McClintic-Marshall
McClintic-Marshall Construction
Construction Company
Construction CornConstruction
Coinas recommended
in the
report made to Congress under date
date of Febthe report
recommended in
as
pany.
Pliny •
Payment to.
Paymentto.
ruary 11, 1916,
appointed under
1916, by the commission
commission appointed
under the Act of June
Vol.
388.
ol. 34,
3, pp. 388.
24, 1914, and approved by the Governor of the Panama
Panama Canal
(House
Document Numbered
Congress, first sessesNumbered 906,
906, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth Congress,
(House Document
Charge.' to Canal
consaid amount
amount to
to be chargeable
as part
the conpart of
of the
chargeable as
sion), $714,007.39;
$714,007.39; said
Canal sion),
Chargc to
construction.
Civil government.
Civil
government.

struction
of the
the Panama
reimbursed to
the Treasury
Treasury of
of
to the
and reimbursed
Panama Canal
Canal and
struction of
the United
United States
of the
of the
the sale
the bonds
bonds authorStates out
out of
the proceeds
proceeds of
sale of
of the
authorthe
ized
section 8
of the
the Act
approved June
June 28,
28, 1902,
1902, and
and section
section 39
39
Act approved
8 of
ized by
by section
of the Tariff Act approved
approved August 5, 1909.

Vol. 32, p. 464.
36, p.
Vol. 36,
p. 117.

Volunteer
volunteer
Rome.
Home.

Soldiers'
oldiers'

SOLDIERS.
NATIONAL HOME FOR DISABLED
DISABLED VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.

Support,
branches.
branches.

etc.,
etc.,

For the support of the National Home
Home for Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers,
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this head
head in the
the
including the
Soldiers, including
Sundry
Civil Appropriation
1921 for
for the folfiscal year 1921
for the fiscal
Appropriation Act for
Sundry Civil
and under the following
following heads,
heads, respectively:
respectively:
lowing branches and
Central Branch,
Branch, Dayton,
current expenses,
$10,000;
Ohio: For
For current
expenses, $10,000;
Central
Dayton, Ohio:
For
$30,000;
For household,
household, $30,000;
For
$10,000;
repairs, $10,000;
For repairs,
In
In all, $50,000.
$50,000.
Northwestern
Wisconsin: For current
excurrent exBranch, Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
Northwestern Branch,
penses, $5,000;
For
$30,000;
household, $30,000;
For household,
For repairs, $8,000;
$8,000;

Dayton, Ohio.

Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, 'Ms.
Wis.

of

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

SESS. III.
89.
III. CH. 89.
SESS.

For
$1,000;
For farm, $1,000;
In
all, $44,000.
$44,000.
In all,
expenses, $3,000;
current expenses,
Eastern
Branch, Togus,
Togas, Maine:
Maine •For current
Eastern Branch,
$10,000;
For
subsistence, $10,000;
For subsistence,
For
$54,000;
household, $54,000;
For household,
For hospital,
$7,500;
hospital, $7,500;
For
For repairs,
$5,000;
repairs, $5,000;
For
For farm
$3,000;
farm, $3,000;
For
In all,
all, $82,500.
In
Southern Branch,
Virginia: For
current expenses,
expenses,
For current
Hampton, Virginia:
Branch, Hampton,
Southern
$10,000;
$10,000;
For
subsistence, $76,500;
$76,500;
For subsistence,
For
household, $95,000;
$95,000;
For household,
For
$25,000;•
hospital, $25,000;
For hospital,
For
$35,000;
repairs, $35,000;
For repairs,
For farm,
$1,500;
farm, $1,500;
For
In all,
all, $243,000.
$243,000.
In
%
Western Branch,
Branch, Leavenworth,
expenses,
For current expenses,
Kansas: For
Leavenworth, Kansas:
Western
$8,000,•
$8,000;.
For
household, $70,000;
$70,000;
For household,

$7,500;
repairs,
Forall,
For
In
repairs,
$85,500.
$7,500;
In all, $85,500.

.
'
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1921.
1921.

Tagus,
me.
a'.l

Hampton,
Va.
Hampto, Va.

ve
Leavenworth,
Cans
nwO, Kans.
La

:

Pacific
Branch, Santa
Santa Monica
California: For
current expenses,
expenses,
For current
Monica, California:
Pacific Branch,
$9,500;
$9,500For household,
household, $22,000;
$22,000;
For
For repairs,
$5,000;
repairs, $5,000;
For
For farm,
firm, $1,500;
$1,500;
For
In
$38,000.
In all $38,000.
$9,000;
expenses, $9,000;
Danville Branch,
Branch', Danville,
Danville, Illinois:
Illinois: For
For current
current expenses,
Danville
For subsistence, $20,000; •
For household,
$4,000;
household, $4,000;
For
For
For hospital, $34,000;
$25,000;
For
For repairs, $25,000;
For
farm, $3,000;
$3,000;
For farm,
In
all, $95,000.
$95,000.
In all,
South Dakota: For
Battle
Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, Hot
Hot Springs,
Springs, South
Battle Mountain
current
expenses, $8,000;
current expenses,
For
$10,000;
For household, $10,000;
For
$500;
members of the home, $500;
of members
transportation of
For transportation
For
For repairs, $3,000;
For
$600;
For farm, $600;
In
$22,100.
all, $22,100.
In all,
Board
For traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
of the
the board
board of
manof manof managers:
managers: For
Board of
agers,
their officers
officers and
and employees,
employees, including
officers of branch homes
including officers
agers, their
when
on inspection
work, $3,000.
$3,000.
inspection work,
detailed on
when detailed
In all,
all, National
'Tome for
Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers, $663,100.
$663,100.
Volunteer Soldiers,
for Disabled
National Home
In
the sum of $46,00,000
of the
So much
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary of
of that
$46,000,000
part of
that part
much as
So
appropriated in
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the
the fiscal
Sundry Civil
the Sundry
in the
appropriated
year
Medical and
and Hospital
Services of the Bureau of War
War
Hospital Services
for Medical
1921 for
year 1921
Risk
Insurance allotted
allotted to
Managers of the National
the -Board of Managers
to the
Risk Insurance
Home for
Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers is
erection
is made available for the erection
Volunteer Soldiers
forDisabled
Home
of quarters
quarters for
for the
the medical
various branches
branches of the
staff at the various
medical staff
of
National Home
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers.
for Disabled
Home for
National

all,

STATE, WAR,
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS.
AND NAVY
WAR, AND
STATE,

For fuel,
STA'TE, W
AR, AND
BUILDING: For
fuel, lights,
DEPARTMENT BuncrDo:
NAVY DEPARTMENT
AND NAVY
WAR,
STATE,

directories, $20,000.
repairs,
printing, and
and city directories,
items, printing,
miscellaneous items,
repairs, miscellaneous
Walker-Johnson
Building,
1734
New
York
Avenue:
For fuel, lights,
Avenue:
York
New
1734
Building,
talkerJohnson
repairs, and
$1,200.
items, $1,200.
miscellaneous items
and miscellaneous
repairs,
Potomac
office buildings:
buildings: For
For fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, repairs,
repairs, miscelPark office
Potomac Park
laneous
items, printing,
printing, and
city directories,
directories, $30,000.
and city
laneous items,

a a
Calf
M ca- Calif
san
Banta Monica,

,

Danville, M.
DlIl

Hot
Springs, S. Da.
Dak.
otSpring.

igers.
Board of managers.
Traveling
i2l s3.
v^ expenses.

rvices
Medical, etc., services
,nts.
for war risk patients.
3r ofAllotments for

Medca etc.,e
or war risk pti

iAllcoten°st rs at
fIcerequarters
at

branches.
branches.
Ante, p. 881.

State, etc., Depart-

mentr,`.ep
Buildings.
g
m

Main building.
building.
Main
Operating supplies.
supplies.
Operating
Walker-Johnson
Walker-Johnson
Building.
Building.
Operating supplies.
supplies.
Operating
Potomac Park
Park buildbuildPotomac
ings.
Operating
emting supplies.

M
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Public
buildings
and
Publicbuildingsand
g
rounds.
grounds.
Heatingoffices, etc.

Heating offietc.

1921.
1921.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS.
GROUNDS.
heating offices, watchmen's
greenhouses at the
For heating
watchmen's lodges, and greenhouses
propagating gardens,
gardens $1,200,
centum of which shall be paid
per centum
$1,200, 60 per
propagating
from the
gardens,
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and 40 per centum
centum
of the District
revenues
from
the revenues

from the
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
States.
United States.
of the
Executive Mansion. from
For fuel
fuel for
Executive Mansion
and greenhouses,
greenhouses, $2,200.
$2,200.
Mansion and
for the
the Executive
For
Washington Monument:
Monument: For
For fuel,
oil, and
so forth,
forth, includincludand so
lights,' oil,
fuel, lights
Washington
ment.
meington Molspecified under this head
head in the Sundry
Sundry Civil
same objects
objects specified
ing the same
Appropriation Act
the fiscal year
1921, $500.
year 1921,
for the
Act for
Appropriation

ExeutiveMansion
Washington
Monu-

Navy Department.
Navy
Departmen .
t

Collision damage

clasision damage
clai
Vol.
ms 36, p. 607.
Vol.
36, p. 60.

NAVY
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
Damage
pay the
claims adjusted
adjusted and determined
by
determined by
the claims
To pay
claims: To
Damage claims:

the Navy Department
Appropriation Act for the
Department under the Naval Appropriation

fiscal year
account of
of damages
damages occasioned
occasioned to
private property
property
to private
on account
1911, on
year 1911,
fiscal
by collisions
vessels of
of the
the United
which
Navy and for which
United States Navy
with vessels
collisions with
by
naval vessels
vessels were
were responsible,
certified to Congress in House Docuresponsible, certified
naval
ments
Numbered 917
979 of
of the
the present session, $9,906.97.
$9,906.97.
and 979
917 and
ments Numbered
Navy.
Navy.

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.
GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
GENERAL

Pay, miscellaneous.
miscellaneos.
Pay,
Expenses.
Expenses.
Virginian Pilot
PubPilot PubVirginian
lishin gCompany,
Company, and
and
lishing
Led
ger Despatch
Despatch CorCorLedger
poration.
poration.
Advertising.
Advertising.

Led ger Despatch
Despatch
Ledger
Corporation.
Corporation.
Advertising.
Advertising.

Bureau of
of NavigaNavigaBureau
tion.
tion.
Transportation and
and
rtati
reeTit
recruiting.
Trainin gstations.
Tringstati
California.
Californa.

Rhode
Rhode Lland.

Island

M.
Lakes, III.
Greet
Great Lakes,

PAY, MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
PAY,

exchange;
For
commissions and
transportation of funds;
funds; exchange;
interest; transportation
and interest;
For commissions
and so
so forth,
including the
the same
objects specified
specified under this head in
same objects
forth, including
and
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year
year 1921,
1921, $650,000.
$650,000.
the Naval Appropriation
authorized to pay from the approthe Navy is authorized
Secretary of the
The Secretary
priation "Pay,
miscellaneous," for the fiscal year 1919, the sum of
"Pay, miscellaneous,"
priation
$57.96 to
to the
Virginian Pilot
Company, and $65.06 to the
Publishing Company,
Pilot Publishing
the Virginian
$57.96
their
Corporation, both of Norfolk, Virginia, for their
Ledger Despatch Corporation,
services in
in advertising
for laborers
laborers during the week commencing
commencing
advertising for
services
December 15, 1918.
December
authorized to pay from the approapproSecretary of the Navy is authorized
The Secretary
year 1920, the sum of
Miscellaneous," for the fiscal year
"Pay Miscellaneous,"
priation "Pay,
$20.16 to
the Ledger
Ledger Despatch
Virginia, for
for
Corporation, of Norfolk, Virginia,
Despatch Corporation,
to the
$20.16
its services
September 27,
27, 1919,
1919, the sale of bungabungaon September
advertising on
services in advertising
its
lows
Helena Training Station.
at Saint
Saint Helena
lows at
BUREAU OF
OF NAVIGATION.
NAVIGATION.
BUREAU

For travel allowance of enlisted
Transportation and
and recruiting:
recruiting: For
Transportation

discharged on account
account of expiration
expiration of enlistment, and so forth,
men discharged
including the
under this head
head in the Naval
Naval
objects specified under
same objects
the same
including
Appropnation
Act
for
the
fiscal
year
1921,
$1
2.
500,000.
$1,500,000.
1921,
year
fiscal
the
for
Appropriation Act
NAVAL
TRAINING STATION,
CALIFORNIA: Maintenance
Maintenance of naval
STATION, CALIFORNIA:
NAVAL TRAINING
training
California: For labor
labor and matestation, Yerba Buena Island, California:
training station,
rial, and
so forth,
forth, including
including the
the same objects specified under
under this
and so
rial,
head
in
the
Naval
Appropriation
Act
for
the
fiscal
year
1921,
$25,000.
$25,000.
1921,
year
head in the Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal

ISLAND:
RHODE I
NAVAL TRAINING
STATION, RHODE
SLAND: Maintenance
Maintenance of naval
TRAINING- STATION,
NAVAL

training station,
Rhode Island:
Island: For labor and material,
material, and so forth,
station, Rhode
training
specified under
under this head in the Naval
objects specified
same objects
including the same
Appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
$25,000.
1921, $25,000.
year 1921,
fiscal year
Act for
Appropriation
AVAL TRAINING
NAVAL
TRAINING STATION,
STATION, GREAT LAKES: Maintenance
Maintenance of naval
training station: For labor and material, and so forth, including the
training
Appropriation
same
specified under
under this
this head in the Naval Appropriation
objects specified
same objects
Act for
for the
year 1921,
1921, $88,700.
the fiscal year
Act
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1921.
1921.

Bureau ofYardsand
Yards and
oBuDreu
Docks.
Docks.

BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
AND DOCKS.
DOCKS.
YARDS AND
BUREAU

Contingent
contingent ex- Co'"tgent
C
ONTINGENT, BUREAU
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
DOCKS: For contingent
AND DOCKS:
BUREAU OF
CONTINGENT,
works at
penses and
extensions and
and improvements
improvements of public
public works
at
and minor
minor extensions
penses
navy yards
yards and
and stations,
stations, $75,000.
$75,000.
navy
Public works.
works.
Public

PUBLIC
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
DOCKS.
AND DOCKS.
BUREAU OF
WORKS, BUREAU
PUBLIC WORKS,

Philadelphia,
Pa.
''pa
O^di,
completion of dry PDry
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, navy
navy yard: For completion
Philadelphia,
dock.
dock, $400,000.
$400,000.
dock,
Mare Island, Calif.
NAVY
YARD, MARE
SLAND, C
ALIFORNIA: For
For improvements
improvements to
to
CALFORNIA:
ISLAND,
MARE I
NAVY YARD,

pMarelpnd
Power
plant..

NAVAL
STATION, GUAM:
GUAM: For
For the
the purchase
purchase of
$55.
land, $55.
of land,
NAVAL STATION,

Guam.
purchasof
Purchase
of land.

central power
power plant
distributing system,
$23,600.
system, $23,600.
and distributing
plant and
central

Cali

Bureau of Medicine
Medicine
andurof
and
Surgery.

BUREAU 'OF
MEDICINE AND
SURGERY.
AND SURGERY..
OF MEDICINE
BUREAU

Surgeons , necesnecesMEDICAL
DEPARTMENT: For
for vessels
vessels in
in saries.
surgeons'
neessaries for
surgeon's necessaries
For 'surgeon's
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT:

commission and
and so
so forth,
including the
the same
objects specified
specified under
same objects
forth, including
commission,
1921,
this head
head in
in the
Act for
fiscal year 1921,
for the fiscal
Appropriation Act
Naval Appropriation
the Naval
this
:
$500,000.
$500,000.
Contingent.
C
ONTINGENT, BUREAU
OF MEDICINE
URGERY: For
For tolls
and Contingnt
tolls and
SURGERY:
AND S
MEDICINE 'AND
BUREAU OF
CONTINGENT,
ferriages; care,
and :burial
the dead,
dead, and
and so
so forth,
forth,
of the
burial of
transportation, and
care, transportation,
ferriages;
this head in the Naval
includinu the
same objects
Naval
under this
specified under
objects specified
the same
including
$200,000.
Appropriation
Act for
for the
1921, $200,000.
year 1921,
fiscal year
the fiscal
Appropriation Act
ACCOUNTS.
AND ACCOUNTS.
ItLTB.EAU
OF SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
AU OF
IBtRE

:

Bureau of
of Supplies
Supplies
Bureau
and Accounts.
and
Accounts.

Pay of the Navy.
eav
law of
PAY OF
THE NAVY:
For pay
pay and
and allowances
prescribed by
by law
of P
allowances prescribed
NAVY: For
OF THE
PAY
officers
on sea
sea duty
duty and
and other
other duty,
duty, and
and so
forth, including
including.the
same
the same
so forth,
officers on
objects
specified under
this head
head in
Appropriation Acts Proviso.
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
in the
under this
objects specified
serv•
etc., sev.
hemical, etc.,
for
year 1921,
1921, $30,000,000:
$30,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the limitation
limitation Chemical,
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
8
ices for2,
for 1921, increased.
ed fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
Appropriation Act
specified in
Naval Appropriation
Act for
year' 1921
1921 on ic^p
in the
the Naval
specified
Ante, p. OS..e
expenditures for
pay of
of chemists
for clerical,
and
inspection, and
clerical, inspection,
and for
chemists and
for pay
expenditures
messenger
the supply
departments of the
accounting departments
supply and accounting
in the
service in
messenger service
navy yards
disbursing offices
offices for the fiscal
and disbursing
stations and
naval stations
and naval
yards and
navy
year 1921,
1921, under
"Maintenance, Supplies
Accounts," is increased
increased
Supplies and Accounts,"
under "Maintenance,
year
by
by 8750,000.
$750,000.
Naval supply acfunds.
count funds.
That
deficiencies under
appropriations for
for the
the naval
naval establishestablish- count
under appropriations
That deficiencies
Established, and unment for the fiscal year 1920 and
and prior vears
years shall be charged
charged to a
aexpetablshed,and
expended balances to
transferred to.
to.
be transerred
to which
naval
supply account
account fund,
fund, which
which is
and to
which be
established and
hereby established
is hereby
naval supply
shall be
unexpended balances
of annual
appropriaannual appropriabalances of
the unexpended
transferred the
be transferred
shall
tions
for the
naval establishment
for the
the fiscal
years 1919 and 1920,
fiscal years
establishment for
the naval
tions for
after
the expiration
of the
the fiscal
which made,
made, Also valuee of
for which
fiscal year
year for
expiration of
years from
from the
two years
after two
of all
stores in
naval supply
in navalsupry
appropriated, stores
arid,
of any
funds in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
in the
any funds
out of
and, out
account ?larch 31, 1921.
1.
an amount
amount equal
to the
the value
naval supply
supply ac- aountUarch31
in the naval
all stores in
of all
value of
equal to
an
adjustments on account of
count on
on March
31, 1921,
preliminary adjustments
1921, preliminary
March 31,
count
stores to
to be
be made
the certificate
certificate of
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
charged
Navy Fundd to
Secretary of
of the
upon the
made upon
stores
to be charged
stores procured,
procured
that
stores to
the value
value certified
hand; and
and from
from and
and after
after with stores
on hand;
are on
certified are
to the
that stores
and credited with all
th
sded
said date
date the
the naval
fund shall be charged
charged with the Issues.
account fund
supply account
naval supply
said
with the value of all
cost of
of all
all stores
stores procured
procured for
all
credited with
for and
and credited
cost
issues or
or sales
from the
naval supply
account, necessary
necmgary
supply account,
the naval
made from
sales made
issues
adjustments being
of outstanding
contracts or
outstanding contracts
account of
on account
made on
being made
adjustments
orders.
orders.
Freight D
e p a r tFreight,
Department andbureaus.
and bureaus.
of ment
sum of
ACCOUNTS: The
F
REIGHT, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
UPPLIES AND
AND ACCOUNTS:
The SUM
SUPPLIES
OF S
FREIGHT,
Transfer of former
85,000,000
the appropriation
appropriation "Maintenance,
"Maintenance, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Marne
Marine Corps approe
approof the
$5,000,000 of
priation for.
Department,
Marine Corps,"
Corps" for
for the
the fiscal
re- prvatfo
is hereby
hereby reyear 1919
1919 is
fiscal year
Department, Marine
Vol. 40,op. 71.
737.
7
appropriated
made available
available for
for all
all freight
express charges
charges
and express
freight and
and made
appropriated and
pertaining to
to the
Navy Department
its bureaus, except the
and its
Department and
the Navy
pertaining
transportation
of coal
coal for
of Supplies
Accounts,
and Accounts,
Supplies and
Bureau of
the Bureau
for the
transportation of
for the
the fiscal
1921.
year 1921.
fiscal year
for
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1921.

FUEL AND TRANSPORTATION:
TRANSPORTATION: For coal
coal and other fuel for steamers'
steamers'
and ships'
ships' use,
use, and
forth, including
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified
and
and so
so forth,

under
head in
Naval Appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
under this
this head
in the
the Naval
Appropriation Act
1921,
$20,000,000.
Naval supply
supply acac- 1921, $20,000,000.
Naval
count.
The prices
prices at
at which material
to be
material is
is to
be expended
expended from
navalfrom the
the navalPrices to be fixed
supply-account shall
be fixed
fixed by
the Paymaster
Paymaster General
General of
the Navy,
Navy,
materials supply-account
for issues
issues of
of materials
shall be
by.the
of the
from.
Navy, and materials
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
frouctions
for war subject to the approval
Reductions for war
purchases.
purchased
during the
war shall
shall be
issued at
at reduced
reduced prices
prices in
in all
purchases
purchased during
the war
be issued
all
Naval appropriacases appropriate,
such differences
in values
values and
losses to
to be
be charged
tions not to becharged. cases
appropriate, such
differences in
and losses
tionsnottobecWarged
charged
respective funds; and hereafter
to the respective
hereafter no charges
charges on this
this account
account
shall be
naval appropriations.
appropriations.
shall
be made
made to
to naval
'
Marine Corps.

MARINE CORPS.
CORPS.
MARINE

\
\

MAINTENANCE,
QATERMATER
DEPARTE,
MARIE
MAINTENANCE,
QUARTERMASTER'S
DEPARTMENT
,MARINE
MARINE COP
CORPS.
MAINTENANCE,
QUARTERMASTER'S
DEPARTMENCT,
CORPS.
Maintenance.
Reappropriations.

The sum
sum of
$3,000,000 of
the appropriation
appropriation "Maintenance,
"Maintenance, QuarQuarof the
The
of $3,000,000
termaster's
Corps," for
for the
the fiscal
year 1920
1920 is
termaster's Department,
Department, Marine
Marine Corps,"
fiscal year
is
hereby reappropriated
reappropiiated and
and made
made available
available for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1921
hereby
for the
year 1921
under the
the following
following subheads:
under
subheads:
Provisions.
PROVISIONS, MARINE
CORPS: For
men serving
serving ashore
ashore,
For enlisted
enlisted men
Provisio.
PROVISIONS,
MARINE CORPS:
Ante,
p. 831.
and so
objects specified
specified under
under this
head
forth, including
including the
the same
same objects
this head
and
so forth,
Appropriation Act
Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
y ear 1921,
1921, $1,300,000.
$1,300,000.
in the Naval Appropriation
Fuel.
'Fuel.
FUEL,
CORPS:
heat, light,
FUEL, MARINE
MARINE C
ORPS: For heat,
light, and
and commutation
thereof
commutation thereof
Ante, p. 831.
n, p. 831.
for the authorized
authorized allowance
allowance of quarters
quarters for officers and enlisted
enlisted men,
and other
buildings and
and grounds
grounds pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps and
and
and
other buildings
for buildings
by authority
authority of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy on
for
buildings erected
erected by
on
Marine Corps
Corps reservations
reservations by
by welfare
organizations at
at private
private cost;
cost;
Marine
welfare organizations
fuel,
and oil
oil for
cooking, power,
power, and
and other
purposes; and
and
fuel, electricity,
electricity, and
for cooking,
other purposes;
sales
$250,000.
sales to
to officers,
officers, $250,000.
Transportation
MARINE CORPS:
TRANSPORTATION
and
Transportation and
TRANSPORTATION AND
AND RECRUITING,
RECRurrilsG, MARINE
CORPS: For
For transportransporrecruiting.
tation
of applicants
applicants for
between recruiting
recruiting
Ante,
p. 832.
for enlistment
enlistment between
jnte, p.
832.
tation of
of troops,
troops, and
and of
stations and
and recruiting
recruiting depots
or posts,
including ferriage
ferriage an
stations
depots or
posts, including
and
transfers en route,
cash in
in lieu
lieu thereof;
toilet kits
issue to
transfers
route, or cash
thereof; toilet
kits for
for isstie
to
recruits
enlistment and the expense
recruiting
recruits upon
upon their first enlistment
expense of the recruiting
Repairs
barracks , service,
$385,000.
to barracks,
service, $385,000.
Repairs to
REPAIRS
OF BARRACKS,
MARINE CORPS:
Repairs and
and improvements
etc.
REPAIRS OF
BARRACKS, MARINE
CORPS: Repairs
improvements
Ante,
p. 832.
Ante. p.3.
to barracks,
urder
barracks, and so forth, including the same objects
objects specified
specified Wider
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1921,
this head in the Naval Appropriation
1921,
including not to exceed
and including
gymnasium at
exceed $850 for painting the gymnasium
Quantico,
vlrglma, $150,000;
$150,000;
Virginia,
Quantico, 1
Forge.
Forage.
Ante,
p. 832.
32.
Antep.
MARINE C
FORAGE,
CORPS:
F
ORAGE, MARINE
ORPS: For forage in kind
kind and stabling .for
public animals
animals of
the Quartermaster's
Department and
and the
the authorized
authorized
public
of the
Quartermaster's Department
of number
number
of
officers'
horses,
$40,000.
$40,000.
horses,
of
officers'
Commutation
Commutation
MARINE CORPS:
quarters.
COMMUTATION
OF QUARTERS,
COMMUTATION OF
QUARTEKS, MARINE
CORPS: For
For commutation
commutation.of
of
Ante, p. 832.
Ante,
832.
quarters for enlisted
enlisted men
men on recruiting
recruiting duty, and so forth, including
including
the same objects specified under this head in the Naval
Appropriation
Naval Appropriation
Act
for
the
fiscal_
year
1921,
$175,000.
$175,000.
1921,
year
fiscal
Act for the
Contingent.
Contingent.
C
ONTINGENT, MARINE
CORPS: For
For freight,
freight, expressage,
expressage, tolls, and so
so
MARINE CORPS:
.
CONTINGENT,
Ante,
Ante, p. 832.
specified under
forth, including
including the same objects specified
under this head in
m the
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1921,
1921, $700,000.
$700,000.

aprintopeti.

Interior Department.
Department.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR.
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.

contingntexpenses.
Contingent expenses.

For stationery, including
same objects specified under this
includi g the same
head in the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and Judicial
Judicial Appropriation
.Appropriation Act
Act
1921, $25,000.
for the fiscal year 1921,

SIXTY-SI
XTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

S
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CH. 89.
89.
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Public buildings.
buildings.
Public

PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
Capitol Buildings:
Buildings: For
Capitol and
and for
for general
repairs
general repairs
the Capitol
at the
work at
For work
Capitol
thereof, and
forth, including
including the
the same
objects specified
specified under this
same objects
so forth,
and so
thereof,
head
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year 1921,
1921,
fiscal year
Sundry Civil
in the
head in
$36,010, to
continue available
the fiscal
year 1922.
fiscal year
during the
available during
to continue
$36,010,
Capitol Grounds:
Grounds: For
For care
care and
of grounds
grounds surroundsurroundimprovement of
and improvement
Capitol

ing
Capitol, Senate
Senate and
Buildings, pay of one clerk
clerk,
Ofice Buildings,
House Office
and House
the Capitol,
ing the
mechanics,
gardeners, fertilizers,
repairs to
pavements, walks,
walks, and
to pavements,
fertilizers, repairs
mechanics, gardeners,
roadways,
$4,000.
roadways, $4,000.
PENSION
OrFICTI.
PENSION OFFICE.
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1921.

.

Capitol.
CRpiatetc
Repairs, etc.

Improving grounds.

Improving grounds.

Pension Office.

Pension Office.
Esemining

geonse
For
expenses of
of examining
examining surgeons,
surgeons, pensions,
pensions, for
for services
services goons'
fees.
and expenses
fees and
For fees
rendered within
fiscal year
year 1921,
1921, $400,000.
$400,000.
the fiscal
within the
rendered

PATENT OFFICE.
OrlICE.
PATENT

sur-

Patent Office.
Office.
Patent
Weekly

issue

etc.
patWettc.e
For
weekly issues
issues of
designs, and
and patents,
patents, designs,
of patents,
of weekly
copies of
producing copies
For producing
trade-marks; production
production of
of copies
of drawings
specifications of
drawings and specifications
copies of
trade-marks;
exhausted patents,
patents, and
and other
other papers;
papers; and
and for
for expense
expense of
of transporting
transporting
exhausted
publications
of patents
patents issued
issued by the Patent Office to foreign Governpublications of
service.
ments,
$65,000.
Indian
ments, $65,000.
Indian service.
INDIAN S
ERVICE,
SERVICE..
INDIAN

For support
support of
of Indian
boarding, and
and industrial
industrial schools,
includschools, includday, boarding,
Indian day,
For
ing the
the same
objects specified
under this
this head
ApproIndian Approin the Indian
head in
specified under
same objects
ing
priation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921,
1921, $290,000.
$290,000.
priation

To
claims found due by the accounting officers
officers of the
audited claims
pay audited
To pay
Treasury
as follows:
follows:
fiscal years
years as
the fiscal
for the
Treasury for
Purchase
and transportation
transportation of
1918, $8,058.47.
$8,058.47.
Indian supplies, 1918,
of Indian
Purchase and
Purchase and
and transportation
of Indian
Indian supplies,
supplies, 1919,
1919, $79,584.57.
transportation of
Purchase
Purchase and
and transportation
transportation of
1920, $153,515.53.
$153,515.53.
supplies, 1920,
Indian supplies,
of Indian
Purchase
Support of
of Chippewas
Lake Superior,
Superior, Wisconsin,
1919, $11.51.
$11.51.
Wisconsin, 1919,
of Lake
Chippewas of
Support
Support of
Wisconsin, 1920,
1920, $259.70.
$259.70.
Superior, Wisconsin,
Lake Superior,
of Lake
of Chippewas
Chippewas of
Support
1918-19, $69.96.
Support of
of Indians,
Indians, Blackfeet
Agency, Montana,
Montana, 1918-19,
$69.96.
Blackfeet Agency,
Support
Support of
Agency, Montana,
1920, $15.43.
$15.43.
Montana, 1920,
Blackfeet Agency,
Indians, Blackfeet
of Indians,
Support
Agencies, and
forth, Agencies,
so forth,
Support of
of Indians
Indians of
of Colville,
and so
and Joseph's
Colville, and
Support
Band of
Nez Perces,
Perces, Washington,
Washington, 1919,
1919, 88
88 cents.
cents.
of Nez
Band
Support of
Indians, Fort
Agency, Montana,
Montana, 1920,
1920, $8.51.
$8.51.
Peck Agency,
Fort Peck
of Indians,
Support
Support of
cents.
98 cents.
1920, 98
Oklahoma, 1920,
Kickapoos, Oklahoma,
of Sickapoos,
Support
Support
of Pawnees,
employees, and
so forth,
forth, Oklahoma,
1919,
Oklahoma, 1919,
and so
Pawnees, employees,
Support of
$18.56.
$18.56.
Indian school,
school, Carson
Nevada, 1919,
1919, $12.21.
$12.21.
City, Nevada,
Carson City,
Indian
Indian school,
school, Carson
irrigation system,
system, 1920,
Nevada, irrigation
City, Nevada,
Carson City,
Indian
$348.65.
$348.65.
Indian
system, 1920,
1920, $95.78.
$95.78.
sewerage system,
Nevada, sewerage
City, Nevada,
Carson City,
school, Carson
Indian school,
Indian
Mojave, Arizona,
Arizona, 1919,
1919, $32.04.
$32.04.
Fort Mojave,
school, Fort
Indian school,
Indian
Nebraska, 1919,
$91.53.
1919, $91.53.
Genoa, Nebraska,
school, Genoa,
Indian school,
Indian
school, Greenville,
California, 1919,
$3.70.
1919, $3.70.
Greenville, California,
Indian school,
Indian
Cherokee, North
North Carolina,
and improvements,
improvements,
repairs and
Carolina, repairs
school, Cherokee,
Indian school,
1920, $1,813.92.
$1,813.92.
1920,
Indian school,
school, Phoenix,
Phoenix, Arizona,
repairs and
1919,
improvements, 1919,
and improvements,
Arizona, repairs
Indian
$104.50.
$104.50.
Indian school,
Riverside, California,
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements,
California, repairs
school, Riverside,
Indian
1919.
$10.50.
1919. $10.50.
Indian school,
school, Pipestone,
$405.26.
1920, $405.26.
Minnesota, 1920,
Pipestone, Minnesota,
Indian
Indian school,
school, Wahpeton,
Wahpeton, North
$73.13.
1919, $73.13.
Dakota, 1919,
North Dakota,
Indian
Improvement, maintenance,
and operation,
system, Fort
Fort
irrigation system,
operation, irrigation
maintenance, and
Improvement,
Hall
Reservation,
Idaho,
reimbursable,
1920,
$881.78.
$881.78.
1920,
reimbursable,
Idaho,
Hall Reservation,

of

o

Indian schools.

Indianhools

Audite
Audited clais
claims.

spplies.
Supplies.
Chippewas
Chippewas of
of Lake
Lake
Superior, Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
superior,
Blackfeet
Blackfeet Agency
Agency

Indians.
Indians.

Colville,
Colville, etc.,
etc., Agen-

cies, Indians.
ces,

Fort Peck Indians.
Kickapoos, Okla.
, etc., Okla.
Pawnees,
Fort Peck Indians.

IIIckapoos, Okla.

Carson CitySchool.
City School.
Crson

Fort Mojave School.
School.

GenoaSchool.
Genoa School.
reenvile chool.

Greenville School.

Cheroee School.

Cherokee School.
Phoenix School.

Riverside
Riverside School.
Pipestone School.
Pipestone

Wahpeton
Wahpeton School.
School.
Irrigation on reserIrrigation
a
vations.
.
atio
Fort Hall.
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Jemez and
Zia PuebJemez
andZiaPueblos.
los.
Wind
River.
Wind River.
Blackfeet.
Blackieet.
Yakima.
Yakima.
Navajo.

SanXavier.

San Xavier.
Papago villages.

Surveying,etc.reser
Surveying, etc.reser-

vations,
vations.

Navajo
Navajo

and

water supply.
supply.

Hopi

Papago
villages.
Papagovillages.

Highway,MesaVerde
Park.

ghwaMesaVerde

Yakima
ReservaReservation,
tion, Irrigation.
irrigation.
Supressing live
stocirasesng
lve
stock diseases.
Pawnees, Okla.
Pawnees,
okia.

for

Fipayment
Final
payment for

landspurchased
lands purchased from.
from.

Vol. 27, p. 694.

Vol.2p.6.

Education Bureau.
Bureau.
Education
Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Traveling

Traeling
expenses.

Alaska.
Alaska.

Alaska Engineering
Engineering
Alaska

commission.ng
Commission.

Supplies
etc., to
epi
natiupesn
dur
nativesduring
epide
lic
demic.

.

Mines Bureau.
Mines
Bureau.

S
ESS. III.
CH. 89.
SESS.
III. CH.
89.

1921.
1921.

Irrigation near Jemez and Zia Pueblos,
Pueblo_s , New Mexico,
Mexico, 1920,
$164.65.
1920, $164.65.
Irrigation project, ceded lands, Wind
River Reservation,
Wyoming,
Wind River
Reservation, Wyoming,
reimbursable,
reimbursable, 1919,
1919, $15.09.
$15.09.
Irrigation
Irrigation system, Blackfeet
Blackfeet Reservation,
reimbursable,
Reservation, Montana,
Montana, reimbursable,
1920,
$169.61.
1920, $169.61.
Maintenance and operation,
operation, irrigation
Maintenance
irrigation system,
system, Yakima
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation,
Washington,
reimbursable, 1920,
1920, $139.81.
Washington, reimbursable,
$139.81.
Maintenance and
and operation,
operation, Ganado
Maintenance
Ganado irrigation
irrigation project,
project, Navajo
Navajo
Reservation, Arizona,
Reservation,
Arizona, reimbursable,
reimbursable, 1920,
$101.96.
1920, $101.96.
Maintenance and operation,
Maintenance
operation, pumping
plant, San
San Xavier
Reservapumping plant,
Xavier Reservation,
1920, $347.52.
$347.52.
tion, Arizona,
Arizona, reimbursable,
reimbursable, 1920,
Maintenance
and operation,
operation, water
water works,
Maintenance and
works, Papago
villages,
Papago Indian
Indian villages,
Arizona,
1920,
$9.79.
Arizona, 1920, $9.79.
Surveying
and allotting,
allotting, Indian
Surveying and
reimbursable, 1920,
Indian reservations,
reservations, reimbursable,
1920,
$1,411.50.
$1,411.50.
Water supply, Navajo and Hopi
Hopi Indians,
Indians, Arizona,
Arizona, reimbursable,
reimbursable,
1918-19,
$2.94.
1918-19, $2.94.
Navajo and
Water supply, Navajo
Indians, Arizona,
Arizona, reimbursable,
and Hopi
Hopi Indians,
reimbursable,
1920, $3,000.
$3,000.
1920,
Water supply, Papago
Papago Indian
Indian villages,
villages, Arizona,
Arizona, 1920,
1920, $152.56.
$152.56.
Highway from
Highway
from Mesa
Mesa Verde
Verde Nationa
National Park
Park to
to Gallup,
Gallup, New
New Mexico,
Mexico,
reimbursable, 1920,
1920, $652.68.
$652.68.
reimbursable,
Creeks Irrigation
Toppenish and Simcoe
Simcoe Creeks
Irrigation System,
System, Yakima
Yakima ReserReservation,
Washington, reimbursable,
reimbursable, 1920,
1920, $4,000.
vation, Washington,
$4,000.
Suppressing contagious
contagious diseases
Suppressing
among live
Indians, $3,000.
diseases among
live stock
stock of
of Indians,
$3,000.
In
$258,585.21.
In all,
all, $258,585.21.
t
To pay
pay the
Pawnee Tribe
Indians of
of Oklahoma
in full
and final
To
the Pawnee
Tribe of
of Indians
Oklahoma in
full and
final
settlement for the purchase by the United States of
settlement
hundred
of one hundred
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine thousand
hundred and
thousand three hundred
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight and
two
and two
one-hundredths
acres of
of surplus
to said
said Pawnee
Pawnee
one-hundredths acres
surplus land
land belonging
belonging to
Tribe, under
3, 1893
Tribe,
under the Act of Congress approved
approved March 3,
1893 (Twenty(Twentyseventh Statutes, pages
pages 612-644),
612-644), the
the sum
sum of
$312,811.27, with
with
of $312,811.27,
from September
September 3,
interest thereon from
3, 1920,
1920, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of 5
per centum
5 per
centum
Act of
of Congress
per annum, as provided -in said Act
Congress of
of March
3, 1893,
1893,
March 3,
and in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
the findings
findings of
of the
the Court
Court of
of Claims
December
Claims of
of December
6, 1920, as set forth in Senate Document Numbered
Numbered 311,
311, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth
Congress, third
Congress,
third session.
session.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF EDUCATION.
EDUCATION.

For necessary traveling
traveling expenses
of the
commissioner and
and employemployexpenses of
the commissioner
under his
ees acting under
his direction,
direction, including
attendance at
at meetings
including attendance
meetings of
of
educational associations,
educational
associations, societies,
societies, and
and other
organizations, $3,000.
$3,000.
other organizations,
TERRITORY OF
ALASKA.
TERRITORY
OF ALASKA.

Alaskan . Engineering
Engineering Commission:
Alaskan
Commission: For
For reimbursement
reimbursement of
of the
the
appropriation for
of railroads
railroads in
Alaska
appropriation
for construction
construction and
and operation
operation of
in Alaska
for the value of supplies and services
furnished by
services furnished
the Alaskan
Engiby the
Alaskan Engineering
in the
neering Commission
Commission m
the care
sick and
and indigent
indigent natives
natives of
of Alaska
Alaska
care of
of sick
during
during an
an epidemic
epidemic of
of influenza
influenza in
the vicinity
of Nenana,
Nenana, Alaska,
Alaska,
in the
vicinity of
during
during April and May, 1920, $5,869.84, or
or so
thereof as
as may
so much
much thereof
may be
be
necessary.
necessary.
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
3:SEXES.
OF MINES.

Leasin
os
g eel" e
n' For
For the
the enforcement
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to promote
promote the
the
etLdeposits.
etc.,
depits.
enforcement of
of the
Act entitled
tios
regula- mining
Eulizeing
mining of
of coal,
phosphates, oil,
oil, oil
shale gas,
gas, and
and sodium
on the
coal, phosphates,
oil shale,
sodium on
the
tions,
etc. regulapublic
domain," approved
February 25, 1920,
1920, and
and of
of the
public domain,"
approved February
the rules
rules and
and
Ante, p. 427..
regulations
prescribed by
regulations prescribed
by the
of the
the Interior
Interior in
in accordance
accordance
the Secretary
Secretary of
with the provisions
provisions of
Act, and
and for
every other
other expense
expense incident
of such
such Act,
for every
incident

S
IXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. III.
III. CH.
On. 89.
89.
SESS.
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thereto, including
expenses of
of travel
travel
thereto,
including supplies,
supplies, equipment,
equipment, printing,
printing, expenses
maintenance, and
and operation
motorand subsistence,
subsistence, purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
operation of
of motorpropelled passenger-carr
g vehicles,
propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles, $60,000:
$60,000: Provided,
I' irserviesin
Provided, That not to Limit
for services
in
for
servtees In
exceed 8
8per centum
centum of this amount
amount may
may be used
used for personal
personal services
services District.
in
the District
of Columbia.
in the
District of
Columbia.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL PARKS.
PARKS.

National psris.
palm.
National

Glacier.
Glacier National
National Park,
Park, Montana:
Montana: For
the Filgg
Glacier
For reimbursement
reimbursement of
of the
res
?4,iting forest fires
etc.appropriation
National Park
on account
account of
expenditures etc
of expenditures
for Glacier
Glacier National
Park on
appropriation for
for
fires in
the park,
park, 410;920.10;
completion of
for fighting
fighting forest
forest fires
in the
$10,92O.10; for
for completion
of
two
ranger stations
destroyed by
fire during
the summer
summer
two ranger
stations which
which were
were destroyed
by fire
during the
of
1919, $1,643.99;
$1,643.99; in
in all,
all, $12,564.09.
$12,564.09.
of 1919,
Hot Springs ReserHot Springs
Reservation Arkansas:
Arkansas: For completion
completion of the
Springs Reser
vat
the Gov- vation.
Hot
Springs Reservation,
Completing
bathbatheminent free bathhouse
bathhouse building, $60,000, and in
ernment
m addition
addition thereto
thereto hCopleting
houses.
$25,000
be expended
expended therefor
therefor from
from the
the revenues
$25,000 is
is authorized
authorized lo
to be
revenues
received from
from such
•
received
such reservation.
reservation.
Yellowstone
Park, Wyoming:
Wyoming: For
Yellowstone National
National Park,
For emergency
emergency road. repairs Yellowstone.

road repairs

Y
rees.
Road repairs.

necessary
of slide
on main
highway system-near
system near the
the
necessary on
on account
account of
slide on
main highway
Grand Canyon
Canyon of
of the
the Yellowstone,
$8,000.'
Grand
Yellowstone, $8,000.
Yosemite.
Yosemite National
California: To
To reimburse
Yosemite
National Park,
Park, California:
reimburse the
the appropriaappropria- Rei
Reimbursement,
mbursement,
rock slide.
slide.
tion for Yosemite National
tion
National Park, 1921,
1921, for
section rock
for cost of
of rebuilding
rebuilding section
of wood-stave
wood-stave pipe
and trestle
trestle leading
to power
power plant
plant destroyed
destroyed by
by
of
pipe and
leading .to
1921, $3,000.
rock slide January
January 18, 1921,
rock
Zio
Zion
reimbursement of the
Zion National
National Park, Utah:
Utah: For reimbursement
the appropriation
appropriation Zion.
fiabursement,
mb u
ment
for Zion National Park on account of expenses
'
expenses incident
incident to the damage
damage flood
floods.
done
and bridge
by
flood
washout,
$1,585.07.
done to
to road and
bridge by flood washout, $1,585.07.
COLUMBIA INS
lIT UHON FOR
FOR THE
DEAF.
COLUMBIA
INSTITUTION
THE DEAF.

Columbia InstituColumbia
tion for
for the
the DeaL
Deaf.

Maintenance:
For
institution, including
and incidental
incidental Ma e n
For support of
of the
the institution,
including salaries
salaries and
illustrative apparatus,
expenses, books and illustrative
apparatus, and
and general repairs
and
repairs and
improvements,
$5,000.
improvements, $5,000.
Repairs.
For repairs to buildings
buildings of the institution, including
including plumbing
plumbing and
and Repairs
steam fitting,
and for
for repairs
to pavements
pavements within
the grounds,
steam
fitting, and
repairs to
within the
grounds,
$3,500.
$3,500.
....... ' Hospicr,o»»tFreedmen's
FREEDMEN'S
FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL.
HOSPITAL.
tal.
tal.
For
subsistence, fuel
fuel and
clothing, bedding,
bedding, forage,
medicine,
For subsistence,
and light,
light, clothing,
forage, medicine,
medical and surgical supplies, surgical
surgical instruments,
instruments, electric
electric lights,
lights,
repairs,
ambulance, and
and other
other absolutely
absolutely
repairs, furniture,
furniture, motor-propelled
motor-propelled ambulance,
necessary
$10,000.
necessary expenses,
expenses, $10,000.
POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
POST OFFICE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, POST
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT:
CONTINGENT

For stationery
stationery
For
and
books, index
index and
guide cards,
cards, folders,
folders, and
binding devices,
devices,
and blank
blank books,
and guide
and binding
including purchase
purchase of
penalty-envelopes,
including
of free
free penalty
envelopes, $5,000.
$5,000.
For purchase,
and maintenance
horses and
horseFor
purchase, exchange,
exchange, hire,
hire, and
maintenance of
of horses
and horsedraw-n and
and motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles
and repair
of
drawn
motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles and
repair of
vehicles, including
including motor trucks
and harness,
trucks and
harness, $900.
$900.
For
miscellaneous items,
items, including
the same
same objects
under
For miscellaneous
including the
objects specified
specified under
this
and Judicial
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation
this head
head in
in the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
Act for
fiscal year
year 1921,
1921, of
which sum
sum not
not to
exceed $500
may be
be
Act
for the
the fiscal
of which
to exceed
$500 may
expended for
telephone service
service and
not to
to exceed
exceed $90
expended
expended
for telephone
and not
$90 maybe
may be expended
for street
street car
car fare,
fare, $14,500.
for
$14,500.

Contin
gent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

Post Office Department.
ment.
Contingentexpenses.
Contingentexpenses.
Stationery, etc.
Stationery,

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Miscellaneous items.
items.
Miscellaneous
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Postal service.
Postal
service.

1921.
1921.

POSTAL SERVICE.
POSTAL
SERVICE.
OUT
OUT OF
LEM POSTAL
REVENUES.
OF THE
POSTAL REVENUES.

Postmaster General.
General.
Equipment
shops.
Equipment shops.

Inspectors.
Irlnsptr
Traveling,
Traveling, etc.,
etc., expenses.
penses.

etos.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
OFFICE
GENERAL.

For gas, electric power
power and light, and the repair of machinery,
United States Post Office Department
Department equipment
equipment shops
shops building,
building,
$1,500.

For traveling expenses
expenses of inspectors,
inspectors, and
so forth,
including the
and so
forth, including
the

same objects specified
specified under this head in
the Post
Appropriain the
Post Office
Office Appropria-

tion Act for the fiscal year
year 1920, $800.
$800.
For
expenses at division headquarters,
For necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
fiscal year 1920, $350.
$350.

First Assistant Postmaster General.

OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
lift. FIRST
FIRST ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

Temporary, auxiliTemporary,
auxiliary
and substitute
substitute
clerk hire.
hire.

For temporary and auxiliary clerk hire and
clerk hire
and for substitute
substitute clerk
hire
for clerks and employees
employees absent with pay at first and
class
and second class
post offices
temporary and auxiliary
offices and temporary
hire at
at summer
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire
summer and
and
winter resort post offices, $7,000,000.
$7,000,000.
For vehicle allowance,
allowance, the hiring of drivers,
drivers, the rental of
of vehicles,
vehicles,
and the purchase and exchange
exchange and maintenance,
maintenance, including stable
stable
and garage facilities, of wagons or automobiles for,
for, and
and the
the operation
operation
of, screen-wagon
screen-wagon and city delivery
delivery and collection
collection services,
services, $4,000,000.
$4,000,000.
For mail-messenger
mail-messenger service, $1,900,000.
For fees to special-delivery
special-delivery messengers
messengers for the fiscal years
years that
follow:
For 1919, $144.08;
$144.08;
For 1920, $1,305,454.31.
$1,305,454.31.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Messenger service.
service.

Special
Special delivery fees.
fees.

Second Assistant
Assistant
Postmaster General.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
SECOND ASSISTANT
OFFICE
THE SECOND
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

Railroad
routes.
Railroad routes.

For inland transportation
transportation by railroad routes, $34,850,000.
For
$34,850,000.
inland
transportation
of
For
transportation
mail
by
and
cable cars, $94,700.
electric
$94,700.
Railroad AdminisAdmiiFor the payment
tration.
tr a.
payment of the obligations
obligations of
of the
the Post
Office Department
Department
Post Office
ranrting malsto
to the United States Railroad Administration
Administration for
for the
the transportation
transportation
Transporting mails
ederalcontrol.
during
control. of the mails during the twenty-six
diuri'ng Federal
months of
twenty-six months
of Federal
Federal control
control of
of railrailroads from January
1, 1918, to and including February 29,
January 1,
1920,
29, 1920,
$65,575,832.03.
$65,575,832.03.
Railroad routes,1920.
Rnroadroutes,190.
For transportation
transportation of
mail by
routes, fiscal
year 1920,
1920,
of mail
by railroad
railroad routes,
fiscal year
$1,900,000.
$1,900,000.
mails.
Foreign mails.
For transportation of foreign mails, including
same objects
including the
the same
objects
specified
specified under this head in the Post Office Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the
fiscal year 1920, $99,500.
Electric cars, etc.
Electric
cars, etc.

•

Third Assistant
Assistant
Postmaster General.
Postmaster
General.

OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF THE
THE THIRD
THIRD ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL.

Stamped envelopes,
Stamped
envelopes,
etc.

For manufacture
manufacture of stamped
stamped envelopes
envelopes and
and newspaper
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers,
$3,387,000.
$3,387,000.
For manufacture
For
manufacture of postal cards, $327,000.
payment
For pay
went of limited indemnity
indemnity for
or loss
of pieces
pieces of
for the
the injury
injury or
loss of
of
domestic registered
registered matter, insured, and collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery mail,
mail,
fiscal year
Provided, That the Postmaster
General
fiscal
year 1920,
1920, $1,250,000:
$1,250,000: Provided,
Postmaster General
is authorized
authorized to expend not exceeding
exceeding $15,000
$15,000 of
of this
this sum
sum for
for the
the
purpose of employing
employing temporary
temporary clerks at not exceeding
exceeding $1,240
$1,240 each
each
per annum, including bonus, for such periods as may be necessary
necessary to
to
expedite the payment of indemnity
indemnity claims bearing on the fiscal year
1920.
1920i.

Postal
ostal cards.
cards.
Indemnity, lost doIndemnit,
mestic
mail. lost doProvis
o.
Proiso.

Temporary
Temporary clerks
clerks to

expedite settlements.
settlements.
expedite
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1921.
1921.

POSTMASTER GENERAL.
OFFICE OF
THE FOURTH
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL.
FOURTH ASSISTANT
OF THE
OFFICE

Fourth
Assistant
Assistant
Fourth
Postmaster General
General.
Postmaster

Star rotes,
routes, except
except
star
For
transportation by
star routes
routes (excepting
(excepting service
service in Alaska.
by star
inland transportation
For inland
Alaska), including
including temporary
service to
established offices,
newly established
to newly
temporary service
Alaska),
$1,363,000.
$1,363,000.
Stationery.
For
stationery for
the Postal
Postal Service,
so forth, including the stationy.
and so
Service, and
for the
For stationery
AppropriaOffice
same
objects
specified
under
this
head
in
the
Post
AppropriaPost
the
in
head
this
under
specified
same objects
tion Act
Act for
$800,000.
1921, $800,000.
year 1921,
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
tion
Miscellaneous equip.
eq.uip
mlnotuc
same ment,
For
supplies ' including
including the same
and supplies,
equipment and
etc.
miscellaneous equipment
For miscellaneous
Appropriation
Office
objects
specified
under
this
head
the
Post
Office
Appropriation
the
in
objects specified under this head
Act for
for the
fiscal year
$350,000.
year 1921, $350,000.
the fiscal
Act
e
Twine.
Twin
For wrapping
twine and
and tying
tying devices,
devices, $85,000.
wrapping twine
For
Mail bagetc
bags, etc.
Mail
so
and
For
the
purchase,
manufacture,
and
repair
of
mail
and,
bags,
For the purchase, manufacture, and repair of maiI
the
in
head
forth,
including
the
same
objects
specified
under
this
head
this
under
specified
objects
same
the
forth, including
Sundry Civil
the fiscal
fiscal year
1921, $1,410,000.
$1,410,000.
year 1921,
for the
Act for
Appropriation Act
Civil Appropriation
Sundry

DEPARTMENT-OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
repairs, including
including
and repairs,
furniture and
For furniture
CONTINGENT

Department of
of JusJusDepartment
tice.
Contingent expense
expenses.
Contingent

carpets,
file holders,
holders, and casts,
$2,500.
cases, $2,500.
carpets, file
Stationery.
Stationery.
For stationery
stationery for
department and its several bureaus, $10,000.
for department
For
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For
miscellaneous
expenditures
induding
telegraphing,
fuel,
For miscellaneous expenditures, including
lights,
postage, labor, repairs of buildings,
grounds,
buildngs, care of grounds,
foreign postage,
lights, foreign
books
periodicals, typeiniters
and adding machines
machines and
typewriters and
reference, periodicals,
of reference,
books of
exchange
of same,
same, street
fares not
exceeding $200, and other
not exceeding
car fares
street car
exchange of
General,
necessaries,
directly
ordered
by
the
Attorney
General, $7,500.
$7,500.
Attorney
the
by
ordered
necessaries, directly
OF JSTICE.
MISCELLANEOUS
OBJECTS, DEPArTMNT
DEPARTMENT or
JUSTICE.
MIscFLLANEOtU OBJEcTS,
Detection
of owri:1pm°
entr
Detection
of crimes:
crimes: For
For the
prose- etionoicrlms.&
and prosedetection and
the detection
prosecution of
and prosecution
Detection and
the
investigation
cution
of
crimes
against
the
United
States;
the
investigation
of
the
States;
United
the
cution of crimes against
official
and accounts
accounts of
attorneys, clerks,
clerks,
marshals, attorneys,
of marshals,
records, and
acts, records,
official acts,
and
courts
referees,
and
trustees
of
the
United
States
courts
and
the Territorial
Territorial
States
United
the
of
trustees
and
referees,
courts,
United States
States commissioners,
commissioners, for
for which
which purpose
purpose all the
and United
courts, and
official
records, and
and dockets
dockets of
officers, without
exception,
without exception,
said officers,
of said
papers, records,
official papers,
shall be
by the
the agents
agents of
Attorney General at any,time;
time;
the Attorney
of the
examined by
be examined
shall
Protection 0
of the
the
of
Protectio
for
the protection
protection of
of the
the person
of the
of the
the United
United States; President.
President of
the President
person of
for the
Pd
the
matters
for
such
other
investigations
regarding
official
matters
under
the
official
regarding
for such other investigations
control
Department of
of Justice
Justice or
the Department
as
Department of State as
or the
the Department
of the
control of
may
be
directed
by
the
Attorney
General;
hire
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
of
hire
General;
Attorney
the
by
ma be directed
Perdiemsubsistence.
or
vehicles when
when necessary;
necessary; per diem Perdiemsubsistence
passenger-carrying vehicles
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
or horse-drawn
Vol. 88, p.
p.8680.
Vol.Ss,
the
13
section
to
in
lieu
of
subsistence
when
allowed
pursuant
section
of
the
pursuant
allowed
when
subsistence
of
in lieu
sundry
civil appropriation
appropriation Act
approved August
1914, including
including Additional employ.
1, 1914,
August 1,
Act approved
sundry civil
,Adet
not
to exceed
exceed $25,000
$25,000 in
in addition
amount heretofore
authorized ees
intwaington.
Washington.
heretofore authorized
the amount
to the
addition to
not to
for
employees at
at the
the seat
of government,
government, $250,000.
$250,000.
seat of
necessary employees
for necessary
Woolsey W. Hall.
Payment to.
For the
to Woolsey
Hall for
reporting and
and transcribing
transcribing Paoyent
for reporting
W. Hall
Woolsey W.
payment to
the payment
For
in Washington,
proceedings
the matter
certain meetings
meetings held
Washington,
held in
of certain
matter of
proceedings in the
District
Columbia, on
24 and
and September
September 24,
25, and
and 26,
24, 25,
July 24
on July
of Columbia,
District of
1920,
$48.
$48.
1920,
JudiciaL
JUDICIAL.

Court of
Claims: For
repairs, including
including
library, repairs,
court library,
stationery, court
For stationery-,
of Claims:
Court
repairs
to
bicycles,
fuel,
electric
light,
electric
elevator,
other
and
elevator,
electric
light,
repairs to bicycles, fuel, electric
miscellaneous
expenses, $1,800.
$1,800.
miscellaneous expenses,
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS.
UNITED
For salaries,
fees, and
expenses of
of United
States marshals
and their
marshals and
United States
and expenses
salaries, fees,
For
deputies, including
the same
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head in the
same objects
including the
deputies,
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1921, $140,000.
$140,000.
year 1921,
Civil Appropriation
Sundry

Court of
of Claims.
Claims.
Court
Contingent expenses.
expense.
Contingent

United Stats
States courts.
courts.
United
Marshals.

ara
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1921.

Districtattorneys.
District attorneys.

United States district attorneys
attorneys and
and expenses
For salaries of United
expenses of
of
regular assistants, inattorneys and their regular
United States district attorneys
cluding the same objects specified
under this head in the Sundry
Sundry
specified under
Civil
Appropriation Act
Act for the fiscal year 1921,
1921, $130,000.
$130,000.
Civil Appropriation
Assistants in
For assistants to the Attorney General
in special
Assistants
special
General and
and to United
United States disases .
e
trict attorneys employed
employed by the Attorney
Attorney General to aid in special
special
cases, and including not to exceed $30,000
$30,000 for clerical help for such
Foreigncounsel.
assistants, and for payment
Forei
gn
counsel.
payment of foreign
foreign counsel employed
employed by the
Attorney
General in special
special cases
cases (such counsel shall not be required
Attorney General
R. s.,
S., sec.
366, p.62. to take oath of office
office in accordance
366, Revised
R.
sec.366,p.62.
accordance with
with section
section 366,
Revised Statutes
Statutes
of
States), to be available
available for
expenditure in the District
District
for expenditure
United States),
of the
the United
of
for the
the fiscal
follow:
years that
that follow:
fiscal years
of Columbia
Columbia,'for
For
1919, $925;
$925;
For 1919,
For 1920,
$75,650;
1920, $75,650;
For
For 1921,
1921, $400,000.
$400,000.
For
clerks.
For salaries of clerks of UnitedStates
United States district courts, their deputies,
Clerks.
s a lar i es
Salaries,.
and other
and subsistence
and
other assistants,
assistants, expenses
expenses of
of travel
travel and
subsistence, and
and other
other
expenses of
conducting their respective
offices, in accordance
accordance with
respective offices,
of conducting
expenses
VoL
40, p.
p. 1182.
118.
the provisions of the Act approved
1919, for the fiscal
Vol. 40,
approved February
February 26,
26, 1919,
follow:
years that follow:
For 1920, $5,203.27;
$5,203.27;
1921, $56,000.
For 1921,
Commissioners.
States commissioners
peace
commissioners and justices of the peace
For fees of United
United States
commissioners.
R.S.,sec.1014,p.189.
R.S., sec. 1014, p.189. acting under section 1014, Revised
Revised Statutes of the United States,
$100,000.
$100,000.
Miscellaneous.
For such miscellaneous
as may
Miscellaneous.
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
may be
be authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Attorney General,
General, for
officers,
States courts
courts and their officers,
United States
for the United
Attorney
discretion of the
necessary in the discretion
as may be necessary
so much
much as
including so
Attorney
expenses in the District of Alaska, and
for such expenses
General for
Attorney General
courts, $50,000.
$50,000.
Federal courts,
courts other
other than Federal
in courts
supplies.
For supplies, including the exchange
Supplies.
exchange of typewriting
typewriting and adding
machines
States courts
officers, to be excourts and judicial officers,
the United
United States
machines for the
pended under
under the direction
direction of the Attorney
General, $15,000.
$15,000.
Attorney General,
pended
enitentiaries.
Leavenworth,
Kansas,
Penitentiary:
Penitentiaries.
Leavenworth, Kansas
Penitentiary: For hospital
hospital supplies, mediLeavenworth, Sans. .
eines 'medical and surgical supplies, and so forth, including
inducting the same
o
Leon
ar cines,
specified under this head in the Sundry
Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation
objects specified
Acts for the fiscal years that follow:
follow:
For 1920, $3,541.87;
$3,541.87;
For
1921, $1,000.
For 1921,
For miscellaneous
expenditures in the discretion of the Attorney
Attorney
miscellaneous expenditures
General,
under this head in the
specified under
General, including
including the same objects specified
follow:
Appropriation Act
Act for the fiscal years
years that follow:
Sundry Civil Appropriation
1920, $25,149.82;
For 1920,
$25,149.82;
For 1921, $20,000.
Atlanta,
Ga.
Atlanta, Georgia,
Penitentiary: For subsistence,
Atlanta, Ga.
Georgia, Penitentiary:
subsistence, including the
the
objects specified
specified under this head in the Sundry Civil Approsame objects
year 1920, $9,749.39.
$9,749.39.
priation Act for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
and traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including the
For clothing, transportation, and
same objects specified
under this head
head in the Sundry
Sundry Civil AppropriaAppropriaspecified under
fiscal year
tion Act for
for the fiscal
year 1921,
1921, $5,000.
$5,000.
For miscellaneous
same objects speciexpenditures, including the same
miscellaneous expenditures,
fied
Appropriation Act for the
this head in the Sundry Civil Appropriation
fied under this
fiscal
$7,908.30.
fiscal year 1920, $7,908.30.
McNeil
Islancl,Wash.
McNeil Island, Washington,
Washington, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For subsistence,
subsistence, includMeNeiislandwash.
including
objects specified
Sundry Civil Apspecified under
under this head
head in the Sundry
ing the
the same objects
propriation Act
Act for
the fiscal
$4,222.28.
propriation
for the
fiscal year
year 1920,
1920, $4,222.28.
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including the same
same objects speciFor miscellaneous

Appropriation Act for the
fied under this head in the Sundry Civil Appropriation
fiscal year 1920, $4,634.03.
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DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE..
OF AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT
FOREST SERVICE.
SERVICE.
FOREST

1921.
1921.

1177
1177
Department
AgriAgriof Agri
Department
tment of
t ure
cul
culture.
Forest Service.
Service.
Forest

Fighting forest fires.
Fighting
forest fires:
preventi g Fightingforest
fires.
and preventing
fighting and
For fighting
fires: For
preventing forest
and preventing
Fighting and
forest
fires
endangering
the
national
forests,
$725,000.
$725,000.
forest fires endangering the national forests,
Olympic National
National
FOmrei'C
OLYMPIC NArioNAL
For emergency
incident Forest.
expenditures incident
emergency expenditures
FOREST: For
NATIONAL FOREST:
OLYMPIC
Emer
g
ency
fire
profire proEmergency
timber tection expenses,
to
the disposal
of wind-thrown
or adjoining
adjoining timber
intermingled or
and intermingled
wind-thrown and
disposal of
to the
etc.
on the
the Olympic
National Forest
for emergency
measures necesneces- tectionexpenses, etc.
emergency measures
and for
Forest and
Olympic National
on
sary to
protect from
fire the
on the Olympic National Forest,
timber on
the timber
from fire
to protect
sary
including
the repair
repair and
and construction
roads, fire lines, trails, teleof roads,
construction of
including the
phone
lines, or
means of
communication, through
the
along the
or along
through or
of communication,
or other
other means
phone lines,
boundaries
area or
or areas
of blown-down
blown-down timber on the north
areas of
of the
the area
boundaries of
and west
west sides
said national
national forest,
forest, and
for the
the employment
employment of
and for
of said
sides of
and
necessary by the Secextra guards
patrolmen as
be found necessary
may be
as may
and patrolmen
guards and
extra
retary of
of Agriculture,
$100,000.
Agriculture, $100,000.
retary
BUREAU
OF ENTOMOLOGY.
ENTOMOLOGY.
BUREAU OF

Entomolo
gy
Bureau.
Entomology
Bureau.
Entomology Bureau

1gspreado
Preventing
mo
l
'ay.entingsPre'
dd
moths: To enable the Secretary of Agricul- mosent1
Preventing spread of moths:
ture
to meet
emergency caused
caused by the continued spread of the
the emergency
meet the
ture to
gypsy moth
in New
discovery of
a large colony in
of a
the discovery
and the
England and
New England
moth in
gypsy
the
of New
Jersey and
colonies in the States of New
smaller colonies
and smaller
New Jersey
State of
the State
York
and to
control and
for the control
means for
provide means
to provide
Pennsylvania, and
and Pennsylvania,
York and
prevention
spread of
of this
concerned or elseStates concerned
in the
the States
insect in
this insect
of spread
prevention of
where in
the United
United States,
in cooperation
concerned,
States concerned,
cooperation with the States
States, in
in the
where
including the
persons and means in the city of Washemployment of persons
the employment
including
ington
necessary expenses,
expenses, $225,000.
$225,000.
elsewhere, and all other necessary
and elsewhere,
ington and
MARKETS.
BUREAU
OF MARKETS.
BUREAU OF

Markets
Bmmm
Markets Bureau.

Woo
lplip
191S.
clip of
of 1918.
Woolp
letingwork
ork on,
completing
Completion
of wool
wool work:
work: To enable the Bureau of Markets to cow
Completion of
etccomplete the
domestic wool
wool section of the War Industries etc'
of the domestic
work of
the work
complete
regulations for handling the
Board and
and to
to enforce
enforce the
Government regulations
the Government
Board
wool
established by the Wool Division of said board,
as established
of 1918 as
wool clip of
31, 1918,
pursuant to
to the
Executive order
December 31,
1918, transorder dated December
the Executive
pursuant
ferring such
such work
work to
the said
said bureau, $8,000.
to the
ferring
Misoettaneous.
Mlsoellaneous.
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Pink
of
Pink bollworm
bollworm of
cotton.
Eradication of
of pink
bollworm: For
amount to enable ootton
For an additional amount
pink bollworm:
Eradication
Additional emerfor
gediexpenses
enzatggpenses
.
for
to meet the emergency
Agriculture to
the
Secretary of
of _Agriculture
emergency caused by the L
the Secretary
e
cating.
existence
of the
the pink
bollworm in Texas and Louisiana, to conduct
pink bollworm
existence of
surveys and inspections in these or in any other State to detect any
any
surveys
measures, including the
infestation, and to
conduct such control
control measures,
to conduct
infestation,
cooperation with the State or
establishment of
cotton-free areas, in cooperation
of cotton-free
establishment
States concerned
concerned as
may be
be necessary
out such
such infestation,
infestation, po.
to stamp
stamp out
necessary to
as may
States
Proviso.
No pay fordestroyed
Nopetmordstroed
money herein
$85,000:
Provided, That
no part
of the
the money
herein appropriated
appropriated crops,
part of
That no
$85,000: Provided,
etc.
thoe
un
co
ts
req
touir
rv:idlute
o omfecerto
the
poirncortehaldprcoopsetr tof
injured or
injured
or destroyed.
destroyed.
Fne
Department
tor
Fuel for
Department
plant.
powerplant.
shal
F
or
l be
anuadditional
a
seci
ddifi
to
ona
pa
l
yamount
am
required to meet the increased cost of power
an
For
fuel
Agriculture,
for the central power plant of the Department of Agriculture,
fuel for
$10,000.
$10,000.
Department
of ComComDepartment of
merce.
ma-.
COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.
Standards
Bureau.
Standards Bureau.
BUREAU
OF STANDARDS.
STANDARDS.
BUREAU OF
testMiscellaneous teatspecification, testing,
Testing
Government materials: For the specification
tasting, and ing.
ing.
Testing Government
Government
inspection
materials and equipment
equipment purchased
purchased by.the Government
inspection of materials
departments
determine suitability for the specific
specific uses involved,
departments to determine
elsewhere,;
including
personal services
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere
including personal
44281°-21---76
44281°-21-76
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Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
Vol.
Vol. 40, p.
P. 1259.
1259.
Standardization of
of
Standardization
equipment.
equipment.
Cooperation
with
Cooperation with
other departments,
dep u-tments, enother
engineers,
gineers, etc.,
etc., in.
in.

Fisheries Bureau.
Fisheries
Bureau.
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appropriation for the fiscal year 1920
1920
the unexpended
unexpended balance of the appropriation
is
is reappropriated
reappropriated and made available for the fiscal year 1921.
Standardization
equipment: To
enable the
Bureau of
of Standards
Standards
Standardization of
of equipment:
To enable
the Bureau
to cooperate with Government departments, engineers, and manufacturers in the
establishment of standards,
standards, methods
methods of
the establishment
of testing,
testing, and
facturers
inspection of instruments, equipment,
equipment, tools, and electrical and
inspection
mechanical devices used in the industries and by the Government
Government,
mechanical
including the
practical specifications
performance of
including
the practical
specifications for
for quality and performance
such
the formulation
formulation of methods
methods of inspection, laborasuch devices, and the
tory, and service tests, including
including personal services
services in the District of
Columbia and in the field, $15,000.
BUREAU OF
FISHERIES.
BUREAU
OF FISHERIES.

Alaska seal fisheries.
aot sea etc.
Protection,

Alaska, general
fisheries of
of Alaska,
Alaska,
seal fisheries
service: For
For protecting
protecting the
the seal
Alaska,
general service:
and so forth, including the same objects specified
specified under this head in
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1920, $3,750.
$3,750.
year 1920,
Sundry Civil
the

Lighthouses Bureau.
Bureau.

BUREAU
IHOUSES.
OF LIGH.
LIGHTHOUSES.
BUREAU OF

tnheries.

t
Superintendent
enden t of
SBuerin
navnnstruction.
naval construction.

For additional
compensation of the
superintendent of naval conthe superintendent
For
additional compensation
struction, $1,000.
struction,
$1,000.
LIGHTHOUSE
ESTABLISHMENT.
LIGHTHOUSE ESTABLISHMENT.

Conneaut
Harbor,
Conneaut Harbor,
Ohio.
Ohio.
Aids
to navigation
navigation
Aids to
in.
in.

Conneaut
the establishment
establishment of
of aids
aids to
to navigation in Conneaut
For completing
completing the
Harbor, Ohio, $7,000.
Harbor,

Service.
Lighthouse Service.

LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
LIGHTHOUSE
SERVICE.

General expenses:
expenses: For supplies, repairs, maintenance,
maintenance, and so
so forth,
forth,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Sundry
Act for
fiscal year
year 1921,
1921, $400,000.
$400,000.
the fiscal
for the
Appropriation Act
Lighthouse
Civil Appropriation
Lihthouse vessels.
vesse. Civil
Lighthouse
officers and crews of
Lighthouse vessels: For salaries and wages of officers
light
temporary employlighthouse tenders,
tenders, including
including temporary
light vessels
vessels and lighthouse
ment
necessary, $70,000.
$70,000.
when necessary,
ment when
Retired pay.
officers and
and employees
employees engaged
engaged in the
the field service
For retired
retired pay
pay of
of officers
persons continuously
continuously
or on vessels of the Lighthouse Service, except persons
$1,000.
employed in
in district
district offices and
and shops,
shops, $1,000.
Collisiondamage
s
Damage claims:
claims: To
To pay
pay the
the claims
adjusted and
determined by
by
and determined
claims adjusted
clalis
on d a m a ge
Damage
claims.
Vol.
3e, p. 537.
537.
Vol. 3,
Lighthouses under
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Lighthouses
under the terms of section 4
4of the
1; 1910 (Thirty-sixth Statutes, page 537),
537), on account of
Act of June 17,
damages occasioned
occasioned to private
private property
property by collisions with 'vessels
of
vessels of
damages
which said vessels
vessels were responsible,
responsible,
Lighthouse Service and for which
the Lighthouse
Senate
certified
certified to Congress
Congress in House Document Numbered
Numbered 912 and Senate
Document Numbered
Numbered 387 of the present session, $436.12.
General
expenses.
Generalexpenses.

Geodetic
Coast and Geodetic
Survey.
Oce
expenses.
Offceaepns

Department ofLabm
DepartmentoiLeber.
Immigrant
station.
Immigrant station.
Ellis
N. Y.
Ell Island, N

rryboat repairs.
repair
Tarrybcat

COAST
AND GEODETIC
SURVEY.
COAST AND
GEODETIC SURVEY.

Office expenses: For purchase
instruments (except .surOffice
purchase of new instruments
veying
including the
the same objects
objects specified
specified
veying instruments),
instruments), and so forth, including
under
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
in the
under this
this head
head in
year
year 1921, $25,000.
$25,000.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
DEPARTMENT
IMMIGRATION STATIONS.
STATIONS.
IMMIGRATION

Island, New
Ellis Island,
New York:
York: For repairs to coal hoist and coal runway
apparatus,
and for improvement
improvement and extension
extension of coal-hoisting
coal-hoisting apparatus,
including footing
and derrick,
derrick, $7,000.
footing and
including
For
extraordinary and emergent
emergent repairs
repairs to the ferryboat, $40,000.
For extraordinary
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1921.
1921.

NATURALIZATION SERVICE.
NATURALIZATION
SERVICEaturalization

Naturalization
Naturalization ServService.

Pay to examiners,
For compensation,
be fixed
fixed by
by the
Secretary of
Labor, of
of exex- interpreters,
,
Pay
toexaminers
of Labor,
the Secretary
to be
For
compensation, to
etc.

aminers,
and stenographers,
oftereters, etc.
for the
the purpose
purpose of
stenographers, for
clerks, and
interpreters, clerks,
aminers, interpreters,
carrying
on the
the work
work of
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Naturalization,
Natura ization, and
forth,
and so
so forth,
of the
carrying on
including the
the same
objects specified
under this
head in
in the
the Sundry
Sundry
this head
specified under
same objects
including
Civil Appropriation
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921, $9,500.
for the
Appropriation Act
Civil
Commissioners
of
of
coniiatiss"
COMMISSIONERS OF
CONCILIATION: To
Secretary of
of conciliation.
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
OF CONCILIATION:
COMMISSIONERS
Expenses.
Labor to
to exercise
exercise the
the authority
authority vested
him by
by section
of the
the Act
Eynxses.
Act Vol.
section 88of
in him
vested in
Labor
37, p. 738.
73
*
creating
commissioners of
of Labor,
Labor, and to appoint commissioners
creating the Department of
conciliation,
per diem
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
subsistence at
not exceeding
exceeding
at not
of subsistence
for per
conciliation, for
$4,
$40,000.
$4, $40,000.
Labor
BuStatistics BuLabor Statistics
BUREAU OF
OF LABOR
STATISTICS.
LABOR STATISTICS.
BUREAU
reau.
rcau.
Per
diem
For
per diem
lieu of
and emspecial
dtem special
Per etc.
em- agents,
agents, and
of special
special agents,
of subsistence
subsistence of
in lieu
diem in
For per
expenses of
ployees,
their transportation;
transportation; and
for traveling
of agen, etc.
traveling expenses
and for
for their
and for
ployees, and
officers and
$5,000.
employees, $5,000.
and employees,
officers

STATES HOUSING
UNITED STATES
HOUSING CORPORATION.
CORPORATION.
UNITED

District
in the
other employees
Salaries:
officers, clerks,
and other
employees in
the District
clerks, and
For officers,
Salaries: For
necessary to collect and account for the receipts
receipts from
Columbia necessary
of Columbia
the
properties of
Corporation, the
the United States Housing Corporation,
of the
the sale of properties
Bureau
of Industrial
Industrial Housing
property comTransportation, property
and Transportation,
Housing and
Bureau of
mandeered
Department of Labor,
mandeered by the United States through the Department
and to
collect the
transportation facilities and
advanced to transportation
amounts advanced
the amounts
to collect
and
hereProvided,That no person shall be employed
others,
others, $35,000:
$35,000: Provided,
t
e
e afonrnumherean
exceeding
e shall
$5e,no otb
o
e
h
hotel
employed
and
annum
$5,000
per
exceeding
under
comp e es
under at
at aa rate of compensation
That
ao onno
n
b ap GGovernment
erson
that rate;
rate;
may be
be employed
employed at that
only one
one person
person may
Collections:
For the
the collection
collection of
from the
the sale
sale of
of real
Collections: For
of money
money due
due from
real
$15,500;
19, 1919,
1919, $15,500;
July 19,
approved July
the Act
estate under
the provision
of the
Act approved
provision of
under the
estate
GovernoffColumbia, Government hotel for GovernWashington, District o
the
of the
management of
ment workers:
For maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
and management
operation, and
workers: For
ment
$45,000:
including personal
personal services, $45,000:
hotel and restaurant therein, including
rate of
at aa rate
Provided,
person shall
employed hereunder
hereunder at
of
shall be
be employed
That no
no person
Provided, That
compensation
exceeding $5,000 per annum, and only one person may
compensation exceeding
be employed
employed at
that rate;
be
at that
rate;in
Operation of
To manage,
manage, maintain, rent, lease lands,
of projects: To
Operation
houses,
buildings, and
and improvements,
improvements, and
and other
other general
general community
community
houses, buildings,
utilities, which remain unsold, and which are owned by the United
United
commandeered by the United States
States Housing Corporation, or commandeered
as
.Acts of May 16, 1918, and June 4, 1918, $10,000;
$10,000;
as provided
provided by
by the
the Acts
the appropriations
no part
part of
In all,
all, $105,500:
$105,500: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
of the
appropriations
In
for expenditure
heretofore
and available
expenditure by the United
United States
available for
made and
heretofore made
Housing Corporation
which
Housing
Corporation shall be expended for the purposes for which
appropriations are
are made
made herein.
herein.
appropriations
LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

Housing
Housing
tion.

CorporaCorpora

Salaries in
in District
District
of Columbia.

oScalaes

Proviso.

Parestriction.
Pay restriction.
Collections.
Ante, p. 224.

o~,p..

Hotel for Government wokeors.
workers.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

ment

Proviso.

striction.
Py
Pay restriction.
ns

Operation
a o iof unsold
proS
projects.
Vol. 40,
550, 596.
40, pp. 550,

vo.

pp.

Proviso.
Useoformerap
Use
of former appro-

priations restricted.
restrict
priations

Legislative.
Legislative.
Build.
House Office Build-

House
Office Building:
Building: For
waterproofing the main
lug.
approach, in- ing.
main approach,
For waterproofing
House Office
chiding
necessary labor
labor and materials
connected therewith,
therewith,
materials connected
the necessary
cluding the
$14,000.
$14,000.
necessary labor and materials connected
connected
the necessary
including the
For awnings,
awnings, including
therewith,
therewith, $2,700.
Senate.
Seate.
SENATE.
SENATE.
To
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Senate
Senate to
to pay
from the
the appropriaappropriapay from
To enable
enable the
compensation of officers, clerks, messengers, and
tion for 1921 for compensation
Honorable
rendered as clerk to Honorable
others,
others, to Mark L. Black for services rendered
J. Thomas
Senator from the State of Alabama, from NovemHeflin, Senator
J.
Thomas Heflin,

Mark L. BwCk.
Black.
Services.

serves.
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Official
reporters.
Official reporters.
Additional pay, fisfi1922.
cal year
year 1922.

Robert W. Farrar.
Robert
Services.
Services.

Charles A.
A. Webb.
Services.

Fred
Blackmon.
Fred L.
L. Blackmon.
Pay
to widow.
ay to
widow.
F. Booher.
Booker.
F.

Pay to
to widow.
Pay
widow.

Mahlon
Garland.
Mahlon M. Garland.
Pay to daughter.

ray to daughter.
Dick T. Morgan.
Pay to widow.

widow.

Henry M. Couden.
Pay as chaplain
-mmitus.
seatus.

PeraM. chpladin

m

Contested
expenses.

onested

CH. 89.

1921.
1921.

ber
ber 3, 1920, to
to December 5, 1920,
1920, at
at the
the rate of
of $2,500
$2,500 per annum
and
additional compensation
and additional
compensation at
at the rate
rate of
of $240
$240 per
per annum.
For additional expenses of reporting and transcribing
transcribing the debates
proceedings of
and proceedings
of the
the Senate and
and to
to equalize
equalize more
more nearly
nearly the
amounts paid by the Senate and
Representatives for reportand House of
of Representatives
ing their respective
proceedings from
1, 1921,
1921, to
30, 1922,
1922,
respective proceedings
from July
July 1,
to June
June 30,
payable
payable in equal monthly installments,
installments, $4,844.
$4,844.
To
Robert W. Farrar
Farrar for extra and
rendered
To pay to Robert
and expert services rendered
Committee on Pensions
of the
the Sixty-sixth
to the Committee
Pensions during the
the sessions of
Sixty-sixth
Congress, $1,200.
$1,200.
rendered as
To pay Charles A.
A. Webb
Webb for
for extra
extra services rendered
as clerk
clerk of
of the
the
Committee on Privileges and Elections, $200.

House of RepresentRepresentatives.
atives.

Charles

S
ESS. III.
SESS.

election
election

John R. Farr.
Farr.
Patrick McLane.
Me.L.sne.
Patrick
James
D. Salts.
James D.
Salts.

HOUSE OF
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.

To pay the widow of Fred L. Blackmon,
Representative
Blaclunon, late a
a Representative

from
the State
from the
State of Alabama, $7,500.

To pay the widow
a Representative
widow of Charles F. Booher, late a
Representative from
from

the State of Missouri, $7,500.
To pay Grace W. Gilkison, daughter
daughter of Mahlon
Mahlon M. Garland, late aa
Representative
from the State of Pennsylvania,
Representative from
Pennsylvania, $7,500.
To
the widow
widow of
of Dick
T. Morgan,
Morgan, late
from
Representative from
late aa Representative
Dick T.
To pay
pay the
the
State of
Oklahoma, $7,500.
the State
of Oklahoma,
$7,500.
For compensation
compensation of
Henry N.
Chaplain Emeritus
of the
the
Emeritus of
N. Couden,
Couden, Chaplain
of Henry
For

House of Representatives,
Representatives, from March 1
1to June 30, 1921,
1921, inclusive,
in
accordance with
1921, $500.
in accordance
with the resolution adopted
adopted January 6,
6, 1921,
$500.
For allowance
contestant and contestee
contestee for exallowance to the following contestant
penses incurred by them in the contested-election
audited and
contested-election case audited
recommended
Numbered One:
One:
recommended by the Committee
Committee on
on Elections
Elections Numbered
John R. Farr, contestant, $2,000.
Patrick McLane,
McLane, contestee,
$2,000.
contestee, $2,000.

contestant
For payment
payment to James D. Salts for expenses
expenses incurred as contestant
contested-election case of Salts versus Major
audited and
in the contested-election
Major,, audited
and
recommended by the Committee
recommended
Committee on Elections
Elections Numbered
Numbered One, $2,000.
$2,000.
George
B. Grigsby.
Grigsby.
GeorgeB.
For payment to George B. Grigsby for expenses
expenses incurred as conWickersham versus
testee in
m the contested-election
contested-election case
case of
of James Wickersham
versus
Charles A. Sulzer, deceased, and George
George B. Grigsby, audited and
and
recommended by the Committee
recommended
Numbered Three,
Committee on Elections Numbered
$2,000.
Henry
Henry H. BodenFor payment
payment to Henry H. Bodenstab
Bodenstab for expenses
expenses incurred as constab.
stab.
testant in the contested-election
contested-election case of Bodenstab versus Berger,
audited and recommended
recommended by the Committee on Elections
Elections Numbered One, $2,000.
Mscellaneous Items,
items, For miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and expenses of special and select comexclusive of salaries and labor,
specifically ordered
ordered
'etc
mittees, exclusive
labor, unless specifically
by the House of Representatives,
years, reRepresentatives, for the following
following fiscal years,
spectively:
spectively:
For 1919, $423.94;
$423.94;
For
$39,325.76;
For 1920, $39,325.76;
For 1921,
$75,000.
For
1921, $75,000.
Speaker's
maintenance, repair, and operation of an automobile
automobile
sleaker's automoautomn For driving, maintenance,
bile.
for
for the Speaker,
Speaker, $300.
$300.
Stenographers
to
Stenographers to
For reimbursement
reimbursement to the official stenographers
stenographers to committees
committees
committees.
Reimbursement.
aeimbursement.

WaYs
If'
c
teand Mens
mittea.
.imite

Erapendswa

ExPen2e5
st
auth arited
for,

until 1 session of

t cgrus

for the
the amounts
amounts actually
actually and
necessarily expended
by them
them during
during
for
and necessarily
expended by

the
third session
Sixty-sixth Congress,
$2,000.
the third
session of
of the
the -Sixty-sixth
Congress, $500
$500 each,
each, $2,000.
After March
Committee on
Ways
After
March 4,
4, 1921.
1921, those
those members
members of
of the
the Committee
on Ways
and Me
Means
,Tv who are Members elect of the House to the Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh
Congress,
session
Congress, or a
amajority of them, until the meeting of the first session
of
Sixty-seventh Congress,
Congress, are
of the Sixty-seventh
are authorized
authorized to
to employ
employ such expert,
expert,
clerical, and stenograph
stenographic services,
information,
clerical,
services, and to gather such information,
through
fit
through Government
Government agents or otherwise, as to them may seem
seem fit
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in
preparation of
or bills
for the
the revision
present tariff
tariff
in the
the preparation
of aabill
bill or
bills for
revision of
of the
the present
law
revenue laws;
are authorized
such
law and
and internal
internal revenue
laws; and
and they
they are
authorized to
to have
have such
printing
expenses as may
printing and
and binding, done
done and to
to incur such other expenses
may
be
expenses hereunder,
hereunder, except
except for
for printing
printing
be deemed
deemed necessary;
necessary; all
all the
the expenses
and binding,
and
binding, not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 shall
shall be
be paid
paid out
out of
of the
the contingent
contingent
fund
approved as now
fund of
of the House
House on
on the usual
usual vouchers
vouchers approved
now provided
provided
by
law.
by law.
Parliamentary precedParamentar
precParliamentary
precedents: There
There shall be printed and bound two edents.
Parliamentary precedents:
Publication
thousand
five hundred
hundred copies
copies of
of Hinds'
the House
of Publicationofof Hinds'
inds'
Hinds' Precedents
Precedents of
of the
House of
thousand five
Precedents of the
Representatives of
of the
the United
United States,
States, with
reference to
such cases
Representatives
with reference
Representato such
cases House
ousCee
of Repreentha
tives.
of procedure
as may
useful in
of
procedure in
in the
the United
United States
States Senate
Senate as
may be
be useful
in connecconnec- tives.
tion therewith,
with reference
reference to
such laws
Congress as
of Congress
tion
therewith, and
and also
also with
to such
laws of
may
relate to
to the
House of
and its
membership,
may relate
the House
of Representatives
Representatives and
its membership,
with
supplement thereto
bringing such precedents
precedents down to
1ippleento
with aa supplement
thereto bringing
to date. auS
auSt
l
i
a
ll
OtPilz
e
e
n
r 4 te date
date
Such compilation
compilation shall
the typographical
size of
page, Style,Ac.
StyleAetc.
style, size
of page,
shall be
be of
of the
typographical style,
Such
indexing used
used in
in House Document Numbered.
Numbered 576,
and of the
the style
style of indexing
Fifty-fifth Congress,
Congress, second
second session,
session, known
known as
PreFifty-fifth
as "Parliamentary
"Parliamentary Precedents of
of the
the House
and
States," and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United States,"
cedents
shall
volumes each
each approximately
of the
shall be
be divided
divided into
into volumes
approximately of
the size
size of
of the
the Distribution.
said House
Numbered 576.
576. The
The sets
of volumes
shall Distibution.
sets of
volumes shall
said
House Document
Document Numbered
be
distributed as
as follows:
Representative, Delegate,
Delegate,
follows: One
One set
set to
to each
each Representative,
be distributed
and
Congress and
and one
one set
each RepreRepreset to
to each
and Senator
Senator in
in the
the Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Congress
sentative,
Delegate, and
sentative, Delegate,
and Senator
Senator in
in the
the Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Congress
Congress who
who
is
Member of the Sixty-sixth
is not a
a Member
Sixty-sixth Congress; one set to each committee
room of the House and Senate;
Senate; one set each to the Senate
Senate and the
House
branches of
drafting service;
service; ten
sets to
to the
House branches
of the
the legislative
legislative drafting
ten sets
the
Library
Congress; ten
ten sets
sets each
the House
and Senate
Senate libraries
libraries;
Library of
of Congress;
each to
to the
House and
five
hundred copies
Territorial
five hundred
copies for
for distribution
distribution to
to the State
State and
and Territorial
libraries
depositories as
in the
the case
of documents
libraries and
and designated
designated depositories
as in
case of
documents Vol. 28, p. 608.
printed
approved January
printed under section
section 54 of the
the Act approved
January 12,
12, 1895
1895 vL2p.
(Twenty-eighth
and when
when such precedents
precedents are
are
(Twenty-eighth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page 608),
608), and
prepared the
Superintendent of
of Documents
Printprepared
the Superintendent
Documents of
of the
the Government
Government Printmg Office shall notify
ig
notify each
each of
of the State and Territorial
Territorial libraries
libraries and
and
designated depositories
precedents are
designated
depositories that
that such
such precedents
are available
available for
for distridistribution to
to them,
them, if requested
requested within
within ninety
ninety days after
after the
the receipt
receipt of
such notice, and any sets remaining
remaining at the
the end of
of such period
period shall
shall
be
superintendent of Documents
be delivered
delivered by
by the Superintendent
Documents to
to the
the Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper
of
Representatives for
for disposal
disposal as
as provided
provided for
for herein;
of the
the House
House of
of Representatives
heremand
and the
the residue to the
the folding
folding room
room of
of the
the House,
House, to be distributed
distributed
by the Doorkeeper, commencing
Sixty-eighth Congress, one
commencing with the
the Sixty-eighth
one
set to each Representative,
Delegate, or Senator
Representative, Delegate,
Senator who has not
not prePreparation
of supviously received
received one.
The supplement
shall be
by Clarence
Clarence plement.
be prepared
prepared by
Prepartion of
sup
viously
one. The
supplement shall
A. Cannon, who shall also prepare aa complete index digest of the pl m ent.
thereof without
compensation. The
work and
and supervise the
the printmg
printing thereof
without compensation.
The
shall be
the property
property of
of the
the GovernGovernplates used in printing
printing the
the work
work shall
be the
ment and shall be preserved
preserved for such future use as may be hereafter
hereafter
a ge for
ri ntln
authorized. The cost of printing
authorized.
printing and
and binding such precedents
precedents shall
shall etc.
for pprinting.
t.Charge
be charged
charged to
to the
printing and
be
the allotments
allotments for
for printing
and binding
binding for
for Congress
Congress
current at
at the
performance of
the work.
current
the time
time of
of the
the performance
of the
work.
of the H
To enable the Clerk
Clerk of
of the House of Representatives
Representatives to
to pay to such
such Clerk
cPaent
fkorclerical,
le^ics
Payment
for
etc.,
assistance
persons as were actually
actually engaged
engaged in
designated by
him and
to.
in the
the work designated
by him
and etc.,asistce to.
persons
rendered during
in such proportion as he may deem just for assistance
assistance rendered
during
the
Sixty-sixth Congress
Congress in
in compiling
list of
reports to
to be
be made
the Sixty-sixth
compiling the
the list
of reports
made to
to
Congress by public officials, compilmg
for
Congress
compiling copy and revising
revising proof for
the
for 1919
1919 and
and 1921;
the House portion of the
the Official Register
Register for
1921; preparpreparing and
indexing the
the statistical
statistical reports
Clerk of
the House;
House;
ing
and indexing
reports of
of the
the Clerk
of the
comp
ing vest pocket, telephone,
Members' directories
and
compiling
telephone, and
and Members'
directories and
"Platforms
of the
the Two
Great Political
Political Parties,
pre"Platforms of
Two Great
Parties, 1856-1920";
1856-1920"; preProviso.
paring
and indexing
Business: Provided,
paring and
indexing the
the Daily
Daily Calendars
Calendars of
of Business:
alenr.
Provided, That
That IIndex to Calendar.
hereafter
hereafter the index
index to
to the daily
dily calendar
calendar shall
shall be printed
printed only on
on MonMon-
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Members' Voting
day
each week; preparing
preparing Official Statements
Statements of Members'
of each
day of
Records;
statements of political comfor recording and filing statements
Records; and for
mittees
nomination and election to the House of
candidates for nomination
and candidates
mittees and
Representatives pursuant
pursuant to
the campaign
contribution laws, $8,660.
$8,660.
campaign contribution
to the
Representatives
Government
Government
ing
Office.
ing Office.

PrintPrint-

GOVERNMENT PRINTING
PRINTING OFFICE.
GOVERNMENT

the Public
To enable
enable the
ays: To
Ho
Holidays:
Public Printer to comply with the provisions
of
the
law
granting
holidays
and the
granting
Executive order granting
the Executive
and
holidays
granting
law
sions of the
half holidays
holidays with
pay to
employees of the Government Printing
to the employees
with pay
half
Office,
$19,000.
Office, $19,000.
Leaves
of absence.
Leaves of absence: To enable the Public Printer to comply with
Leavesofabsence.
the
provisions of
of the
law granting
granting thirty
thirty days'
days' annual leave to the
the law
the provisions
employees
Government Printing
Office, $75,000.
Printing Office,
the Government
of the
employees of
Fontes,
De Fontes,
Samuel
To pay
pay Samuel
Samuel Robinson,
Joseph De
Madden, Joseph
William Madden,
Robinson, William
To
Robinson,
samuel Robinson,
William Madden,
and
Charles
C.
Allen,
messengers
on
night
duty
during
the
SixtySixtythe
during
duty
night
on
Icseph
De Fontes, and and Charles C. Allen, messengers
epDeFontesand
Cbarles C. Allen.
sixth Congress, third session, for extra services, $700 each, $2,800.
CharlesC.Allen.
Superintendent
of
superintendent of
Office of superintendent
superintendent of documents: For furniture
furniture and fixtures,
Documents.
typewriters, and so forth, including the same objects specified
specified under
under
Contingent expenses. typewriters,
Cotingentexpenses.
this head
head in
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year
Civil Appropriation
Sundry Civil
in the
the Sundry
this
$10,000.
1921, $10,000.
reserve remainders and for supplying books to
Binding, etc.
For binding reserve
Binding,
depository
depository libraries, $40,000.
Holidays.
HdayHolids.

Public
and
Public printing and
binding.

AND BINDING.
PRINTING AND
PUBLIC
PUBLIC PRINTING
BINDING.

Department
Department of Commerce.

For printing
printing and binding for the Department
Department of Commerce, includFor
ing
the Coast
Coast and
Geodetic Survey
exclusive of the Bureau
Bureau of
Survey and exclusive
and Geodetic
ing the
the
$40,000.
Census, $40,000.
the Census,
For
printing and
Department of Labor, $50,000.
and binding for the Department
For printing
For
Civil Service Commission, $10,000.
the Civil
for the
binding for
and binding
printing and
For printing
For
and binding
binding for
Post Office Department, exclusive
for the
the Post
printing and
For printing
money-order office, $100,000.
$100,000.
of the money-order

Department
Department of
Labor.
Labor.
Civil
Civil Service Commission.
mission.
Post
Office DepartPost Office
ment.
ment.

Judgments, United
United
States
States courts.
Payment
of.
Payment of.
24, p.
Vol. 24,
p. 505.
505.

Classification.
Classification.

Interest.

nterst.

of
Judgments,
Judgments, Court
Court of
Claims.
oL
Payment of

Clessifination.
Claoifatioa.

JUDGMENTS,
COURTS.
JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS.
For payment of the final judgments
judgments and decrees, including costs

provisions of the Act
of suits, which have been rendered
rendered under the provisions

of March
March 3,
3, 1887,
"An Act
Act to provide for the bringing of
1887, entitled "An
of
to
States," certified
certified to
Government of the United States,"
suits against the Government
Congress
the present
present session by
General in
the Attorney General
by the
during the
Congress during
House Document
Numbered 958
Document Numbered
Numbered
958 and Senate Document
Document Numbered
House
which have not been appealed, namely:
388, and which
$7,029.58;
Under the War Department, $7,029.58;
Under the
$2,962.50;
the Navy Department, $2,962.50;
Under
Under the
Department of
Justice, $537.43;
of Justice,
the Department
Under
In all, $10,529.51,
together with such additional sum as may be
$10,529.51, together
necessary to pay interest
interest on the respective
respective judgments
judgments at the rate
necessary
of
per annum
date thereof
thereof until the time this
the date
from the
annum from
centum per
per centum
of 44 per
appropriation
appropriation is made.
JUDGMENTS, COURT
CLAIMS
OF CLAIMS.
COURT OF
JUDGMENTS,
For payment
the judgments
rendered by the Court of Claims
judgments rendered
of the
payment of
For
and
reported to
to Congress
Congress during
during the
session in House Docuthe present session
and reported
ment Numbered
Numbered 956
Numbered 398, namely:
namely956 and Senate Document Numbered
ment
Treasury Department, $155,324.99;
$155,324.99;
Under the Treasury
$93,898.26;
the War Department, $93,898.26;
Under the
$637,304.51;
Under the Navy Department, $637,304.51;
Under
the Interior
Interior Department, $122,885.31;
$122,885.31;
Under the
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Under
the Post
Office Department,
Department, $570.27;
$570.27;
Post Office
Under the
Under
the Department
Justice, $6,135;
$6,135;
of Justice,
Department of
Under the
In
$1,016,118.34.
In all,
all, $1,016,118.34.
None
of the
the judgments
herein shall be paid until the
contained herein
judgments contained
None of
right of
appeal shall
shall have
have expired.
of appeal
right

Rightof ppeal.

Right of appeal.

Audited claims.

AUDITED CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.
AUDITED

Audited claims.

of, certi-

Payment
i
rtaccounting
a;lune
tZ,
fledlscia7Toby
SEC. 2.
2. That
That for
the payment
of the
following claims, certified fie
the following
payment of
for the
SEC.
ofcers.
Departto
be
due
by
the
several
accounting
officers
of
the
Treasury
Departo
ffi
cer'
Treasury
the
of
officers
accounting
several
the
by
to be due
p. 110.
no.
is, p.
ment
balances of
which have
Vol. 13,
exhausted vol.
been exhausted
have been
of which
the balances
appropriations the
under appropriations
ment under

5 of the
or carried
carried to
fund under
under the
the provisions of section 5
surplus fund
the surplus
to the
or
Act
of June
and under
heretofore treated
appropriations heretofore
under appropriations
1874, and
20, 1874,
June 20,
Act of
as permanent,
being for
service of the fiscal year 1918 and prior
the service
for the
permanent, being
as
years,
unless otherwise
otherwise stated, and which have been certified to
years, unless
Co
under section
section 2
I• ess under
2 of the Act of July 7, 1884, as fully set forth
Congress
its
in
ouse Document
Numbered 955, reported to Congress at its
Document Numbered
in House
present session, there
follows:
appropriated as follows:
there is appropriated
present
CLAIMS
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED
DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

THE
TEE

Vol 23 p4
Vol

TREASURY
TREASURY
Claims allowed

by
by

Treasury
uditor
Treasury Department, $18.07.
For
of compensation
Au
ditor for
for Tr
easury
compensation, Treasury
increase of
For increase
For
salaries and
and expenses,
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Board, $10.80.
Department.
Loan Board,
expenses, Federal
For salaries
Newspaper clipFor
contingent expenses,
Treasury Department:
Department: Newspaper
expenses, Treasury
For contingent
pings and books, $7.50.
For
contingent expenses,
Department: Freight, teleexpenses, Treasury Department:
For contingent
grams,
grams, and so forth, $9.52.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
Treasury Department: Fuel, and so
expenses, Treasury
For
forth,
$328.43.
forth,
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Treasury Department:
Department: Stationery,
For
$2,761.75.
$2,761.75.
For Panama-Pacific
Panama-Pacific International
International Exposition, San Francisco, CaliFor
fornia,
fornia, $4.53.
$1,322.95.
For collecting
collecting the revenue
revenue from customs,
customs $1,322.95.
For
For contingent
expenses, Independent
Independent Treasury,
Treasury, $1.77.
contingent expenses,
For
For
counterfeiting and other crimes, $1.07.
$1.07.
suppressing counterfeiting
For suppressing
For
transportation, and so forth, Public Health Service,
For freight, transportation,
$556.45.
$556.45.
For
freight, transportation,
and so forth, Public Health Service,
transportation, and
For freight,
1919, $581.88.
For
so forth,
forth, Public
Public Health
Service, $498.10.
Health Service,
and so
seamen, and
of seamen,
care of
For care
For quarantine
$23.51.
service, $23.51.
quarantine service,
For
For interstate
interstate quarantine
quarantine service,
service, $2.46.
For
For preventing
preventing .the
the spread
spread of epidemic
epidemic diseases, 64 cents.
For
For field
investigations of public health, $15.80.
field investigations
For
For field
field investigations
investigations of
$505.73.
of public
public health, 1919, $505.73.
For
For studies
studies of
sanitation, Public Health
Health Service, 71 cents.
rural sanitation,
of rural
For
For
salaries and
and expenses
subordinate officers of
agents and subordinate
of agents
expenses of
For salaries
Internal
$61.43.
Revenue, $61.43.
Internal Revenue,
For
and expenses
expenses of
collectors of internal revenue, $1,006.23.
$1,006.23.
of collectors
salaries and
For salaries
For
collecting the cotton futures tax, $2.50.
For collecting
For collecting
excess-profits tax, and so forth, $54.49.
collecting excess-profits
For
For collecting
war revenues,
revenues, $3,563.91.
$3,563.91.
the war
collecting the
For
For collecting
collecting the
tax on
munitions, and so forth, $50.33.
on estates, munitions,
the tax
For
so forth, 32 cents.
For
restricting
the
opium,
and
of
sale
the
For restricting
For
miscellaneous expenses,
Internal-Revenue Service, $457.36.
expenses, Internal-Revenue
For miscellaneous
Internal-Revenue Service, 1919,
For
miscellaneous expenses, Internal-Revenue
For miscellaneous
$3,075.71.
$3,075.71.
For refunding
refunding internal-revenue
internal-revenue collections,
collections, $332.50.
For
$58.63.
cllected, $58.63.
For
refunding taxes illegally
illegally .collected,
For refunding
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For
stamps, $38,122.27.
$38,122.27.
For redemption
redemption of
of stamps,
For payment
payment of
For
of judgments
judgments against
against internal-revenue
internal-revenue officers,
officers,
$1,917.75.
$1,917.75.
For allowance
allowance or
(internal revenue),
For
or drawback
drawback (internal
revenue), $5,680.55.
$5,680.55.
For compensation
compensation of employees,
employees, Bureau
Bureau of
of Engraving
Engraving and
and Printing,
Printing,
$23.20.
$23.20.
For
materials and
and miscellaneous
Bureau of
Engraving
For materials
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau
of Engraving
and
$794.47.
and Printing,
Printing, $794.47.
For
Coast Guard,
Guard, $116,113.28.
$116,113.28.
For Coast
For expenses
$23.30.
For
expenses of
of Revenue-Cutter
Revenue-Cutter Service,
Service, $23.30.
For pay
of crews,
crews, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, and
so forth,
forth, LifeFor
pay of
and so
LifeSaving Service,
Service, $638.70.
Saving
$638.70.
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, mint
at San
San Francisco,
For contingent
mint at
Francisco, $110.22.
$110.22.
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, assay
New York,
$27.10.
assay office
office at
at New
York, $27.10.
For contingent
For
operatmg supplies
for public buildings,
buildings, $24.51.
$24.51.
For operating
supplies for
For
of same
same for
for public
buildings, $145.08.
and repairs
repairs of
public buildings,
$145.08.
For furniture
furniture and
For
repairs and
preservation of
of public
buildings, $8.93.
$8.93.
and preservation
public buildings,
For repairs
For
equipment for
for public
public buildings,
buildings, $690.76.
$690.76.
For mechanical
mechanical equipment
For general
public buildings,
buildings, $36.30.
$36.30.
expenses of
of public
For
general expenses
For
refunding taxes
taxes illegally
collected, 1918
1918 and
prior years,
years,
and prior
For refunding
illegally collected,
$2,061,163.65.
$2,061,163.65.
CLATMS ALLOWED
'IRE AUDITOR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
BY THE
AUDITOR OF
OF IRE
THE WAR
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
Claims allowed by
Auditor for War Depat m
partment.

Auditor
ent

War Dl

For
contingent expenses,
$475.55.
War Department,
Department, $475.55.
For contingent
expenses, War
For national defense,
defense, War
War Department, $596.
For
War Department,
Department, $645.12.
$645.12.
security and defense,
defense, War
For national
national security
For
registration and
selection for
for military
military service,
service, $17,814.53.
$17,814.53.
For registration
and selection
For
Army War
College, $2.88.
$2.88.
War College,
For Army
For
Information Section,
General Staff
Staff
Military Information
Section, General
For contingencies,
contingencies, Military
Corps,
Corps, $593.59.
$593.59.
For
Signal Service
of the
For Signal
Service of
the Army,
Army, $15,651.47.
$15,651.47.
increase for
Corps, $785.08.
For increase
for aviation, Signal
Signal Corps,
$785.08.
For pay,
forth, of
the Army,
Army, $503,726.85.
$503,726.85.
For
pay, and
and so
so forth,
of the
For
mileage to
contract surgeons, $330.55.
to officers
officers and
and contract
$330.55.
For mileage
extra-duty pay to enlisted
For extra-duty
enlisted men as
as clerks, and
and so
so forth, at
at Army
Army
division and
and department
division
department headquarters,
headquarters, $1,828.20.
$1,828.20.
For arrears
arrears of
and so
so forth,
forth, $319.29.
For
of pay,
pay, bounty,
bounty, and
$319.29.
For
(Quartermaster Corps, $192.50.
For incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, Quartermaster
$192.50.
For
and transportation,
transportation, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
For supplies,
supplies, services,
services, and
$256,837.18.
$256,837.18.
For
the Army
its supplies,
For transportation
transportation of
of the
Army and
and its
supplies, $3,045.02.
$3,045.02.
For
for Cavalry,
Cavalry, Artillery,
Engineers, and
forth, $230.
$230.
For horses
horses for
Artillery, Engineers,
and so
so forth,
For
barracks and
quarters, $13,859.
For barracks
and quarters,
$13,859.
For
military post
exchanges, $6,793.46.
$6,793.46.
For military
post exchanges,
For
shooting galleries
and ranges
For shooting
galleries and
ranges, $1,036.80.
$1,036.80.
For
Medical and
Hospital Department,
For Medical
and Hospital
Department, $9,230.68.
$9,230.68.
For
for disabled
disabled soldiers,
soldiers, $3.
For trusses
trusses for
$3.
For
engineer equipment
equipment of
For engineer
of troops, $1.50.
$1.50.
For
engineer operations
For engineer
operations in
in the
the field,
field, $2,827,642.90.
$2,827,642.90.
For
Ordnance Service,
Service, $111.78.
$111.78.
For Ordnance
For
rifles, $79,756.95.
$79,756.95.
For automatic
automatic rifles,
For
arming, equipping,
equipping, and
and training
training the
National Guard,
Guard, $581.92.
For arming,
the National
$581.92.
For encampment
maneuvers, Organized
Organized Militia,
$9.72.
Militia, $9.72.
and maneuvers,
For
encampment and
For civilian
civilian military
For
military training
training camps,
camps, $7,374.70.
$7,374.70.
For quartermaster
Reserve
forth, Reserve
eqmpment, and so forth,
supplies, equipment,
For
quartermaster supplies,
Officers' Training
Corps, $14.
$14.
Training Corps,
Officers
For arming
arming and
and equipping
the Militia,
$15.20.
For
equipping the
Militia, $15.20.
For
maintenance, Umted
Military Academy,
States Military
Academy, $21.60.
$21.60.
For maintenance,
tnited States
For
repairs of
$36.
of arsenals,
arsenals, $36.
For repairs
For
headstones for
soldiers, $21.81.
For headstones
for graves
graves of
of soldiers,
$21.81.
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For disposition
disposition of
of remains
remains of
of officers,
and civil
civil employees,
employees,
soldiers, and
officers, soldiers,
For
$104.04.
$104.04.
For
post, Schofield
Barracks, Hawaii,
$4,747.11.
Hawaii, $4,747.11.
Schofield Barracks,
For military
military post,
For
Vicksburg National Military Park, $2,148.
For Vicksburg
For National
National Home
Home for
for Disabled
Danville
Soldiers, Danville
Volunteer Soldiers,
Disabled Volunteer
For
Branch, $7.
$7.
For
for Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Mountain
Soldiers, Mountain
Home for
National Home
For National
Branch, $76.26.
$76.26.
For
Home for
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers, Eastern
For National
National Home
$1.50.
Branch, $1.50.
For State
State or
soldiers and sailors,
homes for disabled soldiers
Territorial homes
or Territorial
For
$892.09.
$892.09.
For
northern and
and northwestern
lakes, $624.60.
$624.60.
northwestern lakes,
of northern
survey of
For survey
For payment
payment of
of claims for loss
loss of firearms, and so forth, taken by
For
$151.55.
United States troops
troops during labor strikes in 1914 in Colorado, $151.55.
United
CLAIMS ALLOWED
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
FOR THE
THE NAVY
AUDITOR FOR
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS
Claims allowed by
aforS
o
by
For contingent
and miscellaneous
Hydrographic Office,
Office, Acldr
expenses, Hydrographic
miscellaneous expenses,
contingent and
For
Auditor for
Navy
Department.
partment.
74 cents.
cents.
74

Observatory, $7.
contingent and miscellaneous
expenses, Naval Observatory,
$7.
miscellaneous expenses,
For contingent
For contingent
expenses, Navy
$236.62.
Navy Department, $236.62.
contingent expenses,
For
$24.81.
Establishment, $24.81.
compensation, Naval Establishment,
increase of compensation
For increase
miscellaneous, $1,918.16.
$1,918.16.
For pay, miscellaneous,
$11,434.70.
For aviation,
aviation, Navy, $11,434.70.
For
$5,507.52.
Corps,'$5,507.52.
For pay,.
pay, Marine Corps
maintenance, Quartermaster's
Marine Corps,
Quartermaster's Department, Marine
For maintenance,
$18,997.72.
$18,997.72.
For contingent, Marine
Maxine Corps, $16,989.85.
For
$372.38.
For transportation, Bureau of Navigation, $372.38.
For
Navigation, $835.19.
For outfits on first enlistment, Bureau of Navigation,
For instruments
instruments and supplies,
supplies Bureau of Navigation, $23.75.
For
Navigation, $57.16.
For maintenance
maintenance of naval auxiliaries, Bureau of Navigation,
For organizing
organizing the Naval Reserve Force, $75.60.
Pennsylvania,'$1.74.
Home, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
For Naval Home,
ordnance and ordnance stores, Bureau of Ordnance,
Ordnance, $7,413.34.
$7,413.34.
For ordnance
For contingent,
contingent, Bureau of Yards and Docks, $342.26.
For
Medicine and Surgery, $132.50.
For contingent,
contingent, Bureau of Medicine
For pay of the Navy, $65,652.63.
$65,652.63.
$1,895.43.
For provisions, Navy, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $1,895.43.
maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $603.62.
For maintenance,
Accounts, $6,898.15.
For freight, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
transportation, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
For fuel and transportation,
$371.87.
$371.87.
Construction and Repair, $9.
$9.
and repair,
repair, Bureau of Construction
construction and
For construction
$1,045.06.
Engineering, $1,045.06.
For engineering,
engineering, Bureau of Steam Engineering,
samtary reasons, $16.77.
For destruction
destruction of clothing and bedding for sanitary
FOR THE
CLAIMS
THE INTERIOB
EXTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
BY THE
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED

AuditS forntedior
Defense, Department
For
National Security
and Defense,
Department of the Interior, Andito7for
Indterior
Security and
For National
$5.48.
Department.
Department.
$5.48.
For expenses,
expenses, special inspectors, Department of the Interior, 60
For
cents.
Department of the Interior,
expenses of inspectors, Department
For traveling expenses
$1.77.
$1.77.
For contingent expenses,
Department of the Interior, $1,130.10.
expenses, Department
For
$159.04.
For scientific library, Patent Office, $159.04.
For Capitol
Capitol power plant,
plant, $6,739.15.
$6,739.15.
beths Hospital, $12.01.
$12.01.
For Saint
Samt Elizabeths
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For education
education of
of natives of Alaska,
Alaska, $97.39.
$97.39.
For medical relief in Alaska,
Alaska, $20.
For Glacier National Park,
Park, $6.24.
$6.24.
contingent expenses of land offices,
offices, $4.E9.
For contingent
$4.89.
protecting public lands, timber, and so
For protecting
so forth, $6.09.
For surveying
surveying the public lands, $1,692.30.
$1,692.30.
For geological
geological survey,
survey, $520.94.
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Mines $1.10.
For general
of Mines,
mvestigating mine accidents,
accidents, $80.68.
$80.68.
For investigating
Mines $2.63.
$2.63.
For testing fuel, Bureau of
of Mines,
petroleum and natural gas, Bureau of
Mines,
For investigations, petroleum
of Mines,
$5.64.
$5.64.
For expenses, mining experiment
experiment stations,
stations, Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines, $60.99.
$60.99.
mine-rescue cars, Bureau
Bureau of
For operating mine-rescue
of Mines, $46.80.
$46.80.
For increase of compensation,
$262.78.
compensation, Indian
Indian Service,
Service, $262.78.
For
and so
so forth,
diseases
For relieving distress
distress and
and prevention,
prevention, and
forth, of
of diseases
among Indians,
Indians, $110.49.
$110.49.
among
For suppressing liquor traffic
traffic among
among Indians,
Indians, $130.98.
For Indian schools, support, $1,125.42.
For Indian school and agency buildings,
buildings, $551.06.
$551.06.
For industrial work and care of timber, $11.61.
$11.61.
For purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian
Indian supplies, $4,363.66.
For telegraphing
telegraphing and
and telephoning, Indian Service,
Service, $1.44.
$1.44.
For pay of Indian
Indian police, $419.53.
For
expenses Indian
Indian Service
For general
general expenses,
Service, 26 cents.
cents.
For industry among Indians,
Indians , $198.04.
$198.04.
For support of Indians
Indians in Arizona
Arizona and
and New
New Mexico, $50.33.
$50.33.
For support of
Indians in
in California,
$25.
of Indians
California, $25.
For Indian school, Riverside, California, $72.29.
For Indian school, Pipestone, Minnesota, 20 cents.
For support of Indians in Nevada, 25 cents.
$137.06.
For Indian school, Bismarck,
Bismarck, North
North Dakota
Dakota, $137.06.
For administration
administration of affairs of Five Civilized Tribes, Oklahoma,
$12.07.
For oil and gas inspectors, Five Civilized Tribes, Oklahoma, $45.
$5.10.
For Indian school, Salem, Oregon, $5.10.
For support of Sioux of different
different tribes, employees,
employees, and so forth,
South Dakota, $2.30.
For support of Sioux of different tribes, subsistence and civilizacivilization, South Dakota, $249.69.
$249.69.
For Indian school, Flandreau,
Dakota, $1.50.
$1.50.
Flandreau, South Dakota,
For Indian school, Flandreau,
Flandreau, South Dakota, repairs and improvements, $2.96.
Wisconsin, $49.27.
For Indian school, Hayward, Wisconsin,
$49.27.
For Indian school,
school, Tomah, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, repairs and improvements,
improvements,
$10.
$10.

Wyoming, 42
42 cents.
cents.
For support of Shoshones
Shoshones in Wyoming,
For Indian school, Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation,
Reservation, Wyoming, 33 cents.
For payment
Indians of Wind
Reservation, Wyoming,
$50,
payment to Indians
Wind River
River Reservation,
Wyoming, $50,

CLAIMS
CLuAIS

Claims allowed by
et.,
Audi tofor
f State, etc.,
Auditor
nt
Departments.
Depars.

ALLOWED

BY

AEDYTOR
THE AUDITOR
DEPARTMENTS.
DEPARTMENTS.

FOR
FOB

STATE
STATE

AND
AND

OTHER
OTHEB

For
binding, $201.64.
For public
public printing
printing and
and binding,
$201.64.
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, Executive
Executive Office,
Office, $4.
$4.
For contingent
For national security and defense,
$8,626.51.
defense, Executive, $8,626.51.
salaries and expenses, Bureau of Efficiency, 65 cents.
For salaries
For United States Tariff Commission,
Commission $3.47.
For contingent
contingent expenses, Department of State, 1920, $42835.
$428.35.
For salaries of ambassadors
ministers, $1i385.37
$1,385.37..
ambassadors and ministers,
For
transportation of diplomatic and consular officers,
$483.71.
For transportation
officers, $483.71.
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For
transportation of diplomatic
diplomatic and
1919,
and consular officers, 1919,
For transportation
$4,040.13.
For
contingent expenses, foreign
foreign missions, $97.89.
$97.89.
For contingent
For contingent
contingent expenses, foreign missions, 1919, $1,917.46.
$1,917.46.
contingent expenses, foreign missions, 1920, $28,534.19.
$28,534.19.
For contingent
embassies and legations, $156.
For clerks at embassies
For salaries, Consular
Consular Service,
Service, $703.67.
$703.67.
For salaries, Consular Service, 1919, $4,103.67.
allowances to diplomatic
diplomatic and consular officers, $2,621.83.
$2,621.83.
For post allowances
consular assistants,
assistants, $193.65.
For salaries, consular
$1,338.53.
For allowance
allowance for clerks at consulates, $1,338.53.
For contingent expenses, United States consulates, $562.21.
$562.21.
For contingent expenses, United States consulates, 1919, $5,816.93.
$5,816.93.
For transporting remains of diplomatic officers, consuls, and consular assistants, 1919, $170.34.
$170.34.
For relief and protection of American
American seamen, $2,032.24.
For relief and protection
seamen 1920, $55,399.43.
protection of American seamen,
$55,399.43.
For boundary line, Alaska
Alaska and Canada and
and United States and
$1.61.
Canada, $1.61.
For exposition, city of Panama, 32 cents.
National Museum, $3.02.
$3.02.
For books, National
For preservation of collections, National Museum, $15.84.
For Interstate Commerce Commission,
Commission, $1,764.26.
For salaries and expenses, Federal Board for Vocational
Vocational Education, $5.31.
$5.31.
For salaries
salaries and expenses
Shipping Board, $3.75.
expenses, United States Shipping
national security
security and
For national
and defense,
defense, United
United States Shipping Board,
$3,877.47.
$3,877.47.
For salaries
salaries and expenses, United States Food Administration,
Administration,
$2,401.95.
For national security and defense,
defense, United States Food and Fuel
(educational), $2,272.20.
Administrations (educational),
Administrations
For national security and defense, United
United States
States Food AdminisAdminisservice), $525.
tration (foreign service),
For miscellaneous
expenses, Supreme Court, District of Columbia,
miscellaneous expenses,
1920, $888.08.
$888.08.
For
Columbia, 1920, $41,797.18.
of convicts, District of Columbia,
For support
support of
For salaries, Department
Department of Agriculture, $12.22.
$12.22.
increase of compensation,
compensation, Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $1.22.
For increase
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $169.07.
For library, Department
For miscellaneous
Department of Agriculture, $415.24.
miscellaneous expenses, Department
Office of Farm Management, 49 cents.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Office
For general expenses, Weather
Weather Bureau, $134.38.
$134.38.
For general
general expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry, $329.93.
For meat inspection, Bureau of Animal Industry, $92.64.
For general expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $710.76.
$710.76.
For purchase and distribution
distribution of valuable seeds, $142.96.
$142.96.
For stimulating agriculture
agriculture and facilitating distribution of products,
$1,542.03.
$1,542.03.
For general expenses, Forest Service, $168.87.
For general expenses, Bureau of Chemistry, $306.23.
For enforcement
enforcement of the Food and Drugs Act, $108.10.
For general expenses, Bureau of Soils, $228.31.
$228.31.
For general expenses, Bureau of Entomology,
Entomology, $12.34.
$12.34.
For general expenses, Bureau of Biological
Biological Survey, $32.45.
Service, $3.45.
For general
general expenses, States Relations
Relations Service,
For general
general expenses, Office of Public Roads and Rural EngineerEngmeermg
ing, $64.61.
expenses, Office of Markets
Markets and Rural Organization,
or general expenses,
Organization,
$105.44.
$105.44.
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expenses, Bureau of Markets,
Markets, $40.63.
general expenses,
For general
United States Grain Standards Act, $45.37.
enforcement of the United
For enforcement
general expenses, Bureau of Crop Estimates, $8.08.
For general
suppressing spread of pink bollworm of cotton, $1.24.
For suppressing
$2.
For eradicating
eradicating citrus canker, $2.
contingent expenses,
$66.63.
Department of Commerce, $66.63.
expenses, Department
For contingent
Commerce,
national security and defense, Department of Commerce,
For national
$10,012.
$10,012.
For commercial
commercial attaches,
attachOs, Department
Department of Commerce,
Commerce, $5.71.
$5.71.
For
For
promoting commerce,
Department of
of Commerce,
Commerce, $50.72.
$50.72.
commerce, Department
For promoting
For
contingent expenses,
$106.51.
Service, $106.51.
Steamboat-Inspection Service,
expenses, Steamboat-Inspection
For contingent
For
enforcement of wireless communication
communication laws, $2.09.
For enforcement
For
expenses, Bureau of Standards, $10.86.
general expenses,
For general
equipping chemical
laboratory building, Bureau
Bureau of Standards,
chemical laboratory
For equipping
$12.
$12.
For
Standards, $30.72.
Bureau of Standards
standardization, Bureau
gauge standardization,
For gauge
For
military research,
$11:11.
Standards,'$11.11.
research, Bureau of Standards
For military
For
structural materials, Bureau of Standards, $82.75.
For testing structural
For
testing railroad
Bureau of Standards,
scales, and so forth, Bureau
railroad scales,
For testing
$6,078.95.
$6,078.95.
For
Survey, $168.92.
$168.92.
For party
party expenses, Coast and Geodetic Survey,
For
For general expenses, Coast and Geodetic Survey, $41.24.
For general
Service, $7,857.57.
$7,857.57.
Lighthouse Service,
expenses, Lighthouse
For
general expenses,
For
vessels, $2,417.04.
For salaries,
salaries, lighthouse vessels,
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau of Fisheries, $132.40.
For miscellaneous
For
national security
defense, Department
Department of Labor, $828.27.
and defense,
security and
For national
For
expenses, commissioners
commissioners of conciliation,
conciliation, $4.79.
For salaries and expenses,
$19.41.
For
miscellaneous expenses,
Labor Statistics, $19.41.
expenses, Bureau of Labor
For miscellaneous
For expenses of regulating
regulating immigration,
immigration, $33,539.73.
$33,539.73.
$121.24.
expenses of interned aliens, $121.24.
For expenses
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau
of Naturalization,
Naturalization, 23 cents.
Bureau of
For
enforcement of
child-labor law, 71 cents.
of the child-labor
For enforcement
For contingent
Justice, miscellaneous
miscellaneous
Department of Justice,
expenses, Department
contingent expenses,
For
items, 43 cents.
For contingent
Department of Justice, miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses, Department
contingent expenses,
For
items, 1919, $2.57.
$2.57.
For
defending suits in claims against the United States, $5.20.
For defending
$1,383.67.
crimes, $1,383.67.
prosecution of crimes
detection and prosecution
For detection
For
protecting interests of United States in suits affecting
affecting Pacific
Pacific
For protecting
railroads, $20.60.
Department of Justice, $462.34.
security and defense, Department
national security
For national
For books for judicial officers
$11.50.
officers, $11.50.
For pay
special assistant
officers,
1919,
courts, 1919,
States courts,
attorneys, United States
assistant
of special
pay of
For
$1,708.34.
$1,708.34.
United States courts, 1919,
1919, $20.77.
fees of clerks,
clerks, United
For fees
For salaries,
salaries, fees,
of marshals, United States courts,
expenses of
and expenses
fees, and
For
$347.73.
$347.73.
$758.65.
commissioners, United States courts, $758.65.
fees of
of commissioners,
For fees
For
fees of
of commissioners,
United States courts, 1919, $1,121.70.
commissioners, United
For fees
For fees
commissioners, United
United States courts, 1920, $26,560.99.
of commissioners,
fees of
For
For
of witnesses,
$21.18.
United States courts, $21.18.
witnesses, United
fees of
For fees
For miscellaneous
$989.48.
United States courts, $989.48.
expenses, United
miscellaneous expenses,
For
United States courts, $10.98.
$10.98.
For supplies
supplies for United
For support
$6,386.31.
prisoners, United States courts, $6,386.31.
For
support of prisoners,
For support of prisoners,
prisoners, United States courts, 1919, $2,492.15.
For
Unuted States penitentiary, Atlanta, Georgia, additional land,
For United
1920,
$478.11.
1920, $478.11.
For
salaries, judges,
Abiskik,
marshals, and so forth, Territory of Alaska,
judges, marshals,
For salaries,
$155.56.
$156.56.
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CLAIMS ALLOWED
AUDITOR FOR
HE POST
POST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY 111E
THE AUDITOR
FOR 1
THE
Claims allowed
Claims
allowed by
by

For national
national security
security and
and defense,
defense, Post Office Department,
Department, 41 cents.
cents. Auditor
Auditor for
for Post
Post Office
Office
Department.
Department.
For railroad
railroad transportation,
$9,377,321.93.
For
transportation, $9,377,321.93.
Delivery Service,
Service, $67,651.03.
$67,651.03.
For City Delivery
For
Rural Delivery
Service, $2,071.21.
For Rural
Delivery Service,
$2,071.21.
For
compensation to
$4,189.95.
For compensation
to postmasters,
postmasters, $4,189.95.
For indemnities, international
international mail, $414.49.
rewards, $100.
$100.
For payment
payment of rewards,
For unusual conditions at post offices,
offices, $1,000.
$1,000.
For Railway
Railway Mail
Mail Service, salaries,
salaries, $2,057.06.
$2,057.06.
Service, miscellaneous
For Railway
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $7.06.
$7.06.
For mail messenger
messenger service, $462.97.
fourth class post offices, $286.
$286.
For separating mails, third and fourth
For special-delivery
special-delivery fees, $48.56.
For rent, light, and fuel, $627.09.
offices, $192.39.
$192.39.
For clerks, first and second class post offices,
service, $165.
$165.
For village delivery service,
Service, travel
For Railway
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
travel allowance,
allowance, $3.01.
$3.01.
For city delivery, incidental expenses, 50 cents.
$180.56.
For city delivery, horse hire, $180.56.
For equipment, City Delivery Service,
Service, $27.
services,
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, first and second class post office services,
28 cents.
For electric power, light, and so forth, $400.50.
$27,014.45.
For balances due foreign countries, $27,014.45.
For power-boat
power-boat service
$1,624.30.
service,' $1,624.30.
For indemnities,
indemnities, domestic
domestic mail, $62.50.
For star route service, $4,239.24.
For shipment of supplies, $496.11.
$496.11.
audited claims, section 2, $15,930,757.96.
$15,930,757.96.
Total audited

Additional audited
audited
Additional
claims.
claims.
Payment of,
certiPayment
of, certified by
by accounting
accounting
SEC.
S
EC. 3. That for the payment of the following claims, certified
certified to fied
officers.
officers.
be due by the several accounting
accounting officers of the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
under appropriations
appropriations the balances of which have been exhausted or Vol.
Vol. 18,
18, p.
p. 110.
110.
5 of the
carried to the surplus fund under the provisions of section
section 5
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
Act of June 20
20,? 1874, and under appropriations
treated as
permanent, being
permanent,
being for the service of the
tie fiscal
fiscal year 1918 and prior
prior
to Vol.
years, unless otherwise
otherwise stated, and which have been certified to
254.
Vol. 23,
23, p.
p. 254.
Congress under section 22of the Act of July 7, 1884, as fully set forth
its
in Senate Document Numbered
Numbered 386, reported to Congress
Congress at its
present session, there is appropriated
appropriated as follows:
follows:
AUDITED CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.

CLAIMS
BY THE
111t. AUDITOR
FOR THE
1.11E TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
AUDITOR FOR
DEPARTMENT.
Claims
allowed by
by
Claims allowed
machines, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, 56 cents.
For labor
labor saving machines,
cents.
Auditor
Treasury
Auditor for
for Treasury
Department.
Deportment.
For freight, transporation,
and
so
forth,
Public
Health
Service,
transporation,
forth.,
Service,
$12.66.
$12.66.
For freight, transporation,
transporation, and so forth, Public Health Service,
$80.64.
1919, $80.64.
personnel and
maintenance of
hospitals, Public Health
For pay of personnel
and maintenance
of hospitals,
Service, $6.66.
For Quarantine
Quarantine Service,
Service, 89 cents.
expenses of collectors
collectors of internal
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
internal revenue,
revenue, $1,194.54.
$1,194.54.
For collecting
collecting the war revenue,
revenue $103.39.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, Internal-Revenue
Internal-Revenue Service,
Service $3,191.22.
For refunding
refunding internal revenue collections,
collections, $40.
For redemption
redemption of stamps,
stamps, $3,338.70.
$3,338.70.
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For
internal revenue
revenue officers,
judgments against internal
payment of judgments
For payment
$80,728.90.
$80,728.90.
For allowance
drawback, $1,529.60.
$1,529.60.
allowance of drawback,
For
Guard, $678.40.
Coast Guard,
For Coast
For
preservation of public buildings,
buildings, $4.67.
repairs and preservation
For repairs
$1.79.
equipment for public buildings, $1.79.
mechanical equipment
For mechanical
For operating
operating supplies for public buildings, $20.
For
WAR DEPARTMENT.
THE WAR
CLAIMS
THE AUDITOR
DEPARTMENT.
FOR THE
AUDITOR FOR
BY THE
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED

Claims
by
allowed by
Claims allowed
Auditor for
for War
DeWar DeAuditor
partment.
partment.

For
contingent expenses, War Department, $41.52.
For contingent
For national
and defense,
Department; $97.05.
defense, War Department,
security and
national security
For
$2,808.02.
registration and selection
selection for military service, $2,808.02.
For registration
For
$18,736.77.
and so forth, of the Army, $18,736.77.
For pay, and
at
For
pay to enlisted men as clerks, and so forth, at
duty- pay
extra duty
For extra
Army
division and
headquarters, $154.50.
department headquarters,
and department
Army division
ounty, and so forth, $235.93.
$235.93.
For arrears of pay, bounty,
For incidental
Quartemaster Corps, $56.
incidental expenses, Quartemaster
For
Quartermaster Corps,
For
supplies, services,
transportation, Quartermaster
services, and transportation,
For supplies,
$28,322.24.
For
Engineers, and so forth, $299.94.
Artillery, Engineers,
Cavalry, Artillery,
for Cavalry,
horses for
For horses
For
shooting galleries
$397.75.
galleries and ranges, $397.75.
For shooting
Medical and Hospital
Hospital Department, $33.48.
For Medicaland
$98,118.32.
For
engineer operations in the field, $98,118.32.
For engineer
$10.68.
For
Ordnance Service, $10.68.
For Ordnance
camps, $29.05.
$29.05.
For civilian military,training camps,
tramng the National Guard, $240.27.
For
arming, equipping,
and training
ag,
equipping,,and
For arming,
graves of soldiers, $64.27.
headstones for graves
For headstones
Establishment, $236.91.
For increase
increase of compensation,
compensation, Military Establishment,
$236.91.
For
nitrate storage, $7.961.86.
$7.961.86.
sodium nitrate
For sodium
For quarters
quarters for hospital
$1,634.36.
stewards, $1,634.36.
hospital stewards,
For
For commercial
telephone service
service at Coast Artillery posts, 1920,
commercial telephone
For
$648.33.
$648.33.
For
disposition of
of remains
officers, soldiers,
employees,
soldiers, and civil employees,
of officers,
remains of
For disposition
$45.08.
For
National Home
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers, Pacific Branch,
Home for
For National
$214.74.
For
Home for
Volunteer Soldiers, clothing,
Disabled Volunteer
for Disabled
National Home
For National
$119.44.
$119.44.
For
claims for
for loss
fire arms,
arms, and
and so forth, taken by
of fire
loss of
of claims
payment of
For payment
United
States
troops
during
labor
in Colorado, $4.95.
1914
in
strikes
labor
during
troops
States
United
$6.73.
For
transportation of the
supplies, $6.73.
the Army and its supplies,
For transportation
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS
THE AUDITOR
FOR THE
THE NAVY
AUDITOR FOR
BY THE
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED

CWism Wlowed by

Auditor totalloed
Navy D
e.
by
Audis
partmeut. rtNV
pu

$2,863.66.
F
or contingent
contingent expenses,
Department s$2,863.66.
expenses, Navy.Department,
For
$15.57.
For
compensation, Naval
Establishment, $15.57.
Naval Establishment,
of compensation,
increase of
For increase
For
$69.11.
miscellaneous, $69.11.
pay, miscellaneous,
For pay,
For
contingent, Navy, $24.
For contingent,
For
$1,846.02.
Corps, $1,846.02.
Marine Corps,
pay, Marine
For pay,
For
maintenance, quartermaster's
department, Marine Corps,
quartermaster's department,
For maintenance,
$186.25.
$186.25.
For contingent,
contingent, Marine
Marine Corps,
$56.70.
Corps, $56.70.
For
For transportation,
Bureau of
of Navigation,
$21.86.
Navigation, $21.86.
transportation, Bureau
For
For gunnery
and engineering
engineering exercises,
$10.
Navigation, $10.
of Navigation,
Bureau of
exercises, Bureau
gunnery and
For
$79.24.
For outfits
outfits on
on first
Bureau of Navigation, $79.24.
enlistment, Bureau
first enlistment,
For
For
Reserve Force, $248.
Naval Reserve
the Naval
organizing the
For organizing
For
ordnance and
stores, Bureau
of Ordnanoe,
Ordnance, $110.
Bureau of
ordnance stores,
and ordnance
For ordnance
For
maintenanc_e
,
Bureau
of
Yards
and
$1.15.
$1.15.
Docks,
and
Yards
of
Bureau
For maintenance,
For
Navy, $13,536.35.
of the Navy,
pay of
For pay
For provisions,
Navy, Bureau
Bureau of Supplies
$178.
Supplies and Accounts, $178.
provisions, Navy,
For
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For
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $6.50.
For freight, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1920,
1920, $623,283.23.
$623,283.23.
For freight, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
1919, $173,586.
Accounts, 1919,
$173,586.
For freight,
freight, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, $3,476.80.
$3,476.80.
For fuel and transportation, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts,
1919,
$18,022.27.
1919, $18,022.27.
Steam Engineering,
Engineering, $8.25.
of Steam
For engineering,
engineering, Bureau of
CLAIMS
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT'
DEPARTMENTALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED
For
maps of
$4.79.
of the United States, 1919, $4.79.
For maps
For
international protection of industrial
property, Patent Office,
For international
industrial property,
Office,
$5.05.
$5.05.
international protection of industrial property, Patent Office,
For international
1919, $26.54.
For
For investigation
investigation of city school administration
administration and
and education,
education,
of Education, 1919, $1.
Bureau of
For
power plant, 1920, $2,000.
For Capitol power
For Crater Lake National
National Park, 1919, $527.28.
$527.28.
For
$1,707.08.
National Park, 1919, $1,707.08.
For Glacier
Glacier National
For
Glacier National
$3,626.66.
Park, 1920, $3,626.66.
National Park,
For Glacier
For
$63.78.
1920, $63.78.
National Park, 1920,
Canyon National
For Grand Canyon
For
Mount Rainier
$516.39.
Rainier National Park, 1919, $516.39.
For Mount
For
$666.
Park, 1919, $666.
National Park,
Sequoia National
For Sequoia
For
protecting public lands, timber, and so forth, 24 cents.
For protecting
For
of hearings
hearings in land entries,
entries, $104.76.
For expenses
expenses of
For
$1,099.20.
public lands,
lands, 1920, $1,099.20.
the public
For surveying
surveying the
For
Geological Survey, $202.92.
For Geological
For
general expenses,
$1.19.
of Mines,
Mines, $1.19.
Bureau of
expenses, Bureau
For general
Mines,
regulate explosives,
explosives, Bureau of Mines,
For enforcement
enforcement of the Act to regulate
1919, $144.46.
$144.46.
$11.03.
For Indian schools, support, $11.03.
For purchase
and transportation
supplies, $1,334.78.
$1,334.78.
transportation of Indian supplies,
purchase and
For
For
deceased Indian
Indian allottees,
78 cents.
cents.
allottees, 78
of deceased
heirs of
For determining
determining heirs
For
support of
in Arizona
and New
Mexico, 38
38 cents.
cents.
New Mexico,
Arizona and
of Indians
Indians in
For support

Claims allowed
allowed by
Claims
by
Auditor
for Interior
Auditor for
Interior
Department.
Department.

CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
FOR STATE
DEPARTOTHER DEPARTAUDITOR FOR
STATE AND
AND OTHER
CLAIMS
MENTS.
MENTS.
For
$10,630.38.
binding, $10,630.38.
and binding,
public printing and
For public
For
Executive, $12.62.
$12.62.
defense, Executive,
security and defense,
For national
national security
For
expenses, Bureau of Efficiency, $1.45.
For salaries
salaries and expenses
For
consular officers,
officers, 1919,
For transportation
transportation of diplomatic and consular
$427.48.
$427.48.
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, foreign
foreign missions,
missions, $407.82.
For contingent
For
foreign missions, 1920,
1920, $432.97.
expenses, foreign
For contingent
contingent expenses,
For
salaries, Consular
Service, $196.54.
$196.54.
Consular Service,
For salaries,
For
salaries, Consular
Service, 1919, $745.
Consular Service,
For salaries,
For
diplomatic and
consular officers, $1,000.
and consular
allowances to diplomatic
For post
post allowances
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, United States
$77.64.
States consulates,
consulates, $77.64.
For contingent
For
contingent expenses,
consulates, 1919, $95.14.
expenses, United States consulates,
For contingent
For
consular inspectors,
$203,02.
inspectors, $203.02.
expenses of consular
For expenses
For
relief and
and protection of American
$27.74.
1919, $27.74.
seamen, 1919,
American seamen,
For refief
For
protection of American
American seamen, 1920, $7,038.08.
$7,038.08.
For relief
relief and protection
For salaries, office of Superintendent
Navy
Superintendent of State, War, and Navy
Department
p,s, $174.79.
$174.79.
Department buildings,
For Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission, $99.05.
Vocational Education,
expenses, Federal
Federal Board for Vocational
For salaries and expenses,
77 cents.
Administration,
For salaries and expenses,
expenses, United
United States Food Administration,
$188.71.
$188.71.

Claims
allowed by
by
Claims allowed
Auditor for State,
State, etc.
Departments.
Departments.
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Administrations,
For
natiotifl security
security and defense, Food and Fuel Administrations,
For national
building,
$11-59.
building, $1150.
For
security and
Administrations,
Food and Fuel Administrations,
defense, Food
and defense,
national security
For national
educational,
$303.05.
educational, $303.05.
For
library, Department
of Agriculture, $92.89.
Department of
For library,
$2,244.91.
For
Department of Agriculture, $2,244.91.
expenses, Department
miscellaneous expenses,
For miscellaneous
For
general expenses,
expenses, Weather Bureau, $4.60.
For general
$124.92.
For
general expenses,
Bureau of Animal Industry, $124.92.
expenses, Bureau
For general
For meat
meat inspection,
inspection, Bureau of Animal Industry, $1.67.
$1.67.
For
For general
$225.99.
expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $225.99.
general expenses,
For
For stimulating
facilitating distribution of prodagriculture and facilitating
stimulating agriculture
For
$180.62.
ucts, $180.62.
general expenses, Forest Service, $168.46.
For general
For general
general expenses, Bureau of Chemistry, $10.87.
For
enforcement of the Food and Drugs Act, $14.80.
$14.80.
For enforcement
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Office of Markets and Rural Organization,
Organization,
For
75 cents.
For general expenses, Bureau of Markets, $54.39.
$54.39.
For
enforcement of
of the United States Grain Standards Act, $3.28.
For enforcement
For
Horticultural Board, $27.77.
Federal Horticultural
expenses, Federal
general expenses,
For general
8 cents.
For
suppressing spread
spread of pink boll worm of cotton, 8
For suppressing
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department of Commerce, $1.62.
For
Commerce,
For
security and defense, Department of Commerce,
national security
For national
$69.65.
contingent expenses, Steamboat-Inspection
Steamboat-Inspection Service, 40 cents.
For contingent
expenses, Bureau of Standards, 21 cents.
general expenses,
For general
For investigation
investigation of
of public utility standards, Bureau of Standards,
For
$12.22.
For
military research,
research, Bureau of Standards, $75.55.
For military
For
scales, and so forth, Bureau of Standards,
railroad scales,
testing railroad
For testing
$15.60.
For
Coast and
and Geodetic Survey, $64.22.
expenses, Coast
party expenses,
For party
$10,040.22.
For
general expenses, Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service, $10,040.22.
For general
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
Bureau of Fisheries, $1.33.
$1.33.
expenses, Bureau
For
Commissioners of Conciliation,
expenses, Commissioners
Conciliation, $92.61.
and expenses,
salaries and
For salaries
For contingent
contingent expenses, Department
Department of Labor, 38 cents.
For
For
defense, Department
Department of Labor, $25.99.
and defense,
security and
national security
For national
For
of regulating
regulating immigration,
immigration, $34.51.
expenses of
For expenses
For enforcement
the child
$1.26.
child labor law, $1.26.
of the
enforcement of
For
investigation of child welfare, Children's Bureau, 63 cents.
For investigation
For
crimes $268.98.
prosecution of crimes,
and prosecution
detection and
For detection
For
national security and defense, Department of Justice, $72.20.
For national
For
For books for judicial officers, $7.50.
For
salaries, fees,
expenses of marshals, United States courts,
fees, and expenses
For salaries,
$2.95.
For fees
commissioners, United States courts,
courts, $322.35.
of commissioners,
fees of
For
United States courts, 1919, $1,741.55.
$1,741.55.
of commissioners, United
fees of
For fees
For fees
fees of
of commissioners,
commissioners, United
States courts,
courts, 1920,
$8,242.23.
1920, $8,242.23.
United States
For
For miscellaneous
expenses, United States courts, $26.50.
miscellaneous expenses,
For
For
United States courts, 1920, $1,950.10.
$1,950.10.
expenses, United
miscellaneous expenses,
For miscellaneous
For
For supplies for United States courts, $1.39.
$1,716.30.
For
support of
prisoners, United
States courts, 1919, $1,716.30.
United States
of prisoners,
For support
CLAIMS
BY THE
rat: AUDITOR
FOR THE
Tar, POST
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
AUDITOR FOB
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED
Claims allowed by
PasbOffice
for
AuditSwan
Auditor
for Post
Department.
DeIprtmnt.

For railroad
railroad transportation,
transportation, $1,107,136.56.
$1,107,136.56.
For
For balances
For
balances due foreign countries,
countries, $339,274.34.
$339,274.34.
For
compensation to postmasters, $2,613.39.
For compensation
For indemnities,
international mails, $683.50.
$683.50.
indemnities, international
For
$2,767.33.
Star Route Service, $2,767.33.
For Star
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For
Service, $4,201.13.
For City
City Delivery
Delivery Service,
84,201.13.
For
special-delivery fees,
$1.52.
For special-delivery
fees, $1.52.
For
Rural Delivery
Delivery Service,
Service, $623.77.
$623.77.
For Rural
For
light, and
and fuel,
fuel, $178.70.
$178.70.
For rent,
rent, light,
For
substitute, auxiliary,
and temporary,
temporary,
For city
city delivery
delivery carriers,
carriers, substitute,
auxiliary, and
$19.95.
$19.95.
For freight
on stamped
paper and
mail bags,
bags, $27.14.
For
freight on
stamped paper
and mail
$27.14.
For shipment
shipment of
$58.23.
For
of supplies,
supplies, $58.23.
For
city delivery
carriers, $302.36.
For city
delivery carriers,
$302.36.
For
payment of
rewards, $325.
$325.
For payment
of rewards,
For
mails, third
third and
and fourth
offices, $24.56.
$24.56.
For separating
separating mails,
fourth class
class post
post offices,
For
temporary and
auxiliary clerks,
$18.
For temporary
and auxiliary
clerks, $18.
For
Railway Mail
salaries, $2.42.
$2.42.
For Railway
Mail Service,
Service, salaries,
For
first and
and second
post offices,
offices, $1,097.85.
$1,097.85.
For clerks,
clerks, first
second class
class post
For
messengers, and
and laborers,
laborers, $1.94.
For watchmen,
watchmen, messengers,
$1.94.
For
temporary clerk
$1,211.32.
For temporary
clerk hire,
hire, $1,211.32.
For
$1,289.76.
For city
city delivery,
delivery, horse
horse hire,
hire, $1,289.76.
For Mail
For
Mail Messenger
Messenger Service,
Service, $363.55.
$363.55.
For Railway
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
Service, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $20.64.
$20.64.
For
Total audited
audited claims,
section 3,
3, $2,613,385.33.
Total
claims, section
$2,613,385.33.
SEC. 4.
4. That
That this
this Act
Act hereafter
hereafter may
may be
be referred
to as
as the
First
the "
"First
referred to
SEC.
Deficiency Act,
Act, fiscal
year 1921."
Deficiency
fiscal year
1921."
Approved, March
Approved,
March 1,
1, 1921
1921

90.-An Act For the relief of bona fide settlers who intermarry
CHAP. 90.—An
intermarry after having
complied with the homestead law for one year.

Title of
Act.o Ac
Title

t

March 1,
1921.
1, 1921.

[s.3225.]

[Public, No. 339.]

[Public, No. 339.]

Be
by the
the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United Public
ic an
lands.
States
assembled, That
the Act
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Poiestead
patents
Homestead patents

to intermarrying setAct
providing that
of a
homestead entryman
entryman to
to a
a tlers.
tontermarrying seta homestead
Act providing
that the
the marriage
marriage of
V01.3% p.312, amenda Vol.3sp.312,amendhomestead entrywoman
homestead
entry woman shall not impair
impair the right of either to a
ed.
patent,
law a
a year,
year, to
apply to
to existing
existing ed.
to apply
patent, after
after compliance
compliance with
with the
the law
entries,"
page 312),
entries," approved
approved April
April 6,
6, 1914
1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
Statutes, page
312),
be,
and the
the same
is hereby,
be, and
same is
hereby, amended
amended by
by adding
adding thereto
thereto the
the following:
following:
Proviso.
"Provided further,
That in
administration of
of this
"Provided
further, That
in the
the administration
this Act
Act the
the terms
terms Bona
Bona fide
flde settlers
entryman' and 'entrywoman'
entrywoman' shall be
construed to include
included.
'entryman'
be construed
include bona Included.
fide
have complied
complied with
for at
at least
fide settlers
settlers who have
with the
the homestead
homestead law
law for
least
one
year next
one year
next preceding
preceding such
such marriage."
marriage."
Approved, March
1, 1921.
March 1,
1921.
Approved,

CHAP. 9
1.—An Act
authorize a
lieu selection
selection by
the State
State of
of South
South Dakota
Dakota
CHAP.
91.-An
Act To
To authorize
a lieu
by the
for one
hundred and
and sixty
sixty acres
acres on
Indian Reservation,
Ridge Indian
Reservation, and
and for
for other
other
for
one hundred
on Pine
Pine Ridge
purposes.
purposes.

March
March 1,1, 1921.
1921.
[H.
[H. R. 397.)
397.)
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 3404
340.1

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Bepresentatives of
the United
United Pine
Pine Ridge
Rie
Indi
Indian
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled That
South Reservation,
States
of America
America in
That the
the State of
of South
Reservation,
m.D
S. Dak..
Selection by South
Dakota, acting
acting through
through its
its proper
proper officials,
officials, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to Dakota
DakoStlieu
desiin lieu of
of desk:nated
select
one
hundred
and
sixty
acres
of
unappropriated,
unreserved,
tract on.
on.
select one hundred and sixty acres of unappropriated unreserved, nated tract
nonmineral
nonmineral lands
the former
former Pine
Ridge
lands within
within the
the boundaries
boundaries of
of the
Pine Ridge
Reservation, South
or an
of public
public land
Reservation,
South Dakota,
Dakota, or
an equal
equal area
area of
land of
of like
like
character
boundaries of
character within
within the
the bouniaries
of the
the said
said State,
State, in
in lieu
lieu of
of the
the
northeast
quarter of
section sixteen,
sixteen, township
township thirty-eight
northeast quarter
of section
thirty-eight north,
north,
range
sixth principal
in South
range forty
forty west,
west, sixth
principal meridian
meridian, in
South Dakota
Dakota, upon
upon
due
and proper
herein to
to be
be sursurdue and
proper showing
showing that
that the
the lands
lands authorized
authorized herein
rendered
by the
State have
not been
or otherwise
encumbered
rendered by
the State
have not
been sold
sold or
otherwise encumbered
by it,
that the
selection of
of such
lieu lands
the said
said State
State shall
shall
by
it, and
and that
the selection
such lieu
lands by
by the
be a
a waiver
waiver of
title, and
and claim
claim in
of its
its right,
right, title,
in and
and to
to the
the one
one hundred
hundred
ra
and
sixty-acre tract
tract in
section sixteen
described: Provided,
Provided, pProviso.
and sixty-acre
in section
sixteen above
above described:
.
44281°-21-77
44281°-21
77
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Surrendered
Surrendered
lands
made
made part of reserva-

perfected the
That in case the exchange herein
herein contemplated
contemplated shall be perfected
be held to be aa part of the
lands
so surrendered
surrendered by
by the
shall be
the State
State shall
lands so
present Pine
Ridge Reservation
Reservation and subject to the laws enacted for
Pine Ridge
present
applicable to the said reservation.
or applicable
Approved,
March 1, 1921.
Approved, March

March 1, 1921.
1921.
March
[H. R.
R. 14301
1430.I
[Public, No. 3411

CHAP. 92.-An
92.—An Act
addition of certain
certain lands to the Weiser
Weiser
the addition
To authorize
authorize the
Act To
CHAP.
National
National Forest, Idaho.

tion,
tion.

[Public, No. 311.

Weiser National
National Forest Idaho.
Lands
added
to.
Lands

Description.
Description.

March 1, 1921.
[H.
2946.]
[H. R. 294.1
[Public, No.
No. 342.1
342.1

Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
United
assembled, That any lands
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America in
United States of
examination by
within
following-described areas found after examination
the following-described
within the
the
Agriculture to be chiefly valuable for the producof Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
tion of
of timber
timber or
protection of stream flow may, with the apthe protection
or the
tion
of the Secretary of the Interior, be included within and made
proval of
President,
part of
of the
Weiser National Forest by proclamation of the President,
the Weiser
aapart
said lands
affecting national
thereafter subject to all laws affecting
be thereafter
lands to be
said
forests:
Sections
six_, seven, eighteen,
thirty-one, township
township
eighteen, thirty, and thirty-one,
Sections six,
fourteen
north, range
range four
sections one, twelve,
twelve, thirteen,
west; sections
four west;
fourteen north,
twenty-three, twenty-four,
twenty-six (the south half
twenty-five, twenty-six
twenty-four, twenty-five,
twenty-three,
and the
quarter of
of section
section twenty-seven),
twenty-seven), sections thirtynortheast quarter
the northeast
and
four and
and thirty-five,
thirty-five, township
township fourteen north, range five west;
four
sections one
one to
to twelve,
thirteen north, range
township thirteen
inclusive, township
twelve, inclusive
sections
township thirteen north, range six
five west; sections one and two, township
west;
of the Boise meridian and base, Idaho.
west; all of
Approved,
Approved, March 1. 1921.
CHAP.
CHAP 93.-An
93.—An Act To amend acts to permit the use of the right of way through
tramroads, canals, and reservoirs,
the public lands for tramroads,
reservoirs, and for other purposes.

[Public,

the United
Be
of Representatives
United
Representativesof the
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Congress assembled,
of America
in Congress
assembled, That in addition to the
America in
States of
adjoin- States
of
of way
sections 18,
18, 19,
of the
the Act
Alit of
21 of
and 21
20, and
19, 20,
by sections
granted by
way granted
rights of
wagsetgpermittedfor rights
Public lands.

Easements
Ealseenats

adjoining irrigation rights of
war,ete ,permitted for
administration
work.
administrationwork.
Vol. 26, p. 1101.
Vol. 2
30, p. 404.
Vol.
p 1197.
1197.
Vol. 39,
39,p

Vol.

p.: 104

Proviso.
Not applicable
applicable
national forests.

Not

atiol

forest.

March 1, 1921.
[H. R. 54161

.416

[Public, No. 343.1
3431
[Public,

Congress entitled "An
"An Act to repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws,
laws, and for
(Twenty-sixth Statutes,
1891 (Twenty-sixth
other purposes,"
3, 1891
March 3,
approved March
purposes," approved
other
"An Act to
page 1095), as amended
amended by the Act of Congress entitled
entitled "An
Statutes,
amend the
Irrigation Act
of March
March 3,
1891 (Twenty-sixth
(Twenty-sixth Statutes,
3, 1891
Act of
the Irrigation
amend
Act of May
of the Act
2 of
page 1095,
section 18),
18), and
to amend
section 2
May
amend section
and to
1095, section
page
11, 1898
404)," approved
approved March 4, 1917
1917
Statutes, page 404),"
(Thirtieth Statutes,
1898 (Thirtieth
11,
1197), and, subject to the conditions
page 1197),
(Thirty-ninth
Statutes, page
conditions
(Thirty-ninth Statutes,
and
restrictions therein
therein contained,
contained, the Secretary of the Interior is
and restrictions
authorized
to grant
permits or
acres
easements for not to exceed five acres
or easements
grant permits
authorized to
to be
of
the right
of way
way at
of the
locations, to
the locations,
each of
at each
right of
adjoining the
of ground
ground adjoining
the erecdetermined
by the
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, to
to be
used for the
erecbe used
of the
the Secretary
determined by
tion thereon
of dwellings
dwellings or
other buildings or corrals
corrals for the conor other
thereon of
tion
venience
those engaged
in the
care and
and management
management of
of the
the works
works
the care
engaged in
of those
venience of
to provided
provided for
for by
said Acts:
Acts: Provided,
Act shall
shall not
apply
not apply
That this
this Act
Provided, That
by said
to
to lands within national
national forests.
forests.
Approved, March
March 1,
1921.
1, 1921.
Approved,

CHAP. 94.—An
Act To
To authorize
authorize corporations
corporations organized
organized in
in the
District of
of ColumColumthe District
94.-An Act
CHAP.

bia to change
names.
change their names.

District of Colombia
Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it
it enacted
ofCmba
C
Distr
Coda Amemna
Amendment.
States of
America in
assembled, That the Code of Law for the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
t.
States
code
Vol. 31, p. 1288,
l, p. i2S8, District of Columbia be, and the same is hereby, amended by inserting
vo.
anuaided.
amamdei
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another
section, to
to be
which shall
read as
as
shall read
section 639a,
639a, which
known as
as section
be known
another section,

follows
follows:
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Corporations.
Pr
g
o
ec
oe
fe
nd
am
ine.gs for

SEC. 639a.
639a. That
That any
any corporation
organized under
the laws
the change
ch.of names
"SEC.
corporation organized
under the
laws of
of the
stoDistrict
of Columbia
Columbia may
name in
in the
followinT ee
the manner
manner following:
its name
change its
may change
District of
Me
"
The board
board of
directors shall
resolution declaring
suc holders.
holdeertsings of stockdeclaring that
that such
of directors
"The
shall pass
pass a
a resolution

change
advisable and calling a
stockholders to take
a meeting of the stockholders
change is advisable
action
action thereon.
thereon. Such aameeting shall be called upon such notice as
the
absence of such
such provision upon ten
provide, and
and in the
the absence
the by-laws
by-laws provide,
days' notice given personally
personally to each stockholder
stockholder as his address is
days'
in
a notice deposited in
contained in the records of such corporation,
corporation, a
contained
the
States mail,
postage prepaid,
least ten
prior to
the United
United States
mail, postage
prepaid, at
at least
ten days
days prior
to Certificate of favorsuch meeting
be considered
considered sufficient
notice under
under this
this Act.
C rt'f
a
clCielt
eto
t:bil
f
such
meeting to
to be
sufficient notice
Act. If
If able
able
action
be afiled
filed
two-thirds
of each
each class
class of
of stockholders
having voting
voting with
with recorder
recorder
deeds.
of deeds.
stockholders having
in interest
interest of
two-thirds in
of
like powers
powers shall vote in favor of
persons having like
powers and
and of other persons
change, a
a certificate
president
a change,
certificate thereof shall be signed by the president
such a
and
under the corporate
corporate seal, and acknowledged
acknowledged as in the
and secretary,
secretary, under
estate, and such certificate
filed in the
certificate shall be filed
case of deeds of real estate,
recorder of deeds of the District of Columbia, and upon
office of the recorder
the
filing of the
incorporation shall
shall be deemed
deemed
the filing
the same the
the certificate
certificate of incorporation
ct
to
and the
name changed
changed accordingly;
filing of
Effe(Ctoffiing.
of
offiling.
and the
the filing
accordingly; and
the name
to be
be amended
amended and
have the same force
said certificate
certificate in conformity with this Act shall have
and effect as to all future proceedings as if said certificate
certificate of incorconformity
poration or organization
drafted in conformity
poration
organization had been originally drafted
with the amendment
amendment so made.
made.
Ctifice
and accepted
taken and
a certified
certified copy of such certificate
"That
"
That a
certificate shall be taken
accepted tia
r
gfied copy
c
p
c
= ofasere
cvi:
er
ence.
therein; ddeneeas evidence in all courts and places of all
all matters legally stated therein;
and the recorder
recorder of deeds
deeds shall
shall keep an index in his office showing the
new name and the change from the old name, and the old name showing the change to the new name;
name; and no fees shall be required
required by
the recorder
recorder of deeds for filing
filing and recording
recording any such certificate,
certificate,
except
that ordinarily
ordinarily required
required for
for deeds
real estate
length.
h
except that
deeds of
of real
estate of
of like
like length.
etc.e
"
That a
acorporation
etc., transcorporation under its new name shall have the same rights, ferre.
"That
feni. ts'
powers, and privileges,
privileges, and shall be subject to the same duties, obligations, and liabilities
gations,
liabilities as before, and may sue and be sued by its new
-name,
name, but no action brought
brought against
against it
it or
or by it
it under
under its former name
name
shall be abated on that account, and on motion of either
either party the
new name may be substituted therefor in the action.
"
That upon
upon the
filing of
of said
said certificate
for record
record a
a copy
thereof quedblcatlon
Jub.lication re
racopy thereof
certificate for
the filing
"That
shall be inserted, by the corporation
corporation whose
whose name has been changed
changed
as hereinabove
hereinabove provided,
provided, once each week for four consecutive
consecutive weeks,
published in the District of Columbia."
Columbia."
in two daily papers published
Approved, March 1,
1, 1921.
Approved,

CHAP. 95.-An
95.—An Act To provide for the redistribution
redistribution of general taxes and
and special
special
District of Columbia, in cases
assessments
assessments due and payable on real estate in the District
cases of
subdivision
subdivision or sales of land therein.

of Representatives
the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Conarfss assembled,
assembled, That the first paragraph
paragraph of
exsection 5
5 of "An Act making
making appropriations
appropriations to provide
provide for
for the
the ex-

1921.
March 1,
1, 1921.
8525.1
[H. R. 8535.1

[Public, No. 344.]

[Public, No. 244.]

District ofColumbi
District of Columbia.
Taxes on
on real estate.

1 amendVol.32, p.616,
da2p.
ed.

amnd-

government of the
the District
Columbia for the fiscal
penses of the government
District of Columbia
endi gJune 30, 1903,
purposes," approved
approved July
year ending
1903, and for other purposes,"
July.1,
1,
' and"
1902, is hereby
hereby amended following the word "
and "in the fourth line
thereof,
remaining six lines of
of
thereof, by substituting the following
following for the remaining
that4ragraph,
namely:
that
paragraph, namely::
Payment if subdi"Whenever
Whenever aasubdivision of any
any lot
lot or
or parcel of
of land in the
the District
District veiona
Subdng
vision m
made during

half o
of fiscal
fiscal year.
yea.
irst hal
of Columbia, or any portion
portion of any such lot or parcel is made during first
the months of July, August, September, October,
October, November,
or
November, or
December, the general tax due and payable upon such lot or parcel
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of
land for
for the
half of the then current fiscal
first hall
the first
and for
years and
prior years
for prior
of land
year
shall then
then be
assessments
main and sewer assessments
water main
all water
and all
paid, and
be paid,
year shall
and
of any
thereon shall
shall then become due
kind thereon
any kind
assessments of
special assessments
and special
admitted
subdivision shall be admitted
Required before
sub- and
and payable,
payable, and be paid before such subdivision
before subRequired
division
admitted to
division admitted
to
record in
the office
office of
of the
the surveyor
of the
the District
District of
Columbia;
of Columbia;
surveyor of
in the
to record
record.
fiscal
and
the general
general tax
thereon for
for the last half
half of the then current fiscal
tax thereon
and the
year
shall
be
due
and
payable
in
the
following
May."
May."
made year shall be due and payable in the following
Subdivision made
Subdivision
during last half of
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That whenever
whenever such
such subdivision
subdivision is
is made
during the
the months
months
made during
SEC.
last half of
during
May, or June, the total general
fiscal
of January,
January, February,
April, May,
March, April,
February, March,
of
year.
fiscal year.
tax
original lot
lot or
parcel of
land for
years
prior years
for prior
of land
or parcel
the original
against the
assessed against
tax assessed
sewer
and
main
water
and
for
the
then
current
fiscal
year,
water
sewer
all
and
year,
fiscal
current
then
the
and for
assessments
and special
special assessments
of any
any kind
thereon, shall
kind thereon,
assessments of
assessments and
Payment before add become due
subdivision is
before
and
payable
and
be
paid
such
paid
be
and
co ab become due and payable
mission
to record.
riSrament
admitted to
record in
the office
the surveyor
surveyor of the District of
of the
office of
in the
to record
admitted
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Redistribution
Redistribution
of
to the
SEc. 3.
application is
is made
in writing
writing to
made in
whenever application
That whenever
3. That
SEC.
reemeuts on unreassessments
corded
subdivided
District of Columbia by the owner of any tract of land
of the
the District
assessor of
subdivided assessor
corded
tracts.
in
said District
District not
subdivided into
a subdivision
as a
record as
of record
and of
lots and
into lots
not subdivided
in said
in
the office
office of
of the
surveyor of
of said
District, for the redistribution
redistribution of
said District,
the surveyor
in the
any
taxes or
levied or due thereon,
assessments then levied
or assessments
special taxes
or special
general or
any general
or
whenever
such
application
is
made
by
the
owner
of
any parcel
of
parcel of
of any
owner
the
by
is
made
application
such
or whenever
ro l
special taxes
,,f7/i. such
such tract
for such
redistribution.,any
general or
or special
such general
any such
such redistribution,
tract for
metyont r oifpa
cel.
or
assessments levied
levied or
due against
entire tract of which such
against the entire
or due
or assessments
eld.
parcel is
is a
apart
part shall
shall be
so that the owner of any such
redistributed so
be redistributed
parcel
parcel may
may pay
the proportion
or assessments
taxes or
entire taxes
such entire
of such
proportion of
pay the
parcel
equitably chargeable
thereon.
chargeable thereon.
equitably
mast.
Validity of
sEc. 4.
That any
der this
redistribution made under
or redistribution
reassessment or
any reassessment
4. That
o. reassess- SEC.
vment
Act
as valid
valid and
and effectual
parts of the
the various parts
upon the
effectual upon
be as
shall be
Act shall
property,
in the
same manner
manner and
and to
same extent
extent as if
the tax
if the
the same
to the
the same
property, in
or assessment
assessment so
so reassessed
reassessed or
laid originally
originally
been laid
had been
redistributed had
or redistributed
or
Other
parcels
of thereon under
payment or
appertaining thereto.
property
not
affected.
laws appertaining
thereto. No payment
or
various laws
the various
thereon under the
oted
affecls
not
prOthery
failure
or
a tax or assessment upon any such part shall change or
pay a
to pay
failure to
affect
the liability
liability of
of the
the other
parts of
of such
property for any tax or
such property
other parts
affect the
assessment
so
reassessed
redistributed.
or
reassessed
so
assessment
cus
i
tributi o
sn
l
;assIta"snr
:t5: SEC.
SEC. 5.
That the
the board
assessors charged with the
assistant assessors
of assistant
board of
5. That
by
distribution
assessment of real estate in the District of Columbia
directe ' assessment
assessors directed
ant assessors
ant
Columbia is hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
or redistribute
or
redistribute any such general or
reassess or
to reassess
ized and
special
accordance
levied or due and unpaid in accordance
tax levied
or tax
assessment or
special assessment
with
the provisions
laws for
equalizations of
assessment and equalizations
the assessment
for the
of laws
provisions of
with the
the valuations
valuations of
real estate
estate in
in the
the District
Columbia for taxation,
of Columbia
District of
of real
the
after
of the land to
to be assessed, with right
record of
of record
owners of
to owners
notice to
after notice
Appeal
b
an
al:id of
the board
board of equalization
equalization and review,
review .as
to the
days to
ten days
within ten
appeal within
of of
of appeal
APlitoto baod
Ve'w. u°.
"
prescribed
in section
section 9
An Act
to provide
provide an
an immediate
immediate revision
revion
Act to
9 of
of "
"An
prescribed in
%w.
Vol. 28, 13 .
284.
and equalization
real estate
in the
of Columbia;
Columbia;
District of
the District
values in
estate values
of real
equalization of
and
also to
provide an
an assessment
assessment of
of real
estate in
said District in the
in said
real estate
to provide
also
year
1896 and
and every
hird year
year thereafter,
purposes,"
other purposes,"
for other
and for
thereafter, and
every third
year 1896
approved
and the
of said
District is
hereby
is -hereby
said District
assessor of
the assessor
1894; and
14, 1894;
August 14,
approved August
any
redistribute
authorized
and
directed
to
promptly
reassess
or
redistribute
any
reassess
promptly
to
directed
and
authorized
general or
assessment of
of any
kind levied
levied or due and unpaid,
any kind
special assessment
or special
general
as
provided.
hereinbefore provided.
as hereinbefore
inconsistent
f mi t t l
aw'
S
EC.
6.
That all
all Acts
and.parts
Acts are
are hereby
hereby repealed
repealed to the
of Acts
parts of
Acts and
That
6.
SEC.
'
e
repealed.
extent
same are
inconsistent herewith.
herewith.
are inconsistent
that same
extent that
"rpeal
1921.
1, 1921.
Approved,
Approved, March 1,
March
March 1,
1, 192.
1221.
addition of
[IL
R.s28.1
90281
CHAP. 96.-An
98.—An Act
Act To
authorize the
the addition
of certain
certain lands to the Nez
Nes Perce
To authorize
CHAP.
IH.R.
Fotest, Idaho.
trublie,
National Forest,
Idaho.
So. 345-1
34I'1 Natiomal
Publa, Nn•

7,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
House ofRepresenttw
of Representatives oftle
of the United
United
and Home
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
America in Congress asstembled,
P
IIatr :h
e.
Natianal States
assembled That any lands within the
States of America
Na
rXt
"dad tto.
aad

following-described areas
areas found
by the
the Secretary
Agriculture and
Secretary of Agrioulture
found by
following-described
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the Secretary
the Interior
to be
chiefly valuable
valuable for
for the
producthe producbe chiefly
Interior to
of the
the
Secretary of
tion of
or the
protection of
included
be included
flow may be
stream flow
of stream
the protection
of timber
timber or
tion
within
and made
of the
the Nez
Perce National Forest
proclaForest by proclaNez Perce
made a
a part
part of
within and
mation
the President,
President, said lands to be
subject to all
thereafter subject
be thereafter
of the
mation of
forests:
laws
affecting national forests:
laws affecting
North
twenty-six north, range six east; the south
North half
half of township twenty-six
southwest
half of township twenty-seven
twenty-seven north, range six east; the southwest
quarter of
north, range
range seven
seven east;
east; and
and the
twenty-seven north,
of township
township twenty-seven
quarter
northwest quarter of township twenty-six
twenty-six north, range seven east,
Boise meridian.
meridian.
Approved, March 1, 1921.
1921.

97.-An Act Granting certain lands to the city of Sandpoint, Idaho, to
CHAP. 97.—An

of said
protect the
watershed of
of the
water-supply system
said city.
system of
the water-supply
the watershed
protect

Description.

Descrption-

March 1,
1, 1921.
1921.
March
[H. R. 9702j
[Public,
No.
346.)
[Public, No. 346.)

[H. R. 9702.]

Be
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Public lands.
Sandpoint, Grated
in Congress
States of,
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the city
city of
of Sandpoint,
Granted to SandSandr proIdaho, is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to purchase,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the pont,
o t,o
daho,fop
Idaho,
for proIdaho,
purchase, and
and the
of the
is hereby
tection
Interior is
directed to issue, in his discretion, ply.
authorized and directed
Interior
is hereby authorized
in
patent to the city of Sandpoint, Idaho, for certain public lands in
the
Sweitzer Creek Basins for the protection of the
the Sand Creek and Sweitzer
watersheds
watersheds furnishing the water supply for the said city, the lands Description.
Iwater

six and seven, the south half of
being
described as
follows: Lots
Lots six
as follows:
being described
northeast
northwest quarter and the southwest
southwest quarter of the northeast
the northwest
quarter of section four; lots one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,
eight,
eight, and the south half of the north half of section five; lots one,
fiorth,
fifty-seven north,
two, three, and eight in section six, all in township fifty-seven
range two west, Boise
Boise meridian; also lots three, four, five, seven,
township fifty-seven
fifty-seven north, range three
and eight in section two, township
west,
also the east half of section thirty-four, the
Boise meridian;
meridian; also
west, Boise
southeast quarter
twenty-eight;
of the southeast
southeast quarter of section twenty-eight;
quarter of
southeast
quarter and the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of
the west
west half of the southwest quarter
southwest quarter of section twenty-eight;
twenty-eight; the east half of the
the southwest
quarter, the east half of the northeast quarter, the northsoutheast quarter,
northeast quarter, the east half of the northwest
west quarter of the northeast
northwest
southwest quarter, and lot one
quarter, the southeast quarter of the southwest
southwest quarter, the north
in section thirty; the south half of the southwest
section twenty;
twenty; the east half of the
half of the northwest
northwest quarter of section
fifty-eight
southeast quarter of section eighteen,
eighteen, all in township fifty-eight
southeast
north, range two west, Boise meridian.
be made upon the payment
S
EC. 2.
That the
said conveyance
payment
conveyance shall be
2. That
the said
SEC.
by said
said city
city for
for lands
lands purchased
purchased at the
the rate of not less
less than $1.25
$1.25
per
That the
the conveyance
hereby authorized
shall not
authorized shall
not
conveyance hereby
Provided, That
per acre:
acre: Provided,
mclude
include any lands which at the date of the issuance of patent shall
be
covered by
by aavalid
valid existing
existing bona
bona fide
right or
or claim
claim initiated
under
initiated under
fide right
be covered
further, That there shall be
Providedfurther,
the laws of the United
the
United States: Provided
reserved to the United
United States all oil, coal, and other mineral deposits
that
on the
so granted
granted and
right to
to prospect
prospect
and the
the right
that may
may be
be found
found on
the lands
lands so
for,
and remove
remove the
the same:
same: And
further, That
That said
said
And provided
provided further,
for, mine,
mine, and
city shall not have the right to sell or convey the land herein granted,
or
part thereof,
devote the same
other purpose
purpose than
same to any
any other
thereof, or
or to
to devote
or any
any part
as herembefore
described; and
if the
the said
said land
shall not
not be
be used
for
used for
and if
land shall
as
herembefore described;
used
such municipal purpose, the same, or such parts thereof not so used
shall revert to the United States; the conditions
conditions and reservations
herein
be expressed
And provided
patent: And
provided
expressed in
in the
the patent:
provided for
for shall
shall be
herein provided
further, That the grant
further,
grant herein is made upon the express condition
condition
that within thirty days of the receipt of any request
request therefor
therefor from
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
bterior, the mayor of said city shall submit to
the
a report as to the use made of the
the said Secretary of the Interior a

Descption-

Price for lands.

Price for lands

Provisos.
ights not af
Legal rights
affected.

Legal

not

fteed-

Mineral deposits redeposits re
serd
served.

Ot

Other use forbidden.

Forfeiture

user.
user.e

o

to
be
mad .
t
tpIrtd::`

for non-

foro n

e t
usee ,
etc.'
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land herein
granted the
the city,
city, during
during the
preceding period named
named in
the preceding
herein granted
land
conditions
and
such
request
showing
compliance
terms
the
with
compliance
such request showing
stated in
in this
Act, that
of his failure
failure to so report or in
event of
the event
in the
that in
this Act,
stated
Interior
the
a showing
showing in such report to the Secretary of the Interior
event of a
the event
that the
the grant
grant have
have not
grant
been complied with, the grant
not been
of the
terms of
the terms
that
United
shall be
be held
held to
and the
General of the United
the Attorney General
forfeited, and
be forfeited,
to be
shall
the
States be
be instructed
instructed to
to institute
institute suit
suit in
in the
the proper
proper courts for the
States
recovery of
of said lands.
recovery
1, 1921.
Approved, March 1,

March 1, 1921.
1921.
R. 10434.1
10434.1
[H. R.
[Public, No. 347.1
347.1

National Forest.
CHAP
add certain
lands to
the Targhee
Forest.
Targhee National
to the
certain lands
To add
Act To
98.-An Act
CHAP. 98.—An

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be
unapproThat all unapproUnited
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
' United
the following-described
within the
priated public
public lands
lands within
following-described areas, found by
by
priated
the Secretary
be chiefly
chiefly valuable
valuable for the producto be
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the
tion
the protection
protection of stream flow, may, with the apor the
timber or
of timber
tion of
proval
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
inclualed within and made
be included
Interior, be
Secretary of
proval of
of the
the Targhee
Targhee National
National Forest,
proclamation of
by proclamation
Idaho, by
in Idaho,
Forest, in
part of
aapart
the President,
lands to
to be
be thereafter
laws affectall laws
to all
subject to
thereafter subject
said lands
President, said
the
nine to sixteen,
four, nine
ing national
national forests:
one, two,
two, three,
three, four,
Sections one,
forests: Sections
ing
inclusive, twenty-one
twenty-one to
inclusive, thirty-four,
thirty-four , thirtytwenty-eight, inclusive,
to twenty-eight,
inclusive,
east; all
five,
thirty-six,
township
twelve
north,
range
thirty-two
i:11 townthirty-two
range
north,
twelve
township
five,thirty-six,
ship
thirteen north,
north, range
range thirty-two
thirty-two east; all township thirteen
thirteen
ship thirteen
north,
east; all
Boise meridian
and base:
base:
meridian and
of Boise
all of
thirty-three east;
range thirty-three
north, range
any
affect
Provided,
That
the
provisions
of
shall
existing
not
shall
Act
this
of
provisions
the
That
Provided,
not
dverse claim heretofore
heretofore initiated.
valid adverse
Approved, March
1, 1921.
1921.
March 1,
Approved,

Targhee
National
n
TosheeIdaho. ahotional
Forest,
Lands added to.
Lanaaeto.

Description.

Deption.

PrOVi80.

roviso. claims
Adverse
affected.

March
1, 1921.
March 1,
R 11004.1
[H. R.
[Public,
348.1
[Publi, No.
No. 348.

d.
Publi

Publ lan
Granic
t to
to ds.
Dovrney,
DoWney
Grant
Idaho,
dsho, for protection of
water supply.

the board
board of trustees
to the
certain lands
CHAP.
— An Act
Act To
grant certain
lands to
trustees of the village
To grant
99.-An
CHAP. 99.
of its
its water
protection of
State of
of
of Downey,
Downey, State
of Idaho,
Idaho, for
for the
the protection
water supply.
supply.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Secretary of
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
in Congress
of the
the
States of America

issue
his discretion,
discretion, to issue
in his
authorized and
and directed,
directed, in
is hereby
hereby authorized
Interior is
forprotectiono' Interior
trustees of the village of Downey, in the county
to the
patent
the board
board of trustees
patent to

warsupy.

half
of Bannock
and State
of Idaho,
northeast quarter, north haff
the northeast
for the
Idaho, for
State of
Bannock and
of
southeight,
southwest
quarter,
quarter,
section
west
half
southeast
quarter,
southwest
west quarter
quarter and
northwest quarter,
eleven
quarter, section nine, in township eleven
and northwest
west
south, of
range thirty-eight
east, Boise meridian, in said county and
thirty-eight east,
of range
south,
Price.
State,
contaming six
acres, in consideration
consideration of a
a
hundred and forty acres,
six hundred
State, containing
Price.
sum
not less
$1.25 per acre, to have and to hold said lands for
than $1.25
less than
sum not
water-works
the protection
promotion of the water supply and water-works
and promotion
protection and
the
Provisos.
system of
said
city:
Provided, That
the
grant hereby
hereby made
made is,
and
is, and
grant
the
That
Provided,
city:
said
of
system
ant
rovi rights
not afrihts heretofore
patent issued
thereunder shall be, subject to all legal rights
issued thereunder
tfeet r g ht s not patent
aove-described
acquired by
by any
person or
or persons
persons in or to the above-described
any person
acquired
premises or
any
part thereof
thereof and
now
existing under
under and
and by
of
virtue of
by virtue
existing
now
and
part
any
or
premises
gr
Conditional grant.
hereby
further, That the lands hereby
laws of
United States: Provided
Providedfurther,
the United
of the
the laws
condiion the
authorized
hereinbefore set forth, and all portions
conveyed as hereinbefore
to be conveyed
authorized to
thereof,
shall
be
held
and
used
by
or for
said grantee
grantee for
for the
purthe purthe said
for the
by or
used
and
held
thereof, shall be
u
version for non
ser.
pose
specified; and if the said lands shall cease to be so used
herein specified;
pose herein
Rse on for n
. they shall revert
the United
United States,
States, and
condition shall be
this condition
and this
to the
they shall revert to
expressed
in the
patent to
Act:
issued under the terms of this Act:
be issued
to be
the patent
expressed in
herein is made upon the express
the grant
mode.
Report of
of na
use to
to be
be And
provided further,
further, That
grant herein
express
That the
And provided
._epo
condition that,
receipt of any request therewithin thirty days of the receipt
that, within
condition
for
from the
the Interior, the chairman
chairman of the board
board of
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
for from
trustees of
of said
said village
shall submit
submit to the
Secretary- of the
said Secretary
the said
village shall
trustees
Interior a
report as
as to
the use
use made
herein granted to the
the land herein
made of the
to the
a report
Interior
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village
during the
the preceding
preceding period
period named
in such
showing
such request
request showing
named in
village during
compliance with
with the
conditions stated
that in
in
Act; that
in this
this Act;
stated in
and conditions
terms and
the terms
compliance
the
event
of
his
failure
to
so
report
or
in
the
event
of
a
showing
in
in
a
showing
of
event
the
or
in
report
the event of his failure to so
such
report to
the Secretary
the :Interior
that the
the terms
the
of the
terms of
interior that
of the
Secretary of
to the
such report
grant
have not
not been
been complied
with, the
the grant
forbe forheld to be
shall be held
grant shall
complied with,
grant have
feited,
and the
of the
United States
States be
instructed
be instructed
the United
General of
the Attorney
Attorney General
feited, and
to institute
institute suit
suit in
in the
courts for
for the
the recovery
of said
said lands:
lands:
recovery of
the proper
proper courts
to
Provided
further, That
That there
there shall
be reserved
reserved to
United States all
all
the United
to the
shall be
Providedfurther,
oil, coal,
coal, and
and other
other mineral
mineral deposits
may be
be found
the lands
found on the
that may
deposits that
oil,
so granted
granted and
and the
the right
right to
for, mine,
mine, and
and remove
the same.
same.
remove the
prospect for,
to prospect
so

F
Forfeiture on failure.

et

se l
ii
vte
nal

serv

z

nfailur

deposits
r
ded ts re-

Approved,
1, 1921.
Approved, March 1,

March
1, 1921.
1921.
March 1,
[H. R. 113071
R. 11307.]
[Public, No. 349.]

CHAP
Act To
To amend
5146 of
Revised Statutes of the United
of the Revised
section 5146
amend section
100.-An Act
CHAP. 100.—An
States,
in relation
to the
qualifications of
directors of
National Banking
Banking AssoAssothe National
of the
of directors
the qualifications
relation to
States, in
ciation.
ciation.

[H.

[Public, No. 349.]

Be
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
United Ni
the United
ofRepresentatives
of the
by the
Senate and
House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
National banks.
R S., sec .
5146, p. 995,
5146 of the R.Si.,sec.5a6,p.995,
States
assembled, That
Section 5146
That Section
Congress assembled,
in Cangress
America in
of America
States of
amended.
amended.
to
read
be
Revised
statutes
of
the
United
so
amended
as
as
States
United
of
the
Revised statutes
follows:
follows:
Qualifications of direQuafictionl of di"
SEC. 5146.
5146. Every
director must,
must, during his whole term of service, rey
rectors.
Every director
"SEC.
01.33, p.818, amendbe
citizen of
United States,
States, and
at least
three-fourths of
of the
the Vol.33,p.818,amendleast three-fourths
and at
of the
the United
be a
a citizen
Residence
requirerequireResidence
in
directors must
must have
Territory, or District
the State, Territory,
in the
resided in
have resided
directors
ment modified.
modified.
ment
location
which
the
association
is
located,
or
within
fifty
miles
of
the
location
the
of
miles
fifty
within
or
located,
is
association
the
which
of
the office
of the
the association,
association, for
at least
immediately
year immediately
one year
least one
for at
office of
of the
preceding
must be
residents of such State or within
be residents
and must
election, and
their election,
preceding their
location of
their Stook
aafifty-mile
fifty-mile territory
territory of
of the
the location
of the
the association
association during
during their
tok ownership.
ownerp
continuance
in office.
office. Every
Every director
his own
at
right at
own right
in his
own in
must own
director must
continuance in
least
of the
association of which he is
stock of the association
capital stock
the capital
shares of
ten shares
least ten
a
director, unless
capital of
the bank
bank shall
not exceed
in
$25,000, in
exceed $25,000,
shall not
of the
the capital
unless the
a director,
which
case
he
must
own
in
his
own
right
at
least
five
shares
of
such
of
shares
five
at
least
right
own
his
in
own
must
he
case
which
capital stock.
Any director
who ceases
to be
be the
the owner
of the
the rereowner of
ceases to
director who
stock. Any
capital
quired
shares of
the stock,
stock, or who
becomes in any other
who becomes
of the
of shares
number of
quired number
manner
disqualified, shall
place."
his place."
vacate his
thereby vacate
shall thereby
manner disqualified,
Approved, March
1921.
March 1, 1921.
Approved,
ed

CHAP. 101.-An
101.—An Act
Act To
To add
add certain
certain lands to the Lemhi National Forest, Idaho.
CHAP.

March
1, 1921.
1921.
March 1,
[H.
R. 130511
[HR.
[Public,
No. 350.)
350.]
[Public, No.

1R3061.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
United Lemiti National Forthe United
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
by the
Be
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
est Idaho.
unappropriated est,
That all unappropriated
in Congress
America in
States of
Lands authorized to
public
lands within
following-described areas,
by the
to
Sec- beLad
the Secfound bv
areas, found
the following-described
within the
public lands
addedauthorized
to.
retary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to be
valuable for the production of adto.
chiefly valuable
be chiefly
retary of
timber or
or the
protection of
of stream
stream flow,
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the
may, with
flow, may,
the protection
timber
Secretary
of the
the Interior, be included within and made a
apart of the
Secretary of
Lemhi
National Forest,
Forest, in
in Idaho,
Idaho, by
by proclamation
proclamation of the
the President,
Lemhi National
said
lands to
to be
subject to
national
affecting national
laws affecting
all laws
to all
thereafter subject
be thereafter
said lands
forests:
Description.
Boise meridian
and base:
base: Township
twenty-three Desc ipt onl
north, range twenty-three
two north,
Township two
meridian and
Boise
east, sections
sections one,
two, three,
and twelve. Township
eleven, and
three, ten, eleven,
one, two,
east,
two
north, range
range twenty-four
east, sections
six and
and seven.
seven. Township
sections six
twenty-four east,
two north,
three
north, range
range twenty-two
thirteen, fourteen,
fourteen, twentysections thirteen,
east, sections
twenty-two east,
three north,
three, twenty-four,
twenty-four, twenty-five,
twenty-five, and
three
Township three
and twenty-six.
twenty-six. Township
three,
north, range
range twenty-three
twenty-three east,
east, sections
nineteen;
twelve, thirteen, nmeteen;
sections twelve,
north,
sections
to thirty, inclusive; sections thirty-four, thirtytwenty-three to
sections twenty-three
five, and
and thirty-six.
thirty-six. Township
Township three
range twenty-four
twenty-four east,
north, range
three north,
five,
sections
one and
five, west
west half;
and seven;
sections six and
half; sections
section five,
two; section
and two;
sections one
section
sections eleven, twelve, thirteen, and fourteen;
west half; sections
eight, west
section eight,
section
seventeen, west
west half;
half; sections
sections eighteen
nineteen; section
section
and nineteen;
eighteen and
section seventeen,
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twenty, west half; section
sections thirty
thirty and
section twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, west half; sections
and
thirty-one. Township
Township four
twenty-four east,
sections
four north, range
range twenty-four
east, sections
twelve and thirteen;
sections twenty-three
twenty-six, inclusive;
twelve
thirteen; sections
twenty-three to
to twenty-six,
inclusive;
sections thirty-one, thirty-five,
thirty-six. Township
Township four
thirty-five, and
and thirty-six.
four
north,
one to
five, inclusive;
north, range
range twenty-five
twenty-five east,
east, sections
sections one
to five,
inclusive; sections
sections
seven
inclusive;
seven to twelve, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections seventeen
seventeen to
to twenty,
twenty, inclusive;
sections
twenty-nine to thirty-two,
inclusive. Township
Township four
four north,
sections twenty-nine
thirty-two, inclusive.
north,
range twenty-eight
twenty-eight east,
eleven, inclusive;
range
east, sections
sections two to
to eleven,
inclusive; sections
sections
fourteen
to twenty-one,
twenty-one, inclusive.
Township five
five north,
north, range
fourteen to
inclusive. Township
range
twenty-four
inclusive. Township
twenty-four east,
east, sections
sections one
one to
to thirty-five,
thirty-five, inclusive.
Township
five north, range twenty-five east, sections
inclusive;
sections four to
to nine,
nine, inclusive;
seventeen to twenty, inclusive;
sections twenty-three
sections seventeen
inclusive; sections
twenty-three to
to
twenty-seven,
to thirty-six,
thirty-six, inclusive.
twenty-seven, inclusive; sections thirty-three
thirty-three to
inclusive.
Township five
twenty-six east,
east, sections
sections one,
one, twelve,
twelve,
Township
five north,
north, range twenty-six
thirteen,
twenty-five. Township
Township five
north, range
range
thirteen, twenty-four,
twenty-four, and twenty-five.
five north,
twenty-seven
twenty-seven east,
east, sections
sections three
three to
to eleven,
eleven, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections fourfourteen to thirty,
range twenty-eight
thirty, inclusive. Township five north,
north, range
twenty-eight
fourteen, twenty-three,
to thirtyeast, sections eleven, fourteen,
twenty-three, twenty-five
twenty-five to
thirtysix, inclusive. Township six north, range twenty-four
twenty-four east, sections
sections
four to nine, inclusive;
inclusive; sections sixteen to thirty-six, inclusive.
inclusive. TownTownthree, four,
four, nine,
nine, ten,
ten,
ship six north, range twenty-six east,
east, sections
sections three,
eleven, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, twenty-three,
twenty-three, twenty-four,
twenty-four, and
and
twenty-five; section twenty-six, east half; section thirty-six, all.
twenty-five;
Township
twenty-seven east, sections
Township six north, range twenty-seven
sections nineteen,
nineteen,
thirty, thirty-one,
thirty-one, and thirty-two. Township seven north,
north, range
nineteen
nineteen east, sections one to four, inclusive;
inclusive; sections ten
ten to
to twelve,
inclusive. Township
Township seven north, range twenty
east, sections
sections one,
one,
twenty east,
two, ten, eleven, and twelve. Township seven north, range twentytwenty-inclusive. Township seven north,
one east, sections
sections one to twelve, inclusive.
north,
range twenty-two east, sections
sections four
four to eighteen, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections
twenty-three
twenty-four. Township seven north, range twentytwenty-three and twenty-four.
three east, sections seventeen
seventeen to twenty-four,
inclusive; sections
twenty-four, inclusive;
sections
twenty-eight, twenty-nine, thirty, thirty-two, and
and thirty-three.
thirty-three.
Township
seven north,
north, range
range twenty-four
twenty-four east,
thirteen,
Township seven
east, sections
sections thirteen,
nineteen, twenty-four,
twenty-four, thirty, and thirty-one. Township
Township seven
seven north,
north,
range twenty-five east, sections
and twenty-one.
twenty-one.
sections nineteen,
nineteen, twenty, and
Township seven north, range twenty-six east, sections
twenty,
sections twenty,
twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, thirty-two, and thirty-three.
thirty-three. Township
Township
eight north, range nineteen
nineteen east, sections one
five, inclusive;
inclusive; secone to
to five,
sections eight to seventeen,
seventeen, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
twenty to
sections twenty
to twenty-nine,
twenty-nine,
inclusive; sections thirty-three
thirty-three to
inclusive. Township
to thirty-six,
thirty-six, inclusive.
Township
eight north, range twenty east, sections one to twenty-three,
twenty-three, inclusive;
inclusive;
sections twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, twenty-nine, thirty, and thirty-one. Township
Township
twenty-one east, sections twenty-five,
eight north, range twenty-one
twenty-five, twenty-six,
twenty-six,
twenty-seven; sections
twenty-seven;
sections thirty-one
trairty-one to thirty-six, inclusive. Township
Township
eight north, range twenty-two
twenty-two east, sections
sections thirty and thirty-one.
Township
Township eight north, range twenty-three
twenty-three east, sections four, five,
and six;
half; section
section eight,
section
six; section seven,
seven, north
north half;
eight, north
north half;
half; section
nine, all. Township eight north,
sections one
north, range twenty-six east, sections
one
to four, inclusive; sections ten to thirteen, inclusive.
Township eight
inclusive. Township
eight
north, range twenty-seven
twenty-seven east, sections five to eight, inclusive;
inclusive; secsections seventeen
seventeen to twenty,
twenty, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, thirty,
thirty,
and thirty-two. Township nine north, range twenty-two east,
seceast, sections three, four, eleven, thirteen, fourteen,
fourteen twenty-three,
twenty-three, twentyfour, and twenty-five.
twenty-five. Township
Township nine north, range
range twenty-three
twenty-three
east, section
section thirty-one,
thirty-one, all. Township
Township nine north,
north, range twentytwentyfour east, sections one to four,
four , inclusive; section twelve,L
twelve, a.
aI TownTownship nine north, range twenty-five
to seventeen,
seventeen,
twenty-five east,
east, sections
sections one
oneto
inclusive;
twenty-one to twenty-six, incusie;
inclusive; sections
sections twenty-one
inclusive; sections
trty-ethirthirty-six.
thirty-five
and thirty-six. Township
range twen
twenty-six
Township nine
nie nor*
north, rane
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east,
ten, south
south half;
half; sections
fourteen, fifteen,
fifteen, and
east, section
section ten,
sections fourteen,
and sixteen;
sixteen;
sections nineteen
nineteen to
to thirty-six,
thirty-six, inclusive.
inclusive. Township
Township nine
nine north,
range
sections
north, range
twenty-seven
sections thirty,
and thirty-two.
thirty-two.
twenty-seven east,
east, sections
thirty, thirty-one,
thirty-one, and
east, sections
Township nine
nine north, range
range twenty-nine
twenty-nine east,
sections four,
four, five, six,
eleven, south half.
and nine;
nine; section ten, south half; section
section eleven,
half. Township nine
nine north, range thirty east, sections
sections one
one and
and twelve.
twelve. Township
Township
nine north,
north, range
thirty-one east,
six, seven,
sixteen,
nine
range thirty-one
east, sections
sections six,
seven, eight,
eight, sixteen,
seventeen, eighteen,
eighteen, and
twenty-one. Township
north,. range
seventeen,
and twenty-one.
Township ten
ten north,
range
twenty-two east,
east, sections
sections five
to eight,
eight, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections sixteen,
sixteen,
twenty-two
five to
seventeen, twenty,
twenty-one, twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, and thirtythirtyseventeen,
twenty, twenty-one,
three. Township
ten north,
range twenty-nine
east, sections
sections seven,
three.
Township ten
north, range
twenty-nine east,
seven,
eighteen, nineteen,
nineteen, and
to thirty-three,
thirty-three,
eighteen,
and twenty;
twenty; sections
sections twenty-nine
twenty-nine to
inclusive.
Township ten
ten north,
north, range
range thirty
thirty east,
east, sections
one to
to
inclusive. Township
sections one
four,
nine to
to sixteen,
sections twentytwentyfour, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections nine
sixteen, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
one to
sections thirty-four,
one
to twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
thirty-four, thirty-five,
thirty-five, and
and
thirty-six. Township
Township ten
ten north,
north, range
range thirty-one
east, sections
thirty-six.
thirty-one east,
sections ninenineteen, thirty,
Township eleven
range twentytwentyteen,
thirty, and
and thirty-one.
thirty-one. Township
eleven north,
north, range
one east,
section four,
four, east
half; sections
sections thirteen,
thirteen, fourteen,
fourteen, and
and fiffifone
east, section
east half;
teen; sections
to twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, inclusive;
sections thirtyteen;
sections twenty-two
twenty-two to
inclusive; sections
thirtyfour, thirty-five,
and thirty-six.
four,
thirty-five, and
thirty-six. Township
Township eleven
eleven north,
north, range
range
twenty-two east,
east, section
section one,
all; sections
twenty-two
one, all;
sections nineteen,
nineteen, twenty-nine,
twenty-nine,
thirty, thirty-one,
and thirty-two.
thirty-two. Township
Township eleven
north, range
range
thirty,
thirty-one, and
eleven north,
twenty-three east,
sections five
five and
six. Township
eleven north,
twenty-three
east, sections
and six.
Township eleven
north,
range
thirty east,
east, sections
six, eight,
and seventeen;
range thirty
sections five,
five, six,
eight, and
seventeen; section
section
twenty, east
east half;
twenty-seven, twenty-eight,
twenty-eight,
twenty,
half; sections
sections twenty-one,
twenty-one, twenty-seven,
thirty-three, and
thirty-four. Township
north, range
twentythirty-three,
and thirty-four.
Town ship twelve
twelve north,
range twentyone
east, sections
eighteen; section
one east,
sections seven
seven and
and eighteen;
section nineteen,
nineteen, east
east half;
half;
section
half; section
section twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, all;
all; section
section thirty-two,
thirty-two, north
north half;
section
thirty-three,
all. Township
twelve north,
range twenty-two
thirty-three, all.
Township twelve
north, range
twenty-two east,
east,
section thirty-six,
section
thirty-six, all.
all. Township
twelve north,
range twenty-three
Township twelve
north, range
twenty-three
east, section
section thirty-one,
all. Township
east,
thirty-one, all.
Township twelve
north, range
range twentytwelve north,
twentyfour east,
sections two
and eleven.
Township twelve
twelve north,
north, range
four
east, sections
two and
eleven. Township
range
twenty-nine
east, sections
one to
four, inclusive;
inclusive; section
section nine,
east
twenty-nine east,
sections one
to four,
nine, east
half; sections
sections ten
ten to
to fifteen,
inclusive; section
twenty-two, east
east half;
half;
fifteen, inclusive;
section twenty-two,
half;
sections twenty-three,
twenty-three, twenty-four
twenty-four, and
and twenty-five;
section twentysections
twenty-five; section
twentysix,
east half;
section thirty-six,
thirty-six, all.
six, east
half; section
Township twelve
north, range
ail. Township
twelve north,
range
thirty
sections five
five to
to eight,
sections seventeen
to
thirty east,
east, sections
eight, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
seventeen to
twenty, inclusive;
sections twenty-nine
twenty-nine to
to thirty-two,
inclusive.
twenty,
inclusive; sections
thirty-two, inclusive.
Township thirteen
thirteen north,
north, range
range twenty-four
east, sections
nine,
Township
twenty-four east,
sections five,
five, nine,
fifteen, twenty-two,
twenty-two, twenty-seven,
and thirty-five.
thirty-five. Township
Township thirfifteen,
twenty-seven, and
thirteen north,
range twenty-nine
east, sections
to twentyteen
north, range
twenty-nine east,
sections twenty-seven
twenty-seven to
twentynine,
inclusive; sections
sections thirty-two
nine, inclusive;
thirty-six, inclusive.
inclusive. Township
Township
thirty-two to
to thirty-six,
thirteen
range thirty
thirty-one, all.
all. Township
Township
thirteen north,
north, range
thirty east,
east, section
section thirty-one,
fourteen
twenty-three east,
east, sections
sections two
fourteen north,
north, range
range twenty-three
two to
to five,
inclusive;
five, inclusive;
section eight,
half; sections
nine, ten,
ten, eleven,
thirteen, fourteen,
section
eight, east
east half;
sections nine,
eleven, thirteen,
fourteen,
and fifteen;
fifteen; section
section twenty-four,
half. Township
Township fourteen
and
twenty-four, east
east half.
fourteen north,
north,
range
east, sections
and twenty-nine;
twenty-nine;
range twenty-four
twenty-four east,
sections nineteen,
nineteen, twenty,
twenty, and
section
thirty, east
east half;
section thirty-two,
thirty-two, all.
fifteen
section thirty,
half; section
all. Township
Township fifteen
north, range
range twenty-two
twenty-two east,
north,
four, five,
five, eight,
nine,
east, sections
sections three,
three, four,
eight, nine,
ten, thirteen,
twenty-three, twenty-four,
and twentytwentyten,
thirteen, fourteen,
fourteen, fifteen,
fifteen, twenty-three,
twenty-four, and
five. Township
Township fifteen
fifteen north,
five.
north, range
range twenty-three
twenty-three east,
east, sections
sections
eighteen,
twenty-eight, twenty-nine,
thirty-two,
eighteen, nineteen,.
nineteen, twenty-eight,
twenty-nine, thirty,
thirty, thirty-two,
thirty-three, and
and thirty
four. T
ownshi psixteen
sixteen north,
north, range
thirty-three,
thirty-four.
Township
range twentytwentytwo east, sections
sections thirty-two,
and thirty-four.
thirty-four.
thirty-two, thirty-three,
thirty-three, and
Approved, March
March 1,
1, 1921.
Approved,
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CHAP.
settlers or entrymen
who
CHAP. 102.-An
102.—An Act To authorize
authorize certain homestead
homestead settlers
entrymen who
the war
war with
with GerGerthe United
States during
during the
or naval
naval service
entered the
military or
entered
the military
service of
of the
United States
many
final proof
of their
many to make
make final
proof of
their entries.
entries.

March 1,1,921.
1921.
March
[H. R.
13.592.]
[H.
R. 13592.1
[Public, No, 351.1
[Public, N 31.]

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
House of
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
Be
enacted by
States
America in
Congress assembled,
entryinan
assembled, That any settler or entryman
in Congress
of America
States of
the United
States, who,
who, after
after settleserviging World War, under
under the
the homestead
homestead laws
laws of
of the
United States,
settlecopliete entry, may ment, application, or entry and prior to November
November 11,
11, 1918, enlisted
receive patent, etc.
or was actually
actually engaged in the United States Army,
Allay, Navy, or Marine
Corps
honorably disbeen honorably
who has
has been
the war with
with Germany, who
Corps during
during the
charged
and because
because of physical
physical incapacities
incapacities due to service is unable
charged and
residence,
may make proof,
proof, without further residence,
to return
return to
to the
the land, may
improvement,
improvement, or cultivation,
cultivation, at such time and place as may be
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, and receive patent
patent to
authorized
Proviso.
the land
land by
him so
so entered
settled upon:
by him
entered or
or settled
upon: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no such
such
Prior
survey
repatent shall
prior to
survey of
of the
the land.
land.
to the
the survey
shall issue
issue prior
y
re- patent
quired.
(mired.
Approved, March
1921.
March I,1, 1921.
Approved,

Public lands.
Homestead
settlers
Homestead'settlers
serving in World War,
physically unable
physically
unable to
to
complete entry, may
receive patent, etc.

March
1, 1921.
March 1,1921.
[H. R. 157691
[Public,
3.52.]
[Public, No.
No. 352.1

CHAP. 103.-An
construction of a
a bridge
103.—An Act To authorize
authorize the construction
bridge over the Rio
Grande, between
Vacas, Mexico.
Grande,
between the cities of Del Rio,
Rio, Texas, and Las Vacas,
Mexico.

R. 15769.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
and House
of Representatives
Be
the Senate
Senate and
States
of
America
in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Del Rio
Rio and
Las
and
Las
Del
the
in
Congress
of
America
States
cas
Bridge Company
c s Bridge
Company Vacas
Company, a
a corporation organized
organized and created under
under
Vacas
Bridge
may bridge,
bridge, between
Del Rio, Tex.,
Tex., andLas
and Las and by virtue
DeRio,
virtue of the laws of the State
State of Texas, be, and is hereby,
hereby,
Vacas, Mexico.
Vacas, Mexico.
authorized and empowered
operate a
a
authorized
empowered to construct, maintain, and operate
Rio Grande
Grande between
between the
the
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto, over
over the Rio
cities of Del Rio, Texas, and Las Vacas, Mexico, at aapoint suitable
to
interests of
in accordance
of
provisions of
the provisions
with the
accordance with
navigation, in
of navigation,
the interests
to the
Construction
Construction.
Vol.
Vol. 3,31, p. 84.
s4.
the Act entitled "An
construction of bridges over
"An Act to regulate the construction
over
March 23,
1906.
approved March
23, 1906.
Mexico navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
Consent of Mexico
required.
required.
SEC. 2.
consent of
the proper
SEC.
2. That the
the consent
of the
proper authorities
authorities of
of the
the Republic
Republic
of Mexico shall have been obtained before said bridge shall be built
or commenced.
commenced.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, March 1,
1, 1921.
1921.
Approved,
Rio Grande.

Del Rio and Las
LasVaVa-

March 1,
1921.
1, 1921.
[H.
h. 159351
[H R.
[Public,
No. 353.1
353.1
[Public, No.

15935

River

and

appropriations.
appropriations.

CHAP. 104.—An
104.-An Act Making
Making appropriations for the construction, repair, and
and
preservation
preservation of certain public works on rivers and harbors, and for other
other purposes.

harbor
harbor

Preservaion of e-

Preservation of existingorks,etc.
isting
works, etc.

e

Examinations, surExaminton,
veys,
etc.
Proviso.
Limited
Limited to authorisation.

ser-

Proruo.

xtion.

to authori-

Be
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
following sums are
America in Congress
States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following
appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise approappropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
expended under the
pnrated,
priated, to be immediately
immediately available
available and to be expended
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of War and the supervision
supervision of the Chief of
direction
Engineers, as
follows:
Engineers,
as follows:
For
the preservation
harbor
maintenance of existing river and harbor
and maintenance
preservation and
lorthe
heretofore authorized
authorized
works, and for the prosecution
prosecution of such projects heretofore
as may be most desirable
desirable in the interests of commerce and naviga$15,000,000.
tion, $15,000,000.
contingencies for rivers and harFor examinations,
examinations, surveys, and contingencies
Probors for which there may be no special appropriation,
appropriation, $250,000: Provided, That no part of this sum shall be expended for any prelimvided,
inary examination, survey, project, or estimate not authorized
authorized by
law.
Approved, March 1, 1921.
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CHAP. 110.—An
Act To
chapter 11of
an Act
Act entitled
entitled
amend section
section 4,
4, chapter
of Title
Title I
I of
of an
CHAP.
110.-An Act
To amend
"An Act
making further
further provision
for Alaska,
Alaska, and
and for
for other
other
"An
Act making
provision for
for a
a civil
civil government
government for
purposes,"
June 6,
1900, as
as heretofore
heretofore amended
amended by
by section
section 2
an Act
2 of
of an
Act
purposes," approved
approved June
6, 1900,
entitled
Act to
amend section
of an
an Act
to provide
for the
provide a
a government
government for
the
to amend
section 86
86 of
Act to
entitled "An
"An Act
Territory of
Hawaii, to
to provide
for additional
and for
judicial purposes,"
for other
other judicial
purposes,"
of Hawaii,
provide for
additional judges,
judges, and
Territory
1909, and for other purposes.
March 3, 1909,
approved
approved March

1203
March
2, 1921.
March 2,
1921.
[S. 4205.]
[S. 4205.]
[Public, No. 354.]

[PublicNo.354]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United Alaska
the United
civil governBe
the Senate
by the
Alaska civil government.
1 ment.
States
assembled, That section 44 of chapter
chapter 1
Congress assembled,
States of America
America in
in Congress
Vol. 31, p. 322.
31, p. 3.
Vol.
of Title IIof the Act entitled "An Act making further
further provision
provision for .Vol.35,p.
Vol.35,p. 839,
839, amendgovernment for Alaska, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved ed.
aa civil government
June
6, 1900, as
section 2
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
by section
2 of
of an
an Act
Act entitled
June 6,
as amended
amended by
government for the Terria government
86 of an
an Act to provide a
amend section 86
tory
additional judges, and for other
other
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, to
to provide for additional
tory of
judicial
purposes," approved
approved March
March 3,
3, 1909, which section also conjudicial purposes,"
stitutes
Statutes of the Territory
of
Territory of
Compiled Statutes
stitutes section 363 of the Compiled
Alaska,
1913, be,
amended so
so as to
be, and the same hereby
hereby is, further
further amended
Alaska, 1913,
read as follows:
follows:
District court estab"SEC.
There is
is hereby
a district
district court
court for
the lished.
lishdt1C courtestab"SEc. 363.
363. There
hereby established
established a
for the
District of Alaska,
Alaska, with the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of district courts of the
United States
States and
civil, criminal,
criminal, equity,
equity,
in civil,
United
and with
with general
general jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
Four judges authorjudges shall
shall be
be appointed
authorand
admiralty causes;
causes; and
and admiralty
and four
four district
district judges
appomted izeFdurudges
ized.
residence,
who shall
shall during
during tc.SarY,
residence,
for the
each at
an annual
of $7,500,
for
the district,
district, each
at an
annual salary
salary of
$7,500, who
etc.
office reside in the divisions of the district to which
their terms of office
Recording divisions.
divisions.
by the
President. The
The court
court Recording
they may
be respectively
assigned by
they
may be
respectively assigned
the President.
shall
which shall also be recording
shall consist of four divisions, which
recording divisions.
Division No. 1.
No. 1
"Division
"Division numbered one shall consist of all that part of the District Division
hundred and
forty-first meridian
of Alaska
Alaska lying east of
of the
the one hundred
and forty-first
meridian of
of
west longitude.
longitude.
west
Division No. 2
lying Divison
No- 2.
"Division numbered
numbered two shall consist of all that territory
territory lying
commencing on the
west of
of a
a line
line commencing
the Arctic
Arctic coast at the
the one hundred
hundred
forty-eighth meridian; thence extending
and forty-eighth
extending south along the easterly
easterly
watershed
watershed of the Colville
Colville River to a
a point on the Rocky Mountain
divide between the headwaters
headwaters of Colville River
River on the north and
west and the waters of the Chandlar
Chandlar River on the south;
south; thence
southwesterly
waters of the Colville
southwesterly along the divide between the waters
west
River, Kotzebue Sound, and Norton Sound on the north and
and west
and
and the
the waters of
of the Yukon on
on the south to the one
one hundred
hundred and
sixty-first meridian
meridian of west longitude; thence along
along. said meridian to
to
midway between
between the Yukon
Kuskokwim
aa point midway
Yukon River and the
the Kuskokwim
River; thence
thence southwesterly
southwesterly to
to the point
point of
of intersection
intersection of the
the sixtyfirst parallel of north latitude with the shore
Bering Sea;
shore of Bering
Sea; the said
said
include all
lying north of the fifty-eighth
division to
to include
all the islands lying
fifty-eighth
parallel of north latitude and west of the one hundred and fortyeighth meridian of west longitude,
longitude, excepting Nelson Island,
Island, all
islands
Kuskokwim Bay, all islands in Bristol
islands in Kuskokwim
Bristol Bay,
Bay, and all
all islands
in
fifty-eighth parallel
in the
the Gulf of Alaska, north of the
the fifty-eighth
parallel of
of north
north
latitude.
3.
No 3.
Division No.
that territory
of all
consist of
"Division numbered
three shall
shall consist
all that
territory lying Division
numbered three
"Division
south and west of the
the line starting on
on the
the coast of the
the Gulf of Alaska
longitude; thence
at the one
one hundred and forty-first
forty-first meridian of
of west
west longitude;
northerly
Kimnortherly along
along said
said meridian
meridian to
to aa point
point due
due east
east from Mount
Mount Kimball; thence west to the summit of Mount
Mount Kimball; thence southwesterly along the southerly
southerly watershed
watershed of the headwaters
westerly
headwaters of Tanana
River; thence westerly
westerly along the divide between the waters
waters of the
Gulf of Alaska on the south and the waters
waters of the
the Yukon
Yukon on the
continuing southnorth to the summit of Mount
Mount McKinley;
McKinley; thence
thence continuing
southwesterly
westerly along the divide between the waters of the Kuskokwim
Kuskok-wim
River and Bay on the north and west and the Gulf of Alaska
Alaska and
Bristol Bay on the south to the westerly point of Cape Newenham;
Newenham;
the said division to include the Alaska Peninsula,
Peninsula, the Aleutian
Aleutian and
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Division
No.
o 4.
ivsionN4Divisio

Terms of court.

of court.
Terms
Juneau.
Nome.
Nome.

Valdez.
Fairbanks.
Fairbanks.

Special terms.

pecial terms,

Interpreters, etc.
etc.
Interpretes,

Notice of terms.

Noticeof terms.

2, 1921.
March
2,
1921.
M
[II.
5171
R. 517.1
H. R.

public,
No. 355.]
[Public, No.355.1
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Pribilof
all islands
along and
coast of this division,
the coast
off the
and off
islands along
and all
Islands, and
Pribilof Islands,
and
one hundred and
between
Cape
Newenham
and
the
point
the
where
point
the
and
between Cape Newenham
of
forty-first
intersects the northern line of
longitude, intersects
west longitude,
meridian, west
forty-first meridian,
the territory.
territory.
the
district
of the district
"Division
consist of
that part
part of
of that
shall consist
four shall
numbered four
Dvson numbered
of Alaska
Alaska lying
lying east
east of the second division and north of the third
of
division, and
islands along
along the
the north
coast of said division,
east
division, east
north coast
all islands
and all
division,
of
one hundred
hundred and
longitude, also
also
forty-eighth meridian of west longitude,
and forty-eighth
the one
of the
Nelson
Island and
and all
Kuskokwim Bay.
islands in Kuskokwim
all islands
Nelson Island
"One general
general term of court shall be held each year
year at Juneau,
Juneau, and
"One
such additional
additional terms
at other
other places
places in
the first
the
as the
division as
first division
in the
terms at
such
Attorney General may direct. One general term of court shall be
held each
each year
year at
Nome, and
additional terms at other places
and such additional
at Nome,
held
in
the
second
division
as
the
Attorney
General may direct. One
General
Attorney
the
as
division
second
in the
Valdez, and such
general term of court shall be held each
each year at Valdez,
Attorney
as the Attorney
additional
terms
at
other
places
third
division
third
the
in
places
additional terms at other
each
General may direct. One general term of court shall be held each
year at
and such
such additional
terms at other
other places in the
additional terms
Fairbanks, and
at Fairbanks,
year
fourth division
division as
the Attorney
General may
direct. Each
Each of the
may direct.
Attorney General
as the
fourth
court
judges
authorized and directed
directed to hold such special terms of court
judges is authorized
as may
may be
necessary for
for the
welfare or for the
dispatch of the
the dispatch
public welfare
the public
be necessary
as
business of
the court
court at
at such times and places in their respective
respective
of the
business
districts
as
any
of
them,
respectively,
may deem expedient,
expedient, or as
respectively, may
them,
of
any
districts as
the
General may
direct; and
each shall
shall have
have authority
authority to
and each
may direct;
Attorney General
the Attorney
employ
interpreters
and
to
make
allowances
necessary
necessary
the
for
allowances
employ interpreters and to make
at
expenses
of his
and to
stenographer at
court stenographer
official court
employ an official
to employ
court and
his court
expenses of
such
compensation as
General. At
At
be fixed by the Attorney General.
shall be
as shall
such compensation
least
thirty days'
shall be
be given
by the judge, or the clerk, of
given by
notice shall
days' notice
least thirty
the time
time and place of holding the several terms of the court."
the
1921.
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1921.
Indian allotCHAP. 111.—An
Amending an
an Act
Act to
drainage of Indian
provide for drainage
to provide
Act Amending
111.--An Act
CHAP.

ments of
the Five
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes,
27, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
approved March 27,
Tribes, approved
of the
ments
Numbered 77).
77).
310, Public, Numbered
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
Be
assembled,
Congress
in
States
FiveCivlized Tribes,
FiveCivilized
Tribes, States
of America in
Congress
assembled,
That Public Act Numbered
Numbered
Okla
O.kla
Act
approved March
V01.35, p.310, amend- 77
77 (Thirty-eighth
310), approved
March 27, 1914, an Act
Statutes, 310),
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
Voi.38,p.31o,amendFive Civilized
of the
Indian allotments
drainage of
for drainage
to provide
ed.
ed.
to
provide for
of Indian
allotments of
the Five
Civilized
Tribes,
and is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended so as to read as follows:
be and
Tribes, be
in
is organized
me
Dn
r
t
a
s
ina
argnst
l
s
anl: of
"That whenever
whenever a
a drainage
district is
organized in any county
county in
drainage district
"That
against alands
ments
aliottees
paid
Oklahoma, under the laws
Civilized Tribes of the State of Oklahoma,
paid the Five Civilized
be
may
allottees may
from tnbal funds.
of that
for the purpose of draining the lands within such disState, for
that State,
of
trict,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
authorized, in his discretion, to
is authorized,
Interior is
of the
trict, the
pay
from the
arising from any source under his conmoneys arising,
or moneys
funds or
the funds
pay from
trol
Uruted States, and which would be
of the United
control of
the control
under the
or under
trol or
prorated
drainage purposes against
against
for drainage
assessment for
the assessment
allottee, the
such allottee,
to such
prorated to
any
Indian
allottee
or
upon
the
any
suballottee who is not subany
of
lands
the
upon
or
allottee
any Indian
from
ject
taxation, or
taxation or from.
whose lands are exempt from taxation
or whose
to taxation,
ject to
assessment for
agreements with the
under the treaties or agreements
taxation under
for taxation
assessment
tribes
such allottee may belong, or under any Act of Conwhich such
to which
tribes to
such
outtshall be charged
Pro
share to
an d such
suc h amou
nt so paid
paid ou
charged against such
amount
ress;• and
be e'°Tess
to be
erta
ro rata share
charged.
chargedallottee's
control
allottee's pro rata share of any funds to his credit under the control
Provided, That the Secretary
Revi
Provisos.
of
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior: Provided,
Secretary of
of the
the
Rroveos.
ew
..vcP.sperson
designate
merit.
Interior,
before
funds,
shall
designate
some
person
such
out
paying
before
Interior,
ment.
with
knowledge of
schedules
the subject of drainage, to review the schedules
of the
with aaknowledge
of assessment
assessment against
against each
each tract
tract of
and to review the land assessed
of land and
of
to
ascertain whether
to
such Indian allottee, or his lands not subject to
whether such
to ascertain
taxation, have
have been
than their pro rata share as commore than
assessed more
been assessed
taxation,
and
pared
other lands
located in said district similarly situated and
lands located
with other
pared with
raiment.
deriving like
like benefits.
benefits. And
assessed
if such Indian lands have been assessed
And if
deriving
Payant
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justly
when compared
with other
other assessments,
assessments, then, in that event,
compared with
justly when
said
proper county in which said drainage
to the proper
paid to
be paid
shall be
funds shall
said funds
district
be organized,
organized, or,
Secretary of the Maximum, etc
option of the Secretary
in the
the option
or, in
may be
district may
Interior
to the
construction company
company or
or bondholder
omitted.
be omitted.'
to be
shown to
bondholder shown
the construction
Interior to
Le gal rights
ri ghts not
imnot imLegal
entitled to
the funds
from such
assessment: Provided
Provided further,
further, paired.
such assessment:
arising from
funds arising
to the
entitled
paired.
allotany
as
to
That
nothing
in
this
Act
shall
be
construed
deprive
so
shall
Act
That nothing in this
tee of
of any
any right
which he
he might
might otherwise
have individually
individually to apply
otherwise have
right which
tee
to
his rights
rights adjudicated."
adjudicated."
of having
having his
purpose of
the purpose
for the
courts for
the courts
to the
F
H
GILLETT
F H G1LLETT
Representatives.
House of Representatives.
the House
Speaker of the
THOS.
MARSHALL
R. MARSHALL
THos. R.
Senate.
Presidentof the Senate.
and President
Vice
United States and
Presidentof the United
Vice President
I
THE HOUSE
HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
INN THE
February
1921.
24, 1921.
February 24,

t
t
h
ge
byesenthe
Passage
The
having returned to the House House
HF
ouse of
O
k
;RepresentaReb
p
President of the United States having
The President
R. 517) enti- tives.
of Representatives,
Representatives, in
dyesit originated, the bill (H. R.
in which it
of
tied
"An Act
amending an Act
drainage of Indian
to provide for drainage
Act to
Act amending
tled "An
1914
allotments
Civilized Tribes, approved
approved March 27, 1914
Five Civilized
the Five
of the
allotments of
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
Statutes, 310, Public, Numbered 77)," with his objec(Thirty-eighth
tions
pursuance of the Constitution
in pursuance
proceeded in
House proceeded
the House
thereto, the
tions thereto,
to reconsider
reconsider the same; and
Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds of the House of RepResolved,
resentatives
agreeing to pass the same.
resentatives agreeing
Attest:
W M TYLER
PAGE
TYLER PAGE
WM
Attest:
Clerk.
I
N THE
ENATE OF
TATES.
STATES.
UNITED S
THE UNITED
OF THE
SENATE
THE S
IN
February 24,
March 2), 1921.
(calendarday, March
24, (calendar
February
The Senate
to reconsider
the bill
(H. R.
517) atepassge
ateP.assage by
by the
the Sen.
R. 517)
bill (H.
reconsider the
proceeded to
having proceeded
Senate having
The
"An
Act amending
allotfor drainage of Indian allotprovide for
to provide
Act to
an Act
amending, an
"An Act
ments of
Civilized Tribes,
approved March 27, 1914 (ThirtyTribes, approved
the Five
Five Civilized
of the
ments
eighth
Statutes, 310, Public,
numbered 77)," returned by the PresiPublic, numbered
eighth Statutes,
Representatives, in which
of the United States to the House of Representatives,
dent of
it originated,
originated, with
his objections, and passed by the House on aarewith his
it
consideration of the same, it was
consideration
RESOLVED,
That the
the bill
bill pass,
pass, two-thirds
two-thirds of the
present
Senators present
the Senators
RESOLVED, That
having voted
voted in the affirmative.
GEORGE A.
A. SANDERSON
SANDERSONGEORGE
Attest:
Attest:
Secretary.
Secretary.
CHAP.
112.—An Act
purchase of land occupied
occupied by experiment vineFor the
the purchase
Act For
CHAP. 112.-An
yards near
Fresno and
and Oakville,
California.
Oakville. Cahtornia.
near Fresno
yards

March

1921.
2, 1921.
March 2,
[H.
13402.1
[H. R.
R. 13402.)
[Public,
No. 356.1
356
[Public, No.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Vineyards.
Vine rds
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Purchase of experiPurchase
the Secretary of Agri- ment,
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
Conqress assembled.
of America
States of
and
Fresno and
ne Fresno
1ment, near
culture
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
purchase
and
the
Caiif.
Oaknle,
and
acquire
purchase
to
Oakville,
Calif.
authorized
is
hereby,
culture be, and he
vineyards near
lands
department's experiment
experiment vineyards
by the department's
occupied by
lands occupied
Fresno and
California, now maintained
maintained under contracts
Oakville, California,
and Oakville,
Fresno
Proriso.
with
the owners
Provided, That the land purchased
purchased for MPau
Maximum price.
owners of said lands: Provided,
with the
not
to
cost
a
vineyards shall not exceed twenty acres at a
Fresno vineyards
the Fresno
$12,000 and for the Oakville vineyard not to exceed
exceed twenty
exceed $12,000
acres
at aacost not to exceed $15,000.
acres at
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1921.
CHAP. 113.—An
appropriations for the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and Consular
113.-An Act Making appropriations
1922.
Service
for the
ending June
June 30, 1922.
year ending
the fiscal
fiscal year
Service for

March 2, 1921.
1921.
March
15872.]
[H. R. 15872.]
[Public, No.
No. 3574
357.I
[Public,

United Diplomatic
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Diplomatic and
conenacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
and conappropriations.
sular appropriations.
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
following sums are saar
That the following
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States
appropriated,
of any
Treasury not otherwise apany money in the Treasury
out of
appropriated, out
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propriated,
Diplomatic and Consular
Consulaz
compensation for the Diplomatic
ropriated, in full compensation
Service for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June 30,
30, 1922,
1922, for
for the objects
objects hereinService
after expressed,
expressed, namely:
namely:
Salaries.

SALARIES
SALARIES

AMBASSADORS AND
MINISTERS.
OF AMBASSADORS
AND MINISTERS.

Ambassadors.

Ambassadors extraordinary
extraordinary and plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to Argentina,
Ambassadors
Belgium,
Belgium, Brazil, Chile,
Chile, France, Germany,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy,
Italy, Japan,
Mexico,
Peru, Spain,
Spain, and
Turkey, at
at $17,500
$17,500 each,
each, $227,500;
$227,500;
Mexico, Peru,
and Turkey,
Envoys
extraordiEnvoys extraordinary
plenipotentiary to
to China,
China,
ministers plenipotentiary
and ministers
extraordinary and
Envoys
nary and ministers
plenipotentiary.
plenipotentiary.
Cuba, the Netherlands
Netherlands and Luxemburg,
Luxemburg, at $12,000 each, $36,000;
$36,000;
Envoys extraordinary
extraordinary and
Envoys
and ministers
ministers plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to Austria,
Austria,
Bolivia, Bulgaria, Czecho-Slovakia,
Rica, Denmark,
Czecho-Slovakia, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Dominican
Guatemala, Haiti,
Finland, Greece, Guatemala,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Finland,
Honduras,
Hungary, Nicaragua,
Honduras, Hungary,
Nicaragua, Norway,
Norway, Panama,
Panama, Paraguay,
Paraguay, Poland,
Poland,
Uruguay,
Rumania, Salvador, Siam, Sweden,
Portugal, Rumania,
Uruguay, Persia,
Persia, Portugal,
Switzerland, and Venezuela,
Venezuela, at $10,000 each, and to the Serbs,
Switzerland,
Croats, and
and Slovenes,
$10,000;
in all,
$300,000;
Croats,
Slovenes,
$10,000; in
all, $300,000;
Minister resident
Minister
general to
$5,000;
to Liberia,
Liberia, $5,000;
consular general
and consular
resident and
Minister resident
generale
and
and consul
consul general.
Agents, etc.
etc.
Agent
$7,500;
Agent and consul general
general at Tangier, $7,500;
Agent and consul general
general at Cairo, $7,500;
$7,500;
Agent
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That no
salary herein
shall be
be paid
paid to
any
Provided,
no salary
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
to any
Salary restrictions.
Government;
restrictionsofficial
official receiving
receiving any other salary from the United States Government;
Total, $583,500.
Ambassadors.

SALARIES,
SALARIES,
Charges d'afraires.
d'affaires.

CHARGES
CHARGES D'AFFAIRES
D'AFFAIRES AD
AD

INTERIM.
INTERIM.

For
salaries for
for charges
charges d'affaires
ad interim,
For salaries
d'affaires ad
interim, $50,000.
$50,000.
SALARIES OF
SALARIES
OF SECRETARIES
SECRETARIES IN THE
THE DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Secretaries,
Secretaries
Service
matic Service.

DiploDiplo-

For salaries
salaries of secretaries
Diplomatic Service,
provided in
secretaries in the
the Diplomatic
Service, as
as provided
February 5,
5, 1915,
"An Act
the improvement
the Act
Act of
of February
1915, entitled
entitled "An
Act for
for the
improvement
. 805; vol the
vo3l.s,
p
of the foreign service,"
service," as amended
the Act making appropriations
amended by the
appropriations
Diplomatic and Consular Service
Service for the fiscal
for the Diplomatic
fiscal year ending
ending June
approved July 1,
30, 1917, approved
1, 1916, and the Act making
making appropriations
appropriations
for the Diplomatic and Consular Service
Service for the fiscal year ending
June
30,
1921,
approved
June
4,
1920,
$379,000;
$379,000;
4,
1920,
June
approved
1921,
30,
June
secr
Desinated
Designated
secretaries. Japan,
Japanese secretary of embassy to Japan,
$5,500;
apan, Turkey,
Japanese
Japan, $5,500;
and China.
China.
Turkish secretary
secretary of embassy
embassy to
to Turkey,
Turkey, $3,600;
$3,600;
Chinese secretarysecretary of legation to China, $5,500;
$5,500;
Chinese assistant secretary
secretary of legation to China, $4,000;
$4,000;
Japanese
Japanese assistant secretary of embassy to Japan, $4,000;
$2,000;
Turkish assistant
assistant secretary
secretary of embassy
embassy to Turkey, $2,000;
Total, $403,600.

Vol. 38, p. 805; Vol.
39, p, 252,
Ante, p. 740.
740.

SALARIES,
SALARIES,

Instruction

trnsitt
transit pay. n

an
andd

R.S.,sec.1740,
p.9.
s., sec. 1740, p.309.

DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC

AND
CONSULAR OFFICERS WHILE RECEIVING
AND CONSULAR
RECEIVING
INSTRUCTIONS
AND IN
INSTRUCTIONS AND
IN TRANSIT.
TRANSIT.

To pay
of ambassadors,
ambassadors, ministers,
consuls,
vice consuls,
consuls, vice
ministers, consuls,
the salaries
salaries of
To
pay the

and other officers of the United States for the periods actually and
and

necessarily occupied
occupied in receiving instructions
instructions and in making
making transits
recognition and authority
to and from their posts, and while awaiting recognition
authority
to act in pursuance
pursuance with the provisions of section 1740 of the Revised
Revised
Statutes, $65,000,
$65,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary.
EMBASSIES AND
AND LEGATIONS.
CLERKS AT EMBASSIES
LEGATIONS.

Clerks at embassies
embassies
and legations.
lestion

For the employment of necetztsary
necessary clerks at the embassies and lealegstions, who, whenever
whenever hereafter
hereafter appointed, shall be citizens of
of tne
tue
United States, $300,000; and so far as practicable
practicable shall be appomted
appointed
civil-service rules and regulations.
regulations.
under civil-service
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SALARIES, INTERPRETERS
LEGATIONS.
AND LEGATIONS.
EMBASSIES AND
TO EMBASSIES
INTERPRETERS TO
SALARIES,
Interpreter to
legation and
consulate general
general to
Persia, $2,000;
$2,000;
to Persia,
and consulate
to legation
Interpreter

Interpreters.

Interpreters.

Interpreter to
to legation
legation and
and consulate
general to
Siam,
to Bangkok,
Bangkok, Siam,
consulate general
Interpreter
$2,000;
Student interpret2,000;
Student
For ten
ten student
student interpreters
who shall be ers. t e nterpret
China, who
legation to China,
at the
the legation
interpreters at
For
citizens
of the
States, and
whose duty
China.
InChina.
be to
to study the In
duty it
it shall be
and whose
United States,
the United
citizens of
Chinese
language with
view to
interpreters to
legation
to the
the legation
to supplying
supplying interpreters
with aaview
Chinese language
Provisos.
and consulates
China, at
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
Provided, That
the Nonpartisan
nparti
That the
$15,000: Provided,
each, $15,000:
consulates in
m China,
and
selection.
method
of
selecting
said
student
interpreters
shall
be
nonpartisan:
tion.
nonpartisan:
method of selecting said student interpreters shall be
Term
of
service.
And
provided further,
That upon
receiving such
such appointment
each er m s er v
appointment each
upon receiving
further, That
And provided
student
interpreter
shall
sign
an
agreement
to
continue
in
the
service
student interpreter shall sign an agreement to continue in the service
as
an interpreter
consulates in
in China
so long
long as
as his
his
China so
or consulates
at the
the legation
legation or
as an
interpreter at
services may
required within
period of
five years;
years;
of five
within aaperiod
be required
may be
services
Tuition.
For the
the payment
of the
the cost
of tuition
tuition of
of student
interpreters in
in Tutionstudent interpreters
cost of
payment of
For
China, at
at the
the rate
of $350
per annum
83,500;
each, $3,500;
annum each,
$350 per
rate of
China,
In Japan.
For six
six student
the embassy
Japan
Japan, who shall be In
embassy to Japan,
at the
interpreters at
student interpreters
For
citizens
of the
the United
United States, and
duty it shall be to study the
whose duty
and whose
citizens of
Japanese
language with
view to
interpreters to the Provisos.
supplying interpreters
to supplying
a view
with a
Japanese language
embassy and
and consulates
consulates in
at $1,500
$9,000: Provided,
Provided, Nonpartisan
embassy
in Japan,
Japan, at
$1,500 each,
each, $9,000:
npartisan selecseec
tion.
non- tion.
method of selecting said student interpreters shall be nonThat the
the method
Term of service.
partisan: And
That upon
upon receiving
receiving such
such appointappoint- Term ofservice.
further, That
provided further,
And provided
partisan:
ment each
student interpreter
continue
agreement to continue
sign an
an agreement
shall sign
interpreter shall
each student
ment
in the
service as
interpreter at
embassy or
or consulates
consulates in Japan
at the
the embassy
as an
an interpreter
in
the service
so
long as
services may
may be
be required
required within a
aperiod
years;
of five years;
period of
as his
his services
so long
Tuition.
For the
the payment
payment of
of tuition
tuition of
student interpreters
interpreters at Tuition.
of student
the cost
cost of
of the
For
the embassy
at the
the rate
rate of
of $200
each, $1,200;
$1,200;
per annum
annum each,
$200 per
to Japan,
Japan, at
the
embassy to
In Turkey.
For four
four student
student interpreters
at the
the embassy
embassy to Turkey, who shall
shall InTurey
interpreters at
For
be
citizens of the United States, and whose duty it shall be to study
be citizens
the language
language of Turkey and
neceslanguage that may be necesand any other
other language
the
sary to
them for
embassy and
service as
as interpreters to the embassy
for service
to qualify
qualify them
sary
Provisos.
selecrois
That the Nonpartisan
consulates in
each, $6,000:
$6,000: Provided,
Provided, That
$1,500 each,
at $1,500
Turkey, at
in Turkey,
consulates
selection.
method
of
selecting
said
student
interpreters
shall
be
nonpartisan:
method of selecting said student interpreters shall be nonpartisan: tion.
of service.
service.
Term of
And
upon receiving
appointment each
each Term
such appointment
receiving such
That upon
further, That
And provided
provided further,
student
agreement to continue in the service
an agreement
shall sign an
interpreter shall
student interpreter
interpreter to the embassy and consulates in Turkey so long as
as an
an interpreter
his services
services may be required within a
years;
a period of five years;
Tuition.
For the
of the
student interpreters
interpreters at
at T"itian.
of student
of tuition
tuition of
the cost
cost of
the payment
payment of
For
the embassy
Turkey, at
at the
of $200
per annum
annum each,
$800;
trion on saleach, $800;
$200 per
the rate
rate of
embassy to
to Turkey,
the
Restriction on salaNo
drawing the
or student
student interpreter
interpreter ries.
ris.
the salary
salary of
of interpreter
interpreter or
No person
person drawing
provided shall
shall be allowed any part of the salary approas above provided
officer;
or other officer;
any secretary
secretary of
of legation or
priated for
for any
Total, $39,500.
Q
UARTERS FOR
STUDENT INTERPRETERS
INTERPRETERS AT
AT EMBASSIES.
EMBASSIES.
FOR STUDENT
QUARTERS
For
rent of
the student interpreters
interpreters attached
attached to the inartersforstudent
i
n fi'uar
rpre
t%
for student
for the
quarters for
of quarters
For rent

$1,200;
embassy to Japan, $1,200;
For
attached to the
interpreters attached
the student
student interpreters
For rent of quarters for the
Turkey, $600;
embassy to
to Turkey,
$1,800.
Total, $1,800.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
MISSIONS.
EXPENSES. FOREIGN
FOREIGN MISSIONS.
CONTINGENT

Contingent
expenses,,
tees
Coi missions.
all such foreign
To enable the President to provide, at the public expense, all
records, and other books,
presses, flags,
books, seals, presses,
stationery, blanks,
blanks, records,
and signs as he shall think necessary for the several embassies and
legations in the transaction
transaction of their business, and also for rent,
legations
repairs, postage, telegrams, furniture, typewriters,
typewriters, including exchange
exchange
repairs,
of same, messenger
messenger service, compensation
compensation of kavasses, guards, drago-
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mans, and porters, including
compensation of interpreters,
the
including compensation
interpreters, and the
mans,
compensation of
of dispatch
agents at London, New York, San Francisco,
compensation
dispatch agents
and New
New Orleans,
Orleans, and
and for
traveling and
of
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of
and
for traveling
Printin g in Depart- embassies and legations, and for printing in the Department of State,
embassies and legations, and for printing in the Department of State,
Pimentnf
ment
of SaDepartState.
exchange to
of exchange
to and
and from embassies
embassies and
and legations.
and for
for loss
loss on
on bills of
Loss by
by exchange.
exchange to
United
including such loss
loss on bills
bills of exchange
to officers of the United
Loss
exchange.
States
for
of subscriptions
subscriptions for
in advance
advance of
and payment in
for China,
China, and
States Court for
newspapers
(foreign and
domestic) under
under this
appropriation is
this appropriation
and domestic)
newspapers (foreign
Proviso.
hereby authorized, $800,000: Provided,
Protiso.
Provided, That no part of this sum
Paying persons
not
Paying
persons not
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, foreign
missions, shall
shall be
Americans
appropriated for
foreign missions,
be
or clerical
Americans for
clerical appropriated
services, prohibited.
prohibited. expended for salaries
salaries or wages of persons not American
American citizens
serices,
performing clerical
clerical services,
services, whether
whether officially
officially designated
designated as
as clerks
clerks
performing
or
or not,
not, in
in any
any foreign
foreign mission.
mission.
Dispatch agents.
agents.
Dispatch

GOING
TRANSPORTATION
DIPLOMATIC AND
IN GOING
CONSULAR OFFICERS
OFFICERS IN
OF DIPLOMATIC
AND CONSULAR
TRANSPORTATION OF
TO
AND RETURNING
RETURNING FROM
FROM THEIR
THEIR POSTS.
POSTS.
TO AND

Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Traveling

To
verified statements of the actual and
itemized and
and verified
To pay the
the itemized
necessary expenses
expenses of
transportation and subsistence, under such
of transportation
necessary
regulations
Secretary of
of State may prescribe, of diplomatic
regulations as the Secretary
embassies, legations,
legations, and conconsular officers and clerks in embassies,
and consular
sulates and their families and effects in going to and returning
from
Secretary
from their posts, or. when traveling under orders of the Secretary
connection with
of State, but not including any expense incurred in connection
absence, $300,000.
leaves of absence,
AT CONSTANTINOPLE.
CONSTANTINOPLE.
STEAM LAUNCH
FOR EMBASSY
STEAM
LAUNCH FOR
EMBASSY AT

Steam launch,
launch, TurTurSteam
key.
key.
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
Ante, p.
p. 742.
Ante,
"42.

The unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation of $1,800 for hiring
Constantinople made in the
of steam launch
launch for
for use of embassy at Constantinople
the
Diplomatic and Consular Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the
the fiscal year
year
1921, is reappropiiated
available for the same purpose
reappropriated and made available
for the official use of the embassy at Constantinople
Constantinople for the fiscal
year 1922.
GROUND RENT
RENT OF
GROUND
OF EMBASSY
EMBASSY AT
AT TOKYO,
TOKYO, JAPAN.
JAPAN.

Ground rent,
rent, Japan.
Japan.
Ground

Annual
Annual ground rent of the embassy at Tokyo, Japan, for the year
year
ending March 15, 1922, $250.
ANNUAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
CAPE SPARTEL
SPARTEL LIGHT,
LIGHT, COAST
COAST OF
ANNUAL
OF CAPE
OF MOROCCO.
MOROCCO.

Cape Spartel
Light.
Spartel Light.
Cape

Annual proportion
proportion of the expenses
Annual
expenses of Cape Spartel and Tangier
Tangier
Morocco, including loss by exchange,
$250.
Light on the coast of Morocco,
exchange, $250.
BRINGING HOME
BRINGING
HOME CRIMINALS.
CRIMINALS.

Brin
gin ghome
crimhome crimBringing
inals.
inals.

incurred in bringing home from foreign countries
Actual expenses
expenses incurred
persons charged
charged with crime, $2,000.
RESCUING
SHIPWRECKED AMERICAN
SEAMEN.
RESCUING SHIPWRECKED
AMERICAN SEAMEN.

Life
Life

momals.
monials.

savin
testisavingg testi-

Expenses which may be incurred
incurred in the acknowledgement
acknowledgement of the
services of masters and crews of foreign vessels in rescuing American
American
services
seamen or citizens from shipwreck or other
other catastrophe
seamen
catastrophe at sea, $3,000.
EMERGENCIES ARISING
ARISING IN
IN
EMERGENCILS

Entergeneies.
Emgugenci.

THE
DIPLOMATIC AND
CONSULAR SERVICE.
nit. DIPLOMATIC
AND CONSULAR
SERVICE.

To enable the President to meet unforeseen
unforeseen emergencies
emergencies arising in
Consular Service,
Service, and to extend
extend the commercial
commercial
the Diplomatic and Consular
interests of the United States and to meet the necessary
necessary
and other interests
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Neutrality Act.
expenses attendant
execution of
of the
the Neutrality
Neutrality Act,
lisI erality&t.
to R.
Act, to
the execution
upon the
S., sec. 291, p. 49.
attendant upon
expenses
reapproBalance
be
expended
pursuant
to
the
requirement
of
section
291
of
the
Revised
n.;.1..;Acse
ee. rap•rol
Revised
the
of
be expended pursuant to the requirement of section 291
printed.
priated.
balance
Statutes,
$200,000,
together
unexpended
of
the
.
unexpended
the
with
p.
742.
Ante,
together
$200,000,
Statutes,
appropriation made
made for
for this
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1921 ,
which is
is Ante, p. 742
which
year 1921,
object for
this object
appropriation
hereby
reappropriated
and
made
available
for
this
purpose.
this
for
available
hereby reappropriated and made
t

49

ALLOWANCE
TO WIDOWS
OR HEIRS
OR CONSULAR
CONSULAR
DIPLOMATIC OR
OF DIPLOMATIC
HEIRS OF
WIDOWS OR
ALLOWANCE TO
OFFICERS WHO
WHO DIE
DIE ABROAD.
ABROAD.
OFFICERS
Payment
under the
section 17
49 of the Revised
1749
of section
provisions of
the provisions
Payment under

Statutes of
of the
the United
the widows
widows or
heirs at
diploof diplolaw of
at law
or heirs
to the
States to
United States
Statutes

road.
ce
cer'g'
s dying
y
w
i
ri
as
p
roa
f
'
de
m"
311.
R S.,sec.
S., see. 1742,
p. 311.
1749, p.

matic
officers of
of the United
United States dying in foreign counconsular officers
or consular
matic or
tries
discharge of their duties, $2,500.
the discharge
in the
tries in
PAYMENT TO
TO MRS.
GALE WHITE.
WM 11..
ANNA GALE
MRS. ANNA
PAYMENT
Mrs.

Anna

White.
To Mrs.
Mrs. Anna
White, widow of Jay White, late consul to v
a;. Anna
Gale White,
Anna Gale
To
to.
Naples, Italy,
one year's
salary of
of her
her deceased
deceased husband,
Payment to.
husband, Payment
year's salary
$4,500, one
Italy, $4,500,
Naples,
in
incurred
illness
who
died
while
at
his
post
of
duty
from
the
Conwho died while at his post of
sular Service.

Gale

Gale

HIGGINS.
A. HIGGINS.
PAYMENT TO MRS.
MRS. MARY
MARY A.
PAYMENT

to
To
Mrs. Mary
A. Higgins,
widow of
of Edward
Edward Higgins, late consul
consul to
Higgins, widow
Mary A.
To Mrs.
Bahia,
Brazil, $4,000,
one year's
year's salary
deceased husband,
her-deceased
salary of her
$4,000, one
Bahia, Brazil,
who
died while
illness incurred in the Consular
Consular
from illness
duty from
of duty
post of
his post
at his
while at
who died
Service.

Mrs. Mary A. Hig
gins. Mary A.
Payment to.

Mtg.

Payment to.

OFFICERS,
CONSULAR OFFICERS,
TRANSPORTING REMAINS
REMAINS OF
OF DIPLOMATIC
AND CONSULAR
DIPLOMATIC AND
TRANSPORTING
CONSULAR ASSISTANTS,
ASSISTANTS, AND
CLERKS TO
ThELEt HOMES
HOMES FOR
INTERFOR INTERTO THEIR
AND CLERKS
CONSULAR
MENT.
MENT.

For
defraying the
transporting the remains of diploexpenses of transporting
the expenses
For defraying
matic
and
consular
officers
the
consular
United States, including consular
the
of
officers
consular
and
matic
assistants and
and clerks,
abroad or in transit,
have died or may die abroad
who have
clerks, who
assistants
while
discharge of
their official
official duties,
former homes
homes
duties, to their former
of their
the discharge
in the
while in
necessary
ordinary and necessary
in
this country
country for interment, and for the ordinary
in this
expenses of
of such
their post
post or
$5,000.
or at home, $5,000.
at their
interment, at
such interment,
expenses

Bringing home re
re.
mains of officers.
officers.
mains

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
MEASURES.
AND MEASURES.
OF WEIGHTS AND
BUREAU OF
INTERNATIONAL
International

BoBuand

International

Cus-

rneu of Weights
Contribution to
maintenance of
the International
Bureau reau
International Bureau
of the
the maintenance
to the
Contribution
. 1714.
of
and Measures,
Measures, in
in conformity
conformity with
the terms
of the
con- Measur.
Measures
the conterms of
with the
Vol. 20, p.
Weights and
of Weights

direction
vention
of May
20, 1875, the same to be paid, under the direction
May 20,
vention of
certificate of apporof
Secretary of State,
State, to said bureau on its certificate
the Secretary
of the
tionment,
tionment, $2,895.
CUSTOMS TARIFFS.
INTERNATIONAL
TARIFFS.
PUBLICATION OF CUSTOMS
FOR PUBLICATION
BUREAU FOR
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU

annual expense
To
meet the
the share
share of
of the
the United
United States
States in
in the
the annual
expense for tomsntiorea
tom.s Tariffs Bureau.
To meet
28, p.
p. 1518.
1518.
ol.28,
international Vol.
the year
ending March
31, 1922,
of sustaining
sustaining the international
1922, of
March 31,
year ending
the
bureau at
at Brussels
Brussels for
translation and publication of customs
the translation
for the
bureau
December 17, 1890,
tariffs, pursuant
to the
proclaimed December
the convention proclaimed
pursuant to
tariffs,
$6,000.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY

COMMISSION,
COMMISSION,

UNITED
UNITED

STATES
STATES

ANND
AND

MEXICO.
MEXICO.

Mexican Boundary

commissiomn
To
To enable the President to perform the obligations of the United colmiemxiI'esasillm!3oundary
States
under
the
treaties
of
1884,
1889,
1905,
and
1906,
between
the
26„
015
vol.w
; VoL
2,il.24,p. 1011;
1905, and 1906, between the VoL
States under the treaties of 1884,
exceed $600 for rent, 29 J
United States
States and Mexico,
Mexico, including
includi g not to exceed
United
$5,000.
.

7-.1

44281°-21-78
44281°-21-78
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BOUNDARY
LIME, ALASKA
AND THE
UNITED STATES
STATES
BOUNDARY LINE,
ATLAKA AND
AND CANADA,
CANADA, AND
THE UNITED
AND CANADA.
CANADA.
AND
Boundary,
Boundary,
and Can
Canada.
ad .

and

Alaska
aAlaska

make
To
enable the
Secretary of
of State
State to
the boundary
boundary and
and make
mark the
to mark
the Secretary
To enable

the surveys
surveys incidental
Alaska and
and
incidental thereto
the
thereto between
between the
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska
Canada, in conformity
the Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada,
conformity with the
the award
award of the
the Alaskan
Alaskan
Boundary Tribunal and existing treaties, including employment at
at
Boundary
Boundary
the
seat of government of such surveyors, computers, draftsmen, and
Boundry, United
nited the
„ seat of government of such surveyors, computers, draftsmen, and
Canada.
clerks
necessary; and
States and C
anada.
clerks as
as are
are necessary;
and for the
demarcation and
the more
more effective
effective demarcation
and
vol. 35, p.
p. 2WM.
Vol. 35,
2003..
mapping, pursuant
the treaty
treaty of
April 11,
the
ol.3
mapping,
pursuant to
to the
of April
11, 1908,
1908, between
between the
boundary line
United States and Great Britain, of the land and water boundary
United States and the Dominion of Canada, as estabbetween the United
existing treaties, to be expended
expended under the direction of
lished under existing
Secretary of State, including the salaries of the commissioner
commissioner and
the Secretary
engineers, surveyors,
computers, and
and clerks
the necessary
necessary engineers,
surveyors, draftsmen,
draftsmen, computers,
clerks
expense of
in the
the field
field and at
at the seat of
of government, expense
of printing and
and
necessary traveling, for payment
necessarily cut in
payment for
for timber
timber necessarily
in deterdetermining
boundary line not
exceed $500,
$500, and commutation
mining the
the boundary
not to
to exceed
commutation to
to
members
while on field
expenses not
not
members of
of the field
field force while
field duty
duty or
or actual
actual expenses
exceeding $5
accordance with regulaexceeding
$5 per day each, to be expended
expended in
in accordance
tions from time to time prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of State, $36,500,
together
the unexpended
of previous
appropriations
together with
with the
unexpended balances
balances of
previous appropriations
Provisos.
to Coal- for these objects: Provided, That hereafter advances of money under
for these objects: Provided, That hereafter advances of money under
Advances to
Advances
. cor
missioner.
appropriation "Boundary
"Boundary line,
missioner,
the appropriation
Alaska and
Canada, and
the
line, Alaska
and Canada,
and the
United States and Canada,"
Canada," may
commissioner on the
may be made to
to the
the commissioner
part of the United States and by his authority to chiefs of
of parties,
parties,
who
who shall give
give bond under
under such
such rules and
and regulations and
and in
in such sum
sum
as the Secretary
Secretary of State may direct, and accounts arising under advances shall be rendered
through and by the commissioner on
on the
the
rendered through
part of the United States to
Treasury Department
to the Treasury
Department as
as under adVol. 32, p. 1961.
1961.
Vol.

,

w
hen
Subsistence
Subsistence
when
absent from
Washingabsent
from Washing-

ton.

ton.

vances
heretofore made
vaiaces heretofore
made to
to chiefs
parties: Provided,
Provided, That
That when
when
chiefs of
of parties:

the commissioner
commissioner is absent from Washington
Washington and from his regular
regular
residence on official business he
actual and
place of residence
he shall
shall be allowed
allowed actual
necessary
necessary expenses of subsistence
subsistence not
not in excess of
of $8
$8 per day.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

BUREAU AT
AT BRUSSELS
BRUSSELS FOR
REPRESSION
BUREAU
FOR REPRESSION
AFRICAN
AFRICAN SLAVE
SLAVE TRADE.
TRADE.

OF
OF

THE
THE

Bureau for RepressRepressTo meet the share of the United States in
African
Sin\
Slavee
African
ing
Trade.
bureau
created by article 82 of the general
bureau
general
Vol.
p. 917.
Vol. 27,
27, p.
917.

the expenses
expenses of the special
special
act concluded at Brussels
July 2, 1890, for the repression
trade and the reJuly
repression of the African slave trade
striction of the importation
importation into and sale in a
of
striction
a certain defined zone of
the African
African Contment,
Continent, of firearms,
firearms, =munition,
ammunition, and
and spirituous
spirituous
liquors, for the year 1922, $125.
$125.
liquors,
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL PRISON
COMMISSION.
PRISON COMMISSION.

International
International Prison
Comnaission.
Commission.

For subscription
subscription of the United
United States as an adhering member
member of the
International
International Prison Commission, and the expenses
expenses of a
acommission,
including preparation
preparation of reports, $2,550.
PAN AMERICAN
AMERICAN UNION.
UNION.
PAN

American
Pan American
17nion.
Union.
Provisos.
Provzsos
Sc of moneys,
Use
moneys.

Pan American
American Union, $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That any moneys rereRepublics for
ceived from the other American
American Republics
for the
the support of
of the
the
union shall be paid into the Treasury as a
a credit, in addition to the
appropriation,
drawn therefrom upon requisitions of the
appropriation, and may be drawn
chairman
chairman of the governing board of the union for
for the purpose of meetcarrying out
orders of the
ing the expenses
expenses of the union and of
of carrying
out the
the orders
the
And proidedfthe,
That the Public Printer
Printer
said governing board: And
provided farther, That
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is authorized
edition of
the monthly
bulletin not
to exceed
is
authorized to
to print
print an
an edition
of the
monthly bulletin
not to
exceed

6,000 copies
distribution by
the fiscal
fiscal
6,000
copies per
per month,
month, for
for distribution
by the
the union
union during
during the
year
June 30, 1922.
year ending June
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

BUREAU
BUREAU

OF
OF

THE
THE

PERMANENT
PERMANENT

COURT
COURT

OF

1211
1211

1921.
1921.

Monthly Bulletin.
Bulletin.
Monthly

ARBITRAARBITRA-

TION.
TION.

To
the share
United States
States in
in the
expenses for
the calIn ternation
ai BnTo meet
meet the
share of
of the
the United
the expenses
for the
cal- rerau
sanntCourt
urt
of the
the International
Bureau of
of the
the Permanent
Permanent Court
Court of Arbitration.
.1iilbitration,
endar year
year 1920
1920 of
International Bureau
of Arbitration,
created under
under article
article 22
the convention
convention concluded
32, p.
of
Arbitration, created
22 of
of the
concluded \ol. 3,
p. 1,93.
3.
rea u

i,e

en tco

pacific settlement of international
at The Hague, July 29, 1899, for the pacific
disputes,
disputes, $2,000.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

COMMISSION ON
ANNUAL
COMMISSION
ANNUAL
AND SO
AND
SO FORTH.
FORTH.

TABLES
TABLES

OF
OF

CONSTANTS,
CONSTANTS,

To the International
Commission on Annual
Tables of Constants
International
International Commission
Annual Tables
Constants mission
i
s
n
sweno
t
n
i° Vbi
c
eCom:moi
on
Tables
of
and Numerical
Data, Chemical,
Chemical, Physical,
Physical, and
as esand
Numerical Data,
and Technological,
Technological, as
es- constants,ete.
constants,etc.

tablished by the Seventh International
International Congress of Applied Chemtablished
continued by the eighth congress in New
istry in London and as continued
York, as a
contribution by the United
United States
the publication
a contribution
States toward
toward the
publication
of annual tables of constants, chemical, physical, and technological,
technological,
$500.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
INSTITUTE

OF
OF AGRICULTURE.
AGRICULTURE.

For
payment of
quota of
the support
support tuitnetoertnIgun?cni,,:iiituriensu.
For the
the payment
of the
the quota
of the
the United
United States
States for
for the
'ntoernato
I
of the
the International
International Institute
Institute of Agriculture
Agriculture for
for the
the calendar
calendar year Quota.

1922,
1922, $8,000;
$8,000;
For salary-of the one member of the permanent
committee of the
permanent committee
International
International Institute of Agriculture for the calendar year 1922,
$5,000;
$5,000;
For
the payment
payment of
United States
for the
cost of
For the
of the
the quota
quota of
of the
the United
States for
the cost
of
translating into and printing
printing in
the English
English language
publications
in the
language the
the publications
of the International
International Institute of Agriculture
Agriculture at Rome, $5,000;
Total, $18,000.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY
RAILWAY

y
t
eeem.ber
ttee.
Member

of

corn-

of

caTiroannsslating
ctJSiling

om

publi-

pub-

CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

To pay the quota of the United States
member of
States as
as an adhering
adhering member
International Railway
Railway Congress for the year ending
the International
ending April
April 15,
1922, $400.

International
International
way
way Congress.
Congress.

RailRail-

International

Sani-

INTERNATIONAL
BUREAU.
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY
SANITARY BUREAU.

s
For
the annual
share of
States for
maintenance of
of tary
For the
annual share
of the
the United
United States
for the
the maintenance
tar Bureau.
u
tiurea
the International
Bureau for the
International Sanitary Bureau
the year 1922, $2,830.79.
$2,830.79.
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES, UNITED
U1,41iLD
4
STATES
CHINA.
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
STATES COURT
COURT FOR
FOR CHINA.

Judge, $8,000; district attorney, $4,000; marshal,
marshal, $3,000;
$3,000; clerk,
$3,000; stenographer
bindstenographer and court reporter, $2,400; printing
printing and
and binding opinions of the court and court expenses,
expenses, including reference
reference law
books,
$10,000;
books, $10,000;
The judge of the said court and the district attorney
attorney shall, when the
of the court are held at other cities than Shanghai, receive
sessions of
in addition to their salaries their necessary actual expenses during
such sessions, not to exceed $8 per day each, and so much as may be
necessary
necessary for said purposes during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1922, is appropriated;
1922,
appropriated;
Total, $30,400.
$30,400.
Total,

United States
States Court
for China.
China.
Salaries.
Salaries.

Sessions
other than
Sessions other
at Shanghai.
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BURF AU OF
OF INTERPARLIAMENTARY
IN TERPARLIAM ENTARY UNION
PROMOTION OF
OF INTERINTERBUREAU
UNION FOR
FOR PROMOTION
NATIONAL
ARBITRATION.
NATIONAL ARBITRATION.
&parliament Fy
Intterarliamentary
Union for promoting

For the
the contribution
of the
the United
States toward
toward the
maintenance
orrpromoting For
contribution of
United States
the maintenance
International Arlitra- of the Bureau of the Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union
Union for
for the
the promotion
promotion
of International
Brussels, Belgium,
$2,000.
of
International Arbitration
Arbitration at
at Brussels,
Belgium, 82,000.

International Arbitration.

INTERNATIONAL
OFFICE OF
HEALTH.
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC HEALTH.
International Office
International
of Public Health.
Health.

2061
ol. 35
Vol.
35, p
p. 2061.
Vol. 35, p. 1834.
Vol.
1834.

For the payment
of the
the quota
payment of
quota of
of the
the United
the year
United States
States for
for the
year
1922
support of
of the
the International
International Office
Office of
of Public
Public Health,
Health,
the support
toward the
1922 toward
created by the international
arrangement signed at
international arrangement
December
at Rome,
Rome, December
9,
in pursuance
of article
International Sanitary
9, 1907,
1907, in
pursuance of
article 181
181 of
of the
the International
Sanitary
Convention signed
signed at
at Paris
on December
$3,860.
Convention
Paris on
December 3,
3, 1903,
1903, $3,860.
ARBITRATION
ARBITRATION

OF
OF OUTSTANDING
OUTSTANDING PECUNIARY
PECUNIARY CLAIMS
CLAIMS BETWEEN
BETWEEN
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
BRITAIN.
UNITED
AND GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN.

THE
THE

British-American
British-American
Am
Pecuniary ryains
Claims

For
For the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
of outstanding
outstanding pecuniary
the arbitration
arbitration of
pecuniary
claims
between the
Great Britain,
Britain, in
claims between
the United
United States
States and
and Great
in accordance
accordance
V.
with the
with
special agreement
agreement concluded
purpose August
18,
the special
concluded for
for that
that purpose
August 18,
1910, and
and the
claims thereunder,
thereunder, to
to be
be expended
expended under
under
1910,
the schedules
schedules of
of claims
the direction
Secretary of
State, and
and to
to be
immediately availavailthe
direction of
of the
the Secretary
of State,
be immediately
able, as
as follows:
follows:
able,
Expenses of tribunal.
expenses of
of the
For the
the payment
payment by
naEpnses of tribu- Salaries
Salaries and
and expenses
the tribunal:
tribunal: For
by the
the
United
of one-half
of the
the following
following expenses:
expenses: For
three arbiarbiUnited States
States of
one-half of
For three
trators
three months,
months, at
$1,200 each
each per
per month,
month, $10,800;
stenogtrators for
for three
at $1,200
$10,800; stenographer for
for arbitrators,
three months,
at $120
month, $360;
$360;
rapher
arbitrators, for
for three
months, at
$120 per
per month,
traveling
expenses of
of arbitrators,
arbitrators, $4,000;
traveling expenses
$4,000; reporting
reporting proceedings,
proceedings,
so much
$5,000, or so
much thereof
thereof as
may be
necessary; and
and for
for printing,
as may
be necessary;
printing,
stationery,
$500; in
in all.,
Rntstationery, and
and supplies,
supplies, $500;
all, $10,330;
$10,330;
Rent.
For rent
office for
for joint
joint secretaries,
For
rent of
of office
secretaries, $480;
$480;
Agency.
Salaries,
United States
States agency:
be appointed
the
Salaries.
agency: Agent,
Agent, to
to be
appointed by
by the
Ses.
Salaries, United
President, by
President,
with the
the advice
advice and
consent of
of the
Senate, $7,500
$7,500
by and
and with
and consent
the Senate,
per
annum; counsel,
$5,000 per
annum; counsel
counsel and
secretary',
per annum;
counsel, $5,000
per annum;
and joint
joint secretary,
who shall
shall also
act as
as disbursing
clerk, $3,000
$3,000 per
per annum;
two counsel,
counsel,
who
also act
disbursing clerk,
annum; two
at
$2,750 each
each per
per annum;
one law
law clerk,
clerk, $2,240
at $2,750
annum; one
$2,240 per
per annum;
annum; two
two
stenographers,
per annum;
annum; and
messenger, $840
$840 per
stenographers, at
at $1,440
$1,440 each
each per
and messenger,
per
annum;
in all,
all, $26,960;
$26,960;
annum; m
Expenses.
Expenses.
Expenses,
Expenses United States agency: Necessary
Necessary and contingent expenses,
penses, $15,000;
$15,000;
Total, $52,770.
Total,
$52,770.

Pecuniis
vol.

Commission.
ommission.
37, p. 1635.

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL RADIOTELEGRAPHIC
RADIOTELEGRAPHIC CONVENTION.
CONVENTION.
Interational
Radio
International
t~legraphic
Conven,
telegraphic
Conven.
tion.
tiOT1.
Vol. 37, p. 1569.

Vol'

,p

.

For the share of the United States for the calendar
calendar year 1922, as
a party to the
the international
international radiotelegraphic
a
radiotelegraphic conventions
conventions heretoheretofore
signed, of
the expenses
service of
of the
the
fore signed,
of the
expenses of
of the
the radiotelegraphic
radiotelegraphic service
International Bureau
at Berne,
Berne, $2,250.
$2,250.
International
Bureau of
of the
the Telegraphic
Telegraphic Union
Union at
UNITED
STATES SECTION OF THE INTER-AMERICAN
INTER-AMERICAN HIGH
UNITED STATES
HIGH COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

Inter-American
Hight
Coeission
High
Commission.
United States secUnited
tion.
Expenses.
Vol. 39, p. 8.
8.

To defray
on the
the part
the
To
defray the
the actual
actual and
and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses on
part of
of the
states sec- United States section of the Inter-American
Inter-American High
T-ligh Commission,
$25,000,
to be
be expended
the direction
of the
Secretary of
Expenses.
$25,000, to
expended under
under the
direction of
the Secretary
of State.
State.
WATERWAYS
TREATY, UNITED
STATES AND
AND GREAT
INTERWATERWAYS TREATY,
UNITED STATES
GREAT BRITAEN:
BRITAIN: INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSION, UNITED
UNITED STATES
GREAT BRITAIN.
NATIONAL JOINT
JOINT COMMISSION,
STATES AND
AND GREAT
BRITAIN.

Canadian Boundary
Waters

Canadian
BanaciarY
Commision.
Waters
Commission.

Vol. , p. 2.

Vol '36*P-2448 '

i

n

For
expenses, including
and
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
including salaries
salaries of
of commissioners
commissioners and
salaries
and other
other employees
employees appointed
appointed by
by the
the commis-.
salaries of
of clerks
clerks and
commis-
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sioners on the part of the United States, with the approval solely
solely
of the Secretary
Secretary of State, expense of printing, cost
cost of
of law
law books,
books,
books of reference,
reference, and periodicals,
periodicals, and
and necessary
expenses,
necessary traveling
traveling expenses,
and for one-half of all reasonable
reasonable and necessary
necessary joint expenses of
of
the International
International Joint Commission incurred
under the
the terms
the
incurred under
terms of
of the
treaty between
between the United States and Great Britain
Britain concerning
concerning the
the
boundary waters between the United States and
use of boundary
and
and Canada, and
for other purposes,
purposes, signed January
January 11,
11, 1909,
be disbursed
1909, $38,000,
$38,000, to
to be
disbursed Proos.
Provided, That
That no
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State: Provided,
no part
part Subsistence
Subsistence
when
when
of this
this appropriation
befor
expended
for necessary
subsistence
of the
ashngmission
of
appropriation
or secretary, shall
except
shall be
expended
actual and
for
subsistenceexpenses,
of
the corncornnot tbent
t
t
i
o
b
n
sent from
from Washing.
p

rov i
sos

mission or secretary, except for actual and necessary expenses, not
in excess of $8 per day each,
each, when absent from Washington
from
Washington and from
his regular place of residence on official
official business:
business: Provided
Provided further,
further,
Rent allowance.
That aapart of this appropriation
appropriation may be expended for rent of offices
offices Rentallowance.
for the commission in the District of Columbia, in
the
event
that
the
in the event that the
Public Buildings Commission is unable to
suitable office
office
to supply suitable
space.
space.
of cases.
For payment
payment of services
services rendered and expenses
expenses incurred
incurred under
under the
the Preparation
Prepa ra tion ofcases.
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State in the examination and preparation
preparation
of cases involving the obstruction, diversion, and use of all
boundary
all boundary
waters and all other
other questions or matters of difference
difference covered
covered by
by the
the
treaty of January
January 11, 1909, between the United States and Great
Great
Britain, and in appearing
appearing before and representing
the
representing the interests
interests of
of the
United States in all matters
matters or investigations
investigations before
the InternaInternabefore the
Commission created
tional Joint Commission
created by said treaty,
treaty, $6,000.
PAYMENT TO THE
PAYMENT
PHE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF PANAMA.
PANAMA.

To enable the Secretary of
of State
State to
to the
Government of
of
to pay
pay to
the Government

Panama
Panama the tenth annual
1922, from
annual payment,
payment, due
due on
on February
February 26,
26, 1922,
from
the Government of the United
Umted States to the Government
Government of
Panama
of Panama
under article 14 of the treaty of
18, 1903,
$250,000.
of November
November 18,
1903, $250,000.

Panama.

Panama

Annual
Annual payment
payment to6
to.
vol. 33,
33APp. 2238.s.
Vol.

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH
RESEARCH COUNCIL.
INTERNATIONAL
COUNCIL.
International
To pay the annual share of the United States, as an
an adhering
adhering sear
ine
t
.heraui
t
te
serchiConi
l.

Re.

member of the International
International Research
Research Council and of
Associated
of the Associated
Unions, organized
organized at Brussels, July 18-28, 1919,
Inter1919, as
as follows: InterResearch Council, $129;
national Research
Astronomical Union,
Union,
$129; International
International Astronomical
$772; International Union
Union of Pure and Applied
$290;
Applied Chemistry,
Chemistry, $290International
Geodesy and
$1,338 ;International
International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics,
Geophysics, $1,338;
International
Mathematics, $129; m
Union of Mathematics,
in all, $2,658, to be expended
expended under
under the
the
direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL COMMtISSION
COMMISSION ON PUBLIC
AND PRIVATE
PRIVATE INTERPUBLIC AND
INTERNATIONAL LAW.
NATIONAL
LAW.

International Comunexpended balance of the
the appropriation
appropriation of
The unexpended
of $15,000
$15,000 for
for the
the tmisio
mission oInte
onnaInterna-

tional Law.
payment of compensation
compensation to and the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of the
the ti"oni
a a.
Reappropriation.
representative or representatives
representative
representatives of the United States on the InterVol. 37, p. 1554.

organized under
under the
national Commission
Commission of Jurists, organized
the convention
convention signed
signed Vol 37, p 1554.
at the Third International
International American
American Conference
Conference August
August 23,
23, 1906,
1906,
approved by the Senate
approved
Senate February 3,
3, 1908, and
the PresiPresiand ratified
ratified by
by the
dent February 8, 1908, for the purpose of preparing
preparing drafts
drafts of
codes
of codes
of public and private international law; and for the payment
the
payment of
of the
quota of the United
United States
States of the expenses incident
to the
the preparation
incident to
preparation
7 p. 1557.
of such drafts, including
including the compensation
compensation of experts under article
article 44 Vol.
VoL 337,
p. 557.
Vol. 39, p. 451.
of the convention,
made
in
the
Act
making appropriations
convention,
appropriations for the Vol 38, p. 51
Diplomatic
Diplomatic and Consular Service for the fiscal year ending June 30,
fiscal year 1922.
1915, is made available for the fiscal
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SEAMEN'S
AT RIO
DE JANEIRO,
BRAZIL.
JANEIRO, BRAZIL.
RIO DE
MISSION AT
SEAMEN'S MISSION
Seamen's mission,
Rio de Janeiro.

Annual contribution
toward the
of the
the seamen's
mission
seamen's mission
support of
the support
contribution toward
Annual
at
Rio de Janeiro,
Janeiro, Brazil, $50.
$50.
at Rio

Reeducation of War
War
Reeducation
Cripples.
Cripples.

INTERALLIED
COMMITTEE FOR
FOR THE
THE REEDUCATION
OF WAR
WAR CRIPPLES.
CRIPPLES.
REEDUCATION OF
INTERALLIED COMMITTEE

Contribution to Interallied
Committee
for.
for.

For
of the
the maintenance
maintenance
toward the
States toward
United States
the United
the contribution
contribution of
For the
of the permanent
permanent Interallied
Interallied Committee for the Reeducation
Reeducation of War
Cripples, $6,000.
$6,000.
Cripples,

Diplomatic
Diplomatic and consular
premises.
sulr premises.

EMBASSY,
LEGATION, AND
CONSULAR BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS.
AND GROUNDS.
AND CONSULAR
EMBASSY, LEGATION,

SemJaneiromSion,

teraeibtiommintte

San Salvador.
Improving
grounds,
Improavinggrounds,
etc.
etc.

For
and grading
grading the
of the
the American
buildlegation buildAmerican legation
grounds of
the grounds
filling and
For filling

ing in the city of San Salvador, the construction on said grounds of
driveways,
sidewalks, tile
tile court
at back
drains,
fence, drains,
of building,
building, fence,
back of
court at
driveways, sidewalks,
water tank,
and for
for such
such other
other minor
improvements as
be found
found
as may
may be
minor improvements
tank, and
water

necessary,
$11,000, to
to be
be immediately
available.
immediately available.
necessary, $11,000,
For
the acquisition
acquisition of
of land
land and
and buildings
buildings in
France, to
be
to be
Paris, France,
in Paris,
For the
used as the American embassy under the provisions of the Act of
February
or so
much thereof
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
17, 1911
1911,1 $150,000,
$150,000, or
so much
thereof as
February 17,
London, England.
The
President is
is hereby
authorized to
to accept,
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
accept, on
hereby authorized
Gift
embassy
The President
of embassy
premisesby J.Pierpont United States, for use as a
premisesbyJ.Pierpont
diplomatic representatives
aresidence by the diplomatic
representatives
Morgan accepted.
orgn acep.
of the United
United States
States the
land and
and buildings
thereon known
the land
buildings thereon
known as
as numbers
numbers
13-14 Prince's
Gate in
the city
city of
London, England,
such other
other
and such
England, and
of London,
in the
Prince's Gate
13-14
lands
and buildings
buildings as
form
a
part
of said
said property,
presented
by
lands
and
oisos.
as
form
a
part
of
property,
presented
by
Provisos.
the deed
of transfer
of said
Unconditional
trans- J.
said
transfer of
deed of
That the
Provided, That
Morgan: Provided,
Pierpont Morgan:
J. Pierpont
nconditionaItransfer.
fer.
property to the United States shall be unconditional and free from
encumbrance and
estate as
as may
may be
said
and shall
shall convey
convey such
such estate
be held
held by
by the
the said
redencumbrance
Title in fee required.
further, That the property is held
And provided
providedfurther,
Morgan: And
j.J. Pierpont
Pierpont Morgan:
on
freehold tenure
on customary
customary London
lease.
ground lease.
London ground
not on
tenure and
and not
on freehold
0
thersit es for
for buildOthersites
buildFor the
of embassy,
buildings and
and
or consular
consular buildings
legation, or
embassy, legation,
acquisition of
ings.
For
the acquisition
inOgs.ites f
Places
indicated.
plaes indicated,
grounds at
at any
any or
of the
or all
all of
the following
following places: Rome, Brussels, Berlin,
Christiania, Athens,
Athens, Belgrade,
Bucharest, Prague,
Monrovia Vienna,
Prague, Monrovia,
Belgrade, Bucharest,
Christiania,
Pro,,-i.0.
Prot
MM.
Limit.
Provided,'That
That the
Budapest, Canton,
Canton, Hankow, and Amoy,
.Amoy, $300,000: Provided,
limit
of
cost
shall
not
exceed
the
sum
of
$150,000
one
place:
one
place:
any
at
$150,000
sum
of
the
exceed
not
cost
shall
of
comlimit
of
pproval
Approval
commias
mis o.
provided further,
further, That such acquisition shall be subject to the
And provided
approval of
commission hereinafter
hereinafter constituted.
constituted.
of the
theissiontossion
ommapproval
Commission
to make
0buildings,
There
is hereby
hereby .constituted
constituted a
commission composed
composed of
chairplans
of the
the chaira commission
There is
ings,
plans far
or buil
etc.
man
and
the
ranking
minority
member
of
the
Committee
on
Foreign
on
Committee
of
the
member
minority
the
ranking
and
man
o
etc.mpsition
Composition of.
Relations
the ranking
minority
and the
ranking minority
the chairman
chairman and
of the
the Senate,
Senate, the
Relations of
member of
Committee on Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs of
of the
the House of RepRepmember
of the Committee
resentatives,
the Secretary
and the
the Secretary
of the
Secretary of
the
of State,
State, and
resentatives, the
Secretary of
Committee on Forei
Foreign
chairman of the Committee
Treasury, of which the chairman
Relations of
Senate shall
duty it
it shall
shall bee
chairman, whose
whose duty
shall be the chairman,
of the
the Senate
Relations
to
or proposals
proposals for
for the
of emthe purchase
purchase of
emand formulate
formulate plans
plans or
to consider
consider and
bassy, legation,
and consular
under the
the
and grounds under
consular buildings
buildings and
bassy,
legation, and
authority contained
in
this Act.
Authoritto
authority
contained
in
this
Act.
Authority to
urcost
chase
from
ping
With the
the approval
approval of
of said
said commission
and within
of cost
within aa limit of
commission and
With
owing
rom ow
chAe
foreign
Governments.
$150,000, the Secretary.
Secretary of State shall have power
foreign Gov ernments, at any one place of $150,000,
power
to
from any
foreign government
buildbuildings, or buildgovernment suitable buildings,
any foreign
to purchase
purchase from
ings
embassy, legation,
legation and
purposes,
and consular
consular purposes,
for embassy,
ings and
and grounds,
grounds, for
separate
combined, in
in any
connection with
in connection
with the
any city
city specified
specified in
or combined,
separate or
foregoing appropriation
appropriation of
of $300,000,
and
to effect
effect payment
payment therefor
therefor
$300,000,
and
to
foregoing
Payment from debt
upon the oblicredited upon
to the United
States.
by
causing the
purchase price
price thereof
thereof to
to be
be credited.
the purchase
by causng
nitedrStates.
tothe
gations or
or debts
such government
held by
by or
or owing to the
then held
government then
debts of
of such
gstions
United States,
or by
part of
purchase price
price so
so to
be
to be
of such
such purchase
States, or
by causing
causmg aapart
United
credited, paying
money from
applicable sums
in money
from applicable
remainder in
paying the
the remainder
credited,
hereinbefore appropriated
appropriated for the acquisition of embassy,legation,
embassy, legation,
hereinbefore
Secretary of State
Credit (demount
on and consular buildings and grounds; and when the Secretary
of oant on
credt
unpaid debt of the
e shall
shall
certify
to
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
that
a
purchase has
has been
been
purchase
that
a
of
the
Treasury
the
Secretary
to
certify
of
th
tt.
Government.
,

Paris, France.
Land and
bildings
Lad
and buildings
for
embassy.
for embassy.
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made, the
made, and
that a
apart or
of the
or all of
and that
which made,
from which
government from
the government
made,
purchase price
be paid
crediting the
the same
obligations
same upon obligations
by crediting
paid by
to be
is to
price is
purchase
or debts
then held
by or
or owing
United
the United
to the
owing to
held by
government theu
said government
of said
debts of
or
States, the
the date
date as
as of
which said
to be made and the
is to
payment is
said payment
of which
States,
amount in
United States
States dollars
dollars so
so to
Secretary of
credited, the Secretary
be credited,
to be
in United
amount
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
to credit
so
amount so
credit the amount
directed to
the
certified
upon unpaid
unpaid principal or interest of obligations or debts of
certified upon
said foreign
government held
held by
by the
the United
United States:
States: And
And provided
provided
foreign government
said

cceptance of nfurther,
That the
the President
hereby authorized
authorized in
his discretion
discretion to
to conditionalgifts,etc.
conAp
o
t
n
a
alegeig,fetr. in his
is hereby
President is
further, That
accept on behalf of
States unconditional
of land,
gifts of
unconditional gifts
United States
the United
accept on behalf of the
buildings,
furniture, and furnishings,
furnishings, or any of them, for the use of
buildings, furniture,
diplomatic and
offices and
residences.
and residences.
consular offices
and consular
diplomatic

INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC
BUREAU.
HYDROGRAPHIC BUREAU.
INTERNATIONAL

drtograptiBeaul
To
the United
United States
in
o
graphit
c
iBurl
eaull
.y
a member of the Inter- dr
become a
States to become
enable the
To enable
national
Hydrographic
Bureau,
and
for
first
contribution
contribution
annual
first
the
for
and
national Hydrographic Bureau,
of
the United
United States
States toward
maintenance of such
creation and maintenance
the creation
toward the
of the
aid
necessary, to be paid
bureau, $2,500,
$2,500, or
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
so much
or so
bureau,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
when the
the exact
been
quota shall have been
exact quota
State when
by
ascertained.
ascertained.
SALARIES
1111. CONSULAR
CONSULAR SERVICE.
SERVICE.
OF THE
SALARIES OF

vice consuls, as proFor
general, consuls,
consuls, and vice
consuls general,
of consuls
salaries of
For salaries
vided in
in the
approved February 5,
5, 1915,
1915, entitled "An Act for the
Act approvedFebruary
the Act
vided
improvement of
the foreign
$1,874,500. Every
Every consul
service," $1,874,500.
foreign service,"
of the
improvement
general, consul,
consul, vice
practicable, every consular
consular
and,wherever practicable,
consul, and,wherever
vice consul,
general,
agent
American citizen.
agent shall be an American
each, $35,000;
For salaries
seven consular
consular inspectors,
inspectors, at $5,000 each,
of seven
salaries of
For
Total,
$1,909,500.
Total, $1,909,500.

service.
Consular service.
Consular service.

Salaries.
Salaries.

Vol. 38,
80.5.
p.ss.
38, p.
vol.
Citizenship requirement.

ctizenship require-

Consular inspectors.

Consular

inspectors.

EXPENSES OF
OF CONSULAR
INSPECTORS.
CONSULAR INSPECTORS.
EXPENSES

subsistence expenses
For the
necessary traveling
and subsistence
expenses of
traveling and
and necessary
actual and
the actual
For

Expenses of

larEinpnestors
lar in. T ectors.

consular inspectors
inspectors while
traveling and
and ispecting
inspecting under instructions
P,,,,i,,
instructions Provi81.
while traveling
consular
Subsistence
fhat inspectors
from the
the Secretary
Secretary of State,
inspectors shall Subsistence
Provided, That
$25,000: Provided,
State, $25,000:
from
aDne.
itemized, ance.
be
allowed actual
and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for subsistence, itemized,
actual and
be allowed
day.
per
$8
not
exceeding an average of
not exceeding

oconsuallowallow-

ASSISTANTS.
SALARIES OF
CONSULAR ASSISTANTS.
OF CONSULAR
SALARIES

For twenty
twenty consular
consular assistants,
assistants, $35,000.
For
POST ALLOWANCES
OFFICERS.
CONSULAR OFFICERS.
AND CONSULAR
DIPLOMATIC AND
TO DIPLOMATIC
ALLOWANCES TO
POST

Consular assist ants .
assiitants
(onsular

Post allowances
allowances.
Sv ecial
Special

provisions

in accordance
To enable
enable the
President, in
in his
his discretion,
accordance with Boroitcers.tomreettivfor Otheers, t meet
discretion, and in
the President,
To
prescribe, to make special allowances
such
as he
he may
may prescribe,
allowances by lugg xpenses.
regulations as
such regulations
expen"s

compensation to diplomatic and consular officers
way
way of additional compensation
United States Court for
consular assistants and officers of the United
and consular
ascertained cost
China
order to
official income to the ascertained
adjust their official
to adjust
in order
China in
which they may be assigned, $250,000.
living at the posts to which
of living
CONSULATES.
AT UNITED
UNITED STATES
ALLOWANCE
HIRE AT
STATES CONSULATES.
CLERK HIRE
FOR CLERIC
ALLOVWANCE FOR

consulates, to be expended under the
Allowance
for clerk
hire at consulates,
clerk hire
Allowance for
direction
of
the
Secretary
of
whenever
$1,400,000. Clerks, whenever
State, $1,400,000.
of
Secretary
the
of
direction
hereafter appointed,
appointed, shall, so far as practicable, be appointed under
hereafter
civil-service
regulations.
and regulations.
rules and
civil-service rules

Clerks at consulates
Cerksat"onsultes
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TO
AND
EXPENSES OF
OF INTERPRETERS
INTERPRETERS AND
AND GUARDS
GUARDS TO
AND EXPENSES
CONSULATES.
CONSULATES.

Interpreters and guards
guards to be employed at consulates, to be
Interpreters
expended under
the direction
Secretary of State, $103,700.
the Secretary
of the
direction of
under the
expended
EXPENSES
AMERICAN CONVICTS.
CONVICTS.
FOR AMERICAN
OF PRISONS
PRISONS FOR
EXPENSES OF

Consular prisons,
Consular
Shanghaiprisons,
Shanghai.

Expenses
maintaining at
Shanghai, under
under charge
of the
United
the United
charge of
at Shanghai,
of maintaining
Expenses of
States marshal
institution for
American
for incarcerating
incarcerating American
an institution
China, an
for China,
marshal for
States
convicts and
and insane
insane in
in China,
$2,000; for
deputy marshal,
marshal,
of deputy
salary of
for salary
China, $2,000;
convicts
$1,200;
assistant
deputy
marshal,
$800;
in
$4,000;
$4,000;
all,
in
$800;
marshal,
deputy
assistant
$1,200;
Keeping
prisoners.
Keeping prisners.
Paying for
for the
the keeping,
keeping, feeding, and
transportation of prisoners
prisoners
and transportation
Paying

by
insane by
in China,
China, Chosen,
Chosen, Siam,
and Turkey
and of
of those
those declared
declared insane
Turkey and
Siam, and
in

Rent, etc.,
in TurTuretc., in
Rent,
key.
key.

the United
United States
$9,000;
Court for China, $9,000;
States Court
the
Rent
of prison
in Smyrna,
for
Smyrna, Turkey, and for
convicts in
American convicts
for American
prison for
Rent of
wages
$1,000;
of the same, $1,000;
keepers of
wages of keepers
Rent
for American
American convicts in Constantinople,
Constantinople, Turkey,
Turkey,
of prison
prison for
Rent of
$1,000;
and for
keepers of the same, $1,000:
of keepers
wages of
for wages
and
Total,
$15,000.
Total, $15,000.
RELIEF
PROTECTION OF
SEAMEN.
AMERICAN SEAMEN.
OF AMERICAN
AND PROTECTION
RELIEF AND

Relief of
American
of American
Relief
seamen.
seamen.

Relief
and protection
seamen in foreign countries,
countries, and
American seamen
protection of American
Relief and
in
Zone, and
shipwrecked American
American seamen in the
and shipwrecked
Canal Zone,
Panama Canal
the Panama
in the
Territory
of Alaska,
Philip-Islands, Porto Rico, the Philipthe Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
in the
Alaska, in
Territory of
$150,000.
Virgin Islands, $150,000.
and the Virgin
pine Islands, and
FOREIGN HOSPITAL
AT CAPETOWN.
CAPETOWN.
HOSPITAL AT
FOREIGN

Somerset

csopeto
Capetown.

Hospital,

Hospital,

Annual
contribution toward the support
support of the Somerset Hospital
Annual contribution

hospital), at Capetown, $50, to be paid by the Secretary
Secretary of
(a foreign
foreign hospital),
State
the assurance
assurance that
that suffering
citizens of the
suffering seamen and citizens
upon the
State upon
United
admitted to the privileges of said hospital.
will be admitted
States will
United States
CONSULATES.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, UNITED
STATES CONSULATES.
UNITED STATES
CONTINGENT

Contingen
penses
consulates.t ex

conStnntex"

ses

Loss by
by exchange.
Loss
echange

Expenses
all such stationery, blanks, record and other
of providing all
Expenses of
books, seals, presses, flags, signs, rent (so much as may be necessary),
repairs
repairs to consular buildings owned by the United States, postage,
furniture,
typewriters and exchange
exchange of same, statistics,
furniture, including typewriters
newspapers,
telegrams, advertising,
domestic), telegrams,
(foreign and domestic),
freight (foreign
newspapers, freight
consular
messenger
messenger service,
service, traveling expenses of consular
consular officers
officers and consular
Chinese writers, loss by exchange, and
compensation of Chinese
assistants, compensation
such
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as the President
President may think
such other miscellaneous
necessary
several consulates
consular agencies in the
consulates and consular
necessary for the several
transaction of their business and payment in advance
advance of subscriptions
subscriptions
transaction
for newspapers
newspapers (foreign and domestic) under this appropriation is
authorized, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
hereby authorized,

International TradeTrade
International
INTERNATIONAL
Mark Registration.
LNTERNATIONAL
Registration.
Mark

Habana Bureau exexHpenAb
penses.
80
Vol.
39, p. 1680.
ol. 39
Ante, p. 583.

Bureau
p. .

An'

p. M3.

TRADE-MARK
REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION
TRADE-MARK
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
UNITED

BUREAU,
BLUEAU,

Q
UOTA
QUOTA

OF
OF

expenses of the
ainte
t
n
h
an
eannual
c
ae
mu
ofalth
sar
h In
e
ete
om
fthe
t
a
hte
joU
nal
nith
Td
r aStates
S
dt
eamar
tes for
f
k
orRthe
he expenses
United
of
For
share
t
fostrati
For the
maintenance of the International Trade-Mark Registration
Registration Bureau
Bo
ur
f ea
hu
e
director and
and counselor, assistant
at Habana,
Habana, including
including salaries
salaries of the director
at
secretary to the director,
director,
director and counselor, clerks, translators, secretary
stenographers and typewriters,
typewriters, messenger,
messenger, watchmen, and laborers,
stenographers
rent of quarters, stationery
stationery and supplies, including
including the purchase
purchase of
books, postage, traveling expenses, and the cost of printing the
$14,112.
bulletin, $14,112.
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EXPENSES, PASSPORT
PASSPORT CONTROL
ACT.
CONTROL ACT.
EXPENSES,
For expenses
of regulating
United States, in accordthe United
into the
entry into
regulating entry
expenses of
For
ance
provisions of
the Act
Act approved
approved May 22,
22, 1918, and of
of the
the provisions
with the
ance with
this
to be
available, $600,000:
$600,000: Provided,
That the
Provided, That
be immediately
immediately available,
Act, to
this Act,
provisions
approved May 22, 1918, shall, in so far as they
of the Act approved
provisions of
relate
requiring passports
from aliens seeking to come
vises from
passports and vises
to requiring
relate to
to
force and
and effect until otherwise
in force
continue in
States, continue
United States,
the United
to the
provided
by law.
provided by

Passport
control.
Passport control.
Expenses,
regulatExpenses,
ing entry
entry ofaliens.
of aliens.
Vol. 40, p. 559.
Vol.

Proviso.
passports and
and
Alien passports
vis4s
requirements
vises
continued.
continued.

SIXTEENTH
ALCOHOLISM.
AGAINST ALCOHOLISM.
CONGRESS AGAINST
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
SIXTEENTH INTERNATIONAL
For expenses
expenses of
of delegates,
delegates, not
not exceeding ten in number, to be
For
designated
Sixteenth International
International Congress
the President, to the Sixteenth
designated by the
1921, not to
against Alcoholism
Lausanne, Switzerland,
Switzerland, August, 1921,
Alcoholism at Lausanne,
against
exceed
unexpended balance of the
to be paid out of the unexpended
$7,425, to
exceed $7,425,
International
appropriations heretofore
Fifteenth International
heretofore made for the Fifteenth
appropriations
Congress against
against Alcoholism,
Alcoholism, said amount including secretarial
secretarial and
Congress
stenographic
work and transcription
transcription of
reports.
of reports.
stenographic work
S
EC. 2.
2. No
shall,
appropriated in this Act shall,
the sums
sums appropriated
of the
portion of
No portion
SEC.
unless expressly
expressly authorized,
expended for rent in the District of
authorized, be expended
unless
Columbia
elsewhere in the United States.
or elsewhere
Columbia or
SEC. 3.
herein appropriated
appropriated in connection
connection with the
sums herein
No sums
3. No
SEC.
conferences
participation
international conferences,
United States in international
participation of the United
expended
congresses, or
or meetings
meetings within
within the United States shall be expended
congresses,
in
payment of
of the
the personal
personal expense,
transportation, or
expense, subsistence, transportation,
in payment
entertainment of
any person
or for
for the purchase of medals, badges,
person or
of any
entertainment
or souvenirs.
Approved, March
March 2, 1921.
Approved,

118.—An Act To establish standard
standard weights and measures for the District
District
CHAP. 118.-An

Measures, and
Weights, Measures,
of Weights,
of Columbia;
Columbia; to
the duties
of the
Superintendent of
the Superintendent
duties of
define the
to define
of
Markets of
of the
the District
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
Columbia; and
of Columbia;
District of
Markets

Sixteenth InternaInternsSixteenth
tionalCongressagainst
tion aICongress against
Alcoholism.
Alcoholism.

restriction.
Rent restriction.

Payment
Payment

for

perper-

sonal
expenses, etc.
etc.,,at
sonal expenes,
international
international conferconferences,
etc.,
forbidden.
etc.,
forbidden.
ences,

March
1921.
3, 1921.
March 3
[H. R. 8067.1
8067.1
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 358.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United DistrietofColumbia
District of Columbia.
House of
Senate and
Be
of
ot
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is hereby created
created W Department
in Congress
America in
States of America
eights,
awnitarttr
Me a
sures,
an
executive department
department in
in the
government of
of the
of Co- and Markets created.
District of
the District
the government
an executive
lumbia which
which shall
as the
the Department
Meas- Superintendentapof Weights, MeasDepartment of
known as
be known
shall be
lumbia
pointment,
siaN:
ures, and
and Markets.
Markets. Such department
department shall be in charge of aaSuper- poisnteadentsaip
ures,
intendent of
of Weights,
Weights, Measures,
Markets, who shall be appointed
appointed
and Markets,
Measures, and
intendent
Commissioners of
by and
direction and control of the Commissioners
the direction
under the
be under
and be
by
the
of Columbia
Columbia and
and shall
shall receive
receive a
per annited
of United
an- Cutody
$2,500 per
salary of
of $2,500
a salary
District of
the District
Custody of
states standard
of such standard
num. He
He shall
shall have
have the
standard States
control of
and control
custody and
the custody
num.
weights and measures.
shall hereweights
measures of
of the
the United
United States
as are
or shall
here- weigts and measures.
now or
are now
States as
and measures
weights and
after
provided by the District of Columbia, which shall be the only
after be provided
standards for
for weights
weights and measures in said District.
standards
Assistants, etc., auetc.,
recom- thoreSd.
the recomThe
commissioners are
to appoint,
th
appoint, on the
authorized to
also authorized
are also
The commissioners
mendation
the superintendent,
inspectors, and
such assistants, inspectors,
superintendent, such
of the
mendation of
other
employees for which Congress
Congress may, from time to time, provide.
other employees
Bond and oath.
before entering
SEC. 2.
superintendent shall,
shall, before
entering upon the Bondandoath.
the superintendent
2. That
That the
SEC.
performance
his duties, give bond to the District of Columbia in
of his
performance of
5
b,
e
000, signed
signedb
oiy
mmi
tw:
eis
olir
nee
rs
ti,
escoo
nr
dib
ty
iona
on
nd
t
ih
ng
e
bonding
by
aedbo
or
sureties
two
by
the penal sum of $5,000,
commissioners, conditioned on the
company,
be approved by the we
company, toum
faithful
duties of his office, and shall take and subof the duties
discharge of
faithful discharge
scribe an oath or affirmation before the commissioners that he will
faithfully and
impartially discharge
discharge the duties of his office, which
which
and impartially
faithfully
boendpeand
an
na
d
loath
o
sath s
o
h
f
al$lbe deposited with the commissioners.
shall
bond
Powers conferred.
onerred.
direction, his Poes
under his direction,
and, under
S
EC. 3.
That the
the superintendent
superintendent and,
3. That
SEC.
all
assistants and
perform
and inspectors,
inspectors, shall have exclusive power to perform
assistants
Inspection of
of
Inspection
the duties provided
provided in this Act. They shall, at least every six weights,
measures,
etc..everysix
months.
superintendent thinks proper, inspect, ete.,everysi mths
oftener when the superintendent
and oftener
months, and
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test, try,
try, and
ascertain whether
or not
correct, all
weights,
all weights,
are correct,
they are
not they
whether or
and ascertain
test,
scales,
measures of
kind, instruments
mechanical
or mechanical
instruments or
every kind,
of every
beams, measures
scales, beams,
devices
for weighing
or measuring,
measuring, and
and all
all tools,
tools, appliances,
acor acappliances, or
weighing or
devices for
cessories
with any
any or
mechanical
such instruments or mechanical
all such
or all
connected with
cessories connected
devices
for weighing
weighing or
measuring used
used or
employed in
the District
District of
in the
or employed
or measuring
devices for
Columbia
by
any
owner,
agent,
lessee,
or
employee
determining
the
determining
in
employee
or
lessee,
agent,
owner,
Columbia by any
weight, size,
size, quantity,
quantity, extent,
area, or
quantities,
of quantities,
measurement of
or measurement
extent, area,
weight,
things, produce,
produce, or
of any
offered for
for transportation,
transportation,
kind offered
any kind
articles of
or articles
things,
sale,
barter,
exchange,
hire,
or
award,
or
the
weight
of
persons
for a
a
persons for
of
weight
the
or
award,
Approval or
or concon- sale, barter, exchange, hire, or
Approval
demnation to
to be
or compensation,
and shall approve and seal, stamp or mark,
compensation, and
charge or
be charge
demnation
marked, etc.
in
the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the commissioners,
commissioners, such
apsuch devices or apin the
ed,etc.
pliances
as conform
to the
the standards
kept in
office of the superinthe office
in the
standards kept
conform to
pliances as
tendent, and
and destroy
or mark,
or tag
with the
tag with
stamp, or
mark, stamp,
destroy or
seize and
shall seize
and shall
tendent,
word
"condemned" such
such as
as do
to the standards,
standards, and
conform to
not conform
do not
"condemned"
word
Unsuitable, etc., de- shall also mark the date of such condemnation upon
Any
same. Any
the same.
d shall also mark the date of such condemnation upon the
viestoecodeetm.
vices
to be condemned.
weight, scale,
measure, weighing
measuring device of any
or measuring
weighing or
beam, measure,
scale, beam,
weight,
kind which
shall be
be found
found to
to be
be unsuitable
for the
purpose for which
which
the purpose
unsuitable for
which shall
kind
it
is
intended
to
be
used
or
of
defective
construction
or
material
shall
shall
material
or
construction
defective
of
or
etc it is intended to be used
scales, etc.,
se of
of scales,
Use
condemned. No person shall use or, having the same under his
be condemned.
forbidden, unless
ess,a-ap- be
forbidde
pro ed
within
six
W
enumerated
shall permit
to be
any of the purposes enumerated
for any
used for
be used
permit to
control, shall
ithm SL control,
po.nt.
months.
in this
this Act
Act any
any weight,
scale, beam,
or measuring
weighing or
measure, weighing
beam, measure,
weight, scale,
in
device
same has
has been
accordance
approved in accordance
been approved
the same
unless the
whatsoever unless
device whatsoever
to
with
the
provisions
of
this
Act
within
six
months
prior
such use,
months
six
within
Act
this
of
provisions
the
with
or
that does
not conform
conform to
to the standards
standards kept in the office of the
does not
or that
superintendent
of Weights,
Measures, and Markets,
Markets, or which, having
Weights, Measures,
superintendent of
been
thereafter been
been approved
approved as provided in
not thereafter
has not
condemned, has
been condemned,
Notice forinspection this
this Act.
Noticeforinspection
Any
shall acquire
acquire or have in his possession after
after the
person who shall
Any person
scales,
of unapproved
unapproved scales,
unapproved scale, weighing
passage
etc.
passage of this Act any unapproved
weighing instrument,
instrument, or
nonportable measure
or measuring
inspection or
or
measuring device, subject to inspection
measure or
nonportable
test
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act,
Act, shall
notify the
superintendent
the superintendent
shall notify
of this
test under
in
writing at
at his
his office,
description thereof, and the
office, giving aageneral description
in writing
and
street
and number
number or
or other
other location
where same
same may be found, and
location where
street and
it
superintendent to
cause the same to be
to cause
the superintendent
of the
duty of
the duty
be the
shall be
it shall
inspected
within a
a reasonable
reasonable time after receipt of such
tested within
and tested
inspected and
Portale measures
Portable
measures
in his
notice. Any
person who
acquire or
or have
have in
his possession
possession after
after
shall acquire
who shall
to
be inspected.
Any person
notice.
tobeinspected.
the
passage
of
this
Act
any
unapproved
portable
measure
or measmeasure
portable
unapproved
any
the passage of this Act
uring
subject to
or test shall
shall cause the same to be
inspection or
to inspection
device subject
uring device
taken to the office of the superintendent for inspection and
and test.
test.
Peddlrs.
Peddl
rs. etc.. to taken to the office of the superintendent for inspection
have weights
Every
peddler,
hawker,
merchant, or other
huckster, transient merchant,
hawker, huckster,
peddler,
Every
tested
weights tested
have
etc. ,
semiannually.
before
of business
business shall,
person with
with no
shall before
place of
established place
or established
fixed or
no fixed
person
etc. semiannuameasuring device for
using
any weight,
for
weight, scale, measure, weighing or measuring
using any
any
of the
the purposes
this Act, cause the same to be
in this
enumerated in
purposes enumerated
any of
taken
to the
office of
the superintendent
superintendent for inspection and test semiof the
the office
taken to
annually, and
and shall
shall not
not use
purposes herein mentioned
mentioned any
for the purposes
use for
annually,
weight,
scale, measure,
measure, weighing
or measuring device which has not
weighing or
weight. scale,
been approved
within six
six months
months prior
to the
time of
of such
use.
such use.
the time
prior to
approved within
to been
applicable
Not Not
applicable to
superintendent to
the superintendent
Nothing herein
herein shall
shall be
construed to
to require
require the
Government
devices.
be construed
Nothing
Government deices
test any weighing or measuring device belonging
belonging to the United States.
Use ofaltered
of altered or re- test any weighing or measuring device
paired
scales.
SEC.
etc..
paired
scales, etc..
S
EC. 4. That no person shall use or, having
havina the same under his
without
inspection,
weighin or
control, permit
to be
any weight,
scale, measure,
measure, weighing
weight, scale,
used, any
be used,
permit to
control,
forbidden.
measuring device,
any attachment
attachment or part thereof after the same
or any
device, or
measuring
inspected
has been
been altered
altered or
or repaired
repaired without
having been inspected
without the same having
has
and
approved
as
provided
herein
after
such
alterations
or
repairs
have
have
repairs
or
Ins
pection seals.e tc. and approved as provided herein after such alterations
nspectionseaIsete.
not to
etc. been
obscure, or
or
made, and no persons shall alter, obliterate, detach, obscure,
been made,
atered, etc.
to be altered,
not
conceal any
any condemnation
condemnation seal,
stamp, mark, tag, or label, attached
seal, stamp,
conceal
or
impressed by
by the
has assistants or inor any of his
superintendent or
the superintendent
or impressed
Refusing, obstrusuperintendent.
the
of
without
specters,
testsobhtrut- spec
tors,
without
written
permission
superintendent.
Refusing,
Mg. ete.,
,forb
den.
S
EC. 5.
5. That no person
person shall neglect, fail, or refuse to exhibit any
SEC.
den.
device. subject
measuring device,
weight,
scale,
beam,
measure, weighing
subject
weighing or measuring
measure,
beam,
weight, scale,
-

nt
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to inspection
the provisions
provisions of this Act, to the superinsuperinunder the
test under
or test
inspection or
to
tendent or
assistants or inspectors for the purpose of inhis assistants
of his
any of
or any
tendent
spection and
test, and
and no
no person
shall in any manner
manner obstruct, hinder,
person shall
and test,
spection
or
or
molest
the
superintendent
or
any
of
his
assistants,
assistants, inspectors, or
his
of
any
or
superintendent
the
or molest

other employees
employees in
in the
of their
their duties.
duties.
performance of
the performance
other
a record of
keep in his office
S
EC. 6.
6. That
the superintendent
shall keep
office a
superintendent shall
That the
SEC.

Dtad

Detailed

rcord

record

of

of

ept
inspectionstorerd
inspections to be kept.

weighing and
and measuring
devices inspected, which record shall show
measuring devices
weighing
the
of device,
device, the
name and
of
address of the owner, the date of
and address
the name
type of
the type
Such
inspection, and
approved or condemned. Such
was approved
same was
the same
whether the
and whether
inspection,
record shall
shall be
open to
public during
during regular
office hours.
regular office
the public
to the
be open
record

True weight, etc.. reofcooities
quired
of
commodities
offer for sale, keep,
SEC. 7.
That no
no person
shall sell,
keep or expose for quired
sell, offer
person shall
7. That
SEC.
old.

sale
anywhere in
in the
District of
commodity of any kind sold.
s
of Columbia any commodity
the District
sale anywhere
to take
take only
yer to
as a
measure, or
numerical count
count greater
the actual or Buyer
than the
greater than
or numerical
only
weight, measure,
as
a weight,
weight, etc.
etc.
actual weight,
true weight,
measure, or
thereof. and no person shall actual
count thereof,
numerical count
or numerical
weight, measure,
true
measure,
take or
actual and true weight, measure,
than the actual
take more than
to take
attempt to
or attempt
take
permitted
or numerical
count of
commodity, when, as buyer, he is permitted
any commodity,
of any
numerical count
or
numerical count
by the
determine the weight, measure,
measure, or numerical
count
to determine
seller to
the seller
by
thereof.
thereof.
Sales by net weight.
by net weigt
it shall be net sales
S
EC. 8. That when any commodity is sold by weight it
SEC.
Ton.
To'
weight.
When any
commodity, except
except coal, is sold by the ton, it shall Coal.
any commodity,
weight. When
be
understood to
mean two
pounds avoirdupois.
avoirdupois. Coal shall Co
thousand pounds
two thousand
to mean
be understood
of
be
sold
by
the
ton
consisting
two
thousand
two hundred and
ton,
long
the
by
sold
be
Slot vending maforty
pounds avoirdupois.
avoirdupois.
forty pounds
chines..
SEC. 9.
9. That
That no
no person,
person, firm,
corporation shall erect, operate,
operate, or chines.
or corporation
firm, or
SEC.
Regulations governgoern
g
maintain,
or cause
cause to
to be
be erected,
maintained within the ing.
operated, or maintained
erected, operated,
maintain, or
coin-in-the-slot machine or automatic
District of
Columbia any coin-in-the-slot
of Columbia
District
device without placing in charge
charge thereof some responsible
responsible
vending device
person.
machine shall
shall be
be maintained
maintained for use when the same
such machine
No such
person. No
iss not
not in
in perfect
working order,
order, and the person
person in charge
charge as well as the
perfect working
owner of
such machine
machine or
operating
be held responsible for operating
device shall be
or device
of such
owner
address of
Nie and
perfect Name
or
such machine
or device
which is
in perfect
not in
is not
device which
machine or
any such
maintaining any
and address
of
or maintaining
etc.
owner, etc.
placed on every such owner,
working
order. A
A sign
sign or
or placard
shall be placed
placard shall
working order.
contain the name
machine
conspicuous place and shall contain
a conspicuous
in a
device in
or device
machine or
such
and business
business address
address of
of the owner and of the person in charge of such
and
service,
machine or
or device,
shall state
state that
person in
in charge
charge of such Refunds
Refunds if service,
the person
that the
and shall
device, and
machine
not received.
received.
etc., not
deposited by him etc.,
money deposited
machine or
or device
refund to
to any person
person money
will refund
device will
machine
for which
which the
the commodity
commodity or service
impliedly
service promised expressly or impliedly
for
ales tickets.
has
not
been
received,
and
such
person shall
so refund
refund such
such money. Sales
tickets.
shall so
person
such
and
received,
been
has not
or
for
Reqtiruments f
shall, when
S
EC. 10.
That every
or corporation
corporation shall,
when aasales useRequirements
firm, or
person, firm,
every person,
10. That
SEC.
of.
ue
the
to
sales
ticket
is
given
with
a
purchase,
cause
such
ticket
show
purchase,
a
ticket is given with
correct
name and
address of such person, firm, or corporation and the
and address
correct name
comwei
ht, measure,
measure, or
numerical count,
count, as the case may be, of each cornor numerical
weight,
mo
ity sold
to the
the purchaser,
and every such person, firm, or corporapurchaser, and
sold to
modity
tion is
purchaser
required to deliver such sales ticket to such purchaser
hereby required
is hereby
tion
Coal,
of the sale.
time of
when
requested
to do
by such
purchaser at
at the
Coal, charcoal,
charcoal, and
the time
such purchaser
do so
so by
when requested to
coke to
to be
be sold
sold by
by
SEC. 11.
shall be
be unlawful
sell or offer for sale in the coke
unlawful to sell
it shall
That it
11. That
SEC.
weight.
rcpt,
Dliery
District
of
Columbia
any
coal,
charcoal,
or
other
manner
other
any
in
coke
or
District of Columbia any coal, charcoal,
Delivery
receipts,
etc.
than
deliver or attempt to deliver any etc.
person shall deliver
No person
weight. No
by weight.
than by
a delivery
coal, charcoal,
or coke
delivery
accompanying same by a
without accompanying
coke without
charcoal, or
coal,
ticket
and a
aduplicate
duplicate thereof,
or
thereof, the original of which shall be in ink or
ticket and
other
indelible substance,
substance, on
expressed dison each of which shall be expressed
other indelible
tinctly in
pounds, avoirdupois,
weight of the load, the
avoirdupois, the gross weight
in pounds,
tinctly
receptacle, and the net weight of coal,
tare
of the delivery
delivery vehicle or receptacle,
tare of
contained in the vehicle or receptacle
charcoal, or coke contained
receptacle used in making
charcoal,
delivery,
address of the purchaser
purchaser and the name
delivery, with the name and address
and address
firm, or
or corporation
from whom
which Verifying
erifing weight by
whom or
or which
corporation from
person, firm,
address of
of the
the person,
and
insnectors.
purchased.
Upon demand
of the superintendent
superintendent or any of his
Ids assistants inspectors.
demand of
purchased. Upon
or inspectors
upon the
the person
delivery, the
charge of the vehicle of delivery,
in charge
person in
inspectors upon
or
such
making
original
of
these
tickets
shall
surrendered
the
official
making
such
to
surrendered
be
shall
tickets
these
of
original
purchaser of said
demand. The
The duplicate
duplicate ticket shall
delivered to the purchaser
said
shall be delivered
demand.
coal, charcoal,
charcoal, or
coke, or
or to
agent or
representative, at the time of
of
or representative,
his agent
to his
or coke,
coal,
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delivery
coke. Upon
Upon demand of the superor coke.
charcoal, or
coal, charcoal,
such coal,
of such
delivery of
or
intendent or
of his
his assistants
assistants or
purchaser or
inspectors, or of the purchaser
or inspectors,
any of
or any
intendent
delivering
intended purchaser,
purchaser, his
agent or
or representative,
representative, the person delivering
his agent
intended
such
coal, charcoal,
shall convey
convey the same
forthwith to some
same forthwith
coke shall
or coke
charcoal, or
such coal,
public
scale, or
to any
any legally
legally approved
private scale in the District of
approved private
or to
public scale,
Columbia,
of which
may consent
permit
to its use, and shall permit
consent to
which may
owner of
the owner
Columbia, the
the verifying
verifying of
of the
after the
the delivery
charcoal,
delivery of such coal, charcoal,
and after
weight, and
the weight,
the
conveyance
or coke
coke shall
return forthwith
forthwith with
with the
other conveyance
wagon or other
the wagon
shall return
or
of the
used
to
the
same
scale
and
permit
to
be
verified
the
weight
the
verified
be
to
permit
and
scale
same
used to the
Prorisos. a smaller wagon or other conveyance: Provided,
or
Delivery
charcoal, or
That when coal, charcoal,
Delivery of smaller wagon or other conveyance: Provided,
quantities,
coke
is
sold
in
a
quantity
less
than
two
hundred
and
eighty
pounds
eighty
and
hundred
two
than
less
quantity
a
in
coke is sold
quantities.
and
weighed in
in a
wagon, cart,
cart, or
vehicle, it shall be suffiother vehicle,
or other
a wagon,
not weighed
is not
and is
representacient
for
the
seller
to
deliver
to
the
purchaser,
agent or representahis
purchaser,
the
to
deliver
to
cient for the seller
vender,, the name
tive,
showing the
address of
of the vender
and address
name and
the name
ticket showing
a ticket
tive, a
of
charcoal, or coke
and the true net weight of the coal, charcoal,
purchaser, and
the purchaser,
of the
package sales.
so sold
or delivered:
delivered: Provided
further, That
or
coal, charcoal, or
That when coal,
Providedfurther,
sold or
SO
ackage sales.
to
sufficient to
coke
is sold
sold in
in packages
packages of
of fifty
fifty pounds
or less, it shall be sufficient
pounds or
coke is
or
firm,
person,
plainly
mark
each
package
with
the
name
fum,
or
the
of
name
the
with
package
each
mark
plainly
corporation making
making such
such package
package and
and the
the true
true net
net weight
weight of the coal,
corporation
charcoal,
therein.
contained therein.
coke contained
or coke
charcoal, or
limit .
Moisture
oisture limit.
No
coal, charcoal,
or coke
coke shall
contains at the time
which contains
sold which
be sold
shall be
charcoal, or
No coal,
than is due
substance
the
weight
is
taken
more
water
other
liquid
substance
other
or
water
the weight is taken more

charcoal, or coke.
coal, charcoal,
to
natural condition
condition of
the coal,
coke.
of the
the natural
to the
cause his name and
Every
vendor of
of coal,
coal, charcoal,
or coke
coke shall
shall cause
charcoal, or
Every vendor
address
vehicle
on both sides of every vehicle
displayed on
conspicuously displayed
be conspicuously
to be
address to
used
by or
or for
for him
him for
the sale
or
of coal,
coal, charcoal, or coke.
delivery of
or delivery
sale
the
for
by
used
Ice.
sell, within the District of
to sell,
Regalation.s
SEC. 12.
12. That
That it
it shall
of
unlawful to
be unlawful
shall be
SEC.
sate
for sale
gulations for
weight
by
weight.
Columbia,
ice in
other than
than by weight, such weight
manner other
in any
any manner
any ice
Columbia, any:
by weight.
to be
be ascertained
ascertained at
at the
the time
time of
of delivery of such ice, and every
to
person, or
or in
in case
case of
firm, copartnership,
corporation, the person
copartnership, or corporation,
of aafirm,
person,
in
in the
District of
engaged in the
Columbia, engaged
of Columbia,
the District
business in
its business
of its
charge of
m charge
vehicles
sale
ice shall
on each
each of
wagons or other vehicles
or its wagons
of his or
keep on
shall keep
of ice
sale of
for
used
in the
the sale
sale or
or delivery
delivery of ice, while in use, aa scale suitable for
used in
accordance
tested and approved
weighing
which has
been tested
approved in accordance
has been
ice which
weighing ice
scale requirements. with
provisions of this Act. Every scale used for weighing
weighing, ice
calerequirement. wit the provisions
shall have
less
pounds
in
making
sales
in
quantities
of
one
hundred
or
one
of
quantities
in
sales
in making
in
weighing ice in
graduations
pound or
Scales used for weighing
or less. Scales
one pound
of one
graduations of
may
hundred
than
more
making
sales
in
quantities
of
more
one
pounds
have
making sales in quantities
graduations of
five pounds
pounds or
less.
or less.
of five
graduations
Bread.
sale
manufactured for sale,
Standard
loaf
SEC. 13.
13. That
standard loaf of bread manufactured
the standard
That the
SEC.
andard loaf
St
shall
adopted.
sold,
offered or exposed
exposed for sale in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia shall
sold, offered
adopted.
manufactured
weigh
one pound
avoirdupois, but bread may also be manufactured
pound avoirdupois,
weigh one
pound,
one-half
in
for
sale
sold,
offered
or
exposed
loaves
of
one-half
sale
for
exposed
or
offered
for sale, sold,
manufactured for sale,
or in
in multiples
multiples of
of one
one pound, but shall not be manufactured
or
sold, offered
offered or
exposed for
sale in other than the aforesaid weight.
for sale
or exposed
sold,
expose -for
or exposed
Labels
required.
Every
loaf
of
bread
manufactured
for sale, sold, offered or
for
manufactured
bread
of
loaf
Every
reqaid.
LabDe"
Details.
in aa
thereon,
affixed
have
shall
Columbia
in
sale in the District of
conspicous place,
place, a
at least one inch square, or, if round, at
label at
a label
conspicous
least
in diameter,
diameter, upon
upon which
which label there shall be printed
inch in
one inch
least one
twelve-point, the
bold-face Gothic
Gothic type, not smaller
smaller than twelve-point,
the
plain bold-face
in plain
fraction of aa pound, as the
weight of
the loaf
loaf in pound,
pound, pounds, or fraction
of the
weight
case
whether the
the loaf
be a
standard loaf or not, the letters
letters and
a standard
loaf be
be, whether
may be,
case may
es of
of which
which shall
shall be
printed in black ink upon white paper.
be printed
figures
figures
name and
and address
address of
the maker,
maker, baker,
manufacturer
or manufacturer
baker, or
of the
name
ate b
usiness
Scales at bakeries, Scales
such
etc.
of
the
loaf
shall
also
be
plainly
on
each
label.
Every
on
printed
plainly
be
also
shall
loaf
the
of
aes,
t
et
seller of
bread in
District of
Columbia shall keep a
asuitable scale
of Columbia
the District
in the
of bread
seller
which shall
shall have
inspected and approved
approved in accordance
accordance with
with
been inspected
have been
which
bakery,
the
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, in
in a
conspicuous place in his bake,
a conspicuous
the provisions
bakeshop, or
or store,
place where he is engaged in the sae
sale
store or other place
bakeshop,
buyer,, and in the
of bread,
bread, and
whenever requested
requested by the buyer
shall, whenever
and shall,
of
presence
the buyer,
buyer, weigh
weigh the loaf or loaves of bread sold or offered
offered
of the
presence of

Nam
meofvendor,etc.,
eof vendor, etc .,
on
vehicle.
on vehicle.
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pretzels,
for
Nothing herein
shall apply
pretzels, buns,
buns, etc.Crackers,
Cackers, pretzels,
apply to
to crackers,
crackers, pretzels,
for sale.
sale. Nothing
herein shall
rolls,
scones, or
or to
fancy bread
bread weighing
weighing less
than oneonerolls, scones,
to loaves
loaves of
of fancy
less than
fourth
one pound
avoirdupois, or
or to
to what
is commonly
commonly known
known as
fourth of
of one
pound avoirdupois,
what is
as
stale bread,
bread, provided
provided the
at the
the time
time the
the sale
the seller
seller shall,
shall, at
sale is
is made,
made,
stale
expressly
state to
buyer that
sold is
bread:
expressly state
to the
the buyer
that the
the bread
bread so
so sold
is stale
stale bread:
Proviso.
Provided,
any loaf
bread weighing
weighing within
within 10
10 per
centum in
in Variance
Provided, That
That any
loaf of
of bread
per centum
Varnce allowed.
allowed.
excess
or within
within 4
centum less
than standard
standard weight
weight shall
shall be
be
per centum
less than
excess or
4 per
deemed of
of legal
legal weight.
deemed
weight.
Milk.
SEC. 14.
14. That
That bottles
bottles or
or jars
jars used
for the
the sale
sale of
SEC.
used for
of milk
milk or
or cream
cream shall
bottles,
shall Capacity of bottles,
etc.
be
of the
one gallon,
gallon, half-gallon,
half-gallon, three
three pints,
quart, etc.
of one
pints, one
one quart,
be of
the capacity
capacity of
one
pint, hail-pint,
gill when
when filled
the bottom
bottom of
of the
cap
to the
the cap
one pint,
half-pint, or
or one
one gill
filled to
seat,
stopple, or
or other
other designating
designating mark.
mark. Such
bottles or
shall
Such bottles
or jars
jars shall
seat, stopple,
have
blown or
or otherwise
otherwise permanently
marked in
in the
of
have clearly
clearly blown
permanently marked
the side
side of
each
each such bottle
bottle or jar or
or printed
printed on
on the
the cap or
or stopple
stopple the name and
address of
the person,
person, firm,
who or
or which
which shall
shall have
have
address
of the
firm, or
or corporation
corporation who
bottled
cream. Any
Any person
person who
who uses,
bottled such
such milk
milk or
or cream.
uses, for
for the
the purpose
purpose
of
milk or
or cream,
cream, bottles
bottles or
or jars
not comply
comply with
of selling
selling milk
jars which do not
the
shall be
guilty of
of using
using false
the requirements
requirements of
of this
this section
section shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
false
measure.
measure.
Standard dry comS
EC. 15.
15. That
standard containers
containers for
SEC.
That standard
for the
the sale
sale of
of fruits,
fruits, vegetables,
vegetables, modities
modities containers
containers eses.
tablished.
and other
other dry
dry commodities
commodities in
the District
Columbia shall
be as
as tablished.
of Columbia
shall be
in the
District of
and
follows:
follows:
follows; :Barrel
for
fruits,
for
fruits,
Barrel
=
ll
vegetables, and
and other
dry vegetables,
etc.
ve
That standard
standard barrel
barrel for
for fruits,
fruits, vegetables,
other dry
(a) That
commodities other
other than
cranberries, shall
shall be
the following
following dimendimen- Dimensions.
Dimensionsbe of
of the
than cranberries,
commodities
sions when
measured
without
distention
of
its
parts:
Length
sions
when measured without distention of its parts: Length of
of
stave,
twenty-eight and
and one-half
inches; diameter
diameter of
of heads,
stave, twenty-eight
one-half inches;
heads, sevenseventeen and
twenty-six
teen
and one-eighth
one-eighth inches;
inches; distance
distance between
between heads,
heads, twenty-six
inches;
circumference of
of bulge,
bulge, sixty-four
inches, outside
measureinches; circumference
sixty-four inches,
outside measurement; and
of staves
not greater
than four-tenths
an Proviso.
ment;
and the
the thickness
thickness of
staves not
greater than
four-tenths of
of an
roiso.
Varying form.
capacity Varying
having aacapacity
form having
different form
barrel of
of aadifferent
inch: Provided,
That any
any barrel
inch:
Provided, That
of seven
seven thousand
fifty-six cubic
inches shall
be a
of
thousand and
and fifty-six
cubic inches
shall be
a standard
standard Barrel for cranbercranber.
ries.
barrel.
barrel for
for cranberries
cranberries shall
shall be
of the
the following
be of
following ries.
standard barrel
barrel. The
The standard
dimensions when
when measured
measured without distention
distention of its
its parts:
parts: Length
Length
of
twenty-eight and one-half
sixteen
of staves, twenty-eight
one-half inches; diameter
diameter of head, sixteen
and
one-fourth inches;
and one-fourth
inches; distance
distance between
between heads, twenty-five
twenty-five and
and oneonefourth
circumference of
and one-half
inches,
fourth inches;
inches; circumference
of bulge,
bulge, fifty-eight
fifty-eight and
one-half inches,
outside
measurement; and the
thickness of
of staves
than Sales
outside measurement;
the thickness
staves not
not greater
greater than
sales inn less
less capaiacapacities unlawful.
unlawful.
four-tenths of
an inch.
shall be
be unlawful
to sell,
offer, or
expose ties
or expose
unlawful to
sell, offer,
inch. It
It shall
four-tenths
of an
Columbia a
containing fruits
for sale in the District of Columbia
a barrel containing
fruits or
or vegetables or any other dry commodity
commodity of less capacity than the standard
standard
barrels
thereof known
known as
as the
third,
barrels defined in this
this Act,
Act, or subdivisions
subdivisions thereof
the third,
half, and
and three-quarter
barrel.
half,
three-quarter barrel.
Climax baskets for
rapeasketc.s
fr
for grapes
and other
fruits and
(b) Standards
grapes and
other fruits
and grapes,
Standards for
for Climax
Climax baskets
baskets for
(b)
etc.
vegetables shall be the two-quart basket, four-quart
and
vegetables
four-quart basket, and
twelve-quart
respectively.
twelve-quart basket,
basket, respectively.
Dimensions.
The standard
two-quart Climax
Climax basket
shall be
be of
of the
The
standard two-quart
basket shall
the following
following Two-quart
woua-st bats.
baskets.
dimensions: Length of bottom piece, nine and one-half inches;
inches;
thickness of
width of bottom piece, three and
and one-half inches; thickness
of bottom
piece,
three-eighths of
piece, three-eighths
of an inch;
inch; height
height of
of basket, three and
and seveneighths
eighths inches, outside measurement;
measurement; top of basket, length eleven
eleven
inches and width five inches, outside
measurement. Basket
Basket to
inches
outside measurement.
to
have a
acover
eleven inches,
when aacover
have
cover five
five by
by eleven
inches, when
cover is
is used.
used.
The standard four-quart
following Four-quart b,q1.-et.
four-quart Climax basket shall be of the following
of bottom piece, twelve inches; width of bottom
dimensions: Length of
piece,
piece, four and one-half inches; thickness of bottom piece, threeeighths of an inch; height of basket, four
eleven-sixteenths
four and eleven-sixteenths
inches, outside measurement;
measurement: top of basket, length
mches,
length fourteen
fourteen inches;
inches;
width
measurement. Basket
to
width six
six and
and one-fourth
one-fourth inches
inches.; outside
outside measurement.
Basket to
have cover six and one-fourth inches by fourteen inches, when cover
cover
is used.
used.
is
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Th
t
an dar d twelve-quart
t
we l
vequar tCli
max basket
bas ketshall
shall be
be o
f
oll ow i
ng
Thee s
standard
Climax
offth
thee following
dimensions: Length
bottom piece,
bottom
dimensions:
Length of
of bottom
piece, sixteen
sixteen inches;
inches; width
width of
of bottom
piece, six and one-half
thickness of bottom piece, sevenone-half inches; thickness
sixteenths of an inch;
one-sixteenth
height of basket,
basket, seven
seven and one-sixteenth
sixteenths
inch; height
inches, outside measurement;
measurement; top of basket, length nineteen inches,
inches,
width
measurement. Basket to have cover
cover
width nine inches, outside measurement.
nine
by nineteen
nineteen inches,
inches, when
when cover
used.
nine inches
inches by
cover is
is used.
craStiex-.basket
carrier
(c) The
six-basket carrier
crate for
for fruits
fruits and
vegetables shall
shall
and vegetables
carrier crate
carier (C)
The six-basket
Scrbaket
contain six four-quart
capacity of
of
each basket
basket having
having a
a capacity
four-quart baskets, each
contain
sixty-eight and eight-tenths
eight-tenths cubic inches.
inches.
two hundred and sixty-eight
Four-bafket
flat
four-basket flat crate for fruits and vegetables
(d)
vegetables shall con(d) The four-basket
flat
cra'-L-ket
tain four three-quart
three-quart baskets, each basket having a
a capacity of two
hundred and one and six-tenths cubic inches.
Container
font
er for barb.r- hundred and one and six-tenths cubic inches.
ries, cherries,
beans,
(e)
standard box,
basket, or
other container
container for
for berries,
cherries, beans,
(e) The
The standard
box, basket,
or other
berries,
etc.
et.
cherries, shelled peas, shelled beans, and other fruits and vegetables
size shall be of the following capacities
capacities standard dry measof similar size
ure:
One-half pint, pint, and quart.
conquart. The one-half
one-half pint shall conure: One-half
sixteen and eight-tenths
contain
tain sixteen
eight-tenths cubic inches; the pint shall contain
thirty-three
the quart
quart shall
shall contain
contain
thirty-three and six-tenths
six-tenths cubic inches;
inches; the
sixty-seven and
two-tenths cubic inches.
sixty-seven
and two-tenths
Lug boxes.
(f)
Standard lug boxes for fruits and
Lug
boxes.
(f) Standard
and vegetables
vegetables shall
shall be
be the oneonehalf bushel box and the one-bushel
one-bushel box.
The one-half bushel lug box shall be of the following
following inside dimensions: Length, seventeen
seventeen inches; width, ten and five-tenths
five-tenths
inches; depth, six inches.
inches.
one-bushel lug box shall be of the following inside dimensions:
The one-bushel
dimensions:
twenty and three-fourths
Length, twenty
three-fourths inches; width, thirteen inches;
inches;
foregoing
depth, eight inches;
inches; and no lug box of other than the foregoing
dimensions shall be used in the District of Columbia.
ampers,
nampera.
(g) The standard hampers
hampers for fruits and vegetables
vegetables shall
shall be the
one-peck hamper, one-half bushel hamper, one-bushel hamper,
hamper, and
one and one-half
one-half bushel hamper.
The one-peck
one-peck hamper
contain five hundred and thirty-seven
thirty-seven
hamper shall
shall contain
and six-tenths cubic inches;
one-half-bushel hamper shall coninches; the one-half-bushel
tain one thousand
thousand and seventy-five
seventy-five and twenty-one
twenty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths
cubic inches. The one-bushel hamper shall contain two thousand
thousand
one hundred and fifty and forty-two
forty-two one-hundredths
inches,
one-hundredths cubic inches,
and the one and one-half bushel hamper shall contain three thousand two hundred and twenty-five
sixty-three one-hundredths
twenty-five and sixty-three
one-hundredths
cubic
inches.
cubic
inches.
Rnd
s
bas
Rctuad stave baS.
kots.
(h) The standard round-stave
kets.
(h)
baskets for
vegetables
round-stave baskets
for fruits and vegetables
shall be the one-half
one-half bushel basket, one-bushel basket,
basket, one and onehalf bushel basket, and two-bushel
two-bushel basket.
one-half-bushel basket
seventyThe one-half-bushel
basket shall
shall contain
contain one thousand
thousand and seventyfive and twenty-one
one-hundredths cubic inches. The one-bushel
five
twenty-one one-hundredths
one-bushel
contain two thousand
basket shall contain
thousand one hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty and fortytwo one-hundredths
one-hundredths cubic inches. The one-and-one-half-bushel
one-and-one-half-bushel
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
basket shall contain three thousand two hundred
and sixty-three
sixty-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths cubic inches, and the two-bushel
two-bushel
basket shall contain four thousand three hundred
hundred and eighty-four
eighty-four
one-hundredths cubic inches.
one-hundredths
Apple box.
(i) The standard apple box shall contain two thousand one hun(1)
dred and seventy-three
seventy-three and five-tenths
dred
five-tenths cubic inches and be of the
following inside dimensions:
dimensions: Length, eighteen inches; width, eleven
eleven
one-half inches:
and one-half
inches: depth, ten and one-half inches.
Pear
(j)
Pear box.
box.
(i) The standard pear box shall be of the following
following inside dimensions: Length, eighteen
eighteen inches; width, eleven
eleven and one-half inches;
inches;
inches.
depth, eight and one-half inches.
Onion crate.
crate.
(k) The
The standard onion crate shall be of the following
Onion
following inside dimensions: Length.
Length, nineteen
nineteen and five-eighths
five-eighths inches; width, eleven
and three-sixteenths
three-sixteenths inches;
thirteen-sixteenths
inches; depth, nine and thirteen-sixteenths
inches.
Twelve-quart
Twelve-uart
ket.
ket.

basbas-
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(1) No
No person
person shall
shall sell,
expose for
sale in
the District
of
for sale
in the
District of
sell, offer,
offer, or
or expose
(1)

1223
Sales of fruits, etc.,

fruits, conetc.,
Salesin
except
inof
standard
standard
except

Columbia
any fruits,
fruits, vegetables,
similar commodities
in tamers, or weight or
commodities in
or similar
gram, or
vegetables, gram,
Columbia any
any
manner except
the standard
standard containers
herein prescribed
prescribed or
or count, forbidden.
containers herein
in the
except in
any manner
Full quantity re.
by
or numerical
and no
no person
sell, offer, or exex- quired.
quantity re
qFul
shall sell,
person shall
count; and
numerical count;
by weight
weight or
District
the
pose
for
sale,
except
by
weight
or
numerical
count,
in
of
count,
numerical
or
pose for sale, except by weight
Columbia
in any
which
prescribed which
herein prescribed
container herein
any container
commodity in
any commodity
Columbia any
does
not contain,
contain, at
the time
of such
offer, exposure,
exposure, or
full Proviso.
or sale, the full
such offer,
time of
at the
does not
capacity
of such
commodity compactly
That fresh
fresh Bunch
vegetables.
BPnchvegetables.
Provided, That
filled: Provided,
compactly filled:
such commodity
capacity of
beets,
onions turnips,
turnips, rhubarb,
and other
other similar
similar vegetables,
vegetables, usually
rhubarb, and
beets, onions,
and customarily
by the
the bunch,
sold by
by the
the bunch.
bunch.
be sold
may be
bunch, may
sold by
customarily sold
and
spinach, etc.
etc.
All
kale, spinach,
other similar
similar leaf
leaf vegetables
shall be
sold Kale,
Kale, spinach,
be sold
vegetables shall
and other
spinach, and
All kale,
at
retail
by
net
weight.
Containers not perat retail by net weight.
mitted
as substitutes
substitutes
as
mitted
construed as for
be construed
S
EC. 16.
nothing in
this Act
Act contained
shall be
contained shall
in this
That nothing
16. That
SEC.
dry measure.
measure.
for
dry
permitting
the
use
as
a
dry
measure
or
substituting
for
a
dry
measure
measure
a
dry
for
substituting
permitting the use as a dry measure or
any
the following
containers: Barrels,
boxes, lug
lug boxes,
crates,
boxes, crates,
Barrels, boxes,
following containers:
of the
any of
hampers, baskets,
baskets, or
climax baskets;
baskets; and
use of
of any such conthe use
and the
or climax
hampers,
tainer
as a
measure is
hereby expressly
expressly prohibited,
shall
and the user shall
prohibited, and
is hereby
a measure
tainer as
be fined
fined or
or imprisoned
as herein
for other violations of this
provided for
herein provided
imprisoned as
be
Act.
Package form food.
SEc. 16½.
161. That
shall sell,
sell, offer,
expose for
sale in
form food.
in the
the Marking
Package required.
for sale
offer, or
or expose
That no
no person
person shall
SEC.
District
of Columbia
in package
package form unless the quantity
food in
any food
Columbia any
District of
of contents
is plainly
conspicuously marked
masked on
on the
of Tolerances peroutside of
the outside
and conspicuously
plainly and
of
contents is
iolerances pereach package
package in
i
n terms
terms of
weight, measure,
measure_, or
count. The mitted.
numerical count.
or numerical
of weight,
each
commissioners
authorized to
reasonable
to establish and allow reasonable
are authorized
commissioners are
variation,
exemptions as
as to
packages.
small packages.
to small
and exemptions
tolerances, and
variation, tolerances,
Firewood.
and twentySEC. 17.
That aacord
cord of
of wood
one hundred
twenty- Firewood.
hundred and
contain one
shall contain
wood shall
17. That
SEC.
be
shall
eight
than eight inches in length
more than
Wood more
feet. Wood
cubic feet.
eight cubic
sold
the cord
cord or
or fractional
part thereof,
thereof, and
and when
when delivered
delivered shall
fractional part
by the
sold by
contain one
one hundred
feet per cord when evenly
cubic feet
twenty-eight cubic
and twenty-eight
hundred and
contain
and compactly
stacked. Split
Split wood,
wood, eight
or less in length,
inches or
eight inches
compactly stacked.
and
may
sold by
by such
such standard
loads as
by the comshall be fixed by
as shall
standard loads
be sold
may be
missioners.
missioners.
Liquid measures.
S
EC. 18.
That the
contain two
two hundred
hundred Liqd measres.
shall contain
gallon shall
liquid gallon
the standard
standard liquid
18. That
SEC.
Standard contents.
contentsand
thirty-one
cubic
inches;
the
half
gallon,
one
hundred
and
fifteen
Standard
fifteen
and thirty-one cubic inches; the half gallon, one hundred and
and
five-tenths cubic
cubic inches;
fifty-seven and seventy-five
quart, fifty-seven
the quart,
inches; the
and five-tenths
hundredths cubic
inches; the
pint, twenty-eight
hundred
eight hundred
and eight
twenty-eight and
the pint,
cubic inches;
hundredths
and
inches; the half pint, fourteen
thousandths cubic inches;
seventy-five thousandths
and seventy-five
and
four hundred
hundred and
thirty-seven thousandths
inches; the
the
cubic inches;
thousandths cubic
and thirty-seven
and four
inches- No other deemed
gill, seven
two hundred
hundred and
eighteen thousandths
thousandths cubic inches;
and eighteen
and two
seven and
gill,
the fluid
one and
and eight-tenths
and no
liquid le
legal.
thr demed
cubic inches;
inches; and
no liquid
eight-tenths cubic
the
fluid ounce,
ounce, one
measure
the foregoing
foregoing capacities,
except multiples
of the
multiples of
capacities, except
than the
of other
other than
measure of
gallon
deemed legal
legal liquid measure in the District of Cobe deemed
shall be
gallon. shall
lumbia.
lumbia.
Oysters.
SEC. 19.
19. That
shucked oysters
shall be
be sold
sold only
only by
measure Oysters
liquid measure
by liquid
oysters shall
That shucked
SEC.
or
numerical count,
count, and
is included in the sale by
whenever there is
and whenever
or numerical
measure
oyster
oysters more than 10 per centum of oyster
of shucked oysters
measure of
liquid
or other
the vendor
deemed guilty
guilty
be deemed
vendor shall be
substance, the
liquid substance,
other liquid
liquid or
of
of selling short measure.
Fish.
Fish.
All fish
shall be
by avoirdupois
weight.
avoirdupois weight.
be sold
sold by
All
fish shall
Automatic
measurAutomatic measauring
pumps.
SEC. 20.
user of
an automatic
measuring pump
pump or
or inpumpe.&
of an
automatic measuring
every user
20. That
That every
SEC.
Regulations govern'
which he is ing'igaetcs
similar
when the
supply of
of the
commodity which
the commodity
the supply
shall, when
device, shall,
similar device,
use, etc.
measuring
insufficient
sale with such pump or similar device, is insufficient
for sale
measuring for
to deliver
commodity by the usual or cusof such commodity
measure of
correct measure
to
deliver correct
tomary method
operating such
such pump
pump or
device or when, for any
or device
of operating
method of
tomary
cause
whatever, such
such pump
or device
device does not, by the usual or cuspump or
cause whatever,
tomary method
correct measure,
measure, place aa
deliver correct
same, deliver
operating same,
of operating
method of
tomary
sign with
the words,
"Out of
use" in
conspicuous place
such
on such
place on
in aa conspicuous
of use"
words, "Out
sign
with the
pump or
or device
where it may readily
readily be seen, and shall forthwith
forthwith
device where
pump
cease
use the
until his
commodity is replensupply of such commodity
his supply
same until
the same
to use
cease to
ished
or until
until such
such pump
adjusted, or otherwise
or device
device is repaired, adjusted,
pump or
ished or
put
condition to
correct measure. All automatic measurmeasurdeliver correct
to deliver
in condition
put in
tainers, or weight or
count, forbidden.
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subject
measuring devices
ing pumps or other similar measuring
lug
devices in use shall be subject
toinspection,
whether used
used for
condemnation, whether
or condemnation,
approval or
and approval
inspection, and
to
measuring
not.
or not.
measuring or
Stated prices.
SEC. 21.
whenever any commodity is offered
offered for sale at a
a
That whenever
21. That
SEC.
prices.
Stated
Pro rata for smaller
be sold
quantities. f'o smauer stated
stated quantity,
quantity shall
shall be
smaller quantity
a smaller
quantity, a
for aa stated
price for
stated price
qPrats
at a
pro rata
price unless
unless the
the purchaser
purchaser is
informed to
the contrary
to the
is informed
rata price
a pro
at
at the time of sale.
Right
inspect
S
EC. 22.
22. That
That the
his direction,
direction, his
under his
or under
superintendent, or
the superintendent,
SEC.
to inspect
Right to
packages,
et,c.,
declared.
assistants and
inspectors, shall
from time to time weigh or measure
shall from
and inspectors,
assistants
clared.
whatever kind
and inspect
packages or
or amounts
commodities of whatever
amounts of commodities
inspect packages
and
kept for
for sale,
sale, offered
offered or
or exposed
exposed for
for sale,
sale, sold,
sold, or
or in
in the
process of
the process
kept
delivery,
determine whether
not the
kept for
are kept
same are
the same
or not
whether or
to determine
order to
in order
delivery, in
sale,
offered
for
sale,
or
sold
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
of
provisions
the
with
accordance
in
sold
or
sale,
for
offered
sale,
this Act,
no person
person shall
to permit
weighing, measurmeasursuch weighing,
permit such
refuse to
shall refuse
and no
Act, and
this
ing, or
or inspection
inspection whenever
demanded by
superintendent or any
the superintendent
by the
whenever demanded
ing,
of his
inspectors.
or inspectors.
assistants or
his assistants
of
superintendent or any
Dealing in
SEC. 23.
unlawful for the superintendent
any
That it shall be unlawful
23. That
SEC.
in weights,
weights,
Dealing
,*...
etc.,
employees, unetc., by employees,
weighing or
lawful.
employee of
office to
to vend
any weights,
measures, weighing
or
weights, measures,
vend any
his office
of his
employee
awful.
measuring device,
to offer
offer or
expose the same
for sale, or to be intersame for
or expose
or to
device, or
measuring
ested,
directly or
indirectly, in
in the sale
sale of same.
or indirectly,
ested, directly
ferred.
S
EC. 24.
there is
hereby conferred
conferred upon the superintendent,
is hereby
That there
24. That
SEC.
po.ers conferPed
his
assistants and
and inspectors,
inspectors, police
police power,
exercise of
power, and in the exercise
his assistants
their duties
duties they
demand, exhibit their badges to any
upon demand,
shall, upon
they shall,
their
person questiomng
their authority;
authority; and
and they are authorized and
questioning their
person
empowered
to
make
arrests
of
any
person
violating
the proproof the
any of
violating any
person
any
of
arrests
to make
Riexcept
ght to enter prem empowered
The superintendent,
Act. The
of this
ises
private resivisions of
this Act.
superintendent, his assistants
assistants, and inspecinspecs visions
isghtstenterrem-e
enforcing the provisions
purpose of carrying
dences.
deuces.
tors may, for the purpose
carrying out and enforcing
provisions
of this
in the
the performance
performance of their official
official duties, with or
and m
Act and
this Act
of
go into or upon any stand, place,
without
warrant, enter
enter or go
formal warrant,
without formal
building, or
premises, except
except aaprivate
residence, and may stop any
private residence,
or premises,
building,
vendor,
peddler dealer,
dealer, vehicle, or person in charge thereof for the
vendor, peddler,
making inspections
inspections or
or tests.
tests.
of making
Toleranoes
to beaes. purpose
purpose of
Tolerlnces to
authorized and emtablished.
EC. 25.
25. That
That the
commissioners are hereby authorized
the commissioners
-SEC.
tablished.
powered to
tolerances and specifications
specifications for scales, weights,
weights,
to establish
establish tolerances
powered
Federal st tutes to
to
measures,
weighing
or
measuring
instruments
or
devices,
and
conconand
devices,
or
instruments
measures, weighing or measuring
Federal statutes
of Columbia.
govern,
tainers
the District
Columbia. The commissioners
commissioners shall
District of
in the
used in
tainers used
govern.
prescribe
and allow
allow for
barrels, containers, and packages, provided
for barrels,
prescribe and
for
this Act,
tolerances that
specifications, variations, or tolerances
Act, the same specifications,
in this
for in
have
been prescribed
established, or that may hereafter
hereafter be preor established,
prescribed or
have been
scribed
barrels, containers,
containers, or packages
packages by any
established for like barrels,
scribed or established
officer of the United States in accordance
accordance with any requirement
requirement of
officer
an Act of Congress.
Pnbc
scales governSEC.
Regulations
Public scales.
S
EC. 26. That the commissioners
commissioners are authorized
authorized to appoint
appoint public
weighmasters and grant licenses for the location of public scales in
Regulations govern- weighmasttIrs
the
of Columbia
regulations as they may preColumbia under such regulations
District of
the District
scribe,
and authorize
weighmasters to charge such fees as the
authorize such weighmasters
scribe, and
commissioners
grant
approve and fix in advance, and they may grant
commissioners may approve
permits,
revocable on thirty days' notice, for the location of such
such
permits, revocable
public scales
scales on public space under their control. No person other
public
than
weighmaster shall do
and qualified public weighmaster
appointed and
duly- appointed
a duly
than a
compensation
public
weighing or
or make
charge or accept any compensation
any charge
make any
public weighing
.
therefor.
therefor.
sp
duties granted
and duties
totr,T
S
EC. 27.
That the
powers and
granted to and imposed
imposed on the
powers
the 27. That
SEC.
e
et . tY 4̀111sPeetwsty
superintendent
this Act
also hereby
hereby granted
granted to and imposed
are also
Act are
by this
superintendent by
his assistants
assistants and
inspectors when
when acting
acting under
his instructions.
instructions.
under his
and inspectors
on his
of pub- on
r
O p
ticncr
markets.
SEC. 28.
28. That
superintendent, under the direction
direction of the
the superintendent,
That the
SEC.
ts.
commissioners shall
other
supervision of all produce and other
shall have supervision
commissioners,
markets owned by
such
by the District of Columbia, shall enforce such
markets
regulations
operation of the same as the commissioners
commissioners
the operation
regarding the
regulations regarding
investigations regarding
may
make„ shall
regarding the sale,
sale, disshall make such investigations
may make.
tribution,
or prices
prices of
of commodities
District of Columbia as the
in the District
commodities in
tribution, or
nspection.
Inspection,

a

public

Supervision

of pub_
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commissioners may
may direct,
recommendaand recommendareports and
make reports
shall make
and shall
direct, and
commissioners
tions in
in connection
connection therewith.
tions

SEC. 29.
29. That
wherever the
word "commissioners"
"commissioners" is
is used
in this
used in
this
the word
That wherever
SEC.
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Words construed.
"Commissioners."

"comssoners."

Act,
it shall
construed to
of the
the District
District "Superintendent."
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
to mean
mean the
shall be
be construed
Act, it
of
Wherever the
"superintendent" is
this
perintendent
in this
is used
used in
word "superintendent"
the word
of Columbia.
Columbia. Wherever
Act,
shall be
be construed
to mean
superintendent of weights,
weights,
the superintendent
mean the
construed to
it shall
Act, it
measures,
and markets.
measures, and
markets.
"erson
"Person."
SEC. 30.
30. That
That the
the word
word "person,"
Act, shall
be
shall be
this Act,
used in
in this
as used
"person," as
SEC.
construed
to include
copartnerships, companies,
socie- Singular
corporations, socieingular or
piuralininclude copartnerships,
companies, corporations,
construed to
or plural
interchangeable.
ties, and
and associations.
associations. Wherever
Wherever any
is used
used in
in terchangeable.
Act is
in this
this Act
word in
any word
ties,
the singular,
singular, it
it shall
be construed
to mean
singular or
plural,
or plural,
either singular
mean either
construed to
shall be
the
and wherever
wherever any
word in
this Act
is used
used in
the plural,
shall be
be
it shall
plural, it
in the
Act is
in this
any word
and
construed to
to mean
mean either
either plural
plural or
or singular,
singular, as
circumstances
the circumstances
as the
construed
demand.
demand.
Each section and
eclared inpr sion declared
provision of provision
every provision
S
EC. 31.
this Act,
and every
Act, and
of this
section of
each section
That each
31. That
SEC.
dependent.
independent section or eedent
declared to be an independent
each
section, is hereby declared
each section
Invalidity of
of onenot
one not
Invalidity
to affect
affect others.
others.
section to
of any
any section
provision
section or
or provision
provision of any section
the holding
holding of
and the
provision, and
to be
be void,
ineffective, or
or unconstitutional
cause whatever
whatever
any cause
for any
unconstitutional for
void, ineffective,
to
shall
deemed to
affect any
any other
provision thereof.
thereof.
to affect
other section
section or
or provision
shall not
not be
be deemed
Punishment for violaionsihment orvio
SEC. 32.
32. That
That any
person violating
violating any
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this lations.
of the
any of
any person
SEC.
Jurisdiction of police
Jurisdiction of police
such court.
Act shall
shall be
by a
afine
fine not
not to
exceed $500,
or by
both such
by both
$500, or
to exceed
punished by
be punished
Act
fine
All prosecutions c
six months.
months. All
not to
to exceed
exceed six
and imprisonment
imprisonment not
fine and
under
this Act
Act shall
be instituted
instituted by the
counsel or one
the corporation
corporation counsel
shall be
under this
of
in the
the police
District of
Columbia.
of his
his assistants
assistants in
police court
court of
of the
the District
of Columbia.
Operatvein0days
Operative in 90 days.
Former
laws
lawsi re--d
operative ninety days after Former
become operative
S
EC. 33.
33. That
That this
this Act
Act shall
shall become
SEC.
pealed.
its
"An Act for the appointment
appointment of aa Pl'd,
Act entitled
entitled "An
The Act
its passage. The
Vol. 28, p.
p. 811.
sealer
and assistant
sealer of
of weights
in the
the District
District
measures in
and measures
weights and
assistant sealer
sealer and
of
Columbia, and
and for
for other
March 2,
2, 1895,
of Columbia,
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved March
1895, as
as Vol.,p.1.
Vol. 29, p. 192.
amended,
the Act
Act entitled
defining the
shapep.
the standard
standard shape
An Act
Act defining
entitled An
and the
amended, and
and
dry measures
District of Columbia, and for
in the
the District
use in
of dry
measures in use
size of
and size
other
purposes" approved May 30, 1896, are hereby
hereby repealed, such
other purposes,"
repeal
effective when
becomes operative.
this Act becomes
when this
to be
be effective
repeal to
Approved, March 3, 1921.
1921.

CHAP
appropriations for the current and contingent
Making appropriations
119.-An Act Making
CHAP. 119.—An
expenses of
of the
Indian Affairs,
treaty stipulations
stipulations with
varous
with various
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
Affairs, for
of Indian
Bureau of
the Bureau
expenses
Indian tribes,
tribes, and for other purposes,
purposes, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922.
Indian

March
3, 1921.
March 3,1921.
[H. R.
i[.
R. 15682.1
[Public, No. 359.1

152.1

[Public No. 359.1

Be
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
United Indian
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Inn
Deptmen
Department
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
sums are appropriations.
appropriations.
following sums
the following
assembled, That
of America
America in
States of
appropriated, out
of any
in the
otherwise approTreasury not otherwise
the Treasury
money in
any money
out of
appropriated,
priated,
expenses
priated, for the purpose of paying the current and contingent expenses
of
of Indian
Affairs, for
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
with
stipulations with
treaty stipulations
Indian Affairs,
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
various
Indian tribes, and in
compensation for all offices and
in full compensation
various Indian
salaries
which are
of the
the fiscal
fiscal
the service
service of
for the
for herein
herein for
provided for
are provided
salaries which
namely:
year
year ending June 30, 1922, namely:
SURVEYING
RESERVATIONS.
INDIAN RESERVATIONS.
ALLOTTING INDIAN
AND ALLOTTING
SURVEYING AND
Surveying, allotting

in severalty,
etc.
severaty, etc.
lands in
of lands
allotment of
For
survey, resurvey
and allotment
in in
classification, and
resurvey,.,classification,
For the
the survey,
Vol. 24, p. 388.
p
388
Vol
24,
of the
severalty
under the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act of
of February
February 8, 1887
severalty under
(Twenty-fourth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
"An Act
to
Act to
entitled "An
page 388),
388), entitled
Large, page
(Twenty-fourth
Indians," and
provide
severalty to Indians,"
lands in severalty
of lands
allotment of
the allotment
for the
provide for
under
any other
other Act
providing for
for the
the survey
or allotment
under any
Act or
or Acts
Acts providing
survey or
allotment Available
aiable at once.
once.
of
Indian lands,
$60,000, reimbursable,
available: Proviso.
Promo
.
to be
be immediately
immediately available:
lands, $60,000,
reimbursable, to
of Indian
Use in New Mexico
Provided,
That no
be used
survey, and
and Arizona
Arizona restricted.
tricted.
used for
for the
the survey,
sum shall
shall be
no part
part of
of said
said sum
Provided, That
resurvey,
classification, or allotment of any land in severalty on the
resurvey, classification,
public
to any
the Navajo or other tribes,
whether of the
Indian, whether
any Indian,
domain to
public domain
within
Mexico and the State of Arizona, who was
the State
State of New Mexico
within the
1914.
not
not residing
residing upon the public domain prior to June 30, 1914.
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RESERVATIONS, REIMBURSABLE.
Irri
gation on
on reserIRRIGATION ON
ON INDIAN
INDIAN RESERVATIONS,
REIMBURSABLE.
reser- IRRIGATION
rrigation
vations.
vations.
Construction,
of irrigation
repair,, and maintenance
construction, repair
For the construction,
tenance,
etc., ofmainprojmaintenance of
irrigation systems,
systems,
mincn,
Construen
irrigation tools and appliances,
ects.
purchase or rental of
of irrigation
appliances, water
water
i and for purchase
ctse.' '
rights,
ditches, and
necessary for irrigation
irrigation purposes for Indian
lands necessary
and lands
rights, ditches,
reservations
and allotments;
allotments; for
or
operation of irrigation systems or
for operation
reservations and
appurtenances thereto
thereto when
when no
no other
applicable or availare applicable
funds are
other funds
appurtenances
able
the purpose;
and protection
irrigable lands
protection of irrigable
drainage and
for drainage
purpose; for
for the
able for
from
damage
by
floods
or
loss
of
water
rights,
Indian irrithe
upon
rights,
water
of
loss
or
floods
by
damage
from
gation
projects named
named below:
below:
gation projects
Reservation, California,
Allotments to dis- Irrigation
Round Valley Reservation,
district one: Round
Irrigation district
trints.otmets to di
$1,000.
$1,000.
Irrigation district
district two:
two: Shivwits, $500;
$500; Walker
ReservaWalker River ReservaIrrigation
tion,
Nevada, $8,000; Western Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation, Idaho and
tion, Nevada,
$12,000.
Nevada
Nevada, $3,500; total, $12,000.
Irrigation
Irrigation district three: Tongue River, Montana, $2,000.
$4,000;
Irrigation
four: Ak
Arizona, $4,000;
Reservation, Arizona,
Ak Chin Reservation,
district four:
Irrigation district
River
Coachella Valley
Valley pumping
pumping plants, California, $11,000;
$11,000; Owens
Owens River
Coachella
Valley projects, California,
California,
Reservation, California,
Soboba Reservation,
$2,000; Soboba
California, $2,000;
Valleyprojects,
Reservation
$750;
Reservation, California;
California; $8,000; Pala
Pala Reservation
Morongo Reservation,
$750; Morongo
Reservation,
TuleeRiver Reservation,
fia,
and
Reservation, California,
California,
$2,500; Tub
and Rincon Reservation,
California, $5,000; miscellaneous
miscellaneous projects, $10,000;
$10,000;' total, $43,250.
Irrigation
five: New
$15,000,' Zuni ReserNew Mexico Pueblos, $15,000;
district five:
Irrigation district
Navajo and Hopi, miscellaneous
miscellaneous proNew Mexico, $4,500; Navajo
vation, New
jects, Arizona,
Arizona, including
including Tes-nos-pos,
Tes-nos-pos, Moencopi
Moencopi Wash, Kin-le-chee,
Sin-le-chee,
jects,
Wide
Wide Ruins, Red Lake, Corn Creek, Wepo Wash, Oraibi Wash, and
Polacca
$34,500.
total, $34,500.
$15,000; total,
Wash, $15,000;
Polacca Wash,
Administrative exAdministrative
ex- For necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses incident
incident to the general
general
penses.
including salaries of not
projects,
Supervisbig
administration of Indian irrigation
irrigation
not
visig engi- administration
"%sp
neers. n e s
exceed five
engineers:
to exceed
five supervising
supervising engineers:
In
irrigation district one: Oregon, Washington, northern
Indian irrigation
In Indian
$10,000;
California, and northern
northern Idaho, $10,000;
California,
irrigation district two: Southern
Southern Idaho, Nevada, and
Indian irrigation
In Indian
$12,500;
Utah, $12,500;
Montana, Wyoming,
In
three: Montana,
Wyoming, and South
irrigation district three:
In Indian irrigation
Dakota,
$11,000;
Dakota, $11,000;
California
In
irrigation district four: Central and southern California
In Indian irrigation
$15,500;
and southern Arizona, $15,500;
Northern Arizona,
In Indian irrigation district
district five: Northern
Arizona, New Mexico,
and
Colorado, $12,000;
$12,000;
and Colorado,
Stream
For
cooperative stream
stream gauging with the United States Geological
Geological
For cooperative
ig
gaug.
Stream gaugingSurvey, $2,000;
$2,000;
Survey,
investigations to determine
Investigating
new
For
necessary surveys
determine the feasisurveys and investigations
For necessary
investaticng
projects,
etc.
Vol.
al, p.
reservoir
estimated cost of new projects and power and reservoir
bility and estimated
p.s858.
8.
v. 36,
sites
accordance with the provisions of
reservations in accordance
Indian reservations
on Indian
sites on
section 13
of the
$1,000;
1910, $1,000;
of June
June 25, 1910,
Act of
the Act
13 of
section
$6,000; irrigation
Reservation, $6,000;
one: Colville
Colville Reservation,
district one:
Irrigation district
tribal Irrigation
rects from
Projects
from
irrigation
funds.
$14,000;
district
five:
Southern
Reservation,
Colorado,
$14,000; total,
Reservation,
Ute
district five: Southern
$20,000; the
above amounts to be paid out of tribal funds; reimthe above
$20,000;
bursable
under such
such rules,
regulations, and conditions as the Secrerules, regulations,
bursable under
tary- of
Interior may prescribe.
prescribe.
the Interior
of the
tary
rrigation engineer, $4,000; one assistant chief
nee,
a - torFor pay of one chief irrigation
Ct eaneneer'
and
assist
ant,
etc.
compeof irrigation
superintendent of
ant,
irrigation engineer, $3,000; .one superintendent
irrigation compeaccountant
field cost accountant,
tent to
upon water
water rights,
rights,. $2,500; one
one field
to pass
pass upon
tent
expenses of officials
paysers
incidental expenses
officials and
traveling and incidental
etc. e $2,250; and for traveling
pe
sleeping-car
employees
Indian irrigation
irrigation service,
service including sleeping-car
the Indian
of the
employees of
fare,
and a
when
a per
per diem not exceeding $3.50 in lieu of subsistence when
fare, and
actually
designated heademployed in the field and away from designated
actually employed
$17,750;
quarters,
quarters, $6,000; total, $17,750;
Tr
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In all,
irrigation on
Indian reservations,
$174,500, reimbursable
reimbursable
on Indian
reservations, $174,500,
In
all, for
for irrigation
as provided
in the
Act of
of August
August 1,
1, 1914
Statutes at
at
1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
as
provided in
the Act
Large,
of this
part of
this appropriation
appropriation
Provided, That
That no
no part
Large, page
page 582):
582): Provided,
shall
be expended
expended on
on any
irrigation system
reclamation project
project
any irrigation
system or
or reclamation
shall be
for
public funds
may be
be otherwise
Provided
for which
which public
funds are
are or
or may
otherwise available:
available: Provided
further,
amounts appropriated
for such
purposes
such purposes
further, That
That the
the foregoing
foregoing amounts
appropriated for
shall
be available
interchangeably in
of the
Secretary
shall be
available interchangeably
in the
the discretion
discretion of
the Secretary
of
the Interior
Interior for
for the
the necessary
expenditures for
of the
necessary expenditures
for damages
damages by
by floods
floods
and
unforeseen exigencies:
exigencies: Provided,
That the
the amount
amount
Provided, however,
however, That
and other
other unforeseen
so interchanged
shall not
exceed in
the aggregate
aggregate 10
10 per
not exceed
in the
per centum
centum
so
interchanged shall
of all
amounts so
so appropriated.
appropriated.
the amounts
of
all the

Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.
Vol. 38, p. 583.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Use restricted.
restricted.
Flood
Flood damages,
damages, etc.
etc.

Limitation..
Limitation_

SUPPRESSING LIQUOR
LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
SUPPRESSING
TRAFFIC.
among
For the
the suppression
suppression of
of the
the traffic
traffic in intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
liquors among
Indians, $35,000.
$35,000.
Indians,

Suppressing
Suppressing
traffic.

liquor
liquor

RELIEVING
DISTRESS, AND SO FORTH.
FORTH.
RELIEVING DISTRESS,
Relieving
Relieving

distress,
distress,

For the
destitute Indians
Indians not
otherwise provided
For
the relief
relief and
and care
care of
of destitute
not otherwise
provided preventing
preventing contagious.
contagious
diseases, etc.
treatment of
for, and for the
the prevention
prevention and treatment
of tuberculosis,
tuberculosis, trachoma,
trachoma, diseases,
infectious diseases,
diseases, including
smallpox, and other contagious
contagious and
and infectious
including
transportation
patients to and from
hospitals and
sanatoria, Provisos.
transportation of patients
from hospitals
and sanatoria,
Provisos.
treat$375,000: Provided
Provided .
further, That this appropriation may be used Use
$375,000:
further,
general treatUse for
for general
ment, etc.
also for general
general medical
medical and surgical
surgical treatment of Indians, including
including
the
general hospitals,
other
the maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of general
hospitals, where
where no other
funds are applicable or available
available for that
that purpose:
purpose: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, Allotment to specihospitals and sanaappropriation herein authorized
authorized there shall be fied
That out of the appropriation
toria.
available for the maintenance
maintenance of the sanatoria
sanatoria and hospitals
hospitals hereinafter
their
inafter named, and for incidental
incidental and all other expenses
expenses for their
proper conduct and management,
management, including pay of employees,
employees,
repairs, equipment, and improvements,
improvements, not to exceed
exceed the following
following
amounts: Blackfeet
Blackfeet Hospital,
$12,500; Carson
Hospital,
Hospital, Montana,
Montana, $12,500;
Carson Hospital,
Nevada, $10,000;
$10,000; Cheyenne
Cheyenne and
and Arapahoe
Arapahoe Hospital, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
$10,000; Choctaw and
Oklahoma, $35,000;
$35,000;
$10,000;
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Hospital,
Hospital, Oklahoma,
Idaho, $40,000;
$40,000; Laguna
Sanatorium, New
Fort Lapwai Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Idaho,
Laguna Sanatorium,
New
Mexico, $17,000;
$17,000; Mescalero
Mescalero Hospital, New Mexico, $10,000; Navajo
Navajo
Sanatorium,
Arizona, $10,000;
Sanatorium, Arizona,
$10,000; Pima Hospital,
Hospital, Arizona,
Arizona, $13,000;
$13,000;
Phoenix
Phoenix Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Arizona, $40,000; Spokane
WashSpokane Hospital, Wash$10,000; Sac and Fox Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Iowa,
ington, $10,000;
Iowa, $40,000,
$40,000, of which
which
sum $5,000 shall be immediately
immediately available; Turtle Mountain
Mountain Hospital,
North Dakota, $10,000;
$10,000; Winnebago
Winnebago Hospital,
Hospital, Nebraska,
Nebraska, $18,000;
$18,000;
Crow Creek Hospital, South
Dakota, $8,000;
$8,000; Hoopa
Hoops Valley
Valley Hospital,
Hospital,
South Dakota,
$10,000; Jicarilla
Jicarilla Hospital,
California, $10,000;
Hospital, New Mexico, $10,000; Truxton
Canyon camp hospital, Arizona, $10,000;
$10,000; Indian Oasis Hospital,
Arizona,
Arizona, $10,000.
$10,000.

SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF INDIAN SCHOOLS.

Schools.
Schools.

For
schools not otherwise
,s
otherwise etc8.uPP°rt
stpsrP o'off Ppupils,
of Indian day and industrial
industrial schools
For support
support of
industrial purposes in conprovided for, and other educational
educational and
and industrial
os
con- Provisos.
nection
nection therewith,
therewith, $1,700,000:
$1,700,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not to
to exceed
exceed $40,000
S40,000 Deaf and dumb,
of
this amount
amount may
may be
the support
support and
etc.
of this
be used
used for
for the
and education
education of
of deaf
deaf blind,
blindetc.
and
Indian children:
children: Provided,
and dumb or blind or
or mentally
mentally deficient
deficient Indian
Provided,
That all reservation
with an
an wrn
Bowung
reservation and nonreservation
nonreservation boarding schools, with
r
ini
xtuischoond
s
nca
l
lans
respec- ance
pupils, res
average
attendance of
and eighty
eighty pupils,
ance discontinued
discontinued.
forty-five and
less than
than forty-five
of less
average attendance
Hope School
for
tively, shall be discontinued on or before the beginning
beginning of the fscal
ffscalHope
School
for
attendance shall not Girls, excepted.
year 1922: Provided,
Provided, That this limitation as to attendance
excepted.
Springfield, South
apply to the Hope Indian
Indian School for Girls at Springfield,
Dakota, which school is hereby reestablished
Daiota,
reestablished and continued. The
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pupils
shall be
be transferred
transferred first, if possible,
discontinued shall
so discontinued
schools so
in schools
pupils in
to
Indian
day
schools
or
State
public
schools;
adjacent
second, to adjacent
schools;
public
State
to Indian day schools or
reservation
nonreservation boarding schools, to the limit of the
or nonreservation
reservation or
Day
Provided further, That all day schools with
capacity of said schools: Provided
dscon- capacity
Day schools
schools discontinued.
an average
attendance of
or
less than eight shall be discontinued on or
of less
average attendance
an
before
the
beginning
of
the
fiscal
year
1922:
And
provided
further,
further,
provided
And
1922:
year
fiscal
the
of
to before the beginning
retued to
Moneys returned
Moneys
That
appropriated for
for any
pursuant
discontinued pursuant
school discontinued
any school
the
moneys appropriated
all moneys
That all
the Treasury.
Treasury.
to
or for
immediately to the
returned immediately
be returned
shall be
cause shall
other cause
for other
Act or
this Act
to this
For tuition in public Treasury of the United States: Provided
further, That not more
of the United States: Provided further,
schoolstioninpubic Treasury
schools.
than $200,000
of the
herein appropriated
expended
appropriated may be expended
amount herein
the amount
$200,000 of
than
for the
the tuition
of Indian
Indian children
children enrolled
enrolled in
the public
public schools:
schools:
in the
tuition of
for
Not available forr spe.
shall be
provided further,
further, That
That no
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
no part
And provided
spe And
ctcscailablefo
cific
schools.
used
of Indian
day and
and industrial
industrial schools where
Indian day
support of
the support
for the
used for
specific
appropriation is
made.
is made.
specific appropriation
pupils.
of pupils,
Transfer of

School and agency
School and agency
buildings.

BUILDINGS.
INDIAN
INDIAN SCHOOL AND AGENCY BUILDINGS.

improvement of
purchase, repair, and improvement
lease, purchase
For construction, lease
of
of necessary
purchase
including
school
and
agency
buildings,
including
the
purchase
necessary
buildings,
agency
and
school
pai, sieet.
lands
and the
installation, repair,
repair, and improvement of heating,
the installation,
lands and
lighting
power, and
and sewerage
and water
connection
in connection
systems in
water systems
and
sewerage
power,
lighting,
Provisos.
therewith, $350,000:
$350,000: Provided,
appropriation shall
shall be
be
this appropriation
That this
Provided, That
con- therewith,
sing
Supervising
struction, etc.
payment of salaries and expenses of persons
for the
the payment
available
strction,etc.
available for
persons emrepair work of roads
ployed in
in the
the supervision
construction or repair
of construction
supervision of
ployed
and
bridges and
in the
the Indian
Service:
Indian Service:
buildings in
agency buildings
and agency
school and
on school
and on
and bridges
Heat and light to
Provided further,
That the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
authorized
of the
the Secretary
further, That
light t Provided
employees.
emlasd
quarters,
Indian Service,
to allow
allow employees
the Indian
Service, who are furnished quarters,
in the
employees in
to
without charge, such
necessary heat
heat and
for such
such
quarters without
such quarters
light for
and light
necessary
the fund chargeable
of the
out of
for out
be paid
heat and
to be
paid for
chargeable with the
light to
and light
heat
cost of heating and lighting other buildings at the same place:
Not included in corn cost of heating and lighting other buildings at the same place:
Notincludedincomexpended for agency purso expended
amount so
And
That the
the amount
further, That
pensation
provided further,
And provided
pensatio limit.
Vol. 37, p. 521.
amounts for compensamaximum amounts
poses
not be
included in
in the
the maximum
be included
shall not
poses shall
p. 521.
August 24, 1912.
Act of
tion of
employees prescribed
prescribed by
by section
section 1,
1, Act
of August
of employees
tion

Construction,
construction,
pairs, sites, etc.

re-

INDIAN
INDIAN SCHOOL
SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION.
TRANSPORTATION.

Transportation.
Transportation.
Collecting, etc., puetc., pa
pCollecting
ls•

Indian
from Indian
and from
to and
For
collection and
transportation of
of pupils
pupils to
and transportation
For collection
consent
pupils, with the consent
school pupils,
and public
public schools,
schools, and
for placing
placing school
and for
and
families qualiof their
their parents,
under the
care and
and control
white families
qualiof white
control of
the care
parents, under
of
fied to
give
them moral,
industrial, and
and educational
educational training,
training, $90,000:
$90,000:
industrial,
moral,
them
give
to
fied
.
Provisos.
for
of this sum may be used for
$5,000 of
exceeding $5,000
oy- Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not exceeding
employbtaining empl
Obtaining
ment.
and, when
when
obtaining remunerative
for Indian
ment.
obtaining
remunerative employment
employment for
Indian youths
youths and,
Repayment.
to
transportation and other expenses
necessary, for payment
Repayment.
necessary,
payment of transportation
expenses to
practiwhere practiThat where
their
places of
of employment:
further, That
Provided further,
employment: Provided
their places
cable the
the transportation
expenses of
pupils shall
shall be
be refunded
refunded
of pupils
and expenses
transportation and
cable
Alaskpupils.
Alaska
pupils.
from which paid. The
and shall
shall be
be returned
returned to
the appropriation
appropriation from
to the
and
also apply
provisions of
this section
section shall
shall also
apply to
to native Indian pupils
of this
provisions
Alaska.
from Alaska.
of school
school age
under twenty-one
years of
of age
age brought
brought from
twenty-one years
age under
of
Industrial
ndustrial work,
work, etc.
etc.
Timber
tion, etc.

INDUSTRIAL WORK AND
AND CARE
CARE OF
OF TIMBER.
INDUSTRIAL

timber on
and growing
For
the purposes
purposes of
living and
growing timber
on
preserving living
of preserving
For the
in the
Indians in
Indian reservations
allotments, and
to educate
educate Indians
and to
and allotments,
reservations and
Indian
Metro's.
Matrons.
proper care of forests; for the employment
persons as
employment of suitable persons
housekeeping and
women and girls housekeeping
matrons
Indian women
and other
teach Indian
to teach
matrons to
expenses of such matrons,
household
traveling expenses
matrons,
necessary traveling
for necessary
duties, for
household duties
and for
furnishing necessary
and renting
renti
supplies and
and supplies
equipments and
necessary equipments
for furnishing
ra experi-- and
Ag
Agricultural
expericonducting of experiete.
quarters for
for them
them where
necessary; for
for the
the conducting
where necessary;
quarters
,entg,
aments,et.
farms designed to test the possior agency
school or
ments on
agency farms
Indian school
on Indian
ments
bilities of
soil and
in the
cultivation of trees,
trees, grain,
grains, veg
vegethe cultivation
climate in
and climate
of soil
bilities

ti,

c.
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tables, cotton,
cotton, and
fruits, and
for the
the employment
practical meFarmers
Fnarmers and
and stookstocand for
employment of
of practical
tables,
and fruits,
farmers
stockmen, in
in addition
addition to
to the
the agency
agency and
and school
school farmers
farmers men.
farmers and
and stockmen,
now
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
of such farmers
farmers
now employed;
employed; for
for necessary
and stockmen
stockmen and
for furnishing
furnishing necessary
necessary equipment
equipment and
supplies
and
and for
and supplies
for them;
and for
superintending and
stock
for
them; and
for superintending
and directing
directing farming
farming and
and stock
raising.
among Indians,
Indians, $400,000,
$400,000, of
of which
which sum
sum not
not less
lees than
than $75,000
dmatrons.
raising among
Fieldmatrons.
$75,000 Fiel
shall
Provided, That moneReserv
r
ier8. shall be
be used for the employment
employment of
of field
field matrons:
matrons: Provided,
foregoing shall
shall not,
not, as
to timber,
timber, apply
to the
the Menominee
titil nunee
etc., eperexpedthe foregoing
as to
apply to
Menominee Indian
Indian tion.
etc
Reservation
in Wisconsin:
Provided further,
further, That
to exceed
mena.
Reservation in
Wisconsin: Provided
That not
not to
exceed ments.
appropriated shall be
$15,000 of the
the amount herein
herein appropriated
be used
used to conduct
conduct
experiments
Indian school
agency farms
possibilities
experiments on
on Indian
school or
or agency
farms to test the possibilities
of
soil and
and climate
climate in
cultivation of
vegetables,
of soil
in the
the cultivation
of trees,
trees, cotton,
cotton, grain,
grain, vegetables,
and fruits: Provided
Provided also, That the amounts
amounts paid to matrons, for- uimitnation.ee
iimP113
a
i
iil
ot affected br
bY
employees,
esters, farmers,
farmers, physicians, nurses,
nurses, and other
other hospital
hospital employees,
and stockmen
for in
in this
this Act
shall not
be included
included within
and
stockmen provided
provided for
Act shall
not be
within Vol37,
p..
521.
vol. 37, P
521.
compensation of
employees contained
contained
the limitations
limitations on
on salaries
salaries and compensation
of employees
24, 1912.
1912.
in the
the Act of
of August
August 24,

EXPENSES
EXPENSES INCIDENT
INCIDENT TO
TO PURCHASE
PURCHASE AND
AND TRANSPORTATRANSPORTA-

TION OF INDIAN SUPPLIES.

Supplies.

supplies,

transpor-

necessary to the purchase
tP r,
taSe,
s
For expenses necessary
purchase of goods and supplies for iation
etc. ' nspe'
the Indian
Indian Service, including
including inspection, pay of necessary
necessary employees,
employees,
and all other expenses
expenses connected
connected therewith,
including advertising,
therewith, including
storage, and
Indian goods
goods and
supplies, $370,000:
$370,000: Proviso.
storage,
and transportation
transportation of
of Indian
and supplies,
.
Provided,
That no
the sum
sum hereby
shall be
warehouses
be Three
Provided, That
no part of
of the
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall
Three
warehouses
warehouses in the only.
maintenance of to exceed three warehouses
used for the maintenance
Indian Service.
TELEGRAPHING AND TELEPHONING.
TELEPHONING.
TELEGRAPHING
For telegraph and telephone
telephone toll messages on business
business pertaining
pertaining telepjhonng
tei ePhonie
g•
to the Indian
Indian Service sent and received
received by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs
Washington, $7,000.
$7,000.
Affairs at Washington,
rel egr a

COURT COSTS.
COURT
COSTS.

ing

and

nd

Court costs.
Court
costs.
Legal expenses in

For witness fees and other legal expenses incurred
lotmeltess
t .etc.
incurred in suits insti- lotment
suits,
etc.
tuted in behalf of or against Indians involving the
the question
question of
of title
to lands allotted to them, or the right of possession
possession of personal
property held by them, and in hearings
hearings set by the United
United States
local land officers to determine
determine the rights of Indians to public
public lands,
Priso.
no part of
of this
appropriation shall
$600: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
this appropriation
be used
attorneys' fees.
Noovattorneys'
shall be
used in
in No
ees.
the payment of attorneys fees.
EXPENSES OF INDIAN
INDIAN COMMISSIONERS.
COMMISSIONERS.

$10,000.
Commissioners, $10,000.
the Board
Board of Indian
For
For expenses
expenses of the
Indian Commissioners,

Citizen Commission.

Citia

commissio

PAY OF INDLN
INDIAN POLICE.
Indian police.
For pay of Indian
Indian police, including chiefs of police at not to exceed In poike.
$50 per month each and privates at not to exceed
exceed $30 per month
month
each, to be employed
employed in maintaining
maintaining order, for purchase
purchase of equippolicemen at nonration
ments and supplies, and for rations for policemen
nonration agencies,
agencies,
$150,000.
$150,000.

PAY OF JUDGES OF INDIAN COURTS.
Judges,
For pay
pay of
of judges
of Indian
Indian courts
courts where
where tribal
tribal relations
relations now
now exist,
For
judges of
exist, courts.
ord.ges
$7,000.
$7,000.

Indian

Ind
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GENERAL
OF INDIAN
INDIAN SERVICE.
SERVICE.
EXPENSES OF
GENERAL EXPENSES
General
expenses,
special
ents
,etc .
expenses,
neial ag.

$2,000 per annum; for traveling
For
pay of
of special
traveling and
and
special agents, at $2,000
For pay
incidental
expenses of
of such
including sleeping-car
sleeping-car
agents, including
special agents,
such special
incidental expenses
$3.50
fare
exceed $
3.
50 in lieu of subsistence,
subsistence, in
in
a per diem of not to exceed
fare,'and a
the
discretion
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior,
actually emwhen
Interior,
the
of
Secretary
the
of
discretion
the
ployed
in the
to the
government;
of government;
seat of
the seat
ordered to
or ordered
field or
the field
duty in
on duty
loyed on
for
transportation
and
incidental
expenses
of
officers
and clerks
clerks of
and
officers
of
expenses
or transportation and incidental
the Office
Office of
of Indian
Indian Affairs
traveling on
on official
official duty; for pay
when traveling
Affairs when
the
necessary
of
not otherwise
provided for;
for; and for other necessary
otherwise provided
employees not
of employees
is
expenses
of
the
Indian
Service
for
which
no
other
appropriation
appropriation
other
no
which
for
Service
Indian
the
of
expenses
Provisos.
appropriation
Competency
CornThat $7,500
$7,500 of this appropriation
Provided, That
$125,000: Provided,
available, $125,000:
orn- available,
competency
mission
Five Civilied
Civilized shall
shall be
used for
the work
Commission
Competency Commission
of the Competency
work of
continuing the
for continuing
be used
mission Five
Tribes.
to
not to
Oklahoma: Provided,
Other
tribes,
to
Tribes of Oklahoma:
Provided, That not
Civilized Tribes
Five Civilized
the Five
to the
ther tribes.
expended
exceed
$15,000
of
the
amount
herein
appropriated
be
expended
may
appropriated
herein
exceed $15,000 of the amount
out of
applicable funds
funds in
the work
competency
determining the competency
work of determining
in the
of applicable
out
of
Indians on
Indian reservations
outside
of
the Five Civilized Tribes
of the
outside
reservations
Indian
on
Indians
of
B ookkeeping
maexceeding $3,000 of this
chine.
further, That not exceeding
Providedfurther,
Oklahoma: Provided
in Oklahoma:
m in
eookkeeping
a bookamount shall
the purchase
purchase of a
for the
available for
immediately available
be immediately
shall be
amount
the
supplies
and
kee
p
ing
machine
with
incidental
equipment
and
supplies
in the
equipment
keeping machine with incidental
Lawboo
Law books.
Payment
Office of
Indian Affairs:
further, That the Secretary
provided further,
And provided
Affairs: And
of Indian
author- Office
LPayent authorauthorized and directed to pay
ized.
of
the Treasury
be, and he is hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
of the
'dfor
certain
law
books
purchased
for
the
Office of Indian Affairs at
Office
the
for
purchased
books
law
certain
for
an expense
expense of
from the appropriation
appropriation for general expenses
$488.70, from
of $488.70,
an
of the
Indian Service
Service for
the fiscal
1921.
ending June 30, 1921.
year ending
fiscal year
for the
the Indian
of
INSPECTORS.
INDIAN
INDIAN SERVICE
SERVICE INSPECTORS.

Inspectors.
Inspctors.

For pay of six Indian Service inspectors, exclusive
exclusive of one chief inand actual travelannum
spector,
at
salaries
not
to
exceed
$2,500
per
annum
spector, at salaries not to exceed $2,500
ing
incidental expenses,
expenses, and
and not
exceed $3.50 per diem in lieu
not to exceed
and incidental
ing and
of
on duty
in the
the field away from
duty in
employed on
actually employed
when actually
subsistence when
of subsistence
$25,000.
home
or
designated
headquarters,
headquarters,
home or designated

Pay, etc.

Pay, etc.

DETERMINING
HEIRS.
DETERMINING HEIRS.
For the
purpose of
of deceased
deceased Indian allotheirs of
the heirs
determining the
of determining
the purpose
For
any
tees
having
any
right,
title,
or
interest
trust
or restricted
restricted propin
tees having any right, title, or interest
Secretary
erty,
under
regulations
prescribed
by
the
Secretary'
of the Interior,
the
by
prescribed
regulations
erty, under
Provisos.
reimbursable as
as provided
provided by
by existing
law: Provided,
Provided, That
That
existing law:
$100,000, reimbursable
of- $100,000,
n Indian OfClerks
lerks in
exceed
not to exceed
fice. fe.
use
hereby
the
Secretary
,
of
the
Interior
hereby
authorized
to
is
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
$30,000 for
for the
the employment
of additional clerks in the Indian Office
employment of
$30,000
deceased
in
connection
with
the
work
determining the heirs of deceased
of determining
work
the
in connection with
appropriated
$100,000
the
of
Indians,
and
examining
wills,
out
$100,000
appropriated
wills,
their
examining
and
Indians,
ibeseluded.
Tribes
excluded.
this paragraph
of this
herein: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
That the
paragraph shall
provisions of
the provisions
herein:
not apply
to the
the Osage
Indians nor
to the Five Civilized Tribes of
nor to
Osage Indians
apply to
not
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Industry among InINDUSTRY AMONG
AMONG INDIANS.
INDUSTRY
dians.
dinstr mog n-

Determining heirs oft
de easzalotheeh"
deceased
allottees.

o

Encouraging farmamong
For the
of encouraging
encuuraging industry and self-support
self-support among
purpose of
the purpose
For
etc., for
self-supforsei
ing,etct
port.
other
and
fruits,
of
the
Indians
and
to
aid.
them
m
the
culture
of
fruits,
grains,
other
culture
the
in
the Indians and to aid them
Part-

pas

Proritos.
Repayment.
epayment.

~""t t

necessary, which sum
crops,
or so much
much thereof as may be nece-ssary,
$100,000, or
crops, $100,000,
may
be used
used for
machinery, tools,
seeds, animals, machinery,
of seeds,
purchase of
the purchase
for the
may be
implements,
and
other
equipment
necessary,
in
the
discretion of the
in
necessary,
equipment
other
and
implements,
Secretary
the Interior,
enable Indians
to become
become self-supporting:
self-supporting:
Indians to
to enable
Interior, to
of the
Secretary of
expended under
Provided
That said
said sum
sum shall
shall be
under conditions
conditions to be
be expended
Provd, , That
prescribed
Interior for
repayment to the
for its repayment
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
prescribed by
furtt , That not
United
Providtdfurt.
before June 30, 1930: Provided
or before
on or
States on
United States
to exceed
exceed $20,000
$20,000 of
of the
the amount
amount herein
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
81;41 be exexto
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any one tribe
pended
on any
one reservation
reservation or
for the
of any
tribe of
benefit of
the benefit
or for
any one
ended on
Indians, and
and that
no part
part of
this appropriation
appropriation shall
be used
used for
for the
the
shall be
of this
that no
Indians,
herds.
purchase
purchase of tribal

Tribal herds excludexuded.

Triba herds

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

VEHICLES FOR
FOR INDIAN
INDTAN SERVICE.
SERVICE.
VEHICLES
That not
to exceed
of applicable
applicable appropriations
made
appropriations made
$200,000 of
exceed $200,000
not to
That
for the
herein
the Bureau
of Indian
Indian Affairs
shall be
be available
available for
Affairs shall
Bureau of
for the
herein for

Allowance for mainfor mainAllowance
tenance,
repairs,
etc.

t

, re

et

maintenance,
repair, and
and operation
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horseoperation of
maintenance, repair,
superintendents,
drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
for the use of superintendents,
vehicles for
drawn
farmers,
physicians, field
field matrons,
allotting irrigation,
irrigation, and other P
matrons, allotting,
farmers, physicians,
Provisos.
Purchases limited.
employees in
in the
Indian field
Provided, That
That not to exceed Purehaseslimited.
field service: Provided,
the Indian
employees
$15,000 may
may be
used in
in the
the purchase
purchase of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passengerpassengerbe used
$15,000
carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
and not
not to
exceed $40,000 for the purchase of
to exceed
carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles, and that such vehicles Motor vehicles from
motor-propelled
vehicles ~fn
shall be
be used
for official
service: Provided
Provided further
such wotor
further, That such
War Department.
official service:
only for
used only
shall
motor-propelled vehicles
shall be
purchased from the War
War Departbe purchased
vehicles shall
motor-propelled
ment, if
practicable.
if practicable.
ment,
SUPPRESSING
DISEASES AMONG
AMONG LIVE STOCK
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
SUPPRESSING CONTAGIOUS
OF
INDIANS.
OF INDIANS.

Live
Live stock
dians.
dian

of
of InIn-

Paying for
for destroyed
destroyed
Paying

aribruLls, etc.
dineasedaniresrmetc
hereafter diseased
may be hereafter
For
reimbursing Indians
Indians for
which may
stock which
live stock
for live
For reimbursing
contaother
or
destroyed
on
account
of
being
infected
with
dourine
dourine
with
infected
destroyed on account of being
gious
diseases, and
for expenses
expenses in
connection with the work of eradiin connection
and for
gious diseases,
cating and
expen.ded under such rules
be expended
to be
diseases, to
such diseases,
preventing such
and preventing
cating
and
regulations
as
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior may prescribe,
prescribe,
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
as
regulations
and
$20,000.
$20,000.

DEVELOPING WATER
INDIAN STOCK.
FOR INDIAN
WATER FOR
DEVELOPING
For
improving springs,
springs, drilling
drilling wells,
wells, and
otherwise developing and
and otherwise
For improving
purchase,
conserving water
water for
the use
Indian stock, including the purchase,
of Indian
use of
for the
conserving
construction, and
and installation
installation of pumping
machinery, tanks,
tanks troughs,
pumping machinery,
construction,
and other
other necessary
necessary equipment,
equipment, and for necessary investigations
investigations and
and
surveys, for
for the
available grazing range on
increasing the available
of in.creasing
purpose of
the purpose
surveys,
unallotted lands
lands on
Indian reservations,
reimbursed
$40,000, to be reimbursed
reservations, $40,000,
on Indian
unallotted
under such
rules and
and regulations
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may
may
the Secretary
as the
regulations as
such rules
under
prescribe:
Provided, That
exists on any
any Indian reserThat the necessity exists
prescribe: Provided,
vation
far as
the Indians
themselves are concerned.
concerned.
Indians themselves
as the
so far
vation so
ADVERTISEMENT
FOR SALE
OF INDIAN LANDS.
SALE OF
ADVERTISEMENT FOR

Water for live stock.

Water for livestock

Increasing
grazing
Increasing
ranges, by
developing,
by developing,
ranges,
etc., on reservations.
reservations.
etc.,

Proviso.
Provo.
Condition.
Condition.

Sales
of Indianlands.
Indianlands.
Sales of

Advertising
Advertising ex-

penses.
There is
is hereby
appropriated from
Treasury of the penses.
any fund in the Treasury
from any
hereby appropriated
There
United
States not
otherwise appropriated,
$6,000, or so much thereof
appropriated, $6,000,
not otherwise
United States
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
payment of
of newspaper
newspaper advertisements
advertisements of
the payment
for the
as
purchasers of
sales
of
Indian
lands,
reimbursable
from
payments
by purchasers
payments
from
reimbursable
lands,
Indian
of
sales
costs
of sale,
rules and
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the
and regulations
such rules
under such
sale, under
costs of
Interior may
may prescr;be.
Mineral lands on
on resprescribe.
Interior
Mineral
ervations.
appropriations ervations.
That
26 of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
Act making appropriations
"An Act
entitled "An
section 26
That section
amendAnte, p. 31,
31, amendfor
the current
expenses of the Bureau
Bureau of Indian ed.
contingent expenses
and contingent
current and
for the
Affairs,
for fulfilling
treaty stipulations
stipulations with various Indian tribes,
fulfilling treaty
Affairs, for
and for
for other
purposes, for
the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30, 1920,"
for the
other purposes,
and
approved
June
30,
1919
(Public,
Numbered
Congress),
Numbered 3, Sixty-sixth Congress),
(Public,
1919
30,
June
approved
be
follows:
be amended as follows:
Provisions extended
extended
Provisions
to magnesite,
mama:it% gypsum,
gypsum,
to
"
That wherever
the term 'metalliferous'
'metalliferous' is used in said section 26 etc.
wherever the
"That
construed by the
of the
above-entitled Act, it shall be defined and
and construed
the above-entitled
of
magnesite, gypsum, limestone,
Secretary of
of the Interior
include magnesite,
limestone, and
and
Interior to include
Secretary
asbestos."
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ra
Farming and ggrazFarming and
ing leases.
Permitted by rerestricted allottees.

'ernitted

strictedallottees.

Proviso.
FiveCivilited
Tribes
FiveCivilizedTribes
excluded.
excluded.

Cu. 119.
119.
CH.
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That the restricted
restricted allotment of any Indian may be leased for farm-

ing and grazing
purposes by the allottee
grazing purposes
allottee or his heirs, subject only to
th
approval of the superintendent
officer in charge of the
the approval
superintendent or other officer
reservation where
where the
under such
such rules
rules and regulations
reservation
the land
land is
is located, under
as
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
That this
this
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Provided, That

provision
provision shall
shall not apply to the Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes.
ARIZONA.
ARIZONA.

Arizona.
Arizona.
Support, etc., of Indians in. etc., f

Udianp'

-

Fort Mojave school.
School.
FortMojave

Phoenix School.

Phoenix School.

v

New buildings, etc.

Newbuildings, etc.

Truxton
scTxton
School.

Canyon

canyon

Gila Rliver
River Reservation.
tion.
Continuing
Continuing irrigairrigation system for Pima
ma
Indian lands.
Vol. 33, pp.. 1081.

oa

Resera-

indinslads.f
Vol. 33,

Szss.
SEss. III.
III.

P

i0I.

Repayment.

22.
v.37,
Vol. 37, p.
p. 522.
Colorado River ResCoodo River
ervation.
Extendingirrigation
Extendingirrigtion
system.
Vol. 36, p. 273.
273.

es-

vsol.36,

Papago Indian vilPapago Indian llages.
1
Water
supply for.
Vatersupply
or.

Navas
Navajos.

School facilities
Schoo
f~alties for.

Vol. 15, p. 669.
Vol.
15, p. 669.

pro.
Proviso.

Discretionary use.
use.
Discretionary
Navajos and Moquis.
NavajosandMoquis
Water
supply for, on
Watersupplyfor,on
reservations.

retion.

Ganado irrigation
irrigation
Ganado
pret.
Proiect •
Operating.
Operating.

San
Xar
Re
San Xavier
Reservation.
Pumping
plants on.
psatson.
P-ping

tio.

Sa Cos

rv-

San Caries Reservation.uti.

SEC. 2.
support and
of Indians
Arizona, includincludSEC.
2. For
For support
and civilization
civilization of
Indians in
in Arizona,
in
$190,000.
employees, $190,000.
ing pay of employees,
For
hundred Indian pupils at the
or support and education of two hundred
Indian school
school at Fort Mojave,
Mojave, Arizona,
superintendent,
Arizona, and for pay of superintendent,
general repairs
in all,
all, $50,100.
$46,300; for general
repairs and
and improvements
improvements, $3,800;
$3,800; in
$50,100.
For support and education of seven
hundred and fifty Indian
seven hundred
Indian
pupils at the Indian
Indian school
school at Phoenix,
Arizona, and for pay of
Phoenix, Arizona,
of
superintendent, $152,500;
repairs and improvements,
improvements,
$152,500; for general repairs
$12,500;
in all,
all, $165,000.
$12,500; in
For new buildings and additions
additions to and remodeling
remodeling of present
present
buildings
at the
Indian school,
school, Phoenix,
Phoenix, Arizona,
Arizona, $50,000.
$50,000.
buildings at
the Indian
For support and education
Indian
education of one kundred
hundred pupils at the Indian
school at Truxton
Truxton Canyon, Arizona,
Arizona, and for
superintendent,
for pay
pay of superintendent,
$25,000; for general
and improvements,
improvements, $5,000;
$5,000; in all,
general repairs
repairs and
all, $30,000.
For continni
continuing„0- the
the work of constructing
constructing the irrigation system
system for
for
the irrigation of
the
lands
of
the
of
Pima Indians
Indians in the vicinity- of
Pima
Sacaton,
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, within
the limit
Sacaton, on
on the
the Gila
Gila River
within the
limit of
of
cost fixed
cost
fixed by the Act of March 3, 1905 (Thirty-third Statutes
Statutes at Large,
Large,
page 1081),
1081), $5,000;
of the
the pumppage
$5,000; and
and for
for maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
pumpmg
plants and
canal systems,
all, $15,000,
$15,000, reimbursable
mg plants
and canal
systems, $10,000;
$10,000; in
in all,
reimbursable
2 of the Act of August 24, 1912 (Thirty-seventh
as provided
provided in section 2
Statutes
Large, page
page 522).
522).
at Large,
Statutes at
For continuing
continuing the
construction of
of the
the necessary
necessary canals
canals and
and
For
the construction
laterals for
for the
the utilization
laterals
utilization of water from the
the pumping plant on the
Colorado
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, as
Colorado River
River Indian
provided in
in the
the Act
of April
April 4,
4,
as provided
Act of
1910 (Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large, page
273), $50,000; and for
for
page 273),
operating the pumping
maintaining and operating
canals, and structures,
pumping plant, canals,
structures,
$36,000; in all, $86,000,
$86,000, reimbursable
reimbursable as provided
the aforesaid
Act.
provided in the
aforesaid Act.
For operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of pumping plants for distribution
of a
a water supply for Papago Indian villages
villages in southern
southern Arizona,
Arizona,
$20,000.
$20,000.
To enable the Secretary
Interior to carry
carry into effect the
the
Secretary of the Interior
provisions of the sixth article
article of the treaty of June 1,
1, 1868,
1868, between
between
the United States and the Navajo
Navajo Nation
Nation or Tribq
Tribe of Indians, proclaimed August 12, 1868,
1868, whereby
United States
agrees to
t
o provide
provid e
whereby the
the United
States agrees
school
children of the Navajo
Navajo Tribe of Indians,
for the children
school facilities for
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That the said Secretary
$100,000:
Secretary may expend
expend said funds,
in
discretion, in
enlarging day or industrial schools.
establishing or enlarging
in establishing
in his
his discretion,
For continuing the development
development of aawater supply for the
the Navajo
Navajo
Moqui Reservation,
and Hopi
Hopi Indians on the Afoqui
Reservation, and the Navajo,
Navajo, Pueblo
Pueblo
Bonito, San Juan
Juan, and Western
Navajo subdivisions
subdivisions of the Navajo
Western Navajo
Navajo
Reservation
Reservation in Arizona and New Mexico, $35,000, reimbursable
reimbursable out
out
of any
of said
said Indians
now or
of
any funds
Indians now
or hereafter
hereafter available.
available.
funds of
For operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of the Ganado
Ganado irrigation
irrigation project,
project,
reimbursable
under
such
rules and regulations
reimbursable under such rules
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior may
Interior
may prescribe,
prescribe, $3,500.
$3,500.
For operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of the pumping
pumping plants on the San
Xavier Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona,
Arizona, $10,000,
$10,000, reimbursable
reimbursable out of
any
funds of
of the
the Indians
Indians of
of this
this reservation
reservation now
or hereafter
hereafter available.
available.
any funds
now or
The Secretary of the
the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to withdraw
the sum of $14,000
from the Treasury
Treasury of the United States the
$14,000 of any
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tribal funds
funds on
deposit to
to the
the credit
of the
the Indians
Indians of
of the
the San
plan
t
s f
or
Ranitying
pumping
San Carlos
Carlos plants
Operating
credit of
on deposit
tribal
for irrigation,
fom tribalfunds.
Reservation
Arizona,. and to expend
same for all purposes
purposes from
funds. on,
the same
expend the
in Arizona,
Reservation in
necessary for
the operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of pumping plants and
for the
necessary
installation of additional pumping
pumping plants Proo.
roviso.
the drilling of wells and installation
for the
to
Reimbursement
That the
for the
the irrigation
irrigation of
on the
the said
said reservation:
reservation: Provided,
Provided, That
the ite
bursement to
of lands
lands on
for
sum so
so used
shall be
Indians benefited,
benefited, tribe.
the tribe by the Indians
be reimbursed
reimbursed to the
used shall
sum
under
such rules
regulations as
Interior may
may
Secretary of the Interior
as the Secretary
and regulations
rules and
under such
prescribe.
prescribe.
er
The
of the
the Interior
authorized to
withdraw vation.
voy
i
o
o
r.Apache Reserto withdraw
is hereby
hereby authorized
Interior is
Secretary of
The Secretary
from
the Treasury
Treasury of
States the
of $8,000
any tribal
tribal Rrn
tstructing P°w."
Reconstrtingpowof any
the sum
sum of
$8,000 of
of the
the United
United States
from the
funds
on deposit
to the
the credit
of the
the Indians
of the
Fort Apache
trarfuannc'ise, t:t.Lfrom
tnetc.
Apache bafunds,
the Fort
Indians of
credit of
deposit to
funds on
Reservation
be immediately
immediately available,
expend
to expend
available, and to
to be
m Arizona,
Arizona, to
Reservation m
sum of $7,500 of the funds approconnection with the sum
the same,
same, in connection
priated
Act for
Indian school
agency buildings, for comschool and
and agency
for Indian
in this
this Act
priated in
improvement of
pleting
reconstruction, repair, and improvement
of the power
power
pleting the reconstruction,
plant
and irrigation
irrigation system on the
Indian Reservation,
Apache Indian
the Fort
Fort Apache
plant and
(Forty-first Ante,
30, 1919 (Forty-first
the Act
provided for
Arizona, as provided
for in
in the
Act of
of June
June 30,
Ante, p.
p. 11.
11.
Statutes at
at Large,
page 11):
the tribal
funds so
Provisos.
so Provisos.
tribal funds
That the
Provided, That
11): Provided,
Large, page
Statutes
Reimbursement.
benefitedt.
expended
shall be
be reimbursed
the Indians
Indians benefited
by the
the tribe
tribe by
to the
reimbursed to
expended shall
under
rules and
and regulations
as may
be prescribed
the Secretary
Secretary
by the
prescribed by
may be
regulations as
under such
such rules
immediate.
of
the Interior:
Interior: And
provided further,
the sum
sum of
$7,500 of
of the
the lyavaiabtimmle
lymn
avalla
unb
t
lei.nlin
of $7,500
That the
further, That
And provided
of the
Ante., p.
p- 1228amount
appropriated in
this Act
Act for
school and
and agency
agency Ante.,
1228.
Indian school
for Indian
in this
amount appropriated
buildings
is hereby
hereby set
and reserved
purpose, and shall
for this
this purpose,
reserved for
apart and
set apart
buildings is
be immediately
immediately available.
Gila River
River ReservaReservaGila
For
continuing the
construction of
the necessary
necessary canals
canals and tion„
tion.
of the
the construction
For continuing
ftoi
lads
riVerater
River to
to the
structures
to carry
carry the
natural flow
the Gila
Gila River
the Indian
Indian river
rivDe
i
r
v
w
eaterg
s
tolaonw
flow of
of the
the natural
structures to
ds in
lands
in
waters
to
lands of
the Gila
Indian Reservation
Reservation and
and private
private Pirambunty.
Final
ReimCounty.
bursement.
and to
to public
public and
River Indian
of the
Gila River
lands
130.
lands in
in Pinal
as provided
provided in
in the
Vol. 39,
p.130.
39, p.
the Indian
Indian Vol.
reimbursable as
County, reimbursable
Pinal County,
lands
Appropriation Act
approved May
1916, $75,000,
$75,000, to
be immediately
immediately Pro.
Appropriation
Act approved
May 18,
18, 1916,
to be
of

P

rov iso

of
$50,000urch
not exceeding
That
however,
Provided,
available: Provided,
available:
appropriations
available
however,
for the
That
construction
not exceeding
of this $50,000
project may
of the
be sary
lands, etc.
of
a Purchase
appropriations available for the construction of this project may be rylands, etc

neces

rights of way, constructed
constructed or
or
m the purchase of such land, rights
used m
partly constructed
canals, and
deemed
properties deemed
physical properties
and other physical
constructed canals,
partly
in connection
necessary by the
Secretary of the Interior
connection with such
Interior m
the Secretary
necessary

prolect.
project.
For
an investigation
Secretary of the Interior of the conthe Secretary
investigation by the
For an
ditions with
the necessity
necessity of
of constructing
bridge across
across
constructing aabridge
to the
with respect
respect to
ditions
the
Colorado River
near Lees
Arizona, $500,
$500, or so much
much
Ferry, Arizona,
Lees Ferry,
at or
or near
River at
the Colorado
thereof
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for the
the purpose, and
the said Secretary
and the
as may
thereof as
is hereby
authorized and
directed to
to cause
surveys, plans,
plans, and
and reports
reports
is
hereby authorized
and directed
cause surveys,
said bridge,
to
be made,
made, together
with an
the cost
cost of
of said
bridge,
of the
limit of
an estimated
estimated limit
together with
to be
and to
submit same
to Congress
Congress as soon as possible, with his recomsame to
to submit
and
mendation as
as to
proportionate part
the cost of the construcpart of
of the
to what
what proportionate
mendation
tion of
bridge, if
if any,
paid by
United States, and if
by the United
be paid
any, shall be
said bridge,
tion
of said
authorized to
be reimbursed
reimbursed from the tribal funds of the
to be paid, to be
authorized
Navajo
Navajo Indians.
Indians.
The
Secretary of
hereby authorized
to sell
sell and
and
authorized to
is hereby
Interior is
the Interior
of the
The Secretary
convey at
of same at the time of sale the land and
the appraised
appraised value of
at the
convey
located in the
as United
United States Indian day school, located
known as
buildings known
southwestern part
of the
the city
city of
Tucson, to
district No.
No. 1,
1,
to school
school district
of Tucson,
part of
southwestern
Pima County,
County, Arizona,
for use
use as
Provided, That
That
school: Provided,
a public
public school:
as a
Arizona, for
Pima
therein at
Indian children
children residing
residing in
shin be
be received
at
received therein
district shall
that district
in that
Indian
with white
white children.
children.
times on
terms with
on equal
equal terms
all times
For
the approaches
approaches to
to the
the bridges
bridges over
over the
the Little
Little
of the
the completion
completion of
For the
Colorado and
the Leupp
Agency,
Leupp Indian
Indian Agency,
Rivers, near
near the
Canyon Diablo
Diablo Rivers,
Colorado
and Canyon
necessary, reimbursable
reimbursable
or so much thereof as may be necessary,
$5,000, or
Arizona, $5,000,
immediately
from the tribal funds of the Navajo Indians, to be immediately
available.
available.

Colorado
Colorado River.
River.
investidting
Investi gating neces-

'a
bridgutg, at
at
fridgg
esof
Lees
Etimt esft. t° be
Estimatesetc.,tobe

e— ""
submitted.
subm
itted. '

Tucson
School.
Tucson School.
too
Sale authorized
Sale
authorized t
Tucson
. for ppublic
u
school
sch
ool.
p
i.
proawo.
rov

o.

Admission oof Indian
hildoren
children.

edr

and
Colorado and
Little Colorado
Little
Canyon
Diablo Rivers.
Rivers.
canyon Diablo
bita
orvoear.ch es to
to
bridgeoahes
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CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA.

California.
California

California,
3. For support
SEC.
SEC. 3.
support and civilization
civilization of Indians
Indians in California,
including pay
of employees,
employees, $42,000.
including
pay of
$42,000.
California,
Lands for
homeless
homeless Indians
FFor the purchase
for homeless
Lands
purchase of lands for the
the homeless
Indians in California,
Indians.
said
occupancy of said
improvements thereon, for the use and occupancy
including
including improvements
Indians,
expended under such regulations
regulations
$10,000, said funds to be expended
Indians, $10,000,
Secretary of the Interior
and conditions
Interior may prescribe.
conditions as the Secretary
and
Sherman
education of seven hundred
For support and education
Institute.
Sherman Institute.
hundred and fifty
fifty Indian
Indian
pay
including
California,
pupils
at
the
Sherman
Institute,
Riverside,
California,
including
pay
Riverside,
pupils at the Sherman Institute,
improvements,
of superintendent,
$15,000;
superintendent, $152,600;
$152,600; for general
general repairs and improvements,
mprovements,
$15,000;
all, $167,600.
$167,600.
in all,
$15,000; in
Yuma allotments.
For reclamation
reclamation and
and maintenance
charge on
on Yuma allotments,
allotments,
maintenance charge
For
Irrigation charges
charges
advanced.
$88,485,
advanced.
$88,485, to be reimbursed
reimbursed from the sale of surplus
surplus lands
lands or from other
other
funds that
that may
may be
accordance with the provisions of the
in accordance
available, in
be available,
funds
Vol. 36, p. 1063.
at Large,
Act of March 3, 1911 (Thirty-sixth
ol. , p. 1063.
Act
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
page 1063).
1063 ).
Fort
Bidwell School.
at the
pupils at
education of one hundred
FortBidwellSchool.
For support
support and education
hundred Indian
Indian pupils
the
Fort Bidwell
California, including
including pay of superinIndian School, California,
Bidwell Indian
Fort
tendent,
improvements, $5,000;
$5,000;
repairs and improvements,
general repairs
$25,000; for general
tendent, $25,000;
in
all,
$30,000.
$30,000.
all,
in
Greenville School.
hundred Indian pupils at the
For support and education
education of one hundred
GreenvilleSchool.
superintendent,
pay of superintendent,
Greenville
Indian
School,
Colifornia,
including
including
California,
School,
Greenville Indian
$25,000; for
for general
general repairs
improvements, $5,000; in all, $30,000.
$30,000.
and improvements,
repairs and
$25,000;
Hoops Valley
Valley Resof aaroad from Hoopa to Weitchpec,
construction
the
continuing
For
ResHoopa
construction
Weitchpec,
ervation.
Valley
Road construction, on
ort the
the Hoopa I
alley Reservation, in Humboldt
Humboldt County, California,
Roaconstruction.
Reimbursement.
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior,
conformity with plans approved
in conformity
Reimbursement.
$10,000, to
to be
Indians of said
reimbursed out of any funds of the Indians
be reimbursed
$10,000,
reservation now
now or
Treasury
their credit in the Treasury
placed to their
or hereafter
hereafter placed
reservation
Vol. 40, p. 570.
Indian Appropriation
of
the United
United States, in accordance
accordance with the Indian
Appropriation Act
Act
of the
Vol. 40 p. 570.
571).
of May
May 25,
25, 1918
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes
Statutes at Large, pages 570 and 571).
of
Yuma Reservation.
For the
the improvement
and construction
construction of roads
roads and bridges
bridges on the
improvement and
For
and
uRods
Roads
and bridges.
bridges.
Repayment.
Yuma Indian Reservation
Repayment.
Reservation in California,
California, $10,000,
$10,000, reimbursable
reimbursable to
the
United States
States by the Indians
Indians having
having tribal
tribal rights on said
the United
reservation.
reservation.
FLORIDA.
Florida.
FLORIDA.

Support,
Inof Inetc., of
Support, etc.,
diruis
dians in.
in.

among the Seminole Indians in
Sze.
4. For
For relief
distress among
in
of distress
relief of
SEC. 4.
Florida and for purposes of their civilization
civilization and education,
education, $7,000,
$7,000,

Seminoles.
Seminoles.
Relief, etc., of.
of.

e

including the construction and equipment of necessary
necessary buildings.
including

IDAHO.

Idaho.

civilization of Indians on the Fort
support and
SEC.5.
Hall ReserSEC. 5. For support
and civilization
Fort Hall
Reservation in Idaho, including
etc., of In- Reservation
including pay of employees,
employees, $29,000.

Fort Hall ReservaFort
tion.
Support,
Support, etc., of Indians on.
Irrigation system.

dsrigon

Bannocks.
Fulfilling
treaty.
Fufingtreaty.
Vol.
15, p6.
p. 676.
Vol. 15,

6

Coeur d'
Alenes.
Fulfilling
treaty.
Fufiingtreaty.
Vol.
26,
p.
VL26,pioa>

IOWA.
IOWA.

Iowa.
Iowa.
Sae and
and Fox
Fox InInsac
dians.
Drainage
of lands of.
iageofandsof.
Proviso.
Payment for benefits
by laruinernars.

Proiso.

by Paow

maintenance, and operation of the Fort Hall
For improvement,
improvement, maintenance,
For
irrigation
system,
$50,000.
$50,000.
system,
irrigation
For
fulfilling treaty
treaty stipulations
with the
the Bannocks
Idaho: For
For
in Idaho:
Bannocks in
stipulations with
For fulfilling
pay
physician, teacher,
engineer, farmer, and
teacher, carpenter, miller, engineer,
pay of physician,
blacksmith
10, treaty
treaty-of
of July
July 3,
3, 1868),
$4,500.
1868), $4,500.
(article 10,
blacksmith (article
For
Coeur d'Alenes,
For pay of blacksmith, carIdaho: For
in Idaho:
d'Alenes, in
the Coeur
For the
agreepenter, and physician,
physician, and purchase
purchase of medicines
medicines (article
(article 11,
11, agreement
ratified
March
3,
1891),
$3,000.
1891),
3,
ment ratified March

f.

5 For the construction,
SEC.
SEC. 5a.
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of aa
drainage
system for lands of the Sac
Sac and Fox Indians in Iowa,
drainage system
$10,000, payable
from the
tribal funds
of such
such Indians:
Prowled,
Indians: Provided,
funds of
the tribal
payable from
$10,000,
That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
authorized to enter into agreeis authorized
the Interior
That the
ments,
make other
adjacent
arrangements, with owners of adjacent
suitable arrangements,
other suitable
or make
ments, or
lands benefited
benefited by
construction of
will
such drainage system as will
of such
the construction
by the
lands
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insure from
from such
such owners
payment, on
basis, of
of a
aproporproporper acre
acre basis,
on aa per
owners payment,
insure
tionate
part of
of the
operation, and
maintenance of said
said
and maintenance
the construction,
construction, operation,
tionate part
a.
drainage system.
drainage
Kansas.
KANSAS.
Kansas
KANSAS.
S
EC. 6.
For support
support and
and education
education of
and fifty
fifty
hundred and
of seven
seven hundred
6. For
SEC.
Indian pupils
pupils at
Indian school, Haskell
Haskell Institute, Lawrence,
Lawrence,
at the Indian
Indian
Kansas, and
of superintendent,
$152,600; for
general refor general
superintendent, $152,600;
pay of
for pay
and for
Kansas,
pairs and
$20,000; for new
heating and power plant,
new heating
improvements, $20,000;
and improvements,
pairs
$55,000; for
repairs and
and construction
construction of
drain, ditches, and dikes on
of drain,
for repairs
$55,000;
the Haskell
Haskell School
School farm,
farm, $18,000,
to be
immediately available
available and
and
be immediately
$18,000, to
the
$245,600.
to
remain available
available until expended;
expended; in all, $245,600.
to remain
MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.

Haskell Institute.

HastellInstitute.

Michigan.

Michigan.

SEC. 7.
7. For
and education
education of
of three
hundred and
and fifty
fifty scti:07.1
Pleasant
ScMo t Pleasant
three hundred
support and
For support
SEC.
Indian
Mount Pleasant, Michigan,
Michigan, and
and for
Indian school, Mount
at the
the Indian
Indian pupils at
general repairs
repairs and improve$80,750; for general
of superintendent,
superintendent, $80,750;
pay of
ments, $10,000; in all, $90,750.
MINNESO'rA.
MINNESOTA.

Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Pipestone School.

Indian pupils Pipestone School.
S
EC. 8.
For support
hundred Indian
two hundred
of two
and education
education of
support and
8. For
SEC.
at
at the Indian school, Pipestone, Minnesota, including pay of superintendent,
general repairs
8,000; for
for
$8,000;
and improvements
improvements,' $
repairs and
$46,650; for general
tendent, $46,650;
water
water supply, including laying of pipe line to connect with water
system of
of city
of Pipestone,
Pipestone, $8,000;
$62,650.
in all,
all, $62,650.
$8,000; in
city of
system
Chippewas of the
For
of a
or schools
schools for
for the
Chippewas of
of the
the Misschoosf.
Mis- MCipi,
the Chippewas
Mississippi, schools
for.
school or
a school
support of
For support
16, p. 720.
Vol. 16p.7).
1867), $4,000:
of March
3, treaty
sissippi in
in Minnesota
Minnesota (article
treaty- of
March 19, 1867),
$4,000: Vol.
(article 3,
sissippi
Proviao.
Provided,
appropriated shall be used
used Useretrcted.
hereby appropriated
part of
of the sum hereby
Provided, That no part
Use restricted.
except for
for school
school or schools
Mississippi Chippewas
Chippewas now in the
schools of the Mississippi
except
State of
Minnesota.
State
of Minnesota.
Red Lake Reserva
Reservation.
That the
the Secretary
authorized tion.
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
That
United States the sum of
to withdraw
withdraw from the Treasury
Treasury of the United
$10000,
so much
much thereof
thereof as
necessav, of the funds on debe necessary,
as may be
or so
$10,000, or
posit to
to the
Indians in the
Cluppewa Indians
Red Lake Band of Chippewa
of the Red
the credit of
posit
Roads and bridges,
ibaind brides
Minnesota, and to expend
State
of Minnesota,
expend the same in the construction of
of from
State of
from tribal funds.
State,
in
said
roads
and
bridges
on
the
Red
Lake
Indian
Reservation,
Reservation,
Indian
on
bridges
roads and
including the purchase
material, equipment,
equipment, and supplies, and the
purchase of material,
including
employment
em- Indian
India labor.
Provided, That Indian labor shall be ememployment of
of labor: Provided,
labor.
ployed
as far as practicable.
ployed as
neC
st
opa
i
n ewas
of MinO Menauthorized to withdraw
The
Secretary of
of the
Interior is authorized
withdraw from
from the
the npest
the Interior
The Secretary
Promoting civilizacviliz
Treasury of
United States,
in his
the sum
sum of
of $100,000,
$100,000, tion,iromotinRg
his discretion,
discretion, the
States, in
of the
the United
Treasury
etc., from tribal
r
or
so much
may be
be necessary,
sum on funds.
the principal
principal sum
of the
necessary, of
as may
thereof as
much thereof
or so
Vol. 25, p. 645.
deposit
the credit
credit of
Chippewa Indians
Indians in the State of MinMin- Vol 25 p 645
of the
the Chippewa
to the
deposit to
nesota,
January 14, 1889, entitled
arising under section 77of the Act of January
nesota, arising
Chippewa Indians
civilization of the Chippewa
Indians in the
"An Act for the relief and civilization
State of Minnesota,"
Minnesota," and to use the same for promotingcivilization
promoting civilization
State
and self-support
self-support among
among the
the said
said Indians
exclusively for
the purposes
and
Indians exclusively
for the
purposes Objects
Objects specified
specified.
following:
Not exceeding
exceeding $45,000
$45,000 of
this amount
amount may
may be
be expended
expended Agency
gency purposes.
purposes.
of this
following: Not
to public
Red Lake,
for
general agency
purposes at
the White
White Earth, Red
Lake, and Aid
at the
agency purposes
for general
iid to public
Leech
_Agencies; not
not exceeding
may be
be expended,
expended, schools.
$20,000 may
exceeding $20,000
Lake Agencies;
Leech Lake
under
Secretary of the Interior, in aiding
aidi gin the
direction of the Secretary
under the direction
maintenance of additional public
construction,
construction, equipment, and maintenance
schools
in connection
control of, the public-school
public-school
connection with, and under the control
schools in
schoo -buildings to
system
additional school
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, said additional
the State of
of the
system of
be
places contiguous
Indian children who
who are now withcontiguous to Indian
be located
located at places
facilities, said amount
immediately Aiding indigent Inout proper
proper public-school
public-school facilities,
amount to be immediately
dians.
available;
not exceeding
exceeding $15,000
$15,000 may
be expended
expended in
in aiding
aiding indigent
indigent dai
Ins t
Imay be
avai
able; not
Condirinns.
.
Chippewa
the condition
condition that
funds used
support citions'
used in support
any funds
that any
upon the
Indians upon
Chippewa Indians
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of
member of
of the
the tribe
tribe shall
shall be
reimbursed out
out of and become aa
be reimbursed
a member
of a
lien
against
any
individual
property
of
which
such
member may now
such
which
of
property
individual
lien against any
or
hereafter become
seized or
or possessed,
and the
Secretary of
of the
the Inthe Secretary
possessed, and
become seized
or hereafter
terior
annually transmit
transmit to
to Congress
Congress at
at the
the commencement
commencement of
shall annually
terior shall
each regular
regular session
complete and
and detailed
detailed statement
statement of
of such
such
session aa complete
each
expenditures,
two preceding
precedin requirements
not to apply
apply to any
requirements not
the two
expenditures, the
old,
infirm or
indigent Indian,
Indian, in
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the discretion
m the
or indigent
old, infirm
the support
for the
the
Interior; not
exceeding $20,000
may be
be expended
expended for
support
$20,000 may
not exceeding
Indian
hospitals.
the Interior;
Indian hospitals,
of
the
Indian
hospitals
at
Fond
du
Lac,
White
Earth
and
Red
Lake,
Lake,
Red
and
Earth
White
of the Indian hospitals at Fond du Lac,
Proviso.
Minnesota:
Provided,
That
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
is
authorized,
authorized,
is
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
That
Provided,
Transfer
of
unused
Transfer of unused Minnesota:
Indian hospitals
as practicable,
the proper
proper authorities
authorities of the
to the
over to
turn over
to turn
practicable, to
soon as
as soon
to as
Indian hospitals to
Minnesota.
State
of Minnesota
all hospital
equipment now or prehospital plants and equipment
Minnesota all
State of
viously used
used in
in connection
connection with
the Chippewa
service the
the use
use
Indian service
Chippewa Indian
with the
viously
with
connection
of
which
is,
or
may
hereafter
become,
unnecessary
connection
in
unnecessary
become,
hereafter
may
or
is,
of which
said State first giving satisfactory
said
service, conditioned
conditioned upon
satisfactory
upon said
Conditions.
said service,
conditions.
assurance
that
said
property
will
at all
all times
times be
maintained and used
be maintained
assurance that said property will at
by
for public
public purposes
that the
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians shall
shall
and that
purposes and
State for
said State
by said
at
admitted to all State institutions upon the same terms
be admitted
times be
all times
at all
as citizens
citizens of
said State.
of said
as
authorized to withdraw
That the
the Interior
Interior is
withdraw
is hereby
hereby authorized
Itasca Count
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
That
y
oun t y
c
Itasca
schools.
schools.
from
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States,
in
his
discretion,
the
sum of
of
sum
the
discretion,
his
in
States,
United
the
of
Treasury
Payment
for
tuition from the
ment
fortuition
SPa
of Chippewa children $5,200, or so much thereof as may be
principal
the
from
necessary,
be
necessary,
from
principal
may
as
thereof
much
so
or
$5,200,
of
fCpewtiaachlden
in, from tribal funds.
sum
deposit to
Chippewa Indians in the State
the Chippewa
of the
credit of
the credit
to the
on deposit
sum on
Vol. 25, p. 645.
of Minnesota,
under section
section 7
the Act of January
January 14, 1889,
1889,
7 of
of the
arising under
Minnesota, arising
of
, p. 645.
and to
to use
the same
payment to school district
district numbered
numbered six,
for payment
same for
use the
and
Itasca County,
Minnesota, for
Chippewa Indian children
children
tuition of Chippewa
for tuition
County, Minnesota,
Itasca
attending
school in
district during
during the
the fiscal year
year commencing
commencing
said district
in said.
attending school
with the
ended June
1914, and ending
ending June 30, 1920, inclusive.
inclusive.
June 30, 1914,
year ended
the year
with
MISSISSIPPI.
MISSISSIPPI.

Mississippi.
Full-blood
Full-blood
taws.
Relief of.

ChocChoc-

taReiefof.

For the
SEC. 9.
9. For
the relief
relief of distress
distress among the full-blood Choctaw
Choctaw
SEC.
pay of one special agent, who
Indians of
the pay
who
including the
Mississippi, including
of Mississippi,
Indians

shall be
be a
physician, one
farmer, and
and one
one field
matron, and other
field matron,
one farmer,
a physician,
shall
education by
necessary administration
$10,000; for their education
by
administration expenses, $10,000;
necessary
establishing, equipping,
equipping, and
and maintaining
maintaining day schools, including
including the
establishing,
necessary buildings, and
purchase of
construction of necessary
the construction
and the
land and
of land
purchase
Lands, etc.
their equipment,
purchase of lands, including imequipment, $25,000; for the purchase
Lands, etc.
family,
provements
not exceeding
exceeding eighty acres for
for any
any one family,
thereon, not
provements thereon,
for
the use
use and
and occupancy
occupancy of
of said
expended under
under
Indians, to be expended
said Indians,
for the
conditions
to be
be prescribed
Interior, for its
Secretary of the Interior,
prescribed by the Secretary
conditions to
repayment to
United States
under such rules and regulations as
as
States under
the United
to the
repayment
w
g g indus- he may direct, $5,000;
$5,000; for
for the purpose of encouraging
encouraging industry
industry and
Encouraging

Schools.

chools

En

ara in

try, etc.

Indus-

ryetc.

Repayment.
Repayment.

Montana.
Montana.
Support, etc., of
Support,
of In-

Indians and
said Indians
self-support among
and to aid them in building
building homes,
among said
self-support

in
the culture
culture of
cotton, and other
other crops, $10,000;
$10,000;
grains, cotton,
fruits, grains,
of fruits,
in the
purchase of seed, animals,
which sum
animals, machinery,
machinery,
sum may be used for the purchase
which
tools,
implements, and
other equipment
necessary, in the discretion
discretion
equipment necessary,
and other
tools, implements,
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior, to enable said Indians to become
of the
self-supporting,
under conditions
conditions to be prescribed
prescribed by
expended under
be expended
to be
self-supporting, to
United States
repayment to the United
the
said Secretary
Secretary for its repayment
States on or before
before
the said
June
30, 1925;
1925; in
$50,000.
all, $50,000.
in all,
June 30,

MONTANA.
MONTANA.

Belknap
Indians at Fort Belknap
S
EC. 10.
civilization of the Indians
and civilization
support and
For support
10. For
SEC.
I
eians.B
Fort
Belknap
cy, Montana,
Montana, including
employees, $20,000.
$20,000.
of employees,
pay of
including pay
Belknap Agency,
Agency.
At
Flathead
Monsu port and
and civilization
civilization of
of Indians
Indians at
at Flathead
Flathead Agency,
Agency, Monorrsupport
gcy.
atead Agency.
tana, including
including pay
employees, $20,000.
$20,000.
of employees,
pay of
tana,
Agency.
MonAgency, MtFor support
civilization of Indians
Indians at Fort Peck Agency,
support and civilization
A
PkFor
rTort Peck
tana,includingpayof
employees,
$30,000.
830,000.
of
employees,
pay
tana, including

dians.
dt
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Blackfeet Agency, Monat Blackfeet
of Indians
Indians at
For support
civilization of
and civilization
support and
For

1237
1237
Blackfeet Agency.

Blackfeet Agency.

tana,
including pay
pay of
$65,000, of
$15,000 shall
of which sum $15,000
of employees,
employees, $65,000,
tana, including
be immediately
immediately available.
available.
be
For
maintenance and
and operation,
operation, including
including repairs, of the irrigation eratBen
Fort
a Reservation
ionBelknap
i
For maintenance
gation
system.
system.
Irrigation
Reservation, in Montana, $30,000,
$30,000, reim- Irri
Vol. 36, p. 277.
systems on the Fort Belknap Reservation,
bursable in
accordance with
with the
of the
the Act
Act of
4, 1910.
1910.
3
77
of April
April 4,
provisions of
the provisions
in accordance
bursable
Crows.
Crows.
For
treaties with
Montana: For
pay of
of physician,
treaty.
For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
with Crows,
Crows, Montana:
For pay
physician, Fulfilling
Fulfiling treaty.
Vol. 15,
15, p.
p. 652.
652.
farmer, and black- Vol.
$1,200; and
and for
for pay
pay of
carpenter, miller,
engineer, farmer,
miller, engineer,
of carpenter,
$1,200;
smith (article
(article 10,
10, treaty
second
$2,580; for pay of second
1868), $2,580;
treaty of May 7, 1868),
smith
blacksmith (article
treaty), $720;
$720; in
in all, $4,500.
same treaty),
(article 8, same
blacksmith
For
civilization of
Northern Cheyennes
Cheyennes and
Northern
Cheyennes
and and
andortrapanhCoeennes
the Northern
of the
and civilization
subsistence and
For subsistence
Arapahoes.
Arapahoes (agreement
the Sioux
Sioux Indians,
Indians, approved
etc.
Subsistence,etc.
February Subsistence,
approved February
with the
(agreement with
Arapahoes
28, 1877),
1877), including
from Pine
Pine Ridge
Ridge Vol.19,
Vol. 13, p.256.
p. 256.
removed from
Northern Cheyennes
Cheyennes removed
including Northern
28,
Agency
to Tongue
and for
for pay
pay of
two physician,
e
Physician etc.
of physician,
physician, two
Montana, and
River, Montana,
Tongue River,
Agency to
teachers, two
two carpenters,
carpenters, one
one miller,
two farmers,
blacksmith, and
Vo 15, p. 658.
and Vol.
farmers, aablacksmith,
miller, two
teachers,
engineer (article
(article 7,
of May
engineer
7, treaty
treaty of
May 10,
10, 1868),
1868), $75,000.
$75,000.
Rocky Boy Ban
Rocky
Band of
of
Cippewas, etc.
For
the support
of the
the Rocky
Boy Band
of Chip- Chippewas,
Band of
Rocky Boy
civilization of
and civilization
support and
For the
Support, etc.
pewas,
ent and
and homeless
homeless Indians
the State
State of
of MonMon- Spport, etc.
Indians in
in the
indigent
and other
other indi
pewas, and
tana, including
includmg pay
pay o
employees, $7,000.
tana,
of employees,
$7,000.
Irrigtion
Irrigation systems.
systems.
For continuing
maintenance, and
operation of
the nFathead
Flathead
ReserveReservaof the
and operation
construction, maintenance,
continuing construction,
For
irrigation
systems on
on the
the Flathead
Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation,
Montana, tionSon.
in Montana,
Reservation, in
irrigation systems
$200,000
available and to remain
be immediately
immediately available
(reimbursable), to be
$200,000 (reimbursable),
available
until expended.
available until
expended.
Fort Pe Reservaoperation of
of the
tioFn
o
.
rt Peck ReserveFor
the tion.
systems on the
irrigation systems
the irrigation
and operation
For maintenance
maintenance and
Fort Peck
Peck Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in
(reimbursable).
$20,000 (reimbursable).
in Montana,
Montana, $20,000
Fort
e rv
For continuing
maintenance, and
operation of
of the
tio
B
nlackfeet
Reservese aR
the tiBlackeet
and operation
construction, maintenance,
continuing construction,
For
irrigation systems
on the
the Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indian
Reservation, in
in Montana,
Montana,
Indian Reservation,
systems on
irrigation
$30,000
(reimbursable).
$30,000 (reimbursable).
The
sum of
of $200,000
any tribal
to the
the credit
of Cow
Crow Reservation.
Reervation.
credit of
funds on
on deposit
deposit to
of any
tribal funds
$200,000 of
The sum
the
Crow Indians
Indians in
in the
the State
State of
Montana, is
is hereby
syi
s=vifrom
gfigtriba
:rral
l
for systems
appropriated for
hereby appropriated
of Montana,
the Crow
improvement, maintenance,
and operation
funds.'
irrigation systems
systems on funds
of the
the irrigation
operation of
maintenance, and
improvement,
the
Reservation, Montana,
assessments
maintenance assessments
mcluding maintenance
Montana, mcluding
the Crow
Crow Reservation,
payable
Water Users
Users Association, and including
Leggings Water
the Two
Two Leggings
payable to
to the
the
Bozeman trail
the Bozeman
constructing the
cost of
of constructing
of the
the cost
part of
the proportionate
proportionate part
ditch on
Reservation, Montana,
assessable against
against
properly assessable
Montana, properly
Crow Reservation,
on the
the Crow
ditch
lands allotted
the Indians
said sum, or
or such Reimbursement to
thereunder, said
irrigable thereunder,
to the
Indians irrigable
lands
allotted to
part
thereof as
may be
be used
used for
be reimbursed
reimbursed tribe.
trisbes e ur s emn to
to be
indicated, to
purpose indicated,
for the
the purpose
as may
part thereof
to the
such rules
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
and regulations
regulations as
rules and
tribe under
under such
to
the tribe
Allotment.
the Secretary
the Interior.
appropriation of
$200,000 the
the Allotment.
of $200,000
Of said
said appropriation
Interior. Of
of the
the
Secretary of
sum
$150,000 shall
available for
for construction
construction of aadiversion dam
be available
shall be
sum of
of $150,000
on
Horn River,
and $50,000
$50,000 for
and operation
operation
for maintenance
maintenance and
River, and
on the
the Big
Big Horn
of
systems.
irrigation systems.
of said
said irrigation
Bitter R
n rt
ofVa
er
aeL s
For the
the purpose
purpose of
of enabling
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
to settle
settle payment of claims
For
enabling the
of the
Interior to
e
ila
l
l
li3
lead Indians
Indians
of
Fathead
Government to
States Government
United States
all unpaid claims against
against the United
to funds
funds for
of
for sales
sales of
patented
of patented
derived
from sale
of patented
in.
lands
in the
the Bitter
Bitter Root Valley, and
lands in
Indian lands
patented Indian
sale of
derived from
Vol.
25,
.
871.
p
ol
.25, p. 87.
Montana, under
the provisions
of the
the Act
2, 1889
1889 (Twenty(Twentyof March
March 2,
Act of
provisions of
under the
Montana,
fifth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large page
871), entitled
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
entitled "An
page 871),
fifth
the
the Flathead
Flathead Band
members of the
certain members
patented to certain
sale of
of lands
lands patented
the sale
$1,124.67,
other purposes,"
purposes," $1,124.67,
Indians in
in Montana Territory, and for other
of Indians
the
same to
be immediately
available.
111vMrfeet
Re
va,
the same
to be
immediately available.
Blackeet
Reserva
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
authorized tion.
Son.
he is
is hereby, authorized
and he
Secretary of
That
and directed
directed to
to issue
issue patent
school district
nine of
Patent
to
Browning
toBrowning
of school
Patent
numbered nine
district numbered
to school
patent to
and
block
district of block
in former.
block thirty-five
for block
Glacier
County Montana,
thirty-five in
in Browning
Browning town site in
Montana, for
Glacier County,
upon filing its applicaapplicaReservation, upon
Blackfeet Indian Reservation,
the former Blackfeet
in the
io.
maintained for public school Provso
used and
and maintained
block to be used
tion therefor, said block
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
That Indian
Indian children
all times
times be
be reAdmission of Indian
re- Admissionofndian
shall at
at all
children shall
purposes:
caved in the school maintained
thirty-five for public pupils
PuPils'
maintained on said block thirty-five
ceived
school
on equal
terms with
Ye
n
white children.
children.
with white
equal terms
school purposes
purposes on
of that portion of the highway from Yellow- stonegto
For
the construction
construction of
stone to acierYerark.
Y gg:For the
construction.
Blackfeet Construction.
stone
National Park
to Glacier
Glacier National
Park within
within the Blackfeet
National Park
Park to
stone National
Montana, $25,000, or so much thereof as may
may be
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Montana,
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necessary, and
and reimbursable
reimbursable from
from any
any fund
fund of
of said
Blackfeet Tribe
said Blackfeet
necessary,
that
may
be
now
or
hereafter
placed
in
the
Treasury
of the
the United
United
of
Treasury
the
in
placed
hereafter
or
now
be
that may
States
States to their credit.
NEBRASKA.
NEBRASKA.

Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Genoa School.
chool
Genoa

Nevada.
Nevada.

Indian
four hundred
education of
SEC. 11. For support and
SEc.
and education
of four
hundred Indian
of
pay
pupils
at
the
Indian
school
at
Genoa,
Nebraska,
including
of
including
Nebraska,
pupils at the Indian school at Genoa,
superintendent,
$82,000;
for
general
repairs
and
improvements,
improvements,
and
repairs
general
for
$82,000;
superintendent,
$10,000;
in all,
$92,000.
all, $92,000.
$10,000; in
NEVADA.
NEVADA.

in Nevada,
civilization of
and civilization
support and
12. For
SEC. 12.
SEc.
For support
of Indians
Indians in
Nevada,
$18,500.
including
pay
employees,
$18,500.
employees,
of
pay
including
hundred Indian pupils at the
Carson
For support
support and education
education of four hundred
For
chool.
city School.
Carson City
Indian
school
at
Carson
City,
Nevada,
including pay
superintendpay of superintendIndian school at Carson City, Nevada, including
ent,
for general
general repairs
repairs and
improvements, $12,000;
$12,000; for imimand improvements,
$82,000; for
ent, $82,000;
$5,000;
provement of
supply and irrigation system, $5,000;
water supply
domestic water
of domestic
provement
in
$99,000.
all, $99,000.
m all,
Pyramid Lake
Resof the
and maintenance
operation, and
Lake RBe
rynmid
ervation.
For improvements, operation
maintenance of
the irrigation
irrigation
Nevada,
Operating
irrigation
s
y
stem
on
the
Pyramid
Lake
Reservation,
Nevada,
$3,000, reimReservation,
Lake
Pyramid
Operating irrigation system on the
system.
bursable
any funds
funds of
of the
Indians of
reservation now or
of this reservation
the Indians
from any
bursable from
system.
s River
Moapa
River ReeReser- hereafter
hereafter available.
vation.
For
improvement, operation
maintenance of the irrigation
irrigation
operation, and maintenance
For improvement,
vation.
Nevada, $3,500, reimReservation, Nevada,
Operating irrigation
River Reservation,
Moapa River
the Moapa
system on the
irrigation system
Operating
system.
reservation now or
any funds
bursable
funds of the Indians
Indians of this reservation
or
from any
bursable from
sstem.
hereafter
available.
available.
hereafter
.
uckCarson
Truckee-Carson irrimaintenance charges on lands allotted to
gation project.
For
reclamation and maintenance
For reclamation
r
gationproject.
Truckee-Carson project, Nevada, $8,000,
within the
°n Paiute
Indians within
the Truckee-Carson
$8,000,
Paiute Indians
charges on
Payin
Privagulotineifte: reimbursable from any funds
hereafter
the Indians
of the
funds
of
Indians now or hereafter
any
from
reimbursable
available.
available.
New
Mexico.
New Mexico.
NEW MEXTCO.
MEXICO.
NEW

Support, etc., of Indians in.

Suport, etc., of In-

3 For
For support
support and
and civilization
3.
SEC 13.
SEC.
civilization of Indians
Indians in New
New Mexico,
Mexico,
including
pay of
of employees,
employees, $140,000.
including pay
at the
pupils at
support and education
For support
chooL
Albuquerque
education of five hundred Indian
Indian pupils
the
Albuquerque SchooL
Indian sc
ool at
Mexico,. and for pay of superAlbuquerque, New Mexico,
at Albuquerque,
school
Indian
intendent, $102,400;
$102,400; for
improvements, $10,000;
$10,000;
repairs and improvements,
general repairs
for general
intendent,
to
$8,000,
for
enlarging
and
improving
sewer
system,
to be immediately
immediately
system,
sewer
improving
and
for enlarging
available and
and the
amount of
of $7,000
$7,000 heretofore
appropriated for this
tins
heretofore appropriated
the amount
available,
$120,400.
all,
Santa Fe School.
purnose
shall
be
available
until
expended;
in
all,
$120,400.
in
expended;
until
available
be
shall
purpose
School
Fe
anta
the
or support
four hundred
Indian pupils at the
hundred Indian
of four
education of
and education
or
support and
Indian
school at
Santa Fe,
Fe, New Mexico, and
and for pay of superintendent,
supermtendent,
at Santa
Indian school
$82,400;
for general
general repairs
and improvements,
improvements, $8,000; for water
water
repairs and
$82,400; for
supply,
$3,000;
in
all,
$93,400.
all,
in
$3,000;
supply,
Pueblo.
LAuna
Laguna Pueblo.
Yor
reconstruction and
and for
for operation
operation and
and maintemaintethe reconstruction
Irrigation
system for.
continuing the
or continuing
Irrigatonsystemfor.
nance
irrigation system
New Mexico,
Mexico,
Laguna Indians in New
the Laguna
for the
system for
the irrigation
of the
nance of
$8,000, reimbursable
by the
the Indians
Indians benefited,
under such rules and
and
benefited, under
reimbursable by
$8,000,
reilations
as
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
may
prescribe.
prescribe.
may
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
as
dregulations
Indi
Pbl
Pueblo Indian land.
Sinking wells,
wells, etc.,
or continuing
continuing the
the sinking
sinking of
of wells
wells on Pueblo
Pueblo Indian land, New
or
etc.,
Sinking
domestic and stock purposes,
to provide
for domestic
domestic water
water Mexico,
Mexico, to
provide water
water for domestic
purposes and for
for
suPPlY onstructures
necessary
other
and
lines,
pipe
building
t
ank, troughs,
troughs, pipe lines,
necessary s
tructures
building tanks,
supply o
for
utilization of
such water,
$15,000.
water, $15,000.
of such
the utilization
for the
road and
Mese
aler°
Reservacontinai a road
and bridge construction on the Mescalero
Mescalero
For continuing
-esa-For
Mescaiero
tion.
Road
and
bridge
Indian
Reservation,
in
New
Mexico, including
including the purchase of matemate..
Road and bridge Indian Reservation, in New Mexico,
construction.
supplies; the employment
rial,
rial equipment,
equipment, and supplies;
employment of labor;
labor; and the cost
east
eostruction.
Rehnbursement.
plans, and estimates,
of surveys,
surveys, plans,
of
estimates, if necessary,
necessary, $15,000, to be
be reimreimmbuement.
bursed
from any
funds of
Indians of
said reservation
reservation now
now or
or
of said
the Indians
of the
any funds
bursed from
Proviso.
hereafter on
United States: Proided
Provided
Treasury of the United
i the Treasury
deposit in
on deposit
hereafter
Indian
abr.
-- labor.
practicable.
That
Atilt be employed
employed as far as practicable.
Indin labor shall
That Indian

diprt'
dia
sn
u M o.
rt,

netc.,
etc " of
onn-
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Grande Vaulev.
Valley.
Rio nraode
To
for the
the drainage
drainage Drainage
Peblo
aofPueblo
Dradjnae of
provide for
to provide
Interior to
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
To enable
enable the
Indian
lands
in.
of Pueblo
Indian land
land in
in the
Rio Grande
Mexico, m
in Indianlands in.
New Mexico,
Valley, New
Grande Valley,
the Rio
Pueblo Indian
of
connection with
with operations
the drainage
of lands
white ownerowner- Condition.
Condition.
lands in
in white
drainage of
for the
operations for
connection
Ante, p.
p. 42.
423.
of the Ante,
13 of
section 13
ship, in
accordance with
with the
the provision
contained in
in section
provision contained
in accordance
ship,
Act
February 14,
1920 (Forty-first
Statutes at
at Large,
page
Large, page
(Forty-first Statutes
14, 1920
approved February
Act approved
423), $5,000,
$5,000, reimbursable
in accordance
accordance with such rules and regulareimbursable in
423),
tions
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
prescribe.
Navajo
Navajo Reservation.
Reservation.
may prescribe.
Interior may
as the
tions as
Operating Hogback
iogback
For improvement,
of the
Hogback irrigation
Operating
the Hogback
maintenance of
and maintenance
operation, and
improvement, operation,
For
system on.
systemon.
irrigation
New
in
irrigation
project
on
that
past
of
the
Navajo
Reservation
New
Reservation
Navajo
the
of
part
that
on
project
irrigation
Mexico under
under the
jurisdiction of
the San
Indian School, $8,000,
Juan Indian
San Juan
of the
the jurisdiction
Mexico
reimbursable
under
such
rules
and
regulations
as
the
Secretary of the
the Secretary
as
regulations
and
rules
such
reimbursable under
Rio Grande.
Interior
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Rio
Grande.
Interior may
Repairing bridges at
bridges at
For painting
painting and
steel bridges
bridges across the
the Rio Grande Repairing
the steel
repairing the
and repairing
For
at Isleta
Isleta and
and San
San Felipe,
southern pueblo
pueblo jurisdiction,leta
jurisdiction, Isleta and San
pe
an Felipe.
the southern
under the
Felipe, under
at
New Mexico,
which said
bridges were
were constructed
constructed from
from an
an appropriaappropria- Vol.
1062.
Vol. 36, p. 1062.
said bridges
Mexico, which
New
tion contained
contained in
fiscal year 1912 (ThirtyIndian Act for the fiscal
the Indian
in the
tion
SanJuanRiver.
sixth Statutes
Statutes at
1062), $8,000.
San Juan River.
$8,000.
page 1062),
Large, page
at Large,
sixth
apFor the
the reconstruction
one of
bridge Reconstructing
Recostcting ap
steel bridge
the steel
to the
approaches to
the approaches
of the
of one
reconstruction of
For
Farmngton.
said
which
Mexico,
across
the San
San Juan
Juan River
at Farmington,
Farmington, New
t.-armington.
New Mexico,
River at
across the
approach
has been
destroyed by
by high
high water,
been
bridge having been
the bridge
water, the
been destroyed
approach has
originally
constructed with
with an
appropriation of
$25,000 made
by
made by
of $25,000
an appropriation
originally constructed
Vol.
39, p. 926.
2
VO 39
the Act
Act of
of February
20, 1917
1917 (Thirty-ninth
page
(Thirty-ninth Statutes at Large, page
February 20,
the
Pueblo Indians.
926), $6,000,
$6,000, or
or so
much thereof
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
Indians.
thereof as
so much
926),
Indians of New specialattorney.
Pueblo Indians
For
pay of
one special
special attorney
attorney for
the Pueblo
special attorney.
for the
of one
the pay
For the
Mexico,
designated by
by the
Secretary of the Interior, and for
the Secretary
be designated
to be
Mexico, to
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
much
attorney, $3,000, or so much
said attorney,
of said
expenses of
necessary
Exchange of
thereof
the Secretary
Interior may
may deem
necessary.
Exchange
of lands
deem necessary.
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
as the
thereof as
The Secretary
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
authorized in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, toin
1: Cnn
T nsohdrtte hoetc,
hereby authorized
of the
Secretary of
The
under
rules and
regulations to
prescribed by
to accept
recon- counties,athored.
counties, stak
ti%a.'
accept reconhim, to
by him,
be prescribed
to be
and regulations
under rules
veyances
to the
owned and State school
school
privately owned
of privately
Government of
the Government
veyances to
lands,
relinquishments of valid
homestead entries or other
valid homestead
and relinquishments
lands, and
filings, including
allotment selections,
selections, within
within any
any township of
Indian allotment
including Indian
filings,
the
public domain
in San
San Juan,
Juan, McKinley,
Counties, Lieu selections
seons pe
Valencia Counties,
and Valencia
McKinley, and
domain in
the public
persurrendering mitted.
New Mexico,
Mexico, and
and to
to permit
selections by those surrendering
lieu selections
permit lieu
New
their
rights so
so that
that the
the holdings
holdings of
of any
claimant within
within any township
any claimant
their rights
wherein such
such reconveyances
relinquishments are
are made
may be
be Proviso.
made may
or relinquishments
reconveyances or
wherein
Rights protected.
protected.
consolidated
and held
solid areas:
That the
the title or claim Rights
Provided,That
areas: Provided,
in solid
held in
consolidated and
Government shall not
of
who refuses
refuses to
reconvey to
not
to the Government
to reconvey
person who
any person
of any
.
be
affected.
be hereby
hereby affected.
New York.
E
NEW YORK.
NEW
r

a

gs

SEC. 14.
14. For
treaties with
with Senecas
Senecas of
For
York: For
New York:
of New
fulfilling treaties
For fulfilling
SEC.

permanent annuity
lieu of
stock (Act of February
February 19,
on stock
interest on
of interest
in lieu
annuity in
permanent

1831), $6,000.
$6,000.
1831),
Nations of New York: For permanent
For
fulfilling treaties
with Six
Six Nations
permanent
treaties with
For fulfilling
useful articles
annuity,
in
clothing
and
other
other
useful
articles (article 6, treaty
treaty of
and
clothing
annuity, in
November 11,
11, 1794),
1794), $4,500.
$4,500.
November
CAROLINA.
NORTH CAROLINA.
NORTH

hundred Indian pupils
SEC. 15.
15. For
For support
education of two hundred
and education
support and
SEC.
at
school at
at Cherokee,
Cherokee, North Carolina,
Carolina, including pay of
Indian school
the Indian
at the
superintendent,
$40,000; for
general repairs and improvements,
for general
superintendent, $40,000;
$10,000; in
$50,000.
all, $50,000.
in all,
$10.000;
DAKOTA
NORTH DAKOTA
NORTH
LIke,
SEc.
Sioux of
of Devils
Devils Lake,
16. For support and civilization of the Sioux
SEC. 16.
;5,000.
Dakota, including pay of employees,
employees, $5,000.
North Dakota,

i

n

ga

a

i

Senecas
Senecas
Annuity.
Vol. 4, p. 442.

Avol4,y.4

ix Nations.

Six Nations.

Annuity.
Annuity.

Vol. 7, p. 46.

Vo.7

46.

North Carolina.

NorthCaroina.

Cherokee School.
School.
Cherokee

North Dakota.

North Dakota.

Devils Lake Sioux.

i.°I,
Support,
l'::1
= 1
1:,aetc.,
f
riceSi
,C1
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Berthold

InBerthold Incivilization of Indians
For support and civilization
Indians at Fort Berthold
Berthold Agency,
Agency,
in
North
Dakota,
including
pay
of
employees,
$14,500.
upport etc.,
etc.,of.
in North Dakota, including pay of employees, $14,500.
Support,
of.
Mountain
Turtle
Mountain
For support and civilization
civilization of
of Turtle
Turtle Mountain
Band of
of Chippewas,
Chippewas,
Mountain Band

Chippewas.
Chippewas.

Bismarck School.
School.
Bsmarck

Proviso.
urchas of adjoinPurchase
ing
lands.
inopriat.ion.
Rmppropriation.
vol. 40, p. 577.
Vol.
577.

North
Dakota, including pay of employees,
North Dakota,
employees, $16,000.
For
and education of one hundred and twenty-five
For support
support and
twenty-five Indian
Indian
pupils at the Indian school, Bismarck, North
North Dakota,
pay
Dakota, including
including pay
superintendent, $29,725; for general
of superintendent,
general repairs and
improvements,
and improvements,
$6,000;
in all,
That not
not exceeding
exceeding $6,000
$6,000 of
of the
the
$6,000; in
all, $35,725:
$35,725: Provided,
Provided, That

reappropriated by the Indian
Indian Appropriation
amount reappropriated
Appropriation Act
Act of
of May
May 25,
25,
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes
1918
Statutes at
page 577),
577), for
for employees'
quarters
at Large,
Large, page
employees' quarters
may, in the discretion
Secretary of the Interior, be used for
discretion of the Secretary
for
the purchase
cottage and lands
purchase of the Baker cottage
lands adjoining
Bismarck
adjoining the
the Bismarck
Indian School
School grounds.
Fort Totten School.
hol. Indian
grounds.
Fort
education of four hundred
hundred Indian pupils
For support and education
pupils at Fort
Fort
Totten Indian
Indian School, Fort Totten, North Dakota, and for
for pay
pay of
of
superintendent,
superintendent, $82,000; for general
general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements,
$8,000;
in all,
all, $90,000.
$90,000.
$8,000; in
Wahpeto
Wahpeton School.
SchooL
For support and education
education of two hundred
Indian pupils
pupils at
at the
the
hundred Indian
Indian school, Wahpeton,
Wahpeton, North
North Dakota,
Dakota, and pay of superintendent,
superintendent,
$46,800; for general repairs
repairs and improvements, $7,000;
$7,000; in
$53,800.
in all, $53,800.
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.

OKTLAHOMA.
OKLAHOMA.

Wichita!,
etc.
Wickitas, etc.
Support, etc., of.

SEC.
SEC. 17. For support and civilization
civilization of the Wichitas and
and affiliated
affiliated
collected on the
bands who have been
been collected
the reservations
reservations set apart
apart for
for their
their
use
and
occupation
in
Oklahoma,
including
pay
of
employees,
$4,800.
owas
Co
s
use
and
occupation
in
Oklahoma,
including
pay
of
employees,
$4,800.
Kiawas, Comanches,
and.Apaohes.
The sum of $30,000,
$30,000, or so much thereof
and
Apaches.
as may
be necessary,
necessary ' is
is
thereof as
may be
tencypenses
A g
elicY"Penses for
for hereby appropriated
appropriated out of the funds on
on deposit
of the
deposit to
to the
the credit
credit of
tribal
funds.
the
Kiowa, Comanche,
Comanche, and Apache
Apache Tribes of Indians
Indians in
for
in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for
the support of the agency and pay of employees
employees maintained
maintained for their
their
benefit.
Maintenance,
self- benefit.
surt,
The
$250,000, or
support, etc.,
etc., from
The sum
sum of $250,000,
or so
so much
as may
may be
be necessary
is
much thereof
thereof as
necessary,, is
tril funds.
hereb
of the funds on deposit to the credit of ihe
Ifunds
herebyy appropriated
appropriated out
out of
the funds
etc., of.

on deposit to the credit of the

iowa, Comanche
Comanche, and Apache Tribes of Indians
Kiowa,
Indians in
in Oklahoma,
Okl ahom a,and
an d
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to
to pay
out the
the same
same
pay out
for the benefit of the
the members of said tribes for their
their maintenance
maintenance
and support and improvement
improvement of their homesteads
homesteads for the
ensuing
the ensuing
year and in such manner and under such regulations
regulations as he may preProviso.
preReport
Provided, That the Secretary of
Report of
of expendiexpendl- scribe:
Scribe: Provided,
of the
Interior shall
shall report
to
the Interior
report to
tures.
Congress
Monday in December,
December, 1922,
tures.
Congress on the first Monday
detailed statestate-.
1922, a
a detailed
as to
to all
all moneys
expended as
as provided
herein.
ceyennes
and ment
ment as
moneys expended
provided for
for herein.
A r
C
ahe
p peens!
and
Arapaoes.
d
The sum of $35,000,
$35,000, or so much thereof as may
may be
necessary , is
is
be necessary,
triofSnds1tc.,
SuPPmt
setc*
frma hereby appropriated
out of
of the
the funds
deposit to
t
o the
the credit
credit of
of the
'the
appropriated out
funds on
on deposit
tribal
funei
. , from
Cheyennes and Arapahoes,
Cheyennes
Arapahoes, who have been
been collected
collected on the reservareservations set apart for their use and occupation
occupation in Oklahoma,
for the
the
Oklahoma, for
support of said Indians and pay of employees
maintained for
for their
their
employees maintained
Support, etc., of In- benefit.
enefit.
SdisTT of In- For support
dians.
support and civilization
civilization of the Kansas
Kansas Indians, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
ndia&
IK^
including
pay
of
employees,
Kansas Indians'
employees,
$1,500.
$1,500.
Kie.kapoos.
For support
civilization of the Kickapoo
For
support and civilization
Kickapoo Indians
Indians in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
including
pay
of
employees,
$1,800.
ncas.
including
pay
of
employees,
$1,800.
Ponces.
For support and civilization
of the
Ponca Indians
in Oklahoma
Oklahoma and
civilization of
the Ponca
Indians in
and
Nebraska, including
pay of
of employees,
employees, $8,000.
$8,000.
Chio
hool
Nebraska,
including pay
Chilocco School.
For support
support and education
education of
of five hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty Indian
pupils
Indian pupils
at the Indian school at ChiloCco,
ChiloCco, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, including
including pay
pay of supersuperintendent, $94,600; for general
repairs and improvements,
improvements, $15,000;
general repairs
$15,000;
a
S for
ort,
, etc
ISecretary of the Interior is authorized
ftei"rf,
'
, of
°f
ne. the Secretary
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to report
report to
to
!amity
new
buildeoirgn. etc.
at the beginning
letx,eniargiu
etc.
Congress at
beginning of the next regular
regular session
session what
necessity
what necessity
ere is, if an, for new buildins and the enlarement and remodeling
there
present
is, if
remodelmZ
any,
buildings
for new
.at buildings
the ChiloCco
andIndian
the enlargement
School, Oklahoma,
and
and
of present buildings at the Chilocco Indian Shool, Oklahoma, and ff
he
finds
such
necessity
he
necessity to exist to make
make such
such recommendations
recommendations there-
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for as
he may
deem appropriate
appropriate together
together with
statement of
of the
the
a statement
with a
may deem
as he
for
cost of
of carrying
them into
$109,600.
all, $109,600.
effect; in all,
into effect;
carrying them
cost
Pawnees.
For fulfilling
treaties with
with Pawnees,
Oklahoma: For
For perpetual
perpetual anan- Annuity.
PnuitS
For
fulfilling treaties
Pawnees, Oklahoma:
Vol. 27, p. 644.
nuity-,to
be paid
cash to
to the
3, agreement
27, p. 644.
agreement of No- vol.
(article 3,
Pawnees (article
the Pawnees
in cash
paid in
to be
nuity,
Schools,
farmer,
r
vember 23,
for support
support of
of two
two manual-labor
et
schools blacksmiths,
manual-labor schools
$30,000; for
blacksmiths, etc.
1892), $30,000;
23, 1892),
vember

11, p. 730.
(article
treaty of
September 24,
1857), $10,000;
of one
one Vol.
p. 730.
Vol. 1,
pay of
for pay
$10,000; for
24, 1857),
of September
3, treaty
(article 3,
farmer,
blacksmiths, one
one engineer
engineer and
and apprentices,
apprentices,
miller, one
one miller,
two blacksmiths,
farmer, two
and
teachers (article
4, same
same treaty),
purchase of
for purchase
$5,400; for
treaty), $5,400;
(article 4,
two teachers
and two
iron
steel and
other necessaries
for the shops (article
same
(article 4, same
necessaries for
and other
and steel
iron and
treaty),
$500; for
for pay
pay of
of physician
physician and
and purchase
purchase of
of medicines,
$1,200;
medicines, $1,200;
treaty), $500;
in
in all,
all, $47,100.
$47,100.apaws.
Quapaws.
Education, etc.
etc.
For
support of
of Quapaws,
Oklahoma: For
(article 3, Education,
For education (article
Quapaws, Oklahoma:
For support
Vol. 7, p. 425.
treaty
of
May
13,
1833),
$1,000;
for
blacksmith
and
assistants,
and
Vol.7,p.425.
and
and
assistants,
for
blacksmith
treaty of May 13, 1833), $1,000;
tools, iron,
steel for
blacksmith shop
shop (same
article and
tools,
iron, and
and steel
for blacksmith
(same article
and treaty),
treaty), prvio.
Proviso.
Discretionary use.
$500;
in all,
Provided, That
That the President
President of the United Discretionary
$1,500: Provided,
all, $1,500:
$500; in
States
shall certify
the same
for the
the best
interests of
of the
the Indians.
Indians. Osages.
States shall
certify the
same to
to be
be for
best interests
sges.
Education
of chil
chilThe
sum of
$45,000, or
so much
thereof as
is dren
Education of
be necessary,
necessary, is
may be
as may
much thereof
or so
of $45,000,
The sum
from tribal fund.
hereby
appropriated out
of the
the money
money on
the credit
of the
the drenfromtnbalfund.
credit of
to the
on deposit
deposit to
out of
hereby appropriated
Osage
of Indians
to be
expended for the support,
be expended
in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, to
Indians in
Tribe of
Osage Tribe
education, and
and systematic
systematic vocational
vocational instruction
instruction of
Osage children:
children: Proviso.
education,
of Osage
rovio.
Louis Mission
Mission
saint Louis
Provided,
the expenditure
expenditure of
of said
said money
re- Saint
the reincrude the
shall include
money shall
That the
Provided, That
School.
newal
of
the
present
contract
with
the
Saint
Louis
Mission
Boarding
School.
Boarding
Mission
newal of the present contract with the Saint Louis
School,
except that
that there
there shall
expended more
for
more than $300 for
be expended
not be
shall not
School, except
annual support
education of
of any
any one pupil.
and education
support and
annual
Agency
expenses
The
or so
much thereof
may be
necessary, is
is fromtgribaundnsT.
be necessary,
as may
thereof as
so much
from tribal funds.
$100,000, or
of $100,000,
The sum
sum of
hereby
appropriated out
of the
funds on
deposit to the
the credit of the
on deposit
the funds
out of
hereby appropriated
Osage Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians
Indians in
Oklahoma for the
the support of the Osage
in Oklahoma
Osage
Agency and
of tribal
tribal attorney
and his
his stenogstenog- Proviso.
Proso
officers, the
the tribal
attorney and
Agency
and pay
pay of
tribal officers,
Amount at
at once.
rapher,
Provided, That $20,000
$20,000 of Amount
agency: Provided,
said agency:
of said
employees of
and employees
rapher, and
the
amount herein
herem appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
the amount
be immediately
immediately available.
available.
Oi
Oil and gas produe.
producexpenses.
tion expenses.
Fifty-five thousand
funds on
on deposit
to the
credit of tion
the credit
deposit to
the funds
of the
dollars of
thousand dollars
Fifty-five
the
Osage Tribe
Oklahoma is hereby appropriated
appropriated for
for
in Oklahoma
Indians in
Tribe of Indians
the Osage
necessary expenses
connection with oil and gas production
production on the
expenses in connection
necessary
Osage Reservation,
including salaries of employees, rent of quarters
Reservation, including
Osage
for
employees, traveling expenses, printing,
telegraphing and teleprinting, telegraphing
for employees,
phoning,
repair, and
automobiles.
and operation
operation of automobiles.
purchase, repair,
and purchase,
phoning, and
New office building
bucy
gen
for the fiscal for
provision in the Indian
Indian Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
That the provision
for Agency.
Appropriation
for,
fr,
Aprpr,'isti,
year
ending June
30, 1921, authorizing
authorizing the expenditure
expenditure of not exceed- increased.
June 30,
year ending
Ante,
42.
p. 426.
c, p.
unexpended Osage tribal funds heretofore
ing
$50,000 from
heretofore appro- 4n
from unexpended
ng $50,000
priated
for construction
fireproof office
building for
for Osage
Osage Agency
Agency
office building
of aafireproof
construction of
priated for
exceeding $100,000
is hereby- amended
amended to provide that not exceeding
$100,000 of such
funds may
i
construction
construction of
in the
may be used in
tribal funds
unexpended Osage tribal
such
building,
removal of
the present
present office
of the
the removal
including the
building, including
fireproof
such fireproof
ed
rearrangement of the interior
interior of same for employees'
employees'
and rearrangement
building and
quarters, said
said amount
be immediately
quarters,
amount to
to be
immediately available.
available.
Expenses
Expenses of visit to
The
the sum
sum of
so much
much thereof
may be
be necwashngton by tribal
nec- Washington
as may
thereof as
or so
of $10,000
$10,000 or
use of
of the
The use
council.
essary, the
same to
to be
be immediately
immediately available,
hereby authorized
authorized councl.
is hereby
available, is
the same
essary,
from
funds
belonging
to
the
Osage
defray
expenses
heretoheretoexpenses
to
defray
Tribe
the
Osage
from funds belonging to
foree
xp
h
dereafte: e
m
ton,
incurred in connection with visits to Washington,
orenhereafter
fore
District
and other
members
other members
Council and
Tribal Council
the Osage
Osage Tribal
by the
of Columbia,
Columbia, by
District of
of
said tribe, when
authorized or approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of
when duly authorized
of said
the Interior.
OsageCounty.
Interior.
Osage County.
the
Appraisal of
of allot
allotThat
the provisions
contained in
in the
the Indian
Indian Appropriation
Appropriation Act Appraisal
provisions contained
That the
m
ments
p.983,
amendapproved March
March 2,
Statutes at Large,
Large, page
page 983),
983), vop.93,amend(Thirty-ninth Statutes
2, 1917
1917 (Thirty-ninth
approved
ed
authorizing the
appraisement ed.
tribal funds for appraisement
Osage tribal
of Osage
$5,000 of
of $5,000
use of
the use
authorizing
of lands
County, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for the purpose
adjustment
purpose of adjustment
in Osage
Osage County,
of
lands in
and settlement
settlement of
claims for
for or
behalf of
Osage Indian
Indian with
any Osage
of any
on behalf
or on
of claims
and
respect to
to assessments
theretofore or thereafter
hereby
thereafter made, is hereby
assessments theretofore
respect
Additional sum for
amended to
to provide
provide that
that an
an additional
sum of
of not
$17,500 expert
unm tor
ddietional
not exceeding
exceeding $17,500
additional sum
amended
accountants,
etc.
is
appropriated from
tribal funds for the purpose
purpose of etc.
Osage tribal
from Osage
is hereby
hereby appropriated
under
employing
accountants, clerks,
and special
attorneys, under
special attorneys,
clerks, and
expert accountants,
employing expert
442b1°-21
SO
SO
44281°-21--
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the direction
the Department
of Justice,
in pending
pending suits
suits in
in the
the
Justice, in
Department of
of the
the
direction of
Federal
on behalf
behalf of
such
connection with such
Osage Indians
Indians in connection
of Osage
Federal courts
courts on
assessments,
amounts, or
so much
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary,
or so
much thereof
such amounts,
assessments, such
to
be expended
in the
the discretion
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
discretion of
to be
expended in
Five Civilized Tribes.
FiveCivilizedTribes.
Administration
penesinistratin
penses.
Proviso.

Detailed report
report
Detailed

FIVE
FIVE CIVILIZED
CIVILIZED TRIBES.

ex-

e

SEC. 18.
18. For
administration of the
the affairs of the Five
expenses of administration
For expenses
SEC.
Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, Oklahoma,
and the
compensation of
employees,
of employees,
Oklahoma, and
the compensation
Civilized
$190,0_00:
Provided,
That
a
report
shall
be
made
to
Congress
on the
the
on
Congress
to
made
be
shall
to $190,000: Provided, That a report

first M
Monday
first
onday of
December, 1922,
the Five
Five
of December,
1922, by
by the
the Superintendent
Superintendent for
for the
Civilized
through the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, showing in
Tribes through
Civilized Tribes
detail
of all
all moneys
moneys appropriated
b1 this
provision.
this provision.
appropriated by
detail the
the expenditure
expenditure of
Choctaws
and ChickhickEight thousand dollars from the Choctaw
Choctawsand
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw tribal
tribal
asaws.
Expenses, per capita funds to defray
defray the expenses
enrolled
Expenses,percapita
expenses of per capita
capita payments
payments to the enrolled
payments.
payments.
members of such tribes.
members
Probate expenses.
expenses of
of such
salaries and
For salaries
and expenses
such attorneys
attorneys and
and other
other employees
employees
Probate expenses.
as
Secretary of the Interior
nhis discretion
discretion, deem necessary
necessary
in
Interior may, i
the Secretary
as the
the
in probate matters
matters affecting
affecting restricted allottees
allottees or their
their heirs in the
Five
several tribes
tribes of the Quapaw
Quapaw Agency,
Tribes and
and in
in the several
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
for the costs and
and other necessary expenses incident to suits
and for
instituted
or conducted
conducted by
by such
such attorneys,
$50,000.
instituted or
attorneys, $50,000.
Cherokee
Orphan
For the
the support,
support, continuance,
continuance, and
and maintenance
maintenance of the
the Cherokee
Cherokee
For
chOrphan
Trheag
Training
School.
Support, etc.
etc.
Supprt,
Tahlequah, Oklahoma,
the orphan
Orphan Training
Training School, near
near Tahlequah,
Oklahoma, for the
orphan
belonging to the restricted
Oklahoma belonging
restricted
Indian children
children of the State of Oklahoma
conducted as an industrial
industrial school under the direction
direction of
class, to be conducted
improvements,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, $45,000; for repairs
repairs and improvements,
$8,_0_00;
dining hall and equipment, $40,000; in all, $93,000.
$93,000.
$8,000; for dining
Common
schools, inof
the SecreSecrethe
discretion
The
sum
of
$175,000,
to
be
expended
in
the
discretion
of the
in
to
be
expended
of
$175,000,
The
sum
Common
schoolsincluding Quapaws.
regulations to be prescribed
tary of
the Interior,
ding
Quapaw
of the
Interior, under
under rules and regulations
prescribed by
by
him,
common schools
him, in aid of
of the common
schools in
in the Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw,
Chickasaw,
and Seminole
Seminole Nations
and the
the Quapaw
Agency in
in OklaOklaChickasaw, and
Nations and
Quapaw Agency
Proviso.
homa, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922: Provided, That
prarent'agelimitation
Parentage
limitation homa, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922: Provided, That
not applicable.
this appropriation
not
applicable.
appropriation shall not be subject
subject to the limitation
limitation in section
section 1
1
of the Act of May 25, 1918 (Fortieth Statutes, page
page 564),
564), limiting the
expenditure of money
money to educate
one-fourth
expenditure
educate children of less than one-fourth
Indian blood.
Indian
blood.
Sae of tribal
That
etSc.ales
tribal lands,
Th
at the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior be, and
and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
aymentofexpenses
exceeding $7,500 of the proceeds
Payment
of expenses to use not exceeding
proceeds of sales of unallotted
unallotted
fro pceeds.
from
proceeds,
lands and other tribal
tribal property
property belonging
belonging to
to any
any of
of the
the Five
Five Civilized
Civilized
employees and other
other expenses
expenses of
Tribes for payment of salaries of
of employees
advertising and
the further
sales of
of such
such
advertising
and sale in
in connection
connection with
with the
further sales
tribal lands
lands and
including the advertising
and property
property-,including
advertising and sale of the
the
Coal
segregated coal
coal and
asphalt
area
of
the
Choctaw
and
Coal and asphalt land within
within
the
segregated
and
asphalt
area
the
Choctaw
and
lands.
vol.
Vol. 337,
7, p. 67.
Chickasaw Nations,
Nations, or
or of
thereof, as
Chickasaw
of the
the surface
surface thereof,
as provided
for in
in the
provided for
the
approved February
February 19, 1912, entitled "An Act to provide for the
Act approved
asphalt lands of the
sale of the surface of the segregated
segregated coal and asphalt
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nations,
Nations, and for other purposes"
purposes" (Thirtyseventh Statutes
at Large,
the improvements
thereon,
seventh
Statutes at
Large, page
page 67),
67), and
and of
of the
improvements thereon,
which
and for
for other
other work
work necessary
necessary
which is hereby
hereby expressly
expressly authorized,
authorized, and
to
affairs of the
the Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes:
Tribes: Proto aafinal settlement
settlement of
of the affairs
Proviso,.
vided,
to exceed
of such
such amount
be used
used in
in conconmay be
amount may
$2,500 of
exceed $2,500
not to
That not
vided, That
ent coieetios.
Rent
collections.
nection
the collection
rents of
of unallotted
unallotted lands
lands and
and tribal
nection with
with the
collection of
of rents
tribal
Spedfw
authority
money shall be exhereafter no money
buildings: Provided further,
authoripe
Specific
required for expendi- buildings: Provided further, That hereafter
tures.
tures.
belonging
to
the
Five
Civilized
pended from tribal funds belonging
Civilized Tribes
Exceptions.
cptions
without specific appropriation
appropriation by Congress,
without
Congress, except
except as follows:
follows:
Equalization of allotments,
Equalization
allotments, per capita and other payments
payments authorized
authorized
by
individual members
by law to
to individual
members of the
the respective
respective tribes, tribal
tribal and
current fiscal year under existing
existing law,
law,
other Indian schools for the current
salaries and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of governors, chiefs, assistant chiefs,
chiefs,
be made.
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secretaries,
mining trustees
trustees of the tribes for the
and mining
the Tribalattorne
secretaries, interpreters,
interpreters, and
Tribal attorneys.
current
one
and oneorneys
at the
the rate
rate heretofore
heretofore paid, and
current fiscal
fiscal year at
at salaries at
attorney
for the
the Choctaw,
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
and Creek Tribes emChickasaw, and
attorney each
each for
ployed under
contract approved
approved by
by the
the President,
President, under
under existing
ployed
under contract
existing Continuance
ontinuanceoftribal
of tribal
schools.
law, for
the current
current fiscal
Provided further,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary schools.
further, That
fiscal year:
year: Provided
law,
for the
of
during the ensuing
authorized to
to continue
continue during
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
of the Interior
among the Choctaw,
Choctaw, Chickatribal and
and other
other schools
schools among
fiscal year
year the
the tribal
saw, Creek, and
the tribal funds of those
those nations,
and Seminole
Seminole Tribes
Tribes from the
saw,
discretion and under such rules and regulations
regulations as he may
within his discretion
Repairs., etc.,
to
to
Resobidi
further, That the Secretary of the Interior school
provided further,
And provided
prescribe: And
prescribe:
buildinetc.,
gs.
fiscal year ending
June 30,
30, 1922, to
to
the fiscal
ending June
empowered, during
during the
is hereby
hereby empowered,
expend
and Seminole
Seminole
Chickasaw, Creek, and
funds of the Choctaw,
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
expend funds
Nations
purposes under
under existing law for
for such
such
for school purposes
Nations available
available for
buildings as he may deem essential
repairs, improvements, or new buildings
Melrusukey Acadfor the
the proper
proper conduct
conduct of
of the
of said
tribes. For
For emy.
Mekusukey
Acadsaid tribes.
the several
several schools
schools of
for
Seminole Nation, emRpairs.
repair of barn building at Mekusukey
Mekusukey Academy,
Academy, Seminole
Oklahoma, $1,000,
$1,000, payable
of the
Seminole Tribe.
Tribe.
of the
the Seminole
payable out
out of
the funds
funds of
Oklahoma,
Ch oct aws.
For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
Oklahoma: For
permanent Fulfilling treaties.
For
treaties with
with Choctaws,
Choctaws, Oklahoma:
For permanent
p. V
af. .144.. 7, p. 99; Vol. 11,
,
Vol.
article
13,
1805,
and
16,
treaty
of
November
(article
2,
annuity
annuity
November
13, p. 61
. 7,p.99; Vol.
Li
ght horsemen.
horsemen.
treaty
support Vol.
Light
permanent annuity for
for support
22, 1855),
1855), $3,000;
$3,000; for permanent
treaty of June 22,
7, p.
p. 213;
213 ; Vol.
Vol. 7,
VoL
of
treaty of
of October
1820, and
article 1,p.e614.
of light
light horsemen
horsemen (article
(article 13,
13, treaty
October 18,
18, 1820,
and article
i3tcks;nith,
etc.
vlacksmith,
p 212,c.236;
support Vol.
for permanent annuity for support
1855), $600; for
13, treaty of June 22, 1855),
7, pp.
Vol. 11, p. 614.
of
blacksmith (article
(article 6,
and article
article 9,
9, Vol0.11,p-614.
of blacksmith
6, treaty
treaty of
of October
October 18,
18, 1820,
1820, and
Education.
treaty of January
January 20, 1825, and
June 22, 1855),
1855), Vol.
and article 13,
13, treaty of June
p. 235
235;; Vol.
Vol.
Vol.,7, p.
11,
p. 614.
$600; for
for permanent
annuity for
for education
(article 2,
treaty of
Jan- " Iron
$600;
permanent annuity
education (article
2, treaty
of Janad
and steel.
steel.
7, p.
236 ; Vol.
Vol.
uary 20,
20, 1825,
1825, and
article 13,
treaty of
June 22,
for 11,Vol.
p. 236;
7,
$6,000; for
vol
13, treaty
of June
22, 1855),
1855), $6,000;
uary
and article
p. 614.
permanent annuity
annuity for
for iron
and steel
January 20,
20, , p. 614
9, treaty
treaty of
of January
steel (article
(article 9,
iron and
permanent
1825, and article 13, treaty
treaty of June 22, 1855), $320; in all, $10,520.
$10,520.
OREGON.
OREGON.
S
EC. 19.
For support
and civilization
civilization of
of Indians
Indians of
of the
the Klamath
Klamath
19. For
support and
SEC.
Agency, Oregon,
of employees,
employees, $5,750, payable
payable from
including pay
pay of
Agency,
Oregon, including
tribal funds
funds of
of said
said Indians.
tribal
Indians.
For
and bands
civilization of
of the
the confederated
confederated tribes and
For support
support and civilization
under Warm Springs Agency, Oregon,
Oregon, including pay of employees,
$4,000, to be reimbursed
reimbursed under
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as the
$4,000,
Secretary
prescribe.
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may prescribe.
For support
support and
and civilization
Indians of the
the Umatilla
Umatilla Agency,
For
civilization of the Indians
on, including
payable from
from tribal
tribal
Oregon,
including pay of employees,
employees, $3,000, payable
funds
in Indians.
Indians.
funds of
of said
six hundred
For
and education
education of
of six
hundred Indian
Indian pupils, includin
including
For support
support and
native Indian pupils brought
brought from Alaska, at the Indian schoo,
school,
$122,400; for general
Salem, Oregon, including pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $122,400;
heating plant,
$40,000; in
repairs and improvements,
improvements, $25,000; for heating
plant, $40,000;
all,
all,
$187,400.
all, $187,400.
187,400.
For support
support and
of Indians
and
For
and civilization
civilization of
Indians at
at Grande
Grande Ronde
Ronde and
Oregon, including
mcluding pay
employees, $2,500.
Siletz Agencies,
Agencies, Oregon,
pay of employees,
The
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
to withdraw
from the
the
The Secretary
of the
is authorized
authorized to
withdraw from
Treasury
United States
States the sum of $10,000
$10,000 of
of any
any tribal
Treasury of the United
tribal funds
on
of the
the Klamath
Indians in
in the
the State
State of
of
Klamath Indians
to the
the credit
credit of
on deposit
deposit to
Oregon and to expend the same for improvement, maintenance,
maintenance, and
operation
Alodoc Point, Sand
Crooked
Sand Creek, Fort Creek, Crooked
operation of the Modoc
Creek, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous irrigation projects
projects on the Klamath
Klamath ReserReservation, said sum, or such part thereof
reimthereof as may be used, to be reimbursed
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary
tribe under
under such
such rules and
and regulations
bursed to the
the tribe
of the Interior may prescribe.

Oregon.
Oregon.
Support, etc., of
Indians.
diaps.t etc.
Klamath
Agency.
Klamath Agency.
Wam
Warm
Agency.
Agency.

Sprin gs

Umatilla Agency.
matia gency
Salem School.
Salem Scool

Grande
and
Grande Ronde
Ronde and
Siletz
Agencies.
Sietz Agencies.
Klamath ReservaReservaKlamath
tion.
tiomat
Maintenance,
etc., on
of
,aintenanie
etc.,
irrigation projects
on,
from
tribal funds.
omtribtafunds.
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SOUTH
SOUTH DAKOTA.
DAKOTA.

Dakota.
South Dakota.

SEC.
SEC. 20. For
For support
support and education
education of three hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty
Indian pupils at
the Indian
school at Flandreau,
Flandreau, South Dakota, and
aIndian
ndian school
for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $80,750;
$80,750: for general
general repairs
repairs and improve$10,000; in all, $90,750.
ments, $10,000;
$90,750.
Pierre School.
For support
support and education of two hundred and fifty Indian pupils
at the Indian
Indian school at Pierre, South Dakota, including pay of
superintendent,
repairs and
superintendent, $58,250;
$58,250; for
for general
general repairs
and improvements,
improvements,
$6,000;
in all,
$64,250.
$6,000;
in
all,
$64,250.
Rapid City School.
For support
and education
education of
of two
two hundred
Rapid City hoo
For
support and
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five
Indian pupils at the Indian
Indian
Indian school, Rapid City, South Dakota,
including pay
payiof superintendent, $63,875; for general repairs and improvements, including
provements,
including construction
construction and repair of roads, $8,000; for
for
completing
completing new school building and assembly hall, $5,000; for
for
equipment of dining
ancitchen,
and
equipment
dining hall and
kitchen, new
new school
school building
building and
assembly hall,
hall, $5,000;
all, $81,875.
$81,875.
assembly
$5,000; in
in all,
Sioux of different
e
Santee Sioux
including Santee
different
Sioux
of
For
of
different
tribes, including
Sioux
support
For
lt
o
dif.a
tribs
tribes.
Teachers, etc.
Teahers,etc.
South Dakota:
of Nebraska, North Dakota, and South
Dakota: For
For pay
pay of
of five
five
teachers,
one engineer,
two
teachers, one
one physician
physician, one
one carpenter
carpenter,, one
one miller,
miller, one
engineer, two
Vol. 15, p. 640.
V '15,p.4.
farmers,
farmers, and
and one
one blacksmith
(article 13,
treaty of
April 29,
29, 1868),
blacksmith (article
13, treaty
of April
1868),
of second
furnishing iron,
iron, steel,
steel,
and furnishing
blacksmith, and
second blacksmith,
for pay
pay .of
agency $10,400;
$10,400; for
Additional agency
employees.
employees
(article 88 of same
and other material (article
for pay
of
same treaty),
treaty), $1,600;
$1,600; for
pay of
additional
employees
of
the
several
agencies
for
the
Sioux
in
Nebraska,
the
Sioux
in
Nebraska,
several
agencies
for
employees
of
the
additional
Subsistence.
North
Dakota, and
South Dakota,
Dakota, $95,000;
$95,000; for
for subsistence
of the
the
subsistence of
and South
North Dakota,
M.
V. 19, p. 256.
Vol.
Sioux
of their
their civilization
civilization (Act
(Act of
of February
28,
February 28,
for purposes
purposes of
Sioux and
and for
Proviso.
Proviso.
Transporting
sup- 1877),
ansporting sp1877), $273,000: Provided,
Provided, That this sum shall include transportaplies.
p.
tion of supplies from the termination
termination of railroad or steamboat
steamboat transportation, and in this service Indians shall be employed whenever
whenever
practicable; in
in all,
$380,000.
all,
$380,000.
practicable;
Schools.
For support and
and maintenance
maintenance of day and industrial schools among
the Sioux
including the
and repairs
repairs of
of school
the
Sioux Indians,
Indians, including
the erection
erection and
school buildbuildVol. 19, p. 256.
2
ings, $200,000, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of article 5
5 of the
agreement made and entered
September 26, 1876, and ratified
agreement
entered into September
ratified
February 28,
28, 1877
1877 (Nineteenth
Statutes,
page
254).
Yankton
February
(Nineteenth
Statutes,
page
254).
Yankton Sioux.
Subsstence
For subsistence
subsistence and
the Yankton
Yankton Sioux,
Sioux, South
and civilization
civilization of
of the
Subsistence, etc..
South
Dakota
including
of employees,
Dakota,
including pay
pay of
employees, $8,000.
$8,000.
Canton. 1
Inane asylum
ex- For
asylum exequipment and
Insane
For the
the equipment
maintenance of
the asylum
for insane
insane
and maintenance
of the
asylum for
penses.
penses.
Indians at Canton, South Dakota, for incidental
incidental and all other exexpenses necessary
necessary for its proper conduct and management,
management, including
including
pay of employees,
employees, repairs, improvements, and for necessary expense
expense
transporting insane Indians to and from said asylum, $40,000.
of transporting
$40,000.
Flandreau School.
Flandreau
School.

TEXAS.

Texas.

TEXAS.

Alabama and
shatta
Indians.
shatta Indians.
Education.
Education.

couCou-

Utah.
Utah.

Utes, Confederated
Confederated

Bands.
Bantds

Carpenters, etc.

Carpenters,
etc
Vol. 15, P. 622.
Vol.

' p 622.

Alabama and Coushatta
For education
education of Alabama
Coushatta Indians in Polk County,
Texas, $5,000.
Texas,
$5,000.
UTAH.
UTAH.
UTAH.
SEC.
21. For support and civilization
S
EC. 21.
civilization of Confederated
Confederated Bands
Bands of
of
Utes:
Utes: For pay of two carpenters,
carpenters, two millers, two farmers
farmers, and two
blacksmiths
blacksmiths (article
(article 15, treaty of March 2, 1868),
$6,720 ;for pay
1868), $6,720;
pay of
of

two teachers (same article
article and treaty),
$1,800; for
treaty), $1,800;
for purchase
purchase of iron
and steel and
and the
and
necessary tools
for
blacksmith shop
shop (article
(article 9,
the
necessary
tools
for
blacksmith
9,
Food,
etc.
od'etc.
same
treaty), $220; for annual
same treaty),
annual amount for the purchase
purchase of
of beef,
beef,
mutton, wheat
wheat flour, beans,
beans, and potatoes,
potatoes, or other necessary
necessary articles
of
food
of
food
and
clothing, and
farming
equipment
(article 12,
12, same
same
and
clothing,
and
farming
equipment
(article
Agency employees.
Agencyemployees. treaty),
employees at the several
treaty), $26,260;
$26,260; for pay of employees
several Ute agencies,
agencies,
$15,000; in all, $50,000.
of deetc,
uport
talpic
il
i
tgt
.c
,;: of
de- $15,000; in all, $50,000.
tche Indansp
For the support and civilization
of Indians
civilization of
otherwise
Indians in
in Utah,
Utah, not
not otherwise
provided for, including pay of employees, $6,000.
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Confederated Bands
The sum
$325,000 is
appropriated out
of the
the principal
principal ofConfederated
The
sum of
of $325,000
is hereby
hereby appropriated
out of
Bands
Utes.
Distribution
from
funds
credit of
of the
the Confederated
funds to
to the
the credit
Confederated Bands
Bands of
of Ute
Ute Indians,
Indians, the
the principal
Distribution
from
funds.
sum
of $75,000
said amount
amount for
for the
the benefit
the Ute
Mountain Prniotm
sum of
$75,000 of
of said
benefit of
of the
Ute Mountain
Allotment.
(formerly
Springs) Band of
said Indians
in Colorado,
Colorado, and
and
(formerly Navajo Springs)
of said
Indians in
the
of $175,000
$175,000 of
of said
said amount
amount for
for the
the Uintah,
Uintah, White
White River
River,
the sum
sum of
self support, etc.,
For self support, etc. '
and
Uncompahgre Bands
of Ute
Ute Indians
in Utah,
and the
the sum
sum of
and Uncompahgre
Bands of
Indians in
Utah, and
of fro
from acuedinterest.
accrued interest.
$75,000
of said
said amount
for the
the Southern
Ute Indians
Colorado,
$75,000 of
amount for
Southern Ute
Indians in
in Colorado,
which sums
sums shall
shall be
be charged
the Secretary
of the
the
which
charged to
to said
said bands,
bands, and
and the
Secretary of
Interior is also
authorized to
withdraw from the
Interior
also authorized
to withdraw
the Treasury
Treasury the
accrued interest
and including
1921, on
on the
funds of
the
accrued
interest to
to and
including June
June 30,
30, 1921,
the funds
of the
said
Confederated Bands
Ute Indians
Indians appropriated
appropriated under
said Confederated
Bands of
of Ute
under the
the Vol. 37, p. 934.
Act
of March
March 4,
Statutes at
934), Vol.37,p. 34Act of
4, 1913
1913 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
at Large,
Large, page
page 934),
and to expend or distribute the same
same for the
purpose of promoting
promoting
the purpose
civilization
and self-support
among the
said Indians,
under such
such
civilization and
self-support among
the said
Indians, under
regulations
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, Pro " o. t
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Interior may
may prescribe:
Detailed report of
That
of the
shall report
report to
on the
the expenditures.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior shall
to Congress,
Congress, on
expenditures.
detailed statement
statement as
as to
to all
all
first Monday in December, 1922,
1922, a
a detailed
moneys expended
moneys
expended as provided
provided for
for herein.
herein.
acompahgre, etc.,
etc.,
The sum of $150,000
$150,000 is hereby
appropriated out of the principal u Uncompahgre,
hereby appropriated
allotments
funds
the credit
credit of
of the
Confederated Bands
of Ute
Ute Indians
Indians for Irrigating
funds to
to the
the Confederated
Bands of
allotments
rrigating
of.
continuing
construction of
systems to
to irrigate
irrigate vool.
continuing the
the construction
of lateral
lateral distributing
distributing systems
Vol. 34,
p. 375.
34,p.375.
the allotted
allotted lands
of the
the Uncompahgre
Uintah, and
and White
White River
River
lands of
Uncompahgre, Uintah,
the
Utes in Utah, and to maintain
maintain existing
irrigation systems
systems authorized
authorized
existing irrigation
under
June 21,
1906.
under the
the Act
Act of
of June
21, 1906.
and D uFor the aid of
of the
the public
schools in
public schools
in Uintah
Uintah and
Duchesne County
County chesne
and Duchesne
chUintah
esDu
nh
aount
Counties.
Aid
to
public
schools ,
school
districts,
Utah,
$6,000,
to
be
expended
under
such
rules
and
id
topublicschools
school
under
rules
in.
regulations
Secretary of the Interior: in.
regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Proviso.
Provided, That Indian children
at all
Provided,
children shall at
times be
be admitted
to such
such Admission
all times
admitted to
dsson of
of Indian
Indian
children.
children.
schools on an entire equality with white
white children.
e River.
iver
Duchesne
That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
authorized to convey
Duchesetc.,
R
.
convey to the
the Title,
of bridge
State
of Utah
Utah all
all the
the right,
right, title,
and interest
which the
States across,
State of
title, and
interest which
across, conveyed
to
the United
United States
conveyed to
has in and to the bridge across the Duchesne River near the town of Utah.
Utah.
convey to the county
county of Duchesne in said State
State the
Myton, and to convey
bridge
near the
which
bridge across
across the
the Duchesne
Duchesne River near
the town
town of
of Duchesne,
Duchesne, which
said
were constructed
with appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in
in the
the
said bridges
bridges were
constructed with
Vol. 36, pp. 124
124, 1074.
acts
of August
August 5,
at Large,
page 124),
124), VO'.3P
acts of
5, 1909
1909 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
.1074
and
page 1074):
1074):
and March
March 3, 1911 (Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
l'roviso.
Provided, That
That the
Utah and
Duchesne consent
consent to
to Coniton
Provided,
the State
State of
of Utah
and county
county of
of Duchesne
Condition.
this arrangement and agree to at all times in the future maintain,
bridges, free from all expense
repair, and keep in good condition said bridges,
to
States or
or the
of the
the Uintah
and Ouray
Reserto the United
United States
the Indians
Indians of
Uintah and
Ouray ReserUtah.
vation in Utah.
Washington.
Washington.
WASHINGTON.
WASHINGTON.

t7 port, etc.,
etc., of InS
EC. 22.
22. For
support and
and other
other dlPorts
o InSEC.
For support
and civilization
civilization of
of the
the D'Wamish
D'Wamish and
D'Wamish,
etc.
D'Wmish, etc.
allied tribes
in Washington,
Washington, including
including pay
of employees,
employees, $6,500.
$6,500.
pay of
allied
tribes in
.

a
M' k""
For support and civilization of the Makahs,
Makahs, including
including pay of Makahs.
employees,
$2,000.
employees, $2,000.
n dd
Qui-nai-elts
an
For support and civilization
Qui-nai-elts and Quil-leh-utes,
Qui-e-hu
tts
For
civilization of Qui-nai-elts
Quil-leh-utes, Quil-leh-utes.
including
pay
of
employees,
$1,000.
including pay of employees, $1,000.
Yakima Agency.
For
civilization of
at Yakima
Agency, includinclud- Yaena
For support
support and
and civilization
of Indians
Indians at
Yakima Agency,
Agency.
ing
funds of
of said
ing pay of employees,
employees, $3,000,
$3,000, payable
payable out
out of tribal funds
said
Indians.
Indians.
01
Colville,
etc., agenFor support
support and
of Indians
at Colville,
Colville, Taholah,
Taholah, cies.
o.
aene, etc.,
Indians at
For
and civilization
civilization of
Puyallup,
Agencies, including
including pay
pay of
of employees,
employees, and
and
Puyallup, and
and Spokane
Spokane Agencies,
Bnd of
Joseph's Band of
Jseph
for purchase of agricultural implements, and support and
forpurchase
and civilization
civilization Nez
Pares. Band
of
$12,000.
of Joseph's
Joseph's Band of Nez Perce
Perce Indians
Indians in Washington,
Washgton, $12,000.
Washington (article 66 of agreement
For support of Spokanes in Washington
agreement SSP
ae-139
Vo
r.r7,
139.
ratified by Act of July
with said Indians, dated March 18, 1887, ratified
July 13
13,1
1892), $1,000.
1892),
$1,000.
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Yakima Reservation.
For continuing
continuing construction
construction and
and enlargement
enlargement of
Wapato irriirriof the
the Wapato
For
eservation.
Yanima
Continuing construcgation and
system, to
possible the utilization of the
make possible
to make
drainage system,
and drainage
tion, etc,
etc., of Wapato
Wapato gation
tion
Irrigation,
etc., system water supply provided
gation, etc.,system
provided by the Act of August 1, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth
tn.
allotment
Statutes
at
Large,
acres of each
each Indian allotment
604), for forty acres
Statutes at Large, page 604),
under
the Wapato
irrigation project
project on the Yakima
Yakima Indian ReservaWapato irrigation
under the
tion,
Washington, and
and such
other water
water supply
supply as may be available
such other
tion, Washington,
or
obtainable
for
the
irrigation
of
a
hundred and twenty
twenty
one hundred
of one
total
of
a
irrigation
the
for
or obtainable
thousand acres
acres of
allotted
Indian
lands on
reservation, $250,000,
said reservation,
on said
lands
Indian
allotted
of
thousand
Provisos.
of which
which sum
$50,000 shall
shall be
be immediately
available: Provided,
Provided,
immediately available:
sum $50,000
Reimbursement
Reimbursement of of
entire
cost.
and drainage system shall be
of
cost
That
the
entire
said
irrigation
entire
the
That
entirecost.
Vol. 39, p.
p 154.
under the conditions and terms of
reimbursed to the United
United States under
reimbursed
Vo. 39
Reimbursing land- the Act of
further, That the funds
Provided
May
18,
1916:
Provided
funds hereby
hereby
1916:
18,
May
of
Act
the
landReimbursing
owners for damages,
etc.
appropriated
available for the reimbursement
reimbursement of Indian
Indian and
and
appropriated shall be available
etc.
white
landowners for
improvements and crops destroyed by the
for improvements
white landowners
Government
in connection
connection with
the construction
construction of irrigation canals
canals
with the
Government in
and drains
of
this
project.
this
project.
of
drains
and
Toppenish-Simcoe
For operation
operation and
including repairs,
repairs, of the TopTopmaintenance, including
and maintenance,
For
Sime
oprpoehct
project.
Operating,
etc.
Washpenish-Simcoe irrigation system, on the Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, Was
penish-Simcoe
etc.
perating,
Ante, p. 28.
of June 30, 1919 (Fortyprovided by
by the
the Act
Act of
as provided
reimbursable as
ington, reimbursable
m
"t 'p
first
Statutes
at
Large,
page
28),
$5,000.
$5,000.
28),
page
Large,
QuinlanIt
Reserva- first Statutes at
Quinianut ReservaReservation,
For
of the
on the
the Quiniault
Quinlanit Reservation,
road on
the road
tion.
completion of
the completion
For the
tion.
Completing road on.
Indian Act
the
appropriated
was
$22,500
which
for
Washington,
for
which
$22,500
appropriated
by
Act
Washington,
sd
completing
Vol. 40, p. 588.
for
Large page 588),
588),
1919 (Fortieth Statutes at Large,
year 1919
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
Indians on the
from the tribal funds of said Indians
reimbursable from
$6,000, reimbursable
same terms
and conditions
conditions as
provided in said
said Act.
as provided
terms and
same
YakimaReservation.
For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
of the
Ahtanum
the Ahtanum
repairs, of
including repairs,
maintenance, including
For
Operating
Atant m
Operating Ahtantim
Irrigation system on.
irrigation
system on
Washington, $3,000,
Reservation, Washington,
on the
the Yakima
Yakima Reservation,
o system
irrigatirrigationstem
Secretary of
reimbursable under
under such
and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
rules and
such rules
reimbursable
the Interior may prescribe.

WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.

Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Hayward School.
Hayward
School

Tomah
Tomah

School.
School.

SEc.
S
EC. 23. For the support and education
education of two hundred and
and thirty
Wisconsin, including
school at Hayward, Wisconsin,
at the
the Indian school
pupils at
Indian pupils
superintendent, $53,350;
repairs and improvements,
general repairs
$53,350; for general
pay of superintendent,
$8,000;
$61,350.
000; in all, $61,350.
$8
two hundred
education of two
For
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five Indian
Indian
For support and education
Wisconsin, including
school, Tomah, Wisconsin,
Indian school,
including pay of
pupils at the Indian
superintendent, $63,875;
$63,875; for general
general repairs and
and improvements,
improvements,
superintendent,
$8,000;
for completion
girls'
to school building and girls'
of additions
additions to
completion of
$8,000; for

and equipment
$8,000; in
all, $79,875.
$79,875.
in all,
for same,
same, $8,000;
equipment for
and
For
civilization of the Chippewas
Chippewas of Lake Superior,
support and civilization
For support
support,
Wisconsin, including
including pay
pay of
of employees,
employees, $7,000.
$7,000.
For
education, and
and civilization
civilization of the Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie
support, education,
For support,
o.
Indians who reside in the State of Wisconsin, including
including pay of
employees, $6,000.
$6,000.
employees,
Saint Croix TecliArm,
For
purchase of
of subsistence
subsistence supplies
in relieving
relieving cases
cases of actual
supplies in
the purchase
For the
distress
Relieving distress,
Relievoing
suffering among
distress and suffering
among those needy
needy Saint Croix Indians
Indians of
of
etc., among.
etc.,
among.
Wisconsin
whose cases are referred
referred to in report
report of January
January 30,
30, 1915,
1915,
Wisconsin whose
transmitted by
Interior to the
Reprethe House of RepreSecretary of the Interior
by the
the Secretary
transmitted
Vol. 38, p, 608.
provisions of the Act of
1915, pursuant to the provisions
March 3,
sentatives
.
sentatives March
3, 1915,
VoL 38, p.
Congress of August 1, 1914 (Thirty-eight Statutes
Large, pages
Statutes at Large,
582
printed as House Document Numbered 1663, Sixty605), and
and printed
582 to 605),
third Congress,
session, $1,000.
$1,000.
third session,
Congress, third
third
Purchase of land for
of Sep• That
out the
the provisions
of the
the Chippewa
Chippewa treaty
treaty-of
Sepprovisions of
to carry
carry out
That to
p. 11l".
vol
Vol.'o,
10, p.
1109.
tember
1109), there is hereby
hereby
page 1109),
at Large,
Large, page
30, 1854
1854 (Tenth
(Tenth Statutes at
tember 30,
appropriated, out
out of
any money
money in
Treasury not
otherwise apnot otherwise
in the Treasury
of any
appropriated,
propriated,
sum. of
$10,000, in part settlement
settlement of the amount,
of $10,000,
the supropriated, the
$141,000, found
heretofore approved
approved for the Saint Croix
Croix
found due and heretofore
$141,000,
Chippewa Indians
of Wisconsin,
final
names appear on the final
whose names
Wisconsin, whose
Indians of
Chippewa
of

Chippewas of Lake
Superior.
t Le
Support, eo.
etc., of.
Pottawatomies.
Pottawatomles.
Support, etc.,
etc., of.
Support,

schipreows

Lbuilding
building
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Beneficiaries.

roll
the Interior
pursuant to
to Act
Act of Vol.
enefcirie.
38, p. 607.
Interior pursuant
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
prepared by
roll prepared
August
1,
1914
(Thirty-eighth
Statutes
at
Large,
pages
582
605),
605),
to
582
pages
Large,
at
Statutes
(Thirty-eighth
1914
1,
August
and contained
Numbered 1663,
1663, said sum of
Document Numbered
House Document
in House
contained in
and
$10,000
to
be
expended
in
the
purchase
of
land
or
benefit of
the benefit
for the
or
land
of
purchase
the
in
expended
$10,000 to be
said
by the
the Commissioner
of Indian
Indian Affairs:
Provided, That,
1
er capita
paycapita payer
Cash°
That, =
Affairs: Provided,
Commissioner of
Indians by
said Indians
in
the
discretion
of
the
Commissioner
of
Indian
Affairs,
the
ments•
33
mens
per
the
Affairs,
Indian
of
in the discretion of the Commissioner
capita share
of said
appropriation, and
and under
under sink, p. 4433.
this appropriation,
under this
Indians under
said Indians
any of
of any
share of
capita
a
like
appropriation
of
$10,000
made
for
the
same
purpose,
in
the
in
purpose,
same
the
a like appropriation of $10,000 made for
Act approved
February 14,
may be
cash.
in cash.
be paid
paid in
1920, may
14, 1920,
approved February
Act
Menominees.
The Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
authorized, in
in his
discretion, to
payment
capita payment
Per capita
to Per
his discretion,
is authorized,
Secretary of
The
to, from tribal funds.
withdraw
from the
the Treasury
United States, so much as may to, from tribafunds.
the United
of the
Treasury of
withdraw from
be
tribal funds
funds of
of the
the Menominee
Menominee Indians
Indians of WisWisthe tribal
of the
necessary of
be necessary
Vol. 26,
26, p.
p. 146;
Vol.
46; Vol.
Vol.
consin,
arismg
under
the
Acts
of
June
12,
1890
(Twenty-sixth
StatStat(Twenty-sixth
1890
12,
June
of
Acts
the
consin, arising under
35, p. 51.
35
utes,
146), and
28, 1908
(Thirty-fifth Statutes, page
1908 (Thirty-fifth
March 28,
and March
page 146),
utes, page
51), and
and to
make therefrom
payment or distribution
distribution of
capita payment
a per
per capita
therefrom a
to make
51),
availImmediately availnot
to exceed
exceed $50
$50 to
to such
entitled thereto
thereto under such rules Immediately
Indians entitled
such Indians
not to
and
regulations
as
he
may
prescribe.
And
the
authority
able.
in
granted
authority
the
and regulations as he may prescribe. And
this
be effective
effective immediately
immediately upon
approval of
upon the approval
shall be
paragraph shall
this paragraph
this Act.
Wyoming.
Wyoming.
WYOMING.
WYOMING.

Indians in
SEC. 24.
24. For
For support
support and
and civilization
of Shoshone
Shoshone Indians
civilization of
SEC.

Shoshones.
etc., of.
etc.,

Support
Support

Wyoming,
including pay
pay of
employees, $15,000,
$15,000, payable
payable out of tribal
of employees,
Wyoming, including
funds
funds of said Indians.
Reservation school.
For
support and
education of
of one
Indian pupils
pupils at
at the
the Reseation school.
hundred Indian
one hundred
and education
For support
Indian school,
school, Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation,
Reservation, Wyoming, including pay of
Indian
superintendent, $27,500;
$27,500; for
and improvements,
improvements,
repairs and
general repairs
for general
superintendent,
$5,000;
in
all,
$32,500.
$5,000; in all, $32,500.lfilling
Fulfilling treaty.
15, p.
576.
For
of Shoshones
Shoshones in
p. 576.
ol. 15,
physician, Vol.
of physician,
pay of
For pay
Wyoming: For
in Wyoming:
support of
For support
teacher,
carpenter, miller,
miller, engineer,
engineer, farmer,
(article
blacksmith (article
and blacksmith
farmer, and
teacher, carpenter,
10,
of July
July 3,
1868), $4,000;
$4,000; for
for pay
second blacksmith,
of second
pay of
3, 1868),
treaty of
10, treaty
and such
such iron
iron and
steel and
other materials
materials as
required, as
be required,
may be
as may
and other
and steel
and
per article
8, same
treaty, $1,000;
$1,000; in
$5,000.
in all,
all, $5,000.
same treaty,
article 8,
per
Irrigation system in
For
continuing the
the work
an irrigation
irrigation system
system within
in
Reservation.
within Reratio
constructing an
of constructing
work of
For continuing
Construction.
Construction.
Wyoming,
Reservation,
the
diminished
Shoshone
or
Wind
River
Reservation,
in
River
Wind
or
Shoshone
diminished
the
including
the Big
Big Wind
Wind River
River and
and Dry
Canals, and including
Creek Canals,
Dry Creek
including the
$75,000, reimthe
maintenance
and
operation
completed
canals,
$75,000,
completed
of
operation
and
the maintenance
bursable
as provided
provided by
by existing
existing law.
law.
bursable as
Roods and
and brid
bridges
Reservation.
For
continuing the
work of
and bridges
within in
i, Reservation.
bridges within
roads and
constructing roads
of constructing
the work
For continuing
the diminished
diminished Shoshone
Shoshone or
Reservation, in Wyoming,
River Reservation,
Wind River
or Wind
the
$15,000, said
said sum
reimbursed from
funds which are now
any funds
from any
be reimbursed
to be
sum to
$15,000,
or
may
hereafter
be
placed
in
the
Treasury
to
credit of said
the credit
Treasury
the
in
placed
be
or may hereafter
Indians, to
to remain
funds of
upon the lands and funds
and lien upon
charge and
remain aa charge
Indians,
said
Indians
until
paid.
Additional amounts
said Indians until paid.
t
i
giMalfunds,
filtn
tadZirfor
lot:
from dtribal
SEC. 25.
25. That
in addition
to the
the Indian
Indian tribal
tribal and treaty funds, frg
addition to
That in
SEC.
sp
eciat
etc.,
U
in
elsewhere
the
expenditure
of
which
is
specifically
authorized
elsewhere
this
5
1
37:g
r
e=
815°6
'
authorized
the expenditure of which is specifically
Act,
and such
such sums
sums as
as may
may be
be required
required for
equalization of allotfor equalization
Act, and
ments,
education of
Indian children,
and other
other payments
payments
capita and
per capita
children, per
of Indian
ments, education
expenditures
to
Indians,
reimbursement
to
the
Umtecl
the
expenditures
of
States
United
the
to
reimbursement
to Indians,
from
appropriations, and
and expenditures
for the Five
expenditures for
reimbursable appropriations,
from reimbursable
Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, in
in accordance
with existing
existing laws, the Secretary
Secretary of
accordance with
Civilized
the Interior
Interior be,
he is
authorized to
exceednot exceedexpend not
to expend
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and he
be, and
the
ing
United States
States in trust for
the United
by the
held by
funds held
the funds
from the
$1,222,004 from
ing $1,222,004
the
respective tribes
tribes for
for support
and civilization
Indians under
under
the Indians
of the
civilization of
support and
the respective
the
of the
following agencies,
to wit:
wit:
Distibution.
agencies, to
the following
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Distribution.
Arizona.
Arizona: Colorado
River, $4,250;
$75,000; Fort Arizona
Apache, $75,000;
Fort Apache,
$4,250; Fort
Colorado River,
Arizona:
$100,000;
Mojave,
$2,450; Saibab,
$510; San Carlos, $100,000;
$2,000; Leupp, $510;
Kaibab, $2,000;
Mojave, $2,450;
Salt
River, $4,500;
$4,500; Truxton
$15,000.
Canyon, $15,000.
Truxton Canyon,
Salt River,
California.
California:
Capitan Grande,
Grande, $1,500;
$1,500; Hoopa
Hoops. Valley,
Valley, $3,000; Malki,
Malki, Caifo
California: Capitan
$160; Round
Round Valley, $8,020; Tule River, $1,500.
$1,500.
$160;
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Colorado:
Ute, $3,000;
$3,000; Ute
Ute Mountain,
Mountain, $8,000.
Southern Ute,
Colorado: Southern
Idaho:
d'Alene, $15,058; Fort Hall,
Hall, $16,250;
$16,250; Fort Lapwai,
Lapwai,
Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho: Coeur
$15,000.
$15,000.
Iowa:
Iowa.
Iowa: Sac and Fox, $2,080.
$2,080.
Kansas.
Pottawatomie, $3,570.
Kickapoo, $688; Pottawatonaie,
Kansas:
Kansas: Kickapoo,
Kansas.
Michigan.
Michigan: Mackinac,
Mackinac, $100.
$100.
Michigan:
Minnesota.
Minnesota:
Minnesota.
Minnesota: Red Lake, $5,000;
$5,000; White
White Earth, $1,400.
$1,400.
Montana.
Montana:
Montana.
Montana: Blackfeet,
Blackfeet, $40,000;
$40,000; Crow,
Crow, $150,000;
$150,000; Flathead,
Flathead, $20,000;
$20,000;
Fort
Belknap, $35,000;
$35,000 ;Rocky
$8,400; Tongue
Tongue River, $25,000.
$25,000.
Boy, $8,400;
Rocky Boy,
Fort Belknap,
Nebraska.
$2,875.
Omaha, $9,500; Winnebago,
Nebraska:
Nebraska.
Nebraska: Omaha,
Winnebago, $2,875.
River,
Nevada.
McDermitt, $674; Nevada, $5,400; Walker
Nevada:
Nevada.
Nevada: Fort MeDermitt,
Walker River,
$6,700;
Western Shoshone,
$15,000.
Shoshone, $15,000.
$6,700; Western
New Mexico.
New
Jicarilla, $75,000;
$30,000; Northern
Northern
Mescalero, $30,000;
$75,000; Mescalero,
Mexico: Jicarilla,
New Mexico:
Mexico.
New
$2,670.
Pueblos,
$880; Pueblo Bonito, $1,300;
$1,300; San Juan, $2,670.
Pueblos, $880;
North Carolina.
North
Carolina.
North Carolina: Eastern
Eastern Cherokee,
Cherokee, $5,000.
$5,000.
North Dakota.
North Dakota:
North
Dakota.
Dakota: Fort Berthold, $25,000;
$25,000; Standing Rock, $75,000.
Oklahoma.
Seger, $176; Pawnee,
Oklahoma:
$19,800; Seger,
Pawnee, $500; Otoe,
Otoe,
Kiowa, $19,800;
Oklahoma: Kiowa,
Oklahoma.
$2,500.
$700;
$500;
and
$2,500.
Fox,
Sac
$500;
Seneca,
$700;
Oregon.
Klamath, $75,000;
Oregon: Klamath,
$75,000; Umatilla,
Umatilla, $9,200; Warm Springs,
Oregon.
$2,554.
South Dakota.
$100,000; Crow Creek, $525;
Cheyenne River,
South Dakota: Cheyenne
SouthDakta.
River, $100,000;
$525;
Lower
$5,000; Sisseton, $5,000.
$5,000.
Lower Brule, $5,000; Rosebud, $5,000;
Utah.
Utah: Goshute, $6,264;
$6,264; Uintah, $20,000.
$20,000.
Utah.
Washington.
Washington:
Washington.
Washington: Colville,
Colville, $30,000; Quinaielt, $1,850;
$1,850; Spokane, $4,000;
$4,000;
Yakima,
$22,000.
Yakima, $22,000.
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin: Lac
Flambeau, $10,000;
$10,000; Keshena
(Menominee),
Keshena (Menominee),
du Flambeau,
Lac du
Wisconsin:
Wisconsi.
$30,000.
$30,000.
Wyoming.
Wyomin
Wyomg: Shoshone, $50,000.
Wyoming:
$50,000.
W
n
Quapaw infinatin
Indians.
S
EC. 26.
26. That
of the
the Act
of Congress
2,
March 2,
approved March
Congress approved
Act of
1 of
section 1
That section
SEC.
Quaiaw
Alienation
restrictions contned
continued addiaddi- 1895
1895 (Twenty-eighth
(Twenty-eighth Statutes
Statutes at Large, page 907),
907), in so far as the
lions
tional 25 years on desallotments of land to the Quapaw
same
Quapaw Indians
Indians and to
relates to the allotments
same relates
earsoe
tiognal allotments.
ignated
Vol. l.28
28, p. 907.
907.
restrictions against alienation of said allotments, be, and the same is
hereby,
restrictions which
which now
hereby, amended so as to provide that the restrictions
exist against
against the
of the lands allotted to and allotted
allotted lands
alienation of
the alienation
exist
inherited by the Quapaw
January 15,
15,
named in the letter of January
Quapaw Indians named
inherited
Mah1921, of
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, to wit: John
John Beaver, Malithe Secretary
of the
1921,
Buffalo,
hunk-a-zhe-ka,
Beaver; Anna
Beaver, now Bear; Arthur Buffalo,
Anna Beaver,
hunk-a-zhe-ka, now Beaver;
Greenback, now Clabber
Lizzie Cedar,
Minnie Greenback,
Clabber, Harry
Cedar Peter Clabber, Minnie
Crawfish,
Thomas Crawfish,
Mary Crawfish,
Skye,• Francis
Francis
Crawfish, now Skye;
Crawfish, Mary
Crawfish, Thomas
or
Wat-tah-nah-zhe Goodeagle,
Quapaw Goodeagle,
Goodeagle, Wat-tah-nah-zhe
Goodeagle, Khah-Daah,
Khah-Daah, or
Grandeagle,
Quapaw; Antoine
Greenback,
Antoine Greenback, Joseph Greenback,
Grandeagle, now Quapaw;
Ho-gom-me,
Mis-kah-get-tah, Amos
Amos Newhouse, John
Goodeagle; Mis-kah-get-tah,
Ho-gom-me, or Goodeagle;
Ta-mee-heh, or Quapaw;
J. Ball, now Quapaw;
Quapaw; BenQuapaw; Ta-mee-heh,
Nellie J.
Quapaw, Nellie
Quapaw, Frances
Frances Quapaw,
Quapaw, now Gokey;
Gokey;
jamin Quapaw, Solomon Quapaw,
Hah-dah-ska-tun-ka, or Track; MesStafford, now Shapp; Hah-dah-ska-tun-ka,
MesJulia Stafford,
Greenback, now
kah-tun-ka, or
Slagle; Flora Young Greenback,
or Track, now Slagle;
kah-tun-ka,
James Xavier, Anna Xavier, now Collins; Wah-sheWhitebird; James
mah-tah-het
Quapaw; Henry
Henry Buffalo,
Martha Track Quapaw;
Track, now Martha
mah-tah-het Track,
Clara May Buffalo,
McDunner; Nora Buffalo,
Buffalo,
Hazel L. Buffalo, now McDunner;
Buffalo, Hazel
Clara
now
Buffalo, James Amos
Amos Valliere;
Valliere; Georgia
Georgia Alice
William Buffalo,
now Brook; William
Clayton
Valliere,
Hampton; Iva Amelia
Amelia Valliere,
Daylight, Clayton
Valliere, Jesse Daylight,
Valliere, now Hampton;
junior, Lulu
Alphonso Greenback,
C.
Louise Blansett, Alphonso
Greenback, junior,
C. Daylight, Emma Louise
May
Mollie Greenback,
Greenback, Amy Greenback,
Woodrow
Greenback, Woodrow
Mary Mollie
Greenback, Mary
May Greenback,
John
Greenback, Alphonso Greenback,
Greenback, senior,
senior,
ohn GreenbAlphonso
GreenbGreenback,
Wilson Greenback,
Track,
Beatrice C.
now Shapp;
Shapp; Juanita
Juanita Alma Dawes,
Dawes, Agnes
Agnes Track,
C. Peters, now
Beatrice
soMary
Wilson,artin
Dennis
Mary Wilson,
Wilson, Louise WilWilErwin Wilson, Martin Wilson,
Dennis Wilson, Erwin
son,
Helene Irene Whitebird,
Whitebird, Thomas
Thomas Xavier,
A. Whitebird, Helene
Robert A.
son, Robert
Beaver; and including any
Elnora
Lucy Lottson Beaver;
Quapaw, and Lucy
Elnora Quapaw,
Quapaw
named
which any of the said named
inherited lands in which
Quapaw allotted or inherited
he y,
Indians have 'any
undivided interests, be, and the same
same are hereby,
any undivided
Colorado.
Colorado.
Idaho.
Idaho.
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extended
for the
the further
further and
and additional
period of
years Provigos.
twenty-five years
of twenty-five
additional period
extended for
from
date of
this Act:
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Removal
That the
Removal if
if Indian
Indian
however, That
Provided, however,
Act: Provided,
of this
from the
the date
owner e found comcomfound
the Interior
may, with
or without
without application
application of
Indian owner,
owner,
owne
be
of the
the Indian
with or
Interior may,
the
petent.
remove
restrictions, wholly
wholly or
after he
has found
found such
such
he has
in part,
part, after
or in
such restrictions,
remove such
Indian
competent as the
white man to conduct
conduct
average white
the average
be as competent
Indian owner
owner to be
his own business
business affairs with benefit
benefit to himself, under
under such
such rules and
regulations
regard thereto,
thereto, and concerning
concerning
in regard
prescribe in
may prescribe
as he
he may
regulations as
terms
proceeds for the benefit
benefit of the redisposal of the proceeds
of sale
sale and disposal
terms of
Mining leases perspective
further, That
all said
allotted to
or
ertrestricted
in onleases
to or
m mitted
said lands
lands allotted
That all
Providedfurther,
Indians: Provided
spective Indians:
allotments.
may, when
inherited
the Quapaw
Quapaw Indians
Indians may,
when subject
subject to restrictions
restrictions allotments.
by the
inherited by
against alienation,
alienation, be
be leased
leased for
for mining
mining purposes
purposes for such period of
of
against
time and
regulations, terms,
conditions only as
terms, and conditions
such rules, regulations,
time
and under such
may
Secretary of the Interior, and said lands
be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
may be
restricted against alienation
may be leased for mining purposes
alienation may
while restricted
State tax, allowed
tax, allowed
further, That
only as
as provided
provided herein:
herein: And
provided further,
That the production
production onState
And provided
only
mineral produced.
of minerals
minerals on
on said
said lands
lands may
may be
by the
the State
of Oklahoma
in
State of
Oklahoma in
be taxed
taxed by
of
unrestricted lands, and the
produced on unrestricted
all respects the same as that produced
directed to cause Payment.
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
authorized and directed
hereby authorized
Secretary
Indian funds held under his Payme"t.
to be
be paid
paid from
from out
out of
of the individual
individual Indian
to
supervision, belonging to the Indian owner
owner of the land,
land, the tax so
so
supervision,
assessed
Indian owner Not
assessed against the
the royalty
royalty interests
interests of the respective
respective Indian
Not aa lien
lien on
on prop
property of
Indian.
of Indian.
such tax shall
That such
however, That
in such
shall not be- erty
Provided, however,
such production:
production: Provided,
in
or
character against
kind or character
come a
against the land or
come
a lien or charge of any kind
other property of
Indian owner.
owner.
of said
said Indian
other
Clarence Wi.
Tiurne
Mrsc W. Turner
and
SEC.
SEC. 27. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, and
Mrs. William B.
Hord.
from
directed to pay to Clarence
authorized and directed
authorized
Clarence W. Turner
Turner and Mrs.
Mrs. H Paymentt to
to, from
Creek funds.
funds.
deceased, one-half
of William
William
B. Hord,
Hord, widow
widow of
William B. Hord, deceased,
one-half to Creek
William B.
Treasury of the United
each, out of any funds in the Treasury
United States belonging
belonging
to the Creek Nation, the sum of $6,967.50,
$6,967.50, being in full settlement
settlement of
Clarence W. Turner and William B. Hord,
the claim of the said Clarence
}lord, deceased, against the said Creek Nation growing out of services performed by them under an act of the National
National Council of the Creek
Creek
formed
Nation approved
approved January
January 31,
31, 1895.
Approved, March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.
March 33 1921.
1921.
March
4d19.1
J. 409.!
of June
of Congress
CHAP.
To amend
the Act
Act of
Congress of
June 28,
23, 1906,
1906, _ _IS.
3 of
of the
section 3
Act To
amend section
120.-An Act
CHAP. 120.—An
[Public,
NT). 360.]
360.]
[PubliC No.
Osage Indians
Indians in
funds of
of the Osage
the lands
lands and
entitled
"An Act
Act for
the division
of the
and funds
in
division of
for the
entitled "An
other purposes."
purposes."
for other
Oklahoma,
and for
Oklahoma, and

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the United
United Osage ndansla.
Be
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
Congress assembled,
States of
America in
in Congress
States
of America
assembled, That all that
that part of the Act
Act oil,
(
1')
/fr, geetc.,
el
tVialands
l
a
nn
sd
(
S
Yk reg.
served to,
further
for further
28, 1906
of
1906 (Thirty-fourth Statutes at Large, page 539),
539), entitled
entitledSyedto,
of June
June 28,
25 years.
"An Act for the division of the lands and funds of the Osage
Osage Indians
"An
in Oklahoma, and for other purposes,"
purposes," which
which reserves
reserves to the Osage
Tribe the oil, gas, coal, or other minerals covered
covered by the lands for the
selection and division of which provision
provision is made in that Act is
hereby amended
covered
hereby
amended so that the
the oil, gas, coal, or other minerals covered
by said lands are reserved
reserved to the Osage
Osage Tribe for the period ending
oil and gas
valid existing oil and gas
April
April 7,
7, 1946: Provided,
Provided, That
That all valid
gas leases on Exsting
Existing oil
extended.
leases extended.
renewed upon
day of April, 1931,
the 7th day
1931, are hereby
hereby renewed
upon the same terms
terms leases
and extended, subject to all other
other conditions and provisions
provisions thereof,
until
of April,
April, 1946,
1946, and
and as
as long
long thereafter
thereafter as
oil or
or gas
gas is
is Unleased land to be
until the
the 8th
8th day
day of
as oil
of the
and the Secretary
found in paying quantities,
found
quantities, and
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior and the offered
offered for oil and gas
lease
5s
authorized and directed
hereby authorized
Osage
Council are
directed to offer for lease
are hereby
Osage Council
remaining portion
portion of the unleased
unleased
for oil and gas purposes all of the remaining
Osage land prior
offering the same annually
annually at the
prior to April 8, 1931, offering
rate
than one-tenth
of the
the unleased
unleased area.
area.
rate of
of not
not less
less than
one-tenth of
Surface owners to be
or lessee of the
the surface
surface of the land
land paid for damages
SEC.
bona fide owner
owner or
SEC. 2. That the bona
damages from
from
mining operations.
prescribed by the mining operations.
compensated, under rules and regulations
shall be compensated,
regulations prescribed
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Appeal
Appeal to
to court.

e

Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior in connection
connection with
oil and
and gas-mining
gas-mining operoperthe Interior
with oil
ations,
damage that
accrue after
after the
the passage
of this
ations, for
for any
any damage
that shall
shall accrue
passage of
this
of the
land for
and gas
gas mining
mining purposes
purposes
Act as
as a
a result
result of
the use
use of
of such
such land
for oil
oil and
or
out of
to the
or crops
crops thereon
occasioned thereby,
thereby,
or out
of damages
damages to
the land
land or
thereon occasioned
contained shall
be construed
construed to
to deny
deny to
to the
the surbut nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
shall be
surface owner
owner or lessee the right to appeal to the courts
courts without
without the
the
consent of
of the
Secretary,of
in the
the event
event he
he is
dissatisconsent
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, in
is dissatisfied with
amount of
damages awarded
fied
with the
the amount
of damages
awarded him.
him.

SEC.
members of
of the
S
EC. 3. That all members
the Osage
Osage Tribe
of Indians
are hereby
Tribe of
Indians are
hereby
not declared
declared to
to be
citizens of
United States,
States, but
shall, not affect
affect
be citizens
of the
the United
but this
this shall.

Members of tribe
tribe
declared to be citizens.
rights not
Tribal rights
affected.
affected.

eTribal

1921.
1921.

interest in tribal property
property or the control
their interest
control of the United
United States
over such
such property
.
as is
is now
hereafter be
be provided
provided by
by law,
law,
or may
may hereafter
over
property
as
now or
tion restrictions.
tonrestrictions.
and all restrictions
restrictions against
against alienation of
their allotment
allotment selections,
of their
selections,
both surplus and homestead,
Osage Indians
Indians of
of less
less than
than
homestead, of all adult
adult Osage
one-half
one-half Indian
Indian blood, are hereby
hereby removed,
removed, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior shall,
within four
months after
after the
passage of
of this
this Act,
Interior
shall, within
four months
the passage
Act,
determine
determine what members of
are of
less than
than one-half
Indian
of said
said tribe
tribe are
of less
one-half Indian
blood, and their ages, and
and his determination
thereof shall be
final
determination thereof
be final
Original homestead
oa inl not
in taxable
estead and conclusive.
homestead allotments
conclusive. The homestead
allotments of the members
members of the
allotments not
allotments
taxable
prior to
to April
April 8,
prior
8, 1931.
1931.
taxation if held by the original
Osage Tribe shall not be subject
subject to taxation
original
allottee
allottee prior
prior to
to April
April 8,
8, 1931.
1931.
Quarterly payment
SEC. 4.
That from
from and
after the
the passage
this Act
the Secretary
Secretary
SEC.
4. That
and after
toUOeten
passage of
of this
Act the
to
competentpaymentS
adults
members,
income. of the Interior shall cause to be paid at the end of each
members, from
fromincome.
quarter
each fiscal
fiscal quarter
to each adult member
member of the
certificate of
of
the Osage
Osage Tribe
Tribe having
having aa certificate
competency
competency his or her pro
as a
the tribe
tribe
pro rata
rata share
share, either
either as
a member
member of
of the
or heir of a
adeceased
deceased member,
on trust
trust funds,
funds, the
bonus
member, of the interest
interest on
the bonus
received
received from the sale of leases, and the royalties
royalties received
received during
during the
the
Payment
of
Paymentcompetency
of $1,000
$1,000 ifi previous
previous fiscal quarter, and so long as the income is sufficient
sufficient to pay
pay
without
without competency
certificate.
certificate.
to the
adult members
to
the adult
members of
of said
tribe not
not having
having aacertificate
certificate of
of comcomsaid tribe
To
To legal
legal guardians
guardians of
tency
of petency
$1,000
quarterly
except
where
incompetent
adult
members
$1,000
quarterly
except
where
incompetent
incompetents.
incompetents.
have legal guardians,
in which
which case
case the
guardians, in
the income
income of
such incompeincompeof such
Parents,
etc.,
of
Parents, o etc.,
f tents shall be paid to their legal guardians, and to pay for maintenance
maintenance
minors, MOO quarterly. tents shall be paid to their legal guardians, and to
and education to the parents
parents or natural
natural guardians
guardians or legal
guardians
legal guardians
actually.having minor members
members under twenty-one
twenty-one years
years or
of age personally in charge
quarterly out of
of the
the income
minors all
charge $500 quarterly
income of
of said
said minors
all
of said quarterly
quarterly payments to legal
legal guardians and adults
adults, not having
certificates of
of competency
competency to
to be
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of the
the
be paid
paid under
of re- certificates
Invstment of
Investment
Superintendent of the Osage
mainder for individual
individual Superintendent
Agency,
and to invest the remainder
after
Osage
Agency,
remainder
after
members, after paying
a ng
payrin6 all
all the
the taxes
such members
members either
eith er in
i
n United
United States
members,
paying
taxes of
of such
States bonds
bonds
taxes, etc. after P
or in
in Uklahoma
or school
school bonds,
bonds, or
klahoma State, county, or
or place
the same
same on
on
place the
banks in the State of Oklahoma
time deposits at interest in banks
Oklahoma for
for the
the
benefit of
each individual
under such
rules and
regulations
Pro
srd.
benefit
of each
individual member
Provisos.
member under
such rules
and regulations
Amount reserved
'ased for
Amount
or as the Secretary
prescribe: Provided,
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may prescribe:
Provided, That at the
authorized annual expenditures.
beginning of each
each fiscal year
year there
there shall
reserved and
and set
aside
shall first be
be reserved
set aside
out of the Osage tribal
funds available
available for
tribal funds
for that
that purpose
purpose aasufficient
sufficient
amount of
of money
money for
for the
the expenditures
expenditures authorized
authorized by
by Congess
Congress out
out
Payment of out- amount
standing
obligations of of the Osage
standingoblgationsof
fiscal
year:
Provided
further,
'hat
all
Osage
funds
for
that
fiscal
year:
Provided
further,
That
incompetents.
individual obligations
obligations of
just existing individual
having certificates
certificates
of adults
adults not
not having
upon the
the passage
of this
en a
pof competency
competency outstanding
outstanding upon
passage of
this Act,
Act, wh
when
apSuperintendent of
proved by the Superintendent
Osage Agency,
Agency, shall
be paid
out
of the Osage
shall be
paid out
of the money of such individual
placed to
to his
his
individual as the same
same may be
be placed
State
authorized credit
allowance provided
provided for
for herein.
herein.
state tax
tax authored
credit in
addition to
to the
in addition
the quarterly
quarterly allowance
on oil or gas produced.
SEC.
S
EC. 5. That the State of Oklahoma is authorized
authorized from and after the
passage of this Act to levy and collect
collect a
agross
production tax
tax upon
upon
gross production
all oil and gas produced
produced in Osage County, Oklahoma, and all taxes so
collected
be paid and distributed, and in lieu of all other State
collected shall be
and county taxes levied
levied upon the production
production of oil and gas as proproaY
by the
the laws
the Interior
Interior is
is
of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
avided
laws of
Pamntoro
- vided by
tiessnrel
reyeti.
authorized and directed to pay,
tie
veri7
hereby authorized
pay.
,through
officers of
of
through the proper officers
the Osage Agency, to the State of Oklahoma,
amount reOklahoma, from the lament
reRemoval of alienaRemoval
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1921.
1921.

ceived by
by the Osage
royalties from production
production of
of
as royalties
of Indians
Indians as
Tribe of
Osage Tribe
ceived
oil and
gas, the
the per
per centum
centum levied
levied as
as gross
gross production
distax, to be disproduction tax,
oil
and gas,
tributed as
as provided
provided by
by the
the laws
Oklahoma: Provided,
it.'.a"g8e
the PrySet
That the
Provided, That
laws of
of Oklahoma:
°
L to
to
tributed

Osage
Osage

Secretary
of the
the Interior
is hereby
authorized and
directed to
zulitey
s.
LT:
a
:lir
anda
for
roads
to pay, CoUnt
and directed
hereby authorized
Interior is
Secretary of
through the proper officers of
Osage County,
of the
the Osage Agency, to Osage
through
Oklahoma,
additional sum
centura of the amount
sum equal
equal to 11per centum
Oklahoma, an additional
received
by the
the Osage
Osage Tribe of Indians
production.
as royalties
royalties from production.
Indians as
received by
of
county only for the
of oil
oil and
and gas, which sum shall be used by said county
on Use of
construction
of roads
roads and
bridges therein:
therein: ProPro- fun
nr t on use of
flRdeP
and bridges
and maintenance
maintenance of
construction and
vided
Osage County shall make
officials of Osage
That the
the proper officials
further, That
vided further,
an annual
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior showing
showing that said
of the
the Interior
report to
an
annual report
fund
bridge construction and mainteused for
for road and bridge
has been
been used
fund has
nance only.
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1921.

CHAP.
121.—An Act
provide for
the closing
Road between
between Quincy
Quincy
closing of
of Cedar
Cedar Road
To provide
for the
Act To
CHAP. 121.-An
Street
Shepherd Street
Street northwest,
in the
the District
District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
northwest, in
and Shepherd
Street and

March
1921.
March 3, 1921.
[S. 5023.]
5023.]
[S.
[Public, No. 361.]
361.]

Be
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United Disict
ia.
of the
and House
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
States of
Congress assembled,
That the
commissioners are
astarrictroCaTunNilir.
Road NW.
are cedar
the commissioners
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States
hereby authorized
close Cedar
Cedar Road
Quincy Street
Street and
and tobeclosed.
t° be °lased.
"
between Quincy
Road between
to close
authorized to
hereby
Shepherd
northwest, in the District of Columbia.
Shepherd Street northwest,
Approved,
March 3, 1921.
Approved, March

a
Act Relating
122.-An Act
CHAP 122.—An
Relating to the
the title to land to be acquired
acquired as aasite for a
CHAP.
post-office building
Spring Valley,
Valley, Illinois.
Illinois.
at Spring
building at
post-office

it enacted
United
Representatives of the United
House of Rpresentatives
and House
by the
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
at the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
of America
States of
in the
the acquisition,
discretion, in
Treasury
is hereby
hereby authorized,
in his discretion,
authorized, in
Treasury is
by purchase,
or otherwise
of a
asuitable
suitable site
site for
for a
apost
post
otherwise, of
condemnation, or
purchase, condemnation
by
granted by the
authority granted
pursuant to authority
at Spring Valley, Illinois, pursuant
office at
(Thirty-seventh Statpublic building
approved March
March 4, 1913 (Thirty-seventh
Act, approved
public
building Act,
page 877),
utes
Large, Sixty-second
session, page
877), to
third session,
Congress, third
Sixty-second Congress,
at Large,
utes at
accept title to land
excepting all ores or minerals on or
land reserving or excepting
accept
in
of mining the same.
the rights
rights of
in such lands, with the
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1921.

March
1921.
March 3, 1921.
[H. R.
R. 2328.1
[Public,
362.1
No. 362.]
[Public, No.

Purchase
valley,
ase
of site
sl
*
for
f i c authorized
post office

Ior
sprinVaoesite
o
e
authorized
ost
at.
Vol. 37,
37, p.
p. 877.
877.
Vol.

Title reserving minaccepted.
erals may be accepted.

eraismaybe

March
1921.
March 3, 1921.

CHAP. 123.-An
123.—An Act
Act To
To provide
for the
the conveyance
conveyance of lots on the low grounds
provide for
CHAP.
of Washington,
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of
Washington, District

[H. R.
R. 12045.1
12045.]
[H.
[Public, No. 363.1
No. 363.
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and Hose
House of
ofRepresentatives
the United District
of the
Representatives of
enacted by
the Senate
Be
District of
of columColumStates
America in
assembl, That
in carrying
carrying into
into effect
effect bbia.
certain
That in
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Deeds for certain
in, to
exto be elow lands in,
the provisions
the Act
Act of
1, 1879,
1879, entitled
Act to
to provide
provide low
entitled "An
"An Act
July 1,
of July
provisions of
of the
the
etc.
e'vtol
Washington, ecuted,
for
the conveyance
conveyance of
of the
low grounds
in the
city of
of Washington,
the city
the low
grounds in
for the
Vol. 2.
21, p. 47.
47.
Vol. 3
3, p.
691.
p 691
under
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
7, 1822"
May 7,
1822" Vol.
approved May
the Act
under the
(Twenty-first
Interior be,
Secretary of the Interior
page 47),
47), the
the secretary
(Twenty-first Statutes, page
execute and deliver
deliver
and he hereby
hereby is, authorized at his discretion to execute
provided for without
without proof of compliance
compliance with
therein provided
the deeds therein
upon aa
the building conditions under which the lands were sold, upon
satisfactory
inability to supply
supply such evidence
evidence and the
showing of inability
satisfactory showing
buildings
exceed the
are now
now upon such lands that comply with or exceed
buildings are
original
requirements.
original building requirements.
Approved, March 3, 1921.
1921.
Approved,
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March 3,
3, 1921.
[H. R.
R. 15.543.1
15543.]
[Public, No.
No. 364.]
364.]
[Public,

S
ESS. III.
SESS.
III.

Cu. 124.
CH.
124.

1921.
1921.

CHAP.
appropriations for
legislative, executive,
executive, and
and
CHAP. 124.-An
124.-An Act
Act Making appropriations
for the
the legislative,
judicial expenses of the Government
Government for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30,
30, 1922,
1922, and for
for
other purposes.
purposes.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
Be it
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United

Legislative, execuap-- States of America in Congress assembled,
eiixeia
Legiti
e judi
, cial
tive,
and
tive,
and
judicial
ap
i t
propriations.
appropriated, out of any money- in the

That
following sums are
States of America in Congress assembled, That
thethe following
rouowmgappropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise apTreasury not
ap
propriated,
in full
full compensation
compensation for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year endendpropriated, in
the service
service of
of the
mg
1922, namely:
ing June
June 30,
30, 1922,
namely:

Legislative.
Legislative.

LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

Senate.
Senate.

SENATE.
SENATE.

Pay of Senators.

Pay of Senators.

Mileage.
Mileage.

Officers, clerks, etc.

Officers, clers, etc.
Vice President's
fice
sidens ofofbee.
Chaplain.

chaplin.

Secretary
of the
t Senec
itant, f tc
le
ate , assistant,
ate,
clerks,
etc.
etc.

Document
room
Document room.
Superintendent,etc.
Superintendent, etc.

ler
and
gers to committees

sen-

$720,000.
For compensation
compensation of Senators, $720,000.
For mileage
mileage of Senators,
Senators, $51,000.
For compensation
compensation of
of officers,
officers, clerks,
messengers and
ers:
clerks, messengers,
and oth
others:
Secretary to
OFFICE OF THE
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
PRESIDENT: SeCret!Iry
to the
PreSidellt,
the Vice
Vice President,
$4,000; clerk, $1,600; messenger, $1,000; in all, $6,600.
CHAPLAIN: For Chaplain, $1,200.
OFFICE OF SECRETARY: Secretary of the Senate, including compensation as disbursing officer of salaries of Senators and of contingent
fund of the Senate, $6,500; assistant secretary, Henry M. Rose,
$5,000; reading clerk, $4,000; financial clerk, $4,000; chief clerk,
$3,250; assistant financial clerk, $3,250; minute and Journal clerk,
principal clerk, librarian, enrolling clerk, and printing clerk, at $3,000
each; executive clerk, $2,750; file clerk, chief bookkeeper, and assistant Journal clerk, at $2,500 each; first assistant librarian, and
keeper of stationery, at $2,400 each; assistant librarian, $1,800;
skilled laborer, $1,200; clerks-three at $2,500 each, two at $2,220
each, one $2,100, one $1,750, one $1,440; assistant keeper of stationery, $2,000; assistant in stationery room, $1,200; messenger in
the library, $1,000; messenger, $1,440; assistant messenger, $1,200;
laborers-three at $840 each, two at $720 each, one in stationery
room, $720; in all, $87,800.
DOCUMENT ROOM: Superintendent, $3,500; first assistant, $2,500;

two clerks, at $1,440 each; skilled laborer, $1,200; in all, $10,080.
CLERKS AND MESSENGERS TO THE FOLLOWING COMMITTEES: Agri-

culture and Forestry-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800, assistant
clerk $1,500; Appropriations-clerk $5,000, two assistant clerks at
$2,500 each, three assistant clerks at $1,500 each, messenger $900;
To Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate-clerk
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,600, assistant clerk $1,500; Banking and
Currency-clerk $3,000, assistant clerk $1,800, two assistant clerks
at $1,500 each; Claims--clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $2,000, two assistant clerks at $1,500 each; Commerce-clerk $2,500, assistant
clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,800, assistant clerk $1,500; Conference
Minority of the Senate-clerk $3,000, assistant clerk $1,800, two assistant clerks at $1,500 each; District of Columbia-clerk $2,500,
assistant clerk $1,800, assistant clerk $1,500; Education and Laborclerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800, assistant clerk $1,500; Financeclerk $3,000, assistant clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,600, two assistant clerks at $1,500 each, two experts (one for the majority and one
for the minority) at $2,000 each; Foreign Relations-clerk $3,000,
assistant clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,500; Immigration-clerk
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,800, assistant clerk $1,500; Indian Affairsclerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800, assistant clerk $1,500; Interoceanic Canals-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800, assistant clerk
$1,500; Interstate Commerce-clerk $2,500, two assistant clerks at
$1,800 each, assistant clerk $1,500; Judiciary-clerk $2,500, assistant
clerk $2,220, two assistant clerks at $1,800 each, assistant clerk
$1,500; Manufactures-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800, assistant
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clerk
$1,500; Military
Military Affairs-clerk
Affairs-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
clerk $2,220,
assistant cierk
clerk $1,500;
three
assistant clerks
Naval Affairs-clerk
Affairs-clerk $2,500,
$2,500,
each; Naval
$1,500 each;
at $1,500
clerks at
three assistant
assistant
clerk $2,220,
two assistant
assistant clerks
clerks at
at $1,500
$1,500 each; Pacific
$2,220, two
assistant clerk
Islands,
and the
the Virgin
Islands-clerk $2,500,
assistant
$2,500, assistant
Virgin Islands-clerk
Rico, and
Porto Rico,
Islands, Porto
clerk
$1,800,
assistant
clerk
$1,500;
Pensions-clerk
$2,500,
assistant
assistant
$2,500,
Pensions-clerk
$1,500;
clerk
assistant
clerk $1,800,
clerk $1,800,
at $1,500
Philippines-clerk
each; Philippines-clerk
$1,500 each;
clerks at
assistant clerks
four assistant
$1,800, four
clerk
$2,500, assistant
Post Offices
Offices and
$1,500; Post
clerk $1,500;
assistant clerk
$1,800, assistant
clerk $1,800,
assistant clerk
$2,500,
Post
Roads-clerk $2,500,
assistant clerks
three assistant
$2,220, three
clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk
$2,500, assistant
Post Roads-clerk
at $1,500
Printing-clerk $2,500,
$1,800, assistassist-.
clerk $1,800,
assistant clerk
$2,500, assistant
each; Printing-clerk
$1,500 each;
at
ant
and Elections-clerk
Elections-clerk $2,500,
assistant
$2,500, assistant
Privileges and
$1,500; Privileges
clerk $1,500;
ant clerk
Groundsclerk
assistant clerk
$1,500; Public Buildings and Groundsclerk $1,500;
$1,800, assistant
clerk $1,800,
clerk
assistant clerk $1,500;
$1,500; Public
$1,600, assistant
clerk $1,600,
assistant clerk
$2,500, assistant
clerk $2,500,
Lands-clerk
$2,500, assistant
two assistant
assistant clerks at
$1,800, two
clerk, $1,800,
assistant clerk,
Lands-clerk $2,500,
$1,500
each;
Rules-clerk
$2,720,
to
include
full
compensation for
for Preparing Senate
$1,500 each; Rules-clerk $2,720, to include full compensation
the preparation
biennially, of
of the
Manual under
the direction
direction Manual.
Senate
under the
Senate Manual
the Senate
preparation biennially
the
of
the Committee
Rules, assistant
assistant clerk
clerk $1,800;
$1,800; assistant clerk
on Rules,
Committee on
of the
$1,500;
all, $209,260.
to
Clerical assistance
assistance to
$209,260.
in all,
$1,500; in
chairmen
not chairmen
CLERICAL ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE TO
ENATORS: For
clerical assistance
Senators not
assistance to ofSenators
For clerical
SENATORS:
TO S
CLERICAL
fdesi
gnated commitcommit.
designated
Senators
who are
committees specifically
specifically propro- teeite
ees.
of the committees
chairmen of
not chairmen
are not
Senators who
vided
herein: Seventy-eight
Seventy-eight clerks
each., seventy-eight
seventy-eight
$2,500 each,
at $2,500
clerks at
for herein:
vided for
assistant clerks
at $1,600
seventy-eight assistant
Provo.
at $1,500 Proviso.
clerks at
assistant clerks
each, seventy-eight
$1,600 each,
clerks at
assistant
Authority
each, $436,800:
$436 1800: Provided,
That such
such clerks
clerks and assistant clerks shall Authority
Provided, That
each,
be ex
officio clerks
assistant clerks of
which
of any committee of which
and assistant
clerks and
ex officio
be
their
chairman;
Additional clerks to
to
is chairman;
Senator is
their Senator
Senators.
Ninety-four
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, one
for each
each Senator Senators.
one for
clerks at
additional clerks
Ninety-four additional
having no
no more
more than
one clerk
and two assistant
assistant clerks for himself or
clerk and
than one
having
for
of which
which he
he is
is chairman,
all, $549,600.
$549,600. Navy Yearbook,1920.
in all,
$112,800; in
chairman, $112,800;
committee of
the committee
for the
For
compiling
the
Navy
Yearbook
for
the
calendar
year 1920,
1920, NavyYearbook,192).
year
calendar
the
for
Yearbook
Navy
the
compiling
For
under
direction of
chairman of the Committee on Naval
Naval
the chairman
of the
the direction
under the
Affairs,
$500.
Sergeant at
at Arms
Arms
Affairs, $500.
and Doorkeeper,
asDoorkeeper, asat and
OFFICE OF
ERGEANT AT
AND DOORKEEPER:
DOORKEEPER: Sergeant
Sergeant at
ARMS AND
AT ARMS
SERGEANT
OF S
OFFICE
sistants, etc.
sistants,etc.
Arms
and
Doorkeeper,
$6,500;
Assistant
Sergeant
at
Arms,
$2,500;
$2,500;
Arms,
at
Sergeant
Assistant
Arms and Doorkeeper, $6,500;
Assistant
Doorkeeper, $3,600;
Doorkeeper, $3,600;
$3,600; Messengers, etc.
Assistant Doorkeeper,
$3,600; Acting
Acting Assistant
Assistant Doorkeeper,
ssngetc
two floor
assistants at
at $2,500
each; messengers-five
messengers-five (acting
as assistassist(acting as
$2,500 each;
floor assistants
two
ant doorkeepers,
$1,800 each, thirtyminority) at $1,800
for minority)
one for
including one
doorkeepers, including
ant
seven (including
(including one
one for
minority) at
one $1,000,
$1,000, one at
each, one
$1,440 each,
at $1,440
for minority)
seven
card
door
$1,600;
clerk
Journal
Congressional
Record, to
for
work
Journal
on
clerk
$1,600;
card door
be
by the
storekeeper, $2,500; ste$2,800; storekeeper,
reporters, $2,800;
official reporters,
the official
selected by
be selected
nographer
furniture accounts
accounts and records, $1,200; upof furniture
charge of
in charge
nographer in
holsterer
and locksmith,
cabinetmaker, $1,200;
car- Laborrsetc.
three car$1,200; three
Laborers, etc.
$1,440; cabinetmaker,
locksmith, $1,440;
holsterer and
penters, at
four skilled
laborers, at
skilled laborers,
$1,200; four
janitor, $1,200;
each; janitor,
$1,080 each;
at $1,080
penters,
$1,000
laborer in
of private
private passage,
$900; three female
female
passage, $900;
charge of
in charge
each; laborer
$1,000 each;
attendants
of ladies'
ladies' retiring
each; three atrooms, at $720 each;
retiring rooms,
charge of
in charge
attendants in
tendants to
toilet rooms,
rooms, Senate
Senate Office
Office Building, at $720
women's toilet
to women's
tendants
each;
telephone operators-chief
$1,500, four at $900 each, night
operators-chief $1,500,
each; telephone
operator $720;
$720; press gallery-superintendent
gallery-superintendent
page, $720;
telephone page,
$720; telephone
operator
$2,500, assistant
superintendent $1,600,
messenger for
tor service to press
$1,600, messenger
assistant superintendent
$2,500,
correspondents $1,000;
$800 each,
thirty-four at
at
each, thirty-four
at $800
laborers-three at
$1,000; laborers-three
correspondents
Pages.
$720
each;
sixteen
pages
for
the
Senate
Chamber,
at
the
rate
of
$2.50
Pge
$2.50
of
rate
the
at
Chamber,
Senate
the
for
pages
sixteen
$720 each;
per day
day each
session, $8,280;
in all,
Police,
Office
Police, Senate
each during
during the
the session,
$8,280; in
all, $155,680.
$155,680.
Senate Office
per
For
police
force
for
Senate
Office
Building
under
Sergeant at
at Building.
Building.
the Sergeant
under the
Building
Office
For police force for Senate
Arms: -Sixteen
Sixteen privates,
privates, at
at $1,050
$1,050 each;
each; special
$1,200; in all,
officer, $1,200;
special officer,
Arms:
$18,000.
Postmasters, etc.
$18,000.
POST
Postmaster, $2,500;
$2,500; chief
chief clerk,
mail
$1,800; eight mailetc
clerk, $1,800;
OFFICE: Postmaster,
POST OFFICE:
carriers
and one
one wagon
master, at
$1,200 each;
each; three
riding pages,
three riding
at $1,200
wagon master,
carriers and
at
$912.50 each;
all, $17,837.50.
at $912.50
each; in
in all,
$17,837.50.
Foldingroom.
Folding room.
etc.
FOLDING
$1,600; assistant,
$1,400; clerk,
Foreman, etc.
1,200; Foreman,
clerk, $1,200;
assistant, $1,400;
Foreman, $1,600;
ROOM: Foreman,
FOLDIG ROOM:
folders-seven
at
$1,000
each,
seven
at
$840
each;
in
all,
$17,080.
$17,080.
in
all,
each;
$840
at
seven
each,
folders-seven at $1,000
Chief engineer, etc.
as- Chiefengineer,etc.
UN
-DER ARCHITECT
ARCHITECT OF
OF THE
CAPITOL: Chief
engineer, $2,160;
$2,160; asChief engineer,
THE CAPITOL:
UNDER
sistant
and electrician,
electrician, $1,800; three
engineers, at
at
three assistant engineers,
engineer and
sistant engineer
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Elevator
conductors,
levator conductors,
senatoorfficendutol
Senate Office Building.
ing.

1921

$1,440 each
elevator conductors, at $1,200
$1,200 each; two machinists
ten elevator
each;•ten
$1,440
and electricians,
electricians, at
at $1,400
each; laborers-four
laborers—four at
at $720 each, one in
$1,400 each;
and
charge of
toilet rooms
library space, $660;
attendant
$660; attendant
old library
in old
rooms in
Senate toilet
of Senate
charge
for
service in
old library
$1,500; in all,
Capitol, $1,500;
the Capitol,
of the
portion of
library portion
in old
for service
$28,120.
$28,120.
o the Senate
For
Office
Building, under
under the
the Architect
Architect of
the Capitol,
of the
e Building,
the Oenate Ofce
For

of the Senate Committee
subject to
to the
control and
and supervision
supervision of
Committee on
on
the control
subject

Rules: Fourteen
Fourteen elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors, at $1,200
$1,200 each; in all, $16,800.
Rules:
Contingent expenses.
EXPENSES: For stationery for Senators and the PresiC
ONTINGENT EXPENSES:
CONTINGENT
Contingent expeses.
Stationery.

tationery

Postagestamps

Postage stamps.
OtagePtamp.

Motr

.

Motor vehicles.

for committees and
dent of
for stationery
stationery for
$7,500 for
including $7,500
the Senate,
Senate, including
of the
dent
officers
of
the
Senate,
$20,000.
officers of the Senate, $20,000.
Postage
stamps: For
office of
$200; office
office of
Sergeant at
at
of Sergeant
of Secretary,
Secretary, $200;
For office
ostage stamps:
Arms,
$100; in
in all,
all, $300.
$300.
Arms, $100;

For
exchanging, and
equipping motor vehicles for
for
and equipping
maintaining, exchanging,
For maintaining,
carrying
the mails,
and for
offices of the Secretary
Secretary
of the offices
official use of
for official
mails, and
carrying the
and Sergeant
at Arms,
Arms, $10,000,
necesor so much thereof as may be neces$10,000, or
Sergeant at
and
sa
say.
Vim
Automobile,
Automobile,
V
.
or
driving, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
an automobile
automobile for
the
for the
of an
operation of
or driving,
vice
President.
President.
Vice President,
$2,240.
$2,240.
President,
Vice
Folding.
Folding.
For materials for folding, $1,500.
$1,500.
per
exceeding $1 per
folding speeches
speeches and pamphlets, at a
arate not exceeding
For folding
thousand,
$5,000.
$5,000.
thousand,
Fuel, etc.
Fuel,etc.
advertising, exclusive of labor,
For fuel, oil, cotton waste, and advertising,
$2,000.
$2,000.
Furniture.
Furniture
For purchase
purchase of furniture,
furniture, $5,000.
$5,000.
For materials
furniture and
exdusive of labor,
and repairs of same, exclusive
for furniture
materials for
For
$3,000.
$3,000.
For services
services in cleaning, repairing,
repairing, and varnishing
varnishing furniture, $2,000.
For
Packing
For
Packing boxes.
For packing boxes, $970.
$970.
Document
$1,800.
public documents, $1,800.
For rent of warehouse
wareDocument
warehouse for storage of _public
house.
Miscellaneous
items.
$100,000.
For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, $100,000.
Miscellaneous items.
Inquiries
the Senate,
Senate,
investigations ordered
and invesInquiries and
For expenses of inquiries
inquiries and investigations
ordered by the
tigations.
compensation to stenographers
tiatns.
including compensation
stenographers to committees,
committees, at such rate
Contingent
Audit and Control the Contingent
may be
be fixed by the Committee to .Audit
as may
exceeding $1.25 per printed page,
Expenses
Senate, but not exceeding
Expenses of the Senate,
$100,000.
$100,000.
Reporting debates.
proceedings of the Senate, payable in
and proceedings
For reporting
reporting the
the debates
debates and
For
Reporting debate
equal monthly mnstallments,
Installments, $40,000.
$40,000.

otorvehic

e
Capitol
Capitol police.
l
po

Pay.
Pay.

CAPITOL

CAPITOL POLICE.
POLICE.

For captain,
captain, $1,800;
three lieutenants!
two special
special
For
$1,800; three
lieutenants ! at $1,200
$1,200 each; two
officers, at $1,200
$1,050 each; oneeach; thirty-three privates, at $1,050
$1,200 each;
officers,
half
of said
selected by the Sergeant at Arms of the
privates to be selected
said privates
half of
Senate and one-half by the Sergeant at Arms of the House; in all
Senate

$42,450.
$42,450.
For contingent
contingent expenses, $200.
Division of disburseunder "Capitol
One-half of
"Capitol police"
lice" shall be
be
amounts under
foregoing amounts
the foregoing
of the
One-half
ofdibursementsn
ments.
Clerk of
by the Clerk
disbursed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate and
and one-half
one-haWby
the House.
Joint
Committee on the House.
Joint Committee
ON PRINTING.
COMMITTEE ON
JOINTr COMMITTEE
Printing.
Printing.
JOINT
PRINTING.
ontingentexenses

Contingent expenses.
contfngentpses.

Clerk, etc.
VoL 28, p. 603.

VoCler, 6e.

For clerk,
clerk, $4,000;
$4,000; inspector,
inspector, under
20 of
approved
Act approved
the Act
of the
section 20
under section
For

January 12,
1895, $2,250;
stenographer, $1,500;
for expenses
expenses of
of comcom$1,500; for
$2,250; stenographer,
12, 1895,
l Dr January
Congressional DirecDirectory, $1,600;
Congressional Directory,
piling,
$1,600;
piling, preparing, and indexing the Congressional
x
torioa
tory.

Secretary of the Senate
m all, $9,350, one half to be disbursed
disbursed by the Secretary
and
the other half to be disbursed by the Clerk of the House.
and the
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SERVICE.
LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING
DRAFTING SERVICE.
LEGISLATIVE

For
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of maintenance
maintenance of
of the
Legislative Drafting
Drafting
the Legislative
For salaries
Service,
as authorized
authorized by section
Revenue Act of 1918,
section 1303 of the Revenue
Service, as
$40,000,
one-half of
of such
such amount
amount to
by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
be disbursed
disbursed by
to be
$40,000, one-half
the Senate
Senate and
one-half by
by the
of the
the House of Representatives.
Representatives.
Clerk of
the Clerk
and one-half
the
HOUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE

Legislative drafting
drafting
Legislative
Service.
Service.
Expenses.
Expenses.
Vol. 40, p. 1141.

VoL 40, .

41.

RepresenHouse
House off Represene p re s e n
tativ
tatives.
Pay

of

Members,

For compensation
House of
of Representatives,
and ResiemeRs
DePleates, an
Representatives, Delegates,
of the
the House
of Members
Members of
compensation of
For
dent Commissioners.
Commissioners.
Porto dent
Delegates from
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from Porto
the Resident
Territories, the
from Territories,
Delegates

Rico, and
and the
from the Philippine Islands,
the Resident Commissioners from
Rico,
$3,304,500.
$3,304,500.
For
mileage of
of Representatives
Representatives and Delegates
Delegates and expenses of
For mileage
Resident Commissioners,
$175,000.
Commissioners, $175,000.
Resident
For compensation
compensation of
of officers,
and others:
others:
messengers, and
officers, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
For
OFFicE OF
to Speaker,
clerk to
to
$4,000; clerk
Speaker, $4,000;
Secretary to
SPEAKER: Secretary
OF TH.8
THE SPEAKER:
OFFICE

Speaker's table,
$1,000
preparing Digest of the Rules, $1,000
$3,600, and for preparing
table, $3,600,
Speaker's
per annum;
annum; clerk
messenger to Speaker, $1,440;
$1,440;
$1,600; messenger
clerk to Speaker, $1,600;
per
messenger
$1,200; in all, $12,840.
$12,840.
to Speaker's
Speaker's table, $1,200;
messenger to

g.

Mileage.

Officers, clerks, etc.

OSersclerks, etc.
Speake's Ofice.

Speaker's Office.
Digest of Rules.

Diest of Rules

Chaplain.
Chaplain.
CHAPLAIN: For
Chaplain, $1,200.
$1,200.
For Chaplain,
CHAPLAIN:
N. Couden.
n
For compensation
compensation of
Couden, chaplain
emeritus of
Henry N Coude of the
the Henry
chaplain emeritus
N. Couden,
of Henry
Henry N.
For
House
of
Representatives,
in
accordance
with
the
resolution
adopted
adopted
resolution
House of Representatives, in accordance
$1,500.
January 6, 1921, $1,500.
Clerk of
the House,
HOW;
of the
Clerk
OFFICE
THE C
LERK: Clerk of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, clerks,
CLERK:
OF THE
OFFICE OF
etc.
including
contingent fund,
disbursing officer of the contingent
compensation as disbursing
including compensation
$6,500; Chief
Chief Clerk,
Journal clerk
clerk and two reading clerks, at
Clerk, $4,500; Journal
$6,500;
$4,000 each;
each; disbursing
disbursing clerk, $3,400; tally clerk, $3,300; file clerk,
$4,000
$1,000 additional so long as the
enrolling clerk, $3,000 and $1,000
$3,250; enrolling
position is
by the
present incumbent;
incumbent; chief
$3,000;
chief bill
bill clerk, $3,000;
the present
held by
position
is held
assistant to Chief Clerk, and assistant enrolling clerk, at $2,500 each;
assistant to
to disbursing
disbursing clerk,
$2,400; stationery
stationery clerk, $2,200; libraclerk, $2,400;
assistant
rian,
$1,900;
assistant file clerk, $1,900;
$2,100; assistant
librarian, $2,100;
assistant librarian,
$2,100; assistant
rian, $2,100;
assistant
messengers, and
Journal clerk, at $1,800
and assistant Journal
assistant librarian, messengers,
each;
clerks-one $1,800,
$1,800, three at $1,680
bookkeeper, and
and
$1,680 each; bookkeeper,
each; clerks-one
office, at $1,600
chief
$1,600 each; four assistants to chief
in disbursing
disbursing office,
assistant in
bill
each; stenographer
stenographer to Clerk, $1,400;
$1,400; locksmith,
locksmith,
$1,500 each;
at $1,500
bill clerk,
clerk, at
who
typewriter
$1,300; messenger and typewriter
in his trade, $1,300;
skilled in
who shall be skilled
repairer
room, at
repairer in Chief Clerk's office, and assistant in stationery room,
office
$1,200 each; messenger in file room, messenger
messenger in disbursing
disbursing office,
$1,200
stenographer to Journal
$1,100 each; stenographer
assistant in House library, at $1,100
Journal
and assistant
clerk,
$1,000; nine telephone
telephone operators, at $900 each; three session
clerk, $1,000;
1921,
telephone operators,
operators, at $75
$75 per month each from December
1, 1921,
December 1,
telephone
30, 1922; substitute
substitute telephone operator
operator when
when required, at
at
to June 30
$2.50 per day,
six
bathroom, at $900 each; six
$500; two laborers in bathroom,
day, $500;
$2.50
laborers,
$720; two janitors,
janitorsz at
at
laborers, at $720 each; page in enrolling room, $720;
$720 each;
each; allowance
Chief Clerk
typewriter
stenographic and typewriter
Clerk for stenographic
to Chief
allowance to
$720
services, $1,000;
services,
$1,000; in all, $104,145.
$104,145.
Chief engineer, etc.
UNDER
ARCHITECT OF
OF THE
Lug C
APITOL: Chief
Chief engineer,
engineer, $2,160; four Chiefengeer, etc.
CAPITrrOL:
UNDER ARCHITECT
assistant
engineers at
$1,440 each; machinist,
machinist, $1,400;
electrician,
$1,400; electrician,
at $1,440
assistant engineers
$1,400; twenty-four
twenty-four elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors, including
including fourteen
fourteen for serv$1,400;
Office Building, at $1,200 each, who shall be under
ice in the House Office
the supervision and direction of the Architect of the Capitol; laborer,
charwomen; in all, $41,040.
$800; three charwomen;
Clerks, messengers,
CLERKS,
MESSENGERS, AND
AND JANITOR
JANITORS
FOLLOWING COMMITCOMMIT- andrand
gers,
THE FOLLOWING
TO TO THE
CLERKS, MESSENGERS,
janitors tonito,
committees.
TEES:
Accounts-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,800, janitor $1,000;
$1,000; mittees.
TEES: Accounts-clerk
$1,800, janitor $1,000;
Agriculture-clerk
$2,500, assistant clerk
clerk $1,800,
$1,000;
Agriculture-clerk $2,500.
Appropriations-clerk
$1,000 additional
additional so long as the
Appropriations-clerk $4,000 and $1,000
incumbent, assistant clerk $3,000,
position is held by the present incumbent,
$1,900,
assistant
stenographer $2,500, assistant
assistant clerks-one
clerks-one $1,900,
assistant clerk and stenographer
one $1,800,
$1,800, janitor
janitor $1,000;
Banking and Currency-clerk
Currency-clerk $2,000,
$1,000; Banking
one
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Census—clerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor
janitor
$720; Census-clerk
$1,200, janitor
janitor $720;
assistant clerk
clerk $1,200,
Claims—clerk $2,500,
assistant clerk $1,200,
$1,200, janitor $720;
$720;
$2,500, assistant
$720; Claims-clerk
Coinage,
Weights, and
$2,000, janitor $720;
$720; DisDisMeasures-clerk $2,000,
and Measures—clerk
Coinage, Weights,
trict
of Columbia—clerk
janitor $720;
$720;
$1,800, janitor
clerk $1,800,
assistant clerk
$2,500, assistant
trict of
Columbia-clerk $2,500,
Education—clerk
Election of President, Vice President, and
Education-clerk $2,000; Election
Representatives
One—
Number OneElections Number
Congress-clerk $2,000; Elections
in Congress—clerk
Representatives in
clerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor $1,000; Elections Number Two—clerk
Two-clerk $2,000,
$720;
Three-clerk $2,000, janitor $720;
janitor $720; Elections Number Three—clerk
Enrolled Bills-clerk
Bills—clerk $2,000, janitor $720; Flood Control—clerk
Control-clerk
Enrolled
Affairs—clerk $2,500, assistant clerk
clerk
$2,000, janitor $720; Foreign Affairs-clerk
$1,800,
Immigration and
and Naturalization—clerk
Naturalization-clerk $2,000,
$720; Immigration
$1,800, janitor
janitor $720;
Affairs—clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,800,
janitor $720; Indian Affairs-clerk
janitor $720;
$720; Industrial
Industrial Arts and Expositions-clerk
Expositions—clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor
$720; Insular Affairs—clerk
Interstate and Forjanitor $720; Interstate
Affairs-clerk $2,000, janitor
$720;
eign Commerce
clerk $2,500, additional
clerk
additional clerk $2,000, assistant clerk
eign
Commerce-clerk
$1,500, janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; Irrigation
Irrigation of Arid Lands-clerk
Lands—clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor
$1,500,
Invalid Pensions—clerk
stenographer $2,190, assistant
Pensions-clerk $2,500, stenographer
$720; Invalid
Judiciary-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk
clerk $2,000, janitor $1,000; Judiciary—clerk
Library$1,600, janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Labor-clerk
Labor—clerk $2,000, janitor $720; Library—
$1,600,
clerk $2,000, janitor $720;
Merchant Marine
Marine and Fisheries—clerk
Fisheries-clerk
clerk
$720; Merchant
$720; Military
Affairs-clerk $2,500,
$2,000,
$2,000, janitor $720;
Military Affairs—clerk
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk
$1,500, janitor
janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Mines and Mining-clerk
Mining—clerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor $720;
$720;
$1,500,
$1,000;
Naval Affairs—clerk
Affairs-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,500, janitor $1,000;
Patents—clerk $2,000,
assistant
Patents-clerk
$2,000, janitor $720; Pensions—clerk
Pensions-clerk $2,500, assistant
clerk $1,600, janitor $720; Post Offices and Post Roads—clerk
Roads-clerk $2,500,
assistant clerk
clerk $1,400, janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Printing—clerk
Printing-clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor
$1,000;
$1,000; Public Buildings and Grounds-clerk
Grounds—clerk $2,500, assistant clerk
clerk
$1,200, janitor $720; Public Lands-clerk
Lands—clerk $2,000, assistant clerk
clerk
$1,200,
$1,200, janitor
$1,200,
janitor $720; Reform
Reform in the Civil Service-clerk
Service—clerk $2,000;
Revision
Laws-clerk $3,000, janitor $720;
Revision of the Laws—clerk
$720; Rivers and Harbors-clerk
bors—clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,800, janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Roads—
Roadsclerk $2,000, janitor
janitor $720;
Rules—clerk $2,000, assistant
$720; Rules-clerk
assistant clerk $1,500,
janitor $720; Territories-clerk
Territories—clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor $720; War ClaimsClaims—
clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,200,
Ways and Means—
$1,200, janitor $720; Ways
Meansclerk $3,000, assistant clerk and stenographer
stenographer $2,000, assistant clerk
clerk
Clerks subject
to $1,900,
$1,900, janitors—one
$1,000, one
one $720;
$720; in
in all,
$181,570.
all, $181,570.
janitors-one $1,000,
subject to
Clerks
Clerk of
Rouse
Appropriations in
foregoing paragraph
paragraph shall
shall not
available for
for
of the
the House
Clerk
Appropriations
in the
the foregoing
not be
be available

after close
close of
• payment
after
of Congress.
Congress. th
payment of
any clerk
assistant clerk
clerk to
to a
a committee
committee who
does
the
of any
clerk or
or assistant
who does
after the termination
which he
not, after
termination of
of the Congress during which
he was
appointed,
perform his
his duties
under the
direction of
of the
of the
the
Clerk of
the Clerk
the direction
duties under
appointed, perform
Proiso.
Proviso.
Exception.
House:
Provided, That
the foregoing
foregoing shell
to the
ComException.
House: Provided,
That the
shall not
not apply
apply to
the Committee on
Accounts.
on Accounts.
mittee
Janitors.
Janitors.
Appointment,
Appointment, etc.
etc.
appointed by the chairman,
Janitors under the foregoing
foregoing shall be appointed
respectively, of said committees, and shall
shall perform
perform under the direction of the Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper all of the duties heretofore required of messengers detailed to said committees by the Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, and shall be
subject to removal
removal by the Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper at any time after
subject
after the termination
of
the
Congress
during
which
they
were
appointed.
at
segt
rms
tion
of
the
Congress
during
which
they
were
appointed.
„
Sergeant at Arms,
deputy,cashier,
etc.
OFFICE
OF S
SERGEANT
deputy,
cashier, etc.
OFFICE or
ERGEANT AT ARMS:
ARMS Sergeant at Arms, $6,500; deputy
deputy
sergeant at arms, $2,500; cashier, $4,000; two bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, at $2,400
each; deputy sergeant at arms in charge of pairs, $1,800; pair clerk
each;
and messenger, $1,800; messenger,
messenger, $1,400;
$1,400; stenographer
stenographer and typewriter, $900; skilled laborer,
laborer, $840; hire of automobile,
writer,
automobile, $600; in all,
ouse Oice $25,140.
$25,140.
slialgi.rtms"Office
ffice
For police force,
House Office
Building, under
the Sergeant
BudEg.O
For
force, House
Office Building,
under the
Sergeant at
at
Arms$1,200; thirteen privates,
Arms: Lieutenant, $1,200;
privates, at
at $1,050
$1,050 each;
each; in all,
all,
,$14,850.
$14,850.
maintenance and
Dr
kee,
Ple
. *
Relit '
OFFICE
OF DOORKEEPER:
DOORKEEPER: Doorkeeper, $5,000; maintenance
lokeepe
special
OFFICE OF
repair of folding room motor truck, $500, or so much thereof as may
$1,800; superintendent
be necessary;
necessary; special employee, $1,800;
reporters'
superintendent of
of reporters
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$1,180 each,
gallery, $2,000;
$1,500; messengers-sixteen
messengers-sixteen at $1,180
janitor, $1,500;
$2,000; janitor,
gallery,

fourteen on
soldiers' roll
roll at
each; laborers-seventeen
$720
laborers-seventeen at $720
at $1,200 each;
on soldiers'
fourteen
each,
two
known
as
cloakroom
$840
$840 each, eight known as
at
men
each, two known as cloakroom
cloakroom men,
men, one
$120 additional
long as the position
so long
additional so
and $120
$600 and
one $600
cloakroom

is held
the present
present incumbent,
and seven
$600 each;
two female
each; two
at $600
seven at
incumbent, and
by the
held by
is
superintendent of
attendants in
ladies' retiring
retiring rooms
at $800
$800 each;
each; superintendent
rooms at
in ladies'
attendants

folding, room,
foreman, $2,100;
clerk to superintendent
superintendent
chief clerk
$2,100; chief
$2,500; foreman,
room, $2,500;
folding
of
folding
room,
$1,800;
three
clerks,
at
$1,600
each;
$720;
janitor, $720;
each;
$1,600
at
clerks,
three
$1,800;
room,
of folding
laborer, $720;
each; shipping
shipping clerk, $1,200;
$1,200;
folders, at $900 each;
thirty-one folders,
$720; thirty-one
laborer,

lk.
lessengers,laborers,
laborers,
Messengers,

to
Folding

room.

uperintendent, etc

Superintendent, etc.

etc.
Pagesetc.
two
drivers, at
$840 each;
two chief
chief pages,
$1,500 each;
each; two Pages,
at $1,500
pages, at
each; two
at $840
two drivers,
messengers
in charge
telephones (one for the minority),
minority), at $1,800
charge of telephones
messengers in
each;
assistant messengers
messengers in
charge of telephones (one for the
in charge
two assistant
each; two
minority),
at $1,500
$1,500 each;
each; forty-four
forty-four pages, during the session, includminority), at
ing
riding pages,
pages, two
two telephone
telephone pages,
press-gallery page, and
pages, press-gallery
two riding
ing two
of the House, at $2.50 Document room.
ten
pages
for
duty
the
entrances
to
the
Hall
Hal
entrances
the
at
duty
for
pages
ten
per
day each,
superintendent of
of document
siuertenfent.°etc.
room, $2,900; Superintendent,
document room,
etc.
$22,770; superintendent
each, $22,770;
per day
$1,600;
assistant superintendent,
superintendent, $2,100; clerk, $1,700; assistant clerk, $1,600;
assistant
eight
at $1,280
$1,280 each;
janitor, $920;
messenger to press
$920; messenger
each; janitor,
assistants, at
eight assistants,
$1,000; in
on.
room, $1,000;
in all, $163,170.
$163,170.oel
Joel Grayson.
For the
Joel Grayson
in the
the document
document room,
$2,500. W.
Grayson.
Joel Ray
room, $2,500.
Grayson in
of Joel
employment of
the employment
For
Loomis.
. Ra Loom
,For
For compensation
W. Ray
Loomis for
for services
as editor and comservices as
Ray Loomis
of W.
compensation of
piler
Compendium and
Compendium and as
and Monthly Compendium
Weekly Compendium
the Weekly
of the
piler of
assistant in
in the
$2,500.
employees.
the document room, $2,500.ority
assistant
Minority employees.
For minority
minority employees
authorized and
named in the resolution of notyeploy
and named
employees authorized
For
May
19, 1919:
Special employee,
employee, $1,800;
$1,800; special
special messenger
messenger and
1919: Special
May 19,
assistant
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; two
messengers, at $1,800 each;
special messengers,
two special
pair clerk,
assistant pair
special chief
chief page
$1,800; in
in all,
designated
Spe
$9,000.
all, $9,000.
clerk, $1,800;
pair clerk,
and pair
page and
special
Special
designated
employees.
authorized and named in the employees
For
department messenger
messenger authorized
assistant department
For assistant
resolution of December
December 7, 1897, $2,000.
resolution
For
messenger authorized
authorized and named in the resolution of
special messenger
For special
January
1900,
$1,500.
15,
January
To continue
the assistant
assistant foreman of the folding
of the
emplovment of
continue employment
To
room,
in the
resolution of September
September 30, 1913, at $3.85
$3.85
the resolution
authorized m
room, authorized
per day, $1,405.25.
$1,405.25.
resolution of
To continue
the person named in the resolution
of the
employment of
continue employment
To
April 28, 1914,
1914, as a
a laborer, $840.
To continue
of the
the laborer
authorized and named in
laborer authorized
employment of
continue employment
To
ontntof
the
resolution
of
December
19,
1901,
$840.
$840.
1901,
19,
December
the resolution of
ointment of sueAus.
Successors
any of
of the
provided for
for in
in the
the seven pre- cessors.
employees provided
the employees
to any
Successors to
Representatives
ceding paragraphs
be named by the House of Representatives
paragraphs may be
ceding
at
at any time.
Conference
s
minority.
Conference
Clerk, $2,500;
assistant clerk, $1,500; Conferenceminorty.
$2,500; assistant
minority: Clerk,
Conference minority:
janitor, $1,000;
in all, $5,000; the same to be appointed
appointed by the chair$1,000; in
janitor,
man of
of the
the conference
conference minority.
minority.
messengers.
man
Caucus messengers.
To continue
the employment
employment of
of messengers
the majority and
messengers in the
continue the
To
minority caucus
rooms, to
minority
appointed by the majority and minority
be appointed
to be
caucus rooms,
minority
all,
each;
whips,
respectively-,
at
in
$2,400.
$1,200
respectively,
whips,
Majority floor leader.
Office of
of majority
floor leader:
leader: Clerk, $2,500; assistant clerk, Majorityfloorleader.
majority floor
Office
$1,500;
$1,000; M
all, $5,000.
assist$5,000.tmter
in all,
janitor, $1,000;
$1,500; janitor,
Postmaster, assistetc.
OFFICE OF
POSTMASTER: Postmaster,
assistant postmaster, at,
ant, etc.
$4,000; assistant
Postmaster, $4,000;
OF POSTMLATEB:
OFFICE
$2,200;
and money-order
$1,500; thirty-four messengers
money-order clerk, $1,500;
registry and
$2,200; registry
(including one
one to
to superintend
mails), at $1,200
$1,200
transportation of mails),
superintend transportation
(including
each; laborer,
$49,220.
all, $49,220.
in all,
$720; in
laborer, $720;
each;
Mail vehicles.
For hire
vehicles for carrying the mails, $4,200, or so much Mailehilesof vehicles
hire of
For
thereof as may be necessary.
thereof
Official reporters.
OFT-lc1AL REPORTERS:
Six official reporters
reporters of the proceedings
proceedings and Ofeii reporters.
REPORTEBS: Six
OFFIrIAL
expert
debates of
assistant, $3,000; six expert
House, at $6,000 each; assistant,
the House,
of the
debates
transcribers,
$1,200 each;
each; janitor,
janitor, $980;
$980; in
$47,180.teto
all, $47,180.
in all,
at $1,200
transcribers, at
Stenographers
to
ottees.
STENOGRAPHERS TO
TO COMMTrrEES:
commrrrEzs: Four stenographers
stenographers to com- committees.
STENOGRAPHERS
mittees, at
at $6,000
each; janitor,
in all, $24,980.
$980; in
janitor, $980;
$6,000 each;
mittees,
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"During the session"

"Duringthesession"

to mea7day
mean 207 days.
to

1921.
1921.

Wherever the words "during
"during the session"
session" occur in the foregoing
Wherever
and
two hundred
mean the
construed to
they shall
paragraphs
paragraphs they
shall be
be construed
to mean
the two
hundred and

seven days from December
5, 1921,
1921, to
to June
June 30
1922 ,both
inclusive.
both inclusive.
30,,1922,
December 5,
Clerk Clerhireember,
hire, Members, seven days from
hire necessarily
C
LERK HIRE,
AND DELEGATES:
DELEGATES: For clerk
necessarily
clerk hire
MEMBERS AND
HIRE, MEMBERS
Delegates, etc.
CLEBK
etc.
Delegates,

Proviso.
Application
pplication

ments.
ments.

Ante, p. 162.

employed by
Resident Commissioner,
Commissioner ,
Member, Delegate, and Resident
each Member,
by each
employed
per
duties, $3,200 per
in
the
discharge
of
his
official
,
representative
representative
and
official
his
of
discharge
the
in
annum,
$1,408,000, or so much thereof as
installments, $1,408,000,
monthly installments,
in monthly
annum, in
may be
be necessary:
Provided, That
That the
the joint
resolution approved
approved
joint resolution
necessary: Provided,
of pay- may
ation in the same manner
appropriation
July 11, 1919, shall apply to this appropr

Ante,

oningentpenses.
Contingent
expenses.
Folding materials.

Foldigmaeters.

Vol. 28, p. 624.

.28,p.624

uriture.
Furniture.

Faure.

Miscellaneous items,
etc.

Mscellaneous
etc.

stationery.
Stationery.

Dele-it applied to the appropriation
as it
appropriation for clerk hire for Members, Dele
gates,
and
Resident
Commissioners
for
the
fiscal
year
1921
.
1921.
year
gates, and Resident Commissioners for the fiscal
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES:
For wrapping
wrapping paper,
paper, pasteboard,
paste,
pasteboard, paste,
EXPENSES: For
CONTINGENT
for
materials
necessary
twine,
newspaper
wrappers,
and
necessary
folding,
other
twine, newspaper wrappers,
for use
of Members,
including
office, and folding room, not including
Clerk's office,
the Clerk's
Members, the
use of
for
envelopes,
writing paper,
paper, and
other paper
paper and
materials to be printed
and materials
and other
envelopes, writing
from the
and
requisitions from
upon requisitions
Printer, upon
Public Printer,
the Public
by the
furnished by
and furnished
Clerk
the House, under provisions of the Act approved January
of the
Clerk of
12,
1895, $10,000.
$10,000.
12, 1895,
materials for repairs of the same, including not
For furniture, and materials
to
exceed
$12,000
for
repair
labor, tools, and machinery for furniture repair
to exceed $12,000 for labor,

$30,000.
shop,
For 830,000.
miscella
neous items
expenses of special and select comand expenses
items and
or miscellaneous
and
mittees,
exclusive
of
labor, unless specifically
specifically ordered
ordered
salaries
exclusive
mittees,
by the
$75,000.
Representatives, $75,000.
of Representatives'
House of
the House
by

For stationery
stationery for
Resident
Representatives, Delegates, and Resident
for Representatives,
For
Commissioners,
Commissioners, including $5,000 for stationery for the use of the
committees
and officers
officers of
of the
the House,
House, $60,000.
$60,000.
committees and
gstamps
Postage
stamps.
For postage
Postmaster,, $250; clerk, $450; Sergeant at
stamps: Postmaster
postage stamps:
stagestFor
Arms, $300;
$1,150.
doorkeeper, $150; in all, $1,150.
$300; doorkeeper,
akerArms,
tomobile,
Automobile, Speaker.
driving, maintenance,
For
For driving,
maintenance, repair, and operation of an automobile
automobile
tomobe, per.
for the Speaker, $2,240.
Library
of Congress.
Congress.
Library of
Librarian, etc.
etc.
Librarian,

LIBRARY
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.

General
administration: Librarian, $7,500;
assistant librarian,
General administration:
$7,500; chief
chief assistant
librarian,
$1,800; clerks-one
$4,500;
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; librarian's
clerks—one
secretary, $1,800;
librarian s secretary,
chief clerk,
$4,500; chief
$1,200,
typewriters—one
stenographers and typewriters-one
$1,000 each; stenographers
at $1,000
two at
$1,200, two
$1,200,
messenger, $840; messenger
messenger to chief
chief assistant
assistant
$900; messenger,
$1,200, one $900;
librarian,
messenger, $420; operator of photographic
photographic
$600; junior messenger,
librarian, $600;
copying
machine, $600; in all, $24,060.
copying machine,
Mail and delivery.
$1,200,
$1,600, chief $1,200,
Mail and
delivery: Assistants-one
Assistants—one in charge $1,600,
and delivery:
Mail
Mail and delivery.
one $960,
one $780,
junior messenger
messenger,, $420; in all, $5,560.
$600; junor
one $600;
$780, one
$960, one
one
Order and accession.
$2,500; assistants-one
Order and accession: Chief of division, $2:500;
assistants—one
rderadacessin.
at
$840 each, two at $600
$1,500,
$1,200,
$960
each,
two
at
three
$1,200,
one
$1,500,
each,
$580; two
two junior
junior messengers,
$420 each;
all, $12,380.
$12,380.
in all,
each; in
at $420
messengers, at
one $580;
each, one
classia
Catloe, classificaCatalogue,
a
shelf:: Chief of division, $3,000;
Catalogue, classification,
$3,000;
classification, and al&
Catalogue,
tion,on
and
helf.
, shelf.
chief
assistants—four at $1,800 each, seven at
$2,000; assistants-four
classifier, $2,000;
chief classifier,
$1,500 each, six at $1,400 each, twelve at $1,200 each, six at $1,000
each,
$940
at $960 each, four at $920 each, thirteen at $840
fourteen at
each, fourteen
each, thirteen
thirteen at
at $600
$600 each,
each, four
each; six junior messengers,
messengers,
$540 each;
four at $540
each,
at
$420 each;
each; in
$92,020.
all, $92,020.
in all,
at $420
Binding.
BindingAssistants—one in charge
charge $1,500,
$1,500, one $960; junior
Binding: Assistants-one
Binding.
messenger,
$420;
in all,
$2,880.
all, $2,880.
$420; in
messenger,
Bibliography.
assistants-one $1,500,
Bibliography: Chief of division, $3,000; assistants—one
Bibliography.
$960;
two at
at $960
one $840;
$840; stenographer
stenographer and typewriter, $960;
each, one
$960 each,
two
junior
messenger,
$420;
in
all,
$8,.640.
$8,640.
all,
in
$420;
messenger,
junior
Remiling rooms.
collections:
Reading rooms
rooms (including
service) and special collections:
evening service)
(including evening
Reading
eadg rooms.
assistants-two at $1,800
Superintendent, $3,000; assistants—two
$1,800 each, seven at
Superintendent,
$1,000
blind), three at $1,000
$1,a)0
$1,200 each (including one in room for the blind),
(including
90 each (including
each, two at charging
charging desk at $1,080 each, five at $960
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one for
Toner library
one for
for Washington
Washington library),
library), one in room
and one
library and
for Toner
one

for the
$900, thirty
thirty at
at $840
each, six
six at
at $600
stenographer
each; stenographer
$600 each;
$840 each,
blind $900,
the blind
for
and
$960; attendants-Senate
attendants Senate reading
reading room $960,
typewriter, $960;
and typewriter,
Representatives'
one $840,
two in cloak$840, two
$960, one
room-one $960,
reading room—one
Representatives' reading
room
at
$780
each,
two
for
gallery
and
alcoves
$540
each; tele$540
at
alcoves
and
gallery
for
two
each,
room at $780
phone
$720; four
junior messengers,
messengers, at $420 each;
each; two
four junior
operator, $720;
phone operator,
watchmen,
at
$780
each;
in
all,
$64,980.
watchmen, at $780 each; in all, $64,980.eriodical
Periodic
Periodical
(including evening
service): Chief
Chief of division, $2,000; Periodical.
evening service):
Periodical (including
assistants—chief,
$1,500, two
at $960
$840 each; steat $840
five at
each, five
$960 each,
two at
assistants-chief, $1,500,
nographer
and typewriter,
typewriter, $960;
$960; two
two junior
messengers, at
each;
$420 each;
at $420
junior messengers,
nographer and
in
all, $11,420.
Documents.
Documents.
$11.420.
in all,
Documents:
Chief of
division, $3,000;
$3,000; assistants-one
assistants—one $1,500,
$1,500, one
of division,
Documents: Chief
$840; two
translators, at
and typewriter,
stenographer and
each; stenographer
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
two translators,
$840;
$960; junior
messenger , $420;
in all,
$9,120.
Manuscript.
all, $9,120.
$420; in
junior messenger,
$960;
Manuscript: Chief
Chief of
of division,
division, $3,000;
assistants—chief $1,500,
$1,500, one Manuscript.
$3,000; assistants-chief
Manuscript:
Maps and charts.
$960;
in all,
all, $5,880.
$5,880.
charts.
$420; in
messenger, $420;
junior messenger,
$960; junior
Maps and
charts: Chief
Chief of
of division,
assistants-one $1,500,
$3,000; assistants—one
division, $3,000;
and charts:
Maps
two at
at $960
$960 each,
one $840;
junior messenger,
in all,
Mus
all, $7,680.
$7,680.
$420; in
messenger, $420;
$840; junior
each, one
two
music.
$1,500,
Music:
Chief
of
division,
$3,000;
assistants—one
$1,500,
one
assistants-one
$3,000;
division,
of
Chief
Music:
$1,000, two
two at
at $840
$840 each;
each; junior
Prt
all, $7,600.
$7,600.
in all,
$420; in
messenger, $420;
junior messenger,
$1,000,
Prints.
assistants-one $1,500, two at
Prints: Chief
Chief of
of division,
division, $2,000;
$2,000; assistants—one
Prints:
Smithsoniandeposit
$960 each;
each; junior
messenger, $420;
$420; i
n all,
all, $5,840.
Smithsonian deposit.
$5,840.
in
junior messenger,
$960
Smithsonian
assistants—one $1,500,
$1,500; assistants-one
Custodian, $1,500;
deposit: Custodian,
Smithsoman deposit:
Congressional Referone $840;
$840; junior
junior messenger,
all, $4,260.
Congressional
Refer$4,260.
in all,
$420; in
messenger, $420;
one
Congressional
Library: Custodian,
$2,000; assistants—
ence Library.
Library.
assistants-ence
Custodian, $2,000;
Reference Library:
Congressional Reference
one $1,200,
one $840;
$840; two
junior messengers,
at $420 each;
messengers, at
two junior
$960, one
one $960,
$1,200, one
one

Law
in
Law Library.
Library.
all, $5,840.
$5,840.
in all,
Law
Library: Law
librarian, $3,000;
assistants—two at $1,400
$1,400
$3,000; assistants-two
Law librarian,
Law Library:
each,
one $960,
one $600,
(evening service)
service) $1,500;
in
$1,500; in
one (evening
$540, one
one $540,
$600, one
$960, one
each, one
all,
$9,400.
Semitic and Oriental
Semitic
all, $9,400.
Semitic and
and Oriental
Literature: Chief
Chief of
$3,000; assistants Literature.
division, $3,000;
of division,
Oriental Literature:
Semitic
Copyright
—one
$1,500, one
$900; junior messenger,
Copyright office.
office.
messenger, $420; in all, $5,820.
one $900;
-one $1,500,
CoPYmeirr OFFICE:
Register, $4,000;
$4,000; assistant
assistant register, $3,000;
$3,000;
OFFICE: Register,
COPYRIGHT
clerks—four at
$1,800 each, seven at $1,600 each,
at $1,800
four at
each, four
$2,000 each,
at $2,000
clerks-four
$1,000
one $1,500,
eight at
$1,400 each,
each, ten
ten at
$1,200 each,
each, ten at $1,000
at $1,200
at $1,400
$1,500, eight
one
each, eighteen
$960 each,
at $860
four
each, ten at $780 each, four
$860 each,
two at
each, two
at $960
eighteen at
each,
at
each, two
at $480
each; four
messengers, at $420 each.
junior messengers,
four junior
$480 each;
two at
$600 each,
at $600
Arrears,
service: Three
Three clerks,
$1,200 each;
each; porter, $780;
at $1,200
clerks, at
special service:
Arrears, special
Legslatve
junior
messenger , $420;
all, $104,740.
Leg
i
slat i
ve Reer
Refer.
$104,740.
in all,
$420; in
junior messenger,
Legislative
Reference: To
the Librarian
of Congress
Congress to ence.
Librarian of
enable the
To enable
Legislative Reference:
available, servicedesignated
employ
'persons to
gather, classify, and make available
to gather,
competent persons
employ competent
in translations, indexes digests,
digests, compilations,
compilations, and
and bulletins,
bulletins, and Service designated.

and
in translations, indexes,
such
render
otherwise,
or bearing
legislation, and to render such
upon legislation,
bearing upon
for or
data for
otherwise, data
data
serviceable to
committees and Members thereof,
thereof, po
to Congress
Congress and committees
data serviceable
Pay restriction.
$25.000:
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
person shall
shall be
employed Proviso.
be employed
one person
exceed one
not to
$25.000: Provided,
hereunder
at
a
rate
of
compensation
exceeding
$3,000
per
annum.
cardndes
hereunder at a rate of compensation exceeding $3,000 per annum. Card
indexes.
connection
DISTRIBUTION OF
For service in connection
INDEXES: For
CABD INDEXES:
OF CARD
DISTRIBrUTON
with
indexes and other publications
publications of the
card indexes
of card
distribution of
with distribution
$1,800; assistants
Library:
Chief of
of division,
chief assistant, $1,800;
$3,000; chief
division, $3,000;
Library: Chief
—two
three at $1,400
$1,400 each,
each, three
$1,500 each,
at $1,500
three at
each, three
$1.600 each,
at $1.600
-two at
each;
$1,000
at
four
at
$1,200
each,
four
at
$1,100
each,
$1,000
for servfour
each,
$1,100
at
four
each,
$1,200
at
four
annum and for
ices of
assistants at
salaries less
less than $1,000
$1,000 per annum
for
at salaries
of assistants
ices
piecework
and work
work by
the hour,
hour, $21,000, including
including not exceeding
exceeding
by the
piecework and
connected
expenses connected
$500 for
expressage, traveling
traveling expenses
charges, expressage,
freight charges,
for freight
$500
attendance at meetings
with
distribution, and
meetings when
expenses of attendance
and expenses
such distribution,
with such
incurred on
on the
written authority
and direction of the Librarian,
librarian,
authority and
the written
incurred
$50,900.
Temporary services.
$50,900.
Temporary
TEMPORARY
special and temporary- service, inFor special
SERVICES: For
TE1MPORAY SERVICES:
cluding extra
regular employees
employees at the discretion
discretion
services of regular
special services
extra special
cluding
of the
the Librarian,
librarian, $2,500.
$2,500.
of
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CARRIER
CARRIER SERVICE:
SERVICE: For service in connection
connection with the Senate
and
House Office
Buildings, $960, or
thereof as may be
much thereof
or so much
Office Buildings,
and House
necessary.
necessary.
Sunday opening.
S
UNDAY OPENING:
OPENING: To enable the Library of Congress to be kept
SUNDAY
Sunda opening.
open
postmeridian on
open for reference use from two until ten o'clock postmeridian
Sundays
and legal
within the
the discretion
Librarian,
discretion of the Librarian,
holidays, within
legal holidays,
Sundays and
including
of employees
employees and
the services of additional
and the
services of
the extra
extra services
including the
employees under the Librarian, $10,000,
$10,000, of which $625 shall be
employees
immediately
or so
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
necessary.
be necessary.
so much
available, or
immediately available,
etc.
Purchase
book;,
INCREASE OF
OF LIBRARY
ONGRESS: For
purchase of
the
of books
books for
for the
OF C
For purchase
CONGRESS:
LIBRARY OF
Purchase of books,
INCREASE
Library, including
payment in
in advance
subscription books, and
for subscription
advance for
including payment
Library,
society
and
commissions, and traveling
for freight, commissions,
and for
publications,
society publications
expenses,publications,
expenses incidental
incidental to
acquisition of
of
the acquisition
to the
and all
all other expenses
expenses, and
books
bequest, or
or exchange,
available
continue available
exchange, to continue
gift, bequest,
purchase, gift,
by purchase,
books by
during the
fiscal year
year 1923,
together with the unexpended
unexpended
$90,000, together
1923, $90,000,
the fiscal
during
balance of
appropriated for
object for
for the
the fiscal year
for this
this object
sum appropriated
of the
the sum
balance
1921;
1921;
Law books.
For
and for periodicals
periodicals for
for the law library,
of books
books and
purchase of
For purchase
Law
books.
under
$3,000;
direction of the Chief Justice, $3,000;
the direction
under the
the Supreme
Supreme Court, to
of new
Books for Supreme
For purchase
new books
books of reference
reference for the
For
purchase of
Court.
Court.
be aa part
part of
of the
of Congress,
Congress, and
by the
the marshal
be
the Library
Library of
and purchased
purchased by
of the
Supreme Court,
Court, under
under the
of the Chief Justice,
direction of
the direction
of
the Supreme
$2,000;
$2,000;
Periodicals.
For
miscellaneous periodicals
periodicals and
newspapers, $5,000;
$5,000;
and newspapers,
For purchase
purchase of
of miscellaneous
eriodis
In
all,
$100,000.
In
all,
$100,000.
Contingent
expense3.
Contingentexpenses.
CONTINGENT
For miscellaneous
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES: For
miscellaneous and contingent exexmaterials directly purchased,
purchased,
stock, and materials
supplies, stock,
stationery, supplies,
penses, stationery,
miscellaneous traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, postage,
transportation, incidental
incidental
postage, transportation,
miscellaneous
expenses
administration of
of the Library
the
and the
Library and
the administration
with the
connected with
expenses connected
Copyright Office,
Office, including
not exceeding
$500 for expenses of atexceeding $500
including not
Copyright
tendance at meetings
authority and
incurred on the written authority
when incurred
meetings when
tendance
ri direction
direction of
of the
the Librarian,
Librarian, $8,000.
$8,000.
Care of building
a
L
IBRARY BUILDING
GROUNDS: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $3,600;
clerks$3,600; clerks—
AND GROUNDS:
BUILDING AND
LIBRARY
grounds. t i d in trd
Superintendent, ec.
e•c. one
one $2,000,
Superintendent,
one $1,600,
$z,000,
$1,600, one $1,400,
$1,400, one $1,000; property clerk, $900;
telephone switchboard
messenger; assistant
assistant messenger;
switchboard opermessenger; three telephone
messenger;
ators,
$1,400; two lieutenants
lieutenants of
ators, at $720 each; captain of watch, $1,400;
twenty-two watchmen, at $900 each;
the watch, at $1,000 each; twenty-two
two carpenters,
carpenters, at $900 each; decorator,
decorator, $1,400;
$1,400; painter, $900;
foreman
sixteen laborers, at $660 each; book
laborers, $900; sixteen
of laborers,
foreman of
cleaner,
attendants in ladies' room, at
cleaner, $720; laundress, $660; two attendants
boys, at
$360 each;
charwomen,
mistress of charwomen,
each; mistress
at $360
$480 each;
each; four check boys
$425; assistant
assistant mistress
charwomen, $300;
charwomen,
fifty-eight charwomen,
$300; fifty-eight
of charwomen,
mistress of
$425;
at
engineers—one $1,200,
assistant engineers-one
$1,500; assistant
engineer, $1,500;
chief engineer,
at $240
$240 each; chief
three at $900
$900 each; electrician,
electrician $1,500; machinists-one
machinists—one $1,000, one
$900;
at $900
$900 each; plumber, $900; three elevator conwiremen, at
$900; two
two wiremen,
ductors, and ten skilled laborers, at $720 each; in all, $92,265.
Sunday opening.
For
extra services
services of
and additional
additional employees
employees under
under the
the
of employees
employees and
For extra
Snday
superintendent to provide
provide for the
the opening
opening of
of the Library
Library Building
Building
superintendent
from two
two until
post-meridian on Sundays
Sundays and legal
legal
ten o'clock
o'clock post-meridian
until ten
from
holidays,
holidays, $3,000.
Generalexpenses.
For fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, repairs,
and steam
steam
supplies, electric
electric and
miscellaneous supplies,
repairs, miscellaneous
For
Geneis.
delivery service, and
apparatus, city directory, stationery, mail and delivery
expenses in connection
connection with the
custody, care, and
and
the custody,
incidental expenses
all incidental
maintenance of said building
buildi j and grounds, including
including $1,000
$1,000 for
maintenance
Proviso.
Delivery
of
Army repairs
repairs to
roof, $16,000:
$16,000: Promded,
within thirty
thirty days
the
after the
days after
That within
Provided, That
to roof,
Army
Delivery of
truck.
Secretary of War is authorized
authorized and directed
directed
truck
approval of this Act the Secretary
therefor, one
without payment therefor,
to deliver to the Library of Congress, without
one-ton
truck.
one-ton truck.
Furniture, eta
For furniture,
furniture, including
including partitions,
shelving, and
and electrical
electrical
partitions, screens,
screens, shelving,
For
Funiaet.
pertaining thereto, $12,000.
work pertaining
For extension
extension of the steel stack for storage of catalogue cards in
the card division, $5,000.
Carrier service.
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BOTANIC GARDEN.
GARDEN.
BOTANIC

Botanic Garden.

Salaries:
director, $3,000;
$3,000; assistant
Director, assstant,
assistant,
etc.irector
clerk, ete
$1,800; clerk,
director, $1,800;
assistant director,
For director,
Salaries: For
$1,600;
gardener
$1,200; gardener
head gardener,
gardener, $1,200;
$1,250; head
foreman, $1,250;
greenhouse foreman,
$1,600; greenhouse
$1,100 each;
in
greenhouses, $1,180;
gardeners at $1,100
$1,180; four gardeners
of greenhouses,
in charge of
outside
$1,150 each; two shipping
clerks at $1,150
two clerks
$1,000; two
foreman, $1,000;
outside foreman,
clerks at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
carpenters—one $1,404,
$1,404, one $1,170;
$1,170; nine
each; carpenters-one
clerks
skilled
laborers at
at $864
and
skilled laborers and
each; painter, $936; skilled
$864 each;
skilled laborers
laborers
at rates
to be
fixed by the director, $17,500;
$17,500; all under the
be fixed
rates to
laborers at
direction of
Joint Committee
on the
the Library,
$48,516.
Library, $48,516.
Committee on
of the
the Joint
direction
Repairs and ImRepairs
and improvements:
improvements: For
For procuring
manure, soil,
soil, tools,
fuel; pr
R
omi
airens
ts. and
haprovements.
tools, fuel;
procuring manure,
Repairs and
purchasing
shrubs, plants, and seeds; materials and miscelpurchasing trees, shrubs,
laneous
traveling expenses and per diem in lieu of subsupplies; traveling
laneous supplies;
sistence
director and
street
and his assistants not to exceed $300; street
the director
sistence of the
contingent exexceeding $25; office equipment and contingent
car fares not exceeding
penses
in connection
connection with
with repairs
repairs and
improvements to Botanic
and improvements
penses in
Gardens;
exchange, care, and maintenance
motor-propelled
maintenance of motor-propelled
Gardens; exchange,
delivery
vehicles; purchase
of botanical
books and
and periodicals
periodicals not
botanical books
purchase of
delivery vehicles;
to exceed
exceed $100;
$100; general
to buildings,
buildings, heating
heating apparatus,
repairs to
general repairs
to
packing
sheds, storerooms,
glazing; repairs
painting, glazing;
stables; painting,
and stables;
storerooms, and
packing sheds,
repairing and putting comfort stations
to footwalks and roadways; repairing
in
condition; repairs and improvements
director's
improvements to director's
in sanitary condition;
residence;
two fumigating
fumigating plants; all under the Proviso.
of two
construction of
residence; construction
direction of
of the
Committee on the
Provided, Delivery
elivery cf Army
the Library,
Library, $28,000: Provided,
Joint Committee
direction
the Joint
Army
trucks.
approval of this Act the Secretary
Secretary trucks.
That within thirty days after the approval
deliver to the Botanic Garden,
authorized and directed to deliver
of War is authorized
without
three-ton and
one-ton truck.
truck.
one one-ton
and one
one three-ton
therefor, one
payment therefor,
without payment
Minor purchases.
The
sum of
expended at any one time by the Botanic Morpurchases.
may be expended
of $25
$25 may
The sum
v. 36,
6,p.. 531.
531.
other nursery
Garden for
the purchase
purchase of
of plants,
shrubs, and
nursery Vol.
and other
plants, trees
trees,' shrubs,
for the
Garden
stock, without
approved June
June 17,
4 of the Act approved
section 4
to section
reference to
without reference
stock,
1910,
purchases for
executive departments
departments and other
for executive
concerning purchases
1910, concerning
governmental
in Washington.
establishments in
governmental establishments
EXECUTIVE.
EXECUTIVE.
For compensation
compensation of
the President
President of
the United
United States,
States, $75,000.
of the
of the
For
compensation of
of the Vice President of the United States,
For compensation
$12,000.
$12,000.
Office
President: Secretary, $7,500; executive
executive clerk, 85,000;
$5,000;
of the
the President:
Office of
$2,5001
appointment clerk, $3,500; record clerkt
clerk t $2,500;
chief clerk, $4,000; appointment
expert
$2,500; accounting
accounting and
one $2,500;
$3,000, one
stenographers-one $3,000,
expert stenographers—one
disbursing
clerk, $2,500; two correspondents,
clerks—
correspondents, at $2,500 each; clerksdisbursing cler,
two
each seven of class four, two of
four at $2,000 each,
two at $2,500 each, four
messengers-three
class one; messengers—three
of class two, three of ciass
class three,
three, four of
laborers, at $720 each; in all,
each; three laborers,
three at $840 each:
at $900 each, three
$80,880: Provided,
Provided, That employees of the executive
executive departments
$80,880:
and other
executive branch
branch of the Government
Government
establishments of the executive
other establishments
and
may be
detailed from
from time to time to the office of the President of
be detailed
may
necessary.
assistance as may be necessary.
temporary assistance
the United States for such temporary
For
expenses of
Executive Office,
Office, including staof the Executive
contingent expenses
For contingent
tionery, record
telephones, books for library,
telegrams, telephones,
books, tel,
record books,
tionery,
furniture and
and carpets
expenses of garage,
automobiles, expenses
offices, automobiles,
for offices,
carpets .for
furniture
miscellaneous items, to be
labor, special services and miscellaneous
including labor,
expended in
President, $36,000.
the President,
discretion of the
in the
the discretion
expended
BUREAU
EFFICIENCY.
BUREAU OF EFFICIENCY.

Executive.
Executive.
President.
President.
President.
Vice President.
Executive
Office.
Executive office.
Secretary, executive
executive
clerk, etc.

Proviso.
Provio.
Details
of employees.
employees.
Details of

Contingent expenses.
Contingentexpenses.

Bureau of Efficiency.
Efficiency.
Salaries and
expenand expenSalaries
e

ses.
authorized ses
as authorized
Efficiency as
For carryingon
the work
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Efficiency
work of
carrying on the
For

expenses; supplies; stacontingent expenses;
salaries and contingent
by law, including salaries
tionery;
purchase and
exchange of
equipment; printing and binding;
of equipment;
and exchange
tlonery; purchase
exceed
subsistence; not to exceed
traveling
expenses; per diem in lieu of subsistence;
travelng expenses;
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Proviso.
Pay restriction.

Payretriction.

Civil Service Commin
mission.

Service

Co-

Commissioners,
Commissioners, examiner,
etc.
aminer,etc.
Proviso.
secretary.

1921.
1921.

$100
for law
of reference,
and periodicals;
and not
not to
to
periodicals; and
reference, and
books of
books, books
law books,
$100 for
exceed
$100
for
street
car
fare;
in
all,
$125,000:
Provided,
That
not
not
That
Provided,
$125,000:
in
all,
fare;
car
street
for
$100
exceed
more than
than .fifteen
fifteen persons
shall be
rate of
of
at aa rate
hereunder at
employed hereunder
be employed
persons shall
more
compensation
of $3,000
$3,000 per annum.
in excess
excess of
compensation in
CIVIL SERVICE
SERVICE COMMISSION
COMMISSION..

Three commissioners,
$3,500;
chief examiner, $3,500;
each; chief
$5,000 each;
commissioners, at $5,000
Three
secretary,
$2,500:
Provided,
That
the
secretary
of
the
Civil
Service
Service
Civil
the
of
secretary
the
That
Sta fsecretary. secretary, $2,500: Provided,
Commission
an employee for the purposes of this Act;
deemed an
be deemed
shall be
Commission shall
assistant chief
divisions-one $2,400 (who
$2,400; chiefs of divisions—one
examiner, $2,400;
chief examiner,
assistant
shall act
act as
as assistant
assistant secretary),
secretary), two
certification
each; certification
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
two at
shall
clerk, $2,000;
examiners—seven at
at $2,400
$2,400 each,
at $2,000
each, three at
$2,000; examiners-seven
clerk,
each, six
each; clerks-six
clerks—six of
twenty-eight of
four, twenty-eight
class four,
of class
$1,800 each;
at $1,800
six at
each,
class three,
of class
of class
thirty-four
one, thirty-four
class one,
fifty-two of
class two,
two, fifty-two
thirty-nine of
class
three, thirty-nine
at
assistant
$840; assistant
messenger, $840;
each; messenger,
twenty-two at $900 each.;
each, twenty-two
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
messenger,
skilled laborer,
messenger boys, at $420
$420
four messenger
laborer, $720; four
$720; skilled
messenger, $720;
each. Custodian
general mechanic, $840;
Engineer, $840; general
Custodian force: Engineer,
each.
telephone-switchboard operator;
operator; two firemen,
at $720 each; two
firemen, at
telephone-switchboard
watchmen,
two elevator
conductors, at
$720 each;
each;
at $720
elevator conductors,
$720 each;
each; two
at $720
watchmen, at
three
laborers
at
$660
each; four
charwomen;
in
all,
$305,420.
in
all,
$305,420.
$660
each;
four
charwomen;
three
laborers
at
Temporary employFor temporary
temporary employees
employees for
the Civil
Commission, $50,000:
Service Commission,
for the
Civil Service
or
Tempy emploees.
Proviso.
Provided,
no person
person shall
shall be
be employed
of
rate of
at aa rate
hereunder at
employed hereunder
That no
Provided, That
restriction.
Pay restriction.
compensation
exceeding $1,800 per annum, except one at $3,000.
compensation exceeding
Field
FIELD
FORCE: District
District secretaries—two
at $2,400 each,
FILD FORCE:
$2,200,
Field force.
force.
secretaries-two at
each, one
one $2,200,
four
clerks-one of class four,
five at
at $1,800 each; clerks—one
each, five
at $2,000
$2,000 each,
four at
$900
$1,000 each, six at $900
class one, seven at $1,000
one of class
three, one
one of class three,
each, five
at $840
$840 each;
each; messenger
messenger boy,
in all,
all, $45,680.
$45,680.
$480; in
boy, $480;
Detsrom deeach,
five at
Details from departNo detail
detail of
of clerks
clerks or
other employees
executive departdepartthe executive
from the
employees from
or other
No
forbidden.
ments, etc., forbidden.
in the District
District of
of ColumColumGovernment establishments
establishments in
ments or
or other Government
bia ' to
the Civil
Service Commission
or its
its field
force, excepting
excepting the
the
field force,
Civil Service
Commission or
bia,
to the
fourth district,
for
the
performance
of
duty in
the
District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
of
duty
in
the
District
the
performance
of
fourth
district,
for
Transfer of employmade for or during the fiscal
Service
fiscal year
year 1922. The Civil Service
fr of
employ- shall be made
ees.
howeverhave
Commission shall, however,
have power in case of emergency to transfer or detail
detail any of its employees
employees herein provided for to or from its
office
force,
rural
examining board.
office
force,
field
force,
or
rural carrier examining
board.
Expert examiners.
EXPErrT EXAMINERS:
E~er
aExpe r
XAMINERS: For employment of expert examiners
ExPERT
examiners not in
exarainathe Federal service to prepare questions and rate papers in examinations on special subjects for which examiners
examiners within the service are
not
$2,000.
not available,
available, $2,000.
Expenses under reTo
provisions of
"An
of section 13 of the Act entitled "An
To carry
carry out the provisions
tirentAct.e
tirement Act.
Ante, p.
619.
Anuc,
p. 619.
Act for the retirement of employees in the classified
classified civil service, and
for other purposes,"
including personal
purposes," approved
approved May 22, 1920,
1920, including
personal
services in the District of Columbia, stationery,
stationery, printing, purchase
purchase of
of
Proviso.
$40,000: Prvided,
equipment, and other supplies, $40,000:
Provided, That
books, office equipment,
triction.
Pay restriction.
no person
person shall be employed
employed hereunder
hereunder at aa rate of compensation
compensation
exceeding $1,740
$1,740 per annum except one at $2,000 and four at $1,800
exceeding
$1,800
each.
Traveling expenses.
Traveling expense
For necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses, including those of examiners
examiners
acting under the direction
direction of the commission, and for expenses
expenses of
examinations
examinations and investigations
investigations held elsewhere
elsewhere than at Washington,
Washington,
and including not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
for expenses of attendance
attendance at meet$1,000for
ings of public officials when specifically directed by the commission,
$20,000.
$20,000.
Contingent expenses
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
Service ComConten
For contingent
contingent and
xpenses' For
expenses of
of the
the Civil
Civil Service
Commission, including furniture and other equipment and repairs
repairs thereto;
thereto;
supplies; telegraph and telephone
telephone service; freight
freight and express
charges; fuel, heat, light, and power; window washing; street car
car
stationery; law books, books
fares not to exceed
exceed $100; stationery;
books of reference,
reference,
directories, newspapers,
newspapers, and periodicals,
periodicals, not to exceed $30;
$350; charts;
charts;
purchase,
maintenance, and repair of motor trucks,
trcks, motor
motor
purchase, exchange, maintenance,
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cycles
and bicycles;
repair of
electric conduit;
conduit;
of electric
and repair
maintenance and
bicycles; maintenance
cycles and
postage
postage on matter addressed
addressed to Postal Union
prepaypostage
to prepay
stamps to
postage stamps
countries;
in all,
all, $50,000.
$50,000.
stamps; in
and special-delivery
special-delivery stamps;
countries; and
For
rent of
for the
the Civil
Civil Service
$16,875, if
if
Commission, $16,875,
Service Commission,
building for
of building
For rent
space can
can not
the Public
Commission in other
Buildings Commission
Public Buildings
by the
assigned by
be assigned
not be
space
buildings under
under the control of that commission.
buildings
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

be
to be
For Secretary
Undersecretary of
State, to
of State,
$12,000; Undersecretary
State, $12,000;
of State,
Secretary of
For
appointed by
President, by
by and
and with
and consent
of
consent of
the advice
advice and
with the
the President,
by the
appointed
and Third
the
$7,500; Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Second and
$5,000; Second
Secretary, $5,000;
Senate, $7,500;
the Senate,
Assistant
Secretaries, at
at $4,500
$4,500 each;
each; Director
Director of
of the
Consular Service,
Service,
the Consular
Assistant Secretaries,

Rent.
Rent.

Department of State.

Departmentof State.

leerlretary, Underseer Seretary, Undersec
A. ualirtsgerDviirceec.tor
Director
of Assitants,
dons
ce.

Coul

drafting
Oficers on
Officers
on drafting
work.

$4,500;
aid in
important drafting
work-eight at $4,500 work.
drafting work—eight
in important
to aid
officers to
$4,500; officers
each, five
at $4,000
$4,000 each,
$3,500 each,
$3,000 each,
fifteen at $3,000
each, fifteen
at $3,500
fifteen at
each, fifteen
five at
each,
seventeen
$2,500 each,
be appointed
by the
the Secretary, any one of
appointed by
to be
each, to
at $2,500
seventeen at
whom
chief or assistant chief of division or as
as chief
employed as
be employed
may be
whom may
chief
bureau, or
other work
work in
slicitors
^tnt solicitors.
the foreign
foreign Assistant
with the
connection with
in connection
or upon
upon other
of bureau,
chief of
relations;
assistant solicitors
solicitors of
department, to
to be
by Chief clerk, law
be appointed
appointed by
of the
the department,
relations; assistant
ilelel
clerks,
t l
tc. law
etc.
clerks,
clerks,
the Secretary—five
two at $2,500 each; chief clerk, clerks,
each, two
$3,000 each,
at $3,000
Secretary-five at
the
Secretary
who
shall
sign
such
official
papers
documents
Secretary
may
as
the
documents
and
who shall sign such official papers
direct, $3,000;
$2,500, two
three at
$2,250 each, three
at $2,250
two at
clerks-one $2,500,
law clerks—one
$3,000; law
direct,
$2,000 each;
each; law
law clerk
assistant, to be selected by the Secretary
Secretary
and assistant,
clerk and
$2,000
to
the laws
of Congress
perform such other duties as may be
and perform
Congress and
laws of
edit the
to edit
respectively; two translators,
required
$1,500, respectively;
$2,500 and $1,500,
at $2,500
them, at
of them,
required of
at
$2,100 each;
each; private
to the
the Secretary,
private
$2,500; private
Secretary, $2,500;
secretary to
private secretary
at $2,100
secretary to
$2,000; clerk to the Secretary,
Undersecretary, $2,000;
the Undersecretary,
to the
secretary
$1,800;
class four, thirty of class three, forty
of class
clerks-twenty-seven of
$1,800; clerks—twenty-seven
of
class two,
of class
(three of
of whom
be telegraph
telegraph
shall be
whom shall
one (three
class one
sixty-three of
two, sixty-three
of class
operators),
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, ten at $900 each; lithographer,
forty at
operators), forty
twenty-seven
$1,400;
chief messenger,
$1,000; eight messengers; twenty-seven
messenger, $1,000;
$1,400; chief
assistant messengers;
messengers; four
boys at $420
$420 each; packer,
messenger boys
four messenger
assistant
$720
$720; seven
switchboard operators at $720
four telephone switchboard
laborers; four
seven laborers;
$720;
each;
chauffeur, $1,080;
$1,080; ten
ten charwomen;
$603,640.
all, $603,640.
in all,
charwomen; in
each; chauffeur,
Temporary
employ°
For
in the
the Department
Department of
eemp ary emplo
of State, $275,000: ees.
employees in
temporary employees
For temporary
Proviso.
Provided,
That no
person shall
employed hereunder
hereunder at
at a
a rate
Pretriction.
rate of
of Pay
shall be
be employed
Provided, That
no person
restriction.
compensation exceeding
exceeding $4,500
annum and not more than eight
per annum
$4,500 per
compensation
persons shall
be employed
employed hereunder
at a
of compensation
compensation exceedrate of
a rate
hereunder at
shall be
persons
mg
per annum.
annum.
$1,800 per
ng $1,800
Use of other approperonal
for personal
pnriaons
priations for
No money
by any other Act shall be used during the services
appropriated by
money appropriated
No
fiscal
1922 for
for employment
and payment
of personal
personal service
service in
forbidden.
in serices forbidden.
payment of
employment and
year 1922
fiscal year
the Department
of State
State in
District of Columbia.
in the
the District
Department of
the
Contingent expenses.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
furniture, fixtures, type- Contingentexpenses
stationery, furniture,
For stationery,
CONTINGENT
writers,
same, repairs and
material for
tor
and material
the same,
of the
exchange of
including exchange
writers, including
repairs,
repairs, $30,000.
Library.
Tor
books, maps,
maps, and
domestic and
foreign, for
the Library.
for the
and foreign,
periodicals, domestic
and periodicals,
For books,
library,
library, $5,000.
a Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
including maintenance
maintenance and repair of a
expenses, including
miscellaneous expenses,
For
motor-propelled passenger
passenger vehicle,
vehicle, to be used
used only for official purmotor-propelled
poses;
mail wagons,
wagons, including
including repair
repair and
exchange of
of
and exchange
automobile mail
poses; automobile
same;
exceeding $150,
and other
other items
items not
not included
included
$150, and
not exceeding
fare not
car fare
street car
same; street
in
$15,000.
foregoing, $15,000.
in the
the foregoing,
Rent.
For
rent of
of buildings
buildings in
the District
for storage and RentColumbia for
of Columbia
District of
in the
For rent
$1,500.
garage, $1,500.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY

Treasury
Treasury
ment.

u

DepartDepartDepart

.cretary,
assistant

secretaSecretary of the Treasury, $12,000; to, •stant
'
assistant to the Secretary, $5,000; three Assistant Secretaries, at ne, etc.
$5,000 each;
clerk to
the Secretary,
$2,400;
executive clerk, $2,400;
$3,000; executive
Secretary, $3,000;
to the
each; clerk
$5,000
stenographer, $1,800;
three private
private secretaries,
Assistant
to each Assistant
one to
secretaries, one
$1,800; three
stenographer,
SECRETARY:
THE
OF
OFFICE to
assistant
OFFICE
or the
IIIESecretary,
S
ECRETARY:
$5,000;
Secretary
three ofAssistant
the Treasury,
Secretaries,
$12,000;
at

rieS

etc
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Secretary,
Secretary, at $1,800 each; Government
Government actuary, under control of the
Treasury, $4,000;
clerks—one of class four,
four, four of class three, two of
$4,000; clerks-one
Treasury,
class two;
chief messenger,
two assistant
assistant chief
messengers, at
at
chief messengers,
$1,100; two
messenger, $1,100;
two; chief
class
$1,000
each; messengers-three
messengers—three at $900 each, five
each; in all,
at $840 each;
five at
$1,000 each;
$69,600.
employFor additional
from
for the fiscal year 1922, formerly paid from
employees for
additional employees
For
Additional employAdditional
ees. e e s
the
appropriation "Expenses
"Expenses of loans":
loans": Clerks-three
Clerks—three of class four,
the appropriation
three of
of class
class three,
one of
class one;
one; messenger;
messenger; messenger
messenger boy, $600;
$600;
of class
three, one
three
in all, $12,840.
$12,840.
Office
clerk and
superintendent: Chief
including
clerk, including
Chief clerk,
and superintendent:
of chief
chief clerk
Office of
Chief clerk, assistClerks,
Clerks, actuary, etc.
etc.

t
ant, eetc.

ant, c.

chief
who shall be the chief
Building, who
of Treasury
Treasury Building,
$300 as
as superintendent
superintendent of
$300

executive officer
officer of
and who
who may
may be
the
designated by the
be designated
the department
department and
of the
executive
Secretary of
of the
to sign
sign official
official papers
documents during
during
and documents
papers and
Treasury to
the TreasurySecretary
the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary and the Assistant
Assistant Secretaries
absence of
temporary absence
the temporary
of
the department,
assistant chief
chief clerk,
$3,000; assistant
assistant
clerk, $3,000;
$4,000; assistant
department, $4,000;
of the
superintendent
of
Treasury
Building,
$2,500;
administrative
clerk,
administrative
$2,500;
Building,
Treasury
of
superintendent
$2,000; clerks—one
$2,000, four
of class
three 'four
four
class three,
one of
four, one
class four,
four of
of class
clerks-one $2,000,
$2,000;
$1,000, one $900; operator of
of class two, five of class one, one $1,000,
of
photographic
$800; two
messengers •three
assistant
three assistant
two messengers;
machine, $800;
copying machine,
photographic copying
messengers;
mimeograph operator,
operator, $720;
messenger boy,
$420; storeboy, $420;
$720; messenger
messengers; mimeograph
keeper, $1,200;
$1,200; telegraphers-one
telegraphers—one $1,400,
telephone and
$1,200; telephone
$1,400, one $1,200;
keeper,
telegraph operator,
operator ' $1,200;
telephone switchboard
switchboard operators;
operators;
three telephone
$1,200; three
telegraph
engineer, $1,400;
seuentdechaeengil
Mechanical
superin- mechanical
mechanical superintendent,
superintendent, $2,250; chief engineer,
$1,400; four assisttendent ,
engc.
ineers, et
ant
engineers, at $1,000
$1,000 each
each (including one for outside buildings);
buildings);
ant engineers,
eight
elevator conductors, at $720 each, and the use of laborers as
eight elevator
relief
elevator conductors
conductors during
authorized; eight
eight
rush hours is authorized;
during rush
relief elevator
firemen;
chief electrician,
electrician, $1,600;
and
locksmith and
$1,600; locksmith
$600; chief
passer, $600;
coal passer,
firemen; coal
lieutenants of
$1,400; three lieutenants
electrician, $1,400; captain
captain of the watch, $1,400;
electrician,
sixty-five watchmen;
at $900
$900 each;
each; sixty-five
Watchmen,
laborers, the watch,
watch, at
watchmen; foreman
foreman of laborers,
laborers,
Watchmen,laborcrs,
mechanics, etc.
mrchames, etc.
$1,200; assistant
foreman of laborers,
$720
$1,200;
assistant foreman
laborers, $840; eight chauffeurs,
chauffeurs, at $720
each;
six automobile
automobile truck
truck laborers,
each; skilled
laborerskilled laborer—
laborers, at $660 each;
each; six
each;
electricians at $1,200 each;
two at $840 each, two at $720 each; two electricians
$1,100;
forty-five laborers; plumber, $1,100; painter, $1,100;
wireman,
wireman, $900; forty-five
plumber's assistant,
attendant for
emergency relief room, $660;
$660;
for emergency
assistant, $780;
$780; attendant
plumber's
at
eighty-five charwomen;
charwomen; carpenters-two
carpenters—two at
head of char force, $720; eighty-five
Winder
Winder Building.
$1,000 each, one $720. Winder Building
$1,000
Building and annex: Engineer,
$1,000; three
firemen; elevator
elevator conductor,
conductor, $720;
$720; six watchmen;
watchmen; four
$1,000;
three firemen;
laborers (one of whom, when necessary,
relieve the
necessary, shall assist and relieve
laborers
elevator
conductor); forewoman
forewoman of char force,
force, $480; twelve charcharelevator conductor);

Cox

Cox Building.

women; female
female laborer
laborer for ladies' toilets, $660. Cox Building, seven-

hundred and nine New York Avenue:
Avenue: Two watchmen;
laborer.
watchmen; laborer.
teen hundred
Auditors' Building: Forewoman
Forewoman of char force, $480; twenty-five
charwomen; elevator
elevator conductor, $720; seven
seven laborers (one of whom
whom
charwomen;
necessary shall assist and relieve the elevator conductor); two
when necessary
female laborers, at $480 each; skilled laborer, $840; in all, $228,350.
Employees
following approEmployees payable
payable
The following sums shall be deducted from the following
from other appropriathe
ro other appropra-priations
priations in this Act, respectively,
respectively, and shall be credited to the
tions.
Post, pp.
1268,
1267, appropriation
of
Superintendent,
the
"Office
1267
P4st,
p.
i6,
a
propriation
for
"Office
Chief
Clerk
and
Superintendent,
1274.
reasury Department,"
Department," and be available
Ireasury
available for the employment of
loans," $50,000; "Salaries,
personnel
office: "Expenses
Salaries,
personnel in such office:
"Expenses of loans,"
Bureau
War Risk
Risk Insurance,"
"Collecting the War
War
Bureau of War
Insurance," $30,000; "Collecting
Revenue" and "Enforcement
Narcotic and National Prohibition
Revenue"
"Enforcement of Narcotic
Prorise,
Acts,"
$50,000; in
Provided, That no person shall be
in all, $130,000: Provided,
Acts," $50,000;
Parestriction.
Pay
restriction.
hereunder at a
compensation exceeding
exceeaing $1,800 per
employed hereunder
a rate of compensation
annum.
Buildings for bureaus.
employees for the care and protection of buildings for the acFor employees
reas.nget for bu- For
Care, etc.
c.
commodation
commodation of such bureaus of the department
department as may be assigned
assigned
thereto, as follows: Three
Three elevator conductors,
efinductors, at $720 each;
each; nine
firemen; three female laborers, at $660 each;
each; seven laborers (including
three to assist elevator
elevator conductors
conductors when required);
required); forewomen
forewomen o
o
Auditors'
Auditors' Building.
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charwomen—one
$660, one
$480; thirty-six
thirty-six charwomen;
charwomen; eight watchone $480:
charwomen-one $660,
Building.
Arlington
Arlington Building.
men;
in all.
all, $30,780.
$30,780.
men: in
Operating force.
H Street: Assistant
Arlington
Assistant Operating
Avenue and H
Vermont Avenue
Building, Vermont
Arlington Building,
superintendent,
$2,000; master
$1,400;
engineer, $1,400;
$1,800; engineer,
mechanic, $1,800;
master mechanic,
superintendent, $2,000;
elevator
ffteen
two
assistant
engineers,
at
$1,200
each;
six
firemen;
fifteen
elevator
firemen;
six
each;
$1,200
at
engineers,
two assistant
conductors, at
$720 each;
oiler, $900;
$900; electrician,
electrician, $1,400;
$1,400; wireman,
each; oiler,
at $720
conductors,
helper,
$1,200;
skilled
laborer,
$900;
plumber,
$1,200;
plumber's
plumber's
$1,200;
plumber,
$900;
$1,200; skilled laborer,
$1,200; twenty
$1,000;
painter, $1,200;
$1,200; carpenter,
janitor, $1,200;
$1,200; janitor,
carpenter, $1,200;
$1,000; painter,
male
at $660
$660 each
each (four
to attend
and two to relieve
toilets and
attend toilets
(four to
laborers, at
male laborers,
female laborers,
elevator
conductors when
required); eight
eight female
laborers, at $660
$660
when required);
elevator conductors
of the watch,
each;
captain
of
the
watch,
$1,400;
three
lieutenants
lieutenants
three
$1,400;
each; captain of the watch,
at
$900 each;
each; twenty-six
twenty-six watchmen;
force, $840;
$840; three
char force,
of char
head of
watchmen; head
at $900
and fifty
hundred
assistant
heads
of
char
force,
at
$720
each;
one
hundred
each;
$720
at
assistant heads of char force,
Annex,
Treasury Annex,
charwomen;
in
all,
$113,220.
Treasury
$113,220.
all,
charwomen; in
Madison Place.
Treasury Department
Annex, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue and Madison Madison
Department Annex,
Treasury
Operating force.
$1,200 each;
Place:
nt engineers,
engineers, at
each; plumber,
plumber, $1,200;
$1,200; Operatingforce.
at $1,200
assistant
Two assista
Place: Two
conelevator
four
$900;
three
firemen; coal
passer, $660;
$660; oiler,
oiler, $900;
coal passer,
three firemen;
eight
$720
ductors,
at
$720
each;
five
watchmen,
at
$720
each;
male
at
watchmen,
five
each;
ductors, at $720
laborers,
8660 each
each (three
(three of
of whom
relieve
attend toilets and relieve
to attend
whom to
at $660
laborers, at
$660 each; janitor,
at
elevator
conductors)
;
two
female
laborers,
at $660
laborers,
female
two
elevator conductors);
of char force,
$1,000; wireman,
wireman, $1,000;
$1,200; head
head of
carpenter, $1,200;
$1,000; carpenter,
$1,000;
Ga
$720; twenty-five
in all,
$30,320.
all, $30,320.
charwomen; in
twenty-five charwomen;
Garage.
$720;
ae
assistant
$1,400;
Treasury
garage:
Automobile
mechanic,
$1,400;
two
mechanic,
Automobile
garage:
Treasury
Furteenth
Annex,,
automobile
mechanics,
at
$1,000
each;
two
watchmen;
in
all,
$4,840.
$4,840.
all,
in
Annex, Fcurteenth
automobile mechanics, at $1,000 each; two watchmen;
ad B StreetsNW.
Streets NW.
andB
Treasury
Department
Annex,
Fourteenth
and
B
Streets
northnortha
Streets
B
and
Fourteenth
Annex,
Operating force.
Treasury Department
electrician, $1,200; two Operatingrce
west: Carpenter,
$1,200; plumber,
$1,200; electrician,
plumber, $1,200;
Carpenter, $1,200;
west:
watch, $1,400;
mechanics,
$900 each;
captain of
of the
the watch,
$1,400; two lieueach; captain
at $900
mechanics, at
watchmen; janitor,
tenants of
the watch,
at $900
each; twenty-one
twenty-one watchmen;
$900 each;
watch, at
of the
tenants
char force,
$1,200; head
head of
force, $660;
$660; two
two assistant heads
heads of char
force,
char force,
of char
$1,200;
$660
at
at
$480
each;
seventy
charwomen;
eight
male
laborers,
$660
laborers,
male
eight
charwomen;
seventy
each;
at $480
each; four
female laborers,
laborers, at
at $660
$660 each;
each; in
in all,
$51,260.
all, $51,260.
four female
General Supply Comeach;
Gene.raSuplycom
General
Committee: Superintendent
Superintendent of
of supplies,
$2,500; mittee.
supplies, $2,500;
Supply Committee:
General Supply
clerks—chief $2,000,
$2,000, three
one
three of class three, one
four, three
class four,
of class
three of
clerks-chief
temporary
$1,500,
three
of
class
two,
five
of
class
one;
twelve
temporary
clerks
twelve
one;
class
of
five
two,
$1,500, three of class
for
at $75
$75 each
each per
per month;
month; assistant
messenger; laborer;
laborer;
assistant messenger;
months, at
four months,
for four
and exaa
messenger
boy,
$480;
in
all,
$31,860.
Salaries
and
messenger boy, $480; in all, $31,860.
penSaes transferring
transferring
electric penses,
For salaries
salaries of
employees, office
fuel, light, electric
equipment, fuel,
office equipment,
of employees,
For
offiee supplies for desupplies
current,
telephone service,
service, maintenance
maintenance of
of motor
trucks, and
and other olce
motor trucks,
partments,
etc. for decurrent, telephone
pmetset
o
order
necessary
expenses
for
carrying
into
effect
the
Executive
order
of
Executive
the
effect
into
carrying
for
necessary expenses
December 3,
regulating the
the transfer
of office
office material, supplies,
transfer of
1918, regulating
3, 1918,
December
and
equipment
in
the
District
of
Columbia
falling
into disuse
disuse because
rois
because Provisos.
into
falling
Columbia
of
and equipment in the District
restriction.
ray restriction.
of the
cessation of
war activities,
Prowled, That
That no
no person
person Pay
$120,000: Proided,
activities, $120,000:
of war
the cessation
of
of
compensation
shall
be
employed
hereunder
at
a
rate
of
of
compensation
in
excess
of
rate
a
at
shall be employed hereunder
Service continued
to
continuedto
$2,500
annum, and
not more
more than
than three
three persons
em- Seice
be emshall be
persons shall
and not
per annum,
$2,500 per
30, 1922.
June 30, 1922
further, June
Proidedfurther,
ployed
at a
rate in
excess of
$1,800 per
per annum
each: Provided
annum each:
of $1,800
in excess
a rate
ployed at
That
said Executive
Executive order
order shall
June 30,
continue in effect until June
shall continue
the said
That the
proceeds from the transfer
1922,
without modification,
modification, except
that proceeds
transfer
except that
1922, without
of deof
appropriations thereunder
thereunder shall
the Treasury
Treasury as Cooperation
Cooperation of
deinto the
covered into
be covered
shall be
of appropriations
partments,
in
etc., in
partments, etc.,
execumiscellaneous
receipts:
Provided
further,
That
the
heads
of
the
the
of
heads
the
That
further,
Provided
receipts:
transfers,
etc.
miscellaneous
tasersetc.
Commisthe
and
tive
departments
and
independent
establishments
and
establishments
tive departments and independent
Secretary
with the Secretary
sioners of
the District
Columbia shall
cooperate with
shall cooperate
of Columbia
District of
of the
sioners
delivery of mateof the
the Treasury
in connection
connection with
with the
the storage
and delivery
storage and
Treasury in
of
Army
order: Transfer of Army
rial, supplies,
supplies, and
equipment transferred
under the
the foregoing
foregoing order:
transferred under
and equipment
rial,
motor trucks.
approval of this motortrucks.
Provided-further,
That within
after the approval
days after
thirty days
within thirty
further, That
Provide
Act the
Secretary of
of War
War is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to transfer to
to
the Secretary
Act
typese of uit
unfit typethe Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury without
without payment
payment therefor two light Use
of the
Secretary of
the
writers,
etc.,
!Or
exexfor
etc.,
riter,
Provided
Committee:
motor
trucks
for
use
of
the
General
Supply
Committee:
Provided
Supply
General
the
change.
motor trucks for use of
change.
the
to
transferred
further,
typewriters and
and computing
machines transferred
computing machines
That typewriters
further, That
General Supply
Committee as
as surplus,
surplus, where
where such
such machines
machines have
have
Supply Committee
General
Secretary
the
of
become
unfit
for
further
use,
may,
in
the
discretion
of
Secretary
discretion
the
m
may,
use,
further
for
become unfit
departments and
of the
the Treasury,
be issued
issued to
to other
other Government
Government departments
Treasury, be
of
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establishments at
at exchange
prices quoted
general
in the
the current
current general
quoted in
exchange prices
establishments
schedule
of supplies
sold commercially
commercially provided
provided the
price obtained
obtained
the price
or sold
schedule of
supplies or
excess of
of the
the exchange
prices.
exchange prices.
in excess
is in
Reairs by
Repairs
by General
Geral is
Supply
Committee.
en
Repairs to
to typewriting
machines (except
bookkeeping and
and billing
billing
(except bookkeeping
typewriting machines
Repairs
upply Committee.
machines)
in
the
Government
service
in
the
District
of
Columbia
may
machines)
in
the
Government
service
in
the
District
of
Columbia
may
Payment.
amen.
be made at cost by the General
General Supply Committee, payment
payment therefor
therefor
to
counter warrant,
warrant, charging
charging the proper
proper
to be effected
effected by transfer and counter
appropriation "General
appropriation
"General Supply Comappropriation and crediting the appropriation
mittee, Transfer of Office Material, Supplies, and Equipment."
Bookkeeping and mittee, Transfer of Office Material, Supplies, and Equipment."
Wairants
Division
Bookkeeping and
and Warrants:
$4,000;
Warrants: Chief of division, $4,000;
of Bookkeeping
Division of
sin
Warats Division.
assistant
division, $3,000;
$2,500;
$3,000; estimate
estimate and digest clerk, $2,500;
chief of
of division,
assistant chief
executive
clerk, $2,500;
two principal
principal bookkeepers,
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each;
bookkeepers, at
executive clerk,
$2,500; two
thirteen
bookkeepers, at $2,000
transferred from
from
$2,000 each
each (including one transferred
thirteen bookkeepers,
clerks—twenty of class four (including
Division of Public Moneys); clerks-twenty
four transferred
Moneys), sixteen of class
four
transferred from Division of Public Moneys),
three
transferred from Division of Public Moneys),
Moneys),
three (including three transferred
fifteen of class two (including five transferred
transferred from Division of Public
Moneys),
four of class one; two messengers; three assistant messenMoneys), four
gers; messenger
boy, $480;
$480; in
$133,920.
gers;
messenger boy,
in all,
all, $133,920.
Additional employeeAdditinal
employees.
formerly paid
paid
For additional
additional employees
employees for the fiscal year 1922 formerly
Loans": Clerks-one
Clerks—one of class
from the appropriation
appropriation "Expenses
"Expenses of Loans":
two,
class one;
all, $3,800.
$3,800.
two, two
two of
of class
one; in
in all,
Customs
Division of Customs: Chief of Division, $4,500; two assistant chiefs
Division.
ustoms Division.
of division, at $3,000 each;
each; law clerks-four
clerks—four at $2,500 each, three at
at
$2,000 each; clerks—five
clerks-five of class four, four of class three, six of class
$1,000 each; two messengers;
messengers; assistant
two, nine of class one, five at $1,000
assistant
messenger;
in
all,
$68,500.
messenger; in all, $68,500.
Appointnts
Aigrintments Diof Appointments
Appointments (including
(including section
section of
of surety
bonds):
D- Division
Division of
vision.Mts
surety bonds):
Chief of division, $3,000; assistant chief of division, $2,250; executive
clerk, $2,000; clerks-three
clerks three of class four
four,, three of class three, five of
class two, four of class one,
one, two at $1,000
$1,004 each,
each, one $900; messenger;
messenger;
assistant messenger; in all, $33,710.
assistant
Additional employFor additional
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1922
1922 formerly
formerly- paid
paid
eesddtional
mployFor
additional employees
employees for
for the
ees.
from the appropriation
appropriation "Expenses
'Expenses of loans":
loans': Clerks-two
Clerks—two of class
three, two
of class
class two,
two, two
two of
one; in
in all,
all, $8,400.
$8,400.
three,
two of
of class
class one;
o n s Bee.
ticTn
Surety Bonds
Section of
Surety Bonds:
Bonds: Clerks-one
Clerks—one of
class three,
three, one of class
of class
of Surety
eo Section
tione
two, two
two of
of class
messenger; in
$7,120.
two,
class one,
one, one
one $1,000;
$1,000; assistant
assistant messenger;
in all,
all, $7,120.
y
D
IzazadcCurrency
Division
of Loans
Loans and
Chief of
$3,500; assistant
of division,
division, $3,500;
assistant
and Currency:
Currency: Chief
r
Division of
Division.d
chiefs of divisions—four
$2,500; chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500;
divisions-four at $2,700 each, one
one $2,500;
accountant,
custodian of paper, $2,250; custodian
custodian of vaults,
vaults,
accountant, $3,000; custodian
$2,000; two assistant custodians
custodians of vaults, at $1,800
each; six section
$1,800 eachchiefs,
$2,000 ; clerks,
clerks, bookbookchiefs, at $2,000
$2,000 each; bond and interest clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
keepers, and accountants—twelve
accountants-twelve at $2,000 each, twenty-two
twenty-two of class
four, twenty-five
twenty-five of class three, two at $1,500 each, eighty of class
one, twenty-one
$1,000 each,
twelve at
two, one hundred of class one,
twenty-one at
at $1,000
each, twelve
at
$900 each; counter clerks--one
clerks-one $1,400,
$1,400, twenty at
at $1,200
$1,200 each, thirty
at $1,100 each, thirty-eight
thirty-eight at $1,000 each, thirty-two
thirty-two at $900 each,
two at $800 each, five at $720 each; computing
computing machine
machine operator,
operator,
one $1,000;
$1,000; proof readers—two
$1,200 each, two at $1,100
$1,100 each;
readers-two at
at $1,200
each;
superintendent
$1,800; addressograph
addressograph opersuperintendent of addressograph
addressograph force, $1,800;
operators—one $1,600, three at $1,400 each, eight at
each., nine
at
ators-one
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
nine at
$1,100 each, twenty
twenty at $1,000 each,
$1,000
$1,100
each, one
one $900;
$900; five
five assorters
assorters at
at $1,000
each; three messengers;
messengers; five assistant messengers;
messengers; messenger
messenger boys—
boysfive at $480 each, three at $420 each;
each; skilled laborers—four
laborers-four at $1,200
each, four at $1,000
$1,000 each, eight at $900 each; twelve laborers; in all,
$637,250.
a.
of
Esm.
$637,250.
pens ()ikons.
Expenses
For all
all necessary
including rent,
rent, conconAll
expenses..
Ipesesa
Expenses of
of loans: For
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
B,'p.p. P264.
264.
Ante,
nected with
with any operations
operations under
under the
First Liberty
Bond Act,
Act, the
the
the Fist
Liberty Bond
Second Liberty- Bond Act (except section 12), the Third Liberty
Bond Act, the Fourth Liberty Bond Act, the supplement
supplement to Second
Second
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Liberty
Bond Act,
and the
connected with any
or connected
Act, or
Loan Act,
Victory,Loan
the Victory
Act, and
Liberty Bond
operations
in
connection
with
other
debt
issues or United
public
other
with
connection
in
operations
States
issues, with
charged,
Secretary is charged,
the Secretary
which the
with which
currency, issues,
paper currency
States paper
to
be expended
as the
the Treasury
Treasury may
$3,750,000:
direct, $3,750,000:
may direct,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
expended as
to be
Provided, That
That this
appropriation shall
shall not
available for
the paypersonal
Urs°eviam7; personal
pay- E
for the
be available
not be
this appropriation
Provided,
serviceslimited.
Columbia,
ment
of
personal
services
in
the
District
of
of
Columbia,
except
in
the
services
limitea.
ment of personal services in the District
offices
the Register
Register of the Treasury,
Treasury, the Division of
Secretary, the
the Secretary,
of the
offices of
Loans
and Currency,
and the
Division of Public Debt Accounts and
the Division
Currency, and
Loans and
Audit:
further, That
That no
employed here- Pay
Pay restrictions.
restrictions.
be employed
shall be
person shall
no person
Provided further,
Audit: Provided
under
at a
rate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
$1,800 per annum except
exceeding $1,800
a rate
under at
the following:
not exceeding
$3,500, seven
exceeding
seven at not exceeding
exceeding $3,500,
at not
One at
following: One
the
$3,000
each, twelve
at not
exceeding
each, one at not exceeding
$2,500 each,
exceeding $2,500
not exceeding
twelve at
$3,000 each,
$2,400,
not exceeding
$2,250 each,
exceedi g
fourteen at not exceeding
each, fourteen
exceeding $2,250
at not
two at
$2,400, two
S
$2,200
each, twenty-four
twenty-four at
at not
each.
exceeding $2,000 each.nd
not exceeding
$2,200 each,
o
P
nrin
eryis
ai
n
od
n.
StaDivi
Division
of Printing
Stationery: Chief of division, $2,500; titione titiv
and Stationery:
Printing and
Division of
assistant chief
chief of
division, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—five
clerks-five of class four, four of
of division,
assistant
class
three of
of class
class two,
two, three
three of
$1,000, one $900;
$900;
class one, one $1,000,
of class
three, three
class three,
six
messenger;
bookbinder,
$1,400;
three
messengers;
assistant
messenger;
six
assistant
messengers;
three
$1,400;
bookbinder,
laborers;
two messenger
$420 each;
in all,
Mail and Files Di$39,040.
all, $39,040.
each; in
at $420
boys, at
messenger boys,
laborers; two
Division
of Mail
Mail and
and Files:
Files: Chief
registry vivision. and Files Di$2,500; registry
division, $2,500;
of division,
Chief of
Division of
clerk, $1,800;
distributing clerk, $1,400;
clerks-one of class two,
$1,400; clerks—one
$1,800; distributing
clerk,
one of
of class
class one,
one, two
two at
at $1,000
$1,200; two
each; mail messenger, $1,200;
$1,000 each;
one
assistant
messenger boy, $600; in all, $13,540.
messengers; messenger
assistant messengers;
Disbursing clerks.
bursler
Office of
of disbursing
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; deputy disDisbursing clerk,
clerk: 'Disbursing
disbursing clerk:
Office
bursing clerk,
of class four, three of class three,
clerks-four of
$2,750; clerks—four
clerk, $2,750;
bursing
In
five
class two,
two two
two of
of class
class one;
one; messenger;
in all, $27,990.
messenger; in
of class
five of
W ea
ar . isk
Bureau.
BUREAU OF
or WAR
W AR RISK
RISK INSURANCE:
INSURANCE: For
the Bureau
Bureau of Insurance
fluR
expenses of the
For expenses
BUREAU
t
n
ct , assistants,
ts,
Djetor,3 asistants,
law: For salaries of the iIiirrg,
War Risk
Risk Insurance,
Insurance, as
as authorized
by law:
authorized by
War
Ante,p.1264.
and
clerks,
experts,
director,
and
of
such
assistants,
accountants,
-V..t
p.
1264.
accountants,
assistants,
such
of
and
director,
other
the District
District of Columbia as the Secretary of the
in the
employees in
other employees
Treasury
may
deem
necessary,
$6,00 0,
000 ;stationery
minor Office supplies, etc.
and minor
stationery and
Treasury may deem necessary, $6,000,000;
office
supplies, $250,000;
$250,000; miscellaneous
expenses, including telephones,
miscellaneous expenses,
office supplies,
for
telegrams,
express, foreign
postage, not exceeding $300 for
foreign postage,
freight, express,
telegrams, freight,
street car
fares m
m the
the District
District of
exceeding $500 for
of Columbia, and not exceeding
carfares
street
law
books, books
books of
of reference,
reference, and
periodicals, $30,000;
printing and
and Pricounting
Plreinting. count ing
$30,000; printing
and periodicals,
law books,
binding,
supplies, $100,000;
$100,000; machine.
mac..
I
:, ricne ac counting
and supplies,
binding,
equipment, and
furniture, equipment,
$250,000; furniture,
binding, $250,000;
Pierce
Provided, That no part of
o
n°iti"on
nuAiwn.
$255,000: Provided,
machine, $255,000:
accounting machine,
Pierce accounting
this
sum shall
shall be
be expended
machines until the
installation of machines
for the installation
expended for
this sum
Secretary of the
Director
the War
Risk Bureau certifies to the Secretary
War Risk
of the
Director of
Treasury that
said machines
machines are working
working satisfactorily;
satisfactorily; traveling
traveling
that said
Treasury
expenses, exclusive
exclusive of
15 ,000; sa
l
ari
es and
ang ete
nvestigtiotls
et'.Fieldl investigations,
salaries
$15,000;
investigations, $
field investigations,
of field
expenses,
expenses
and
expenses
of
employees
engaged
in
field
investigations
expenses
expenses of employees engaged in field investigations
of not
temporary branch offices, $500,000; maintethan eight temporary
more than
not more
of
nance, repair,
and operation
operation of
motor-propelled passenger vehicle,
of aamotor-propelled
repair, and
nance,
xclusive employappropriated m eE
$400;
in
all,
$7,400,400:
Provided,
That all
nylusive
employemployees appropriated
all employees
That
Provided,
$7,400,400:
all,
$400; in
for
by this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall be
exclusively on the work of
engaged exclusively
be engaged
for by
restriction.
Pay restriction.
the
of War
Risk Insurance
Insurance during
Pro- Pay
during the fiscal year 1922: ProWar Risk
Bureau of
the Bureau
vided further,
That no
person shall
shall be employed
employed hereunder
hereunder at a
arate
no person
further, That
vided
of
following:
$1,800 per annum except the following:
exceedinga $1,800
compensation exceedi
of compensation
exceeding $5,000
Three at
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $7,500
$7,500 each, five at not exceeding
Three
each, sixteen
at not exceeding
exceeding $4,500 each, twenty at not exceeding
sixteen at
each,
$4,000
each,
sixteen
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $3,500
$3,500 each, twenty-six at
$4,000 each, sixteen at
not exceeding
exceeding $3,000
each, thirty at not exceeding $2,500 each, and
$3,000 each,
not
reinate.
one hundred
hundred and
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $2,000
each: Provided
Provided furfur- men
.g reitL
$2,000 each:
fifty at
and fifty
one
,ooliiting
ro
i
t
r
in
ee
stafo
r
er.
ther, That
this sum
sum shall
be expended
expended for
for salaries
expenses mentof insane foror expenses
salaries or
shall be
of this
part of
no part
That no
ther,
in soliciting
of lapsed
lapsed insurance,
bidden.
bidenr
insurance.
reinstatement of
the reinstatement
soliciting the
in
ae
l
Ia
m
nayir.RAT. FABM
FARM LOAN
LOAN BIBEIA:
BURRAU: Four
atLoan
Bureau
BFed
lFarm
members of the board, at
Four members
FEDERAL
board,'
Meret
secretaries, .m
$10,000
assistant secretary,
secretary, $3,000; four private secretaries,
elm
ary
bers
,
et:.ffbcerd
each; assistant
$10,000 each;
at
each; custodian
custodian of securities, $2,500; examiners of securi$2.000 each;
at $2.000
ties
exceed six
in number)
number) at
more than $3,000 per annum
at not more
six in
to exceed
(not to
ties (not
each,
$14,700;
twelve
registrars,
$4,000
each; chief land bank
$4,000
at
registrars,
each, $14,700; twelve
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examiner,
$5,000; supervising
supervising appraiser, $3,600; three land bank
examiner, $5,000;
examiners,
each; accountant,
accountant, $1,800;
clerks-one of class
$1,800; clerks-one
$3,000 each;
at $3,000
examiners, at
four, one
two, five of class one, four at
of class two,
five of
three, five
of class
class three,
one of
four,
$1,000
stenographers-three at
$1,400 each;
three messenmesseneach; three
at $1,400
each; stenographers-three
$1,000 each;
gers;
all, $162,720;
$162,720;
in all,
gers; in
Contingentexpenses.
traveling expenses
members of the board and its officers
expenses of the members
For traveling
Contgentepenses. For
and
employees;
per
diem
in
lieu
of subsistence,
subsistence, not
$4;
exceeding $4;
not exceeding
and employees; per diem in lieu of
and
contingent and
expenses, including books of
miscellaneous expenses,
and miscellaneous
and contingent
reference and
and maps,
and exclusive
of stationery and printing and
exclusive of
maps, and
reference
binding„ $15,000;
$15,000;
binding,
Enia.
Examinations.
For the
the examination
loan associations,
includassociations, includfarm loan
national farm
of national
examination of
For
Proriros.
Pr intions.
Pay
ing
personal services and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, 867,500:
$67,500: Provided,
Provided,
ing personal
Py restriction.
That
shall be
be employed
employed hereunder
at a
compensaof compensaa rate
rate of
hereunder at
person shall
no person
That no
further, That $2;500 of
Providedfurther,
per annum: Provided
$2,500
District
clerks,
Cierks,
District cf tion exceeding
exceeding
Columbia.
mrb~i.
this sum
sum may
maybe
Columbia;
this
be expended
expended for clerk hire in the District of Columbia;
In all,
all, $245,220.
$245,220.
In
Supervising Areldtect's
Office. g
OFFICE
UPERVISING ARCHITECT:
$5,000;
Supervising Architect, $5,000;
ARCHITECT: Supervising
SUPERVISING
OF S
OFFICE OF
ites OffIce
Supervising
executive officer,
$3,250; technical
officer, $3,000;
$3,000; drafting divisiondivisiontechnical officer,
officer, $3,250;
rcshi- executive
utectsperng Archisuperintendent, $2,750; mechanical
tect,
superintendent
mechanical
etc.
superintendent $3,000, assistant superintendent,
etc.Pose,s-aperint0e.ndents,
p.137
ost,
. 130.
engineering
engineering division-superintendent
division-superintendent $2,750,
$2,750, assistant
assistant superinsuperinassistant
tendent
division-superintendent $2,750, assistant
structural division-superintendent
$2,400; structural
tendent $2,400;
superintendent $2,400;
$2,400; superintendents-computing
superintendents-computing division
division $2,750,
$2,750,
superintendent
repairs
division $2,400,
$2,400, accounts
maintenance
$2,500, maintenance
division $2,500,
accounts division
repairs division
assistant
division $2,500; files and records
records division-chief
division-chief $2,500, assistant
administrative clerks,
$2,250; head draftsman, $2,500; eight administrative
chief $2,250;
clerks-nine of
$1,800 each; clerks-nine
at
technical clerks,
clerks, at $1,800
four technical
each; four
at $2,000 each;
four
class four,
bookkeeper $100, four
four, additional to one of class four as bookkeeper
class
at
each, fourteen
$1,500 each, thirteen
thirteen of
six at $1,500
of class three, six
fourteen of
$1,700 each,
at $1,700
class two, eight at $1,300
$1,300 each, twenty-one
twenty-one of class one, four at
class
$1,100
$1,000 each, three at $900 each, two at $840
$1,100 each, seven at $1,000
each;
photographer, $2,000;
foreman, duplicating
$1,800;
gallery, $1,800;
duplicating gallery,
$2,000; foreman,
each; photographer,
two
paper chemists, at $1,200 each; foreman, vault, safe,
duplicating paper
two duplicating
boys-one $600,
and lock shop, $1,200;
$1,200; five messengers;
messengers; messenger
messenger boys-one
$600,
at $1,000
$1,000
two
at
$480
each,
two
at
$360
each;
skilled
laborers-four
laborers-four
two at $480 eactwowo at $360 each;
each, seven
at $960 each, one
laborers-one $660,
one $840; laborers-one
one $900, one
seven at
each,
one
one $600; in all, $219,580.
THE TREASURY:
TREASURY: Comptroller, $6,000;
OF COMPTROLLER
OFFICE OF
Comptrolles Office.
Comptroller's
°Mee'
OFFICE
COMPTROLLER OF
OF THE
$6,000;
attorneys-three at $4,000 each,
each, three
comptroller, $4,500; attorneys-three
assistant comptroller,
at $3,000
$2,500; chief law clerk, $2,500; law
chief clerk, $2,500;
each; chief
at
$3,000 each;
clerks
four at
thirteen at $2,000
each, three at $2,200 each, thirteen
at $2,400 each,
clerks-four
each;
five expert
expert accountants,
accountants, at $2,100 each; private
private secretary,
secretary,
each; five
$1,800; clerks-fifteen
clerks-fifteen of class four, ten of class three, seven of class
$1,800;
$1,000; three messengers; three assistant
two, six of class one, one $1,000;
messengers; laborer;
laborer; in all, $157,340.
$157,340.
messengers;
of the
the
Comptroller of
in the
office of
employees in
For temporary
Temporary employ
Tella W rarY em Plertemporary
employees
the office
of the
the Comptroller
ees.
employed
Provided,
$20,000:
Treasury,
Proviso.
Treasury,
$20,000:
Provided,
That
no
person
shall
be
employed
Proviso.
Pay restriction.
exceeding $4,000 per annum.
hereunder
compensation exceeding
annum.
hereunder at aarate of compensation
ay restrition
Office of Auditor for
ior
$4,000;
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
TREASURY
F
AUDITORR
OF
OFFICE
O
FFICE
OF
AUDITOR
FOR
RASITRY
DEPARTMENT:
Auditor,
$4,000;
of
Auditor
Offce
T
reasury Department.
three
of division,
chief of
$2,000; chief
Trey Depmet chief clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; law clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
division, $2,250;
$2,250; three
chiefs
assistant chiefs of division,
of division, at $2,000 each; four assistant
chiefs of
at
$1,920 each;
clerks-thirty-eight of class four, forty-one of class
each; clerks-thirty-eight
at $1,920
twenty-four at
at
three, forty-six of class two, thirty-two of class one, twenty-four
$1,000
messengers;
$900 each; messenger; three assistant messengers;
each, six at $900
$1,000 each,
three laborers;
$295,360.
all, $295,360.
in all,
laborers; in
three
by the
the Secretary
fixed by
TeulPorarY
eialgolFor compensation
to
be fixed
Secretary of the Treasury, of
to be
compensation
For
employTmporary
se&
s
such temporary
necessary to
employees (nonapportioned) as may be necessary
such
temporary employees
audit
accounts and
offices of the
vouchers of the bureaus and offices
and vouchers
the accounts
audit the
That no person shall be
Proviso.
Treasury Department,
$50,000: Provided,
Provided, That
Department, $50,000:
Treasury
procie.
Pay
employed
hereunder at
at a
arate
rate of
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,200
per
$1,200 per
of compensation
employed hereunder
restriction,
Pay restriction.
annum.
annum.
2,'
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OFFICE OF
OF AUDITOR
W AR DEPARTMENT:
Office of
of Auditor for
Offce
DEPARTMENT: Auditor, $4,000; 1Var
FOR WAR
AUDITOR FOR
OFFICE
Department.
assistant
and chief
chief clerk,
S2,500,
division-one $2,500,
of division—one
chiefs of
$2,500; chiefs
clerk, $2,500;
assistant and
three at
each; law clerk,
clerk, $2,000; five assistant chiefs of divi$2,250 each;
at $2,250
three
clerkssion, at
$1,900 each;
each; chief transportation
transportation clerk, $2,000; clerks—
at $1,900
sion,
thirty of
class three, sixty of class two, one hundred
of class
class four, fifty of
of class
thirty
of
class one,
twenty-one at $900 each; forefore$1,000 each, twenty-one
at $1,000
fifty-two at
one, fifty-two
of class
man
carpenter, $1,200; six
messengers and laborers, $1,000; carpenter,
of messengers
man of
messengers;
messengers; fifteen laborers;
laborers; four mesassistant messengers;
messengers; ten assistant
senger
boys, at $480 each; in all, $464, 410.
senger toys,
emplpoFor
of such
T
.
emporary employemployees as may be neces- eesTemporary
temporary employees
such temporary
compensation of
For compensation
offices
sary
to
audit
the
accounts
and
of
the
bureaus
offices
and
bureaus
vouchers
sary to audit the accounts
restriction.
shall caay
of
the War
$250,000: Provided,
Provided, That
r"j
yr
3
es
& triction.
person shall
no person
That no
Department, $250,000:
War Department,
of the
be
employed hereunder
at a
rate of
exceeding $1,800
compensation exceeding
of compensation
a rate
hereunder at
be employed
per
$2,500 each,
the following: One at $3,000, three at $2,500
per annum, except the
five
$2,250 each,
each, and
Offi of
at $2,000
$2,000 each.
each.
and nine
nine at
fve at
at $2,250
Office
of Auditorfor
Auditotr
.for
Deprtmet.
Auditor,, $4,000; Navy
OFFICE
FOR NAVY
Na
DEPARTMENT: Auditor
NAVY DEPARTMENT:
AUDITOR FOR
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE OF
$2,000; two
chief
$2,250; law clerk, $2,600;
chief clerk and chief of division, $2,250;
chiefs
$2,000 each; two assistant chiefs of division, at
at
division, at $2,000
of division,
chiefs of
$2,000
clerks—twenty-seven of class four, forty-five of class
$2,000 each; clerks-twenty-seven
forty-five of class two, sixty-five of class one, thirty-five at
three, forty-five
$1,000
$900 each; helper, $900; messenger; two
$1,000 each, seven at $900
assistant messengers;
messengers; three
messenger boy, $480; in all,
laborers; messenger
three laborers;
assistant
$324,790.
$324,790.
Temporary employ
For
compensation of
temporary employees
employees as may be necesneces- ees
ej.emNrarY einPilYP
of such
such temporary
For compensation
sary to
to audit
the accounts
accounts and
and vouchers
vouchers of
the bureaus
bureaus and
and offices
of the
offices pr
pTO.
sary
audit the
Pay rearietion.
restriction
of the
Provided, Pry
Corps, $30,000: Provided,
Marine Corps,
the Marine
and the
Department and
Navy Department
of
the Navy
That no
person shall
hereunder at a
arate of compensation
compensation
be employed
employed hereunder
shall be
no person
That
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per
per annum.
annum.
Office of
Auditor for
exceeding
ator
c
Z oreDepartment.
Interior
OFFICE
AUDITOR FOR
FOR INTERIOR
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT:
$4,0000 In
Audinientor
DEPARTMENT: Auditor, $4,000;
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE OF
$2.250; law clerk, $2,000; chief of
o
and chief of division, $2.250;
clerk and
chief clerk
division, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—fifteen
clerks-fifteen of class four, eighteen of class three,
division,
seventeen of
$1,000 each,
of class two, twenty of class one, four at $1,000
seventeen
(unapportioned), at $1,000
$1,000
four check assorters (unapportioned),
each; four
four at $900 each;
each;
messengers; two assistant messengers; laborer; in all,
two messengers;
each; two
$129,230.
$129,230.
Otce of Auditor for
eta., DepartOFFICE
TATE AND
AND OTHER
OTHER DEPARTMENTS:
s411'14`.
DEPARTMENTS: Auditor, Stat,i
STATE
FOR S
AUDITOR FOR
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE OF
clerk, $2,000; l ft .
law
$2,250;
division,
of
chief
and
clerk,
chief
$4,000;
$4,000;
two chiefs
chief
of divisions,
clerk, andat
chief
$2,000
of division,
each; clerks—twenty-three
$2,250; law clerk, of
$2,000;
class

two chiefs of divisions, at 82,000 each; clerks-twenty-three of class

four,
one of
(special examiner),
examiner), twenty-six
twenty-six of class three,
four (special
class four
of class
four, one
twenty-two of
of class
twenty-eight of class one, ten at $1,000
class two, twenty-eight
twenty-two
each,
$900 each; messenger;
messenger; three assistant messengers;
messengers:
each, three at $900
two laborers;
laborers; in all, $178,470.
$178,470.
OFFICE OF
AUDITOR FOR
FOR POST
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
Auditor,
OFFICE DEPARTIENT:
POST OFFICE
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE
$5,000;
clerk, $3,000; expert
$5,000; assistant and chief clerk, $3,000; law clerk,
accountant, $3,000; four chiefs of division, at $2,250 each; four
assistant chiefs
S2,000 each; three principal bookchiefs of division, at $2,000
assistant
keepers,
clerks-twenty-five of class four, eleven of
$2,000 each; clerks—twenty-five
at $2,000
keepers, at
twenty of class one, six at $900
class three, sixteen of class two, twenty
laborers-sixteen at $840 each; eleven at $720 each;
skilled laborers—sixteen
each; skilled
messenger
boys—five at $540 each, four at $480 each, five at $420
messenger boys-five
each;
forewoman, $480;
charwomen, at $240 each; in all,
$480; nineteen charwomen,
each; forewoman,
$184,520.
$184,520.
For
compensation, to
Secretary of the Treasury,
by the Secretary
to be fixed by
For compensation,
necessary to audit the
employees as may be necessary
of such number of employees
accounts and
and vouchers
vouchers of
the Postal
Postal Service,
Service, $635,200.
$635,200.
accounts
of the
Postal
Clerks—eleven at $1,000 each; seven
Savings System: Clerks-eleven
Postal Savings
skilled
laborers at
at $900
$900 each:
each ; in
in all,
all, $17,300.
$17,300.
skilled laborers
OFFICE
Tliel TREASURER:
Treasurer,
TREASURER: Treasurer, $8,000; Assistant Treasurer,
OF THE
OFFICE OF
assistant
$3,600; Deputy
Deputy Assistant
Assistant Treasurer,
Treasurer, $3,200; cashier, $3,600; assistant
$3,600;
divisions-two at $3,000
cashier,
$2,500; chiefs of divisions—two
cashier, $3,000; chief clerk, $2,500;
each,
$2,500 each; three assistant chiefs of division, at $2,250
at $2,500
three at
each, three

ofce
for
(Mice of
of Auditor
Auditor for
Iost
Post Office Depart-

mentt.
men

Employees

on me-

chaic
chra':i
l.de.ises.
granseos
n
.

Postal S;. ings Sys

ten.
tem.
F°stal

Sr"
-ings

SYs.

Treast='s
Cf1.3e.
Tresurer's Cofe.
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each; vault
vault clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
bookkeeper, $2,500;
two tellers,
$2,500; two
principal bookkeeper,
$2,500; principal
each;
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
each; assistant
assistant tellers-two
$2,250 each,
each, three at $2,000
tellers-two at $2,250
at
each;
section chiefs
$2,000 each;
bookkeepers-two
assistant bookkeepers-two
each; assistant
at $2,000
chiefs at
five section
each; five
$2,100 each,
each two at $2,000 each; interest teller, $2,000;
$2,000; vault
vault
at $2,100
clerk,
bond division,
division, $2,000;
Treasurer, $1,800; coin clerk,
for Treasurer,
$2,000; clerk for
clerk, bond
$1,400;
clerks-twenty-five of
twenty-eight of class three,
three,
four, twenty-eight
class four,
of class
$1,400; clerks-twenty-five
eight at
at $1,500
each, thirty-two
thirty-two of
of class
class two,
two, eight at
$1,300 each, one
one
at $1,300
$1,500 each,
eight
hundred
and fifteen
of class
at $1,000 each, twenty
eighty-five at
one, eighty-five
class one,
fifteen of
hundred and
at
each; expert
expert counters-forty
$1,200 each, ten at $1,100
counters-forty at $1,200
$900 each;
at $900
each, forty-four
each, ninety
ninety at $900
$800 each;
each, ten at $800
$900 each,
$1,000 each,
at $1,000
forty-four at
each,
addressograph
$1,400; two skilled
$1,200 each;
skilled laborers, at $1,200
operator, $1,400;
addressograph operator,
silver
$1,000; fourteen
$840 each; eight assistant
assistant
at $840
messengers at
fourteen messengers
piler, $1,000;
silver piler,
messengers;
twenty-three laborers;
messenger boys-eight
boys-eight at $600
$600
laborers; messenger
messengers; twenty-three
Temporary
employTemporar employees.
Proviso.
Pay restriction.

Proeiso.

res

on.

each, fourteen
fourteen at
at $480
$480 each;
each; eight
at $360
$360 each;
all, $731,950.
$731,950.
in all,
each; in
eight at
each,

For
employees in
in the
Treasurer of the
of the
the Treasurer
office of
the office
temporary employees
For temporary

United States,
That no
no person
shall be
be employed
employed
person shall
Provided, That
States, $150,000:
$150,000: Provided,
United

exceeding $1,800
hereunder at a
a rate of compensation
compensation exceeding
$1,800 per annum
annum
hereunder
except
Three at $2,250 each, three at $2,100 each,
each,
the following: Three
except the
and six
each.
$2,000 each.
six at
at $2,000
and

For the
the force
emproyed in
in redeeming
Federal reserve
reserve and
and
the Federal
redeeming the
force employed
For
national currency
currency (to be reimbursed
reimbursed by the Federal reserve
reserve and
Superintendent, $3,500; teller, $2,500; bookkeeper,
banks): Superintendent,
national banks):
$2,400; assistant tellers-one
$2,250; one $2,000; assistant booktellers-one $2,250;
$2,400;
keeper,
of class four, seven of class three, nine
clerks-five of
$2,000; clerks-five
keeper, $2,000;
at
of
class two; expert
counters-thirty five at $1,200
$1,200 each, fifty-six at
expert counters-thirty
of class
fifty-two at $900 each, thirty-five
thirty-five at $800 each; two
$1,000 each, fifty-two
charwomen; in all,
messengers; four charwomen;
messengers; four assistant messengers;
Temporary
employ$225
,
770.
Temporary employ- $225,770.
Office of the
ees.
For compensation
compensation of temporary employees in the Office
ees.
Treasurer
States in redeeming
redeeming Federal reserve
reserve and
Treasurer of the United States
Probiso,
national
currency,
$280,620,
to
be
reimbursed
by
the
Federal
reserve
reserve
Federal
the
by
reimbursed
be
to
$280,620,
currency,
national
Proiso,.
shall be employed
Pay
restriction,
and
no person
person shall
employed
That no
banks: Provided,
Provided, That
national banks:
and national
Pay restriction.
compensation exceeding $1,800 per annum,
hereunder
a rate of compensation
hereunder at a
following: One at
at $3,000, two at $2,750 each, one at $2,200,
the following:
except the
and
one
at
$2,000.
Postal Savings
Savings Sys- and one at $2,000.
Postal
tem.
Postal Savings
clerks-three of class
Accountant, $2,000; clerks-three
System: Accountant,
Postal
Savings System:
tem.
two,
counter, $900; in
$1,000 each; expert counter,
of class
class one, three at $1,000
two, two
two of
all,
$12,500.
$12,500.
all,
Cutting machines.
machines in the Office of the
and cutting machines
For
canceling and
For repairs to canceling
utting machines.
Re ster's Office.
Office.
Treasurer
of
the
United
States,
$200.
$200.
States,
United
the
of
Treasurer
gi
Register's
OFFICE OF REGISTER OF THE TBEASURY:
TREASURY : Register, $4,000;
$2,500; four chiefs of division
division at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each;
assistant register, $2,500;
clerks-two of
four , two of class
thirteen
class three, ten of class two, thirteen
of class
class four,
clerks-two
of class one, one hundred and ten at $1,000
$1,000 each, one $900; mesOffice of Comptroller sengers-two at
at
$840
each,
one
$720;
five
laborers; in
in all,
$167,500.
all, $167,500.
laborers;
five
$720;
one
each,
$840
officeofComptroller sengers-two
OF COMPTROLLER
OrFFCE OF
ofthe
of
the Currency.
Currency.
OFFICE
COMPTROLLER OF THE CCURENCY:
CURRENCY: Comptroller,
Comptroller, $5,000;
$5,000;
$3,500, one $3,000; chie
chief clerk, $2,500;
$2,500;
comptrollers-one $3,500,
deputy comptrollers-one
chiefs of
two at $2,200 each; general bookof divisions-one
divisions-one $2,500, two
chiefs
keeper,
$2,000; assistant
bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000; vault
$2,000;
vault clerk, $2,000;
assistant bookkeeper,
keeper, $2,000;
clerks-eleven
class four,
four, additional
seventeen
$200, seventeen
clerk $200,
to bond
bond clerk
additional to
of class
clerks-eleven of
of class
class three, nineteen
two twenty-seven
twenty-seven of class one,
nineteen of class two,
of
thirteen at
$1,600;
$900 each; stenographer, $1,600;
seven at $900
each, seven
$1,000 each,
at $1,000
thirteen
$1,000; six counters, at $840
multigraph operators-one
operators-one $1,200,
$1,200, one $1,000;
multigraph
each; messenger;
five assistant
messengers; three laborers;
messenlaborers; messenassistant messengers;
messenger; five
each;
ger
boys-one
$480,
one
$420;
in
all,
$168,560.
$168,560.
in
all,
$420;
one
$480,
boys-one
ger
ad
resere and
Feera reserve
Federal
of Federal
Federal reserve
expenses of
national curreticY•
For
For expenses
reserve and national currency
currency (to be
nationa
crreny.
reimbursed by
Federal Reserve and National Banks):
Banks): SuperSuperby the Federal
reimbursed
intendent,
$2,500; principal
principal clerk, $2,000; teller,
teller , $2,000; clerks-one
intendent, $2,500;
three, four of class two, five
five of class one,
of class four, one of class three,
four at $1,000
$1,000 each, five
$1,000; counters-countersengineer $1,000;
each; engineer,
at 45000
$900 each;
five at
four
assistant messen
twenty-eight
each, twelve at $840 each; assistant
niessentwenty-eight at $1,000 each,

Redemption of Federal reserve and nationalcurrency.
tional
currency.

eraledesptoernfFed-
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ger;
messenger boy, $420;
charwomen; in all,
8420; two charwomen:
$720; messenger
fireman, $720;
ger; fireman,
$71,420.
am na
Special
examinae
tiSpecl
For
special examinations
national banks and bank plates, tions,
of national
examinations of
For special
etc.
keeping
macerator
in
Treasury
Building
in
and
other
other
for
repair,
in
keeping macerator in Treasury Building
incidental
working of the macerator, and for
attending the working
expenses attending
incidental expenses
procuring
information relative
relative to banks other than national, $5,000. Office of Commisprocuring information
of Coammisffrieof Internal
REVENUE: Commissioner,
OFFICE OF
OF C
OMMISSIONER OF
OF INTERNAL
INTERNAL REVENUE:
Commissioner, sioner
COMMISSIONER
OFFICE
Revenue.
$10,000;
assistant to
to the
the commissioner, $5,000; five deputy commis- enue.
$10,000; assistant
assistant
sioners,
at $5,000
each; chemists-chief
$2,500; assistant
chemists-chief $3,000, one $2,500;
$5,000 each;
sioners, at
chemists-two
at $1,800
$1,600, one $1,400; heads of divione $1,600,
each, one
$1,800 each,
chemists-two at
sions-one
five at
$2,500 each,
each, five at $2,250 each; three asat $2,500
$3,500, five
sions-one $3,500,
sistant
divisions, at $2,000 each; attorney, $3,600; law clerk,
sistant heads of divisions,
superin$2,000;
insurance expert,
expert, $2,000;
$2,000; railroad expert, $2,000; superin$2,000; insurance
clerkstendent
of
$2,000;
private
secretary,
$1,800;
clerkssecretary,
$2,000;
vault,
stamp
of
tendent
four
$2,000 each, fifty-two of class four, sixty of class three, ninetyfour at $2,000
$1,000
eight
eighty-three of class one, seventy-six at $1,000
two, eighty-three
of class
class two,
eight of
each;
messengers at $900 each; forty-eight messengers;
messengers;
each; fifty mail messengers
twenty-one assistant
assistant messengers;
$709,590.
messengers; in all, $709,590.
twenty-one
Stamp agent.
For
$1,600, to
to be
the stamp man- Sta"P gent"
by the
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
agent, $1,600,
stamp agent,
one stamp
For one
ufacturers.
Ofice.
Coast Guard
ufacturers.
Coast
Guard Office.
OFFICE
THE C
OAST GUARD:
GUARD: Two
Two chiefs of divisions, at $3,000
COAST
OF THE
OFFICE OF
each; two
assistant chiefs
divisions, at $2,200 each; title and conof divisions,
chiefs of
two assistant
each;
tract
clerk, $2,000; law and contract clerk, $1,800; civil engineer,
tract clerk,
$1,800; topographical
topographer and hydrographer, $1,800;
topographical drafts$2,250; topographer
man, $1,500;
$1,500; chief accountant, $2,000; private
draftsman, $1,500;
$1,500; draftsman,
man,
secretary for captain
captain commandant,
clerks-eight of class four,
commandant, $1,400; clerks-eight
secretary
fourteen of
of class
class three, sixteen of class two, fifteen of class one, ten at
fourteen
$1,000 each,
messengers; two assistant mes$900 each; two messengers;
at $900
five at
each, five
$1,000
si
Tnic
sengers; laborer;
all, $120,130.
$120,130.
in all,
laborer; in
sengers;
Technical services.
The services
services of skilled draftsmen, and such other technical services
as
the Secretary
Treasury may deem necessary,
necessary, may be emSecretary of the Treasury
as the
ployed
the office
Guard in connection with the
of the Coast Guard
office of
in the
only in
ployed only
construction and
and repair
Coast Guard cutters, to be paid from the Proviso.
of Coast
repair of
construction
appropriation
Coast Guard
cutters": Provided,
Provided, That the Liit.
Guard cutters":
to Coast
Limit.
" Repairs to
appropriation "Repairs
expenditures
this account
account for
exceed
the fiscal year 1922 shall not exceed
for the
on this
expenditures on
$8,000.
A statement
statement of
persons employed
hereunder, their duties,
employed hereunder,
of the
the persons
$8,000. A
and
the compensation
paid to
each shall be
Congress each
be made to Congress
to each
compensation paid
and the
a
Frav
year
in the
the annual
annual estimates.
estimates.
year in
Engraving
an
BUREAU OF
ENGRAVING AND
$6,000; assistant
assistant Printing Bureau.
Director, $6,000;
PRINTING: Director,
AND PRINTING:
OF ENGRAVING
BUREAU
director,
$3,500; chief
assignments and reviews, $3,000;
division of assignments
of division
chief of
director, $3,500;
chief
$2,500; disbursing
disbursing agent,
agent, $2,400;
$2,400; cost accountant,
$2,000;
accountant, $2,000;
clerk, $2,500;
chief clerk,
storekeeper,
stenographer
$1,800; storekeeper,
$1,600; assistant
assistant storekeeper,
storekeeper, $1,600;
stenographer,' $1,800;
$1,000;
of purchases
supplies, $2,000; clerksclerksand supplies,
purchases and
charge of
in charge
clerk in
S1,000, clerk
four
of class
class four,
fourteen
of class three, sixteen of class two, fourteen
four, eight of
four of
at
$1,000 each, fifteen at $900 each, fifteen at
of class
class one, twelve at $1,000
$840 each;
each; nine
nine attendants,
at $600
$600 each; three messengers;
messengers; five asattendants, at
$840
sistant
messengers; captain of watch, $1,400; two lieutenants of
of
sistant messengers;
watchmen; two forewomen
forewomen of charwatch, at $900 each; eighty watchmen;
women,
twenty-five day charwomen,
charwomen, at $400 each;
women, at $540 each; twenty-five
seventy-seven
charwomen, at $300 each; four limit on paying for
morning and evening charwomen
seventy-seven morning
.miton paying or
laborers; eighty-five
eighty-five laborers, at $540
$540 each; in
in all, $275,140;
$275,140; and no services.
laborers;
appropriated by this or any other Act shall be used for
other fund appropriated
services
in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, of the character
character
services in
specified in
paragraph, except in cases of emergency
emergency arising after
after
this paragraph,
in this
specified
the
the
passage of this Act, and then only on the written approval of the
the passage
Secretary
Treasury, and in every such case of
of emergency
emergency a
a
of the Treasury,
Secretary of
detailed
expenditures on account thereof shall be
statement of the expenditures
detailed statement
reported to Congress at
beginning of each
each regular session.
the beginning
at the
reported
Secret Service Diviiit Sc
SECRET SERVICE
SERVICE DrvisioN:
$4,500; assistant
assistant chief, who shall
shall si
Chief, $4,500;
DISION: Chief,
sion.
SECRET
discharge
clerks-two of class four,
discharge the duties of chief clerk, $3,500; clerks-two
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the Mint.
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one of
of class
class three,
three, two
two of
class two,
two, three
one; messenger,
class one;
of class
three of
of class
one
$840;
$20,440.
all, $20,440.
$840; in all,
Director, 85,000; examiner,

MINT: Director, $5,000;
DIRECTOR OF THE MDTT:
OFFICE OF DLRECTOR

examiner,

$3,000; computer
computer and
of accounts,
accounts, $2,200;
$2,200;
$2,200; assayer, $2,200;
adjuster of
and adjuster
$3,000;
clerks—two of
class four,
of class
three, one
one of
of class one; private
class three,
one of
four, one
of class
clerks-two
secretary, $1,400;
$1,400; assistant
assistant in
messenger, $840;
$840;
$1,200; messenger,
laboratory, $1,200;
in laboratory,
secretary,
$23,680.
assistant
messenger, $720;
$720; skilled
skilled laborer, $720;
$720; in all, $23,680.
assistant messenger,
Freight.
For freight
freight on
on bullion
bullion and
and coin,
coin, by registered
otherwise,
registered mail or otherwise,
For
Freight.
between
mints and
assay offices,
offices, $15,000.
$15,000.
and assay
between mints
Contingent
expenses.
expended
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the Bureau of the Mint, to be expended
Contingent expenses.
under
the direction
laboratory chemicals,
the director: For assay laboratory
of the
direction of
under the
fuel, materials,
balances, weights,
and other
necessaries, including
including
other necessaries,
weights, and
materials, balances,
fuel
$1,000.
books,
periodicals,
specimens
and
incidentals,
$1,000.
incidentals,
ores,
coins,
of
specimens
periodicals,
books,
For
examinations of mints, expense in visiting mints for the purpose
For examinations
Examinations.
Examinations.
of superintending
superintending the
annualsettlements, and
for special examinations,
examinations,
andforspecial
the annualsettlements,
of
Precious
production
collection of statistics relative
metals stasta- and for the collection
Precious metals
relative to the annual production
tistics.
$6,000.
States,
in
metals
recious
the
of
and
consumption
the
precious
metals
the
United
$6,000.
consumption
and
ealth Se
Publics
Public Health ServSERVICE:
OFFICE OF
OF SURGEON
SURGEON GENERAL
GENERAL OF
PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH S
ERVICE: Chief
OF PUBLIC
OFFICE
ice.
ice.
Office salaries.
clerk, $2,250;
secretary to the Surgeon
Office
salaries.
$2,250; private secretary
Surgeon General,
General, $2,000;
principal bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,000; statistician,
statistician, $2,000; technical
technical assistprincipal
tant, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant
editor, $1,800;
clerks—five
$1,800; librarian, $1,600; clerks-five
assistant editor,
tant,
of class
four, six
of class
three, fifteen
shall
fifteen of class two (one of whom shall
class three,
six of
of
class four,
be translator),
translator), nineteen
one, six at $1,000 each, three at $900
of class one,
nineteen of
be
assistant
each;
elevator conductor,
conductor, $840; three messengers; three assistant
each; elevator
messengers; telephone
operator, $720; three laborers; in all,
telephone operator,
messengers;
$92,970.
Contingent expenses.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES.: For stationery, including
including tags,
tags, labels, and
CONTINGENT
tantiongenterense.
Stationery
Treasury
index cards
cards printed
printed in course
manufacture, for the Treasury
course of manufacture,
index
Department and
its
several bureaus
and
offices, $214,400,
and in
in
and
$214,400,
offices,
and
bureaus
several
its
and
Additional,
Department
deAdditional,
deducted from
ducted from
thereto sums amounting to $232,100 shall be deducted
addition thereto
from
bureaus, addition
from bureaus,
ducted
etc.
tc
other appropriations
fiscal year 1922,
1922, as follows: Confor the fiscal
made for
appropriations made
other
e .
tingent expenses,
expenses, mint
contingent expenses,
Philadelphia, $700; contingent
at Philadelphia,
mint at
tingent
mint at
at San
Francisco, $300;
expenses, mint
runt at Denver,
Denver,
contingent expenses,
$300; contingent
San Francisco,
mint
$300;
contingent expenses,
assay office at New York, $700; maexpenses, assay
$300; contingent
terials
Bureau of
PrintEngraving and Printof Engraving
expenses, Bureau
miscellaneous expenses,
and miscellaneous
terials and
ing,
$10,000; suppressing
counterfeiting and
$1,100;
and other crimes, $1,100;
suppressing counterfeiting
ing, $10,000;
$5,000;
Public Health
Service, $8,000; expenses
expenses of Coast Guard, $5,000;
Health Service,
Public
general
expenses of public buildings, S6,000;
$6,000; collecting the revenue
general expenses
from
collecting
$125,000; and said
collecting war revenue, $125,000;
$75,000;
customs, $75,000;
from customs,
sums
shall be
credited to and constitute,
together with
constitute, together
be credited
deducted shall
so deducted
sums so
the
of $214,400,
$214,400, the
the total appropriation
appropriation for stationery
sum of
first-named sum
the first-named
offices,
for the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department and its several bureaus and offices,
for
with the
the exception
exception of
countries, for the
of field
field officers located in foreign countries,
with
Postage.

fiscal year
year 1922.
1922.
fiscal

postage required
required to prepay
prepay matter addressed to Postal Union
Union
For postage
countries,
and
for
$1,500.
Department, $1,500.
Treasury Department,
the 'Treasury
for the
postage
for
and
countres,
Binding.
Treasury
For materials for the use of the bookbinderlocated
bookbinder located in the Treasury
Binding.
Department, $250.
$250.
Department,
Reference books, etc
or newspaper clippings, financial journals, law books, city direcReerence books, etc.' For
business of the
tories
relating to the business
reference relating
books of reference
and other books
tories, and
department,
$1,000.
$1,000.
department,
Freight, etc.
$18,000.
For freight, expressage, telegraph and telephone service, $18,000.
Figt,
Rent,
Rent, D.
C.
D. C.
For rent of buildings
buildings in the District of Columbia for the use of the
Proviso.
Treasury
Department, $57,050:
$57,050: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation
Treasury Department,
Restection.
Restriction,
seventeen hundred
shall
be available,
available, except
hundred
for the building at seventeen
except for
not be
shall not
and thirty-four
New York
'York Avenue,
Avenue, if space can be assigned by the
thirty-four New
and
Public
Buildings Commission
Commission in
in other buildings
buildings under the control of
Public Buildings
that
commission.
that commission.
Vehicles.
maintenance, and repair of motor trucks;
trucks;
purchase, exchange, maintenance,
For purchase,
Vehcles
shoeig;
purchase, exchange
maintenance of horses including shoeing,
exchange,z and maintenance
purchase,
horsedrawn passenger-carrying
purchase
passenger-carrying
repair of wagons, horse-drawn
and repair
purchase and
ostage.
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vehicles,
all to
be used
used for
Prso.
purposes only, $5,000: Proviso.
official purposes
for official
to be
harness, all
and harness,
vehicles, and
Three Army
Army motor
Provided,
That within
within thirty
thirty days
after the
the approval
of this
motor
Three
the trucks
this Act the
approval of
days after
Provided, That
transferred.
re
d.
trckstranser
to
Secretary
of
War
shall
transfer
without
payment
therefor
the
therefor
Secretary of War shall transfer without payment
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury for use of the Treasury Department three
Secretary
light motor
trucks.
rl.
motor trucks.
light
Files.
For
purchase of
$12,000.
les.
cases, $12,000.
of file holders and file cases,
For purchase
Fuel, etc.
For purchase
purchase of
of coal,
grate Fueetc.
engine oils, and grease, grates, grate
coal, wood, engine
For
baskets and
fixtures, blowers,
hods, coal shovels, pokers, and
coal hods,
blowers, coal
and fixtures,
baskets
$25,000.ht
tongs, $25,000.
Lighting.
For purchase
of gas,
gas, electric
current for lighting and power pur- Lightg
electric current
purchase of
For
poses, gas and electric light fixtures, electric light wiring and material,
candlesticks, droplights and tubing, gas burners, gas torches,
candles, candlesticks,
wicks : $24,000.
$24,000.
and wicks,
globes, lanterns,
lanterns, and
Miscellaneous.
iscelaneous.
For
awnings and fixtowels, purchase of awnings
hemming towels,
and hemming
washing and
For washing
vartures,
window
shades
and
fixtures,
alcohol,
benzine,
turpentine,
benzine,
alcohol,
fixtures,
and
shades
window
tures,
nish,
bowls brooms, buckets, brushes,
bellows, bowls,
belting, bellows
baskets, belting,
nish, baskets,
canvas, crash,
crash, cloth,
cloth, chamois
chamois skins, cotton
waste, door and window
window
cotton waste,
canvas,
fasteners, dusters;
dusters; flower-garden,
flower-garden street, and engine hose; lace
fasteners,
leather, lye,
lye, nails,
pitchers, powders, stencil plates,
picks, pitchers,
plants, pick;,
oils, plants,
nails, oils,
leather,
hand stamps
stamps and
and repairs
repairs of
of same, spittoons,
spittoons, soap, matches, match
hand
safes,
tools, towels,
thermometers, toilet paper, tools,
traps, thermometers,
tacks, traps,
sponges, tacks,
safes, sponges,
blacksmithing, repairs of
towel
tumblers, wire, zinc, and for blacksmithing,
racks, tumblers,
towel racks,
machinery, removal
removal of rubbish,
sharpening tools, street car fares nor
nor
rubbish, sharpening
machinery,
exceeding $500,
advertising for proposals, and for sales at public
$500, advertising
exceeding
auction i
nthe
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, of
belonging
condemned property belonging
of condemned
in
auction
to
Treasury Department,
auctioner fees, and purchase
Department, payment of auctioner
to the Treasury
savi
of other
articles, $20,000.
$20,000.
necessary articles,
of
other absolutely
absolutely necessary
Labor saving MU).
For purchase
of labor-saving
machines and
for same,
same, chums,
etc.
chines, etc
supplies for
and supplies
labor-saving machines
For
purchase of
purchase and exchange
exchange of registering
registering accountants,
accountants,
the purchase
including the
a similar
numbering machines,
machines, and other machines of a
similar character,
character,
numbering
including time
official mail
time stamps for stamping date of receipt of official
including
for
and
purchase of supplies for
thereto, and purchase
repairs thereto,
and repairs
telegrams, and
and telegrams,
photographic
$10,000.
photographic copying
copying machines,
machines, $10,000.
Carpets, etc.
arpets etc
For purchase
purchase of carpets, carpet border and lining, linoleum, mats,
For
rugs, matting,
matting, and
and repairs,
repairs, and
and for
for cleaning, cutting, making, laying,
rugs,
and
of the
same, by
e.
$3,000.
by contract,
contract, $3,000.
the same,
and relaying
relaying of
Furniture, etc.
tet
For
purchase of boxes,
chair covers,
covers, r
cane,' chair
book rests, chairs, chair cane
boxes, book
For purchase
bookcases, clocks, cloth for covering desks, cushions, leather
leather
desks, bookcases,
for covering
covering chairs
sofas, locks, lumber, screens, tables, typeand sofas,
chairs and
for
writers, including
including the exchange
exchange of same, wardrobe cabinets, washwriters,
coolers and stands, and for replacing other worn and
stands, water coolers
unserviceable articles,
$15,000.
articles, $15,000.
unserviceable
Operating expenses.
For operating
expenses of
of the
the Arlington
Arlington Building
Building and
Arlington
Building.
and annex,
annex, Arlington
Bulding.
For
operating expenses
miscellaneous
and
including fuel, electric
miscellaneous
current, ice, ash removal,
electric current,
including
items, $60,000.
$60,000.
items,
Madison Place AnFor operating
of the
the Treasury
Department Annex
Annex Num-E nex. n Plae AnTreasury Department
expenses of
For
operating expenses
bered 1
Avenue and Madison Place),
including fuel,
Place), including
(Pennsylvania Avenue
1 (Pennsylvania
bered
electric
ash removal,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, $16,000.
$16,000.
removal, and
ice, ash
current, ice
electric current,
Annex, Fourteenth
,
Strtes
andne
Treasury Department
Numbered 2
2 (Fourteenth and B
B and
Annex Numbered
Department Annex
B Streets
NW.n
Treasury
Streets northwest):
northwest): For heating,
heating electric
electric current,
current, electrical
electrical equipment,
ice, removal
removal of
of trash,
trash,
heating,
and
$44,000.
and miscellaneous expenses, $44,000.
ment, ice,
Darby Building.
equip- DabyBlding.
Darby Building: For heating, electric current, electrical equipment,
$6,000.
miscellaneous items, $6,000.
ice, and miscellaneous
ment, ice,
0hi
Audito
rParfo
for
CONT.INGENT
oAICE
EXPENSES, O
OF OF
AUDITOR OfAice
De
st
C
ONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
OFFICE
AUDITOR
Department.
136
Contingent
expenses.
miscellaneous items,
For miscellaneous
DEPARTMENT: For
FOR THE
THE POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT:
items, Contingent expenses.
POST OFFICE
FOR
typewriters and adding
including purchase,
purchase, repair, and exchange
exchange of typewriters
including
exceeding $500 may be used for furniture
machines : of which
which not exceeding
machines,
and repairs,
repairs, not
exceeding $600 may be used for rental
rental of telenot exceeding
and
purchase of
of
exceeding $200 may be used for the purchase
phones, and not exceeding
reference, and city directories,
directories, $9,000,
$9,000, to be
law books, books of reference,
uditor for the Post Office
expended under
direction of the Auditor
Office
the direction
under the
expended
82
442S1°-21
442S1°-21--82
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Tabulating equipTabulating
equip-

ment.

Proviso.
Rntiitation.
Rent limitation.

Collecting
Collecting
revenue
revenue.

internal
internal

Collectors,
ors

gaugers,
ga
ugers,

1921.
1921.

Department under
under rules and regulations to
prescribed by the
to be prescribed
the
Secretary
Treasury and to operate
specific exception
Secretary of the Treasury
operate as a
a specific
exception of
of
for contingent
expenses,
the said office
office from
from the appropriation
appropriation for
contingent expenses,
Treasury
Department, unless
unless otherwise
otherwise provided
law.
provided by
by law.
Treasury Department,
For purchase
purchase of cards and tabulating equipment
equipment for use in auditing
accounts and vouchers of the Postal Service, including exchange
exchange and
repairs, $275,000, to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of the Auditor
Auditor
Department under
to be
for the Post
Post Office
Office Department
under rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations to
be
prescribed by
by the
of the
the Treasury:
Provided, That
That not
not
Treasury: Provided,
the Secretary
Secretary of
prescribed
exceeding
exceeding $44,000
$44,000 may be expended for the rental of tabulating and
card-sorting machines.
card-sorting
machines.
LN.TERNAL REVENUE.
REVENUE.
ITERNAL

For salaries
salaries and expenses of collectors
collectors of internal
revenue, deputy
deputy
internal revenue,
collectors,
storekeepers, and
storekeeper gaugers,
gaugers, clerks,
collectors, gaugers, storekeepers,
and storekeeper
clerks,
messengers,
messengers, and janitors in internal-revenue
mtemal-revenue offices,
offices rent of offices
offices
outside of the District of Columbia,
injuries to
Columbia, telephone
telephone service,
service, injuries
to
horses not exceeding
exceeding $250 for any horse crippled or killed, expenses
expenses
of
seizure and
sale, and
other necessary
miscellaneous expenses
in
expenses in
necessary miscellaneous
and other
and sale,
of seizure
Provso.
Proviso.
Witness fees.
witnessfees.
$4,288,000: Provided,
collecting internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes, $4,288,000:
Provided, That
That no
no
part of this amount shall be used in defraying
defraying the
expenses of
the expenses
of any
any
officer,
subpoenaed by the United
officer, designated
designated above, subpcenaed
to
United States court to
attend any trial before aa United States court or preliminary
preliminary examination before
any United
United States
States commissioner,
which expenses
expenses shall
commissioner, which
before any
nation
Post,
p. 1413.
1413.
Pos, p.
appropriation for "Fees
"Fees of
be paid from the
the appropriation
of witnesses,
witnesses, United
United
States courts."
courts."
States
taxes under
Rve
etc.,
etc.,
Assegsing
'"Ile°ting
Revs-'
assessing and
the internal-revenue
For expenses
expenses of
of assessing
and collecting
collecting the
internal-revenue
nue1918.
Revenue Act of 1918, including
Act,
1918.i
nuve
Vol,
40, pp.
1057,1140. taxes, as provided by the Revenue
including the employment of the necessary
necessary officers,
officers, attorneys, experts, agents, accountants, inspectors,
inspectors, deputy collectors, clerks, janitors, and
and messengers in the District of Columbia and the several
several collection districts,
districts,
appointed as provided by law, telegraph
to be appointed
telegraph and telephone
telephone service,
service,
rental of quarters
quarters outside the District of Columbia, postage, freight,
freight,
necessary miscellaneous
express, and other necessary
miscellaneous expenses,
purchase
expenses, and
and the
the purchase
of such supplies,
supplies, equipment, furniture,
mechanical de
v ic es , printprintfurniture, mechanical
devices,
ing, stationery, law -books and books of reference,
reference, and such other
other
Proviso.
articles as may be necessary
necessary.for use in the District of Columbia and
Proviso.
and
Punis hi
n Rviolations the
collection districts,
districts, $29,600,000:
$29,600,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not
several collection
vioela.ion the several
rPuneshin
of
revenue laws.
more than $500,000 of the total amount appropriated
appropriated herein
herein may be
expended
expended by
by the commissioner
Internal Revenue
for detecting
detecting
Commissioner of
of Internal
Revenue for
and bringing
bringing to trial persons guilty of violating the
the internal-revenue
internal-revenue
laws or conniving
conniving at the same, including payments for information
information
and detection of such violanon.
colecRefunding
Refunding
collec- and detection of such violation.
collecRefunding
tions.
tions.
covered
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to refund money covered
Vol. 35, p. 325.
VoL
35, p. M
into
Treasury as
into the
the Treasury
as internal-revenue
internal-revenue collections, under the provisions
of the
Act approved
May 27,
1908, $250,000.
$250,000.
27, 1908,
approved May
of
the Act
Refunding illegally
For refunding
illegally collected
the provisions
provisions of
collened
taes.
For
refunding taxes
collected taxes.
taxes illegally
collected under
under the
of
R. S., secs. 3220, 3689,
89
Statutes,
as amended
amended by the Act of
sections 3220 and 3689, Revised
Revised Stat
ut
es ,as
of
R.5
.,S 725.
.30,3
, sections
PD.
818.
Vol.
40, p.
o. 4,
p. 1145.
145.
February
February 24,
w hi ch not
no tto
t
o excee
,
000 ,000
24, 1919,
1919, $12,000,000,
$12,000,000, of
of which
exceedd $8
$8,000,000
may be used for the payment
payment of such claims acc
rui
ng prior to July
July
accruing
1, 1920,
1920, without
special authorization
authorization and
ri
ati on by
Proviso.
and approp
appropriation
by Congress
Congress
without specal
Proio.
1,
Report
disburse- in
eport of disburse
each individua
individuall case: Provided,
a report
shall
bee m
made
to
ments.
in, each
Provided, That a
reports
hall b
a
Congress
hereunder as required by the Act of
Congress of the disbursements
disbursements hereunder
of
February 24,
24 1919.
February
1919.
Enforcing
Enforcing National
Na
tional f
enforce
Prohibitlonad
Prohibition
and tn
NarFor expenses
expenses to
to
enforce the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the "National
"National Prohibition
Prohibition
cotic Acts.
Acc p.ts.
Act"
registration of,
Act" and the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to provide for the registration
of,
Ante,
p. 305.
with collectors
collectors of
of internal
internal revenue,
and to
to impose
tax upon,
vol ,p 785 Vowith
revenue, and
impose aaspecial
special tax
uon,
Vol. 38, p. 785; Vol.
785; Vol all persons
who produce, impor,
40, a
p. MO.
persons who
import, manfactre,
manufacture, compound, deal in,
dispense, sell,
give away opium
dispense,
sell, distribute,
distribute, or
or give
opium or cocoa leaves, their
salts, derivatives, or preparations, and for other
ter ppurposes,"
ses, approved
approved

etc.
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December
17, 1914,
as amended
by the
"Revenue Act
Act of
of 1918,"
1918,"
the "Revenue
amended by
1914, as
December 17,
including
executive officers,
agents, inspectors,
inspectors,
officers, agents,
of executive
employment of
the employment
including the
chemists,
assistant chemists,
chemists, supervisors,
supervisors, clerks,
in
messengers in
and messengers
clerks, and
chemists, assistant
the field
field and
and in
internal revenue
revenue in
the District
of
District of
in the
of internal
bureau of
in the
the bureau
the
Columbia,
to be
appointed as
as authorized
authorized by
by law;
securing of
the securing
law; the
be appointed
Columbia, to
evidence
of violations
violations of
Acts, and
and for
for the
the purchase
of such
such
purchase of
of the
the Acts,
evidence of
supplies,
devices, laboratory
laboratory supplies,
books,
supplies, books,
mechanical devices,
equipment, mechanical
supplies, equipment,
may
necessary
binding and
other expenditures
expenditures as
as may
such other
and such
and binding
printing and
necessary printing
be
necessary in
in the
Columbia and
several field
field offices,
offices, Provisos.
roos.
and several
District of
of Columbia
the District
be necessary
and
for rental
rental of
of necessary
quarters, $7,500,000:
Provided, That
in the
the District.
District.
That not
not Rent in
$7,500,000: Provided,
necessary quarters,
and for
to
$49,500 of
of the
shall be
be expended
rental
for rental
expended for
sum shall
foregoing sum
the foregoing
exceed $49,500
to exceed
not be assigned
can not
of
quarters in
in the
the District
District of
if space
space can
assigned
Columbia if
of Columbia
of quarters
by
the Public
Public Buildings
Buildings Commission
Commission in
in other
under the
by the
other buildings
buildings under
the Narcotic
enforceNarcotic
enforcecontrol
of that
that commission:
commission: Provided
not to
exceed ment.
ment.
to exceed
That not
further, That
Provided further,
control of
$750,000 of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing sum
sum shall
be expended
expended for
of Advancesbydisbu
for enforcement
enforcement of
shall be
$750,000
Advances by disbursinga
gents.
agents.
17, 1914: Providedfurther,
the provisions
of the
said Act
of December
December 17,
Providedfurther, ing
Act of
the said
provisions of
the
That
not to
of the
the total
total amount
appropriated shall
amount appropriated
$25,000 of
exceed $25,000
to exceed
That not
be
for advances
to be
made by
by special disbursing agents
be made
advances to
available for
be available
when
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue
R..,sec.
364 p.
Revenue and
and R.
when authorized
authorized by
by the
S., sec. 3648,
p. 718
718.
Treasury, the provisions of secapproved by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
by the
approved
tion 3648
3648 of
of the
the Revised
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
statementof
notwithstanding. Annual
the contrary
Statutes to
Revised Statutes
tion
Annual statement
of
Disthe Disin the
The Commissioner
Commissioner of
Revenue shall
Congress expenses
expenses in
to Congress
submit to
shall submit
Internal Revenue
of Internal
The
trict, etc.
a detailed
detailed statement
session a
on the
day of
regular session
statement show- tnct, etc.
its next
next regular
of its
first day
on
the first
rate of compensation
ing the
designation, and annual rate
compensation of the
the number,
number, designation,
ing
rent and other
persons employed
the amounts
for rent
expended for
amounts expended
and the
employed and
persons
authorized purposes
purposes in
in the
the District
foregoing
the foregoing
from the
of Columbia
Columbia from
District of
authorized
revenue.
appropriations
internal revenue.
for internal
appropriations for
MINTS AND ASSAY OFFICES.
MINTS
DENVER, C
OLORADO, MINT:
Superintendent, $4,500;
$3,000;
assayer, $3,000;
$4,500; assayer,
MINT: Superintendent,
COLORADO,
DENVER,
department, $3,000; superinsuperintendent,
refining department,
superintendent, melting and refining
tendent,
department, $2,500;
$2,500; chief clerk, $2,500; cashier,
coining department,
tendent, coining
assistant
$2,500;
bookkeeper, $2,000; assistant
$2,500; deposit weight clerk, $2,000; bookkeeper,
assayer, $2,200; assayer's
assayer's assistant, $2,000; assistant cashier, $1,800;
$1,800;
clerks-two
at $2,000
three at
$1,800 each, three at $1,600 each,
at $1,800
each, three
$2,000 each,
clerks-two at
one
$1,400; private secretary,
secretary, $1,200;
$1,200; in all, $44,800.
one $1,400;
employees, $110,000.
workmen and other employees,
For wages of workmen
machinery
expenses, including new machinery
For incidental
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
department and
coining
and coining
refining department
in melting
melting and
and refuaing
and repairs,
repairs, wastage
wastage in
department, and loss on sale of sweeps arising from the treatment of
department,
manufacture of coin, $90,000.
$90,000.
and the manufacture
bullion and
NEW
ORLEANS, LOUISIANA,
Assayer in charge,
charge, who shall also
LOUISIANA, MINT: Assayer
NEW ORLEANS,
perform
$2,500; assistant assayer, $1,500; chief
chief
of melter,
melter, $2,500;
duties of
perform the duties
clerk,
perform the duties of cashier, $1,500; in all, $5,500.
shall perform
who shall
clerk, who
For
other employees,
employees, $6,250.
workmen and other
For wages of workmen
For
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
$2,000.
expenses, $2,000.
For incidental
PHILADELPHIA
ILNTT: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $4.500;
engraver, $4,000;
$4,000;
$4,500; engraver,
MINT:
PHILADELPHIA N
assayer,
superintendent, melting and refining department,
department,
assayer, $3,000; superintendent,
$3,000; superintendent,
superintendent, coining
coining department,
department, $2,500; chief clerk,
$3,000;
$2,500; assistant
assayer, $2,200; cashier, $2,500; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,500;
$2,500;
assistant assayer,
$2,500;
assistant bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000; deposit weigh clerk, $2,000; assistant
assistant
assistant
$1,700;
clerks-one $2,000, one $1,700;
$1,800; curator, $1,800; clerks-one
cashier, $1,800;
$1,300,
each, one $1,500, six at $1.400 each; one $1,300,
$1,600 each,
eight at $1,600
three
$1,000 each;
each; in all, $68,600.
at $1,000
$1,200 each, three at
three at $1,200
For wages of workmen and other employees, $350,000.
8350,000.
expenses, including new machinery
machinery
contingent expenses,
incidental and contingent
For incidental
expenses
manufactured, expenses
enamelinggfor medals manufactured,
and repairs,
repairs, cases and enameli
commission, wastage in melting and refining and
of the annual assay commission,
in coining
sae of sweeps arising from the
coining departments, and loss on sale
in
manufacture of coins, and not exceeding
exceeding
treatment of bullion and the manufacture

Mints and
Mints
and assay
assay ofoffices.
fices.

Denver,
Denver, Colo.
Colo.

Ante, p. 1272.
Ante,

Orleans, La.
New Orleans,

Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Ante,
p. 1272.
1272.
Ante, p.

1276
1276

sanFrancisco,C.
San Franci
se°' ear.
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$1,000 in value of specimen coins
for the
the cabinet
of the
the mint,
mint,
coins and
and ores
ores for
cabinet of
$140,000.
SAN
FRANCISCO, C
SAN FRANCISCO,
ALIFORNIA, MINT:
MINT: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $4,500;
$4,500;
CALIFORNIA,
assayer, $3,000; superintendent,
superintendent, melting
department,
melting and
and refining
refining department,
$3,000; superintendent, coining.
clerk,
coining department, $2,500;
$2,500; chief
chief clerk,
$2,500; cashier, $2,500; bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant
assistant assayer,
assayer,
$2,200; assistant cashier, $1,800; assistant bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $1,800;
$1,800;
assayer's
assayer's assistant, $2,000; deposit weigh clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerksclerks$1,800 each,
at $1,600
$1,600 each,
each, one
one $2,000, three at
at $1,800
each, four at
one $1,400,
$1,400,
two at $1,000
$1,000 each; private secretary, $1,400;
$1,400; in
in all, $48,400.
$48,400.

For
wages of
workmen and
other employees,
employees, $200,000.
For wages
of workmen
and other
$200,000.
For incidental and
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including new
and contingent
new machinery
machinery
and refining
and in
in
and repairs, wastage in the
the melting
melting and
refining department
department and
the coining department,
department, and loss on sale
from the
sale of
of sweeps
sweeps arising
arising from
the
treatment
treatment of bullion and the
coin, $75,000.
$75,000.
the manufacture
manufacture of
of coin,
Boise,
Idaho.
Bse,Idaho
BOISE,
BOISE, IDAHO,
IDA170, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE: Assayer
Assayer in charge,
charge, who
who shall
also
shall also
perform the duties of melter, $1,800;
assayer, $1,200;
$1,200;
$1,800; assistant assayer,
chief clerk, who shall also perform
perform the duties
$1,200; in
in all,
duties of cashier,
cashier, $1,200;
all,
$4,200.
For wages of workmen
workmen and other
other employees,
employees, $2,000.
$2,000.
For
incidental
and
contingent
expenses,
Dedood, s.
For incidental and contingent expenses, $1,300.
$1,300.
Deadwood,
S. Dak.
OFFICE: Assayer in charge, who
DEADWOOD, SOUTH
SOUTH DAKOTA, ASSAY OFFICE.
shall also perform the duties of
$1,800; assistant
of melter,
melter, $1,800;
assistant assayer,
assayer,
$1,200; clerk,
$1,000; in
clerk, $1,000;
in all,
all, 84,000.
$4,000.
For wages of workmen
workmen and other employees,
employees, 82,000.
$2,000.
For
incidental and
and contingent
contingent expenses,
elen, Mont.
For incidental
expenses, $1,200.
$1,200.
Retests,
HELENA,
MONTANA, ASSAY OFFICE:
HELENA, MONTANA,
OFFICE: Assayer in charge, who shall
also perform the duties of melter, $1,800; chief clerk, who shall
shall also
also
perform
perform the duties of cashier, $1,400;
$1,400; assistant
assistant assayer,
assayer, $1,200;
$1,200; in
in
all, $4,400.
For wages of workmen and other employees,
employees, $2,500.
For
and contingent
New N
YkY
For incidental
incidental and
contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,600.
$1,600.
New York,
N.
Y.
OFFICE: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $5,000; assayer, $3,000;
NEW YORK
YORK ASSAY OFFICE:
$3,000;
superintendent, melting and refining
refining department,
department, $3,500;
83,500; chief
chief clerk,
$2,500; cashier, deposit weigh
weigh clerk, and assistant assayer,
assayer, at
$2,500
at $2,500
each; assayer's assistant, $2,000; bookkeeper, $2,350;
$2,350; assistant
assistant
cashier, $1,800; clerks-two
$2,000 each, five at
clerks-two at 82,000
$1,800 each,
each, one
one
at $1,800
$1,600, one $1,500, one $1,250, seven at $1,000 each; private
secreprivate secretary, $1,400; in all, $53,400.
A 1272or
p
Por wages of
workmen and
other employees,
employees, $145,200.
of workmen
and other
$145,200.
Ante, p. 1272.
For incidental
incidental and contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including new machinery
machinery
and repairs, wastage
wastage in the melting
melting and
and refining
loss
refining department,
department, and
and loss
on
sale
of
sweeps
arisiliff
from
the
treatment
o
f
bullion,
$115,500.
Salt
Laeityth
Salt Lake City, Utah on sale of sweeps arising from the treatment of bullion, $115,500.
SALT
ASSAY OFFICE:
S
ALT LAKE
LAKE CITY,
CITY, UTAH,
UTAH, ASSAY
OFFICE: Assayer in
ch, who
who
in charge,
shall also perform the duties of melter, chief clerk,
clerk, and
and cashier,
cashier,
$1,800;
workman and other employees,
$
1,800; for services of workman
employees, $1,500;
$1,500; for
for
Seattle,
sh
incidental and contingent expenses, $600; in all, $3,900.
Seattle, Wash.
SEATTLE,
NGTON, ASSAY OFFICE: Assayer
who shall
SEATTLE, WSHI
W ASHINGTON,
Assayer in
in charge,
charge, who
shall
also perform
perform the duties of melter, $2,750; assistant
$2,000;
assistant assayer,
assayer, $2,000;
chief clerk, who shall also perform the duties of cashier, $2,000;
$2,000;
clerks-one $1,700, one $1,600,
$1,600, one $1,400; in all, $11,450.
clerks-one
For wages of workmen and other employees,
employees, $15,000.
For incidental and contingent
contingent expenses, including
building,
including rent
rent of
of building,
$5,700.
$5,700.
Carson City, Nev.
CasonCity,e.
CARSON
MINT: Assayer
CARSON Crr,
CITY, NEVADA,
NEVADA, MEW:
Assayer in charge,
charge, who shall also
perform the duties of melter, chief clerk, and cashier,
cashier , $1,800.
$1,800.
services of
$1:500.
For services
of workman
workman and
and othe
otherr employees,
employees, $1,500.
For incidental
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $600.

n, p.272.
P. 1272.
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War Department.
War
Department.
ass
tzenttiry,

Secretary, Alsist
Assistant,
ea
lifie
t
i
and cheS

OFFICE OF
THE SECRETARY:
SECRETARY: Secretary
Assistant assistant
OFFICE
OF THE
Secretary of
of War,
War, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant

Secretary,
chief clerk,
shall sign
sign such
such clerk,etetc.
who shall
Secretary, $5,000;
$5,000; assistant
assistant and
and chief
clerk, who
official
documents as
$4,000;
official papers
papers and documents
as the Secretary
Secretary may
may direct, $4,000;
private
Secretary,
private secretary
secretary to the Secretary,
Secretary, $2,500;
$2,500; clerk
clerk to
to the Secretary,
$2,000;
stenographer to
Secretary, $2,000;
Assistant
$2,000; clerk
clerk to
to the
the Assistant
$2,000; stenographer
to the
the Secretary,
Secretary,
assistant chief
chief clerk,
$2,400; disbursing
clerk,
Secretary, $2,400;
$2,400; assistant
clerk, $2,400;
disbursing clerk,
Chiefs of divisions,
lS
et t ie o d V
$2,750; appointment
appointment clerk, $2,250; four chiefs of divisions, at etc.
i eas,
$2,000
buildings outside of
of State,
State, War,
War, and
$2,000 each;
each; superintendent
superintendent of buildings
to compensation
compensation as chief
chief of
of
Navy Department
Department Building,
Building, in addition
addition to
division,
clerks—six of
of class four,
four,
division, $500; chief telegrapher,
telegrapher, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-six
seven
seven of
of class
class three,
three, fifteen of
of class
class two, twenty of class one, five at
at
$1,000
each, two
two at
carpentersone
$1,000 each,
at $900
$900 each;
each; foreman
foreman, $1,200;
$1,200; carpenters-one
$1,200, one $1,080;
$1,080; chief messenger,
$1,080;
messenger, $1,000; skilled laborer, $1,080;
six
messengers; two
two telephone
telephone switchnine assistant
assistant messengers;
switchsix messengers;
messengers; nine
operators; eight laborers;
chauffeurs, at $840 each; in all,
board operators;
laborers; two chauffeurs,
$146,880.
$146,880.
Additional
employdditi
For additional
additional employees
the Office
Office of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, ee
na employFor
employees in
in the
ees.
Pr
ovi
so
Proviso
a Pay
$75,000: Provided,
That no
no person
be employed
hereunder at a
person shall
shall be
employed hereunder
$75,000:
Provided, That
restriction.
rate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeclmg $1,800
$1,800 per
except the
the followrate
per annum,
annum, except
follow- Pay restriion.
ing: Two at
at $2,500
$2,500 each, two
two at
at $2,200
$2,200 each,
each, and
and one
one at
at $2,000.
$2,000.
General'
General's
ADJUTANT
Chief clerk,
ten chiefs
chiefs of
of oatice."
OFFICE: Chief
clerk, $2,750;
$2,750; ten
GENERAL'S OFFICE:
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
Office.
divisions at $2,000
clerks—fifty-eight of class
divisions,
$2,000 each;
each; clerks-fifty-eight
class four,
four, seventyseventydivisions,
four of
hundred and sixteen of
hundred
four of class three, one hundred
of class
class two,
two, two hundred
and thirty-one
thirty-one of class one, ninety-three at $1,000
engineer,
$1,000 each; engineer,
$1,400; assistant engineer,
engineer, $900; two firemen at $720 each; skilled
skilled
mechanic,
$1,000; eleven messengers;
mechanic, $1,000;
messengers; sixty-one
sixty-one assistant messenmessenwatchmen; twenty-one
laborers; in all, $852,790; all
all
gers; four
four watchmen;
twenty-one laborers;
em iloyees provided
paragraph for The Adjutant
General's
employees
provided for by this paragraph
Adjutant General's
Shce of the War Department shall be exclusively
Office
exclusively engaged on the
work of
of this
office for
for the
the fiscal
work
this office
fiscal year
year 1922.
1922.
Additional employemployFor
additional employees
in the
the Office
of The
The Adjutant
Office of
Adjutant General, ees.Addtional
For additional
employees in
hereunder at aa Proio.
Provided, That no person shall be employed hereunder
$797,210: Provided,
Pay restriction.
rate of
exceeding $1,800
per annum
except the
the followrate
of compensation
compensation exceeding
$1,800 per
annum except
following: Six
Six at
at $2,400 each,
each, two
two at
at $2,000
$2,000 each.
Inspector General's
OFFICE
OF I
NSPECTOR GENERAL:
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
clerks—two Office.
to. General
OFFICE OF
INSPECTOR
GENERAL: Chief
$2,000; clerks-two
of class four, two of class three, three of class two, five of class one,
one
$1,000; messenger;
one $1,000;
messenger; assistant
messenger; in
in all,
an, $21,560.
assistant messenger;
$21,560.
( 1ce
dv.ocate GenOFFICE
OF JUDGE
JUDGE ADVOCATE
ADVOCATE GENERAL:
GENERAL: Chief
and solicitor,
otfce.
Chief clerk
clerk and
solicitor, era dg7.
OFFICE OF
$2,500; law
law clerks—one
clerks-one $2,400, one $2,000; clerks—two
clerks-two of class
class
at
four, three of class three, four of class two, eight of class one, two at
eraAld'sditional employ$1,000 each;
each; three
three messengers;
assistant messenger;
$35,740.
$1,000
messengers; assistant
messenger; in
in all,
all, $35,740.
nal e
For additional
employees in the Office of theJudge
Judge Advocate
Advocate ees.
additional employees
General,
Prvided, That
General, $25,000:
$25,000: Provided,
That no
no person
person shall
shall be
be employed
employed herehere- Proviso.
P'ystricton.
Pay
restriction.
under at a
$1,800 per annum.
a rate of compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
Signal
signal Office.
Office.
S
IGNAL OFFICE:
OFFICE: Chief
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—four
SIGNAL
clerks-four of
of class
class four,
four,
three of class three, five of class two, eight of class one, nine at $1,000
$1,000
messen:ers; in
each; five messengers;
messengers three
three assistant messengers;
in all, $45,960.
$45,960.
Additional employFor
additional employees
employees in
•bee, $20,000:
$20,000: Provided,
Provided, ees. itioal empoy
For additional
in the
the Signal
Signal Office,
Proviso.
That no
no person
person shall
shall be
be employed
employed hereunder
hereunder at
at aarate
rate of
of compensacompensa- Prerition.
Pay restriction.
tion exceeding
exceeding $1,800 per annum.
draftsmen,
Skilled
draD
fts an ,
et.
services of skilled draftsmen
draftsmen and
and such other services as the et.
The services
The
Secretary of War may
necessary may be employed
Secretary
employed only
may deem necessary
only in the
the
Office to carry into effect
appropriations for
Signal Office
effect the various
various appropriations
fortifications and other works of defense, and for the Signal Service
Service
of the Army, to be paid from such appropriations,
appropriations, in addition to the Proviso.
foregoing employees
employees appropriated
appropriated for in the Signal
Signal Office: Provided,
Provided, Lit&,t,
Limit, etc.
That the entire expenditures
expenditures for
for this
this purpose for
for the fiscal
fiscal year 1922
1922
shall not exceed $40,000, and the Secretary of War shall each year
year
clerk,

1278
1278
Air Service
Office.
c
Proviso.
PTr0 1"o.
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in the
the annual
annual estimates
report to Congress
Congress the number of persons so
estimates report
in
em sloyed, their
their duties,
and the
amount paid
paid to each.
the amount
duties, and
employed,

Ihce of
of Chief
Air Service:
For employees
in the
the office
office of
the
of the
employees in
Service: For
of Air
Chief of
Office
Chief
Provided, That no person shall be
Air Service, $350,000: Provided,
of the Air
Chief of
per
exceeding $1,800 per
employed
compensation exceeding
at a
a rate of compensation
hereunder at
employed hereunder
annum except
except the
the following:
$2,400 each, three at $2,250
following: Three at $2,400
annum
each,
and three
$2,000 each.
each.
ical
at $2,000
three at
each, and
Techn•servces,
i
such
etc.
The
engineers, skilled draftsmen, and such
aeronautical engineers,
The services
services of aeronautical
erces
etchn.
necessary
other technical
Secretary of War may deem necessary
services as the Secretary
technical services
other
may
employed only
office of the Chief of Air Service to
the office
only in the
be employed
may be
carry into
into effect
effect the
aeronautical purposes,
purposes,
appropriations for aeronautical
the various
various appropriations
carry
foregoing
to be
be paid
appropriations, in addition to the foregoing
such appropriations
paid from such
to
employees
appropriated for
for in
in the
the office
office of
of the
Chief of
Air Service:
iso.
Service:
of
Air
Chief
the
appropriated
employees
Prov
Provided, That
the entire
entire expenditure
expenditure for
this purpose
purpose for
fiscal
for the fiscal
for this
That the
Provided,
Pietc. t, etc.
year 1922
shall not
not exceed
exceed $65,000,
$65,000, and
Secretary of War shall
and the Secretary
1922 shall
year
each year
year in
the annual
annual estimates
estimates report
number of
to Congress the number
report to
in the
each
persons so
so employed,
their duties,
and the
the amount
amount paid
paid to
to each.
each.
and
their
duties,
employed,
enpersons
Quartermaster General's
Office.
OFFICE
QUARTERMASTER GENERAL:
GENERAL: Chief
princlerk, $2,750; prinChief clerk,
OF QUARTERMASTER
OFFICE OF
ueras Offce.
cipal clerks—five
each; clerksclerks—
clerks-five at $2,250 each, three at $2,000 each;
fifteen
fifty of class two,
two ,
four,, twenty-nine of class three, fifty
of class four
fifteen of
ninety-three
class one, thirty-nine at $1,000
$1,000 each, ten at $900
$906
ninety-three of class
each; draftsmen-three
draftsmen—three at
at $1,800
at $1,600 each, five
seven at
$1,800 each, seven
each;
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
hydraulic and. sanitary engineer, $2,000;
$2,000; civil engieach; hydraulic
at
neer,
mechanical
engineer, $2,000; electrical and mechanical
electrical engineer,
$1,800; electrical
neer, $1,800;
$2,250; marine engineer, $3,500; sanitary and heating
engineer, $2,250;
engineer, $1,800;
messengers;
fourteen assistant messengers;
messengers; fourteen
six messengers;
$1,800; six
engineer,
twelve laborers;
laborers; laborer,
$383,590.
$600; in all, $383,590.
laborer, $600;
twelve
Additional employQuartermaster Genadditional employees in the office
For additional
dditional employProviso.
office of the Quartermaster
Genees.
Proiso.
$543,140:
Prov.ied,
That
no
eral,
$543,140:
Pr,
person
shall
be employed
employed hererestriction.
Pay restnction.
compensation exceeding
except
$1,800 per annum except
exceeding $1,800
rate of compensation
a rate
under at a
one
at $4,000,
$4,000, two
two at
at $3,000
$3,000 each, two at $2,400 each,
each, one at $2,250,
one at
and five
each.
$2,000 each.
five at
at $2,000
and
Cemeterial Division.
The sum of $180,000 of appropriations available
the fiscal
fiscal
during the
The sum of $180,000 of appropriations available during
data, etc.,
Compiling
etc.,
compiling data,
bringig
soldiers,
bringing remainsrom
remains from year 1922 for the "Disposition of remains of officers,
officers,
soldiers,
and
abroad.
personal
Post, p.
p. 1386.
civilian employees,
employees, War
Department," may be expended
expended for personal
WarDepartment,"
civilian
Po,
1388.
services
Cemeterial Division,
Division, office
office of the Quartermaster GenGenservices in the Cemeterial
eral,
for compiling, recording, preparing
prepaing and transmitting data incieral, for
Proviao.
dent to bringing home and disposition
disposition of remains from abroad:
abroad: ProProProtatio.
Pay restriction.
ided, That no person shall be employed under this allotment
ay resvn.
vided,
allotment at a
arate
of
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per annum except one person
person at
at
compensation exceeding
of compensation
$2,000.
$2,000.
Office.
Finance
Finance Office.
employees in the office
Offi
ice of Chief of Finance:
Office
Finance: For employees
office of the Chief
Finance
Proviso.
• ,etc .0
$325,000: Provided,
Provided, That
no person
employed
shall be employed
person shall
That no
of Finance,
Finance, $325,000:
Pastricons,etc.
Pay
hereunder at
$1,800 per annum
compensation exceeding $1,800
rate of compensation
at aa rate
hereunder
except
following: One at $5,000,
$5,000, one at $3,000, two at $2,750
except the following:
each, one at $2,400, one at $2,250, four at $2,000 each; auditors for
Red Cross accounts—one
accounts-one $3,500, one $3,000, four at $2,750 each.
Surgeon General's
General's
01±
ICE OF
OF S
URGEON GENERAL
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; principal
principal
GENRiaL: Chief
SURIEON
OFFICE
oiSueon
Office.
assistant
$2,250; principal clerk, $2,000; pathologist,
librarian, $2,250;
assistant librarian,
$1,800; microscopist,
microscopist, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant librarian,
librarian $1,800;
$1,800; anatomist,
$1,800;
$1,600; entomologist, $1,600;
photographer, $1400;
translators,
$1,500; two translators,
$1,600; photographer,
$1,600;
$1,8 00 each;
each; clerks—fourteen
cl
four, thirteen
thirteen of class three,
clerks-fourteen of class
at $1,800
twenty-six of class two, thirty-six of class one, thirteen at $1,000
mechanic, $1,000;
$1,000;
engineer, $1,400; skilled mechanic,
each; engineer,
at $900
$900 each;
each, two at
assistant messengers; three firemen; three
messengers; seven assistant
two messengers;
and
Museum And
watchmen; superintendent
superintendent of building (Army Medical
Medical Museum
watchmen;
Library),
in all, $179,160.
$179,160.
four charwomen;
charwomen; in
six laborers;
laborers; four
Library), $200; six
General,
the Surgeon General,
the office
Additional employFor
employees in the
office of the
For additional
additional employees
Additioal
oes.
employed hereunder
$60,000: Provied,
proev.
Proviso.
Provided, That no person shall be employed
hereunder at a
a
restrcon
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
Pay restriction.
rate of compensation
$1,800 per annum
annum
Pay reside tion.
Payrestriction.

S
IXTY-S IXTH CONGRE
SS.
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CONGRESS.
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0/FICE
OF C
HIEF OF
ORDNANCE: Chief
of divi
divichief of
S2,500; chief
Chief clerk,
clerk, 82,500;
CHIEF
OF ORDNANCE:
OFFICE OF

sion, $2,000;
$2,000; principal
principal clerk,
clerks—eight of
class four,
ten
four, ten
of class
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-eight
sion,
of
one, twelve
of class one,
of class
class two, thirty-six of
seventeen of
of class
class three,
three, seventeen
at
$1,000 each,
five at
$900 each;
each; messengers-two
messengers—two at $840
each, two
$840 each,
at $900
each, five
at $1,000
at
each, two
$720 each;
assistant messenger;
laborer; in all,
messenger; laborer;
each; assistant
at $720
two at
at $780
$780 each,
$126,460.
$126,460.

1279
1279
Ordnance Office.

Ordnance ffice.

Additional employedditional employFor additional
the office
office of
of the
Chief of
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, ees.
the Chief
in the
employees in
additional employees
For
$60,000:
Provided,
That
no
person
shall
be
employed
hereunder
at
a
Proviso.
$60,000: Provided, That no person shall be employed hereunder at a Proviso.
Pay
ay restriction.
re s rici
rate
of compensation
$1,800 per annum.
exceeding $1,800
compensation exceeding
rate of
Skilled draftsmen,
draf
The
services of
skilled draftsmen
services as the
the etc.
etc.
such other
other services
and such
draftsmen and
of skilled
The services
Secretary
may deem
deem necessary
necessary may
may be
be employed
in the
the
only in
employed only
of War
War may
Secretary of
office
to carry
carry into effect the various approOrdnance to
the Chief
Chief of
of Ordnance
office of the
priations
armament of
arming and
and
of fortifications
fortifications and for the arming
the armament
priations for
for the
equipping
National Guard,
Guard, to
to be
such appropria- Proviso.
from such
be paid from
the National
of the
equipping of
tions:
entire expenditures
expenditures for
for this
tions: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the entire
this purpose
purpose for
for L
Limit,,t°etc.
etc.
the
year 1922
1922 shall not exceed
exceed $300,000,
Secretary of
and the Secretary
$300,000, and
the fiscal
fiscal year
War shall
shall each
each year
in the
the annual
annual estimates
estimates report
report to
the
to Congress
Congress the
year in
War
number
of persons
employed, their
paid
the amount
amount paid
duties, and
and the
their duties,
so employed,
persons so
number of
to each.
Engineer Office.
ce
gin
two chiefs
chiefs
OFFICE OF
OF C
HIEF OF
ENGINEERS: Chief
Chief clerk
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; two
CHIEF
OF ENGINEERS:
OFFICE
of
clerks—eight of class four, twelve of
$2,000 each; clerks-eight
of divisions at $2,000
class three,
three, fifteen
one, fourteen
fourteen at
at
of class
class one,
twenty of
of class
class two,
two, twenty
fifteen of
class
$1,000 each,
at $900 each; six
six messengers;
messengers; three assistant meseach, six
six at
$1,000
$112,510.
sengers; laborer;
laborer,- messenger
messenger boy, $400; in all, $112,510.
sengers;
Additional
ddi ti ° na employemployor additional employees
Engineers, ee
employees in the office of the Chief of Engineers,
For
ees.
Proviso.
$10,000: Provided, That no person
employed hereunder
hereunder at Proveio.
person shall be employed
$10,000:
Pay restriction.
aarate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per
per annum.
annum.
Skilled draftsmen,
draftsmen
The
engineers, and such other etc.d
skilled draftsmen, civil engineers,
The services
services of skilled
etc.
services as the Secretary of War may deem necessary, may be emservices
in the
the office of the Chief of Engineers, to carry into effect
ployed only in
preparathe various appropriations
appropriations for rivers and harbors, surveys, preparation for and the consideration
estimates and bills,
consideration of river and harbor estimates
fortifications, engineer equipment of troops, engineer
engineer operations
operations in
fortifications,
the
field, and
to be
from such
such approappro- Provio.
the field,
and other
other military
military purposes,
purposes, to
be paid
paid from
Proviso.
etc.
Limit, etc.
account for the Limit,
on this account
priations:
That the
the expenditures
expenditures on
Provided, That
priations: Provided,
fiscal year 1922 shall not exceed $150,000; the Secretary
Secretary of War
War
annual estimates, report to Congress the
shall each year, in the annual
number
employed, their duties, and the amount paid
of persons
persons so employed,
number of
to each.
Insular
BuInsular Affair
Affairs flu.
reau.
BUREAU'
OF I
NSULAR AFFAIRS:
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; clerks—ten
of reau.
clerks-ten of
AFFAIRS: Chief
INSULAR
BUREAU OF
class four,
four, seven
seven of
three, eleven
fourteen of class
eleven of
of class two, fourteen
of class
class three,
class
one,
messengers;
messengers; two
two assistant messengers;
three messengers;
one, ten
ten at
at $1,000
$1,000 each; three
four
laborers; two
four laborers;
two charwomen;
charwomen; in
in all,
all, $80,730.
$80,730.
Bureau
iliti Bureau.
Militia
Aln.rria BUREAU:
Chief clerk,
$2,000; clerks—two
of class
class four,
four,
clerks-two of
clerk, $2,000;
MLTTIA
BuREAr: Chief
three of class three, seven of class two, fifteen of class one, eight at
$1,000
each; messenger;
messengers; two laborers;
laborers; in
in
assistant messengers;
messenger; two assistant
$1,000 each;
all,
Coast Artdlerv Of$49,800.
all, 849,800.
Coast Artillery OfOFFICE OF
OF CHIEF
CHIEF OF
OF C
OAST ARTILLERY:
clerk, $2,000; fice.
flee.
Chief clerk,
COAST
ARTILLERY: Chief
OFFICE
clerks—one
two, five
of class three, three of class two
four, two of
of class
class four,
clerks-one of
of
$1,000 each;
messengers, at
at $720 each;
each; in Proiso.
of class
class one,
one, three
three at
at $1,000
each; three
three messengers,
Proviso.
Army
from Army
all,
That nothing
nothing contained
in this
this Act or any Details from
contained in
Provided, That
$22,360: Provided,
all, $22,360:
permitted.
construed as precluding the detail upon duties of prmtted.
other Act
Act shall be construed
a
technical or
or military
military nature
nature of not to
officers,
eight warrant
warrant officers,
to exceed
exceed eight
a technical
Office of the Chief
or enlisted men of the Coast Artillery Corps, in the Office
of Coast
of
Coast Artillery.
Artillery.
Chemical
Warfare
Chemical Warfare
ffi
ce.
For employees
Office
Chief of
Warfare Service:
Service: For
employees in the oOffice.
Chemical Warfare
of Chief
of Chemical
Office of
Proviso.
Prorestriction.
office of
the Chief
$24,000: Pro- Pay
Service, $24,000:
Warfare Service,
of the
the Chemical
Chemical Warfare
office
of the
Chief of
hereunder at aarate of comviided,
vided, That no person shall be employed hereunder
pensation exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per annum except
except one at $3,000 and one
pensation
$2,000.
at $2,000.
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of propurchase of
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, WAR
DEPARTMENT: For purchase
WAR DEPARTMENT:
CONTINGENT
fessional
and
scientific
books,
law
books,
including
their
exchange;
exchange;
their
including
books,
law
books,
scientific
and
fessional
books of
blank books,
pamphlets, periodicals,
newspapers,
periodicals, newspapers,
books, pamphlets,
reference, blank
of reference,
books
maps;
typewriters
and
adding
machines;
furniture
and
repairs
repairs to
and
furniture
machines;
maps; typewriters and adding
same; carpets,
carpets, matting,
matting, oilcloth,
oilcloth, file
towels, ice,
brooms, soap,
ice, brooms,
cases, towels,
file cases,
same;
sponges,
fuel gas,
gas, and
apparatus for
for and
and repairs to buildings
heating apparatus
and heating
sponges, fuel
(outside
of
the
State,
War,
and
Navy
Department
Building) occuBuilding)
Department
Navy
and
War,
State,
(outside of the
pied by
by the
the War
and its
its bureaus;
bureaus; maintenance,
repair,
maintenance, repair,
Department and
War Department
pied
and
operation
of
motor
trucks
and
motor
cycles,
and
one
motormotorone
and
cycles,
motor
and
and operation of motor trucks
propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle, to
for official
official puronly for
used only
be used
to be
passenger-carrying vehicle,
propelled
poses;
freight
and express
not exceeding
exceeding
fares, not
car fares,
street car
charges; street
express charges;
and
freight
poses;
Per diem subsist- $750; and other absolutely necessary expenses, including a
ence.
per
diem
per diem
a
including
expenses,
necessary
750; and other absolutely
diem subsistenr
allowance
not to
to exceed
exceed $4
$4 in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence,
$150,000.
subsistence, $150,000.
allowance not
bureaus and offices,
its bureaus
Stationery.
For
stationery for
and its
department and
the department
for the
For stationery
Stationery.
$100,000.
$100,000.
as required
Postage stamps.
stamps.
For postage
postage stamps
required
bureaus, as
its bureaus,
and its
department and
the department
for the
stamps for
For
Postage
under
the
Postal
Union,
to
prepay
postage
on
matters
addressed
to
addressed
matters
on
postage
prepay
to
Union,
Postal
under the
Postal
Union countries,
$500.
countries, $500.
Postal Union
of
the use
Rent, D. C.
For rent
rent of
of buildings
the District
District of
Columbia for
use of
for the
of Columbia
in the
buildings in
For
Rent,D.C.
the War
War Department,
Department, $23,700.
$23,700.
the
Contingent
expenses.
Contingentexpenses.

Public buildings and
Publiebuildingsand
grounds.
grounds.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS.
GROUNDS.
PUBLIC

Superintendent,
GROUNDS: Superintendent,
AND •
BUILDINGS AND
OF PUBLIC
OFFICE
OFFICE OF
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
GROUNDS:
clerks-one
etc.
$3,600;
and chief
clerk, $2,400; clerks—one of class four,
chief clerk,
assistant and
$3,600; assistant
etc.
one
of
class
three,
one
of
class
two, two of class one; messenger;
messenger;
two,
class
of
one of class three, one
landscape architect,
$2,400; junior engineer,
engineer , $1,500;
$1,500; in all, $17,940.
$17,940.
architect, $2,400;
landscape
Foremen,
etc.
For foremen,
foremen, gardeners,
employed in the
laborers employed
and laborers
mechanics, and
gardeners, mechanics,
For
Foremen, etc.
public
grounds, $31,200.
$31,200.
public
r kgrounds,
Park police.
Park
police:
Lieutenant, $1,900;
$1,900; first
sergeant, $1,700;
$1,700; two
first sergeant,
police: Lieutenant,
PsrpoiPare
each; in all,
at
sergeants,
at
$1,580
each;
fifty-three
privates,
$1,360
privates,
fifty-three
each;
sergeants, at $1,580
$78,840.
$78,840.
WakeWakefield,
For
watchmen for
for the
care of
of the
monument and
dock at
at Wakeand dock
the monument
the care
For watchmen
va.
wakefeld, Va.
$300.
field,
Virginia,
the
birthplace
of
Washington,
Washington,
of
birthplace
field, Virginia, the
pro-including purchase of pro
For contingent
contingent and
expenses, including
incidental expenses,
and incidental
For
ontingent expenses.
books
periodicals,
fessional
and
scientific
books
and
technical
periodicals,
of
technical
and
books
scientific
and
fessional
reference, blank
blank books,
books, photographs,
photographs, and maps, $800.
reference,
For
repair, and
and exchange
exchange of bicycles and revolvers for
purchase, repair,
For purchase,
park
police and
for purchase
of ammunition,
ammunition, $1,500.
purchase of
and for
park police
For purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
operation, and exchange of
repair, operation,
For
$1,200.
motor
cycles
for
park
police,
$1,200.
police,
park
for
cycles
motor
and Monu'Uniforms.
For
purchasing and
and supplying
park police,
Monupolice, and
to park
uniforms to
supplying uniforms
For purchasing
rnilorms.
ment
and
bridge
watchmen,
$5,120.
$5,120.
watchmen,
ment and bridge
buildings and
public buildings
revenuesf.rom
Part
Of the
foregoing amounts
under public
appropriated under
amounts appropriated
the foregoing
Of
District
from District
Part
the
of the
revenues
the
of
grounds,
the
sum
of
$81,960
shall
be
paid
out
of
the
revenues
out
paid
be
shall
$81,960
of
sum
the
grounds,
District
of Columbia
Columbia and $54,640
$54,640 shall be paid from the Treasury of
District of
the United
United States.
the

Superintendent, asassistant
and chief clerk,
Superintendent,

sistantand chief clerk,

State, War,
War, and
State

Navy
Department
tepartment
Naty

Buildings.
Buildings.

inrendent.
Assistant to
to
iAssente

supersupr-

Main building.
Operating force.

Operatigorce.

STATE,
AND NAVY
BUILDINGS.
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS.
NAVY DEPARTMENT
WAR, AND
STATE, WAR,

Superin-Office
of the
Superintendent: For an assistant to
to the
the Superin
the Superintendent:
Office of

the
tendent of
of the
the State,
State, War, and Navy Department
Department Buildings m the
tendent

administration
of the
force under
superintendent, $3,600.
$3,600.
the superintendent,
under the
the force
administration of
Assistant superinBuilding: Agsiqtant
State, War,
Department Builaing•
superinNavy Department
and Navy
War, and
State,
engineer,
tenclent, $2,000;
$1,000; chief engineer,
clerks-two of class one, one $1,000;
$2,000; clerks—two
tendent,
machinist,
$1,800; five
$1,200 each; electrical
electrical mach"
t,
five assistant engineers, at $1,200
$1,800;
watch,
$1,200;
of the
the watch,
lieutenants of the watch,
two lieutenants
$1,200; two
watch, $1,200;
captain of
$1,200; captain
elecat IMO
each; thirty-eight
watchmen; carpenter,
carpenter, $1,000; chief electhirty-eight watchmen;
$840 each;
at
$1,200; machinist, $1,000; painter,
trician,
$1,400; electrician,
painter, $1,000
$1,0003
electrician, $1,200;
trician, $1,400;
sklled
plumber,
$1,000; three
dynamo tenders, at $900 each; seven
seven skilled
three dynamo
plumber, $1,000;
$1,200;
laborers
or
general
mec
anics,
at
$840
each;
bricklayer,
$1,200;
mechanics,
general
laborers or
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messenger;
of laborers,
chauffeur, $1,000;
sixteen
$1,000; sixteen
8840: chauffeur,
laborers, $840;
foremen of
messenger; foremen
firemen;
sixteen
elevator
conductors,
at
$720
each;
two
or
foremen or
two foremen
each;
$720
at
conductors,
elevator
firemen; sixteen
forewomen,
gardener, $720;
$720; three
three atatlaborers; gardener,
fifty laborers;
each; fifty
$780 each;
at $780
forewomen, at
tendants, at
$123,460.
Operating expenses.
at $480
each; in
in all,
all, $123,460.
$480 each;
tendants,
For
lights, repairs,
miscellaneous items,
cityexpenses.
Operating expenses
O
and city
printing, and
items, printing,
repairs, miscellaneous
fuel, lights,
For fuel,
directories, $55,000.
$55,000.
directories,
Painting etc
For
painting exterior
$15,000. etc. Painting,
sash, $15,000.
window sash,
including window
metal work,
work, including
exterior metal
For painting
For reboring
reboring cylinder
cylinder of
elevator numbered
five, $2,500.
$2,500.
numbered five,
of elevator
For
For replacing
replacing canvas
awning covers,
$1,500.
Walker-Johnson
For
canvas awning
covers, $1,500.
Walker-Johnson
Walker-Johnson Building,
Building, 1734
1734 New
Avenue: Engineer,
Engineer, Building.
Building.
York Avenue:
New York
Walker-Johnson
$1,200;
four firemen;
elevator conductors
$720 each;
each; five
expenses.
Operatingg expenses.
five Operatin
at $720
conductors at
three elevator
firemen; three
$1,200; four
watchmen; general
mechanic or
laborer, $840;
$840; seven
laborers;
seven laborers;
skilled laborer,
or skilled
general mechanic
watchmen;
attendant,
$15,780.
in all,
all, $15,780.
$480; in
attendant, $480;
For
miscellaneous items,
$9,000.
items, $9,000.
and miscellaneous
repairs, and
lights, repairs,
fuel, lights,
For fuel,
For
canvas covers,
covers, $300.
rotomac arkbuildFor replacing
replacing canvas
$300.
POTOMAC
PARK OFFICE
OFFICE BrilinrNos:
the following
following employees
employees inPotomac
Park buildgs.
ings.t
For the
BUILDINGS: For
POTOMAC PARK
for
the
maintenance
and
protection
of
the
buildings:
Assistant
O
perating
force.
force
Operating
for the maintenance and protection of the buildings: Assistant
superintendent,
of class
four, two
class
of class
two of
class four,
clerks-one of
$2,000; clerks—one
superintendent, $2,000;
three, two
class two,
two, two
of class
class one,
two at
at $1,000
each;
$1,000 each;
one, two
two of
of class
two of
three,
'three
messengers, at
$720 each;
chief engineer,
assistant
$1,800; assistant
engineer, $1,800;
each; chief
at $720
three messengers,
engineers—one $1,600,
$1,600, four
four at
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each; storekeeper,
storekeeper, $1,200;
$1,200;
engineers-one
chief electrician,
electrician, $1,600;
at $1,400
each, two
two at
at
$1,400 each,
electricians-two at
$1,600; electricians—two
chief
$1,200 each;
each; foreman
$1,600; carpenters—three
$1,400
at $1,400
carpenters-three at
carpenter, $1,600;
foreman carpenter,
$1,200
each, five
five at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; foreman
$1,400; painters-two
painters—two at
at
painter,, $1,400;
foreman painter
each,
$1,200 each,
two at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; plumbers-one
plumbers—one $1,400,
$1,400, three
three at
each, two
$1,200
$1,200
each; steam
at $1,400
each, two
each;
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
two at
$1,400 each,
fitters-two at
steam fitters—two
$1,200 each;
machinist, $1,400;
four switchboard
switchboard operators
each; four
four
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
operators, at
$1,400; four
machinist,
general
$1,600, three
three
guards-captain, $1,600,
each; guards—Captain,
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
mechanics, at
general mechanics,
lieutenants
at $1,080
each, three
three sergeants
sergeants at $930 each, twenty$1,080 each,
lieutenants at
three
$720 each;
marshal, $1,080;
$1,080;
fire marshal,
each; fire
at $720
twenty-three at
each, twenty-three
$780 each,
at $780
three at
foreman
of laborers,
laborers, $1,400;
two assistant
assistant foremen
of laborers,
laborers at
at
foremen of
$1,400; two
foreman of
$960
each; six
foremen or
each; one hundred
$780 each;
at $780
forewomen, at
or forewomen,
six foremen
$960 each;
and forty
laborers and
and charwomen,
twenty-two
$120,000; twenty-two
charwomen, $120,000;
laborers; laborers
forty laborers;
and
female
laborers,
at
$480
each;
in
all,
$345,530.
Operating expenses.
expenses.
Operating
in
all,
$345,530.
female laborers, at $480 each;
For
fuel, lights,
lights, repairs,
repairs, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
printing, and city
items, printing,
For fuel,
directory,including
repair, exchange,
and operation
operation
exchange, and
maintenance, repair,
including maintenance,
directory,
of one
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle to
to be
be used
for Proviso.
used for
passenger-carrying vehicle
one motor-propelled
of
Army
of Army
uTDelve.
official purposes
purposes only,
$220,000: Provid
ed,That the Secretary
Secretary of War ault=re.
of
Provided,
only, $220,000:
official
the Superis
transfer without
without cost
to the
cost to
to transfer
directed to
and directed
authorized and
is authorized
intendent of
State War,
War, and
Navy Department
Department Buildings
Buildings one
and Navy
the State,
of the
intendent
passenger-carrying
automobile.
passenger-carrying automobile.
Mall
oice buildings.
Mall office
buildings.
MALL OFFICE
force.
following employees for the Operating force.
BUILDINGS: For the following
OFFICE BUILDINGS:
MALL
maintenance
the temporary
in the
the
buildings in
office buildings
temporary office
of the
protection of
and protection
maintenance and
Mall
D, E,
F, located
located in
in Henry
Henry Park,
Park, Seaton
Seaton Park,
and F,
E, and
C, D,
(Units C,
Mall (Units
and the
Smithsonian Grounds):
Grounds): Assistant
$2,000;
superintendent, $2,000;
Assistant superintendent,
the Smithsonian
and
chief
clerk, $1,800;
81,800; clerks—one
class three,
two of
of class
class two
three
two, three
three, two
of class
clerks-one of
chief clerk,
of
one, two
$1,
000 each;
each; chief
chief
$720 each;
at $720
messengers at
two messengers
each; two
at $1,000
two at
class one,
of class
engineer,
$1,800; assistant
assistant to
engineer, $1,600;
three assistant
assistant
$1,600; three
chief engineer,
to chief
engineer, $1,800;
engineers at
at $1,200
each; storekeeper,
foreman carpenter,
carpenter,
$1,200; foreman
storekeeper, $1,200;
$1,200 each;
engineers
$1,600; carpenters-four
carpenters—four at
each, six
chief
each; chief
$1,200 each.;
at $1,200
six at
$1,400 each,
at $1,400
$1,600;
electrician, $1,600;
$1,600; electricians—two
$1,400 each,
each, six
six at
at $1,200
$1,200
at $1,400
electricians-two at
electrician,
each; foreman
plumber, $1,400;
$1,200 each;
steam
each; steam
at $1,200
plumbers at
three plumbers
$1,400; three
foreman plumber,
each;
fitters—two at
at $1,200
each; machinist,
painter,
foreman painter,
$1,200; foreman
machinist, $1,200;
$1,200 each;
fitters-two
$1,400; two
two painters,
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
eight general
general mechanics
at $1,000
$1,000
mechanics at
each; eight
painters, at
$1,400;
of the
the
captain
each;
firemen—six
at
$840
each,
seven
at
$720
each;
captain
each;
$720
at
seven
each,
$840
at
each; firemen-six
guard, $1,600;
$1,080 each; fire
at $1,080
guard-three at
of the
the guard—three
lieutenants of
$1,600; lieutenants
guard,
marshal, $1,080;
guard—three at
$930 each,
each, one
one
at $930
the guard-three
of the
sergeants of
$1,080; sergeants
marshal,
$840; guards—eighty
at $780
foremen of
of laborers,
laborers, $1,400;
$1,400; two
two
each;foremen
$780 each;
guards-eighty at
$840;
assistant
laborers at
at $960
$960 each;
nine foremen
foreor foreforemen or
each; nine
of laborers
foremen of
assistant foremen
charwomen,
women at
at $780
each; fifty-eight
laborers and
and charwomen,
laborers; laborers
fifty-eight laborers;
$780 each;
women
870,000;
ten female
$480 each;
each; in
$275,290.
all, $275,290.
in all,
at $480
laborers, at
female laborers,
$70,000; ten
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Removal of
desigRemoval
of designated buildings.

The commission
commission in
in charge of the State, War, and Navy Department
Department
buildings is
authorized to
buildings
is authorized
to remove,
by sale
sale or
as may
may be
be to
remove, by
or otherwise
otherwise as
to
the best interests of the United States, units
A and
of the
the Mall
Mall
units A
and B
B of
group of temporary
temporary office buildings and the
National
the Council of
of National
Defense Building, located
located on D Street between Seventeenth
Seventeenth and
and
Eighteenth Streets northwest, and the
Eighteenth
the Corcoran Court
Court Building,
Building,
located on New York Avenue between Seventeenth
Seventeenth and
and Eighteenth
Eighte enth
Streets northwest.
northwest.
.
Streets
Operating expenses.
peratg
cycle and
and truck
truck repairs,
For fuel, lights, repairs, motor cycle
repairs, supplies,
supplies,
and exchange
exchange of same, miscellaneous
and city
miscellaneous items,
items, printing,
printing, and
city
directories, $160,000.
directories,
$160,000.
Building,
Eighteenth Street
TEMPORARY OFFICE
Street and Vir
VirTEMPORARY
AVENUE NORTHNORTHOFFICE BUILDING
BUILDING (1800
(1800 VIRGINIA
VIRGINI AVENUE
ginia Avenue NW.
WEST):
For the
and proproprating
WEST): For
the following
following employees
employees for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance and
Operating force.
force.
tection of the building: Clerk of
engineer, $1,400;
of class
class one; chief
chief engineer,
$1,400;
engineer, $1,000;
assistant engineer,
$1,.000; six firemen, at $840 each;
four coal
coal passers,
passers,
each; four
at $720
$720 each; electrician,
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; carpenter, $1,200;
$1,200; general mechanic,
$1,000; guards—three
guards-three sergeants,
$1,000;
sergeants, at $930
at
$930 each, twelve privates,
privates, at
$780 each; foreman
foreman of laborers,
foreman or
or forewoman
$780;
laborers, $840;
$840; foreman
forewoman, $780;
ten laborers; laborers and
$6,000; three
three female
female laborers,
laborers,
and charwomen,
charwomen, $6,000;
at
$480
each; in
in all,
all, $42,730.
$42,730.
at
$480
each;
Operating expenses.
Oeratig expenses.
For fuel, lights, repairs, ground rent, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, printing,
printing,
and
city directory,
directory, $27,500.
D
d
tm
and
city
$27,500.
Designated temporaSryoice
rary
office buildings
buildings.
Temporary, office
Temporary
buildings: For
For employees
employees for
for the
maintenance
office buildings:
the maintenance
and protection
protection of the temporary
temporary office buildings known
known as
as follows:
follows:
War Trade
Trade Building, between
between B
and C
Streets and
and Twentieth
and
B and
C Streets
Twentieth and
Twenty-first Streets northwest; Food Administration
Twenty-first
Administration Building
Building
Numbered One, between
between Eighteenth and Nineteenth
and
Nineteenth Streets
Streets and
C
C and D Streets
Streets northwest; Food
Building Numbered
Numbered
Food Administration
Administration Building
Two, between
between New York Avenue and D Street
and Nineteenth
Street and
Nineteenth and
and
Twentieth
Twentieth Streets northwest;
northwest; Fuel
Fuel Administration
Administration Buildings
NumBuildings Numbered One and Two, bounded
bounded by.Virginia
Virginia Avenue,
Avenue, Eighteenth
Eighteenth and
and C
C
Streets northwest; Fuel Administration
Administration Building Numbered
Three,
Numbered Three,
on D Street, between Twentieth and Twenty-first
Twenty-first Streets
Streets northwest;
northwest;
H. L. Pettus Building, on Nineteenth
Nineteenth Street,
Street, between
between Virginia
Virginia
perating .
D Street northwest;
Avenue and D
northwest; and
and Archie
Archie Butt
Butt Building,
Building, seventeen
seventeen
Operating force.
OPrtng.
hundred and
and twenty-five New York Avenue northwest: Assistant
hundred
Assistant
superintendent, $2,000; principal clerk, $2,000; clerks—one
clerks-one of
of class
class
three, one of class two, three of class one; two messengers at
at $840
$840
each; chief electrician, $1,600;
$1,600; electricians-one
electricians—one $1,400,
$1,400, three at
at
$1,200 each; foreman carpenter, $1,600;
$1,200
$1,600; carpenters-one
carpenters—one $1,400, four
four
at
$1,200 each; plumbers—one
plumbers-one $1,400,
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
$1,400, two at $1,200
each; steam
fitter, $1,400;
$1,400; pamters--three
painters—time at $1,200
$1,200 each; six
mechanics
six general mechanics
$1,000 each; assistant engineers-one
at $1,000
engineem one $1,400,
$1,400, three at
each;
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
thirteen firemen
firemen at $840 each; eleven coal passers at $720
$720 each;
guards-captain
guards—captain $1,600,
$1,600, three lieutenants at
each, eight
eight
at $1,080
$1,080 each,
sergeants at $900 each, eighty privates at $780 each;
each; fire
marshal,
fire marshal,
$1,200;
$1,200; foreman
foreman of laborers, $1,000;
$1,000; two assistant foremen
foremen of laborers
at $840 each; six foremen or forewomen,
forewomen, at $720
$720 each; twenty-six
twenty-six
laborers;
laborers; five female laborers at $480 each;
and charwomen,
charwomen,
each; laborers
laborers and
$50,000; in
$50,000;
in all,
all, $217,520.
$217,520.
Operating expenses.
Operating expense.
For fuel, lights, repairs, ground rent, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, city
city
directories, and printing, $140,000.
directories,
$140,000.
nated
buildgs

Navy
Department.
Navy Department.
Cevietary,
Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,
Secrteta.
clerks,
etc.

NA

DEPARTMENT.

NAVY DEPARTMENT.

OFFCE
SECRETARY:
tirtiCE OF THE S
ECRETARY: Secretary
Navy, $12,000;
Secretary of the
the Navy,
$12,000;
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $5,000;
private secretary
SeCretary to
85,000; chief clerk,
clerk, $3,003;
$3,000; private
to
Secretary, $2,400;
$2,500; clerk to Secretary, $2,250; private secretary
to
secretary to
Assistant Secretary, $2,400; clerk to Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $2,000;
$2,000;
appointment
elerk, $2,250; printing
printing clerk,
appointment clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; stenographers—
atenographemone $1,800,
$1,200; clerks-one
$1,800, one $1,200;
clerks—one of class four, three of lass
lasm three,
three
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five of
one, one
each;
one $1,100, six at $1,000 each;
class one,
of class
five of
two, five
class two,
of class
five
carpenter,
$1,000; four
four messengers;
messengers;
assistant messengers;
four assistant
messengers; four
carpenter. $1,000;
laborer:
boys—three at
each; in all, $72,800.
$72,800.
at $600
$600 each;
messenger boys-three
laborer: messenger

1283
1283

Tmp
of the ee
For temporary
temporary employees
employees in
the office
office of
the Secretary
ees.
Temporary empoyemploYSecretary of
of the
in the
For
Navy,
$45,000:
Provided,
That
no
person
shall
be
employed
hereherePaylstriction.
employed
shall
be
no
person
That
Provided,
Navy, $45,000:
r
a
r
Tres briet ion.
under
m excess of $1,800
$1,800 per annum
annum
compensation in
of compensation
at aa rate of
under at
except the
One at
at $3,000,
at $2,400 each, and two at
four at
$3,000, four
following: One
the following:
except
$2,000
$2,000 each.
each.
Solicitor's Office.
Solicitor's
Office.
clerks-one $2,500,
OFFICE OF
OF SOLICITOR:
SOLICITOR: Solicitor, $4,000; law clerks—one
OFFICE
one $2,400,
one $2,250, two
clerks—one of class
$2,000 each; clerks-one
two at $2,000
$2,400, one
one
four,
two of
of class
class three,
messenger, $600;
$600;
of class two, one $840; messenger,
three, one of
four, two
in all,
all, $22,990.
$22,990.
Temporary employ
employ
in
Temporary
ees.
For temporary
temporary employees
employees in the
the Office of the Solicitor for the ees.
For
Proviso.
Navy Department,
$20,000: Provided,
That no
rstriction.
shall be
be Pay
no person
person shall
Provided, That
Department, $20,000:
Navy
Pay restriction.
employed hereunder
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
$1,800
a rate of compensation
hereunder at a
employed
per annum
except the
the following:
$2,400 each,
one at
at $2,250.
Records and
per
annum except
following: Two
Two at
at $2,400
each, one
2,250. Naval
Naval Records
and
LIBRARY: Chief clerk, $2,000;
AND LIBRARY:
RECORDS AND
OFFICE OF
$2,000; Library.
NAVAL RECORDS
OF NAVAL
OFFICE
clerks—two of
four, four
four of
of class two, four of class one, two at
class four,
of class
clerks-two
$1,000
copyist; copyist, $720; assistant messenger; laborer;
$1,000 each; copyist;
in all,
all, $21,000.
$21,000.
Naval
records of
of
in
Naval records
World war.
War.
a view World
classification, with a
and classification,
Toward the
copying and
or copying
collection or
the collection
Toward
with the Central
to
publication, of
the naval records of the war witi
of the
to publication,
periodicals
Powers of
Europe, including the purchase of books, periodicals,
of Europe,
Powers
photographs, maps,
pictorial
publications, documents, and pictoria
other publications,
and other
maps,
s, and
photograph
records
of the
the Navy
Navy in said war, clerical services in the District of
records of
Columbia
or elsewhere,
necessary incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, Proviso.
P
and other
other necessary
Columbia or
elsewhere, and
restriction.
Payrestriction.
person shall be employed hereunder
$20,000:
Provided, That
no person
hereunder at Pay
That no
$20,000: Provided,
Advocate
Judge
compensation exceeding
per annum.
annum.
$1,800 per
exceeding $1,800
aarate
rate of
of compensation
Judge
Advocate
General's Office.
Office.
at $2,500
OFFICE
OF J
UDGE ADVOCATE
ADVOCATE GENERAL:
Two attorneys,
$2,500 General's
attorneys, at
GENERAL: Two
JUDGE
OFFICE OF
clerks--one $2,200, one $2,000,
each;
chief law clerk, $2,250; law clerks—one
each: chief
clerks-one of class four, one $1,300, six of class one,
$1,600; clerks—one
one $1,600;
three at
at $1,000
$1,000 each, one $900; messenger;
messenger; assistant messenger; in
m
three
all, $28,810.
$28,810.
all,
Temporary
Temporary employees.
For
employees in
in the
the office
office of the Judge Advocate ees.
temporary employees
For temporary
General, as
follows: Two
Two at
at $3,000
Chief of Naval Oper$6,000.
each, $6,000.
$3,000 each,
as follows:
General,
at ions.
$2,250; ..ations.
OFFICE OF
OF CELLE,F
OF NAVAL
NAVAL OPERATIONS:
OPERATIONS: Chief clerk, $2,250;
CHIEF OF
OFFICE
clerks—one of
of class
four
class four, two of class three, three of class two, four
clerks-one
draftsmen, at
of
class one,
three at $1,000
$1,000 each,
at
each, one $900; two draftsmen,
one, three
of class
boys-one $600,
$1,200
each; two
assistant messengers; messenger boys—one
two assistant
$1,200 each;
one $400;
$400; laborer;
in all,
$25,650.
Temporary employall, $25,650.
laborer; in
one
Temporary
employee s
For temporary
employees in the Office of the Chief of Naval ees.
temporary employees
For
a
r; '
;es
o.triction.
Payr'etriction.
employed f
Operations, $40,000:
Provided, That no person shall be employed
$40,000: Provided,
Operations.
$1,800 per annum
hereunder
at a
compensation exceeding $1,800
a rate of compensation
hereunder at
except four
persons at
Director
Naval
each.
at $2,000
$2,000 each.
four persons
except
Director of
of Naval
Communications.
Office of
of Director
Director of
of Naval
Naval Communications:
Communications: For employees
employees in Communications.
Office
the
office of
of the
the Director
of Naval Communications,
$150,000: Proio.
Communications, $150,000:
Director of
the office
Proviso.
restriction.
Pay restriction.
hereunder at aa rate of Pay
Provided,
no person
person shall
employed hereunder
be employed
shall be
That no
Provided, That
compensation
exceeding
$1,800
annum
the
following:
except
per
compensation exceeding $1,800
One
at $4,000,
$4,000, two
at $3,000 each,
at $2,500, and three at $1,900
each, one at
two at
One at
Bureau of
of NavigaNavigaBureau
each.
each.
tion.
$2,200, tion.
BUREAU
OF
NAVIGATION: Chief
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; clerks—one
clerks-one $2,200,
OF NAVIGATION:
BUREAI
two
each, six of class four, five of class three, ten of class
two at $2,000 each,
$1,000
two,
fourteen
of
class
one, four at $1,100 each, twenty-one at $1,000
class one,
of
fourteen
two,
each,
$900 each; four copyists; two copyists, at $840 each;
at $900
five at
each, five
messenger boys, at $600
messenger;
assistant messengers; two messenger
two assistant
messenger; two
Temporary employeach;
five laborers,
laborers, in
$100,010.
in all,
all, $100,010.
each; five
For
employees in
in the
Navigation, $250,000:
P.
ees.Proviso.
$250,000: ees.
of Navigation,
Bureau of
the Bureau
For temporary
temporary employees
restriction.
Pay restriction.
Provided,
That no
person shall
hereunder at aa rate of Pay
employed hereunder
be employed
shall be
no person
Provided. That
compensation
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per
per annum
annum except
except four
four persons
at
persons at
compensation exceeding
$2,000 each.
each.
$2,000

1284
1284
Naval
gence
Naval Intelli
Intelligence

Offce.
Office.
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OFFICE OF
NAVAL I
INTELLIGENCE:
Clerks-one of class four, one
OF NAVAL
NTELLIGENCE: Clerks—one
one

of class
class three,
each;
two, one $1,300, five at $1,000 each;
class two,
of class
one of
three, one
of
three
translators,
at
$1,400
each;
draftsman,
$1,200;
in
all,
$16,500.
in
all,
$16,500.
$1,200;
draftsman,
at
$1,400
each;
translators,
Temporar
emplo
three
Temporary employtemporary employees in the Office of Naval Intelligence,
emporry
m - For temporary
ees.
Proviso.
$15,000:
That no
shall be
hereunder at
Pay
restriction.
at aa
be employed
employed hereunder
Provided, That
no person
person shall
PaySrestriction.
815,000: Provided,
rate
exceedmg $1,800
$1,800 per
per annum
except two
two persons
persons
annum except
rate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
at $2,000
$2,000 each.
each.
Hydro
graphic Office
Office. at
Hydrographic
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFicE:
Hydrographic engineer,
assistSalaries.
$3,000; assistengineer, $3,000;
OFFICE: Hydrographic
HY-DROGRPMIC
salaries.
ants—one $2,290,
one $2,000;
chief clerk,
$1,800; nautical
experts—
clerk, $1,800;
nautical expertsants-one
$2,290, one
$2,000; chief
at
at $1,200
$1,200 each, three at
one $1,400,
$1,400, three at
$1,800, one
one $1,600,
$1,600, one
one $1,800,
$1,000 each;
each; clerks-one
clerks—one of
of class
two, one
one of
of class
custodian of
of
class two,
class one;
one; custodian
$1,000
archives,
$1,200; three
copyists at
$900 each;
each; compiler,
compiler, $1,400;
$1,400;
at $900
three copyists
archives, $1,200;
editor
of Notice
to Mariners,
Mariners, $1,800;
$1,800; computer,
computer, $1,400;
$1,400; draftsmendraftsmen—
Notice to
editor of
four
at $1,800
four at
at $1,600
$1,600 each,
each, four
at $1,400
each, four
four
$1,400 each,
four at
$1,800 each,
each, four
four at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
ten at
apprentice draftsdraftseach, one $900; three apprentice
each, ten
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
at
men, at
$700 each;
$1,800 each,
$2,000, two
two at $1,800
each; engravers—chief
engravers-chief $2,000,
men,
at $700
$1,000
each, two at
at $1,000
each, one $1,400,
$1,400, six at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
three at $1,600
$1,600 each,
each, one
one $720;
$720; apprentice
engravers—one $800,
$800, one
one $700; plate
apprentice engravers-one
each,
printers—chief $1,400,
$900 each,
each, one
one
printers-chief
$1,400, one
one $1,200,
$1,200, one
one $1,000,
$1,000, two
two at $900
$800;
apprentice plate
printers—one $700, one
lithographers—
one $600;
$600; lithographers$800; apprentice
plate printers-one
chief $1,800,
$1,800, two at $1,000
apprentice $700; process pho$1,000 each, apprentice
tographer,
$1,600; lithographic
lithographic transferer,
transferer, $1,400;
$1,400; lithographic
lithographic
tographer, $1,600;
pressman,
$1,400; photographic
photographic printer, $1,200;
$1,200;two negative cutpressman, $1,400;
ters,
$1,000 each; electrotyper
$1,400;
electrotyper and chart plate maker, $1,400;
ters, at
at $1,000
assistant messenger;
six laborers;
laborers; helpers—two
$720 each,
at
at $720
each, two
two at
messenger; six
helpers-two at
assistant
$660
all, $120,760.
$1201760.
$660 each,
each, one
one $600;
$600; in
in all,
Temporary employI
For
temporary
employees
in
eeemrary emp
oyFor
temporary
employees
in Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office,
Office, $110,000:
$110,000:
Proviso.
Provided,
That no
shall be
be employed
at a
a rate
of
rate of
hereunder at
employed hereunder
person shall
no person
Provided, That
Pay
restriction.
Pay restriction.
compensation
$1,800 per annum except the following:
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
One at
$2,400, three
three at
at $2,200
$2,200 each,
each, eight
eight at
at $2,000
One
at $2,750,
$2,750, one
one at
at $2,400,
$2,000
each, and
and one
one at
at $1,900.
$1,900.
each,
Materials, printing,
For
purchase and printing of nautical
nautical books, charts, and sailing
prnting,
For purchase
etc.ateriat
etc.
directions, copperplates,
copperplates, steel plates, chart paper, packing boxes,
chart
cleaning copperplates;
chart portfolios
portfolios, electrotypi
electrotypingo copperplates,_
copperplates, cleaning
copperplates;
tools, instruments, power,
power, and
and materials
materials for
for drawing,
drawing, engraving,
engraving, and
printing; materials for and
reduction of
and mounting
mounting charts;
charts; reduction
of charts by
photography;
photolithoaraphing charts
for immediate
transfer
photography; photolithographing
charts for
immediate use;
use; transfer
of photolithographic
photolithographic and other charts to copper;
copper. purchase of equipment for the storage of plates used in making charts and for the storage
of Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office charts and publications;
publications; care and repairs
to prnting
printing presses, furniture,
furniture, instruments, and tools; extra drawing
foreign languages;
and engraving; translating from foreign
languages; telegrams
telegrams on
on
Pilot
charts
Pilot chart
supplements,
Po s
public business; preparation
preparation of pilot charts and
and their
their supplements,
and printing and mailing same; purchase of data for charts and sailing
directions
directions and other nautical publications;
publications; books of reference
an
reference and
works and periodicals
periodicals relating
relating to hydrography,
hydrography, marine meteorology,
meteorology,
navigation 'surveying
oceanography , and
and
navigation,
surveying,'oceanography,
and terrestrial
terrestrial magnetism
magnetism, and
to
professional and
and technical
subjects connected
connected
magnetism,
with the
to other
other professional
technical subjects
with
the work
the Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office,
Branch
the
Office, $112,000.
$112,000.
Branch offices.
Contin
gent expenses.
Contingent expenses
of branch
branch offices
offices at
at Boston,
Philaontingent
Contingent
expenses of
Boston, New
New York,
York, Philaexpenses.
delphia,
delphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Savannah,
Savannah, New Orleans, San Francisco,
Portland
Portland (Oregon),
(Oregon), Portland
Portland (Maine), Chicago, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Buffalo,
Duluth, Sault
Seattle, Panama,
and Galveston,
Galveston, includDuluth,
Sault Sainte
Sainte Marie,
Marie, Seattle,
Panama, and
includfurniture, fuel, lights, works, and periodicals
periodiesls relating
ing furniture,
relating to hydrography,
navigation, surveying, oceanography,
oceanography, and
and
phy, marine meteorology,
meteorology, navigation,
terrestrial
magnetism, stationery,
miscellaneous articles,
terrestrial magnetism,
stationery, miscellaneous
articles, rent,
rent, and
and
care
offices, care of
care of
of offices,
of time
time balls,
balls, car
car fare and
and ferriage
ferriage in
in visiting
visiting mermerexpress charges,
charges telegrams,
telegrams, and
other
chant vessels, freight and express
and other
necessary
incurred in
the latest
latest information
necessary expenses
expenses incurred
in collecting
collecting the
information for
for
pilot charts, and for other purposes for which the offices
offices were established,
lished, $15,000.
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Employees.
Employees.
$25,000.
offices, $25,000.
For services
of necessary
necessary employees
employees at
at branch
branch offices,
services of
For
Personal
services in
in
Personal services
No
expenditure
shall
be
incurred
or
authorized
for
personal
servNo expenditure shall be incurred or authorized for personal serv- Washington
Washington restricted.
restricted.
ices
or otherwise
otherwise under
the Hydrographic
District of
of
ices or
under the
Hydrographic Office
Office in
in the
the District
Columbia, during
Columbia,
the fiscal
fiscal year
1922, except
except as
as herein
during the
year 1922,
herein authorized
authorized
by
Department or
or under
appropriathe Navy
Navy Department
under appropriaby appropriations
appropriations under
under the
tions that
may be
be made
made for
binding.
tions
that may
for printing
printing and
and binding.
Observatory.
Na
bse vat
NAVAL OBSERVATORY:
NAVAL
$3,200, one
OBSERVATORY: Astronomers—one
Astronomers-one $3,200,
one $2,800;
$2,800; Naval
assistant astronomers—one
$2,400, one
one $2,000,
$1,800; assistants
assistant
astronomers--one $2,400,
$2,000, one
one $1,800;
assistants
in department
department of
of nautical
nautical instruments—one
$1,600; clerks—chief
instruments-one $1,600;
clerks-chief
$2,000, one
of class
four, one
one of
of class
class three,
three, two
of class
two, two
$2,000,
one of
class four,
two of
class two,
two of
of
class one;
maker, $1,500;
class
one; instrument
instrument maker,
$1,500; electrician,
electrician, $1,500;
$1,500; librarian,
librarian,
$1,800; assistants—three
at $1,600
each, three
three at
at $1,400
$1,800;
assistants-three at
$1,600 each,
$1,400 each;
each;
stenographer
and typewriter,
typewriter, $900;
stenographer and
$900; foreman
foreman and
and captain
captain of
of the
the watch,
watch,
$1,000; carpenter, $1,000;
$1,000;
$1,000; engineer,
firemen; seven
engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; four
four firemen;
seven
watchmen;
mechanic, $900;
eight laborers;
in all,
$56,400.
watchmen; mechanic,
$900; eight
laborers; in
all, $56,400.
Computations.
For miscellaneous
computations, $5,000.
For
miscellaneous computations,
$5,000.
omputations.
Library.
For professional
and scientific
scientific books,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals,
For
professional and
books, books
books of
of reference,
ibrary
engravings, photographs,
photographs, and
fixtures for
the library,
$1,000.
engravings,
and fixtures
for the
library, $1,000.
etc.
For apparatus
and instruments,
instruments, and
for repairs
same, $2,500.
$2,500. Apparatus,
For
apparatus and
and for
repairs of
Aaratus etc.
of the
the same,
Contingent expenses.
For repairs
repairs to buildings,
buildings, fixtures, and
and fences;
furniture, gas,
For
fences; furniture,
gas, chemchem- Contingentexpenes.
icals, and
freight (including
(including transmission
transmission of
of public
docuicals,
and stationery;
stationery; freight
public documents through
through the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian exchange),
foreign postage,
postage, and
ments
exchange), foreign
and
expressage
plants, fertilizers
and all
contingent expenses,
expenses, $3,500.
$3,500.
expressage;; plants,
fertilizers, and
all contingent
israllaneous
items.
sc
ms
For fuel,
fuel, oil,
grease,.
fertilizers,
pipe,
other materials
needed for
the
For
oil, grease,
pipe, wire, and
and other
materials needed
i lain e us ite
for the
maintenance
and repair
maintenance and
repair of
of boilers,
boilers, engines,
engines, heating
heating apparatus,
electric
apparatus, electric
lighting and
power plant,
and power
and water-supply
system; purchase
plant, and
water-supply system;
purchase and
and
maintenance
teams; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
maintenance of teams;
repair, exchange,
operation
exchange, or
or operation
of motor truck
of horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles;
truck and
and of
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles; matematerial
for boxing
boxing nautical
rial for
nautical instruments
instruments for
for transportation;
transportation; paints,
paints,
telegraph and
telephone service,
and incidental
labor, $12,000.
$12,000.
telegraph
and telephone
service, and
incidental labor,
Grounds and roads.
For
upkeep of
grounds and
and roads,
roads, $6,500.
For cleaning,
cleaning, repair,
repair, and
and upkeep
of grounds
$6,500.
Grou
anoa
.
Roof repairs.
For
repairs to
to copper
copper roof
roof of
of main
main building,
building, $1,000.
$1,000.
For repairs
Rres.
Nautical
Almanac
NAUTICAL
Office.
NAUTICAL ALMJANAC
ALMANAC OFFICE:
OFFICE: For
For assistants
assistants in
in preparing
preparing for
publi- oce.
for publinac
cation the
the American
American Ephemeris
cation
and Nautical
Ephemeris and
Nautical Almanac—one
Almanac-one $2,500,
$2,500,
one $2,000,
$2,000, two
one
two at
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
$1,600 each,
$1,400
each, two
two at
at $1,600
each, two
two at
at $1,400
each,
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; in
in all,
$18,420.
each, three
three at
all, $18,420.
For pay
pay of
computers on
preparing for
for publication
publication Computers.
For
of computers
on piecework
piecework in
in preparing
Computers.
the American
American Ephemeris
Nautical Almanac
the
Ephemeris and
and Nautical
Almanac and
and in
in improving
improving
the
planets, moon,
moon, and
the tables
tables of
of the
theplanets,
and stars,
stars, $1,500.
$1,500.
Bureau of Engineeri
BuREAU OF
OF KNOINEERING
ENGIENERINO:: Chief clerk,
BUREAU'
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; bookkeeper
bookkeeper and
and ing.
ing.
r
$1,800; clerks-one
of class
class four,
accountant, $1,800;
clerks—one of
five of
of class
class three,
four five
three, six
six
of
two, two
seven of
one, two
of class
class two,
two at
at $1,300
$1,300 each,
each, seven
of class
class one,
two at
at $1,000
$1,000
each; four
messengers; laborer;
messenger boy,
boy, $600;
$600; in
in
each;
four assistant
assistant messengers;
laborer; messenger
all, $39,390.
all,
$39,390.
Temporary
Temporary employFor temporary
temporary employees
employees in
the Bureau
$100,000: ees.
For
in the
Bureau of
of Engineering,
Engineering, $100,000:
ee.
Proviso.
Provided, That no
no person shall be
employed hereunder
Provided,
be employed
of Pay restriction.
hereunder at
restriction.
at a
a rate
rate of
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
per annum
annum except
except the
the following:
compensation
$1,800 per
following:
Two
at $2,100
$2,100 each
and two
at $2,000
$2,000 each.
each.
Two at
each and
two at
Technical services.
The
of draftsmen
and such
such other
other technical
technical services
services as
as the
the Techm cal services
The services
services of
draftsmen and
Secretary
of the
Navy .may
Secretary of
the Navy
may deem
deem necessary
necessary may
may be
be employed
employed only
only
in
of Engineering
Engineering and
not
in the
the Bureau
Bureau of
and at
at rates
rates of
of compensation
compensation not
exceeding those paid hereunder
prior to
to January
hereunder prior
1920, to
January 1,
1, 1920,
to carry
carry into
into
appropriations for "Increase
"Increase of
effect the various
various appropriations
of the
the Navy"
Navy" and
and
"Engineering," to
be paid
from the
appropriation "Engineering":
"Engineering,"
to be
paid from
the appropriation
"Engineering":
Pror06.
Provided,
That the
Prowled, That
the expenditures
expenditures on
this account
account for
the fiscal
year Limit, etc.
on this
for the
fiscal year
1922
exceed $190,000.
$190,000. A
of the
1922 shall
shall not
not exceed
A statement
statement of
the persons
persons employed
employed
hereunder, their
their duties,
duties, and
and the
compensation paid
to each
each shall
shall be
be
hereunder,
the compensation
paid to
made to
to Congress
Congress each
in the
the annual
made
each year
year in
annual estimates.
estimates.
Bureau of ConstrucBUREAU
CONSTRUCTION
AND REPAIR: Chief clerk, $2,250; chief tio
or.cs
BUREAU OF C
ONSTRUCTION AND
tion and Repau
Repair.
of
$2,000; clerks—four
class four,
of class
five
of section,
section, $2,000;
clerks-four of
of class
four, four
four of
class three,
three, five
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of
class two,
two, five
five at
each, six
six of
of class
$1,100 each,
one, eight at $1,100
class one,
$1,300 each,
at $1,300
of class
six
at $1,000
each; nine
assistant messengers;
$59,830.
in all,
all, $59,830.
messengers; in
nine assistant
each;
six
at
$1,000
Temporary
employFor temporary
temporary employees
employees in the Bureau of Construction
Construction and Repair,
Repair,
Temporary employees.
at
hereunder at
Proviso.
Provided, That no person shall be employed
Proviso.
$80,000: Provided,
employed hereunder
Pay restriction.
a
rate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per annum
annum except the fola rate
restriction
lowing:
at $2,250
$2,000 each.
each.
at $2,000
and two
two at
$2,250 and
One at
lowing: One
Technical services.
The
of draftsmen
draftsmen and
other technical
services as the
technical services
and such
such other
services of
The services
Techncservcs
Secretary
of the
Navy may
deem necessary
only
be employed
employed only
may be
necessary may
may deem
the Navy
Secretary of
in the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Construction and Repair
Repair and at rates of compensacompensaof Construction
in
tion not
not exceeding
exceeding those
those paid
January 1, 1920, to
prior to January
hereunder prior
paid hereunder
tion
carry
various appropriations
appropriations for
"Increase of the
for "Increase
the various
effect the
into effect
carry into
Navy,"
"Construction and
and Repair,"
Repair," to
to be
approthe appropaid from
from the
be paid
and "Construction
Navy," and
Proviso.
priation
"Construction
and
Repair":
Provided,
That
the
expendiexpendithe
That
Provid,
Repair":
and
"Construction
priation
Limit,
etc.
Limit,
$275,000.
tures on this account for the fiscal year 1922 shall not exceed $275,000.
statement of
of the
the persons employed hereunder, their duties, and
A statement
the
compensation paid
shall be made to Congress each year
to each
each shal
paid to
the compensation
in the
annual
estimates.
annual
estimates.
in
the
Bureau of Ordnance.
BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE:
ORDNANCE: Chief clerk, $2,250; clerks-two
clerks—two of class
BREAU OF
Beuofordnane.
four,
$1,300, four of class
class
four of class two, one $1,300,
three, four
four, two of class three,
one,
$1,000 each; assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; messenat $1,000
$1,100, seven at
one, one $1,100,
$31,830.
ger boys—two
laborer; in all, $31,830.
boys-two at $600 each, one $400; laborer;
ger
Temporary
$40,000:
Temporary employemploytemporary
employees
the
of
For
temporary
employees
in
Bureau
Ordnance,
ees.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That
Provided,
That no person shall be employed hereunder at a
a rate of
of
Pay restriction.
compensation exceeding
except the following:
following:
$1,800 per annum, except
exceeding $1,800
compensation
Pay restriction
One at
at $2,200,
$2,200, one
one at
at $2,000.
$2,000.
One
Technical services.
technical services
draftsmen and such other technical
services as the
The services of draftsmen
Tehnicalservies,
Secretary of
necessary may be employed
employed only
only
of the
the Navy may deem necessary
Secretary
in
exceedin the
the Bureau
Bureau of Ordnance, and at rates of compensation not exceed1, 1920, to carry
ing those paid hereunder
hereunder prior to January
January 1,
carry into
and
Navy," and
appropriations for "Increase
"Increase of the Navy,"
effect the various appropriations
"Ordnance
to be
paid from
appropriation
the appropriation
from the
be paid
stores," to
ordnance stores,"
and ordnance
"Ordnance and
Prvis.
Proviso.
Limit,
Limit, etc.
"Ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores":
etc.
the expenditures
expenditures
"Ordnance
stores": Provided,
Promded, That the
on
A
exceed $70,000.
$70,000. A
on this account
account for the fiscal year 1922 shall not exceed
statement of the persons employed
statement
employed hereunder,
hereunder, their duties and the
compensation
made to Congress
compensation paid to each, shall be made
Congress each year in
the annual
estimates.
the
annual estimates.
Bureau of Supplies
BUREAU OF
UPPLIES AND
AND ACCOUNTS:
Civilian assistant,
assistant, $2,500;
$2,500;
ACCOUNTs: Civilian
SuPPLEB
OF S
BUREAU
and AcounLts.
Accounts.
each; clerks
principal
bookkeepers, at $2,000 each;
principal clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; two chief bookkeepers,
clerks
—seven of class four, eight of class three, nine of class two, eighteen
eighteen
-seven
nineteen at $1,000
$1,000 each;
$1,100 each, nineteen
each: four
four
of class one, eight at $1,100
assistant messengers; messenger boys—four
boys-four at $600 each; in all,
$101,430.
$101,430.
Temporary employAccounts,
eTemporary employFor temporary
temporary employees in the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Proviso.
$250.000:
Provided, That
That no
no person
person shall
shall be
hereunder at
at
employed hereunder
be employed
$250,000: Provided,
P°yre°tio.
Pay restriction.
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
a rate of compensation
a
$1,800 per annum except the
following: One at $4,000,
following:
$4,000, two at $3,000 each, one at $2,500,
$2,500, and six
$2,000
$2,000
each.
at
Medicine
Bureau
Bureau of Medicine
BUREAU OF
MEDICINE AND
AND SURGERY:
SURGERY: Chief
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
clerks$2,250; clerks—
OF MEDICINE
BuREAUA
and Surgery.
two of class four, two of class three, three of class two, two of class
one, two
at $1,100
each, three
three at
one,
two at
$1,100 each,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; messenger;
messenger; assistant
assistant
messenger: laborer; naval dispensary—driver
dispensary-driver $600, laborer $480; in
messenger:
all,
all, $24,150.
$24,150.
Temporary employtemporary employees in the Bureau
For temporary
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Surgery,
Teporry employees.
Proviso.
a
$40,000:
Provided.
person
be employed
employed hereunder
hereunder at a
shall
That
no
Provided.
$40,000:
Pa
restricton.
Pay restriction.
rate
exceedi g $1,800
except two
two perperrate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
$1,800 per
per annum
annum except
sons at
at $2,000
$2,000 each.
each.
sons
Bureau of Yards and
BUREAU OF
AND DocKS:
DOCKS: Chief
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; clerks--two
clerks-two
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
BUREAU
Do'ks.
Docks.
of class four, one $1,700,
$1,700, one of class three, two of class two, four of
of
messenger; three
class one, one $1,100,
$1,100, two at $1.000 each; assistant messenger;
messenger
messenger boys at $600
$600 each;
each: two laborers; in all, $23,690.
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temporary employees in the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
For temporary

hereunder
$50,000: Provided,
Provided, That
no person
shall be
be employed
employed hereunder
That no
person shall
$50,000:

at
rate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
per annum.
annum.
$1,600 per
a rate
at a
The services
of skilled
and such
such other
technical services
services
other technical
draftsmen and
skilled draftsmen
The
services of
as
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
deem necessary
necessary may
employed
may be employed
may deem
of the
Navy may
as the
only
in the
Bureau of
Yards and
Docks to
carry into
effect the
the vainto effect
to carry
and Docks
of Yards
the Bureau
only in
rious
and allotment thereunder
be paid
paid from such
and be
thereunder and
appropriations and
rious appropriations
appropriations
allotments: Provided,
Provided, That
the expenditures
on
That the
expenditures on
and allotments:
appropriations and
this
account for
fiscal year
year 1922
A
not exceed
exceed $200,000. A
1922 shall not
the fiscal
for the
this account
statement
of the
the persons
persons employed
employed hereunder,
their duties,
duties, and the
hereunder, their
statement of
compensation
to each
year in
be made
made to
to Congress each year
each shall be
paid to
compensation paid
the annual estimates.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
For professional
professional and
technical books and
and technical
EXPENSES: For
CONTINGENT
periodicals,
necessary reference
reference books, including
including city
and necessary
law books,
books, and
periodicals, law
directories,
guides, freight, passenger,
passenger, and express
express tariff
railway guides,
irectories, railway
books,
department library, $2,000.
books, for
for department
For
furniture, newspapers,
plans, drawings,
drawand drawdrawings, and
newspapers, plans,
stationery, furniture,
For stationery,
ing materials; purchase and exchange of motor trucks or motor
delivery
maintenance, repair,
repair, and operation of motor trucks
wagons; maintenance,
delivery wagons;
or
motor delivery
delivery wagons,
wagons and one motor-propelled
passenger-carrymotor-propelled passenger-carryor motor
ing
official purposes;
purposes; garage rent; street
only for official
be used only
ing vehicle, to be
car
not exceeding
exceeding $500;
freight, expressage,
expressage, postage,
postage, typewriters
typewriters
$500; freight,
fares not
car fares
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
expenses for collection
collection
and computing machines; necessary
of
necessary exand other
other absolutely necessary
exceeding $100; and
of records
records not exceeding
penses
offices,
penses of
of the Navy Department and its various bureaus and offices,
expend, for any of the offices or
lawful to expend,
not be lawful
$75,000;
it shall
shall not
$75,000; it
Columbia, any
of Columbia,
bureaus
in the
the District
District of
Navy Department
Department in
of the
the Navy
bureaus of
sum
appropriations made
made for the Naval
Naval Establishment
Establishment for any
sum out of appropriations
of
purposes mentioned
authorized in
paragraph.
in this paragraph.
of the
the purposes
mentioned or authorized
To enable
Secretary of
Navy to
to install
install certain
and
certain fittings
fittings and
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
To
enable the
make
necessary changes,
changes, alterations,
moves in
the new
new
alterations, and
and moves
in the
make such
such necessary
provide
Seventeenth and B
B Streets northwest, as will provide
Navy Building, Seventeenth
sufficient
accommodation of the United States
sufficient office space for the accommodation
Shipping
$75,000, or
necessary,
thereof as
as many be necessary,
or so
so much
much thereof
Board, $75,000,
Shipping Board,
to be
be available
available immediately.
No
appropriation made
made for the naval service shall be
No part of any appropriation
for any of the purposes (including
expended for
expended
(including freight and expressage)
Department in the
herein provided for on account of the Navy Department
District of Columbia, except for personal services in certain bureaus,
as herein expressly authorized.

Temporary employTemporary employees.
Proviso.
Pay restriction.

peroviso.

Pay restriction.

Technical services.

Technical serces.

Proviso.
Limit, etc.

roitotc.

Contingent expenses.

contingentexpenses.

Stationery, etc.

Stationery,

etc.

Restriction on use of
naval appropriations.

Restriction on seof

appropriaions

Bu
i.
BuldschOmndaSoi for

New Navy Building.
Navy
Accommodation for
Shipping Board in.

Naval
appropriations not to be used
for Department purposes.
es

NaSal toapropria

for

pos .

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT

Department.
Interior Department.

OFFICE OF
ECRETARY: Secretary
of the
Interior, $12,000$12,000;
OFFICE
OF THE
THE S
SECRETARY:
Secretary of
the Interior,

Secretary,
AssistSecretary,
clerk, etc.
ants, chief clerk,
etc.

First
Secretary, $4,500;
First Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $5,000; Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
$4,500; chief
chief
$500 as superintendent
superintendent of buildings, who shall be
clerk, including
including $500
executive officer of the department
department and who may be designated
designated
chief executive
by the Secretary to sign official papers and documents
documents during the
temporary absence
Secretary and the Assistant Secretaries,
absence of the Secretary
$4,000;
assistant to
to the
the Secretary,
$2,750; private
secretary to the
Secretary, $2,750;
private secretary
$4,000; assistant
Secretary,
special inspectors
inspectors
Secretary, $2,500; assistant attorney
attorney,' $2,500; two special
ment shall be limited to the inspection
inspection of offices and
(whose employ
employment
the work in the several offices under the control of the department),
department),
at $2.500
$2,500 each; six inspectors, at $2,500 each; chief disbursing clerk,
$2,500; chiefs of divisions-one
divisions—one of supplies, $2,250,
$2,250, one of appointments, mails, and files, $2,250, and one of publications
publications, $2,250; exert accountant,
$2,000; clerks—four
$2,000
publications,
each, twelve of class
each,
clerks-four at
at $2,000
pert
accountant, $2,000;
four,
our, two at $1,740
$1,740 each, one $1,620,
$1,620, fifteen of class three, one $1,500,
nineteen of class two, one $1,320, twenty-four
twenty-four of class one, four at
nineteen
at
$1,000 each, one $840;
600- female
female clerk, to be
$1,600;
$1,000
$840; returns
returns office
office clerk, $1
1I

Assistant,
Assistant,
tors, etc.
tors,etc.

inspec.
insPeo*
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designated by
to sign
$1,200; seven
seven
patents, $1,200;
land patents,
sign land
President, to
by the
the President,
designated
copyists;
classified laborer,
$1,140; skilled
laborer, $840; multigraph
skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,140;
copyists; classified
operator, $900;
operator, $720;
typewriter
$720; typewriter
multigraph operator,
assistant raultigraph
$900; assistant
operator,
repairer, $900;
two telephone
telephone switchboard
chauffeurs —
operators; chauffeursswitchboard operators
$900; two
repairer,
Messengers, etc.
assistant messenmessengers; seven assistant
at $720
$720 each; ten messengers;
$1,080, ten at
one $1,080,
Messengers,etc.
gers;
twenty-two laborers;
skilled mechanics-one
mechanics—one $900,
$720;
one $720;
$900, one
laborers; skilled
gers; twenty-two
two carpenters,
carpenters, at
$1,000;
electrician, $1,000;
$900; electrician,
plumber, $900;
each; plumber,
at $900
$900 each;
two
gardener, $600;
messenger boys-one
boys—one $540,
$540, one $420; five packers,
packers,
$600; messenger
gardener,
at
each; two
eight female
conductors, at $720 each; eight
two elevator
elevator conductors,
at $660
$660 each;
Watchmen, etc.
etc.
laborers, at
each; captains
$840;
$1,200, one $840;
watch-one $1,200,
of the watch—one
captains of
$400 each;
at $400
laborers,
Watchmen,
lieutenants of
of the
the watch-one
watch—one $1,020,
five at
at $840
three
$840 each; three
$1,020, five
lieutenants
sergeants
of the
the watch
watch at
watchmen; engineer,
sixty-six watchmen;
at $750 each; sixty-six
sergeants of
sign,
firemen; clerk to sigm,
Clerk to sign tribal
tribal $1,200;
$1,200; assistant engineer,
engineer, $1,000; seven firemen;
deeds, etc.
Secretary, in his name and for him his
under the direction of the Secretary,
deeds,
approval
tribal deeds
deeds to allottees and deeds for town lots made
of all
all tribal
approval of
and
executed according
according to
to law
Civilized Tribes
law for
for any of the Five Civilized
and executed
of
Indians in
Indian Territory,
$1,200; in
all, $317,830.
$317,830.
in all,
the Indian
Territory, $1,200;
of Indians
in the
Land
BuildGeneral
Office Building:
Building: Engineer
Engineer and
and electrician,
electrician, $1,600;
$1,600;
General Land
Land Office
Land Office
Office Bidoperating
two assistant engineers,
engineers, at $1,000 each; four firemen;
m g
.
perat mg force.
force,
firemen; three lieutenlieutenwatchmen; elevator
elevator coneach; twenty
twenty watchmen;
ants of the watch, at $840 each;
ductor, $720;
$720; fourteen laborers;
laborers; three skilled mechanics (painter,
Department
office
carpenter , and
and plumber),
each; in
all, $36,060.
in all,
at $900 each;
plumber), at
office carpenter,
Department
buiding.
Building for Interior Department
Department offices,
building.
care
maintenance:
offices,
care and
and maintenance:
Operating force.
of
perating or e.
Assistant
superintendent, $2,000; clerk of class two; foreman
Assistant superintendent,
foreman of
$1,000; two assistant foremen of laborers, at $900 each;
laborers, $1,000;
laborers—sixty-five at $660 each, forty-five at $600 each, sixteen at
at
laborers-sixty-five
$540 each; seventeen
seventeen female laborers at $400 each; sixteen char$540
women; engineer,
engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; two assistant engineers, at $1,000 each;
each;
women;
mechanic,
nine firemen; general machinist, $1,500; automobile mechanic,
$1,400; electrician, $1,400;
operators-three at $1,200
$1,400;
$1,400; substation operators—three
$1,200
wiremen, at $1,000
each, three assistants at $900 each; two wiremen,
$1,000 each; two
electricians'
electricians' helpers, at $720 each; painters-one
painters—one $1,000, one $900;
$900;
carpenters-chief $1,320,
cabinetmaker, $900;
carpenters—chief
$1,320, two at $900 each; cabinetmaker,
$900;
plumber, $1,400;
$1,400; two assistant
assistant plumbers
each; two
plumber,
plumbers,'at $1,000 each;
two plumbplumbers' helpers,
conductors, at
helpers, at
at $840
$840 each; thirteen elevator
elevator conductors,
at $720
$720 each;
each;
eighteen watchmen;
watchmen; copyist; four messengers; two
janitor, $600; eighteen
assistant messengers;
three messenger
assistant
messengers; three
messenger boys
boys at $420 each;
each; in all,
all,
$159,980.
$159,980.
Solicitor's Office.
solictosOffce.
OFFICE OF S
SOLICITOR:
Three members
members of
of a
a board
board of
of appeals,
appeals, to
OLICITOR: Three
to be
be
appointed by the Secretary
each; assistant
assistant
Secretary of the Interior, at $4,000 each;
attorneys—one
seven
attorneys-one $3,000, two at $2,750 each, four at $2,500 each, seven
at $2,250 each, eleven at $2,000 each;
each; medical
medical expert, $2,000;
$2,000;
clerks-one of class four, six of class three
clerks—one
three (one of whom shall act as
stenographer and one of whom shall be a
a stenographer
stenographer
stenographer and typewriter),
messenger;
writer), three of
of class
class two,
two, one of
of class one; copyist; messenger;
messengers; in all,
all, $90,950.
$90,950.
three assistant messengers;
Special inspectors.
inspectors.
Special
For
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
of two
two special
sp
ec i
alinspectors,
while
inspectors, while
subsistence of
For per
per diem
sence, etc.
sSubsistence,
traveling
not exceeding
exceeding $4,
necessary
traveling on duty, at not
$4, and
and for
for actual
actual necessary
expenses of
of transportation
temporary employmient
of
expenses
transportation (including
(including temporary
employment of
stenographers, typewriters,
typewriters, and
and other
ance ou
t
side of
ofthe
the Disstenographers,
other assist
assistance
outside
DisColumbia, and for incidental
expenditures necessary
necessary to the
trict of Columbia,
incidental expenditures
examinations), to be
expended under
efficient conduct
conduct of examinations),
be expended
under the direction
Secretary of
$4,500.
tion of
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior, $4,500.
Inspect ors.
Subsistence, etc.
For per
diem at
at not
$4 in
in lieu
to six
susten,etc.
For
per diem
not exceeding
exceeding $4
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence to
six
inspectors and while remaining
remaining at the seat of government
under
inspectors
government under
Secretary not to
exceed twenty
transportation
orders of the Secretary
to exceed
twenty days, transportation
inspection,
and sleeping-car
sleeping-car fare, incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of negotiation, inspection,
and investigation, including telegraphing, $12,800.
Land ofice
Genera Land
General
Office. and investigation, including telegraphing, $12,800.
$5,000- assistant commisGENERAL LAND
LAND OFFICE:
Commissioner, $5,000,•
GENERAT,
OYFICE: Commissioner,
cl
erk, $2,500;
$2,500; two law
sioner, $3,500; chief clerk, $3,000; chief law
law cleri,
examiners of surveyors
clerks, at $2,200
$2,200 each;
each; three law examiners
surveyors general
general and
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district
land offices,
at $2,000
$2,000; chiefs
chiefs of
of dividistrict land
offices, at
$2,000 each;
each; recorder,
recorder, $2,000;
divisions—one
of surveys,
$2,750, one
one $2,400,
ten at
$2,400, ten
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; assistassistsions-one of
surveys, $2,750,
ant
chief of
division, $2,000;
$2,000; law
examiners—fourteen at
$2,000 each,
each,
ant chief
of division,
law examiners-fourteen
at $2,000
ten
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
clerks—twenty-seven of
of
ten at
each, eighteen at $1,600 each; clerks-twenty-seven
class
fifty-seven of
of class
class three,
three, eighty-three
eighty-three of class two, one
class four,
four, fifty-seven
hundred
hundred at $1,000 each; twenty-three
twenty-three
hundred of
of class
class one,
one, one
one hundred
copyists
messengers; ten assistant messengers;
messengers;
$900 each; two messengers;
copyists at
at $900
messenger
each, six
six at
$480 each;
each; six
skilled
six skilled
messenger boys—ten
boys-ten at
at $600
$600 each,
at $480
laborers,
laborers, who may
may act
act as
as assistant
assistant messengers
messengers when
when required,
required, at $660
$660
each;
packer, $720;
acting for
for the
the comeach; three
three laborers;
laborers; packer
$720; depositary
depositary acting
commissioner
as receiver
of public
with the
receiver of
public moneys,
moneys, $2,000,
$2,000, who
who may,
may, with
the
missioner as
ap eroval of the commissioner,
designate a
aclerk of the General
approval
commissioner, designate
General Land
Land
•;ice to
depositary in his absence;
absence; clerk
to act
act as
as such
such depositary
clerk and librarian,
librarian,
Office
$1,000;
in all,
all, $652,470.
$652,470.
$1,000; in
Per iem, etc., m
inFor
diem in
in lieu
of subsistence,
at not
exceeding $4,
of examiners
d ons.
For per
per diem
lieu of
subsistence, at
not exceeding
$4, of
examiners vestigati
vestitios.
of clerks detailed to
United States surveyors
and of
to inspect
inspect offices of
of United
surveyors
general
investigate fraudugeneral and
and other offices in public
public land
land service,
service, to
to investigate
fraudulent
trespasses on the
official
fent land entries,
entries, trespasses
the public
public lands, and cases
cases of official
misconduct,
necessary expenses
of transportation,
misconduct, actual
actual necessary
expenses of
transportation, including
including
necessary
stenographers
necessary sleeping-car
sleeping-car fares,
fares, and
and for employment
employment of
of stenographers
and other
assistants when
necessary to
conduct of
of examexamand
other assistants
when necessary
to the
the efficient
efficient conduct
inations, and when authorized by the Commissioner
Commissioner of the General
Land
Land Office,
Office, $8,000.
$8,000.
For
for the
law library,
$400.
Law books.
books.
books for
the law
library, $400.
For law
law books
lisps
For
&rate United
United States
and other
other maps,
prepared MsSibution.
Distribution.
For connected
connected and
and se
separate
States and
maps, prepared
I:ice, $20,000, all of which maps shall be delivin the General Land Office,
delivSenate and House of Representatives,
Representatives, except
except 10
ered to the Senate
10 per
per
centum, which
centum,
which shall
shall be
be delivered
delivered to the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the General
General
Land Office
Office for
for official
official purposes.
purposes. All
All maps delivered
delivered to
to the Senate
Representatives hereunder
hereunder shall be mounted with rollers
and House of Representatives
ready for
ready
for use.
use.
StateandTerritorial
State and Territorial
For
Territorial maps
of public-land
public-land States,
States, mapts.e
3rnaz s
e
For separate
separate State
State and
and Territorial
maps of
ni.arged homeincluding
showing areas
designated by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the steads
including maps
maps showing
areas designated
steiLnsa
hme
Interior under the enlarged-homestead
enlarged-homestead Acts,
Acts, prepared
prepared in
in the
the General
General
Land Office,
Office, $3,000.
$3,000.
Land
Files.
For
connection with filing
filing system, $3,000.
For appliances
appliances in connection
For steel
storage boxes
boxes for
for folded
$10,000.
For
steel storage
folded files,
files, $10,000.
in
e
I
NDIAN OFFICE:
OFFICE: Commissioner,
assistant commissioner,
commissioner, Indian Office.
INDIAwN
Commissioner, $5,000;
$5,000; assistant
$3,500;
chief
clerk,
$2,750;
financial
clerk,
$2,250;
chiefs
of
divi$3,500; chief clerk, $2,750; financial clerk, $2,250; chiefs of divisions—one $2,250, one $2,000; law clerk,
clerk, $2,000; assistant
sions-one
assistant chief of
of
division, $2,000;
$2,000; private
private secretary,
secretary, $1,800;
$1,800; examiner
examiner of
of irrigation
irrigation
division,
accounts, $1,800; draftsmen-one
draftsmen—one $1,400, one $1,200; clerks-twenty
clerks—twenty
$1,500 each,
of class four, thirty-one of
of class three,
three, two
two at $1,500
each, thirty-six
thirty-six
sixty-four of
of class
class one
stenographer),
of class
class two,
two, sixty-four
one (including
(including one
one stenographer),
thirty-one at
stenographer), thirty-four
thirty-one
at $1,000
$1,000 each
each (including
(including one
one stenographer),
thirty-four at
assistant messengers;
$900 each, one $720; messenger;
messenger; three assistant
messengers; four
four
messenger boys,
boys, at
at $420
each; in
in all,
all, $310,750.
messenger
$420 each;
$310,750.
Pension Oice.
PENSION
Commissioner, $5,000;
$5,000; deputy
commissioner, Pension Office.
OFFICE: Commissioner,
deputy commissioner,
PENSION OFFICE:
$3,600; chief clerk, $2,500; assistant chief clerk, $2,000; medical
referee, $3,000; assistant medical referee,
referee, $2,250; two qualified surmedical examiners, at $1,800 each; six
geons, at $2,000 each; eight medical
chiefs of divisions, at $2,000 each; law clerk, $2,250; chief of board
of review, $2,250; thirty-five principal examiners,
examiners, at $2,000 each;
each;*
private secretary,
assistant chiefs
$1,800
private
secretary, $2,000; ten
ten assistant
chiefs of divisions, at
at $1,800
each;
each; three stenographers,
stenographers, at $1,600
$1,600 each; disbursing clerk for the
payment of
disbursing clerk,
clerk, $2,750;
$2,750; three
three
payment
of pensions, $3,000; deputydeputy disbursing
supervising clerks
the disbursing
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each •clerksclerks—
supervising
clerks in the
disbursing division,
division, at
eighty-seven of
hundred and
eighty-seven
of class four,
four, eighty
eighty of
of class three, two
two hundred
twenty-eight of class two, two hundred and ninety-nine
ninety-nine of class one,
twenty-six
$1,000 each;
two copyists
at $900
twenty-six at
at $1,000
each; two
copyists at
$900 each;
each; twenty-three
twenty-three
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messengers; six assistant messengers; skilled
laborer, $660;
$660; mesmesmessengers;
skilled laborer,

senger
in all,
all, $1,174,920.
senger boy,
boy, $420;
$420; in
$1,174,920.
To
enable the
of Pensions
Pensions to
perform the
To enable
the Bureau
Bureau of
to perform
the duties
duties imposed
imposed
upon it
it by the Act entitled
Act for the
entitled "An Act
the retirement
retirement of
employees
of employees
in the classified civil service, and for
May
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved May
22,
books, office
22, 1920, including
including personal
personal services,
services, purchase
purchase of
of books,
office equipequipment, stationery,
stationery.,and other supplies, printing,
traveling expenses,
expenses,
printing, traveling
expenses of medical and
examinations, and
including not
to
expenses
and other examinations,
and including
not to
exceed $3,000 for compensation
compensation of two actuaries,
of the
actuaries, exclusive
exclusive of
the
Government actuary, to be fixed by the Commissioner
Government
Commissioner of
of Pensions
Pensions
with the approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and actual
actual necesnecestravel and
other expenses
of three
members of
of the
Board of
sary
travel
and
other
expenses
of
three
members
the
Board
of
Proviso.
Actuaries, $50,000:
That no
shall be
be employed
employed herePay
restriction.
Payrestriction.
Actuaries,
$50,000: Provided,
Provided,That
no person
person shall
hereunder at a
a rate of compensation
Tinder
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,740
$1,740 per annum
annum except
except
two actuaries
actuaries and the following:
following: One at $3,000,
$3,000, one at $2,400, one
one at
$2,000, and two at $1,800 each.
die, etc.,
Per diem,
etc., in-- $2,000, and two at $1,800 each.
vestigations.
For per
For
per diem at
$4 in
lieu of
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $4
in lieu
of subsistence
subsistence for
for persons
persons
employed in the Bureau of
detailed for
the purpose
of
employed
of Pensions, detailed
for the
purpose of
making special investigations
investigations pertaining
actual
pertaining to
to said
said bureau, and
and for
for actual
and other necessary expenses, including telegrams, $100,000.
Labor-saving deLabor-saving
de- and other necessary expenses, including telegrams, $100,000.
For purchase,
purchase, repair,
and exchange
exchange of
adding machines,
machines addressing
vices,
vices,etc.
de
For
repair, and
of adding
addressing
machines, typewriters,
typewriters, check-signing
check-signing machines,
machines,
machines,
and
machines,
and other laborsaving devices, furniture, filing cabinets, and postage on foreign mail,
mail,
$6,000.
Patent Office.
omce.
$6,000.
PATENT
Commissioner, $5,000;
Parr OFFICE: Commissioner,
$5,000; first
commisfirst assistant
assistant commissioner, $4,500; assistant commissioner, $3,500; chief
chief clerk (who shall
be qualified to act as principal
principal examiner),
examiner), $3,000; five
five law examiners,
examiners,
at $2,750 each; examiner of classification, $3,600; five examiners
in
examiners in
chief, at $3,500 each; two examiners
at $2,700
$2,700 each;
examiners of interferences,
interferences, at
each;
examiners of trade-marks
trade-marks and designs—one
designs-one $2,700, first
assistant
first assistant
$2,400, eight assistants
assistants at $1,500
examiners—forty-eight
$1,500 each; examiners-forty-eight
principals at $2,700 each, ninety-four first assistants at $2,400 each,
ninety-four second assistants
ninety-four
assistants at $2,100 each, ninety-four
ninety-four third
third
assistants at $1,800
$1,800 each, ninety-four fourth assistants
assistants at $1,500
$1,500
each, financial clerk, who shall give
in such
as the
give bond
bond in
such amount
amount as
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may determine, $2,250; librarian, who shall
be qualified to act as an assistant examiner, $2,000;
chiefs of
$2,000; eight
eight chiefs
of
divisions, at $2,000 each; eight assistants
at $1,800
assistants chiefs of divisions,
divisions, at
$1,800
each; private secretary,
by the
commissecretary to be selected and appointed by
the commissioner,
translator of
$1,800; clerks—eleven
sioner, $1,800;
$1,800; translator
of languages,
languages, $1,800;
clerks-eleven of
of
four,, seventeen of class three, nineteen of class two, one hundred
class four
and thirty-seven
thirty-seven of class one, ninety-three at $1,000
$1,000 each; draftsmen-one $1,600,
$1,600, one $1,400, three at $1,200
men—one
$1,200 each, four at
at $1,000
$1,000
each; ninety-two
ninety-two copyists; thirty copyists, at $720 each; three
messengers; thirty-three
thirty-three assistant messengers; thirteen laborers at
at
$600 each; forty-five
forty-five examiners'
examiners' aids (who shall be selected
without
selected without
regard to apportionment),
apportionment), at $600 each; thirty-nine
thirty-nine copy
copy pullers
pullers
(who shall be selected without regard to apportionment),
apportionment), at $480
each; in
all, $1,500,200.
each;
in all,
$1,500,200.
Books, etc.
Books,etc.
For purchase
purchase of law, professional,
professional, and other reference
reference books
books and
and
publications
and
scientific
books
and
directories,
$3,000.
weeksottWeekly
issues of pat- publications and scientific books and directories, $3,000.
ents,
For producing copies
weekly issue
issue of
of drawings
drawings of
and
ent etc.
'
For
copies of
Iet.weekly
of
of patents
patents and
designs; reproduction
reproduction of copies of drawings
drawings and
and specifications
specifications of
of
exhausted patents, designs, trade-marks, and
papers; e
sense
and other papers;
expense
of transporting
transporting publications
publications of patents issued by the
to
the TPatent
Patent Office
0 ce to
governments; production
drawings; photo
photo
foreign governments;
production of
of foreign
foreign patent
patent drawings;
prints of pending application
rawings; and photostat
prints
application drawings;
photostat supplies
supplies and
and
ary
mounts; $230,000.
dr.
mounts;
$230,000.
Investigating use of
ief
tng ue 0f
or investigating the.question of
inventions.
of public use
For
use or
or sale
sale of
of inventions
inventions
for
for two
years or
prior to
to filing
filing applications
patents, and
end such
such
two years
or more
more pnror
applications for
for patents,
other questions
applications for patents
questions arising in connection
connection with application;
patents as
Expenses under retireent Act.
scd
tirement
Ante, p.
p. 617.
617.
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may be
deemed necessary
Commissioner of Patents; and
the Commissioner
by the
necessary- by
be deemed
may
expense attending
suits instituted
instituted against
against the
Commissioner
the Commissioner
of suits
defense of
attending defense
expense
of Patents,
Patents, $500.
of
$500.

International BuBuInternational
For
United States in
in the expense of conducting the reau, Berne.
of the
the'United
share of
For the
the share
International
Berne Switzerland,
Bureau
$850.
at Berne,
Switzerland, $850.
International Bureau
Bureau at
Bureau of
of EducaEducaBUREAU
Commissioner, $5,000;
$5,000; chief
chief clerk,
$2,000; tion.
clerk, $2,000;
EDUCATION: Commissioner,
OF EDUCATION:
BUREAU OF
statistician,
specialist
in higher
higher education,
editor, $2,000; statistician,
education, $3,000; editor,
specialist in
$1,800; specialist
land-grant college
$1,800;
statistics, $1,800;
college statistics
of land-grant
charge of
in charge
specialist in
$1,800;
two translators,
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; collector
compiler
statistics,
of statistics,
of
and compiler
collector and
translators, at
two
in
$2,400; specialists—one
in foreign
educational systems and one in
foreign educational
specialists-one in
$2,400;
educational systems,
systems, at
at $1,800
of
clerks-five of class four, six of
each; clerks—five
$1,800 each;
educational
class three,
seven of
of class
class two,
$1,000
class one, thirteen at $1,000
two, nine of class
three, seven
class
each; two
copyists; two
two skilled
laborers at
messenger;
each; messenger;
$840 each;
at $840
skilled laborers,
two copyists;
each;
assistant messenger;
messenger; messenger
messenger boy,
$420; in
in all,
all, $82,860.
industria
$82,860.
boy, $420;
assistant
Rural,
industrial,
etc., education.
education, physical etc.,education.
For
of rural
rural education,
education industrial
industrial education,
investigation of
For investigation
education
and school
school hygiene,
hygiene, including
including personal
personal services in the
education and
District of
Columbia and
and elsewhere, and
and no salary shall be paid
of Columbia
District
hereunder in
of $3,500
annum, $50,000.
Travelingexpense
$3,500 per
per annum,
$50,000.
hereunder
in excess
excess of
Traveling
expenses.
For
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
commissioner and employees
the commissioner
expenses of the
For necessary
acting
his direction,
including attendance at meetings of edudirection, including
under his
acting under
cational
associations,
and
brary
and other
other organizations, $7,500.
societies,
cational associations,
Library.
educational periodicals,
For
current educational
periodicals other
other current
current
library, current
books for library,
For books
publications,
and completing
completing valuable
of periodicals,
periodicals, $500.
valuable sets
sets of
$500.
publications, and
Special reports.
For
circulars of informa- Specialeprts.
for special reports and circulars
statistics for
collecting statistics
For collecting
tion,
including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia and
tion, including
elsewhere,
$3,600.
elsewhere, $3,600.
Distributing
docnDistributing docuFor purchase,
distribution, and
documents, ments,
etc.
mantBetc.
educational documents,
of educational
and exchange
exchange of
purchase, distribution,
For
apparatus and
educational apparatus
collection,
of educational
cataloguing of
collection, exchange, and cataloguing
appliances textbooks
textbooks and educational reference
reference books, articles of
appliances,
school
furniture and
and models
school buildings illustrative of foreign
models of school
school furniture
and domestic
methods of
repairing the
education, and repairing
of education,
and methods
systems and
domestic systems
and
same,
personal services
the District of Columbia for the
services in the
including personal
same, including
purpose
of bringing
cataloguing up
up to
to date,
purpose of
bringing the
the cataloguing
date, $2,500.
$2,500.
t,etc.,edElementary,etc.,
investigations.
Ecaton investiatio.,
For investigation
of elementary
elementary and
secondary education,
education, including
including ucation
and secondary
For
investigation of
wider use of the schoolhouse
schoolhouse in cities and
evening .schools and the wider
towns, including
including personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia and Proviso.
towns,
restriction.
Pay Pay restriction.
employed herebe employed
elsewhere, $9,000:
Provided, That
person shall
shall be
That no
no person
$9,000: Provided,
elsewhere,
under
rate of
annum.
under at
at a
a rate
of compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding $3,500
indegartn educa$3,500 per
per annum.
educaKindergarten
tion .
personal tion.
For investigation
investigation of
education, including personal
kindergarten education,
of kindergarten
For
Proviso.
Provided, yrestriction.
Pay restriction.
District of Columbia and elsewhere, $6,000: Provided,
the District
services in the
That
hereunder at a
arate of compensation
compensation
shall be employed hereunder
person shall
That no person
exceeding $2,500
$2,500 per
per annum.
Arctect of
of the
exceeding
annum.
Architect
the
OFFICE
THE CAPITOL:
CAPITOL: Architect
Architect of the Capitol, Capitol.
OF THE
ARCHITECT OF
OF ARCHITECT
OFFICE OF
$6,000; chief
chief clerk
chief electrical engineer,
engineer,
accountant, $3,000; chief
and accountant,
clerk and
$6,000;
$3,750; civil
civil engineer,
construction draftsman,
draftsman, $2,000; two
$2,400; construction
engineer, $2,400;
$3,750;
compensation to disbursing
disbursing clerk, $1,000;
$1,000;
$1,200 each; compensation
clerks, at $1,200
central portion of the Capitol,
in charge of water-closets in central
laborer in
$660; laborer
laborer for
for cleaning
cleaning rotunda,
corridors, dome,
library
dome, and old library
rotunda, corridors,
S660;
portion of Capitol, $660; two laborers in charge of public closets of
portion
terrace, at $720 each;
the
Representatives and in the terrace
each;
House of Representatives
the House
forewoman of
charwomen; in all, $28,110.
charwomen, $480; eighteen charwomen;
of charwomen,
forewoman
ing,
Titleofsupersnte
Ttle
.
I co
.,f
Superintendand Grounds"
Grounds" en
The
title of
of "Superintendent
"Superintendent of
of te
the Capitol
Building and
Capitol Building
TT
The title
Buildt of Cacttol
eluildllietf.,chaned
thischage
changed to "Architect
"Architect of the Capitol,"
Capitol," but this
change sha
shall
is hereby changed
not affect
affect the
status of
the present
present incumbent
incumbent or require his reapof the
the status
not
pointment.
Con
pointment.
Contingerttexpenses.
e
CONTHiGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
OF THE
INTERIOR:
For o
IOR: For
THE INTF
DEPARTMENT OF
CONTINGENT
the Secretary and the bureaus,
office of the
contingent
of the
the office
bureaus,
expenses of
contingent expenses
offices
buildings of the department;
department; furniture, carpets, ice,
offices, and buildings
telegraphing, street car
lumber, hardware,
advertism
. g, telegraphing,
car
goods, advertising,
dry goods,
hardware, dry
lumber,
fares
expressage; purchase
exchange
purchase and exchange
exceeding $350, and expressage;
not exceeding
fares not
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of motor
cycles, and
and
of
motor trucks,
trucks, motor
motor cycles,
and bicycles;
bicycles; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
operation
of one
one motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle and
and
operation of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
motor
trucks, motor
and bicycles,
for official
official
motor trucks,
motor cycles,
cycles, and
bicycles, to
to be
be used
used only
only for
diagrams; awnings;
awnings; filing
and labor-saving
labor-saving devices;
purposes; diagrams;
filing and
devices; conconstructing
furniture; and
and other
structing model
model and
and other
other cases
cases and
and furniture;
other absolutely
absolutely
necessary expenses
expenses not
ore provided
provided for,
traveling
necessary
not hereinbef
hereinbefore
for, including
including traveling
expenses,
lights, typewriting
expenses, fuel
fuel and
and lights,
typewriting and
and labor-saving
labor-saving machines,
machines,
$150,000.
me
Supplies
For electrical
electrical power,
electric light,
window washing,
washing, and
Supples for DepartFor
power, electric
light, gas,
gas, window
and teletelebuldig. phone service
service, fuel,
oebuilding.
fuel, telephones,
telephones, window
window shades, awnings,
awnings, and other
other
and supplies
supplies as in the
the
materials and
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior may be required for
maintenance and
and operation
of
Interior
for general
general maintenance
operation of
Interior Department
$80,000.
the building for Interior
Department offices,
offices, $80,000.
Stationery,
Stationery, etc.
For stationery, including
including tags, labels, index cards,
cards, cloth-lined
cloth-lined
wrappers, and specimen
specimen bags, printed in the course of
of manufacture,
manufacture,
envelopes as are
contracts made
and such printed envelopes
are not supplied
supplied under
under contracts
made
by
for the
department and
several bureaus
bureaus
by the Postmaster General,
General, for
the department
and its
its several
Additional,
de- and offices, $85,000; and, in addition thereto, sums amounting
amounting to
Additional, deducted from
specified
ducted
from specified
appropriations.
$54,650 shall
appropriations made
the
appropriations.
$54,650
shall be
be deducted
deducted from
from other
other appropriations
made for
for the
fiscal year 1922,
1922, as follows: Surveying public
public lands,
lands, $2,500;
$2,500; protecting
protecting
public lands and timber
timber,, $2,000; contingent expenses
expenses of
of offices
offices of
of
surveyors general, $2,00d;
repairs $150;
surveyors
$2,000; Capitol Building
Building and
and repairs,
$150; GeoGeological Survey, $3,200; Bureau
Bureau of Mines,
Mines, $4,000; Indian Service,
Service,
$40,000; Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital, $800; and said sums so deducted shall
be credited to and constitute, together
together with the first-named
first-named sum of
of
$85,000,
$85,000, the total appropriation
appropriation for stationery for the department
department
and its several
bureaus and offices
offices for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1922.
several bureaus
1922.
pe iodi ca s,' For professional
Books, periodicals
professional and
books, law
books, and
books to
tooks
and scientific
scientific books,
law books,
and books
to
etc.
complete broken sets, periodicals,
periodicals, directories
complete
directories, and
and other
other books of
of
reference relating
the department,
reference
relating to
to the
the business
business of
of the
department, $750.
$750.
.
For rent of quarters
Rent.
quarters for department
department trucks, and for
for the
the storage
storage
of Patent Office models
models and exposition exhibits,
exhibits, $3,600.
$3,600.
Postage stamps.
For postage
Postage
stamps.
postage stamps for the department
department and its
bureaus, as
required
its bureaus,
as required
addressed to
under the Postal Union, to prepay postage
postage on matter addressed
Postal Union
Union countries,
countries, and for special-delivery
use in
in
special-delivery stamps
stamps for
for use
secure immediate
the United States when
when it
it is necessary
necessary to secure
immediate delivery
delivery
of mail,
mail, $2,000.
of
$2,000.
Surveyors General.
Surorsneral.
SURVEYORS GENERAL.
SURVEYORS
GENERAL.
Salaries
expenses.
expenses.

and office
office

Supra.
Supra.

Alaska.
Alaska.

Arizona.
Arizona.

California.
Califrmia.

Coloradl.
Colorado.

Idaho.

For salaries of surveyors
survey-ors general,
general, clerks in their offices,
offices, and
and contingent
tingent expenses,
expenses, including office rent, pay of messengers,
messengers, stationery,
printing,
binding, drafting
rmting, binding,
drafting instruments,
instruments, typewriters,
typewriters, furniture,
fuel,
furniture, fuel,
ights, books
books of reference
reference for office
office use, post-office
lights,
post-office box rent, and other
other
incidental
expenses, including the exchange
typewriters, as follows:
incidental expenses,
exchange of typewriters,
follows:
Alaska: Surveyor
Surveyor general and ex officio secretary
secretary of the Territory,
$4,000;
$4,000;
Clerks, $11,100;
$11,100;
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $3,500; in
in all,
all, $18,600.
Arizona: Surveyor
Surveyor general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Clerks, $17,820;
$17,820;
Contingent expenses, $600; in all, $21,420.
California: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Clerks,
Clerks, $13,500;
$13,500;
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $650; in
in all, $17,150.
Colorado: Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Clerks, $18,650;
$18,650;
Contingent
Contingent expenses, $750; in all, $22,400.
$22,400.
Idaho: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
Clerics,
$12,160;
Clerks, $12,160;
Contingent expenses, $750;
$750; in all, $15,910.
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Montana.

Montana.
Montana: Surveyor
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Surveyor general,
Montana:
Clerks, $16,980;
$16,980;
Clerks,
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $600;
$600; in
in all,
all, $20,580.
$20,580.
Contingent
Nevada.
Nevada.
Nevada:
$3,000;
general, $3,000;
Surveyor general,
Nevada: Surveyor
Clerks,
$12,060;
Clerks, $12,060;
Contingent
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $400;
$400; in
in all,
all, $15,460.
$15,460.
New Mexico
Mexico.
New
Surveyor general,
$3,000;
general, $3,000;
Mexico: Surveyor
New Mexico:
Clerks,
$18,000;
Clerks, $18,000;
Contingent
$900; in
in all,
all, $21,900.
expenses, $900;
Contingent expenses,
Ore
gon.
Oregon.
Oregon:
Surveyor general,
$3,000;
general, $3,000;
Oregon: Surveyor
Clerks,
$9,510;
Clerks, $9,510;
$13,110.
Contingent
expenses, $600; in all, $13,110.
Contingent expenses,
South Dakota.
contingent South Dakota.
South
clerks, $3,100; contingent
general, $2,000; clerks,
Surveyor general,
Dakota: Surveyor
South Dakota:
expenses '$200;
in all,
$5,300.
all, $5,300.
$200; in
expenses,
Utah.
Utah: Surveyor
$3,000;
general, $3,000;
Surveyor general,
Utah:
Clerks, $14,020;
$14,020;
Clerks,
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $725;
in all,
all, $17,745.
$17,745.ashton
$725; in
Contingent
Washington.
Washington:
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
Washington: Surveyor
Clerks, $9,740;
$9,740;
Clerks,
Contingent
$750; in all,
$13,490.
all, $13,490.
expenses, $750;
Contingent expenses,
Wyoming.
Wyoming.
Wyoming:
general, $3,000;
Surveyor general,
Wyoming: Surveyor
Clerks,
$9,980;
Clerks, $9,980;
Contingent
expenses, $500;
$500; in
all, $13,480.
in all,
$13,480.
Contingent expenses,
Restriction on clerk
hire.
Expenses
the foregoing
appropriations for clerk hire.
foregoing appropriations
to the
chargeable to
Expenses chargeable
general
hire and
and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses in
in the
the offices
of the surveyors general
offices of
hire
shall not
be incurred
incurred by
.
by the
surveyors general in the
respective surveyors
the respective
not be
shall
authorization
conduct
said offices,
except upon previous specific authorization
offices, except
of said
conduct of
Temporary
by
the
Commissioner
of
the
General
Land
Office.
Office.
Land
General
of
the
Commissioner
the
by
Temporary details
details
authorized.
The Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
authorized to
to detail
detail temporarily
temporarily authorized.
is authorized
Secretary of
The
clerks
office of
one surveyor
surveyor general
general to another
another as the
of one
the office
from the
clerks from
necessities
and to
to pay
pay their
actual necessary
necessary
their actual
require and
may require
service may
the service
of the
necessities of
such office out of
traveling
expenses in
going to
returning from such
and returning
to and
in going
traveling expenses
the appropriation
appropriation for
surveying the
the public lands. A detailed statefor surveying
the
ment
of traveling
hereunder shall bee made to
to
incurred hereunder
expenses incurred
traveling expenses
ment of
Congress at
the beginning
beginning of
thereof.
each regular session thereof.
of each
at the
Conoress
Office work, ssurveys
in railroad land g
urv
raire.
The
of the
the fund
by the
the Act of March 2, 1895 (Twenty- inrairoadlandgrant.
created by
fund created
use of
The use
Vol. 28, p. 937.
937.
VX,.
general's Proviso.
eighth Statutes,
office work in the surveyors
surveyors general's
937), for office
Statutes, page 937),
eighth
Provided, That Limit.
30, 1921: Provided,
offices is
is extended
year from
June 30,
from June
one year
for one
extended for
offices
the purposes
not
to
exceed
$25,000
of
this
fund
shall
be
used
for
the
for
used
be
shall
fund
this
not to exceed $25,000 of
above
indicated.
above indicated.
GOVERNMENT
THE TERRITORIES.
TERRITORIES.
IN THE
GOVERNMENT IN
TERRITORY OF
OF ALASKA:
Governor, $7,000;
$7,000; four judges,
judges, at $7,500
ALASKA: Governor,
TERRITORY
each;
at $5,000
each;
four marshals, at $4,000 each;
$5,000 each; four
attorneys, at
four attorneys
each; four
$87,000.
all, $87,000.
four
at $3,500
$3,506 each;
each; in all,
clerks, at
four clerks,
exceed
to exceed
For
incidental and
and contingent
expenses, clerk
clerk hire,
not to
hire not
contingent expenses,
For incidental
$2,500; janitor
for the
governor's office and the executive
the governor's
service for
janitor service
$2,500;
governor
mansion,
not to
exceed $1,200;
$1,200; traveling
expenses of the governor
traveling expenses
to exceed
mansion, not
while
on official
official business;
business; repair and preservapreservacapital on
the capital
from the
absent from
while absent
tion of
of executive
furniture and for care of grounds;
and furniture
mansion and
executive mansion
tion
stationery,
water, and fuel; in all, $7,500, to be expended
expended
lights, water,
stationery, lights,
under the
direction of
of the
governor.
the .governor.
the direction
under
TERRITORY OF
OF HAWAII:
secretary, $4,000; chief
Governor, $7,000; secretary,
HAWAII: Governor,
TERRITORY
$28,000.
justice, $6,000;
$6,000; two
two associate
associate justices, at $5,500
$5,500 each; in all, $28,000.
justice,
For
judges of
courts, at $4,000 each, so much
much as may be
circuit courts,
of circuit
For judges
the fiscal year 1922.
necessary, for
1922.
for the
necessary,
For
expenses, to
be expended
expended by the governor, for
for
to be
contingent expenses,
For contingent
the
secretary to the
$1,200; private
stationery,
private secretary
incidentals, $1,200;
and incidentals,
postage, and
stationery, postage,
governor,
$2,250; in
in all,
all, $3,450.
$3,450.
governor, $2,250;

Government in
in the
the
Teri1ent
Territories.
Alaska.

Hawaii.
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Post
DepartPost Office
Office Department.
ment.

OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
POST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT .

Postmaster General,
dPotstenr
chief
clerk, etc.General,

OFFICE, POSTMASTER
GENERAL: Postmaster
Postmaster General,
chief
OFFICE,
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
General, $12,000;
$12,000; chief

clerk, including
$500 as
as superintendent
of buildings,
$4,000; private
clerk,
including $500
superintendent of
buildings, $4,000;
private
secretary,
appointment clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
secretary, $2,500;
$2,500; disbursing clerk, $2,250; appointment
$2,000;
assistant
to
chief
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; confidential
confidential clerk
clerk to
Postmaster
Chienpector,
assistant
to
chief
clerk,
to
Postmaster
Chief inspector, purchasin
ga
gent, etc.
etc.
General,
board of
of inspection,
inspection, $2,000;
chief ininchasingagent,
General, $2,000;
$2,000; chairman,
chairman, board
$2,000; chief
chief clerk
to chief
spector, $4,000;
$4,000; chief
clerk to
chief inspector,
inspector, $2,000;
$2,000; purchasing
purchasing
agent,
purchasing agent, $2,000;
assistant
agent, $4,000;
$4,000; chief clerk
clerk to
to purchasing
$2,000; assistant
attorneys-one $4,500,
attorneys—one
$4,500, one $3,500,
$3,500, two at
each, one
$2,500,
at $2,750 each,
one $2,500,
lerks, etc.
etc.
Clerks,

one $2,000;
$2,000; bond
one
bond examiner,
law clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks—one
examiner, $2,500;
$2,500; law
clerks-one
hundred and sixteen of class four, one hundred and seventy
seventy of class
three, two hundred and sixty-eight
sixty-eight of class two, three hundred
hundred and
ten of class one, one hundred and thirty-eight at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, twentytwentysix at $900 each; skilled
skilled draftsmen-one
draftsmen—one $2,000,
$2,000, three
three at $1,800
$1,800 each,
eight at $1,600 each, five at $1,400 each, seven at
at $1,200 each; map
mounter' $1,200;
$1,200 assistant
map mounter,
blue printer,
$900;
mounter,
assistant map
mounter, $1,000;
$1,000; blue
printer, $900;
assistant blue printer, $840; telegrapher, $1,400; typewriter repairer,
repairer,
MesFeeers,
atc $1,200; three telephone switchboard operators; six messengers in
m
r cnger
ee
s
6 ,r,h. $1,200; three telephone switchboard operators; six messengers in
charge
charge of mails, at $900 each; thirty messengers; eighteen assistant
assistant
messengers;
messengers; captain of the watch,
watch, $1,200; additional
additional to
to three watchwatchmen acting as lieutenants of watchmen,
$120 each; thirty-four
watchmen, at $120
thirty-four
watchmen;
watchmen; two engineers,
engineers, at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; nine assistant engineers,
engineers,
at $1,000
$1,000 each; two blacksmiths or steam fitters,
$1,000 each;
each;
fitters, at $1,000
elevator conductors,
three oilers, at $840 each; sixteen firemen;
firemen; twenty elevator
conductors,
at $720 each; chief engineer, $1,600; assistant
assistant electricians-two
electricians—two at
at
$1,200 each, three at $1,000 each; two dynamo tenders, at $900 each;
each;
Capenters,laborers,
carpenters-one $1,600,
plasterer
carpeenters,iaborers, carpenters—one
$1,600, one $1,200,
$1,200, two at $1,000 each; plasterer
etc.
and mason, $1,200;
$1,200; awning maker, $1,000;
$1,000; painters-one
painters—one $1,200, one
$1,000; plumbers
plumbers-one
one $1,200, one $1,000;
laborers—foreman $900,
$900,
$1,000; laborers-foreman
assistant foreman $840,
$840, two at $840 each, seventy-eight
seventy-eight at $720
each, four at $660 each;
each; female laborers
one $540,
laborers-one
$540, three at
at $500
$500
each,
each; fifty-eight
each, seven at $480 each,fifty-eight charwomen;
necessary
charwomen; actual and necessary
expenses
expenses of the purchasing agent
agent while traveling
the
traveling on
on business
business of
of the
department,
$500; in
in all,
$1,7101430.
Clerko ral
department, $500;
all, $1,710,430.
Clerks
on railroad
or the
authorized by
Post Office
Appropriation
prtation.
For
the following
transportation.
following force
force authorized
by the
the Post
Office Appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1917 and heretofore paid from the appropriation
appropriation
transportation, namely:
Clerls-two of class four, two
for railroad
railroad transportation
namely: Cler—two
of class three, ten of class two, and forty-six of class one;
one; in all,
$76,000.
$76,000.
Readustments
In making readjustments
hereunder, the salary of any clerk in
Readjustments o
o
f
readjustments hereunder,
in
salaries.
any class may
may be fixed by the Postmaster General
General at $100 below the
salary
fixed by law for such class and the unused
salary fixed
unused portion of such
salary shall be used to increase
increase the salary
any clerk
clerk in
in any
any class
class
salary of
of any
entitled thereto by not less
less than $100 above the salary fixed by law
law
A^ssiments to
The Postmaster
reantl!guinents
to bix'
. for such class.
The
Postmaster General shall assig
assign to
t
o th
thee severa
severall
bureaus, offices,
offices, and divisions
divisions of the Post
Office Department
Post Office
Department such
such
authorized as may be necessary
number of the employees
employees herein authorized
necessary to
perform
perform the work required therein;
therein; and he shall submit a
statement
a statement
assignments and the number employed
showing such
such assignments
employed at the various
salaries in the annual Book of Estimates following the estimates for
for
salaries in the Post Office Department.
salaries
master
ASSISTANT
rosTmASTER GENERAL:
GENERAL: First
Assistant
OFFICE, FIRST
FIR
AST
mast
er General
General. Paetr OvricE,
ANT POSTAS8TEB
First Assistant
w
div
=t
e
e
t
rento of
Postmaster General,
General, $5,000;
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; division
division of
office
'tendents
ot Postmaster
$5,000; chief
of post
post office
service-superintendent
$4,000, assistant
assistant superintendent
superintendent $3,000,
$3,000,
service—superintendent $4,000,
clerk in,
in charge $2,250,
superintendents at $2,000 each;
$2,250, two assistant superintendents
each;
division of postmasters'
postmasters' appointments-superintendent
appointments—superintendent $3,000, two
assistant superintendents
each; superintendent,
superintendent, division
superintendents at
at $2,000 each;
division
letter, $2,500;
correspondence, $2,000; in
of dead letters,
$2,500; chief, division of correspondence,
in
$32,250.
all, $32,250.
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Second
Assistant
OFFICE, SECOND
SECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL: Second
Second Assist- Postmaster
OFFICE,
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
Second General.
Assistant
General.
Postmaster
Superintendents
of
ant Postmaster
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
division of rail- superintendents of
$2,500; division
$5,000; chief
General, $5,000;
Postmaster General,
ant
divisions, etc.

way
assistant superintendent
superintendent div slons, etc.
$3,000, assistant
way adjustments—superintendent
adjustments-superintendent $3,000,
$2,250;
mails—superintendent $3,000,
assistant
foreign mails-superintendent
$3,000, assistant
$2,250; division
division of
of foreign
superintendent
$2,000; division of railway mail service—general
service-general
superintendent $2,000;
superintendent
superintendent $3,500, chief
superintendent $4,000, assistant general superintendent
clerk
all, $27,250.
$27,250.
clerk $2,000;
$2,000; in
in all,
Assistant
Third Assistant
Third
Postmaster General.
OFFICE,
THIRD ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
General.
Assistant Postmaster
Third Assistant
GENERAL: Third
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE, THIRD
Superintendents of
Postmaster
General, $5,000; chief clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; division of postal divisions,
diusPoes, etc.
etc.
Postmaster General,
savings
director $4,800, assistant director
director $3,000,
$3,000, chief
savings-director
chief clerk $2,500,
clerk in charge of administrative
administrative section, and clerk in charge
charge of
$2,000 each; superintendents
superintendents of divisions-stamps
divisions—stamps
audit section, at $2,000
$2,750,
Postmaster
$2,750, finance (who shall give bond in such amount as the Postmaster
General
for the faithful
may determine
determine for
faithful discharge of his duties)
General may
$2,250, classification $2,750, registered mails $2,500, money orders
$2,750;
chief clerk,
clerk, division
division of
money orders,
in all,
all, $37,050. Fourth
Fourth Assistant
$2,750; chief
of money
orders, $2,250; in
Assistant
OFFICE,
FOURTH ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
GENERAL: Fourth
Fourth Assist- Postmaster General.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE, FOURTH
Superintendents of
ant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
of
disloneniSsetc.
division of
of rural
rural divisions,
$2,500; division
General, $5,000;
$5,000; chief
ant
mails—superintendent
mails-superintendent $3,000, chief clerk $2,000; division of equipment and supplies—superintendent
supplies-superintendent $3,000, chief clerk $2,000;
topographer,
$19,900.
topographer, $2,400; in all, $19,900.
Total
Total salaries,
salaries, $1,902,880.
$1,902,880.
Contingent expenses.
Statontry.ePe.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
DEPARTMENT: For stationery
stationery Stationery.
OFFICE DEPARTMENT:
EXPENSES, POST
POST OFFICE
CONTINGENT
and blank books,
books, index and guide cards, folders, and binding devices,
including purchase of free penalty
penalty envelopes,
envelopes, $30,000.
Heating plants, etc.
For fuel
and repairs
lighting, ice,
ice, and
plant, Heating plants, etc.
and power
power plant,
heating, lighting,
to heating,
repairs to
For
fuel and
including
repairs
to
elevators,
purchase
and
exchange
of
tools,
and
including repairs to elevators, purchase and exchange
electrical
electrical supplies,
supplies, and
and removal
removal of
of ashes,
ashes, $60,000.
$60,000.
Telegraphing.
Telegraphing.
For telegraphing,
For
telegraphing, $6,500.
$6,500.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
maintenance of horses and
exchange, hire, and maintenance
purchase, exchange,
For purchase,
horse-drawn
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles and
horse-drawn and
and motor-driven
and repair
repair Proviso.
ro.
Army
Delivery of Army
Provided, Delivery
of
vehicles, including
including motor
and harness,
harness, $3,100: Provided,
trucks and
motor trucks
of vehicles,
truck.
That the Secretary
Secretary of
therefor truck.
shall transfer
transfer without payment therefor
of War shall
That
to
Postmaster General
the Post
Office Department a
a
Post Office
for use
use of
of the
General for
to the
the Postmaster
one-ton
one-ton motor
motor truck.
truck.
Rent.
For rent
rent of
of stables, $500.
$500.
iscellaneou.
Miscellaneous.
For
miscellaneous items, including purchase, exchange, and repair
For miscellaneous
of
typewriters, adding
adding machines, and other labor-saving devices;
devices;
of typewriters,
street
car fares
fares not exceeding
coverings;
exceeding $540; plumbing; floor coverings;
street car
postage
addressed abroad
which is
is not
not
abroad which
for correspondence
correspondence addressed
postage stamps
stamps for
exempt
under article 11 of the Rome convention of the Universal
exempt under
Postal
Union, $50,000,
of which
exceeding $13,000
$13,000 may
may
not exceeding
which sum not
$50,000, of
Postal Union,
be expended
expended for telephone
telephone service, and not exceeding
exceeding $1,800 may
ma
be expended
expended for purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange of law books, book of reference,
directories, books necessary
conduct
necessary to conduct
railway guides, city directories,
erence, railway
the
the department;
and repairs
repairs to
buildings. Ftee
department buildings.
to department
of the
department; and
the business
business of
Furniture, etc.
For
furniture and
and filing
cabinets, $8,500.
$8,500.
For furniture
filing cabinets,
Official
G L)
.(i
f
e
f.
icial Postal
For publication
of copies
copies of
Official Postal
Guide, $125,000.
$125,000. Guide.
Postal Guide,
of the
the Official
For
publication of
And
authorize the sale to the public of
General may authorize
Postmaster General
And the Postmaster
Official
at the
the total cost thereof, the proceeds of such
Guides at
Official Postal
Postal Guides
sale
sale to be
be covered
covered into
into the Treasury
Treasury as a
a miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipt.
receipt.
at, etc., to City
city
Heat,
Post ofice
Office Building.
For reimbursement
reimbursement of
of the
the Government
Printing Office
Office for
for the
the cost
Building.
cost Post
Government Printing
For
Reimbursement
for.
Reimbursement forebsment
of furnishing
furnishing steam for heating and electric
electric current for lighting and
power
Department Building at Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Office Department
power to the Post Office
Avenue
and North
Capitol Street,
Street, District
District of Columbia, $45,000, or
North Capitol
Avenue and
so
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
Postal
service appro.
so much
PostalserviceapproAppropriations
for the
service of the Post
Department priationnot
F
or
nageon not ton be
t! used
used
Post Office Department
the service
made for
Appropriations made
vol.5,
i 5, p.. so.
in
expended for Vol.
SfeD.
conformity with the Act of July 2, 1836, shall not be expended
in conformity
any of
the purposes
purposes herein provided for
on account
account of the Post
for on
of the
any
Office Department
Department in the District of Columbia.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF
OF THE
GENERAL: Attorney
Attorney General,
$12,000;
OFFICE
THE ATTORNEY
ATTORNEY GENERAL:
General, $12,000;
Solicitor
General, $10,000;
$10,000; assistant
assistant to the
Attorney General,
General, $9,000;
Solicitor General,
the Attorney
$9,000;
Assistant
Attorneys
General,
at
$7,500
each;
the
six
Solicitors for Depart- six
Attorneys
$7,500
each;
Solicitor
for
SolicitorsforDepartments, etc.
mens, etc.
Department of
the Interior,
Interior, $5,000;
Department
of the
$5,000; Solicitor for the Post Office
Office
Department, $5,000; Solicitor of Internal Revenue,
Solicitor
assistAttorneys,
Attorneys,
assist- Department, $5,000; Solicitor of Internal Revenue, $5,000; Solicitor
for the Department of State, $5,000; four attorneys at
$5,000 each,
ants, etc.
at $5,000
each,
one of
of whom
charge of
of all
all condemnation
one
whom shall
shall have
have charge
condemnation proceedings
proceedings in
in
the District
of Columbia
and supervise
the examination
and
the
District of
Columbia and
supervise the
examination of
of titles
titles and
matters
such condemnation
condemnation proceedings
in which
which the
matters arising
arising from
from such
proceedings in
the
United States shall
have an
no special
United
shall be
be aa party
party or have
an interest,
interest, and no
special
than of
of those
those proattorney or
or counsel, or services
services of piersons
persons other than
provided for herein, shall be
be employed
such purposes;
attorneys—
employed for
for such
purposes; attorneysone
fourteen at
one $4,500,
$4,500, one
one $3,750,
$3,750, four
four at $3,500
$3,500 each, one
one $3,250,
$3,250, fourteen
at
$3,000 each,
each, two
two at $2,500 each;
each; assistant attorneys—one
attorneys-one $3,500,
$3,500,
two
$3,000 each,
each, two
two at
at $2,750
five at
each, one
each, five
at $2,500
$2,500 each,
one
two at
at $3,000
$2,750 each,
each; assistant examiner
examiner of
titles, $2,000;
$2,000;
$2,400, two at $2,000
$2,000 each;
of titles,
Chief
clerk,
law
chief clerk
clerk and administrative
superintendent
administrative assistant and ex officio superintendent
law chief
hieft
clerks,
etc.clerk,
assistant
$500; assistant
of buildings,
$3,500; superintendent
buildings, $500;
of buildings,
superintendent of
buildings, $3,500;
of
chief clerk, $3,000; private
private secretary and assistant to the Attorney
Attorney
General,
Attorney General, $1,800;
$1,800; stenographer
stenographer
General, $3,600;
$3,600; clerk to
to the
the Attorney
to the Solicitor General, $1,600; law clerks—three
clerks-three at $2,000 each,
two at
each; clerk
clerk in
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
u tendent oftwo
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
in the
the office
office of
of Solicitor
Solicitor of
Superintendent
of
prisons.
$1,800; attorney
attorney- in
pardons, $3,600;
superintendent of
of
prsnons.
o $1,800;
in charge
charge of pardons,
$3,600; superintendent
prisons,
$4,000;
disbursing
clerk,
$2,750;
appointment
clerk,
$2,000;
$2,000;
clerk,
appointment
$2,750;
clerk,
disbursing
$4,000;
prisons,
d
nvesttion
Investigation divi•
sMn.
chief of
division of
of investigation,
librarian, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks—
son.
chief
of division
clerksinvestigation, $4,000; librarian,
n
ler
messengers,
class two, twentytwentyClerks ' messeng
ers ' eight of class four, twelve of class three,
three, twelve of class
etc.
seven
of class
one, sixteen
$1,000 each,
each, fifteen
fifteen at
at $900
each; chief
seven of
class one,
sixteen at
at $1,000
$900 each;
chief
messenger, $1,000; packer, $900; messenger, $960; six messengers;
messengers;
thirteen assistant messengers; seven laborers; seven watchmen;
thirteen
watchmen;
engineer, $1,200; two assistant
assistant engineers, at $900 each; two telephone
switchboard operators;
firemen; four
elevator conductors,
at
switchboard
operators; four
four firemen;
four elevator
conductors, at
Division
of
Ac- $720
head charwoman,
charwoman, $480; twenty-four
twenty-four charwomen.
Division
otmison
of A'
$720 each;
each; head
charwomen. Division
counts.
Accounts: Chief, $3,000; administrative
of Accounts:
accountant, $3,000; chief
administrative accountant,
bookkeeper
examiners-two at $2,500 each,
bookkeeper and record clerk, $2,200; examiners—two
four
at $1,800
each; clerksclerks—
four at $2,250
$2,250 each,
each, two at $2,000
$2,000 each, three
three at
$1,800 each;
three of class four, six of class three, six of class two, five of class one,
three at $900 each; in all, $487,310.
Contingentexpenses.
Contingent
expenses. three at $900 each; in all, $487,310.
CONTINGENT
carC
ONTINGENT EXPENSES: For furniture and repairs, including
including carpets, file holders, and cases, $6,000.
For books for law library of the department, including
including their
exchange, $3,000.
$3,000.
exchange,
For purchase
purchase of session laws and statutes
statutes of
of the
the States
States and
and TerriTerritories for library of department,
department, including their exchange, $500.
$500.
For books for office
office of Solicitor of the Department of Commerce,
Commerce,
$300.
Stationery.
For books
for office
or o
Department of
of Labor,
For
books for
office of
of Solicit
Solicitor
offth
thee Department
Labor, $500.
$500.
F
For
several bureaus, $15,000.
$15,000.
or stationery
stationery for department
department and its several
Miscelaneous
Ifi.scellaneous.
For miscellaneous
fuel,
miscellaneous expenditures,
expendituns, including telegraphing, fuel,
lights, foreign postage, labor, repairs
repairs of buildings, care of
grounds,
of grounds,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, typewriters and adding machines
books of reference,
machines and
exchange of same, street car fares not exceeding
exchange
exceeding $300, and other
other
necessaries, directly
directly ordered
ordered by
the Attorney
Attorney General,
$40,000.
Vehicles,
General, $40,000.
by the
necessaries,
vehicles, etc.
etc.
For official transportation, including the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
operation of aamotor-driven
motor-driven passenger
passenger car, delivery truck,
truck, and
and motor
motor
cycle, to be used only for official purposes, and purchase
purchase and repair of
bicycles, $3,000.
$3,000.
bicycles,
Rent.
Rant
For rent of buildings and parts
buildings in
in the
the District
District of
parts of buildings
of
Columbia,
Colombia, $36,000, if space can not be assigned by the Public Buildings Commission in buildings under the control
control of that commission.
Attorney
Attorney
General,
General,
Solicitor General, Assistants,
etc.
sistants, etc.
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Solicitor
of the
sohcitor of
OF THE
OFFICE
OF SOLICITOR
OFFICE OF
SOLICITOR OF
THE TREASURY:
TREASURY: Solicitor,
Solicitor, $5,000; two
Treasury.
assistant
also discharge
dischargeeas
assistant solicitors, at $3,000
$3,000 each; chief clerk, who shall also
the duties of chief law clerk, $2,250; law clerk, $2,000; two docket
docket
clerks, at $2,000 each; clerks-two
clerks—two of class four, two of class
class three,
three,
laborer; in all, $30,230.
two of class two; assistant messenger; laborer;
Law books.
including their
exchange, for
office of
Solicitor of
of Law
For law books,
books, including
their exchange,
for office
of the
the Solicitor
books.
the Treasury, $500.
DepartOFFICE OF
OF SOLICITOR
THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF COMMERCE:
Solicitor,
DepartOFFICE
SOLICITOR OF
OF THE
COMMERCE: Solicitor,
ment of Commerce.
clerks-two of class mentofCommerce.
Solicitor, $5,000; Assistant Solicitor, $3,000; clerks—two
four, two of class three, three of class two, one of class one; messenger; in all, $21,040.
Solicitor,
DepartOFFICE
OF SOLICITOR
SOLICITOR OF
OF THE
nit; DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR:
LABOR: Solicitor,
Solicitor ; menotof Labor.
OFFICE OF
ment of Labor.
$5,000;
law clerk,
$2,000; clerks—two
class four,
two
of
class
one;
$5,000; law
clerk, $2,000;
clerks-two of
of class
four, two of class one;
messenger; in all, $13,840.
$13,840.
messenger;

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.
COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT

Department of ComDepartment
Corn-

merentofommerce.

Secretary,
Assistant,
Secretary, Assistant,
$12,000;
$1;000; cerksetc.
clerks, etc.
Assistant Secretary, $5,000; assistant to the Secretary,
private
Secretary, $2,750; private
secretary to the Secretary, $2,500; confidential
Secretary,
secretary
confidential clerk to the Secretary,
Secretary, $2,100; chief clerk
$1,800; private secretary to Assistant Secretary,
disbursing clerk, $3,000; chiefs of diviand superintendent,
superintendent, $3,000; disbursing
sions—appointments
supplies $2,100;
$2,100;
sions-appointments $2,500,
$2,500, publications
publications $2,500,
$2,500, supplies
assistant chief, division of publications,
publications, $2,000; clerks—ten
clerks-ten of class
twenty of class one,
four, nine of class three, thirteen of class two, twenty
fourteen at $1,000 each, thirteen
telephone operthirteen at $900 each; two telephone
messenger to the Secretary,
Secretary, $1,000; five mesators, at $720 each; messenger
sengers; five assistant messengers;
messengers; nine messenger boys, at $480 each;
each;
chief engineer and electrician, $1,400; assistant engineer, $1,000;
$1,000;
skilled laborers—one
$900, two at $840 each, five at $720
laborers-one $1,000, one $900,
$720
each; three elevator conductors, at $720 each; three firemen; sixteen
sixteen
laborers; cabinetmaker, $1,200; carpenter, $900; chief watchman,
watchman,
laborers;
$900;
twenty-five charwomen;
charwomen; in
$196,050.
$900; nine
nine watchmen; twenty-five
in all, $196,050.
Lighthouses Bureau.
BUREAU OF
ComBUREAU
OF LIGHTHOUSES:
LIGHTHOUSES: Commissioner, $5,000;
Lighthouss
Bureau.
$5,000; deputy commissioner,
$4,000; chief constructing
constructing engineer, $4,000; superintendent
missioner, $4,000;
superintendent
construction, $4,000;
$4,000; chief
chief clerk,
clerk $2,400;
$2,400; clerks-one
clerks—one $2,000,
$2,000,
of naval construction,
two of class four, two of class three, three of class two, five of class
one, seven at $1,000
messenger; assistant
$1,000 each, two at $900 each; messenger;
assistant
messenger; messenger boy, $480; assistant engineers-one
engineers—one $3,000, one
$2,000; draftsmen—one
$2,400, one $2,250, one $2,000;
draftsmen-one $2,200, one $2,000,

SECRETARY:
OFFICE OF
or THE
THE S
ECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce,

two at
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, one
one $1,600;
$68,290.
two
$1,600; in
in all,
all, $68,290.
rres
BUREAU OF
OF CENSUS:
CENSUS: For
and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for
For salaries
salaries and
BUREAU
for Citeinasus
aaries
taking, compiling,
compiling, and
publishing the
the Fourteenth
Census of
the penses
taking,
and publishing
Fourteenth Census
of the
enses for
for
Census.

and

Buraeaul..

United States; for rent of office quarters outside the District of
Columbia and
rent of
garage in
in the
the District
Columbia; books
books of
Columbia
and rent
of aagarage
District of
of Columbia;
of
reference; printing; and for carrying
decennial census
census
reference;
carrying on during the decennial
authorized and directed
directed by law, including purperiod all other work authorized
chase, rental, construction,
repair of card-punching,
card-sorting,
chase,
construction, and repair
card-punching, card-sorting,
and card-tabulating
card-tabulating machinery;
machinery; maintenance, operation, and repair
repair
of a
a motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle to be used only for
official
official purposes; experimental
experimental work in developing, improving, and
constructing an integrating
counter for use
in statistical
integrating counter
use in
statistical work;
work;
machinery and other mechanical appliances;
appliances; technical
technical
repairs to such machinery
mechanical services in connection therewith,
and mechanical
therewith, and purchase,
purchase,
rental, construction,
exchange of equipment and mechanical
construction, repair, exchange
mechanical
appliances;
appliances; and including personal services
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia
$1,000,000: Provided,
the Secretary
Comand in
in the
the field,
field, $1,000,000:
Provided, That
That the
Secretary of
of Commerce is authorized, in his discretion, to suspend
suspend during
d
decennial
the decennial
census period such work of the Census Office,
Office, other than the Fourteenth Census,
Census, as he may deem advisable.
advisable.

n

exex-

Fourteenth
Fourteenth

Printing

Printing, etc.

Proviso.
o of oth
S
Suspension
other
k
work.

wor -
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BUREAU
COMMERCE:
BUREAU" OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC C
OMMERCE: Director,
Director, $6,000;
$6,000;

directors—one $3,500, one
secretary, $1,800;
$1,800;
one $3,000; private secretary,
assistant directors-one
ten chiefs of
of divisions,
divisions, at
at $2,500 each; assistant chief of division,
$2,250;
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
commerce and
finance, $2,000;
$2,000;
and finance,
on commerce
expert on
$2,250; expert
$2,250; chief
commercial
economist, $2,750;
$2,500, one
one
of sections—one
sections-one $2,500,
$2,750; chiefs
chiefs of
commercial economist,
$2,000;
translators—one $2,000, one
one $1,800, two at $1,400 each;
$2,000; translators-one
editorial
of class
class four,
four , twelve
twelve of
of
$2,000; clerks—fourteen
clerks-fourteen of
assistant, $2,000;
editorial assistant,
class
three, two
two at
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
twenty-two of class two, thirty-five of
each, twenty-two
class three,
class
twenty at
$1,000 each,
at $900
two mesmes$900 each;
each; two
each, fourteen
fourteen at
at $1,000
one, twenty
class one,
sengers; four
at
two messenger
messenger boys, at
messengers; laborer; two
assistant messengers;
sengers;
four assistant
$420 each;
each; in
in all,
$220,510.
all, $220,510.
$420

Commercial
Commercial attaches:
attaches: For commercial
commercial attaches,
attaches, to be appointed
appointed
by
the
Secretary
of
Commerce,
after
examination
be held
held under
under his
his
to be
by the Secretary of Commerce, after examination to
direction
determine their competency,
accredited through
competency, and to be accredited
direction to determine
Department, whose
report
whose duties shall be to investigate and report
the State Department,
upon
manufacturing industries
of
and trade
trade of
industries and
in the
the manufacturing
such conditions
conditions in
upon such
foreign countries
as may
may be
United States;
States; and
to the
the United
and for
for
foreign
countries as
be of
of interest
interest to
Clerks, etc.
one clerk
of said
be paid
paid a
asalary
attaches to
to be
salary not
not
clerk to
to each
each of
said commercial
commercial attaches
erks,etc.
traveling and subsistence
to exceed $2,000 each and for necessary traveling
Post,
p. 1303.
1303.
Pot, p.
expenses
expenses of officers,
officers, rent outside of the District of Columbia, purchase
periodicals, travel
travel to and from the
reference and periodicals,
of reports, books of reference
exchange on
all other
other necessary
necessary
on official checks,
checks, and all
States, exchange
United States,
expenses not
foregoing; such commercial
attaches
commercial attaches
expenses
not included in the foregoing;
serve directly under the Secretary
report
Secretary of Commerce and shall report
shall serve
directly
to
him,
$171,000.
Promotion
of
com.
directly
to
him,
$171,000.
Promotson of cornin the
investigations in
merce,
etc.
For
including field
field investigations
expenses, including
For all
all necessary
necessary expenses,
meree,etc.
United States and abroad, purchase
purchase of documents,
documents, plans,
plans, specifications,
manuscripts, and
publications for the promotion of
and all other
other publications
tions, manuscripts,
the commercial
interests of
of the
exchange on
on official
official
States, exchange
United States,
the United
commercial interests
the
p. 1303.
3
Post, p.
Post,
p 1
promote
checks, and rent outside the District of Columbia, to further
further promote
and develop the foreign and domestic commerce of the United States,
$325,000, to
to be
under the
the direction
the Secretary
Secretary .of
of the
direction of
expended under
be expended
$325,000,
Proviso.
Proiso.
Branch
Branch offices.
ofices.
Commerce:
foregoing
Commerce: Provided,
Provided, That not more than $100,000 of the foregoing
expenses of branch offices in the United
sum shall be used for the expenses
States.
States.
Promoting
comTo further
and develop
develop the
the commerce
the United
United States
States
To
further promote
promote and
commerce of
of the
merce with South
outh and
Central America.
of exincluding
the
employment
and
Central
America,
with
and
Central
America,
including
the
employment
with
South
Central Amer.
Post, p. 1303.
'p
perts
and special
special agents
perts and
agents in
in the
the District
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
District of
of Columbia
purchase
purchase of books of reference and periodicals, reports, travelingand
traveling and
subsistence expenses of officers
officers and employees, exchange
exchange on
on official
official
necessary incidental expenses
expenses not included
checks, and all other necessary
included in
Secretary of
the foregoing,
foregoing, to be expended under the direction
direction of the Secretary
$100,000.
Commerce, $100,000.
c- Commerce,
Promoting
Promoting
commerce =withe
with the Far
mr
To
To further
promote and
develop the
States
further promote
and develop
the commerce
commerce of
of the
the United
United States
East.
experts
special
employment
of
including
the
FarEast,
3
with
East.
the
Far
East,
including
employment
experts
and
special
Post, p. 1303.
P.l
Po,
agents
elsewhere, purchase
purchase of books
agents in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
of reference and periodicals, reports, traveling and subsistence expenses of officers and employees, exchange
exchange on official checks, and all
other necessary
necessary incidental expenses not included
included in the foregoing, to
to
be expended under
direction of the Secretary
under the direction
Secretary of Commerce,
$150,000.
$150,000.
Steamboat inspecSupervising Inspector
SERVICE:
STEAMBOAT-INSPECTION
Stuoneamb.
S
TEAMBOAT-INSPECTION S
ERVICE: Supervising
Inspector General,
General,
tiros
Service. Inspeo
Supervising Inspector
Inspector Ceneral,
private sec$5,000; Deputy Supervising
General, $3,000; private
three, one of
retary, $1,500;
$1,500; clerks-one
clerks—one of class four, two of class three
$1,000 eac
h, two
t
wo a
$960 each;
class two, two of class one, two at
at $1,000
each,
att$900
each;
messenger;
messenger; in all, $22,940.
$22,940.
Supervising inspectsanp
iel
Steamboat
inspectors: For
For eleven
eleven supervising
Steamboat inspectors:
supervising inspectors, at
at
tors.
$3,450
each, $37,950;
$37,950;
$3,450 each,
Inspectors.
Inspectors
and inspectors
Impactors of hulls
hells and
inspectors of
of boilers,
boilers, as
as authorized
law:
authorized by
bylaw,
$225,900;
$225,900;
at-

tootles.
Commercial atCommercial
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Assistant
inspectors, as
authorized by
by law,
the following
following ports:
ports: Assistant
insp ectors.
Assistant inspectors.
law, for
for the
as authorized
Assistant inspectors,
six at
at $2,350
$2,350 each;
each;
$2,500 each; New Orleans, six
New York, forty at $2,500
Baltimore, ten at $2,350 each; Providence, four at $2,350 each;
each;
Baltimore,
San
$2,350 each;
each; San
$2,350 each; Philadelphia, sixteen at $2,350
Boston, ten
ten at $2,350
Francisco, sixteen at
eight at
at $2,100 each; Cleveat $2,350
$2,350 each; Buffalo, eight
Francisco,
Milwaukee, four
four at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each; Chicago,
Chicago,
$2,100 each;
each; Milwaukee,
land, ten
ten at $2,100
five at $2,100 each; Grand
Grand Haven, two at $2,100 each;
each; Detroit, six
sixteen at
at
at $2,100 each; Norfolk, ten at $2,100 each; Seattle, sixteen
(New
(Oregon), six at $2,100 each; Albany (New
$2,100 each; Portland (Oregon),
York), two at $2,100 each; Duluth, two at $2,100 each; Portland
Portland
York),
(Maine), two at $2,100 each; New London, two at $2,100 each;
each;
(Maine),
each;
Los Angeles, two at $2,100 each; New Haven, two at $2,100 each;
Savannah, two
two at $2,100 each; Toledo, two at $2,100 each; three
traveling inspectors, at $3,000 each; $429,000;
traveling
In
all, for
Steamboat-Inspection Service,
Service, $692,850.
$692,850.
In all,
for inspectors,
inspectors, Steamboat-Inspection
Clerk hire.
Clerk hire, service at large:
large: For compensation,
compensation, not exceeding $1,500
$1,500
a
a year to each person, of clerks to boards of steamboat inspectors, to
Secretary of Commerce in accordance with the
be appointed by the Secretary
$115,000.
provisions of law, $115,000.
Contingent
penses.
o gen expenses.
Contingent expenses: For fees to witnesses; traveling and other
e
expenses when on official business of the Supervising
expenses
Supervising Inspector
Inspector Gen- Po
p. 1303.
33
Poat, p.
Supervising Inspector
supervising inspectors,
inspectors,
Inspector General, supervising
eral, Deputy Supervising
traveling inspectors, local and assistant inspectors, and clerks; instruments, furniture,
janitor service,
service, and
other thing
ments,
furniture, stationery,
stationery, janitor
and every
every other
thing R.
S. Title
L II, pp.
R. S.,
Title LII,
pp.
s52-8s.
necessary to carry into effect the provisions of Title 52, Revised
Revised 852-899.
necessary
Statutes,
$160,000.
Statutes, $160,000.
NavigationBt
Navigation Bureau.
ireau.
BUREAU
OF NAVIGATION:
deputy com$4,000; deputy
Commissioner, $4,000;
BUREAU OF
NAVIGATION: Commissioner,
$1,600;
missioner, $3,000; chief clerk, $2,000; clerk to commissioner, $1,600;
clerks—two
clerks-two of class four, four of class three, three of class two, five
of
$1,000 each, six
stenographers
six at
at $900
$900 each; two stenographers
of class
class one, four at
at $1,000
and typewriters
employed not to exceed six months at the
typewriters to be employed
rate of
of $75
$75 per
each; two
Shipping Cc
rate
per month
month each;
two messengers; in all, $42,780.
Shipping
Commisnmimssion ers
Shipping service:
service: For shipping commissioners in amounts
amounts not sioners.
exceeding the following: Baltimore,
Baltimore, $2,000; Boston, $3,000; New
exceeding
Bedford, $1,200; New Orleans,
Orleans ' $2,500; Newport
Newport News, $1,500;
$1,500; New
York,
$1,800; Philadelphia, $2,400;
$2,400; Bath, Maine,
Maine,
York, $5,000;
$5,000; Norfolk,
Norfolk, $1,800;
$1,000;
Rockland, Maine, $1,200;
Maine, $1,300;
$1,300; CharlesCharles$1,200; Portland, Maine,
$1,000; Rockland,
ton, South Carolina, $1,200;
$1,200; Seattle, $3,500;
$3,500; Providence, $1,800;
$1,800;
Galveston, $1,800;
$1,800; San
San Francisco,
$35,200.
Galveston,
Francisco, $4,000;
$4,000; in
in all,
all, $35,200.
Clerk hire.
hire.
Clerk
Clerk
compensation to
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
to be
be fixed by
hire: For compensation,
Clerk hire:
Commerce, of
of not
$1,600 per
annum to
to each
or Proviso.
Commerce,
not to
to exceed
exceed to
to $1,600
per annum
each person
rovio.
person or
Additional
allowAdditional
Provided, ance.
clerk in
commissioners, $70,000: Provided,
offices of shipping commissioners,
clerk
in the offices
That
employed hereunder
compensation not an'e.
hereunder at aa compensation
may be employed
That one
one clerk
clerk may
to
exceed $2,200
to exceed
$2,200 per
per annum.
annum.
Contingentex
Contingent
expenses.
penses.
Contingent
expenses: For
For rent,
and other
other requisites
for
requisites for
g
rent, stationery,
stationery, and
Contingent expenses:
Post, p. 1303.
transaction of the business of shipping commissioners'
commissioners' offices, and for Po, . 30.
commissioner's office at
$840; in all,
all,
at New York,
York, $840;
janitor in
in the commissioner's
$10,000.
$10,000.
Admeasurement
of
Admeasureme
of
ent
vessels.
uniformity in vessels.
To
enable the
the Commissioner
of Navigation
secure uniformity
Navigation to secure
Commissioner of
To enable
inclumg
d.
the employment
employment of
of an
an Pod,
ps, p. 1303.
the
admeasurement of
vessels, including
the
of vessels,
the admeasurement
adjuster
admeasurements at not
purchase and
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,260, purchase
of admeasurements
adjuster of
exchange
admeasining instruments, traveling
and incidental
traveling and
exchange of admeasuring
expenses, $3,760.
expenses,
$3,760.
Countingpass
Counting passengers.
engers.
or purchase
purchase and
passengers,
counting passengers,
and repair of instruments for counting
For
$250.
$250.
Motor boats, etc.,
to
etc., to
navigation
Enforcement
navigation laws: To
enable the
Secretary of Com- enforce
navfigation
enoree
the Secretary
To enable
of navigation
Enforcement of
laws.
merce to
operate such
employ thereon
thereon laws.
boats and employ
such motor
motor boats
and operate
to provide
provide and
merce
enforcement, under his
necessary for the enforcement,
such persons as may be necessary
direction
officers, of laws relating to navigation and
customs officers,
direction by customs
inspection
boarding of
counting of passengers
and counting
of vessels,
vessels, and
of vessels,
vessels, boarding
inspection of
on excursion
excursion boats, S60.000.
$60.000.

1300
1300
Preventin
overPreventingg oxercrowding of
crowding
of excursion
excursion
etc.
etc.
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To enable
Secretary of
of Commerce
employ, temporarily
temporarily in
To
enable the
the Secretary
Commerce to
to employ,
in
addition to those now provided for by law, such other persons as may
may
be
necessary, of
not more
more than
than two
two at
any one
be
be necessary,
of whom
whom not
at any
one time
time may
may be
employed
employed in the District of
of Columbia, to
to enforce
enforce the
the laws to prevent
prevent
overcrowding
passenger and excursion
excursion vessels, and
overcrowding of passenger
and all
all necessary
necessary
expenses
in
connection
therewith,
$15,000.
expenses
in
connection
therewith,
$15,000.
Wireless comunicaWireless-communication
enable the
the Secretary
of ComSecretary of
ComWireless-communication laws:
laws: To
To enable
tion
steam vessels,
vessels,
tion on
on steam
etc.
merce to
to enforce
the Acts
Acts of
of Congress
Congress "
to require
require apparatus
and operoperapparatus and
" to
enforce the
Vol.37, merce
629; Vol.37,
Vol 36,p.
36,p. 629;
eto
p. 199.
199.
ators for
communication on
ocean steamers"
steamers" and
and "to
to
p.
ators
for radio
radio communication
on certain
certain ocean
Post, p. 1303.
Po, p. 1303.
regulate
regulate radio communication"
international
communication" and carry out the international
radio-telegraphic convention, and to employ such
means
radio-telegraphic
such persons and means
as may be
be necessary,
necessary, this
this employment
employment to
to include salaries
salaries of
of employees
employees
in
the District
District of
Columbia not
$8,400, traveling
and subnot exceeding
exceeding $8,400,
traveling and
subin the
of Columbia
sistence
sistence expenses,
expenses, purchase
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of
of instruments,
instruments, technical
technical
necessary expenses
books, rent,
rent, and all other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items and
and necessary
not included
in the
the foregoing,
foregoing, $60,000.
not
included
in
$60,000.
Standards Bureau.
BUREAU
TANDARDS: Director,
physicists—chief $4,800,
BUREAU OF
OF S
STANDARDS:
Director, $6,000; physicists-chief
$4,800,
one qualified
$3,600; two at $3,600 each, one $3,300,
$3,300, three
qualified in optics, $3,600;
at $3,000 each; assistant to the director, $3,600; associate
associate physicists—five
cists-five at $2,700 each; five at $2,500 each, four at $2,200 each,
seven at $2,000 each; assistant physicists—twelve
physicists-twelve at $1,800 each,
thirteen at $1,600
chemists—chief
$1,600 each, eighteen at $1,400 each; chemists-chief
$4,800, one $3,500, one $3,000; associate
associate chemists-three
chemists—three at $2,700
each, two at $2,500 each, one $2,200, four at $2,000 each; assistant
assistant
chemists—four
chemists-four at $1,800 each, four at $1,600 each, six at $1,400
$1,400
each; physical
physical chemist, $1,800; laboratory
laboratory assistants—twenty-three
assistants-twenty-three
eighteen at $1,000 each; laboratory helpers—two
at $1,200 each, eighteen
helpers-two
at $840 each, four at $720 each, three at $600 each; aids—fourteen
aids-fourteen
apprentices,
at $900 each, sixteen at $720 each; twenty laboratory
laboratory apprentices,
at $540 each; secretary, $2,200; storekeeper,
storekeeper, $1,000; librarian, $1,600;
$1,600;
chief clerk, $2,200; clerks-one
clerks—one of class four, three of class three,
three of class two, eight of class one, seven at $1,000
$1,000 each, five at
at
$900 each, two at $720 each; two telephone operators, at $720 each;
each;
office apprentices-four
apprentices—four at $540 each, two at $480 each, two at $420
$420
each; five elevator boys at $480 each; mechanicians—chief
mechanicians-chief $1,800,
$1,800,
one $1,600, one $1,500,
$1,500, two at $1,400 each, five at $1,200
$1,200 each, six
at $1,000
$1,000 each, one $900; machinist, $1,200; shop apprentices-two
apprentices—two
at $600 each, two at $540 each, three at $480 each; eight
eight watchmen;
watchmen;
skill woodworkers-foreman
woodworkers—foreman of woodworking
woodworking shops $1,500, one $1,200,
$1,200,
two at $1,000 each; skilled laborers—two
at $720
$720
laborers-two at $840 each, five at
photographers-one $1,400,
each; draftsman, $1,200; photographers—one
$1,400, one $1,200;
$1,200;
packer,, $840; two messengers;
packer
messengers; assistant
assistant messenger; superintendent
superintendent
engineers-one
of mechanical
mechanical plant, $2,500; assistant engineers
one $1,600, one
$1,400, two at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, one $1,000, one $900; two pipefitters
pipefitters at
$1,000 each; five firemen; glassblowers-one
glassblowers—one $1,600, one $1,200;
$1,200;
$900;
glassworker, $1,600;
$1,600; electricians-one
electricians—one $1,400, one $1,200,
$1,200, one $900;
foreman of janitors and laborers
laborers $900; fourteen
fourteen laborers;
laborers; janitors—
janitors$660 each, one $600; two female laborers,
laborers, at $360
each;
three at $660
$360 each;
in
all,
$432,360.
$432,360.
all,
in
etc.
Apparatus,
Apparatus, etc.
Post, p.
p. 1303.
Post,
130.
For apparatus, machinery, tools, and applicances
applicances used in connecconnection with buildings or work of the bureau, laboratory supplies, materials, and supplies used in the construction
construction of apparatus, machinery,
or other appliances,
pipng, wiring, and conappliances, including their exchange;
exchange; piping,
struction incident to the installation of apparatus, machinery, or
appliances;
appliances; furniture for laboratories
laboratories and offices, cases for apparatus,
$75,000.
$75,000.
etc.
Rai,
epa
eetc.
tc
Repairs,
ie,
u.
For
repairs and
and necessary
necessary alterations
alterations to buildings, $20,000.
For repairs
Miscellaneous
For fuel
fuel for
for heat,
light, and
office exbenses,
expenses' stationery,
stationery,
P,
P.
1.
For
heat,
light,
and power;
power; office
Pod, p. 1303, p.13
books and periodicals
exchanged when
for
periodicals which
which maybe
may -be exchanged
when not needed
needed for
permanent use; traveling
traveling expenses
expenses (including expenses
expenses of attendance
attendance
upon meetings
meetings of technical
technical and professional
professiona societies
when required
required
societies when

vessels,
vessels,
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standardization, testing,
in connection
connection with standardization,
or other
testing, or
other official
official work
work
bureau);;street
street car
of the bureau)
$100; expenses
car fares
fares not
not exceeding
exceeding $100;
expenses of
of the
the
visiting committee;
committee; expenses
expenses of
American member
member at
of attendance
attendance of
of American
at
the meeting
meeting of the International
International Committee
Committee of
of Weights
Weights and
and Measures;
Measures; International
International Committee of
and
maintenance, and
and repair
supplies for operation,
operation, maintenance,
repair of
auto- mittee
of passenger
passenger autoof Weights
Weights and
Measures.
mobiles
mobiles and motor trucks for official use, including
including their exchange;
exchange; eas e
and contingencies
all kinds,
kinds, $75,000.
$75,000.
and
contingencies of
of all
Care of grounds.
For grading, construction of roads
roads and
walks, piping
and walks,
piping grounds
grounds for
for Careofgrounds.
water supply, lamps, wiring for lighting
lighting purposes, and
expenses
and other
other expenses
incident to the improvement
improvement and care of grounds, including
including laborers
in
of Columbia
in the
the District
District of
Columbia,.,$10,000.
$10,000.
Structural materials
For continuation
continuation of the investigation
structural materials,
materials, such
investigation of structural
such investigations.
as stone, clays, cement, and so forth, including personal
services
in
personal services in
the District of
the
of Columbia
in the
field, $125,000.
$125,000.
Columbia and
and in
the field,
Testing machines for
For maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of
testing machines,
machines, including
including phTysconstants.o
of testing
physical constants.
personal
personal services in connection therewith in the District of Columbia
Columbia
and in the field, for the determination
determination by the Bureau of Standards
Standards of
of
the physical constants and the properties of materials as authorized
authorized
by law,
$30,000.
by
law, $30,000.
Fire resisting buildFor investigation
investigation of
For
resisting properties
properties of
of building
of fire
fire resisting
building materials
materials ing
in materials.
teria
buls.
and conditions
conditions under which they may be
efficiently used,
used, and
and
be most
most efficiently
for the standardization
standardization of types of appliances
appliances for fire prevention,
including personal services in the District of Columbia and
and in
in the
the
field, $25,000.
field,
$25,000.
Measurement of
the standards
standards of
For investigation
investigation of the
of practice
practice and
methods of
and methods
of pMlefuitiemnt
of
public utilities.
measurements
measurements of public utilities, such as gas,
electric
gas, electric
electric light,
light, electric
telephone, central station heating, and electric
power, water, telephone,
electric railway
railway
service, and the solution of the problems which arise in connection
connection
with standards in such service, including personal
personal services in the
the
District of Columbia and in the field,
which sum
sum $15,000
$15,000
field, $85,000,
$85,000, of which
shall be immediately
immediately available
available for
for electrolysis
electrolysis investigations.
investigations.
Testing miscellanemiscellaneous materials,
For testing
testing miscellaneous
materials, such
such as
as varnish
varnish materials,
materials, ouesatrialsceanet
ous materials, etc.
soap materials, inks, and chemicals,
chemicals, including supplies for the Government departments
departments and independent
establishments, including
independent establishments,
including
personal services in the District of Columbia and in
in the field, as
as
authorized by
authorized
by law,
law, $30,000.
$30,000.
Radio communicaFor investigation
investigation and
and standardization
of methods
and instruments
instruments tion
standardization of
methods and
tionlstan'dardization.
standardization.
employed in radio communication,
communication, including personal
personal services
in
the
services in the
District
Columbia and
field, $30,000.
$30,000.
District of
of Columbia
and in
in the
the field,
Industrial
colors
l l
To develop color standards and methods
methods of
manufacture and
and of
of manufacture
of stan
dardzation. l r
standardization.
color measurement,
measurement, with special reference
reference to
use in
to their industrial
industrial use
in
standardization
standardization and specification
specification of
as dyestuffs,
dyestuffs, inks,
of colorants
colorants such
such as
inks,
and pigments, and other products, paint, paper,
and textiles,
in which
whick
paper, and
textiles, in
a pertinent property, including personal
color is a
in the
the
personal services in
District
of Columbia
field, $10,000.
District of
Columbia and
and in
in the
the field,
$10,000.
Clay products procTo study methods
methods of
measurement and
processes used
of measurement
and technical
technical processes
used in
in es
esses. products proc
the manufacture
manufacture of pottery, brick,
tile,
terra
cotta,
and
other
clay
brick, tile, terra cotta, and other clay
products, and the study of the
properties of
of the
materials used
the properties
the materials
used in
in
that industry, including
including personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia
and
in the
the field,
field, $25,000.
and in
$25,000.
Aeronautical,
etc.,
To develop methods of testing and standardizing
standardizing machines,
motors, engineering
machines, motors,
eninratg investigainvestiga
instruments, and other apparatus
apparatus and
and devices
devices used
tools, measuring
measuring instruments,
used tions.
tions.
in mechanical, hydraulic, and aeronautic
aeronautic engineering;
engineering; for
for the
the comparative
parative study of types of apparatus
apparatus and methods of operation, and
and
for the establishment
establishment of standards
standards of performance;
accurate
performance; for
for the
the accurate
determination
determination of fundamental
fundamental physical constants
constants involved
involved in
in the
the
proper execution of this work; . and
proper
experiments and
and
and for the
the scientific
scientific experiments
investigations needed in solving the problems which may
investigations
arise in
may arise
in
connection therewith,
therewith, especially
connection
especially in response
response to
the requirements
of
to the
requirements of
aeronautics and aviation
aeronautics
aviation for information
purely scientific
scientific nature,
nature,
information of a
a purely
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including personal
personal services
services in
in the
the
and in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia and
District of
the District
including
field,
field, $15,000.
$15,000.
Optical
glass Pr
11 eFor
the investigation
production
involved in the production
problems involved
the problems
of the
investigation of
For the
glassodctio
tion.
of optical
optical glass,
glass, including
including personal
personal services
Columbia
in the District of Columbia
services in
of
and
in the
field, $25,000.
and
in
the
field,
$25,000.
Textiles, paper, etc.,
standards.
To investigate
paper, leather,
leather, and rubber in order to
textiles, paper,
investigate textiles,
To
etc.,
stanedxis.'papers
develop
and methods
measurement, including
including
of measurement,
methods of
of quality
quality and
standards of
develop standards
$15,000.
in the
the field, $
and in
Columbia and
of Columbia
standar • _ personal
in the
the District
District of
15,000.
services in
personal services
Sugar stndardiSugar
sugar-testing apparatus;
tion.
For
apparatus; the
the standardization
standardization and design of sugar-testing
For the
tion.
development
specifications for
for the
grades of
the various
various grades
technical specifications
of technical
development of
sugars, with
with particular
pressing
made pressing
problems made
urgent problems
to urgent
reference to
particular reference
sugars,
by
conditions following
following the
the war,
especially-involving
involving the
standardithe standardiwar, especially
by conditions
zation and
and manufacture
manufacture of
for the
the study
study of
the technical
technical
of the
of sugars;
sugars; for
zation
problems incidental
incidental to
the revenue
revenue on sugar and to
to
of the
to the
the collection
collection of
problems
determine
the fundamental
of sugars
other
and other
sugars and
constants of
scientific constants
fundamental scientific
determine the
substances;
standardization and
and production
production of rare and
the standardization
for the
substances; for
unusual
sugars required
service of the
the medical
medical service
required for the
of sugars
types of
unusual types
Government departments;
departments; and
for other
and scientific
scientific
technical and
other technical
and for
Government
purposes,
including personal
personal services
in the
Columbia and
District of
of Columbia
the District
services in
purposes, including
in the
$30,000.
field, $30,000.
the field,
scrwin
and screw
Gaes and
Gauges
an
Standards, the
threads.
To provide
cooperation of
of the
Bureau of
the War
War
of Standards,
the Bureau
by cooperation
To
provide by
threads.
Cooperative
stand- Department,
Department, and
the Navy
Department, for
the standardization
and
standardization and
for the
Navy Department,
and the
tetc.,ofd
ardizaption
arclization,
etc., of.
testing of
of the
standard gauges,
threads, and standards
standards required
required
gauges, screw
screw threads,
the standard
testing
in
manufacturing throughout
the United
and
to calibrate and
United States,
States, and
and to
throughout the
in manufacturing
test
such standard
standard gauges,
gauges, screw
and standards,
standards, including
including
screw threads,
threads, and
test such
necessary
equipment, and personal services
services in
District of Columbia
Columbia
in the District
necessary equipment,
and
in
the
field
$40,000.
$40,000.
feld,
the
in
Coal Coand
Weighing, etc.,
at mines
mines.
For
conditions and methods of use of scales and
For investigating
investigating the conditions
etc
for
mine
weighing and measuring
measuring coal dug by miners, for
mine cars
cars used
used for weighing
the purpose
purpose of determining wages due, and of conditions affecting
affecting the
accuracy of
weighing or measuring
measuring of coal
coal at the
including
the mines, including
accuracy
of the
the weighing
personal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia
and
in
the
field,
$15,000.
and
in
the
field,
$15,000.
District
of
Columbia
personal
services
in
the
Metallurgical
Metallurgical re- steels, foundry
foundry practice,
research, including
alloy steels,
searches, etc.
For
including alloy
practice,
For metallurgical
metallurgical research,
searches,
and
forging, and
and standards
standards for
for metals and
and sands; casting,
casting, rolling, forging,
and the
the
properties
prevention of corrosion of metals
properties of aluminum alloys;
alloys; prevention
metals and
and
alloys;
development of
alloys; development
of metal substitutes,
substitutes, as
as for platinum;
platinum; behavior
behavior
of
bearing metals;
preparation of
of bearing
metals; preparation
of metal specifications;
specifications; investigation
investigation
of new metallurgical processes and study of methods of conservation
Railway
Railway equipequip- of new metallurgical processes and study of methods of conservation
products; investigation
ment.
in metallurgical
metallurgical manufacture
manufacture and products;
investigation of materials
materials
used in the construction
construction of rails, wheels, axles, and other railway
railway
equipment, and the cause of their failure; including personal
personal services
in the
the District
Columbia and
field, $40,000.
$40,000.
in the
the field,
and in
of Columbia
District of
temperature in
High temperature
measurements, etc.
For laboratory
laboratory and field investigations
measurements,
investigations of suitable
methods of
suitable methods
of high
high
temperature measurements
measurements and control in various industrial
industrial processes
temperature
processes
available directly
and to assist in making available
directly to the industries the results
of the bureau's
bureau's investigations
investigations in this field,
field, including
including personal
personal services
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia
and
in
the
field,
$10,000.
$10,000.
field,
in
the
and
of
Columbia
District
the
in
invetigaAcoustic investigations.
principles of
and their
their application
tions.
For the investigation
investigation of
of the
the principles
of sound
sound and
application
to military-and industrial
industrial purposes,
_purposes, including personal services
services in
in the
the
District
of Columbia
and in
the field,
field, $5,000.
$5,000.
in the
Columbia and
District of
devel
ndustrial developIndustrial
For technical
in cooperation
For
technical investigations
cooperation with
investigations in
ment investgatis.
investigations.
with the
the industries
industries upon
upon
fundamental
involved in
following
fundamental problems
problems involved
in industrial
industrial development
development following
the
view to
in the
o
the war,
war, with
with a
a view
to assisting
assisting in
the permanent
permanent establishment
establishment of
the
in the
the
the new
new American
American industries, including
including personal
personal services in
Cooperative
District of
and elsewhere,
$50,000.
elsewhere, $50,000.
of Columbia
Columbia and
work District
tive work
Coo
ithdepartments,etc.,
with
dep•rtinantS, ate.,
During the fiscal
fiscal year 1922
1922 the
the head of any department
department or
or idsindeIn scientific
investiga- pendent
nendent establishment
establishment of the
Government having
having funds
available
the Government
funds available
tions. ntifac invesagaor scientific
scientific investigations
investigations and requiring
requiring cooperative
cooperative work by the
Bureau
scientific investigations
Bureau of Standards
Standards on scientific
MITeStigations within the
score of
the scope
the functions of that bureau and which it
it is
unable to
ts unable
to perform
perform within
within
Secretary
the limits of its appropriations
appropriations may, with the approval
approval of the Secretary
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of Commerce, transfer to the Bureau of Standards
Standards such sums as may
the
be
necessary to carry on
on such
such investigations. The Secretary of the
be necessary
Treasury
transfer on
Treasury Department
Department any
on the books of the Treasury
shall transfer
Treasury shall
which may be authorized
authorized hereunder and such amounts shall be
sums which
placed to
the credit
of the
Bureau of Standards
performance
the performance
Standards for the
credit of
the Bureau
to the
placed
department or
transfer
establishment from which the transfer
or establishment
for the
the department
of work
work for
is made.
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES,
DEPARTMENT OF
OF C
OMMERCE: For
For contincontinCOMMERCE:
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT
offices and bureaus of the
gent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses of the offices
department, for which
appropriations for
miscelfor contingent
contingent and miscelwhich appropriations
department,
and
professional and
laneous
expenses are not specifically
including professional
specifically made, including
laneous expenses
scientific books, law books, books of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, blank
blank
scientific
$2,500), staexceeding $2,500);
books, pamphlets, maps, newspapers (not exceeding
tionery; furniture
furniture and repairs
oilcloth, file
matting, oilcloth,
carpets, matting,
repairs to same; carpets,
tionery;
heating;
cases_, towels, ice, brooms, soap, sponges;
sponges; fuel, lighting, and heating;
cases,
purchase and
exchange of
motor trucks and bicycles; maintenance,
maintenance,
of motor
and exchange
purchase
passenger-carrying
repair, and operation of one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle and of motor trucks and bicycles,
bicycles, to be used only for official
official
veuicle
purposes;
freight and express charges; postage to foreign countries;
countries;
purposes; freight
telegraph and telephone
telephone service;
service; typewriters,
machines, and
typewriters, adding machines,
telegraph
exchange;
labor-saving devices
repair and exchange;
including their repair
devices,' including
other labor-saving
occupied by offices
offices of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce;
Commerce;
repairs to building occupied
exceed
water-cooling plant in
m Commerce
Commerce Building, not to exceed
rental of water-cooling
$1,400;
occupied by
first-aid outfits for use in the buildings occupied
$1,400; first-aid
belonging
employees of
department; storage of documents belonging
of this
this department;
employees
to
Bureau of
Lighthouses not
$1,500; street car fares,
to exceed
exceed $1,500;
not to
of Lighthouses,
the Bureau
to the
not exceeding
all other
miscellaneous items
and necessary
necessary
$300; and
and all
other miscellaneous
items and
not
exceeding $300;
$50,000, and in addition
foregoing, $50,000,
in the foregoing,
expenses
included in
addition
not included
expenses not
be deducted
shall be
thereto
slims amounting
$50,750 shall
deducted from other
to $50,750
amounting to
thereto sums
appropriations
fiscal year
1922 and
and added
added to the apyear 1922
the fiscal
for the
made for
appropriations made
propnation
Department of Commerce,"
in
Commerce," m
expenses, Department
"Contingent expenses
propration "Contingent
order
purchase through
through the central purchasing office
office
to facilitate
facilitate the purchase
order to
as
Large, volume
as provided in the Act of June 17, 1910 (Statutes at Large,
which
36,
531), of
certain supplies for bureaus and offices for which
of certain
page 531),
36, page
contingent
miscellaneous appropriations
specifically made
appropriations are specifically
contingent and miscellaneous
as follows: Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce-promoting
Commerce—promoting
commerce
$4,500, promoting
promoting commerce
commerce (South and Central America)
commerce $4,500,
$3,000,
commerce in the Far
promoting commerce
attaches $6,000, promoting
commercial attaches
$3,000, commercial
East $4,000;
general expenses,
contingent
$8,500; contingent
Service, $8,500;
Lighthouse Service,
expenses, Lighthouse
$4,000; general
East
contingent expenses,
Service, $7,500; contingent
expenses, Steamboat-Inspection
Steamboat-Inspection Service,
expenses,
shipping service,
instruments for measuring
vessels, $500; instrumeasuring vessels,
$500; instruments
service, $500;
shipping
ments
counting passengers,
$250; enforcement
enforcement of wireless compassengers, $250;
ments for counting
1,000; Bureau of Standards-equipment
munication laws, $1,000;
Standards—equipment $1,000,
$1,000,
munication
general expenses
general expenses,
expenses, Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Sur$1,000; general
expenses $1,000;
general
and
$8,500; and
vey, $4,500;
$4,500; miscellaneous
Fisheries, $8,500;
of Fisheries,
Bureau of
expenses, Bureau
miscellaneous expenses,
vey,
the
said total
sum of
of $100,750
$100,750 shall be and constitute the apprototal sum
the said
Commerce, to be
priation for contingent expenses, Department of Commerce,
Supplies),
expended through
central purchasing
purchasing office (Division of Supplies),
the central
through the
expended
Department
Commerce and shall also
also be available
available for objects
Department of Commerce,
several appropriations
appropriations mentioned
mentioned under the title
purposes of the several
and purposes
"Contingent
expenses Department
of Commerce,"
this Act.
Act.
in this
Department of
Commerce," in
"Contingent expenses,
Hereafter
section 3683
3683 of
the Revised
of the
States
United States
the United
Statutes of
of the
Revised Statutes
Hereafter section
shall
apply to any purchase made by the Departnot be construed to apply
shall not
not
ment of Commerce
Commerce when the aggregate
aggregate amount involved does not
exceed the sum of $25.
exceed
For
Columbia ' $66,500.
$66,500.
in the District of Columbia,
of buildings
buildings in
For rent of
For
Commerce Building, $2,000.
space outside the Commerce
storage space
For rent of storage

to
ud
crdiatsfeof
er:Tira%
e'l
°
"un
u. dst°

Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.

dd
Additi

,tto be d

ducted frombureaus,
ducted
from' bureaus
°,

etc, , for
:Z.
bIuppuhas
l
i
Thaseti
untte.
mittee.
Vol. 36, p. 531.
Vol.6,p.5.

T
To

be

expended

throgh
througpa DviXnn
Division of
of

SuppessuPPlies•

in
r
R. S.,ser.3683,p. 72

34inor
Et. s.,8133eu.3r6cb83a,spes..723.

Ben
t.
Rent.
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Department of
of LaLaDepartment
bor.
bor.

DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR.
DEPARTMENT
LABOR.

Secretary, Assistant,
Seretary,
clerks,
etc. Assistant,

OFFICE OF
raE S
ECRETARY: Secretary
of Labor,
Assistant
Secretary of
Labor, $12,000; Assistant
OFFICE
OF THE
SECRETARY:
Secretary,
disbursing clerk,
Secretary, $5,000;
$5,000; chief clerk, $3,000; disbursing
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; private
private

d .

secretary to the Secretary, $2,500; clerk to
secretary
$1,800;
to the
the Secretary,
Secretary, $1,800;
private secretary
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $2,100;
chief of
of division
division
secretary to the Assistant
$2,100; chief
publications and supplies,
clerk, $2,100;
$2,100;
of publications
supplies, $2,500;
$2,500; appointment
appointment clerk,
deputy
disbursing clerk,
assistant chief,
chief, division
division of
deputy disbursing
clerk, $2,100;
$2,100; assistant
of publicapublications and
supplies, $2,000;
$2,000; librarian,
librarian, $2,000;
clerks—four of
class
tions
and supplies,
$2,000; clerks-four
of class
four, eleven of class three, nine of class
two, thirteen
of class
class one,
class two,
thirteen of
one,
nine at $1,000 each, four at $900 each;
each; three
three telephone
telephone switchboard
switchboard
messengers; five messenger
operators; two messengers;
messengers; five
five assistant
assistant messengers;five
messenger
boys, at $480 each; carpenter,
carpenter, $1,200; engineer
engineer,, $1,100;
skilled
$1,100; two skilled
each; electrician,
laborers at $840 each;
electrician, $1,000; three
three firemen;
firemen; eleven
eleven
laborers (one of whom, when necessary, shall assist and relieve
the
relieve the
elevator
elevator conductor); lieutenant of the watch, $840; six
watchmen;
six watchmen;
charwomen; three elevator
thirteen charwomen;
all,
elevator conductors, at $720
$720 each; in
in all,
$140,380.
$140,380.
.
.
Commissioners of
o $140,380.
Commissioners
coniliation.
conciliation.
COMMISSIONERS
OF CONCILIATION:
C
OMMISSIONERS OF
CONCILIATION: To enable the Secretary of Labor
Vol.
37,
p.
738.
Vol.37,p.738.
to exercise
exercise the authority
authority vested in him by section 8
8of the Act creating the Department of Labor, and to appoint commissioners of conciliation, for per diem in lieu of subsistence
not exceeding
subsistence at not
exceeding $4,
$4,
traveling
expenses, and
$12,000 for
f
or p
ersonalserv
ices
traveling expenses,
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed $12,000
personal
services
n the District of
iin
$100,000.
Columbia, $100,000.
the District of Columbia,
tatisticsBuLabor Statistics
Labor
Bureau.
reau.
BUREAU OF
LABOR STATISTICo:
BUREAU
OF LABOR
STATISTICS: Commissioner, $5,000; chief statistician, who shall also perform the duties of chief
chief clerk, $3,000; statistician, $3,000; six statistical experts, at $2,000 each; employeesemployees—
two at $2,760 each, one $2,520, five at $2,280 each, one $1,800,
$1,800, six
at $1,600
$1,600 each, seven at $1,400
$1,400 each, two at $1,200 each; special
special
agents-four
$1,600 each, eight at $1,400
agents—four at $1,800
$1,800 each, six at $1,600
$1,400 each,
four at $1,200
$1,200 each; clerks—eight
clerks-eight of class four,
four' seven of class three,
ten of clam
eight at
class two,
two, seventeen
seventeen of
of class
class one,
one, eight
at $1,000
$1 000 each;
each; two
two
copyists;
copyists; messenger;
messenger; three assistant messengers; two
t
wo laborers; in all,
$172,960.
Per
spec
$172,960.
Per diem, special
agents.
agents.
For per
per diem in lieu of subsistence, not exceeding $4, of special
For
Temporary statiststatisti- agents, and employees,
employees, and for their transportation;
transportation; experts and
calTemraty
clerks, etc.
temporary assistance
of
temporary
assistance for field service outside of the District of
Columbia, to be paid at the rate of not exceeding
exceeding $8 per day;
day; temtemporary statistical clerks, stenographers,
stenographers, and typewriters in the District of Columbia, to be selected
selected from civil-service
civil-service registers and to
to
be paid at the rate of not exceeding
exceeding $100
person
$100 per
per month,
month, the
the same
same person
to be employed for not more than six consecutive
consecutive months, the total
expenditure for such temporary
temporary clerical assistance in the District of
expenditure
Columbia
Columbia not to exceed $6,000; traveling expenses
expenses of
of officers
officers and
and
employees, purchase
employees,
purchase of reports and materials for reports
reports and bulletins
of
of Labor
Statistics, $69,000.
$69,000.
Labor Statistics,
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Peiodials, et.
Perindipalq,
etc.
For periodicals,
and special
special reports
reports for
periodicals, newspapers,
newspapers, documents,
documents, and
for
the purpose of procuring strike data, price quotations,
court
quotations, and
and court
Bureau of
$300.
of Labor
Labor Statistics,
Statistics, $300.
Ba- decisions
decisions for
for the
the Bureau
Immirat
Immigration Bureau.
rau.
IMMIGRATION:
AssistBUREAU OF
or I
MMIGRATION: Commissioner
Commissioner General, $5,000;
$5,000; Assistant Commissioner
Commissioner General, who shall
shall also
al
so act
chief clerk
clerk and
and
act as
as chief
$3,500; private secretary,
actuary, $3,500;
secretary, $1,800;
$1,800; chief statistician, $2,000;
two law examiners,
clerks-five of class four, five
examiners, at $2,000 each; clerks—five
of class three, eight of class two, ten of class one, nine
$1,000
nine at $1,000
each, seven at $900 each; two messengers;
messengers; assistant
assistant messenger; in
all, $74,200.
Naturalisation Na
Bu- all, $74,200.
reau.
M_.
BuL EaU OF
NATURAIZATIO: Commissioner, 14,000;
OF NATURALIZAT!ON:
$4,000; deputy
Brunau
deputy commissioner
clerks-eight of class four, twelve of class three,
missioner, $3,250; clerks—eight
sixteen of class two, sixteen of class one, ten at $1,000
two at
at
$1,000 each, two
messenger; two assistant messengers;
messengers; messngr
$900 each; messenger;
messenger boy,
$480:
$97,010.
$480: in
in all,
all, $97,010.
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$2,400; exC
HILDREN'S BUREAU:
Chief, $5,000;
assistant chief,
exchief, $2,400;
$5,000; assistant
BtUREAU: Chief,
CHILDREN'S
perts—one on
$2,800; industrial
industrial $2,000,
$2,000, social
social service
service
on sanitation
sanitation $2,800;
perts-one

1305
Children's Bureau.
Childen'sBureau.

administrative clerk, $2,000; editor, $2,000;
$2,000;
$2,000, statistical $2,000; administrative
special
agents—one $1,800,
$1,400 each,
$1,600 each, ten at $1,400
$1,800, four at $1,600
special agents-one
$1,200 each; private secretary to chief of bureau, $1,500;
$1,500;
twelve at $1,200
clerks—two
four, four
four of class three, four of class two, sevenof class four,
clerks-two of
teen of
of class
messenger; in all,
$1,000 each; copyist; messenger;
class one, ten at $1,000
teen
$106,040.
$106,040.
Child
fe mortality,
l d lilife,
mr tality,
To investigate
investigate and
and report
report upon
upon matters
pertaining to
to the
the welfare
welfare etc.
matters pertaining
To
etc.
questions
investigate
to
of
children
and
child
especially
investigate
the
questions
especially
life,
and
of children
of
personal services in
District of
of infant mortality,
mortality, including
including personal
in the
the District
Prvso.
of Proviso.
restriction.
Payrestriction.
Columbia
and elsewhere,
$80,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not exceeding
exceeding eight
eight Pay
elsewhere, $80,000:
Columbia and
persons
employed hereunder
hereunder at a
compensation of
a rate of compensation
persons shall be employed
$2,000
above that
that sum.
annum and
and above
per annum
$2,000 each per
Per diem, experts,
em exp
For
traveling expenses
lieu of
at not
not et.
of subsistence
subsistence at
per diem
diem in
in lieu
expenses and
and per
For traveling
etc.
exceeding
employees of the
agents, and other employees
special agents,
officers, special
$4 of officers,
exceeding $4
Children's Bureau;
and temporary
temporary assistants, to be paid
Bureau; experts and
Children's
at
exceeding $6
interpreters to
Materialfor
$6 aa day,
day, and
and interpreters
to be paid
paid at a
a Material
at aarate not
not exceeding
for pca
publicaemployed; purchase
actually employed;
rate
day when
when actually
purchase of tions.
$4 a
a day
exceeding $4
not exceeding
rate not
reports
and material
material for
for the
publications of
Children's Bureau,
of the Children's
the publications
reports and
newspapers and clippings to enable
enable the Children's
Children's Bureau to secure
newspapers
data
regarding the progress
progress of legislation affecting children
children and the
data regarding
activities
organizations dealing with children,
of public
public and private organizations
activities of
pubhcations for disand for reprints from State, city, and private publications
procured more cheaply than
tribution when said reprints can be procured
they can be printed by
Government, $85,000.
by the
the Government,
$85,000.
omen's Bureau.
Women's
Women's Bureau:
Bureau: For
For carrying
out the
Ante, p. 987.
of the
the Act Ante,p.987.
the provisions
provisions of
carrying out
Women's
entitled
Department of Labor a
abureau
bureau
Act to establish in the Department
"An Act
entitled "An
approved June 5, 1920,
to
Bureau," approved
known as the Women's Bureau,"
to be
be known
including personal
services in
the District
of Columbia
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
Columbia and
District of
in the
personal services
including
purchase
exhibits, and traveleducational exhibits,
of material for reports and educational
purchase of
Proviso.
ing
expenses, $75,000:
That no
person shall
shall be
be employed
employed pre.icti,
no person
$75,000: Provided,
Provided, That
mg expenses,
Pay restriction.
compensation exceeding
hereunder
exceeding $1,800 per annum
a rate of compensation
hereunder at a
at
except
$5,000, one at $3,500,
$3,500, and three at
following: One at $5,000,
except the following:
Contingentexpenses
$2,000
each.
Contingent
expenses
$2,000 each.
contingent
For contingent
LABOR:
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
ABOR: For
OF L
CONTINGENT
and
expenses of the offices and
and bureaus of the departmiscellaneous expenses
and miscellaneous
contingent and miscellaneous
ment,
miscellaneous
appropriations for contingent
ment, for which appropriations
expenses
are not
specifically made, including the purchase
purchase of stanot specifcally
expenses are
tionery, furniture,
furniture, and repairs to the same, carpets,
carpets, matting, oilcloth,
file
laundry, street car
cases, towels, ice, brooms, soap, sponges, laundry,
file cases,
exchange,
fares
exceeding $200; lighting
lighting and heating;
heating; purchase,
purchase, exchange,
fares not exceeding
maintenance
and repair of motor cycles and motor trucks; mainmaintenance and
vehicle to
tenance and repair
repair of
passenger-carrying vehicle
a motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
of a
tenance
charges, postfor official purposes; freight and express charges,
be used only for
typewnters,
foreign countries,
telephone service, typewriters,
telegraph and telephone
countries, telegraph
to foreign
ageeto
devices; repairs
ding machines,
machines, and
repairs to the
and other labor-saving devices;
adding
Labor; purchase
building
building occupied
occupied by the office of the Secretary of Labor;
purchase
reference, and periodicals not exceeding
$2,000; Additional
onirm
imexceeding $2,000;
of law books, books of reference,
from imaddition thereto such sum as may be necessary,
necessary, miration
migration expenses.
expenses.
in all,
all, $50,000;
$50,000; and in addition
Vol. 36, p. 531.
not
in excess
facilitate the
through the
not in
excess of
of $13,500,
$13,500, to
to facilitate
the purchase,
purchase, through
the o.3,p.P454.
Post, p. 1424.
in the Act of June 17,
provided in
central purchasing
office as provided
17, 1910
1910
purchasing office
central
certain supplies for
(Thirty-,Sixth
Statutes at Large, page 531),
531), of certain
for
(Thirty-Sixth Statutes
deducted from the appropriation
appropriation
Immigration Service, shall be deducted
the Immigration
"Expenses
immigration" made for the fiscal year 1922
"Expenses of regulating immigration"
and added
added to
appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent expenses,
and
to the
the appropriation
expenses, Department
Department Expended
Expended through
through
Division of
Publicaof Publicaof Labor,"
Labor," for
for that
be and
and Division
thereof shall
shall be
total sum
sum thereof
and the
the total
that year;
year; and
of
tions and Supplies.
constitute the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for contingent
contingent expenses
the Depart- iosand Spplies
expenses for the
constitute
purchasing office
office
ment of Labor, to be expended through the central purchasing
(Division
Publications and
Supplies), Department
Department of
of Labor.
Rnt.
and Supplies),
(Division of Publications
Rent.
buildings and parts of
of buildings
lmildings in the District
District
RENT: For rent of buildings
of Columbia for the use of the Department
Department of Labor, $24,000.
44281°-21
44281
0-21

4
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Judicial.
Judicial.
Supreme Court.
SupremeCourt.
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SUPREME
S
UPREME COURr:
CounT: Chief Justice, $15,000;
815,000; eight associate justices,
at $14,500 each;
84,500; nine
law clerks,
one for
Chief
each; marshal, $4,500;
nine law
clerks, one
for the
the Chief
Justice and one for each associate justice, at not exceeding
83,600
exceeding $3,600
stenographic clerks, one for the Chief Justice
each; nine stenographic
Justice and one
one
each; in
all,
for each associate justice, at not exceeding
exceeding 82,000
$2,000 each;
in all,
8185,900.
$185,900.
Circuit courts of apCIRCUIT C
OURTS OF
APPEALS: Thirty-three
circuit judges,
88,500
CIRCUIT
peclit corts of apCOURTS
OF APPEALS:
Thirty-three circuit
judges, at
at $8,500
peals.
each; nine clerks of circuit courts of
of appeals, at
at $4,500 each;
each; mesmessenger, to act as
of appeals,
as librarian
librarian and crier,
crier, circuit court
court of
appeals, eighth
eighth
circuit,
83,000; in
circuit, $3,000;
in all,
all, 8324,000.
$324,000.
District judges.
DISTRICT
COURTS: Ninety-nine
Ninety-nine district
at $7,500
$7,500 each,
t"roiso.
DISTRICT COURTS:
district judges,
judges, at
each,
Proviso.
Availability.
Availability.
$742,500: Provided,
$742,500:
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
available for
for
the salaries of all United States district
lawfully entitled
district judges lawfully
entitled thereto
thereto
for
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
year 1922.
1922.
District court,
HaWatrict
court, HaDISTRICT COURT,
COURT, TERRITORY
OF HAWAII:
HAWAII: Two
TERRITORY OF
Two judges,
judges, at
at $7,500
$7,500
waii.
each; reporter,
in all, $16,200.
District
judge, Porto each;
Districtudge,orto
reporter, $1,200;
$1,200; in
all, $16,200.
Rico.
Rico.
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT
COURT FOR
District judge,
$7,500.
FOR PORTO
PORTO Rico:
RICO: District
judge, $7,500.
Retired jud
judges.
Retired
ges.
RETIRED
salaries of
of judges
section 260
260
Vol. 40,
4, p.1157.
p.1157.
RETIRED JUDGES:
JUDGES: For
For salaries
judges retired
retired under
under section
Vol.
of the Judicial Code (Thirty-sixth Statutes
1161, so
Statutes at Large),
Large), page
page 1161,
much as may be necessary for the fiscal year 1922.
Court of appeals, much as may be necessary for the fiscal year 1922.
D.C.
appea
COURT
D.
C.
C
OURT OF APPEALS,
APPEALS, DISTRICT
COLUMBIA: Chief
justice, $9,000;
$9,000;
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA:
Chief justice,
two associate justices, at $8,500 each; clerk, $4,250,
$4,250, and $250
$250 additional as custodian of the Court of Appeals
Appeals Building;
Building; assistant
assistant or
or
Proviso.
deputy
clerk, $2,250;
$1,500: Provided,
Provided, That
reports
ros.
deputy clerk,
$2,250; reporter,
reporter, $1,500:
That the
the reports
Reports.
per volume;
volume; crier,
issued by him shall not be sold for
for more than
than $5
$5 per
crier,
who shall also act as stenographer
stenographer and typewriter
typewriter in the
the clerk's
clerk's
office when not engaged in court room, $1,200;
$1,200; three messengers,
messengers, at
at
$720 each; three
three stenographers,
stenographers, one for the chief justice and one for
for
associate justice,
justice, at
$1,200 each;
necessary expenditures
expenditures in
the
in the
each associate
at $1,200
each; necessary
ty per cent rm each
of the
all, $4,410,
$42,410, sixty
a
District
revenues.
ie nt1
DistrctYtrevenues.
conduct of
r°m conduct
the clerk's
clerk's office,
office, $1,200;
$1,200; in
in all,
sixty per
per centum
centum
which shall
be paid
revenues of
the District
District of
of Columbia.
of which
shall be
paid from
from the
the revenues
of the
Columbia.
Supreme
D.C. of
Sprm court,
court, D.C.
SUPEME
OF COLUMBIA:
S
UPREME COURT,
COURT, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA: Chief justice, $8,000;
$8,000;
five associate
associate justices, at $7,500 each; six stenographers,
stenographers, one
one for the
and one
for each
at $1,100
each; in
in
ixty per cent from chief
chief justice
justice and
one for
each associate
associate justice,
justice, at
$1,100 each;
Sixty
District
Distrt revenues.
revenues.
all, 152,100,
$52 100, sixty-per centum of which shall be paid from the
revenues
the revenues
of the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
of
National Park Commissioners.
Com mionssoers.
NATIONAL
ARK C
OMMISSIONERS: For
the Crater
Crater
NATIONAL P
PARK
COMMISSIONERS:
For commissioners
commissioners in
in the
Salaries.
Lake,
Sequoia
Rainier, Yellowstone,
Yellowstone, Yosemite,
Yosemite, and Sequoia
Lake, Glacier,
Glacier, Mount
Mount Rainier,
VoSalari.
Vol. 29, p.184.
and General
General Grant
Grant National
at $1,500
and
National Parks,
Parks, at
$1,500 each,
each, $9,000.
$9,000. The
The
provisions of section 21 of the Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and Judicial
Appropriation Act
1896, shall not be construed
construed as
Appropriation
Act approved
approved May
May 28, 1896,
as
impaiing the rights of said commissioners
impairmg
receive the
commissioners to
to receive
the salaries
salaries
provided herein.
Books for judicial provided herein.
offce
ors. a
BooKS FOR
FOR JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL OFFICERS:
purchase and rebinding
rebinding of
officers.
BOOKS
OFFICERS: For purchase
law
of law
exchange thereof, for United States judges,
books, including the exchange
district attorneys, and other judicial officers,
officers, including
including the mne
nine
Proviso.
Proimo.
libraries of the
the United
United States
libraries
States circuit
circuit courts
courts of
appeals, to
to be
expended
of appeals,
be expended
Transmittal to
Tramittal
to atmo under the direction
Provided, That
That such
direction of the Attorney General: Provided,
such
COSS011.
books
in all
all cases
to their
successors in
in office;
office;
books shall
shall in
cases be
be transmitted
transmitted to
their successors
all books purchased thereunder
be marked
marked plainly,
property
thereunder to
to be
plainly, "The
"The property
of the
Umted States,"
States," $16,000,
$16,000, of
of which
not to
exceed 10
per centum,
of
the United
which not
to exceed
10 per
centum,
General, may be used for the purin the discretion
cliseretion of the Attorney
Attorney General,
chase of
of United
States Reports
and the
the Federal
Reporter.
United States
Reports and
Federal Reporter.
court
ustoms chase
Court of Customs
Appeals.
Appeals.
COURT
CUSTOMS
C
OURT OF
OF C
USTOMS APPEALS:
APPFA IS:Presiding
Presiding judge
judge and
and four
four associate
associate
judges,at
each; marshal,
$3,000; clerk,
$3,500; assistant
judges, at $8,500 each;
marshal, $3,000;
clerk, $3,500;
assistant
stenographic clerks, at $1,600 each;
stenographic
clerk, $2,000; five stenographic
each; stenographic
$2,500; messenger,
messenger, $840;
$840; in
in all,
all, $62,340.
$62,340.
- reporter, $2,500;
isceiaeo
Miscellaneous
pulses.
pew-.
or rent
in the
and else_For
rent of
of necessary
necessary quarters
quarters in
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
elsewhere, $7,000; books and periodicals, including
including their exchange,
exchange,
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stationery, supplies
expenses heat, light,
power
supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
light, and
and power
service,
drugs, chemicals,
cleansers, furniture,
furniture, and
pay of
service, drugs,
chemicals, cleansers,
and printing;
printing; pay
of
employees not otherwise
specifically
bailiffs and all other necessary employees
otherwise specifically
provided
expenses as
as may
provided for; and
and such
such other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
may be
be
approved by
in all,
approved
by the presiding judge, $5,660; in
all, $12,660.
$12,660.
Court of Claims.
'CRT OF
OF CLAIMS:
Chief justice,
$8,000; four
judges, at
at $7,500
COURT
CLAIMS: Chief
justice, $8,000;
four judges,
$7,500 court
oclaims.
each; chief
$2,500; bailiff,
$1,500;
chief clerk, $3,500; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
bailiff, $1,500;
clerks—two
clerks-two at $1,600
$1,600 each
each (one
(one of
of whom
whom shall be aa stenographer),
stenographer),
each;
one $1,400, two at $1,200
$1,200 each; four
four stenographers,
stenographers, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
messenger, $1,000;
chief messenger,
$1,000; two
two assistant messengers;
messengers; three
three firemen;
firemen;
three watchmen;
watchmen; elevator
elevator conductor, $720; two laborers; two
two charchar$66,580.
women; in
in all,
all, $66,580.
Auditors, etc.
For auditors, and additional
additional stenographers
stenographers, when deemed necessary,
necessary, Audtor,
etc.
Claims, to be disbursed
under the
in the Court of Claims,
disbursed under
the direction
direction of
of the
the
$12,000.
court, $12,000.
gi3ntexpenses.
For stationery, court library, repairs,
repairs, including
including repairs
repairs to
to bicycles, Contin
Contngntexpense
fuel, electric
electric light,
light, electric
electric elevator, and other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses,
$5,000.
t.eportin gdecisions,
deisions,
For reporting
reporting the decisions of the court and superintending
superintending the eReteporting
fifty-sixth volume
of
the
reports
of
the
Court
of
printing of the fifty-sixth
volume of the reports of the Court of
paid on
on the
reporter, R.S.,sec.1765,
Claims, $1,000, to
to be paid
the order
order of
of the
the court
court to
to the
the reporter,
.Sge1765, p34.
p.314.
28, p. 20.
205.
notwithstanding section 1765 of the Revised
Revised Statutes or section 22 Vol.
notwithstanding
Voi.28,p.
of the
the Legislative,
and Judicial
Appropriation Act,
Act, Vol.
of
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
Judicial Appropriation
Vol.39,
39, p..120.
120.
approved July
July 31, 1894,
1894, or section
section 6
6 of
approved
of the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive,
and Judicial
Act approved
approved May
1916.
and
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act
May 10,
10, 1916.
Custodian
Custodian.
For custodian
custodian of
of the building
building occupied
occupied by the
the Court
Court of
of Claims,
Claims,
S.,sec.1765, p.314.
$500, to
to be
paid on
be paid
on the
the order
section R.
order of
of the
the court,
court, notwithstanding
notwithstanding section
R.S.,sec.l765,p.314.
18, p.109.
1765 of the Revised Statutes or section 3
3of the Act of June 20, 1874. Vol.
1 p.109.
Vol.
' operSwitchboard
ators,
assistant
mesS
EC. 2. That the pay of telephone-switchboard
operators, assistant
SEC.
telephone-switchboard operators,
assistant ators,
assistant
, etc., Pay
messengers, firemen,
firemen, watchmen,
watchmen, laborers, and charwomen
charwomen provided
provided sengers
Ban'er etc., pay
for in this Act, except those employed in mints and assay
assay offices,
offices,
unless otherwise
otherwise specially stated, shall be
be as follows: For
For telephonetelephoneswitchboard operators, assistant messengers,
switchboard
watchmessengers, firemen,
firemen, and watchmen,
men at the rate of $720 per annum
annum each;
each; for laborers, at the rate
of
rate of
$660
$660 per annum
annum each; assistant telephone-switchboard
telephone-switchboard operators,
operators,
at the rate of $600 each, and for charwomen,
charwomen, at
at the
rate of
of $240
per
the rate
$240 per
annum each.
annum
No pay to permaS
EC. 3. That the appropriations
herein made
SEC.
appropriations herein
made for
for the
the officers,
officers, clerks,
clerks, nent
ly incapacitated
atoPetris
a
nently
persons.
and persons employed in the public service shall not be available for perso".
the compensation
compensation of any persons incapacitated
incapacitated otherwise
otherwise than temporarily
performing such
such service.
porarily for
for performing
service.
· ervi
e.
Typewritin
Typewritingg in
m a
a-SEC.
appropriated by this or any chines.
SEC. 4. That no part of any money appropriated
chines.
other Act shall be used during the fiscal
fiscal year 1922
1922 for
the purchase
purchase of
of
for the
bookkeeping and
and billing
billing
any standard typewriting
typewriting machine,
machine, except
except bookkeeping
Pricesestablished
for
machines,
at a
a price
in excess
to wit:
wit: For
machines, at
price in
excess of
of the
the following,
following, to
For correcorre- standard
stanSardmaeS
inesi
machines,fisyear 1922.
calyearl922.
spondence models with carriages
spondence
carriages which will accommodate
accommodate paper ten cal
inches in width, $70; for models with carriages
carriages which
accomwhich will
will accommodate paper twelve inches in width, $75;
carriages
$75; for
for models
models with carriages
which will accommodate
accommodate paper fourteen inches
inches in width,
width, $77.50;
$77.50;
for models with carriages
carriages which will accommodate
accommodate paper sixteen
sixteen
inches in width, $82.50; for models with carriages
carriages which will accomaccommodate paper
paper eighteen inches in width, $87.50; for models with carriages
riages which
which wilI
will accommodate
accommodate paper twenty inches in width, $94;
$94;
for models with carriages which will accommodate
twenty-two
accommodate paper twenty-two
inches in width, $95; for models
models with carriages which will accomaccommodate paper twenty-four
twenty-four inches in width, $97.50;
$97.50; for
for models
models with
with
carriages which will accommodate
width,
accommodate paper twenty-six
twenty-six inches
inches in
in width,
$103.50;
$103.50; for models with carriages
carriages which will accommodate
accommodate paper
paper
twenty-eight inches in width, $104;
carriages which
$104; for models with carriages
will accommodate paper thirty inches in width, $105; for models
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with carriages
carriages which will accommodate
accommodate paper
paper thirty-two
inches in
in
thirty-two inches
width, $107.50.

All
purchases of
of typewriting
during the
the fiscal
year 1922
1922
Al purchases
typewriting machines
machines during
fiscal year
by executive departments
independent establishments
use in
departments and
and independent
establishments for
for use
in
the
hereinafter provided,
the District
District of Columbia or in the field, except as hereinafter
provided,
shall be made from
in the
the stock
stock of
from the surplus
surplus machines
machines in
of the
the General
General
Immediate
inven- Supply Committee.
mmediate
invenThe War Department
shall
furnish
the
General
Department
tory of War Depart- Supply
orh
ment
stock.
ment stock.
immediately upon the approval
Supply Committee,
Committee, immediately
approval of this Act, a
a comcominventory of the various makes, models,
plete mventory
and classes
typemodels, and
classes of
of typewriters in its
its possession,
condition of
such machines,
machines, and
writers
possession, the
the condition
of such
and the
the
point of storage,
over to
Committee
storage, and
and shall
shall turn
turn over
to the
the General
General Supply
Supply Committee
typewriting machines in such quantities
such typewriting
quantities as the
the Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury from time to time may
Treasury
specific requisition
for
may call
call for
for by specific
requisition for
Unserviceable maUnserviceable
ma- sale to the various services
of
the
Government.
services
of
the
Government.
If
the
General
Supply
If
the
General
Supply
chines allowed for eexchanges.
Committee is unable to furnish serviceable
to any
such
hianges.aowed fr
Committee
serviceable machines
machines to
any such
service
service of the Government, it
machines
it shall
shall furnish unserviceable
unserviceable machines
at current
current exchange
exchange prices and such
then be
be applied
applied
such machines
machines shall
shall then
by the service of the Government
Government receiving
them as
as part
payment for
for
receiving them
part payment
new machines from commercial
commercial sources in
accordance with
the prices
in accordance
with
the
prices
Acceptance of unaceptblem
ofhinesfixed
the preceding
fixed in
in the
preceding paragraph.
paragraph. And
And in
selling typewriting
in selling
typewriting mamaserviceable
machines
as part payment.
aspart
payment.
chines to the various services the General Supply
Supply Committee
Committee may
may
accept an equal number of
part payment
of unserviceable
unserviceable machines
machines as
as part
payment
thereon at the exchange
exchange prices
prices quoted
current general
schedule
quoted in
in the
the current
general schedule
of
supplies.
for servce
Detals
Details for
service of supplies.
outside the
the District, S
SEC.
That in
expending appropriations
EC. 5. That
in expending
appropriations made
Act persons
made in
in this
this Act
persons
restricted.
restricted.
in the classified service
service in
in the
the District
of Columbia
not be
be dedeDistrict of
Columbia shall
shall not
tailed for service
District of
of Columbia
for or
in
service outside of
of the
the District
Columbia except
except for
or in
connection
directly to
connection with work pertaining
pertaining directly
ta the service at
at the seat
seat of
of
government
or other
Government establishment
government of
of the
the department
department or
other Government
establishment
Proviso.
Department
Department of Jusus from which the detail is made: Provided,
Provided, That nothing in this section
section
tice einvestigations
investigations ex- shall be deemed to apply to the investigation
of any matter or the
shall be deemed to apply to the investigation of
cepted.
preparation,
prosecution, or
or defense
by the
preparation, prosecution,
defense of
of any
any suit
suit by
the Department
Department
Justice.
of
Justice.
Additional $240 pay
to
civilian employees,
employay
SEC. 6.
6. That
all civilian
employees of
the Governments
Governments of
of the
SE.
That all
civilian employees
of the
to civilian
the
and
of the
the District,
District, at
at United States and the District of Columbia who receive a total of
and of
United States
receive a
12,500 a year or less.
compensation at
at the
rate of
compensation
the rate
of $2,500
$2,500 per
per annum
or less,
less, except
except as
as otherannum or
otherwise provided
provided in this section, shall receive, during
during the
fiscal year
year endthe fiscal
ending June 30, 1922, additional
additional compensation
compensation at the rate of $240
per
$240 per
Provisos.
annum:
Provided,
That
such
employees
as
receive
a
total
of
annual
ProItween
O
annum:
Provided,
That
such
employees
as
receive
a
total
of
annual
Rate between CAW
and $2,740.
and
2,740.
compensation at aa rats
rate more than $2,500 and less than
shall
than $2,740
$2,740 shall
receive
receive additional
additional compensation
compensation at such rate per annum
annum as
as may
may be
be
necessary to make their salaries, plus
their
additional
compensation,
plus
their
additional
compensation,
Restriction.
Restriction
at the rate of $2,740 per annum, and no employee
employee shall receive addiaddia rate which
tional compensation under
under this section at a
which is
is more than
than
60
per
centum
of
the
rate
of
the
total
annual
compensation
received
the
total
annual
compensation
received
60
per
centum
of
the
rate
of
i
e
of
Increase of 1921 not
Providedfurther, That
the increased
increased compensation
comsputed ass salary.
alarys. by
by such
such employee:
employee: Ptrovidedfurther,
computed
That the
compensation
at the rate of $240 per annum for
the fiscal
year ending
June 30,
1921,
for the
fiscal year
ending June
30, 1921,
shall not be computed as salary in construing this section: Provided
Restriction
i pay
Restriction if
pay shall not be computed as salary in construing this section: Provided
increased
soo$m
further, That
increased $200
in years further,
That where
where an
an employee
employee in the
on June
June 30,
30, 1920,
the service
service on
1920, has
has
1921,
19s, 1922.
1922.
received
received during the fiscal year 1921, or shall receive
receive during the fiscal
year 1922, an increase of
of salary
salary at
at aarate
rate in
in excess
of $200
excess of
$200 per
per annum,
annum,
Entering ser vice
.Ente.ing
serc1920. or where an employee
employee whether
whether previously in the service
service or not,
not, has
has
since
June 30,
entered
entered the service since June 30, 1920, whether such employee
employee has
received
received an increase
increase in salary or not,
employees shall
be granted
not, such
such employees
shall be
granted
compensation provided
the increased compensation
provided herein only
and upon
only when
when and
upon the
the
certification of
le,oi slative branch
branch or
or the
head of
the
of the
the person
person in the legislative
the head
of the
department or establishment employing
employing such persons of
ability
of the
the ability
and qualifications
personal to
such employees
as would
justify such
qualifications personal
to such
employees as
would justify
such
increased compensation.
increased
compensation.
a
Speiied
empol
not
entitled.
ins of this
this section
section shall
shall not
The povis
provisions
not apply to
to the
following!
the following:
Employees paid from the postal revenues
Employees
be
revenues and
and sums
sums which
which may
may be
Purchases
urchases to
to be
berp
made from surplus
stock of General
SupGeneral Supply Committee.
Committee.
ply

mp
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advanced
advanced from the Treasury to meet deficiencies
postal revdeficiencies in the
the postal
revenues; employees whose pay is adjustable
from time
time to
through
adjustable from
to time
time through
wage boards or similar authority to accord with
rates
with the
the commercial
commercial rates
paid locally for the same class of service; employees
of the
Panama
employees of
the Panama
Canal on the Canal Zone; employees of the Alaskan
Engineering
Alaskan Engineering
Commission
employees paid from lump-sum
Commission in Alaska; employees
lump-sum appropriaappropriations in bureaus, divisions,
divisions, commissions,
commissions, or
governmental
or any
any other
other governmental
agencies
employments created
agencies or employments
created by
by law
since January
1916, except
law since
January 1,
1, 1916,
except Exceptions.
a if Commission',
Tariff
employees
employees of the United States Tariff Commission
Commission and
and the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of etT
Commision
etc.
War Risk Insurance, who shall be included, and
officers and
and officers
and members
members
of the Metropolitan police of the
of Columbia
Columbia and
the United
United Police and firementhe District
District of
and the
firemenStates park police who receive
receive the
the compensation
compensation fixed
Act Ante,
fixed by
by the
the Act
pp. 363,
396.
Ante,pp.
363,396.
approved December 5,
approved
5, 1919, and officers and
the fire
fire dedeand members
members of
of the
partment of the District of Columbia
Columbia who receive the compensation
compensation
fixed by the Act approved January
January 24, 1920, shall
increased
shall receive
receive increased
compensation at the rate allowed by this section for other employees.
compensation
employees.
to employees
The provisions
provisions of this section shall not apply to
employees whose
whose Other
exceptions.
Other exceptions.
duties require
a portion of their time, except
require only a
who
except charwomen,
charwomen, who
shall be included; employees
employees whose
whose services are
for brief
brief
are utilized
utilized for
periods at intervals; persons employed
employed by or through corporations,
corporations,
acting for
for or
on behalf
t
s of
ofth
e
rms or
or individuals
individuals acting
or on
behalf of
of or
or as
as agen
agents
the
United States or any department
of
department or independent
independent establishment
establishment of
the Government
thP United States
States in
with construction
construction
Government of the
in connection
connection with
work or the operation
operation of plants; employees
employees who
part of
who receive
receive aa part
of
their pay from any outside sources under
under cooperative
cooperative arrangements
arrangements
with the Government
Government of thp
or the
the District
Columbia;
the United States or
District of
of Columbia;
employees
voluntarily or receive
employees who serve voluntarily
nominal compenreceive only
only a
a nominal
compensation, and employees who may be provided
provided with special
special allowances
allowances
because
Railroad,
because of their service in foreign
foreign countries.
countries. The
The provisions
provisions of
of thi
this- loyees
Railroad, etc.,
et., emetmnot deemed
section shall not apply to employees
employees of the railroads,
railroads express
express corn
com-- timted
YteS States
stteds emem0y066.
s-·
panies,
pathos, telegraph,
radi o system
system or
telegraph, telephone,
telephone, marine cable,
cable, or
or radio
or systems
systems pploye
taken over by the United States,
States, and
herein shall
shall
and nothing
nothing contained
contained herein
be deemed aarecognition
recognition of the employees of such railroads,
railroads, express
express
companies,
companies, telegraph, telephone,
telephone, marine
radio system
or
marie cable, or
or radio
system or
systems as employees
employees of the United States.
Double pay
prohibiSection
Judicial Appropriation
Section 6
6of the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive, and Judicial
Appropriation .Doble
pay,prohb
i
tion not applicable.
amended by
Act approved May 10, 1916, as amended
by the
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Vol.
39, p. 582.
Vol.39,p.
82.
Act approved
August 29, 1916, shall not operate
approved August
operate to prevent anyone
anyone
from receiving the additional
additional compensation
compensation provided
provided in
in this
this section
section
who otherwise i
issentitled to receive the same.
Such employees as are engaged on piecework,
Piecework employemployor at
piecework, by the hour
hour, or
at ees.
.Pieework
per diem rates,
rates if otherwise entitled to receive
receive the
com- Computation
the additional
additional cordecomputation to
to determine p
pay.
a
pensation, shall receive thetsame
attth
theerate
sat:: e
$2
a
,500
r
oa
rt to which they are
Th
eentitled
a
n
tti this
e temine
etofor
which
fis
pe
al
satyiosection
on
ar
,shall
would
amount
n rn
in
this
when
their fixed rate
the
regular workinp,
rate of
of pay
pay
for
the they
regular
working
hours and on the basis of three hundred
less:
wc
Provided,
hundred and
thirteen
days
in the
said
thirteen
daysar
in
the said
fiscal year would amount to $2,500 or less: Provided, That this

Proviso.
egular
Regular

per dien
diem

employees excepted.
excepted.
per diem employees
method of computation shall not apply to any per
employees employees
regularly paid a
a per diem
diem for
every day
in the
for every
day in
the year.
year.
Appropriation
for
So much
may be necessary
So
much as
as may
necessary to pay the aditional
additional compensation increased
increedation
pay to Fed
Fedprovided in
in this
Government of the United eral
eral employees.
employees.
this section
section to employees of the Government
States is appropriated
appropriated out of any money in
Treasury not
otherin thP
the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
So much as may be necessary to
pay the
increased compensation
compensation DistPriPct
to pay
the increased
oa om
District of
provided in this section to employees
employees of
of the
of the
the District
District employees.
the government
government of
engcc
g pir cent from
of Columbia
appropriated, 40 per centum out
Columbia is appropriated,
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the District revenues.
revenues.
Treasury
not
otherwise
Treasury
otherwise appropriated
appropriated and 60 per centum
centum out
the
out of
of the
Water department
revenues
revenues of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, except
except to
the ewpotyees
to employees
employees of
of the
employees detme
from revWashington
enues
department, which
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct and the water department,
shall
be
which shall be enuestthereof.
hereo.
paid entirely from the revenues of the water department,
and to
to
department, and
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Minimum whae
Wageemployees of the Minimum Wage
community center
the community
center
Board, the
Wage Board,
BMinimum
Board,
etc., wholly employees of the Minimum
department, and
the playgrounds
playgrounds department,
department, which shall be paid
and the
department,
wholly out
out of
of the
of the
the District
District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
revenue of
the revenue
wholly
increased compensation
Trust
funds
employnecessary to pay
much as may be necessary
pay the increased
compensation
So
employfunds
Trust
ees from the funds.
under trust funds who
provided
in
this
section
to
persons
employed
employed
provided in this section to persons
may be
be construed
to be
be employees
of the
the Government
Government of the United
employees of
construed to
may
States or
the District
authorized to be paid, reis authorized
Columbia is
of Columbia
District of
of the
or of
States
spectively, from such trust funds.
spectively,
day of the next
the first day
Reports
shall be
be submitted
to Congress
on the
next
Congress on
Detailed report
report for
submitted to
Reports shall
for
Detailed
first four months of regular session showing for the
months of the fiscal year the
four months
regular session showing for the first four
fiscal
year. m
cal year.m
average
of employees
in each
department, bureau
office, or
or
bureau, office,
each department,
employees in
number of
average number
establishment
receiving the
increased compensation at the
die rate of
the increased
establishment receiving
$240
the average
average number
number by grades receiving the
and the
annum and
per annum
$240 per
same at each
each other rate.
same
SEC. 7.
consideration of
of an
ordinance passed
passed by
by the
City
the City
Chicago.
an ordinance
in consideration
That in
7. That
SEC.
Chicago.
Sale of lot to, for Council of the city
the
to
1921,
February
on
February
4,
1921,
giving
Chicago
of
city
the
orpost t for Council of
ste purposes.
street
1,
United
use and
maintenance for twenty years from July 1,
and maintenance
the use
States the
United States
1921,
of certain
premises in the city
Chicago for barge office
city of Chicago
certain premises
1921, of
quarters upon
conditions therein set forth and payment
payment
upon terms and conditions
quarters,
to
the United
tinited States
States of
of the appraised
appraised value of the land to be conto the
demned, such
such value
not less than $25.50 per square foot, the
be not
to be
value to
demned,
purposes:by
city of
by
acquire for street purposes
to acquire
authorized to
hereby authorized
is hereby
Chicago is
of Chicago
city
condemnation proceedings
proceedingsall
all interest of the United States in and to
condemnation
section
lot ten
block two
in Fort Dearborn
Dearborn addition to Chicago, section
two in
in block
ten in
lot
ten
township thirty-nine
fourteen east of the third
north, range fourteen
thirty-nine north,
ten, township
principal meridian,
meridian, m
in the city
city of Chicago, in the State of Illinois.
principal
Approved, March
March 3,
1921.
3, 1921.
Approved,
from District revenues.
fromDistrictrevenues.

March
3, 1921.
1921.
arch3,
I[Ff.
R. 100741

No.
[Pub
[Public,
No. 365.1
365.]

Municipal Court of the
CHAP.
125.—An Act
To enlarge
jurisdiction of the Municipal
the jurisdiction
enlarge the
Act To
CHAP. 125.-An
District
Columbia, and
regulate appeals
appeals from
from the judgments
judgments of said court, and
and to regulate
of Columbia,
District of
for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
Be
Congress assembled, That the Municipal
in amgress
United States
States of
Municipal
of America in
United
jurisdiction
have exclusive
of the
Court of
Court
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall have
exclusive jurisdiction
personal
in
the following
following civil
cases in
which the claimed value of personal
in which
civil cases
in the
property or
or damages
interest and
claimed, exclusive of interest
damages claimed,
debt or
the. debt
or the
property
costs, does
not exceed
exceed $1,000, namely, in the classes of cases over
over
does not
costs,
which
the court
had jurisdiction
jurisdiction immediately
immediately prior to the passage
court had
which the
of
for the
the recovery
damages for assault,
of damages
recovery of
actions for
in actions
and in
Act, and
this Act,
of this
breach
and breach
prosecution,
malicious
assault
and
battery,
libel,
prosecution,
slander,
battery,
assault and
Concurrent,
with
su- of
Supreme
the
jurisdiction
concurrent
The
promise
to
marry.
marry.
The
concurrent
jurisdiction
of
to
promise
of
thsuConcurrent,
preme court,
abolpreme
court, aw
foo
t
mryTb
S
r-e
ished.
Court
of the
to
of Columbia in any such case and the right to
District of
the District
Court of
ished.
remove such
cases to
said Supreme
statutory writ of
Court by the statutory
Supreme Court
to said
cases
such
remove
Jurisdiction in pend- certiorari, are hereby
abolished. Said
Municipal Court shall also
Said Municipal
op certiorari, are hereby abolished.
t"gees.d
ingcases.
Court
have
jurisdiction
of
civil
causes
now
pending
in the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
in
pending
now
causes
have jurisdiction of civil
Municipal
which are
are of
classes and
amounts over
over which the Municipal
and amounts
the classes
of the
which
Act
Court
jtuisdiction immediately
immediately prior
passage of this Act
to the passage
prior to
had jurisdiction
Court had
and
also the
Supreme Court
over which the
Court over
the Supreme
in the
pending in
actions pending
the actions
and also
municipal
court would have jurisdiction if brought under the promunicipal court
it for trial
transferred to it
visions
of
this
Act and which
trial and
which may be transferred
Act
this
of
visions

District of Columbia.
Districtfolumbia.
Municipal
court.
MtuicsivurisdiExclusive
jurisdicexp
tion
in civil
civil cses,
cases, ex.
tion in
tended
to $1,000.
S1,00.
tended to
Vol.
35,p.623,
amend3 amend°
edv .35,p62
ed.

Made acourt of reco
eaofrt
ord,aord
etc.

Authority
Putholy
Nate-

of trial

tri

disposition by
by order
order of
Court.
Supreme Court.
said Supreme
of said
disposition
of
be aa court
EC. 2.
2. That
That hereafter
hereafter said
Court shall
shall be
court of
Municipal Court
said Municipal
SEC.

record, shall
shall have
terms of court as
as
seal, and shall have the same terms
have aaseal,
record,
those
as hereafter
hereafter modified, in the circuit branches
obtaining, or as
now obtaining,
those now
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
of the
the District
District of Columbia.
Court of
of
SEQ. 3.
3. That
hereafter when the value
controversy in any
value in controversy
That hereafter
SEC.
al
$20, and in all
action
in said
said Municipal
Municipal Court
Court shall
exceed $20,
shall exceed
pending in
action pending

actions for the recovery
may
demand a
trial by
a trial
may demand
jury trial
and according
according
trial and
jury

either party
of possession of real property, either

jury. The trial judge shall conduct
conduct such
such
to the
practice and
procedure now obtainand procedure
the practice
to
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ing, or as hereafter
hereafter modified, in the Supreme
Supreme Court of the
District
the District
of Columbia, and shall have the same power
to instruct
juries, set
power to
instruct juries,
set
aside verdicts,
verdicts, arrest judgments
judgments and grant new trials as said Supreme
Court.
Selection of jurors,
SEC.
Municipal Court
SEC. 4. That jurors for said Municipal
Court shall
be drawn
drawn and
shall be
and etc.
etSlection
of jurors,
selected
selected under and in pursuance
pursuance of the laws now obtaining,
obtaining, or as
as
hereafter modified, concerning
hereafter
concerning the drawing, selection,
selection, term of service
service
and mode of filling
deficiencies in a
filling deficiencies
to
a panel and shall be
be subject
subject to
the same duties and liabilities, and shall receive the same compensacompensation as petit jurors in the Supreme
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
as fully as if such laws
laws directly
directly referred
referred to
to said
said Municipal
Municipal Court,
Court,
Additional term alexcepting that in said Municipal
exceptmg
Municipal Court there may
may be
be an additional loAeition"
term alterm of service to begin on the first Tuesday in August of each year, lowed.
Bills of exception.
terminate on the first Tuesday
and to terminate
Tuesday of October.
October. Section 73
73 of Bis
o exeption.
Vol. 31, p. 1201.
the Code of Law of the District of Columbia,
Columbia relating to bills of
of
exceptions,
to said
said Municipal
exceptions, shall apply
apply to
Municipal Court
as well
well as
the
Court as
as to
to the
Drawing of jurors.
Supreme Court of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
At least
Columbia. At
least ten
ten days
days As
Ante, pg.lr.s.
p. .559.
before the term of service of jurors shall begin, the clerk
clerk of
of the
the said
said

Supreme Court shall certify to the said Municipal Court, for service
Supreme
asjurors
for the
shall
then
certify
ensuing
to the
term
saidthe
Municipal
names Court,
of not for
to service
exceed
as
jurors Court
for
the
then
ensuing
term,
the
names of
not to exceed
thirty-six persons, drawn
drawn as directed
directed by law. Deficiencies
Deficiencies in any
any
panel of any such jury may be filled
filled according
according to the law applicable
applicable
to jurors in said Supreme
Supreme Court, and for this purpose any
any judge
judge
a judge of
of said Municipal Court shall possess all the powers of a
of said
Supreme Court and of
sitting as
as a
of said court sitting
a special
special term.
term.
Whenever
Whenever the judges of the Municipal
Municipal Court shall certify
certify in
in
writing that the business
business of said court requires
the services
of addirequires the
services of
additional jurors and shall file aa certificate to that effect in
tionaljurors
in the office
office
of the clerk of the Supreme Court of the
the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia said
said
Supreme Court shall direct the clerk of the said Supreme
Supreme Court to
certify to said Municipal
Municipal Court for service as jurors for the then
then
ensuing
ensuing terms the names
names of such number of other persons
persons as
as may
may
be necessary
necessary for such service,
service, which names
names shall
shall be
be drawn as
as didirected by
by law.
law.
SEC.
demand aa trial
SEC. 5. That
That if neither party shall demand
trial by
by jury,
or if
jury, or
if
the value in controversy
controversy shall not exceed $20, the case
case may
tried
may be
be tried
and determined
determined by any judge of the court, and his finding upon
upon
the facts, which
which may be either general or special, shall have the
same effect as a
a verdict of a
a jury, with the
the same right of
of either
either
party to take an exception to any ruling of
of the court, and
and have
have

Filling deficiencies.

ligdeenes

Additional jurors
jurors or
Additional
or
certificate
certificate of court.

ofourt.

als witotjury.

Trials withoutjury.

withoutur

the same
same embodied
the
embodied in
in a
bill of
of exceptions,
as in
case of
jury trial.
trial.
a bill
exceptions, as
in case
of aajury
Judgments in force
e
SEC.
S
EC. 6. That all judgments hereafter
hereafter entered by
by said Municipal
Municipal for six
six years.
yea rs
Court shall remain in force for six years and no longer,
longer, unless
unless the
the
same shall have been docketed
docketed in the office
office of
of the
the clerk
clerk of the
the
Supreme
Court of
Supreme Court
of the
the District
District of
Columbia as
provided by
by existingTo
existing
of Columbia
as provided
lienifdo
To be alien if docklaw,
which event
law in which
event they shall be liens as is
provided by
is provided
by Chapter
Chapter eted
etedinsupremeourt.
in supreme court.
Vol. 31, p. 1381.
XXXVIII of the Code of Law
XX:XVIII
Law for the District
District of Columbia
Columbia for Vol.
31, p. 38.
judgments
justices of the
the peace.
peace. No
judgment shall
judgments of
of justices
No judgment
shall become
become aa
lien upon
upon any
lands, tenements,
or hereditaments
docketed. Suits of onreslien
any lands,
tenements, or
hereditaments until
until so
so docketed.
Suits
of nonresiSEc. 7. That nonresidents
nonresidents of the District of Columbia may
Sze.
com- dents.
dents.
may comSecurity
for costs.
mence suits in said Municipal
mence
Municipal Court without first
first giving security
security for Serity for
costs.
costs, but upon motion may be required to give such security
security in
in Vol. 31, p. 1219.
pursuance of section 175 of the Code of Law for the District
District of Vol.31,p.19.
Columbia.
Poorsitrs
Poor suitors.
SEC.
S
EC. 8. That upon satisfactory
to the
satisfactory evidence being presented
presented to
the
court or one of the judges thereof that the plaintiff
plaintiff in any suit is
unable
indigent and lin
able to make deposit of costs, such
court or
judge
such court
or judge
may,
ma, in its or his discretion,
discretion, permit the prosecution
such suit
suit
prosecution of
of such
without
prepayment or deposit of costs.
out the prepayment
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Return
replevined
Return of repevined
goods
and paying
paying mongoodsand
money into court, proviawns applicable.
31
Vol. 31, pp. 122.
1422,
5Vol.p

o

SESS. III.
125.
CH. 125.
III. CH.
SESS.

1921.
1921.

S
EC. 9.
That section
1557 of
the Code
Code of
of Law
Law for
for said
said District,
District,
of the
section 1557
9. That
SEC.

the return
of goods
and chattels
by
taken by
chattels taken
goods and
to defendant
defendant of
return to
governing the
ey intoourtprto- governing
of
1531
1530,
1529,
and
virtue
of
the
of
replevin,
sections
1529,
15
3
0
,
and
1531
writ
the
of
virtue
,e.
1418.
said Code
Code of
of Law,
payment of
money into
into court
court in
in
of money
Law, authorizing
authorizing payment
said
1418.
certain cases,
cases, are
applicable to
the said
Municipal
said Municipal
to the
made applicable
are hereby
hereby made
certain
Court.
Attachment

pre-

Columbia
District of
the District
The provisions
the Code
Code of
for the
of Columbia
of Law
Law for
of the
provisions of
pro
The
cetg.ent
in
proceedings in
Vol. 31,
31, p. 121264; relating
attachments shall
shall apply
apply to
to attachment
attachment proceedings
to attachments
relating to
vol.
Vol. 32, p. £0.
said
Municipal Court.
said Municipal
Deputy marshals
marshlstor
SEC.
for
SEC. 10. That the marshal
marshal of the United States in and for the
charge of jurors, etc.
designate two of his deputies
shall designate
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
deputies to take charge
District
rge ur, e.
ceedings.

1258-1264;

of
the jurors
the Municipal.
Court, under
under the
the direction
the trial
trial .
of the
direction of
Municipal Court,
in the
jurors in
of the
judge,
and
they
shall
perform
such
other
services
as
the
judge
may
may
judge
as
the
services
judge, and they shall perform such other
require.
require.
Rleof
Rules of racti
I
i
tr ol etc.,
e
to
Z SEC.
SEc. 11.
11. That
That the
the said
Court, sitting
sitting in
in bane,
shall have
have
bane, shall
Municipal Court,
said Municipal
to T
be
prroere
prescbe.
power
costs, including
power to prescribe fees
fees and costs
including the fee to be paid for aa
not
jury
procedure ' not
practice,, pleading, and procedure,
make rules of practice
to make
trial, to
jury trial,
inconsistent
to modify:
from
same from
change the same
and change
and to
modify and
with law,
law, and
inconsistent with
ap
time to
to time,
time, to
proper administration
administration of
of justice. Section
Section
the proper
insure the
to insure
ickabet fees not - time
plicable.
Vol. 31, .133.
1383.
1109 of the Code of Law for the District of Columbia relating to fees,
shall not
apply to
to said
said Municipal
Court.
Municipal Court.
shall
not apply
Appeals to supreme
SEC. 12. That hereafter no appeal shall lie from the Municipal
12. That hereafter no appeal shall lie from the Municipal
court,
D.aboshed
C.,
C abolished. SEC.
t D
Bills
ofexception
exception alal- Court
Courtto
t
o the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
in any
any
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia. If
If in
Bis of
lowed.e d
case
in the
the Municipal
an exception
exception is
is taken
taken by
any party
party to
to
by any
Court an
case in
Municipal Court
any ruling
ruling or
or instruction
of the
the court
exception
matter of law the exception
court on matter
instruction of
any
shall
be reduced to writing and
and stated
stated in aa bill of exceptions with
shall be
so
of the
the evidence
as may
may be
be material
questhe question
question or !quesmaterial to
to the
evidence as
so much
much of
signed
be settled
settled and signed
of exceptions
exceptions shall
shall be
and such bill
bill of
tions raised, and
by
such time
as may
be prescribed
the rules
by the
rules of
of
may be
prescribed by
time as
the judge
judge within
within such
by the
aPPeals•
Petition to
said court.
party aggrieved
final judgment
judgment of
said
of said
by any
any final
aggrieved by
Any party
court. Any
appeal
to court oof said
thereof by
Appeals of the Disby the Court of Appeals
a review
review thereof
may seek
seek a
court ma
but
trict of Columbia by petition under oath setting forth concisely but
clearly
proceeding in said court,
clearly- and distinctly the nature
nature of the proceeding
judgment therein and
particular ruling or
instruction
the trial and
and judgment
and the
the particular
or instruction
taken, said petition
upon matter of law to which exception has been taken,
petition
appeals within
to be presented
presented to
to any
any justice of
of the
the court of
of appeals
within ten days
days
after the
entry of
such judgment
judgment and
with
such notice
notice to
the
opposite
after
the
entry
of
such
and
with
such
to
the
opposite
Issue of writ of error
party as
fr Iu cowrt
t off pp
as ma
may be
be required
required by rules of said court of appeals.
appeals. If
If the
ppearal . party
justice
reviewed
justice shall be of opinion that such judgment ought to be reviewed
a writ of error shall be issued from the court of appeals to the
a
the Municipal
Municipal
Court which shall send to the court of appeals, within such time as
may be prescribed
prescribed by that court, a
a transcript of the record in the
case
reviewed; and
and the
the court
appeals shall
review
case sought to
to be reviewed;
court of
of appeals
shall review
said
modify the
judgment in accordance
accordance
said record
record and affirm,
affirm, reverse, or
or modify
the judgment
ndertaoing to
to be with
with law. Execution
Execution of
judgment shall
Undertaking
of such
such judgment
shall be
stayed if
the party
be stayed
if the
Med.
the
seeking the review shall within twenty days after the
the entry
entry of the
judgment file in the clerk's office
Municipal
judgment
office of the Munici
al Court an undertaking
a judge of the
taking with
with surety and penal amount approved
approved by a
court, to abide by
by and
and pay the judgment
judgment and
and the costs
costs of
of the review
review
By defendantt in acdon
to recoverrinreal
if such
such judgment
shall not
not be
he reversed
d, w
hen the
the d
ef
en d
antin
in
defendant
and,
when
reversed;; an
judgment shall
re if
o defendao
estate.
an action
action to
recover possession
estate,
an
to recover
possession of
such review,
review, the
of real
real estate
estate seeks
seeks such
the
undertaking
undertaking shall also provide for the payment of all intervening
intervening
damages
property sought to be recovered
compensation
d la ages to the property
recovered and compensation
- for its use and occupation
occupation from the date of the judgment to the
S b
Submission to Otisreversed; and
and
ate of
the satisfaction
thereof if
if the
the judgment
judgment is
is not
not reversed;
thereof
of
the
satisfaction
date
dicion of municipal
mndspi d
diction
a rt
undertakings the principal
wart..
in all such undertakings
principal and surety
surety shall submit
submit to the
the
jurisdietion of the Municipal
Municipal Court and consent to the entry of
jurisdiction
judgment against
in that
that court
respect of
of their
their undertakingundertaking.
in respect
court in
them in
againt them
judgment
c .. ..
kAs
8"
..11"
' t SEC.
SEe. 13.
each of
judges of
Municipal Court
Jade.
13. That
That each
of the
the present
present judges
of said
said MunicipalCourt
shall serve until the expiration
expiration of his present
present commission
commission and until
t

lrescri

e

Docket

fees

not
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his successor
duly appointed
appointed and
and qualified.
is duly
successor is
his
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Each judge hereafter

Term hereafter.
Termhereafter.

appointed shall
for the term of four years and until his sucshall serve for
appointed
qualified.
cessor
appointed and qualified.
cessor is duly appointed

In effect in 90 days.
efect in90 days.
S
EC. 14.
14. That
Act shall
take effect
effect ninety
days after
its In
after its
ninety days
shall take
this Act
That this
SEC.
passage.
passage.
relaws
Inconsistent
Inco
vin
esis
w te
on
ft
pl
e
an
wds
ir
n
eg
passage.
herewith pPealed. entlawslreActs inconsistent
S
EC. 15.
Acts and
of Acts
inconsistent herewith
parts of
and parts
all Acts
That all
15. That
SEC.
ftovisos.
are hereby
hereby repealed:
repealed: Provided,
Provided, That
herein shall
shall be
con- Pvof.pendn
be conThat nothing
nothing herein
are
cases.
strued
deprive the
Supreme Court
Court of the District of Columbia or cases.
the Supreme
to deprive
strued to
the Court
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals of
the District
District of
Columbia from
reviewing
from reviewing
of Columbia
of the
the
or
pending on appeal or
and finally
finally determining
determining such
cases as may be pending
such cases
and
No present
present jurisdio
jurisdicNo
further, tion
certiorari
time that
that this
goes into
into effect:
effect: Provided
Providedfurther,
Act goes
this Act
the time
at the
certiorari at
affected.
e
d
a
ton
the
That
nothing
herein
shall
be
construed
to
deprive
said
Municipal
deprive
to
That nothing herein shall be construed
Court
of any
jurisdiction possessed
possessed by
by said
court at
at the
the time
profiteering
of the
the Rent profiteering
time of
said court
any jurisdiction
Court of
not modimodpassage
of this
Prowled further,
further, That
That nothing in this Act shall legislation
Act: Provided
this Act:
passage of
fied.
fed
of
be
construed
to
supersede
or
modify
any
of
the
provisions
of
Public
provisions
the
of
any
modify
or
supersede
to
construed
be
"Joint resoresolution
31, Sixty-fifth
Congress, entitled "Joint
Sixty-fifth Congress,
numbered 31,
resolution numbered
40, p. 593.
Vol.40,p..s.
Columbia," Vol.
lution
prevent rent
in the District
District of Columbia,"
profiteering in
rent profiteering
to prevent
lution to
Ante,
p. 298.
e,p
approved
provisions of
Public law
law numbered
numbered
of Public
any provisions
of any
nor of
1918, nor
31, 1918,
May 31,
approved May
63,
approved October
October 22,
1919, entitled
Act
"An Act to amend an Act
entitled "An
22, 1919,
63, approved
entitled,
further for
and
national security and
the national
for the
provide further
to provide
Act to
entitled, 'An'An Act
defense
by encouraging
encouraging the
conserving the supply, and
production, conserving
the production,
defense by
fuel,' approved
of food products and fuel,'
controlling the
approved
distribution of
the distribution
controlling
of Columbia."
August
10, 1917,
the District
District of
Columbia."
in the
rents in
regulate rents
to regulate
and to
1917, and
August 10,
3, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March
March 3,
Approved,

CHAP. 126.-An
126.—An Act
extend temporarily
applications for
temporarily the time for filing applications
To extend
Act To
CHrAP.
letters patent,
for taking
the United
United States Patent Office with respect
in the
actions in
taking actions
patent, for
letters
applications for letters patent, and for
thereto,
reinstatement of applications
thereto, for the reviving and reinstatement
other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representativesof
House of
Senate and
Be
rights of priority
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled That
That the
the rights
priority
America in
States
provided by
by section
section 4887
the Revised
RevisedStatutes,
filing of
of apapthe filing
for the
Statutes, for
of the
4887 of
provided
ad not
h
plications for
for patent
patent for
for inventions
inventions and designs, which rights
had
plications
arisen
expired on
on the
day of
of August,
1914, or
or which
rights have
have arisen
which rights
August, 1914,
1st day
the 1st
expired
and the same are hereby,
since the
of August,
1914, shall
be, and
shall be,
August, 1914,
day of
1st day
the 1st
since
the pasextended
of a
period of
six months
months from
from the
of six
a period
expiration of
the expiration
until the
extended until
sage of
Act in
in favor
favor of
the citizens of the United
United States or citiof the
this Act
of this
sage
which now
or which
zens or
subjects of
countries which
which have
have extended,
extended, or
all countries
of all
or subjects
zens
extend,
subextend subshall extend
of six
six months
months shall
period of
said period
which within
within said
or which
extend, or
the United
stantially
privileges to
to citizens
citizens of the
United States, and
reciprocal privileges
stantially reciprocal
patents have
such extension
extension shall
to applications
upon which
which patents
applications upon
apply to
shall apply
such
to applications
been granted,
as well
well as to
applications now pending or filed within
granted, as
been
the
period herein:
Provided, That
That such
such extension
extension shall
shall in no way
herein: Provided,
the period
furnish a
of the
the United
United States:
States:
Government of
the Government
against the
claim against
of claim
basis of
a basis
furnish
affect the
way affect
Provided
Provided further,
further, That such extension
extension shall in no way
the
right of
citizen of
of the
before the passage
passage of
United States, who, before
the United
any citizen
of any
right
or
any rights in patents or
this
Act, was
bona fide
of any
possession of
in possession
fide in
was bona
this Act,
or
in patents granted or
applications for
for patent
patent conflicting
conflicting with
rights in
with rights
applications
validated
by reason
reason of
such extension,
extension, to
exercise such rights by
to exercise
of such
validated by
itself
or himself
himself personally,
or by
or licensees,
as derived
(derived
licensees, as
agents, or
such agents,
by such
personally, or
itself or
this Act,
their
from it,
him, before
passage of
of this
Act, and such
such
the passage
before the
or him,
it, or
rights from
their rights
persons
be amenable
amenable to
any action
action for
infringement of any
for infringement
to any
not be
shall not
persons shall
patent
granted or
or validated
validated by
reason of
extension.
such extension.
of such
by reason
patent granted
A patent
not be
on an
an application
corning within
within the
the
application coming
refused on
be refused
shall not
A
patent shall
provisions
of this
Act, nor
nor shall
shall a
granted on
on such
such application
application
a patent
patent granted
this Act,
provisions of
or
be held
held invalid
by reason
having been
patented or
been patented
invention having
the mvention
of the
reason of
invalid by
be
described in
in any
printed publication
in public
in
public use or on sale in
or in
publication or
any printed
described
the United
States prior
prior to
the filing
filing of
the application,
application, unless such
such
of the
to the
United States
the

March
1921.
March 3, 1921.
[H. R.15662.]
R.
[Public, No. 3661

[H. 15662.
[Public, No. 366.

Patents.
Patents. of priority
Rights
in filing
fiing applications
in
abroad, extended for
otendedor
six months.
R.
81., sec. 4887, p.946.
R.o.,setc.87,p.946.
Vol. 32, P. 1226.

32,

2

Reciprocal privileges
required.l

P.Prif lees

Provisos.
No claim against the
Government incurred.
Rights of citizens in
bona fide possession of
patents, etc., not affected.

Ncaim againstth
Government incurred.
o
i
boRghe poession
Fateits, etc., not af-

Effect ofpriorpubvol. 3, .:

Effect of prior publication, etc., modified.
Vol. 32, p. 1226.
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patent or
or publication
publication or
use or
or sale
to the
filing
patent
or such
such public
public use
sale was
was prior
prior to
the filing
of
the right
right of
of priority
priority is
is based.
of the
the foreign
foreign application
application upon
upon which
which the
based.
SEC. 2.
2. That
the time
time now
now fixed
fixed by
by law
law for
for the
the payment
of any
any
SEC.
That the
payment of

fee or
for the
taking of
any action
with respect
respect to
to an
fee
or for
the taking
of any
action with
an application
application for
for
patent, which
time had
not expired
on August
1914, or
or which
which
patent,
which time
had not
expired on
August 1, 1914,
commenced after August
1914, is
is hereby
hereby extended
until the
the exexcommenced
August 1, 1914,
extended until
piration of
year from
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act,
without the
the paypaypiration
of one
one year
from the
Act, without
ment
of extension
or other
other penalty
penalty in
in favor
or
ment of
extension fees
fees or
favor of
of the
the citizens
citizens or
subjects
of countries
have extended,
extended, now
subjects of
countries which
which have
now extend,
extend, or
or shall
shall
extend during
during a
of one
year from
the passage
passage of
Act subof this
this Act
suba period
period of
one year
from the
rivileges limited
extend
Privileges
limited.
stantially reciprocal
United States,
proreciprocal privileges
privileges to
to citizens
citizens of
of the United
States, proextension herein
shall confer
privileges on
on the
vided that no extension
herein shall
confer such
such privileges
the
citizens or
or subjects
subjects of
of aaforeign
foreign country for a
a longer term than
than the
the
term
during which
which such
such privile
ges are
such foreign
term during
privileges
are conferred
conferred by
by such
foreign
Interference
cases.
country on
the Umted
in this
Act
nterferencase
country
on the
the citizens
citizens of
of the
United States,
States, but
but nothing
nothing in
this Act
shall give
any right
reopen interference
interference proceedings
proceedings where
shall
give any
right to
to reopen
where final
final
hearing before the examiner of interferences has taken place.
Rights to continue
continue hearing before the examiner of interferences has taken place.
use
S
EC. 3. That no patent granted
granted or
or validated
validated by
of the
the
use of
of devices,
devices, etc.,
etc., not
not
SEC.
by reason
reason of
abridged by granting
of
patent. by granting extensions
in. sections
shall abridge
abridge
provided for
for in
sections 11and
and 22 of
of this Act
Act shall
apaidged
extensions provided
or
otherwise affect
affect the
the right
right of
any citizen
of the
or his
his
or otherwise
of any
citizen of
the United
United States,
States, or
agent or agents, or his successor
successor in business, to
to continue any
any manufacmanufacture,
use, or
the passage
passage of
of this
Act by
such
ture, use,
or sale
sale commenced
commenced before
before the
this Act
by such
citizen, nor shall
use, or
or sale
by such
such
shall the continued
continued manufacture,
manufacture, use,
sale by
citizen,
the use
use or
of the
devices resulting
resulting from
from such
citizen, or
or the
or sale
sale of
the devices
such manufacmanufacture or use constitute an infringement.
Applications filed by ture or use constitute an infringement.
Applicationsfiledby

SEC. 4. That
applications for
for patent
filed since
since August
SEC.
That all
all applications
patent filed
August 1,
1, 1914,
1914,
and prior
prior to June 15, 1920, which were executed by
by an agent
the
and
agent of the
etc.
and oath,
oath., signed
signed by
applicant, and
and in
in which aapetition,
petition, specification,
specification, and
b
the
or his
his executor
or administrator,
administrator, had
filed or
or shal
shall
the inventor,
inventor, or
executor or
had been
been filed
have been filed within a
a period of one year from the passage of this
granted on
Act, and the
the patents granted
on such applications, shall
shall have
have the
the
same force and effect as if the papers
papers signed by the inventor
inventor, or
or his
executor or
administrator , had
filed on
on the
the date
on which
which the
the
executor
or administrator,
had been
been filed
date on
validity of s thenti_ papers signed by the agent
Validity of anthent- papers signed by the agent were filed.
con- S
cation
SEC.
1914,
cation by foreign conEC. 5. That all applications
applications for patent filed since August 1, 1914,
suis, etc., renresenting i
American inT.erests.
nwhich
the oath
was executed
before or
or authenticated
by a
American
ress.p in
which the
oath was
executed before
authenticated by
a consular
consular
officer,
to administer
oaths, of
officer, or other
other representative
representative qualified
qualified to
administer oaths,
of a
a
Government
Government acting in the interest of the Government
Government of the United
United
States, shall
if said
had
shall have
have the same
same force and effect as if
said oath
oath had
executed by the applicant before aa consular
been executed
consular officer of the
United
States.
Rights of
priority to
to United
United States.
Rights
of priority
States.
inventors
SEC.
a person
erson while
inventors while servS
EC. 6. That where
where an invention was made by a
ig abroad
abroad,
serving abroad, during the war, with the forces of the United States,
mg
States,
civil or military, the inventor thereof
thereof shall be entitled, in interference
interference
and other proceedings
invention, to
proceedings arising in connection
connection with such invention
to
the same rights of priority
riority with respect of such invention
invention as if 'the
the
Action to be taken. same
United States,
and where
an application
application
An
same had been made
made in the United
States, and
where an
became abandoned
the time
time the
was
abandoned or
or forfeited,
forfeited, during
during the
the applicant
applicant was
serving
the forces
United states,
failure
serving with the
forces of
of the
the United
tates, by
by reason
reason ot
of his
his failure
to take action or pay aafee within the time now
required by law,
now required
law, such
such
action may be taken, or the fee paid, within six
six months
months from the
the
N
of this
this Act.
Act.
o claim
passage of
cm against
gait passage
o
Government
Sic. 7.
That no
claim shall
shall be
be made
or action
brought in
respect
Government for use
SEC.
7. That
no claim
made or
action brought
in respect
of patent rights of alien
enemy,
products, ete., of
since August
August 1,
1, 1914,
1914, up
to the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act,
Act, by
the
emratyentrihtStien
of the
the use
use since
up to
by the
s nce
nc August
August 1, 1914.
914
Government of
of the
the -United States,
by any
s
Government
States, or
or by
any persons
persons acting
acting on
behalf
on behalf
of, or
contract with,
the Government
of
or under
under contract
with, or
or with the
the assent
assent of
of the
Government of
the United States or of Governments
Governments or their representatives
representatives assoassociated with the United States, under say
owned in
any patent rights
rights owned
in
whole or
or in
in part
part since
August 1,
1914, by
emmyt nor
nor in
whole
since August
1, 1914,
bly an
an alien
alien enemy
in
respect of the use of any process durin
g such period,
during
period, or the
the sale,
offering for sale, or use, at any time, of any products,
or
products, articles,
articles, or

agents since August 1,

agents since August 1,
same
1914, to
1914,
to have
have same
f91ce
force as if by inventor,
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during such period to which
apparatus whatsoever
whatsoever manufactured
manufactured during
such patent rights applied.
Authority
over
S
EC. 8.
8. That
this Act
Act shall
shall affect
affect any
any Act
Act done
enAut
yhorita
y
tg t
e
s
ralien
ali
ne
ort
SEC.
That nothing
nothig in
in this
done by
by enemy
patents not
virtue of the special measures
measures taken during the war under legislative,
legislative, affected. P
executive, or administrative
administrative authority
authority of the United States in regard
regard
to the rights of an enemy, or ally of an enemy, as defined by the
Vol. 40,
40, p.
p. 420.
420.
Trading with the Enemy Act of
Trading
of October 6, 1917, in patents for Vol.
inventions and designs.
inventions
Approved, March 3, 1921.
1921.

CHAP. 127.-An
Making appropriations
for the
Department of
Agriculture for
CHAP.
127.-An Act
Act Making
appropriations for
the Department
of Agriculture
for
the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
30, 1922.
1922.
ending June
June 30,

March
3, 1921.
March 3,1921.
R. 15812.1
15812.]
[H. It.
367.]
[Public, No. 367.1

enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
and House of Representatives
Agricultural
De.
States
That the
the following
sums are
p Agrien
culturs
api
proppe.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
following .sums
are partment
States of
of America
America in
appropriations.
appropriated, out of
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro- ti°ns *
appropriated,
priatecl,
compensation for the fiscal year ending
ending June 30, 1922,
priated, in full compensation
for the purposes
purposes and objects hereinafter
hereinafter expressed, namely:
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE.
OFFICE OF
THE SECRETARY.
SECRETARY.
OFFICE
OF THE

Secretary's
Secretary's Office.
Office.

Pay of Secretary,
SMARMS, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
ECRETARY OF
OF AGRICULTURE:
Secretary Assyan
SALARIES,
THE S
SECRETARY
AGRICULTURE: Secretary
Seretary
Assistant,
Solicitor;
etc.
of Agriculture,
$12,000; Assistant Secretary,
director of etcSecretary, $5,000; director
Agriculture, $12,000;
scientific work, $5,000; director
director of regulatory work, $5,000; solicitor,
$5,000;
clerk, $3,000,
$3,000, and
and $500
$500 additional
additional as
as custodian
custodian of buildbuild$5,000; chief
chief clerk,
secretary to the Secretary,
executive clerksclerksSecretary, $2,500; executive
ings; private secretary
one
stenographer anc,
executive clerk to Secretary,
Secretary,
one $2,250, one $2,100;
$2,100; stenographer
and executive
$2,250; private secretary
secretary to Assistant Secretary,
appointment
Secretary, $2,250; appointment
Inspectors,law
clerk,
$2,000; officer
officer in
in charge
supplies, $2,000; inspectors-one
inspectors-one Inspectors,law
charge of
of supplies,
clerk, $2,000;
clerks, etc.
$3,000,
attorneys-one $3,500,
at $3,250
$3,250 each;
each; law lers,etc.
two at
$3,500, two
one $2,250;
$2,250; attorneys-one
$3,000, one
clerks-four
each, two at $2,750 each, four
four at $2,500 each,
clerks-four at $3,000 each,
eight at $2,250
$2,.250 each, one $2,200, five at $2,000 each, two at $1,800
$1,800
each; superintendent
superintendent of telegraph and telephones,
telephones, $2,000; telegraph
telegraph
and telephone
telephone operator,
operator, $1,600;
$1,600; assistant chief clerk and captain of
the watch, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-one
clerks-one $2,000, five of class four, thirteen of
class three, one $1,440,
$1,440, seventeen
seventeen of class two, thirty-one
thirty-one of class one,
two at $1,100 each, one $1,020,
$1,020, four at $1,000 each, six at $900 each;
accountant
bookkeeper, $2,000; messengers
messengers or laborers-sixteen
laborers-sixteen
accountant and bookkeeper,
one
at $840 each, eight at $720 each; lieutenants
lieutenants of the watch
watch-one
$1,000, two at $960 each; watchmen-thirty
fifty-two
$1,000,
watchmen-thirty at $840 each, fifty-two
foreman of stable,.
$1,080; skilled
skilled laborers-four
laborers-four at
at $720 each; foreman
stable, $1,080;
$1,000 each,
laborers at
messengers or laborers
at $600
$600
$1,000
each, three
three at $960 each; eight messengers
each; messenger
boys-one $720, seven at $600 each, ten at $480
each;
messenger boys-one
each; charwomen-one
charwomen-one $540, three at $480 each, one $360, sixteen
each;
at $240
$240 each;
extra labor
labor and
emergency employments,
$12,480;
and emergency
employments, $12,480;
each; for
for extra
at
in all,
$367,560.
in
all, $367,560.
Mechanical employemployMechanical
ees.
For
necessary employees in the ees.
and compensation
compensation of necessary
For salaries
salaries and
mechanical
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
mechanical shops and power plant of the Department
$100,000.
$100,000.
Total for Office of the Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $467,560.
Ott
CE OF FARM
FARM MANAGRMFNT
AND
MANAGEMENT AND
OFFICE

FARM ECONOMICS.
ECONOMICS.
FARM

Farm Management
Management
and Economics
Economics Office.

Pay of chief, assistassit-

SAT.A RYES, OFFICE
Oi iiCE OF FAIM
FAkm MANAGEMENT
AND FAM
FARM ECONOMICS:
clerks, etc.
e
ECONOmICS: ants, clerks,
MANAGEMENT AND
SALIRES,
Chief of office, $5,000;
$5,000; assistant to the chief, $2,520; executive assistant, $2,250; clerks-two of class four, four of class three, seven of
class
$1,320 each, eighteen of class one, three at $1,100
$1,100
clas two, two at $1,320
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each, four at $1,080
$1,080 each, fifteen at $1,000 each; clerks
or draftsmendraftsmen—
clerks or
one $1,440,
$1,440, one $1,020;
$1,020; draftsman, $1,200;
$1,200; library
library assistants-one
assistants—one
$1,440, one $900; photographer,
photographer, $1,400;
$1,400; cartographer
cartographer,' $1,500;
$1,500; messenger
senger or laborer, $720; messenger boys
one $660,
boys-one
$660, three
three at
at $480
$480
charwomen-one $480, five at
each; charwomen—one
at $240
$240 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $89,830.
$89,830.
General expenses.
Generalexpenses.
GENERAL
OF FARM
AND FARM
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
FARM MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT AND
FARM
EcoNoMIcs: For the employment
employment of persons in
ECONOMICS:
Washington
in the city of Washington
and elsewhere
elsewhere, furniture,
furniture, supplies,
rent outsid
supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, rent
outsidee o
off
the District of
of Columbia, and all other expenses necessary in carrying
carrying
herein authorized,
authorized, as
follows:
out the work herein
as follows:
Farm management
management
and practice.
practice.
To investigate
investigate and
encourage the
the adoption
adoption of
and encourage
of improved
improved methods
methods
Proviso.
Proeiso.
of farm management
management and farm practice,
practice,
$325,000: Provided,
Provided, That
of
That of
Cost of production.
Costf prodution.
this amount $150,000
$150,000 may be used
of proused in ascertaining
ascertaining the
the cost
cost of
prostaple agriculture
duction of the
the principal staple
agriculture products.
products.
Total for Office of Farm Management
Management and Farm
Farm Economics,
Economics,
$414,830.
$414,830.
Weather Bureau.
Weather
WEA'111ER
BUREAU.
WEATHER BUREAU.
Pay of chief of buerksto
bureau, clerks,
etc.

reauyo

SALARIES,
WEATHER
BUREAU: Chief
SALARIES, W
EATHER BUREAU:
Chief of
of bureau,
bureau, $5,000;
$5,000; assistant
assistant

chief, $3,250; chief clerk, $2,500; chiefs of divisions—one
divisions-one of stations
and accounts
accounts $2,750, one of printing $2,500, three at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each;

rinters, mechanics,
mechanic,
Printers,
etc.
etc.

clerks—eight of
of class
class four,
four, twelve
twelve of
clerks-eight
of class
class three,
three, twenty-four
twenty-four of
of class
class

two, forty-eight
$1,000 each; foreman
forty-eight of class one, nine at $1,000
foreman of
of printing,
$1,600; lithographers-one
$1,600;
lithographers—one $1,500, three at $1,200
$1,200 each;
pressman,
each; pressman,
$1,200; printers or compositors-two
compositors—two at $1,440
$1,440 each, six
$1,350
six at $1,350
each, twenty at $1,300 each, one $1,200, six at $1,080 each; four folders and feeders at $720 each; instrument makers-supervisor
makers—supervisor $1,620,
$1 1620,
one $1,440,
$1,440, three
three at $1,300 each, one $1,260;
$1,260; skilled mechanics—
mechanicsone $1,300, three
three at
$1,200 each,
each, thirteen
thirteen at
engineer,
at $1,200
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; engineer,
Watchmen, laborers,
etc.hmenlabrer
$1,300; three
firemen at
at $840
$840 each;
of the
the watch,
$1,000;
$1,300;
three firemen
etc.
each; captain
captain of
watch, $1,000;
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; repairmen-one
repairmen—one $1,200,
$1,200, eight at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each;
gardener
messengers or
laborers—twenty-ei
ght at
at $720
$720
gardener,' $1,000;
$1,000; messengers
or laborers-twenty-eight
each,
earth, six at $660 each, twenty-two at
messenger boys—
at $600 each; messenger
boyseleven at $600 each, one hundred at
$480 each;
each; charwomen—one
at $480
charwomen-one
$360,
at
$240
in
all,
$346,580.
three
at
$240
each;
in
all,
$346,580.
General experises.
Celasrificaten.
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, WEATHER
W EATHER BUREAU:
BUREAU: For
carrying into
into effect
effect
For carrying
Cla.ssitIcation.
elsewhere in the United States,
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere
States, in
in
the West Indies,.
Caribb ean Sea,
Sea ,and
an d on
Indies, in the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, the
the Caribbean
on
adjacent coasts,
coasts, in
Bermuda, and
and in
adjacent
in the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, in
in Bermuda,
in Alaska,
Alaska,
Vol. 26, p. 6a3.
'r.2 .
the provisions
provisions of an Act approved
approved October 1,
1, 1890, so far
they
far as
as they
relate to the weather
weather service
Department
service transferred
transferred thereby
thereby to
to the
the Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture 'for the employment
employment of professors of
meteorology, disdisof meteorology,
trict forecasters, local forecasters, meteorologists,
meteorologists, section
section directors,
directors,
observers apprentices,
observers,
apprentices, operators,
operators skilled
skilled mechanics,
mechanics, in
strument
instrument
makers,
makers foremen,
foremen assistant
assistant foremen, proof
roof readers,
readers compositors,
compositors,
pressmen,
pressmen, lithographers,
lithographers, folders and feeders,
leeders, repairmen,
station
repairmen, station
agents, messengers, messenger
messenger boys,
special observers,
boys, laborers,
laborers, special
observers, disdisplaymen, and other necessary
employees; for fuel, gas,
necessary employees;
gas, electricity,
electricity,
freight and express charges, furniture,
furniture, stationery,
stationery, ice, dry
dry goods,
twine, mats, oil, paints, glass, lumber, hardware,
hardware, and
towels;
and washing
washing towels;
for advertising; for purchase, subsistence, and
an d care
of horses
horses and
and
care of
vehicles, the purchase and repair of harness,
only4
vehicles,
harness, for official
official purposes
purposes only;
for instruments, shelters, apparatus,
apparatus, storm-warning
storm-warning towers and
and
repairs
thereto; for
of offices;
repairs thereto;
for rent
rent of
offices; for
for repairs
repairs and
and improvements
improvements to
to
preservation of grounds,
existing buildings and care and preservation
grounds, including
including
construction of necessary
the construction
necessary outbuildings
outbuildings and sidewalks
sidewalks on
public
on public
streets abutting Weather
Weather Bureau grounds; and the erection
erection of
of temtemporary buildings
observers; for offical
buildings for living
living quarters
quarters of observers;
official traveng
traveling
expenses; for telephone
expenses;
telephone rentals, and for tlerain
telegraphing,telephoning,
telephoning,
and ca
cabling
reports and messages,
fling reports
messages, rates to beTlixed
by
Secretary
be
fed the
the Secrety
of
of Agriculture by agreements
agreements with the companies
companies performing
performing the
the
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maintenance and repair of Weather
service; for the maintenance
telegraph 7
Weather Bureau telegraph,
telephone, and cable lines; and for every other expenditure
required
expenditure required
establishment, equipment,
for the establishment,
equipment, and maintenance
meteorological
maintenance of meteorological
offices and stations and for the issuing of weather
forecasts and
and warnwarnweather forecasts
ings of storms, cold waves, frosts, and heavy snows, the gauging
and
gauging and
measuring
measuring of the flow of rivers and the issuing of
river forecasts
forecasts and
of river
and
warnings;
warnings; for observations and reports relating
relating to
crops and
and for
for other
other
to crops
necessary
necessary observations
observations and reports,
reports, including
including cooperation
with other
other hoer",ratis,
cooperation with
with
other
otM)eurraeati ,etc.with
bureaus
bureaus of the Government
Government and societies and institutions
institutions of
of learning
learning
for the dissemination of meteorological
as follows:
follows:
meteorological information,
information, as
WashFor necessary expenses in the city of Washington
Expensessin
cin WashWashington incident
incident to
to colcol- ,penses
lecting and disseminating meteorological,
climatological, and
and marine
marine
meteorological, climatological,
information, and for investigations
investigations in meteorology,
meteorology, climatology
climatology,-,seisseismology, volcanology, evaporation, and
aerology, $108,410;
and aerology,
$108,410;
office.
For the maintenance
maintenance of a
aprinting
office in
city,of
printing office
in the
the city
of Washington
Washington Printing
Printng office.
for the printing of weather
weather maps, bulletins, circulars, forms, and
and other
other
publications, including
including the pay of additional employees,
employees, when
when necesneces- Proviso.
proiso.
sary, $11,450:
of work.
work.of
$11,450: Provided,
Provided, That no printing shall be done by the Weather
Weather inEgtxopne,nses
Limitationoutside
of
Bureau that can be done at the Government
Government Printing Office
Office without
without
impairing the
service of
bureau.
the service
of said
said bureau.
For necessary
necessary expenses outside of the city
Washington incident
incident WashngSton.U
city of Washington
Washington.
to collecting and disseminating
disseminating meteorological,
meteorological, climatological,
climatological, and
and
marine information, and for investigations
investigations m meteorology,
meteorology, climatolclimatology seismology, volcanology,
volcanology, evaporation,
evaporation, and aerology,
aerology, $1,300,110,
$1,300,110,
including not to exceed
exceed $697,080 for salaries, $129,040
$129,040 for
for special
special obserobservations
vations and reports, and $295,750 for telegraphing and telephoning;
telephoning;
forecasts, warnings, Frost investigations,
For investigations,
investigations, observations, ,and reports, forecasts,
investigatins
etc.
and advices for the protection
protection of horticultural
horticultural interests from frost etc'
damage, $9,000;
For official
$30,000;
Traveling
expenses.
official traveling
traveling expenses, $30,000;
Travelingexpenses.
Aerological stations.
For the maintenance
maintenance of stations,
stations, for
measuring, and
for observing,
observing, measuring,
and Aeroiogica
stations.
investigating atmospheric
investigating
atmospheric phenomena,
phenomena, including
travel, and
including salaries,
salaries, travel,
and
other expenses in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
$81,020;
elsewhere, $81,020;
In all, for general expenses,
$1,539,990;
expenses, $1,539,990;
Total for Weather
Weather Bureau, $1,886,570.
$1,886,570.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF ANIMAL
ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
INDUSTRY.

Animal
Animal
Bureau.

Industry
Industry

SALARIES,
BUREAU OF
SALARIES, BUREAU
ANIMAL I
NDUSTRY: Chief
of bureau,
bureau, $5,000;
$5,000; Pay
chief of
bu..
OF ANIMAL
INDUSTRY:
Chief of
Pay of
of chief
of bu.
chief clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; editor and compiler, $2,250;
$2.250; executiv
reau, clers,etc.
clerks, etc.
executivee assistant,
assistant, reau,
$2,500; eight executive
executive clerks at $2,000 each;
each; clerks—twelve
of class
clerks-twelve of
class
four, ten at $1,680 each, eighteen of class three,
fourteen at
three, fourteen
at $1,500
$1,500
each, forty of class two, eight at $1,380 each, twenty at $1,320
$1,320 each,
each,
forty-five
forty-five at $1,300
$1,300 each, eight at $1,260
hundred and
and
$1,260 each,
each, one hundred
twenty of class one, twenty at $1,100
each, twenty-five
at $1,080
$1,080
$1,100 each,
twenty-five at
each, thirty-two
thirty-two at $1,000
$1,000 each, six at $960 each; architect, $2,000;
$2,000;
illustrator, $1,400
$1,400; laboratory.aid, $1,200;
$1,200; laboratory helper,
helper, $1,200;
$1,200;
six laboratory assistants at $1,200 each; laboratory
laboratory mechaniciansmechanicians—
one $1,640, one $1,440;
$1,440; carpenters-one
carpenters one $1,140, two at
at $1,004)
$1,000 each;
each;
custodians at $1,200 each; skilled laborers-one
two messengers
messengers and custodians
laborers one
$1,200, three at $1,000 each, eleven at $900 each;
$1,200,
painter, $900;
each; painter,
$900;
laborers-fifty
laborers fifty at $960 each, two at $900 each, three at $780 each;
each;
messengers
laborers-eleven
messengers or laborers
eleven at $840 each, twenty-nine
twenty-nine at
at $720
$720
each; messenger
boys-two at $660 each, three at $600 each,
messenger boys—two
each, five
five
at $540 each, fifteen at $480 each; charwomen—one
two at
at
charwomen-one $600,
$600, two
$540 each, seventeen at $480 each,
five at
$360 each,
two at
at 8300
$300
each, five
at $360
each, two
each, seven at $240 each; in all, $655,050.
GENELRAL
BuREAu OF
AINI AL I
INDUSTRY:
G
ENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSFS, BUREAU
OF ANIMAL
NDUSTRY: For carrying c
‘
1,10vpeS.
1
.2,1;.x"e
iie.
nses'
out
May, 29,
out the provisions of the Act approved
approved May
1884, establishing
Vol. 26, p. 33.
29, 1884,
establishing a
a Vol.2,
Animal Industry, and the provisions of the Act approved
Bureau of Animal
approved
March 3, 1891, providing for the safe transport
transport and
treatand humane
humane treat-
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ment
export cattle
cattle from
to foreign
foreign countries,
ment of
of export
from the
the United
United States
States to
countries,
and
other purposes;
the Act
August 30,
and for
for other
purposes; the
Act approved
approved August
30, 1890,
1890, providing
providing
for
the importation
of animals
into the
the United
and for
animals into
United States
States, and
for other
other
for the
importation of
Vol.
p. 193.
purposes;
the prov
i
si
ons of
ofthe
the Act
Actof
ofM
ay 9,
9, 1902,
1902, extending
extending
Vol. 32,
32, p.
193.
purposes; an
andd the
provisions
May
the inspection
process butter,
for the
the
butter, and
and providing
providing for
inspection of
of meats
meats to
to process
the
inspection
of factories,
factories, marking
marking of
forth; and
and the
the
of packages,
packages, and
and so
so forth;
inspection of
Vol. 32,
791.
provisions
of the
approved February
1903, to
to enable
enable the
the SecFebruary 2,
2, 1903,
Secprovisions of
the Act
Act approved
ol p.
p 32
791
retary
of Agriculture
more effectually
effectually suppress
and prevent
the
retary of
Agriculture to
to more
suppress and
prevent the
spread of
and infectious
diseases of
of live
and for
for
spread
of contagious
contagious and
infectious diseases
live stock,
stock, and
Vol. 33, p. 1264.
Cattle qarnte.
quarantine,
other purposes;
and also
also the
provisions. of
March 3,
3,
approved March
the Act
Act approved
of the
the provisions
purposes; and
other
ne
Cattle
1905, to
to enable
the Secretary
of Agriculture
to establish
establish and
main1905,
enable the
Secretary of
Agriculture to
and maintain quarantine
quarantine districts,
districts, to
to permit
and regulate
of
regulate the
the movement
movement of
permit and
tain
Vol.
p. 607.
cattle and
other live
therefrom, and
and for
other purposes;
purposes; and
and
for other
live stock
stock therefrom,
and other
607.
cattle
Vol. 34,
34, p.
Twenty-eight hour
Twenty-eight
hour for carrying out
the provisions
provisions of the
the Act
Act of June 29, 1906,
1906,
law.
entitled
"An Act to prevent
animals while in transit
transit
cruelty to animals
prevent cruelty
entitled "An
la.
by railroad
or other
other means
of transportation";
and for
carryby
railroad or
means of
transportation"; and
for carryVol. 37, p. 832.
1913
approved March 4, 1913,
Animal
viruses, etc.
provisions of the Act approved
out the
the provisions
etc. ing out
Animavuses
regulating
preparation, sale,
exchange, or shipment of
sale, barter,
barter, exchange,
the preparation,
regulating the
any virus,
serum, toxin, or analogous
analogous products manufactured
manufactured in the
any
virus, serum,
United
intended for
of such products intended
for
United States,
States, and
and the
the importation
importation of
Coleecting
Collecting informa- use in the treatment of domestic animals;
animals; and
and to
to enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary
don, etc.
of Agriculture
to collect
disseminate information
information concerning
concerning live
live
and disseminate
collect and
of
Agriculture to
stock, dairy,
other animal
animal products;
to prepare
and disseminate
disseminate
stock,
dairy, and
and other
products; to
prepare and
employees,
reports on animal industry;
industry; to employ and pay from the appropriaPay of employees,
reports
tinn
as many
persons in
m the
the city
city .of
Washington or
or
tin herein
herein made
made as
many persons
of Washington
open market
' serums,' elsewhere
as he
he may
may deem
necessary; to
to purchase
the open
market
purchase in the
deem necessary;
elsewhere as
etubcItul
etc.,
tests.
analogous products,
or analogous
samples of
of all tuberculin,
tuberculin, serums,
serums, antitoxins,
antitoxins, or
of foreign or domestic manufacture,
manufacture, which are sold in
m the United
detection, prevention,
States, for the detection,
prevention, treatment,
treatment, or cure of
of diseases
diseases
of domestic
domestic animals, to test the same, and to disseminate
disseminate the results
purchase and
Purchase, destruc- of said
aid tests in such manner as he may deem best; to purchase
and
tion, etc.,
etc., of
diseased
of diseased
tion,
animals.
destroy diseased or exposed animals
animals,
quarantine the
animals or
or quarantine
the same
same whenwhenever in his judgment essential
essential to prevent the spread of pleuropneutuberculosis, or other
animals from
to
monia, tuberculosis,
other diseases
diseases of animals
from one
one State
State to
another,
follows:
as follows:
another, as
Insp ec t
itand guarFor i
nspecti
on and quarantine work, including all necessary exall necessary exVol.
414.
Vol. 26,
26, p. 414.

inhume-

Tuberculin

serums

Purchase,

destruc-

an tin e w or

anItiSew"ork.adq

of

s

For inspection and quarantine work, including

penses for the eradication
inspection
eradication of scabies
scabies in
in sheep and
and cattle,
cattle, the
the inspection
of
southern cattle,
transportation of
of live
of southern
cattle, the supervision
supervision of
of tine
the transportation
live
execution of the twenty-eightstock and the inspection
inspection of vessels, the execution
twenty-eighthour law,
law„ the inspection
inspection and quarantine of imported
imported animals,
animals, including
maintenance of quarantine
chiding the establishment and maintenance
stations
quarantine stations
repairs, alterations, improvements, or additions
and repairs,
buildings
additions to
to buildings
thereon;
the inspection
inspection work
work relative
to the
the existence
existence of
of contagious
contagious
relative to
Proviso.
thereon; the
rovisoo.
stationrepairs.
diseases,
and the
mallein testing
Station repairs.
di
seases 'and
the mallein
Provided',
testing of
of animals,
animals, $534,640:
$534,640: Provided,
That not to exceed $15,000
$15,000 shall be used for improvements
improvements and reTuberculosis
of ani- airs to
to quarantine
quarantine stations;
stations;
Tuberclosis of
- n
pairs
mals.
ma's.
For investigating the disease of tuberculosis
tuberculosis of animals, for its
Investigating,
for control
control and
and eradication,
of animals,
and for
testing of
animals, and
for
lrvostiga
ticaior
eradication, for
for the
the tuberculin
tuberculin testing
control,
eradication,
etc.
researches
etc.
researches concerning
concerning the cause of the disease, its modes of spread,
including demonstrations,
and methods of treatment
treatment and
and prevention, including
demonstrations,
the
formation of organizations,
organizations, and such
be
the formation
such other
other means
means as
as may
may be
Application of
necessary, either
either independently
or in
eration with
with farmers,
farmers,
cooperation
in coop
independently or
fnd. necessary,
of fund
Application
associations,
Territory, or
$1,978,800, of
of
associations, State, Territory,
or county
county authorities,
authorities, $1,978,800,
which
which $978,800
$978,800 shall be set aside for administrative
administrative and operating
opera
Provisos..
expenses
and $1,000,000
of indemnities:
Provid
Prois.
o
expenses and
$1,000,000 for
for the
the payment
payment of
indemnities: Provided,
Reimbursing
gowners
for
That in
in carrying
out the
purpose of
of this
in
for animas destroyed, however,
however, That
carrying out
the purpose
this appropriation,
appropriation, if
if in
etc
the opinion of the Secretary
shaE be necessary to
etc.
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, it
it shall
loss theredestroy tuberculous animals and to compensate
compensate owners for lam
of, he may, in his discretion, and in accordance
accordance with such rules and
regulations as he may prescribe, expend in the city of Washington
Washington
regulations
elsewhere out of the moneys of this appropriation,
appropriation, such Sums
sums as
a
or elsewhere
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he
shall determine
determine to
to be
be necessary,
within the
the limitations above
necessary, within
he shall
provided, for
for the
reimbursement of
owners of
of animals
destroyed, CooperationofStates,
Cooperation of States,
so destroyed,
animals so
of owners
the reimbursement
provided,
m
with such
such States,
counties, or
or municimunici- etc.,required.
etc., required.
Territories, counties,
States, Territories,
cooperation with
m cooperation
its
palities, as
law or
keeping with its
in keeping
action in
suitable action
by suitable
or by
by law
shall by
as shall
palities,
and
authority
in
the
matter,
and
by
rules
and
regulations
adopted
regulations
and
rules
by
and
matter,
the
in
authority
enforced
in pursuance
thereof, provide
tuberculous
of tuberculous
inspection of
provide inspection
pursuance thereof,
enforced in
Restrictionsonpayso destroyed,
destroyed, Restrictions
animals
for compensation
compensation to
owners of
of animals
animals so
on payto owners
and for
animals and
in ments.
appropriated shall be used in
but
hereby appropriated
ments.
of the money hereby
part of
no part
but no
compensating
owners of
of such
such animals
animals except
cooperation with and
except in cooperation
compensating owners
supplementary
Territory, county,
made by State, Territory,
be made
to be
payments to
to payments
supplementary to
or
municipality when
condemnation of
of such animals
animals shall take
when condemnation
or municipality
place;
compensation
hereunder as compensation
be made hereunder
payment be
any payment
shall any
nor shall
place; nor
for
or on
on account
account of
of any
such animal
destroyed if at the time of
of
animal destroyed
any such
for or
condemnation
inspection
test of
of such
at the time of condemnation
or at
animal, or
such animal,
or test
inspection or
thereof, it
shall belong
belong to
or be
be upon
upon the
the premises
premises of any person,
to or
it shall
thereof,
mpensa
on compensaLimt on
firm,
or
corporation,
to
which
it
has
been
shipped, or delivered
delivered Limit
sold,
been
has
it
which
to
firm, or corporation,
further, That out of tion.
Provided further,
tor the
the purpose
of being
slaughtered: Provided
being slaughtered:
purpose of
for
for
the money
appropriated no
no payment
payment as compensation
compensation for
hereby appropriated
money hereby
the
any tuberculous
one-third of the
exceed one-third
shall exceed
destroyed shall
animal destroyed
tuberculous animal
any
difference between
between the
the appraised
appraised value
value of such animal and the value
difference
of
the salvage
thereof; that
that no
no payment
exceed the
shall exceed
hereunder shall
payment hereunder
salvage thereof;
of the
amount
or to
by the
the State,
State, Territory,
Territory, county, or municpaid by
be paid
to be
paid or
amount paid
ipality,
where the
condemned; and that in no case
case
shall be condemned;
animal shall
the animal
ipality, where
shall
any payment
payment hereunder
be more
more than
than $25
any grade
grade animal
for any
$25 for
hereunder be
shall any
payment shall
or
more than
$50 for
for any
pure-bred animal, and no payment
any pure-bred
than $50
or more
quarantine
be made
made unless
unless the
owner has
has complied with all lawful quarantine
the owner
be
outhern cattle ticks
regulations;
regulations;
eradication.i
or all
all necessary
necessary expenses
lattle ticks
eradication of southern cattle er=r
the eradication
for the
expenses for
For
of
Prose
shall
of this
That no
ticks, $660,000:
$660,000: Provided, That
no part
part of
this appropriation
appropriation shall PpPurchase
f
uchas
°1718°. eof
of materietc.,limited.
als, etc.,
purchase of materials
be
for the
of animals
materials als,
limited.
animals or in the purchase
purchase of
the purchase
used for
be used
for or
or in
owned
construction of dipping vats upon land not owned
the construction
in the
for
expositions where
solely
United States,
States, except
except at fairs or expositions
the United
by the
solely by
demonstrations;
the
Department of
Agriculture makes
makes exhibits or demonstrations;
of Agriculture
the Department
nor shall
shall any
this appropriation
appropriation be used in the purchase of
of this
part of
any part
nor
materials or
or mixtures
mixtures for
for use
experimental
dipping vats except in experimental
use in dipping
materials
or
demonstration work
work carried
carried on
on by
by the officials
officials or agents of the
or demonstration
Bureau
Animal Industry;airyindustry.
Industry;
of Animal
Bureau of
in industry.
For all
all necessary
necessary expenses
investigations and
Dairy
experiments in
and experiments
for investigations
expenses for
For
and
dairy industry,
improvements, and
including repairs, alterations, improvements,
industry, including
dairy
additions to
absolutely necessary to carry on experiments
experiments,
buildings absolutely
to buildings
additions
and
including
the
employment
of labor in the city of Washington
Washington and
employment
the
including
elsewhere,
industry in the
of the dairy- industry
investigations of
cooperative investigations
elsewhere, cooperative
.
various
and inspection
inspection of
of renovated-butter
factories, $375,000;
renovated-butter factories,
States, and
various States,
For
necessary expenses
experiments m
in tninyo
gh
,usbreeding,
b
b
r
a
e
nary
g
.
,
Feeding,
and experiments
investigations and
for investigations
expenses for
all necessary
For all
etc.,experiments.
and
feeding
animal
husbandry;
for
experiments
animal
feeding
and
breeding,
etc.,
experiments.
animal
in
animal husbandry; for experiments
including
cooperation with
with the
experiment stathe State agricultural experiment
including cooperation
buildings
tions, including
including repairs
and erection of _buildings
to and
additions to
and additions
repairs and
tions,
experiments, including the
absolutely necessary
necessary to
to carry on the experiments,
absolutely
rent
employment of
in the
city of
Washington and elsewhere, rent
of Washington
the city
labor in
of labor
employment
r
outside
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
and
all
other
necessary
expenses,
necessary
other
all
and
of
Columbia,
District
the
of
outside
$282,820: Provided,
sum thus
appropriated $58,640
$58,640 may
Provisos.
Poultry.
may poultry.
thus appropriated
the sum
of the
That of
Provided, That
$282,820:
be
for experiments
in poultry
poultry feeding
feeding and
breeding: Provided
Providedeerme
and breeding:
experiments in
used for
be used
further,
sum thus
st22; Idaho.
id:raiment
appropriated $8,000 is hereby made station,
thus appropriated
the sum
of the
That of
further, That
the
buildings
immediately
available
for
the
erection
necessary
at
necessary
of
erection
the
for
immediately available
United
experiment station
station in Clark County, Idaho,
sheep experiment
States sheep
United States
to furnish
facilities for the investigation of problems pertaining to
furnish facilities
to
the sheep
sheep and
industry on the farms
farms and ranges of the Western
wool industry
and wool
the
Animal diseases inStates;
States;
For all
all necessary
necessary expenses
scientific investigations
investigations in
diseases of vestigations.
,„V„ an
t
V
ond
s!'
in diseases
for scientific
expenses for
For
animals,
including the
improvement of the bureau
maintenance and improvement
the maintenance
animals, including
Maryland, and the necessary alteraexperiment
at Bethesda, Maryland,
station at
experiment station
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Proviso.
Contagious
abortion
Contagious abortion
of
animals.
ofanimals.
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tions of
of buildings
buildings thereon,
thereon, and the necessary
necessary expenses for investigations
tions of
analogous products,
of tuberculin,
tuberculin, serums, antitoxins, and analogous
tions
for
$106,400: Provided,
Provided : That
That of
of said
40 ,
000 may be used for
$40,000
said sum $
$106,400:

researches concerning
researches
concerning the cause,
cause modes of spread,
spread, and methods of
treatment and
and prevention
of the
disease of
contagious abortion of
of contagious
the disease
prevention of
treatment
animals;
animals;
Hog
cholera.
animals;
Hog cholera.
or
For
disease of hog cholera, and for its control or
Investigating,
demFor investigating the disease
Investigating, demonstrations,
etc.
nstrations, etc.
eradication by such means as may be necessary,
necessary, including demonstrademonstrations,
either
formation of organizations, and other methods, either
the formation
tions, the
independently
or in
cooperation with
farmers' associations,
associations, State
State or
or
with farmers'
or
in cooperation
raeindependently
Po
Provisos.
Provided,
Regulating trade
in county
authorities, $510,000:
$510,000: Provided,
That of said sum $195,000
$195,000
county
trade in
Regulating
v ir
viruses,
uses, etc.
etc.
shall be available
available for expenditure
expenditure in carrying out the provisions of
Vol. 37, p. 832.
preparation, sale,
the Act approved
ol. 37, . 32.
approved March 4, 1913, regulating the preparation,
barter, exchange,
exchange, or
or shipment
shipment of
of any
any virus
virus,' serum, toxin, or analbarter,
ogous
manufactured in the United States and the importaproduct manufactured
ogous product
tion
of
such products
products intended
intended for
for use
in the
treatment of
of domestic
the treatment
use in
such
of
tion
Pathological resum $29,520 shall be
animals: And
of said
said sum
That of
further, That
provided further,
And provided
Pathoogical re-animals:
searches.
concerning the cause, modes of spread,
available for researches
researches concerning
available
and
methods
of
treatment
and prevention
of this
disease;
this disease;
prevention of
and
treatment
of
methods
and
Douri' neeradication.
For all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for the investigation,
investigation, treatment,
treatment, and
Dto.
eradication of
dourine, $50,000;
$50,000;
of
dourine,
eradication
Administrative Work.
For
administrative work, including
including traveling expenses
expenses and
and
or general administrative
dmiFtrative
salaries
employees engaged
engaged in such work, rent outside
outside of the
of employees
salaries of
fixtures and supplies, express, freight,
District of Columbia, office fixtures
$26,686;
telegraph,
telephone, and other necessary
necessary expenses, $26,686;
telegraph, telephone,
$4,524,346.
In
In
all, for general
general expenses,
enses, $4,524,346.
OF
Meat inspection.
MEAT
INSPECTION, BUREAU OF ANUSIAL
INDUSTRY:
ANIMAL I
MeAT INSPECTION,
Additionaltxpenses.
NDUSTRY : For
For addinses.
ddtie
tional expenses
expenses in
carrying. out
provisions
meat-inspection
meat-inspection
the
of
provisions
out
the
carrying
in
tional
Vol. 34, pp. 674, 1260.
3, pp.674,120. Act of June 30, 1906 (Thirty-fourth
Vol.
674),
(Thirty-fourth Statutes at Large, page 674),
at
as
amended by
by the
the Act
Act of
March
4, 1907
1907 (Thirty-fourth
(Thirty-fourth Statutes
Statutes at
4,
of
March
amended
as
Equine meat.
Large, page
and as
as extended
by the
of
Act of
the Act
meat by
equine meat
to equine
extended to
1256), and
page 1256),
Large,
Aie,
Ante,ma.
p. 241.
including
241), including
July 24,
1919 (Forty-first
(Forty-first Statutes at Large, page 241),
24, 1919
July
the
purchase of tags,
certificates printed in
labels, stamps, and certificates
tags, labels,
the purchase
course
manufacture, $891,180.
course of manufacture,
Animal Industry, $6,070,576.
$6,070,576.
Total for Bureau of Animal
Industry BuPlant Industry
reau.
reau.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY.
INDUSTRY.

Pay of
chief
of bubus
cer clerks,
reay
oasis
reau, assistants,
etc.
etc.

Physiologist and
INDUSTRY:
OF PLANT
SALABIES,
oALARIES.
, BUREAU OF
PLANT I
NDUSTRY: Physiologist
and pathpathologist, who shall be chief of bureau, $5,000;
$5,000; assistant to the chief,
chief,
$3,000; one administrative
distribution,
administrative assistant in seed and plant distribution,
landscape gardener,
$2,500; officer in charge
charge of publications,
publications, $2,250; landscape
clerks-four
$1,800; officer in charge of records, $2,250; executive clerks—four
at $2,250
each, five
$1,980 each;
$1,000; seed wareeach; seed inspector, $1,000;
five at $1,980
at
$2,250 each,
houseman, $1,400; clerks—twelve
eighteen of class
clerks-twelve of class four, eighteen
ninety-two of class
thirty-one of class two, ninety-two
at $1,500 each, thirty-one
three, ten at
one, two
$1,020 each,
seven at $1,020
at $1,080
$1,080 each, seven
$1,100 each, five at
one,
two at $1,100
draftsmen at $1,200 each; artist,
$1,000 each; two clerks or draftsmen
thirty at $1,000
$1,620;
$1,620; clerks or artists-one
artists—one $1,400,
$1,400, two at $1,200
$1,200 each; laboratory
aids—two
each, one $1,380,
seven at $960 each, two at
$1,380, seven
at $1,440
$1,440 each,
aids-two at
laboratory aids or clerks at $1,200
$900 each, six at $840 each;
each; four laboratory
each; laboratory
laboratory aids, clerks, or skilled laborers—one
laborers-one $1,080, three
each;
at
each; map
map tracer
tracer or
aid, $900;
$900; assistants in
in
laboratory aid,
or laboratory
$1,020 each;
at $1,020
technology—one
gardeners—two at $1,440 each,
technology-one $1,400, one $1,380; gardeners-two
six at $1,200
$1,200 each, eight at $1,100 each, twenty .at $900 each, ten at
$780
each; general
$1,400; mechanician,
mechanician, $1,080;
$1,080; mechanmechanic, $1,400;
general mechanic,
$780 each;
ical
skilled
teamster, $840; skilled
$1,200; teamster,
ical assistants—one
assistants-one $1,400, one $1,200;
laborers—three
$1,100 each, one $960, two at $900 each, three at
laborers-three at $1,100
$840 each;
laborers—one $780,
each, twentytwenty780, eighty-eight
eighty-eight at $720 each;
each; laborers-one
$840
boy five at
m ener boys—five
each; messenger
at
messengers or laborers at $480 each
two messengers

Laboratyaidsetc.
Lat"xst°rY aicis '
etc.

Gardeners, etc.
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charwomen$660
each, fourteen
fourteen at
$600 each,
each, ten
$480 each; charwomen—
ten at $480
at $600
$660 each,
sesaie
eleven
each, twenty-one
twenty-one at
$240 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $501,000.
$501,000.
at $240
$480 each,
at $480
eleven at
Generalexpenses,investigation,etc.
GENERAL
EXPENSES,
BUREAU
OF
PLANT
I
NDUSTRY:
For
all
necesnecesall
For
INDUSTRY:
vesti
g
ations,
etc.
PLANT
OF
BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES,
sary
expenses in
of fruits,
fruits fruit
fruit trees,
trees grain, cotton,
investigation of
the investigation
in the
sary expenses
tobacco vegetables,
forage, drug, medicinal, poisonous,
grasses, forage
vegetables, grasses,
tobacco,
fiber,
and other
plants and
plant industries,
cooperation with other
in cooperation
industries, in
and plant
other plants
fiber, and
branches
the department,
department, the
the State
State experiment
stations, and
experiment stations,
of the
branches of
practical
farmers, and
for the
the erection
erection of necessary farm buildings: AP.
and for
practical farmers,
Proviso.
for buildins.
buildings.
Limit for
Provided, That
the cost
of any
any building
building erected
erected shall
shall not exceed
exceed Limit
cost of
That the
Provided,
drains,
$1,500;
for
field
and
station
expenses
including
fences,
and
expenses,
station
and
field
for
$1,500;
other farm
Columbia
District of Columbia
repairs in the District
for repair;
improvements; for
farm improvements;
other
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; for
outside of
of the District of Columbia;
Columbia; and for
rent outside
for rent
and
Investigators, etc.
the employment
local and
special agents, agricul- Investigators, etc.
and special
investigators, local
all investigators,
of all
employment of
the
tural explorers,
explorers, experts,
experts, clerks,
clerks, illustrators,
assistants, and all labor
illustrators, assistants,
tural
and
other necessary
necessary expenses
city of
Washington and elseof Washington
the city
in the
expenses in
and other
where required
required for
for the
the investigations,
experiments, and demonstrainvestigations, experiments,
where
tions
herein authorized,
authorized, as follows:
tions herein
Plant diseases, etc.
Plantdiseases,etc.
and pathological
For
pathological collections,
diseases and
plant diseases
of plant
investigations of
For investigations
including the
the maintenance
plant-disease survey, $72,000: Proviso.
of aa plant-disease
maintenance of
including
tree diseaes.
diseases.
Peach tree
research in Peach
shall be used for research
Provided,
amount shall
this amount
of this
$10,000 of
That $10,000
Provided, That
peach
of
brown-rot
and
kindred
trees;
diseases
brown-rot and kindred
Orchard, etc., fruits.
fruits, Proviso. etefrts.
For the
other fruits,
and other
orchard and
of orchard
diseases of
of diseases
investigation of
the investigation
For
ecans.
available Pecans.
be available
$80,935:
Provided, That
That $8,000
of said
said amount
amount shall
shall be
$8,000 of
$80,935: Provided,
er.
for
investigation of
diseases of the
pecan;trus
the pecan;
of diseases
the investigation
for the
Citrus canker.
of
For conducting
such investigations
investigations of the nature and means of
conducting such
For
communication
disease of
of citrus
trees known as citrus canker,
citrus trees
the disease
of the
communication of
and for
applying such
such methods
disease
eradication or control of the disease
of eradication
methods of
for applying
and
necessary,
be
may
as
in
the
judgment
of
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
Agriculture
Secretary
the
of
judgment
the
in
as
employment of
including
the payment
payment of
such expenses
expenses and the employment
of such
including the
expendCooperative expendelsewhere, Cooperative
Washington
such
persons
and
means,
in
the
city
of
Washington
and elsewhere,
of
city
the
in
means,
and
such persons
tures.
concerned, itures.
and cooperation
authorities of
of the States concerned,
such authorities
with such
cooperation with
and
organizations of
of growers,
growers, or individuals, as he may deem necessary
organizations
tocalcontributons
to accomplish
accomplish such
purposes, $79,720,
$79,720, and,
discretion of the Tmeal
contributions
the discretion
in the
and, in
such purposes,
to
equired.
required.
Secretary of
Agriculture, no
no expenditures
expenditures shall be made for these r
of Agriculture,
Secretary
purposes until
until a
a sum
expenditures
at least equal to such expenditures
sums at
or siims
sum or
purposes
shall have
appropriated, subscribed,
subscribed, or contributed by State,
been appropriated,
have been
shall
county, or
or local
or by
by individuals
individuals or organizations
organizations for the Proviso.
authorities or
local authorities
county,
No
pay for destroyed
accomplishment
of such
Provided, That
That no
Nopayfordestroyed
part of the trees,
no part
purposes: Provided,
such purposes:
accomplishment of
etc.
mretcvalue
cost
the
money
herein
appropriated
shall
to
pay
or
of
used
be
shall
appropriated
money herein
trees
other property
injured or
destroyed;
Tes,shrub,
or destroyed;
property injured
or other
trees or
Trees,
shrubs, etc.
etc.
For the
the investigation
investigation of
diseases of
of forest
ornamental trees
Chrestnttree bark
trees Chestnut-tree
and ornamental
forest and
of diseases
For
disease.
and
nature and habits of the parasitic
parasitic disease.
including aastudy of the nature
shrubs, including
and shrubs,
blister
fungi
causing
the
chestnut-tree
bark
disease,
the
white-pine
white-pine
the
disease,
fungi causing the chestnut-tree bark
rust,
epidemic tree
tree diseases,
diseases, for the purpose of discovering
discovering
other epidemic
and other
rust, and
new
methods of
and applying
eradication or
applying methods of eradication
control and
of control
new methods
control
already discovered,
discovered, $81,115;hite-pine
$81,115;
control already
White-pine blister
blister
rut.
For applying
applying such
such methods
of eradication
eradication or
or control
control of the white- rust.
methods of
For
Eradication and
Eradication
Agriculture control
pine
in the
methods. and
judgment of the Secretary of Agriculture
the judgment
as in
rust as
blister rust
pine blister
may
necessary, includi
payment of such expenses and the
the payment
includingg the
be necessary,
may be
Washington
employment of
of such
such persons
persons and
and means in the city of Washington
employment
and elsewhere,
authorities of the States
cooperation with such authorities
in cooperation
elsewhere, in
and
concerned, organizations,
or individuals
individuals as
as he
may deem necessary
necessary Local contributions.
he may
organizations, or
concerned,
to accomplish
accomplish such
such purposes,
purposes, $100,000,
$100,000, and in the discretion of the
to
Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture no
no expenditures
expenditures shall be made for these
Secretary of
purposes
until
a
sum
or
expenditures
at least equal to such expenditures
sums
or
sum
a
until
purposes
shall have
contributed by States,
subscribed, or contributed
appropriated, subscribed,
been appropriated,
have been
shafl
p
county, or
local authorities,
authorities, or
or.mni7ations for Proviso.
individuals or organizations
by individuals
or by
or local
county,
No
pay for destroyed
Nopayfordestroed
no part of the trees,
the
purposes: Provided,
That no
Provided, That
such purposes:
of such
accomplishment of
the accomplishment
etc.
tee
money
herein
appropriated
shall
be
used
to
cost
value
or
the
pay
to
used
be
shall
money herein appropriated
of
or other
other property
property injured
destroyed;
injured or destroyed;
trees or
of trees
85
44281°-21-85
44281°-21
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For
the investigation
investigation of
diseases of
of cotton,
truck crops,
crops,
of diseases
cotton, potatoes,
potatoes, truck
For the
$100,000;
related plants,
drug and
forage
and related
plants, $100,000;
crops, drug
forage crops,
For investigating
investigating the
physiology of crop plants and for testing
For
the physiology
and
breeding
varieties
thereof,
$56,860;
and breeding varieties thereof, $56,860;
Soibacteriology,
Soil bacteriology, etc.
plant-nutrition investigations,
investigations including
including
For soil-bacteriology
soil-bacteriology and plant-nutrition
the
testing of
samples, procured
in the
the open
open market,
cultures for
the testing
of samples,
procured in
market, of
of cultures
for
inoculating legumes, and
samples are found
impure,
and if any such
such samples
found to
to be
be impure,
Publishing tests of
misbranded, the results of the tests may be published,
ublig
tests o nonviable, or misbranded,
eultures.
together
the persons
together with the
the names
names of the
the manufacturers
manufacturers and
and of
of the
persons by
by
whom the
the cultures
cultures were
offered for
for sale,
sale, $50,000;
$50 2000;
whom
were offered
oilfertiity.
Soil
fertility.
For soil-fertility
causes of
soil-fertility investigations
investigations into
into organic
organic causes
of infertility
infertility
and
remedial measures,
measures, maintenance
maintenance of
and remedial
of productivity,
productivity, properties
properties and
and
composition of soil humus, and
composition
and the
the transformation
transformation and
and formation
formation
of soil
soil humus
humus by
by soil
soil organisms,
organisms, $45,060;
of
$45,060;
Acclimatizing
tropiFor
and adaptation
investigations of cotton, corn,
adaptation investigations
acclimatization and
For acclimatization
plamtiinteg
calplants,
etc. tropiand other crops introduced
introduced from tropical regions, and for the improveimprovement of cotton and other fiber
plants by cultural
fiber plants
cultural methods,
methods, breeding,
breeding,
and selection, and for determining
the
determining the
the feasibility
feasibility of increasing
increasing the
Proviso.
production of
fibers outside
of the
the continental
continental United
United States,
States,
outside of
hard fibers
of hard
production
roviso.
n
Cottonseed
iinter'
ter- $120,000:
Provided, That not more than $7,500 of this sum may be
Cottonseed
$120,000: Provided,
breeding,
breeding,
used for
for experiments
experiments in cottonseed
interbreeding;
used
cottonseed interbreeding;
Drag plants, etc.
Drugplants,etc.
For
the investigation,
testing, and
and improvement
improvement of
plants yielding
yielding
For the
investigation, testing,
of plants
drugs,
drugs, spices, poisons, oils, and
by-products,
and related products and
and by-products,
and for general physiological
physiological and fermentation
fermentation investigations,
investigations,
$39,820;
crop technology; ne- $39,820;
maets.
e
For crop technological
technological investigations,
investigations, including the
matodes.hnOl
the study
study of plantplantinfesting
nematodes_,
$24,940;
Commercial
Commercial seeds,
seeds, infesting nematodes, $24,940;
8Tasses,etc.
For
and testing
commercial seeds,
seeds including
including the
the testing
grasses,etc.
For studying
studying and
testing commercial
testing
Teotingsamplesetc.
f samples of seeds of grasses,
Testingsamples,etc. of
grasses clover, or alfalfa, and lawn-grass
lawn-grass
seeds secured in the open market, and where
where such
such samples are
are found
found
to be adulterated or misbranded
misbranded the results of the tests shall be published, together
together with
the names
persons by
by whom
the seeds
seeds
aduter- lished,
re ng adulterwith the
names of
of the
the persons
whom the
Preventing
sale, and
and for
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act
ated seed
seed admisson,
admission, were
were offered
offered for
for sale,
for carrying
etc.
approved
August
24
.2
1912
entitled
"An
Act
to
regulate
foreign
foreign
1912
entitled
"An
Act
to
regulate
p.506
approved
August
24,
etol.37
Vol. 37, p. 506.
commerce by prohibiting the admission
commerce
admission into the United
!Anted States of
certain adulterated
adulterated grai
gram and seeds unfit
purposes"
unfit for seeding
seeding purposes"
(Thirty-seventh
Statutes
at
Large,
page
506),
$41,680;
.
(Thirty-seventh
Statutes
at
Large,
page
506),
$41,680;
Cestals.
For the investigation
improvement of cereals
investigation and improvement
cereals and methods
methods of
of
production, and the study of cereal diseases, and for the investicereal production
gation
cultivation and
and breeding
of flax
flax for
gation of
of the
the cultivation
breeding of
for seed
seed purposes,
purposes
a study of flax diseases,
including a
diseases, and for the investigation and
improvement
of broom
of broom-corn
production,
prorims.
improvement of
broom corn
corn and
and methods
methods of
broom-corn production,
Prorisos.
$379,705:
Provided,That $50,000 shall be set aside for the investigaRust diseases.
$379,705: Provided,
investigaDtryig barberry
barberry tion and control
control of the diseases of wheat, oats, and barley known as
Destroying
bushes,etc.
bushes,
etc.
black rust, leaf rust, and stripe rust: Provided
Provided also,
also, That $147,200
$147,200
shall be set aside for the location
location of and destruction of the barberry
barberry
and other
which such
such rust
spores originate:
originate:
heatscab or
orblit.
bushes and
other vegetation
vegetation from
from which
rust spores
Wheatscab
blight. bushes
Providedfurther,
Provided
further, That not less than $20,000 shall
shall be used
used for investiinvestigating
the
wheat
scab
or
blight;
blight;
or
scab
wheat
the
Smut,
and
gating
other
mut, and
seedig
diseases eradTo enable
Secretary of
seeding diseases
eradiTo
enable the
the Secretary
the emergency
emergency
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to meet
meet the
cation,tion.
caused
by the
of flag
flag smut
of wheat,
caused by
the existence
existence in
in the
the United
United States
States of
smut of
wheat,
take-all, helminthosporium,
and seedhelminthosporium, and
and other
other destructive
destructive soil
soil and
seedinfecting diseases
diseases of wheat and of other cereals, there
there is
is hereby
hereby
appropriated,
out of
moneys in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, out
of any
any moneys
the Treasury
otherwise
Cooperation
with
States,
etc.
appropriated,
$30,000, to
to be
be used
i
n cooperation
cooperati
on with
with the
Plant
Stateoet.on
aplpropriated, $30,000,
used in
the Plant
Disease Survey, investigation, and control
control authorities of the several
several
States to prevent the
further spread
spread of
the further
of and
and to
to eradicate
eradicate or
or control
control
diseases;
these diseases;
Cotton, truck
crops,
Cotton,
truck crops,
etc., diseases.

etc.,dseses
Physiology
of crop
hysiology of
crop
plants.
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c oproduction,
Tobacco
For
the investigation
investigation and improvement
of tobacco
and the
the methods et.oba
production,
tobacco and
improvement of
For the
etc.
of tobacco
and handling,
$41,000;
handling, $41,000;
production and
of
tobacco production
Arid
lands,
etc.,
For
breeding and
and physiological
physiological study
alkali-resistant and
and crops.
lands etc.,
cro
of alkali-resistant
study of
the breeding
For the
drought-resistant
crops, $20,080;
$20,080;
drought-resistant crops,
Sugar plant investigato
plant investiFor
sugar-plant investigations, including studies of diseases and gations.
For sugar-plant
the improvement
of sugar
beets and
$94,115;
and sugar-beet
sugar-beet seed, $94,115;
sugar beets
improvement of
the
lands, etc.
For
investigation, improvement,
Grazinglands, etc.
plants and Grazing
of wild plants
and utilization
utilization of
improvement, and
For investigation,
grazing
determining the distribution
distribution of weeds and
for determining
grazing lands, and for
means
of their
control, $27,200;
$27,200;
their control,
means of
Dry land, etc., methetc.,methoryland,
For the investi,a,ation
investigation and improvement of methods of crop pro- ods.
duction
under
subhumid,
semiarid,
or
dry-land
conditions,
$169,000:
duction under subhumid, semiarid, or dry-land conditions, $169,000: P
crro
ee
vis tree distribuused in the free Free
Provided,
That no
of this
this appropriation
be used
appropriation shall be
no part
part of
Provided, That
limited.
distribution, or
for free
cuttings, seedlings,
seedlings, tion
tion limited.
of cuttings,
free distribution
distribution, of
or propagation
propagation for
distribution,
or trees
trees of
of willow,
caragana,
distribution,
or other common varieties
varieties
or
elder, ash,
ash, caragana,
willow, box
box elder,
or
Northern Great
Great
trees in the Northern
or shelter-belt
shelter-belt trees
ornamental, or
of fruit, ornamental,
Plains
demonstration purposes in
experimental or demonstration
area, except
except for
for experimental
Plains area,
the
hundredth
South Dakota west of the one hundredth
of North
North and South
States of
the States
meridian,
Montana and Wyoming
Wyoming east of the five thousandand in Montana
meridian, and
foot contour
contour line;
foot
Utilizing western rewester rcFor
investigations in connection
connection with western irrigation agriculture, claimed
Ctiliing
For investigations
lands.
the
of lands
lands reclaimed
reclaimed under
the Reclamation
Reclamation Act,
Act, and
and Proviso
oidlands.
under the
the utilization
utilization of
:
availaImmediately availaother areas
areas in
arid and semiarid regions, $94,420: Provided,
Provided, Immediately
the arid
in the
other
ble.
That of
this sum
be immediately
available;
That
of this
sum $11,000
$11,000 shall
shall be
immediately available;
ble.
Edible
n
guts. rketing,
Edible nuts.
For
investigation, improvement,
encouragement, and
and deter,
deter- Growing,
Grongmarketing,
For the
the investigation,
improvement, encouragement,
etc.
mination of
of the
the adaptability
different soils and
climatic conditions etc.
and climatic
adaptability to different
mination
of
pecans, almonds, Persian
walnuts, hickory
hickory nuts,
Persian walnuts, black walnuts,
of pecans,
butternuts, chestnuts,
chestnuts, filberts, and other nuts, and for methods of
butternuts,
the
growing, harvesting, packing, shipping, storing, and utilizing the
same, $20,000;
same,
Fruits.
For
improvement of
of fruits,
fruits, and
and the
the method
For the
the investigation
investigation and
and improvement
method Growing,marketing,.
Growing, marketing,
etc.
of
fruit
growing,
harvesting,
and,
in
cooperation
with
the
Bureau
of
etc.
of fruit growing, harvesting, and, in cooperation
behavior of
of fruits
fruits during
during
Markets and Crop Estimates,
Estimates, studies
studies of the behavior
the processes of marketing
commercial storage, $83,200;
$83,200;
marketing and while in commercial
Experimental garTo
care for
gardens and
grounds of
the DepartTo cultivate
cultivate and
and care
for the
the gardens
and grounds
of the
Depart- dens
dens and
and grounds,
grounds,
D. C.
Washington, including the keep D.C.
Agriculture in the city of Washington,
ment of
of Agriculture
construction, surfacing, and
and lighting of the grounds and the construction,
roadways and
manage, and
and mainand walks;
walks; and
and to erect, manage,
repairing of
of roadways
tain
and plant
plant and
and fruit
fruit propagating
pro pagating
greenhouses, and
tain conservatories,
conservatories, greenhouses,
houses on the grounds of the Department of Agriculture in the city
of Washington,
Horticulturl lve
$15,000;
of
Washington, $15,000;
Thilticultural
ahorticultural investigations, including the study of producing tiugaotlgs.t
For horticultural
t151aro
lesting
vegetaeg t
and harvesting
harvesting truck
and related
related crops,
and, in
in bles,
c. g v
potatoes, and,
including potatoes,
crops, including
truck and
and
bles, etc.
cooperation with the
Markets and Crop Estimates,
Estimates, studies
studies
cooperation
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Markets
of
behavior of vegetables
processes of
marketing and
of marketing
and
of the behavior
vegetables while
while in the processes
in
the study
study of
of landscape
landscape and
and vegetable
vegetable
in commercial
commercial storage,
storage, and
and the
gardening,
related subjects,
subjects, $71,940;
Nurseryplants.
gardening, floriculture
floriculture, and
and related
$71,940;
Nursery plants.
Cooperative investiFor investigating,
cooperation with States or privately owned Cooperatie
investiin cooperation
For
investigating, in
gations of American
st ksmtutge
of stocks,
nurseries, methods
propagating fruit
trees, ornamental
and other
other sources
ornamental and
fruit trees,
of propagating
methods of
nurseries,
of
cuttings, etc.
plants,
the study
study of
of stocks
in propagating
propagating such
plants and tings,etc.
such plants
used in
stocks used
plants, the
growing stocks,
providing American
American
stocks, for the purpose
purpose of providing
methods of
of growing
sources of
stocks, cuttings,
cuttings, or
materials, $20,000;
$20,000; Arlington, Va., exor other
other propagating
propagating materials,
of stocks,
sources
Va. experington,
improvements to establish and main- periment
For
necessary improvements
For continuing the necessary
farm.
Vol. 31, p. 135.
tain
experiment farm
farm and
station on
on the
the Vol.
31 p. 135
agricultural station
and agricultural
a general
general experiment
tain a
Arlington estate,
estate, in the State of Virginia, in accordance with the
Arlington
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved April
April 18,
$20,500: Proo.
provisions of the Act
18, 1900,
1900, $20,500:
Proviso.
Buildings.
farm Buildings.
cost of farm
Provided,
That the
this Act
the cost
as to
to the
Act as
in this
the limitations
limitations in
Provided, That
Aide, p.1321.
buildings
buildings shall
shall not
not apply
apply to this
this paragraph;
paragraph;
A ,p.2.
Foreign seed and
For
investigations
in
foreign
seed
and
plant
introduction,
including
planotrontduon.
For investigations m foreign seed and plant introduction, including plant
introduction.
collection, purchase
testing, propagation
propagation, and
and distribution
the study,
study, collection,
purchase, testing,
valuable seeds, bulbs,
shrubs, vines
bulbs, trees,
trees, shrus,
vines, cuttings,
cuttings, and
of rare
rare and
and valuable
plants
plants from
from foreign countries and from our possessions, and for
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experiments
introduction and
experiments with
with reference
reference to their introduction
and cultivation
cultivation in
in
this country,
country, $125,000;
$125,000;
and distribution
New and
seeds,
For
the purchase,
purchase, propagation,
testing, and
distribution of
of new
new and
propagation, testing,
For the
seeds,
and rare
rare
Naew
crops,
etc.
rare seeds; for the investigation and improvement
improvement of
of grasses, alfalfa,
alfalfa,
clover,
crops, including
of the
the
clover, and
and other
other forage
forage crops,
including the
the investigation
investigation of
Proriso.
utilization of
of cacti
cacti and
and other
plants, $125,000:
$125,000: Provided,
Provided,
other dry-land
dry-land plants,
Prorio.
n
dutilization
tribution.
tribution.
That
That of
of this
this amount
exceed $56,600
$56,600 may
may be
be used
used for
for the
the
amount not
not to
to exceed
purchase and
and distribution
new and
purchase
distribution of
of such
such new
and rare
rare seeds;
seeds;
r r
cliase
etc., for
Purchase and
and distribution
For purchase,
purchase, propaseeds: For
propa,; etc.,
Purchase
distribution of
of valuable
valuable seeds:
Pri,'ast
ongressionaldistribuCongressionalctistribugation,
testing, and
congressional
distribution of
valuable
seeds,
gation,
testing,
and
congressional
distribution
of
valuable
seeds,
tion.
bulbs, trees, shrubs,
necessary office
bulbs,
shrubs, vines, cuttings, and
and plants;
plants; all necessary
office
fixtures and supplies, fuel, transportation,
transportation, paper,
paper , twine,
postal
fixtures
twine, gum,
gum, postal
electric current,
of the
cards, gas, electric
current, rent
rent outside
outside of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
and repairs
official traveling
traveling expenses, and
and all
all necessary
necessary material
material and
repairs for
for
for repairs
the employputting up
up and
and distributing the same; for
repairs and
and the
employment of
of local
local and
agents, clerks,
clerks, assistants,
and other
labor
assistants, and
other labor
and special
special agents,
adapted ment
Seeds, etc., adapted
to
localities.
required,
the city
city of
Washington and
elsewhere, $360,000.
$360,000. And
tolotiees.
required, in
in the
of Washington
and elsewhere,
And
pt
is Thereby
expend the
the said
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture is
hereby directed
directed to
to expend
said
sum, as nearly as practicable,
practicable, in the purchase, testing,
distributesting, and distribution of such valuable
valuable seeds, bulbs, shrubs,
shrubs vines, cuttings, and plants,
the
public or
or private
private sale,
and such
as shall
shall be
the best
best he can obtain at
at public
sale, and
such as
be
suitable for the respective
respective localities
localities to which the
the same
same are
are to
to be
be
apportioned, and in which same
are to
to be
be distributed
distributed as
hereinafter
same are
as hereinafter
stated, and such seeds so purchased
purchased shall include a
a variety
variety of vegetable
flower
seeds
suitable
planting
and
suitable
for
and
culture
in the various
various
provisos.
Contracts for pack- sections
sections of
That the
the Secretary
of AgriAgricontracts
of the United States:
States: Provide,
Provide, That
Secretary of
ingmalng
Triskiling,etc.
etc.
culture, after due advertisement
advertisement and
and on
on competitive
competitive bids, is
is authorauthorized to award the contract for the supplying
supplying of printed packets and
and
envelopes and the packeting, assembling, and mailing of the
the seeds,
seeds,
bulbs, shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants, or any part thereof, for a
a
of
more than
than five
five years
years nor
nor less
one year,
year, if
if by
Congressionaldistri- period
period
of not
not more
less than
than one
by such
such
Congressionaldistri.
buton.
action he can best protect the interests of the United States. An
button.
An
equal proportion
proportion of five-sixths
five-sixths of all seeds, bulbs,
bulbs, shrubs,
shrubs vines,
vines,
cuttings, and plants shall, upon their request, after due notification
notification
by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture that the allotment to
to their respective
respective
districts is ready
ready for distribution,
distribution, be supplied to Senators,
Senators, Representatives, and Delegates
Delegates in Congress
Congress for distribution
their
distribution among
among their
constituents,
department upon the receipt
receipt of their
constituents, or mailed
mailed by the department
their
addressed
addressed franks, in packages
packages of such weight
weight as the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture and
General may
may jointly
determine:
tnts to
and the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
e Agriculture
jointly determine:
marked
Contents
on
to
be Profided,
.Provided, hoever,
w
Th at upon
upon each
envelope or
or wrapper
wrapper containin
containing
marked
on wrapper.
wrapper.
however,
That
each envelope
packages
contents thereof shall be plainly indicated,
packages of seeds
seeds the contents
indicated, and
and
the Secretary
Secretary shall
(than not
distribute to
to any
any Senator,
Representative, or
the
not distribute
Senator, Representative,
or
ectin,' etc.
Delegate seeds entirely unfit for the climate and
Selection,
etc.
represents,
and locality he
he represents,
but shall distribute the same so that each
each Member may have seeds of
of
Earl
equal
value,
as
near
as
may
be,
a
n
d
bes tadapted
ad
apted to the l
ocali ty
otm
Early
dis- equal value, as near as may be, and th
thee best
to the locality
y southern
tlibution.
he represents:
represents: Provided
also, That the seeds allotted to Senators
tribution.
Provided also,
Senators and
Representatives
Representatives for distribution in the districts embraced
embraced within
within the
the
twenty-fifth
and
thirty-fourth
parallels
of
latitude
shall
be
ready for
for
Ditribution
of
ntwenty-fifth
and
thirty-fourth
parallels
of latitude shall be ready
Distribution
uncalled-forallotments.
delivery
not later
later than
than the
10th day
called-for
allotments.
delivery not
the 10th
January: Provided
also, That
day of
of January:
Providedalso,
That
any portion of the allotments to Senators, Representatives,
Representatives, and
Delegates in Congress remaining uncalled for on the 1st day of April
shall be distributed by the
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, giving
the Secretary
giving preference
preference
to those persons whose
whose names
names and addresses have been furnished by
Senators and Representatives
Representatives in Congress and who have not before
during
_the
same
season
been supplied
supplied by
by th
department: A
nd
p
during
th
same
season been
thee department:
A7d
Report of purchases,
etc.
etc.
provided
shall report,
report, as
as provided
provided in
in this
prorvded also,
also, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
this Act
Act t
the place,
quantity, e
.and
and price
purchased, an
d the
of
the
place, quantity,
price off seeds
seeds purchased,
and
the date
date of
pchae; but nothing
nothing inn this paragraph shall
puh;
construed to
to prevent
shall be construed
prevent
the Secretary
Secrtary of Agriculture
sending seeds to those who apply
the
Agriculture from sending
apply
forage

purchase

d

and

dia.

ete

dis-
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And
the amount
amount herein
appropriated shall
shall not
not be
be
herein appropriated
And the

diverted or
purchase, testing,
purpose but for the purchase,
for any
any other purpose
or used for
diverted
propagation, and
distribution of valuable
mulberry and
valuable seeds, bulbs, mulberry
and distribution
propagation,

Diversion of appro.
of appror
priationforbidden.

Diversio

other
rare and
and valuable
valuable trees,
cuttings, and
and plants;
plants;
trees, shrubs,
shrubs, vines,
vines, cuttings,
other rare
Biophysical
8 investiinvestinvestigations in
connection with
various lines gatophsi'
with the various
in connection
biophysical investigations
For biophysical
gations.
Proviso.
profsto.
amount
That
of
work
herein
authorized,
Provided,
of
this
Provided,
$32,500:
of work herein authorized,
Immediately
Immediately available.
$7,500 shall
be immediately
able.
available;
immediately available;
$7,500
shall be
Administrative
r v e exe
For general
connected with the
the above- penses.
expenses connected
administrative expenses
penses.
general administrative
For
mentioned
including the office of the chief of
of investigation,
investigation, including
mentioned lines of
bureau, the assistant chief of bureau, the officers in charge of publications, records,
records, supplies, and
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
and for
and property, and
tions,
$25,980;
incident thereto, $25,980;
In
all, for
for general
general expenses,
expenses, $2,649,270.
$2,649,270.
In all,
Total for Bureau of Plant Industry, $3,147,770.
FOREST SERVICE.
SERVICE.
FOREST

Forest Service.
Service.
Forest

Pay of
Pay
of forester, susuetc.
pervisors, etc.
S
ALARIES, FOREST
ERVICE: Forester,
who shall
of bureau, pervisors,
chief of
shall be chief
Forester, who
SERVICE:
FOREST S
SALARIES,
$5,000; chief
of office
office of
accounts and
$2,500; inspector of
agent, $2,500;
fiscal agent,
and fiscal.
of accounts
chief of
$5,000;
forest
fiscal agents at $2,120 each; forest
seven district fiscal
$2,400; seven
records, $2,400;
supervisors-one $3,240,
$2,880, eight at
at $2,500 each, sixteen at
$3,240, one $2,880,
supervisors-one
$2,380 each, forty-four
forty-four at $2,180 each, sixty at $1,980
$1,980 each, five at
$2,380
$1,780
$1,880
$1,980, four at $1,880
supervisors-one $1,980,
$1,780 each; deputy forest supervisors-one
each, twenty-five
at $1,780
$1,780 each,
each, twenty-eight
twenty-eight at
fifteen Rangers,
each,
twenty-five at
at $1,680
$1,680 each,
each, fifteen
Ran
etc.
at
$1,580 each;
rangers-eleven at
each, twenty-three
gers,et
twenty-three
at $1,620
$1,620 each,
forest rangers-eleven
each; forest
at $1,580
at $1,520
$1,520 each,
each, two
hundred and
and eightyeighty- Clerks,
at
each, seventy-eight
seventy-eight at
at $1,420
$1,420 each,
two hundred
lerks, etc.
eight
$1,320 each,
$1,220 each;
each; clerksclerksat $1,220
hundred and ninety at
each, five
five hundred
at $1,320
eight at
one
$2,100, four
$2,000 each,
nineteen at $1,800
$1,800 each, twenty-one
each, nineteen
at $2,000
four at
one $2,100,
at
$1,600 each,
$1,400 each,
twenty-three at $1,400
at $1,500
$1,500 each, twenty-three
nine at
each, nine
at $1,600
nine
thirty-eight at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, one hundred and thirty-eight
$1,300 each,
at $1,300
nine at
ninety-five
at $1,100
each, fifty-four
at $1,020
$1,020 each,
each, thirty
thirty at
$960
at $960
fifty-four at
$1,100 each,
ninety-five at
each,
each, two
two at
at $840 each,
or
clerk or
each, one $600; clerk
at $900
$900 each,
one hundred
hundred at
each, one
compositor,
clerk or
proof reader,
clerk or
or translator,
compositor, $1,600;
$1,600; clerk
or proof
reader, $1,400;
$1,400; clerk
translator, Draftsmen,
Dratsmn,etc.
etc.
$1,400;
draftsmen-one $2,000,
$2,000, three at $1,600
$1,800; draftsmen-one
$1,400; compiler, $1,800;
each,
two at
at $1,500
$1,500 each, nine at $1,400
$1,400 each, four
$1,300 each,
four at $1,300
each, two
sixteen
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
two at
at $1,100
one
$1,020 each,
each, one
three at
at $1,020
each, three
$1,100 each,
each, two
sixteen at
$1,000,
$1,800 each, three
surveyors-two at $1,800
$1,000, one $960; draftsmen or surveyors-two
at
$1,600 each,
$1,500 each,
each, six
six at
twelve
each; twelve
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
at $1,500
sixteen at
each, sixteen
at $1,600
draftsmen
or map
$1,200;
draftsman or artist, $1,200;
at $900
$900 each; draftsman
colorists at
map colorists
draftsmen or
draftsman
or negative cutter,
artists-one $1,600,
$1,000;
$1,600, one $1,000;
cutter, $1,200;
$1,200; artists-one
draftsman ornegative
photographers-one
$1,400, one
$1,200, one $1,100;
$1,100;
one $1,200,
one $1,400,
$1,600, one
photographers-one $1,600,
lithographer
$1,200; lithographer's
$780;
lithographer's helper, $780;
photographer, $1,200;
lithographer or photographer,
blue-printers-one
$720; two
two telephone
telephone operators
$600 Mechanics,
blue-printers-one $900,
$900, one
one $720;
operators at
at $600
etc.
Mechans,ete
each;
three at
at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, three
$1,260; carpenters-two
carpenters-two at
each; machinist,
machinist, $1,260;
$1,000
$960; electrician,
electrician, $1,020;
laboratory aids and engineers
$1,020; laboratory
each, one
one $960;
$1,000 each,
-one
$900 each, two at $800 each; laboratory
laboratory helpers
nine at $900
$1,000, nine
-one $1,000,
-one
one $1,000,
one $780; messengers or
$1,000, one
packers-one
one $600; packers
-one $720,
$720, one
laborers-two
$900 each, four at $840 each,
three at
at $900
at $960
$960 each, three
laborers-two at
three at
$780 each,
each, five
five at
$660 each; messenger
messenger
six at $660
each, six
at $720
$720 each,
at $780
three
boys-five at $600
at $540 each, three at $480 each, three
each, two at
$600 each,
boys-five
at $420
$420 each,
$540, one $480,
charwomen-one $540,
at $360
$360 each; charwomen-one
each, thirteen
thirteen at
at
one
eleven at
at $240
$240 each;
each; in
General expenses.
one $300,
$300, eleven
in all,
all, $2,465,020.
$2,465,020.
Generalexpenses.
GENERAL
ERVICE: To
enable the
Secretary of
the Secretary
To enable
SERVICE:
FOREST S
EXPENSES, FOREST
GENERAL EXPENSES,
Agriculture
continue investigations
investigations
experiment and to make and continue
to experiment
Agriculture to
and report
national forests,
forests, forest
forest fires,
fires, and
lumbering, Tests,
et restricted
Tts
and lumbering,
and
report on
on forestry,
forestry, national
etc.,
restricted
the United
states.
but
no part
of this
this appropriation
be used
for any
any experiment
experiment or
to the
tmtea States.
or to
used for
shall be
appropriation shall
but no
part of
jurisdiction of the United States; to advise the
the jurisdiction
outside the
test made
made outside
owners of
woodlands as
as to
to the
the proper
proper care
care of
investigate
same; to
to investigate
of the
the sameof woodlands
owners
and test
test American
timber and timber trees and their uses, and
American timber
and
methods
for the
preservative treatment
treatment of
seek, through
to seek,
of timber;
timber; to
the preservative
methods for
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investigations and
the planting
foreign species,
suitable
and foreign
species, suitable
planting of
of native
native and
and the
investigations
trees for
for the
the treeless
regions; to
to erect
erect necessary
necessary buildings:
buildings: Provided,
Provided,
treeless regions;
trees
shal not exceed
That the cost of any building erected,
erected, or as improved shall
exceed
$1,000;
necessary to protect, administer and imexpenses necessary
pay all
all expenses
to pay
$1,000; to
prove
forests, including
including tree
tree planting
planting in
in the
the forest
forest
prove the
the national
national forests,
reserves to
to prevent
prevent erosion,
erosion, drift,
drift, surface
surface wash,
wash, and
and soil
waste and
soil waste
and
reserves
the formation
formation of floods, and including the payment of rewards under
under
regulations of
the Secretary
Agriculture for
for information
information leading
to
Secretary of
of Agriculture
leading to
regulations
of the
the
the arrest and conviction
conviction for violation of the laws and regulations
relating
forests, or
or for the
the unlawful taking
relating to fires in or near national forests,
ascertain the natural
natural
of,
injury to, Government
Government property;
property; to ascertain
of, or injury
conditions upon
utilize the
national forests;
forests •and
Secretary of
conditions
upon and
and utilize
the national
and the
the Secretary
of
Agriculture may,
his discretion,
discretion, permit
permit timber
forest
Agriculture
may, in
in his
timber and
and other
other forest
products
removed from
national forests
forests to
exported
to be
be exported
products cut
cut or
or removed
from the
the national

from the
State or
said forests
forests are
the State
or Territory
Territory in
in which
which said
are respectively
Care
of fish
sh and
anfrom
respectively
n

Supplies, etc
etc.
Snppies,

R
ent.
Supervisors,rangers,
rangers,
Supervisors,
and gurds,
guards, national
aiona

situated; to
to transport
transport and
and care
for fish
fish and
game supplied
situated;
care for
and game
supplied to
to stock
stock
the
therein; to employ agents, clerks,
the national
national forests or the waters
waters therein;
required in practical
practical forestry
assistants, and other labor required
forestryand
and in the
administration of
national forests
forests in
Washington and
administration
ationtional
in the city of
of Washington
elsewhere;
to collate,
digest, report,
and illustrate
results of
experelsewhere; to
collate, digest,
report, and
illustrate the
the results
of experiments
and investigations
made by
the Forest
Forest Service;
Service; to
to purchase
iments and
investigations made
by the
purchase
necessary
apparatus,'office fixtures,
necessary supplies,
supplies apparatus
fixtures, law books, and technical
technical
books
journals for
for officers
of the
Service stastabooks and
and technical
technical journals
officers of
the Forest
Forest Service
tioned outside of Washington, and for medical supplies and services
services
necessary for the immediate
immediate relief
and other assistance necessary
relief of artisans,
artisans,
laborers, and
other employees
in any
any hazardous
work under
laborers,
and other
employees engaged
engaged in
hazardous work
under
the
Forest Service;
to pay
pay freight,
express, telephone,
telephone, and
and telegraph
telegraph
the Forest
Service; to
freight, express,
light and power, fuel, gas, ice, washing
charges; for electric light
washing towels,
towels,
and official
official traveling
necessary expenses, including
traveling and other
other necessary
travelincluding traveling
expenses for
for legal
legal and
and fiscal
officers while
performing Forest
ng expenses
fiscal officers
while performing
Forest
Service work;
rent outside
outside of
of the
Service
work; and
and for
for rent
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as
follows:
follows:

employment of
supervisors deputy forest supervisors,
supervisors,
For employment
of forest
forest supervisors,
forest rangers,
rangers, and
and forest
forest guards,
forest
guards, $175,000;
$175,000;
Maintenance,
For
salaries and field station expenses,
Maintenance, etc.
etc.
For salaries
expenses, including
including the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of
nurseries, collecting seed, and planting
nurseries,
planting necessary
for the
the use,
necessary for
use, mainmaintenance, improvement, and protection
protection of the national forests
named
forests named
below:
Absaroka,
Mont.
below:
Absaroka, Mont.
Angeles,
Calif.
Absaroka National
National Forest,
Montana, $6,703;
$6,703;
Forest, Montana,
Angeles, Calif.
Absaroka
Apache,
Ariz.
Angeles
Forest, California,
$11,926;
California, $11,926;
National Forest,
Angeles National
Apache, Ari.
Arapahoe,
Apache National Forest, Arizona, $9,779;
$9,779;
Apache
Arapahoe, Colo.
Arkansas,
Arapahoe National
$6,736;
Colorado, $6,736;
Forest, Colorado,
National Forest,
Arapahoe
rkansas, Ark.
Ashley,
Utah and
Arkansas
National
Forest,
Arkansas,
$15,730;
$15,730;
National
Forest,
Arkansas,
Ashley,
Utah
and
Arkansas
ryo.
W
Wyo.
Ashley National Forest, Utah and Wyoming, $3,865;
o
Battlement,
Colo.
Battlement, Col
Battlement National
Colorado, $4,916;
$4,916;
Battlement National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Beartooth, Mont.
Beaverhead, Mont.
Mont.
Beartooth
National Forest,
Montana, $7,597;
$7,597;
Forest, Montana,
Beartooth National
Beaverhead,
Beaverhead
National Forest,
Montana and
and Idaho,
Idaho, $5,296;
$5,296;
Beaverhead National
Forest, Montana
and Idaho.
Idaho.
Bighorn, Wyo.
Wyoming,
$6,937;
National
Forest,
Bighot,Wyo.
Bighorn
$6,937;
Bitterroot, Wyo.
Bitterroot, Wyo.
$17,189;
Bitterroot National
National Forest, Montana, $17,189;
Blackfeet, Mont.
$19,888;
Montana, $19,888;
Forest,
National
Blackfeet
S. Dak.
Black
Blackfet,
Hills, S.
Dak.
Bla,ckfeet
National
Forest,
Montana,
yo
and W
Black Hills National
National Forest,
Wyo..
Forest, South Dakota
Dakota and
Wyomin •
,$12,668;
$12,668;
and Wyoming,
Boise, Idaho.
Boise
National
Forest,
Idaho,
$5,247;
Boise,
do.
Boise
National
Forest,
Idaho,
$5,247;
Bridger. Wyo.
Bridger
National Forest,
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $3,159;
$3,159;
Bridger National
Mont.
Cabnet Mont.
Cabinet,
Cache,
and
Cabinet
Forest, Montana,
Montana, $16,806;
$16,806;
National Forest,
Cabinet National
Cache, Utah
tah and
Idaho.
Cache National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah
Utah and
Idaho, $2,207;
$2,207;
CCache
and Idaho,
Idaho.
California, Calif.
Carillon,
and
California
$15,028;
California, $15,028;
Forest, California
National Forest,
California National
Idaho and
carbonx, Idaho
'w oN.MCaribou Caribou National
Wyo.
National Forest, Idaho and Wyoming,
$6,403;
Wyoming, $6,403;
Carson, N. Mex.
,
ar
e.
Carson
National Forest,
Forest, New
New Mexico,
$9,302;
Carson
National
Mexico,
$9,302;
Cascade, Oreg.
Oregon, $7,835;
Forest, Oregon,
Cascade
acade, Oreg.
Cascade National
National Forest,
$7,835;
Challis, Idaho.
Idaho.
Challs,
Challis
National Forest, Idaho, $3,668;
Challis National Forest, Idaho,
$3,668;
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Chelan National
National Forest,
Forest, Washington,
$12,667;
Washington, $12,667;
Chelan
7,938;
Chugach
National Forest,
Alaska,$7,938;
Forest, Alaska,
Chugach National
Clearwater
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho, $38,201;
Clearwater National
Cleveland
Forest, California,
California, $8,433;
$8,433;
National Forest,
Cleveland National
Cochetopa
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
$5,931;
Colorado, $5,931;
Cochetopa National
Coconino
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
$21,673;
Arizona, $21,673;
Coconino National
Coeur
National Forest,
Idaho, $53,290;
$53,290;
Forest, Idaho,
d'Alene National
Coeur d'Alene
Colorado
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $7,459;
National Forest,
Colorado National
$9,758;
Columbia National
Washington, $9,758;
Forest, Washington,
National Forest,
Columbia
Colville National
National Forest,
Forest, Washington,
Washington, $8,399;
Colville
$11,050;
Mexico, $11,050;
Coronado National
and New Mexico,
Arizona and
Forest, Arizona
National Forest,
Coronado
$22,688;
Crater
Forest, Oregon
California, $22,688;
and California,
Oregon and
National Forest,
Crater National
Crook National
Forest, Arizona,
$3,735;
Arizona, $3,735;
National Forest,
Crook
Custer National
National Forest,
Montana and
and South
South Dakota, $5,470;
Forest, Montana
Custer

Chelan,
ash
Chelan Wash.

W .

Chugach,
Alaska.
Chugach, Alaska.
Clearwater, Idaho.

Clearwater,

Idaho.

Cleveland, Calif.
Caf.
Cleveland,
Cochetopa, Colo.
Cochetopa, Colo.
Coconino, Ariz.
Ariz.
Coconino,
Coeur d'Alene,
d'Alene,
Coeur

Idaho.

Colorado, Colo.

Colorado, Colo.
Columbia, Wash.
ColuiaWash
Colville, Wash.

Coronado, Ariz. and

Coronado, Ariz. and
N. Mex.
and
and

CraerCrater, Oreg.
Oreg.
Calif.
Calif.
Crook, Ariz.
Ariz.
Crook,

and
Mont. and

Custer
Custer, Mont.
S. Dak.
Datil, N. Mex.

sN.
Dak.

Datil
National Forest,
Deerilge, Mont.
$13,950;
Mexico, $13,950;
New Mexico,
Forest, New
Datil National
Deerlodge, Mont.
.
Dece,
Deerlodge
National Forest,
$19,813;
Montana, $19,813;
Forest, Montana,
Deerlodge National
Deschutes,
Oreg.
Deschutes, Oreg.
Sevier,
and
Deschutes
National
Forest,
Oregon,
$10,175;
Dixie
$10,175;
Oregon,
Forest,
Dixie and Sevier,
Deschutes National
and Nev.
Nev.
Ariz., and
Utah, Ariz.,
Dixie
and Sevier
Arizona, and Nevada, Utah,
National Forests, Utah, Arizona,
Sevier National
Dixie and
and
Calif.
Eldorado,
Eldorado,
and
$3,179;
$3
179;
Nev.
re Utah
N Fillmore,
Eldorado National
National Forest,
Forest, California
$7,988:
Nevada, $7,988:
and Nevada,
California and
ildorado
Utah.
Fillmore
Utah
Fi
$4,987;
Utah, $4,987;
Forest, Utah,
National Forest,
Fillmore National
Fishlake, Utah.
Fishlake
Utah.
Flshlake,
$2,320;
Utah, $2,320;
Forest, Utah,
National Forest,
Fishlake National
Flathead, Mont.
Flathead
National Forest,
Forest, Montana,
Montana, $51,826;
Flada,
$51,826;
Flathead National
Florida, Fa.
Fla.
Florida
National Forest,
$4,927;
Oreg
Frmoat,
Florida, $4,927;
Forest, Florida,
Florida National
Fremont, Oreg.
Gaemont, Mont.
Fremont
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
$5,427;
Oregon, $5,427;
Fremont National
Gallatin, Mont.
Gallatin
National Forest,
Forest, Montana,
M.
GilatN.
$4,810;
Montana, $4,810;
Gallatin National
Gila,
N. Mex.
Gila
National Forest,
Mexico, $10,847;
$10,847;
o.
N.
Gunnisa,
New Mexico,
Forest, New
Gila National
Gunnison,
Colo.
S.Dak.
Haey,
Gunnison
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $5,371;
Gunnison National
Harney, S. Dak.
and
Hayden, Wyo. and
Harney
Dakota, $6,535;
$6,535,
Hayden,
National Forest, South Dakota,
Harney National
Colo.
ot.
Col
Hayden
Wyoming and Colorado,
Colorado, $5,868;
Forest, Wyoming
National Forest,
Hayden National
Helena, Mont.
H
Helena
Montana, $4,012;
$4,012;
Forest, Montana,
National Forest,
Helena National
Holy Cross, Colo.
Nev.
Humboldt,
Holy Cross
$10,452;
Colorado, $10,452;
Forest, Colorado,
National Forest,
Cross National
Holy
Humboldt, Nev.
Humboldt
Nevada, $6,330;
$6,330;
daho.
Hbold,
Forest, Nevada,
National Forest,
Humboldt National
Idaho, Idaho.
Idaho
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Inyo, CallandNe
$33,365;
Idaho, $33,365;
Idaho National
Lay°,
Calif. and Nev
InyoCalian
Inyo National
California and
$3,076;
Nevada, $3,076;
and Nevada,
Forest, California
National Forest,
Inyo
Jefferson, Mont.
Ariz.
Jefferson
National Forest,
Montana, $8,430;
Esibeb,
$8,430;
Forest, Montana,
Jefferson National
Katbab, Ariz.
Kaniksu,
Idaho and
Kansu, Idaho
Kaibab National
Forest, Arizona,
$2,708;
Arizona, $2,708;
National Forest,
Kaibab
ath Cai
WWash.
Kaniksu National
National Forest,
Idaho and
Washington, $28,000;
$28,000;
and Washington,
Forest, Idaho
Kaniksu
Klamath,
Calif. and
and
Oreg.
Mont
O°ltenal
Klamath
National
Forest,
California
and
Oregon,
$20,249;
$20,249;
Oregon,
and
Klamath National Forest, California
Kootenai, Mont.
Kootenai National
National Forest
Forest, Montana,
Montana $26,102;
$26,102;
Latal,tahandCoo.
Kootenai
La
Sal,Utah andColo.
$2,754;
La Sal
Sal National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah
Utah and Colorado, $2,754;
La
Lassen, Calif.
Lassen National
California, $14,181;
Larn, Cl.
$14,181;
Forest, California,
National Forest,
Lassen
Leadville, Colo.
Ladll, Co.
Leadville National
$5,524;
Colorado, $5,524;
Forest, Colorado,
National Forest,
Leadville
Lamb', Idaho.
Clark,
and Clark,
Lewis
Lemhi National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
$2,490;
Idaho, $2,490;
Lemhi
Lewis and
Mont.
Mont.
Lewis and
and Clark
Clark National
Montana, $10,626;
Forest, Montana,
National Forest,
Lewis
Lincoln, N. Mex.
Lincoln,
Lincoln National
Mexico, $11,178;
$11,178;
New Mexico,
Forest, New
National Forest,
Lincoln
Lob ,Mont.
Mont.
Lolo,
Lolo National
Forest, Montana,
Montana, $26,652;
$26,652;
National Forest,
Lolo
Luquillo, P.
P. R.
R.
Luqulo,
Luquillo
National
Forest,
Porto
Rico,
$1,700;
$1,700;
Rico,
Porto
Forest,
Luquillo National
Madison, Mont.
Madison,
Madison National
National Forest,
Montana, $3,930;
Forest, Montana,
Madison
Malheur, Oreg.
Malheur National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $6,091;
$6,091;
Malheur
Manti, Utah.
Utah.
Mand,
Manti National
National Forest,
$6,090;
Forest, Utah, $6.090;
Manti
Mes.
Manzano,
anzano, N. Mex.
Manzano National
Mexico, $5,860;
$5,860;
New Mexico,
Forest, New
National Forest,
Manzano
Medicine
Bow, Wyo.
MedicineBow,
Medicine Bow
National Forest,
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $9,450;
Bow National
Medicine
ga Mich.
Michigan,
n, ich.
Michi
Michigan National
Michigan, $1,981;
$1,981;
Forest, Michigan,
National Forest,
Michigan
Minidoka,
Idaho and
Minidoka, Idaho
Utah.
Minidoka National
Forest, Idaho
an Utah,
Utah, $4,709;
Utah.
Idaho and
National Forest,
Minidoka
Minnesota. 3first.
Minnesota National
National Forest,
Forest, Minnesota,
Minn.
Minnesota Mont.
$2,970;
Minnesota, $2,970;
Minnesota
Missoula,
Missoula National
$15,212;
Modoc, Calif.
Montana, $15,212;
Forest, Montana,
National Forest,
Missoula
Modoc,
Calif.
Mod.oc National
National Forest,
Forest, California,
California, $7,388;
$7,388;
Mono,Nev.andCaif.
Modoc
Mono,Nev.andCalif.
Coo.
Montemnma,
Mono National
National Forest,
Forest, Nevada
Nevada and
and California,
California, $1,647;
$1,647;
Mono
Montezuma, Cola
Montezuma
National Forest,
$4,670;
Colorado, $4,670;
Forest, Colorado,
Montezuma National
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Nebraska
Nebraska National Forest, Nebraska,
Nebraska, $1,165; and to extend the
work
the Niobrara
Niobrara division
$5,000: Provided,
Provided, That
t
work to
to the
division thereof,
thereof, $5,000:
That from
from
lad resdents
the nurseries on said forest the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
such
Agriculture, under such
regulations as
as he
he may
trees
rules and regulations
may prescribe,
prescribe, may
may furnish
furnish young
young trees
free, so
so far
far as
as they may be spared, to residents
residents of
of the territory
territory covcovered
Actincreasing
homesteads in
in a
a portion
ered by "An
"An Act
increasing the
the area of
of homesteads
portion of
of
Nebraska," approved
approved April
April 28,
28, 1904,
Nebraska,"
1904, $6,165;
$6,165;
Nevada, Nev.
Nevada
National Forest,
$2,249;
Nevada National
Forest, Nevada, $2,249;
Nezperce,
Nezperce, Idaho.
Nezperce
Nezperce National Forest, Idaho, $25,690;
$25,690;
Ochoco, Oreg.
Ochoco
Ochoco National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
Oregon $6,451;
Olympic, Wash.
Olympic National Forest, Washington, $16,598;
$16,598;
Oregon, Oreg.
Oregon
Oregon National Forest, Oregon, $20,409;
Ozark, Ark.
Ozark National
National Forest,
Forest, Arkansas,
Arkansas, $9,030;
$9,030;
Payette,
Payette, Idaho.
Payette National
$17,887;
National Forest, Idaho, $17,887;
Pend
Pend Oreille,
Oreile, Idaho.
Idaho.
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Pend Oreille National
Idaho, $20,074;
$20,074;
Pilce,
Pike, Colo.
Colo.
Pike National
Colorado, $13,373;
National Forest, Colorado
$13,373;
Plumas,
Pltmas, Calif.
Calif.
Plumas National
California, $24,203;
National Forest, Califoinia,
$24,203;
Powell, Utah.
Powell,
Powell National
National Forest, Utah, $1,010;
Prescott, Ariz.
Prescott
$6,255;
Prescott National
National Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $6,255;
Rainier,
Rainier, Wash.
Rainier
National Forest, Washington,
Washington, $13,035;
$13,035;
Rainier National
Rio
Rio Grande,
Grande, Colo.
Colo.
Rio Grande
Grande National Forest, Colorado, $7,157;
$7,157;
Routt, Colo.
Routt,
Colo.
Routt National Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $6,585;
$6,585;
Salmon, Idaho.
salmon,
Salmon National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho, $6,177;
$6,177;
San Isabel, Colo.
Colo.
SanIsabel,
Colorado, $3,924;
San Isabel National Forest, Colorado,
$3,924;
San
Colo.
San Yuan,
uan, Colo.
San Juan
Juan National
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado $9,257;
$9,257;
SantaBarbara,Calif.
Santarbara,Calif. Santa Barbara
Forest, California,
Barbara National
National Forest,
California, $10,774;
$10,774;
Santa
Max.
santa Fe, N. Mex.
Santa Fe National
National Forest, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, $17,040;
$17,040;
Santiam,
santam, Oreg.
Oreg.
Santiam National Forest, Oregon, $7,852;
$7,852;
Sawtooth,
Oreg.
Sawtooth, Oreg.
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho, $4,953;
Sawtooth National Forest,
$4,953;
Solway,
Seiway, Idaho.
Selway
Selway National Forest, Idaho,
Idaho, $47,367;
$47,367;
Sequoia,
sequoia, Calif.
Calif.
Sequoia National
California,'$13,744;
National Forest, California
$13,744;
Calif.
Shasta, Caiif.
Shasta National
National Forest, California, $17,425;
$17,425;
Shoshone, Wyo.
Shoshone,
Wyo.
Shoshone National Forest, Wyoming, $7,381;
$7,381;
Sierra, Calif.
Sierra,
Calif.
Sierra National Forest, California, $15,750;
$15,750;
Sierra
Siskiyou, Oreg.
aand
nd
r
Siskiyou
and California,
u, O g.'
Siskiyou National
National Forest,
cSsalf
Forest, Oregon
Oregon and
California, $16,360;
$16,360;
Calif.
Sitgreaves,
Sitgrves, Ariz.
Ari.
Sitg,reaves
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona $8,341;
$8,341;
Sitgreaves
National
Siuslaw, Oreg.
uslaw Ireg_
$6,042;
Siuslaw National Forest, Oregon, $6,042;
Snoqualmie, Wash.
Snoqualmie, Wash
Snoqualmie
National
Forest,
Washington,
$13,566;
$13,566;
Stanislaus, Calif.
Stamslaus
National
Forest,
California,
$14,697;
StaintiJoe,
Cl.
Stanislaus
National Forest, California, $14,697;
Saint Joe, Idaho.
Joe National Forest,
Idaho, $32,026;
Srior, Minn.
in.
Saint Joe
Forest, Idaho,
$32,026;
Superior,
Superior National
Forest, Minnesota,
$9,809;
Minnesota, $9,809;
Superior
National Forest,
Calif. and
and
Tahoe, Calif.
Tahoe,
Nev.
Nev.
Tahoe National Forest, California and Nevada, $16,337;
$16,337;
Targhee, Idaho and
Trghee Idaho nd
Targhee National Forest, Idaho and Wyoming, $9,558;
$9,558;
Wyo.
Teton,
Wyo.
tfeton Wyo.
Teton
National Forest,
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $4,404;
Teton National
$4,404;
Toiyabe, Nev.
Nev.
Toiyabe,
Toiyabe
Toiyabe National
National Forest, Nevada,
Nevada, $3,694;
Tongass, Alaska.
Tongass,
Alaska
Tongass
Tongass National
National Forest
Forest, Alaska,
Alaska $21,566;
$21,566;
Tonto, Ariz.
Tonto,
Ariz.
Tonto National
National Forest, Arizona,
$7,685;
Arizona '$7,685;
Trinity, Calif.
Calif.
Trinity,
Trinity
Trinity National
National Forest, California, $19,484;
$19,484;
Tusayan, Ariz.
Tusayan,
Ariz.
Tusayan
Arizona, $8,819;
$8,819;
Tusayan National
National Forest, Arizona,
Uinta,
Utah.
Uinta, Utah.
Uinta National
National Forest, Utah, $4,555;
Uinta
$4,555;
Umatilla, Oreg.
Oreg.
Lmatila,
Umatilla National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon, $10,627;
Umatilla
$10,627;
Umpqua,
Oreg.
mpqua,oreg.
Umpqua National
$13,509;
Umpqua
National Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $13,509;
Uncompahgre, Colo.
Uncompahgre,
o. Uncompahsre
Uncompahgre National
National Forest, Colorado, $6,690;
$6,690;
Wallowa, Oreg.
wallowa,
Oreg.
Wallowa
$9,617;
Wallowa National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon, $9,617;
Wasatch,
Wasatch, Utah.
Utah.
Wasatch
Utah, $5,000;
Wasatch National
National Forest, Utah
Washakie,
Wyo.
Washalke, Wyo.
Washakie
$6,726;
Washakie National
National Forest, Wyoming, $6,726;
Washington,
Washington, Wash.
ash. Washington National Forest, Washington,
$7,642;
Washington, $7,642;
Weiser,
Idaho.
Weiser, Idaho.
Weiser
$6,493;
Weiser National
National Forest, Idaho, $6
1493;
Wenatchee,
Wash.
WenateheeWah.
Wenatchee
Wenatchee National Forest, Washington, $14,075;
$14,075;
White River, Colo.
witeivrwoo.
White
White River National Forest, Colorado,
$6,272;
Colorado, $6,272;
Whitman,
Whitman, Oreg.
Org.
Whitman National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
$25,201;
Oregon, $25,201;
Nebraska, Nebr.
Nebr.
Nebraska,

Proviso.
Prosun trees to
ard
Young
to arid
land residents.
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Wichita National
National Forest,
Oklahoma, $2,416;
$2,416;
Forest, Oklahoma,
Wichita
Wyoming National
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $5,089;
$5,089; Wyo.
National Forest,
Wyoming
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Wichita, Okla.
WichitaOkla.
Wyoming,
Wyoming,Wyo.

Additional
forests
Addtioal
forests
Conservation
Conservatim
11
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large,
Large, page Act.
March 1,
1, 1911 (Thirty-sixth
11 of
of the
the Act
Act of March

Additional
Additional national
national forests created or to be created
created under section

under
under

96
Vo'.3,.p
963), and lands under contract for purchase
purchase or for the acquisition of v°1
'
36 ' .963),
which condemnation
condemnation proceedings
proceedings have been
been instituted for the purpurposes of
said Act,
Act, $84,750;
of said
$84,750;
For necessary
incident to the general admin- mitratneOSpen
mlis
iiscA
ntrir
miscellaneous expenses incident
necessary miscellaneous
istration of the Forest Service and of the national forests specified
specified
above:
National Forest District One, $61,700;
861,700;
In National
National Forest
$47,800;
Two, $47,800;
In National
Forest District Two,
In
$55,200;
Three, $55,200;
In National Forest
Forest District Three,
In
In National Forest
Forest District Four,
Four, $49,500;
$49,500;
In
$69,740;
Five, $69,740;
In National
National Forest District
District Five,
In
$60,800;
District Six,
Six, $60,800;
In National Forest District
In National Forest District Seven, $14,900;
$14,900;
In National Forest
Forest District Eight, $12,100;
$12,100;
In
In the
the District of Columbia, $120,330;
$120,330;
Additional field, etc. ,
For additional
additional salaries and field station expenses, including the expddse"s.
maintenance of nurseries, collecting seed, and planting
planting necessary for
maintenance
the
maintenance, improvement,
protection of the national
national
improvement, and protection
the use,
use, maintenance,
forests
$125,000;
forests, $125,000;
T
In
protection, and
for the
the use,
use, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
improvement, protection,
and gen- Total.
In di,
all, for
Provisos.
P. 96a.

ad-

CrpellS03.

PfTechngeable
$2,237,362: Proeral administration
administration of
of the
forests, $2,237,362:
Pro- Interchangeable
eral
the specified
specified national
national forests,
shall propriations.
propriations.
tided,
the foregoing
appropriated for
purposes shall
for such
such purposes
amounts appropriated
That the
foregoing amounts
vided, That

ap
ap-

be
available interchangeably
interchangeably in
Secretary of
be available
in the
the discretion of the Secretary
Agriculture for the necessary expenditures
expenditures for fire protection and
other
Lmit.
the amount so Limit.
further, That the
exigencies: Provided
Provided further,
other unforeseen
unforeseen exigencies:
interchanged
centum of all
interchanged shall not exceed in the aggregate 10 per centum
the amounts
amounts so
so appropriated;
appropriated;
the
Fighting forest fires.
For fighting
preventing forest
forest fires,
fires, $250,000,
or so
Cooperatiyeairpatrol
For
fighting and
and preventing
$250,000, or
so much
much coopertireatpato
of
forests.
natonalforests.
thereof
necessary; and
and to
enable the
the Secretary
of AgriAgri- of national
to enable
Secretary of
as may
may be
be necessary;
thereof as
culture to cooperate
cooperate with the War Department
Department in the maintenance
maintenance
suppression on the national
national
and suppression
of an
an air
air patrol
patrol for fire prevention
prevention and
forests of
coast and
and the
Rocky Mountain
regions, $50,000:
the Rocky
Mountain regions,
$50,000: Pr.
forests
of the
the Pacific
Pacific coast
Proviso.
Provided, That
That no
part of
of this
appropriation sLall
sLall be
be used
used for
for the
the Restrictiononuse
Restriction on use of
Provided,
no part
this appropriation
fund.
u
purchase of
of land
land or
or airplanes
permanent f nd
of permanent
or for the construction
construction of
airplanes or
purchase
$300,000;
buildings; in all, $300,000;
Selecti
lans for
For the
the selection,
lands within
homestead
ng entrie
ds, etc.
laenteds,
fet
and segregation
segregation of
of lands
within the
the homt
For
selection, classification,
classification, and
boundaries
homestead settlethat may be opened to homestead
boundaries of national forests that
ment and entry under the homestead laws applicable to the national
forests; for
for the examination
examination and appraisal
appraisal of lands
lands in
in effecting
effecting exex- surve,
Survey, etc.,
etc., of agri.
aivrl•
culturalands.'
the survey thereof by metes and cuiturallands
by law and for the
authorized by
changes authorized
changes
bounds or otherwise by employees
employees of the Forest Service under the
direction
General Land Office; and for
of the General
direction of the Commissioner
Commissioner of
certain lands, chiefly valuable
valuable for
for agriculagriculand platting of
of certain
the survey-and
ture, now
now listed
listed or
or to
to be
be listed
the national
under the
1
)
ture,
listed within
within the
national forests,
forests, under
the Vol
Vo 14
34, p.
Act
June 11,
11, 1906
1906 (Thirty-fourth
page 233),
233), and
and the
the Act
Act v01:34..
23
5; vol.
Vol.
vol30,p. 109
1095;
Statutes, page
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
Act of
of June
42
of
3, 1899
1899 (Thirtieth
(Thirtieth Statutes, page
1095), as provided
3; 13.-SU.
provided by the 37,
page 1095),
of March
March 3,
Act
of March
March 4,
1913, $75,000;
$75,000;
Act of
4, 1913,
For the
the purchase
purchase and
and maintenance
maintenance of
necessary field,
office, and
and Equipment
supplies.
Equipmetsupplies.
field, office,
of necessary
For
laboratory
equipments? $150,000;
$150,000;
supplies, instruments, and equipments,
laboratory supplies,
For investigations
investigations of
of methods
for wood
distillation and
and for
disl
idrati
o
g
n
a,tringgtprod
rd
For
methods for
wood distillation
for the
the prepre- dInS
servative
treatment of
timber, for
for timber
testing, and
and the
the testing
testing of
of ucts,etc.
nets, etc.
timber testing,
of timber,
servative treatment
such
may require
require test to
they be
for
be suitable for
to ascertain
ascertain if thev
as may
such woods
woods as
investigations and tests within the United States
making paper, for investigations
of
importance to industries in the
commercial importance
of foreign woods of commercial
United
for other
other investigations
experiments to
to propro- c
United States,
States, and
and for
investigations and
and experiments
cooperati
co-m«Tem:II:e°
mote economy
use of
of forest
commercial meria
meretalm dammstr-.
products, and
and for
for commercial
the use
forest products,
economy in
in the
mote
tions.
in cooperation
processes, in
demonstrations
improved methods
methods or processes,
cooperation ti
wis•
of improved
demonstrations of
with
companies, $325,000;
$325,000;
individuals and companies,
with individuals
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investigations of range conditions within the
experiments and investigations
For
conditions
For experiments
of methods
and of
the public
orests or elsewhere on the
and improvemensnational
national forests
public range,
range, and
methods for
for

Range conditions
and improvements.

improving
reseeding, regulation
regulation of
other
of grazing, and other
by reseeding,
range by
the range
improving the
means
'$35,000;
$35,000;
means,
Seeding, tree
pl an
tree seed, cones, and nursery stock, for seeding
of tree
mg,
etc.
For the
the purchase
purchase of
For
attree pltSeing
and tree
tree planting
planting within
within national
experiments and
forests, and for experiments
national forests,
and
investigations
necessary
for such
such seeding
seeding and
and tree
tree planting,
planting, $120,640;
$120,640;
for
necessary
investigations
Management of forexperiments and invesother experiments
and other
est
lands, etc.
For silvicultural,
dendrological, and
silvicultural, dendrological,
For
f forestlanaeet
tigations independently
independently or
cooperation with other branches
branches of
in cooperation
or in
tigations
the Federal
Federal Government,
with States
States and with individuals, to deterGovernment, with
the
management of forest
mine
conservative management
forest
for the conservative
methods for
best methods
mine the best
and
forest lands,
$85,000;
$85,000;
lands,
forest
and
Appraising
timber
for
sale, etc. ti mb r
For
and other
other resources
on the
the
resources on
timber and
appraising timber
and appraising
estimating and
For estimating
forApeE,
national
preliminary to disposal
disposal by sale or to the issue of
forests preliminary
national forests
occupancy permits,
and for
incident to their
sale
their sale
expenses incident
for emergency
emergency expenses
permits, and
occupancy
or use,
$100,000;
use,
$100,000;
or
Collating results,
for collating,
investigations, and for
forest investigations,
For other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous forest
For
Collatingresuts, tc.
digesting,
distributing the results of the
illustrating, and distributing
recording, illustrating,
digesting, recording,
experiments
and investigations
herein provided
provided for,
for, $31,280;
$31,280;
investigations herein
experiments and
Permanent improvem '"'"°
ments.
For
the construction
and maintenance
trails, bridges,
bridges, fire
fire
roads, trails,
of roads,
maintenance of
construction and
Feor the
mPe."anent'
lanes, telephone
telephone lines,
lines, cabins,
other improvements necesand other
fences, and
cabins, fences,
lanes,
sary
for the
and economical
economical administration,
administration, protection,
protection, and
and
the proper
proper and
sary for
Prcruiaos.
to
Division fences,
of the
the national
$400,000: Provided,
Provided, That not to
forests, $400,000:
national forests,
development of
fences, development
Divis°on
driveways, etc.
exceed
may be
and maintedriveways,
exceed $50,000
$50,000 may
be expended
expended for
for the
the construction
construction and
maintenance of
boundary and range
counting corrals, stock
division fences, counting
range division
of boundary
nance
watering places,
driveways
development of stock watering
places,
the development
and bridges, the
driveways and
and the
the eradication
of poisonous
poisonous plants
on the
the national
forests:
forests:
national
on
plants
of
eradication
and
Restriction on traveling expenses.
Provided further,
further, That no part of any funds appropriated
appropriated for the
tv-Provided
eliRnges
traveling
Forest
Service shall be
transportation or traveling
pay the transportation
used to pay
be used
Forest Service
traveling on busiofficer or
or agent except he be travelingon
any forest officer
expenses of any
ness directly
connected with
with the
in furtherance
furtherance
Service and in
Forest Service
the Forest
directly connected
ness
of
the
works,
aims,
and
objects
specified
and
authorized
by law:
law:
by
and
authorized
specified
objects
aims,
and
works,
of
the
Articles for
publicaappropriated for
funds appropriated
any funds
tion.
And provided
provided further,
further, That
no part
part of
of any
for
That no
And
for pub
ion.
purpose of paying
paying for,
shall be paid or used for the purpose
Service shall
the Forest Service
in whole or in part, the preparation
publication of any newspaper
preparation or publication
the giving out to .all
magazine article,
article, but this shall not prevent
or magazine
magazine
including newspapers
newspapers and magazine
persons, without
without discrimination,
discrimination, including
Grazin g fees
f
and publishers,
publishers,
of any
any facts
or official
information of
of value
value
ficial information
of
of
facts
ri
or 1921 writers
ees for
Grazing
fees payable
payable under
under
That the
the grazing
may
be paid by install- to
the public:
public: And
And provided
provided also, That
grazing fees
to the
maybepaidbyinstallments,
existing law for the use of national forests during the calendar year
year
ments.
1921, and in the
1921 may be paid on the 1st day of September, 1921,
event such payment is not made on or before such deferred
deferred date,
penalties
imposed in accordance with the provithereafter imposed
penalties shall be thereafter
sions
existing law.
sions of existing
In
all, for
general expenses,
expenses, $4,034,282.
$4,034,282.
for general
In all,
Conservation
Co nservation of navnayigable waters.
Secretary of Agriculture
To enable the Secretary
Agriculture more effectively
effectively to carry
o. 36,
out the
the provisions
vol.
36, p.. 961.
out
provisions of
the Act
Act of
March I
1911 (Thirty-sixth
Statutes,
of the
of March
1,,1911
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
with any
any
State to
page 961),
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
enable any
to cooperate
cooperate with
to enable
any State
page
961), entitled
of
States, for
for the
the protection
protection of
other
or States,
the United
United States,
States, or
or with
with the
other State
State or
watersheds of
of navigable
navigable streams,
streams, and
and to
to appoint
commission for
for the
the
appoint aacommission
watersheds
acquisition
of lands
the purpose
purpose of
conserving the
of
the navigability
navigability of
of conserving
acquisition of
lands for
for the
or for
the moneys
navigable
rivers," $25,770
navigable rivers,"
$25,770 of
of the
moneys appropriated
appropriated therein, or
for
Pe
its purposes,
purposes, shall
shall be
available for
for the
of
the employment
employment of
be available
out its
carrying out
f.D
Cnin Wash-" carrying
ingtan, D. C.
agents, title
and for
for the
the
and other
other labor,
labor, and
clerks, assistants,
assistants, and
agents,
title attorneys,
attorneys, clerks,
purpose of said
and equipment
equipment required
of supplies
supplies and
purchase of
purchase
required for the purpose
said
Act in
in the
the city
city of
Washington.
of Washington.
Act
Total for
for Forest
$6,499,302.
Total
Forest Service,
Service, $6,499,302.
etc.
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BUREAU OF
OF CHEMISTRY.
CHEMISTRY.
BUREAU
S
ALARIES, BUREAU
CHEMISTRY: Chemist,
Chemist, who
who shall
chief of
shall be
be chief
OF CHEMISTRY:
BUREAU OF
SALARIES,
bureau,
$2,500; administrative
administrative assistant, $2,500;
$2,500;
clerk, $2,500;
chief clerk,
$5,000; chief
bureau, $5,000;
four executive
clerks-fourteen of class four,
$2,000 each; clerks—fourteen
clerks at $2,000
four
executive clerks
sixteen of
of class
three, six at $1,440
of class two, six at
$1,440 each, thirty of
class three,
sixteen
$1,300
sixty-five of class
seventeen at
at $1,020
$1,020 each; machine
class one, seventeen
each, sixty-five
$1,300 each,
operators—one
$1,100, two
at $1,000
each; laboratory
laboratory helpers-eight
helpers—eight
$1,000 each;
two at
operators-one $1,100,
at
$1,200 each, ten at $1,020 each, four at $960 each, five at $900 each,
at $1,200
eight at $840 each; laboratory helpers or laborers-six
laborers—six at $780 each,
twenty-seven at
$720 each,
mechanics—one
each, fifteen at $600 each; mechanics-one
at $720
twenty-seven
$2,280, two at $1,800
$1,620, two at $1,400
$1,400 each, three at
$1,800 each, one $1,620,
$1,200
$1,200 each, one $1,020, one $960; two student assistants at $300
each;
laborers—one $1,050, one $1,020, one $900, one $840;
$840;
each; skilled laborers-one
two
messengers at
messenger boys-one
boys—one $720,
$720, eight at
at
$840 each; messenger
at $840
two messengers
$600
$480 each; four laborers
laborers at $480
$600 each, three at $540 each, six at $480
each;
thirteen charwomen
$330,690.
charwomen at $240 each; in all, $330,690.
each; thirteen
GENERAL EXPENSES,
necessary
all necessary
For all
OF CHEMISTRY:
CHEMISTRY: For
BUREAU OF
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL
expenses,
chemicals and supplies, repairs to
expenses, for chemical apparatus, chemicals
apparatus,
current, official traveling
telegraph
expenses, telegraph
traveling expenses,
gas, electric current,
apparatus, gas,
and telephone
telephone service,
freight charges, for the employand freight
express and
service, express
and
Secretary of
assistants, clerks, and other persons as the Secretary
such assistants,
of such
ment of
the
Agriculture may consider
necessary for the purposes named, in the
consider necessary
Agriculture
city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere, in conducting
investigations; colconducting investigations;
lecting, reporting,
illustrating the results of such investigations;
investigations;
and illustrating
reporting, and
lecting,
and
carrying out the
outside of the District of Columbia for carrying
for rent outside
and for
follows:
authorized as follows:
investigations and work herein
herein authorized
investigations
For
investigations contemplated
May
contemplated by the Act of May
conducting the investigations
For conducting
15, 1862,
1862, relating
chemistry to agriculture;
for
agriculture; for
application of chemistry
to the application
relating to
15,
the
biological investigation
products and substances
investigation of food and drug products
the biological
investigations of the
used
manufacture thereof, including investigations
used in the manufacture
$70,400;
physiological effects
products on the human organism, $70,400;
effects of such products
physiological
For collaboration
departments of the Government
Government desirwith other departments
collaboration with
For
chemical investigations
investigations and whose heads request the Secretary of
ing chemical
miscellaneous work,
Agriculture
Agriculture for such assistance, and for other miscellaneous
$14,000;
$14,000;
For investigation
investigation and
and experiment in the utilization, for coloring,
For
medicinal, and technical
produced
technical purposes, of raw materials grown or produced
medicinal,
in the United States, in cooperation with such persons, associations,
or
including repairs,
repairs, alteranecessary,, including
corporations as may be found necessary
or corporations
tions,
Arlington
additions to aa building on the Arlington
or additions
improvements, or
tions, improvements,
Experimental
$68,260;
Experimental Farm, $68,260;
or the investigation
investigation and development
methods for the manudevelopment of methods
For
facture of
table sirup
methods for the manufacture
and sugar and of methods
sirup and
of table
facture
of
$20,000:
sirups by the utilization of new agricultural sources, $20,000:
of sweet
sweet sirups
investigation
Provided, that
that $12,500
amount may be used for investigation
$12,500 of said amount
Provided,
dextrine,
and
production of sirups, sugar, starch,
starch, dextrine,
in production
experimenting in
and experimenting
and
other commercial
products from the sweet potato;
potato;
commercial products
and other
For enabling the Secretary of Agriculture to carry
carry into effect the
"An Act for preventpreventthe Act of June 30, 1906, entitled "An
provisions of the
ing the
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale,
sale, or transportation
transportation of
of adulterated,
adulterated, or mismg
branded,
or poisonous,
or deleterious
deleterious foods, drugs, medicines, and
poisonous, or
branded, or
liquors, and for regulating traffic therein, and for other purposes";
purposes";
to cooperate with associations and scientific societies in the revision of
development of methods of
the United
'United States Pharmacopoeia
Pharmacopoeia and development
analysis,
chemical and
character of the chemical
investigating the character
analysis, and for investigating
foreign
American food products in foreign
applied to American
physical tests which are applied.
inspecting the same before shipment
countries,
shipment when desired
desired
countries, and for inspecting
intended for countries
or owners of these products intended
shippers or
by the shippers
chemical and physical tests are required before the said prodwhere chemical
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Chemistry Bureau.
Bureau.

Pay of chief of
bureau, clerks,
clerks, etc.
etc.
bureau,

General expenses.
expenses.
General
Apparatus,
supplies,
Apparatus, supplies,
etc.

General subjects.
General
12, p.
p. 387.
387.
Vol. 12,
Biological food and
Biological
investigations.
drug investigations.

Collaboration with
Collaboration
with
other departments.
departments.

Utilizing
Utilizing raw materials
colorants.
terials for colorants.

Table sirup, etc.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Sweet potato prodSweet
ucts.
ucts.
inspecPure food
food inspeoc
tion,
tion, etc.
Vol.
Vol. 34, p. 768.

Revision of PharmaRevision
copoeia.
copoeia.
Examining foreign
f
orei
gn
Examining
tests of American
American food
food
products.
products.
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Travel limit.

Impure tea
tea importaimportations.
tions.
Expenses of preventExpensesofpreventing, etc.
ing
Vol.
Vol. 29,
29, p.
p. 604.
604.
Vol. 35, p. 163.
163.
Ante,
Ante, p. 712.
712.
Naval stares
Naval
stores investigations, etc.
gations,

Insecticides and funInsecticides
gicides.
gicides.
Investigations, etc.
Investigations,
etc.

Dehydrating food
food
Dehydrating
materials.
materials.

Preventing
plant.
Preventing
plantdust explosions, etc.
etc.

Wool-aoouring waste.
waste.
Wool-Bourig

Soils Bureau.
Pay of chief of bureau,
reau, clerks, etc.
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ucts
to be
$671,401: Provided,
That not
not more
ucts are
are allowed
allowed to
be sold
sold therein,
therein, $671,401:
Provided, That
more
than $4,280
shall be
be used
for travel
outside of
of the
than
$4,280 shall
used for
travel outside
the United
United States;
States;
For
Agriculture to
to carry
carry into
For enabling
enabling the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
into effect
effect the
the
provisions
the Act
2, 1897,
entitled "An
Act to
to
provisions of
of the
Act approved
approved March
March 2,
1897, entitled
"An Act
prevent the importation of
unwholesome tea,"
as amended,
of impure
impure and unwholesome
tea," as
amended,
including
and expenses
expenses of
the members
of
including payment
payment of
of compensation
compensation and
of the
members of
the
board appointed
appointed under
under section
all other
necessary
the board
section 2
2 of
of the
the Act
Act and
and all
other necessary
officers and employees,
officers
employees, $38,000;
$38,000;
investigating the
handling, transportation,
transportation,
For investigating
the grading, weighing,
weighing, handling,
preparation of
samples
and uses of
of naval
naval stores,
stores, the preparation
of definite
definite type samples
improved methods
thereof, and for the demonstration
demonstration of improved
methods or processes
processes
preparing naval
in cooperation
with individuals
of preparing
naval stores, in
cooperation with
individuals and
and comcompanies, including the employment
panies,
employment of
of necessary
necessary persons
persons and
and means
means in
in
elsewhere, $10,000;
the city of Washington and
and elsewhere,
$10,000;
For the investigation
of methods
investigation and
and development
development of
methods of
of manufacturing
manufacturing
insecticides and fungicides,
insecticides
problems
fungicides, and for investigating
investigating chemical
chemical problems
relating to the composition, action, and application
relating
application of insecticides
insecticides and
and
fungicides, $20,000;
fungicides,
$20,000;
For the study and improvement
improvement of
maof methods
methods of
of dehydrating
dehydrating materials used for food, in cooperation with such persons, associations,
or corporations
corporations as
found necessary,
and to
to disseminate
as may be
be found
necessary, and
disseminate ininformation
formation as to the value and suitability
suitability of such
such products
products for
for food,
food,
$23,500;
$23,500;
investigation and development
For the investigation
development of methods for the prevention of grain-dust, smut-dust,
smut-dust, and
and other
other plant-dust
plant-dust explosions
explosions
cotton oil
oil mills,
mills,
and resulting fires, including
including fires in
in cotton
cotton gins
gins and
and cotton
$25,000;
$25,000;
For the investigation
investigation and development
development of
utilizing
of methods
methods of
of utilizing
wool-scouring
$9,000;
wool-scouring waste,
waste, $9,000;
In all, for general
In
general expenses,
expenses, $969,561.
$969,561.
Total for Bureau of Chemistry, $1,300,251.
$1,300,251.
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF SOILS.
SOILS.

SALARIES,
SOILS:
physicist, who shall be chief
SALARIES, BUREAU OF S
OILS: Soil physicist,.
of bureau,
bureau, $4,000;
$4,000; chief clerk, $2,000; administrative
administrative assistant,
assistant,
$2,100; executive
executive assistant, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—four
clerks-four of class four, three
of class three, six of class two, one $1,260, thirteen
one, one
one
thirteen of
of class
class one,
cartographers at $1,800 each; draftsmen—one
draftsmen-one $1,600,
$1,000; two soil cartographers
eight at $1,200
$1,200 each; soil bibliographer
bibliographer or
draftsman, $1,400;
$1,400; photogphotogor draftsman,
rapher
laboratory helpers—on
$1,000, three
three at
$840 eac
h;
rapher,, $1,200;
$1,200; laboratory
helpers-onee $1,000,
at $840
each;
machinists-one
machinists—one $1,440,
$1,440, one $1,380; machinist's helper, $900; instrument maker, $1,200; messenger, $840; two messenger
messenger boys at
$480
at $480
laborers-three at $600 each, one
each; messenger
messenger or laborer, $660; laborers—three
charwoman or laborer, $480; in all, $79,240.
$300; charwoman
expenses.
General expenses.
GE.NERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF SOILS:
SOILS: For
For all
all necessary
exnecessary expenses connected
experiments hereinconnected with the investigations and experiments
after authorized, including the employment
employment of investigators,
investigators, local
and special agents, .assistants,
assistants, experts,
experts, clerks,
clerks, draftsmen,
draftsmen, and
and labor
labor
in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere; official traveling
traveling expenses,
materials, tools, instruments,
materials
instruments, apparatus,
apparatus, rep
ai
rs
t
o
app ara t
us ,
repairs
to
apparatus,
chemicals, furniture,
chemical;,
furniture office fixtures,
fixtures, stationery, gas, electric
electric current,
current,
telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone service, express and
and freight
rent outfreight charges,
charges, rent
outside the District of Columbia, and for all other necessary
necessary supplies
supplies
and expenses, as follows:
ChemicaL iovestiga
investigations of soil types, soil composition,
.
chEr
sot.i
n'tig'
For chemical
chemical investigations
composition, and
tions
ofsoas.
soil minerals, the soil solution, solubility
solubility of soil and all chernie-al
chemical
properties
properties of soils in their relation to soil
soil formation, soil
soil texture,
texture, and
and
soil productivity,
chemical work in connection
productivity, including all routine chemical
connection
with the soil
soil survey, $23,110;
$23,110;
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For physical
physical investigations
of the
important properties
properties of
of soil
soil
investigations of
the important

which determine productivity,
productivity, such as moisture relations,
relations, aerations,
heat conductivity,
conductivity, texture, and other physical investigations
investigations of
of the
the
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Physical productivPhyvical productivity investigations.

various soil
soil classes
and soil
$12,225;
classes and
soil types,
types, $12,225;

Natural fertilizers.
zer s
For exploration
exploration and investigation within the United States to Naturalfertili
determine possible sources of supply and methods
determine
methods of
potash,
of obtaining
obtaining potash,
nitrates, and
nitrates,
and other
other natural
natural fertilizers,
fertilizers, $86,840;
$86,840;
Cooperative soil inFor the investigation
investigation of
in cooperation
cooperation with
with other
other branches
of soils,
soils, in
branches vestipatonsoapping,
vestigations,mapping,
etc.
of the Department
Department of Agriculture
other departments
departments of
of the
the GovernGovern- etc.
Agriculture, other
ment, State agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations, and other State institutions, and for indicating upon maps and plats, by
coloring or
by coloring
or
otherwise, the
otherwise,
the results
results of
investigations, $168,200;
$168,200;
of such
such investigations,
Classification
lsu of agriexamination of soils to
to aid in
in the
For examination
the classification
classification of
of agricultural
agricultural cultural
cuctursa1iands. f '
lands,
in
cooperation
lands
cooperation with other bureaus of the department
department and
and other
other
departments
departments of
of the
the Government,
Government, $15,000;
$15,000;
Kelp plant, Sumthe care
care and maintenance
maintenance of
For the
the Government
kelp plant
plant at
at merland,
of the
Government kelp
merland,PCCalif. Sum
California, $5,000:
Summerland, California,
Provided, That
at any
any tune
time during
during Proviso.
$5,000: Provided,
That at
APaiandsaeo
Appraisal and sale of
the fiscal year 1921 or thereafter,
the Secretary
thereafter , when the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture plant,macinery.etc.,
plant, machinery ;etc.,
authorized.
shall determine that the interests of the Government
Government will
will be
be subsub- autho iz ed.
served
served thereby, he is hereby authorized
authorized to
appraise the
to appraise
the buildings,
buildings,
machinery, marine equipment, kelp
boats, leasehold
leasehold or
kelp harvesters,
harvesters, boats,
or
contract rights, and all other property
property of whatever
whatever nature or
or kind
kind
appertaining to the experimental
appertaining
experimental kelp
potash plant
plant of
of the
Departkelp potash
the Department of Agriculture
Agriculture situated at Summerland,
to sell
sell
Summerland, California,
California, and
and to
Price,
c e terms, etc.
sale, at such
such price
price or
the same at public or private sale,
or prices,
prices, on
on such
such Pr
termsetc.
terms,
terms
and
such
manner
as
may
deem
for
the
best
interests
of
in
manner
as
he
may
deem
for
the best interests of
the
terms,
the Government, and in consummation
consummation thereof to
to execute
execute such
such ininof proceeds.
conveyance as
as may be
be requisite,
struments of conveyance
requisite, the
proceeds from
from such
the proceeds
such Deposit
Deposit of
proceeds.
Treasury to the credit of
sale to be deposited
deposited in the Treasury
of miscellaneous
miscellaneous
receipts.
receipts.
Administrative e
exx
For general
general administrative
administrative expenses connected
connected with the
the above- pe
penses. trat
mentioned lines of investigation,
investigation, $4,000;
In all, for general
expenses, $314,375.
$314,375.
general expenses,
Total for Bureau
Bureau of
of Soils, $393,615.

BUREAU
OF ENTOMOLOGY.
BUREAU OF
ENTOMOLOGY.

Entomology Bureau.

EntomologyBureau.

Pay of chief
ef of buPay
s, etof bu-

SALARIEs,
S
ALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF ENTOMOLOGY:
Entomologist, wh
reau, clerk
chi
ENTOMOLOGY: Entomologist,
whoo shall
shall be
be reaC,
lerks,
etc.c.
chief of bureau, $5,000; chief clerk
clerk and executive
executive assistant,
assistant, $2,250;
$2,250;
two administrative
administrative assistants at $2,250 each; clerks—seven
class
clerks-seven of
of class
four, twelve of class three, twenty-one
twenty-one of class two, nineteen
of
nineteen of
class one
one, three at $1,000 each; insect delineators
one $1,600,
wo
delineators-one
$1,600, t
two
at $1,400
$1,400 each; entomological
draftsmen—two at
one
entomological draftsmen-two
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
each, one
$1,080; photographer,
photographer, $1,200;
$1,200; entomological
entomological preparators—seven
at
preparators-seven at
$1,000 each, six at $840 each; laborer, $1,080;
$1,000
or laborers
$1,080; messengers
messengers or
laborers
-two
—two at $900 each, one $840, one $720; six messenger
messenger boys
at $480
boys at
$480
each; charwomen-two
charwomen—two at $480 each, three at $240 each;
each; in
in all,
$129,270.
$129,270.
$129,270.
General
expenses.
General expenses.
EXPENSES, BUREAU
For the
the promoGENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY:
ENTOMOLOGY: For
promo- Investation
Investigation ofi
of
tion of economic entomology; for investigating
investigating the history and the
the sects.
sects.
habits of insects injurious and beneficial
beneficial to agriculture,
agriculture, horticulture,
horticulture,
arboriculture,
affecting the health of
arboriculture, and the study of insects affecting
of man
man and
and
domestic animals, and ascertaining
ascertaining the best means of destroying
destroying
those found to be injurious;
digesting, reporting,
reporting, and
injurious; for
for collating, digesting,
and
illustrating the results of such investigations;
investigations; for
salaries and
the
for salaries
and the
employment of labor in the city of Washington
employment
Washington and
elsewhere rent
rent
and elsewhere,
outside
of the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, freight,
elsewhere,
outside of
the District
freight, express
express charges,
charges,
official
traveling expenses, office
fixtures, supplies, apparatus, telegraph
office fixtures,
telegraph and
and
telephone service, gas, and electric current, in
connection with
with the
the
in connection
following investigations:
following
investigations:
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Specified objectsc
Specified objects.
Fruits, orchards,etc.

1921.

For
investigations of
of insects
deciduous fruits,
fruits, orchards,
orchards,
affecting deciduous
insects affecting
For investigations

shall be
of which
$178,500, of
Fruits,orchards,etc. vineyards,
vineyards, and
and nuts,
nuts, $178,500,
which $10,000
$10,000 shall
be immediately
immediately

available;
available;
investigations of insects affecting
For investigations
For
affecting cereal and forage
forage crops,
including
including a
aspecial investigation of the Hessian fly, grasshopper, and
Proviso.
less than $40,000
not less
the
bug, $190,000:
$190,000: Provided,
That not
$40,000 shall
Provided, That
chinch bug,
the chinch
roviso.
Grasshopper eradibe used
used for
methods for
control and eradication
eradication of
for the control
investigating methods
for investigating
cation.
be
cation.
the
grasshopper;
the grasshopper;
Southern
field crops.
crops.
of insects
insects affecting
For investigations
investigations of
For
affecting southern
southern field crops,
crops, includouthern field
ing
affecting cotton,
cotton, tobacco,
tobacco, rice,
and so forth,
sugar cane, and
rice, sugar
insects affecting
ing insects
and the
the cigarette
beetle and
and Argentine
$165,000, of which sum
ant, $165,000,
Argentine ant,
cigarette beetle
and
$25,000
be immediately
immediately available;
available;
shall be
$25,000 shall
Forests.
For investigations
investigations of
insects affecting
Provided,
$55,000: Provided,
forests, $55,000:
affecting forests,
insects
of
For
Forests.
Proviso.
That $15,000
$15,000 shall
shall be
used for
preventing and
and combating
infestations
combating infestations
for preventing
Combating
be used
infesta- That
ombating infestations, national forests.
on and near the national forests,
trees on
forest trees
to forest
injurious to
insects injurious
tions, nationalforests. off insects
independently
or
in
cooperation
with
other branches
branches of the Federal
other
with
cooperation
independently or in
Government, with
States, counties,
counties, municipalities,
municipalities, or with private
with States,
Government,
owners;
owners;
Truck crops, stored
ed
For
of insects
insects affecting
affecting truck
insects
including insects
crops, including
truck crops,
investigations of
For investigations
producets, etc. to
products,
affecting the
the potato
sugar beet,
cabbage, onion, tomato, beans, peas,
beet, cabbage,
potato, sugar
affecting
which
and
so forth,
and insects
stored products,
products, $120,000, of which
affecting stored
insects affecting
forth, and
and so
sum
$15,000
shall
be
immediately
available;
available;
immediately
sum $15,000 shall be
Bee
culture.
eculture.
culture, $33,800;
For
and demonstrations
in bee
bee culture,
demonstrations in
investigations and
For investigations
bTropical and
Tropical and subFor
insects affecting
tropical and
and
other tropical
and other
citrus and
affecting citrus
of insects
tropical fruits.
fruits.
investigations of
For investigations
tropical
subtropical
plants and
for investigations
investigations and control
control of the Mediterand for
subtropical plants,
ranean
other 'fruit
ffies, in
cooperation with
with the Federal
Federal Hortiin cooperation
fruit flies,
and other
ranean and
cultural
Board,
$56,500;
Miscellaneous
in
in-- cultural Board, $56,500;
Miscelaneou
classification of
systematic classification
For investigations,
identification, and
and systematic
sects
affecting health
investigations, identification,
For
sects affecting
of
man,
etc.
miscellaneous insects, including the study of insects affecting
of man, etc.
miscellaneous
affecting the
health
of man
and domestic
animals, household
household insects,
and the
the
insects, and
animals,
domestic
and
man
of
health
Proviso.
That
importation and
exchange of
$62,330: Provided,
Provided, That
insects, $62,330:
useful insects,
of useful
and exchange
Blow
screw importation
Blow fly and serew
worm.
screw
worm.
$10,000 shall be used for investigations
investigations of the blow fly
fly and screw
Cereal
cereal
crops.
crops.

and

forage
forage

Administrative

penses.trtie
penses.

ex-

brow

Gsand brown
tail
moh.
Controlling
spread of.
Controllingspreadof.

worm;

worm;

For general
expenses connected
connected with above lines of
administrative expenses
general administrative
For
investigation, and
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
$3,880;
expenses incident thereto, $3,880;
and for
investigation,
In
for general
general expenses,
expenses $865,010.
$865,010.
all, for
In all,

TO
To
by
caused by
the emergency
meet the
to meet
Agriculture to
enable the
enable
the Secretary
Secretary-of
of Agriculture
emergency caused
the continued
conducting
and brown tail moths by conducting
gypsy and
the gypsy
of the
spread of
continued spread
the
determine the best methods
such
experiments as
necessary to determine
as may be necessary
such experiments
of
controlling these
by introducing
introducing and establishing
establishing the
insects; by
these insects;
of controlling
parasites
and
natural
enemies
of
these
insects
and
colonizing
them
them
colonizing
and
insects
these
of
enemies
natural
and
ooperative quaranCooperative
quaran- parasites
a
and maintainin
within
the infested
infested territory;
by establishing
maintaining a
establishing and
territory; by
within the
tine against.
st
tieagain
is provided
manner as
such manner
Vol. 37,
pp. 315,54.
315, S54. quarantine
spread in
quarantine against further spread
37, pp.
VoL
in such
as is
provided b
by
approved August
nursery-stock law, approved
August 20, 1912, as amended,
amended,
general nursery-stock
the general
entitled
regulate the
importation of nursery stock and
the importation
to regulate
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
other
Agriculproducts, to enable the Secretary of Agriculplants and plant products,
other plants
ture to
quarantine districts for plant diseases
maintain quarantine
and maintain
to establish
establish and
ture
movements of fruits,
and insect
pests ' to
ate the movements
permit and regulate
to permit
insect pests,
and
purposes," in cooperaand
plants,
r
rTffor
l
or other purposes,"
cooperatherefrom, a
and vegetables
vegetables therefrom,
plants,.
tion with
with the authorities of the different States concerned and with
with
tion
the
several State
stations, including rent outside of the
experiment stations,
State experiment
the several
District of
of Columbia,
employment of labor in
i the city of Washthe employment
Columbia, the
District
ington and elsewhere, and all
other
necessary
expenses,
$400,000.
and elsewhere, and all other necessary expenses,B $400,000.
Eupeinaton
Buropeancornborer
CORN
SPREAD OF
ORN' BORER, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF
EUBOPEN C
OF EUROPEAN
OF SPREAD
REVENTION OF
Emergencyexpenses
Emerencxpenses - PREVENTION
Agriculture to meet the
Preventmg spead
p
ENTOMOLOGY: To enable the Secretary.of Agriculture
of. ENTOMOLOoY:
pang
emergency
European corn borer, and to
spread of the European
by the spread
caused by
emergency caused
spread of this insect
provide
prevention of spread
insect
and prevention
control and
for the control
provide means for
cooperation with the States conthroughout the United
United States, in cooperation
throughout
cerned, including
including employment
persons and means in the city of
of
employment of persons
cerned,
s read

°L

PREVENTING SPREAD
SPREAD OF
OF ENTOMOLOGY:
ENTOMOLOGY:
BUREAU OF
MOTHS, BUREAU
OF 140THS,
PREVENTING
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127.
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Washington
Washington and elsewhere, and all other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $275,000,
$275,000,
which $100,000 shall be
of which.
be immediately
immediately available.
available.
$1,669,280.
Total for
for Bureau
Bureau of Entomology,
Entomology, $1,669,280.
Biological
Biological Survey
Survey
Bureau.
Bureau.
Pay of chief of bu.
Pay of chief
of buSALARIES,
S
ALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF BIOLOGICAL
URVEY: Biologist,
shall reaulerks,
BIOLOGICAL S
SURVEY:
Biologist, who
who shall
ete.
reau, clerks, etc.
be chief of bureau, $4,000; chief
chief clerk
and
executive
assistant,$1,800;
clerk and executive assistant,$1,800;
administrative
administrative assistant, $2,250; executive
executive assistant, $1,800;
$1,800; execuexecutive clerk, $1,980;
$1,980; clerks—three
of class
three, one
clerks-three of class four, six
six of
class three,
one
$1,500,
$1,500, fourteen of
two one $1,260,
one two
of class two,
$1,260, fifteen
fifteen of
of class
class one,
two at
at
$1,100
$1,100 each, one $1,080,
$1,080, three at
$1,000 each; preparators-one
preparatOrs—one
at $1,000
$1,200,
$1,200, one $900; photographer,
photographer, $1,300;
$1,300; game
game warden,
warden, $1,200;
$1,200; mesmesmessenger boys-one
boys—one $600,
$480; laborer,
laborer, $720;
$720;
senger, $720;
$720; messenger
$600, one
one $480;
charwomen at
$240 each;
each.; in
two charwomen
at $240
in all,
all, $81,070.
$81,070.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
General expenses.
OF BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY:
salaries Generalexpenses.
GENERAL
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
SURVEY: For salaries
and employment
employment of labor in the city
elsewhere,
city of
of Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere,
including the purchase of bags,
furniture, supplies, including
bags, tags,
tags, and
and labels
labels
printed in the course of manufacture,
manufacture, traveling, and
and all other
other expenses
necessary in conducting investigations
penses necessary
and carrying
out the
the
investigations and
carrying out
work of
bureau, as
work
of the
the bureau,
as follows:
follows:
Reservation for game
For
maintenance of
For the
the maintenance
Bison range
range and
other animals
of the
the Montana
Montana National
NationalBison
and other
aReserationforgame
and birds.
reservations
and for
for the
the maintenance
reservations and
maintenance of
of game
into suitable
suitable Maintenance.
game introduced
introduced into
Maintenance.
localities on public
supervision of
public lands, under
under supervision
of the
the Biological
Biological Survey,
Survey,
including construction of fencing, wardens'
wardens' quarters, shelters
shelters for
for
animals, landings, roads, trails, bridges, ditches, telephone
telephone lines, rockrockwork, bulkheads,
bulkheads, and
and other
otherimprovements
necessary for
the ecoimprovements necessary
for the
economical administration
nomical
administration and
protection of
of the
reservations, and
and protection
the reservations,
and for
for Protecting
preProtecting bird
bird preserves. p 04
the enforcement
approved March
4, 1909,
enforcement of section 84 of the Act approved
March 4,
1909, servs.
Vol.l 3, p. 1104.
"An Act to codify, revise, and amend the penal laws of the
entitled "An
United States," $39,735,
$2,500 may
be used
used for
for the
the
$39,735, of
of which
which sum
sum $2,500
may be
purchase, capture, and transportation
transportation of
national reservaof game for national
reservations;
tions;
For the improvement
improvement and
and maintenance
of the
maintenance of
the game
game preserve
preserve in
in Sullys
ulls Hill National
N. Dak.
Sullys Hill National
Sullys
Park, in
of North
North Dakota,
including Park,
National Park,
in the
the State
State of
Dakota, including
ImprovinggamepreImprovinggame preserves
fences, sheds,
buildings, corrals,
roads, shelters,
the construction of all fences,
sheds, buildings,
corrals, roads,
shelters, serves in.
in
and other structures
structures which
for the
of
which may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
the protection
protection of
game or for the use of visitors, m addition to the amount
amount heretofore
New buildings.
appropriated, $7,500,
expended; of Newbuldings.
$7500, the same to be available until
until expended;
which $2,500
$2,500 shall
shah be
be used for
for the
the construction
construction of
of new
new building's;
buildings;
o:d habits
ha l
li t
sof
of birds
birds
For
investigating the
the food
food habits
For investigating
North American
and F
habits of
of North
American birds
birds and
Food
s
other animals in relation to agriculture,
.
agriculture, horticulture,
horticulture, and forestry; andal
for investigations, experiments, and demonstrations
in connection
demonstrations in
connection
Destroying animals
animals
with rearing
demonstrations, injurious
Destroying
rearing fur-beanng
fur-bearing animals; for experiments, demonstrations,
to agriculand cooperation
in destroying
and
cooperation in
destroying mountain
mountain lions,
lions, wolves,
wolves, coyotes,
coyotes, bobbob- ture,
ture, etc.
cats, prairie dogs, gophers, ground
jack rabbits,
and other
other
ground squirrels,
squirrels, jack
rabbits, and
agriculture, horticulture, forestry, animal
animals injurious to agriculture,
animal hushusSuppression of rabies.
bandry,
and wild
bandry, and
wild game;
game; and
and for
for the
the protection
protection of
of stock
stock and
and other
other Suppressionofrabie
the suppression
suppression of
rabies in
in predatory
predatory wild
domestic animals
animals through
through the
of rabies
wild
animals, $477,240;
animals,
$477,240;
ti ologie al invest-For biological
habits, geogeo- gatio"c
For
biological investigations,
investigations, including
including the
the relations,
relations, habits,
invest
graphic
and migrations
migrations of
of animals
animals and
graphic distribution,
distribution, and
and plants,
plants, and
and the
the
preparation
maps of
preparation of
of maps
of the
the life
life zones,
zones, $24,400;
$24,400;
Migratory birds proFor all necessary
enforcing the
of the
the tecio
necessary expenses
expenses for
for enforcing
the provisions
provisions of
tection. tbirdspr
Vol.
p. 755.
migratory-bird
of July
3, 1918
at Large,
migratory-bird treaty
treaty Act
Act of
July 3,
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, Vol 40,
7s5.
40, p.
page 755), and for cooperation
with
local authorities in the protection
cooperation
protection
of
necessary investigations
investigations connected
connected therethereof migratory
migratory birds, and for necessary
Prevenat shipment
with,
with, $136,120:
not more
than $20,500
$20,500 Prtentin
$136,120: Provided,
Provied, That
That of
of this
this sum
sum not
more than
s.me
prohibited
may be
be used
used for
for the
of sections
sections 241,
242, 243,
may
the enforcement
enforcement of
241, 242,
243, and
and 244
244 of
of oforVol.35,pp.11.37,1138.
i b birds,s etc.
et
the Act approved March 4, 1909, entitled "An
"An Act to codify, revise, v3ppns37
, 3
BUREAU OF
OF BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.
SURVEY.
BUREAU
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Carryin
arryigg illegally
legally and amend
States," and for the enforceenforceamend the penal laws of the United States,"
Vol.
31, p.
187.
"An
Vol. 31,
p.187.
ment of section 11 of
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved May
May 25, 1900,
1900, entitled
entitled "An
Act
enlarge the
the Department
Department of
Act to enlarge
the powers of
of the
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, prohibit
prohibit
the
interstate commerce
the transportation
transportation by
by interstate
commerce of game
game killed in
in violation
violation
for other
necessary investiof local laws,
laws, and
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," including
including all
all necessary
investiconnection therewith;
therewith;
Rendeer
in Alaska.
Alaska. gations
gations in
in connection
Reindeer in
For investigations,
demonstrations for
Improvin
gindustry,
Improvingindustry,
investigations, experiments,
For
experiments, and demonstrations
for the
the welweleatc'
etc.
fare, improvement,
improvement, and increase
increase of the reindeer
reindeer industry in
Alaska,
in Alaska,
including the
erection of
of necessary
necessary buildings
and other
structures and
and
including
the erection
buildings and
other structures
Vol. 36, p. 327.
cooperation with
and for
for the
the enforcement
enforcement
cooperation
with the Bureau
Bureau of
of Education,
Education, and
of section 1956 of the Revised Statutes as amended
amended so far as it
it relates
to
protection of
fur-bearing animals
Alaska, including
to the
the protection
of land
land fur-bearing
animals in
in Alaska,
including
necessary
investigations
in
Admini e
investigations
in connection
connection therewith, $46,500;
$46,500;
Administrative
ex- necessary
Administrative
exAd
1
w
*
*
.
„.
For general
general administrative
expenses connected
connected with
with the
penses.
administrative expenses
the aboveabovep nses.
mentioned lines
including cooperation
cooperation with
with other
other Federal
Federal
mentioned
lines of work, including
bureaus, departments,
departments, boards,
bureaus,
boards, and
and commissions,
commissions, on
on request
request from
from
them,
them, $10,760;
$10,760;
In all, for general
expenses, $742,255.
general expenses,
$742,255.
Total for Bureau of Etiological
Biological Survey,
Survey, $823,325.
$823,325.
kkilled game.

Accounts
Accounts and
and DisDisbursements Division.
Division.
bursements
SaLaries.
Salaries.

DIVISION OF
AND DISBURSEMENTS.
DIVISION
OF ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS AND
DISBURSEMENTS.

SALARIES,
S
ALARTES, DIVISION
DIVISION OF
OF ACCOUNTS
DISBURSEMENTS: Chief
Chief of
of
ACCOUNTS AND
AND DISBURSEMENTS:

disbursing clerk, $4,000;
supervising auditor,
$2,250;
division and disbursing
$4,000; supervising
auditor, $2,250;
cashier and chief clerk, $2,250; deputy disbursing
disbursing clerk,
clerk, $2,000; acacclerks—two of
of
countant and bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-two
of class
class four,
four, five
five of
class three, seven of class
thirteen of
each;
class two, thirteen
of class one,
one, two
two at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
messenger, $720; messenger
messenger boy, $600;
$600; in all,
all, $52,820.
Publications
Publications DiviDivision.
sion.
Pay of
of chief
Pay
divichief of
of division,
sion, assistants, etc.
etc

Ckeite,
etc.
"l~s°stc.

General expenses.
expenses.
Genera

Supplies, etc.

Snppliesetc.

aPo,
m'terisPh
a,t,rhic r"

DIVISION OF
PUBLICATIONS.
DIVISION
OF PUBLICATIONS.
SALARTFS, DIVISION
$3,500;
SALARIES,
DIVISION OF
OF PUBLICATIONS:
PUBLICATIONS: Chief
Chief of
of division,
division, $3,500;
chief editor, $3,000; assistant, $2,500; assistant editor, $2,000;
$2,000;
assistants in charge-one
charge—one of exhibits $3,000,
one of
of information
information
$3,000, one
motion-picture activities $3,000, one chief cinema$3,000, one of motion-picture
cinematographer, $2,500, one of illustrations $2,100, one of indexing $2,000;
tographer,
$2,000;
superintendent of distribution, $2,500; chief clerk, $2,000; assistant
assistant
in exhibits, $2,000; assistant editors-three
editors—three at $1,800
each, one
one
$1,800 each,
$1,600; assistants—three
assistants-three at $2,000 each, two at $1,400 each; indexer
indexer
or compiler,
indexer, $1,400;
$1,400; artist
compiler, $1,800; indexer,
artist and
and designer,
designer, $2,500;
$2,500;
draftsmen or photographers—three
photographers-three at $1,600
$1,600 each, two at $1,500
$1,500
each, two at $1,400 each, one $1,300, ten at $1,200 each; assistant
assistant
photographer, $960; lantern-slide
$1,200; laboratory
laboratory aid,
photographer,
lantern-slide colorist, $1,200;
$900;
foreman, miscellaneous
distribution,' $1,500;
clerks-four of
$900; foreman,
miscellaneous distribution
$1,500; clerks—four
class four, three of class three, eight of class two, nineteen of class one,
eighteen
eighteen at $1,100
$1,100 each, fifty-two at $960 each; five machine operators at $1,200 each; folders-chief
folder; chief $1,200,
$1,200, one $1,200, two at $1,000
each; messengers
messengers or laborers-three
laborers—three at $900
$900 each, ten at $840 each,
four at $780 each, ten at
each, three
at $600
eight skilled
skilled
at $720
$720 each,
three at
$600 each;
each; eight
laborers at $1,100
$1,100 each; messenger
boys—eight at
messenger boys--eight
at $720
$720 each, six at
at
$600 each, four at $480 each; charwomen-three
charwomen—three at
at $480
$480 each,
each, four
four
at $240 each; in all,
$254,880.
all, $254,880.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DIVISION
OP PUBLICATIONS:
PUBLICAnTONS: For
For miscellaneous
GENERAL
DIVISION OF
miscellaneous
objects of expenditure
expenditure in connection
connection with the
publication, indeiring,
the publication,
indexing,
illustration,
illustration, and distribution
distribution of bulletins, documents, and reports, as
follows:
follows:
labor-saving machinery,
For labor-saving
machinery, including
suppli es ,$6,000;
$6,000;
including necessary
necessary supplies,
envelopes, stationery, and
For envelopes,
$10,000;
and materials,
materials, $10,000;
For
furniture and
and fixtures,
fixtures, $2,000;
$2,000;
For office
office furniture
For photographic
photographic equipment
equipment and for photographic
materials and
photo
materials
artists' tools and
$22,000;
and supplies, $22,000;
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S
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For telephone
telephone and telegraph service
service and
and freight and express
express
charges, $1,200;
$1,200;
For wagons, motor trucks, bicycles,
mainbicycles, horses,
horses, harness, and maintenance of the same, $1,000;
$1,000;
For purchase
purchase of
of manuscripts,
manuscripts, traveling
expenses, electrotypes,
For
traveling expenses,
electrotypes, illusillus- Miscellaneous.
iscelaneous.
trations,
expenses not otherwise
otherwise provided
for, $4,350;
trations, and other expenses
provided for,
$4,350;
To
to make
suitable agriculagricul- tural
Expenscs of atgrica'
agriculTo enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
make suitable
turEaPensesof
exhibts
i at fairs,
international fairs
tural exhibits
exhibits at
at State, interstate,
interstate, and international
fairs held
held within etc.
the United
United States,
States, in
in cooperation
with other
other departments
departments of
of the
Ante, p. 2271.
the
cooperation with
the Ante,p.
71
Government; for the purchase
equipment;
Government;
purchase of necessary supplies
supplies and
and equipment;
telephone and telegraph service, freight and express charges;
for
for telephone
charges; for
travel, and for every other expenses
expenses necessary,
necessary, including the
the ememployment of assistance
assistance and the
of rent
outside the
city of
ployment
the payment
payment of
rent outside
the city
of
Washington, $70,000;
$70,000;
Washington,
e
o
For extra
labor and
emergency employments
employments in
in the
District of
mployFor
extra labor
and emergency
the District
of ments,
etc.
Columbia, $11,380;
Columbia,
$11,380;
In all, for general expenses, $127,930.
Total for Division of
of Publications,
Publications, $382,810.
LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
UBE.
LIBRARY,
OF AGRICULt
AGRICULTURE.

Library.
Library.

S
AT.Anrv.s, LIBRARY,
LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
AGRICULiURE: Librarian,
Librarian,
SALARIES,
OF AGRICULTURE:
DEPARTMENT OF
$2,000; clerks-two
clerks—two of class four, three of class
class three, four
four of class
class two,
six of class one, two at $1,000
laborers at
$1,000 each; two messengers
messengers or
or laborers
at
$720
$720 each; messenger
messenger boys—one
boys-one $660, three at
at $600
$600 each;
each; two charwomen at $480
$480 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $30,060.
$30,060.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, L
IBRARY: For books
books of
reference, law
GENERAL
LIBRARY:
of reference,
law books,
books,
technical and scientific
scientific books, papers and periodicals, and for expenses
incurred in completing imperfect series; for the employment
incurred
employment of additional assistants
assistants in the city of Washington
elsewhere; for
officiai
Washington and elsewhere;
for official
traveling expenses, and for library
library cards, supplies,
library fixtures,
fixtures, library
supplies,
and for all other necessary expenses,
expenses, $21,400.
$21,400.
Total
$51,460.
Total for
for Library,
Library, $51,460.

Salaries.
Salaries.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES.

For
For
stationery, blank books, twine,
twine' paper,
parr, gum, dry goods,
goods,soap, brushes,
umber, hardware,
hardware, ice, fuel, water
water
brooms, mats, oils, paints,
paints, glass,
glass, lumber,
gs;
and gas pipes, heating
heating apparatus, furniture, carpets, and mattin
mattings;
charges, advertising, telegraphing,
telegraphing, telefor lights,
lights, freight,
freight, express
express charges,
telephoning, postage,
postage, washing towels, and necessary repairs and improvebuildings and heating
heating apparatus;
apparatus; for
purchase, subsisments to -buildings
for the
the purchase,
subsisand
tence, and care of horses and the
the purchase and
and repair of
of harness and
vehicles, for official purposes
purposes only; for the payment of
on
of duties
duties on
imported articles, and the Department
Department of Agriculture's
Agriculture's proportionate
proportionate
dispatch agent m
for official
share of the
the expense of the
the dispatch
m New York.;
York; for
official
traveling expenses
expenses; and for other miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies
supplies and
and expenses
otherwise provided
provided for, and necessary
practical and efficient
efficient
not otherwise
necessary for the practical
work of the department,
department, $161,000.
$161,000.
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES,
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF AGRICULTURE:
AGRICULTURE:

RENT
IN THE
1111, DISTRICT
COLUMBIA
RENT IN
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA.

General
General expenses.
expenses

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Contingent
Coutingen texpenses
expenses

Rent.
Buildings in
in
Buildings

Dis-

trict of
Columbia.
or BUILDINGS,
OF AGRICULTURE:
For rent
rent of
of trict
RENT OF
BUILDINGS, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE: For
of Columbia.

RENT

buildings and parts of buildings in the District of
Columbia, for
buildings
of Columbia,
for use
use of

the
various bureaus,
bureaus, divisions,
divisions, and
and offices
offices of
of the
Department of
the various
the Department
of
Agriculture $164,666:
Provided, That
part of
of this
this sum
sum
Agriculture,
$164,666: Provided,
That only
only such
such part

space which
can not
not be
be furnished
furnished by
by
shall be
to pay rent
rent for space
be available
available to
which can
Public Buildings
Buildings Commission
Commission in
Government buildings
the Public
m Government
buildings located
located in
the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
44281
°-21------86
442S1°-21---86
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States
Service.
Service.
Pay
of
Pay of
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cer, etc.
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STATES RELATIONS
SERVICE.
RELATIONS SERVICE.
STATES
SALARIES,
RELATIONS S
SERVICE:
SALARIES, STATES
STATES RELATIONS
ERVICE:

Director, $4,500; chief
chief

clerk,
clerk or
accountant, $2,400;
$2,400; financial
financial clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerk
or chief
chief accountant,

$2,000; executive
clerk, $1,740;
$1,740; clerk
clerk or
clerks—
$1,800; clerksreader, $1,800;
or proof
proof reader,
executive clerk,
$2,000;
one
$1,980, six
six of
of class
four, eleven
class three,
three, two
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
each,
two at
of class
eleven of
class four,
one $1,980,
twenty of
class two,
at $1,320
$1,320 each,
each, one
fifty-two of class
$1,260, fifty-two
one $1,260,
two at
two, two
of class
twenty
one
twenty-four at $1,100
$1,100 each, two at $1,000 each; clerk or artistone, twenty-four
draftsman, $1,200;
messenger,
$1,200; messenger,
or machine
machine operator, $1,200;
clerk or
$1,200; clerk
draftsman,
$1,000; two
$1,000 each; messengers
messengers or laborerslaborers—
laborers at $1,000
skilled laborers
two skilled
$1,000;
two at
at $840
each, five
$720 each,
each, two
$600 each,
each, one
$480; mesmesone $480;
at $600
two at
five at
at $720
$840 each,
two
senger
$600 each, eleven
eleven at $480 each; charwomencharwomen—
senger boys—four
boys-four at $600
four at
at $480
sixteen at
at $240
each; in
all, $196,320.
in all,
$196,320.
$480 each,
each, sixteen
$240 each;
four
Support of agriculGENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, STATES
STATES RELATIONS
RELATIONS S
ERVICE: To
To carry
into
carry into
SERVICE:
GENERAL
uora experiment statural
stations.
effect
the provisions
provisions of
of an
an Act
approved March
2, 1887,
entitled "An
effect
the
Act
approved
March
2,
1887,
entitled
"An
tions.
vol. 24, p. 440.
440.
Act to establish agricultural
Vol. 24,
agricultural experiment
experiment stations in connection
connection with
provisions of
the
colleges established
established in
in the
States under
under the provisions
the several
several States
the
colleges
vol. 12, P. 503,
an Act approved
supplementary thereto,"
o.12, p. 503.
approved July 2, 1862, and of the Acts supplementary
thereto,"
the
sums apportioned
apportioned to
to the
States and
to be paid
and Territories,
Territories, to
the several
several States
the sums
advance, $720,000;
$720,000;
otmet o addi quarterly
quarterly in
in advance,
Allotment of additional appropriations.
To
March 16,
16,
provisions of an Act approved March
into effect the provisions
carry, into
To carry
poprifatons.
tional
Vol. 34,
34,p.
1906, entitled "An Act to provide
Vol.
P. 63.
63.
provide for an increased
increased annual appropriaappropriaregulating the expendiagricultural experiment
experiment stations and regulating
tion for agricultural
expendithereof,"
the sums apportioned
apportioned to the several States and Territure
thereof,"
Pt t O
rProviso.
o vi
tories, to be paid quarterly
quarterly in advance,
advance, $720,000: Provided,
Provided, That not
not
Limit.
Territory under this
to exceed
exceed $15,000 shall be paid to each State and Territory
Act;
Act;
of
tural
Cooperative
extensionagriculAgriculture to enforce
To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
enforce the provisions of
rlCtuprative
Vol. 38, p.
P. 372.
approved May 8, 1914, entitled "An
"An Act
Act
and the
the Act approved
the above
above Acts and
372.
cooperative agricultural
between the
agricultural extension work between
prvide for cooperative
to provide
agricultural colleges
colleges in the several
States receiving the benefits of
agrcultural
several States
an Act of Congress
Cong,ress approved
approved July 2, 1862, and of Acts supplementary
supplementary
thereto, and the Umnted
United States
States Department of Agriculture,"
Agriculture," relative
thereto,
to their administration
administration and for the administration of agricultural
agricultural
experiment
experiment stations
stations in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, the island of
Guam, and the Virgin Islands of the United States, including the
Clerical,
Clerical, etc.,
etc. , exex- employment
employment of clerks,
clerks, assistants, and other
other persons in the city of
penses.S.
Washington
elsewhere, freight
travelWashington and elsewhere,
freight and express
express charges, official
official traveling expenses,
expenses, office fixtures, supplies, apparatus, telegraph and telephone service, gas,
phone
gas, electric current, and rent
rent outside
outside of
of the District
District of
of
Columbia, $71,500;
Columbia,
$71,500; and the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall prescribe
Annual
statement the form of the annual financial
Annual statement.
financial statement required under the above
Acts, ascertain whether
expenditures are in accordance
whether the expenditures
accordance with their
their
provisions,
coordinate the work
Agriculture
provisions, coordinate
work of
of the Department
Department of Agriculture
with that of the State agricultural
agricultural colleges and
and experiment
experiment stations in
k the
lines
authorized
in
said
Acts,
and
make
report
thereon
Demontatowork
the
lines
authorized
in
said
Acts,
and
make
report
thereon to
to Congress;
Congress;
Demonstration wor
farmers' cooperative demonstration work outside of the cotton
belt.
of cotton
cotton belt.
outside of
For farmers'
belt, including the employment
employment of labor in the city of Washington
Washington and
Demonstrations for
and all
all other
expenses ,$715,720
Demonstrations
for elsewhere,
elsewhere, supplies,
supplies, and
other necessary
necessary expenses,
$715,720;;
meeting ravages
of cotFor farmers
farmers cooperative
cooperative demonstrations
demonstrations and
for the
the study
and
meeting
ravagesof
otFor
and for
study- and
tonboll weevil,
eevil, etc. demonstration
demonstration of the best
best methods
methods of
of meeting the ravages
of the
the
ton
ravages of
cotton-boll weevil, including the employment
employment of labor in the city of
of
Washington
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, supplies,
supplies, and
and all
necessary expenses,
expenses,
other necessary
all other
Washington and
Proviso..ry
proor
Volunta
contribu- $634,800:
such service
service shall
shall be
be dedeProvided, That
That the
the expense
expense of
of such
$634,800: Provided,
vtonta'contributions within a State
accepted.
frayed from thig
appropriation and such
cooperative funds
accepted.
this appropriation
such cooperative
funds as
as may be
be
by.State,
agencies,
voluntarily contributed
contributed by
State, county, and municipal
municipal agencies,
associations
associations of farmers,
farmers, and
and, individual farmers,
farmers, universities,
colleges,
universities, colleges,
boards of trade
chambers of commerce,
boards
trade, chambers
commerce other
other local associations
associations of
business men, business organizations,
organizations, and
a'nd individuals
individuals within the
State;
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For cooperative
Additional cooperscooperative agricultural extension
extension work, to be allotted, paid, Additional
coperative agricultural eatenand expended
the same terms
and
expended in the same manner, upon the
terms and
and condicondi- sion
sion work.
work.
tions, and under the same supervision as the
the additional
additional appropriations
appropriations
made by the Act of May 8, 1914
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, Vol.
1914 (Thirty-eighth
Vol. 38,
38, p. 373.
373.
page 372),
372), entitled "An
"An Act to provide for
for cooperative
cooperative agricultural
agricultural
extension work between
agricultural colleges in
between the agricultural
the several
in the
several States
States
receiving
receiving the benefits
benefits of an Act of Congress approved
2, 1862,
approved July
July 2,
1862, and
and
of Acts supplementary
supplementary thereto,
thereto, and the United States
Department of
States Department
of
Agriculture,
Plans of
Agriculture," $1,500,000;
$1,500,000; and all sums appropriated
appropriated by this Act for Plans
expendiof expenditures.
use for demonstration
demonstration or extension work within any State shall be used
usedres
expended in accordance
and expended
accordance with plans mutually agreed
agreed upon
upon by
by the
the
Secretary of Agriculture and the proper officials
of the
in such
officials of
the college
college in
such Proviso.
State which receives
receives the benefits of said Act
May 8,
8, 1914:
Provided, County
Act of
of May
1914: Provided,
County
'
agents.
agents.
That of the above appropriation
appropriation not more than $300,000
$300,000 shall
shall be
be
expended for purposes
purposes other
other than
than the
the salaries
county agents.
salaries of
of county
agents.
Farmers' institutes,
Farmers'
institutes,
To enable the Secretary
agricultural
schools,
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to investigate
investigate and
and report
report aricultural
schools,
etc.
upon the organization and progress of farmers'
farmers' institutes and
and agriculagricul- Investigating
Investigating
propror e s s of, etc.
and Territories,
tural schools in the several
several States and
Territories, and
and upon
similar ggress
upon similar
ofetc.
organizations
countries, with special suggestions
organizations in foreign countries,
plans
suggestions of
of plans
and methods for making such organizations
organizations more effective
the diseffective for
for the
dissemination
semination of the results of the work of the Department
of Agriculture
Department of
Agriculture
and the agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations,
stations, and
and of
of improved
improvedm
eth od
s of
of
methods
agricultural practice,
practice, including
including the
in the
the city
city
the employment
employment of
of labor
labor in
of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and all other necessary
expenses,
necessary expenses,
$16,360;
$16,360;riment
tation
Experiment stations
To enable the Secretary
Agriculture to
Secretary of Agriculture
and maintain
to establish
establish and
maintain in
Alaska, insular
posinEAlaka,
instar posetc.
agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, the
the sessions,
sessions etc
island of Guam, and the Virgin Islands of the United States, including
including
the erection of buildings
buildings, the preparation, illustration,
illustration, and
and di
st
rib u distribution of reports and bulletins, and all other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses,
$210,000, as follows: Alaska, $75,000, of which $11,800, or so
so much
much Allotment.
Alotment.
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, shall be immediately available;
available; Hawaii,
Hawaii,
$50,000; Porto Rico, $50,000; Guam, $15,000;
$15,000; and
the Virgin
and the
Virgin
Sale of products.
Islands of the United States, $20,000;
Islands
$20,000; and the Secretary
Secretary of Agricul- saleofproducts.
ture is authorized
authorized to sell such products as are obtained
obtained on
on the
the land
land
belonging
agricultural experiment stations in Alaska,
belonging to the agricultural
Alaska, Hawaii,
Porto Rico, the island of Guam, and
Virgin Islands
the United
United
and the
the Virgin
Islands of
of the
States, and the amount obtained from the sale thereof
thereof shall
be covered
shall be
covered
into the Treasury of the United States
miscellaneous receipts:
States as
as miscellaneous
receipts:
Provided, That of the sum herein appropriated
Provided,
appropriated for the experiment
experiment Proviso. extensio
Hawaii extension
station
Hawaii $10,000
station in Hawaii
$10,000 may be used in agricultural
agricultural extension
extension work work.
work.
in Hawaii;
Hawaii;
To enable
Utilization of
farm
Agriculture to investigate
of farm
To
enable the Secretary of Agriculture
investigate the relative
relative pti"ztiont
products in the home.
utility and
and economy
utility
economy of agricultural
agricultural products for food, clothing, and
n t ho
other uses in the home, with special suggestions
methods
suggestions of
of plans
plans and
and methods
effective utilization of
for the more effective
for these
these purposes,
of such products
products for
purposes,
with the cooperation
cooperation of other bureaus
bureaus of
department, and
to disdisof the
the department,
and to
seminate
seminate useful information
information on this subject, including the
the employment
employment
of labor in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, supplies,
supplies, and
and all
all
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $50,000;
$50,000;
Administrative exFor general
general administrative
administrative expenses connected
of pedinitativ
connected with the
the lines
lines of
- es
penses.
work of the States Relations Service,
including the offices
work
Service, including
offices of
of the
directhe director, the chief clerk, the officers in charge
charge of
of publications,
publications, library,
library,
accounts, records, supplies, and property, and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses
expenses incident thereto, $12,600;
$12,600;
In all, for general expenses,
expenses, $4,650,980.
$4,650,980.
Total for States Relations
Relations Service,
Service, $4,847,300.
$4,847,300.
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$6,000;
PUBLIC ROADS: Chief of bureau, $6,000;
SALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF PUBLIC
SALARIES,
purchasing. agent,
$2,500; draftsman
draftsman or clerk,
clerk, $1,920; clerks or ediagent, $2,500;
purchasing
torial clerks-one
clerks—one $1,600,
$1,600, one
one $1,200;
$1,200; clerks
clerks or
or photographers-one
photographers—one
torial
$1,440,
one
$1,200,
one
$1,000;
clerk
or
instrument
maker,
$1,200;
maker, $1,200;
instrument
or
clerk
$1,440, one $1,200, one $1,000;
clerk
or
skilled
laborer,
$1,000;
instrument
maker,
$1,800;
model
$1,800;
maker,
instrument
$1,000;
laborer,
skilled
clerk or
maker
$1,800; clerks—one
$1,900, four
four of class four, seven of class
clerks-one $1,900,
maker,' $1,800;
three,
three at
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
each, six
six of
class two,
two, nine
nine at
at $1,320
$1,320 each, seven
seven
of class
three, three
of
four at
at $1,100
each, two
at $1,000
$1,000 each; mechanician,
mechanician,
two at
$1,100 each,
one, four
class one,
of class
$1,680; mechanics-one
mechanics—one $2,100,
$1,800, one
$1,500, one
$1,200;
one $1,200;
one $1,500,
one $1,800,
$2,100, one
$1,680;
skilled laborer,
laboratory
mechanic, $840; laboratory
or mechanic,
laborer or
skilled laborer
$1,200; skilled
laborer, $1,200;
skilled
aid, $960;
telephone operator,
operator, $840; two
mimeograph operator,
$720; mimeograph
operator, $720;
$960; telephone
aid,
laborers
at
$900
each;
messengers
or
laborers—two
at $840 each, two
laborers-two
or
messengers
each;
laborers at $900
at $660
four at
at $600
$600 each;
each; four
messengers, laborers, or laborafour messengers,
each, four
$660 each,
at
tory helpers
helpers at
$720 each;
each; fireman,
$720; messenger
boys—three at
at
messenger boys-three
fireman, $720;
at $720
tory
all,
in
at
$600
each,
eight
at
$480
each;
eleven
charwomen
$240
each;
charwomen
eleven
each;
$480
at
eight
each,
$600
$114,460.
$114,460.

Generalexpenses.

and
GENERAL EXPENSES,
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC ROADS:
ROADS: For salaries and
BUREAU OF
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL

elsewhere,
the employment
employment of
of labor
in the
the city
Washington and elsewhere,
of Washington
city of
labor in
the
necessary
supplies, office
fixtures, apparatus,
apparatus, traveling
and all other necessary
traveling and
office fixtures,
supplies,
expenses,
for conducting
for
experiments, and for
and experiments,
investigations and
conducting investigations
expenses, for
same, and for precollating,
reporting, and
illustrating the results of same
and illustrating
colating, reporting,
paring,
publishing, and
and distributing
bulletins and
and reports, as follows:
follows:
distributing bulletins
aring, publshing,
op
Proviso.
Road making mama- Proide,
Provided, That
appropriations shall be expended for
no part of these appropriations
That no
Roaidking
road-making machinery, except such as may
cbinery
restrictions.
purchase of road-making
the rent or purchase
cineryrestriction
Road

sys

be necessary
for field
field experimental
experimental work
work as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
for:
provided for:
necessary for
be
For
inquiries in
regard to
systems
of road
road management,
management, and
and ecoecoof
systems
to
regard
in
inquiries
For
management
management

nomic
of highway
operation ' maintenance,
and
maintenance, and
construction, operation,
highway construction,
studies of
nomic studies
value either
either independently
cooperation with the State highway
in cooperation
or in
independently or
value,
advice on these
for giving expert advice
and for
departments
agencies, and
other agencies,
and other
departments and
$50,000;
subjects, $50,000;
in suj
etc, inMaterials,
Materi
als, etc.,
especially
making, especially
vestigations.
For investigations
investigations of the best methods of road malting,
For
'
vestigatioas.
mechanical
of
the
by
the
use
of
local
materials;
for
studying
types
of
mechanical
materials;
by the use of local
maintenance; for
plants and
and appliances
for
for road building and maintenance;
appliances used for
plants
studying
methods of
road repair
maintenance suited to the needs
and maintenance
repair and
of road
studying methods
of
different localities,
localities, and
for furnishing
furnishing expert
advice on these subexpert advice
and for
of different
jects,
$77,300;
tsl,
et77,300;
Chjec eetc.,
Chemical,
inFor investigations
chemical and
character of road
physical character
and physical
the chemical
of the
investigations of
For
vetigations.
vestigations.
for
materials, for
for conducting
laboratory and
and field
field experiments,
experiments, and for
laboratory
conducting
materials,
Vol.
39, p. 35
356;
6 Vol. studies and investigations in
40,
p.
independently or in cooperacooperadesign, independently
road design,
Vol. studies and investigations in road
p. 1200.
v40,
tion with the State
highway departments
departments and other agencies, $148,200,
$148,200,
State highway
tion
administrative fund provided by the Federal Aid
payable
payable out of the aaininstrative
Road Act of July
July 11,
amended '
as amended;
1916, as
11, 1916,
Experimental high- Road Act of
experimental highways, including
repairs of experimental
i
ways.
including
maintenance and repairs
waperimentl high- For maintenance
the
purchase of
materials and equipment;
equipment; for the employment
employment of
of
of materials
the purchase
$25,000;
labor,
and
assistants
F
irri tion etc.,
$25,000;
arm
ga
in
reporting upon
investigatio
ns.
,
For
investigating and
and reporting
upon the utilization of water in
For investigating
investigao.tionetc.
practice;
in
apply
to
farm
irrigation,
including
best
methods
practice;
best
the
including
irrigation,
farm
appliances, and the development
the different
different kinds of power and appliances,
development of
the
equipment
for
farm
irrigation;
the
flow
in
ditches, pipes,
water
of
flow
the
rrigation;
equipment for farm
and
other conduits; the duty, apportionment,
apportionment, and measurement
measurement of
and other
affecting irriirrigation
irrigation water; the customs, regulations, and laws affecting
gation;
for the
the purchase
purchase and installation
equipment for experiinstallation of equipment
gation; for
mental
for the
for
giving of expert advice and assistance; for
the giving
purposes; for
mental purposes;
the
preparation
illustration
of reports and bulletins on irrigairrigaillustration
and
the preparation
tion;
for the
employment of assistants and labor in the city of
the employment
tion; for
Washington
elsewhere; for rent outside of the District of Columand elsewhere;
Washington and
bia;
necessary expenses,
expenses, $72,000;
$72,000;
and all necessary
supplies and
for supplies
and for
bia; and
the
and upon
drainage and
farm drainage
upon
reporting
and
investigating
For
of
Dri
Drainage
°f
farms
,
investigating
reporting
upon
upon the
swamp lauds, etc.
drainage
which may be made
made availdrainage of swamp and other wet lands which
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able
for agricultural
agricultural purposes;
purposes; for preparing plans for the removal
able for
of
surplus
water
drainage,
assistance by
drainage, and for giving expert assistance
by
of surplus water
advice
or otherwise
otherwise in
drainage of such lands; for conducting
the drainage
in the
advice or
field experiments
construction
experiments and investigations concerning the construction
field
and
maintenance of
investigating and
farm-drainage work; for investigating
of farm-drainage
and maintenance
developing
intended for the construction
construction and mainteequipment intended
developing equipment
nance of
of farm-drainage
for the purchase of materials
structures; for
farm-drainage structures;
nance
and equipment;
equipment; and for preparing
preparing and illustrating
illustrating reports and
and
bulletins on
on drainage;
employment of assistants and
for the employment
and for
drainage; and
bulletins
labor in
in the
the city of
outside of
elsewhere; for rent outside
Washington and elsewhere;
of Washington
labor
the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and for supplies and all necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses,
the District
$73,760.
For
water supply
supply and drainage
drainage disdomestic water
farm domestic
investigating farm
For investigating
buildings, and other rural engineerposal, the construction of farm buildings,
ing
involving mechanical principles,
principles, including the erecproblems involving
ing problems
tion
of such
of the
the District of Columbia as may be
outside of
structures outside
such structures
tion of
necessary- for
employment of labor
labor
experimental purposes only, the employment
for experimental
necessary
other
in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, supplies, and all other
in
necessary
$25,000;
expenses, $25,000;
necessary expenses,
For general
general administrative
expenses connected
connected with the aboveadministrative expenses
For
mentioned lines
and experiments,
$16,000;
investigations and
experiments, $16,000;
mentioned
lines of
of investigations
For supervising
supervising the preparation,
preparation, distribution,
distribution, and use of picric
For
acid,
trirutrotoluol, trojan
trojan powder, and such other surplus war exploacid, trinitrotoluol,
sives
be made
available for use in clearing stumps and stones
made available
may be
as may
sives as
from agricultural
independently or in cooperation
cooperation with agriland, independently
agricultural land,
from
cultural
colleges and
agencies, and for investigating and reportother agencies,
and other
cultural colleges
$15,000;
ing
upon the
the results
from the use of the explosives, $15,000;
results obtained from
ing upon
expenses, $354,060.
In all, for general expenses,
Total for
for Bureau of Public Roads, $468,520.
Total
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water sup-

Domestic water supettc.
pyiofsfars,
ply of farms, etc.

Administrative
exe
t vra
pe,nses.t
penses.
5
Surplus
war explo.
Surplus war
explosives.
Distribution, etc.,
agricultuet
for a
gricultural uses.'
uses.

Markets
and Crop
Crop
Markets and
Bureau.
Estimates Bureau.
Estimates
s
biee
t
f
e.of
of buchief
Pay of ke
eaPu
a
,
Y
cl°
erf etc. buclerks,
reau,
S
ALARIES BUREAU
BUREAU OF
MARKETS AND
AND C
ROP ESTIMATES:
of r
Chief of
ESTIMATES: Chief
CROP
OF MARKETS
SALARIES,
bureau,. $5,000;
administrative assistants-one
assistants—one
$2,000; administrative
clerk, $2,000;
chief clerk,
$5,000; chief
bureau,.
charge of supplies and
$2,500, one $1,800; clerk in charge
one $2,500,
$3,000, one
accounts, $2,250;
clerks—five at $2,000 each, three at
$2,250; executive clerks-five
accounts,
$1,980 each;
each; clerks—twenty
thirty-seven of class three,
class four, thirty-seven
clerks-twenty of class
$1,980
seventy of
class two, two hundred and twenty of class one, sixty-five
of class
seventy
at
$1,100 each,
each, ninety-five
$1,000 each;
each; photographers-one
photographers--one Trphoperatr
at $1,000
ninety-five at
at $1,100
etc..
$1,400,
one $1,200;
$1,200; superintendent
superintendent of telegraph,
telegraph, $2,000; supervising
supervising etT
elegraPh °Pent(Irs '
$1,400, one
telegrapher,
$1,620; telegraph
telegraph operators—live
operators-five at $1,600 each; fortytelegrapher, $1,620;
seven at
each; telephone operators—two
operators-two at $900 each, one
$1,400 each;
at $1,400
seven
$840;
draftsmen—one $1,400,
$1,380, three at $1,200 each, one
$1,400, one $1,380,
$840; draftsmen-one
$1,000,
one $900;
of supplies,
supplies, $1,200;
operators—
$1,200; machine operatorscustodian of
$900; custodian
$1,000, one
three at
at $1,400
each, four
four at
$1,200 each, two at $1,100 each, eleven
eleven
at $1,200
$1,400 each,
three
chauffeurs at $900 each;
at $1,000
$1,000 each, three at $900 each; three chauffeurs
skilled
$1,200; laborers-five
laborers—five at $900 each, three at $840
skilled laborer, $1,200;
each,
ten at
$720 each, four at $660 each, five at $600 each, two at
at $720
each, ten
$540 each;
each; messengers—four
messengers-four at $900 each, two at $720 each; mes$540
senger
$540
at $660 each, twelve at $600 each, fifteen at $540
bovs-three at
senger boys—three
each, twenty
twenty at
each; charwomen—two
charwomen-two at $540 each, six at
$480 each;
at $480
each,
$480 each,
each, two
each, six at $300 each, nine at $240 each; in
at $360 each,
two at
$480
all, $838,630.
Generaleenses
General expenses.
GENERAL
OF MARKETS
MARKETS AND
ROP ESTIMATES:
ESTIMATES:
CROP
AND C
BUREAU OF
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES,
Washington
For
employment of labor in the city of Washington
the employment
salaries and the
For salaries
and
expenses, rent outside
furniture, supplies, traveling expenses,
elsewhere,' furniture,
and elsewhere
of
the District
Columbia, and all other expenses necessary -in conof Columbia,
District of
of the
Distributing inforfollows: Distributing
ducting investigations,
investigations, experiments,
experiments, and demonstrations,
as follows:
demonstrations, as
ducting
For
acquiring and
diffusing among
States mation
prodof !arm
farm prodmtion of
United States
the United
of the
people of
the people
among the
and diffusing
For acquiring
useful
connected with
with the
marketing and ucts,
supplies, etc.
ucts,suppes,etc.
the marketing
subjects connected
on subjects
information on
useful information
distributing of farm and noninanufactured
nonmanufactured food products and the
distributing
BUREAU
OF MARKETS
MARKETS AND
AND CROP
CROP ESTIMATES.
ESTIMATES.
BUREAU OF
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purchasing of
of farm
independently and
and in
in cooperation
with
cooperation with
farm supplies,
supplies, independently
purchasing
other branches
of the
the department,
agencies, purchasing
purchasing and
and
State agencies,
department, State
other
branches of
consuming organizations,
organizations, and
transportation,
and persons engaged
engaged in the transportation,
consuming
marketing,
of farm
marketing, and
and distributing
distributing of
farm and
and food
food products,
products, $326,000:
$326,000:
Proviso.
That not
not less
than $30,000
$30,000 shall
used for
the
of the
study of
for aastudy
be used
shall be
less than
Provided, That
Study
to prevent de- Provided,
Pt°tprevent
teriorationlosses
losses, etc.,
etc., methods
of
prevention
deterioration,
decay,
and
freezing
freezing
decay,
and
by
deterioration,
of
losses
methods
of
prevention
teioration
in transit.
of fruits and vegetables
refrigerator cars,
vegetables in storage and in transit in refrigerator
heater
and ocean
ocean vessels,
including demonstrations
of such
such
vessels, including
demonstrations of
heater cars,
cars, and
methods;
methods;
Live stock, agriculmail, or
by telegraph,
distributing, by
telegraph, mail,
or
and distributing,
publishing, and
collecting, publishing,
For collecting,
agritcul-s For
stock,
Lie etc.,
tural,
products.
on the
market supply
and demand,
demand,
supply and
the market
information on
Collecting,
timely information
otherwise, timely
distribut- otherwise,
Collecting, distributing,
ing, etc.,
etc., information
information commercial movement,
movement, location, disposition, quality, condition,
condition, and
of market supply, de-

products, dairy
market p
prices
fish, and
animal products,
dairy
fish,
and animal
meats, fi
live stock,
stock, meats,
of live
prices
ofmadrketsupply, do market
rices of

mand,
prices, etc.,
etc., of
of
mand, prices,
designated
designated products.
products.

and poultry
and
poultry products,
products, fruits and vegetables, peanuts
peanuts and their products,
agricultural products,
products, infeeds, and seeds,
seeds, and
and other
other agricultural
ucts, grain,
grain, hay, feeds,
dependently
dependently and in cooperation
cooperation with other branches
branches of the Government,
agencies, purchasing
purchasing and consuming
organizations, and
ment, State
State agencies,
consuming organizations,
persons
production, transportation,
persons engaged
engaged in the production,
transportation, marketing, and
distribution of
$390,160;
distribution
of farm and
and food
food products,
products, $390,160;
Perishable
farm
For
Secretary
of
Agriculture
to investigate and certify
Perishable farm
enabling
the
Secretary
Agriculture
products.
shippers and
and other
other interested
interested parties
parties the
and condition
of
condition of
the quality
quality and
Certifying condition
condition to
to shippers
Certifying
of shipmets,
shipments, etc.,
perishable farm
hay,, and other
vegetables, poultry,
fruits, vegetables,
at fruits,
etc. at
of
poultry , butter, hay
other perishable
centralmarkets.
important
received in interstate
interstate commerce
products, when received
commerce at such important
central markets as the Secretary of Agriculture may from time to
designate, under such rules and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe,
time designate,
prescribe,
including payment of such
will be reasonable
including
such fees
fees as
as wilrbe
reasonable and
and as
as nearly
nearly
Proviso.
may be
be to
to cover
the cost
cost for
for the
the service
Provided, That
That
rendered: Provided,
service rendered:
cover the
as may
roiceifiao.of certificate. as
Effect
certificates issued
certificates
issued by the authorized
authorized agents
agents of the department
department shall
be
received in
United. States
as prima
prima facie
be received
in all courts of the
the United
States as
facie evidence
evidence
of the
the truth
truth of
the
statements
therein
contained, $175,000;
$175,000;
of
of
the
statements
therein
contained,
Cotton
standards,
ginning, etc.
investigating, demonstrating,
promoting the use of standdemonstrating, and promoting
For investigating,
ginnctetcstndae
ards
grades, qualities,
and conditions
conditions of
ards for the
the different
different grades,
qualities, and
of cotton,
cotton, and
and
investigating the ginning,
cornfor investigating
gining, grading,
grading, stapling,
stapling, baling, marking,
marking, comProviso,
pressing,
Provided, That of the sum thus
Proviso.
pressing, and
and tare of
of cotton, $38,400:
$38,400: Provided,
TestingspInning val- appropriated
appropriated $30,000
for testing
tensile
waste, tensile
the waste,
testing the
used for
be used
may be
$30,000 may
TestingspinningvalMS, etc.
strength, and bleaching
different grades
bleaching qualities of the different
oracles and classes
of cotton in order to determine their spinning value and for
for demonstrating the
of such
tests;
strating
the results
results of
such tests;
Farm pv
products.
To enable
enable the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
the several
several
with the
to cooperate
cooperate with
the Secretary
To
deoncoor
Cooperative
demonstrationsomarketing,
strations
of marketing. States in the employment
employment of agents to acquire and diffuse useful inetc.
etc.
formation
connected with the distribution
distribution and marketing
formation connected
marketing of farm
products
investigational, demonstrational,
extension methmethproducts through
through investigational,
demonstrational, or
or extension
ods,
$70,000;
ods, $70,000;
Grain
For
investigating the
transportation of
of
handling, grading,
grading, and
and transportation
For investigating
the handling,
Grain handling,gradhadling,grading, etc.
g, et
grain, including the grain sorghums,
sorghums, for the
the purpose
purpose o
offfixing definite
grades thereof, $60,000;
$60,000;
General agricultural,
For collecting,
abstracting, analyzing,
analyzing, summarizing,
summarizing, inincompiling, abstracting,
colleting, compiling,
For
Generalagricultural,
etc.,
information.
publishing data
Collecting,
publih- terpreting,
Clecting, publishterpreting, and publishing
data relating to agriculture,
agriculture including
including crop
crop
ing, etc., designated
and live-stock
live-stock estimates,
acreage, yield,
yield, grades,
grades, stocks,
of
and value
value of
stocks, and
and
estimates, acreage,
daaretlatinsig.ated
data
relating to.
farm crops, and numbers, grades,
grades, and value of
of live stock and
and liveliveproducts on
on farms
in cooperation
at
es Relations
stock products
farms, in
cooperation with
with th
thee St
States
Relations
Service and
and other
Federal,
State,
and
local agencies,
agencies, $300,000:
Service
other
Federal,
State,
and
local
$300,000:
Proviso.
Provided, That
not less
shall be used for collecting and
than $50,000 shall
less than
That not
infor- Provided,
Di°m
Disseminating information
of
maton
ofnworld
rd supimporters, exporters, and other
pro- disseminating to American
American producers, importers,
other
ply of American prointerested
ducts, etc.
ducts,etc.
interested persons information
information relative to the world supply of and
and
need for American agricultural
agricultural products, marketing
conclimarketing methods,
methods, conditiolas prices,
factors, a
w hi ch is
i
sn
ec essary to
to
tions,
prices, and other
other factors,
a knowledge
knowledge of
of which
necessary
advantageous disposition of such products
products in
foreign countries,
countries,
the advantageous
in foreign
Cooperat
and in
with other
the GovernGovernof the
other branches
branches 0r
in cooperation
cooperation with
ith independeatly
independently and
otCreaon,
er-that
agencies,on
etc.with
agencies purchasing
and consumin
g orga
nizations, and
ment, State agencies,
purchasing and
consuming
organizations,
and
persons engaged
engaged in the transportation, marketing,
marketing, and distribution
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of
farm and
and food
products, including
including the
the purchase
purchase of such books and
food products,
of farm
periodicals
necessary in
with this
this work;
periodicals as
as may
may be
be necessary
in connection
connection with
work;
Administrative
Administrative exFor general
administrative expenses
expenses in
in connection
lines penses.
the lines
with the
connection with
general administrative
For
of investigation,
and demonstration
conducted in
in the
the
demonstration conducted
experiment, and
investigation, experiment,
of
Bureau of Markets
$30,000;
Estimates, $30,000;
and Crop Estimates,
Markets and
Bureau
of Statistics
Duties of
In
for general
expenses, $1,389,560.
$1,389,560.
Duties
Statistics
general expenses,
all, for
In all,
That
hereafter the
powers conferred
and the
the duties
duties imposed
ir
d
eac
uropransferred
nE
setimat to
t
e.
s
by r
Bdeau
imposed by
conferred and
the powers
That hereafter
BureauofMarketsand
of Burea_0s
Estimates of
law
on the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Statistics and
the Bureau
of Crop
of
timates.
Markets and
Crop Estimates
Bureau of
and the
of Statistics
law on
timates.
the Department
of Agriculture
Estimates
by Crop Es
and performed
performed by
exercised and
be exercised
shall be
Agriculture shall
Department of
the
the
the Bureau
Bureau of
and Crop
Cotton-Futures
Act.
Cotton-Futures Act.
Crop Estimates.
Estimates.
Markets and
the
of Markets
ENFORCEMENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES COTTON-FUTURES
COTTON-FUTURES ACT:
To Enforcement.
Enforcement.
ACT: To
OF THE
ENFORCEMENT
Vol. 39, p. 476; Vol.
enable
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
carry into
into effect
effect the
the provisions
provisions 40
,
p°.1.13,5
391.13. 476; Vol.
40,V
p. i13i.
to carry
Agriculture to
enable the
of
the
United
States
Cotton-Futures
Act,
as
amended
4,
1919,
March
4,
Act,
as
amended
of the United States Cotton-Futures
including
all expenses necessary
purchase of equipment and
for the purchase
necessary for
including all
supplies; for
for travel;
for the
the employment
city of
the city
in the
of persons
persons in
employment of
travel; for
supplies;
Washington
expenses, including
including rent
and elsewhere; and for all other expenses,
Washington and
outside of
of the
the District
District of
Proviso.
in exeexe- Proiso
may be necessary
necessary in
that may
of Columbia, that
outside
mon- nReuseofmoneyfrom
cuting the
$138,831: Provided,
That any
any monReuse of money from
Provided, That
Act, $138,831:
this Act,
of this
provisions of
the provisions
cuting
i
n
eof unsuitable cotO~_
Af3sales
~
eys
the sale
purchased ton.sof unsuitable cotof cotton
cotton purchased
sale of
with the
or in
in connection
connection with
from or
received from
eys received
for
practical forms of
of the
the official cotton standards
of practical
preparation of
the preparation
for the
and
unsuitable for
expended by the
use may
may be expended
for such use
as unsuitable
and condemned
condemned as
Secretary of
during the fiscal
ending June 30, 1922,
fiscal year
year ending
of Agriculture
Agriculture during
Secretary
for the
the purchase
other cotton
such use.
use.
for
purchase of
of other
cotton for
for such
Grain Standards
tandards Act.
Act.
Grain
ENFORCEMENT
UNITED STATES
ACT: Enforcement.
Enforcement.
GRAIN-STANDARDS ACT:
STATES GRAIN-STANDARDS
THE UNITED
OF TM:
ENFORCEMENT OF
Vol. 39, p. 482.
To enable
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry
into effect
effect the
pro- Vol 39, p. 482.
the procarry into
Secretary of
the Secretary
To
enable the
visions
of
the
United
States•Grain-Standards
Act,
including
rent
outvisions of the United States Grain-Standards Act, including rent outside of
the District
District of
Columbia and
and the
the employment
of such
such persons
employment of
of Columbia
side
of the
and
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture may deem necessary, in
of Agriculture
as the
and means
means as
the
of Washington
and. elsewhere,
the city
city of
Washington and
elsewhere, $538,623.
$538,623.ouse
Act.
Warehouse Act.
ADMINISTRATION
OF THE
EMI UNITED
of.
Adinistration of.
To Administration
ACT: To
WAREHOUSE ACT:
STATES WAREHOUSE
UNITED STATES
ADMINISTRATION OF
Vol.
39,
p.
486.
enable
of Agriculture
carry into
provisions Vol 39, p- 486.
the provisions
effect the
into effect
to carry
Agriculture to
Secretary of
the Secretary
enable the
of
the United
such
including the payment of such
Act, including
Warehouse Act,
States Warehouse
United States
of the
rent outside
of the
the District
of Columbia
and the
the employment
employment of
such
of such
Columbia and
District of
outside of
rent
persons and
and means
means as
as the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
may deem
necesdeem necesAgriculture may
Secretary of
persons
sary,
gton and
sary, in
in the
the city
city of
of Washi
Washington
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $80,000.
$80,000.
Standard Container
ENFORCEMENT OF
OF THE
THE STANDARD
enable the
the Act.
Act.
Standard Container
To enable
ACT: To
CONTAINER ACT:
STANDARD CONTAINER
ENFORCEMENT
Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry
carry into
into effect
Act entitled
An Act
Act Plo
Secretary of
effect the
the Act
entitled "
"An
olnr
39 p.
pegi
to fix
standards for
for Climax
baskets for
and
fruits and
other fruits
for grapes
grapes and other
Climax baskets
to
fix standards
vegetables,
containers for
other containers
for baskets
baskets and other
to fix
fix standards for
and to
vegetables, and
purposes," apsmall
berries, and vegetables, and for other purposes,"
fruits, berries,
small fruits,
employment of such persons
proved
including the employment
31, 1916, including
proved August 31,
and means
means as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
necessary, in
Agriculture may deem necessary,
and
city of
Washington and
and. elsewhere,
elsewhere, $3,800.
of Washington
the citv
COMPLETION OF
OF WOOL
WORK: To
all of
of Markets
Markets and
COMPLETION
WOOL WORK:
To enable
enable the
the 1311113
Bureau
and gornoiicettnoroirws,...k
Wool Clip of 1918.
Crop
Estimates to
to complete
complete the
the work
work of
the Domestic
Section on.
on. Fi
Wool Section
Domestic Wool
of the
Crop Estimates
Government reguIndustries Board and to enforce the Government
of the
the War Industries
lations
for handling
handling the
wool clip
by the
the Wool
as established
established by
of 1918
1918 as
clip of
the wool
lations for
pursuant to the Executive
Executive order dated
said board, pursuant
of said
Division of
December 31,
transferring such
such work
said bureau,
the said
work to the
1918, transferring
31, 1918,
December
$15,000, and
continue, as
far as
practicable, the
ni
e
s
vt
sr
i
e
b
o
u
le
i
o
c
n
te
o
i
ofc
Distribution
the distribution
distribution moD
as far
as practicable,
to continue,
$15,000,
and to
among
the
growers
of
the
wool
clip
of
1918
of
all
sums
heretofore
or
g
rowers.
among
growers.
among the growers of the wool clip of 1918 of all sums heretofore or
hereafter collected
collected or
recovered with or
without suit by the Governor without
or recovered
hereafter
ment from
from all
firms, or
or corporations
any part
part
which handled
handled any
corporations which
all persons,
persons, firms,
ment
of
1918:
of the wool clip of 1918:
Total for
of Markets
$3,004,444.
Estimates, $3,004,444.
and Crop Estimates,
Markets and
Bureau of
for Bureau
Total
ENFORCEMENT
OF THE
THE INSECTICIDE
INSECTICIDE ACT.
ACT.
ENFORCEMENT OF

Insecticide Act.
Aet.
Insecticide
Pav

of

exenutive

S
ALARIES, ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT OF
INSECTICIDE A
CT: EICeCiltiVO
a
Z, clefreeiTtive
ACT:
Executive ofg
clerks, etc.
officer,
SALARIES,
OF THE
THE INSECTICIDE
officer, $2,750;
assistant, $2,000;
of class
class four,
clerks-one of
$2,000; clerks—one
executive assistant,
officer,
$2,750; executive
two
of class
class two,
two, three
three of class one, two at $1,140
$1,140 each; five insecticide
two of
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and fungicide
inspectors at
sample and storeroom
storeroom
each; sample
$1,600 each;
at $1,600
fungicide inspectors
and
custodian, $1,200;
helpers—one $1,200,
one $840, one
$1,200, one
laboratory helpers-one
$1,200; laboratory
custodian,
$720, one
one $600;
$600; two
at $720
$720 each;
boys—two at
messenger boys-two
each; messenger
laborers at
two laborers
$720,
$480 each,
each, one
one $360;
$360; two
two charwomen
charwomen at
$480 each;
all, $31,510.
$31,510.
m all,
each; in
at $480
$480

GENERAL
EXPENSES, ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT OF
THE I
INSECTICIDE
ACT: For
For
GENERAL EXPENSES,
OF THE
NSECTICIDE ACT:

salaries and
and the
Washington and
of labor
labor in the city of Washington
the employment
employment of
salaries
elsewhere, furniture,
supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
outside of the
rent outside
expenses, rent
furniture, supplies,
elsewhere,
District
of
Columbia,
for all
all necessary
necessary expenses,
follows:
expenses, as follows:
and for
Columbia, and
of
District
Salaries,
supplies,
supplies
etclanes
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
carry into effect
effect the
etc.
Vol.
provisions of the Act of April 26, 1910, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act for preventing
provisions
Vol. 36,
36, p.
p. 331.
331.
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale,
sale, or
or transportation
adulterated or
or misbranded
misbra.nded
of adulterated
transportation of
the
Paris greens,
lead arsenates,
arsenates, other
other insecticides,
and also
fungicides,
also fungicides,
insecticides, and
greens, lead
Paris
and for
for regulating
traffic therein,
therein, and
and for
fOr other
purposes," $125,000.
$125,000.
other purposes,"
regulating traffic
and
Total
Insecticide Act,
$156,510.
Act, $156,510.
of the
the Insecticide
enforcement of
for enforcement
Total for
Federal
HorticulFederal
Horticultural Board.
oard.
Salaries.
Salaries.

General expenses.

Generalexpenses.

Enforcing
nursery
plantquarantine,
quarantine, etc.
ety

plant

Vol. 37,
37, pp.
pp. 315,
315, 854.
54.
Vol.

Potato
wart.
Potato wart.
Emergency expenses
for
etc.
exernatg, etc.
fore exterminating,

FEDERAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD.
BOARD.
FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL

Secretary of the
SALARIES,
S.OLLARIES, FEDERAL
FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD: Secretary
board,
$2,280; two
clerks at
clerks—one
each; clerks-one
$2,000 each;
at $2,000
executive clerks
two executive
board, $2,280;
$1,980, four of
two of
of class three, one $1,560, one $1,500,
four, two
class four,
of class
$1,980,
three at
at $1,440,
$1,440, two
two of
class two,
two, two
two at
at $1,260
each, eleven of class
$1,260 each,
of class
three
one;
boys—one $600, one $480, two at $360 each; charmessenger boys-one
one; messenger
woman, $240; in all, $46,600;
$46,600;
woman,
BOARD: For
HORTICULTURAL BOARD:
GENERAL
EXPENSES, FEDERAL
For
FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
salaries
employment of
of labor
city of
of Washington
Washington and
and
the city
in the
labor in
the employment
and the
salaries and
elsewhere,
furniture, supplies,
expenses, rent outside of the
traveling expenses,
supplies, traveling
elsewhere, furniture,
District
follows:
expenses, as follows:
necessary expenses,
all other
other necessary
of Columbia
Columbia, and for all
District of
effect the
enable the
Secretary of
to carry
carry into effect
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
the Secretary
To enable
provisions
of the
Act of
of August
as amended,
"An
amended, entitled
entitled "An
20, 1912,
1912, as
the Act
August 20,
provisions of
Act
to regulate
importation of nursery stock and other plants
regulate the importation
Act to
and
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture to estabto enable
products; to
plant products;
and plant
lish
diseases and insect
insect
quarantine districts for plant diseases
maintain quarantine
and maintain
lish and
pests; to permit and
movement of fruits, plants, and
regulate the movement
and regulate
pests;
vegetables therefrom,
therefrom, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," $113,410;
$113,410;
vegetables
To enable
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
meet the
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
to meet
the emergency
emergency
caused
the establishment
establishment of
of the
potato wart
wart in
eastern PennsylPennsylin eastern
the potato
by the
caused by
vania, and to provide means for the extermination
extermination of this disease in
Pennsylvania
or elsewhere
elsewhere in the United States in cooperation with
Pennsylvania or
the
concerned, including rent outside the District of
or States
States concerned,
the State
State or
Columbia,
employment of labor in the city of Washington
Washington or elsewhere,
elsewhere,
Columbia, employment
expenses, $25,300;
and all other necessary
necessary expenses,
$25,300;
general expenses, $138,710.
In all, for general
$185,310
Federal Horticultural
Horticultural Board, $185,310
Total for
for Federal
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Reclamation
proReclamation
pro
jects.
Aiding agricultural
development of.

DEMONSTRATIONS
DEMONSTRATIONS

ON
ON

RECLAMATION
RECLAMATION

PROJECTS:
PROJECTS: To

enable

the

agricultural
Aiding agricultura Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to encourage and aid in the agricultural

development of.

Conservation

of

navigable
navigable waters,
waters. etc.
Cooperation
with
t
ith
tCopestore
States for
for fire proproStates
tection of
of watersheds.
watersheds.
tection
Vol. 36. p. 9961.

p. 61.
ol. 36 P

development of
of the
Government reclamation
reclamation projects;
to assist,
assist,
projects; to
development
the Government

through
the
in other ways, settlers on the
advice, and in
demonstrations, advice,
through demonstrations,
necessary
projects;
projects; and for the employment of persons and means necessary
in
the city
Washington and
$30,000.
elsewhere, $30,000.
and elsewhere,
of Washington
nn the
city of
OF
COOPERATIVE FIRE
PROTECTION OF
WATERSHEDS OF
OF FORESTED
FORESTED WATERSHEDS
FIRE PROTECTION
COOPERATIVE
SAVIGABLE STREAMS:
NAVIGABLE
STREAMS: For cooperation with any State or group of
of
States in the protection from fire of the forested watersheds
watersheds of navigable
section 2
March 1,
gable streams
streams under
under the provisions
provisions of
of section
2 of
of the Act of
of March
1911,
cooperate with any
"An Act to enable any State to cooperate
1911, entitled
entitled "An
other
protection
United States, for the protection
State or States, or with the United
other State
a commission
commission
navigable streams, and to appoint a
of the
the watersheds of navigable
for
acquisition of lands
conserving the navigalands for the purpose of conserving
the acquisition
for the
navigable rivers,"
rivers," $400,000.
of navigable
bility of
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Additional
forest
forest
Additional
ACQUISITION
OF ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL FOREST
FOREST LANDS:
LANDS: There is hereby llands.
ACQUISITION OF
Acquisition
under
under
Acquisition
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
Treasury
not
otherwise
approotherwise
Treasury
the
in
money
any
of
out
appropriated,
conservation Act.
p. 961.
priated,
be expended
expended under
under the
the provisions
of the
the Act
March 1,
1, Vol.n36,
of March
Act of
vol. 36, p.
provisions of
to be
priated, to
1911
Large, page 961), as amended,
amended, for the
Statutes at Large,
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
1911 (Thirty-sixth
acquisition of additional
additional lands at headwaters
headwaters of navigable
navigable streams,
acquisition
$1,000,000.
and cot
Cane sugar
$1,000,000.
Cane
sugar and cotIN ton districts.
EXPERIMENTS AND
AND DEMONSTRATIONS
DEMONSTRATIONS IN
IN LIVE-STOCK
PRODUCTION IN
LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION
EXPERIMENTS
Cooperative experiexperiCooperative
STATES:
THE UNITED
THE CANE-SUGAR
COTTON DISTRICTS
DISTRICTS OF
OF THE
UNITED S
TATES: To
TOments,
AND COTTON
CANE-SUGAR AND
THE
etc., in live
live
ments, etc.,
stock
production
in.
enable
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, in
cooperation with
with the
the author- stockproductionin.
in cooperation
the Secretary
enable the
ities
the States concerned,
concerned, or with individuals, to make such invesof the
ities of
connection with
necessary in connection
demonstrations as may be necessary
and demonstrations
tigations and
the development
production in the cane-sugar
cane-sugar and
live-stock production
development of live-stock
the
d,
cotton districts
districts of
the United
United States,
$51,500.
States, $51,500.r
of the
cotton
Western
irrigated,
SEMI- etclands.
EXPERIMENTS IN
DAIRYING AND
AND LIVE-STOCK
LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION IN
IN SEMIIN DAIRYING
EXPERIMENTS
etc., lands.
Dairying
liveand liveDairying and
STATES:
UNITED S
OF THE
ARID
AND IRRIGATED
THE WESTERN
WESTERN UNITED
TATES: stock
DISTRICTS OF
IRRIGATED DISTRICTS
ARID AND
experiments in.
.
To
enable the
Agriculture to
conduct investigations
investigations and stokee
to conduct
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
To enable
dairying
experiments
connected with
with the
the establishment
establishment of dairying
in problems
problems connected
experiments in
irrigated lands
and meat-production
meat-production enterprises
semiarid and irrigated
on the
the semiarid
enterprises on
and
including the purchase of live stock,
States, including
of
the western
western United
United States,
of the
means in the city of
and the
the employment
persons and means
necessary persons
of necessary
employment of
and
$40,000.
Washington
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $40,000.
Washington and
Woodward, Okla.
establishment in Estddng
For the establishment
Field Station,
Station, Woodward,
Woodward, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For
Field
Establishing klve.
livestock
department
at,
department at,
stockstation.
a live- field
Field Station of a
cennection
with the
Oklahoma, Field
Woodward, Oklahoma,
the Woodward,
connection with
fielstan.
demonstrations
and
stock
department,
through
which
experiments
demonstrations
experiments
which
through
stock department,
in
breeding, growing
growing and feeding,
feeding, including
including both beef
beef
live-stock breeding,
in live-stock
and dairy
dairy animals,
may be
be made,
I1ae, $10,000, of which sum the SecreSecreanimals, may
and
for the purpose
tary
is hereby
authorized to
to use
use not
$3,000 for
exceeding $3,000
not exceeding
hereby authorized
tary is
the protection
of
building additional
pens for
for the
protection and
and pens
stalls, and
sheds, stalls,
additional sheds,
of building
veles.
care
animals.
said animals.assenger
care of
of said
Passenger vehicles.
for, in
Allowance for,
PASSENGER-CARRYING VEHICLES:
not to
exceed $60,000
$60,000 of
of Allowance
to exceed
That not
VEHICLES: That
PASSENGER-CARRYING
lump sum appropriaaprproia
sum
made for the Department
the lump-sum
appropriations herein
herein made
De partment of lump
lump-sum appropriations
the
tions.
maintenance, repair, and operaAgriculture shall
shall be available
available for the maintenance,
Agriculture
vehicles
tion
of motor-propelled
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-propelled and
tion of
Department of
necessary
of the
work of
of the
the Department
field work
the field
conduct of
the conduct
in the
necessary in
Agriculture outside
Columbia.
d es
ont
of Columbia.
outside the
the District
District of
Agriculture
Contagious diseases
ERADICATION OF
OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH
AND OTHER
OTHER CONTAGIOUS
DIS- of animals.
CONTAGIOUS DISFOOT-AND-MOUTH AND
ERADICATION
Emergency
approaeraEASES
OF ANIMALS:
ANIMALS: In
In case
case of
of an
arising .out
of the prEmagency
out of
emergency arising
an emergency
EASES OF
priation
g.
for ersdicatrinderpest, contagious pleuro- ng
existence
foot-and-mouth disease,
disease, rinderpest,
of foot-and-mouth
existence of
pneumonia,
or infectious
disease of animals which,
which,
infectious disease
contagious or
other contagious
or other
pneumonia, or
in
the
opinion
of
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
z threatens
threatens the liveliveAgriculture,
of
Secretary
of
the
opinion
the
in
stock industry
of the country, he may expend in the city of Washindustry of
stock
ington or
elsewhere, out
any money in the Treasury not otherwise
out of any
or elsewhere,
ington
appropriated, the
the sum
of $50,000,
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated,
sum is
which sum
$50,000, which
sum of
appropriated,
or so
much thereof
thereof as
as he
he determines
determines to
to be
be necessary,
necessary, in the arrest
arrest PPayment oof claims
or
so much
animals destroyed,
payment of claims for anmals
including the payment
and eradication
eradication of
of any
any such
such disease,
disease, including
and
etc.
purchases and destruction, in cooper- etc.
growing
.. out
of past
past and
and future
future purchases
out of
growing
or of
ation with
States, of
animals affected
by or
or exposed
to, or
exposed to,
affected by
of animals
the States,
with the
ation
materials
or exposed
exposed to, any such disease, whereby or
contaminated by
materials contaminated
ever
ownership, under
like or
or substantially
substantially
under like
of ownership,
irrespective of
and irrespective
found and
ever found
similar circumstances,
circumstances, when
has complied
all lawful
lawful Pnxiaos.
with all
complied with
owner has
such owner
when such
similar
of
quarantine
regulations: Provided,
Provided, That
the payment
payment for
Pppraisementof
animals Appvaisement
for animals
That the
quarantine regulations:
values appraisement based on the values.
hereafter purchased
purchased may be made on appraisement
hereafter
meat, dairy,
or breeding
breeding value,
appraisement based
value. but in case of appraisement
dairy, or
meat,
on breedi
value no
exceed three
appraisement of any animal shall exceed
no approisement
breedingg value
on
in
times
its meat
value ,and except i
n case of an extraordinary
extraordinary
dairy value,
meat or dairy
times its
the
emergency, to
determined by the Secretarv
secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, the
to be determined
emergency
baale b
ne
any animal shall not Unexpended
payment by
United States
Government for any
States Government
the United
by the
payment
ames
reappropriated.
reappropriated.
ances
further,
exceed
one-half
of
any
such
appraiSements:
Provided
That
Provided
appraisements:
such
any
of
one-half
exceed
3S, p.
p. 1115.
Agricultural Vol. 3s,
$2,500,000 made by the Agricultural
so much
much of
appropriation of $2,500,000
the appropriation
of the
so
June
ending
year
Appropriation
Act
of
March
4.
1915,
for
the
fiscal
for
1915,
Appropriation Act of March
30, 1916,
for the
the arrest
foot-and-mouth disease,
eradication of foot-and-mouth
and eradication
arrest and
1916, for
30,
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rinderpest,
pleuropneumonia, or other
contagious or
or
rinderpest, contagious pleuropneumonia,
other contagious
infectious
animals, as
at the
the close
close of
infectious disease of animals,
as remains
remains unexpended
unexpended at
of
the
fiscal year
1921, is
is hereby
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated and
made available
available for
for
the fiscal
year 1921,
and made
expenditure
during the fiscal
for the
expenditure during
fiscal year
year ending June 30, 1922,
1922, for
the objects
objects
mentioned in
in said
Appropriation Act,
Act, including
mentioned
said Appropriation
including necessary
necessary invesinvestigations
completely
tigations to determine whether
whether said diseases
diseases have
have been
been completely
eradicated
existed.
eradicated in
in districts where they
they previously
previously existed.
ERADICATION OF
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
To enable
enable the
PINK BOLLWORM:
BOLLWORM: To
OF PINK
ERADICATION
Pink bollworm of
cotton.
Emergency exEmergency
ex- Agriculture
Agriculture to meet the emergency
emergency caused
existence of
caused by the existence
of the
the
penses i
in
pink bollworm
bollworm of cotton
cotton in Mexico, and to prevent the establishment
establishment
genies
neradicating
eradicating.
pink
of such insect
insect in
in the United States
States by
by the employment
employment of
of all
all means
necessary, including rent
and the
the
rent outside of the
the District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
employment
city of
Washington and
and
employment of
of persons and
and means in
in the
the city
of Washington
elsewhere,
$554,840, as
as follows:
follows:
elsewhere, $554,840,
Preventing, etc., entry offeotton
cotton and
cotTo prevent
prevent the
of cotton
and cotton
cotton seed
from Mexico
try
To
the movement
movement of
and cotcotton and
seed from
Mexico
toseed
United States
ton
seed from Mexico.
Mexico. into
i
nt
o the
the United
States, including
the regulation
of the
into
including the
regulation of
the entry
entry into
the United States of railway
railway cars and other vehicles,
freight,
vehicles, and freight,
express, baggage,
baggage, or
other materials
materials from
from Mexico,
and the
Deposit of receipts express,
or other
Mexico, and
inspection,
the inspection,
of
cleaning, and
and disinfection
thereof, $139,840;
$139,840; any
any moneys
from cl
clSeag,
from
eani
ng, etc.
cleaning,
disinfection thereof,
moneys received
received
in payment
payment of charges
charges fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture on account
account
of such cleaning and disinfection at plants constructed
constructed therefor
out
therefor out
appropriation made on account of the pink
of any appropriation
pink bollworm
bollworm of cotton
cotton
be covered
into the
receipts;
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts;
Treasury as
the Treasury
to be
covered into
ex- to
teCooperative
Cooperat
lion
ive
,
e fi;
determine the
actual distribution
distribution of
the pink
termination, et
etc.,,
To make
make surveys
surveys to determine
in
the actual
of the
pink
Mexico.
bollworm
exterminate local infestations
Mexico.
bollworm in Mexico and to exterminate
Mexico
infestations in
in Mexico
near the border of the United States, in cooperation
cooperation with the Mexican
Mexican
Investigations
for Government or local Mexican authorities, $10,000;
$10,000;
authorities,
nvestigations for Government or local Mexican
control.
To investigate
investigate in
in Mexico
Mexico or
or elsewhere
elsewhere the
the pink bollworm
bollworm as
as aabasis
basis
Surveys,
inspee_ for control measures,
$5,000;
Surveys, inspe for control measures, $5,000;
tions, etc.,
etc., m
in United
uIt
To conduct
tions,
conduct surveys and inspections
inspections in Texas or in any
any other State
infestation and to conduct such control measures,
States..
to detect any infestation
measures,
including
cotton-free areas, in cooperation
including the establishment
establishment of cotton-free
with
cooperation with
Cooperation
for exState of
Texas or
other States
States concerned,
necessary
the State
Cooperation for
ex- the
of Texas
or other
concerned, as
as may
may be
be necessary
terminationinMexico.
termination
in Mexico. to stamp out such infestation, to establish
establish in cooperation with the
concerned aazone or zones free from cotton culture on or
States concerned
or near
the border of any State or States adjacent
Mexico, and to cooperate
cooperate
adjacent to
to Mexico,
with the Mexican
Mexican Government
Government or local Mexican
Mexican authorities
authorities, or
or otherotherwise, by undertaking in Mexico
Mexico such measures for the extermination
extermination
of the pink bollworm
bollworm of cotton as shall be determined
practicable
determined to be practicable
Proviso,
from surveys
showing its
distribution, $400,000:
$400,000: Provided,
oPray
for crops, from
surveys showing
its distribution,
Provided, That
That no
no
No
pay for
etc., destroyed.
part of the money
etc.,
destroyed.
money herein appropriated
appropriated shall be used to pay the cost
cost
or value
of crops
other _property injured
or d
est ro y
ed.
injured or
destroyed.
or otherproperty
crops or
value of
Paratoria date or
Parlatoria
scale.
ERADICATION
"ARLATORIA
ERADICATION OF THE Y
ARLATORIA DATE
DATE SCALE: To enable the
expenses Secretary
Secretary-of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
meet the
the emergency
emergency caused
by the
the existexistcaused by
to meet
,inetIerItIgens,
inEmergency
exterminating.
ence of the Parlatoria
Parlatoria date scale in California, Arizona, or any other
other
State, and to provide
provide means
extermination of
of this
this insect
means for
for the
the extermination
insect in
in
California, Arizona, or elsewhere
elsewhere in the United States, in cooperation
cooperation
with the States concerned, $15,000, of which $5,000 shall be immeMexican
beau diately available.
Mexican bean diately available.
CONTROL
AND PBEVENTION
OF SPREAD
THE
beetle.
C
ONTROL AND
PREVENTION OF
SPREAD OF TI-1
t MEXICAN
MEXICAN BEAN
BEAN
Study, etc., for prethe
to
offA
Agriculture
Secretary o
enable the
the Secretary
et., for
veStud spread
venting
of. pre BEETLE:
BEETLE: To
To enable
gri
cult ure t
o meet
mee tt
he emeremergency caused
caused by the recent introduction and
multiplication
and rapid multiplication
of the Mexican bean beetle in the State of Alabama, and other States,
States,
and to provide means for the study, experimentation
experimentation in eradication,
and for the control
control and prevention
prevention of the spread
spread of this insect in that
cooperation with the State of Alabama
Alabama
State and to other States, in cooperation
and other States concerned
concerned and with individuals
individuals affected,
affected, including
includi g
the employment of persons
Washington
persons and means in the city of Washin
gton
and elsewhere
elsewherandand
nd al
expenses,
all other necessary
necessary e
xp
enses ,$100,000,
$100,000, of
ofwhich
which
sum $25,000 shall
;hall be immediately availabile.
available.
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Whenever, during the fiscal
MILEAGE
MOTOR VEHICLES:
VEHICLES: Whenever,
FOR MOTOR
MILEAGE RATES FOR
find
year
June 30,
1922, the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall find
Secretary of
30, 1922,
ending June
year ending
expenses of travel can be reduced thereby, he may, in lieu
that the
the expenses
of actual
actual traveling
expenses, under such regulations as he may
traveling expenses,
of
prescribe,
authorize the payment
payment of not to exceed 3
3 cents per mile
prescribe, authorize
for
cycle or
automobile, used for
or 7
7 cents
cents per
per mile for an automobile,
for a
a motor
motor cycle
necessary
business.
travel on
on official
official business.
necessary travel
To
enable the
joint committee
committee of
the two
two Houses
short-time
on short-time
To enable
the joint
of the
Houses on
and appointed
appointed in pursuance of Public Numrural
rural credits
credits constituted
constituted and
bered 234, Sixty-sixth Congress, "
An Act making appropriations
appropriations for
"An
the Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30,
reports, $5,000.
1921," to continue
continue and
and complete
complete its
its labors
labors and reports,
That
PURCHASE OF SEED GRAIN FOR DROUGHT-STRICKEN
PURCHASE
DROUGHT—STRICKEN AREAS: That
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, for
for the
the crop of
the Secretary
Secretary of
1921, to make advances or loans to farmers in the drought-stricken
drought-stricken
areas of the United States, where he shall find that special need for
such
purchase of wheat, oats, barley, and
and
exists, for the purchase
such assistance exists,
flax seed
purposes and
when necessary,
necessary, to
seed
procure such
such seed
to procure
seed purposes
and when
flax
seed for
for seed
and sell same to
advances, loans, or sales shall
such farmers. Such advances,
to such
and
be
be made
made upon such terms and conditions and subject to such regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture shall prescribe,
prescribe, including an
agreement by
by each
each farmer
to use
use the
the seed
thus obtained by him for
seed thus
farmer to
agreement
the production
production of grain
grain or
the crop to be
A first
first lien on the
flax seed.
seed. A
or flax
the
produced
seed obtained
advance, or sale made
through aaloan, advance,
obtained through
from seed
produced from
under
discretion of the
the Secretary, of Agrisection shall,
shall, in the discretion
under this
this section
culture,
deemed sufficient
sufficient security
amount
security therefor. The total amount
be deemed
culture, be
of
such advances,
advances, loans,
exceed
any one farmer shall not exceed
or sales
sales to any
loans, or
of such
the sum
sum of
of $200.
$200. All
such advances
through
shall be made
made through
or loans
loans shall
advances or
All such
the
such agencies
shall designate. For
Agriculture shall
Secretary of Agriculture
as the Secretary
agencies as
such
carrying
hereby appropriated,
appropriated,
the purposes
purposes of this section there is hereby
out the
carrying out
any moneys m the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
of any
out of
sum
$2,000,000, to
immediately available.
available.
sum of
of $2,000,000,
to be
be immediately
That any
person who
shall knowingly
knowingly make
false representaany false
representamake any
who shall
any person
That
under this
or sale under
loan, or
tion
for the
obtaining an
an advance,
advance, loan,
of obtaining
the purpose
purpose of
tion for
a fine of not exceedconviction thereof, be punished
punished by a
exceedAct shall, upon conviction
ing
or by
by imprisonment
months, or
$1,000, or
ing $1,000,
imprisonment not
not exceeding
exceeding six
six months,
or both.
both.
That the
requested
authorized and requested
hereby, authorized
he is hereby,
the President
President be, and he
That
to be represented
governments to
to
extend invitations
invitations to
foreign governments
represented by
to foreign
to extend
delegates in a
congress to
in the
the United States
delegates
a world's
world's dairy
dairy congress
to be
be held in
in 1922:
Provided, That
herein contained
contained shall be construed
construed
That nothing
nothing herein
1922: Provided,
in
to create any pecuniary
Government of
pecuniary obligation on the part of the Government
the
States.
the United
United States.
That
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
directed hereafter
hereafter to
to submit
submit
is directed
the Secretary
That the
report showing
to Congress
Congress at
at the
regular session
session aareport
of each
each regular
the beginning
beginning of
to
what investigations
upon the
Department of
Agriculture
of Agriculture
the Department
devolved upon
investigations devolved
what
preceding fiscal
fiscal year, and also
completed during the preceding
have been completed
department are
showing
what services, if any, devolved upon the department
showing what
being performed
or duplicated,
part, by any other
in part,
whole or in
duplicated, in whole
performed or
being
department, bureau, or agency
Government.
the Government.
agency of the
department,
Total
Department of
$36,404,259.
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $36,404,259.
the Department
for the
Total for
Approved, March 3, 1921.
1921.
Approved,
CHAP.
128.—An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
for fortifications
fortifications and
other works
works of
of
and other
CHAP. 128.-An
defense,
for the
armament thereof,
thereof, and
the procurement
procurement of
ordnance for
for trial
trial
of heavy
heavy ordnance
and for
for the
the armament
defense, for
andservice.for
30, 1922,
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
1922, and
June 30,
year ending
ending June
the fiscal
fiscal year
andservice.for the

Travel expenses.
Travelexpenses.
Allowance for, by

by

vehicles.
motor vehicles.

er :
dh
ito
sr
et
otiniti
t
3
eerural

credits committee.
Expenses.

dxgZ

p.

Seed

730.

grain

for

drought-stricenareas.
drought-stricken areas.

Advances to
to farmers
farmers
fAdace
for
for purchase
purchase of
of wheat,
wheat,

etc.,
seeding.
forseeding.
etc., for

Te

Terms

tions.

and condiand

n

condi-

Loan to be first lien
on crop produced.

on'crp ptroduced

en

Liit.

Limit.

Appropriation.

ApPropriat"o

Punishment for making false statements to
obtain loan, etc.

funise statements to
obtain loan, etc.
World's dairy con-

gross.
gress.

Foreign govern-

oviteto
mFreign,
ments invited
to.

p

Proviso.
No
expense authorauthorNo expense
ized.

Ized

Report
of investigaReport of
investigations completed each
each
tions
year, etc., to be made.
year, etc., to be made.

March 3,
1921.
3, 1921.
[H. R. 16100.1
R. If10.
[H.
[Public, No. Pb.]

[Public, No. 3tS.]

Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
the United
approUnited Fortifications
and House
of Representatives
by the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Fortifications appropriations.
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
following slims
are priations.
sums are
the following
That the
assembled, That
of America
America in
States of
appropriated,
of any
Treasury not otherwise appromoney in the Treasury
any money
out of
appropriated, out
armapriated,
defense, for the arraafor fortifications
fortifications and other works of defense,
priated, for
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ment thereof,
and for the procurement
procurement of heavy
ordnance for trial
heavy ordnance
thereof, and
ment
and
the fiscal
June 30,
30, 1922,
for other
other
and for
1922, and
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
for the
service, for
and service,
purposes, namely:
namely:
purposes,
FORTIFICATIONS AND OTHER
WORKS OF DEFENSE.
DEFENSE.
OTHER WORKS
FORTIFICATIONS
Engineer
Engineer Department.

ENGINEER
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.

Gun and mortar batteries.
Ante, j.
608.
*.60.

Gun and mortar batFor construction
together
construction of gun and mortar
mortar batteries,
batteries, $300,000,
$300,000, together
appropriation for this purpose
Ame"
with not to exceed $300,000 of the appropriation

for
the fiscal
year 1921.
1921.
fiscal year
for the
For modernizing
modernizing older
older emplacements,
emplacements, $13,900.
For protection, preservation,
preservation, and repair of fortifications
fortifications for which
there may
appropriation available, and of structures
be no special appropriation
may be
there
for the
defense of
of the
United States
mainStates and for mainthe United
the submarine-mine
submarine-mine defense
for
taining channels
channels for
for access
to
submarine-mine wharves, $300,000.
$300,000.
submarine-mine
to
access
taining
P lan s
Plans.
.
For preparation
fortifications and other works of
preparation of plans for fortifications
defense,
$25,000.
etc., for defense, $25,000.
upplies etc.,
Supplies,
For
searchlights and electric
electric light and
and repair of searchlights
maintenance and
For maintenance
electnc plants.
nts. .
electricps
power
equipment for
seacoast fortifications,
fortifications, and for tools, electrical
electrical
for seacoast
power equipment
appliances to be used in their operation,
other supplies, and appliances
and other
purchase of
lights, $160,000.
$160,000.
of reserve
reserve lights,
the purchase
including the
mine
i n e including
Submarine m
structures, etc.
structures,
etc.
For construction
construction of mining casemates, cable galleries, submarinesubmarinemine
storehouses, cable
necessary for
cable tanks, and other structures necessary
mine storehouses,
the operation,
operation, preservation,
preservation, and care of submarine
submarine mines and their
their
the
accessories,
and
for
providing
channels
for
access
to
submarine-mine
submarine-mine
to
access
for
channels
providing
for
accessories, and
p 6608.
nt, p.
Ante,
appropriation for this
exceeding $50,000
$50,000 of the appropriation
wharves, aa sum not exceeding
purpose for
for the
fiscal year
is made
made available.
available.
1921 is
year 1921
the fiscal
Installing
electric purpose
Installing electric
plants,
serchlights,
For the installation and replacement
plants, searchlights,
replacement of electric light and power
power
etc.
plants at seacoast fortifications in the United States, and the purchase
etc.
United
searchlights for seacoast defenses
defenses in the United
installation of searchlights
and installation
States,
$65,000.
$65,000.
States,
Sea walls.
walls.
sea
construction of
of sea
sea walls and embankments, $8,500.
onstructin e -- For construction
Construction
seacoast
construction of seacoast
penses.
For contingent
contingent expenses incident
incident to the construction
fortifications and
accessories, under
under the Engineer
Department,
Engineer Department,
their accessories,
and their
fortifications
$25,000.
Coast Artillery.
Artillery.
Coast
UNDER
ARTILLERY.
CHIEF or
OF COAST
COAST ARTILLERY.
UNDER THE
THE CHIEF
Emplacements.

Emplacements.
Preservation,
etc.
reservation, etc.

Constructing ffireireConstnlcting
control stations, etc.
etc.
controlstations,

fire-control stations and accessories,
For construction
accessories, including
construction of fire-control
installation of
purchase
purchase of lands and rights of way, purchase and installation
necessary
and means
of electrical
including
electrical communication,
communication, including
means of
lines and
necessary lines
telephones, dial and other telegraphs,
telegraphs, wiring and all special
special instrutelephones,
subaqueous
ments, apparatus, and materials, coast-signal
coast-signa apparatus, subaqueous,
including their development,
development, and
flash ranging apparatus, including
sound and flash
employees
engineers, and other necessary employees
salaries of electrical experts, engineers,
Range finders.
connected with
the use
use of
of coast
coast artillery; purchase, manufacture,
manufacture,
with the
connected
Rangefinders
and test of range finders and other instruments for fire control at
the fortifications,
fortifications, and the machinery
machinery necessary
necessary for their manufacture
at the arsenals, $175,000.
ar-instructionsupWar-instruction
sup- at the arsenals, $175,000.
plies.
materiel at
For maintenance
maintenance of Coast Artillery war-instruction
war-instruction materiel
plies.
Coast
posts, including
material and
and labor
labor therefor,
therefor,
necessary material
including necessary
Artillery posts,
Coast Artillery
ArresFories
$1.200.
Aecessories for sub- $1.200.
marine-mine practice.
manufacture, and test of submarine-mine
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture
submarine-mine materiel,
materiel,
marine-mine practice.
accessories for submarine-mine
submarine-mine practice, including the
and other accessories
machinery necessary
for their
their manufacture,
manufacture, $9,000.
$9,000.
necessary for
e machinery
in e
Submarine-m
Submarine -min
supplies.
supplies.
For maintenance
mat6riel within the limits of
maintenance of submarine-mine
submarine-mine materiel
continental United
States; purchase
machinery, tools,
tools,
necessary machinery,
of necessary
purchase of
Port Totten,
United States;
N. Y., continental
Totten, N.
Fort
depot.
and
implements for
the torpedo
depot at
at Fort
Fort
of the
torpedo depot
repair shop
shop of
for the
the repair
and implements
depot.
administration, $50,000.
Totten, New York, and for torpedo depot administration,
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ARMAMENT
OF FORTIFICATIONS.
FORTIFICATIONS.
ARIAMIENT OF

of mountain,
test of
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
and test
mountain, field, and siege
For
cannon, including
including their
their carriages,
carriages, sights,
equipments,
implements, equipments,
sights, implements,
cannon,
manufacture, $750,000.
and
machinery necessary
for their
$750,000.
their manufacture,
necessary for
the machinery
and the
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, maintenance,
maintenance, and
test of
ammunition
of ammunition
and test
For
experifor mountain,
field, and
cannon, including
necessary experithe necessary
including the
siege cannon,
and siege
for
mountain, field,
for its
ments
in connection
therewith, the
the machinery
necessary for
its
machinery necessary
connection therewith,
ments in
manufacture,
necessary storage
storage facilities,
$454,000.
facilities, $454,000.
and necessary
manufacture, and
coast
For purchase,
test of
of seacoast
for coast
cannon for
seacoast cannon
and test
manufacture, and
purchase, manufacture,
For
defense,
including their
carriages, sights,
sights, implements,
equipments,
implements, equipments,
their carriages,
defense, including
and
the machinery
necessary for
manufacture, $1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
for their
their manufacture,
machinery necessary
and the
seacoast
For purchase,
manufacture, and
test of
of ammunition
ammunition for
for seacoast
and test
For
purchase, manufacture,
cannon, and
modernizing projectiles
hand, including
the
including the
on hand,
projectiles on
for modernizing
and for
cannon,
machinery
necessary experiments
experiments in
in connection
connection therewith, and the machinery
necessary
necessary for
manufacture, $500,000.
$500,000.
for its
its manufacture,
necessary
subcaliber
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
and test of ammunition,
ammunition, subcaliber
For
guns, and
other accessories
artillery practice,
including
practice, including
seacoast artillery
for seacoast
accessories for
and other
guns,
the
machinery necessary
necessary for
manufacture, $200,000.
the machinery
for their
their manufacture,
$200,000.
For alteration
alteration and
of seacoast
seacoast artillery,
artillery, including
including the
maintenance of
and maintenance
For
purchase and
and manufacture
manufacture of
machinery, tools,
materials necessary
necessary
tools, materials
of machinery,
purchase
for the
the work,
work, and
expenses of
of civilian
$500,000.Altering
mechanics, $500,000.
civilian mechanics,
and expenses
for
artillery, including
mobile artillery,
For alteration
alteration and
the mobile
including
of the
maintenance of
and maintenance
For
machinery, tools, and materials
the purchase
purchase and
and manufacture
of machinery,
manufacture of
the
necessary for
the work
and the
the expenses
of the
the mechanics
mechanics engaged
necessary
for the
work and
expenses of
engaged
War is
thereon,
further, That the Secretary
Secretary of War
Provided further,
$580,000: Provided
thereon, $580,000:
hereby
and directed
transfer and
and deliver
deliver to
to the
the SecreSecreto transfer
directed to
authorized and
hereby authorized
departments
among the highway
tary of
of Agriculture
distribution among
highway
i
departments
for distribution
Agriculture for
tary
of the
the several
several States
States for
for use
roads constructed
constructed in
n whole or in part
on roads
use on
of
by Federal
Federal aid
thousand two
owned
hundred and fifty tractors owned
two hundred
aid one
one thousand
by

Armament.

Armament.

Mountein, field, and
siege cannon.

osieunain field, and

Ammunit
t ion.
mm

A

on

Seacoast cannon.
Seacoastcannon.

mmunition
Moderniing projeo.
tiles-

Ammunition.
Modernizing projectiles.

etc.,
Ammunition,
Ammunition, etc.,
artillery
for seacoast artillery

practice.

practice.

Alterng eacoast ar-

Altering seacoast artillery.
tiuery.

ar-

mobile arAltering mobile
tillery.

tilery.

Provio.
Transfer of 1,250
highway departments.
e,p. 1155.

Proviso.
Transfer
of
1,250
Army tractors to State
highway departments.
A
n
drat,
p. 1155.

by the
War Department.
bv
the War
Department.
Ammunition,
Ammunition,
etc.,
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
subcaliber for field, etc., artillery
ammunition, subcaliber
of ammunition,
test of
and test
manufacture, and
For
practice.
artillery practice.
and siege artillery
guns,
and other
other accessories
accessories for
for mountain,
mountain, field,
field, and
guns, and
necessary for their manufacture,
practice,
including the
machinery necessary
manufacture,
the machinery
practice, including
$145,000.
$145,000.
GROUNDS.
PROVING
PROVING GROUNDS.

comprising
For current
current expenses
ordnance proving
grounds, comprising
proving grounds,
the ordnance
of the
expenses of
For
alterations,
the
maintenance of
of rail
rail and
and water
water transportation,
transportation, repairs,
repairs, alterations,
the maintenance
and service of employees incidental to testing and proving
accessories,
accessories, and
of assistants for the Ordnance
ordnance
and ordnance
ordnance materiel,
mat eriel, hire of
ordnance and
Board, purchase
articles required
testing and
and
for testing
required for
and articles
instruments and
of instruments
purchase of
Board,
targets, clearing
experimental wcrk,
wcrk, building
building and
repairing butts and targets,
clearing
and repairing
experimental
and
ranges, $300,000.
$300,000.
grading ranges,
and grading
UNDER
1111. CHIEF
CHIEF SIGNAL
SIGNAL OFFICER.
OFFICER.
UNDER THE

Proving
grounds.
Proving grounds.
Current
penses.
Current ex
ex penses.

Signal service.
service.
Signal
Fire-control
Installainstalla.
Fire-contro

For operation
maintenance of
tion.
at seasea- tions.
installations at
fire-control installations
of fire-control
and maintenance
operation and
For
coast
defenses,
$150,000.
coast defenses, $150,000.
BARRACKS AND
AND Q
UARTERS.
QUARTERS.
BARRACKS

Barracks and quarquarBarraeks
ters.
ters.
structures for
Minor structures

seacoast defenses.
minor structures in seacoast
Barracks
and quarters,
defenses: For minor
seacoast defenses:
quarters, seacoast
Barracks and
including
connection
with the
adopted project for seacoast defenses, including
the adopted
connection with
and lighting
lighting appathe installation
installation therein
therein of
of plumbing
plumbing and
and of
of heating
heating and
the
War
ratus, to
be expended
as in
in the
the Secretary
of War
Secretary of
of the
the judgment
judgment of
expended as
to be
ratus,
may
be necessary,
$40,000.
necessary, $40,000.
may be
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AIR
SERVICE.
AIR SERVICE.

Air Service.
Service.
Air

"Aviation, SeaThe
of the
appropriation for "Aviation,
the appropriation
$688,277.60 of
of $688,277.60
sum of
The sum
Appropriation Act
coast
Defenses," contained
Fortification Appropriation
the Fortification
contained in the
coast Defenses,"
approved February
14, 1917,
shall remain
remain available
available until June 30,
1917, shall
February 14,
approved
1922,
for
the
payment
of
incurred
under contracts exeincurred
of
obligations
payment
the
for
1922,
cuted prior to
to June 30, 1920.
cuted

Payment
of incurred
incurred
Payment of
obligations.
obligations.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
p. 910.
910.
Vol.

FORTIFICATIONS
IN INSULAR
INSULAR POSSESSIONS.
POSSESSIONS.
FORTIFICATIONS IN

Insular possessions.
possessions.
Insular
Engineer DepartDepartEngineer
ment.
ment.

ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER

Preservation,
repair,
Preservation, repair,
etc.
etc.

For protection,
preservation, and repair of fortifications,
fortifications, including
protection, preservation,
For
structures for
for submarine-mine
defense, for
for which there
may be no
there may
submarine-mine defense,
structures
special appropriation
appropriation available,
maintaining channels for
and for maintaining
available, and
special
access
submarine-mine wharves,
wharves, at
at the
the following
localities:
following localities:
to submarine-mine
access to
Hawaiian
Islands.
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, $15,000;
$15,000;
HawaiianIslands.
Philippine Islands.
Islands.
Philippine
Islands, $50,000.
$50,000.
Philippine Islands,
Philippine
r' h ip
P
For the
the purchase
and installation
installation of
defenses
for the defenses
searchlights for
of searchlights
purchase and
For
Islnd"s
pine Islan
pine
s.
of most
harbors in
in the
Philippine Islands,
Islands, $3,000.
$3,000.
the Philippine
important harbors
of
most important
Electric plants,
plants, etc.
For maintenance
searchlights and
and electric
and
light and
electric light
repair of
of searchlights
and repair
maintenance and
For
etc.
Electric
electrical
power equipment
equipment for seacoast
fortifications and for tools, electrical
seacoast fortifications
power
and
operation at
appliances to be used in their operation
and appliances
supplies, and
other supplies
and other
A
the
following localities:
localities:
the following
Hawaiian Islands.
Hawaiian Islands
$25,534;
Hawaiiant
slands, $25,534;

atrepair

Searthil

Phili

.

Hawaiian lalcm-g.

PHipine

Philippine Wands
Ilands '
Plans.

Philippine Islands,
Philippine
Islands, $65,967.
$65,967.

For
of plans
plans for
other works of
fortifications and other
for fortifications
preparation of
For preparation
defense
the following
following localities:
localities:
at the
defense at
Hawaiian
Hawaiian
$3,000;
Hawaiian Islands.
Islands.
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, $3,000;
Philippine
Philippine
Phili pp ine Islands.
Islands '
Philippine Islands, $3,000.
$3,000.
Ph ip
Fort
construction of
engineer wharf,
wharf, Fort
Philippine
Fort Mills, Philippine
of engineer
the construction
For the
- For
i
ills, PhiliPieort
pine
Islands
Islands, $3,000.
sSeacoastt batteri Islands, $3,000.
Hawaiian Islands,
batteries in the Hawaiian
Ha
Islands.
i3at--ea,
construction of seacoast batteries
For construction
HawaiianIslands.
Anc, p. 610.
$100,000, together with the unexpended
unexpended balance
appropriation
Ante,
$100,000,
balance of the appropriation
for
1921.
for this purpose for the fiscal year 1921.

Plans.

Signal Service.
Servied.
Signal
Signal
Fire-control
Fire-control
lations.

Instalinstal-

Ordnance DepartDepartOrdnance
ment.
Seacoast
cannon.
QAA6v BEAM
W L...

.

erve.

UNDER
SIGNAL OFFICER.
UNDER THE CHIEF SIGNAL

at seaFor operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
installations at
of fire-control
fire-control installations
For
coast
defenses, $43,666.
coast defenses,
ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.

For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and test of seacoast cannon for coast
coast
implements, equipments,
carriages, sights, implements,
defenses, including their carriages,
defenses,
and
and the machinery necessary for their manufacture at the arsenals,

$408,000.
$408,000.
seacoast
ammunition for seacoast
manufacture, and test of ammunition
For purchase, manufacture,
cannon,
including the necessary
connection thereexperiments in connection
necessary experiments
cannon, including
._ with,
the machinery
machinery necessary
necessary for
for its
manufacture, $250,000.
its manufacture,
Altering, etc., se
with, and the
Altering,
coast
artillery.
a st anllery.
For alteration
seacoast artillery,
artillery, including
maintenance of the seacoast
alteration and maintenance
the purchase
machinery, tools, and materials
manufacture of machinery,
and manufacture
purchase and
the
necessary
expenses of the civilian mechanics,
mechanics,
the work, and expenses
necessary for the
$94,000.
$94,000.
Barracks
and quarquarBarracks and
BARRACKS AND
BARRACKS
AND QUARTERS.
QUARTERS.
ters.
ters.

Ammunition.
Ammunition.

Constructionin
Constructionin
Isls.
PailiPPinfashinds•

Phinppine

accommodations for
necessary accommodations
For continuing construction of the necessary
oversea
the
temporary cantonments
cantonments for ove.rsea
Seacoast Artillery and for temporary
the Seacoast
$75,000.
garrisons in the Philippine Islands, $75,000.
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Hit. CHIEF
CULL F OF
OF COAST
COAST ARTILLERY.
ARTILLERY.
THE

For construction
construction of
fire-control stations
and accessories,
of fire-control
stations and
accessories, including
including

Coast
Coast Artillery.
Artillery.
Constructing fir e-

constrolcting
etc.
control stations, fi
etc.

purchase of lands and rights of way, purchase
purchase and installations of
of
electrical communication,
communication, including
necessary lines and means of electrical
including
telephones, dial and other telegraphs, wiring and all special instruments, apparatus
apparatus and materials, coast signal apparatus, subaqueous,
subaqueous,
sound and flash ranging apparatus, including their development,
and
development, and
salaries of electrical experts, engineers,
engineers, and other
other necessary
necessary employees
employees
finders.
connected with
connected
use of
of coast
coast artillery;
artillery; purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
with the use
manufacture, and
Range fidersand Range
test of range finders and other instruments for fire control at
at the
the fortifortifications,
fications, and the machinery
machinery necessary for their manufacture,
manufacture, at the
following localities:
localities:
following
Philippine Islands.
In the Philippine
In
Ph i
1
ippine Islands,
Islands, $12,000;
Philippine slands.
Hawaiian Islands.
In the Hawanan
In
Hawaiian Islands, $2,500.
Submarine mine
Subarine
min e
supplies.
For maintenance
maintenance of the submarine
submarine mine material in the insular su
pp lies.
possessions,
$13,500.
possessions, $13,500.
AIR
AIR

SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Air Service.
Service.
Air

The unobligated
unobligated balance
the appropriation
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
HAawvaitionnislasnttst.ions,
The
balance of
of the
appropriation for
year HaiwaanInslandst.a
lor
1921,
1921, for the establishment, construction, enlargement, or
improve- coBlanceavaiabefor
or improvein connection
connection with the
ment of aviation stations for use in
611. •
the seacoast Ante,
Ae, p. 6l.
co

defenses
defenses of the Hawaiian
including the acquisition of
Hawaiian Islands, including
of land or
or
any interest in land by purchase,
purchase, lease,
otherwise,
lease, condemnation,
condemnation, or
or otherwise,
preparation necessary
and the preparation
necessary to make the same suitable
suitable for the purpose intended,
intended, is continued
continued and made available for the same purposes
purposes

until June
June 30,
30, 1922.
until
1922.

PANAMA CANAL
PANAMA
CANAL FORTIFICATIONS.
FORTIFICATIONS.
For fortifications
fortifications and armament
armament thereof for the
the Panama
Panama Canal:
Canal:
ENGINEER
ENGINEER

DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

For protection, preservation, and
of the
and repair of fortifications
fortifications of
the
Panama Canal, for which there may be no special appropriation
appropriation availavailable,
able, including structures erected
erected for submarine-mine
submarine-mine defense,
defense, and
and for
maintaining
channels for access
submarine-mine wharves,
wharves, $25,000;
$25,000;
maintaining channels
access to submarine-mine
For maintenance
maintenance and repair of searchlights
searchlights and electric
and
electric light
light and
power equipment
equipment for fortifications,
fortifications, and for
for tools, electrical
electrical and
and other
other
supplies,
appliances to be used in their operation,
supplies, and appliances
operation, $30,000;
$30,000;
fortifications and other
of
For preparation of
of plans for fortifications
other works
works of
defense, including surveys
surveys for roads, Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone, $3,000;
$3,000;
searchlights for
the seacoast
seacoast
For the purchase and installation of
of searchlights
for the
fortifications on the Canal Zone, $6,250;
fortifications
required for
For the purchase or reclamation
reclamation of land required
for the
the defenses
defenses of
of
the Panama
Panama Canal, $80,000;
CHIEF
CHIEF OF

COAST ARTILLERY.
COAST
ARTTLLERT.

For the construction
construction of fire-control
fire-control stations, the purchase and installation of accessories
accessories therefor, and for subaqueous, sound and
and flash
flash
development, $25,000;
ranging apparatus, including
including their development,
$25,000;
For alteration,
alteration, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of submarine
submarine mine materiel,
materiel,

$10,000;
$10,000;

Panama Canal.
Fortifications,
Fortifications, etc.
etc.
Engineer
Engineer
silent.
ment.

Depart.
Depart-

Preservation,
etc.
Preservation, etc.

Electric plants, etc.
etc.

Plans.
Searchlights.
Searchlights.
Land for defenses.
defenses.

Coast Artillery.
Coast
Artillery.
Constructing fir
eConstructing
firecontrol stations.

Submarine
Submarine
supplies.
supplies.

mi
ne
mine

Service.
Signal Service.

CHIEF SIGNAL
GHLLF
SIGNAL OFFICER.
Fire-control
n installaFor
operation and
fire-control installations
installations at
sea- tions.
For operation
and maintenance
maintenance of
of fire-control
at seatiors.troi
tala
coast defenses, $15,000;
$15,000;
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FORTIFICATIONS.
OF FORTIFICATIONS.
ARMAMENT
ARMAMENT OF

Armament.
Armament.
Ammunition for seaseaAmmunitionfor
coast, etc., cannon.

Altering,

SEss.
CFI. 128.
III.. CH.
SESS. III

etc., sseaea

coAtternery'
coast artillery.

-

manufacture, and test of ammunition
For the purchase, manufacture,
ammunition for seacoast
seacoast
necessary experiments
and land
defense cannon,
cannon, including
experiments in conincluding the necessary
land defense
and
nection
and the
the machinery
manufacture,
for its manufacture,
necessary for
machinery necessary
therewith, and
nection therewith,
$250,000;
$250,000;

For the
and maintenance
and installation
the seacoast
seacoast
of the
installation of
maintenance and
alteration and
the alteration
For
artillery,
including the
purchase and
and manufacture
manufacture of
of machinery,
machinery, tools,
the purchase
artillery, including
and materials
necessary for
for the
the work,
work, and
expenses of civilian
civilian
and expenses
materials necessary
and
mechanics,
875,000;
mechanics, $75,000;

Barracks
and quarBarracks and
ters.
ters.

QUARTERS.
BARRACKS AND
AND QUARTERS.
BARRACKS

Continuing construc-

storehouses,
For
the construction
quarters, storehouses,
construction of barracks, quarters,
continuing the
For continuing
and other
buildings necessary
necessary for
Artillery
accommodating the Coast Artillery
for accommodating
other buildings
and
troops to
stationed in
in the
the vicinity
including
of the Panama Canal, including
vicinity of
be stationed
to be
troops
water,
sewer, and
and electrical
electrical systems, roads, walks, and so forth,
water, sewer,
$100,000:
$100,000:
Purchases directed
The
Governor of
of the
Panama Canal,
so far as the expenditure of
Canal, so
the Panama
The Governor
from
pus
ur surplus
Ary
from Army
stock.
appropriations contained
contained in
in this
this Act
direction, shall
his direction
may be under his
Act may
appropriations
stock.
purchase
needed materials,
materials, supplies,
supplies, and equipment from available
purchase needed
surplus or
reserve stocks of the War Department;
Department;
or reserve
surplus
In all,
all, specifically
specifically for
fortifications and
thereof for the
armament thereof
and armament
for fortifications
In
Panama
Canal,
8619,250.
Panama Canal, $619,250.

tion.
tionn.gc

Purchases

Islateriai

directed

to

be

of

American

be of
to=mineamterisa

ture.
ture.

Limit on price4s paid
for
purchases.
purhasre
forL

Arsenal
Arsenal

Act
SEC. 2.
all material
material purchased
purchased under the provisions
provisions of this Act
That all
2. That
SEC.
shall
be
of
American
manufacture
'
except
in.
cases
when
the
judgthe
in
when,
in
cases
shall be of American manufacture, except
ment
War, it
is to the manifest interest of the
it is
of War,
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
ment of
United
States to
to make
make purchases
purchases abroad, which material shall be
United States
admitted free
of duty.
duty.
free of
admitted
no
authorized herein, iao
S
EC. 3.
That except
except as
otherwise authorized
expressly otherwise
as expressly
3. That
SEC.
expended in the
part of
the sums
appropriated by
by this
Act shall be expended
this Act
sums appropriated
of the
part
purchase from
from private
private manufacturers
manufacturers of
of any
material at aa price in
any material
purchase
excess
25 per
more than
than the cost of manufacturing
manufacturing such
centum more
per centum
of 25
excess of
not
material
by the
the Government,
such material is not or has not
where such
or, where
Government, or,
material by
been
Government, at aaprice in excess of 25 per
the Government,
by the
manufactured by
been manufactured
centum more
the estimated
cost of manufacture
manufacture by the Governestimated cost
than the
more than
centum

operations
operations

ment.

SEC. 4. That expenditures
expenditures for carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of this
SEC.
operation of the
the
prevent
as
Act
shall
not
be
made
in
manner
to
prevent
operation
such
made
Act shall not be
Government
arsenals at
at their
their most
economical rate of production,
production,
most economical
Government arsenals
except
when
a
special
exigency
requires
the
operation
of
a
portion of
of
portion
a
of
operation
the
requires
exigency
special
a
except when
Prov
i
of
No pay
to officer,
an arsenal's
at a
adifferent
different rate:
rate: Provided,
no part
part of
That no
Provided, That
equipment at
arsenal's equipment
offier, an
pai to
No°
etc., using time-in
'
''- the appropriations
assalary or
for the salary
e
t
c- using
ti me
e"
f
made
in this
Act shall
or
available for
be available
shall be
this Act
made in
unng
device
on
work
the appropriations
woark
on-m
degice
foreman, or other person
superintendent, foreman,
of
employees,
of any officer,
officer, manager,
manager, superintendent,
pay ofany
ofemployees.
having
charge of the
employee of the United States Govthe work of any employee
having charge
ernment while
while making
with a
a stop watch or
causing to be made with
making or causing
ernment
other
device a
time study of
of any job of any such
a time
time-measuring device
other time-measuring
employee between
between the
the starting
starting and completion
completion thereof, or of the
employee
movements of
any such
such employee
employee while
while engaged
upon such
work.
such work.
engaged upon
of
any
r movements
on
Restrtion
Restriction on
appropriated in each or any
SEC. 5.
part of the
moneys appropriated
the moneys
no part
That no
5. That
SEC.
chases at
at other
other ta
than
chases
or
arsenals.
section of
of this
this Act
used or
expended for the
purchase or
the purchase
or expended
be used
shall be
Act shall
section
arsenals.
proposed
of
the
at
acquirement
of
any
article
or
articles
time
the
proposed
that
articles
or
article
any
of
acquirement
acquirement
can be
manufactured or produced
produced in each or any of the
be manufactured
acquirement can
for aasum less than
States
United
Government
arsenals
*United
than it
it can
can
the
of
Government arsenals
Installedon of
be
purchased
or
procured
otherwise.
otherwise.
procured
or
be purchased
Instllan f
with the
proceed with
to proceed
andhowitzersdlrected.
S
EC. 6.
War is
authorized to
is authorized
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
6. That
SEC.
andahoitzersct.
installation
and howitzers in such order of priority as he may
installation of guns and
deem expedient,
appropriations have been, or
which appropriations
for which
places for
at places
expedient, at
deem
hereafter
may
be,
made
for
emplacements
for such guns and
and howitzers,
howitzers.
emplacements
for
made
be,
may
hereafter
Fortification
the
Board to
to test
rifled
SEC. 7.
That
so much
of
the
Fortification Appropriation
Appropriation Act
of
much
so
That
7.
SEC.
rifd
.test
Bad
emus= abolished.
a board
approved
veL
Vet. 2li. p.
P- 130.*
approved July 5, 1884, as pertains
pertains to the appointment
appointment of a
board for
the
purpose of
hereby rescinded.
rifled cannon is hereby
of testing rifled
the purpose
not to
be restricted.
restricted.
not
to be

iso.

par-

pm,

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRES
S.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. III.
III. Cus.
128, 129.
129.
SESS.
CHs. 128,
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SEC.
unexpended balances,
SEC. 8. That the following unexpended
balances, or portions of the ances
anUnexpended
uner,,PZ.(
e
l
d
edinto
into balial,;
covered
the
unexpended balances,
or combined
combined unexpended
balances, or
or portions
unexpended
balances, or
unexpended balances,
Treasury.
portions Treasury.

balances of appropriations,
appropriations, as set forth in
of combined unexpended
unexpended balances
this section, shall be carried to the surplus fund and covered into the

Treasury immediately
immediately upon
upon the
the approval
approval of
of this
this Act,
Treasury
Act, namely:
namely:
Submarine mine
Casemates,
for submarine
submarine mines,
1921, structurie
Casemates, galleries,
galleries, and
and so
so forth,
forth, for
mines, 1921,
mne
structures.
$30,000.
$30,000.
Aviation stations.
Aviation
$3,141,408.52.
Aviation stations,
stations, seacoast
seacoast defenses
defenses,' $3,141,408.52.
Aviation stations.
Aviation.
Aviation,
$71,604.73.
Aviation, seacoast
seacoast defenses,
defenses, $71,604.73.
Fortification,
Fortifications,
in-

Fortifications in insular possessions,
Fortifications
possessions, 1921,
1921, $25,760.
Ordnance
Material, proceeds
proceeds of
(war), $6,331,364.88.
$6,331,364.88.
of sales (war),
Ordnance material,
Automatic rifles,
Automatic
rifles, 1919,
1919, $24,000,000.
motor cars,
1920, $18,700,000.
Armored motor
cars, 1919
1919 and
and 1920,
$18,700,000.
Ammunition for
guns, Army,
Army, 1917-1919,
$200,000.
Ammunition
for antiaircraft
antiaircraft guns,
1917-1919, $200,000.
Arms, uniforms,
uniforms, equipment,
forth, field service,
service, National
National
Arms,
equipment, and
and so
so forth,
Guard,
$1,500,000.
Guard, 1919,
1919, $1,500,000.
Ordnance stores
stores and
and equipment,
equipment, civilian
civilian military
military training
camps,
Ordnance
training camps,
1919, $250,000.
1919,
$250,000.
Ordnance stores,
and so
so forth,
Reserve Officers'
Officers' TrainTrainOrdnance
stores, equipment,
equipment, and
forth, Reserve
ing Corps, 1919,
1919, $500,000.
Ordnance stores,
1917 to
to 1919,
15, 1917)
Ordnance
stores, ammunition,
ammunition, 1917
1919, (Act
(Act of
of June
June 15,
1917)
$9,800,000.
$9,800,000.
Ordnance stores,
1919 and 1920,
1920, $36,300,000.
stores, ammunition,
ammunition, 1919
Ordnance
Ordnance stores and supplies, 1918 and 1919, $9,000,000.
$9,000,000.
Ordnance
Ordnance stores
1920, $40,200,000.
$40,200,000.
Ordnance
stores and
and supplies,
supplies, 1919
1919 and
and 1920,
Manufacture
1917-1919, (Act of
of June
June 15, 1917) $475,000.
Manufacture of
of arms, 1917-1919,
Manufacture
Manufacture of
of arms,
arms, 1918 and 1919,
1919, $300,000.
$300,000.
Manufacture
1919 and
and 1920,
1920, $19,000,000.
$19,000,000.
Manufacture of
of arms,
arms, 1919
Small-arms target practice,
1917-1919, (Act
of June
June 15, 1917)
1917)
Small-arms
practice, 1917-1919,
(Act of
$1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
Small-arms
1919, $11,300,000.
Small-arms target
target practice,
practice, 1918
1918 and
and 1919,
$11,300,000.
Small-arra
target practice,
practice, 1919
1919 and
1920, $3,500,000.
$3,500,000.
Small-arm target
and 1920,
Engineer
in the
the field,
1919, $55,500,000.
field, 1919,
$55,500,000.
Engineer operations
operations in
Engineer
equipment of
Engineer equipment
of troops,
troops, 1919,
1919, $2,500,000.
Inland
storage and
shipping facilities,
and 1919,
Inland and
and port
port storage
and shipping
facilities, 1918
1918 and
1919,
$4,000,000.
Inland
storage and
facilities, $2,682,490.15.
$2,682,490.15.
Inland and
and port
port storage
and shipping
shipping facilities,
Total
appropriations to
to be
be covered
covered into
the Treasury,
Treasury,
Total appropriations
into the
$250,807,628.28.
$250,807,628.28.
Approved, March
March 3,
Approved,
3, 1921.
1921.

CIAP. 129.-An
CHAP.
129.-An Act To amend an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to create
create a
aFederal Power
for the improvement
of navigation;
the development
development of water
Commission; to
provide for
Commission;
to provide
improvement of
navigation; the
water
power; the
power;
the use
use of
of the
the public
public lands
lands in
in relation
relation thereto;
thereto; and
to repeal
repeal section
section 18
18 of
of the
the
and to
River and
Harbor Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
River
and Harbor
Act, approved
approved August
and for
for other
August 8,
8, 1917,
1917, and
other purpurposes," approved
June 10,
poses,"
approved June
10, 1920.
1920.

sular possessions.
sular
possessions.
Proceeds
of
nance material.
material.
nance

ord-

Automatic rifles.

Automatic rifles.

Armored motor cars.
Antiaircraft ammui tnation.
on
nition.
i .
n
National Guard,
Gard'
arms.'e0t
arms. etc.

Antiaircraft ammur

trainin

Civilian training

camps.
camps.i

Reserve Officers'
Officers'

Training Corps ordordnance.
Ammunition.

nance.
A

tion

Ordnacestoresand
Ordnance stores and

supplies.

supplies.

Manufacture of
of
arms.

Manufacture
arms.

Smal-arms target
practice.

Small-arms target
practice.

Engineer
operations.
ment.
tienland, etc., acili-

Engineer field
field operations.
Engineer
Engineer equipequipment.
Inland, etc., facilities.

1921.
March 3,
3, 1921.
[[S. OM.]1
s. 454.
[Public, No. 389.]

[Public No. 39.]

it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
the United
United Federal
waterPowFederal Water
Power
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled. That
That hereafter
hereafter no
no permit,
permit, erAct.
States of
of America
America in
Pi'octpermits for works
license,
conduits, reservoirs,
power under,
license, lease,
lease, or
or authorization
authorization for dams,
dams, conduits,
reservoirs, pow
udei
er in national
e
houses,
for storage
storage or
of pw
houses, transmission
transmission lines,
lines, or
or other
other works
works for
or carnage
carriage of
ut speir
m
au-s
Pars
specific
l
without
ert
authority of
water, or
or for
the development,
transmission, or
of power,
development, transmission,
or utilization
utilization of
power, thority
of Congress.
Congress.
water,
for the
within the
the limits as now constituted
constituted of
national park
national
of any national
park or
or national
monument
without specific
specific authority
monument shall be granted or made without
authority of
Congress,
the Act
Act of Congress approved
Congress, and so much of the
approved June
June 10,
1920, entitled "An
"An Act to create
a Federal Power Commission;
Commission; to
create a
to
provide
of navigation;
the development
development of
of
provide for
for the improvement
improvement of
navigation; the
public lands
in relation
relation thereto;
thereto; and
water power;
power; the use of
of the
the public
lands in
and to
to
repeal section
section 18
of the
and Harbor
Appropriation Act,
aprepeal
18 of
the River
River and
Harbor Appropriation
Act, ap442zir 21
ST
442S1--21--S7
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Authority
Authority for licensing, therein
therein repealed.
repealed.
Ante,
Ante, p. 1063.

proved August
August 8,
8, 1917,
1917, and
proved
and for
for other
other
1920,
1920, as
authorizes licensing
as authorizes
licensing such
such uses
uses
national
national monuments
monuments by
the Federal
Federal
by the
repealed.
repealed.
Approved, March
March 3,
1921.
Approved,
3, 1921.

March 3,
1921.
3, 1921.

[S. 4710.]

[S. 4710.]
[Public, No. 370.]

Oklahoma town
Oklahoma
sites.
sites.
Remaining trust
trust
Remaining
funds to
in.
to be
be covered
covered in.
Vol. 30, p.
p. 674.
674.

Vol. 26, p. 109;
109; Vol.
Vol.
24, p.
11.
28,
p. 11.

March 3,
3, 1921.
March
1921.
[ . 4826.]
[Public, No. 371.]

mercan
Nato
National

American

Red Cross.
Cross.
Red
l
Executive commitExeeutive
tee
tee increased.
increased. commitVol. 33,p.601,amendVol.33,p.601,amended.
ed.
Effect.
Effect.

March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.
[S.
50004
[8.5000.1
[Public, No. 3724
72.1
[Public,

Mississippi
River
flossssippi
foods.
Survey of AtehafsSurve
Atcbaaof and
lava,
Black,
Red
Rivers, La.,
La., to devise
devise
Rivers,
lane for protection
protection
from.

for

SESS. III.
CHs. 129-133.
129-133.
SESS.
III. CHS.

to

1921.
1921.

purposes," approved
10,
purposes,"
approved June
June 10,
of
existing national
national parks
parks and
of existing
and
Power Commission
Commission is
is hereby
Power
hereby

CHAP.
CHAP. 130.-An
130.—An Act To authorize the Commissioner
Commissioner of the General
General Land Office
Office
dispose
certain trust
dispose of
of certain
funds in
in his
trust funds
his possession.
possession.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
H011.86 of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Commissioner of
of
in Congress
That the
the Commissioner
the General Land Office is hereby directed to deposit with
the TreasTreaswith the
urer of the United States as miscellaneous
receipts the
the sum
sum of
of $623.59,
$623.59,
miscellaneous receipts
which by virtue
July 7,
1898 (Thirtieth
virtue of the Act of
of July
7, 1898
(Thirtieth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page
674), is now in his custody as ex officio trustee of certain Oklahoma
674),
Oklahoma
town sites created
created under the
1890 (Twenty-sixth
the Act of May
May 14,
14, 1890
(Twenty-sixth
Statutes, page 109),
109), and the joint resolution
resolution of
approved
of Congress
Congress approved
September
1, 1893 (Twenty-eighth Statutes,
September 1,
Statutes, page
page 11).
11).
Approved, March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.
131.-An Act To amend section 5
5 of the Act entitled "An
CHAP. 131.—An
"An Act to
to incorporate the American
American National Red Cross,"
Cross," approved
approved January 5,
5, 1905.
1905.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
United
States of
of America
.America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
nited States
in Congress
section 55 of
of
the Act for the incorporation
incorporation of
the American
of the
American National
National Red
Red Cross
Cross
approved
approved January
January 5,
5, 1905,
1905, be,
me h
ereby i
s,amended
amen d
ed so
be, and
and the
the sa
same
hereby
is,
so
that the
the executive
executive committee
committee of
central committee
that
of the
the central
committee shall
shall conconsist of nine instead of seven persons,
be a
persons, five of whom
whom shall
shall be
a quorum.
quorum.
SEC
SEC 2. That this Act shall take
take effect
effect immediately.
immediately.
Approved, March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.

CHAP.
CHAP. 182.-An
132.—An Act Directing the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River Commission
Commission to
to make
make an
an
examination and survey of the Atchafalaya,
Atchafalaya, Red,
Black Rivers,
report
Red, and Black
Rivers and
and to
to report
plan for protection
protection of their basins
from flood
flood waters
of the
River.
basins from
waters of
the Mississippi
Mississippi River.

Be
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
the Senate
and House
Be it
enacted by
by the

River United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That an
an examinaexaminasurvey, with
with a
a report
Congress, shall
be made
the
tion and
and survey,
report to
to Congress,
shall be
made by
by the
to
Atchafalaya, Black, and Red
Mississippi River Commission,
Commission, of the Atchafalaya,
Rivers m Louisiana, specifying
specifying a
with recommendaa general
general plan
plan with
recommenda-

March 33 1921.
50504
[S. 5030.]
[Public, No. 373.]
373.]

tions for the execution
execution thereof
thereof-that will give the
measure
the greatest
greatest measure
of protection
protection to the basins of
the flood
flood waters
of said
said rivers
rivers from
from the
waters of
of
the Mississippi
consistent with all
Mississippi River consistent
of the
the lower
lower
all other
other interests
interests of
Mississippi
Mississippi Valley.
Valley.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.

CHAP.
133.-An Act Authorizing the city of New
CHAP 133.—An
Lou kis:ma, to
to extend
New Orleans,
Orleans, Louisiana,
extend
Dauphine
Dauphine Street in said city across the United States military reservation known
known as
as
the Jackson
Jackson Barracks.

the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
rra Be
Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
United
0 America
in Congress
assembled, Thattthe
the city
city of
of New
New Orleans,
s States of
America in
Congress assembled,
Orleans,
New Odrla
Orleans
2 3 in the State of Louisiana, be, and it hereby is, authorized to extend
end
phY
u
t
r
Dau ph
Ina in the State of Louisiana, be, and it hereby is, authorized to extend
street through.
the property
Dauphine Street, in
in said city, across and through the
property of
of the
the
Jackson
Laks
La.
d
ri et

B

Barracks, states
.

/221 r

United States, known as the
military reservation
reservation of
of Jackson
Jackson Barracks,
the military
Barracks,
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1921.
1921.

said extension
extension to be of the same width and a
acontinuation
continuation of
of the same
same
lines as said street at its juncture
juncture with Delery Street upon
upon the
the easterly
easterly
side of said reservation,
reservation, upon condition that
that said street shall
shall be
be imimproved and maintained
maintained by said city of New Orleans as a
apublic
public street
street
and without cost to the United States: Provided,
Provided, however,
there Pty
tr
atT
however, That
That there
is hereby expressly reserved to the United
United States the right to con- sered'
struct and maintain
maintain over, under, and across that said
said street water,
water,
gas, and sewer mains, electric
electric lights, and telephone
telephone wires
wires and cables,
and any other requisite utilities which
which the use
use of
of said military reservareservation may
may require.
require.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.

rights re
re-

served

134.-An Act For the construction
CHAP. 134.—An
construction of aabridge across Rock River at
at or near

Shirland
Shirla,nd Avenue,
Avenue, in
of Beloit,
Beloit, Wisconsin.
in the
the city
city of
Wisconsin.

March 3,
1921.
3 1921.
[S. 5032.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 374.]

[s. 5032.]

Be it enacted
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
the United
House of
Representatives of
of the
United Rock River.
States of America in
Congress assembled, That
States
in Congress
i. hat the city of Beloit, in the Beloit,R
Beloit, Wi.,
Wis., may
State of Wisconsin, be, and the same is hereby, authorized to con- bridge
bridg e '
struct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
abridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
across
the Rock River, at aapoint suitable to the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
at
or near the point where Shirland Avenue, in said city of Beloit,
Belolt, crosses
Construction.
the said Rock River, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act Vol.
Col.stop.84:
34, p. 84.
entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable
waters," approved
approved March
waters,"
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.
Ammedmnt.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.
CHAP.
135.-An Act Providing for the allotment
CHAP. 135.—An
allotment of lands within the Fort Belknap
Belknap

Indian
Indian Reservation, Montana, and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

March 3,
March
3, 1921.
1921.

[H. R. a1325.]

[H. R. 13225.)
[Public, No. 375.]
375.]

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
Senate and House
House o
of Representatives
Representativesof
the United
United

Fort Belknap Indian
States ef
America in
cf America
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Fhat within one
one year
the Reservation,
year from
from the
estOelknati^ont
Mont.
Final
roll
all
date of approval
approval of this Act the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
shall appoint
Interior shall
appoint dians
Finalthaving
oll of
of!
all Innrights on,
aacommission
three persons,
persons, two
commission of three
of whom
shall be
be members
members of
of the
the tobeprepared.
two of
whom shall
to be prepared.

Assinniboine Tribes of Indians
Gros Ventre and Assinniboine
Indians and
and one
one member
member an
an
employee of the Interior Department, who shall
employee
cause to
be prepared,
prepared,
shall cause
to be
advisable, a
a complete and final roll,
in such manner as they may deem advisable,
roll,
to contain the names of all Indians
Indians ascertained
ascertained to
to have
have rights
rights on
on Pro
ro rat
allotment
rata allotment
the Fort
Fort Belknap
Belknap Reservation,
Montana. Immediately
Reservation, Montana.
Immediately upon
of all unreserved lands.
upon the
the ofallunreervedlands.
approval
approval of the said roll which shall be the conclusive
conclusive and
and final
evidence
evidence of the right of any Indian of the
reservation to
to an
the reservation
an allotallotment of land, the Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
directed to allot pro rata, under rules and regulations
such
regulations and
and in
in such
areas
areas and classes
classes of lands as may be prescribed
such
prescribed by him, among
among such
enrolled Indians
enrolled
unreserved and
Indians all
all the
the unreserved
and otherwise
otherwise undisposed-of
undisposed-of lands
lands Issue
Issueoftrustpatents.
of trust patents.
on the Fort Belknap Reservation,
patents shall
issued Provisos.
Reservation, which trust
trust patents
shall be
be issued
prois
names
in the names of the said allottees:
allottees: Prcvidedfurther,
Prcrided further, That
That any
any names
names Fraudulent
Fraudulent names
to be stricken from
found to be on the said roll fraudulently
fraudutently may
be stricken
may be
stricken therefrom
therefrom roUb
strcken from
roll.
by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Affairs, with the
approval of
of the
the
the approval
Secretarv of the Interior, at any time within one year from
Secretary
from the
the
approval thereof, after giving all persons interested a
afull opportunity
opportunity
to be heard; and the fraudulent allotment shall be canceled and the Allotmentscanceled.
llotm e tseane leddisposal under
lands thereof
thereof be subject to disposal
under the
the provisions
of this
Act: Aotments subjct
provisions of
this Act:
Allotments subject
And previded
shall be subprovided .further,
further, That the land allotted hereunder
hereunder shall
sub- to tribal
tribal leases.
leases.
ject to any tribal leases existing at
of approval
of the
the said
said
at the date
date of
approval of
allotments.
allotments.
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Notwithstanding the death of any person duly enrolled
enrolled as herein
herein
Notwithstanding

provided,
be made
or her
living,
provided, allotment
allotment shall
shall be
made in
in his
his or
her name
name as
as though
though living,

the land
land embraced
embraced in
pass by
to the legal
descent to
by descent
to pass
allotment to
such allotment
in such
the
heirs
of
the
decedent
and
be
subject
to
disposition
as
the case of
in
as
disposition
to
subject
be
and
decedent
the
heirs of
lands
of
other
allottees
passing
upon
their
death.
death.
their
upon
passing
allottees
of
other
lands
declared
Allottees declared
Allottees
provided for
citizens on
on issue
issue of
of
SEC. 2.
That upon
issuance of
of the
the trust
trust patents
for
patents provided
the issuance
upon the
2. That
SEC.
citizens
patents.
allotted are hereby-declared
declared to be citizens of
herein the Indians thus allotted
patents.
the United
United States
States and
to all
the rights,
privileges, and immurights, privileges,
all the
entitled to
and entitled
to State the
et
Subject
to
State
benefit of and
laws.
nities of
citizens, and
allottees shall have the benefit
and the allottees
such citizens,
of such
nities
laes.
be subject
to the
laws„ both
both civil
criminal, of the State in
and criminal,
civil and
the laws,
subject to
be
which they may reside.
ns reserved
resere for
Lands
for which they may reside.
authorized to
is hereby
power,
etc.,
S
EC. 3.
3. 'That
That the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
to
of the
the Secretary
SEC.
agency, etc.,
powe, agency,
purposes.
reserve from
from allotment
allotment lands
chiefly valuable
valuable for
development
for the development
lands chiefly
reserve
purposes
for
of water
water power
power and
areas as may be needed for
reasonable areas
such reasonable
and such
of
Indian
agency ,
.school,
school, religious,
cemetery, and administrative
administrative purreligious, cemetery,
Indian agency,
poses, to
to remain
needed, and as long as agency,
as needed,
long as
as long
reserved as
remain reserved
poses,
•
school,
and
religious
institutions
are
maintained thereon
for tfie
the
thereon for
maintained
are
Reversion
Reversion to tribe school, and religious institutions
of said
benefit
said Indians.
Indians. Should
Should any such lands be abandoned said
said
benefit of
abandoned-fIf use abandoned
lands
abandoned shall
revert to
to the
tribe and
become available
available
and become
the tribe
shall revert
so abandoned
lands so
Parks and sanato
Sanato- for
allotment
or
other
dis
p
osition,
and
the
said
Secretary
is
hereby
hereby
is
Secretary
said
the
and
disposition,
other
or
for allotment
Parks and
hunexceed six hunriumsitetobereserved
tiunistte
te be re
served directed to reserve for park purposes
purposes an area not to exceed
dred and
and forty
forty acres,
acres, embracing
embracing Mission
Mission Canyon
Rockies,
the Little Rockies,
in the
Canyon in
dred
which
and an
area not
exceed one hundred and sixty acres within which
to exceed
not to
an area
and
at
is the
the Snake
and an
an area
area not to
exceed forty acres at
to exceed
Spring, and
Butte Spring,
Snake Butte
is
the
head
of
Big
Warm
Creek
as aasite
for a
asanatorium
for
die benefit
benefit
the
for
sanatorium
site
for
as
Creek
Warm
of
Big
head
the
po
Provisos.
not
a patent in fee simple for not
Fee
said tribes
tribes of
of Indians:
Indians- Provided,
Provided, That a
of said
Sipe patents of
Fee simple
for tracts to religious
missionary
organizaticms.
exceeding
authorized missionary
exceeding ten acres may be issued to the duly authorized
oanles.lregious
board
or other
other proper
proper authority
of any
any religious
organization heretoheretoreligious organization
authority of
board or
fore
engaged in
reservation for such
mission or school work on said reservation
in mission
fore engaged
lands
thereon (not
included in
provided for herein)
herein) as
in any town site provided
(not included
lands thereon
have
heretofore
been
set
to
organization
and
are now
organization
such
to
apart
set
been
heretofore
have
organization
used for
or school
school purposes,
purposes, or which any such organization
mission or
for mission
used
heretofore made
made application
application to
for such
such purposes:
purposes:
apart for
set apart
to have
have set
has heretofore
Csatho- has
Pa's Cathosaint Paul's
Saint
heretofore issued for three
lic Mission.
Mission.
Provided,
having been heretofore
Provided, however, That patent having
lc
it shall
Mission, it
and twenty acres to Saint Paul's Catholic Mission,
hundred and
not
entitled to receive
receive more than two and one-half acres additional
additional
not be entitled
Geological
surveyAct.
under
this Act.
under this
eological survey
allotments being made
prior
to alotments.
allotments.
SEC. 4. That prior to the allotments
made as authorized
authorized
SEC.
prior to
herein
examination to
Secretary of the Interior shall cause an examination
the Secretary
herein the
Geological Survey of all lands of the
experts of the Geological
by experts
be made
made by
mi
neral
s remai
n t
ri. reservation
for
the
purpose
determining tile
character
mineral character
the mineral
of determining
Minerals remain tri- reservation for the purpose of
hal property.
property.
thereof;
the surface
surface of
any such
such lands
to be
mineral shall
shall
be mineral
found to
lands found
of any
but the
thereof; but
ba
Provisos
be
to allotment
allotment as
herein provided,
mineral shall
shall
such mineral
but such
provided, but
as herein
subject to
be subject
pros,.
required
property: Provided,
Provided, That such coal as may be required
irrigtion remain tribal property:
Coal for irrigation
projects.
for use
in connection
connection with the construction and maintenance
maintenance of the
for
use in
projects.
purpose: Provided
that
for
irrigation
projects
may
be
reserved
for
that
purpose:
Provided
reserved
be
may
projects
rimation
rands reTimber .ands
Timber
furtter,
sevedserved.
further, That lands valuable
valuable for timber shall remain tribal property,
and
of the
tribes having
having rights
reservation
the said reservation
in the
rights in
the tribes
member of
any member
and any
may .cut
take away from such lands such timber as he may
cut and take
may
for fuel,
fuel, fencing,
fencing, or
or for
building.
for building.
require for
Ton sitesi set aside .rerre
Town
c. 5. That the Secretary of the Interior
Townite le.
Ec.
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to
to
reserve
town-site purposes not more than eighty acres
acres
aside for town-site
set aside
reserve and set
at the
exceed eighty
eighty
settlement of Lodge Pole, and not to exceed
present settlement
at
the present
acres at
at such
such other locations
necessary, and to lay
lay
he may deem necessarv,
locations as he
acres
Plovieue.
out, survey,
plat said
said tracts
blocks, lots, streets, alleys,
into blocks,
tracts into
and plat
survey, and
out,
mg.
Prod
for parks
the area
reserved for
Provided, That
Parks and school par
parks,
ks,and
and school
school sites:
sites: Provided,
That the
area reserved
sites,
sites shall not exceed ten acres in any one town site; and
and school sites
patents shall
municipality legally
such lands to the municipality
issued for such
shall be issued
patents
Survey,et.
etc.
charged
with
the
care
and
custody
the
lands
hereby set aside for
for
the
of
custody
and
care
the
with
charged
ar
appraised and disposed
, p.
p. such purposes. That such town sites shall be appraised
R.. s.,
S., 'ac.
see. 2384
OS. 4a
of
as provided
provided in
section 2381
of the
Revised Statutes:
Statutes:
the United
United States Revised
23S1 of
in section
of as
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Preference to actual
Preference to actual
Provided
That any
who, at
at the
date when
when the residents.
the date
person who,
any person
further, That
Provided ,further,
appraisers
commence their
their work
upon the
an actual
actual
shall be
be an
the land,
land, shall
work upon
appraisers commence
resident upon
lot and
of substantial and
the owner of
and the
one such
such lot
any one
upon any
resident
permanent
improvements thereon,
shall maintain his or
thereon, and who shall
permanent improvements
her residence
and improvements
date of his or her
lot to
to the
the date
improvements on such lot
her
residence and
application
enter, shall
shall be
to
at any time prior to
entitled to enter, at
be entitled
to enter,
application to
the
fixed for
for the
the public
public sale
the appraised
thereof,
appraised value thereof,
and at
at the
sale and
the day
day fixed
such lot
additional lots of which
which he or she may also be
two additional
and any
any two
lot and
such
in
and upon
which he
she may
may have
have substantial
substantial and
and Proof
of
in possession
possession and
upon which
he or
or she
oof re
required
quired of
ownership, etc.
etc.
permanent improvements:
improvements: And
further, That before making
making ownership,
And providedfurther,
permanent
entry of any
applicant shall make proof, to the
any such lot or lots the applicant
entry
satisfaction of
of the land
land district in which
receiver of
and receiver
of the
the register and
satisfaction
the land
ownership of improveresidence, possession, and ownership
such residence,
the
land lies, of such
ments,
under such
to time, notice, manner, and charregulations as to
such regulations
ments, under
acter of
Commissioner of the
prescribed by the Commissioner
may be
be prescribed
as may
of proofs
proofs as
acter
General
the Appraisaloflots,
General Land
Land Office,
Office, with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Appraisal of lots, etc.
etc.
Interior: And
their appraisal of
in making their
That in
further, That
And provided
provided further,
Interior:
the lots
lots so
so surveyed,
surveyed, it
of the
appraisers to
ascertain
to ascertain
the appraisers
duty of
be the
the duty
shall be
it shall
the
the names
of the
the residents
occupants of any
any such lots, the
upon and occupants
residents upon
the
names of
character
improvements thereon,
thereon, and the name of
and extent of the improvements
character and
connecthereof, and to report their findings in connecreputed owner thereof,
the reputed
tion with
with their
appraisal, which report
report of findings shall be
of appraisal,
their report of
tion
taken as
as prima
prima facie
facie evidence
the facts
therein set
set out.
out. All
All such
such se,
taken
evidence of
of the
facts therein
etc.
Sale, etc.
lots
not so
the public sale shall be
to the day fixed for the
prior to
entered prior
so entered
lots not
offered
at public
public auction, in their regular order, with the other
offered at
unimproved
lots. That
no lot
shall be
be sold
sold for
for less
unimproved and
and unoccupied
unoccupied lots.
That no
lot shall
of lots.
less Size
sizeoflots.
than $10:
And provided
That said
said lots,
lots, when
when surveyed, shall
further, That
providedfurther,
$10: And
than
approximate
fifty by
hundred and
and fifty
fifty feet
size.
Appropriation for
approximate fifty
by one
one hundred
feet in
in size.
for
Appropriation
irrigation
irrigation
SEC. 6.
6. That
construction of
of projects
projects for
for the
the irrigation
irrigation of
of the
prelimiy
the investi
the construction
That the
SEC.
g
ations.
Fil
irrigable
shall be
be undertaken
the needs
needs of the Indians shall eti gations
undertaken as the
lands shall
irrigable lands
require,
as
determined
by
the
Secretary
of
and there
there is
Interior, and
the Interior,
require, as determined by the Secretary of the
hereby
of $50,000
preliminary investigainvestigafor preliminary
$50,000 for
sum of
the sum
appropriated the
hereby appropriated
the
tions and
to determine
determine the needs of the Indians and for the
and surveys to
tions
commencement
advisable at
Provos.
this time:
time: Provisos.
at this
be advisable
may be
as may
work as
of such
such work
commencement of
Cost
of
projects
asasofgainst
pojeets
oet against
Provided, That the cost of all such projects on this reservation, in- sessed
Provided,
irrigable
irrigable
sessed a
lands.
cluding
the
Milk
River
irrigation
project,
shall
assessed
against
the
lands.
against
assessed
shall
be
project,
eluding the Milk River irrigation
lands
that
proportion that
respective projects in the proportion
under the respective
irrigable under
lands irrigable
each
acre of
irrigable lands
bears to
to the
the whole
land Annual
lands bears
area of
of irrigable
.nnual payments
whole area
irrigable land
each acre
of irrigable
reimbursing.
under
project, and
assessments shall
shall be
be reimbursed
the for
for reimbursing.
to the
reimbursed to
such assessments
and such
each project,
under each
United
States and
to the
the tribal fund in such
proportion as contribusuch proportion
and to
United States
tions shall
shall have
therefrom in not less than twenty annual
made therefrom
been made
have been
tions
payments
rules and
and regulations
may be
by
prescribed by
be prescribed
as may
regulations as
such rules
under such
payments under
the
of the
Interior, who
and mainoperation and
such operation
fix such
who may
may fix
the Interior,
Secretary of
the Secretary
Payment for
Milk
tenance
which shall
be pal
may direct:
direct: Provided,
Provided, River
Payment
as he
he may
paid as
shall be
charges which
tenance charges
projectfor
fromMilk
Infurther,
That
the
provisions
of
the
Act
of
April
4,
1910
dian
funds
repealed.
reroaed.
prfueds
Ri
(Thirty-sixth
1910
4,
of
April
Act
the
further, That the provisions of
Vol.
36,
p.
277.
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
277), requiring
of the
the cost
cost Vol. 36, p. 27.
reimbursement of
requiring reimbursement
page 277),
Statutes
of
project from
from Indian
and any
any other
other Acts
or chargs
anst alActs or
Indian funds,
funds, and
of the
the Milk
Milk River
River project
Charges against
lottee's individual
parts
conflict with
with this
proviso, is
hereby repealed.
repealed. Unless
Unless lottee's
is hereby
this proviso,
in conflict
thereof in
parts thereof
share. individual
otherwise
a bar
charges may be paid from or made a
latter charges
these latter
paid, these
otherwise paid,
ges a
charge
individual share
of the
fund is
charges
a
is Unpaid
tUoaid char
said fund
fund, when
when said
the tribal
tribal fund,
share of
upon his
his individual
charge upon
on allotment.
avlable
and if
allottee shall
in lien
lienohallotment.
patent in
shall receive
receive patent
any allottee
if any
for distribution;
distribution; and
available for
fee
so charged
land
his land
against his
charged against
amount so
the amount
before the
allotment before
his allotment
fee to
to his
has
been paid,
such unpaid
amount shall
be a
upon
a lien upon
andbe
become and
shall become
unpaid amount
paid, such
has been
his
record shall
shall be
kept in
the office
superof the
the superoffice of
in the
be kept
a record
of which
which a
his allotment,
allotment, of
intendent of
the reservation
at the
the agency;
should any
any Indian
Indian
and should
agency; and
reservation at
of the
intendent
sell any
any part
of his
his allotment,
allotment, with
the Secretary
Secretarv of
of the
approval of
the approval
with the
part of
sell
the
Interior, the
amount of
the land
so
land so
against the
charges against
unpaid charges
such unpaid
of such
the amount
the Interior,
sold shall
be enforced
enforced by
by the
gation expendiexpendiirrigation
the Irri
thereon, and
and may
may be
shall remain
remain a
a first
first lien
lien thereon,
sold
tures a
lien against all
Secretary
Interior by
foreclosure as
mortgage. All
expendi- tures
all
lien gn
All expendia mortgage.
as a
by foreclosure
of the
the Interior
Secretary of
lands abenefited.
tures
irrigation work
work on
on the
the Fort
Belknap Reservation,
Montana,
beneted
Reservation, Montana,
Fort Belknap
for irrigation
tures for
heretofore or
made, are
are hereby
declared to be reimbursable
hereby declared
hereafter made,
or hereafter
heretofore
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Lienforchargestobe
charges to be
in patents, etc.
recitedpaens,etc.

Lien for
recited

Purchasers

ing
Indian
u Indian

1921.
1921.

under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may
under
benefited, represcribe
and shall
the land benefited,
against the
a lien against
constitute a
shall constitute
prescribe and
heretofore
gardless of ownership,
ownership, and including all lands which have heretofore
gardless
been
een sold or patented.
patented. All patents or other instruments
instruments of convevconveyhereafter issued for lands under
ance hereafter
under any irrigation project
project on the
said Fort
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, whether
whether to individual
in.dividual Indians
Belknap Indian
Fort Belknap
said
or to
purchasers of
of Indian
shall recite
repayment of
for repayment
a lien for
recite a
land, shall
Indian land,
or
to purchasers
issuance
irrigation charges,
charges, if any, remaining unpaid at the time of issuance
the irrigation
of such
such patent
patent or
or other
of conveyance,
lien may
such lien
and such
conveyance, and
instrument of
other instrument
of

enforced or,
payment of
the delinquent
delinquent charges,
charges, may
be
may be
of the
or, upon
upon payment
e enforced
b be
lands
In the case of rands
Secretary of
Interior. In
the Interior.
of the
the Secretary
by the
released by
efof released

behe

right
right

v-

under any project
project purchased
purchased in the bona fide
fide belief on the part of
water
the purchaser
that by
his purchase
a right to have water
acquired a
he acquired
purchase he
by his
purchaser that
the
from
the project
for the
irrigation of
of the land purchased by him in
the irrigation
project for
from the
the
manner as the Indian
Indian owner, the Secretary- may,
may.,after
after
the same
same manner
Indians interested,
interested, determine
determine the value of the land at
at
to the Indians
notice to
the time
of
the
purchase
from the
the Indian,
Indian, and
and give
give to
the
purchaser
to
the
purchaser
from
the
purchase
time
of
the
Credit allowed,
or
his assigns
credit on
construction against the land
the charge for construction
on the
assigns credit
r his
alloed
redit
to
the amount
amount of
difference between the price paid and the value
of the
the difference
to the
benefit of the tribe from
as so determined,
determined, and shall withhold for the benefit
the
Indian or
or Indians
purchase was
equal
was made, an equal
the purchase
Indians of whom the
the Indian
distributable to them
amount from any funds which may be due or distributable
hereunder. Delivery of water to such land may be refused, within
hereunder.
the discretion
Secretary of the Interior, until all dues are paid:
the Secretary
discretion of the
the
Right to water subfeet
compliance Provided,
no right
right to
to water
or to
the use
use if
if any
irrigation ditch
ditch
any irrigation
to the
water or
That no
Proided,That
toomplianc
ect to
with
or other structure on said reservation
with rles,etc.
rules, etc.
reservation shall vest until the owner of
the
shall comply with such rules and regulations
regulations
to be irrigated shall
the land
land to
as
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may prescribe,
and he is hereby auprescribe, and
of the
as the
thorized
to prescribe
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
deemed
as may be deemed
such rules
prescribe such
thorized to
No
payment
until reasonable
reasonable and proper for making
provisions:
making effective the foregoing provisions:
be required
allottee be
shall any
water delivered.
Provided, however,
however, That
in no
no case
case shall
any allottee
required to
to
That in
Provided,
delered.
water
pay either construction,
operation, or maintenance
maintenance charges for such
construction, operation,
pay
irrigation
rrigation privileges, or any of them, until water has been actually
delivered
to his allotment.
delivered
Indians
not
depri ved of use
use o
of water
Nothing
in this
this Act
shall be
construed to
of said
Indians
said Indians
any of
to deprive
deprive any
be construed
Act shall
Nothing in
water
prIvedof
and
appropriated
the
use
of
water
Reservation
of
for
domestic
I
iiirPcaes, of
of
the
Fort
Belknap
Reservation
of
the
use
of
water
appropriated
and
Fort
Belknap
purpose,
the
r
dometic
etc.
necessary irrigation of
used by them for domestic
domestic purposes or for the necessary
their
occupied or
them, or any
any
or used
used by them,
claimed and occupied
lands claimed
their lands, or lands
ditches,
dams,
flumes,
or
reservoirs
constructed
and
used
by
them
in
them
in
and
used
by
constructed
or
reservoirs
flumes,
ditches,
dams,
Limitation of p
right.
the appropriation
appropriation and
and use of
acquire any
any
of said water. No Indian shall acquire
o the
° Prim'
rigLht. a
any
reservation as against
against any
priority of right to any of the waters of said reservation
other Indian by priority of appropriation
appropriation to an extent greater
greater than
than
Allottee
designate the
the water
necessary to
to the
irrigation of
of forty
forty acres.
acres.
the irrgation
water necessary
Allottee to
todesiate
person entitled
entitled to allotment on the Fort Belknap Indian
Every person
homestead to be inal
shall before
before patent
Reservation
ienable.
alienable.
Reservation shall
patent is issued designate
designate as a
a homestead
homestead
irrigable land
twenty acres
acres of
of
or three
three hundred
hundred and twenty
land or
forty acres
acres of irrigable
hereunder, which
nonurigable land, already
already allotted
which
allotted or to be allotted hereunder,
nonrrigable
f Mn- homestead
homestead shall
remain inalienable
inalienable during
during the
lifetime of
of the
the allottee
allottee
the lifetime
shall remain
Designation for
or miDesignaton
nors.
or
Designations for minors
nors.
or the minority of his
his or her
her heirs. Designations
minors shall be
be
made
guardians, and in the event that any.Indian
Indian
made by
by their
their natural guardians,
designation the
shall fai
fail to make such designation
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall
homestead shall
select for him a
ahomestead,
homestead, and all patents for such homestead
such.
are such.
recite that
Mineral leass
leases
of recite
that they
they are
Miner
tribal property.
Any and all minerals,
lands chiefly
chiefly valuable
valuable
minerals, including
including oil, gas, and lands
development of water
herewater power, granted or to be allotted herefor the development
leased
as tribal property and such land may be leased
are set aside
aside as
under are
or mining
mining permits granted
granted upon the request of the tribal council under
under
such rules, regulations,
regulations, and conditions as the Secretary of the Interior
Interior
a longer period
'
may prescribe,
prescribe, but no lease shall be made for a
period than ten
a
thereof for a
he lessees
lessees shall have the right to renewal
years, but the
renewal thereof
conditions as the
further period of ten years upon such terms and conditions

water acquired.
acquired.
waer
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1921.
1921.
Provisos

Secretary
may prescribe:
Prdomestic
until Coal
That until
however, That
Provided, however,
prescribe: Provided,
for domestic use.
use.
the Interior
Interior may
of the
Secretary of
the same
same shall
be leased
any Indian
head of
of a
a family
and
family and
the head
being the
Indian being
leased any
shall be
the
having
rights on
on the
said reservation
reservation may
take coal
coal from any of the
may take
the said
having rights
Mineral deposits to
lands
the same
his own
domestic use:
to
further, bineral
And provided
providedfurther,
use: And
own domestic
same for
for his
within the
property
edeposits
lands within
property
of inbbecome ecom
dividual
allottees after
after
That
at
the
expiration
of
fifty
years
from
the
date
of
approval
of
this
allottees
dividual
this
of
approval
of
date
the
That at the expiration of fifty years from
50 years.
Act
the coal,
oil, gas,
gas, or
or other
other mineral
deposits upon
upon or
beneath the
the 50 years.
or beneath
mineral deposits
coal, oil,
Act the
surface
of said
granted lands
shall become
become the
property of
of
the property
lands shall
or granted
allotted or
said allotted
surface of
the individual
but the
is reserved
to Conreserved to
right is
the right
heirs, but
his heirs,
or his
allottee or
individual allottee
the
gress
the period
period within
such reserved
tribal rights
rights
reserved tribal
which such
within which
extend the
to extend
gress to
shall
expire.
shall expire.
Montana.
S
EC. 7.
7. That
That sections
and thirty-six
thirty-six of
each township,
township, being
being School
sections
school sections
of each
sixteen and
sections sixteen
SEC.
granted to.
grantedto.
by
allotment
for
heretofore
nonirrig-able
and
not
occupied
or
heretofore
selected
allotment
or
occupied
not
and
nonirrigable
any
Indian except
in lieu
lieu of
which the
the State
heretofore
has heretofore
State has
of which
lands in
such lands
except such
any Indian
received
indemnity under
under existing
existing laws,
are hereby
hereby granted
granted to
the Proao.
to the
laws, are
received indemnity
State of
Montana for
for school
purposes: Provided,
That for
for any
Lieuu lands for alany tre
however, That
Provided, however,
school purposes:
of Montana
State
lotment.
lands
to the
withdrawal, or
otherwise lotment.
or otherwise
allotment, withdrawal,
by allotment,
State by
the State
lost to
thereof lost
lands thereof
under
the provisions
of this
State may
may through
its proper
proper
through its
the State
Act, the
this Act,
provisions of
under the
officers select
select as
as indemnity
other unoccupied
unoccupied unreserved
unreserved nonmineral
nonmineral
indemnity other
officers
and nonirrigable
nonirrigable lands
within such
reservation, not
two
exceeding two
not exceeding
such reservation,
lands within
and
Completion
n of selecm p le
sections in
one township:
further, That
That all such selections
tio of selecselections tinsc
tions.
Providedfurther,
township: Provided
in any
any one
sections
approval
the approval
by the
the State
completed within
within one
year after
after the
one year
be completed
must be
State must
by
of this
Act, and
made with
view to
to preventing
preventing any
any final
conflict
final conflict
the view
with the
be made
and be
this Act,
of
between the
claims of
of the
the State
and the
the allotments
allotments and
and withdrawals
for lands.
lands.
withdrawals Price for
State and
the claims
between
provided for
for herein:
herein: And
And provided
provided further,
That the
United States
the United
further, That
provided
shall pay
pay to
the Indians
of the
the reservation
the sum
an acre
acre for
for Admission of Indian
of $5
$5 an
sum of
reservation the
Indians of
to the
shall
to public
oIublic
pupilson
the
granted to
the State:
And provided
further, That all
all the
the pupils
providedfurther,
State: And
to the
thus granted
lands thus
the lands
schools.
children,
Indians entitled
rights on
reser- schoolssaid reseron said
to rights
entitled to
of Indians
descendants of
being descendants
children, being
vation,
be permitted
attend the
the public
said State
State
of said
schools of
public schools
to attend
permitted to
shall be
vation, shall
on
the same
condition as
as the
said State.
State. Aproprtion
of said
citizens of
white citizens
of white
children of
the children
Appropriation for
for
same condition
on the
lands
granted to MonS
EC.
8.
That
there
is
hereby
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
lan
the
in
money
any
of
out
appropriated,
is
hereby
there
That
8.
SEC.
tana. granted to MonTreasury
not otherwise
so much
much tana.
or so
$170,000, or
of $170,000,
sum of
the sum
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
thereof
necessary, to
to pay
for the
lands granted
to the
the State
State Aro.prioat making
the lands
granted to
pay for
as may
may be
be necessary,
thereof as
for
s o making
exApeses
of
Montana; and
and there
there is
hereby appropriated
the further
further sum
of expense
sum of
appropriated the
is hereby
of Montana;
roll, allotting, etc.
$50,000, or
much thereof
be required,
to be
immediately rol, allotting, etc.
be immediately
required, to
as may
may be
thereof as
or so
so much
$50,000,
available,
to be
used in
of making
the roll,
roll,
making the
expenses of
the expenses
paying the
in paying
be used
available, to
classifications, and
allotments hereunder,
hereunder, and
and such
such further
allotment
further allotment
and allotments
classifications,
surveys as
in defraying
defraying the
expenses of
of the
survey., Repa yment etc.
from
the expenses
the survey,
and in
as are
are necessary,
necessary, and
surveys
from
own-site sales, etc.
appraisement, and
sales of
of the
sites provided
for, the
town-sle
said t
the said
provided for,
town sites
the town
and sales
appraisement,
$50,000
of the
town-site sales
sales
the town-site
proceeds of
the proceeds
from the
reimbursable from
to be
be reimbursable
$50,000 to
or from
funds available
available or
or that
may become
for
available for
become available
that may
tribal funds
other tribal
from other
or
such
purpose.
purpose.
such
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March
oviso'.

e

CHAP.
136.—Joint Resolution
that certain
certain Acts
Acts of
of Congress,
Congress, joint
joint
Declaring that
Resolution Declaring
CHAP. 136.-Joint
resolutions, and
be construed
construed as
as if
ended and
and the
the
had ended
war had
if the
the war
shall be
proclamations shall
and proclamations
resolutions,
present or
or existing
existing emergency
expired.
emergency expired.
present

Resolved
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
Resolved by
States
of America
assembled, That
That in
interpretation
the interpretation
in the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of
provision relating
to the
or date
date of
thep termination
termination
of the
duration or
the duration
relating to
any provision
of any
..
of
the
present
war
or
of
the
present
or
existing
emergency,
meaning
of the present war or of the present or existing emergency, meaning
thereby
between the
German Government
Government and
and the
the
Imperial German
the Imperial
war between
the war
thereby the
the GovernImperial
Government and the
Austro-Hungarian Government
Royal Austro-Hungarian
and Royal
Imperial and
ment
and people
people of
of the
the United
in any
any Acts
joint
of Congress,
Congress, joint
Acts of
States, in
United States,
ment and
resolutions, or
or proclamations
proclamations of
of the
containing provisions
provisions
President containing
the President
resolutions,
contingent
the date
date of
termination of
of such
such
the termination
of the
or the
duration or
the duration
upon the
contingent upon
war
or of
present or
existing emergency,
the date
when this
this resoresodate when
emergency, the
or existing
such present
of such
war or
lution becomes
becomes effective
effective shall
be construed
construed and
and treated
treated as
date
the date
as the
shall be
lution
of
the termination
of the
the war
or of
of the
the present
present or
existing emergency,
emergency,
or existing
war or
termination of
of the

March
1921,
March 3, 1921,

[H.
J. Res..3
Res. as2.]
2.
[H. J.
[Pub. Res.,
es., No. 64.1
[Pub.

7.19i1
; of,
nonTerwatin

sirucl
.L rar aste.e.on
affectin
ofglegstruedasaffectinggislation contingent

i
u
srot
n
io: _contingent
ce of, etc.

upon exstence of, etc.
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notwithstanding any
provision in
of Congress
Congress or
or joint
resojoint resoAct of
any Act
in any
notwithstanding any provision
such
determining the date of such
other mode
lution
providing any
any other
mode of determining
lution providing
such
any such
provision of
of Congress,
And any
any Act
termination.
termination. And
Act of
Congress, or
or any
any provision
of any
a
Act,
that
by
its
terms
is
in
force
only
during
the
existence
of
a
state
existence
the
Act, that by its terms is in force only during
of war,
or during
war and
limited period of time
a limited
and a
of war
state of
such state
during such
war, or
of
between
thereafter, shall
be construed
construed and
and administered
administered as
if such war between
as if
shall be
thereafter,
when
the
Governments
and
people
aforesaid
terminated
on
the
date
when
the
on
terminated
aforesaid
people
the Governments and
this
resolution
becomes effective,
effective, any
any provision
of such law to the
provision of
becomes
resolution
this
Legislation excepted.
the operation
contrary
from the
operation
however, from
excepting, however,
notwithstanding; excepting,
contrary notwithstanding;
istrict of Columbiaepted
District of Columbia
and
effect
of
this
resolution
the
following
Acts
and
proclamations,
proclamations,
and
Acts
following
the
resolution
this
of
effect
and
Rents.
Ante, p. 297.
to wit:
wit: Title
"The Food
Food Control and District
District
entitled "The
Act entitled
the Act
of the
2 of
Title 2
to
p. 297.
Ae,
of
Columbia
Rents
Act,"
approved
October
22, 1919 (Forty-first
(Fort -first
Trading
with the of Columbia Rents Act," approved October 22, 1919
Trading with
Statutes,
297), the Act known as the Trading with the Enemy
hnem
Statutes, page 297),
Enemy.
Vol. 40, p. 411.
411), and all
Act,
approved
October
6, 1917
1917 (Fortieth
Statutes, page 411),
all
(Fortieth Statutes,
6,
Liberty bond
bond Acts
Acts, Act, approved October
Fourth
etc.
amendments thereto,
thereto ' and the First, Second, Third,
Third' and
and Fourth
amendments
etc.
Vol. 40, pp. 35, 288,
Liberty Bond
Bond Acts,
Acts, the
Supplement to
to the Second Liberty Bond
the Supplement
Liberty
P 1309.
4, 965,
5s4.'
503 844,
30 .28,
War
ar Finance Corpo- Act, and the Victory
3 of the War
1 and 3
titles 1
Act;
Liberty
Loan
Liberty
Victory
the
and
ar Finance coro- Act,
ra t
atn.
Finance
Corporation Act
Act (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes,
Statutes, page 506) as amended
amended
Vol.
40,
pp. 50,
506, 1313.
Corporation
Finance
1313.
40,pp.
Vol.
084
Ante, p..11084.
1313),
.
Ante,
by the Act approved
approved March
March 3, 1919 (Fortieth Statutes,
Statutes, page 1313),
and
Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 55, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Congress, entitled
entitled
and Public
"Joint
Finance Corporation
Corporation to take
War Finance
directing the War
resolution directing
"Joint resolution
agriculin
certain
action
for
the
relief
of
the
present
depression
in the agriculdepression
present
the
of
relief
certain action for the
tural
sections
of
the
country,
and
for
other
purposes,"
passed
January
passedJanuary
purposes,"
other
for
and
iis- tural sections of the country,
Proclamations
Proclamations
conferred
authority conferred
4,
also the
the proclamations
proclamations issued under the authority
1921; also
4, 1921;
thereunder.
sued thereunder.
of this
operation
by
the
Acts
herem
excepted
from
the
effect
and
operation
and
effect
the
from
excepted
herein
by the Acts
Provisos.
proios.
shall be
contained shall
herein contained
Status of
Provided,however,
resolution: Provided,
of deserters
deserters resolution:
however That nothing herein
be
status
unchanged.
terminate the military
construed as
effective to
to terminate
military status of any person
person
as effective
construed
nchang.
now in desertion from the military or naval service of the United
United
selec now in desertion from the military or naval service of the
Violators of selecprosecution and punishment
to prosecution
States,
to terminate
the liability
punishment
liability to
terminate the
nor to
service law.
States, nor
tive service
Vol.
40, p.7.
p. 76.
(Fortieth
1917 (Fortieth
selective service law, approved
Vol.40,
under the selective
approved May 18, 1917
Statutes, par
76), of
who failed to comply with the properson who
any person
of any
page 76),
Statutes,
visions of said Act, or of Acts amendatory thereof: Provided
Provided further,
further,
Amendment
t to Es- visions of said Act, or of Acts amendatory thereof:
men
Act
That
the Act
entitled
An Act
section 3,
3, title 1, of the
the Act
amend section
pionage
to amend
Act to
""An
entitled
Act
the
That
Act.
ionage Act.
Punishing obstruorelations,
'An Act
acts of interference
interference with foreign relations,
punish acts
to punish
Act to
entitled 'An
ofbods
tions
sale of
bonds, entitled
ton tosale
to
to
enlistments, etc.,
etc., the
the neutrality,
neutrality, and
commerce of the United States, to
foreign commerce
the foreign
and the
enlistments,
to
repealed.
the
punish espionage,
espionage, and
to enforce
the criminal
criminal laws
laws of
of the
enforce the
Vol.d 40, p.
p. 553,
553, rebetter to
and better
re- punish
el,
pealed.
1917
purposes,' approved
United States,
States ' and for other purposes,'
approved June
June 15, 1917
led.United
(Fortieth Statutes,
217), and
and for
for other
purposes '" approved
approved
other purposes,"
page 217),
Statutes, page
(Fortieth
May
16, 1918
1918 (Fortieth
and the same is
page 553), be, and
Statutes, page
(Fortieth Statutes,
May 16,
Former provision reapproved
Act
said
3
of
hereby,
repealed,
and
that
said
section
3
of
said
approved June
section
said
that
and
repealed,
hereby,
rovisonreFvioe
vived.
Vol. 40, p.
p. 219
219.
viv:d.
15, 1917,
1917, is hereby
restored with the same force and
hereby revived and restored
15,
219.
Vol.,
enacted.
originally enacted.
as originally
effect as
from effect
No exeption
exemption from
prosecution
from prosecution
Nothing herein
herein contained
shall be
be held
held to
exempt from
to exempt
contained shall
prosecution for prio
Nothing
priorr
proeution
violations.
heretofore committed
from punishment any offense heretofore
relieve from
or
to relieve
violations.
or to
committed in
committed
violation of
of any
Act hereby
hereby repealed
repealed or which may be committed
any Act
violation
provided.
while
remains in
in force as herein provided.
it remains
while it
Approved, March
1921.
March 3, 1921.
Approved,

Date
when resoluDate when
tion
becomes effective
effective
tion becomes
to
govern.
to govern.

l-‘

March
1921.
3, 1921.
h 3,

[S. J. J.
Res.
251
ie. 2511
[i.

[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.65.1
No. 654
[Pub

Preamble.
Preamble.
Fourteenth Census.
Fourteenth

CHAP. 137.-Joint
Resolution To authorize
authorize payment to members
members of the Army
137.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.
Census
Fourteenth Decennial
and
who were
enumerators duringthe
during the Fourteenth
Decennial Census
as enumerators
employed as
were employed
Navy who
and Navy
to
the census
the Army
Army and
and Navy.
Navy.
in the
persons in
of persons
census of
take the
to take

enumeration of persons
an enumeration
that in
in making
making an
persons in the
appears that
it appears
Whereas it
census. Whereas
Decennial Census, in the
Army
Navy for
the Fourteenth
Fourteenth Decennial
for the
and Navy
Army and.
impracticable to
judgment of
the Director
Director of the Census it
it was impracticable
to
of the
judgment
do
with the
the official
official sanction
sanction of the Army . and
than, with
otherwise than,
do otherwise
Navy,
Navy
officers and enlisted men of the Army and Navy
employ officers
Navy, employ
as enumerators,
enumerators, and
and that
that such officers
officers and enlisted men
men were
were
as
duly
promised
enumeration and were promied
the enumeration
make the
to make
employed to
duly employed
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CO NGRE SS.
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SESS. III.
III. CHS.137,148,149.
CHs. 137, 148, 149.
SESS.
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compensation at
enumerated;
cents for each person enumerated;
3 cents
rate of 3
the rate
at the
compensation
and
Whereas the
for such
disallowed
have been disallowed
compensation have
such compensation
the vouchers
vouchers for
Whereas
by the accounting
accounting officers of the Treasury Department
Department on the
by
ground
payment thereof
unwarranted; and
was unwarranted;
thereof was
that payment
ground that
Whereas it
that in
in the
judgment of the Director
Director of
the judgment
appears that
further appears
it further
Whereas
the Census the
the census of the military and naval forces was taken
the
more
assurance of
of compensation
compensation to
to
of the
the assurance
reason of
by reason
accurately by
more accurately
such
enumerators than
it had been taken under orders of the
if it
than if
such enumerators
War
Department: Therefore
Therefore be it
War Department:

Resolved by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United A rmyand
Eumeratorsinavy
of the
House of
by the
the Senate
Resolved
Enumerators
in
to be
States
of America
Congress Assembled,
N
That the appointment of Army and Navy
Assembled, Mat
in Congress
America in
States of
such
enumerators be,
the same
validated and
the paid
paid for services.
services.
that the
and that
hereby, validated
is hereby,
same is
and the
be, and
such enumerators
Fourteenth Decennial Census are
moneys appropriated
appropriated for the Fourteenth
moneys
hereby made
made available
available for
for the
the payment
payment of their services as such
hereby
enumerators.
Approved, March
1921.
3, 1921.
March 3,
Approved,

CHAP. 148.—An
approved March
March 3,
1891, incorporating
incorporating the
3, 1891,
Act approved
an Act
amend an
To amend
Act To
148.-An Act
CHAP.
National Conservatory
Conservatory of
Music of
America.
of America.
of Music
National

March 4,
1921.
March
4,1921.
[S. 1551.]
[s.
1551.1
376.]
[Public, No. 376.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United National
Be
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
National ConservaConservaof Music.
Music.
of Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Act of
Congress torn
tore /of
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
at s
approved March
March 3,
3, 1891,
constituting the
the persons
tuterrators substinamed aatuter
therein named
persons therein
1891, constituting
approved
body
politic and
by the
National Conservatory
of aeol
Velae26,
d2.6
p. 1093,
Conservatory of
the name
name National
corporate by
and corporate
body politic
names of
the names
Music
hereby amended
amended by
by substituting
substituting the
is hereby
America, is
of America,
Music of
Henry White,
White, George Peabody
Walcott, Mary
Peabody Eustis, Charles D. Walcott,
Henry
Harrison
Ewing, Lillia
Babbitt Hyde,
Helen
Hyde, Helen
Lillia Babbitt
Cochran Ewing,
Anna Cochran
McKee, Anna
Harison McBee,
Jeannette M. Thurber,
Whitney Straight, Jeannette
Jenkins, Dorothy Whitney
Hartley Jenkins,
Thomas Ewing,
Ewing, George
McAneny, and
and Ernest M. Stires in place of
George McAneny,
Thomas
Pinckney Whyte,
S. Hewitt, Frank R. Lawrence, William Pinckney
Abram S.
Enoch Pratt,
H. Payne, Olive Risley Seward,
Fitz Hugh
Hugh Lee, William H.
Pratt, Fitz
Enoch
John
Hay, S.
P. Langley,
Langley, Anthony
and
Anthony Pollock, C. R. P. Rodgers, and
S. P.
John Hay,
Conservatory of Music of
John
Scofield, and
and that said National
National Conservatory
John M. Scofield,
America
establish and
maintain branches
the District
District of
authorized.
Bran"hesauthorized.
of Branches
outside the
branches outside
and maintain
may establish
America may
Columbia.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
Act is hereby Amendment
Amendment.
this Act
repeal this
to alter,
power to
the power
SEC.
reserved.
reserved.
Approved, March 4, 1921.
Approved,

" The
The New Mexico Enabling
CHAP.
149.—An Act
To amend
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "
Enabling Act."
Act."
amend an
Act To
CHAP. 149.-An

March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
[S. 4310.1
4310.]
[S.
[Public, No. 377.]

w Mexico
Meico.
of the United
United New
House of
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
by the
the Senate
Be
ol.36,
amendsection 13 of the Act •tVoi.36,p.565,amendassembled, That section
Congress assembled,
States
of America
j,'
in congress
America in,
States of
ed.
a con- ed.
entitled
"An Act to enable the people of New Mexico
Mexico to form a
entitled "An
stitution
on
and State
State government and be admitted into the Union on
stitution and
an equal
original States; and to enable the people
the original
equal footing with the
an
of
constitution and State government
be adgovernment and be
a constitution
to form
form .a
of Arizona
Arizona to
mitted
the Union on an equal footing with the original States,"
into the
mitted into
approved June
June 20,
amended to
to read
as follows:
approved
20, 1910,
1910, is
is hereby
hereby amended
read as
follows:
Judicia district e
"SEc.
That the
admitted as
as aforesaid,
con- tab1ished.
tattliceit district esshall conaforesaid, shall
when admitted
the State,
State, when
13. That
SEC. 13.
stitute
one judicial
district
judicial district, and the district court of said district
stitute one
shall be
held at
at the
the capital
of said
State, and
and the
the said
said district
district shall,
shall, in eighth circuit
said State,
capital of
be held
shall
circuit. udge,attorney,and
for judicial
attached to
to the
the eighth
eighth judicial circuit.
i
d e attic
orne 'and
d
be attached
for
judicial purposes,
purposes, be
judge, one marshal
There shall
for said
district one
one district judge,
martshg
at a
Y'
said district
appointed for
be appointed
shall be
There
United States
States attorney,
United States marshal. The judge
and one
one United
attorney, and
United
similar
of
receive a
yearly salary
salary.the same as other similar
a yearly
shall receive
district shall
said district
of said
judges of
of the
the United
United States,
provided for by law, and shall
States, payable as provided
judges
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reside
in the
which he
he is
is appointed.
reside in
the district
district to
to which
appointed. There
There shall
shall be
be apappointed
of said
said court,
court, who
shall keep
keep his
his office
the capital
capital
pointed a
a clerk
clerk of
who shall
office at
at the
of said State. The regular terms of said court
court shall be
be held on the
the
first Monday
and the
first Monday
in September
each
first
Monday in
in March
March and
the first
Monday in
September of
of each
thereof shall
year. The district
district court
court for
for said district
district and the judges
judges thereof
shall
powers and
jurisdiction and
and perform
perform the
the same
same duties
possess the same powers
and jurisdiction
duties
required to
required
to be performed
performed by
by the other
other district
district court
court and
and judges
judges of the
the
United States,
States, and shall be
be governed
governed by the
the same laws and regulations.
regulations.
The marshal, district
attorney, and the
district attorney,
the clerks
clerks of
of the
the district court
court of
of
said district, and
performing duties in
and all other officers
officers and persons performing
in
the administration
administration of
justice therein,
shall severally
severally possess
possess the
the
of justice
therein, shall
the
powers
and required
to be
powers and perform the
the duties
duties lawfully
lawfully possessed
possessed and
required to
be
performed by similar
districts of
United States,
States,
performed
similar officers
officers in
in other
other districts
of the
the United
services they
receive the
the fees
fees and
and
and shall,
shall, for
for the
the services
they may
may perform, receive
compensation
performing similar
compensation now allowed by
by law to officers
officers performing
Mexico."
services for the United States
States m the Territory of
of New
New Mexico."
Approved,
March 4, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March

Clerk.
Terms.
Terms.
Jurisdiction,
etc.
Jurisdiction, etc.

March 4, 1921.
-

Snss.
III. CHS.
CHs. 149-151.
149-151.
SESS. III.

CHAP. 150.--An
150.-An Act To exchange
site at
CHAP
exchange the present
present Federal
Federal building
building and
and site
at GasGastonia, North
tonia,
North Carolina,
Carolina, for
for a
anew
new site
site and
and building.
building.

Is. 4332.
[S.
4332.1
[Public,
378.1
1F
ublie,
No. 31.]
Gastonia, N.
N. C.
C.
Gastonia,

enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
Be itit enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
of the
the United
States
America in
in Congress
'assembled, That the
Secretary of
of the
States of
of America
Congress'assembled,
the Secretary
the
ized, for new
ized,
new site, etc. Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered to exchange
and convey to the Citizens
Citizens National
Gastonia, North CaroCaroNational Bank
Bank of
of Gastonia,
lina,
lina, by
by the
the usual quitclaim
quitclaim deed,
deed, the present
present Federal building
building and
and
site
Carolina, for
the site
site at
corner
site at
at Gastonia,
Gastonia, North Carolina,
for the
at the
the northwest
northwest corner
of
Street and
Franklin Street,
said city,
city, offered
offered by
said
of South
South Street
and West
West Franklin
Street, in
in said
by said
Payment for.
Payment for.
bank, and in addition to said land said bank shall pay to the SecreSecretary
Treasury $175,000
$175,000 to
to cover
the cost
of the
the erection
of aa
tary of the
the Treasury
cover the
cost of
erection of
stone-faced
building thereon
suitable for
stone-faced public
public building
thereon adequate
adequate and
and suitable
for the
the
of the
United States
The present
present Federal
buildUse
present build- needs
needs of
the United
States in
se of present
in such
such city.
city. The
Federal building during
construc- ing and site to
ing
during constructo remain
the custody
custody and
control of
remain in
in the
and control
of the
the United
United States
States
tion.
until
the completion
until the
completion of the proposed
proposed new building.
Construction of new
new
Construction
That upon
the said
said new
new site,
when acquired
acquired as
aforesaid, the
building.
That
upon the
f new
site, when
as aforesaid,
the
building.
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and
directed to
to cause
to be
be constructed
constructed a
commodious
directed
cause to
a suitable
suitable and
and commodious
building, with fireproof
fireproof vaults, heating and
building,
and ventilating
ventilating apparatus,
apparatus,
approaches,
and so
so forth,
for the
the accommodation
accommodation of
of the
post office
approaches, and
forth, for
the post
office
Limit of cost.
and
governmental offices
in said
said city,
city, at
limit of
of cost,
cost, excluLmit
of cost.
and other
other governmental
offices in
at aalimit
excluMoneyse received
avaiab . e
sive of
of the
site, of
of not
sive
the site,
not exceeding
exceeding $175,000.
$175,000. Said
Said amount
being hereby
amount being
hereby
available.
authorized
moneys to
paid to
to the
authorized and
and made
made available
available from
from the
the moneys
to be
be paid
the
Secretary of
of the
by said
said Citizens
Citizens National
Nati onalBank
Bank o
Gas Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury by
offGastonia, North
as herembefore
mentioned.
tonia,
North Carolina,
Carolina, as
hereinbefore mentioned.
March 4,
Approved, March
4, 1921.
1921.
building
Exchange
public
pubtlic
Ebuangeat,of author-

1921.
4, 1921.
March 4,
[S. 4664.1
[s.
4m4.1
[Public, No. 379.1

CHAP. 151.—An
Act To
To amend
first paragraph
paragraph of
of section
section 20
of the
Act of
of
CHAP.
151.-An Act
amend the
the first
20 of
the Act

Congress
Congress approved
approved July 17, 1916,
1916, known
blown as the Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended
amended
by the Act of Congress approved
approved April 20, 1920.

[Public, No. 379.1

Be itit enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
the United
America in
ongress assembled,
assembled, That
That the first paragraph of
in C
Congress
States of America
Vol0.39, p.377,amend- section
section 20 of the Act of Congress approved July 17, 1916, as amended
amended
by the Act of Congress approved April
to
April 20, 1920, be amended
amended to
read
read as follows:
Farm loan bends.
Farm loan
Lba
"SEC.
provided for
"
SEC. 20. That bonds
bonds provided
for in
in this
shall be
be issued
issued in
in
this Act
Act shall
Denominations,
°u etc,
denominations of $40
$40, $100,
$100, $500,
$500, $1,000,
$1,000, and
and such
such larger
=
amto
ted
denominations
larger denomidenomimodified.
nations as
as the
Federal Farm
Board may
may authorize;
they shall
shall
the Federa
Farm 1..oan
Loan Board
authorize; they
Ae, p.
p. 571, amendamd- nations
Ad.slats,
ed.
run for specified minimum and maximum
maximum periods, subject to payFederal F

n

Federal Farm Loan
Act.
Vol. 39, p.317, amended.

Act.
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ment
retirement, at
of the
land bank,
time
ment and
and retirement.
at the
the option
option of
the land
bank, at
at any
any time
Peri od extended
years.e
d
after the
minimum period
period specified
specified in
in the
bonds, which
which shall
not be
ten en
years
the bonds,
shall not
be ten
the minimum
after
longer
than ten
years from
of their
their issue.
issue. They
shall have
have
longer than
ten years
from the
the date
date of
They shall
interest coupons attached,
semiannually, and shall be issued
interest
attached, payable semiannually,
in
less than
$50,000, the
amount and
and terms
to be
be fixed
fixed
in series
series of
of not
not less
than $50,000,
the amount
terms to
Interest
ere st limit.
by the Federal Farm
Farm Loan Board. They
They shall bear a
a rate of interest
exceed 5
annum."
not to exceed
5 per centum per annum."
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
Approved,
.

"An Act to provide
section 3
3 of an
an Act entitled
CHAP.
152.—An Act To
To amend
amend section
entitled "An
provide
CHAP. 152.-An
purposes,"
of Alaska,
Alaska, and for other purposes,"
for the
the leasing
coal lands
lands in
the Territory
Territory of
in the
of coal
for
leasing of
approved October
1914.
approved
October 24,
24, 1914.

to

March 4,
1921.
4, 1921.
March
[S.4864.1
[S. 4864.1
[Public,
No.
380.]
[Public, No. 380.]

Be
enacted by
b
.ythe
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Alaska
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
ascoa
coal lands.
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That section
Act V.38,p.
States
America in
assembled, That
section 33 of
of the
the Act
Vol. 38, p. 742,amend742, amendentitled
Act to
to provide
provide for
for the
the leasing
the ed.
entitled "An
"An Act
leasing of
of coal
coal lands
lands in
in the
edeasingprovisions.
Leasing provisions.
Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes,
purposes," approved
approved October
Territory
October 24,
1914, be,
be and the same
same is hereby, amended
to said
said section
1914,
amended by adding to
section
the
proviso:
the following
following proviso:

Prospecting permits

And
provided .further,
further , That
prospecting or
exploratory work
permits
or exploratory
work authorized.
autho
And provided
That where
where prospecting
is
necessary to determine
determine the existence or workability
workability of coal deposits
is necessary
unclaimed, undeveloped
Secretary of
undeveloped area
area in
in Alaska,
Alaska, the
the Secretary
of the
in any
any unclaimed,
Interior
prospecting permits for a
a term of not to exceed
exceed
Interior may issue prospecting
regulations and conditions as to
four years, under such rules and regulations
development
prescribe, to applicants
applicants qualified
qualified under
under this
may prescribe,
this Area.
development as he may
exceed two thousand five hundred and sixty acres,
Act, for
for not
not to exceed
and if within the time specified in said permit the permittee shows
to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
the land
coal in
to the
Interior that
that the
land contains
contains coal
in comcom- Lease
Lese to
permittee i
to permittee if
coal found.
mercial quantities, the permittee
mercial
permittee shall be entitled to aa lease under coalfound.
this
this Act for
for all or any part of the land in his permit.
Approved, March 4, 1921.
Approved,

CHAP.
153.—An Act
Act To
the coinage
coinage of
50-cent piece
piece in
in commemoracommemoraof aa50-cent
authorize the
To authorize
CHAP. 153.-An
of Missouri
Missouri into
into the
the Union.
tion
of the
the one
one hundredth
admission of
the admission
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of the
tion of

March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.

[S. 4893.]
4893.a
[Public, No. 381.1
381.1

[Public, No.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
the United
centennial.
of the
United Missouri centennial.
and House
House of
Representatives of
Senate and
by the
Be
enacted by
Silver
e 50-cent pieces
States
in congress
assembled That
commemoration of
of toSie
ictillcn'.
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That in
in commemoration
to be coined
in coinmemoration of.
of.
of Missouri
the admission
admission of
the one
anniversary of
of the
Missouri into the inemoration
one hundredth
hundredth anniversary
the
Number.
Union there shall be coined at the mints of the United States 50-cent Number.
pieces to the number of two hundred and fifty thousand, such 50-cent
50-cent
pieces to be of the standard
standard troy weight, composition,
diameter,
composition, diameter,
device, and design as shall be fixed by the Director
Director of
of the Mint,
Mint, with
with
the approval
of the
of the
Treasury, which
which said
said 50-cent
tender.
Legaltender.
50-cent Legal
the Treasury,
Secretary of
approval of
the Secretarythe
payment to
to the
the amount of their
pieces shall be
be legal tender in any payment
face value.
Coinage laws
laws maiie
Coinage
made
S
EC. 2.
all laws
in force
force relating
relating to
to the
subsidiary silver
silver applicable.
applicable.
the subsidiary
now in
2. That
That all
laws now
SEC.
coins of
of the
of the
the same,
and the
the coining
coining or striking of
coins
the United
United States
States and
regulating
process of coinage,
the
coinage, providing
providing for the
and guarding
guarding the
the process
regulating and
purchase of
the transportation,
transportation, distribution,
distribution, and
and for
for the
purchase
of material
material and
redemption
debasement or
or councounthe prevention
prevention of
of debasement
the coins, for the
redemption of the
terfeiting for
for security
security of
or for
for any
any other
other purposes,
whether
purposes, whether
of the
the coin,
coin, or
terfeiting
applicable, apply
apply to
to Proviso.
Proviso.
shall, so
so far
far as
as applicable,
otherwise, shall,
said laws are penal or otherwise,
expense
DSe br thea
the
coinage herein
herein authorized:
That the
the United
United States
States etc.No
r di
o
ep°
Provided, That
authorized: Provided,
the coinage
expense of making the necessary dies and
shall not be subject to the expense
preparations for this coinage.
other preparations
Approved.
Approved. March 4, 1921.
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March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
March
[H. R. 14669.]
[H. R. 14669.]
[Public, No. 382.]
[Public,

1921.
1921.

Carson National
of forest
forest lands in
CHAP. 154.-An
I54.—An Act
in the Carson
National
consolidation of
Act For
For the
the consolidation
CHAP.
Forest,
New Mexico,
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
Forest, New
Mexico, and

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
of America
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
United States
of
Interior be,
be, and
hereby is, authorized in his discretion to
and hereby
of the Interior
accept
on
behalf
of
the
United
States title
to any lands within the
title to
States
United
of
the
behalf
on
accept
Carson National
National Forest,
Forest, New
New Mexico,
if in
opinion of
of the Secrethe opinion
in the
Mexico, if
Carson
tary
of Agriculture
public interests
interests will be benefited thereby
the public
Agriculture the
tary of
and the
the lands
lands are
valuable for
purposes, and
forest purposes,
national forest
for national
chiefly valuable
are chiefly
and
in
exchange therefor
give not
to exceed
an equal
value of such
equal value
exceed an
not to
may give
therefor may
in exchange
national
lands or
or timber
national forest as
said national
the said
within the
timber within
forest lands
national forest
may
determined by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture and the Secreof Agriculture
be determined
may be
Timber
removal, tary of the Interior.
Timber removal,
etc.
et c
exchanges
Timber given and the timber on lands given in such exchanges
Timber
regulations relating
shall be
be cut
cut and
removed under
under the laws
laws and regulations
and removed
shall
to
the national
national forests,
forests, and
and under
under the
supervision
direction and supervision
the direction
to the
Agriand in
of the
Secretary of Agrithe Secretary
requirements of
the requirements
with the
in accordance
accordance with
and
Accepted lands addculture.
conveyed to
to the
the United
Act
States under this Act
United States
Lands conveyed
culture. Lands
edatttodainddreTtded to national forest.
shall,
acceptance of
become a
apart of the Carson National
title, become
of title,
upon acceptance
shall, upon
Forest.
Approved,
4, 1921.
1921.
March 4,
Approved, March
National

Carson National Forest, Colo.
Exchange of lands
S
witcnaugthori
within,
authorized.

March 4,
1921.
4,1921.
March
[H.
R. 15085.]
15085.1
[H. R.
[Public, No.
383.1
No. 383.]
[Public,

Seminole
I55.—An Act To perpetuate the memory of the Chickasaw
Chickasaw and Seminole
CHAP. 155.-An
in Oklahoma.
Indians in
of Indians
Tribes of

Be
enacted by
and House
House of
the
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be itit enacted
America in
United States
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
erect at
to erect
directed to
of the
and directed
at
authorized and
is authorized
he is
and he
be, and
Interior be
the Interior
oryTbes ithor- of
zed.
Tishomingo
Oklahoma, monuments
Tishomingo and Wewoka, Oklahoma,
monuments constructed
constructed of
Tishomingo granite
to perpetuate
perpetuate the
the memory
of the
the Chickasaw
Chickasaw
memory of
granite to
Tishomingo
Tribes of
of Indians
in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Indians in
Seminole Tribes
It Tishomingo,
in and
and Seminole
Tishoing
At
memory
monument erected
That the
SEC
2. That
htsaw
memory of Chickasaw
S
EC 2.
the monument
erected at
at Tishomingo,
Tishomingo, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
Tribe.
Tribe.
shall have inscribed thereon such words and figures as will in the
judgment
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior preserve
memory of
of
the memory
preserve the
of the
of the
judgment of
the
Chickasaw
Tribe
of
Indians
in
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
in
in the Chickasaw Tribe of Indians
Wewoka in
At Wewoka
erected at Wewoka,
3. That
memory
Seminole
SEC.
S
EC. 3.
That the
the monument
monument erected
Wewoka, Oklahoma,
memory of semmole
Tribe.
Tribe.
shall have inscribed
inscribed thereon
thereon such words and figures as will in the
judgment of
of the
the Secretary
the Interior
memory of
of
the memory
preserve the
Interior preserve
of the
Secretary of
judgment
Seminole Tribe
Tribe in
in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
the Seminole
Appropriation from the
Appropriation
of any
any
out of
appropriated out
tribal funds.
to be
be appropriated
authorized to
S
EC. 4.
That there
there is
is authorized
4. That
SSEC.
tnbaffunds.
Indians
of Indians
Semmole Tribes
money
to the
the Chickasaw
Tribes of
and Seminole
Chickasaw and
belonging to
money, belonging
in any
in
Oklahoma in
Treasury or
deposited in
or deposited
States Treasury
the United
United States
in the
in Oklahoma
Secretary
bank or
by any
any official
official under
under the jurisdiction of the Secretary
held by
or held
bank
of
Interior the
the sum
sum of
$15,000 from
from each
each tribe, respectively.
of $15,000
the Interior
of the
Approved,
1921.
March 4, 1921.
Approved, March
Chickasaws and
Chickasaws
Seminoles,
Okla.
seminoles, OkLs.
Monuments in memory of Tribes authorized.

March 4,1921.
4, 1921.
March
[H. R.
R. 15891
15894.1
[H.

[Public, No. 384.1

[Public,

Hospita,

0. 384.1

etc., for

Hospitals, etc., for
ex-soldiers.
Methods of seeuig,
securing,
Methodso
authorized.
authorized.

facilities for
additional hospital
Providing additional
156.-An Act
CHAP.
CHAP 156.—An
Act Providing
hospital facilities
for patients
patients of the
Vocational Education,
Bureau of War Risk Insurance
Education,
Insurance and of the Federal Board for Vocational
Division
Division of
of Rehabilitation,
Rehabilitation, and for other purposes.

of the

the United
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
of the
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
Be
States
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
assemble, That
Congress assembled,
States of
the limits
appropriations made
within the
Treasury is
is authorized,
authorized, within
limits of
of appropriations
out-patient dispensary
herein, to
additional hospital and out-patient
dispensary
to provide
provide additional
herein,
facilities
for persons
persons who served
served in the World War and are now or
facilities for
War Risk
Risk Insurance or of
hereafter
may be
be patients
patients of
the Bureau
Bureau of
of War
of the
hereafter may
the Federal
Board for
Vocational Education,
Education, Division of Rehabilitafor Vocational
the
Federal Board

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . S
ESS. III.
III. CH.
Cu.156.
156.
SESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

1921.
1921.

plants, (2)
tion,
(1) by
by purchase,
purchase, gift,
gift, or
lease of
(2) by construcor lease
of existing
existing plants,
tion, (1)
by the
the Government
tion on
Government or on sites to be acquired,
acquired,
owned by
on sites
sites now owned
tion
when approved
by the
the President,
President, by
by purchase,
condemnation, gift,
gift,
purchase, condemnation,
when
approved by
plants
or extension
or otherwise,
otherwise, or
(3) by
remodeling or
extension of existing plants
or (3)
by such
such remodeling
or

1365
Existing plants.
plants.
Existing
Construction on
owned sites.
Remodeling,
etc.,
Publi ealth
Public
Health plants.
plants.

owned or acquired
acquired by the United States at
at
and their equipment, owned
places now being used or that have been used by the Public Health
Service for
purposes, as
be necessary
necessary economically
economically to
to
as may
may be
Service
for hospital
hospital purposes,
cluded.facilitieEquipment,
etc.m
e included.
adapt
herein provided.
provided. Such ties,
adapt such plants to the uses and purposes herein
etc.,
the
necesshall
include
facilities
hospitals and out-patient
out-patient dispensary
hospitals
buildings, and auxiliary structures, mechanical
mechanical equipment,
sary buildings,
approach
trackage facilities leading
leading thereto, vehicles,
approach work, roads and trackage
provide
accessories, and also shall provide
equipment and accessories,
live stock, furniture, equipment
accommodations
officers, nurses, and attending
attending personnel, and
and
accommodations for officers,

Acceptance of
donaof donatioAnCtetC
of the Treasury is authorized to accept gifts or dona- tions,
the
Secretary of
the Secretary
etc.
named herein;
herein;
tions for any of the purposes named
supsupArmy
The Secretary
Secretary of War is authorized
authorized and
and directed to transfer without
without plies,
Arm etc.,
etc
y hospital
o
t
s
o
p g:
to
be transplies,
'erred to Public Health
Health
Treasury for the use of the Publicferred
the Treasury
charge to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
charge
Service.
rv ce.
construction, and miscellaneous
Service such mechanical,
mechanical, construction,
miscellaneousSe
Health Service
material, hospital furniture
hospital and medical
furniture and equipment, hospital
required
motor-driven vehicles, not required
supplies, motor trucks and other motor-driven
Health
Department, as may be required by the Public Health
by the War Department,
Service for
hospitals;
Service
for its
its hospitals;
etc., serviceTechnical,
for
discretion to ices
Treasury is authorized
The
of the Treasury
authorized in his discretion
The Secretary
Secretary of
for contcructio
construction
purposes,
authorized.
authorized.
District purposes,
employ technical
and clerical
assistants within
or without
without the District
within or
clerical assistants
technical and
employ
laws rules, and regulaof Columbia, without regard to civil-service laws,
herein appropriated
construction
appropriated for construction
tions, and to pay from the sum herein
customary rates of compensation,
exclusively to aid in
compensation, exclusively
purposes, at customary
the preparation
preparation of
above-named
for the above-named
specifications for
plans and specifications
of the
the plans
the
Allowance for exexecution thereof, and for pensesupplies
supervision of the execution
for the
objects and
the supervision
penses, supplies, etc.
and for
objects
field-office equipment, and supplies,
traveling expenses, field-office
supplies, commercial
commercial
traveling
i
n or
incident thereto, at
at
or out of the District of Columbia, incident
printing in
a
technical and clerical assistants
additional technical
a total limit of cost for such additional
and traveling
expenses, and
forth, of
centum Proeio.
and
traveling expenses,
and so
so forth,
of not
not exceeding
exceeding 3
3 per
per centum
Proviso.
Supervision of work.
above- Supervision
That all of
of
the limit
limit of
of cost
Provided, That
of the abovefor construction:
construction: Provided,
cost for
of the
mentioned work
work shall
be under
the direction
direction and supervision of the
under the
shall be
mentioned
Treasury;
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury;
Assignment of lands,
Halt
In carrying
purposes herein authorized
authorized the President is etAcsiPumntoc
carrying out the purposes
In
etc., to Public Health
Service.
assign
to assi
authorized
empowered, in
discretion, to
gn for use of the Service.
in his
his discretion,
and empowered,
authorized and
Secretary of
jurisdiction of the Secretary
under the jurisdiction
Service, under
Health Service
Public Health
the
Treasury, such
lands or
or buildings
now owned
owned or
or leased
leased by
the Treasury,
such lands
buildings now
by the
the Volunteer
olunteer Soldiers'
excepted.
the Homes excepted.
United States,
States, not
not including
of the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
under the
property under
including property
United
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, which, in his judgNational
efficiently for the care of patients of the
ment, can be used more efficiently
Bureau
of War
War Risk
Risk Insurance;
Insurance; and
ate transfer
trsfer
is Immediate
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
Secretary of
and the
the Secretary
Bureau of
Mackenzie,
Forts Mackenzie,
authorized
directed to
to take
take over
over immediately
immediately Fort
Fort Mackenzie,
Mackenzie, of Forts
and directed
authorized and
Walla Walla. and LoWyoming,
and Fort
H. Roots,
and Lo
wnla
wat.s
Roots, gan
Fort Logan
Logan H.
Washington, and
Walla, Washington,
Fort Walla
Walla Walla,
Wyoming, Fort
M.
Roots.
Arkansas,
buildings, and equipment
equipment belonging
belonging thereto
Arkansas, with all lands, buildings,
for
uses contemplated
contemplated herein
herein and
and to
to expend
expend from
appropria- Allotments
for in
for the
the uses
from the
the approprnaAllotments for
increasing hospital facilinot to exceed
paragraph not
tion in
in the
the following
exceed $600,000 at Forts creasinghospitalfacilifollowing paragraph
tion
ties at.
$250,000 at Fort tiest.
and Walla
Mackenzie
Walla Walla, and not to exceed $250,000
Mackenzie and
Logan
increasing hospital facilities
providing and increasing
H. Roots,
Roots, for providing
Logan H.
thereat;
thereat;
Appropriation
for
for
Aropriation
For carrying
relating to
to addiaddi- expenses.
paragraphs relating
the precedin
precedingg paragraphs
effect the
into effect
carrying into
For
Post,
p.
1374.
1374.
tional
hospital
facilities
there
is
hereby
appropriated
out
of
any
st,
p.
of
any
tional hospital facilities there is hereby appropriated out
money
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum of
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
money in
Amount for remod$18,600,000,
available .mount
remain available
and to
to remain
available and
immediately available
to be
be immediately
$18,600,000, to
etc.. plant.
eing,etc.,plant.
until
which sum
not to
to exceed
exceed S6,100,000
$6,100,000 shall be used eling,
sum not
of which
expended, of
until expended,
remodeling or extending existing plants.
for remodeling
Approved, March
March 4,
1921.
4, 1921.
Approved,

1366
1366
March
4, 1921.
1921.
March 4,
[H. B. 10]83.1
ER'
1°8834
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 385.1
3&5.1

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS
SESS. III
CHs. 157-159.
157-159.
CONGRESS.. SESS.
III.. CHS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

1921.
1921.

CHAP.
157.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
counties of
of Beaufort,
Beaufort, South
South Carolina,
and
Carolina, and
the counties
CHAP. 157.-An
Chatham,
construct aabridge
the Savannah
Savannah River
River at
Chatham, Georgia,
Georgia, to construct
bridge across
across the
at or
or near
near SavanSayannah, Georgia.
Georgia.
nah,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Savannah River.
Beaufort
County, States
States of
America in
assembled, That
That the
counties of
the counties
of Beaufort,
Beaufort,
Beaufort CoUity,
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
County
S. C.,
Chatham
may Sou
th Carolina,
and Chatham,
Georgia, be,
and are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
Chatham, Georgia,
be, and
c.t,andGa.,
Chathamy
South
Carolina, and
bridge,
a
,
t Savannah.
Savannah. to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
abridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto
bridge, at
Construction.

Construction.
Vol. 34,
84.
34, p.
Vol.
p. s.

Amendment.
AmendmenSEC.

across
River at
at a
apoint
point suitable
to the
interests of
the interests
of navinaviSavannah River
suitable to
across the
the Savannah
gation at
at or
or near
near Savannah,
Savannah, Georgia,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
Georgia, in
gation
of the
the Act
"An Act
to regulate
regulate the
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
of
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
the construction
over
navigable
approved March
23, 1906.
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March 23,
1906.

SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
alter, amend,
repeal this
this Act
or repeal
Act is
is hereby
hereby
right to
to alter,
amend, or
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, March
March 4, 1921.
1921.
Approved,

March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
March
[H. R. 10963.]
38]
386.]

[PuHblic, No.
[Public,
No.

River.
Savannah
Savannah River.
J.
J. E.
Smith and
and J.
E.
J. J. Smith
McGee
may
bridge,
near
McGeeRailey's
may bridge,
Ferry,
Ferry,
near Haiey's
Ga.
Ga.

Construction.
Construction.
Vol.
34, p.
p.80.
Vol. 34,
80.
Amendment.
Amendment.

March 4, 1921.
1921.
March
[H.
1185.l
R. 11851.]
[H. R.

[Public,
No. 381.1
[Public, No.
387.1

construction of aa
CHAP.
Act Granting
CHAP 158.-An
158.—An Act
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Congress for the construction
bridge
across the
the Savannah
Savannah River
River near
Ferry, and
and between
counties of
of
the counties
between the
near Hailey's
Hailey's Ferry,
bridge across
Anderson, South
and Hart,
Georgia.
Anderson,
South Carolina,
Carolina, and
Hart, Georgia.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and Howse
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
House of
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress
America in
States of
of America
in Congress
i
to J.
J. Smith
Smith and
and J.
E. McGee,
both of
Starr, South
South
of Starr,
J. E.
McGee, both
J. J.
granted to
isshereby
hereby granted
Carolina,
assigns, to
operate a.
a
Carolina, and
and their
their assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
bridge
across the
the Savannah
River at a
apoint,
point
Savannah River
approaches thereto
thereto across
bridge and
and approaches
navigation, near Hailey's
Hailey's Ferry, and
suitable to the
the interests of navigation,
between the
the counties
Anderson, South
Hart, Georgia,
Georgia,
and Hart,
Carolina, and
South Carolina,
of Anderson,
counties of
between
in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An
to
"An Act to
regulate the
construction of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
approved
over navigable
waters," approved
the construction
of bridges
regulate
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
March
S
EC. 2.
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
SEC.
2. That
That the
the right to alter,
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1921.
Approved, March
March 4, 1921.

CHAP. 159.-An
159.—An Act Authorizing the exchange of lands
lands within the Rainier
National Forest, in the State of Washington,
Washington, and for other purposes.

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
Be it
United
of America
asemlled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
accept on
on behalf
behalf
of the
Interior be,
and he
he is
of
the Interior
be, and
authorized to
to accept
of the
title to
to any
any lands
not in
of
the United
United States
States title
lands not
in Government
Government ownerownerseven,' nine,
ship in sections three, five, seven
nine, eleven,
eleven, fifteen, seventeen,
seventeen,
nineteen, twenty-one,
twenty-nine,
nineteen
twenty-one, twenty-three,
twenty-three, twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, twenty-nine,
and thirty-one
thirty-one in
in township
north, range
four east,
east, Willaand
township fourteen
fourteen north,
range four
Willameridian; sections
township
mette meridian;
sections thirteen and twenty-five
twenty-five in
in township
fourteen
fourteen north, range three east, Willamette
Willamette meridian;
meridian; and sections twenty-one, twenty-seven,
twenty-nine, thirty-three,
twenty-seven, twenty-nine,
thirty-three, and
thirty-five
township fifteen
north, range
thirty-five in township
fifteen north,
range four
four east,
east, Willamette
Willamette
meridian
within the
Forest which,
in the
opinion
meridian, within
the Rainier
Rainier National
National Forest
which, in
the opinion
Secretary of Agriculture,
valuable for
for national
of the Secretary
Agriculture, are chiefly
chiefly valuable
national
forest
and in
in exchange
exchange therefor
therefor may
may give
not to
to exceed
exceed
forest purposes,
purposes, and
give not
an equal value of such Government timber or land in any national
national
determined by the
forest in the State of Washington as may be determined
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture and acceptable to the owner as fair comany reservations
reservations which
which the
the G
overnm ent.
Timbepensation,pensation, considering
considering any
Government
Timber re mo
I a may
etc.
given in
such exchanges
exchanges shall
be cut
e removal,
may make.
make. Timber
Timber given
in such
shall be
cut and
and rereetc.
supervision and in accordance
moved under the direction and supervision
accordance with
Agriculture. Lands conveyed
,AceLpted
requirements of the Secretary of Agriculture
lntdts add'
ad- the requirements
AecePted
lands
conveyed
ed
to natiorml
forest.
to the United
LTnited States under this Act shall, upon acceptance
acceptance of title,
become parts of the Rainier National
National Forest.

ti
ini
Rainier
National
Forest,
Wash.
Foest, wash.
withanger
ofteland
within,
Exchange
authorized.
of
la n
d
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1921.
1921.

Lands reserved
for
SEC.
hereby authorized,
S
EC. 2. That the President
President is hereby
authorized, upon
upon applicaapplica-, water
Lands
reserved
for
of mu-

water supply
tion by aa municipality, to reserve
reserve and set aside from all forms of
nicipalities.
of ncipalities.
entry-, or appropriation,
under
either
the
mineral
or
nonlocation, entry,
appropriation, under either the mineral or nonmineral land laws of the United States, any lands
lands of
of the
the Uinted
Uinted
States within the exterior boundaries
National Forest
Forest
boundaries of the
the Rainier
Rainier National
which, in his judgment, are essential
essential for the
water
the protection
protection of
of the water
supply of such municipality,
municipality, and such reservation shall
shall remain
remain in
force until revoked by him
laira or by Act of Congress, said lands
lands therethereafter to be administered
administered for watershed
watershed protection
protection by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of Agriculture in cooperation with the municipality
municipality for whose benebene-

fit they were
were reserved,
reserved, and
and the
is authorized,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
authorized,
Rules, etc., for p
by the
the Act
in addition to the rules and regulations
regulations authorized
authorized by
Act of
of tection.
etc., for protesRl
ro
30, p. 35.
Acts supplemental
supplemental Vol.
Vol. 30,p.35.
June 4, 1897 (Thirtieth
(Thirtieth Statutes, page 11),
11), and Acts
thereto and amendatory
amendatory thereof, to prescribe
prescribe from time to
to time
time and
enforce rules and regulations
regulations necessary
necessary to
the purpose
purpose of
of
to carry
carry out
out the
this Act, including the right to forbid persons other than
forest
than forest
officers
officers and
and those
those authorized
municipal authorities
authorized by
by the
the municipal
authorities from
from Punishment
Punishment for
for viovioentering
regulations,
lation of regulations,
entering or otherwise trespassing upon such reservations.
reservations. Any lation
etc.
violation
violation of this Act or of regulations
shall be punishpunish- etc.
regulations issued thereunder
thereunder shallbe
able as is provided
provided for in section 50 of the Act
Act to
Act entitled "An
"An Act
to
codify, revise, and amend
amend the penal
penal laws
of the
United States,
States, VoL
laws of
the United
3, p.
p. 1
Vo
Vol. 35,
1098; Vol.
approved
March 4, 1909"
p. 857.
at Large, page
approved March
1909" (Thirty-fifth Statutes at
page 1098),
1098), 36, p.
857.
as amended by the Act of Congress
(ThirtyCongress approved
approved June
June 25,
25, 1910
1910 (Thirtysixth Statutes at Large,
Large, page 857).
857).
Approved,
Approved, March 4, 1921.

CHAP. 160.-An
1430.—An Act Authorizing bestowal
bestowal upon
unidentified
upon the unknown,
unknown, unidentified
British soldier buried in Westminster
Westminster Abbey and the unknown, unidentified French
soldier buried in the Arc de Triomphe of the congressional
congressional medal of honor.
honor.

March 4, 1921.
1921.
[H. R. 16076.1
[Public,
[Public, No. 388.1

[H. R. 16076.
No. 388.

Preamble.

Whereas
Whereas Great
Great Britain
and France,
France, two
two of
the Allies
Allies of
the United
United
Britain and
of the
of the

Preamble.

CHAP 161.-An
161.—An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
for sundry
sundry civil
civil expenses
expenses of
of the
the
Government for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
1922, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
Government
for the
ending June
June 30,
30, 1922,
for other

[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 389.1
389.]

States in the World War, have lately done honor to the
unknown
the unknown
dead of their armies by placing with fitting ceremony
ceremony the body of
unidentified soldier, respectively,
an unknown,
unknown, unidentified
respectively, in
in Westminster
Westminster
Abbey
Abbey and in the Arc de Triomphe;
Triomphe; and
and
Whereas, animated
animated by the same spirit of comradeship
comradeship in
in which
which we of
fought alongside
alongside these
these allies,
allies, we
we desire
to add
add
the American
American forces fought
desire to
whatever
whatever we can to the imperishable
imperishable glory won by the deeds of our
our
allies and commemorated
m part by
to their
their unknown
unknown
commemorated in
by this
this tribute to
dead: Now, therefore,
Be it
Senate and
and House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
United
Representatives of
of the
the United
.
Med al
oofhoonoar. unStates of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the President
President of
the Bestowedlohno unof the
stoltesrtetr)urren nAbUnited
United States be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized to bestow with appro- in
ikn Westminster
nestmDster
oey, %an
s d in Arc de
priate ceremonies,
civil, the
the congressional
ceremonies, military and civil,
congressional medal of
of honor
honor be,
in
Arc de
and
Triomphe.
upon the unknown, unidentified British soldier buried
buried in Westminster
Westminster Tromphe.
Abbey, London,
London, England, and upon the
the unknown,
unknown, unidentified
unidentified
French soldier
soldier buried in the Arc de Triomphe,
Triomphe, Paris, France.
Approved, March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
March 4,
4, 1321.
March
1921.

[H. R. 15422.]

Be it enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
United Sundry
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
Sundry civil ex-

States of
Congress assembled,
That the
the following
are
States
of America
America in,
in Congress
assembled, That
following sums
sums are

appropriated, out of
Treasury not
appropriated,
of any money
money in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
for the
ending June
appropriated, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1922,
1922, namely:
namely:

penses
penses appropriations.

appropriations.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT .
TREASURY

Depart-

AND RENT.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
RENT.
CONSTRUCTION AND
BUILDINGS, CONSTRUCTION
rUBLIC

Public
buildings.
Public buildings.
Alexandria,
La.
Alexandria, La.
Rent.
Rent.

Honolulu,
Hawaii.
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Completion.
Completion.
Remodeling, etc., ocRemodeling,
°ccupied
buildings.
cupied buildings.

Limit.

Alexandria, Louisiana:
Louisiana: For
For additional
for rent of temporary
temporary quaradditional for
Alexandria,
ters
for
the
accommodation
of
Government
officials
and moving
officials
Government
of
ters for the accommodation
expenses incident
thereto, $5,000.
incident thereto,
expenses
Honolulu, Hawaii,
post office,
customhouse: For
courthouse, and customhouse:
office, courthouse,
Hawaii, post
Honolulu,
completion,
$531.29.
$531.29.
completion,
Remodeling, and
and so
public buildings:
remodeling,
buildings: For remodeling,
forth, public
so forth,
Remodeling,
enlarging,
and
extending
completed
and
occupied
public buildings,
occupied public
and
enlarging, and extending completed
including
changes in
to or changes
additions to
incidental additions
and incidental
necessary and
any necessary
including any
available
make
or
provide
to
as
mechanical
thereof so
available
equipment thereof
mechanical equipment
of
aggregate
additional
space
in
emergent
cases,
not
to
exceed
aggregate
an
exceed
to
not
cases,
emergent
additional space in
$30,000
any one
one building, $380,000.
at any
$30,000 at

Marine hospitals.
hospitals.
Marine

MARINE
HOSPITALS.
MARINE HOSPITALS.

Cairo, Ill.
ill.
Cairo,

Cairo,
Illinois: For
For repairs
repairs to building and mechanical equipment,
Cairo, Illinois:
$25,000.
$25,000.
repairs,
alterations, repairs,
Fort
Stanton,
New Mexico,
Fort
Stanton, New
Mexico, Sanatorium: For alterations,
Fort Stanton,
N.
stanton, N.
Fortsanatorium.
sanatorium.
Mex.,
Mex.,
and improvements
to certain
necessary properly
may be necessary
as may
buildings as
certain buildings
improvements to
and
to maintain
maintain this
this plant,
plant, $20,000.
.
$20,000..
to
y
Lousie,
Louisville,
Ky.
improvements and repairs, including
Louisville, Kentucky:
Kentucky: For improvements
Louisville,
Lounsville, y.
$10,000.
installation of
of two
two new
and repairs
repairs to stack, $10,000.
boilers and
new boilers
installation
Mobile,
Alabama: For furnishing
bile, Alabama:
Ala.
Mobile,
furnishing and installing
installing refrigerating
refrigerating
Mobile, Ala.
new
complete
apparatus,
elevator,
entire
new
steam-heating
complete
system,
steam-heating
new
entire
elevator,
apparatus,
X-ray equipment,
together with
with certain
alterations and repairs to
to
certain alterations
equipment, together
X-ray
building
and mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment as
necessary properly to
may be necessary
as may
building and
modernize and
and equip
plant, $30,000.
$30,000.
this plant,
equip this
modernize
San
to
San Francisco,
alterations, painting, and repairs to
For alterations,
California: For
Francisco, California:
San
c.
Fancisco, Calif.
san Francisco,
buildings,
mechanical
equipment,
and
so
forth,
relocating
and
imrelocating
forth,
so
and
equipment,
mechanical
buildings,
proving
certain outbuildings,
rat-proofing certain
certain buildings,
buildings, and repairoutbuildings, rat-proofing
proving certain
properly to
necessary
be
mg
and
improving
approaches,
all
may
necessary
may
as
all
mg and improving approaches,
$15,000.
modernize
and
equip
this
plant,
$15,000.
plant,
this
equip
and
modernize
Stapleton, N. J.
Stapleton,
New York:
alterations,. repairs,
repairs, painting,
painting, and
and
For alterations,
York: For
Stapleton, New
stapletonN. .
approaches,
and
equipment,
mechanical
improvements
to
buildings,
mechanical
equipment,
approaches,
buildings,
to
improvements
also
for erection
outbuildings for storage purposes, as may
minor outbuildings
of minor
erection of
also for
be
necessary
properly
to
modernize
equip this
this plant,
plant, $15,000.
and equip
be necessary properly to modernize and
Hospitals for disin effect the
continue
to
To
enable
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
Treasury
the
of
Secretary
the
enable
To
[orldirs.
. soldiers.
,tas
c
charged,
etc.,
the
authorize
to
Remodelin g,trans- provisions of
Act
"An
of
section
2
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
authorize
entitled
section 2 of the Act
trranst provisions
Remodein,
ferred
to Pubc Health
facilities
sanatorium
and
hospital
provide
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
sanatorium
facilities
to
Treasury
the
of
Service.
Secretary
Service.
Vol. 40, p.. 1302.
1302.
marines,"
for discharged
sick and
and disabled
soldiers, sailors, and marines,"
disabled soldiers,
discharged sick
for
ol. 40,
at
$50,000
of
approved
March
3,
1919,
not
to
exceed
aggregate
aggregate
an
exceed
to
not
1919,
approved March 3,
any one
$300,000.
station, $300,000.
one station,
any
Quarantine stations.
stations.
Quarantine
Cape
Fear, N. C.
Cape Fear, N. C.
Supervision
struction.
of conco

strSutison"

Expenses,

public

Repairs and

preser-

p

buldnsgs.
buildings.

vation.
vo

and pre-

Alisqln%
ta,s Alaska

STATIONS.
QUARANTINE
QUARANTINE STATIONS.

Cape Fear, North Carolina: For launch
launch shelter at wharf, $500.
"Quarantine
Hospitals" and "Quarantine
The
"Marine Hospitals"
under "Marine
work under
foregoing work
The foregoing_
Stations"
shall be performed
under the
direction of
supervision and direction
the supervision
performed under
Stations" shallbe
the
SuperN
ising
Architect
of
the
Treasury.
the
of
Architect
the Supervising
EXPENSES.
GENERAL EXPENSES.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, REPAIRS,
AND GENERAL
EQUIPMENT, AND
REPAIRS, EQUIPMENT,
PUBLIC

all
preservation of
Repairs and preservation:
preservation: For repairs and preservation
of all
thereof,
grounds
the
and
completed
and
occupied
public
buildings
public
occupied
and
completed
ire partitions
under the
of the
Department, and for wire
Treasury Department,
the Treasury
control of
the control
under
under the
piers
wharves
and
ftv
screens
therefor,
Government
and
Government
therefor,
and fly screens
control
of the
the Treasury
together with the necessary
Treasury Department, together
control of
and
Alaska, and
dredging adjacent
adjacent thereto,
thereto, buildings and wharf at Sitka, Alaska,
dredging
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the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury may,
renting said wharf, require
may, in renting
of the
the Treasury
the
that the
lessee shall
shall make
make all
necessary repairs
vacant
thereto; care of vacant
repairs thereto;
all necessary
the lessee
that
sites
under the
Treasury Department,
necessary
Department, such as necessary
of the
the Treasury
control of
the control
sites under
fences, filling
holes, cutting
cutting grass
and weeds,
not for
weeds, but not
grass and
dangerous holes,
filling dangerous
fences,
any permanent
repairs and preservation of
improvements thereon; repairs
permanent improvements
any
buildings
not reserved
reserved by
by vendors
on sites
the control of the
under the
sites under
vendors on
buildings not
enlargement
Treasury
Department acquired
acquired for public buildings or the enlargement
Treasury Department
of public
buildings, the
the expenditures
this account for the current
current
on this
expenditures on
of
public buildings,
fiscal
to exceed
exceed 15
such
centum of the annual rentals of such
15 per centum
not to
year not
fiscal year
building:
That of
of the
sum herein
exceed- Provisos.
Pri"eao
not exceedappropriated not
herein appropriated
the sum
Provided,That
building: Provided,
Public
Health

uss-

quarantine
staquarantinestapitals,
Public pitals,
ing $200,000
be used
the repair
repair and
preservation of Public
and preservation
for the
used for
may be
$200,000 may
ing
tions, etc.
and tions, et.
Health
Service hospitals,
hospitals, quarantine
quarantine stations
stations and
and completed
completed and
Health Service

occupied
by the
the Government
and under
the
under the
Government and
owned by
outbuildings owned
occupied outbuildings
control of
of the
the Treasury
and
including wire partitions and
Department, including
Treasury Department,
control
Treasury
Departfly
same, and
exceeding $30,000
the Treasury,
Treasury, ment
Departi
mi buildings.
for the
$30,000 for
and not
not exceeding
for same,
fly screens
screens for
Treasury
Treasury Annex
Numbered Two, Arlington, Liberty
Annex Numbered
Annex, Treasury
Treasury Annex,
Loan, Butler
Auditors' Buildings
Buildings in
the District of Personal service rrein the
and Auditors'
Winder, and
Butler, Winder
Loan,
Pronal service
Columbia: Provided
further, That
That this sum shall not be available for stricted.
Providedfurther,
Columbia:
the payment
personal services
services except
for work
contract
done by contract
work done
except for
of personal
payment of
the
or for
for temporary
temporary job
job labor
under exigency
exceeding at one time
exigency not exceeding
labor under
or
the sum
at any
one building,
building, $900,000.
$900,000.
any one
of $100
$100 at
sum of
the
Mechanical
equipeq"'ui
mehanieal
Mechanical equipment:
installation and repair
repair of mechanical
mechanical ment,
For installation
equipment: For
Mechanical
Heating,
lighting.
under the etc.Heating, lighting,
equipment in
in all
occupied public
public buildings
buildings under
and occupied
completed and
all completed
equipment
control of
of the
the Treasury
including heating, hoisting, et
Department, including
Treasury Department,
control
plumbing, gas
gas piping,
ventilating, vacuum
refrigerating
and refrigerating
cleaning, and
vacuum cleaning,
piping, ventilating,
plumbing,
apparatus,
plants, meters,
interior pneumatic-tube
pneumatic-tube and
meters, interior
electnc-light plants,
apparatus, electric-light
intercommunicating telephone
telephone systems, conduit, wiring, call-bell and
intercommunicating
signal systems,
systems, and
maintenance and
of tower
tower clocks; for
and repair of
for maintenance
and for
signal
installation and
and repair
repair of
of mechanical
equipment, for
forefor any of the foremechanical equipment,
installation
going items,
in buildings
not reserved
reserved by
by vendors
vendors on sites under the
buildings not
items, in
going
control of
Department acquired
for public buildings or
acquired for
Treasury Department
of the
the Treasury
control
the
enlargements of
public buildings,
buildings, the
expenditures on this
total expenditures
the total
of public
the enlargements
account
f
or the
not to
to exceed
centum of the Provisos.
per centum
10 per
exceed 10
year not
fiscal year
current fiscal
the current
account for
annual
rentals of
such buildings:
buildings: Provided,
Provided, That
That of
the sum
sum herein
herein Public
Pruioealth
of the
of such
annual rentals
Health hoshosetc.
appropriated,
not exceeding
exceeding $125,000
for the
pitais,etc.
installa- pitals,
the installaused for
be used
may be
$125,000 may
appropriated, not
tion
Public Health Service
in Public
equipment in
of mechanical
mechanical equipment
repair of
and repair
tion and
hospitals and
quarantine stations
stations owned
owned by
by the
the Government
and Treasury DeptrtGovernment and
and quarantine
hospitals
mTsti.tn
under
the
control
of
the
Treasury
Department,
exceeding sent
not exceeding
and
Department,
Treasury
the
boildings.Depgwtunder the control of
$50,000 for
the Treasury,
Treasury Annex,
NumAnnex NumTreasury Annex
Annex, Treasury
Treasury, Treasury
for the
$50,000
bered Two
Arlington, Liberty
Winder, and Auditors
Liberty Loan, Butler, Winder
Two,: Arlington,
bered
Buildings,
in the
the District
includinti the generatbut not including
Columbia, but
of Columbia,
District of
Buildings, in
ing plant
plant and
and its
its maintenance
maintenance in
the Auditors
Building, and
and not
not Pneumatic
tu
n
Auditors Building,
in the
ing
tube serNew YorkCity.
York City.
exceedi
$10,000
the maintenance,
changes in,
-Pn.New
of vice,
repairs of
and repairs
in, and
maintenance, changes
for the
$10,000 for
exceeding
pneumatic-tube system
between the
appraisers warehouse
at Greenwarehouse at
the appraisers
system between
pneumatic-tube
wich,
Christopher, Washington,
and Barrow
and the
the new
new
Streets and
Barrow Streets
Washington, and
wich, Christopher,
customhouse
of Manhattan, in the city
Borough of
Green, Borough
Bowling Green,
m Bowling
customhouse m
pavement and subsurface
of
including repairs to the street pavement
York, including
New York,
of New
necessary
incident to
maintenance changes,
changes,
to or resulting from such maintenance,
necessary incident
Personal
services
e rret s ae
or
rep:
airs Proru"led
available for striatednot be available
sum shall not
this sum
That this
further,' That
Providedfurther
or repairs:
the
personal services except for work done by contract,
of personal
payment of
the payment
or
under exigency
exigency not
one
at one
exceeding at
not exceeding
labor under
job labor
for temporary
temporary job
or for
time
the
sum
of
$100
at
any
one
building,
$645,000.
$645,000.
building,
any
one
at
$100
of
sum
the
time
Vaults, safes, etc.
Vault and
safes: For
For vaults
vaults and
and lock-box
and repairs
repairs VaUltssa, etc.
equipments and
lock-box equipments
and safes:
Vault
the
thereto in
completed and
under the
occupied public buildings under
and occupied
all completed
in all
thereto
control
and for the necessary safe
Treasury Department, and
the Treasury
of the
control of
equipments
and repair;
under the
the
buildings under
public buildings
all public
in all
thereto in
repairs thereto
equipments and
control
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
occupied
and occupied
completed and
whether completed
Department, whether
of the
control of
or in
course of
construction, exclusive
services, except for
of personal
personal services,
exclusive of
of construction,
or
in course
work
temporary job labor under
under exigency
exigency
work done by contract or for temporary
not
at one
one time
$50 at any one building, $90,000.
sum of $50
time the sum
exceeding at
not exceeding
44281°-21---88
44281°-21-88
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Secretary of the Treasury
General expenses:
expenses: To
Treasury to
enable the Secretary
To enable
General
of
6
execute and
give effect
to the
the provisions
provisions of section 6 the Act of
effect to
and give
execute
Supervising Architect. May 30, 1908 (Thirty-fifth Statutes,
page 537):
537): For
foremen draftsdraftsFor foremen
May 30, 1908 (Thirty-fifth Statutes, page
services.
Su Technicalfsrcteet.
men,
draftsmen, and
draftsmen, at
at rates of
apprentice draftsmen,
and apprentice
architectural draftsmen,
men, architectural
pay from
from $840
to $2,500
per annum;
engineers and
and draftsstructural engineers
annum; structural
$2,500 per
$840 to
pay
men,
at
rates
of
pay
from
$840
to
$2,500
per
annum;
mechanical
mechanical
annum;
per
$2,500
to
$840
from
pay
of
men, at rates
sanitary, electrical,
electrical, heating
heating and
and ventilating,
ventilating, and
and illuminating
illuminating engisanitary,
neers and
draftsmen, at
at rates
$1,200 to
$2,400 per
per
to $2,400
from $1,200
pay from
of pay
rates of
and draftsmen,
neers
to
annum;
computers
and
estimators,
at
rates
of
pay
from
$1,600
to
$1,600
from
pay
of
rates
at
estimators,
and
computers
annum;
$2,500
annum; the
the expenditures
under all the foregoing
foregoing classes
expenditures under
per annum;
$2,500 per
for
which aaminimum
minimum and
of compensation
compensation is stated,
rate of
maximum rate
and maximum
for which
superintendents,
superintendents, superintendents,
Superintendents,
not to exceed $125,000; suervising
supervising superintendents,
Superintendents125000;
and
junior
superintendents
of
construction,
at rates
inspectors,
and
and junior superintendents of construction,
$195,000;
of
pay
from
$2,000
to
$3,500
per
annum,
to
exceed
$195,000;
not
annum,
per
$3,500
to
$2,000
from
pay
of
General expenses.
expenses.
General
Vol. 35, p. 537.
Additional
salary,
salary,
AdditionPa

Expenses of superinall inspectors
of superintendence,
tendence, inspectors,
superintendence, including
including expenses
expenses of all
inspectors and
and
expenses of
ofsupectris, expenses
tenenes

other officers
and employees, on duty or detailed in connection with
officers and
other
work on
public buildings
and the
the furnishing
furnishing and
and equipment
thereof,
equipment thereof,
buildings and
on public
work
and
the work
work of
of the
Architect's Office,
from
Office, under orders from
Supervising Architect's
the Supervising
and the
the
Treasury Department;
Department; for
the transportation
transportation of household
household goods,
for the
the Treasury
superintendents,
incident to
to change
change of
supervising superintendents,
of supervising
headquarters of
of headquarters
incident
superintendents,
and junior
superintendents of
construction, and
and
of construction,
junior superintendents
superintendents, and
inspectors,
not in
in excess
excess of
five thousand
thousand pounds
pounds at any one time,
of five
inspectors, not
draying
together with
expense incident
incident to
packing and draymg
to packing
necessary expense
the necessary
with the
together
$7,500;
of
expenditure
the
same,
not
to
exceed
in
any
one
a
total
expenditure
$7,500;
a
year
one
any
in
exceed
to
the same, not
superintendents, including
office rent
including temporary
expenses of superintendents,
and expenses
rent and
office
stenographic and
assistance in
in the
the preparation
preparation of reports and
other assistance
and other
stenographic
Office
supplies,
etc.
the
care
of
public
property,
and
so
forth;
advertising;
office supplies,
advertising; office
forth;
so
and
property,
public
of
care
the
etc.
oce supplies,
including drafting
drafting materials,
materials, specially prepared paper, typewriting
typewriting
including
machines, adding
and other
other mechanical
mechanical labor-saving
labor-saving
machines, and
adding machines,
machines,
devices,
exchange of
furniture, carpets, electric-light
electric-light
of same; furniture,
and exchange
devices, and
telephone service;
telegraph and telephone
Proviso
fixtures,
service;
fixtures, and office equipment; telegraph

etc.
etc.

.
Restriction
Restrction on transporting supplies.
Ante,
122.
p,""p. 1272.
rtA

Provded,
postage: Pro
and postage:
freight, expressage,
v
i
ded, That no expenditures
expenditures
expressage, and
on trans- freight,

transportation of operating
shall
be made
made hereunder
hereunder for
operating supplies for
for
for transportation
shall be
public
building's; not
to exceed
exceed
$6,000 for stationery; not to exceed
exceed $6,000
not to
public buildings;
$1,000 for
for books
books of
of reference,
reference, law
periodicals and
technical periodicals
books, technical
law books,
$1,000
journals; contingencies
kind and
traveling
description, traveling
and description,
every kind
of every
contingencies of
journals;
of title,
expenses
of
site
agents,
recording
deeds
and
evidences
evidences
other
and
deeds
recording
expenses of site agents,
photographic matephotographic
chemicals, plates, and photographic
instruments, chemicals,
photographic instruments,
rials,
such other
articles and supplies and such minor and inciother articles
and such
rials, and
dental expenses
expenses not
connected solely with work on
enumerated, connected
not enumerated,
dental
public building's,
acquisition of sites, and the administrative
the acquisition
buildings, the
public
work
connected with
the annual
appropriations under the Superannual appropriations
with the
work connected
vising
Architect's Office
Office as the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may deem
deem
vising Architect's
necessary
and specially
approve, but not including heat,
or approve,
order or
specially order
necessary and
the
light,
janitor service,
service, awnings,
awnings, curtains,
curtains or any expenses for the
light, janitor
general maintenance
maintenance of
Treasury Building,
Building, or surveys,
surveys, plaster
plaster
of the Treasury
general
models, progress
pit borings, or mill and shop
photographs, test pit
progress photographs,
models,
inspections,
$424,600.
inspections, $424,600.
Treasthe TreasArchitectural
Architectural competitions:
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
competitions: To
Architiectrscorn-- Architectural
petitions.
contracts
under
architectural
for
r=
enl
or
cornMy
to
make
payment
payment
architectural
services
under
contracts
make
to
ury
coror
aymeint
entered into
prior to
the repeal
Act entitled "An Act authorizthe Act
of the
repeal of
to the
into prior
entered
ing
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
obtain
plans and specifications
specifications
obtain
to
Treasury
the
of
Secretary
ing the
for
public buildings
buildings to
be erected
erected under
under the
supervision of the Treasthe supervision
to be
for public
construcsupervision of the construcury
providing for local supervision
and providing
Department, and
ury Department,
additional
tion of
1893, including additional
February 20, 1893,
approved February
same," approved
the same,"
of the
tion
commissions accruing
under certain
contracts due to increase
certain of said contracts
accruing under
commissions
as otherwise
in
the
limits
of
cost
of
buildings,
except
otherwise specifispecifibuildings,
certain
of
cost
of
limits
the
in
cally provided
by law,
law, and
and including
payment for
for the services from
payment
including.il,
provided by
cally
the io,o, Hawaii,
Kilo,
July 1,
1912, of
of the
ofit the
Hawaii, building, specially
architect of
he architect
1, 1912,
July
HilPoHawa.
p. Iraq voi.
1911,
4, 1911,
selected
under the
the provisions
the Act
4,
approved March specially
Act approved
of the
provisions of
selected under
37,7,p.
p.428.
.4sZ.'
m

s

.
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the unexpended
unexpended balances
of the
for architectural
architectural
appropriations for
the appropriations
balances of
the
competitions, public
public buildings,
the fiscal
fiscal year
1921, or
or so
much
so much
year 1921,
for the
buildings, for
competitions,
thereof
necessary, is
is continued
continued and
and made
available for
made available
be necessary,
may be
as may
thereof as
1922.
said purposes
year 1922.
fiscal year
the fiscal
during the
purposes during
said
EXPENSES.
PUBLIC
OPERATING EXPENSES.
BUILDINGS, OPERATING
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,

Operating expense.
expenses.
Operating
Operating force.

Operating
Secretary of
Personal services.
of Opratingsfrces.
as the
the Secretary
services as
personal services
such personal
For such
force: For
Operating force:
the
may deem
deem necessary
necessary in connection
connection with the care, mainTreasury may
the Treasury
the
tenance,
and repair
repair of
of all public buildings under the control of the
tenance, and
Treasury Department
(except as
hereinafter provided),
together
provided), together
as hereinafter
Department (except
Treasury
with the
the grounds
grounds thereof
equipment and furnishings therein,
the equipment
thereof and the
with
including
assistant custodians,
laborers, and
watchmen, laborers,
janitors, watchmen,
custodians, janitors,
including assistant
charwomen;
passers,
firemen,' elevator conductors, coal passers,
engineers, firemen
charwomen; engineers,
electricians,
dynamo tenders,
wiremen; mechanical
mechanical
and wiremen;
lampists, and
tenders, lampists,
electricians, dynamo
carpenters,
buildings, including carpenters,
labor
force in
in connection
connection with
said buildings
with said
labor force
plumbers,
fitters, machinists,
machinists, and
painters, but in no case
and painters,
steam fitters,
plumbers, steam
for such mechanical
shall
rates of
of compensation
compensation for
mechanical labor force be
the rates
shall the
in the place where
in
excess of
of the
the rates
current at
the time
and in
where such
such
time and
at the
rates current
in excess
Proviso.
foregoing Buildings for
for whidc
Provided, That the foregoing
whiHch
$3,750,000:
employed,
are
services
seuriv(icinesgs
dings
are
under
employed,
tr$031,705f0t,0h0e0 Treasur
Provide
y
d,
p eTpharattmethnet, including available.
public availble.
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
connection with
with all
all public
in connection
use in
for use
available for
appropriation
buil
buildings under the control of the Treasury Department, including
but not including any
the customhouse
customhouse in
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, but
any
District of
the
other public
public building
building within
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
exclusive
and exclusive
District of
the District
within the
other
mints, and
of marine
stations, mints,
branch mints,
mints, branch
quarantine stations,
hospitals, quarantine
marine hospitals,
of
assay offices.
offices.
assay
etc.
Furniture etc.
carpets, and Furniture,
Furniture
of furniture:
furniture: For
For furniture,
furniture carpets,
repairs of
and repairs
Furniture and
repairs of
of same,
same, for
for completed
completed and occupied
occupied public
public buildings under
under
repairs
exclusive of marine hosDepartment, exclusive
the control
control of
of the
Treasury Department,
the Treasury
the
and assay offices,
pitals, quarantine
mints, branch
branch mints,
mints, and
stations, mints,
quarantine stations,
pitals,
and repairs
and
and electric
electric lighting
repairs of same for
fixtures and
lighting fixtures
gas and
for gas
and for
completed
and occupied
public buildings
buildings under
under the
control of the
the control
occupied public
completed and
hospitals
Treasury Department,
Department, including
.
and quarantine
marine hospitals
including marine
Treasury
stations,
but exclusive
exclusive of
mints, branch
branch mints, and assay offices,
offices,
of mints,
stations, but
and
furniture and
and carpets
carpets for
for public
public buildings
buildings and extensions of
for furniture
and for
are to remain
public
of construction
construction which
which are
remain under
course of
in course
buildings in
public buildings
exclusive of
the custody
and control
of the
Treasury Department,
Department, exclusive
the Treasury
control of
custody and
the
and assay
mints,
branch
marine
hospitals,
quarantine
stations,
mints,
branch
mints,
stations,
quarantine
marine hospitals,
offices, and
and buildings
buildings constructed
for other
other executive
departments
executive departments
constructed for
offices,
re
1:errst.
orrii, servic
services reProvided, That the 1perii
or establishments
establishments of
of the
Government, $625,000:
$625,000: Provided,
the Government,
or
stricted.
foregoing appropriation
not be
used for
services strited.
personal services
for personal
be used
shall not
appropriation shall
foregoing
except for
for work
work done
under contract
contract or
for temporary
job labor
labor
temporary job
or for
done under
except
u
$100 at Use of present furniof $100
under
exigency, and
at one
one time
the sum
sum of
time the
exceeding at
not exceeding
and not
under exigency,
r enItureS °pre
any one
Provided further.,That
That all
all furniture
furniture now owned by ture.
building: Providedffurther,
one building:
any
the
in other
buildings or
in buildings rented
or in
public buildings
other public
States in
United States
the United
by the
the United
United States
States shall
be used,
used, so far as practicable,
practicable, whether
whether
shall be
by
not.supe.
regulation plan for furniture
it corresponds
the present
present regulation
furniture or not.
with the
corresponds with
it
Operating supplies.
Fuel,ugtn,
light, power,
power,
heating Fuei,
Operating
supplies: For
fuel, steam,
steam, gas
gas for
for lighting
and heating
lighting and
For fuel,
Operating supplies:
water, etc.
purposes,
supplies ' electric current for lighting
lighting water, etc.
lighting supplies,
ice, lighting
water, ice,
purposes, water,
and
service for custodian forces;
forces; removal
telephone service
purposes, telephone
power purposes,
and power
and weeds, washgrass and
of
ashes and
and rubbish,
snow, and
cutting grass
ice; cutting
and ice;
rubbish, snow,
of ashes
the custodian
of the
ing towels,
and miscellaneous
use of
the use
for the
items for
miscellaneous items
towels, and
ing
occupied
forces in
of completed
completed and
and occupied
maintenance of
and maintenance
care and
the care
in the
forces
public
and the
grounds thereof
thereof under the control of the
the grounds
buildings and
public buildings
and in the care and maintenance
Treasury
maintenance of the
Department, and
Treasury Department,
miscellaneous supequipment and
and furnishing
furnishing in such buildings; miscellaneous
equipment
plies, tools,
tools, and
and appliances
appliances required
the operation
operation (not embracembracin the
required in
plies,
heating, plumbing repairs)
repairs) of
mechanical equipment,
equipment, including
including .heating,
the mechanical
of the
ing
refrigering, hoisting,
hoisting, gas
piping, ventilating,
vacuum-cleaning and refrigerventilating, vacuum-cleaning
gas piping,
ing,
pneumaticating apparatus,
plants, meters, interior pneumaticelectrc-light plants,
apparatus, electric-light
ating
tube and
intercommunicating telephone
telephone systems,
systems, conduit
conduit wiring,
wiring,
and intercommunicating
tube
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call-bell
and signal
systems in
in such
and for
the transportafor the
transportasuch buildings
buildings and
call-bell and
signal systems
tion
herein (including
the customcustomauthorized herein
(including the
of articles
articles or
or supplies
supplies authorized
tion of
Buildings exclu
excluded.
Buildings
house in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
but excluding
any other
other public
excluding any
public
Columbia, but
ided. house
building under
control of
of the
the
Department within
within the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
building
under the
the control
District
and excluding
excluding also
also marine
and quarquarhospitals and
marine hospitals
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
District of
antine
mints, branch
offices, and
and personal
personal
mints, and
and assay
assay offices,
branch mints,
antine stations,
stations, mints,
services,
for work
work done
done by
contract or
job
for temporary
temporary job
or for
by contract
except for
services, except
at
labor
under exigency
exigency not
$100 at
not exceeding
exceeding at one time the sum of $100
labor under
Gas
governors.
Gas governors.
any one
building), $2,500,000.
$2,500,000. The
The appropriation
appropriation made
made herein
herein for
for
one building),
any
gas
include the
and use
use of
gas governors,
governors, when
when ordered
ordered
rental and
of gas
gas shall
shall include
the rental
Provisos.
Pro8isos.
by
Secretary of
in writing:
Provided, That
That rentals
wnting: Provided,
the Treasury
Treasury in
of the
by the
the Secretary
Rental.
Rental.
shall not
not be
be paid
paid for
for such
such gas
gas governors
governors greater
greater than
35 per
centum
per centum
than 35
shall
of
actual value
saved thereby,
shall be
be
saving shall
thereby, which
which saving
gas saved
value of
of the
the gas
the actual
of the
determined
by such
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall
of the
as the
such tests
tests as
determined by
Advance fuel
fuel conAdvance
Provided further,
Secretary of
is
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
direct: Provided
further, That
That the
tracts
authorized. con- direct:
tracts authorized.
authorized
contract for the purchase
purchase of fuel for public buildings
to contract
authorized to
advance of the
under
Treasury Department
Department in advance
of the
the Treasury
the control
control of
under the
Limitation.
Limitation.
Such
for the payment
payment thereof. Such
appropriation for
the appropriation
availability of the
contracts, however,
however, shall
the current
current
of the
necessities of
not exceed
exceed the necessities
shall not
contracts,
fiscal
year.
fiscal year.
Salamanca, N.
N.' Y.
Salamanca,
Ground rent.
Salamanca,
Salamanca, New York, ground rent: For annual ground rent of
account of
of
the Federal
Federal building site at Salamanca, New York, on account
Indian leases,
leases, due
due and
and payable
February 19
19 of
each year,
in
of each
year, in
payable on
on February
Indian
beginning
advance, to the treasurer of the Seneca Nation of Indians, beginning
February 19, 1915, and expiring
$7.50.
1991, $7.50.
February
expiring February
February 19, 1991,
Guard.
Coast Guard.

COAST
GUARD.
COAST GUARD.

For
expenditure requisite
requisite for
authorized
For every
every expenditure
for and
and incident
incident to
to the authorized
$600
work of the Coast Guard, as follows, including not to exceed
exceed $600
motor-propelled passengerfor maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
passengercarrying
official purposes:
purposes:
carrying vehicles, to be used only for official
P ay , etc* ,
officers
For
law for
commissioned officers,
officers,
for commissioned
by law
prescribed by
and allowances
allowances prescribed
pay and
For pay
ofier
PaySe
and
enlisted men.
engineers, warrant officers, petty officers,
officers, and other
cadets and cadet engineers,
enlisted
men active and retired,
surfraen,
enlisted men,
retired, temporary
temporary cooks
cooks and
and surfmen,
substitute surfmen,
suilfmen, and one civilian
civilian instructor,
$6,800,000;
instructor, $6,800,000;
Rations.
For rations or commutation thereof
thereof for warrant
warrant officers,
officers, petty
petty
officers,
and other
men, $1,000,000;
officers, and
other enlisted
enlisted men,
$1,000,000;
Clerks to superinFor eleven clerks
district superintendents
rate as
as the
the
sePerinFor
clerks to district
superintendents at such rate
tendents.
tendentsSecretary Secretary of the Treasury may determine, not to exceed
$1,200 each,
exceed $1,200
$11,917.50;
$11,917.50;
Fuel,
For fuel and water for vessels, stations,
stations, and houses of refuge,
Fuel, etc.
etc.
$575,000;
$575,000;
outfts,store,
For outfits, ship chandlery, and engineers'
engineers' stores for the same,
Outfits, stores, etc.
etc.
$678,000;
$678,000;
Stationq, houses of
rebuilding and
and repairing
stations and
houses of
refuge, temof refuge,
temand houses
repairing stations
of For
For rebuilding
stations,
refuge,
etc.
porary leases, rent, and improvements
improvements of property
property for Coast Guard
Death allowances.
purposes,
use of
of additional
where necessary,
necessary, $300,000;
$300,000;
land where
aditional land
including use
purposes, including
lo
Death
Vol.
35, p. 46.
For
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
Acts of
of March
voL.3,
a.
For carrying
out the
of the
the Acts
March 26,
26, 1908,
1908, and
and
An. D.
2
June 4,
4, 1920,
Ante,
n. 825.
June
1920, $20,000;
$20,000;
Traveling
epense.
For actual traveling expenses
in the discretion
discretion of the
Travelin
gexPensesexpenses or mileage,
mileage, in.
Secretary of the Treasury,
traveling expenses,
Secretary
Treasury, for officers, and actual traveling
per diem
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
persons
per
of subsistence
subsistence not
not exceeding
exceeding $4,
$4, for
for other
other persons
traveling on duty under orders from the Treasury
Department,
Treasury Department,
$175,000;
$175,000;
ft animals.
Draft
For
animals and
their maintenance,
maintenance, $40,000;
For draft animal
and their
$40,000;
Cceeral
ccsilillUniea.
'
For
coastal
communication
lines
facilities and their maintemainteand facilities
lines and
communication
coastal
For
comunicaCtal
lion lines.
name, $45,000;
$45,000;
nance,
e p e
cA men1Picriees.
compensation of civilian employees
empoyees in the field, $61,940;
For compensation
$61,940;
c contingent expenses,
communication service,
cc"a""'tP'at
'
ntn4mte"
4'
For
expenses, inclu
including communication
service subsubsistence
shipwrecked persons succored
sistence of shipwrecked
succored by
by the Coast Guard,
Guard, wharfWharfExpenses.
Expenses.
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age, towage,
apparatus, advertising,
advertising,
to station
station apparatus,
storage, repairs
repairs to
towage, freight,
freight, storage,
age,
surveys,
medals, stationery,
newspapers and periodicals
periodicals for
stationery, labor,
labor, newspapers
surveys, medals,
statistical
and all
all other
expenses which
are not
not
which are
other necessary
necessary expenses
purposes, and
statistical purposes,
included under
under any other heading, $105,000;
$105,000;
In all, $9,811,857.50.
$9,811,857.50.
a i to cutters.
Repairs
cutters.
Rep rs to
For
Coast Guard
$360,000.
Guard cutters,
cutters, $360,000.
to Coast
For repairs
repairs to
anNde;tramYork
The
Lighthouse Service
Service shall
cooperate with
with the
Coast Guard
Guard in
in aow York Roads.
Harbor
shall cooperate
the Coast
The Lighthouse
marking
grounds in
in the
the harbors
harbors of
New York
Buoys.
and Hampton
Hampton Buoys.
of New
York and
marking anchorage
anchorage grounds
Roads
maintaining buoys necessary
necessary for such
such From lighthouse
and maintaining
by furnishing
furnishing and
Roads by
ppropriationoust
for the fiscal appropriations.
Lighthouse Service for
purposes.
for the
the Lighthouse
Appropriations for
purposes. Appropriations
year
therefor.
are made
made available
available therefor.
year 1922 are
ENGRAVING AND
PRINTING.
ENGRAVING
AND PBINTING.

Engraving
Engraving
printing.

and

Work authorized for

For
for
waorkthoried
and printing,
printing, exclusive of repay work, fiscal
For the work of engraving
engraving and
year.
during the
150,000,000 delivered
delivered
exceeding 150,000,000
1922 of not exceeding
fiscal year
year 1922
during
the fiscal
sheets
national-bank and Federal
Federal reserve
of United States currency, national-bank
sheets of
currency, 93,710,850
internal-revenue stamps,
sheets of
of internal-revenue
93,710,850 delivered sheets
currency,
192,000 delivered
delivered sheets of customs stamps, 1,000,000 delivered
delivered Vol. 38, p. 785; Vol.
sheets of
opium orders
orders and
and special-tax
stamps required
required under
under the
785; Vol.
the 440,Vpol.p
special-tax stamps
of opium
sheets
0,P. 11 30.
Act of
December 17,
and. 6,152,037
of checks,
checks,
sheets of
6,152,037 delivered
delivered sheets
17, 1914,
1914, and
Act
of December
follows:
work, as
as follows:
miscellaneous work,
drafts, and miscellaneous
For
salaries of
employees, other
other than
than employees Salaries.
of all
all necessary
necessary employees,
For salaries
required for
for the
of the
bureau of
of the
class
required
the administrative
administrative work
work of
the bureau
the class
,
Vol. 40, p. 1231.
specified in the Legislative,
Legislative, Executive, and Judicial
Judicial V
,p231
for and specified
provided for
A_ppropliation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1920, and plate printers and
plate
expended under
under the
printers' assistants,
assistants, $2,750,000, to be expended
plate printers'
Custody of dies, etc:
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of die, etcfor Cutody
$8,400 for
including $8,400
Treasury,-, including
of the Treasury
the Secretary
direction
custody of
of dies,
rolls, and
Provided, That
That no
no portion
custody
dies, rolls,
and plates:
plates: Provided,
portion of
of this
this Proviso.
L'gotea.
Large
notes.
sum
shall be
expended for printing
notes or Treasury
Treasury
United States
States notes
be expended
printing United
sum shall
notes of larger denomination
canceled or
denomination than those that may be canceled
retired,
as such
may be necessary
executing
necessary in executing
such printing
printing may
in so
so far
far as
retired, except
except in
Vol. 31, p. 45.
To define and fix the standard of value, Vol
31 p- 45"To
the Act
Act "
the requirements
requirements of the
to maintain
maintain the
or coined by
by the
the
money issued
issued or
the parity of
of all forms of money
to
United
purposes,"
United States,
States, to refund the public debt, and for other purposes,"
approved
1900.
14, 1900.
approved March 14,
Wages.
at piece
piece rates
rates to be fixed by the Secre- ga s
plate printers,
printers, at
For wages of plate
tary
of the
the Treasury,
to exceed
exceed the
for such
such
rates usually
usually, paid for
the rates
not to
tary, of
Treasury, not
work,
oi printers'
employed,
assistants, when
when employed,
the wages
wages oi
printers' assistants,
work, including
including the
$2,086,000,
expended under the
Secretary of
the direction
direction of the Secretary
$2,086,000, to be expended
Proviso.
the
of this
this sum
be expended
the Treasury:
Treasury: Provided,
Provided,That
That no
no portion
portion of
sum shall
shall be
expended Large
Largeno
notes.
for
United States
denominanotes of
of larger denominaStates notes or Treasury
Treasury notes
for printing
printing United
tions
canceled or retired except
exec.pt in so far as
that may
may be canceled
tions than those
those that
such
necessary in executing the requirements
requirements of the Vol. 31, p. 45.
such printing
printing may be necessary
Act
define and
and fix
of value,
maintain the
the parity
parity of
of vol. 31, p. 45
to maintain
standard of
value, to
fix the
the standard
Act to
to define
all forms
forms of
of money
money-issued
issued or
or coined
coined by
by the
refund
States, to refund
the United States,
all
the public
public debt,
debt, and
purposes, approved
March 14,
14, 1900.
approved March
and for
for other
other purposes,
the
Materials, etc.
For
and printers
materials except
except Ilat.
printers materials
materials and
and other materials
For engravers'
engravers' and
Ante, p. 1272.
distinctive
including paper
paper for internalexpenses, including
miscellaneous expenses,
paper, miscellaneous
distinctive paper,
revenue
stamps, and
purchase, maintenance,
and driving of
maintenance, and
for purchase,
and for
revenue stamps,
necessary
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
passenger-carrying
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
necessary motor-propelled
vehicles, when, in
ordered by the Secretary,of the Treasury,
in writing,
writing, ordered
vehicles,
$1,750,000, to
expended under
the direction
direction of
Secretary of the
the
of the
the Secretary
under the
be expended
to be
$1,750,000,
Treasury.
Treasury.
Proceeds
from wor
Proceeds from
work
to
be credited
to BoBuDuring
fiscal year
year 1922
1922 all
all proceeds
credited to
per- reau.
to be
from work
work perderived from
proceeds derived
the fiscal
During the
Engraving and Printing, by direction
direction of the r
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of Engraving
formed by
Secretary of
the Treasury,
embraced in the appronot covered
covered and embraced
Treasury, not
of the
Secretary
priation for said bureau
bureau for the said fiscal year, instead of being
being
priation
covered
into the
as provided
covered into
the Treasury
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts,
receipts, as
provided by
by VoL 24, p.
p 227.
the
1886 (Twenty-fourth
(Twenty-fourth Statutes,
Statutes, page
227), shall
shall O p. W.
page 227),
4, 1886
of August
August 4,
the Act
Act of
be
when received
received to
to the
the appropriation
appropriation for
the
said bureau
bureau for the
for said
be credited
credited when
fiscal year 1922.
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RISK INSURANCE.
BUREAU
WAR RISK
INSURANCE.
OF WAR
BUREAU OF

For expenses
expenses of
of the
Act
Insurance under the Act
Risk Insurance
War Risk
of War
Bureau of
the Bureau
For
approved
as amended:
amended:
1917, as
6, 1917,
October 6,
approved October
Compensation: For
and naval
death or
or
for death
compensation for
naval compensation
military and
For military
Compensation:
Military
and naval
naval
Military and
compensation.
disability,
$125,000,000;
and
the
unexpended
balances
approthe
of
balances
unexpended
the
and
$125,000,000;
disability,
compensation.
priations
for military
military and
naval compensation
compensation for the fiscal year
year
and naval
priations for
1921
are
continued
and
made
available
during
the fiscal
fiscal year 1922
1922
during the
available
1921 are continued and made
for
the
payment
of
compensation
for
death
or
disability.
disability.
or
death
for
compensation
of
payment
for the
hosMedical
and hospital
Medical and
and Hospital
Hospital Services:
Services: For medical,
medical, surgical, and hosMedical
Medical andhospital
services for beneficiatraveling
funeral
examinations,
pital
services,
examinations,
funeral
expenses,
medical
services,
pital
bene
for
ies
ries.
Ante,
p. 1364.
$100,000 for
expenses,
expenses, and supplies,
supplies, and not exceeding
exceeding $100,000
for library
library
MAte, p..
books,
magazines,
and
papers,
for
beneficiaries
the
Bureau of
Bureau
the
of
beneficiaries
for
books, magazines, and papers,
War
Risk Insurance,
including court costs and other expenses inciInsurance, including
War Risk
commitment
dent
to proceedings
heretofore or
or hereafter
taken for commitment
hereafter taken
proceedings heretofore
dent to
care
the
for
of
mentally
incompetent
persons
hospitals
and treathospitals
to
persons
of mentally incompetent
ment
of
the
insane,
$33,000,000:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
Proviso.
the
of the
part
no
That
Provided,
$33,000,000:
insane,
the
of
Prvtio.
re- ment
Commutation
moiley hereby
appropriated shall
shall be
be used
commufor the payment of commuused for
hereby appropriated
e moiey
stricted.
stricted.at'
tation
of quarters,
quarters, subsistence
subsistence and
light
heat and light
quarters, heat
or quarters,
laundry or
and laundry
tation of
and longevity
longevity to
to any
than the commissioned
commissioned medical
medical
other than
employee other
any employee
and
disshall be
Disbursement
and officers
appropriation shall
provided for by statute. This appropriation
be disofficers provided
Disbursement and
allotments of approbursed
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of War Risk Insurance,
Insurance, and such portion
portion
bursedy
priation.
ap
priation.
to
thereof as
as may
be allotted
allotted from
time to time to
from time
shall be
necessary shall
be necessary
may be
thereof
National
the
the
Public
Health
Service,
the
Board
of
Managers
of
National
Managers
of
Board
the
Service,
Health
the Public
Home for
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, and the War and Navy
Home
Departments,
and
transferred
to
their credit
credit for
disbursement by
for disbursement
their
to
Departments, and transferred
Improving
acilities them
the purposes set forth in this paragraph.
paragraph. The allotments
for
them
Improving ffacilties
at Vokmteer Soldiers'
may
as may
sums as
Homes.
to the
the said
Board of Managers
Managers shall also include
include such sums
said Board
at Vomnteer ods' to
several
the
in
be
necessary
to
alter,
improve,
or
provide
facilities
several
facilities
provide
or
improve,
alter,
to
be necessary
branches under
under its
accommojurisdiction so as to furnish adequate accommoits jurisdiction
branches
Insurance
dations
for such
such beneficiaries
the Bureau of War Risk Insurance
beneficiaries of the
dations for
as may
be committed
committed to its care.
may be
as
ExPenditurea
anThe allotments
allotments made by the Bureau of War Risk Insurance to the
Ependitres
thorned
allotments
for allotments
thorired for
by
bureau by
to
Public
Health
ServPublic
care of
beneficiaries of
of that bureau
of beneficiaries
the care
for the
Service for
Health Service
to Public Seth Serv- Public Health
the
said service
service shall
shall also
available for expenditure
expenditure by the Public
be available
also be
the said
ice.
Health
necessary personnel, regular and
Service on that account for necessary
Health Service
Service and clerical
reserve
commissioned officers
of the
the Public Health Service
officers of
reserve commissioned
help
the District
of Columbia
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, maintenance,
maintenance, equipColumbia and
District of
in the
help in
transportation and
ment,
lights, water, printing, freight,
freight, transportation
fuel, lights,
leases, fuel,
ment leases,
travel,
and maintenance
maintenance and
passenger motor vehicles.
operation of passenger
and operation
travel, and
a Navy Departments
Navy
17se Dof
The allotmentsand
made to the
the War and
Departments shall be
War and
o War
Nse
epartments
alof approprialotments.
available for expenditure
expenditure under the various headings
headings of
appropriaatmnte s al available
los
tions made
made to
to said
departments as may be necessary.
said departments
tions
Expenses.
Expese.
Vol.
40, pp. 401, 609.
Ante,
p. 371.
AIt,p.40371.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
OBJECTS, TREASURY
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS,
MISCELLANEOUS
DEPARTMENT.

for, and
use for,
authorized to use
o.ngs
The Secretary
and in
in
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
The
Aprpb ations
the
to
relating
laws
enforcement of the
laws
the enforcement
the TreasTreasconnection with, the
relating to the connection
laws relating

av=of
T:wriati

TTra permitted .

'rpermitted.

Proviso.

Other details.
OtSerd'tas.

ary Department
Department and
and the
branches of
service
of the public service
several branches
the several
ury
under
exceeding at
at any one time four persons paid
not exceeding
control, not
its control,
under its
from
the collection
collection of customs, four persons
for the
appropriation for
the appropriation
from the
internalpaid from
from the
expenses of internalfor salaries and expenses
appropriation for
the appropriation
paid
revenue
from the
appropriation for
foregoing purpose,
purpose,
for the foregoing
the appropriation
or from
agents or
revenue agents
and
four persons
appropriation for suppressing counpaid from the appropriation
persons paid
and four
exceeding six persons so detailed
terfeiting
and other
detailed
crimes, but not exceeding
other crimes,
terfeiting and
shall
be employed
employed at
any one
hereunder: Provided,
That
Provided, That
time hereunder:
one time
at any
shall be
nothin herem
construed to deprive
deprive the Secretary
Secretary
contained shall be construed
herem contained
nothing
of
the Treasury from
detail now otherwise
otherwise authorized
authorized
any detail
making any
from making
of thereasury
by existing law.
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public moneys: For contingent expenses

exex-

expenses, public moneys: For contingent expenses pp.79eublie moneys.
Contingent expenses,
Contingent
penses public moneys.
p.
Statutes,, for aR.s., sec.•3653,, P•
under the
the requirements
requirements of
Revised Statutes
section 3653 of the Revised
of section
under
719.
the
of
the
collection,
safekeeping,
transfer,
and
disbursement
of
public
disbursement
and
transfer,
safekeeping,
the collection,
money, transportation
transportation of
of notes,
notes, bonds,
bonds, and
other securities
securities of the
and other
money,
of examiexpenses
United
States,
salaries
of
special
agents,
actual
expenses
examiactual
agents,
special
of
salaries
United States,
.
hand AS', p. 1.272.9 p 712
money on
to examine the books, accounts, and money
ners detailed
detailed to
on hand
718.
ners
deas
at
the
several
depositaries,
including
national
banks
acting
•
banks
national
including
depositaries,
at the several
positaries
requirements of
of section
section 3649 of the Revised
the requirements
under the
positaries under
cash account
Statutes,
also
including
.
examinations
of
of
cash
account at mints and
and
examinations
Statutes, also including
registered mail when
cost
shipments of
of money
money by
by registered
on shipments
insurance on
of insurance
cost of
Contingent

Contingent

3653

719.

.

,p.

coe oold

necessary, $165,000.

necessary,
Recoinage
$165,000.
of gold coins: For recoinage of uncurrent gold coins in jeminage of gold
Recoinage of gold coins: For recoinage of uncurrent gold coins in R.co
the
Treasury,
to be
be expended
expended under
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
3512, p.
Secretary R. S., sec. 3512,
under the
the Treasury, to
the
of
the
Treasury,
as
required
by
section
3512
of
of
Revised
Statutes,
3512
section
by
required
as
Treasury,
the
of
$4,000.
$4,000.
the Secretary of the TreasRecoinage of
minor coins:
To enable
Treas- j Reoage of mior
enable the
coins: To
of minor
Recoinage
of
coins
minor
ury
to
continue
the
recoinage
of
worn
and
uncurrent
minor
ury to continue the recoinage of worn and uncurrent
and
received,
the
United
States
now
in
the
Treasury
or
hereafter
received,
to
hereafter
or
Treasury
the
in
now
the United States
difference
States for the difference
reimburse the
the Treasurer
the United
United States
of the
Treasurer of
reimburse
the
amount
and
between
the
nominal
or
face
value
of
such
coin
and
the
amount
coin
such
of
value
face
or
between the nominal
same
will produce
new coin,
coin, $5,000.
$5,000.
in new
produce in
same will
Paper,
paper,
Distinctive paper
for United
States securities:
securities: For
distinctive secur
Disitiinecst.ive
Distinctive
For distinctive
United States
paper for
Distinctive
.
paper
for United
United States
currency, national-bank
currency, and Fed- s
national-bank currency,
States currency,
authorpaper for
utho
ied.
sheets,
eral
reserve
bank
currency,
not
exceeding
150,000,000
includizA
uan
.
titles
150,000,000
eral reserve bank currency, not exceeding
ing
of paper,
mill, and
and other necessary
necessary
traveling, mill,
paper, traveling,
transportation of
ing transportation
Personal services.
expenses, $750,000;
of officer
Treasury Personal servies.
detailed from the Treasury
officer detailed
expense of
$750,000; expense
expenses,
Department,
per month
month when
actually on duty, $600; three
when actually
$50 per
Department, $50
each; guards-one
registers,
at $1,380
six counters,
guards—one
$800 each;
at $800
counters, at
each; six
$1,380 each;
registers, at
at
$1,000,
four
at
$900
each;
three
skilled
laborers,
at $840 each; in
laborers,
skilled
three
each;
$1,000, four at $900
all,
$766,660.
Suppresingcounter$766,660.
all,Suppressing
other crimes:
crimes: For
For expenses
expenses infertZP, reetes.ing
etc. counterin- feiting,
and other
counterfeiting and
Suppressing counterfeiting
the Secretary
of the
eurred
under the
authority or
the approval
approval of
Secretary of
with the
or with
the authority
curred under
the
arresting, and
into the
the custody
custody Ante, p. 1272.
delivering into
and delivering
detecting, arresting,
in detecting,
Treasury in
the Treasury
jurisdiction
of
the
United
States
marshal
having
jurisdiction
dealers
and
pre- Ante p
having
marshal
States
United
of the
countended
dealers
in
counterfeit
money
and
persons
engaged
in
counpersons
and
tended dealers in counterfeit money
other
terfeiting
bonds, national-bank
national-bank notes, and other
notes, bonds,
Treasury notes,
terfeiting Treasury
securities
of the
the United
United States
and of
of foreign
Governments, as well
foreign Governments,
States and
securities of
as the
coins of
of the
the United
foreign Governments,
Governments, and
of foreign
and of
States and
United States
the coins
as
United
the
of
other
crimes
committed
against
the
laws
the
United
States relatrelat- Vol. 40, p. 511.
laws
the
against
committed
other crimes
ing
to the
the pay
pay and
and bounty
laws, and
enforcement of section Vol 40, p. 51.
the enforcement
for the
and for
bounty laws,
ing to
operation of
18
War Finance
Finance Corporation
hire and
and operation
Act; hire
Corporation Act;
the -War
of the
18 of
Per diem subsistence.
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles when
when necessary;
necessary; per Peremsu"stence.
Vol. 38, p. 680.
motor-propelled
diem
lieu of
of subsistence,
allowed pursuant
pursuant to
section 13 of
to section
when allowed
subsistence, when
in lieu
diem in
approved
the
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
i
August 1,
1, 1914, and Protecting person of
Act approved
Appropriation Act
the Sundry
erson ot
thePes
per- the
protection
the
in
President.
except n
for no
no other
protection of the perwhatever, except
purpose whatever,
other purpose
for
and
family
son
of
the
President
and
the
members
of
his
immediate
immediate
his
of
members
the
and
President
the
son of
of
President of
United States, $400,000:
$400,000: Provisos.
the United
of the
be President
to be
chosen to
person chosen
the person
of the
Winess fe.
Provided,
That
no
part
of
this
amount
be
used
in
defraying
the
the Witness
fees.
defraying
in
used
be
amount
this
of
part
no
Provided, That
to
expenses
of any
any person
by the
the United
United States
courts to
States courts
subpoenaed by
person subpoenaed
expenses of
attend any
United States
States court
court or
preliminary examior preliminary
before aaUnited
trial before
any trial
attend
p. 1.
which expenses
nation
any United
United States
expenses P,
commissioner, which
States commissioner,
before any
Post, p. 1413.
nation before
icio.
ayr
shall
be
paid
from
the
appropriation
for
"Fees
of
witnesses,
United
United
witnesses,
of
Pay restrictions.
shall be paid from the appropriation for "Fees
P
employed
be
States
courts":
Provided
further,
That
no
person
shall
employed
person
no
That
Providedfurther,
courts":
States
hereunder
at aa compensation
compensation greater
greater than that allowed by law,
law,
hereunder at
paid
be
may
except
not
exceeding
three
persons,
who
may
not
exceeding
who
persons,
three
exceeding
except not
$12
Payment to persoms
day.
per day.
$12 per
or
et., forbiddetaed,
Appropriations
in this
this Act
shall not
used in
payment of corn- de
l
tIede
"
ttc.
in payment
be used
not be
Act shall
Appropriations in
den.
pensation or
or expenses
expenses of
of any
any person
detailed or
or transferred,
transferred, except
person detailed
pensation
eptn.
theException.
of the
to
ServiceDivision
Division of
State, from the Secret Service
of State,
Department of
the Department
to the
efiscal
ung the
Treasury Department,
or who
who may
at any
any time durinor
during
the
fiscal year
year
may at
epartme,
Treasury)oany
Division.
1922 have
said Secret
Secret Service
Service Division.
under said
or under
by or
employed by
been employed
have been
1922
696.

eminage

of

minor
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Lands, etc.
Cust
Custody.
R.
S.o,dy.
secs. 3749,3750,
3749, 3750,
secs.
R. S.,
p. 739.
739.
P.

Lands
and other
other property
property of
care,
custody, care,
States: For custody,
the United States:
of the
Lands and
protection, and
and expenses of sales of lands and other property of the
protection,
United States,
acquired and
held under
sections 3749
3749 and
3750 of
of
and 3750
under sections
and held
States, acquired
United
the
Statutes, the
the examination
recording of deeds,
examination of titles, recording
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
advertising,
connection therewith, $300.
auctioneers' fees in connection
advertising, and auctioneers'

s service.
Cnstnm
Customs
service.
Collecting
revenueti
revenue.

CUSTOMS SERVICE.
SERVICE.
CUSTOMS

customs

customs

Automatic,
scales.

1921.
1921.

etc.,

collecting the revenue
For
For collecting
revenue from customs, including not exceeding
exceeding

$200,000 for
detection and
prevention of
the customs
frauds upon the
of frauds
and prevention
the detection
for the
$200,000
revenue, $11,300,000.
$11,300,000.
revenue,

Scales
service: The
The unexpended
balance of
of the
the approunexpended balance
for customs
customs service:
Scales for
installation of special
priation heretofore
heretofore made
special
construction and installation
made for construction
priation
automatic and
and recording
recording scales
scales for
for weighing
weighing merchandise,
and so
so
merchandise, and
automatic
under
connection with imports at the various ports of entry under
forth, in connection
direction
Secretary of the Treasury, is continued and made
direction of the Secretary
available
for the
the fiscal year 1922, together with the further sum
available for
of
$125,000.
of $125,000.
Compensation
1
0 in lieu
Compensation
of moieties:
moieties: For
For compensation
compensation in lieu of
of
lieu of
in lieu
Compensation in
emo/
ePtie6.
ofC
of
moieties.
moieties in certain cases under the customs laws, $10,000.
$10,000.

cAltomatic, e

SERVICE.
HEALTH SERVICE.
PUBLIC HEALTH
PUBLIC

Public Health Service.
Pay, etc.,
etc., ofSurgeon
Surgeon
General, etc.

Pay,

of

Generaletc.

Acng asistant

r-

Acting afflistantsur-

goons.
geon

.

Other employees.
employees.
Other
Freight, travel, etc.

For
and commutation
for commissioned
commissioned
of quarters
quarters for
commutation of
allowance, and
pay, allowance,
For pay,
medical
officers, including
including the
Surgeon General, assistant surgeons
medical officers,
the Surgeon
general at
exceeding three in number, and pharmacists,
not exceeding
large not
at large
general
$1
$1 020,000;
020,000;
?or

medical
pay of acting assistant surgeons (noncommissioned medical
or ray

officers),
officers, $300,000;
$300,000;
$840,000;
forth), $840,000;
of all other employees (attendants, and so forth),
For pay
pay of

and traveling
traveling expenses,
freight, transportation,
For
For freight,
transportation, and
expenses, including the

officially detailed
expenses,
expenses, except membership
membership fees, of officers when officially
to
the promotion of public health,
for the
associations for
meetings of associations
to attend
attend meetings
$55,000;
$55,000;
Fuel,
Fuel, etc.
et.
$135,000;
For fuel, light, and water, $135,000;
Furniture.
Furniture.
For furniture
furniture and repairs to same, $8,000;
$8,000;
Supplies.
Supplies.
For purveying
purveying depot, purchase
purchase of medical,
medical, surgical, and hospital
hospital
supplies, $85,000;
Hygienic
Laboramaintaining the Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory,
$50,000;
Laboratory, $50,000;
For maintaining
Hygienic
Laboratory.
For maintenance
maintenance of marine hospitals, including subsistence
Marine
subsistence and
Marine hopitals.
hospitals.
nte, p. 1272.
Ante,p.1272.
all other
other necessary
miscellaneous expenses which.
which are not included
all
necessary miscellaneous
$625,000;
under special heads, $625,000;
Outside
F
or medical
me di calexaminations,
exami
na ti ons, care
care of
ofseamen,
care and
and treatment
of
seamen, care
treatment of
Outside treatment,
treatment,
For
etc.
other
all other persons entitled to relief, and miscellaneous expenses
etc.
expenses other
hospitals, which are not included under special
marine hospitols,
than marme
special heads,
$220,000;
$220,000;
Transporting
reFor prepara
ti on f
or shipment
shi pmen tand
and transportation
transportation to
former
to their
their former
for
preparation
For
r
Transorting
mains
maul oof officers,
otheers.
.
,
$5,000;
homes
die in the line of duty, $5,000;
officers who die
of remains
remains of officers
homes of
For
journals and scientific books,
Books, etc.
For journals
books, $500;
$500;
Inspection of aliens.
Vol. 39, p. 885

stoli

of,.

Hcspital facilities for
Hospital
discharged
sick soldirs etc.
diers,
VOL 40, pp. 130
1302,
2
1304.

dciliticsfor

etc.

v13 40 pp-

for
necessary for
include the amount
In aall,, $3,343,500,
which shall
shall include
amount necessary
$3,343,500, which
In

the medical
medical inspection
16 of
of the
the Act
Act
aliens, as
as required
required by
by section 16
inspection of
of aliens,
the
of February
February 5, 1917.
of
For medical,
for benebeneand supplies
supplies for
services and
and hospital
hospital services
surgical, and
For
medical, surgical,

ficiaries
Public
ficiaries (other than war-risk insurance
insurance patients)
patients) of the Public Health
personnel, regular and reserve commisService,
necessary _personnel,
Service, including necessary
sioned
Service, clerical
clerical help in the Disof the
the Public Health Service,
sioned officers of
maintenance, equipment, leases,
elsewhere, maintenance,
trict
trict of Columbia and elsewhere,
transportation and travel,
water, printing, freight, transportation
fuel, lights, water,
passenger motor
maintenance and operation of motor trucks
trucks and passenger
motor
vehicles,
costs and
and other
incident to proceedings
proceedings
expenses incident
other expenses
court costs
vehicles, court
mentally incomheretofore
hereafter taken for commitment
commitment of mentally
incomor hereafter
heretofore or
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1921.
1921.

petent
petent persons
persons to hospitals for the care and treatment of the insane,
and
reasonable burial
burial expenses
(not exceeding
exceeding $100
patient
for any
any patient
$100 for
expenses (not
and reasonable
Proviso.
dying in
in hospital),
Provided, That
not exceedexceed- Treatment
dying
hospital), $4,080,000: Provided,
That of
of this
this sum
sum not
Trment oflepes.
of lepers.
lepers,
maintenance of home for lepers,
$80,000 may be used for the maintenance
ing $80,000
including
treatment
maintenance, care, and treatment
transportation of lepers, maintenance,
including transportation
of patients,
and pay
pay and
and maintenance
and
necessary officers and
maintenance of necessary
of
patients, and
employees.
employees.
Quarantine service.
maintenance and ordinary expenses, Qrantisee.
Quarantine
service: For maintenance
Quarantine service:
Ante,
1272.
nU,p.
p.1272.
Ad
exclusive
of
pay
of
officers
and
employees,
of
quarantine
stations
at
exclusive of pay of officers and employees, of quarantine stations at
Eastport and
and Portland,
Portland, Maine;
Maine; Boston,
Boston, Massachusetts;
Providence,
Massachusetts; Providence,
Eastport
Rhode Island;
York, New York; Perth Amboy, New Jersey;
Island; New York,
Rhode
Delaware Breakwater;
Breakwater; Reedy
Reedy Island and
Delaware Bay and
and the Delaware
Delaware
River; Alexandria,
Alexandria, Virginia;
Cape Charles and
Maryland; Cape
Baltimore, Maryland;
Virginia; Baltimore,
River;
supplemental station
Washington,
Fear, Newbern, and Washington,
thereto; Cape Fear,
station thereto;
supplemental
North Carolina;
Carolina; Georgetown,
Georgetown, Charleston,
Charleston, Beaufort, and Port Royal,
North
South Carolina;
Carolina; Savannah;
Savannah; South
Atlantic; Darien;
Brunswick;
Darien; Brunswick;
South Atlantic;
South
Cumberland Sound;
Saint Johns
Johns River;
River; Biscayne
Biscayne Bay;
Key West;
West;
Bay; Key
Sound; Saint
Cumberland
Boca Grande;
Rassa;
Punta Rassa;
Cedar Key; Punta
Bay; Port
Port Inglis;
Inglis; Cedar
Tampa Bay;
Boca
Grande; Tampa
Saint
Saint
Saint Joseph; Saint
and West Pass); Saint
(East and
Sound (East
Saint Georges
Georges Sound
Andrews and
Mobile; New
New Orleans and suppleFlorida; Mobile;
and Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida;
Andrews
mental stations thereto; Pascagoula;
Gulfport; Galveston,
Pascagoula; Gulf; Gulfport;
mental
Freeport,
Pass, El
El Paso,
Sabme, Port
Arthur,
Port Arthur,
Paso, Sabme,
Eagle Pass,
Laredo, Eagle
Presidio, Laredo,
Freeport, Presidio,
Orange,
Brownsville, Rio Grande City,
City,
Aransas, Brownsville,
Port Aransas,
Beaumont, Port
Orange, Beaumont,
and
and adjoining ports,
San Pedro and
San Diego, San
Texas; San
and Hidalgo,
Hidalgo, Texas;
Santa
Francisco, Monterey,
Poiarford,
Harford,
Monterey, and Port
San Francisco,
Santa Barbara,
Barbara, San
California;
Newport,
River, Florence,
Florence, Newport,
Eureka, Columbia River,
Bragg, Eureka,
Fort Bragg,
California; Fort
Coos
Oregon; Port
Townsend and
supplemental
and supplemental
Port Townsend
Gardner, Oregon;
Coos Bay,
Bay, and
and Gardner,
stations
quarantine systems
Hawaiian Islands,
of Alaska,
Alaska, the Hawaiian
systems of
thereto; quarantine
stations thereto;
including
the leprosy
Rico; and
and the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands;
Porto Rico;
hospital; Porto
leprosy hospital;
including the
and including
including and
account of the
printing on account
$500 for
for printing
and not exceeding
exceeding $500
and
quarantine service
service at
times when
when the
that service
service require
require
of that
exigencies of
the exigencies
at times
quarantine
immediate
$350,000.
immediate action,
action, $350,000.
Prevention
epin of
o epiPrevention
of epidemics:
epidemics: To enable
enable the President, in case only of deren.
Prevention of
demica.
Ante,
p.
1272.
of cholera, typhus fever, yellow
threatened
or actual
yellow fever, Ante, p. 172.
epidemic of
actual epidemic
threatened or
smallpox, bubonic
black death,
death, trachoma,
plague, Chinese plague or black
bubonic plague,
smallpox,
influenza, or
or infantile
paralysis, to aid
or
aid State and local boards, or
infantile paralysis,
influenza,
otherwise, in
preventing and
suppressing the
and suppressing
in his discretion,
discretion, in preventing
otherwise,
emergency in the execution
execution of any
of the same,
same, and in such emergency
spread of
quarantine laws
laws which
may be
be then
then in
in force, $500,000.
$500,000.
which may
quarantine
Field inveatigations.
Field investigations:
investigations of
of diseases of man and Feld nveUgations.
For investigations
Field
investigations: For
conditions
influencing the
including
and spread
spread thereof, including
the propagation
propagation and
conditions influencing
sanitation and sewage, and the pollution
pollution of navigable
navigable streams and
sanitation
lakes of
United States,
personal service,
$300,000.
service, $300,000.
includingg personal
States, includin
lakes
of the
the United
Interstate
quaranqavan
tine service.
State and tinet.
with State
Interstate quarantine
quarantine service:
cooperation with
lor cooperation
service: For
Interstate
of
municipals health
uthc
o
i
rities
u
g in the prevention ofthespread
of the spread of
health authorities
municipal
euprevention
d $25,000.
du
tate
traffic,
$25000
.
traffic,
in
interstate
diseases
and
infectious
contagious
Rwork
and infectious
ctFioour ss
s
diseases
in ia sesinin
studies
of,
Rural sanitation.
interstate
d demonstration
contagious
sanitation:

Rural sanitation: For special studies of, and demonstration work

Ruraltati

in, rural
services, and including not
rural sanitation, including personal services,
in,
to
maintenance, repair,
operation Proviso.
repair, and oTeration
for the
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
to exceed $5,000 for
of State,
oopration oftate,
Provided, Cooperation
of
passenger-carrying vehicles, $50,000: Provided,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
etc., required.

That
part of
of this
this appropriation
for demondemon- etc.,required.
available for
shall be
be available
appropriation shall
no part
That no
stration
work in
rural sanitation
community unless the State,
sanitatlon in any community
in rural
stration work
county,
or municipality
which the
community is located
located agrees
agrees to
the community
municipality in which
county, or
pay
one-half the
expense of
work.
demonstration workL
of such
such demonstration
the expense
pay one-half
Viruses, serums,
a s toxa
iS etc. se m t regulate the propagation
propagation and sale of viruses, ins,
To regulate
products: To
Biologic products:
Regulating sales, etc.
serums,
toxins,
and
analogous
products,
mcludinc
arsphenamine,
saaes,ete
RBlatig
arsphenamine,
serums, toxins, and analogous products, including
and
diagnos tic biologic products,
preparation of curative and diagnostic
and for
for the preparation
including
services of reserve
conunmsinned officers and
other
and other
reserve commissioned
personal services
including personal
personud, $50,000.
personnel,
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Venereal
For
maintenance and
expenses of
the Division
Division of Venereal
of the
and expenses
the maintenance
For the
Diseases,
established
by
sections
3
and
4,
Chapter
XV,
of
the
Act
the Act
of
XV,
Chapter
4,
and
Diseases, established by sections 3
approved
July
9,
1918,
including
personal
and
other
services
in
in
services
other
and
personal
including
1918,
9,
approved July
the
and m
Columbia, $200,000.
$200,000.
of Columbia,
District of
the District
m the
field and
the field
Appropriations herein
herein or hereafter
Health
hereafter made for the Public Health
Restriction on
adAppropriations
on adRestriction
vertising.
Service
be expended
expended for
newspapers, magaadvertising in newspapers,
for advertising
not be
shall not
Service shall
vertising.
zines, or
for any
than the
procurement of
of
the procurement
other than
purpose other
any purpose
periodicals for
or periodicals
zines,
necessary
employees
and
bids
for
necessary
services,
supplies,
supplies,
services,
necessary
for
bids
and
necessary employees
materials, and
and equipment.
equipment.
materials,
Division
Venereal
of Venereal
Division of
Maintenance.
Daitenance.
Vol. 40, p. 886.
ol.40,. 8

Di9PSL.PS.

ALIEN PROPERTY
PROPERTY CUSTODIAN.
ALIEN
Alien
CusProperty CusAlien Property
todian.
todian.
authorized by the
For expenses
Alien Property, Custodian
Custodian authorized
the Alien
of the
Services,
supplies,
expenses of
For
supplies,
Services,
etc.
etc
trading with
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
define,
regulate,
punish
and
regulate,
define,
to
Act
Act entitled "An
Vol.
40, p.
415.
p. 45.
'ol.40,
the enemy,
and for
for other
purposes," approved
approved October
1917, as
as
October 6, 1917,
Ante,
p. 35.
other purposes,
enemy, and
the
Inc,4p.3
amended;
including
personal
and
other
services
and
rental
quarters
of
rental
and
services
amended; including personal and other
in the
District of
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, per
allowances in
diem allowances
per diem
Columbia and
of Columbia
the District
in
lieu of
of subsistence
exceeding $4, traveling
expenses, printing
traveling expenses,
not exceeding
subsistence not
lieu
and binding,
books, books
books of
reference and
and periodicals,
periodicals, supplies
of reference
law books,
binding, law
and
and equipment,
equipment, and
repair, and
motorof motoroperation of
and operation
maintenance, repair,
and maintenance,
and
Proviso.
Provided,
propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles,
$375,000:
Provided,
That this
$375,000:
vehicles,
passenger-carrying
propelled
PRrtriion.
Rent restriction.
appr9riation shall
be available
for rent
rent of
of building's
buildings in the
available for
be
not .
shall not
appropriation
District of
provided by the Public
space is provided
suitable space
if suitable
Columbia if
of Columbia
District
Buildings Commission.
Commission.
Buildings
American Printing
lind
or the
AHse for
House
the Blind.
Expenses.
Expenses.

Ante,
p. 272.
Ate, p.

AMERICAN PRINTING
HOUSE FOR
THE BLIND.
FOR '111114
PRINTING HOUSE
AMERICAN
To
American Printing House for the Blind more adeenable the American
To enable

quately to provide
provide books and apparatus for the education
education of the blind
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
the
Act
approved
August 4, 1919,
approved
Act
the
of
provisions
in accordance with the
$40,000.
$40,000.
Commission oof Fine
COMMISSION
COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS.
Fine
Cormmsion
Arts.
Expenses.
For
necessary by
by- the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "
An Act
estabAct estab"An
made necessary
expenses made
For expenses
Vol.
Vol. 36, p.s 371.
lishing a
aCommission
Commission of
Arts,"'approved
approved May 17, 1910, including
of Fine Arts,
lishing
the purchase
periodicals, maps,
reference, to be
maps, and books of reference,
of periodicals,
purchase of
the
disbursed
vouchers approved
in
approved by the commission by the officer in
on vouchers
disbursed on
charge
of public
public buildings
buildings and
ounds, who shall be the secretary
secretary
and grounds,
charge of
$10,000.
and
shall act
ohcer of said
commission, $10,000.
said commission,
executive officer
the executive
as the
act as
and shall
District of
Cohimbia.
ofColumbia.
District

COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT

Columbia HoSptal,
repairs and
general repairs
Columbia Hospital and Lying-in
ErePlra4
Columbia
Lying-in Asylum: For
For general
and
Columbia
etc.
for
material
for
additional
construction,
including
labor
and
material
each and
including
Repairs.
construction,
additional
for
Repairs
every item
item connected
$5,000; for expenses
expenses of heat, light,
therewith, $5,000;
connected therewith,
every
and
power required
required in
operation of the hospital, $15,000,
about the operation
and about
in and
and power
or
as may
be necessary
expended
all, $20,000, to be expended
necessary;.;in all,
maybe
thereof as
much thereof
so much
or so
60
paid, 60
and paid,
of the Capitol, and
Superintendent
of
the
om under the direction
cent
rer
s=
direction
Superintendent
sixtY
Per
me
t
r
mni
District reues.
ven
and
Columbia,
of
per
centum
out
of
the
revenues
District
40
District
the
of
revenues
the
of
out
centum
per
per
centum out of the Treasury
Treasury of the United States.
per centum
Employees'
Employees' ComCompensationCommissicm.
pensationCommissiOn.
Salaries.
Salaries.

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMMISSION.
COMPENSATION COMMISSION.
EMPLOYEES'

secretary, $3,000;
SAT *Tars Three
Three commissioners,
commissioners, at $4,000 each; secretary,
SA.LAers:
accounts, $2,500;
attorney,
$4,000;
chief
statistician,
$3,500;
chief
of
$3,500;
statistician,
chief
$4,000;
attorney,
assistant chief
of accounts,
accounts, $1,600;
$1,600; accountant, $2,250; claim
chief of
assistant
examiners—chief, $2,250,
assistant $2,000,
assistant $1,800,
$1,800, five
$2,000, assistant
$2,250, assistant
examiners-chief,
agents-two at $1,800 each, two
assistants
each; special agents—two
$1,600 each;
at $1,600
assistants at
two,
at
class two,
clerks-seven of class three, twelve of class
each; clerks—seven
1,600 each;
at $1,600
twenty-seven
of class
$1,000 each;
each; chief
chid telephone
one, three at $1,000
class one,
twenty-seven of
operator,
experts and temporary
temporary assistants
$840; experts
messenger, $840;
$1,000; messenger,
operator, $1,000;
a rate not
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
elsewhere to be paid at a
not
Columbia and elsewhere
in
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ESS. III.
CH. 161.
161.
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exceeding $8
$8 per
and temporary
temporary clerks,
stenographers, or
clerks, stenographers,
day, and
per day,
exceeding
typists
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to be
paid at a
arate not exceeding
exceeding
be paid
in the
typists in
$100
$124,940.
$10,000; in all, $124,940.
month, $10,000;
per month,
$100 per

C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES:
and other
equipment and
Contingent
contingentexpenses.
andexpenses.
other equipment
furniture and
For furniture
EXPENSES: For
CONTINGENT
repairs
thereto;
law
books,
books
of
reference,
periodicals,
stationery,
periodicals,
reference,
of
books
books,
law
thereto;
repairs
and
expenses; printing
printing and binding
binding to be done
traveling expenses;
supplies, traveling
and supplies,
at the
medical examinations,
examinations, traveling
traveling tioMedical
Medictal examinaOffice; medical
Printing Office;
Government Prmting
the Government
at
and other
and loss
wages payable
employees under
Zn
.—. 39
3..;
,p.p. 747.
under toi.
to employees
payable to
of wages
loss of
expenses, and
other expenses,
and
sections
21 and
and 22
22 of
of the
the Act
of September
September 7,
7, 1916, and for misAct of
sections 21
cellaneous
$20,000.
f
in all,
all, $20,000.
items; in
cellaneous items;
Compensation fund.
EMPLOYEES'
COMPENSATION FUND:
payment of compensaAllowances from.
from.
compensa- Allowances
the payment
For the
FUND: For
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
39, pp. 743, 745.
pp.43,745.
tion provided
provided by
by "An
to provide
employees Vol.
ol. 39,
for employees
compensation for
provide compensation
Act to
"An Act
tion
of
the
United
States
suffering
injuries
while
in
the
performance
of
of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of
their duties,
for other
other purposes,"
approved September
September 7, 1916,
1916,
purposes," approved
and for
duties, and
their
including medical,
medical, surgical,
hospital services,
services, and
prosupplies proand supplies
and hospital
surgical, and
including
vided by
by section
and the
expenses
transportation and burial expenses
the transportation
9, and
section 9,
vided
provided by
by sections
and 11,
11, $1,800,000,
remain available
available until
$1,800,000, to remain
9 and
sections 9
provided
expended.
expended.
e

FEDERAL
FOR VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION.
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
BOARD FOR
FEDERAL BOARD

Vocational

tion
tion Board. a

Educa-

Educa-

of
Rehabilitation
of
Rehabilitation
discharged
soldiers,
discharged

for carrying etc.
Vocational rehabilitation:
rehabilitation: For
For an
additional amount
amount for
an additional
Vocational
out the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
for the
the etc.Vol. 40, pp.
pp. 617,
617 1179.
entitled "An
the Act
of the
provisions of
the provisions
out

p. 159.
159.
AUe, p.
vocational
and return
return to civil
employment of disabled Ante,
civil employment
rehabilitation and
vocational rehabilitation
persons
discharged
from
the
military
or
naval
forces
the
United
United
of
forces
naval
persons discharged from the military or
States,
for other
approved June
June 27, 1918,
1918, as amended,
amended,
purposes," approved
other purposes"
and for
States, and
including
Columbia and elseelsein the District of Columbia
services in
personal services
including personal
where,
funeral and
incidental expenses
expenses (including
transporta- Medical
where, funeral
and other
other incidental
(including transportadil
treatment
in excepted cases.
csse-s.
necessary medical inexcepted
tion
remains) of deceased trainees
trainees of the board, necessary
of remains)
tion of
service
and treatment
treatment to
to trainees
trainees hereafter
cases where
required in cases
hereafter required
service and
War
such
service or
treatment is not provided
Bureau of War
provided by the Bureau
or treatment
such service
Risk
Insurance, and
and not
not more
may be
such
be used
used for such
$60,000 may
than $60,000
more than
Risk Insurance,
service
and treatment
printing and binding
furnished; printing
heretofore furnished;
treatment heretofore
service and
to
be done
at the
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office;
Office; law
law books, books
done at
to be
exceed$65,000,000, of which sum not exceedof
periodicals: $65,000,000,
reference, and periodicals;
of reference
ing
by the
the Federal
Federal Board
Vocational Fundd frfor ad
for Vocational
Board for
used by
be used
may be
ing $500,000
$500,000 may
advances
to trainees.
making advance- totrainees.
Education
revolving fund for the purpose of making
a revolving
Education as a
ments
to persons
commencing or
or undergoing
training under
the
under the
undergoing training
persons commencing
ments to
Vocational
Rehabilitation
Act,
advancements
to
no
bear
advancements
such
Act,
Rehabilitation
Vocational
interest
be reimbursed
installments as may be detersuch installments
reimbursed in such
to be
and to
interest and
mined
Federal Board
Board by
by proper
proper deductions
the monthly
from the
deductions from
the Federal
by the
mined by
maintenance
support allowance,
allowed by said Act as
allowance, allowed
and support
maintenance and
amended,
the unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of the approwith the
together with
amended, together
priations for
for this
this purpose
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
1920 and 1921, of
years 1920
purpose for
priations
which
sums not
exceeding $5,000
be expended
expended for rent of
may be
$5,000 may
not exceeding
which sums
quarters in
District of
not provided by the Proviso*.
of Columbia
Columbia if space is not
the District
in the
quarters
Public Buildings
Commission: Provided,
the salary
limitations Pay
restriction..
Prictio
salary limitations
That the
Provided, That
Public
Buildings Commission:
A nte, p. 159.
placed upon
vocational rehabilitation
by the
the Ant,
p. 1.9.
rehabilitation by
for vocational
appropriation for
the appropriation
upon the
placed
modified
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
Act approved
approved July 19, 1919,
1919, modified
Appropriation Act
Sundry
to b u
as
Civil Appropriation
approved June
June within
teasobnabed
"ith re asonable
Act approved
Appropriation Act
by the
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
as provided
provided by
time.
5,
shall apply
appropriation herein
Provided time.
made: Provided
herein made:
to the
the appropriation
apply to
5, 1920,
1920, shall
further,
no person
who has
has been
been declared
eligible for training
training
declared eligible
person who
That no
further, That
under
provisions of
Rehabilitation Act, for whom
Vocational Rehabilitation
the Vocational
of the
the provisions
under the
training has
and who
been notified by the
has been
who has
prescribed, and
been prescribed,
has been
training
board
be eligible
the benefits
benefits of
of said Act
to the
eligible to
shall be
training shall
begin training
to begin
board to
in the
failure to
to commence
reasonable Time extended for
a reasonable
within a
training within
commence training
of his
his failure
the event
event of
in
incapacity.
physical incapacity.
time
after notice
has been
sent such person
Prowied physical
by the
the board: Provided
person by
been sent
notice has
time after
further,
That
except
when
such
failure
is
due,
in
the
opinion
of
the
further, That except when such failure is due, in the opinion
board,
incapacity, such time shall not be longer than
physical incapacity,
to physical
board, to
twelve
Act for persons
persons already
already
the passage of this Act
months after the
twelve months
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declared eligible
and notified
notified to
training, and
and twelve
twelve months
months
to begin
begin training,
declared
eligible and
after notice
notice is
persons hereafter
declared eligible
eligible and
notified
and notified
for persons
hereafter declared
is given
given for
after
to
training.
to begin
begin training.
Federal Power
Power Commission.
mission.

expenses.
For all expenses.
Ante, p. 1063.

•

Proviss.
Rent retkriction.
Rent
restriction.
and
National
National parks,
parks, and
monuments,
monuments, prohibition
tion.,
1353.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p.1353.
Federal Trade
Trade ComComFederal
mission.
mission.
Salaries.

All
expenses.
All other
other expenses.
Vol.
38, p. 722.
722.
Vol. 38,

Interstate Commerce
Interstate
Commission.

EDERAL POWER
COMMISSION.
POWER COMMISSION.
FEDERAL
For
and incident
incident to
work of
of
to the
the work
for and
requisite for
expenditure requisite
For every
every expenditure
the Federal
Federal Power
Power Commission
as authorized
authorized by
by law,
including
law, including
Commission as
the
not
books of
of reference
reference and
and periodicals,
periodicals, $100,000:
$100,000:
$500 for
for books
not exceeding
exceeding $500
Provided,
this appropriation
appropriation shall
available for
for rent
rent of
of
not be
be available
shall not
Provided, That
That this
buildings in
the District
of Columbia
suitable space
is provided
provided
space is
if suitable
Columbia if
District of
in the
buildings
by
the Public
Commission: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no
Public Buildings
Buildings Commission:
by the
portion
of this
shall be
be available
expense
any expense
available for
for any
this appropriation
appropriation shall
portion of
connected
with the
leasing of
water-power facilities
facilities in
in any
any
of any
any water-power
the leasing
connected with
national
national monuments.
monuments.
park and
and national
national park
FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION.
TRADE COMMISSION.
FEDERAL
For
commissioners, at
$10,000 each;
$5,000; in all,
each; secretary, $5,000;
at $10,000
For five
five commissioners,
$55,000.
authorized expenditures
Federal Trade Comexpenditures of the Federal
For all other authorized
imposed by law or in pursuance
pursuance
in performing
performing the duties imposed
mission in
of law,
other services
services in the District of
personal and other
law, including
including personal
of
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, supplies
supplies and
and equipment,
books
books, books
equipment, law books,
Columbia
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
traveling expenses,
expenses,
printing and binding, traveling
periodicals, printing
of
per diem
subsistence not to exceed $4,
$4, newspapers,
newspapers, foreign
foreign
diem in
in lieu
lieu of subsistence
per
postage,
witness fees
fees and mileage
mileage in
section 9
9
accordance with section
in accordance
and witness
postage, and
of
Trade Commission
Commission Act, $900,000.
$900,000.
of the
the Federal
Federal Trade
INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMISSION.

For eleven commissioners,
commissioners, at 812,000
$12,000 each; secretary, $7,500;
$7,500; in
all,
$139,500.
all $139,500.
Expenses.
Expenses.
expenditures necessary
necessary in the execution
For all other authorized
authorized expenditures
execution
Per diem subsistence. of laws to regulate
Perdiemsubsistence.
regulate commerce,
commerce, including per diem in lieu
lieu of subVol. 38, pp. 680.
Vol. 38,
.
allowed pursuant
sistence when allowed
pursuant to section 13 of the Sundry Civil
Appropriation
approved August
$1,900,000, of which
which
1, 1914,
1914, $1,900,000,
Act approved
August 1,
Appropriation Act
Amount
for counsel. sum there may be expended
Amountforcounsel.
expended not exceeding
exceeding $50,000
$50,000 in
in the employnot exceeding
books, reports,
reports,
ment of counsel,
counsel, not
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 for
for necessary
necessary books,
and periodicals, not exceeding
exceeding $100
$100 in the open market
market for the
purchase
purchase of office furniture
furniture similar
similar in class or kind to that listed in
Rent, D. C.
and not exceeding
schedule,
supply
the
general
supply
schedule,
exceeding $120,000 for rent
rent
general
the
RentD.C.
Pronto.
Condition.
condition.
of buildings in the District of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
available for rent of building's
buildings in the District
priation shall not be available
District
of Columbia if suitable
suitable space is provided
provided by the Public Buildings
Buildings
Commission
Commission.
Enforcing
accountEnforcing acountTo enable
enable the
to enforce
enforce comcomCommission to
Commerce Commission
the Interstate
To
Interstate Commerce
railrads."
ing by
by railroads.
Vol.
34, p.
593; Vol.
Vol. 34,
p. 593;
Vol. pliance with section
section 20 and other sections of the Act to regulate com36, p. 556.
merce
approved June
29, 1906,
1906, and
as
merce as
as amended
Awe, p.
p. 493.
493.
amended by
by the
the Act approved
June 29,
and as
Ante,
amended
Transportation Act, 1920, including the employment
amended by the Transportation
employment
of necessary
necessary special accounting
agents or examiners,
examiners, $500,000.
accounting agents
$500,000.
Railway safety
Commerce
Commission
to
keep informed
To
Interstate
safety apenable
the
apRailway
Commerce
pliances.
Vol. 27,
27, p531;
Vol.
vol.
p3;
Vol. regarding
regarding and to enforce compliance
with
Acts
to
promote
compliance
promote the safety
29, p. 85; VNol. 32, p.
of
employees and
travelers upon
the Act
Act requiring
requiring common
common
943;
Vol. 36,
upon railroads;
railroads; the
of employees
and travelers
93;Iol.
3, p. 298.
2 8.
Accidents.
Accidents.
carriers
carriers to make reports
reports of
accidents and
and authorizing
authorizing investigations
investigations
of
accidents
Vol. 36, p. 350.
ol. 36, p 30.
thereof; and to enable
enable the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission to
to invesinvesBloCk
kSgnals,
0e.
Ti
rk
signals r
tigate and
test block-signal
block-signal and
train-control systems
systems and
appliances
vol 3a, .;
vol. tigate
and test
and train-control
and appliances
3$, p. 324: Pia,P.
of railway
railway operation,
operation ,as
authorized by
by
as authorized
the safety
safety of
promote the
3, p. intended to
to promote
12p. 324;
212.
the
June 30,
30, 1906,
the provision
of the
the
the joint
joint resolution
resolution approved
approved June
1906, and
and the
provision of
approved May 27, 1908, including
Sundry Civil Act approved
including the employment
employment
Salaries.

ro

ido
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when allowed
lieu of subsistence
of inspectors,
and per
diem in lieu
subsistence when
allowed purper diem
of
inspectors, and
suant
section 13
13 of
of the
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
Act approved
suant to
to section
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
approved

Per diemsubsistence.
Perdienmsubitence.
Vol. 38, p. 680.

o.,

.

.

August
1914, $313,600.
$313,600.
August 1, 1914,
Ph'cal valuation
enable the
the Interstate
Valuation of property
of carriers:
carriers: To
To enable
Interstate CorCom- ofpr
property of
of railroads. valuation
Vol.37, p.701; Vol.40,
merce
to carry
carry out
the objects
objects of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An p.Vol.37,p.701;vo1.40,
of the
out the
merce Commission
Commission to
271.
Act to amend an Act entitled 'An
'An Act
Act to regulate
regulate commerce,'
commerce,' apap- p .2
proved February
February 4, 1887,
1887, and all Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof,"
thereof," by providing for a
a valuation
valuation of the several classes
classes of property
property of carriers
stock, etc.
concerning their
Issues
ofof stock,
etc.
subject thereto and securing information
information concerning
their stocks,
stocks, Issues
subject
Perdiemsubsistence.
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 60.
680.
including per Vol.
1913, including
bonds, and
and other
other securities,
securities, approved
approved March
March 1, 1913,
bonds,
diem in lieu of subsistence when
when allowed pursuant
pursuant to section
section 13 of
the Sundry Civil Appropriation
Act approved
Appropriation Act
approved August 1, 1914, and Rent
Rent.
en
buildings in the District
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $20,000
$20,000 for rent
rent of
of buildings
District Po.
Proviso.
of
That this
this appropriation
shall not
not Condition.
Condition.
of Columbia,
Columbia, $1,750,000:
$1,750,000: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriation shall
buildings in the District of Columbia
Columbia if suitbe available
available for rent of buildings
able space
by the
e locomotive boil
able
space is
is provided
provided by
the Public
Public Buildings
Buildings Commission.
Commission.
Safe locomotive boilFor all authorized expenditures
expenditures under the provisions of the Act of ers,
etc.
ers, etc.
Vol.36, p.913; Vol.40,
p.913; Vol.40,
February
17, 1911,
To promote
safety of
employees and
and travelers
travelers p..l36,
of employees
promote the
the safety
1911, "
"To
February 17,
616.
upon railroads by compelling common carriers
carriers engaged in
in. interstate
commerce
locomotives with
with safe and suitable boilers Vol. 38, p. 1192.
equip their locomotives
commerce to equip
amendment of
March 4, 1915,
1915,
..38, p. 12.
of March
thereto," and
and amendment
appurtenances thereto,"
and appurtenances
extending
"the same
extending "the
same powers and
and duties with
with respect
respect to all parts and
appurtenances
tender," including such stenoappurtenances of the locomotive and tender,"
graphic and clerical help to the chief inspector and his two assistants
graphic
Per diemsubsistence.
as
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
deem necessary,
necessary, and
and Vol.
vel.diesu.bisten.
may deem
Commerce Commission
Commission may
as the
38, p. 680.
for per diem in lieu of subsistence when
when allowed
allowed pursuant
pursuant to section
Appropriation Act approved
August 1,
1914,
approved August
1, 1914,
13 of the Sundry Civil Appropriation
$290,000.
$290,000.

COMMISSION.
LINCOLN MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL COMMISSION.
LINCOLN
approaches and terrace
For
masonry approaches
terrace around
the masonry
work on
on the
For additional
additional work
necessary
the Lincoln Memorial,
Memorial, including foundations to rock and all necessary
expenses of
of every
kind incident
incident thereto,
thereto, $345,720,
to be immediately
immediately
$345,720, to
expenses
every kind
available until expended,
to remain
remain available
available
available and to
expended, and the limit of
increased from
Lincoln Memorial
cost of the
the said Lincoln
cost
Memorial is hereby increased
from $2,594,000
$2,594,000
to $2,957,000.
$2,957,000.
NATIONAL
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
FOR AERONAUTICS.
AERONAUTICS.
COMMITTEE FOR
NATIONAL ADVISORY
scientific research, technical investigations,
investigations, and special
special reports
reports
For scientific

necessary laboratory
the necessary
of aeronautics,
aeronautics, including
in the
including the
laboratory and
in
the field
field of

Lincoln
Lincoln

Commission.
Commiion.

Memorial
ri

Additional work on

apdditoelet,
approaches, etc. r o
Limit

of

cost

crLed
creased. of cost

in-

n-

Vol. 39, p. 15.
39, p.15.
Vol

Advisory
Committee
AdvisoryCommittee
for Aeronautics.
forAeronautics.
All expenses.

AU"expens-.

Vol. 38, p. 930;
30 Vol.
40vp,.
40,
p. 557.

p.

; v7

technical
members and employees;
employees;
expenses of members
technical assistants; traveling
traveling expenses
office supplies, printing,
miscellaneous expenses,
including
office
printing, and other
other miscellaneous
expenses, including
technical periodicals
reference; equipment,
maintenance, Langley
technical
periodicals and books
books of
of reference;
I
equipment, maintenance,
M
Memorial
and
operation of
Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory,
and Aeronai
Laboratory, and
and operation
of Langley
Memorial Aeronautical
Aeronautical LeaoraLaboratory.
construction of additional buildings necessary
necessary in connection
connection there- tory.
construction
with; maintenance
maintenance and
passengerof one
one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerand operation
operation of
with;
purchase, maintenance,
operation of one
maintenance, and operation
carrying vehicle; and purchase,
passenger-carrying
cycle; personal services
services in the field and in Proviso.
passenger-carrying motor cycle;
Columbia: Proided,
Provided, That
That the sum to be paid out of Clerical,, etc.,
etc., se
servthe District of Columbia:
ce
this
appropriation for
for clerical,
messenger service
service for the
the iices.
and messenger
clerical, drafting,
drafting, and
this appropriation
exceed $30,000; in all,
fiscal year ending June 30, 1922, shall not exceed
$200,000.
$200,000.
Railroad
Labor
RAILROAD LABOR
LABOR BOARD.
Board.
Bairoad
Labor
BOARD.
RAILROAD
For nine
board, at
at $10,000
each; secretary,
secretary, $5,000;
$5,000;
$10,000 each;
of the
the board,
For
nine members
members of
in all, $95,000.

the Railroad
For all
authorized expenditures
expenditures of the
Railroad Labor
Labor Board
For
all other
other authorized

in performing
performing the duties imposed by law, including
personal and
and
including personal
in
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere, supplies,
other services

Salaries.
sala
ie
s.
All other expenses.

AlBln
Ante, ther
p. 470.eeses.
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and equipment,
law books
books of
of reference,
periodicals, printprint-reference, periodicals,
and books
books and
equipment, law
and
ing
binding, traveling
expenses, per
per diem
diem in
in lieu
subsistence,
of subsistence,
lieu of
traveling expenses,
ing and
and binding,
rent of
quarters in
in the
District of
Columbia, if
space is
is not
not provided
provided
if space
of Columbia
the District
rent
of quarters
by the
Buildings Commission,
Commission, rent
of quarters
outside the
the
quarters outside
rent of
Public Buildings
the Public
by
District
Columbia, witness
witness fees,
$275,000.
mileage, $275,000.
and mileage,
fees, and
of Columbia,
District of

Rent,
Rent, D. C.
Condition.

Rock Creek and PoaydComP
tomac
Pawy
cortomac Parkway
mission.

toackarek

ROCK
CREEK AND
AND POTOMAC
PARKWAY COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
POTOMAC PARKWAY
ROCK
C CREEK

To
commission created
created by
by section
section 22 of
of the
the Public
Public
the commission
enable the
To enable
Buildings Act
Act approved
March 4, 1913 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes at
approved March
Buildings
Large, page
proceedings toward
toward the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of
continue proceedings
to continue
885), to
page 885),
Large,
lands required
required for
for a
between Potomac
Potomac Park, the
parkway between
a connecting
connecting parkway
lands
Zoological
Park, and
$200,000, to
to be
be available
available until
until
Park, $200,000,
Creek Park,
Rock Creek
and Rock
Zoological Park,
expended
and to
to be
be payable
payable 40
cen tura out
of the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of
out of
40 per
per centum
and
expended
from
Sixty per
District
per cent
cent from
the United
60 per
centum out
revenues of the Disout of the revenues
per centum
and 60
States and
the
United States
District revenues.
trict of
of Columbia:
Provided, That
the total
total area
of lands
lands finally
finally to
to
area of
That the
Columbia: Provided,
trict
Provisos.
Provisos.
Area limited.
be acquired
for said
not exceed
exceed the
the area and parcels
parcels
shall not
parkway shall
said parkway
be
acquired for
described
map numbered
numbered 2, contained
House
contained in House
on map
delineated on
and delineated
described and
Document
Numbered
1114 of
the Sixty-fourth
Congress, first
first session:
Congress,
Sixty-fourth
of
the
Numbered
Document
imposed.
Conditions imposed.
Provided
the expenditure
the funds
appropriated
funds appropriated
of the
expenditure of
That the
further, That
Providedfurther,
p. 282.
Vol. 39, p.
herein
shall be
be subject
subject to
to all
conditions imposed
imposed by
by the
the Sundry
Sundry
all the
the conditions
herein shall
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
1, 1916.
July 1,
Act approved
approved July
Civil

Acquiring additional
additional
Acquiring
land.
Vol.
Vol. 37,
37, p.
p. 885.
885.

rorn

Shipping Board.
Board.
Shipping

SHIPPING BOARD.
SHIPPING

Salaries.
Ante, p. 990.

For seven
seven commissioners,
at $12,000
$12,000 each;
each; secretary,
secretary, $5,000; in
in
commissioners, at
For
$89,000.
all,
$89,000.
expenses.
All other expenses.
For
expenditures authorized
by the
approved SepAct approved
the Act
authorized by
all other
other expenditures
For all
Vol. 39, p.
728.
p. 728.
tember 7,
7, 1916, as
as amended,
amended, including
including the compensation
compensation of attorneys,
tember
other
officers,
examiners, clerks, and other
experts, examiners,
special experts,
architects, special
naval architects,
officers, naval
employees in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia and
elsewhere; and for all
and elsewhere;
District of
the District
employees
other expenses
expenses of
the board,
including the
the rental
rental of quarters
quarters outside
board, including
of the
other
the
District of
of Columbia,
reference, and
and periodiof reference,
books, books of
law books,
Columbia, law
the District
cals,
printing and bin
binding,
actual and necessary
necessary expenses of
and, and
and actual
cals, printing
members
special experts, and other employees
employees while
members of the board, its special
upon
the District
District of Columbia, $350,000.
business outside of the
upon official
official business
Investigating forforInvestigating
discrimination against vessels
vessels and
and
of foreign
foreign..discrimination
investigation of
For the investigation
eign
scriminations
eign discriminations
against American
ves-* shippers
American vesagainst
of
the
United
States, including personal
services in the
personal
services
of
the
United
shippers
sels,
etc.
sels,
elsewhere, actual necessary
necessary traveling
traveling
and elsewhere,
District of Columbia and
Per diemsubsistenco.
PerdiemsubslStenco.
allowed pursuant
pursuant
expenses, and per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence when allowed
expenses,
Vol.
38, p.
Vol. 3S,
p. 680.
680.
to
Appropriation Act
Act approved
approved August
August
Sundry Civil Appropriation
to section 13
13 of the Sundry
1, 1914, $20,000.
$20,000.
1,
Emergency shipship
Emergency
ping
fund
ping fund.

EmerExpenses of Emerorpoion paygency Corporation

AVPRGENCY SHIPPING
SHIPPING FUND.
FUND.
EMERGENCY

The expenses
expenses of
the United
United States
Shipping Board
Board Emergency
Emergency
States Shipping
of the
The
June 30,
Fleet Corporation
during the fiscal
Fleet
Corporation during
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30, 1922,
1922, for
for
administrative
administrative purposes,
purposes ' the payment of claims
claims arising from the
cancellation of
contracts, damage
damage charges
charges and
miscellikneous adjustcancellation
of contracts,
and miscellaneous
adjustments,
and operation
operation of
the completion
completion of
of
vessels, the
of vessels,
maintenance and
ments, maintenance
under construction,
for carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions
vessels now under
construction, and
and for
Ante, p. 988.
of the Act entitled
entitled "
"An Act to provide
provide for the promotion
promotion and mainteAnte, p. 988.
nance of the American
American merchant
merchant marine, to repeal
repeal certain emergency
emergency
legislation,
disposition, regulation,
regulation, and use of
of
legislation, and
and provide for the disposition,
property
acquired thereunder,
thereunder, and
approved
and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
property acquired
Sources specified.
orcs speified
June 5, 1920,
1920, shall
shall be paid from the following
following sources:
sources: (a) The
amount
amount on hand July 1, 1921; (b) the amount received during the
fiscal year 1922 from the operation of ships,
ships, and (c) not to exceed
exceed
$55,000,000
deferred payments
payments on ships sold prior to the
$55,000,000 from deferred
fiscal
approval
approval of this Act, from plant and material
material sold during the fiscal
year 1922,
and from
from ships
sold during
during the
the fiscal
year 1922:
ProProyear
1922:
fiscal
P
T01410.
ships
sold
and
year
1922,
po^a.
f te
th
d
T ha t
No
further construcbe
shall
no
contract
this
Act
e
approval
a
r
,
r
onst
Noinr
vided,
That
after
the
approval
of
Act
.
contract
tion
of
a
addition
onsctio
dertaen for
for the
to or
or work
entered
iized. contracts author- entered
jie
entered into
the construction
of any
additional
work undertaken
undertaken
construction
additional

able from.
able
from.
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vessels
Shipping Board
vessels for the United States Shipping
Board or the United States
States
Shipping
Shipping Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation.
Corporation.

No part
part of
the funds
United States
Board EmerEmer-t R
C. ,restricrestricNo
of the
funds of
of the
the United
States Shippin
Shippingg Board
Rent,,DD. C.,
n
tio ent

gency Fleet Corporation
Corporation shall be available
available for rent of
of buildings
buildings in
in
the District of Columbia
Columbia during the fiscal year 1922 if suitable
suitable space
space
is .provided
corporation by the
provided for the said corporation
the Public
Public Buildings ComCommission.
No part
of the
funds made
in this
bulletins,
No
part of
the funds
made available
available in
this Act
Act for
for the
the Shipping
Shipping jPrinting
rirttlade n
i
3ulletins '

Board or
or the
Board
the Emergency
Emergency Fleet Corporation
Corporation shall
shall be expended
expended for the e "obidden.
preparation, printing, or publication
preparation,
publication of any bulletins, newspapers,
newspapers,
magazines, or periodicals, or for services in connection
connection with same,
same,
printing of reports or documents
not including
including preparation
preparation and printing
documents
authorized
authorized by law.
No contracts
entered into
into shall
shall provide
contracts for ship construction
construction to be entered
provide Contractrestrictions.
Contraetrestrictions.
that the compensation of the contractor
contractor shall be
of conconbe the cost of
struction
a percentage
percentage thereof
struction plus a
thereof for profit, or plus a
afixed
for
fixed fee
fee for
profit.
SmithsonianInstituSMITHSONIAN
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
INSTITUTION.
tmithsonianstitution.
tion.
International exInternational exchanges:
International
exchanges: For the system
system of international
international ex- changes.
Instesrnaional.
changes between
between the Umnted
United States and foreign
foreign countries, under
under the
the
direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including
including necessary
necessary
employees
employees and purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary books
books and
and periodicals,
periodicals, $50,000.
$50,000.
American
tome
. rican E
Ethethnology: For continuing
continuing ethnological
American ethnology:
among American
ethnological researches
researches among
th nogy
American Indians and the natives
the American
natives of Hawaii,
including the
the nology.
Hawaii, including
excavation
excavation and preservation
preservation of archaeologic
archmologic remains,
under the
the
remains, under
direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including
including necessary
necessary
employees and the purchase of
employees
and periodicals,
periodicals,
of necessary
necessary books
books and
$46,000.
$46,000.
International CataInternational
Catalogue of
of Scientific
Scientific Literature:
Literature: For
For the
International Catalogue
the cooperacoopera- logue
Iloue
ornatiic
Ctt-Litof Scientific
tion of the
tion
the United
United States
States in
the work
in the
work of
of the
the International
International Catalogue
Catalogue erature.
erature.
of Scientific Literature,
preparation of
of a
classified index
index
Literature, including
including the
the preparation
a classified
catalogue
catalogue of American scientific
scientific publications
publications for
for incorporation
incorporation in
in
International Catalogue,
the International
Catalogue, clerk hire,
hire, purchase
necessary books
books
purchase of necessary
and periodicals,
periodicals, and
and other
necessary incidental
expenses, $7,500.
$7,500.
and
other necessary
incidental expenses,
Astrophysical
Ct1
Astrophysical
Observatory: For
Astrophysical Observatory:
of the
the Astrophysical
Astrophysical serN
For maintenance
maintenance of
servTatory.Ys
a ory.
Observatory,
Observatory, under the direction of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution,
including assistants, purchase
necessary books
eri
odi cal
s,
purchase of
of necessary
books and
and p
periodicals,
apparatus, making necessary
necessary observations
repairs
observations in high
high altitudes, repairs
and
alterations of
of buildings,
buildings, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $15,500.
$15,500.
and alterations
M useum.
National
fixtures, and
and appliances
National Museum: For cases, furniture,
furniture, fixtures,
appliances National
Furlnitreoet.
required
required for the exhibition
exhibition and safe-keeping
safe-keeping of collections, including
including
necessary employees,
employees, $20,000;
necessary
$20,000;
Heating,
lighting,
htin
For heating, lighting, electrical,
telegraphic, and telephonic
electrical, telegraphic,
telephonic service, etc.
et.
' lig
$70,000;
$70,000;
Preserving ccolle cFor continuing
For
continuing preservation,
of collections
preservation, exhibition,
exhibition, and
and increase
increase of
collections tioPnrset
ollec
tions, etc.
from the surveying and exploring
the Government,
Government,
exploring expeditions
expeditions of
of the
and from other sources,
necessary employees,
all other
sources, includin.
including necessary
employees, all
other
necessary expenses,
expenses, and not exceeding
necessary
and
exceeding $5,500
$5,500 for drawings
drawings and
illustrations for publications,
publications, $312,620;
$312,620;
Repairs, etc.
For repairs of buildings, shops, and sheds, including all necessary
necessary Repairsetclabor and material, $10,000;
$10,000;
Books, etc.
periodicals for reference,
etc.
For purchase of books, pamphlets, and periodicals
reference, Books
$2,000;
$2,000;
Postage.
For postage stamps and foreign
foreign postal
postal cards, $500;
$500;
In all,
all, National
$415,120.
In
National Museum,
Museum, $415,120.
N
National Gallery of
National Gallery of Art: For the administration
National
administration of the National Art.
At.
ery
Administration exGallery of Art by the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, including
including compensacompensa- pe-""1nitstn
pens.
necessary employees
tion of necessary
employees and necessary
necessary incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses,
$15,000.
$15,000.
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National Zoological Park: For roads,
roads, walks, bridges,
bridges, water
water supply,
National

Zoological
Zoological

sewerage, and
drainage; grading,
planting, and
and otherwise
otherwise improving
improving
grading, planting,
and drainage;
sewerage,

Expenses.
Prenases.

the
and repairing
repairing buildings
buildings and
inclosures; care,
care,
and inclosures;
erecting and
grounds; erecting
the grounds;
necessary
of
animals;
transportation
and
purchase,
subsistence,
subsistence,
employees;incidental
purchase, expenses
and transportation
not otherwiseof
provided
animals;
for, necessary
including
employees; incidental expenses not otherwise provided for, including
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and
driving of
of horses
required
vehicles required
horses and vehicles
and driving
purchase,
for
official purposes,
not exceeding
purchase of necessary
necessary
for the purchase
$100 for
exceeding $100
purposes, not
or official

books and
and periodicals,
and exclusive
of architect's
fees or
or compensacompensaarchitect's fees
exclusive of
periodicals, and
books
from the
centum of which
$125,000; 60 per centum
tion, $125,000;
District
Sixty revenues.
per m
cent from tion,
which sum shall be paid
paid from
the
DSirerenu.t

revenues
Columbia and 40 per centum
centum from the
revenues of the District of Columbia
Treasury of the United
United States.
Purchase of addiotherwise, of all the followcondemnation or otherwise,
For the purchase, by condemnation
tioPnla
tional
lands. of addiing lots,
lots pieces, or parcels
parcels of land lying between
between the present
present southsoutheastern 'boundary
the National
National Zoological
Park and Adams Mill
Zoological Park
of the
boundary of
eastern
Description.
Road from
Place to
known or
now known
or Cescribed
described
from Clydesdale
Clydesdale Place
to Ontario
Ontario Road, now
Description.
Road
on
of the
surveyor of
of the
of Columbia
Columbia as lots
the District
District of
the surveyor
records of
on the
the records
numbered eight
eight hundred
and
hundred and
one, eight
eight hundred
and one
hundred and
hundred, eight
eight hundred,
numbered
three, eight hundred
two,
hundred and
and five, eight hundred
hundred
eight hundred and three,
two, eight
and
hundred and seven,
seven eight hundred
eight
hundred and eight, eight
six, eight
eight hundred
and six,
numbered
hundred
nine and
and eight
ten of block numbered
eight hundred and ten
and nine,
hundred and
twenty-five hundred
hundred and
eighty-five west, $2,500,
$2,500, together
together with
with
and eighty-five
twenty-five
A nte, p.
p. 82.
892.
Ante,
the unobligated
balance of the
unobligated balance
the appropriation
appropriation "Additional
"Additional land,
National Zoological
Sundry Civil Approthe Sundry
Park," contained
contained in the
Zoological Park,"
National
1921, or such
year 1921,
fiscal year
such portion of such sums
priation Act for the fiscal
as may
be necessary,
to be
yearavailable
till the
the termination
of the
the
termination of
available till
necessary, to
may be
as
Price.
Vol. 3
8, p. 27.
proceedings
herein authorized.
The Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury is
is
of the
Secretary of
authorized. The
proceedings herein
s,p.
.
vol.
that
to purchase
purchase any of said land that
and directed
directed to
hereby authorized
authorized and
at
agreement with the owner
owner or owners thereof
thereof at
obtain by
by agreement
he can
can obtain
than one
one and
and one-half
one-half times
times the assessment for the
prices not
not greater
greater than
two-year period
addition to any special
special
1921, in addition
June 30, 1921,
two-year
period ending June
assessments levied
assessments
levied against
against said lots since the making
making of said assessassessment,
Secretary of the
ment, either
either paid or
or required
required to
to be paid;
paid; and the secretary
Treasury
further authorized
and directed
directed to
to institute
institute proceedings
proceedings
authorized and
Treasury is
is further
Condemnation Pro
for the
the condemnation
condemnation of
of any
hereinbefore described
described that
that
the land
land hereinbefore
any of
of the
oedenti"on pPn for
ceedings.
he may be unable
unable to purchase
purchase by agreement
agreement with the owner or owners thereof. The land acquired
acquired under
under the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act,
together with
highway (alley from
Road to
to
together
with the included
included highway
from Adams
Adams Mill Road
Added
Added to Zoological boundary of National
Zoological
Park)
shall be
added to
to and
become
National
Zoological
Park)
shall
be
added
and
become
Park.
a r
National Zoological
Zoological Park.
P
aapart
part of the National

TARIFF
TARIFF COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

TariffCommisson.
Commission.
Tariff

and ex-

alaries and exSalaries
pewee.

Vol. 39, p. 795.

Vol. 39.

795.

For salaries and expenses
expenses of the United States Tariff Commission,
Commission,
including
purchase and exchange
including purchase
exchange of labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
devices, the purchase
of professional
professional and scientific
reference,
of
scientific books, law books, books of reference,
and
may be
necessary, as
as authorized
under Title
VII
and periodicals
periodicals as
as may
be necessary,
authorized under
Title VII
"An Act
for other
other
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to increase
increase the
the revenue, and
and for
purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved September
September 8, 1916, $300,000.

War Department.
Department.
War

WAR
DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT.

Armories and arsenals.
r o in

Aberdeen
AGrotde.
Ground,
lid.

Prwring

AN&mtol
J.

Arsenal,

N.
Arnatol

g

areal,

ARMORIES
ARSENALS.
ARNfORTPS AND
AND ARSENALS.

Aberdeen Proving
Proving Ground,
Ground, Maryland:
Maryland: For
For the
the construction
construction of
of aa
Aberdeen

coal trestle
bin between
000;
trestle and bm
between main power
.awer plants, $20
$20,000;
For the construction
roundhouse
construction of a
aroun
sii ouse for housing railroad
railroad engines
engines
and railroad cranes, $20,000;
$20,000;

In all, $40,000.

Amatol
reinforcing and
AmatolArsenal, Hammonton, New Jersey:
Jersey: For reinforcing

renewing foundations
foundations of storehouses,
storehouses, $25,000;
$25,000;
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Island, Illinois: For operating,
Rock Island
Island Arsenal,
Arsenal, Rock
operating, repair,
Rock Island,
Rock

Rock Island, M.
Iland, Ill.
Rock

preservation of Rock Island bridges and viaduct, and mainteand preservation
$30,000;
bridges, $30,000;
nance
repair of
connecting the bridges,
street connecting
of the
the arsenal street
nance and
and repair
Springfield, Mass.
Mass.
Massachusetts: For the extension
Springfield
extension of the Springfeld,
Arsenal, Massachusetts:
Springfield Arsenal,
water-supply
system, $7,500;
$7,500;
water-supply system,
For
the construction
construction and
and installation
$4,000;
of fire
fire escapes,
escapes, $4,000;
installation of
For the
In
all, Springfield
Springfield Arsenal,
Arsenal, $11,500.
$11,500.
In all,
Watertown, Mass.
Mass.
Watertown
Arsenal, Watertown,
Watertown, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: For the con- Watertown,
Watertown Arsenal,
struction
of
roads
and
drains,
$10,000.
$10,000.
drains,
and
of
roads
struction
Testing machines.
Watertown
Arsenal, testing
testing machines:
machines: For
necessary professional
professional Testing machines.
For necessary
Watertown Arsenal,
for
and
skilled
labor,
purchase
of
materials,
tools,
and
appliances
and
appliances
tools,
of
materials,
purchase
skilled
labor,
and
of
operating
machines, for
for investigative
investigative test and tests
tests of
the testing
testing machines,
operating the
material
in connection
connection with
the manufacturing
manufacturing work
Ordnance
the Ordnance
work of the
with the
material in
materials for operating
Department,
instruments and materials
operating the
Department, and for instruments
chemical
in connection
and for
maintenance
for maintenance
therewith, and
connection therewith,
laboratory in
chemical laboratory
of the
the establishment,
establishment, $50,000.
$50,000.
of
Repairs, etc.
Repairs
arsenals: For
repairs and
improvement of arsenals
arsenals Repairs"etc
and improvement
For repairs
of arsenals:
Repairs of
and depots,
and to
unforeseen expenditures
expenditures as accidents
accidents
to meet
meet such unforeseen
and
depots, and
or other
during the
year may
may render
render necessary,
includnecessary, includthe year
or
other contingencies
contingencies during
ing
the arsenals,
arsenals, $1,850,000.
schools on
$1,850,000. civilian
in the
machinery for
for manufacturing
manufacturing purposes
purposes in
ing machinery
Civilian schools on
reservations.
Ordnance
schools: For
For the
maintenance and
and reservations.
the maintenance
civilian schools:
reservations, civilian
Ordnance reservations,
Ante, p. 333.
operation of
schools for
for children
ordnance reservations,
reservations, $28,500.
$28,500. Ante, p.333.
on ordnance
children on
of schools
operation
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
CORPS.
QUARTERMASTER

roads, and sewer:
Fort
sewer: For repair
repair and
wharf, roads,
Virginia, wharf,
Fort Monroe,
Monroe, Virginia,
maintenance
of wharf
wharf and
and apron
of wharf,
including all necessary
necessary
wharf, including
apron of
maintenance of
fuel for waiting rooms,
labor and
and material
therefor_, fuel
rooms, water, brooms,
material therefor,
labor
$15,000; wharfinger,
wharfinger, $900;
$900; four
four laborers,
laborers, $2,880;
and shovels, $15,000;
in
all, $18,780;
$18,780; for
for one-third
one-third of
supplied by
by the
to be supplied
sum, to
of said
said sum,
in all,
United
States, $6,260.
$6,260.
United States,
For
roadway, pavements,
to roadway,
repairs to
brooms; repairs
and brooms;
shovels, and
rakes, shovels,
For rakes,
macadam
repairs to street
street crossings;
crossings; repairs to
and asphalt
asphalt block; repairs
macadam and
$720 each;
street
six laborers
roads, at $720
each;
cleaning roads,
laborers cleaning
$2,500; six
drains, $2,500;
street drains,
supplied by the
in
all, $6,820;
two-thirds of
said sum,
sum, to be supplied
of said
for two-thirds
in all,
$6,820; for
United States,
United
States, $4,546.67.
$4,546.67.
For waste,
oil, motor
cement, brick,
pump repairs, sewer pipe, cement,
and pump
motor and
waste, oil,
For
stone,
and supplies,
supplies, $1,200;
two engineers,
two
each; two
at $1,200 each;
engineers, at
$1,200; two
stone, and
said sum, to
laborers,
at $720
$720 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $5,040;
$5,040; for
for two-thirds
two-thirds of said
laborers, at
be
supplied by
United States,
States $3,360.
be supplied
by the
the United
$3,360.
quarters for
Military Posts,
Posts, Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands:
Islands: For completion
completion of quarters
Military
one regiment
of Artillery
Artillery at
Schofield Barracks,
Barracks, $520,000.
at Schofield
one
regiment of
improving national
NATIONAL
CEMETERIES: For
maintaining and improving
national
For maintaining
NATIONAL CEMETERIES:
laborers and
cemeteries,
including fuel
for superintendents,
superintendents, pay of laborers
fuel for
cemeteries, including
other
tools and
and materials,
$250,000.
materials, $250,000.
of tools,
purchase of
employees, purchase
other employees,
For pay
seventy-six superintendents
cemeteries,
superintendents of national cemeteries,
of seventy-six
pay of
For
Mexico
including
to exceed
exceed $1,500
$1,500 for
the superintendent
superintendent at Mexico
for the
not to
including not
City, $63,720.
City,
$63,720.
For continuing
continuing the
work of
of furnishing
furnishing headstones
headstones of
of durable
durable stone
stone
the work
For
Conor
other durable
material for
for unmarked
graves of Union and Conunmarked graves
durable material
or other
federate
marines in national,
national, post, city, town,
federate soldiers, sailors, and marines
and
village cemeteries,
cemeteries, naval
naval cemeteries
navy yards
and stations
and village
cemeteries at
at navy
yards and
stations
of
United States,
burial places
the Acts
Acts of
of
under the
places,' under
and other
other burial
States, and
United
of the
the March 3, 1873, February 3, 1879, and
March
and March
March 9, 1906; continuing
continuing the
work
of furnishing
furnishing headstones
headstones for
unmarked graves
graves of civilians
civilians infor unmarked
work of
terred
post cemeteries
the Acts of April 28, 1904, and June
under the
cemeteries under
in post
terred in
the unmarked
unmarked graves of
30,
1906; and
furnishing headstones
headstones for
for the
and furnishing
30, 1906;
and marines
Confederate
marines in national
national cemeteries,
cemeteries,
sailors, and
soldiers, sailors,
Confederate soldiers,
$120,000.
$120,000.
4U8V-21---89
44281c-21--89

QuartermasterCorps.
QuartermasterCorpa
Fort Monroe,
Va.
Fort
Monroe, Va.
Wharf, etc.
Wharf,etc.

Reparstoroadsetc.
Repairs toroads, etc.

Sewers
etc.
Sewers, etc.

0
c.rh
aVelrl

H
nHShie

Barracks,
t

Barras

,

National cemeteries.
cemeteries.
National

Maintenanlce.
Maintenance.

prntendent

Superintendents.

Heaodtones

sol-

Headstones for sol-

diers', etc..
graves.
etc., graves.
dier',

p

R. S., sec.
ec 4Tt, pp.
4'
",
944.
Vol. 20, p. 2S1.; VoL
34, p. 50.
Civilians.
Vol. 33, p.396; Vol.
34 ,p. 741.
Confederates.

W94. s

vol 20, p. 2!; vOL
ciians.
34
43. P.39;
Cofderates.
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cemeteries which have been
For repairs to roadways
roadways to national
national cemeteries
constructed
by
special
authority
of
Congress,
Provided,
$12,000: Provided,
constructed by special authority of Congress, $12,000:
Einrnchments
right of way
the right
permitted upon
railroads forbidden.
That
railroads shall
shall be
upon the
way which
which
be permitted
That no
no railroads
forbiddear
rairoads
may
have been
been acquired
United States
to a
national cemetery,
cemetery,
a national
States to
by the
the United
acquired by
may have
or
to encroach
roads or
thereon and
and
constructed thereon
or walks
walks constructed
any roads
upon any
encroach upon
or to
Restriction,
maintained
the United
States: Provided
further, That
no part
part of
of
That no
Providedfurther,
by the
United States:
maintained by
Restriction.
this sum
be used
for repairing
repairing any
by the
the
not owned
owned by
roadway not
any roadway
used for
shall be
sum shall
this
United
within the
the corporate
corporate limits
limits of
of any
city, town,
town, or
or village.
village.
any city,
States within
United States
ted to
one apapNo part
part of
any
appropriation for
for national
national cemeteries
cemeteries or
or the
the repair
repair
appropriation
of
any
No
to
one
rLmited
proach.
of roadways
roadways thereto
maintenance of more
be expended
expended in the maintenance
thereto shall be
of
than
any national
cemetery.
approach to
to any
national cemetery.
than a
a single
single approach
Burial of indigent
or
National Cemetery,
soldiers,
etc., D. C.
For
expenses of
of burying
the Arlington
Arlington National
Cemetery, or
in the
burying in
For expenses
g
soldierf etc
in
cemeteries of
of the
Columbia, indigent
indigent ex-Union
ex-Union
of Columbia,
District of
the -District
in the
the cemeteries
soldiers,
ex-marines, of
of the United
service, either
either
United States service,
or ex-marines,
ex-sailors, or
soldiers, ex-sailors,
Regular or
who have
discharged or
or retired
retired
honorably discharged
been honorably
have been
or Volunteer,
Volunteer, who
Regular
and
die in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to be
be disbursed by the
in the
who die
and who
Secretary
at a
$45 for
for such
burial expenses
such burial
not exceeding
exceeding $45
a cost
cost not
of War,
War, at
Secretary of
in
each case,
exclusive of
cost of
grave, $1,000,
$1,000, 60 per centum
centum of
of
of grave,
of cost
case, exclusive
in each
which sum
sum shall
paid out
of the
the revenues
revenues of
of the
the District
of
District of
out of
shall be
be paid
which
Columbia.
of monuments,
monuments,
Antietam
bat tle
Antietam
battle field:
field: For
and preservation
preservation of
repair and
For repair
Antietam battle
battle
fietam
field,
Md.
fences,'and so forth, made and
Preservation.
tablets,
tower,'road
roads,
Prervation.
tablets, observation tower
s, and fences
constructed by the
within the limits
upon public lands within
United States
States upon
the United
constructed
of the
the Antietam
Antietam battle
battle field,
near
Sharpsburg, Maryland,
Maryland, $5,000.
$5,000.
field,
near
Sharpsburg,
of
Superintendent.
superintendent of Antietam battle
pentene
For pay of superintendent
battle field, said superintendent to perform his
his duties
duties under the direction
direction of the Quartermaster Corps
selected and appointed
appointed by the Secretary
Secretary of
Corps and
and to be selected
master
War, at
at his
selected for this position to be an
person selected
the person
discretion,' the
his discretion
War,
honorably-discharged
discharged Union
Unioilsoldier,
$1,500.
soldier, $1,500.
honorably
In termen l of
relDisposition
of remains
remains of
soldiers, and
and civilian
civilian employees:
officers, soldiers,
of officers,
Disposition of
mains of officers, soldiers.
etc.
For interment, cremation (only upon request from relatives
relatives of
of the
the
diremation
Cremation allowed.
allowed. For interment, cremation (only upon request from
Ante, p. 1278.
deceased), or
and transportation
or to
to
1278.
deceased),
or of
of preparation
preparation and
transportation to
to their
their homes
homes or
designated by proper authority,
such national cemeteries
cemeteries as may be designated
officers,
in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
remains of officers,
Secretary of War, of the remains
Military Academy,
Academy, including acting
cadets, United States Military
acting assistant
assistant
surgeons and enlisted men in active
active service, and accepted
accepted applicants
applicants
enlistment; interment,
interment, or of preparation
transportation to
for enlistment;
preparation and transportation
Army in the
their homes, of the remains
remains of civil employees of the Anny
Department who
Alaska, in the
employ of the
the War
War Department
who die
die abroad,
abroad, in Alaska,
Army transports, or who die while on duty in the
Canal Zone, or on Army
field or at military
military posts within the limits of the United States;
States;
interment
military posts;
interment of military
military prisoners
prisoners who
who die
die at
at military
posts; for the
interment
enlisted men
men
interment and
and shipment
shipment to
to their
their homes of remains of enlisted
who are discharged in hospitals in the United
United States and continue
inmates of said hospitsils
to the
date of
of their
their death,
death, and
and for
interas inmates
hospitals to
the date
for interment
of prisoners
war and
and interned
alien enemies
enemies who
who die
die at
at prison
prison
ment of
prisoners of
of war
interned alien
abandoned
removal of remains
remasts
camps
Remoing
from
Removing
abandoned
remains
post
camps in the United States;
States; removal
remains from
from abandoned
s,
posts to permanent
permanent military posts or national
national cemeteries,
cemeteries, including
etc.
Federal soldiers,
soldiers, sailors, or marines interred
fields
the remains of
of Federal
interred in
in fields
Reimbursement
city cemeteries;
and in
in any
any case
case where
where
cemeteries; and
and city
private and
tta or
or abandoned
abandoned private
Rindeidulmet
inch:
idnaLs.
the expenses
expenses of burial or shipment
shipment of the remains
remains of officers
officers or enlisted
enlisted
men of the Army who die on the active list are borne
borne by individuals,
individuals,
expenses would have been
where such expenses
been lawful
lawful claims against the
Government,
made of
of
to such
such individuals
individuals may be made
Government, reimbursement
reimbursement to
Government for such
such services
services out of this
the amount allowed by the Government
merican cemetercemeter- sum,
but no reimbursement
incurred
American
sum ,
reimbursement shall be
be made of such expenses incurred
ies in Great Britain
•
and irncea.
France.
prior
to July
1910; expenses
the segregation
of bodies
in permapermabodies in
segregation of
expenses of
of the
July 1, 1910;
prior to
and
nent American
American cemeteries
cemeteries in Great
Great Britain
Britain. and France; in all,
Provisos.
$1,000,000:
above provisions
provisions shall be applicable
$1,000,000: Provided,
Protided,That the above
Proiss.
in
the
cases
of
officers
and
enlisted
men
on the
the retired
retired list
list of
of the
on
men
and
enlisted
of
officers
the
cases
in
"e
teia2^ydst
duty included.
Repairs to roadways
roadways.
Repairs
Provisos.
Encroachments

n s of

o ti

by
by

, so
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Army who
who have
Army
have died
hereafter die
die while
active duty
duty by
died or
or may
may hereafter
while on
on active
by Citizens
itizen servin
inggwith
proper assignment
assignment and
proper
and also
to citizens
citizens of
may Alies.
also to
of the
the United
United States
States who
who mav
have died while
while serving
serving in
in the
the armies
of the
associated with
with
armies of
the Allies
Allies associated
Haint
enance
ia
c e
the Americanth~forces:
the
forces: Provided
further, That,
That, in
in addition
addition to
to the
the forefore- M
Providedfurther,
igraves
ai nter
abroad,
fr^
of graves
abrt
o
a
bi~e
T
1,"
oad, etc.
going sum,
sum, the
the unobligated
unoblicrated balance
the appropriation
"Disposi- Balance
available.
balance of
of the
appropriation "DisposiBalance ava
liable.
Ante, p. 896.
soldiers, and
and civil
tion of remains of officers,
officers, soldiers,
civil employees,"
employees," for
the Ant
for the
9
fiscal year 1921
1921 is
is made
fiscal
year 1922
for the
the
made available
available during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1922 for
above purposes
purposes and
for the
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of graves
graves of
of officers,
officers,
and for
the care
and c:vilian
civilian employees
soldiers, and
employees of
of the
the Army
Army abroad,
abroad, and
and for
the
for the
preparation arid
their remains
remains to
their homes,
preparation
aid shipment
shipment of
of their
to their
homes, or
or to
to
national
national cemeteries.
cemeteries.
Confederate Mound.
Confederate Mound,
Oakwood Cemetery,
For care,
care, propro- cicafeorte
Confederate
Mound, Oakwood
Cemetery, Chicago:
Chicago: For
Chicago, Ill.
tection,
maintenance of
of the
plat of
as "
tection, and
and maintenance
the plat
of ground
ground known
known as
" Confederate
Confederate
Mound"
Oakwood Cemetery,
$500.
Mound" in
in Oakwood
Cemetery, Chicago,
Chicago, $500.
Confederate StockConfederate
care, protection,
of Confederate
Stockade ade,
ade, Ohio.
For care,
protection, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
Confederate Stockade
Ohio.
Cemetery, Johnstons
Johnstons Island,
in Sandusky
Sandusky Bay,
Bay, Ohio,
Ohio, $350.
$350.
Cemetery,
Island, in
Confederate
burial
burial
Confederate
plats: For
For care,
Confederate burial plats:
care, protection,
protection, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of plats.
plats. ederat
Care,
etc.
Confederate burial
plats, owned
owned by
by the
United States,
States, located
and Care, etc.
Confederate
burial plats,
the United
located and
known by
known
by the
the following
designations: Confederate
North
following designations:
Confederate cemetery,
cemetery, North
Alton, Illinois;
Illinois; Confederate
Confederate cemetery,
Columbus, Ohio;
Ohio;
cemetery, Camp
Camp Chase,
Chase, Columbus,
Confederate
Confederate section,
section, Greenlawn
Greenlawn Cemetery,
Indianapolis, Indiana;
Cemetery, Indianapolis,
Indiana;
Confederate cemetery,
Point Lookout,
Maryland, and
and Confederate
Confederate
Confederate
cemetery, Point
Lookout, Maryland,
cemetery, Rock
Rock Island,
Island, Illinois,
cemetery,
Illinois, $1,250.
$1,250.
Little Rock, Ark.
Ark.
Burial of
Burial
of deceased
deceased indigent
indigent patients:
patients: For
burying in
in the
the Little
Little Bil
For burying
eemetery,
Burial in
in cemetery,
of
patients
dying
ying
at
Rock (Arkansas)
(Arkansas) National
Cemetery, including
transportation of
Rock
National Cemetery,
including transportation
patents d tospital.
Hot Springs Hospital.
thereto, indigent
indigent ex-soldiers,
thereto,
or ex-marines
ex-marines of
of the
the United
ex-soldiers, ex-sailors
ex-sailors, or
United
States service,
service, either
either Regular
Regular or
Volunteer, who
who have
have been
honorably
or Volunteer,
been honorably
discharged
discharged or
retired and
die while
patients at
at the
the Army
Army and
or retired
and who
who die
while patients
and
Navy General
Hospital, Hot
Springs, Arkansas,
Arkansas, to
be disbursed
disbursed at
at aa
Navy
General Hospital,
Hot Springs,
to be
cost not
not exceeding
exceeding $35
burial expenses
expenses in
each case,
case, exclucost
$35 for
for such
such burial
in each
exclusive of
cost of
sive
of cost
of grave,
grave, $200.
$200.
Memorial
Memorial
-AmphiAmphitheater, etc.,
etc., ArlingArhngArlington
Arlington Memorial
and Chapel:
Chapel: For
For care
care and
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater and
and mainmain- ton,
theater,
Va.
t
tenance of
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater and
Chapel and
tenance
of the
the Arlington
Arlington Memorial
and Chapel
and careetc.
Care, etc.
grounds in
in the
the Arlington
including a
Arlington National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, Virginia,
Virginia, including
a
custodian
$1,200, $12,000,
$12,000, to
be expended
the direction
direction of
custodian at
at $1,200,
to be
expended under
under the
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of War.
War.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL

MILITARY
FILITARY

PARKS.
PARKS.

Chickamauga and Chattanooga
Chickamauga
Chattanooga National
National Military
Military Park:
For conPark: For
conestablishment of the park; compensation
tinuing the establishment
compensation and expenses
of
expenses of
civilian commissioner,
other assistance,
assistance,
civilian
commissioner, maps, surveys,
surveys, clerical
clerical and
and other
including
including $300 for necessary
under direction
the
necessary clerical labor under
direction of the
chairman
chairman of the commission;
commission; maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of
of
one motor-propelled
motor-propelled and one horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle;
vehicle;
office and all other necessary
necessary expenses;
expenses; foundations
foundations for State monuments; mowin
g ;historical tablets,
iron and
ze ;iron
iron gun
gun carmowing;
tablets, iron
and bron
bronzecarriages; roads and their maintenance;
maintenance; purchase of small
smali tracts of lands
heretofore authorized
authorized by
by law,
$45,000.
heretofore
law, $45,000.
Gettysburg
Park: For
continni g the
establishGettysburg National
National Military
Military Park:
For continuing
the establishment of the park; acquisition
acquisition of lands, surveys,
surveys and
constructand maps; constructing, improving, and maintainiia
maintainingm
c7. avenues,
avenues, roads,
roads, and bridges thereon;
thereon;
fences
marking the
lines of
battle with
tablets and
and guns,
guns,
fences and gates;
gates; marking
the lines
of battle
with tablets
each tablet bearing aa brief legend giving historic facts and compiled
compiled
without censure
censure and without praise;
praise; preserving
features of
preserving the features
of the
battle field and the monuments thereon;
compensation of civilian
thereon; compensation
civilian
commissioner, clerical and other services,
services, expenses,
expenses, and labor; purchase and preparation of tablets and
and gun carriages
carriages and
and placing
placing them
them
maintenance, repair,
in position; maintenance,
repair, and
and operation
operation of a
amotor-propelled
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle,
and all
all other
other expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the
passenger-carrying
vehicle, and
foregoing, $50,000.
foregoing,
$50,000.

Military Parks,
Parks.
ickamnauga
( hickairmuga
i'hattanooga.
(ilattanoga.

Gettysburg.
Gettysburg.

and
and
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Guilford Courthouse National
Guilford
National Military
Military Park: For continuing
continuing the
the
establishment
of
a
national
military
park
at
the
battle
Gulford
of Guilford
field
battle
the
at
park
of a national military
establishment
Vol. 39, p. 996.
establish
Courthouse,
in accordance
with the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to establish
accordance with
Courthouse, in
.
Vol. 39.p
the battle
battle field
of Guilford
Guilford Courthouse,"
Courthouse,"
field of
at the
park at
military park
national military
aanational
approved
March 2,
$9,200.
1917, $9,200.
2, 1917,
approved March
Shiloh.
continuing the establishment
Shiloh National
establishment
Park: For continuing
Military Park:
National Military
Shoh.Shiloh
of
the
park;
compensation
of
secretary
and
superintendent; clerical
clerical
and superintendent;
secretary
of
of the park; compensation
and
labor; historical
tablets; maps
roads;
maps and surveys; roads;
historical tablets;
services; labor;
other services;
and other
purchase
and transportation
transportation of
supplies, implements,
implements, and materials;
materials;
of supplies,
purchase and
foundations for
for monuments;
office and
and other
expenses,
necessary expenses,
other necessary
monuments; office
foundations
including
and operation
operation of
of aa motor-propelled
motor-propelled
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
including maintenance,
Proviso.
passenger-carrying vehicle,
$19,435: Provided,
person shall
Provided, That no person
vehicle, $19,435:
passenger-carrying
arestriction.
Pay restriction.
be employed
hereunder at
rate of
compensation exceeding
exceeding $3,000
of compensation
at aa rate
employed hereunder
be
per annum.
annum.
per
Vieksburg.
National Military
Military Park: For continuing the establishment
establishnlent
Vicksburg National
Vieksburg.
of
the park;
compensation of
civilian commissioners;
commissioners; clerical
clerical and other
other
of civilian
park; compensation
of the
memorials,
services, labor,
labor, iron
mounting of siege guns, memorials,
carriages, mounting
gun carriages,
iron gun
services,
monuments, markers,
historical facts,
facts,
historical tablets giving historical
and historical
markers, and
monuments,
compiled
without censure; maps, surveys,
surveys, roads,
and without
praise and
without praise
compiled without
bridges,
purchase and
earthworks, purchase of lands, purchase
of earthworks,
restoration of
bridges, restoration
transportation of
supplies and materials;
materials; and other necessary
necessary
of supplies
transportation
expenses,
$27,500.
expenses, $27,500.
Guilford
Courthouse.
Guilford Courthouse.

Engineer
Engineer
ment.

Depart-

ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER

Buildings aand
Buildings
n d
grounds,
I). C.
grobundsD.C
Improvement ait d
Improvment
awe.

Buildings
and grounds
grounds in
and around
around Washington:
improveWashington: For improvein and
Buildings and
follows:
District of
and ment and care of public grounds,
grounds, District
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as follows:
maintenance of grounds
For improvement
improvement and maintenance
grounds south of Executive
For
Mansion $4,000.
$4,000.
Mansion,
For ordinary
ordinary care
$2,000.
greenhouses and nursery, $2,000.
care of greenhouses
For
For
repair and
reconstruction of
of the
greenhouses at the nursery,
nursery,
the greenhouses
and reconstruction
For repair
$3,000.
$3,000.
For ordinary
ordinary care
Lafayette Park, $2,000.
$2,000.
of Lafayette
care of
For
For
improvement and
$1,500.
Franklin Park, $1,500.
ordinary care of Franklin
and ordinary
For improvement

For
improvement and
and ordinary
ordinary care
of Lincoln
Park, $2,000.
$2,000.
Lincoln Park,
care of
For improvement
For care
and improvement
Monument Grounds and annex,
improvement of Monument
care and
For
$7,000.
$7,000.
General repairs, etc.
For
care, and
Garfield Park, $2,500.
$2,500.
of Garfield
maintenance of
and maintenance
improvement, care,
For improvement,
eneral repairs, etc.
post-and-chain fences,
For
and repair of post-and-chain
fences, repair
repair of
construction and
For construction
high
fences, constructing
coping about reservations,
reservations, paintconstructing stone coping
iron fences,
high iron
ing
watchmen's lodges,
lodges, iron
lamp-posts;
iron fences, vases, lamps, and lamp-posts;
ing watchmen's
apparatus for
repairing
extending water pipes, and purchase
purchase of apparatus
for
and extending
repairing and
cleaning them;
manure, and hauling
hauling same; removing
removing snow and
hose; manure,
them; hose;
cleaning
ice;
purchase and
seats and
and tools; trees, tree and plant
plant
repair of seats
and repair
ice; purchase
whitewashing, and stock
stakes, labels, lime, wlitewashing,
stock for nursery,
nursery, flowerpots,
flowerpots,
stakes,
and moss,
splints, and
moss, to be purchased
purchased by contract
contract
baskets, wire, splints,
twine, baskets,
or otherwise,
the Secretary
determine; care, construcconstrucof War may determine;
Secretary of
as the
otherwise, as
or
tion,
fountains; abating
abating nuisances; cleaning statues and
of fountains;
repair of
and repair
tion, and
repairing
pedestals,
$18,550.
$18,550.
pedestals,
rrepairing
o
.,
e,
Care, etc., of reserFor improvement,
improvement, care,
care, and maintenance
various reservations,
reservations,
maintenance of various
For
aios.
including
maintenance, repair, exchange
operation of three
exchange, and operation
including maintenance,
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles to be
be used only for
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
official purposes,
purposes, and
Operation, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
purchase, operation,
the purchase,
and the
official
and
division foremen, $35,000.
for division
cycles for
motor cycles
of motor
exchange of
and exchange
For
improvement,
care,
and
maintenance
of Smithsonian
Smithsonian grounds,
grounds,
of
maintenance
and
care,
For improvement,
$4,000.
$4,000.
maintenance of Judiciary
improvement and
and maintenance
Judiciary Park, $2,500.
$2,500.
For improvement
For laying
laying cement
walks in various reservations,
reservations, $3,500.
cement and other walks
For
$10,000.
For broken-stone
road covering
covering for parks, $10,000.
broken-stone road
For
$2,000.
For
curbing, coping, and
flagging for park
park roads and walks, $2,000.
and flagging
For curbing,
Grounds.
onumnt
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Rock Creek Park
For
care and
and improvement
of Rock
and the
the Piney
C
e
reekB
Park
Branch
ad pininey
Piney sarck
Park and
Creek Park
Rock Creek
improvement of
For care
Branch
Parkway,
exclusive
of
building
for
superintendent's
resiParkway.
Branch Parkway, exclusive of building for superintendent's resi- Parkway. Y
dence,
and including
including personal
personal services
the District
District of Columbia,
in the
services in
dence, and
$30,000.
$30,000.
Potomac Park.
For
care, and
West Potomac
Park, Potomac
Park.
Potomac Park,
of West
maintenance of
and maintenance
improvement, care,
For improvement,
including
grading, soiling,
soiling, seeding,
seeding, planting,
planting, and
constructing paths,
and constructing
including grading,
$45,000.
$45,000.
For
oiling or
otherwise treating
treating macadam
macadam roads,
roads, $8,000.
or otherwise
For oiling
For
care and
and improvement
of East
$45,000.
Park, $45,000.
Potomac Park,
East Potomac
improvement of
For care
Park,
For
care,
maintenance,
and
improvement
of Montrose
Montrose Park,
of
improvement
and
maintenance,
For care,
$5,000.
$5,000.
Outdoor sports.
For
and maintaining
maintaining special
special portions
the parks
parks in
in concon- Outdoorsports.
of the
portions of
placing and
For placing
dition for
outdoor sports,
$15,000.
sports, $15,000.
for outdoor
dition
Meridian Hill Park.
For
care, and
of Meridian
Meridian Hill
Park, Merdian
Park.
lill
Hill Park,
maintenance of
and maintenance
improvement, care,
For improvement,
$30,000.
For care
care and
and maintenance
$1,500.
Tree Park, $1,500.
Willow Tree
of Willow
maintenance of
For
For care
the center
on Maryland
Maryland Avenue
Avenue northeast,
northeast,
parking on
center parking
of the
care of
For
$1,000.
$1,000.
pl a
For operation,
and maintenance
the pumps
En
t
ion sStation Plaza
O7nionstason
which foun
pumps which
of the
maintenance of
repair, and
care, repair,
operation, care,
For
operate
three fountains
the Union
Station Plaza,
Plaza, $4,000.
Park
maintenance.
Parkmaintenance.
$4,000.
Union Station
on the
fountains on
the three
operate the
To
provide
for
the
increased
cost
in
park
maintenance,
$65,000.
$65,000.
maintenance,
park
in
cost
increased
the
for
To provide
For care
of the
parking in
in Pennsylvania
Avenue, between
between
Pennsylvania Avenue,
center parking
the center
care of
For
Second
and
Seventeenth
Streets
southeast,
$2,500.
$2,500.
southeast,
Streets
Second and Seventeenth
as m
athing
TIDAL BASIN
BASIN BATHING
For purification
purification of waters
waters of the bbTia B
Biwin bathin g
BEACH: For
BATHING BEACH:
TIDAL
Tidal
Basin
and
care,
maintenance,
and
operation
of
the
bathhouse
the
of
operation
and
Tidal Basin and care, maintenance,
and beach,
beach, $15,000.
$15,000.
and
For
maintenance and
line from
from the
the vicinit
par
lry
.
to Potomac
Potomap
vicinity prry
ferry line
a ferry
of a
operation of
and operation
For maintenance
of Seventh
Seventh and
and Water
Streets to
East Potomac
Park, $7,000.
$7,000.
Potomac Park,
to East
Water Streets
of
For
cement walks
walks in
in grounds
south of
of Executive
Mansion, $5,000.
Executive Mansion,
grounds south
For cement
at
Park'
For
constructing
roads,
walks,
sewers,
and
water
supply
in
Seaton seat°n
Park
Ses
in Seaton
supply
water
and
sewers,
walks,
roads,
For constructing
oln
Park, $12,000.
Memori.
Park,
$12,000.
For
walks surrounding
the Lincoln
ema
Roads and
Lincoln LiBe°1nlieml)rial.
and walks
surrounding the
of roads
roads and
For construction
construction of
Memorial and
and roads
roads and
and walks
improved surrounding.
surr
R°ad
ounsdinan
g. d
walks
existing improved
from existing
thereto from
leading thereto
walks leading
Memorial
roads,
$100,000,
to
be
immediately
available
and
to
be
expended
by
by
roads, $100,000, to be immediately available and to be expended
desione
the
Lincoln Memorial
including compensation
compensation of
of the
the mps
2 1)eg ae
i
r
r
.
e.sidente°12Commission, including
Memorial Commission
the Lincoln
537.
special
resident
commissioner
authorized
by
the
joint
resolution
II"
,
13.
537
'
Acp.
resolution
joint
special resident commissioner authorized by the
approved
March
29,
1920.
1920.
29,
March
approved
For
the construction
sea wall
wall along
front, between
between p^
par
se:. wall,
Potomac
wa Potomac
water front,
the water
along the
a sea
of a
construction of
For the
the
Easbys
Point
and
the
foot
of
New
Hampshire
including
including
Avenue,
Hampshire
New
of
foot
the
and
Easbys Point
grading
filling incident
incident thereto,
xty per ct from
$75,000.
thereto, $75,000.
grading and
and filling
Sixty per
under "Buildings
and Distctrtvenues.
Dis
s
i
t
x
r
ut!.:reevrcent !torn
"Buildings and
sums under
foregoing sums
the foregoing
of the
centum of
Sixty per centum
revenues
the
shall be paid from
grounds
and around
revenues
Washington" shall
around Washington"
in and
grounds in
of the
District of
of Columbia
and 40
40 per
per centum
from the Treasury of
centum from
Columbia and
the District
of
the
United States.
States.
Grounds of xecuthe United
For improvement, care, and maintenance of grounds of executive tivo
e
roarp=
s
x
,
eco
eto:
For improvement, care, and maintenance of grounds of executive tive departments, etc
departments,
$1,000.
departments, $1,000.
For such
such trees,
shrubs, plants,
and skilled
skilled labor
labor for the
fertilizers, and
plants, fertilizers,
trees, shrubs,
For
grounds
of
the
Library
of
Congress
as
may
be
requested
by
the
by the
requested
be
may
as
Congress
of
Library
grounds of the
superintendent
of the
$1,000.
Building, $1,000.
Library Building,
the Library
superintendent of
For
such trees,
trees, shrubs,
and skilled
skilled labor
labor for the
fertilizers, and
plants, fertilizers,
shrubs, plants,
For such
grounds
of the
the Senate
and House
House Office
Office Buildings
Senate and
and the
Capitol and
the Capitol
grounds of
as may
may be
by the
Superintendent of
of the Capitol Building,
the Superintendent
requested by
be requested
as
$4,000.
$4,000.
es Mansion
For
and maintenance
maintenance of
of Executive
Executive Mansion
Executive
grounds groade
Mansion grounds
improvement and
For improvement
(within
iron fence),
$5,000.
E
er,etc.
(within iron
fence), $5,000.
For
the employment
employment of
of an
engineer by
officer in
in charge
charge of ERgineer'etc.
the officer
by the
an engineer
For the
public buildings
buildings and
and grounds, $2,400.
public
For purchase
and repair
repair of
of machinery
for shops
shops at
at nurtools for
and tools
machinery and
purchase and
For
sery,
and
for
the
repair
of
shops
and
storehouses,
$1,000.
sery, and for the repair of shops and storehouses, $1,000.
ExecutiveXansion.
etie.
Executive Mansion:
For ordinary
care, repair,
repair, and refurnishing ce
Care, re'pa
reptur, ete.
ordinary care,
Mansion: For
Executive
of
Executive
Mansion,
and
for
purclisse,
maintenance,
and
driving
driving
and
maintenance,
purchase,
for
and
of Executive Mansion,
y
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Fuel.
Fuel.

Greenhouses
Greenhouses

Traveling expense.;
of the President.

1921.
1921.

of horses
and vehicles
vehicles for
for official
to be
by conconbe expended
expended by
purposes, to
official purposes,
of
horses and
tract
or otherwise,
the President
President may
may determine,
determine, $50,000.
$50,000.
as the
otherwise, as
tract or
For fuel for the Executive
Executive Mansion
Mansion and greenhouses,
greenhouses, $8,000.
$8,000.
For care and
greenhouses, Executive
and maintenance
maintenance of greenhouses,
Executive Mansion,
Mansion,
$9,000.
For repair
to greenhouses,
greenhouses, Executive
$3,000.
Mansion, $3,000.
Executive Mansion,
repair to
For
For reconstructing
reconstructing one
one greenhouse,
Mansion, $6,000.
$6,000.
Executive Mansion,
greenhouse, Executive
For

United States, to be
the United
For
President of
of the
of the
the President
expenses of
traveling expenses
For traveling
expended
in his
his discretion
and accounted
on his
his certificate
certificate solely,
solely,
for on
accounted for
discretion and
expended in
$25,000.
Lighting.
For
Executive Mansion,
Mansion, grounds,
greenhouses,
grounds, and greenhouses,
lighting the
the Executive
For lighting
Lighting.
including
expenses of
maintenance, and
of installation,
installation, maintenance,
necessary expenses
all necessary
including all
repair, $8,600.
$8,600.
repair,
Lighnng, etc.,
etc., pubhting the
public grounds:
grounds: For
For lighting
the public
public grounds,
grounds,
lighting the
the public
ghting
pubLiing
lie grounds.
watchmen's
offices, and greenhouses
greenhouses at the
tlae propagating
propagating
lodges, offices,
watchmen's lodges,
gardens, including
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of installation, mainteincluding all
gardens,
$24,000.
and repair
repair,, $24,000.
nance, and
For
heating offices,
offices, watchmen's
watchmen's lodges,
and greenhouses
greenhouses at the
lodges, and
For heating
propagating
$4,500.
propagating gardens, $4,500.
sixty per cent
In all,
all, $28,500,
much thereof
thereof as
be necessary,
per
ent from
Sixty
In
$28,500, or
or so
so much
as may
may be
necessary, 60
60 per
District revenues.
centum of
Dstrct revenues.
centum
of which
which sum
sum shall be paid from
from the revenues
revenues of the District
District
of
c,entum from Treasury
Treasury of the United States.
40 per
per centum
and 40
of Columbia
Columbia and
Government
Telegraph
connect the Capitol
departments and Govthe departments
to connect
Capitol with the
o ve r n mnt
G
Telegraph to
e gr a p
telegraph.
ernment Printing
Office: For
care and
and repair
repair of
of existing
lines, $500.
$500.
existing lines,
For
care
Printing
Office:
ernment
tl
h.
Washington Monuengineer,
ment.
Washington
Monument:
$1,200;
steam
engineer,
$1,200;
For
custodian,
Monument:
Washington
ment.
Sa
engineer, $840; fireman, $660; assistant fire'
steam engineer,
fire$960; assistant steam
Mrintea"ne,'
ries,
etc.
man,
conductor of
attendants—one on
on
of elevator
elevator car, $900; attendants-one
man, $660;
$660; conductor
floor $720,
three night and day watchmen, at
at
on top floor
floor $720; three
$720, one
one on
floor
$720
each;
in
all,
$8,820.
$8,820.
in
all,
each;
$720
Operating expenses.
perag exenses.
For fuel, lights, oil, waste, packing,
packing, tools, matches,
matches, paints, brushes,
brushes,
lights, heating
brooms, lanterns,
lanterns, rope, nails, screws, lead, electric
electric lights,
lower
elevator car and upper
apparatus, oil stoves for elevator
upper and lower floors;
floors;
elevator,, and repairs
repairs to engines,
engines, boilers, dynamos,
dynamos, elevator
repairs of all
kinds connected
connected with the Monument
Monument and machinery;
machinery; and purchase
of all necessary articles for keeping
keeping the Monument,
Monument, machinery,
elevator, and
electric plant
plant in
in good
good order,
$4,500.
$4,500.
order,
elevator,
and
electric
Sunday opening.
supB
o g
For extra services
services of employees and for additional
additional supplies and
and
materials, to provide for the opening of the Monument
Monument to the public
materials,
on Sundays
Sundays and
gal holidays,
holidays, $2,500
$2,500.
and le
legal
n' d e t h-on
Lincoln's
deathBuilding where
Lincoln died:
For painting
painting and
and miscelmisceldied: For
Abraham Lincoln
Building
where Abraham
det
place.
laneous repairs, $200.
For replacing
heating the building
replacing boiler used in heating
building where Abraham
Abraham
Lincoln
$500.
$500.
died,
Lincoln
Wakefield, Va.
of George
George Washington,
Virginia: For
repairs
Birthplace of
Waeeld, Va.
Birthplace
Washington, Wakefield,
Wakefield, Virginia:
For repairs
to fences and cleaning
cleaning up and maintaining
maintaining grounds about the monument, $100.
ment,
$100.
P
'For
of a
areflecting
pool in
in west
west Potomac
Potomac
reflecting pool
construction of
continuing the
the construction
For continuing
toeCpSg pool, 1
Park, $250,000,
available.
Park,
$250,000, to
to be
be immediately
immediately available.
Lincoln Memorial.
Maintenance.
Lincoln
$1,200; three
three watchmen,
watchmen, at
at $720
$720
Custodian, $1,200;
Memorial: Custodian,
Lincoln Memorial:
maintenance.
each; three laborers, at $660
$660 each; heat, light, miscellaneous
miscellaneous labor,
employees and
additional
and supplies, $3,500; extra services
services of employees
and for additional
supplies and materials to provide
provide for opening
opening the Lincoln
Lincoln Memorial
Memorial
to the public
public on Sundays
Sundays and
and legal
legal holidays,
holidays, $1,750; in all, $10,590.
$10,590.
Appropriation
for
The appropriation
expenses of
of dedicating
dedicating the
the Lincoln
Memorial,
deioprattion
o
^te.r
The
appropriation for
for expenses
Lincoln Memorial,
dedication continued.
is0.
Appropriation Act
nte, p.
contained
ante,
p.180.
contained in the Sundry Civil Appropriation
Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
year
1920, is continued and made
available for the same purpose
made available
purpose during
the
1922.
year 1922.
fiscal year
the fiscal
lamorial
Grant MemoriaL
unving,
ex- The appropriation
Unveiling, etc.,
etc., exappropriation of $5,000 made in the Sundry
Sundry Civil Act approved
approved
penam
1,
1914,
for
dedicating
the
to
General
August
unveiling
and
dedicating
memorial
General
.Raeppropriation.
connected thereUlysses S. Grant, and for each and every purpose
purpose connected
rTaed

expens.
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p. 900.
900.
Ante, p.
and putting
with,
including erecting
taking down
down viewing
putting Ante,
viewing stands and
and taking
erecting and
with, including
Removal
the
grounds
in
sightly
condition,
is
made
available
for
said
purposes
purposes
said
for
available
is
made
condition,
in
sightly
the grounds
of part
part of
of
Removal of
ence, etc.
etc.
during
the fiscal year
year 1922,
available for removal of ffence,
and shall also be available
1922, and
during the
so
of the
the iron
iron part
iron fence
fence on the east side
brick and iron
part of the brick
much of
so much
of
Botanic Garden
as in
in the
the opinion
opinion of the superintendent
superintendent of the
Garden as
the Botanic
of the
surroundings of the said
garden
be necessary
necessary to improve
improve the surroundings
said
may be
garden may
memorial. However,
the large
gateposts on the east
brick gateposts
or brick
stone or
large stone
However, the
memorial.
side
shall be
level with the substructaken down to aalevel
be taken
garden shall
the garden
of the
side of
ture
which also
also is
is made of brick
brick or stone.
ture which
Botanic Garden.
Reconstructing
a part
part of the fence around
For
removal and
reconstruction of
of a
around the Reconstructing
and reconstruction
For removal
ence, etc.
etc.
fence,
of
completion
the
Botanic
Garden
made
necessary
on
account
of
the
completion
the
of
account
on
necessary
made
Botanic Garden
Grant
Memorial, to
to be
be immediately
immediately available,
available, $3,000,
$3,000, or so much
much
Grant Memorial,
thereof as
be necessary.
Fort McHenry, Md.
as may
may be
necessary.
thereof
mo
t
icrtagenmonufn
Y OnuDedicating
Monument to
to Francis
and others:
others: For dedicating
dedicating the lZi
Scott Key and
Francis Scott
Monument
ment
t
ec
i
.
c. Francis
etc.
Key,
mnt
Baltimonument
to
Francis
Scott
Se3r
others
McHenry:,
McHenry,
Fort
at
others
and
monument to Francis Scott Key
more,
improving the
more, Maryland, $1,200, and for laying out and improving
attend
Committee to
grounds immediately
surrounding the
the same,
same $6,800; in all,
all $8,000.
Committee
to attend
immediately surrounding
grounds
dedication.
three of dedication.
And
of the
the Senate
is authorized
authorized to
to appoint
appoint three
Senate is
President of
the President
And the
Representatives five
its Members
Members and
and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives
the Speaker
its
without
dedication,
attend
of
its
Members
as
a
committee
to
said
dedication, without
committee
a
Members
of its
expense to
the Government.
Georgetown
Bridge.
Government.
expense
to the
Georgetown Bridge.
Construction.
construction of the bridge
Georgetown Bridge:
For continuing
bridge construction.
continuing the construction
Bridge: For
Georgetown
Vol. 39, p.163.
p
authorized
in section
section 1
1of
Act entitled
entitled "An
to provide for the Vol.39 . 63.
Act to
"An Act
an Act
of an
authorized in
the
across
Bridge,
Aqueduct
the
as
removal
of what is now known
removal of
thereof,"
Potomac
place thereof,"
River, and for the building of aa bridge in place
Potomac River,
approved
May 18,
$450,000, 40 per centum to be payable out
18, 1916, $450,000,
approved May
of
Treasury of the United States
States and 60 per centum out of the
the Treasury
of the
revenues
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Rives and
District of
of the
the District
revenues of
Rivers
and harbors.
harbors.
Contract work.
construction of Contract
Harbors and
and rivers,
rivers, contract
work: Toward
Toward the
the construction
contract work:
Harbors
contract and otherwise,
works
otherwise, and
on harbors and rivers, under contract
works on
within the
the limits
authorized by law, including
including horse-drawn
horse-drawn and
limits authorized
within
motor-propelled
passenger-c arrying vehicles required
required and to be used
motor-propelled passenger-carying
only for
business, namely:
vol.
p. 393.
393.
namely:
for official
official business,
only
Vol. 39,
39, p.
authorized by the River and Harbor Act of 1916, as
work authorized
For work
N. Y
Hudson
follows:
follows:
Hudson River,
River, N.
Y.
Hudson
contract
Hudson River, New York: For improvement, under contract
authorization,
$100,000.
Flood control.
authorization, $100,000.
control.
39, p.94
p. 814..
vl.39,
FLOOD CONTROL:
CONTROL: For prosecuting
accord- Vol.
prosecuting work of flood control in accordFLOOD
March 1,
1,
ance with the provisions of the Flood Control Act approved March
Mississippi
1917, as
as follows:
follows:
111W4s.ippi River.
River.
1917,
Mississippi River,
Sacramento River.
$6,670,000.
River, $6,670,000.
Sacramento
Mississippi
norther:;
Sacramento
$500,000.
survey
California, $500,000.
Survey of
of norther:t
River, California,
Sacramento River,
and
northwestern
northwestern
Survey
of northern
northern and
northwestern lakes: For survey of northern
northern and northwestern
Survey of
lakes, etc.
Woods, and other boundary
northwestern lakes, Lake of the Woods,
boundary and lakes etc
and northwestern
Lake
connecting
between
lake
Lake
Superior,
and
said
between
waters
connecting
cnas.
York canals.
Champlain,
natural navigable
navigable waters embraced
embraced in the navi- New
New York
and the natural
Champlain, and
including all necessary
gation system of the New York canals, including
necessary
correcting, extending,
extending, printing, binding, and
preparing, correcting,
expenses for prep,
investigating lake levels with aa
issuing charts and
andar-bulletins,
Illetins, and of investigating
California D4bris
Debris
California
view
to their
their regulation, $125,000.
$125,000.
view to
Commission.
expenses of the Comm-iion.
Commission: For defraying the expenses
Vol. 27, p. 507.
California Debris Commission:
commission in carrying on the work authorized
authorized by the Act approved
approved
commission
New York
York Harbor.
New
March 1, 1893, $15,000.
815,000.
March
Preventing
8 injurious
Harbor
of New
New York: For the prevention
prevention of obstructive
obstructive and dev
deposits. ingn;; ious
Harbor of
New
of
injurious
deposits within the harbor and adjacent waters
waters
New
injurious deposits
York City:
For
For pay of inspectors, deputy inspectors, and office force, and
$14,260.
expenses of office,
office, $14,260.
expenses
or pay
of crews
maintenance of patrol fleet, six steam tugs
and maintenance
crews and
pav of
For
and one launch, $95,000.
$95,000.
$109,260.
In all, $109,260.
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MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL

MedicalDepartment.
MedicalDepartment.

or
Artificial limbs: For furnishing artificial limbs and apparatus,
apparatus, or
commutation
therefor,
and
necessary
transportation,
$50,000.
$50,000.
commutation therefor, and necessary transportation,
Surgical appliances.
appliances
Appliances for
disabled soldiers:
soldiers: For
For furnishing
surgical appliances
furnishing surgical
for disabled
Appliances
urgical appliances.
to persons
disabled in
the military
military or
of the
United
the United
service of
naval service
or naval
in the
persons disabled
to
States,
prior
to
April
6,
1917,
and
not
entitled
to
artificial
limbs
or
limbs
artificial
to
entitled
not
and
1917,
6,
States, prior to April
trusses for
the same
same disabilities,
$750.
$750.
disabilities,
the
for
trusses
Trusses.
6 2
Trusses
for disabled
trusses. for persons
persons entitled
entitled
For trusses.for
soldiers: For
disabled soldiers:
R.
S.,sec.1176,p.211.
Trusses for
,p.
17 1l.
R.S.,sec.
Vol.
p. 353.
333.
Revised Statutes
thereto
1176, Revised
Statutes of the United States,
under section 1176,
thereto under
20, p.
Vol. 20,
the Act
amendatory thereof,
thereof, approved
approved March
3, 1879,
1879, $1,000.
$1,000.
March 3,
Act amendatory
l and
and the
Medcalan
Medical and surgical
Germany: Toward
Medical and
and surgical
surgical history
War with Germany:
of the War
history of
Medical
history
history of War with
Germany.
the preparation
preparation for
publication under
the direction
direction of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
under the
for publication
the
etc
repa
Preparation,
etc.
War of
of a
a medical
medical and
surgical history
history of
of the
the War with Germany,
and surgical
War
including printing
printing and
and binding
binding at
the Government
Printing Office
Office
Government Printing
at the
including
Proviso.
and
the necessary
engravings and
illustrations, $50,000:
$50,000: Provided,
Provided,
and illustrations,
necessary engravings
and the
Limit
of cost.
Lmit"oftcost.
That the
total cost
history shall
shall not
exceed $150,000.
$150,000.
not exceed
such history
of such
cost of
the total
That
Artificial
limbs.
Artificial limbs.

Waterways
Waterways

portation.
poratio

transtra n s

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
FACILTITES ON
AND COASTWISE
COASTWISE WATERWAYS.
WATERWAYS.
LNLANID AND
ON INLAND
TRANSPORTATION

Expenses of operaoperaExpenses
costting canal
and coastcanal and
wise facilities.
Ante, p. 1149.

For additional
additional expense
incurred in
operation of boats, barges
barges
the operation
in the
expense incurred
For
tugs,
and other
transportation facilities
facilities on
on the
the inland,
inland, canal,
canal, an
and
other transportation
tugs, and
coastwise
waterways
acquired
by the
the United
United States
States in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of
by
acquired
waterways
coastwise
Vol.
40,
p.
456.
4
40,p.
Vol.
Act of March
the
fourth paragraph
of section
the Federal
Federal Control
Control Act
March
of the
section 66of
paragraph of
the fourth
Ante,
48.
Ante, p. 458.
21,
1918, and
and operated
pursuance of
of section
section 201
201 of the TransportaTransportain pursuance
operated in
21, 1918,
Provisos.
tion Act
Act approved
$1,225,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
1920, $1,225,000:
28, 1920,
February 28,
approved February
Experts, etc.
tion
Expert
not
to exceed
$30,000 of
this appropriation
appropriation may be used for the payof this
exceed $30,000
not to
ment of
clerks, and
employees in the War
War Department
Department
other employees
and other
experts, clerks,
of experts,
ment
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
section
201
(e)
of
the TransportaTransportain accordance with the provisions of section 201 (e) of the
Terminal
facilities.
Tenninallities
28, 1920:
Ante,
p. 458, amend- tion
Act, 1920,
1920, approved
approved February
February 28,
1920: And
And provided further,
further,
tion Act,
Anup.-45',amedeed.
d
amended by strikThat section
(c), Transportation
Transportation Act, 1920, be amended
201 (c),
section 201
That
.
ing out
the words
"whose constitution
ownership of
of
prohibits the ownership
constitution prohibits
words "whose
out the
ing
such
terminal
facilities
by
other
than
the
State
or
a
political
subdisubdipolitical
a
or
State
the
than
other
by
facilities
terminal
such
prs
for
Authority
Authority
promunicivision
thereof," and insert in lieu thereof
thereof the following: "municicuring extended.
vision thereof,"
extened,
cuiSg
company; or to expend
pality
expend such moneys
moneys for nectransportation company;
or transportation
pality or
leased
essary terminal
property leased
improvements and facilities upon property
terminal improvements
essary
from States,
States, cities, or transportation
companies under terms aptransportation companies
from
otherwise, in
proved by
by the
the Interstate
Commerce Commission,
Commission, or otherwise,
in
Interstate Commerce
proved
Ante, p. 483.
accordance
accordance with any order rendered
rendered by said commission
commission under
under subp. 3.
At,
heading (a), paragraph
paragraph 13, section 6, Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act."
Act."
heading

tEg

ise filities,

for
National
Home for
National Home
Disabled
Volunteer
Volunteer
Disabled
Soldiers.
Soldiers.
Support.

NATIONAL HOME
VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
SOLDIERS.
HOME FOR DISABLED VOLUNTEER
NATIONAL

For
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers,
For support of the National Home for Disabled
follows:
follows:
as
Dayton, Ohio.
Dayton
Ohio.
Current expenses.
Central
expenses: For pay of ofBranch, Dayton, Ohio: Current expenses:
Central Branch,
expenses.
Current
ficers and
noncommissioned officers
officers of the home,
home, with such exceptions
exceptions
and noncommissioned
ficers
as are
and their clerks,
weighmasters, and orderlies;
orderlies;
clerks, weighmasters,
noted, and
hereinafter noted,
are hereinafter
as
entertainment for the members
chaplains, religious instruction, and entertainment
telegraph
bookbinders, librarians,
librarians, musicians,
musicians, telegraph
of the home, printers, bookbinders,
and
operators, guards, janitors, watchmen, fire company,
company,
telephone operators,
and telephone
and
including repairs
for their use, including
purchased for
materials purchased
and materials
property and
and property
not
articles of amusement, library
library books, magamagaby the home; articles
done by
not done
zines,
papers, pictures,
instruments, and repairs not
not
and musical instruments,
pictures, and
zines, papers,
Proviso.
done by the home; stationery, advertising, legal
legal advice, payments
payments
Provso.
Effeets
acProvided, That all receipts
Effects of
of deceased
deceased due
due heirs
heirs of
deceased members:
members: Provided,
receipts on atof deceased
members.
members.
count
deceased members during the fiscal
fiscal year shall
the effects of deceased
of the
count of
available for such
such payments; and for such other
other expenditures
expenditures
also be available
as
heads of expenditures,
expenditures,
properly be included under other heads
as can not properly
$62,000;
Susistence.
Subsistence.
commisary-clerks,
sergeants, commissary
Subsistence: For pay
clerks,
pay of commissary sergeants;
Subsistence:
emporters,
bakers, cooks,
cooks, dishwashers,
dishwashers, waiters,
waiters, and others
others ernlaborers, bakers,
porters, laborers,
,
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ployed
the subsistence
subsistence department;
department; food
supplies, except
except articles
food supplies,
articles
ployed in
in the
of special
for the
sick, purchased
for the
the subsistence
subsistence of
of the
the memmemof
special diet
diet for
the sick,
purchased for
bers
and civilian
civilian employees
employed and
rebers of
of the
the home
home and
employees regularly
regularly employed
and residing
the branch,
preparation, and
and serving;
serving; aprons,
aprons,
siding at
at the
branch, their
their freight,
freight, preparation,
caps,
jackets for
for kitchen
kitchen and
and dining-room
caps, and
and jackets
dining-room employees,
employees, tobacco;
tobacco;
dining-room and
furniture and
and utensils,
utensils, bakers'
and butchers'
butchers'
dining-room
and kitchen
kitchen furniture
bakers' and
tools
and appliances,
and their
their repair
not done
the home,
home, $341,000;
$341,000; nous:101d.
tools and
appliances, and
repair not
done by
by the
Household
Household: For
for officers'
bedsteads, bedbedHousehold:
For furniture
furniture for
officers' quarters;
quarters; bedsteads,
ding,
material, and
and all
all other
other articles
articles required
in the
the quarters
quarters
ding, bedding
bedding material,
required in
of
the members,
civilian employees
permanently employed
and
of the
members, and
and of
of civilian
employees permanently
employed and
residing at
at the
their repair,
repair, if
if not
not repaired
repaired by
by the
the home;
home;
residing
the branch,
branch, and
and their
fuel, including
and light;
light; engineers
and firefirefuel,
including fuel
fuel for
for cooking,
cooking, heat,
heat, and
engineers and
men, bathhouse
bathhouse keepers,
keepers, janitors,
janitors, laundry
employees, and
all
and for
for all
laundry employees,
men,
labor, materials,
and appliances
household use,
use, and
and
required for
for household
labor,
materials, and
appliances required
repairs, if
by the
the home,
repairs,
if not
not repaired
repaired by
home, $200,000;
$200,000;
Hospital.
Hospital: For
For pay
pay of
of medical
medical officers
and assistant
assistant surgeons,
surgeons, mama- Hosp 'i
Hospital:
officers and
trons,
hospital clerks
ward masters,
masters, nurses,
nurses,
clerks and
and stewards,
stewards, ward
trons, druggists,
druggists, hospital
cooks, waiters,
waiters, readers,
janitors, and
and for
for such
such
funeral escort,
escort, janitors,
readers, drivers,
drivers, funeral
cooks,
other
necessary for
of the
the sick;
sick; -burial
burial of
of
for the
the care
care of
as may
may be
be necessary
other services
services as
the
dead; surgical
appliances, medical
medical books,
books, medimediinstruments and
and appliances,
the dead;
surgical instruments
cine,
liquors, fruits,
fruits, and
and other
other necessaries
for the
not purchased
purchased
the sick
sick not
necessaries for
cine, liquors,
under subsistence;
bedding, and
and bedding
bedding materials
and
materials, and
bedsteads, bedding,
under
subsistence; bedsteads,
all
other special
hospital furniture,
furniture,
for the
the wardswards;' hospital
special articles
articles necessary
necessary for
all other
including special
articles and
and appliances
for hospital
hospital kitchen and
appliances for
special articles
including
coffins; and for all repairs
carriage, hearse, stretchers, coffins;
dining
dining room;
room; carriage,
by the home,
to hospital
furniture and
and appliances
appliances not
not done
done by
home, $170,000;
$170,000;
to
hospital furniture
Trans.
Transportation:
For transportation
of members
of the
home,portation
the home,
'ansportati
transportation of
members of
Transportation: For
$1,000;
$1,000;
Repairs.
Repairs:
For pay
carpen- Repa
builders, blacksmiths,
blacksmiths, carpenof chief
chief engineer,
engineer, builders,
Repairs: For
pay of
ters, painters,
painters, gas
gas fitters,
fitters, electrical
electrical workers,
workers, plumbers, tinsmiths, steam
ters,
apphances
fitters, stone
and brick
masons, and
and laborers,
laborers, and
and for all appliances
stone and
brick masons,
fitters,
repairs of roads and
and
materials used
under this
this head;
head; and
and repairs
and other
other provi
used under
and materials
improvements
character, $100,000:
improvements of aa permanent character,
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That Resriction
Restrreilon on new
new
of the
the branch
branch homes building.
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for repairs
no part
part of
repairs for any
any of
buildin g
s'
no
shall be
used for
for the
construction of
of any
new building;
shall
be used
the construction
any new
building;
Far.
Farm.
Farm: For
For pay
farmer, chief
chief gardener,
gardener, harness
makers, farm
farm
harness makers,
pay of
of farmer,
Farm:
hands, gardeners, horseshoers,
horseshoers stablemen,
stablemen, teamsters,
teamsters, dairymen,
dairymen, herders and
and laborers;
laborers; tools,
tools, appliances,
and materials
materials required
for farm,
farm,
required for
appliances, and
ers,
fergal:den, and
and dairy
dairy work;
grain, and
and grain
grain products,
products, hay, straw, ferwork; grain,
garden,
tilizers,
carriages, wagons,
carts, and
conveyances; anianiother conveyances;
and other
wagons, carts,
tilizers, seed,
seed, carriages,
mals purchased
for stock
or work
(including animals
in the
the park);
park);
stock or
work (including
animals in
mals
purchased for
for flower
lawn, park,
gasoline; materials,
tools, and
and labor
flower garden,
garden, lawn,
park,
gasoline;
materials, tools,
labor for
and walks, and repairs not
and
and construction
of roads
roads and
not
construction of
and cemetery;
cemetery; and
done by
by the
the home,
home, $26,000;
done
$26,000;
In all,
all, $900,000.
In
$900,000.
Milwaukee ,Wis.
Milaukee,
Northwestern
Branch, Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: For
For current
current expenses, current
Current expenses.
expenses.
Northwestern Branch,
including the
specified under
for the
the Central
Central
this head
head for
under this
the same
same objects
objects specified
including
Branch, $52,000;
Branch,
$52,000;
Subsistece
For
including the
same objects
specified under
this Subsistence.
ut
under this
the same
objects specified
For subsistence
subsistence, including
head for
for the
Branch, $170,000;
head
the Central
Central Branch,
$170,000;
o od
For
household, including
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
this Household.
ou
including the
For household,
head for
for the
Central Branch,
Branch, $100,000;
head
the Central
$100,000;
os
For hospital,
hospital, including
objects specified
under this
this head
head Hospital.
same objects
specified under
including the
the same
For
for the
$75,000;
for
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $75,000;
For transportation
transportation of
of members
members of
of the
the home,
Transportation.
For
home, $500;
$500;
Traspotat-.
For repairs,
the same
specified under
under this
this head
head Repairs.
same objects
objects specified
including the
For
repairs, including
for the
the Central
Branch, $56,000;
$56,000;
for
Central Branch,
ln
For farm,
farm, including
including the
the same
under this
this head
head for
for Far
Faun.
same objects
objects specified
specified under
For
the
Central
Branch,
$11,000;
the Central Branch, $11,000;
In
In all,
all, $464,500.
$464,500.
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Eastern Branch, Togus,
Togus, Maine:
Maine: For current
current expenses,
expenses, including
including

this head
head for
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
the same objects specified
expe the
specified under
under this
Branch,

$49,000;
$49,000;
For subsistence
subsistence, including the same objects specified
specified under
under this
head for
for the
the Central
head
Central Branch,
Branch, $119,000;
$119,000;
Household.
including the same objects
Household.
For household,
household, including
specified under
objects specified
under this
this
head for
for the
the Central
head
Central Branch,
Branch, $105,000;
$105,000;
Hospital.
For hospital, including
including the same objects
objects specified under this head
head
for
the Central
for the
Central Branch,
Branch, $50,000;
$50,000;
Transportation
transportation of
Transportation.
For transportation
members of
home, $500;
$500;
of members
of the
the home,
Repairs.
For repairs,
repairs, including the same objects specified
Repairs.
For
specified under this head
for the
$35,000;
for
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $35,000;
Fa r m
Farm.
For farm,
farm, including
the same
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head for
for
For
.
including the
same objects
Central Branch,
the Central
Branch, $19,000;
$19,000;
In
In all,
all, $377,500.
$377,500.
Hampton,
Va.
Southern
Branch, Hampton,
Virginia: For
For current
current expenses,
expenses,
Hmpton, va.
Southern
Branch,
Hampton, Virginia:
Current expenses.
including
same objects
specified under
under this
this head
head for
for the
Central
rexpee
including the
the same
objects specified
the Central
Branch,
and including
including the
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
operation of
of
Branch, and
repair, and
and operation
motor-propelled
passenger vehicles,
$50,000;
motor-propelled passenger
vehicles, $50,000;
Subsistencesistence,
including the same objects specified
Subsistence.
For subsistence including
specified under this
this
Branch, $210,000;
head for
for the Central Branch,
$210,000;
Household.
For household,
specified under this
household, including
including the same objects specified
head
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $115,000;
head for
$115,000;
Hospital.
For hospital, including
including the same objects
specified under
under this
this head
head
Hospital.
objects specified
for
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $95,000;
$95,000;
Transportation
'Transportation.
For
transportation of
members of
the home,
home, $1,000;
$1,000;
For transportation
of members
of the
Repairs.
For repairs, including the same objects
specified
Repairs.
objects .
specified under this head
head
for
the
$60,000;
for
the
Central
Branch,
$60,000;
Fa m
r .
Farm.
• For farm, including the same objects specified under this head for
for
Central Branch, $12,000;
the Central
$12,000;
In
$543,000.
In all,
all, $543,000.
Leavenworth, Kans.
urrent expensesa.
Western Branch,
Current
expenses.
Western
Branch, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas: For current expenses,
expenses,
including the same objects specified under
under this head for the Central
Central
Branch, $60,000;
$60,000;
Subsistence.
For subsistence
subsistence, including
Subsistence.
including the same
same objects
sp ecifi ed under
under this
this
objects specified
head
Central Branch,
head for
for the Central
Branch, $240,000;
$240,000;
Household.
For household,
household, including
Household.
including the same objects specified
specified under
under this
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $150,000;
$150,000;
head for
for the
For hospital, including the same objects specified under
Hospital.
this head
head
under this
for
the Central
Central Branch,
$110,000;
for the
Branch, $110,000;
Transportation.
For
of members
members of
$500;
Transportation
For transportation
transportation of
of the
the home,
home, $500;
Repairs.
Repairs.
For repairs,
repairs, including
including the same objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
$60,000;
for
Branch, $60,000;
Farm.
For farm,
farm, including the same objects specified
specified under
Farm.
For
under this head
head for
for
the
$24,000;
the Central Branch,
Branch, $24,000;
In all,
In
all, $644,500.
$644,500.
Santa Nfonica, Calif.
Sunt eMoIen,
Cei.
For current
Current
expenses.
Pacific Branch, Santa Monica,
Monica, California:
California: For
current expenses,
expenses,
including
Central
including the same objects specified under this head for the Central
Branch, $55,000;
Branch,
$55,000;
Subsistence.
Subsistenee.
For subsistence,
subsistence, including
including the same
same objects
objects specified under
under this
head for the Central Branch, $300,000;
$300,000;
Household.
Household.
For household,
specified under this
this
household, including
including the same objects
objects specified
head
for
the
Central
Branch,
$125,000;
$125,000;
Branch,
Central
the
head
for
a
Hospital. p
n '
For hospital,
hospital, including
including the same objects
objects specified
under this
head
specified under
this head
for the Central
Central Branch, $120,000;
$120,000;
Transportation.
Transportton.
For transportation
members of the home, $2,500;
For
transportation of
of members
$2,500;
Repairs.
Repairs.
For repairs,
including the
For
repairs, including
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under this head
for
Central Branch,
$60,000;
for the
the Central
Branch, $60,000;
Farm.
Frm.
For farm, including
includi g the same
specified under
under this
this head
for
same objects specified
head for
the Central
Central Branch, $20,000;
$20,000;
In all, $682,500.
Subsistence.
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Marion Branch, Marion, Indiana: For current expenses,
expenses, including
the same objects specified under this head for the
the Central
Branch,
Central Branch,
$50,000;
$50,000;
subsistence including
same objects
objects specified
specified und
er this
this
For subsistence,
including the
the same
under
head for the Central Branch,
$170,000;
Branch, $170,000;
For household, including
including the same objects specified under
under this
head for the Central Branch, $100,000;
$100,000;
For hospital, including
including the same
objects specified
this head
same objects
specified under
under this
head
$225,000;
for the Central
Central Branch, $225,000;
of members
members of
of the
home, $300;
For transportation
transportation of
the home,
$300;
For repairs, including the same objects specified
specified under
under this head
for the Central Branch,
Branch, $50,000;
$50,000;
For farm, including
including the same objects specified
head for
for
specified under
under this
this head
the Central Branch, $19,000;
$19,000;
In all, $614,300.
Danville Branch, Danville, Illinois: For current expenses,
expenses, including
including
the same objects specified under
under this head for the Central
Central Branch,
$55,000;
$55,000;
For subsistence,
subsistence, including
including the same objects
objects specified under
under this
head for the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $200,000;
$200,000;
For household, including
including the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under this
head for the Central Branch,
$104,000;
Branch, $104,000;
For hospital, including the same objects specified
specified under
under this head
for the Central Branch,
Branch, $80,000;
$80,000;
For transportation of members of the home,
$500;
home, $500;
For repairs, including the same objects
objects specified
under this head
specified under
for the Central Branch, $50,000;
$50,000;
For farm, including the same
same objects
this head
objects specified
specified under
under this
head for
for
Branch, $11,000;
the Central Branch,
$11,000;
In all, $500,500.
$500,500.
Mountain Branch,
Mountain
Branch, Johnson City,
City, Tennessee:
expenses,
Tennessee: For
For current
current expenses,
including
the same
same objects
including the
objects specified
specified under
this head
head for
for the
under this
the Central
Central
Branch, $50,000;
Branch,
$50,000;
subsistence, including
including the
same objects
objects specified
specified under
this
For subsistence,
the same
under this
head for
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
$225,000;
head
Branch, $225,000;
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
this
For household,
household, including
head
for the
the Central
$100,000;
head for
Central Branch,
Branch, $100,000;
For
hospital, including
including the
under this
this head
head
For hospital,
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $235,000;
$235,000;
for
For transportation
$1,500;
transportation of members
members of
of the home, $1,500;
For repairs, including
including the same objects
objects specified under this head
head
for the Central Branch, $40,000;
$40,000;
For farm, including
including the same objects
objects specified
specified under this head for
for
the Central
Central Branch, $35,000;
$35,000;
In all, $686,500.
Battle Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, Hot
Hot Springs,
Springs, South
South Dakota:
Dakota: For
For
current expenses, including the same
this
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
head for the Central Branch, $30,000;
$30,000;
For subsistence, including the same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
this
head for the Central Branch, $80,000;
$80,000;
For household, including
objects specified
specified under
under this
including the same objects
head for the Central Branch, $65,000;
$65,000;
For hospital, including the same
same objects
specified under
head
objects specified
under this
this head
for the Central
Central Branch, $62,000;
$62,000;
For transportation
transportation of members
members of
of the
the home,
home, $2,000;
$2,000:
For repairs,
repairs, including
including the same objects specified
specified under
under this head
head
for the Central Branch, $18,000;
$18,000;
including the same objects specified
For farm, including
under this
head for
specified under
this head
for
the Central Branch, $6,000;
$6,000;
In all, $263,000.
$263,000.

Marion,
Ind.
Marion, Ind.
Current
expenses.
Current expenses.
Subsistence.
Subsistence.

Household.
Household.
Hospital.
Hospital.
Transportation.
Transportation.
Repairs.
Repairs.
Farm.
Farm.
Danville, Dl.
Ill.
Danville,
Current expenses.
Current
expenses.
Subsistence.
Subsistence.
Household.
Household.
Hospital.
Hospital.
Transportation.
Transportation.
Repairs.
Repairs.
Farm.
Farm.
Johnson
Tenn.
Johnson City,
City, Tenn.
Current
expenses.
Current expenses.
Subsistence.
Subsistence.
Household.
Household.
Hospital.
Hospital.
Transportation.
Transportation.
Repairs.
Repairs.

Farm.
Farm.
Hot Springs,
Springs
.
S. Dak.
Dak.
Hot
S.
Current expenses.
expenses.
Current
Subsistence.
Subsistence.
Household.
Household.
Hospital.
Hospital.
Transportation.
Transportation.
Repairs.
Repairs.
Farm.
Farm.
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Clothing
For clothing,
clothing, underclothing,
hats, caps,
caps,
underclothing, hats,
for all
all branches:
branches: For
Clothing for
boots,
shoes,
socks,
and
overalls;
labor,
materials,
machines,
tools,
tools,
machines,
materials,
labor,
overalls;
and
boots, shoes, socks,
and
appliances employed,
employed, and
for use
in the
the tailor
tailor shops,
knitting
shops, knitting
use in
and for
and appliances
shops, and
and shoe
shops, or
or other
other home
home shops
in which
of
any kind
kind of
which any
shops in
shoe shops,
shops,
clothing
is
made
or
repaired,
$250,000.
$250,000.
or
repaired,
clothing is made
Board of Managers.
Board
President, $4,000;
general
$500; general
secretary, $500;
$4,000; secretary,
of managers:
managers: President,
Board of
Eoardioaagers.
Salaries,
etc.
treasurer, who shall not be a
Salariesetc
a member of the board of managers,
$5,000; chief
surgeon, $4,500;
$3,500;
treasurer, $3,500;
general treasurer,
assistant general
$4,500; assistant
chief surgeon,
$5,000;
inspector
general, $3,500;
services for
offices of
presiof the
the presithe offices
for the
clerical services
$3,500; clerical
inspector general,
dent,
general treasurer,
and inspector
inspector general
general and
and chief
chief surgeon,
surgeon,
treasurer, and
dent, general
$19,000; clerical
clerical services
services for
for managers,
expenses
traveling expenses
$2,700; traveling
managers, $2,700;
$19,000;
of the
their officers
employees, including
including
and employees,
officers and
of managers,
managers, their
board of
of
the board
officers
of branch
when detailed
on inspection
$14,000;
work, $14,000;
inspection work,
detailed on
homes when
branch homes
officers of
outside
relief, $100;
services, medical
examinations, stationery,
stationery,
medical examinations,
legal services,
$100; legal
outside relief,
telegrams, and
other incidental
expenses, $1,700;
in all,
all, $58,500.
$58,500.
$1,700; in
incidental expenses,
and other
telegrams,
In
all, National
Home
for Disabled
Volunteer
Soldiers, $5,984,800.
$5,984,800.
Soldiers,
Volunteer
Disabled
Home
for
National
In
all,
or
Tertol
tate
State or Territorial
State
and Territorial
and sailors:
sailors:
soldiers and
for disabled
disabled soldiers
homes for
Territorial homes
homes.
State and
Aid
For
continuing aid
to State
Territorial homes
the support of
homes for the
or Territorial
aid to
State or
For continuing
to.
id to.
Vol.
25,p.
Vol.25,
4.
p. 450.
volunteer soldiers, in conformity
disabled volunteer
conformity with the
the Act
Act approved
approved
Ante,
p. 399.
Ante, p.
399.
August 27,
27, 1888,
August
1888, as amended,
amended, including all classes of soldiers
soldiers admissible
to the
National Home
Home for
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers,
$900,000:
Soldiers, $900,000:
for DisabledVolunteer
the National
sibfe to
Proviso.
That for
for any
any sum
sum or
any manner
from
manner from
in any
collected in
sums collected
or sums
Collections from
from inProvided, That
ia- Provided,
Collections
mates.
mates.
Territorial homes to be used for the support
support
inmates of such State or Territorial
of said
deducted from the aid herein
herein
be deducted
like amount shall be
homes aa like
of
said homes
this proviso shall not apply to any State or Terribut this
provided for, but
torial
soldier are admitted
of soldier
widows of
the wives
wives or widows
which the
into which
home into
torial home
maintained.
and maintained.
Clothing,all branches.
clothing,allbranches.

Back
Back
bounty.

pay

and

Payment to Civil
War volunteers.

ar volunteers.

14, p.
p.
Vol. 14,

322.
322.

Commutation
commutation

rations.
rations.

BACK
BOUNTY.
AND BOUNTY.
PAY AND
BACK RAY
For
of pay
of two
and three
three years
volunteers, for
for bounty
bounty
years volunteers,
two and
pay of
For arrears
arrears of

to volunteers
volunteers and
and their
widows and
for bounty under the
heirs, for
and legal heirs,
their widows
to

of July
28, 1866,
and for
for amounts
for commutation
of rations
rations
commutation of
amounts for
1866, and
July 28,
of Act
Act of
and to
Confederacy, and
of war
war in
in States
to prisoners
to
prisoners of
States of
of the
the so-called
so-called Confederacy,
to

of

War with Spain, etc.

Warmthpam,et.

Interior
Department
InteriorDeprtment.
Public buildings.
buildings.
Public
Repairs
to DepartDepartRepairs to
ment building.
buildings.
ment

soldiers on
furlough, that may
certified to be due by the accounting
accounting
may be certified
on furlough,
soldiers

officers
of the
the Treasury
during the
$1,000.
fiscal year
year 1922,
1922, $1,000.
the fiscal
Treasury during
officers of
officers
For arrears of pay and allowances
allowances on account of service
service of officers
and
Philippine
War with
with Spain and in the Philippine
during the War
of the
the Army
Army during
and men of
certified to be due by the accounting
accounting officer
officer
Islands that may be certified
chargeable
of
the Treasury
the fiscal year 1922, and that are chargeable
of the
Treasury during
during the
appropriations that
to the
the surplus
surplus fund,
fund, $500.
that have
have been carried
carried to
to the appropriations

DEPARTMENT
OF THE
THE INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT OF
INTERIOR.
PUBLIC
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
BUILDINGS.

Re
airs of
repairs of Patent Office
Office Building, PenPenFor repairs
Repairs
of buildings: For
111 ce Building,
sion
and of
the General
General Land Office Building,
Building includincludsion Office
Building, and
of the
preservation and
steam-heating and
ing preservation
and repair of steam-heating
and electric-lighting
electric-lighting
$8,500
plants and elevators, $30,000,
$30,000, of which
which sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $8,500
may be
be expended
expended for day
day labor
labor except for
for work done
done by contract.
contract.
Capitol
buildings.
Capitol buildings.
Repairs,
Repairs, etc.
Capitol
Buildings: For work
Capitol and for general
general repairs
Capitol Buildings:
work at
at the
the Capitol
repairs
cleaning and repairing
thereof, including
including cleaning
repairing works of art, flags for the east
and
west fronts
the center
center of
the Capitol
House
fronts of
of the
of the
Capitol and for Senate and House
and west
Office
wages of
of mechanOffice Buildings;
Buildings; flagstaffs,
flagstaffs, halyards, and tackle;
tackle; wages
mechanics and laborers;
laborers; purchase
purchase and maintenance,
maintenance, and driving of motorpropelled, passenger
-carrying office vehicles; and not
passenger-carrying
not exceeding
exceeding
reference books
$100
purchase of
technical and necessary reference
of technical
$100 for the
the purchase
and city directory,
directory, $65,000.
Improving grounds,
improvement of grounds
ImPmcing grxinds '
Capitol Grounds:
Grounds: For care and improvement
grounds surroundetc.
ing the Capitol, Senate,
Senate, and House Office Buildings, pay of one
one
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clerk,
gardeners, fertilizers,
fertilizers, repairs
to pavements,
pavements, walks,
repairs to
mechanics, gardeners,
clerk, mechanics,
and roadways,
roadways, $46,000.
and
S46,000.
Repairs to stables,
For
steam fire-engine
fire-engine house, Senate
etePairs to stables
Senate etc.
to steam
improvements to
and improvements
repairs and
For repairs
services,
and House
stables, and
Building, including
including personal
personal services,
Maltby Building,
and Maltby
House stables,
and
of
discretion
the
in
$1,500;
this
and
the
three
foregoing
sums
may,
discretion
may,
sums
foregoing
three
the
and
$1,500; this
Purchases.
the Secretary
Secretary of
be expended
of articles
Purchases.
articles Vol.
purchases of
for purchases
expended for
Interior, be
the Interior,
of the
the
36, p. 531.
ol. 36* p. 531
without reference
reference to
section 4
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved June
1910,
17, 1910,
June 17,
4 of
to section
without
concerning purchases
departments.
executive departments.
for executive
purchases for
concerning
Maitby Building.
Maltby
sum of
of $7,000
made available
available out
out Repairs
authinr
latbrYs authorized
is hereby
hereby made
$7,000 is
The sum
Building: The
Maltby Building:
from Vocationl
Vocational EduEdufrom
Education
Vocational
of
any appropriation
Federal Board for Vocational
the Federal
for the
appropriation for
of any
cation appropriations.
occupancy
for
necessary
repairs
to
the
Maltby
Building
the
occupancy
during
for necessary repairs to the Maltby Building
of said
said building
building by
sum to
to be
expended under
under the
the
be expended
said sum
board, said
said board,
by said
of
supervision
the Superintendent
Superintendent of the Capitol
of the
direction of
and direction
supervision and
Building and
Grounds.
and Grounds.ourtouse,
Building
Courthouse, D.
D. C.
C.
Repairs, etc.
For
repairs and
District of Repairs,
courthouse, District
the courthouse,
to the
improvements to
and improvements
For repairs
Columbia including
repair and
and maintenance
mechanical
maintenance of the mechanical
including repair
Columbia,
equipment, and
for labor
labor and
and every
every item
item incident
incident
material and
and material
and for
equipment,
thereto,
$3,000,
to
be
expended
under
the
direction
of
Superinthe
of
direction
the
thereto, $3,000, to be expended under
tendent
Capitol Building
and Grounds
Grounds and
be paid
40
paid 40
to be
and to
Building and
of the
the Capitol
tendent of
cent from
per
of the
the Treasury
of the
the United
States and
and 60
60 per
District revenues.
per District
United States
Treasury of
out of
centum out
per centum
centum
out of
revenues of
of the
of Columbia.
District of
the District
the revenues
of the
centum out
PUBLIC LANDS
SERVICE.
LANDS SERVICE.
PUBLIC

Public
Public lands.

Public lands.

Registers
e
ceivers.

and

re.

ters and re
gis
Registers
and receivers:
receivers: For
For salaries
salaries and
and commissions
commissions of registers
re
Registers and
of district
land offices
offices and
receivers of
public moneys
moneys at district
of public
and receivers
district land
of
$450,000: Proviso.
land offices,
offices, at
not exceeding
$3,000 per annum each, $450,000:
exceeding $3,000
at not
land
Provided,
That the
President is
is authorized
authorized to
to consolidate
offices Offices
consolidated
POffces consolidated
the offices
consolidate the
the President
Provided, That
at Alliance, Nebr.,
of
and receivers
receivers at
Alliance, Nebraska,
Nebraska, and
and at
at Vancouver
at Alliane,andNebr.,
Vancouver Vancouver
Seatat Alliance,
registers and
of registers
S
and Seattle,
and by
Executive order
to require
require either
Wash.
tie,Wash.
either tle,
order to
by Executive
Washington, and
Seattle, Washington,
and
officer,
resignation of
of the
the other, to give an additional bond
upon resignation
officer, upon
and to
the duties
duties of
powers, duties,
the powers,
All the
offices. All
both offices.
of both
perform the
to perform
and
obligations,
penalties imposed
imposed by
upon both the register
law upon
by law
and penalties
obligations, and
and receiver
exercised by and imposed upon
shall be exercised
office shall
said office
of said
receiver of
and
the officer
remaining in
control, whose
compensation shall be a
a
whose compensation
in control,
officer remaining
the
salary
of
$500
per
annum,
together
with
the
fees
and
commissions
and
fees
the
with
together
annum,
per
salary of $500
otherwise
register and
and receiver, but the salary,
both register
to both
allowable to
otherwise allowable
fees,
of such
officer shall
shall not
$3,000 per
exceed $3,000
not exceed
such officer
commissions of
and commissions
fees, and
annum.
annum.
Contingent expenses.
ntgeteees
Contingent
offices: For
hire, rent,
rent, and
and
clerk hire,
For clerk
land offices:
of land
expenses of
Contingent expenses
other
incidental
expenses
of
the
district
land
offices,
including
the
the
offices
including
land
Per diem subsistence.
other incidental expenses of the district
expenses of
of depositing
depositing public
public money;
diem, in lieu of subsist- PrdimmsuLsitence.
per diem,
money; per
expenses
ence,
clerks detailed
examine the
books and
management of
and management
the books
to examine
detailed to
of clerks
ence, of
district
land offices
assist in
in the
operation of said offices,
the operation
to assist
and to
offices and
district land
allowed Vol. 3S. p.
and in
the opening
new land
land offices
offices and
reservations, when allowed
and reservations,
of new
opening of
in the
and
ap- Vol. 3S-. P-6O
pursuant
to section
of the
the SundryAct apAppropriation Act
Civil Appropriation
Sundry Civil
13 of
section 13
pursuant to
proved
August
1,
1914,
and
for
actual
necessary
traveling
expenses
expenses
traveling
necessary
proved August 1, 1914, and for actual
of
That no
no expenses
to the
the GovGov- Expnditures r,.
chargeable to
expenses chargeable
Provided, That
clerks: Provided,
said clerks:
of said
eminent
shall
be
incurred
by
registers
and
receivers
in
the
conduct
stactedstrcted.
conduct
the
in
receivers
and
emrnment shall be incurred by registers
of
land offices
previous specific
authorization by
specific authorization
upon previous
except upon
offices except
local land
of local
the
Commissioner of
General Land
Timr
depredi$400,000.
Office, $400,000.
Timber
depredathe General
Land Office,
of the
the Commissioner
and
protecting, and
tions protecting,
set- tions,
Depredations
on
public
timber,
protecting
public lands,
and setlands, and
public
protecting
timber,
public
on
Depredations
swamp land clein, .
claims.
land
swamp
tlement
of
claims
for
swamp
lanol
and
swamps-land
indemnity:
For
indemnity:
tlement of claims for swamp land and swamp-land
protecting timber
the public
lands, and
and for
for the
efficient Ants., p. 1292
more efficient
the more
public lands,
on the
timber on
protecting
execution of
of the
and rules
relating to
to the
the cutting
of Atrp.l292
thereof; of
cutting thereof;
rules relating
law and
the law
execution
protecting
public
lands
from
illegal
and
fraudulent
entry
or
approentry
fraudulent
and
illegal
from
protecting public lands
priation,
of adjusting
adjusting claims
for swamp
swamp lands,
indemnity
lands, and indemnity
claims for
and of
priation and
for
lands, including
exceeding $15,000
services
clerical services
for clerical
$15,000 for
not exceeding
including not
swamp lands,
for swamp
in
bringing up
up and
making current the work of the General Land
and making
in bringing
Office,
includi gnot
$35,000 for the purchase of
not exceeding $35,000
$550,000, including
Office, $550,000,
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
for the
use of
of agents
agents
the use
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
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and others
in the
field service
service and
and for
operation, maintefor operation,
the field
others employed
employed in
and
nance,
and
exchange
of
same
and
for
operation
and
maintenance
and maintenance
operation
for
nance, and exchange of same and
proisos.
P
rovisos.
Service
pay.
of aa motor boat: Provided,
Provided, That the compensation
Spay.
compensation of the chief of
Servie
employed hereunder,
including his
services in
in the
the DisDishis services
hereunder, including
field service
service employed
annum and the comtrict of
of Columbia, shall not exceed $3,500 per annum
pensation
of all
employed hereunder
not exceed
exceed $2,700
$2,700
hereunder shall not
all others
others employed
pensation of
per
annum each,
each, except
not to
er em subsistn,
per annum
except in
in Alaska,
Alaska, where
where a
a compensation
compensation not
to
Per diem subsistence.
annum may be allowed:
further, That
That
Providedfurther,
allowed: Provided
per annum
exceed $3,000 per
agents and
and others
others employed
employed under
under this
this appropriation
appropriation may
may be
be allowed
allowed
agents
Vol. 38, p. 650.
diem in lieu
lieu of subsistence,
subsistence, pursuant
Sundry
pursuant to
to section 13
13 of
of the Sundry
per diem
o 3, p. 6.
Civil
approved August 1,
1, 1914, and actual necCivil Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
essary expenses
expenses for
for transportation,
except when
when agents
agents are
are employed
employed
transportation, except
essary
service.
Alska
Alaska service.
$5 per day each
each m
lieu
in lieu
in Alaska
Alaska they
they may be
be allowed
allowed not exceeding $5
of subsistence.
Oregon and CaliforFor
protection of
California Railroad
Railroad
Oregon and California
of the
the so-called
so-called Oregon
For the
the protection
andis.
niOa Railroad
ailron
nia
lands.
Protecting.
Protecting.
lands and Coos Bay
Bay Wagon Road lands: To enable
enable the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
cooperation of
of the
Secretary of
the cooperation
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture
of
Interior, with
with the
otherwise, as
establish
or otherwise,
as in
in his judgment
judgment may be most advisable, to establish
and maintain
patrol to
and to
guard against
against and
and
to guard
trespass and
to prevent
prevent trespass
maintain aapatrol
and
Vol. 39,
Vol.
39, p. 21S.
21S.
check fires
fires upon
upon the
in the
the United
United States
States by
act
by the
the act
Bay Wagon
Wagon check
the lands
lands revested
revested in
Coos Bay
Road
Road lands.
lands,
approved
June 9,
1916, and
the lands
lands known
known as
as the
the Coos
Bay Wagon
approved June
9, 1916,
and the
Coos Bay
Wagon
Vol. 40, p. 1179.
ol. 4, p. 11.
Road lands involved in the case of Southern
Southern Oregon Company .
against United States
2711, in the Circuit Court of
against
States (numbered 2711,
of
Appeals
of
the
Ninth
Circuit),
$25,000.
$25,000.
Circuit),
Ninth
of
the
Appeals
Hearings
in
land
earings

Hearings
Hearings in land entries: For hearings or other proceedings
proceedings held
held
by
Commissioner of
General Land
Office to
to deterby order of the Commissioner
of the
the General
Land Office
determine
whether alleged
mine the
the character
character of
of lands; whether
alleged fraudulent
fraudulent entries are
of that
have been
made in
and of
of
law; and
with law;
in compliance
compliance with
been made
or have
character or
of
that character
Proviso.
Provio.
Fees
Fees for
or depositions.
depositions. hearings
disbarment proceedings, $25,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That where
where
hearings in disbarment
depositions
depositions are taken for
fees of
the officer
officer
for use in such hearings
hearings the
the fees
of the
taking them shall be 20 cents per folio for taking and certifying
certifying
same and
and 10
10 cents
cents per
per folio
folio for
each copy
copy furnished
on
same
for each
furnished to
to a
a party
party on
request.
Reproducing plats l'quest.
Reproducing
of surveys.
srveys.
Reproducing slats
lats of surveys:
surveys: To
To enable
enable the
Reproducing
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the
the
General Land
Sbce to
and defaced
General
Land Office
to continue
continue to reproduce
reproduce worn
worn and
defaced
official
surveys on
on file,
other plats
of
official plats
plats of
of surveys
file, and
and other
plats constituting
constituting a
a part
part of
said office,
office, to furnish
the records of said
offices with
same,
furnish local
local land offices
with the
the same,
and
photolithography- original
plats of
of surveys
and for
for reproducing
reproducing by
by photolithography
original plats
surveys
prepared
in
the
offices
of
surveyors
general,
$6,000.
National forests.
prepared in the offices of surveyors general, $6,000.
National
forest,.
Advertising restoraAdvertising
restoraRestoration of lands in forest reserves: To enable the Secretary of
Restoration
of
tion of lands in.
tionoflandsin.
the
to advertise
the restoration
restoration to the public domain of
the Interior
Interior to
advertise the
lands in forest reserves or of lands temporarily withdrawn
withdrawn for forest
forest
reserve purposes, $7,500.
Opening Indian res- reserve purposes, $7,500.
Opening
ervations
entry.
ervations to
to entry.
Opening Indian reservations
Openmg
reservations (reimbursable):
(reimbursable): For expenses
perexpenses persettlement of
of such
such Indian
taining to the
the opening
opening to
to entry
entry and
and settlement
Indian reserreserProviso.
vation
as may
be o
pened during
fiscal year
1922: Provided,
Provided,
year 1922:
the fiscal
during the
opened
may be
lands as
vation lands
Proibsement.
Reimbursement.
That the expenses pertaining
pertaining to the opening of each of
of said
said reservareservations and paid for out of this appropriation
appropriation shall be reimbursed
reimbursed to
the UnitedStates
United States from the money received from the sale of the lands
embraced in said reservations,
reservations, respectively,
embraced
respectively, $7,500.

entries.
entries.

Surveying.
Surveying.
Expenses.

ExpenseFor
Ante, p. 1292.

nte,

p.

1292.

Provisos.
Proiso.
p "
Preferences.
.

SURVEYING THE
SURVEYING
TR/.

PUBLIC LANDS.
LANDS .

resurveys of
of surFor surveys and
and resurveys
of public
public lands,
lands, examinations
examinations of
surveys
made and
and reported
reported to
to be
be defective
defective or
or fraudulent,
veys heretofore
heretofore made
fraudulent,
inspecting mineral
mineral deposits, coal fields, and timber districts, making
inspecting
fragmentary
surveys, and
other surveys
surveys or
or examinations
examinations as
as
fragmentary surveys,
and such
such other
may
be required
identification of
of lands
lands for
f
or purposes
purposes o
idence
may be
required for
for identification
offev
evidence
in
or proceeding
behalf of
of the
the United
UnitedSt
at
es ,
un d
er the
th e
in any
any suit
suit or
proceeding in
in behalf
States,
under
supervision of
the Commissioner
of the
the General
General Land
Land Office
Office and
and
supervsion
of the
Commissioner of
direction of the Secretary of the Interior,
Provided, That
Interior, $700,000:
8700,000: Provided,
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in
preference shall
given, first,
first, in
in
in expending
expending this
this appropriation
appropriation preference
shall be
be given,
favor
of surveying
surveying townships
townships occupied
or in
by actual
favor of
occupied in
in whole
whole or
in part
part by
actual
settlers
granted to
States by
the Act
approved
settlers and
and of
of lands
lands granted
to the
the States
by the
Act approved
approved July 3
3 and July
July 10, 1890,
February 22, 1889, and the Acts approved
and
to survey
survey under
under such
such other
Acts as
for land
grants to
to
and to
other Acts
as provide
provide for
land grants
the
several States
States and
and such
indemnity lands
as the
the
the several
and Territories,
Territories, and
such indemnity
lands as
several
of lands
several States
States and
and Territories
Territories may
may be
be entitled
entitled to
to in
in lieu
lieu of
lands
granted them
them for
and other
purposes which
have
granted
for educational
educational and
other purposes
which may
may have
been sold
or included
included in
in some
some reservation
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
of,
been
sold or
reservation or
disposed of,
except
and including
survey, appraisal,
appraisal, and
except railroad
railroad land
land grants,
grants, and
including the
the survey,
and
sale
of abandoned
abandoned military
reservations transferred
the control
control of
of
sale of
military reservations
transferred to
to the
the
Secretary of
the Interior,
and other
surveys shall
the Secretary
of the
Interior, and
other surveys
shall include
include lands
lands
adapted
to agriculture
agriculture and
and lands
lands deemed
deemed advisable
advisable to
to survey
survey on
on
adapted to
account
of availability
availability for
dry farming,
lands subject
subject to
to
account of
for irrigation
irrigation or
or dry
farming, lands
disposition
under mineral
mineral land
land laws
survey thereof
is not
not otherotherdisposition under
laws where
where survey
thereof is
wise provided
provided for,
lines of
reservations, and
and lands
lands within
wise
for, lines
of reservations,
within boundaries
boundaries
of
forest reservations,
such retracements
and re-marking
re-marking
of forest
reservations, and
and including
including such
retracements and
of
boundaries as
found necessary
necessary in
order to
close the
of State
State boundaries
as shall
shall be
be found
in order
to close
the
public land
lines thereon.
thereon. The
The surveys
surveys and
resurveys provided
provided for
for
and resurveys
public
land lines
m this
be made
made by
by such
surveyors as
m
this appropriation
appropriation to
to be
such competent
competent surveyors
as the
the
Secretary of
may select,
select, at
compensation, not
not
Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior may
at such
such compensation,
exceeding
$200 per
per month
month each,
he may
prescribe, except
except in
Alaska,
exceeding $200
each, as
as he
may prescribe,
in Alaska,
where
compensation not
exceeding $300
$300 per
per month
month each
may be
be
where aa compensation
not exceeding
each may

that
the
of the
Interior
allowed
such not
surveyors,
except
may
allowed
appoint
such
surveyors,
to exceed
except
one that
supervisor
the Secretary
Secretary
of surveys,
of
the
whose
Interior
commay appoint not to exceed one supervisor of surveys, whose compensation shall
not exceed
exceed $300
$300 per
per month,
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed ten
pensation
shall not
month, and
ten
surveyors who
be employed
in a
a supervisory
supervisory capacity,
capacity, whose
whose
surveyors
who may
may be
employed in
compensation shall
shall not
per month
month each,
each, and
and per
diem in
in
per diem
not exceed
exceed $250
$250 per
compensation
lieu of
subsistence when
when allowed
allowed pursuant
pursuant to
section 13
the Sundry
to section
13 of
of the
Sundry
lieu
of subsistence
Civil Appropriation
Act approved
approved August
August 1,
1914, and
and actual
actual neces1, 1914,
necesCivil
Appropriation Act
sary
said per
per diem
diem and
traveling expenses
expenses
sary expenses
expenses for
for transportation,
transportation, said
and traveling
such clerks
to
to all
employed hereunder
hereunder and
and to such
to be
be allowed
allowed to
all surveyors
surveyors employed
who are
competent surveyors
to field
field duty
duty
who
are competent
surveyors who
who may
may be
be detailed
detailed to
hereunder: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
That the
not exceeding
10 per
per
exceeding 10
the sum
sum of
of not
hereunder:
centum
of the
amount hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated may
be expended
the
may be
expended by
by the
centum of
the amount
Commissioner of
of the
the General
Land Office,
the approval
approval of
the
with the
of the
General Land
Office, with
Commissioner
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, for
of metal
metal or
or other
other equally
the purchase
purchase of
equally
Secretary
for the
durable monuments
monuments to be used for public land survey corners
corners wherewhereof this
this
exceed $10,000 of
That not
not to exceed
ever
Providedfurther, That
practicable: Providedfurther,
ever practicable:
appropriation may
expended for
employees of
the field
field
of the
of employees
for salaries
salaries of
be expended
may be
appropriation
surveying service
temporarily detailed
detailed to
to the
the General
General Land
Land Office:
Office:
surveying
service temporarily
Provided further,
exceed $50,000
of this
this appropriation
appropriation
Provided
further, That
That not
not to
to exceed
$50,000 of
may
be used
sale of
and
lands and
and sale
of the
the lands
for the
the survey,
survey, classification,
classification, and
may be
used for
timber
the so-called
and the
the
lands and
and California
California Railroad
Railroad lands
of the
so-called Oregon
Oregon and
timber of
Coos
Wagon Road
lands.
Road lands.
Coos Bay
Bay Wagon
SURVEY.
UNITED
STATES GEOLOGICAL
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
UNITED STATES
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Vol. 25, p. 616.

Vol. 2,
26, pp.2122.
pp. 215, 222.

surveyors.
Pay of surveyors.

veS.Pervs"
r of sur
Supervisor of
ve y s

Perdiemsubsistence.

Per diem subsistence.
Vol.
p. 680.

3

etal
Metal

ners.

6

section
SC
ti on

cor--

Field employees
deemployees &-

Ceneral Land
tailed to General
Office.
Ofce.
Oregon and CaliforniRga.ilrdnd,'tc
nia Railroad lands, etc.

Geological Survey.

;eological Survey.

Salaries, Director,
Director,
Salaries,

Dire
Office
of Director:
Director, $6,000;
chief clerk,
$2,500; librarian,
librarian, etc.""'
etc.
clerk, $2,500;
$6,000; chief
Director: Director,
Office of
$2,000;
photographer, $2,000;
photographer, $900;
$900; clerksclerks—
$2,000; assistant
assistant photographer,
$2,000; photographer,
one
class two,
two, three
of class
class one,
at $900
$900 each;
each;
one $1,000,
$1,000, two
two at
three of
one, one
of class
one of
two
messenger boys
at $480
$480 each;
all, $22,160.
boys, at
each; in
in all,
$22,160.
two messenger
Scientific asristant.s.
Scientific assistants:
Geologists—two at
at $4,000
$4,000 each;
each; one
one $3,000,
$3,000, scentific
asistan.
assistants: Geologists-two
Scientific
one
$2,700; two
two paleontologists,
paleontologists, at
chemist, $3,000;
$3,000;
each; chemist,
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
one $2,700;
geographers—one $2,700,
$2,700, one
$2,500; two
two topographers,
topographers, at
at $2,000
$2,000
one $2,500;
geographers-one
each;
m all,
each; m
$29,900.
all, $29,900.
General expenses.
expenses.
requisite for and
and incident Genei
General expenses:
expenses: For
expenditure requisite
For every
every expenditure
General
to the
authorized work
work of
Geological Survey,
Survey, including
including personal
of the
the Geological
to
the authorized
services in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
in the
Add, including
not to
to
including not
the Afeld,
services
the District
District of
exceed
and exchange,
exchange, and not to exceed
$10,000 for the
the purchase
exceed
exceed $10,000
purchase and
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$30,000 for the hire, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
of motorand operation
operation of
motorpropelled and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles for
for field
field use
use
passenger-carrying vehicles
and horse-drawn
propelled
only by
geologists, topographers,
topographers, engineers,
and land
land classifiers,
to
classifiers, to
engineers, and
by geologists,
only
be expended
expended under
under the
regulations from
from time
time to
to time
time prescribed
prescribed by
by
the regulations
be

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Topographic surve ys•

the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, and
and under
under the
the following
heads:
the
of the
following heads:

For topographic
topographic surveys
surveys in various
various portions of the United
United States,
including
lands in
forests, $330,000;
$330,000;
including lands
in national
national forests,
Geologic surveys.
Geologicsureys.
For geologic
geologic surveys
various portions
For
surveys in the
the various
portions of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
$352,000;
$352,000;
Chemical and physFor
and physical
physical researches
to the
the geology
geology of
of the
the
relating to
researches relating
chemical and
For chemical
icah researches.
ical
researches.
United
including researches
view of
of determining
with a
a view
determining
United States
States, including
researches with
geological
conditions favorable
favorable to
presence of deposits
potash
deposits of
of potash
to the presence
geological conditions
salts, $40,000;
Illustrations.
Illustrations.
preparation of the illustrations
For preparation
illustrations of the
the Geological Survey,
Survey,
$18,280;
$18,280;
Mineral
resources reMineralresources
repreparation of
of the reports
reports of
the mineral
mineral resources
For preparation
of the
resources of
of the
the
port.
port.
United States, $125,000;
$125,000;
Alaska
mineral rereka meral
For continuation
continuation of the
the investigation
investigation of the mineral resources
resources of
sources.
Alaska,
$75,000, to
be available
available immediately;
immediately;
to be
Alaska, $75,000,
Water supply.
Watersupply
For gauging
gauging streams
streams and determining
determining the water supply of the
United
underground currents
currents and artesian
artesian
United States, the
the investigation
investigation of underground
wells, and the preparation
preparation of reports upon the best methods of
of
Baring wells.
Bonmg
welis.
utilizing the
the water
resources, $180,000,
be used
utilizing
water resources,
$180,000, of
of which
which $25,000
$25,000 may
may be
used
underground water supplies
supplies
to test
test the
the existence
existence of artesian
artesian and
and other underground
suitable for
for irrigation
the arid
and semiarid
regions by
wells;
suitable
irrigation in
in the
arid and
semiarid regions
by boring
boring wells;
Library.
ibrary.
For purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary books
books for the library, including direcdirecprofessional and scientific
tories and professional
scientific periodicals
periodicals needed for statistical
statistical
purposes, $2,000;
$2,000;
purposes,
Maps.
or engraving
engraving and
printing geologic
geologic maps,
maps, $140,000;
$140,000;
Maps. yFor
and printing
Classifying land:, ter
of
lands
classification
For
the
examination
and
classification
lands requisite to the
examination
For
the
eads
mest
enlaarged
enlarged homesteads,
etc.
determination of their suitability
suitability for enlarged
homesteads, stockdetermination
enlarged homesteads,
stockraising homesteads, public watering
watering places,
places and stock driveways,
driveways,
or other uses, as required
required by the public land laws, $300,000,
$300,000, to
to be
be
immediately available;
immediately
available;
In all, United States
Geological Survey, $1,614,340.
States Geological
$1,614,340.
Topographicsurveys.

Bureau of Mines.
Mines.
Bureau
General

expenses,
expenses,

BUREAU

BUREAU

OF MINES.

Or MINES.

For general
For
general expenses,
expenses, including
including pay
pay of
the director
director and
and necessary
of the
necessary
assistants, clerks, and other employees,
employees, in the office
office in the District of
Columbia, and in the field, and every other expense
Columbia
expense requisite
requisite for
for and
and
incident
incident to the general
general work of the bureau in the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
and in the field, to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of
Secretary
of the Secretary
of the
Interior, $76,900;
$76,900;
of
the
Interior,
Investigating mine
ne
For investigations
exISos etc.
explosions,
investigations as to the causes of mine explosions,
explosions, methods
methods of
mining,
especially in
in relation
the appliances
appliances
mining, especially
relation to
to the
the safety
safety of
of miners,
miners, the
adapted
best a
dapted to prevent accidents,
accidents, the possible improvement
improvement of
operations are carried
conditions under which
which mining
mining operations
carried on, the use
electricity, the prevention
prevention of accidents,
of explosives
explosives and electricity,
accidents, and other
other
technologic investigations
inquiries and technologic
investigations pertinent
pertinent to the
the mining
industry,
industry, and
and including
including all
all equipment,
equipment, supplies,
supplies, and
expenses of
of
and expenses
arage, Norton,
orton, 'a.
Garage,
Va. travel and subsistence,
subsistence, and for the erection
erection of aa garage for mine
Investigating
truck at
at Norton,
Virginia, $409,065;
$409,065;
Norton, Virginia,
n- rescue
rescue truck
nvestiating mineral
uels. etc.
eral fuels,
etc.
For
investigation of
mineral products
products
For investigation
of mineral
mineral fuels
fuels and
and unfinished
unfinished mineral
belonging to or for the use of the United States, with aaview to their
their
most efficient mining, preparation,
preparation, treatment,
treatment, and
to
and use, and
and to
recommend
to various
various departments
recommend to
departments such
such changes
changes in
selection and
and use
use
in selection
Economic twe in de- of fuel as may result in greater economy, and including all equipment,
pEonme
partments, etc. i de- of fuel as may result in greater economy, and including all equipment,
supplies, and .expenses
expenses of
of travel
travel and
and Subsistence,
supplies,
subsistence, $142.510;
$142.510;
airies etc., for
Inqis,
e.,
orFor inquiries :And
scientific and technologic
ad scientific
technologic investigations conWm.
cerning the mining, preparation,
preparation, treatment, and utilization of ores

salaries,t
etc.
salaries, etc.
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and other
mineral substances,
with a
view to improving
health
improving health
a view
substances, with
other mineral
and
conditions
efficiency, economic
development,
economic development,
safety, efficiency,
increasing safety,
and increasing
conditions and
and conserving
the prevention
prevention of waste
waste in the
through the
resources through
conserving resources
and
mineral industries;
mining,
quarrying, metallurgical,
metallurgical, and other mineral
mining, quarrying,
to inquire
into the
economic conditions
conditions affecting
affecting these industries;
industries;
the economic
inquire into
to
Proviso.wororodPr
and
including
all
equipment,
supplies,
expenses
of travel and subsist- Private
expenses
supplies,
equipment,
all
and including
'
den". work forbidinvestigation in den.
ence: Provided,
That no
part thereof
maybe used for investigation
thereof maybe
no part
Provided,That
ence:
$125,000;
party,
behalf
of
any
private
party
,
$125,000;
behalf of any private
Petroleum and natFor
and investigations
investigations concerning
concerning the mining, preparaprepara- ural
inquiries and
For inquiries
0
gasinvestigatiom
ur"lgas1'veOatuo
a
with
gas,
natural
and
tion,
treatment,.
and
utilization
petroleum
a
petroleum
of
tion, treatment, and utilization
the
view to
to economic
economic development
and conserving
through the
conserving resources through
development and
view
prevention of
waste; to
to inquire
inquire into the economic
economic conditions affecting
affecting
of waste;
prevention
the
industry, including
including equipment,
expenses of travel
travel
equipment, supplies, and expenses
the industry,
and
$135,000;
subsistence, $135,000;
and subsistence,
Personal
services,
ser-ieas,
Not exceeding
exceeding 20
20 per
preceding sums for investiga- Personal
of the preceding
centum of
per centum
Not
C.
DAlowncesor.rom
scientific D.
tion
the causes
causes of
explosions; for
for inquiries and scientific
Allowances for, from
mine explosions;
of mine
to the
as to
tion as
designated investga
investigaand
mining, preparation,
preparation, desisgnated
concerning the mining,
investigations concerning
technologic investigations
and technologic
tions.
treatment,
and utilization
of ores
and other
other mineral
mineral substances;
substances;
ores and
utilization of
treatment, and
preparation,
for
inquiries and
investigations concerning
concerning the mining,
mining, preparation,
and investigations
for inquiries
treatment,
and utilization
utilization of
of petroleum
natural gas; and not
petroleum and natural
treatment, and
investigation of
exceeding
30 per
per oentum
of the
preceding sums for investigation
the preceding
oentum of
exceeding 30
mineral
fuels and
and unfinished
unfinished mineral
mineral products
products belonging to or for
mineral fuels
the use
of the
may be
be used
used during
during the fiscal year 1922
1922
States, may
United States,
the United
use of
the
for
service in the District of Columbia;
personal service
for personal
Details from
from Pblic
Public
Details
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
may detail
detail medical
medical officers
officers of the Health
Treasury may
The
Service
eatS
Public
Health
Service
for
cooperative
health,
safety,
sanitation
sanitation
or
safety,
health,
cooperative
for
Service
Public Health
work
the Bureau
Bureau of
expenses
compensation and expenses
the compensation
and the
Mines, and
of Mines,
with the
work with
of
the
officers
so
detailed
be
from
the applicable
applicable appropriaappropriapaid
may
of the officers so detailed
tions made
Mines;
herein for the Bureau of Mines;
made herein
tions
Mining
experiment
ining experimeat
expenses in stations.
For
personal services and all other expenses
of personal
employment of
the employment
For the
Expenses.
connection
with the
the establishment,
establishment, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of tExpes.
connection with
59.
p. 959.
ol. 38, p.
by the Act approved
mining experiment
stations, authorized
approved March 3,
3, Vol.
authorized by
experiment stations,
mining
$200,000;
1915, $200,000;
Pittsburgh, Pa., exPa.
Pittsbur,station.
For care
maintenance of
of the
buildings and
grounds at Pitts- periment
and grounds
the buildings
and maintenance
care and
For
Maintenance,
etc.
Maintenane,etc.
operation,
the
services,
burgh,
Pennsylvania,
including
personal
services,
operation,
personal
including
Pennsylvania,
burgh,
maintenance,
and repair
repair of
automobiles for official
official use,
passenger automobiles
of passenger
maintenance, and
$50,000;
and
all
other
expenses
requisite
and
incident
thereto,
$50,000;
incident
and
for
requisite
expenses
and all other
rescue cars.
For operation
mine rescue
including personal
personal services,
services, Mine
cs.
resueexpenses.
Mine
cars, including
Operating
rescue cars,
of mine
operation of
For
andsupplies,
equipment, and
traveling
subsistence, equipment,
supplies, authorand subsistence,
expenses and
traveling expenses
Vol. 38, p. 959.
expendi- Vol.38,p.95.
for expendiized
the Act
Act approved
1915; to
be available
available for
to be
3, 1915;
March 3,
appred d March
by the
ized by
connecnecessary
ture
on
any
preliminary
work
that
may
be
necessary
in
connecfound
may
ture on any preliminary work that
tion with
purchased prior to the time
tune of their
to be purchased
as are to
cars as
such cars
with such
tion
actual delivery,
delivery, $160,000;
$160,000;
actual
Mine inspector,
inspector,
ie
for duty in Alaska, $3,000;
For one
inspector for
mine inspector
one mine
Alaska.
For
For clerk
inspector of Alaska,
Alaska, $1,500;
$1,500;
mine inspector
to mine
clerk to
For
Secretary
For per
per diem,
diem, subject
subject to
to such
regulations as the Secretary
and regulations
rules and
such rules
For
of
the Interior
subsistence, at a
a rate
rate not
prescribe, in lieu of subsistence,
may prescribe,
Interior may
of the
designated
his
from
business
exceeding
$4
when
absent
official
designated
official
on
absent
exceeding $4 when
headquarters, and
actual necessary
necessary traveling
traveling and contingent
contingent
for actual
and for
headquarters,
expenses
of said
and clerk,
$2,825;
clerk, $2,825;
inspector and
said inspector
expenses of
Library.
For technical
books and publications
publications and books
books of Library.
scientific books
and scientific
technical and
For
$1,500;
reference,
reference, $1,500;
Leasing nonmetallic
nontalic
1920, entitled
For
the enforcement
of the
of February
entitled ""An mineral
25, 1920,
February 25,
Act of
the Act
enforcement of
For the
deposits.
Expenses enforcing
mExpessnfcing
gas,
shale,
oil
oil,
Act
to
promote
the
mining
of
coal,
phosphates,
oil,
shale,
Act to promote the mining of coal, phosphates,
p.
Act, etc. 437.
regulations Act, etc.
and regulations
rules and
the rules
and sodium
the public
of the
and of
domain," and
ublic domain,"
on the
sodium on
and
prescribed
the Secretary
of the
Interior in
in accordance
accordance with the
the Interior
Secretary of
by the
prescribed by
incident thereto,
expense
provisions
of
said
Act,
and
for
every
other
expense
other
every
for
and
Act,
said
of
provisions
including
g, expenses
expenses of travel and
printing,
equipment, printi
supplies, equipment,
including supplies,
subsistence,
purchase, maintenance,
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
operation of
and operation
maintenance, and
subsistence, purchase,
Proviso.
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, $132,000:
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
exceed Provis.
not to
$132,000: Provided,
Personal services in
passenger-carryincg
District.
Distrct
the
in
services
10
per
centum
of
this
amount
may
be
used
for
personal
services
personal
for
used
be
may
amount
10 per centum of this
the District
Columbia;
of Columbia;
District of
the
44281°--21----90
442810-21--90
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employed during the fiscal year 1922 in
Persons employed
work outside
in field work
of
District of
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines
may be
be detailed
detailed
of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia under
under the
Mines may
temporarily
for service
in the
District of
of Columbia
for purposes
purposes of
temporarily for
service in
the District
Columbia,' for
of
preparing results of their
their field
work; all
persons so
so detailed
detailed shall
shall be
preparing
field work;
all persons
be
paid in
their regular
compensation only
only their
their actual
paid
in addition
addition to
to their
regular compensation
actual
traveling
expenses
or
per
diem
in
lieu
of
subsistence
in
going,
and
to and
.Pro,1.
traveling expenses or per diem in lieu of subsistence in going to
Proviso.
Payment
of neces
Payment of
neces-- returning therefrom:
Provided, That nothing herein
therefrom: Provided,
herein shall prevent
prevent
sup expenses.
saryexpenses.
employees of the Bureau of Mines
lines of their necessary
the payment
payment to employees
necessary
expenses, or
in lieu
of subsistence
subsistence while
while on
on temporary
expenses,
or per
per diem
diem in
lieu of
temporary
detail in
in the
the District
Columbia, for
consultation
detail
District of
of Columbia,
for purposes
purposes only
only of
of consultation
Report to
to be
made.
Report
be made
or investigations
investigations on behalf of the United States. All details made
hereunder, and
and the
purposes of
each, during
during the
preceding fiscal
year
hereunder,
the purposes
of each,
the preceding
fiscal year
shall
reported in the annual
annual estimates
to Congress
Congress
shall be reported
estimates of
of appropriations
appropriations to
beginning of
regular session
session thereof;
thereof;
at the beginning
of each
each regular
Gov&nment
Fue l1 yards: For
For the
and transportation
transportation of
of
Government Fu
Government fuel
- Government
fuel yards:
the purchase
purchase and
Yards,
D.c.
in yards;
Purchase
D. C. of fuel , fuel; storing and handling
handling of fuel
fuel
in
yards; maintenance
maintenance and
and operaopera.
, A .
. .
Purchase of fuel, ,.
maintenance,
tion
maintenance, etc.
tiort of yards and equipment,
equipment, including
motor-propelled passengerincludin motor-propelled
passengercarrying vehicles
for inspectors,
inspectors' purchase
of equipment,
carrying
vehicles for
purchase of
equipment, rentals,
rentals,
and all other expenses requisite
requisite for
thereto including
includi g
for and
and incident
incident thereto,
Balance
personal services
in the
Columbia, the
unexpended balance
balance
Balance reapproprireappropri- personal
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
the unexpended
ated.
Ante, p.
p. 913.
of the
the appropriation
made for
these purposes
purposes for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1921
913.
of
appropriation made
for these
year 1921
atee,
is reappropriated
reappropriated and made available
purposes for
the fiscal
fiscal
available for such
such purposes
for the
year
sum not
$500 shall
shall be
available
be available
not exceedirT
exceeding $500
1922, and
and of
of such
such sum
year 1922,
Damage claim.
damages caused
caused to
to private
private property
property by
by motor
motor
to settle claims for
for damages
proviso.
vehicles used
used in
in delivering
That all
all moneys
moneys received
received
pviso.
vehicles
delivering fuel:
fuel: Provided,
Provided, That
to
Sales
the sales
during the
fiscal year
year 1922
be credited
credited
Sales accredited
accredited
from the
sales of
of fuel
fuel during
the fiscal
1922 shall
shall be
appropriation,
etc. to from
to this appropriation
appropriation and be available
available for the
purposes of this
this
the purposes
paragraph;
paragraph;
scientific investigaScientific
During the fiscal year
year 1922,
1922, the head
head of any
any department
department or indetions, etc., for departents,
etC.,b
pendent establishment
having funds
tdeBtestablishment of the
the Government
Government having
funds available
available
ments,etc.,
bythe
Bu- pendent
reau.
for
scientific
investigations
and
requiring
cooperative
work
by the
the
and
requiring
cooperative
work
by
or
scientific
investigations
rans.
f
.
Transfer of funds.
Trf'n
d.
Bureau of Mines on scientific investigations
investigations within
within the scope of
of the
the
functions
functions of that Bureau and
to perform
perform within
and which
which it
it is
is unable
unable to
within
the limits of its appropriations, may, with the approval
approval of
the SecreSecreof the
tary of the Interior, transfer to
Mines such
such sums
as
to the Bureau
Bureau of Mines
sums as
may
necessary to
to carry
carry on
on such
investigations. The
Secretary of
Accounting.
may be
be necessary
such investigations.
The Secretary
of
Accounting.
the Treasury
Treasury shall transfer
transfer on the books
books of
of the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
any sums
811MR which may be authorized hereunder
hereunder and such amounts
amounts
shall be placed to the credit of the Bureau
Bureau of Mines for the periiperdepartment or establishment
formance of work for the department
establishment from
from which
which
the transfer
transfer is made;
made;
In all, Bureau of Mines,
Mines, $1,439,300.
$1,439,300.
Temporarydetaiisof
Temporary details of
field
employees in
Disfield employees
in District of Columbia-

trict of Colubia.

Damage claims

.

Reclamation
Reclamation Service.
Service.
Payments from
from rerePayments
clamation fund.
Vol. 32, p.
p. 388.
388.

All expenses.
expenses.

objects specified.
Objects

Vehicles.
Vehicles.
Danuageek
Damagw.

RECLAMATION
RECLAMATION SERVICE.
SERVICE.

The following
appropriated out of the special fund in the
following sums are appropriated
Treasury
created by the Act of June 17,
Treasury of the United
United States
States created
17, 1902,
1902,
designated "the
"the reclamation
reclamation fund,"
and therein designated
fund," to be
available
be available
immediately:
immediately:
expenditures authorized
authorized by the Act of June 17, 1902 (ThirtyFor all expenditures
second Statutes, page 388),
amendatory thereof
388), and Acts amendatory
thereof or supplementary
reclamation law, and
mentary thereto, known as the reclamation
and all other Acts
Acts
under which
from said
said fund
authorized, including
including
under
which expenditures
expenditures from
fund are
are authorized,
salaries in the District of
Columbia and
elsewhere; examination
examination of
of
of Columbia
and elsewhere;
estimates for appropriations
appropriations in the field; refunds for overcollections
overcollections
hereafter
hereafter received
receive(' on account
account of water-right
water-right charges,
charges, rentals,
rentals, and
and
deposits for other
printing and binding; iaw
other purposes;
purposes; Printing
raw books, books
of reference,
reference periodicals,
periodicals, engineering
engineering and statistical
statistical publications,
publications,
not exceeding $1,500;
$1,500; purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of
of
horse-drawn or motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles; paypayment of damages caused
causeii to the owners of lands or private property
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of any kind by reason of the operations
operations of the United States, its
its
officers
officers or employees, in the survey, construction, operation,
operation, or
or
maintenance
works, and
ch may
compromised
maintenance of irrigation
irrigation works,
and whi
which
may b
bee compromised
by agreement between the claimant
claimant and the Secretary
of the
the -Interior;
Secretary of
nterior;
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telephone service
and payment for official
official telephone
in the
the field
hereafter
service in
field hereafter
official telephones
incurred in case of official
telephones installed
in private
private houses
when
installed in
houses when
authorized under regulations
authorized
regulations established
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
established by
by the
Interior:
Interior:
Projects
Projects designated.
designated.
Salt River,
River, Ariz.
Ariz.
Salt River project, Arizona:
Arizona: For examination
examination of project and project
project salt
accounts, $1
1
000;
accounts,
$1,000;
Yuma,
Ariz.-Calif.
Arizona-California: For
For operation
Yuma project, Arizona-California:
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance, Y
um , A"riz.-a.
continuation
continuation of construction, and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $415,000;
$415,000;
Orland project, California:
Orland, Calif.
and maintenance,
California: For operation
operation and
maintenance, concon- Orland,Calif.
tinuation
incidental operations,
tinuation of construction,
construction, and incidental
$118,000;
operations, $118,000;
Grand Valley,
Colo.
Grand
Colorado: For
Grand Valley
Valley project, Colorado:
operation and
For operation
and maintenance,
maintenance, Grand
alley,Coo.
continuation of construction,
continuation
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $377,000;
$377,000;
Colo.
Uncompahgre
maintenance, Uncompahgre,
nompahgre, Colo.
Uncompahgre project, Colorado:
Colorado: For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
continuation
continuation of
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
$214,000:
operations, $214,000:
Boise project, Idaho:
Idaho: For operation
operation and
and maintenance
continuation B oise, Idaho.
maintenance,'continuation
1
3- n
i
e
sx
e'pi
ended. balof
of construction,
construction, and
incidental operations,
1,570,000, together
with ance reappropriated.
and incidental
operations, S
$1,570,000,
together with
reappropriated.
nt
Ante,
p.
914.
the unexpended
unexpended balance of the appropriation
appropriation for this project
project for the
the
e, p. 914.
fiscal
fiscal year
1921.
year 1921.
King
Hill, Idaho.
maintenance, con- K
ing HillIdaho.
King Hill project, Idaho: For operation and maintenance,
tinuation
tinuation of
and incidental
operations,
$300,000;
of construction,
construction, and
incidental operations, $300,000;
Minidoka,
Idaho.
i
Minidoka
Minidoka project,
project, Idaho: For
maintenance, conFor operation
operation and
and maintenance,
con- M
dokaIdaho
tinuation
of
construction, and
tinuation
construction,
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, with
with authority
authority
in connection
connection with
the construction
of American
Falls Reservoir,
Reservoir,
with the
construction of
American Falls
New town site to reto purchase
purchase or condemn and to improve
improve suitable
suitable land
land for
for a
anew
new town
town place
placeW
ican Falls.
Fralls.
American
site to replace
replace the portion of the town
town of
American Falls
be
of American
Falls which
which will
will be
flooded
and to
flooded by the reservoir, and
to provide
provide for
removal of
of buildings
for the
the removal
buildings
to such new
new site
site and
and to
to plat
and to
to provide
provide for
of lots
lots in
in
plat and
for appraisal
appraisal of
such new town
town site
site and
and to
to exchange
exchange and
and convey
convey such
lots in
in full
or
such lots
full or
property to
to be
part payment for property
be flooded
reservoir and
and to
to sell
sell
flooded by
by the
the reservoir
for not less
less than the appraised
appraised valuation
such
valuation any
any lots
lots not
not used
used for
for such
p. 914.
exchange, $1,735,000,
exchange,
$1,735,000, together
together with
unexpended balance
balance of
the Ante,
with the
the unexpended
of the
ne' p 914appropriation for
for this project
appropriation
project for
1921.
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921.
Huntley, Mont.
Huntley
Huntley project, Montana: For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
con- HntleyMont.
maintenance, continuation of
of construction,
construction, and
operations ' $198,000;
$198,000;
and incidental
incidental operations,
Milk River, Mont.
Milk River project, Montana:
Montana: For operation
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, concon- Milk
River, Mont.
tinuation of
tinuation
of construction,
and incidental
$1,017,000;
construction, and
incidental operations,
operations, $1,017,000;
River, Mont.
For operation
Sun River
River project, Montana: For
operation and
con- Sun
and maintenance,
maintenance, con"" RiverMont.
and incidental
tinuation of construction,
construction, and
$687,000;
incidental operations
operations, $687,000;
Lower Yellowstone,
Lower Yellowstone
Lower
Yellowstone project,
Dakota: For
operation Mont.-N.
project, Montana-North
Montana-North Dakota:
For operation
Pak.
Mont.-N. Dak.
and maintenance,
continuation
maintenance, continuation of
of construction,
and incidental
operaconstruction, and
incidental operations, $340,000;
tions,
$340,000;
North Platte, Nebr.North Platte
Platte project,
Nebraska-Wyoming: For
operation and
project, Nebraska-Wyoming:
For operation
and WyNo.Platte,
ebr.
Wyo.
maintenance, continuation
maintenance,
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
continuation of
operations,
$2,115,000;
$2,115,000;
Newlands, Nev.
Newlands project, Nevada:
Nevada: For operation
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, con- Newlandsev
tinuation of
tinuation
of construction,
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $1,488,000;
$1,488,000;
construction, and
lsbad
Me
Carlsbad, N. Mex.
project, New
Carlsbad project,
New Mexico:
Mexico: For
For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance,
continuation
continuation of
incidental operations,
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
operations, $100,000;
$100,000;
Rio
Grande,
N.
6
Rio Grande project,
Rio
New Mexico-Texas:
Mexico-Texas- For
For operation
operation and
and mainproject, New
main- Mex.-Te(
Mex.-Tex.
'x.
tenance, continuation
construction, and
continuation of construction,
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations,
$1,900,000;
$1,900,000;
North Dakota pump2
North Dakota
Dakota pumping
pumping project,
project, North
North Dakota:
Dakota: For
operation and
and ing
For operation
,gor
-tohDakotapum
project.
maintenance,
continuation of construction,
maintenance, continuation
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations,
project.
$115,000;
$115,000;
Oreg.
Deschutes project,
Deschutes
construction and
and inciinci- Deschut,
project, Oregon:
Oregon: For
For beginning
beginning construction
DehuteOreg.
dental operations,
$400,000;
dental
operations, $400,000;
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Umatilla
project, Oregon:
Oregon: For
For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
conUmatilla project,
maintenance, continuation of
of construction,
$467,000;
tinuation
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $467,000;

Klamath
Oregon-California: For
and mainteKlamath project,
project, Oregon-California:
For operation
operation and
maintenance, continuation
contmuation of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations,
$1,213,000;
Belle Fourche, S.
S. $1,213,000;
Fourche project, South
operation and
and mainteDak.
Belle Fourche
South Dakota:
Dakota: For
For operation
maintenance, continuation
continuation of
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
operations,
nance,
incidental operations,
$485,000;
Strawberry
Strawberry Valley, $485,000;
Utah.
Strawberry Valley
project, Utah:
operation and
and maintenance,
Utah.
Strawberry
Valley project,
Utah: For
For operation
maintenance,
continuation
of
construction, and
incidental
operations,
$144,000;
continuation
of
construction,
and
incidental
operations,
$144,000;
Okanogan, Wash.
Okanogan
project, Washington:
Washington: For
For operation
Okanogan project,
O nsh.
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance,
continuation of
construction, and
incidental operations,
operations, $33,000,
$33,000,
and incidental
continuation
of construction,
nte, p.
Ante,
p. 915.
together with the
the unexpended
the appropriation
appropriation for
together
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
for this
this
project
for
the
fiscal
year
1921.
year
1921.
fiscal
for
the
project
Yakima,
Yakae, Wash.
2.
.
Yakima
For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
akima project,
project, Washington:
Washington: For
maintenance,
Riv rtcontinuation continuation of
of
construction,
and
incidental
operations,
$2,100,000;
construction,
and
incidental
operations,
$2,100,000;
erton, Wyo.
Riverton project,
maintenance, conconRivt
yo.
Riverton
project, Wyoming:
Wyoming: For
For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
irment
ise
°
;it for
of construction,
operations, $850,000:
Proor home- tinuation
tinuation of
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
$850,000: Proteadentri
vided,
steel:trim
vided, That when any land on the project is opened
homestead
opened to
to homestead
entry under the terms of the "Reclamation
"Reclamation Law,"
Law," the
the entryman
entryman
shall
pay
to
the
United
States
for
the
lands
the
sum
of
$1.50 per
per
shall pay to the United States for the lands the sum of $1.50
vd.
33, p.l.
Vo/. 33,
p. 1021.
acre
provided in
of the
Act approved
March 3,
acre as provided
in section
section 22 of
the Act
approved March
3, 1905
1905
(volume
page 1016),
1016), to
credited to
to the
fund
(volume 33,
33, Statutes
Statutes at Large, page
to be
be credited
the fund
established
of 1905,
from the
established by said
said Act of
1905, together
together with
with the
the proceeds
proceeds from
the
sale of town sites established in said project under the
"Reclamation
the "Reclamation
Law";
Law";
Shoshone, Wyo.
Shoshone, Wyo
Shoshone
Shoshone project, Wyoming: For operation
operation and maintenance,
conmaintenance, continuation
incidental operations,
$1,784,000;
ndarprots
of construction,
construionon, and
and incidental
operations, $1,784,000;
Secondary
projects. tinuation of
Secondary
Secondary projects: For cooperative
cooperative and
and other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous invesinvestigations, $100,000;
Expenditures limim tigations,
$100,000;
ited to specific allotUnder the provisions of this Act no greater sum shall be expended,
Under
expended,
ments.
ments.
nor shall the United States be obligated to expend, during the
the fiscal
year 1922, on any reclamation
reclamation project appropriated
appropriated for herein
an
herein an
amount in excess of the sum herein appropriated therefor,
shall
therefor, nor shall
the whole expenditures
expenditures or obligations
obligations incurred
incurred for all of such projects
projects
for the fiscal year 1922 exceed
amount in
"reclamation
exceed the whole amount
in the
the "reclamation
fund" for
that fiscal
fiscal year;
for that
year;
ntech ble- ap- fund"
Interchangeable
propriations.
propeiatlns.
Ten per centum of the foregoing amounts shall
shall be
available interbe available
interchangeably
changeably for expenditures
expenditures on the reclamation
projects named;
named;
reclamation projects
but not more than 10 per centum
centum shall be added to
to the amount
amount approappropriated for any one of said projects;
Use of motor vevehi- priated for any one of said projects;
cles
for traveling.
traveling.
des for
Whenever, during
during the
Whenever,
year ending
June 30,
30, 1922,
1922, the
the Director
Director
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
of the Reclamation
Reclamation Service shall
shall find
the expenses
expenses of
of travel
find that
that the
travel can
can
be reduced thereby, he may, in lieu of
of actual
actual traveling
traveling expenses,
under such regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, authorize
authorize the
the payment
payment
of not to exceed 3
3 cents per mile for a
motor cycle
per mile
mile
a motor
cycle or
or 77cents
cents per
for
an
automobile,
used
for
necessary
travel
on
official
business;
business;
travel
on
official
used
for
necessary
de for an automobile,
Moneys from outside
sources
for investigainvestigare for
fr
investiga
All
All moneys hereafter received from
muni cip ality, corfrom any State, municipality,
corsoures
tions, etc., to be covertions,eet
becoler- poration, association, firm, district, or individual for investigations,
investigations,
ered
into ,to
reclamation
fund.
fund.
construction work, or any other development
surveys, construction
development work incident
incident
thereto involving operations similar to those provided
provided for by the
the
reclamation law shall be
reclamation fund and shall
reclamation
be covered into the reclamation
be available for expenditure
expenditure for the purposes for
for which
which contributed
contributed
in like manner as if said sums had
appropriated for
had been
been specifically
specifically appropriated
for
said
purposes;
said purposes;
In all,
for the
the Reclamation
Service, $20,277,000.
Yakimandian
all for
In
Reclamation Service,
$20,277,000.
Yakima Indian Reserration,
Wash.
ration, wanh.
reimbursement
reclamation fund the proportionate
proportionate
For
reimbursement
to
the
reclamation
,Vmb
Reimbursing fund
i.rs
f furnishing
u s
of operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
voi
rs for furnishing
forwater
~a furnished tot
d expense
expense of
the reser
reservoirsor
for
to
lands fn.
stored
water
to
the
lands
i
n
Yakima
Indian
Reservation,
Washington,
nds
stored water to the lands in Yakima Indian Reservation, Washington,
Vo/.tn.
38, p. 60i.
..
in accordance
accordance with the provisions of section 22 of the Act of August 1,
1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes, page 604),
604), there is appropriated,
appropriated, out
out
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, $11,000.
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Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

To enable
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
take testimony
and inDisbarment
proceedDisbarment preceedtestimony and
Interior to
to take
the Secretary
To
enable the
prepare
proceedings instidisbarment proceedings
in connection
connection with disbarment
same, in
prepare the same,
persons charged
charged with improper
practices before the
the
improper practices
tuted against
against persons
department, its
its bureaus
offices, $100,
$100, or
thereof as may
much thereof
or so much
bureaus and
and offices,
department,
be necessary.
Alaska.
Alaska.
ALASKA.
TERRITORY
TERRITORY OF
OF ALASKA.
Alaska Engineering

oAlaskasiEn"nieer"
Engineering Commission: For carrying out the provisions
Alaskan Engineering
provisions Commission.
Railroad construcconstruRailroad
President of the United tion,
to authorize
"An
entitled "
of the
Act entitled
An Act to
authorize the President
of
the Act
etc.
Vol.
33, p.
p. 305.
States
to
locate,
construct,
and
operate
railroads
in
the
Territory
of
ol.
3,
305.
States to locate, construct, and operate railroads
Ante p. 293.
Alaska, and
other purposes,"
purposes,' approved
t, p. 293.
12, 1914,
1914, as
as
March 12,
approved March
and for
for other
Alaska,
Proviso.
amended, $4
2
000,000, to continue
expended: Provided,
$4,000,000,
continue available
available until expended:
Provided, Pay
P"ttion.
restriction.
individual shall be paid an annual salary out of this fund
That no one individual
of
of more
more than
than $10,000.
$10,000.
a of supplies,
pUe etc.,
etc
Sale
Authority is granted to purchase
during the fiscal year 1922, from
from to employees.
tc.,
employees
purchase during
Authority
the appropriation
railroads
construction and operation
operation of railroads
appropriation made for the construction
in Alaska, articles
articles and supplies for sale to employees
employees and contractors,
contractors,
the
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
the proceeds
proceeds of
of such
such sales.
sales.
the appropriation
appropriation to
to be
by the
Receipts
sales,
Receipts from sales,
be credited
credited to
to
During
fiscal year 1922
etc., to
to be
the approappro- etc.,
shall be
be covered
covered into
into the
1922 there
there dual
During the
the fiscal
co4isot
l
ru
.3c
8ton
30 account.
'An voslr.3,p. s305.o
Act entitled
time under
priation established
from time
time to time
under the Act
entitled "An
established from
priation
authorize the President
President of the United States to locate, conAct to authorize
struct, and operate railroads in the Territory
Territory of Alaska,
Alaska, and for
other
approved March
12, 1914,
1914, as amended,
amended, the proceeds
proceeds
March 12,
purposes," approved
other purposes,'
of the sale of material utilized
utilized for temporary
temporary work and structures
structures in
in
connection
operations under
under said
the sales
sales of
said Act, as well
well as the
with the
the operations
connection with
all other condemned
condemned property which
which has been
been purchased
purchased or constructed
provisions thereof,
thereof, also
refunded in
in
also any moneys
moneys refunded
under the
the provisions
structed under
connection
construction and operations
under said Act,
operations under
connection with the construction
and
Congress at the beginning of
of
hereunder shall be made to Congress
and a
a report hereunder
its next session.
Care of insane.
.
Insane of Alaska: For care and custody of persons legally adjudged
adjudged Ceoi
insane
transportation and other expenses,
expenses,
including transportation
insane in Alaska, including
Proviso.
$127,000: Provided,
Provided, That authority is granted
granted to the Secretary
Secretary of the Pament
sanitaPayment to Sanitarium
Interior to
pay from
appropriation to
to the
Company rinmn Company.
Company.
the Sanitarium
Sanitarium Company
to pay
from this
this appropriation
Interior
of Portland,
not to
$570 per capita
capita per annum for
for
to exceed
exceed $570
Oregon, not
of
Portland, Oregon,
the care and maintenance
Alaskan insane patients during the fiscal
fiscal
maintenance of Alaskan
year 1922.
1922.
Educatlon
year
Education of
of nanativ-es.
Education in Alaska: To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, in tives.
his discretion
and under
under his
direction ' to
provide for the education
education
to provide
his direction,
his
discretion and
and
the Eskimos,
Eskimos, Aleuts,
of
Aleuts, Indians,
Indians, and other natives of
of the
and support
support of
rental of school
Alaska; erection, repair, and rental
school buildings;
buildings; textbooks
textbooks
industrial apparatus;
apparatus; pay and necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
and industrial
superintendents ' teachers,
other employees;
employees; and all
and other
physicians, and
teachers, physicians,
superintendents,
other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
which are
are not
included under
under
not included
expenses which
miscellaneous expenses
other
the
$325,000, to be available
available immediately:
immediately:
heads, $325,000,
the above
above special heads,
Proviaos.
Provided,
person employed
hereunder as
as sRecial
special agent
agent or
Provided, That
That no
no person
employed hereunder
or Petriction.
Pay restriction.
inspector, or to perform
special or
connection
or unusual
unusual duty in connection
any special
perform any
inspector,
herewith, shall receive
exceeding $200 per
per month,
compensation exceeding
receive as compensation
herewith,
traveling expenses
diem not exceeding
exceeding
expenses and per diem
in addition to actual traveling
$4 in
of subsistence,
absent on
on duty
duty-from
from his
designated Services in District
his designated
when absent
lieu of
subsistence, when
$4
in lieu
sum not
not orf
of said sum
and actual
actual post
of duty:
duty: Provided
further, That
That of
Provided further,
post of
and
of Colmbia
Columbia. Dtct
exceeding $7,000
may be
expended for
for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District
be expended
$7,000 may
exceeding
of Columbia.
Supervision of
money appropriated
purposes penIlu
e
r
herein for school purposes
All expenditures
expenditures of money
appropriated herein
in Alaska for schools other than those for the education of white
children under the jurisdiction of the governor
govenior thereof shall be under
under
the
supervision and
Commissioner of Education
Education and
and
and direction of the Commissioner
the supervision
conformity with such conditions,
regulations as to
rules, and
and regulations
conditions, rules,
in conformity
conduct and methods
methods of instruction
instruction and expenditures
expenditures of money as
conduct
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may from
from time
time to
time be
be recommended
recommended by
by him
him and
and approved
approved by
by the
the
to time
may
Secretary of
of the Interior.
Secretary
Medical
Secretary of the Interior,
Medical and sanisaidMedical relief in Alaska: To enable the Secretary
tary relief.
tary
relief.
in his discretion and under his direction, with
with the advice and cooperacooperation
of the
Public Health
Service, to
for the
the medical
and
medical and
provide for
to provide
Health Service,
the Public
tion of
sanitary
relief of
Eskimos, Aleuts,
and other
other natives
natives of
of
Indians, and
Aleuts, Indians,
the Eskimos,
of the
sanitary relief
Alaska; erection,
hospital
equipment of hospital
and equipment
rental, and
repair, rental,
purchase, repair,
erection, purchase,
Alaska;
traveling
buildings; books
necessary traveling
and necessary
apparatus; pay and
surgical apparatus;
and surgical
books and
buildings;
expenses
of physicians,
other employees,
employees, and all other
and other
nurses, and
physicians, nurses,
expenses of
necessary
miscellaneous expenses
expenses which
which are not included under
under the
necessary miscellaneous
above
special heads,
to be
be available
available immediately.
immediately.
$90,000, to
heads, $90,000,
above special
indigent may be admitted
are not
not indigent
pay
Patients
Admission
Admission of imr
Patients who
who are
admitted to the
the hospitals
patients.
patients.
for care and treatment
payment of such reasonable
treatment on the payment
reasonable charges
therefor
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Tn tenor shall prescribe.
prescribe.
Secretary of
as the
therefor as
Reindeer.
Reindeer.
Reindeer for Alaska:
Alaska: For support
reindeer stations in Alaska and
Reindeer
support of reindeer
and
instruction of
of Alaskan
Alaskan natives
natives in
m the care
care and
management of reinreinand management
instruction
Proviso.
deer, $10,000,
$10,000, to
to be
be available
available immediately:
immediately: Provded,
Provided, That
That the
the
deer,
PSeofes,
Sale
of males, et.
etc.
Commissioner of
Education is
is authorized
to sell
sell such
such of the male
authorized to
of Education
Commissioner
reindeer belonging
belonging to
the Government
Government as he may deem advisable
advisable
to the
reindeer
and
the proceeds
in the
purchase of
female reindeer
reindeer belonging
belonging
of female
the purchase
proceeds in
use the
to use
and to
to
in the
the distribution
distribution of
reindeer to
to natives
natives in those
those
of reindeer
and in
to missions
missions and
portions
in which
which reindeer
have not
not yet
yet been
been placed
placed and
and
reindeer have
of Alaska
Alaska in
portions of
which
are
adapted
the
reindeer
industry.
reindeer
the
to
adapted
are
which
P
V
ro
ol.
tection of
game.
ofgame.
Protection
Vol. 35, p. 102.
102.

Alaska: For carrying
Protection
Protection of
of game
game in
in Alaska:
carrying out the Act entitled

game in Alaska,
Alaska, and for other purthe May
protection of game
for the
"An
"An Act for
poses,"
approved May
May 11,
11, 1908,
including salaries,
traveling expenses
expenses
salaries, traveling
1908, including
poses," approved
of
and all other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $25,000, to be
wardens, and
of game
game wardens,
expended under the
Governor of Alaska.
the direction
direction of the Governor
expended
trtSuppressing
Traffic
liquors: For
suppression of
of the
the traffic
traffic in
in
For suppression
intoxicating liquors:
in intoxicating
Traffic in
liquor
ppressing liquor
expended
Alaska, to be expended
.
among,
natives of Alaska,
among the natives
liquors
intoxicating liquors
under the
the direction
direction of
$15,000.
of the Interior, $15,000.
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
under
National
National Parks.

Director
Director of National
National
Park Service,
Service, etc.
etc.
Park

NATIONAL
NATIONAL PARKS.
PARKS.

National Park
$4,500; assistant director,
director , $2,500;
$2,500;
Director, $4,500;
Service: Director,
Park Service:
National
chief
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; editor, $2,000; draftsman,
law clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; law
chief clerk,
$1,800;
$1,8a); clerks-two
clerks—two of class
class; four, three
three of class
accountant, $1,800;
$1,800; accountant,
three (one
(one transferred
from Secretary's
Secretary's office),
one of
of class
class two
one
two, one
office), one
transferred from
three
of
$1,020, two
two at $900 each; messenger, $600; in all,
one $1,020,
of class
class one, one
for
service in
District of Columbia, $31,020.
in the
the District
for park service
Fighting
national parks:
Fighting forest fires.
fires.
Fighting forest fires
Fighting
fires in national
parks: For fighting forest
forest fires in
in
national
National Park
administered by
by the National
other areas
areas administered
national parks,
parks, or other
Service,
or fires
areas, and
for replacing
replacing buildand for
such areas,
endanger such
fires that
that endanger
Service, or
ings or
improvements that
that have
destroyed by
by
ings
or other
other physical
physical improvements
have been
been destroyed
forest fires
fires within
within such
such areas,
areas, $25,000:
Provided, That
That these
funds
these funds
$25,000: Provided,
forest
ri=ion on use.
Limittiononuse.
precautionary fire
shall not be used for any precautionary
fire protection
protection or patrol
Allotments
to be
be work prior to actual
provided further,
fire:
the
occurrence
actual
occurrence
of
And
provided
further,
Allotmenta to
made
obligamade only
oniy for
for obligations
incurred.
That
national parks,
parks, or
or
of these
these funds
funds to the
the various national
That the
the allotment
allotment of
tionsincurrei.
areas
areas administered
administered by the National
National Park Service, for fire fighting
fighting purand then only
Secretary of the Interior, and
only
poses, shall be made by the Secretary
after the
obligation for
expenditure has
has been incurred, and the
the expenditure
for the
after
the obligation
Secretary
the Interior
with his
his annual
annual estimate
estimate of
of
shall submit
submit with
Interior shalt
of the
Secretary of
Detailed re
of
expenditures aa report
report showing
the location,
size, and
and description
description of
location, size,
showing the
of expenditures
expeaituret
expenditures.
each
forest fire,
classification
number of men, their classification
the number
fire, together
together with the
each forest
and
actual time
time employed,
statement of
expendof expendand aastatement
employed, and
of pay aina
and actual
and rate
rate of
itures showing the cost for labor, supplies, special service,
service, and other
other
expenses covered
covered by
the expenditures
expenditures made
made from
from these
expenses
by the
these funds.
funds.
Crater Lake, Oreg.
Cater Lake National
ctaertaoreg.
crater
National Park,
Park,- Oregon: For administration,
administration, protecmaintenance, and improvement,
tion, maintenance,
improvement, including
including not exceeding
exceeding $600
$600
maintenance, operation,
repair of a
a motor-driven
for the maintenance,
operation, and
and repair
motor-driven pas-
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senger-carrying vehicle for the
the use
the superintendent
superintendent and
and emsenger-carrying
use of
of the
employees in
connection with
with general
park work,
ployees
in connection
general park
work, $25,300.
$25,300.
General Grant
Grant National
National Park, California:
administration, proGeneral
California: For administration,

G
eneral Grant,
GeneralGrant,

Calif
Calif

$6,000.
tection, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, $6,000.
Clacier,
Glacier
Park, Montana:
administration, protection, c
lacier, Mont.
Mont.
Montana: For administration,
Glacier National Park,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including
including necessary
repairs to the
maintenance,
necessary repairs
roads from
from Glacier
Park Station
Station through
through the
Indian Reserroads
Glacier Park
the Blacldeet
Blackfeet Indian
Reservarious points
points in
in the
boundary line
line of
of the
Glacier National
vation to various
the boundary
the Glacier
National
International Boundary,
Boundary, including
including not
not exceeding
exceeding
Park and to
to the
the International
operation of
$2,400 for
for the
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
and operation
of motor-driven
motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for the
the use
use of
of the
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
the
superintendent and employees
employees in connection
general park work,
superintendent
connection with general
and not
exceeding $100,000
$100,000 for
for the
partial construction
of a
a transtransand
not exceeding
the partial
construction of
mountain road connecting
mountain
connecting the
west sides of the
the east
east and
and west
the park,
park,
$195,000,
$195,000, of
of which amount
amount $25,000
$25,000 shall
shall be
be immediately
immediately available.
available.
Grand
National Park,
For administration,
administration, propro- GrandCanyon,
Grand Canyon, Ariz.
Ariz.
Arizona: For
Park, Arizona:
Grand Canyon
Canyon National
tection,
improvement, and
and the
of lands
tection, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
the acquisition
acquisition of
lands for
for
not exceedroad and trail
trail rights
rights of
of way
way within
within the
the park,
park, including
including not
exceeding
maintenance, operation,
and repair
repair of
of
ing $2,000 for the
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
operation, and
motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles for
for the
the use
use of the superintendent
and employees
with general
general park
park work,
intendent and
employees in connection
connection with
work,
$100,000:
Provided, That
no expenditure
made in
the mainmain- On
Proviso.
$100,000: Proided,
That no
expenditure shall
shall be
be made
in the
toll
On
toll roads forbidforbidden
tenance or
den.
toll trail.
trail.
of any
any toll
toll road
road or toll
improvement of
tenance
or improvement
protection, mainte- H a w a ii
Hawaii
For administration,
administration, protection,
Hawaii National
National Park: For
nance, and
and improvement,
not exceeding
$1,800 for
for the
the
nance,
improvement, including
including not
exceeding $1,800
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance operation,
and repair
of a
operation, and
repair of
a motor-driven
motor-driven
purchase,
passenger-carrying
vehicle for
for use
of the
superintendent and
and park
park
use of
the superintendent
passenger-carrying vehicle
employees
general park
work, $10,000.
$10,000.
park work,
employees in
in connection
connection with
with general
Hereafter
the Hot
Springs Reservation
Reservation shall
as the
Hot al
foHsPrings
lpart
e.
pringsNatiOnNationthe Hot
shall be
be known
known as
Hereafter the
Hot Springs

Springs National
National Park.

Title given.
given.
Title

Lafayette National
National Park,
Park, Maine:
Maine: For
For administration,
administration, maintenance,
Lafayette, Me.
Me.
maintenance, Lafayette,
Lafayette
protection, and
exceeding $600
for
not exceeding
$600 for
and improvement,
improvement, including
including not
protection,
maintenance,
operation, and
repair of a
a motor-driven
motor-driven passengermaintenance, operation,
and repair
carrying vehicle
administration of the park, $25,000.
$25,000.
carrying
vehicle for use
use in administration
v
Lassen Volcanic
Volcanic National
National Park,
California: For
and ccren
Volcanic,
olcanic,
csi n
For protection
protection and
Park, California:
Lassen
improvement, $3,000.
improvement,
$3,000.
Mesa
Verde National
Park, Colorado:
Colorado: For
For administration,
administration, protecprotec- Mesa
Verde, Colo.
Colo.
Mesa Verde,
National Park,
Mesa Verde
tion, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement, including
including not exceeding
exceeding $800
for
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair
repair of horse-drawn
horse-drawn and motorfor maintenance,
driven
vehicles for
for use
of the
the superintendent
superintendent and
driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
use of
employees
employees, $16,400.
$16,400.
cK
Mount
National Park,
Alaska: For
protection and
and imurn- A.kal.
AL1,7,Tt
McKinley,
S t M
nle
For protection
Park, Alaska:
McKinley National
Mount McKinley
provement,
provement, $8,000.
Moht
Rainier,
Mount
National Park,
Park, Washington:
administration, NvIthsir.t
Rainier,
For administration,
Washington: For
Rainier National
Mount Rainier
protection, maintenance,
and improvement,
improvement, including
including not
not exceeding
exceeding
maintenance, and
protection,
$1,800 for
maintenance, operation,
motorof motorand repair
repair of
operation, and
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
$1,800
for the
vehicles for use of the superintendent
driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
superintendent and
park
in connection
general park
park work,
work, not
not exceedexceedwith general
connection with
park employees
employees in
ing
$2,500 for
station at
at Paradise
Valley; not
exceeding
not exceeding
Paradise Valley;
a ranger
ranger station
for a
ing $2,500
$2,500 for
for a
which amount
amount
$150,000, of which
cabin at
at Camp
Camp Muir; $150,000,
a shelter
shelter cabin
$2,500
$25,000
shall be
be immediately
immediately available.
available.
$25,000 shall
National Monuments:
protection, mainmain- m ǹa-onal
a
t
tis°
.na'
Mml`
Montsu
the administration,
administration, protection,
For the
National
Monuments: For
tenance,
preservation, and
of the
national monuments,
monuments, Protection,
etc.
Protection, etc.
the national
and improvement
improvement of
tenance, preservation,
to be
expended under
under the
of the
Secretary of
of the Interior,
Interior,
the Secretary
the direction
direction of
to
be expended
$12,500.
$12,500.
Platt National
Park, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For
For administration,
administration, protection,
protection, Platt,
Okla.
Plat, Okla.
Platt
National Park,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, $7,500.
$7,500.
maintenance,
Rocky
Mountain National
Colorado: For
.kY Mountain,
Mountain,
For administration,
administration, ace
National Park,
Park, Colorado:
Rocky Mountain
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and improvement,
including not
exceeding
not exceeding
improvement, including
protection,
$1,500 for
for the
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
and repair
of
repair of
$1,500
the purchase,
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motor-driven passenger-carrying
for use
use of
of the
the superinsuperinvehicles for
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-driven
tendent and
and employees
in connection
with
general park
park work,
$65,000.
work, $65,000.
general
with
in
connection
employees
tendent
Sequoia, Calif.
Sequoia National
protection,
administration,' protection,
For administration
California: For
Park, California:
National Park,
Sequoia
Sequoia, Calif.
maintenance,
improvement, including
not exceeding
exceeding $2,000 to be
including not
and improvement,
maintenance, and
available immediately,
the purchase,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
purchase, maintenance,
for the
immediately, for
available
repair
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle for
for the
use of
the use
a motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
of a
repair of
the
connection with
general park
with general
in connection
employees in
and employees
superintendent and
the superintendent
work, $86,000.
$86,000.
work,
WindCave,
Cave, S.
S. Dak.
Wind
National Park,
South Dakota:
Dakota: For administration,
administration, proPark, South
Cave National
Wind Cave
Dak.
Wind
tection,
maintenance, and
improvement,
$7,500.
$7,500.
improvement,
and
maintenance,
tection,
Yellowstone, Wyo.
administration, protecYellowstone National
National Park, Wyoming:
Wyoming: For administration,
Yellowstone
Yeuostone, Wyo.
tion,
maintenance;and
improvement, including
to exceed
exceed $8,400
$8,400
not to
including not
and improvement,
tion, maintenance,
for maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the road
road in
in the
the forest
forest reserve
reserve leading
leading out
out of the
for
park from
from the
the east
not to
exceed $11,000
purchase
for purchase
$11,000 for
to exceed
boundary, not
east boundary,
park
and
installation of
of new
new bridges
culverts for said east forest road,
road,
and culverts
bridges and
and installation
not
to exceed
exceed $7,500
for maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the road
road in
in the
the forest
forest reserve
reserve
$7,500 for
not to
leading out
out of
park from the
boundary, not to exceed
exceed
south boundary,
the south
of the
the park
leading
$16,000 for
for two
two combined
combined ranger
and community
community centers
centers for
for
stations and
ranger stations
$16,000
campers at
at Upper
Lake, and Grand
Yellowstone Lake,
Basin, Yellowstone
Geyser Basin,
Upper Geyser
campers
Canyon,
to exceed
exceed $2,500
lookout and
and rest house on
on
fire lookout
for fire
$2,500 for
not to
Canyon, not
Mount
Washburn, not
to exceed
exceed $7,600
$7,600 for
for the purchase,
purchase, operation,
not to
Mount Washburn,
maintenance, and
repair of
of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
and repair
maintenance,
vehicles, and
for buffalo
buffalo and other
animals and salaother animals
feed for
including feed
and including
vehicles,
ries of
of buffalo
keepers, $350,000,
$350,000, of which
which. amount $25,000 shall be
buffalo keepers,
ries
immediately
available, to
to be
be expended
expended by
and under
under the
the direction
of
direction of
by and
immediately available,
Proviso.
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior:
Provided,
That
not
exceeding
$2,000
$2,000
exceeding
not
That
Proided,
Interior:
the
of
Secretary
the
Snow
removal.
Snremoval.
may be
be expended
expended for
for the
from any of the roads for
for
removal of snow from
the _removal
may
the
purpose of
of opening
in advance
advance of
of the
the tourist
season.
tourist season.
them in
opening them
the purpose
Yosemite, Calif.
Yosemite National
Park, California:
California: For administration, protecprotecNationalPark,
Yosemite
Y-omitecai.
tion,
exceeding $3,000
not exceeding
and improvement,
improvement, including not
maintenance, and
tion, maintenance,
for
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation and
horse-drawn and
and repair of horse-drawn
for purchase,
motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
superintendent
for use
use of the superintendent
motor-driven passenger-carrying
connection with general
general park
park work, and not exemployees in
in connection
and employees
ceeding $15,000
grading in width not exceeding
exceeding
completion of grading
$15,000 for the completion
ceeding
Et Portal-Yosemite
$300,000.
twenty feet
feet the
the El
Portal-Yosemite road, $300,000.
Zion, Utah.
National Park,
Park, Utah.:
protection, mainonutah
Zion National
Utah: For administration,
administration, protection,
tenance,
improvement, $10,000.
tenance, and improvement,

aint

Saint
Elizabetba
Elizabeths
Hoapital, D.C.
Hospital,
D. C.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Vehicles.

SAINT ELIZABETHS
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL.
SAINT

For support,
support, clothing, and treatment
Elizabeths Hospital
For
treatment in Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Hospital
of
.Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, Coast Guard,
Gua, ininsane from the Army,
of the insane
Home for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, persons
mates of the National Home
convicted of crimes against the United
charged with or convicted
United States who
are
persons who have
have become
become insane since their entrv
entry into
insane, all
all persons
are insane,
service of the United States, civilians m
the military and naval service
m the
quartermaster's service
service of the Army,
Army, persons transferred
transferred from the
quartermaster's
Canal Zone,
who have
have been
been admitted
admitted to
to the
hospital and who are
are
the hospital
Zone, who
Canal
maintenance, repair,
indigent, including exchange, maintenance,
repair, and operation
operation of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
motor-propelled
vehicles, for the use
use of
of the
the superintendent, purchasing
purchasing agent, and
not
intendent,
and general
general hospital business, not
exceeding $16,500;
$16,500; and not exceeding
exceeding $5,000
$5,000 for the purchase, maintenance,
operation of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carr-ing
tenance, repair, and operation
passenger-carrying veofficial use of the
hicles for the general
general hospital
hospital business
business and the official
superintendent, $1,000,000;
$1,500 of this sum
superintendent,
$1,000,000; and not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
sum
removal of patients
patients to their friends, not
not
in the removal
be expended
expended in.
may be
periodicals,iand papers
purchase of such books,
exceeding $1,000 in the purchase
Imioks,..periodie.als
exceeding
as
andfor
f
or the
as may
may be
be required
required for
for the
the purposes
purposes of the
the hospital and
the medical
medical
$1,500 for actual and necessary-expenses
library, and not exceeding $1,500
expenses
return to the hospital of escaped
apprehension and return
incurred
incurred in the apprehension
escaped
patients.
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improvements to buildings
buildings and grounds,
For general repairs and improvements

$100,000.
$100,000.

For three public comfort
comfort stations, $4,500.
$10,000.
For
cow barn
barn equipment,
equipment, $10,000.
dairy and
and cow
For dairy
DEAF.
COLUMBIA iNsTrrurroN
THE DEAF.
FOR THE
INSTITUTION FOR
COLUMBIA

For support
support of the institution, including
including salaries and incidental

Buildings
Buildings
grounds.

and

and

Dairy.
Dairy.
Columbia
Institution fortheDeaf.
tion
for the Deaf.
Maintenance.
M

aintenance
expenses, books and illustrative
general repairs
repairs and
illustrative apparatus, and general
improvements,
improvements, $95,000.
Repairs.
to buildings
buildings of the institution, including plumbing
plumbing and Repairs.
For repairs to
pavements within
within the grounds,
steam fitting, and for repairs to pavements
$9,000.
$9,000.
For clearing
boundary of institution
institution
clearing and draining land along boundary
grounds
Virginia Avenue,
Avenue, and
erection of a
grounds adjacent
adjacent to West
West Virginia
and for the
the erection
a
boundary
fence, $1,000.
$1,000.
boundary fence,
For
on. the
institution,
drainage system
system on
the farm
farm grounds of the institution,
For aatile drainage
$1,000.
$1,000.
Howard University.
Howard
HOWARD UNIVERSITY.
UNIVERSITY.
HOWARD
For maintenance,
maintenance, to be used in payment of part
part of the salaries
salaries of
of
the officers,
officers, professors,
professors, teachers,
teachers, and other regular employees of the
university, ice and stationery, the balance
which shall be paid
balance of which
university,
from donations and other sources, of which sum not less than $2,200
$90,000;
shall be used for normal instruction, $90,000;
necessary
instructors, and other necessary
For tools, materials,
materials, fuel, wages of instructors,
expenses
department of manual arts, $20,000;
$20,000;
expenses of the department
For books,
books, shelving,
shelvmg, furniture,
fixtures for
$1,500;
for the libraries, $1,500;
furniture, and fixtures
For
For
repairs of buildings, $32,500;
$32,500;
improvement of grounds and repairs
For improvement
For additions to the home
home economics
economics building,
buil, to include
include dining
dining
hall
and kitchens,
bakery, garbage
garbage
laundry, bakery,
refrigeration, laun,
to provide
provide refrigeration,
kitchens, to
hall and
incinerator,
necessary for the buildings and also to
incinerator, all equipment necessary
provide for heating
heating apparatus
apparatus therefor and materia
material and labor rereprovide
quired in bringing heat from the central
Freedmen's
central heating plant at Freedmen's
Hospital to the buildings,
building's, $116,000.
$116,000.
Hospital
Medical department:
part cost of needed
needed equipment, laboratory
laboratory
department: For part
Medical
supplies,
$8,000;
laboratories and buildings, $8,000and repair
repair of laboratories
apparatus, and
supplies, apparatus,
physical biological,
material and apparatus for chemical,
chemical, physical,
biological, and
For material
natural-history
laboratories of the science hall,
and use in laboratories
studies and
natural-history studies
$2,000;
including cases and shelving, $2,000;
Fuel
For part
fuel and light,
Freedmen's
light, Freedmen's
for fuel
payment for
part payment
light: For
and light:
Fuel and
Hospital
and Howard
University, including
including necessary
labor to
to care
necessary labor
Ioward University,
Hospital and
for
operate the same, $10,000;
$10,000;
for and operate
In all, $280,000.
FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL.
HOSPITAL.
FREEDMEN'S
For salaries
compensation of the surgeon
surgeon in chief, not to
salaries and compensation
For
exceed
other services that
professional and other
other professional
$4,000, and for all other
exceed $4,000,
Secretary of the
may
required and
expressly approved
approved by the Secretary
and expressly
be required
may be
Interior,
expenditure of this
statement of the expenditure
detailed statement
A detailed
$41,020. A
Interior, $41,020.
sum
shall be
be submitted
submitted to
Congress;
to Congress;
sum shall
For subsistence,
subsistence, fuel
fuel and
and light,
light, clothing,
clothing, bedding,
forage, medicine,
bedding, forage,
For
medical and
and surgical
surgical supplies,
supplies, surgical
electric lights,
lights,
instruments, electric
surgical instruments,
medical
repairs, replacement
mechanical stokers,
stokers, furniture, motor-propelled
motor-propelled
replacement of mechanical
repairs,
necessary expenses,
ambulance,
absolutely necessary
expenses, $75,000;
$75,000:
ambulance, and other absolutely
In all, $116,020.

Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,

Home
economics
economics
Home
building.
Additions to, etc.
Additions
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 920.
920.

Medical department.
department.
Medical

Fuel and
and light.
Fuel
light.

I oo ssFreedmen's
Freedmen's H
pital.
Salaries, etc.
Salaries,

Contingent
expenaes.
Contingentexpenes.
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DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
PUBLIC
PUBLIC

Penitentiaries.
Atlanta, Ga.
a
Working capital
repprpriated
fund
fund reappropriated.
Vol. 40, pp.
pp. 897,
1035.
97, 1033.
Vol.40,

SEss. III
CH. 161.
161.
III.. CH.
SESS.

BUILDINGS.
BUILDINGS.

Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: The
appropriation of
for
$150,000 for
of $150,000
The appropriation
Atlanta,
reappropriated and
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1919,
1919, for
working capital
fund, is
is reappropriated
capital fund,
for aaworking
the

made available
ear 1922; and the said working capital
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
available for
made
fund
and
all
receipts
credited
may be
be used
used as
as a
revolving
a revolving
thereto may
fund and all receipts credited thereto
fund
during
the
fiscal
year
1922.
fund during the fiscal year 1922.

For continuing
Leavenworth,
continuing construction,
construction,
Penitentiary: For
Kansas, Penitentiary:
Leavenworth, Kansas,
$50,000,
to
remain
available
until
expended,
and
to
be
expended
so expended
to
be
and
expended,
until
$50,000, to remain available
construction
as
to
give
the
maximum
amount
of
employment
to
the
inmates
of
of
inmates
the
to
employment
of
amount
as to give the maximum
said
penitentiary.
penitentiary.
said
for other buildld
s
uUse
shall
Appropriations
in this
this Act
under the
Department of
of Justice
Justice shall
the Department
Act under
Appropriations in
bdu
forith
in
ings forbidden.
not
be used
used for
for beginning
beginning the
of any
new or
additional
or additional
any new
construction of
the construction
not be
building,
other than
than those
provided for
for herein,
herein, at
at any
any
specifically provided
those specifically
building, other
Federal
penitentiary.
Federal penitentiary.
Kans.

Leavenworth, Kans.
Leavenorth,
Construction.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

conduct

cases.
Conduct of customs
customs

JUSTICE.
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS,
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
OBJECTS, DEPARTMENT
MISCELLANEOUS

$8,000;
General,, $
Conduct of customs cases: Assistant
Assistant Attorney
Attorney General
8,000 ;

attorneys and counselors at law in the conduct of customs
special attorneys
Assistant Attorney special
General,
attorney*, etc.
General, attorneys,
compensation fixed by the Attorney
their compensation
Vol.
36,
p.
108.
cases,
to
employed and
and their
be employed
cases, to be
Vol. 36, p. 10s.
Assistant

Attorney

General,
authorized by
section 28 of the Act of
of section
30 of
subsection 30
by subsection
as authorized
General, as
August
1909; necessary
necessary clerical assistance and other employees at
5, 1909;
August 5,
the seat
government and
employed and their
elsewhere, to be employed
and elsewhere,
of government
seat of
the
compensation
by the
Attorney General; supplies, Supreme
the Attorney
fixed by
compensation fixed
Court
Reports and
Federal Reporter
printing,
Digests, printing,
and Digests,
Reporter and
Digests, Federal
and Digests,
Court Reports
to be
and
traveling,
and
other
miscellaneous
incidental
expenses,
miscellaneous
other
traveling, and
$65,000.
all,
in
Witnesses, Board of
of expended
under
the
direction
of
the
Attorney
General;
in
all,
$65,000.
General;
Attorney
the
of
expended under the direction
Witnesses, Board
allowance of witnesses
mileage allowance
General
Appraisers.
F
or traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, fees,
and mileage
witnesses
fees, and
For
GeneralAppraisers.
$2,000.
before
the
Board
of
United
States
General
Appraisers,
$2,000.
Appraisers,
General
States
United
of
Board
before the
Defending suits
s ts in
claims.
Defending
necessary
United States: For necessary
the United
against the
claims against
in claims
suits in
Defending suits
t. m
ciaeSmdi
expenses
incurred
in
the
examination
of
witnesses,
procuring evidence,
evidence,
procuring
witnesses,
of
expenses incurred in the examination
necessary
employment
such other expenses as may be necessary
and such
experts, and
of experts,
employment of
at on in defending suits
d
claims,
Indian depredation
the Court
Court of
of Claims,
Claims, including
including Indian
depredaIndian depreciain the
in defending suits in
e
claims.
which
books,
forlaw
exceeding
tion
claims,
and
including
not
exceeding
$500
for
law
books,
which
not
including
and
tion claims,
shall be
be available
keep current existing sets of United States
available to keep
shall
Supreme
Court reports,
to be
be expended
under the direction
direction of the
expended under
reports, to
Supreme Court
Attorney
General,
$50,000.
$50,000.
Attorney General,
Detection a
and p
prosecution
of crime.
Detection
of crimes:
For the
the detection
detection and prosecrimes: For
prosecution of
and prosecution
Detection and
crime.
ecutionof
cution of
of crimes
crimes against
United States; the investigation of the
the United
against the
cution
official acts,
records, and accounts of marshals, attorneys, clerks,
acts, records,
official
referees, and trustees
Territorial
of the United States courts and the Territorial
trustees of
referees,
the
courts,
and
United
States
commissioners, for
which purpose all the
for which
commissioners,
States
United
and
courts,
excepofficial
records and dockets of said officers, without exceppapers, records,
official papers,
tion,
shall be
be examined
Attorney General at
examined by the agents of the Attorney
tion, shall
of the person of the President
the
protection
for
time;
Protectton of the any time;
ProtectIon
protection
President of the
President.
investigations regarding
United
regarding official matters
matters
for such other investigations
States; for
United States;
Department of
under
Department of Justice or the Department
the Department
of the
control of
the control
under the
State as
as may
may be
Attorney General;
General; hire, maintenance,
maintenance,
directed by the Attorney
be directed
State
upkeep, and
operation of
passengerhorse-drawn passengeror horse-drawn
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or
and operation
upkeep,
Per diem 1
subsistence. carrying, vehicles when necessary; per diem in lieu of subsistence
Perdi3emsub
Vol.
p. 64).stence. carrying vehicles when necessary;
when
to section
section 13
13 of
AppropriaCivil Appropriaof the
the Sundry Civil
pursuant to
allowed pursuant
when allowed
Director. Bureau of tion Act approved
1. 1914,
including not
$200,000
exceed $200,000
to exceed
not to
1914, including
August 1,
Director. Bueu f tion Act approved August
necessary employees
iavestigation.
Inve.stigation,
for necessaryemployees at the seat of government,
government, and including
including a
a
per
Director
the Bureau
Bureau of
Investigation at not exceeding $7,500 per
of Investigation
of the
Director of
direction of the Attorney-General,
annum,
to be expended
expended under the direction
annum, to
for
available for
Provisos.
$2,000,000:
Provided,
That
this
appropriation
shall be available
appropriation
this
That
Provided,
$2,000,000:
prorios.
Advances.
R.S.,sec.3648, p•718. advances
disbursing clerk of the Department
Department of
of
advances to be made by the disbursing
Adrances.
.. ,s.... Justice
Justice when authorized
authorized and approved
approved by the Attorney General,
General, the
provisions
of section 3648 of the Revised Statutes to the contrary
provisions of
Services,
Services,

etc.
etc.

supplies,
Supplies,
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Special agents auagents a thSpec
notwithstanding:
That for
for the
purpose of executing
executing thorized.
the purpose
Providedfurther,That
notwithstanding: Providrdliirther,
the duties
duties for
for which
made by
by this
appropriation, the
the
this appropriation,
is made
provision is
which provision
the
Designation, etc.
etc.
Attorney
authorized to appoint officials who shall be desig- Designation,
General is authorized
Attorney General
nated
"special agents
agents of
of Justice,"
and who
who shall
shall
Justice," and
the Department
Department of
of the
nated "special
be
with the
the authority
necessary for
the execution
of such
such
execution of
for the
authority necessary
be vested
vested with
duties.
Inspection
of prisl
n oe p
Inspection of
of prisons
and prisoners:
For the
the inspection
United ons,
osStio
inspection of United
prisoners: For
prisons and
etc.
Inspection
States prisons
prisons and
and prisoners,
prisoners, and
and for
the collection,
classification,
collection, classification,
for the
States
and
of criminal
identification records
records and
and their exchange
exchange
criminal identification
and preservation
preservation of
with the
the officials
of State
other institutions, including salary of
and other
State and
officials of
with
the
of prisons,
prisons, $2,500;
under
be expended
expended under
$2,500; to be
superintendent of
the assistant
assistant superintendent
the
of the
the Attorney
General, $11,000.
$11,000.
Attorney General,
direction of
the direction
Traveling, etc., exTraveling, etc., exTraveling and
expenses: For traveling
traveling and other penses.
miscellaneous expenses:
and miscellaneous
Traveling
ses.
made
advances
including
miscellaneous
and
emergency
expenses,
including
advances
by
expenses,
miscellaneous and emergency
R.S.,sec. 3648, p.718.
the
disbursing clerk,
clerk, authorized
authorized and approved by
by: the Attorney R.S.,sec.3648,p.713.
the disbursing
provisions of section
General, to
expended at
section
discretion, the provisions
his discretion,
at his
to be
be expended
General,
3648, Revised
Revised Statutes,
to the
notwithstanding, $7,500.
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding,
Statutes, to
3648,
Enforcing antitrust
laE
Enforcement
laws: For
the enforcement
enforcement of antitrust laws.
For the
of antitrust
antitrust laws:
Enforcement of
1 song antitrust
Vol. 3,
3.5, p. 730.
p. 730.
laws, including
including not
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 for clerical
clerical services and not vol.
not exceeding
laws,
exceeding $40,000
$40,000 for
attorneys at
at the
the seat of
of attorneys
compensation of
for compensation
exceeding
government, $100,000,
$100,000, together
unexpended balance
balance of the
the unexpended
with the
together with
government,
isos.rosec0ting
Provided, Prov
Provisos.
tseo
appropriation
purpose for the fiscal year 1921: Provided,
for this purpose
appropriation for
Use for prosecuting
organiza tions,
labor organizations,
be spent in the prosecution
however, That
no part
part of
this money
money shall
prosecution labor
shall be
of this
That no
however,
etc., forbidden.
forbidden.
combination etc.,
of
any organization
or individual for entering into any combination
organization or
of any
or agreement
in view
view the
the increasing
increasing of wages, shortening
having in
or
agreement having
of hours
the conditions
conditions of
for any
act done in Association of farmany act
or for
of labor,
labor, or
or bettering
bettering the
of
hours or
a
of fa
further, That no erAss.
Providedfurther,
furtherance thereof,
in itself
ers.
unlawful: Provided
itself unlawful:
not in
thereof, not
furtherance
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
expended for the prosecution
prosecution of
shall be expended
part
producers
farm products
products and
and associations
farmers who
cooperate
who cooperate
of farmers
associations of
of farm
producers of
and
an effort
effort to and for the purpose to obtain and maintain
in an
organize in
and organize
a
price for their
products.
their products.
reasonable price
fair and
and reasonable
a fair
Oil lands.
Suits
withdrawn oil
oil lands:
of suits
e
lens
the Attorney
Attorney Expenses
enable the
To enable
lands: To
affecting withdrawn
Suits affecting
suits
affecting
withdrawn.
General to
represent and protect
protect the interests
interests of the United States ffecting withdrawn.
to represent
General
withdrawn oil lands and for expenses
in matters
matters and suits
affecting withdrawn
suits affecting
in
employees
in
connection therewith,
therewith, including
salaries of necessary
necessary employees
including salaries
in connection
in
District of
of Columbia,
$50,000.
Columbia, $50,000.
the District
in the
Conveyance,
Five
Suits
for removal
removal of restrictions,
allotted lands, Five Civilized civiine'Tne.
restrictions, allotted
Suits for
Civilized Tribes. Fib e
Snits
to set aside.
aside.
Slitstoset
at
the
Tribes:
necessary expenses
expenses incident
brought
suits brought
any suits
incident to any
For necessary
Tribes: For
request
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
eastern judicial district
district
in the eastern
Interior in
of the
of the
request of
of
Oklahoma, to
under the direction
Attorney
direction of the Attorney
be expended
expended under
to be
of Oklahoma,
General,
General, $5,000.
$5.000.
Enforcing
En
forcing interstate
commerce laws.
expenses of commerceaws.
Enforcement of
of Acts
Acts to
commerce: For expenses
to regulate
regulate commerce:
Enforcement
Vol. 34, p. 379: Vol.
ol. 37, p
representing
Government in all matters arising under
under the Act 3V
the Government
30, p. ..349
539: p,Vol.
p.
representing the
219 Vol.
38 p. 219;
Vol.
35,
Vol.
o.
p.
0'p1:
entitled "
An Act
to regulate
approved February
February 4, 1887, 701:
commerce," approved
regulate commerce,"
Act to
"An
entitled
40, p. 272.
as amended,
amended, including
be expended
the 4i,"p.
under the
to be
expended under
Are, p. 4.4
474.
expenses, to
traveling expenses,
including traveling
as
direction of
the Attorney
Attorney General,
including salaries
salaries of employees
General, including
of the
direction
in
Columbia, $10,000.
the District
District of Columbia,
in the
Federal Court ReeFederal
Court Reports
Reports and
For one
and Digts
prts and
and eighty- ports
Digests.
hundred and
one hundred
and Digests:
Digests: For
Federal Court
as
issued.
one copies
of contmuations
Federal Reporter,
the Federal
of the
continuations of
copies of
one
estimated at
at ten
volumes per
per year.
furnished
now furnished
to continue
continue sets now
year. to
ten volumes
estimated
various officials,
officials, at
at $2
$2 per
volume, $3,620.
$3,620.
Edti
per volume,
various
Lawyers
Edition
Supreme Court
ReFor
copies of
the Lawyers'
of the
e-i
the S'Lpreme
Edition of
Lawyers' Edition
65 of
of the
of volume
volume 65
For fifteen
fifteen copies
ports.
Supreme Court
Reports, including
advance sheets
continue the Pr, 3to continue
sheets to
including advance
Court Reports,
Supreme
sets now
certain officials,
at $7.50
per volume,
volume, $112.50.
e.,or-me Court
Court Re$112.50. Supreme
$7.50 per
officials, at
of certain
in the.hands
the-hands of
sets
now in
Reporets.
For
two hundred
and seventy
seventy copies
volumes, Numbers
Numbers ports.
of two
two volumes,
each of
copies each
hundred and
For two
Numbers 257
and
2
a
257
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court Reports,
the sets
sets, 2.55. 's
d
2*
continue the
to continue
Reports, to
258, of
and 258,
257 and
now in
the hands
hands of
officials, at
$1.75 per
per volume,
now
in the
of certain
certain officials,
at $1.75
volume, $945.
$945.
Pacific
railrds
suits.
Protecting interests
interests of
of the
States in
affecting- Pacific
Pacific sa-tsc
suits affecting
m suits
United States
the United
Protecting
Expenses.
Attorney General to represent and protect s.e-s.
railroads:
railroads: To enable the Attorney
the interests
affecting the
United States in matters and suits affecting
of the United
interests of
the
Pacific
connection therewith, $5,000.
expenses in connection
for expenses
and for
railroads, and
Pacific railroads,

1412
United
States courts.
United States
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UNITED
COURTS.
STATES COURTS.
UNITED STATES

For
salaries, fees,
fees, and
of United
United States
States marshals
their
and their
marshals and
expenses of
and expenses
For salaries,
deputies,
expenses of
United States
marshals in
States marshals
of United
office expenses
the office
including the
deputies, including
the District
District of
of Alaska,
Alaska, services
services rendered
rendered in
in behalf
of the
United
the United
behalf of
the
States or
in Alaska
Oklahoma in
collecting
in collecting
and Oklahoma
Alaska and
services in
otherwise, services
or otherwise,
States
evidence for
United States
so specially
directed by
by the
the
specially directed
when so
States when
the United
for the
evidence
Attorney
General,
and
maintenance,
alteration,
repair,
and
operaoperaand
repair,
alteration,
maintenance,
and
General,
Attorney
tion of
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
and motor-driven
horse-drawn and
of horse-drawn
tion
used
in
connection
with
the
transaction
of
the official
business of
the
of the
official business
the
of
used in connection with the transaction
office of
United States
marshal for
for the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $2,160,000.
$2,160,000.
District of
States marshal
of United
office
Advances.
Advances
United States
States marshals,
in accordance
with existing
accordance with
marshals, in
to United
Advances to
Advances.
provided,
appropriations,
law,
may
be
made
from
the
proper
appropriations,
as
herein
prov
ide d-,
law, may be made
immediately
upon the
the passage
passage of
Act; but
disbursements
but no disbursements
this Act;
of this
immediately upon
shall be
prior to
July 1,
17 1921,
1921, by
by said
said disbursing
officers from
from
disbursing officers
to July
made prior
be made
shall
the
thus advanced,
disbursements shall be made
no disbursements
and no
advanced, and
funds thus
the funds
therefrom to
to liquidate
liquidate expenses
expenses for
fiscal year
year 1921
or prior
prior years:
years:
1921 or
the fiscal
for the
therefrom
Proisos.
Provisos.
of
Cost
of
keeping
atProvided,
That
there
shall
be
paid
hereunder
necessary
cost of
necessary
any
hereunder
paid
be
shall
there
That
ost of keeping at- Provided,
tached vessels, etc.
property attached or libeled in admiralty
other property
keeping vessels
or other
admiralty in
vessels or
keeping
tached vessels, etc.
such
amount as
on petition
under
forth the facts under
setting forth
petition setting
court, on
the court,
as the
such amount
Per diem subsistence.
office
marshals
That
Vol.
29,
p.
163.
oath,
may
.
allow:
Provided
further,
further,
That
marshals
and
deputy
Provided
allow:
may
oath,
ten.
vPol. ip,
a per
granted a
marshals
(except in
the District
per
District of Alaska) may be granted
in the
marshals (except
under
diem of
of not
not to
to exceed
lieu of subsistence, instead of, but under
$4 in lieu
exceed $4
diem
actual
the conditions
present allowance
allowance for actual
the •present
for, the
prescribed for,
conditions prescribed
the
expenses of subsistence.
subsistence.
expenses
District
For salaries
salaries of United States district attorneys and expenses of
For
ttoneys.
D'si'cts attorneys.
Salaries
and
expenses.
United States district attorneys
attorneys and their regular
regular assistants, includXUnited
and
penses.
distnct attorneys
ing
the office
expenses of
of United
United States district
attorneys in Alaska,
office expenses
ing the
and for salaries of regularly appointed
appointed clerks to United States disand
trict attorneys
for services
rendered during
during vacancy in the office of
services rendered
attorneys for
trict
Provided, That United
$800,000:
attorney,
district
States
Proviso.
the
United
$800,000:
Provided,
United
Protiso.
'
Perdiemsub
sist mit*. States district
district attorneys
attorneys and their regular
regular assistants
assistants may be granted
Perdiemubsistene.
of not
exceed $4 in lieu of subsistence, instead of, but
not to exceed
diem of
aaper
per diem
under the
conditions prescribed
allowance for actual
actual
prescribed for, the present allowance
the conditions
under
expenses
subsistence.
of subsistence.
expenses of
Regular
For
to United
United States
States district attorneys
attorneys who are
assistants to
regular assistants
For regular
assistants.
Regular assistants.
appointed
by
the
Attorney
General
at
a
fixed
annual
compensation,
compensation,
annual
fixed
a
at
General
Attorney
the
by
appointed
Prot iso.
prescribed by law the
Compensation.
$550,000:
That except
otherwise prescribed
as otherwise
except as
Provided, That
$550,000: Provided,
Compensation.
authorized
compensation of
such of the assistant district attorneys authorized
of such
compensation
Vol.
p. S1.
approved May 28, 1896, as the Attorney Genthe Act
Act approved
by section
section 88of the
29, p.
Vol. 29,
eral
exceeding $3,000 per
necessary, may be fixed at not exceeding
deem necessary,
eral may deem
annum.
ispecial
Assistants
Assistants in
special
For assistants to the Attorney General and to United States diseases.
special
employed by the Attorney
Attorney General to aid in special
attorneys employed
trict attorneys
probibi- cases, including
including $200,000
$200,000 for assistant
assistant attorneys to enforce
enforce the
Enforcing prohibition.
National
tion.
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act, and including not to exceed
exceed $30,000 for
for
Foreign
clerical help for such assistants, and for payment of foreign counsel
counsel
clerical
Foreign counsel.
employed
the Attorney
Attorney General
General in special
counsel
special cases (such counsel
by the
employed by
Oath.
not be
required to
to take
oath of
in accordance
accordance with
with secsecoffice in
of office
take oath
be required
shall not
2 shall
., sec 366
R.. S.,
366, pp. 62.
be
tion 366, Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United States),
States), $600,000, to be
available for expenditure
expenditure in the District of Columbia.
available
C e ks
United States district courts, their deputies,
of clerks of United
l r
For salaries of
Salaries
other
40, p.
and
assistants, expenses
of travel
travel and
and subsistence,
subsistence and
and other
expenses of
other assistants,
and other
vol. 40,
p. i's.
1182.
respective offices, in accordance
expenses
conducting their respective
accordance with
expenses of conducting
the provisions
of the
Act approved
$1,050,000:
26, 1919,
1919, $1,050,000:
approved February
February, 26,
the Act
provisions of
the
the
Provided,
Proclaim.
Provided,
That provisions
provisions of
of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to fix the
Proes.
Clerk of Supreme
the United States district
clerks of
the clerks
Court
District
salaries of
of the
of the
district courts
courts and to protrmcof co_ salaries
cterD^of
vide
for their
purposes," approved
approved
other purposes,"
for other
and for
expenses, and
office elgpenses,
their office
vide for
etc
-ptpentetc.
Appointment,
to
1, 1921, to
applicable on and after July 1,
p t
February 26, 1919, shall be applicable
•
Marshals,
Sarishalsd
Salaries and ex-

penses.
penses.
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the
excepting
the clerk of
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court of the
the District of Columbia, excepting
that
said clerk
shall be
be appointed
heretofore by
by said Court in
appointed as
as heretofore
clerk shall
that said
General Term,
Term, and
and to
the clerks
Rilla:
and orto
Ria craii and
courts of the UnitedPorto
clerks of the district courts
to the
General
States for Hawaii and Porto Rico: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no clerk
or deputy
deputy clerk
clerk or
assistant in
office of
of the
the clerk
of a
aUnited
United States
States forthergvceSfebnidn.
torosteher.ocememalieonn.
clerk of
in the
the office
or
or assistant
compensation or emoluments
emoluments through
shall receive any compensation
district court shall
any office or position to which he may be appointed by the court,
received as such clerk, deputy
deputy clerk, or assistant,
other than that received
whether
private litigants.
Commissions,
etc.
States or
or from private
United States
whether from the United
Commissioners, etc.
1
For
of United
and justices
justices of
the peace
p,189.
89.
peace R. S.,
S., sec. 1014, p,
of the
commissioners and
United States
States commissioners
For fees
fees of
acting under section 1014, Revised
Revised Statutes of the United States,
$225,000.
$225,000.
J ur r
For fees
of jurors,
jurors, $1,150,000.
$1,150,000.
Jurors.
s.
For
fees of
Witnesses.
witnesses and for payment
payment of the R.R.S.,
sec. 850,, p.
p.160.
Fees of witnesses: For fees of witnesses
S.,see.
160.
actual
expenses of witness, as provided by section 850, Revised Statactual expenses
Rent
of court rooms.
utes of the United States, $1,200,000.
$1,200,000.
Rent ocourtrooms.
For
rent of
of rooms
the United
officers,
courts and judicial officers,
United States courts
rooms for
for the
For rent
52,000.
$52,000.
Bailiffs, etc.
For bailiffs
bailiffs and
criers, not
not exceeding
exceeding three
one crier
three bailiffs and one
and criers,
For
in
except in
in the
the southern district of New York and the Prorisos.
in each court, except
northern
northern district of
of Illinois: Provided,
Provided,That all
all persons
persons employed
employed under
Attennce.
under Attendance.
p.136.'
section 715 of the Revised
'
'715, P
Revised Statutes shall be deemed to be in actual R.S.,se.
attendance when they attend upon the
Provided
the courts: Provided
the order of the
attendance
Traveling e
further,
That no
employed during
during vacation;
etc.expenses
xpens
vacation; of
of judge,
judie.tgc
person shall
shall be
be employed
no such
such person
further, That
expenses
of
circuit
and
district
judges
of
the
United
States
and
the
Vol.
36,
p.
1161.
p.
1161.
the
ol
36,
States
and
of
the
United
judges
expenses of circuit and district
judges
judges of the district courts of the United States in Alaska, Porto
Rico, and
and Hawaii,
provided by
by section
259 of
of the
the Act entitled
section 259
as provided
Hawaii, as
Rico,
"An
Act to
codify, revise,
and amend
amend the
the laws
laws relating
to the
judici- Jury
expenses.
"An Act
to codify,
revise, and
relating to
the judiciry epenses.
ary," approved
March 3,
lodging for jurors in United
3, 1911;
1911; meals and lodging
ary,"
approved March
States cases,
cases, and
and of
bailiffs in
same, when
when In
Alaska.
In Alaska.
the same,
attendance upon
upon the
of bailiffs
in attendance
States
ordered b
y. the
court, and
and meals
meals and
lodging for
for jurors in
in Alaska,
Alaska, as
Vol. 31, p. 363.
as Vol
and lodging
the court,
by
ordered
J
mm one s
ccommissioners.
provided by
June 6,
6, 1900; and Jury
of the Act of June
by section
section 193, Title II, of
provided
compensation for jury commissioners,
commissioners, $5 per
exceeding
compensation
per day,
day, not
not exceeding
three days for any one term of court, $240,000.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellneous.
For
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
authorized by the
as may
may be authorized
For such miscellaneous
Attorney
General, for
for the
the United
States courts
officers,
courts and
and their officers,
United States
Attorney General,
including
necessary in the discretion of the
including so much as may be necessary
Attorney
expenses in
in the District of Alaska, and
for such expenses
Attorney General
General for
in
Supplies.
courts, $550,000.
supplies.
in courts
courts other
other than Federal oourts,
For supplies,
exchange of typewriting
adding
typewriting and adding
the exchange
including the
For
supplies, including
machines for
and judicial
judicial officers, to be
courts and
States courts
United States
the United
for the
machines
expended
under the
the direction
direction of
General, $75,000.
Support of prisoners.
expended under
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
$75,000.
prisoners,
For support
support of
States prisoners,
prisoners, including
necessary clothing
clothing etc.
e •
including necessary
of United
United States
For
and
aid, discharge
gratuities provided
provided by law and transpordischarge gratuities
and medical aid,
tation
conviction or place of bona tide
residence in the
fide residence
to place of conviction
tation to
United States
States or
or such
within the
the United
United States as may
other place
place within
such other
United
be authorized
authorized by
by the
the Attorney
becoming
prisoners becoming
General; support of prisoners
Attorney General;
be
insane after expiracontinue insane
imprisonment, and who continue
during imprisonment,
insane during
tion
sent;
have no friends to whom they can be sent;
of sentence
sentence who have
tion of
shipping remains
remains of
prisoners to their friends or relatives
of deceased
deceased prisoners
shipping
United States
States and interment of deceased
deceased prisoners
prisoners whose
the United
in the
remains
are unclaimed;
unclaimed; expenses
expenses incurred
in identifying
pursuing
and pursuing
identifying and
incurred in
remains are
escaped
prisoners and
rewards for
recapture; and not
not
for their recapture;
and for
for .rewards
escaped prisoners
exceeding
repairs, betterments,
betterments, and
of
improvements of
and improvements
for repairs,
$2,500 for
exceeding $2,500
United
jails, including
sidewalks, $800,000.
Penitentiaries.
United States
States jails,
including sidewalks,
$800,000.
Penitentiaries.
Leavenworth,
Kansas, Penitentiary:
includina
Leavenworth,
Leavenorth,Kan.
For subsistence,
subsistence, including
Penitentiary: For
Leavenworth, Kansas,
bt. Substence. Kans.
supplies from
prison stores
stores for
for warden,
and Sbsistence.
deputy warden,
warden, and
warden, deputy
the prison
from the
supplies
physician, tobacco
for prisoners,
prisoners, kitchen
dining-room furniture
kitchen and dining-room
tobacco for
physician,
and
utensils, seeds
seeds and
and implements,
purchase of ice if necesimplements, and for purchase
and utensils,
sary, $225,000;
$225,000;
co
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including
For clothing, transportation, and traveling
traveling expenses, includin.
For
for
clothing
materials
materials for making cloth
i o• at the penitentiary;
penitentiary; gratuities
gratuities for
to
be
prisoners
at
release,
provided
such
gratuities
shall
furnished
gratuities
such
prisoners at release, provided
prisoners
sentenced for
for terms
imprisonment of
six •
than six
less than
not less
of not
of imprisonment
terms of
prisoners sentenced
months,
transportation to
to place
place of bona
bona
or place
conviction or
of conviction
place of
and transportation
months, and
fide
residence
in
the
United
States,
or
to
such
other
place
within
the
within
place
other
such
to
or
States,
fide residence in the United
United
States as
as may
may be
be authorized
authorized by
by the
Attorney General;
General; exthe Attorney
United States
penses
of shipping
remains of
of deceased
prisoners to
to their
homes in
in
their homes
deceased prisoners
shipping remains
penses of
the
United
States;
expenses
of
penitentiary
officials
while
traveling
traveling
while
officials
penitentiary
of
expenses
the United States;
on official
in pursuing
escaped
identifying escaped
and identifying
pursuing and
incurred in
expenses incurred
duty; expenses
official duty;
on
prisoners, and
and for
for their
their recapture,
$100,000;
recapture, $100,000;
rewards for
for rewards
prisoners,
Miscellaneous.
For
expenditures in
in the
discretion of the
Attorney
the Attorney
the discretion
miscellaneous expenditures
pFor miscellaneous
isiellaneous.
General,
fuel, forage,
water, stationery,
stationery, fuel
for generating
generating
fuel for
light, water,
hay, light,
forage, hay,
General, fuel,
steam, heating
heating apparatus,
apparatus burning
burning bricks
bricks and lime; forage for issue
steam,
to public
public animals,
hay and
straw for
bedding; not exceeding
for bedding;
and straw
and hay
animals, and
to
$500 for
motor-propelled and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn
of motor-propelled
repair of
and repair
maintenance and
for maintenance
$500
typewriting
passenger-carrying
vehicles;
blank
books,
forms,
typewriting
forms,
blank
books,
blank
vehicles;
passenger-carrying
supplies,
pencils and
and memorandum
memorandum books
books for guards,
guards, books for use
supplies, pencils
in
chapel, paper,
paper, envelopes,
envelopes, and
and postage stamps for issue to prisoners;
prisoners;
in chapel,
labor
and materials
for repairing
steam-heating plant, electric
electric plant,
repairing steam-heating
materials for
labor and
construcand water
water circulation,
circulation and
and drainage;
drainage; labor and materials
materials for construcand
tion and
general supplies,
machinery, and tools
supplies, machinery,
buildings, general
of buildings,
repair of
and repair
tion
for
use on
on farm
in shops,
quarry, limekiln, laundry,
brickyards, quarry,
shops, brickyards,
and in
farm and
for use
policing
bathrooms, printing
printing office,
photograph gallery, stables, policing
office, photograph
bathrooms,
wagons,
buildings
and
grounds;
purchase
cows
'
horses
'
mules,
mules,
horses,
cows,
of
purchase
grounds;
and
buildings
furniture, stoves,
harness, veterinary
lubricating oils, office furniture
supplies, lubricating
veterinary .supphes
harness,
blankets,
iron bimks, paints,
paints and oils, library books, newsbedding, ironbunks,
blankets, bedding,
water
papers
and periodicals,
electrical supplies,payment of water
supplies; payment
and electrical
periodicals, and
papers and
supply,
telegrams, telephone
telephone service, notarial and veterinary
vetermary services;
services;
supply, telegrams,
to
advertising m
newspapers; fees to consulting physicians
physicians called to
in newspapers;
advertising
determine mental
mental conditions
for
of supposed insane prisoners, and for
conditions of
determine
other
in case
case of
emergency; pay
pay of
extra guards
guards or employees
employees
of extra
of emergency;
services in
other services
Provided, That
Provo.
when deemed necessary
necessary by the Attorney General:
That
General: Provided,
Protmo.
Live stock.
authorized by
traded when authorized
live
exchanged or traded
loy the
live stock may be exchanged
ivestock.
Attorney General,
General, $150,000;
$150,000;
Attorney
Hospital.
For hospital
surgical supplies,
medicines, medical and surgical
supplies, medicines,
For
hospital supplies,
ospital
treatment of sick prisoners;
and all other articles for the care and treatment
and for
deceased prisoners on the penitenof interment
interment of deceased
expenses of
for expenses
and
Salaries.
$9,000;
reservation, $9,000;
tiary reservation,
Salaies.
salaries: Warden,
chaplains—
Warden, $4,000; deputy warden, $2,000; chaplainsFor salaries:
physician's
one
$1,200; physician,
physician, $1,800;
pharmacist and physician's
$1,800; pharmacist
one $1,200;
$1,500, one
one $1,500,
$1,200; stenogassistant, $1,000;
$1,800; record clerk, $1,200;
stenog$1,000; chief clerk, $1,800;
rapher, $900; clerks-one
clerks—one $1,200, one $1,000,
$1,000, four at $900
$900 each;
$1,200; superintendent
head
superintendent
steward and storekeeper, $1,200;
$1,000; steward
cook, $1,000;
head cook,
at
of
transportation, $1,200; three captains
captains of watch, at
and transportation,
of farm and
$124,800; two teamsters, at $600 each; engineer
$1,500
engineer
$1,500 each; guards, $124,800;
electrician, $1,500;
each,•in all, $159,000;
$159,000;
$1,500; two assistants, at $1,200 eachand electrician,
laundryman, tailor, printer, and shoemaker,
shoemaker, when
For foreman, laundryman,
necessary, $3,600;
In
all, Leavenworth,
Penitentiary, $646,600.
$646,600.
Kansas, Penitentiary,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
In all,
Ga.
Atlanta, Ga,
Atlanta,
subsistence, including the same
Atlanta, Georgia,
Subsistence.
Georgia, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For subsistence,
Leavenworth,
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
objects specified
specified under this head for the penitentiary
Kansas,
$165,000;
$165,000;
Kansas,
rtlothing,
Clothing, tren__ rta.
including the
tion, etc.
etc.
clothing, transportation, and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, includin.
For clothing,transportation,
tion,

Clothing,
transportaClothing, transportat i o n etc.
don,
, etc.

ian
Miscellaneous.

for the penitentiary
penitentiary at Leavenobjects specified
specified under this head for
same
same objects
worth,
$90,000;
Kansas, $90,000;
worth, Kansas,
For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures, including the same objects specipenitentiary at Leavenworth,
fied under
under this head for the penitentiary
Leavenworth, Kansas, and
not exceeding
exceeding $2,000 for a
a dwelling for chaplain, and $500
$500 for mainmotor-propelled passengerhorse-drawn and motor-propelled
tenance
tenance and repair of horse-drawn
passenger'
carrying vehicles, 8122,000;
$122,000;
carrying
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For hospital supplies, including
including the same objects specified under
under
this head
head for the
Leavenworth, Kansas,
$6,000;
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
Kansas, $6,000;
chaplainsFor salaries:
salaries: Warden,
Warden, $4,000;
$4,000; deputy
deputy warden, $2,000; chaplainsone
$1,500, one
one $1,200;
$1.200; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
pharone 81,500,
$1,800; physician,
physician, 81,800;
$1,800; pharmacist
and physician's
and record
clerk,
macist and
physician's assistant,
assistant, 81,000;
$1,000; bookkeeper
bookkeeper and
record clerk,
$1.200;
stenographer, $900;
$900; clerks-one
four at
$1,200; stenographer,
clerks-one $1,200,
$1,200, one
one $1,000,
$1,000, four
at
$900
each; engineer
and electrician,
electrician, $1,500;
two assistants,
$900 each;
engineer and
$1,500; two
assistants, at
at $1,200
$1,200
each;
storekeeper, $1,200;
each; steward and storekeeper,
$1,200; superintendent
superintendent of farm
farm and
and
transportation,
at $600
$600 each;
transportation, $1,200;
$1,200; two
two teamsters,
teamsters, at
each; head
head cook,
cook,
$1,000;
three captains
watch, at
at $1,500
$1,500 each;
guards, $84,320;
$1,000; three
captains of
of watch,
each; guards,
$84,320;
in all,
all, $118,520;
in
$118,520;
For
shoemaker, laundryman, and carpenter, when
For foremen,
foremen, tailor, shoemaker,
when
necessary, $4,000;
$4,000;
necessary,
In
all. Atlanta,
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary,
Penitentiary, $505,520.
$505,520.
In all.
McNeil Island,
Penitentiary: For
McNeil
Island, Washington,
Washington, Penitentiary:
For subsistence,
subsistence, includincluding the
same objects
objects specified
under this
this head
for the
head for
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
at
ing
the same
specified under
Leavenworth,
supplies for
for guards,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, and
and for
for supplies
guards, $35,000;
$35,000;

Hospital.

Hospital.

Salaries.
Salaries.

McNeilIsland,Wash.
subsistence.
Subsistence.

Clothing, transportaFor clothing,
the tion,
lothiing,
transportaincluding the
expenses, including
and traveling
traveling expenses,
transportation, and
For
clothing, transportation,
and travel.
same
objects specified
under this
for the
penitentiary at
avel.
at LeavenLeavensame objects
specified under
this head
head for
the penitentiary
worth,
$20,000;
worth, Kansas,
Kansas, $20,000;
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including
including the same objects
objects specified
specified
For
under
this head
head for
the penitentiary
for the
penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas,
under this
$27,500;
$27,500;
Hospital.
For hospital
the same
objects specified
specified under
under Hospital.
same objects
including the
For
hospital supplies,
supplies, including
this head
at Leavenworth,
$1,000;
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, $1,000;
head for
for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
this
Salaries.
alar
For salaries:
salaries: For
For warden,
warden, $2,000;
$2,000; deputy
deputy-warden,
$1,200; physician,
physician,
warden, $1,200;
For
$1,600;
steward and
cook, $1,000;
stenographer,
clerk, $1,200;
$1,200; stenographer,
$1,000; chief
chief clerk,
and cook,
$1,600; steward
$900;
captain of
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200;
and electrician,
$1,500; engineer
engineer and
of watch,
watch, $1,500;
$900; captain
superintendent
$1,200; chaplain
chaplain and
and teacher,
teacher, $1,000;
$1,000;
of boats,
boats, $1,200;
superintendent of
guards,
$18,400; in
all, $31,200.
$31,200.
in all,
guards, $18,400;
In all,
all, McNeil
Island (Washington)
(Washington) Penitentiary,
In
McNeil Island
Penitentiary, $114,700.
$114,700.
ational
Training
National
Training
C.
National Training
Boys: Superintendent,
$2,500; School for
D.C.
for Boys,
Boys, D.
Superintendent, $2,500;
Training School
School for
for Boys:
National
assistant
$1,500; teachers
teachers and
assistants, $13,620;
$13,620;
and assistants,
superintendent, $1,500;
assistant superintendent,
Salaries.
chief
clerk, $1,000;
$1,000; nurse,
matron of
school and
and nurse,
nurse, at
$600 Salarie.
at $600
of school
$900; matron
nurse, $900;
chief clerk,
each;
steward, $720; farmer
baker,, $660;
farmer,' $660;
$660; baker
each; storekeeper
storekeeper and
and steward,
tailor,
parole officer,
assistant office
office
clerk, $720;
$720; assistant
$900; office
office clerk,
$720; parole
officer, $900;
tailor, $720;
clerk, $480;
$480; physical
$720; seven
matrons of
of families,
at
seven matrons
families, at
physical director,
director, $720;
clerk,
assistant
$240
foremen of
of shop
$4,200; assistant
helpers, $4,200;
shop and
and skilled
skilled helpers,
each; foremen
$240 each;
farmer and
and assistant
$420 each;
each; laundress,
laundress, $360;
teamster,
$360; teamster,
engineer, at
at $420
farmer
assistant engineer,
$420;
florist, $540;
engineer and
and shoemaker,
at $600
$600 each;
each; cook,
cook,
shoemaker, at
$540; engineer
$420; florist,
$600;
dining-room attendants-boys
$300, officers
officers $240;
housemaid,
$240; housemaid,
attendants-boys $300,
$600; dining-room
to exceed
exceed
$216;
$240; assistant
assistant cook, $300; watchmen,
watchmen, not to
$216; seamstress,
seamstress, $240;
nine in
in number,
$3,780; secretary
secretary and
$420;
treasurer, $900;
$900; janitor,
janitor, $420;
and treasurer,
nine
number, $3,780;
in
all, $42,536.
in all,
$42,536.
Mtean
Maintenance.
For
of inmates,
inmates, including
groceries, flour,
enc
flour, feed,
feed, meats,
meats, dry
including groceries,
For support
support of
goods, leather,
leather, shoes,
gas, fuel,
fuel, hardware,
hardware, furniture,
furniture, tableware
farm
tableware, farm
shoes, gas,
goods,
implements, seeds,
seeds, harness
harness and
and repairs
same, fertilizers,
and
fertilizers, books and
repairs to
to same,
implements,
periodicals, stationery,
stationery, printing,
printing, entertainments,
entertainments, plumbing,
plumbing,. painting,
painting,
periodicals,
glazing, medicines
and medical
attendance, stock,
stock, maintenance,
maintenance,
medicines and
medical attendance,
glazing,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of passenger-carrying
fencing, roads,
vehicles, fencing,
roads,
repair,
passenger-carrying vehicles,
all repairs
repairs to
to buildings,
buildings, and
necessaryitems,
compenincluding compenitems, including
and other
other necessary
all
exceeding $2,000,
additional labor or services, for
$2,000, for additional
sation, not exceeding
identifying and
and pursuing
pursuing escaped
escaped inmates,
for rewards
rewards for
for their
their
inmates, for
identifying
recapture,
not exceeding
for transportation
other
and other
$500 for
transportation and
exceeding $500
and not
recapture, and
discharged
necessary expenses
for discharged
incident to
to securing
securing suitable homes for
expenses incident
necessary
boys, $20,000;
$20,000;
'or one
one automobile
automobile touring
car. $1,500;
$1,500;
touring car.
For
In
all, National
National Training
Boys, $64,036.
$64,036.
for Boys,
Training School
School for
In all,
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Department
of CornComDepartment of

merce.
merce.

Aids
navigation.
to navigation.
Aids to

Lighthouse
vessel,
Lghthouse vessels,
general service.
Ante,P.10
p. 1058.

s,

Galveston, Tex.
Galveston,
Jetty
light station.

Tex.

Lighthouses
Bureau.
Lighthouses Bureau.
expenses.
General expenses.
Objects itemized.
Objectsitemized.

1921.
1921.

COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT
OTHER
AND 0111ER
VESSELS, AND
LIGHT VESSELS,
LIGHTHOUSES, BEACONS,
BEACONS, FOG
FOG SIGNALS,
SIGNALS, LIGHT
LIGHTHOUSES,
WORKS UNDER
UNDER THE
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
SERVICE.
THE LIGHTHOUSE
WORKS

Lighthouse vessels,
general service: Constructing or purchasing and
vessels, general
Lighthouse
equipping lighthouse
lighthouse tenders and light vessels for the Lighthouse
equipping

Service, as
as authorized
authorized by
an Act
Act entitled
"An Act to authorize
authorize aids
entitled "An
by an
Service,
to
navigation
and
for
other
works
in
the
Lighthouse
Service,
for
and for
Service,
Lighthouse
the
in
works
other
for
and
to navigation
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved June
$1,000,000.
June 5, 1920, $1,000,000.
other

Improving Galveston
Galveston jetty
jetty light
Texas, including
including fogstation, Texas,
light station,
Improving

$6,500.
signal station, $6,500.

LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
SERVICE.

General expenses: For supplies, repairs, maintenance,
maintenance, and inciGeneral
dental expenses
expenses of
and other
other lights,
beacons, buoyage,
buoyage,
lights, beacons,
lighthouses and
of lighthouses
dental
fog
lighting of
of rivers
authorized to be lighted,
heretofore authorized
rivers heretofore
signals, lighting
fog signals,
light
other aids
aids to
lighthouse tenders,
and lighthouse
navigation, and
to navigation,
vessels, other
light vessels,
including the
establishment, repair,
repair, and
beacons
improvement of beacons
and improvement
the establishment,
including
and
of land for same; establishment of
purchase of
and purchase
daymarks and
and daymarks
post
buoys, submarine
signals, and fog signals; establishsubmarine signals,
lights, buoys,
post lights,
Provisos.
oil or
or carbide
carbide houses,
exceed $10,000:
Provided, That
$10,000: Provided,
to exceed
not to
houses, not
Cost of buildings ment
of oil
ment of
Cost
limited.
any oil
oil or carbide
carbide house erected hereunder shall not exceed
exceed $550 in
any
limited,
cost;
construction of
of necessary
necessary outbuildings at a
a cost not exceeding
cost; construction
improvement of
$500
at any
light station
station in any fiscal year; improvement
one light
any one
$500 at
grounds and
and buildings
connected with light stations and depots;
buildings connected
grounds
restoring light
and depots
depots and
and buildings
buildings connected therestations and
light stations
restoring
Retorn
Restoring statiur s.
with:
Provided,
That
such
be limited to the original
shall
restoration
such
That
with: P1rovWed,
Rest tat
purpose
structures; wages
of persons attending post lights;
wages of
the structures;
of the
purpose of
temporary employees
field force while
of
while engaged on works of
and field
employees and
temporary
general
repair
and
maintenance,
and
laborers
and
mechanics
at
mechanics
and
laborers
general repair and maintenance, and
Rations,
Rations etc.
lighthouse depots;
depots; rations
commutation thereof
provisions or commutation
rations and provisions
Lighthouse
the
for
keepers
of
lighthouses
'
parties
in
field, officers
officers and
working
lighthouses,
for keepers of
authorized
crews of
of light
light vessels
vessels and
and tenders,
tenders, and
officials and other authorized
and officials
crews
persons
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
on duty on board of such tenders
Service on
of the
persons of
or vessels,
vessels, and
accruing from commutation
commutation for rations and
and money accruing
or
provisions for
the above-named
persons on board of
of tenders and
above-named persons
for the
provisions
proper
light vessels
vessels or
in the field may be paid on proper
working parties m
in working
or in
light
vouchers
havingcharge of the mess of such vessel-or
the person having
to the
vouchers to
party;
reimbursement under rules prescribed by the Secretary of
party; reimbursement
Commerce of keepers
keepers of light stations and masters of light vessels
Commerce
lighthouse tenders for rations and provisions and clothing
of lighthouse
and of
provided for
furnished shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
persons who may be temporarily
temporarily furnished
by
them, not
not exceeding
in all
all $5,000
$5,000 in any fiscal year; fuel and rent
in
exceeding
them,
by
it
f
Phas
Purchase of sites.
purchase of
of
necessary for keepers of lighthouses;
lighthouses; purchase
where necessary
quarters where
o quarters
sites for fog signals; rent of necessary ground for all such lights
land sites
changeable channels
temporary use or to mark changeable
and beacons as are for temporary
and which
which in
permanent; rent of offices,
consequence can not be made permanent;
in consequence
and
depots, and wharves;
wharves; traveling expenses; mileage; library books for
depots,
light
technical books and periodicals not
stations and vessels, and technical
light stations
exceeding
$1,000;
traveling
and
subsistence expenses
expenses of teachers
traveling
$1,000;
exceeding
while actually
employed by
States
or
private persons to instruct the
private
or
States
by
employed
actually
while
penses.
Continge
Contingent expenses
all other contingent expenses of
children
lighthouses; all
offlighthouses;
children of keepers o
Office expenses.
district offices and depots; and not exceeding $8,500 for contingent
exenses.
Office
contingent
Lighthouses in the District
expenses of the office of the Bureau of Lighthouses
of
of Columbia, $4,200,000.
Keepers.
Keepers of lighthouses:
lighthouses: For salaries of not exceeding
exceeding one thousand
thousand
Keepers
Keeprs.
fog-signal keepers
keepers and persons attending
attending
eight hundred lighthouse and fog-signal
lights exclusive
$1,300,000.
of post lights, $1,300,000.
exclusive of
lights
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vessels.
Lighthouse vessels.
Lighthouse
salaries and wages of officers and crews of Lighthouse
For salaries
vessels: For
Lighthouse vessels:
employlight
vessels
and
lighthouse
tenders,
including
temporary
employtemporary
tenders,
light vessels and lighthouse
ment when
$1,800,000.tendents
necessary, $1,800,000.
when necessary,
ment
Superintendents,
salaries of seventeen clerks,etet.
Superintendents,
and so
forth: For
For salaries
clerks, etc.
so forth:
clerks, and
Superintendents, clerks,
superintendents of lighthouses,
ligh.thouses, and of clerks
clerks and other authorized
authorized
superintendents
permanent employees
employees in
in the district
and depots of the Lightdistrict offices and
permanent
house Service,
Service, exclusive
exclusive of those
regularly employed
office of
employed in the office
those regularly
house
the
of Lighthouses,
District of
Columbia, $400,000.
$400,000.
Retired
pay.
of Columbia,
Bureau of
Lighthouses, District
the Bureau
Retired pay.
p. 608.
ol. 40, p.
608.
For
retired pay
officers and
engaged in the field Vol.
employees engaged
and employees
of officers
pay of
For retired
service or
or on
on vessels
Lighthouse Service, except persons conthe Lighthouse
of the
vessels of
service
tinuously employed
employed in
in district
$75,000.
and shops, $75,000.
district offices and
tinuously
ls r
Compulsory
retireretireauthorize m
to authorize
The provision
provision of
section 6
of the
entitled 'An
"An Act
Act to
Act entitled
the Act
6 of
of section
The
ment.
Vol.
40,p.
608.
p.608.
40,
Vol.
Lighthouse
the
works
aids
to
navigation
and
for
other
works
in
Service,
other
for
and
aids to navigation
Extension of service
arriving at age of
of
relative to com- on arriving
and
for other
purposes," approved
approved June
June 20,
20, 1918,
1918, relative
other purposes,"
and for
etc.
70, etc.
Lighthouse 70,
the Lighthouse
pulsory retirement
retirement shall
to an
an employee
employee of the
apply to
not apply
shall not
pulsory
passage of this Act or not less
Service if
if within sixty days after the passage
Service
age of
than thirty
before the arrival
arrival of such employee at the age,
days before
thirty days
than
public
a matter of pu
seventy, the
the Secretary
Commerce shall certify as a
. olic
of Commerce
Secretary of
seventy,
efficiency and willingness
willingness to remain in
record that by reason of his efficiency
such
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
Service of
United States the continuance of such
the United
of the
the
employee therein
therein would
would be
be advantageous
to the
the public
service. Retention
for two
public service.
advantageous to
employee
Retention for two
years.
In that
exceeding years.
a term not exceeding
retained for a
be retamed
may be
employee may
such employee
event such
that event
In
two
years, and
and at
the end
of two years such
employee may, by
such employee
end of
at the
two years,
similar certification,
certification ,be
be continued
exceed- Provos.
an additional
additional term not exceedcontinued for an
similar
Provisos.
After 10 years, retireAfter10years,retreend of ten years after ment
the end
at the
ing two
two years:
That at
Provided, however, That
years: Provided,
ing
compulsory at 65.
mentcopulsoryat
the
in
continued
be
shall
employee
no
effective
this Act
becomes effective
employee
continued
Act becomes
this
.
retirement defined
of compulsory
Lighthouse Service
beyond the
age of
compulsory retirement
defined Privileges
the age
Service beyond
Lighthouse
of present
pr.sent
pege
oee
paragraph: Provided
in the
the Act
Act of
June 20,
20, 1918,
referred to
this paragraph:
Provided employees.
to in
in this
1918, referred
of June
in
further That
exclude or prevent any employee
shall exclude
herein shall
nothing herein
That nothing
further,
of
Service who
have reached
reached the age of comshall have
who shall
Lighthouse Service
the 'Lighthouse
of the
pulsory retirement
retirement within
thirty: days before
before or after the date of the
withthin thirty
pulsory
passage of
of this
enjoying the privileges
privileges thereof.
from enjoying
Act from
this Act
passage

SURVEY.
COAST AND
AND GEODETIC
GEODETIC S17RVEY.
COAST

for and incident to the work of the

requisite
expenditure
every
For every
Coastand
For
G
Geodetic
expenditure
Survey,
requisite
including
for and
maintenance,
incident torepa.ir,
the work
or operaof the

Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic
Coast

Survey.
Survey.

Expenses.

Ens

Coast and Geodetic Survey, including maintenance, repair, or operation
horse-drawn vehicles for use in field work,
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
tion of motor-propelled
and for the purchase
purchase of surveying
surveying instruments, including extra
compensation at
at not to exceed
exceed $1
per day for each station to employ$1 per
compensation
ees
the Lighthouse
Service while
while observing tides or currents, and
Lighthouse Service
of the
ees of
including
appropriated for, of persons
compensation, not otherwise appropriated
including compensation,
employed in the
field
commutation to officers of the field
the field work, and commutation
employed
force while
exceeding $3 per day each, to
at a
a rate not exceeding
duty, at
while on field duty,
force
relating to the Coast
be
expended in
regulations relatmg
Coast
accordance with the regulations
in accordance
be expended
of Commerce, and
and
Geodetic
Survey
prescribed
the
Secretary
Secretary
by
prescribed
Survey
and Geodetic
under the following
following heads:
under
Field expenses.
l
necessary resurveys of the Fiteld^and
Field expenses:
surveys and necessary
expenses: For surveys
and Gulf
Field
coasts.
Atlantic
and. Gulf coasts of the United
United States, including
including the coasts of coasts.
Atlantic and
Limit for islands,
islands,
outlying
islands under
jurisdiction of
States: Provided,
Provided, Limit
United States:
the United
of the
the jurisdiction
under the
outlying islands
etcexpended on the etc.
That
not more
$45,000 of this amount shall be expended
more than $45,000
That not
coasts
of said
outlying islands,
islands, and
and the Atlantic entrance
entrance to the
said outlying
coasts of
Panama
Panama Canal, $104,000;
$104,000;
Pacific coasts.
For
surveys and
necessary resurveys
resurveys of coasts on the Pacific Ocean
and necessary
For surveys

under the
the jurisdiction
of the
United States,
States, $255,570;
$255,570;
the United
jurisdiction of
under

c

coasts-

Physical
mPhysa
relating to raphy.
For
researches in
in physical
hydrography, relating
physical hydrography,
continuing researches
For continuing
harbors
and bars,
and for
current observations
observations on the coasts
and current
for tidal and
bars, and
harbors and
of the
the United
United States,
or other
other coasts under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
States, or
of
United
$15,000;
United States, $15,000;

44281°-21-91
44281°-21-91

hydrog-

hdr
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Coast Pilot.
Pilot.
Coast
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For
the Coast
Coast Pilot,
including the
employment of
of
the employment
Pilot, including
of the
compilation of
For compilation
such
pilots
and
nautical
experts
in
the
field
and
office
as may
may be
be
as
and
office
in
the
field
experts
and
nautical
such pilots
necessary
$5,600;
for the
the same,
same, $5,600;
necessary for
Magnetic
Ma
gnetic
observe"
For
continuing magnetic
magnetic observations
observations and to
meridian
to establish
establish meridian
observaFor
continuing
sions.
tions.
lines
in connection
all parts
States; magthe United
United States;
of the
parts of
in all
therewith in
connection therewith
lines in
netic
in other regions under the jurisdiction of the
observations in
netic observations
United
purchase of
of additional
magnetic instruments;
of
lease of
instruments; lease
additional magnetic
States; purchase
United States;
sites
necessary and
and erection
of temporary
temporary magnetic
magnetic buildingsbuildings;
erection of
where necessary
sites where
continuing
the line
Atlantic, Pacific,
Pacific, and
the Atlantic,
between the
exact levels
levels between
line of
of exact
continuing the
Gulf
lines of
of exact
exact levels
levels in
Alaska; determinadeterminain Alaska;
establishing lines
Gulf coasts;
coasts; establishing
geographical positions,
triangulation or traverse for the
positions, by triangulation
tion of
of geographical
control of
of Federal,
Federal, State,
and other
other surveys
surveys and
engineerand engineerboundary, and
State, boundary,
control
ing works
works in
in all
all parts
of the
United States
Alaska;
States and
and Alaska;
the United
of the
the interior
interior of
parts of
ing
determination of
continuing gravity
of field
field astronomic
astronomic positions; for continuing
determination
observations;
and including
the employment
and office of
in the
the field and
employment in
including the
observations; and
such
at salaries
salaries not
exceeding $2,200
$2,200 per
annum,
per annum,
not exceeding
observers, at
such magnetic
magnetic observers,
as may
be necessary,
necessary, $134,560;
$134,560;
may be
as
Special sur
Special
surveys.
For special surveys
required by
Bureau of Lightby the Bureau
that may
may be required
surveys that
For
Veys.
houses
or other
other proper
incident
contingent expenses incident
proper authority, and contingent
houses or
thereto,
$4,550;
thereto, $4,550;
Miscellaneou
hereinbefore named
Miscellaneous.
For objects not hereinbe,fore
named that may be deemed
deemed urgent,
urgent,
specifications of
including the preparation
preparation or purchase of plans and specifications
including
vessels
employment of
of such
hull draftsmen
field and
in the field
such hull
draftsmen in
and the
the employment
vessels and
Reimbursement
for „=„„. as may be necessary for the same; the
relief
to shipwrecked
reimbursement, under
under
the reimbursement,
for office as may be necessary for the
Reimbursement
persons,
etc.
rules prescribed
of Commerce,
Commerce, of
of officers
of the
Coast
persons, etc.
rules
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
officers of
the Coast
and
Geodetic Survey for food, clothing,
clothing, medicines, and other supplies
and Geodetic
furnished for the temporary
remote ,
temporary relief of distressed persons in remote,
furnished
localities
temporarily provided for by
to shipwrecked persons temporarily
localities and to
expenses of
actual necessary
necessary expenses
$550; actual
them, not to exceed aa total of $550;
temporarily ordered
office in the Disordered to
to the office
force temporarily
officers of
of the
the field
field force
International
Retrict of
Columbia for
with the
exceedInternational
Re- trict
of Columbia
for consultation
consultation with
the director,
director, and
and not
not exceedsearch
Council.
expenses of
the attendance
attendance of
the
search Council.
$500 for
ing $500
for the
the expenses
of the
of representatives
representatives of
of the
Geodetic Survey
delegates from
from
who may
may be
be designated
designated as delegates
Coast and Geodetic
Survey who
the
meetings of
Research
of the
the International
International Research
the United
United States at the meetings
Council
branches, $5,000;
Council or
or of
of its branches,
$5,000;
expenses, $524,280.
In all, field expenses,
Vessels.
Vessels: For
For repairs
maintenance of
of the
the complement
complement
of vesvessels.
Vessels:
repairs and
and maintenance
of
ves.
Repairs,
etc.
Repairs, etc.
sels, including traveling expenses of persons inspectig
inspecting the repairs,
ship chandlery,
engmeers supplies and other slrip
and exclusive of engineer's
$75,000;
75,000;
Officers
Officers and
and crew.
crew.
necessary employees
For all necessary
employees to man and equip the vessels, including
including
professional seamen serving as mates on vessels of the survey, to
professional
execute the
work of
the survey
herein provided
provided for and authorized
authorized
execute
the work
of the
survey herein
by law,
law, $528,000.
$528,000.
Commissioned
Commigsioned Oo
ffi- by
allowances prescribed
Pay, commissioned
cers.mers.
commissioned officers: For pay and allowances
prescribed by
Pay,
law for
commissioned
officers
on sea
sea duty
and
duty,
holding
other duty,
and other
duty anuowier
on
officersof
commissioned
forrank
law
to tecorrecorevee
etc
pond
ond etc.,
with
the
duty
uuy, holding
..
ith
oficers
with torelativ
relative
sPond
Navy
rank.
relative
rank
with
officers
of
the
Navy,
including
one
director
with
with
director
one
including
Navy,
of
the
ted relative rank with officers
RankanXk
designated.
relative rank
rank of
of captain,
hydrographic and
and geodetic
engineers
egna relative
captain, two
two hydrographic
geodetic engineers
with relative
rank of
of captain,
captain, seven
seven hydrographic
hydrographic and
with
relative rank
and geodetic
geodetic
engineers
engineers with relative rank of commander,
commander, nine hydrographic
hydrographic and
geodetic
engineers with
commander, thirtygeodetic engineers
with relative
relative rank
rank of
of lieutenant
lieutenant commander,
thirtyeight hydrographic
hydrographic and geodetic engineers
engineers with relative rank of lieutenant, fifty-five
fifty-five junior hydrographic
hydrographic and geodetic
geodetic engineers with
relative rank of lieutenant (jumor grade),
grade), twenty-nine
aiois with relarelative
twenty-nine aids
retired in accordance
tive rank of ensign,
ensign, and including
including officers
officers retired
accordance with
Commerce
Proided, That
Proviso.
existing .law,
law, $527,000:
$527,000: Provided,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
t.
existing
Prso.
Assistant director.
may designate one of the hydrographic
hydrographic and geodetic
geodetic engineers to act
act
as
as assistant director.
es,,dace
office keee•
fore.
Office
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; chief
seiarirl
Office force:
force: Disbursing agent, $3,000; chief
chief clerk,
chief of
of
section
$1,800;
of library
library and archives, $1,800;
$1,800; clerk to
to director,
director, $1,800;
section of
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sales, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-three
at $1,800
each, three
three
chief of printing and sales,
clerks-three at
$1,800 each,
at $1,650
$1,650 each,
eleven at
at $1,200
each, fifteen
each, four at
at $1,400 each, eleven
$1,200 each,
fifteen at
at
$1,000 each,
three at
each;
$1,000
each, three
at $900
$900 each;
Draftsmen.
t
Topographic and hydrographic
hydrographic draftsmen:
Topographic
Two at
draftsmen: Two
at $2,900 each,
each,
three
each, six
at $2,260
each, six
at $2,060
$2,060 each,
three at $2,460 each,
six at
$2,260 each,
six at
each, three
three at
at
$1,800
six at $1,600
$1,800 each, six
$1,600 each,
$1,400 each;
two at
$1,200
each, six
six at
at $1,400
each; two
at $1,200
each,
draftsmen at
at $1,200
each,•
each, two
two copyist
copyist draftsmen
$1,200 eachAstronomical,
geodetic, tidal,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous computers:
computers: One
OneComputers.
Astronomical, geodetic,
tidal, and
Computer
at $2,460
$2,460 each,
$3,000, three at
$2,360 each,
each, three
three at
$2,260 each,
each,
each, two at
at $2,360
at $2,260
four at $2,060 each, four at $1,800 each, six
six at
at $1,600 each,
each, eleven
eleven at
at
$1,400
each;
$1,400 each;
Engravers.
av r S
Copperplate engravers:
gr
Copperplate
engravers: One $2,500,
$2,500, two at $2,400 each, three at
at $2,000 each, two
$2,200 each, three at
$1,800 each,
two at $1,800
each, two
two at
at $1,600
$1,600
each,
each, three
three at
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each;
Engravers
apprentices at not exceeding
Instuent makers.
aers.
Engravers and apprentices
exceeding $1,000 each, $2,000;
Instrument
Instrument
Instrument makers:
makers: Mechanical
Mechanical engineer
engineer $3,000,
$3,000, one
one $1,800,
$1,800, one
one
$1,600,
at $1,400
$1,600, five
five at
$1,400 each;
each;
Pattemk
Pattern
e m makers,
a
e etc.
Pattern makers
Pattern
makers and
at $1,400
two carpencarpenand carpenters:
carpenters: Three
Three at
$1,400 each,
each, two
ters
and painters
painters at
at $900
$900 each.
each.
ters and
Lithographers,
draftsmen, transferers,
Lithographers, lithographic
lithographic draftsmen,
transferers, lithographic
lithographic Printing
mpoyees.
Pntng employees.
pressmen
plate printers
their helpers,
and other
other
pressmen and their
their helpers,
helpers, plate
printers and
and their
helpers, and
skilled
Two at
at $2,000
$2,000 each,
one $1,900,
skilled laborers:
laborers: Two
at $2,200
$2,200 each,
each, two
two at
each, one
$1,900,
$1,800, one $1,600,
one $1,800,
$1,600, eight at
at $1,400
each, two
at $1,200
one
$1,400 each,
two at
$1,200 each,
each, one
$1,100,
five at
at $900
$900 each;
each;
$1,100, five
Photographers: One
One $1,700,
$1,700, one
one $1,600,
$1,600, one
$1,200;
Photographers.
Photographers:
one $1,200;
Photographers.
Engineer, electricians,
dynamo tenders,
tenders, and
One Engineeretc.
Engineer, etc.
Engineer,
electricians, dynamo
and electrotypers:
electrotypers: One
$1,800, one
four at
each;
$1,800,
one $1,400,
$1,400, one
one $1,200,
$1,200, four
at $1,080
$1,080 each;
m
Watchmen,
Watchmen, firemen,
messengers, and
and laborers:
Watchmen,
etc.
firemen, messengers,
laborers: Three
Three at
at $880
$880 each,
each, gers,
gers,
etce.
six at $840 each, four at
each, three
three at
at $720
each, four
four at
$700
at $820
$820 each,
$720 each,
at $700
each; plumber and steamfitter,
steamfitter, $1,200;
$1,200;
In all,
office force,
force, $303,110.
In
all, pay of
of office
$303,110.
Office expenses.
Office expenses:
expenses: For purchase
purchase of new
(except surveynew instruments
instruments (except
surveying
including their
exchange, materials,
equipment,
ing instruments),
instruments), including
their exchange,
materials, equipment,
and supplies
supplies required in the instrument
carpenter shop,
shop, and
instrument shop,
shop, carpenter
and
drawing
drawing division; books,
books, scientific and technical
technical books, journals,
journals,
books of
reference; maps,
and subscriptions;
subscriptions; copper
copper plates,
plates,
of reference;
maps, charts,
charts, and
chart paper, printers'
chart
printers' ink,
copper, zinc,
zinc, and
and chemicals
electroink, copper,
chemicals for
for electrotyping and
photographing; engraving,
photographing, and
typing
and photographing;
engraving, printing,
printing, photographing,
and
electrotyping supplies;
supplies;.
photolithographmg charts
charts and
and printing
printing from
electrotyping
photolithographng
from
stone and copper for immediate
including the
immediate use; including
in
the employment
employment in
the District
the
such personal
than clerical,
District of
of Columbia
Columbia of
of such
personal services,
services, other
other than
clerical,
necessary for
for the
the prompt
prompt preparation
preparation of
to
as may be
be necessary
of charts,
charts, not
not to
Ante, p. 1303.
exceed
transportation A p.ll3 .
exceed $7,000; stationery
stationery for office and field parties; transportation
of instruments
instruments and supplies
supplies when not charged
to party
party expenses;
expenses'
charged to
office wagon and horses or
or automobile
to
truck;
heating, lighting,
lighting, and
and
truck; heating,
operation of
switchboard; telegrams
telegrams, ice,
power; telephones,
telephones, including operation
of switchboard;
ice,
and washing; office
expenses of
office furniture,
furniture, repairs,
repairs, traveling expenses
of officers
officers
and others
employed in
on special
duty in
others employed
in the
the office sent
sent on
special duty
in the
the service
service
of the office; miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, contingencies
contingencies of
and
of all kinds,
kinds, and
not exceeding
Sute
alowexceeding $4,000 for extra labor,
labor, $100,000.
Subsistence
allowAppropriations herein made for the Coast
Appropriations
eslited.
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey mice
ancerestricted.
shall not be available
available for allowance
allowance to civilian
for
civilian or other
other officers
officers for
subsistence
subsistence while
duty- at
at Washington
(except as
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore
while on
on duty
Washington (except
provided
provided for officers of the field force ordered to
Washington for
to Washington
for
short periods for consultation with the
the director),
director), except
except as
as now
now proprovided -by law.
law.
BUREAU OF
BUR.EAU
OF FISHEREl.
FLEMERTFEI

Fisheries
Fisheries Bureau.
Bureau.

utc
yomut
, l
issioiti
s
er
,
Commissioner's office: Commissioner, $6,000;
Commissioner's
$6,000; deputy
deputy commissioner,
commismioner, aCmySs
et.d
$3,500; assistants
of divisions-fish
divisions-fish culture,
culture, $2,700,
assistants in charge
charge of
$2,700, inquiry
inquiry
respecting food fishes
respecting
$2,700, fishery industries
industries $2,500; assistantsassistants--
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one
charge of
office $2,500,
one $2,500,
$2,400, one for developdevelopone $2,400,
$2,500, one
$2,500, one
of office
in charge
one in
$2,400,
ing
fisheries
and
for
savin
g
and
use
of
fishery
products
$
2
,
400
,one
products
fishery
of
use
ing fisheries and for saving and
$2,220,
one for
food laboratory $2,000, one $2,000, one $1,800,
$1,800,
fishery foodlaboratory
for fishery
$2,220, one
one
$1,600, two
two at
$1,200 each;
each; fish
pathologist, $2,500;
$2,500; architect
architect and
fish pathologist,
at $1,200
one $1,600,
$1,200;
engineer,
$2,200;
assistant
architect,
$1,600;
draftsman,
$1,200;
draftsman,
$1,600;
architect,
assistant
engineer, $2,200;
accountant, $2,100;
$2,100; librarian,
superintendent of fish distri$1,500; superintendent
librarian, $1,500;
accountant,
bution, $1,600;
of class
class four,
four, six
six of
three, one
one to
to
class three,
of class
clerks-four of
$1,600; clerks-four
bution,
commissioner
$1,600, seven
seven of
class two,
two, twelve of class one, two at
of class
commissioner $1,600,
$900
one for
for Seattle
Seattle office);
office); statistical
statistical agents-one
(including one
each (including
$900 each
$1,600,
two
at
$1,400
each,
two
at
$1,000
each;
local
agents-one at
at
local agents-one
each;
$1,000
at
two
each,
$1,600, two at $1,400
engineer,
Boston $600,
one at
at Gloucester
Gloucester $600,
$600, one at Seattle $600; engineer,
$600, one
Boston
$1,080;
three firemen,
firemen, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; two
watchmen, at $720 each;
two watchmen,
$1,080; three
five
janitors
and
messengers,
at
$720
each;
janitress,
$480; messenger
messenger
janitress,
each;
$720
at
messengers,
and
five janitors
boy, $360;
charwomen, at
each; in
in all, $114,840.
$114,840.
$240 each;
at $240
five charwomen,
$360; five
boy,
Alaska service.
Alaska
$2,400; two
Islands-superintendent, $2,400;
Pribilof Islands-superintendent,
service: Pribilof
Alaska service:
Pribilofasvind.
Pribilof
Islands.
$1,200; two
agents
and caretakers
caretakers at
at $2,000
each; assistant to agent, $1,200;
$2,000 each;
agents and
physicians at
$1,800 each;
three school-teachers
school-teachers at
each; two
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
each; three
at $1,800
physicians
At
large.
storekeepers
at
$1,800
each;
Alaska
at
$2,500;
$2,500;
large-agent,
at
service
Alaska
each;
$1,800
at
storekeepers
Atlarge
assistant agents-two
agents-two at
each, one $1,800,
$1,800, one $1,500; in$2,000 each,
at $2,000
assistant
spector
wardens-one $1,200,
$1,200, seven at $1,000 each; in all,
$1,800; wardens-one
spector,, $1,800;
$38,200.
$3,000; two field station
Employees at
at large.
Employees at large: Field assistant,
assistant, $3,000;
arge. Employees
Employees
$1,500,.,one
superintendents,
at
$1,800
each;
field
assistants-one
$1,500
assistants-one
field
each;
$1,800
superintendents, at
$1,200;
scientific assistants-one
$1,400,. one $1,200; fish-culturistsfish-cultunstsassistants-one $1,400,
$1,200; scientific
two
at $960
each, two
two at
$900 each;
each; six machinists, at $960
$960 each;
at $900
$960 each,
two at
two
coxswains,
at
$720
each;
in
$22,820.
$22,820.
all,
in
each;
$720
at
two coxswains,
six
each; six
eDstribntio
DisliThtititm
ernDistribution (car)
(car) employees: Five captains,
captains, at
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
PloYee6 each;
at
messengers,
messengers,
at
$1,100
each;
five
assistant
messengers,
$1,000
assistant
five
messengers, at $1,100 each;
$720 each; in
five apprentice
apprentice messengers,
messengers, at
$840 each;
each; five cooks, at $720
at $840
five
all, $26,400.
$26,400.
all,
Afognak, Alaska.
Afognak
(Alaska) Station:
$1,500; foreman,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Station: Superintendent,
Afognak (Alaska)
Alaska.
Afogn
$1,200;
apprentice fish-culfish-culturists, at $960 each; three apprentice
two fish-culturists,
$1,200; two
turista, at
$900 each; cook, $900; in all, $8,220.
at $900
turists,
Alpena, Mic.
Mich.
Alpena
Station: Foreman,
Foreman, $1,200; fish-culturist, $900;
(Michigan) Station:
Alpena (Michigan)
Alpena,
$2,100.
all, $2,100.
in all,
Baird and
and Battle
Battle
Baird (California) and Battle Creek (California) Stations: SuperinBaird
Creek, Calif.
$1,080; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900; three apprentice
$1,500; foreman, $1,080;
tendent, $1,500;
fish-culturists,
at
$600
each;
in
ali
$5,280.
fish-culturists, at $600 each; in all,t $5,280.
$1,500; fishLake (Washington) Station: Superintendent,
Baker Lake
Superintendent, $1,500;
fishBaker Lake, Wash.
each; m
$600
culturist, $900;
two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-cultunsts, at
in all,
$900; two
culturist,
$3,600.
Beaufort,
N. C.
C.
Beaufort
Carolina) Biological
Biological Station:
Superintendent and
Station: Superintendent
(North Carolina)
Beaufort (North
Beaufort, N.
$900;
director,
$1,500; scientific
fish-culturist, $900;
$1,400; fish-culturist,
assistant, $1,400;
scientific assistant,
director, $1,500;
$4,400.
apprentice
fish-culturist,
$600;
in
all,
$4,400.
in
all,
$600;
fish-culturist,
ntice
rapre
Berkshire, Mass.
Berkshire (Massachusetts)
(Massachusetts) Trout
Trout Hatchery:
Superintendent,
Hatchery: Superintendent,
Berkshire
at $600
$1,500;
fish-cult
m
ist,
$900;
two
apprentice
fish-culturists,
$600
fish-cultunsts,
$1,500; fish-culturist, $900; two apprentice
each;
in
all,
$3,600.
each; in all, $3,600.
Boothbay Harbor
fish-$1,500; fish
Boothbay Harbor
Harbor (Maine)
Superintendent, $1,500;
Me hba
(Maine) Station: Superintendent,
Hrbor , Boothbay
CUltUriSt,
engineer, $1,100;
$1,100; apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists-one
fish-culturists--one $780,
$900; engineer,
culturist, $900;
two at
at $600
each; three firemen, at $600 each; custodian of lobster
lobster
$600 eachtwo
ponds,
$720; in
all, $8,000.
$8,000.
in all,
ponds, $720;
$1,500; fireman,
Baseman,
Mont.
Bozeman (Montana)
Station: Superintendent,
fireman,
Superintendent, $1,500;
(Montana) Station:
Bozeman
B ont.
$1,200; fish-culturist,
apprentice fish-culturists, at $600
$600
$900; two apprentice
fish-culturist, $900;
$1,200;
each;
all, $4,800.
$4,800.
in all,
each; in
(Maryland) Station: Custodian, $360.
Md.
Bryans Pint,
Bryans Point (Maryland)
MrYans
Pcint'
Md '
&Tans
fireSuperintendent, $1,500;
Station: Superintendent,
York) Station:
(New York)
Vincent (New
Cape Vincent
Capeent,.N.Y.
Cal* Vincent'N.Y.
$1,500; fireman, $720;
$720; apprentice
fish-culturists-orte $720, two at $600 each;
each;
apprentice fish-culturists--one
man,
$1,100; in all, $5,240.
engineer, $1,100;
$5,240.
(Oregon) and
subsidiary stations:
stations: Superintendent,
Superintendent,
and subsidiary
clakamas (egon)
Eebekamis, - t ,.
$1,500;
foreman, $1,200;
apprentice fish-culfish-cui9(00; apprentice
fish-culturist, $900;
$1,200; fish-culturist,
$1,500; foreman,
all, $6,960.
turist&--three
each, two at S600
$600 each; in all,
hree at $720 each,
turist--
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Station: Superintendent,
fish- coldprings,
Cold Springs, Ga.
Ga.
$1,500; fishSuperintendent, $1,500;
Station:

culturist, $900;
$900; two
fish-culturists, at $600 each; in all,
apprentice fish-culturists,
two apprentice
culturist,

$3,600.
$3,600.
Craig Brook
Brook (Maine)
(Maine) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; fish-culfish-culSuperintendent, $1,500;
Craig
turist,
$900; three
three apprentice
at $600
$600 each;
each; in all,
fish-culturists, at
apprentice fish-culturists,
turist, $900;

Me
Craig Brook,
rook Me.

Duluth, Minn.
$4,200.
$4,200.
$1,500;
Duluth
1,
500 ; two fishDuluth, Minn.
Superintendent, $
Station: Superintendent,
(Minnesota) Station:
Duluth (Minnesota)
culturists,
each; two
two apprentice
fish-culturists, at
at $600
each;
$600 each;
apprentice fish-culturists,
$900 each;
at $900
culturists, at
in all,
$4,500.
in
all, $4,500.
Edenton, N.
C.
Edenton
NC
Edenton (North
(North Carolina)
Carolina) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fishStation: Superintendent,
Edenton
culturist,
$900; two
two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $600 each; m
in all,
culturist, $900;
$3,600.
Erwin, Tenn.
$3,600.
Erwin
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
fish-culturist,
$1,500; fish-culturist,
(Tennessee) Station:
Erwin (Tennessee)
$900; three
apprentice fish-cultunsts,
fish-cultunsts, at
in all,
all, $4,200.
$4,200.
Fairport, Iowa.
each; in
at $600
$600 each;
three apprentice
$900;
Fairport,
Iowa.
Fairport
Biological Station:
Station: Director
$1,800; superinDirector,' $1,800;
(Iowa) Biological
Fairport (Iowa)
tendent of
$1,500; scientific
scientific assistants-one
assistants-one $1,400, one
fish-culture, $1,500;
of fish-culture,
tendent
$1,200; foreman,
shell expert,
expert, $1,200;
engineer,
clerk, $900; engineer,
$1,200; clerk,
$1,200; shell
foreman, $1,200;
$1,200;
at
fish-culturists, at
$1,000; two
two firemen,
firemen, at
$600 each;
two apprentice
apprentice fish-cultunsts,
each; two
at $600
$1,000;
Glouester Mass.
Ma.s
Gloucester,
$600 each; in all,
all, $12,600.
$12,600.
Gloucester (Massachusetts)
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fish(Massachusetts) Station: Superintendent,
Gloucester
at
cultmist, $900;
fireman, $720;
$720; three
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at
three apprentice
$900; fireman,
culturist,
reen Lake,
Lake Me
Green
Me.
$600 each; in
in all,
all, $4,920.
$4,920.
$1,500;
Superintendent, $
Green
Lake (Maine)
(Maine) Station:
1,
500 ; two fishStation: Superintendent,
Green Lake
culturists, at
at $900
$900 each;
two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at
each;
at $600 each;
each; two
culturists,
Homer, Minn.
Minn.
in
all, $4,500.
$4,500.
in all,
Homer
Station: Superintendent,
foreman,
$1,500; foreman,
Superintendent, $1,500;
(Minnesota) Station:
Homer (Minnesota)
apprentice
$1,200; engineer,
two firemen,
firemen, at
$600 each; two apprentice
at $600
$1,000; two
engineer, $1,000;
$1,200fish-cultunsts, at
all, $6,100.
$6,100.
Key Wst Fa.
at $600
$600 each;
each; in
in all,
fish-cuturists,
Key
West (Florida)
(Florida) Biological
Biological Station:
Superintendent, $1,800;
$1,800; Key West, Fla.
Station: Superintendent,
Key West
engineer,
aid, $900;
$900; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900; two
laboratory aid,
$1,000; laboratory
engineer, $1,000;
Col
apprentice
each; in
in all,
Leadvie
all, $5,800.
at $600
$600 each;
fish-culturists, at
apprentice fish-culturists,
Leadville, Colo.
$1,500; foreman,
Leadville
(Colorado) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500;
Station: Superintendent,
Leadville (Colorado)
$1,200;
two fish-culturists,
at $900
$900 each;
apprentice fish-culttuistsfish-culturistseach; apprentice
fish-culturists, at
$1,200; two
one
cook, $480;
$480; in
all, $6,900.
$6,900.
in all,
each; cook,
at $600
$600 each;
two at
$720, two
one $720,
Louisville
(Kentucky) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; fishKy
ouville, Ky.
fish- Louisville,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Louisville (Kentucky)
fish-culturists, at $600 each; in all,
culturist, $900;
apprentice fish-culturists,
two apprentice
$900; two
culturist,
Mamm
$3,600.
$3,600.
Mammoth Springs
500'Arm
Mammoth
pri ns
k motth Springs,
$1,500;
Superintendent, $1
2
Ark.
Station: Superintendent,
(Arkansas) Station:
Springs (Arkansas)
Mammoth
in
each;
$600
fish-culturists, at
fish-culturist,
$900; three apprentice
apprentice fish-cultunsts,
fish-culturist, $900;
Manchester, Iowa.
all, $4,200.
$4,200.
all,
Manchester (Iowa)
(Iowa) Station:
$1,500; fish-culturist,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Station: Superintendent,
Manchester
$900;
at $600
each; in
in all,
all, $4,200.,
$4,200.
N
$600 each;
fish-culturists, at
apprentice fish-culturists,
three apprentice
$900; three
Nashua, N. H.
00
Nashua (New
(New Hampshire)
Superintendent, $1,5
$1,500;i fishHampshire) Station: Superintendent,
Nashua
culturist,
$900; two
two apprentice
fish-culturists, at $600 each; m all,
apprentice fish-cultunsts,
culturist, $900;
$3,600.
$3 600.
Neosho (Missouri)
(Missouri) Station:
$1,500; fish-culturist,
Mo.
NeohoMO.
fish-culturist, Neosho,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Station: Superintendent,
Neosho
$900;
fish-culturists--one $720, two at $600 each; in all,
apprentice fish-culttuists--one
$900; apprentice
.
.
$4,320.
Northville,
h
e Mich.
Northville (Michigan)
(Michigan) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500; foreman, Northvi ' Mi Station: Superintendent,
Northville
$600
at
$960; fish-culturist,
four apprentice
fish-cultinists,
apprentice fish-culturists,
$900; four
fish-culturist, $900;
$960;
Orangebrg, S.C.
5,760.
each; in all, $5,760.
Orangeburg,
S. C.
gebur
$1,500;
Orangeburg (South
Superintendent, $4500;
Carolina) Station: Superintendent,
(South Carolina)
Orangeburg
fish-culturist,
$900; two
apprentice fish-culttumsts,
fish-cultursts, at $600 each; in
two apprentice
fish-culturist, $900;
Wah.
getSond,
3,600.
all, $3,600.
Puget
Sound, Wash.
$1,200 each; P
Puget Sound
Sound (Washington)
(Washington) Station: Three foremen, at $1,200
Puget
nine apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
each; in
in all,
all, $9,000.
Pt inBay, Ohio.
at $600
$600 each;
$9,000.
fish-culturists, at
nine
Pat
Put in
(Ohio) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500;
in Bay, Ohio.
foreman,
$1,500; foreman,
Station: Superintendent,
Bay (Ohio)
m Bay
Put
each;
$1,000;
two apprentice
fish-culturists, at $600 each;
apprentice fish-culturists,
$960; two
machinist, $960;
$1,000; machinist,
in all,
$4,660.
aint Johnsbry and
in
all, $4,660.
Saint
(Vermont) Station
Station and
and Holden
elt
i,
itt7 burY and
Holden,vbt.
Aux- gr
(Vermont) AuxHolden (Vermont)
Johnsbury (Vermont)
Saint Johnsbury
fish-culturist,
foreman, $1,200;
iliary Station:
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; foreman,
$1,200; fish-culturist,
iliary
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$900;
fish-culturists—one $720,
$720, four
four at $600 each; in all,
apprentice fish-culturists-one
$900; apprentice

San
Marcos, Tex.
Tex.
San Marcos,
sMarcosTe

Saratoga,
Wyo.
Saratoga, Wyo.
Spearfish, S. Dak.

SpearfishS.Da.

Sprin
gville, Utah.
tah.
Sprgvile,

$6,720.
$6,720.
$6,720.
$1,500; foreman,
San
Marcos (Texas)
(Texas) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
San Marcos
$1,200;
fish-culturist, $900;
apprentice fish-culturists,
at $600
fish-culturists, at
three apprentice
$900; three
$1,200; fish-culturist,
each;
$5,400.
all, $5,400.
in all,
each; in

Saratoga (Wyoming)
(Wyoming) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; fish-culfish-culSuperintendent, $1,500;
Saratoga
$3,600.
turist,
at $600
each; in all, $3,600.
$600 each;
fish-culturists, at
apprentice fish-culturists,
two apprentice
$900; two
turist, $900;
$1,500; fishSpearfish (South
Dakota) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500;
Station: Superintendent,
(South Dakota)
Spearfish
culturist,
$900; two
two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at
each; in all,
$600 each;
at $600
culturist, $900;

$3,600.
$3,600

fish-culturist,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Station: Superintendent,
Springville (Utah)
(Utah) Station:
$1,500; fish-cultmist,
Springville
$900;
two
apprentice
fish-cultinists,
at
$600
each;
in
all,
all, $3,600.
$900; two apprentice fish-culturists, at $600 each; in Superintendent,
(Mississippi):
Tupelo
Station,
miss.Allen,
Private
John
Private
John
Allen
(Mississippi)
:
Superintendent
,
John
ate
rivate John Alen,
fish-culturists, at $600
$1,500; fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, $900;
$900; three apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
$1,500;
each;
$4,200.
all, $4,200.
in all,
each; in
Washin
gton, D. D
Aquaria:
Central
Station,
etc.C., "Washington
Washington (District
Central Station
and Aquaria:
Station and
Columbia) Central
of Columbia)
(District of
oetc.
Cen
each;
Superintendent,
$1,500; two apprentice
apprentice fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $720 each;
Superintendent, $1,500;
laborer,
$600; in
in all,
all, $3,540.
$3,540.
laborer, $600;
sr7fhit,e,w,.Svtailyhur
White Sulphur
Virginia) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent,
Sulphur Springs (West Virginia)
White
hitesv.h'r
Sw
fish-culturists, at $600
$1,500;
fish-culturist, $900;
three apprentice fish-culturists,
$900; three
$1,500;fish-culturist,
each; in
all, $4,200.
$4,200.
in all,
Woods Hole, Mass. each;
Woods
(Massachusetts) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500;
Hole (Massachusetts)
Woods Hole
WoodsHole, Ms.
at
machinist,
$960;
two
fish-culturists,
at
$900
firemen, at
machinist, $960; two fish-culturists, at $900 each; three firemen,
$600
each;
four
apprentice
fish-culturists,
at
$600
each;
in
all,
$8,460.
$8,460.
all,
in
each;
$600
at
$600 each; four apprentice fish-culturists,
Wytheville,
Vs.
Wytheville (Virginia) Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500; two fishfishWytheville
Rythevle,Va.
fish-culturists, at $600
culturists,
at
$900
each;
two
apprentice
fish-culturists,
$600 each;
each;
culturists, at $900 each; two
in all, $4,500.
Yes Bay, Alaska.
Yes Bay
(Alaska) Hatchery:
Hatchery: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500; foreman,
Bay (Alaska)
yes
Yes Baylaska
each; three apprentice
$1,200;
two
fish-culttuists
at
$960
apprentice fishfish$1,200; two fish-culturists,
$8,220.
culturists,
at
$900
each;
coo
'
k,
$900;
in
all,
$8,220.
all,
in
$900;
cook,
culturists, at $900 each;
Vessels.
Vesse.
general assistant, $1,400;
Steamer
$1,400;
$2,750; general
Naturalist, $2,750;
Albatross: Naturalist,
Steamer Albatross:
$6,750.
all,
fishery
expert,
$1,400;
in
$6,750.
$1,200;
clerk,
$1,400;
expert,
fishery
Steamer
Master, $1,700;
$1,700; first officer, $1,200; engineer,
Halcyon: Master,
Steamer Halcyon:
$1,400;
assistant
engineer
,
$1,200;
three firemen,
firemen, at $780 each; three
three
$1,200;
$1,400; assistant engineer,
seamen,
at
$810
each;
cook,
$870;
cabin
$600; in
in all,
$11,740.
all, $11,740.
boy, $600;
fisheries ves
ves- seamen, at $810 each; cook, $870; cabin boy,
Alaska fsheies
Alask
for Alaska
sels.
For officers
crew of vessels for
Alaska fisheries service, $26,000.
crew
and
officers
For
sels.
,exAdministration:
Administration
Administration: For expenses of the office
office of
of the
the commissioner,
commissioner,
Administration, expenses.
Ante,
P. 1303.
1303.
including
stationery.,scientific
scientific and reference
periodicals, newsnewsreference books, periodicals,
including stationery,
Ante, p.
telephone service,
telegraph and telephone
papers
for library,
service, repairs
furniture, telegraph
library, furniture
papers for
compensation
to and
heating, lighting,
lighting, and equipment of buildings, compensation
and heating,
to
connected
of temporary
temporary employees,
employees, and all other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses connected
of
therewith,
$11,000.
explai- therewith, $11,000.
Propagation
Propation exp
and
ns.
Propagation of food fishes: For maintenance, equipment,
equipment, and
Propagation
so.
propagation of food fishes
operations of
of fish-cultural
fish-cultural stations,
general propagation
stations, general
operations
maintenance, and reand
their distribution,
distribution, including
movement, maintenance,
including movement,
and their
apparatus,' contingent expairs
purchase of equipment
equipment and apparatus
cars, purchase
of cars,
pairs of
penses,
temporary labor,
labor, and
exceed $10,000
$10,000 for propagation
propagation
not to exceed
and not
penses, temporary
the necessary
and
distribution
of
fresh-water
mussels
and
necessary expenses
expenses
fresh-water
of
and distribution
connected
therewith,
$400,000.
$400,000.
therewith,
connected
of
an
Maintenance
of vessels.
Maintenance of vessels:
maintenance of vessels and launches,
vessels: For maintenance
Maintenance
ses.
apparatus, machinery, and
including purchase
and repair
an
repair of boats, apparatus,
purchase and
including
vessels, and all
other
facilities required
use with the same, hire of vessels,
required for use
other facilities
money
therewith, and money
connection therewith,
other
necessary expenses
expenses in connection
other necessary
accruing from
provisions on board
commutation of rations and provisions
from commutation
accruing
vessels may
may be
be paid
proper vouchers to the persons having charge
paid on proper
vessels
of
the
mess
of
such
vessels,
$120,000.
$120,000.
vessels,
such
eimutaatioanf
Commutation of ra- of the mess of
day) may be paid to
tions,
etc.
Commutation of rations
rations (not
(not to exceed $1 per day)
Commutation
tions, A.
officers
and crews
crews of
of vessels of the Bureau of Fisheries during the
officers and
fiscal
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
year 1922 under regulations
fiscal year
Commerce.
Commerce.
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Food fisheries infsheries inFood
causes of the quiry.
Inquiry
respecting food
food fishes:
For inquiry
the causes
into the
inquiry into
fishes: For
Inquiry respecting
u
for
and
States,
decrease
of
food
fishes
in
the
waters
of
the
United
States,
United
the
of
waters
decrease of food fishes in the
to the aquatic
investigation
respect to
aquatic animals,
in respect
experiments in
and experiments
investigation and
the fishery
plants,
the interests
of fish
fishery
culture and the
fish culture
interests of
in the
waters, in
and waters,
plants, and
reports,
industries, including
including expenses
expenses of
of reports,
preparation of
and preparation
travel and
of travel
mdustries,
$45,000.
$45,000.
Statistical Inquiry.
Statistical
inquiry: For
of statistics
statistics of Statisticalnquiry.
compilation of
and compilation
collection and
For collection
Statistical inquiry:
the fisheries
and the
the study
study of
of their
including
relations, including
and relations,
methods and
their methods
fisheries and
the
expenses in
travel and
reports and
necessary expenses
other necessary
all other
and all
of reports
preparation of
and preparation
travel
connection therewith,
therewith, $20,000.
$20,000.
connection
Sponge fisheries.
prottngishees.
sponge fisheries,
Sponge
For protecting
protecting the
the sponge
fisheries, including
including Protecting,
fisheries: For
etc.
Sponge fisheries:
Vol.
38, p.
p. 692.
692.
employment of
of inspectors,
inspectors, watchmen,
watchmen, and
and temporary
assistants, Vol. 38,
temporary assistants,
employment
sponges and
seized sponges
hire of
boats, rental
of office
storage, care
of seized
care of
and storage,
office and
rental of
of boats,
hire
other property,
travel, and
all other
other expenses
expenses necessary
necessary to carry out
and all
property, travel,
other
1914, to regulate the sponge
the
the Act
August 15,
15, 1914,
of August
Act of
of the
provisions of
the provisions
fisheries, $3,000.
$3,000.
Alasgeneralser
fisheries,
Alaska,
general service.
of Alaska,
Alaska, ice.
Alaska,
service: For
For protecting
protecting the
the seal
seal fisheries
fisheries of
general service:
Alaska, general
Seal fisheries protecprote
SeOafioshetes
necessities tion,
including the
furnishing of
of food,
fuel, clothing,
clothing, and
and other
other necessities
food, fuel,
the furnishing
food to natives,
including
etc.
transportation etc.
Alaska, transportation
of _Alaska,
of
to the
natives of
of the
Pribilof Islands
Islands of
the Pribilof
the natives
life to
of life
of
supplies to
to and
and from
expenses of
of travel
of agents and
travel of
islands, expenses
the islands,
from the
of supplies
other
employees and
and subsistence
subsistence while
on said
islands, -hire and
said islands,
while on
other employees
maintenance
all expenses
expenses necessary
necessary to
3.
out Vol. 36, p. 326.
carry out
to carry
for all
and for
vessels, and
of vessels,
maintenance of
3 326
the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled ""An
Act to
to protect
protect the
fisheries
the seal fisheriesV
An Act
the provisions
and
of
purposes," approved
21, 1910,
1910, and
April 21,
approved April
other purposes,"
for other
and for
Alaska, and
of Alaska,
including travel, hire of
Alaska, including
fisheries of Alaska
for
the protection
of the
the fisheries
protection of
for the
labor, and all other necessary
boats,
of temporary
necessary extemporary labor,
employment of
boats, employment
penses
therewith, $165,000.
$165,000.
connected therewith,
penses connected
station
Auar
Sa
u
rVIc
la%r1
V
tliTion at
at
quarters A
of quarters
Saratoga
(Wyoming) fish
construction of
For construction
hatchery: For
fish hatchery:
Saratoga (Wyoming)
creek.
age Creek.
for
and for
for establishment
auxiliary Sage
of auxiliary
equipment of
and equipment
establishment and
employees, and
for employees,
station at
at Sage
Creek, $10,000.
$10,000.
Sage Creek,
station

STANDARDS.
BUREAU OF
OF STANDARDS.
BUREAU

Testing
large scales:
railroad
scales: For investigation and testing of railroad
of large
Testing of
track
scales,
elevator
scales, and
and other scales used in weighing comscales,
elevator
scales,
track
modities for
interstate shipments
equipment and
shipments and to secure equipment
for interstate
modities
assistance
for
testing
the
scales
used
Government
in its transGovernment
the
by
used
scales
the
testing
for
assistance
actions
with the
as post office, navy yard, and customsuch as
public, such
the public,
actions with
house scales,
scales, and
for the
cooperating with the States in
purpose of cooperating
the purpose
and for
house
securing
the weights
and measures
measures laws
laws and in the
weights and
in the
uniformity in
securing uniformity
services in the District of
methods
inspection, including
including personal
personal services
of inspection,
methods of
Columbia
$40,000.
the field, $40,000.
m the
Columbia and m
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
LABOR.
DEPARTMENT
STATIONS.
IMMIGRATION
IMMIGRATION STATIONS.

Ellis Island,
York:
Island, New York:
Ellis
For new
new service
pumps for
for water
installation,
including installation,
supply, including
water supply,
service pumps
For
$11,000;
$11,000;
$7,500;
For repairing
repairing ferry
landi
$7,500;
bridge at Ellis Island landing,
ferry bridge
For
Numbered Three,
For grading and
concrete sidewalks, Island 'Numbered
Three,
and concrete
For
$4,000;
For renewals
renewals to plumbing
plumbing equipment, Island Numbered One,
For
includi
g installation, $20,000;
$20,000;
including
For
elevator in
in administration
contagious diseases
administration building, contagious
an elevator
For an
hospital
group, including
including installation, $12,500;
$12,500;
hospital group,
In all, $55,000.
$55,000.

Standards Bureau.
Bureau.
Standards

scales.
Testing large scales.
Testing

Department of
of LaLaDepartment
bor.

Immigrant stations.

Ellis
Ellis Island.
Improvements and
Improvements
repairs.
repars.
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For enforcement
enforcement of
immigration of aliens into
of the
the laws regulating immigration
For
the
United
States,
including
the
contract-labor
laws; cost
of reports
reports
cost of
laws;
contract-labor
the
including
States,
United
the
of the Federal
of
decisions of
Federal courts, and digests thereof, for the use of
of decisions
the
General of
Immigration; salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses of
of Immigration;
Commissioner General
the Commissioner
all
officers,
clerks,
and
employees
appointed
to
enforce
said laws,
laws,
said
enforce
to
appointed
employees
and
clerks,
all officers,
Per diem subsistence.
allowed pursuant
Vol. 38,
p. 680.
including per
lieu of
subsistence when
when allowed
pursuant to
of subsistence
in lieu
diem in
per diem
including
8,psstence.
Pol.
section
Sundry Civil
Civil Appropriation
August
approved August
Act approved
Appropriation Act
the Sundry
of the
13 of
section 13
of the provisions of the Act of February 5,
Vol.
p. 874;
874; Vol. 1,
1, 1914;
enforcement of
1914; enforcement
39, p.
Vol. 39,
40, p. 542.
immigration of aliens
regulate the immigration
1917,
entitled "An
p.542.
1917, entitled
"An Act to regulate
aliens to and
the residence
residence of
of aliens
United States,"
amendatory
and Acts amendatory
States,' and
the United
in the
aliens in
the
Ante, p.
p. 1305.
thereof; necessary
necessary supplies,
supplies, including exchange of typewriting
thereof;
1305.
Ante,
authormachines, alterations,
alterations, and
repairs ' and
and for
for all
all other
other expenses
expenses authorand repairs,
e o machines,
Chinese
exclusion,
etc. iese
ized by
by said
preventing the unlawful entry of Chinese into the
Act; preventing
said Act;
cuson, ized
United
States, by
the appointment
suitable officers
officers to
to enforce
enforce the
of suitable
appointment of
by the
United States,
to
laws
in
relation
thereto
'•
expenses
of
returning
China
all
Chinese
returning
of
expenses
thereto;
in
relation
laws
persons
found to
unlawfully in
in the
the United
States, including
cost
including the cost
United States,
be unlawfully
to be
persons found
of
imprisonment and
and actual
expenses
of conveyance
conveyance of
Chinese persons
persons
Chinese
of
of
expenses
actual
imprisonment
of
Refunding head tax,
to the
the frontier
frontier or seaboard
deportation; refunding of head tax and
seaboard for deportation;
Reunding headta. to
conclusively
showing conclusively
maintenance
bills upon
upon presentation
'Presentation of
evidence showing
of evidence
maintenance bills
that collection
was made
through error
Government officers; all to
error of Government
made through
collection was
that
$3,000,000:
of Labor,
be
expended under
under the
Secretary of
Labor, $3,000,000:
of the
the Secretary
direction of
the direction
be expended
rovisos.
Provisos.
That the purchase,
Vehicles
Dis- Prowled,
purchase, use, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of
of
Provided, That
outsideDisVehclesoutside
enforcement of the immithe enforcement
in the
required in
motor vehicles
trict of
Colu
horse
and motor
vehicles required
horse and
ofColaumia.
gration
Chinese-exclusion laws outside of the District of
and Chinese-exclusion
gration and
and the cost thereof
Columbia may
thereof paid from the
contracted for and
be contracted
may be
Columbia
appropriation for
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
those laws,
under such terms
laws, under
of those
appropriation
and
conditions as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor may
prescribe: Provided
Provided
may prescribe:
as the
conditions
and
Limi.
Limitation.
herein
further, That
not more
more than
than $12,000
$12,000 of
of the
sum appropriated
appropriated herein
the sum
That not
imitato. further,
may be
expended in
the purchase
purchase and
maintenance of
of such
motor
such motor
and maintenance
in the
be expended
may
for
appropriation herein made for
sre
Ehla ding a
lien an- vehicles:
further, That
That the
the appropriation
Provided further,
vehicles: Provided
alen
arEhlssud
immigration laws shall be available
the enforcement
Vol. 40, p. 1012.
enforcement of the immigration
available for
Ante, pp. 593, 1008.
nte,pp.3,00.
ca
ing out
the provisions
carrying
out the
provisions of
of the Act entitled "An Act to exclude
States aliens who are members of the
United
from the
and
and expel from
anarchistic
similar classes,"
October 16,
16, 1918, and Acts
approved October
classes," approved
and similar
anarchistic and
amendatory thereof.
thereof.
amendatory
mitted
Reimbursement
for inspecting
Nothing in
in the
proviso contained
contained in
the Legislative,
Executive,
Legislative, Executive,
in the
the proviso
Nothing
istig per.
for
mitted
augAct of March 3, 1917, relative to au
Appropriation
Judicial
and
aliens
contiguous and
Judicial Appropriation
"
in contiguous
aens in
territory.
shall
sources
outside
from
officials
of Government
Government officials from outside sources shill
salaries of
Vol. 39,
menting salaries
n16.
menting
9, p. 1106.
Vol
officials
prevent
receiving reimbursements
reimbursements for services of immigration officials
prevent receiving
contiguous territory,
the inspection
incident
inspection of aliens in foreign
foreign contiguous
to the
incident to
and such
such reimbursement
credited to the appropriation,
appropriation,
shall be credited
reimbursement shall
and
Expenses of
immigration."
regulating immigration."
of regulating
""Expenses
Cal"' National
National
For refund on transit bond erroneously
declared forfeited
For
aleico
Bank.
erroneously- declared
forfeited and
Refund.
collected from the Calexico National Bank, Calexico,
Calexico, California, $500.
$500.
costs
California, of court
San Francisco,
Chin
Fong,
refund
to
For
Chn Fong.
Chin
For
refund
to
Chin
Fong,
San
Francisco,
California,
court
Refund.
White, Commissioner
in the
the case
case of
Commissioner of Immigration,
Immigration, versus
versus
of Edward
Edward White,
in
Chin Fong, the said costs being assessed against the United
United States
Chin Fong by decree
in
decree of the United States Supreme
in favor of said Chin
Court,
$35.25.
Court, $35.25.
Faliir s hi
.
the
with the
deposited with
For
to Falik
Schimmer of
of $170.50
$170.50 deposited
Falik Schimmer
For refund
refund to
r.
Fali Scim
Refund.
commissioner of
behalf
immigration, Ellis Island, New York, in behalf
of immigration,
commissioner
Malke and Eidel Schimmer,
of his
daughters, Malke
Schimmer said sum having
two daughters,
of
his two
Department to the credit
been erroneously
Treasury Department
credit
into the Treasury
covered into
erroneously covered
been
of
miscellaneous receipts,
receipts, $170.50.
$170.50.
of miscellaneous
assessed and
and CornFor refund
and collected
collected
erroneously assessed
fine erroneously
immigration fine
of immigration
refund of
For
GadansadCmN. Galanos
Refand.
Refund.
from N. Galanos
Galanos and Company, agents National Steam Navigation
Navigation
Greece, $240.
Company
Company of Greece,
Enforcing laws
laws regureguEnforcing
lating
of
admission of
lating admission
aliens.
aliens.
Ante,
p. 1008.
Ant, p.
1008.

mbia.
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Naturalization
Naturalization
reau.

Bu-

Pay of examiners,
For compensation,
be fixed
fixed by
Secretary of Labor, of exam- interpyretxamners,e
interpreters, clerksthe Secretary
by the
to be
compensation, to
For
c
etc.
iners,
interpreters, clerks,
clerks, and stenographers,
stenographers, for the purpose of et iners, interpreters,

carrying
on the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Naturalization
provided for
ol
3, p.
p 5
V 34,
for Vol.
Naturalization,' provided
of the
work of
the work
carrying on
596; Vol.
573;
Vol.
40,, P.
p.
by
Act approved
June 29,
29, 1906,
1906, as amended
amended by the Act approved
approved 37, p. 736; vol.
approved June
the Act
by the
542.
March
(Statutes at
volume 37,
37, page 736), and May 542Large, volume
at Large,
1913 (Statutes
4, 1913
March 4,
9, 1918
1918 (Statutes
Large, volume
volume 40,
40, pages
inclusive),
542 to 548, inclusive),
pages 542
at Large,
(Statutes at
9,
Services in the Disin the DistServces
including
not to
to exceed
for personal
in the
District trict.
the District
services in
personal services
$50,000 for
exceed $50,000
including not
t
of
Columbia,
and
for
their
actual
necessary
traveling
expenses
while
expenses
traveling
necessary
actual
their
for
and
of Columbia,
absent from
their official
stations including
including street car fare on official Per diem subsistence.
official stations,
from their
absent
business
at
official
stations,
together
with per
per diem
in lieu of sub- Perdiesubsistence
diem in
with
together
stations,
business at official
Vol. 38, p. 680.
Sundry Civil Vol. 38,p.
sistence, when
allowed pursuant
pursuant to
13 of
of the
the Sundry
section 13
to section
when allowed
sistence,
Appropriation
Act approved
approved August
August 1,
1914, and
for such per diem
and for
1, 1914,
Appropriation Act
together with
necessary traveling
traveling expenses of officers and
actual necessary
with actual
together
employees of
the Bureau
Washington while
Naturalization in Washington
of Naturalization
Bureau of
of the
employees
absent
on official
official duty
outside of the District
District of Columbia; telegrams,
duty outside
absent on
verifications
papers, telephone
telephone service in offices outside of
legal papers,
of legal
verifications of
the
Columbia; not
not to
exceed $13,400
rent of
offices
of offices
for rent
$13,400 for
to exceed
of Columbia;
District of
the District
outside
of the
of Columbia
Columbia where
where suitable
suitable quarters
quarters can not Assistance to clerks
District of
the District
outside of
to clerks
of ofAsorsta
13 of
be
buildings; carrying
into effect
effect section
section 13
carrying into
public buildings;
in public
courts.
obtained in
be obtained
34, p. 600; V oL
34, p. 60; VoL
the
Act of
of June
1906 (Thirty-fourth
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
page 600),
600), as
as 36,Vol.
Vol.
Statutes, page
29, 1906
June 29,
the Act
pp. 765, 830.
i8i.
Vol. 40,, pp.
p. 171.
amended by
Act approved June 25, 1910 (Thirty-sixth Statutes, v36'l
by the Act
amended
page
in accordance
accordance with
Sundry
the provisions of the Sundry
with the
and in
765), and
page 765),
etc.
Witneess,etc.
Civil
Act of
12, 1917;
mileage and fees to witnesses Witnesses,
for mileage
and for
1917; and
June 12,
of June
Civil Act
expenditures from
subpcenaed
on behalf of the United States, the expenditures
subpoenaed on
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
the manner and under
under such
in the
made in
be made
this
regulations
as the
Secretary of
prescribe, $550,000: Pro
Labor may prescribe,
of Labor
the Secretary
regulations as
Proviso.
Assistants to clerks
Provided, That
That no
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall be available for ofAssistnt
part of
no part
Provided,
United States
the compensation
to clerks
of United
States courts.
courts.
Stded.s
courts,
ed
court, excluded.
United States
clerks of
of assistants
assistants to
compensation of
the
UNITED
UNITED

STATES
HOUSING
STATES HOUSING

CORPORATION.
CORPORATION.

Housing
Housing
tion.

Corpora-

Corpora-

Ditrietof
District Columbia
Salaries:
clerks, and
and other
employees in
in the
c oSlaiein
lahiri3
i
es
District
of
the District
other employees
officers, clerks,
For officers,
Salaries: For
for specified
of
Columbia necessary
to collect
collect and
for the
receipts from
diXtiuems. ut, for specified
from duties.
the receipts
account for
and account
necessary to
of Columbia
the sale
sale of
of properties
the receipts
receipts from the operation of unsold
unsold
and the
properties and
the
properties
of the
the United
United States
States Housing
Housing Corporation,
Corporation, the
the Bureau
Bureau
properties of
of
and Transportation,
commandeered
Transportation, property commandeered
Housing and
Industrial Housing
of Industrial
by
States through
through the
the Department
Department of Labor, and to
United States
the United
by the
collect
the amounts
amounts advanced
to transportation
facilities and others, Proriso.
transportation facilities
advanced to
collect the
restriction.
$70,000: Provided,
no person
person shall
shall be
pyetriction.
hereunder Pay
employed hereunder
be employed
That no
Provided, That
$70,000:
at a
of compensation
compensation exceeding
$5,000 per
annum and only one
per annum
exceeding $5,000
rate of
a rate
at
person may
may be
be employed at that rate;
person
Contingent expenses.
expese
Conti 11 ent expenses:
For contingent
contingent and
and miscellaneous
expenses Contingent
miscellaneous expenses
expenses: For
Contingent
of the
the offices
oII ces at
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
including purColumbia, including
at Washington,
of
chase of
of blank
books, maps,
maps, stationery,
stationery.,file cases, towels, ice,
ice, brooms,
blank books,
chase
service;
so!tp,.
freight
and
express
telegraph
and
telephone
service;
charges;
express
soap, freight and
printing
binding,- and
and all
all other
neces-miscellaneous items and neces
other miscellaneous
and binding;
printing and
sary expenses
foregoing, and
and necessary
collect
to collect
necessary to
the foregoing,
in the
included in
not included
expenses not
sary
moneys and
loans due
the corporation,
$15,000;
due the
corporation, $15,000;
and loans
moneys
Appraisal expenses.
Appraisal: For
cost of
of appraisal
under contract
loans made
made Arai epenss.
contract loans
appraisal under
the cost
For the
Appraisal:
to
facilities, $10,000;
Collections
fr o m
colletions from
$10,000;
to expedite
expedite transportation
transportation facilities,
salesrentals
of real sales,
Collections: For
For the
of money
money due
from the
sale of
rentals, etc.
the sale
due from
collection of
the collection
Collections:
and other
other property
property under
approved July
July 19,
19, Ante
224'
P-224
At, ,13Act approved
the Act
of the
provision of
the provision
under the
and
1919,
the collection
rentals from
from unsold properties, including
of rentals
collection of
1919, the
necessary office
of the District of Columoutside of
expenses outside
travel expenses
and travel
office and
necessary
bia, $35,000;
$35,000;
Hotel for Govebia,
Washington,
Government hotel
for Governmer
l
i
o
t
t
V
or t
r
rs,7)7c7
D.C. worers,
Govern- ment
hotel for
Columbia, Government
District'of Columbia,
Washington, Districeof
ment workers:
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
and management
of Maintenance.
maintenance.
management of
For maintenance,
workers: For
ment
the
hotel and
restaurants therein,
including replacement
equipreplacement of equiptherein, including
and restaurants
the hotel
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ment,
personal services,
services, and
and printing,
Provided, That
no
That no
$960,000: Provided,
printing, $960,000:
ment, personal
person
shall
be
employed
hereunder
at
a
rate
of
compensation
compensation
of
rate
a
at
hereunder
employed
be
shall
person
y
exceeding
only one
one person
employed
be employed
may be
person may
and only
annum, and
per annum,
$5,000 per
exceeding $5,000
at that
rate;
at
that rate;
Maintenance, of un-r
unproperty: To maintain and repair
unsold property:
Maintenance,
repair houses,
Maintenance, unsold
sMantePnarne,
sold property.
buildings,
and
improvements,
which
are
unsold,
$10,000;
buildings, and improvements, which are unsold, $10,000;
Miscellaneous
For expenses
expenses incident
incident to
foreclosing mortgages,
conducting sales
sales
mortgages, conducting
to foreclosing
For
e-exelneous
penses.
s
under deeds
or reacquiring;
title or
possession of real property
or possession
reacquiring title
trust, or
of trust,
deeds of
under
under default
default proceedings,
proceedings, including
fees,
witness fees,
fees, witness
attorney fees,
including attorney
under
court
costs,
charges,
and
other
miscellaneous
expenses,
$10,000:
$10,000:
expenses,
miscellaneous
other
and
charges,
costs,
court
o
Proviso.
United States
States Housing
is hereby
hereby
Corporation is
Housing Corporation
the United
Allowance
That the
Provided, That
equi Provided,
Allowace oof equitable
els‘ima
equitable claim in any collection
authorized
tableaims.
authorized to allow as an offset any equitable
collection
made
or any
thereof.
subdivision thereof.
political subdivision
any political
State or
any State
against any
made against
Direction
of expend"United States
made herein under the title "United
The appropriations
appropriations made
The
expendDirection of
itures.
Housing
Corporation" shall
expenditure by the
be available for expenditure
shall be
Housing Corporation"
res.
agency or
or agencies
of the
jurisdiction of
of the
having jurisdiction
service having
public service
the public
agencies of
agency
affairs
of the
the said
corporation;
said corporation;
affairs of
Proviso.
In all,
no part
of the
the appropriations
appropriations
part of
That no
Provided, That
$1,110,000: Provided,
all, $1,110,000:
In
Use of former approUsoformeraproheretofore made
made and
and available
available for
for expenditure
expenditure by
by the
the United
States
priations
restricted.
United States
heretofore
pristonsreticted.
Housing
Corporation
shall
be
expended
for
the
purposes
which
which
for
purposes
the
for
expended
be
shall
Corporation
Housing
appropriations are
are made
made herein.
appropriations
Proviso.
Proviso.

Pay restriction.

Employment
service.
Employment service.
Maintenance of natiotenea
tional
employment
offices.
Expenses designate d.

ofyment

offies.

Expesesdesignated.

Per diem subsistence.

W.
Perdiemsb,
Vol. SS, p. 680.

vol. 3p

680.

Legislative.
Legislative.
Statement of appro-

EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE.
SERVICE.

develop
To
enable the
the Secretary
of Labor
Labor to
foster, promote,
to develop
promote, to
to foster,
Secretary of
To enable

the welfare
the wage
their
of the United States, to improve their
earners of
wage earners
of the
the
welfare of
working conditions,
conditions, to advance
advance their opportunities
opportunities for profitable
profitable
employment by
national system of employment
employment
a national
maintaining a
by maintaining
employment
offices,
and to
coordinate the
public employment
throughout
offices throughout
employment offices
the public
to coordinate
offices, and
information as to opportuthe
publishing information
and publishing
furnishing and
by furnishing
country by
the country
a system for clearing
nities
for employment
employment and
maintaining a
clearing labor
by maintaining
and by
nities for
between
several States, including
including personal
personal services in the District
District
the several
between the
necessary traveling
of
and elsewhere,
their actual necessary
elsewhere, and for their
Columbia and
of Columbia

expenses while
from their
official station,
together with
their
with their
station, together
their official
absent from
while absent
expenses

per
pursuant to section 13
lieu of subsistence, when allowed pursuant
in lieu
diem in
per diem
1914;
approved August 1
1, 1914;
Appropriation Act approved
Sundry Civil Appropriation
of the Sundry
supplies
equipment, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone service,
service, and printsupplies and equipment,
binding, $225,000.
ing and
and binding,

LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

preparation, under the
of appropriations:
priations. Oent of appro
Statement of
appropriations: For preparation,
the direcdirecStatement
prSat
the Senate and House
For
third session
ti
on o
the C
ommittees on Appropriations
House
Appropriations of the
Committees
offthe
of tion
esion of
For third
sixty-sixth
Congress.
session of the
the third
the statements
of the
. of
of Representatives,
th Co
Representatives, of
statements for
for the
third session of the
offices
Sixty-sixth
appropriations made, new offices
showing appropriations
Congress, showing
Sixty-sixth Congress,
created,
salaries of which
have been omitted, increased,
increased, or
or
the salaries
whichhave
created, offices
offices the
reduced, indefinite
appropriations, and contracts authorized, toindefinite appropriations,
reduced,
appropriation bills,
gether
chronological history of the regular appropriation
gether with aachronological
designated by
as required
$4,000, to
persons designated
to be paid to the persons
law, $4,000,
by law,
as
required by
chairmen
of
said
committees
to
to do
do the work.
of
said
committees
the
chairmen
Capitol police.
supplying uniforms to Capitol
Capitol police: For purchasing and supplying
cpolpice.
Uniforms.
police, $4,000,
$4,000, one-half to be disbursed
disbursed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate
and
one-half by
by the
of the
the House
House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
the Clerk
Clerk of
and one-half
Additional
force for
Protection
the Capitol:
additional uniformed
uniformed police
Capitol: For an additional
of the
Protection of
Capitolet
protecting
Pro
tecting Capitol,ete.
protection of the Capitol Building and Grounds, the
force for the protection
Senate and
Office Buildings,
the Capitol power plant,
and
plant, and
and the
Buildings, and
and House
House Office
Senate
$15,000
for
incident thereto, $15,00%
each and every item incident
for emergencies,
emergencies, and each
disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate and one-half
one-half
one-half to be disbursed
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by
the Clerk
of the
the House
Provided, That
by the
Clerk of
House of
of Representatives:
Representatives: Provided,
That the
the Proviso.
roiotment.
appointment
herein provided
be made
by the
the Appointments.
made by
shall be
provided shall
positions herein
to the
the positions
appointment to
Sergeants
at Arms
of the
the two
Superintendent of the
the
two Houses and the Superintendent
Arms of
Sergeants at
Capitol
account
shall be made solely on account
and shall
Grounds, and
and Grounds,
Building and
Capitol Building
of
and special
special qualifications.
Senate
of efficiency
efficiency and
qualifications.
enate kitchens
kitchens and
and
Senate, contingent
contingent expenses:
expenses: For
equip- restaurants.
improvements, equiprepairs, improvements,
For repairs,
Senate,
for Senate
Senate kitchens and restaurants, Capitol
supplies for
ment, and supplies
Building
and Senate
including personal and other
other
Building, including
Office Building,
Senate Office
Building and
services,
to be
from the
contingent fund
fund of the Senate,
Senate,
the contingent
expended from
be expended
services, to
under
under the supervision of the Committee on Rules, United States
Senate,
Senate, $35,000.
For the
the Capitol:
Capitol: For
For continuing
continuing the
the work
restoring the
Restoring
wall
wing
e decoSenat
rations,
Senate
the decoradecora- ration,
work of
of restoring
For
tion
on
the
walls
of
the
first-floor
corridors
in
the
Senate
wing
of
the
corridors.
of
wing
Senate
in
the
corridors
first-floor
the
of
walls
tion on the
Capitol,
be expended
expended under
under the
the direction
of the
the Superintendent
Superintendent
direction of
to be
Capitol, to
of the
the Capitol
Building and
and Grounds,
Grounds, $5,000.
Capitol Building
of
For shelving
shelving and
and file
for the
document room, includLOOM.
Senate
Document
Document
includ- rOOSat
Senate document
the Senate
boxes for
file boxes
For
Shelving,etc.
ing
expenses incident
incident to
to the
installation of Shelving,
etc.
the installation
and expenses
services and
personal services
ing personal
same,
the direction
supervision of
and supervision
direction and
under the
expended under
to be
be expended
$4,000, to
same, $4,000,
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of the
Building and
and Grounds.
Grounds.
Capitol Building
the Capitol
the
Senate
Office Building:
Building: For
Office Build
Buildg.
items and iinSenate
miscellaneous items
For maintenance,
maintenance, miscellaneous
Senate Office
Maintenance.
supplies,
and for
for all
necessary personal
personal and
and other
other services for the Maintenance.
all necessary
supplies, and
care and
operation of
Senate Office
under the
direction
the direction
Building, under
Office Building,
the Senate
of the
care
and operation
and supervision
supervision of
Committee on Rules, $50,000.
the Senate
Senate Committee
of the
and
Furniture,
etc.
u
etc.
For
furniture for the Senate Office Building and for labor and mateFor furniture
rial incident
incident thereto
repairs thereof,
thereof, window shades, awnings,
and repairs
thereto and
rial
carpets, glass
windows and
and bookcases,
bookcases, desk
window venlamps, window
desk lamps,
for windows
glass for
carpets,
tilators, name
doors and committee tables, electric fans,
plates for doors
name plates
tilators,
fort11 , $5,000.
$5,000.
Hoe
Oic Buildand so forth,
House Office
BuildHouse
Office Building:
For maintenance,
maintenance, including
miscellaneous g.Hog Oe B
including miscellaneous
Building: For
House Office
items, and
and for
all necessary
$76,000.
inmaitaenance.
maintean.
services, $76,000.
necessary services,
for all
items,
Capitol
power plant:
plant: For
For lighting
lighting the
the Capitol,
Capitol, Senate
Senate and
House Capital
power plant.
Mainteplant.
Maintenance.
and House
Capitol power
Office Buildings,
Congressional Library Building and the grounds
Buildings, and Congressional
Office
about
same, Coast
Station group
Geodetic Survey, the Umon Station
and Geodetic
Coast and
the same,
about the
of
temporary housing,
housing, Botanic Garden, Senate stables and engine
of temporary
house, House
stables, Maltby
Maltby Building,
folding and
and storage rooms
rooms
and folding
Building, and
House stables,
house,
of
of superintendent
$1,600
at the rate of $1,600
of meters, at
superintendent of
pay of
the Senate;
Senate; pay
of the
per
as and
electric meters
meters of the
the Governand electric
all gas
inspect all
shall inspect
who shall
annum, who
per annum,
ment in
in the
compensation;
additional compensation;
without additional
Columbia without
of Columbia
District of
the District
ment
for necessary
services; and for materials and labor
personal and other services;
for
necessary personal
in connection
connection with
maintenance and
and operation
heating,
operation of the heating,
the maintenance
with the
in
lighting, and
power plant
plant and
and substations
therewith,
connected therewith,
substations connected
and power
lighting,
$111,000.
Operating supplles.
supplies.
$1l1,000.
Opeting
advertising for the power plant
For fuel, oil, and cotton waste, and advertising
which furnishes
furnishes heat
heat and
light for
for the
the Capitol
Capitol and
and congressional
congressional
and light
which
buildings
and other
the foregoing
foregoing paragraph,,
paragraph,
buildings and
other buildings
buildings specified
specified in
in the
e
$200,000.
This and
the three
three foregoing
foregoing appropriations
shall 130
Puaetc etc.
be Purchases,
appropriations shall
and the
$200,000. This
expended
of the
the Capitol
Capitol Building
Building and
and Grounds
Superintendent of
by the
the Superintendent
expended by
under
the supervision
supervision and
direction of
of the
commission in
in control
Vol. 34,
1365.
p. 136.
3a, p.
of vol.
control of
the commission
and direction
under the
the
Building, appointed
Act approved
March Vol. 36,
36, p.
p. 531.
531.
approved March
the Act
under the
appointed under
Office Building,
House Office
the House
4, 1907,
and without
without reference
to section
section 4
the Act
Act approved
June
approved June
of the
4 of
reference to
1907, and
4,
Reimbursement for
17,
1910, concerning
for executive
executive departments.
Reimbursement
departments.
purchases for
concerning purchases
17, 1910,
The Department
the Interior,
the Coast
Coast and
supplied.
urrent supplied.
Survey, current
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
Interior, the
of the
The
Department of
and the
Station group
housing shall reimburse
temporary housing
of temporary
group of
Union Station
the Union
and
the Capitol
year
the fiscal year
during the
supplied during
current supplied
for current
plant for
power plant
Capitol power
the
1922
and the
the amounts
so reimbursed
credited to the approapproshall be credited
reimbursed shall
amounts so
1922 and
priations
for the
available for
the purposes
purposes named
for the
be available
and be
plant and
the said
said plant
priations for
therein.
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OFFICE.
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
PRINTING OFFIC
E.
GOVERNMENT

Print-

PUBLIC PRINTING
BINDING.
AND BINDING.
PRINTING AND
PUBLIC
Public Printer, puragenterks
ublchasing
chasing
agent, clerks,
etc.
etc.

Deputy
Public
Printer, clerks, etc.

Office of
Public Printer:
Printer, $6,000;
purchasing agent,
$6,000; purchasing
Public Printer,
Printer: Public
of Public
Office
purchasing
$3,600; chief
$2,500; assistant
assistant purchasing
$2,750; accountant, $2,500;
clerk, $2,750;
chief clerk,
$3,600;
agent,
$2,500;
cashier
and
paymaster,
$2,500;
clerk
in
charge of
in
clerk
$2,500;
paymaster,
and
cashier
agent, $2,500;
Congressional Record
at the
Capitol, $3,000;
$3,000; private
secretary,
private secretary,
the Capitol,
Record at
Congressional
$2,500;
assistant
accountant,
$2,250;
chief
timekeeper,
$2,000;
$2,000;
timekeeper,
chief
$2,250;
$2,500; assistant accountant,
paying
teller, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—four
of class four,
each, ten of
$2,000 each,
at $2,000
clerks-four at
paying teller,
thirteen of
twelve of
of class
class two,
of class
fifteen
class one, fifteen
ten of
two, ten
three, twelve
class three,
of class
thirteen
at
$1,000
each,
six
at
$900
each;
paymaster's
guard,
$1,000;
door$1,000;
guard,
paymaster's
each;
$900
at $1,000 each, six at
keeper—chief $1,200,
$1,200, one
one $1,200,
five assistants
$1,000 each; two
assistants at $1,000
$1,200, five
keeper-chief
messengers,
at $840
$840 each;
delivery men-chief
men—chief $1,200,
$1,200, five at $950
$950
each; delivery
messengers, at
each;
telephone
switchboard
operator,
$720;
three
assistant
telephone
assistant
three
$720;
operator,
switchboard
each; telephone
$420
switchboard operators,
at $600
$600 each;
boys, at $420
messenger boys,
seven messenger
each; seven
operators, at
switchboard
each. in
all $149,090.
$149,090.
in all,
each;
— 2.

Office of
of Deputy
Public Printer:
$4,500;
Printer: Deputy Public Printer, $4,500;
Deputy Public
Office
clerks—one
of
class
three,
one of
of class
class two,
two, one
one $840; messenger,
clerks-one of class three, one
$840;
$9,180.
all, $9,180.
in all,
$840; in
fore.
Watch force.
Watch
Watch
force: Captain,
two lieutenants,
lieutenants, at $900
$900 each;
each;
$1,200; two
Captain, $1,200;
Watch force:
atchorce.
fifty-seven
watchmen; in
in all,
$44,040.
all, $44,040.
watchmen;
fifty-seven
Holidays.
Holidays:
To enable
the Public
Public Printer
Printer to comply with the provienable the
das: To
oHoliday
Hla
sions of
of the
law granting
holidays and
Executive order granting
the Executive
and the
granting holidays
the law
sions
half
holidays
with
pay
to
the
employees
of
the Government
Government Printing
the
of
employees
the
to
half holidays with pay
Office,
$300,000.
Office, $300,000.
Leaves of absence.
Leaves of
Printer to comply with
absence: To enable the Public Printer
of absence:
Leaves
Leavs ofabsence.
the
provisions
of
the
law
granting
thirty
days'
annual
annual leave to the
days'
thirty
granting
law
the
of
the provisions
$560,000.
Office,
Printing
Public printing and employees
of
the
Government
Printing
Office,
$5
60
,
000 .
Government
the
of
employees
i n tin g and
Ii or public
public printing,
printing, public
public bin,
paper for public printing
and paper
binding, and
For
binding.
binrnge pr
Aggregate amounts. and binding, including the cost of prmting
printing the debates
Aggegateamonts.
debates and proceedfor lithographing,
and
ings
Congress in
in the
Record,
Congressional Record,
the Congressional
of Congress
ings of
Congress,
mapping,
and
engraving,
for
both
Houses
of
the Supreme
Houses
both
for
engraving,
mapping, and
Court
of the
States, the
Supreme Court of the District of
the Supreme
United States,
the United
Court of
Columbia, the
Court of
Customs Appeals,
the Court of Claims, the
the
Appeals, the
of Customs
the Court
Columbia,
Smithsonan Institution, the Interstate
Library of
of Congress, the Smithsonian
Library
Commerce
Commission, the International
International Bureau
Bureau of American
American
Commerce Commission,
Republics
the
Executive
Office
th(3
United
States Geographic
Geographic
the Executive Office, the United States
Republics,
Office salaries and
compensation, or wages
departments; for
wages of
salaries, compensation,
for s'alaries,
the departments;
and the
Board and
an d Board
expemes.a
expenses.
all necessary
necessary employees
additional to those
those herein specifically
specifically .approapproemployees additional
all
binding,
foreman of bmoling,
priated for
for (including
compensation of the foreman
(including the compensation
priated
the
the foreman
foreman of
$3,000
press work, at $3,000
of press
and the
printing, and
of printing,
foreman of
the foreman
fixtures;
each); rents,
rents, fuel,
gas,
electric
gas and
and electric
electric fixtures;
current, gas
electric current,
gas,
fuel,
Veheach);
Vehicles.
bicycles, electrical
electrical vehicles
carriage of printing and printing
vehicles for the carriage
Vehbicycles,
supplies,
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation of the same,
and the
supplies, and
to
be used
used only
official purposes,
purposes, including the maintenance,
for official
only for
to be
repair,
and operation
operation of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying_ vehicles
vehicles
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
repair, and
when
for
official use
use of
of the
officers of the
Printing Office
Office when
Government Prininn
the Government
the officers
for official
$1,500);
exceeding
(not
Printer
in
writing
ordered
exceeding
$1,500);
Public
the
by
in writing ordered
freight, expressage,
expressage, telegraph
telegraph and telephone service; furniture, typefreight,
writers, and carpets; traveling expenses, stationery, postage, and
not
advertising; directories,
technical books,
books, and books of reference,
reference, not
directories, technical
advertising;
adding and numbering machines,
$500; adding.
exceeding
machines, time stamps, and
exceeding $500;
exceeding
(not exceeding
Machinery,
character; machinery (not
machines
Mchinery, equip"lull
)" other
machines of similar character;
ment, etc.
machinery, implements, and
$100,000);
ment, etc.
$100,000); equipment, and for repairs to machinery,
buildings; necessary equipbuildings, and
minor alterations
alterations to buildings;
for minor
and for
buildings,
ment, maintenance,
maintenance, and
emergency room for the use
supplies for the emergency
and supplies
ment,
taken
of
the Government
Government Printing Office who may be taken
in the
employees in
of all
all employees
connecessary
suddenly
ill
or
receive
injury
while
on
duty
•
other
duty;
on
while
injury
receive
or
ill
suddenly
~,~
Miscellaneous.
miscellaneous items authorized
tingent
authorized by the Public Printer;
tingent and miscellaneous
needed in the
and
materials and equipment
equipment needed
necessary materials
all the necessary
for all
and for
$6,256,390.
mailing of the work, $6,256,390.
prosecution
prosecution and delivery and moiling

rinter,

clerPec
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Departments,

etc.,

tosdameetc.,
independent estab- to
department or independent
During the
1922, any department
advance 90 per cent
year 1922,
fiscal year
the fiscal
During
ordered,
ofcostofwork
lishment of
the Government
and binding
binding from the of
cost of work ordered,
printing and
ordering printing
Government ordering
of the
lishment
allotments.
than allotments.
for other than
Government Printing
that specifically
provided for
specifically provided
than that
(other than
Office (other
Printing Office
Government
Printer, upon written
by allotment)
allotment) shall
advance to the Public TPrinter,
shall advance
by
request, 90 per centum
centum of the estimated
estimated cost of the work at the time
request,
to
the
order is
completion of such work shall pay to
upon completion
placed and upon
is placed
the order
the
Printer a
sum sufficient
complete payment of the actual
to complete
sufficient to
a sum
Public Printer
the Public
cost
The sums
advanced to
shall be
be credit,
etc., for.
edt,t.,
Printer shall
Public Printer
the Public
to the
so advanced
sums so
thereof. The
cost thereof.
and
appropriation
placed
to
the
credit
of
the
appropriation
"Public
printing
the
of
credit
the
to
placed
subject
Department and be subject
lainduagl" on
of the
Treasury Department
the Treasury
books of
the books
on the
binding,"
Tota.
the Public Printer.
to
requisition by
by the
Total.
to requisition
In all,
for public
public printing
printing and binding,
binding, including salaries of office
all, for
In
force,
for holidays
holidays and
absence, and
last- Allotments.
Allotments.
the lastand the
leaves of
of absence,
and leaves
payments for
force, payments
named
$7,318,700; and from the said sum printing and binding
sum, $7,318,700;
named sum,
shall
done by
Public Printer
to the
respecthe amounts following, respecPrinter to
the Public
by the
be done
shall be
tively, namely:
proceedings Con
For
printing and
and binding
Congress.
including the proceedings
Congress, including
for Congress,
binding for
For printing
chargeand
debates, $2,290,000. Printing and binding for Congress chargeand debates,
able
appropriation, when recommended
recommended to be done by the
able to this appropriation,
a
Committee
on Printing
Printing of
either House,
recommended in a
House, shall be so recommended
of either
Committee on
report containing
approximate estimate of the cost thereof,
an approximate
containing an
report
together
statement from the Public Printer of estimated
with aa statement
together with
approximate
approximate cost of work previously ordered by Congress within
the
fiscal year
appropriation is
is made.
Departme
made.
this appropriation
for which
which this
year for
the fiscal
For the
$55,000.Departments.
Department, $55,000.
State Department,
the State
For
required by the
For the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, including printing required
For
Federal
Act, $750,000.
$750,000.
Drmet.
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
DDePartment.
For the
the War
bureaus and
War .
$450,000: War
and offices, $450,000:
Department, its bureaus
War Department,
For
Provided, That
sum of
of $3,000,
or so
so much
much thereof
be Army *medial
medical bulmay be
as may
thereof as
$3,000, or
the sum
That the
Provided,
s
necessary,
used for the publication, from time to time, of leti
letins•
be used
may be
necessary, may
bulletins
prepared under the direction of the Surgeon General of the
bulletins prepared
Army,
for the
instruction of
of medical officers,
officers, when approved by the
the instruction
Army, for
For Chief of EngiSecretary of
of War,
War, and
$50,000 shall be
be available
available for For
not exceeding $50,000
and not
Secretary
printing and
and binding
binding under
direction of
of the
the Chief of Engineers.
ners. Chief of EngiEngineers. neers.
the direction
under the
printing
For
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, $250,000,
including not exceeding
$250,000, including
For the
$50,000
klydrographic Office.
$50,000 for the Hydrographic
For the
the Interior
Interior Department,
including not
exceeding $25,000
$25,000 for
not exceeding
Department, including
For
Commissioner of Educathe publication
Annual Report of the Commissioner
of the Annual
publication of
the
miners' circulars,
tion
and not
not exceeding
for printing miners'
$10,000 for
exceeding $10,000
tion and
$265,000.
$265,000.
For the
Office: For
weekly issue of patents,
printing the weekly
For printing
Patent Office:
the Patent
For
designs,
trade-marks, prints,
labels, exclusive
illustrationsexclusive of illustrations;
and labels,
prints, and
designs, trade-marks,
and for
engraving illustrations,
illustrations, and binding the Official
Official
printing, engraving
for printing,
and
Gazette,
weekly, monthly, bimonthly.
bimonthly. and annual indices,
including weekly,
Gazette, including
$585,000.
$585,000.
For
United States
Geological Survey:
Survey: For engraving the
States Geological
the United
For the
for
illustrations necessary
necessary for the annual report of the director, and for
illustrations
the monographs,
professional papers, bulletins, water-supply
water-supply papers,
monographs, professional
the
binding
and
report on
for printing and bindmg
and for
resources, and
mineral resources,
on mineral
the report
and the
the
same publications,
publications, of
not more than $45,000 may be
sum not
which sum
of which
the same
used
engraving, $140,000.
for engraving,
used for
For the
Service Commission,
Commission, $75,000.
Civil Service
the Civil
For
For the
the Smithsonian
For printing
printing and
binding the
and bmdmg
Institution: For
Smithsonian Institution:
For
Annual
Reports of
Board of
appendixes,
general appendixes,
Regents, with general
of Regents,
the Board
of the
Annual Reports
$20,000,
the editions
editions of
of which
exceed ten thousand
thousand copies, $20,000,
shall not exceed
which shall
the
to be
be immediately
immediately available;
Smitlasoruan Institution:
Institution:
under the Smithsonian
available; under
to
general
For
MnsPum, with general
National Museum,
the National
of the
Reports of
Annual 'Reports
the Annual
For the
appendixes, and
and for
for printing
blanks, and for the Bulletins
Bulletins
and blanks,
labels and
printing labels
appendixes,
and Proceedings
of the
National Museum,
Mnseum, the
the editions of which shall
the National
Proceedings of
and
not exceed
four thousand
thousand copies,
copies, and binding,
bindi g, in half morocco
or
morocco or
exceed four
not
material not
more expensive,
expensive, scientific
pamphlets prescientific books and pamphlets
not more
material
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$37,500;
sented
to or
acquired by
by the
the National
Museum Library, $37,500;
National Museum
or acquired
sented to
for
the
Annual
Reports
and
Bulletins
of
the
Bureau
of
American
American
of
Bureau
the
of
Bulletins
and
Reports
for the Annual
Ethnology,
and for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous printing
and binding for the bureau,
printing and
Ethnology, and
$21,000;
for the
the Annual
Gallery .of Art and
and
Report of the National Gallery
Annual Report
$21,000; for
miscellaneous
for
printing catalogues,
catalogues, labels
labels and
and blanks,
$1,000; for miscellaneous
blanks, $1,000for printing
printing
for the
the International
Exchanges, $200;
the
$200; the
International Exchanges,
binding for
and binding
printing and
National
$100;
International
Catalogue
of
Scientific
Literature,
$
1
00;
the
National
Literature,
Scientific
International Catalogue of
and
Zoological Park,
the Astrophysical
$4,000; and
Observatory, $4,000;
Astrophysical Observatory,
$200; the
Park, $200;
Zoological
for the
Report of
of the
the American
American Historical
Historical Association,
Association, $7,000;
$7,000;
Annual Report
the Annual
for
in all, $91,000.
For
Department of
Justice, $40,000.
of Justice,
the Department
For the
For
the United
Court of
of Customs
Appeals, $1,200.
$1,200.
Customs Appeals,
States Court
United States
For the
money-order
For the
Post Office
Department, exclusive
of the money-order
exclusive of
Office Department,
the Post
For
office,
$600,000.
office, $600,000.
Department of
Agriof AgriDepartment
For the Department
Department of Agriculture, including not to exceed $47,000
culture.
for the
Weather Bureau,
Bureau, and
the .Annual
the
of the
Report of
Annual Report
including the
and including
the Weather
for
Vol. 28, p. 616; VoL
12,
January
approved
Act
by
the
required
as
Agriculture,
of
Secretary
VoL
Secretary
Agriculture,
required
the
approved
January
12,
P.
616;
'82
ol.
34, p. 825.
1895,
and
in
pursuance
of
the
joint
resolution
numbered
13,
approved
approved
13,
numbered
pursuance of the joint resolution
in
and
1895,
'
Farmers' Bulletins.
farmers'
30,1906,
Bulletins. March
March 30,
1906, and also including not to exceed $250,000
$250,000 for farmers'
Farmer'
the
people
the
bulletins,
which
shall
be
adapted
to
the
interests
of
people
of the
bulletins, which shall be adapted to the interests
different sections
sections of
of the
equal proportion
proportion of
of four-fifths
four-fifths of
an equal
country, an
the country,
different
which
shall be
delivered to
or sent
under the
the addressed
franks
addressed franks
out under
sent out
to or
be delivered
which shall
Delegates in Congress,
furnished
Senators, Representatives,
Congress,
Representatives, and Delegates
by Senators,
furnished by
as they
they shall direct, $725,000.
$725,000.
as
For the
the Department
Commerce, including
the Coast and Geodetic
including the
of Commerce,
Department of
For
$325,000.
Bureau
Survey
exclusive
of
the
of
the
Census,
$325,000.
exclusive
and
Survey
For
the Department
Department of
Labor, $200,000.
of Labor,
For the
For
of the
United States,
States, $15,000;
$15,000; and the
the United
Court of
Supreme Court
the Supreme
For the
it may
printing
Supreme Court shall be done by the printer it
the Supreme
for the
printing for
employ, unless
otherwise order.
it shall
shall otherwise
unless it
employ,
For the
Supreme Court
$1,500.
Court of the District of Columbia, $1,500.
the Supreme
For
For
Court of
of Claims,
Claims, $30,000.
$30,000.
the Court
For the
For
of Congress,
Congress, including
including the
Office and the
Copyright Office
the Copyright
Library of
the Library
For the
Office,
publication
Catalogue of Title Entries of the Copyright Office,
of the Catalogue
publication of
and binding,
binding, rebinding,
for
rebinding, and repairing of library books, and for
and
building and grounds, $250,000.
building
For
the Executive
Executive Office, $3,000.
For the
which
For
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
$150,000, of which
Commerce Commission, $150,000,
For the
$10,000 shall be available to print and furnish to
sum not
exceeding $10,000
not exceeding
sum
the
report-form blanks.
at cost report-form
the States at
$25,000.
For
International Bureau of American Republics, $25,000.
the International
For the
Geographic
States
the
allotFor t
m
heorUnited
U
en
ttin
dS
an
tast oG
tm
eoega.
!:fhioc
nBoard,
B
e
saa
ar&,o$2,000.
f2t,0e
00s.
0
Quarterly
approh sum
m hereby
hereby approNot more than an allotment of one-half of the
alotmens.lr
ments,
priated
for
the
public printing
for the
public binding
shlI be
be
binding shal
the public
and for
printing and
the public
for
priated
Restrictions.
Restrictions,
expended
expended in the first two quarters of the fiscal year, and no more
than one-fourth
one-fourth thereof may be expended in either of the last two
than
either
quarters of
the fiscal
that, in addition thereto, in either
except that,
year, except
fiscal year,
of the
quarters
for
of said
quarters the unexpended balances of allotments for
of
said last quarters
department or Governpreceding quarters
quarters may be expended;
expended; and no department
Governpreceding
establishment shall consume in any such period aa greater
ment establishment
greater perthe
centage
centage of its allotment than can lawfully be expended during the
same period
period of
of the
whole
appropriation.
approriation.
whole
the
same
Cert ificate of neces- s
Money appropriated
the foregoing
allotments shall not be
foregoing allotments
under the
appropriated under
Money
require
sity required.
departexpended
or printing or binding for any of the executive departexpended for
Government establishments, except such as shall
shill be
other Government
ments or i
certified
n writing
writing to the Public Printer by the respective
respective heads or
or
certified in
necessary to conduct the ordinary
ordinary and routine
chiefs thereof.to be necessary
departments or Governbusiness
executive departments
Governrequired by law of such executive
business required
bulletins,
ment establishments,
except such reports, monographs,
monographs, bulk
establishments, and except
ment
or
provided
authorized by law or specifically provided
publications as are
are authorized
or other publications
deemed
appropriations herein; all other printing required
for in appropriations
required or deemed
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necessary or desirable by heads of executive
executive departments
other
departments or other
Government
thereof shall be
establishments or offices or bureaus thereof
Government establishments
done
done only
only as Congress shall from time to time authorize.
Restriction on payNo part
part of
money,appropriated
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be paid
any ing
No
of any
any money
appropriated in
in this
paid to
to any
ingdteSct
enpPoy
detailed employperson employed
employed in the
detailed for
ees
for ees.
Office while detailed
Government Printing Office
the Government
person
or
executive branch of the public
service in
in any other executive
or performing
performing service
service of the United
authorized by
by law. Apportionment
of
service
United States unless
unless such detail be authorized
Apportionment
of
work
expenditures to work
Govern- expenditures
herein under
under GovernAll
from appropriations
made herein
appropriations made
All expenditures
expenditures from
executed.
for executed.
salaries and for
ment Printing
for salaries
appropriations for
except appropriations
Printing Office, except
ment
general expenses in and for the office of superintendent
superintendent of
stores and general
documents, shall be equitably apportioned
apportioned and charged by the Public
documents,
under any of the foreforeto each
each publication
publication or work executed under
Printer to
charges for work done from the
the total charges
going allotments,
allotments, so that the
amount
appropriations aforesaid
aforesaid shall not be less than the total amount
appropriations
actually expended
expended from
all of
of said
said appropriations.
appropriations.
from all
actually
Illustrations for eufor enlogiestat"s
The illustrations to accompany
accompany bound copies of memorial addresses logies.
Payment for.
for.
delivered in Congress shall be made at the Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and Payment
delivered
appropriation for that bureau, or, in
and paid for out of the appropriation
Printing and
the discretion of the Joint Committee on Printing, shall hereafter be
obtained elsewhere
elsewhere by the Public Printer and charged
charged to the allotment for printing and binding for Congress.
OFFICE OF
OF SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT OF
OF DOCUMENTS.
DOCUMENTS.
OFFICE

Office of SuperinSuperintendent of Documents.
Documents.
tendent
Salaries

Superintendent,
$3,500; assistant
assistant superintendent,
$2,500; clerks-clerks—
superintendent, $2,500;
Superintendent, $3,500;
two
two of
of class four, three of class three, five of class two, eight of class
one, eleven at $1,000
twenty-four at $840
$1,000 each, ten at $900 each, twenty-four
each;
two at
at $1,500 each, four at
$1,800,two
charge $1,800,
cataloguers-one in charge
each; cataloguers—one
$1,200
$1,000 each, four at $900 each;
$1,200 each, one $1,100, eight at $1,000
cashier,
$1,600; librarian,
librarian, $1,500;
$1,600; assistant foreman,
$1,500; foreman, $1,600;
cashier, $1,600;
$1,200;
labor necessary
necessary in
Government publiof Government
distribution of
in making
making distribution
$1,200; labor
cations, $116,033.20;
$116,033.20; in
m all, $215,393.20.
$215,393.20.
Congressional Recor
Congressional
Record Index:
and expenses
of preparing
In
Cge
nfessional Record
preparing Index.
salaries and
expenses of
Index: For
For salaries
Congressional Record
exthe
semimonthly' and
and session
session indexes
Congressional Record,
Record peslrepgrn
Salaries
and
ex
of the
the Congressional
indexes of
the semimonthly
penses,
prepanng.
under
the
direction
of
the
Joint
Committee
on
as
follows:
Printing,
under the direction
Chief indexer,
indexer, $3,000; cataloguer,
cataloguer, $2,500; two cataloguers, at $1,800
$1,800
each;
all, $9,100.
each; in
in all,
$9,100.
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses.
For
labor-saving matypewriters, carpets, labor-saving
fixtures, typewriters,
For furniture
furniture and fixtures,
chines
accessories, time stamps, adding and numbering
numbering machines,
and accessories,
chines and
awnings,
reference, directories,
directories, books,
miscellabooks, miscellabooks of
of reference,
curtains, books
awnings, curtains,
postage,
glue, envelopes,
twine, glue,
neous office
office and
paper; twine,
envelopes, postage,
supplies; paper;
and desk
desk supplies;
neous
express,
drayage, express,
car
fares, soap,
soap, towels,
towels, disinfectants,
and ice; drayage,
disinfectants, and
car fares,
freight, telephone
and telegraph
telegraph service;
service; repairs
elevato building,
building, elevarepairs to
telephone and
freight,
tors, and
preserving sanitary
light,
building, light,
of building,
condition of
sanitary condition
and machinery;
machinery; preserving
tors,
heat, and
power; stationery
stationery and
and office
including lblanks,
blanks,
office printing,
printing, including
and power;
heat,
price
lists, and
and bibliographies,
bibliographies, $39,000;
for catalogues
catalogues and
and indexes,
indexes,
$39,000; for
price lists,
not
binding reserve
and for
supfor supremainders, and
reserve remainders,
for binding
$16,000; for
exceeding $16,000;
not exceeding
plying
depository libraries,
$90,000; equipment,
material,
equipment, material,
libraries, $90,000;
to depository
books to
plying books
in all,
and
supplies for
of public
$35,000; in
public documents,
documents, $35,000;
distribution of
for distribution
and supplies
$180,000.
Panama canal.
$180,000.
$180,000.
Panama Canal.
THE
PANAMA CANAL.
THE PANAMA
For every
expenditure requisite
incident to
to the
the maintemaintefor and
and incident
requisite for
For
every expenditure
nance and
and operation,
operation, sanitation,
civil government
government of
of the
Panama
the Panama
and civil
sanitation, and
nance
Canal
Zone, including
the following:
all
of all
Compensation of
following: Compensation
including the
and Canal
Canal Zone,
Canal and
to
officials and
and employees,
including $1,000
additional compensation
compensation to
$1,000 additional
employees, including
officials
the Auditor
for the
the War
War Department
Department for
for extra
services in
in auditing
auditing
extra services
Auditor for
the
and domestic newspapers
accounts for
Panama Canal;
Canal; foreign
foreign and
newspapers
for the
the Panama
accounts
textbooks and books
exceeding $500, textbooks
and
periodicals; law
books not
not exceeding
law books
and periodicals;
of reference;
printing and
printing of
of annual
annual
including printing
and binding,
binding, including
of
reference; printing

All expenses.

Objects specified.
objespeced.
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in the
the District
Columbia; purreport; rent
rent and
and personal
personal services
services in
District of
of Columbia;
purchase
or exchange
of typewriting,
and other
other machines;
chase or
exchange of
typewriting, adding,
adding, and
machines; purpurchase or
or exchange,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
operation of
motorchase
exchange, maintenance,
and operation
of motorhorse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles;
propelled and horse-drawn
vehicles; claims
claims for
for
damages to vessels passing
passing through
through the
the locks
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal,
locks of
Canal,
as
or
as authorized
authorized by the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal Act; claims for losses of
of or
damages to property arising from
authorized business
from the conduct of authorized
operations;
to property
property arising
arising from
from the
operations; claims
claims for
for damages
damages to
the maintemaintegovernment of
of the
Panama
nance and
and operation, sanitation,
sanitation, and
and civil
civil government
the Panama
Canal; acquisition of land and
and land
land under
water, as
Canal;
under water,
as authorized
authorized in
in the
the

Vol. 37, p. 563.
Panama Canal Act; expenses incurred in assembling, assorting, storfof unserViss
Disposal
unserv- Panama Canal Act; expenses incurred in assembling, assorting, storiceable materials,
icbi
aters, etc.
etc. ing, repairing and selling material, machinery,
machinery, and equipment
equipment here-

tofore
hereafter purchased
purchased or
for the
construction of
tofore or hereafter
or acquired
acquired for
the construction
of the
the
Panama Canal which are unserviceable
unserviceable or no longer needed, to be
Panama
reimbursed from the proceeds
reimbursed
proceeds of such
such sales;
sales; expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to conconducting hearings and examining estimates for
for appropriations
appropriations on
on the
the
Isthmus; expenses incident to any emergency
emergency arising
arising because
because of
of
calamity by flood,
flood, fire, pestilence, or like character
character not
foreseen or
or
not
foreseen
Per diem subsistence.
perdiem sbsistece. otherwise provided for herein; per diem allowance
allowance in
in lieu of subsistsubsistence when prescribed
prescribed by the Governor of the Panama Canal to perper-

sons
work or
or traveling
traveling on
official business,
business, pursuant
sons engaged
engaged in
in field
field work
on official
pursuant
to section 13 of the Sundry
Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
approved August
August
the United
as the
1, 1914; and
and for
for such other
other expenses not
not in
in the
United States
States as
the
Governor of the Panama Canal may deem necessary
Governor
necessary best
best to
to promote
promote
the maintenance
maintenance and operation,
and civil
operation, sanitation, and
civil government
government of
of
the Panama Canal, all to be expended under the
the direction
direction of the
the
Governor of the Panama Canal and accounted for as
as follows:
follows:
nane ad
Maintenance
and Governor of the Panama Canal and accounted for
operation.
maintenance and
and operation
of
the Panama
Panama Canal:
Canal: Salary
Salary of
operation.
For maintenance
operation
of
the
of
Governor.
the
delivery, handling,
and
inspection, delivery,
handling, and
the governor,
governor, $10,000;
$10,000; purchase,
purchase, inspection,
Purchases, etc.
storing of material,
material, supplies,
equipment for
for issue
issue to
to all
departsupplies, and
and equipment
all departRailroad, other
ments of the Panama
Panama Canal, the
the Panama Railroad,
other branches
branches of
of
the United
Government, and
and for
sales, payment
in
payment in
authorized sales,
for authorized
States Government,
United States
to alien the
Payment to
CrP t to n lump sums of not exceeding
cripples.
exceeding the amounts
amounts authorized
authorized by
by the
the injury
injury
Vol. 39, p. 742.
vol.
39,p 7
compensation
compensation Act
Act approved
approved September
September 7,
7, 1916,
1916, to
cripples who
who
to alien
alien cripples
are now a
a charge upon the
Panama Canal
Canal by
of injuries
injuries susthe Panama
by reason
reason of
susAdditional from reAdditional
re- tained while employed in the construction
of
the
Panama
Canal,
construction
Panama
s
ceipts.
ceipt .
$7,250,000, together
with all moneys arising
$7,250,000,
together with
arising from the conduct of
business
operations
authorized
by
the
Panama
Canal Act;
Act;
anitation
business
etc
operations
authorized
by
the
Panama
Canal
Sanitation, etc.
a .
For
For sanitation, quarantine, hospitals, and medical aid and support
of the insane and of lepers, and aid and support of indigent persons
legally
legally within the Canal Zone,
their deportadeportaZone including
including expenses of
of their
tion when practicable
practicable, and including
including additional compensation
compensation to any
officer
officer of the United
United States Public Health
Health Service
detailed with
Service detailed
with the
Panama
$850,000;
Panama Canal as chief quarantine
quarantine officer, $850,000;
Civil government expiilovernmentex.
For
government of
the Panama Canal and Canal Zone:
penses.
For civil
civil government
of the
Zone:
.
Salaries of district judge, $7,500; district
$5,000; marshal,
district attorney,
attorney, $5,000;
marshal,
$5,000; and for gratuities
gratuities and necessary
necessary clothing for indigent discharged prisoners,
$900,000;
charged
prisoners, $900,000;
In
In. all, $9,000,000,
$9,000,000, to
available until
until expended.
expended.
to be
be available
Number of employbitedf to estieN limited
esoiExcept in
in cases
ees
Except
cases of
of emergency,
or conditions
conditions arising
arising subsequent
emergency, or
subsequent
mates.
to
and
unforeseen
at
the
time
of
submitting
the
annual
"maptions.
to
and
unforeseen
at
the
submitting
time
of
the
annual estimates
estimates
Exceptions.
Construction
onstruction
em- to Congress, and except for those employed in
m
connection
with the
connection
with
the
ployees.
ploe.
construction of
permanent quarters,
offices, and
other necessary
necessary
construction
of permanent
quarters, offices,
and other
buildings,
buildings, dry docks, repair shops, yards, docks,
wharves, waredocks, wharves,
houses, storehouses,
storehouses, and
facilities and
appurtenances
and other necessary
necessary facilities
and appurtenances
for the purpose of providing coal and other materials, labor, repairs,
Permanent organiPermanent organi- and supplies, and except for the permanent operating orgam'zation
organization
sation.
vol. 3,
p. 561.
1.
Vol.
37, p.
under which
which the compensation
compensation of
ositions is
of the
the various
various p
positions
is limited
imited by
by
4 of the Panama Canal Act, there
section 4
there sh
shal not be employed at
any time during the fiscal year 1922, under any of the toregoing
foregoing
Vol. 38, p. 680.

Vol.3,p.t.
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appropriations
greater number
number of
of perPanama Canal,
Canal, any greater
appropriations for
for the
the Panama
respectively, in consons than are specified
specified in the
the notes submitted, respectively,
connection with
estimates for
appropriations in
nection
with the
the estimates
for each of said
said appropriations
in the
the

Rate of
pay reof pay
reyear, nor shall
shall there
there be paid
paid to stRe
annual Book
Book of Estimates for
for said year,
annual
stricted.
any:
greater rate of compenany such person during that fiscal year any greater
compensation
than was
authorized to
to be
be paid
sation than
was authorized
paid to
to persons
persons occupying
occupying the
the same
same Report
Report of mergent of eemergene e
1, 1920; and all employments
or like positions on July 1,
employments made or cPes.
cies.
compensation
compensation increased
increased because of emergencies
emergencies or conditions so
specifically set forth, with the reasons therefor, by
by
arising shall be specifically
governor in his
the governor
his report
report for the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1922.
1922.
no3
t
/
eo
r ie3:our
froo
e
m
s t
d
oesii
!4,
In
to the
the foregoing
foregoing sums
for the
the nate soufrces tdesi
In addition
addition to
sums there
there is
is appropriated,
appropriated, for
credited
to
original
aptooriinalapseveral
credited
and
reinvestment
under
the
year 1922
1922 for
for expenditures
fiscal year
fiscal
expenditures
reinvestment
several propriations.
heads
without being
covered into
the
heads of
of appropriation
appropriation aforesaid
aforesaid without
being covered
ns.
into thero
Treasury of the United
United States, all moneys received by the Panama
Panama
Canal from services rendered or materials
furnished
materials and supplies furnished
to the United States, the Panama Railroad
Railroad Company, the Canal
Zone government, or to their employees, respectively,
respectively, or to the
services;
Panama Government,
Government, from hotel and hospital supplies and services;
from rentals, wharfage,
wharfage, and like service; from labor, materials, and
supplies and other services furnished to vessels
vessels other
other than
than those
those
passing through
through the
the canal,
and to
to others
others unable
unable to
obtain the
passing
canal, and
to obtain
the same
same
elsewhere; from the sale of scrap and other by-products
elsewhere;
by-products of manufacturing and shop operations; from the sale of obsolete and unserviceable
materials, supplies,
supplies, and equipment purchased
purchased or acquired
acquired
iceable materials,
for the
maintenance, protection,
protection, sanitation,
and governgovernfor
the operation,
operation, maintenance,
sanitation, and
profits covered
ment of
of the
the canal
canal and
Canal Zone;
net profits
profits accruing
accruing into
in theTreofits cur
Zone; and
and any
any net
ment
and Canal
from such business to the Panama Canal shall annually
annually be covered
covered
United States.
into the Treasury of the United
waterIn addition
there is appropriated
appropriated for the operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, works,
Oprating
waterIn
addition there
etc.,terworks,
andetc.,
Col for
for PanaPanamaon.
and
extension of
of waterworks,
pavements in the
cities of
of maandcolon.
the cities
sewers, and
and pavements
waterworks, sewers,
and extension
Panama and Colon, during the fiscal year 1922, the necessary
necessary portions
Panama
of
water rentals
rentals or directly
directly by the Govof such sums
sums as
as shall
shall be
be paid
paid as water
ernment of
of Panama
Panama for
such expenses.
ernment
for such
expenses.
Petroleum.
of re.
To
enable the
President to
to cause
cause an
investigation to
to be
be made
To enable
the President
an investigation
made as
as ion
Investigation of rerouor.ces
and
producpetroleum in other sources and producproduction of petroleum
and the
the production
to the
the petroleum
petroleum resources
resources and
to
countries,
countnes, $35,000.
Sums for salaries
to
ar es t
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That all
all sums
sums appropriated
appropriated by
by this
this Act
for salaries
beinfull.
salaries of
of be
Act for
SEC.
in full.
officers and
and employees
employees of
the Government
Government shall
shall be
be in
in full
for such
of the
full for
such salasalaofficers
extent
ries for the fiscal year 1922, and all laws or parts of laws to the extent
they are
are in
with the
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act are
repealed.
are repealed.
provisions of
in conflict
conflict with
they
Publications by deS
EC. 3.
3. Any
Any journal,
journal, magazine,
periodical, or
Uartm
S etc
SEC.
magazine, periodical,
or similar
similar publication
publication laments
aletc., alwed until December
which is
now being
being issued
issued by
department or
establishment of
of the
unti
Deember
the owd
by a
a department
or establishment
which
is now
,1921.
Government may, in
continued, 19
m the discretion of the head thereof, be continued,
Government
the limitation of
of available
available appropriations
appropriations or other GovernGovern- Discontinuance
within the
ment funds,
funds, until
December 1,
1, 1921,
1921, when,
if it
have been
ment
until December
when, if
it shall
shall not
not have
been thDCre"te°rule
thereafter unless spmit
&ally atithmis.
by
specifically authorized
authorized by
by Congress
Congress before
before that
that date,
date, such
ed by
journal, Congress.
fmalytho
such journal,
specifically
magazine, periodical,
or similar
be discontinued.
discontinued.
similar publication
publication shall
shall be
magazine,
periodical, or
Approved,
March 4, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March

Li:

CRAP. 162.-An
162.—An Act
Act Validating
homestead entries.
entries.
certain homestead
Validating certain
CHAP.

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
the United
United
ef the
of Representatives
Representatives ef
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Be
States of
in, Congress
America in
Congress assembled, That
That all
all pending
pending homestead
homestead
States
of America

March
March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
[S.
1695.1
Is. 1695.1
iPublic, No.
[Public,
No. 390.1
390.1

lads.

Public lands.
enlarged
enlarged
homestead entries by
Pending
Pending

entries made
prior to
January 1,
1, 1916,
the propro- hometead ntriS b
1916, under
under the
to January
in good
good faith
faith prior
entries
made in
orn eWead
v
, alivisions of
of the
the enlarged
enlarged homestead
and all
all rights
rights to
enter land
valimested title,
to enter
land g
laws, and
homestead laws,
visions
dated if orig3'L.:1 entry
al.etry
under said
said laws,
laws, based
thereon in
in good
faith leitthgio
good faith
settlement made
made thereon
less than 160 acres.
based on
on settlement
under
em

before said
date, and
and while
while the
the land
who,
unsurveyed, by
by persons
persons who,
land was
was imsurveyed,
before
said date,
enlarged homestead
acquired title to
homestead entry, had acquired
such enlarged
making such
before making
land under
homestead laws,
laws, and
and therefore
therefore were
not qualified
qualified to
were not
the homestead
land
under the
44281°-21
44281°-21-

92
92

who
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make
an enlarged
or such
settlement, be, and the
such settlement,
entry, or
homestead entry,
enlarged homestead
make an
same
hereby, validated,
if in
in all
regular, in
all cases
cases
in all
respects regular,
other respects
all other
validated, if
are hereby,
same are
where
the original
was for
for less
less than
one hundred
hundred
than one
entry was
homestead entry
original homestead
where the
Proviso.
adverse and
and sixty
sixty acres
of land:
land: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no settlement
claim shall
be
shall be
settlement claim
acres of
ffect of
Effect
of adverse
validated hereby
hereby where
where adverse
been initiated
initiated
the land has
has been
adverse claim for
for the
validated
claims.
before the passage of this Act.
Homestead entries
entries
SEC. 2.
homestead entry
proHomestead
SEC.
2. That
That no
no homestead
entry heretofore
heretofore made
made under
under the
the promade
by entryman
who commuted former visions
visions of
of section
2
of
the Act
of Congress
"An Act
for the
Act for
the
of
Congress entitled
entitled "An
section
2
of
the
Act
whocommutedformer
ent
not to be can- relief of the Colorado
homestead
Cooperative Colony, to permit
celed
therefor.
Colorado Cooperative
permit homestead
carelief
elethetefor.
purposes," approved
entries
Vol. 31,
entries in certain
certain cases, and for other purposes,"
approved June 5,
Vol.
31, p.
p. 269.
269.
Vol.
p. 237.
1900, shall
canceled for
the reason
reason that
entry made by
former entry
that the former
for the
be canceled
shall be
1900,
ol. 21,
237.
21, p.
the
entry man was
commuted under
provisions of
of an
Act entitled
entitled
an Act
the provisions
under the
was commuted
the entryman
"An
relating to
the public
public lands
United States,"
States," approved
approved
the United
of the
lands of
to the
Act relating
"An Act
al entries
entries
1880 (Twenty-first
(Twenty-first Statutes,
Reinstatement d
of June 15,
entrie,s
Reinstcaatnement
15, 1880
Statutes, page
page 237).
237). And
And all
celed only
only
entries
canceled
therefor.
heretofore
canceled
that
an
entryman
commuted
commuted
who
an
entryman
ground
that
on
the
canceled
heretofore
therefor.
under the
provisions of
said Act
15, 1880,
entitled to
is not entitled
1880, is
of June
June 15,
Act of
of said
the provisions
under
the benefits
the Act
June 5,
shall be
be reinstated
reinstated upon
a
upon a
1900, shall
5, 1900,
of June
of the
Act of
the
benefits of
showing by
man or
his heirs, within one year from the
or his
entryman
by the
the entry
showing
approval
this Act,
that there
canvalid grounds for the canwere no
no valid
there were
Act, that
of this
approval of
cellation
such entries
entries except
except that
former entry
entry was perfected
perfected
a former
that a
of such
cellation of
under the
Act of
of June
15, 1880,
1880, in
in all
all cases
where valid
valid adverse
adverse
cases where
June 15,
under
the Act
rights
have not
not attached
attached to
to the
the lands
covered by
second entries
by such
such second
lands covered
rights have
since
the date
cancellation.
date of
of their
their cancellation.
since the
p tent s
authorized.
Homestead patents
SEC. ;53. That
the Secretary
be and
he is
is hereby,
hereby,
and he
the Interior
Interior be,
of the
Secretary of
That the
SEC.
thoiz
authorized to
issue patents
patents upon
the entries
entries hereinafter
hereinafter named
named upon
upon
upon the
to issue
authorized
which
proof
of
compliance
with
law
has
been
filed:
which proof of compliance with law has been filed:
Michael
F. Campion.
Homestead entry,
Montana, numbered
naught twenty-one
numbered naught
entry, Havre,
Havre, Montana,
Homestead
icha F.campion.
thousand
made by Michael F. Campion
Campion
three hundred
hundred and ninety, made
thousand three
on December
December 10,
10, 1913, for the southwest quarter
quarter of the northwest
northwest
section
northwest quarter of the southwest quarter
quarter of section
quarter and northwest
seventeen
seventeen, and southeast quarter of the northeast quarter and northquarter of the southeast quarter of section eighteen,
eighteen, township
east quarter
meridian.
Montana meridian.
Lila
twenty-nine
east, Montana
nine east,
range nine
north, range
twenty-nine north,
Herbrt.
Ula J
.
Herbert.
twenty-four
Havre, Montana,
Homestead
Homestead entry,
entry, Havre,
Montana, numbered
numbered naught twenty-four
thousand
two hundred
hundred and
Herbert
J. HIerbert
and fourteen,
fourteen, made by Lila J.
thousand two
(formerly Simmons) on December
1913, for the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter
December 31,
31, 1913,
quarter of
twenty-nine and north half
half of
of the
the northeast
northeast quarter
of section twenty-nine
northwest quarter
quarter and southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of the northwest
the northwest
northwest
quarter of section
twenty-eight, township
section twenty-eight,
township thirty-seven
thirty-seven north,
north, range
quarter
four
four east, Montana
Montana meridian.
meridian.
Pearl
B. Brazil.
Homestead entry,
entry, Las
Mexico, numbered
naught
earlB.
Homestead
Las Cruces,
Cruces, New
New Mexico,
numbered naught
seventy-one, made by Pearl B.
eight thousand one hundred and
an seventy-one
13, 1913,
n.ortheast quarter
Brazil on
on March 13,
1913, for the northeast
quarter of section eight,
township twenty-nine south, range eight west, New Mexico meridian.
Edg
Homestead
Edgar J. Snyder.
Snyder.
Homestead entry, Miles
Miles City, Montana,
Montana, numbered
numbered naught
naught eighteen
eighteen
fifty-two, made
made by
by Edgar
Edgar J.
J. Snyder
Enlarged homestead.
homted. thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and fifty-two,
Snyder on
on
vol.
35, p. 639.
May 14,
under the
of February
(Thirty-fifth
ol.35,p.639.
May
14, 1913,
1913, under
the Act
Act of
1909 (Thirty-fifth
February 19,
19, 1909
Statutes at
639), for the
at Large, page 639),
the south
south half of the south
south half,
half,
northeast
quarter of the southeast quarter
northeast quarter
quarter,, east half of the northeast
northeast
quarter,, and northwest
section
quarter
northwest quarter of the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of section
twenty 2two, township
range fifty-eight
fifty-eight east,
twenty-two,
township fourteen
fourteen north, range
east, Montana
Montana
meridian.
meridian.
Cole
Weir.
ole weir.
Homestead
Clayton, New Mexico, numbered
Homestead entries, Clayton,
numbered naught
naught
twenty
six hundred
hundred and
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine and
ht twenty-six
twenty-six
twenty thousand
thousand six
and nau
naught
thousand seven hundred
ninety-five, made by Cole
hundred and ninety-five,
do Weir, for
for
southwest
the south
south half
half of
of the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of section ten and
and southwest
quarter of the northwest
northwest quarter
of the
southquarter
northwest quarter
quarter and
and northwest
quarter of
the southwait quarter
quarter of
of section
section eleven,
west
eleven, township
township seventeen
seventeen north,
north, range
range
thirty
the southeast
thirty east,
east, and
and the
southeast quarter
qarter of
of the southeast quarter
quarter of
of
seeticin
the northeast
northeast
section three and
and northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
of the
of quarter
quarter of
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section ten, township seventeen north, range thirty east, New Mexico

principal meridian.
principal
meridian.
Elms Hixon Benton.
Homestead entry, Havre,
Havre, Montana,
Homestead
naught twenty-four
twenty-four Enlar
Enlarged
homeMontana, numbered
numbered naught
ged homestead.
thousand eight hundred and thirty-two, made by Elma Hixon std
.
Vol. 35, p. 639.

Benton on February
February 24, 1914, under the Act of February 19, 1909
(Thirty-fifth
Large page 639),
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
Statutes at Large,
639), for the south half of
section thirty-one,
thirty-one, township thirty-five
twenty-two east,
thirty-five north, range twenty-two
Montana
principal meridian.
meridian.
Montana principal
Entries validated.
SEC. 4. That the entries
entries hereinafter
SEC.
hereinafter named be, and the same are Entesvadatd.
hereby, validated, and the Secretary
authorized to
Secretary of the Interior authorized
issue patents thereon
thereon upon submission of satisfactory
satisfactory proof of compliance
under which
which such entries
allowed:
entries were
were allowed:
the laws under
pliance with the
Parley P. Warren.
Homestead
City, Utah,
Utah, numbered
Homestead entry,
entry, Salt
Salt Lake
Lake City,
numbered naught
naught twentytwenty- Unre
Warren.
Under Py.
Reclamation
Act.
three thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
and twenty-nine,
twenty-nine made
by Parley
P. Act.
made by
Parley P.
three
Warren on August 1, 1918, for the west half of the southeast quarter
quarter
of section one, and west half of the northeast quarter of section
section
twelve, township
range ten
ten east,
Salt Lake
meridian, Vol. 32,.
twelve,
township fourteen
fourteen south,
south, range
east, Salt
Lake meridian,
32, p. 388.
subject to the provisions
provisions of the Act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second
(Thirty-second
Statutes at Large
388), and Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof and
Large, page 388),
supplemental thereto.
supplemental
thereto.
Perrin D. Hinckley.
Homestead entry,
Nevada, numbered
Homestead
entry, Carson City,
City, Nevada,
numbered naught
naught ten Peri n ' ncey'
thousand
nine
hundred
and
nine,
made
by
Perrin
D.
Hinckley
on
thousand nine hundred and nine, made by Perrin D. Hincley on
December 12, 1918,
1918, for the northeast quarter of section thirty-three,
township forty-three north, range thirty-seven
thirty-seven east, Mount Diablo
meridian.
meridian.iam
H. Struble.
Stre.
William H.
Homestead
entry, Douglas
Wyoming, numbered
numbered naught
naught sixteen
sixteen *Eniargedhomestead.
*Enlarged homestead.
Homestead entry,
Douglas, Wyoming,
35, p.639.
p. 639.
thousand
four hundred
hundred and
forty-three, made
made by
William H.
Struble Vol.
H. Struble
Vol. 35,
and forty-three,
by William
thousand four
1918, under the Act of February
February 19,
19, 1909 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth
on March 29, 1918,
southeast quarter
quarter
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page 639), for the east half of the southeast
of section eighteen,
eighteen west half of the southwest quarter and southeast
southeast
quarter
the southwest
southwest quarter
of section
section seventeen,
of
seventeen, north half of
quarter of
quarter of
of the
southeast quarter of the northwest quarter
the northwest
northwest quarter and southeast
of
thirty-nine north,
north, range sixty west, sixth
of section
section twenty,
twenty, township thirty-nine
principal meridian.
principal
meridian.
Applications authorApplications
S
EC. 5. That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, ized. ctiozed.thSEC.
authorized
following applications
applications to make entry:
authorized to allow the following
Kit Carson Kirby.
Homestead application,
Phoenix, Arizona,
Arizona, numbered
numbered naught
thirty- Kitrson
by.
naught thirtyHomestead
application, Phoenix,
five
eight hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five,' filed
filed by
by Kit
Kit Carson
Carson
five thousand
thousand eight
northeast quarter of section thirteen
Kirby for the north half of the northeast
quarter of section
section twelve, township
township
of the southeast quarter
and the
the south
south half of
River meridian.
twenty-two north, range
range four east,
east, Gila and Salt River
meridian.
twenty-two
Willis
A. Simmons.
AltsA.
simo'n"S.
application, Timber
Additional
Additional homestead application,
Timber Lake, South Dakota, Additional
homestead.
numbered naught
hundred and forty-six,
forty-six1 filed by stead.
naught nine
nine thousand
thousand five
five hundred
numbered
Willis A. Simmons for the southeast quarter of section thirty-four,
township sixteen
eighteen east, Black Hills meridian.
township
sixteen north,
north, range
range eighteen
Hugh
ghH.
H. Gunn.
Gunn.
homestead.
series Enlarged
Enargedhomestead.
H. Gunn, being
being Rapid City
Hugh H.
Homestead application
Homestead
application of
ofthle:.
Cityseries
thirty-nine thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, for the
naught thirty-nine
southeast quarter northwest quarter, east half southwest quarter,
southwest quarter, section thirteen, east half
half
southwest quarter southwest
northeast quarter,
quarter, section twenty-three, west half northwest quarter,
twenty-four, township three south, range nine east, Black
section twenty-four,
applicant's compliance
Hills meridian,
meridian subject
subject to applicant's
compliance with the provisions
Enlarged Homestead
Homestead Act
to residence,
residence, cultivation,
cultivation, and
Act as to
of the Enlarged
improvements.
improvements.
YosemiteStoneComYosemite
Stone Com.
S
EC. 6.
6. That
That the
the Secretary
Interior be
and hereby
hereby is,
is, pany
panPatent
yto
be, and
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
SEC.
at en t to issue.
ue
authorized to issue a
Company, a
a patent to the Yosemite Stone Company,
a corporation
organized
under
the
laws
of
Arizona
for
the
northeast
northeast
poration organized under the laws of Arizona, for
quarter of the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of section thirteen, township four
quarter
south, range fifteen east, Mount Diablo meridian,
meridian, Sacramento,
Sacramento, CaliProviso.
fornia, land district:
district: Provided,
such patent
patent shall
shall contain
fornia,
Provided, That
That such
contain a
a resres- PRZvn
Reservation fr
for w
water
power purposes.
permittees, licensees,
licensees, terpowerpurposes.
ervation
the United
States and its
authorized permittees,
to the
United States-and
its authorized
ervation to
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or
lessees of
of the
sole right
upon, occupy,
occupy, and
use any
any part
part or
or
and use
enter upon,
to enter
right to
the sole
or lessees
all of
of such
such land
reasonably necessary
necessary for
the accomplishment
all
of all
accomplishment of
for the
land reasonably
all
purposes
with the
development, generation,
transmission,
generation, transmission,
the development,
connected with
purposes connected
or
of hydroelectric
or energy.
enerp.
power or
hydroelectric power
or utilization
utilization of
Homestead fes,
fees, etc.,
etc.,
authorized and
is hereby
Interior is
of the
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
SEC. 7. That the
hereby authorized
SEC.
Homestead
to be returned.
Treasury the amounts paid
to be return directed to certify to the Secretary of the Treasury
as fees,
fees commissions,
purchase moneys
by the
persons hereinafter
hereinafter
the persons
moneys by
and purchase
commissions, and
as
named,
entries at
at the
the United
States
United States
homestead entries
with homestead
connection with
in connection
named, in
follows:
land
office at
at Glasgow,
in the
year 1917, as follows:
the year
Montana, in
Glasgow, Montana,
land office
and
Serial number
number naught
forty-four thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
naught forty-four
Nick Sitch.
Serial
twenty-seven,
Nick Sitch,
west half
half southeast
twentysection twentyquarter, section
southeast quarter,
Sitch, west
twenty-seven, Nick
seven,
and west
west half
northeast quarter
quarter,'section thirty-four, townof northeast
half of
seven, and
ship
north, range
range forty-one
east.
forty-one eagt.
twenty-nine north,
ship twenty-nine
Billie H. Evashanks
forty-four thousand five
number naught forty-four
Serial
five hundred and twentySerial number
Bilie
H.Evashans.
one, Billie
Billie H.
H. Evashanks,
south half
half southeast
northwest
southeast quarter, northwest
Evashanks, south
one,
quarter
quarter, section
section thirty-four
thirty-four,, township twenty-nine
southeast quarter,
quarter southeast
north, range
forty-one east,
west hal
half, northeast
northeast quarter
quarter
half east
east half,
east, and
and west
range forty-one
north,
southwest quarter,
quarter, section one, township
township twenty-eight
twenty-eight north, range
southwest
forty-one east.
east.
forty-one
Payment.
That upon
upon receipt
certificate from
Secretary of
Inthe Inof the
the Secretary
from the
the certificate
of the
receipt of
That
433.
p.
,It
Ante,
p. 1433.
Secretary of the Treasury
terior
as provided
provided in
section 1
the Secretary
Act the
1 of this Act
in section
terior as
is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to make payment of the amounts
amounts so
hereby authorized
is hereby
certified
of any
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and issue his
any moneys
moneys not
out of
certified out
warrant
in settlement
settlement thereof.
thereof.
warrant in
Approved,
March 4, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March
4,1921.
March 4
'1921.
(S. 3750.1
3750.
(s.

(Public, No. 391.j
391.1
[Public,

CHAP. 183.—An
163.-An Act To amend an Act entitled ""An Act to provide for the settleCHAP.
ment of the claims of officers and enlisted men of the Army for the loss of private
States,' tapproved
property destroyed in the military service of the United States,'
approved March
March
3,
1885, as amended
amended by the Act of July 9, 1918, and for other purposes.
3,1885,

United
of the United
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
States of
in Congress
entitled "An
"An
the Act entitled
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
of America
America in
States
Act tco
settlement of the claims of officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted
for the
the settlement
to provide
provide for
880and- Act
in the military
military
men
for loss
loss of private
destroyed in
private property
property destroyed
the Army
Army for
men of
of the
188, as amended
amended by
service of the
the United
States" approved
approved March
March 3, 1885,
service
United States,'
by
the Act
of July
July 9,
9, 1918
1918 (Fortieth
880), be,
be, and the
Statutes, page
page 880),
(Fortieth Statutes,
the
Act of

Loss of property in
military
service.
militaryserce.
Vol. 40,p. 880,amendedvoLop.
ed.

allowed

ofClaims allowed officaims
cers,
ces, etc.,
etc., for specified

April
vateperty
F
1917.

same hereby
hereby is,
to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
amended to
is, amended
same
"SEcriox
property belonging
to officers
SECTION 1.
private property
belonging to
officers, enlisted
enlisted
1. That
That private

, members of the Nurse Corps (female) of the Army,
men,
men, and
Army, including
including
all prescribed
prescribed articles of equipment
equpment and clothing
all
clothing which they are
required by
by law
law or
regulation to
own and
performance of
of
required
or regulation
to own
and use
use in
in the
the performance
their duties, and horses and equipment required
required by law or regulations
to
be provided
officers, which since
since the
the 5th
5th day of
of April,
provided by
by mounted officers,
to be
1917, has been or shall hereafter
hereafter be lost, damaged,
damaged, or destroyed
destroyed in the
military service,
service, shall
shall be
be replaced,
military
replaced,. or the damage thereto,
thereto, or its value
recouped
to
the
owner
as
hereinafter
provided,
when such
loss,
such loss,
when
provided,
hereinafter
as
owner
the
to
Ifwithoutfault,etc.,
If without fault, etc., recouped

aiva
.
i. te
affer.oPerpyrill,

without
hereafter occur
occur without
or shall
shall hereafter
damage,
has occurred
occurred or
or destruction
destruction has
damage, or
fault
on the
the part
of the
in any
any of
of the
the following
negligence on
part of
the owner
owner in
following
fault or
or negligence
circumstances:
circumstances:
Shipped on unseaworthy vessel under
"First.
First. When
When such
such private
private property
lost, damaged,
destroyed
damaged, or
or destroyed
property so
so lost,
worthtyPdve
under"
er
orders.
ord s.
was shipped on board an unseaworthy
unseaworthy vessel by order of an officer
officer
to give
give such
such order
or direct
direct such
shipment.
authorized to
fosaving authorized
order or
such shipment.
If owner was saving
"Second.
Second. When
appears that
that such
lost,
was so
so lost,
such private
private property
property.was
it appears
life
or public property,
When it
lferpaucproperty,
c
et
etc.
damaged, or destroyed
consequence of its owner having given his
destroyed in
in consequence
belonging to the
attention to the saving of human life or property belonging
attention
United
States which
danger at
at the
time and
and under
under similar
similar
United States
which was
was in
in danger
the same
same time
circumstances, or while, at
circumstances,
at the time of
of such
such loss,
loss, damage,
damage, or
or destruction,
the claimant
was engaged
engaged in
in authorized
authorized military
in
tion, the
claimant was
military duties
duties in
connection.therewith.
connectionstherewith.
of owner.
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In transit by com-

orboCe
mInccarrier
t
"Third.
When during
during travel
such private
private property,
property, mon
orders such
under orders
travel under
or
Govern"Third. When
agency.
ment agency.
a ment
including
the regulating
regulating allowance
baggage, transferred by a
allowance of baggage,
including the
common carrier,
carrier, or
or
the proper agent or
by the
transported by
otherwise transported
or otherwise
common
agency
United States
or
lost, damaged, or
is lost,
Government, is
States Government,
the United
of the
agency of
destroyed; but
replacement, recoupment,
recoupm.ent, or
commutation in these
or commutation
but replacement,
destroyed;
circumstances, where
property was
was or
or shall be
a
be transported by a
the property
where the
circumstances,
common carrier,
shall be
the extent
extent of
loss damage,
such loss,
of such
to the
limited to
be limited
carrier, shall
common
from said
or
recoverable from
over and above the amount recoverable
destruction over
or destruction
carrier.
y
l),esit
e c
ro
.yed
by eneen
my,etc
"Fourth.
such private
property is
is destroyed
or captured
captured na
destroyed or
private property
When such
"Fourth. When
by
or is
is destroyed
prevent its falling into the hands
to prevent
destroyed to
enemy, or
the enemy,
by the
of
enemy, or
or is
sabandoned
on account of lack of transportation
transportation
i
abandoned on
the enemy,
of the
or
by reason
of military
abandonment, or is
its abandonment,
requiring its
emergency requiring
military emergency
reason of
or by
otherwise lost
lost in
campaign.
field during campaign.
the field
in the
otherwise
a
"SEC. 2.
2. That
That except
property as
or regulation
regulation is
l
dnaitin
l ti°n on labiit
is bil
law or
by law
as by
such property
as to
to such
except as
"SEC.
required
to
be
possessed
and
used
by
officers,
enlisted
men,
and
Y
'
•
and
men,
enlisted
required to be possessed and used by officers,
members
Nurse Corps
Corps (female),
(female), respectively,
respectively, the liability
the ArmyyNurse
of the
members of
is of money
of the
the Government
Government under
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be limited
limited to
to damage
or
to or
damage to
under this
of
loss of
of such
sums of
of money
such articles
articles of
of personal
eio'de
uncr. of money In.
personal property cluded.
or such
money or
such sums
loss
as the
Secretary of War shall decide or declare
declare to be reasonable,
reasonable,
the Secretary
as
useful, necessary,
and proper
for officers,
officers, enlisted
enlisted men, or members
proper for
necessary, and
useful,
of
may be,
be,
case may
the case
as the
respectively, as
(female), respectively,
Corps (female),
Nurse Corps
Army Nurse
of the
the Army
to
have
in
their
possession
while
in
quarters,
field,
engaged
engaged
field,
the
in
or
quarters,
in
while
possession
their
in
have
to
in the
the public
service in
line of
duty.
Ascertainment
of
of
Ascertaiment
in the
the line
of duty.
public service
in
"
SEC. 3.
3. That
the Secretary
Secretary- of
of War
War is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to value by Secretary of
of
is authorized
That the
"SEC.
examine
ascertain, and
the value
of such property
War'
property War
value of
determine the
and determine
into, ascertain,
examine into,
foregoing
lost,
abandoned as specified in the foregoing
captured, or abandoned
destroyed, captured,
lost, destroyed,
paragraphs,
or the
the amount
amount of
thereto, as
case may
may be;
be;
or reayment
the case
as the
of damage
damage thereto,
paragraphs, or
and the
the amount
or damage
ascertained and
and deterdeter- placem
Ym
e: authorized.
autgr
odZ:
placement
so ascertained
damage so
value or
such value
of such
amount of
and
mined
shall be
be paid
paid by
by disbursing
disbursing officers
of the
the Army, or such
such
officers of
mined shall
property
captured, or
or abandoned,
so damaged
abandoned, or so
destroyed, captured,
lost, destroyed,
property lost,
as to
Government
unfit for service, may be replaced in kind from Government
be unfit
to be
as
property on
hand when
the Secretary
Secretary of
shall so
Tender, etc.
etc., a
a final
Tender
so direct.
direct.
of War
War shall
when the
on hand
property
d'etermination of
of
determination
"Sac.
4.
That
the
tender
of
replacement
or
of
commutation
or
the claim.
or the
commutation
of
or
replacement
of
tender
the
That
"SEC. 4.
claim.
determination
made
by
the
Secretary
of
War
upon
a
claim
presented,
determination made by the Secretary of War upon a claim
a final
as provided
for in
in the
the foregoing
foregoing section,
section shall constitute a
provided for
as
determination of
of any
any claim
claim cognizable
under this
and such
this chapter, and
cognizable under
determination
Time limit for propreclaim shall
be reopened
or considered.
considered.
reopened or
thereafter be
not thereafter
shall not
claim
claims.
setngcialms.
"SEC. 5.
That no
no claim
claim arising
Act shall be considered senting
this Act
under this
arising under
5. That
"SEC.
unless made
within two
two years
from the
the time
time that
it accrued,
except
accrued, except
that it
years from
made within
unless
intervenes
that
when a
accrues in
of war, or when war intervenes
in time of
a claim
claim accrues
that when
within
years after
after its
presented
may be presented
claim may
such claim
accrual such
its accrual,
two years
within two
within
two years
years after
peace is
is established.
for
for
Appprati
Appropriation
established.
after peace
within two
claims.
f
"Sac. 6.
That for
for the
of claims
claims arising
payingclai.
established Paying
and established
arising and
payment of
the payment
6. That
"SEC.
under
this Act
Act there
hereby appropriated,
of any
any moneys in
out of
appropriated, out
is hereby
there is
under this
the
not otherwise
appropriated, the
the sum
Former
ormr law reotherwise appropriated,
sum of
of $300,000.
$300,000.
the Treasury
Treasury-not
peeld.
"Sac.
7.
That
so
much
of
the
Act
of
March
28,
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth peeled.
1918
28,
March
of
Act
the
of
much
so
That
7.
"SEC.
Volier.,pp.
Statutes,
provision for
for the
the presentation,
presentation,480,VoL 0,edp. 4'9
479, o
makes provision
as makes
480), as
479, 480),
pages 479,
Statutes, pages
adjustment,
and
payment
of
claims
of
officers
and
enlisted
men
for
for
men
enlisted
and
officers
of
claims
of
payment
and
adjustment,
the
loss
the military
military service
be, and the
service be,
in the
destroyed in
property-destroyed
private property
of private
loss of
same
hereby
is,
repealed."
same hereby is, repealed."
Approved, March
March 4, 1921.
1921.
Approved,
p

CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Secretary of
War to
to grant
grant a
of way over
a right of
of War
the Secretary
Authorizing the
164.-An Act
CHAP. 184.—An
certain
Government lands
State of Oregon for the Columbia
Columbia River Highway.
the State
to the
lands to
certain Government

a

t

March
4, 1921.
March 4,1921.
[S. 4511.]
45.11
[Public, No.
No. 392S
392.]

[s.
[Public,

Be
of Representatives
of the
the ,United
United Colmbia iv imRepresenaives of
and House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enaced by the
ar is
is provemets.
provements.
States
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of W
Columbia River imWar
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
meric in
States of
overgr
Col . t
hereby
authorized
to
grant
to
the
State
of
Oregon,
for
the
purpose
of
norcdht
hereby authorized to grant to the State of Oregon, for the purpose of ooff7,,,eg°11
constructing. maintaining,
maintaining, and
and operating
operating the
Columbia River
River HighHigh_ bia
highway.
iver ighay.
bia River
the Columbia
constructing,
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(S.
4572.1
(S. 4572.)
(Public,
No.
393.)
393.]
No.
[Public,
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lands
way, a_permanent
right of
of way
and across
the lands
of the
portions of
across portions
over and
way over
a permanent right
way,
of the
States acquired
connection with
with the
improvethe improvein connection
held in
and held
acquired and
United States
the United
of
ment
the Dallas-Cello
Columbia River:
River: Provided,
Provided,
the Columbia
of the
section of
Dallas-Ceilo section
of the
ment of
That
exact location
location and
of the
right of
of way shall be
the right
dimensions of
and dimensions
the exact
That the
further, That the grant shall
fixed by the Secretary
Provided further,
Secretary of War: Provided
fixed
be subject
subject to
to the
condition that
the right
right of
of way
shall be
be used
used
way shall
that the
express condition
the express
be
solely and
exclusively for
for the
any
and any
aforesaid, and
purpose aforesaid,
roadway purpose
the roadway
and exclusively
solely
part
not so
used shall
shall revert
revert to
the United
United States.
to the
so used
thereof not
part thereof
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March
CHAP 165.-An
185.—An Act
Granting to the city and county
county of Honolulu,
Honolulu, Territory
Territory of
Act Granting
CHAP.
Military Reservation
Reservation for
a right of way over and across the Fort De Russy Military
Hawaii, a
the
of extending
extending its sewer
sewer system.
purpose of
the purpose

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
and there
States of
there be,
there
be, and
That there
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
Ftar
city and county of Honolulu,
hereby is,
is, granted
Honolulu, Territory
Territory of
granted to the city
Honoht oHwai, hereby
a
Hawaii, subject
subject to
the conditions
section 2
2 of this Act, a
conditions named in section
to the
sy Hawaii
for

Fort De Russy Military Reservation.
DeRussyMili
Honolulu, Hawaii,
granted right of way
across,
for sewer
syssr
r,
tem.

right of
away
across the
the Fort
De Russy
Russy Military
Reservation
Military Reservation
Fort De
and across
over and
way over
right
in
for the
of constructing
constructmg an
an extension
extension of its
its
purpose of
the purpose
Territory for
said Territory
in said
therewith,
sewer
booster station
station in connection
connection therewith,
a booster
including a
system, including
sewer system,
and of
the same,
same, said
right of way to insaid right
operating the
and operating
maintaining and
of maintaining
and
clude
strip of
of land
twelve feet
feet in
width and
approximately one
and approximately
in width
land twelve
a strip
clude a
thousand four
addition
and twenty feet in length, and in addition
hundred and
four hundred
thousand
thereto a
a contiguous
area of
eight hundred
square
hundred square
approximately eight
of approximately
contiguous area
thereto
feet for
maintenance, and
and operation
operation of
said booster
booster
of said
erection, maintenance,
the erection,
for the
feet
station.
station.
Conditions Imposed.
1 of this Act is upon the
Sc.
the grant
grant made
in section
section 1
made in
That the
2. That
SEc. 2.
impsed
Cndtus
placed undercondition
said sewer
sewer and
and booster
shall be
be placed
station shall
booster station
that said
condition that
ground; that
that the
the United
have the right at any and all
shall have
States shall
United States
ground;
times
to connect
with said
said sewer
sewer at
at such
and places
places as
it shall
as it
place and
such place
connect with
times to
and
drainage
of
deem
desirable
and
to
use
same
for
purposes
drainage
and
same
the
use
to
and
deem desirable
sewage
disposal from
from said
said reservation;
reservation; and that the construction of
sewage disposal
said
and booster
station upon
herein granted
granted
upon the right of way herein
booster station
sewer and
said sewer
accordance with
shall be
be along
along such
such route
route and upon such site and in accordance
shall
such plans
plans and
specifications as
previously approved
approved
have been previously
shall have
as shall
and specifications
such
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War.
by
Approved, March
4, 1921.
1921.
March 4,
Approved,
March
4, 1921.
1921.
March
[S. 48271
[S.
427.

[Public, No,
39.
No. goo4
[Pubic,

CHAP
166.—An Act
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of War to furnish
furnish to the National
National
To authorize
Act To
CHAP. 166.-An
equipment, or clothing
mat6riel, equipment,
Museum certain
articles of the arms, matkriel,
clothing heretofore
heretofore
certain articles
Museum
issued or produced
produced for the United
United States Army, and to dispose
dispose of colors, standards,
issued
United States Army, and for other
organizations of the United
and guidons of demobilized
demobilized organizations
purposes.
purposes.

Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted
by the Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by
Be it
the Secretary
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assemb, That the
Secretary of War
America in
States of
eqwomt.*States
tws "V
authorized to furnish to the National
be, and he hereby is, authorized
National Museum,
administrative head
exhibition, upon request therefor by the administrative
for exhibition,
n
Museum.
materiel, equipment, or clothing as
thereof, such articles of arms, materiel,
United States Army, or
have been
issued from
time to
to the United
to time
time to
from time
been issued
have
the United States
which
have been
been or
or may
produced for
for the
be produced
hereafter be
may hereafter
which have
or of
of foreign or
Artily,
and
which
are
objects
of
general
interest
or
interest
general
of
objects
are
Army, and which
curious research,
research, provided
such articles
he
articles are surplus or can be
that such
provided that
curious
ment
Specimens
arms,
etc., used or
proebe,
etc., used or produced
by the Army, to be exhibited
National
ybited in 'National
Museum.

spared.
spared.
is, authorized
authorized
SEC.
Sec. 2. That the Secretary
Secretarr of War
War be, and he hereby is,
to
dispose of
all colors,
colors, standards,
guidons of
demobilized organiof demobilized
and guidons
standards, and
of all
to dispose
following manner: Any
in the *following
Army in
United States
of the
States Army
Any
the United
zations of
N. zations
s and wic
stchoganizat
were used
which
w
hich were
used during
during their
their service
service by such
organizations
which

Colors, etc., of demodC Army organize,
bilized
Lions.
Returned to Stated if
from• Ns(Rued of.

y of

"tin._de,,
od
srsi
a
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the National
National
were brought
into the
the service
the United
from the
States from
United States
of the
service of
brought into
were
Guard
State may
returned to
that State
State upon
upon request
request
to that
be returned
may be
any State
of any
Guard of
To State
State furnishing
furnishing
To
therefor
the governor
governor thereof;
and all
others may
may be
be sent,
sent, upon
upon majority
all others
thereof; and
of men.
men.
from the
majority of
therefor from
request
of
the
governor
thereof,
to
whatever
State
the
Secretary
of
request of the governor thereof, to whatever State the Secretary of
to any
War
determine to
to have
furnished the
majority of
of men
men to
any
the majority
have furnished
may determine
War may
Provisos.
however, Use if
such organization
the time
time of
of its
Provided, however,
formation: Provided,
identified
if not
not identified
its formation:
at the
organization at
such
with
any State.
State.
with
any
a
That where
impossible to
to determine
State furnished
furnished a
what State
determine what
it is
is impossible
where it
That
majority of
of the
the men
the time
time of its formation,
at the
organization at
of an
an organization
men of
majority
or
cosmopolitan in its original makeso cosmopolitan
was so
organization was
any organization
or where
where any
up that
that it
is impossible
identify it
the
State, the
particular State,
any particular
it with
with any
to identify
impossible to
it is
up
colors
such organization
will be
be turned
in to
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster
to the
turned in
organization will
of such
colors of
of War
General for
such national
national use
as the
Secretary of
War may.direct: Title
the Secretary
use as
for such
General
unchanged.
Title unchanged.
Provided further,
That the
the title
title to
all such
standards, and
colors, standards,
such colors,
to all
further, That
Provided
Provision
preserfor preserProvision for
guidons shall
shall remain
in the
the United
United States:
States: And
provided further,
further, vation,
And provided
remain in
guidons
vation, etc.,
etc., required.
required.
proassurance that proper
require assurance
shall require
That the
Secretary of
War shall
of War
the Secretary
That
care and preservation before
vision
been or
or will
be made
for their
their care
made for
will be
has been
vision has
returning or
sending the
the same
as herein
herein authorized.
authorized.
same as
or sending
returning
Previous
disposition
Previous disposition
in which the Secretary of War has here- of
SEC. 3.
3. That
all cases
cases in
in all
That in
SEC.
of equipment,
e
quipment, colors,
colors,
etc.,
ratified.
ratified.
etc.,
tofore
to the
property of the kinds
any property
Museum any
National Museum
the National
furnished to
tofore furnished
colors, standards,
described
section 1
hereof, or
or has
has disposed
disposed of
of any colors,
standards,
1 hereof,
in section
described in
United States Army
or
guidons of
organizations of
of the
the United
demobilized organizations
of demobilized
or guidons
in the
acts and doings in
in
the manner
hereof, his acts
2 hereof,
section 2
by section
provided by
manner provided
in the
confirmed.
ratified and confirmed.
premises
are hereby
hereby ratified
premises are
Approved, March
4, 1921.
1921.
March 4,
Approved,
CHAP.
167.—An Act
Act To
authorize the
the construction
construction and
and maintenance
abridge
maintenance of abridge
To authorize
CHAP. 167.-An
the city limits of Detroit, Michigan.
near the
across Detroit
Detroit River
River within
within or
or near
Michigan.
across

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
United
of the
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
Be it
Congress
States
assembled, That
That the
consent of Congress
the consent
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
its successors
is
to American
successors and
Company,.,its
Transit Company
American Transit
granted to
is hereby
hereby granted
bridge and approaches
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate a
abridge
maintain, and
to construct,
assigns,
interests of
thereto across
across Detroit
Detroit River
at a
point suitable
to the
the interests
of
suitable to
a point
River at
thereto
navigation,
or near
limits of
County,
city limits
of Detroit,
Detroit, Wayne
Wayne County,
within or
near the
the city
navigation, within
Michigan,
accordance with
the provisions
"An
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
the Act
provisions of
with the
in accordance
Michigan, in
waters,"
Act
to regulate
construction of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
over navigable
of bridges
the construction
regulate the
Act to
approved
March 23,
That before
construction
the construction
before the
Provided, That
1906: Provided,
23, 1906:
approved March
of the
said bridge
be begun
begun all
proper and requisite
requisite authority
all proper
shall be
bridge shall
the said
of
the Dominion of
theref
or shall
obtained from
the Government
of the
Government of
from the
be obtained
shall be
therefor
Canada.
Canada.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
and void
void if
if actual
construction
actual construction
null and
be null
SEC.
of
the bridge
herein authorized
be not
not commenced
commenced within
within three
authorized be
bridge herein
of the
approval
years
and completed
date of
of approval
the date
from the
years from
seven years
within seven
completed within
years and
hereof.
hereof.
SEC. 3.
right to
amend, or
repeal this
is hereby
hereby
Act is
this Act
or repeal
alter, amend,
to alter,
the right
That the
3. That
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, March
4, 1921.
1921.
March 4,
Approved,
CHAP.
188.—An Act
Act To
To retrocede
the State
State of
of Virginia
Virginia exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction
to the
retrocede to
CHAP. 168.-An
heretofore acquired
acquired by the United States of America over the property
property and perona
persons
heretofore
Project
of
the town
site or
Rousing Corporation
Corporation Project
United States Housing
known as United
territory known
or territory
town site
of the
Cradock.
150A,
County, State of Virginia, and called Llvdmk.
in Norfolk
Norfolk County,
located in
150A, located

March 4,
1921.
4, 1921.
March
[S. 4903.]
(S.
4903.1
[Public,
No.
395.1
[Public, No. 395.)
Detroit River.
Dett
Itiveri,
ransit

Transit
American
Am
bridge,
yTnmy
Cotmp
c'mPani
aY bridge'
Detroit, fim'ch.
C

ction.

construction.
p. 84.4
VoL 34, p.
Vol.

conent
c
Ponsen
r°vi"i of Canada

required.
required'

Commencement
Conunencement and
and

completion.
completion.

Amendment.

Amendmen

March 4,1921.
March
4, 1921.
r
S. 4924.
4924.]
rs.
[Public, No.
No. 396.]
396.]
[Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Re presenta,tives of
the Cmdock,
Crdo, va,
of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
Be it
Va,
Jurisdiction
over
United
of America
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
assembled, That
the exclusive
exclusive site,
urisdictio
United States
States of
America in
retroceded to over
Virjurisdiction
acquired over
said town
town site
territory ginia.
sgiieetroeded toVr-L
or territory
site or
the said
over the
heretofore acquired
jurisdiction heretofore
known as
States Housing
Corporation Project 150A and
Housing Corporation
United States
as United
known
called Cradock,
Cradock, and
county of
Norfolk, State
of VirState of
of Norfolk,
the county
in the
located in.
and located
called
ginia, be,
be, and
the same
is hereby,
retroceded to the State of Virginia.
hereby, retroceded
same is
and the
ginia,
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March
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CHAP.
CHAP. 169.-An
169.—An Act To provide for the erection of memorials
memorials and the entombentombment of bodies in the Arlington
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater,
Amphitheater, in Arlington
Arlington National
Cemetery, Virginia.
Virginia.
Cemetery,

March 4,
1921.
4,1921.
March

[H.
[H. R. 8032.1
8032.1
[Public, No. 397.]
397.1

R.

Be
it enacted
Senate and
of Reyresentatives
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
Arlington Memorial
United
in Congress
that a
commission is
a commission
is
assembled, That
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Amnp'theaten'onr.
United States
Amphitheater.
Commission created
hereby created,
to be
composed of
the Secretary
of War
and the
the
War and
Secretary of
of the
be composed
created, to
recote- hereby
tomsobmt
to
submit recommen-

dations
dations

etc., in.
etc.,in.

for memorials, Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, which
which shall
shall submit annually to the President,

for memorials,

who
shall transmit the same to Congress by the first Monday in
who shall
December,
recommendations as
if any,
any, inscriptions,
tablets,
December, recommendations
as to
to what,
what, if
inscriptions, tablets,
busts, or
or other
memorials shall
be erected,
and what,
if any,
any, bodies
bodies
busts,
other memorials
shall be
erected, and
what, if
of deceased
members of
of the
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, and
and Marine
Marine Corps
Corps shall
shall be
be
of
deceased members
entombed
the next
next ensuing
within the
the Arlington
entombed during
during the
ensuing year
year within
Arlington MemoMemorial Amphitheater,
Amphitheater, in
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, Virginia:
Virginia:
rial
in the
the Arlington
Arlington National

Proviso.
memorial shall
shall be
be placed
and no
no body
body shall
be
ROe
riction on Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no memorial
placed and
shall be
Restriction on

nearby interments, etc.
Arlington Memorial
neabyinterments
etc. interred
interred in the
the grounds
grounds about
about the
the Arlington
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater
within
distance of
of two
hundred and
and fifty
fifty feet
the said
said
from the
two hundred
feet from
within aa distance
memorial.
memorial.
Officers of commisSEC. 2.
2. That
Secretary of
of War
War shall
shall be
be the
the chairman
chairman of
said
OCa.er of eoms
SEC.
That the
the Secretary
of the
the said
sion.
commission and
the depot
depot quartermaster
Washington
quartermaster of
of the
the Army
Army in
in Washington
commission
and the
shall be
its executive
executive and
shall
be its
and disbursing
disbursing officer.
officer.
Specific
authorizaSEC. 3.
tablet, bust,
bust, or
or other
other memorial
shall
memorial shall
That no
no inscription,
inscription, tablet,
tion
of Congress
3. That
ongtehr re- SEC.
oSnifc
quired
for inscriptions,
quired
for
inscriptions
etc.

Distinguished

be erected
nor shall
shall any
any body
be entombed
entombed within
erected nor
body be
within the
the Arlington
Arlington

authorized in
in each case
case
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater unless specifically
specifically authorized
Memorial

by Act
Act of
the Congress.
- by
of the
Congress.
SEC. 4.
no inscription,
tablet, bust,
bust, or
or other
other memorial
memorial as
as
SEC.
4. That
That no
inscription, tablet,
herein
for shall be erected to commemorate
commemorate any person
person
herein provided
provided for

Distinguished military
service
tar orr naval
navl service
requisite
for memorials,
reqisitefeorm
ials,
etc.

etc.

of

Lapse of time reLapse
required
for interments,
interments,
qued
etc.

who shall not have rendered
conspicuously distinguished service in
rendered conspicuously
the
body
the United States
States Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, or Marine
Marine Corps, nor shall
shall the
the body
of
any
such
person
be
entombed
in
the
Arlington
Memorial
Amphiof any such person be entombed in the Arlington Memorial Amphi-

theater; nor
shall any
any such
be erected
or any
theater;
nor shall
such memorial
memorial be
erected or
any body
body be
be
the date of
of the
the death of
of the
entombed therein within ten years after the
person so
so to
be commemorated,
except as
as heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter
person
to be
commemorated, except
authorized by
Congress.
by Congress.
ap- authorized
Commission
Commission to approve
etc.
prove designs,
designs, etc.
SEC.
of any
S
EC. 5. That the character, design, and location of
any: such
such
i'nscriptions, tablets,
tablets, busts,
or other
other memorials
memorials when
when authorized
as
inscriptions,
busts, or
authorized as
Advice of Commisherein
provided shall
subject to
the commission
commission
of the
to the
the approval
approval of
shall be
be subject
'ofof Fine Arts.
Arts
herein provided
sion
created, which
the advice
herein created,
which shall in each case obtain the
advice of the
Commission
of Fine
Fine Arts.
Commission of
Arts.
Approved, March 4,
Approved,
4, 1921.
1921.
for

etc

4, 1921.
March 4,
1921.

[H. R. io104.1

[H. R. 10104.1

398.1
[Public, No. 398.]

United States

United
States
Daughters
1812.
Daughters of 1812.
Design patent for
Design
for
badge of, extended.

of

badge

extended.

CHAP. 170.-An
170.—An Act To renew patent
patent numbered
twenty-five thousand
thousand nine hunnumbered twenty-five
CHAP.
dred
and nine.
nine.
dred and

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
by the
Be
States of
States
of America
America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
design
assembled, That
That aa certain
certain design
patent
the United
United States
date August
August 11,
11,
patent issued
issued by
by the
States Patent
Patent Office
Office of
of date
1896, being
being patent
numbered twenty-five
nine hundred
hundred
1896,
patent numbered
twenty-five thousand
thousand nine
and nine, is hereby renewed and extended
extended for a
a period
period of fourteen
fourteen
years
passage of
Act, with
all the
the rights
years from
from and
and after
after the
the passage
of this
this Act,
with all
rights and
and
to the
the same
same as
as of
privileges pertaining
pertaining to
of the original patent,
patent, being
being
generally
known as
the United
United States
41'
i ters of
of 1812.
1812.
generally known
as the
the badge
badge of
of the
States Daug.
Daughters
Approved,
1921.
Approved, March
March 4, 1921.
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and lease
lease
charter and
CHAP. 171.—An
Act To
To repeal
repeal and
certain parts
parts of
of the
the charter
and annul
annul certain
171.-An Act
CHAP.
Company by Act of Congress entitled
granted
and made
made to
the Washington
Market Company
Washington Market
to the
granted and
Company, approved
"An
Washington Market
Market Company,"
approved May
May 20, 1870.
1870.
the Washington
to incorporate
incorporate the
'An Act
Act to

March 4,
1921.
4,1921.
March
[11. R
R. 90364
9036.]
[H.
[Public,
No.
399.]
[Public, No. 399.]

Be
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representativesof
the Senate
Senate and
and House
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Be it
Districtof Columbia.
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That it
it is
hereby declared
to Washington
declared to
is hereby
States
of America
America in
Washington Mmarkbet
Market
Company.
annul and
and company.
States to
the United
United States
be the
and intent
intent of
of the
to annul
desire, purpose
purpose and
be
the desire,
Lease, etc., to be anLease,
hold for
lease made
made by
by Congress
nulled.
Washington Market nulled.
Congress to the Washington
naught the
the lease
hold
for naught

Company, of
in the
District of
tc., of
Columbia, Ownership,
wnership, etc.,
the District
of Columbia,
numbered seven,
seven, in
of reservation
reservation numbered
Company,
of
buildings
to be taken
buildings to
control over
and control
and
unto its
its own
own ownership,
ownership, use,
use, occupancy
occupancy and
take over
over unto
and to
to take
by the Governthe said
and buildings
thereon and
?ment.b the overnand therein
therein ment.
and improvements
improvements thereon
buildings and
grounds and
the
said grounds
now held
held and
and occupied
occupied by
by the
tenants
and its tenants
company and
said market
market company
the said
now

"An
Act
entitled "
20, 1870,
1870, entitled
under authority
an Act
Act approved
May 20,
An Act
approved May
of an
authority of
under

Vol. 16,

Vol 16,

P.

124.

124.

to
Washington Market
Acts or laws
Market Company,"
Company," and
and Acts
to incorporate
incorporate the Washington
amendatory
or supplemental
supplemental thereto.
thereof or
amendatory thereof
Market
buildings,
etcbe
and buildings,
buildings, together
S
EC. 2.
all of
said market
market grounds
grounds and
together etc.,
That all
of said
SEC.
2. That
to be surrnder
surrendered
when 75
75 per
cent of
of
per
cent
when
by
be
surrendered
shall
with
all
improvements
thereon
and
therein,
shall
be
surrendered
by
and
therein,
thereon
with all improvements
award paid.
the
appropriated to
and taken over by and appropriated
to and
and for
for ard pal
the market
market company
company and
the
United States
date of
market comto the said market
of the
the payment
payment to
on the
the date
States on
the United
pany of
of the
the
amount of
to 75
75 per
per centum
centum of the amount
of money
money equal
equal to
pany
of aasum
sum of
award
hereinafter provided,
provided, which
payment shall be made upon
which said payment
award hereinafter
the
by the
the commission
to be
be appointed
appointed as
herein- Remnder
the filing
filing of
of the
the award
award by
commission to
in 30
as hereinin
30
Remainder
if no
no appeal
if
days
after
and the
thereon days
with interest
interest thereon
award, with
of said
said award,
the remainder
remainder of
after provided,
provided, and
noted.
at
the rate
centum per annum
paid, shall be paid to the noted.
annum until paid,
of 5
5 per
per centum
rate of
at the
said market
company at
at the
the expiration
thereafter unless
days thereafter
thirty days
expiration of thirty
said
market company
an
the Court
of Appeals
of the
the District
Columbia, Payment
Paent
when
Appeals of
District of
of Columbia,
appeal is
is noted
noted to
to the
Court of
an appeal
when
rendered.
as hereinafter
and, in
in the
appeal, the
balance judgment
judgment rendered.
the balance
such appeal,
of such
the event
event of
provided; and,
as
hereinafter provided;
unpaid
finally determined
determined shall be paid to the said
of the
the award as finally
unpaid of
market company
twenty days
days from
date judgment
judgment is
the date
from the
within twenty
company within
market
rendered by
court of
of appeals,
appeals, with interest
as hereinthereon as
interest thereon
by said
said court
rendered
before provided.
Control
before
provided.
Control of
of premises
premises
vest in
Secretary of
of
in Secretary
to vest
otherwise to
until otherwise
Upon
possession of
of said
premises, and,
and, until
said premises,
securing possession
Upon securing
Agriculture.
directed
by
Congress,
the
complete
possession
and
control
of
said
Agriculture.
of
said
control
and
possession
directed by Congress, the complete
grounds,
and improvements
shall, for the benefit of the
the
improvements shall,
buildings and
grounds, buildings
United
in the
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
who shall first
first
Agriculture, who
the Secretary
vest in
States, vest
United States,
reserve
so much
much of
of the
grounds and
space in
in said
said buildings
as he
reserve so
the grounds
and space
buildings as
Rentoof partof
he may
may Rent
part of pre
premto psnt
present tenants.
tenant-ps.
to
ies
deem
for the
'hilted States;
and, after
such ises
after such
States; and,
of the
the United
use of
the use
necessary for
deem necessary
etc.
reservation
have been
until Congress shall otherwise etc.
made, and until
been made,
shall have
reservation shall
direct, any
any remaining
remaining portion
or portions of the said grounds, buildportion or
direct,
ings
or improvements
rented by the Secretary of Agriculture
be rented
improvements may be
ings or
to the
the present
or to
any other
persons for such
or persons
person or
other person
to any
tenants or
present tenants
to
rental
may be
be agreed
upon by
by the
parties; but,
shall Rules,
the parties;
but, in
in no
no event,
event, shall
les etc., tto be
rental as
as may
agreed upon
any part
of the
premises be
Secretary prescribed.
prescribed.
The Secretary
the tenant.
tenant. The
by the
be subleased
subleased by
the premises
part of
any
of
Agriculture is
empowered and
and enforce
to make
make and
directed to
and directed
is hereby
hereby empowered
of Agriculture
such
management and
control of
of the
the
and control
the management
for the
and regulations
regulations for
rules and
such rules
said
property as
may deem
deem best
best for
the proof the
profor the
the enforcement
enforcement of
as he
he may
said property
visions
of said
Act.
visions of
said Act.
Limit
of leas,
etc.
Limit of
leases, etc.
The said
not make
enter into
into any
any lease
any
for any
lease for
or enter
make or
shall not
Secretary shall
The
said Secretary
part
of said
said premises
premises for
period than
than one
all such
such
and all
one year,
year, and
for aalonger
longer period
part of
leases
and contracts
contracts shall
shall be
subject to
to cancellation
annulment
and annulment
cancellation and
be subject
leases and
by
Congress at
at any
derived from
from said
said premises
by.Congress
any time;
time; and
and all
all revenues
revenues derived
premises D
of rents,
rents,
shall
be the
property of
the United
United States.
States. The
The rents
o
and storage
storage etc.
rents and
of the
the property
shall be
charges
which are
may become
become due
to the
the market
company
market company
due to
due or
or may
are due
charges which
up
to the
date of
of the
the taking
which
over by the United States, but which
taking over
the date
up to
remain
unpaid at
property is taken over by the United
time the property
at the
the time
remain unpaid
States, shall
belong to
to the
but if
any rents
rents or
or
if any
company; but
the market
market company;
shall belong
States,
storage
have been
been paid
paid to
to the
market company,.
on account
account
company, on
the market
charges have
storage charges
of
for any
period termmating
on aa
terminating on
any period
seven, for
numbered seven,
reservation numbered
of said
said reservation
date
later than
of the
the property
property by
the United
United
by the
taking over
over of
of the
the taking
than that
that of
date later
States, the
market company
company shall
to and
to the
United
the United
and pay
pay to
account to
shall account
States,
the market
States the
which the
the
charges which
and storage
storage charges
rents and
of such
such rents
proportion of
the proportion
States
Di

osai
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unexpired
of the
period bears
to the
the whole
period for
which
for which
whole period
bears to
the period
portion of
unexpired portion
Nothing herein
payment
so made.
herein shall be so construed
construed
made. Nothing
been so
has been
payment has
Company for rents,
to relieve
relieve the
the market
market company
for rentals,
rentals, imposed
imposed
liability for
its liability
of its
company of
taxes,
etc.,
as to
not as
etc.,
tax
changed.
law, for any part of the period during which the property
existing law,
by existing
changed.
remains
in the
the possession
possession of
of the
the market
shall the
Neither shall
company. Neither
market company.
remains in
market
company be
from the
of any
taxes owing
any taxes
payment of
the payment
released from
be released
market company
taken
by them
them on
on account
account of
reservation numbered
numbered seven,
seven, when
when taken
said reservation
of said
by
over by
by the
the United
States under
under the
the terms
terms of
this Act;
Act; but the said
of this
United States
over
market company
company shall
shall not
be chargeable
chargeable with
with or
or liable
liable for
for rental or
or
not be
market
taxes
beyond
the
date
of
the
taking
over
of
said
property.
property.
said
of
over
taking
the
of
date
the
beyond
taxes
Employees, etc., for
hereby authorized,
Secretary of Agriculture
The Secretary
operation
authorized.
Agriculture is hereby
authorized, out
out of
of approapproetc., for
Employees,
purpose, to
priations
by Congress
Congress from time to time for that purpose
made by
priations made
employ such
persons and
and purchase
such materials
materials as
as may be essential
essential
purchase such
such persons
employ
to
operation or
maintenance of
of said
said property
for the
proper
the proper
and for
property and
or maintenance
the operation
to the
a
management
and
control
thereof;
and
he
shall
render
a
detailed
shall
he
and
thereof;
control
and
management
report to
Congress at
beginning of
of each
each regular
regular term thereof of
the beginning
at the
to Congress
report
all
revenues
derived
from
and
expenditures
made
on the
the said
property.
said property.
all revenues derived from and expenditures made on
Commission for apS
EC.
3
• That the
the
President
of
the
United
States,
as
soon
as is
is
as
soon
as
States,
United
the
of
President
SEC. 3. That
praising
buildings,
pcommisiolodigs,
a commission
etc.,
after the approval of this Act, shall appoint a
commission
practicable
Com- practicable
Market •Comtc.,roof Market
pany 0 be appointed.
whom
composed of three
three disinterested
disinterested men, not more than one of whom
to be appontcomposed
shall be
of the
of Columbia,
appraise the said
Columbia, to appraise
District of
the District
resident of
a resident
be a
shall
buildings and
thereon and
and therein
which were
erected
were erected
therein which
improvements thereon
and improvements
buildings
or
made
at
the
expense
of
the
Washington
Market
Company
.
,and
Company,
Market
Washington
the
of
expense
or made at the
which
stand and
and remain
remain upon
reservation; the valuation
valuation thereof
thereof
said reservation;
upon said
which stand
to be
determined as
of the
the date
date of
of filing
filing said
award; and the finding
said award;
as of
be determined
to
constitute the award.
said commission
of said
beMajority
the awarfinding
finding to Of
of aamajority
majorit of
commission shall
shall constitute
award. Any
Any
Majority
d.
award
the
from
dissent
may
who
member of
of the
t ecommission
coramission who may
award made
member
Minority report.
bnotyreport.
by the
the majority
make aa minority report in writing,
writing,
shall make
thereof shall
majority thereof
by
and made part of the record to
which shall
be filed
with the
the award
award and
to
filed with
shall be
which
appeal be taken as hereinbe
the court
appeals, if
if an appeal
of appeals,
court of
by the
considered by
be considered
market
after provided.
provided. A
A copy
copy thereof
shall be
be delivered
delivered to the market
thereof shall
after
company
at
the
same
time
and
place
that
the
award
is
delivered.
delivered.
is
award
the
that
place
and
time
same
the
at
company
Ds
Disqualifications for
a
serving
on commission.
No
shall be
on said
commission if he be either a
said commission
appointed on
be appointed
one shall
No one
n.
servi"ngocoimml
Member
of Congress
or an
an ex-Member
ex-Member thereof; nor if he be an officer
officer
Congress or
Member of
stockholder in, or
or employee
of the
United States;
nor if
if he
be aastockholder
he be
States; nor
the United
employee of
or
company; nor if
the
owner
or
pledgee
of
any
bond
of
the
market
market
the
of
bond
any
the owner or pledgee of
said market company
he
debtor of
company or of any
of the said
or debtor
creditor or
be aa creditor
he be
officer or stockholder
officer
or stockholder
stockholder thereof;
thereof; nor if he be an officer
stockholder
officer or
officer
debtor of any officer
of
any
corporation
which
is
either
a
creditor
or
creditor
a
either
is
which
of any corporation
be, directly or
or
of the
company; nor
or
he be,
if he
nor if
market company;
the market
stockholder of
or stockholder
indirectly,
interested financially
financially in the market company, any of its
indirectly, interested
tenant, lessee,
officers,
or bondholders;
bondholders; nor
lessee, bailee
nor if he be aatenant,
stockholders or
officers, stockholders
be the owner or pledgee
or
market company;
company; nor
he be
nor if he
the market
of the
bailor of
or bailor
of
any of
of the
the capital
capital stock of the market company;
of any
or of
bond or
any bond
of any
nor
he be
be an
an officer,
officer, agent,
agent, employee,
employee, tenant, bailee
bailee or bailor of
if he
nor if
any firm,
corporation which is aa tenant,
tenant, bailee
bailee or
or
copartnership or corporation
firm, copartnership
any
for
attorney
be
he
bailor
of
the
market
company;
nor
if
attorney
any
of the
if
nor
company;
market
the
of
bailor
aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Oath required.
of
of his duties, each member of
Before
entering upon the discharge
dischai
Before entering
Oath required.
efore a
a justice
'mace of the Supreme
said commission
cornmipsion shall
make oath before
shall make
said
Court
of the
the District
impartially perfaithfully and impartially
to faithfully
Columbia to
of Columbia
District of
Court of
form
his
duties
accord'
g
to
law;
and,
at
the
same
time,
time, that he is,
same
the
at
and,
law;
to
form his duties according
qualified under
the provisions
provisions of
be
of this section, which oath shall be
under the
qualified
spread
upon the
order book
book of
said court.
court.
said
of
order
the
upon
spread
Poerofmson
Power of commission
0 secure testimony.
SEC. 4.
power, and it
it shall
That the said commission shall have power,
4. That
SE.
testimoy.
to
be
its duty,
duty, to
witnesses, with or without
without books or papers,
papers,
subpoena witnesses,
to subpoena
be its
before
it for
for either
either of
of the
the parties,
parties, and to require such witnesses to
before it
testify under oath adrainistered by the chairman of said commission
Hearings
dee- testifyunder oath administered by the chairman of said commission
to
Heariuns
commission
terminailliit
vs/nation. or
or by
by any
administer oaths. Said commission
authorized to administer
one authorized
any one
terminejutation.
a fair
shall give each
each party
party aafull hearing
hearing on the question
question of what is a
shallgive
and just
just valuation
valuation of
of the
and improvements
improvements erected and
buildings and
the buildings
and
Liability of
of Market
Market
Liability

to
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made at
at the
company on
on said
said premises,
premises,
market company
said market
the said
of the
expense of
the expense
made
Copy of proceedings.
and remaining
thereon when the award is made. And the commiscommis- Copyo proceedngs.
remaining thereon
and
market
sion
daily furnish
to the
the Attorney
Attorney General and
and to the market
furnish to
shall daily
sion shall
company
stenographic copy
each day's
proceedings.
day's proceedings.
of each
copy of
a stenographic
company a
Award by commisThereafter the
the said
said commission
to be awarded
awarded sin.d
amount to
the amount
sion.
shall fix the
commission shall
Thereafter

Filed, with
with record,
record,
the buildings and improvements
as a
and just
valuation of
of the
improvements eFied,
just valuation
fair and
a fair
as
etc.,
in
Court
of
Appeals.
erected
and made
on said
said premises
premises at
at the
expense of
the said
said market
market Appeals.
of the
the expense
made on
erected and

company
remaining thereon
thereon when the award is made; and the
and remaining
company and
award
of the
together with
the record and evidence on
with the
commission, together
the commission,
award of
which
shall, within
months from the date of
six months
within six
is based,
based, shall,
same is
the same
which the
the
appointment and
and qualification
qualification of
of the
the members
thereof, be filed
filed
members thereof,
the appointment
in
the office
the Court
Court of Appeals of the District of
of the
clerk of
the clerk
of the
office of
in the
Copies to
Attorney
to Attorney
Copies
Columbia,
copies of
of said
said award
and minority report
or finding, General
report or
award and
and copies
Columbia, and
and Market
Company.
of
company.
if
any,
together
with
said
record
and
evidence,
shall
'
on
the
day
of
day
the
on
if any, together with said record and evidence, shall,
the
be delivered
commission to the Attorney
delivered by said commission
thereof, be
filing thereof,
the filing
General of
United States
to the
market company at its printhe market
and to
States and
the United
of the
General
cipal
place
of
business
in
the
District
of
Columbia.
Columbia.o
of
District
in
the
business
of
cipal place
Appeal allowed to
D.C.
oAppeal,
Cou of
Appeals, D.
C.
If
party be
dissatisfied with
with the
the amount
of the
the award, such Court
amount of
be dissatisfied
either party
If either
the
dissatisfied
party
may
take
an
appeal
to
the
Court
Appeals
of
the
Appeals
of
Court
the
to
appeal
an
take
may
dissatisfied party
District
by noting
in the
office of
the clerk of the court of
of the
the office
noting in
Columbia by
of Columbia
District of
appeals
an appeal
appeal therefrom
therefrom within
within thirty days after the filing of said
appeals an
thereafter by
award,
the said appeal within sixty days thereafter
perfect the
and perfect
award, and
filing the
entire record,
or a
chairman
thereof, certified by the chairman
a copy thereof,
record, or
the entire
filing
or any
members of
it in the office of
and filing it
commission, and
of said
said commission,
two members
any two
or
of court.
Jurisdiction ofcourt.
which Jurisdiction
the
the Court
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, which
Appeals of
of Appeals
Court of
of the
clerk of
the clerk
court is hereby vested with jurisdiction
determine such
jurisdiction to hear and determine
court
appeal,
may revise
revise the
the amount
of the
the award
award as shall be just; and
amount of
and may
appeal, and
the
rendered by
shall be final.
court shall
by said court
judgment rendered
the judgment
Authority to obtain
o obtain
edenc
Dis- evidence.
S
EC. 5.
That it
shall be
be the
the duty
the Supreme
Court of
of the
the DisSupreme Court
of the
duty of
it shall
5. That
SEC.
trict
of
Columbia,
by
contempt
proceedings
or
to
compel
compel
otherwise,
or
proceedings
contempt
by
Columbia,
of
trict
witnesses to
to obey
the subpoenas
hereinbefore provided
provided for; to produce
subpoenas hereinbefore
obey the
witnesses
all
and to
before said
commission, and
and generally
generally to
said commission,
testify before
to testify
records, and
all records,
regulations adopted by
require observance
observance of all reasonable rules and regulations
require
the said
said commission.
f
commission.
the
for
Appropriation
for
ti
SEC. 6.
sum of
of money
is hereby
out aaward,r,etc.
appropriated, out
hereby appropriated,
money is
sufficient sum
That aasufficient
6. That
SEC.
of any
any money
money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, to be disTreasury not
the Treasury
in the
of
bursed
President, to
to pay
interest and to comand interest
award and
said award
pay said
the President,
by the
bursed by
pensate
the members
members of
commission and
and a
secretary and
and stenogstenog- Proviso.
a secretary
of said
said commission
pensate the
Limit
commission
rapher thereof
uimit oof commisuiln
the expenses.
That the
Provided, That
commission: Provided,
said commission:
by said
chosen by
be chosen
to be
thereof to
rapher
total
the members
the commission
commission and the ex-"pens
of the
members of
made the
compensation made
total compensation
secretary thereof,
the stenographer
stenographer and necessary expenses,
including the
thereof, including
secretary
shall
not exceed
exceed $35,000.
Representative
of
Representative of
$35,000.
shall not
United
hiarat hearStates at
Urited States
SEC. 7.
7. That
duty of
of the
assign ings,
to assign
General to
Attorney.General
the Attorney
the duty
be the
shall be
it shall
That it
SEC.
etc.
one
in the
the Department
Justice to
to reprerepre- i gs ,etc
of Justice
Department of
attorneys in
the attorneys
of the
more of
or more
one or
sent
the
interests
of
the
United
States
before
said
commission
and
and
commission
sent the interests of the United States before said
before the
the court
of appeals,
appeals, if
an appeal
appeal should
should be
be prosecuted
thereto
prosecuted thereto
if an
court of
before
and, generally,
to represent
represent the
Umted States
States in
and proceedproceedsteps and
all steps
in all
the Unted
generally, to
and,
ooking to
the enforcement
enforcement of
of this
this Act.
ings Looking
to the
Act.
Secretary of Agriempowered to
to
.EC. 8.
That if,
the Secretary
or his
his culture
cture empowered
Agriculture, or
of Agriculture,
Secretary of
time, the
at any
any time,
if, at
8. That
SEC.
eject any lessee for
for
g,
lee
pteer
satisfied
become
should
successor
in
charge
of
said
reservation,
should
become
that
profiteering,
etc.
reservation,
said
of
charge
in
successor
any lessee
of said
reservation, or
any part
any person havpart thereof, or any
or any
said reservation,
lessee of
any
ing property
property stored
thereon, is
is guilty
extortion,
of overcharging,
overcharging, extortion,
guilty of
stored thereon,
ing
profiteermg
any unconscionable
sale he
he is
is hereby
hereby
or sale
bargain or
unconscionable bargain
making any
or making
profiteering or
empowered
and
directed
to
cause
such
person,
together
with
his
with his
together
person,
empowered and directed to cause such
goods and
be ejected
ejected therefrom;
further, forever
afterforever afterand, further,
therefrom; and,
to be
wares, to
and wares,
goods
wards denied
denied the
privilege of
of trading
trading or
or being
employed therein
therein m
in Authority
manda^onty mda
being employed
the privilege
wards
tory to eject, rAncel
any
whatever. The
or authority
of the
the Secretary
to eject, cancel
tory etc.
of lease,
Secretary of
authority of
right or
The right
capacity whatever.
any capacity
Agriculture
or his
his successor
n control
of said
said reservation,
sum- leae etc.
to sumreservation, to
control of
successor in
Agricuture, or
forthwith eject
eject therefrom,
as
aforesaid, and
marily and
i
the
to cancel
cancel the
and to
as aforesaid,
therefrom,
forthwith
and '
marily
lease or
contract of
of storage—either
recourse to any
any
both-without recourse
or both—without
storage-either or
or contract
lease
judicial
tribunal, of
offending is hereby made specific
person so offending
any person
of any
judicial tribunal,
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and
mandatory. And
And no
no contract
of lease
lease or
or for
for storage
storage shall
shall be
be
and mandatory.
contract of
made
entered into
into by
by the
the said
said Secretary,
Secretary, or
or his
his successor,
successor, without
without
made or
or entered
such a
a provision
therein and
and agreed
agreed to
to by
by the
the
such
provision being
being incorporated
incorporated therein
lessee
bailor. If
If any
offending lessee
lessee or
or bailor
be a
a firm,
firm,
lessee or
or bailor.
any such
such offending
bailor be
joint-stock
copartnership or
corporation, no
member of,
of,
joint-stock company,
company, copartnership
or corporation,
no member
or stockholder
in, any
any such
such concern
concern shall
shall be
permitted thereafter
thereafter to
to
or
stockholder in,
be permitted
trade
in said
reservation or
or to
any article
article of
or
trade in
said reservation
to store
store any
of merchandise
merchandise or
commerce therein.
therein.
commerce
The words
words "lessee,"
"lessee," "bailor,"
"bailee" and
and "
person" used
used herein,
herein,
The
"bailor," "bailee"
"person"
shall, for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
be construed
include any
any firm,
firm,
shall,
this Act,
Act, be
construed to
to include
copartnership, joint-stock
and corporation.
corporation.
copartnership,
joint-stock company
company and
SEC. 9.
9. That
That all
laws and
Acts, or
or parts
parts of
of laws
laws or
Acts, to
to the
the
SEC.
all laws
and Acts,
or Acts,
extent that
that they
are in
in conflict
conflict herewith
hereby repealed.
repealed.
extent
they are
herewith are
are hereby
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March

CHAP. 172.—An
entitled "An
"An Act to codify, revise, and
172.-An Act To amend an Act entitled
amend the penal laws of the United
States," approved
approved March 4, 1909 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth
United States,"
Statutes at Large, page 1134).
1134).

Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
the United
States
assem,bUd That
That sections
sections 232, penal
233,
233,
States
of America
America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
- of
A
iand in
234, 235, and 236 of the Act to codify, revise,
revise, and amend
amend the penal
penal
laws
of the
the United
States, approved
March 4,
4, 1909,
1909, be
be amended
to
laws of
United States,
approved March
amended to
read,
respectively,
as
follows:
re
High explosives car- ad, respectively, as follows:
ried on
on passenger
eer Tes-s- e"SE.
"SEC. 232.
232. It
It shall be
transport, carry, or convey,
be unlawful
unlawful to transport,
ri
s etc
' Umted
'Pnited.
seses
within the limits of the .jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
United States, any
of the
the United
any high
high
3.5, p.
1134, explosive,
Vol. 35,
explosive, such as, and including,
dynamite, blasting
including, dynamite,
caps, detonatdetonatblasting caps,
amended.
nded.
ing fuzes,
explosive, on any
ing
fuzes, black powder, gunpowder,
gunpowder, or other like explosive
any
vessel, car,
any description
in the
the transportransporvessel,
car, or
or vehicle
vehicle of
of any
description operated
operated in
tation of
of passengers
passengers by
common carrier
carrier engaged
engaged in
or
tation
by a
a common
in interstate
interstate or
foreign commerce,
commerce,which
vessel, car
car, or
or vehicle
vehicle is
is carrying
carrying pasP.Pnforeign
which vessel,
passenProvisos.
pros.
gers
or hire: Provided,
gen for
Provided, That
transport on
on any
That it
it shall
shall be
be lawful
lawful to
to transport
any
Explosives
d.permitpe 'such
such vessel,
vessel, car,
vehicle smokeless
smokeless powder,
powder, primers,
fuses, not
not
ted.
car, or
or vehicle
primers, fuses,
including detonating
detonating fuzes, fireworks,
fireworks, or
or other
other similar explosives,
explosives,
and properly
and marked
of explosives
explosives for
for laboralaboraand
properly packed
packed and
marked samples
samples of
Restriction.
Restriction.
tory examination, not
weight of
not exceeding
exceeding a
a net weight
of one-half
one-half pound
pound
each and
samples at
time in
in a
single
each,
and not
not exceeding
exceeding twenty
twenty samples
at one
one time
a single
vessel, car,
car, or
or vehicle;
vehicle; but such explosives
explosives shall
not be
be carried
carried in
in
shall not
that part
part of
of a
a vessel,
car,
or
vehicle
which is
is being
being used
used for
for the
the
that
vessel,
car,
or
vehicle
which
Small arms ammunitransportation of
for hire:
hire: Provided
Provided fAuther
further, That
it
tion,
Salls devices,
vicens; transportation
of passengers
passengers for
That it
tion, signal
etc., allowed.
etc.,
allowed.
car or vehicle smallshall be lawful to transport on any such
such vessel,
vessel, car,
and such fusees,
arms ammunition in any
any quantity, and
fusees, torpedoes,
essential to
rockets, or other signal devices as may be essential
to promote
Military
Military equipment.
equipment. safety hi
in operation:
fwrter, That nothing in this
operation: And
And provided further,
section
be construed
construed to
the transportation
military
section shall
shall be
to prevent
prevent the
transportation of
of military
or
forces with
their accompanying
of war
war on
on
or naval forces
with their
accompanying munitions
munitions of
passenger-equipment
vessels, cars,
cars, or
vehicles.
or vehicles.
passenger-equipment vessels,
Definitions.
Definitions.
Detonating
fuzes.
Detonating fzes.
"The
fuzes,' as used
"The words 'detonating
'detonating fuzes,'
used in this section
section shall be
interpreted
to mean
mean fuzes
naval or
military service
servi
ce to
to detonate
interpreted to
fuzes used
used in
in naval
or military
detonate
explosive bursting
bursting charges
of projectiles,
projectiles, mines,
bombs, or
the high
high explosive
charges of
mines, bombs,
or
Fuzes.
Fues.
torpedoes. The word
word 'fuzes'
'fuzes' as used
used herein shall be
interpreted to
to
be interpreted
in igniting
mean devices used in
igniting the bursting
bursting charges
charges of projectiles.
Primers.
Primer.
e interpreted
The word 'primers'
'primers' as used herein
herein shall be
interpreted to mean
mean
m igniting the propelling
powder charges
devices used in
propelling powder
charges of ammunition.
ammunition.
F
Fuses.
ma.
The word'
shallbe
interreted to mean the
word fuses as used
used herein
herein shall
be interpreted
the slowslowburning
used commercially
commercially and
and intended
intended to
to convey
convey fire
fire to
to an
an
burning fuses
fuses used
explosive
explosive or combustible
combustible mass
or without
without danger
danger to
to the
the perpermass slowly or
FI'iu.
'fusees as
son lighting. The word
word'fusee&
as used
herein shallbe
shall be interpreted
interpreted
used herein
to mean the fusees
ordinarily used
fusses ordinarily:
used on steamboats
steamboats and railrods
railroads as
as
night
signals.
night signals.
Criminal Code.
Explosives
transporExplosivesCodesrtranspor2
tation.

ECnal

ta ies p ri;hibited

te
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Regulations for
"SEC. 233. The Interstate Commerce
Regulations
for
"SEc.
Commerce Commission shall formulate
formulate transporting
exploregulations for the safe transportation
of the
the jurisjuris- svesertc.,
regulations
transportation within the limits of
sives, etc., in
xnted
in United
States to be made by
diction of the United States of
of explosives
explosives and other
other dangerous Interstate
Interstate Commerce
ommerce
Commission.
articles including
inflammable liquids,
liquids, inflammable
articles,
including inflammable
inflammable solids,
solids, oxidizing
oxidizing Commission.
5 p. 1135,
Vol. 335,
materials,
compressed gases,
poisonous subsub- amVee
materials, corrosive
corrosive liquids
liquids, compressed
gases, and
and poisonous
amended. ' P ln5,
stanco,
carriers engaged
stances, which shall be binding upon all
all common carriers
engaged in
in
foreign commerce
commerce which
interstate or foreign
which transport explosives
explosives or other
other
dangerous articles by land or water, and upon all shippers making
dangerous
shipments of explosives
shipments
explosives or other dangerous articles via any common
common
carrier engaged
engaged in
m interstate
foreign commerce
by land
or water.
carrier
interstate or
or foreign
commerce by
land or
water. Cha
Changes.
Said commission, of its own motion, or upon application
application made
made by
interested party,
changes or
or modifications
any interested
party, may
may make
make changes
modifications in
in such
such
regulations,
desirable by new
information or
or altered
altered conditions.
conditions.
regulations, made
made desirable
new information
Safety transit
dera n
Such
regulations shall
Such regulations
be in
in accord
with the
best-known practicable
practicable vicest.
st deshall be
accord with
the best-known
vices, etc. t
means for securing
securing safety
safety in transit, covering
covering the packing, marking,
loading, handling
while in
necessary
handling while
in transit,
transit, and
and the
the precautions
precautions necessary
determine whether
whether the
material when
when offered
is in
in proper
condition
to determine
the material
offered is
proper condition
Effect.
to transport. Such regulations,
modifica- Effect'
regulations, as well as all changes
changes or modificashorter
time
is
authorized
by
the
comtions thereof,
thereof, shall, unless a
a
is authorized by the commission, take effect
effect ninety days after their formulation
formulation and publication
said commission
and shall
until reversed,
set Assistance
cation by
by said
commission and
shall be
be in
in effect
effect until
reversed, set
Assistance oof other
other
departments, etc., diaside or
or modified.
modified. In
execution of
of this
aside,
In the
the execution
of the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act departments,
directed.
the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission may utilize the services of the rected.
bureau
bureau for the safe transportation
transportation of explosives
explosives and other dangerous
articles, and may avail itself of the advice and assistance
assistance of any
department,
Government, but
official
department, commission
commission,' or board
board of
of the Government,
but no
no official
or employee of the United States shall receive
additional comreceive any additional
pensation
for such
pensation for
such service
service except
except as
H.h
as now
now permitted
permitted by
by law.
law.
High explosives ex"SEC. 234. It
"SEo.
from passenger,
It shall be unlawful to transport, carry, or convey cluded
eludedaompassener,
carriers in the
within
of the
the jurisdiction
of the
United States,
liquid etc.,
within the
the limits
limits of
jurisdiction of
the United
States, liquid
euci.ted
United States.tes
Vol. 35,
p. 1135,
or other like ex- amended.
vol
35, p.
1135,
nitroglycerin, fulminate in bulk in dry condition, or
plosive, on any vessel, car, or vehicle
vehicle of any
description operated men
any description
in
water
m the transportation
transportation of passengers or property by land or water
by a
interstate or foreign
foreign commerce.
a common carrier
carrier engaged in interstate
Marking packages of
SEC. 235.
235. Every
explosives or
other dangerous
dangerous explosives.
package containing
containing explosives
or other
e i losives.akag o
"SEC.
Every package
Vol.
p. 1135,
113.5,
articles
when presented
presented to
to a
common carrier for
for shipment
shipment shall
have amended.
of- 35,
35, p.
articles when
a common
shall have
Delivery for shipthereof; and it Delvery
plainly marked
marked on the outside thereof the contents thereof;
ment
under
false
unlawful for
be delivered,
shall be unlawful
for any
any person
person to
to deliver,
deliver, or
or cause
cause to be
delivered, rmt
Ialse
marking,under
etc., unlawful.
commerce
ful.
carrier engaged
to any common carrier
engaged in interstate or foreign
vehicle operated
by land or water, or to carry upon any vessel, car, or vehicle
by any
any common
common carrier
carrier engaged
foreign commerce
engaged in
in interstate
interstate or
or foreign
commerce
by
water any explosive, or other dangerous
dangerous article,
article, as speciby land or water
fied in section 233 of this Act, under any false or deceptive
deceptive marking,
description, invoice,
shipping order, or other
declaration or without
other declaration,
without
description,
invoice, shipping
informing the agent of such carrier
carrier in writing of the true character
character
informing
thereof, at or before
before the time such delivery or carriage
carriage is made.
Punishment for
r vioWhoever shall
to
laton
Whoever
shall knowingly
knowingly violate, or cause to be violated, any pro- lations.
vision
of
this
section,
or
of
the
last
or
any
three
sections
last
preceding,
vision of this section, or of the
Commerce Commission in purregulation made by the Interstate Commerce
suance thereof, shall be fined not more than $2,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned
not
than eighteen
or both.
both.
months, or
eighteen months,
not more
more than
Punishment for vioS
EC. 236.
236. When
When the
the death
death or
results lations
SEC.
or bodily
bodily injury
injury of
of any
any person
person results
i
lations resnltng
resulting in
death, etc.
from the violation
violation of any of the four sections last preceding,
preceding, or any death,
Vol. etc.
3.5, p. 1136,
amended.
regulation
made by
the _nterstate
Commerce Commission
Interstate Commerce
Commission in
m pursupursu- amended.
regulation made
by the
knowingly
so knowingly
persons who shall
shall have so
the person or persons
ance thereof, the
violated,
caused to
violated, such
regulation, shall
shall
such provision
provision or regulation,
to be
be violated,
violated, or
or caused
$10,000, or imprisoned not more than ten
be fined not more than $10,000,
ten
years, or both.
Approved,
March 4. 1921.
1921.
Approved, March
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CHAP.
transfer the Panhandle and Plains section of Texas and
173.-An Act To transfer
CHAP. 173.—An
Oklahoma to the United States standard central time zone.
Oklahoma

March 4, 1921.
[H. R.
R. 14490.]
[Public,
No. 401.]
401.)
[Public, No.

March 4, 1921.
[H. 14490.1

Be
enacted by
and House
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
and
the Panhandle
That the
assembled, That
of America
Panhandle and
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
and States
States of
of Texas
Texas and
are hereby,
hereby,
the same
same are
be, and
and the
Oklahoma be,
and Oklahoma
section of
in Plains
Plains section

Standard
time.
Standard time.
Panhandle
Panhandle and
Plains section,
Texas
section, Texr
Plains
and Oklahoma, put in
central
central zone.
zone.

transferred to and placed within the United States standard central
transferred
time
time zone.
Central time zone.
The
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
is hereby
Western
boundary
The Interstate
westera beoneary
established, in
order placing
the western
western boundary
of the
the
boundary line
line of
directed to issue an
Texas directed
an order
placing the
established,
in Texas
and Oklahoma.
Vol.
450.
United
standard central
central time
zone in
in so far
affect
far as
as the same affect
time zone
States standard
United States
40, p.
Vol. 40,
p. 450.
Texas
and Oklahoma
as follows:
follows:
Oklahoma as
Texas and
Description.
Description.
Beginning
where such
western boundary
boundary time zone
zone line
such western
point where
at aa point
Beginning at
boundary line between Kansas and Oklahoma;
Oklahoma;
the State boundary
crosses the
thence westerly
boundary: line
northwest
to the
the northwest
line to
State boundary
said State
along said
westerly, along
thence
corner of
of the
State of
thence in
in a
direction
a southerly
southerly direction
of Oklahoma;
Oklahoma; thence
the State
corner
along the
the west
State boundary
boundary line
line of
of Oklahoma
and the
the west
west State
State
Oklahoma and
west State
along
boundary
of Texas
southeastern corner of the State of
Texas to the southeastern
line of
boundary line
New Mexico;
Mexico; thence
thence in
the State
boundary
State boundary
along the
direction along
in aawesterly
westerly direction
New
line
Mexico to the Rio Grande
New Mexico
the States of Texas and New
between the
line between
River;
down the
Grande River
boundary line
line bebeRiver as
as the
the boundary
thence down
the Rio
Rio Grande
River; thence
Provisos.
United States
and Mexico:
Mexico: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Chicago,
Chicago,
States and
the United
tween the
Changing
hang points for tween
railroads.
is
railro
Rock Island and Gulf Railway Company and the Chicago, Rock
Rock
Island and
and Pacific
Company may
Tucumcari, New Mexico,
may use Tucumcari,
Railway Company
Pacific Railway
Island
as
point at
from central
mountain time
to mountain
central to
change from
they change
at which
which they
the point
as the
vice
versa; the
the Colorado
Southern
Fort Worth
Worth and
Denver
and Denver
and Fort
Southern and
Colorado
versa;
vice
and
Resol- and
Concurrent ResoluConcurrent
1
tions,
Railway Companies
Companies may use Sixela, New Mexico, as such changCity Railway
tions, p.
3.
p. 13.
ing
point; the
the Atchison,
Topeka and
Santa Fe
Company
Fe Railway
Railway Company
and Santa
Atchison, Topeka
ing point;
No othe
other
affected.

No

may use Clovis, New
System
Fe
of the Santa
otheras branches
branches
and
Mexico,
and other
such changing
of the Santa
point, Fe
andSystem
those railways
may use running
Clovis New
into
running
into
and
those
railways
changing
point,
Mexico,
as
such
t
time
me zone
zone or through El Paso may use El Paso as such point: Provided
Provided further,
further,

Conflicting laws
pealed.
l

peCal.n

That
tlus Act
shall not,
not, except
except as
as herein
herein provided,
with
interfere with
provided, interfere
Act shall
That this
the adjustment
adjustment of
of time
time zones
as established
established by
Interstate ComComby the
the Interstate
zones as
the
merce
Commission.
merce Commission.
reSEc. 2.
That all
laws and
and parts
parts of
of laws
laws in
are
herewith are
in conflict
conflict herewith
all laws
SEC.
2. That
re
hereby repealed.
repealed.
hereby
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
Approved,

March
1921.
March 4,
4, 1921.
[H. J. lies. 3461
[Pub. lies. No. 66.1

[H. J. Res. 346.1
[Pub. Bes. No. s6.1

CHAP. 174.--Joint
174.-Joint Resolution Extending the time for payment
payment of purchase money
on homestead entries in the former Standing Rock
Rock Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in the States
of North
North and
for other purposes.
and South Dakota,
Dakota, and for
of

Resolved
and House
of the
the United
United
of Reresentatvves
Representatves of
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
States
in Congress
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
in
Congress assemb,
assembled, That
States of
of America
Ameriat
Interior
authorized, , in
his discretion,
discretion, to
for aaperiod
period
to extend
extend for
in his
is hereby
hereby authorized,
Interior is
of
of
annual installment due,
one year
year the time for the payment of any annual
of one
or
for lands
sold under
under
675.
or hereafter
hereafter to
to become
become due,
due, of
of the purchase price
price for
lands sold
the
approved February
14, 1913
(Thirty-seventh
1913 (Thirty-seventh
February 14,
of Congress
Congress approved
the Act
Act of
dissale and disauthorize the
Act to
to authorize
Statutes,
page 675),
entitled "An
the sale
"An Act
675), entitled
Statutes, page
position
of surplus
Standing Rock
Rock Indian
Indian
of the
the Standing
lands of
or unallotted
unallotted lands
surplus or
position of
Reservation
the States
States of
of North
North and
South Dakota,
Dakota, and
and for
for other
other
and South
in the
Reservation in
purposes,"
and
any
payment
so
extended
may
annually
thereafter
purposes," and any payment so extended may annually thereafter
Provisos.
be
extended for
for aa period
period of
in the
Provided,
manner: Provided,
same manner:
the same
year in
one year
of one
be extended
Final payment.
Finpaymen.
That the
other payments
must be
be made
within
made within
payments must
and all
all other
last payment
payment and
That
the last
a
period
not
exceeding
one
year after
after the
the last
payment
becomes due
becomes
due
last
payment
year
exceeding
one
a
period
not
Applications for exby the
the terms
terms of
of the
the entry
was made:
made: Provided
Provided
entry was
which the
Act under
under which
the Act
t~aet ,etc.S for ex by
further,
That any
and all
payments must
must be made
unless
made when due unless
any and
all payments
furter, That
the entryman
applies for an extension and pays
for one
one year
pays interest
interest for
the
entryman applies
in
at 5
5 per
per centum per annum upon
as
upon the amount,due, as
advance at
in advance
herein
provided, and
patent shall be withheld
withheld until full and final
and patent
herein provided,

Rock InStanding Rock
dian Reservation,
N.
Reservation, N.
and
S. Dak.
and S.
Extension of time
for annual installments
forannualinstallments
for
on.
for ceded
ceded lands on.
Vol.
Vol. 37, p.
p. 675.

dian
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payment of
of the
purchase price
is made
with the
the propromade in
in accordance
accordance with
payment
the purchase
price is
visions hereof:
hereof: And provided
further, That any entryman
entryman who has
visions
provided further,
resided upon and cultivated the land embraced
embraced in his entry
entry for the
resided
period of time required by law in order to make commutation
commutation proof,
period
approved, further residence and
may make proof, and if the same is approved,
cultivation will not be required:
required: And provided
provided further,
further, That failure
cultivation
to make any payment that may be due, unless the same be extended,
extended,
which
or to
to make any extended payment at or before the time to which
payment has been extended,
extended, as
provided, shall
forfeit
as herein provided,
shall forfeit
such payment
the entry and the same shall be canceled and any and all payments
theretofore
theretofore made shall be forfeited.
SEC. 2. That the Secretary
hereby authorized,
SEC.
Secretary of the Interior is also hereby
extend for a
aperiod of one year, the time for the
in his discretion, to extend
hereafter to become due of the
payment of any annual installment
installment hereafter
payment
purchase price of lands in the Cheyenne
Cheyenne River Indian Reservation
Reservation in
purchase
Reservation in the
South Dakota and the Standing Rock Indian Reservation
under
States of North Dakota and South Dakota, sold at public sale under
the
approved May 29, 1908 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes,
of Congress
Congress approved
the Act of
page 460),
460), under the same terms and on the same conditions
conditions as
page
provided in section 1
1of this Act.
provided
Approved, March 4, 1921.

CHAP. 175.—Joint
Providing for the bringing to the United States of
Resolution Providing
175.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.
of the American ExpediAmerican, who was aa member of
the body of an unknown American,
tionary Forces,
Forces, who served in Europe and lost his life during the World War, and
appropriate ceremonies.
for the burial of the remains with appropriate

1447
Commutation allowed.
allowed.
Commutation

Forfeiture of
Forfeiture
of entry
paymake payon failure to make
ments.

Extensions allowed
Extensions
for lands in Cheyenne
River
River and Standing
Rock
Reservations,
R
o c k Reservations,
sold in 1908.
1908.
Vol. 35,p.
Vol.
35, p. 462.
462.

March
1921.
March 4,
4, 1921.
[H. J. Res. 426.]
[H.
[Pub.
Res., No. 67.]
[Pub. Res.,

United Unknown American
Resolved
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
Resolved by the Senate
Unknown American
in Congress
Secretary of War be, soldier.
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
States of
of America in
soldier.
Body of an
who
be
regulations
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed,
under
regulations
to
directed,
authorized
and he
died in World War,
thr, to
to
Arlington
prescribed by him, to cause to be brought to the United States the be buried in Arlington
prescribed
Memorial
Amphibody
an American,
member of the American
American Expedi- theater.
a member
American, who was a
of an
body of
theater.
Europe, who lost his life during the
tionary Forces who served in Europe
World War
War and
whose identity
identity has
has not
established, for burial in
not been established,
and whose
World
the
Arlington,
Amphitheater of the National Cemetery at Arlington,
Memorial Amphitheater
the Memorial
Virginia.
Virginia.

Such sum
be necessary
necessary to
provisions of the
out the provisions
to carry
carry out
may be
sum as
as may
Such
joint
resolution is
expended by the Secretary
Secretary
authorized to be expended
is hereby
hereby authorized
joint resolution
of War.

Expense
authorized.
Expense authorized.

1921.
March 4, 1921.
Approved,
Approved, March
CHAP. 176.—Joint
Resolution Giving
Giving consent
of the
Congress of
of the
the United
United States
States
the Congress
consent of
CHAP.
176.-Joint Resolution
to the
the States
of North
North Dakota,
South Dakota,
Wisconsin, Iowa,
Iowa, and
and
Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Dakota, Minnesota,
Dakota, South
States of
to
Nebraska,
agree upon the jurisdiction
jurisdiction to be
any two or more of said States, to agree
Nebraska, or any
exercised by
States over
between any two or more of said States.
waters between
over boundary
boundary waters
by said.
said States
exercised

March 4,
1921.
March
4. 1921.
(t. J. Res. 233.1
(S.
23.3.]
No.
Pub.
Res.,
Pub. Res., No. 68.j
68.)

Resolved
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Resolved by
Boundary watero
of the Con- P:undr:aters.
consent of
States
That the consent
assembled, That
Congressassembled,
in Congress
of American
American in
States of
gress is
given to
the States
North Dakota,
Dakota, Jurisdiction
by
Juridiction over, by
South Dakota,
Dakota, South
of North
States of
to the
is hereby
hereby given
gress
Minnesota,
Iowa, and
Nebraska, or
or any
any two
or more
SPeCilled States.
Ra
t
'
of speced
more of
two or
and Nebraska.
Wisconsin, Iowa,
Minnesota, Wisconsin,
them, by
by such
such agreement
or compact
compact as
desirable or
may deem desirable
as they
they may
agreement or
them,
necessary, or
as may
may be
be evidenced
lative acts
any
enacted by any
acts enacted
legislative
by legis
evidenced by
or as
necessary,
two or
more of
said States,
States, not
not in
in co
nfl ict with
Constitution of
the Constitution
with the
conflict
of said
or more
two
the
United States
or any
any law
law thereof,
determine and settle the
thereof, to determine
States or
the United
jurisdiction to be exercised
exercised by said States,
respectively, over offenses
States, respectively,
jurisdiction
arising
out of
of the
of the
said States upon any
any of said
the laws of any
violation of
the violation
arising out
of
boundary lines
lines between
between any
any two
more of
of
or more
two or
the boundary
forming the
waters forming
the waters
of the
said
boundary line
extends,
line extends,
such boundary
which such
through which
waters through
or waters
States, or
said States,
and that
that the
the consent
is hereby, given
same is
the same
and the
be, and
the Congress
Congress be,
of the
consent of
and
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Concurrent
Concurrent jurisdic- to the concurrent jurisdiction agreed to
tdon by Minnesota and
South Dakota. a
and South Dakota, as evidenced by the

SuthDota

States of Minnesota
Minnesota
jurisdic to the concurrent jurisdiction agreed to by the States
the
legislature
the
of
act
the
by
act
of
legislature of the
and South Dakota, as evidenced

March
1921.
4,1921.
March 4,
S.
248.1
J. Res.,
Res., 2481
S. J.
[Pub. Res., No. 691

[PUb.

Res., No. 69-

Preamble.
Preamble.

State of
of Minnesota
Minnesota approved
approved April
April 20,
and the act of the legis20, 1917, and
State
1917.
lature of
the State
South Dakota
February 13, 1017.
Dakota approved February
of South
State of
of the
lature
Approved,
March 4, 1921.
Approved, March

Resolution Relieving
Relieving and discharging
discharging from the fine imposed
imposed
177.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 177.—Joint
by
and authorizing
authorizing the payment
payment of messengers
messengers appointed
appointed by the electors of cerlaw and
by law
tain
to deliver
deliver the
vote of
of such States for President and Vice
electoral vote
the electoral
States to
tain States
President.
President.

of
by the
Whereas certain
of the
messengers appointed
appointed by
the electors
electors of
certain of
the messengers
Whereas

to
certain
States failed
through incorrect
incorrect legal
advice to deliver to
legal advice
failed through
certain States
the
of the
Senate the
electoral vote
certified copy of the electoral
the certified
the Senate
President of
the President
of
States for
for President
and Vice
Vice President;
President; and
President and
such States
of such
Whereas
learning of this erroneous
erroneous advice delivered
delivered
messengers learning
certain messengers
Whereas certain
such
certificates after
24, and
before the
the passage of this
and before
January 24,
after January
such certificates
Act:
Therefore be it
it
Act: Therefore
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Electoral vote.
Resolved by
the Senate
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved
Electoralvote.
messengers who failed
Messengers tailing
to States
States of
of America
in Conress
That messengers
failed
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
falinto
Messengers
deliver, at required
fine
$1,000 fine
the $1,000
from the
lame,
relieved
from to
to appear should be relieved
relieved and discharged
discharged from
at rered
deelier,
President of the Senate
that the
penalty,
for
such neglect
and that
the President
Senate be
imposed, and
neglect imposed,
for such
etc.
penaIty, etc.
appeared
directed to
payment of such messengers as appeared
authorize the payment
to authorize
directed
on
or
before
January
1921.
1921.
31,
January
on or before
Approved,
March 4, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March
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Abandoned
Child, D. C.,
or Child,
Abandoned Wife or
appropriation for
for payment
to destitute.
94,
destitute. _ ... 94,
payment to
appropriation
864,
1136
864,1136
Aberdeen, Md.,
appropriating for
etc., GovernGovernoperating, etc.,
for operating,
appropriating
223
ment
house at ....................
ment house
Aberdeen
Ground, Md., Army,
Army,
Aberdeen Proving
Proving Ground,
appropriation for
for care,
care, sale,
sale, etc.,
etc., of crops
appropriation
on
114
114
on ..............................
for
steel hangar
hangar for
for airship
airship ..............
894
894
for steel
1384
trestle, etc
etc...... ..............
for coal tresle,
1384
for railroad
roundhouse ................
railroad roundhouse
for
Abortion,
punishment
for importing,
importing, shipping
in ininshipping in
punishment for
terstate
articles, etc.,
to
etc., to
commerce, articles,
terstate commerce,
produce
1060
1060
produce ..........................
Abortion
Animale, Contagious,
Contagious,
Abortion of Animals,
appropriation
for preventing,
preventing,
researches for
for researches
appropriation for
etc
240, 700, 1320
240,700,1320
etc ........................
Absaroka National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Absaroka
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of....
248,
of.... 248,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
707, 1326
707,1326
Absecon Inlet, N. J.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
be
to be
of, to
preliminary
.........
made ..
1010
..............made
Accidents, Railway, etc.,
appropriation
for securing
of, and
and
reports of,
securing reports
appropriation for
investigating.
179, 889,
889, 1380
1380
179
investigating ..............
Accounting,
Army,
Accounting, Army,
creation of
"Army account
of advances"
advances"
account of
of "Army
creation
for disbursements
975
for
disbursements .................
Accounting Officers of the Treasury,
Treasury,
paying claims
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
deficiency
certified by
60, 65,
65,
60,
by .....................
certified
344,
347, 521,
1038, 1040,
1040, 1044, 1183, 1189
521, 1038,
344, 347,
Marine Corps
credits to
to be
be given
given Navy
Navy and
Corps
and Marine
credits
disbursing
emergency
for emergency
officers for
disbursing officers
payments
to officers
enlisted
and enlisted
officers and
payments to
men
during period
of the
the war
153
153
war......
period of
men during
Period
payments excluded
153
excluded...
specified; payments
period specified;
to relieve
disbursing officers from
from loss
Navy disbursing
to
relieve Navy
duty, withof
in line of duty,
funds, etc.,
etc., in
of funds,
out
fault, etc............
etc
132
personal fault,
out personal
DepartDivision, DepartDisbursementsDivision,
Accounts and
and Disbuntements
ment of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation for
clerks. etc.258,
etc.258, 717,
1336
717,1336
chief, clerks,
for chief,
appropriation
Division, Department
Department of Justice,
Justice,
Accounts Division,
clerks, etc.... 677, 1296
appropriation for
1296
for chief, clerks,
appropriation
Accounts, Railroad,
Railroad
Interkeeping,
prescribed by Interthan prescribed
other than
keeping, other
state
Commerce Commission,
Commission, ununstate Commerce
493
lawful
493
lawful .........................
Acoustics,
Acoustics,
appropriation
principles of, to
applyingprinciples
appropriation for applying
military and
industrial purposes.
683,1302
purposes. 683,1302
and industrial
military
Actuaries, Boon?
of (see
(see Board
Board of
of Actuaries).
Actuaries).
Actuaries,
Board of
Department,
Government, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Actuary, Government,
appropriation
1264
643.1264
................. 643.
for.....
appropriation for
Railroad Company, Addison Railroad
Champlain, Shoreham,
Shoreham,
bridge Lake Champlain,
may bridge
551
Vt. to
Y.........
to Ticonderoga, N. Y
Vt.,
Adjutant
Department, Army,
Adjutant General's
General's Department,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for contingencies, headquaretc. 106,950
ters of military departments, etc.
44281°-21----93
44281°-21--93

PageAdjutant
General's Department,
Department, Army-Con.
Army—Con. Page.
Adjutant General's
765
officers
765
................
composing ...
officers composing
Personnel Bureau of.........
functions
of
765
functions of Personnel
765
territorial commanders,
commanders, etc
etc............
territorial
Department,
Adjutant General's
General's Office, War Department,
appropriation
for clerks,
etc., arranging
arranging
clerks, etc.,
appropriation for
110, 1277
1277
draft
registration records,
records, etc....
etc.... 110,
draft registration
for temporary
temporary employees;
employees; pay
restriction,
pay restriction,
for
etc
658
658
etc.............................
659,1277
for clerks,
clerks, etc..................
etc
659,
1277
for
for additional
pay restriction.
restriction. 1277
1277
employees; pay
for
additional employees;
for completing selective draft
etc
951
records, etc.
draft records,
forcompletingselective
amount from
appropriation for care, etc.,
from appropriation
amount
of
draft records,
records available
clerks
for clerks
available for
of draft
to
information from
from dedeto furnish
furnish information
509
mobilized
records............
army records
mobilized army
assignment of
temporary clerks
work
clerks for work
of temporary
assignment
509
on
records
on such
such records..................
Adjutants General
General of the States,
statements of military
to be
furnished statements
be furnished
to
service
persons in
in the
110, 951
States.. 110,
the States..
of persons
service of
Administration
Estates z D.
D. C.,
Administrationof Estates,
persons entitled
intestates; surviving
surviving
of intestates;
to, of
entitled to,
persons
561
husband
added ...................
husband added
of intestate, to widow
distribution
of estate
estate of
widow
distribution of
563
or
husband ............
surviving husband
or surviving
567
provisions for,
deceased wife,
striken out.
out
wife, striken
of deceased
for, of
provisions
Administrative
Government,
Branch of the Government,
Administrative Branch
by Joint
survey directed
directed of
activities of, by
of activities
survey
Committee on
on Reorganization,
Reorganization, to
to
Committee
determine efficient
economical
and economical
efficient and
determine
1083
distribution of
of work
work ...............
1083
distribution
Admiralty Causes,
Causes,
provision
ship mortgages
mortgages...... 1000
to ship
relating to
provision relating
vessels
and cargoes
cargoes of
of United
United States ownervessels and
seizure....
ship, etc.,
525
from seizure_.
etc., exempt
exempt from
ship,
not applicable
applicable to
to Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad
not
Company
525
Company .........................
libels
in personam
if merpermitted if
personam permitted
libels in
525
chant
vessel or
or tug
525
tug...............
chant vessel
jurisdiction
in district
distnct courts; service
service
jurisdiction in
526
of
....................
of process
process..
in actions
actions by
by the
United States,
States. parties
the United
in
allowed cross
cross bills
bills or offsets
526
offsets.......
allowed
transfer of
of causes
causes on
on application
application of
either
of either
transfer
526
....
party ........................
Party
suits
follow procedure
private
procedure as between private
to follow
suits to
parties
526
526
.......
parties .................
526
decrees
526
interest....
costs; interest
include costs;
may include
decrees may
526
.
action
in rem
libellant so elect .......
rem if
if libellant
action in
526
no bond
bond required
required of
of the
United States
526
States..
the United
no
526
cancellation if
heretofore given ......
if heretofore
cancellation
assumption
of
liability;
payment
of
assumption of liability; payment of
decree
526
.........---------.-------..-decree .
Government
private vessels
vessels formerly Government
private
owned,
attached for
for causes
causes arising
arising
owned, attached
thereunder,
to be
released.
526
526
be released.........
thereunder, to
assumption
of liability
liability by
United
the United
by the
assumption of
526
States
...............-States ......limitation of
of suits
suits authorized
hereby -.....
526
authorized hereby
limitation
etc., applicable ...-..legal
527
exemptions, etc.,
legal exemptions,
seizures abroad
abroad of
cargoes,
and cargoes,
of vessels
vessels and
seizures
527
Government
5'
)7
etc..........
owned, etc
Government owned,
consul
claim immunity,
immunity etc..........
etc
527
to claim
consul to
execution
of bond,
bond, etc.,
by ........
527
527
etc., by
execution of
i

ii
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Admiralty
Page.
Causes-Continued.
Admiralty Causes-Continued.
seizures
abroad of
vessels and
and cargoes;
cargoes;
of vessels
seizures abroad
consul to
appearance in
in suits
to enter appearance
consul
against masters
masters thereof............
thereof
527
against
arrangement for
for sureties on credit of
arrangement
527
United States ...................
certificates repayment of judgments; certificates
527
quired ..........................
no
527
immunity prejudiced ...............
no immunity
payments
payments of judgments, awards, or settlefunds......
ments from appropriate
appropriate funds
527
appropriation
available
527
if no fund available......
appropriation if
etc.,,
compromises
departments,
etc
compromises by departments,
authorized
527
authorized .......................
suits
salvage services by Government
Government
suits for salvage
aumerchant vessels and crews, aumerchant
thorized
528
thorized...........................
recovered ............
528
deposit of moneys recovered
moneys
covered into the
received to be covered
moneys received
Treasury ..........................
528
Treasury
departments,
etc., controlling vessel
departments, etc.,
therefor............
528
to be credited therefor
report of all judgments to be made by
Attorney General
528
General.................
Attorney
arbitrations and settlements
settlements by depart528
ments,
etc., agreeing
agreeing thereto
thereto.......
ments, etc.,
for
death
etc. provisions for
high seas, etc.,
the high
death on the
suits in
damages
in district courts for damages
resulting
resulting from wrongful acts, etc.,
thereon
537
thereon ...........................
Admiralty
Proceedings,
Admiralty Proceedings,
against carriers, arisovvening, aginst
provisions gov,
ing
during Federal control of transing during
461
461
...........
.
portation
portation.
agent for, to be designated
designated by the Presi461
...................................
dent
dent.
Adulterated
Drugs, etc.,
Foods, Drugs
Adulterated Foods,
appropriation for detection
detection of, in District of
appropriation
Columbia ...................
90,
860, 1131
90,860,1131
Columbia
1331
of.. 254, 712, 1131
expenses preventing sale of..
for expenses

Advertisements,
appropriation
sales of Indianian&
1231
414,1231
Indianlands..414,
for,of salesof
appropriation for,of
Service prohibited;
prohibited;
for Public Health Service
508
exceptions .......................
of liquors,
method, unlawful
313
unlawful ......
by any
any method,
liquors, by
of
price
etc ,
authorized business, etc.,
lists of authorized
price lists
313
excepted
313
excepted ........................
newspapers
not applicable
applicable to foreign newspapers
313
mailed to this country ............
manufacture, etc.,
etc ,
for unlawful manufacture,
means for
of means
313
unlawful....
of intoxicating
intoxicating liquor, unlawful
313
D. C.,
Advertising,
C.
Advertising, D.
appropriation for
for general
843, 1114
74,843,1114
general .......... 74,
appropriation
74,843,
for
arrears
74,
843, 1114
of taxes in arrears......
for notice of
deficiency
appropriation for general
general ......
38
deficiency appropriation
for
notices of taxes
taxes in arrears ........ 38, 590
for notices
Operations, Army
and Navy,
Army and
Aerial Operation,
land
control of Amy
Army Air
Air
land bases under control
Service, and
operations, ininfleet operations,
and fleet
Service,
cluding shore stations, under Naval
..................... 954
Aviation.
.
Aviation...
Aerological
Stations,
Aerological Stations,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.... 697, 1317
appropriation for maintenance,
Aeronautic
Engineering,
Aronautic Enginering,
appropriation for standardizing
stanrfardiing apparatus,
appropriation
682, 1301
etc.
in
used in...............
etc.,' used.
instruction in,
details of Army officers for instruction
details
594
at schools,
authorized
schoo, etc., authorized.........
tuition,
etc., to be
tuition, technical supplies, etc.,
594
furnished
furnished.........................
Comrittee or,
Adviy Committesfor,
ronautic, National
Aeronautics,
National _Advisory
A
appropn'ation for expena
non-..-..
180,
181, 889, 1381
......
appropriation
operating
Laborsoperating Langley Memorial Labora1381
toryv-.------------------------..
tory
---- ...----------------------

Aeronautics, Navy,
Page.
Navy,
Aeronautics,
522
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for..............
for
deficiency
Factory,
Aeroplane Factory,
aviation appropriation
for
appropriation for
naval aviation
use of naval
constructing, forbidden
134, 814
forbidden.......... 134,814
Aeroplanes, Army,
Army,
Aeroplanes,
transfer of, parts, etc., to postal service
service
transfer
without
583
583
charge.....................
without charge
Aeroplanes,
Navy (see Aviation, Navy).
Aeroplanes, Navy
Aeroplanes,
Postal Service (see Aircraft,
Aeroplanes, Postal
Postal Service).
Service).
Affidavits,
Affidavits,
required in
protect
in judgments
judgments by default to protect
required
civil
civil rights of soldiers, etc., may be
282
thereof....
subsequent to entry thereof
filed subsequent
effective
judgment ........ 283
as of date of judgment.
effective as
283
punishment
false statements, etc....
etc
283
punishment for false
Africa,
Northern,
Africa, Northern,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for interpreters
interpreters
deficiency
guards at consulates in -.....-. 1022
and guards
African
Bureaufor
InternationalBureau
African Slave Trade, International
Repressing,
Repressing,
appropriation for
annual contribution..
contribution.. 744,1210
744,1210
for annual
appropriation
Agencies
War Activities,
Agenciesfor War
etc. of, transferred
transferred to custody of defiles, etc.,
partments,
233
etc......................
partments, etc
Agricultural Chemistry,
Agricultural
253,
appropriation for
investigations, etc
253,
etc......
for investigations,
appropriation
712,1331
Agricultural Colleges,
etc„
Colleges, etc.,
Agricultural
Reserve
provisions
Reserve
establishing
for establishing
provisions
Officers' Training
in
776
Training Corps units in.....
Officers'
Agricultural
Department of
of
Department (see Department
Agricultural Department
Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Agricultural
AgriculturalExhibits,
appropriation
making, at State, etc.,
appropriation for making,
fairs
271, 718, 1337
.......
......
fairs .....
allotment
allotment for National Dairy Show,
Chicago,
Ill
271
Chicago, Ill........................
Agricultural
Station,
Experiment Stations,
Agricultural Experiment
appropriation for
general expenses, State
for general
appropriation
260, 720,1338
allotments................
allotments
for
allotments....... 260, 720, 1338
increased allotments
for increased
for cooperative
work.. 261,720, 1338
extension work..
cooperative extension
for
for additional
additional allotments, extension
extension
for
work
261, 720, 1338
261,
work..................
261,2721, 1339
of.
261
diseminating work of........
for disseminating
Alaska,, Hawaii, Porto Rico,
for stations, Alask
Guam,
262, 721, 1339
Islands... 262,721,1339
and Virgin Islands
Guam and
leaves of absence
Virgin
employees, Virgin
absence to employees,
leaves
Islands
262
.........................
Islands...
cumulative
employees,
leaves to employees,
cumulative leaves
262
possessions
Alaska, and insular possessions......
Agricultural Extension Work, Cooperative,
Cooperative,
Agricultural
appropriation
etc.,
appropriation for allotments to States, etc.,
261,720,
for
261,
720, 1338
...........
for..........
261, 720,1339
for
allotments
720, 1339
for additional allotments.......
allowance
721, 1339
agents...... 721,1339
allowance for county agents
Agricultural Food
Conservation of,
Products, Conservation
Food Products,
Agricultual
licensing and requisitioning of sugar, etc.,
licensing
386
1920.
continued
continued until December 31, 1920
386
of domestic, until June 30, 1920 .......
also
Agricultural Food
etc., (see also
Products, etc.,
Food Products,
Agricultural
Amendments),
Food Control Act Amendments),
information
appropriation
distributing information
appropriation for distributing
marketing, distributing,
distributing, supply,
of marketing,
etc., of..................
of.
265, 723,1341
etc.,
studies
prevent deterioration
deterioration in
studies to prevent
storage, transit,
etc..... ...... 724,1342
transit, etc
storae,
marketing,
investigating transporting, marketing,
for investigating
including market manipulaetc., of, incloding
lion, control,
724
contro, etc .................
tion,
Agricultural
Agricultural Lands,
Lnds,
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative soil classificaappropriation
tion of ..................
255, 714, 1333
255,714,1333
tion
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Forests,
Agricultural
National Forests,
Page.
in :ational
Land; in
Agricultural Land.,
appropriation for
of
251, 710,
710, 1329
1329
251,
survey, etc., of..
for survey,
appropriation
Agricultural
etc.,
Products, etc.,
Agricultural Products,
Finance Corporation
Corporation
activities of War Finance
revived to finance
_..... _ 1084
1084
finance exports of .......
Agricultural
Use for,
for,
Home Use
Products, Home
AgriculturalProducts,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating utility and
appropriation
economy of ................
262, 721, 1339
Agricultural
Staple,
Products, Staple,
AgriculturalProducts,
appropriation for ascertaining
ascertaining cost of
of
appropriation
production
236, 695, 1316
production of principal
principal.
Agricultural
Report,
AgriculturalReport,
appropriation for
printing and
229,
229,
binding....
and binding....
for printing
appropriation
942, 1430
1430
Agricultural
Schools, etc.,
etc.
AgriculturalSchools,
appropriation for reports,
on
261, 721,1339
etc., on..
reports, etc.,
appropriation
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation
for compiling, etc., data
appropriation for
relating to, including
relating
including crop and live
1342
stock estimates ....................
Agriculture,
of,
InternationalInstitute
Institute of,
Agriculture, International
appropriation
745,1211
etc ............ 745,1211
appropriation for quota, etc
Agua
Calif.,
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Calif,
Agua Caliente
Caliente Indian
appropriation
for irrigation
3
3
on ...
project on
irrigation project
appropriation for
Aids
to Navigation
(see also
Lighthouses
also Lighthouses
Navigation (see
Aids to
Bureau, Department
Department of Commerce),
Bureau,
Commerce),
appropriation for Execution
N. Y..
213
Y..
Execution Rocks, N.
appropriation
for Point Jiguero, P. R .
213
................
213
Manitowoc, Wis ..................
for Manitowoc,
for Chicago, Ill.,
Ill. harbor lights ..........
213
for keepers'
213
........
dwellings......
keepers' dwellings
for Tompkinsville, N.
.. Y.,
Y., depot
depot........ 213
for third district
district stations ...............
213
213
213
for Alaska
213
Alaska ........................
general expenses..............
expenses
213,927
for general
service... 1416
vessels, general service...
for lighthouse
lighthouse vessels,
station... 1416
Galveston, Tex., jetty light station_
for Galveston,
deficiency appropriation
for Diamond
deficiency
appropriation for
339
Shoal, N. C., light vessel.
339
vessel...........
station...
339
Ohio, light, etc., station...
for Conneaut, Ohio,
516
depot.............
for sixteenth district, depot
516
516
repairs.
for seventh and eighth districts, repairs
general expenses..................
expenses
516
516
for general
Yukon River,
etc., of, Yukon
establishment, etc.,
927
Alaska, authorized
authorized ..............--authorization for lighthouse
lighthouse tenders and
and
authorization
1058
vessels
1058
................
light vessels...
transfers
Army ; Navy, and
and
transfers from Army,
1058
Shipping Board,
if suitable,
suitable, etc ....
1058
Board, if
Shipping
third
1058
Y., depot
depot. 1058
N. Y.,
Tompkinsville, N.
district: Tompkinsville,
third district;
fourth
1058
entrance... 1058
Bay, entrance
Delaware Bay,
fourth district;
district; Delaware
1058
sixth district; Charleston,
S. C.,
depot
1058
C depot....
CharlestonS.
seventh
1058
la........ 1058
Bay,; Fla
Tampa Bay
district; Tampa
seventh district;
1058
site
depot
1058
constructing, district depot....
and constructing,
site and
1058
Galveston Jetty, Tex.....
eighth district; Galveston
Tex.
1058
twelfth
district; Ludington,
Ludington, Mich ........
1058
twelfth district;
1058
sixteenth district; Alaska................
district depot
depot construction
construction...............
1058
district
1059
eighteenth district;
1059
district; California ...........
eighteenth
Goat
1059
................
Island depot, Calif
Goat Island
nineteenthdistrict;
Honolulu,Hawaii.depot 1059
nineteenthdistrict; Honolulu,Hawalidepot
pay
construcof superintendent
superintendent of naval construcpay of
tion,
increased -................
1059
tion, increased.....
Aiken
Aiken County,
County, S.
S. C.,
bridge
Savannah River,
across Savannah
authorized across
bridge authorized
Richmond County,
Augusta, Ga., by Richmond
275
Ga.,
275
and .......................Ga., and
Air
Air Patrol,
Patrol, National
National Forests,
Forests,
prevent
appropriation for maintaining, to prevent
appropriation
fires,
728,
1329
728,1329
etc ...................
fires, etc
Air Service,
Service, Army,
Air
Army,
appropriation for
for employees in office of
appropriation
Chief of, War Department
1278
Department .........
technical services
technical
services..................----.
1278

iii
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Army-Continued.
Air Service, Army—Continued.
appropriation for aviation instruction expenses; photographic
photographic supplies, etc.
etc. 108,953
penses;
108, 953
for civilian employees; experiments
experiments in
in
108
aircraft, engines, etc ...........
108
for operating
operating aviation
balloon
aviation stations, balloon
schools, etc .....................
108, 953
for helium
helium gas
production, etc
953
gas production,
etc .........
953
employees; experiments
for civilian employees;
experiments in
in
aircraft, engines, etc ............
108, 953
108, 953
for special clothing ...............
surplus equipment
for disposal of surplus
equipment.... 108, 953
engineers .............
for consulting
consulting engineers
109,953
scientific medical
medical research
953
for scientific
research.......
109, 953
establishing stations in the Philipfor establishing
pines .
109
........................
109
for salvaging wrecked
wrecked planes
planes........... 953
953
etc
953
for experimental
experimental airplane work, etc.....
for purchase of new airplanes, etc ......
953
for paying aircraft damages
damages to private
property, etc.; limit ............. 109,953
property,
land bases to be controlled
controlled by Army
Army
Air Service, fleet operation and
shore stations
stations by Naval Aviation_.
Aviation ..
954
expenses of officers traveling
traveling by air,
for expenses
without troops ..................
109
for aviation instruction at flying schools
schools.
109
flying cadet
cadet grade established;
established; number
allowed, pay, etc .................
allowed,
109
commission
lieutenant, OffiOfficommission as second lieutenant,
cers' Reserve Corps, on completing
discharges ........
course as cadet; discharges
109
for establishing buildings, facilities, etc.,
etc ,
at stations, schools, and depots .....
954
Bolling Field, D. C.,
aviaas aviaC., set aside 88
tion reservation; area
area included
included .....
954
for land, etc.,
etc., Selfridge
Selfridge Field, Mich .....
954
for officers, aviation
increase ............
954
aviation increase
enlisted men
954
954
men.....................
for expenses,
expenses, Philippine and Hawaiian
611
Islands
......
Islands..................
establishing, etc.,
etc., aviation stations,
for establishing,
Hawaiian Islands...................
Islands
611
611
1351
balances available...................
available
1351
expenses, Panama Canal fortificafor expenses,
tions
612
612
..........
tions...............
establishing aviation station, France
for establishing
Field, Canal Zone .................
612
612
seacoast defenses.
defenses
1350
1350
expenses, seacoast
for aviation expenses,
incurred obdeficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for incurred
ligations from
unexpended balances
ligations
from unexpended
balances
46
for
.
.......
.
incurred obligations from unexpended
unexpended
for incurred
balances for production
production ............
46
46
balances
balances
covered in, of appropriations
appropriations for
balances covered
aviation
seacoast defenses_
defenses. 1353
aviation stations, seacoast
1353
for aviation ..........................
1353
emergency officers
assigned to,
limited....
286
to, limited....
officers assigned
emergency
287
number of fliers required
required ...............
organization of, continued
continued to June
30, 1920
129
1920.
June30,
organization
creation of;
officers and enlisted men corncomof; officers
creation
768
..................
posing........
number
included....... 768
number of flying cadets included
details to;
units
768
command of flying units.....
details
to; command
increase
increase of pay for aerial flights duty; re769
769
striction ...............
............
strictionu
769
unchanged .......
769
status of flying cadets unchanged
expenditures authorized
designated
authorized at designated
expenditures
etc .......
455
fields, schools, depots, etc..
acquiring Curtiss-Elmwood plant, Bufacquiring
455
Y..........................
falo, N. Y
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Aircraft,
appropriation for
for quarantine
quarantine system.
system. 175, 884, 1377
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for fitting builddeficiency appropriation
ing
Smithsonian Grounds for exfor investigating
mineral resources
of. 197, 1400
resources of.
investigating mineral
in Smithsonian
ing in
for mineinspector,
mine inspector, clerk,
clerk, etc._
199, 912,1401
912, 1401
etc-.
hibition of, and accessories,
accessories, pro202, 916, 1405
for Engineering
Commission
duced
Government during
Engineering Commission....
duced by the Government
328
for care of insane ............--... 203, 916, 1405
the war ...........................
328
Sanitarium Company, Portland,
Portland, Oreg.
Oreg.
916,
Sanitarium
joint
jurisdictions to
on, under
under their jurisdictions
joint report on,
1405
bv Secretaries
be made by
Secretaries of War and
for education of natives
natives under CommisGeneral ...... 134
Navy and Postmaster
Postmaster General
134
Education........ 203, 916, 1405
sioner of Education
sioner
details
134
specified ........................
details specified
for medical
medical relief of natives;
natives; hospitals,
hospitals,
Aircraft
Factory, Naval,
Naval,
Aircraft Factory,
etc ........................
203, 917, 1406
etc
203,
appropriation
133,814
maintenance.......... 133,814
appropriation for maintenance
patients ...... 203, 917, 1406
admission of pay patients
Aircraft,
Aviation, Navy).
Aircraft, Navy (see Aviation,
203, 917, 1406
for reindeer stations,
stations, etc........
etc
Aircraft,
PostalService,
Aircraft, Postal
for
protection of game .......... 203, 917, 1406
for protection
appropriation
for
appropriation for purchase of aeroplanes for
for suppressing
suppressing liquor traffic
traffic among
amo n g
service between
between New York and San
service
203,917,
natives..................--.
natives
203, 917, 1406
Francisco, via Chicago
Chicago and Omaha.
579
579
Omaha.
Francisco,
209,923,
marshal, office expenses.....
for marshal,
expenses.
209,
923, 1412
for expenses of operation and mainte209,
for district attorney,
attorney, office
office expenses
expenses .....
209,
nance.......
... ................ 579, 1153
nance
923, 1412
for foreign
foreign mails
mails. -----....--..--.-------.581, 1153
for expense
expense of judges outside
outside of official
contracts
transportation by,
for mail transportation
contracts for
210,924,
residence
210, 924, 1413
residence ..................
authorized ....................---.
579, 1152
authorized
for meals, etc., of jurors ......... 210, 924,1413
cost
not to
exceed rail transportation
transportation. 579, 1152
to exceed
cost not
for
court expenses.
expenses_ 210, 924,
924, 1413
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous court
payable
appropriation for, by railpayable from appropriation
navigation,
establishing new aids to navigation,
for establishing
..... 579,1152
road routes ...........---....-579,1152
etc
213
etc --...--......-------.-----........--. ----Aircraft
Aviation,
Nary (see also Aviation,
Stations, Navy
Aircraft Stations,
219,933,1420
for fisheries service .............. 219,
933, 1420
Navy),
Navy),
for food, etc.,
natives, Pribilof
Pribilof Isetc., to natives,
appropriation for maintenance ....-...-------133,814
133,814
appropriation
220,934,1423
lands .......................
220, 934, 1423
lands
133, 814
United States limited to six.
six_ 133,814
number in United
for
Service expenses
in 236,696,1316
236, 696, 1316
expenses in.
Weather Service
for Weather
Aircraft
Aircraft Tenders,
experiment stations
agricultural experiment
for agricultural
appropriation for converting
merchant
converting two merchant
appropriation
261,720,1339
261, 720, 1339
in ..........................
..----------- 133
vessels into ....---.---133
cumulative leaves of absence
cumulative
absence to ememAirplane Bombs,
Army,
Bombs, Army,
Airplane
262
.............
ployees
ployees ...............
971
appropriation for manufacture
manufacture .-..... .
appropriation
emergenservice in; emergenfor star route mail service
sighting devices, etc., for ..........
971
for sighting
cies .----------. .
579, 1152
579,1152
.---.----....----. cies
Airplanes,
Airplanes,
equipments for .............. 582, 1155
for mail equipments
sale
unsuitable, in
in the postal service,
of unsuitable,
sale of
surveyor general,
clerks, etc ---.
673, 1292
general, clerks,
for surveyor
authorized -...-.....-------.-...-----.------.
1031
1031.
authorized
for experiments,
etc., for increase of
of
for
experiments, etc.,
Airplanes, Army,
Airplanes,
Army,
reindeer industry
in
....... 716, 1336
industry in....
reindeer
appropriation
etc
953
work, etc.
for experimental
experimental work,
appropriation for
for protection
protection of land fur bearing
bearing ani953
.......
for purchase
new.-. - ---.
purchase of new.
mals
716, 1336
..................-mals in ......
Ak
Irrirlation Project,
Ariz.,
Project, Ariz.,
Ak Chin Irrigation
for
marking boundary
boundary line between
between
for marking
appropriation for maintenance,
etc. ' of,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
743,1210
Canada
743, 1210
Marioopa Reservation........
Reservation
3, 408, 1226
Canada and .................
1226
3,408,
Marioopa
American seashipwrecked American
for relief of shipwrecked
Alabama,
men in .......................
749, 1216
1216
emergency expenses,
appropriation for emergency
appropriation
relief of shippreventing spread
spread of Mexican
Mexican bean
bean
deficiency
appropriation for relief
deficiency appropriation
preventing
wrecked American
wrecked
American seamen
seamen in..... 43.
43, 1022
...... .... . 1.346
etc
1346
in, etc............
beetle in,
51,335,1172
Engineering Commission
Commission. ....
51,
335, 1172
for Engineering
Alabama
At enue SE., D.
C.,
D. C.,
Alabama Avenue
natives ... 66, 1030, 1042, 1186
for education of natives_
appropriation for pavin,
paving, Pennsylvania
appropriation
67
in...
for
experiment station
station in...
agricultural experiment
for agricultural
Avenue to Ridge
846
Ridge Road
Road............
Avenue
348
mines...................
for inspecting
inspecting mines
Bowen
District Line
Line .........
846
Road to
to District
Bowen Road
for investigating
investig,ating mineral resources -----512
County, Ter.,
Polk Countyt,
Indians, Polk
Alabama Indians,
1034,1043,1178
protecting seal fisheries, etc.
for protecting
etc. 1034,1043,1178
appropriation
education of
of............ 1244
appropriation for education
1033,1176,1188
miscellaneous court expenses
expenses 1033,1176,1188
for miscellaneous
Alabama River,
Alabama
relief ................... 1042,1186
1042,1186
for medical relief
Montgomery,
bridge
authorized across, near Montgomery,
bridge authorized
for marking
marking boundary
between
-------------------- 1090
boundary line between
Ala ......................--for
1187
Canada
Alabama
Centennial,
Canada and ---.-----...........-----------. 1187
Alabama State Centennial,
from .----.
birch timber may be
be exported
exported from.
.
- 917
coinage
50-cent silver pieces
pieces authorized
authorized
coinage of 50-cent
for
595
authorized by Ketchikan,
commemoration of
of...------...-------issue authorized
Ketchikan, for
bond issue
in commemoration
402
.--.----595
number, legal tender quality, etc .....--.
schoolhouse, etc .---...--authorized for
no
etc
for public
595
Petersburg, authorized
by Petersburg,
no Government
Government expense for dies, etc....
289
improvements;
improvements; conditions, etc ......
Alaska,
981
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., government
government
increase
authorized, etc .,-------------..
increase authorized,
appropriation
improvements- -. 435
Wrangell, for public
by Wrangell,
public improvements..
in ............... ............... 674,1293
674, 1293
legislative expense
expenses .................
674
clerks of district courts, excepted
for legislative
clerics
excepted from
from
requirement
native pupils brought
brought to Indian
requirement for deposit of fees.....
fees - 1099
for native
eighty
6,411,1228
schools ---..........------------.. 6,
411, 1228
eighty rods shore
shore space reservation
reservation not applicable to national
military cable and telegraph..
telegra
..... 108, 952
national forest
forest lands in,
for military
opened to
..... 1059
ridge, and
entry...---......
etc., roads, 'bri1ges,
homestead entry....
for military, etc.,
to homestead
opened
waived .--.-..----..------. 1059
trails
in
124,970
restrictions waived
other restrictions
1059
trailain---.....--.-...--.--....---.
ete, coal in,
ng,
for minig,
improving aids to navigation in, authorimproving
mining, tmnspezthig
eta,
1058
ized
1058
.
ar...-;........
148,826
...
fuBeeo t.he
for meet
the Navy
148,828
ized--..-..--.....-...,
tio of area&
re
-----.............-..--....----.
selection
826
Point Retreat and Cape flinchiabrook
i
ibrook
for
btuldings, and wharf, Sitka..
Skim.. 167,
875, 1368
1068
ar buildings,
......................
167,875,1368
light station
1068
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bearing animals
land fur bearing
animals placed
placed under
under
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture .---..-....
716
716
walruses and sea lions placed
placed under
under Secretary of Commerce
717
Commerce ................
717
jurisdiction over fur seals, Pribilof
Pribilof Islands,
etc., not affected
affected ..................
717
717
leasing of oil and gas deposits in
446
in..........
446
mining claims assessments for 1919,
1919, suspended ........................
354
pended
354
prospecting permits allowed for coal deposits in undeveloped
undeveloped areas.........
areas
1363
1363
permittee entitled to a
permittee
lease on disa lease
covery .........................
1363
1363
railroad, Seward to Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, additional
additional
railroad,
sum allowed for construction, etc
etc...
293
Government,
Alaska Civil Governraent,
district court established
established .................. 1203
jurisdiction, judges. etc ................
1203
1203
divisions of; extent
extent modified ............
1203
1203
terms at Juneau,
Juneau, Nome, Valdez, and
and
Fairbanks.....................1204
Fairbanks
1204
special, as directed
1204
special,
directed..................
1204
notice to be given
given................... 1204
1204
Alaska Engineering
Engineering Commission,
Commission,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, locating railrailroads, etc.................
etc
202, 916,
1405
202,
916,1405
purchase of supplies, etc.
etc., for sale to
employees and contractors
contractors.. 202, 916,
916, 1405
receipts
receipts from sales of material, etc., to
be returned
returned to fund
fund........ 202,
202, 916,
916, 1405
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
335
appropriation for expenses....
expenses.... 51,
51,335
for reimbursing, for supplies, etc., to
natives
natives during
during epidemic
epidemic of influenza
influenza 1172
additional pay of $240 a
a year, not applicable to employees
employees of............
of
689, 1309
1309
additional sum authorized
for railroad,
additional
authorized for
railroad,
Seward
Seward to Fairbanks
Fairbanks ..............
293
Alaska Fisheries
Fisheries Service,
appropriation
etc., Pribilof Isappropriation for agents, etc.,
lands, and service
service at large....
large.... 217, 930,1420
930,1420
for vessels...................
veseels........... -....... _.. 219, 933, 1422
for general service, protecting
protecting seal fisheries, food to natives, etc.....
etc
220, 934, 1423
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for protecting
seal fisheries
1034, 1043
fisheries............ 55, 67,
67,1034,1043
for wooden power lighter
55
lighter ..............
55
Alaska Fur
Islands,
Fur Seal
Seal Islands,
appropriation for repair of buildings, etc..
appropriation
934
etc..
934
Alasa Oil
Oil or Gas
Alaska
Gas Deposits,
prospecting permits, etc.,
etc., to valid mining
prospecting
claimants not discovering oil or gas
446
gas.
446
assessment expenditures required ....... 446
relinquishment
relinquishment of patent application
application._
446
....
446
number of permits or leases allowed;
allowed;
maximum area....................
area
446
leases
leases of,
of, upon rental and royalties
royalties to be
be
specified
446
specified therein .................
446
may include
include noncontiguous
noncontiguous tracts
446
tracts.......
for encouraging production, royalties,
etc., may be waived
446
etc.,
waived.............
446
fraud, etc., by claimant a
a bar to all beneof..............................
446
fits of
446
Albany, Calif.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor
harbor
to be made .......................... 1013
1013
N. Y.,
y.,
Albany County, _V.
may unite with State, etc.,
etc., in bridging
Hudson
River, Troyto
Hudson River.
Troy to Cohoes, N. Y.
Y. 1108
Albany, Ga.
Ga.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Flint River at
275
at...
275
Albany, I.
N. Y.,
Y.,
terms of court at .......
.............
395
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Johnson Camp, United
Albert Sidney Johnson
United ConfedConfed- Page.
erate Veterans,
crate
Veterans,
loan of Army tents, etc.,
etc., to, for reunion at
at
Hodgkin Springs, near Fort Worth,
Worth,
Tex......
..................... .. 1061
Tex
Albright, W. S.
S.,'
appointed
appointed on Board of Managers,
Managers, Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home.
Home
Soldiers'
................ 1150
1150
Albuquerque, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
appropriation for
Indian school
school at..
17, 422,
for Indian
at.. 17,
422, 1238
1238
deficiency
appropriation for Indian
deficiency appropriation
Indian school.
school.
64,
1042
523, 1039, 1042
Alcohol (see National
Prohibition Act).
National Prohibition
Act).
Alcohol, Denatured
Denatured Alcohol).
Alcohol).
Denatured(see Denatured
Alcohol, Industrial
Industrial (see Industriallcocohol).
Industrial Alcohol).
Alcoholism, Sixteenth
Siteenth International
Congress
International Congress
Against,
Against,
appropriation
delegates to.
to. 1217
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of delegates
1217
Ale (see Malt Liquors).
Alexandria,
Alexandria, La.,
appropriation for public building, rent,
appropriation
etc ........................
874, 1368
1368
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for hospital for
for
discharged disabled
disabled soldiers, etc.,
at.
508
etc., at.
508
Alfalfa (see also Grasses),
Grasses),
appropriation
appropriation for testing commercial
commercial seeds
of, etc .....................
243,
702, 1322
243, 702,1322
for preventing
admission of adulterpreventing admission
adulterated.......................
ated
243, 702,
702, 1322
Alfords Bridge
Bridge Company,
may bridge Savannah River, Haileys
Ferry, Ga ..........................
437
Alien Anarchists,
Anarchists,
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing laws
laws excluding,
etc ......................
221,
221, 936, 1424
1424
Alien Authors,
Authors,
copyright provisions for works of..........
of
369
369
during
War
369
during period
period of
of World War............
369
Interned,
Alien Enemies, Interned,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
transporting,
transporting, under Department
Department of
of
Justice
337
Justice.........
.............
337
for expenses of, under Immigration
Immigration Bureau
reau ...........................
341
341
Alien Property
Property Custodian
Custodian (see also
also Trading
Trading
with the Enemy),
Enemy),
appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, etc., of the_.
the.... 176,
885,
1378
885,1378
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for expenses, etc.,
etc ,
of.................................
35
etc., of property
on claim
claim
delivery, etc.,
property held by,
by, on
of other than enemy ................
977
977
special ownership designated...........
designated
978
delivery of property held by, to wonan
woman of
neutral or allied
allied nation married to
German. priorto
prior to April 6, 1917....
German
1917.... 978,
978, 1147
1147
conditions
conditions
978, 1147
...................
978,1147
to woman of American
American citizenship
citizenship married to German, etc
etc.,,prior to April
6, 1917 ....................
978, 1147
1147
conditions
conditions .....................
978,
978, 1147
disposition of property,
property, etc., under
under concontrol of.........................
of
35
35
Alien Seamen, Diseaged,
Diseased,
on arrival to be sent by immigration
immigration officials, for hospital treatment
treatment........ 1082
1082
expense; not to be devessel to pay expense;
ducted from wages
1083
wages ..................
1083
clearance withheld
clearance
paid
1083
withheld until paid.........
1083
suspected
suspected cases to be removed
removed from vesobservation. etc ............
1083
sel for observation,
1083
retention until cured,
enforcement
retention
cured, etc.; enforcement
of return...........................
return
1083
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Aliens,
PageAlies,
appropriation
medical inspection
inspection of
for medical
appropriation for
immigrant
884, 1376
immigrant ......-.........- 175, 884,1376
for enforcing
enforcing laws
immigration
laws regulating immigration
for
of
......- .. 221, 935,1424
of.........
....
221,
for
exclusion of anarchists.....
anarchists
221,
enforcing exclusion
for enforcing
936,
936, 1424
221, 936
....
for deportation
221,936
deportation of .................
for
for
etc
222,
222,
naturalization of, etc......
expenses, naturalization
for expenses,
937,1425
1425
937,
tnses
expe
deficiency appropriation
transappropriation for expenses
deficiency
porting, etc.,
interned enemy......
enemy
337
etc., interned
porting,
341,
for
expenses regulating
regulating immigration
of
341,
immigration of..
for expenses
346, 349,
349, 519,
519, 1188,
1188, 1192
1192
346,
for
interned .............
341,1188
for expenses of interned
518
__
anarchistic....
for enforcing
enforcing laws against anarchistic_
for expenses
expenses deporting
518
etcundesirable, etc__
deporting undesirable,
for
for expenses,
expenses, etc.,
naturalization of
518
of-....
etc., naturalization
for
restriction
restriction on use for training aliens
for citizenship ...................
518
naturalization of,
additional provisions for naturalization
additional
serving
in United States forces durserving in
ing
222
the war .....................
ing the
additional restrictions
restrictions on entry of, when
proclaimed by the President as reproclaimed
353
quired
safety ............
for public
public safety
quired for
unlawful
entering in
in violation
violation of preunlawful acts; entering
353
scribed rules, etc
etc.. ...............
scribed
transporting prohibited
353
persons........
prohibited persons
transporting
making
statements in
applications
in applications
false statements
making false
.
for passports, etc ...............
353
furnishing
viseed passport, etc., to other
furnishing vis6ed
than
whom issued .........
353
than person to whom
attempting
passport, etc.,
visaed passport,
attempting to use viseed
353
of another
another person .................
of
etc., passports,
passports,
counterfeiting, etc.,
forging, counterfeiting,
vises, etc_
353
etc......................
vises,
353
using false passports,
passports, etc
etc...;.........
using
punishment
for violations
353
violations... .........
punishment for
corporation official
participating thereofficial participating
corporation
353
in ..
353
...........in
forfeiture of vehicle, vessel, etc., used
forfeiture
for
violations ....................
353
for violations
territory included
restriction ...........
354
included in restriction
territory
extended...........
meaning of "person"
354
"person" extended
meaning
appropriation for
carrying out provisions
for carrying
appropriation
354
hereof .............................
effective
previous Act ceases to opeffective when previous
erate
354
erate.............................
354
....................
March 4, 1921
until March
385
immediately available...........
available
385
made immediately
385
limit
fiscal year
385
year 1920 .............
for fiscal
limit for
to
admission
alien illiterate women to
admission of alien
marry citizens
citizens who served in United
marry
States forces
World War
War .... . 981
during World
forces during
States
classes of,
of, excluded
anarchists_ 1009
excluded admission; anarchists.
clases
tesebiog,
teaching, etc., opposition to all govern.....-. 1009
ment
ment .....................
teaching
overthrow of United States
teaching overthrow
Government,
officials deGovernment, killing officials,
stroying
abotage ........ 1009
property, sabotage
stroying property,
writing,
matter advocating
advocating such
such
writing, etc., matter
1009
1009
doctrines .......................
preparing,
affiliated
affiliated with associations preparing,
etc., such
1009
matter. ..............such matter
etc.,
fees for
applications and vies
vises of passports
for applications
fees
of .......
750
750
...................
of
applicable to foreign
foreign officers,
officers, etc...
etc— _ 751
not applicable
alien residents
servredents returning from war servalien
ice with
.. _ . . 751
with allia.....-...- .........ice
required of, seeking
and viase
paasparta
vises required
seeking
passpor-s and
1217
......... ...
.
..........
e.t.ry....
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Deportation of PageDeportationof (see also Deportation
Aliens, Deportation
Aliens),
A
Aliens),
593
provisions for; classes designated.........
designated
provisions
594
readmission prohibited ................
readmission
Alkali Resistant Crops,
Crops,
appropriation
etc_... 244,703,
244, 703, 1323
for breeding, etc....
appropriation for
Allegheny
Pa.,
Allegheny County, Pa.,
time
for bridging
bridging by, Allegheny
Allegheny
extended for
time extended
River,
1078
Pa................. 1078
Millvale, Pa
River, Millvale,

1078
.....................
Pa
Pittsburgh, River,
Monongahela
Pittsburgh,
Pa
Wilson, Pa
1
10
07
78
8
Monongahela River, Wilson, Pa........ 1078
1079
McKees Rocks, Pa ........
1079
Ohio River, McKees
Allegheny River,
1078
Millvale, Pa..
time extended
extended for bridging,
bridging, Millvale,
Pa
1
10 7
78
8
1078
Pittsburgh,
0
Pa...........................
Pittsburgh, Pa
Allen,
Charles C.,
Allen, Charles
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extra servdeficiency
59, 343, 1037,1182
1037,1182
59,
ices ................
Alliance,
Alliance, Nebr.,
offices of register and receiver
receiver of public
offices
1397
lands at, consolidated............
consolidated
lands
Alliance, Ohio,
appropriation for
operating, etc.,
etc., Governfor operating,
appropriation
223
ment house at ....................
NW., D. C.,
Allison Street NW.,
appropriation
Fifteenth to Sixappropriation for paving, Fifteenth
1116
1116
teenth Streets .....................
Allotments
in Severalty
Indians (see Lands
Severalty to Indians
Allotments in
in
Severalty to Indians).
in Severalty
Almon,
L.,
Almon, Seldon L.,
date of
of appointment
ensign, Navy,
appointment as ensign,
date
141
.......................
establshed
established
Almshouse,
Aged and
and
D. C. (see Home for Aged
Almshouse, D.
Infum, D.
C.).
D. C.).
Infirm,
J.,
Amatol Arsenal, Hammonton, N. J.,
1384
appropriation
storehouses.
appropriation for storehouses.............
operation
children of employfor children
school for
of school
operation of
ees at
at Ordnance
Ordnance reservation, authorees
ized
333
.... ...--...333
.............
ized ...
Ambassadors,
Ambassadors,
appropriation
salaries
739,1206
appropriation for salaries..............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Belgium
329
Belgium ..... 329
deficiency
523
.............salaries
for salaries...........
appointment of, to Belgium
Belgium authorized...
authorized
291
appointment
Amendment to the Constitution,
Constitution, Eighteenth,
Eighteenth,
Amendment
provisions for
for enforcing
prohibition under
under
enforcing prohibition
provisions
the
............... 307
.......
.......
the
Amendment
Constitution, Nineteenth,
Amendment to the Constitution,
proposed
prohibiting the
proposed to the States, prohibiting
denial
account of
denial of right to vote on account
sex
sex ......................

362

362
.....
power to enforce,
enforce, conferred.........
conferred
power
American
American).
Bison, American).
Bison (see Bison,
American Bison
American
Shipping,
American Bureau of
of Shipping,
recognition
classification of vessels by,
recognition of cassification
directed
998
.................
.
.
directed
representatives
Department of ComComrepresentatives of Department
merce and
Shipping Board
serve
ad to serve
and Shipping
merce
on
committee of.....-......------of
998
on committee
notation of
of classification
vessels by, on
on
classification of vessels
notation
998
official
vessels
official list of merchant vessels......
American Citizens,
Citizens,
deficiency
appropriation for relief, etc.,
etc., of,
deficienc appropriation
349
--in
Mexico......-........-...
in Mexico
and,
American
Nautical Almanac and,
Amerian Ephemeris, Nautical
666,1285
appropriation
preparing
appropriation for preparing............
American Ethnology,
Ekhnology,
appropriation for continuing
continuing researches
researches
appropriation

891, 1383
181,891,1383
.............. 181,
in ......
for
trinting, binding,
etc., Report
Reports of
binding, etc.,
for trinting.
229,942,1430
Bureau
229, 942, 1430
eau.............
deficiency appropriation,
......
524
for.. .. -........
appropriatin ice..
deficiency
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Expeditionary Forces,
Forces,
American Expeditionary
September 17, 1919, made a
a legal holiday
September
in
in District
District of Columbia for review
283
of First Division .................
thanks of Congress
Congress tendered
tendered to General
291
Pershing and the .................
American Express
Express Company,
American
deficiency
appropriation for transporting
deficiency appropriation
1160
currency ......................
currency
American
Falls, Idaho,
American Falls,
appropriation
for purchase
purchase of land,
etc., to
to
land, etc.,
appropriation for
replace town of, flooded by Reclamation Service
Service reservoir, Minidoka
Minidoka
1403
project
project......................
American
Products,
American Food Products,
appropriation
foreign tests,
examining foreign
appropriation for examining
etc., of
712, 1331
253,712,1331
..................... 253,
etc.,
American
Association,
HistoricalAssociation,
American Historical
appropriation
printing and binding
appropriation for printing
Annual Report ...........
229, 942, 1430
229,942,1430
Annual
American
Legion, The,
American Legion,
284
etc....
incorporation of; purposes,
powers, etc....
purposes powers,
incorporation
loan of obsolete
rifes, etc., to, for
obsolete Army rifles,
loan
ceremonial
. 403
ceremonial uses ..................
authorized for State encampto, authorized
cots to,
ment
Ind
1062
Vincennes, Ind...........
ment at Vincennes,
American
Negotiate Peace,
Peace,
to Negotiate
Mission to
American Mission
deficiency
appropriation for expenses; redeficiency appropriation
fund
329
emergency fund.......
imbursing emergency
American
Cross,
National Red Cross,
American National
detail of
of Army
Army medical
medical officers
duty
officers for duty
detail
785
...-.-.-.......-with ......storage buildings,
buildings, etc.,
allowed at milietc., allowed
storage
tary
reservations, etc .............
785
tary reservations,
executive committee
committee of
committee
of central committee
executive
increased .........-.
1354
............--increased
medical supplies
needed
foodstuffs, not needed
supplies and foodstuffs,
medical
placed at disposal of, for
for Army, placed
relief of
of peoples involved in the war. 130
relief
pay restrictions
temporary War Departof temporary
pay
restrictions of
ment employees
employees auditing
accounts
auditing accounts
ment
of ..................
............ - 658
of
reimburse War Department for auditing
to reimburse
.........659
accounts
accounts .................
Blind,
American
Printing House for the Blind,
American Printing
by. 885
appropriation for providing books, etc.,
etc., by
appropriation
for expenses
1378
of .....................expenses of
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses..
expenses.. 332, 1015
deficiency
publications of,
furnished free to
be furnished
of, to be
publications
Library
332
C........
Blind, D. C
for the Blind,
Library for
also
American Railway Express Company (see also
Transportation Act,
1920),
Act, 1920),
Transportation
consolidation of express companies
companies into,
consolidation
482
authorized
.....................
authorized
payment directed
directed to,
to, on account of guarpayment
anty under
under Transportation
prior
Transportation Act, prior
anty
to
final settlement,
settlement, etc
etc .........
1145
114
to final
provisions for g
uaranty of, against
against deficit
deficit
guaranty
provisions
467
in operating
operating income .............-American Republics
American
epublics (see Pan American
Union).
American Seamen,
appropriation
life-saving testimonials
appropriation for life-saving
rescuing shipwrecked
shipwrecked....... 742, 1208
for rescuing
for relief and protection
foreign
protection of, in foreign
for
countries
.............- 749, 1216
countries ..- ...
deficiency
appropriation for relief
relief and prodeficiency appropriation
tection of
................... 43,
of .....
tection
62,
64, 66,
346, 1022, 1160, 1187,
1187, 1191
66, 346,1022,
62,64,
American Transit
Transit Company,
Company,
may
Mich
1439
Detroit River, Detroit, Mich..
bridge Detroit
may bridge
required ....... 1439
prior consent of Canada required
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American
Merchant Marine Page.
American Vessels (see also Merchant
Act),
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for recruiting
recruiting
crews, training, etc., for...........
for
42
Americanization
Public Schools,
Americanization Work, Public
Schools, D. C.,
appropriation
expenses, educating forappropriation for expenses,
eigners of all ages ............
82, 852,1123
852, 1123
Ames Place
Place NE., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
to
appropriation for paving, Fourteenth to
Fifteenth Streets
Streets .................
845
Amherst, Mass.,
appropriation
building
164
public building..........
appropriation for public
Ammunition, Army,
Army,
appropriation for manufacture,
manufacture, etc., of
appropriation
airplane bombs .
971
............
971
for small
small arms,
arms, etc ...
........... . 125,
125,971
for firing
firing morning and evening
evening gun,
gun,
etc .............................
125,
971
125,971
for small-arms target practice..........
practice
125, 971
for preserving, etc ................... 125, 971
cannon ........
for mountain, etc.,
etc., cannon
609, 1349
609,1349
for seacoast cannon ................. 609,1349
for seacoast artillery
artillery practice
practice .......
609,1349
609,1349
for field,
etc., artillery
artillery practice......
practice
609, 1349
field, etc.,
609,1349
for seacoast cannon, insular possessions ........................... 611,1350
611,1350
for purchase, etc., Panama Canal fortifications...................
612, 1352
1352
balances covered in, of appropriations
appropriations for
antiaircraft guns, 1917-1919 ........
1353
antiaircraft
for ordnance
ordnance stores, etc., 1917-1919
1353
1917-1919...... 1'153
for ordnance
ordnance stores,
stores, 1919-1920 ..........
1353
surplus, may be transferred to other de130
partments without charge
charge...........
unexpended
unexpended balances available to pay conaccount of
tracts for, suspended on account
armistice ..........................
1027
1027
Ammunition,
Corps,
Marine Corps,
Ammunition, Marine
appropriation for procuring,
procuring, etc ........ 154,832
appropriation
Ammunition, Navy (see also
also Ordnance
Ordnance and
Ordnance Stores, Navy),
Ordnance
Navy),
appropriation for
powder
142,819
smokeless powder.....
for smokeless
appropriation
for new vessels,
vessels, increase
increase of the Navy...
Navy...
156
Ammunition Ship, Navy,
limit
of cost
cost increased
of designated....
designated
158,833
156,
833
increased of
limit of
Amoy,
Amoy,
for
appropriations for acquiring
acquiring premises for
appropriations
consulate uses at ....................
1214
consulate
limit of cost;
cast; subject to approval
approval of
of
commission
commission ........................ 1214
Park, D.
D. C.,
Anacostia Park,
appropriation for reclamation
reclamation of Anacostia
Anacostia
appropriation
River and Flats for development of
99
870, 1141
of.................. 870,1141
development of
for development
immediate possession to be taken
taken of lands,
immediate
etc., on filing condemnation
condemnation peti100
tion100
...............................
paid, etc
etc.......... 100
just compensation
compensation be paid,
judicial proceedings,
proceedings, etc.; prompt
prompt
judicial
action .............................
100
Anacostia River and
Flats, D.
D. C.,
and Flats,
Anacostia
appropriation for reclaiming,
reclaiming, etc., for develappropriation
99, 870, 1141
Park.... 99,870,1141
opment of Anacostia Park....
Anacostia River Bridge,
D. C.,
Bridge, D.
Anacostia
appropriation for operating
77, 847, 1118
expenses. 77,
operating expenses.
appropriation
Anarchists, Alien,
Anarchists,
appropriation for
laws
enforcing laws
expenses enforcing
for expenses
appropriation
................... 221, 936
excluding, etc 936
deficiency appropriation
expenses exappropriation for expenses
deficiency
518
cluding .....
...................
excluded admission......................
admission
1009
excluded
1009
...................
classes described
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Ancor,
Ohio,
Page.
Page.
Ancor, Ohio,
expenditure
at,
real estate at,
for real
authorized for
expenditure authorized
456
nitrate plant
plant ....................
nitrate
Anderson,
and H. M.
M. Duvall,
L., and
J. L.,
Anderson, J.
may
bridge Great
Pee Dee
Dee River,
Cheraw,
River, Cheraw,
Great Pee
may bridge
S. C
390
390
..........
.....
S.
C.....
Angeles
Calif.
Forest, Calif.
NationalSorest,
Angeles National
appropriation
etc., of..
of __248,
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
707, 1326
1326
707,
Animal By-Products,
By-Products,
Animal
appropriation
for diffusing
diffusing commercial
commercial inappropriation for
formation
market prices, distribuof market
formation of
tion,
etc., of
265, 724, 1342
of.......... .....
tion, etc.,
Animal Diseases,
Diseases,
appropriation for
for suppressing,
suppressing, etc., among
among
appropriation
live
414, 1231
Indians..-........ 8, 414,1231
stock of Indians
live stock
240,700,1319
for investigating,
investigating, etc.
etc .........
240, 700, 1319
for
etc.. 269, 728, 1345
arresting foot and mouth, etc
for arresting
Animal
Husbandry,
Animal Husbandry,
appropriation
breeding....
240,
feeding and breeding....
appropriation for feeding
699,1319
1319
699,
Animal
Bureau, Department
Department of
Industry Bureau,
Animal Industry
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
238, 697,1317
appropriation
etc
697,1317
chief, clerks, etc..
appropriation for chief,
for
general expenses
697, 1317
238,697,1317
expenses ........ . 238,
for general
for inspection
inspection and
quarantine work
work..... 238,
and quarantine
for
697,1318
697,1318
...
sheep
etc
239
scabies, etc...............
sheep scabies,
tuberculosis of
investigating, etc., tuberculosis
for investigating,
animals ..................
239, 698, 1318
animals
239,
indemnities
destroyed animals-....
animals
indemnities for destroyed
698,1318
698,1318
239,699
shipments
permitted
shipments permitted.............
for eradicating
eradicating southern
esttle ticks;
southern cattle
for
demonstration
work
240, 699,1319
699, 1319
demonstration work.........
240,699,1319
limitation
expenditures
240,
699,1319
on expenditures....
limitation on
for
renovated
for dairy investigations, etc.; renovated
240,699,1319
butter
.
240, 699, 1319
inspection.........
butter inspection
husbandry experiments......
experiments
240,
for animal husbandry
699,
1319
699, 1319
1319
240,699,
animal feeding
699, 1319
breeding.. 240,
feeding and breeding..
animal
breeding
horses for
purposes. 240, 699
military purposes.
for military
breeding horses
240,969,1319
poultry
feeding and
br
240, 96(1, 1319
and breeding..
poultry feeding
240,
sheep
experiment station, Idaho......
I
240,
sheep experiment
699,1319
for
diseases investigations
investigations....... 240,
animal diseases
for animal
700,1319
contagious
abortion of animals._
700, 1320
animals. 240, 700,1320
contagious abortion
for
for investigating, treating, etc., hog
700, 1320
cholera ..................... 240, 700,1320
regulating traffic in animal viruses,
regulating
etc
240,
700, 1320
240,700,
etc.....................
241,700,1320
etc.... 241,
methods of prevention,
prevention etc
700, 1320
methods
700,1320
for
dourine._ 241, 700,
1320
eradication, etc., of dourine..
for eradication,
241,700,1320
for
work .. . _.. 241,
700, 1320
administrative work........
for administrative
700,1320
241, 700,
for
additi
onal
241,
1320
for meat inspection, additional..
regulations, etc., extended to horse
regulations,
meat
241, 700, 1320
1320
241,700,
meat.....................
deficiency
appropriation for meat inspecdeficiency appropriation
1192
tion ...................
1187,1192
62, 346, 1187,
tion
................
for
64,
for general expenses
66, 346,
524, 1043, 1187, 1192
346,524,
66,
1033
for
Ffarreld
J. W. Harreld..................
for J.
employees
overtime work in
in
employees allowed for overtime
establishments
establishments subject to meat...............
inspection Act .......
241
inspection
Animal
Products,
Animal Products,
appropriation for
diffusing commercial
commercial infor diffuing
appropriation
ditribuformation of market
market prices, distribuformation
724,1342
265, 724,1342
......
ti"o,
4°
11, etc.,
etc-, of .....-.
265,
Animals (see also
also Cattle),
Anima/s
appropriation for inspection, etc
etc, of imappropriation
rted
239, 698,1318
698, 1318
... ..239,
.....
ported...
teting...... 239,
allen testing
tuberculin and mallein.
for tubeulin
131E
698, 1318

Animals,
Domestic,
raga.
age
Animals, Domestic,
appropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
etc., viappropriation
ruses for
of
240, 700, 1320
1320
treatment of......
for treatment
ruses
for
affecting health
study of insects affecting
for study
of
256, 715, 1334
.............
of........
for
1335
protecting, from rabies ...... 257, 716, 1335
for protecting,
Annapolis,
Md. (see Naval
Academy).
Naval Academy).
Annapolis, Md.
Annuities to
to Classified
Service Employees,
Classified Civil Service
Annuities
provisions for granting,
granting, on retirement
retirement for
provisions
614
age
disability
or disability..................
age or
Commission,
Anthracite Coal Commission,
deficiency
appropriation for salaries and
deficiency appropriation
expenses .....................
1015
expenses
Antiaircraft Guns.
Guns,
Antiaircraft
balances
of appropriation
ammunition
appropriation of .animunition
balances of
for, covered
covered in
in for
for 1917-19/9
1353
1917-1919.......
for,
Antietam,
Battlefield, Md.,
Antietam Battlefield,
appropriation for
for repairs,
repairs, preservation,
preservation, etc.
etc. 184,
appropriation
1386
895, 1386
for superintendent
superintendent .............
184,
895,1386
184,895,1386
for
Antiseptic
Preparations,
Antiseptic Preparations,
unfit for
for beverages,
subject to Constibeverages, not subject
unfit
309
tutional prohibition
prohibition provisions......
provisions
tutional
309
conditions: permits,
required
permits, etc., required......
conditions:
Antitoxins,
etc.,
Antitoxins, etc.,
appropriation for
investigating animal....
animal._ 240,
for investigating
appropriation
700,
1320
700, 1320
Antitrust
1890,
Act, 1890,
Antitrust Act,
deportation
undesirable aliens, condeportation of undesirable
victed of
of violating
violating provisions
provisions of,
of, in
in
victed
between
aid of
of European
belligerents between
European belligerents
aid
594
August 1,
1914 and
and April
April 6,
6, 1917...
1917
1, 1914
August
594
- resclmunion
prohibited
readmission prohibited...............
Antitrust Act, 1914,
interlocking directorate
directorate prohibition
prohibition not
interlocking
applicable to
service in two
two other
other
to service
applicable
banks,
officers
banks, by private bankers, or officers
of Federal
Federal reserve
reserve member
member banks,
of
etc
...........--------- 626
..
.....
etc
consent
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board reconsent of Federal
quired
626
quired .........................
prohibition in,
against officers
officers of carriers
carriers
in, against
prohibition
having interest
purchases thereof,
in purchases
interest in
having
499
.
deferred to
toJanuary
1921 ......
January 1, 1921
deferred
applicable to corporations
corporations organized
organized
applicable
499
since
January 12, 1918...........
1918
since January
Antitrust Laws,
appropriation
expenses enforcing
enforcing...... 208,
for expenses
appropriation for
922, 1411
use
for prosecuting
prosecuting labor
forbidden for
use forbidden
organizations etc
208, 922, 1411
208,922,1411
etc .........
organizations,
922,1411
association
f
armers, etc
etc .... 208, 922,
1411
of farmers,
association of
expenses endeficiency.appropriation
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
336
-forcing
focing............-.
use forbidden
forbidden for
for prosecuting
prosecuting labor
labor
organizations, etc.,
etc., except
except of public
oranizations,
336
---.-*------officers ........--....
officers
336
associations of farmers, etc...........etc
associations
consolidation
carriers under provisions
provisions of
of
consolidation of carriers
relieved from
Transportation Act,
Act, relieved
from
Transportation
482
operation of......................of
operation
interlockiiT
directorates, restrictions
restrictions of,
interlocing directorates,
applicable to officials,
officials, etc., of corapplicable
for foreign financial busiporations for
381
ness .........................ness
not
applicable to
assoto marine insurance asso
not applicable
ciations
formed to apportion
apportion risks,
ciations formed
etc
1000
1000
etc.,.............-.-.....----.
Apache,
Indians, Okla.,
Apache, etc., Indians,
appropriation
for agency
agency expenses, from
from
appropriation for
20,424,1240
tribal
funds.
._ _
2b, 424, 1240
tribal funds...........for
etc., from
tribal funds 20,425,1240
2/), 4.25, 1240
fromtribalfunds.
support, etc.,
for support,
Apache
Naturnal ,lerest,
Forest Ar,
Apache National
appropriation for maintenance,
of..
248,
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation
107,1326
707,1326
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Apalachicola
Bay, Fla.,
Page.
Fla.,
Apalachicola Bay,
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
he
of, to
to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made
1011
made .........................
1011
Apalachicola, Fla.,
Fla.,
Apalachicola,
appropriation
for public
164
164
public building
building........
appropriation for
Apartments,
D.
C.,
C.,
D.
Apartments,
owners
to file
file data
accommodations,
of accommodations,
data of
owners to
charges,
303
etc.......................
charges, etc..
rates
established therefor
therefor by Rent CornComrates established
303
mission to
to be
be charged
charged by...........
by
mission
reasonableness
rental:, etc., of, during
during
reasonableness of rentals,
present emergency,
emergency, subject to depresent
300
Commission...
of Rent Commission
termination of
termination
Appalachian
Lands,
Forest Lands,
Appalachian Forest
provisions
for leasing
of nonnondeposits of
leasing deposits
provisions for
metallic
minerals, not
to.
437
437
applicable to.
not applicable
metallic minerals,
Apple Box,
D. C.
C.,,
Box, D.
Apple
standard
for, established
1222
established..... 1222
dimensions for,
standard dimensions
Disabled Soldiers,
Surgical,
Soldiers, Surgical,
Appliances for Disabled
appropriations
189, 901,
1392
901, 1392
furnishing...... 189,
for furnishing
appropriations for
deficiency
61
61
for.............
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
DepartAppointments
Post Office DepartAppointments Division, Post
ment,
ment,
appropriation
superintendent, assistassistfor superintendent,
appropriation for
ants
675,
1294
675,1294
ants..........................
Appointments Division,
Division, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
Appointments
appropriation
chief of
etc
645,1266
645,1266
of division,
division, etc..
for chief
appropriation for
for
additional employees
1266
employees.............
for additional
1266
for surety
section
bonds section...............
surety bonds
for
Appraisers, Board
of General
General (see Board
Board of GenBoardof
Appraisers,
eral
Appraisers).
eral Appraisers).
Appraisers
of Merchandise,
Merchandise,
Appraisersof
only one,
one, authorized
authorized at Baltimore
Baltimore.........
883
only
Apprentice
Seamen, Navy,
Apprentice Seamen,
appropriation for
for pay
pay ...............
147,824
147, 824
appropriation
Appropriations
(see also
Deficiency ApproApproalso Deficiency
Appropriations (see
priations),
priations),
appropriation for
for preparing
preparing statement
statement of,
of,
appropriation
225
third session,
session, Sixty-fifth
Congress...
Sixty-fifth Congress...
third
Conto include first
Sixty-sixth Consession, Sixty-sixth
first session,
toinclude
....-.... 225
gress ..................gress
for preparing
preparing statement
of, second
second sesstatement of,
for
. 938
sion, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Congress
Congress ......
sion,
for preparing
third session,
session,
of, third
statement of,
preparing statement
for
1426
Sixty-sixth Congress
Congress ...........
Sixty-sixth
third deficiency
Act, 1919..1919.. _
35
35
appropriation Act,
deficiency appropriation
third
327
1920 ...
first
deficiency appropriation
appropriation Act,
Act, 1920
..first deficiency
second deficiency
1920
503
appropriation Act, 1920.
deficiency appropriation
second
1015
1920..
third
deficiency appropriation
appropriation Act, 1920
third deficiency
first
1156
1156
1921 ....
Act, 1921
appropriation Act,
deficiency appropriation
first deficiency
deficiency, for
War Risk
Bureau,
Insurance Bureau,
Risk Insurance
for War
deficiency,
1
and pensions
pensions .....................
1
and
for Federal
Control.
34
Railroad Control...........Federal Railroad
for
Corfor urgent
deficiencies, Employees
Employees Comurgent deficiencies,
for
pensation Commission,
Risk
War Risk
Commission, War
pensation
Insurance
Commission, and Public
Insurance Commission,
Health
377
Service..................Health Service
for deficiencies,
Federal Railroad
Railroad Control,
Control,
for
deficiencies, Federal
etc
589
etc ...........................
first session, Sixtyfor legislative
legislative expensed,
expense, first
for
11
sixth Congress
.............
.......
Congress
sixth
for Indian
3,
408, 1225
......
3,408,1225
Department .......
Indian Department
for
104,948
104,948
................... for Army,
Army,.
.- 131, 812
service
for the naval service............
163,871367
for sundry
civil epenes
expenses
163,
874, 1367
for
sundry civil
for Department
Department of Agriculture
234,
1315
694,1315
234, 694,
Agriculture.....
for
..538
for Military
Military Academy...
Academy.................
for
574. 1150
for postal service .................
1347
607, 1347
fortification ................
for fortifications.
607,
executive and judicial exfor legislative, executive
penses
631, 1252
penses .....................
1
for diplomatic
and consular
739, 1205
service ...
consular service._
diplomatic and
for
for pensions
pensions .......................
837,
1104
837, 1104
for
1009,
for rivers
harbors ...
1009, 1202 i
...........
and harbors
rivers and
for

ix
ix
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vocational rehabilitation of disabled
for vocational
disabled
......
discharged soldiers, etc.....
etc
159
firearms taken from civilians
for claims for firearms
riots,
labor strike
during Colorado
during
Colorado labor
strike riots,
1914--295
295
...................
1914
......
295
.
.f
2
ffor
o r expenses of Rent Commission, D. C ;
C.;
D.
Commission,
expenses of Rent
half
from District
District revenues.........
revenues
304
304
half from
for
enforcing
National
319
319
prohibition .......
National prohibition
enforcing
for
f o r additional
serpostal serto postal
compensation
for
additional compensation
compensation to
additional
v
vice
etc, for
year 1920
1920
351
351
fiscal year
for fiscal
officials, etc,
ce officials,
for expenses
expenses regulating
regulating further
further entry
entry of
of
for
aliens
354
354
aliens.........................
in Quapaw
for expenses sale of lands in
355
Agency,
Okla
Agency, Okla......................
for increased
police, D.
364
364
D. C
C............
pay, police,
for
increased pay,
364
for increased
increased pay, park police, D. C......
C.
for
repaying excess moneys, etc
etc.,, paid
for repaying
367
under land
land laws
laws ..............
under
for International
International Communication
ConferCommunication Conferfor
367
ence .........................public
for
of Columbia
Columbia public
District of
expenses. District
for expenses.
school
teachers retirement
retirement provischool teachers
...........
sions
'
389
..........
sions
for increased
police department
department
salaries, police
increased salaries,
for
D. C.,
1920
398
398
...
year 1920..........
fiscal year
C., fiscal
D.
for additional
additional amount
alumna to
Federal
to liquidate
liquidate Federal
for
459
control of
of railroads,
railroads, etc
etc.............
control
for
certified deficits
railroad ininof railroad
deficits of
paying certified
for paying
comes during
during Federal
Federal control.
461
461
control.......
comes
for
revolving fund,
to railroads,
railroads,
for loans
loans to
fund, for
for revolving
awards under
under Federal
Federal control,
control, etc..
etc
468
468
awards
for
expenses of
Railroad Labor
473
Board.. .
Labor Board
of Railroad
for expenses
for
expenses of
of Zoning
C. 500
500
D. C.
Commission, D.
Zoning Commission,
for expenses
for
rehabilitating persons
persons
allotments, rehabilitating
State allotments,
for State
disabled in
in industry
735
735
industry...............
disabled
for
minimum allotments
allotments to
vocafor vocato States
States for
for minimum
tional
735
rehabilitation..............
tional rehabilitation
for
Federal Board
vocational
Board vocational
of Federal
expenses of
for expenses
rehabilitation, etc
737
737
......
etc..........
rehabilitation,
for
surveys, etc.,
etc., Crow
Crow Indian
Reservation,
Indian Reservation,
for surveys,
Mont
753
....... 753
Mont......................
for
school sections
in Crow
Crow
Montana in
for Montana
sections for
for school
Indian
Reservation
757
757
Indian Reservation...............
for
Federal Power
Commission
1063
1063
Power Commission.
of Federal
expenses of
for expenses
for
investigating, etc.,
etc., proposed
plant,
power plant,
proposed power
forinvestigating,
Great Falls
Falls of
1068
River... 1068
Potomac River
the Potomac
of the
Great
for
Congressional expenses,
of
inauguration of
expenses, inauguration
for Congressional
President
1089
10S9
President....................
for
mileage of
State messengers
messengers with
with elecelecof State
for mileage
toral votes
1089
1089
votes .....................
toral
for
cost of
of improving,
improving, etc
etc.,,
ascertaining cost
for ascertaining
Missionary Ridge
Ridge boulevard,
Tenn.
boulevard, Tenn
Missionary
and
Ga .......................1095
1095
and Ga
for
ascertaining
physical
valuation
of
railfor ascertaining physical valuation of railroads,
etc
1103
1103
roads, etc .....................
for
surveys, etc.,
Fort Belknap
Belknap Indian
Indian
etc., Fort
for surveys,
Reservation,
Mont.,
as
to
irrigation
Reaervation, Mont., as to irrigation
needs ....................-------1357
1357
needs
for
school
Fort BelBelin Fort
for Montana
Montana in
sections for
for school sections
lamp
Reservation
1359
1359
Indian Reservation..........
knap Indian
for
allottite ' etc.,
etc., lands
Fort Belknap
Belknap
on Fort
lands on
for allotting,
Reservation,
Mont
1359
ont................ 131,59
Reservation,
for additional
hospital facilities
facilities to
to war
war risk
risk
additional hospital
for
patients, etc ................-----1365
1365
patiente, etc
for paying
for losses
losses of
of private
private proppropclaims for
paying claims
for
erty in Army service
1437
1437
rvice.............
Armsey
erty
for award
commission appraising
property
appraising property
of commission
award of
for
of Washington Market Company, etc. 1443
etc
Company
of Washington MarketPrinting
permanent, for 'American Printing
House
House
American
for
permanent,
for
the Blind,
Blind, increased
272
272
increased.............
for the
Aquatic
of Leather,
Leather,
Sources of
Aquatic Sources
appropriation
developing .........
220,
933
220, 933
for developing
appropriation for
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Georgetown Page.
D. C. (see also Georgetown
bridge, D.
Aqueduct 13ridge,
Bridge, D. C.),
appropriation
for construction;
construction; half from
appropriation for
188
revenues.................
District revenues
deficiency
appropriation for construction.
construction
509
deficiency appropriation
Bridge..... 900
name changed to Georgetown Bridge
Aransas Pass,
Pass, Tex,
Aransas
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
1012
made .........................
1012
Arapahoe and
Agency, Okla.,
and Cheyenne
Cheyenne Agency,
Arapahoe
appropriation for
for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
at
31,434
at ............................
Indians, Okla.,
Arapahoe
Okta.,
and Cheyenne Indians,
Arapahoe and
from
appropriation
support, etc., of, from
appropriation for support,
20,425,
funds.................
20, 425, 1240
1240
tribal funds
Cheyenne
Northern Cheyenne
Arapahoe
Indians, Mont., Northern
Arapahoe Indians,
and,
and,
16,421,1237
appropriation for
421, 1237
of... 16,
for support, etc., of
appropriation
16,421
for "line riders".....................
riders"
Arapahoe
Forest, Colo.,
NationalForest,
Arapahoe National
248,
appropriation for maintenance,
of
248,
maintenance, etc., of...
appropriation
707,1326
707,1326
Arbitration,Bureau
Interpara tar Union
Arbitration,Burauof Interporliamenten-yUnion
for
International,
ofInternational,
Promotionof
for Pronzotson
appropriation for contribution
contribution.......... 745,1212
appropriation
Arbitration, International
PermaBureau of PermaInternational Bureau
Arbitration,
nent
nent Court
Court of,
appropriation
annual contribution
contribution.. 744,1211
appropriation for annual
France,
Paris, France,
Arc de Triomphe,
Triomphe, Paris,
medal of honor to be bestowed
bestowed upon un.... . 1367
known French
French soldier buried in
Capitol,
Architect
Architect of the Capitol,
etc... 1291
appropriation
engineers clerks, etc...
appropriation for, engineers,
etc., Senate..............
Senate;
1253
engineers, etc.,
for engineers,
for elevator
elevator conductors,
Office
Senate Office
conductors, Senate
for
Building
1254
Building ...................for
engineers, etc.,
Representaetc., House of Representafor engineers,
tives .......................
1255
tives
for
conductors, House of Reprefor elevator conductors,
1255
sentatives
sentatives ....................
title of
Superintendent of Capitol Building
of Superintendent
title
and Grounds
to.......... ... 1291
changed to
Grounds chewed
and
Buildings,
Architectural
Competitions, Public
Public Buildings,
ArchitecturalCompetitions,
appropriation
for, under
under contracts.
contracts. 169,
877, 1370
169,877,1370
appropriation for,
Argentina,
Argentina,
appropriation
ambassador to
to...... 739,1206
appropriation for ambassador
Argentine Ant,
appropriation
investigating.... 256,715,1334
appropriation for investigating....
Arias, Ramon
Ricardo, of Panama,
Panama,
Ramon Ricardo,
Arus,
may
be admitted
admitted to
to receive instruction at
may be
548
Military
Academy
Military Academy................
Arid Lands,
droughtappropriation
appropriation for study, etc., of drought,
resistant crops,
703, 1323
244,703,1323
crops, etc ........ 244,
reistant
period
reclamation of, under Carey Act
for reclamation
period for
to
from approval
apapproval of State apbegin from
to begin
plication for segregation
segregation
1085
............
plication
Arizona,
Arizona,
appropriation
general, clerks,
appropriation for surveyor general,
etc
673,1292
673, 1292
.................
etc .....
Indians on reservareservafor support, etc., of Indians
9,415,
tions
in
9, 415, 1232
1232
tions in.....................
673,1292
for
general, clerks,
673, 1292
etc.....
clerks, etc
surveyor general,
for surveyor
miscellaneous Indian
Indian irrigation projfor miscellaneous
1226
....................
ects.....
deficiency appropriation
etc.,
appropriation for support, etc.,
deficiency
66,1042,1186,1191
of
66,
1042, 1186, 1191
.........
of Indiana
Indians in
construction
construction of bridge across Salt River,
near Lehi, on Salt River Indian ResRescooperation,
ervation, subject to cooperation,
417
....
etc., o/
of .....
.... ...
etc.,
nalallowed
e of
of unalleaes els,
mining leases
etc., minng
gold, etc.,

inineral
. of
lands
minera lands_
lotted withdrawn
withdra wn
*,
reservations
:s.
..... .
i i
T
Idian reserv

31
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etc., not to be used
sumafor
used
sumnsfor allotting lands, etc.,
for
residing on public
Indians in, not residing
for Indians
domain prior to June 30, 1914..
3, 408, 1225
1914.. 3,408,
domain
Districts,
Drainage Districts,
Arkansas Drainage
public lands in Mississippi and Poinsett
Counties, made
made subject
subject to State
Counties,
392
laws, etc ........................
392
laws,
393
provisions relating to taxation, etc
393
etc......
provisions
Arkansas
Forest, Ark.,
Arkansas National
National Forest,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
of.. 248, 707,
707,
appropriation
1326
1326
Arkansas
Arkansas River,
bridge
authorized across, Fort Gibson,
bridge authorized
629
629
Okla ..........................
629
Webbers
Okla
Webbers Falls, Okla..................
extended for bridging,
Broadway
bridging, Broadway
time extended
278
Little Rock, Ark............
Ark
278
Street, Little
279
Main Street, Little Rock, Ark
Ark..........
River, Ark. and Okla.,
Arkansas River,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1012
made,
Rock to Grand
Grand River..
River
made, Little Rock
Va.,,
Arlington Agricultural
Agricultural Experiment Farm,
Farm, Va
Arlington
appropriation for continuing improveappropriation
ments,
etc .
................ 245, 704, 1323
ments, etc
colorant
for repairs, etc., to building for colorant
254, 712
investigations on.............
on
investigations

Arlington Building, D. C.,
appropriation
for operating
operating force,
etc._ 644, 1265
force, etc....
appropriation for
653, 1273
for operating
operating expenses
expenses ...........
1273
for
43
deficiency
appropriation for equipment....
43
equipment....
deficiency appropriation
505
.........
operating expenses
expenses ...
for operating
Arlington
Chapel,
Memorial Amphitheater and Chapel,
Arlington Memorial
Va..
Va..

188,896,
appropriation for maintenance...
maintenance__ 188,
896, 1387
appropriation
commission created
recommend mecreated to recommend
commission
morials, entombments,
entombments, etc.,
etc., in, each
each
morials,
year
1440
....... 1440
-................--year..
restriction
on near-by
memorials and innear-by memorials
restriction on
terments
1440
terments ...........................
1440
chairman and
executive officer
officer ........
and executive
chairman
specific Congressional
Congressional authority
authority required
specific
1440
for
inscriptions, interments,
.
1440
etc ....
interments, etc.
for inscriptions,
memorials, etc.,
etc., permitted
permitted for
for conspicumemorials,
ously
military or naval
distinguished military
ously distinguished
service
1440
1440
service only ......................
no
memorial or entombment
entombment until after ten
ten
no memorial
1440
years
death ..............
after death
years after
1440
except as authorized
Congress
authorized by Congress......
except
all
subject to apall inscriptions,
inscriptions, busts, etc., subject
1440
pro val of comnunsion
1440
commission.............
proval
advice of
Commission of Fine Arts to be
be
of Commission
advice
1440
obtained
1440
obtained.......................
body
American soldier who
of an unknown American
body of
lost his
his life
life in
in World War, to be
lost
1447
for burial in ............brought for
CommisArlington
Arlington Memorial Amphitheater Commission,
sion.

appropriation for dedication
expenses, of
dedication expenses,
appropriation
Chapel..........
Amphitheater and
and Chapel
Amphitheater
deficiency appropriation
completing
appropriation for completing
deficiency
construction
etc.
amphitheater, etc...
of amphitheater,
construction of
..............
limit of cost increased
increased
Arlington National
Cemetery, Va.
Va.,
National Cemetery,
Arlington

176

36
36

appropriation for
for burial of indigent
indigent solappropriation
diers, etc.,
etc., in
in. .............. 184,
895, 1386
184,895,1386
diers,
facilities................ 896
for new toilet
toilet facilities
memorial Amdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for memorial
Amdeficiency
Chapel, construcphitheater
construcphitheater and chapel,
.............-.tion,
36
tion, etc .....
limit of coat increased................
increased
36
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of Fortifications,
Fortifications,
Page.
Armament
appropriation for......................
appropriation
for
609,1349
609,1349
balances
balances covered
covered in, of appropriations
appropriations for.
613
for.
613
for Panama
Panama Canal
613
Canal...................
613
Armor and Armament,
appropriation for, increase
appropriation
increase of the Navy.
Navy. 156,833
Armored Motor
Motor Cars,
Cars, Army,
Army,
appropriation
purchase, etc
appropriation for purchase,
etc............ 126
126
balances
appropriations for,
balances of appropriations
for, 1919 and
and
1920,
1920, covered
covered in
in
...................1353
1353
unexpended balances available
unexpended
pay conavailable to pay
tracts for, suspended
suspended on account
account of
of
armistice ...........
...........
armistice
1027
1027
Armories).
Armories (see Arsenals
Arsenals and
and Armories).
Arms, etc., Army,
Army,
appropriation
manufacturing, etc., at
appropriation for manufacturing,
armories ....................
125,971
articles
articles of, used or
or produced
produced for service
service to
National Museum..
be exhibited in National
Museum .. 1438
1438
balances
balances covered
covered in, of appropriations
appropriations for
for
manufacture,
manufacture, etc.,
etc., 1917-1919
1917-1919 .......
1353
for1918-1919 ...........................
1353
forl1918-1919
1353
for 1919-1920 ........................... 1353
unexpended balances
unexpended
balances available
available to pay
contracts
manufacture of, suscontracts for manufacture

pended
account of armistice
....
pended on account
armistice__

1027
1027

Army,
appropriation for support of the..........
appropriation
104,948
contingencies....................
for all contingencies
104
allowances,
Army
allowances, etc.,
etc., for
for sale of Army
supplies............................
105
105
surplus supplies, motor
motor vehicles, etc.,
etc ,
may be sold .......................
105
Secretary of
of
for all contingencies,
contingencies, under
under Secretary
War ..............................
948
salaries,
supplies;
salaries, etc.,
etc., sale of Army
Army supplies;
adjusting war contracts
adjusting
contracts. ..........
949
surplus
supplies may
surplus supplies
sold to
to States,
States,
may be sold
or friendly
friendly foreign
foreign Governments
Governments....
949
for Army War
War College ..................
105
for General Staff
Staff College
College................
949
for contingencies,
Intelligence
contingencies, Military
Military Intelligence
Division ....................
105,949
for expenses,
expenses, military observers
observers abroad
abroad 106,949
106, 949
for military service schools .........
106,950
106,950
for Field Artillery
Artillery activities ...........
950
950
headquarters at defor contingencies,
contingencies, headquarters
partments, etc ................... 106, 950
preserving, etc.
for preserving,
etc.,' registration
registration records
records
statements of service
and furnishing
furnishing statements
Adjutants General.........
to State Adjutants
General
951
for Coast Artillery School ............
106,951
10,
951
purchase, etc.,
purchase,
etc., of typewriters
typewriters.........
107
for
for Signal
Signal Service
Service expenses;
expenses; telegraph
telegraph
107, 952
and telephone
telephone systems
systems........... 107,952
electric
electric plants at posts .............
107,952
107,
952
civilian
employees, supplies,
civilian employees,
supplies, etc.
etc. .. 107.
952
107. 952

experiments
signaling ........
experiments in signaling
108,
952
108, 952
buildings for supplies,
supplies, etc........
etc
108,952
108, 952
service, Coast
Coast Artillery
for telephone
telephone service,
Artillery
posts
.......
108
for Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska cable,
cable, etc....
etc _... 108,952
108, 952
for Air Service;
Service; flying, balloon,
balloon, etc.,
etc.
schools, aviation
stations, etc ..... 108,
108,953
aviation stations,
953
helium production
production
953
.................
953
purchase,
manufacture,
etc.,
of
airpurchase, manufacture, etc.,
craft, equipment,
equipment, etc ..........
108,953
108,
953
consulting engineers,
109.953
consulting
engineers, etc .........
109.953
stations in the Philippines
Philippines ...........
109
109
special
apparatus, etc.,
etc., for medical
special apparatus,
medical
research
953
research .......................
953
printing, supplies,
953
supplies, etc.
etc .
.............- 953
experimental work with airplaines, etc. 953
experimental
new aircraft,
aircraft, etc .....-...-----...........--953
953
paying damages
damages from
from aircraft......
aircraft
109,953
109,953
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appropriation
appropriation for
for Air Service;
Service; traveling
expense
expense on air duty without troops.
troops
109
instruction
instruction for aviation
aviation students ......
109
cadets authorized;
flying cadets
comauthorized; pay, commission
Reserve Corps.
mission in Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps_
109
control of Army
Army and Navy
Navy bases,
etc
control
bases, etc.
954
for establishing
buildings at
etc
establishing buildings
at stations,
stations, etc.
954
Bolling
C., set aside
Bolling Field, D.
D. C.,
aside as
aviation reservation
aviation
reservation ...
...........
954
for
for purchase,
etc., Selfridge
Selfridge Field,
Field, Mich.,
Mich.,
purchase, etc.,
aviation station ..............
as aviation
954
Marshal General's
for Provost Marshal
General's Office,
Office,
preserving,
etc.,
records
preserving,
records ...........
109
arrangement, etc., in Adjutant
Adjutant GenGeneral's
Office
eral's Office ...........
.........
110
110
statement of service
statement
service of persons from
from
the Adjutants
Adjutants General
General
the States,
States, to the
thereof ........................
110
thereof
110
officers ................
110, 954
954
for pay of line officers
110,
for
for pay of staff officers,
etc
954
officers, etc...........
110, 954
for National
National Guard officers..........
officers
110,954
for Officers'
Officers' Reserve
110, 954
Reserve Corps .........
110,
warrant officers,
for warrant
officers, Mine
Planter ServMine Planter
ice

........................

110,954
110,954

for
for officers,
officers, Bureau
Bureau of Insular Affairs_.
Affairs_ 110, 954
for aviation
aviation increase
increase .....
......... 110,954
110,954
for
for officers,
officers, Philippine
Philippine Scouts
Scouts...........
110
110
for longevity....................
longevity
110, 954
for pay of enlisted
men of the line
line ..... 110,954
110,954
enlisted men
on personal
affidavits if service
service records
records
personal affidavits
etc .......................
110
lost, etc
110
credits to
to disbursing
disbursing officers
officers for
for payments.............................
ments
•
110
110
for enlisted
enlisted men,
National Guard.
men, National
Guard. _..
.. 110,954
for enlisted
enlisted men,
men, staff
staff corps and
departand departments .........................110,954
110,954
for
Regular Army
Army Reserve
Reserve .............
110
for Regular
110
for enlisted
for
enlisted men,
men, Philippine
Philippine Scouts._
954
Scouts....
954
longevity ....................
for longevity
110, 954
954
110,
emergencyincrease
emergency increase of pay continued..
continued..
110
110
for retired
retired pay,
pay, officers
officers ..---..........
110,
110, 954
for
for retired officers
officers on
on active
active duty.....
duty
110, 954
954
110,
for retired
enlisted men............
men
111, 955
955
retired enlisted
111,
for
duty. 111,955
for retired
retired enlisted
enlisted men
men on
on active
active duty
111, 955
for Regular
Regular Army
Army reservists
reservists on
on active
active
duty
duty ..............................
111
ll
forretired Philippine
Philippine Scout
forretired
Scout officers
officers.....—

111,955
111,955

for
for retired
retired pay clerks.
111,
clerks ...............
111, 955
for retired
retired veterinarians
955
for
veterinarians ............... III,
111, 955
for clerks,
clerks, etc., office of Chief of Staff
111,955
Staff.. 111,
955
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc., General
General Staff
Staff College....
College....
for

955
955

for clerks,
clerks, etc., at
at headquarters
headquarters ........ 111,955
111, 955
for
for additional
additional pay,
pay, foreign
foreign service
service ....
111, 955
111,955
quarters, etc ...... 111,
111, 955
955
for commutation
commutation of quarters,
Army
clerks, allowances,
allowances, etc
etc....
111
Army field
field clerks,
....
111
additional emergency
clerks
additional
emergency field clerks
allowed
112
allowed ............................
112
for commutation
of quarters,
etc., field
field
commutation of
quarters, etc.,
clerks; assignment,
clerk);
assignment, duties,
duties, etc....
etc__
112
112
for commutation
commutation of quarters,
quarters, etc.,
etc., field
field
clerks, Quartermaster
955
Quartermaster Corps
Corps ........ 955
aSi'nment;
assignment;
Department
duty forforDepartment duty
bidden.
955
bidden ..........................
955
for contract
surgeons, nurses,
nurses, etc
etc ..... 112,
112, 956
956
contract surgeons,
for reserve
reserve veterinarians
veterinarians .............
112 956
956
. 112,
for courts
courts martial,
martial, etc.,
etc., expenses......
expenses
112,956
for officer in
in charge,
charge, public
public buildings
buildi nos and
grounds,
C.................--...
112
grounds, D. C
112
quarters, officers,
for commutation
commutation of quarters,
officers,
etc ...............
112, 956
.............. 112,
956
for interest
interest on soldiers'
deposits ....... 112,956
112,956
soldiers' deposits
for
for expert
expert accountant
accountant .............
112 956
112.
for extra
extra duty
duty pay, enlisted
seacoast
for
enlisted men seacoast
fortifications
service ..............
fortifications service
112
112
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appropriation for buildings for Infantry
appropriation
appropriation for
for extra
extra duty
duty pay,
switchpay, switchappropriation
963
Ga.........
Benning, Ga
School, Camp I3enning,
School,
board operators at interior posts.....
posts
112
board
118, 963
Alaska telegraph
telegraph
.........
exchanges.......
for post exchanges
extra duty pay, Alaska
for extra
112
system
..
118, 963
recreation expenses .........
system.-.....-.----------......---recreation
for mileage,
officers, etc
112, 956
etc .............
mileage, officers,
for
for barracks and quarters, Philippine
for ten
cent, officers on foreign servten per cent,
for
119, 964
Islands ........................
.
ice
956
.................-....... 112, 956
ice
troops in China .................
119, 964
112
..........
warrant
officers entitled to _
112
warrant officers
and drainage
wharves, and
walks, wharves,
for roads, walks,
for twenty
twenty per cent,
enlisted men on
cent, enlisted
for
...... 119, 964
posts
at posts......,.......
112, 956
.........
service .....
foreign service
construction, repair,
for post hospitals, construction,
for
computer,
Artillery
Board
..
112,
956
112,956
Board........
Artillery
computer,
for
119,964
.
............
etc ....-......
for loss
loss by
exchange, disbursements
disbursements
by exchange,
for
temporary
hospitals,
etc.,
for
emeretc.,
hospitals,
temporary
956
112,
abroad and in Alaska...........
Alaska
112,
abroad
119, 964
...............
gency use .....
additional pay to officers furnishing
for additional
Letterman Hospital,
Hospital, San Francisco,
Francisco,
for Letterman
113,
113. 956
956
their own mounts ..............
964
Calif
Calif ..........................
. 113,
Jennie Carroll
113, 956
Carroll.....................
for Jennie
for
Walter Reed Hospital,
Hospital, Washington,
Washington,
for Walter
113, 956
Lazear --............
for Mabel
Mabel H. Lazear
D.
C., for Army Medical School....
964
School....
D. C.,
113 956
Kissinger............... 113,956
R. Kissinger
for John
John R.
for
quarters for hospital
stewards ..... 119, 965
hospital stewards
for quarters
pay accounts
113, 956
specified ...........
accounts specified
pay
for
ranges .....
.119,
119, 965
additional $240, a
Planter
galleries and ranges
a year, Mine Planter
shooting galleries
for shooting
additional
956
warrant
officers to July 1,1922......
1,,1922
additional land, Leon Springs,
Springs, Tex.,
additional
warrant officers
post
965
for
subsistence supplies
113, 957
...........
post•.::....................-..
supplies....
for subsistence
sales
.................... 113, 957
officers
to officers
sales to
for
payment of damage claims, target
for payment
meals
in national rifle
competitors in
meals to competitors
119,965
practice
119, 965
practice .....................
match ...............
113.
957
113,957
.......
match
120
maintenance....
for Army War College, maintenance....
for payments;
commutation of rations,
payments; commutation
for
for rent
rent of buildings for, in District of
for
Military
Academy, enlisted
enlisted men,
Military Academy,
Columbia; restriction
120, 965
restriction ..........
Columbia;
etc
113,957
.............
etc...........
120, 965
for vocational
vocational training
training................
for
care,
Aberdeen
crops, Aberdeen
etc., of crops,
care, sale, etc.,
for rifle
rifle ranges
ranges for civilian
civilian instruction;
instruction:
for
114
proving
ground;
deposit
receipts.
receipts.
of
deposit
ground;
proving
quartermaster
supplies.......... 120, 966
quartermaster supplies
for
supplies...i:114, 957
quartermaster supplies...
regular quartermaster
for regular
transportation,
subsistence,
etc.; travel
subsistence,
transportation,
114,958
quarters
light to quarters.........
heat and light
966
Pay
966
pay...........------------................recreation
'
114,958
buildings..............
recreation buildings.
for
Officers' Training Corps;
post
bakeries, ice machines, laundries,
laundries,
for Reserve Officers'
post bakeries,
quartermaster
equipments,
supplies, equipments,
etc
114,958
quartermaster supplies,
etc .........................
etc
121, 966
121.966
..- .......-----post
schools
114, 958
etc..........
officers' schools.........
and officers'
post and
forage,
etc., for animals
animals........... 114, 958
commutation of
of subsistence
121. 966
forage, etc.,
subsistence ........ 121,966
commutation
stationery,
etc
114,958
printing, etc............
stationery, printing,
967
etc
travel pay, etc.......................
for incidental
115.958
115,958
expenses ............
. 967
incidental expenses
for
uniforms
uniforms of institutions ..........
115,958
115,
958
pay................
extra duty pay
for quartermaster
quartermaster supplies to other
other
for
for transportation
115,959
for
transportation .............
121,967
schools
colleges ............
121,
967
and colleges
schools and
. 116,959
allowances -...........
travel allowances
for inland
and
facilities
121,967
storage facilities..
port storage
and port
inland
for
116, 960
roads
on land
land grant roads................
consolidation
specified titles into
consolidation of specified
fifty
per cent to
roads not bond aided
aided. 116, 960
toroadsnot
fiftypercent
"General
Appropriations, QuarterQuarter"General Appropriations,
full
roads......... 116, 960
excepted roads
pay to excepted
full pay
master Corps"
121
Corps ...................
master
etc.......... 117, 960
wagons, etc
draft animals, wagons,
for
Medical Department;
Department; supplies, etc.
etc. 121,967
for Medical
vessels,
service ........... 117,960
transport service
vessels. transport
mosquito destruction,
destruction, Canal
Canal Zone.. 121,967
mosquito
full
to excepted
excepted roads
960
roads ...........
pay to
full pay
motor
ambulances; selection,
etc... 121,967
121, 967
selection, etc...
motor ambulances;
motor
960
vehicles restriction ............
motor vehicles
preventing
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reservation
Md., lighthouse reservation
transferred
357
transferred to .....................
officers to he
detailed for aeronautic engibe detailed
instruction at schools, etc._
neering instruction
etc. - 594
ordnance sergeants;
sergeants; limitation on appointordnance
ments of, repealed
396
repealed..................
payment authorized
authorized to officers
enlisted
officers and enlisted
payment
men employed
employed to take census of
of.... 1361
payments
obligations incurred
payments made and obligations
under, appropriation
appropriation Act 1920, approved from July
July 1,
272
1, 1919 ...........
increased for service in Civil or
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585
Mexican War .......................
585
quartermaster
bought by
quartermaster supplies may be bought
506
Coast Guard officers,
officers, etc., from
from...
507
Public Health Service officers
officers...........
or
rates allowed pensioners for loss of limbs or
sight while in the ..................
982
to
readjustment of pay, etc.,
etc., of, personnel
personnel to
readjustment
be investigated, etc., by special
604
joint Congressional
committee ......
Congressional committee
reenlistment authorized
authorized of Omer Germain
Germain
reenlistment
Paquet; credited continuous
continuous serv607
ice
_
.........................
ice..
restoration of Capt. Daniel W. Hand
Hand to
restoration
place on lineal list of officers of
606
Field Artillery.....................
Artillery
Col. Robert
Robert H. Peck, to place on lineal
list of majors of Infantry
606
Infantry ..........
employees at Ordschools for children of employees
nance reservations ................
333
lieutenants; selections for commissecond lieutenants;
sioning
774
sioning............................
774
to
equipment to be transferred
transferred to
surplus equipment
Capitol, etc., without charge
charge........ 1035
machine tools, etc.,
etc., to be transferred
transferred to
Vocational Education Board, withVocational
504
out charge .......................
to
materials, etc.,
etc., to be transferred
transferred free to
Chief of Engineers, for authorized
authorized
. 1015
civil works .....................
1015
tractors to be loaned to States for highway construction...............
construction
584,1155
584
States
584
all expenses to be paid by States.....
transferred
construetransferred to States for road construc1349
.....
tion .........................
1349
vehicles, road-making
road-making materials,
materials, etc.,
etc ,
transferred
for
departments for
transferred to other departments
531
public use
twee ........................
Confederate veterans
tents, etc., loaned to Confederate
22
convention,
Ga...........
Dawson, Gs
convention, Dawson.
loaned to United
United Confederate
Veterans
Confederate Veterans
encampment,
Atlanta, Ga..........
Ga
290
encampment, Atlanta,
tents to be loaned only to designated
designated
272
veteran associations ...............
veteran
Perthanks of Congress tendered General Pershing and American Expeditionary
Expeditionary
Forces ..................
291
......
Forces
transports
transports to bring home Polish residents
returning from service with allies in
returning
528
late war .......................
travel pay allowed retired
retired enlisted
enlisted men
men
and reservists called into active
288
288
-service ..--..-......
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of disabled pervocational
159
discharged from
from, extended..
_
extended....
sons discharged
159
compensation
receiving.
159
compensation allowed while receiving.
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of soldiers
soldiers married
in Europe
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wives of
married in
be brought
therefrom, and
for
and paid
paid for
be
brought therefrom,
f
rom transportation
funds ........... 1026
1026
transportation funds
from
Army
of Advances,
Advances,
Army Account
Account of
advances to disbursing officers under, of
total
975
total Army
Army appropriations
appropriations .........
975
payment from,
from, on
on proper
payment
proper vouchers,
vouchers, of
of
amounts from respective
respective appropriations
975
tions..........................
charged to proper appropriation
appropriation and returned .........................
975
turned
adjustment of accounts
accounts by Auditor
975
Auditor......
balances of existing available
available Army apbalances
propriations
transferred to and
to be
be transferred
and
propriations to
accounted
975
accounted as such .............
1920, Amendments,
Army Appropriation
AppropriationAct, 1920,
allowance for Infantry School,
School, Fort Sill,
allowance
Okla.
transferred to Camp
Camp BenOkla.,' transferred
Benning,
Ga .......................
453
453
ning, Ga
expenditures for real estate or camp conexpenditures
struction
appropnations
from Army
Army appropriations
struction from
forbidden ........................
453
forbidden
exceptions, for
camps in
prior to
to
for camps
in use prior
exceptions,
November 11, 1918.
1918 ..............
453
industrial plants taken over for war
.......
453
purposes
purpose ............
specific
Camp
specific expenditures
expenditures authorized,
authorized, for Camp
Benning Infantry
Infantry School, Ga.......
Ga_ 453
abandonment of
Camp Gordon,
Gordon, Ga.;
Ga.;
abandonment
of Camp
sale
453
buildings, etc ..........sale of land, buildings,
schools .............
454
for Motor Transport
Transportschools
Va.._
..- - 454
for Coast Artillery, Camp Eustis, Va
centers
454
for Field Artillery training centers......
abandonment of Camp Taylor,
abandonment
Taylor, Ky.;
Camp Eustis, Va
Va..-...............454
for Engineer Corps, Camp Humphreys,
Humphreys,
454
454
Va ...........-..-......-...
for Signal Corps, Camp Alfred Vail, N.
N. J_
454
J.
for Watervliet
Watervliet Arsenal
455
Arsenal................
455
for Kalena
Kalena tract, Hawaii
455
Hawaii...............
for Fort Revere
Mass455
Revere, Mass
...............
455
Service
455
for Chemical Warfare Service..........
Service fields,
fields, balloon schools,
schools,
for Air Service
etc ..-....-...................
455
purchase of Curtiss-Elmwood
for purchase
Curtiss-Elmwood plant,
plant,
Buffalo, N. Y ........-..........
455
for nitrate plant, Ancor, Ohio ....
.. __ 456
..........
construction contracts
under
no construction
contracts to be let under
cost-plus plans.................plans
456
cost-plus
456
repair work excepted ..................
456
repair
456
completion of
of present
present work
permitted..
456
completion
work permitted..
456
payment for lands acquired
acquired for Raritan
Raritan
Arsenal, N.
balances for
for
N. J., from balances
456
terminal storage,
storage, etc ............ .
456
condemnation or
456
456
condemnation
of title,
title, etc
etc.............
prohibition in, not applicable
applicable to additional
prohibition
Hospital,
lands for Walter Reed Hospital,
D. C
C.....
456
......
...............
Army Emergency Increase,
Increase, 1917,
preservation of
allotment from amount
amount for preservation
informadraft records
records to furnish informademobilized army records
509
tion from demobilized
from temporary
temporary employees
employees War Department
Adjutant General's
General's
partment to Adjutant
509
Office.
Office ..........................
deportation of undesirable
undesirable aliens convicted
deportation
convicted
of violating provisions of, and amendamend.............
594
ments .........-594
readmission prohibited ................
594
readmission
Army Field
Field Clerks,
appropriation
955
955
for pay
pay..................
appropriation for
foreign service.....---..........
955
etc
111,955
for commutation
commutation of
of quarters,
quarters, etc.....
111,955
allowances. etc ....................
111
allowances,
111
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for foreign
foreign
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111
service
temporary
additional to
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temporary additional
mileage .
112,956
112,
956
for mileage
........................
deficiency appropriation for mileage
1026
mileage...... 1026
deficiency
additional pay of $240 a
a year to, receiving
receiving
additional
$2,500
less
602
$2,500 or less....................
to
those receiving
receiving less
less than
than $2,740,
$2,740, to
to those
equal that amount ...............
602
effective
June 30,
30, 1922
1922.......... 604
effective until June
no appointments
of, hereafter
hereafter ...........
761
761
no
appointments of,
Army
Field Engineer
Engineer School, Fort
FortLeavenworth,
Army Field
/cans,
Kans,
appropriation for instruction
expenses
106
instruction expenses....
appropriation
Army
Field Service
Correspondence
Army Field
Service and Correspondence
School for Medical Officers,
Schoolfor
appropriation for instruction
instruction expenses..
expenses.. 106,950
106,950
appropriation
Army Medical School, D. C.
C.,,
Army
appropriation for
etc., at Walfor building;,
buildings, etc.,
appropriation
ter Reed
Reed Hospital .................
964
Army Mine
Mine Planter
Service,
Planter Service,
Army
appropriation
warrant officers
officers ...
110
appropriation for pay of warrant
Army Reorganization
Defense
Army
Reorganization (see National Defense
Act Amendments).
Amendments).
Army School of
Fort Leavenworth,
Army
of the
the Line, Fort
Kans.,
appropriation
instruction expenses...
expenses... 106,950
106, 950
for instruction
appropriation for
Army Signal School, Fort
Army
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.,
appropriation
expenses.. 106 950
for instruction expenses..
appropriation for
Army War College (see also
also General
Army
General Staff
College),
appropriation
105
for expenses
expenses..............
appropriation for
for
maintenance
120
for maintenance......................
deficiency
for
1184
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.............
1184
Arrears
Arrears of
of Pay,
Pay,
appropriation
payment of, Civil
War
for payment
Civil War
appropriation for
volunteers ................
193
906 1396
193,906,1396
193, 906, 1396
for War with Spain, etc
etc......... 193,906,1396
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for...........
for
1184, 1190
deficiency
1184,1190
Arsenals and Armories,
appropriation for
Calif
182
182
for Benicia,
Benicia, Calif...........
appropriation
Frankford, Pa
Pa ................
182,893
for Frankford,
182,893
for Honolulu,
Hawaii
182
for
Honolulu, Hawaii.................
182
for
Island, I11l...........
182,893,1385
for Rock
Rock Island,
Ill
182, 893, 1385
1821385
for Springfield,
Springfield, Mass................
Mass
182, 1385
atertown, Mass
Mass..........
183,894,1385
for Watertown,
183, 894, 1385
Watervliet N.
for Watervliet,
N Y...............
Y
183,894
183,894
for Aberdeen
Aberdeen Proving
Proving Ground,
Ground, Md.
1384
Md..... 1384
for Amatol,
Amatol, Hammonton,
Hammonton, N.
N. J
1384
J.........
1384
for repairs, etc................
etc
183, 894,1385
183,894,1385
for
ordnance
reservations,
civilian
ordnance
reservations,
civilian
schools ........................
894,1385
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Rock
Rock Island,
Island,
III.
333
III .............................
333
for
Watertown, Mass ..................
333
for Watertown,
333
for repairs .........................
1184
acquiring land requisitioned
Raritan
acquiring
requisitioned for Raritan
Arsenal, N.
N. J.,
J., authorized
authorized from
from
Arsenal,
appropriations
appropriations for Army storage
storage
facilities
facilities ......................
456
operations
operations of,
of, not restricted by appropriaappropriafortifications .............
613
tions for fortifications
purchase of articles for the Army that can
can
a less price, forbidbe made at, for a
forbid...............
129,975
den .........
129,975
Arsphenamine,
Arsphenanmine,
appropriation
for regulating
regulating sale, etc.,
etc., of.. 1377
1377
appropriation for
Artesian Wells,
Artesian
Wells,
appropriation for
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, etc.
etc. 197,910,1400
197, 910,1400
Arthur City, Tex.,
Tex.,
authorized across
bridge authorized
across Red
Red River,
River, near_
324
near.
324
Articles of
Article.3
of War, Army,
Army,
meaning of words used
meaning
used in ..............
787
persons
subiect tn
......
persons
subject
to
787
-----------,
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courts-martial classified;
classified; officers compecourts-martial
tent
788
tent to serve on ..............
composition of, general;
general; special; sum788
788
mary.............................
111917
appointment
general; special; sumappointment of, general;
788
788
mary
mary..........................
789
789
judge advocates and counsel
counsel .......
trial judge
jurisdiction of, general;
general; special; sumjurisdiction
789
789
................
mary. ......
mary
790
790
military
impaired.
military commissions, etc., not impaired
790
790
special.
or special
general or
only by general
triable only
officers triable
procedure; prosecutions;
prosecutions; counsel for acprocedure;
790
790
cused
cused.......................
790
790
challenges; oaths;
continuances......
oaths; continuances
challenges;
refusal or failure to plead;
plead; issue of
refusal
791
791
process ........................
punishment for refusing
refusing to appear,
punishment
791
791
' etc., by civilians ...............
791
791
under Criminal Code .......
offenses under
- incrimination
incrimination procompulsory self 792
792
hibited ......................
792
792
depositions; admission,
procuring
admission, and procuring.
depositions;
792
792
admissible-.
courts of inquiry;
inquiry; records
records admissible
desertion
officers and enlisted men;
desertion of officers
792
792
acts
.............
constituting ..
acts constituting
792
792
open announcement
announcement of acquittals
acquittals......
oeen
closed
sessions;
voting provisions
provisions
voting
closed sessions;
793
793
modified ....................
793
793
punishment for contempt ..........
796
796
etc..
records;
proceedings; disposal of, etc
r,ecords; proceedings;
794
794
irregularities
ties waived
waived ..............
riC
li
ni
tions of rules, etc.,
etc., by the
modifications
794
794
President ...................794
794
transmittal to Congress...
restriction; transmittal
Congress
794
794
limitation on time for prosecutions-....
prosecutions.
limitation
trial for same offense; restrictions
restrictions on
on
795
795
reconsideration
reconsideration ...............
795
795
punishments;
prohibited.
specified cruel, prohibited
punishments; specified
795
795
sentences ..
execution
penitentiary sentences
execution of penitentiary
795
795
sentences .................--death sentences
796
796
for cowardice
fraud .'..........
cowardice or fraud
796
796
..............
limits for
for........
796
796
sentences action by convening
convening authority.
authority.
sentences;
796
796
powers
incident to power to approve
approve_ ...
powers incident
President reconfirmation by the President
confirmation
796
796
specified..........
quired; cases specified
797
797
powers incident
incident to power to confirm
confirm ....
797
797
rehearing, etc............
remand for rehearing,
etc
797
797
mitigation or remission ...............
797
797
extension of.........................
extension
of
board of review in office of Judge Advocate
797
797
General
General......................
courts-martial recexamination,
etc., of courts-martial
examination, etc.,
797
797
ords byby ......-...........---....--.-------798
798
before
submission to the President...
President
before submission
798
798
etc............
may direct rehearings,
rehearings, etc
798
798
office examinations
examinations other than by......
by
799
799
authorized ................
additional, authorized
establishment of branch offices
distant
offices in distant
establishment
799
799
commands
commands ........................
or
sentences; dismissal or
suspension of sentences;
suspension
799
799
-------.-death
death -..--....--------799
799
death; remission, etc ........
other than death;
799
799
--------------vacation
vacation of ......------complete remission
remission by death or honorcomplete
799
799
discharge....................
able discharge.
800
800
discharge.............
dishonorable discharge
for dishonorable
800
800
enlistment .......
punishments; for false enlistment..
800
800
enlistment .......
officer making
making false enlistment
of officer
800
800
false muster ........-.........--------..---falsP
omitting to make refalse returns, or omitting
800
800
turns ......--....---......-----.......--------800
800
desertion; advising, etc.,
etc., desertion
desertion ......
desertion;
800
officer
deserter..
retaining deserter
knowingly retaining
officer knowingly
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punishments; absence
leave
801
absence without
without leave....
punishments;
disrespect to
to the
etc.; to
the President,
President, etc.;
disrespect
801
superior officer ..................
assaulting, etc.,
etc., superior officer; non801
commissioned
officer
commissioned officer................
801
mutiny or sedition; failure to suppress,etc.
mutiny
disorders
quarrels, frays, and disorders...........
801
arrest;
arrest- ....
._- 802
802
breaking arrest
arrest; confinement;
confinement; breaking
action
chasges, investigations,
investigations, etc...
etc
802
action on
on charges,
speedy trial,
802
802
etc ....................
speedy
trial, etc.
punishment for
802
802
delay ....
punishment
for unnecessary
unnecessary delay
copy of charges
charges to accused,
accused, etc
etc.......
802
refusing to receive
receive or keep prisoners
802
prisoners....
failing to report prisoners received......
received
803
improper release of prisoners...........
prisoners
803
improper
failure to deliver to civil authorities.
authorities ..
803
completion of court-martial sentence
completion
803
after civil ......................
in time
time of war;
war; misbehavior
misbehavior before the
enemy .......
.....................803
enemy
subordinates
commander
subordinates compelling
compelling commander
803
surrender .......................
to surrender
improper
countersign ..--........
803
803
use of
of countersign
improper use
forcing
803
803
safeguard ...................
forcing aasafeguard
neglecting to secure
captured property 804
neglecting
secure captured
804
property...
dealing in captured,
captured, etc., property
dealing
enemy by arms, correspondcorrespondaiding enemy
ence,
804
804
ence, etc ...........................
804
804
spies ----..-............------.-.-------..--.. ---etc., of military
804
military property
property...
willful loss,
loss, etc.,
wasting
wasting or unlawful use of property
property
issued to
804
to soldiers
soldiers ...................
issued
drunk
804
804
drunk on duty .. ...................
personal
personal interest
interest of commander
commander in sale
804
provi'sions .......................
of provisions
persons bringing
intimidating, etc.,
805
provisions
provisions ...................... ----etc.....
disorderly behavior
disorderly
behavior in quarters,
quarters, etc
805
commanding
reparation,
conaniandi a officer refusing reparation,
805
805
etc ...........................
provoking speeches,
speeches, etc ...........
805
using provoking
805
dueling ...........................
805
....................
murder; rape ..
805
for designated
designated crimes .................
frauds against the Government;
Government; offenses
frauds
805
designated
designated ...................
service..............
after leaving
806
leaving the service
after
former officer
officer embezzling
embezzling funds
funds of
soldiers
806
soldiers ............................
conduct unbecoming
unbecoming an officer
officer and genconduct
tleman
806
tleman. .......................
general offenses not designated .......... 806
807
courts of inquiry; authority
authority for ordering...
ordering
807
challenges; oaths ..........
composition; challenges;
powers,
807
procedure ......................
powers, procedure
807
opinion on merits restricted
restricted............
proceedings; authentications
authentications.. 807
records of proceedings;
records
808
disciplinary
disciplinary powers
powers of commanding
commandi gofficers
officers
808
punishments
specified ...............punishments specified.
808
courts-martial not barred ...............
courts-martial
808
redress of injuries
injuries to
to persons or property.
property
assessment on offenders; on organiza808
detachment ...............
tion or detachment
808
deserter by civil authorities ......
arrest
arrest of deserter
soldiers; time
by desertion, etc., to be
time lost by
soldiers;
809
made good .......
809
..............
discharge requirements;
requirements; certificates,
809
etc.
certificates, etc
discharge
809
enlistment ...................
oath of enlistment
reading
designated
reading and explanation of designated
809
articles to ......................
809
records of trials to be furnished
furnished accused...
accused
effects of deceased
deceasedpersons;
persons; disposal by
commanding
officer
. 357,809
........
commanding officer
357, 809
representative or widow.
widow .. 357,809
to legal representative
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of War,
Articles
appropriation for streets, etc
1116
etc ....... 75, 844, 1116
effects
persons; by
summary
appropriation
by summary
effects of deceased
deceased persons;
balance reappropriated
reappropriated ..............
75
court
if no
present. _.357,809
357,809
balance
etc., present...
no widow,
widow, etc.,
court if
for
sewers ...................
847, 1118
. 78, 847,
1118
for sewers
duties, etc.; transmittal at public exexAssessor, D.
.D. C.,
pense to
widow, etc
809
etc ...............
pense
to widow,
serve as advisory
Rent ComComadvisory assistant to Rent
to serve
conversion
conversion into cash, etc.,
etc., if
if no
no heir,
heir,
mission .........................
299
etc., found; exception
357,810
exception............ 357,810
additional
additional salary
salary for ...................
299
proceeds, etc.,
etc., to War
proceeds,
War Department
Department
D. C.,
for
final disposition
357,810 Assessor's Office, V.
for final
disposition ............... 357,810
appropriation
69 838,
838 1110
1110
69,
application
Soldiers' Home inmates,
salaries .........
appropriation for salaries
inmates,
application to Soldiers'
assistant assessors,
assessors, etc........
etc.
1110
69, 838,
838, 1110
for assistant
357,910
357,910
etc .............................
to...
74,
for furnishing
furnishing copies of wills, etc., to...
810
810
inquests at posts, etc .....................
843,
1115
authority of
810
843,1115
810
oaths..
of officers to administer oaths
authority
Indians, Mont.,
810
appointment of reporters and interpreters_
810 Assinniboine Indians,
interpreters.
appointment
member
serve on commission
commission for almember of,
of, to serve
assistant trial judge advocates
advocates and defense
assistant
lotting lands,
lands, etc.,
to Indians
Indians of
of
etc., to
lotting
811
..
.....................
counsel
Fort
Mont_
1355
1355
Fort Belknap
Belknap Reservation,
Reservation, Mont...
removal of civil suits from State to Federal
Federal
removal
General in
in Customs Cases,
Assistant Attorney
Attorney General
811
courts
811 Assistant
courts-- ......................
appropriation
attorneys, special
special-councounfor, attorneys,
officers; separation
appropriation for,
separation from service by disetc. ...................
207, 921,
921, 1410
1410
sel, etc
charge
811
811
charge or dismissal ................
General,
Assistant Attorneys General,
dropped
absence or imprisonment...
811 Assistant
811
imprisonment..
for absence
dropped for
appropriation
for
. 676, 1296
1296
appropriation for..................
rank and precedence,
precedence, Regulars,
Regulars, Militia,
Courts,
Assistant Attorneys, United States Courts,
811 Assistant
and Volunteers
Volunteers ....................
appropriation for,
for, in
special cases..
923, 1412
1412
210,923,
cases.. 210,
in special
different corps or comcomappropriation
command when different
foreign counsel.
counsel .........
210, 923, 1412
1412
foreign
210,923,
mands happen to join .............
811
mands
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, in special
special
deficiency
complaints of wrongs by commanding
commanding
cases ....................
338, 1032
. 338,1032
officer to the general commanding,
commanding,
officer
Buildings
Public Buildings
Custodians, etc., Public
811 Assistant Custodians,
if redress refused ...................
(see Operating
Operating Force, Public Build812
effect in eight months
months............
812
to take effect
812
ings).
designated Articles
immediately.
Articles immediately........
War '
etc., subject to previous
previous law
812 Assistant Secretary of War,
law.
prior offenses, etc.,
appropriation
658
658
for salary .................
repealed ..-.............
812
812
appropriation for
inconsistent laws repealed
deficiency
appropriation for additional
additional
deficiency appropriation
Artificial
Disabled Soldiers,
Artificial Limbs for Disabled
salary .............................
1025
1025
appropriation for
for .................. 189,
901, 1392
1392
189,901,
appropriation
procurement of all military
procurement
military supplies
supplies
901
price restricted .....................
vested in
764
vested
in........................
764
Artillery,
Mobile,
Artillery, Army Mobile,
salary; details of officers and civilians....
civilians
765
salary;
appropriation for
for altering,
altering, etc
1349
609, 1349
etc......... 609,
appropriation
chiefs of procurement
procurement branches
branches to report
report
Artillery
Board,
Army,
Artillery Board, Army,
765
direct to ........................
765
appropriation for
computer.
112,956
956
112,
for computer............
appropriation
manufactures
under
manufactures at arsenals,
arsenals, etc., under
Asbestos Deposits,
Deposits,
direction
765
direction of......................
of
leases of,
unallotted lands of Indians,
leases
of, in unallotted
Assistant
Assistant to the Attorney General,
General,
authorized
1231
authorized.......................
appropriation for
for ...................... 676,
676, 1296
1296
appropriation
Assistants to Attorney
Ashes, D. C.,
Assistants
Attorney General,
General, etc.,
deficiency
appropriation for
appropriation
for removing,
appropriation for, and foreign counsel....
counsel.... 210,
deficiency appropriation
38,848
etc ...........................
923, 1412
923,1412
deficiency
appropriation for..........
for...
338,1032
compensation for, to be adjusted
38
deficiency appropriation
adjusted.....
compensation
338,1032
adjustment
removing
38 Associations,
Associations, Foreign,
Foreign,
contract for removing.
of prior
prior contract
adjustment of
appropriation for
for amount
amount found due....
due. _
39
delivery, etc.,
delive,
etc. of property
property held by Alien
appropriation
Property
collection,
hereafter by the CommisopertY Custodian
Custodian to, entirely
entirely
collection, etc., hereafter
39
sioners, authorized ................
owned
979
owned by other than Germans, etc..
etc..
979
penalty
or
Astoria,
Astoria, Oreg.,
for accepting gifts
gifts therefor,
therefor, or
penalty for
acceptance of land at Tongue
39
acceptance
Tongue Point, as
giving the same ....................
site for naval submarine
submarine and deAshei
ale, N.
Asheville,
NV.C.,
822
stroyer base .....................
822
532
532
terms of court at ........................
Astrophysical
Observatory,
Astrophysical Observatory,
Ashland, Oreg.,
Oreg..
appropriation
maintenance
181, 892, 1383
1383
appropriation for maintenance.....
181,892,
added to Crater National Forest for
lands added
tor printing and binding for
tar
for. .....
.
229, 942,1430
942,1430
229,
protecting water supply of.........
of.
406
deficiency
appropriation for.............
deficiency appropriation
for
1039
1039
Ashley County, Ark.,
Ark.,
Ashley
Atchafalaya River, La.,
extended for bridging
Bayou BartholbridgingBao
Bayou
time extended
examination, etc.,
____
eA i 1 _
1 hi
.orQn
examination,
etc., directed for plan
plan to
omew,
at Wilmot,
by
589
OLUmW
a;
nllmuol,
uy ----..-..
.
...
i. 7
protect basin
basin of, from Mississippi
Mississippi
Ashley National
Forest, Utah and
National Forest,
and Wyo.,
Wyo.,
River floods.......................
floods
1354
River
1354
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
248. Athens,
of ...
appropriation for maintenance,
Athens,
707, 1326
1326
707,
appropriation for acquiring
appropriation
acquiring premises for
for
Ash
pans, Locomotive (see Locomotive Engine
Engine
Ashpans,
diplomatic,
diplomatic, etc.,
etc., uses at ..........
1214
1214
Boilers. etc.).
etc.).
limit of cost; subject
subject to approval
approval of
and,
Asphalt Deposits,
Deposits, Okla..
Okla., Coal
Coal and,
commission.....................
commi' sdon
1214
1214
Atlanta,
unsold and forfeited,
forfeited, in Choctaw and.
and
Atlanta, Ga.,
Chickasaw
Nations, to be reoffered,
reoffered,
Chickasaw Nations,
appropriation for penitentiary, working
appropriation
etc ..
9
........................
244
capital; reappropriation.
reappropriation ...
... 20f,
206, 921, 1410
1410
other
24
other sales
sales not
not affected;
affected; limitation
limitation.....
continued
206,921
continued use of receipts
receipts ..........
206,921
Offices).
Assay Offices (see Mints and Away
Assay Offices).
for penitentiary,
925,
penitentiary, maintenance......
maintenance
923, 1414
1414
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Atlanta, Ga.-Continued.
Page.
Ga.-Continued.
Atlanta,
deficiency
appropriation for penitentiary,
deficiency appropriation
maintenance
52, 212, 338, 1176
maintenance
......... 52,212,338,1176
equipment
337
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, mill equipment.......
for
penitentiary, additional
additional pay, guards.
guards
338
for penitentiary,
for
land
1188
additional land........
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, additional
tents,
United Confederate
Confederate
tents, etc., loaned to United
at...........
290
Veterans encampment
encampment at
Atlantic
Atlantic Coast,
Coast,
appropriation
... 214, 928, 1417
1417
of.......
appropriation for surveys of
limit
outlving islands and entrances
limit for outlying
to
Panama Canal ...........
214, 928, 1417
214,928,1417
to Panama
deficiency
appropriation for surveys of....
515
of....
deficiency appropriation
Attachment, D. C.,
C.
causes
causes designated;
designated; actions at law in municipal court included
563
included ................
'proceedings,
................... 563
proceeding, etc .....
release
property by filing undertaking
release of property
with
sufficiency
marshal; new one if sufficiency
with marshal;
of
excepted to
564
to................
of first excepted
of credits, by filing undertaking
undertaking ap564
by the court ..............
proved by
effect of judgment for plaintiff
564
plaintiff.........
Attica Ind.,
Ind.,
Attica,
bridge
authorized across Wabash
Wabash River at.
401
bridge authorized
Attorney General,
General,
appropriation for,
for, Solicitor
General
676,1296
676,1296
Solicitor General....
appropriation
for
to, Assistants,
Solicitors,
Assistants, Solicitors,
assistant to,
for assistant
attorneys, etc ................
676, 1296
for
secretary and assistant to,
for private secretary
677, 1296
etc ........................... 677,1296
for assistants to, in special cases..
cases.. 210, 923,1412
923,1412
575.1150
for assistant
assistant to, in postal cases ....... 575,
1150
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
preparing Volume 32, Opinions of
of... 1032
equity proceedings
proceedings to be instituted by, for
power
revocation
licenses for power
revocation of licenses
1076
projects, etc ...................... 1076
judgments
judgments in suits in connection with
Government-owned merchant vesGovernment-owned
528
528
by........
sels, etc., to be reported by
preference
preference for war service to be given by,
in
appointments for
enforcing nafor enforcing
in appointments
tional prohibition ................
319
319
suits for forfeiture of leases,
leases, etc., of nonmetallic mineral lands to be brought
448
by ................................
to arrange
arrange for sureties, in actions abroad
against Government-owned
Government-owned meragainst
chant
vessels, etc ................
527
chant vessels,
to assign
assign attorneys
attorneys to represent
represent GovernGovernto
interest in appraisal of propment interest
Washington Market
Market Comerty of Washington
1443
1443
pany....................--......-PanY
Attorneys, D.
D. C.
etc
561
provisions for admission to the bar, etc....
disbarment proceedings...............
proceedings
561
disbarment
supreme court in
trial of charges by supreme
general term,
561
term....................
general
Department of Justice,
Attorneys, Deyartment
appropriation for,
assistants
676,1296
676,1296
for, assistants...........
appropriation
District (see District Attorneys).
Attorneys, District
Attorneys, United
Courts,
United States Courts,
appropriation for assistant, in special
special
appropriation
cases
210, 923, 1412
...... 210,923,1412
.............
cases
deficiency appropriation
assistant, in
appropriation for assistant,
deficiency
special cases
1032
...................
specialcases
Auburn,
Y.
Auburn, N.I. Y.,
at ........................
terms of court at.
395
Claims,
Audited Claims,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying, certified
60, 63,
officers........ 60,63,
accounting officers
tilfed by accounting
521, 1038,
1040, 1044,
1183, 1189
1044,1183,
1038,1040,
347,521,
65, 344, 347,

xix

Auditor for Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
Page.
Auditorfor
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for, chief clerk and chief of
division, clerks, etc ...........
648,
1269
division,
648,1269
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying claims
certified
61, 63,
63,
certified by ...................
66,
345, 348, 522,
1039, 1042, 1044, 1185, 1191
66,345,348,
522,1039,1042,1044,1185,1191
Auditor for Navy Department,
Department,
Auditorfor
appropriation
of
appropriation for, chief clerk and chief of
division, clerks, etc
648,
division,
etc ............
648, 1269
employees; pay restricfor temporary employees;
tion
648,1269
tion...........................
deficiency
appropriation for paying
paying claims
claims
deficiency appropriation
certified by ...................... 61,
61, 63,
65, 345,
348, 522,
522, 1039,
1039, 1041,1044,
1041, 1044, 1185,1190
1185,1190
65,
345,348,
329
for additional
additional employees
employees ..............
directed to p
pay
Francisco Bridge
Bridge Comdirected
in San Francisco
pany in
n settlement
settlement for work on dry
dock,
Hawaii .
591
dock, Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii
......
Post Office Department,
Department,
Auditor for
for Post
appropriation
employees on mechanappropriation for employees
164
ical devices;
devices; reappropriations
reappropriations.......
clerk, clerks,
clerks,
for, assistant and chief clerk,
etc
............................ 648,1269
for employees,
auditing postal vouchemployees, auditing
for
ers, etc .....................
648,
1269
648,1269
for Postal Savings
Savings System
System accounts,
accounts,
648,1269
................
clerks, etc ..
653,1273
for contingent expenses ............
53 1273
for
tabulating
equipment,
etc.;
limit
o6,
for tabulating equipment, etc.; limit onn
rentals .........................
653,
1274
653,1274
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying claims
deficiency
certified
62, 65,
certified by ....................... 62,65,
67, 347, 349, 525,1040,1043,1045,1189,1192
525, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1189, 1192
67,347,349,
Auditar for State,
Departments,
etc.,' Departments,
State, etc.
Auditor
appropriation
chief of
chief clerk and chief
appropriation for, chief
d
ivision, clerks, etc
648,1269
etc.............
division,
deficiency
appropriation for paying claims
deficiency appropriation
certified
by
64,
62,64,
.................. . 62,
certified by....
66, 346,348,
346, 348, 523,
1039, 1042, 1045,
1186, 1191
1045,1186,1191
523,1039,
employees............. 330
additional employees
for additional
Auditor
for Treasury
Dyartment,
Treasury Department,
Auditorfor
appropriation
chief of
appropriation for, chief clerk and chief
647,1268
division, clerks, etc ..........
employees; pay restricfor temporary employees;
tion
647,1268
tion.....................
deficiency
appropriation for paying
paying claims
deficiency appropriation
6 63,
certified
certified by ....................... 61,
65, 344, 347, 521, 1038,
1040, 1044,
1183,1116834
1189
1044,1183,
1038,1040,
65,344,347,521,
exception,
Miller and Lux ........... 521
exception, Miller
506,1161
for additional
additional employees
1161
employees....... 329, 506,
Auditor
for War Department,
Department,
Auditorfor
appropriation for,
assistant and chief clerk,
for, assistant
appropriation
1269
......... 648, 1269
etc...........
clerks, etc
for temporary
temporary employees;
employees;
pay restriction .......................
648, 1269
648,1269
tion
for
Panama
for additional pay, auditing Panama
accounts .................
1431
Canal accounts
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
deficiency
employees; reappropriation
reappropriation......... 44
employees;
for
paying claims
claims certified
certified by
61,
63,
61,63,
by ........
for paying
65,
22, 1038, 1041, 1044, 1184, 1190
522,1038,1041,1044,1184,1190
65, 344,
344, 347,
347 5
Auditors' Building,
Building, D.. C.,
appropriation for repairs, etc
874
etc.............
appropriation
Auditor's
Auttorrs Office, D. C.,
appropriation for
salaries
70,
839, 1110
70,839,1110
for salaries...........
appropriatio
Augusta, Ga.,
Ga.,
Augusta,

bridge authorized across Savannah
Riverat
275
Savannah Riverat
Austria,
Austria,
appropriation
for minister
1206
to.............
minister to
appropriation for
Austria-Hungary,
Autria-Hungary,
delivery,
delivery, etc., to Government of, diplomatic and consular
consular property
property held
by Alien Property
Custodian
979
Property Custodian.......

XX
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Page.
Austria-Hungary-Continued.
delivery
delivery of
of held property;
property; to
to official
official of,
of, in
theeUnited
United States
States when
when diplomatic
diplomatic
978
978
relations severed
severed..................
to subjects
subjects of,
interned as alien
enemies_
979
979
alien enemies.
of, interned
to
Austria-Hungary,
Austria-Hungary, War with
with (see
(see World War).
War).
Authors, etc., Alien,
copyright
provisions for works of .........
369
copyright provisions
during
369
during period of World War ............
Automatic Machine Rifles,
Rifles, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
etc
126
972
126, 972
for purchase,
purchase, etc........
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
............
1184
deficiency
appropriation for _
balances of appropriations
appropriations for 1919 cov1353
ered in .....................
unexpended
balances available
available to pay
unexpended balances
contracts for, suspended
suspended on acacarmistice ...............
1027
count of armistice
Automatic Measuring
MeasuringPumps,
Pumps, D. C.,
C.,
provisions governing
governing commercial
commercial use of _
.... 1223
provisions
Automatic Train
Train Control,
Control, etc.,
etc., Devices,
carriers may be ordered to install prescribed ............................
498
498
time allowance
allowance for ...................
punishment for noncompliance
498
punishment
noncompliance ........
Automatic Weighing Scales,
Scales, Customs,
appropriation for .................. 174,
883, 1376
1376
174,883,
appropriation
Automobiles, Army,
surplus, may
may be sold to
to States, individuals,
etc ...........................
105
Automobiles, D. C. (see also Motor
Motor Vehicles,
D. C.),
appropriation for motor vehicles for inappropriation
spectors of.....................
of
1115
Automobiles, etc.,
punishment for transporting, receiving,
etc., of stolen,
stolen, in interstate
interstate commerce, etc .........................
325
Avenues,
D. C.
C. (see Streets, Avenues, etc.,
Avenues, D.
etc ,
D. C.).
C.).
Aviation, Army (see also Air Service,
Service, Army),
Army),
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, Signal Corps
deficiency
Corps. 1184
Aviation,
Aviation, Navy,
appropriation for
133
appropriation
for fleet aircraft ............
abroad_
133
for five special type planes from abroad.
133
dirigibles
133
for hangars for two large dirigibles......
133
133
for one dirigible .....................
133
for one dirigible from
from abroad
abroad of
of latest type
type 133
133
for converting
"Jupiter" into aeroplane
converting "Jupiter"
aeroplane
133
carrier ............................
for conversion of two merchant
merchant vessels
into aircraft
aircraft tenders...............
tenders
133
for aircraft factory, helium plant, and
aircraft
133,814
aircraft stations
stations .................. 133,814
experimental and development
for experimental
development aircraft work .......
craft
........
. 133,814
133, 814
fir
for flying equipment, Marine
Marine Corps base
units
units..............................
133
for general
general and miscellaneous
miscellaneous contingencies ............................
133
133
for pay of classified
clawified force .................
814
814
accounting, etc ....................
814
for aircraft
aircraft .........................
814
814
for
equipment ......................
814
for equipment
814
for one rigid airship ...................
814
for new construction at stations .........
814
814
training .........
814
for new equipment
equipment for training
814
drafting.
service at stations
drafting, etc., service
stations
limited......................
133,814
limied
133, 814
adjustment,
adjustment, etc.,
etc., of
of claims
claims for damdamages from aircraft;
aircraft; report,
report, etc....
etc
133,814
limit of coast stations .............
133,814
133,814
use for aeroplane
aeroplane factory
prohibited. 134,814
134, 814
factory prohibited_
joint
Joint report to Congress of Navy,
Army, and postal aircraft
134
aircraft..........

Aviation,
Navy—Continued.
Aviation, Navy-Continued.
Page.
Page1185
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for..............
for
deficiency
1185
fleet aerial operations and
and shore
fleet
shore stations
bases
of, and
and land bases
under control of.
954
under
954
Service............
under Army Air Service
Aviation Stations, Army,
Army,
balances
appropriations for,
for, covered
covered in
balances of appropriations
in. 1353
1353
Aviators,
Army,
Aviators, Army,
allowance
for designated,
designated, specially
specially disdisallowance for
785
tinguished for war service..........
service
785
Avoyelles
Avoyelles Parish,
Parish,La.,
may
bridge Red
River, at
at Moncla........
Moncla
352
may bridge
Red River,
352
B.
B.
B
SW., D. C.
B Street
Street SW.,
appropriation
Delaware Aveappropriation for
for repaving
repaving Delaware
Avenue to
First Street
- 75
nue
to First
Street ................
75
Back Pay and
and Bounty, Volunteers,
appropriation for payment
payment of.....
of
193, 906, 1396
1396
appropriation
193,906,
Wis.,
Bad River
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wis.,
appropriation for road
from Odanah
Odanah in;
appropriation
road from
State
29
29
State cooperation
cooperation ................
Baggage,
Baggage,
regulations
carriers, for safe
regulations required
required of carriers,
handlin&,
handling, etc., of passenger ......... 475
Bailiffs, etc., United
United States Courts,
appropriation
for pay............
pay
210, 924, 1413
210,924,1413
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for pay, etc......
etc
1033
Baker County, Ga.,
time extended
extended for bridging
bridging Flint
Flint River at
at
or
Newton, by Mitchell
Mitchell County or.....
279
Baker
Wash.,
Baker Lake, Wash.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fish cultural
station, improvements
improvements ...............
339
Balloon Schools, Army
Balloon
Army (see also Air Service,
Army),
appropriation
expenses of maintenance,
maintenance,
appropriation for
for expenses
etc ............................. 108,953
etc
Balloons, War (see Air Service, Army).
Balloons,
Baltimore, Md.,
Baltimore,
appropriation for
for assistant
assistant treasurer's
655
appropriation
treasurer's office
office.
655
discontinued, July 1,
1, 1921 ...........
654
discontinued,
654
for quarantine
quarantine station, purchase
purchase of......
of
875
875
dedicating Key Monument
Monument at Fort
for dedicating
Fort
McHenry
McHenry .........................
1391
Congressional
attend
1391
Congressional committee to attend....
only
appraiser allowed
port of
883
only one
one appraiser
allowed for port'
of.....
883
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, harbor
harbor
to
1011
to be
be made
made.....
..............
.......... 1011
Bancroft
Bancroft Hall,
Hall, Naval
Naval Academy,
deficiency
49
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extending
extending....
49
Bangkok, Siam,
appropriation
legation
appropriation for interpreter to legation
and consulate general
general at........
at
740, 1207
exchange
exchange of legation
legation premises at, authorized ..............................
352
Bankers,
Bankers, Private,
Private,
interlocking
directorate prohibitions
prohibitions not
not
interlocking directorate
applicable to service
service by, in two
two other
noncompetitive
banks .............
626
noncompetitive banks
626
consent
consent of Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board rerequired, etc ...........
quired,
................. 626
Bankhead, John
Senator,
John H., late aaSenator,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for pay to widow
of
of...............................
592
Foreign (see Federal Reserve
Reserve Act
Act
Banking, Foreign
Amendments).
Amendments).
Banks, State, etc.
conversion of.
foreign financial
financial
conversion
of, into Federal
Federal foreign
corporations, permitted;
permitted; conditions.
conditions
383
383
provisions for .........................
provisions
383
383
Bannock Indians,
Indians, Idaho,
appropriation for fulfilling treaty
treaty with
13,
with.....
13,
appropriation
418, 1234

INDEX.
Barber,
Frank, Lieutenant,
Page.
Army,
British Army,
Lieutenant, British
Barber, Frank,
payment
for loss
of sight
sight while
instructor
while instructor
loss of
to, for
payment to,
of United
United States
States troops
606
troops .............
of
Barberry
Bushes,
BarberryBushes,
appropriation
for destroying,
etc., originatoriginatdestroying, etc.,
appropriation for
702,1322
ing vegetable
vegetable rust
244, 702,
1322
spores.... 244,
rust spores....
ing

Coal,
Barges,
Panama Canal
Canal Seagoing Coal,
Barges, Panama
appropriation
for completing;
limitation
completing; limitation
appropriation for
removed ..........................
removed

231
231
Barley,
Barley,
appropriation
for investigating
black rust,
rust,
investigating black
appropriation for
etc
244,
702, 1322
244,702,1322
etc .....................
for purchasing
purchasing seed,
for sale
sale to
to farmers
in
farmers in
seed, for
for
drought
areas for
1347
-1347
for seeding
seeding. _
stricken areas
drought stricken
Barracks, and
Quarters, Army,
Army,
and Quarters,
Barracks,
appropriation for,
storehouses, furniture,
furniture,
for, storehouses,
appropriation
etc
118,962
118,962
etc ........................
grounds, for
for cantonments,
etc
118,963
cantonments, etc......
grounds,
buildings,
training school,
school, Fort
Fort
motor training
buildings, motor
Leavenworth .................
963
963
Leavenworth
transfer
of Whipple
Whipple Barracks,
Ariz
963
Barracks, Ariz...
transfer of
964
119,
for
shelter in
in the
Philippines ........
119,964
the Philippines
for shelter
119, 964
rentals
119,964
China ...................
in China
rentals in
for
Seacoast Artillery,
and
Philippine and
Artillery, Philippine
for Seacoast
Hawaiian Islands
611
Islands ................
Hawaiian
for
minor structures,
etc., seacoast
seacoast destructures, etc.,
for minor
fenses
1349
fenses........................
for
Seacoast
Artillery,
Philippine
Artillery,
Seacoast
for
1350
Islands
Islands ............... .-- ........
65,344,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.............
for
65,
344,
deficiency
522,
1041, 1044, 1184
1184
522,1041,1044,
61
for shelter
the Philippines
61
Philippines..........
in the
shelter in
for
unexpended balances
available to
to pay
pay
balances available
unexpended
contracts
on account
account
suspended on
for, suspended
contracts for,
1027
-of
armistice ....................
of armistice
in, of approunexpended
balances covered in,
unexpended balances
613
priations for,
for, seacoast
defenses.....
seacoast defenses
priations

Corps,
Barracks, Marine
Marine Corps,
Barracks,

appropriation
repairs, improvements,
improvements,
for repairs,
appropriation for
154, 832
etc
.-- 154,
.....-etc ........-........
833
for
water supply,
Quantico, Va.........
Va
supply, Quantico,
for water
repairs, etc.;
for repairs,
deficiency
appropriation for
etc ;
deficiency appropriation
reappropriation
1920
1170
from 1920..........
reappropriation from
Barrel for Fruits,
D. C.,
etc., D.
Vegetables, etc.
Fruits, Vegetables,
Barrelfor
standard
established for, exdimensions established
standard dimensions
...-.... 1221
cept cranberries
cranberries ...........cept
...... 1221
.................
for cranberries.
cranberries
for
Barriger, William Shelby, U.
S. Army,
U.S.
Army,
Barriger,
may be
be appointed
appointed captain
captain of
of Cavalry,
Cavalry, at
at
may
foot of
list
607
..............
of regular
regular list..
foot
Stae,
Baskets
C., Round Stave,
D. C.,
Fruits,etc., D.
for Fruits,
Baskets for
stan&rd
established
1222
1222
for, established......
dimensions for,
standard dimensions
Batavia,
Batavia, Ill.,
164
appropriation
for public
public building........
building
appropriation for
Bath,
Bath, Me.,
Me.,
appropriation
for operating
Government
operating Government
appropriation for
house at
at .....................-.-.
house
D. C.,
Beach, D.
Bathing Beach,
appropriation
expenses........ 78, 848,
for expenses
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for
services......
for services
deficiency appropriation
Park, D. C.,
Potomac Park,
Beach, Potomac
Bathing Beach,
extension....
appropriation for
for expenses;
expenses; extension
_
appropriation
898,
Baton Rouge Bridge and Terminal
Terminal Company,
Baton
time
extended for
bridging Mississippi
Miasiarnppi
for bridging
time extended
River
by ....................
River by
La..
Baton Rouge, La.,
Missisippi
time
bridgipg Mississippi
for bridging
extended for
time extended
...- ...-River at...........
at
River
Cruisers,
Battle Cruisers,
Battle
increased of designated-.....
designated
limits of cost increased
Battle Ground
Cemetery, D.
.D. C.,
National Cemetery,
Ground National
Battle
rostrum..
construction
appropriation
for
construction of rostrum
for
aDnninriatinn
-Ir-r-------

223

1119
39
186,

1389
161
161
161

1.56
156
896
898
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Page.
Battle
Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, S. Dak.,
Dak.
Page.
Battle Mountain
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation
Soldiers' Home
Home .............
192, 905, 1395
1395
192,905,
Soldiers'
deficiency appropriation
Volunteer
for Volunteer
appropriation for
deficiency
Soldiers' Home
1028, 1167
1167
47, 1028,
Home............. 47,
Soldiers'
Battlement National
Colo.,
Forest, Colo.,
National Forest,
Battlement
248,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of....
of. 248,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
707, 1326
707,1326
Battleships, First
First Class,
Class,
Battleships,
limit
of cost
cost increased
of designated
designated._
156, 833
833
...._ 156,
increased of
limit of
Bayonne,
N. J.,
J.,
Bayonne, N.
to
bridge
across Newark
Bay toNewark Bay
authorized across
bridge authorized
277
Elizabeth from
from ...................
277
Elizabeth
time
bridging Newark
Bay
Newark Bay
for bridging
extended for
time extended
1099
from Elizabeth
to
1099
Elizabeth to...............
from
Bayou
Bartholomew,
Bayou Bartholomew,
time
for bridging,
bridging, at
Wilmot,
at Wilmot,
extended for
time extended
589
Ark
589
...........................
Ark
Bayou Cocodrie,
La.,
Cocodrie, La.,
declared a
a nonnavigable
to constream to
nonnavigable stream
declared
fluence
of Bayou
Bayou Chicot
Chicot ..........
1145
1145
fluence of
Bayou La Batre,
Batre, Ala.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
be
preliminary examination,
made
1011
1011
made ..........................
etc.,
Beacons, etc.,
213, 926, 1416
appropriation for....
for
213,
.........
appropriation
Beals, F. R.,
Beats,
may bridge
bridge Nestucca
River, in
Tillamook
in Tillamook
Nestucca River,
may
533
...- .
County,
Oreg
County, Oreg...--..........Mexican,
Bean Beetle, Mezican,
appropriation for
for emergency
emergency expenses,
expenses,
appropriation
preventing
spread of,
an Alabama,
Alabama,
of, in
preventing spread
etc
1346
etc .........................-.
Forest, Mont.,
Beartooth National
NationalForest,
Beartooth
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of.... 248
appropriation for
707,1326
707,1326
Beaufort
County, S. C.,
Beaufort County,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Savannah
Savannah River
River
bndge
and, at
by
Chatham County,
County, Ga.,
Gs., and,
at
by Chatham
1366
Savannah
Savannah ..........................
Beaufort River, S. C.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1011
made, to
0
1011
S. C............
Beaufort, S.
to Beaufort,
made,
Idaho,
Beaverhead National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont., and Idaho,
Beaverhead
appropriation for
for maintenance,
248,
of ....... ... 248,
maintenance, of
appropriation
707, 1326
Pa. '
Bedford, Pa.,
gift from
Sedgwick Grand
Grand Army Post of
from Sedgwick
gift
memorial hall
hall for
for public
public building at,
memorial
601
accepted ..................................
accepted
Bee Culture,
Culture,
1334
appropriation for
for investigations
investigations in.
in. 256, 715, 1134
appropriation
Beer (see Malt
Malt Liquors).
Beet, Sugar,
244,
appropriation for
for investigations.
investigations, etc.......
etc
244,
appropriation
703, 1323
for
developingstrains of
seed, etc.
etc_ 244,
244, 703,
1323
703,1323
of seed,
fordevelopinstrains
forinvestigatinginsectsaffecting.
256, 715, 1334
1334
forinvestigatinginaectsffecting. 256,715,
Belgium,
Belgium,
739,1206
appropriation
ambassador to ....... ... 739,1206
for ambassador
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for salary,
salary, amdeficiency appropriation
bassador
to: use
use of balance for
bassador to:
329
minister
minister .......................
291
ambassador
to, authorized,
authorized, pay
pay ..........
ambassador to,
Belgrade,
Belgrade,
appropriation
for acquiring
for
premises for
acquiring premises
appropriation for
. 1214
diplomatic
uses at
at.................
diplomatic uses
approval of
limit of
of cost;
subject to approval
cost; subject
limit
. 1214
commission
......--....
commission .
S. Dak.,
Belle Fourche
Irrigation Project,
Project, S.
Fourche Irrigation
Belle
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.
etc..,of...
of... _ 201,
appropriation for
915, 1404
Belle Isle,
Detroit. Mich.,
Mich.,
Isle, Detroit.
Belle
bridge authorized
American Channel
Channel
across American
authorized across
bridge
407
to, by Detroit ....
of
Detroit River
River to,
of Detroit
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Bellefourche, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Page.
appropriation
building
164
appropriation for public building........
164
Belleville, Ill.,
expenditure
expenditure authorized
authorized for right of way,
way,
Scott Aviation Field ..............
455
Bellingham,
Bellingham, Wash.,
Wash.,
acquiring
new plant
acquiring site
site for
for bulb
bulb and new
plant
propagation station,
propagation
station, etc., at, authorized ...............................
730
730
Beloit, Wis.,
Wis.,
may bridge Rock River, at
East Grand
Grand
at East
avenue
avenue ............................
391
Shirland Avenue
Avenue .....................
1355
1355
Belton,
Belton, Mont.,
Mont.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for bridge
bridge acrosi4
across
335
Flathead River at ................ .
Flathead
335
Benicia Arsenal,
Arsenal, Calif.,
Benicia
Calif.,
appropriation for hospital,
hospital, etc., building
appropriation
building..
182
Cortland P.,
P.,
Bennett, Cortland
deficiency
appropriation for reimbursing
deficiency appropriation
reimbursing.. 1024
1024
Bennirui Road,
Benninq
Road, D.
D. C.,
C.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
and
deficiency
for viaduct
viaduct and
bridge over railroad
railroad tracks;
reapprobridge
tracks; reappropnation
39
priation..........................
39
Benson County, N.
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation for care of
19
appropriation
of insane
insane Indians
Indiana...
19
Benson,
Lawrence,
Benson, Lawrence,
additional homestead
homestead entry
entry application
application bf,
bf,
additional
allowed ..........................
1092
1092
Benton, Elma
Elnut Hixon,
•
Hixon,
enlarged homestead
1435
homestead patent to
to..........
1435
Brere, Victor
Berger,
Victor L.,
deficiency
contested
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
election expenses................
expenses
519
Berkeley, Calif.,
Calif.,
preliminary
harbor,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor,
to be made ......................
1013
Berlin,
Berlin,
appropriation
premises for
appropriation for
for acquiring
acquiring premises
for
diplomatic,
etc., uses at
diplomatic, etc.,
1214
at..........
1214
limit of cost; subject to approval
approval of
commission
1214
commission......................
1214
Bermuda,
Bermuda,
appropriation forWeather
appropriation
expenses
forWeather Service expenses
in ......................
236, 696, 1316
1316
Berne, Switzerland,
appropriation
appropriation for
for share
share in
in expenses
expenses of
of International Bureau
Bureau at..............
at
671, 1291
1291
national
671,
international Bureau
Bureau of
for expenses, International
Telegraphic Union
747,
Telegraphic
Union ..........
747, 1212
deficiency appropriation
International
deficiency
appropriation for International
Bureau........................
Bureau
1042
Berries,
Berries,
appropriation for executing
appropriation
executing law fixing
fixing
standards for containers for...
725, 1343
1343
for... 266, 725,
Berry Boxes,
Boxes, etc., D. C.,
standard capacities
capacities for, established.......
established
standard
1222
Bethesda, Md.,
appropriation for animal
animal experiment
experiment
station
station ..................
700, 1319
240, 700,1319
Beverages,
Cereal, etc.,
Beverages, Cereal,
etc.,
of low alcoholic
alcoholic strength not included
included in
provisions of War Prohibition Act._
Act..
305
permits,
permits, etc.,
etc., required
305
required ..............
305
in Constitutional
Constitutional prohibition ...........
308
permits, etc., required
308
.............
308
Beverages, Intoxicating
National ProhibiIntoxicating (see National
Prohibition Act).
Act).
Horn River, Mont.,
Big Horn
appropriation
diversion dam
darn on,
appropriation for diversion
on, for
for
Crow
Crow Indian irrigation
irrigation system......
system
1237
Big Horn
Horn Valley, Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for improving
improviniftesi
el;rigation
v
irrigation
sy8tems in Crow Indian
systems
Indian Reservation.
ation.
196
196

Big
Pine Indian
Reservation,
Big Pine
Indian Reservation,
Page.
appropriation for
irrigation project
project on....
on
appropriation
for irrigation
33
Big
Rock Stone
Company,
Big Rock
Stone and Construction
Construction Company,
authorized of portion
sale authorized
portion of military reserreservation Fort Logan
Logan H.
Ark., to.
to
625
vation
H. Roots, Ark.,
625
revocable
to
626
revocable lease of other lands to..........
626
Big Stone Lake Drainage
Drainage and Flood
Control
Flood Control
District, S.
District,
S. Dak.,
Dak.
may dam Minnesota
River at Big
Minnesota River
Big Stone
Lake ..........................
Lake
551
Big Stone Lake, Minn.
Minn. and
and S, Dak.,
dam, etc.,
authorized across
etc., authorized
across Minnesota
Minnesota
River at
551
.........................
551
Bighorn National
National Forest,
Wyo.,
Bighorn
Forest, Wyo.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation
for maintenance,
of.... 248,
248,
707, 1326
707,1326
Billings, Mont.,
Billings,
Mont.,
rescue station site
at, authorauthorsale of
of mine rescue
site at,
ized ..............................
912
Foreign,
Bills of
of Exchange,
Exchange, Foreign,
accepted, not included
included in limit of indebtedaccepted,
ness of
of national banks
banks ............
297
297
Bills
Bills of
of Health,
Health,
vessels required
vessels
required to have,
have, from American
American
consul, etc.,
etc., on leaving
consul,
leaving foreign
foreign ports,
ports,
etc., for United States
States or
its possespossesetc.,
or its
sions
1149
sions...........................
1149
form, etc.;
etc.; fees to be collected
collected ...........
1149
form,
1149
Bills of Lading,
Lading,
provisions for through, on shipments
shipments by
by
provisions
rail carriers
carriers to vessels
vessels for foreign
foreign
commerce . ........................
commerce
497
N. Y.,
Binghamton, N.
terms of court
court at ........................
395
395
Biologic Products
Products,
appropriation
appropriation for regulating
regulating sale, etc.,
etc., of..
of
176,
176,
885, 1377
885,1377
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for regulating
regulating sale,
etc............................
etc
508
Biological Survey
Survey Bureau,
Department of
of AgriBiological
Bureau, Department
Agriculture,
culture,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries......
salaries
257,
715, 1335
257,715,1335
for general expenses...........
expenses
257, 715,
1335
257,
715,1335
for maintenance
maintenance of game
game preserves,
preserves, bird
preserves, etc...............
257,716,1335
preserves,
etc
257, 716, 1335
Bak. '
for Sullys
Sullys Hill
Hill National
National Park, N. Dak.,
game preserve
preserve ..........
257, 716, 1335
investigating, etc.,
etc., food
food habits
of
for investigating,
habits of
birds and mammals.......
mammals
1335
257, 716, 1335
for rearing, etc.,
etc., fur bearing animals....
animals.... 257,
716,
1335
716,1335
destroying
destroying ground
ground squirrels
squirrels...........
257
destroying
destroying wolves, coyotes, etc.
etc. 257,716,1335
257 1716,1335
protecting
protecting stock by suppressing
suppressing rabies
rabies
in wild
wild animals.............
animals
257,
257, 716,1335
for investigating
investigating migration,
migration, etc.,
etc ,of animals and plants.............
plants
258,
258, 716, 1335
for enforcing
enforcing migratory
migratory bird law
1335
law.. 258, 716, 1335
preventing
preventing shipment of illegally killed
birds and game.............
game
716, 1335
1335
258, 716,
for increase,
increase, etc.,
etc., of reindeer industry
in
industry in
Alaska
Alaska ....................
716,
716, 1336
for enforcing
enforcing law for protecting
protecting land fur
bearing
bearing animals in Alaska.....
Alaska
.. 716, 1336
1336
powers transferred
transferred from Secretary
Secretary of
of
Commerce
Commerce......................
716
powers
transferred to Secretary
powers transferred
Secretary of
Commerce ......................
716
Commerce
716
jurisdiction
jurisdiction over fur seal
seal islands not
affected
717
affected ........................
717
powers
powers of wardens, etc...............
etc
717
717
for administration
expenses..... 258,717,1336
administration expenses
258,717,1336
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general
deficiency
general expenses
64.67.
346.524.1034.1187
penses ..........
64,
67,I.....,.....
346,
--..........................
- I 1187
_,_
,-- - 1034,
- 524,

,~~~~~~
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Birch Timber,
Timber,
Birch
exporting, from
from Alaska
Alaska allowed
allowed..........
exporting,

Bird Presert
es,
Preserves,
Bird

Page.
Page.
917

appropriation for
of 257,
257, 716,
1335
716, 1335
etc., of.
for protection,
protection, etc.,
appropriation

Birds,
Birds,
appropriation for
preventing shipment
shipment of
of
for preventing
appropriation
illegally killed,
killed, etc.........
etc
258, 716,
1335
716,1335
258,
illegally
Birds
and Mammals,
American,
North American,
Mammals, North
Birds and
appropriation
i
nvestigating food
habits,
food habits,
for investigating
appropriation for
etc
257, 716, 1335
257,716,1335
etc........................
Birds,
C., Wild
C.),
D. C.),
Game Birds,
Birds, D.
(see Game
Wild (see
D. C.,
Birds, D.
Birds, Miaratory
Game, etc.,
etc.,
Miratorn Game,
Birds,
appropriation
for enforcing
enforcing law
258,
protecting.. 258,
law protecting..
appropriation for
716,
1335
716,1335

Bismarck, N. Dak.,

appropriation
school.
19,
424, 1240
19,424,1240
for Indian
Indian school.....
appropriation for
additional grounds,
etc
19,1240
19,1240
grounds, etc...............
additional
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Indian
Indian School.
School. 348,
348,
deficiency
1186
1186

American,
Bison, American,

gift of
of one,
one, to
to any
etc.,
municipality, etc.,
any municipality,
gift
authorized
from surplus
surplus existingexisting...
authorized from
loans for
for propagating,
permitted.........
propagating, permitted
loans

270
270
270
270

Bison
Range, Montana
Montana National,
National,
Bison Range,
257,716,1335
appropriation for
for maintenance....
maintenance.... 257,
716, 1335
appropriation
Bitter
Root Valley, Mont.,
Bitter Root
appropriation
paying claims
against
claims against
for paying
appropriation for
funds from
of Flathead
Flathead Indian
sales of
from sales
funds
1237
lands in
in...........................
lands
Bitterroot
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Bitterroot National
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
248,
of.... 248,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
707, 1326
707,1326
United States,
Bituminous Coal
Commission, United
Coal Commission,
Bituminous
503
deficiency
appropriation for
expenses-...
for expenses
deficiency appropriation
Black Death,
appropriation for
prevention of
epidemic
175,
of epidemic..
for prevention
appropriation
885,1377
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for prevention
prevention of
deficiency
epidemic
503
508
..........--......epidemic...-Hills National
National Forest,
Forest, S. Dak. and
Black Hills

Wyo.,

248,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of...
of
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
707,
707, 1326
1326
Black, Mark L.,
deficiency
for services.....
services
1179
1179
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Black
(see Explosives,
High).
Explosives, High).
Powder (see
Black Powder
Black River,
examination,
directed for plan to
to
etc., directed
examination, etc.,
protect
basin of,
from Mississippi
Mississippi
of, from
protect basn
River floods
...... 1354
..............
floods
River
Blackburn, Henry,
exchange
of lands
with, for
for addition to
to
lands with,
exchange of
1087
Sevier National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah ......
Sevier
Blackfeet Agency, Mont.,
appropriation for
support, etc.
of Indians
Indians
etc., of
for support,
appropriation
at
15, 31, 4.20, 434, 1237,
1248
1237, 1248
15,31,420,434,
at..............
deficiency appropriation
of
support of
for support
appropriation for
deficiency
Indians at.................
at
1042,
1171
1042,1171
Indians
Blackfeet
Hospital, Mont.,
Indian Hospital,
Blackfeet Indian
5,
appropriation
for maintenance,
of....
etc, of....
maintenance, etc,
appropriation for
410,1227
410,1227
Blackfeet
Reservation, Mont.,
Indian Reservation,
Blackfeet Indian
appropriation
for constructing
constructing irrigation
irrigation
appropriation for
systems on;
421, 1237
16,421,1237
on; repayment
repayment..... 16,
systems
allowance for
for passenger
passenger vehicles....
16, 421
vehicles. .. 16,421
allowance
for public
school building,
Browning,
building, Browning,
public school
for
M
ont .421
..- - 421
..-..----..-Mont
for
construction of bridge across
across Two
for construction
Medicine
Creek, from tribal funds..
funds
422
Medicine Creek,
for
constructing part of highway, Yelfor constructing
lowstone
to Glacier
Park, through..
through
1237
Glacier Park,
lowstone to
deficiency
appropriation for irrigation sysdeficiency appropriation
1172
tm
tem
..
1172
w e .................................................
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Blackfeet
Indian Reservation,
Mont.-Contd. Page.
Page.
Reservation, Mont.-Contd.
Blackfeet Indian
block
town site
former,
on former,
site on
Browning town
block in
in Browning
granted
for school
purposes to
to Glacier
Glacier
school purposes
granted for
County, Mont
Mont
1237
1237
...................
County,
disposal
of surplus
unallotted lands
in,
lands in,
surplus unallotted
disposal of
repealed
16
16
repealed ........................
further
to be
be made..........
made
16
16
allotments to
further allotments
trust
patents for
for homesteads
homesteads ..........
16
16
trust patents
closing of
tribal rolls..............
rolls
16
16
of tribal
closing
former
17
17
affected ..............
grants not
not affected
former grants
intoxicants prohibition
on all
all lands.....
lands
17
17
prohibition on
intoxicants
minerals
for benefit
17
17
benefit of
of Indians
Indians..
reserved for
minerals reserved
leases permitted
permitted ......................
17
17
leases
trust
patents for
allotments ............
17
17
for allotments
trust patents
purchase
George W.
W. Cook
Cook
of George
of allotments
allotments of
purchase of
and David
La Breche
of
from funds
funds of
Breche from
David La
and
irrigation systems
on
549
549
systems on...............
irrigation
Blackfeet
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Blackfeet National
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
etc.,
maintenance,
for
appropriation
of .......................
248, 707, 1326
1326
248,707,
of
Blaakmans
Point, Ark.,
Ark.,
Blackmans Point,
bridge
across Sulphur
Sulphur River,
River, at.
at.
162
162
authorized across
bridge authorized
Blackmon) Fred
a Representative
Representative in
Fred L., late a
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
appropriation for
for pay
pay to
widow
to widow
deficiency appropriation
of
1180
of.
..........................
Bladensburg
Road NE., D. C.
C.
Bladensburg Road
appropriation
paving, H
Street to
to DisDisH Street
for paving,
appropriation for
846
trict Line
trict
Line ......................
Blair, Henry
Henry W.,
Blair,
investigation,
etc. of
of claim
claim of,
of, against
against
investigation, etc.,
22
Choctaw
22
Indians ...................
Choctaw Indians
Bland,
Honorable William T.,
7'.,
Bland, ;Honorable
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
contested
for contested
deficiency
..............
election
1036
expenses .
election expenses
Blanks, H. B.,
on levee
deficiency appropriation
for losses
levee
losses on
appropriation for
deficiency
contracts
1165
contracts .....................
Blasting
(see Explosives,
High).
Explosives, High).
Caps (see
Blasting Capp
Printing House
House for the,
American Printing
Blind, American
etc.,,
appropriation for
for providing
providing books,
books, etc
appropriation
by.............................885
885
by
expenses.......................
1378
for expenses
for expenses....
deficiency
expenses
1015
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
annual
permanent appropriation
appropriation for,
for, inannual permanent
272
creased
272
creased ........................
Blind
D. C.,
C.,
Blind Children,
Children, D.
appropriation
of the
the
out of
of, out
instruction of,
for instruction
appropriation for
District
857, 1128
86,857,1128
District ...................... 86,
deficiency
instruction of,
appropriation for instruction
deficiency appropriation
1018
out
District ...............
1018
out of the Ditrict
Blind,
C.,
D. C.,
Blind, D.
appropriation
etc., to
National
to National
aid, etc.,
for aid,
appropriation for
Library
97,
868, 1139
97,868,1139
for.................
Library for
for
Columbia Polytechnic
Institute.... 97,
Polytechnic Institute....
for Columbia
868, 1139
868,1139
publications of American
publications
American Printing House
for
the Blind
Blind to
furnished NaNabe furnished
to be
for the
tional
Library for
for ................
332
tional Library
Block Signals,
Signals, etc., Systems on Railroads,
Railroads,
appropriation
investigating.etc. 179,
889, 1380
179,889,1380
for investigatingetc.
appropriation for
Bloomington,
Bloomington, Ind.,
E. Slocum
loan
of Arm
Army tents,
tents, etc.,
etc., to
to Paul E.
Slocum
loan of
Post for
for Grand
encampState encampArmy State
Grand Army
Post
ment
at
623
623
ment at.......................
Ind.,
Bluffton, Ind.,
appropriation for public
building ..........
164
public building
appropriation
Board of Actuaries,
Pension Office,
Board
Actuaries, Pension
appointment of.....................
of
620
620
appointment
civil
of dvil
to report
report annually
annually on
operations of
on operations
to
620
Act.............
service
£20
retirement Act
service retirement
to
submit recommendations
changes,
for changes,
recommendations for
to submit
etc.
620
etc.............................
Comto
be included
included in
in annual
report of
of Comannual report
to be
missioner of
of Pensions
Pensions ..............
620
620
missioner
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Board
Actuaries, Pension
Pension Office-Contd.
Office—Could.
Page.
Board of
of Actuaries,
retirement fund
fund
valuation of
of civil
civil service
service retirement
620
made by
by....................
to be
be made
compensation of
620
620
of .........................
compensation
Board
of Appeals,
Appeals, Interior
Department,
Board of
Interior Department,
appropriation
etc ...- . 669,1288
669,1288
of, etc
for members
members of,
appropriation for
Board
Charities, I).
D. C.,
C.,
Board of Charities,
appropriation
for expenses........
expenses
93,
863, 1135
93,863,1135
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for motor ambudeficiency appropriation
41, 1019
lance ............................ 41,1019
Board
Children's Guardians,
Guardians D. C. (see
Board of Children's
Children's Guardians,
Guardians, D. C., Board
Board
Children's
of).
of).
Board
Board of General
General Appraisers
Appraisers,
appropriation
etc., of witnesses
witnesses
appropriation for fees, etc.,
before
207, 921, 1410
207,921,1410
before.....................
approval
importations
approval of
of bonds for tea importations
transferred
collectors of
of custransferred from,
from, to collectors
712
toms ..............................
duties of, under impure tea importation
act
importation act
transferred to
Board of
`.°
712
712
to Board
of Tea
Tea Appeal
Appeal m
transferred
Board
Mediation and Conciliation,
Conciliation, United
Board of Mediation
States,
States,
appropriation for
176, 886
salaries............... 176,886
for salaries.
appropriation
for
expenses; authority
authority required......
required
177,886
177, 886
for expenses;
deficiency
for
349
appropriation for............
deficiency appropriation
duties
disputes considered
considered
extend to disputes
duties not to extend
Board or Labor
Labor
Adjustment Board
by Adjustment
Board ..474
...
...............----Board of Ordnance
Fortification, Army,
Army,
Board
Ordnance and Fortification,
balances
in_.
614
covered in..
appropriations for, covered
balances of appropriations
Board
_Appeals, Department
Board of
of Tea
Tea Appeals,
Department of
of AgriAgriculture,
culture,
duties
Board of General Appraisers
Appraisers under
duties of Board
impure tea importation Act transferred to
712
.............
to...........
three employees
employees of
of AgriculAgriculthree
of Department
Department of
ture
designated as ............
713
713
ture to
to be
be designated
Board of Visitors,
Academy,
Board
Visitors, Military
Military Academy,
appropriation for
expenses
544
for expenses.................
appropriation
Board
Academy,
Board of Visitors,
Visitors, Naval Academy,
appropriation for
for expenses
151,829
expenses............... 151,829
appropriation
Bo
bcats,
Bobcats,
devising methods
methods of deappropriation for devising
stroying ...........................
1335
1335
stroying
Bodenstab,
IIenry If.,
H.,
Bodenstab, henry
deficiency
appropriation for contested
contested elecdeficiency appropriation
................... 1180
tion expenses
expenses
Boise de Sioux River,
drainage
Minnesota,
districts, etc.,
etc., of Minnesota,
drainage districts,
North
Dakota,
Dakota, and
and South
South Dakota,
North Dakota,
etc., for control of floods,
may dam, etc.,
1059
etc ...........................
Boise, Idaho,
appropriation
office at........
at
1276
657, 1276
for assay
assay office
appropriation for
deficiency
for
appropriation for hospital for
deficiency appropriation
discharged disabled soldiers, etc.,
etc., at.
508
discharged
Project, Idaho,
Boise Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Idaho,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of.... 200,
etc., of....
appropriation for maintenance,
914, 1403
restriction
drainage expenditures_
914
restriction of drainage
expenditures.. _ 914
Boise
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
Boise National
National Forest,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
248,
etc., of..
of..
appropriation for maintenance,
707. 132
707,1326

Bolivia,
appropriation for minister to..........
to
739, 1206
appropriation
BoIling Aviation
Aviation Field,
Field, D. C.,
C., Army,
Army,
reclaimed Anacostia
A.nacostia River lands set aside
reclaimed
as, military reservation
reservation ............
954
Bollworm of Cotton,
Cotton, Pink,
Pink,
appropriation for emergency
expenses, preemergency expenses,
appropriation
1346
venting spread of
of........... 269, 729, 1346
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses predeficiency
spread, etc................
etc
1177
venting spread,
1177

Bond
Page.
Bond Building,
Building, D. C.,
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses,
deficiency appropriation
transfer of
of Treasury
Treasury Department
transfer
Department
offices
43
offices in
in ........................
Undertakings, D. C.,
Bonds and Undertakings,
form and conditions,
564
conditions, for all fiduciaries ....
form
judgments against
against principals
and sureties.
sureties
564
principals and
judgments
other
not
other remedies
remedies at law
law or in equity not
impaired
565
impaired ...........................
provisions of Code applicable
applicable hereto......
hereto
565
565
damages recovered under,
under, to obtain redamages
straining
orders, etc.,
etc., may include
include
straining orders,
counsel fees.......................
fees
565
counsel
Bonds, Duplicate,
Duplicate,
issue of,
authorized for those of officers
officers and
and
issue
of, authorized
S. San Diego lost by
crew of U. S. S.
sinking of ship...................
ship
45
Securities),
Bonds, etc. (see also
also Securities),
issue authorized
authorized for public works by KetchKetchissue
ikan,
Alaska
ikan, Alaska...................
402
Petersburg, Alaska
Alaska ...............
289,981
Petersburg,
Wrangell, Alaska
Alaska ....................
435
Wrangell,
435
Bonds, etc.,
etc., of Federal
Financial CorFederal Foreign
ForeignFinancial
Corporations,
porations,
authorized; limitation
380
issue authorized;
limitation ................
punishment for alleging Government
punishment
Government
responsibility for, by corporation
corporation
responsibility
official, etc.........................
etc
official,
384
Bonds, Farm Loan,
Loan,
denomination,
interest, etc.....
etc
1362
denomination, terms, interest,
571, 1362
minimum term
term extended
extended to ten
ten years..years_._ 1363
1363
minimum
form
requisites; certificate
form requisites;
certificate of Farm Loan
Loan
572
Commission of authority, etc .........
572
nontaxable, etc
etc .......................
572
nontaxable,
572
purchase by Treasury
Treasury of, extended
purchase
extended to fiscal
years 1920
1921
years
1920 and
and 1921...............
627
Railroad,
Bonds, Railroad,
unlawful hereafter,
hereafter, unless authorauthorissue of, unlawful
ized
ized by Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission ............................
494
mission
494
Bonita, La.
patent to '
be issued to R. L. Credille, mayor
mayor
patent
be
Morehouse Parish....
Parish
1053
of, for lands in Morehouse
1053
declared; application,
application, etc ..........
use declared;
1054
quitclaim
Government interest, etc 1054
1054
quitclaim of all Government
Booher, Charles
Charles F., late a
a Representative
Representative in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation for pay to widow
of .................................
1180
Bookkeeping and
and Warrants
Warrants Division,
Division, Treasury
Treasury
Bookkeeping
Department,
Department,
appropriation for chief of division,
division, etc..
etc.. 645, 1266
for
for additional
additional employees
employees ................ 1266
1266
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
deficiency
additional
employees
329
employees .........................
329
Borland,
Borland, William P., late a
aRepresentative in
in
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay
deficiency
pay to
widow of ........................
58
Boston, Mass.,
appropriation for
treasurer's
appropriation
for assistant
assistant treasurer's
•office............................
office
655
discontinued, July 1, 1921............
discontinued,
1921
654
654
for
yard, public works ...........
for navy yard,
143
hospital, remodeling
for marine hospital,
remodeling buildings, etc ........................
875
preliminary
preliminary examination,
etc., of
South
examination, etc.,
of South
Bay harbor,
harbor, to be made ...........
1010
1010
Botanic
Garden, I).
C. ,
Botanic Garden,
D. C.,
appropriation for
for director.............
director
640,
appropriation
640, 1261
title of superintendent
changed to....
to....
superintendent changed
640
640
for assistants,
assistants, laborers, etc.............
etc
640
for repairs and improvements...
improvements. ..225, 640,
1261
640,1261
minor purchases
nursery stock perpurchases of nursery
permitted .........................
640
640
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Botanic
Garden, D.
D. C.—Continued.
C'.-Continued.
Botanic Garden,
appropriation
for new
726
new boilers ............
appropriation for
for
portion of fence, etc., for
removing portion
for removing
Grant Memorial
Memorial.................. 1391
Grant
deficiency
appropriation for pay of emdeficiency appropriation
342
ployees
ployees.........................
592
for
and improvements
improvements ..........
repairs and
for repairs
employees
retirement on
eligible for retirement
of, eligible
employees of,
614
annuities
annuities..........................
Boucher,
Boucher, Elizabeth H.,
patent
authorized for
enlarged homestead
homestead
for enlarged
patent authorized
entry
1090
by .......................
entry by
Boughton
Association,
Memorial Association,
Boughton Memorial
may erect
Leavenworth,
building on Fort Leavenworth,
erect building
may
130
Kans., military
military reservation .......
Kans.,
free
for post office to be
of rooms for
use of
free use
given
130
given ..........................
Colo.,
.
Boulder, Colo
additional lands granted
granted to, for water
additional
288
supply ........................
supply
289
etc...
price;
reserved, etc
mineral deposits reserved,
price; mineral
Boundary
Mexican,
Commission, Mexican,
Boundary Commission,
work..... 743,1209
appropriation for continuing work
appropriation
Boundary
Canada,
Boundary Line, Alaska and Canada,
marking. 743,1210
appropriation
743, 1210
appropriation for surveying and marking.
deficiency
marking
1187
appropriation for marking.....
deficiency appropriation
Boundary
Canadian,
Boundary Line, Canadian,
appropriation
etc
743,1210
marking, etc.......
for marking,
appropriation for
744,1210
advances
Commissioner .......
advances to Commissioner
1187
deficiency
appropriation for .............
deficiency appropriation
Boundary Waters,
Waters,
Boundary
consent given designated
designated States as to jurisdiction
diction over offenses upon, by mu1447
tual
agreements, etc .............
tual agreements,
Volunteers,
Civil War Volunteers,
Bounty, Civil
193,906,1396
appropriation for
of
193, 906, 1396
payment of......
for payment
appropriation
Bowen
D. C.,
SE., D.
Bouen Road SE.,
appropriation for paving, Ridge Road to
appropriation
846
District Line ......................
Boxer Insurrection
China.
Insurrection, China.
pensions
pensions granted for disability to persons
during............. 982
etc. during
982
in Army, etc.,
62........
reaching age of 62
for service, on reaching
982
present pensioners
entitled thereto...
thereto...
982
pensioners entitled
present
Boyd, George
George H.,
H.,
appropriation for,
superintendent Senate
for superintendent
appropriation
Room................
Document Room
631
Boys,
Schools forl
Naval Summer Schoolsforz
Boys, Naval
appropriation for establishing, at two
appropriation
training
817
stations ...............-..
training stations
etc...... 817
use
buildings, equipment,
equipment, etc
of buildings,
use of
for......... 817
details
naval personnel
personnel for
of naval
details of
loan
uniforms, furnishing subsistof uniforms,
loan of
817
.......
....
etc
ence, etc..................
enrollment
for
Reserve Force for
in Naval Reserve
enrollment in
817
months required .............
three months
Boys'
C. (see National
School, D. C.
Boys' Reform School,
Training School for Boys, D. C.).
Training
Branford,
Branford, Conn.,
164
building........
appropriation
164
appropriation for public building
Brazil,
Brazil,
739,1206
appropriation
to
ambassador to........
appropriation for ambassador
Brazil, Pearl
Pearl B.,
Brazil,
1434
homestead patent to ................
1434
homestead
C.,
Bread,
Bread, D. C.,
standard weight
established.... 1220
for loaf of, established
weight for
standard
1220
required................ 1220
printed labels required
printed
1220
etc............
sellers to keep scales, etc
pretzels, crackers,
excepted ...... 1221
crackers, etc., excepted
pretzels,
121
variation of standard
standard allowed...........
allowed
1221
variation
also Puget Sound Navy
Bremerton,
Bremerton, Wash. (see also
Wash.),
Yard, Wash.),
appropriation
Governappropriation for operating, etc., Govern223
ment houses at
223
................
ment
23*
«t
t,hort*l at
no,,_
on
a__„_^.. for operating,
na etc.,
oera~g,Government
r~lu~il hotel
Yv
_223
__

~c.,uur
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Bremerton,
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Bremerton, Wash.-Continued.
appropriation for
etc., Governfor operating, etc.,
appropriation
224
apartments at ...............
ment apartments
Brenneman,
B.
Brenneman, F. R.,
deficiency
appropriation for credit in acdeficiency appropriation
counts
counts.......................... 1032
Products,
Brick Products,
appropriation
processes, etc.,
for study of processes,
appropriation for
682, 1301
1301
in
in manufacture
manufacture of ............ 682,
Bridgeport,
Conn.,
Bridgeport, Conn.,
appropriation for operating,
operating, etc.,
etc., Governappropriation
ment houses
223
houses at ................
ment
for
for operating, etc., Government apart224
ments at .......................
Bridger
National Forest,
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Bridger National
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
248,
248,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
707,
1326
707, 1326
Bridges,
Bridges,
appropriation
constructing,
appropriation for aid in constructina,
Portsmouth, N.
yard,
navy y,
to navy
H., to
N. H.,
Portsmouth,
Kittery,
Me..
143
Kittery, Me.....................
for
Colorado
across Little Colorado
constructing, across
for constructing,
and
Canyon Diablo Rivers near
and Canyon
11,1233
Leupp
Agency, Ariz
1233
..... 11,
Indian Agency,
Leupp Indian
for
across Oconalufty
Oconalufty
constructing
for constructing,
18
River,
Cherokee, N.
N C............
C
River, Cherokee,
for
constructing, across Red Lake River,
River,
for constructing,
on
Reservation,
Red Lake Indian Reservation,
on Red
14
Minn.
14
repayment...............
Minn.;- repayment
for
River,
constructing, across San Juan River,
for constructing,
18
Shiprock, N.
18
Mex................
N. Mex
Shiprock,
constructing, across Santa Clara
for constructing,
River,
ReserShivwits Indian Reseron Shivwits
River, on
196
vation
Utah ..........
...........
vation, Utah
for constructing,
constructing, across Salt River, near
for
Lehi,
417
......-........-Ariz
Lehi, Ariz
across Two Medicine
for constructing, across
Creek,
Blackfeet Indian Reseron Blackfeet
Creek, on
422
vation,
Mont
vation, Mont...................
for constructing,
Chevenne River,
constructing, across Cheyenne
for
on Cheyenne
Cheyenne River Indian Reservaon
429
tion, S.
S. Dak......................
Dak
tion,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for constructing,
constructing,
deficiency
Flathead River
Mont
335
at Belton, Mont....
River at
Flathead
for,
Leavenworth,
Missouri River, Fort Leavenworth,
for, Missouri
510
Kane
510
Kans........................--Alabama
construction
authorized across, Alabama
construction of, authorized
River,
1090
Alaa ..................
River Al
629
Okla.....
Gibson, Okla
Arkansas
Arkansas River, Fort Gibson,
Webbers
629
Falls, Okla .................
Webbers Falls,
370
Chattahoochee
370
Ga .............
River, Ga
Chattahoochee River,
1055
Columbus,
Ga
1055
Columbus, Ga.......................
.................... . 1055
West Point, Ga
358
Choctawhatchee River, Fla ...........
Choctawhatchee
401
Columbia River,
River, Oreg.
Wash
Oreg. and Wash......
Columbia
Pasco
to Kennewick,
Kennewick, Wash
533
Wash..........
Pasco to
Connecticut River
River...............---.. 360,391
Connecticut
Cumberland
Tenn
282
River, Tenn..........--..Cumberland River,
J.........
Delaware
1055
Delaware River, Pa. and N. J
Camden....--..--..
Philadelphia
1101
Philadelphia to Camden
407
Mich.
Detroit
River, American
American Channel, Mich
Detroit River,
14
4°
37
9
1439
--to
to Canada ...........--...-...--...-.-..... 275
.
Flint
........
River, Ga ..Flint River,
390
C............
Great Pee Dee River, S.
S. C
1108
Hudson
River,. N.
3
10
°0
8
. 1
Y .............-N. Y
Hudson River,
Lake
N Y .........
551
Champlain, Vt. and N.
Lake Champlain,
Lake
Wis
1100
Croix, Wis.......-......--Lake Saint Croix,
1108
Little Calumet
River, Ill
III
..........--Calumet River,
Little
390
Lumber River, N. C
C.........---------Lumber
572
........
Mahoni
Mahoning17 River, Ohio ......
291
Minnesota
Minn
River, Minn...............
Minnesota River,
276
Mississippi
Minneapolis, Minn...
Minn
Mississippi River, Minneapolis,
12
10
7°
7
1107
Minn
Saint Paul, Minn.................---574
Missouri
River, Karma
Mo
574
Kansas City, Mo........
Missouri River,
355
355
Nebraska...........
South
----Dakota and Nebraska
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Page
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construction
of, authorized
authorized across
across Nestucca
Nestucca
construction of,
533
River, Oreg .....................
277
Newark Bay,
N. JJ
277
...................
Bay, N-.
Newark
Pearl River,
River, Marion
Marion County,
391
391
Miss ......
County, Miss
Pearl
572
Meeks Ferry, Miss ...................
Meeks
1102
Peedee River,
River, S.
S. C
C ....................
Peedee
Pend Oreille
River, Metaline
Metaline to MetaOreille River,
Pend
line Falls,
Falls, Wash
Wash ..................
162
line
Usk, Wash
Wash .......................
276
Usk-,
Pentwater
River or
or Lake,
Mich
593
593
Lake, Mich.........
Pentwater River
Perdido
River, Ala
283
Ala.....................
Perdido River,
Pocomoke
352
Md.................
River, Md
Pocomoke River,
Rainy
Mimi., and
and Canada
276
276
Canada .......
River, Minn.,
Rainy River,
Red
352
La ...............
Moncla, La
River, Monde,
Red River,
Oklahoma and
and Texas. ...........--- 589, 597
Oklahoma
Texas.......................
529
. 324, 529
Texas
Oklahoma .................
276
276
Texas and
and Oklahoma
Red
River of
of the
the North,
North, Minn.
Minn. and
and
Red River
N.
584
.................... 584
N. Dak
Dak ....
North Dakota
Dakota .....................
947
North
Rio
Mexico
1202
1202
and Mexico........
Texas and
Rio Grande,
Grande, Texas
Rock
Wis ............ 391, 1355
Beloit, Wis
River, Beloit,
Rock River,
948
Dixon,
Ill ........................
Dixon, Ill
598
Tex ..................--Sabine River, Tex
Me., to
Saint John
John River
Madawaska,t Me.,
to
River, Madawaska
Saint
Edraondston, 'New
Brunswick......
161
New Brunswick
Edmondston,
1102
Santee River, S. C
C ....................
1102
275
Savannah River, Augusta, Ga ..........
275
Halley's Ferry .................... 437,1366
Hailey's
1366
Savannah, Ga ...................
1366
Savannah,
161
Snake River, Wash
Wash ..................
162
Ark..
Sulphur River,
Blackmans Point, Ark
River, Blackmans
Sulphur
162
.......
Miller County, Ark .........
162
282
Pa............
Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, Falls, Pa.
385
Laceyville, Pa .....................
Laceyville,
385
Mocanaqua
Shickshinny, Pa
to Shickshinny,
Pa .......
159
Mocanaqua to
160
Pittston, Pa .........................
Salem to Wapwallopen,
Wapwallopen, Pa
Pa...........
160
Tennessee
Ala
361
Tennessee River, Ala.................
Tombigbee
391
391
River, Miss
Miss
.................
Tombigbee River,
Sandy River, W. Va
1108
Va.. 1108
Big Sandy
Tug Fork of Big
Tug
Va
287
W. Va............
Tug River
River, By.
Ky. and W
Wabash River, Ind ....................
401
404
Waccamaw River,
River, N. C
C ...............
404
Waccamaw
1102
Wateree
Wateree River, S. C
C.................
connecting Chincoteague
Chincoteague Island,
Island,
waters connecting
Va.,
Va. and the mainland
mainland ..............
365
White
Va.
,
Ark.
436,
436, 551
551
White
River,
Ark ................
Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee River, Ga .............
1100
Niagara River, Buffalo,
Buffalo,
plans for, over Niagara
commisN. Y., to be submitted
submitted by commission ...........................
400
extended for constructing, Allegheny
Allegheny
time extended
River,
Mill-ale, Pa
Pa .................
1078
River, Millvale,
1078
Pittsburgh, Pa
1078
Pittsburgh,
Pa.........................1078
Arkansa.s
River, Broadway
Arkansas River,
Broadway Street, Little
Little
Rock, Ark
Rock,
...............
278
Main Street, Little Rock, Ark ........
279
Bayou Bartholomew,
Bartholomew, Wilmot,
Wilmot, Ark......
Ark
589
1101
Columbia River, Oreg. and Wash ........
529
Connecticut
Springfield, Mass
Connecticut River, Springfield,
Mass ...
279
Ga ..............---27;)
Flint River, Newton, Ga.
N Y
1101
Hudson River, N.
Y ......-............
161
Mississippi River, Baton Rouge,
Rouge, La .....
Mo..................... 1077
Saint Louis,
Louie, Mo
277,
Mobile
Bay,, etc.
etc., Ala ................ 9
Mobile Bay
77, 1100
Monongahela River,
River, Wilson,
Wilson, Pa
Pa ........
1078
Monongahela
1078
Newark Bay, Elizabeth
Elizabeth to Bayonne,
Bayonne,
1099
N. J
I ..........................
North Branch
Branch of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, Pa.
Pa
1103
Ohio River, McKees
AlcKees Rocks, Pa .........
1079
Pearl River, Miss.
La
Miss. and La.............
. 354
Roanoke
River, Palmyra,
Palmyra, N. C
C..........
502
Roanoke River,
502
River. Duluth
Min
. ........
5S8
Saint Louis River,
Duluth, Minn
588
---

.
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time
extended for
constructing, SusqueSusquefor constructing,
time extended
hanna
River, Harrisburg,
Pa1099
....... 1099
Harrisburg, Pa
hanna River,
Tennessee
River, Chattanooga,
Term ....
292
292
Tennessee River.
Chattanooga, Tenn
275
White River,
Mo ...............
Forsyth, Mo
River, Forsyth,
White
Bridges, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
construction and
and reappropriation for construction
pair
77, 847,
847, 1117
1117
77,
pair ....................
street bridges
over railroads
railroads or
or cacastreet
bridges over
nals
77, 847,
847, 1117
1117
77,
...............
nals .....
for
reconstructing trestle
N
bins, N
trestle and bins,
for reconstructing
Street
1117
Street NE
NE 1117......................
77,
for Highway, operating,
operating, etc.......
etc
77, 847, 1117
for
77
replacing fenders
fenders ....................
replacing
jurisdiction
jurisdiction transferred
transferred to District
District
Commissioners
1117
1117
Commissioners ..................
for
847, 1118
77,847,
1118
operating, etc ...... 77,
for Anacostia,
Anacostia, operating,
PecuniaryClaims,
Britishand American Pecuniary
British
arbitratingoutappropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, arbitrating
standing
746, 1212
standing ........................
Britt, James
James 1.,
J.,
Britt,
appropriation for
election exfor contested
contested election
appropriation
penses
227
227
penses............................
Britt,
James T.,
Britt, James
T.,
deficiency
pay to widow
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay
of
1036
1036
of............................
Broadview, Ill.,
deficiency
appropriation for
hospital conconfor hospital
deficiency appropriation
Health Service....
struction, Public Health
Service...
1163
Medical supplies
supplies to be transferred
transferred
Army medical
for
of..
1025
......................
1025
for use
use of
hospital
hospital at, to be immediately acquired,
discharged soletc.,
etc., for disabled
disabled discharged
45
diers, etc
etc. ........................
45
uncompleted
and site,
building and
site,
uncompleted hospital
hospital building
to be acquired immediately
immediately ........ 378
construction of, and auxiliary buildings
buildings
378
directed
........................
directed
378
378
appropriation
appropriation available ...............
378
Broken Bow
Bow, Nebr.,
offices
of
office,
officesBow,
of register and receiver,
receiver, land office,
907
consolidated ......................
consolidated
Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, N.
N. Y.,
appropriation
874
appropriation for
for post
post office
office............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
additional
deficiency
naval hospital, construction .........
1030
395
395
of court at
at ..
....................
terms of
Brooks
Brooks County,
County, Ga.,
Ga.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee
River,
Lowndes County
County and
River, by
by Lowndes
and -.
1100
Broom Corn,
appropriation
study of, and improveappropriation for study
244,702,1322
ment ......................
244,
702, 1322
Brown,
Brown, Howard
Howard and
and Company,
Company,
appropriation for payment
payment of
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
Court of Claims findings to surviving
surviving
111l
partner of ......................
11.
Browning, Mont.,
appropriation for
building;
for public
public school building;
appropriation
admission of Indian children, Blackfeet
Reservation ...................
421
421
feet Reservation
transferred to Glacier
block in, town site transferred
Glacier
County, for
school purposes
purposes ......
1237
County,
for school
1237
Browning, William J.,
J., tate
late a
a Representative
Representative in
in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for pay to widow
of .....
............................. 592
Bruce, A.
A.,
A. A.,
Brwe,
exchange
exchange of lands with
with .................
.. 1147
reserved ............... 1147
mineral deposits reserved
Brussels,
1
11
14
47
7
Brussels, .13411771,
Be4lum,

y,

appropriation for International
International Bureau
Bureau
appropriation
TaAffs
Publication of Customs
for Publication
Customs Tafiffs
at.......................---.
.-- 743,
743.1209
at.
1209------------------------------- --- -- -
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Brussels.
appropriation for
Bureau for
for Repression
Repression of
for Bureau
appropriation
744,1210
Trade at........
African Slave
Slave Trade
at
744, 1210
African
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Interparliamentary
Union
Interparliamentary Union
for
for
Promoting International
International Arbifor Promoting
tration at
745, 1212
at ......................
tration
for acquiring
for diplomatic,
diplomatic,
premises for
acquiring premises
for
1214
1214
etc.,
at ....................uses at
etc., uses
to approval
limit
of cost;
cost; subject
subject to
approval of
limit of
1214
1214
commission
commission..................-.
Bureau of Indeficiency
for Bureau
Inappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
terparliamentary
Union for Promotterparliamentary Union
ing
at
329
Arbitration at....
International Arbitration
ing International
Bryant,
Joseph M.,
Bryant, Joseph
from funds
appropriation
funds of
services, from
for services,
appropriation for
Confederated
Bands of
Utes.......
of Utes
Confederated Bands

430

Bryant
Bryant Street NE., D. C.,
for paving, east of North
appropriation
North
appropriation for
.
...............
Capitol
Street
Capitol Street

1116

Plague,
Bubonic Plague,

appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of epidemic..
epidemic
appropriation

175,
885,1377
885,1377
deficiency appropriation
for prevention
prevention of
appropriation for
deficiency
508
epidemic
........................
epidemic..

D. C.,
NW., D.
Buchanan Street NW,
Buchanan

appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Georgia
Georgia to Iowa
appropriation
Avenues
Avenues......................

845
845
Bucharest,
Bucharest,
appropriation
for acquiring
acquiring premises
premises for
appropriation for
1214
diplomatic,
uses at ...........
etc., uses
diplomatic, etc.,
limit of
subject to approval of
cost; subject
of cost;
limit
commission
................ 1214
commission.......
Budapest,
Budapest,
appropriation
acquiring premises for
for acquiring
appropriation for
at ..........
diplomatic, etc.,
1214
uses at.
etc., uses
diplomatic,
limit of
subject to
to approval
approval of
cost; subject
of cost;
limit
commission
1214
1214
......................
commision
Fla.,
Buena Vista, Fla.,
plants propaacquiring site
for new
new crop
crop plants
site for
acquiring
730
gation,
etc., station
station at, authorized..
authorized
gation, etc.,
Buffalo,
Y.,
N. Y,
Buffalo, N.
164
building........
appropriation for
for public
public building
appropriation
commission
created to
plans, etc.,
submit plans,
to submit
commission created
Ca- 4
for
bridging Niagara
to CaRiver to
Niagara River
for bridging
00
nada
from
400
................
nada from.
payment in
Army Air
Service
Air Service
from Army
full from
in full
payment
appropriations
Curtiss-Elmwood
for Curtiss-Elmwood
appropriations for
plant, at
at ......................-455
plant,
..terms
of court
395
at.....................
court at.
terms of
hearings, admiralty
admiralty causes,
bankruptcy
causes, bankruptcy
hearings,
proceedings, etc.,
etc., of
western disof western
proceedings,
trict
at
395
..............
trict at............
Bridge Commission.
Buffalo
Public Bridge
Buffalo Public
creation sad
400
composition of ....--.........
amd composition
creation
plan
bridging Niagara
Niagara River
River from
for bridging
plan for
Buffalo, N.
Y., to
to Canada
Canada to
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of renovated,
etc......... 240,
699, 1319
1319
and certifying
condifor investigating
investigating and
certifying conditions,
of
interstate shipments
shipments
of.........................
of.
265, 724, 1342
1342
265,724,

California,
Page.
California,
Page.
appropriation
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation for surveyor
etc..........................
etc
673, 1292
1292
673,
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians in.... 12,
12, 417, 1234
1234
for lands, etc.,
etc., for homeless
homeless Indians.
Indians.12,417.1234
12,417,1234
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous Indian
Indian irrigation
irrigation projprojects in1226
........................
1226
for naval
naval training
training station............
station
136, 816
for
136,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for naval training
training
station ........................
1168
station
1
1168
8
1816
6
for
for support
support of Indiansin................
Indians in
1186
cession by, of exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over
cession
Yosemite,
Yosemite, Sequoia,
Sequoia, and
and General
General
Grant,
National Parks.............
Parks
731
Grant, National
731
etc., reserved
rights, etc.,
reserved ..................
731
navigation in,
authorestablishing aids
aids to
to navigation
in, authorI establishing
ized ..........................
ized
10
75
39
1
1059
gold,
etc., mining leases allowed of ungold, etc.,
unallotted withdrawn
mineral lands
allotted
withdrawn mineral
lands of
of
in.
31
Indian reservations
reservations in.............
31
Imperial Valley lands;
Imperial
examination, etc.,
etc ,
lands; examination,
to be made
made for additional
additional irrigation
irrigation
of.........................
of
600
.
600
lands in Klamath
Reserve
Klamath Lake Bird Reserve
opened to homestead
homestead entry,
627
entry, etc
etc....
627
right of way, etc.
Los Angeles,
Angeles, for
for power
etc., to Los
power
plant, through specified
specified counties,
etc
983
etc..............
...................
983
California
Commission,
CaliforniaDebris
Debris Commission,
C.
C.
appropriation for
for expenses.........
expenses.
189, 901, 1391
1391
appropriation
189,901,
C Street
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
California National
National Forest,
Calif,
California
Forest, Calif.,
appropriation for paving, Twelfth Street
Street
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
248,
of....
248,
to Ohio Avenue .................
845
707, 1326
1326
845
707,
Thirteenth-and-a-half to
California
for repaving, Thirteenth-and-a-half
California Northern
Northern Judicial
judicka District,
District,
Fourteenth
Fourteenth Streets
Yosemite Park attached to
Streets................. 1116
Yosemite
731
1116
to ...............
731
Cabinet National
Cabinet
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
commissioner
733
commissioner for,
for, to be appointed
appointed......
733
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of..... 248,
248,
California Southern Judicial
Judicial District,
appropriation
California
maintenance, etc.,of.....
istrict
Sequoia
1326
Sequoia and General Grant Parks atat707, 1326
Cable
Cars, etc.,
Postal Service,
Cable Cars,
etc., Postal
Serice,
tached to ........................
731
731
appropriation
appropriation for mail transportation
transportation by.
by. 580,1153
commissioner
commissioner for,
for, to be appointed,
etc..
733
appointed, etc..
733
allowance
allowance for unusual conditions,
conditions, etc.
etc.
580
California Street
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
580 California
Cable, etc.
Cable,
etc., Systems
Systems (see
Telegraph and
Tele(see Telegraph
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Phelps
Place to
to
and Teleappropriation for
Phelps Place
phone
phone Systems)
Systems).
Twenty-third
Twenty-third Street...............
Street
845
845
Facilities, International,
Cable Facilitie,
Callan
NE., I).
C.,
Internatonal,
Callan Street NE.,
D. C.,
to be considered,
International
considered, etc., by
appropriation for paving, Sixth to Seventh
by International
appropriation
communication
Streets.
845
Streets...........................
Communication Conference
Conference .......
367
45
Camden,
Camnden, Me.,
Me.,
Cabs, flacks,
C.,
Cabs.
fHrks, etc.,
etc.. I).
D. C.,
preliminary
examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor,
harbor,
loitering in front of hotels, etc.,
104
etc., prohibited
prohibited.
104
to be made
made...........................
1010
penalty for .........................
104
1010
104
mCmden, N. J.,
Camden,
J.,
Cache
Cache' National
Idaho.
National Forest,
Forest, Utah
Utah and Idaho.
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Delaware River
River
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance.
maintenance. etc., of....
of
248,
248,
from
from Philadelphia
Philadelphia to .....
1101
......... 1101
707,
07, 1326
1326
Camp A.
Camp
A. A.
Va.,
A. Humphreys, Va.,
Cadets
Cadets (see
owe also
also Military Academy),
Academy),
completion
completion of bungalow
quarters, etc.,
etc.,
bungalow quarters,
appropriation for pay ...................
appropriation
538
538
authorized from Army appropriaauthorized
appropriaration allowance increased
increased for
538
for 1921
1921...
538
tions for 1919
292
1919....................
292
credit allowed for clothing, equipment,
equipment,
maintenance
maintenance expenses
expenses allowed
allowed for
for current
current
etc.,
etc., balance due ................
538
538
year
293
year
.
.............
293
instruction extended
course of instruction
extended to
four years
years
548
to four
548
expenditure
authorized for real
expenditure authorized
real estate
at
estate at
persons nominated to fill vacancies under
under
Enineer
Engineer Corps training
training camp
454
camp.......
454
former course. may be appointed
Camp Alfred Vail. N. J..
J.,
while cadet retained
retained..............
548
54
appropriation
appropriation for office
office of Chief Signal
cadets
cadets may elect to prolong, for one year.
year_
548
548
Officer.
Officer. etc....................
etc
952
952
not so electing to graduate with present
present
expenditures
authorized for real estate,
expenditures authorized
estate,
class ..............................
548
54
Signal
Signal Corps
Corps camp at...............
at
4:54
454
Cairo. Egypt
Cairo.
Egypt,„
Camp and Garrison
Camp
Army.
GarrisonEquipage.
Equipage. Armv.
appropriation
consal general
appropriation for agent and consul
general
appropriation
appropriation for ..........
117,
961
:........ 117, 961
at .......................
740,
1206
40. 1.206
Camp Benning, Ga.,
Camp
Ga.
Cairo,
Cairo, Ill.,
IN.,
appropriation
appropriation for infantry
at
950
Infantrv School at.......
950
appropriation
appropriation for repairs.
repairs. marine
marine hospital..
hospital.. 1368
1368
Infantry School........
tor buildings for Infantry
School
963
963
Cafedonia.
Ca/ednroa. V.
V. Dak..
Dak..
expenditure authorized
expenditure
authorized for real
real estate.
estate. ...
453
453
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Red River of the
for
or buildings
buildings and railroad
railroad ..............
453
453
North by Shelly, Minn..
,Minn.. and......
and.. .....
584
584
substitution
substitution of Infantry
Infantry School, for
for InInCalexico National
Calkico
National Bank,
Ban, -Calif..
fantry School of Armn
fantry
Arms, Fort Sill,
appropriation
for
refund to..............
appropriation
to
1424
1424
...
........................................................................................
. .Okla........ ......... ............
453
453

INDEX.
Camp
Page.
Page.
C.,
Bragg, N.
N. C.,
Camp Bragg,
appropriation for
for Field
Field Artillery
instrucArtillery instrucappropriation
tion ...........................
950
expenditures authorized
Field Artillery
Artillery
authorized at
at Field
expenditures
training center,
center, for
for purchase
of real
real
purchase of
training
454
estate ..........................
estate
for buildings,
454
454
for
buildings, etc
etc .....................
Eustis, Va.,
Va.,
Camp Eustis,
expenditure
authorized for
for real
real estate
estate for
for
expenditure authorized
454
Coast Artillery
at
Artillery at....................
Coast
expenditures
for Field
training
Field Artillery
Artillery training
expenditures for
454
center, forbidden...................
forbidden
454
center,
sale
estate, buildings,
buildings, etc.;
sale of
of real
real estate,
etc.; time
time
454
restriction
restriction .........................
Camp
Ga.,
Camp Gordon,
Gordon, Ga.,
expenditure for
for construction
construction at,
forbidden
453
453
at, forbidden.
expenditure
sale of
of real
real estate
at, directed;
directed;
estate and
and buildings
buildings at,
sale
time
453
453
time restriction
restriction .....................
Holabird, Md.,
Camp Holabird,
expenditures authorized
estate,
expenditures
authorized for real estate,
454
Motor
454
school at
at..........
Motor Transport
Transport school
Camp Knox,
Knoz, Ky.
Ky.,
950
appropriation for
Artillery school
950
at.
school at
Field Artillery
for Field
appropriation
950
for
Artillery instruction..........
instruction
950
for Field
Field Artillery
expenditures authorized
Artillery
Field Artillery
authorized at
at Field
expenditures
training center,
center, for
for real
site
real estate;
estate; site
training
restriction
454
restriction.........................
454
for general
work .........
construction work...
for
general construction
for Dixie
Dixie Highway
Highway .....................
454
for
for plumbing,
etc ....................
454
454
for
plumbing, etc
Camp Lewis. Wash.
Wash.,,
return
for, to
dispossessed
taken for,
to dispossessed
of lands
lands iaken
return of
Nisqually
Indians, authorized.
.
28
authorized.....
Nisqually Indians,
Camp
Camp Normoyle, Tex.,
Tex.,
shops, real esexpenditures authorized
for shops,
authorized for
expenditures
454
tate, etc.,
Motor Transport
School at.
Transport School
tate,
etc., Motor
Camp Zachary
Zachary Taylor,
Taylor, KY.
Ky.,,
Camp
950
Artillery school at.
appropriation
950
appropriation for Field :Artillery
454
expenditures
construction at, forbidden.
expenditures for construction
sale
directed;
sale of real estate and buildings directed;
time
454
restriction ...................
time restriction.
Camphor Thrip,
Thrip,
Camphor
method of
appropriation
for study,
study, etc.,
etc., method
appropriation for
eradicating
256,
256, 715
eradicatin .....................
Campion,
Campion, Michael
F.,
Michael F.,
........ 1434
.....
to.....
homestead patent to
Campo Agency, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indiana
Indians
appropriation for
at ...................
434
434
..... ....
at
Camps of Instruction,
Instruction, National
Guard,
National Guard,
appropriation for
expenses ...........
126,972
126,972
for expenses
appropriation
Instruction, Naval Reserve Force
Force
Camps of Instruction,
(see Instruction
Instruction Camps,
etc.).
Camps, etc.).
(see
Cantonments,
Camps or
or Cantonments,
no part
of Army
Army appropriations
appropriations to
to purchase
purchase
no
part of
real
estate for,
for, etc
128
etc..................real estate
prior to Noexception as
to those
those in
in use prior
as to
exception
vember
11, 1918
128
...- ....
1918......-vember 11,
industrial
plants for
for war
purposes
128
128
war purposes.....
industrial plants
construction
incurred obligations
under construction
obligations under
incurred
contracts for,
for, prior
prior to
approval of
of
to approval
contracts
Army appropriation
Act, to
to be
be paid.
278
278
paid.
appropriation Act,
Army
Canada,
Canada,
appropriation
surveying and
and marking
marking
for surveying
appropriation for
•line
between Alaska
Alaska and
743,1210
and........ 743,1210
line between
for
marking boundary
line between
between
boundary line
for marking
United
743,
1210
743,1210
and -..........
States and
United States
deficiency
marking
appropriation for marking
deficiency appropriation
boundary line
Alaska and
and Canada
Canada
line Alaska
boundary
........-- . 1187
and United
United States
and
States and
and
Commission
created to
submit plans, etc.,
to submit
Commission created
for bridging
bridging Niagara
River from
from
Niagara River
for
Buffalo,
400
Buffalo, .Y.,., to .................
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Canada—Continued.
Page.
Page.
Canada-Continued.
construction
across Detroit
construction of
of bridge
bridge across
Detroit River,
River,
Detroit, Mich.,
subject to
to consent
consent of. 1439
1439
Detroit,
Mich., subject
Saint
Madawaska, Me.,
Me ,to
to
Saint John
John River,
River, Madawaska,
Edmundston,
Brunswick, by
by
Edmundston, New
New Brunswick,
Maine and;
condition .............
...
161
Maine
and; condition
161
Minnesota and,
bridge Rainy
and, may
may bridge
Rainy River,
River,
Minnesota
Spooner, Minn.,
to Rainy
Rainy River,
River,
Minn., to
Spooner,
276
Ontario .........................
276
Ontario

Canadian
CanadianBoundary
Boundary Waters Commission,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries and
expenses. 747,
1212
747, 1212
and expenses.
appropriation for
Canal
Transportation.
Canal Transportation.
Government
owned boats,
etc., for,
for, transtransboats, etc.,
Government owned
ferred to
to Secretary
of War
War for
for operaoperaferred
Secretary of
tion,
458
458
tion, etc
etc..........................
Canal Wall, D. C.
C.,
Canal
appropriation
for reconstructing
844
844
reconstructing ..........
appropriation for
Canal
Canal),
also Panama CanalI,
CanalZone (see also
appropriation
for Army
Army hospital
care.... 122, 968
hospital care....
appropriation for
for aviation
station, France
Field
612
612
France Field.......
for
aviation station,
seafor relief
relief and
and protection
protection of
American seaof American
for
men in
in ....................
749,
1216
749,1216
men
deficiency
appropriation for
relief and
and proprofor relief
deficiency appropriation
43
tection of
of American
seamen in ......
43
American seamen
tection
for
jurisdiction of
courts in
actions for
in actions
district courts
of district
jurisdiction
death on
on the
the high
high seas,
seas, not
applinot applideath
538
cable to
to navigable
navigable waters
waters of
538
of.......
cable
liquors prohibited
prohibited to
manuimported, manuto be
be imported,
liquors
factured, sold,
sold, etc.,
in
322
322
etc., in..............
factured,
except
etc.,,
medicinal, etc
for sacramental,
sacramental, medicinal,
except for
purposes
322
purposes..........................
regulation of,
.....
322
322
President........
of, by
by the
the President
regulation
forfeiture, etc.,
322
322
for violations
violations ...........
etc., for
forfeiture,
transit through,
allowed.
322
322
transit
through, allowed...............
punishment for
for violations
322
322
violations................
punishment
for prior
prior offenses
322
offenses .....................
for
tract
land, Christobal,
Christobal, released
released from
from resresof land,
tract of
ervation .................
948
....
948
ervation
sale by
by Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
sale
authorized .........................
948
948
authorized
Canals, etc.,
Canals,
appropriation
boats, barges,
barges,
operating boats,
for operating
appropriation for
etc., on,
on, in
Transporof Transporin pursuance
pursuance of
etc.,
tation Act,
etc ..................
1392
1392
Act, etc
tation
operating transdeficiency
appropriation for
for operating
deficiency appropriation
portation facilities
facilities on
1026
1026
on.............
portation
Canals, New York,
Canals,
appropriation
for survey
of navigable
wanavigable wasurvey of
appropriation for
ters in
in system
188, 901,
1391
188
901, 1391
of..........
ters
system of
operation
York State
State Barge
Canal
Barge Canal
of New
New York
operation of
etc.... 1149
by Secretary
Secretary of
of War
to cease,
cease, etc
War to
by
Canandaigua,
Y.,
Canandaigua,N. Y.,
395
terms of
at ........................
of court
court at
terms
Canceling
Postal Service,
Canceling Machines, Postal
etc., of. 582,
appropriation for
for rental,
rental, purchase,
purchase, etc.,
appropriation

1155

for
etc., traveling
mechanicians. 582,1155
582,1155
traveling mechanicians.
for pay,
pay, etc.,
Cane,
Sugar,
Cane, Sugar,
culture,
appropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, culture,
appropriation
diseases,
etc., of;
sirup, by
by products,
products,
of; sirup,
diseases, etc.,
244
etc
etc...............................
Cane
Sugar Districts,
Districts,
Cane Sugar
appropriation for
for cooperative
cooperative experiments,
experiments,
appropriation
268,
etc.,
in live
production in....
in
268,
stock production
live stock
etc., in
728,
1345
728,1345
Cannon,
Clarence A.,
A.,
Cannon, Clarence
prepare supplement to Hinds' PrecePreceto prepare
dents
dents of the House of Representatives,
aigest, etc
etc........ 1181
tives, with index digest,
Canton,
China,
Canton, China,
appropriation
premises for
acquiring premises
for acquiring
appropriation for
consulate
1214
uses at .................
consulate 114PS
subject to approval of
cost: subject
limit of et:
........... 1214
commission ........

xxxii
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Canton,
Page.
Canton, S. Dak.,
appropriation
for asylum
asylum for
for insane Inappropriation for
dians
26, 429, 1244
dian......................
Cantonment Agency,
Okla.,
Agency, Oita.,
Cantonment
appropriation
support, etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation for support,
at
31, 434
31,434
at ..........................
Diablo River,
Canyon Diablo
appropriation for approaches
approaches to bridge,
appropriation
11,
near Leupp Indian Agency, Ariz...
Ariz...
417, 1233
Cape
Charles, Va.,
Cape Charles,
appropriation for quarantine
quarantine station, water
appropriation
supply.
167
.. ......................
supply....
deficiency
appropriation for
quarantine stafor quarantine
deficiency appropriation
1163
tion, construction................
construction
for
quarantine station,
station, wharf, breakfor quarantine
330
...............
water, etc .-....
Cape Pear
Cape
Fear,: N. C.,
appropriation for quarantine
station..
875
......
quarantine station
appropriation
for
quarantine station,
1368
station, wharf ...........
for quarantine
Cape
N. J.,
J.,
Cape May,
May, N.
hospital for
deficiency appropriation for hospital
deficiency
discharged
etc., at.
508
discharged disabled soldiers, etc.,
Cape
:
el and Tangier
Tangier Light, Morocco,
Morocco,
Sparteland
CapeSpart
appropriation for
annual contribution.
1208
742,1208
contribution.. 742,
for annual
appropriation
Cape
Y.,
Cape Vincent, N. Y.,
appropriationforrepairs, etc., fishhatchery.
fish.hatchery.
220
appropriationforrepairs,
Capetawn,Africa,
Africa,
Capetown,
appropriation for
hospital....... 749,
1216
749,1216
foreign hospital
for foreign
appropriation
Capital
Committee,
CapitalIssues Committee,
unexpended
appropriation for,
unexpended balances of appropriation
covered in......................
in
233
covered
Capital
Railroad,
CapitalStock, Railroad,
unlawful unless authorissue of, hereafter, unlawful
ized by Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
mission.........................
494
Capitan Grande
Agency, Calif.,
Grande Agency,
Capitan
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
1247
at...... ....................... ..........
at.
Capitol,
Capitol,
appropriation
193, 907, 1396
appropriation for repairs, etc ....... 193,907,1396
193,907,1396
etc
193, 907, 1396
for cleaning works of art, etc....
restoring floors
floors. ................... 194,907
for restoring
194, 907, 1396
for care, etc., of grounds ....... 194,907.1396
Maltby Building,
for repairs to stables, Maltby
907,1397
etc
907, 1397
...................
etc., Senate kitchens and
for repairs, etc.,
226,939
restaurants,
etc................
restaurants, etc
226, 939
for restoring decorations, corridors of Sen226
ate wing
wing ........................
for additional
additional police protection
protection of.
of. 226,939,1426
226, 939, 1426
of.......
for trees, etc., grounds of
....... 187,899,1387
187, 899, 1387
50,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs, etc-..
etc
deficiency
66,513,1171
66,
513, 1171
for
etc., of extending
extending
for revising
revising plans, etc.,
building...
56
........................
building
57,519,592
for Senate kitchens and restaurants.
restaurants_ 57,
519, 592
for
Office
for subway to Senate and House Office
57
Buildings
Buildings........................1039,1171
for care, etc., of grounds............
pounds
1039,1171
andGrounds,
Building and
Capitol
Grounds, Superintendent
Superintendent
Capitol Building
of (see also
also Architect of the Capitol),
of:
Capitol),
etc.. - 672
appropriation for,
for, engineers, clerks, etc..
appropriation
decoration of walls of corfor restoring decoration
ridors of Senate wing, under
under .......
226
for
engineers, etc., House of RepresentaRepresentafor engineers,
635
tive.............................tives
635
for elevator
elevator conductors, house
House of Representatives
635
.................
sentatives ....
633
for engineers, etc.. Senate ............
for elevator conductors, Senate
Senate Office
Building
................ 633
.
.....
Building...
building,
forrepairs,
for repairs, etc., Courtof
Court of Claims building
.
907
under
under.-.... ..........-..-.....
D. C,
under.
ftwrepairs, etc.,
etc., Courthoue,
Courthouse, I).
C., under.
907
forrepairs,

Page.
Capitol
Building andGrounds,
and Grounds, Superintendent
Superintendent Page.
CapitolBuilding
of-Continued.
of--Continued.
deficiency appropriation
for revising
revising plans,
appropriation for
deficiency
etc.,
Capitol
56
56
of the Capitol....
extension of
etc., for
for extension
Army
equipment to be transferred
transferred to, withArmy equipment
out charge
1035
. 1035
out
charge ................title
of, changed
changed to Architectof
Architect of the Capitol
Capitol. 1291
title of,
to
500
Commission ...........
on Zoning Commission
to serve
serve on
Capitol
Police,
CapitolPolice,
appropriation for captain,
captain, lieutenants,
lieutenants,
appropriation
privates,
633,1254
.
633,1254
etc.................
privates, etc
634,1254
expenses ...........
634,
1254
contingent expenses
for contingent
939,
939 1426
1426
for ...................
uniforms for..
for uniforms
939, 1426
additional force ................
for additional
salaries for December,
1919, to be paid on
December, 1919,
day
holiday
adjournment for holiday
day of adjournment
368
recess. .
recess..........................369
369
December 20 ......................
December
December
for December,
December, 1920, to be paid December
20
1081
20................................
Capitol Power
Plant,
Capitol
Power Plant,
appropriation
939, 1427
226,939,
maintenance -... 226,
for maintenance
appropriation for
for
939
repairs ..........................
for repairs
for fuel,
226, 939, 1427
226,939,
fuel, oil, etc ..............
for
226, 939,1426
protection
additional police protection..
for additional
deficiency
maintenance .. 345,
appropriation for maintenance..
deficiency appropriation
523,
1185, 1191
1035,1185,1191
523, 1035,
519
for fuel,
etc
oil, etc.......................
fuel, oil,
for
to
reimbursement for current supplied by, to
credited to appropriations
appropriations therebe credited
for
227,
1427
227, 940, 1427
........
for...........

Project,
Irrigation Project,
Captain
Captain Tom Wash In:igation
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of.... 3,408
etc., of....
appropriation for
Car Rues,
Car
Fares,D. C.,
purchase of, for District officials..........
officials
74, 843
also Transportation
Car
Car Service (see also
Transportation Act, 1920),
in interregulating use, etc., of, in
provisions regulating
..................
state commerce
commerce .
476
476
etc...........
distribution of coal cars, etc
476
476
for emergency conditions .............
etc..-.......
priority traffic permits, etc
477
477
preferences in time of war............
war
preferences
disposition of traffic carrier can not
not
handle
477
....................
handle ...
designation of agents to execute......
designation
execute .
477
penalty for
refusing to comply with orders,
forrefusingto
etc
..
477
etc.............................
police powers of States over intrastate
intrastate
477
business not affected
affected ..............
Carey Act,
Carey
Act,
entrymen
entrymnen under, of lands restored from
segregation given preference
State segregation
preference
407
407
for homestead,
thereof...homestead, etc., entry thereof....
407
required .......
bona fide residence,
residence, etc.,
etc., required
credit allowed of residence,
residence, etc., on
on
former entry ....................
408
period for reclaiming
reclaimin •lands under, to begin
begin
with acceptance of application for
for
. 1085
segregation
segregation .................
restoration to public domain authorized
authorized
if no construction work in three
1085
thereof .........
extension thereof.
years, or extension
108.5
discretionary restoration
discretionary
restoration to public doetc....... 1085
irrigate, etc
main on failure
failure to irrigate,
segregation
segregation of certain
certain lands by Oregon,
under, continued
continued .............
987
Cargo Vessels,
Cargo
Vessels,
provisions for carrying
carrying limited number
number of
provisions
998
passengers on
on ..................
passengers
998
restrictions, etc.....-..........-....-.
restrictions,
etc
Caribbean
Caribbean Sea,
appropriation for Weather
Service exexWeather Service
appropriation
236,696,
penses in the ...............
236,
696, 1316

INDEX.
Page.
Caribou National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho
Idaho and
Page.
Wyo.,
and Wyo.,
Caribou
248,
appropriation for
of
maintenance, etc., of....
for maintenance,
appropriation
707, 1326
lands added
added to
1056
to..........................
Carlisle,
Pa.,
Carlisle, Pa.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
Indian school
school 66,345
66, 345
deficiency
N. Mex.,
Carlsbad Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, N.Mex.,
Carlsbad
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of....
of
201,
for maintenance,
appropriation
914,1403
Carnegie
Library, D. C.,
Carnegie Library,
72,841,1112
appropriation
841, 1112
expenses......... 72,
for expenses
appropriation for
Carney,
P.,
Joseph P.,
Carney, Joseph
deficiency
appropriation for contested elecdeficiency appropriation
tion expenses
expenses ...................
519
tion
Carpenter,
Paul C.,
Carpenter, Paul
deficiency
appropriation for services.....
services
1035
deficiency appropriation
Carriers,
Carriers,
regulations as to shipping
shipping liquors
liquors by......
by

Water,
Carriers
Carriersby Water,
merchandise
merchandise transported by, other than
American vessels,
vessels, to be forfeited ...
American
routings
excepted Canadian lines..
lines. _
routings over excepted
application
application to Yukon River delayed unRailroad,
completion of Alaska Railroad,
til completion
etc
....... ............
etc

312
999
999
999

Carriers,
Common (see
Transportation
also Transportation
(see also
Carriers, Common
Act, 1920),
1920),
certificate
certificate to be issued to, for portion of
desum due, if whole amount not de1145
termined
termined....................
payment directed
directed..................... 1145
if
1145
control...... 1145
under Federal control
if deficit under
Act..._ 1145
guaranty
Transportation Act..
guaranty under Transportation
estimate
deferred debits and credits
estimate of deferred
allowed
amounts
1145
1145
determining amounts...
in determining
allowed in
provisions relinquishing Federal control
control of
provisions
...... 457
...........
railroad
.....
railroad
reimbursement for motive power, cars, etc.,
etc ,
reimbursement
furnished, by
by United States during
furnished,
359
Federal control
control ....................
359
Federal
Carroll, Iowa,
Ioua,
Carroll,
164
building........
appropriation for public building
appropriation
Carroll,
Jennie (uidow),
(widow),
Carroll, Jennie
956
appropriation for
113,956
for monthly payments to.. 113,
appropriation
Nev.,
Carson City, Nev.,
Carson
appropriation for
mint at
656,1276
656,1276
at ...........for mint
appropriation
17,422,1238
for
422, 1238
Indian school ................ 17,
for Indian
deficiency
at
522
appropriation for mint at......
deficiency appropriation
1042, 1171
for
Indian school ................
for Indian
Nev.,
Carson
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Nev.,
Carson Indian
5,
appropriation
for maintenance,
of....
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation for
1227
410, 1227
Mex.,
Forest.s N. Mex.,
Carson National
National Forest
Carson
of.... 248,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation for maintenance,
707,1326
707,1326
exchange
of lands
addition to, authorfor addition
lands for
exchange of
...........----.--.
ized
1364
....
ized...timber
conditions............- .......-. 1364
timber conditions
Cavalry,
Carter, Col.
Cot. Jesse
McL, U. S. Cavalry,
Jesse McI.,
Carter,
credit allowed
allowed in
in accounts
607
accounts of .............
credit
Carters Creek,
Creek, Va.,
Carters
preliminary examination,
of, to be
be
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made
1011
--.................-- 1011
made........
Caryville,
Fla.,
Caryville, Fla.,
bridge
authorized across
across. Choctawhatchee
Choctawhatchee
bridge authorized
358
........-River near
near..........
River
Cascade
Locks, Oreg.,
Cascade Locks,
bridge
authorized across
River
Columbia River
across Columbia
bridge authorized
401
near
near.........-----..------------time
for..................--- 1101
extended for
time extended
Oreg.,
National Forest,
Cascade
Forest, Oreg.,
Cascade National
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of.... 248,
etc., of
appropriation for
7if
707,1326
.I, 1M26
-
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Page.
Cass
Minn.,
Cass Lake, Minn.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made
made
preliminary
outlet, to secure
secure connection
connection with
of outlet,
. 1012
Mississippi River ................
Mississippi
Casualty
Casualty Hospital, D. C.,
95,
appropriation
for care
care of indigent
indigent patients..
patients
95,
appropriation for
866, 1137
InternaCatalogue of Scientific Literature,
Literature, internaCatalogue
tional,
tional,
appropriation for preparation
preparation of
891, 1383
181,891,1383
of... 181,
appropriation
binding........ 229,942,1430
for printing and binding
229, 942, 1430
Catalogue
Copyright Office,
Entries, Copyright
Catalogue of Title Entries,
appropriation for
publication o
. .229,942,
229, 942, 1430
1430
of...
for publication
appropriation
Catlettsburg, Ky.,
Ky.,
Catlettsburg,
400
...........-...
at
terms of court at.......
Cattle (see also
also Animal Industry Bureau and
Cattle
Animals),
Animals),
appropriation for
for inspection and quaranappropriation
work ...............
239, 698, 1318
239,698,1318
tine work
scabies
239, 698,1318
eradicating scabies..........
for eradicating
for inspection
inspection of southern; transportafor
239, 698,
tion
698, 1318
..................tion
for enforcing
humane treatment of exenforcing humane
port
239, 698, 1318
. 239,698,1318
port ...............
for executing
executing twenty-eight
hour law...
law....
239,
twenty-eight hour
for
698,
1318
698,1318
239, 698,1318
698, 1318
quarantine stations ........
for quarantine
239,
diseases.....
suppressing contagious diseases
for suppressing
698, 1318
698,1318
investigating tuberculosis of animals;
for investigating
control,
239, 698, 1318
etc................ 239,698,1318
control, etc
239,698,1318
tuberculin testing, etc.,
etc., of...
of
for tuberculin
payment for destroyed,
etc ; State,
destroyed, etc.;
payment
etc.,
cooperation ........... 239,
698, 1318
239,698,1318
etc., cooperation
reacted
shipping
shipping for slaughter, cattle reacted
to
239,699
tests.......................
to tests
reshipment of reacted
reacted breeding
breeding and
reshipment
.... 240,699
feeding, to owner ..........
feeding,
etc...... 1318
quarantine
quarantine stations, repairs, etc
for
eradicating southern cattle ticks; refor eradicating
etrictions ............-240, 699, 1319
strictions
for
cooperative experiments
experiments in raising, in
for cooperative
268,
cane sugar
sugar and cotton districts...-.
districts
cane
728, 1345
728,1345
Cattle Ticks, Southern,
Cattle
240,699,1319
appropriation for eradicating, etc..
etc.. 240,
699, 1319
appropriation
240
cooperative demonstration
demonstration work......
work
cooperative
restriction
use of materials,
materials, etc....
etc
240,
restriction on use
699,
1319
699,1319
240, 699, 1319
240,699,1319
demonstrations
fairs
demonstrations at fairs.........
Army,
Cavalry, Army,
770
officers
enlisted men composing......
composing
officers and enlisted
Riley, Kans.,
Fort Riley,
Cavalry School, Fort
950
appropriation
for instruction
expenses
950
instruction expenses.....
appropriation for
Cavanaugh, John
John H.,
H.,
Cavanaugh,
enlarged
homestead by, validated
validated ........ 1091
enlarged homestead
Cavite, P. I.,
appropriation for
for fuel
oil storage,
storage, naval stafuel oil
appropriation
822
.............-------..-..- .
tion
Cedar
Cedar County,
County, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
bridge
authorized across
across Missouri
Missouri River
bridge authorized
355
from
County, S. Dak.,
Dak., to..
to
355
Yankton County,
from Yankton
Cedar
NW., D.
I). C.,
Road NW.,
Cedar Road
closing directed
between Quincy
Quincy and
directed of, between
closing
1251
Streets
Shepherd Streets.............-..
Cedar,
Cedar, W. Va.,
Va.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Tug Fork of Big
bridge
1108
at.
River at.............Sandy River
Cement,
Cement, etc.,
appropriation for investigating
investigating structural
structural
appropriation
682,1301
materials of
of....................
materials
General's
Cerneterial Division, Quartermast
Quartermaster General's
Cemeterial
Office,
Office,
allotment for
compiling data, etc., of bringfor compiling
allotment
1278
ing home
home remains
abroad
remains from abroad......
ing
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Census,
Page.
Director of,
of,
Census, Director
publish monthly, statistics
to collect, and
and publish
statistics
leather.
of hides, skins, and
and leather........
1057
information designated
information
designated .................. 1057
Census, Fourteenth,
Fourteenth,
Census,
appropriation
for salaries
expenses for
for
salaries and expenses
appropriation for
678
taking, etc ......................
taking,
678
678
available
years
available for two years..............
678
678
suspension of other work,
suspension
work, authorized
authorized.
678
deficiency appropriation for expenses, 1919,
deficiency
54
preparing
for ...................
.
54
preparing for
515
for
expenses for
for Viking
taking.....
515
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses
515
available
1922 .........
515
available until June 30, 1922
Census
Department of Commerce,
Census Office, Department
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses,
appropriation
available
available for
for two years
years ..........
678, 1297
1297
suspension
suspension of work other than Fourteenth
Census, authorized
authorized....... 678, 1297
1297
teenth Census,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for salaries and
and
expenses, Fourteenth
54,515
Fourteenth Census......
Census
Center Market, D.
D. C.
C. (see Washington
Market
Washington Market
Company, D. C.).
C.).
Central
and South America,
Central and
appropriation
comappropriation for promoting, etc., commerce
with
679, 1298
merce with........................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for promoting,
deficiency
1040
etc., commerce with ..............
Central City, Nebr.,
Central
Nebr.,
appropriation for
building .........
164
164
appropriation
for public
public building
Central Dispensary
Dispensary and
and Emergency
Emergency Hospital,
Hospital,
Central
D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
patients
95,
care of indigent patients
for care
appropriation
866, 1137
866,1137
Central Pacific
Railroad Company,
Central
Pacific Railroad
Company,
designated tract
in
patent of designated
tract of land
land to,
to, in
Utah,
553
confirmed ...................
Utah, confirmed
Central Powers
Europe (see also
War with
with
Central
Powers of Europe
also War
Germany, etc.),
termination
declared, as aftermination of war with, declared,
fecting
legislation, etc.,
etc., contingent
contingent
fecting legislation,
upon
its duration
1359
upon its
duration................... 1359
Central Railroad
Company of
Central
Railroad Company
of New
New Jersey,
Jersey,
Delaware River, Easton, Pa,,
Pa.,
may bridge Delaware
to Phillipsburg,
1055
Phillipsburg, N. JJ................
Newark
N. J
Newark Bay,
Bay, Elizabeth
Elizabeth to Bayonne,
Bayonne, N.J.
277
time
extended for.
for ..................
1099
time extended
Cereal
Cereal Beverages,
Beverages,
of
low alcoholic
strength not
not included
included in
in
of low
alcoholic strength
War
provisions
305
305
War Prohibition Act provisions.....
permits,
etc., required
required ...............
305
permits, etc.,
prohibition...........
308
Constitutional prohibition
in Constitutional
.. 308
etc., required............
required
permits, etc.,
Cereal
Cereal Plants,
Plants,
appropriation for
for investigations
investigations of
of insects
insects
appropriation
affecting
715, 1334
256, 715,1334
affecting...................
Cereals,
Cereals,
appropriation for improving methods
methods of
appropriation
production, etc
1322
etc............. 244, 702, 1322
production,
for investigation
investigation and control of
of rust
rust disdiseases of wheat, etc.; wheat
wheat scab or
blight
702, 1322
1322
blight........................
for eradicating
eradicating soil and seed
seed infecting
infecting
clicienses, flag smut of wheat,
wheat, etc.....
244,
diseases,
etc....
703,
1322
703,1322
cooperation with States, etc... 244, 703,
1322
cooperation
703,1322
Challis
Forest. Idaho,
Idaho,
Challis National
National Forest.
of.... 248,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation
707, 1326
Chamberlain,
Chamberlain, S.
S. Dak.,
appropriotion
building
164
public building.........
appropriotion for public
Chandler, Oia.,,
Okla.,
Chandler,
appropriotion for public building..........
building
appropriotion
164

Chandler, Honorable
A.,
Page.
Chandler,
Honorable T. A.,
Page.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested elecdeficiency
tion expenses
58
expenses......................
Chaplain,
Chaplain,
appropriation
RepresentaHouse of Representaappropriation for, House
tives ...................
634,
1255
634,1255
Senate......
for Senate
631, 1252
..................... 631,1252
for Henry N. Couden, emeritus, of House
House
of Representatives
Representatives.. .................
1255
Chaplains, Army,
Chaplains,
Army,
number authorized
authorized ....................
769
service rank, pay, etc
etc. ..................
769
chief of Chaplains, rank, pay, etc.........
etc
769
duties of ...........................
769
duties
769
filling vacancies
769
vacancies July 1,
1, 1920 .............
769
future promotion, service
service credits allowed
769
future
allowed.
769
Charcoal, D.
Charcoal,
D. C.,
provisions regulating sales of ............
1219
Charges
ad interim,
Charges d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
interim,
appropriation for
salaries .............. 740,1206
740,1206
appropriation
for salaries
deficiency appropriation
salaries
523,
deficiency
appropriation for salaries....
523, 1022
Charitiesand Corrections,
Charities
Corrections,D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for Board
of Charities.
Charities. 93,
863, 1135
93,863,1135
Board of
appropriation for
for
for reformatories
reformatories and correctional
correctional institutions.
tions....................
93, 863,1135
medical charities.............
charities
95, 866, 1137
for medical
95,866,
for child-caring
child-caring institutions.......
institutions..
96,
866, 1137
96,866,
temporary homes .............. 97,
867, 1138
for temporary
97,867,
for municipal
municipal lodging house.......
house .....
97,
867, 1138
97,867,
for aid to the blind ..............
97, 868, 1139
97,868,1139
for indigent insane
868, 1139
insane.................. 97,
97,868,
for relief of the poor...............
poor
98,
868, 1139
98,868,
for transporting paupers
paupers. ........ 98,868,1139
98,868, 1139
for
icrouse .................... 98,
868, 1139
for workhouse
98,868,1139
reformatory...............
for reformatory
98, 869, 1140
Charles Town, W. Va.,
Charles
appropriation
building
appropriation for
for public
public building..........
164
Charleston, S. C.,
Charleston,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for navy
navy yard, public
public
works
144 820
820
works
...........................
144,
for naval magazine,
magazine, public works
works..... 144
completing
completing lighthouse
lighthouse depot at, authorized
1058
immigrant station and dock
dock at, may be
be
leased
leased .............................
280
conditions for maintenance, etc..........
etc
280
Charleston, W. Va.,
Charleston,
appropriation for operating,
operating, etc.,
appropriation
etc., Government house at ..................
223
Charlotte
Charlotte Amalie, Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands,
branch offices,
offices, etc.,
etc., directed for post office
office

at
at.............................
"Charlotte Graveraet
Breitung,"
Steamer,
"Charlotte
Graverae,t Breitu
," Steamer,
name
of, changed
name of,
changed to "T.
"T. K.
K. Maher"......
Maher"
Charlotte Harbor,
Fla.,
Charlotte
Harbor, Fla.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made
of channel
channel to Punta Gorda, from....
from
Charlotte, N.
Charlotte,
l. C.,
C.,
at......................
terms of court at
Charters,
Charters, etc., Shipping,
Shipping,
control
control of rates, etc., repealed...
repealed...........
Chatham
Chatham County, Ga.,
bridge
bridge authorized across Savannah
Savannah River
River
by Beaufort
Beaufort County,
County, S. C., and,
and, at
at
Savannah ......................
Savannah
Chattahoochee
Chauahoochee River,
Rirer,
authorized across, Columbus, Ga
Ga...
bridge authorized
West Point, Ga .................
370,
370,
loan of material,
material, etc.,
etc., by Secretory
Secretory of
War
............................
Chattanooga,
Chattanooga, Tenn.,
time extended for bridving
bridging Tennessee
River at ........................
Cheboygan, Mich.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
building.........

323
323

365
1011
532
988
988

1366

1055
1055
1055
370
370

292
164
164
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Chelan National
Forest, Wash.,
Page. Cherokee,
C.,
Page.
Wash.,
Chelan
NationalForest,
Cherokee, N. C.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of...
appropriation for
for Indian
18, 423,
of... 248,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
423, 1239
1239
school..... 18,
Indian school
appropriation
707,1327
for constructing
707,1327
for
constructing bridge
bridge across
across Ocona
Ocona
Lufty River at Indian school
18
school......
18
Chemical
Physical Researches,
Researches, Public
Public DoChemical and
and Physical
deficiency
appropriation
Indian
deficiency
appropriation
for Indian
rnain,
main,
school
348,1171
school
.....................
appropriation for geological
geological deposits
deposits of
appropriation
Cherokee
Training School, Tahlequah,
Tahlequah,
Cherokee Orphan
Orphan Training
1400
potash salts ...............
197, 910,
910,1400
Okla.,
Chemical
Army,
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service, Army,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of..
427, 1242
23,427,
1242
of.. 23,
appropriation
appropriation
etc ,
for gases, gas masks, etc.,
appropriation for
Disease,
Chestnut Tree Bark
Bark Disease,
unexpended balances.........
balances
from unexpended
972 Chestnut
appropriation for
expenses of controlling,
for expenses
appropriation
etc., gas
troops
972
972
organizing, etc.,
gas troops............
etc ....................
243, 701, 1321
243,701,1321
for clerks, etc.,
etc., office of Chief of, War
War
Chettimanchi Agency,
Agency, La.,
La.,
Department
1279 Chettimanchi
Department ...................
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
organization
June 30, 1920
1920. 129
organization of, continued to June
31,434
at .
...........................
officers and enlisted men comcreation of; officers
and
Agency, Okla.,
and Arapahoe
Arapahoe Agency,
posing
768 Cheyenne
posing
.........................
appropriation
etc., of Indians
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation for
duties conferred
768
conferred on Chief of ...............
31, 434
31,434
at .........................
expenditures authorized for real estate at
Cheyenne and Arapahoe
Arapahoe Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital,
Midland, Mich
455 CheyenneOkla.,
Mich....................
Midland,
at Edgewood
Edgewood Arsenal, Md
Md.............
455
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of....
5,
appropriation
Chemistry
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Chemistry Bureau,
Bureau, Department
410, 1227
410,1227
appropriation
chemist, clerks,
clerks, etc.....
etc.
252,
appropriation for chemist,
Cheyenne and
Arapahoe Indians,
Mont., NorthNorthIndians, Mont.,
andArapahoe
711,
1331
711,1331
ern,
•
ern,
for
inspectors, laboratory
etc
252,
laboratory helpers,
helpers, etc...
for inspectors,
appropriation
etc., of...
421, 1237
16,421,1237
of... 16,
for support, etc.,
appropriation for
711,
1331
711,1331
for "line
"line riders"
16,421
riders " ..................
for general
general expenses ............. 253, 711,1331
711, 1331
Cheyenne and Arapahoe
Indians, Okla.,
Arapahoe Indians,
collaborating with other departfor collaborating
appropriation
etc., of; from
for support, etc.,
appropriation for
ments
1331
253, 712,
712,1331
ments.......................
20, 425, 1240.
funds................. 20,425,1240
tribal funds
products for export,
for inspecting
inspecting food products
Cheyenne
Cheyenne River,
253
etc
etc...........................
appropriation
for bridging,Cheyenne
bridging,Cheyenne River
appropriationfor
poultry, egg, fish, and oyster invesfor poultry,
42
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, S. Dak ........
429
Indian
etc ................... 253, 712 Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak.,
tigations, etc
253
new sources of food, etc .............
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support,
biological investigations
investigations of food and
for biological
at
31,
434, 1248.
31,434,1248
at ........................
drug products .......
253
.........
S. Dak.,
Reservation, S
Indian Reservation,
Cheyenne River Indian
citrus fruit by products....
products
253
for utilizing citrus
appropriation for bridge, etc.,
etc., across Cheyappropriation
materialor for
or colorants;
colorants;
for utilizing raw materials
enne River, S. Dak.; local contricooperative experiments,
etc...... 254,
experiments, etc
cooperative
429
429bution .........................
712, 1331
extended for paying installments,
installments,
time extended
for table
table sirup, etc.,
etc., investigations ...... 254,
etc., on ceded
ceded lands of .............
1447
etc.,
712, 1331
712,1331
Chicago, Ill.,
Chicago,
Ill.,
pofrom
sweet
products
commercial products
commercial
appropriation
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's
appropriation for assistant
tatoes
254,
712, 1331
254,712,1331
.................
tatoes
office .............................
655
254,
712,
1331
law.....
for executing
executing pure food law
discontinued, July 1,
1921
654
1 1921............
discontinued,
for expenses, preventing importation
importation of
for marine hospital,
hospital, additional
additional buildings,
712, 1332
etc...............
impure tea, etc
etc . ............................
167
.
for
etc., naval stores....
stores.... 254, 713, 1332
for grading, etc.,
Oakwood CemeCemeMound, Oakwood
for Confederate Mound,
for insecticide
insecticide and fungicide investigatery
184, 896, 1387
tery...................
tions
713, 1332
254,713,1332
tions........................ 254,
for light
liglit station; lights on new breakfor improving
improving dehydrating
dehydrating food matewater .............................
213
213
rials ..................
254, 713, 1332
rials
agricultural exhibit
National
exhibit at National
for agricultural
for developing
developing methods to prevent
prevent plant
271
271
.........
Dairy Show ..........
dust, etc.,
etc., explosions ............... 1332
aircraft mail service, New York to
for aircraft
scouring waste.
254, 713, 1332
waste. 254,713,1332
for utilizing wool scouring
San Francisco,
Francisco, via, and Omaha.
1153
579,1153
Omaha. 579,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general
general exdeficiency
exchange of Army cold storage plant, for
for
exchange
1187, 1192
64, 524, 1040, 1187,1192
warehouse, etc.,
authorized
penses ........... 64,
130
etc., authorized........
warehouse,
64,
for enforcing pure food law ............
130
proceeds.....................
deposit of proceeds
67,
1187, 1192
67, 346, 1187,
sale of Government
for
Government owned lot, to, for
locastreet
purposes, authorized;
authorized; locastreet purposes,
Cheraw,
Cherauw, S. C.,
tion
1310
. 1310
tion ........................
authorized across Great Pee Dee
bridge authorized
Chickamauga and
Chattanooga National
National Park,
Park,
and Chattanooga
Chiekamauga
River at
at ......................
390
River
appropriation for
for continuing
continuing establishappropriation
Cherokee
N. C., Eastern,
Eastern,
Cherokee Agency,
Agency, N.
897,1387
185, 897,
1387
ment ..................
appropriation
etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Bond Bridge,
at
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
at......................
restoration ....................
1164
restoraton
Cherokee Indians
Civilized
Cherokec
Indians (see also Five Civilized
ascertainment directed of cost of improvascertainment
Tribes, Okla.),
Okla.),
etc., boulevard on Missionary
Missionary
ing, etc.,
interest
appropriation for paying
paying trust fund interest
Ridge
1095
1095
appropriation
............
Ridge in
in..........
21
to
appropriation
expenses
1095
to....-.........----------------appropriation for expenses..............
22
fund.
amount to school fund; national fund
Chickasaw
Indians, Okla. (see also
also Five Civiamount
Chickasaw Indians,
22
immediate
directed
immediate payment directed.........
lized Tribes),
for common schools ............ 23, 427, 1242
appropriation
to,
payment to,
for per capita payment
appropriation for
from tribal funds ...........
22, 426.1242
22,426.1242
Cherokee,
Cherokee, Iowa,
additional
allowance hereafter
427
hereafter.......
additional allowance
fnr
.........
annromriatinn
appropriation
for nnblic
public building
building
164
rrVVr__
----
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Chiekasaw Indians,
Indians, Okla.-Continued.
Chickasaw
Okla.-Continued.
Page.
Page.
appropriation for common
common schools.
1242
appropriation
schools.._23,
23, 427,
427, 1242
for expenses
expenses of sales, within coal and
427, 1242
1242
asphalt area of ............... 23, 427,
for attorney for ...............
23,
428, 1243
23,428,
1243
1243
for tribal schools ................
23, 428,
428, 1243
additional claims, etc.
J. F.
etc., between
between J.
F.
McMurray and, referred
McMurray
referred to Court of
of
Claims; limitations ..............
234
monument
monument to perpetuate
perpetuate memory
memory of,
of, to be
erected at Tishomingo,
Tishomingo, Okla
Okla........ 1364
appropriation for, from tribal funds
funds..... 1364
1364
unsold and forfeited
forfeited coal and asphalt tracts
of, to be reoffered,
reoffered, etc
24
etc..............
24
Chickasaw
Chickasaw Indians,
Indians, Okla., Choctaw and,
and,
sale of portion of reserved
reserved lands of, to Oklahoma, as site for sanatorium,
sanatorium, etc
etc.... 1105
Chico, Calif.,
Chico,
Calif.,
acquiring sites for new plant propagation,
acquiring
propagation,
etc.,
etc., station at, authorized
authorized
..........
730
Chicopee,
Chicopee, Mass.
Mass.,
authorized across Connecticut
Connecticut Rivbridge authorized
River,
391
er, Holyoke to
to...................
391
Chief Justice
Justice of the Supreme Court
Court of
of the
the
United
United States,
appropriation
appropriation for .........
............. 686,1306
686,1306
for law clerk for; clerk..............
clerk
686,1306
686,1306
Engineers, Army,
Chief of
of Engineers,
Army,
Army supplies, may
surplus Army
may be
be transferred
transferred
free of charge
charge to, for use on any
authorized cvil
civil work
1015
work............
1015
claims for damages
damages by collisions,
collisions, etc., in
river and harbor projects,
be
projects, to
to be
adjusted by .......................
1015
1015
payment of, not amounting to more than
than
$500 ..........................
1015
1015
Chief of Staff, Army (see also General
General Staff
Staff
Army),
Corps, Array),
appropriation for contingencies,
contingencies, office
appropriation
office
of ...............................
104,949
105
for Army War CollN.*:
College...............
105
General Staff
949
for General
Staff College
College..............
949
for clerks, etc.,
etc. office
of
111,
office of.............
111, 955
Child Caring
Child
CaringInstitittions,
Institutions, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for ...................
96,
866, 1137
appropriation
96,866,
1137
Child
Labor Law,
Child Labor
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses en1192
forcing ............................. 1192
Child Welfare Society, D. C.,
Child
appropriation for
examination,
appropriation
for clinical examination,
etc. ,of young
children by......
by
861,
1132
etc.,
young children
861,1132
Children,
Children, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for clinical care,
care, etc.,
etc., of,
of,
under six...................
six
90,
861, 1132
1132
90,861,
Children's Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
Children's
of Labor,
Labor,
appropriation for chief,
chief, assistant,
_.. 686,1305
686, 1305
appropriation
assistant, etc
etc..
experts agents, clerks, etc
for experts,
etc....... 686, 1305
for investigating
investigating welfare,
welfare, etc., infant
infant
mortality
mortality
1305
...................... 686, 1305
for temporary
temporary experts, interpreters,
interpreters,
etc .........................
686, 1305
686,
1305
for materials for publications of......
of
686, 1305
686,
1305
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses...
expenses.... _64,349
64,349
for enforcement
enforcement of child labor law.......
law
1188
1188
for investigating
investigating child welfare, etc......
etc
1192
Children's
Guardians,D. C.,
Children's Guardians,
C.. Board
Board of,
appropriation
administrative expenses..
appropriation for administrative
expenses
96.
866, 1137
limitation
limitation on visiting
visiting wards of
of........ 1137
discharge
dischzage of guardianship
guardianship allowed.....
allowed
1137
1137
for salaries
salaries.................... 96, 866, 1137
for feeble-minded
children
96, 866,
1137
feeble-minded children.....
96,
866, 1137
for board
board and care of children....96,
children ....96, 866,1137
866, 1137
allowance
allowance to sectarian institutions..
institutions:..
96.
866, 1137

Children's
Board of-Con.
Page.
Children'sGuardians,
Guardians,.D.
D. C.,
C., Board
of-Con. Page.
deficiency appropriation
for feeble-minded
feeble-minded
appropriation for
children .................
42, 1020,
children
42,
1020, 1158
1158
for
care of
42, 1020,
1020, 1158
for board and care
of children
children... 42,
1158
additional allotments to
to sectarian
inadditional
sectarian institutions ................... 42,
42, 1020,1158
1020, 1158
stitutions
for administrative
expenses
1158
administrative expenses..............
1158
Children's Hospital,
Hospital, D.
D. 0.,
Children's
0.,
appropriation for
for care
paappropriation
care of
of indigent
indigent patients ..................
95, 866,
1137
tients.
95,
866, 1137
Chile,
Chile,
appropriation
ambassador to.......
to
739, 1206
1206
appropriation for ambassador
739,
embassy premises ....................
742
for embassy
742
Indian Reservation,
Okla.,
Chilocco Indian
Reservation, Okla.,
appropriation
bridge on....
20,425
appropriation for roads
roads and
and bridge
on.... 20,425
Chilocco, Okla.,
Okla.,
Chilocco,
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school....
school
20, 425,
425, 1240
appropriation for
20,
1240
for
bridges on
on reservation;
reservation; refor roads and bridges
reappropriation
20,425
appropriation .................
20,425
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Indian school
school 345,
1039,
1042
1039,1042
report to be made
made of necessity for new
new
buildings, etc.,
etc., for school, plans,
recommendations,
1240
recommendations, etc
etc ............
1240
Chin
Fong,
Chin Fong,
appropriation for
of court
court costs.....
costs
1424
appropriation
for refund of
1424
China,
China,
appropriation
appropriation for minister to
........... 739,
739, 1206
1206
for Chinese secretary
secretary. ............
740, 1206
1206
assistant
740,
assistant .......................
740,
740, 1206
interpreters at legation...
for student interpreters
legation
740,1207
for cost of
tuition
741,
of tuition.................
741, 1207
1207
for rentals for United States troops in..
in.. 119,964
for preserving
preserving monuments,
monuments, etc.,
etc., to
to
soldiers who fell in
in.............
185, 896
896
for expenses
expenses of American
American prisoners, etc.,
in ........... ..........
in
.. .... . 749, 1216
deficiency
appropriation for
transportin7,
g
49 1216
deficiency appropriation
for transporting
refugees from Mexico
333
Chinese refugees
Mexico to....
to....
333
admission to Military Academy
Academy of Tao
Tao
Hung Chang and Zeng Tze Wong...
234
Wong...
234
China
China Relief Expedition,
Expedition,
granted for disability
pensions granted
disability to persons
persons
in Army, etc.,
etc., during
during .............
982
of 62
62 ........
for service,
service, on
on reaching
reaching age
age of
982
present pensioners entitled thereto...
thereto
982
China, United
United States Court
China,
for,
Courtfor,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses..
expenses.. 745,
745, 1211
1211
appointment
appointment of commissioner
commissioner author746
ized; duties .............
........... 746
Chinch
Buy,
Chinch Bug,
appropriation for investigating, etc
etc ........ 256,
256,

715,
1334
Chincoteague Island,
Va.,
715, 1334
Chincoteague
Island, Va.,
bridge authorized connecting, with
the
with the
mainland .......................
365
365
Chincoteague
Chincoteague Toll Road and Bridge Company,
Company,
may bridge waters
waters connecting
connecting Chincoteague Island,
Island, Va., and the mainmainland
365
land ...............................
365
Chinese Exclusion,
Chinese
Exclusion,
appropriation for enforcing,
appropriation
enforcing, laws...
laws... 221, 936, 1424
Chinese Plague,
Plague,
Chinese
appropriation
prevention of epidemic
appropriation for prevention
175,
epidemic..
175,
885,
1377
885,1377
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of
of
epidemic..........................
epidemic.
508
508
Chinese Refugees,
Chinese
. deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for transporting,
transporting,
etc., from Mexico to China
etc.,
China........ 333
333
Chippewa
Indians in
in Minnesota,
Minneso t
a,
Chippewa Indians
appropriation
appropriation for annual
annual celebration,
celebration, White
Earth Band
13,
419
....................
13, 419

INDEX.
Chippewa
Indians in
Page.
Page.
in Minnesota-Contd.
Minnesota-Contd.
Chippewa Indians
appropri
ation for expenses, general council
council 14,419
appropriation
legislative committees
visit of legislative
committees to Washington .......................
. 14,419
ington.
for completing
completing roll of allottees, White
Earth Reservation.
Reservation............... 14,419
for erection
erection of homes destroyed by fire,
14
restrictions .......
from tribal funds; restrictions
15
for repairing reservation
reservation roads
roads..........
for roads and bridges Red Lake ReservaReservation .......................
419,1235
for civilization,
tribal funds15,
funds..- 15,
civilization, etc., from tribal
419, 1235
1235
419,
amount for public schools Chippewa
Chippewa
420
County; condition ..............
general agency purposes ............
1235
aiding construction
construction of State public
schools
schools............................ 1235
1235
aiding indigent Indians..............
Indians
1235
support of Indian hospitals..........
hospitals
1236
support
transfer of unnecessary hospitals
hospitals to the
transfer
1236
State; conditions ..................
1236
for tuition of children in Itasca
Itasca County
schools 1914 to 1920, from tribal
1236
funds ............................
1236
Chippewa
Indians, Mont., Rocky Boy
Boy Band of,
Chippewa Indians,
appropriation
of.. 16,
421, 1237
16,421,1237
for support, etc., of..
appropriation for
Chippewa
Indians, N. Dak., Turtle
Mountain
Turtle Mountain
Chippewa Indians,
Band
Band of,
of.. 19,424,1240
appropriation
19, 424, 1240
appropriation for support, etc., of..
Chippewa
Indians of Lake Superior,
Wis.,
Superior, Wis.,
Chippewa Indians
appropriation
29, 432,
1246
432,1246
of.. 29,
for support, etc., of_.
appropriation for
348,
deficiency
etc
348,
appropriation for support, etc..
deficiency appropriation
1042, 1045, 1171
Chippewa
Mississippi, Minn.,
Indians of the Mississippi,
Chippewa Indians
13,419,1235
appropriation
419, 1235
schools........... 13,
appropriation for schools
deficiency
etc.. 1042
1042
appropriation for support, etc..
deficiency appropriation
Choate,
jr.,
Charles F.,
F., jr.,
Choate, Charles
reappointed
Smithsonian Instireappointed Regent of Smithsonian
-... .... 550
..................
tution
Coal and Asphalt
Choctaw
Chickasaw Coal
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Lands,
reappraisal
reappraisal and sale of remaining deposits
1107
............
...........
1107
directed
in, directed.
Choctaw
Hospital,Okla.,
Indian Hospital,
Chickasaw Indian
and Chickasaw
Choctaw and
5,
of...
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for maintenance,
410,1227
410,
1227
Chickasaw Indians,
Choctaw
Indians, Okla.,
Choctaw and Chickasaw
sale of _portion
portion of reserved lands of, to Oklaetc
1105
for sanatorium,
sanatorium, etc.....
homa as site for
Choctaw
Mississippi,
Indians of Mississippi,
Choctaw Indians
appropriation for
for relief, etc.,
etc., of
full-blood
15,
of full-blood..
appropriation
420,1236
420,1236
allotment of
amounts; repayment_
420,1236
repayment. 420,1236
of amounts;
allotment
Choctaw
also Five CiviOkla. (see also
Indians, Okla.
Choctaw Indians,
lized Tribes),
lized
appropriation for
for Victor M.
Locke, from
from
M. Locke,
appropriation
-tribal funds
21
funds..................---payment to, from tribal
for per capita payment
funds
22, 426, 1242
22,426,1242
funds---.....-- ..- ...-----invm.tition, etc.,
etc., of claim
claim of Henry
Henry
investigation,
22
W.
22
Blair........................
W. Blair
additional allowance
_
427
hereafter.......
allowance hereafter.
additional
for
common
schools
23,
427,
1242
for common schools .............. 23,427,1242
for expenses
expenses of sales,
and assales, within coal and
for
phalt
23, 427, 1242
of ............-... 23,427,1242
phalt area of
for
attorney for
for ..........---..... 23,428,1243
23, 428, 1243
for attorney
for tribal
23, 428, 1243
. 23,428,1243
schools...............tribal schools.
for
for
with
23, 428, 1243
23,428,1243
for fulfilling treaties with.......
additional claims, etc., between J. F.
additional
McMurray
to the
the Court
referred to
McMurray and, referred
of
limitations
234
Claims; limitations.............
of Claims;
unsold
tracts
forfeited coal and asphalt tracts
and forfeited
unsold and
24
of, to be reoffered, etc .............
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Choctawhatchee Bar, Fla.,
Choctawhatchee
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of Narrows
preliminary examination,
Narrows
between
Sound, Fla.,
between Santa Rosa Sound,
made ..................
1011
and, to be made
Choctawhatchee River,
Choctawhatchee
bridge authorized
authorized across, Caryville, Fla...
Fla
358
Cholera,
Cholera,
appropriation for prevention
prevention of epidemic
175,
epidemic.. 175,
appropriation
885, 1377
885,1377
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of
deficiency
epidemic............................
508
epidemic
Cholera,
Cholera).
Cholera, Hog (see Hog Cholera).
Chosen,
Chosen,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of American
American
appropriation
prisoners,
etc., in...............
in
749,1216
749,1216
prisoners, etc.,
Christiana River,
River, Del.,
Christiana
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
made, at Wilmington..............
Wilmington
1011
Christiania,
Christiania,
appropriation for acquiring premises
premises for
for
appropriation
diplomatic,
at.
1214
1214
etc., uses at..........
diplomatic, etc.,
limit of cost;
cost; subject
subject to approval
approval of
of
1214
..............
commission ......
1214
commission
Christiansted,
Virgin Islands,
Saint Croix,
Croix, Virgin
Christiansted,Saint
preliminary examination,
etc., of harbor,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1013
be made
made.....................
1013
to be
Chugach
National Forest,
Forest, Alaska,
Chugach National
248,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
appropriation
707, 1327
707,1327
Cider, Nonintoxicating,
Nonintoxicating,
Cider,
manufacture of,
home use permitted..
316
permitted.. 316
of, for home
manufacture
sale, etc.,
etc., allowed only
only to authorized
authorized
sale,
316
vinegar
manufacturers ...........
316
vinegar manufacturers
Cider,
Cider, Sweet,
preserved, not subject
subject to constitutional
constitutional
preserved,
309
prohibition
conditions..
prohibition provisions; conditions..
Cigarette
Cigarette Beetle,
715,1334
256, 715,
appropriation for investigating....
investigating..
1334
appropriation
Pacific
Cincinnati, New
New Orleans
Orleans and Texas Pacific
Cincinnati,
Railway Company,
time extended
extended for bridging Tennessee
Tennessee
time
292
River by.......................
by
292
River
Cincinnati,
Ohio,
Cincinnati,Ohio,
appropriation
for marine
marine hospital,
hospital, repairs,
repairs,
appropriation for
167
etc ...............................
655
for assistant
treasurer's office.
office...........
for
assistant treasurer's
discontinued,
654
discontinued, July 1, 1921 ...........
Circuit
Courts of Appea4
Appeals,:
Circuit Courts
687,1306
appropriation
circuit judges........
judges
687, 1306
appropriation for circuit
clerks .......................... 687, 1306
1306
for clerks
for messenger,
messenger, etc., eighth
eighth circuit...
circuit
687,1306
for
Circuit
Circuit Judges,
687, 1306
appropriation for..........................
for
1306
appropriation
for travel
travel allowances
allowances of, away from official
official
for
residence ................
210, 924, 1413
210,924,1413
residence
Citation
in Orders,
Orders, Army,
Army,
Citationin
silver
star to person named in, from headsilver star
quarters
force commanded
commanded by aa
quarters of force
399
general
officer ...................
a.99
general officer
399
appropriate to such command...
command
399
if force
force appropriate
Citizens
Gastonia, N. C.,
NationalBank of Gastonia,
Citizens National
exchange
present public
public building with,
with,
exchange of present
for new site, etc ...................
1362
Citizenship,
Citizenship,
granted American
American Indians honorably disgranted
charged
armed service in World
World
charged from armed
350
........
War ....................
350
all members
members of Osage
1250
Indians.. 1250
of IndiansTribe of
Osage Tribe
all
Indians of Fort Belknap
Belknap Indian
Indian ReserReserIndians
vation, receiving
receiving trust patents for
1356
allotments
allotments.........................
750
paasp47t
increased .............
fees, etc., increased
passport fees,
issuing
residents declaring
declaring intention,
intention,
to residents
issuing to
751
......................
etc.,
repealed
etc., repealed
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Citizenship-Continued.
Citizenship-Continued.
provisions for
admitting aliens
aliens to, who
for admitting
provisions
served
armed forces during late
in armed
served in
222
.
war
war .............................
Citrus
Canker,
Citrus Canker,
appropriation
for investigating, eradicatappropriation for
701,1321
ing,
242, 701,
1321
ing, etc ..................
cooperation
States; local, etc.,
cooperation with States;
contributions required.......
required
242, 701, 1321
contributions
paying for
for destroyed
forbidden..
243,
destroyed trees forbidden..
paying
701, 1321
701,1321
deficiency
appropriation for eradicating,
deficiency appropriation
etc
t...................... 1188
etc.....
Fruits,
Citrus Fruits,
Citrus
appropriation for improving
improving methods of
appropriation
utilizing
of
253
utilizing by products of............
determining
in fruits and
maturity in
determining maturity
vegetables .........................
253
vegetables
for investigating
insects affecting.
affecting. 252,715,1334
252, 715, 1334
investigatinginsects
for
.City Delivery,
,
PostalService,
Delivery, Postal
.City
appropriation
578, 1151
letter carriers ........ 578,1151
for letter
appropriation for
increased... 1151
Detroit
Detroit River service pay increased...
for
substitute, auxiliary,
auxiliary, and temporary
temporary
for substitute,
578,1151
carriers .....................
carriers
for new
carriers
578,1151
offices; carriers...............
new offices;
for
for
578,1152
allowance .............
for vehicle allowance
garage leases for ten years allowed....
allowed....
578
garage
579,1152
579 1152
for mail messenger service ..........
579,1152
bicycles....... 579,
for street car fare and bicycles
1152
579,1152
for street car collections .............. 579,1152
579, 1152
for Detroit
Detroit River
River service.............
service
for
579, 1152
special delivery
delivery ..............
for special
permitted
579
without receipt permitted............
for
581,1154
supplies .....................for supplies
581,1155
for
581 1155
equipment, etc ..............
for equipment,
-deficiency
carriers
65,
appropriation for carriers.......
.deficiency appropriation
67,
347, 349, 525, 1043,1193
1043, 1193
67,347,349,
347
for
expenses.....................
incidental expenses
for incidental
349,525,1189,
for equipment
equipment ............. 349,
525, 1189, 1193
for
514
for car
car fare and
bicycles........... ...
and bicycles
for
525,1174
allowance ..............
525,1174
for vehicle allowance
for temporary,
temporary, auxiliary, and substitute
substitute
for
carriers
................ 1044,1193
carriers........
for
service............- 1174
messenger service
mail messenger
for mail
..... 1193
for horse hire ...................
1193
•
additional pay for &car
fiscal year 1920, to caradditional
riers
350
.............
riers ................
substitute,
temporary, and auxiliary
auxiliary carsubstitute, temporary,
riers
351
............................
riers .
,City
C.,
Refuse, D. C.,
City Refuse,
appropriation
for disposal of; night soil,
appropriation for
78,848,1118
78,
848, 1118
........
etc ...............
deposit
receipts; proportion
proportion credited
of receipts;
deposit of
78, 848,1118
848, 1118
District ...................
to District
removal
removal in private containers, etc., re....-- pealed
848
......
pealed.....
excluded.
collection
78,
collection from hotels, etc., excluded
848,
1118
848,1118
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for removal of
deficiency
ashes ...........
ashes

........------

collection and disposal of, by District offiofficollection
cials,
authorized................
cials, authorized
purchase
etc ,
purchase of equipment, operation, etc.,
directed ....................
directed
proceeds
products; disposal of proceeds....
of products;
sale of
effective on expiration
expiration or failure of preseffective
ent contracts .....................
ent
penalty
for receiving
receiving gifts for removing,
penalty for
etc.,
employees................
by employees
etc., by
offering
employees. -...
offering money, etc., to employees

.ool,
.a.V.
*y SSchools,
investigating,
da
, dewy appropriation
ppropriation for investigating,
deficiency
etc
...............................
etc

38
39
39
39
39

39
39
522

Page.
Civil
of Soldiers
Page.
Sailors,
Soldiers and Sailors,
Rights of
Civil Rights
affidavits
judgments by default,
in judgments
required in
affidavits required
that
defendant not in armed service,
service,
that defendant
may be filed
thereto
282
subsequent thereto....
filed subsequent
may
283
judgment.
effective as of date of entry of judgment
effective
283
punishment for
etc........
making false, etc
for making
punishment
Civil
Service,
Civil Service,
preference
appointments
clerical, etc., appointments
preference in clerical,
departments, etc., to
hereafter
hereafter in departments,
honorably
etc ,
discharged soldiers, etc.,
honorably discharged
............
37
or their widows .........
to wives
incapacitated injured solwives of incapacitated
to
diers ..........................
37
diers.
Civil
Service Act,
Civil Service
employees, etc.,
etc., for
enforcing national profor enforcing
employees,
hibition to
be appointed
appointed under rules,
to be
hibition
319
..
etc.,
etc., of .........................
319
.
persons
excepted319
.................persons excepted
Civil
Service Commission,
Commission,
CivilService
appropriation
secretary,
Commissioners, secretary,
for Commissioners,
appropriation for
clerks,
- 641,1262
etc ..................clerks, etc
1262
secretary
employee
deemed an employee........
secretary deemed
for temporary
temporary force;
force; pay restriction.
restriction..- 641,1262
641,1262
for
641,1262
for field
641, 1262
................
force
field force
for
details from
from executive
executive departments,
details
641,1262
etc., forbidden
forbidden .................
etc.,
for
641,1262
examiners .............expert examiners
for expert
for
expenses under
Act
886,1262
retirement Act..
under retirement
for expenses
for
expenses......... 641,1262
etc., expenses
traveling, etc.,
for traveling,
for
expenses.............. 642,1262
contingent expenses
for contingent
. 642,1263
for rent
.
rent.........................
for
1263
............
condition
..............
condition
228,941,1429
for..... 228
for
941, 1429
printing and binding for
for printing
deficiency
appropriation for increased
increased cost
cost
deficiency appropriation
37
...........
of
1919...
envelopes, 1919
of envelopes,
for additional
additional employees;
employees; balances reapfor
propriated
37
propriated ...................
for
temporary employees; pay restricfor temporary
tion .......................-327
tion
520,1037,1182
... 520,
for
for....
1037,1182
printing and binding for
for printing
Secretary of Interior to furnish
duty of Secretary
642
rooms,
to
transferred to...........
rooms, etc., transferred
heads of
of departments,
departments, etc.,
etc., to report to,
heads
names,
etc., of
eligibles for retireof eligibles
names, etc.,
619
ment, who
status...
nonpay status
a nonpay
who are in a
ment,
etc., to
record
to
record of appointments, transfers, etc.
determine rights of employees under
determine
retirement Act,
by
619
Act, to be kept by......
retirement
tables,
carrying out retireof data for carrying
etc., of
tables, etc.,
620
ment provisions,
provisions, etc
etc...............ment
Civil
Service Retirement
Retirement Act (see also RetireCivil Service
ment
of Classified
Service EmClassified Civil Service
ment of
ployees),
Service
appropriation
expenses of Civil Service
for expenses
appropriation for
under
1262
Commission under.................
for
expenses of Pension Office
Office executing.
executing
1290
for expenses
Disability Fund,
Civil Service Retirement and Disability
Fund,
Civil
deductions from
creation
from
creation of, from monthly deductions
salaries of
of classified civil service
service
salaries
618
employees
employees ......................
618
etc.....
to be
be used
used for paying annuities, etc
to
securities, of porinvestment
Federal securities,.
investment in Federal
required for
tions
for
tions not immediately required
annuities
t
c ....................
618
annuities, eetc
individual contribution to, authorized...
authorized
618
618
investment, disbursement, etc ..........
valuation, etc., of, to be made by Board of
620
Actuaries
...............
Actuaries.......
Civil
Civil Service Rules, etc.
appointment under, of clerks at embassies
embassies
appointment
740
and legations ..................
749
..-....
consulates ......-.........at consulates
Civil
Civil War,
58
in ..........
sem ce in
pensions
increased for service
585
pensions increased
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Civil War
War Volunteers,
Volunteers,
Page.
Page.
appropriation
arrears of
pay and bounty.
of pay
bounty. 193,
193,
appropriation for
for arrears
906, 1396
for commutation
rations
193, 906, 1396
commutation c
cffrations......
193,906,1396
Civilian Military
Instruction,
Civilian
Military Instruction,
appropriation
for expenses
rifle ranges
expenses of rifle
appropriation for
for; materials,
materials, quartermaster
quartermaster suplies, etc
etc .......................
120,966
plies,
subsistence, travel, etc., to rifle teams.
teams.
966
subsistence,
966
for arms, ammunition,
ammunition, targets, etc....
etc
128,974
128,
974
balances covered
covered in, of appropriations
appropriations for
for
ordnance stores, etc .................
1353
Civilian Military
Civilian
Military Training
Training Camps,
Camps,
appropriation
upon milifor maintaining,
maintaining, upon
appropriation for
tary reservations
reservations .................
974
for furnishing uniforms, subsistence, and
transportation
974
transportation.. .................
974
for expenses
expenses of camps ..................
974
974
for ordnance
ordnance equipment, etc............
etc
974
974
974
age limit for training
training ...............
974
deficiency
appropriation for expenses of...
of
345,
deficiency appropriation
345,
347, 522, 1038, 1041, 1044,1184,
1044, 1184, 1190,
1190,
Claims,

appropriation
expenses, defending suits
for expenses,
appropriation for
in ....
921, 1410
..................
207, 921,1410
for defense in Indian depredation......
depredation .
207,
207,
921,1410
for arbitrating
arbitrating outstanding British and
and
American pecuniary
pecuniary ...........
746,1212
American
deficiency
appropriation for
for paying
deficiency appropriation
paying judgjudgments, Court of Claims .............
60,
60,
343, 521, 1037,
1037, 1182
1182
for paying judgments, Indian depredadepredation
60, 521,
521,1038
tion........
...................
1038
offiaccounting offifor paying, certified by accounting
cers
60, 63, 65,
cers...
...................
60,63,65,
1189
344, 347, 521, 1038, 1040, 1044, 1183,
1183, 1189
1188
for expenses defending suits in
in......... 1188
supplies furnished
furnished
presenting, for military supplies
the United States dunng
during the war by
procuring
former officers, engaged in procuring
them, etc., unlawful
unlawful..............
131
Claims
Carriers
Claims against
against Common
Common Carriers,
time for filing notices
notices of instituting suits
in, designated...................4
designated
494
regulation, etc., of carrier
carrier providing
regulation,
providing
494
shorter, unlawful .................
Clark,
Amelia P.,
P.,
Clark, Amelia
patent authorized
authorized for enlarged
enlarged homestead
patent
homestead
entry
bv
1090
1090
entry bv.......................
Clark
Clark County, Idaho,
appropriation for
sheep experiment
experiment stastafor sheep
appropriation
tion,
1319
tion etc., in ...................
Clarksville,
Clarksville, Tenn.
i'enn.,
bridge
authorized across Cumberland
Cumberland River
River
bridge authorized
282
near
282
near..........................
Classification
Post Office DepartDepart
Classification Division,
Division, Post
ment,
appropriation
superintendent
1295
1295
for superintendent.........
appropriation for
Classified
Service Employees,
Classified Civil
Civil Service
Employees,
appropriation
for expenses
Service
of Civil Service
expenses of
appropriation for
Act... 1262
Commission under
Commission
under retirement Act
1262
for expenses of Pension Office under retirement
1290
1290
tirement Act ......................
provisions
retirement of, for
provisions for retirement
for age or disannuities .............
614
614
ability, on annuities
Clay
Cly Products,
Products, etc.,
appropriation
properties,
appropriation for study of properties,
of
682,1301
682,1301
processes, etc., of..............
Clays, etc.,
appropriation
structural
for investigating
investigating structural
appropriation for
materials of..................
of
682,1301
682, 1301
materials
Clayton, Don
Don C.,
services......
appropriation for services
deficiency
57
deficiency appropriation

Clayton, N
N Y.,
E,
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Pare.
Page.
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of harbor,
to be made .
................... 1012
1012
Clearwater
Idaho,
Clearwater National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of
248,
appropriation
of.... 248,
707, 1327
707,1327
Clerical Assistance to Senators,
Senators,
Clerical
appropriation
appropriation for clerks and assistant clerks
to Senators
Senators not chairmen
chairmen of committees specifically
specifically provided for.
mittees
for 632, 1253
thereof........... 632, 1253
committee status thereof
1253
for additional
additional clerks
clerks at $1,200.....
$1,200
632, 1253
1253
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
chairmen
appropriation for, not chairmen
committees ..
of committees
................
56
Clerk of
House of Representatives,
of the House
Representatives,
appropriation for clerks, etc............
appropriation
etc
634, 1255
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for services of
assistants to, preparing
preparing statistical
statistical
reports of, etc..................
etc
1181
Daily Calendar
Calendar to have index each
each
Monday
only ...........
Monday only
......
. 1181
committee
committee clerks, etc.,
etc., placed under, after
after
close of Congress ............
. 635,1256
payment by, of arrears of pay to Members
Members
payment
service, ratified...
ratified...
58
while in military
military service,
58
Clerks and Messengers to Committees, Senate,
Senate,
appropriation
appropriation for .................
631, 1252
Clerks
Consulates,
Clerks at
at Consulates,
appropriation
appointments under
under
appropriation for; appointments
service rules...............
rules
749, 1215
1215
civil service
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for..............
for
62,
deficiency
62,
524, 1022, 1043, 1187
1187
346, 524,1022,
Clerks
Legations,
Clerks at
at Embassies and Legations,
appropriation for .................
740,
1206
appropriation
740,1206
appointments
appointments under civil service
service
rules ......................
740, 1206
1206
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............
deficiency
523, 1187
Clerks,
Clerks, Messengers,
Messengers, and
and Janitors
Janitorsto Committees,
House of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation for.....................
for
635, 1255
1255
appropriation
clerks placed
placed under Clerk of the
the House
House
after close of Congress
Congress .........
635, 1256
1256
janitors placed
placed under Doorkeeper
after
Doorkeeper after
Congress ..............
636, 1256
close of Congress
Messengers, etc., Army
Army Headquarters,
Headquarters,
Clerks, Messengers,
appropriation for .
pay .................
1,111,955
955
pay
appropriation
for foreign service pay.............
111,
955
111,955
for allowances,
etc., to Army field clerks;
allowances, etc.,
restriction on
on assignment,
assignment, etc
etc. ... 111,
111, 955
955
restriction
Clerks to Members, Delegates,
Delegates, and
and Resident
Commissioners,
Commissioners,
appropriation
637, 1258
appropriation for
for .................
payment authorized
authorized to two persons, designated as; rates, etc ...............
nated
162
Courts,
Clerks, United States Courts,
appropriation
salaries
210, 923, 1412
for salaries..........
appropriation for
provisions applicable
applicable to supreme
supreme court,
D. C.,
C., and district courts for Hawaii
Hawaii
and Porto
Porto Rico ..............
and
923, 1412
compensation for services
services by
other compensation
clerk, deputy, etc.
forbidden
1413
etc., forbidden......
allowances, clerks
clerks of
of circuit
circuit courts of
allowances,
appeals............................
210
210
appeals
deficiency
fees
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fees........
52, 67,
346, 525, 1040, 1043, 1188
expenses ...........
338,1176
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses
338,1176
appointed
district judge,
judge, or
or senior judge
appointed by district
if more than one in the district.....
district
1099
approval of
of circuit
circuit judge
judge eliminated....
eliminated... _ 1099
1099
approval
fees, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be paid
paid into
into the
fees,
the Treasury;
Treasury;
Alaska
1099
.. 1099
excepted...-...........
Alaska excepted
salary,
lieu of fees, etc.....
etc
..........
1099
salary, in lieu
'United States...
States
1099
no fees
fees to
to be charged
charged the United

xi
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Page.
Forest, Calif.,
National Forest,
Cleveland National
appropriation for maintenance,
of.... 248,
etc., of....
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
707, 1327
707,
Grapes, etc., D. C.,
Climax Baskets, for Grapes,
standard
dimensions for,
standard dimensions
for, established
established ...... 1221
Climax Grape
GrapeBaskets, etc.,
appropriation for
executing law fixing
for executing
appropriation
for
266, 725, 1343
standards for...............
Clinton,
Ind.,
Clinton, Ind.,
appropriation
building .......... 164
appropriation for public building
Clinton,
Clinton, S. C.,
appropriation for
164
building..........
for public building
appropriation
Clothing,
Army,
Clothing, Army,
appropriation
cloth, manufacture,
manufacture, etc. 117,
961
117,961
forcloth,
appropriation for
destroyed, etc.........
etc... ..... 117, 962
for destroyed,
indemnity for
Clothing,
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Clothing, Marine
appropriation
154,831
for......................
appropriation for
officers of, uniforms,
uniforms, equipsale at cost to officers
ments, etc ......................
154
Clover
Grasses).
Clover (see Grasses).
Coachella Valley
Irrigation Project,
Project, Calif.,
Calif.,
Coachella
Valley Irrigation
appropriation
plants
408,
1226
408,1226
appropriation for pumping plants.......
Coal,
Coal,
appropriation
investigating methods
methods of
for investigating
appropriation for
weighing, etc.,
1302
683,1302
weighing,
etc., at the mine
mine...... 683,
division
public lands
lands containing, into
division of
of public
leasing tracts...................
tracts
438
lands in Alaska
excluded
438
lands
Aaska excluded............
maximum area
area......................
maximum

qualified applicants
applicante for leasing by
offer to
to qualified
competitive bids, etc
etc............
competitive
rights of present
present claimants
protected
rights
claimants protected..
prospecting
prospecting permits to be issued for undeveloped areas.......................
areas
veloped
allowed on discovery
discovery ............
lease allowed
leases not issued until public notice given
of proposal
proposal ......................
to railroads limited to coal for their own
to
use; area restricted .................
for short lines.....................
lines
lames
additional contiguous
contiguous
lessees may have additional
land;
land; conditions....................
not to exceed maximum
maximum area limit......
limit
allowed
additional tracts
tracts on exhaustion
exhaustion of
allowed additional
deposits;
restriction
deposits; restriction...............
receive
consolidate holdings
holdings and receive
may consolidate
new lease .......................
areas
areas limited ...................
noncontiguous
phosphate tracts
tracts may
may
coal or phosphate
noncontiguous coal
single lease;
lease; condiin a
a single
be operated
operated in
tions ............................
payment
royalties on product;
product; minipayment of royalties
periods of ................
mum; periods
annual rental; rates ....................
annual
credited
accruing royalties
royalties ....
credited against accruing
leases
be for
for indeterminate
indeterminate periods
periods....
leases to
to be
continued
operation, etc.,
etc., of mines rerecontinued operation,
quired .........................
readjustment of terms may be made
made each
each
readjustment
..........
20 years
years.............

aladvance of
minimum royalty alannual advance
of minimum
annual

lowed in
in lieu of continuous
continuous operation
tion...........................
to
suspension of operations permitted to
prevent loss .....................
prevent
limited licenses may be issued for mining
without royalty for local domestic

uae............................

included...........
corporations not included
corporations
for supplying residents
residents
to municipalities
municipalities forsupplying
household use, without profit
for household
profit..
areas
allowed........................
areas allowed
holders of other
other leases
barred opertoperatlesee not baned
ing
ig under
under....................

438
438

438
438
438
438

438
438
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
440
440
440
440
440
440
440
440
440

Coal
Page.
Okla.,
Coal and
and Asphalt
Asphalt Deposits,
Deposits, Okla.,
and forfeited,in
forfeited,in Choctaw
Choctaw and Chickunsold and
asaw Nations to be reoffered,
reoffered, etc..
etc..
24
asaw
other
24
limitation.....
sales not
not affected;
affected; limitation
other sales
Coal
Coal and Asphalt Lands, Okla.,
appropriation for
expenses of sales, within
for expenses
appropriation
Chickasaw.. 427, 1242
area of Choctaw and Chickasaw..
sale directed
directed of Choctaw and Chickasaw
remaining
remaining .......................... 1107
Coal Commission,
Commission, Anthracite,
Anthracite,
Coal
deficiency
appropriation for salaries and
and
deficiency appropriation
expenses
1015
expenses.......................... 1015
Coal
Commission, Bituminous,
Coal Commission,
Bituminous,
503
appropriation for expenses .......
deficiency appropriation
503
deficiency
Coal, D. C.,
Coal,
C.,
1219
1219
provisions regulating sales of ............
Coal Deposits,
Deposits,
Coal
combinations of lessees of, authorized-for
authorized• for
combinations
448
product......
to transport
transport product
railroads to
prospecting permits
permits for, allowed in unprospecting
developed area
Alaska ..........
1363
area of Alaska
developed
conditions,
etc
1363
1363
conditions, area,
area, etc..................
lease allowed
allowed permitte on discovery....
discovery
1363
Coal
Coal Depots,
Depots, Navy (see also Fuel Depots,
Naval),
appropriation
145,822
..............
appropriation for ...........
Coal,
Coal, etc.,
etc.. Lands,
disposal
underground water
water
disposal of,
of, within underground
su -iply discoveries
Nevada
295
discoveries in Nevada......
supply
Coal,
Coal, etc., Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
for, fuel handling, mainteappropriation for,
nance of depots, etc
148,826
etc ............
nance
Alaska ............. 148.826
148,826
mining, etc., in Alaska
yard,
purchase from Government fuel yard,
D. C.,
C., not required .................
148
Coal
Coal Tar Products,
Products,
restrictions on importing, continued
continued until
restrictions
January 20, 1920 ..................
361
January
Coast
and Geodetic Survey, Department
of
Department of
Coast and
Commerce,
appropriation for;
214, 928, 1417
for; advances
advances....... 214,928,
appropriation
for field expenses,
expenses, Atlantic and Gulf
Gulf
coasts ......................
214,
928, 1417
214,928,1417
coasts
etc.... 214,
928, 1417
214,928,1417
limit, outlying islands, etc....
Canal... 214,
Atlantic entrance to Panama Canal...

928,1417

Coasts
928,1417
for Pacific Coasts
Co
215,
928, 1417
215,928,1417
..............
for
hydrographic
researches,
etc
215,
928, 1417
for hydrographic researches, etc.. 215,928,1417
215,928,1418
etc.............. 215,
for Coast Pilot, etc
928, 1418
for magnetic observations,
observations, etc..
etc
215,
928, 1418
215,928,
215,928,1418
for special surveys ..............
215,
928, 1418
215,
928, 1418
215,928,1418
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous .............
for
International Research
Research
for delegates,
delegates, International
Council ..................
215,
928, 1418
215,928,1418
etc
215, 929, 1418
215,929,1418
for vessels, repairs, etc..........
transferred from the
for altering vessels transferred
Navy
929
Navy..........................
crews. etc ...........
215, 929, 1418
215,929,1418
for officers, crews,
officers;
commissioned officers;
for pay, etc., of commissioned
rank, etc ................
215,929,1418
supersede that of
title of Director to supersede
Superintendent
929,1418
Superintendent....................
Assistant Director
1418
1418
Director ...................929, 1418
Assistant
216,929,1418
office force ..................
for office
for office expenses
216, 929, 1418
215, 930, 1419
for office expenses............... 215,930,1419
restriction
restnction on subsistence allowance
allowance
while at Washington
216, 930, 1419
Washington .........
216,930,1419
printing and binding for
942, 1430
for..... 229,
229,942,1430
for printing
deficiency
appropriation for office exdeficiency appropriation
penses
516, 524, 1043, 1178
penses............. 54,
54,516,524,104,
general expenses
expenses................. 62,1188
for general
additional draftsmen
339
draftemen ................
for additional
additional employees ..............
339
for additional
expenses, Atlantic
for field expenses,
Atlanti and Gulf
coasts
.....................515
515
...........
coasts.
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Coast
Geodetic Survey-Continued.
Survey-Continued.
Page.
and Geodetic
Coast and
deficiency appropriation
Coasts
515
appropriation for Pacific Coasts.
deficiency
516
for magnetic
magnetic observations
observations ..............
for
for
vessels, maintenance,
maintenance, etc...........
etc
516
for vessels,
for officers,
officers, crew, etc ..................
516
for
for altering
altering vessels transferred
transferred from
516
Navy
Navy..............................
524
for repairs of vessels ....................
1182
for
for pnnting and binding .............
1188, 1192
for party expenses ................
claims for damages
Service, to be
damages by acts of Service,
claims
Superintendent. 1054
examined, etc., by Superintendent.
payment on recommendation,
recommendation, etc.,
1054
thereby ..........................
thereby
commissioned
have pay, etc
etc.,,
commissioned officers to have
603
relative rank in the Navy
Navy .......
of relative
families of commissioned
commissioned officers, etc.,
etc ,
allowed transportation
change
transportation upon change
allowed
604
permament station .............
of permament
longevity
longevity pay of officers based on total
service in
i
n all
604
all services ..............
service
to
readjustment of pay, etc., of, personnel
personnel to
investigated, etc., by special
be investigated,
604
Congress.......
joint
committee of Congress
joint committee
Superintendent
Superintendent to have rank, pay, etc., of
captain
825
Navy...........
captain in the Navy
appointment,
etc
825
appointment, term, etc..............
to
assist in preparing
preparing maps for Army use;
to assist
payment
124, 970
................
payment
reimburse Capitol Power Plant for
to reimburse
power furnished
furnished ...................
1427
power
transfer
of instruments
instruments of historical value,
transfer of
to educational
educational institutions
institutions
.........930
to
Superintendent of,
Coast
Geodetic Survey, Superintendent
Coast and Geodetic
rank, pay, etc., to be relative to captain in
in
825
the Navy
Navy.........................
the
825
etc...............
appointment, term, etc
929
Director...............
title changed to Director
Coast
Army,
Artillery, Army,
Coast Artillery,
appropriation for
commercial telephone
for commercial
appropriation
108
service
service at posts ..................
Coast
Army, Chief of,
Artillery, Army,
Coast Artillery,
appropriation for
School. 106,951
for Coast Artillery School.
appropriation
for expenses
.. 608, 1348
under..
fortifications under
of fortifications
expenses of
for
control installations, insular posfor fire control
....--- 611,1351
sessions
611, 1351
.
sessions .............
Coast Artillery
Corps, Army,
Army,
Artillery Corps
Coast
officers
composing
770
officers and enlisted men composing......
Mine
warrant officers
officers
Service warrant
Planters Service
Mine Planters
included
770
included..............-.....--.--.
Coast
Fort Monroe, Va.,
Artillery School, Fort
Coast Artillery
appropriations
incidental expenses...
expenses... 106,951
for incidental
appropriations for
for
etc
106,951
material, apparatus, etc..........
for material,
for
engineering and mine defense
defense mafor engineering
...............
terial..........
terial
107,951
Coast
of Chief
of, War DeChief of,
Office of
Artillery, Office
Coast Artillery,
partment,
partment,
appropriation for clerks, etc........
etc
660, 1279
1279
appropriation
details
of warrant
enlisted
warrant officers or enlisted
details of
men
1279
authorized ........--......- 1279
in, authorized
men in
Coast Artillery
Artillery War
kat- Instruction,
Instruction, Army,
Army,
Coast
appropriation for
608,1348
maintenance ........
for maintenance
appropriation
613
balances
appropriations for, covered
covered in.
613
balances of appropriations
Coast Defenses,
·.
Defenses, etc.,
Coast
608
appropriation
appropriation for sites for . ................
600
for sites
possessions
for, insular possessions.........
sites for,
for
balances covered
covered in, of appropriations
appropriations for
balances
613
sites for...........................
for
613
sites
Cutters,
Guard Cutters,
Coast
Coast Guard
appropriation
construction of five.....
five
150
appropriation for construction
171, 880, 1373
for
etc
for repairs, etc................
deficiency
appropriation for repairs.. 506,1163
deficiency appropriation
Coast
Treasury Department,
Department,
Guard, Treaury
Coast Guard,
appropriation
for chiefs
assistdivision, aistof division,
chiefs of
appropriation for
650.1271
trl_ 1 offietf
lorira _etc.,
n.n clerks,
ants,
office
of_.......
650,1271
_ - - _ __

- t
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Coast Guard,
Department-Contd. Page.
Treasury Department-Contd.
Guard, Treasury
Coast
appropriation
men
enlisted men
details of enlisted
for; details
appropriation for;
650
650
for office duty forbidden ...........
" Redraftsmen, etc.,
etc., may be paid from "
draftsmen,
pairs to Coast Guard
Guard Cutters"...
650,1271
Cutters"... 650,1271
allowances, officers, cadets,
for pay and allowances,
enlisted men, etc
1372
879,1372
etc.......... 171, 879,
enlisted
commissioned officers, titles changed
changed
879
commissioned
for rations,
171, 879, 1372
171,
..............
rations, etc .
for
for clerks
clerks to district
district superintendents.....
superintendents
171,
879, 1372
1372
for fuel,
fuel, ship's
ship's stores,
etc. ....... 171,879,1372
171, 879, 1372
stores, etc
for
for repairs of buildings,
leases, etc 171,879,1372
171, 879, 1372
buildings,leases,etc.
forrepairsof
171,1372
allowances, etc ............ 171,
1372
for death allowances,
879,1372
for traveling expenses ........... 171,
171, 879,
1372
fortravelingexpenses
for draft animals; telephone
telephone lines; special
services.................
171, 879, 1372
1372
services
171,
field......
civilian employees
employees in the field
......
171,
for civilian
880,
1372
880,1372
880,1372
contingent expenses ........ 171, 880,
1372
for contingent
for repairs
repairs to cutters ............ 171, 880, 1373
etc., of, vessels in naval servfor repairs, etc.,
149
ice .............................
cutters
150
for constructing five cutters............
63,65,344,347
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for... 61, 63,
65, 344, 347
deficiency
Service ..
................63,344
for Life-Saving Service
office employees
employees.......... 506
additional office
for additional
for
officers, cadets, enlisted
for pay, etc., officers,
506,1023,
men, etc.................
etc
506,
1023, 1162
men,
for rations, etc ......................
506
for
506, 1162
etc........................ 506,1162
fuel, etc
for fuel,
for ship stores, etc ...................
506
expenses............. 506,1163
for traveling expenses

506
for
506
animals......................
draft animals
for draft
for
506
for civilian field employees ..............
606,
expenses ..............
506,
contingent expenses
for contingent
1023, 1038, 1041, 1163, 1184, 1190
522, 1023,1038,1041,1163,1184,1190
506,1163
for repairs to cutters ..............
1162
for fuel, etc .............-.....---1162
for death
allowances
death allowances..................
for
allowance of
commutation of quarters to
of commutation
allowance
families
officers until June 30,
families of officers
1922 .........
602
....................
1922
allowances for
death in service of officers
for death
allowances
825
and enlisted men .................
825
825
beneficiaries
to be
be designated
825
designated.........
beneficiaries to
825
payment
directed .....................
payment directed.
506
commutation
established..
rations, rate established
commutation of rations,
cooperation
Bureau,
cooperation of, with Lighthouse Bureau
buoys in harbors of New York and
for buoys
880,1373
Hampton Roads .............
880, 1373
Hampton
designated
administer
authorized to administer
officers authorized
designated officers
.
oaths
880
oaths..........................-provisions for deck courts
courts ...............
880
enlisted
serving in the war to have
enlisted men serving
mileage
honorably disallowance if honorably
mileage allowance
charged
before enlistment
enlistment has excharged before
pired
139
..... ....- ...............
pired.
139
sea travel
travel allowance,
etc..............
allowance, etc
sea
enlisted
enlisted men who enlisted for four years
since February
February 3, 1917,
1917, may have
since
period
construed as for the war,
period construed
discharged; condihonorably discharged;
be honorably
and be
139
.
tions.....................----Marine Corps
reenlisting in Navy or Marine
if reenlisting
for
four years,
to
years, in four months, to
for four
139
have
gratuity pay ................
have gratuity
during the war, may extend periods
or during
accepting discharge;
discharge; rights,
instead of accepting
pay,
etc
139
.. ......- - 139
pay, etc.....
140
gratuity allowance
allowance as for reenlistment&
140
reenlitments.
gratuity
expenses of, while cooperating with
with Navy
Navy
expenses
150
to be
be paid
naval appropriationsappropriations_
150
paid from naval
to
transfer
150
transfer of appropriations ...............
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Coast
Department-Contd. Page.
Treasury Department—Contd.
Guard, Treasury
Coast Guard,
families
of commissioned
etc.,,
officers, etc
commissioned officers,
families of
allowed
change
upon change
transportation upon
allowed transportation
of
604
station ..............
permanent station
of permanent
leave
of absence
absence permitted
officers of,
of, for
permitted officers
leave of
temporary
Veneby Veneemployment by
temporary employment
zuela ..........................
452
zuela
longevity
of officers based on total
pay of
longevity pay
604
service
in all services ............
service in
officers,
etc., may
quartermaster
purchase quartermaster
may purchase
officers, etc.,
506
supplies from
etc.....
Navy, etc
Army, Navy,
from Army,
supplies
officers
of, serving
serving with Navy during
officers of,
World War,
eligible to appointWar, eligible
World
ment
Navy
835
in Navy....................
ment in
commander......
not above
above lieutenant
835
lieutenant commander
not
longevity
service in Coast
for service
credit for
longevity credit
835
Guard
Revenue Cutter
Cutter Service.
Service.
and Revenue
Guard and
personnel to
to receive
receive pay,
etc., of
of correpay, etc.,
personnel
sponding
grades in Navy
603
Navy..........603
sponding grades
warrant officers in
grades and ratings of warrant
the Navy
Navy..-..........--..---. . 603
the
pay of
of surfmen
603
surfmen ......................
pay
ratings,
pay, etc., of district superinratings, pay,
tendents
603
tendents-...................----readjustment of
to
of pay, etc., of, personnel to
readjustment
be investiated,
investigated, etc.,
etc., by
by special
be
604
joint committee
committee of Congress .......
joint
in
station authorized
authorized on Lake Superior in
station
588
Minn.........-.....
Cook
Cook County, Minn
Coast Pilot,
Coast
Pilot,
appropriation
for compiling
215, 928,1418
compiling .......
appropriation for
Coasters Harbor
Island, R.
HarborIsland,
R. I.,
Coasters
appropriation
naval training
training station,
for naval
appropriation for
136, 816
maintenance
..........
maintenance .
for Naval
Naval War
War College, maintenance..
maintenance
137, 818
for
Coastwise Trade,
Trade,
Coastwise
admission to,
to, of
of foreign built, etc., vessels
admission
purchased,
urchased, etc., from Shipping
Board
owned by American
American citiif owned
oard if
.------ 994
zens.
zens .-...........-------allowed
former Army
Army transports if owned
allowed former
by citizens
961
citizens .....................
by
laws relating
relating to,
to, extended
extended to island Terrilaws
tories and
February 1,
possessions February
and possessions
tories
1922 ..................
997
1922
adequate
adequate steamship service there, to be
997
provided .....................
997
period
extended until time of........
of
997
period extended
regulations
regulations of, in Philippine Islands by
laws thereof;
condition..............
997
thereof; condition
laws
application
hereof to
Philippines deto the Philippines
application hereof
ferred
established.. 997
ferred until service established..
repeal
of provisions
provisions admitting foreign
repeal of
997
built, etc.,
etc., vessels
to
vessels to..............
built,
997
if now
now owned
etc., excepted.
excepted
owned by citizens, etc.,
if
permits for
Hawaiian travel in foreign
for Hawaiian
permits
ships,
until February
February 1,
1, 1922
997
allowed until
ships, allowed
merchandise transported
in, by other than
transported in,
merchandise
999
forfeited.........
American
American vessels, forfeited
999
exceptions
exceptions ..........................
citizenship controlling
controlling interest
interest of seventycitizenship
five per
corporations opercent of corporations
per cent
five
1008
ating vessels
required ..........
in, required
vessels in,
ating
and,
Inland and,
Coastwise
Coastwise Waterways, Inland
appropriation for
for operating
transportation
operating transportation
appropriation
1392
facilities by War Department
Department on. 906,
906,1392
facilities
deficiency
appropriation for operating
deficiency appropriation
transportation facilities
facilities by War Detransportation
102(
................ 1026
partment on
on ....
partment
boats
and other Government owned transboats and
portation
portation facilities on, transferred
transferred to
45N
operation, etc..
llecretary
etc
458
tary of War for operaticon,
Leau,etc.
Coca Leave*,
expenss restricting sale,
appropriation
ion for expenses
approp
..--------.
..------ -.-tc
etc....
.— .... 654
654, 1274
...................

--
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Coca
Pare.
rage.
Leaves, etc.—Continued.
etc.-Continued.
~oca Leaves,
deficiency
appropriation for
reexpenses refor expenses
deficiency appropriation
1161
etc..........-......
stricting sale, etc
Forest, Colo.,
Cochetopa
National Forest,
'ochetopaNational
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of..... 249,
appropriation for
707, 1327
Coconino
National Forest,
Ara.,
Forest, Amz.,
Coconino National
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of... 249,
etc., of
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
707,
707, 1327
1327
Codification
Public Laws,
of Public
Codification of
printing
of bills,
etc. 'relating
relating to, by House
House
bills, etc.,
printing of
Committee on
of the
Laws,
the Laws,
Revision of
on Revision
Committee
370
authorized ......................
authorized
Coeur
d' Alene Agency,
Idaho,
Agency, Idaho,
Coeur d'Alene
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation for
at
31, 434, 1248
at..........................
Coeur
Idaho,
Indians, Idaho,
d'Alene Indians,
Coeur d'Alene
appropriation for
fulfilling treaty with.....
with
13,
for fulfilling
appropriation
418, 1234
418,1234
Coeur
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
National Forest,
d'Alene National
Coeur d'Alene
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of.... 249,
etc., of
appropriation for
707,
1327
707,1327
marking
in Wallace, of
etc., in
graves, etc.,
marking graves,
in
employees who lost their lives in
employees
fighting fires on....................
on
707
fighting
Cohoes, N. Y.,
building........
appropriation
164
for public building
appropriation for
may
State., etc., in bridging
with State.,
join with
may join
1108
Hudson
Troy
to Troy.............
River to
Hudson River
Coins,
Coins,
173,
appropriation
recoinage of gold ........
for recoinage
appropriation for
882, 1375
882,1375
173,882,1375
for
recoinage of minor .........
173,
882, 1375
for recoinage
silver
50-cent pieces to be coined to comsilver 50-cent
memorate centennial
admission
centennial of admission
memorate
595
Alabama
of State of Alabama...............
595
State of Maine
Maine ...................of State
1363
of State
State of
of Missouri
Missouri ..............-..
of
597
tercentenary
Pilgrims
tercentenary of landing of the Pilgrims..
Coke,
C.,
D. C.,
Coke, D.
1219
provisions
of. .............
regulating sales of
provisions regulating
Cold
Plant, Chicago,
Chicago, III.,
.111., Army,
Storage Plant,
Cold Storage
exchange
exchange of, for warehouse, etc., adjoining
general supply
supply depot..............
depot
130
general
appropriation
conveyancing costs ..
130
for conveyancing
appropriation for
proceeds
deposited in the Treasbe deposited
of, to be
proceeds of,
ury
130
ury .............................
PostalService,
Mail, Postal
Delivery Mail,
Collect on Delivery
forlost...
appropriation for indemnity for
lost. .. 581,1154
appropriation
authorized. - 581
payment by
postmasters, authorized
by postmasters,
payment
appropriation for indemnity
deficiency
indemnity for
for
deficiency appropriation
514
54, 336,
lost
54,
336, 514
lost..........................
Customs,
Collectors of Customs,
Collectors
.
records
mortgages, etc.,
etc., of vessels
vessels
records of sales, mortgages,
.................---. 1000
to be
be kept by .
to
Collectors of Internal
Collectors
Internal Revenue,
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses of,
appropriation
....
....
deputies,
653,1274
etc.
deputies, etc
appropriation for salaries and
deficiency appropriation
1038,1183,1189
expenses
1038,
1183, 1189
expenses .................
Coltertor's
Oirsce, D. C.,
Collector'sOjfice,
appropriation
for salaries
70,
839, 1110
1110
70,839,
salaries ...........
appropriation for
Colleges,
Colleges, etc.,
appropriation for
quartermaster supplies,
for quartermaster
appropriation
etc.,
etc., to military, other than with
units
of Reserve
Reserve Officers
Training
Officers Training
units of
121,967
Corps... ..-....................
Corps
128,974
ordnance supplies to ...........128,974
for ordnance
industrial alcohol for, may be withdrawn
industrial
withdrawn
free
321
tax....--...------------.......---of tax
free of

permits etc., required -------------

etc., required
etc., to,
to, other
other than
than
military
etc.,
equipment,
military equipment,
with umtaof
units of Reserve
Reserve Officers' Train.............
.in
ing Corp
CorPs .....-------pay. etc.
conditions, details from Army:
Army; pay,
etc.
W

.....

321

321

780
780
780
780
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provisionsfoy
establishing Reserve Officers"
provisions for establishing
in.............
Training Corps
Corps units in
Training
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Collisions,
Collisions,
damages
damages from, with vessels on river and
harbor
harbor work with to be adjusted by
Chief
1015
Engineers.......-of Engineers
Chief of
claims
exceeding $500
to be reported to
$500 to
claims exceeding
1015
Congress .......................1015
Congress
Colombia,
Colombia,
appropriation for
to
739, 1206
minister to...........
for minister
appropriation
Colon,
Panama,
Colon, Panama,
appropriation
operating, etc.,
etc., public
for operating,
appropriation for
works,
from receipts
therefrom..... 232,
receipts therefrom
works, from
945,
1433
945, 1433
Colorado,
Colorado,
appropriation for
for surveyor
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
appropriation
etc
673,
1292
673,1292
-etc.......................
Colorado
Labor
19.14,
1914,
Strike,
Labor
Colorado
etc.,,
appropriation for
paying for firearms,
firearms, etc
for paying
appropriation
295
taken
from civilians during .........
taken from
296
settlement of
of accounts,
accounts, etc
etc........
settlement
deficiency
appropriation for paying claims
deficiency appropriation
1185,1190
etc......... 1185,
for
1190
loss of firearms, etc
for loss
Colorado National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Colorado
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
of.... 249,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
707,
1327
707,1327
exchange of
John Zimmerman,
with John
lands with
of lands
exchange
757
to
to...-.................be added to
to be
lands in,
in, granted
granted to Boulder, Colo., for
lands
288
water supply
supply ...................water
Colorado River,
Colorado
appropriation
investigating, etc., need
for investigating,
appropriation for
for
bridge over,
Ferry, Ariz.
Ariz. 1233
over, at Lees Ferry,
for bridge
diverting
Laguna Dam, for exat Laguna
of, at
waters of,
diverting waters
tending irrigation of
of Imperial
Imperial County,
tendingirrigation
601
Calif.,
to be
be examined,
etc........
examined, etc
Calif., to
Colorado
Colorado River Agency, Ariz.,
appropriation for
for support,
etc., of Indians
support, etc.,
appropriation
at
31, 433, 1247
at ......................----------------- 31,433,
Colorado
River
Indian
Reservation,
Ant.,
Arz.,
Reservation,
Indian
Colorado River
appropriation
etc., for irrigacanals, etc.,
for canals,
appropriation for
tion
10,
415, 1432
10, 415,1432
tion.......................
for
additional lands; repayirrigating additional
for irrigating
10
ment
10
ment ...........................
66
deficiency
irrigation.. 62, 64, 66
for irrigation-.
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Colorants,
Colorants,
appropriation
standards of,
developing standards
for developing
appropriation for
etc., for
industrial use.
use..... ... 682, 1301
for industrial
etc.,
for
raw materials
materials for....
for.... 254, 712, 1331
utilizing raw
for utilizing
cooperative experiments,
experiments, etc.. 254, 712, 1331
cooperative
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for developing
deficiency
standards
1045
of.............. 349, 1040, 1045
standards of
Colored
and Children,
Children, D.
National
D. C., National
Women and
Colored Women
Home
for,
Homefor,
appropriation
care of
of children
children in. 97, 867, 1138
1138
for care
appropriation for
OrganizaColors,
etc., of
Demobilized Army
Army Organizaof Demobilized
Colors, etc.,
tions,
tions,
143E
disposal
of all,
all, directed
directed .................. 1438
disposal of
used
by State
State National
National Guard brought
brought
used by
into
that State,
State, on
reon reto that
service, to
into service,
143
quest
.....-- - 1439
governor......-..-of governor
quest of
others, to
to State
State furnishing
furnishing majority
majority to
others,
43
organization.
1439
organization .................--...
if not
identified with
with any State to Quarnot identified
if
termaster
national use..
use._ 143.
1439
for national
General for
termaster General
143
title
to remain
remain with
with the
Government -.
1439
the Government.
title to
provisions
to be
care, preserva- .
for care,
made for
be made
provisions to
43
tion, etc
etc .......--.------------1439
tion,
previous
disposition of, ratified
ratified and con- 143
previous disposition
13
................
firmed
1439
urmea..-................-.-.---...
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Columbia
for Women, D.
Page.
Page.
D. C.,
Hospitalfor
Columbia Hospital
appropriation
appropriation for care of indigent patients
95, 866, 1
13
1377
8
95,866,1137
..................
tients
...... 1378
for
etc. ................
for repairs, etc.
deficiency
appropriation for repairs and
deficiency appropriation
improvements ........... 177, 348, 328, 886
improvements
Deaf, D. C..
Columbia
Institution for
C.,
for the Deaf,
Columbia Institution
instruction..
appropriation for
86,
for expenses of instruction..
appropriation
856, 1127
856,1127
for
maintenance ................ 206,
206,920,
920, 1409
for maintenance
for
repairs, etc .................. 206, 920, 1409
for repairs,
deficiency
appropriation for
51,
expenses.....
for expenses
deficiency appropriation
8
512,
73
512,1173
for repairs
335, 1030, 1101
1173
1
335,1030,1173
repairs ...................
for
........ 1018
....
for
instruction expenses
for instruction
Columbia
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
Columbia National
249,
of ...
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
249,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
707, 1327
707,1327

Blind,
Columbia
Polytechnic Institute
Institutefor the Blind,
Columbia Polytechnic
.D.
D. C.,
97,868,1139
appropriation for
to
97,
868, 1139
for aid to............
appropriation
Columbia River,
Columbia
bridge
and approaches
authorized across,
approaches authorized
bridge and
401
near Cascade
Locks, Oreg ..........
Cascade Locks,
near
Pasco to
Kennewick, Wash
Wash. ............
533
to Kennewick,
Pasco
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made,
Island,
made, Chinook to Sand Island,
Wash ...........
.........-- . 1013
Wash
right of
Oregon across
across Dalles-Celilo
to Oregon
way to
of way
right
of
1437
section of improvements of.........
time extended for bridging, near Cascade
Locks,
Oreg
1101
Locks, Oreg......................
Columbia River
River Highway,
Columbia
Oregon granted right of way for, across CoOregon
lumbia
improvements, DallesRiver improvements,
lumbia River
1437
.............
........
Celilo section
Deand DeColumbia
Submarine and
River, Oreg., Submarine
Columbia River,
stroyer
stroyer Base,
822
appropriation for development of .........
appropriation
822
Astoria.......
acceptance
acceptance of site from Astoria
Columbia, S. C.,
Columbia,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for public build........................ 1024
ing .....
Columbus,
Ga.,
Columbus, Ga.,
Chattahoochee
bridge authorized
authorized across Chattahoochee
bridge
..... 1065
.........
River by
..........
1055
River
Ohio,
Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio,
cemeappropriation for
Confederate
for care of Confederate
appropriation
tery, Cainp
Camp Chase
896, 1387
Chase........... 184, 896,
tery,
Colville Agency, Wash.,
appropriation for
etc., of Indians
for support, etc.,
appropriation
at
27, 31, 431,
1248
431, 434, 1245, 1248
27,31,
at..............
etc.,
deficiency
appropriation for support, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
1171
...---.--.Indians
1171
at ...................
Indians at.
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
Colville Indian
appropriation
irrigation project
project on.
for irrigation
appropriation for
1226
from
tribal funds ............. 3, 409, 1226
from tribal
paying installtime further
extended for paving
further extended
time
536
ments
limit
536
for ceded lands of; limit.....
ments for
advance interest
application reinterest and application
advance
536
quired ..---------....-------------- 536
quired
cancellation
etc., for nonpaycancellation of entry, etc.,
36
-----ment
536
ment.......----................-----Colville National
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
Colville
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of ....
249,
appropriation for maintenance,
707,1327
707,1327
Comanche,
Indians, Okla.,
etc., Indians,
Comanche, etc.,
appropriation
for agency
expenses, from
agency expenses,
appropriation for
1240
tribal funds
funds
424,1240
...------------ 20, 424,
tribal
20,
for
support, etc..
etc., from tribal funds ......
20,
for support,
425, 1240
Comanche, Ter.,
Tex.,
Comanche.
appropriation for
for public
building
164
public building........
appropriation
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Commerce,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, regulating
regulating interstate ...................
888, 1380
terstate
179, 888,1380
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
expenses exeexeregulating. .............
cuting laws regulating
1159
Commerce,. Foreign
Foreign and
and Domestic,
Commerce,
appropriation for
promoting and
appropriation
for promoting
and develop679,
ing ...........................
679, 1298
branch offices expenses..............
expenses
1298
branch
1298
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
promoting
deficiency
for promoting,
etc ............
524,
1040
...................
524, 1040
Commercial
Commercial Attaches,
Attaches,
appropriation
salaries and
1298
appropriation for salaries
and expenses.
expenses. 679, 1298
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for..........
for
524,1188
deficiency
524,1188
Commission
Commission for Purchase
Purchase of Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Consular Premises,
Consular
Premises,
creation and composition
1214
composition of ..............
plans, or proposals
proposals for purchase
purchase of buildconsidered by..
ings, to be considered
by.......... 1214
purchases
Governments inpurchases from foreign
foreign Governments
indebted to United
United States
States subject to
approval of .....................
1214
approval
price to be credited
credited to debt thereof
thereof..... 1214
1214
Commission
Commission of
of Fine
Fine Arts,
Arts,
appropriation
expenses
177, 886,1378
886,1378
appropriation for
for expenses.......
177,
advice of, to be obtained,
obtained, of proposed mememorials, etc., in Arlington MemoAmphitheater ................
rial Amphitheater
1440
approval of, required for monument
monument to
to
mark starting point of motor convoy
convoy
Washington
Washington to San Francisco
Francisco .......... 1062
Commission on Industrial
Commission
IndustrialRelations,
Relations,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for............
deficiency
for
1043
Commission on Postal
Postal Service Salaries,
Commission
Salaries, etc.,
Joint,
Joint,
continued until next session ...............
1053
1053
Commissioners of Conciliation,
Commissioners
Conciliation,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of ..
....... 685,1304
685,1304
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses..
517, 1179
expenses.. 517,1179
Commissioners, United States Courts,
Commissioners,
Courts,
appropriation
1413
appropriation for fees
fees............. 210, 924, 1413
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for fees.......
fees
62, 64,
52, 62,64,
347, 349, 525, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1176, 1188, 1192
1192
Commissions,
International (see
Commissions, International
(see International
International
Commissions).
Commissions).
Committee on Agriculture
Agriculture and
and Forestry,
Forestry, Senate,
chairman and two members to serve
chairman
serve on
on
Short Time Rural Credits ComCommittee
730
mittee...........................
730
Committee
Committee on Agriculture,
Agriculture, House
House of
of RepreRepresentatives,
entatives,
chairman and two members
to serve
on
chairman
members to
serve on
Short Time Rural
Credits ComRural Credits
Com730
mittee .......................
730
Committee
House
Committee on
on Banking
Banking and
and Currency,
Currency, House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
chairman and two members to serve on
Short Time Rural
Rural Credits Committee..
mittee
730
..........................
730
Committee on Banking and
Committee
and Currency,
Currency, Senate,
Senate,
chairman and two members
on
rhairsemn
members to serve on
Short Time Rural Credits
Credits Committee .............-....-......-730
730
Committee on Foreign
Foreign Affairs, House
House of RepRepresentatives
resentatives,
chairman and ranking
ranking minority
member
minority member
to serve on commission
commission on purchase
purchase
of embassy,
etc.„ premises
1214
embasy, etc.,
premises ........
1214
Comasnitee
Poreign Relations,
Committee on Foreign
Relations Senate,
Senate,
cbairmanand
minority member
member to
to
chairman and ranking
rning minarity
serve on commisuon
commlMso on purchase of
serve
of
embamsy,
etc.,preamse
embassy, etc.,
premises ...........
1214
hirm of coarunissu'n....
c
-mm
m
...........
to be chairman
.. .....1214
1214

Committee
on Indian
Indian Affairs,
House of
of RepRep- Page.
Committee on
Affairs, House
Page.
resentatives,
resentatives,
investigation of
investigation
of Indian
Indian Service by memauthorized34...............
bers of,
of, authorized
34
appropriation
34
appropriation for
for ....................
34
powers conferred,
conferred, etc
34
etc .................
34
Committee
Post Offices
Roads,
Committee on
on Post
Offices and
and Post
Post Roads,
House of Representatives,
Representatives,
chairman and four members to serve
serve on
chairman
on
583
Joint Postal Service
Service Commission._
Commission...
583
and Post
Post Roads,
Committee on
on Post
Post Offices
Offices and
Roads,
Senate,
Senate,
chairman and four members
members to
to serve on
on
Joint Postal Service Commission...
Commission
583
Printing, Joint
Joint (see also
Joint
Committee on
on Printing,
also Joint
Committee on
on Printing),
to determine
on
determine printing of enrolled bills
bills on
parchment
520
parchment or
or suitable paper
paper.......
520
Public Information
(see also
Committee on Public
Information (see
also
Public
Information, Committee
Committee on),
Public Information,
on),
closing
closing up accounts and affairs of
327
of.........
327
Pay, etc.,
Army,
Committee on Readjusting
Readjusting Pay,
etc., of
of Army,
Navy, etc.,
etc., Joint
Joint Special,
Navy,
Special,
appointment of five
Senators and five
appointment
five Senators
five
Members as .................
804
...
604
report of investigation
investigation and
and recommendarecommendation
604
tion
-........................... 604
Committee on
on Revision of the Laws, House of
Committee
of
Representatives,
Representatives,
printing of bills, etc., authorized
authorized for use of
of.. 370
Committees, Joint
Joint (see under
under Joint
Joint CommitCommittees).
tees).
Commodities,
Commodities,
foreign
foreign financial
financial corporations
corporations prohibited
prohibited
dealing
specified.....
381
dealing in other
other than specified
etc., of...................
fixing prices,
pnces, etc.,
of
381
Common Carriers
Carriers (see also
also Transportation
Transportation
Act, 1900),
1900),
provisions relinquishing
control of
of
provisions
relinquishing Federal
Federal control
railroad............................
railroad
457
457
regulations as to transporting
liquors by...
b
312
regulations
transporting liquors
312
Common Carriers
Carriers by
by Water (see also Merchant
Merchant
Marine Act),
restrictions on transportation
restrictions
transportation with
with foreign
foreign
countries, etc.,
etc., by .................
996
Common Carriers,
Common
Carriers, Railroad
Railroad (see also
also Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission),
Commission),
appropriation
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing uniform
uniform system
of accounts by
179, 889, 1380
by............. 179,889,1380
for
safety appliances..
appliances..
179,
for compelling
compelling use
use of safety
179,

889,1380

for securing reports of accidents, etc....
etc...8.
4
.
39 '
138
:,
179,

889, 1380

for investigating
investigating block
trai8ti
8% 1380
block signal and
and train
control systems, etc.
1380
etc.......... 179, 889, 1380
ascertaining physical
for ascertaining
physical valuation
valuation of
property of ........... 179,
179,889,
for property
889, 1103, 1381
for securing information of stocks,
bonds, etc............
etc.
179, 889, 1103,1381
for compelling use of safe
7oc
9, omt
88 t1iN1-141381
safe 11
locomotive
e
boilers by .................
",889 '1381
179,889,1381
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ascertaining
ascertaining
physical valuation
valuation of property
property of,
etc ..............................
504
504
prohibition
against officers
prohibition against
officers, etc.,
etc., having
having
interest
purchases thereof, deinterest in
in purchase;
ferred
ferred to January 1, 1921...........
1921
499
effective to corporations
corporations organized
effective
organized since
January 12,
January
12, 1918 ...............
490
499
Communaiation Conference,
Confrence, International,
Communication
International,
Washington,
authorized to be convened
convened at Washington,
D.C
D. C........................
..
3
67
67
367
appropriation
expenses.
appropriation for expense.............
7
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Community Center
Center Department,
Department, D.
Page.
D. C.,
Community
appropriation
for expenses, public school
appropriation for
buildings
1126
buildings ........................
day
employees may be employed
day school employees
by
by................................ 1126
wholly
revenues ....... 1126
wholly from District revenues
1126
amount for
limited
for salaries limited...........
amount
Community Forums,
Forums, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Community
appropriation for
for expenses,
school
expenses, public school
appropriation
85,855,1126
buildings ..................
85,
855, 1126
allowance for secretaries,
secretaries, teachers, etc.,
allowance
from
appropriation for, 1920, infrom appropriation
328
creased
creased ..........................
Commutation
Quarters, Army,
of Quarters,
Commutation of
appropriation for field clerks, etc
111,955
955
etc....... 111,
appropriation
112, 956
................
for officers,
officers, etc
etc...
Commutation of Quarters,
Quarters, etc.,
Commutation
allowance
officers on field duty,
allowance to Army officers
extended to June 30, 1922..........
1922
602
extended
applicable
Marine
applicable to officers of Navy, Marine
Public
Corps,
Guard, and Public
Corps, Coast Guard,
Health Service
602
Service ..................
Health
thereto........
602
enlisted men entitled thereto
Commutation
Rations,
Commutation of Rations,
one
noncomone additional ration or, allowed noncommissioned officers of Army, and Mamissioned
602
Corps......................
rine Corps
determined by the President;
to be determined
value to
present basis .....................
602
present
604
effective until June 30, 1922...........
1922
effective
VolunCommutation of
Civil War Volunof Rations, Civil
Commutation
teers,
teers,
193,906,1396
appropriation for payment
payment of......
of
193, 906, 1396
appropriation
Compensation, War Risk, Military
Naval,
and Naval,
Military and
Compensation,
appropriation for payment,
expenses, etc..
etc..
173,
payment, expenses,
appropriation
88L
1374
881,1374
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for payment of,
deficiency
etc .......
378,508
.................
etc
receiving
allowance
attendant to persons receiving
allowance of attendant
disability,
disability, for loss of both eyes,

...... 275
limbs,
etc ..................
limbs, etc
FederalConCompensation
Carriers during
during Federal
Compensation to Carriers
trol
Transportation Act,
trol (see also Transportation
1920),
459
to
provisions relating to..................
Currency,
Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency,
appropriation
for, deputies,
etc.. 649, 1270
deputies, clerks, etc
appropriation for,
expenses, superintendent,
superintendent, etc., Fedfor expenses,
eral
reserve and national cureral reserve
rency
650,
1270
650,1270
..................
rency ...
for special examinations
examinations ............. 650, 1271
deficiency appropriation for money coundeficiency
...- - 330
currency .....
ters, national currency
Comptroller of the Treasury,
Comptroller
appropriation for, assistant, attorneys, law
appropriation
647, 1268
clerks, etc ...................
clerks,
for
temporary employees;
employees; pay restricfor temporary
tion
647, 1268
........
tion ..............-designation
countersign
designation of persons by, to countersign
647
warrants, authorized
authorized .............
warrants,
Computing
Computing Machines,
surplus,
be issued
Supply
from stock of Supply
issued from
may be
surplus, may
Committee
etc., at
to departments, etc.,
Committee to
645
current
............
prices
exchange prices
current exchange
transferred to Supply Committee
Committee as surplus,
transferred
if unfit for
for use may be issued to
if
other
establishment at exchange
other establishment
1265
prices, etc
etc1265
........................
prices,
Conciliation
Disputes,
Labor Disputes,
Conciliationof Labor
appropriation
expenses of commisfor expenses
appropriation for
685 1304
sioners of,
of, etc
etc.................. 685.
sioners
deficiency
appropriation for expenses of
deficiency appropriation
1179,1188
of.
commissioners
of, etc .........
1179,
1188
commissioners
--
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Conciliation of Railway Employees'
Employed Differ- Page.
Page.
Conciliation
ences
Mediation and
ences (see Board of Mediation
Conciliation).
Condemnation
Land, D. C.,
Condemnationof Land,
to
special list for commissioners or jurors to
565
commissioners..
be prepared by jury commissioners..
565
..............
drawings, etc ....
drawings,
citation to owners; selection
selection of commiscitation
565
etc............
to appraise, etc
sioner to
appointed if appraisal by comjury to be appointed
missioners unsatisfactory;
unsatisfactory; meeting,
missioners
566
etc .............................
C.,,
Condemnation of Landfor
Land for Streets, etc., D. C
Condemnation
marshal's jury to be drawn by jury comcommission, to assess damages
damages and
mission,
.............
benefits ........
566
benefits
vacation of verdict
appointment of
verdict and appointment
vacation
etc...... 566
new jury if award unjust, etc
new
Conduit Road,
Road, D. C.,
Conduit
etc....... 100,
appropriation
100,
maintenance, etc
appropriation for maintenance,
871, 1141
Confederate
Mound,
Oakwood Cemetery,
Confederate
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago,
appropriation
appropriation for care, etc ......... .. 184, 896, 1387
Confederate Soldiers
Soldiers and
and Sailors,
Sailors,
Confederate
appropriation
for headstones
unmarked
headstones for unmarked
appropriation for
cemeteries.... 183,
of, in national cemeteries....
graves of,
896,1387
Confederate
Sandusky Bay,
Cemetery, Sandusky
Stockade Cemetery,
ConfederateStockade
Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation
184, 896, 1387
184,896,
care, etc .........
appropriation for care,
Confederate
Veterans, etc., D. C.,
Confederate Veterans,
appropriation for aid to
97, 868,1139
to...........- 97,868,1139
appropriation
Confederate Veterans, United,
Confederate
Army tents may be loaned to
272
to..........-.
Army
convention,
loan of Army tents, etc., for, convention,
............
Ga
290
Atlanta, Ga.........
Johnston
for
reunion of Albert Sidney Johnston
for reunion
1061
Camp,
Fort Worth, Tex.........
Tex
at Fort
Camp, at
22
for, convention,
convention, Dawson, Ga...........
Ga.
for,
Conference
Conference Minority, House of Representatives,
appropriation
for clerks,
636, 1257
clerks, etc ...........
appropriation for
Congress,
Congress,
appropriation
printing and
and binding
binding for 228,
228,
for printing
appropriation for
941, 1429
medal of
of honor
Verdun,
to be presented to Verdun,
honor to
medal
France, in the name of, in appreFrance,
977
defenders..
ciation of the valor of its defenders..
977
ciation
tendered to General
General John
John J.
thanks of, tendered
Pershing
American ExpediPershing and American
............291
.Forces
tionary Forces.............
Congress against
against Alcoholism, Sixteenth InterInterCongress
national,
national,
appropriation
for expense
expenses of delegates
delegates to
1217
to.. 1217
appropriation for
Congreu, International
Farm,
InteraionalFarm,
Congress,
foreign
invited to
to send
send delegates
delegates to.
271
nations invited
foreign nations
Congressional Directory,
Directory,
Congressional
634,1254
appropriation
634, 1254
compiling ...........
for compiling
appropriation for
Congressional Employees,
Congressional
salaries
for December,
December, 1919,
on
1919, to be paid on
salaries for
day
of adjournment
holiday recess
368
adjournment for holiday
day of
.......-.369
December
December 20 ...............
for December,
1920, to be paid December
December
December, 1920,
for
1081
20
20.........-...-..............---session, to
June 5, 1920, salaries for
be paid June
to be
session,
1063
the
June
1063
month of June.........-----the month
Congressional
Legislation,
CongressionalLegislation,
influencing,
attempting to influence,
influence,
or attempting
influencing, or
from
money appropriations,
etc ,
appropriations, etc.,
from money
68
68
forbidden
forbidden................----.......-68
68
excepted..communications
communications on request excepted
68
68
violating. ...........
official violating
removal of official
68
...- 68
punishment
for..................-punishment for
Congressional
Library(see Library of Congress).
CongressionalLibrary
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Congressional Record,
Page.
Record,
Congressional
appropriation
debates, House
for reporting debates,
appropriation for
of Representatives..............
Representatives
637,
1257
637,1257
of
for reporting
reporting debates,
Senate
633,
1254
633,1254
debates, Senate........
for
for printing
printing and
and binding........
binding
228,
941,1429
228, 941,1429
for
for
preparing semimonthly
session
and session
semimonthly and
for preparing
indexes
to
1431
indexes to........................
deficiency
for additional
additional
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
pay,
debates, House
House of
reporting debates,
pay, reporting
Representatives ...................
59
Representatives
for
reporting debates,
debates,
pay for reporting
for additional
additional pay
Senate ..........................
342
for
extra services,
services, reporting
debates,
reporting debates,
for extra
57
Senate ..........................
for
reporting deexpenses reporting
additional expenses
for additional
bates,
1035,1180
Senate................. 1035,1180
bates, Senate
Conneaut, Ohio,
Ohio,
Conneaut,
deficiency appropriation
for light and fog
appropriation for
deficiency
339
339
signal station ....................
1178
1178
for
navigation .................
for aids to navigation
Connecticut Avenue
Avenue NW.,
C.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
Connecticut
appropriation
Pierce Mill
Mill
grading, Pierce
for grading,
appropriation for
844
Road to Chapel
Road
844
Chapel Road..............
Road
for
to
Road to
Chapel Road
side of, Chapel
east side
paving east
for paving
845
Chase Circle................
Circle
Chevy Chase
Connecticut Judicial
JudicialDistrict,
District,
Connecticut
constitution
1146
constitution of .......................
terms
1146
terms of court, Hartford ................
1146
New Haven ......................
Norwalk
1146
Norwalk........................
rooms
at Norwalk
1146
Norwalk...................
rooms at
Connecticut River,
River,
Connecticut
bridge
across, Holyoke
Holyoke to
to
authorized across,
bridge authorized
391
391
Chicopee, Mass
Mass....................
360
Windsor
Locks to
Conn
360
Windsor, Conn..
to East
East Windsor
Windsor Locks
time
extended for bridging, Springfield to
time extended
West
529
Mass..............
Springfield, Mass
West Springfield,
Connecticut River
River Railroad
Railroad Company,
Connecticut
may bridge
bridge Connecticut
Holyoke
River, Holyoke
Connecticut River,
may
391
to Chicopee,
Chicopee, Mass ................
Conservation of
of Minerals,
etc.,
Minerals, Ores,
Ores, etc.,
Conservation
unexpended balance
balance of
for,
of appropriation
appropriation for,
unexpended
51
Treasury...........
covered into the Treasury
Conservation of
Waters, etc.,
etc.,
of Navigable
Navigable Waters,
Conservation
appropriation for
of national
national
maintenance of
for maintenance
appropriation
forests
acquired for ..........
251,
709, 1320
251,709,
forests acquired
for employment
employment of agents, etc.,
etc., from
for
Conservation
711, 1330
1330
fund......... 252, 711,
Conservation fund
for
cooperation with States
in fighting
States in
for cooperation
forest
etc
268, 728, 1344
268,728,1344
forest fires, etc.............
for
additional lands
lands...... 270, 1345
acquiring additional
for acquiring
Consolidation
Railroad Properties
Properties,
of Railroad
Consolidattonof
plans
Interstate Comadopted by Interstate
be adopted
plans to be
481
for
merce Commission for..............
481
relating to
to. ..................
provisions relating
Constantinople,
Constantinople, Turkey,
appropriation for steam launch for embassy
embassy
appropriation
at
742,1208
742,1208
at.. ........................
expenses
. 749, 1216
for prison expenses.............
Constants, etc., International
Constants,
International Commission
Commission on
Table
Tables of,
745, 1211
appropriation
contribution.. 745,1211
appropriation for annual contribution
Constitution of
of te
the United
United States,
States,
Constitution
Amendment to the, proposed
Amendment
proposed to the States,
prohibiting denial of right to vote
prohibiting
account of sex
on account
sex.................
362
United States,
Constitution of
o
f the United
Stan, Eighteenth
Amendment qo
oft
provimion for enkcing
prohibition of inprovisions
enforcing prohibition
toxicating liquors
under.
307
liqusa under.............
307
Oinatruction
- on, Army,
Diiion,
Consr tion Diviss
a!gmisatimot,
continued to June 39,
Org ai
P o, , contiued
0, 1920.
1992.
129

Construction
Page.
Plants, Navy,
ConstructionPlants,
appropriation for
for repairs
repairs and improvements
improvements
appropriation
yards149,827
149,827
................
at specified yards
Construction
Materials, Army,
Army,
Construction Work and
and Materials,
contracts for,
incurred obligations under contracts
prior to approval of Army appropriation
278
Act, to be paid ............
priation Act,
Construction Work,
Work, Army,
Construction
Army,
restriction
contracts for, on costrestriction on letting contracts
pl us plans ...........
................ 456
plus
Consular
Assistants,
ConsularAssistants,
appropriation for
from
bringing home from
for bringing
appropriation
abroad, remains of
743,
1209
743,1209
...........
abroad,
salaries .......................
748, 1215
748,1215
for salaries
for post allowances to meet living costs 749,
1215
749,1215
forpostallowancestomeetlivingcosts.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries...
salaries
524, 1187
524,1187
deficiency
Consular Courts,
Courts,
Consular
commissioner, United States
States court for
commissioner,
746
Shanghai..
China, made judge of, at Shanghai..
Consular Inspectors,
Inspectors,
Consular
appropriation
for salaries
salaries ............
748,1215
748,1215
appropriation for
for expenses.............
expenses
748, 1215
748,1215
........
for
deficiency
for expenses....
expense&... 1191
1191
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Consular Officers,
Consular
appropriation
instruction and transit
appropriation for instruction
740,1206
pay............................
Pay
740, 1206
posts.. 742,1208
for transportation
transportation to and from posts
abroad__ 743,1209
paying heirs of, dying abroad....
for paying
bringing home from abroad, remains
remains
for bringing
743, 1209
of
1209
of..............................
for salaries ..........................
748,
1215
748,1215
forsalaries
for
post allowances to meet living costs 749,1215
749,1215
forpostallowancestomeetlivingcoets.
deficiency
appropriation for transportation
transportation
deficiency appropriation
to and from posts...............
posts
346,
523, 1021, 1022, 1160, 1186, 1191
348, 523,1021,1022,1160,1186,1191
346,
.....................
allowances ....
for post allowances
1022, 1043, 1187, 1191
524, 1022,1043,1187,1191
abroad, remains
for bringing home from abroad,
of
1043, 1160, 1187
1021,1043,1160,1187
of................... 1021,
instruction and transit pay......pay
1042
1042
for instruction
health to be issued
issued by, to vessels
bills of health
leaving port for United States or its
1149
possessions .....................
possessions
1149
etc., fee to be charged
charged.......... 1149
duties, etc.,
Consular Prisons,
Consular
Prisons
749,1216
appropriation
etc.... 749,
1216
maintenance, etc....
ior maintenance,
appropriation for
Consular Service (see also Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Consular
Consular Service),
Service),
Consular
1263
appropriation
the...... 643, 1263
appropriation for Director of the
for salaries
salaries .......................
748,1215
for
deficiency
appropriation for salaries
-..7.
486
2
1
,
2
66,
15
62,66,
......
salaries .
deficiency appropriation
346,
524, 1022, 1042, 1045, 1160, 1187, 1191
346,524,1022,1042,1045,1160,1187,1191
Consulates,
Consulates,
749,
1215
749,1215
hire. ........
appropriation
appropriation for clerk hire
for interpreters
at
749,1216
interpreters and guards at.......
for
for contingent
11221166
749,1216
expenses.......... 77449%,
contingent expenses
for
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for contingent
contingent
expenses ............
43, 62, 66, 346,349,
346, 349,
43,62,66,
expenses
1022, 1039, 1043,1045,1160,1187,1191
1043, 1045, 1160, 1187, 1191
524, 1022,1039,
62,346,524,1022,1043,1187
hire
62,
346, 524, 1022, 1043, 1187
for clerk hire.....
Consuls,
Consuls,
748,1215
appropriation for
salaries ............
for salaries
appropriation
General,
Consuls
General,
appropriation for salaries
748,
1215
748,
1215
748,1215
appropriation for salaries ...........
Contagious Diseases,
Contagious
Diseases,
appropriation for prevention,
etc , of,
of,
prevention, etc.,
appropriation
.. ... 4,410,1227
among Indians....
Indians
for preventing
preventing spread
spread of, in interstate
intersta
4'
4
tr,1227
traffic
.
176,
885, 1377
176,885,
............
traffic.......
Contagious Diseases,
Diseases, Animal,
Contagious
appropriation
reimbursing Indians, for
for reimbursing
appropriation for
8,
destroyed on account
live
live stock
stock destroyed
account of..
of

414,1231
239,
lvetock...40.4 1223391,
for
for preventing
preventing spread
ePreed of, livestock08, 1318
698,1318

INDEX.
Contagious
Animal-Continued.
Page.
Contagious Diseases,
Diseases, Animal-Continued.
appropriation
emergency use, arresting,
appropriation for emergency
etc
269, 728, 1345
etc......................
269,728,1345
payment for animals destroyed;
destroyed; appayment
appraisal of values ............ 269, 729,1345
729, 1345
praisal
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for suppressing,
Indian cattle, etc ................
1172
Contagious
Diseases, D. C.,
Contagious Diseases,
appropriation for preventing spread of ....
89,
appropriation
859, 1131
859,1131
Containers for Foods,
Containersfor
Foods, etc.,
provisions for securing adequate
adequate supply,
preventing injurious
injurious speculation,
speculation,
etc.
during the war
297
etc., of, during
war............
punishment for violations of
298
of..........
Containers
Containers for Fruits,
Fruits, Vegetables, and
and Dry
Dry
Commodities
C.
Commodities, D. C.,
standards established of................
of
1221
Containers
Liquors,
Containersfor Liquors,
labels to be attached by manufacturers;
manufacturers;
details .........................
312
details
Contested
Contested Election Expenses, House
House of Representatives,
sentatives,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for....
deficiency
1180
for.... 58, 59, 1036, 1180
etc
for compiling cases, etc......
......
58,1036
Contingent
Contingent Expenses,
appropriation
Indian Department
412, 1230
7,412,1230
Department. 7,
apropriation for Indian
for Military Academy
Academy. ..............
544
for District of Columbia..........
Columbia
72,
841, 1113
72,841,1113
for
104,
for Army
Army .......................
104, 948
948
for Navy .......................
133, 813
for Independent
Independent Treasury
Treasury ...........
173, 882
for land offices ................. 194, 907,1397
907, 1397
for Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture.. 260, 719, 1337
or Senate
633,
for
Senate ..............
......
633, 1254
for House of Representatives
Representatives .......
637, 1258
for
Library of Congress .............
639,1260
for Library
for Executive
Executive Office .............
641, 1261
641,1261
for Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission ........ 641, 1262
for Department
State
Department of State.............
643, 1263
1263
for Treasury Department
651, 1272
Department ..........
650, 1280
for War Department
Department ................ 650,1280
1287
for Navy Department
Department................ 668, 1287
for Interior Department
Department ............
672, 1291
1291
for Post Office Department
Department ......... 676, 1295
677, 1296
for Department
Department of Justice
Justice . ........
677,
1296
684, 1303
1303
for Department of Commerce........
Commerce
684,
686,
1305
for Department
Department of Labor .......... 686, 1305
741,
1207
741, 1207
for foreign missions ................
persons not Americans for clerpaying persons
1208
ical services, prohibited ..........
1208
749,1216
for consulates
consulates .....................
749,1216
1375
moneys ..................
for public moneys
1375
Contract
Contract Labor Laws,
Laws,
221, 935, 1424
1424
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing ....... 221,935,
appropriation
Contract
Contract Surgeons,
Surgeons, Army,
Army,
appropriation for pay...........
112, 956
............
appropriation
112,
956
for
112, 956
or mileage ..............-.......
mileage 344,
de fi ciency appropriation for mileage
deficiency
344, 1026,
1038, 1184
1184
1038,
time......
602
pay established
established for, serving full time
Contracts, Army,
Contracts,
Army
payment authorized for construction and
Payment
and
materials under,
materials
under, made prior to
Army appropriation
278
1920....
Act of 1920
appropriation Act
Army
Contracts, I).
Contracts,
D. C.,
C.,
testimony of surviving party
party to, not ad. 567
....... ....
mitted ...........
mitted
exceptions; by order of court omitted..
omitted.
exceptions;
567
Contractsfor
Public
Buildings, etc.,
Contracts
for Publi
cBuildings,
appropriation for reimbursing losses on conappropriation
struction, materials, etc.,
struction,
etc., under,
1919
874
made prior to April 6, 1919.......

xlvii
xlvii

Contracts
for Public
Public Buildings,
Page.
Contractsfor
Buildings, etc.-Contd.
etc.--Contd. Page.
deficiency
reimbursing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for reimbursing
contractors
for war
losses
contractors for
war condition
condition losses
on................
on
507, 592
......
reimbursement of losses on construction,
reimbursement
construction,
materials, etc.,
etc., under, made prior to
April 6,
6, 1919 ...................
281
due to increased
increased cost of materials,
materials, etc.
etc 281
delay by action of governmental
governmental agen281
cies ..........................
281
commandeering of plants, etc.,
commandeering
etc., by the
Federal
Federal Government
Government ..............
_
281
281
if sustained solely by war conditions_
281
conditions....
281
submission of claims by subcontractors..
subcontractors
281
281
estimates for, to be submitted..........
submitted
281
281
claims for, to be filed within three
months
months ..........................
281
281
limited to actual
actual increased
increased cost
281
cost.......
281
profits excluded
excluded ...................
281
profits
281
advances by sureties not included
included......
281
sureties
sureties to file claims for advances
advances to defaulting contractors
contractors ...............
281
reimbursement .....................
281
281
detailed
expenditures, etc.,
detailed reports
reports of expenditures,
etc., to
Congress ............................
282
. 282
Contracts
Property, D.
D. C.,
Contractsfor Rental
Rental Property,
C.,
standard forms of Rent
Rent Commission
Commission to be
used in all ........................
303
Contracts,
Contracts, River and
and Harbor
Harbor Work,
Work,
deficiency
for reimbursement
deficiency appropriation
appropriation forreimbursement
materials,
for losses on construction, materials,
etc., under, made prior to April 6,
etc.,
1917 .............................
1026
for amounts found due for losses on, 1917,
1917,
1918165 ............................
1
. 1165
for Roach, Stansell,
Stansell, Lowrance
Lowrance Brothers
and Company ......................
1165
for H. B. Blanks
..................
1165
for estate of George F. Ramsey..........
Ramsey
1165
ci aims for losses on, owingto
claims
owing to war conditions,
increased
increased costs, to be filed within six
six
months ......................
1014
1014
Contracts, War,
Contracts,
War,
claims for settlement of, for suppresenting ciaims
during the war, unplies furnished during
iawful,
lawful, if by former officer,
officer, etc
etc.,,
connected
connected with procuring
procuring.........
131
Contracts, War,
Army,
Contracts,
War, Army,
appropriation
appropriation for employees, adjusting
claims for settlement of
949
of............
949
unexpended
balances available
available for paying,
unexpended balances
suspended on account
armistice
suspended
account of armistice..
1026
Convicts, D. ('.,
C.,
appropriation
Disappropriation for support of, out of the Dis1134
trict ...................
92, 863,
863,1134
deficiency
appropriation for support
support of, out
deficiency appropriation
out
of the
District .
1019, 1157, 1187
of
the District
...... 41,
41, 346,
346,1019,1157,1187
Convicts, United
United States
States (see Prisoners, United
States Courts).
Cook County,
Cook
County, Ill.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for hospital condischarged sick soldiers,
struction for discharged
1163
etc., in .......................
Army medical
medical supplies
supplies to be transferred
tranalerred to
to
Public Health Service
Service for hospital
hospital
in ............................
1025
may bridge Little Calumet River, at Burnham
1108
ham...........................
Cook County,
Cook
County, Minn.,
Minn.,
establishment
Guard station on
on
establishment of Coast Guard
Lake Superior in ................
588
588
Indian Allottee.
Cook, George
George W,
W., Indian
purchase of allotment of, from funds of
Blacldeet
Mont., irriBlackfeet Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
549
gation systems ..
.............. ..
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Cooperative
(see Page.
Cooperative Agricultural
Agriculturat Extension
'ztenstwn Work
Work (see
Page.
Agricultural
Extension Work, CoAgricultural Extension
Cooperative).
operative).
Coos
Coos Bay, Oreg.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harbor,
to be made .......................
1013
1013
Coos
Coos Bay Wagon Road
Road Lands,
Lands, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
appropriation for
for protecting,
protecting, etc.,
etc., lands
lands inappropriation
volved in suits ...................
195
908,
for protecting,
protecting, etc.,
etc., revested
revested .......
908, 1298
1298
for survey, sale, etc.,
etc., of.
196, 909
909
of .............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for protection,
protection, etc.
513
deficiency
authorized on,
classified for
sales of
of timber
timber authorized
on, classified
758
power sites ......................
753
preference rights of
recognized on
preference
of entry, recognized
on
power
758
power sites ......................
758
payment for resulting damage
758
damage..........
required for exchanges,
exchan, etc..........
etc
758
fees required
758
regulations
prescribed ..............
758
regulations to be
be prescribed
758
Copper Harbor
Copper
HarborRange
Range Lighthouse
Lighthouse Reservation,
Mich.,
Houghton and Keweenaw
Keweenaw Counsale of, to Houghton
ties,
authorized
ties, for public uses, authorized.....
1096
etc
1096
conditions, etc.......................
transfer
transfer to State authorized.............
authorized
1097
Copper
Mining,
Copper Mining,
leases allowed for, on unallotted
unallotted withdrawn
withdrawn
leases
mineral
mineral lands of Indian reservations
in designated
designated States ...............
31
Copyright
Congress,
Copyright Office,
Ofice, Library
Library of Congress,
appropriation
etc.. 638, 1259
appropriation for Register,
Register, clerks, etc..
binding for
1430
for printing
printing and binding
for..... 229, 942,
942,1430
Catalogue of Title Entries
for publishing
publishing Catalogue
of
229,
942, 1430
of.......................
229,942,1430
Copyrights,
Copyrights,
issue of, to author, assigns, etc ............
369
aliens, if resident ....................
369
369
of country affording reciprocal
reciprocal proteccitizens................... 369
tion to citizens
proclamation,
proclamation, if conditions
existing
369
conditions existing..
works produced
produced abroad
abroad during World
World
War allowed
allowed additional time for
deposit of copy..................
copy
369
prior republications
republications of foreign books
protected
protected .......................
369
ad interim protection
protection of books first pubextended...........
lished abroad extended
369
deposit of foreign edition
edition to be made
369
deposit
made....
Corcoran
Building, D.
Corcoran Court
Court Building,
D. C.,
removal of, directed .....................
1282
Cordova,
Alaska,
Cordova, Alaska,
appropriation for public building .........
appropriation
164
Corea (see Chosen).
Corea
Corn,
Con,
appropriation for adapting,
adapting, etc., from tropappropriation
ical regions ................. 243, 702,
1322
702,1322
for improving, etc.,
broom...... 244,702,1323
etc., broom
244, 702, 1323
for investigating
investigating root and stalk diseases
...........................
244
of
Corn Borer,
Corn
Borer, European,
European,
appropriation for cooperative
expenses to
cooperative expenses
control spread
spread of ............
256, 730,1334
Corn
Corn Creek Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of...
of... 1226
Coronado National
Coronado
Forest, Ariz. and
National Forest,
and N.
N. Mex.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation
of.... 249,
707, 1327
1327
Coroner'sOffice, D. C.,
Coroner's
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
salaries ..........
70, 839, 1111
70,839,1111
for expens.......................
expenses
74, 843, 1114
74,843,1114
for morgue
morgue......
...............
843
for autotruck..
....................
autotruck
.
843
deficiency appropriation for deputy coronear
oner ........................
37, 1016
37,1016
expens
.................
for expenses.
38, 1016, 1156
38,1016,

Corporation Counsel's
Counsel's Office, D.
Page.
Corporation
D. C.,
Page.
appropriation
salaries
70,
appropriation for
for salaries.........
70, 839, 1110
1110
Corporations,
Corporations,
permits to
to cut timber
timber on public lands
lands by,
by,
not of the State where located,
located, auauthorized .......................
1088
Corporations,
Corporations,D.
D. C.,
C.,
proceedings authorizing, to
proceedings
to change
change their
their
names .........................
1195
1195
stockholders' meeting
called
119
95
5
stockholders'
meeting to
to be
be called......
1195
certificate
certificate of affirmative
affirmative action to be
filed with recorder of deeds........
deeds
1195
on ................
1195
change effective on
1195
certified copy of, accepted
certified
accepted as evidence
thereof
thereof..........................
11955
subrogated
11
1
19
95
rights, obligations, subrogated..........
1195
etc., under old name
actions, etc.,
name continued ..........................
1195
publication of,
..
of, required
required ..............
1
11
19
95
5
1195
real estate holdings by, enlarged ........
566
temporary possession
temporary
possession under
under mortgagee,
mortgages,
etc., restricted
restricted to
five years.......
years
566
etc.,
to five
566
Corporations
Foreign Financial
Financial Business
Corporationsfor Foreign
(see also Federal Reserve
Reserve Act Amendments),
provisions authorizing
authorizing organization,
organization, etc.,
378
of ................................
378
Corporations,
Corporations, Foreign,
Foreign,
delivery, etc.,
etc. of property
property held by Alien
Alien
Property Custodian
Custodian to, entirely
entirely
PropertY
owned by other than Germans, etc
owned
etc..
979
Corpus Christi,
Corpus
Christi, Tex.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., to be made
made
for channels
channels to ...................
1012
Correspondence
Correspondence School for Medical
Medical Officers,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for instruction expenses..
expenses.. 106, 950
Corvallis ' Oreg.,
Corvallis,
lands added to Siuslaw National Forest
Forest
for protecting
protecting water
water supply of......
of
406
Cost of Production,
Production,
appropriation for ascertaining, of principal
principal
appropriation
staple agricultural
agricultural products.
products. 236, 695,1316
Costa Rica,
Costa
appropriation
appropriation for minister to...........
to
739, 1206
Army,
Cots, Army,
loan
American
loan of, to State encampment
encampment of American
Legion, at Vincennes,
Vincennes, Ind .........
1062
Cotton,
appropriation for investigating, etc., disappropriation
eases of .................
1
23
42
32
.
243, 702
702,,1322
for cultural methods, breeding
breeding, etc....
etc....
243.
702, 1322
for developing
firi:2,
developing methods
methods to
to prevent
prevent fires
s 1322
1332
in cotton gins and cotton
cotton oil mills
1332
forinvestigatinginsects
for
investigating insects affecting.
affecting. 256, 715, 1334
for promoting use of standards,
standards, investigating ginning, baling, etc.
etc..265,
.265, 724,1342
724, 1342
testing tensile strength, spinning
265, 724,1342
value, etc .................
2
expenses, preve
6
n
5
ting
,724' 1342
for emergency
emergency expenses,
preventing
spread
pinkbollworm
269,729, 1346
spread of pink
bollworm of..
of
deficiency
appropriation for suppressing
deficiency appropriation
spread
spread of pink
pink bollworm of....
of.... 1177,1192
optional
optional rights of buyer
buyer and seller on delivenes
liveries of, under Cotton Futures
Act ................
............ 725
repealed ......
....................
repealed
7'38
738
Cotton Boll Weevil,
Weevil,
appropriation
cooperative
appropriation for farmers'
farmers' cooperative
demonstrations,
demonstrations, and for meeting
ravages of
of....................... 26
261,720, 1338
cooperative contributions
restricte7d2,
cooperative
contributions resticted
0 1338
State.......
261,720,1338
to within the State...
.. .
261,
720, 1338

INDEX.
INDEX.
Cotton
Orleans, La., World, Page.
New Orleans,
Conference, New
Cotton Conference,
invited to send delegates
foreign nations invited
delegates
271,271
to ..
271, 271
.......................
Cotton Districts,
Districts,
Cotton
appropriation
appropriation for experiments, etc., in
728, 1345
in............ 268, 728,1345
cattle raising in.
Cotton Futures
Act, United
States,
United States,
Futures Act,
Cotton
266,
appropriation
expenses enforcing
enforcing.....
appropriation for expenses
725, 1343
amendments
amendments of 1919 declared per725
manent legislation ..................
optional
rights of buyer and seller on
optional rights
725
deliveries
725
deliveries .....................
738
repealed
repealed .....................-..
reuse of money from sale of cotton for
official standards, etc ................ 1343
official
524
enforcing....
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for enforcing....
524
1183
for
collecting
for expenses, collecting........,........
Cottonseed,
Cottonseed,
appropriation
interbreeding experiappropriation for interbreeding
ments .................
243,
702, 1322
243,702,1322
ments
Cfnuien, Rev.
Rev. Henry
Henry M.,
Couden,
appropriation
for, chaplain
chaplain emeritus of the
appropriation for,
1255
Representatives ...........
House of Representatives
chaplain
deficiency
appropriation for, as chaplain
deficiency appropriation
Representaemeritus of House of Representa1180
tives ........................--Council of National
National Defense,
Council
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of; salary restrictions
................... 177, 886
strictions....
deficiency
appropriation for salaries, exdeficiency appropriation
503
...........------penses,
penses, etc ...
503
pay
restriction..................---pay restriction
liabilities
Committee on Public Informaliabilities of Committee
tion
direction of
tion to be paid under direction
327
Director of ....................
removal
temporary office building for,
removal of temporary
.---..............
directed
1282
directed ........
Counterfeiting,
Counterfeiting,etc.,
suppressing,
appropriation
expenses in suppressing,
appropriation for expenses
etc. '
•.r
estriction
174, 882, 1375
restriction.........etc.;
protection of
174, 882, 1375
the President, etc. 174,
of the
protection
details under
Division
under Secret Service Division
details
restricted
883, 1375
174,883,1375
restricted.......--..-----. 174,
deficiency
expenses in
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
suppressing
330,1133
330,1183
..............
suppressing...
331
War Finance
bonds, etc..
Corporation bonds,
Finance Corporation
War
County
Agents, Agricultural
Work,
Extension Work,
AgriculturalExtension
County Agents,
720,1339
appropriation
720, 1339
appropriation for .................
Court of
Appeals, D. C.
C.,
ofAppeals,
appropriation
from
appropriation for salaries, etc., half from
District
687
.....
revenues ...........
District revenues
for salaries,
salaries, etc.; 60 per cent from Disfor
trict
. 1306
revenues...................---1306
trict revenues
for reports
decisions .........
91, 861, 113
1132
of decisions
reports of
for
for care,
care, etc.,
of building.......
building
92, 863, 1134
etc., of
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for clerk's office,
deficiency
41
expenses
expenses ......- ....-----.---.-appeals from
determinations of Rent
Rent
from determinations
appeals
Commission
allowed to ......--.....
301
Commission allowed
no modification,
modification, etc.,
of
error of
except for error
etc., except
no
law
301
law...........................------------ 301
action on ....--------------..........
award of
of commission
appraise property
property
commission to appraise
award
of
Company to
Market Company
Washington Market
of Washington
1443
be filed in
in .............--..---appeal from,
determined by; judgbe determined
from, to be
appeal
144
ment
final
1443
ment final....----..------------proceedings in, on appeals
appeals from judgments
judgments
proceedings
....-.--- 131
of
1312
court. .....
municipal court
of municipal
Court
Court of Claims,
Claims,
688, 1307
appropriation for judges, clerks, etc.... 68S,
appropriation
for auditors,
etc
688, 1307
.- 688,1307
.........
auditors, etc.......
for
expenses............ 688, 1307
for contingent
contingent expenses
68.
130
e_.......___ decisions -;
-treporting
for
688,1307
or reporung
ud:.- ..--------- - --44281 °-21-96
44281°_-21--96

xlix
xlix

Page.
Claims-Continued.
of Claims-Continued.
Court of
appropriation for
custodian..... 688, 1307
for pay of custodian
appropriation
etc...............
for painting,
painting, repairs, etc
907
for
an binding for.....
for
229, 942, 1430
for printing and
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying judg1037, 1182
521,1037,1182
60, 343, 521,
ments of ..........
judgments, Indian depredafor paying judgments,
521,1038
60, 521,
1038
tion claims ................
1175
.
contingent expenses ..........
for contingent
additional claims, etc., between
F
between J. F.
McMurray and Choctaw and ChickaMcMurray
to
234
Indians, referred to...........
saw Indians,
exclusion of specified
specified claims; limitaexclusion
234
tions .........................
all
Klamath, etc., Indians to be
all claims
claims of Klamath,
submitted to ....................
623
submitted
allowed.. 624
jurisdiction
conferred; appeals
appeals allowed
jurisdiction conferred;
624
statutes
limitations waived...........
waived
statutes of limitations
624
procedure;
evidence admitted
admitted..........
procedure; evidence
restricted; effect of decree.....
decree
624
damages restricted;
624
restriction
fees, etc.......
etc
restriction on attorneys' fees,
claims
Indians, to
submitted to
to. 738
to be submitted
Sioux Indians,
of Sioux
claims of
given
jurisdiction, in claim
claim of Osage Ingiven jurisdiction,
lands... 1097
dians for proceeds of ceded lands
jurisdiction
conferred to determine claims
claims
jurisdiction conferred
of Indians
IteserIndians of Fort Berthold Reser404
vation
United States....
States
vation against the United
etc....... 404
procedure, etc
right of appeal; procedure,
to
hear and
Iowa
determine claims of Iowa
and determine
to hear
585
Indians, Okla ...................
Appeals,
Court of Customs Appeals,
687,1306
appropriation
salaries ...........
appropriation for salaries
687,1306
.......................
for rent, etc687,1306
229,942,1430
for..... 229,
942, 1430
for printing and binding for
Courthouse, D. C.,
C.,
Courthouse,
92,863,1134
appropriation for employees
employees .......
92, 863, 1134
appropriation
907,1397
1397
907,
etc.....................
for repairs, etc
reconstructdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
50
ing, furnishing, etc................
etc
for
charwomen
328
for charwomen........................
333
around......
for
restoring grounds,
333
grounds, etc., around
for restoring
contractors, for losses due to inrelief of contractors,
creased coat
construction matecost of construction
281
--.
..... ....
rials, etc .........Courts
Prisons, D. C.,
and Prisons,
Courts and
appropriation for support of convicts
convicts out of
appropriation
92, 863, 1134
the District, etc ............
92, 863, 1134
for
employees ........ 92,
courthouse employees
for courthouse
care, etc..
for court of appeals building, cure,
etc..
92,
863, 1134
93,863,
for supreme
supreme court expenses
expenses ......
93, 863, 1134
also Articles
Army (see also
Courts
Articles
M3artial, etc., Army
Courts Martial,
of War),
appropriation for expenses of ...........
112,956
appropriation
Coushatta
Indians, Polk
Tex.,
Polk County, Tex.,
CoushattaIndians,
12-44
appropriation for education
education of............
of
1244
appropriation
Covington,
Ky.,
Cotlngton, Ky.,
- 400
............--terms of court at ......
Coyotes,
Coyotes,
appropriation
appropriation . for devising methods for
257,716,
destroying
257,
716, 1335
destroying..............--amount
national
amount for destroying, in national
257
forests, etc
etc.--...-.............-----forests,
257
for
suppression of rabies.
rabies
destroying, for suppression
for destroying,
Cradock, Va
Va.,
Cradock,
u.
appropriation
operating, etc., Governappropriation for operating,
........--.
ment house
house at ......
223
for operating,
etc., Government
Government apartoperating, etc.,
for
..- .................. 224
224
at....
ments at
to
retroceded to
jurisdiction
over town site, retroceded
jurisdiction over
..------ ...Virginia
1439
.........---Cranberries, D. C.,
Cranberries,
standard
dimensions of barrels for, estabstandard dimensions
1221
lished
..............--........- - 121
lished...-

1
I

INDEX.

Craney
Island, Va.,
Page.
Craney Island,
Va.,
transfer of military
to Public
Public
military reservation,
reservation, to
Health Service ....................
358
Crater
National Park,
Park, Oreg.,
CraterLake National
appropriation for
for protection,
etc... 204,917,1406
204, 917, 1406
appropriation
protection, etc...
for commissioner
commissioner in ................. 687,
1306
687, 1306
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for improvement.
522,
improvement. 522,
1191
1191
Crater
Crater National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.
Oreg. and
and Calif.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of....
249,
249,
707, 1327
revested Oregon and
revested
and California
California lands
lands added
added
to, for protecting Ashland
Ashland water
water
supply.............................
supply
406
406
Crates for Fruits
Crates
Fruitsand Vegetables,
Vegetables, D.
D. C.,
C.,
standard capacities
capacities for carrier,
carrier, established.
established. 1222
1222
Credille, R. S.,
Credille,
patent to, mayor of Bonita, La.,
La., for certain
certain
in trust for owners ..........
1053
lands in
1053
Creek Indians,
Civilized
Indians, Okla. (see also
also Five Civilized
Tribes),
appropriation for common schools...
schools... 23,
427, 1242
23,427,
for attorney for .................. 23,
428, 1243
23,428,
1243
schools ................
23,
428, 1243
for tribal schools
23,428,1243
Clarence W.
for paying claim of
of Clarence
W. Turner
Turner
and Mrs. William B.
B Hord,
Hord, for
for legal
legal
services
services .......................
1249
1249
all claims against,
against, to
one year;
year;
to be filed
filed in
in one
adjudication, etc
24
adjudication,
etc .................
24
payment from tribal funds .............
24
24
Crematory,
Public,
Crematory, D.
D. C., Public,
appropriation
maintenance
90 861, 1132
appropriation for maintenance......
90,861,1132
or cement roadway
roadway .....................
861
for
861
deficiency appropriation
maintenance
41
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance..
41
for repairs..........................
repairs
41,
41, 1018
1018
Criers, United
Criers,
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
appropriation
appropriation for ....
210,
924, 1413
..................
210,924,1413
deficiency approp
riation for...............
for
1033
deficiency
appropriation
1033
Crimes
nors z
Crimes and
and Ma
Misdemeanors,
penalty for
receiving gifts
employees of
of
penalty
for receiving
gifts by
by employees
District
District of Columbia
Columbia for removing
removing
city refuse, etc.,
etc. torgivingthesame..
orgiving the same..
39
cabs, hacks, etc.,
etc., loitering around
around hotels,
hotels,
etc., D
C .......................
104
etc.,
D. C
.
104
manufacture or sale of liquors
illegal manufacture
318
liquors....
318
refusing to allow inspection of railroad
railroad
records, etc.,
etc., during Federal
Federal control.
control
461
refusing
refusing to allow
allow access by
officers of
by officers
of
Railroad
Railroad Labor Board,
Board, to records,
etc...............................
etc
472
472
refusal
refusal to maintain ratings of coal cars
mines, etc .....................
to mines
476
476
carriers
carriers refusing to comply with orders
orders
477
for car service
service .......................
477
carriers,
carriers, agents, etc., not obeying desigInterstate Commerce
nated orders
orders of Interstate
Commerce
492
Commission .......................
492
discriminating as to
to membership
membership in
in inindustrial organizations,
etc., in beneorganizations, etc.,
fits for vocational
vocational rehabilitation....
rehabilitation
737
737
owner of cargo vessel failing to give
notice of risk,
risk, etc.,
etc., to passengers...
passengers
999
999
refusal of officer
officer, etc.,
etc., to furnish information as to hides, skins,
leather
1057
skins and leather..
1057
conditions of Federal
violating conditions
Federal Water
Power Act, etc
1076
etc ..................
1076
punishment
possession of inpunishment for unlawful
unlawful in
toxicating
toxicating liquors in
n Indian councountry, etc
..........................
44
unauthorized sales, etc.,
unauthorized
etc., of
Indian live
of Indian
live
stock .........................
99
influencing,
influencing, etc.,
etc., legislation by
by ununauthorized communications,
communications, etc.,
by officers
officers and employees
employees to MemMembers of Congress
Congress .................
68
68

Crimes
Misdemeanors—Continued.
Crimes and
and Misdemeanors-Continued.
punishment
punishment for officers,
officers, etc.,
employed
etc., employed
since April 6,1917,
claims
6,1917, prosecuting
prosecuting claims
for Army supplies, in which he was
was
engaged in procuring, etc ..........
engaged
violating permits for use of water
water power
power
from Niagara
River
Niagara River...............
making
making false affidavits that defendant
defendant
armed service,
service, etc
etc..........
not in armed
committing offenses
offenses prohibited
by Food
Food
prohibited by
Control
Control Act.
Act .....................
violating restrictions
restrictions on District of
violating
of Columbia rentals, etc ..................
maintaining premises
premises whereintoxicating
where intoxicating
liquor
etc., in
liquor is sold, etc.,
in violation of
of
War Prohibition Act .............
of National
National Prohibition Act
Act ..........
manufacturing
manufacturing or selling liquors unlawunlawfully
..................
..
.......
violating
violating permits,
permits, making
making false
false statestatements, etc.,
Proetc., under National
National Prohibition Act ...................
violating
violating provisions for industrial
industrial alcoalcohol, etc.,
hol,
etc., production
production ................
violating liquor prohibition
prohibition provisions
provisions
in Canal
Zone ...................
Canal Zone
transporting stolen motor vehicles
transporting
vehicles in
in
interstate,
interstate, etc.,
etc., commerce..........
commerce
receiving, disposing, etc.,
etc., of such propproperty ...........................
violating restrictions on entry of
aliens
onaliens.
of
corporation
corporation official
abetting ..........
official abetting
forfeiture of vessel,
vessel, vehicle, etc.,
forfeiture
etc., used
used
in .............................
member
member of police, D. C.,
conspiring to
C., conspiring
to
interfere with duties of, by
interfere
by strikes,
es
etc ..............................
violating
violating wild game bird law, D.
D C.....
C
officers,
officers, etc., offoreign
of foreign financial
corporafinancial corporation using funds thereof to control
prices of commodities
commodities..................
embezzling funds, etc.,
thereof
etc., thereof.......
issuing bank paper, etc., without
without
authority
..........................
making false entries, etc., in
in books, statements, etc ..................
receivers etc., of such corporations
receivers,
corporations emembezzling funds, etc.,
bezzling
etc., thereof.......
thereof
making false entries, etc.,
etc., in books,
statements, etc ....................
examiners
examiners of, making fal
se reports, etc
falsereports,
etc.
aiding
aiding or abetting violations
violations............
person connected
connected with such corporations
corporations
representing
representing liability of United
United
States for bands, acts, etc.,
etc., thereof
thereof..
members
members of District
District of Columbia fire
department conspiring to obstruct
obstruct
operations
thereof...................
operations thereof
officer
officer of carrier concurring
unauthorconcurring in
in unauthorized issue of securities,
etc., thereof.
securities, etc.,
thereof.
benefiting in sale,
etc ,of
of securities
sale, etc.,
securities
thereof.......-..................thereof
carrier
carrier refusing to install prescribed
prescribed
safety device
device ...................
frauds
frauds.on jury drawings, D
D. C
C...........
violating
charges, etc.,
violating restrictions
restrictions on charges,
for pension
pension claims ................
mailing prohibited poisons, explosives,
explosives,
etc.,
etc., without permit from Postmaster General ....................
mailing prohibited articles with intent
instiling
intent
kill,injure,
to kill,
injure, etc ..................
embezzling, etc.,
etc., moneys by officers
officers of
of
United States courts ...............
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163
163
283
283
298
298
303
303
306
306
314
314
316
316
316
316
321
321
322
322
325
325
325
325
353
353
353
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384
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384
384
384
384
384
398
398
496
496
497
497
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498
560
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588
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Crimes
Page.
and Misdemeanors-Continued.
Misdemeanors-Continued.
Crimes and
punishment for
violating restrictions
punishment
against plant pests, etc.,
etc., D.
D. C
C ......
727
violating rules, etc., for protection
protection of
national
732
national parks, etc ...............
accepting illegal conveyance
conveyance of lands
from Crow Indians ..................
752
transferring American
American vessel to foreign
foreign
flag, etc., without approval of Ship995
ping Board ........................
mortgagor violating provisions
provisions relating
to ship mortgages ...................
1003
advance payments,
payments, etc., to seamen......
seamen
1007
advance
receiving pay from seamen
procuring
seamen for procuring
receiving
employment
1007
employment......................
unauthorized divulging by Censusofficial
Census official
unauthorized
of information
information as to hides, leather,
etc ............................
1057
false statements, etc., of power project
1066
records, etc
etc........................
records,
violating provisions of act regulating
regulating
violating
....... 1225
weights, measures,
etc., D. C
C1225
measures, etc.,
obtaining grain for seeding by false representations,
resentations, etc ................... 1347
etc.,,
regulations for shipping, etc
violating regulations
high explosives ..................... 1445
Crimes, D. C.,
Crimes,
minimum penalty
punishment for rape; minimum
omitted
567
omitted.........................
embezzling
a deceased perembezzling property of a
son ...........................
567
Crimes, etc.,
etc.
Crimes,
appropriation
appropriation for detection and prosecution of .................
20Z,
921, 1410
207, 921,1410
protection
of the
the President, etc.... 207,921
protection of
deficiency appropriation for detection and
prosecution
51,
prosecution of ...................
1175, 1188
62, 64. 337, 349, 524, 1032, 1040, 1175,1188
advances allowed for expenses of detection
515
tion and prosecution of ............
Criminal Code,
Criminal
620
amended, section 217 ....................
620
amended,
section 232 .......................- 1444
section
section 233 ........................1445
section
1445
section 234 .......................
section 235 ........................-1445
section
236
1445
section 236.........................
245
1060
section 245.......................--deportation of undesirable
undesirable aliens condeportation
victed
seditious conspiracy, in
victed of seditious
section
594
594
section 66of .................... 594
readmission prohibited ...............
deportation of undesirable
undesirable aliens
aliens condeportation
victed
provisions of
of violating
violating provisions
victed of
section 13
organizing expedi13 of,
of, by organizing
section
tions, etc., against
against friendly
friendly powers
between August 1, 1914 and April 6,
between
594
1917
1917 ........................
readmission
prohibited................ 594
readmission prohibited
Criminal Identification,
Identification, National
Bureau of,
of,
NationalBureau
Criminal
appropriation for
87, 857,1128
aid to
to ...........
for aid
appropriation
Records,
Criminal Identification
Identification Records,
Criminal
appropriation for preserving,
exchange of,
preserving, exchange
appropriation
etc
922, 1411
. 207,
207,922,1411
etc ..................
Criminals,
Criminals,
appropriation for bringing home, from
from
appropriation
abroad
742,1208
742,1208
abroad .....................
Cristobal,
Canal Zone,
Cristobal, Canal
released from reservaieee'aland in, released
tract of land
lion
948
tion .....................-........•
948
authorized....
sale by Panama Railroad
Railroad authorized....
Croats,
Serbs and Slovenes,
Croats, Serbs,
1206
appropriati
on for minister to the .........
appropriationforministerto
"Crook,
Transport,
" Cirook,-"Army
Army Transport,
disposal of, authorized ....................
-961
diposal
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Crook
Forest, Ariz.,
Page.
Page.
Ariz.,
Crook National
NationalForest,
appropriation
maintenance,
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
for
appropriation
249, 707, 1327
of
....................
Project, Oreg.,
Crooked Creek
Creek Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of.... 1243
1243
etc., of....
appropriation for
Crop Estimates,
Estimates,
appropriation for compiling, publishing,
publishing,
appropriation
etc
1342
etc...............................
Crop Estimates
Estimates Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of Agriculture,
appropriation for salaries
salaries ............
259, 718
718
appropriation
259, 718
718
for general expenses ..............
expenses
259,
718
for administrative
administrative expenses.........
259,718
field agents
agents ..................
259, 719
for field
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general exdeficiency

1188
penses.. ..........
64, 67,
524,1043,
forincreased
penses cost of envelopes,
64, 67,
1918
524, 1043, 1188
515
1918.....
515
for
increased
cost of envelopes,
functions, etc.,
etc., merged in Bureau of Markets and Crop Estimates.
1343
Estimates ..........
Crop
Crop Plants,
Plants,
appropriation
physiology
appropriation for investigating physiology
of, etc .................
243. 702, 1322
Crops,
Crops,
appropriation
etc., intechnological, etc.,
appropriation for technological,
vestigations ...............
243.
243, 702, 1322
for breeding, study,etc.,
study, etc., arid-land 244, 703, 1323
Agency, : Mont.,
Crow Agency
appropriation
etc., of, Indians
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation for
31, 434, 1248
1248
31,434,
at .........................
Crow Creek Agency, S. Dak.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
31,434,1248
at ........................
31, 434, 1248
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, S. Dak.,
Crow Creek Indian
appropriation for maintenance,
5, 410, 1227
maintenance, etc.,of 5,410,
appropriation
Crow Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
appropriation for improving irrigation
irrigation
appropriation
systems, Big
from
Big Horn Valley, from
systems,
tribal funds; reimbursement
16,
reimbursement. ....
196, 431. 1237
196,431.
diversion
River
1237
1237
diversion dam on Big Horn River....
survey and
allotment of
lands within
.
751
within.....
of lands
and allotment
survey
titles subject
leases
751
sub)ect only to tribal leases.......
patents
competents; homepatents in fee to competents;
steads excepted
excepted
751
...................
751
trust patents
patents to minors, etc ............
priority to members
having former
former
members not having
751
allotments
allotments.........................
conveyances to owners of large areas forconveyances
bidden.
752
bidden ...........................
752
made ................
declared void if made.
declared
752
punishment for accepting
accepting .............
punishment
classification of character of land, etc.
752
etc ...
classification
complete tribal rolls to be prepared
prepared..
752
.......
complete
fraudulent
stricken off;
fraudulent names to be stricken
rights
protected
752
rights protected....................
present
uses for
753
753
etc., continued
continued...
for Agency,
Agency, etc.,
present uses
authorized to missionary
missionary boards,
patents authorized
etc ..........................
753
lands
reserved for Agency,
tracts for
for
Agency, and tracts
lands reserved
recreation grounds
grounds ...............
753
recreation
minerals, etc., reserved
allottees
753
reserved to allottees.......
minerals,
leases authorized;
authorized; terms
terms. ..............
753
leases
allotments of coal, etc., lands, to have
allotments
minerals reserved-for
reserved for tribal benefit.
benefit.
753
termination of all leases
leases in fifty years...
years
753
termination
753
appropriation for surveys, etc .............
753
appropriation
irrigation
regulations, etc.,
etc., applicable
applicable to
irrigation regulations,
allotments
allotments hereunder
hereunder .............. 753
cost
systems to
placed at the
to be
be placed
all systems
cost of all
754
Agency ......
................
intoxicants
754
prohibited ...................
intoxicants prohibited
reservations
reservations of water power sites for benefit
754
of Tribe ..........................
754
former
divi'sions of trust funds
former provision
provision for divisions
754
repealed
repealed.............. ........
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Crow
Indian Reservation, Mont.-Contd.
Mont.-Contd.
Crow Indian
Mont. and
S. Dak.,
Page.
Page. Custer National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.
and S.
Dak.,
Page.
consolidated fund made from
consolidated
from all
all trust funds
appropriation
etc., of....
of....
249,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
249,
balances ..........................
755
755
707, 1327
1327
designated .......................
uses designated.
755 Custer
Custer State
Dak.,
State Park
Park Game Sanctuary, S. Dak.,
balances
balances to be distributed pro rata
755
rata.....
755
areas in Harney National Forest set aside
aside
competent
competent Indians
Indians allowed to receive
receive inin986
as breeding place
place for game.
game.........
986
dividual
dividual share of live stock from
from
unauthorized
killing, etc.,
in, a
unauthorized
hunting,
killing,
etc.,
in,
a
tribal herd
755
herd........................
755
misdemeanor
986
misdemeanor ......................
986
of wife and minor children..............
children
755
755
punishment
punishment for ......................
986
986
conditions, etc ......................
755
conditions,
755
local game laws
or State
laws as to private or
State
commission
commission to complete enrollment
755
enrollment .......
755
lands not affected .................
986
986
provisions governing, pay, etc .........
756
756
etc., by State, authorized
986
fence, etc.,
authorized..........
986
completion within six
756
completion
six months ..........
756
area
area to be protected by State laws
986
laws......
986
designation of homestead allotment
allotment of 640
designation
640
exchange
exchange of lands with South Dakota, of
acres ..........................
acres
756
nonmineral
forest
lands,
for
addinonmineral forest lands, for additrust period; extension for incompe986
tions to national
national forests
forests .............
986
756
tents .............................
756
other rights not restricted
restricted ..............
987
987
sale of half on approval of Secretary perperCustoms,
mitted ............................
756 Customs,
appropriation for
collecting revenue
from.
174,
character
character of, restricted
756
appropriation
restricted ................
for collecting
revenue from.
174,
756
allottees
883,
1376
changes to group
allottees allowed to make changes
group
883, 1376
holdings, etc
756
detection of
etc.
174,
etc ....................
of frauds, etc........
756
174, 883,
883, 1376
1376
sale of trust lands to actual settlers who
only one appraiser for
who
for Baltimore alalserved in the World
lowed ..........................
883
served
World War, etc
etc.. ... - 756
756
883
payments allowed
756
allowed....................
for automatic recording
recording scales_
883, 1376
756
scales... 174,
174, 883,
1376
school sections granted
Montana
756
granted to
to Montana........
for compensation
compensation in lieu of moieties.....
moieties
174,
756
174,
lien selections
selections for allotted
allotted lands, etc
etc....
756
883, 1376
1376
appropriation
appropriation for lands granted to State...
State
deficiency appropriation
port of
of New
deficiency
757
appropriation for
for port
New
mineral rights reserved
reserved to Indians
757
Indians.........
laborers. ....................
44
757
York laborers
44
Indian children
children to be admitted
admitted to public
for collecting
collecting revenue
from
61,
revenue from............
61,
schools
schools of State ....................
757
63, 65, 344, 347, 521, 1023, 1183
63,65,344,347,521,1023,
tracts to be set aside for public uses at
lading and unlading
vessels at
unlading vessels
at night,
night,
town sites ........................
757
Sundays, etc .....................
402
402
park at Crow Agency
Agency not included......
included
757
extra compensation
compensation to customs ememreceipts
receipts for lots to be credited to Indians
Indians.
757
ployees for ....................
402
ployees
402
appropriation
appropriation for general council
council expenses,
examining,
exannni
g, etc.,
etc., passengers'
baggage._
402
passengers' baggage..
402
from tribal fund .................
757
basis of rates......................
rates
402
402
visit of committee to Washington......
Washington
757
payment by master, etc.,
etc., for
for customs
customs
Crow Indians,
Indians Mont.,
Mont.
officials ............................
402
402
appropriation for fulfilling
treaties with
with_..
16,
appropriation
fulfilling treaties
..
16,
to be paid if reporting
reporting under orders,
420, 1237
whether working or
402
whether
or not ...........
402
survey, allotting, etc., of lands to
751
to .........
751
boarding officers allowed
allowed extra compensacompensaCuba,
tion for services at night, etc.......
etc
402
402
appropriation
preserving monuments,
appropriation for preserving
monuments,
working
ports to
to deterworking hours
hours prevailing at
at ports
deteretc., to soldiers who fell in
896
in....... 185,
185, 896
mine overtime
overtime .
402
...................
402
for minister to ..................... 739, 1206
pay of temporary laborers
laborers may be
be fixed
fixed at
at
Culion,
P.
I.,
Culion, P. I.,
exceeding local
local rates
536
not exceeding
rates...........
536
appropriation
appropriation for care
care of lepers, etc., naval
limit; credits for allowances
allowances paid in exstation.......................
station
134, 814
cess of former
former rates ................
536
536
for care
care of
lepers,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
of lepers,
1920...
536
authority to cease December
December 31, 1920
etc., naval station at...............
at
49
49
restrictions
restrictions on importin≤
importing-, coal-tar products,
products,
Cumberland River,
.
Cumberland
continued
continued until January 20, 1920...
1920
361
bridge authorized
Clarksville,
authorized across, near Clarksville,
Customs
Appeals,
Appeals,
Court
Court
of,
Tenn ..............................
282
282
appropriation for salaries and expenses.
appropriation
expenses. 687, 1306
construction
and dam
dam on,
on, above
above
construction of
of lock
lock and
Nashville, Tenn.,
Tenn. authorized
authorized when
when
Customs Cases,
Cases,
local interests have complied
complied with
appropriation for salaries and expenses,
appropriation
expenses,
conditions
conditions imposed
imposed ...............
1014
1014
conducting
conducting ...............
1410
207, 921,
921,1410
"Cumberland,"
"Cumberland," Seagoing
Dredge,
Seagoing Dredge,
for fees,
witnesses before Board of
fees, etc., witnesses
transfer authorized to appropriation
appropriation for
for
General
General Appraisers
Appraisers
..... 207,921,
207, 921, 1410
..........
improving, etc.,
etc., Savannah harbor_
1014
harbor .. 1014
Customs Division,
Division, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
Currency,
Currency, United States,
States,
appropriation for chief of division, etc..
appropriation
etc
645, 1266
1266
gold certificates
payable to
on decertificates payable
to bearer on
deCustoms Tariffs, International
International Bureau
Bureau for
mand made legal tender
tender for all debts.
370
Publicationof,
Publication
Curtiss Aeroplane
Aeroplane and
Curtiss
and Motor Corporation,
Corporation,
appropriation for annual contribution..
appropriation
contribution.. 743, 1209
1209
payment to, authorized in full for CurtissCyclops," U.
"Cyclops,"
U. S. Ship,
Elmwood plant, Buffalo, N
Y
N. Y......
455
on...
375
war risk insurance granted
granted those lost on...
Curtiss-ElmwoodPlant,
Curtiss-Elmwood
Plant, N.
V. Y.,
Czecho-Slovakia,
Czecho-Slovakia,
payment for, authorized
authorized from Army Air
Air
appropriation for
to ...........
739,
appropriation
for minister
minister to
739, 1206
1206
Service appropriations
appropriations ............
455
Cushman
Cushman Agency, Wash.,
Wash.,
D.
appropriation
Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indiana
at....................
at
31
..........
.
31 Dairy
Dairy Congress,
Congress, World's,
Cushman Indian
Indian School,
School, Tacoma,
Tacoma, Wash.,
Wash.,
foreign governments
governments to be invited to be
be
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of.
27
of........
27
represented
in
I-r--qA?
represented
1347
-I.............................
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Dairy
Page.
D. C.,
Farms, etc., D.
Dairy Farms,
860,1131
appropriation for
inspecting, etc....
1131
etc.... 90, 860,
for inspecting,
appropriation
41
inspecting....
deficiency
appropriation for inspecting....
deficiency appropriation
Dairy
Dairy Industry,
appropriation for investigations and exappropriation
periments
1319
699,1319
in ............. 240, 699,
periments in
Dairy Products,
Products,
Dairy
appropriation for
information of
for diffusing information
appropriation
265,
supply,
etc., of......
of
market prices, etc.,
supply, market
724,1342
724,1342
Dairy Show,
Show National,
National,
Dairy
appropriation
agricultural exhibit at,
appropriation for agricultural
Chicago,
271
Chicago, Ill .....................
DisDairying Enterprises
in Western Irrigated
Irrigated DisEnterprisesin
Dairying
tricts,
tricts,
appropriation for
experiments in establishfor experiments
appropriation
ing,
etc .................... 268,728,1345
268, 728, 1345
ing, etc
Daly,
National Army,
Army,
W., National
Daly, Maj. H. W,
lieutenant on rebe appointed first lieutenant
may be
tired
list....................
tired list
Damage
Claims,
Damage Claims,
adjustment, etc., of, for acts of Coast and
adjustment,
Geodetic
Survey .................
Geodetic Survey

606

1054

Damages,
Harbor Work,
Damages, etc., River and Harbor
claims
to be
be adjusted by Chief of Enfor, to
claims for,
vessels... 1015
gineers,
gineers, by collision with vessels.
accident
damsging or destroying personal
accident damaging
- 1015
................
property .
property of
connection with
in connection
employees in
of employees
property
loss,
etc., of Government
Government property..
property
1015
loss, etc.,
in efforts
preserve
efforts to save life or preserve
in
Government property ............... 1015
Government
1015
payment, if not
$500
exceeding $500.........
not exceeding
payment,
to
greater amount to be reported to
for greater
........................... 1015
Congress
1015
Damages
Property,
PrivateProperty,
Damages to Private
appropriation for paying claims for, caused
caused
appropriation
etc........ 965
by Army target practice,
practice, etc
for
paying, by naval forces
813
forces.......... ..
for paying,
deficiency
appropriation for paying claims
deficiency appropriation
of,
collisions with
with naval
1028
vessels....
naval vessels....
of, collisions
adjustment, etc., of, by naval forces
forces since
April 6, 1917, to be made by Secrelimit
132
the Navy; limit............
of the
tary of
Me.,
Damariscotta River, Me.,
Damariscotta
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1010
1010
.....................
made ...
Dams
also Federal Water Power Act),
Dams (see also
Minnesota
construction authorized,
authorized, across Minnesota
construction
551
River.
Dak
River. Minn. and S. Dak..........
Daniels,
Charlotte,
Daniels, Charlotte,
additional homestead
homestead entry by, validated.
validated. 1091
additional
Dansville,
N. Y.,
Dansville, N.
appropriation for hospital for
deficiency appropriation
discharged disabled soldiers,
soldiers, etc
etc.,,
discharged
at
508
.
......
at..........................
Ill.,
Danville,
Danville, Ill.,
appropriation
for expenses,
Volunteer
expenses, Volunteer
appropriation for
Soldiers' Home
Home. ...........
192, 904, 1395
Soldiers'
deficiency appropriation
Volunteer
appropriation for Volunteer
deficiency
Soldiers Home........
Home
47, 1028, 1167, 1185
47,1028,1167,1185
Soldiers
Darby
Building, D. C.,
Darby Buikling,
appropriation
for
operating
expenses.
653, 1273
43, 653,
appropriation for operating expenses. 43,
Date Scale,
Parlatorta,
Scale, Parlatoria,
Date
appropriation for
emergency expenses,
expenses,
for emergency
appropriation
eradicating
1346
eradicating ...................
Forest, N. Mex.,
Datil
National Forest,
Mex.,
Datil National
249,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of ....
for maintenance,
appropriation for
/07, 1327
.707,
States,
United States,
Daughters
Daughtersof 1812, United
extended fourdesign patent of badge of, extended
+...........
teen
years
1440
--.,,,,,,,-,------- -- 1440
yC
Yu
,b

Page.
Cor- Page..
Dauphin Island
Harbor CornIsland Railway and Harbor
Dauphin
pany,
time extended
extended for
constructing bridges,
for constructing
time
docks,
in Mobile
Mobile Bay,
Ala.
Bay, Ala.
by, in
etc., by,
docks, etc.,

277
277
Davenport,
Davenport, Iowa,
appropriation
Governoperating, etc., Governfor operating,
appropriation for
ment
223
at ..................
house at
ment house
Davenport, James
James S.,
Davenport,
appropriation for contested
contested
deficiency appropriation
58
election
58
expenses .................
election expenses
Dawson,
Dawson, Ga.,
164
appropriation for
for public
building
164public building........
appropriation
tents,
loaned to Confederate veterans
etc., loaned
tents, etc.,
22
convention at ....................
convention
Daylight
Daylight Saving,
repeal of
law advancing
280
for..........
time for
advancing time
of law
repeal
Ohio,
Dayton, Ohio,
appropriation
Volunteer Solexpenses, Volunteer
appropriation for expenses,
diers' Home...............
Home .
189,
901, 1392
1392
189,901,
diers'
for Volunteer
deficiency
appropriation for
Volunteer Soldeficiency appropriation
diers' Home
Home. ...............
1027,
1166
1027,1166
diers'
Fontes, Joseph,
Joseph,
De Fontes,
deficiency
appropriation for extra servdeficiency appropriation
ices
59, 1037,
1182
1037, 1182
59,
..................
ices.
Dead Letters,
Dead

letters and
period for
for retaining
retaining undelivered
undelivered letters
period

return to dead
dead letter office to be esreturn

tablished .......................
tablished

583
regulations
return to
to writers
writers to be made
583
for return
regulations for
583
fee
5.83
writers .....................
from writers
fee from
Department,
Dead
Post Office Department,
Division, Post
Letters Division,
Dead Letters
appropriation
for superintendent.......
superintendent.. ..... 675,
1294
675, 1294
appropriation for
Deadwood,
Dak.,
Deadwood, S. Dak.,
appropriation
office at
657,
1276.
657,1276
at.......
assay office
for assay
appropriation for
Deaf
and Dumb
Dumb Institution,
D. C. (see ColumInstitution, D.
Deaf and
Deaf, D. C.).
bia
for the Deaf,
Institution for
bia Institution
Deaf Mutes,
Colored,
C., Colored,
D. C.,
Mutes, D.
Deaf
appropriation for tuition, etc., of, out of the
appropriation
District. ...................
86,
856, 1127
1127
86,856,
District
Dealcoholized Wine,
Dealcoholized
designated alcoholic strength not inof designated
cluded in
provisions of
of War
ProhibiWar Prohibiin provisions
cluded
tion Act...
Act.......................
tion
permits, etc.,
etc., required
required...............
permits,
in
prohibition. ........
Constitutional prohibition
in Constitutional
permits, etc.,
required ............
etc., required
permits,
used
producing nonbeverage
nonbeverage alcohol,
alcohol,
in producing
used in

taxed as still
wines...............
still wines
Death
Death Allowance, Army,
provisions
extended to
to officers
officers and men on
provisions extended
duty.........
retired
list on
active duty
on active
retired list
Army..............
limited to Regular Army
Serice,
Death
Death Allowances, World War Service,
burial expenses
expenses allowed
allowed if death
death subseburial
quent
1917...............
6, 1917
to April
April 6,
quent to
effective from
1917.............
6, 1917
April 6,
from April
effective
previous pensions,
pensions, etc.,
etc., deducted
deducted.......
previous
Death on
the High Seas, etc.,
on the
Death
district
suits
in district
authorized in
damages authorized
for damages
suits for
courts
for wrongful
wrongful acts,
causing
etc., causing
acts, etc.,
courts for
of deceagainst
vessel, etc.,
etc., for
benefit of
for benefit
against vessel,
dent's
wife, etc.,
etc., if
if liable
liable therefor,
dent's wife,
if
had not
not ensued...........
ensued
death had
if death
apportionment
of amount
recovered
amount recovered....
apportionment of
to begin
begin in
two years,
jurisdiction
unless jurisdiction
years, unless
in two
to
secured............
on vessel
vessel not
not secured
on
jurisdicnot
days after
after jurisdic90 days
until 90
lapse until
to lapse
not to
tion obtainable
obtainable..................
tion
allowed
by law
of foreign
country may be
foreign country
law of
allowed by
court..
brought in Federal
Federal district court.
brought
may
pendency of suit
may be brought during pendency
for personal
if person dies
injuries if
personal injuries
for
from result thereof..............
thereof
from

305
305
308
308
308
308

318
318.
367
367
372
372
372
372
372
372

537
537
537
537
537
537
537
537

537
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Death
Death on the High
High Seas, etc.—Continued
etc.-Continued
Page.
suits for damages; substitution of personal
personal
representative
representative of decedent
decedent allowed..
allowed..
537
contributory negligence
contributory
negligence not a
a bar to recovery;
degree to be considered
covery; degree
considered by
the court ........................
537
537
State laws not affected
affected hereby
538
hereby ...........
538
provisions
provisions hereof not applicable
applicable to
to the
the
Great Lakes
es .....................
538
538
territorial waters
waters within a
aState ........
538
538
navigable waters in Panama
Panama Canal Zone.
Zone
538
538
no pending suit, etc.,
538
etc., affected
affected ............
538
Debates
Debates of Congress,
Congress,
appropriation for printing and binding ....
appropriation
228,
1429
941, 1429
for reporting, House of Representatives.
Representatives. 637,
637,
1257
1257
for
633,1254
for reporting, Senate
Senate ..............
633,
1254
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
additional pay,
pay,
appropriation for
for additional
reporting,House
reporting, House of Representatives.
59
Representatives.
59
for additional pay for reporting, Senate..
342
Senate..
342
for additional expenses
expenses reporting, Senate .......................
1035, 1180
1180
for extra services, reporting, Senate....
57
Senate....
57
Decatur, Ala.
Decatur,
Ala.,
appropriation for
public building
...
164
appropriation
for public
building.........
164
bridge authorized across Tennessee
River
Tennessee River
at ................................
361
361
Deceased
Deceased Persons,
Persons, Army,
Army,
disposition
effects of,
of, under
under Articles
Articles of
of
disposition of effects
War
War ..............................
357
357
Deceased Persons,
Deceased
Persons, D.
D. C.,
punishment
punishment for embezzling, etc.,
etc., property
property
of ...............................
567
567
Deciduous Fruits,
Deciduous
Fruits,
appropriation
investigating insects
insects
appropriation for investigating
affecting
affecting ..................
256, 714, 1334
256,714,
1334
Deck
Deck Courts,
Courts, Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard,
provisions
provisions for trying minor offenses
offenses by
by. ..
... _ 880
880
Deer Island,
Mass.,
Island, Boston Harbor,
Harbor, Mass.,
appropriation
purchase of
land, for
appropriation for
for purchase
of land,
for Army
Army
uses..............................
uses
964
964
Deerlodge National
National Forest,
Deerlodge
Mont. ,
Forest, Mont.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenince,
etc.,
etc.,
of .......................
249, 707, 1327
1327
Defending Suits
Suits in
in Claims,
Claims,
appropriation
expenses ........ 207,921,
appropriation for expenses.
207, 921, 1410
1410
deficiency
deficloncy appropriation
expenses
1188
appropriation for
for expenses....
1188
Deficiency Appropnation
AppropriationAct, 1919, Third,
Third,
for
Property Custodian .............
or Alien Property
35
35
settlement
settlement of claims of persons not enemies, etc.
under
etc., for property
property held under
trading
trading with the enemy Act
Act. ........
.
35
35
for Arlington Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater ComCommission
36
rinsmon .........................
36
for Bureau
Bureau of Efficiency.
36
Efficiency.................
36
for Civil Service Commission............
Commission
37
37
Executive Office
for Executive
Office .....................
37
37
for Library of Congress
Congress ..................
37
37
for District of Columbia .................
37
37
for Emergency
Emergency Shipping Fund
Fund............
42
42
for Department
Department of State
42
State................
42
foreign intercourse
intercourse ............
43
.......
43
Treasury Department
Department ...............
43
for Treasury
43
customs service ......................
44
44
internal revenue .....................
internal
44
44
Engraving
44
Engraving and
and Printing
Printing Bureau
Bureau .......
44
public
p ic buildi
build gs
-.....................
45
Public Health
Public
45
Health Service
Service ................
45
Department
for War Department
46
......................
4
river
river and harbor work, damages
46
damages........
46
Morgan,
N. J., explosion damages
Morgan, N.
46
damages......
46
Army
................................46
46
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Homes
Volunteer
Homes.............. 47
47

Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act 1919,
1919, Third—
Third- Page.
Page.
Continued.
Continued.
for State, War, and Navy Department
Department
Buildings .........................
47
47
49
for Navy Department.
Department ...................
49
Navy
49
Navy. ..............................
49
Naval Academy ..................
50
50
Marine Corps ........................
50
50
for Interior Department
50
Department ..................
50
Alaska
Engineering Commission.
Alaska Engineering
51
Commission.......
51
conservation of ores, minerals, etc
conservation
51
etc ......
51
for Department
Department of Justice
51
Justice ................
51
United States courts
courts ...................
51
51
for Post Office Department ...............
53
53
postal service ................
53
.........
53
for Department
Department of Commerce
Commerce .............
54
54
Department of Labor
for Department
Labor .................
55
55
assistance
assistance to wage earners _.
.
55
.............
55
Immigration Service
55
Immigration
Service.
................
55
war needs
55
housing for war
.............
55
for legislative, Capitol
Building, etc
56
Capitol Building,
etc......
56
Legislative
Drafting Service
56
Legislative Drafting
Service......... ..
56
Senate. .............................
for Senate.
56
56
-----56
for House of Representatives.............
Representatives
58
58
Government Printing Office ..........
for Government
59
59
public printing and binding
59
binding ............
59
for judgments, United
United States
courts .._.. _
59
States courts......
59
60
Court of
of Claims
Claims ....................
.. 60
Indian depredation
claims ............
60
depredation claims
60
for claims certified
certified by accounting
accounting officers
officers__
60
60
supplies
supplies for departments, etc.,
etc. to
purto be purchased from stock of
of other
Governother Government activities no
no longer
longer required..
required. 67
67
no money to be used for personal service,
service,
etc., intended to
influence action
action
etc.,
to influence
of aa Member of Congress as
as to legislegis68
lation . ..........................
68
official communications,
communications,
etc.,
not
etc., not
affected .........................
68
68
removal of official or employee
employee for
for violaviolation
68
tion ............................
68
punishment
68
punishment for
for violation
violation..............
68
payments made and
and obligations
obligations incurred
incurred
payments
under, approved
approved from July 1, 1919
272
1919..
272
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act.,1920,
1920, First,
First,
for Civil Service
Service Commission ............
327
327
for Committee
Committee on Public Information
327
Information .....
327
for District of
of Columbia
Columbia................. 327
327
for Federal
Federal Board for Vocational
EducaVocational Education; vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
discharged soldiers, etc
328
discharged
etc ............
328
for Federal
Federal Trade
Trade Commission............
Commission
328
328
for Smithsonian Institution
Institution
328
..............
328
aircraft
aircraft exhibition
exhibition .................
328
.. 328
for Department
Department of State, additional
additional ememployees, etc
329
etc .....................
329
foreign
foreign intercourse ...................
329
329
for Treasury Department, additional
additional ememployees ....................
ployees
329
public buildings
buildings.....................
329
public
330
suppressing counterfeiting, etc
suppressing
etc ..........
330
330
Treasurer's Office, national
national currency....
currency
331
331
War Risk Insurance
War
Insurance Bureau
Bureau ...........
331
331
American Printing House for the Blind..
American
Blind
332
C. C.
C. D
uganne
C.
Duganne
......................
332
Spine ,/E.
332
Sydney
E. Smith
Smith.
................... 332
for
War Department
bepartmen t.....................
332
for War
332
332
public buildings and grounds, D. C
C .....
333
transporting
re
f
ugees
333
transporting Chinese
Chinese refugees ...........
333
schools for Ordnance
Ordnance Department
Department employees' children
children ..................
333
armories and arsenals..................
arsenals
333
33
333
nver and harbor work,
river
work, damages
.....
333
damges ........33
Volunteer Soldiers'
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home
Rome .............
334
expenses........
Panama Canal; court expenses
334
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1920, SecondAppropriation Act, 1920,
Second— Page.
Page.
Deficiency Appropriation
Deficiency
First— Page.
Page.
1920, FirstAct, 1920,
Appropriation Act,
Deficiency Appropriation
Continued.
Continued.
Continued.
Continued.
515
334
States courts ..............
334
for United States
for Navy
Navy Department
Department. ................
for
515
for Department
Department of Agriculture
515
Agriculture .........
334
for
334
Naval
Records and Library .........
Naval Records
515
Department of Commerce...........
Commerce
334
334
for Department
damage claims
claims ......................
damage
515
....................
Census Office
Office
515
334
334
Navy
Navy ...............................
Coast
515
515
Survey...........
334
334
Coast and Geodetic Survey
for Interior
Interior Department
Department ................
for
516
Fisheries Bureau ...................
516
334
334
Bureau of Education ..................
Bureau
Bureau
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com335
335
Deaf.......
Columbia
Columbia Institution for the Deaf
516
merce
516
335
merce ...........................
335
.....-national
national parks ..............
Bureau
of Lighthouses
516
516
..............
335
Lighthouses
Bureau of
335
public
lands .
public lands.......................
for Department
Department of Labor .................
517
335
for
335
Patent Office....................
Office
Patent
Commissioners
of Conciliation
517
517
Conciliation.........
335
Commissioners of
335
Alaska
Engineering Commission
Commission.......
Alaska Engineering
517
War
Labor Administration
517
Administration .............
336
War Labor
336
Office Department..............
Department
Post Office
for Poet
518
Immigration Service ..............
336
336
service ....................-postal service
518
Bureau
Labor Statistics Bureau................
336
336
for Department of Justice ............518
Naturalization Service ................
Naturalization
336
336
enforcing antitrust laws, etc............
etc
enforcing
519
Conference............
Industrial Conference
First Industrial
337
337
United States courts
courts..................
United
519
...........
.....
...
legislative
for legislative
338
338
_penitentiaries,
maintenance .......
penitentiaries, maintenance.
519
House
Office Building ................
House Office
338
338
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture. ........for Department
519
Capitol Power Plant ..............
339
339
- -Forest
Service ..................Forest Service
519
for
519
....................--.
Senate .
for Senate
339
339
for
Department of Commerce
Commerce..........
for Department
519
for
Representatives............
339
for House of Representatives
339
Coast
Survey....-......
Geodetic Survey
Coast and Geodetic
520
for
Office .........
520
Government Printing Office.
for Government
339
339
Bureau
Fisheries .................
Bureau of Fisheries.
public printing
520
binding........... 520
printing and binding
public
339
339
Bureau of Lighthouses
Lighthouses ................
Bureau
courts.......
for
520
judgments, United States courts
for judgments,
340
340
Bureau of Navigation
Navigation .................
Bureau
........................
Court of Claims
521
340
340
Bureau of Standards
Standards..............----Bureau
Indian
depredation claims
claims ............
521
Indian depredation
341
341
Department of Labor .................
for Department
accounting officers..
officers
521
for claims certified by accounting
341
341
Immigration
Service ........-..-..
Immigration Service.
designated ................
525
title of Act designated
341
341
Labor
Statistics Bureau............
Bureau
Labor Statistics
Deficiency Approation.
Third,
AppropriationAct, 1920, Third,
341 Deficiency
341
International
Conference of Labor.......
Labor
International Conference
Blind. 1015
Printing House for the Blind
American Printing
for American
342
342
Botanic Garden .........-.......--for Botanic
Anthracite Coal Commission.........
Commission
1015
for Anthracite
342
-- ---for
Senate. ................-..--for Senate.
......... 1016
for
1016
District of Columbia ....
for District
342
342
for House of Representatives.............
Representatives
for
Federal Board for Vocational Education. 1020
for Federal
343
for
Government Printing Office ........
for Government
for
telegraph and teleFederal control of telegraph
for Federal
343
for judgments,
judgments, United States courts
courts. ......
...........
phone systems ....
1021
343
Claims ....................
Court of Claimsfor Department of State, foreign interadditional pay
pay of
of $240;
$240; limitation
limitation as
as to emadditional
1021
............
course
course ...........
343
ployees
Philippine Islands
Islands .....
in Philippine
ployees in
Guard..... 1023
1023
for Treasury Department, Coast Guard
investigation
collection, etc., of statisinvestigation of collection,
expenses.................. 1023
contingent expenses
343
343
Efficiency Bureau........
Bureau
tics, by Efficiency
1023
......................
customs service
service .
1023
344
344
for
certified by accounting
accounting officers..
officers
for claims certified
engraving
rinting ............
1023
engraving and printing
Appropriation Act, 1920, Second,
Deficiency Appropriation
Independent
Treasury................ 1023
Independent Treasury..
503
for Bituminous
Bituminous Coal Commission.......
Commission.
internal
revenue ..........................
1024
internal revenue
503
503
.....-........
for Bureau of Efficiency
Efficiency
1024
mints and assay offices ...............
503
503
for
National Defense.........
Defense
for Council of National
public buildings......................
building's
1024
503
503
Columbia .......--.....-for District of Columbia.
Public
1024
Public Health Service ................
Board for Vocational
Vocational EducaFederal Board
for Federal
1025
for War Department
Department.....................
......------ 504
tion ..........
1025
C ....
public buildings and grounds, D. C
public
504
Commission ....
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce Commission
1026
transportation service ...................
1026
transportation
State...........-..-- 504
Department of State
for Department
river and
and harbor
harbor contracts
contracts ............. 1026
1026
river
504
504
foreign intercourse ...............---1026
Army..
...............-Army.............505
for Treasury Department .......-.....---Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home ............... 1027
Volunteer
506
.....................
Coast Guard
....- . 1028
for
Department
for Navy Department.............
Internal Revenue, enforcing National
1028
..
damage claims...-.....-..--.....-claims
damage
506
506
Act
Prohibition Act...............--Navy
1029
.....-Navy................---507
public
buildings..
...............-public buildings.
Interior Department
Department.............. 1030
for Interior
507
Public
Service.............-- 507
blic Health Service
1030
...............--...........
Alaska
Alaska
508
508
War
Risk
Insurance
Bureau
Bureau............
War Risk Insurance
1030
......
Deaf
the
for
Columbia
Institution
Columbia
509
509
.....---...........for
for War Department
1030
Freedmen's
Hospital .................
Freedmen's Hospital
509
509
Adjutant General's
General's Office...........
Office
Adjutant
1030
Pension
Office
Office........................
Pension
509
509
army ----........-- ..-.....-..........
An
1030
...............
Poet
Office
Department
1030
Department
Office
Post
for
510
510
sales
of surplus
ordnance stores
stores.......
surplus ordnance
ales of
1031
1031
postal service ...................---510
510
for Navy Department ........--.......1032
for
Department
of
Justice
Justice..........-..--Department
for
511
511
claims.....----...-----.---.-damage claims
damage
1032
courts....- .........
United States
States courts
1032
United
511
Navy...
Navy.................----.---------1033
for
Agriculture
Department of Agriculture............
for Department
512
512
Department. .......--........
for Interior Department
for
1034
Commerce.....---..... 1034
of Commerce
Department of
for Department
512
..---Survey.....--.....-Geological
Geological Survey...
1034
Bureau
1034
Fisheries Bureau............-.....---512
512
---national parks
parks ......-.......------1035
.............
Bureau of Lighthouses
Lighthouses
1035
Bureau
512
512
-........-Patent Office..........-..-Office
for
etc
1035
Capitol building, etc......
legislative, Capitol
for legislative,
512
512
public lands .......-......-----------for
Senate .......-....------ ---------- 1035
for Senate
513
513
Saint
Elizabeths Hospital ...........-aint Elizabeths
1036
Representatives ........
1036
for House of Representatives
513
513
Department-........---..
Poet Office Departmentfor Post
... 1036
purchases
supplies ........-....purchases of supplies.
514
514
service ........---.-------.---postalservice
for Government
Government Printing Office
Office ...........
1037
for
514
514
Justice........---...Department of Justice
for Department
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Third— IPage.
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Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1920, ThirdContinued.
for
public printing
binding
1037
for public
printing and
and binding...........
1037
Superintendent
1037
Superintendent of Documents
Documents .........
1037
for judgments,
judgments, United
United States
States courts
1037
for
courts .......
1037
1037
Court of
of Claims
Claims .....................
1037
Indian depredation claims.............
claims
1038
1038
by accounting
accounting officers.
officers
1038
for claims certified
certified by
1038
designated
1045
title of Act designated..................
1045
Appropriation, Act
1921, First,
Deficiency Appropriation,
Act 1921,
First,
for
Bureau of
1156
for Bureau
of Efficiency
Efficiency..............
1156
...
District of
1156
for District
of Columbia
Columbia.................
1156
Interstate Commerce
1159
for Interstate
Commerce Commission
Commission......
1159
for Library of Congress ...................
1159
1159
for
Smithsonian Institution
Institution ..........
1159
for Smithsonian
1159
for
Department of
1159
for Department
of State
State................. 1159
foreign intercourse
intercourse
1160
foreign
................
1160
for
Treasury Department
Department ................
1160
for Treasury
1160
for
1163
for War
War Department
Department.
.................
1163
for
Navy Department
1168
for Navy
Department.................
1168
Navy
Navy................................
1168
1168
for
Interior Department
1170
for Interior
Department...............
1170
for Post Office Department.............
Department
1173
for
1173
1174
postal service .....................
1174
for
Department of
Justice
1175
for Department
of Justice................
1175
Court of Claims.......................
Claims
1175
1175
United
United States Courts ..................
1175
for Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture ..........
1177
1177
for Department of
of Commerce
Commerce............. 1177
1177
for Department
Department of Labor .................
1178
1178
legislative, House Office Building.
for legislative,
1179
Building ....
for Senate
Senate ..........................
1179
for House of Representatives
Representatives ..........
1180
expenses authorized
authorized for Ways
Ways and
and
Means
Means Committee, 1st Session, 67th
67th
Congress........................
Congress
1180
1180
for Government
Printing Office
1182
Government Printing
Office...........
printing and binding...........
binding
1182
public printing
for judgments, United States
1182
States Courts
Courts......
1182
1182
Court of Claims ....................
for
by accounting
offifor claims
claims certified by
accounting officers........................
cers
1183
1183
title of Act designated..................
designated
1193
rkfrieriq Appropriations,
Deficiency
Appropriations!,
for
Federal Railroad
589
or Federal
Railroad Control
Control..............
589
for District of Columbia ...................
590
590
Compensation .........
for Employees'
Employees' Compensation
590
590
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
591
for Interstate
Commission .....
591
for Library
Library of Congress
Congress
591
...................
591
Department
591
for Treasury
Treasury Department.................
591
Public
Public Health
Health Service..................
Service
591
public buildings, war time contracts...
contracts ..
592
592
for Post Office Department ...............
592
postal service.
service......................
592
for Department of Labor; Government
Government
592
Hotel, D. C
C..................
592
for Senate...............................
Senate
592
for House of Representatives...........
Representatives
592
for Botanic Garden
Garden ................
592
for public
public printing and binding
593
binding.........
Deftczency Appropriations,
Deiciency
Appropriations, Urgent,
Urgent,
Compensation Commission.
for Employees
Employees Compensation
Commission
377
for Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, Public Health
Health
Service
Service .....
............
377
War Risk Insurance
378
Insurance Bureau...........
Bureau
Deicits
in Railroad
RailroadIncomes (see also TransDeficits in
portation Act,
Act, 1920),
1920),
ascertaining and reimbursing
provisions for ascertaining
reimbursing
460
appropriation
appropriation for paying amounts
amounts certified.....-..............
461
fied
.
.. ......
DdeydntingFood Materials,
Maeals,
Dehydrating
appropriation for expae,
appropriation
expesises, cooperative
cooperative
attidy of
of methods
itiet
of.
._,_ 254,713,
2&4, 713, 1332
study
1332
of _......

Bridge Company,
Page.
Del Rio and
and Las Vacas
Vacas Bridge
Del Rio,
may bridge
bridge Rio
Rio Grande,
Grande, Del
Rio, Tex.,
Tex.,
to Las Vacas,
Vacas, Mexico
1202
Mexico ...............
1202
Mexico required
consent of Mexico
required 1202
.............
1202
Del Rio,
Tex.,
Del
Rio, Tex.,
bridge
authorized across
across Rio
Grande, Las
Las
bridge authorized
Rio Grande,
Vacas, Mexico,
Mexico, to ..................
1202
1202
Delaware Bay,
Bay,
Delaware
improving aids
improving
aids to navigation
navigation at
at entrance
entrance
to, authorized
to
authorized
..................... 1058
1058
Delaware River
Bridge Joint
Delaware
River Bridge
Joint Commission,
Commission,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Delaware River,
River,
across Delaware
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa., to Camden,
Camden, N. J
J.,,
by
1101
by................................
1101
Delaware River, Pa.
Delaware
Pa., N.
N. J., and
and Del.,
Del.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of,
of, PhilaPhiladelphia to the sea................
sea
900
bridge authorized
authorized across
Pa., to
to
across, Easton,
Easton, Pa.,
Phillipsburg,
J
1055
Phillipsburg, N. J...................
1055
Philadelphia
1101
Philadelphia to Camden ..........
. 1101
combination
combination of projects for improving,
between
Trenton. 1014
between Philadelphia and
and Trenton.
1014
Delegates
Territories,
Delegatesfrom
from the Territories,
appropriation for compensation
634,
1255
appropriation
compensation ........
634,1255
mileage..
for mileage
2, 634, 1255
...................... 2,634,
1255
for clerk
clerk hire .....................
637,
637, 1258
1258
payment authorized
persons
payment
authorized to the
the two persons
designated
designated by, as their clerks;
clerks; rates,
162
etc ...............................
162
Deleterious
Deleterious Foods,
Foods, Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
preventing sale
appropriation for expenses preventing
of
of , etc
254,
1331
................
254, 712,
712,1331
Deming, Ni.
Deming,
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
deficiency appropriation
for
deficiency
appropriation for
for hospital
hospital for
discharged disabled
discharged
disabled soldiers, etc.,
etc., at.
at. 508
508
Demobilized Army Organizations,
Demobilized
Organizations,
disposition
disposition directed of all colors, standards,
and guidons
guidons of.
of 1438
.................
1438
title...................
no change in title
14
1439
care,
preservation, etc.,
of, required
143
39
9
care, preservation,
etc., of,
required ....
1439
Denatured-Alohol
also Industrial
Denatured
Alcohol (see also
Industrial AlAlcohol),
cohol),
manufactured,
manufactured, not subject to Constitutional prohibition provisions........
provisions
309
conditions; permits,
permits etc.,
etc., required
309
required ......
309
Denatured
DenaturedRum,
Rum
manufactured, not subject to Constitumanufactured,
tional prohibition provisions.......
provisions
309
conditions; permits, etc., required......
required
309
Denmark,
Denmark,
appropriation
minister to
739,
appropriation for minister
to ..........
739, 1206
1206
Dental Clinics,
Dental
Clinics, Public
Public Schools, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance, etc.
etc. 84, 854,1124
854,1124
Dental Corps,
also Medical
Dental
Corps, Army (see also
Medical DepartDepartment, Army),
number of
of officers......................
officers.
767
service promotions,
767
promotions, etc .........
........ 767
Dental
Dental Outfits, Army,
Army
sale of surplus, authorized; preferences...
preferences .
554
Dentists,
etc., to licensed,
mailing of
of poisons,
poisons, etc.,
licensed, from
from
manufactures
manufactures or dealers,
dealers, permitted
permitted
621
under prescribed
prescribed regulations .......
621
Denver, Colo.,
appropriation
at
656, 1275
appropriation for mint at..............
656,1275
appropriation for mint at...
deficiency appropriation
at
591, 1024
Department of Agriculture,
Department
appropriation
of Agriculture
for
Secretary,
,
Assistants,
appropriation
for Secretary,
Assistants,
Solicitor
235 '694
Solicitor,, clerks, etc
etc.............. 235,694
for Secretary, Assistant,
0f
Asstant, directors
directors of
scientific, etc.
etc., work,
scientific,
Solicitor,
work, Soiitor,
clerks, etc.....
etc
------------------ 1315
...............
1315
I
for mechanical
mechanical shops
shops and power plant..
plant._ 1315
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Department of
Page.
Agriculture-Continued.
of Agriculture-Continued,
Department
appropriation
Manageappropriation for Office of Farm ManageEconomics.. 236, 695,
1315
695,1315
ment and Farm Economics..
for
for Weather
Weather Bureau .......... 236, 695, 1316
restriction ..........
1316
236, 696, 1316
printing restriction
commission on utilizing buildings,
Mount Weather,
Weather, Va ..............
697
Mount
for
Bureau.... 238, 696, 1317
Animal Industry Bureau....
for Animal
quarantine work....
work ... . 238,
inspection and quarantine
696, 1318
238,698
sheep scabies emergency .........
tuberculosis of anieradicating, etc., tuberculosis
mals ....................
239,
698, 1318
239,698,1318
ticks..... 240,
eradication of southern cattle
cattle ticks.
eradication
699,
699, 1319
240,699,1319
dairy industry investigations..
investigations
240,
699, 1319
investigations..... 240,
husbandry investigations.
animal husbandry
699, 1319
investigating animal diseases; coninvestigating
tagious
240, 699, 1319
240,699,
tagious abortion ..........
240,
hog cholera
cholera eradication, etc.; dourine.
dourine.
700, 1319
additional for meat
meat inspection;
inspection; horse
horse
additional
241,700,1320
meat
700, 1320
meat....................... 241,
241
overtime
employees...........
overtime pay to employees
Industry... 241, 700, 1320
for Bureau of Plant Industry...
plant diseases, etc., investigations;
pecans
242, 701, 1321
242,701,1321
pecans ..................
investigating citrus
chestnut
citrus canker; chestnut
investigating
bark
white pine blister rust,
disease, white
bark disease,
etc
242, 701, 1321
242,701,1321
etc....................
crops plant, etc., diseases
diseases ....
243, 702, 1322
243,702,1322
crops
soil
bacteriology; fertility, etc.
etc 243,702,1322
243, 702, 1322
soil bacteriology;
acclimatization,
cottonseed interinteracclimatization, etc.; cottonseed
243, 702, 1322
243,702,
..
breeding -..............-.
physiological,
technological, biophysphysiological, technological,
702, 1322
ical,
etc., investigations
243 2702,1322
investigations .-.. 243
ical, etc
commercial
seeds, grasses, etc., imcommercial seeds„
adulterated seed grains, etc.
etc.
243,
porting adulterated
702,
1322
702,1322

improvement, etc., soil and seed
cereal improvement,
infecting
244, 702, 1322
diseases............ 244,702,
infecting diseases
tobacco
resistant
tobacco production; drought resistant
crops ....................
244, 703, 1323
crops
244,703,1323
sugar
investigations
244,
703, 1323
sugar plant investigations.....
dry
244,
703, 1323
244,703,
crops, etc .........
dry land crops,
edible
growing, shipping,
etc...
245,
shipping, etc...
nuts, growing,
edible nuts,
703, 1323
1323
703,
245, 704,1323
etc.... 245,
growing, shipping,
fruit growing,
fruit
horticulturalinvestigations,
shipping, etc
etc..
704, 1323
245,
horticultural investigations, etc....... 245,
704, 1323
1323
245, 704, 1323
Arlington
farm
245
experimental farm..
Arlington experimental
rare
foreign
new and Are
seeds and plants; new
foreign seeds
forage ' etc
etc............ 245, 704, 1323
seeds, forage,
Congressional seed
distribution..... 246,
seed distribution
Congressional
704, 1324
for
247,
705, 1325
247,705,
Service ...........
Forest Service
for Forest
national
etc ....
248,
maintenance, etc....
national forests; maintenance,
707, 1326
selecting,
agricultural lands in
etc.,' agricultural
selecting, etc.
national forests
251,
710, 1329
251,710,
forests ...........
national
survey
valuable for agriculsurvey of lands valuable
ture
251, 710, 1329
..................... 251,710,1329
ture
251,1329
fighting
1329
etc........... 251,
fighting forest fires, etc.
equipment
251, 710, 1329
251,710,1329
supplies .........
equipment supplies.

forest
timber, etc...
etc.. _251,
251, 710,
1329
710, 1329
products, timber,
rest products,
constructing
bridgee, etc
etc. 252,710,1330
rods, bridges
constructing roads,
conservation
navigable streams,
conservation of navigable
etc ......
252, 711, 1330
252,711,1330
......
.....-...
etc
for
of Chemistry.........
Chemistry
11, 1331
252, 711,
Bureau of
for Bureau
poultry,
investigafish investigaand fish
poultry, egg, and
tions
253,712
253,712
..---------..--- .
tions.........
253
citrus
citrus by products, etc ....-......
colorants from
materials... 254,712,1331
254, 712, 1331
raw materials...
from raw
colorants
many
farture of table sirup, etc. 254, 712, 1331
manufacture
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Agriculture-Continued.
Department of Agriculture-Continued.
appropriation for Bureau
Bureau of Chemistry;
Chemistry;
appropriation
enforcing pure food law; revising
enforcing
Pharmacopceia
254,
712, 1313
1313
254,712,
Pharmacopoeia.............
enforcing Tea Importation Act._
.. 712, 1332
1332
Act....
enforcing
investigations. ..... 254, 713, 1332
naval stores investigations
insecticides, etc.
,investigations 254,713,
254,713, 1332
etc.,investigations.
dehydrating food materials
1332
materials... 254, 713, 1332
dehydrating
1332
plant dust explosions, etc ..........
1332
investigation
254,
wool scouring waste investigation.....
713, 1332
713,1332
for
713, 1332
Soils.............. 254, 713,1332
Bureau of Soils
for Bureau
production ............
255, 714,1333
potash production
714,1333
kelp plant, Summerland,
Summerland, Calif.....
Calif
714, 1333
for
55, 714, 1333
255,714,
Entomology ...... 9
for Bureau of Entomology
730, 1334
emergency ....... 256, 730,1334
corn borer emergency.
preventing spread
spread of moths...
moths . 256, 715, 1334
preventing
nursery stock, etc.,
etc., quarantine.
quarantine 256, 715, 1334
nurserystock,
for Bureau of Biological Survey
1335
Survey.. 257, 715, 1335
predatory animals; supdestroying predatory
pressing rabies
rabies of domestic
domestic anipressing
mals
257, 716, 1335
mals .....................
258,
enforcing migratory bird law, etc.....
etc
enforcing
716, 1335
reindeer industry in Alaska; land fur
bearing animal protection,
etc... 716,1336
protection, etc...
bearing
for Division of Accounts
Accounts and DisburseDisbursements .....................
258, 717, 1336
for Division of Publications
258, 717, 1336
Publications..... 258,717,
agricultural exhibits at State, etc.,
agricultural
fairs
718, 1337
fairs.......................... 718,1337
259,718
for Bureau of Crop Estimates ........
259, 719
719
field investigations
investigations ..............
for library
259, 719, 1337
library ...................
for
......... 260, 719,1337
contingent expenses
ex
719, 1337
for contingent
for rent, District ofColumbia.
ofgriei
s
mbia. 225, 260,719,1337
260, 719, 1337
forrent,District
space provided in
not available if space
Government
225, 719, 1337
buildings....... 225,719,1337
Government buildings
for
States
Relations
Service
.... 260, 719, 1338
for States Relations Service ....
agriculture
experiment stations,
stations, etc...
etc...
261,
agriculture experiment
719, 1338
cooperative
extension
agricultural extension
cooperative agricultural
work
work..................... 261, 720, 1338
cooperative demonstration
farmers' cooperative
demonstration
work
261, 720,1338
720, 1338
work .....................
additional
cooperative agricultural
agricultural
additional cooperative
work ......................
261, 720, 1339
261,720,1339
work
reports,
farmers' institutes,
reports, etc., on farmers'
agricultural schools,
etc
261, 721, 1339
261,721,
schools, etc.....
agricultural
experiment stations in Territories and
Islands
262, 721, 139
1339
262,721,
islands....................
investigating
investigating economy, etc., of home
products. 262, 721,13:39
721, 1339
agricultural products
use of agricultural
for Bureau
of Public
721, 1:314
1340
Roads.... 262, 721,
Public Roads
Bureau of
for
263, 722, 1340
farm
investigations
farm irrigation investigations..
drainage
etc ; farm
drainage investigations, etc.;
722,1340
water
1340
supply.............. 263, 722,
water supply.
distributing
etc., war explosives
explosives in
distributing, etc.,
1341
clearing
clearing lands, etc ...............
Bureau of Markets
Markets............... 264, 723
for Bureau
marketing,
etc. farm products; studymarketing, etc.,
in losses
losses in transit ............. 264, 723
ing
regulating stockyard,
etc .. _ 265
stockyard, business, etc..
regulating
livestock,
etc., production,
production,
meats, fish, etc.,
livestock, meats,
marketing,
etc ..................
265, 724
marketing, etc
market news service
724
service .............-....
market
agricultural food products, marketing,
agricultural
65, 724
etc.;
265,
peanuts .................
etc.; peanuts
perishable farm products, investigatperishable
ing, certifying
26-5. 724
etc.... 265,
certifying conditions, etc
ing,
724
265,
cotton
grading, etc ................
265,724
cotton grading,
cooperation
States in marketing
marketing
with States
cooperation with
products,
etc
266, 724
products, etc.................
gram handling,
handling, etc
etc ................
266. 725
266
grain
distribution, etc., of farm products...
products_ .. 266
distribution,
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appropriation for enforcing
enforcing Climax,
Climax, etc.,
appropriation
etc.,
Baskets Standard Act
1343
Act...... 266, 725,
725, 1343
for Bureau
Bureau of Markets
Markets and
and Crop
Crop EstiEsti.........................
mates .
1341
marketing, etc., farm products;
products; studystudying losses in transit; foreign market
market
investigations .....................
1341
1341
live stock, meats, fish, etc., production, marketing, etc ..............
1342
agricultural food products, marketing,
marketing,
agricultural
etc ...........................
1342
1342
perishable
perishable farm products, investigatinvestigatcondition, etc
1342
ing, certifying
certifying condition,
etc ......
1342
cotton grading, etc .................
1342
cooperation
cooperation with States in
in marketing
farm products,
products, etc .................
1342
1342
grain handling, etc ...................
1342
1342
1342
for crop and
and live
live stock estimating
estimating work
work.. 1342
Estimates and Statistics
Crop Estimates
Statistics BuBureaus merged into Markets
Markets and
and Crop
reaus
Crop
Estimates Bureau ................
1343
for enforcing
enforcing Cotton Futures Act. 266, 725, 1343
classification, etc., declared permaclassification,
perma725
nent ............................
725
optional demand and
and delivery
delivery of
of
grades
grades ............................
725
725
repealed
738
repealed.........................
738
sale of condemned cotton
1343
cotton ............
1343
for enforcing
enforcing Grain Standards
Standards Act. 266,725,1343
266,725,1343
725, 1343
for administering
administering Warehouse
Warehouse Act.
Act. 266,
266,725,
1343
warehouse bonds,
modified
266
warehouse
bonds, etc.,
etc., modified......
266
authority to administer
administer oaths, secure
secure
testimony, etc ....................
267
267
for wool
wool clip
clip of
for enforcing
enforcing regulations
regulations for
of
1918 ....................... 267,
725, 1343
267,725,1343
for enforcing Insecticide Act
725, 1343
Act.... 267,
267,725,
1343
for Federal
Federal Horticultural
Horticultural Board.
Board 267,726,
267, 726, 1344
267, 726, 1344
plant varantine
quarantine............. 267,726,1344
restrictions on shipments of plants and
restrictions
and
plant
products in District of
plant
of ColumColumbia
...............
bia
726
.
.......
726
extermination
extermination of potato wart.
1344
wart .........
1344
interchangeable
interchangeable appropriations.....
appropriations
268,727
268,727
for agricultural
agricultural demonstrations,
demonstrations, etc.,
etc., on
on
reclamation
reclamation projects........
projects
268, 727, 1344
268,727,1344
for fighting, preventing,
fires;
preventing, etc., forest
forest fires;
air patrol ..........................
728
728
for cooperative
cooperative fire protection
protection of
State
of State
forested watersheds,
watersheds, etc....
etc
268, 728,
728, 1344
for acquisition
acquisition of lands
headwaters of
of
lands at headwaters
navigable streams ................
1345
1345
for live stock experiments, etc.,
etc., in
cane
in cane
sugar and cotton districts....
districts.... 268, 728,
728, 1345
1345
dairying and live stock experiments
for dairying
experiments
irrigated, etc.,
etc., lands....
lands
268,
on western irrigated,
268,
728, 1345
for live stock breeding
breeding station, WoodWoodward,
ward, Okla .................
.
720,
1345
720,1345
amount available
available for
for vehicles, motor
motor
boats, etc.; restriction,
restriction, report, etc
etc.. 268,
268,
728,
1345
728,1345
for eradication
eradication of foot and mouth and
and
other animal contagious disease....
diseases.. . 269,
269,
728,
1345
728,1345
payment for animals purchased,
purchased, dedestroyed, etc _................
269, 729, 1345
for preventing
preventing spread of pink bollworm
bollworm
of cotton
cotton ................
1345
269, 729, 1345
American bison to municisupplying American
municipalities, etc .....................
270
270
for conservation of
of navi,
navigaof watersheds
watersheds of
ble streams, etc., purchase
lands.
270
purchase of lands.
270
allowance
allowance for travel by motor vevehicles..............
... 270,
hicles
730. 1347
270.730.
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Page.
appropriation for
watersheds,
appropriation
for conserving
conserving watersheds,
contributions for
etc.; contributions
for Department
Department
activities from outside to be to Secactivities
retary, etc ........................
270
270
payments from contributions
payments
contributions not subject
subject
to general
general prohibition as
as to salaries,
etc ..............................
270
270
for agricultural
agricultural exhibits
exhibits at
at fairs;
National
fairs; National
Dairy
271
Dairy Show
Show .................
...
271
International Farm
Farm Congress;
Congress; invitainvitaInternational
foreign nations
271
tion to
to foreign
nations ..............
271
invitation
World Cotton
invitation to
to World
Cotton Conference;
Conference;
no expense allowance.
271
allowance .............
271
weight, etc.,
etc., required
required on wrapped
wrapped
meat packages
packages...................
271
homestead
leaves of
homestead settlers allowed
allowed leaves
of
etc., because
because
absence to obtain food,
food, etc.,
of drought conditions .............
271
271
for Joint Committee
Committee on Short Time RuRu730,
1347
ral Credits .................
730, 1347
sites for propagating,
propagating, etc., field stations,
Chico, Calif.; Bellingham,
Bellingham, Wash.,
Fla., and
and Savannah,
Buena Vista, Fla.,
Savannah,
Ga.,
Ga., to be acquired
730
acquired................
730
repayment of money
money borrowed
borrowed to
to buy
buy
wheat for seeding not required
required if
crop a
a failure.
failure .....................
730
730
borrowers signing
guaranty fund agreeborrowers
signing guaranty
ment to make contribution
thereto,
contribution thereto,
if crop not a
afailure
731
failure ...............
731
guaranty fund
fund to be used to pay loans
to those whose crop was a
afailure
731
failure....
731
for eradication of Parlatoria
Parlatoria date scale...
scale
1346
1346
for preventing spread of Mexican
Mexican bean
bean
beetle .............................
1346
1346
purchasing, etc.,
farmers
for purchasing,
etc., seed
seed grain
grain for
for farmers
in drought stricken areas ..........
1347
1347
advances limited,
etc
1347
limited, etc.................
1347
punishment for obtaining under false
representations,
1347
representations, etc.
etc ..............
1347
foreign
World's
foreign governments
governments invited to World's
Dairy Congress in 1922
1347
1922............ 1347
report annually
annually of investigations
investigations completed;;and what services
pleted
services duplicated
duplicated
by other departments,
departments, etc...........
etc
1347
for printing
pnnting and binding for....
for
229, 942, 1430
229,942,1430
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries..
deficiency
salaries.. 62, 64, 1187
for Animal Industry Bureau...........
Bureau.
62,
62,
64, 66, 346, 524, 1033, 1043, 1187,
1187, 1192
for Forest Service....
Service.... 62, 64, 339, 346, 524,1039,
524, 1039,
1043,
1045, 1177, 1187,
1043,1045,
1187, 1192
1192
for Bureau of Entomology ...............
62,
62,
64, 67, 524, 1177, 1187
64,67,524,1177,
1187
for Weather Bureau
Bureau ...................
.
62,
62,
64,346,
64,
346, 349, 524, 1040, 1043,
1043, 1187,
1187, 1192
for Dry Farming Congress,
Congress, Denver, Colo
62
Colo.
62
for library ..........................
64,
64
346, 524, 1039, 1043,
1045, 1187, 1192
1043,1045,
1192
miscellaneous expenses
for miscellaneous
64, 1187, 1192
expenses..... 64,1187,1192
for Plant Industry
Industry Bureau
Bureau ...........
64,
64,
67,346,349,524,
1187,1192
67,
346, 349, 524, 1187,
1192
for Chemistry
Bureau.................
Chemistry Bureau
64,
64,
67, 346, 524, 1040,
1040, 1187,
1187, 1192
for Bureau of Biological Survey..
Survey ........
......
64,
64,
67, 346, 524, 1034,
1187
67,346,
1034,1187
for Bureau of Crop Estimates...........
Estimates
64,
64,
67,
515, 524, 1043,
1188
67, 515,524,
1043, 1188
for Office of Public Roads and Rural
Rural
Engineering.... 64, 67,
67,346,524,1177,
Engineering.
346, 524, 1177, 1192
1192
for Offie
Office of Markets and Rural OrganOrganization .
64
.........................
64
67, 346, 524, 1040, 1043, 1187, 1192
for enforcing Insecticide
Insecticide Act
64,67
Act............ 64,67
investigations. .
for naval stores investigations.
64
.........
64
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Department
for increased
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
increased cost
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for States RelaReladeficiency
54
1918 ...................
of envelopes,
of
envelopes, 1918
54
tions Service..
67, 346, 524, 1034, 1043,1187
1043, 1187
Service.. 67,
54,515
Office......................
54,
515
for Census Office
beetle.
spread of Japanese
Japanese beetle
338
preventing spread
for preventing
54,62,
for Coast
Coast and
and Geodetic
Survey ........
54,
62,
Geodetic Survey
524,
enforcing Grain Standards
Standards Act ......
for enforcing
1178,1188,
339, 515, 524, 1043, 1178,
1188, 1192
1192
1188, 1192
Bureau.... 55, 62, 67, 339, 346, 516,
for Fisheries Bureau....
524
for enforcing
enforcing Cotton Futures Act ........
524,
1192
524, 1034, 1040, 1043, 1178, 1188, 1192
for International
International Dry Land Congress,
62,
Steamboat-Inspection Service
Service........
62,
for Steamboat-Inspection
524
Tulsa, Okla
Okla........................
1188,1192
524, 1034,
1034, 1040, 1188,
1192
593
for
and binding
binding ................
printing and
for printing
346,349,
for Standards
Standards Bureau
Bureau ..... 62, 67, 340, 346,
349,
for
1177,1192
for
1177,
1192
Bureau of Markets ...........
for Bureau
1040, 1043, 1045, 1177, 1188, 1192
1192
524, 1040,
for preventing
bollworm
preventing spread of pink bollworm
62,
for Lighthouses
Lighthouses Bureau
Bureau ...............
62,
1192
1177, 1188, 1192
of cotton ................
67,
349, 516, 524, 1035
67, 330, 346, 349,
1177
1177
power plant ...........
for fuel, etc., for power
1040,
1045, 1178, 1188,1192
1188, 1192
1043, 1045,
1040, 1043,
for Office
Management
........ 1187
of Farm Management
Office of
for
communication
for enforcing
enforcing wireless communication
1187
Bureau of Soils ..................
for Bureau
67
laws ...........................
67
eradicating citrus canker
canker ............ 1188
for eradicating
for Bureau
524, 1040, 1188
Navigation... 340, 524,1040,1188
Bureau of Navigation...
for
Horticultural Board ........
1192
for Federal Horticultural
States courts unfor
judgments, United
United States
for judgments,
administration of impure
impure tea importation
importation
administration
520
.........
der ..............
520
der
from Treasury
easury
transferred to, from
Act transferred
1040,1188,
expenses... 524, 1040,
for contingent
contingent expenses...
1188, 1192
1192
712
Department ....................
Department
Commerce
for
Foreign and
and Domestic Commerce
for Foreign
experiment
and
experiment vineyard lands near Fresno and
Bureau
524,1040
Bureau ....................
purchased-. 1205
Oakville, Calif.,
Calif., may be purchased
Oakville,
524,1188
commercial attaches...........
attaches1188
524,
for commercial
motor vehicles, equipment, etc., not needpromoting commerce ............. 524, 1188
for promoting
transferred to, for roaded for Army, transferred
1182
.............
for printing and binding
making uses .................---------.
530
making
security and
for expenses, national
national security
and dedeobligations incurred
payments
incurred
payments made and obligations
1188, 1192
fense
fense under ...................
under, appropriation
appropriation Act, 1920,
436
authorized.
change of
names of vessels by, authorized.
of names
change
272
1, 1919
approved
approved from
from July 1,
1919.........
437
prescribed .......
etc., prescribed
regulations, fees, etc.,
regulations,
road
not
road making equipment, supplies, etc., not
exhibits to National
Exposition
National Marine Exposition
exhibits
needed
transferred to, for
for
needed by Army, transferred
550
may be furnished by; condition ....
530
road building, etc ..................
reservation
Md., lighthouse
North Point, Md.,
lighthouse reservation
.............. 530
designated...
etc., designated
articles, etc.,
357
Department.....
ar Department
MWar
transferred to
transferred
telephone
telephone supplies not needed
needed for Army,
Labor,
and Labor,
Department
of Commerce and
Department of
transferred for
for use
use of Forest
Forest Service
transferred
531
contingent
to............................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
deficiency
to
..........-- 67
work of
of Federal
.. ...........
expenses
67
Commission by perexpenses.
Power Commission
Federal Power
work
1063 Department
sonnel
sonnel of, etc .....................
Justice,
Department of Justice,
Department
Department of Commerce,
Attorney General.
appropriation for Attorney
General, SoliciSoliciappropriation
appropriation
Solicitor of the, Assistant,
appropriation for Solicitor
-.....--- •.. 676, 1296
tor General,
Assistants1296
General, Assistants
677,1297
etc .......................
677, 1297
etc
for Solicitors, attorneys,
attorneys, etc.
etc .......
676, 1296
1296
etc.. 678, 1297
Assistant, clerks, etc
for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
clerk, law clerks, examiners,
for chief
chief clerk,
examiners,
salaries.. 678,1297
for Bureau
Bureau of Lighthouses, salaries
678, 1297
677,1296
etc
677, 1296
.......................
etc
expenses 678,1297
for
Office salaries and expenses
678, 1297
Census Office
for Census
etc.... 677, 1296
superintendent of prisons, etc
for superintendent
677,
Bureau of Foreign
for Bureau
Foreign and
and Domestic ComInvestigation .......
677, 1296
1206
for Division of Investigation
678, 1298
677, 1296
merce, salaries .................
for clerks, etc ..................
commercial attaches
679, 1298
attaches .............
commercial
for
Accounts ............ .677,
677, 1296
1296
for Division of Accounts
developing foreign and domestic comdeveloping
for contingent
contingent expenses; minor purmerce
679, 1298
1298
1266
.........................
...........................
chases
merce
chases...
677, 1266
677
promoting commerce,
commerce, Latin America..
America..
679,
promoting
delivered to.
surplus Army truck to be delivered
1298
677,1296
for rent
677, 1296
rent .............................
for
promoting
commerce with the Far
Treasury ......... 677, 1297
promoting commerce
for Solicitor of the Treasury
679, 1298
East..
679,
....................
East
Solicitor of the Department
Department of Comfor Solicitor
1'
617, 1297
Steamboat-Inspection Service, salfor Steamboat-Inspection
merce
677,
merce.........................
679,1298
aries ......................
679, 1298
Department of Laaries
for Solicitor
Solicitor of the
the Department
for
679, 1298
bor ......................
678,
1297
678,1297
service at large ......
salaries,
salaries, etc., service
bor
1410
206.921,
for
Bureau of
of Navigation, salaries .... 680,1299
expenses under.
under. 206.
921, 1410
for sundry civil expenses
for Bureau
1410
206,921,
shipping service
service at large ........... 680,1299
for penitentiaries, construction..
construction.. 206,
921, 1410
1300
. 680,
radio communication.............
communication
680,1300
for Assistant Attorney
radio
Attorney General,
General, attorneys,
207,921,
salaries.... 681, 1300
for
Standards, salaries
1300
etc., in customs
customs cases ....... 207,
921, 1410
of Standards,
etc.,
Bureau of
for Bureau
apparatus, expenses, etc ........... 681,1300
for supplies,
cases 207, 921, 1410
supplies, etc., customs cases.
for
apparatus,
etc............... 682,1301
investigations, etc
investigations,
General
for witness fees, etc., Board of General
207,921.
....... 207,
transfer of funds, etc., from departdepartAppraisers .....-..921. 1410
Appraisers
transfer
683,1302
ments,
etc
claims...
suite in claims1410 207921,
defending suits
for defendin
ments, etc ......................
207. 921. 1410
684,1303
claims. 207,
for contingent
contingent expenses ............
684, 1303"
Indian depredation
depredation claims.
207,
defense in Indian
for defense
684,1303
921,
921, 1410
stoi:age space
space .............
684,
1303
for rent; storage
213,926,1417
under.
crimes,
for sundry
expenses under. 213, 926, 1417
prosecution of
sundry civil expenses
for detection
detection and
and prosecution
for
207,921,1410
etc ....................
207, 921, 1410
Foreign and Domestic Commerce
etc
for Foreign
213
President. 207,
protecting
protecting the person of the President
207,
Bureau; branch offices ...............
213
921, 1410
213,926,1416
for
Bureau of Lighthouses
Lighthouses ...... 213,
926, 1416
for Bureau
1417
928,
214,
for
Geodetic Survey...
Survey
1417
Coast and Geodetic
for Coast
Director of Bureau of Investigation...
Investigation...
207,
Director
for
Bureau ..........--217,
930, 1419
217,930,1419
Fisheries Bureau
921, 1410
1410
for Fisheries
220
Service ..-....
for
Steamboat-Inspection Service.
for Steamboat-Inspection
agents of, authorized;
authorized; duties,
special agents
934,1423
221, 934,
for
Standards Bureau ...........
1423
for Standards
922,1411
etc..........................
922,1411
1430
229.942,
---...... 229,
hindinoifnr
-;--,-oA
f». printing
for
and
binding
for
942,
1430
..... lu
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Justce----JuounueU.
rage.
VepUTIarirnn of
appropriation for inspection
inspection of prisons and
and
appropriation
prisoners................. 207,
prisoners
1411
207, 922,
922, 1411
for traveling, etc.,
etc., expenses.....
expenses
208,
922, 1411
1411
208, 922,
enforcing antitrust laws
for enforcing
laws...... 208,
208, 922,
922, 1411
1411
use forbidden for prosecuting
prosecuting labor
labor
organizations,
etc.; associations
associations of
_
farmers, etc ................. 208,
208. 922, 1411
1411
for expenses, suits affecting
affecting withdrawn
withdrawn
oil lands ...............
208, 922, 1411
208,922,1411
for suits affecting
affecting allotted lands, Five
Civilized Tribes ..........
208, 922. 1411
1411
for enforcing Acts to regulate
regulate commerce.
commerce.
208,
208,
922. 1411
for Federal court
court reports
reports and digests....
digests.... 208,
208,
922,
1411
922,1411
for Lawyers' Cooperative
Cooperative Edition, VolVolume 63 .........................
208
208
for Supreme Court
Court Reports, Volumes 253
to 256 ..........................
208
208
for two sets of Supreme
Supreme Court Reports,
Volumes
Volumes 240 to 256 ..............
208
208
for two copies Federal Reporter
Reporter Digest,
Volumes
Volumes 10 and 11,
11, for attorney
attorney
New York southern
southern district........
district
922
922
for Lawyers'
Lawyers' Cooperative Edition, Volume 64.........................
64
922
922
for complete set of Supreme Court Reports, etc.,
etc., for South Carolina western district
922
district......................
922
Lawyers' Cooperative Edition, Volfor Lawyers'
ume 65 ........................
1411
for Supreme Court
Court Reports, Volumes
Volumes 257
and 258 ............................
1411
1411
for expenses, Pacific Railroad suits
suits...... 208,
208,
- 923, 1411
for United States courts
courts ........
209, 923, 1412
1412
209,923,
for penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, maintenance..
211,
maintenance
211, 924, 1413
1413
for National
National Training School for Boys,
District of Columbia,
Columbia, maintenance..
maintenance.. 212,
926, 1415
for printing and binding for.....
for
229, 942, 1430
229.
1430
for expenses, enforcing
enforcing National
National prohibition, under
.....................
under
319
319
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for detection
detection and
prosecution of crimes, etc.
prosecution
51, 62, 64,
337,
etc. 51,
64,337,
524, 1032, 1040, 1175, 1188,
349. 524,
1188, 1192
1192
for United States courts ...............
51,
51,
62, 64, 67,
62.
67, 337, 346,
346, 349,
349, 515,
515, 525,
525,
1032, 1040, 1043,
1192
1043, 1045, 1175,
1175, 1188,
1188, 1192
for additional
additional employees
336
employees ..............
336
for chief clerk, additional
336
additional pay
pay.......... 336
private secretary
for private
secretary and assistant
to
assistant to
Attorney General,
General, additional pay
336
pay...
336
for attorney in charge of pardons, additional
tional pay ......................
336
for contingent expenses
expenses ...............
336,
346, 349, 514, 1032, 1175,
1175, 1188
1188
for enforcing
enforcing antitrust laws .............
336
336
for transporting
transporting interned
interned alien enemies..
enemies
337
337
for penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, construction..........
construction
337
337
for
penitentiaries,
maintenance
338.
1033
for penitentiaries, maintenance...... 338. 1033
allowances to discharged
allowances
discharged prisoners inincreased.
creased
1033
.
...........
1033
for inspection
inspection of prisons
prisoners...
prisons and prisoners
346
346
for books for judicial officers....
1188, 1192
officers.... 524. 1188,
1192
for stationery.
stationery ..........................
1032
1032
for
forF.
F. R.
R. Brenneman
1032
Brenneman ................
1032
for preparing, etc.,
Volume 32,
32, Opinions
etc., Volume
Opinions
of the Attorney General............
General
1032
1032
for Francisco Montefredini
Montefredini ...........
1032
for Woolsey W. Hall .................
1175
1175
for paying
paying judgments, United States
States
courts
runder ....................
courts under
1182
1182
for judgments.
judgments, Court of Claims under
1183
under.... 1183
IT..-±'--

Department
Page.
Departmentof Justice-Continued.
Justice-Continued.
Page.
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
defending
appropriation for
for defending
suits in claims
1188
.............
1188
for Pacific
Pacific Railroad suits ..............
1188
1188
for national security and defense expenses under ...............
1188, 1192
1192
penses
1188,
advances authorized for expenses
advances
expenses of detection
tection and prosecution
prosecution of
crime....
515
of crime....
515
preference for war service in appointments
preference
appointments
for enforcing National
National prohibition
prohibition
under ..........................
319
319
Department
Department of Labor,
Labor,
appropriation
appropriation for Solicitor of
of the,
the, law
clerk, etc ...................
678, 1297
678,
1297
for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant, clerks, etc
etc.. 684,1304
Commissioners of Conciliation
for Commissioners
685,1304
Conciliation.... 685,1304
for Labor Statistics Bureau
685,1304
Bureau ........
685,
1304
for Immigration
685,1304
Immigration Bureau ...........
685, 1304
for Naturalization
685,1304
Naturalization Bureau
Bureau .........
685,1304
for Children's Bureau ............
686,
1305
686, 1305
for Women's
Women's Bureau...................
Bureau
1305
1305
contingent expenses...........
expenses
for contingent
686,1305
686,1305
for rent
rent ............................. 686, 1305
for
1305
for sundry civil expenses
under. 221, 935,1423
expenses under.
forimmigrant
for immigrant station, Ellis Island, N.Y.
N. Y
221,
221,
935, 1423
935,1423
Philadelphia, Pa ....................
935
935
for expenses,
expenses, regulating
immigration
221,
regulating immigration....
221,
1424
935, 1424
reimbursements for
aliet35,
s
reimbursements
for inspection
inspection of
of aliens
in contiguous
contiguous territory permitted...
permitted
936
936
commissioner
New Orleans
Orleans .........
936
commissioner at
at New
936
for enforcing
enforcing laws excluding
excluding alien
analien anarchists
archists .................
221,
936, 1424
1424
221,936,
for Guanica
Guanica Central ....................
221
221
for W. and C. T. Jones Steamship
Steamship ComCompany ..
222
pany
............................
222
officials in contiguous
contiguous countries
countries allowed compensation
compensation for services
services in
in
inspecting aliens
inspecting
aliens ...............
936,1224
for
deportation
of
aliens
936,22
1934
6
for deportation of aliens ...............

936
for J. D. Spreckels
Spreckels and Brothers
Brothers ComCompany..............................
pany
937
937
for Calexico National
National Bank
Bank .............
1424
for Chin Fong
Fong........................
.. 1424
for Falik Schimmer
1424
Schunmmer..............
. 1
1424
for N. Galanos and Compan y
1
42
4
24
4
for N. Galanos and Company............ 1424
1424
for
Service
for Naturalization
Naturalization Service.......
222, 937, 1425
for
Housing Corporati
on
222 937
1425
for Housing
Corporation
.......
222, 937, 1425
222,937,
no other appropriations
appropriations to be used for...
for... 224,
938, 1426
938,
1426
termination of housing for war needs..
termination
needs
224
224
for investigations of women in industry.225, 938
938
employment offices for wage
for employment
earners.
225,
wage earners.
225,
938,1426
for printing
938, 1426
for
printing and
and binding
binding for
for..... 229,
229,942,1430
942,1430
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for
for increased
increased cost
cost
of envelopes
envelopes. 1919
..
55
1919.................
55
for Employment
Employment Sernice,
Service, maintenance..
55
maintenance..
55
for Commissioners
Commissioners of Conciliation.......
Conciliation
55,
55,
517,1179,1188,1192
for
Immigration
Bureau
517,
1179,
1188,
1192
for Immigration Bureau ...............
55,
1192
67,341, 349,
349,518,
518, 1188,
f
f
o
or
run
prin
mi
tigr
n and binding
1188, 1192
printing
for
printing
for...... 59,
59,520,
520, 1182
for immigration expenses...............
expenses
62346
62,
&I6
for Children's Bureau ..........
64,
349, 1192
64,349,1192
Bureau. 341, 518,
for Labor Statistics
Statistics Bureau.
1179, 1182
518,1179,
1182
International Conference
for International
Conference of Labor...
Labor...
341
for War Labor
Labor Administration
Administration. .........
517
517
for
Naturalization Bureau
or Naturalization
Bureau..... 518,1179,1188
for
First
Industrial
Conference
518,
1179,
1188
for First Industrial Conference .........
519
52
519
for
or contingent
contingent expenses..............
524,1192
for
expenses,
Government
for expenses, Government hotel, Wash-4, 1192
inton,
ington, D. C
592
C .....................
592
faor Ellis Island Immigrat
for
Immigrant station......
station
1178
1178
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Department of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
Housing Corfor Housing
deficiency
poration
poration ..................--- . 1179
for
security and defense
defense exnational security
for national
1188,1192
penses
1188,
1192
under .................
penses under
for
child labor
1192
1188,1192
law...... 1188,
labor law
enforcing child
for enforcing
987
establishment
in.....
Women's Bureau in
of Women's
establishment of
987
appointment
director, salary
salary .........
appointment of director,
987
duties
authorized.
employees authorized
specified; employees
duties specified;
settlement
irregular printing
printing and bindof irregular
settlement of
ing
341
authorized .............
under, authorized
ing under,
unexpended
balances, providing
providing housing
housing
unexpended balances,
for war
needs, covered
covered in...........
in
55
war needs,
for
Department
State,
Department of State,
appropriation for
Under SecreSecretary, Under
for Secretary,
appropriation
t
tary, Assistants
.......... 642,1263
..
Assistants
t tary,
642,1263
for Director
Consular Service..
Service
642, 1263
of the Consular
Director of
for
for
officers on
on drafting
work ......... 642,1263
drafting work
for officers
assignments
assignments as chief of divisions, bu- 1263
......---reaus,
etc ..............
reaus, etc
for
assistant solicitors
solicitors ...............
642, 1263
1263
for assistant
for
chief clerk,
clerks, etc.
etc 642, 1263
1263
clerks, clerks,
law clerks,
clerk, law
for chief
for
642
bureaus, clerks, etc .......
of bureaus,
chiefs of
for chiefs
for
employees; pay restrictemporary employees;
for temporary
642,1263
tion ..........
.....
.tion
restriction
personal
on payment for personal
restriction on
1263
services in
642,1263
Washington, D. C ... -642,
in Washington,
services
for passport bureaus, New York and San
642
......................
Francisco
...
Francisco
for contingent
contingent expenses,
stationery,
expenses, stationery,
for
furniture,
etc ................... 643, 1263
furniture, etc
for
periodicals, etc., for the
books, periodicals,
for books,
643,1263
library
643 1263
..............library ....
for
miscellaneous expenses..........
expenses
643,1263
for miscellaneous
643,1263
for
rent
643,
1263
for rent.............................
for
.. 676,1296
for ..............
Solicitor for
for Solicitor
for
duties of
of War
transferred
Trade Board transferred
War Trade
for duties
to
938
163,938
----- 163,
to...........---....--.....-for investigations
investigations under control of, by
for
Department
Justice ............207
of Justice
Department of
for
228, 941, 1429
for..... 228,941,
printing and binding for
for printing
Service. 739,1205
for Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
739, 1205
and Consular Service.
for
741, 1208
for
the
printing in the.................
for printing
for
750
under passport control Acts.
expenses under
for expenses
for
restricting entry
entry of aliens, etc., imfor restricting
385
available; limit for 1920.
mediately
1920.
mediately available;
additional emdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
deficiency
329,1042
42,'329,
ployees; pay
pay limitation
1042
limitation...... 42
ployees;
for
Diplomatic and
Consular Service. 43, 62, 64,
and Consular
for Diplomatic
66,
346, 348, 504, 523, 1021,
66, 329, 346,
1039,
1045, 1160, 1186,1191
1186, 1191
1042,1045,1160,
1039, 1042,
for stationery,
stationery, etc...............
etc
346, 348, 523
for
348,
expenses ................
contingent expenses
for contingent
504,
523, 1039, 1042,
1159, 1186
1042,1159,
504, 523,1039,
for printing
printing electoral
votes ...........
1159
electoral votes
for
for
for War Trade Board Section, reappropriatiou
1159
-1159 .....
priation... ...........
details
details from Secret Service Division, Treasury Department,
Department, allowed...
174, 883,1375
allowed... 174,883,1375
ury
passport
regulations modified
750
modified............ 750
passport regulations
Department of the Interior
Interior (see Interior
Interior DeDepartment
partment).
Departments, Government,
Departments,
funds of,
from
procuring stores, etc., from
of, procuring
funds
another,
bureau, to be subject to
another, or bureau,
requisition of department,
department, etc.,
etc., furrequisition
nishing
613
nishing the same ............-.....
.......- 613
......
available for two years
Deportation
Deportationof Aliens,
if
additional
classes subject to expulsion
expulsion if
additional classes
found by
by Secretary
Labor to be
Secretary of Labor
found
593
undesirable residents
593
residents ............undesirable
593
--.
enemies.. .......-interned
interned alien enemies
convicted since August 1,
1. 1914, of vioconvicted
lating
Espionage Act
594
ating the
the 1spionage
Act -......--.
o-

ues-iotiue
Deprttin f Aliens-Continued.
Deportation
Page.
Deportationof
o/ Atiens--aonunuea.
rage.
convicted
violating Act prohibiting
convicted of violating
594
explosives....
manufacture, etc., of explosives
manufacture,
Act
restricting travel from and into the
Act restricting
594
United States
States ...................
United
Act punishing
injury of war
punishing willful injury
Act
material, etc
594
etc .....................
material,
Army
Act providing for increase of the Army
by
selective
draft
594
594
by selective draft ................
Act
punishing the making of threats
Act punishing
594
etc..
against
594
against the President by mail, etc_
Act
etc., trading with the
punishing, etc.,
Act punishing,
enemy
594
....................
enemy.......
seditious
conspiracy
594
seditious conspiracy..................
convicted
convicted for offenses between August 1,
1914, and
and April
April 6,
1914, of organizing
6, 1914,
1914,
expeditions
powers,
expeditions against friendly powers,
594
.....--- ..-.
etc
...........
etc
antitrust violations
violations in aid of European
European
antitrust
...... 594
belligerents
......
belligerents..
594
order of
Secretary hereunder
594
final......
hereunder final
of Secretary
order
expelled
persons excluded
excluded from readmisexpelled persons
Bien
594
...... ....-..... 594
sion.. ............
rge

Carriers,
Charges, Carriers,
Depredation Charges,
Depreciation
classes of
property to be prescribed for, in
of property
classes
accounts,
etc
accounts, etc...................----

493

Des Arc,
Arc, Ark.,
Ark.,
Des

at..
bridge
across White River at
436
authorized across
bridge authorized
Iowa,
Des Moines, Iowa
appropriation
164
appropriation for public building ........
Project, Oreg.,
Deschutes
IrrigationProject,
Deschutes Irrigation
1403
appropriation
for construction,
etc
construction, etc........
appropriation for
Oreg.,
Forest, Oreg.,
Deschutes
National Forest,
Deschutes Naticrnal
of.... 249,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for maintenance,
707,1327
Lands,
Desert Land
Public Lands,
Entries, Public
Land Entries,
Desert
restricted
to resident
citizens of the State,
resident citizens
restricted to
except
in Nevada.
1086
Nevada .................
except in
Desert Lands,
Lands,
Desert
etc.,,
preference right
right of discharged
discharged soldiers, etc
preference
serving
serving in late war, to make entries
...................
on opened .....
434
or Navy,
Deserters, Army
Army or
Deserters,
resolution destatus of,
affected by resolution
of, not affected
status
claring date
date of termination
termination of war
claring
with Germany,
Germany, etc
etc................ 1360
with
C.,
D. C.
Destitute Women
and Children,
Children, D.
Women and
Destitute

appropriation
payments to abandoned,
abandoned,
appropriation for payments
etc
864, 1136
94,864,
..............94,
.....
etc
Destroyer Tender,
Navy,
Tender, Nary,
Destroyer
156
limit of
of cost increased
designated ......
increased of designated
limit
Army,
Detached Enlisted
List, Army,
Men's List,
Enlisted Men's
Detached
enlisted
men not assigned to duty in any
any
enlisted men
77
branch,
carried on ......
775
etc., to be carried
branch, etc.,
Army,
Detached
List, Army,
Officers' List,
Detached Officers'
officers
not assigned
assigned to
to any branch, etc., to
to
officers not
775
................
carried on ...
be carried
Detonating
Explosives, High).
Detonating Fuzes (see Explosives,
Detroit,
Mich.,
Detroit, Mich.,
appropriation
for i
)
.ic ar
ipostal
postal service...
service... 579,1152
river
appropriation for
pay of river i
postal service carriers inpay
.. 1151
creased
1151
...-..-...-----creased ...
at. 1439
bridge authorized
across Detroit River at
authorized across
bridge
Detroit
may bridge
American Channel of Detroit
bridge American
may
407
Isle...............-River to Belle Isle
Detroit River,
Detroit
American Channel
bridge authorized
authorized across American
bridge
of, to
407
to Belle Isle, Detroit, Mich ......
of,
Detroit,
Canada............. 1439
to Canada
Mich., to
Detroit, Mich.,
required...... 1439
prior consent
Canada required
consent of Canada
prior
Devils
Lake Agency, N. Dak.,
Devils Lake
appropriation
for support,
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation.for
.1239
.-.19,434
at - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ........ 19,
434.1239
-
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United States Securiand Plates,
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ties, etc.,
ties,
appropriation
appropriation for custody of......
of
172, 880, 1373
1373
172,880,
Diet Kitchen,
Diet
Kitchen, Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for clinical examination,
appropriation
examination,
etc., of young
young children
children by
so
by........
90
Digest
Digest of Rules, House of
of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation for preparing
634,1255
preparing........... 634,1255
Diplomatic and
Diplomatic
Consular Service,
and Consular
Service,
appropriation for Diplomatic Service
Service.. 739, 1205
1205
forsalaries,
for salaries, ambassadors
ambassadors and ministers
1206
ministers. 739,
739, 1206
for minister resident and consul general
general
to Liberia
Liberia .
740,1206
.................
740,1206
for agent, etc., Tangier
Tangier ............. 740,
740, 1206
1206
for agent, etc., Cairo ..............
740
740, 1206
1206
for charges d'
d'affaires
affaires ad interim
740,1206
interim...... 740,1206
for secretaries
secretaries in the Diplomatic Service.
740,
Service. 740,
1206
gradings
gradings modified and salaries increased
creased ...........................
740
740
for Japanese, Turkish, and Chinese secsecretaries and assistant secretaries.
secretaries_ 740,1206
740, 1206
for instruction
instruction and transit pay......
pay
740,1206
1206
for clerks at embassies
embassies and legations
legations.. 740,
740, 1206
civil service
service rules for appointments.
appointment& 740,1206
740, 1206
for interpreters
interpreters to embassies
embassies and legations..............
tions
740, 1207
1207
........
740,
for student interpreters
interpreters at embassies and
and
legations........................ 740,1207
legations
740, 1207
for quarters
interpreters.. 741,1207
quarters for student interpreters
741,1207
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, missions....
missions... 741,1207
741, 1207
dispatch
agents ...............
dispatch agents_
741,1208
741,1208
printing
Department of State.
printing in the Department
State 741,1208
741,1208
loss by exchange
exchange ....
741,1208
........
741,1208
restriction
salaries,
restriction on payment of salaries,
except to citizens .............
1208
1208
for transportation
transportation of diplomatic
diplomatic and consular officers..................
officers
742, 1208
742,
1208
for steam launch, Constantinople;
Constantinople; reapreappropriation...................... 742,1206
propriation
742,1208
for embassy premises,
premises, Santiago,
Santiago, Chile...
Chile...
742
742
for ground rent, Tokyo, Japan
742,1208
Japan....... 742,1208
for Cape Spartel Light, Tangier......
Tangier
742, 1208
742,
1208
for bnnging
bringing home criminals.........
criminals
742,
1208
742,1208
testimonials .........
for life-saving
life-saving testimonials
742,1208
742,1208
for unforeseen
unforeseen emergencies;
expenses
emergencies; expenses
Neutrality Act .................
742,
1208
742,1208
balances reappropriated
reappropnated ..........
742,1209
742,1209
for heirs of officers
officers dying abroad
abroad..... 742,1209
742,1209
for Winifred T. Magelssen..............
Magelssen
743
743
for Mrs. Anna
Anna Gale
Gale White
1209
White............ 1209
for Mrs. Mary A.
A. Higgins
Higgins ................
1209
1209
for bringing home remains
remains of officers..
1209
officers.. 743, 1209
for Bureau of Weights and Measures..
Measures.. 743,1209
743,1209
for Bureau of Customs Tariffs ........ 743,
743, 1209
1209
for Mexican Boundary
Boundary Commission
1209
Commission.. 743, 1209
for boundary
boundary line, Alaska
Alaska and Canada
Canada. 743,
743, 1210
1210
for marking Canadian boundary
boundary..... 743,1210
743,1210
for Bureau for Repressing
Repressing African
African Slave
Slave
Trade......................... 744,
Trade
744, 1210
1210
for International
International Prison Commission..
Commission
744,
744, 1210
1210
for Pan American
American Union ...........
744,
744, 1210
1210
for permanent
permanent court of arbitration
arbitration.... 744, 1211
1211
for Pan
Pan Pacific Union, Scientific ConCongress .........................---..
745
745
for International Commission
Commission on Tables
Tables
of Constants, etc
745,
etc.............
745. 1211
1211
for Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union, Promotion of International
International Arbitration..........................
tion
745, 1212
1212
for International
International Institute of AgriculAgriculture........................
ture
745, 1211
745,
1211
International Railway
Congress... 745, 1211
for International
Railway Congress._
1211
745,
for International
International Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau...
Bureau
745,1211
1211
for Ross Hazeltine
Hazeltine ....................
745
745
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appropriation for United
appropriation
United States
States Court
Court for
for
745, 1211
1211
China .....................
745,
appointment
appointment of
etc.,
of commissioner,
commissioner, etc.,
Shanghai
746
...........................
746
collection of inheritance
inheritance tax
746
tax..........
746
for International
International Office of Public Health
Health 746,
746,
1212
International Seismological
Seismological AssociaAssociafor International
tion ..............................
746
746
British-American Pecuniary
Pecuniary Claims
for British-American
Claims
Arbitration..
Arbitration
746,
1212
..............
746, 1212
peace palace
The Hague
for peace
palace at
at The
747
Hague .......... 747
for international
International Radiotelegraphic
Radiotelegraphic ConConvention
747, 1212
vention........................
747,
1212
for Inter-American
Commission. .
a 747,
747,
Inter-American High Commission..
1212
1212
for Canadian
Canadian Boundary
Boundary Waters
Waters ComCommission
747, 1212
.....
................. 747,
1212
for Third Pan American
American Scientific
ConScientific Congress ...............................
747
747
for annual payment
payment to
to Panama
748, 1213
Panama....... 748,
1213
International Geodetic Association_
for International
Association...._ 748
748
for International
International Research
Research Council......
Council
1213
1213
International Commission on
for International
on InterInternational Law .................
748,
1213
748,1213
for seamen's mission, Riode
Rio tie Janeiro_
1214
Janeiro.._750,
750, 1214
for Interallied
Interallied Committee,
Committee, Reeducation
Reeducation
of War Cripples .............
750,
1214
750, 1214
for legation building,
etc., San
San Salvador..
Salvador.. 1214
1214
building, etc.,
for land and buildings
embuildings for
for Paris
Paris embassy
bassy .........................
1214
1214
acceptance
authorized of
acceptance authorized
of gift
gift by
by I
J.
Pierpont Morgan,
Morgan, for residence
residence of
of
diplomatic
diplomatic representatives
Lonrepresentatives in
in London, England
England ...................
1214
1214
for acquiring
acquiring property
property for
or
for diplomatic
diplomatic or
consular premises at
at designated
designated
places.............................
places
1214
1214
limit of cost fixed; approval
approval of
of comcommission
required
1214
mission required ...................
1214
commission
commission created to consider purchase of premises for embassies,
1214
embassies, etc.
etc..- 1214
premises may
premises
may be
be purchased
purchased from
from
foreign
Governments and price
foreign Governments
credprice credited to indebtedness
indebtedness thereof ....... 1214
1214
unconditional
unconditional gifts of
of buildings,
buildings, etc
etc.,,
may be accepted
accepted for diplomatic and
and
consular uses 1215
consular
.......................
1215
for International
Hydrographic Bureau._
International Hydrographic
Bureau.. 1215
1215
for consular
consular service
service .................. 748,
748, 1215
1215
for consuls general, consuls,
consuls, and
vice
and vice
consuls.................
consuls
748, 1215
....
...... 748,
1215
consular
consular officers to be citizens.....
citinms
748, 1215
748.
1215
for consular
consular inspectors
inspectors .............. 748.1215
748. 1215
expenses........................
expenses
748
1215
748,1215
assistants.............. 748,
for consular assistants
1215
748, 1215
for post
allowances to consular
pmt allowances
consular and
and
diplomatic officers,
officers, to meet living
..................
costs
1215
. 749.
749. 1215
for clerks at consulates ..............
749,
1215
7491215
appointments
appointments under civil service
749
service rules 749
for interpreters,
interpreters, etc., at consulates...
consulates
749, 1216
1216
for consular
consular prisons, etc.............
etc
749,
1216
749,1216
for relief and
and protection
protection of American
American
seamen
seamen.......................
749,1216
Cape Town......
Town
749,
1216
for foreign
foreign hospital,
hospital, Cape
749
1216
749, 1216
for
contingent
expenses,
consulates.. 749, 1216
1216
for contingent
consulates_
loss by exchange, etc ...........
750, 1216
for Pan American Trade Mark Registration Bureau at Habana........
750,1216
Habana
,1216
for expenses
expenses under Passport Control
Act
Act ............................ 750, 1217
fees for application
application and issue of pass750, 1217
ports ............................
750
750
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appropriation
for
appropriation for Passport Control; fees for
application and vise
vis4 of alien passapplication
........................ 751
..
ports
Parts
751
limitation of passports or vises .......
citizen if vise of
return of fees to citizen
passport refused by officer of foreign
passport
country ..........................
751
declaration of
issue of passports under declaration
intention, etc.,
etc., repealed ...........
751
intention,
for International
International Congress Against
Against Alcofor
holism
1217
holism ........................
no
herefrom for rent in
no payment herefrom
1217
United
States.....................
United States
payment
etc ,
payment for personal expenses, etc.,
forbidden. 1217
at
international meetings
meetings forbidden
at international
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent
deficiency
43,
expenses,
consulates
expenses, consulates..............62,
346, 348, 524, 1022, 1039,
62, 66, 346,
1043, 1045,
1045, 1160,
1160, 1187, 1191
1043,
missions... 43, 66, 346,
contingent expenses,
expenses, missions...
for contingent
348, 523, 1022, 1042, 1160, 1187, 1191
43,
for relief, etc., American seamen........
seamen
62, 64, 66, 346, 1022, 1160, 1187, 1191
for
transportation, diplomatic and confor transportation,
.. 62,
sular officers
officers ....................
348, 523, 1021,
1021,
64, 66, 346, 348,523,
1186, 1191
1191
1022, 1160, 1186,
salaries............. 62, 66, 346,
for consular salaries
1191
1042, 1045, 1160, 1187, 1191
524, 1022, 1042,
for clerks at
consulates .................
62,
at consulates
for
346, 524, 1022, 1043, 1187
1187
62,329,
for emergencies.......-.......-.emergencies
62, 329, 1043
for
reimbursement
Commission
reimbursement of Peace Commission
329
....
expenses .............
66
for Bureau
Measures....
of Weights
Weights and Measures
Bureau of
for
for
329
Belgium......
ambassador to Belgium
for salary, ambassador
for Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union, Promofor
329
Arbitration...
of International
International Arbitration
tion of
346,
f
or post
allowances .„
.................
post allowances
for
524,
1043, 1187,1191
1187, 1191
1022,1043,
524, 1022,
348,
for
secretaries, diplomatic
service.
348,
diplomatic service......
forsecretaries,
523,
1039
523,1039
for
etc., destitute
Americans in
destitute Americans
relief, etc.,
for relief,
349
*...
.....-.......Mexico
Mexico ........
for salary,
salary, minister to Finland .......... 504
for
505
for International
International Railway
Congress ......
Railway Congress
for
505
for International
Prison Commission.....
Commission
International Prison
for
523,
for salaries,
salaries, ambassadors
ministers
ambassadors and ministers..
for
1186
1186
for
charges d'affaires
d'affaires ad interim
1022
interim...... 523, 1022
for charges
legations
523, 1187
clerks at embassies and legations..
for clerks
524, 1187
for
consular assistants
assistants ..............
for consular
for interpreters
interpreters and guards in Turkish
Turkish
for
524
dominions ..........................
dominions
524
consular prisons, etc .........-...
for consular
for
Radiotelegraphic ConInternational Radiotelegraphic
for International
vention .....
524
..............---vention
for representing
representing interests of foreign
for
Governments ...........
524, 1022, 1043
Governments
remains
abroad remains
for bringing home from abroad
of diplomatic
diplomatic and consular
officers. _ 1021,
consular officers..
of
1043, 1160, 1187
1021
for
International Geodetic
Association.-.
Geodetic Association._.
for International
International Sanitary Conferfor Sixth International
ence
1022
........---- .ence..........
consulates.... 1022,
for
interpreters, etc., at consulates
for interpreters,
1039. 1043
1039,
pay.......-- 1042
for instruction
instruction and transit pay
for boundary line, Alaska and Canada
Canada
United States and Canada.
Canada..... 1187
and United
for Panama
Exposition .----...--..--- 1187
Panama Exposition.
for
expenses....... 1191
consular inspectors, expenses
for consular
appointment
ambassador to Belgium,
Belgium,
of ambassador
appointment of
291
----thn.
authorized
291
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Diplomatic
Consular Service-Contd.
Page.
Service-Contd.
Diplomaticand Consular
legation premises at Bangkok,
exchange
Bangkok,
exchange of legation
Siam, authorized
authorized ................
352
Diplomatic
DiplomaticOfficers,
transit
appropriation
appropriation for instruction and transit
pay
. 740, 1206
pay ........................
742, 1208
poets.. 742,1208
transportation to and from poets
for transportation
743,1209
for paying
of, dying
abroad..
743,
1209
dying abroad....
heirs of,
paying heirs
for
bringing home from abroad, remains
remains
for bringing
of
743, 1209
of..........................
for
meet living
allowances to meet
for post allowances
costs. .....................
749,
1187
749,1187
costs
transportadeficiency appropriation for transportadeficiency
tion
523,
tion.............. 62, 64, 66, 346, 348, 523,
1021, 1022, 1160, 1186, 1191
346,
for post allowances ..................
524, 1022, 1043, 1187, 1191
1191
for
remains
bringing home from abroad remains
for bringing
of
1021, 1043, 1160, 1187
of..................
for
instruction and transit pay.........
pay
1042
for instruction
Railroads (see Federal
Director General
General of Railroads
Director
Railroad Control).
Control).
Railroad
Director, Investigation
Department
Bureau, Department
Investigation Bureau,
Director,
of Justice,
Justice,
of
921
207,
appropriation for, etc .................
207,921
appropriation
Director
Finance, War Department,
Department,
Directorof Finance,
appropriation for temporary
temporary employees,
appropriation
893
......
893
of.................
office of
Director
Communications,
Director of Naval Communications,
149
of....... 149
appropriation for expenses, office of
appropriation
Director
Consular Service,
Directorof the Consular
appropriation
appropriation for ..................... 643, 1263
Treasury Department,
Director
Department,
Mint, Treasury
Directorof the Mint,
appropriation
examiner, assayer,
for, examiner,
appropriation for,
. 651, 1272
............
etc
clerks, etc
651, 1272
for
coin ....
on bullion and coin.
freight on
for freight
for
expenses.......... 651, 1272
contingent expenses
for contingent
for examinations,
examinations, precious metals stafor
651, 1272
tistics ..................------.
Directorates,
Interlocking,
Directorates, Interlocking,
holding
position as officer, etc., in more
holding position
authorized
than one carrier, unless authorized
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commisby Interstate
.................... 496
unlawful
sion, unlawful
Directors of
Banks,
National Banks,
of National
Directors
residence required,
required, extended to fifty miles
residence
1199
of location
location of bank
bank ...............
required.................. 1199
ownership required
stock ownership
Dirigibles
Aviation, Navy).
Navy).
Dirigibles (see Aviation,
Disabilities, Civil
Civil Service Employees,
Disabilities,
provisions
annuities to employees beprovisions for annuities
fore
n. e•
,for....
for
616
retirement age,
reaching retirement
fore reaching
Disability Compensation,
and Navy (see
Army and
Compensatwn, Army
Disability
Insurance Act Amendalso War Risk Insurance
ments),
allowed
inducted by draft board,
board,
persons inducted
allowed persons
but
not enrolled
enrolled for
372
service.. 372
active service
for active
but not
373
rates
for total
total and temporary ............
rates for
373
partial and
and temporary ................
partial
total and
permanent; double
double total perand permanent;
total
--------manent
373
manent...............---373
...............partial
and permanent
partial and
373
schedule of
of ratings;
of..........
basis of
ratings; basis
schedule
Disabled
Sailors, etc.,
Soldiers, Sailors,
Disabled Soldiers,
attendant allowed
allowed in
cases of specific disain cases
attendant
bility
of $100
both
a month for loss of both
$100 a
bility of
eyes,
or feet ................
275
hands, or
eyes, hands,
provisions
for Federal aid to, extended to
to
provisions for
all other
war service,
etc
399
service, etc...........
other war
all
Disbarment Proceedings,
Interior Department,
Department,
Proceedings, Interior
Disbarment
appropriation
for expenses
testimony... 202,
expenses of testimony
appropriation for
916, 1405
Disbursing Agents,
Indian Service,
Agents, Indian
Disbursing
may
authorize clerk in office
office to perform
may authorize
414
etc..........--.---------duties, etc

lxiv
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Disbursing Agents, Indian
Indian Service-Contd.
Service-Contd.
Disbursing
Page.
may authorize official
official bond
bond to cover acts
of clerk; bond to
clerk
to be
be given
given by
by clerk..
414
Disbursing
Disbursing Officers,
Officers, Navy,
Navy,
relieved from responsibility
of
relieved
responsibility for
for loss
loss of
funds, etc., in line of duty, without
without
personal fault.....................
fault
132
personal
132

Disbursing Officers,
Disbursing
and Marine
Corps,
Officers, Navy
Navy and
Marine Corps,
allowed
allowed credits for
for war emergency
emergency paypayments to officers and enlisted men;
men;
conditions ......................
153
153
153
payments excluded ....................
153
Discharge Gratuity,
Gratuity, Navy,
Navy,
Discharge
appropriation
appropriation for, of $60 ................
147
147
Discharged
DischargedDisabled
DisabledSoldiers,
Soldiers, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for medical treatment
appropriation
treatment of,
etc., beneficiaries
beneficiaries of war risk
risk insurance, etc ........................
175
175
etc., services
services for, beneficiaries
for medical,
medical,etc.,
beneficiaries
of Public Health
Health Service,
Service, other
other than
than
war risk insurance
insurance patients......
patients
884,
884, 1376
1376
for expenses of
of Public
Public Health
Health hospitals
hospitals
for ............................
885
for expenses,
vocational rehabilitation
expenses, vocational
rehabilitation
of...............................
of
887
for remodeling
transremodeling Army
Army hospitals transferred to Public Realth
Health Service
Service for
treatment, etc.,
etc., of................
of
1368
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses, vocational rehabilitation
328,504
cational
rehabilitation of
of......... 328,
504
for medical
medical supplies, etc., for,
under
for, under
Public Health
Health Service
Service............
377
Army surplus motor vehicles, etc.
etc., transtransferred
ferred to Public Health Service
hospitals for .......................
530
hospital at Broadview, Ill., to be immedidiately acquired, etc.,
etc., for treatment
treatment
of ..............................
45
use of emergency fund for hospitals, etc
etc.,,
for, extended
extended......................
45
Discounts,
Discounts,
allowed national
national banks on paper secured
by bills of lading,
etc
lading, etc..............
296
Discriminating Duties,
Discriminating
Duties,
treaty restrictions
restrictions on imposing, to
to be terterminated ...........................
1007
notice to be given
given foreign Governments
1007
Governments . 1007
Disease Germs,
Disease
declared nonmailable
nonmailable matter
matter.............
620
transmission to licensed
etc ,
licensed physicians, etc.,
by manufacturer
manufacturer permitted under
prescribed regulations
621
prescribed
regulations.............
621
Diseases
Diseases among Indians,
Indians,
appropriation for prevention and treatment
appropriation
treatment
of contagious, etc
4, 410, 1227
etc............
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for prevention,
prevention,
etc
523, 1186
etc..........................
523,1186
Diseases,
Diseases, Animal,
Animal,
appropriation
appropriation for suppressing, among live
stock of Indians.............
Indians
stock
8, 414,
414, 1231
1231
for preventing
spread of
preventing spread
of........ 239,
239, 698,
698, 1318
1318
investigating
............. 239, 700, 1318
for investigating
1318
for investigations of tuberculosis
tuberculosis etc....
239,
etc...
239,
698, 1318
for eradicating foot and mouth and other
contagious diseases.........
diseases
269, 728,
1245
contaeious
269.
728.1245
deficiency
denciency appropriation
appropnation for preventing
preventing
contagious,
contagious, Indian
Indian livestock
live stock .......
1172
Diseases, Contagious,
Diseases,
contagious,
appropriation
appropriation for preventing
preventing spread of,
176, 885,
885, 1377
in interstate traffic ........
176,
1377
Diseases,
C.,
Diseases, Contagious,
Contagious,D.
D. C.,
appropriation for preventing
of....
89,
appropriation
preventing spread
spread of...
89,
859, 1131
859,1131

Diseases
of Man,
Man, etc.,
Page.
Diseases of
etc.,
Page.
appropriation for investigating,
investigating, etc.
885, 1377
appropriation
etc. 176,
176, 885,
1377
Disinfecting
C.
Disinfecting Service,
Service, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
for maintaining.....
mainta!ining
89,
appropriation
89, 860,
860, 1131
1131
deficiency appropriation for
deficiencyappropriation
for maintenance.
maintenance. 40,
40, 1018
1018
Dispatch
Dispatch Agents,
appropriation for,
for, at
at London,
New York,
York,
appropriation
London, New
San
Francisco, and
and New
San Francisco,
New Orleans_
Orleans. 741,
741, 1208
1208
Disputes
Carriers and
and Employees
Disputes between
between Carriers
Employees (see
(see
also
Transportation Act),
also Transportation
provisions for
settlement of,
provisions
for settlement
of, by mutual
mutual
conferences
469
conferences.......................
469
by Railroad
Railroad Boards
569
Boards of
of Labor
Labor Adjustment
Adjustment.
569
by
469
by Railroad Labor Board
Board..............
469
Distilled
Spirits (see also
DistilledSpirits
also National
National Prohibition
Prohibition
Act),
Act),
receipts for, not
not prodealing in warehouse receipts
prohibited by National
National Prohibition
Act
309
Prohibition Act.
309
withdrawal
beverage, in
withdrawal of beverage,
in bond when
when
National prohibition
prohibition in force,
for
force, for
denaturing, etc
320
etc ...................
320
Distinctive
(see Paper,
Paper, Distinctive).
Distinctive).
Distinctive Paper
Paper (see
Distinguished
Cross, Army,
Army,
DistinguishedService
Service Cross,
person..............
only one issue to any person
399
399
subsequent justifying
399
bar, etc.
etc.,' for subsequent
justifying act
act..
399
Distinguished
DistinguishedService Medal, Army,
Army,
only one issue
399
issue to
to any
any person
person .............
399
etc., for
act
399
bar, etc.,
for subsequent
subsequent justifying act..
399
District
District Attorneys, United States Courts,
Courts,
appropriation for
and expenses...
expenses
209,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries and
209,
923, 1-12
1412
payment to clerks acting as, during
payment
during
vacancies
209,923
vacancies.................
209,923
general
general provisions
provisions applicable
applicable to District of Columbia.................
Columbia
20'3
209
salary for district attorney for District
District
of Columbia
Columbia and assistant ..........
209
for regular assistants, appointed
appointed by
by
Attorney
209, 923,1412
Attorney General ...........
923, 1412
salaries fixed .................
209,
209, 923, 1412
1412
for special assistants to
to........... 210, 923, 1412
1412
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
52,
deficiency
for salaries, etc...
etc...
52,
67,
337, 346, 349, 525,
67,337,
525, 1032,
1032, 1176
for regular
regular assistants
1176
............. 1032,
1032, 1176
for assistants
assistants in special cases.......
cases
1176,
1176, 1188
to prosecute suits for abating nuisances
under War Prohibition Act.........
Act
306
306
under National
National Prohibition Act........
Act
314
314
District Building,
District
Building, D. C.,
appropriation for salaries, care of...
appropriation
1110
of... 69, 838, 1110
for fuel, miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies, etc....
etc
75,
,
844,
1115
844, 1115
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for fuel,
fuel, miscellaneous supplies, etc
1016
etc...............
1016
District
District Courts,
Courts,
appropriation
appropriation for judges...............
judges
687, 1306
1306
for judges, etc., Hawaii
Hawaii.............. 687,1306
687, 1306
Rico
Porto Rico.......................
687, 1306
clerks
clerks to be appointed
appointed bv
by judge
judge of,
etc
1099
of, etc....
1099
salaries substituted
salaries
substituted for fees
fees...........
1099
.1099
jurisdiction of, in suits against GovernGovernment owned, etc., merchant
merchant vessels.
526
vessels.
526
for property under Alien Property Custodian ...........................
35
statement
statement to be filed with clerks of, naming
officers for service of process on, in
Federal
Federal control actions ............
462
462
District
District Judges,
Judl7es,
appropriation
for
..................
687,
appropriation
687, 1306
Hawaii.......
for Hawaii
687, 1306
................
687,
1306
Rico....................
687,1306
for Porto Rico
687, 1306
Districtof Columbia,
Columbia,
District
appropriation for general expenses
appropriation
expenses (half
from Treasury, half from District
District
revenues)
68
revenues)......................
68
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Columbia-Continued.
Page.
District
Columbia-Continued.
Page.
Di.strict of
of Uolummbia-U-ontinuea.
rage.
Page.
District of
of Columbia-Continued.
appropriation
for
74,
for repairs to buildings inappropriation
for
general
expenses
(sixty
appropriation
appropriation for general expenses
jured
844, 1115
844,1115
by fire
fire ..............
per
revenues ).
jured by
. 837, 1109
District revenues}
from District
cent from
per cent
for
supplies, office
office of veterinary
veterinary surgeon..
surgeon..
74,
for supplies,
for
in other appropriasimilar proportion in
for similar
844, 1115
1115
844,
tions for
837
837
1921...........
year 1921
for fiscal
fiscal year
tions
for
vehicles for inspectors..
inspectors.. 74, 844, 1115
1115
motor vehicles
for motor
levy
taxes if
revenues
if revenues
additional taxes
of additional
levy of
for
fuel, supplies, etc.,
etc., District Buildfuel,
for
insufficient
authorized
insufficient to meet authorized
ing
844, 1115
1115
75, 844,
ing ........................
expenditures;
838
................
limit.
expenditures; limit
for
Superintendent of Weights. Measures,
for Superintendent
similar
in other appropriaproportion in
similar proportion
detecting short measand Markets; detecting
1109
1922..........1109
tions for fiscal year 1922
ure,
etc .................
75, 844,
1115
844,1115
ure, etc
authorized if revenues
increase authorized
tax increase
for maintenance,
maintenance, markets, fish wharf,
insufficient ...
.................. 1109
insufficient
etc
75, 844, 1115
75,844,1115
etc ....................
68, 838, 1109
for
68,
office..executive office
salaries, executive
for salaries,
1115
produce market
market ......
for south shelter, produce
838,1109
for
veterinary division
division ............ 69, 838,
1109
for veterinary
for refrigerating
plant, operation, mainrefrigerating plant,
for
for
division .......... 6,
69, 838, 1109
purchasing division
for purchasing
75, 844
tenance,
tenance, etc ..................
for building
building inspection
division. 69, 838, 1109
inspection division
for
for motor
repairs, etc ...... 75, 844
vehicles, repairs,
motor vehicles,
for
fees for
imposed;
inspection to be imposed;
for inspection
fees
for
surveys, permanent
highways system 844,
844,
permanent highways
for surveys,
69
schedules .......................
schedules
1115
1115
838,1109
for
inspection division..
1109
division.. 69, 838,
plumbing inspection
for plumbing
for
1115
expenses...... 1115
employment service, expenses
for employment
for care,
838, 1110
69,838,1110
Building... 69,
District Building...
etc., District
care, etc.,
for
for
assessment and permit
street
work, street
permit work,
for assessment
69, 838
838,1110
69
1110
assessor's office ............
for assessor's
improvements
75,
844,
1116
............ 75,844,1116
improvements
for
special assessment
assessment office ..... 70,
839, 1110
70,839,
for special
for
improvements; allotments
street improvements;
for street
for personal
839, 1110
70,839,1110
board ............ 70,
tax board
personal tax
for
designated
844, 1116
75,844,1116
............ 75,
designated ...
70,839,1110
for
bureau .............
70,
839, 1110
license bureau
for license
previfor work on streets and avenues previ76
ously
76
reappropriation..
secretary of
superintendent,
authorized; reappropriation..
ously authorized;
superintendent, to be secretary
70
automobile board
paying damages
damages by grading Spring
for paying
board ..................
automobile
846
70,839,1110
Place .........................
for
collector's office
70,
839, 1110
office. ..............
for collector's
McPherson Place NW., designated
839,1110
for auditor's
70, 839,
1110
McPherson
auditor's office ................
for
70,839,1110
Fifteenth Street ..................
846
for
corporation counsel's
839, 1110
Fifteenth
counsel's office .... 70,
for corporation
for
office ...........
70, 839, 1110
closing of Rock Creek Ford Road besinking-fund office
for sinking-fund
tweee.n Broad Branch
Branch Road and
839,1111
tweeen
for
70, 839,
1111
office ................
coroner's office
for coroner's
1116
Rittenhouse Street ..............
1116
Rittenhouse
for
superintendent of weights, measures,
for superintendent
previfor
and
markets ..............
70, 839,1111
construction of suburban roads previfor construction
and markets
76
reappropriation
70,839,1111
for
Commissioner's office.
839, 1111
office. 70,
ously authorized; reappropriation..
Engineer Commissioner's
for Engineer
76,846,1116
for
grading streets, etc ...........
76, 846, 1116
for
garage
71,
840, 1111
71,840,1111
.-............
for grading
central garage
for central
for
condemning streets,
1116
846,1116
streets, etc...... 76, 846,
for condemning
for
architect's office.... 71, 840, 1111
municipal architect's
for municipal
846
Keller....
for
for Public
Commission
71, 840,
1111
Thomas W. and Alice N. Keller....
840,1111
for Thomas
71,
Utilities Commission...
Public Utilities
for
for
opening streets, etc.,
etc., under highways
for street
840, 1111
71,840,1111
for opening
division ....... 71,
cleaning division
street cleaning
for
revenues 76, 846, 1116
71,
system, from district revenues
engineers..
for board
board of
of examiners, steam engineers..
for
-.1 letc........... 76, 846,1117
for
846, 1117
1112
840, 1112
repairs, streets. etc
for repairs,
77,846,
changing
curb lines
.77,
&46, 1117
lines ............
1112
changing curb
71,840,
for insurance
insurance department
71, 840, 1112
department ....for
for sidewalks
and curbs,
curbs, public reservasidewalks and
for
for
office ..............
71,
71, 840, 1112
surveyor's office
for surveyor's
77, 8-17,1117
tions,
847, 1117
etc ...................
tions, etc
for
District
board, from District
wage board,
minimum wage
for rainirfaun
Howard
assessment
for improving
improving Howard
revenues
72, 840, 1112
1112
assessment for
revenues .................... 72,840,
Road postponed
postponed one year ............
77
for Employees'
Road
Fund. 841, 1112
Compensation Fund.
Employees' Compensation
for
for repairs,
suburban roads
roads ...... 77,847,
77, 847, 1117
repairs, suburban
for
for
Takoma Park
library and Takoma
public library
free public
for free
S47, 1117
for
bridges, construction,
construction, repair..
repair
77, 817,
1117
Branch
72, 841, 1112
for bridges,
72,841,1112
Branch .....................
1117
for
1117
3
recoistnicting bins, etc ............for reconstructing
84 1,111
for contingent
1113
expenses ........... 72, 841,
contingent expenses
for
77,
for Highway
operation, etc
77,
etc .....
Bridge, operation,
111:
Hlighway Bridge,
for
73,842,
. 73,
for printing
842, 1113
reports ..............
printing reports
for
817, 1117
1117
8.t7,
discretionary
discontinuance; preservadiscretionary discontinuance;
( omtisjurisdiction, etc.,
etc.,
under
under Cemtuis1113
jurisdiction,
tion
1113
originals..........----.......-of originals
tion of
1117
sioners ............................
1117
sioners
for motor
maintenance, purmotor vehicles, maintenance,
for
for Anacostia
operation,
Bridge, operation,
River Bridge,
Anacostia River
for
73, 842, 1113
chase,
73,
1113
chase, etc ................--etc
77, 847,
1118
847,1118
77,
73,
etc .........................
etc .... . 73,
regulations
use of vehicles, etc...
for use
regulations for
for sewers,
sewers, cleaning,
cleaning, etc
77, 847,1118
817, 1118
77,
842, 1113
1113
etc .........
842,
for
reappropriations
788
reappropriations ....................
1113
73,842,
restriction
etc
73,
842, 1113
use of horses, etc..
restriction on use
for
removal
snow removal,
cleaning, snow
streets, cleaning,
for streets,
expenses
.,limited 73,
842, 1114
73,842,
etc.,limited.
horses, etc
expenses for horses,
etc
78, 848. 1118
1118
78,848.
etc........................
73,
payment
insurance forbidden..
forbidden..
73,
for fire insurance
payment for
848,1118
for
city refuse
refuse ........
78,
1118
78, 848,
842,
of city
disposal of
for disposal
842, 1114
street
enforcement
enforcement of passenger tax on street
specific
allowed..73,
residence telephones allowed.
specific residence
railways
Highway Bridge....
Bridge.... 1119
1119
842, 1114
railways using Highway
78,848,1119
. 78,
for
parking commission........commission
848, 1119
for parking
for postage
postage ...................
73,
73, 843, 1114
for
1119
848,
78,
for
bathing beach ...............
for bathing
74,843,
for car
fares; limitation
74,
843, 1114
limitation ..........
car fares;
for
whoUlly
for
playgrounds; swimming
swimming pools: wholly
for playgrounds:
843,1114
74, 843,
for judicial
1114
expenses...-..-...... 74,
judicial expenses
for
84, 1119
from
District
revenues
79, 843,
1119
......
revenues
District
from
for
coroner's,
etc.,
expenses
74,
843,
1114
74,843,1114
......
expenses
etc.,
for coroner's,
1119
new sites
sites for .
....................
new
for
morgue
843
.........-----------....
for morgue
79,849,1119
for public
public convenience
convenience stations..
79, 849, 1119
stations-.
for
74,843,1114
for
advertising
74,
843,
1114
...............
for advertising
79,
for
buildings....
insanitary buildings
condemning insanitary
for condemning
74
for
enforcing game
74
game and fish laws .........
for enforcing
849,
849, 1120
etc.,,
for survey-,
etc., of dangerous, etc
survey, etc.,
for
for electrical
electrical department
department .......
79, 849, 1120
for
buildings ...........
74, 843, 1114
.....-- 74,843,
buildings
1120
SO,849
for lighting
lighting expenses
expenses --..---........--SO,
849, 1120
for
for copies
copies of
etc., to
843, 1115
74,843,1115
assessor- 74,
to assessor_
wills, etc.,
of wills,
for
1120
50, 1120
S0,
....
for fire
fire alarm
80, 850,
etc.
boxes, etc
alarm boxes,
for
1115
for
843, 1115
74,843,
rent ....... 74,
deeds, rent
of deeds,
recorder of
for recorder
headquarters;
additional apparatus, headquarters;
for additional
pay
copying deeds,
74, 843, 1115
1115
etc ...... 74,843,
deeds, etc
for copying
pay for
reappropriation .................---..
SO
reappropriation
74,844,1115
74, 844, 1115
vehicle tags...................-----------for vehicle
s
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appropriation
public schools
80, 850,
appropriation for
for public
schools.... 80,
850, 1120
1120
vacation schools and playgrounds....
81,
playgrounds....
81,
850, 1122
longevity pay, etc 1122
81, 850,
850, 1122
...........
-81,
night schools 1122
82, 852, 1122
..................
82,
teachers' retirement fund
852, 1122
teachers'
fund 1122
.......... 852,
Americanization work, etc.....
Americanization
etc
82,
82, 852,
852, 1123
1123
care, etc.,
etc., of buildings .......
84,
852, 1123
84,852,1123
medical inspectors ..........
84,
854, 1124
84, 854,
1124
free dental
dental clinics .................
854, 1124
1124
repairs, improvements,
etc
84,
854,
1124
improvements, etc..... 84, 854, 1124
office
space in Franklin Building for office
purposes permitted ...............
855
855
teachers
teachers in nature study, etc., salary
salary
payments to be designated........
designated
1125
1125
community
etc........ 85, 855, 1126
community forums, etc
Dunbar High School, equipment;
reappropriated............. 1126
balance reappropriated
1126
transporting tubercular
transporting
1126
tubercular pupils..
pupils.. 85,
85, 855,
855, 1126
double salaries restrictions not applicable to vacation
vacation employments..
employments.. 855,1126
free tuition to children of Army, Navy,
etc., outside of District
85, 855, 1126
District...-. 85,855,1126
buildings, alterations, repairs, etc.;
etc.;
contracts ..................
85, 855, 1127
restrictions on soliciting
soliciting subscriptions,
subscriptions,
etc ............
...... ..... 86,856,1127
86, 856, 1127
for instruction of deaf
deaf mutes......
mutes
86, 856,
856, 1127
86,
1127
for colored
colored deaf mutes
mutes.......... 86, 856, 1127
1127
for instruction
instruction of blind children
children.. 86,
86, 857,1128
857,1128
police department.
86,
for police
department ..........
86, 857,1128
857,1128
National Bureau of Criminal
Criminal IdentifiIdentification ......................
87, 857, 1128
87,857,1128
for policemen
policemen and firemen's
firemen's relief
relief fund..
88,
fund..
88,
858, 1129
World War
War service credited for
classifor classification and pay of policemen
policemen and
firemen
firemen ..........................
1129
1129
for fire department ..........
1129
88, 858,
858,1129
for health
health department
department
859, 1130
1130
......... 89,
89,859,
for isolating
isolating wards, Providence
Providence and
and GarGarfield
Hospitals.............. 90, 861,
field Hospitals
861, 1132
repairs to contagious disease
for repairs
disease annexes..
annexes.. 1132
1132
for crematory,
crematory, etc...............
etc.1132
90,
90, 861,
861,1132
for dispensaries
dispensaries for tuberculosis
tuberculosis and
venereal diseases
diseases ...........
90,
861, 1132
1132
90, 861,
for clinical care, etc., of young children._
children..
91,
861, 1132
1132
for aid to tubercular
tubercular sufferers..........
sufferers
1132
1132
for court of appeals reports.......
reports _
1132
91,
91, 861,
861, 1132
for probation
probation system, supreme
supreme court....
court
91,
91,
861, 1132
1132
for juvenile court ............... 91,
861, 1132
1132
91, 861,
for police court .................
862, 1133
91, 862,1133
92, 862,1133
862, 1133
for municipal court .............
92,
for lunacy writs .................
92, 862,
862, 1134
1134
92,
for interest and sinking fund
862, 1134
1134
fund ...... 92,
92, 862,
emergency fund.............
for emergency
fund1134
9
9 863,
863 1134
92,
support of convicts out of the District.
for support
92,
863, 1134
863,1134
for courthouse employees.........
employees
92, 863,
863, 1134
1134
for
court of
appeals building,
care, etc.
_.
92,
for court
of appeals
building, care,
etc...
92,
1134
863, 1134
for expenses, supreme court
...... 93.
93, 863,
863, 1134
1134
court.....
for Board
Board of Charities ..........
91, 863,
863, 1135
1135
93
for reformatories
reformatories and correctional
correctional institutions....................
tutions
1135
93, 864,
864,1135
for medical
medical charities
charities ....... ...
1137
95, 866,
866, 1137
Hospital......... 95,
for Tuberculosis Hospital
1137
95. 866,
66, 1137
for Gallinger
Gallinger Municipal Hospital.
Hospital -.96, 1137
1137
96,
limit of cost increased
866
increased ................
866
for care of children, etc..........
etc
96, 866,
96,
866, 1137
1137
for temporary
temporary homes ...........
97,
867, 1138
97, 867,
1138
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appropriation
Southern Relief
Society.
97,
appropriation for Southern
Relief Society.
97,

868, 1139
868,
1139
for National
National Library
for the
Blind. 97,
97, 868,
Library for
the Blind.
868, 1139
1139
for Columbia
Columbia Polytechnic
Institute....
97,
Polytechnic Institute....
97,
868,
1139
868, 1139
for support, etc., of insane
insane....... 97,
97, 868,
868, 1139
1139
for relief of the poor
poor ............. 98,
98, 868,
868, 1139
1139
for transportation
transportation of
paupers
98,
868,
1139
of paupers .... 98, 868, 1139
for workhouse,
workhouse, salaries,
expenses, etc..
98,
for
salaries, expenses,
etc..
98,
868,
868, 1139
1139
for reformatory,
reformatory, maintenance
maintenance. .
... 98,
98, 869,
869, 1140
1140
for militia expenses
99, 869,
1140
expenses .............. 99,
869,1140
99, 870,
870, 1141
1141
for refund of
of erroneous
erroneous collections
collections. 99,
development, etc.,
for development,
etc., of Anacostia
Anacostia
Park .......................
99, 870,
1141
99,
870,1141
immediate
immediate possession
possession of condemned
condemned
100
lands, etc .........................
100
areas; reappropriation..
870, 1141
for small park areas;
reappropriation.. 870,
1141
for water service,
service, out of
of revenues
revenues therethereof
870, 1141
......................... 100,
100, 870,
1141
scale of water
water rates increased
increased .........
870
870
for Washington
addiWashington Aqueduct,
Aqueduct, etc.; additional
tional pumping
pumping facilities
facilities. ...... 100,
100, 870,
1141
870, 1141
for Conduit Road,
maintenance, etc
Road, maintenance,
etc.... 100,
100,
870,
1141
870, 1141
emergencies ...............
for emergencies
100, 871,
1141
100,
871, 1141
control of Secretary of War not
affected 100,
100,
not affected
871,
871, 1141
salaries, etc......
etc
for water department,
department, salaries,
100,
871, 1142
1142
for operation expenses .........
101,
871, 1142
101, 871,
1142
for new mains .........................
871
871
for twelve-inch
Street betwelve-inch main Sixteenth
Sixteenth Street
between I
I and U Streets
Streets NW
1142
NW......... 1142
for extending water service
service..... 101, 871,
87, 1142
1142
in"
gs,1
for installing meters in public buildings,
buildings,
etc ...............................
101
101
assessments for laying
and servassessments
laying mains
mains and
servincreased
ice sewers increased...........
871, 1142
for installing
installing meters
meters to private
private residences,
residences, 1, 1142
etc
etc........................
101,872,1142
101
for fire
fire hydrants,
hydrants, etc
872, 1142
for
etc.............. ,872,
1142
1142
employment of temporary draftsmen,
etc., on sewers, streets, etc..
etc.. 101, 872, 1142
1142
laborers, mechanics,
mechanics, etc......
etc..
101, 872, 1143
horses, wagons, etc
etc ........... 102,
10 872, 1143
temporary
2i
c8.7,
,
2 1143
temporary engineers,
engineers, laborers,e
laborers, etc.,
for water department
department ....... 102, 872, 1143
1143
legal holidays allowed per diem
diem employees
ployees and day laborers.........
laborers
102, 873
payments
payments from miscellaneous
miscellaneous trusttrustfund deposits ............
10 873, 1144
102,
purchases of supplies, etc., from Government
ernment sources, no longer required;
required;
limitation if procured
procured elsewhere....
elsewhere....
103,

873, 1144
for repaying
repaying advances in 1878, from Dis873, 1144
trict revenues ...................
103
103
for repaying
repaying advances in 1878, for schools,
from District revenues
revenues ..........
103
for repaying
repaying advances in 1875, for GeorgeGeorgetown school building, from District
District
revenue........................ 103
revenue
103
for compensation for damages to employees, awarded by Employees'
Employees'
Compensation
Compensation Commission .........
104
loitering by public vehicles
vehicles in front
of hotels, etc.,
etc., prohibited; penalty
104
penalty..
104
rent profiteering restrictions
restrictions continued
continued
until ninety days after conclusion
conclusion of
treaty of peace ..
...............
104
increased
increased pay for 1922 allowed police,
nark police;
nolice. rate
874
firemen, and park
r-r-----
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District of
deficiency
receipts
etc., to
appropriation for lunacy writs 41, 1019
deficiency appropriation
receipts from fees, fines, etc.,
for
support of convicts
be
deposited to credit of United
convicts out of the Disforsupport
be deposited
States
trict
41,
41, 346, 1019, 1157, 1187
and the District in proStates and
trict..............
for
Board of Charities
Charities ................ 41, 1019
portion that appropriations
appropriations are made
made 1144
for Board
for
41, 1019
Jail...... 41,1019
special assessment
assessment collections
collections simifor Washington
Washington Asylum and Jail
special
41, 1019
larly
1144
for support of jail prisoners.........
prisoners
41
1019
larly ...........................
per
diem employees
employees allowed 15 days'
for
Home for
Infirm... 41, 1019,
1019, 1158
for Aged and Infirm...
for Home
per diem
for Tuberculosis
leave
1114
Hospital............ 41, 1019
leave of absence ................
Tuberculosis Hospital
for
appropriation for
for sewage
water pumping
for
1020, 1158
Guardians 42, 1020,
for Board of Children's Guardians
and waterpumping
sewage and
appropriation
stations employees,
employees, additional
additional pay..
pay
177
Colored
stations
for Industrial Home School for Colored
Columbia Hospital
Children
42
hospital for Women, refor Columbia
Children .........................
for Grand
Army Soldiers,
etc., Home
42
pairs,
177,
886, 1378
Home...
177,886,1378
Soldiers, etc.,
Grand Army
for
pairs, etc .....-....-......
42,
between Potomac,
Potomac, Zoologifor support,
insane....
indigent insane
parkway, between
etc., of indigent
for parkway,
support, etc.,
for
590, 1158
cal,
Rock Creek Parks..
Parks
180,
890, 1389
180,890,1389
and Rock
cal, and
1020,1158
for paying
paying judgments
judgments against....
1158
against ... 42, 1020,
for Zoological
Zoological Park.............
Park
1384
182, 892, 1384
for
for
42
for burial
indigent soldiers, etc., at
at
for
department .................
for water department
for
burial of indigent
Arlington
184, 895, 1386
1386
for supreme
supreme court,
346,
184,
expenses......... 66, 346,
court, expenses
Arlington ................
for
349,
524, 1019, 1158, 1187
349, 524,
for
1389
etc....... 186, 898, 1389
for Rock Creek Park, etc
for
community forums,
forums, etc
etc ............
328
for Government
yards
.
199, 912,
1402
912,1402
for community
Government fuel yards.......
for
for
courthouse, care,
care, etc
etc
328
for distri
district
209
..............
for courthouse,
ct attorney
attorney ....................
for
for
restoring courthouse
etc
333
general provisions
provisions applicable
applicable to office
office
courthouse grounds, etc....
for restoring
general
for
Columbia Hospital
Women.... 328,348
...- ..................
for Women....
of
209
...
Hospital for
for Columbia
of
209
Zoning Commission ....... 590
fixed..
pay
expenses, Zoning
for expenses,
pay of, and principal assistant, fixed
for expenses,
212,
Compensation
Employees' Compensation
for
expenses, Employees'
National Training School for Boys .
for National
Fund
1016,
1016,1156
•
926, 1415
..........
926,1415
Fund.........
°
16
1016
.............
...
operating, etc., Government
Government hotel
for printing
printing reports 10
for operating,
]udicial expenses
1016
for
937, 1425
expenses................
etc........ 223, 937,1425
for judicial
workers, etc
for war workers,
building.
1016
937, 1426
pay
restriction .................
for care, etc., of building.............
pay restriction
1017
lighting......................
1017
operating Government
Government
for lighting
for navy yard, operating
Creek Park
1017
Park ..................
apartments
• 224
for Rock
Rock Creek
apartments .....................
1
1018
01
°
18
7
persons..... 1
yard, operating
operating Government
Government
instruction of deaf mute persons
for instruction
navy yard,
for navy
instruction of colored
colored deaf mutes
mutes.... 1018
224
dormitories
for instruction
dormitories ..................
instruction of blind children
children .......
1018
for instruction
attorney in charge of condemnation
condemnation
for attorney
police department...............
department1018,1157
1018,1157
proceedings
for police
proceedings...................-. 676, 1296
for Juvenile
1018,
1157
1018,1157
court.... .............
juvenile court
counsel forbidfor
employment
employment of other counsel
1020
den.
... 676,
1926
676,1926
Industrial Home School ...........
for Industrial
.......................
den
for deporting
insane... 1020,1158
nonresident insane...
deporting nonresident
for
for
court of appeals ...........----. 687, 1306
for court
1020
for
supreme court.
687, 1306
workhouse.......................
for workhouse
court.......... ...-.
for supreme
1020
1020
militia....... .......... ......--.for militia
a year to emfor additional pay of $240 a
for reimbursing
Bureau for fuel
Mines Bureau
reimbursing Mines
ployees
for
....... 690, 1309
..................
ployees
furnished
Attorney's office
1
10327
1032
furnished District .ttorney'soffice..
water
employees, entirely
entirely
department employees,
water department
1157
...................for night schools .
15
from
its revenues
revenues ............
690, 1309
from its
additional pay to civil employees
employees in, for
for
additional
board, community
mimimum wage board,
community
fiscal year 1921,
provided for.......
for
690
1921, provided
playgrounds wholly
wholly
centers and playgrounds
............ . 1308
for fiscal
fiscal year 192'
1922) ....
from
revenues .........
690, 1310
District revenues
from District
police
included......... 1309
firemen included
police and firemen
under
therefrom
690, 1310
trust funds therefrom.......
under trust
Bolling Field on A
Anacostia
acostia River, set aside
Bolhlng
for
Cemetery,
Ground National Cemetery,
for Battle Ground
9)5.
as
aviation station
station ..............
951
an aviation
as an
constructing rostrum
896
rostrum............
constructing
1016
car fare
fare allowance,
increased........ 1016
allowance, 1920, increased
car
907, 1397
for courthouse repairs, etc ...........
for
approaches
907, 1
119
:
3
181
7
closing of
of Cedar
directed, between
Cedar Road directed,
1381
closing
Memorial, approaches......
Lincoln Memorial,
for Lincoln
NW. 1251
Quincy and Shepherd
Shepherd Streets, NW
for Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway,
Parkway,
deeds conveying
conveying title
grounds
to certain
certain low hrounds
title to
deeds
additional
lands
1382
additional lands.................-.
in
delivered;
be delivered;
Washitgton, to be
in Washington,
deficiency appropriation
coroner's office.
office.
appropriation for coroner's
deficiency
condition
1251
........................
condition..
1016
pay of
37, 1016
.--..of deputy
deputy ...........-pay
396
department reonanization
reor .anization ............
fire department
for public
... .....- 37, 1016
library ......
public library
for
appropriation for
for in,
inc
'eased salaries.
398
salaries.....
,'eased
appropriation
for cold-storage
cold-storage plant for morgue .......
38
368
game birds
restry -dld...........
birds traffic restit
38
game
for
vehicles ........................
38
motor vehicles
for motor
incorporations; Americal:
Americt.
y. National Red
incorporations;
for advertising .......................
38
1354
Cross; comm.:
.1
•
'5aseed
.ed ........
1354
comm..--•'"?in
38,1016.
for
coroner's expenses
38,
1016. 1156
expenses...........
forcoroner's
Convention
Episeop:.:. :;?'rch,
,nrch, WashConvention of Episcopa;
... 38, 590, 1156
arrears. --..
advertising taxes in arrears.
for advertising
vote,
to
ington; authority
authority of women
38
for
service .....------------38
telephone service
for telephone
278
...............
etc
etc.........
for
sewers. ............
.. 38, 327, 590, 1016, 1156
for sewers
National
Conservatory of Music;
Music; substiNational Conservatory
38, 590, 1016
1016
for suburban roads ............tution
branches
of incorporators,
incorporators, and branches
tution of
cleaning, snow removal,
removal, etc.;
etc.;
for streets, cleaning,
1361
. 1361
.............
authorized
38
authorized
additional
pay to laborers ...........
additional pay
bridge...
for Banning
Road viaduct
39
viaduct and bridge
Benning Road
for
National
Education Association;
Association; repreNational Education
for public convenience
stations
39
convenience stations-.......sentative assembly
assembly for active memsentative
39
.
39
for bathing beach .................-----5598
bers authorized
authorized ..................
for
public
schools
39,
503,,
1017,
1157
39,503,1017,
for public schools ..........
Near
charter granted......
granted
273
Relief; charter
East Relief;
Near
40,1018,
for
fire
department
40,
1018,
1157
.............
for fire department
Roosevelt
Memorial
charter
Association; charter
Memorial Association;
Roosevelt
40,1018,
for
health
department
40,
1018,
1157
..........
for health department
61
691
granted
granted........................
41
appeals.....---.---.-----41
for court of appeals
internal
revenue
collector,
district
of
Marydistrict
collector,
revenue
internal
for
municipal
court
41,
1019
41,1019
.........
for municipal court
1920....
land, rent of branch otrice,
once, 1920
330
41. 1019
1019
t;for. police --.....
court..
41,
uX Gusc
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legal holiday in, for review
First DiDireview of
of First
vision,
vision,
American
American Expeditionary
Expeditionary
Forces, September 17, 1919.......
1919
liability
liability of hotel proprietors
proprietors for
for lost
lost property of guests, etc.,
etc., limited; conditions ........ .....................
limitation
limitation on car fares for 1921
increased
1921 increased.
temporary services,.
services, 1920, increased..
on temporary
increased. _
midshipmen
midshipmen allowed to, increased
increased to
to five.
five.. _
monument to mark starting point
point of
of motor
convoy from, to
San Francisco,
convoy
to San
Francisco, Calif
Calif.,,
authorized
authorized
....................
municipal court, jurisdiction
municipal
jurisdiction enlarged
enlarged....

INDEX.
Page.
Page.

283
283

1081
1081
1156
1020
1020
140

1062
1062
1310

payments made
made and obligations incurred
incurred
under appropriation
appropriation Act 1920,
1920, approved from July
July 1,, 1919
1919............
272
increasing water supply, etc.,
plans for increasing
etc. to
to
be prepared
prepared by Water Power amCommission ......................
1068
appropriation for
expenses
for expenses.
......... 1068
plants and plant products,
products, restrictions
in
restrictions in..
726
police pay, etc., modified..................
modified
363
preference in
preference
in clerical,
clerical, etc.,
etc., appointments
appointments
hereafter
hereafter in, to honorably
honorably discharged
discharged
soldiers,
etc., or their widows......
soldiers, etc.,
widows
37
to wives of incapacitated
incapacitated injured
solinjured soldiers, etc
etc....................
37
property
property of Washington
Market ComComWashington Market
pany to be taken over, used,
used, etc.,
etc.,
by the Government
Government..............
1441
excepting
excepting school officers
and teachers,
teachers,
officers and
police,
firemen................
police, and firemen.
614
teachers' retirement provipublic school teachers'
provisions ....
sions
..........................
387
purchase authorized
authorized of buildings used
used as
as
hospital for discharged
disabled
discharged disabled
soldiers, etc ...................
1060
payment, etc.,
etc., of
of
real estate subdivisions; payment,
taxes on new
new.......
.........
1195
rent profiteering
profiteering provisions
provisions.............
298
provisions for annual emretirement provisions
employees of, for age or disability_
disability....
614
standards of weights and measure
measure for,
for,
established
established ....................
1217
department
measures, and
department of weights, measures,
and
markets
markets created...................
created
1217
1217
statement
buildings in, rented for Govstatement of buildings
ernment use, to indicate cost per
per
square
square foot for care, etc.,
etc., of
of space..
space..
691
statements of naval services of persons
statements
persons
from,
from, who served in World
War, to
World War,
to
be furnished
furnished authorities
authorities thereof....
thereof....
815
traffic regulations in public parks,
parks, etc.,
etc.,
under exclusive
exclusive control
control of
of Chief
of
Chief of
Engineers........................
Engineers
898
use of Government
Government Fuel Yards
Yards trucks for
for
municipal hauling
hauling permitted;
paypermitted; payment .......................
..
913
Zoning Commission
Commission created to
to regulate
regulate
height,
eight, area, and use of buildingsin.
buildings in
500
District
District of Columbia
Columbia Code
Code Amendments,
Sec. 20. Forcible
Forcible entry and detainer;
municipal court
mnnicipal
court jurisdiction in
in.....
555
Sec. 35. Judgments
Judgments in claims for property
levied
levied upon .....
..............
555
555
Sec. 65. General term powers of supreme
supreme
court...........................
court
555
555
equity rules
rules .........................
556
Sec. 67. Certifying cases from one
one justice
justice
to another .......................
556
556
Sec. 105. Personal service of process on
on
nonresidents.......................
nonresidents
556
Sec. 115a. Lunacy proceedings;
proceedings; jury trials.
trials.
556

District of Columbia
Columbia Code
Code Amendments-Con.
District
Amendments-Con.
Sec. 123a. Fiduciary
Fiduciary authorized
authorized to
to concontinue business of decedent
decedent ........
Sec. 126. Enforcing duty of
of fiduciary..
fiduciary._. __
Sec. 137a. Prior wills not admitted
while
admitted while
caveat pending
pending ...................
Sec.
Sec. 140. Trials of issues
issues as to
to wills;
wills; jury
jury
proceedings ......................
proceedings
Sec. 198. Jury
Jury commission;
commission; qualifications,
qualifications,
etc..........................
etc
Sec. 199. Selection
Selection of
Sec.
of jurors
jurors............
Sec. 200. Jury box provisions ..........
Sec. 201. Sealing, keeping, etc.,
etc., of
of box.
box.. _
Sec. 202. Monthly term of jurors
jurors.........
Sec. 203. Terms, etc.,
etc., of
grand jurors.....
jurors
of grand
Sec. 204. Drawing of
of jurors
by lot
lot .......
jurors by
grand jurors......................
jurors
assignment, etc ...................
police, juvenile, etc.,
etc., court
court jurors
jurors.. _
Sec. 205. Substitute for person
dead, etc..
etc _
person dead,
Sec. 206. Resealing, etc., box after drawdrawing

ing

.............................

Sec. 207.
207. Number,
Number, etc.,
etc., of names
names in
in box;
box;
record.......................
record
Sec. 208. Filling vacancies
vacancies .............
Sec. 209. Special venire
venirein
in criminal cases..
cases.Sec. 213. Punishment for frauds on
on jury
jury
box, etc .........................
.
by commissioners
commissioners...................
Sec. 218. Admission of attorneys
attorneys.........
Sec. 219. Suspending,
Suspending, expelling,
etc., memmemexpelling, etc.,
ber
of the bar
bar....
bers of
............
Sec. 219a. Disbarment
Disbarment for offenses
offenses of
moral
of moral
turpitude
turpitude ..........................
Sec. 220. Disbarment
Disbarment proceedings.....
proceedings
Sec. 276. Administration
Administration of estates, perpersons entitled; surviving husband inincluded ..............
.............
Sec. 277. By widow,
widow, surviving
or
surviving husband
husband or
.....
grandchild
...........
Sec. 278. By parents
parents
....................
Sec. 279. By brothers
brothers or
or sisters
sisters.........
Sec. 280. By next of kin ................
Sec. 306. Duties of collectors;
collectors; personal
personal
estate;
estate..................
estate; real estate
commissions allowed
allowed
.................
authority as to real
special authority
real estate
estate....
Sec. 307. Termination of
power of
colof power
of collector
.......................
Sec. 308. Recovery
Recovery of
of property not
not dedelivered ......................
Sec. 308a. Service of process
process upon nonresident fiduciaries;
fiduciaries; power of attorney to register of wills.............
wills
Appraisers; authority
Sec. 310. Appraisers;
authority extended
extended
to letters of collection...........
collection
Sec.
Sec. 321.
321. Assets of estates;
estates; debts due by
by
collector
collector added .................
Secs. 374-377. Distribution
Distribution of
of estates
estates of
of ininadded. -_
testates; surviving husband added.
Sec. 445. Causes for attachment;
attachment; actions
actions
in municipal
municipal court included
included ......
Sec. 455. Releases from attachment;
Sec.
attachment; undertaking filed with Court added .....
Sec. 479a. Forms of bonds and undertakundertakings ..----......... .
.-----judgments on; ordinary law
judgments
law or
or equity
equity
remedy
precluded ............
remedy not precluded
all actions on bonds of fiduciaries
fiduciaries applicable
plicable
......
...............
Sec.
Sec. 479b. Damages
Damages under bonds
bonds for
for rere-,
orders. etc.; counsel
straining orders,
counsel fees._
fees..
Condemnation of private
Sec. 484a. Condemnation
land;
private land;
selection of commissioners
commissioners by jury
jury
cmmmsirm~n
commission
.v
.
..
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Code Amendments-Con.
Sec. 485.
owners; appraisement
appraisement
485. Citation to owners;
by
commissi
oner
s
by commissioners ..
...........
565
Sec. 487.
Appointment of jury if appraise487. Appointment
ment unsatisfactory..............
unsatisfactory
566
Sec. 491d.
491d. Condemning
Condemning lands for streets;
marshal's jury
action by marshal's
jury...........
566
Sec. 491h.
authorized if award
491h. New jury authorized
award
vacated .......................
vacated
566
Sec. 639a. Corporations;
Corporations; proceedings
proceedings for
change of name ...............
1195
Sec. 726. Corporations; extent of real estate
modified;
temporary possession permodified; temporary
mitted .
......................
566
Sec. 808. Punishment
minimum
Punishment for rape; minimum
imprisonment
imprisonment omitted ...........
567
Sec. 830a. Punishment
Punishment for embezzling
embezzling
property of deceased
deceased person
person........
567
affected
Sec. 983. Divorce; final decree not affected
until ninety days .................
567
567
Sec. 1064.
1064. Evidence;
Evidence; testimony of survivSec.
ing party not admitted;
admitted; exceptions
567
modified
modified........................
Sec. 1073. Proof of municipal
municipal ordinances;
ordinances;
Sec.
regulations
567
regulations....................
Sec. 1160. Provision for administering
wife's estate
estate stricken out
567
out..........
Sec. 1173. Renunciation
Renunciation of devises and bequests; by husband
husband added.........
added
567
Interest limit on express
Sec. 1179. Interest
express concon568
........
tracts
tracts................
Sec. 1180. Usury; rate and penalty modi568
fied.....
....
fied....................
tenant; undertakSec. 1233. Landlord and tenant;
588
568
municipal court_
court.
ing on appeal from municipal
Liens by livery men; garage
garage
Sec. 1162. Liens
568
keepers added ................
1422. Protest of negotiable
negotiable instruSec. 1422.
569
ments; evidence
evidence accepted
accepted..........
Procedure; entry of judgments
judgments
Sec. 1535a. Procedure;
569
in part ..........................
Sec. 1535d.
Sec.
1535d. Transfer
Transfer of causes; law and
569
equity ..............
equity
......
Sec.
1535c. Equitable
law....
569
Equitable defenses at law....
Sec. 1535c.
Sec. 1535b.
1535b. Suits on lost instruments;
instruments; bond
required ........
569
............
required
569
effective in thirty days.
days ...............
569
jury
service continued
continued...................
jurv service
District of
of Columbia,
Commissioners of,
Distrit
Columbia, Commissioners
appropriation
salaries
68,838,1109
68,838, 1109
for salaries.............
appropriation for
adjustment of contracts for removal of
38
ashes by...
by .......................
authorized to establish tolerances,
tolerances, etc., for
scales, weights,
weights, measures,
measures, etc., in
scales,
1224
the District ......................
containers, etc., to conform
conform
for standard containers,
1224
usage............
with Federal usage
duties, etc.,
Retirement Fund,
Fund,
etc. Teachers'
Teachers' Retirement
transferred from Secretary
Secretary of the
transferred
852
Treasury to; exception
exception ...........
852
Treasury
enforcement
street
enforcement by, of passenger tax on street
Bridge....
Highway Bridge
1119
railways using Highway
estimates for paying employees for injuries,
estimates
104
to be submitted by .
............
'Highway
of. - 1117
Highway Bridge placed under control of
orders, etc.
etc., of Zoning Commission to be enby
--...........-- 502
forced by......-...
public weighmasters,
weighmasters, scales, etc., subject
subject
1224
to control of .................-------schedule
schedule of fees for inspections
inspections to be prespres69
cribed by; deposit, etc.............
etc
69
to
supermtendent of weichts,
weights, measto appoint superintendent
ures, and
and markets,
etc.
. 1217
markets, assistants, etc....
ures,
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District
of Columbia,
Districtof
Columbia, Commissioners
Commissionersof—Con
of-Con. Page.
to increase
increase real estate and personal taxes if
revenues of District
District insufficient to
to
meet sixty per cent
cent of appropriations
appropriations
therefor in fiscal year 1921 .......... 838
taxes if revenues insufficient
meet
insufficient to meet
proportionate share of appropriations
proportionate
appropriations
for fiscal year 1922; limit
1109
limit........... 1109
Zoninga Commission
Commission..........
to serve on Zoni
500
District of Columbia
District
Columbia Rents,
Rents,
meaning of terms used herein .............
298
298
Rent Commission created;
created; composition,
appointment, term limit,
limit, etc.; salary .............................
ary.
299
employees, expenses, etc.,
authorized
etc., authorized...
299
appointments
under civil service
appointments of, under
laws .............................
299
299
assessor to be advisory
advisory assistant; salary
salary..
299
authorized to examine
examine papers,
papers, secure
secure
evidence, etc ......................
300
evidence,
divulging information
information by officers,
officers, etc.,
forbidden ........................
300
rental property, hotels, and apartments
interest
300
affected with public interest.......
etc., for, to be fair and
rents, services, etc.,
reasonable ...........................
reasonable
300
unreasonable and unfair, contrary
contrary to
300
public policy ...................
300
determination
300
determination of,
of, by Commission
Commission.....
complaints by tenants and owners to
be heard, etc ......................
300
300
hearings on complaints to be public ......
300
hearings
determination
determination of fair and reasonable
reasonable
rates by Commission ..............
300
300
effect of, in landlord and tenant suits.
suits
300
determined rate
rate effective from time of filing
determined
complaint ........................
300
collection of difference
difference between
between amount
collection
amount
paid and ..........................
301
recovery of. ...................
recovery
.....
301
finality of determination
deternaination ..............
finality
301
appeals
action
appeals to
to court of appeals; action
therein
therein
........................
301
existing tenancies; eviccontinuation of existing
restricted ......................
301
tion restricted
right to terminate,
terminate, on sale of property,
301
suspended .........................
conveyances subject
subject to ...............
301
conveyances
possession allowed purchaser for personal
occupancy, etc
301
etc..................
occupancy,
determination
Commission in force durdetermination of (omnmission
302
appeal............
ing pendency
pendency of appeal
modification, etc.,
etc., on decision
court
302
decision of court..
modification.
collection of difference
amount
difference between amount
collection
paid and modified rate.............
rate
302
paid
change of ownership or tenancy not to affect
affect
rents, etc.,
etc.. determined
determined by Commission
302
sion.............................
penalty
collecting excess
excess rents........
rents
302
for collecting
penalty for
dispOsal of amount recovered
302
recovered ........
disposal
assessment of damages
damages for willful withassessment
drawal
of
service.,
etc..
by
owner
302
302
drawal of service., etc.. by owner...
determination
303
Commission.......
determination of, by Commission
recovery
of, in municipal
municipal court........
court
303
recovery of.
action
by Commission
Commission for
for use
use of tenant_
tenant. 303
action by
simple and
and summary
be proproto be
procedure to
summary procedure
simple
vided .....-....................303
punishment for exacting
etc., for
for
exacting bonus.
bonus. etc.,
punishment
303
.
leases
leases
..............................
making
fictitious sales, etc ............
303
making fictitious
standard forms of
prescribed
be prescribed
of leases
leases to be
standard
303
by Commission
Commission .....................
enforcement,
etc., of ..................
303
enforcement, etc.,
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of Columbia
Districtof
not
lands
granted
price; legal rights not
to;
granted
lands
hotel
and
apartment
owners
to
furnish
deowners
apartment
and
hotel
affected; other
other use
forbidden....... 1198
use forbidden
affected;
303
scriptive
data of
rooms, service,
service, etc
etc.
of rooms,
scriptive data
1198
made.........
report
use,
etc.
be
made
to
etc.,
use,
of
report
rates
by,
to
be
fixed
by
Commission
Commission
by
rates by, to be fixed
forfeiture
failure,
etc
1199
etc.............
failure,
on
forfeiture
303
hearings
...................hearings.
mineral
1199
reserved................
deposits reserved
mineral deposits
assignments
and subleasing
subleasing by
by tenants
tenants reassignments and
304
stricted
304
Draft,
Draft, Selective,
stricted ...........................
appropriation for completing, preserving,
preserving,
rate to
to be
be determined
determined by
Commission... 304
by Commission
appropriation
rate
109
transporting, etc.,
of
records of.-......
etc., records
repeal
of former
former laws, etc
304
transporting,
etc.-........----..
repeal of
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for registration,
from Dishalf from
deficiency
expenses; half
for expenses;
appropriation for
1184, 1190
.... .
trict revenues
304
etc.,
expenses ..........-...etc., expenses
revenues .................
trict
invalidity
of any
allotment from fund for preserving, etc.,
clause, etc., not to
allotment
any clause,
invalidity of
information
records of, to furnish information
affect others..
304
records
others.....................
affect
records....
emergency
necessity of
from demobilized Army records....
907
declared ...... 304
Act declared
of Act
emergency necessity
to
terminate in
in two
two years,
sooner
deportation
undesirable aliens convicted
convicted
years, unless sooner
deportation of undesirable
to terminate
304
594
repealed ........................of
for
violating provisions for..........
of violating
repealed
readmission prohibited
594
prohibited...............
readmission
Divorce, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Divorce,
no final
final decree
decree of,
of, to
until 90 days
made until
be made
to be
no
Drainage Districts,
Ark.
Districts, Ark.,
Drainage
567
after
interlocutory order............
order
after interlocutory
public lands
in Mississippi
Mississippi and Poinsett
lands in
public
application
made within 30
be made
to be
for, to
application for,
Counties
Counties made subject to State
days,
final disposition
of appeal..
appeal
567
disposition of
392
or final
days, or
for ...................
laws, etc., for.
Utah,
Dixie and
and Sevier
Sevier National
National Forests,
Forests, Utah,
Dixie
Department of AgriInvestigations,
Drainage
Investigations,
Department
Drainage
Ariz. and
Nev.,
and Nev.,
Ariz.,
culture,
culture,
of... 1327
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
for maintenance,
appropriation for
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of farm, swamp,
for
appropriation
Net.,
Dixie
and Nev.,
Forest, Utah, Ariz. and
National Forest,
Dixie National
etc
263, 722, 1340
263,722,1340
.............
etc.......
appropriation
707
of.. 249, 707
etc., of..
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Drawback,
Internal
Revenue,
Internal
Drawback,
Dixon,
Dixon, I11.,
61,
deficiency
allowance....
appropriation for allowance....
deficiency appropriation
948
bridge authorized
at...
River at
Rock River
across Rock
authorized across
bridge
63, 65,
65, 344, 347, 522,
63,
Docks,
Government Acquired,
Docks, Government
1038, 1041,
1044, 1184, 1190
1041,1044,1184,
1038,
transfer to
Shipping Board, possession,
possession, etc.,
to ShippingBoard,
transfer
Commerce,
Drawbacks,
Interstate Commerce,
Drawbacks, Interstate
of,
on Hudson
River at Hoboken,
Hoboken,
Hudson River
of, on
special
transportation, mesallowances for transportation,
special allowances
N..1
994
..................
N.J-........
479
sages,
etc., by carriers,
carriers, unlawful...
unlawful -..
sages, etc.,
994
other,
for Army
or Navy .....
Army or
acquired for
other, acquired
temporary
to Army
Army or
or Navy
Navy for
Drought of 1919,
Drought
transfer to
temporary transfer
994
homestead
uses thereof
thereof .................-..
homestead settlers allowed leaves of ab271
994
.
sence to
to obtain
obtain food,
etc., during...
during...
271
food, etc.,
.................
sales restricted
sence
restricted ........
sales
absent......residence construed
271
construed while absent
residence
Doctors
Physicians).
Doctors (see Physicians).
Document
Representatives,
Document Room, House of Representatives,
Drought
Resistant Crops,
Crops,
DroughtResistant
appropriation for
for superintendent, assistappropriation for
breeding, etc
244, 703, 1323
1323
appropriation
etc..... 244,703,
for breeding,
appropriation
-- 636,1257
ants, etc
etc.................--...-ants,
States,i
Areas of the United
Drought Stricken Areas
United States,
Drought
Document Room,
Senate,
Room, Senate,
Document
appropriation for seed grain for farmers in;
n;
appropriation
appropriation
for superintendent,
superintendent, assistappropriation for
conditions of loans, etc............
etc
1347
conditions
1252
631,
.....-ants
?
etc
631,1252
ants, etc ...........
Drug,
etc.,
Plants,
Plants,
etc.,
Drug,
Domestic
Domestic Animals, etc.,
702,
appropriation
investigating diseases of..
of
for investigating
appropriation for
appropriation for
for protecting,
protecting, from rabies by
appropriation
243, 1322
243,1322
destruction of
predatory wild
aniwild amof predatory
destruction
for
physiological and
fermentation invesand fermentation
for physiological
mals
257, 716, 1335
257,716,1335
mals...................
243,702,1322
tigations
702, 1322
tigations .................... 243,
Dominican Republic,
Dominican
1206
739,
appropriation
for
minister
to
739,1206
to.........
Drug
Products,
etc.,
Products,
minister
Drug
for
appropriation
appropriation for biological investigation,
investigation,
Canada(see Canada).
Dominion of Canada
Canada).
appropriation
Dominion
712,1331
etc., of
of agricultural
agricultural.............
Donora,
Pa.,
etc.,
Donora, Pa.,
164 Druggists
building..........
Pharmacists).
appropriation
Druggists (see Pharmacists).
appropriation for public building
Doorkeeper,
Representatives,
C.,
Drugs,
etc. 'D. C.,
House of Representatives,
Adulterated, etc.,
Drugs, Adulterated,
Doorkeeper, House
90,860,1131
appropriation for,
special employee, mesappropriation
for detecting
860, 1131
detecting........ 90,
for, special
appropriation for
appropriation
sengers,
etc ....
636,1256 Drugs,
...-.---sengers, etc
Drugs, etc.,
janitors to
to committees
committees placed under, after
janitors
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating adulteraappropriation
close of
636, 1256
. 636,1256
Congress .......-...
of Congress
close
253,712,1331
tions, false
branding, etc....
etc.... 253,
712, 1331
false branding,
tions,
Doorkeeper,
Senate
(see
Sergeant
at
Arms
and
Sergeant
(see
Senate
Doorkeeper,
Denver, Colo., InterDry Parming
Farming Congress,
Congress, Denver,
InterDry
Doorkeeper,
Senate).
Doorkeeper,
national,
national,
Ga.,
' Dougherty
Dougherty County, Ga.
62
for..............
deficiency appropriation for
62
deficiency
.......
may
bridge
Flint
River
at
Albany
275
may bridge Flint River
Dry Land Farmng,
Dry
appropriation
Land Farming,
for improving methods of
244,
Douglas,
Ga.,
Douglas, Ga.,
appropriation for improving methods of.... 244,
164
appropriation for
building
for public building.....--..
703,
1323
appropriation
703,1323
Douglass, R. L.,
Douglass,
Dry Measure
Measure,2 D.
C.,
D. C.,
1094
land
authorized .....--...---.. 1094 Dry
patent to, authorized
land patent
containers as substitutes
use
designated containers
use of designated
conveyance of
to United States in
tract to
of tract
conveyance
prohibited..................- 1223
for, prohibited.
exchange
1094 Duchesne County.
.....----------------exchange
County, Utah,
1095
domain...--------restored
public domain
restored to public
appropriation for aid to public schools in,
appropriation
1095
.....----..-.
--.
fence
required...
fence required.....--..
from
27,
430, 1245
27,430,1245
funds ........
Indian funds
from Indian
Dourint, etc.,
Duchesne River conIndian
Indian bridge across Duchesne
Dourine
approjairiaton
etc.,.
for
investigating,
treating,
treating,
appropaton fr investigating,
245
veyed to;
to; condition
1245
condition.............
veyed
...- . 241,700,1320
etc
241, 700, 1320
etc ............-.River,
Duchesne
Downey,
Idaho,
Downey, Idaho,
Utah
bridges across, conveyed
conveyed to Utah and to
lands granted
for protecting water supto, for
granted to,
lands
124
...........1245
...
Duchesne County
County..
Ducheeme
ply,
1198
ply, etc ......-..................
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Duganne,
C. G.,
G.,
Duganne. C.
for credit
credit in
332
in accounts ..................
for
Duluth, Minn.,
Minn.,
Duluth,
appropriation for
for fish
fish hatchery-,
hatchery, foreman's
foreman's
appropriation
220
cottage........................
cottage
time extended
bridging Saint Louis
extended for bridging
time
588
River
588
River at ......................
Dunn,
Honorable Thomas
Thomas B.,
Dunn, Honorable
deficiency appropriation
contested
appropriation for contested
deficiency
58
election
58
expenses.................-.
election expenses
Duplicate
Bonds,
Duplicate
issue authorized
officers and
for those of officers
authorized of, for
issue
crew
lost by
by sinking of U. S. S.
crew lost
"San
45
Diego" ....................
"San Diego"
Duplication of
of Goverment
Goverment Departmental
Departmental BusDuplication
iness,
iness,
avoid-survey
directed to devise methods of avoid
survey.directed
1083
. mg
ing ...........
Duplication of
of Governmental
Services,
Governmental Services,
Duplication
annual report
report to
made by Secretary
Secretary of
be made
to be
annual
Agriculture
of, by
by other departAgriculture of,
1347
......--------..
ments,
etc
ments, etc.......
Duplication
Governmental Service,
in Governmental
Work in
of Work
Duplicationof
bureau
records of
investigations by central bureau
of investigations
records
of
planning and
statistics transferred
transferred
and statistics
of planning
36
to Efficiency
Bureau..............Efficiency Bureau
to
Durango
Forest, Colo.,
National Forest,
Duranqo National
of..-249,707
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
appropriation for
"During
"During the Session,"
637
637
days.................. -..mean 116 days
to mean
to
mean 207
207 days.....................-days
1258
to mean
Explosions, Plant,
Plant,etc.,
Dust Explosions,
appropriation for
for developing
developing methods for
appropriation
preventing,
and resulting
fires...... 1332
resulting fires
preventing, and

East
Cann.,
Windsor, Conn.,
East Windsor,
bridge
authorized across Connecticut River,
bridge authorized
Windsor
Windsor Locks to ................
.
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.
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Eastern
NW., D. C.,
Avenue NW.,
Eastern Avenue
appropriation
appropriation for grading, Laurel to Whittier
Streets........................
tier Streets

1116

Eastern
Agency, N.
N. C.,
Cherokee Agency,
Eastern Cherokee
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
at .........................

1248

Dispensary, D. C.,
Eastern
Eastern Dispensary,
95,
appropriation
appropriation for care of indigent patients.
866, 1137
866,1137
Eastham,
Eastham, Mass.,
etc.,,
appropriation authorized
authorized for tablets, etc
appropriation
commemorating tercentenary
tercentenary of
in, commemorating
landing of the Pilgrims ............ 599
Easton, Pa.,
Pa.,
Easton,
Delaware River,
bridge authorized
authorized across Delaware
bridge
between Phillipsburg, N. J., and...
and
between
Eclipse
Eclipse of the Sun, 1919,

1055

181
appropriation
for expenses
of observing...
observing. _.
expenses of
appropriation for
Administrative BusiEconomy
Government Administrative
in Government
Economy in
ness,
1083
survey, etc.,
etc., directed
directed to secure...........
secure
survey,
Ecuador,
Ecuador,
to.......... 740,1206
appropriation for minister to
740, 1206
appropriation
Arsenal, Md.,
Edgewood Arsenal,
expenditure
reservoir and
authorized for reservoir
expenditure authorized
pipe
lines, Chemical Warfare Servpipe lines,
..-- 455
.....-....----ice
....
ice ....
Edmundston, New
New Brunswick,
Edmundston,
bridge
authorized across
across Saint John River,
bridge authorized
between Madawaska,
and_ ....
161
Me., and
Madawaska, Me.,
between
United States,
Education Association
States,
Association of the United
Education
National,
National,
Duties
Imports,
Duties on Imports,
chaster
representative assembly
assembly
amended, representative
charter amended,
rate
printing paper
valued above 88cents
paper valued
on printing
rate on
598
for
active members,
authorized
authorized.....
members,
active
for
573
a
pound
a pound ...........-------------Education
Bureau.
Interior Department,
Department,
Interior
Bureau.
Education
imposing
additional
if
country
imposing
excountry
from
additional if
appropriation
clerks,
Commissioner, clerks,
appropriation for Commissioner,
.- 573
port tax
on, wood pulp, etc ..-...
tax on,
port
etc
etc......-..............---.--- 671,1291
treaty
restrictions on imposing discrimitreaty restrictions
for investigating
investigating rural and industrial
for
1007
nating, to
to be
be terminated....--......---terminated
nating,
education,
671, 1291
hygiene... 671,1291
and school hygiene
education, and
notice to
to be
given foreign
foreign Governments
Governments.. 1007
be given
notice
1291
671.
expenses
671, 1291
traveling expenses......-..--..-.
for traveling
Duvall, H.
and J. L. Anderson,
M., and
H. M.,
Duvall,
672,1291
.
for
books,
etc
672,
1291
etc...............-..--books,
for
River,
may
bridge
Great
Pee
Dee
Cheraw,
may bridge Great
672, 1291
for collecting
collecting statistics, etc.........
etc
672,
for
S.
C ........--------...........--390
S. C.
672,1291
for
documents, apparatus,
etc
672, 1291
apparatus, etc.......
for documents,
Wateruay,
Duwamish
Duwamish Waterway,
672.1291
for
etc
672,
1291.
investigating schools, etc.........
for investigating
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, Seattle
Seattle
preliminary
for
kindergarten education
education investigafor kindergarten
1013
Harbor, Wash.,
Wash., to be made........made
Harbor,
tions
672. 191
1291
..
........
...-..
tions .....
D'
Wamish, etc.,
etc., Indians,
Indians, WVash.,
Wash.,
D'Wamish,
deficiency
appropriation for maintaining
deficiency appropriation
27,431,
appropriation
of... 27,
431, 1245
support, etc., of...
for support,
appropriation for
33
etc... ......
registers of teachers,
teachers, etc
334
registers
Dwellings,
Private,
Dwellings, Private,
3:
gardening
3:15
for school and home gardening..........
exempt from
from search
warrants for liquors;
search warrants
exempt
31S
for collecting
318
collecting statistics ................
for
315
exceptions .................315
exceptions
522
for rural
rural and
and industrial
522
education.......
industrial education
for
rooms in
in hotels, etc., used solely for resirooms
523
.
for
documents
523
for documents..................-- 315
dence included..
included
.........-------dence
. 1191
582,1191
for
city schools,
schools, etc ...............
582,
for city
Dyes, Coal Tar,
Tar,
11for
traveling expenses ...........-....... 1172
for traveling
restrictions on
continued until
on importing, continued
restrictions
Education,
Commissioner of,
Education, Commnissoner
January
1920
361
20, 1920................
January 20,
61, 1291
appropriation for,
for, clerks,
etc ......... 671,
clerks, etc
appropriation
Dynamite
(see Explosives,
Explosives, High).
Dynamite (see
671,1291
..for traveling
expenses........-....
traveling expenses
for
under
for education
education of
of Alaska
Alaska natives under
for
E.
supervision
916, 1405
203,916,1405
- 203,
of...........supervision of
for
printing annual
annual report of
228. 941, 1429
of..... 228.941,1429
printing
for
C.,
E
Street
NW.,
D.
NW.,
E Street
Educational Institutions,
Institutions.
Educational
Avenue
appropriation
pa, Virginia Avenue
appropriation for paving,
provisions for
Officers'
establishing Reserve Officers'
for establishing
provisions
845
.........---to
Twenty-third
Street
to Twenty-third
Training
Corps
Corps junior division units
Training
MTeex.,
N.
East
Las
Mex.,
Vegas,
East
777
in
777
in .......-----------------------164
appropriation for public building .....-appropriation
Efficiency Bureau,
Bureau,
Efficiency
Ill.,
East Moline, Ill.,
appropriation for
for establishing
efficiency
establishing efficiency
appropriation
appropriation for operating,
operating, etc., GovernGovernappropriation
ratings, investigating administrative
administrative
223
-ment house at......----.........at
641,
personnel, etc...............etc
841, 1261
personnel,
East Norfolk, Mass.,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses of
appropriation
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation
for
hospital
for
deficiency appropriation
investigations,
etc.... 503.
503. 1156,
1186, 1191
1156,1186,1191
investigations, etc....
508
discharged disabled
disabled soldiers,
etc., at.
soldiers, etc.,

discharged
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Efficiency Bureau-Continued.
Bureau—Continued.
Page.
Efficiency
Page.
Electricity,
Electricity,
Page.
Page.
directed to investigate, etc., methods of
directed
of
appropriation for survey,
etc.,. of
appropriation
survey, etc.,
of.waterwatercollecting. etc..
etc., statistical
statistical informainformapower production and
distribution
and distribution
tion by Government
Government activities
343
activities.....
343
of, in the United
911
United States
States ............
911
records
records of investigations,
investigations, etc.,
central
etc., of
of central
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for cooperative
cooperative
bureau
bureau of planning
planning and statistics,
statistics,
standardizing
standardizing devices of, etc.,
etc., used
transferred to ........-----.
36fi
in industries.......................
industries
341
3.41
Eggs.
Eggs,
Elementary,
Elementary, etc., Education,
Education,
appropriation for investigating methods
appropriation
methods of
of
appropriation
appropriation for investigation
includinvestigation of,
of, includhandling, etc ...................
253,
253, 712
712
ing night schools, etc
1291
etc............ 672,
672, 1291
experimental shipments..............
experimental
shipments
253
253 Eleventh Street
C.,
Street NE.,
NE., D.
D. C.,
Egypt,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, I)
D Street to
to
appropriation
appropriation for agent and consul general
general
Maryland
Avenue................
Maryland Avenue
1116
1116
at Cairo
Cairo...
740, 1206
.................
740,1206
for paving, H Street to Maryland
Maryland
Avenue
76
Avenue.
76
Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution,
Eighteenth
Constitution,
Elizabeth
Elizabeth City,
City, N.
N. C.
C.,
provisions for enforcing prohibition
prohibition under
under
terms of court at...................
at
532
532
the .............................
307
307
Elizabeth, N.
Elizabeth,
N. J.,
J.,
Eighteenth
Eighteenth Lighthouse
District,
Lighthouse District,
bridge authorized across
Newark Bay
Bay to
to
across Newark
keepers' dwellings
constructing keepers'
dwellings at Goat
Goat
Bayonne
Bayonne from ..................
277
277
Island depot, Calif., authorized.....
authorized
1059
1059
time extended for ...................
1099
1099
Eighteenth
Street and Virginia
Eighteenth Street
Avenue NW.,
NW.,
Virginia Avenue
Elliott Street
Street NE., D.
Elliott
C.,
D. C.,
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, F
F Street
Street to
to
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for
for temporary
temporary
Maryland
Maryland Avenue .................
75
75
office building,
building, operating force
48
force....... 48
Ellis Island
Island Immigrant
ImmigrantStation,
Ellis
Station, N.
Y.,
N. Y.,
for supplies, etc.,
etc., therefor
48
therefor ..............
48
appropriation for sea
appropriation
sea wall
wall ...............
221
221
Eldorado, Kans.,
Eldorado,
repairs and improvements
for specified repairs
improvements...
935
935
appropriation
appropriation for public building
164
building..........
164
for new
newservicepumps;
service pumps; ferry bridge__
bridge...... 1423
1423
Eldorado National
Forest, Calif.
Eldorado
National Forest,
Calif and
and Nev.,
Nev.,
for sidewalks;
sidewalks; plumbing Island No. 1....
1...
1423
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 249.
249.
for elevator,
elevator, contagious diseases hospital.
hospital. 1423
707, 1327
707,1327
deficiency
appropriation for repairs, etc
deficiency appropriation
1163
etc.
1163
Electoral Franchise,
Electoral
Franchise,
for specified repairs
improvements
repairs and
and improvements..
1178
1178
Amendment
Amendment to the Constitution proposed
proposed
Elmer
Elmer Red
Red River
River Bridge
Bridge Company,
Company,
to the States prohibiting denial
denial of,
of,
may bridge Red River
Oklahoma
River between
between Oklahoma
account of sex ..................
on account
362
362
and Texas
Texas
589
..........
.....
589
Electoral
Electoral Vote for
President and Vice
Vice PresiPresifor President
Elmira, N.
N. Y.,
Elmira,
Y.,
dent,
terms of court at .................
. 395
395
appropriation for mileage of
appropriation
of State
State messenmessenEmbassies,
Embassies,
gers with the.......................
the
1089
1089
appropriation for
for clerks
appropriation
clerks at
at............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for printing
740,1206
printing cercerfor
740, 1206
tor interpreters
interpreters to
to.................... 740,
740,1207
1207
tified copies of
of..................... 1159
1159
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation
at
for
clerks
at......
messengers
failing
1187
messengers
to deliver, at proper
proper
time relieved from
from penalty.........
penalty
1448
1448 Embezzlement,
wrongfully converting
converting money
coming 1187
wrongfully
moneyss coming
payment of mileage
authorized.......... 1448
mileage authorized
1448
into possession
possession of officers of United
Electric
Cars, etc., Postal
Electric Cars,
Postal Service,
Service,
States courts, deemed
630
appropriation
deemed ...............
appropriation
for mail
transportation
transportation
630
punishment
punishment for ......................
630
by............................
630
by
580,1153
allowance
personal interest therein not a
adefense.
defense
630
allowance for unusual conditions,
conditions, etc
580
630
etc._ 580
Embezzlement,
Embezzlement, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
transfor mail transpunishment for, of
of deceased
of estate of
portation
deceased perportation by ....................
1174
per1174
son..............................
son
Electric Plants,
Army,
Electric
son
567
Plants, Army,
567
Emergencies,
appropriation for maintenance,
Emergencies, Diplomatic
Diplomatic and Consular
appropriation
ConsularService,
maintenance, etc.,
Service,
etc., at
at
appropriation
appropriation for unforeseen;
unforeseen; balance
reapposts.......................
posts
107, 952
balance reap107,952
propriated...................... 742,
for maintenance, etc.,
etc., seacoast fortificafortificapropriated
1208
742,1208
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for;
tions .......................
608,
1348
for; reimbursereimburse608,1348
Commission expenses
for installation,
installation, etc ..................
1348
ment for Peace Commission
329
expenses 329
. 1348
maintenance, etc.. Hawaii
for maintenance,
Hawaii and PhilPhilfor payments
1043
....................... 1043
Emergency Commissioned Personnel,
ippine Islands...............
Emergency
Personnel, Army,
Army,
Islands
610, 1350
610.1350
for maintenance,
temporary retention, etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Panama
Panama Canal...
etc., of, authorized
temporary
977
Canal... 1351
authorized...
1351
977
Electric
Pov er (see Federal
number on active duty limited ..........
Electric Potter
Federal Water
Water Power
Act).
Power Act).
977
977
Electrical
final discharge not later than December
Electrical Department,
Department, D.
D. C.,
C.,
December
appropriation for salaries ........... 79,849,1120
79, 849, 1120
31,
31, 1920.........................
1920
977
977
or supplies, contingent
for
expenses 79,849,1120
79, 849, 1120
contingent expenses.
all officers of Regular
Regular Army
Army holding
holding emeremerfor placing
wires underground
underground.... 79,
placing wires
849, 1120
1120
gency commissions
commissions to be discharged
79,849,
discharged
for extending
therefrom
extending police patrol system......
system
79.
therefrom by June 30,
30, 1920 ........
977
79.
977
Emergency Fleet Corporation,
Corporation,
849. 1120
849.1120
for installing
installing telephone
system,
appropriation
expenses,
tor
appropriation for administrative
telephone signal
signal system,
administrative expenses,
twelfth precinct ...................
80
completion of vessels, etc.; sources
80
for lighting
lighting expenses.............
expenses
80, 849. 1120
designated .
designated
80,849.1120
...............
89,
1382
891,1382
for
extending fire
tor extending
lire alarm system...
system
80. 8:50 ;1120
1120
80.850,
no contracts
contracts for additional
additional ships
be 1
ships to
to be
for headquarters
headquarters apparatus;
apparatus; reappromade
made......
reappro.................... 8
891,1382
priation ........................
80. 1120
1120
restrictiononrentofbuildings,
restriction on rent of buildings, D.C.
2
80
1
13
38
83
D.C. 89811;
891,1383
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for lighting
exlighting expublications, etc., restricted......
publications,
restricted
891, 1383
1383
891,
penses.......................
penses
1017
bonds
1017
bonds in admiralty
admisalty causes
given by,
by, to
causes given
to be
be
Electes Equipment,
aEquiprent, etc., Fortifications,
Electrical
Fortifications,
canceled
canceled ..........................
526
526
balances
appropriations for, covered
balances of appropriations
covered in-.
in
613
613
assumption of liability by United States
526
States.
526
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Emergency Fleet
Emergency
Fleet Corporation—Continued.
Corporation-Continued.

.c ...

Page. 'Employees' Compensation
Fund, District
Page.
Page.
Compensation Fund,
District of Page.
Columbia,
Columbia,
appropriation
for paying
of, to
into inawards of,
paying awards
993
appropriation for
jured employees
employees ...............
841, 1112
841,1112
jured

continued for operating vessels,
vessels, etc., owned
continued
by the Government
Government .................
cost-plus contracts
contracts for
for ship construction,
construction,
cost-plus
forbidden
891,
forbidden ...................
employees by, termiof shipyard
shipyard employees
housing of
nated .............................
expenses
authorized
expenses for repairs, etc., authorized....

1383

994
994
994

early disposal
disposal of
of all
994
directed .
994
all properties
properties directed
early
payment for injuries to, employees from
Employees'
Fund, to
Employees' Compensation Fund,
to
377
be in full for all claims ..............
Merchant
powers of Shipping Board under Merchant
Marine Act may be exercised
Marine
exercised
through
1007
through..........................
Fund, D. C.,
Emergency Fund,
appropriation for .........
92, 863, 1134
..........92,863,
appropriation
D. C.,
Hospital, D.
Emergency Hospital,
appropriation for
for care of indigent paappropriation
tients ...................
95, 866, 1137
for elevators
elevators ........................
95
Emergency Shipping
Fund,
Shipping Fund,
appropriation
for constructing
ships.
180
constructing ships.......
appropriation for
amount authorized
authorized for, reduced
180
reduced.......
180
etc...........
180
for acquiring plants, ships, etc
employees
181
for housing, etc., shipyard employees...
for expenses, taking over certain transportation systems....
systems
..................181
foreign
for purchasing
purchasing ships built in foreign
shipyards ......................
181
for purchase
purchase of ships; reappropriation...
reappropriation
181
restriction
restriction on contracts ...............
181
disposition
of material,
etc
181
disposition of
material, plants,
plants, etc....
181
publication
appublication of bulletins, etc., from ap181
propriations, forbidden ............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for recruiting,
recruiting,
deficiency
etc
42
etc...............................
authorizations for construction
construction of ships reauthorizations
...
891
duced
...-......------.--duced
appropriation for expenses
Emergency
expenses of Emergency
appropriation
Fleet Corporation;
Corporation; sources
sources designated ..........................
891, 1382
891,1382
constructed... 891, 1382
no additional
additional ships to be constructed
cost-pluscontracts
.......
cost-plus contracts forbidden
forbidden
891, 1383
891,1383
use of funds for rent in District of Columrestricted
891, 1383
891,
bia restricted....................
preparation,
preparation, etc., of bulletins, etc., forforbidden
891, 1383
bidden ........................ 891,1383
authorized reports, excepted
excepted........ 891, 1383
authorized
specified provisions of, repealed
repealed ........
988
Employees' Compensahon
Compensation Commission,
Commission,
appropriation
salaries
177
1378
887,1378
177, 887,
appropriation for salaries..........
for expenses; experts,
experts, etc ....... 178,
887, 1379
forexpenses;
178,887,1379
allowances, etc., employees'
for allowances,
employees' comfund
178, 887, 1379
pensation fund.............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
deficiency
contingent
expenses ........................
377
expenses
377
for compensation
compensation payments .............
payments
payments to Emergency Fleet Corporation employees
377
................
for
590
for printing
printing ....
...
........ .....
590
Compensation Commission, D. C
Employees' Compensation
C.,,
appropriation for paying
appropriation
paying awards of, to inColumbia employemployjured District of Columbia
ees
...
104
ees............................
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for allowances,
etc.,
compensation fund
etc., employees'
employees' compensation
fund. 1016
1016
Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Fund,
Fund,
appropriation for
for payments
payments from...
from
178,
887, 1379
178,887,1379
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
payment of
appropriation for payment
deficiency
compensation,
............ 377
compensation, etc .....
payments from,
from, to
to Emergency
Fleet CorCorpayments
Emergency Fleet
noration to
he in full
claims-.
377
poration,
to
f0.I for all
__ be
__ claims-.
__
__

deficiency appropriation for paying
paying awards,
awards,
1156
etc ..........................
Government (see also
Government
also Government
Employees, Government
Employees),
Employees),
additional pay of $240 a
a year, provided
additional
for
689, 1308
............................. 689,1308
for enforcing
prohibition, to be
enforcing National prohibition,
appointed
appointed under civil service laws,
etc
319
etc.................................
319
persons excepted...................
excepted
persons
for
preference to service in World War, for
appointments under National Proappointments
hibition Act
Act......................
319
319
restriction on receiving
recei:ing pay from outside
outside
parties, not applicable
applicable to cooperative activities, with Agricultural
Agricultural
270
Department
270
Department.......................
who entered armed service during the war,
entitled to reinstatement
reinstatement when hon142
orably discharged ..................
Carriers,
Employees of Carriers,
provisions for settling disputes
between,
disputes between,
provisions
469
and employers
....................
Earners,
Employment of Wage Earners,
appropriation for
maintaining offices for
for
for maintaining
appropriation
rendering
etc
225,
225
rendering assistance in the, etc.....
938,1426
938,
1426
personal services, etc................
etc
225
225
deficiency
appropriation for rendering asdeficiency appropriation
sistance to
55
55
...................
Employment
D. C.,
C.,
Employment Service, D.
appropriation
etc....... 1115
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
appropriation for
Employment
Department of Labor,
Labor,
Sernice, Department
Employment Service,
appropriation
for
national
employment
offiappropriation for national employment offices;
938,1426
938,1426
expenses .. ............
ces; expenses
allotment for harvesting
crop...
938
wheat crop...
harvesting wheat
allotment
established
wage
welfare of wage
promoting welfare
established for promoting
earners, improving
improving working condiearners,
etc....
employment, etc....
938
tions, securing employment,
Encampments and Maneuvers, Organized
Militia,
Militia,
deficiency appropriation
1041
522,1041
for........ 345, 522,
appropriation for
deficiency
Enemies,
Enemies, Alien,
deficiency appropriation
expenses,
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency
transporting interned under Navy
Navy
transporting
337
Department .....................
337
Department
Enemy (see also
also Trading with the Enemy),
property, etc., to
provisions for returning
returning property,
provisions
person
residing
person deemed an, solely by reiding
in
occupied by German,
German,
territory occupied
in territory
etc.,
36
etc., armies .......................
Enemy
Enemy Aliens,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses of
deficiency
interned,
under Immigration Bureau
341
interned, under
Engineer
Commissioner's Office,
C,
D. 0.,
Office, D.
Engineer Commissioner's
appropriation for
839, 1111
70,839,1111
for salaries
salaries............. 70,
appropriation
Engineer
Corps, Array,
Army,
Engineer Corps,
expenditures authorized for real estate at
expenditures
training
training camp, Camp A. A. Humphreys,
- 454
.............Va .........
reys, Va
officer of,
detsii led as engineer
engineer officer
officer
officer
of, may be detailed
of Federal Power
Power Commission
Commision ........ 1063
officers and
composing
768
768
men composing......
enlisted men
and enlisted
officers
Engineer
Department, Army,
Army,
Engineer Department,
appropriation for
of depots
123,968
123, 968
depots ....
expenses of
for expenses
appropriation
for maintenance
school, Washington.
maintenance of school,
D. C
. 123,969
123,969
.........
C ...........
D.
969
for equipment of troops ..-....-...-- . 123, 969
technical services,
13. 969
etc...--........... 123.969
services, etc
technical
for
124,969
civilian assistants .............
for civilian
for operations
operations
in the field..............
field
124, 969
-or -a
--
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Engineer
Page.
ntyinueer Department.
lonunuea.
jeparultenti, Army-Continued
iny-rage.
appropriation for contingencies, Philippine
Philippine
Islands........
Islands
................. 124,
124, 970
97(
for military surveys and
maps .......
124,
and maps
124, 970
97(
assistance of other
other Government
surGovernment surveys, etc.........................
etc
124,
970
124, 97(
for constructing, etc., roads, bridges, and
and
trails, Alaska_
Alaska ...................
124, 970
970
124,
for buildings
buildings and grounds, District
District of
Columbia
Columbia ..............
186,
897, 1388
186, 897,
1388
expenses of fortifications
fortifications under...
for expenses
under... 608,
608, 1348
1348
expenses of fortifications,
for expenses
fortifications, insular pospossessions .........
1350
...
610, 1350
deficiency
appropriation for South
deficiency appropriation
Pass,
South Pass,
Mississippi River
River
345
..................
345
for buildings and grounds, D. C........
C
509
509
for equipment
equipment of troops
1184
troops ................
1184
for operations
operations in the field ......... 1184,
1184, 1190
1190
appropriations covered in,
balances of appropriations
in,
operations in the field, 1919 .......
1353
1353
equipment of troops...................
troops
1353
1353
unexpended
unexpended balances available
available to
to pay
pay sussuspended contracts
contracts for operations in
the field ..........................
1027
1027
Engineer Office, War Department,
Engineer
Department,
appropriation
etc.......... 660,1279
appropriation for clerks, etc
660,1279
for additional employees;
employees; pay restricrestriction ...................
1279
...
1279
draftsmen, etc., paid from rivers and
and
harbors, etc.; limit.............
limit
660, 1279
660,1279
Engineer School, Fort
Engineer
Fart Leavenworth, Kans.,
Kans.,
Army Field,
Army
Field,
appropriation for instruction
instruction ex
nses....
106
expenses....
106
EngineerSchool, Washington,
Engineer
D. C.,
Washington, D.
.,
appropriation for equipment and
mainand maintenance
tenance .....................
123, 969
969
. 123,
Engineering
Experiment
Engineering
Experiment Station,
Station,
Naval
Academy,
Academy,
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
investigaexpenses of investigations, etc ....................
150, 828
828
150,
Engineers,
Engineers, Chief of,
of,
appropriation
appropriation for printing and binding
binding
under direction of
of.......... 228, 941,
1429
941, 1429
England (see Great Britain).
England
Britain).
English Language,
English
Language,
Army enlistment
enlistment requirement of ability
ability to
speak, etc.,
repealed.............. 1077
etc., repealed
1077
Engraving and
and Printing
Engraving
Printing Bureau,
Bureau, Treasury
Treasury
Department,
Department,
appropriation for Director, assistant, etc. 650,
650, 1271
1271
for clerks, watchmen, etc ............. 650,
1271
650, 1271
restriction
restriction on services.............
services
651, 1271
1271
651,
for salaries
employees .........
salaries of employees.
172, 880,
&80, 1373
1373
for wages......................
wages
172,880
1373
172,
880, 1373
for custody of dies, rolls, and plates.....
172,
plates.... 172,
880.1373
880,
1373
for materials, etc ................ 172,
881, 1373
172,881,
1373
use of proceeds
proceeds from work......
work
172, 881, 1373
172,881,1373
for additional boiler ..................
167
167
for laundry,
laundry, changes
changes in
in roof .............
874
874
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
emfor salaries
salaries of
of employees.........................
ployees
44, 1184
1184
44,
etc................ 44,
for materials, etc
44, 344,
1184
344, 1184
for plate printing.....................
printing
61
61
authorized work for United
States, National
National
United States,
bank and Federal
Federal reserve notes 1919,
increased.........................
increased
330
330
illustrations for Congressional
Congressional memorial
memorial
addresses
at, and paid
addresses to be made at,
from Bureau appropriations........
appropriations
1431
1431
number
number of sheets increased,
increased, United
United States
national currency, and
currency, national
and
Federal reserve currency
currency ...........
44
44
opium orders
stamps..
opium
orders and special
special tax stamps._
44
44
checks, drafts, etc..
etc
44
AA
............-n __

-

_ ___ ,

I ---

- --

__

Engraving and Printing
Engraving
Bureau, Treasury
Printing Bureau,
Treasury
Department-Continued.
Department-Continued.
number of sheets increased,
increased, customs
customs
stamps fiscal year
year 1920
1920 ............
fiscal year 1921.....................
1921
restrictions on use of power
hand
power and
and hand
presses
temporarily suspended
presses temporarily
suspended .....
reimbursement
reimbursement of employees
employees detailed
detailed for
for
redemption
redemption of national currency_
currency .
..
work authorized,
authorized, fiscal year
year 1920
1920 ........
fiscal year 1921 ......................
.....................
fiscal year 1922

Page.
Page.
1023
1023
1160
1160
45
45
331
331
172
172
880
880
1373
1373

EnlargedHomesteads,
Enlarged
appropriation for examining,
appropriation
examining, classifying,
classifying,
etc.,
etc., lands suitable for......
for
198, 910,
1400
198,
910, 1400
Enlisted
Enlisted Men, Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for
110, 954
954
for pay
pay of
of line
line ...........
110,
allowed
allowed on personal
personal affidavit,
if service
service
affidavit, if
record lost, etc
etc .................
110
record
110
for pay, National
National Guard ............
110, 954
954
110,
for pay, staff corps,
corps, and departments..
departments
110, 954
954
110,
for pay, Regular
Regular Army Reserve..
110
Reserve ........
110
for pay, Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps ...... 110,
110, 954
954
for Signal Corps;
Corps; aviation
aviation increase
110
increase .....
110
for Air Service, aviation
aviation increase......
increase
954
954
for pay,
Philippine Scouts_
pay, Philippine
110,
Scouts.......
110, 954
954
for longevity...............
longevity
110, 954
954
.
. 110,
for pay of retired....................
retired
111,995
111,
995
for pay, etc.,
etc., retired, on active duty.
duty
111, 995
995
111,
for pay, etc., Army reservists, on active
active
duty..................
duty
111
.
111
for commutation
commutation of quarters, etc
etc...... 112,956
112, 956
for interest on deposits
deposits ..............
112,956
112,956
for extra-duty pay, Artillery
and OrdArtillery and
Ordnance
nance service, seacoast fortifications
112
fortifications
112
for switchboard
switchboard operators, interior posts.
posts.
112
112
for extra-duty
pay, Alaska
telegraph
extra-duty pay,
Alaska telegraph
system........................... 112
system
112
for 20 per cent increase,
on foreign
increase, on
foreign
service...........................
service
112,956
....
112,956
for disposition
disposition of remains of ....
184, 895,
184,
895, 1386
1386
removal, etc.,
etc., from abroad.........
abroad
896,
1386
896, 1386
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
allowfor family
family allowances.......... .................
ances
1
1
headquarters, etc.
for extra-duty pay, at headquarters,
61, 63.
63,
etc. 61,
1041, 1044,
1044, 1184,
1190
65. 344, 347, 522, 1041,
1184, 1190
for disposition of remains
remains of
345,
of ............
345
348 522. 1038, 1041,
348,
1185, 1190
1041, 1044,
1044, 1185,
1190
death allowances
allowances for wounds
wounds or
exor disease
disease extended
tended to retired, on active
active duty
367
duty...
367
emergency
emergency increased
increased pay, continued.....
continued
110
110
enlistments
enlistments to cease
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pay .............
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War,
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.
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binding...
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261,
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297
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..- 297
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of
297
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Mex.,
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Federal
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rehabilitation,
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etc . ...................
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570
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for
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for
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570
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570
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charges for loans;
fix initial
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570
limit.
570
limit.............................----570
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acquire
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banks; amortization
agreeamortization agreeby land
loans
571
ment
required ....................
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not
pavments after
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limited
limited..................-...... 571
determination
rate.........---571
571
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71
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to purchase
purchase land.......
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571
etc..........
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571
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571
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certificate of Farm Loan commissioner
certificate
commissioner
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359
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359
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executing
359
359
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issued against
approved after
after
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457
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excluded ...........
627
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in each
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whole
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during, if
if whole amount
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not
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1148
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. 1145
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branches authorized...................
authorized
1148
1148 Federal
Federal Reserve Act,
Act,
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Rico
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1148
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under, not included
included in
in limit
limit of
of
loans, conditions, etc.,
etc., in
Rico
1148
in Porto Rico..
1148
indebtedness
indebtedness of national
national banks....
banks
297
297
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liquidation
voluntary liquidation of joint-stock
joint-stock land
land
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Act
Amendments,
Federal
Reserve
Act
Amendments
banks authorized.................
authorized
691
691
corporations
corporations for foreign financial
financial operaoperapayment of liabilities to
provided
691
to be
be provided....
691
tions authorized
authorized ..............
378,
378, 1145
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1145
assuming assets and liabilities by Federal
Federal
as depositories,
use of, as
depositories, in
in Canal Zone,
Zone,
land banks allowed
allowed ...............
691
691
insular
possessions,
etc.
authorized
1146
etc., authorized. 1146
restrictions and limitations
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waived.... - 691
691
organization certificates;
certificates; details........
details
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379
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limited; special
special
charter granted
granted to, on permit
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of Federal
Federal
reserve if exceeded ...............
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Reserve Board ...................
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Federal
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Federal Farm
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by-laws ..................
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etc ......................
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investment
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temporary
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Federal
Railroad Control
also TransportaTransportacapital required;
required; installment payments
payments
381
381
tion Act,
Act, 1920),
1920).
increase
increase or reduction;
reduction; minimum......
minimum
381
381
additional appropriation
appropriation for
34
for expenses
expenses of.
withdrawal
of..
34
withdrawal of, restricted ..............
381
381
deficiency . appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses
national
national banks may invest in; limit_
381
limit _ 381
liquidating
liquidating accounts of carriers.
carriers,
majority of, to be held by
by American
American
under ..........................
589
589
citizens, etc...........
etc
381
..........
381
acceptance for advances
advances made to
provide
to provide
interlocking
directorates restrictions
interlocking directorates
restrictions apapmotive power, etc., of
of cash
cash or
or obliobliplicable to
381
to......................
381
carriers...............
gations of carriers
359
....
359
service
service of officials of member
banks
member banks
cash or obligations
obligations of equipment
equipment trust
trust
in. permitted
in,
permitted ...................
381
381
organizations..
organizations
.
....
..............359
359
officials may serve
other corporacorporaofficials
serve in
in other
title to be transferred .............
359
.....359
tions in which interested
--interested ..........
382
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Federal

corporations; no interest in, permitted memReserve Board......
Board
Federal Reserve
ber of Federal
shareholders liable for unpaid subscripshareholders
tions
tions ..............................
not allowed
allowed to be Federal Reserve
member banks ......................
member
violations to forfeit rights, etc
etc..........
jurisdiction
courts to dejurisdiction of Federal courts
procedure ...............
termine; procedure
personal
liability of officials .........
personal liability
remedies against, not impaired
impaired by
dissolution ........................
voluntary
dissolution permitted
permitted........
voluntary dissolution
appointment
insolvency
proceedings; appointment
insolvency proceedings;
of receivers,
receivers, etc ..................
assets
disposal of foreign assets.............
stockholders'
meetings; records, reports,
stockholders' meetings;
etc
etc...........................
examinations of books, etc
etc.............
examinations
fund
dividends from net profits; surplus fund
to be set apart
..................
subject
stockholders'
subject to State taxes; stockholders'
shares
shares..............................
extension of existence
existence allowed; proextension
ceedings ...........................
conversion into, of State, etc.,
etc., banks in
conversion
foreign business ....................
,....
required, etc ............
capital required,
contravention of State law.....
law
in contravention
not in
proceeding for conversion ...........
proceeding
stock, directors, etc., may be
existing stock,
continued ..........................
etc...................
issue of charter, etc
offenses by officials of; embezzlement,
embezzlement,
offenses
etc ...........................
issuing false paper, etc ..............
making false entries, etc
etc.............
embezzlement
offenses by receivers, etc., embezzlement
moneys, funds. etc ...............
of moneys.
intentionally deceiving, etc., Federal
Federal
intentionally
Reserve Board
officials, etc.............
etc
Board officials,
Reserve
offenses by accessories..................
accessories
punishment
punishment for ..................
representing liability of United
representing
States
etc., of.
States for securities, acts, etc.,
cornational banks may invest in export corlimitation ...............
porations; limitation
applications
applications for foreign business to instatement of business include statement
etc.......................
tended, etc
tended,
information
information of foreign business by, to be
furnished Comptroller....--.........
Comptroller
to Federal Reserve Board
Board............
rediscounts
allowed reserve banks of notes
rediscounts allowed
of member
member banks,
in greater
amounts.
greater amounts.
banks, in
of
condition
liberty bonds,
bonds, etc., as security; condition
liberty
................
purchase
of purchase
of
not
1921
not operative after October 31, 1921....
rediscount rates to borrowing
borrowing banks may
rediscount
.........
be graduated........
graduated
Federal Reserve Banks,
Federal
assessment
Engraving
assessment on, for details from Engraving
and Printing,
Printing, assorting notes
notes of, for
and
............- ..-...-redemption
redemption
interlocking directorate prohibitions not
interlocking
applicable to service in two other
other
applicable
noncompetitive banks, by officers,
noncompetitive
etc., of member .................etc.,
etc..
consent of Federal Reserve
Reserve Board, etc
consent
limit
rediscounts of notes,
increased of rediscounts
limit increased
etc.,
of member
member banks,
secured by
banks. secured
etc., of
..........
United States
States securities
securities
purchase conditions .................----purchase
expires October 31,
31, 1921 ...............
expires
by. may be graduated .-rediscount rate by,
rediscount
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business .......................
also National
Federal
National CurFederal Reserve Notes (see also
rency),
distinctive
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, distinctive
1375
paper for .................... 173, 882, 1375
Federal Trade
Federal
Trade Commission,
appropriation for salaries
887, 1380
178,887,
salaries......... 178
appropriation
for expenses
expenses
178, 887,1380
887, 1380
................
investigations
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigations
deficiency
foodstuffs, etc.,
etc., production, manmanof foodstuffs,
328
etc ......................
ufacture, etc.
appropriation
unexpended balances
balances of appropriation
unexpended
233
in......................
for, covered
covered in
Federal
Power Act, 1920,
Federal Water Power
Federal Power Commission; creation and
1063
composition of........................
of
composition
1063
executive secretary
.....................
secretary
executive
Army. 1063
officer to be detailed from Army
engineer officer
of, to be performed by Departwork of,
ments of
and AgriWar, Interior, and
of War,
ments
culture ............................
1063
1063
culture
expenses allowed
allowed on
1063
1063
on orders
orders of ...........
expenses
appropriation
.................... 1063
appropriation for
meaning
meaning of terms as used herein; public
reservations................ 1063
lands; reservations
municipality ....... 1064
corporation;
corporation; State; municipality
navigable waters;
waters; municipal
municipal purposes..
purposes
1064
navigable
Government dam;
works. 1064
project; project works
dam; project;
Government
net investment;
investment; cost....................
cost
1064
net
Commission
to investigate,
utilization
etc., utilization
investigate, etc.,
Commission to
of
resources
1065
water resources...................
of water
water power
power industry
industry in
in relation to
water
1065
commerce, markets, etc ............
use of
of power
Government dams,
power from Government
use
and value
value thereof
thereof .................. 1065
and
licensees to
to, statements
statements of cost
furnish to,
to furnish
licensees
etc..... 1065
of
construction of projects, etc
of construction
projects,
afford free access to projects,
to afford
records,
1065
etc..................--records, etc
to cooperate
cooperate with
with Federal or State
to
agencies
etc...... 1065
investigations, etc
in investigations,
agencies in
department,
records,
etc., to furnish records,
department, etc.,
........experts,
1065
.....
experts, etc ..
to disseminate
secured;
information secured;
disseminate information
to
annual
reports to
Congress ..........
1065
to Congress
annual reports
licenses to
to be
be issued
issued by Commission for
licenses
project
works to improve
improve navigation,
navigation,
project works
develop power,
power, etc., in navigable
navigable
develop
waters
1065
..................
...........
waters
upon
public lands
and reservations...
reservations
1065
lands and
upon public
use
of surplus
from Government
Government
water from
surplus water
use of
dams
1065
1065
dams........................
within
reservations, subject to conditions
within reservations,
for protection thereof ..............
1065
for
affecting
navigable waters, subject to
affecting navigable
approval of
of War
War Department
Department....... 1066
approval
improving
waterways affecting
affecting interimproving waterways
1066
commerce .........
and foreign commerce
state and
record of
findings as
1066
to............... 1066
as to
of findings
record
withheld for
Commission
years if Commission
for two years
withheld
deem
Government dam should be
deem Government
used
navigaused for purposes other than navigation
1066
1066
..-----.....-..
tion .........--report to
Congress.................... 1066
to Congress
report
not applicable
applicab le to
Government
prior Government
to prior
not
constructions
1066
constructions..................--- notice required
required if, applied for without
notice
preliminary permit.
permit
1066
...............
preliminary
preliminary permits
to beissued
to applibe issued to
permits to
preliminary
cants
for licensee
licenses ..................
1066
cants for
notice to
authorities before
before grantgrantState authorities
to State
notice
1066
ing
..............
ing .............
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applications for,
to
preliminary
permits; applications
for, to
be advertised ...................
1066
prescribe rules for accountaccountCommission to prescribe
ing, maintenance
etc.
1066
ing,
maintenance of
of projects,
projects, etc...
1066
by
for submission
submission of
of detailed
detailed statements
statements by
1066
licensees ........................
for false
false
verification;
punishment for
verification; punishment
statements,
1066
1066
etc ...................
statements, etc
conduct
hearings, order
order depositions,
depositions, etc.,
etc ,
conduct hearings,
in
in connection
connection with
with applications,
applications,
1066
1066
regulation
etc............
regulation of rates, etc
Federal
issue subpoenas; assistance of
of Federal
1067
1067
courts .........................
courts.
administer
1067
fees, etc
etc.. 1067
oaths, etc.; witness fees,
administer oaths,
1067
other
etc
other necessary
necessary powers,
powers, etc............
1067
preliminary permits
permits to
be issued
preliminary
to be
issued by
by ComCommission,
giving priority in applying
mission, giving
1067
for licenses
licenses..................... 1067
time
allowed for
for submitting
submitting plans,
plans,
time allowed
1067
estimates,
etc
.
1067
estimates, etc...............
conditions
of; not
transferable, etc
conditions of;
not transferable,
etc...... 1067
1067
1067
years
1067
50 years..
more than 50
issued for not more
licenses issued
conditioned
conditioned on
on accepting
accepting terms
terms of
of Act,
Act,
1067
........ . 1067
........
etc ...........
1067
revocation,
etc .............
1067
surrender, etc
revocation, surrender,
preferences in
etc.,
preferences
in applications
applications for,
for, etc.,
from States,
States, municipalities,
municipalities, etc.;
etc.;
conditions
. 1067
1067
....................
conditions
between
conditions
between other
other applicants;
applicants; conditions
governing .........................
1067
governing
applications not
project
applications
not to be approved
approved if project
undertaken by
should be
be undertaken
by the Gov1067
1067
ernment .......................
examinations,
reports, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be made
made 1068
1068
examinations, reports,
findings,
be
findings, recommendations,
recommendations, etc.,
etc., to
to be
submitted to
to Congress1068
Congress .............. 1068
submitted
Commission
investigate, etc.,
etc., project
Commission to
to investigate,
project
for power
plant, etc.,
for
power plant,
etc., at
at Great
Great Falls
Falls
Potomac River ...............
1068
of the Potomac
submit plans for
for increasing
increasing District of
Columbia water supply, etc.......
etc
1068
appropriation
for expenses
expenses .............
1068
appropriation for
1068
voluntary transfers
etc., revoluntary
transfers of licenses,
licenses, etc.,
restricted.......................... 1068
stricted
conditions
successors
1068
conditions binding
binding on successors........
1068
affected. 1068
under mortgages
mortgages or tax sales not affected
applicants for
to submit
submit plans,
applicants
for licenses
licenses to
plans,
specifications,
etc
specifications, etc....
...........
1068
subsequent changes restricted
subsequent
restricted........ 1068
evidence of compliance
evidence
compliance with State laws
required
required.......................
1068
additional information, if required
required...... 1068
1068
conditions; adaptability
project
license conditions;
adaptability of project
for
utilizing navigation,
navigation, water
water power,
power,
for utilizing
development,
etc
1068
development, etc..................
1068
no alterations without approval of
Commission; emergency
emergency exceptions.
exceptions. 1068
maintenance
operation of project
project
maintenance and
and operation
works by licensee
licensee.................. 1069
1069
depreciation
therefor .......... 1069
depreciation reserve therefor
1069
protection of navigation, etc .......... 1069
1069
liability of licensee for damages to proppropUnited States
erty; United
States exempt
exempt therefrom...........................
from
1069
amortization
amortization reserves to be established
established.. 1069
application
specified in
application of; to be specified
license..........................
license
1069
annual charges payable by licensee
licensee to be
fixed ......................
1069
1069
basis of; expropriation,
etc., of
of excesexcesbasis
expropriation, etc.,
sive profits to
Government.
to the Government.....
1069
to avail
avoid increasing
incrasing price
price to consumers.
consumers. 1069
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Federal
Power Act,
license conditions;
exproconditions; adjustment
adjustment of
of expropriation
time to
to time
priation charges
charges from time
time..
using Government dams,
dams, etc.;
Indian
etc.; Indian
tribal lands
tribal
lands .......................
etc., furnishing
without
States, etc.,
furnishing power
power without
profit exempt from.
from ................
smaller projects, except on
Indian
on Indian
lands, exempt
exempt.........................
no exemption if Government
Government dam
dam used
used
reimbursement
reimbursement by licensee for benefits
from works
works of others, etc .........
determination of amount
determination
amount..........
if from Government
Government iinprovements;
improvements;
receipts
use of receipts...
.............
further conditions as Commission
Commission may
require
require............................
combinations
combinations in restraint of trade,
etc., in electrical
electrical service,
service, proetc.,
prohibited .
......................
projects may be waived
for smaller projects
waived.....
except in Indian reservations ........
except
for dams,
dams, etc.,
on navigable
etc., on
navigable waters,
waters, to
to
include locks, etc..................
etc
include
right to complete navigation
navigation facilities
to be conveyed
conveyed to the Government..
Government
furnish power, etc.,
etc., for
to furnish
for operating
operating
navigation
navigation facilities.
facilities..............
construction
construction of needed
needed locks, etc.,
etc., when
when
consistent with reasonable
reasonable innot consistent
investment cost of applicant
applicant.........
installation
installation by licensee on failure of
Government to do
time
Government
do so in
in fixed
fixed time..
report, etc.,
etc. to Congress
Congress by Commission
Commission.
time for construction
construction and operation
operation......
extensions allowed
allowed..
.............
license to terminate on failure
failure..........
proceedings
etc
proceedings for
for revocation,
revocation, etc........
any project may be taken
taken over by the
Government on expiration
expiration of
of lilicense
cense ..........
..............
or other property of licensee .........
payment for, contracts
contracts to be assumed
assumed...
determination
determination of amounts..........
amounts
value of Government
Government lands,
lands, etc.,
etc., not
not
included
included in net investment.......
investment
allowance
allowance for actual cost of lands, etc.
etc
right of condemnation
condemnation at any time,
reserved
reserved..........................
issue of new license if project not taken
over by the Government
Government...........
to original licensee; to new licensee
licensee...
continuance
if no
no
continuance from year to year, if
new license issued ..................
temporarary
temporarary possession
possession by the Government
Government
for manufacturing
manufacturing nitrates, etc.,
etc., for
for
military uses, etc ..............
restoration; basis of compensation
compensation for
for

use...................
use
proceeds, from Indian
disposition of proceeds,
reservations.......................
reservations
from all other; percentage
percentage to credit
credit of
of
miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts
receipts ..............
from public lands, etc.;
percentage to
to
etc.; percentage
reclamation fund..............
fund
reclamation
to States ..................
licenses; p
ercentage to
to
from all
all other
other licenses;
percentage
constitute
constitute fund for improving
improving navigation etc
gation,
etc........................
navigation facilities
subject to
navigation
facilities subject
to regulation
regulation
Secretary of
War ...............
by Secretary
of War
fishways by Secretary
fishways
SecreWy of Commerce
Commerce.....
penalty
penalty for noncompliance
noncompliance ..............
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Federal
public
licenses subject to State regservice licenses
public service
ulation,
1073
ulation, etc ......................
provision
Commission, if no State provision
by Commission,
1073
therefor
1073
therefor ......................
to cease
cease when
when State
provision made
made... 1073
State provision
to
etc.,,
rates for
for power used in interstate, etc
rates
etc....
commerce
..
1073
reasonable, etc
to be reasonable,
commerce to
1073
declared unlawful
unlawful .......
etc., declared
unjust, etc.,
enforcement by
Commission if no State
by Commission
enforcement
1073
provision
for .....................
provision for
regulation
issue
securities subject to regulation
of securities
issue of
by Commission,
State provino State
Commission, if no
by
1074
sion
for ......................sion for
1074
restriction of
of......................
interstate
procedure
commerce railroad procedure
interstate commerce
1074
to govern.......
govern
.............
to
property
valuation for making; limitaproperty valuation
1074
tion
tion.............................
capital expenses included
included........... 1074
capital
right
of eminent
eminent domain to secure
secure dam
right of
....--- 1074
.....
sites,
etc .....
sites, etc
jurisdiction of district
district courts, if improvejurisdiction
1074
ment to
to benefit
commerce
benefit commerce.........
ment
1074
..........-----limitation .....
...
limitation
contracts
for
serving
power
after
terminafor
contracts
1074
tion of
of licenses,
authorized
licenses, authorized.........
tion
required.. 1074
approval
Commission, etc., required
approval of Commission,
1075
assumption
by successor
successor1075
.............
assumption by
1075
affected......... 1075
existing rights,
rights, etc., not affected
existing
..........
licenses
under..
1075
licenses may be issued under
valuation of projects already constructed.
constructed. 1075
valuation
method
of determining.............1075
method ofdetermining
construction of
works over other
project works
of project
construction
1075
than
navigable waters..........
waters
than navigable
1075
license required
required if affecting commerce..
commerce
license
permission
commerce not afpermission for, if commerce
1075
fected
1075
fected.....................--public lands within proposed
proposed projects to be
public
........... 1075
reserved
from entry, etc 1075
reserved from
1075
notice
to be given, etc...............
etc1075
notice to
opening
allowed, if not injurious
injurious to power
opening allowed,
development.
1075
.................
development
payment
for damages
damages to
to crops, etc.,
etc., from
payment for
1076
project construction,
construction, etc
1076
etc...........
project
former locations,
etc., may
may be
completed. 1076
be completed_
locations, etc.,
former
etc...._ 1076
penalty
for violations
violations by
by licensees, etc
penalty for
1076
.................. continuing offenses
offenses1076
continuing
equity proceedings
revocation of lifor revocation
proceedings for
equity
censes,
etc
1076
censes, etc...........................
1076
.........
correcting unlawful
unlawful acts ...
1076
correcting
1076
.........
jurisdiction of district courts1076
jurisdiction
1076
sale, etc.,
etc., on
etc
on revocation of license, etc..
sale,
1076
rights
1076
vendee....--.--..
subrogated to vendee
rights subrogated
payment
payment limited, if United States be
1076
.............-the purchaser 1076
control
irrigation,
States of water for irrigation,
by States
control by
1077
etc., not
affected
not affected..............--etc.,
1077
reserved.....
amendment,
1077
amendment, etc., expressly reserved
existing
rights of licenses not to be imexisting rights
1077
paired thereby
thereby1077
................---paired
1077
.......-.....-inconsistent
repealed1077
inconsistent laws repealed
Calif., water supply
San Francisco, Calif.,
1077
grant not affected........--------affected
1077
grant
authorization
authorization for Waterways Commission
repealed .............--......-- 1077
repealed
1077
title
1077
title of Act stated ...........-......permits
for power
power development,
development, etc., in
permits for
national parks
parks or monuments
monuments withnational
out
specific authority
authority of Congress
out specific
1353
forbidden
1353
forbidden ..........-- ----.....--authority
to the
Commission for, repealthe Commission
authority to
1354
ed
1354
ed.................... . ....
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appropriation for maintenance.
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Feeds,
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appropriation
commercial infor diffusing commercial
appropriation for
market prices,
formation
supply, market
formation of supply,
1342
etc.,
of ...................
265, 724, 1342
etc., of
Female
D. C.,
Employment, 1).
Female Employment,
appropriation for
89, 859, 1131
etc... 89,859,1131
inspectors, etc...
for inspectors,
appropriation
Female
Suffrage,
Female Suffrage,
Amendment
submitted
Amendment to the Constitution submitted
362
to
362
for........
providing for.
States, providing
the States,
to the
Fermented Liquors,
Liquors, etc.,
Fermented
strength subject
alcoholic strength
subject to
designated alcoholic
of designated
provisions
of Constitutional
Constitutional prohibiprovisions of
307
......-..
tion
..
tion ..................Fla..
Fernandina,
Fernandina,Fla..
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harbor, to
preliminary
. 1011
be
made ........-..............
1011
be made
Ferry County, Wash.,
Ferry
investigation,
etc. of right of, to tax on
investigation, etc.,
432
Indian
432
allotted lands ...............
Indian allotted
Fertilizers,
Fertilizers,
nitrate of
of soda
reserve
be sold from Army reserve
to be
soda to
nitrate
supply
emergency in .......
573
meet emergency
to meet
supply to
Fertilizers,
etc.,
Fertilizers,etc.
provisions
securing adequate
adequate supply,
for securing
provisions for
speculation,
preventing injurious speculation,
preventing
297
etc.
war ..........
etc., of, during the war
298
punishnient for
for violations
of
298
violations of............
punishment
Fertilizers, Potash,
Nitrates, etc.,
Potash, Nitrates,
Fertilizers,
appropriation for
investigating source of
for investigating
appropriation
supply
of, within United States .... 255,
supply of,
714, 1333
Fiber
Plants,
FiberPlants,
etc.;•hard
appropriation
improvement, etc.
appropriation for improvement,
continental
fiber
production outside continental
fiber production
area
243,
1322
702,1322
243, 702,
area ......................
Field
Army,
Artillery, Army,
Field Artillery,
appropriation
for School
School of
of Fire for, Fort
appropriation for
Leavenworth,
106
Kans ..............
Leavenworth, Kam
instruction in, activities ........... 950
for instruction
expenditures authorized
authorized for training center
expenditures
454
at Camp Knox, Ky
Ky...............
at
454
at Camp
C.................
Bragg, N. C
Camp Bragg,
at
770
officers and
and enlisted men composing ......
officers
Guard,
Field Artillery for National
National Guard,
Field
unexpended balances
balances available
available to pay conunexpended
tracts
suspended on account of
for, suspended
tracts for,
1027
armistice
armistice .........................
Field Artillery Schoos,
Schools, Army,
Army,
Field
appropriation for instruction expenses.....
expenses
950
appropriation
Field Cannon,
Army,
Cannon, etc., Any,
Field
appropriation for purchase,
manufacture,
purchase, manufacture,
appropriation
1349
etc.,
of
......--- 609, 1349
.......
etc., of
. 609,
609,1349
for............
for ammunition
ammunition for
1349
1349
for
ammunition for practice
1349
practice ...........
for ammunition
Field Clerks,
Quartermaster Corps,
Army,
Corps, Army,
Clerks, Quartermaster
Field
a year to, receiving
additional pay of $2,400 a
receiving
additional
602
less...................
$2,500 or less
to
to those
$2.740 to
receiving less than $2,740
those receiving
to
amount
602
equal that amount................
effective
until June 30, 1922 ...........
604
effective until
Fifteenth
NW., D. C.,
Fifteenth Street NW.,
appropriation
Buchanan to
to
for paving, Buchanan
appropriation for
Crittenden Streets................
Streets
76
Crittenden
Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street SE., D. C.,
appropriation
for paving,
Pennsylvania
paving, Pennsylvania
appropriation for
75
Avenue
75
Street...............
G Street
Avenue to G
75
East Capitol
Streets............
B Streets
Capitol to B
East
for
paving, E
Streets............. 845
G Streets
to G
E to
for paving,
Fifth
C.
D. C.
SE., D.
Street SE.,
Fifth Street
appropriation
for grading,
grading, Savannah
Street
Savannah Street
appropriation for
845
to property
property line ................
845
to
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Maine centennial ....................
595
Missouri centennial
centennial ..................
1363
tercentenary
of the
the landing
landing of the
the PilPiltercentenary of
597
grims ...........................
Fillmore
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
Utah,
Fillmore National
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of
249,
249.
etc., of....
appropriation for maintenance,
707, 1327
Films,
Agricultural Department.
Department.
Films, Agricultural
loans, sales, etc., of, authorized;
authorized; restrictions,
etc
259
etc.....................
.......
Filtration Plant,
Plant, D.
Water Service,
Service,
Filtration
D. C.
C. (see
(see Water
D. C.).
C.).
Finance Department,
Department, Army,
Finance
Army,
appropriation for
office of
for employees in office
appropriation
Chief of, War Department
Department .........
1278
creation of; officers
officers and enlisted men comcreation
posing
766
......................
posing .
Chief of
of Finance
the disbursecharged with
with the
disburseChief
Finance charged
766
ment
ment of
of funds of the
the Department
Department...
766
disbursing
disbursing officers
officers may designate others
as agents .......................
766
Fine
Commission of,
of,
Fine Arts,
Arts, Commission
appropriation for
expenses ........ 177, 886, 1378
for expenses.
appropriation
Finland,
Finland,
appropriation for
1206
for minister
minister to .......... 740, 1206
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salary,
deficiency
salary, min504
ister to ........................
Association,
Finney County Water Users'
Users' Association,
Kans.,
Kans.,
cancellation
Garden
cancellation of
of contract with, and Garden
irrigation project..............
project
1054
City irrigation
Fire Control
Control Installations,
Fortifications,
Fire
Installations, Fortifjitions,
appropriation for construction,
construction, etc....
etc.... 608,1348
608,1348
appropriation
finders, etc ..
608, 1348
.......... 608
for ranger finders,
seacoast defenses ...... 609,1349
609, 1349
for oparating,
oprating, seacoast
operating, seacoast
defenses, insular
seacoast defenses,
for operating,
possessions
610, 1350
posessions.....................
for construction,
construction, etc.,
etc., Philippine and
and
Hawaiian
Islands
611, 1351
Hawaiian Islands...............
for
construction, etc.,
etc., Panama
Panama Canal
Canal.. 612, 1351
for construction,
for
operating, etc.,
Canal
612,
Panama Canal....
612, 1351
for operating,
etc., Panama
balances of
of appropriations
appropriations for
for electrical
electrical and
sound
equipment, covered
sound ranging
ranging equipment,
covered
613
in ..............................
appropriations,
in
613
613
for, covered in..........
appropriations, for,
Fire
Fire Department,
Department, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
relief fund
fund allowances,
allowances,
for relief
appropriation for
etc
88,
88, 858,
858, 1129
etc .....................
for chief engineer, deputies, etc
etc.. 88, 859, 1129
for repairs to houses, apparatus,
apparatus, etc....
etc
88,
859, 1130
construction at repair shop..
shop.. . 88, 859, 1130
construction
for contingent
contingent expenses
88 859
859, 1130
expenses......... 88,
etc
8.59, 1130
for new
new apparatus,
apparatus, etc............
88, 859,1130
deficiency
appropriation for fuel
deficiency appropriation
fuel.........
40
for
40, 1018
for forage.
forage ......................
40.
1018
for contingent
40, 1018
contingent expenses ..............
for fire boat,
boat repairs ..................
1157
$244) a
ayear not applicable
additional pay of $240
to .............................
686
to
.
686
allowed members of, for fiscal year 1921..
1921
874
for fiscal year 1922 .................
1308
exclusive jurisdiction of Commissioners
Commissioners
exclusive
over
396
....................
appointments and promotions
promotions under civil
appointments
service laws; exceptions
service
exceptions........... 396
service promotions, etc
original entries; service
etc..
397
classification of personnel .................
classification
397
vete.riry and medical services proveterinary
vided
vided............................
397

Fire
Department, D. C.-Continued.
C.-Continued.
FireDepartment,
Page.
classification of personnel;
personnel; transfers to new
classification
grades; additional privates........
privates
397
salaries established;
established; increase to date from
from
salaries
397
August 1, 1919 ....................
membership in organizations
organizations advocating
membership
advocating
strikes, forbidden
forbidden .................
398
immediate discharge for violations
398
immediate
violations......
398
conspiracies by members to obstruct operaconspiracies
unlawful .................
tion of, unlawful
398
punishment for ........................
398
punishment
appropriation
paying increased
increased salaries,
appropriation for paying
1920 ...........................
398
age limits for original appointments
appointments in, to
to
fixed by Commissioners ...........
be fixed
398
World War
War
members of, credited with World
service
classification and pay
service in classification
1129
ratings ........................
1129
excluded from general provisions for reexcluded
tirement of
civil service
614
tirement
of civil
service employees.
employees.
614
Fire Resisting Qualities
Qualities of Building
Materials,
Fire
Building Materials,
appropriation for
investigating..........
682, 1301
appropriation
for investigating
deficiency appropriation
investigating..
524
appropriation for investigating
524
Firewood, D.
Firewood,
D. C.,
1223
regulations governing
governing sales of
of............ 1223
First Assistant
Postmaster General,
First
Assistant Postmaster
General,
appropriation for,
for,. chief
clerk, superintendchief clerk,
appropriation
ents of divisions, etc..........
etc
675 1294
675,
for
office service
1294
for post
post office
service division
division........ 675,
675, 1294
for appointments
appointments division............
division
675,1294
division .............. 675,
1294
for dead letters division
675,1294
correspondence division
675
1294
for correspondence
division .........
675,1294
for postal
postal service under.............
under
575,1151
clerks, etc.
etc 575,1151
for postmasters,
postmasters, assistants, clerks,
575,1151
for rent, light, and
fuel ............
578,
1151
for
and fuel
578, 1151
twenty year leases allowed hereafter...
578
hereafter ..
limit
third-class
limit for
for rent, fuel, and
and light,
light, third-class
offices, repealed
repealed ..................
578
for miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, first and second
second class
class
offices......................... 578,
offices
1151
578,1151
for city delivery, etc................
etc
578, 1151
for travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous ......... 578, 1152
1152
First Class
Class Mail Matter,
Matter,
First
may be accepted
accepted unstamped,
unstamped, for delivery
583
when fully prepaid .................
583
First Deficiency Act, 1920 (see Deficiency
Deficiency
First
Appropriation Act, 1920, First).
First Defirtency
Defciency Act, 1921 (see Deficiency
First
Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1921, First).
propriation
First
Dirision, American
Expeditionary Forces,
FirstDivision,
American Expeditionary
Forces,
September
September 17, 1919, made a
alegal holiday in
in
District of Columbia for review of
283
of...
First
NW, D. C.,
First Street NW.,
appropriation for grading, Whittier to Van
Streets
1116
Buren Streets....................
1116
First
8W., D.
First Street SW.,
D. C.,
a propriation for repaving, 0
to R
R Streets.
Streets.
75
75
Fppropriation
for repaving, 0 to
F'
Fi-h,
appropriation
investigating handling,
appropriation for investigating
etc., and for developing
developing new sources
etc.,
of food .......................... 253, 712
712
Fish
Products,
Fish and
and Fish
Fish Products,
appropriation
inferappropriation for
for diffusingcommercial
diffusingcommercialinfortion of market prices,
pnces, distribution,
etc., of
etc.,
of.......
............ 265, 724, 1342
1342
Fish,
C.,
Fish, D. C.,
sales by weight
weight required
required of ...............
1223
1223
Fish
Hatcheries,
Fish Hatcheries,
appropriation
repairs,
appropriation for
for construction,
construction, repairs,
etc.,
220
etc., of designated
designated ................
Fish Wharf and
and Market
Market,tD.
Fish
D. C.,
appropriation
75,
844
75,844
maintenance ...........
appropriation for maintenance
a
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Page.
Fisheries Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Page.
Civilized Tribes
Okla.-Con. Page.
Indians, Okla.-Con.
Tribes of Indians,
Five Civilized
Department of Commerce,
Fisheries
payments;
appropriation for per capita payments;
appropriation
Commissioner, deputy,
appropriation
appropriation for Commissioner,
payments to be made ...........
22
clerks,
217, 930,1419
930, 1419
other payments
etc ..............
clerks, etc.
allowance
expenses.. 22,427
allowance for distribution expenses..
at
Alaska service, Pribilof Islands; at
for Alaska
additional per capita allowance
allowance here217,930,1420
large
930, 1420
large....................... 217,
427
after ..........................
for employees
1420
employees at large .......... 217, 931, 1420
for
for probate attorneys,
attorneys, etc., for allottees
allattees
for distribution
distribution employees......
employees
217, 931, 1420
for
of,
22,
427, 1242
22,427,1242
Quapaws ..........
of, and Quapaws
employees ............ 217, 931,1420
931, 1420
station employees
for station
for
Training School,
Cherokee Orphan Training
for Cherokee
service; Alaska
Alaska....... 219, 933, 1422
for vessel service;
23,427,1242
Okla
23, 427, 1242
Okla...................
for
contingent expenses ..........
219, 933,1422
933, 1422
for contingent
23,
admitted..
for common schools;
schools; children admitted..
23,
933,1422
for
propagation expenses.........
expenses
1422
219, 933,
for propagation
427, 1242
427,1242
for
developing aquatic sources of
for developing
529
correction in text ..................
correction
leather
220, 933
leather..........................
for expenses, etc., selling tribal property,
933, 1423
220,933,1423
for
maintenance of vessels
vessels....... 220,
for maintenance
from
23, 427, 1242
proceeds.............. 23,427,1242
from proceeds
933
commutation
commutation of rations ...............
segregated coal and asphalt lands insegregated
220,933,1423
for
220, 933, 1423
inquiry .........
food fishes inquiry
for food
23,427,1242
cluded
23, 427, 1242
cluded .....................
for
statistical inquiry
220, 934, 1423
inquiry ............ 220,934,1423
for statistical
23,427,1242
for collecting
collecting rents .............
23, 427, 1242
220,934,1423
934, 1423
fisheries... 220,
sponge fisheries
for protecting sponge
no money to be expended
expended from tribal
for
'fisheries, food to naprotecting seal tfisheries,
for protecting
funds without specific
specific authority;
tives, etc., Alaska, general
general servtives,
23,427,1242
exceptions
23,
427, 1242
exceptions ...............
ice
. 220, 934, 1423
............. .
ice.......
. 23, 428, 1243
for
tribal attorneys
...........
for
tribal
934
for
buildings,
Alaska
islands....
islands....
seal
fur
for buildings, Alaska
maintenance, buildfor tribal schools, maintenance,
220
for designated
designated fish hatcheries ...........
for
23,428,1243
ings,
etc ................
23,
428, 1243
etc
ings,
220
for
ropriation....
reappropriation....
distribution cars; reap
for distribution
Academy,
for
repairs, Mekusukey
Academy, from
Mekusukey
repairs,
for
for Saratoga,
Saratoga, Wyo.,
Wyo., auxiliary
auxiliary station at
for
................... 1243
Seminole funds.
funds
Seminole
Sage
Creek........................ 1423
Sage Creek
for
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
with Choctaws
Choctaws 23, 428, 1243
fulfilling
for
deficiency
appropriation for
service
Alaska service
for Alaska
deficiency appropriation
for
George
D. Rodgers, from Chickasaw
George
for
Pribilof
55, 67, 1034, 1178
Islands.......... 55,67,
Pribilof Islands
24
funds .............................
62,
for miscellaneous
expenses ............
miscellaneous expenses
for
for
Stuart,
Gordon, and RutherLewis,
Stuart,
for
346,
1188, 1192
346, 524, 1040, 1043, 1188,1192
24
funds............
trom Creek funds
ford, from
for
339
1919 ..................
envelopes, 1919.
for envelopes,
Chickasaw coal
sale
sale of Choctaw and Chickasaw
for maintenance
vessels; commutation
commutation
maintenance of vessels;
for
24
deposits...............
asphalt deposits
and asphalt
339
of
1920.....................
of rations, 1920
all
claims against Creeks and Semiall claims
for
Lake Station,
Wash., improveStation, Wash.,
Baker Lake
for Baker
a year; setbe filed within a
noles to be
ments ...........................
339
ments
24
tlement, etc .....................
tlement,
for
Fairport,
Iowa,
biologicarstation.
339,1034
biologicaletation.
Iowa,
for Fairport,
for reimbursing
reimbursing William R. McIntosh,
McIntosh,
for
339
for
Wytheville,
Va.,
fish
hatchery
hatchery.......
24
from
funds
for Wytheville, Va.,
Choctaw funds...............
from Choctaw
516
for food
inquiry .............
Moore, from
fisheries inquiry
reimbursing Jacob B. Moore,
from
food fisheries
for
for reimbursing
1034
for
new
distribution
cars
24
for new distribution cars...............
Chickasaw
Chickasaw funds ................
1034
....
for Woods
Woods Hole, Mass.,
Mass., fish hatchery
hatchery
for suits
suits for removing
restrictions of alfor
removing restrictions
for
1043
for Alaska
Alaska fisheries
fisheries .....................
lotted
208, 922, 1411
1411
of .............
lands of.
for
lotted lands
Fisheries, Commioner
Commissioner of,
deficiency appropriation
of,
appropriation for administering
deficiency
Fisheries,
appropriation for,
affairs of
62, 1186
clerks, etc. 217, 930,1419
................ 62,1186
deputy, clerks,
for, deputy,
of ...
affairs
appropriation
Fishermans Island,
Island, Va.,
1186
for oil and gas inspectors ................
Fishermans
transferred to
to War
allowance
improvements in town
Department from TreasWar Department
allowance for street improvements
transferred
ury
Department
358
sites,
.................
extended to sewer construcsites, extended
ury Department
625
Fishlake National
National Forest,
Utah,
....................
tion;
Forest, Utah,
tion; condition
Fishlake
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of
drainage assessments
under State laws
laws
249,
assessments under
etc., of....
drainage
appropriation
707, 1327
1327
against allotted lands may be paid
707,
against
from
funds
1204
tribal funds.................
from tribal
Fitzgerald, John F.,
Fitzgerald,
1204
charged
share
charged to allottee's pro rata share......
deficiency
appropriation for contested
contested
deficiency appropriation
maximum
1205
election expenses..................
expenses
1036
maximum rate omitted ...............
election
impaired....... 1205
no
allottee impaired
no legal right of allottee
Fitzsimons
General Hospital,
Hospital,
Fitzsimons General
monuments
monuments to be erected to memory of
additional
beneficiaaccommodations, for beneficiaadditional accommodations,
Tribes.... 1364
Chickasaw
Chickasaw and Seminole Tribes
ries of
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance Bureau
Bureau
of War
ries
Flag
Smut of
Wheat, etc.,
of Wheat,
FlagSmut
fruill
allotments to War Department.
Department. 1162
from allotments
expenses eradappropriation for emergency
emergency expenses
appropriation
Indians, Okla.,
Five
Tribes of Indians,
Civilized Tribes
Five Civilized
244,70,
icating,
etc.
244, 703, 1322
icating, etc...............
appropriation for continuing
continuing work of Comappropriation
John,
Flanagan, John,
petency Commission
7, 413, 1230 Flanagan,
to....... 7,413,1230
Commission to
petency
11
payment
11
to..--.........----...............
payment to
for administering
426, 1242
21,426,
affairs of ........ 21,
administering affairs
for
eaurS..Dak.,
Flandreau,
expenditures to be
detailed report of expenditures
•,
appropriation for
25, 428, 1244
Indian school .... 25,428,1244
for Indian
appropriation
made .
21, 426, 1242
.......... 21,426,1242
......
made
deficiency
school. 1186
1186
appropriation for Indian school.
deficiency appropriation
claims
claims or leases to be acted on by suFlathead Agency,
Agency, Mont.,
allowed..... 21,426 Flathead
perintendent; appeals
appeals allowed
perintendent;
appropriation
etc. of Indians
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation for
for
payment of trust fund interest to
to
for payment
15,
31, 420,434,1236,1248
420, 434, 1236, 1248
15,31,
at,..........
Cherokees
21
Cherokees ........-...............
Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation,
Mont.,
Reservation, Mont.,
amounts................-21 Flathead
allotment of amounts
appropriation
irrigation
constructing irrigation
for constructing
appropriation for
for
capita payment
Choctaws and
payment to Choctaws
per capita
for per
systems on;
on; repayment......
repayment
16,
421, 1237
1237
16,421,
systems
Chickasaws, from
funds.. 22,426,1242
22, 426, 1242
tribalfunds..
from tribal
Chickasaws,
allowance for
for passenger
vehicles._.
16,421
passenger vehicles....
allowance
disposition
disposition of amounts due restricted
unallotted livallotments
allotments of lands in, to all nnallotted
Indians
22,426
....-------.
..........
Indians.....
ing children enrolled with Flathead
427
money
debts, etc.
etc 22,
22,427
exempt from prior debts,
money exempt
Indians
452
Ind.ians.........................
claim of
of Henry W. Blair to be investi452
lands included;
included; timber provisions......
provisions
lands
22
gated
..........................ated
.
A,
-.............
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Flathead
Page.
FlatheadIndian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.—Con.
Mont.-Con.
allotments;
reserved, to be
allotments; homestead
homestead reserved,
inalienable, etc.,
452
minority...
etc., during
during minority...
inalienable,
lieu
Montana of lands
lieu school selection by Montana
421
in; condition .....................
Flathead Indians,
Indians, Mont.,
Flathead
appropriation for
claims against
against
for paying claims
appropriation
funds
of, in
in Bitter
Bitter
funds from sales of
of lands of,
Valley
1237
1237
Root Valley.......................
allotments
allotments to unallotted
unallotted living children
children of,
Reservation
within Flathead Reservation
........ 452
Flathead
Forest, Mont.,
FlatheadNational
National Forest,
Mont.,
appropriation
for mainteiance,
mainteaance, etc.,
etc., of....
of.... 249,
appropriation for
1327
707, 1327
Flathead
FlatheadRiver,
River,
deficiency
across,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for bridge across,
Belton,
Glacier National
Mont., in Glacier
National
Belton, Mont.,
Park
335
Park............................
Flavoring
Extracts and Sirups,
FlavoringExtracts
Sirups,
unfit
intoxicating beverages,
beverages, etc.,
etc., not
unfit for
for intoxicating
not
subject to Constitutional prohibition
subject
309
provisions .....
...................
conditions;
309
etc., required
required .....
conditions; permits, etc.,
Flax,
Flax,
appropriation for
for testing
Zealand, for
testing New
New Zealand,
appropriation
twine ....................
243
binder twine.
for
for investigating
investigating cultivation
cultivation,'etc.,
etc., of,
of, for
for
244,
seed
diseases
244,
seed purposes; study of diseases.....
702, 1322
Fleet
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve,
Reserve,
computation of retainer pay if returning
returning to
to
computation
active duty within one month .....
603
minimum active service
minimum
service required for ......
837
Flint River,
Flint
River,
Ga.....
authorized across,
across, Albany,
Albany, Ga
275
bridge authorized
time extended
extended for
for bridging,
Newton, Ga..
Ga
279
279
time
bridging, Newton,
Flood Control,
Flood
Control, etc.,
appropriation for
of,
work of,
prosecuting work
for prosecuting
appropriation
Mississippi River
188,
1391
188, 900,
900,1391
Mississippi
River ..........
Sacramento
River, Calif
Calif........... 188,1391
188,1391
Sacramento River,
dams, etc.,
etc., allowed
allowed by State
drainage disdisState drainage
dams,
tricts,
Lake Traverse,
Raver of
tricts, in Lake
Traverse, Red
Red River
of
the North,
North, etc., Minn.,
Minn ,N. Dak.,
Dak., and
S. Dak ............................
1059
improvement
by drainage
drainage district,
district, of
of Red
Red
improvement by
Lake and
and Red Lake
Lake River, Minn
Minn.,,
authorized.................. 1105
for, authorized
Florence,
Florence, Ariz.,
appropriation for
Gila
dam, etc.,
etc., Gila
appropriation
for diversion dam,
River
above
417
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, above...
417
Florence Crittenton
Critteritcm Hope
Florence
Hope and
and Help
Help Mission,

D. C.,
appropriation for
women and chilchilof women
for care
care of
appropriation
dren
97, 868, 1139
dren under
under ..............
97,868,1139
Florida,
Florida,
appropriation
relief, etc.,
etc., of
of Seminole
for relief,
appropriation for
Indians
418, 1234
Indians in .................. 12,
12,418,
1234
disputed titles,
disputed
titles, etc.,
etc., to
to erroneously
erroneously surveyed public lands in, to be adjusted, etc........................
etc
325
justed,
325
may
apply for survey of school
in
may apply
school sections
sections in
unsurveyed
unsurveyed townships
townships............. 1103
1103
reserved from settlement, etc
lands reserved
etc.,,
within
1104
within .........................
1104
selection
grant
1104
selection of
of school
school grant...
...........
1104
disposal
lands
1104
disposal of
of imselected
unselected lands...........
1104
surveys
Everglades swamp lands not
surveys in Everglades
not
authorized
authorized...................... 1104
1104
Florida
Fla.,
FloridaNational
National Forest,
Forest, Fla.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 249,
appropriation
for maintenance,
708,1327
Florida
FloridaState
State Road Department,
may
bridge Choctawhatchee
Choctawhatchee River, Carymay bridge
Caryville ...........................
vile
358
0

Page.
Flour,
Page.
Flour,
possession of Grain
Grain Corporadisposal of,
of, in
in possession
tion,
authorized to
to relieve
relieve suffering
suffering
tion, authorized
548
European populations,
etc.
548
European
populations, etc.........
Flushing
Flushing Bay
Bay and
and Creek, N.
N. Y.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made
1010
1010
made............................
Flying
Army Air Service,
Flying Cadets,
Cadets, Army
grade established;
allowed..
109
number allowed........
grade
established; number
allowances ......................
109
pay and allowances
receive commission
commission as second lieutenmay receive
ant, Officers'
Officers' Reserve
comReserve Corps,
Corps, on comant,
109
pleting course
course ....................
discharge, etc .........................
109
discharge,
Flying
Army,
Flying Schools,
Schools, Army,
appropriation
expenses.. 108, 953
for instruction
instruction expenses..
appropriation for
operating; land,
108
land, equipment,
equipment, etc .....
for operating;
for maintenance
maintenance of
of courses
courses of
of instruction
instruction
109
at established ....................
Flynn,
Flynn, John,
John, Assistant
Assistant Paymaster,
Paymaster Navy,
date of appointment
appointment established
established......... 141
Fog
Signals,
Fog Signals,
appropriation
for
213,
926, 1416
213,926,1416
appropriation for...................
FoldingRoom, House of Representatives,
Folding
Representatives,
appropriation
superintendent, folders,
folders,
for superintendent,
appropriation for
etc
636,1257
etc ............................
Folding
FoldingRoom, Senate,
Senate,
appropriation for
for foreman,
foreman, assistant,
assistant, folders,
appropriation
etc
633,1253
633,1253
etc ........................
Fond
Minn. '
Fonddu Lac
Lac Agency,
Agency, Minn.,
appropriation for
Indians
etc., of Indians
for support,
support, etc.,
appropriation
434
434
at ............................
Fcmd du Lac Indian
Fond
IndianSchool, Minn.,
appropriation far
far certain
road work,
county road
certain county
appropriation
14
from funds
funds of
of .......................
14
Food Administration,
Food
Administration,
deficiency
and
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
deficiency appropriation
expense's
1187,
1191
1187,1191
expenses ..................
service expenses ............ 1187
for foreign
foreign service
unexpended balances
balances of
of appropriation
appropriation for,
for,
unexpended
covered
233
in ........................
covered in
Food
and Fuel
Fuel Administrations,
Administrations,
Food and
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses under
under
deficiency appropriation
national security
security and defense .....
1192
Food
Control Act
Act Amendments,
Amendments,
Food Control
necessity
the war
war declared for adenecessity during
during the
quate supply
fuel, fertilsupply of foods, fuel,
quate
izers,
etc
297
297
izers, etc...............................
to facilitate
distribution of,
including
of, including
to
facilitate distribution
apparel, food containers,
wearing apparel,
297
297
etc .............................
fuel, farm
equipments, etc... .... -.
297
297
farm equipments,
fuel,
prevention of
scarcity, monopoly,
monopoly, etc..
etc
297
297
of scarcity,
prevention
Government control..............
control
297
297
.
Government
means
298
means created .....................
authority
vested in
in the
the President
298
authority vested
President......
298
unlawful
necessaries
298
298
unlawful acts
acts concerning
concerning necessaries.....
destroying, to increase
prices, etc
destroying,
increase prices,
etc ......
298
willfully wasting
willfully
wasting or
or permitting
permitting deterioration ..........................
298
etc
298
hoarding, monopolizing,
monopolizing, etc............
298
unjust charges
charges for handling, etc
etc.........
298
conspiracies
limiting
tran
sportation,
transportation,
conspiracies limiting
supply, etc
298
298
supply,
etc ......................
restricting supply,
supply, distribution,
distribution, manurestricting
facture, etc.
298
facture,
etc.....................
298
enhancing
enhancing price, etc..............
etc
298
298
punishment
agricultural products,
punishment for; agricultural
products,
etc.,
etc., not
etc., raised by farmers, etc.,
not
affected .......................
298
298
collective
collective baigaining by farmers'
farmers' asso298
etc., not forbidden
forbidden........
ciations, etc,
298
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Foreign
partment of Commerce-Continued.
partment
Commerce-Continued.
appropriation for promoting
developing
promoting and developing
appropriation
foreign and domestic commerce..
commerce.. 679, 1298
foreign
limit for branch offices ...
............... 679
679
for promoting
with South and
promoting commerce
commerce with
and
Central America
_America ................ 679, 1298
for promoting commerce
commerce with the Far
East.....................
East
679, 1298
deficiency
commercial atdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for commercial
taches
tachés ..........................
524
promoting commerce ............ 524,1040
524, 1040
for promoting
allowance
allowance for expenses
expenses of branch offices..
213
offices..
limit for branch offices increased
516
increased.........
methods
of dehydrating....
dehydrating.. 254,713,1332
254, 713, 1332
516
methods of
Agricultural,
Products,Agricultural,
Foreign Books, etc.,
Foreign
Food Products,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating market
conmarket conappropriation
copyright protection
protection of, modified
modified .........
369
ditions,
supply, etc.,
etc., of
265, 724, 1342
of..... 265,724,1342
ditions, supply,
Foreign
Foreign Commerce,
for
marketing,
for diffusing information of marketing,
common carriers by water, of American
etc.,
nonmanufactured......
265, 724, 1342
265,724,1342
etc., nonmanufactured
registry to file schedules of sailing
studies to
prevent deterioration
in
deterioration in
to prevent
studies
etc
dates, ports, routes,
routes, etc............
497
storage,
724
etc................
storage, transit, etc
to give specific rate to rail carrier, on apapAmerican,
Food Products,
Products, American,
Food
plication of shipper
shipper .................
497
appropriation
investigating chemical,
chemical,
for investigating
appropriation for
reservation
reservation of space, etc., if offer acapplied in foreign counetc., tests applied
cepted
cepted .........................
497
tries
to, inspecting,
etc.
253,
253, 712,1331
712,1331
inspecting, etc.....
tries to,
modifications, etc., to be
be filed.........
filed
modifications,
498
Food
Products, etc.,
Food Products,
regulations
to
be
prescribed
regulations
prescribed ............
498
appropriation
biological investigations,
investigations,
for biological
appropriation for
information
shippers
information of schedules, etc., to shippers
etc., of
agricultural ........
253, 712,
1331
712,1331
253,
etc.,
of agricultural
published ..................
to be published
498
Foods,
.Drugs, etc.,
Foods, Drugs,
copies to railway carriers
carriers for agents, etc.
etc.
498
appropriation
for
chemical
biological
inindistribution
appropriation for chemical biological
distribution.........................
498
vestigation of ...................
253,712
vestigation
regulations, etc.,
etc. to be made.
made........... 498
for investigating
investigating adulterations,
false
adulterations, false
for
through
through bill of lading for consignment
consignment for
branding,
etc
254,
712,
1331
...............
branding, etc....
which space, etc., on vessel reserved,
reserved,
Foods,
Foods, etc., D. C.,
to be issued by railroad
railroad carrier
carrier..... 498
appropriation
for detecting
detecting adulterations,
adulterations, appropriation for
all charges, etc., to be named separately
separately.
498
false branding,
860, 1131
90,860,1131
etc........... 90,
branding, etc
false
rail carrier
carrier not liable after delivery to
Foodstuffs,
vessel .............................
Foodstuffs, etc.,
498
deficiency appropriation
for investigations
investigations
appropriation for
deficiency
provision for limited liability
liability of
of water
water
provision
of production,
manufacture, etc.,
etc., of,
production, manufacture,
of
carrier to be made
made .................
498
by-products
328
...........
.....
and by-products
delivery
delivery of shipment
shipment to vessel
vessel by rail
disposal
of
flour
in
possession
of
Grain
CorGrain
Corof
in
possession
of
flour
disposal
carrier ............................
498
authorized to relieve sufporation, authorized
issuance of, not "an
"an arrangement
arrangement for confering
European
populations,
etc.
548
fering European populations, etc..
tinuous carriage
shipment"
carriage or shipment"......
498
498
Foot
Disease, etc., Animal,
Mouth Disease,
and Mouth
Foot and
Foreign
Countries,
Foreign Countries,
appropriation for
for emergency
emergency use,
use, arresting,
appropriation
appropriation
production
appropriation for investigating
investigating production
etc
269, 728, 1345
269,728,1345
etc....................
of
of petroleum
petroleum in
in
...................
1433
payment for
for animals
animals destroyed;
apdestroyed; appayment
articles
articles for
for Navy not
not to be purchased
purchased in, if
if
praisal
of values
269, 729, 1345
values............ 269,729,1345
praisal of
obtainable
obtainable in United States at reaunexpended balances
balances reappropriated.
269,
reappropriated. 269,
unexpended
sonable prices; exception .............
157
729, 1345
729,
1345
exemption of seizures
seizures of merchant ships
exemption
Forage
Crops,
ForageCrops,
and cargoes in, to be claimed by conappropriation for
diseasesof.
243,
243,
for investigating
investigating diseasesof.
appropriation
sul
sul ................................
527
702, 1322
702,1322
execution of bond, etc ................
execution
527
for improvement,
improvement, etc.,
of
245, 704, 1324
245,704,
1324
etc., of........
for
in suits against masters of such vessels, confor
investigating
insects
affecting
256,
715,
1334
1334
256,715,
insects
affecting.
investigating
for
appearance, etc........
etc
sul to enter appearance,
527
Hessian
chinch bug ........ 256, 715
715
fly and
and chinch
Hessian fly
arrangement for sureties
sureties on credit of United
arrangement
Hessian fly,
bug..
1334
chinch bug..
fly, grasshopper,
grasshopper, chinch
Hessian
States ..............................
527
Forage,
Corps,
Marine Corps,
Forage, Marine
payment of judgments; no immunity prejuappropriation
for
155,832
appropriation for ....................
diced
diced ...........................
527
deficiency appropriation
for; reappropriareappropriaappropriation for;
deficiency
Foreign
Financial Operations
Operation. (see Federal
Foreign
Financial
tion
from,
1920
1170
tionfrom, 1920 ........................
Reserve Act Amendments).
Reserve
Forcible
and Detainer,
D. C.,
C.,
Detainer,D.
Entry and
ForcibleEntry
Foreign
Governments,
ForeignGovernments,
summons for, of any real property, to be
appropriation
Office
Patent Office
for furnishing
furnishing Patent
555
555
appropriation for
issued by municipal court .........
publications,
to.
671
publications, etc., to..............
671
Fords Island,
Hawaii,
Island, Hawaii,
Fords
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for representing
deficiency
expenditures authorized
for Air Service
authorized for
expenditures
interests of, growing out
out of
of war in
barracks and quarters at.
455
at ...........
etc
524, 1022, 1043
Europe, etc..............
524,1022,1043
Foreign and Domestic Commerce Bureau,
Bureau, DeDeForeign
notice to be given, of termination
termination of treaty
partment
partment of Commerce,
restrictions on imposing discriminaappropriation for Director,
Director, assistants, clerks,
appropriation
ting duties, etc
etc................... 1007
etc
678, 1298
678,1298
etc..........................
surplus Army supplies, etc., may
may be sold
expenses,
for commercial
attaches,
expenses,
commercial attaches,
to friendly
friendly .....................
949
etc
679, 1298
949
etc.,.........................
Food Control
Control Act A
Amendments-Continued
ndmedments-Continued Page.
Food
former punishments
punishments for specified
specified offenses,
repealed
298
repealed ...........................
continued
298
continued for prior acts ...............
provisions under, for licensing, etc., sugar,
sirup, and molasses, continued
continued until
386
December 31, 1920 .................
Columbia Rents
and District
District of Columbia
Food Control
Control and
Act,
provisions for food control.
297
control ...............
provisions
rents, District of Columbia .............
298
Materials.
Food
Food Materials.
appropriation for
cooperative study
study of
for cooperative
appropriation
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ForeignGovernments,
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transportation, medical
discharged
forces of,
members of
of forces
of,
discharged members
baying shnilar
regulations
374
similar regulations........
having
acceptance of,
of, to
of American
American
acceptance
to members
members of
forces living
their territories.
territories
374
forces
living within
within their
374
funds available
available ...............
......
374
funds
Foreign Mails
Post Office
Office DepartDepartMails Division,
Division, Post
Foreign
ment,
appropriation
for superintendent,
assistsuperintendent, assistappropriation for
ant
675, 1295
1295
..... .. 675,
ant...... ......
Foreign Mails,
Foreign
Mails, Postal
PostalService,
Service,
appropriation for
by steamsteamfor transportation,
transportation, by
appropriation
ship
or otherwise
581,
581, 1153
1153
...............
otherwise...
ship or
allowance for
service
581, 1153
581,1153
allowance
for aircraft
aircraft service......
balance due foreign
581, 1153
countries.... 581,1153
foreign countries
for balance
deficiency
appropriation for
for transportatransportadeficiency appropriation
tion
1031, 1174
....... 349,
349,1031,1174
tion.............
for balances
due foreign
foreign countries....
525, 1189
1189
countries.... 525,
balances due
for
Foreign
Markets,
Foreign Markets,
activities
War Finance
reCorporation reof War
Finance Corporation
activities of
vived
to finance
exports of agriculfinance exports
vived to
tural
to ...........
1084
etc., to
tural products,
products, etc.,
Foreign Missions
Missions (see
(see Diplomatic
Diplomatic and ConForeign
sular
Service).
sular Service).
Foreign
etc.,
Nations, etc.,
Foreign Nations,
delivery, etc.,
of property
held by
by Alien
delivery,
etc., of
property held
Alien
Proper*. Custodian to nationals
nationals of,
Property
other than
Germany, etc
978
978
etc ...........
other
than Germany,
delegates to
International
invited to send delegates
to International
Farm Congress.................
Congress
271
Farm
World Cotton
Cotton Conference
Conference. ............
271,
271
271, 271
World
Foreign Relations,
Department of
of State,
State,
etc., Department
Relations, etc.,
Foreign
appropriation for
for officers,
officers, drafting
drafting imimappropriation
portant work
work on
on ..........--642, 1263
642,1263
portant
Foreign Seamen,
Seamen,
Foreign
payment
of wages
to, while
while in
American
wages to,
in American
payment of
harbors by
master of
of vessel
vessel ........ 1006
by master
harbors
enforcement by
courts
1006
States courts....
United States
by United
enforcement
Foreign
Foreign Trade,
modification
etc., in,
by
in, by
of shipping
shipping rules,
rules, etc.,
modification of
departments,
may be
be requested
requested
etc., may
departments, etc.,
by Shipping
Shipping Board
Board ................
995
by
rules hereafter
subject to
to approval
of
approval of
hereafter subject
rules
Board,
995
995
Board, etc .........................
disagreements
may be
submitted to
be submitted
to
disagreements as
as to,
to, may
995
President .....................
the President.
Foreign Travel,
Foreign
Travel,
appropriation for
for restricting
restricting entry
entry of
of aliens,
aliens,
appropriation
etc., immediately
immediately available.........
available
385
etc.,
limit for
385
1920............ 385
year 1920
fiscal year
for fiscal
limit
additional restrictions
on entry
entry of aliens.
aliens - _ 353
restrictions on
additional
duration
....-----. 354
....
duration of .............deportation of
undesirable aliens
aliens convicted
convicted
deportation
of undesirable
regulating
594
of violating
violating Act regulating........
readmission
594
prohibited ................
readmission prohibited
Forest Fires,
Fires,
Forest
appropriation
for fighting,
etc.... 251,
728, 1329
251, 728,1329
fighting, etc....
appropriation for
cooperation
and War
War
Agricultural and
of Agricultural
cooperation of
Departments for air patrol in
in the
Departments
Rockies
and on
Pacific coastcoast_ .
..._ 728, 1329
on Pacific
Rockies and
cooperation with States in protecting
for cooperation
watersheds of
of navigable
navigable streams
watersheds
from
268, 728,1344
728, 1344
from .......................
for
parks
1406
for fighting, in national parks...........
expenses.. 1406
restrictions or allotments of expenses
deficiency appropriation
etc ,
deficiency
appropriation for fighting, etc.,
Glacier
335,512
Mont.....335,512
National Park, Mont.._
Glacier National
etc., Yellowstone
Yellowstone National
for fighting, etc.,
Forest, Wyo
Wyo. ....................
335, 512
Forest,
for protecting public lands from; reim335
bursement ......................
bursement
335
etc....... 339,1177
for fighting,
fighting, preventing, etc
339, 1177
v
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Forest
ForestGrove,
Grove, Oreg.,
transfer
Bureau,
Entomology Bureau,
block in, to Entomology
transfer of block
Department
of Agriculture
349
349
Agriculture ........
Department of
Forest Service,
Service, Department
Agriculture,
of Agriculture,
Departmentof
Forest
appropriation
Forester, supervisors,_
supervisors,
for Forester,
appropriation for
rangers, etc
etc ................. 247,
247, 70
5, 1325
705,
1325
rangers,
for clerks, etc ................
247, 705, 1325
for
draftsmen, mechanics, etc
705, 1325
etc... 247, 705,1325
for draftsmen,
for
247,
for general
general expenses
expenses ............
247, 706, 1325
forbidden.. 247,
tests outside United States forbidden..
706, 1325
limit of cost of buildings
buildings...... 248, 706, 1326
administration
administration of forests; sale of timber
248, 706, 1326
ber ........................ 248,706,1326
706, 1326
care of fish and game
game .......
248, 706,1326
administration
forests; sale of timadministration of forests;
ber ...........
ber.
........
248, 706
706
care of fish and game ..............
248, 706
706
248, 706, 1326
agents, labor, etc ............
248,706,
collating, printing, etc., investigainvestigacollating,
tions ...................... 248,706,1326
248, 706, 1326
relief of field employees
employees...... 248, 706,1326
706, 1326
contingent expenses;
expenses; traveling ex.
706, 1326
penses; rent.
rent ..............
248, 706,1326
for forest supervisors, rangers, guards,
etc .........................
707, 1326
expenses, maintemaintefor field and station expenses,
nance of designated
designated forests..
forests.. 248, 707, 1326
forests under
under
for additional national forests
Conservation
Act.......... 251,
Conservation Act
709, 1329
251,709,
for expenses, district administration...
251,
administration...
251,
709, 1329
1329
interchangeable
interchangeable appropriations
appropriations 251, 710, 1329
fighting forest fires; cooperative
cooperative air
for fighting
patrol on Pacific coast, etc.......
etc ..... .710,1329
710, 1329
for selecting,
selecting, etc., lands within national
national
forests for homestead entry, etc...
etc...
251,
251,
710, 1329
for survey,
survey, etc.,
etc., of agricultural
agricultural lands in
national forests.............
forests
710, 1329
251, 710,1329
etc .............
251
for fighting forest
forest fires,
fires, etc
251
for supplies,
supplies, instruments,
instruments, and equip
equipments.
251, 710, 1329
ments .........
............
251,
for wood distillation,
economy in forest
forest
distillation, economy
1329
products, etc ...............
251, 710,
710,1329
improving range conditions_
conditions . 251,
for improving
251, 710, 1330
for tree planting, etc ............
251, 710, 1330
1330
251,
site,
Michigan National
Forest.
251
nursery site,
Michigan
National Forest.
251
cooperative, etc.,
etc., investigations to
for cooperative,
determine conservative
determine
conservative managemanagement of forests
forests. ............. 252, 710, 1330
for appraising,
appraising etc., timber
timber for sale; exexpenses of sales, etc
etc......... 252, 710,
1330
710,1330
for miscellaneous investigations..
investigations
252, 710,
710, 1330
for roads, trails, bridges, etc
etc.... 252, 710, 1330
_.
252,
stock corrals, watering places,
places, etc..
etc....
252,
710, 1330
1330
eradicating poisonous plants_
plants.._252, 710, 1330
eradicating
1330
restricted.. 252, 710, 1330
traveling expenses restricted
1330
restriction
restriction on
en preparing articles for
for
newspapers,
etc............. 252, 711,1330
newspapers, etc
711, 1330
payment of grazing fees in two installinstallments .........................
1330
for expenses
expenses in Washington, D. C.,
C.,
Conservation Act..
Act ...__252,711,1330
under Conservation
252, 711, 1330
for
for additional lands under Conservation
Conservation
Act
Act............................
1345
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general expenses...................
penses
62, 64, 346,
34, 524,
524,
1039,1043,1045,1187,1192
1039, 1043, 1045, 1187, 1192
forfightingforestfires,
for
fighting forest fires, etc.;additional.
etc.; additional. 339,1177
339,1177
Wash..... 1177
for Olympic National Forest, Wash
lands added to Idaho
Idaho and Payette
Payette National Forests,
Foroat Idaho
TdRshn . .. . . . . .. . . .
ooA
tional
324
04.
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Con
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restriction on employees
receiving pay
employees receiving
restriction
from
applicable
from outside parties not applicable
270
to
the....
cooperative activities of the
to cooperative
telephone
Army
not needed for Army
supplies not
telephone supplies
transferred
Agricultural Departtransferred to Agricultural
ment
531
ment for uses of .............-.....
Forests,
Forests,
appropriation for cooperation
cooperation with States,
appropriation
and
etc., as to methods of managing, and
etc.,
forest lands
lands ..............
252, 710, 1330
forest
for
investigations, etc.. 252,
miscellaneous investigations,
for miscellaneous
710, 1330
710,1330
for
insects affecting.
1334
affecting. 256, 715, 1334
investigating insects
for investigating
combating infestations
infestations of insects
insects at
combating
1334
forests, etc ..............-1334
national forests,

Mo.,
Forsyth, Mo.,
Forsyth,

time
extended for bridging White River
River at.
time extended
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Mont.Fort Belkrtap
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.—
Belknap Indian
Fort
Continued.
projects
assessment of cost of all irrigation
irrigation projects
assessment
irrigated..
ratably against lands irrigated
on, ratably
reimbursement
and
reimbursement to United States and
fund .......................
tribal fund.
repeal of requirement
reimbursing cost
cost
requirement for reimbursing
repeal
Milk River project from Indian
of Milk
funds ............................
charges to be upon individual allottees;
chargs
lien, etc., for .....................
cost
chargeable to land
cost of irrigation work chargeable
benefited
benefited.........................
included ...................
lands included
all lands
lien
repaying irrigation charges to be
for repaying
lien for
stated
conveyances..........
stated in all conveyances
provision
purchaser believed to acquire
provision if purchaser
Indian water rights ...............
Indian
delivery
refused until
delivery of water may be refused
..................
all dues paid .
rights to
etc., subject
subject to compliance
compliance
water, etc.,
to water,
rights
with prescribed rules, etc ..........
delivered.
no payment
required until water delivered
payment required
no
domestic,
etc. use of water by Indians of,
domestic, etc.,
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1357
1357
1357
13,57
1357
1357

1358
1358

1358
District,
Forsyth, Mo.,
Mo., Road District,
Forsyth,
275
time
extended for
bridging White River by.
for bridging
1358
time extended
1358
Fort Apache
Apache Agency, Ariz.,
Fort
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation for support,
appropriation
at
31,
433, 1247
not disturbed
1358
31,433,1247
disturbed....................
not
at .....................
priority
priority right of waters by any Indian
Fort
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Apache Indian
Fort Apache
1358
limited
limited...........................
irrigation
appropriation for
power and irrigation
for power
appropriation
homesteads
to be
be designated
allottees 11.58
by allottees
designated by
homesteads to
plant
416, 1233
11,416,1233
funds. ... 11,
tribal funds
from tribal
plant from
1358
before
patents .............
issue of patents
before issue
1233
amount
amount from Agency fund .........
etc.. 1358
inalienable during
life of allottee,
allottee, etc
duringlife
inalienable
Mont.,,
Fort Assinniboine
Assinniboine Military
Reservation, Mont
Military Reservation,
Fort
- 1358
to
....... .........
minors ...
to minors
homestead
payments by homestead
extended for payments
time extended
minerals, water power sites,
sites, etc., set aside
minerals,
1086
entrymen
for lands on
abandoned
on abandoned...
entrymen for
1358
as tribal
property.................
tribal property
as
interest
payments required,
etc.
1086
required, etc........
interest payments
limited. 1358
leasing
permits, etc.,
etc., for; period limited
leasingpermits,
make
to
failure
entry
forfeited
on
failure
payforfeited
entry
domestic
domestic use of coal permitted by Indian
- 1086
ments .....................ments
1359
head
of a
.
1359
family...............
a family
head of
Mex.,
Fort
Bayard,
N.
Mex.,
Fort Bayard,
to become
become property
of allottee
at expiraallottee
of
property
to
to
Army
medical
supplies
to
be
transferred
to
transferred
Army medical supplies
1359
tion of
of 50
50 years
years ...................
tion
Public
Health Service for hospital
hospital
Public Health
school
sections granted
granted to Montana
1359
Montana.......
sections
school
1025
-....-at
at..............---lieu
selections for
for allotted
allotted lands, etc.;
selections
lieu
Fort
Belknap
Agency,
Mont.,
Fort Belknap Agency,
1359
1359
time
time for completing ...............
appropriation for
for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
1359
.-.....-payment for
1
1
359
9
....--....
for
payment
at
15,
31,
420,
1248
1236,
434,
15, 31, 420,
at ............
Indian
children
to be admitted to State
children
Indian
Mont.,
Reservation,
Fort Belknap
Indian Reservation,
Belknap Indian
Fort
1359
............-....-schools.
public schools....
appropriation for
irrigation systems on,
for irrigation
appropriation
1359
appropriation for
for lands
Montana
1359
lands granted to Montana.
appropriation
maintenance, etc
etc............ 16, 420, 1237
maintenance,
1359
........
for
of
allotments,
etc
expenses
for
commission to
Indians
prepare final roll of Indians
to prepare
commission
reimbursable
proceeds of town
from
reimbursable
having rights
appointed:
rights on, to be appointed:
having
.1591359
site
etc
sales, etc...................
site sales,
1355
1355
composition ....................
Fort
Berthold Agency,
Dak.,
N. flak.,
Ageny, N.
Fort Berthold
pro
allotment of undisposed of lands,
pro rata allotment
appropriation
for support,
support, etc., of Indians
Indians
1355
appropriation for
Indians............ 1355
among enrolled
enrolled Indians
among
1248
of ..............
19,
31, 424, 434, 1240, 1248
19, 31,
1355
of
trust
patents to allottees
allottees.............. 1355
trust patents
.. Dak.,
cancellation
fraudulent names on alFort
Berthold
Indian Reservation,
flak.,
Reservation, N.
cancellation of fraudulent
Berthold Indian
Fort
11355
appropriation
for paying
for
Indians of, for
paying Indians
lotments
lotments........................
appropriation for
lands
Verendrye Naallotments
included in Verendrye
lands included
allotments subject to existing tribal
1355
1355---tional
424
--............
Monument .................
tional Monument
leases
leases.............
1356
issue to
heirs in
all
allottees. 1356
of death of allottees
Indians of against the United
of Indians
in case of
to heirs
claims of
all claims
issue
States to
of
citizenship declared of allottees receiving
submitted to Court of
be submitted
to be
States
citizenship
1356
404
.............--Claims404
Claims........
trust patents
patents...................136
405
etc.....
1356
- 1356
received, etc
procedure;
evidence received,
405
subject to State laws, etc -..........-procedure; evidence
subject
determination of
attorneys' fees by
by
lands reserved
reserved for
power sites, agency, etc.,
etc ,
of attorneys'
determination
for power
lands
1356
..-----......---.... 405
Court, etc
405
---......-..-..-etc.........-Court,
....
uses
424
1356
allotments to
unallotted children on......
on424
- 1356
- - -* .
to unallotted
for
paxks, etc
etc.............-..
allotments
for parks,
1356
trust patents
to be
be issued
424
1356
fee
to religious,
uses
issued--.. .......-etc., uses.
religious, etc.,.
patents to
trust
patents to
simple patents
fee simple
424
mineral
reserved for
424
benefit.
for tribal benefit
examination
before allotments as to mineral
mineral
rights reserved
mineral rights
examination before
sale at
at auction
auction of
isolated tracts of land, in
1356
.... 1356
......
of isolated
sale
depmSts
deposits..........
....- 595
former; conditions..-...-.---conditions
minerals to
to remain
allotformer;
property; allottribal property;
remain tribal
minerals
1356
135
ment of surface
surface land .............
Fort
Bidwell Agency,
Calif,
Agency, Calif.,
Bidwell
Fort
1356
1356
coal reserved
reserved for
irrigation projects
projects...
for irrigation
appropriation
for support,
support etc.,
e., of
Indians
coal
of Indians
appropriation for
timber
at
434
to remain tribal property:
lands to
timber lands
at..................---- ----------1356
135
.......
domestic
uses
authorized
domestic uses authorized.
Fort Bidwell,
Bidwell, Calif.,
Calf.,
Fort
1356
reserved.............
town site locations reserved
town
appropriation for
418, 1234
Indian school .... 12, 41S,
for Indian
appropriation
disposition of lots, parks, school sites,
disposition
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
school _ 345
Indian school.
for Indian
deficienev
1356
13
.--on......---------------etc, on
Fort Creck
Creek Irrgation
irrigation Project,
Oreg.,
Project, Oreg.,
Fort
appropriation
etc., to deterfor surveys, etc.,
appropriation----1243
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of.... 1243
maintenance,
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Fort
de Russy
Russy 3Military
Military Reservation,
Hawaii,
Page,
Page.
Reservation, Hawaii,
Fort de
right
granted to Honolulu,
Honolulu,
right of way across, granted
for sewer system;
system; conditions........
conditions
1438
Fort
Military Reservation,
Utah,
Reservation, Utah,
Douglas Military
Fort Douglas
licenses for removing
removing sand and gravel from,
authorized
588
588
authorized .......................
right of way through, granted Salt Lake
City
system
406
City for
for water supply system.......
Fort
3fe.,
Fort Fairfield,
Fairfield, Me.,
appropriation
for public
building
165
public building........
appropriation for
Fort
Gibson, Okla.,
Fort Gibson,
bridge
authorized across Arkansas
Arkansas River
bridge authorized
629
629
near ...........................
Fort Hall
Idaho,
Fort
Hall Agency,
Agency Idaho,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
Indians
for support,
support, etc.,
appropriation for
at .
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
at
.....................
Fort Hall
Reservation, Idaho,
Idaho,
Indian Reservation,
Fort
Hall Indian
appropriation
Indians
for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation for
at
13, 418, 1234
13,418,1234
at.......................
maintenance of irrigation
irrigation system
system.....
13,
for maintenance
418, 1234
comprehensive report on enlargement,
enlargement,
comprehensive
etc.,
submitted ..............
418
etc., to be submitted
deficiency appropriation
maintenance
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance
of
1171
1171
of irrigation
irrigation system ...............
Fort
Fort Henry,
transferred to
to
Army medical
medical supplies to be transferred
Hearth Service
Service for hospital
hospital at 1025
1025
Public Health
Fort
Idaho,
Fort Lapwai
Lapwai Agency,
Agency, Idaho,
appropriation for
etc., of Indians
Indians
for support, etc.,
appropriation
at
31, 434,1248
31,434,1248
at......................
Fart
Lapwai Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Idaho,
Idaho,
Fort Lapwai
school lands to Lapgrant of part of Indian school
District....
553
wai Rural High School District....
proceeds to credit of Nez Perce
Perce Indians.
Indians.
554
proceeds
Fort
Idaho,
Indian Sanatorium.,
Sanatorium, Idaho,
Fort Lapwai
Lapwai Indian
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of....
5,
of....
for maintenance,
appropriation
1227
410, 1227
Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Sans.,
Kan.,
appropriation for Army
School and
Army Staff School
appropriation
at
106, 950
service schools at...............
improving water supply.............
supply
961
for improving
motor training
school
963
for buildings,
buildings, motor
training school.....
officers, etc ............
963
for quarters
quarters for officers,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for bridge across
Missouri River; local contribution
contribution
510
510
for maintenance
maintenance...................
Boughton Memorial Association
may erect
erect
Association may
building
on ......................
building on

portion for
for poet
post office
office to
to be
be given
given free
free of
of
portion

charge .........................
charge
Fort Logan
Logan B.
H. Roots,
Fort
Roots, Ark.,
Ark.

130
130

130
130

130

sale of portion of lands, to Big Rock Stone
Company.
625
and Construction
Construction Company........
revocable lease of additional
additional lands to same
Company.........................
626
Company
to be immediately
immediately taken over for use of
War Risk, etc.,
etc., patients..........
patients
1365
amount allotted
increasing hospital
hospital
amount
allotted for increasing
facilities, etc.,
etc., of
of.................. 1365
facilities,
Fort
Fort Lyons, Colo.,
Colo
appropriation for
for naval hospital, public
appropriation
.. ... 143
works .......................
deficiency
enlarging
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for enlarging
1030
naval hospital at .................
Fort
Nev.,
Fort McDermitt
McDermitt Agency,
Agency, Nev.,
appropriation for support,
Indians
etc., of Indians
support, etc.,
appropriation
at
1248
434,1248
........................ 434,
at.......
Fort McHenry,
Fort
McHeny, Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
appropriation
expenses dedicating
dedicating
for epenses
tion for
apprp
monument
monn
t to Francis
rnci Scott Bey,
Key,
and others
1391
other at
at ....-............
1391
Congressional
Coneaa
committee
1391
to attend
attend...
-....... ..................................
,,......................... comnittee
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Wyo.,
Fort Mackenzie, Wyo.,
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immediately taken over for
for use of
be immediately
to
1365
etc., patients
patients........... 1365
War Risk, etc,
amount allotted
allotted for increasing
increasing hospital
hospital
1365
facilities .......................
1365
Fort
Magazine, Pa.,
Pa.,
Naval Magazine,
Fort Mifflin Naval
appropriation
144
dredging ................
appropriation for dredging
Fort Mills, Philippine
PhilippineIslands,
Islands,
Fort
appropriation
engineer
constructing engineer
appropriation for constructing
wharf
610, 1350
610,1350
wharf......................
Fort Mojave Agency, Ariz.,
Fort
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
at
433,
1247
433,1247
at.........................
Fort
Fort Mojave, Ariz.,
appropriation for
Indian school......
school
9, 415, 1232
1232
9,415,
for Indian
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Indian
Indian school.
school.
66,
deficiency appropriation
345, 1039, 1042, 1171
Fort
Va.,
Fort Monroe, Va.,
appropriation
School_ 106, 951
appropriation for Coast Artillery School.
wharf, roads,
sewers. .... 183, 894, 1385
1385
for wharf,
roads, and sewers
Fort
Fort Niagara,
Niagara, N. Y.,
appropriation
filtration plant
961
plant at
at..........
for filtration
appropriation for
Fort
Agency, Mont.,
Fort Peck Agency,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
at
15, 31, 420, 434, 1236
1236
15,31,420,434,
at ..................
deficiency appropriation
etc.,
appropriation for support, etc.,
deficiency
1171
of Indians at ......................
Fort
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Fort Peck
Peck Indian
appropriation
constructing irrigation
appropriation for constructing
systems on;
on; repayment....
repayment.... ..
421, 1237
1237
.. 16,
16,421,
systems
vehicles..... 16,421
allowance
passenger vehicles
allowance for passenger
421
lands...
allottees may select classified coal
coal lands...
reservation of mining rights ............
421
reservation
allotments
allowed
allotments from irrigable lands allowed
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unallotted
unallotted children on .............
homestead entrymen on ceded lands, alhomestead
lowed additional
additional time for paying
installments ........................
365
installments
interest payments to be made..........
made
365
interest
time of payment; further
further extension.....
extension
366
time
commutation payable in full
366
full............
commutation
366
interest to credit
credit of Indians ............
interest
forfeiture of entry on failure to make
forfeiture
payments when due .............
366
authorized of block for school purpatent authorized
549
poses in Waukea
former
549
Waukea town site on former.
of unappropriated blocks in each town
town
site within
within ceded lands ............
549
549
Indian pupils
pupils to be admitted to schools.
schools
Indian
Fort Plain,
Plain, N. Y.,
Fort
appropriation
appropriation for public building .......... 165
Fort Randall
Randall Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, S.
S. Dak.,
Fort
550
cash sales of lands in former .............
Fort Revere, Mass.,
Fort
expenditure
at..
455
authorized for real estate at
expenditure authorized
Fort Riley,
Fort
Riley, Kara.,
Kans.,
appropriation for Army Mounted
Mounted Service
Service
appropriation
106
.........................
School
950
for Cavalry
Cavalry School .......................
Fort Sill, Okla.,
Fort
appropriation for Army School of Fire,
appropriation
106
106
.............
Field Artillery
Artillery.......
106
for Infantry School of Arms .............
106
Artillery School
School ............
950
for Field
Field Artillery
instruction........... 950
for Field Artillery instruction
substitution of Infantry School, Camp
Camp
Henning,
Ga., for Infantry School of
of
Benning, Ga.,
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Arms at .........................
Arms
Fort
Ark.,
Fort Smith, Ark.,
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site of old Federal jail, granted
granted to ........
Fort Stanton
N. Mar.,
Mex.,
Fort
Stanton Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, N.
875
power house............
house
appropriation for power
for
alterations etc ...................
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Fort Totten, N.
Disk.
Fort
N. Dak.,
school.... 19,424,
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appropriation
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school
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Y.,
Fort
Totten, N.N. V.,
appropriation for electric plants, supplies,
appropriation for machinery,
etc., torpedo
machinery, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation
depot ...
609, 1348
etc., Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands
Islands .......... 610, 1350
..................
etc.,
depot
610,1350
Philippine
Islands .............
610,
1350
Philippine Islands
Fort
Agency, N. Dak.,
and Agency,
School and
Totten School
Fort Totten
electric plants, supplies, etc., Ha19
sale of
district
19
for electric
school district.........
lands in, to school
of lands
sale
610
610
waiian Islands ..................
Fort
Wash.,
Walla Walla, Wash.,
Fort Walla
610
610
Philippine Islands ..................
to
immediately taken over for use of
to be immediately
submarine mines structures, etc.,
etc ,
for submarine
etc., patients ............ 1365
1365
War Risk, etc.,
610
...............
Philippine Islands
610
amount allotted
hospital
allotted for increasing hospital
610
for
610
Hawaiian Islands .....
land defenses, Hawaiian
for land
1365
facilities ........................... 1365
610
Islands .........
for
etc., Hawaiian Islands
610
for sites, etc.,
Fort
Tex.,
Worth, Tex.,
Fort Worth,
Isfor
preparation of plans, Hawaiian Isfor preparation
loan of
etc., for reunion of
Army tents, etc.,
of Army
loan
lands .....................
610, 1350
1350
lands
United
Confederate Veterans at
United Confederate
610,1350
Philippine
610, 1350
Philippine Islands .............
Hodgkins
Springs, near
near ............
1061
Hodgkins Springs,
for Fort
610, .
Philippine Islands, wharf. 610,.
Fort Mills, Philippine
for
Fart
Calif.,
Agency, Calif.,
Fort Yuma Agency,
1350
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
seacoast batteries, Hawaiian Islands.
Islands
1350
for seacoast
at
434
...........---at ............
... 610
Philippine
Islands .................
610
Philippine Islands
Fortifications,
Fortifications,
for
fire control
installations, insular poscontrol installations,
for fire
appropriation for gun and mortar batterappropriation
610,1350
sessions
610,
1350
....................
sessions
ies
1348
608,1348
ies ........................------- 608,
for
seacoast cannon, insular
insular possesfor seacoast
for modernizing
emplacements...... 608,1348
modernizing emplacements
for
610,1350
sions ........
610, 1350
..............
sions
for preservation,
608,1348
1348
etc ......... 608
repair, etc
preservation, repair,
for
610
contracts
610
---.........
contracts .............
608,1348
for preparation
1348
plans..............608,
of plans
preparation of
for
for supplies
for ammunition
ammunition for seacoast
seacoast cannon, inetc. -. 608,1348
plants, etc
electric plants,
or electric
for
supplifor for
for
611,1350
sular possessions
possessions .............
611, 1350
sular
etc., torpedo
torpedo structures,
structures,
for preserving,
preserving, etc.,
submarine
608, 1348
608,1348
for altering,
etc., seacoast
seacoast artillery, insuetc .........
mines, etc
altering, etc.,
for
submarine mines,
608
611,1350
lar
possessions
1350
for sites,
608
lar possessions............... 611,
etc ........................
sites, etc
for
60E
for altering,
altering, etc.,
etc., seacoast artillery, insufor land
60E
for
defenses ....................
land defenses
for
611
for
electric plants....
plants.... 608,1348
608, 1348
lar
possessions ...................
lar possessions
etc., electric
installing, etc.,
for installing,
etc.,,
608,1348
for submarine
for
608,
1348
submarine mine structures, etc
for
searchlights, etc ..................
for searchlights,
for
embankments ..... 608,1348
walls and embankments
sea walls
insular
611
for sea
possessions............... 611
insular possessions
for
defenses of Galveston,
etc., defenses
repairs, etc.,
for
maintenance, submarine
submarine mines,
for repairs,
for maintenance,
608
Tex
Te.......................
insular
611
insular possessions ..............
for construction
construction expenses, seacoast defor
for
barracks and quarters, seacoast
seacoast artilfor barracks
fenses
608, 1348
lery, Philippine
611,1350
Islands ........ 611,1350
fenses .....................
Philippine Islands
lery,
stations,
611
for constructing
constructing fire
..------fire control stations,
Hawaiian
for
Islands.......... ......
Hawaiian Islands
etc ...........................
608, 1348
608,1348
etc
for
constructing fire control
control stations,
constructing
for
608,1348
608, 1348
range finders, etc ..............
for range
Philippine
611, 1351
Islands ............... 611,1351
Philippine Islands
for
at Coast Artillery
instruction at
war instruction
for war
611, 1351
Hawaiian Islands
........... 611,
Islands....
Hawaiian
608,1348
posts .......................
608, 1348
posts.
for submarine mine supplies, etc., infor
for
accessories
for
submarine
mine
pracsubmarine
for accessories
1351
sular
sular possessions ................
tice ...........
1348
...............
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Service expenses, Philippine
Air Service
for
for
operating
fire
control
installations
609
installations...
for operating fire control
Islands
611
Islands ........................
Fort
for
submarine mines
supplies; depot, Fort
miAes supplies;
for submarine
Hawaiian
611
Islands ....................
Hawaiian Islands
1348
Totten,
N.
Y
1348
Totten, N. Y ...................
for
establishing, etc., aviation stations,
for establishing,
609,1349
for
armament
609,
1349
for armament .......................
Hawaiian
611, 1351
slands ............
Hawaiian islands
for mountain,
mountain, field, and siege cannon,
for
for Panama
Canal ................
611,
t 11,1351
Canal
Panama
for
etc
6
09,
1349
1349
609,
etc .......................
611
.................
clearings
trail,
611
trails
and
clearings
for
609,1349
for
ammunition therefor
therefor ............ 609, 1349
for ammunition
612,1351
1351
preservation, repairs, etc ........ 612,
for preservation,
609, 1349
for
seacoast cannon
cannon ................
1349
for seacoast
35
612,1 612
.........
etc
plants,
for
forseacoast
electric plants,
batteries
etc ..
612, 1:1135121
609, 1349
for
ammunition therefor ..............
609
1349
for ammunition
612
for seacoast batteries ................
609,1349
for
etc
609, 1349
modernizing projectiles, etc......
for modernizing
2
for engineer
engineer equipment................
equipment
for
ammunition, etc., for seacoast artilfor ammunition,
I51
............
for
preparation
of
plans,
etc
1351
of
preparation
for
609,1349
lery practice
practice ...................
609,1349
lery
for
searchlights.
1351
for searchlights.......................351
for altering,
artillery
609,
1349
609,1349
seacoast artillery..
etc., seacoast
altering, etc.,
for
12,1351
.................
for
enses1351
612,
defenses
for land de
artillery.... 609,1349
for altering,
mobile artillery
etc., mobile
altering, etc.,
for
612,1351
for
instilling, etc.,
stations. 612,
1351
controlstations.
etc., fire control
forinstalling,
delivery of Army
tractors to State
Army tractors
delivery
for
operating fire control
612, 1351
control stations .... 612,1351
for operating
134
highway
1349
departments ...............
highway departments
for
612, 1352
cannon.. 612,1352
seacoast cannon
for seacoast
ammunition for
for ammunition
for ammunition
etc., artillery
field, etc.,
for field,
ammunition for
for
for altering,
etc., seacoast
seacoast artillery
artillery-. 612,1352
altering, etc.,
for
practice
609,1349
.......................
practice
supetc., submarine mine supaltering, etc.,
for altering,
609, 1349
for
proving grounds,
expenses 609,1349
current expenses
grounds, current
for proving
plies
612
plies -... ....--- .------------ .--- 612
for
submarine mine pracfor submarine
accessories for
for accessories
for barrack;
barracks and quarters, Coast Artilfor
609
tice
609
tice ...........................
lery
612,
, 1352
612----------------lery ......................
609
mines.
for
submarine mines_
etc., submarine
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
purchase of
etc., from Army
Army
supplies, etc.,
of supplies,
purchase
9
Y. - -.for torpedo
609
N. Y
Totten, N.
Fort Totten,
depot, Fort
torpedo depot,
for
surplus
612,1352
.............
stock 612,1352
surplus stock
1349
for operating
installations... 1349
fire control installations
operating fire
for
612
..............
expenses
for
Air
Service
expenses
612
Service
Air
for
barracks
and
quarters,
seacosat
defor
seacosat
quarters,
and
for barracks
Canal
610,1349
for
aviation
station,
France
Field,
Canal
fenses
610,
1349
France
station,
aviation
.....................
for
fenses
Zone - .
612
for Air
Service expenses
1350
...-----------------------Zone
13
expenses ...............
Air Service
for
for
insular
possessions
610,
1350
............
possessions
insular
for
material to be of American manuall material
for
preserving, etc.,
Hawaiian Islands
Islands 610,
1350
610,135C
612,1352
etc., Hawaiian
facture; exception
for preserving,
exception.............. 612,1352
facture;
610,135
Philip ine Islands
Islands ........-.....
610,
1350
Philippine
limit on purchases
from private manupurchases
limit
for
for harbor
defense, Philharbor defense,
searchlights for
for searchlights
facturers,
of
waived in case of
etc.; waived
facturers, etc.;
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610,1350
610, 135
.............
1352
ippine Islands
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emergency .....................--612,
emergency
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..
Island---..................
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awaiian Islands
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operations
operations of arsenals to be
be maintained
612, 1352
1352
tained... ...................
612,
no pay
pay to
to officer
officer using time-measuring
time-measuring
device on work of employees
1352
employees.... 613,
613, 1352
purchases
purchases forbidden
which
forbidden of articles which
can be produced at arsenals
arsenals for
for a
a
less sum ........................ 613,
613, 1352
1352
consideration
consideratOn of fortification orders
orders
placed at arsenals, etc
613
placed
etc...........
613
funds of bureau procuring
procuring stores, etc.,
etc ,
from another, subject to requisition
requisition
of bureau furnishing, etc.; available
for two years ...................
613
613
installation of guns and howitzers directed .
1352
........................
1352
specified unexpended
unexpended balances to be covered in; supplies for seacoast de613
fenses ..........................
613
sites for fortifications,
fortifications, etc..............
etc
613
613
electrical equipment, etc..............
etc
613
613
sea walls and embankments
embankments ...........
613
613
contingent expenses,
expenses, seacoast fortifications ...........................
613
613
fire control ............
613
........
613
Artillery war instruction .........
Coast Artillery
613
613
armament
armament ...........................
613
613
submarine
submarine mines .................
613, 1353
barracks
barracks and quarters, seacoast
seacoast defenses.
defenses.
613
fortifications,
possessions.... 613,
fortifications, insular possessions
1353
613,1353
aviation,
aviation, insular possessions ...........
613
613
sea walls, etc.,
etc., Panama Canal
Canal..........
613
submarine mine structures,
Panama
submarine
structures, Panama
613
Canal
...............
...........
613
armament, Panama Canal.............
Canal
613
613
submarine mines, Panama
Panama Canal.......
Canal
614
614
Board of Ordnance
Ordnance and Fortification
614
Fortification....
614
aviation stations, seacoast
1
3
35
53
3
seacoast defenses
defenses.... 1
1353
aviation, seacoast
defenses............
1353
aviation,
ordnance
seacoast
material
defenses
sales
1353
ordnance material sales............... 1353
automatic rifles
1353
.......................
1353
armored motor cars ....................
armored
1353
1353
antiaircraft ammunition ..............
1353
1353
National
National Guard,
field equipment,
equipment, etc
1353
Guard, field
etc... 1353
civilian military
military training
traimng camps, ordnance.........................
nance
1353
Reserve
Reserve Officers' Training
Praining Corps, ordnance .............................
1353
1353
ammunition ...........................
1353
ordnance
ordnance stores and supplies ..........
1335
1
53
3
1353
manufacture
manufacture of arms
1353
arms..................
1353
small arms
arms target
target practice..............
practice1353
1353
engineer operations
operations in
engineer
in the
the field
field........
1353
equipment of
engineer equipment
of troops
troops.......... 1353
1
13
35
53
3
storage
shipping facilities
storage and shippmin
facilities......... 1353
1353
Foundlings' Home, D.
D. C.,
Foundlings'
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for care of children in. 97, 867,1138
867, 1138
Fountain County, id.,
Fountain
Ind.,
may bridge Wabash
Wabash River, Attica
Attica........
401
Fourteenth Census (see also
also Census
Office),
Fourteenth
Census Office),
appropriation for
for salaries
expenses for
1297
appropriation
salaries and
and expenses
for. 1297
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
1919, preparing
preparing for
54
1919,
for ..............
54
for salaries and all expenses
expenses for taking..
taking
515
available
available until June 30, 1922 ........
515
enumerators
enumerators employed from the Army or
Navy, for taking, of military
and
military and
forces, to be paid ...........
naval forces,
1361
1361
Fourteenth
Fourteenth Street NE., D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, E
E to G
G Streets...
Streets._
845
FourteenthStot
Fourteenth
Street SW.,
SW, D. C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for repaving,
repaving, with
with granite
block, D to Water Streets ........
844
FourthAssistant
Fourth
General,
Assistant Postmaster
PowstmatrGeneral,
appropriation
appropriation for,
for, chief clerk,
clerk, superintensuperntenetc........ 676,1295
dents of divisions, etc

Fourth
General—Contd. Page.
Page.
Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General-Contd.
appropriation for rural mails division
appropriation
division.. 676, 1295
1295
for equipment and supplies division.
division 676,
676, 1295
1295
for
topographer
676, 1295
1295
for topographer...................
676,
for postal service,
office of
581, 1154
1154
service, office
of .......... 581,
for postal supplies
581, 1154
supplies ......... .......
581,1154
delivery maps,
maps,
for post route and
and rural delivery
582,1154
etc ....................
582,1154
expenses shipping
shipping supplies
1154
for expenses
supplies...... 582,
582, 1154
and labor
582,
for canceling
canceling and
labor saving
saving machines.
machines. 582,
1155
traveling mechanicians.
1155
traveling
mechanicians........... 582,
582,1155
for mail bags, locks, equipments, etc.
etc. 582,
582, 1155
1155
for labor, equipment shops, D.
D. C
C ... 582,
582, 1155
1155
equipments,
equipments, departments,
582,
departments, Alaska,
Alaska, etc
etc. 582,
1155
for star route
in
route transportation,
transportation, except
except in
Alaska........................ 582,1155
Alaska
582, 1155
for Rural Delivery
582, 1155
1155
Delivery Service .......... 582,
582
pay of route
route carriers
carriers ................
582
for village
villa,ge delivery service
582
service............
582
travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses.
expenses. 583,
583, 1155
1155
for travel
Fourth
Fourth Class
Class Mail
Mail Matter,
Matter,
provisions for forwarding or returning
returning unundeliverable perishable .............
360
other undelivered; pledge required....
required
360
Pox
River, Wis.,
Wis.,
Fox River,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
be
made,
made, Oshkosh
Oshkosh to
to mouth
mouth.......... 1012
1012
France,
France,
appropriation for ambassador to ........ 739,
1206
739,1206
premises of
of embassy
in
for acquiring premises
embassy in
Paris
Paris.............................
. 1214
1214
for care, etc.,
etc., of graves
in Army American
American
gravesin
cemeteries inn............................
cemeteries
1386
1386
FranceField,
Field, Canal
France
CanalZone,
Zone,
appropriation for
etc., aviaaviaappropriation
for establishing,
establishing, etc.,
612
tion station
station at
at .....................
612
Francis
.
,John
John M.,
Francis,
M.,
deficiency
appropriation for .............
deficiency appropriation
507
507
Franked
Franked Matter,
Matter,
report to be made of
of each
of cost of
of mailing,
mailing, of
each
department, etc .................
1037
1037
the revenue therefrom if adinary
ordinary postage
1037
rates paid ......................... 1037
FrankfordArsenal,
Arsenal, Philadelphia,
Frankford
Pa.,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
appropriation for extending
extending heating mains
182
mains.
182
for constructing
constructing roads, etc .............
182
182
for noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers'
quarters
182
officers' quarters..
182
for completing
completing power
power plant, etc
etc........
893
for extending
extending mains;
transmains; electrical
electrical trans893
mission ..........................
893
Frankfort, Ky.
Fra'nkfort,
Ky.,
terms of court
court at .......................
400
400
Franklin County, Wash.,
Franklin
Wash.
construction
construction of bridge authorized
authorized across
Snake River, near Pasco, by Walla
Walla County and ................
161
161
Franklin,
Franklin, N.
N. H.,
H.,
appropriation
building .........
appropriation for
for public building
165
Franklin, Pa.,
Franklin,
appropriation for public building........
165
appropriation
building
Franklin,
Tenn.,
Franklin, Tenn.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building .......
165
Fraser,
Edward,
Fraser,Edward,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..............
1033
1033
Fraternal,etc., Organizations,
Organiations,
Fraternal,
no discrimination
discrimination in benefits
benefits of vocational
vocational
rehabilitation of persons disabled
rehabilitation
disabled
in
membership in 737
in industry, based on membership
penalty for violation
violation 737
.
............ . - 737
Freedmen's Hospital,
Hospital, D.
C.,
Fredmen's
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
indigent patients
95,
for care
care of indigent
95,

866, 3137
forsalaries
for
salaries and expenses........
ex-Reuses
.206,
206,:20
66 :
1
14
109
37
920,1409
deficiency appropriation
expenses. 1030,1173
appropriation for expenses.

INDEX.
Freer
Page.
Building, D. C.,
Gallery Building,
Freer Art Gallery
appropriation for improving
improving grounds......
grounds
899
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for heating, lightdeficiency
etc
. ..........
328
ing, etc...........................
Freer,
Charles L.,
Freer, Charles
deficiency appropriation for refunding
deficiency
of
507
income tax, to estate of.............
Freight,
Freight,
charges on, in interstate
commerce to be
interstate commerce
charges
479
paid before delivery ............
regulations to prevent
prevent unjust discriminaregulations
tion, etc .......................
479
tion,
479
Government, States, etc
etc..
credit allowed Government,
combinations of carriers
carriers for pooling, of difcombinations
480
ferent railroads, unlawful
unlawful..........
ferent
Department,
Freight,
and Navy Department,
Freight, Navy and
appropriation
............ 148, 826
.
for.....
appropriation for
345,
..............
for.
appropriation for....
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
1044,
1169, 1185, 1191
1044,1169,1185,1191
Freight
Coin,
and Cain,
Bullion and
Freighton Bullion
appropriation
651,1272
appropriation for ...................
Freight Trains,
Trains,
Freight
appropriation
special arrangement
arrangement for
appropriation for special
etc....... 579,1152
conveying
579, 1152
conveying mails by, etc
Idaho,
Fremont
Fremont County, Idaho,
appropriation for sheep experiment
experiment staappropriation
240,699
tion, etc.,
in
...............
etc in....
tion,
Fremont
Forest, Oreg.,
NationalForest,
Frmnont National
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.... 249,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
708, 1327
708,1327
French Broad
French
Broad River, N. C.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
1012
made
.................-----....
..
made
Fresno,
Fresno, Calif.,
Calif.,
purchase
purchase authorized of experiment vineyard lands
near.................... 1205
lands near
yard
Front
FrontRoyal, Va.,
165
appropriation for public building.........
building
appropriation
Fruit
Flies.
Fruit Flies.
appropriation
investigations, etc......
etc
256,
for investigations,
appropriation for
715, 1334
715,1334
Fruit Juices,
Juices, Nonintoricating,
Nonintoxicating,
Fruit
manufacture of,
316
permitted..
of, for
for home use permitted
manufacture
sale, etc.,
allowed only to authorized
authorized
etc., allowed
sale,
vinegar manufacturers
316
manufacturers ............
vinegar
Fruit Trees,
Fruit
Trees,
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative investigaappropriation
tions of propagating
propagating ............
704, 132:3
1323
Fruits,
Fruits,
appropriation
investigating diseases of
appropriation for investigating
orchard and
242, 701,
701, 1321
1321
242,
other ........
and other
orchard
for investigating,
investigating, etc., growing, marketfor
ing, etc.
of
245, 703, 1323
etc.. of.................
ing,
new
industries.........-.....-.. 245
new grape industries
for chemically
determining maturity of 253
chemically determining
for
for investigating
investigating insects affecting
affecting defor
ciduous ................
256,
714, 1334
1334
256,714,
ciduous
for investigating
affecting tropinvestigating insects affecting
for
ical and
and subtropical
subtropical......- 256, 715, 1334
ical
for distributing
distributing information of supply,
for
market
prices, etc.........
etc
265, 724, 1342
265,724,1342
market prices,
certifying condiinvestigating and certifying
for investigating
tion,
etc., of interstate shipments of. _ 265,
265.,
tion, etc.,ofinterstateshipmentsof..
724, 1342
724,1342
executing law fixing standards for
for executing
containers of small
small ........ 266, 725, 1343
containers
Fruits, Vegetables, etc., D. C.,
Fruits,
established...... 121
standard containers
1221
containers for, established
standard
Prying
N. C.,
Li-vht Vessel, N.
Shoals Light
Frying Pan
PanShoals
62
62
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............deficiency
Fuel,
Fuel,
provisions
adequate supply,
for securing adequate
provisions for
preventing
speculation,
injurious speculation,
preventing injurious
etc.,
of, during the
war
the war............
etc., of,
punishment for violations of ........punishment

2977
29
298
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Fuel Administration,
Fuel
Administration,
Page.
unexpended balances covered in, of apunexpended
propriation
propriation for
for...................
233
Fuel, D. C.,
Fuel,
provisions
regulating sales of coal, charprovisions regulating
coal,
coke ....................
1219
1219
coal, and coke
Naval,
Fuel Depots,
Fuel
Depots, Naval,
appropriation for fuel storage, etc.....
etc
145,822
appropriation
1030
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for............... 1030
Public Buildings
Buildin7s (see
and Water,
Water, Public
Fuel, Lights, and
Operating Supplies,
Supplies, Public BuildOperating
-

.

..

ings).
ings).

Fuel, Marine
Marine Corps,
Fuel,
appropriation for....................
for
154,831
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
reappropriaappropriation for; reappropriadeficiency
tion from,
from, 1920 ....................
1170
Fuel, Navy,
Fuel,
Navy,
appropriation for, and transportation....
transportation.... 148,826
appropriation
no charter
Government vescharter hire for Government
148,
826
148,826
sels .......................
etc., in Alaska
148, 326
Alaska...... 148,826
coal mining, etc.,
deficiency appropriation for.............
for_
...... 522,
deficiency
1041,
1170, 1185, 1191
1041,1170,1185,1191

Fuel Oil, etc.,
Fuel
appropriation for investigation
investigation of, for naval
appropriation
use ........................
133,813
Fuel Ship, Navy,
limit of cost increased
increased of designated......
designated
156
Fuels, Mineral,
Mineral,
Fuels,

appropriation for investigating,
investigating, etc., beappropriation
longing to United States
911, 1186
198,911,1186
States..... 198,
deficiency
appropriation for testing
1044
testing....... 1044
deficiency appropriation
Fulminate, Dry,
Fulminate,
transporting, in bulk, by common carrier
commerce, unlawful..
interstate commerce,
unlawful.. 1445
in interstate
Fungicides
Insecticide Act),
also Insecticide
Fungicides (see also
investigations
appropriation
chemical investigations
appropriation for chemical
of
of ......................... 254, 713, 1332
Fur Bearing
Bearing Animals,
Fur
257,
rearing..
appropriation
for experiments
experiments in rearing..
237,
appropriation for
716,1335
716, 1335
for protecting
protecting land,
land, in Alaska......
Alaska
for
Furloughs,
Marine Corps,
Corps,
.Vary, and Marine
Army, Nary,
Furloughs. Army,
wounded or
reduced
railroad, etc., fares, to wounded
or
reduced railroad,
disabled soldiers, etc., having, from
from
975
hospital
authorities ...............
975
hospital authorities
Furniture, Publie
Buildings,
Public Buildings,
Furniture,
78, 1371
appropriation
etc
170, 878,
for, repairs, etc.....
appropriation for,
1,
deficiency appropriation
61,
appropriation for .............
deficiency
LS1
65, 344, 347, 522, 11184
G.
G
D. C.,
SE., D.
G Street SE.,
appropriation
Fifteenth to Sixappropriation for paving, Fifteenth
84
............ 845
teenth Streets ......

for repaving,
Ninth Streets
846
Streets...
to Ninth
Eighth to
repaving, Eighth
for
Guiana,
and Company, N.,
Galanos and
appropriation
immigration
refund of immigration
for refund
appropriation for
fine
1424
fine...............................
Gallagher,
F.,
Gustavus F.,
Gallagher, Gustavus
validated............ 1092
homestead
1092
homestead entry by, validated
Forest, Mont.,
Gallatin
National Forest,
Gallatin National
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
249,
of...
etc., of...
appropriation for
70S, 1327
70S,
Gallery of Art,
National,
Art, National,
Gallery
appropriation
for administrative
administrative
exappropriation
penses
892,
92, 1383
penses......-......-----------Gallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital,
Hospital, D. C.,
Gallinger
appropriation
construction .......-..- 96,
"lt. 1137
appropriation for
ror consrrucLion
contract
for construction
authorized at
construction authorized
contract for
increased
cost
96, 866
- 96,866
increased cost............-..--Gallipolis, Ohio,
Ohio,
Gallipolis,
16
appropriation for
for public
buildim: ........
165
public building
appropriation
Gallup, N.
Mex.,
-1 3-fr.-,
Galup,
appropriation for
for hiuhway
highway on
on Navajo
Navajo Inappropriation
dian Reservation
Reservation from Mesa
Verde
lesa Verde
dian
Park to.......................
to
8, 422
4
..- IS,
Park
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INDEX.
Gas,
Page.
Gas, D. C.,
investigation of cost,
cost, etc., by Standards
investigation
935
Bureau
Bureau .........................
Gas
and Gas Deposits),
Oil and
also Oil
Deposits (see also
Gas Deposits
lands.....
provisions for leasing, on public lands
441
provisions
Gas,
Natural,
Gas, Natural,
appropriation for
for investigating economic
appropriation
production
348, 911, 1401
1401
production of ............
deficiency
appropriation for investigations,
investigations,
deficiency appropriation
1044,1186
etc
1044,
1186
etc...........................
Gasoline,
etc.,
Gasoline, etc.
appropriation
investigation of, for naval
naval
appropriation for investigation
use
133,813
133,813
use .........................
Gastonia, N. C.,
Gastonia,
exchange
new
exchange of public building at, for new
1362
site
1362
site and building .................
Gaugers, Internal
Revenue,
InternalRevenue,
Gaugers,
appropriation
for salaries
and expenses.
653,1274
expenses. 653,1274
salaries and
appropriation for
Gauges,
Gauges,
appropriation
standardizing, etc., by
for standardizing,
appropriation for
Standards Bureau, War and Navy
Navy
Standards
683,1302
Departments
Departments................
Park, Calif.
General
Grant National
National Park,
Calif. (see also
also
General Grant
California),
National Parks, California),
appropriation for
for protection,
etc.. 204,
918, 1407
204,918,
protection, etc..
appropriation
deficiency
commissioner. 1033
forcommissioner.
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
jurisdiction over, by
cession of exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
by
cession
California. ...
731
...............
California
California southern
southern judicial
attached to California
731
district .........................
commissioner of district court to be apcommissioner
pointed
for, and Sequoia Park ...... 733
pointed for,
powers,
733
powers, etc .........................
734
salary;
residence ......................
salary; residence
General
Old,
Land Office Building, D. C., Old,
General Land
appropriation
repairs, etc., of.. 193, 906, 1397
for repairs,
appropriation for
669,1288
for employees,
employees, care, etc.,
etc., of........
of
669,1288
513
deficiency
repairs, etc...
etc...
513
appropriation for repairs,
deficiency appropriation
General
Land Office,
Commissioner of the,
Office, Commissioner
General Land
appropriation
assistant, clerks
1288
669,1288
clerks, etc. 669,
for, assistant,
appropriation for
trust
of Oklahoma town site 'deposits
funds of
trust funds
covered into the
held by, to be covered
1354
Treasury
1354
.....................
Treasury
General Land Office,
Interior Department,
Department,
Office, Interior
General
appropriation for Commissioner,
Commissioner, assistant,
appropriation
clerks,
669, 1288
clerks, etc ....................
for investigations,
investigations, etc ...............
670, 1289
etc.......... 670, 1289
distribution, etc
maps, distribution,
for maps,
for
appliances
670, 1289
1.289
for filing appliances...............
of
reproducing plats of surveys; sale of
for reproducing
908, 1398
copies
1398
copies .......................
deficiency
reproducing
appropriation for reproducing
deficiency appropriation
348
plats
plats of surveys ...................
General
of the Armies of the United
United States,
General of
office of, revived; appointment
appointment of officer
officer
specially distinguished
distinguished in command
command
283
of Army abroad ...................
283
283
precedence ........
pay,
allowances, and precedence
pay, allowances
283
283
only
appointment to be made .......
oneappointment
only one
General of the Army,
Army,
General
760
occurs...
office of, to cease when vacancy
vacancy occurs
office
College, Army,
Army,
GeneralStaff
General
Staff College,
....949
appropriation
expenses
appropriation for expenses...........
949
for heating and lighting...............
lighting
949
for
operating force.....................
force
949
for operating
955
for
messengers, etc .............
clerks, messengers,
for clerks,
General Staff Corps,
General
Corps, Army,
Army,
949
College....
General Staff College
appropriation
appropriation for General
105,949
for military intelligence
division
intelligence division...observations abroad-.
for military observations
ior
abroad
105,949
105, 950
for
service schools
schools ................
105,950
for service
deficiency appropriation
contingencies,
deficiency
appropriation for contingencies,
607
astim,---..
Infrntion
Military
section,
1184
MilitarV
607
-- ---- --------·--llrr
-- · r Information

Page.
Gallup, N.
N. Hex
.-Continued.
Mex.-Continued.
Gallup,
deficiency
appropriation for
highway from
from
for highway
deficiency appropriation
Mesa
Verde Park to, Navajo ReserMesa Verde
vation
1172
vation .......................---Galveston Channel,
Channel, Tex.,
Tex.,
Galveston
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary exa.mination,
1012
made .
1012
..............
.....
made
Galveston, Tex.,
Tex.,
Galveston,
appropriation
repair of sea walls, etc.,
etc ,
for repair
appropriation for
........
defenses of ............
608
defenses
for
improving jetty
jetty light
station ........
1416
light station
for improving
deficiency
appropriation for shipping comdeficiency appropriation
missioner
340
at .....................
missioner at
improving
jetty light
light station,
authorized
1058
station, authorized..
improving jetty
Game,
appropriation
for preventing
preventing shipment
shipment of
appropriation for
illegally
258, 716, 1335
etc......... 258,716,
illegally killed, etc
Game,
Game, Alaska,
appropriation
for protection
protection of
of.-- 203, 917, 1406
appropriation for
Game
Alaska,
etc., Alaska
Animals, etc.,
Game Animals,
powers over
over fur
bearing land
animals conland animals
fur bearing
powers
716
ferred on
of Agriculture..
Agriculture.
Secretary of
on Secretary
ferred
walruses and sea
Secretary of
sea lions on Secretary
walruses
Commerce .......
717
.............
Commerce
fur seals,
seals, Pribilof Islands, etc., not
fur
affected
717
affected .........................
authority
wardens, etc., under Secreauthority of wardens,
tary of
of Agriculture
717
Agriculture ...............
tary
Game
Birds, D.
D. C.,
Game Birds,
dealing in
designated wild,
wild, unlawful
unlawful .....
368
in designated
dealing
etc., for scientific
scientific purposes,
purposes, under
taking, etc.,
368
allowed.........----.......--license, allowed
368
punishment
violations ...............
for violations
punishment for
raised in captivity, of
permitted, if raised
sales permitted,
368
designated
birds
designated birds..................
for
propagating ....
................. 368
for propagating
Game
Birds, Migratory,
Migratory,
Game Birds,
appropriation
protectlaw protectenforcing law
for enforcing
appropriation for
ing
258, 716, 1335
258,716,1335
ing ......................-Preserves, etc.,
Game Preserves,
appropriation for
maintenance .....
257, 716, 1335
257,716,1335
for maintenance
appropriation
Ganado
Reservation,
Navajo Reservation,
Project, Navajo
IrrigationProject,
Ganad( Irrigation
Ariz.,
appropriation
operating, etc.; repayfor operating,
appropriation for
ment
10, 416, 1232
10,416,1232
ment ......................
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance,
deficiency appropriation
etc
1172
etc .. ...... .-....................
Garage Keepers,
C.,
D. C.,
Keepers, D.
Garage
lien
allowed, for
charges for
storage, etc., charges
for storage,
lien allowed,
569
motor
vehicles. ......
...........
motor vehicles
Garbage, D.
C.),
D. C. (see also City Refuse, D. C.),
Garbage,
appropriation
78, 848, 1118
1118
disposal ........... 78,848,
for disposal
appropriation for
etc., recontainers, etc.,
removal in private containers,
removal
pealed
848
ealed ..........................
collections from
hotels, etc.,
etc., excluded.
excluded _ 73,
from hotels,
collections
848,
848, 1118
1118
Garden
Project, Kans.,
IrrigationProject,
City Irrigation.
Garden City
cancellation directed
water
of contracts
contracts for water
directed of
cancellation
. 1054
....----users from.
from: ............
users
-1054
etc...................
liens released.
released. etc
1054
Gardening
Landscape, Vegetable, etc.,
Gardening,t Landscape,
appropriation
for study
study of
245,
703, 1323
245, 703,
of ......
appropriation for
Garfield
Hospital, D. C.,
C.
Memorial Hospital,
Garfield Memorial
appropriation
cont:agious disminor contagious
for minor
appropriation for
eases
90, 861, 1132
90,861,
ward ................
eases ward
--- 1132
repairs -.......----........
repairs
95,
for
destitute patients
patients ...
of destitute
maintenance of
for maintenance
866,1137
Garland,
M., late
Representative in
in
a Representative
late a
Mahlon M.,
Garland, _Mahlon
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
appropriation for pay to daughdeficiency appropriation
ter of
1180
of ---.......--- ..-..-------ter
Garrett,
C.,
Garrett, J. C.,
-.ra.valrv
of
w
r,,ain
rpaftint
1h
wrv be
may
reappointed
captain
of
1--I
-r- Cavalry
"Y'UTt·VYL
L-Y
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General
Staff Corps,
Army-Continued.
Page.
ieneraL oitay
orps, Army--ontnued.
Page.
composition of
762
..........................
762
Department General
762
War Department
General Staff ...........
762
to consist of Chief of Staff, four generals,
generals,
and other
other officers ...................
763
General Staff with troops.................
troops
763
General Staff duties
officers assigned to General
at department
department headquarters,
headquarters, etc
763
etc...
763
etc
763
etc.............................
details for period
period of four years
763
years............ 763
from list of eligibles
eligibles .................
763
board to prepare initial list of eligibles;
eligibles;
composition ....................
763
composition
selection from Regular
Regular Army,
Army, National
selection
Guard, and Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Guard,
by ...........................
763
classes
recommended .................
763
classes recommended
763
specially
additions to eligibles only from specially
qualified graduates of General Staff
qualified
School ..........................
763
assignments to War Department General
Staff from General Staff College
graduates ......................
graduates
763
list of eligibles for, to be published annuin Army Register........
Register
763
ally, and in
763
assignment of acting General
General Staff officers
officers
in case of vacancies
vacancies ................
763
additional
members from noncombatant
additional members
noncombatant
branches
branches.......................
763
War Department
General Staff to prepare
Department General
plans for national
national defense ..........
763
mobilize men and material
material resources
resources for
emergencies
763
emergencies ....
......................
investigate, etc., efficiencyofthe
efficiency of the Army
763
investigateetc.,
Army.
render professional
professional assistance
the
asistance to the
render
Secretary
Staff
763
Secretary and Chief of Staff.........
committees of, to prepare
prepare policies for
National Guard
Organized
Guard and Organized
National
Reserves, organization,
organization, etc.........
etc
763
appointment, etc.
reserve officers..
officers
763
etc.,:of reserve
appointment,
reserve officers,
officers, including
including National
National
Guard
to
Guard : to
to be
be added
added to.............
764
designation of National
National Guard officers
designation
on recommendation
recommendation of governors,
though not having reserve com764
missions ........................
General Staff with
General
with troops, to render professional
764
officers.
aid, etc., to general officers.
fessional aid,
Chief of Staff to preside over War Depart764
ment General Staff ............
plans for mobilizing, etc,
etc., the military
under...........
forces, to be made under
764
transmission to Secretary
etc
764
Secretary of War, etc..
on approval
approval of, to act as agent
agent to carry
764
into effect ....................
plans submitted
submitted for legislation by Congress,
accompanied by study of War
to be accompanied
764
Staff.......... 764
Department General Staff
comments for or against .............
764
by Secretary, Chief of Staff, or indi764
vidual officers .................
members of, confined strictly to specified
specified
members
764
duties ......................
permitted to assume
assume Department
Department
not permitted
764
administrative work, etc .........
764
administrative
General
General Staff School,
School: Army,
Army,
950
950
expenses....
instruction expenses
appropriation
appropriation for instruction
General
Treasury DepartGeneral Supply
Supply Committee,
Committee, Treasury
Department,
ment,
appropriation
superintendent, chief
appropriation for superintendent,
clerk, clerks,
clerk,
clerks, etc
etc ...........
.. 644,1265
644,1265
proceeds to be covered
covered in; War Deproceeds
partment to furnish motor trck
trucks 645,1265
partment
7r
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General Supply Committee, Treasury
General
Treasury DepartDepart- Page.
ment-Continued.
ment-Continued.
appropriations
appropriations for salaries and expenses
transferring surplus office equip1265
ment, etc.; pay restriction
restriction...... 644,
644,1265
proceeds
proceeds to be covered into the Treas.............
1265
. ury ...............
1265
issues of typewriters
typewriters and computing
computing
issues
machines ......................
645
645
cooperation in storing, delivery,
delivery, etc.,
etc ,
of supplies .........................
1265
two Army motor
motor trucks to be transCommittee ................. 1265
ferred to Committee
1265
unfit typewriters,
typewriters, etc., transferred
transferred to,
as surplus, may be issued for exchanges; conditions
conditions...
............... 1265
typewriters by at cost alrepairs to typewriters
lowed; payment, etc
..
........ 1266
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries
salaries and
expenses transferring
transferring surplus office
expenses
equipment, etc.; pay restriction
equipment,
restriction.... 1161
Represupplies for Senate and House of Representatives may be purchased
under
sentatives
purchased under
contract schedules of
contract
of............... 1036
typewriter
purchases restricted
restricted during
typewriter purchases
fiscal year
year to surplus stock
688
stock.........
inventory of War Department
Department supply to
be furnished.....................
furnished
688
delivery
delivery on requisition of Committee
Committee ..
688
unserviceable,
unserviceable, may be supplied at current prices for exchange
exchange........
689
disposal of typewriters
typewriters by War DepartDepartment during fiscal year except to,
forbidden ........................
689
forbidden
typewriting
machine prices established
typewriting meehine
established
1307
for fiscal year ..................
purchases to be made
made from surplus
surplus stock
stock
1308
of Committee ..................
inventory of War Department
inventory
Department supply to
be furnished.......................
furnished
1308
delivery on requisition
requisition of Committee....
Committee
1308
delivery
unserviceable
unserviceable machines
machines allowed for
for
exchanges,
exchanges, etc .....................
1308
Geneseo,
Geneseo, Ill.,
II.,
appropriation
building
165
1(5
appropriation for public building..........
Genoa,
Genoa, Nebr.,
appropriation
school......17, 422, 1238
appropriation for Indian school....
1171
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian school.
school
deficiency
Geographic
Board, United
GeographicBoard,
United States,
appropriation for printing and binding
appropriation
for
229, 942, 1430
1430
for...................
Geological Survey, Interior
Interior Department.
Department,
Geological
appropriation for Director, clerks, etc....
appropriation
etc.... 197,
910, 1399
scientific assistants
197, 910, 1399
assistants........... 197,910,
for scientific
910, 1399
for general
general expenses ........... 197,
197,910,
surveys ........
197, 910, 1400
1400
for topographic surveys
for geologic surveys
surveys ..........
197, 910, 1400
chemical and physical researches;
researches;
for chemical
potash
deposits
197,
910, 1400
potash deposits...........
197,910,1400
for preparing illustrations ...
197, 910, 1400
1400
.. 197,910,
forpreparingillustrations
for report
report on
on mineral
mineral resources
1400
resources... 197, 910, 1400
for
for mineral
mineral resourcesof
resources of Alaska
Alaska ......
197, 1400
for
for
gauging watersupply, etc
197, 910, 1400
etc.... 197,910,1400
forgaugingwatersupply,
for discovering,
artesian wells, etc.,
for
discovering, etc., artesian
on arid lands ...............
197, 910, 1400
197,910,1400
for
etc
197,
910, 1400
for books,
books, etc................
197,910,1400
for geologic
198, 910,
1400
910, 1400
geologic maps
maps............ 19,
for
for
enlarged homefor ele.seifying
clasaifying lands
lanfor for
or enlarged
homeraising, etc....
etc
198,
1400
steads, stock
stock raising,
198, 910,
910,1400
for
survey of water
water power,
for survey
power, electric
electric proproetc
910
duction, etc......
.......----.
for
printing, and binding
for engraving, printing,
for
=3,
941,
1429
for .....................
228, 941, 1429
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Geological
Department-Con. Page.
InteriorDepartment-Con.
Survey, Interior
Geological Survey.
appropriation for
gauging, cooperastream gauging,
for stream
appropriation
tive
with Indian
Indian Service......
Service
4, 409, 1226
tive with
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
64,
expenses......
deficiency appropriation
345, 348,
348, 523,
1039, 1042, 1186, 1191
523,1039,1042,1186,1191
345,
for Alaska
Alaska mineral
resources investigainvestigamineral resources
for
tions
512
tions..........................
to
preparing maps for Army use;
in preparing
assist in
to assist
124,970
payment ..................
124,
970
payment
D. C.,
George Washington
Washington University
Hospital, .D.
University Hospital,
George
95,
appropriation
for care
care of indigent
patients.
indigent patients.
appropriation for
866,
1137
866,1137
Georgetown Bridge,
Bridge, D. C.,
Georgetown
900
appropriation for construction...........
construction
appropriation
900
half from
revenues
from District revenues..........
half
name of
of Aqueduct
Bridge changed to.
to
900
Aqueduct Bridge
name
for
continning construction.............
construction
1391
for continuing
sixty per
per cent
cent from District revenues.
revenues
1391
sixty
Hospital, D. C.,
Georgetown
University Hospital,
Georgetown University
95,
appropriation
patients.
for care of indigent patients.
appropriation for
866,
1137
866,1137
Georgia Avenue
Avenue NW.,
NW., D. C.,
Georgia
appropriation
for paving
Buchanan Street
paving Buchanan
appropriation for
76
to
Military Road .
76
..............
to Military
Germany,
1206
appropriation for
to
ambassador to......---for ambassador
appropriation
delivery,
Government of, diplodelivery, etc., to Government
matic and consular
property held by
consular property
matic
-Alien Property
979
Custodian...-..
Property Custodian
Alien
of
property held
by Alien
Property CusAlien Property
held by
of property
in the United
official of, in
todian to official
States
when diplomatic
diplomatic relations
States when
severed ................------------978
severed
979
tosubjects
enemies
interned as alien enemies
tosubjects of, interned
Germany, War
War with (see World War).
Germany,
Park, Pa.,
Gettysburg National
National Military
Pa.,
Military Park,
Gettysburg
appropriation
appropriation for continuing establishment
887, 1387
185, 887,1387
of ..................
ment of
Gila
National Forest,
Forest, N. Mex.,
GilaNational
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
_..
249,
of....
for maintenance,
appropriation
708, 1327
Gila River
River Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
Gila
10,
appropriation
irrigation system .....
for irrigation
appropriation for
415, 1232
for
diversion dam,
dam, bridge, etc .........
416
for diversion
limit of
of cost
cost increased
increased ................
417
limit
for
diversion dam,
etc., at
Florence..... 417
at Florence
dam, etc.,
for diversion
for
diverting flow
irrigate adflow of River to irrigate
for diverting
1233
ditional lands
lands ...................ditional
etc.. 1233
purchase of
1233
lands, rights of way, etc
of lands,
purchase
A..
Gillespie
Company, T. A.,
Gillespie Company,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
paying claims
for paying
deficiency
for loss,
etc., of private property by
loss, etc.,
for
46
explosion at plant
plant of
of... .............
explosion
for paying
paying additional
determined claims.
claims
46,
additional determined
for
1025, 1164
4(
deductions
for errors,
46
be made
etc., to be
errors, etc.,
deductions for
Gilmer,
Tex.,
Gilmer, Tex.,
16Z
appropriation
165
building.... ..
public building
for public
appropriation for
D.C.,
NW., D.
Girard
C.,
GirardStreet NW.,
appropriation
paving, east
east of
Fifteenth
of Fifteenth
for paving,
appropriation for
84
Street
845
Street...........................Glacier
County, Mont.,
Glacier,County,
block
former
townsite on former
Browning townsite
in Browning
block in
granted
Bla-ckf eet Indian
Reservation granted
Indian Reservation
Blackfeet
1237
to,
for public
school
public school.......--......
to, for
123
Indian
children to be received, etc.....
etc
1237
Indian chifdren
Glacier National
Park, Mont.,
National Park,
Glacier
140;
appropriation for
for preservation,
preservation, etc.
etc. 204, 918, 1407
appropriation
- . 140,
transmountain
authorized in.
in.._
1407
road authorized
transmountain road
for
687, 1304
1306
in ..............
commisioner in
for commissioner
for highway
highway through
through Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indian
for
Reservation to Yellowstone
Yellowstone Park
Reservation
1237
from . .. .. ...............
..-..
frma

Glacier
Park, Mont.-Continued.
Page.
Page.
Mont.-Continued.
NationalPark,
flacier National
deficiency
forest
for fighting forest
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
fires
335. 512, 1173
335512,1173
in....................
fires in
335
for
bridge, Flathead River in..........
in
for bridge,
1186,1191
for
preservation, etc
1186,
1191
etc..............
for preservation,
Glass,
Optical,
Glass, Optical,
appropriation
in
investigating problems in
for investigating
appropriation for
production of................
of
683, 1302
production
Globe,
Ariz.,
Globe, Ariz.,
165
appropriation
public building.......
building
appropriation for public
Goat
Calif.,
Island, Calif.,
Goat Island,
constructing
dwellings at lightkeepers' dwellings
constructing keepers'
1059
house depot, authorized...........
authorized.
house
Gold
Certificates,
Gold Certificates,
payable
demand, made legal
on demand,
bearer on
to bearer
payable to
tender
debts..... 370
payment of all debts
for payment
tender for
Coins,
Gold
Gold Coins,
appropriation for recoinage
of. .... 173, 882, 1375
1375
recoinage of.....
appropriation
Gold
Gold Mining,
leases allowed for, on unallotted
unallotted withdrawn
withdrawn
leases
reservations
mineral lands of Indian reservations
in
31
designated States ..............
in designated
Gophers,
Gophers,
appropriation for
for devising
devising methods
methods for deappropriation
stroying .................
257,
716, 1335
257,716,
stroying
G-oshute
Agency, Utah,
Goshute Agency,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
434,1248
at
434, 1248
at. ...................---......
Missionary Union,
Union,
Gospel Missionary
land
patent to, on Western
Western Navajo Indian
land patent
Reservation.
11
Reservation .....................
Government Boats,
Inland Waters,
Boats, etc., on Inland
Government
provisions
transfer of, to Secretary of
provisions for transfer
458
War for
operation, etc .............
for operation,
War
Government
Control,
Government Control,
provisions for, of designated necessaries
provisions
297
during
war .................. the war
during the
298
punishment
of.
punishment for violations of...........
Government Employees
Employees (see also Executive DeGovernment
partments),
partments),
appropriation for compensation
compensation fund for,
appropriation
injured in
178, 887, 1379
service .........
in service
injured
for
Joint Commission
Commission on Reexpenses, Joint
for expenses,
227
classification of
of
"27
of Salaries of........
classification
for expenses
Service Commission
Commission
Civil Service
expenses of Civil
for
under
retiring...........- 1262
Act for retiring
under Act
for expenses
expenses of Pension Office under Act
for
1290
for
retiring .......................
for retiring
additional pay of
a year to, provided
of $240 a
additional
for
689, 1308
.....
for .....................
restrictions and
1308
exceptions......... 689, 1308
and exceptions
restrictions
attempting to influence
influence Members of Conattempting
legislation by, forgress on matters
matters of legislation
gress
68
..........idden. ..............
68
bidden
communications
through
communications on request, or through
68
official channels,
channels, excepted ........
68
-..............-.
removal
68
removal of offender .
68
...
punishment
violations
for violations.........
punishment for
detailing
in District of Columbia
Columbia
classified, in
detailing classified,
1262
restricted. 689, 1262
for
elsewhere, restricted.
service elsewhere,
for service
prosecution
claims for miliprosecution by former, of claims
tary supplies furnished
furnished since April
tary
if engaged in pro7, 1917, forbidden, if
7,1917,
curing
United States
131
behalf of the United
on behalf
curing on
131
131
punishment
violations ............
punishment for violations
classified
retirement of, in
in classified
provisions for retirement
civil
service, for age or disability, on
civil service,
annuities
614
annuities .....................receiving pay from
from outside
restriction on reeiving
parties, not
cooperative
applicable to cooperative
not applicable
parties,
vrith Agricultural Departpartactivities with
270
ment.
..................
ment.....

INDEX.
Page.
Employees-Continued.
Government Employees-Continued.
who entered armed service during the war,
entitled to reinstatement when hondischarged ...............
142
orably discharged
Government
Yards, D. C.,
Fuel 'Yards,
Government Fuel
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc. 199, 912, 1402
appropriation
authorized ................
200
contracts authorized

200
...
exchanges
200
equipment, etc. _
new equipment,
for new
exchanges for
use of
of trucks
trucks for municipal, etc., hauluse
ing;
913
payment.....................
ing; payment
fuel
deliveries for following fiscal year,
fuel deliveries
allowed in
June_ _ 913
April, May, and June...
in April,
allowed
148
Navy.....
purchase
purchase from, not required for Navy
Government
Hotels for War
War Workers, D. C.,
Government Hotelsfor
operation,
appropriation
maintenance, operation.
appropriation for maintenance,
etc
223, 938, 1425
etc ....................
to
Plant for power
power
to reimburse Capital Power Plant
1427
furnished
furnished.........................
Government in
Territories,
in the Territories,
appropriation
674,1293
appropriation for expenses ............
Materials,
Government Materials,
etc...
deficiency
340
appropriation for testing, etc...
deficiency appropriation
Government
United States,
Government of the United
overthrow
exclusion of aliens, advocating
advocating overthrow
exclusion
of,
officials, etc
etc............. 1009
of, killing officials,
Government Officers,
printing machinery, supplies, etc., no
longer
needed by, may be requisilonger needed
the Public Printer....
tioned for
for by
Printer.. _. 233
by the
tioned
Government,
Organized,
Government, Organized,
aliens advocating
advocating opposition to all, exaliens
cluded
entry
1009
cluded from entry..............-C.,
Buildings, D. C.
Government Owned Buildings,
Government
statement of, to be made by dedetailed statement
..........------- 945
partments, etc...
etc
- 945
information required........-..--..required
information
Government Printing
Printing Office (see also Public
Government
Printing and Binding),
Binding),
Printing
appropriation for Public Printer and salaappropriation
ries in
in office
office of
of............- 227, 940, 1428
ries
for
Printer and salaries
Deputy Public Printer
for Deputy
in
of
227,
940, 1428
227, 940,1428
office of..................
in office
227,940,
for
force
227,
940, 1428
for watch force................
for
paying salaries
salaries for
holiday
227, 940,1428
for holiday....
for paying
absence............ 227, 940, 1428
leaves of absence
for leaves
public printing and binding; allotfor public
ments ....................
227,
940, 1428
227,940,1428
ments
941,142'
advance
ordered. 941,1429
payments for work ordered.
advance payments
quarterly allotments,
229, 942, 1430
1430
etc..... 229,942,
allotments, etc
quarterly
230,943,
restriction
from
230, 943, 1431
restriction on details from.....
apportionment of expenditures
expenditures to
apportionment
work executed
230, 943, 1431
executed.............. 230,943,1431
work
for Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents and
•
for
230,943,
salaries in office of........of
230, 943, 1431
salaries
expenses........ 230, 943,1431
for contingent expenses
for
office,
post office,
and power to city poet
heat and
for heat
etc.,
D. C.................
C..
676,1295
676, 1295
etc., D.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Samuel Robdeficiency
inson,
William Madden,
Joseph De
De
Madden, Joseph
inson, William
59,
Fontes, and
and Charles
Charles C. Allen .......
Fontes,
343, 1037,1182
59,
.
for
binding .
for public printing and binding.
520,
523, 593,
1191
1182, 1186, 1191
1037, 1182,
593, 1037,
520, 523,
for
Superintendent of Documents, enfor Superintendent
59
-velopes, 1919
59
...........-..--velopes,
520,11822
for
holidays for employees..........
employees
for holidays
for
employeee_520,1037, 1182
to employees.520,1037,118
absence to
of absence
leaves of
for leaves
office,
post office,
for
for heat and power to city poet
etc.,
D. C
592,1030
C ..................etc., D.
520,
for
..
Documents......
Superintendent of Documents
for Superintendent
1037,1182
1037,1182
pay of designated employees increased
increased to
72
75
272
...........-----------cents an hour
75 cents
99
4428V
-21.--99
44281°-21-
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Page.
Publications,
Page
Government Publications,
each
annual detailed report of, issued by each
annual
department, etc.,
etc., to be submitted..
submitted.. 1037
department,
number, cost of paper, printing, prepara1037
tion,
1037
tion, etc . ......................
Graham
Building, D. C.,
Graham Building,
appropriation
appropriation for installing sprinkler system
167
tem............................
Grain,
Grain,
appropriation
of
appropriation for preventing admission of
1322
702,
244,
seeding, etc.
for
adulterated, for
forinvestigating
adulterated,
handling,
seeding, etc
etc_,244,
of, for
702, 1322
for investigating handling, etc., of, for
fixing grades..........-..
grades
266, 725, 1342
Grain
Corporation, United States,
Grain Corporation,
may dispose of flour in its possession, to
relieve suffering populations
populations of Eu548
rope,
etc ... ....................
rope, etc
Grain,
Grain, etc.,
appropriation
commercial inappropriation for diffusing commercial
formation of supply, market prices,
etc., of ...................
265, 724, 1342
1342
Grain,
etc., Dust
Dust Explosions,
Explosions, etc.,
Grain, etc.,
investigating methods of
appropriation for investigating
of
preventing,
fires..... 1332
and resulting fires
preventing, and
Grain
Standards Act, United States,
GrainStandards
appropriation for expenses
expenses enforcing. 266,725,1343
appropriation
deficiency
enforcing
524,
appropriation for enforcing....
deficiency appropriation
1188, 1192
1188,1192
Grand
the Republic,
GrandArmy of the
272
to............
Army tents
tents may be loaned to
Army
Grand
Army Soldiers
Soldiers and
Sailors Home, D. C.,
C,
andSailors
GrandArmy
appropriation for
expenses
97,
867, 1138
1138
97,867,
for expenses.........
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for maintenance.
maintenance_
42
deficiency appropriation
Grand
National Park,
Park, Ariz.,
Canyon National
Grand Canyon
appropriation for
protection, etc...
918, 1407
etc... 204, 918,1407
for protection,
appropriation
prohibition ............918, 1407
road prohibition
toll road
1191
deficiency
appropriation for ............deficiency appropriation

Grand
Grand Haven, Mich.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, harbor
preliminary examination,
to
1012
made ............------------be made.
to be
Grand
Project, Colo.,
IrrigationProject,
Valley Irrigation
Grand Valley
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
of
200,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
914, 1403
914,1403
Grande
Oreg.,
Agency, Oreg.,
Ronde Agency,
Grande Ronde
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
for support,
appropriation for
25,428,1243
at
25,
428, 1243
...................--.
at..
Grant
NW., D. C.,
Circle NW.,
Grant Circle
appropriation
roadway, etc.,
appropriation for paving roadway,
1116
around
..........
around.............
Grant County,
Mex.,
County, N. Mex.,
Grant
reimbursement of
Grant, Luna,
Luna, and Hiof Grant,
reimbursement
dalgo
dalgo Counties for interest paid on
947
bonds of ................-.......
bonds
Grant,
Memorial
to
General
Ulysses
S.,
S.
Ulysses
Grant, Memorial to General
appropriation for
for unveiling
exercises, etc
188,
etc.. 188,
unveiling exercises,
appropriation
900, 1390
for removing,
removing, etc., portion of fence,
for
Botanic
........--- ..- 1391
Garden ....Botanic Garden

Baskets, etc., Climax,

Grape
Grape
appropriation
Baskets, etc.,forClimax,
executing law fixin•
appropriation for executing law fixing
standards for
725
', 1343
for.......---..-- -. 266, 725,1343
standards

Grapes,
Grapes,
appropnataon
developing new methods
for developing
appropriation for
2445
of utilizing
utilizing....................-2
of
Grasses,
etc., .
Grasses, etc.,
appropriation
testing, etc.,
etc., commercial
commercial
for testing,
appropriation ffor
seeds
..
- 243. 702, 1322
of................-seeds o
publishing
misbranded, etc
702.1322
1322
etc... 243, 702.
publishing misbranded,
adulterated
Preventing
admission of adulterated
preventing admission
2,1322
seeds, etc.,
244,4 702,
1322
seeding.... _. 24402,
for seeding
etc., for
seeds,
for
investigating improvement
of. 245,704,
245, 704, 1324
improvement offor investigating
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Page.
Grass
hoppers,
Grasshoppers,
appropriation for
investigating methods
methods of
for investigating
appropriation
eradicating
1334
1334
.....................
eradicating _
Graves,
Soldiers, etc.,
American Soldiers,
Abroad, of American
Graves, Abroad,
no
required of
relatives to
of relatives
fees required
no passport
passport fees
visit. ............................
750
750
visit
Graves, John
John Temple,
Temple,
Graves,
designated
of
as special
special resident
resident member of
designated as
Lincoln
Memorial Commission;
Commission; duty,
duty,
Lincoln Memorial
pay, etc
537
etc .........................
pay,
Grayson,
Grayson, Joel,
Joel,
appropriation for employment
employment of, in
appropriation
House
document room .........
636,1257
House document
Grazing
Lands, etc.,
Grazing Lands,
appropriation for investigating
investigating improveappropriation
ments
and.... 244,
703, 1323
244,703,1323
ments of
of wild plants and....
Grazing,
Forests,.
National Forests,
Grazing, National
may be
be paid in two installments
fees for,
for, may
during
1921...................... 1330
during 1921
Great
Britain,
Great Britain,
appropriation for
ambassador to _.......
739,
1206
739,1206
for ambassador
appropriation
boundary line Alaska
for surveying,
surveying, etc., boundary
and Canada
Canada .................
743, 1210
743,
for marking boundary
boundary line United States
and Canada
Canada .................
743, 1210
743,
for arbitrating
arbitrating outstandi
pecuniary
outstandingg pecuniary
claims between United States and.
and. 746,1212
for
Canadian Boundary Waterways
Waterways Comfor Canadian
mission
747, 1212
mission....................
for
graves in Army American
etc., of graves
for care, etc.,
cemeteries
1386
cemeteries in .....................
acceptance authorized
authorized of gift for diplomatic
acceptance
representatives to, from J. Pierpont
Pierpont
representatives
Morgan
1211
121t
Morgan ........................
Great Falls
Falls of the Potomac
Potomac River,
Great
investigation
investigation of value of power plant, by
Commission........... 1068
Water Power Commission
Great Lakes,
Great
jurisdiction
of district courts in actions for
jurisdiction of
death on the high seas, not applica538
538
ble ...........................
Great Lakes
Lakes Naval Training
Training Station,
Station, Ill.,
Great
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance.......... 136,817
appropriation
for shore protection
protection and harbor
harbor improve144,822
ment .......................
deficiency appropriation
for
1168
appropriation for..............
deficiency
Great Pee Dec River,
River
Great
bridge authorized
authorized across,
C.... 390
across, Cheraw,
Cheraw, S. C
bridge
Greece,
Greece,
appropriation for minister
minister to ............ 1206
appropriation
Montenegro.
,
Greece and Montenegro,
740
appropriation for minister
minister to.............
to
740
appropriation
Bay, Wis.,
Green Bay,
harbor
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harbor
preliminary
1012
to be made.....................
made
Greensboro,
Greensboro, N. C.,
532
at..........................
terms of court at
Greenville
Agency, Calif.,
Calif.,
Greenville Agency,
appropriation for
Indians
for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
31,434
at
at. ........................
Greenville,
Greenville, Calif,
Calif.,
appropriation for
418, 1234
12,418,1234
school..... 12,
Indian school
for Indian
appropriation
school.
deficiency appropriation
64,
appropriation for Indian school.
deficiency
1042, 1171
523, 1042,
Greenville,
Greenville, S. C.,
C.,
appropriation for hospital for
deficiency appropriation
discharged disabled
disabled soldiers, etc., at.
508
Gregory
Gregory County, S. Dak.,
Dak.,
cash sales of lands in former Fort Randall
Military
Military Reservation................
Reservation
550
Grgsby,
George B.,
Grisby, George
defici
ency appropriation
for contested
eleccontested elecappropriation for
eficiency
1180
tion
expenas
.....................
expenses
.....
%1C
....

Grindstone
Indian Reservation,
Page.
Grindstone Creek
Creek Indian
Reservation,
appropriation for
33
on.....
irrigation project on
for irrigation
appropriation
Gros
Indians,
Gros Ventre Indians,
member of,
to serve
serve on commission for alof, to
member
lotting
etc., to Indians of Fort
lotting lands, etc.,
1353
1353
Mont-.......
Reservation, Mont
Belknap Reservation,
Gross,
Gross, Benjamin
Benjamin B.,
enlarged
homestead entry by, validated...
validated
1091
1091
enlarged homestead
Groton,
Groton, Conn.,
appropriation for operating, etc.,
etc., Governappropriation
223
ment house at ....................
223
.
Grover,
Grover, Steve,
30
land patent to ......-.-................
Guam,
Guam,
appropriation for
care of lepers, etc., naval
for care
appropriation
station at.....................
at
814
134, 814
station
works
144
for naval station, public works..........
for
experiment stations in.
in. . 261,
for agricultural
agricultural experiment
720, 1329
1329
cumulative leaves of absence to emcumulative
262
ployees
ployees ..........................
deficiency
appropriation for care of lepers,
deficiency appropriation
etc.,
49
station at ..............
etc., naval
naval station
agricultural
for typhoon damage repairs, agricultural
experiment
station ...............
1034
1034
...
experiment station
1169
purchase of land......
land
for naval station, purchase
Guanica Central,
Guanica
Central,
appropriation for
refund to
221
to................
for refund
appropriation
Guantanamo
Station, Cuba,
Natal Station,
Cuba,
Bay Naval
Guantanamo Bay
1030
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fuel depot....
depot
1030
deficiency
Guaranty
Carriers after
of FedFedafter Termination
Terminationof
Guaranty to Carriers
eral
also Transportation
Transportation
Control (see also
eral Control
19201,
Act, 1920),
provisions for, of railway operating income
income
for six months ....................
464
Guarding Intoxicating
Intoxicating Liquors,
Guarding
Liquors,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses, in
in
bonded
warehouses, etc............
etc
506
bonded warehouses,
Guatemala.,
Guatemala,
appropriation
740,1206
for minister
minister to ...........
appropriation for
Park,
Guilford Courthouse
National Military
Military Park,
Courthouse National
Guilford
N.
N. C.,
C.,
appropriation
continuing establishment
establishment
appropriation for continuing
185, 897, 1388
of ......................... 185,897,1388
Gulf of Mexico Coast,
Coast,
appropriation for surveys of
214, 928, 1417
1417
of........ 214,928,
appropriation
515
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for surveys of...
515
Com.pany,
Gulf Ports
Ports Terminal
Terminal Company,
extended for bridgig
bridging channels of
time extended
1100
Mobile Bay by ..........-...........
1100
Gulfport,
Gulfport, Miss.,
Miss.,
preliminary examination, etc., of harbor to
preliminary
to
1011
1011
be made ........................
Gun and
and Motar Batteries,
Army,
Gun
Batteries, Army,
appropriation for
for constructing
constructing ......... 608, 1348
appropriation
Gunboat
Gunboat, Navy
Navy t
156,833
designated
156,833
limit of cost increased of designated.....
Gunn,
H.,
Gunn, Hugh H.,
enlarged homestead
homestead application
application of, authorized
------ 1435
ized........-------------Engineering Exercises, Navy,
Gunnery and Engineering
appropriation
trophies, ranges,
ranges,
for prizes, trophies,
appropriation for
etc
135,815
etc .............................
135,815
deficiency
appropriation for ......... ...
63,
.
deficiency appropriation
522,
1029, 1011,
1190
1041,1190
522, 1029,
Gunnison National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Colo.,
Gunnison
249,
etc., of....
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terms of court at ......................
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Windsor.............
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missioners .....................
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of ....................
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appropriation
classification, etc., lands
for classification,
appropriation for
within
national forests,
forests, etc.,
for..... 251,
etc., for
within national
710,
1329
710,1329
-

.
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Homesteads, Enlarged,
Enlarged,
Homesteads,
appropriation for
classifying,
examining, classifying,
for examining,
appropriation
etc.,
lands suitable
910,1400
for.. ... 198, 910,1400
suitable for
etc., lands
Homesteads, Stock Raising,
Raising,
Homesteads,
noncontiguous lands
lands for, permitted
permitted pendnoncontiguous
287
ing
homestead entrymen;
entrymen; conditions.
conditions.
ing homestead
homesteaders
received patent,
having received
homesteaders having
--etc.; condition
287
condition ..................--etc.;

Honduras,
Honduras,
appropriation
minister to .......
740,1206
for minister
appropriation for
Honey
Honey Grove,
Grove, Tex.,
Tex.,
165
building..........
appropriation
for public building
appropriation for
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to Pan-Pacific
for
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Congress, etc.,
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Congress,
branch
post
established, of post
etc., established,
offices, etc.,
branch offices,
office
323
z
...............---.... ----.
at
office at
.............-.
salary of
postmaster ........
323
of postmaster
salary
constructing lighthouse
lighthouse depot
at, authordepot at,
constructing
1059
ized ................-..............
ized
granted
of way
for sewer
sewer system across
way for
right of
granted right
Fort de
de Hussy
Reservation. 1438
Military Reservation.
Russy Military
Fort
transfer
of part
naval property
property at, authorof naval
part of
transfer of
821
-ized ..........
........--------ized
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Ordnance Depot,
Depot,
Hawaii, Ordnance
Honolulu,
appropriation for
for black
black powder
magazine
182
powder magazine..
appropriation
for additional
additional roads
roads ....................
182
for
S.,
Hood,
Charles S.
Hood, Charles
25
investigating claim
services, directed.
of,for services,directed.
claim of,for
investigating
Hoopa
Calif.,
Agency, Calif,
Valley Agency,
Hoopa Valley
appropriation for
etc., of
of Indians
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation
at
----................... 1247
at ........-----------for
constructing trail
trail on Klamath River
for constructing
418
Reservation, from
tribal funds
funds......
from tribal
Reservation,
Hoopa Valley
Valley Indian
Calif.,
Hospital, Calif.,
Indian Hospital,
Hoopa
5,
appropriation
of
maintenance, etc., of....
for maintenance,
appropriation for
410, 1227
Calif.,
Hoopa
Reservation, Calif.,
Indian Reservation,
Valley Indian
Hoopa Valley
appropriation
for road,
Hoopa to Weitchpec
Weitchpec
road, Hoopa
appropriation for
- 12, 418, 1234
on;
repayment...............
on; repayment
Hoosick
N. Y.,
Falls, N.
Hoosiek Falls,
165
appropriation for public building
building.......... 165
appropriation
Hope
and Help
C.,
D. C.,
Mission, D.
Help Mission,
Hope and
appropriation
for care
of women
women and chilcare of
appropriation for
dren
97,
868, 1139
1139
97, 868,
dren.....................
Hopi
Indian Reservation,
Any.,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Hopi Indian
3,
appropriation
on....
projects on....
irrigation projects
for irrigation
appropriation for
408,
408, 1226
deficiency appropriationforwatersupply.
appropriation for water supply. 348, 523
deficiency
Hopi
Ariz.,
Indians, Ariz.,
Hopi Indians,
appropriation
supply for, on refor water supply
appropriation for
servations -...............
10,
10, 416, 1232
servations.
deficiency
water supply
appropriation for water
deficiency appropriation
for,
reservations... ...... 348, 1042,
1042, 1172
on reservations.........
for, on
B.,
Hord, William
William. B.,
Hord,
appropriation for
for paying
legal
widow of, for legal
paying widow
appropriation
services
to Creek
Indians
1249
Creek Indians...........
services to
Horse Meat
Meat (see Equine Meat).
Horse
Horses,
Army.
Horses, Army,
appropriation for
for purchase
of........... 117, 962
purchase of
appropriation
limit; contracts;
contracts; purchases
posts 118, 962
062
purchases at posts.
limit;
standard
118, 962
required .......------.
standard required
no
except for Military
Military
ponies except
polo ponies
no polo
Academy
118, 962
........ Academy....allowance for
breeding riding;......
riding
962
for breeding
allowance
donations
anibreeding aniof breeding
accepted of
donations accepted
962
962
prizes, etc ...............--mals, prizes,
126,972
126, 972
for National
National Guard..............--Guard
for
126
126
....---------....
for
etc
forage, etc..-.....
for forage,
126
126
for help
etc..................
help for care, etc
for
for
breeding, for military
experiments in breeding,
for experiments
240, 699
699
240,
purpose
PurPol
3
es ..................
1184, 1190
1190
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..------ 1184,
deficiency
Horticultural,
Investigations,
etc., Investigations,
Horticultural,etc.,
245, 703,
appropriation for................for
appropriation
studies
of condition
vegetables in
in
of vegetables
condition of
studies of
transporting,
storage, etc ..........
transporting, storage,
Hospital Facilities
for Ez-Soldiers,
Fr-Soldiers, etc.,
Facilitiesfor
Hospital
additional,
authorized for War Risk, or
additional, authorized
Vocational
patients,by
rehabilitation patients,by
Vocational rehabilitation
.-.
purchase,
of existing
existing plantsplants.—
etc., of
purchase, etc.,
construction
owned sites.
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Health
etc.,,existing Public Health
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.
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Hospital Facilitiesfor
buildings, mechanical
mechanical equipment, vehibuildings,
cles,
furniture, accessories
included _ 1365
accessories included.
cles, furniture,
accommodations
for attending
attending personnel.
personnel. 1365
accommodations for
donations,
accepted ....... 1365
may be accepted
etc., may
donations, etc.,
hospital
transfer
of Army medical and hdspital
transfer of
etc., to
equipment, motor vehicles,
vehicles, etc.
equipment,
without
Public Health
Service without
Health Service
Public
1365
charge ........................
charge
etc.,,
expenses allowed
technical, etc
allowed for technical,
expenses
services for preparing
preparing plans, conservices
1365
struction, etc
1365
etc......................
struction,
other
expenses
1365
incidental expenses............
other incidental
1365
limitation
limitation ........................
supervision
under Secretary of the
supervision under
1365
Treasury
Treasury...........- ..........
etc.,,
assignment of
Government owned, etc
of Government
assignment
properties,
Public Health
Health Service
Service
to Public
properties, to
for
care of
patients....... 1365
Risk patients
War Risk
of War
for care
Forts Mackenzie,
Walla Walla,
Walla, and Logan
Mackenzie, Walla
Forts
H. Roots,
immediately turned
be immediately
Roots, to be
H.
1365
.........
over
over.............
allotments
allotments for improving, etc., their
1365
hospital
facilities ..............
hospital facilities
appropriation for
carrying provisions into
for carrying
appropriation
effect;
available until
until expended....
expended.... 1365
effect; available
allotment for remodeling, etc.,
etc., existallotment
ing plants
1365
plants ......................
ing
Hospital
for the
Insane (see Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths
the Insane
Hospitalfor
C.).
Hospital, D. C.).
Hospital
Ship, Navy,
Hospital Ship,
limit
cost increased
designated..... 156,833
increased of designated
of cost
limit of
Hospital Stewards,
Stewards, Army,
Army,
Hospital
appropriation for
for quarters
quarters for ......... 119, 965
appropriation
quarters... 344, 1190
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for quarters...
deficiency
Hospitals,
Hospitals,
withdrawn
industrial alcohol
alcohol for, may be withdrawn
industrial
321
free
tax
free of tax..........................
321
required
permits, etc., required..........-----......
Hospitals,
Army,
Hospitals, Army,
appropriation for
construction and repair
for construction
appropriation
of post and general............general
119, 964
of
alterations,
temporary buildalterations, additions, temporary
119,964
ings, etc
119,
964
etc...................-ings,
964
Letterman,
Francisco, Calif.....
San Francisco,
Letterman, San
Medical
Walter Reed, D. C., for Army Medical
Walter
964
School
School.........................
for remodeling,
transferred to Public
remodeling, transferred
for
Health Service
discharged solService for discharged
Health
diers,
1368
etc......................-..
diers, etc
restrictions
restrictions of real estate purchases in Army
affect
appropriation Act,
not to affect
Act, not
appropriation
Walter Reed
Reed General
D.C.
456
General Hospital, D.C.
Walter
unexpended balances
available to pay
pay
balances available
unexpended
contracts
for construction,
etc. of,
construction, etc.,
contracts for
armistice.. 1027
suspended on account
account of armistice
suspended
Hospitals for Discharged
etc ,
Soldiers, etc.,
DisabledSoldiers,
DischargedDisabled
Hospitalsfor
appropriation
expenses of, under Pubappropriation for expenses
885
lic
Health Service ................
885
lic Health
transferred to Pubetc., transferred
remodeling, etc.
for remodeling,
lic
Service...............- 1368
Health Service
lic Health
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for remodeling,
deficiency
etc. of
designated
508
of designated................
etc.,
1163
for Broadview,
Broad-view, Ill., construction........
construction
for
at
erection
medical staff at
erection of buildings for medical
Volunteer
Home branches,
Soldiers' Home
Volunteer Soldiers'
. 1167
from
from allotments for ...............
Broadview, Ill.,
immediate
acquiring of Broadview,
Ill ,
immediate acquiring
45
directed .............-----4-5
hospital directed
extended-. use
emergency fund for, extended-..
45
use of emergency
purchase of leased
leased hospital, District of
purchase
Columbia, for use by Public Health
Service
1060
,......................
Service....
authoriations. 1060
limit
additional authorizations
limit of price; additional
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1163
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construction,
Ariz., to Pubtransfer of Whipple Barracks,
Barracks, Ariz.,
authorized. .
lic
963
Health Service for, authorized
lic Health
Indians,
Hospitals
for Indians,
Hospitalsfor
appropriation for construction,
construction, equipment,
appropriation
and
... 4, 410, 1227
limit ....
maintenance of; limit.
and maintenance
5,410,
for designated
5, 410, 1227
designated hospitals .........
Hospitals,
Naval,
Hospitals, Naval,
appropriation for construction,
construction, Fort Lyons,
appropriation
143
Colo...........................
other...... 146, 823
for
care of patients at, and other
for care
Ark.,
Hospital, Ark.,
Navy Hospital,
and Nary
Hot Springs
Army and
Springs Army
Hot
appropriation
construction and reappropriation for construction
119, 964
...........
119,964
pairs ............
122, 968
for medical
supplies ..............
medical supplies
for
National Cemein Little Rock National
burial in
for burial
tery,
at.... 185, 896, 1387
tery, of patients dying at....
Ark.,
Park, Ark.,
Hot
National Park,
Springs National
Hot Springs
changed to.
name of
to.... 1407
Reservation changed
of former
former Reservation
name
Ark.,
Hot
Reservation, Ark.,
Springs Reservation,
Hot Springs
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of; reap204, 918
propriation.
propriation .....................
construction of buildings, etc.,
etc., on doconstruction
nated sites ..................
204, 918
charges authorized for use of water;
application of receipts
receipts ..............
918
application
deficiency
appropriation for free bathdeficiency appropriation
..-------..
house
1173
building ........
house building_
name
Springs National
Hot Springs
changed to hot
name changed
Park
1407
........................
Park
Hot
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
Springs, S.
Hot Springs,
Volunteer
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
appropriation
Soldiers' Home............
Home
192, 905, 1395
Soldiers'
Volunteer
deficiency appropriation for Volunteer
Soldiers' Home
47, 1028, 1167
Home ...........
Soldiers'
Governmient,
Hotel
for War
Workers, D. C., Government,
War Workers,
Iotelfor
operation,
maintenance, operation,
appropriation
for maintenance,
appropriation for
etc
223, 1425
.......................
etc
Hotels,
D. C.,
Hotels, D.
owners
services,
owners to file data of rooms, services,
303
charges,
charges, etc .....................------rates established
established thereon
thereon by Rent Comrates
303
by ..........-mission
changed by
mission to be changed
proprietors
etc., of
money, etc.,
not liable for money,
of, not
proprietors of,
guests not
in safe
provided
safe provided
depositing in
not depositing
guests
1081
therefor
therefor .......................---------unless
refusing to give receipt for ......
1081
unless refusing
amount limited
limited except by written conamount
1081
tract
1081
.....................
tract ......
----------------------------ina'
1082
........retain......
articles guests may retain
posted;
etc., to be posted;
notice
locking room, etc.,
as to locking
notice as
limitation
for baggage
therein
1082
1082
baggage therein......
limitation for
reasonableness of
charges of, subject to
of charges
reasonableness
Rent
Commission during
present
during present
Rent Commission
360
3
emergency
emergency ...................----------

Houghton
Mich.,
Hovlghton County, Mich.,
sale
portion of
Copper Harbor
Harbor Range
of Copper
of portion
sale of
Lighthouse Reservation
Reservation to KeweeLighthouse
naw
County and,
etc.,
memorial, etc.,
for memorial,
and, for
naw County
uses,
conditions
1096
authorized; conditions........1096
uses, authorized;
Houghton,
Mich.,
Houghton, Mich.,
appropriation for
for public
165
building........---public building
appropriation
D. C.,
House of
of Detention,
Detention, V.
ftouse
87,858,
appropriation for expenses.
87,
858, 1129
expenses........
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
miscellaneous
appropriation for miscellaneous
deficiency
40
expenses
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1255
.............
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etc ....---------..........--2,
634, 1255
2,634,1255
for
for Speaker's
Speaker's office;
office; Digest
Digest of
Rules.. 634, 1255
of Rules..
for
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House
hIouse of
634,1255
appropriation
for Chaplain
Chaplain ............
634,
1255
appropriation for
for
N. Couden
Couden ..................
1255
Henry N.
for Henry
634,1255
.... 634,
for
etc....
1255
clerks, etc
the House, clerks,
Clerk of the
for Clerk
635,1255
etc..... 635,
for
1255
for chief engineer, assistants, etc
messengers, and janitors to
for clerks, messengers,
635, 1255
committees. .................
committees
service
under Clerk of the House,
House, after
after
service under
635, 1256
close of Congress .............. 635,1256
appointment and duties of janitors;
service under
close
Doorkeeper after close
under Doorkeeper
service
635,1256
of Congress
Congress .................
635, 1256
of
for Sergeant
Arms, deputy,
deputy, etc
636, 1256
etc.... 636,1256
Sergeant at Arms,
for
etc.. 636,
for Doorkeeper,
special employees,
employees, etc..
Doorkeeper, special
for
1256
messengers,
etc ..........
636, 1257
laborers, etc
messengers, laborers,
superintendent, folding
etc
636, 1257
room, etc..
folding room,
superintendent,
. 2, 636, 1257
..........
Pages
1257
..-...-....
pages .superintendent
etc.. 636,
636,
superintendent document room, etc..
1257
636,1257
for
636,
1257
................
for Joel Grayson
for
W. Ray
Ray Loomis
Loomis .............
636,1257
for W.
1257
636,
for
minority employees
employees .............
for minority
636,1257
for
636, 1257
employees, etc ..........
for special employees,
for
clerk,
etc.,
636, 1257
minority.. 636,1257
for clerk, etc., conference minority
for
majority and minority
messemgers, majority
for messemgers,
637,1257
caucus
rooms ..................
637,
1257
caucus rooms
1257
for
office of
majority floor leader ........
of majority
for office
637,1257
for
1257
Postmaster, assistant, etc ....... 2, 637,
for Postmaster,
for
official reporters,
etc ............. 637, 1257
reporters, etc.
for official
for
637 1257
committees..... 637,1257
stenographers to committees
for stenographers
"during the session "to
mean 116days.
116 days.
637
tomean
"duringthesession"
"during
session " to mean 207 days. 1258
the session"
"during the
Delegates, and
for
clerks for Members, Delegates,
for clerks
Resident Commissioners-...---.
Commissioners
637,1258
Resident
materials for
for
expenses, materials
contingent expenses,
for contingent
folding
637 1258
....-..............637,1258
...
folding
637,1258
for furniture
repairs ..........
637,
1258
and repairs.
furniture and
for
for packing
637
...................------..
boxes
packing boxes
for
miscellaneous items ............. 637, 1258
for miscellaneous
expenses, special and select commitfor expenses,
637, 1258
tees
637
tees ......................
for stationery
637, 1258
2, 637,1258
stationery ----.................--------- 2,
for
for
postage stamps
637, 1258
stamps ................... 637,1258
for postage
637,1258
1258
automobile for Speaker .........-- - 637,
for automobile
for
contested election expenses, Zebulon
for contested
227
----Weaver.......................-Weaver
James
J. Britt
Britt
.................... 227
James J.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for refrigerating
refrigerating
deficiency
apparatus,
air, etc.,
etc., for
Hall
for Hall
cooling air,
apparatus, cooling
57
of the
-----.-------..----- .
the ----..of
58
........
for
Borland..
58
of William P. Borland
widow of
for widow
58
for
widow of John L. Burnett ..........
for widow
58
for
Albert Estopinal ..........
of Albert
widow of
for widow
58
for
Harvey Helm .............
widow of Harvey
for widow
58
for
widow of
Sulzer......
of Charles August Sulzer
for widow
for
58
Carl C. Van Dyke .........
of Carl
widow of
for widow
342
for widow
of J.
J. Willard
Ragsdale ........
Willard Ragsdale
widow of
for
342
for
Joseph B. Thompson ......
widow of Joseph
for widow
519
for widow
A. Watson..
519
Watson ........
Walter A.
of Walter
widow of
for
592
for widow
William J. Browning ......
of William
widow of
for
1036
for mother
of Charles
Charles A. Nichols ........
1036
mother of
for
for
widow of
L. Blackmon ---........ 1180
Fred L.
of Fred
for widow
1180
for widow
Booher
widow of Charles F. Booher........
for
1180
for daughter
M. Garland.....
Garland
1180
daughter of Mahlon M.
for
1180
for
widow of Dick T. Morgan ....--.-.
for widow
expenses......... 58,
contested election expenses
for contested
1180
1036,1180
519, 1036,
for stenographers
to committees........
committees
58,
stenographers to
for
1180
519, 1037, 1180
for compiling
contested election
election cases.
cases. 58, 1036
compiling contested
for
for folding.
58, 519,1036
519, 1036
folding .....--.............-for
58
for messengers,
messengers, post office ..............
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for
for miscellaneous
items, and special and
miscellaneous items,
for
select
520, 1036, 1180
committees... 59, 342, 520,1036,1180
select committees...
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59
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59
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materials ...................
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for folding
for
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for packing
for
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Committee on Approfor assistant
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priations. ......................-.
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Speaker
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for
for House
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for
for
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for Henry
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tus .........................--for designated
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rendered Clerk
Clerk
for
designated services
of
1181
House ....................
of the
the House
Daily Calendar to have index only
only
Daily
1181
each
Monda ...................
each Monday
authorized
appointment
appointment of five Members authorized
on
special committee
committee to report on
on a
a special
readjustment
personreadjustment of pay, etc., of personnel
of Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, etc............
etc
604
nel of
chairman and
Post Office
members of Post
four members
and four
chairman
Committee
to be appointed
appointed on
Committee to
Joint Postal
Postal Service
Service Commission..
Commission
583
Joint
expenses
authorized Ways
Ways and
Means
and Means
expenses authorized
Committee
1st
meeting of 1st
until meeting
Committee until
session,
Congress ............
1180
session, 67th Congress
five
special
appointed on special
to be appointed
Members to
five Members
joint committee
Pacific coast
on Pacific
committee on
joint
820
naval
bases.....................
naval bases
four
appointed on Pilgrim
be appointed
to be
Members to
four Members
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Tercentenary
Commission.........
Tercentenary Commission
payment
the two persons
to the
authorized to
payment authorized
designated
by Members,
Members, Delegates,
Delegates,
designated by
and
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their
rates, etc
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etc .............
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their clerks;
payment
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payment of
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of, in
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in military
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printing of
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printing
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printing
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supplement
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ber 20
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session
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eral Supply
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1036
eral
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Printer
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Md....................... 1391
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on Joint
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ReorCommittee on Reorto
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Administrative Branch
of Administrative
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of the Government................
Government
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Building,
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for
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appropriation for
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contingent expenses.
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for
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for
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for
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1425
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for
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ment
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for
C
938,
workers, Washington, D. C..
for war workers,
1425
1426
for maintenance
property ....
of unsold
unsold property
maintenance of
for
for expenses
expenses of
1426
sold property ........
of sold
for
offset of
of equitable
allowed... 1426
equitable claims allowed
offset
agency expenses
expenses authorized.......
authorized
938, 1426
agency
restriction on use of former
former appropriarestriction
tions
938, 1426
938,1426
tions ......................
deficiency appropriation
expenses of
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
operating, etc.,
Government hotel..
592
etc., Government
operating,
1179
for salaries
salaries.........................
1179
estate
sale of real estate........
for expenses,
expenses, sale
for operating,
operating, etc., Government
Government hotel
1179
Washington, D. C-.
C
1179
for war workers, Washington,
1179
for operation,
projects
operation, etc., of unsold projects..
appropriations for exformer appropriations
use of former
penditures herein provided for,
penditures
forbidden
forbidden......................... 1179
Housing for War Needs,
Housingfor
appropriation
expenses of Housing
appropriation for expenses
Corporation
222
Corporation .....................
projects ...............
223
for operation
operation of projects
appropriations to be used
no other appropriations
therefor
224
therefor.........................
authority for, to cease when termination
termination
authority
224
proclaimed ................
of war proclaimed
except operating, selling, etc., undisposed of property.................
property
224
pose
concluding incurred
incurred obligations
obligations ......
224
concluding
224
collectingloans,
collecting
loans, interest, etc .........
preference to prospective
property; preference
sale of property;
prospective
224
home owners .....................
conveyance.
authority
224
authority for; execution of conveyance
lien for purchase money, if on credit....
credit
224
rentals............ 224
transfers, or rentals
no free transfers,
Corporation on diswinding up of Housing Corporation
property ..................
225
posal of property
225
made..
reports of sales expenditures
expenditures to be made
unexpended balances,
balances, etc., of appropriaunexpended
covered into
into
tions providing for, covered
55
Treasury ..........................
56
all revenues derived
derived therefrom
therefrom .........
Housing of
Shipyard Employees,
Housing
of:Shipyard
appropriation
181
reappropriation
expenses;;reappropriation
appropriation for expenses
994
authorization
authorization for, terminated ...........
allowed.. -_ 994
expenditures for
expenditures
for repairs,
repairs 'etc., allowed
994
directed.
early dip
disposall of all properties
propedies directed.
994
Houston,
Tex.,
Houston, Tex.
appropriation for hospital for
deficiency appropriation
508
discharged disabled soldiers, etc.,
etc., at.
discharged
authorized for real estate,
expenditure authorized
expenditure
estate, El455
......
ii i
Aviati
linAtnn
lington Aviation
.....
.
.........
M Field... -..-
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Howard
Road, D. C.,
Howard Road,
assessment
assessment on adjoining property for laying
roadway, in 1918, may be postponed
postponed
roadway,
77
77
one year ..........................
Howard
D. C.,
C.,
Howard University,
University, D.
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
206,920,1409
920, 1409
etc. 206,
appropriation
920, 1409
206,920,1409
etc...... 206,
for improving grounds, etc
for
for additions to home economics building
1409
ing
..........................
206,920,1409
m'cal department ......... 206,
920, 1409
for medical
for fuel and light .............. 206,
920, 1409
206,920,1409
Hither,
Charles G.
G.,
Huber, Charles
Columbia River, Pasco to
may bridge Columbia
Kennewick, Wash ................
533
Kennewick,
Hudson
River,
Hudson River,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of, under
appropriation
contract. ......................
1391
contract
construction, etc., of tunnel
tunnel under, by
construction,
New Jersey
Jersey and New
New York, consented
158
to ......................
sented to
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made, at Albany, N.
N. Y., for removing
shoal ....
1010
1010
............-.
ing shoal
1010
approaches to
Dam, to
._ 1010
to be
be made_
made...
to Troy
Troy Dam,
approaches
Casextended for bridging, between Costime extended
tieton
and Schodack
Schodack LandingLanding ....
1101
tleton and
Rairoad CorporaConnecting Railroad
C'orporaHudson River Connecting
don,
tion,
time
brig Hudson River
River
time extended for bridging
Schodack
by, between
between Cutletnn
Casteton and Schodack
1101
Landing,
Y
Landing, N. Y...................
Huerfcrno County, Colo.,
Colo.
Huerfano
exchange
exchange of public lands in, with A. A.
1147
Bruce.
1147
.
Bruce .......................Humboldt
National Forest,
Forest, Nev.,
Nev.,
Humboldt National
of...
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
249,
etc, of..
appropriation for maintenance,
io8, 1327
708,1327
Hungary,
Hungary,
appropriation
1206
appropriation for minister to .............. 1206
Huntington,
Huntington, W. Va.,
appropriation
rent,etc.
165
appropriation for public building, rent,etc.
Irrigation Project,
Project, Mont.,
Huntley Irrigation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of
201,
appropriation
914,1403
Huron County, Mich.,
Huron
fich.
authorized to, for
patent of tract of land authorized
public
552
.............
park..........
public ;Auk
552
price, conditions, etc ................ .
Kan.,
Kansas City, Kans.,
Huron Indian
Indian Cemetery, Kansas
Huron
13
appropriation for care, etc
etc................
appropriation
Husband
Wife ,D.
D. C.,
C.,
and Wife,
Husband and
provision for administering
adminis
estate of wife
provision
lying
stricken out
out........ 567
intestate, stricken
dying intestate,
renunciation by widow of all devises
devises and
renunciation
bequests
husband; time
of husband;
bequests in will of
567
for
for filing
filing ......................
effect of; if no devise,
devise, etc..........etc
568
effect
wife.......... 568
by husband
husband under will of wife
effect of
568
of; if no devise, etc ............
effect
Hydraulic Engineering,
Hydraulic
Engineering,
appropriation for
for standardizing
apparatus,
standardizing apparatus,
appropriation
etc.,
used in
682,1301
in ................
etc., used
(wee also
also Federal Water
Hydroelectric Power
Power (see
Hydroelectric
Power Act),
910
etc.
appropriation for survey of production, etc.
appropriation
Hyarographw Bureau,
Bureau, International,
International,
Hydrogaphic
1215
appropriation for quota.-..............
quota.
appropriation
Department,
Hydrograpyc
Hydrograpie Office, Navy Department,
draftsmen,
appropriation for engineers,
engineers, draftsmen,
appropriation
clerks,
etc
665,1284
clerks, etc...........-........
for
temporary employees;
reatricfor tempory
employees; pay restriction
- 665,1284
tion .............. ... .....
for
1284
65,1284
.... 665,
for materials, etc .----..--.
for
Charts, etc
465,1284
;65,1284
etc........ ......
for Pilot Charts,
receipts from
665
from sales ................receipts

CV

Page.
Hydro graphic Office, Navy Department-Con.
Department-Con.
Hydrographic
appropriation
branch offices.
offices. 665,1284
for expenses,
expenses, branch
appropriation for
offices........ 665, 1285
for employees, branch offices
etc. 665, 1285
restriction on personal services, etc
restriction
for printing and binding for
228, 941, 1429
for..... 228,941,1429
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for printing presses
49
deficiency
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses............... 63,1185
Hydrography,
Hydrography, Physical,
Physical,
appropriation
researches
for continuing
continuing researches
appropriation for
928,1417
..... 215, 928,
in ..................
1417
Hydroplanes
Aviation, Navy).
Hydroplanes (see Aviation,
Laboratory, Public
Health Service,
Service,
Public Health
Hygienic Laboratory,
167
appropriation for additional
additional building, etc.
appropriation
175,884,
...............
for maintenance
maintenance
175, 884, 1376
176
for additional equipment, etc..........
etc
176
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
for mainte521,508
nance ..........................
for
additional equipment
508,1162
equipment .........
foradditional
I.
I.
Ice,
C.,
Ice, D.
D. C:,
provisions
regulating sales of............
of
rovisions regulating

1220

Idho,

appropriation for
for surveyor
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
appropriation
etc
673, 1292
673,1292
etc ...........................
gold, etc.
leases allowed
unalof unalallowed of
mining leases
etc., mining
gold,
lotied
lotted withdrawn mineral lands of
31
Indian reservations in ..............
grant of lands to Pocatello, to protect water
supply,
596
etc .....................
supply, etc
section to be sold as
in section
adjoining lands in
597
town site lots ....-...............

Lemhi National
Forest, addition
addition to.......
to
National Forest,
Lemhi

1199

Nez Perce
Perce National
National Forest,
to.... 1197
Forest, addition to
Nez
public lands
region
Mountain region
in Thunder Mountsin
lands in
public
National
to Idaho and Payette National
added to
Forests
324
Forests .........................
erroneously surveyed lands along
sale of erroneously
Snake
occupants
Snake River, to bona fide occupants
under
630
under void patents ................
to...... 1198
National Forest, addition to
Targhee National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho National
appropriation
for maintenance,
of
249,
etc., of....
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
708, 1327
324
......................
lands added to .
Illinois,
Illinois,
appropriation
Lakes naval trainfor Great Lakes
appropriation for

16
ing
station ..
136
.....................
ing station
Illinois
Mississippi Canal,
Canal,
and Mississippi
Illinois and
examination,
construction
examination, etc., of effect of construction
of,
1012
conditions, Milan, 111... 1012
of, on flood conditions,
report
damages to private
private property
property
report on damages
from overflow
1012
etc .................
from
overflow,, etc
Illinois
Railroad Compary,
Company,
CentralRilroad
Illinois Central
may
bridge Rock River, Dixon,
Ili
948
Dixon, Ill.......
may bridge
Illinois River, IU.,
Illinois
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination etc.,
preliminary
at Depue, Il................ 1012
made, at
Illiterates,
Illiterates, Alien,
admiseion
women, to marry
citizens who
marry citizens
of women,
admission of
served in
981
War...........
World War
in the World
served
Illustrations
Memorial Addresses,
Addresses,
fo Memorial
Illustrationsfor
made
at Engraving
Engraving and
Bureau
Printing Bureau
and Printing
made at
to be
be paid
from appropriations
for
appropriations for
paid from
to
943
Bureau
Bureau.......................elsewhere, from
from printing
allotment to
to
printing allotment
elsewhere,
Congress........943
----....-....---Congress
Immigrant
Immigrant Stations,
Stations,
appropriation for
Fibs Island
Island station, N.Y.
N. Y
for Elli
appropriation
public
221,
1423
works...........--. 221,935,1423
ubic works
for
Madelphia, Pa.,
Pa., remodeling
detenremodeling detenfor Philadelphia,
tion and
and administration
administration buildings_.
935
935
buildings..
tion
deficiency
and,
appropriation for Ellis Island,
deficiency appropriation
N.
Y.,
public
works.
1163,1178
1163,1178
N. Y., pubic works..........
lease
280
C., authorized...
authorized.... - 280
Charleson, S.. 0.,
ot Chadeston,
lam of,

cvi
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Immigration
Bureau, Department
Page.
Departmentof Labor,
Immigration Bureau,
appropriation for
General,
Commissioner General,
for Commissioner
appropriation
Assistant,
etc
685, 1304
Assistant, clerks,
clerks, etc............
Information
685
685
Division of Information...........
for Division
for Ellis
N. Y.,
public works
221,
for
Ellis Island,
Island, N.
Y., public
works.... 221,
935,
1423
935,1423
for
Pa., detention
detention house,
house, etc.
935
for Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
etc. 935
for
expenses enforcing
enforcing laws,
221, 935,
1424
for expenses
laws, etc..
etc.. 221,
935, 1424
exclusion of
included... 936,
exclusion
of anarchists
anarchists included...
936, 1424
reimbursements
reimbursements for inspection of aliens
territory perperin foreign
foreign contiguous territory
936, 1424
.....................
mitted
commissioner
immigration at New
New
commissioner of immigration
Orleans, La., salary
salary restriction
restriction re936
moved .........................
for enforcing laws against alien anarchists,
936, 1424
etc ........................
undesirable, etc.,
aliens.
936
936
for deporting
deporting undesirable,
etc., aliens..
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for refund of head
55
tax .............................
advertising .......................
55
55
for advertising
for expenses
regulating immigration.
62,
for
expenses regulating
immigration....
62,
346, 349, 518, 1188, 1192
67, 341,
341,346,
enforcing laws against alien anarchists
518
for enforcing
518
518
deporting aliens, etc
etc......
for expenses,
expenses, deporting
Island, N. Y., public works...
works
1178
for Ellis Island,
expenses of interned
interned aliens ........
1188
for expenses
Immigration
Immigration of
of Aliens,
Aliens,
appropriation
for Commissioner
General,
Commiasioner General,
appropriation for
Assistant, etc....
etc
.......
685, 1304
Assistant,
expenses regulating
221, 935, 1424
for all expenses
regulating ..... .221,935,
entry of Chinese;
Chinese;
for preventing unlawful entry
deporting,
etc
221,
935, 1424
221,935,
deporting, etc..............
refunding head
tax
221, 936, 1424
221,936,
1424
for refunding
head tax.........
enforcing alien anarchists
laws_.. 936, 1424
1424
for enforcing
anarchists laws....
for deportation
936
936
aliens ...............
deportation of aliens
for
etc., imimentry of aliens, etc.,
for restricting
restricting entry
mediately
limit for
1920.
385
available; limit
for 1920.
mediately available;
deficiency
appropriation for
expenses reguregufor expenses
deficiency appropriation
lating .......
341,
346, 349, 518, 1188, 1192
1192
341,346,349,
lating
for
518
518
anarchists .
for enforcing
enforcing laws against anarchists..
undesirable aliens
518
for expenses deporting undesirable
alien
with conconseamen arriving
arriving in port with
alien seamen
tagious disease, etc.,
etc., to be treated
in hospitals, etc...................
etc
1082
1082
expenses
etc
1083
expenses to be
be paid
paid by
by vessel owner, etc.
removal of suspected cases for observaetc
1083
tion, etc...........................
retention until
1083
retention
until cured, etc
etc .............
enforcement
return
enforcement of return.
................
1083
1009
classes
excluded, anarchists, etc .........
classes excluded,
teaching, etc.,
etc., opposition to organized
organized
teaching,
1009
government .....
.............
1009
government
teaching, etc.,
overthrow of
of Government
Government
etc., overthrow
teaching,
of
of United States by force, killing
1009
officials,
1009
officials, sabotage, etc ..............
writing,
etc ,
writing, publishing, distributing, etc.,
matter
advocating such
such teachings
teachings... 1009
matter advocating
members of organization writing, dis1009
tributing,
matter......... 1009
tributing, etc., such matter
loaning money for
;is
in
in doctrines
doctrines desigdesigloaning
for use
nated
teaching, etc
1009
etc.... 1009
constitute teaching,
nated to
to constitute
to organizations
character, to
to
of such
such character,
to
organizations of
1009
1009
constitute affiliation therewith
therewith ....
1009
1009
definitions not exclusive
exclusive .............
definitions
deportation of designated
designated classes
classes of undedeportation
593
593
sirable
sirable aliens .......................
594
594
readmission prohibited ................
readmission
illiterate alien women admitted, if marryserved in
in United
ing citizens
citizens who served
981
981
War
States forces during World War.....
restrictions imposed
entries, additional
additional
imposed on
on entries,
retrictions
existing ones, when proclaimed
proclaimed
to existing
353
353
by the President ...............354
354
duration of .. .......................

Imperial
Valley, Calif.
Imperial Valley,
Page.
appropriation for
for irrigation
irrig,ation investigations,
investigations,
appropriation
etc
915
etc...............................
915
examination, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized for proposed
proposed
examination,
extension of irrigating public and
private lands in ...................
600
600
report, recommendations,
recommendations, etc.,
etc., to be
submitted
600
submitted.......................
600
estimates
expense, conconestimates of cost,
cost, share
share of
of expense,
trol,
600
600
trol, etc.,
etc., to be
be submitted
submitted........
appropriation
examination
appropriation authorized
authorized for examination
expenses, etc.,
etc., of; local contribution
contribution
required
601
required...........................
601
Imports,
Imports,
restrictions on, of coal tar products
restrictions
products continued until January 20, 1920..
361
tinued
1920.......
Inaugural Ceremonies,
Ceremonies, 1921,
Inaugural
1921,
appropriation
appropriation for
for Congressional
Congressional expenses
expenses of. 1089
Incapacitated
IncapacitatedPersons,
Persons,
appropriations
salaries not
available for
for
appropriations for
for salaries
not available
permanently .................... 688, 1307
permanently
1307
Income Tax,
Tax,
appropriation
expenses collecting
1274
appropriation for expenses
collecting... 653, 1274
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses collecting .................... 65, 521, 1044
1044
proceeds
of American
American vessels
proceeds from
from sales
salesof
vessels built
built
prior
January 1, 1914,
1914, exempt
or to January
exempt
from
998
from
..............................
998
investment in building new ships in
investment
American shipyard required
required.......
998
Incomes of Railroads
Railroads (see also
Transportation
also Transportation
Act, 1920),
provisions
authorizing Interstate
Comprovisions authorizing
Interstate Commerce Commission
Commission to adjust rates,
property
etc., to secure fair return
return on property
488
reimbursing deficits
deficits
for ascertaining
ascertaining and
and reimbursing
in, during Federal control..........
control
460
Incorporations,D. C.,
Incorporations,
charter granted, American
American Legion
284
Legion........
284
Near East Relief.
273
Relief .....................
273
Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial Association
691
Roosevelt
Association........
691
American National Red Cross, executive
executive
American
committee
1354
committee enlarged
enlarged .............
1354
Convention of the
Washington,
Convention
the Diocese of Washington,
right of women to vote authorized...
278
authorized. _
278
National
Music, charter
National Conservatory
Conservatory of Mimic,
charter
amended ......................
1361
amended
National Education Association,
may
representative assembly for
provide representative
for
active members
members................... 598
Increase of Pay, Army,
Increase
Army, Navy,
Navy, etc.,
additional
additional pay allowed officers
officers of Army,
Army,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, and
and Public
Health Service ....
601
...............
ratings specified ......................
601
601
ratings
allowance to Army contract
contract surgeons
allowance
surgeons
602
serving full time .................
emergency commutation
quarters, etc
emergency
commutation of quarters,
etc.,,
to Army officers in the field continued
602
ued to June
June 30, 1922
1922...............
applicable
Marine Corps, Coast
applicable to Navy, Marine
Coast
Guard, and Public Health Service.
Service.
602
Guard,
additional $240 a
a year to
additional
to Navy
Navy warrant
warrant
officers
602
officers.........................
increase
increase of 20 per cent to pay of Army and
and
Maxine Corps
602
Marine
Corps enlisted
enlisted men
men. .......
602
602
female nurses of Army and Navy ......
exception .............................
602
exception
additional ration or commutation
commutation to noncommissioned
commissioned officers of Army and
602
Marine Corps....................
Corps
Marine
determination
commutation value....
value... - 602
determination of commutation
increase
increase of $240 a
ayear to Army and Quartermaster Corps field
field clerks
clerks receiving
$2,500 or less...................
lest
602
$2.500

INDEX.
Increase
of Pay,
etc.-Contd.
Page.
Navy, etc.-Contd.
Army, Navy,
Pay, Army,
Increase of
increase of
to those receiving
receiving
year to
$240 aa year
of $240
increase
less than
that
to equal that
$2,740, to
than $2,740,
less
602
amount
....................
amount ..
602
no pay
pay reductions
reductions hereby .............
no
base
of Navy
Navy enlisted
enlisted men;ratings
men; ratings.....
602
pay of
base pay
firemen; Naval Academy
Academy band; messfiremen;
602
men.
men.........................
retainer pay of
of Naval
Naval Fleet Reserve, reretainer
603
turning
active duty ...........
turnng to active
603
no
further increase
increase by previous
previous laws..
laws .
no further
civilian professors
of Naval
Naval Academy civilian
pay of
603
and instructors
instructors to be readjusted....
readjusted
and
603
limit
current year ....
limit on
on expenditure
expenditure for current
Coast Guard
etc., to
to correGuard pay, ratings, etc.,
Coast
spond with
with Navy
603
603
Navy ..............
spond
enlisted
same as
enlisted men, grades to be the same
in the
603
the Navy
Navy ..............
in
pay
603
603
continued ............
surfman continued
pay of
of surfinan
superintendents....
rank,
603
etc. of district superintendents
rank, etc.,
no back
terminated
granted if service terminated
no
back pay granted
alter December
December 31, 1919, and prior
after
603
hereto; exception...
exception.
.................
hereto;
Navy
reenlistment benefits allowed
allowed if enNavy reenlistment
603
listing within
discharge.
within aayear from discharge.
listing
603
inoperative
in six months .......
.....
inoperative in
Coast
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
officers to have
Survey officer
Coast and
603
pay,
rank...
Navy rank...
of relative
relative Navy
etc., of
pay, etc,,
604
retirement
.....
.
.............
applicable
retirement laws applicable..
in
longevity pay credits to include
include service in
longevity
services.. ........... . 604
or ell
all services.
any or
:Offcers
transportation
in kind
to families
families of Officers
kind-to
tza~oportation in
on
change of
station
604
of permanent
permanent station..
on change
604
meaning of naval permanent
permanent station.
station .
meaning
by transports,
transports, if
if station
station beyond contiby
nental
limits ....................
604
nental limits
Navy
officers allowed
transportation of
allowed transportation
Navy officers
household
effects ...-..........
604
household effects.
additional
pay provisions limited to June
additional pay
30, 1922.........
1922
....................604
30,
604
application
men.
application to enlisted men.............
not
to
prior to
if retired
retired prior
pay if
in pay
not computed
computed in
June
1922 ..................
- 604
30, 1922.
June 30,
special
joint committee
committee to
etc ,
investigate, etc.,
to investigate,
special joint
readjustment
service pay, allowof service
readjustment of
604
ances,
604
etc ....................
ances, etc
hereby..
no reduction
reduction in pay or
allowances hereby
604
or allowances
no
change
existing gratuities, etc ........ 604
in existing
change in
availability of
Marine Corps,
and Marine
Navy and
of Navy
availability
pay
appropriations, 1920
604
1920...........
pay appropriations,
Increase
Naval EstablishNavy (see Naval
of the Navy
Increase of
ment).
ment).
Incurred Obligations,
Obligations, Army,
Army,
Incurred
payment
authorized of,
under contracts
contracts
of, under
payment authorized
278
1919........-...- .
prior
July 11, 1919
278
to July
prior to
Indebtedness
the United States,
States,
to the
Carriersto
of Carriers
Indebtedness of
provisions
for ascertaining,
etc ,
ascertaining, refunding, etc.,
provisions for
growing
Federal control......
control
462
462
of Federal
out of
growing out

Matter,
Mail Matter,
Indemnity : Lost Mail
Indemnity,
appropriation
for, registered,
registered, insured,
and
insured, and
appropriation for,
collect on
on delivery
delivery domestic.
domestic. -_ 581,
581, 1154
collect
payment of
on dedecollect on
and collect
of insured
insured and
payment
livery,
authorized.. _ 581
postmasters, authorize&
by postmasters,
livery, by
for registered,
etc., international.....
international
581,1154
581,1154
registered, etc.,
for
deficiency
appropriation for domestic
domestic..... 67,
deficiency appropriation
347, 525,
525, 1031,
1031, 1040, 1043,1045,1174,
1043, 1045, 1174, 1189
347,
employment of
of temporary
temporary clerks to
employment
1174
expedite payment
payment of claims......
Halms
expedite
for
international
347,
...- ....-..for international......
349, 525,10,
525, 1040, 1043,
1189, 1192
1192
1043,1189,
349,

Gomrnment (see
tabliments, Government
Independent
Independen Establishments,
also
Departments, etc.),
Executive Departments,
alo Executive
heads
to make
detailed reports of emmake detailed
of, to
heads of,
ployees in
in nonpay
Dol.
:1w status, to Civil
rloyees
Service Commission
Commission ..............
Service

619
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Independent
Page.
Treasury,
Independent Treasury,
appropriation
for contingent
contingent expenses...
expenses... 173,882
173, 882
appropriation for
655
treasurers.........
for offices
offices of assistant treasurers
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent
deficiency
expenses
521, 1023,
1023, 1161, 1183
330,521,
expenses......... 330,
for
subtreasuries... 1023
1023
of subtreasuries...
transfer of
expenses, transfer
for expenses,
maintenance
offices of
assistant treasurof assistant
maintenance of offices
654
ers
discontinued after July 1, 1921..
1921..
ers discontinued
Index
Record,
CongressionalRecord,
Index to Congressional
appropriation for
preparing ....... 1431
salaries, preparing
for salaries,
appropriation
India
Rubber).
Indau Rubber
Rubber (see Rubber).
Indian
Affairs, Commissioner
Commissionerof,
Indian Affairs,
etc.. 670,1289
appropriation for, assistant, clerks,
clerks, etc..
appropriation
to transfer
block in
to
Grove, Oreg., to
in Forest
Forest Grove,
transfer block
to
Entomology Bureau
349
Bureau ...........
Entomology
Indian
Indian Agencies,
appropriation
for construction,
construction, repair,
repair, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
411,1228
5, 411,
of
buildings at............
at
1228
of buildings
heat
employees.'
5, 411, 1228
5,411,1228
light to employees....
and light
heat and
farms...
agricultural experiments
experiments on farms...
6,
for agricultural
411,
1228
411,1228
61,
deficiency
buildings
61,
appropriation for buildings.....
deficiency appropriation
64
66 345
348 1039 1042
1186
1042,1186
345,348,1039,
64,66,
abandoned
buildings at,
at, may
be sold.....
sold
415
may be
abandoned buildings
Indian Allottees,
Indian
expenses in
appropriation for
in allotfor legal expenses
appropriation
ment suits
suits .................... 7, 412, 1229
ment
for
determine beim
of..
8,
heirsof..
to determine
hearings, etc., to
for hearings,
413,
1230
413,1230
payments by beneficariea;
beneficiaries; sehedule.
schedule
413
..............
rates.. .....-.
.ofof rates
Oeages nor Five
not
lic_able to •°Sages
Five
applicable
not' app
CivitizW.
,
8,413, 1230
8413,1230
Tribes...........,...
Civilized Tribes.
deficiency appropriation
determining
appropriation for determining
deficiency
1191
heirs of
deceased ...............
heirs
of deceased
Indian
Commissioners, Board
Board of,
of,
Indian Commissioners,
appropriation for
7,
U2, 1229
7,412,1229
of......
expenses of
for expenses
appropriation
Indian
Commissions,
Competency Commissions,
Indian Competency
appropriation for continuing
continuing work of, to the
appropriation
Five Civilized
Tribes
7, 413, 1230
7,413,1230
Civilized Tribes.........
Five
for,
reservations outside
outside of
of Five
Five
on reservations
for, on
Civilized
413,1230
413,1230
Tribes ..............
Civilized Tribes
Indian Courts,
Courts,
Indian
appropriation
7, 412, 1229
judges............. 7,412,1229
appropriation for judges
Indian
Department,
Indian Department,
appropriation for
for Coinmissioner,
Commissioner, assistant,
appropriation
etc., Indian
Office ...........
670,
1289
670,1289
Indian Office
etc.,
for expenses
. 3,408,
3,40, 1225
of the
the..............
for
expenses of
in
for
allotting, etc., of lands in
surveying, allotting,
for surveying,
1225
3, 408,
408,1225
severalty
severalty................
use in
in Arizona
Arizona and New
New Mexico
use
3,408,1226
restricted ..............
3, 408, 1226
restricted
irrigation expenses;
expenses; amount for desigfor irrigation
408,1226
nated
1226
....... 3, 408,
projects........
nated projects
3,
for administration expenses of districts-.
districts
409,1226
409,1226
for
cooperative stream gauging ... 4,409,1226
for cooperative
4, 409, 1226
etc.. 4,409,1226
for surveys
surveys for new projects, etc.._
for irrigation
expenses for projects from
irrigation expenses
for
tribal
funds
1226
409,1226
.....
, 409,
tribal funds..........
for
traveling exengineers, traveling
for irrigation
irrigation engineers,
penses,
etc ............
4, 409, 1226
.... ,4,409,1226
penses, etc
systems and projects excluded.
excluded _4,409,1227
4, 409, 1227
systems
expenses for flood damages,
damages, etc.;
expenses
4,409,1227
limit
4, 409, 1227
mit....-.........-....-charges
reimbursement
of construction charges
reimbursement of
on
irrigated lands.............
lands
409
409
on irrigated
use of
appropriation
reimbursable appropriations
of reimbursable
use
409
restricted
restricted ..... ......--.........
for suppressing
traffic ....... 4,410,1227
suppreasing liquor traffic
for
44
puniabment....
offense; punishment....
possession an offense;
distres; prevention
prevention of con
conrelieving distress;
for relieving
tagious
diseases, etc
4, 410, 1227
etc............ 4,410,1227
tagious disease,
use for
for general
general treatment,
1227
5, 410,1227
etc... 5,410,
treatment, etc..
use
etc...
5,
hopital, etc...
allotment to specified hospitale,
410, 1227
410,1227
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appropriation
for support
of schools
5, 410,
1227
appropriation for
support of
schools.. 5,
410, 1227
mentally
deaf and
and dumb
dumb or blind or mentally
deficient children ...........
5,
deficient
5, 410, 1227
minimum
average attendance
minimum average
attendance rerequired
quired......................... 410,
410, 1227
limitation
limitation not
not applicable to Hope
School for Girls,
Springfield, S.
Dak. 1227
1227
School
Girls, Springfield,
S. Dak.
discontinuance of schools under averdiscontinuance
age,
410,
1227
age, etc
etc.....................
410, 1227
amount
5,
amount for children
children in public schools.
schools.
5,
411, 1228
available for
specifically
not available
for schools
schools specifically
appropriated
411, 1228
1228
appropriated for
for.............. 5,
5,411,
for
construction, etc.,
agency
for construction,
etc., school
school and agency
5,
411, 1228
5,411,
1228
buildings .................
supervision and construction
construction ememsupervision
ployees
5,
411, 1228
ployees ......................
5,411,
heat and light to employees....
employees. .. 5,
411, 1228
5,411,
for
transporting pupils....
pupils....
for collecting
collecting and transporting
5,
411, 1228
1228
employment; repayment
repayment of
obtaining employment;
expenses
6, 411, 1228
1228
expenses...... ...........
6,411,
pupils from Alaska.....
Alaska
6,
411, 1228
native pupils
6,411,1228
per capita cost of
of pupils; determining
determining
attendance ................
6
average attendance
6
not applicable
applicable for
for 1919
6
not
1919 ...............
6
for
6
411 1228
1228
for timber culture, etc ............
6,411,
for expenses of matrons ............
6,
411, 1228
1228
6,411,
for schools, etc., farms; farmers and stockmen;
411, 1228
1228
men; field matrons
matrons........... 6,
6,411,
timber
provisions not
applicable to
timber provisions
not applicable
Menominee Reservation,
411, 1229
Reservation, Wis
Wis.. 6,
6,411,
1229
Menominee
for agricultural
agricultural experiments, etc...
etc
3,
411, 1229
3,411,
for supplies; purchase, transportation,
transportation,
etc
7,
412, 1229
etc..
....................
7,412,1229
warehouses limited to three.
. 7,412,
7, 412, 1229
warehouses
three...
coal handling, etc.,
etc., from school or
or
agency
412
412
agency funds ....................
for
telegraphing and telephoning...
telephoning... 7,
412, 1229
fortelegraphingand
7,412,
1229
etc., Indian suits; no attorneys'
attorneys'
for costs, etc.,
7 412 1229
fees .......................
7,412,1229
commission
7, 412, 1229
for citizen
citizen commission...........
7,412,1229
Indian police
police .................
7, 412, 1229
for Indian
7,412,
7, 412, 1229
for judges,
judges, Indian courts ........
7,412,
1229
for contingencies; special agents, etc....
etc....
7,
412, 1229
7, 413, 1230
for Competency
Competency Commissions.
Commissions..... 7,413,
1230
bookkeeping
machines in Indian
Office
bookkeeping machines
Indian Office
purchased .................
1230
to be purchased.
payment
authorized 1230
payment for
for law
law books, etc., authorized
1230
for Indian Service inspectors
413, 1230
inspectors..... 8,
8,413,
for determining heirs of deceased al8, 413, 1230
lottees ....................
clerks in Indian Office ..........
8,
413, 1230
8,413,1230
payments from beneficiaries..........
beneficiaries
413
413
01 sages and Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
excepted
413, 1230
excepted
.................... 8,
8,413,1230
encouraging self support,
support, furnishing
for encouraging
furnishing
seed, implements, etc.
413, 1230
seed,
etc........ 8,
8,413,
repayment;
repayment; limitation
limitation......... 8, 413, 1230
passenger vehicles; limit..
amount for passenger
limit..
8,
413, 1231
for reimbursing
reimbursing Indians for cattle
cattle destroyed
stroyed to prevent
prevent spread of contai::ptous diseases, etc
8,
414, 1231
tagious
......
8,414,
1231
for A. R. Snyder.....
Snyder
9
..........
9
for developing
developing stock watering
watering places,
etc ......................
9, 414, 1213
1213
9,414,
final enrollment
authorized;
enrollment of tribes, authorized;
exception .......................
9
exception
9
relinquishment of railroad lands in
relinquishment
Arizona, held by Indians..........
Arizona,
Indians
9
9
restrictions on sales, etc.,
restrictions
etc., of
of live
live stock
retricted Indians extended.
extended......
9
of restricted
9
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appropriation
appropriation for
for advertising
advertising sale
sale of
of lands;
lands;
repayment ...................
414,
repayment
414, 1231
1231
acting disbursing agents
agents authorized;
authorized;
security, etc ....................
414
414
fees from vendees
vendees for expenses of
of sales,
leases, etc.
etc .......................
415
415
abandoned
school plants and agency
agency
abandoned school
buildings
to be
title, etc.;
etc.;
buildings to
be sold;
sold; title,
proceeds to credit of
415
proceeds
of Indians...
Indians .......
415
mining leases
leases allowed
of
mining
allowed for
for deposits
deposits of
magnesite, gypsum,
limestone, and
gypsum, limestone,
and
1231
asbestos on unallotted
unallotted lands
lands........ 1231
leases of restricted
restricted allotments permitted for
for farming
farming and
and grazing;
grazing; Five
Civilized Tribes excepted
excepted........
1232
for support,
etc.,
etc.,
of Indians
Indians in
in
Arizona
1232
Arizona..................
9, 415,
415, 1232
9,
415, 1232
1232
for school,
school, Fort Mojave,
Mojave, Ariz......
Ariz
9,415,
Phoenix, Ariz .................
9,
1232
9, 415,
415,1232
9, 415,
1232
Truxton Canyon
Canyon, Ariz
Ariz........... 9,
415, 1232
for irrigation
irrigation system, Gila
River ReserGila River
Reser1232
vation, Ariz.
Ariz................. 10, 415, 1232
for irrigation
irrigation pumping
pumping plant, etc.,
Colorado
River
Reservation,
Colorado
River
Reservation,
10, 415, 1232
1232
Ariz
.......
10,415,
for water
water supply,
supply, Papago Indian village,
village,
1232
Ariz ......
..........
. 10, 416,
416, 1232
for school facilities,
facilities, Navajo
Navajo Indians,
Ariz
10,
1232
Ariz......................
10, 416,
416, 1232
for water supply, Navajo and Hopi
Hopi
reservations....... 10, 416, 1232
Indians on reservations
1232
for Ganado project, Navajo Reservation,
Reservation,
Ariz.,
10,416,1232
Ariz., system ...............
10, 416, 1232
for irrigation extension, Laguna
Laguna Pueblo,
N. Mex ...........................
10
for additional
additional water
water rights for Salt River
Indian allotments, Ariz............
Ariz
10
10
for pumping plants for San Xavier
Xavier
Reservation, Ariz.
11, 416, 1232
Reservation,
Ariz............ 11,416,
for bridges,
bridges, Little Colorado and Canyon
Canyon
Diablo Rivets,
Rivers, Ariz ...............
11
for pumping
pumping plants San Carlos ReservaReservation, Ariz ................... 11,416,
11, 416, 1232
for power and irrigation
irrigation plant, Fort
Apache
Reservation, Ariz.,
Apache Reservation,
Ariz., from
from
tnbal
tribal funds .............
11, 416, 1233
11,416,
amount from agency buildings appropriation .......................
416,
1233
416,1233
for diversion
diversion dam, etc.,
etc., Gila River
Reservation, Ariz
Ariz.............. 416, 1233
1233
purchase of land and other properties.
properties. 1233
for Yuma County,
Ariz., reimbursement
11
County, Ariz.,
reimbursement-_ 11
for John
John Flanagan
Flanagan ....................
11
11
Missionary Union, patent to
Gospel Missionary
tract on Western Navajo Reservation
tion..............................
11
for investigating
investigating need for bridge on Salt
Salt
River Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz............
Ariz
12
12
for water diverting
diverting works, Gila River
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz. above
417
Reservation,
above Florence.
Florence.
417
limit of cost increased.
increased................
417
investigation of need of road
investigation
road across
across
Ariz
417
Papago Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz..........
417
for bridges, Little Colorado and Canyon
Canyon
Diablo Rivers, near Leupp Agency,
Ariz ...........................
417, 1233
1233
for bridge, Salt River, in Salt River
River
Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz., cooperation
cooperation of
etc
417
State, etc............................
417
investigating, etc.
for investigating,
etc., need
need for
for bridge
over
over Colorado
Coloradoetc.,
River, near Lees
Ferry, Ariz.......................
Ariz
1233
sale of school property to Tucson, Ariz.
Ariz
1233
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appropriation
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation for support,
in California
California ...............
12,
417, 1234
12,417,
in
for
for homeless Indians, Calif
Calif..12, 417, 1234
for lands
landsforhomeless
for school,
school, Sherman Institute, River12, 417, 1234
..................
side, Calif _
for irrigation
irrigation charges, Yuma
Yuma Reserva12, 417, 1234
repayment
1234
tion, Calif.; repayment......

418,1234
for
Fort Bidwell,
12, 418,
1234
Calif.... 12,
Bidwell, Calif
for school,
school, Fort
Greenville, Calif...............
Calif.
418, 1234
1234
12, 418,
Greenville,
Reservation,
for road, Hoopa Valley Reservation,
Calif. .......................
12,
1234
418, 1234
12, 418,
Calif
Volcan cemetery tract,
for purchase
purchase of Volcan
418
San
Diego County, Calif ...........
San Diego
Reservation,
Klamath River Reservation,
trial, Klamath
for trial,
indebtedness
418
tion, Calif.; payment of indebtedness
Yuma Reservation,
Reservation,
for roads and bridges, Yuma
1234
Calif ............................
12,
Seminoles, Fla ......
12,
of distress, Seminoles,
for relief of
418, 1234
etc., of Fort Hall Reservafor support, etc.,
tion
Idaho......... 13, 418, 1234
Indians, Idaho.
tion Indians,
irrigation, etc., Fort Hall ReservaReservafor irrigation,
tion,
Idaho................. 13, 418,1234
tion, Idaho
comprehensive report on
on enlargement,
enlargement,
comprehensive
etc., to be made...-made
418
..-............
etc.,
12,
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty with
Bannocks, Idaho
with Bannocks,
for
418, 1234
Coeur d'Alenes,
Idaho........ 13, 418, 1234
d'Alenes, Idaho
Coeur
for
drainage of Sac and Fox lands, in
for drainage
1234
Iowa
1234
Iowa.......-........---.-------..
for school,
Institute, Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Haskell Institute,
school, Haskell
for
Kans .....................
13, 418, 1235
Kans
sale
of part
lands.
419
419
school lands...........
of school
part of
sale of
for two
two day
Kickapoo
school plants, Kickapoo
day school
for
13, 419
Reservation, Kans ..............
Reservation,
for school,
school, Mount
Mount Pleasant,
Mich. 13,
1235
13, 419, 1235
Pleasant, Mich.
for
Pipestone, Minn
13,
419, 1235
13,419,
Minn ..............
Pipestone,
for schools
schools for
for Chippewas
Chippewas of the Missisfor
sippi
419, 1235
Minnesota.......... 13, 419,
in Minnesota
sippi in
use restricted
restricted... ...............419,
1235
419, 1235
use
for annual
celebration, White
Earth
White Earth
for
annual celebration,
Band of
13, 419
Minn......... 13,
Chippewas, Minn.
of Chippewas,
Band
for logging expenses,
expenses, etc.,
etc., Red Lake
for
Indian
timber
Minn., from timber
Forest, Minn.,
Indian Forest,
sales;
hereafter
14
14
receipts hereafter......
sales; use of receipts
for
across Red
Red Lake
14
Minn.
River, Minn
Lake River,
bridge across
for bridge
for county
county road work, Fond du Lac
for
14
Schoo, etc.,
etc., Minn
Minn ....
...........
School.
for expenses
council, ChippeChippegeneral council,
of general
expenses of
for
14, 419
was
of Minnesota
Minnesota ................
was of
committee to
to Washington
14. 419
419
Washington......... 14.
committee
for White
White Earth
Reservation, Minn.,
Earth Reservation,
for
completing roll
roll of
14.
14. 419
of allottees
allottees.....
completing
for erection
of homes
homes for
for Chippewas,
Chippewas,
erection of
for
destroyed
by fire
14
fire .................
destroyed by
use of
of amount;
amount; from
from tribal
fund
14
14
tribal fund......
use
for repairing
roads, in
in Chippewa, etc.,
etc.,
repairing roads,
for
reservations, Minn.
15
15
Minn ...........-....
reservations,
for roads
roads and
bridges on Red Lake
Lake
and bridges
for
Reservation, Minn
:Minn
15,
15, 419.
419. 1235
..........
Reservation,
.
for promoting
promoting civilization.
Chippewas in
in
civilization. Chippewas
for
Minnesota, from
funds; objects
tribal funds;
from tribal
Minnesota,
specified
15,
1235
15. 419. 123.5
specified ..................
etc., to the State.
transfer of hospitals, etc.,
State. 1236
transfer
for Hattie
Hattie A.
McKusick................
420
A. McKusick
for
for paying
Itasca County,
Minn., for
for
County, Minn.,
paving Itasca
for
ttution of
children,1914Chippewas children,1914of Chippewas
tuition
1236
..........
1920, from Indian funds1236
1920,
for relief
relief of
of distress,
distreas, civilization,
civilization, etc.,
for
full-blood
in MissisChoctaw Indians in
full-blood Choctaw
sippi
15, 420, 1236
...........
sippi ..........
for
support, etc.,
F,>rt Belknap Agency
Agency
etc., of Fort
for support,
Indians,
12:36
Mont.................. 15, 420. 1286
Indians, Mont.
15,420,
Flathead
Indians,Mont.
424), 1236
1238
Mont. 15,
Agency Indians,
Flathead Agency
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appropriation
etc., of Fort
appropriation for support, etc.,
Peck
Mont. 15, 420, 1236
Peck Agency
Agency Indians, Mont.
BlackfeetAgencyIndians,Mont
BlackfeetAgencyIndians,Mont. 15, 420, 1237
for irrigation, Fort Belknap Reservation,
Reservation,
16,420,1237
Mont ....................
16, 420, 1237
for
fulfilling
treaties
with Crows,
for fulfilling
Mont
16, 420, 1237
16,420,1237
Mont ......................
Cheyenfor civilization, etc., Northern
Northern CheyenArapahoes, Mont....
Mont
16, 421, 1237
nes and Arapahoes,
for "line
riders," Northern
Northern Cheyenne
Cheyenne
"line riders,"
Reservation, Mont...............
Mont
16, 421
Reservation,
for civilization,
etc., Rocky Boy Band
civilization, etc.,
Mont.... 16, 421, 1237
etc., Mont.....
of Chippewas, etc.,
Reservafor irrigation
irrigation systems, Flathead Reservation,
16, 421, 1237
Mont .................
tion, Mont
421, 1237
Mont.. 16,
16,421,
Fort Peck, Reservation,
Reservation, Mont
Blackfeet Reservation,
Reservation, Mont
421, 1237
Mont... 16,
16, 421,1237
Blackfeet
amount
for passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
amount for
irrigation projects.............
projects.
16,421
on irrigation
for irrigation systems,
systems, Crow Reservation,
Reservation,
Mont., from tribal funds.
funds.... 16, 421, 1237
Mont.,
Blackfeet Reservation, Mont.,
Mont., dispoBlackfeet
sal of surplus lands repealed........
repealed
16
16
Mont., on
for school building, Browning,
Browning, Mont.,
condition... _ 421
Blackfeet Reservation;
Reservation; condition..
Blackfeet
allotments
allotments of coal lands by Fort Peck
Reservation Indians, Mont.; conReservation
ditions ..........................
421
lieu lands selection by Montana in
Flathead Reservation
421
Reservation.............
Flathead
allotment of irrigable lands to children
children
on Fort Peceservation,
Mont
422
Peck Reservation, Mont....
Creek on
for bridge, Two Medicine Creek
Blackfeet
Reservation, Mont., from
from
Blackfeet Reservation,
422
tribal funds ......................
paying claims against
against sales of lands
for paying
Root
of Flathead
Flathead Indians
Indians in Bitter Root
1237
Valley, Mont
Mont......................
Valley,
block in Browning
Browning town site granted
granted
block
Mont., for public
to Glacier County, Mont.,
school;
conditions................ 1237
school; conditions
for construction
construction of highway
highway in Blackfeet
Blackfeet
Reservation from Yellowstone
Yellowstone to
Reervation
....... . 1237
Glacier
1237
Glacier Park .............
17,422,
for
17,
422, 12:3
1238
for school, Genoa, Nebr .........
Indians in Nevada..
Nevada..
17,
for support, etc., of Indians
422, 1238
1238
for school,
school, Carson City, Nev
422, 1238
Nev..... 17, 422,1238
Pyramid Lake Refor irrigation
irrigation system, Pyramid
servation, Nev ...............
17, 422, 1238
servation,
Moapa River ReserReserfor irrigation system, Moapa
. 1238
vation,
vation, Nev ....................
for maintenance
charges, on Paiute allotmaintenance charges,
for
ments
Truckee-Carson project,
project,
ments in Truckee-Carson
.
1238
Nev
1238
Nev..................----......
for support,
in New Mexietc., of Indians in
support, etc.,
for
1238
co
422,1238
. 422,
co .........................
for school,
N. Mex.
Mex. 17, 422, 1238
Albuquerque, N.
for
school, Albuquerque,
Santa
Fe, N.
Mex
18, 422, 1238
18,422,1238
N. Mex............
Santa Fe,
18,
Mex...
N Mex...
for attorney, Pueblo Indians, N.
422,
1239
422,1239
for hicthway,
Mesa Verde
Verde Park to Gallup
highway, Mesa
for
N.
Navajo. etc., ReservaMex., Navajo,
N. Mex.,
422
18,422
.....-. 18,
.....
......
tion .
for reconstructing,
etc., Laguna
Laguna Pueblo
reconstructing, etc.,
for
irrigation system,
system, N.
N. Mex ..... 18,
423, 1238
18,423,1238
irrigation
for wells
wells for
water for
for domestic,
domestic, etc.,
etc., purfor water
for
N.
poees,
poees, on Pueblo Indian lands, N.
Mex
423,1238
1238
......... 423,
. ..
Mex..... ......
for constructing
road and
and bridge
on 3,1
03.
Mesbridge on
constructing road
for
calero
Reservation, N.
N. Mex.;
Mex.; repaycalero Reservation,
ment
18,
1238
423, 1238
I8, 423,
.....
...
ment ..........
for
San Juan River.
bridge, San
completing bridge,
for completing
18
N.
18
N. Mex
Mex ...........................
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appropriation
for visits
of Osage
Osage Tribal
Tribal
appropriation for
appropriation
draining Pueblo
visits of
appropriation for draining
Pueblo lands,
lands,
Council to
Washington, D.
D. C..
1241
Council
to Washington,
Rio Grande Valley,
Valley, N.
Mex
423,
1239
C.... 426,
426, 1241
N. Mex.....
423, 1239
expert services
claims as
to
for expert
services adjusting
adjusting claims
for land
land for Navajo
Navajo Tribes,
as to
Tribes, from
from tribal
tribal
assessments
in Osage
Osage County,
moneys ...........................
423
assessments of lands
lands in
moneys
County,
423
1241
Okla ..............................
423
1241
grazing land leases.
leases . .................
423
Locke, from Choctaw
tribal
Hogback irrigation
irrigation project, Navajo
for Victor M.
for Hogback
M. Locke,
Choctaw tribal
Navajo
funds21
Reservation,
N. Mex ...............
1239
funds
............................
21
Reservation, N.
1239
adminfor Five
Five Civilized Tribes,
for repairing
at
Tribes, Okla.;
Okla.; adminfor
repairing bridges
bridges over
over Rio
Kio Grande,
irande, at
istering
21, 426, 1242
istering affairs of.
Isleta and
1239
of............. 21,426,1242
and San Felipe ............
1239
undisputed claims
for approach
approach to bridge over
claims to be adjusted
over San Juan
adjusted by
Juan
by
superintendent; exceptionexception426
21,
superintendent;
River at Farmington N. Mex
Mex....... 1239
....... 21,426
of the
appeals allowed to Secretary
relinquishment,
des-.
relinquishment, etc.,
Secretary of
etc., of lands in
in desthe
Interior426
21,
Interior
Mex., and
ignated counties, N. Mex.,
.....- ....................
21,426
for per capita
capita payment
Choctaws and
and
allowed to
lieu selections allowed
payment to
to Choctaws
to consolidate
Chickasaws from
426, 1242
Chickasaws
holdings .........................
from tribal
tribal funds
1239
funds. 22,
22,426,
1242
distribution expenses
expenses ........... 22,
427, 1242
for fulfilling treaties
treaties with Senecas,
Senecas, N.
Y
18,
N. Y.
18,
22,427,
1242
423,
Henry W. Blair
22
Blair.....................
423, 1239
22
Six Nations, N
Y
18, 423, 1239
1239
additional amount allowed hereafter
N. Y............
18,423,
hereafter
for school, Cherokee,
N. C.......
C.
18,
423, 1239
from all available
available funds.
427
funds...........
Cherokee, N.
427
18,423,
1239
for attorneys, etc., in
for bridge across Oconalufty
River, near
near
in probate
probate matters,
Oconalufty River,
matters,
Civilized Tribes, and
Quapaws.
22,
Five Civilized
Cherokee School, N. C
18
and Quapaws.
C.............
1S
22,
for support, etc., of Devils Lake Sioux,
427,
1242
Sioux,
427,1242
for Cherokee Orphan
N. Dak .....................
19,
424, 1239
N.
Orphan Training
Training School,
19,424,
1239
23, 427,
427, 1242
Fort Berthold Agency
Agency Indians, N.
N.
Okla .......................
23,
1242
Dak ........................
19,
424, 1240
for common schools,
schools, Five Civilized
19,424,
Civilized
1240
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Band of Chippewas,
Tribes and Quapaws.....
Quapaws
23, 427, 529, 1242
Chippewas,
23,427,529,1242
date of Act corrected
529
N. Dak .....................
19,
424, 1240
corrected ................
19,424,
1240
529
for expenses,
for school, Bismarck, N.
424, 1240
expenses, sale of una1otted
N. Dak
Dak..... 19,
unalotted lands, etc
19,424,
1240
etc.,,
Five
Fort Totten, N
Civilized
Dak
19,
424, 1240
N. Dak--........
Tribes........
Tribes
23,
427, 1242
19,424,
23,427,1242
1240
Wahpeton, N. Dak ............ 19,424
coal and asphalt lands included
23, 427,
427, 1242
Wahpeton,
19,424, 1240
included. 23,
1240
1242
for roads and bridges, Standing
Rock
specific authority required
required for
for expendexpendStanding Rock
specific
Reservation, N.
N. Dak ............
19,424
ing tribal moneys; exceptions
19,424
exceptions......
23,
Fort Totten
Totten Reservation,
Reservation, N.
N. Dak.,
427,1242
tribal
attorneys.
427,
1242
sale of lands to school district ......
19
tribal attorneys ..............
19
23, 428, 1243
23,428,1243
unalloted living
children,
lands to unalloted
tribal
continued; repairs, etc..
living children,
tribal schools continued;
etc _. 23,
Fort Berthold Reservation, N. Dak.;
Dak ;
428,
1243
428,1243
mineral
reserved .............
mineral rights
rights reserved
424
Mekusukey Academy, from Seminole
Seminole
for reimbursing Fort Berthold
Berthold Reservafunds ....
1243
......................
1243
for fulfilling treaties with Choctaws,
added to
vation N.
N. Dak., for lands added
Choctaws,
to
Verendrye National
National Monument.
_.
424
Verendrye
Monument .
Okla .....................
....
424
23, 428,
23,
428, 1243
1243
for reimbursing
reimbursing Benson
Benson County, N.
N. Dak
for George D. Rodgers,
Dak.,,
Rodgers, from Chickasaw
for care of insane Indians ........
19
funds ...........................
24
19
24
for support, etc., of Wichitas,
Wichitas, etc., Okla.
Okla
19,
for Stuart, Lewis, Gordon,
19,
Gordon, and Ruther424,
1240
from
Creek
funds
24
ford,
424,1240
funds.............
24
for agency, etc.,
etc., Kiowas,
Kiowas, Comanches,
Comanches, and
sale of Choctaw
and
Choctaw and Chickasaw coal
Apaches, Okla., from tribal
funds
20,
tribal funds..
20,
lands.................
and asphalt
asphalt lands
24
24
424, 1240
claims against
against Creeks and Seminoles
to be filed within one year
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., Kiowas, etc., from
from
year.........
24
24
20,
425, 1240
tribal funds .................
for reimbursing
reimbursing William
20,425,
William R. McIntosh,
McIntosh,
1240
Cheyennes and
and AraArafor support, etc., of
from Choctaw funds
of Cheyennes
funds...............
24
24
for reimbursing
pahoes, Okla.,
Okla., from tribal funds....
reimbursing Jacob B. Moore,
from
funds.... 20,
Moore, from
Chickasaw
425, 1240
Chickasaw funds.................
funds
24
24
Kansas
Kansas Indians, Okla
425, 1240
for support, etc., of Indians
Okla.......... 20,
Indians of Klamath
20,425,
1240
Klamath
Kickapoos,
Kickapoos, Okla .............. 20,
425, 1240
Agency,
20,425,1240
Agency, Oreg...............
Oreg
25,
428, 1243
25,428,1243
Poncas, Okla. and Nebr.
Nebr....... 20.
425, 1240
20.425,1240
Warm Springs
Springs Agency, Oreg....
Oreg... _25,
428. 1243
25,428.
for school, Chilocco, Okla ........ 20,
425, 1240
20,425,
1240
25,428,1243
Umatilla Agency, Oreg.......
Oreg
25,
428, 1243
roads and bridges.
bridges ............ 20.
425, 1240
20.425,1240
for school,
Oreg......... 25,
school, Salem, Oreg
428, 1243
25,428,
1243
report on additions, etc..............
etc
1240
investigation of claim of Charles S.
1240
investigation
for fulfilling treaties with Pawnees, Okla.
Okla
20,
Hood for services
services.................
25
Klamath
425, 1241
Reservation, issue of withKlamath Reservation,
Quapaws,
Quapaws, Okla...............
Okla
20.
425, 1241
20.425,1241
held trust patents................
patents
25
25
for education, etc.,
etc., of Osage children.
children.
for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians of Grande
from tribal
tribal funds..........
funds
9
0. 425.
20.
425. 1941
1241
Ronde
Ronde and Siletz Agencies,
Agencies, Oreg..
Oreg
25,
Saint Louis Mission
School
iission Boarding School
428, 1243
42S,
included
for Modoc
included ...............-.
20. 425, 1241
Modoc Point, etc.,
etc., irrigation projects,
for Osage Agency, Okla.,
Okla., from tribal
Klamath Reservation,
Reservation, Oreg..
428, 1243
Oreg.. 25,
25,428,
1243
funds
21,
426, 1241
funds- ...................
21, 426,
1241
for school, Flandreau,
Flandreau, S. Dak.
Dak... 25,
428, 1244
25,428,
for Osage oil and gas production
production exexPierre, S. Dak .............
25,
225, 428, 1244
1244
penses ....................
21,
426, 1241
21,426,1241
Rapid City, S.
S. Dak ..........
25, 429, 1244
1244
for new office building, etc.,
etc., Osage
for support, etc.,
etc., of Sionx of different
different
Agency, Okla., from tribal funds._
21.
funds.-- _ 21.
tribes,
S. Dak
Dak...........
tribes, S.
25, 429, 1244
25,429,
1244
426,1241
schools..... .
.......... . 26, 429, 1244
schools
use of old building .................. 21,426
for support, etc., of Yankton Sioux, S.
cost increased
increased
.......
1241ci
..
....
---------------- ....Dak............................
Dak
26,
429, 1244
26,429,1244
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Indian
appropriation for
for asylum
Intaxation
allotted lands
by SteStelands by
of allotted
insane Intaxation of
for insane
asylum for
appropriation
dians,
Canton, S.
S. Dak
vens and
Ferry Counties,
Wash., to
26, 429, 1244
Counties, Wash.,
Dak...... 26,
and Ferry
dians, Canton,
vens
432
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Rosebud
Rosebud Agency
Agency
be investigated,
etc
be
investigated, etc...............
for
appropriation for
for operating,
etc., TopDak., from tribal
operating, etc.,
Sioux
Indians, S. Dak.,
Sioux Indians,
appropriation
penish-Simcoe irrigation
irrigation system
system on
26,429
penish-Simcoe
funds
26, 429
..
........................
funds
1246
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.........
Wash.
1246
Yakima
Sioux, from
for
to Rosebud
Rosebud Sioux,
capita to
per capita
for per
for
Ahtanum irrigation
irrigation system,
system,
26
tribal
purchase of
operating Ahtanum
of cattle
cattle..--.
for operating
funds; purchase
tribal funds;
Wash.......
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, Wash
1246
Yakima
for
roads and
bridges, Pine
Ridge ReserPine Ridge
and bridges,
for roads
432,1246
29, 432,
for
1246
Wis... ....
429
Hayward, Wis
vation, S.
S. Dak.,
from tribal
tribal funds.
school, Hayward,
funds. _ 429
for school,
Dak., from
vation,
29, 432,
432,1246
Tomah, Wis
1246
Wis ..................
for
on Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Tomah,
River on
Cheyenne River
for bridge,
bridge, Cheyenne
Lake Sufor support,
support, etc.,
Chippewas of Lake
S. Dak.; condietc., Chippewas
River Reservation,
Reservation, S.
for
River
tion ........................---.429
429
perior,
Wis.................. 29, 432, 1246
perior, Wis
tion
Pottawatomies,
Wis ..........
29, 432,
1246
29,
432, 1246
for support
and Coushatta
Coushatta
Pottawatomies, Wis
of Alabama
Alabama and
support of
for
Indians,
1244
for self
self support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin Band
Band
1244
for
Texas ................
Indians, Texas
29,432
of Pottawatomies,
Mich 29,
432
Pottawatomies, Wis. and Mich.
of
for
treaty with
Confederated
with Confederated
fulfilling treaty
for fulfilling
Bands
429, 1244
1244
26,429,
per
capita payment;
payment; restriction
29
Utah......... 26,
29
Utes, Utah
of Utes,
Bands of
restriction .....
per capita
29
----for support,
support, etc.,
in
........
Erik
Indians in
O. Morstad
Morstad ---..detached Indians
Erik O.
of detached
etc., of
for
Croix
Utah ..................--..
26, 430, 1244
for
relieving distress,
distress, etc.,
etc., Saint
Saint Croix
26,430,
for relieving
Utah
29, 432, 1246
Indians,
Wis .............
29,
Indians, Wis
principal funds of Confor
distributing principal
for distributing
for
purchase of
for Saint
Saint Croix
Croix
federated
Bands of
of Utes
Utes. ....
26, 430,
430, 1245
1245
of lands
lands for
26,
for purchase
federated Bands
Chippewa Indians,
per capita
capita
to Navajo
Springs Band
26,
26,
Wis.; per
Colorado..
in Colorado..
Indians, Wis.;
Band in
Chippewa
to
Navajo Springs
430, 1245
430,1245
433, 1246
payment ...................
payment
Menominees,
to Menominees,
for per
per capita
capita payment
payment to
26,430,
tantah, etc.,
in Utah...
Utah
26,
430, 1245
for
Bands in
etc., Bands
Uintah,
Southern
430, 1245
Wis.,
from tribal
tribal funds
1247
funds ..........
Wis., from
27,430,1245
Colorado.... 27,
in Colorado.
Utes in
Southern Utes
in Bad
Bad River Reserfor road
road from
from Odanah
ReserOdanah in
for
support, etc.,
for
acfrom acetc., from
self support,
promoting self
for promoting
crued interest
430, 1245
convation,
Wis., from
tribal funds;
funds; confrom tribal
27,430,1245
vation, Wis.,
interest..........--------- 27,
crued
dition.
29
for irrigating
allotted lands
of Uncomdition . ........................
Uncomlands of
irrigating allotted
for
patent
to Steve
Steve Grover
Grover. ..............
30
pahgre,
etc., Utes
in Utah,
patent to
from
Utah, from
Utes in
pahgre, etc.,
30,
tribal funds
27, 430, 1245
Wyo..
for
support, etc.,
Shoshones, Wyo._
etc., of Shoshones,
for support,
1245
27,430,
funds ...............
tribal
433, 1247
433,1247
reimbursing
Joseph M.
M. Bryant
430
Bryant. ......
reimbursing Joseph
30,
for
Reservation, Wyo.
for
public schoolsin
schools in Uintah
and Duchesne
Duchesne
Shoshone Reservation,
for school,
school, Shoshone
Uintah and
for public
433,
433, 1247
1247
Counties,
Utah; condition....
430, 1245
1245
27,430,
condition.... 27,
Counties, Utah;
for fulfilling
treaty with
Shoshones,
with Shoshones,
division
funds of
of ConfederConfederfor
fulfilling treaty
special funds
of special
division of
Wyo .....................
30,
433, 1247
30,433,1247
ated
to credit
of each
each
Wyo
credit of
Utes to
of Utes
Bands of
ated Bands
Reservation,
band
430
for irrigation,
irrigation, Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation,
430
for
band..........................
Wyo
30,
433, 1247
30,433,1247
bridges
River conWyo...................
conDuchesne River
across Duchesne
bridges across
433
for Riverton
Wyo....
irrigation project, Wyo....
for
Riverton irrigation
veyed to
to Utah
Duchesne
•
to Duchesne
and to
Utah and
veyed
ceded lands; refor irrigating
irrigating additional
additional ceded
- 1245
County
for
County .......................30, 433
payment
433
for
etc., of
of D'Wamish,
etc., InInpayment .....................
D'Wamish, etc.,
support, etc.,
for support,
for roads,
Reservation,
Shoshone Reservation,
etc., Shoshone
dians, Wash
27, 431,
1245
for
roads, etc.,
27,
431,1245
Wash ..............
dians,
Makah
Indians, Wash.
27, 431,
1245
Wyo
30,
433, 1247
431,1245
30, 433,1247
Wash........ 27,
Wyo ....................
Makah Indians,
Qui-nai-elts
27,
for additional
additional amounts
amounts from tribal funds
27,
for
Wash.
Quil-leh-utes, Wash.
and Quil-leh-utes,
Qui-nai-elts and
431,
431, 1245
1245
for
of specified
Indietc., of
specified Indifor support,
support, etc.,
Yakima
Agency Indians.......
Indians
27,
1247
ans
31, 433, 1247
31,433,
s
1245
ans........................
431, 1245
27, 431,
Yakima Agency
Colville,
27, 431,
431, 1245
allowed on
gold, etc.
etc., mining
leases allowed
mining leases
1245
gold,
Indians. 27,
Agencies Indians
etc., Agencies
Colville, etc.,
lands of Indian
reserved mineral lands
reserved
Joseph's
of Nez
Perce Indians,
Indians,
Nez Perce
Band of
Joseph's Band
IN ash ...
27,431, 1245
31
1245
27,431,
States...
reservations in designated
designated States...
...............
reservations
....
Wash
Spokane Indians,
Indians, Wash........
Wash
27, 431,
1245
regulations governing
prospecting,
governing prospecting,
regulations
431, 1245
27,
Spokane
32
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
1245
royalties, etc
32
etc ......................
royalties,
Spokanes,Wash. 1245
with Spokanes,Wash.
treaty with
for
no public
public lands
be withdrawn
withdrawn for
to be
lands to
for irrigation,
irrigation, lands
Yakima allottees,
allottees,
no
of Yakima
lands of
for
Indian reservations
reservations except
act
27
by act
.
except by
Wash ........................--Indian
Wash
34
for
additional water
water supply
supply to
of
Congress..............
........
of Congress
to Yakima
Yakima
for additional
by
for
investigation of Indian
Indian Service
Service by
Reservation,
Wash., allottees..
27, 431
for investigation
allottees..... 27,431
Reservation, Wash.,
on
members
of House
House Committee
Committee on
27
members of
for
School, Tacoma,
Wash....
Tacoma, Wash
Cushman School,
for Cushman
34
Indian Affairs
Affairs ...................
for
Wapato irrigation
Yakima
Indian
system, Yakima
irrigation system,
for Wapato
Reservation, Wash.;
Wash.; repayment-.
repayment _. 28,
34
powers
conferred, employees,
etc
28,
employees, etc.....
powers conferred,
Reservation,
431, 1246
extended
431,1246
alienation
restrictions further extended
alienation restrictions
payment
for damages..........
damages
28,
on designated
designated Quapaw
Quapaw Indian
allot1246
Indian allot431, 1246
28, 431,
on
payment for
1248
collection and
use of
of charges
from
tees, etc..........................
etc
1248
tees,
charges from
and use
collection
white
28,431
restricted
28, 431
mining leases allowed on restricted
landowners ...............
white landowners.
allotments;
permitted, etc. 1249
patent
Davie Skoota,
on Lunami
Lummi
allotments; State tax permitted,
Skoota, on
of Davie
patent of
for Clarence W. Turner and Mrs. William
28
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash., canceled......
canceled.
28
Reservation,
funds. -_ 1249
B. Hord, from Creek Nation funds
for
irrigating additional
Yakima
additional lands, Yakima
for irrigating
for irrigation
irrigation system, Crow Indian ReserReservation,
Wash ............
28,
432
28, 432
Reservation, Wash.
vation,
Mont., from tribal funds....
funds_.
196
vation, Mont.,
reimbursement from
from operation
charges;
operation charges;
reimbursement
for bridge, etc., Shivwitz Reservation;
Reservation;
security for
payments, etc.........
etc
28
98
for payments,
security
repayment
196
return of
lands to
Nisrepayment ......................
dispossessed Nisto dispossessed
of lands
return
deficiency
appropriation for suppression of
deficiency appropriation
qually
in Pierce County,
County,
Indians in
quallv Indiqns
liquor
66 1186
61, 64, 66,
28
liquor traffic ...........
Wash
28
..............
Wash .............
for
school and
agency buildings........
buildings
61,
61,
and aeencv
for school
432
limit
of cost
cost increased
increased ..............
limit of
1156
64, 66,
66, 345,
345, 348,
1039, 1042,
1042, 1186
348, 1039,
64,
for road,
road, Quiniault
Reservation, Wash
Wash.;;
Quiniault Reservation,
for
for
61, 345,
345, 1042
1042
pupils........... 61,
for transporting
transporting pupils
reappropriation. ................
432,
1246
432, 1246
reappropriation
-
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deficiency
deficiency appropriation
supplies; purappropriation for supplies;
purchase, transportation, etc ..........
61,
61,
62, 64, 66, 345, 348, 523,
523,
1042, 1171, 1186, 1191
for irrigation,
irrigation, Colorado River,
River, Ariz
61, 64,
64, 66
66
Ariz.... 61,
for water
water supply,
Papago Indian
Indian villages,
supply, Papago
villages,
Ariz..................
Ariz
62, 64,
64, 66,
66, 345,
345, 1172
1172
for Turtle Mountain
Mountain Band
Chippewas,
Band of
of Chippewas,
N. Dak ..........................
62
N.
62
for Five Civilized Tribes ............
62,
62, 1186
1186
for Modoc Point irrigation project, KlaKlaReservation, Oreg
math Reservation,
Oreg............
62
for Sioux Indians, different
62,
different tribes
tribes ......
62,
66,
66, 345,
345, 346, 523,
523, 1042,
1042, 1186
1186
for school, Rapid City,
City, S.
S. Dak ........ 62,
62, 346
346
for support of schools
schools...................
64,
64,
345, 523, 1039, 1042, 1045, 1171, 1186, 1191
1191
for telegraphing
64,
telegraphing and
and telephoning
telephoning.......
64,
66,
1042, 1186
66, 345, 523, 1039,
1039, 1042,
1186
for school,
school, Truxton Canyon,
Canyon, Ariz .......
64
64
for school, Greenville,
Greenville, Calif. 64, 523, 1042, 1171
1171
for school,
Albuquerque, N.
school, Albuquerque,
N Mex .......
64,
523, 1039,
1039, 1042
for school,
Tomah Wisschool, Tomah,
Wis. 64, 66, 1039, 1042, 1186
1186
for irrigation,
irrigation, Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation,
Reservation,
Wyo
Wyo ...
64, 1172
.........
...........
64,
1172
for school, Fort Mojave,
Mojave, Ariz...........
Ariz
66,
345, 1039, 1042, 1171
for support
support of Indians
Indians in Arizona
Arizona and
New Mexico..........
Mexico
1191
66, 1042,
1042, 1186,
1186, 1191
for school, Kickapoo Reservation,
Reservation, Kans.
66,523
Kans. 66,
523
for school, Lawrence, Kans
Kans............ 66,348
66,348
Indians at Klamath
for Indians
Klamath Agency,
Agency, Oreg...
Oreg...
66
66
for school, Carlisle, Pa ..
66,
............
66, 345
345
for school,
school, Pierre,
Pierre, S. Dak
66
..............
66
for school, Hayward,
66, 348,
1186
Hayward, Wis
Wis ......... 66,
348, 1186
for school,
school, Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation, Wyo..66,
Wyo. .66, 1186
1186
for relieving
relieving distress, etc.,
among Inetc., among
Indians............
dians
523, 1042, 1186
345, 348,
348,523,
1186
for general
general expenses.....
expenses__ . 345,
1039, 1042,
1042, 1186
1186
345, 1039,
for school, Fort Bidwell,
Bidwell, Calif ..........
345
345
for support
support of nonreservation
nonreservation Indians
Indians in
Nevada ...................
Nevada
345,
523, 1186
345,523,
forschool,
for
school, Chilocco, Okla
Okla. ...
..... 345, 1039, 1042
1042
police............. 348, 523, 1186
for Indian police
1186
water supply,
for water
supply, Navajo
Navajo and Hopi InIndians, Ariz............ 348,523,
348, 523, 1042,
1042, 1172
1172
for school, Riverside,
Riverside, Calif
Calif..... 348, 1171,
1171, 1186
1186
forschool,
for
school, Cherokee, N.
N. C..
C ..........
348, 1171
1171
Bismarck, N.
Dak.....
for school, Bismarck,
N Dak
348, 1186
348,
N. Dak...
for school, Wahpeton, N.
348, 523, 1171
Dak... 348,523,
1171
support, etc.,
etc., Chippewas
for support,
Lake
Chippewas of Lake
Superior,
Wis......... 348, 1042, 1045, 1171
Superior, Wis
for
Indian suits
for costs, etc.,
etc., Indian
suits .............

523
523

for encouraging
encouraging self support,
support, etc. 523,1042,
523, 1042, 1186
1186
for schools, Pawnees,
Pawnees, Okla ...........
523
523
for school, Salem, Oreg ............
523, 1186
523,1186
1039, 1186
for timber culture, etc .............
for school, Sante
e,N.
Mex1039
Sante F
Fe,
N. Mex
...........
1039
for support of Kickapoos
Kickapoos, Okla
Okla..... 1039, 1171
1171
for roads, etc.,
etc., Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation,
Reservation.
Wyo .............................
1039
1039
for inspectors
inspectors..........................
1042
1042
for support, etc., Chippewas
Chippewas of the Mississippi, Minn
simippi,
_Minn .....................
1042
1042
for support, Blackfeet Agency Indians,
Indians,
1042. 1171
Mont .....................
1042,
1171
for school, Carson City, Nev.......
1042,
Nev
1042, 1171
for support
etc., Okla-.
1042. 1171
support of Pawnees, etc.,
Okla_ _ 1042,
for irrigation,
rrigation, Yakima
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation,
Wash
........................
.
1042, 1172
1172
Agency Infor support
support of Fort Peck
Peck Agency
Mont...-..................
dians, Mont
1171
1171
for school,
school, Phoenix, Ariz ...............
1171
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deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc.,
Colville, etc., Agencieslndians,Wash.
Agencies Indians,Wash. 1171
1171
for school, Pipestone,
Pipestone, Minn
Minn1186
......... 1171,
1171, 1186
for support of Joseph's
Joseph's Band of Nez
Perces, Wash ....................
1171
1171
for
Nebr .................
for school,
school, Genoa,
1171
Genoa, Nebr
1171
for
irrigation, Fort
Hall Reservation,
for irrigation,
Fort Hall
Reservation,
Idaho ..
1171
Idaho
........................
1171
for
Zia Pueblos,
Pueblos,
for irrigation,
irrigation, Jemez
Jemez and
and Zia
N. Mex ....
1172
..................... 1172
for irrigation,
irrigation, Blackfeet Reservation,
Reservation,
Mont ..
......................... 1172
1172
for irrigation, Ganado
Ganado project,
project,Navajo
Navajo
Reservation, Ariz
Ariz ................
1172
Reservation,
1172
for pumping plants, San
Xavier ReserReserSan Xavier
vation, Ariz ....
1172
...............
1172
for surveying, allotting, etc
1172
etc ............
1172
for highway, Mesa
Gallup,
Mesa Verde
Verde Park
Park to
to Gallup,
Mex .......
N. Mex
................. 1172
1172
for suppressing
suppressing contagious
diseases
diseases
among live stock ................
1172
1172
for Pawnee
Pawnee Indians, Okla.;
Okla.; payment
payment
for purchase of lands from ........... 1172
1172
for increase of compensation
compensation ............
1186
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etc ............----kill, etc
to injure,
Influenza,
Influenza,
appropriation
175,
epidemic..
of epidemic
prevention of
for prevention
appropriation for
885,
1377
885, 1377
deficiency- appropriation
prevention of
appropriation for prevention
deficiency
epidemic
.----..--508
.
........-- --epidemic
equipment
temporary_use
use of Army hospital equipment
temporary
to Kansas,
check epidemic of..
__ 436
of....
to check
Kansas, to
to
Information
Immigration,
Bureau of Immigration,
Division, Bureau
Information Division,
etc..... 685
appropriation for chief,
chief, assistants, etc
appropriation
Injunctions,
Injunctions,
issue of,
to restrain
of War
War Prorestrain violations of
of, to
issue
.....
hibition
306
Act ............
hibition Act
to
restrain violations
of National Prohiviolations of
to restrain
314
bition
314
Act ......................
bition Act
punishment for
violating .....-.....
315
for violating
punishment
Injunctions, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Injunctions,
damages
under bond to obtain
recovered under
damages recovered
preliminary,
etc., may
include reamay include
preliminary, etc.,
565
..-.
sonable counsel
counsel fees ....-.....
sonable
Injuries by Intoxicated
Persons,
Intoxicated Persons,
Injuries
actions allowed
against seller
seller of
liquor
of liquor
allowed against
actions
313
causing
causing -......-.......--------313
exemplary damages
313
allowed -......---.
damages allowed
exemplary
by parents
injured person
313
person...........
of injured
parents of
by
Injuries
District of Columbia
Columbia Employees,
Injuries to District
appropriation for
for compensation
1112
compensation....... 841, 1112
appropriation
deficiency
for compensation
compensation
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1016
fund allowances,
allowances, etc..............
etc1016
Injuries
to Government
Government Employees
Employees (see also
Injuries to
Employees'
Fund),
Compensation Fund),
Employees' Compensation
appropriation for
etc. ' from
from
allowances, etc.,
for allowances,
appropriation
compensation
1379
887,1379
fund......... 778, 887,
compensation fund
compensation
extended to employees
employees of
of
for, extended
compensation for,
District
of Columbia ..............
104
District of
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Injuries to
Employees—Contd.
Page.
Government Employees-Contd.
to Government
Injuries
compensation
compensation for; police and firemen excepted
104
104
cepted............................
104
appropriation for awards by commission.
commission
104
appropriation
Injuries to Seamen,
Injuries
action
for damages
allowed in cases
1007
cases of ....
damages allowed
action for
procedure, etc.........................
etc
1007
procedure,
Inland
Coastwise Waterways,
Inland and Coastwise
appropriation
expenses of operating
operating
appropriation for expenses
boats,
under War
War
boats, barges, etc., on, under
906, 1392
Department
Department ...................
for experts, clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc., inDepartment.
in Department 906,1392
906, 1392
forexperts,
provisions for terminal
terminal facilities
1392
facilities...... 1392
provisions
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for operating
deficiency
boats, barges,
barges, etc., on
on............. 1026
operation
Canal
operation of New York State Barge Canal
terminated_ -....
_ 1149
by Secretary
Secretary of War terminated
1149
boats, etc ................
disposal of boats,
receipts to be used
used for development
development of
receipts
etc................... 1149
other canals, etc
of.... 1149
retention temporarily
temporarily of portion
portion of
retention
Inland
Port Storage,
Storage,
Inlandand Port
appropriation for
expenses of, for Army
Army
for expenses
appropriation
121,967
supplies
967
... 121,
supplies ......................
balances of
appropriations covered
covered in,
of appropriations
balances
1918-1919, etc....................
etc..
1353
1918-1919,
Inland
Transportation
also Transportation
Inland Waterways (see also
Act, 1920),
1920),
boats and
and other
other transportation
transportation facilities
facilities on,
boats
used
during Federal
Federal control, transused during
ferred
War
458
to Secretary
Secretary of War.........
ferred to
operation,
etc., continued
continued .............
458
operation, etc.,
payment of
all claims for, under conof all
payment
tracts,
458
.......
etc .................
tracts, etc
facilities to
to be
operated subject
subject to interstate
interstate
be operated
facilities
commerce and
and Shipping
Shipping Act
Act proprocommerce
458
visions ...........................
visions
merchant vessels
subject to all shipping,
vessels subject
merchant
etc., laws
458
laws.........................
etc.,
458
employees
to he
appointed ..............
458
be appointed
employees to
Inland
Transportation,
Inland Waterways Transportation,
investigation
Secretary of War
War directed
directed
investigation by Secretary
for
etc
499
499
developing, etc.....
promoting, developing,
for promoting,
499
subjects designated
499
designated ...................
subjects
compilation, distribution,
distribution, etc., of valuacompilation,
499
data .......................
499
ble data
499
the
Lakes included..............
included
the Great Lakes
facilities
operation, etc.,
construction,
etc., of facilities
construction, operation,
authorized
458
authorized .........................
terminal
interchange of
facilities for interchange
terminal facilities
traffic ...........................
458
loans
construction thereof;
loans to State for construction
condition
condition.........................
453
operation directed for
for water
facility carwater facility
operation
riage
Saint
riage on the Mississippi above Saint
Louis
458
458
Louis..............................
D. C. (see Hotels, D. C.).
Innkeepers, D.
Inquiries and Investigations,
Investigations, Senate,
Inquiries
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of....
of
633, 939, 1254
633,939,
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses.
_. 57, 342
expenses _....
deficiency appropriation
Insane Asylum,
Elizabeths
D. C. (see Saint Elizabeths
Asylum, D.
Insane
Hospital, D. C.).
C.).
Hospital,
Insane, D.
D. C.,
Insane,
appropriation
for
expenses
executing
expenses executing
appropriation
writs............... 92, 862, 1134
lunacy writs
1134
for support
indigent
97,
868 1139
1139
97,868,
for
support of indigent..........
97,
deporting indigent nonresident......
nonresident. .....
for deporting
868, 1139
1139
41,
deficiency
appropriation for
far lunacy
lunsiry writs..
writs..
deficiencyappropriation
1158
1019, 1158
42,590,
for support of indigent...........
indigent
42, 590, 1158
1158
for
24,
nonresident
for deporting indigent nonresident......
1158
1020, 1158
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Insane,
Page.
Insane, Navy and Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for care of,
Pacific
of, on
on the Pacific
coast.........................
coast
146, 823
146,823
Insane
Insane Persons,
Persons,
provisions for payments
payments under
War Risk
under War
Risk
Insurance
Insurance Act to, in
if no
in asylums,
asylums, if
no
guardian
guardian appointed, etc
371
etc...........
371
Insane Persons,
Insane
Persons, Alaska,
Alaska,
appropriation for care
1405
appropriation
care of
of.......... 203,
203, 916,
916, 1405
Insanitary
C.,
Insanitary Buildings,
Buildings, D. C.,
appropriation for condemning......
condemning
74,
849, 1120
1120
appropriation
74,849,
Insect
Insect Pests,
Pests,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
of quarantine
appropriation
quarantine
against.....................
against
267,
1344
267, 726,
726, 1344
Insecticide Act,
Act,
Insecticide
appropriation
enforcement of..
of
267,
appropriation for
for salaries,
salaries, enforcement
267,
725,
1343
725,1343
for expenses
expenses .................
267,
1344
267, 726,
726, 1344
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses enenforcing ...........................
forcing.
64,
67
64, 67
Insecticides,
Insecticides, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for chemical
appropriation
investigations,
chemical investigations,
etc .....................
1332
254, 713,
713, 1332
for investigating manufacture, etc.,
of..
267,
etc., of..
267,
726,
726, 1344
1344
Bureau, DepartDepartInsects (see also
also Entomology
Entomology Bureau,
ment of Agriculture),
Agriculture),
appropriationforinvestigations,
appropriation
for investigations, etc. 256, 714, 1334
for study of, affecting
affecting health
man, etc.;
etc.;
health of
of man,
household
household .................
256, 715,
1334
256,
715,1334
importation of useful.................
useful
256
importation
256
Insects Affecting
Insects
(see Entomology
Affecting Agriculture
Agriculture (see
Entomology
Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of Agriculture).
Inspection of Buildings,
C.,
Inspection
Buildings, etc.,
etc., D.
D. C.,
fees to be prescribed
prescribed for;
schedules to
be
for; schedules
to be
posted, etc ......................
69
69
Inspector
Department, Army,
Inspector General's
General's Department,
Army,
appropriation for
appropriation
for expert accountant._
accountant.... 112,956
112,956
or mileage, expert
expert accountant
accountant ...... 112,956
112,956
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mileage, exexpert accountant ...................
1026
1026
officers composing ...................
765
...
765
Inspector
Inspector General's
General's Office, War Department,
Department,
appropriation for clerks,
appropriation
clerks, etc
659, 1277
etc........... 659,
1277
Inspectors, Interior
Inspectors,
Interior Department,
Department,
appropriation
for
669,
appropriation for...................
669, 1287
1287
for per diem,
diem, etc ...................
669, 1288
669,
1288
deficiency appropriation
for traveling
exappropriation for
traveling expenses
1039
............................
1039
Inspectors of Hulls
Boilers,
Inspectors
Hulls and of Boilers,
appropriation for, assistant, etc........
appropriation
etc
679, 1298
1298
679,
Inspectors, Postal
Postal Serrice,
Service, (see Poet
Post Office Inspectors).
spectors).
Instruction
Instruction Camps, etc.,
etc,, Nava/
Force,
Naval Reserve Force,
appropriation for incurred obligations
appropriation
obligations inciincident to closing
135
................... 135
Instruction Camps,
Instruction
Camps, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
etc.....
154
maintenance, etc.......
154
Instructwn
Instruction of Foreigners,
Foreigners, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for expenses
expenses ................ 82,
82, 852
852
Instruction Pay,
Pawy, Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Instructton
Consular
and Consular
Servrce,
Service,
appropriation for
appropriation
740, 1206
...................... 740,
1206
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for.............. 1042
1042
Instruments,
Instruments. Mechanical,
Mechanical, etc.,
etc.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for cooperative
standardizing,
industries...
standardizing, used in industries
341
341
Insular Affairs
Aifairs Bureau,
Insular
Bureau, Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for pay of officers
110
officers.........
110
for care of insane soldiers in the Philippines
ippines and Porto Rico
122,968
Rico.......... 122,
968
officers of; present chief to continue
continue as
as
major general
general .....................
769
769
Insular Affairs
Afairs Bureau
Insular
Bureau, War Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc............
etc
660,
1279
660, 1279

Insular
Possessions,
Page.
Insular Possessions,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for
fortifications
610, 1350
1350
for fortifications..........
610,
for preservation,
preservation, repair,
repair, etc.,
etc., of,
of, and
and tortorstructures, Hawaiian and
pedo structures,
and PhilPhilippine Islands ...............
610,
1350
610, 1350
for searchlights
harbor
defenses,
Philsearchlights for
for harbor defenses, Philippine and Hawaiian
1350
Hawaiian Islands
Islands.... 610,
610, 1350
for electric equipment,
equipment, etc.,
etc., Hawaiian
Hawaiian
and Philippine Islands..........
Islands
610, 1350
610,
1350
for submarine
structures, etc.,
Philsubmarine mine structures,
etc., Philippine Islands 610...................
610
for land defenses,
Islands
610
defenses, etc.,
etc., Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.
610
for sites, etc., coast
coast defenses,
defenses, Hawaiian
Hawaiian
Islands610
.......................
610
preparing plans
plans of
fortifications,
for preparing
of fortifications,
Hawaiian
Hawaiian and Philippine Islands. 610, 1350
Fort Mills,
Mills, PhilPhilfor engineer wharf, Fort
ippine Islands ................... 610,
1350
610, 1350
for constructing
constructing
seacoast
seacoast
batteries,
Hawaiian Islands
Hawaiian
Islands .............
610, 1350
1350
for fire control
control installations
1350
installations ........ 610,
610, 1350
seacoast cannon,
cannon, etc...........
etc
610,
1350
for seacoast
610, 1350
for ammunition for
for seacoast
seacoast cannon,
cannon,
etc ...........................
611,
1350
611,1350
for altering, etc.,
etc., seacoast artillery
artillery... 611,
611, 1350
1350
for submarine
submarine mines, etc...............
etc
611
.
611
for maintenance,
maintenance, submarine
611
submarine mines
mines......
611
for barracks and quarters, Seacoast
Seacoast ArArtillery, Philippine
Philippine and Hawaiian
Hawaiian
Islands....................
Islands
611, 1350
611,
1350
for fire control
control stations, etc.,
etc., Philippine
Philippine
and Hawaiian Islands
611,
1351
Islands .........
611, 1351
for submarine
submarine mine supplies, insular
1351
possessions ....................
1351
expenses, Philippine and
for Air Service expenses,
and
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.................
Islands
611
611
for aviation stations, Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands
Islands
defenses .............
........... 611,
1351
l' 1351
balances
balances covered
covered in
in of
of appropriations
appropriations for
for
fortifications in
in ..............
613,1353
for
aviation seacoast
defenses i
n
613, 135
613
3
for aviation
seacoast defenses

in........
bills of health required of all vessels
vessels leaving
leaving
foreign ports, or
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, for
for......
coastwise
to
o,after
aft er FebruFebru coastwise
laws
to extend
extend t
to,
ary laws
1, 1922
ary 1, 1922......................
passenger, etc., service to be estabpassenger,
established ....
.................
period extended
extended if adequate
adequate facilities
not established
established .................
statement of naval services of persons
from,
persons from
who served in World War, to be
be
furnished authorities
authorities thereof........
thereof..
use of branches
branches of corporations
corporations for foreign
foreign
financial
financial operations
operations as Government
Government
depositaries
depositaries in ....
..........
Insurance,
Insurance,
provisions for, of vessels under Merchant
Merchant
Marine Act.........
Act
Marine
..............
fund
authorized for, of vessels,
fund authorized
vessels, plants, etc
etc.,,
under Shipping Board .........
Insurance, Army
also War
Insurance,
Army and
and Navy
Navy (see also
War Risk
Insurance Act Amendments),
Insurance
Amendments),
converted,
converted, may be assigned
assigned by beneficiaries
beneficiaries
class.........
to others of permitted class
extension
extension of provisions
provisions for applications,
etc ...........................
inducted by draft board, disabled
persons inducted
disabled
or dying before enrolled for active
service .........................
death allowances,
allowances, etc.,
etc., modified.........
modified
issued to those lost on U.
S. ' Cyclops".
issued
IT. S. S."Cyclops"
no salaries or expenses permitted for
soicitfor soliciting reinstatement
of lapsed
lapsed .........
reinstatementof
permitted
permitted class of beneficiary extended
to
extended to
other
other designated
designated relatives
relatives ..........

613

1149
19
14
97
9

997

997
997
997
997
815
815

1146
992
992
992
992

372
374
374
375
375
375
375
126
126

375
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Interior
Department-Continued.
Page.
Page.
InteriorDepartment-Continued.
Insurance,
Army and
Navy-Continued.
and Navy-Continued.
Insurance, Army
appropriation for supplies for Department
Department
on
appropriation
term; payment
payment of unpaid installments on
Office
6721292
672,1292
Office Building .................
376
etc., of beneficiary
beneficiary ..........
death, etc.,
1292
672, 1292
376
for stationery, etc ...............
converted; modification
modification of provisions for.
for _ 376
converted;
673, 1292
etc
for law books, etc....................
payment
lump sum and other periods of payment
Office models, etc.
etc 673, 1292
376
for storage of Patent Office
376
allowed ........................
postage stamps
1292
stamps.................. 673, 1292
for postage
Insurance
Department, D. C.,
Insurance Department,
for surveyors
surveyors general,
general, their clerks. etc 674,1292
674,1292
appropriation for salaries
71, 840,1112
salaries.......... 71,
appropriation
674,1293
for Government
Government in the Territories...
Territories
674,1293
Postal Service,
Insured
Mail, Postal
Insured Mail,
906,1396
for sundry
sundry civil expenses
1396
under.. 193, 906,
expenses under..
lost.... 581,1154
appropriation
appropriation for indemnity for lost
payment by postmasters
postmasters authorize&
581
authorized..
from
payment
explosives,
transferred from
explosives. etc., to be transferred
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for indemnity for
for
193
deficiency
Department ..................
War Department
193
54, 336, 514
lost, domestic ....
.......
for repairs of, buildings ......... 193, 906,1396
906,1396
for
Commission,
High
Tnter-American High
inter-Am,erican
193, 906, 1396
1396
etc... ...........
for Capitol, etc
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, United States
194
appropriation
floors, etc .................- - 194
restoring floors,
section
747,1212
........
section............
for Maltby Building for Vocational EduInterallied Committee for Reeducation
Reeducation of War
Interallied
1397
cation Board .....................
Cripples,
Cripples,
1397
etc....... 1397
for courthouse,
courthouse, D. C.,
C., repairs, etc
appropriation for contribution for mainappropriation
for public lands_
lands................. 194,907,1397
. 750,1214
tenance....................
tenance
196
196
for Indian Department
Department ..............
Hygiene Board,
Interdepartmental
Social Hygiene
Board,
InterdepartmentalSocial
910
910
Office...................
for Pension Office
appropriation
expenses, personal
personal serfor expenses,
appropriation for
197, 910, 1399
for Geological Survey........... 197,910,1399
vices,
178, 888
vices, etc .......................
911, 1400
198,911,1400
Mines.......... 198,
for Bureau of Mines
for
assistance to States; institutions
institutions exfor assistance
200,
913, 1402
200,913,1402
Reclamation Service.........
Service
for Reclamation
888
cepted
cepted.........................
proceedfor expenses in disbarment
disbarment proceedfor
allotment to States, for prevention,
for allotment
1405
916 , 1405
ings
202,
202, 916,
........ .. ... . . ......
in gs
etc.,
venereal diseases;
888
restriction
diseases; restriction
etc., of venereal
202,916.1405
for Alaska expenses
916, 1405
expenses............. 202,
for payment to universities,
universities, etc., for
for
204,917,1406
for national
national parks.
parks
204,
917, 1406
............
scientific
more effective
research for more
scientific research
205,919,1408
for Saint Elizabeths
Hospital
205,
919, 1408
Elizabeths Hospital...
888
medical measures,
measures, etc .............
for Columbia
Institution for the
Columbia Institution
payment to universities,
universities, etc., for defor payment
206,
920, 1409
206,920,1409
Deaf .-................
veloping educational
of
measures of
educational measures
veloping
206,920,1409
for Howard
Howard University........
University
206,
920, 1409
888
prevention, etc .................
prevention,
Hospital...... 206, 920, 1409
for Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital
contributions required
required............... 888
contributions
941, 1429
228,941,1429
for..... 228,
for printing and binding for
duties.
extended to designated exduties. etc., extended
837,1104
pensions
837,1104
for Army and Navy pensions........
. 888
penditures -..
........................
408, 1225
1225
for Indian Department ............ . 3, 408,
Interest
Fund, D. C.,
Interest and Sinking Fund,
676, 1296
1296
for.................
for Solicitor for
.92,862,
92,862,1134
1134
appropriation
payment
appropriation for payment..........
1
deficiency
appropriation for pensions....
pensions
1
deficiency appropriation
Interest,
D. C.
Interest, .D.
50
envelopes, 1919....
1919
for increased
increased cost of envelopes,
rate
exceeding eight per cent alof, not exceeding
rate of,
50.
Capitol, repairs, etc ................
for Capitol,
568
568
contract..........
on express contract
lowed on
66, 513, 10(39,
1039, 1171, 1185
1185
verper
contracts
pay
more
six
cent
than
to
contracts
Building, conversion
Maltby Building,
conversion for office
office
for Maltby
writing.
bally or eight per cent in writing,
50
purposes
50
purposes.....................
668
6568
unlawful
unlawful.........................
50
for courthouse,
reconstruction, etc.......
etc
.
courthouse, reconstruction,
568
forfeiture
of interest
creditor
interest by creditor.........
forfeiture of
58
for George W. Evans...................
Evans.
.
.
law
relating to
money
to business of loaning money
law relating
51.
for Columbia
Columbia Institution
Institution for the Deaf...
Deaf
51.
568
on security
security not affected
affected............
335, 512. 1030,1173
335,512.1030,1173
Interior
Department,
Interior Department,
for Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital.
Hospital........... 51,
appropriation for
Secretary, Assistants,
for Secretary,
appropriation
61.
345. 523, 1039, 1185
1185
61.345.523,
668,1287
inspectors,
etc
inspectors, etc................
51.
for Alaska
Alaska Engineering
51.
Commission.....
Engineering Commission__
668, 1287
clerks, etc.
etc ..................
for clerks,
335, 1172
335,1172
for mechanics,
engineers,
watchmen, engineers,
mechanics, watchmen,
for
3418.
Mines Bureau
315, 348,
Bureau.......... 61, 64.66 31.5
for Mines
etc
669, 1288
1288
669,
......................etc
523,
1039, 1042, 1044, 1172.1186.
1172. 1186. 1191
523,1039,1042,1044,
669,1288
for
clerk to
deeds
669, 1288
to sign
sign tribal deeds........
for clerk
for Indian Department
61, 64,
66, 345,
35, 348,
64,66.
Department..... 6],
for
Land Office
Office
General Land
employees. General
for employees.
523, 1039,
1042, 1045,
1186, 1191
1045. 1171, 116
1039,1042,
............. 669, 1288
Building ........
Building
under...
judgments. Court of Claims
Claims under...
60,
for judgments,
for
operating force. Department
Department Buildfor operating
60, 343. 1182
1152
ing
669.
1288
669.1288
ing.........---............63,
contingent expenses ................
for contingent
for
assistants, office
office of
appeals, assistants,
of appeals,
hoard of
for hoard
11S5
348, 522, 1039,
1042. 1185
1039,1042.
66, 345. 348,522,
Solicitor
669, 1288
1288
Solicitor .....................
64.
Geological Survey
Survey.................. 64
for Geological
for expenses.
expenses. special
special inspectors,
etc_ 669, 1288
1288
inspectors, etc-.
for
345, 348.
512, 523, 1039, 1042.1186, 1191
345
348.512.523.1039
for Commissioner,
Commissioner, General
General Land Office.
for
66
66
for library
library. ...........................
assistant, clerks.
clerks. etc...-.........
etc
669,1288
assistant,
116
for education
Alaska.......... 66. 1030, 1186
education in Alaska
for
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Affairs, asfor Commissioner
335.
66. 335,
lands.. ..................
for public lands
66,
670.12S9
sistant, clerks,
clerks, etc
1289
etc.............. 670.
1191
1044, 116.
345, 34S.
348, 512,
523. 1039.
1039, 1044,
1186. 1191
512.,23.
Pensions. deputy,
Commissioner of Pensions,
for Commissioner
for EducationEureau..
334, 348, 522, 1172, 1191
1191
EducationBureau.. 334,348,522,
670,
clerks. etc ....................
670. 1289
1269
examining surgeons.
fees. etc.,
for fees,
etc., examining
surgeons. penfor Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents.
Patents, assistants.
assistants.
for
66
sions
66
....................
sions....
examiners.
671, 1290
examiners. etc ...............
for annex to Senate
Senate Document
Document Room...
Room.,
334
Education, clerks.
for Commissioner
Commissioner of Education.
33i348,1173,1191
parks .......
335
348%1173, 1191
for national parks
671.1291
etc
671 1291
etc...........................
3;5,
for Patent Office ..................
for
Building
Superintendent of Capitol Building
for Superintendent
115. 1191
522. 1042. 1171.
1171. 1185,
512,522.1042,
345, 512,
671
and
671
etc. ................
Grounds, etc
and Grounds,
li)l
345,523.
for Capitol power
power plant..........
plant
345,
523. H91
for Architect
the Capitol
Capitol............ 1291
of the
Architect of
for
348
Columbia Hoepital
Hospital for Women, I). C.
for C'olumbia
19l
expense ............. 672, 1291
contingent expenses
for contingent
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Internal Revenue-Continued.
Interior
deficiency
appropriation for
for redemption
redemption of
deficiency
appropriation for operating
operating
deficiency appropriation
deficiency appropriation
stamps
supplies,
Department office
stamps............... 61, 63, 65, 344, 347,
office
etc., Department
supplies, etc.,
521,
1038, 1040, 1044, 1184, 1189
building ........................
512
521,1038,1040,1044,1184,1189
building
officers_ 61,
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Irrigation
appropriation for
investigating water supfor investigating
appropriation
m10
197,910,1400
lands......
plies
pliea for, in arid lands
for investigating
investigating utilizing
in
utilizing of water in
for
farm,
etc ................
264,722,1340
24,722,1340
farm, etc
pereasements
a oof, perrigh of way
easements adjoining Atlas
etc.....
k , etc.
mitted for operating
,... 1194
opeating worlm,
I
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Irrigation-Continued.
permits for prospecting public lands in
Nevada for underground
underground water
Nevada
water supply for ..
293
................
293
plans for additional, of Imperial
Imperial Valley,
Calif.,
Calif., to be examined, etc
etc......... 600
600
expenses of
amount authorized for expenses
of examinations, etc ...............
601
water supply for other uses than, may be
be
water furnished from reclamation projects;
furnished
reclamation projects;
conditions, etc
conditions,
etc...-.................
451
Irrigation
Agriculture, Western,
Western,
IrrigationAgriculture,
appropriation for investigations
investigations in connection with, of reclaimed
nection
reclaimed lands
under Reclamation
244, 703, 1323
Reclamation Act_
Act.... 244,703,1323
Irrigation,
Reservations,
Irrigation,Indian
Indian Reservations,
appropriation for expenses; allotments to
appropriation
to
projects. ............
3,
408, 1226
district projects.
3,408,1226
for miscellaneous
409, 1226
miscellaneous expenses
expenses....... 3,
3,409,1226
stream gauging
gauging with
for cooperative
cooperative stream
Geological
Survey
4,
409, 1226
Geological Survey.............
4,409,1226
projects
4,
409,1226
for investigating
investigating new projects.....
4,409,1226
for specified
projects from
from tribal
funds 409,1226
specified projects
tribal funds
409,1226
for irrigation
irrigation engineers
4,409,1226
engineers ...........
4,409,1226
for
superintendent
of
irrigation....
4,409,1226
for superintendent of irrigation.... 4,409,1226
for traveling,
traveling, ete.,
4, 409, 1226
etd., expenses
expenses....... 4,409,1226
projects specifically
specifically provided for, excluded
4, 409, 1227
cluded ....................
4,409,1227
interchangeable amounts for flood
flood
interchangeable
damages, etc.................
etc
4, 409, 1227
damages,
4,409,1227
owners to reimburse
reimburse irrigation charges
delivered;
where water can be delivered;
credits for ......................
409
use
reimbursable moneys
409
409
of reimbursable
moneys restricted
restricted.
use of
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Gila River, Ariz
10,
for maintenance,
Ariz..
10,
415,
1232
415, 1232
10, 415, 1232
for Colorado
Colorado River, Ariz
Ariz ........ 10,415,1232
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Ganado
Ganado project,
project,
Navajo, Ariz
1232
10, 416,
Navajo,
Ariz...............
10,416,1232
N. Mex.
Mex. 10,423
for extending, Laguna Pueblo
Pueblo,.,N.
- 10,
423
10
for extending, Salt River, Ariz .........
10
416, 1232
1232
for maintenance, San Xavier, Ariz...
Ariz.. 416,
416, 1232
for maintenance,
maintenance, San Carlos, Ariz
Ariz... 416,1232
etc., Fort
Fort Apache,
Apache,
for reconstruction,
reconstruction, etc.,
Ariz ......................
416,1233
dams, etc., for, Gila River,
for diversion dams,
41.6, 1233
1233
Ariz
........................
416,
for
charges, Yuma.
12
for maintenance
maintenance charges,
Yuma, Calif...
Calif...
12
for
Idaho. 13,418,1234
13, 418, 1234
for maintenance,
maintenance, Fort
Fort Hall,
Hall, Idaho.
for maintenance, Fort
Fort Belknap,
Belknap, Mont...
Mont...
16,
420, 1237
420,
1237
for
Flathead, Mont.
Mont. 16,421,
16, 421, 1237
1237
for construction, Flathead,
for construction, Fort Peck, Mont.
Mont. 16,421,1237
16, 421,1237
for construction, Bla.ckfeet,
1237
Blackfeet, Mont
Mont. 16,421,
16,421,1237
for improving, Crow, Mont.......
Mont1237
16, 421,
16,421,1237
for
17,
for maintenance,
maintenance, Pyramid Lake,
Lake, Nev.
Nev. 17,
422, 1238
422,
1238
for
Nev.
1238
for maintenance,
maintenance, Moapa
Moapa River,
River, Nev....
1238
for
Pueblo, Nev..
for maintenance,
maintenance, Laguna
Laguna Pueblo,
Nev.. 1238
1238
for
maintenance, Modoc
etc.,
for maintenance,
Modoc Point,
Point, etc.,
Klamath, Oreg
Oreg ...........
25,
428, 1243
1243
Klamath,
25, 428,
for
constructing, Uncompahgre,
Uncompahgre, etc.,
etc.,
for constructing,
Utes. Utah .................
27, 430, 1245
1245
Utes,
27,430,
for maintenance,
maintenance, Yakima,
Wash
27, 431, 1246
for
Yakima, Wash..
27,431,1246
for extension,
Yakima, Wash
28
for
extension, Yakima,
Wash ...........
28
for construction,
Wyo.. 30,433,1247
30, 433, 1247
for
coGntruction, Shoshone,
Shoshone, Wyo..
for improving.
Big Horn
Valley, Crow,
for
improving, Big
Horn Vallev,
Crow,
Mont
196
Mont.......................
196
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Colorado
Colorado
Ariz .................
River, Ariz
62, 64, 66
62,64,66
for
Oreg .................
62
for Klamath,
Klamath, Oreg
62
for Shoshone,
Wyo.....................
64
for
Shoshone, Wo
64
provisions
governing allottees,
in
provisions governing
allottees, etc.,
etc., in
Crow,
Mont ......................
753
(Crow, Mont
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for, on Fort
expenditures for,
Fort Belknap,
Belknap, Mont.,
Mont.,
aalien against land
land benefited
benefited regardregardless of ownership ................
1357
Irrigation Projects,
Projects,
Irrigation
appropriation for maintenance, construcconstrucetc., of designated, on Indian
tion, etc.,
Reservations............... 200,
Reservations
408, 1226
200,408,1226
lands within, no longer needed, to be sold,
etc ...........................
605
Island
Park, North
Island Park,
Fork of
of Snake
River,
North Fork
Snake River,
Idaho,
Idaho,
sale authorized
authorized to Saint Anthony, for park
park
and memorial purposes;
purposes; conditions.
conditions. 1033
1093
Isthmian Canal
Isthmian
Canal (see
(see Panama
Canal).
Panama Canal).
Isthmus
Isthmus Slough,
Slough, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
preliminary examination,
be
examination, etc., of, to
to be
made .........................
1013
1013
Italy,
Italy,
appropriation for ambassador to
to ...... 736,1206
736,1206
appropriation
Itasca
Itasca County,
County, Minn.,
Minn.,
appropriation for
for tuition
tuition of
Inappropriation
of Chippewa
Chippewa Inchildren in school
school district
district No
dian children
No.
6, from 1914 to 1920; from Indian
funds
.............................. 1236
Itawamba County,
Itawamba
County, Miss.,
bridge authorized across Tombigbee River,
near Iron Wood Bluff, by board of
391
supervisors of ........
...........
391
Jack Rabbits,
Jack
Rabbits,

J.
J.

appropriation for devising methods
methods of deappropriation
stroying ........................... 1335
1335

Jackson Barracks,
Jackson
Barracks, La.,
La.,

extension of street through grounds of, by
by
extension
New Orleans, authorized ............ 1354
rights reserved
reserved......................... 1355
1355

Jackson, Ky.,
Jackson,
Ky.,

terms of court at ......................

Fla.,
Jacksonville, Fla.,

preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to be made
made
for waterway
waterway to Miami
Miami from.
from........

Jacksonville, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
Jacksonville,

operation of school for children
children of employees
Ordnance reservation,
ployees at Ordnance
reservation,
authorized
authorized .........................
Jail, D. C. (see
Washington Asylum and Jail,
Jail,
(see Washington
C.).
D. C.).

400
1011

333

JamaicaBay, N.
Jamaica
N. Y.,
Y,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
made, including entrance
1010
made,
entrance .........
1010
channel from Peconic Bay to
channel
to............ 1010
1010
James
James River,
River, Va.,
Va.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
preliminary examination,
to
Camp
Camp Eustis to be made ........... 1011
Jamestown, N
Jamestown,
N Y.,
Y.,
terms
court at
395
terms of
of court
at ........................
395
Janitors to
RepresentaJanitors
to Committees,
Committees, House
House of
of Representatives,
tives,
appropriation
1255
appropriation for ...................... 635,
635,1255
appointment and duties............
duties
635,
1256
appointment
635,1256
placed under Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper after close of
Congress........................
Congress
636 1256
Japan,
Japan,
appropriation for ambassador to........
appropriation
to
739, 106
1206
for Japanese
Japanese secretary
secretary of
embassy... _ 740,
1206
of embassy....
740,1206
assistant........................
assistant
740,
1206
740,1206
for student
for
student interpreters
interpreters............. 741,
741, 1207
1207
for cost
tuition; quarters.........
quarters
741,1207
cost of
of tuition;
741, 1207
for ground
ground rent
rent of
of embassy..........
embassy
742,
1208
for
742,1208
Japanese Beetle,
Beetle,
Japanese
deficiency appropriation
expenses preappropriation for expenses
of ..................
338
venting
, spread
.......
.....
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Credits,
Joint
Rural Credits,
Short Time Rural
on Short
Committee on
Joint Committee
Jefferson National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Jefferson
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of..........-... 1347
appropriation
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of
of.... 249,
for maintenance,
appropriation
730
composition,
etc., of
of.........-...
duties, etc.,
composition, duties,
708,
1327
708, 1327
Joint
Postal Service Commission,
Commission,
Joint Postal
C.,
NW., D. C.
Jefferson Street NW.,
583
creation,
authority, etc
etc......
composition,'authority,
creation, composition
appropriation
to K
K Streets..
Streets
845
M to
paving, 'M
for paving,
appropriation for
continued until
1922............. 1155
until June 30, 1922
continued
Jemez and
Zia Pueblo
Pueblo Indians,
Mex.,
Indians, N. Mex.,
and Zia
Jemez
Joint
Rates, Fares,
Fares, etc., of Carriers,
Carriers,
Joint Rates,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation near.
1172
near. 1172
deficiency
divisions of, in
February 29, 1920,
in effect February
divisions
Jemez Pueblo,
Pueblo, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Jemez
continued
changed by mutual
until changed
continued until
18
for...
appropriation for
18
irrigating ditches for
for irrigating
appropriation
464
-- .
agreement
agreement ....................
Jersey City, N. J.,
J.,
Jersey
Joint Stock Land Banks,
Joint
construction, etc.,
Hudson
of tunnel under Hudson
etc., of
construction,
voluntary
liquidation of, authorized,
authorized, on apvoluntary liquidation
River to New
consented
New York City, consented
River
proval of
Board
691
Farm Loan Board.
of Federal
Federal Farm
proval
to
............ 158
.......
to
action of
stockholders required..........
required
691
stockholders
of
action
Jerseyville,
Ill.,
Jerseyville, Ill.,
acquiring assets and
assuming liabilities
and assuming
acquiring
165
appropriation for public building..........
building
appropriation
by Federal
Federal land
banks
691
land banks.............
by
Ticarilla Agency,
Mex.,
N. Mex.,
Agency, N.
Jicarilla
conditions, etc .....................
691
conditions,
appropriation
Indians
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
C. T.,
W. and C.
Jones Steamship
Company, W.
Steamship Company,
Jones
at
31,
434, 1248
31,434,
.........
at.............
................. 222
appropriation,
to.
refund to
appropriation, refund
Jicarilla
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Hospital, N.
Indian Hospital,
JicariUaIndian
Joseph's Band
of Nez
Indians; Wash.,
Perce Indians'
Nez Perce
Band of
Joseph's
5,
appropriation for
etc., of...
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
appropriation
support, etc. of.. 27, 431,1245
for support,
410,
1227
appropriation for
410,1227
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
support, etc
etc.. 1171
for support,
deficiency
Johnson City, Tenn.,
Johnson
etc.,
Journals,
Journals,
Solappropriation
for
expenses,
Volunteer
Volunteer
for
appropriation
issue
restricted. 945,1433
departments, etc., restricted.
by departments,
issue of, by
diers'
Home
192, 904, 1395
diers' Home..............
Navy,.
Judge
General, Navy,.
Judge Advocate General,
deficiency
appropriation for Volunteer Soldeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for attorneys,
attorneys, clerks, etc.,
appropriation
. 1028, 1185
diers' Home-....-..-...
Home
diers'
664, 1283
office
of
office of.....................
Johnson
Wyo.,
County, Wyo.,
Johnson County,
temporary employees.........
employees
664, 1283
for temporary
patent
poorhouse farm;
lands for poorhouse
of lands
to, of
patent to,
Judge Advocate
Department, Army,
Army,
General'sDepartment,
Advocate General's
Judge
price
622
.......
...
price ................
765
officers
composing
............-.
officers composing.....
Thomas,
Johnston,
Johnston, Thomas,
765
number of colonels
colonels increased......-...
increased
765
number
land patent
patent to,
to, authorized; adverse rights
land
additional colonels
colonels and lieutenant colonels
additional
1094
not
affected ...................
not affected
authorized in; selection
771
selection...... .....
authorized
SalJoint
on Reclassification
Reclassification of SalCommission on
Joint Commission
DepartJudge Advocate General's
General's Office, War DepartJudge
aries,
aries,
ment,
227
appropriation for expenses ...............
appropriation
appropriation for
etc.. 659, 1277
solicitor, clerks, etc..
for solicitor,
appropriation
time for
for filing
filing final
report of,
386
extended....
of, extended
final report
tume
for
additional employees;
employees; pay restricfor additional
Naval
Joint Committee
Committee on Pacific
Pacific Coast
Coast Naval
Joint
tion
1277
tion............................
Special,
Bases, Special,
board of review constituted
constituted in, to examine,
board
820
of...............
creation and composition
composition of
creation
797
etc.,
martial.......
records of courts martial
etc., records
to
investigate establishment,
etc. of naval
establishment, etc.,
to investigate
797
of.............
authority of
duties and authority
820
base
in San
Bay,,Calif ...
San Francisco Bay
base in
799
two
authorized ..................
or more authorized
two or
aviation base,
base, Sand
820
Wash.......
Sand Point, Wash
aviation
branches at distant
commands may be
distant commands
branches
submarine
Pedro, Calif
Calif....... 820
submarine base, San Pedro,
established ......................
799
established
aviation base,
submarine,
submarine, destroyer, and aviation
Judges, United States Courts,
Courts,
Judges,
Angeles, Wash ...............
821
Port Angeles,
687,1306
appropriation
for circuit
circuit ............... 687,
1306
appropriation for
821
details
of Navy
experts to assist ..........
Navy experts
details of
for
687,
1306
687,1306
district......................
for district
expenses
payable from contingent
contingent fund of
expenses payable
for
687,
1306
687,1306
...
retired .. .....................
for retired
two
Houses........................
821
two Houses
687,1306
for law books for .................
687
1306
821
expenses.
appropriation
technical, etc., expenses
for technical,
appropriation for
for traveling expenses
expenses of circuit and dis1088
time
by
extended for report by.............
time extended
residence.
210,
trict, outside of official residence.
Joint
Committee on
on Printing,
Printing,
Joint Committee
1413
924, 1413
etc.. 634, 1254
appropriation
inspector, etc..
appropriation for clerk, inspector,
Judgments,
Judgments,
for
compiling
Congressional Direccompiling Congressional
for
for paying,
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency
tory
634, 1254
634,1254
tory.......................
Columbia. 42,1020,115S
against District
42, 1020, 1153
Distict of Columbia.
to
determine enrollment
etc., on
bills, etc.,
enrollment of bills,
to determine
59,
Courts ......
United States Courts.
for paying, ITnited
parchment or
or paper
paper............... 520
parchment
343,
343, 520, 1037, 1182
Joint
Reorganization,
Committee on Reorganization,
Joint Committee
60.
for
Claims
60,
for paying, Court of Claims...........
to
three Members
Members of the Senate
consist of three
to consist
343, 521, 1037, 1182
...................
and of
1083
the House
of the
and
for
Indian depredation
depredation claims
60,
for paying, Indian
duties
conferred; survey
survey of administrative
duties conferred;
521, 1038
services of the Government
Government ........
1083
services
for paying, against internal
internal revenue
revenue
distribution
among execudistribution of powers among
officers
61, 65, 344,
61,65,344,
officers...................
............. 1083
tive
departments .....
tive departments
521,
521, 1038, 1040, 1044, 1184, 1190
duplication
duplication of authority, etc ............. 1083
claim of Miller and Lux excepted....
excepted
521
determination
of efficient and economdetermination of
Judgments by Default,
Judgments
Default,
ical
regrouping of department
department servical regrouping
affidavit that defendant was not in armed
armed
ices
1083
ices ..........................
282
service may be filed subsequent to.
service
reports,
recomnmndations,' etc., to be subreporbt, recommendations
effective
283
entry....-....-..
of entry
as of date of
effective as
report..............
mitted; final report
1083
283
punishment
etc
punishment for making false, etc.....
authorized..... 1084
assistants,
etc., authorized
expenses, etc.,
1msistants, expenses,
Judicial
JudicialCode,
contingent funds of
of House
payment from contingent
1146
amended, section
74...................
section 74
amended,
.... -..........
and
1084
and Senate .
.....
section
83
400
-----........
section 83...-......
infonuation,
etc., to be afforded
afforded by GovGovinfornation. etc.,
........section
395
....-section 97 -....
1084
ernment oicfial
officials-..-..
.. ..
-.-..............emrnnt
............
section
98
532
section 98..............
access to records, etc .................
1084
accee
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Judicial Expenses,
Expenses,
Judicial
appropriations for
for ...
appropriations

Judicial Officers,
Oicers,
Ju
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..................

686,1306

appropriation for
for
687,1306
law books, etc., for...
for law
appropriation
for.... . 346,
deficiency
appropriation for books for.
deficiency appropriation
524,
1188, 1192
524,1188,1192
Juneau, Alaska,
Juneau,
register
register of district land office at, to perform
duties of receiver,
receiver, etc.; appointment,
duties
194
salary,
...................
salary, etc ..
terms of
at ...................
, 1204
of court at.
terms
U. S. S.,
"
Jupiter," U.
"Jupiter,"
appropriation for converting, into an aeroaeroappropriation
133
plane
carrier
plane carrier......................
Jurors, D. C.,
Jurors,
constituted; appointment,
appointment,
jury commission constituted;
58
qualifications, etc ..................
558
qualifications,
duties, pay, etc.....................
etc
558
..... . ..
selection
558
selection of names by
jury box provisions; sealing, keeping,
keeping,

658
etc
558
................--.-.
etc.....
monthly
drawing of petit and grand; asmonthly drawing
559
signment, etc ...................
quarterly drawings
for police, juvenile, and
and
drawings for
quarterly
559
other
courts ...
......-....
other courts
Octoberpetit, monthly
monthly term of service,
service, October-petit,
June
559
..
June .......--.........
559
August, and September
September.........
in July, August,
559
court_
jury for each term of criminal court.
grand jury
559
.-.
foreman.-...-.-.....selection of foreman
substitution in case of death, etc., of
substitution
... 560
person drawn ...............
drawing*.
each drawing
resealing,
etc., of
after each
560
of box
box after
resealing, etc.,
number
names required at time of drawof names
number of
kept........
to be kept
ing; record, etc.,
etc.,.to
.
560
560
drawings
drawings to fill vacancies, etc ..........
560
special
criminal cases . .......
special venire in criminal
punishment for
fraudulently tampering
for fraudulently
punishment
560
with
with box, etc ...................
560
fraudulent acts by commissioners
commissioners.. ...
500
fraudulent
service of
supreme court, in municiof petit
petit supreme
service
pal
......... 1311
pal court ............
States Courts,
Jurors, tinited
Courts,
UnitedStates
Jurors,
924, 1413
210,924,1413
appropriation for fees
fees............. 210,
appropriation
cases.. 210,
for
for meals, etc., in United States cases
924,1413
deficiency
52, 64,
appropriation for fees .......... 52,64,
deficiency appropriation
67,
347, 1033
67,347,1033
Courts,
Jury
United States Courts,
Commissioners, United
Jury Commissioners,
appropriation
for compensation.924, 1413
210,924,1413
compensation.... .210,
appropriation for
Justices
the Peace,
Peace,
of the
Jutgzees of
appropri
ation for fees,
fees, acting aas commisappropriation
miners, United
United States
924, 1413
210,924,1413
courtas 210,
States courts.
sioners,
deficiency appropriation
for fees, acting as
appropriation faor
deficiency
comuussioners
52,1176
commssioners............... 52,1176
Juvenile Court,
Juvenile
Court, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for judge, probation officers,
appropriation
etc
91, 861,1132
861, 1132
-91,
etc ...................
advinces
for returning,
returning, etc.,
etc.., abscondabscondadvances for
ing
probationers, authorized.......
authorized
1133
1133
ing probationers,
for
861, 1133
etc.... 91, 861,1133
expenses, etc....
rent, expenses,
jurors; rent,
for.jurors;
1018
deficiency
appropriation for acting judges
deficiency appropriation
1019
for
jurors
1019
.................-for jurors........
1157
for
expenses .-.......
probation expenses.
for probation
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Kaibab National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Ariz.
Kaibab
of.. 249,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation
708,
1327
708.1327
Kalena Tract,
Hawaii,
Tract, Hawaii,
Kalena
estate
expenditure
authorized for real estate
expenditure authorized
Army post at.................
at
455
and Wash.,
Forest, Idaho and
Kaniksu
Natonal Forest,
Kaniksu National
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of...
of
249,
appropriation for maintenance,
708, 1327
Kansas,
Kansas,
delivery of Army hospital equipment to
in....... 436
check influenza
influenza epidemic in
check
Kansas
Kans.,
Kansas City, Kans.,
cemetery at. 13
Indian cemetery
_appropriation
13
appropriation for Huron Indian
Kansas City, Mo.,
Kansas
..
appropriation
building
165
appropriation for public building........
bridge authorized
authorized across Missouri River,
brdge
near
574
near..........................
delegates to
nations invited to send delegates
foreign nations
271
International
FArm Congress at ....
International Farm
Kansas Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Kansas
appropriation for support,
of... 20,
425, 1240
20,425,1240
support, etc., of...
appropriation
"Kearsarg.e," U.
U. S. S.,
S.,
"Cearsarge,"
appropriation
changes to
to
appropriation for repairs and changes
S. S. "Kentucky
"Kentucky ""or..........
or
827
U. S.S.
ICener,
Alice N.,
W. and Alice
Thomas
Killer, Thomas
.
i
appropriation
n conappropriation for paying, damages in
demnation.
District of
demnation. of lands, Ditrict
Columbia .....................
846
Kennon
0.
Frank 0.,
Killman, Frank
raising home- •
exchange of lands
landA for stock raising
exchange
.. 194
authorized...
1094
stead entry, by, authorized......
Plant, Government,
Kelp Plant,
appropriation
for operating,
operating, etc.,
etc., at Sumappropriation for
merland, Cahf
.714,1333
Caif ...............
merland,
714
sale
etc .................
of product, etc
sale of
sale of
authorized
1333
etc., authorized........
plant, etc.,
of plant,
sale
Kennebunkport,
Me.,
Kennebunkport, Me.,
sale
customhouse building
building and site, auof customhouse
sale of
--........
thorized ...............
554
Kennewick,
Kennewick, Wash.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Columbia River,
bridge
..................
from
533
from Pasco to ..
Kenton,
Ohio,
Kenton, Ohio,
appropriation for
for public
ding
165
.........
building..
public bui
appropriatioz
Kentucky
Avenue SE.,
D. C.
SE., D.
Ke:tuc y Avenue
Sixappropriation
for paving,
Fifteenth to Sixpaving, Fifteenth
appropriation for
1116
teenth Streets............
Streets1116
......
teenth
Kentucky
District,
JudicialDistrict,
Eastern Judicial
Kentucky Eastern
400
terms
of court,
Catlettsburg
court, Catlettsburg.............
terms of

Covington....

.....................

.

400
400

400
... 400
acknortn..........................
400
400
......-...---- .---- Jackson...............
400
-------lexington
Lexington.. ......................-400
London .
London............-----...........
400
Richmond
Richmond ......-------........-----each
offices of clerk to be maintained at each
pl
ace
400
.........
....
place.
of
Fork of
Kentucky
Kentucky River, South Fork
preliminary examiation,
exanrin
. Atka, etc., of, to be
preliminary
. 1012
made
made.......................
"Kentueb4," U.S.
U. S. S.,
.,
"Kentucky,"
Frankfort
Jac

to
appropriation for repairs
repaint and alterations
lterations to
appropationt

Kearsarge "or...--......
ca.
827
"earage"
U. S. S. "
Kermit, W. Va.,
Va.
Kemit,
K.
bridge authorized
authori
zed across
Tug River
River at
at.... 287
acros Tug
bridge
K Street
K
Street NW:,
NW., D. C.,
Kerr, Dennis,
Dennis ' if.,
Mf.,
Kerr,
appropriation for repaving
granite
repaving with granite
apppriation
57,1035
deficiency
appropriation for service
1035
ervice ... 57,
deficiency approprition
block
Rock Creek to Thirty-second
Thirty-second
block Rock
Keshena Agency,
Agency, Wis.,
Wis.,
Keshena
Street
76
..-.----.---Street ...appropriation
of Indiana
Indians
etc., of
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation for
76
width
76
width of roadway, etc ..............
31,434,1248
at ............--31,
434, 1248
....---...
at
Salridui,
Kahldui, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Ketchslan,
Alaska,
Ketchikan,
ropriatian
improvement of
harbor
188
of harbr..
for improvement
ropration for
bond issue
constructing
authorized by, for constructing
issue authorized
bond
Ariz.,
Agg7ncy, Ariz.,
Kaib Agency,
402
schoolhouse,
etc
schoolhouse, etc..,..............
147
appropriation
etc., of Indians
Ind
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation for
403
etc.....
Davment.
eldftinn
election
for,
interest,
etc
r-v
at ...-...............----31, 433, 1247
} - payment,
Aceinterest.
Ad for.
at
--
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Pa.. .,
I...
7
»-.
.
1)rn
TnMrftn.no
tnt ,tfIndians,
VTl
etc.,
Oreg.,
Page.
Keweenaw
Page.
rage. Klamath,
utcn.,
County, Mich.,
Keweenaw County,
to
States,
United
the
claims
of,
to
against
claims
all
Range
sale
portion of Copper Harbor
of portion
sale of
Claims....
be submitted
623
submitted to Court of Claims....
be
Li
ghthouse Reservation
Reservation to Houghton
Houghton
Lighthouse
procedure,
etc
624
.......................
procedure, etc
County and,
etc.,
and, for memorial, etc.,
County
Klamath
Indian Reservation.
Oreg.,
Reservation, Oreg.,
lamath Indian
uses,
authorized; conditions........
conditions_
1096
uses, authorized;
appropriation for
Sand Creek Agency, etc.,
for Sand
appropriation
Key, Francis
FrancisScott,
Key,
irrigation projects
projects in; from tribal
irrigation
appropriation
for dedicating monument to,
appropriation for
3,409
funds
3, 409
funds ...........................
and others
others at
McHenry, Baltiat Fort McHenry,
and
25,
in
for Modoc Point irrigation system in...
more,
Md
1391
1391
more, Md.......................
428, 1243
428,1243
committee authorized to
Congressional committee
Congressional
deficiency appropriation
Point
appropriation for Modoc Point
deficiency
. 1391
attend
1391.
........................
attend
62
irrigation
irrigation system ..................
Key
Fla.,
West, Fla.,
Key West,
trust
issued for certain
certain agribe issued
to be
patents to
trust patents
appropriation for naval station, public
appropriation
cultural, etc..
etc.. lands in............
in
25
cultural,
works
. 144,820
..................
works......
Irrigation Project.
Oreg.-Calif.,
Project, Oreg.-Calif.,
KZamath Irrigation
for
900 Klamath
harbor .............
of harbor
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation
201,
of.... 201,
maintenance, etc., of....
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Kickapoo
Agency, Kans.,
Kans.,
Kickapoo Agency,
915, 1404
of
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
Indians
for
appropriation
lands
uncovered by, in Klamath
Klamath Lake
lands uncovered
at
430,1248
at............................
Bird
homestead
Reserve opened to homestead
Bird Reserve
deficiency
for support, etc.,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
6
entry,
627
entry, etc _.....................
1171
of Indians,
at......................
Indians, at
of
assessment
on .
627
of charges
charges on...............
assessment of
Kans.,
Kickapoo
Reservation, Kans.,
Indian Reservation,
Kickapoo Indian
Oreg.-Calif.,
Reservation, Oreg.-Calif
Bird Reservation,
.
.,
Klamath Lake Bird
13 ./Garaath
appropriation
Indian school ...........
appropriation for Indian
uncovered
in, restored
restored to public dolands in,
uncovered lands
schools on
419
sites and plants for two day schools
for sites
......-..
main
627
main....................
school....... 66,523
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for school
deficiency
628
opened
entry only
only..........
homestead entry
to homestead
opened to
Kickapoo
Indians, Okla.,
Kickapoo Indians,
628
reservation
irrigation
etc
etc......
rights,
irrigation
of
reservation
appropriation
for
support,
of...
20,
425,
1240
20,425,1240
of...
etc.,
support,
for
appropriation
628
minerals
minerals and oil ....................
etc.. 1039
deficiency
appropriation for support, etc..
deficiency appropriation
assessment of
irrigation charges of Klamath
of irrigation
assessment
K.,
Kiefer, Helen
Helen K.,
Kiefer,
628
...-.....
project
project ...............
57
services ......
deficiency
appropriation for services
deficiency appropriation
628
survey, etc., directed
directed ....................
628
survey,
"Kilpat • " Army
Transport,
Army Transport,
"Kilpatrick,"
opening
payment of irrigation
irrigation
subject to payment
opening subject
961
authorized...................
disposalIof, authorized.
charges by
other owners
owners_...........
628
by other
charges
Ariz.,
Kin-chee Irrigation
Project, Are.,
IrrigationProject,
Kin-te-chee
628
assessment,
etc., of irrigation charges
charges ....
assessment, etc.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of
1226
appropriation for
preference
serving in World War.
War
628
persons servingin
preference to persons
Kindergarten
Education,
KindergartenEducation,
time limit;
drawings .................
628
limit; drawings
time
appropriation for
investigation of, etc...
672,1291
etc... 672,1291
forinvestigation
appropriation
persons excluded ....................
629
persons
King
Project, Idaho,
IrrigationProject,
Hill Irrigation
King Hill
restriction
entering lands before openrestriction on entering
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.
etc., of;
appropriation
ing ............................
629
629
ing
restriction
200,
914, 1403
200,914,1403
restriction..................
629
entry........
agricultural lands
lands opened to entry
agricultural
Kingsdale
Corporation,
Lumber Corporation,
Kingsdale Lumber
629
reservation
line
629
lake shore line...........
of lake
reservation of
may
bridge Lumber River, near Lumbermay bridge
Calif. and Oreg.,
Forest, Calif
Klamath
National Forest,
Klamath National
ton,
390
ton, N. C ...................-.. .390
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of. _._ 249,
appropriation for
Kiawa
Agency, Okla.,
Kiowa Agency,
708, 1327
708,1327
appropriation
for
etc.,
of
Indians
support,
for
appropriation
Klamath
Calif.,
Klamath River, Calif.,
at
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
...........at......
etc., of, to be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
be
preliminary examination,
Kimea, etc.,
etc., Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Kioua,
made
1013
made..........................
appropriation for
agency expenses from
for agency
appropriation
Klamath
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif,
Indian Reservation,
River Indian
Klamath River
tribal funds
20, 424, 1240
funds.................. 20,424,
tribal
appropriation for constructing
constructing trail on;
appropriation
for support, etc.,
etc., from
funds_ 20,425,
20, 425, 1240
tribal funds.
from tribal
forsupport,
fund...
paying
debt for,
418
for, from tribal fund
paying debt
Kirby, Kit
Carson,
Kit Carson,
Kirby.
Forest, Mont.,
Kootenat
National Forest,
Kootenai National
homestead entry
entry application
of..- 14
authorized of
application authorized
homestead
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
of.. _. 249,
appropriation for maintenance,
R.,
Kissinger,
John. R.,
Kissinger, John
708, 1327
appropriation
for monthly
monthly payments
to. 113,956
113,956
payments toappropriation for
Korea (see Chosen).
Chosen).
Korea
Kittery,
Me.,
Kittery, Me.,
Sreis, George
Kreis,
George W.,
appropriation
constructing bridge
bridge to
to
for constructing
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for credit
ctedit in acconnect
yard, with Portsnavy yard,
connect navy
counts
of
513
counts of.......................
143
mouth, N.
N. H
II ......
..............
mouth,
contribution of
of Maine
and New HampMaine and
contribution
L.
shire,
required....................
143
shire, required
Point, Me.,
Kittery Point,
La
David. Indian
Indian Allottee,
La Breche, David.
appropriation for
for operating,
operating, etc., Governappropriation
purchase
allotment of, from funds of
purchase of allotment
ment hotel
hotel at.....
at
.............
223
ment
Blackfeet Reservation, Mont.,
Mont., irriBlackfeet
Me.,
District Me.,
Water District,
Kittery Water
549
..... 549
gation systems ...............
appropriation
advances to, for increasing
appropriation for advances
La
Grue River. Ark.,
La Grue
water
Portsmouth navy
supply, Portsmouth
water supply,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
yard;
143
refund...............--..
yard; refund
made .......................
1012
made
Minn.,
Kittson County, Minn.,
Jolla Indian
Reservation,
Indian Reservation,
La Jolla
bridge authorized
across Red
Red River of the
authorized across
bridge
appropriation
project on
on..... 3,408
irrigation project
appropriation for irrigation
North,
North, Pembina, N. Dak., by PemPointe Agency,
La Pointe
Agency, Wis.,
Wis.,
94'
bina. County,
947
County, N. Dak., and .....-- .
bina
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
Klamath
Klamath Agency, Oreg.,
at
31,434
31,434
at.......-.......................
appropriation
etc.,' of Indians
support, etc.
for support,
appropriation for
Utah and Colo.,
Forest, Utah
Sal National
National Forest,
1248 La Sal
25,31,428,434,1243,
of
25, 31, 428, 434, 1243, 1248
of............
.. 249,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of....
maintenance, etc.,of.
appropriation
detbieucy appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
deficiency
708,1327
708, 1327
6----------..
o
66
In -.. . .................
.` .........-- e..of..

~---
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Labelsfor
Labels
for Liquor Containers,
Containers,
to be attached by manufacturers;
manufacturers; details
required
......................... 312
required
312
Labor
Labor Adjustments, Railroad
RailroadBoards
Boards of,
establishment
of. by agreement between
between
establishment of,
carriers
carriers and employees
employees .............
469
to hear and decide disputes involving
grievances,
grievances, rules, or working
working conditions
...........................
469
also Transportation
Labor Board,
Board, Railroad
Railroad(see also
Transportation
1920),
Act, 1920),
appropriation
expenses. 890,1381
appropriation for salaries and expenses.
470
established; composition of ...............
employees
labor group, nominated
nominated by employees...
470
management
nominated by carmanagement group, nominated
riers ..............................
470
public
selected by the President
470
public group, selected
President. 470
original
conoriginal appointments;
appointments; ineligibility
ineligibility con470
ditions ...........................
470
tenure of; salaries, etc...............
470
tenure
470
decisions of disputes
grievances, etc
etc..
decisions
disputes as to grievances,
470
involving
. 471
involving wages or salaries
salaries ............
concurrence
471
concurrence required
required ..................
471
public
471
public statement
statement of ...................
elements
elements to be considered
considered in determindetermining
.................. 471
...........
.
administrative
powers, functions, etc ....
472
administrative powers,
472
authority to secure
secure evidence, etc ........ 472
authority
penalty
penalty for persons
persons refusing
refusing access to docuetc., by members, etc .......
472
ments, etc.,
departments, etc.,
etc., to supply
supply information
information to
departments,
to. 473
Federal control labor agencies
agencies to
records
records of Federal
transferred to .................
be transferred
473
wages established
established by adjustment boards
boards in
in
effect
be mainmaineffect March
March 1, 1920, to be
tained until September
473
tained
September 1, 1920 .....
penalty for violation;
violation; suit to recover.
recover.
473
penalty
public notice to be given of violations
public
violations of
of
decisions,
473
decisions, etc . ..................... 473
force and expenses
expenses allowed
allowed .........
473
473
office force
appropriation
year
expense for fiscal year
appropriation for expense
473
1920 ..............................
473
powers of Board of Mediation
Mediation and Conciliapowers
tion not to cover disputes herein
herein pro474
vided for ..........................
474
Labor
Conference, International,
International.
Labor Conference,
meeting of, at Washington,
Washington, D. C.,
C., authorized .........
.....................
279
no representation
representation of United
United States until
treaty
treaty of peace ratified
ratified by the Sen279
.. .....
ate .
279
ate
.........
Labor
Conciliation of,
Disputes, Conciliation
Labor Disputes,
of,
under
appropriation
for
commissioners
under
appropriation
commissioners
Department of Labor...........
685,1304
Department
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for .............
deficiency
55
1179,1188
for commissioners
commissioners of ............ 517, 1179,
1188
for mediation
mediation of, by War
War Labor
Labor AdminAdmin517
istration
istration ..........................
Labor Legislation,
Leislation, International
International Association
Labor
Or,
yor,

appropriation
appropriation for contribution
contribution to ........... 685
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contribution-.
518
contribution
Labor
Organizations,
Labor Organizations,
use of antitrust
appropriations
for
proseantitrust appropriations
ctiling, forbidden
336, 922, 1411
cuting,
forbidden....... 208, 336,922,1411
of public officers,
officers, excepted
excepted ..............
336
Labor Saving Derices,
Dei ices,
appropriation
Office........ 671, 1290
appropriation for Pension Office
Labor
Labor Saving Det ices, Postal
Postal Service,
appropriation for rent,
purchase, etc...
appropriation
rent, purchase,
etc
582,1155
Labor Saving Machines,
Jachines,
Labor
appropriation
etc.,
appropriation for purchase,
purchase, supplies, etc.,
Treasury Department..........
Treasury
Department
652, 1273
1273
appropriation for Treasury
Treasury Dedeficiency appropriation
505,1189
partment ......................
505, 1189
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Labor Statistics
Statistics Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Labor
Department of
Labor,
of Labor,
appropriation for Commissioner, statistiappropriation
statistician, and chief
clerk, experts,
chief clerk,
experts,
etc ................
685, 1304
............685,
1304
for per diem
diem experts, etc ............
685, 1304
685,1304
for temporary statistical
statistical clerks ....... 685,1304
685,1304
for reports
reports and materials for
for .........
685, 1304
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for miscellaneous
deficiency
miscellaneous
expenses .....................
expenses
341, 1179
1179
341,
for per
per diem,
diem, experts,
experts, etc ............ 518,
518, 1179
1179
Laboratories,
Laboratories,
industrial alcohol may be withdrawn
industrial
withdrawn for
for
scientific research
scientific
research in, free of tax...
tax....
321
permits,
etc., required
321
permits, etc.,
required .................
321
Lac du Flambeau
Agency, Wis.,
Flambeau Agency,
Wis.,
appropriation
of Indians
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
Indians
at.............................
at
434,1248
Laceyville, Pa.,
Pa.,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
River
River at ..........................
385
385
National Park,
Me.,
Lafayette National
Park, Me.,
appropriation for protection,
protection, etc...
204, 918, 1407
appropriation
etc... 204,918,1407
Lagrange Bayou,
Fla.,
Lagrange
Bayou, Fla.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
of, to
to be
be
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
made .............................
1011
made
1011
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, N.
N. Mex.,
Laguna Indian
Mex.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of
5,
maintenance, etc.,
of....
5,
410,
1227
410,1227
Laguna
Pueblo,
N.
Mex.,
Laguna Pueblo, N. Mex.,
appropriation
project.. 10, 423,1238
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation project..
423, 1233
Lake
Morts, Wis.,
Lake Butte des
des Morts,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to
be
preliminary
etc., of,
to be
made,
made, for harbor
harbor of
1012
of refuge
refuge .........
1012
Lake Champlain,
Champlain,
bridge
bridge authorized
across, Shoreham,
Shoreham, Vt.,
Vt.,
authorized across,
Ticonderoga, N.
Y
551
to Ticonderoga,
N. Y...............
551
Lake Denmark, N.
I., Naval
Naval Magazine,
N. J.,
Magazine,
appropriation for
appropriation
for fire
fire protection;
protection; electric
electric
generators,
144
generators, etc .....................
144
Lake Depue, Ill.,
Lake
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to
be
preliminary
etc., of,
to be
made ........................
made
. 1012
1012
Lake
Lake of
of the Woods, Minn.,
appropriation
188,
1391
appropriation for survey
survey ..........
188, 901,
901, 1391
Lake Saint Clair,
Lake
Clair,
bridge
authorized across,
Prescott, Wis....
bridge authorized
across, Prescott,
Wis.... 1100
1100
Lake Superior,
Superior,
Lake
coast guard
station authorized
authorized on,
guard station
on, in
in Cook
Cook
County, Minn
Minn .....................
588
County,
588
Traverse, etc.,
Lake Traverse,
etc.,
drainage
etc., of
North
drainage districts,
districts, etc.,
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, North
Dakota, and
and South
South Dakota,
Dakota,
Dakota, may
may
control of
of floods,
etc. - 1059
dam, etc.,
etc., for
for control
floods, etc..
1059
Lake
Lake Washington
Washington Ship Canal,
Canal, Wash.,
Wash.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
to be
made .........
1013
..................
1013
Lambert, John
John W.,
appropriation for,
for, as first
first assistant,
assistant, Senate
appropriation
Senate
Document
631
Document Room ..................
631
Land
Banks
(see
Federal
Farm
Loan
Act
Land Banks (see Federal Farm Loan Act
Amendments).
Amendments).
Land Defenses, Army,
Army,
appropriation for construction,
construction, etc ........
appropriation
608
608
Grant Railroads,
Land Grant
Railroads,
compensation
compensation for Government
Government transportatransportation on
on specified
464
tion
specified ....................
464
Land Offices (see Public
Public Lands).
Lands).
Landing of
of the Pilgrims,
Tercentenary of,
of,
Pilgrims, Tercentenary
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
commission
of commission
to
participate in celebration
to participate
celebration of
of....
coinage
50-cent silver
silver pieces
pieces in
comcoinage of
of 50-cent
in commemoration
memoration of
of ....................
number,
number, legal
legal tender
tender quality,
quftlity, etc......
etc
no Government
expense for dies, etc..
Government expense
etc

893
893
597
597
597
597
597
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Landing of
the Pilgrims,
of-Con. Page.
Tercentenaryof-Con.
Pilgrims,Tercentenary
of the
Landing
United
States Pilgrim
Tercentenary ComPilgrim Tercentenary
United States
mission
established
598
.............
mission established..
composition and
and appointment;
appointment; no comcomposition
pensation. ......................
598
pensation
appropriation
authorized for
expenses
598
for expenses...
appropriation authorized
allotment
ProvinceMonument, Provincefor Pilgrim
Pilgrim Monument,
allotment for
town, Mass
Mass .......................
599
599
town,
tablets. etc.,
etc., Provincetown,
Truro,
Provincetown, Truro,
tablets,
Wellfieet,
599
599
Eastham............
and Eastham
Wellfleet, and
Commission,
Tercentary Commission,
Pilgrim Tercenta.ry
to Pilgrim
Plymouth,
etc., for restoring PlymPlymouth, etc.,
outh Rock,
599
etc..................
Rock, etc
outh
tablets,
etc., at
appropriate places
places in
at appropriate
tablets, etc.,
the Old
etc ...............
599
599
the
Old Colony,
Colony, etc
expenditures
Massanot authorized
authorized unless Massaexpenditures not
chusetts
makes specified
specified contribucontribuchusetts makes
tion
599
tion...........................
no
Government liability
liability for
maintefor mainteno Government
nance,
etc
599
nance, etc......................
debts
other agency,
etc
599
agency, etc..
incurred by other
debts incurred
accounting,
required ............
599
etc., required
accounting, etc.,
commemorative series of
of postage stamps
commemorative
599
to be issued
issued .....................provisions
31, 1921_
599
1921..
December 31,
to expire December
provisions to
Landlord and Tenant, D. C.,
Landlord
undertakings
on appeals
appeals from judgment
judgment of
undertakings on
municipal
court in cases
cases of.........
of
568
municipal court
Lands, etc.,
States,
United States,
etc., United
Lands,
appropriation
of
174, 883,
883. 1376
appropriation for custody of.....
Lands
Indians,
in Severalty
Severalty to Indians,
Lands in
appropriation
surveying, alloting,
alloting, etc.,
for surveying,
appropriation for

of
3,
408, 1225
3,408,1225
of.........................repayment.
3,
408, 1225
1225
3,408,
repayment ...................
use
Indians in
New
and New
in Arizona
Arizona and
use for Indians
Mexico restricted
restricted ............
3, 408, 1225
Mexico
for legal
expenses in
in allotment
allotment suits 7, 412, 1229
for
legal expenses
for
advertising sales, etc...........
etc
414, 1231
414,1231
for advertising
deficiency
expenses
appropriation for legal expenses
deficiency appropriation
in
suits ...............-.
523
523
in allotment
allotment suits
for surveying, allotting, etc ............
1172
allotment
by
allotment application for minor child by
Johnny
Steele (Bull),
(Bull), validated...
validated . 1093
1093
Johnny Steele
Landscape
Gardening,
and Vegetable Gardening,
Landscape and
appropriation for
for studies
studies in floriculture,
floriculture,
appropriation
205, 703, 1323
etc ......................
Langley Aviation Field,
Field, Va.,
Va.,
Langlry
expenditure authorized
authorized for
estate,
for real estate,
expenditure
etc., at
455
at .....................
etc.,
Langley
Laboratory,
Aeronautical Laboratory,
Memorial Aeronautical
Langley Memorial
appropriation for
1381
etc........ 1381
equipment, etc
for equipment,
appropriation
Lapsed
Insurance,
Lapsed Insurance,
restrictions
of. 1267
reinstatement of.
soliciting reinstatement
on soliciting
restrictions on
Lapirai
High School
School District,
Idaho,
District, Idaho,
Rural High
Lapwai Rural
School
grant
of part of, Fort Lapwai Indian School
grant of
lands
agricultural experiexperito, for
for agricultural
lands to,
553
mental work .......................Las Vacas, Mexico,
bridge
authorized across Rio Grande, Del
bridge authorized
Rio,
Tex., t
1909
........... 1202
too ...
Rio, Tex
Calif.,
National Forest,
Forest, Calif,
Lassen National
249,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
of
appropriation
708, 1327
Calif.,
Park, Calif.,
National Park,
Lassen Volcanic National
appropriation
protection, etc......
etc
918, 1407
1407
appropriation for protection,
Latin America,
Latin
appropriation
appropriation for promoting, etc., commerce
679, 1298
..............
merce with .....
Laundries,
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Laundries, Marine
appropriation for maintenance .........
155
appropriation
use of
receipts, for
for operating, etc....
etc
155
of receipts,
use
Laurinburg, N.
N. C.,
Laurnburg,
C.,
532
...............
terms of court at
at...
532
Lausanne, Switzerland,
Switzerland,
Lausane,
appropriation
delegates to
expenses of delegates
appropriation for expenses
Congress
Alcoholism at..
at.... 1217
Against Alcoholism
Congres Against

Law,
Actions at,
Page.
Page.
at,
Law, Actions
provisions
carriers,
against carriers,
provisions governing, against
during Federal
Federal control of
arising during
transportation
461
transportation ..................
for, to be designated by the Presiagent for,
dent .........................
461
461
Law Library, Library
Congress,
Library of Congress,
appropriation for
librarian, etc.........
etc
638,
638, 1259
for librarian,
appropriation
Lawn Grass
Grass (see Grasses,
Grasses, etc.).
etc.).
Kans.,
Lawrence, Kans.,
appropriation
Indian
Institute Indian
for Haskell
Haskell Institute
appropriation for
School
13, 418, 1235
13,418,1235
School.......................
deficiency
appropriation
Indian
for Indian
appropriation for
deficiency
school
..... .
........... . 66, 348
school.........................
Congress,
Laws of Congress,
appropriation for
and assistant,
clerk and
for law clerk
appropriation
642, 1263
editing the ....................
enrollment of bills or resolutions to be
a
parchment or paper of a
printed on parchment
520
quality .................suitable quality
Cooperative Edition,
Edition, Volumes 63, 64,
Lawyers' Cooperative
and 65,
appropriation for
copies, United
additional copies,
for additional
appropriation
States Reports
1411
Reports.............. 208, 922, 1411
Lazear,
(widow),
Lazear, Mabel H. (widow),
appropriation for
monthly payments
payments to.
to. 113, 956
956
for monthly
appropriation
Le Furge,
Furge, Charles
Charles M.,
deficiency
1024
reimbursing.. 1024
appropriation for reimbursing..
deficiency appropriation
Lea, John
John M.,
deficiency appropriation
estate of.....
of
591
appropriation for estate
Leach, Warren Henry,
homepatent authorized
authorized for adjoining farm home1090
stead entry.by ....................
Lead
Lead Arsenates (see Insecticide
Insecticide Act).
Act).
Leadville
Forest, Colo.,
Leadville National
National Forest,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of... _ 249,
appropriation
708, 1327
Leases of Rental
Rental Property,
Property, D. C.,
standard
standard forms of Rent Commission
Commission to be
all
303
......-........
used in all........
Nonmetallic Minerals
Leasing of Deposits
Deposits of Nonmetallic
Minerals
Public lands,
and Gas
Gas on
on Public
lands,
appropriation
enforcing Act providing
providing
appropriation for enforcing
for
1401
for..........................
deficiency appropriation
enforcing Act
deficiency
appropriation for enforcing
Act
providing for.....................
for...
..
1172
1172
providing
438
as to
to coal lands.
lands ..............
provisions as
phosphate
440
....................
phosphate lands .
441
...................
oil and gas lands..
lands
445
lands......
.................
oil shale lands
445
446
Alaska oil and gas lands.............
lands
446
447
sodium lands ........................

Leasing
RailroadEquipment,
Leasing: of Railroad
provisions
authorizing, to carriers,
provisions authorizing,
carriers, from
general railway contingent
490
fund....
contingent fund
Leather (see also
Leather
also Hides, Skins, and Leather),
appropriation for developing
developing aquatic
aquatic
appropriation
sources of ....................
220, 933
developing standards of quality, etc.,
for developing
of
683,
1302
683,1302
of.................--.........
-Leavenworth Bridge
Bridge Company,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for constructing
Republican River,
bridge across Republican
fort Riley, Kans.................
Kane
1164
Leavenworth, Kans.,
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation
Soldiers' Home
903, 1394
Soldiers'
Home........... 191,
191,903,
1394
for penitentiary,
207, 921, 1410
1410
penitentiary, construction_
construction... 207,921,
penitentiary, maintenance
maintenance... 211,924,
for penitentiary,
211, 924, 1413
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
deficiency
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home ............
47, 1027, 1167
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenance..
maintenance__ 52, 1033, 1176
for penitentiary,
337
penitentiary, repaiing
repairing fire
fire damages.
penitentiary, additional
additinal pay, guard..
338
for penitentiary,
guard..
.............. 1033
for city fire department
department
1033
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Leaves
of Absence.
Leaves of
Absence.
Page.
allowed homestead entrymen,
entrymen, who are
allowed
are disdisetc., for vocational
charged soldiers, etc.,
vocational
rehabilitation
288
.....................
288
during drought of 1919 to obtain
food, etc..........................
etc
271
postal service employees,
employees, of 15 days
1052
days.... 1052
ten days sick leave, cumulative......
cumulative
1053
per diem employees
employees of
of District
District of
of Columbia allowed
allowed annual, for 15 days
1144
days..... 1144
permitted
officers for
for tempotempopermitted Coast
Coast Guard
Guard officers
rary employment
employment by Venezuela
452
Venezuela...
452
Ledger
Corporation, Norfolk,
Ledger Despatch
Despatch Corporation,
Norfolk, Va.,
Va.,
deficiency
appropriation for advertising...
advertising
deficiency appropriation
1168
Leech
Leech Lake
Lake Agency,
Agency, Minn.,
Minn.,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
Indiana
at
31,
434
at............
............
31,434
Lees
Ferry, Ariz.,
Lees Ferry,
Ariz.,
appropriation
need
appropriation for investigating, etc., need
for bridge across ColoradoRiver,near.
ColoradoRiver, near. 1233
forbridgeacross
Leesburg,
Leesburg, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation
building
appropriation for
for public
public building........
165
Legal
Legal Tendff,
Tender
gold certifcates
certificates payable to bearer on demand made .....................
370
national bank
bank notes
notes a, except
except for
for customs
customs
duties, interest on public debt, and
and
redemption
redemption of national
national currency..
currency.... 387
387
Legations,
Legations,
appropriation
clerks at..............
at
740,1206
appropriation for clerks
to
740,1207
for interpreters
interpreters to.................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for clerks at ...... 1187
deficiency
Legislative
Service.
,
Legislative Drafting
DraftingServie8
appropriation for salaries and expenses;
expenses;
appropriation
division of expenses
expenses .......... 634,1255
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
and
deficiency
for salaries
salaries and
expenses
expenses
........................
56
Legislative,
Executive, and
and Judicial
Judicial Expenses,
Expenses,
Legislative, Executive,
appropriation for
631,1252
expenses.. 631,1252
for legislative
legislative expense&
appropriation
or Senate.....---.
Senate
631,
for
...----.....
-....
631, 1252
for
633, 1254
633,1254
Police ..................
for Capitol
Capitol Police
for
Committee on
on Printing
Printing..... 634,1254
for Joint
Joint Committee
for
Drafting Service .... 634,1255
for Legislative
Legislative Drafting
for House of Representatives
Representatives ........ 634,1255
"
during the session "
days.
637
"during
" to mean 116 days.
637
"
during the session "to
mean 207 days.
days. 1258
1258
"duringthesession"
tomean207
for
Library of
Congress ............. 637,
for Library
of Congress
637, 1258
1258
for
Botanic Garden
Garden ............... . 640,1261
for Botanic
for executive
executive expenses
expenses ............. 640,1261
for President
President ...................
640,
1261
6-0,1261
for
for
Vice
President
1261
640,1261
for Vice President ................... 640,
Executive Office
Office ....
for Executive
........... 640, 1261
for Bureau
Efficiency ...........
641, 1261
641,1261
of Efficiency
for
Bureau of
for
Civil
Service
Commission
1262
641, 1262
for Civil Service Commission........ 641,
for
of State..............
State
642, 1263
1263
642,
for Department
Department of
passport
agencies ...................
642
642
passport agencies
for
Department ...........
643,1263
643,1263
Treasury Department
for Treasury
General
Supply
Committee
644,1265
General Supply Committee........ 644,1265
expenses ot
of loans ....................
1266
expenses
1266
War Risk
Bureau
646, 1267
War
Risk Insurance
Insurance Bureau-....
646,
1267
Federal Farm Loan Bureau.......
Bureau
646
1267
Federal
646,1267
collecting internal revenue.......
revenue
653, 1274
enforcing National
National Prohibition
enforcing
Prohibition and
Narcotic Acts
654, 1274
1274
Acts.................. 6.54,
Independent Treasury;
Treasury; offices of assistIndependent
ant treasurers abolished
abolished from July 1,
1,
1921
654
1921..........................
.
654
1275
Mints and Assay Offices ............ 656,
656,1275
for
1277
for War Department
Department................ 658,
658,1277
658
temporary employees ................
658
restriction
restriction on use of other appropria6,58
tions for civil employees ...........
658
reimbursement
reimbursement from American Red
669
Cross for auditing accounts
accounts........
659
Service .........................
1278
1278
Air Service
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Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and Judicial
Legislative,
Judicial Expenses-Continued.
ses-Continued.
appropriation for War Department; record
from
of bringing home remains from
abroad
abroad............................
1278
Chief of Finance office.............
office
1278
public
public buildings and grounds.
661, 1280
grounds..... 661,1280
State,
Department
tate, War, and Navy Department
Buildings ......................
661, 1280
661,1280
for Navy Department ................ 663, 1282
naval records of war in Europe
naval
Europe.... 664,1283
Department
668, 1287
for Interior Department.............
668,1287
Architect
Architect of the Capitol, office
office created.
created. 1291
surveyors general
general................. 673, 1292
surveyors
government in the Territories
Territories .... 674,1293
674, 1293
government
for Post
Post Office
Office Department
Department ........ 674, 1294
for Department
Department of Justice
Justice .........
676, 1296
1297
for Department of Commerce ....... 678,
678,1297
for Department of Labor ............
684,
684, 1304
1304
for judicial expenses ................ 686, 1306
courts, etc .........
686,
1306
for United States courts,
686,1306
for national park commissioners
commissioners...... 687, 1306
Appeals ........
687, 1306
for Court of Customs Appeals
for Court of Claims .................. 688,
688, 1307
1307
restriction on purchase price for typerestriction
writers.........................
writers
688, 1307
determination of character
character of machines.
determination
machines.
688
purchases
purchases to be from surplus stock of
Committee
683, 1308
Supply Committee.............
683,1308
machines for,
for to be transferred
transferred from
War Department .
.......... 688,1308
unserviceable
unserviceable
machines
for exchange ...................
689, 1308
1308
change
689,
disposal by War Department
Department restricted
restricted
689
restriction on sale, etc., of used typetype689
writers ........................
689
pay of
switchboard operators,
operators, assistant
pay
of switchboard
assistant
messengers, etc.,
etc., rated ........ 688,1307
688, 1307
messengers,
permanently
incapacitated persons
to
permanently incapacitated
persons not
not to
688,
1307
be paid ........................
688,1307
restriction on detailing classified
classified employees
employees
restriction
service outside of District of
for service
Columbia ....................... 689, 1308
Columbia
investigations by Denot applicable
applicable to investigations
partment of Justice..........
Justice
689, 1308
partment
689,1308
additional pay of $240
$240 a
additional
a year to civilian
employees of the Government
Government and
employees
District of Columbia
Columbia receiving $2,500
or less .......................... 689, 1308
receiving less than $2,740 to
to those receiving
to
equal that amount
equal
amount............. 689, 1308
not to exceed 60 per cent of total pay.
pay 689, 1308
increased compensation
compensation for 1920, not
not
computed as salary
salary ...............
689
computed
689
restriction
restriction on granting, to employees receiving increased
salary in 1920 or
ceiving
increased salary
1921, in excess of $200
1921,
............ 689
689
entering
service since June
June 30, 1919
689
entering service
1919...
689
increased
increased compensation
compensation for 1921 not comsalary
1308
puted as salary..................
1308
restriction
restriction on granting, to employees
employees rereincreased salary in 1921 in
ceiving increased
excess of $200 ..................... 1308
1920
1308
entering service since June 30, 1920...
1308
employees whose
whose pay is adjusted by
by
employees
wage boards, etc............
etc
689, 1309
wage
689,1309
applicable to employees in postal
postal
not applicable
service
689, 1309
service.........................
Panama Canal or AlaskaEngineering
AlaskaEngineering,
Panama
Commission ................
689,1309
689,1309
police, firemen, etc., District of
of
Columbia......................
Columbia
689
agencies, etc.,
lump sum, in agencies,
etc., created
created
since January
January 1,
1, 1916, except Tariff
Commission
Commission employees ......... 690,
1309
690,1309
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Legislative,
Legislative, Executive, and
ancl Judicial
Judicial ExpenExpenses-Continued.
ses-Continued.
additional pay of $240 aa year; War
War Risk
Risk
Insurance
Insurance Bureau employees inincluded ........................
1309
1309
District of Columbia police, park police,
police,
1309
and firemen included .............
1309
applicable to part time
not applicable
time employees,
employees,
except charwomen.............
charwomen
690, 1309
1309
690,
serving at intervals .............
690, 1309
1309
690,
employees in
in construction
construction works
works for
for
employees
Government, etc.,
etc., by
corporathe Government,
by corporations, etc
690,
1309
etc. .
....................
690, 1309
receiving pay from outside sources
under cooperative
cooperative arrangements
arrangements. 690,1309
690, 1309
serving voluntarily or at
at a
a nominal
nominal
rate ..........................
690,
690, 1309
1309
with special
special allowance for foreign
foreign
service .....................
690,
690, 1309
1309
employees of railroads,
railroads, express,
express, teletelegraph, etc.,
etc., companies..........
companies
690,1309
690,1309
double salary
salary restriction
restriction not to
to prevent
prevent
receipt of
of....................
690, 1309
computation of piecework
computation
piecework pay......
ay
690, 1309
690,1309
not applicable
applicable to regular
regular per
per diem
690,
employees ...................
690, 1309
1309
appropriation
appropriation for paying............
paying
690,
1309
690,1309
District of Columbia
for District
Columbia employees
employees
half from revenues thereof, except
except
water department
department wholly
wholly from
from water
water
revenues ........................
690
for trust fund employees
employees from
from trust
trust
...................
funds .
1310
. 690, 1310
for District of Columbia employees
employees
sixty per cent from revenues thereof,
except water
water department
department wholly
wholly
from water
water revenues
revenues ..............
1309
1309
employees of Minimum
for employees
Minimum Wage
Wage
wholly from
District
Board, etc.,
etc., wholly
from District
revenues ....................
690, 1309
1309
690,
payments in first four months
report of payments
months
to be submitted
submitted to Congress....
Congress
690, 1310
1310
690,
annual statement
statement of rented
rented buildings,
buildings,
care, etc
D. C., to
to indicate
indicate cost
cost for
for care,
etc.,,
square foot of
of space
space ...........
691
per square
691
land in Chicago conveyed to
for street
to city
city for
street
purposes; conditions ..............
1310
1310
Legislative Reference, Library
Legislative
Library of Congress,
Congress,
appropriation
for preparing
material for
appropriation for
preparing material
for
Congress, etc .................... 638,
638, 1259
1259
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for preparing
preparing
ma
etc
1159
material for Congress,
Congress, etc...........
1159
Leguines,
Legumes,
appropriation
appropriation for testing, etc.,
cultures for
for
etc., cultures
inoculating
243, 702, 1322
1322
inoculating ..............
243,702,
Lehi, Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for construction
construction of
of bridge
bridge
across Salt River, near; conditions..
417
conditions..
417
Lemhi National
Pored& Idaho,
National Fore.st,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
of
249,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of.
249,
708,
1327
708,1327
authorized to
be
added
to
1199
lands authorized
to be added to.......... 1199
Lepers,
appropriation for
maintenance of
of h
ome
appropriation
for maintenance
home
for, etc.,
etc., under Public
Public Health
Health
Service ...................
884, 1377
175, 884,1377
Lepers,
Lepers, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for care
care of, Islands
Islands of Guam
Guam
and Culion, etc...............
etc
134,814
134,814
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for care,
Guam
care, Guam
and Culion ....................
.. 49
49
awaii,
Leprosy Hospital,
Hospital, H
Hawaii,
appropriation for maintenance
of... 175,
884, 1377
maintenance of...
175,884,
1377

I

I Letter
Carriers, Postal
Postal Service,
Letter Carriers,
Service,

Page.
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appropriation for
578, 1151
appropriation
for city
city delivery
delivery .......
578,
1151
Detroit River
service, pay
pay increased..
increased.. 1151
1151
Detroit
Riverservice,
1151
for new offices
offices.................. 578,
578, 1151
allowed credit for
for serving
serving in
in Army,
Army,
etc., during World War
War as in Postal
etc.,
Postal
1152
Service ........................
1152
for rural delivery ................
582, 1155
. 582,1155
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
347,
for city
city delivery..
delivery.. 347,
349, 1043
349,1043
for temporary carriers ...............
1044
1044
Letter Scales, etc., Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
appropriation
582
appropriation for,
for, and
and repairs
repairs............
582
Letterman
Letterman Army
Army Hospital,
Hospital, San Francisco,
Francisco,
Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation
wards
964
appropriation for
for hospital
hospital wards..........
964
also Postal
Postal Service),
Letters (see also
Service),
disposition of undelivered
583
undelivered ...............
583
collection fee on delivery to
to writers.......
writers
583
583
transmission
transmission of prepaid unstamped,
unstamped, au583
thorized .
.......................
583
Leupp
Ariz.,
Leupp Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
at ..........................
433, 1247
433,1247
Leupp
Indian Agency,
Leupp Indian
Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
bridges across
across Little
Little
appropriation for
for bridges
Colorado and Canyon Diablo Rivers,
11
near ...........................
11
for approaches
approaches to bridge
Little
bridge over
over Little
Colorado and Canyon Diablo Rivers,
near...........................
near
417,
417, 1233
1233
Lewd Books, Motion-Picture
Motion-Picture Films,
etc.,
Films, etc.,
punishment for importing, shipping
in
shipping in
interstate commerce, etc
etc.......... 1060
1060
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
Lewis and Clark National
National Forest,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of... 249,
249,
708,
1327
708, 1327

Lewistown, Pa.,
Lewistown,
Pa.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building ........ ..
165
165
Lexington, Ky.,
Ky.,
terms
terms of court at .........................
400
400
rooms to be provided
provided for...............
for
400
400
Libels in
in Admiraky
Admiralty Causes,
Libels
Causes,i
allowed
allowed in personam, in
n actions
against
actions against
vessels and cargoes
Government
cargoes of Government
ownership
525
ownership ...................
525
procedure as between
procedure
between private parties...
parties
526
526
Liberia,
Liberia,
appropriation for minister resident
appropriation
resident and
consul general
general to
740, 1206
.............
740,
1206
Liberty Bond Acts,
Acts,
provisions of the several, not affected by
by
resolution
declaring date of terminaresolution declaring
tion of war with Germany,
Germany, etc.....
etc
1360
1360
Liberty, Mo.,
Mo.,
appropriation for public building
appropriation
165
building......... 165
Librarian of Congress,
Librarian
Congress,
appropriation
appropriation for, chief assistant,
assistant, etc.,
and chief assistant
assistant. ............
637,
1258
637,1258
salary of, increased
increased .................
637
637
Library, D. C.,
Library,
C., Free
Free Public,
Public,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses.........
expenses
72, 841,
72,
841, 1112
1112
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
and
expenses
37
expenses......
..............
37
Libraryfor the Blind,
Library
C., National,
Blind, D.
D. C.,
National,
appropriation for aid to
appropriation
868, 1139
1139
to ............. 97,
97, 868,
Library of
of.Congress,
Library
Congress,
appropriation
appropriation for Librarian,
Librarian, assistant,
assistant,
etc
637, 1258
etc..........................
637,1258
pay of Librarian,
Librarian, and chief assistant
assistant
increased........................
increased
637
637
for chiefs of division,
division, etc ............
637,
637, 1258
for reading rooms, etc.
etc..............
638, 1258
1258
for law library.
638, 1259
1259
library ..................
638,
for Semitic and Oriental
Oriental literature...
litera4ure
638,
1259
638, 1259
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Page. Life
Page.
Life Saving Testimonials,
Library
shipwrecked
appropriation
.
appropnatiou for, rescuing shipwrecked
638, 1259
Office...
appropriation
appropriation for Copyright Cqfice
seamen, etc..........
etc
742, 1208
1208
638, 1259
reference.
American seamen,
for legislative reference.............
for distribution
distribution of card indexes,
indexes, etc..
etc
639, 1259
Lighthouse Keepers, etc.,
fur
639, 1259
213,926,1416
temporary services; carriers.....
carriers
appropriation for
926, 1416
etc.... 213,
for temporary
for dwellings, etc....
appropriation
213,926,1416
for rations, etc ..................
213, 926, 1416
639,1260
for Sunday opening ..............
214,927,1416
salaries .....................
214, 927, 1416
periodicals, etc. 639,
639, 1260
for purchasing books, periodicals,
for salaries
contingent expenses
expenses ...........
639, 1260 Lighthouse Service,
for contingent
hada* and
superintendent of building
for superintendent
appropriation for repairs, etc.,
etc., of, vessels in
appropriation
grounds,
clerks, etc............
etc
639, 1260
grounds, clerks,
149
service
149
naval service....................
for watchmen, engineers, etc........
etc
639,1260
expenses .............
213,
926, 1416
213,926,1416
for general
general expenses
Sunday
opening.
640,1260
640,
1260
Sunday opening .................
deficiency
appropriation for general exdeficiency appropriation
for incidental expenses, care of building,
penses
67,1178
penses .....................
etc.;
transfer
of
Army
truck
to640,1260
to...
etc.; transfer
expenses of, while cooperating
cooperating with Navy,
repairs, etc.
640
etc ......................
for repairs,
appropriations therethereto be paid from appropriations
furniture, etc ...................
640,1260
for furniture,
150
for
150
for............... .......
187,899,1389
of......... 187,
etc., grounds of
899, 1389
for trees, etc.,
transfer of
150
appropriations..............
of appropriations
transfer
fainting; and binding for
229, 942, 1430
for..... 229,942,1430
for printing
officers,
included in general pronot included
etc., not
officers, etc.,
deficiency
increased cost
appropriation for increased
deficiency appropriation
retirement or civil emvisions for retirement
37
envelopes, 1919
.................
of envelopes,
614
ployees .........................
614
for distribution of card indexes.......
indexes
37,591
Lighthouse
Tenders,
Tenders,
Lighthouse
591
for
Washington.for widow
widow of Lawrence Washington......
appropriation
expenses. 213,
927, 1416
213,927,1416
general expenses.
for general
appropriation for
593
for
printing and binding ...............
for fainting;
1058
construction of, authorized
authorized ................
construction
for
legislative Reference
Reference.............. 1159
for legislative
transfers from Army, Navy, and ShipShip
transfers
employees
retirement on
of, eligible for retirement
employees of,
8
..................
ping Board ..
1058
614
annuities ..........................
annuities
Lighthouse
Vessels,
Lighthouse
License
Bureau, D. C.,
License Bureau,
appropriation for expenses
expenses ........ 213,927,1416
appropriation
clerks,
appropriation for
Superintendent, clerk,
for Superintendent;
appropriation
for
214, 927, 1416
for officers and crews ........... 214,927,1416
70, 839,1110
.......
etc
70;
etc.............
forgeneral
for constructing, etc., for
general service.
service. 1416
1416
forconstructing,
Water Power Act),
Licenses
(see also
also Federal Water
Licenses (see
deficiency appropriation
Diamond
appropriation for, Diamond
deficiency
issue authorized
of: for
constructing dams, '
for constructing
authorized of,
issue
339
Shoal,
N. C
339'
C .................
Shoal, N.
etc.
1065
development... 1065
navigation development...
for navigation
etc.,: for
salaries, officers,
officers, etc.
etc.... 517,1003,1178,1188
517,1.035,1178,1188
for salaries,
for
etc, power across, etc.,
etc,
utilizing, etc.,
for utilizing,
1058
authorization for
for ....................
authorization
1065
navigable
waters
1065
navigable waters...............-.
Shiptransfers from Army, Navy, and Shiptransfers
upon
reservations... 1065
and reservations
lands and
public lands
upon public
1058
ping
Board ....................
ping Board
surplus
dams
1065
1065
Government dams.
from Government
water from
surplus water
Lighthouses
Bureau,
Department
of Commerce,
Department
Bureau,
Lighthouses
1065
conditions,
etc
etc.......................
conditions,
appropriation for
for Commissioner, deputy,
appropriation
preliminary
permits to applicants
applicants for, to
preliminary permits
etc
1297
678,1297
....
.. 678,
etc..................... .
. 1066
obtain
etc .................
data, etc
obtain data,
213
for aids to navigation ................
period
and terms
. 1067
1067
of....................
terms of
period and
1416
service.. - 1416
vessels, general
general service
for lighthouse vessels,
annual
charges to
to be
of........ 1069
basis of
be paid; basis
annual charges
lightstation...
Galveston, Tex.,
Tex., jetty light
station
1416
for Galveston,
rigid;
Government to
to take
etc., on
take over, etc,
of Government
right of
213,926,1416
for general expenses
expenses ...........
213,
926, 1416
for
expiration of
1071
of .....................
expiration
lights,
etc., on Yukon River and triblights, etc.,
disposition of
from....... 1072
proceeds arising from
of proceeds
disposition
927
utaries,
.......
Alaska ........
utaries, Alaska
provisions
for, continued
continued as to sugar, etc.,
etc,
provisions for,
214,
for lighthouses,
lighthouses, etc.,
etc., keepers'
keepers' salaries....
salaries
214,
until December
31, 1920..
1920 ............ 386
December 31,
until
927,1416
927, 1416
Licensing
of Coal,
etc., Deposits
on Public
Public
Depositson
Oil, etc.,
Coal, Oil,
Licensing of
for salaries,
salaries, officers
officers and crews of vessels
for
Lands,
Lands,
of
214,
927, 1417
214,927,1417
of.....................
appropriation for
for expenses
Act
expenses of enforcing Act
appropriation
214
etc......................
inspectors, etc
214
for inspectors,
1401
for..
.------.----for............------for
927 1417
superintendents, etc ..........-. 927,
for superintendents,
deficiency
expenses of
for expenses
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for retired
214, 927,1417
927, 14.17
..............
pay
retired pay
for
enforcing
law for,
1172
for, etc ............
enforcing law
compulsory
retirement provisions
provisions modcompulsory retirement
provisions
for deposits
deposits of
of coaL
438
coal............ aftS
provisions for
ified
employees...... 1417
to present employees
as to
ified as
phosphates
440
phosphates.......------..-...........
after
continued
years no employees continued
after ten years
oil and
441
.....-------...--..-...and gas .
oil
beyond retirement
age
1417
retirement age.............
beyond
----.
445
shale.......------...--.---oil shale
privileges
employees, for
privileges of present employees,
oil and
Alaska .................
446
gas in Alaska.
and gas
oil
1417
retirement
1417
retirement.......-......-......-sodium
------------....................- 447
sodium......---deficiency
appropriation for Frying Pan
deficiency appropriation
I. C.,
Liens, D.
Shoals
C
662
N. C...........
Vessel, N.
Light Vessel,
Shoals Light
liverymen allowed,
allowed, for chasges
charges for keeping
liverymen
for
general expenses
346, 349,
expenses............... 62, 346,349,
for general
animals, etc.; notice to owner.......
owner
568
animals,
1040, 1043, 1045, 1188, 1192
524,1040,1043,1045,1188,1192
516, 524,
enforcement
568
bill in equity .........
by bill
enforcement by
339
general service
service........ .
vessels for general
for vessels
garage keepers
allowed, for charges
charges for
for
keepers allowed,
garage
339
C..............
for Diamond Shoal, N.
N. C
339
storage, etc.,
etc., of
vehicles;
of motor vehicles;
storage,
339
Ohio.......
Conneaut Light Station, Ohio
for Conneaut
569
to owner ...................
notice .to
completing depot, sixteenth district.
district
516
for completing
enforcement by
by bill
bill in
equity
569
in equity..........
enforcement
for
aids to navigation, seventh and
for aids
we
Government,
Fund, Government,
Insurance Fund,
Life Insurance
516
516
eighth districts...................
premiums
converted War Risk .
premiums paid for converted
salaries, officers and crews
crews of vessels
for salaries,
to.........
insurance to be credited
credited to
376
insurance
of ..................
517.1035,
1178, 1188
517,1035,1178,1188
of
payments from ......................
376
payments
for
officers and employees
employees 517,1178
pay, officers
retired pay,
for retired
etc. 376
investment, etc
reserve fund to be kept; investment,
517
for
Company
Metropolitan Coal Company.........
for Metropolitan
LOHSaving
Service (see also
Guard),
Coast Guard),
also Coast
Saring Service
Life
1035
.........-- 1035
for inspectors,
inspectors, etc ........
for
deficiency appropriation
crews
63,
appropriation for pay of crews..
deficiency
--....
for R.
R. C. Hart..................
Hark
1035
for
344, 1041
for salaries
salaries............-............- 1043
for
for
expenses, etc
etc......... 1184
miscellaneous expenses,
for miscellaneous
44281*--21----101
44281°-21-- 101
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Page.
Page.
Lighthouses
Lighthouses Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
of ComCommerce-Continued.
merce-Continued.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for superintenddeficiency
superintendadditional
ent of naval construction,
construction, additional
pay .............................
1178
for aids to navigation,
navigation, Conneaut,
Conneaut, Ohio
Ohio. - 1178
1178
for paying
paying damage
damage claims,
claims,collisions
collisions with
with
vessels of ........................
1178
1178
aids to navigation
navigation authorized
authorized............ 1057
1057
pay increased
increased of superintendent
superintendent of naval
naval
construction ......................
1059
1059
Copper Harbor
Harbor Range
Range
sale of portion
portion of
of Copper
Lighthouse Reservation to
Houghton
Lighthouse
to Houghton
and Keweenaw
Keweenaw Counties, Mich.
Mich., authorized, for public uses; conditions.
conditions. 1096
transfer
transfer of North Point,
Point, Md.,
loid., reservation
reservation
Department......
to control of War Department
.
357
vessels of Army, Navy, and Shipping
Board,
Board, suitable for use by,
be
by, to be
reported
1058
reported.......................
1058
transfers
transfers authorized;
authorized; alterations,
alterations, etc....
etc
1058
1058
Lighting, D. C.,
Lighting,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses.........
expenses... ...... 80,849,1120
80, 849, 1120
Lighting
of Rivers,
Lighting of
Rivers,
appropriation
appropriatiori for
213,
927, 1416
for.............
213,927,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
517
for.............
517
Lima, Peru,
Limo,
Peru,
appropriation
appropriation for Third Pan American
American SciScientific Congress
congrees at .
747
.............
747
Limestone Depsits,
Deposits,
leases of, in
leases
in unallotted
unallotted lands of Indians,
authorized
authorized...................... 1231
Limestone-Morgan
Bridge Company,
Limestone-Morgan Bridge
may bridge Tennessee
Tennessee River, Decatur, Ala.
Ala.
361
Lincoln, Memorial
Lincoln,
Memorial to President
President Abraham,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses dedicating,
dedicating, etc.
etc.
180,
889
889
for maintenance
maintenance ..............
188, 900, 1390
188,900,1390
expenses
expenses of dedication
dedication continued for
fiscal year
year 1922
1922 ...............
.. 1390
for
additional work on
approaches, etc..
etc
1381
for additional
on approaches,
1381
for roads and walks at.................
at
1389
appointment of John Temple
Temple Graves
Graves as
appointment
as
special
special resident commissioner.
commissioner ...... 537
relief of contractors
contractors for losses due to increased
creased cost of materials,
materials, etc., in constructing retaining wall to ..........
structing
281
.
,N. Mex.,
Lincoln National
NationalForest
Forest,
Mex.,
appropriation for
etc., of
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of... 249,
249,
708, 1327
Lincoln's
Deathplace, D.
Lincoln's Deathplace,
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
188, 900, 1390
appropriation for repairs
repairs.......... 188,900,1390
Lindbla Axel,
Lndblad,
Axel,
date of appointment
appointment as ensign, Navy, established.........................
tablished
141
Linden Street
Linden
Street NE., D. C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for paving, Twelfth
Twelfth to Thir845
teenth Street .................
845
Liquid Measures,
Measures, D.
Liquid
D. C.,
standard
established for...
1223
standard cubic contents
contents established
for
Intoxicating Liquors),
Liquors),
Liquor Traffic (see also Intoxicating
appropriation for
for suppressing,
suppressing, among
among Inappropriation
dians
1227
dians....................
4,410, 1227
for
suppressing,
for zu
sp
ala
reesing, among
among natives
natives of
of
203, 917, 1406
Alaa,..
................
203,917,1406
appropriation for suppresaing,
deficiency appropriation
suppressing,
61,
64, 66, 1186
among Indiana
India............
61,64,66,1186
Liquors Adulterated, etc.,
Liquors,
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses preventing
preventing sale,
etc., of .................
254,
712,1331
etc.,
254,712,1331
List of Merchant
Merchant Vessels,
Veaels,
claificatin of vessels by American Buclassification
reau of Shipping to be noted on
on...... 998
Little
River, IU.,
Ill.,
Little Calumet
Calumet Rier,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
acroa, at Burnham
Burnham..... 1108
1108

Wis.,
Little Chute,
Chute, Wis.,
construction
of sewers,
sewers, etc.,
through Govconstruction of
etc., through
Government property by,
authorized
by, authorized...
Colorado River,
Little Colorado
River,
appropriation
bridge across,
across, at
at Winslow,
Winslow,
appropriation for
for bridge

Page.

335
385

Ariz ............................
11
Ariz
11
payment from
11
from Indian
Indian funds
funds...........
11
for approaches
approaches to bridge over, Leupp
Leupp
Indian Agency,
Agency, Ariz ............
417,
1233
417, 1233
Ark.,
Little Rock,
Rock, Ark.,
expenditure
authorized for real estate,
expenditure authorized
Aviation General Supply Depot at..
at..
455
455
time extended for bridging Arkansas River
River
at Broadway
Broadway Street...............
Street
278
278
at Main Street ..........................
279
279
Little Rock,
Little
Rock, Ark.,
Ark. National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery,
appropriation
appropriation for burial in,
in, of patients dying
at Hot Springs Hospital
896, 1387
Hospital..... 185,
185,896,
Va.,
Little Wicomico River, Va.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
made .........................
made
1011
1011
Live Stock (see also
also Cattle and
and Animals),
appropriation for
reinabursing Indians
for,
appropriation
for reimbursing
Indians for,
destroyed
destroyed in
in eradicating
eradicating contagious
contagious
diseases, etc ...............
8, 414,1231
414,1231
8,
414, 1231
for developing
developing water
water for
for Indian
Indian..... 414,1231
for
exfor enforcing
enforcing humane treatment
treatment of
of export....................
239, 698, 1318
1318
distribution of information
information of
market
for distribution
of market
prices,
prices, shipments, etc.,
etc., of...
of
265,
724, 1342
265,724,
1342
complling, publishing estimates
for compiling,
estimates of,
and products on farms
farms............ 1342
1342
experiments in establishing
for experiments
establishing meat
meat
production in western irrigated
irrigated districts, etc
etc.................. 268, 728, 1345
1345
for eradicating
eradicating contagious diseases
diseases affecting........................ 269, Y28,
ing
Y28, 1345
forstation
for
Eitation for experiments
breeding,
experiments in,
in, breeding,
etc.,
etc., Woodward,
Woodward, Okla
730, 1345
1345
........... 730,
deficiency appropriation for
deficiency
for suppressing
suppressing
contagious
contagious diseases among Indian..
ndian.. 1172
1172
loans allowed by national banks, secured
secured
by bills of lading, etc.,
of
etc., of...........
296
limitation
limitation to one person in twelve
297
months .........................
297
regulations governing car-load shipments
regulations
of ordinary,
ordinary, to public stockyards
stockyards...
486
other transportation
transportation not affected
affected ........
486
486
restrictions on sales, etc.,
etc., of, belonging
belonging to
to
restrictions
restricted Indians
Indians .................
9
9
Live Stock in Cane
and Cotton
Cotton Districts,
Districts,
Cane Sugar
Sugar and
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative experiments,
appropriation
experiments,
etc.,
etc., in developing ........
268, 728, 1345
268,728,1345
Liverymen, D.
D. C.,
C.,
lien allowed,
allowed, for charges for keeping
568
animals, etc .......................
568
Loans
Treasury DeDcLoans and
and Currency
Currency Division,
Division, Treasury

partment,
appropriation for
division, etc..
etc.. 645,
645,1266
appropriation
for chief
chief of
of division,
1266
termination of appropriations
appropriations for
for exexpewee of
penses
of issue of
of war
war bonds, June
June
646
30, 1921 ........................
646
unexpended
unexpended balances to be covered in
in
June 30,
646
June
30, 1922
1922 ...................
646
646
estimates to be submitted
submitted hereafter
hereafter...
646
expenses of loans, etc ................
for expenses
1266
1266
Loans by National
NationalBanks,
Banks,
limit to any person ......................
296
296
exceptions
exceptions, securvi
discounts and acsecured discounts
ceptances;
ceptances; collateraldesignated....
collateral designated.
296
296
commercial
296
commercial paper discounted
discounted ........
296
notes secured by marketable
marketable staple..
staples..
296
maximum allowed..................
allowed
296
296

INDEX .
INDEX.
Acts, etc.,
Loans, Liberty
Liberty Bond
Bond Acts,
etc.,
Page.
appropriation
expenses, issues
issues of
of...... 1266
appropriation for expenses,
payment for personal services repayment
stricted to designated offices .......
1267
Transportation
Loans to
to Railroads
Railroads (see also
also Transportation
1920),
Act, 1920),
provisions for, before
before expiration of two
years after
after termination of Federal
control ...........................
468
appropriation for making
468
.............
appropriation
required
469
no other authorization
authorization required........
Lock Haven, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation
building ......... 165
appropriation for
for public building
Locke,
Locke, Victor if,
M.,
payment to, from Choctaw
Choctaw tribal funds...
funds
21
Lockport,
Lockport, N. Y.,
Y.,
court at..........................
at
395
terms of court
Locomotive Engine
Engine Boilers,
Boilers, etc., Safe,
appropriation for expenses
compelling
expenses compelling
appropriation
179, 889, 1381
use.--.......... 179,889,
railroads to use
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
deficiency
compelling
use......... 1159,
1159.
railroads to use
compelling railroads
"Logan," Army
Transport,
Army Transport,
"Logan,"
961
................
disposal of, authorized
authorized.
Lobo
National Forest,
Forest, Mont:,
Mont:,
Lolo National
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
of....- 249,
appropriation
708,1327
England, •
London, England,
appropriation for
agent
741,1208
for dispatch
dispatch agent......
appropriation
acceptance authorized
authorized of gift from J. Pieracceptance
pont
Morgan of
of premises
premises for diplodiplopont Morgan
matic
representatives in .........
1214
matic representatives
bestowed upon unmedal of honor to be bestowed
known British soldier
soldier buried in
known
Westminster
Abbey................ 1367
Westminster Abbey
London, Ky.
Ky.,,
terms
of court
court at
at..........................
400
terms of
Long and
and Short
Short Hauls,
Hauls, Railroad
Railroad (see also
TranaalsoTransLong
portation
Act, 1920),
1920),
portation Act,
provisions relating
to ...................
480
relating to
provisions
Coq.,
Long Beach, Calif.,
preliminary examination,
examination etc.,
etc., to
to ascertain
ascertain
preliminary
cost
harbor improveimproveof designated'
designated harbor
cost of
ments
..............
1012
ments ..
.............
Y.
N. Y.
Island City, N.
Long Island
appropriation
for public
165
public building ........
appropriation for
Loomis,
Ray,
Loomis, W. Ray,
appropriation
for services
services in
in Document
Document
appropriation for
Room,
636, 1257
of Representatives.
Representatives. 636,1257
House of
Room, House
Los
Angeles, Call,
Calif.
Los Angeles,
expenditure authorized
authorized for
for sewer,
sewer, Arcadia
Arcadia
expenditure
455
Balloon School............-......
School
for
estate, Arcadia
at
455
School at.
Balloon School
Arcadia Balloon
real estate,
for real
preliminary
etc., to
to ascertain
ascertain
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
cost
of designated
designated harbor
harbor improveimprovecost of
ments .............--ments.

.............

1012
1012

rights of
of way
through designated
designated public
public
way through
rights
lands,
etc., granted to,
to, for waterlands, etc.,
power
etc., of
of .............
983
983
plants, etc.,
power plants,
lands excepted
excepted .........-....-....
983
983
lands
time
for filing
filing maps,
maps, etc
984
984
etc ................
time for
rights of
of other
grants protected
984
protected..........
other grants
rights
payments
etc
985
for use of lands, etc............
payments for
limitations
lands under
985
laws.
previous laws
under previous
to lands
as to
limitations as
Owens
985
Owens River Gorge .......................
985
irrigation
reserved ..............
irrigation rights reserved
forfeiture forr failure
commence waterfure re to commence
foreit
works
986
985
works. ..........................
complete
works, as to
to uncomcomplete power works,
985
.....................
pleted portion
986
laws of California as to use of water not
986
interfered with ...................
interfered
time
for report
of special
joint
special joint
report of
extended for
time extended
committee on submarine
submarine base at.,.
at... 1088
committee
LOS Angeles
Harbor, Call
Pedro,
(ec San Pedro,
Calif. (see
Angeles Harbor,
LoS
Calif.).
Calif.).
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Loss by Exchange,
Page.
Exchange,
Page.
appropriation for
for Army
Army disbursing
officers,
disbursing officers,
appropriation
abroad and in Alaska............
Alaska
112, 956
112,
missions
for, foreign missions................
741, 1208
750, 1216
1216
for, consulates
consulates ..................... 750,
Lou of
Private Propert,
Loss
ofPrivate
Property, Army
Army Service,
Service,
designated personal property
designated
property of officers,
officers
enlisted men, and Nurse
Nurse Corps,
Corps, lost,
etc., since April 5, 1917,
1917, to be replaced orpaid
or paid for ..................
1436
1436
conditions; without
negligence
without fault or negligence
of owner .....................
1436
shipped under orders on unseaworthy
unseaworthy
1436
vessel ........................
1436
Government proppropwhile saving life or Government
erty
1436
1436
erty.............................
engaged in
in military
duty connected
connected
military duty
engaged
therewith .....................
1436
1436
carrier or
in transit under orders, by carrier
1437
Government
agency; limit.........
1437
Governmentagency;
destroyed by the enemy, etc
etc......... 1437
limitations on articles other than required by law, etc
etc. ................
1437
included
1437
sums of money included............
1437
amount
amount of,
o_f_,, to be ascertained
ascertained by Secretary
Secretary
of War...........................
War
1437
payment
replacement authorized
payment or
or replacement
authorized.... 1437
1437
a final determination
tender, etc.,
etc., a
determination of
claim.
1437
1437
claim ...........................
tobe
claims
be presented
presented within two years...
years
1437
claim to
appropriation
1437
paying ...........
appropriation for paying
Lost Instruments,
Instruments, D.
D. C.,
C.,
suits at law on, may be continued
continued by giving
bond required in equity proceedings
569
proceedings
Louisiana,
Louisiana,
patent to mayor of Bonita, of described
lands
in
1063
lands in.........................
NW., D. C.,
Louisiana
Louisiana Avenue
Avenue NW,
appropriation for
repaving roadway,
roadway, Pennfor repaving
appropriation
sylvania Avenue to Tenth
Tenth Street
854
Street....
Railroad,
Louisville and Nashville Railroad,
may bridge Alabama
Alabama River, near Montgomery,
1090
1090
Ala ......................
gomery, Ala.
Louisville, Ky.,
Ky.,
repairs.. 1368
appropriation for marine hospital,
hospital, repairs
appropriation
Lower Brute
Brule Agency,
Agency, S. Dak.,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
31, 434, 1248
at......................... 31,434,1248
Lowudes
Ga.,
Loumdes County, Ga.,
bridge
across Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee
bridge authorized
authorized acroes
River by
River
by Brooks County and ...... 1100
Luco Creek,
Creek, Wis.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made,
preliminary examination,
for harbor
1012
refuge................ 1012
for
harbor of refuge
N.,
Lucore, Ladernia
Ladernia N.,
enlarged
homestead
entry
by,
validated
1092
enlarged homestead entry by, validated..
Ludington,
Ludington, Mich.,
improving
authorized 1058
at authorized
improving aids to navigation at,
Lug
Fruits and
Vgetables, D.
D. C.,
or Fruits
and Vtgetables,
Lug Boxes
Boxes for
standard
1222
established...... 1992
standard dimensions
dimensions for, established
Lumber, River,
bridge authorized across, near Lumberton,
Lumberton,
bridge
C. .......
390
N. C...........................
Lumberton, N. C.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Lumber River,
near
..........................390
near....
Lununi Indian
Indian Reservation,
ReMrration, Wash.,
Wah.,
Lummi
allotment of Davie Skootah on, canceled;
canceled;
allotment
re:allotment
28
28
reallotment........................
Appropriations,
Lump Sum Appropriations,
restrictions on additional
restrictions
additional pay of $240 a
a
rear
employees under...
.... 690,
under........
90. 1309
year to employees
Proceedings, P.
Lunacy Procetdings,
I). C.
C,,
equity court jurisdiction
iln panel from
jurisdiction in,
petit
....
. 556
jurors....................
petit jurors
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Writs, D.
C.,
Page.
Lunacy Writs,
D. C.,
Page.
appropriation for
expenses of
executing...
92,
appropriation
for expenses
of executing...
92,
862, 1134
1134
862,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ............ 41,1019
41,1019
deficiency
Luquillo
Forest, P.
P. R.,
Luquillo National
Arational Forest,
R.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of-...
of__ __ 249,
appropriation
249,
708,1327
708,1327
Luxemburg,
Netherlands and,
and,
Luxemburg, Netherlands
appropriation for
minister to
appropriation
for minister
to.......... 739,
739, 1206
1206
Luzerne
Luzerne County, Pa.
Pa.
Susquehanna River
may bridge
bridge Susquehanna
River MocanaMocanaqua to
159
qua
to Shickshirmy
Shickshinny................
159
.
Pittston .............
160
Pittston
..............
160
Salem to Wapwailopen
160
Salem
Wapwallopen ................
160
extended for
for bridging
bridging North
Branch of
of
time extended
North Branch
Susquehanna
River at
at Wilkes-Bane
Susquehanna River
Wilkes-Barre
by
1103
by................................
1103
Lynne Bayou,
The.,
Lynns
Bayou, Tex.,
preliminary
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
made
1012
made ........................
1012
M.
M.
McAllister,
John J.,
McAllister, John
J., Jr.,
Jr.,
deficiency appropriation
services
56
deficiency
appropriation for
for services......
56
McClintic-Marshalt
Company,
McClintic-MarshallConstruction
Construction Company,
deficiency appropriation
for Panama
deficiency
appropriation for
Panama Canal
Canal
construction
work ...............
1166
construction work
1166
McCrary,
B.,
MeCrary, Arthur
Arthur B.,
date of appointment
ensign, Navy,
date
appointment as
as ensign,
Navy,
established...,.....................
established
141
141
McDowell Indians,
Indians,
appropriation
appropriation for
for Head,gate
Headgate irrigation
irrigation projproject, Salt River
River Reservation,
Ariz
408
Reservation, Arnz...
408
J3IcGee, J. E.,
E., and J.
McGee,
J. I
J Smith,
Smith,
may bridge Savannah
Savannah River near Hailey's
Halley's
Ferry, S. C.
C. and Ga
Ga.... .......... . 1366
1366
McGhee.,J. Rutledge,
McGhee,
Rutledge,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
56
for services
services......
56
McIntosh,
Willman R.
McIntosh, WillwmR.
payment
24
payment to, from
from Choctaw
Choctaw tribal
tribal funds
funds...
24
Kees Rocks, Pa.,
McKees
Pa.,
appropriation
appropriation for public
building .........
165
public building
T)
time extended
extended for bridging
Ohio River at..
at
1079
bridging Ohioliver
1079
McKinley County,
Mar.,
McKinley
County, N.
N. MAx.,
exchanges permitted
exchanges
permitted of
of lands
lands in,
in, to
to consolidate holdings in solid areas
1239
areas ........
1239
McKinley
McKinley Street
Street Nil.,
Nt., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
Thirty-ninth
for paving,
paving, Thirty-ninth
Street to Belt Road................
Road
845
845
McKusick,
A.,
McKutsick, Hattie
attie A.,
appropriation
appropriation for lands purchased
purchased for
for homeless Mille
Indians from........
from
420
Mille Lacs Indians
420
McLane, Honorable
Honorable Patrick,
Patrick,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
contested elecelecdeficiency
for contested
tion expenses .................
1180
1180
McMillan
Park Reservoir,
Reservoir, D.
D. C.
also Water
Mc
MillanPark
C. (see
(see also
Water
Service, D. C.),
C.),
appropriation
for operation,
etc.__ _100, 870,
1141
appropriaton for
operat ion, etc....100,
70,1141
McMillan
McMillan Wash,
Wash, Ariz.
Ariz.,,
appropriation for test well
appropriation
for irrigating
irriga ting
well for
additional lands,
lands. San
ReserSan Carlos
Carlos Reservation
416
vation ........................
416
McMurray,
J. F.,
McMirray, J.
F.,
additional claims, etc., between,
between, and
and the
the
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Indians,
Indians,
referred
234
referred to Court of
of Claims
Claims.........
234
exclusion of specified claims; limitations.
limitations
234
234
McNeil
a.sh.,
McNeil Island,
Island, II
Bash.,
appropriation
appropriation for penitentiary,
penitentiary, construcconstruction............................
tion
207
207
penitentiary, maintenance...
for penitentiary,
1415
maintenance... '212,
212, 928,
926 1415
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
penitentiary,
appropriation for
ot penitentiary,
maintenance ..................
52,
1176
maintenance
62, 1178
for penitentiary,
penitetiary, additio
guard.
additional pay,
pay, guards.
338
for penitentiy,
penitentiary, maintenance
maintenance ..........
338
338

McPherson
Place NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Page.
McPherson Place
Page.
west
of McPherson
McPherson Square,
Square, designated
west side
side of
designated
Fifteenth
846
Fifteenth Street
Street ..................
846
"Mable
Mable I.
Meyers," Barkentine,
I. Meyers,"
Barkentine,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for paying
paying judgjudgdeficiency
ment
owners of.................
of
39
ment to
to owners
59
Machine
Machine Tools,
Tools, Army,
Army,
sales at
reduced rates
to trade
trade schools,
sales
at reduced
rates to
schools, etc
etc.,,
of surplus
surplus ........................
360
of
360
use of
of proceeds
360
use
proceeds .......................
360
reversion if
offered for
for sale
sale by
by schools,
reversion
if offered
schools,
without
consent of
of Secretary
of
without consent
Secretary of
War
360
War...
........................
360
surplus,
be transferred
to Vocational
surplus, to
to be
transferred to
Vocational
Education
Board without
without charge
504
Education Board
charge....
504
Mackinac Agency,
Agency, Mich.,
Mich.,
Mackinac
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
Indians
appropriation for
at
31, 434, 1248
at........................... 31,434,1248
Madawaska, Me.,
Madawaska,
Me.,
bridge authorized
across Saint
Saint John
John River,
River,
bridge
authorized across
between
Edmundston, New
New Brunsbetween Edmundston,
Brunswick
and ........................
161
wick and
161
Madden,
William,
Madden, William,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for extra
extra serviservideficiency
ces............
ces
59, 343, 1037, 1182
.....
59,343,1037,1182
Madison
Miss.,
Madison County,.
County, Miss.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Pearl River by
Rankin County
County and, at
at Meeks
Meeks
Ferry
572
Ferry ...........
.. .........
572
Madison
National Foret,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.;
Madison National
appropriation
appropriation for maintenace,
maintenance, etc.,
etc. of....
of..
249
249,
708,1327
708, 1327
Madison
Place, D.
D. C.,
Madison Place,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for care,
care, etc.,
etc., of Treasury
Treasury
Department
Department Annex
644
Annex...............
644
Madison,
Wis.,
Madison, Wis.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public building
165
building........
165
Madrid:Spain,
Madrid,
Spain,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Universal
Universal
Postal Congress,
Congress, delegates'
delegates' expenses.
expenses. 1031
1031
etc.,
Magazines, etc.,
issue of, by departments, etc.,
etc., restricted..
reetricted
945
945
Winifred T.,
Magelssen, Winifred
T.,
appropriation for one
appropriation
one year's
year's pay
deceased
pay of deceased
husband,
husband, William C.
C. Magelssen,
Magelssen, late
consul.............................
consul
743
743
Magnesite
Magnesite Deposits,
Deposits,
leases of, in unallotted
unallotted lands of Indians,
Indians,
authorized..
authorized
1231
...................
1231
Magnetic Observations,
Magnetic
Observations,
appropriation for continuing,
appropriation
continuing, under
under Coast
Coast
Survey.................. 215,928,1418
Survey
215, 928, 1418
Mahoning River,
River,
Mahoning
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized acros,
across, Youngstown,
Yonn e:town,
Ohio...
Ohio
572
.......................
572
Mail and Files
Fik Division,
Treaswy DepartMail
Division, •Treasury
Department
ment,
appropriation
appropriation for
for chief of division,
division, etc
646,1267
etc.. 646,1267
Mail Bags, etc.,
Mail
etc., Postal
Postal Serice,
Service,
appropriation
appropriation for freight or
expressage on
on
or expressage
579, 1152
. empty .....................
579,1152
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for freight
63.
deficiency
freight on _
83,
347, 525,
1040, 1043, 11N
525, 1040,1043,1193
Mail Bags, Locks, Equipment,
Equipment, etc.,
Postal
etc., Postal
Service,
i
rvice,
appropriation for
purchase, manufacture,
appropriation
for purchase,
manufacture,
etc ........................
582,1155
etc.
582,1155
for materials,
materials, etc.,
for
etc., equipmentshops..
equipment shops
582,1155
582,1155
for labor
labor in
for
in equipment
equipment shop.........
shops
•
582,1155
582,1155
t
distinctive equipmen
equipment
for executive
executive
lor
departments, Alaska,
island po-eepossesisland
Alka
|dept
sions,
etc ,......
- X- 1......
.....
582,1155
ionete.
582,115
approprS
deficiency appropriation
for
manor 'purchase,
pce
manufacture, etc
1175
ufacture,
etc
...................
. 1175
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Mail Transportation
Transportation (see also Postal Service),
Service),
appropriation for star routes in Alaska..
appropriation
Alaska
579, 1152
for steamboat
powerblat routes
routes.. 579, 1152
steamboat and powerboat
for railroad routes ................
579,
1152
579, 1152
contracts
contracts for aircraft service authorized; conditions
1152
conditions................ 579,
579, 1152
for aeroplanes, etc.,
etc., for aircraft service,
New York to San Francisco.....
Francisco
579, 1153
for Railway Mail Service
Serxice .......... 579, 1153
for electric and cable car service.....
service
579, 1153
for foreign
oreign mails by steamship
for
steamship and otherwise .........
............
581, 1153
amount for aircraft service........
service
581, 1153
581,
for star routes
routes except in Alaska......
Alaska
582, 1155
1155
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for railroad routes.
347,
349, 525,
525, 1040, 1043,
1045,
1045,1174,1189,1192
1174, 1189,1192
for railroad routes; for increased
increased rates_
rates..... 1031
1031
for railroad routes under
under Railroad Administration
ministration ......................
1174
for star routes...
routes... 347,349,1031,1175,1189,1192
347, 349, 1031, 1175, 1189, 1192
for foreign mails .............. 349,1031,1174
349, 1031,1174
for Railway
Service ............
1043
Railway Mail Service
1043
for rural delivery .................
1045,
1189
1045,1189
for electric and cable car service
1174
service........ 1174
for power boat service.................
service
1189
1189
motor vehicles, equipment, etc., transtransferred from Army for .............
ferred
530
530

Mails.
Mails. United
United States,
States,

to be shipped on American
American vessels
vessels......
contracts for, not assignable ...........
payment
forbidden,
if terms violated, etc
payment
etc.
compensation
compensation for service to be determined
determined
by Postmaster
Postmaster General and Shipping
Board ...........................
contracts
contracts for, authorized
authorized ...............
not applicable..
applicable
provisions of prior Act not

998
998
998
998
998

998
998
998
998
998

Maine,
Maine.
construction of bridge authorized
authorized across
across
Saint John River,
River, Madawaska
Madawaska to
to
Edmundston, New Brunswick,
Edmundston.
by
Brunswick, by
Canada and
Canada
and;.;condition ............
161
Maine
Centenni
al,
Maine State
State Centennial,
coinage of 50-centsilver
50-cent silver pieces in commemoration of .
595
..........................
595
number, legal tender quality, etc......
etc
595
595
expense for dies,
no Government
Government expense
ales, etc....
etc
575
575
Majestic
Majestic Collieries
Collieries Company,
Company,
may bridge Tug,
Tug Fork of Big Sandy
Sandy River,
Cedar, W.
W Va .....................
1108
1108
Major,
HonorableSam C.,
Major, Honorable
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
contested
election expenses
expenses
1036
..............
1036
Majority Floor
RepresentaFloor Lea,
Leader, House
House of Representatives,
appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc ..............
1257
Maktah Indians,
Indians, Wash.,
Makali
appropriation
support, etc.,
appropriation for support,
etc., of..
1245
of.. 27, 431, 1245
Malheur National
Matheur
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
of.... 249,
708,
1327
708,1327
Malki Agency,
Agency, Calif.,
Cal(.,
appropriation for support, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
at...........................
at
1247
1247
Mall Office Buildings,
Buildings, D. C.,
Mall
appropriation for operating
appropriation
operating force and expenses........................
penses
662, 1281
. 662,1281
removal
removal of units A and B ...........
1282
1282
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for operating
force, 1920 .......................
48
48
operating expenses ..............-.
for operating
48
48
Malt Liquors,
alcoholic
alcoholic strength of, subject
subject to provisions
provisions
of War
War Prohibition
Prohibition Act............
Act
305
305
lower strength not subject
thereto;
bject thereto;
etc
renMirdir
e
a-s
permits,
etc.,
required
305
. ernnits
-,
---.-.--------------.
w
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Malt Liuors--Continued.
Liquors-Continued.
g
alcoholic
alcoholic strength of, subject to provisions of Constitutional prohibition
307
prohibition..
307
lower strength not subject thereto;
thereto;
permits, etc.,
etc., required
required ............
308
Maltby Building,
C.,
Building, D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for repairs to, occupied
occupied by
Vocational Education
1397
Education Board ...... 1397
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
conexpenses converting,
verting. for office purposes........
purposes
50
50
Mammals,
Mammals, North American,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating food
habits
food habits
of, etc.....................
etc
257,
716, 1335
257,716.1335
Manhattan
Borough,
Manhattacn
it3,
B
)
orough, N. Y. (see New York

City).
Manitowoc, Wis..
appropriation for light
appropriation
light and
and fog
fog signal stastation at ...........................
213
213
Mansfield, McMurray and
Mansfield,
Cornish (see Mcand Cornish
Murray, J.
Murray,
J. P.).
F.).
Manti National
NationalForest,
Monti
Forest, Utah,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 249,
249,
708, 1327
Manzano National
Manzano
National Forest,
Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
249,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 249,
708, 1327
708,1327
Maps, Geologic,
appropriation for engraving
appropriation
engraving and printing
198,
printing.. 198,
918, 1400
Maps, Military,
Military,
appropriation for preparation,
preparation, etc., topoappropriation
graphic
...
.........
...... 124,970
assistance of Geological
Geological and Coast and
and
Geodetic Surveys, etc
etc........... 124,970
Maps, United States,
appropriation
appropriation for connected;
connected; distribution.
distribution_
670,
670,
1289
1289
for separate
separate State and Territorial....
Territorial.... 670,
1289
670,1289
designated
designated areas under enlarged
enlarged homestead provisions
provisions ................ 670, 1289
1289
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for.............. 1191
1191
Mare Island,
Island. Calif,
Mare
Calif.,
appropriation
yard. public
appropriation for navy yard,
public works.
144,
821
for right of way and railroad
railroad extension
extension..
144
for naval magazine, public works.......
works
144
144
for operating, etc.,
etc., Government
223
Government house
house at
at.
223
for operating,
operating, etc., Government
Government restaurestau224
rant at ........................
224
for operating, etc., Government
Government dormi224
tories at ...........................
224
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for navy yard,
yard,
public works
1169
.....
................
1169
Island Navy Yard, Calif.,
Mare Island
Calif.,
time extended for report of special
joint
special joint
committee investigating
investigating deeper
deeper
channel
channel to ........................
1088
1088
Marianna, Ark.,
Ark.,
Marianna,
appropriation for public
appropriation
public building
building.......... 165
165
Martanna,Fla.,
Marianna,
Fla.,
appropriation for public
appropriation
public building
165
building.......
Marwopa Indian
Maruopa
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz.
appropriation
irrigation projappropriation for Ak Chin irrigation
ect on ....................
408, 1226
. 3, 408,1226
Marine
CommisMarine and
and Seamen's
Seamen's Insurance,
Insurance, Commis-

sioner
sioner of,
of,
office abolished; duties transferred
transferred to division under Director
Director of War Risk
Risk
371
Insurance Bureau ...-........-....
371
Marine
Corps,
Marine Corps,
appropriation
appropriation for pay of officers, active
active
and reserve
reserve list...............
list
.. 152,829
152,829
list........
152,829
for pay of officers,
officers, retired list
152,829
men, etc ...-...-..-- ....
152,829
for enlisted men,
152,829
women in service, to receive pay, etc.,
etc.,
152
of enlisted personnel
personnel..............
152
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Marine Corps-Continued.
temporary
officers eligible
existing vaeligible for existing
temporary officers
appropriation
men; enlisted
enlisted men;
for enlisted
appropriation for
830
cancies
permanent strength
strength.....
cancies in permanent
strength
temporarily increased;
increased; restrength temporarily
transfers without
regard to age;
age; qualificaqualificawithout regard
transfers
152
................----------striction
152
striction ........
830
tions required
required .....................
in
making reductions
temporary offireductions temporary
in making
eligibility extended
extended to officers in active
eligibility
temporary
cers
may
be
given
other
temporary
cers may be given
830
service since April 6, 1917
1917 .........
service
commissions in
in lower
lower grades.......
grades
153
commissions
to same
lower rank
rank ................
830
830
or lower
same or
to
retired
promoted to warenlisted men promoted
retired enlisted
service may be
than ten years'
years' service
be
more than
with more
rant
grades on active duty, to rerant grades
appointed warrant,
warrant, if not qualified
qualified
appointed
153
ceive pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., therefor
therefor ...........
ceive
830
830
commissions ...............
for commissions
disbursing officers
for
allowed credits for
officers allowed
disbursing
therefor.
830
number
increased therefor
of warrant,
warrant, increased
number of
war
payments, etc.; reemergency payments,
war emergency
transfers, etc.,
etc., to be made
made by June 30,
153
stiction
striction ...........................
...................
.....
1921
830
830
enlisted
strength
established
830
enlisted strength established..........
may hold temporary
commissions until
temporary commissions
transfer of
temporary officers
officers to perof temporary
transfer
830
permanent
made
permanent made...............
830
manent commissions,
commissions, etc ...........
manent
enlistment terms
terms in, established; reenlistenlistment
for retired
enlisted men
153,830
men ..............
retired enlisted
for
836
benefits, etc ..............
ment benefits,
153,830
for undrawn
clothing ................
153,830
undrawn clothing
for
in Arlington Memorial Amentombment
entombment
830
153,
troops..
for
mileage
to
officers
without
troops
830
without
officers
to
mileage
for
phitheater of members
members of, who renphitheater
for commutation
of quarters,
officers
quarters, officers
commutation of
for
distinguished
dered
conspicuously distinguished
conspicuously
dered
153,831
without
troops
153,831
without troops...................
1440
service;
1440
requirements..............
service; requirements
154,831
for
pay of civil force
force ..............
for pay
exchange
Diego, Calif., base,
exchange of land, San Diego,
831
pay
temporary employees.
employees.
831
restrictions, temporary
pay restrictions,
authorized
145
145
authorized ...................
154, 831
for provisions;
commutation of rations.
rations 154,831
provisions; commutation
for
etc.,,
families
commissioned officers,
officers, etc
families of commissioned
154, 831
for clothing.....................
clothing
154,831
for
transportation upon change
allowed
allowed transportation
54
...........1154
sales to
officers at
.
cost ....
at cost
to officers
sales
604
of
permanent station............
station
604
of
permanent
for
fuel
154,831
........................
.
for fuel
604
...........
defined
permanent
station defined
permanent
813
...............
for
military
stores,
etc.
154,
813
etc
for military stores,
addito
have
officers
noncommissioned
noncommissioned
officers
have
154
for
camps
of
instruction,
etc
...........
for camps of instruction,
602
tional
ration or commutation
602
commutation ......
tional ration
154, 832
for ammunition
ammunition ..................
154,832
for
604
effective until June 30, 1922.............
1922
604
effective
for transporting
transporting and
154,832
and recruiting ........
for
accepting commissions in Repay clerks,
clerks, accepting
for repairs
repairs to
barracks, etc.; rent ....
154,832
to barracks,
for
on
serves, restored to former status on
155,832
for forage
forage .......................
for
141
termination
of active service
service therein.
therein.
141
termination
for
commutation
of
quarters,
officers
officers
quarters,
of
for commutation
service
for
pensions increased
service in Civil or
increased
pensions
155,832
.....--.
with
troops,
etc.
etc....
with troops,
Mexican War
War.....................
585
585
Mexican
155, 832
for
contingent ......................
155,832
for contingent
quartermaster supplies
supplies may be bought
bought by
by
quartermaster
laundries;
for work
at ....
155, 833
work at
receipts for
laundries; receipts
etc., from
506
Coast
Guard officers,
from ...
506
officers, etc.,
Coast Guard
833
water supply,
supply, Quantico
Barracks, Va.
Va.
Quantico Barracks,
water
507
Public Health
Health Service
Service officers
officers.........
507
Public
to constitute
maintenance fund,
constitute maintenance
to
rates allowed
allowed pensioners
pensioners for loss of limbs or
or
Quartermaster's
Department
156,833
Quartermaster's Department.....
sight
982
sight while in the ................
145
Va ...........
for barracks,
Quantico, Vs
barracks, Quantico,
for
to
personnel to
readjustment
etc., of personnel
readjustment of pay, etc.,
for
advanced base
equipment for, advanced
flying equipment
for flying
special joint
be investigated,
investigated, etc.,
etc., by
by special
joint
units ....
133
......................
units
604
committee of Congress
Congress............
for transporting
transporting remains
remains of officers and
transfer of maintenance
appropriation 1919,
maintenance appropriation
transfer
for
823
146,
enlisted
men
146,823
etc., charges
charges
enlisted men ....................
to pay Navy freight, etc.,
year 1921 .............
1169
1169
for fiscal year
repairs of
deficiency
appropriation for repairs
deficiency appropriation
uniforms, etc., prohibitions
prohibitions in force
force herebarracks
50, 1170
........................ 50,1170
barracks.
50,
......................
836
after . .
for
Quartermaster's Department........
Department
50,
for Quartermaster's
61,
63, 345,
522, 1039,
1190
duties of Secretary
Secretary of Navy
Navy added......
added
836
1185, 119C
1044, 1185,
1041, 1044,
1039, 1041,
345, 522,
61, 63,
warrant
officers, accepting
commissions in
in
119C
accepting commissions
for
pay ... 61,
61, 65,345,522,1039,1041,1185,
65, 345, 522, 1039, 1041, 1185, 1190
warrant officers,
for pay...
Reserves,
restored to former status
status
Reserves, restored
345,348,522,
contingent .............
345,
348, 522, 1039,
for contingent
141
1041, 1044,
1190
on termination
service
1044, 1170, 1185, 119C
termination of active service....
1041,
Marine Corps Reserve,
117C Marine
for provisions;
provisions; reappropriation
reappropriation from 1920 1170
for
enrolled men,
active duty
117
officers, on active
men, not officers,
enrolled
for transportation
transportation and recruiting
recruiting ........
1170
for
during the
the war, may
may serve unexpired
unexpired
117
for fuel,
fuel, etc ........................
1170
conditions - _ 139
117(
Marine Corps; conditions.
term in Marine
for
forage. ..........................
1170
for forage
117
exceed authorized
authorized enlisted
not to exceed
for
quarters ............
1170
commutation of quarters
for commutation
139
strength .
139
.........................
strength
officers
allowance
for
quarters
to
families
of
officers
families
allowance for quarters
pay,
139
etc..............
allowances, etc
pay, allowances,
38C
emergency
continued during
during present
present emergency
385
continued
female
members to be placed on inactive
female members
officers
allowances for
service of officers
in service
death in
for death
allowances
138
duty
138
duty ........................
824
.................
and
men.
824
men
enlisted
and
members in service may
may be given
given tempotempomembers
824
Corps.....
restricted
to
Regular
Marine
Corps
824
Marine
restricted to Regular
138
pay......
appointments; pay
138
rary civil appointments;
discharged officers
enlisted men of,
officers and enlisted
discharged
qualify for civil service
service certificates
certificates
may qualify
Public
patients, may purHealth patients,
Public Health
138
to fill
vacancies ...................
138
fill vacancies
to
etc., at Marine
chase supplies, etc.,
chase
138
appointments
termination of temporary
temporary appointments
termination
971
Corps
prices
976
..................
Corps prices
appropriation for pay of reservists transappropriation
ferred,
138
.................
ferred, etc ...
enlisted
reenlisting after serving
serving as
enlisted men, reenlisting
pay
restrictions....
138
pay restrictions......................----officer in Reserve, to have credit for
for
officer
14
officers on active duty
therein
141
serving as officers
persons serving
active service therein.............
in, since April 6, 1917, eligible to
if
if within four or three months to have
permanent
permanent commiasions
commissions in Marine
Marine
14:
former grade, etc .................
141
......
Corps.
Corps ...............
830
83
ltstahlished.
tiv established
-- tnn
'o4&nh
alitm 4 strength
enlisted
permanently
830
-
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National,
Marine Exposition, National,
exhibits irom
from Department of Commerce
Commerce
may be furnished for, without exUnited States ..............
550
pense to United
Marine
Health
Marine Hospitals
Hospitals (see also Public Health
Service),
Service),
appropriation
appropriation for Chicago, Ill., improve167
ments .........................
Ohio repairs,
etc
167
for Cincinnati, Ohio,
repairs, etc........
167
remodeling, etc
etc........
for Mobile, Ala., remodeling,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pa., remodeling,
remodeling, etc
167
etc..
for Philadelphia,
Savannah, Ga., officers'
officers' quarters,
for Savannah,
etc
167,875
......................
etc...
work
....
work under Supervising
Supervising Architect
Architect....
167
for Boston, Mass., buildings ...........
875
Stanton, N. Mex., remodeling
remodeling
for Fort Stanton,
power house, etc ...............
875,
1368
875,1368
1368
1368
Cairo,
I.,
repairs ..................
for Cairo,
for
for Louisville
repairs.
Ill., Ky. repairs.
1368
for Louisville, Ky., repairs ...........
for Mobile,
Mobile, Ala., alterations,
alterations, etc .......
1368
Francisco, Calif., alterations, etc.
etc. 1368
for San
San Francisco,
etc.... 1368
for Stapleton, N. Y., alterations, etc
for remodeling
remodeling camp, etc., facilities for
discharged soldiers, etc.,
etc., turned over
1368
1368
from War Department ............
for repairs
repairs and preservation
preservation.....
. .. 168,
876, 1368
168,876,1368
for mechanical equipmentfor.
equipment for.... 168, 876,1369
876, 1369
175,884,1376
for maintenance
maintenance ..............
175,
884, 1376
admission of contagious,
contagions, etc., cases
admission
175,884
for study.
study .....................
deficiency appropriation
maintenance,
appropriation for maintenance,
deficiency
45
etc
etc............................
Marine
Marine Insurance
Insurance Associations,
Associations,
antitrust prohibitions
prohibitions not applicable
applicable to,
antitrust
formed for apportioning
apportioning risks among
formed
members thereof ................
1000
members
Marine
Marine Schools, State,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of, New York,
appropriation
Massachusetts, and
Washington.. 134, 814
and Washington..
Massachusetts,
Marines,
Marines, etc.,
appropriation for vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation
appropriation
887
disabled...........
of discharged
discharged disabled
medical, etc., services for discharged
discharged
for medical,
disabled, under Public Health Servdisabled,
1376
ice ...........................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for hospital care,
deficiency
etc., of discharged sick and disabled,
disabled,
patients under Public Health
Health Serv377
ice ...........................
for expenses, vocational
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
604,1020
discharged disabled..
504,1020
disabled ...........
discharged
increased under excepallowance increased
pay allowance
tional circumstances
circumstances............... 1021
for
medical treatment, etc.,
etc., of, war risk
for medical
insurance patients
patients .............
507, 591
insurance
no
no passport fees required of relatives of, to
750
visit „graves
graves thereof abroad ........
preference in
appointments,
etc., appointments,
in clerical,
clerical, etc.
preference
hereafter,
departments, etc.,
hereafter, in depiirtments,
to
discharged, or their
to honorably
honorably discharged,
widows
37
widows ..........................
37
wives of injured
injured .....................
37
preference right
discharged
right for two years of, discharged
preference
from
nmake
service in late war, to Make
from service
homestead
etc., on opened
homestead entry, etc.,
434
lands.....................
public lands.
drafted men refusing to serve, etc.,
etc., exdrafted
cluded
434
cluded .............................
travel
allowed wounded
wounded
mile allowed
travel at one cent aamile
or
furlough from hoson furlough
disabled, on
or disabled,
976
.
..................... ....
pitals
Mis.,
Marion
Marion County, Miss.,
.
River................
'earl River
391
may bridge Pearl
Marion,
/rid.,
Marton, Ind.,
SElappropriation
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer Sol191 904,1395
diers' Home...............
191„
904, 1395
diea'
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Marion, Ind.—Continued.
Ind.-Continued.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer Soldeficiency
diers' Home
Home....................
47, 1028
Maritime
Maritime Causes
Causes (see Admiralty Causes).
Causes).
Maritime Liens (see also
also Ship Mortgage
Mortgage Act,
Maritime
1920).
1920).
etc., entitled to,
persons furnishing repairs, etc.,
for necessaries
necessaries ....................
1005
enforcement,
1005
enforcement, etc ....................
1005
Maritime Torts,
Maritime
Torts,
actions allowed against Government
Government owned,
owned,
actions
etc., merchant
merchant vessels
525
vessels............
Marketable Staples,
loans allowed
allowed by national banks secured by
by
bills of lading, etc., for nonperishable
nonperishable
296
limit to one person in twelve months
297
months....
Bureau, DepartDepartMarkets and
and Crop
Crop Estimates Bureau,
Agriculture,
ment of Agriculture,
appropriation
1341
appropriation for salaries.................
expenses................. 1341
for general expenses...
information on marketfor distributing information
ing, etc., farm products,
products, purchasing
purchasing
supplies, etc.
etc ....................
1341
supplies,
1342
studying losses in transit,
transit, etc
etc........ 1342
studying
market
distributing, etc., market
for collecting, distributing,
prices of live stock, meats, fish, agricultural products, etc
1342
etc............. 1342
etc., of intercondition, etc.
for certifying
certifying condition,
state shipments of perishable
perishable farm
products .....................
1342
certificates prima facie evidence
evidence of
certificates
facts
1342
stated .....................
facts stated
etc., invesfor cotton grading, baling, etc.,
1342
tigations ........................
for cooperative
cooperative employment of agents, to
diffuse
information for
marketing
for marketing
diffuse information
etc................. 1342
farm products, etc
for
handling, grading, etc., invesfor grain handling,
1342
tigations ........................
compiling, etc., data relating to crops
for compiling,
and live stock
stock ..................... 1342
American producers
for disseminating to American
information
information of world supply and deraand for American
American agricultural
agricultural
mand
products, etc ........
.......... 1342
products,
cooperation
agencies, organizaorganizacooperation with agencies,
etc.......................... 1342
tions, etc
for administrative
administrative expenses
1343
expenses ...........
FAtimates
duties of Statistics and Crop Estimates
Bureaus
Bureau of
Bureaus transferred
transferred to Bureau
Markets, etc ......................
1343
Act....... 1343
for enforcing
enforcing Cotton Futures Act
for enforcing
enforcing Grain Standards Act
Act...... 1343
for
administering Warehouse
Warehouse Act
Act........ 1343
for administering
for
Container Act....
Act
1343
for enforcing
enforcing Standard Container
for enforcing
enforcing regulations
regulations for handling
. 1343
wool clip of 1918 .................
distribution
collected to growgrowdistribution of sums collected
ers thereof
thereof......................... 1343
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
enforcing regufor enforcing
deficiency
lations for handling wool clip of 1918,
1918,
etc
1177
etc ...........................
for stimulating
stimulating agriculture
agriculture and facilitating distribution
products.... 1187, 1192
ing
distribution of products....
Markets and
and Rural
Rural Organization,
Office of,
of,
Organization,Office
Markets
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general exdeficiency
penses. 64, 67, 346, 524, 1040, 1043,1187,1192
1043,1187,1192
Agriculture,
Department of Agriculture,
Bureau, Department
Markets Bureau,
appropriation
salaries ............... 264,723
appropriation for salaries
264, 723
for
expenses ....
.........
or general expenses
for
information on marketdistributing information
for distributing
purchasing
farm products, purchasing
ing, etc.,
etc., farm
supplies, etc ..................
264, 723
supplies,
for
diffusing
by
telegraph,
etc.,
for diffusing by telegraph, etc., market
prices
etc.
265
285
vegetables, etc....
prices of fruits, vegetables,
industry...
265
stockyards industry...
for supervision
supervision of stockyards
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Markets Bureau,
AgricultureDepartmentof AgricultureBureau, Department
Markets
Continued.
appropriation
information as
as
publishing information
for publishing
appropriation for
to
marketing, prices,
prices, etc.,
etc., of
live
of live
to marketing,
stock,
fish, etc............
etc
265,
265, 724
meats, fish,
stock, meats,
for
distributing commercial
information,
commercial information,
for distributing
265
etc., dairy
dairy and
products....
poultry products....
and poultry
etc.,
information,
for
commercial information,
for distributing commercial
etc., grain,
hay, etc
265
etc...............
grain, hay,
etc.,
for
investigating production,
production, distribution,
distribution,
for investigating
etc., of
agricultural food products
265
products..
of agricultural
etc.,
information,
for distributinc
commercial information,
distributing, commercial
for
265
etc.
265
peanuts................--.
etc., peaniits
for distributing
distributing information
marketinformation of marketfor
ing, prices
prices of
vegetables, peaof fruits, vegetables,
ing,
nuts, dairy
dairy and poultry products,
nuts,
724
feeds,
etc ......................
feeds, etc
for
investigating transportation,
transportation, marketfor investigating
ing,
etc. of agricultural food prodproding, etc.,
724
ucts,
724
control, etc .................
ucts, control,
for
certifying condition,
etc., of intercondition, etc.
for certifying
state shipments
of perishable
perishable farm
shipments of
state
products
265, 724
724
-265,
products.....................
for cotton
cotton grading,
grading, baling, etc., investifor
gations ..........-............
265, 724
gations
testing spinning
value of
of grades
724
grades.... 265, 724
spinning value
testing
for
cooperation among farmers,
studies of cooperation
for studies
diffusion
information thereof, etc...
etc...
266
diffusion information
for cooperative
cooperative diffusing information of
for
marketing,
etc., of
products. 266, 724
of farm products.
marketing, etc.,
for grain
grain handling,
handling, grading,
grading, etc., invesfor
tigations
725
266, 725
....... 266,
....
tigations. .....
for executing
law fixing
standard small
fixing standard
executing law
for
fruit
containers, Climax
Climax grape
grape basfruit containers,
266, 725
kets, etc
etc ...................-.
kets,
266,725
for administrative
administrative expenses .........
for
Act..... 266, 725
for
Cotton Futures Act
enforcing Cotton
for enforcing
classifications declared permanent....
725
permanent....
classifications
optional demand
and delivery
grades
725
delivery of grades
demandand
optional
73
738
repealed
..................
repealed
for embrcing
Grain
Act.... 266,725
Standards At....
Grain Standards
encig
for
for
Warehouse Act....
Act
266, 725
725
administering Warehouse
for administering
modifications
bond and
and receipt
receipt conof bond
modification of
ditions
266
...........---.....
ditions
authority to
etc ...
267
administer oaths, etc.
to administer
authority
for enforcing
enforcing regulations
regulations for wool clip of
of
for
1918
....... 267, 725
...............
1918. ..
Markets, D.
D. C.
(see also Weights, Measures,
C. (see
Markets,
and
Markets, D. C.,
Department of),
C., Department
and Markets,
appropriation
market masters, etc 70,844,
70, 844, 1111
formarketmasters,etc.
appropriation for
for
maintenance................
1115
75, 844, 1115
for maintenance
for
fish wharf
wharf and
and market
76,844
expenses ... 75,844
market expenses....
for fish
75, 844
for
refrigerating plant..............
plant
for refrigerating
for produce
completing south
produce market, completing
for
111
shelter .........................1115
shelter
supervision over,
superintendent
etc., by superintendent
over, etc,
supervision
of weights,
etc.................... 1224
weights, etc
of
Markley, S.
8.,
S.S.,
Markley
1093
sale
public land to, authorized........
authorized
1093
of public
sale of
Marlow,
H.,
W. H.,
Marlow, W.
4(
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fuel.........
fuel
40
deficiency
Married
Married Women,
delivery
of property
Alien Propby Alien
held by
property held
delivery of
erty Custodian to, national of neunation, married to German, etc.,
tral nation,
114,
prior
978. 1147
prior to April 6, 1917 ........... 978,
if
if property
property not acquired from German,
114'
etc., prior
1, 1917 ....... 1147
pnor to January 1,
etc.,
of
American citizenship
citizenship by birth,
birth, marof American
ried
to German,
April
German, etc., prior to April
ried to
6,
978, 1147
1147
1917...................
6, 1917
if
acquired from German,
not acquired
if property
property not
114
1, 1917-...----etc., prior to January
January 1,
1917
1147
etc.,
C.,
D. C.,
Married
Women, D.
Married Wan,
provisinneforadministering
proiaone fora initein estate of, dying
intestate, stricken
out .............
567
intestate,
stricken out
D/
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Mars
Ferry, S. C.,
Bluff Ferry,
Mars Bluff
bridge
authorized across Peedee
Peedee River at.
at. 1102
1102
bridge authorized
Courts,
States Courts,
Marshals,
United States
Marshals, United
appropriation
for salaries,
salaries, etc.;
advances
209,
etc.; advances..
appropriation for
923, 1412
deficiency appropriation
etc.. 51, 62,
for salaries, etc
appropriation for
deficiency
64, 67,
337, 349,
1188, 1190
349, 525, 1032, 1175, 1188,
67,337,
64,
Marten,
Marten,
appropriation for experiments
experiments in rearing..
rearing
257
appropriation
Martin,
aSenator,
Senator,
Martin, Thomas S., late a
deficiency
appropriation for pay to heirs of.
of
519
deficiency appropriation
Martinez
Indian. Reservation,
Reservation,
Martinez Indian
33
appropriation
plant
pumping plant..........
for pumping
appropriation for
Maryland
Roads Commission.
Commission.
Maryland Roads
may bridge
Pocomoke River,
Pocomoke
River, Pocomoke
bridge Pocomoke
may
352
City,
City, Md ........................
Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
appropriation for reimbursing,
reimbursing, for marine
appropriation
134, 814
school expenses
expenses ................
school
provisions
cooperating with, in observprovisions for cooperating
ing Tercentenary
Tercentenary of Landing
Landing of the
ing
599
...................
Pilgrims,
Pigrims, etc
expenditures
599
expenditures by, required .............
Massachusetts
Massachusetts Avenue SE., D. C.,
appropriation for
Fourteenth to
paving, Fourteenth
for paving,
appropriation
845
...
Fifteenth Streets
Streets..............
Fifteenth
Materials, etc.,
Surplus,
Army Surplus,
etc., Army
Materials,
transfer,
authorized of, to
transfer, free of charge, authorized
Engineers, to be used for
Chief of Engineers,
1015
authorized civil works............
works
1015
authorized
for Government Uses,
Materials,
Materials, etc., for
purchases
purchases to be made, so far as possible,
from stock no longer needed, due to
67
end
67
end of war ........................
Materials,
Government,
Materials, Government,
purchasing,
funds
bureau or department
department purchasing,
funds of bureau
to
etc., from another, to be subject to
requisition
requisition of the one furnishing the
613
same
same ..........................
613
available for two years .................
available
U. S. Cavalry,
Leonard F.,
Cavalry,
F., U.
Capt. Leonard
Matlack, Capt.
may be appointed captain of Cavalry on
list...................
retired list
607
R.,
Mayer,
Mayer, Mattie R.
homestead entry by, authorized; oil dehomestead
1093
posits reserved...................
reserved
posits
Maynard, George
E.,
George E.,
Maynard,
date
appointment as ensign, Navy, esdate of appointment
tablished ........................
141
tablished
Maynard,
Maynard, Montgomery,
deficiency
appropriation for reimbursing..
reimbursing
1024
deficiency appropration
Mays Landing,
J.,
Landing, N. J.,
operation
operation of school for children of employees at
reservation, auOrdnance reservation,
at Ordnance
ees
333
thorized
thorized ...................--.
Measures,
C. '
Measures, D. C.,
1217
of.......
provisions
establishing standards of
provisions establishing
Inspection,
Meat Inspection,
appropriation
expenses
241,
appropriation for additional expenses....
1320
700, 1320
amount for
meat; labels, etc.,
equine meat;
for equine
amount
required ..................
241, 700, 1320
required
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for...... 62, 1187, 1192
deficiency
overtime
overtime pay
ixty allowed employees in estabestab241
to................
lishments subject to
Meat
Production in
in Western Irrigated
Irrigated DisDisMeat Production
tricts,
tricts, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for experiments, etc., in establishing
tablishing................. 268, 728, 1345
Products
Meat Products,
and Meat
Meats and
Meats
appropriation for
for diffusing
commercial
difusing commercial
appropriation
information of market prices,
information
prices dis265,724,1342
2:65. 724, 1342
of..........
etc., of
tribution, etc.,
Meats,
Meats, Wrapped,
provisons of pure food law,
misbranding provisions
misbranding
0......................
uxrauee
extended
to
271
k
I
......................
ex
enaee To
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Mechanical Devices, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
cooperative
appropriation for cooperative
341
standardizing, used in industries...
industries...
standardizing,
Mechanical Engineering,
Engineering,
Mechanical
appropriation
standardizing apparatus,
apparatus,
appropriation for standardizing
etc., used in ..................
682, 1301
etc.,
Mechanical Equipment
Buildings,
for Public
Public Buildings,
Equipment for
Mechanical
168,
appropriation
etc
168,
appropriation for heating, hoisting, etc....
876, 1369
876,1369
61,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
61,
for..............
344,
1041, 1184
344, 347, 1038, 1041,
Mechanics,
Mechanics,
retirement provisions
provisions for, in classified
classified civil
retirement
614
service ...........................
service
Medal of Honor,
Congressional,
Honor, Congressional,
appropriate ceremoto be bestowed
bestowed with appropriate
nies
nies upon
upon unknown British soldier,
buried in Westminster
Westminster Abbey, Lon1367
don .............................
unknown French soldier, buried in the
Paris............ 1367
Arc de Triomphe,
Triomphe, Paris
to be presented
presented to city of Verdun, by the
President in
in the name of Congress in
President
appreciation
appreciation of the value of its
defenders
977
defenders ......................
Medal
of Honor
Army and Navy,
Roll, Army
Honor Roll,
Medal of
additional pensions to those on, not afadditional
fected by increased service pensions
587
....................
sions ......
Medal
Merchant Marine,
Marine,
Medal of Merit, Merchant
to
be awarded
awarded for distinguished
distinguished service at
to be
sea during
during the World
War
1082
1082
World War..........
sea
only
only one issue to aa person; bar for succeeding deed......................
deed
1082
ceeding
time limit for issuing; statement of
time
service, etc.,
etc., required ..............
1082
service,
award
representative in
caw of death..
death
1082
in case
to representative
award to
made ........... 1082
regulations, etc.,
etc., to be made.
regulations,
Honor, etc., Army,
Medals of HOWIT,
person
399
only one award to any one person........
succeeding justifyissue of bar, etc., for succeeding
ing
399
ing deed ..........................
star to be issued for citation in orders
silver star
from
headquarters commanded
commanded by
from headquarters
a
general .....................
399
a general
commanded
if force appropriate
appropriate to be commanded
by a
ageneral
general .................
... 399
by
Differences
Modiation of Railway Employees' Differences
Mediation
(see Board of Mediation and Conciliation).
ciliation).
Medical
Corps, Army
Army (see
Medical Administrative Corps,
Medical Department,
Army).
Department, Army).
Medical
Medical
InWar Risk InHospital Services, War
Medical and Hospital
surance Bureau,
Bureau,
surance
881,
appropriation
beneficiaries
881, 1374
for, to beneficiaries......
appropriation for,
disbursement of
of allotments
to speciallotments to
diwbursement
fied
departments, etc
881,
1374
881, 1374
etc ...........
fied departments,
Medical
Surgical History
German
the German
History of the
and Surgical
Medical and
War
War,
appropriation for
preparing for publicafor preparing
appropriation
tion,
etc
901, 1392
tion, etc..................
Medical
Charities, D. C.,
Medical Charities,
appropriations for care of indigent patients,
appropriations
etc
866, 1137
1137
95,866,
----- 95,
.....-----.---...
etc
deficiency
appropriation for
Tuberculosis
for Tuberculosis
deficiency appropriation
Hospital
41
Hospital........-----------...............
Medical
Army (see Medical DepartCorps, Army
Medical Corps,
ment, Army).
Army).
ment,
Medical
Army,
Department, Army,
Medical Department,
appropriation
for supplies,
etc.......... 121,967
supplies, etc
appropriation for
for mosquito
mosquito destruction,
121,967
Zone.- _121,967
Canal Zone_
destruction, Canal
for
selection of
ambulances withmotor ambulances
of motor
selection
2
out advertising
advertising .......
.......- 121,967
out
121,967
private
121,
967
etc..- .........
treatment, etc
private treatment,
122.967
diseases.
oet
pidemic
f-r preventing,
for
etc., epidemic
122,
967
-Ul--no tinet
-- ------ diseases
-- -'
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Department, Army-Continued.
Army-Continued.
Medical Department,
appropriation for civilian employees,
employees,
appropriation
nurses, etc
etc ...................... 122, 967
nurses,
for supplies,
Hot Springs
Hospital_ .... 122, 968
Springs Hospital
supplies, Hot
for
for hospital treatment
treatment of Canal Zone gar122, 968
risons .....................
for
Walter Reed Hosland, Walter
additional land,
for additional
pital,
pital, D. C., for Medical Museum,
122
School, etc ........................
122, 968
for museum ....................
office... 122, 968
for library, Surgeon
Surgeon General's
General's office
189, 901,
for artificial limbs ............
901, 1392
.......... 189, 901, 1392
for surgical appliances.
appliances
189, 901, 1392
for trusses ....................
for
medical and
War
and surgical history of War
for medical
with
1392
901,1392
Germany .................. 901,
with Germany
for
Providence Hospital, D. C.........
C
189
for Providence
for..... 228, 941, 1429
for printing
printing and binding for
deficiency appropriation
61,
appropriation for supplies ...... 61,
deficiency
65,
1184, 1190
345, 510, 532, 1038, 1041, 1184,1190
65, 345,
trusses............................ 1184
for trusses
61
soldiers......
appliances for disabled soldiers
for appliances
supplies and foodstuffs
foodstuffs to be placed
placed
surplus supplies
disposal of Red Cross, to relieve
at disposal
the
involved in the
distress of peoples involved
war
130
war.................................
officers and enlisted men composing
composing .......
766
officers
Medical
Medical,
Veterinary, and Medical
Medical, Dental, Veterinary,
Administrative Corps constituting_
766
constituting.
authorized commissioned
commissioned and enlisted
strength of .....................
766
strength
surgeons_
767
Army Nurse Corps, and contract surgeons.
percentage of officers, Medical
Medical and Dental
Corps
767
Corps...............................
...............
Dental Corps .......
767
number
Veterinary Corps officers.......
officers
767
of Veterinary
number of
service
Medical, and Dental
Dental
promotions, Medical,
service promotions,
767
Corps.
Corps ..........................
Veterinary
767
Veterinary Corps .....................
Medical
Administrative Corps.........
Corps
767
Medical Administrative
credit for all active commissioned
commissioned servcredit
767
ice
ice ..............................
767
Dental Corps; Veterinary
Veterinary Corps.
Corps......
767
1, 1920..........
vacancies on July 1,
1920
filling vacancies
persons eligible,
eligible, other than Regular
persons
officers; service
service since April 6,
Army officers;
767
1917
1917..............................
767
officers..
selection by board of general officers
selection
Medical
Administrative Corps, enMedical Administrative
listed service
service required............
required
767
number of captains and first lieuten767
ants limited....................
limited
767
service
promotions
service credits for future promotions......
Army Nurse Corps, relative
relative rank con767
ferred .........................
...........
authority
hospitals ...
768
authority of, in hospitals
rights
and privilegesof,
privileges of, to be prescribed.
prescribed
768
rightsand
be
outfits in excess of needs, may be
dental outfits
preferences, etc
554
etc.............
sold; preferences,
emergency hospital equipment
equipment to be deemergency
livered to Kansas for temporary use
check influenza
influenza epidemic
epidemic ........ 436
436
to check
Department, Navy
Nary (see Bureau
Bureau of
Medical Department,
Medicine
Medicine and Surgery, Navy).
Medical
Public Schools,
Schools, D. C.,
Inspectors, Public
Medical Inspectors,
83,854,1124
appropriation
for: division
854, 1124
division......... 83,
appropriation for;
Medical
Museum ' Army,
Army,
Medical Museum,
appropriation for additional
additional land, Walter
Walter
appropriation
Hospital, D. C., for location
location of,
Reed Hospital,
etc
122
etc. ..................--.......
122,968
for
preserving specimens,
968
specimens, etc ........ 122,
for preserving
and CorrespondSercwe and
Medical
Field Service
CorrespondOfficers, Field
Medical Officers,
School for,
ence Schoolfor,
expenses.. 106,950
appropriation
for instruction
instruction expenses.
appropriation
..
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Marine Act,
Merchant
Medicinal Preparations,
Page.
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ManuJactured,
Preparations,Manufactured,
Medicinal
necessity
of American
vessels for
National
for National
American vessels
necessity of
officinal, unfit
unfit for
beverages, not
not subject
subject
for beverages,
officinal,
988
Defense,
commerce, etc.,
stated... -_ 988
etc., stated...
Defense, commerce,
to
Constitutional prohibition
prohibition provito Constitutional
policy
declared of
of developing
developing and enpolicy declared
sions ..........................
309
309
sions
988
couraging .
........................ 988
couragingconditions; permits,
permits, etc.,
required
309
etc., required......
conditions;
988
988
execution
by Shipping
Shipping Board..........
Board.
execution by
Medicinal
Solutions, etc.,
Medicinal Solutions,
legislation repealed:
repealed; transportation
transportation of
of
legislation
not fit
fit for
subject to Constifor beverages,
beverages, not subject
not
988
988
shipyard
employees ...............
shipyard employees
tutional
309
provisions......
prohibition provisions
tutional prohibition
988
compensation
for roads
therefor _ 988
taken therefor.
roads taken
compensation for
conditions;
309
required ......
etc., required
permits, etc.,
conditions: permits,
988
etc ... _ 988
acquiring
shipbuilding plants, etc...
acquiring shipbuilding
Medicine
Bow National
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
National Forest,
Medicine Bow
988
control
of
shipping
charters,
etc
988
etc......
charters,
of
shipping
control
249,
of....
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
maintenance,
appropriation for
authority
to build,
build, charter, sell, ships,
authority to
1327
708, 1327
988
.............. 988
etc
............
etc
Medicines,
Adulterated, etc.,
etc.,
Medicines, Adulterated,
988
988
limitations; execution
execution of prior contracts
limitations;
appropriation
for expenses
expenses preventing
preventing sale,
appropriation for
988
988
accruing
and enforceable.
enforceable
valid and
rights valid
accruing rights
etc., of
of .................
254, 712,
1331
712, 1331
254,
etc.,
989
989
penal
ties, etc.,
not affected .........
etc., not
penalties,
Mediterranean
Fruit Fly,
Fly,
MediterraneanFruit
completion
necessary construction
construction
of necessary
completion of
appropriation
for investigations, etc_
etc. 256, 715,1334
appropriationforinvestigations,
989
989
...........
..........
.....
work ...
work
Meeks
Ferry, Miss.,
Meeks Ferry,
arising
speedy
adjustment
of
all
matters
adjustment
speedy
572
bridge
authorized
across
Pearl
at....
at..
River
Pearl
across
bridge authorized
989
989
under ..........................
under
Members
of Congress,
Congress,
Members of
determination of
etc.,,
compensation, etc
of compensation,
determination
attempting
matters of
influence, on matters
to influence,
attempting to
989
989
.................
by
Board..
the Board
by the
legislation, by Federal
Federal officers and
legislation,
suit
decision unsatisfacunsatisfacauthorized if decision
suit authorized
employees,
68
forbidden..............
employees, forbidden
989
989
tory
tory..........................
communications on request
request or through
through
communications
989
989
Shipping Board provisions ................
Shipping
official
channels excepted
68
excepted ..........
official channels
989
989
number
increased
Commissioners increased.....
number of Commissioners
68
punishment
for violations
68
violations .............
punishment for
Presithe
chairman
to
be
designated
by
designated
be
to
chairman
Members
of
the
House
of
Representatives,
Members of the House of Representatives,
989
989
....
.............
dent
dent......
634,1255
634,1255
appropriation for
for compensation
compensation .......
appropration
terms, qualifications,
qualifications, geographical
geographical diviterms,
2, 634,
634, 1255
1255
2,
.......
for mileage.............
mileage
for
989
sion
sion .................---....
for clerk
hire. ..................
637,1258
clerk hire
for
political division;
pecuniary interests
division; pecuniary
political
payment
arrears of pay
to, while in
pay to,
of arrears
payment of
restricted
restricted......................... 989
58
military service,
service, ratified .........military
other employments,
or relations
relations with
employments, or
other
payment
authorized to
to the two persons
payment authorized
989
989
carriers,
forbidden ...............-.
carriers, forbidden
designated by,
their clerks; rates,
as their
by, as
designated
989
989
etc........
removal,
division
of
duties;
etc
etc
162
.....................-.......
etc ..
prescribed; emregulations,
regulations, etc., to be prescribed;
Memorial
Congress,
in Congress,
Addresses in
Memorial Addresses
990
990
etc.........
ployment of
attorneys etc.
of attorneys,
ployment
illustrations
at
accompanying, to be made at
illustrations accompanying,
990
990
rights
continued
duties continued...........rights and duties
Engraving
Printing Bureau,
Bureau,
and Printing
Engraving and
Comtemporary
continuance of present Corntemporary continuance
and
from appropriation
appropriation therepaid from
and paid
990
mission
mission.................. ...for
943,
1431
943,1431
.......
..
for .............
990
salaries of members increased..........
increased
if
elsewhere, from
from printing
printing for Congress.
Congress. 943,
if elsewhere,
transferred to
vessels,
vessels, etc., property, transferred
1431
990
990
Board
Board.............................
Memorial
Archway, Vwikburg
Vicksburg (see
(see Vicksburg,
Memorial Archway,
990
990
exceptions, in other Government
service
Government serviceexceptions,
Miss., Memorial
Archway).
Memorial Archway).
Miss.,
Army, Navy,
Navy, river and harbor vessels,
Army,
Memorials, etc.,
Memorials,
990
990
etc .........................
appropriation for
for expenses dedicating, to
appropriation
990
990
sales of vessels
vessels to citizens...............citizens
sales
President Abraham
Abraham Lincoln
889
180, 889
Lincoln...... 180,
President
990
990
price;
payments; conditions ..........
price; payments;
commission
created to
recommend erection
to recommend
commission created
991
991
coastwise
coastwise limitations .................
Arlington Memorial Amphiin Arlington
of, in
991
991
sales of vessels to aliens ..................
1440
theater each year ................
theater
restrictions, etc.; interest on deferred
deferred
restrictions,
Memphis,
Tenn.,
Memphis, Tenn.,
991
payments
payments .......................
appropriation
for public
public building,
building, sub post
appropriation for
development of trade,
steamship
trade,
lines for development
steamship lines
office
165
.......................-..
office
991
991
etc., authorized..................
authorized
etc.,
expenditure
authorized for real estate,
expenditure authorized
991
991
vessel
requirements, sailings,
sailinT, etc
etc.......
vessel requirements,
Park Aviation
455
at............
Field at
Aviation Field
Park
991
991
for..
citizens for
or charter
charter of vessels to citizens
sale or
Menominee Agency,
Wis.,
Agency, Wis.,
Menominee
operation
if no citizen
citizen service
service
by Board
Board if
operation by
appropriation
for support,
etc., of Indians
Indians
support, etc.,
appropriation for
991
secured .........................
at
................... 434, 1248
at.........
991
991
mail
contracts authorized ............
mail contracts
Menominee Indian
Wis.,
Reservation, Wis.,
Indian Reservation,
Menominee
preference
for, to
to citizens having
in sales for,
preference in
forest investigations,
investigations, etc., on
on Indian reserforest
991
cfcommunities
communities ............. 991
support cf
6,411,
vations
..licable to.....
to
6, 411, 1229
applicable
vations not a
maintaining
similar service.
992
992
service..........
maintaining similar
Menominee
"is.,
Indians, Wis.,
Menominee Indians,
restricted if
Government operatoperatcharges restricted
if Government
- appropriation
appropriation for per capita payment
payment to,
ing service
992
to private
private....
additional to
service additional
ing
1247
tribal funds ...............from tribal
subjects
for promotion
to be
be investigated;
investigated; for
subjects to
Menominee,
Menominee, Wis.,
992
of port
port facilities,
etc ...............
facilities, etc
of
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, Harbor
preliminary examination,
1012
recommendation
as to
rail
etc., of
of rail
to rates,
rates, etc.,
recommendation as
1012
and Riverto
River to be made............-.
made
and
992
carriers ..........................
carriers
Merchant Marine,
Marine,
Merchant
Commerce
submitted
Interstate Commerce
submitted to Interstate
for
medal of
of merit awarded to person in, for
medal
992
Commission for action
action .............
distinguished
service at sea during
distinguished service
required on vessels sold with deinsurance required
1082
the
War ..................
World War
the World
992
ferred payments
payments ..................
Merchant
Act, 1920,
1920,
Marine Act,
Meracant Marine
insurance fund
fund. for Government
Government owned
owned
Shipping
appropriation for
for expenses of Shipping
appropriation
----.... ... 1382
,roiainnt of
,nr.idr provisions
vessels may be created ............. 992
RTrd
Board ,.v"
under
-------......
---
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construction loan fund to be set aside from
construction
revenues
revenues
....................
993
993
993
construction, etc
to aid in ship construction,
etc..........
993
private yards..........
yards
993
by citizens in private
993
limit; lien created
created for
for...............
993
vessels to be cared for, operated,
operated, etc.,
etc., until
993
sold
993
sold.........................
authority of Emergency
Emergency Fleet Corporation continued .
..............
993
all property other than vessels to be sold. _
- 993
993
disposition of revenues,
revenues, prior
prior to July
July 1,
1921
993
1, 1921
thereafter to be covered into
into the Treas993
993
ury
ury
.......................
operating
insurance, and concapital, insurance,
operating capital,
struction loan funds excepted......
excepted
993
993
emergency
investments to be withdrawn
emergency investments
993
993
Treasury......
and covered into the Treasury
charter hire not required
required for vessels furcharter
993
993
nished to War Department
Department..........
etc.,,
authorization for purchasing
purchasing houses,
houses, etc
authorization
994
terminated.
for shipyard
employees terminated
shipyard employees
994
repairs, etc., allowed ...................
disposal
property directed.......
directed
994
all property
disposal of all
docks, etc.,
etc. on Hudson River, at Hoboken
Hoboken
994
turned over to the Board,
Board, etc .....
turned
other,
Navy, may
other, acquired
acquired for
for Army
Army or
or Navy,
994
be transferred
transferred ...................
temporary transfers
transfers for Army or Navy
994
needs, authorized..................
authorized
994
sales restricted
................
restricted ....
vessels
from Board
Board by citizens
rocured from
vessels procured
allowed American
American registry,
registry, etc......
etc
alowed
so owned
owned admitted to coastbuilt so
foreign built
wise trade .......-............
operation under laws governing
governing meroperation
chant
vessels..................
chant vessels
restricted....
sales to other than citizens restricted
violations ...........
forfeiture
forfeiture for violations.
punishment imposed..............
imposed
punishment
Board authorized
authorized to
necessary rules,
rules,
make necessary
to make
Board
.................
...-....
etc
unfavorable trade laws, comto meet
meet unfavorable
foreign
practices, etc., of foreign
petitive practices,
countries
countries......................
modification, etc., of estabrequest modification
to request
departments, etc..
etc...._.
lished rules by departments,
rules affecting shipping
shipping established
established hereafter subject
approval of Board,
Board,
subject to approval
after
etc ............................--etc
disagreements between
Departments,
between Departments.
disagreements
etc., and
to, submitted
submitted
Board as
as to,
the Board
etc.,
and the
President
of the
the President.........
for action
action of
preference to Government
Government vessels over
over
no preference
citizen-owned by................
by
citizen-owned
common
carriers by water not to give decommon carriers
ferred rebates
rebates to shippers........
ferred
....
.
fighting ships ....
use fighting
retaliate against
against shippers for patronizing
patronizing
other carriers,
etc
carriers, etc.........-.....
other
diseriminatory shipping
make unfair discriminatory
contracts, etc .................-for
penalty for...................----Board to determine
determine if persons not citizens
have violated
water carrier restricrestricviolated water
have
..... ...........-tions ......
entered into
into combinations
against
combinations against
entered
American carriers............
carriers
American
to
to Secretary
Secretary of Comviolations to
certify violations
to certify
.........
-.-.
merce
mierce .......
be refused vessel of person vioentry to be
lating.............................----lating

994
994
994
994
995
995
995
995
995
995
995

995
995
995
995

996
996
996
996
996

996
996
996
996
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coastwise
coastwise laws
extended to
laws extended
to island
island Territories, etc.,
tories,
etc., after
1, 1922...
1922
997
after February 1,
997
adequate steamship
estabadequate
steamship service
service to
to be
be established for
for the
997
lished
the islands
islands...............
997
extended .............
time may be extended
997
regulations for the Philippines
regulations
Philippines under
under
the Government
thereof............
997
Government thereof
...
application hereof
hereof to the Philippines
deferred
997
deferred.......................
privileges
coastwise trade
to foreign
foreign vesvesprivileges of
of coastwise
trade to
sels
registry,
sels admitted
admitted to
to American
American registry,
repealed
997
repealed .........................
997
allowed if owned by citizens, etc
997
etc........
997
permits for
Hawaiian travel
in foreign
foreign
permits
for Hawaiian
travel in
ships
1, 1922
1922 .........
997
ships until
until February
February 1,
997
exemption, for ten years, allowed owntax exemption,
ers of American
American ships in foreign
foreign
trade .............................
997
equivalent to
earnings thereof
997
equivalent
to earnings
thereof..........
997
amount to be used for building vessels in
amount
American shipyards...............
shipyards
997
part of construction costs required
required from
from
ordinary funds .................
998
998
proceeds of sales of American
American ships built
built
January 1, 1914 ...........
998
prior to January
years
998
exempt from income tax for ten years..
new American
American ships to be built therenew
from .
........................
998
mails to
to be
be carried
American vessels....
vessels
998
998
on American
mails
carried on
contracts
not be
assigned, etc
998
contracts for,
for, not
be assigned,
etc....
998
compensation for; contracts authorized..
authorized__
998
prior Act,
Act, not applicable
applicable
998
.............
998
classification of vessels by American Buclassification
reau of Shipping, recognized.......
recognized
998
Government
representatives to be on
Government representatives
Committee of Bureau ...........
.
998
class
list of
of merchant
merchant vessels
contain class
vessels to
to contain
list
notation of Bureau
998
Bureau..............
cargo vessels
carry limited
limited
permitted to
to carry
cargo
vessels permitted
number
of passengers
998
998
passengers..............
number of
equipments, etc.,
etc., required
998
life saving, equipments,
required..
notice of risk, etc., to be given passennotice
gers ..............................
999
999
ges
reciprocal
allowance to foreign vessels..
vessels
999
reciprocal allowance
penalty for failure of owner, etc., to give
penalty
.............. 999
notice of risks ........
merchandise transported by water in other
merchandise
than American vessels to be for999
................
feited .........
excepted .....
999
partly over
over Canadian line excepted
application
Alaska,
application to Yukon River, Alaska.
delayed
999
delayed
.........................
from
transportation from
lower rail charges for transportation
countries by water carriers,
foreign countries
forbidden ..
999
........................
forbidden
999
excepted...........
by American
American vessels excepted
provisions suspended
suspended if adequate faciliities
American vesities not afforded by American
999
sels . ..........................
999
available.
999
to terminate
terminate when facilities available
marine insurance
insurance associations, meaning
meaning of
................ 1000
terms 1000
........
apportionment of risks, not violations
violations
for apportionment
of
of antitrust laws .................. 1000
Ship Mortgage
Mortgage Act,
19201000-1006
1000-1006
Act, 1920...............
Ship
recording sales, conveyances,
niortconveyances, and mortrecording
gages in the United States .........
1000
penalties
etc
1003
1003
for failures,
failures, etc............
penalties for
1003
foreclosure of preferred
preferred mortgages......
mortg,ars
foreclosure
transfers
mortgaged vessels, and astransfers of mortgaged
signment of mortgags
mortgages ............
1004
maritime liens for necessities.........
necessities__
1005
prior laws superseded
superseded ................
1006
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Marine Act,
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Merchant
wages
of seamen;
during
payment in port during
seamen; payment
wages of
1006
1006
voyage
.....................
voyage
1006
1006
limitation on
for
application for.........
on application
limitation
1006
1006
release of contract on failure, etc......
etc
1006
1006
in full, at end of voyage .............
1006
1006
release for cause .......
setting aside of release
application to foreign seamen in Ameriapplication
1006
1006
can ports .....................
1006
1006
United States courts.
enforcement
courts
enforcement by United
1007
advance payment
unlawful..... 1007
etc., unlawful
of, etc.,
payment of,
advance
1007
punishment
for violations
violations........... 1007
punishment for
applicable
either within
within or
or without
without
applicable either
1007
1007
United
States territory ..........
United States
1007
1007
liability
wages actually
actually earned....
earned...
for wages
liability for
for
seamen
from
receiving
remuneration
seamen
receiving remuneration
1007
employment,
misdemeanor...... 1007
employment, aamisdemeanor
1007
1007
punishment for ....................-punishment
seamen injured
injured on duty may bring action
seamen
1007
for
damages ...............
for damages
1007
1007
laws applicable
applicable ..................
laws
1007
personal
resulting
in death; action by personal
resulting in
representative
allowed............. 1007
representative allowed
1007
laws
applicable .....................
laws applicable
1007
1007
jurisdiction of courts................
courts
jurisdiction
declaration of
treaty restricrestricCongress that treaty
of Congress
declaration
tions on
on right
right to
to impose discriminations
tory
duties, etc., should be terminatory duties,
1007
1007
ted
ted.................... .........
President
authorized to give notice to
President authorized
foreign
governments therefor...... 1007
foreign governmentstherefor
powers of Board may be exercised
exercised through
powers
1007
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation
Corporation ...... 1007
Emergency
affect 1007
invalidity
invalidity of any provision not to affect
1007
remainder
Act
remainder of Act...............
1008
Act.
general
meaning
of
terms
in
this
Act_
used
meaning
general
1008
corporation,
etc., not
citizen of
a citizen
not deemed a
corporation, etc.,
the United
States unless controlling
controlling
United States
the
........ 1008
1008
citizens
interest owned by citizens
president and
and managing
managing directors
directors of
president
corporations are citizens
citizens.......... 1008
corporations
corporations
are
organized
under Fedorganized
are
corporations
1008
1008
laws................
State laws
or State
eral or
operating vessels
vessels in
in coastwise
trade,
coastwise trade,
operating
seventy-five per
per cent interest reseventy-five
1008
- 1008
quired
quired .....................---interests specified
specified divesting
controlling
divesting controlling
interests
1008
ownership by citizens.............
citizens
ownership
1008
seventy-five per
ownership . _ 1008
per cent of ownership.
seventy-five
1008
provisions
applicable to receivers
receivers and
provisions applicable
1008
..................... ....
trustees
trustees.
1008
1008
title
of
Act
title of Act ..........................Merchant Vessels
see also
Causes),
also Admiralty Causes),
Vessels (see
Merchant
owned by
by the
the Government,
Government, etc.,
etc., and their
their
owned
cargoes, not
not subject
or
subject to arrest or
cargoes,
525
525
States..........
seizure in United States
seizure
525
525
authorized ..........
personam authorized
in personam
libels in
acceptance of
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of courts; acceptance
52(
service,
service, etc ...................
526
52(
parties....
procedure
526
procedure as between private parties
formerly Government
Government owned,
owned, atprivate, formerly
tached
tached for causes arising under such
without
ownership, to be released without
ownership,
52(
bond, etc ......................
526
the
therefor by the
assumption
liability therefor
assumption of liability
526
.............
526
United States .
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Merchant
immunity against
seizures abroad,
abroad, of Govagainst seizures
immunity
errtment
owned, etc., to be claimed
claimed
ernment owned,
527
by consul ....-...................
527
527
execution
bond.
of bond.................-execution of
appearance, etc., in suits
consul to enter appearance,
527
against
vessels.
masters of such vessels.....
against masters
provisions
sureties, payment
payment of judgfor sureties,
provisions for
527
......-ments,
527
ments, etc ..............
Company,
Bridge Company,
Meridian
Meridian Highway Bridge
may bridge
Missouri River, Yankton
Yankton
bridge Missouri
may
County,
S. Dak., and Cedar County,
County,
County, S.
355
.
Nebr
355
Nebr...........................
Park, D. C.
Meridian
Hill Park,
Meridian Hill
appropriation for continuing improvement,
improvement,
appropriation
etc
186, 896, 1389
etc........................
C.,
Meridian
Meridian Place
Place NW.,
NW., D. C.,
Sixteenth to
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Sixteenth
845
Brown
Streets
845
Brown Streets....................
Mesa
Verde National
National Park,
Park, Colo.,
Mesa Verde
appropriation
for protection,
1407
etc... 204, 918, 1407
protection, etc.._
appropriation for
for
from, to
Gallup on
Navajo,
on Navajo,
to Gallup
roadway from,
for roadway
Mex.... 18, 422, 1172
etc.,
Reservation, N. Mex._
1172
etc., Reservation,
Mescalero Agency,
Agency, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Mescalero
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
31,434,1248
at
31, 434, 1248
at .....................
Mex.,
Mescalero Indian
Hospital, N. Mex.,
Indian Hospital,
Mescalero
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of...
5,
of....
for maintenance,
appropriation for
410, 1227
Mescalero
Reservation, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Indian Reservation,
Mescalero Indian
appropriation for
and bridges.
bridges. 18,423,1238
18, 423, 1238
roads and
for roads
appropriation
Messages,
Transmission of (see also TransporMessages, Transmission
tation Act,
1920)
Act, 1920),
tation
interstate commerce
commerce regulations
regulations applicable
applicable
interstate
474
to,
wire or wireless
wireless ............
by wire
to, by
475
charges
and reasonable.....
reasonable
475
for, to be just and
charges for,
475
unjust declared
declared unlawful..............
unlawful
475
unjust
475
classification
of; different
different rates allowed
475
allowed...
classification of;
475
exchange
with carriers,
carriers, allowed.
allowed
475
of services
services with
exchange of
Messenger
Messenger Service, Mail,
appropriation
579, 1152
1152
appropriation for .....................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............
525,
deficiency
1040, 1043, 1174, 1189, 1193
1193
Messengers with
Vote, 1921,
ElectoralVote,
with Electoral
Messengers
deliver
relieved from penalty on failure
failure to deliver
relieved
certificate
proper time...........
time
1448
certificate at proper
payment
mileage authorized
authorized ..........
1448
payment of mileage
Wash.,z
Falls, Wash.
Metaline Falls,
Metaline
construction
authorized across
construction of bridge authorized
Pend
Oreille River, by Pend Oreille
Pend Oreille
162
County,
and
162
Metaline, and.............
County, Metaline,
Metaline,
Wash.,
Metaline, Wash.,
construction of bridge authorized
authorized across
across
construction
Raver, by Pend Oreille
Pend Oreille River
Ialls, and........
County, Metaline
Metaline Falls,
and
162
County,
Metalliferous Minerals, Valuable,
Metalliferous
leases allowed
allowed for mining
mining on Indian
Indian reser31
vations
......
etc..........
conditions, etc
for; conditions,
vations for;
Metallurgical Products,
Products,
Metallurgical
appropriation for investigating
investigating new procprocappropriation
683,1302
esses, etc.,
etc., in..................
in
683, 1302
esses,
Metals, Rare,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for purchasing,
purchasing,
deficiency
for
for use of Standards Bureau ........ 341
Metropolis, Ill.,
Metropolis,
appropriation for public building
building ..........
165
appropriation
Metropolitan
Coal Company,
Metropolitan Coal
deficiency
appropriation for damages
damages to
deficiency appropriation
517
wharf
of
wharf of.....................
Metropolitan
I). C. (see Police,
Police, D. C.).
C.).
Police, D.
MetropolitanPolice,
-
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Bean Beetle,
Beetle,
Mexican
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appropriation
emergency expenses,
expenses,
appropriation for emergency
preventing spread
spread of, in Alabama,
Alabama,
preventing
etc
1346
etc..............................
Mexican.
and Ribbon,
Border Medal and
Mexican Border
issue authorized to members
members of National
National
Guard who served under call, but at
at
points
other than
on the
the border
•
973
973
points other
than on
border. -...
forbidden if subsequently dishonorably
dishonorably
discharged,
discharged, or deserting ............. 973
Disturbances,
Mexican Disturbances,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for care,
care, etc.,
etc., indeficiency
terned Mexican soldiers, etc .......
1041
Mexican Disturbances,
Disturbances, 1911,
payment of portion of appropriation
appropriation for
for
payment
heirs of American
American citizens killed
killed in,
596
to heirs of wounded,
wounded, etc ...........
Mexican
Mexican War,
War,
pension increased,
persons serving in
585
in..
585
increased, for persons
............ 587
.........
widows....
widows
587
Mexico,
appropriation for ambassador to ........
739,1206
739,1206
appropriation
743,1209
for Boundary Commission ...........
for emergency
expenses for eradicating,
emergency expenses
etc.,
bollworm of
cotton in....
in.... 269,
269,
of cotton
pink bollworm
etc., pink
729,1346
729, 1346
for national
national cemetery,
cemetery, Mexico
Mexico City...
City... 183,894
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for transporting
deficiency
China ....- 333
refugees from, to China.
Chinese refugees
349
for relief, etc.,
etc., American
American citizens in.....
in
consent of, required for bridge across Rio
consent
Grande, Del Rio, Tex.,
Tex., to Las Vacas,
Grande,
Mexico ...
1202
....................
Mexico

Dunphy,
Jennie Dunphy,
Meyer, Jennie
land patent authorized to; State conveyance confirmed
confirmed ..............
conditions
conditions .........................
Miami, Fla.,
Fla.,
Miami,
made
etc., to be made
examination,,etc.
preliminary
ii
examination
preliminary
waterway from Jacksonville
Jacksonville to-.
to __
for waterway
of harbor
harbor ....---......--........-------- expenditure
authorized for real estate,
expenditure authorized
Chapman Aviation Field at ........

1091
1091

1011
1011
1011
455

Michigan
Michigan City,
City, Ind.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harbor
harbor
1012
t,o
to be made .................1012
Michigan
Forest, Mich.,
National Forest,
Michigan National
appropriation for maintenance,
of....
- _. 249,
maintenance, etc., of._
appropriation
708, 1327
708,1327
251
251
site land ..................
for nursery site
Middletown, Pa.,
Pa.,
expenditure authorized
real estate,
estate,
authorized for real
expenditure
Aviation
General Supply
at._
Supply Depot at..
Aviation General

Midland, Mich.,
Midland,
appropriation
for public building .........
appropriation for
expenditure authorized
authorized for real estate for
for
expenditure
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service,
Service, Salt
Salt
Chemical
Wells
Wells site ..................----Midshipmen,
appointments
appointments of five, allowed each Senator,
Representative, and
Delegate. ......
and Delegate
Representative,
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from
from
Porto
Porto
Resident
Rico, and
and District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia.....
Rico,
fifteen
each
year
at
large
..............
fifteen each
one
hundred annually
annually from Navy enenone hundred
Naval Reserve
Reserve
and Naval
listed men, and.
Force
on active
active duty
duty ............
Force on
........... .
increased........
of, increased
pay of,
reexamination of, deficient
deficient in studies perreexamination
mitted
..
.....-..........---mitted.
special instruction to be provided
provided for
for_..-.
_.
special

455
165
165
455
140
140
140
140
140

140
.---146
1028
/028
1028
102.8
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Game Birds,
Birds. etc.,
Migratory
etc.,
Migratory Game
appropriation
for enforcing
law protecting.
protecting. 258,
258,
enforcing law
appropriation for
716.
1335
716.1335
Milan,
Ill.,
Milan, Ill.,
etc., to be
examination, etc.,
he made of effect on
examination,
on
Mississippi Canal on
Illinois and Mississippi
1012
flood condition
condition in ...............
flood
1012
report, etc.,
etc., on damages
damages to private
report,
property, etc ...................
1012
. 1012
Army,
Mileage, Army,
appropriation for designated
designated officers.
officers. etc. 112,956
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
designated
deficiency
appropriation for designated
officers,
etc
1026, 1184
1026,1184
officers, etc...................
Mileage, Navy,
Navy,
Mileage,
131,812
appropriation for officers,
officers, etc...........
etc
131, 812
appropriation
Military Academy,
Academy,
appropriation
538
the.........
appropriation for support of the
for pay of professors
538
professors ...................
for chaplain
538
chaplain ............................
for master of sword;
sword; rank,
rank, etc.,
etc., of present
present
incumbent
538
incumbent.....................
cadets .......................
538
for pay of cadets
increased
ration rate
rate for fiscal
fiscal year 1921 538
increased ration
equipment, etc.,
credit for clothing, equipment,
538
1919, 1920......................
1920
1919,
for extra
extra pay of officers
officers .................
538
for
for longevity
longevity....................... 539
539
enlisted men
for enlisted
men ....................
539
band .........................
for band
569
musician's
539
for field musicians.....................
service detachment;
detachment; extra duty pay _ 539
for service
539
f
or Cavalry
Cavalry detachment...............
detachment
.
for
540
detachment ..............
for Artillery detachment
detachment
. 540
for Engineer
Engineer detachment.............
540
Signal Corps detachments
detachments...........
for Signal
Coast Artillery detachment
detachment ........
541
for Coast
for travel
travel allowances;
not
allowances; clothing not
for
. 541
drawn .........................
541
for interest on deposits ................
for
541
541
for extra
detached service .........
extra pay, detached

regimental sergeant
for regimental
sergeant major, Infantry;
at cadet
headquarters .............. 542
cadet headquarters
for extra
extra pay,
pay, noncommissioned
officers
noncommissioned officers
542
542
assistant instructors
instructors .............
as assistant
542
. 542
sergeant major, etc
etc ..............
for sergeant
54
5429
civilians ....................
for pay
pay of civilians
542
quarters,
quarters, etc.,
etc., to civilian
civilian instructors..
instructors
accounting, etc.,
etc., by Academy
Academy disaccounting,
544
bursing
officer......................
bursing officer
544
for expenses.
expenses. Board
Board of Visitors..........
Visitors
544
for contingencies.
contingencies. superintendent
superintendent ...... 544
for
544
for repairs
repairs and improvements
improvements ...........
for
514
514
etc...................4..
for fuel,
for
fuel, light, etc
544
544
transportation. .............- ..-...
for transportation
for
544
544
for printing, supplies,
supplies, etc
etc ..............
for
for expenses,
expenses, department
department of Cavalry,
Cavalry,
for
Artillery,
and Infantry
Infantry tactics
544
544
tactics......
Artillery, and
for instruction
material, etc.. for desiginstruction material,
nated departments
545
departments .................
545
................
for lectures
lectures .........
incidental exfor
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous and incidental
......... 545
penses .......-.........--penes
545
for lighting,
lighting, plumbing. etc
etc...-..........
545
library, etc.....-............----....
for library,
etc
for contingent.
contingent. academic
academic board; tech545
nical supplies
supplies ..................
for
hand instruments,
etc
546
instnnnents, etc.............
for band
546
for laundry, cadet
cadet mess. etc ...........
546
...
policing barracks.
barracks. etc ...........
546
for policing
for cadet
barracks, furniture.
etc ........
546
furniture. etc
cadet barracks,
546
school ..................
for children's school
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MilitaryandNavalInsurance,Commissionerof,
Military
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546
office abolished;
abolished; duties
transferred to diduties transferred
546
office
appropration for
fire protection
protection ...........
for fire
appropration
546
Director of War Risk
vision under Director
546
for buildings
and grounds
grounds .............
buildings and
for
371
Insurance Bureau.
371
Bureau ................
Insurance
for ordnance
laboratory; genmuseum; laboratory;
for
ordnance museum;
546
Military Attaches,
546 Military
eral repairs,
repairs, etc
etc .....................
eral
546
appropriation for
expenses abroad,
abroad, etc.. 105, 949
for expenses
546
appropriation
for waterworks
waterworks ......................
for
546
Military Equipment,
etc.,
Equipment, etc.,
for bayonet
546 Military
etc.........
ground, etc
fencing ground,
bayonet fencing
for
specimens
of arms,
etc., issued
issued to the Army
arms, etc.,
specimens of
for repairing
repairing walls
walls along Poplopen pipe
for
546
to be
be furnished
furnished National
National Museum for
546
to
line. .........................
line
1438
546
exhibition ........................
exhibition
546
for roads, grounds,
grounds. etc .................
for
546
colors,
etc., of
organizations,
demobilized organizations,
of demobilized
546
colors, etc.,
for repairs,
buildings, etc..
etc..
mess buildings,
etc., to mess
repairs. etc..
for
547
brought into
service from National
National
into service
brought
547
for cadet
boathouse, etc ...............
cadet boathouse,
for
State..... 1438
Guard, to be returned
returned to State
547
Guard,
barracks ..............
Cadet barracks
South Cadet
for South
547
all
to State
furnishing majority to
547
State furnishing
others to
all others
for cadet
barracks.....................
cadet barracks
for
547
organization
1439
................
547
organization
for post
cemetery .......................
post cemetery
for
547
for
national use, if not identified
identified with
with
547
for national
for walls,
roads, etc
etc...................
walls, roads,
for
1439
547
any State
547
State .......................
any
for
repairs, etc.............
etc
mess, repairs,
cadet mess,
for cadet
1439
title
United States....
States
1439
in United
remain in
to remain
for
waterproofing post
headquarters, etc
of, to
etc.,,
title of,
post headquarters,
for waterproofing
1439
547
preservation, care,
care, etc.................
etc
547
....
preservation,
buildings
buildings ...............
1439
.
previous disposition
disposition of, ratified ........
previous
for
new dry
dry cleaning,
etc ,
disinfecting, etc.,
cleaning, disinfecting,
for new
547
547 Military
building
building ........................
Forces (see
(see Army).
Military Forces
547
547 Military
officers' quarters..........
for
quarters
for married
married officers'
Instruction, Civilian
Civilian
Civilian (see Civilian
Military Instruction,
547
547
for bachelor
bachelor quarters
quarters..................
for
Military Instruction).
Instruction).
Military
547
547
for
remodeling
old
cadet
hospital,
etc.
.
etc....
for remodeling old cadet hospital,
Staf
Military
Intelligence Division,
Division, General
General Staff
Military Intelligence
surplus
etc., to
material, etc.,
Army tools, material,
surplus Army
Corps, Army,
Corps,
be furnished
constructing temfor constructing
furnished for
be
expenses...
appropriation
....105,
.105, 949
949
for contingent expenses
appropriation for
547
547
instruction, etc..
porary
buildings, instruction.
etc
porary buildings,
for
expenses, militaryattachs
military attaches ........ 105, 949
949
forexpenses,
547
for
construction of
547
buildings..
temporary buildings
of temporary
for construction
949
for observing waroperations abroad .... 105,
105,949
forobservingwaroperations
continuation of
appropriation for
enfor enof appropriation
continuation
deficiency
appropriation for contingent
contingent
deficiency appropriation
547
547
larging
elevator shaft cadet
hospital.
cadet hospital
larging elevator
1184
expenses ..............
547 Military expenses
consolidated as "Maintenance".
"Maintenance"
funds consolidated
Abroad, Army,
Army,
Observers Abroad,
Military Observers
officers,
remains
for
disposition
of
of
officers,
for disposition
105,949
appropriation for
of
expenses of........
for expenses
appropriation
895
cadets, etc ......................
National (see National Parks).
Pars,
Military
Parks, National
Military
1166
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay of cadets..
cadets
deficiency
Posts, Army,
Posts,
1166
1166 Military
light etc ..................
for fuel, light,
appropriation
appropriation for water and sewer systems,
for installing
power
installing automatic stokers in power
for
etc. at
117,
117, 961
at .........................
etc.,
1166
plant..........................
plant
exchanges. 118, 963
etc., post exchanges
for construction, etc.,
1184
maintenance ......................
for maintenance
extraining,
recreation extraining, etc., camps, recreation
548
548
years........
instruction course made four years
118, 963
penses at ...................
penses
appointment to vacancy
vacancy due
due to
to end of
appointment
for
wharves,
constructing roads, walks, wharves,
for constructing
if cadet recourse
course for present year, if
119, 964
and drainage,
etc., at..........
at
drainage, etc.,
and
548
tained
tained .............................
for
remains from abandoned.
abandoned 184,895
removing remains
for removing
cadets
postpone graduation
graduation for one
cadets may postpone
appropriation for roads, walks,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
548
548
class.
year, or
present class
graduate with present
or graduate
year,
344,1041,1044
wharves, and drainage.....
drainage
344,
1041, 1044
wharves,
548
.......................
age
admission
for
age
1184
exchanges ......................
for exchanges
....
for
1921
extended
1919, 1920,
extended during 1919,
unexpended
unexpended balances available to pay
548
War...
appointees serving in
in World War.
appointees
contracts
contracts for roads, walks, etc., at,
cadet to graduate
graduate from sickness,
sickness,
of cadet
failure of
armistice.. 1027
account of armistice..
suspended on
on account
suspended
admission of sucetc., not to delay admission
Military
Abandoned,
Reservations, Abandoned,
Military Reservations,
548
cessor ...........................
196
appropriation
for survey, etc.,
etc., of..........
of
196
appropriation forsurvey,
548 Military
authorized.....
lease of land for hotel site authorized
Service,
Military Sertice,
recommendation
erection
erection of buildings on recommendation
appropriations for expenses, completing,
appropriations
548
superintendent .................
of superintendent
preserving
records of selective draft,
preserving records
buildfor
compensation
conditions,
conditions, etc.; compensation
109,951
etc
109, 951
etc .............................
548
lease..
etc., on termination of lease
ings, etc.,
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
authorized, of
admission for instruction authorized,
1190
1184, 1190
registration,
registration, etc., for .........
Panama...
548
Ricardo Arias of Panama
Ramon Ricardo
members to the House
payment to members
House llof
o
K
f
Tao
of*
Tao Hung Chang and Zeng Tze Wong of*
Representatives of arrears of pay
Representatives
234
China
China .............................
58
ratified .................
while in, ratified
cadets
graduating in 1920 to receive comcadets graduating
reinstatement
former Government
Government emreinstatement of former
786
after July 2
2 ...............
missions after
ployees
ployees entering, during the war,
purchase
of. 118,962
of polo
polo ponies limited for use of.
purchase of
when
when honorably
honorably discharged there142
from
from...........................
Compensation (see also
Military
Naval Compensation
and Naval
Military and
statement of State, to be furnished
furnished the
Insurance),
War Risk Insurance),
110
adjutant
adjutant general thereof...........
thereof
110
173,881,
appropriation for payments,
payments. etc...
etc... 173,
881, 1374
appropriation
Military Stores,
Stores, etc.,
Military
Government
reimbursement to Government
no reimbursement
interchange
interchange of, without compensation, beherefrom for treating War
hospitals herefrom
War
132
tween Army and Navy, authorized..
authorized
132
173
beneficiaries.........
Risk Bureau beneficiaries
Corps,
Marine Corps,
Military Stores,
Military
Stores, etc., Marine
unexpended
reappropriated..
881
unexpended balance reappropriated..
.......... 154,831
appropriation for..........
for
154,831
appropriation for payments,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
Civilian,
Military Training,
50
etc
378, 508
Military
Training, Civilian,
etc ...........................
appropriation
forordnancesupplies, camps,
appropriation forordnancesupplies,
Family Allouwnces,
and Natal
Naval Family
Military
Allowances,
Militaryand
128,974
128,974
172
etc.,
etc., for ....................
appropriation
172
appropriation for payments from .........
I
.r
s--nnnrrinn
A
974
974
camps.................
instruction camps
for instruction
deficiency
appropriation for
1
A
..
.v
...........
_VJi.sL
J «k^lvjtarvjariu
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Military
Military Training,
Training, Chilian-Continued.
Cirilian-Continued.
deficiency appropriation for instruction
instruction
camps
.......................
camps...
1041, 1184
Militia
Bureau, War Department,
Militia Bureau,
Department,
appropriation
officers
appropriation for National Guard officers
assigned to.
to .....................
126, 972
972
etc
for clerks, etc..................
660, 1279
Chief of, to be selected
selected from National
National Guard
officers recommended
recommended by governors
of States, etc ....................
782
term for four years, rank as major general
782
general.
assignment
assignment of temporary, from Regular
Regular
Army .........................
782
assignment
assignment of Regulars
Regulars to, for instructing
National Guard ..................
782
National Guard officers with reserve
reserve commissions to duty with Regulars.....
Regulars..
782
pay,
etc., from
from militia
militia appropriations..
appropriations
783
pay, etc.,
Militia,
Militia, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses .........
99,
869, 1140
99,869,1140
appropriation
for camps, etc ...............
99, 869, 1140
1140
for commutation
commutation of subsistence,
subsistence, enlisted
men on special
special detail ....... 99,869,1140
99, 869, 1140
etc
99, 869, 1140
for rent of armories, etc..........
99,869,1140
for pay of troops, other than Government
Government
employees
99, 870, 1140
99,870,
employees.................
deficiency appropriation
etc.._ 1020
deficiency
appropriation for camps, etc....
Militia
Organized,
Militta,: Organized,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for encampments
encampments
deficiency
maneuvers
1184
522, 1041,
1041,1184
and maneuvers...........
1184
for arming and equipping ..............
Milk, D. C.,
appropriation
inspection of dairy farms,
appropriation for inspection
etc., by health officials......
officials
90, 860, 1132
etc.,
90,860,1132
deficiency
inspection of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for inspection
41
officials..
dairy farms, etc., by health officials..
Milk
Irrigation Project,
Project, Mont.,
Milk River Irrigation
appropriation
of....
201,
201,
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation for maintenance,
914, 1403
914,1403
requiring
reimbursement of cost of, from
requiing reimbursement
Indian funds repealed .............. 1357
charges
payable by individual
allottee.. 1357
individual allottee
charges payable
unpaid..
unpaid, a
a lien upon allotment ....... 1357
Mill
ill Creek, Ii.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
be
preliminary examination,
made........................
made
1012
Mille
Lacs Indians,
Indians, Minn.,
Mille Lac
appropriation
paying Hattie
A. McHatte A.
appropriation for paying
420
homeless........
Kusick for lands for homeless.420
Miller and Lux (Incorporated),
Miller
(Incorporated),
judgment of, against
against internal
i
nternal revenue
officer,
521
officer, not to be paid .............
Miller County, Ark.,
162
may bridge Sulphur River ..............
162
at Blackmans
Blacans Point ....................
162
fiUvale, Pa.,
llfillaak,
Pa.,
Allegheny
for bridging Allegheny
extended for
time extended
1078
River at ......................
1078
Milwaukee.
Wis.,
Wis.,
KMilhauz.
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer Solappropriation
diers' Home..
Home
190,
902, 1393
190,902,1393
..........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer Soldeficiency
diers'
Home ............
1166
1027,1166
47, 1027,
diers' Home
balance of appropriation
improving
for improving
appropriation for
balance
inner harbor to be used for mainteinner
nance of
onter.barbor project
project....... 1014
of outer.harbor
nance
lifinam
National Forest,
Forst,Oreg.,
Miinam National
appropriation for maintenance,
249
of....
etc., of
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
Mine Accidents, etc.,
etc.:
swpripriation for investigating.....
911, 1400
198,911,1400
investatting.... 198,
aporpriation
deficiency appropriation
investigating
appropriation for investigating,
deficiency
etc
66, 345, 523,1044,1186
523, 1044, 1186
64,66,
61, 64,
etc........
Mine Explosions,
Exzplosion,
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating causes of,
1a,-.........................
l -911I 1400
140r
etc
198,
911,
.....
D
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Mine Explosions-Continued.
deficiency appropriation
investigating
deficiency
appropriation for investigating
causes of
of . .
1039
causes
....................
1039
Mine Planter
Planter Service,
Service, Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Mine
Corps, Army,
Arny,
appropriation
for pay
of warrant
officers
110
appropriation for
pay of
warrant officers...
110
for
rations, warrant
warrant officers
957
for rations,
officers.............
957
for
transportation
959
for transportation
....................
959
warrant officers
officers of,
of, included
in Coast
included in
Coast ArArtillery
Corps.
770
tillery Corps ....................
770
warrant
warrant officers allowed increase
increase of $240 a
a
year
from January
to June
year from
January 1,
1, 1920,
1920, to
June
30, 1922................
1922
956
30.
.....
956
Mine Rescue
Cars,
Rescue Cars,
appropriation for
for expenses,
operating, etc
199,
appropriation
expenses, operating,
etc. 199,
912,1401
912,1401
for land
for headquarters
of
912
for
land for
headquarters of............
912
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for operating
deficiency
operating..... 1186
1186
Mine Scales,
appropriation
683,1302
etc........... 683,1302
appropriation for
for testing,
testing, etc
Mineral
Mineral Deposits
Deposits
disposal
other, within
within underunder.
disposal of
of coal
coal and other,
ground
water supply
in
ground water
supply discoveries
discoveries in
Nevada .........................
Nevada
295
295
Mineral
Fuels and
and Products,
Mineral Fuels
Products,
appropriation
for testing,
etc., belonging
belonging
testing, etc.,
appropriation for
to
198,
911, 1400
198,911,1400
to United
United States
States ..........
Mineral
Land Entries,
Entries,
Mineral Land
annual assessment
work on
on claims
annual
assessment work
claim, suspend279,354
ed for 1919 ......................
Alaska
.
354
Alaska included
included ..................
354
claimant ...................
limit for one claimant.
279
notice
to be
be filed.
retention of
of claim
claim to
filed. 279,354
279, 354
notice of
of retention
claimants in
not to effect
effect relief of claimants
in armed
service
280
service............................
Mineral Lands, Indian
Mineral
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
leases
for gold.
gold. etc.,
leases for
etc., mining on withdrawn
withdrawn
unallotted,
in designated
designated States....
States....
31
unallotted, in
31
lands
lands to be determined
determined by Secretary
Secretary of
of
32
32
Interior.......................
the Interior
the
location
application for
for
location by
by prospector, application
32
32
leases
...................
leases .
32
32
excluded ....................
lands
lands excluded
terms of
of leases;
extension, relinquiahmfmt,
relinquishment,
terms
leases; extension,
32
32
etc ...........................
tracts for
for development
work, etc.,
tracts
development work,
etc., al32
32
lowed
lowed ..........................
reserved; easement
surface
*moment persurface may be reserved;
32
32
mits ..........................
conditions binding
binding on
32
on successors
successors.......
32
conditions
if conditions
conditions not complied
forfeiture
complied
forfeiture if
33
33
with
with..........................
33
33
royalties for benefit
royalties
benefit of Indians............
Indians
33
33
minimum; rental
rental ....................
minimum;
33
assessment
in addition
to. .........
33
assessment work
work in
addition to
Indian property to be paid by
damages
damages to Indian
33
33
lessees............................
lessees
33
33
restriction
on cutting
cutting timber
restriction on
timber ............
33
statements. etc.,
etc., required
33
requied ................
statements,
punishment
for fable
33
33
punishment for
false ................
credit of
all
to be
be deposited
deposited to credit
alf moneys
moneys to
33
Indians ..........................
Indiana
33
33
distribution,
distribution, etc .....................
33
33
prescribed.........
regulations, etc., to be prescribed
33
33
not affected
affected..........
State,
etc.. taxes. not
State. etc.,
and leases
locations
locations and
leases allowed
allowed competent
competent
34
34
Indians. ........................
34
34
by other
other Indians
Indians......................
by
regulations,
etc., to
to be
be prescribed.......
prescribed
34
regulations, etc.,
Mineral
Point, Wi.,
Wis.,
Mineral Point,
appropriation for
for public
165
public building
building .......
appropriation
Mineral Produds,
Products
Mineral
appropriation for
investigating, etc.,
beetc., befor investigating,
appropriation
longing
longing to
to 'Visited
United States.....
States
198, 911,1400
911, 1400
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Resources of the United States,
Mineral Resources
appropriation
on
197,
197,
report on.....
for preparing
preparing report
appropriation for
910,1400
910,1400
for printing
binding......... 228,
911, 1429
1429
228, 941,
and binding
for
printing and
Substances,
Mineral Substances,
appropriation
in
safety in
for investigating
investigating safety
appropriation for
treatment
198, 911
911
restrictions.... 198,
treatment of, etc.; restrictions....
Conservationof,
Minerals, Ores,
Ores, etc., Conservation
Minerals,
unexpended balance
balance of
appropriation for,
for,
of appropriation
unexpended
51
covered
Treasury..........
covered into the Treasury.
Mines Bureau,
Bureau, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
Mines
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
and general
general exappropriation
penses
911, 1400
198, 911,
penses ...................
for investigating
investigating mine
methexplosions, methmine explosions,
for
ods
198, 911, 1400
etc......... 198,911,1400
ods of
of mining, etc
mineral fuels and unfor investigating
investigating mineral
finished
products .........
198,
911, 1400
198,911,1400
finished products
for
treatment of ores, etc..
198,
investigating treatment
for investigating
911, 1400
for
petroleum and
and natural
natural gas
inquiries,
gas inquiries,
for petroleum
etc
198,
911, 1401
198,911,
etc.....................
for concluding
Explosives
under Explosives
work under
concluding work
for
198
Act.............................
198
Act
unexpended
covered into
the
into the
balance covered
unexpended balance
Treasury ..........................
198
Treasury
amount for personal
personal services in Dis198, 911, 1401
trict of
of Columbia
Columbia ..........
detail of Public Health officers for cooperative
911, 1401
199,911,1401
with........ 199,
work with
operative work
912,1401
stations.. 199, 912,
1401
experiment stations
for mining experiment
for Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
station. 199,
Pa, experiment
experiment station
for
912,
1401
912,1401
cars
199,
912, 1401
199,912,1401
for mine
mine rescue cars............
for mine
mine inspector, Alaska;
Alaska; per
per diem;
for
clerk
199, 912, 1401
clerk....................... 199,912,1401
for technical
199, 912, 1401
etc...-...... 199,912,1401
books, etc
for
technical books,
for
for headquarters,
rescue
mine rescue
headquarters, mine
for land
land for
cars,
etc................ 199,912
sidings, etc
cars, sidings,
199,912
acceptance of lands ...............
199,912
acceptance
station
912
Mont., rescue station.
sale of
of Billings, Mont.,
temporary details of field
employees
field employees
temporary
for
Washington; allowin Waahington;
for service
service in
199, 912, 1402
ances, etc ..............
regulations, etc., leasing
enforcing regulations,
for enforcing
nonnaetallic mineral
mineral deposits,
deposits, etc...
1401
etc... 1401
nonmetallic
for Government
District of
of
Yards, District
Fuel Yards,
Government Fuel
for
Columbia
199, 912, 1402
199,912,1402
..............
Columbia
exchange
200
equipment, etc ..........
of equipment,
exchange of
use
of trucks
hauling;
for municipal hauling;
trucks for
use of
.
payment ........................
913
payment
deliveries
deliveries in April, May, and June
allowed, for
913
year....
following fiscal year
for following
allowed,
transfer of
of appropriations
appropriations for
for scientific
scientific
transfer
913,
departments, etc.
etc
work by,
by, for other departments,
1402
deficiency
investigating
appropriation for investigating
deficiency appropriation
mine accidents
accidents....................
61,
64, 66,
66, 345, 523,
1041, 1186
S23, 1039, 1041,
64,
for
etc....... 61, 66, 345, 1042
technical books, etc.
for technical
for enforcing
explosives regulations....
345,
345,
regulations....
enforcing explosives
for
523,
1191
1045, 1191
523, 1039, 1042, 1045,
for testing
345, 523, 1042, 1044, 1186
fuel....... 345,
for
testing fuel
for general
general expenses..
expenses_ 348,
348, 523,
1186, 1191
1191
523, 1044,
1044, 1186,
for
petroleum and natural gas inquiries,
for petroleum
etc
523, 1042, 1044, 1186
etc.............. 348, 523,1042,
348
inspection, Alaska............
Alaska
for mine inspection,
attorney's
for coal furnished district attorney's
office, D. C., by
................. 1032
for
investigations ...... _. 1044
for mineral mining investigations
for mine experiment
1186
stations....... 1045, 1186
experiment stations
1186
rescue cars .....-- ..- ..-..---for mine rescue
for
expenses, leasing,
nonmetallic minminleasing, nonmetallic
for expenses,
eral deposits
deposits .....................
1172
1172
eral
executing Act for safe
asistance
assistance of, in executing
safe
transportation of explosives
explosives........ 1445
transportation

Mines
Interior Department-Contd.
Department-Contd. Page.
Mines Bureau.
Bureau. Interior
unexpended
for
appropriation for
balance of appropriation
unexpended balance
conservation
etc., covcovof minerals,
minerals, etc.,
conservation of
ered into the Treasury ............
51
Minidoka Irrigation
Project, Idaho,
IrrigationProject,
Minidoka
appropriation for
etc., of....
201,
of.... 201,
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
914, 1403
1403
purchase of new
American
new town
town site for American
purchase
Falls, to be flooded by new
new reservoir.
reservoir. 1403
Minidoka
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho
Idaho and
Utah,
and Utah,
M.inidoka National
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of..
_. 249,
of....
for maintenance,
appropriation
708, 1327
Minimum
Board, D.
D. C.,
Minimum Wage Board,
appropriation for
expenses....
72,
and expenses....
for salaries
salaries and
appropriation
841,
1112
841, 1112
Mining,
Mining,
provisions regulating.
nonmetallic minregulating, of nonmetallic
provisions
eral leased lands.
450
450
lands.........-........
Mining
Public Lands,
Lands,
Claims, Public
Mining Claims,
annual assessments
1919.. 279, 354
suspended for 1919..
assessments suspended
annual
notice
of retention
filed. 279, 354
retention of claims to be filed.
notice of
assessments for
extended to July 1,
1920, extended
for 1920,
assessments
1921084
1
........................ 1084
1921......
work
1084
affected .............
work for
for 1921
1921 not affected
Mining
Stations,
Experiment Stations,
Mining Experiment
appropriation for
expenses, establishing,
establishing,
for expenses,
appropriation
operating,
etc
199,
912, 1401
199,912,
operating, etc.............
deficiency appropriation
expenses..... 1045
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
Mining
Public Lands,
Mining of Coal, Oil,
Oil, etc., Public
appropriation
expenses enforcing
enforcing Act
Act
appropriation for expenses
1401
to promote
promote1401
................
......
Ministers Plenipotentiary,
Plenipotentiary,
Ministers
appropriation
739, 1206
salaries.............. 739,1206
appropriation for salaries
Mink,
Mink,
appropriation
experiments in
ream' g..
257
in rearing..
appropriation for experiments
Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minn.,
may bridge Mississippi
Mississippi River, at Franklin
Avenue
276
Avenue........................
Minnesota,
Minnesota,
appropriation for
drainage assessfor paying
paying drainage
appropriation
ments against
against Indian lands; repay15
ment
ment.............................
bridge Rainy River,
and Canada, may bridge
Spooner, Minn.,
Mimi., to Rainy River,
Ontario .......................
276
bridge authorized
authorized across Red River of the
North,
between North Dakota
584
North, between
Dakota and
and.
584
given to, as to jurisdicconsent of Congress given
offenses upon boundary
tion over offenses
boundary
waters, by agreement
agreement with adjoining State
State. .............
1447
.....
1447
concurrent
jurisdiction, as agreed
concurrent jurisdiction,
agreed upon
legislative acts of South Dakota
by legislative
and
and...........................
1448
authorized to dam Lake
drainage districts authorized
Traverse,
reverse, etc., for control
control of flood,
flood,
etc ..............................
1059
improvement
improvement of Red Lake and Red Lake
River by State Drainage District
District
authorized,
etc....... 1105
authorized, for drainage,
drainage, etc
Minnesota
NE. D.
Minnesota Avenue NE.,
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for grading,
grading, etc., Quarles
843
Street to Eastern Avenue
Avenue.........
845
Minnesota National
National Forest,
Minnesota
Forest, Minn.,
Minn.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of....
of
maintenance, etc.,
249,
708,
1327
708,1327
.
Minnesota
Minnesota River,
River,
authorized across,
Hennepin
bridge
authorized
Hennepin
County.
Minn
291
County Minn....................
291
dam, etc.
etc., authorized
authorized across, at Big Stone
Lake, Minn.
Minn. and S. Dak .........
551
Flood Control
District,
Minnesota Valley and Flood
Control District,
Minn.,
may dam Minnesota
Minnesota River at Big Stone
Lake........................
Lake.
551
551
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Page.
Coins,
Minor Coins,
appropriation
173, 882, 1375
of...
recoinage of
for recoinage
appropriation for
Representatives,
Minority Employees, House of Representatives,
appropriation
appropriation for ..................... 636, 1257
Mints and Assay
Assay Offices,
Mints
appropriation for Director, examiner,
examiner, etc. 651,
appropriation
1272
1272
salaries and expenses, mint at Carson
Carson
for salaries
City, Nev......................
Nev.656,1276
656,1276
City,
656,1275
Denver, Colo....................
Colo
656,
1275
Denver,
657,1275
La..
V........
657,
1275
Orleans, La.......-..
New Orleans,
657, 1275
Philadelphia, Pa
Pa................. 657,
Philadelphia,
657,1276
Francisco, Calif...............
Calif
657, 1276
San Francisco,
for
expenses, assay office,
for salaries and expenses,
Boise,
657, 1276
Idaho ................... 657,1276
Boise, Idaho
Deadwood,
657, 1276
Deadwood, S. Dak ................ 657,1276
Helena, Mont....................
Mont
657, 1276
1276
Helena,
New York,
York, N.
N. Y.................
Y
657, 1276
1276
New
Salt
Lake City,
658
Utah .................
City, Utah.
Salt Lake
1276
Seattle,
Wash.................... 658, 1276
Seattle, Wash
deficiency
Francisco,
appropriation for San Francisco,
deficiency appropriation
....-... .....
Calif. ... .............
1184
Calif
1184
for New
York, N. Y.
Y...................
New York,
for
for
Nev..............--..-. 522
City, Nev
Carson City,
for Carson
591, 1024
for Denver,
Colo
1024
Denver, Colo....................
for
- 1024
1024
Philadelphia, Pa ...............-for Philadelphia,
fifty cent
cent silver pieces to be coined for
fifty
595
Alabama centennial................
centennial..
Alabama
595
for
centennial ..................
for Maine centennial
for
1363
centennial .................
for Missouri centennial
for tercentenary
tercentenary of landing of the Pilgrims
597
Misbranded
Foods, Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
Misbranded Foods,
appropriation
preventing
for expenses preventing
appropriation for
sale,
of................ 254, 712, 1331
etc., of
sale, etc.,

Ga. and Tenn.,
Missionary
Missionary Ridge, Ga.
Government
cost
improving, etc., Government
cost of improving,
boulevard on, to be ascertained.....
ascertained.... 1095
boulevard
1095
appropriation
-----expenses 1095
appropriation for expenses
Missions (see
Diplomatic and Consular
Consular
Missions
Service).
Service).
Mississippi
County, Ark.,
Mississippi County,
public lands in, made
made subject to State drainpublic
...-----age
329
etc...............---.
age laws, etc
Mississippi
River,
Mississippi River,
appropriation
prosecuting work of flood
for prosecuting
appropriation for
control,
etc ...
901, 1391
188,901,1391
......... . 188.
control, etc
Pas
deficiency
appropriation for South Pass
deficiency appropriation
345
Channel ...........----..----Channel
bridge authorized
authorized across, Minneapolis,
Minneapolis,
bridge
276
Minn .......-......--......
276
-----Minn
Saint Paul,
Paul, Minn
-- 1107
Minn. -........-...-Saint
operation of water
carriage transportation
transportation
water carriage
operation
on,
above Saint Louis, by Secretary
becretary
on, above
of
458
-.----.--War................
of War
preliminary
examination, etc., to be made,
preliminary examination,
for
35-foot channel to Gulf of Mexico
Mexico 1011
for 35-foot
at
Fort Madison,
Iowa ...............1012
Madison, Iowa
at Fort
survey,
directed for plan to protect
protect
etc., directed
survey, etc.,
basins
of Atchafalaya,
Atchafalaya, etc.,
Rivers,
etc., ?Livers,
basins of
135
La., from
1354
of ...............from floods of
La.,
time extended
extended for bridging,
bridging, Baton Rouge,
time
La
161
1*LD
***---La...........................
La - -----------------Saint
Mo
1077
Saint Louis, Mo........-........---Mississippi
Commission,
Misisissippi River Commission,
examination and
and report
report on protecting
protecti ?;
examination
Atchafalaya,
and Red Rivers
Black, and
Atchafalaya, Black,
basins, from
from Mississippi
Mississippi floods
floods by,
basins,
1354
directed ..............-.......-directed
Missoula National
Forest, Mont.,
National Forest,
Miswoula
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
249
of.. 249,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
708,1327
708,132;
Missouri
and Iron Company,
Bridge and
Missouri Bridge
may
Kansas
Missouri River, near Kanasa
bridge Missouri
may bridge
574
Xa
...-..---....
r-.
City,
Mo
574
vi
y,
- As------------------44281°----21-102
44281-21--102
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Missouri
Page.
River,
Missouri River,
deficiency
bridge across,
deficiency appropriation for bridge
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.; local con510
510
tribution.
tribution .......................
bridge authorized
authorized across, near Kansas City,
bridge
Mo
574
...........................
Cedar
Yankton County, S. Dak., to Cedar
Yankton
355
County, Nebr ....................
preliminary
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1012
1012
made, at Saint Joseph, Mo ........
Missouri
State Centennial,
Centennial,
Missouri State
coinage
coinage of silver 50-cent pieces in commemoration
1363
memoration of ..................
number, legal
etc
1363
legal tender quality, etc......
number,
applicable ....................
1363
laws applicable
Government expense
expense for dies........
dies
1363
no Government
Ga.,
Mitchell
County, Ga.,
Mitchell County,
bridging Flint River at
extended for bridging
time extended
279
..
or......
by Baker County or
Newton, by
Moadac
Indians,
Moadac Tribe of Indians,
all
all claims of, against the United States referred to
Claims....... 623
Court of Claims
the Court
to the
ferred
624
procedure, etc..
etc............. .......-procedure,
Project, Nev.,
IrrigationProject,
Moapa River Irrigation
Nev.,
Moapa
appropriation
etc., of....
of
3,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
408,
1238
408,1238
Mobile, Ala.,
Ala.,
Mobile,
appropriation for marine hospital, remodappropriation
167,1368
eling,
1368
eling, etc ..................... 167,
Mobile Artillery,
Army,
Artillery, Army,
Mobile
appropriation for altering,
altering, etc.......
etc
609,1349
appropriation
Halle
Mobile Bay, Ala.,
time extended
extended for
etc., Dauphin
Dauphin
bridging, etc.,
for bridging,
time
. 277
Island,
etc ...................
Island, etc.
channels of,
Island. 1100
Blakely Island
Port to Blakely
Bay Port
of, Bay
channels
Mocanagua,
Pa.,
Mocanaqua, Pa.,
bridge
authorized across Susquehanna
bridge authorized
River,
Shickshinny to ............
159
River, Shickshinny
Modoc National
Forest, Calif.,
Calif.,
National Forest,
of.. 249,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
for maintenance,
appropriation for
708,
1327
708,1327
Modoc
IrrigationSystem, Oreg.,
Point Irrigation
Modoc Point
25,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of..
of
for maintenance,
appropriation
428, 1243
428,1243
maintenance.
deficiency
62
appropriation for maintenance.
deficiency appropriation
Project,
Moencopi
IrrigationProject,
ash Irrigation
Moencopi :Pirash
appropriation
for maintenance,
of
3,
etc., of....
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
408,
1226
408, 1226
Moieties, Customs,
174,
appropriation
compensation in lieu of..
of
appropriation for compensation
883,
1376
883,1376
Equalization Board).
Molasses
Molasses (see Sugar Equalization
Moline,
Ill.,
Moline, Ill.,
appropriation for
operating, etc., GovernGovernfor operating,
appropriation
........... 223
at.. .......
ment house at
Moncla,
La.,
Moncla, La.,
352
bridge authorized
authorized across
LICIDes Red River at....
at
bridge
Money
Money Laundry Machines,
173, 882
appropriation for expenses of.........
of
173,882
appropriation
61
deficiency appropriation
for.............
appropriation for
deficiency
Money Orders
Office DepartDepartPost Office
Division, Post
Orders Division,
Money
ment,
appropriation
for superintendent,
superintendent, chief
appropriation for
676,1295
clerk.
676, 1295
clerk.........................
Mono
Nev. and Calif.,
Forest, Nev.
NationalForest,
Mono National
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
of... 249,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
708, 1327
Monongahela
Monongahela River,
time extended
Wilson, Pa. 1078
at Wilson,
bridging, at
for bridging,
extended for
time
and W. Va.,
Monongahela
Pa. and
Monongahela River, Pa.
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
·- 1012
made
1012
.... ------- .........made..
also Antitrust Laws),
Monopolies, etc. (see also
Monopolies,
leases
of nonmetallic
nonmetallic mineral
mineral deposits
deposits forleases of
feited if
if subleased
subleased to ................
448
feited
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Monopolies,
etc.—Continued.
Page.
Va.,
Page.
Morattico Creek,
Monopoltes, etc.-Continued.
Page. Morattico
Creek, Va.,
Page.
provisions for preventing,
preventing, etc.,
etc., in
in necesnecespreliminary
preliminary examination,
of, to
to be
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
be
saries during
the war
297
during the
war ..............
297
made ...............
1011
.........
1011
punishment
punishment for violations
violations of
298
of............
Morgan
La.,
298
Morgan City,
City, La.,
Monroe, Mich.,
Mich.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for public
public buildappropriation for
builddeficiency appropriation
public buildappropriation for
for public
building site
ing
site ..........................
507
507
ing ............................
61
61 Morgan, Dick T.,
T., late
late a
a Representative
Representative in
in ConConMonrovia,
Monrovia,
gress,
gress,
appropriation for acquiring premises
appropriation
premises for
for
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
to widow
appropriation for
for pay
pay to
widow
diplomatic,
diplomatic, etc., uses at
at _..........
1214
1214
of..............................
of
1180
1180
limit of cost; subject
subject to approval
of
approval of
Morgan,
Morgan, J.
.1. Pierpont,
Pierpont,
commission......................
commission.
1214
1214
acceptance authorized
acceptance
authorized of
gift of
of embassy
embassy
of gift
Montana,
Montana,
premises in
premises
in London,
London, England,
England, from.
from. 1214
1214
appropriation for surveyor general,
general, clerks,
clerks,
Morgan, N.
Morgan,
N. J.,
J.,
etc .......................
673,
1293
673,1293
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for paying
paying for
for
gold, etc., mining leases
leases allowed
of unalunalallowed of
private property
private
property losses
losses explosion
explosion at
at
lotted withdrawn
mineral lands
of
withdrawn mineral
lands of
plant
plant of
T. A.
A. Gillespie
Gillespie Comof T.
ComIndian reservations
reservations in
31
in .............
31
pany.....................
pany
46,
1164
46, 1025,
1025, 1164
grant of common school sections in
in Crow
Crow
Morgue,
C.,
Morgue, D.
D. C.,
Indian
Reservation............... 756
Indian Reservation
756
appropriation for
appropriation
for cold
storage plant
843
cold storage
plant.......
843
lieu selections for allotted, etc.,
etc., lands...
lands
756
756
for autotruck
autotruck ........................
843
843
appropriation for payment to Indians...
appropriation
Indians
757
757
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
storage
for cold
cold storage
mineral rights reserved
reserved to
to Tribe........
Tribe
757
757
plant ..............................
plant
38
38
children to be admitted
to State
public
admitted to
State public
Morocco,
Morocco,
schools.........................
schools
757
757
appropriation for
appropriation
for agent
agent and
and consul
consul general
general
grant of common
common school sections
in Fort
sections in
Fort
at Tangier
at
Tangier .....................
740,
740, 1206
1206
Belknap Indian Reservation
Belknap
Reservation....... 1359
1359
for Cape
Cape Spartel,
for
Spartel, etc.,
etc., light.........
light
742, 1208
742,
1208
lieu selections
selections for allotted,
allotted, etc.,
etc., lands...
lands. _ 1359
1359
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for
for interpreters
interpreters
time limit for making
1359
making................ 1359
in.........
and guards at consulates
consulates in
1022
1022
price per acre for lands.................
lands.
1359
1359 Morongo
Indian Reservation,
Morongo Indian
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif.,
children
Reservation to be admitted
children of Reservation
appropriation for
forirrigation
appropriation
irrigation project
project on.
3, 408, 1226
1226
on. 3,408,
to State public schools.............
schools
1359
1359
MorrisonStreet NW.,
Morrison
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
indemnity school selections
in
opened
selections in opened
appropriation for
for paving,
appropriation
paving, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Blackfeet Reservation
Blackfeet
Reservation limited to
to
Street
Road...............
Street to Belt Road
845
845
nonmineral
nonirrigable lands..
nonmineral and nonirrigable
lands
17
17 Morrow Steamship
Steamship Company,
Company,
selection of lands in former
lieu school selection
former
may change
change name
name of
of steamer
"Charlotte
steamer "Charlotte
Flathead Indian
Flathead
Indian Reservation
Reservation by,
by,
Graveraet
Gmveraet Breitung"
Breitung" to
to "T.
"T. K
K.
authorized .......................
authorized
421
421
Maher" ..........................
Maher"
365
365
Montana
Montana National
National Bison Range,
Range,
Morstad,
0.,
Morstad, Erik
Erik 0.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance....
maintenance.— — 257,716,
257, 716, 1335
1335
payment
to, from
payment to,
from Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie Indian
Indian
Montclair, N.
Montclair,
N. J.,
J.,
funds........................
funds
29
29
appropriation
for
public
building
165
appropriation for public building .......
165 Mortar
Mortar Batteries,
Army,
Batteries, Army,
Montefredini, Francisco,
Montefredini,
Fransao,
appropriation for
appropriation
for constructing.........
constructing
608,
1348
608,1348
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services,
services, etc
1032
etc.. 1032
Mortgages of Vessels (see Ship Mortgage
Mortgages
Act,
Mortgage Act,
Greece and,
Montenegro, Greece
and,
1920).
1920).
appropriation
appropriation for minister
to.
740
minister to.............
740 Morton, Cornelia
Cornelia W.,
W,
Calif.,
Monterey, Calif.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
services
56
for services......
56
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, harbor
harbor
Brown Tail,
Tail,
Moths, Gypsy
Gypsy and
and Brown
to be made .......................
1013
1013
appropriation
quarantining, etc.,
appropnation for
for quarantining,
etc.,
Monterey National
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Calif,
against spread of
of............ 256,
715, 1334
256,715,1334
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of....
of
249
maintenance, etc.,
249
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for preventing
preventing
Montevideo, Uruguay,
Uruguay,
spread,
etc.......
spread, etc
1177
...... .. 62,
62, 524,
524, 1177
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
Motion Pwture
Films, Lewd,
Motion
Picture Films,
Lewd, etc.,
etc.,
representation,
representation, Sixth International
International
punishment for importing, shipping
punishment
shipping in
inin inSanitary
Conference, etc.,
Sanitary Conference,
at
1022
etc., at.......
1022
terstate
terstate commerce,
commerce, etc.,
etc., of..........
of
1060
1060
Montezuma National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Colo.,
Power, Railway,
Motive Power,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
_ 249,
etc., of..
of....
reimbursement
249,
for
advances
reimbursement for advances furnished
furnished by
by
708, 1327
United
United States
States to
carriers for,
while
to carriers
for, while
exchange
exchange of lands, etc., for addition to,
under Federal control
control .
359
............
359
authorized .......................
authorized
1148
1148
acceptance
acceptance of equipment
equipment trust
trust securisecuriMontgomery, Ala.,
ties,
359
ties, etc
etc.........................
359
bridge
bridge authorized across Alabama
Alabama River,
River,
Motor Cars,
Cars, Army
Army Armored,
near ...............................
1090
appropriation
appropriation for
etc
126
for purchase,
purchase, etc............
126
Montgaomery County,
Montgomery
Tenn.,
County, Tenn.,
Motor Convoy,
Convoy, Washington to San Francisco,
Francisco,
may bridge Cumberland
Cumberland River near
near ClarksClarksmonument may be erected
erected to
to mark
mark startstartville ...........................
282
ing point of
of
......................
1062
1062
Monument, D. C.,
Monument,
C.,
design ....................
approval of
of design
1062
1062
erection authorized,
authorized, to mark
place
mark starting
starting place
Motor Training
Army,
Training School, Army,
of motor convoy, Washington
San
Washington to
to San
appropriation
for buildings
appropriation for
buildings for,
Fort Leavfor. Fort
LeavFrancisco ........................
1062
1062
Kans.....................
enworth, Kans
963
963
Monuments,
etc .............
for quarters for officers,
officers, etc
963
963
erection of, authorized
authorized to
perpetuate
to perpetuate
Motor Transport
TransportCorps, Army,
Motor
Army,
memory of Chickasaw and Seminole
Seminole
organization of,
continued to June 30, 1920
129
organization
of, continued
129
Indians..........................
Indians
1364
expenditures authorized for
for school
school at
expenditures
at Camp
Camp
JacobB.,
Moore, Jacob
Holabird,
Md.
Holabird, Md
454
.............
454
payment to, from Chickasaw
Chickasaw tribal funds..
funds
24
at Camp Normoyle,
Normoyle, Tex
454
Tex.............
454

INDEX.
Page.
Motor Vehicle Theft Act, National,
National,
Page.
title declared
declared ........................
324
meaning of "motor
"motor vehicle"
"intervehicle" and "interstate and foreign commerce,"
commerce," as
324
used in Act ....................
punishment for transporting
transporting knowingly
knowingly
vehicle
325
stolen vehicle.....................
receiving, disposing,
disposing, etc.,
etc., of such ve325
hicle ............................
venue
venue of prosecutions
prosecutions ...................
325
Motor
Motor Vehicles,
mileage allowance
allowance for, used in business of
Agricultural Department...
Agricultural
Department... 270, 730,1347
Motor
Army,
Motor Vehicles, Army,
surplus, may be sold to States, individindividuals, etc .......................
105
transfer of, parts, etc.,
etc., to postal service
transfer
without charge .....................
583
Motor
Motor Vehicles, D. C.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., Disappropriation
trict offices .................. 73,
73, 842,
1113
842,1113
842, 1113
for purchase, exchange, etc
etc....... 73, 842,1113
use restricted,
1113
restricted, cost limited, etc
etc.. 73, 842,
842,1113
etc., for ................. 74, 844, 1115
for tags, etc.,
garage keepers allowed liens on, for storage
569
charges, etc ....................
569
speed regulations, etc., in public grounds,
subject to exclusive
exclusive charge
charge of Chief
of Engineers .....................
898
Motor Vehicles, etc., Army,
Army,
transfers of surplus, to other Government
Government
transfers
233
services authorized ................
233
determination of price; deposit of prodetermination
233
233
ceeds .........................
preference to, required
required..................
233
preference
specifically authorized
authorized
no free, unless specifically
by law ............................
233
Mount
Mount Clemens,
Clemens, Mich.
Mich.,2
expenditure authorized
authorized for construction,
construction,
expenditure
Selfridge Aviation
Aviation Field
Field............
455
National Park,
Park, Alaska,
Mount McKinley National
appropriation for
1407
1407
for protection.
protection. etc ...........
appropriation
Mount
N. C..
Mount Olive.
Olice. N.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public builddeficiency
330
330
ing, site
site .........................
Pleasant, Mich.,
Mount Pleasant,
appropriation for Indian
13, 41 9, 1235
1235
Indian school at.. 13,419,
appropriation
165
for public building
building .....................
Pleasant, Tex.,
Tex.,
Mount Pleasant,
appropriation for public building
165
building..........
appropriation
Park, Wash.,
NationalPark,
Mount Rainier
Rainier National
appropriation for
etc... 204,
918, 1407
204,918,1407
for protection.
protection, etc...
appropriation
for commissioner
commissioner in .................. 6871306
687, 1306
deficiency
appropriation for
for............... 1191
deficiency appropriation
Va.
Mount Weather,
Weather, Va.,
commission
to report
report on utilizing,
created to
commission created
for
hospital
or other
other purposes.......
purposes
697
for hospital or
Mountain.
etc., Cannon,
Cannon,
Mountain. etc..
appropriation
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture,
appropriation for purchase,
etc.,
of ......................
609,1349
etc., of
for
ammunition
for
1349
for ammunition for ................. 609. 1349
for ammunition
1349
1349
ammunition for practice ...........
Mountain Li071.4,
Mountain
Lions,
appropriation
devising methods for deappropriation for devising
stroying
1335
..........
stroying ............
Mounted
Service
School,
Kans.,
Fort Riley, Kans.,
Mounted Service School, Fort

appropriation
.._ 106
expenses....
for instruction
instruction expenses.
appropriation for
Municipal
Office, D.
D. C.,
Architect's Office,
Municipal Architect's
appropriation
71, 840, 1111
appropriation for salaries ........... 71,840,1111
Municipal
Municipal Court,
Court, D. C.,
appropriation
salaries .........
92, 862, 1133
92,862,1133
for salaries
appropriation for
or rent; contingent
862, 1133
92,862,1133
contingent expenses .. . 92,
for
or expe
expenses...
deficiency
appropriation for
.
nses... 41,1019
deficiency appropriation
actions in, allowed for rentals in excess
excess
of determination
determination of Rent Commission
303
..........-.sion ...............
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Municipal
C.--Continued.
Municipal Court,
Court, D. C.-Continued.
Page.
exclusive jurisdiction of, in civil cases
exclusive
extended
extended to $1.000
$1.000 ................. 1310
concurrent jurisdiction with supreme
concurrent
supreme court
court
repealed
repealed......................
1310
transfer of
causes
of pending
pending causes..............
1310
1310
made a
record; seal; terms
a court of record;
terms....... 1310
jury trialsallowedinactionsexceeding$20.
trials allowed in actions exceeding $20
1310
1310
proceedings, etc
proceedings,
etc...................... 1310
1310
jurors obtained as for petit jurors in supremecourt
preme
court....................
1311
1311
terms, etc...............
etc
compensation, terms.
1311
service of.
of, certified
certified by clerk of supreme
supreme
court ........................
1311
trials without
without jury; effect of verdict, etc..
etc
1311
judgments in force
force only six years.........
years
1311
if docketed in supreme court to become
become
liens ........................
1311
not liens on real property unless docketed
docketed 1311
costs by nonresident
nonresident plaintiffs
plaintiffs............ 1311
waived
indigent plaintiffs .......... 1311
waived for indigent
provisions for return
-of replevined
returrn'of
replevined geode,
goods,
paying money into court, and attachments .....................
1312
tachments
1312
marshal to designate
designate two deputies for service
in
1312
1312
icein........................
prescribed
fees, rules of practice, etc., to be prescribed
bane
1312
1312
by, in banc.......................
docket fees for attorneys, etc., not appli1312
1312
cable
cable.............................
no appeal to District supreme court
court...... 1312
bills of exception
exception .....................
. 1312
petition to court of appeals for review,
review,
1312
etc
1312
etc..........................
1312
issue of writ of error, etc ..............
1312
proceedings
court of appeals
appeals on
on writ
writ... 1312
proceedings in
in court
stay of judgment
1312
undertaking.. 1312
judgment on filing undertaking
requirements in
real estate actions, etc.
etc_ 1312
inreal
present
continued through
through commiscommispresent judges continued
1312
1312
sions ...........................
1313
1313
successors to serve four years...........
years
1313
in effect
effect in 90 days ....................
1313
1313
inconsistent laws repealed ..............
1313
inconsistent
pending cases continued
supreme
continued in supreme
1313
appeals
1313
court and court of appeals..........
rent profiteering laws not modified
modified
1313
1313
hereby ......................
jurisdiction of
of, in actions by claimant for
property levied
on; appeal
levied on;
personal property
655
allowed .......................
555
of
forcible entry and
of any
any real
real
and detainer
detainer of
of forcible
property .........................
555
5.55
property
search warrants for suspected
suspected infested
nursery
by
727
nursery plants, etc., to be issued by.
undertakings
from
undertakings required
required on appeals from
judgments
landlord and
of, in
in landlord
and tenant
tenant
judgments of,
cases .............................
568
568
Municipal
Lodging House,
House, D. C.,
MunicipalLodging
97, 867, 1138
97,867,1138
appropriation
expenses
appropriation for expenses...........
Municipal Ordinances,
Municipal
Ordinances, etc., D. C.,
copy
certified by secretary
Board of
of Board
secretary of
copy certified
Commissioners accepted
accepted as evidence
evidence
567
Commissioners
Municipalitizs,
Municipalities,
permits of
areas alof coal mining areas
limited permits
household use
use. 440
lowed, for
for disposal for household
preferences
preferences to application from, for power
licenses
1067
1067
project licenses.................
Munitions
Munitions of War,
War,
temporary
licensed power
temporary possession of licensed
projects for
for manufacturing,
may
projects
manufacturing, may
be
ordered by the President
when
President when
e ordered
1072
safety of United
United States demands it.
it
1072
compensation,
1072
1072
etc ...................
compensation, etc
Munitions Tax,
Munitions
deficiency
appropriation for expenses coldeficiency appropriation
lecting
1183
1183
lecting.....................
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Murrays Ferry,
Ferry, S. C.,
Murrays
bridge
Santee River
at
1102
1102
River at..
across Santee
authorized across
bridge authorized
Muscle Shoals,
Shoals, Ala.,
operation
of employemployoperation of
of school
school for
for children
children of
Ordnance reservation,
reservation, auees at
at Ordnance
333
thorized .........................
thorized
Muskegon, Mich.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building, rent,
165
etc ..............................
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harbor,
1012
to be made .....................
Muskogee
Okla.,
County, Okla.,
Muskogee County,
629
Fort Gibson
Gibson..
Arkansas River,
River, Fort
may bridge
bridge Arkansas
629
Webbers Falls.........................
Falls
Webbers
Myrtle Point,
Point, Oreg.,
patent for
revested Oregon-Calipart of
of revested
patent
for part
Railroad grant
lands granted
granted
fornia Railroad
grant lands
621
to ..............................
payment
for land and
622
and timber
timber..
required for
payment required
reservation of mineral deposits.........
deposits
622
reservation
Mystic, Conn.,
Conn.,
165
appropriation
building
165
public building........
appropriation for public
N.
Names of Vessels,
change of,
Commissioner of Navigation,
by Commissioner
change
of, by
authorized.
436
authorized......................
regulations,
437
regulations, fees,
fees, etc ................
437
former laws repealed .................
Narcotics,
Narcotics,
appropriation for expenses
expenses restricting
sale
restricting sale
appropriation
of
654,
1274
of...........................
654,1274
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses redeficiency
stricting sale of
.................. 1161
Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.,
appropriation
165
rent, etc
etc.
public building, rent,
appropriation for public
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public building, rent
rent ........................
330
ing,
National
Advisory Committee
Committee on
Aeronautics,
on Aeronautics,
National Advisory
appropriation
889, 1381
180,889,1381
expenses........ 180,
for expenses
appropriation for
National
Army Cantonments,
Cantonments,
National Army
appropriation for permanent
permanent roads,
use of appropriation
etc. forbidden ....................
964
etc.,
National Bank Notes,
National
Notes,
issue
authorized, payable
payable on demand.....
demand
387
issue authorized,
387
signatures may be written or engraved
engraved..
signatures
legal tender
except for customs duties,
legal
tender except
interest on public debt, and redemption of national currency
currency ..........
387
387
National
Currency),
National Currency),
National Banks
Banks (see also National
directors
1199
1199
directors must be citizens ...............
residence within State, etc.,
etc. where loresidence
cated,
cated, or within fifty miles, for one
year
1199
1199
required....
prior to election, required
year prior
during continuance
continuance in
in office........
office.
1199
during
stock ownership
required; disqualified
ownership required;
on
ceasing to
1199
to hold ..............
on ceasing
indebtedness of, not to exceed
exceed capital.
capital. .
297
..
indebtedness
exceptions;
circulating notes, deposits,
exceptions; circulating
drafts, etc
297
.....................
297
dividends and reserves .............
dividends
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act liabilities........
liabilities
297
War Finance
Finance Corporation Act liabili297
ties ...............................
accepted
foreign bills
bills of
of exchange..
exchange 297
297
accepted foreign
loans by, to any person,
person, etc., limited. ...
296
exceptions, bills of exchange,
secured
exceptions,
exchange, secured
by shipping
shipping documents of commodities
296
tis............................
secured bankers'
bankers' acceptances
acceptances......... 296
paper.................
296
commercial
commercial paper.
notes secured
secured by bills of lading of
marketable staples; value of security
ity..............
.... ..... . 296
296
notes with Liberty
Liberty bonds, etc.,
etc., as collateral
996
296
lateral ...
.................

National Banks-Continued.
Page.
Page.
Banks-Continued.
National
loans by; maximum, secured by Federal
Federal
296
bonds, etc ........................
secured
etc., for
for
secured by bills of lading, etc.,
marketable staples;
marketable
staples; limit
limit for twelve
twelve
months
296
296
months ...........................
may invest
invest in corporations engaged
engaged in facilitating exports of American merchandise, etc
286
286
........
etc ...........
chandise,
amount limited .......................
286
286
amount
applications
applications by, for foreign business to include
corporations for export busiclude corporations
286
ness ....
.......................
operating foreign branches
branches to report to
operating
Comptroller condition
condition of ...........
286
investing in export corporations
corporations to report
Reserve Board
Board condition
to Federal
Federal Reserve
condition
of
286
of.................................
examinations
Board .................
286
examinations by Board
National Board
Boardfor Promotion
Promotion of Rifle PracPracNational
tice,
tice,
appropriation for maintaining,
etc., rifle
rifle
maintaining, etc.,
appropriation
ranges under regulations of.......
of
120, 966
members of, for exfor reimbursing
reimbursing members
penses
'126,971
:
126,971
penses .......................
National
National Cemeteries,
Cemeteries,
appropriation for maintenance....
maintenance
183,
894, 1385
183,894,1385
appropriation
for superintendents
183,
894, 1385
183,894,1385
superintendents ............
for headstones
894,1385
headstones for soldiers' graves
graves. 183,
183,894,1385
for
183,
roadways; restrictions
restrictions ..... 183,
for repairs
repairs to roadways;
895,1385
895,1385
roadways limited
limited to one approach.
approach ...
184,
roadways
895,
1385
895,1385
for burial of indigent soldiers, etc., District of Columbia
895, 1386
Columbia.......... 184, 895,1386
for Antietam battlefield........
battlefield
184,
895, 1386
184,895,1386
for disposition
disposition of remains of officers,
officers, en184,
listed
men, civilians,
civilians, etc.; removals.
184,
listedmen,
895,1386
895,1386
removal of remains from Europe, etc.,
etc.,
to ........................
896,1386
segregation of bodies in American
American cemeteries, GreatBritain,
GreatBritain, and France.
France. 896, 1386
use of unexpended
unexpended balances for care of
graves abroad .................
896,
graves
896, 1387
Confederate Mound,
Ill....
184,
for Confederate
Mound, Chicago, Ill
..
184,
896, 1387
896,1387
for Confederate
Confederate Stockade
Stockade Cemetery,
Cemetery,
Ohio ...................
184,
896, 1387
184,896,1387
for Confederate
Confederate burial plats, care, etc...
etc... 184,
896,
1387
896,1387
for monuments,
monuments, etc.,
etc., in
Cuba and China.
in Cuba
China. 185,
185,
896
for
burial of
Hot
for burial
of indigent
indigent patients,
patients, Hot
Springs Hospital
1387
Hospital, Ark ....... 185, 896,
896,1387
Calif., extension ...... , 185
for San Francisco, Calif.,
for Battle Ground,
Ground, I).
C. ' rostrum..
D. C.,
rostrum ......
896
for Arlington, Va.,
Va., Memorial
Memorial AmphitheaAmphitheater and Chapel
896, 1387
Chapel................. 896,1387
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for headstones
headstones for
for
61,
soldiers' graves ..................
61,
348, 522, 1038, 1041, 1184, 1190
348,522,1038,1041,1184,1190
for disposition
disposition of remains of officers, etc.
65,
etc.
1185, 1190
1190
1185,
for Vicksburg,
Vicksburg, Miss.,
Miss., repairing storm
damages..........................
1025
damages
allotment from sum for disposition of remains, etc., for services
services in compiling
data, etc.,
etc. 'of bringing home remains
1278
from abroad .................
1278
burials in, extended to service in
in all wars
wars..
552
citizens serving with Allies during the
World War
War......................
552
honorably
honorably discharged
discharged Army nurses.....
nurses.
552
superintendents eligible for retirement on
superintendents
on
annuities
annuities .......................
614
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America,
National
Music of America,
Page.
National Conservatory
Conservatory of Music
substituted
1361
incorporators........... 1361
substituted list of incorporators
1361
branches outside of the District allowed...
allowed
National
Federal Reserve and,
and,
Currency, Federal
National Currency,
appropriation for
superintendent, redempfor superintendent,
appropriation
tion
Treasurer's ofclerks, etc., Treasurer's
tion of clerks,
649, 1270
1270
fice .......................
employees; pay restrictemporary employees;
for temporary
tion
649,1270
649,1270
tion ...........................
for superintendent, clerks, etc., Comp1270
office.................. 650, 1270
troller's office
650,1271
special examinations
examinations ............ 650,1271
for special
173,882,1375
for expenses, distinctivepaper
distinctive paper for.
for. 173,
882, 1375
forexpenses,
deficiency
etc ,
deficiency appropriation for tellers, etc.,
redemption
of
44
redemption of....................
for additional employees,
employees, redemption
redemption of.
of
331
assessment for employees
employees of Engraving
Engraving and
assessment
Printing
331
redemption of.
on redemption
Printing detailed on
National Dairy
Dairy Show,
Ill.,
Ckicago, Ill.,
Show, Chicago,
National
at..
appropriation for agricultural
agricultural exhibit at
271
appropriation
National Defense
Emergency
(see Army Emergency
Act (see
Defense Act
National
Increase,
Increase, 1917).
National Defense
Act, 1916,
Amendments,
1916, Amendments,
Defense Act,
National
Army
the United
United States,
included
forces included
States, forces
of the
Army of
in
. 759
in .............................
759
Regular
composition of
.
of...........
Army; composition
Regular Army;
maximum enlisted strength
strength ............
759
maximum
Organization
of the
peace estabArmy; peace
the Army;
Organization of
lishment
include Regular
Regular Army,
Army,
lishment to include
National Guard,
Guard, and Organized
Organized
National
Reserve
Reserve........................... 759
division
brigades, divisions, and
division into brigades,
759
corps
759
corps .....................
759
territorial corps areas...............
areas
territorial
Army areas
areas or
departments
759
or departments..........
Army
National
Organized Reserves;
Guard and Organized
National Guard
initial
760
organization..............initial organization
retention of
designations,
World War designations,
of World
retention
etc., authorized
. 760
authorized .............-etc.,
prepared by
plans
organization to be prepared
plans for organization
760
War Department
Staff....
General Staff
Department General
War
composition
committee; reserve
of committee;
composition of
officers ...........................
760
oficer
760
location
.
State...
units, etc., within aaState
location of units,
officers; general
general officers of the line........
line
760
officers;
760
general
designated
officers of the Staff designated...
general officers
one
general ;
office
to cease
vacated
760
when vacated.
cease when
officeto
onegeneral;
760
other
specified .......
numbers specified
officers, numbers
other officers,
Medical Department,
760
etc.....- 760
chaplains, etc....
Department, chaplains,
Medical
760
appointment of
.
generals..........
major generals
of major
appointment
brigadier generals;
generals; list
for
760
of eligibles for.
list of
brigadier
permanent
specified
commissions in specified
permanent commissions
760
branches
760
branches ..... ....-.............--by details
details in
General Staff Corps, etc...
etc
761
in General
by
by
or with
commispermanent commiswith permanent
detail, or
by detail,
sions, by
officer .
761
by consent of officer..........
sions,
warrant
authorized, adadnumber authorized,
officers; number
warrant officers;
ditional
Planter .Service
..
761
761
Service...
to Mine
Mine Planter
ditional to
761
eligibility; service
service qualifications
qualifications .......
eligibility;
field clerk
to cease........
cease
761
761
appointments to
clerk appointments
field
761
.....
pay,
rank, etc
etc ..........
pay, rank,
enlisted men;
grades and
established .
761
and pay established
men; grades
enlisted
percentage
temporary inof grades;
grades; temporary
percentage of
creased pay..
.......... ....... 761
pay ...
creased
service
pay increased
increased allowance
761
allowance .......
service pay
specialists
ratings established;
established; percentspecialists ratings
age
761
age allowed .....................
761
extra-duty
abolished ............
extra-duty pay abolished
762
762
reduction in pay ..................
no reduction
762
assignments
of officers
_
762
enlisted men -.
officers and enlisted
assignments of
proportion of
each grade
grade in
each branch.
branch
762
in each
of each
proportion
limit; Philippine
included in
Philippine Scouts included
limit;
762
enlisted
men................-..
enlisted men
762
consent -........
ofonffieprs
-tranifrI of
transfers
officers bv
by
-J
-------
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assignments;
appointment of chiefs and
assignments; appointment
assistant chiefs
chiefs of branches........
branches
762
assistant
762
selection for first appointments.......
appointments
selection
details to General
General Staff
restriction on details
762
Corps,
etc
762
Corps, etc.........................
service
required .........
762
service with troops required
accepted ..
762
duty since April 6, 1917, accepted...
restricting details repealed
762
repealed..........
law restricting
full
assignments, etc., to be
report of assignments,
full report
Secretary of War
War. .........
762
made by
by Secretary
General
of....... 762
Staff Corps; composition of
General Staff
War Department
Department General Staff ........
762
General Staff
763
troops .............
Staff with
with troops
General
details; officers eligible, etc.; selection
selection
763
Board .....................
763
by Board
Department General Staff; desigWar Department
...
763
nated duties .................
action on National Guard and OrganReserves matters . .............
763
ized Reserves
cooperation with reserve
reserve officers subcooperation
764
mitted by governors ..............
General Staff
Staff with troops; duties desigGeneral
. 764
..
..........
nated ...........
Chief of Staff, to preside over War Department General Staff
Staff............. 764
partment
authority and
and duties conferred
764
conferred........
authority
organization,
plans submitted for Army organization,
etc., to
be accompanied
with studies,
accompanied with
to be
etc.,
of...............- 764
comments,
comments, etc., of
members confined
confined strictly to specified
764
duties ......................
Department work by,
administrative Department
764
forbidden ....................
Assistant
Secretary of War; .supervision
of
supervision of
Assistant Secretary
764
procurement of supplies under._
under......
procurement
salary; details of officers and employees
employees
765
to
to........................ ........
offices
of Second
Second and Third Assistants
Assistants
offices of
765
...............
abolished
abolished ..............
procurement branches
branches to report to
to...... 765
procurement
to
manufactured at
supplies to be manufactured
to cause supplies
765
arsenals,
arsenals, etc .....................
765
appropriations
available for two years.
appropriations available
composition, meetings,
Council; composition,
meetings, and
War Council;
765
765
.........................
duties .
Adjutant General's
Department; officers
officers
General's Department;
Adjutant
765
composing
composing .........................
765
Personnel Bureau;
duties
Bureau; duties.............
Personnel
commanders and chiefs of
territorial commanders
765
branches ...........-.........---branches
Inspector
General's Department;
officers
Department; officers
Inspector General's
765
composing ..................
Judge
Advocate General's
General's Department;
Department;
Judge Advocate
765
..--composing...-.....
officers composing
765
number of colonels
colonels increased............
increased
Quartermaster Corps;
Corps; officers
officers and enlisted
Quartermaster
. 766
men composing ..........
speciQuartermaster General sped.duties of Quartermaster
766
fied........................
purchase
of technical articles by
purchase of
766
.................
branches
branches using
operating
different
operating of utilities by different
766
.........branches ..........
branches
Finance
Department; creation
officers
creation of; officers
Finance Department;
766
766
composing........
and enlisted
enlisted men composing
766
................
disbursing pay, etc ..disbursements
disbursements by other officers per766
mitted
mitted........................
Medical
Medical Department; officers and enlisted
766
men composing...............
composing
767
767
strength..
percentage to total enlisted strength
percentage
767
number of Veterinary
Veterinary Corps ...........
number

cl
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National
Continued.
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Continued.
promotion
list; board
form original list;
to form
board to
promotion list;
Medical Department;
Department; promotions
promotions in
in MediMedical
composition ..................-772
composition
767
cal or
or Dental
Corps..............
Dental Corps
cal
according
to present
present lineal list, comaccording to
767
Veterinary Corps............-........
Corps
Veterinary
batant branches,
772
etc...............
branches, etc
batant
767
Medical Administrative
Corps...........
Administrative Corps
Medical
772
........... .........
officers
772
omitted.
officers omitted
service
credits .
....-. 767
..............
service credits
772
officers
omitted placedin
placed in original class.
class
officers omitted
filling vacancies
vacancies existing
existing July 1, 1920...
1920
767
filling
Judge Advocate
General's Department,
Advocate General's
Judge
selection
qualifications...... 767
board; qualifications
by board;
selection by
Quartermaster Corps, Ordnance DeQuartermaster
767
Medical
Corps.........
Administrative Corps
Medical Administrative
772
...............
partment
............
partment
767
service credits
allowed ................
credits allowed
service
captains
and
lieutenants
of
Regulars
or
Regulars
of
lieutenants
and
captains
Army
Nurse
Corps;
relative
rank
deterdeterrank
Army Nurse Corps; relative
Philippine
appointed since
Scouts appointed
Philippine Scouts
mined
..........767
..............
mined
772
April
6, 1917.
772
1917 ....................
April 6,
768
authority
hospital, etc..............
etc
in hospital,
authority in
captains
or lieutenants
lieutenants appointed
appointed to
captains or
768
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed .........regulations
original
772
vacancies ...............
original vacancies.
Corps of
Engineers; officers
enlisted
and enlisted
officers and
of Engineers;
Corps
lieutenant
or majors appointed
colonels or
lieutenant colonels
768
men composing
composing ...................
.
men
773
to original
vacancies ...............
original vacancies
to
Ordnance
officers and enDepartment; officers
Ordnance Department;
board....
discretionary assignment by board
773
discretionary
768
listed men
composing ...............
men composing
listed
former
retired officers.......
officers
773
officers and retired
former officers
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service;
creation and
and
Service; creation
Chemical
773
reserve
advocates ..................
judge advocates
reserve judge
composition
768
....................
of
composition of._
773
other
at end
of list
list ..............
end of
officers at
other officers
duties of
etc., gases,
gases, projecdeveloping, etc.,
of developing,
duties
773
................
permanency of list
permanency
tiles, etc
768
etc.........................
tiles,
classification
classification of officers by board of general
Signal
Corps., officers
officers and
enlisted men
men
and enlisted
Signal Corps;
773
officers
............................
officers
composing.
composing....................... 768
773
Class A,
A, to
to be
be retained
retained in
service..........
in service
Class
Air
creation and
of
768
composition of.
and composition
Service; creation
Air Service;
773
B, not to be retained ..............
Class
.......... 768
.......
flying cadets
flying
Class
proceedings
B,ito
not toplacing
be retained
an officer
773
773
in........
officer in
an
placing
proceedings
768
............
details
permitted .......
details permitted
o
determine
if
due
to
misconduct,
773
misconduct,
to
due
if
determine
to
boad
769
increase
pay for
aerial flights ..........
for aerial
of pay
increase of
etc
773
...........................
etc
- 769
no other
allowed...................other allowed.
no
discharge or
or retirement
retirement on action of
discharge
769
flying cadets
continued
cadets continued................
flying
773
....
.....................board.
769
Insular
Bureau; officers
officers for ........
Affairs Bureau;
Insular Affairs
773
etc.....
discharged, etc
retired pay
pay if not discharged,
retired
chaplains;
number authorized.
authorized ....-....... 769
chaplains; number
status
of Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, second lieustatus of
............---..
service,
rank, etc
769
etc ......
service, rank,
774
tenants, determined
determined ...............
tenants,
chief of
appointed
769
to be appointed.......
chaplains to
of chaplains
chief
promotions of
of officers
June 30, 1920,
officers up to June
promotions
769
filling existing vacancies ...............
774
774
under existing
existing laws ................
under
769
.........
future promotions
promotions.
......
future
774
774
afterwards
list
afterwards from promotion list...........
former
provisions as
as to veterinarians
veterinarians reformer provisions
774
774
repeal
examinations, etc ......
of laws
laws for examinations,
repeal of
pealed
.... ...----- 769
pealed ...............-..
774
774
Medical Department
Department excepted........
excepted.
Medical
Infantry;
officers and
and enlisted men comInfantry; officers
transfers of
of officers
lees of rank,
officers without loss
transfers
769
posing
769
posing...........---------------..............
774
774
etc., on
on applications
applications ...........
etc.,
....- 769
tank units
units added
added to ...............
tank
appointments
of
second
lieutenants;
from
from
lieutenants;
second
of
appointments
Cavalry;
officers
and
enlisted
men
comcommen
enlisted
and
Cavalry; officers
774
Military
graduates.
Academy graduates........
ilitary Academy
posing
770
posing.........................
Regular Army warrant
warrant officers and enRegular
Field Artillery;
officers and
and enlisted men
Artillery; officers
Field
774
774
......
listed
listed men .................
composing
770
composin.........................-reserve officers,
officers, National Guard, enreserve
enlisted
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps;
Corps; officers and enlisted
Coast
listed
Reserve Corps, and military
listed Reserve
men
770
composing.....................
men composing
774
774
school
graduates..................
school graduates
Porto
Rico Regiment
of Infantry; comRegiment of
Porto Rico
Judge
General's Department
Advocate General's
Judge Advocate
770
position and service of .............
774
captains,from reserve
reserve judgeadvocates
judgeadvocates
captains,from
Philippine
Scouts; organization
organization similar to
Philippine Scouts;
Medical and Dental Corps first lieutenMedical
Regular
Army
770
Regular Army............................
774
774
ants, from
reserve officers ..........
from reserve
ants,
770
recommissions of
present officers
officers .......
770
of present
recommissions
Veterinary
Veterinary Corps second lieutenants,
subsequent appointments,
appointments, etc.; retiresubsequent
774
from reserve
veterinary officers.....
officers
reserve veterinary
from
770
.........
ment
770
provisions ........
ment provisions
Medical Administrative Corps second
Medical
771
enlisted
unchanged...............
status unchanged
enlisted status
lieutenants,
men of
enlisted men
from enlisted
lieutenants, from
provisional period
period of
of appointments
appointments reprovisional
774
774
Medical
Medical Department..............
771
.
pealed
..
...............
pealed
Dental Corps,
qualifications
professional qualifications
Corps, professional
Dental
filling
original vacancies
vacancies................ 771
filling original
774
774
................
.
required
required...
one-half by appointing
appointing officers, not Reguone-half
chaplains, from persons
persons accredited
accredited by aa
chaplains,
771
lars,
war
771
during recent war..
served during
who served
lars, who
774
774
religious organization ..............
...
credits,
771
etc ...............credits, age, etc.
former officers,
etc., to be commissioned
commissioned
former
officers, etc.,
appointments in Judge
Judge Advocate
Advocate Genappointments
774
list....... 774
as assigned in
promotion list
in promotion
771
as
771
eral's
Department.................
eral's Department
carried on
771
officers and enlisted men to be carried
771
45.
retired
pay if appointed above age of 4
5
retired pay
Detached Lists if not assigned to
771
... _ 771
vacancies
promotions...
by promotions
remaining, by
vacancies remaining,
775
775
any
branch or bureau
bureau .................
any branch
771
771
board
make selections ..............
to make
board to
retirement of Philippine
provisions for retirement
appointments
approved by chief
appointments to be approved
775
775
.......
Scouts
repealed ..........
Scouts repealed.
771
of branch
branch .......................
of
enlisted men; term of service optional, one
promotion
prepared............ 771
be prepared
list to be
promotion list
775
or three
three years....................
years
or
all
Regular Army below colof Regular
officers of
all officers
775
reenlistments
years
for three years..........
reenlistments for
onel
included
771
onel included............--..---....771
reenlistment allowances
existing laws for reenlistment
Medical Department, chaplains, etc.,
etc ,
Medical
775
repealed
repealed. .......................
excepted
771
77
-......---.....-..--. excepted-.
77..
rfren..
ay
r.mt
_v
on
775
service
payment. h+
hereafter
E
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t * Y......
w
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credit
772
cre(cut for
or all
al active
active service
service .............. -
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enlisted men; specified
specified rates of pay reenlisted
pealed
775
775
pealed.-.........................
775
except telegraphers
telegraphers ................
775
except
allowed for support of dedischarge allowed
pendent family ..................
775
775
pendent
organization abolRegular Army Reserve; organi7ation
775
........................
ished .
Officers Reserve
Reserve Corps;
organization of ....
Corps; organization
Officers

775
775
sections
corresponding with branches of
sections corresponding
775
etc.................
Regular Army, etc
775
appointment of;
qualified
775
of; persons qualified.......
appointment
775
time of peace ........
limitations in time
promotions and transfers; assignments
assignments
promotions
776
to
776
to local units .....................
776
continued.........
776
present commissions continued
commissions in National
National Guard
Guard percommissions
.............
mitted ...........
776
duty....
time,
restriction, on active duty
776
and restriction,
time, and
776
pay, etc.
allowed......................
etc., allowed
pay,
Reserve Officers'
created
Trainingc" Corps; created
Officers' Traini
Reserve
in civil
educationarinstitutions
776
institutions ..
civil educational
in
776
division.........
senior division; junior division
detail of
of Regular
Regular Army
officers and enArmy officers
detail
listed men;
men; number
students renumber of students
listed
777
quired ..................-.777
quired
compulsory military
etc., premilitary training, etc.,
compulsory
requisite for
graduating ...........
777
for graduating
requisite
courses of
of military
training to be adopted 777
military training
courses
777
etc.
Regulars for instructors, etcfrom Regulars
details from
777
retired list
777
peace.........
time of peace
list in time
retired
full pay
pay for
for retired
777
........
officers, etc ......
retired officers,
full
Army
supplies, equipment,
equipment, etc., to be
Army supplies,
issued
from Army
777
Army stock ...........
issued from
appropriations available
available for expendiappropriations
777
tures
.......--------..--tures .........
camps for,
for, to
be maintained
778
maintained ..........
to be
camps
expenses
authorized; subsistence,
subsistence,
expenses authorized;
travel,
778
etc ................--------travel, etc
graduates to
be appointed
reserve officers
778
appointed reserve
to be
graduates
qualifications;
service requirements,
requirements,
qualifications; service
etc
778
......------------etc ..........
778
no
retired pay, etc ..........--....-no retired
pay, etc.,
etc., allowed
allowed students selected for
pay.
advance
....... 778
training ..........advance training.
778
Medical
units
Department units..........
Medical Department
778
subsistence allowance......
allowance
.......
subsistence
reserve
admitted for
for medical,
medical,
officers admitted
reserve officers
779
..-----.etc..
779
.
training. .......-...
etc.. training
to
attending adpay for attending
allowed pay
to be allowed
vanced course
course camps
779
camps. ..............
vanced
training camps;
maintaining, on reservacamps; maintaining,
training
779
tions
authorized .............tions authorized
persons
to receive
receive instructions, etc .....
779
persons to
arms,
to be
be furfursupplies, to
equipments, supplies,
arms, equipments,
779
nished
779
nished.-----------.
- 779
travel
etce..............allowance, etc
travel allowance,
sales
779
instruction....
receiving instruction
persons receiving
to persons
sales to
courses
Regular
instruction; use of Regular
of instruction;
courses of
Army for
779
etc............. - . .- 779
duty, etc
for duty,
Army
Enlisted
of..- _ 780
Corps; composition of.
Reserve Corps;
Enlisted Reserve
780
periods
eligible._
persons eligible.
enlistment; persons
of enlistment;
periods of
organization
Army...
780
similar to Regular Army...
organization similar
assignment of
of officers.
etc
780
.
officers..etc..........assignment
.
active service
780
duty limited...........
service duty
active
other
schools and
and colleges;
issue of arms,
colleges; issue
other schools
etc.,
having a
a course of military
to, having
etc., to,
training
780
training....................-details from
from Regular
Regular Army
Army for instrucdetails
tion, etc....................--------------..
etc
780
tion,
from retired
retired list
restricted
780
list restricted..........
from
-National Guard
Guard provisions
780
provisions........----National
minimum
strength of
780
780
units....-..--..
of units
minimum strength
781
combination of
States
of units with other States..
combination
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after
enlisted men; periods of enlistment after
781
discharge from Army.
Army .............
discharge
781
contracts.........
oath, and enlistment contracts
former, repealed ...............
...... 781
certificate of discharge
781
issued.....
certificate
discharge to be issued.
officers; qualification
qualification required for appoint781
ment as .......................
ment
National
enlistment conNational Guard Reserve; enlistment
782
tract and oath ..................
pay, etc., when training
training with National
782
Guard
Guard.........................
782
no other pay for ....................
recruit
repealed ..............
782
training repealed
recruit training
Militia Bureau created
created in War Department.
Department
782
appointment of chief from selections preGovernors ..............
782
sented by Governors
782
qualifications, etc .....................
qualifications,
782
term, rank, pay,
pay, etc ...............
782
continued........
reserve commission continued
782
chief....... .........
temporary acting chief
assipment from Regular
Regular Army for duty
assignment
in
in..................................

assignment of National
National Guard officers
officers to
assignment
Regular Army duty ...............
animals to be furnished .................
regulations for issue;
issue; condemned animals
animals
............
...
for training .....
supplies; payment
service and supplies;
payment for men
men
service
detailed
...................
detailed....
pay
of
officers;
captains
and
lieutenants
lieutenants..pay of officers;
organizations....
captains commanding
commanding organizations__
captains
captains.....................
above captains
Army
uniforms, etc., from Army
may purchase uniforms,
supplies
..................
supplies
pay
enlistedmen;
rate for each drill servmen; rate
pay of enited
ice
... ..............ice.......
attendance required;
pay if actually
actually
attendance
present
present............................
accepted for drills
drills..........
other duty accepted
service when
when
may be drafted into Federal service
authorized
authorized by Congress ............
service
period of service........................
discharge from
from Militia and subject to
discharge
Army
governing them .........
Army laws governing
unit
organizations ....................
muit organizations
officers
therefrom
officers to be appointed therefrom......
not
colonel by
alone
by President alone.
above colonel
not above
Army
pay and allowances of Regular Army
while
serving...................
while serving
..
termination of service .......
status on termination
repealed..
temporary vacancies; provisions
provisions repealed..
temporary
details of
carry advanced
advanced
officers not to carry
of officers
details
---------..........---..
rank
aviators
aerial flights duty by aviators....
for aerial
pay for
carrying officers
additional numbers to
to
officers as additional
carrying
-......-- be
be abolished .............
retired officers
officers to have
have full pay for active
retired
duty
war...............
duty in time of war
details from
Medical Department to
from Medical
details
American
Cross...............
American Red Cross
American
buildings for
f
or
allowed buildings
Red Cross allowed
American Red
storage, etc..
on reservations
.......
reservations .....
etc.. on
storage,
all
active duty
duty to
to be credited
credited as length of
all active
service
service ........................
officers appointed
rank in
in time of
higher rank
to higher
appointed to
officers
war without affecting
affecting regular commissions
missions..-...........----------precedence of
officers according
according to
of rank of officers
precedence
governing..............
provisions
provisions governing
rank, etc.,
etc., of
duty.
officers on active duty.
retired officers
of retired
rank,
pay, etc..
etc.. to retired enlisted men serving
pay,
as officers
officers during
during the war..........
war
as
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74
784
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785
7S5
785
785
785
785
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786
786
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addition
exchange
of
lands
authorized
for
addition
authorized
lands
of
exchange
Cont:nued.
Cont:nued.
1366
.................. 1366
to
Rainier, Wash
to Rainier,
graduates of
of Military
Military Academy
receive
to receive
Academy to
graduates
980
980
Sierra, Calif ....................
786
786
commissions July
July 2, 1920 ...........
commissions
986
9S6
for,
South Dakota ................
with South
for, with
emergency
retained tembe retained
may be
officers may
emergency officers
786
786
lands
added to
1056
Cariban, Idaho ...........
to Cariban,
lands added
porarily in service
service .............porarily
757
786
Colorado, Colo.,
Colo., by exchange ..........
. 786
Colorado,
number limited
...................-limited
number
406
Crater, Oreg.........................
Oreg
to be
be discharged
discharged not
not later
later than
December
Crater,
than December
to
786
1196
786
Idaho. ...................
Perce, Idaho
Nez Perce,
31, 1920
1920............ ... ...........
31,
404
Ochoco, Oreg .......................
1410946
Regular Army
officers to
to be discharged
discharged
Ochoco,
Army officers
Regular
406, 605
Oregon,
Oreg ..................-605
from emergency
emergency commissions
Oregon, Oreg
commissions by
from
exchanges
private owners auwith private
exchanges with
June 30,
30, 1920 ....................
786
June
606
thorized ........................
detention of
of disabled
disabled officers
786
hospitals.
thorized
officers in hospitals
detention
details
of officers
to educational
educational instituinstituPayette
and Idaho, Idaho..............
Idaho
324
officers to
details of
Payette and
tions,
for
industrial plants, etc., for
tions, industrial
Sevier,
Utah, by exchange with Henry
Sevier, Utah,
786
786
1087
technical
Blackstone1087 .......................
technical instruction .............
Blackstone
786
............... 786
expenses
limited ......
expenses limited
....-- 406
..............
Oreg
Oreg
Siuslaw,
Army appointments
appointments prior
to December 31,
prior to
Army
Targhee,
1198
Idaho ...................Targhee, Idaho
786
786
1920 ...........................
1194
Weiser,
Idaho
Idaho.....................
Weiser,
President
temporary appointments
appointments by President
temporary
Lemhi,
added
lands
authorized
to
added
to
be
to
authorized
lands
786
786
permitted .......................
1199
...........
...
Idaho
1199
.......
Idaho..
787
787
.
rank,
retired
if retired............---etc., if
rank, etc.,
National Gallery
Gallery of Art,
787
787 National
repealed.................
inconsistent laws repealed
inconsistent
892,
appropriation
for administrative
administrative expenses.
expenses.
787
appropriation for
787
Articles
Articles of War........................
1383
Guard,
Guard,
enlistment
period
in
National
National
in
enlistment period
for printing
report. 1430
binding annual report.
and binding
printing and
for
127
127
modified
modified...........-.............
National
Guard,
Guard,
National
National
Council of,
Defense, Council
National Defense,
appropriation for
pay of officers
officers........ 110, 954
for pay
appropriation
.. 177,886
appropriation
expenses
for expenses..........
appropriation for
or pay
of enlisted
enlisted men
men............... 110,954
pay of
fer
deficiency
of 117, 503
expenses of.
for expenses
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for purchase
purchase of animals
animals for mounted
mounted
for
National
Education Association
Association of
of the
the United
National Education
units............
126,972
...-......... 126,972
units
States,
States,
for forage,
forage, etc
etc
972
126, 972
........................
for
assembly
charter
amended,
representative
assembly
representative
charter amended,
for care,
care, etc.,
of material,
material, animals,
animals, and
of
etc.,
for
598
......
of
active
members,
authorized
598
authorized
of active members,
equipment
126,972
- 126,972
equipment .................-.
National
Forests (see also Forest Service),
National Forests
for
expenses,
camps
instruction
126,972
instruction....
of
camps
expenses,
for
appropriation
for advertising
advertising lands in, reappropriation for
for
attending military
schools 126,972
military service schools.
for attending
stored
public domain....
195, 908, 1398
domain.... 195,
to public
stored to
for
Militia Bureau,
officers, pay and alBureau, officers,
for Militia
landsin
for topographic
in ......
197,
topographic surveys of lands
for
lowances .....................
126, 972
lowances
910,1400
910,1400
officers... 126,972
for
property and disbursing officers
126,972
for property
for administration
administration of............
of
247, 705, 1325
247,705,
for
for equipment
equipment and instruction exfor
disposal
of timber..........
timber
247,
706, 1325
1325
247,706,
disposal of
penses
126,972
126,972
......
penses...............
for
maintenance, etc.,
designated....
248,
of designated....
etc., of
for maintenance,
for traveling
Army
expenses,
expenses, Regular Army
traveling
for
707, 1326
1326
707,
...................... 126,972
officers,
126,972
officers, etc ..
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of,
of, under
under Confor
126,972
126,972
for
inspection expenses...
expenses
.........
for inspection
251, 709,1329
servation Act
Act ...........
servation
126,
972
126,972
for
transporting supplies
supplies .............
for transporting
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous administrative
administrative exfor
126, 972
for
sergeant instructors;
instructors; rent
rent........ 126,972
for sergeant
251, 709, 1329
1329
251,709,
penses ....................
for
accounting ................ 126,973
pay of; accounting
for pay
for
for
within, for
etc., lands within,
classification, etc.,
for craessification,
for
etc., for field
for clothing, equipment, etc.,
homesteads
251, 710, 1329
251,710,1329
homesteads................
service, National Guard of the States,
service,
for
survey,
etc.,
of
agricultural
lands
agricultural
of
etc.,
for survey,
973
etc
etc ............................
within
710, 1329
251,710,1329
................... 251,
within
issue
of
Mexican
border
medal,
for
medal,
border
Mexican
of
issue
251,1329
for
fighting
forest
fires,
etc
251,
1329
for fighting forest fires, etc .........
service
service at points other than on the
251,
for
improving range
conditions, etc....
etc....
range conditions,
for improving
973
border ........................
973
border
710, 1330
710,1330
pay for
for continuous
continuous service less than
pay
for purchase
seed, etc.,
etc., for tree plantpurchase of seed,
for
one month
973
month.......................
one
251,710,1330
ing; experiments,
experiments, etc.......
etc
251, 710, 1330
ing;
clothing, etc.,
issued from surplus
etc., to be issued
clothing,
for
appraising timberforsale
timber for sale,t etc
252, 710, 1330
etc. 252,
for appraising
973
Army stores
stores .....................
Army
for
investigations 252, 710,1330
miscellaneous investigations.
for miscellaneous
approissue
without
charge
to
militia
to
charge
without
issue
for
roads,
trails,
bridges,
etc
252,
710,1330
etc....
bridges,
for roads, trails,
973
priations. .........................
priations
for
stock watering
watering places,
places, eradicating
for stock
973
materiel for............
for
973
Field Army mat6riel
for Field
poisonous plants,
252, 710,1330
etc...... 252,710,1330
plants, etc
poisonous
for Field
National
materiel, for National
Field Army materiel,
for
grazing fees
fees may
may be
paid on two inbe paid
grazing
973
Guard of the States ................
1330
stallments
1330
stallments......................-.
deficiency
appropriation for arming, equipequipdeficiency appropriation
on........
for air
patrol to prevent
prevent fires on
728
air patrol
for
ping, etc.......................
etc
348,
ping,
for
infestation of trees
combating insect infestation
for combating
522, 1038, 1041,1184,1190
- 1334
in
or near
near................-......
in or
for arms,
for field
fieldsner'r,
5
e 1041, 1184, 1190
522
522
service..........
etc., for
arms, etc.,
for
for
additional lands for, under Conservafor additional
in,
covered
appropriations
balances
of
appropriations
covered
balances
1345
.....
tion
Act
.......
tion Act ...............
1353
equipment, etc.,
service....... 1353
field service
etc., field
equipment,
deficiency
restoration of
appropriation for restoration
deficiency appropriation
clothing,
equipment, etc.,
to be issued to,
etc., to
clothing, equipment,
66
......--.
lands m
m ...............
lands
126
............. 126
....
stores
from Army stores
designation of Custer State Park Game
designation
not charged
appropriaagainst militia appropriacharged against
not
Sanctuary in
in Harney,
Harney, S. Dak., auSanctuary
127
127
tions
tions......................
986
thorized
986
thorized........................
property
in kind for pro
reimbursement
reimbursement in
authorized for addition
exchange
of lands authorized
exchange of
brought
brought into service, by State
1364
to
'arson, N.
Mex
N. Mex...............
toCaon,
127
troops
troops............................
1148
............
Montezuma, Coo
Colo .....
Monteuma
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colors, etc.,
etc., used by, when in United
States service, to be returned to
States
State, on demobilization
organdemobilization of organization to which attached.........
attached
1438
first numerical strength
strength requirement
requirement ex30, 1920
tended to June 30,
1920............
127
immediate compliance allowed
allowed........
127
enlisted men; period of enlistment to be
same as Regular Army.............
Army
127
persons honorably discharged
discharged from war
war
service may enlist for one year, etc
etc.
127
effect of, in computing authorized
authorized
number .......................
number
127
now serving under six-year periods, may
may
enlist under new contract
contract.........
127
127
previous service;
credit for previous
service; previous
enlistment
enlistment canceled
canceled ...........
127
members entitled
entitled to Army pay for continmonth,
uous service less than one month,
to be paid for each day served
served......
973
minimum enlisted strength of
units alalof units
lowed
until
July
1,
1921
lowed
1, 1921............
780
combination
combination with other States, etc.,
etc., to
form tactical
tactical units
units..............
781
original enlistments for three years,
years, subsubsequent for one ...................
781
discharged
for one year if honorably
honorably discharged
Army
from the Army..................
781
contract and oath...........
oath
enlistment contract
781
former repealed
former
...................
781
certificate of discharge
certificate
discharge to be given enlisted
enlisted
men
men..
...........
......
781
desired, in
prior to expiration of term, if desired,
time of peace .....................
781
781
qualifications, former services,
officers; qualifications,
services,
etc., required ....................
781
persons eligible .......................
persons
781
officers, with reserve
reserve commissions may be
officers,
782
assigned to
to duty
duty.with
assigned
with Regulars...
Regulars.... - 782
Militia funds
pay, etc., from Militia
funds.........
783
783
animals to be issued to, for training....-.
training
regulations for issue, etc .
regulations
.......... 783
etc., of, from National
funds.
783
care, etc.,
National Guard
Guard funds.
783
pay to men detailed
detailed for.............
for
allowances and restrictions, to officers..
officers..
783
pay allowances
officers may purchase
uniforms, etc.,
etc.,
purchase uniforms,
784
from Army supplies..............
supplies
784
enlisted men; drill requirement....
requirements
to enlisted
pay if actually present ...........
784
784
other duty in lieu of drills ...........
draft of, into Federal service by the President when authorized by Congress
Congress
784
wax, etc............
etc
for period of war,
relieved from militia, and subject to
784
Army rules,
rules, etc ................
officers to be appointed therefrom;
comtherefrom; com784
missions......................
missions
784
pay, etc., of officers and enlisted
enlisted men...
men
discharge
discharge from
from Army
Army on termination of
of
emergency, and reversion to former
former
emergency,
784
status, etc........................
etc
rank and precedence
precedence of, officers called into
into
785
Federal service
service....................
reorganization
reorganization of; preservation
preservation of World
etc, in
War names, records, etc.,
in....... 760
General
committee of
of War
War Department
Department General
p, etc.,
etc., for
for iniiniStaff to prepare
prepare plans,
760
tial..
.---..
....-...-tial
.......---.-760
officers to be included in.....
in
reserve officers
location, etc.,
units to
deterlocation,
etc., of
of State
State units
to be
be deter760
mined by
by a
mined
a board;
board; composition
composition....
staff officers,
officers, District of Columbia,
Columbia, status
197
127
,.
established
retirement, etc......
etc
established for
for retirement,
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use of appropriations
appropriations for constructing
constructing permanent roads, etc., at, forbidden...
forbidden...
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NationalGuard,
Guard,D.
D. C.
C. (see
National
(see also
Militia, D.
D. C.,),
C., ),
also Militia,
status of staff officers established
established for retirement, etc .......................
127
127
National
Guardof the States, etc.,
National Guard
etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for arms, equipments,
equipments, etc.,
etc.,
for, on requisitions of governors, etc.,
etc.,
for field service.
973
service ................
973
issues from Army surplus stores
stores......
973
973
not charged to militia appropriations.
973
appropriations
973
for
Field
Artillery
materiel
for,
on
requifor Field Artillery materiel for, on requisitions of governors,
governors, etc
973
etc............
973
National Guard
Guard Reserve,
National
Reserve,
enlistment
contract and oath required....
required
782
enlistment contract
782
etc., when training with National
pay, etc.,
Guard
782
. .......................
782
no other,
782
other, allowed
allowed .....................
782
National
National Homefor
Homefor Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers,
appropriation for expenses, Dayton, Ohio.
Ohio.
189,
901, 1392
Milwaukee, Wis
Wis............. 190,902,
Milwaukee,
190, 902, 1393
Togus, Me...................
Me
1394
190, 903, 1394
Hampton, Va ...............
191, 903, 1394
191,903,
Leavenworth, Kano.
Kans .......... 191,903,
Leavenworth,
191, 903, 1394
1394
Santa Monica, Calif .........
191, 904, 1395
191,904,
Ind.................. 191,
Marion, Ind
191, 904, 1395
1395
Danville,
Ill................. 192,904,1395
Danville Ill
192, 904, 1395
Johnson City, Tenn..........
Tenn
192, 904, 1395
192,904,1395
Battle Mountain
Sanitarium, S. Dak
Dak.... 192,
Mountain Sanitarium,
905, 1395
192, 905, 1396
1396
for clothing, all branches
branches........ 192,905,
expenses, board
for salaries and expenses,
board of
of manmanagers ...........
......
192,905,1396
192, 905, 1396
deficiency
appropriation for Milwaukee,
deficiency appropriation
Milwaukee,
Wls.....................
W IB
1166
47, 1027,
1027,1166
for Togus, Me ............
47, 334, 1167, 1185
1185
Leavenworth, Kane
for Leavenworth,
47, 1027,
1167
Kans .......... 47,
1027,1167
for Santa Monica, Calif. 47, 334, 1028,
1028, 1167, 1190
for Marion, Ind .....................
47, 1028
1028
47, 1028,
1167, 1190
for Danville, III
I11.........
1028,1167,1190
for Battle Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, Hot
Springs, S. Dak ...........
47, 1028, 1167
1167
for Hampton, Va
Vs ...............
522, 1167
1167
522,
for Dayton, Ohio ...............
1027,
1166
1027,1166
for Johnson
Johnson City,
City, Tenn ...........
1028, 1185
1028,1185
for clothing, all branches
branches.......... 47, 1039, 1190
1190
Managers .................
for Board of Managers
1167
appointment
appointment of W. S. Albright on Board of
Managers
Managers .....................
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etc., required for plants to produce ............................
319
319
warehouses
warehouses for storage, etc...........
etc
319
319
may be transferred
transferred between
between plants and
and
storehouses
320
storehouses
...................
320
tax imposed
imposed on production...........
production
320
320
o,C)
nproduct
product and
and premises
lien for,
on
premises.....
320
320
withdrawal of spirits in
bond when Conwithdrawal
in bond
Constitutional
effect, for
stitutional prohibition
prohibition in
in effect,
for
denaturing ...................
320
320
redistillation authorized
nonbeverage
redistillation
authorized for nonlieverage
uses
uses.............................
320
distilleries etc., may be operated
present distilleries,
320
for industrial alcohol
alcohol...............
320
disposal of industrial alcohol
alcohol.............
320
320
exemption
exemption of plants
plants and warehouses
warehouses from
from
320
provisions..
320
general distillery, etc.,
etc., provisions
regulations
320
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed .........
320
denaturing plants may be established....
320
denaturing
established
320
product free of tax
321
321
tax ......................
alcohol for distilled vinegar
vinegar without de321
naturing, etc ...................
321
alcohol produced
may
alcohol
produced at
at industrial
industrial plants
plants may
be withdrawn
withdrawn free of tax for denatur321
ing, etc ...........................
321
pr
iol
allowed
321
proof allowed........................
321
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alcohol, withdrawal
allowed for Governwithdrawal allowed
Govern-

ment,
scientific, or
uses
321
ment, scientific,
or hospital
hospital uses..
32.
permits required for purchases
purchases by
by
States, etc.
etc.
321
other than Government,
Government, States,
321
industrial alcohol,
alcohol, etc.,
etc., penalties to
to be
be
additional .....................
321
additional
32]
regulations for plants, etc.,
regulations
etc., to be pre321
scribed; details ...................
321
permits for scientific
scientific uses,
uses, etc...........
etc
321
32]
allowance for loss of alcohol by leakage,
etc ...........................
321
32]
refund of tax; insurance
exception
321
refund
insurance exception...
321
punishment
punishment for violating provisions.....
provisions
321
321
subsequent
subsequent offenses .................
322
322
method of collecting
collecting tax, discretionary...
discretionary.. _ 322
322
release of seized property on giving bond,
bond,
etc........................
etc
322
322
general
general revenue administrative
administrative provisions
provisions
applicable
322
applicable .........................
322
inconsistent
inconsistent laws repealed
repealed .................
322
322
Canal
Canal Zone subject to general prohibitions
prohibitions
against alcoholic,
alcoholic, etc.,
etc., liquors; ex322
ceptions .....................
322
transit through, by Panama Canal or
Railroad, excepted ................
322
Railroad,
322
punishment for violations;
violations; prosecution
prosecution
of
322
of prior offenses
offenses...................
322
effective
effective at once; war prohibition,
prohibition, Canal
Canal
Zone, etc.,
etc., provisions.............
322
322
when Constitutional
Constitutional amendmentin
amendment in force;
National
National Prohibition provisions
322
provisions..... 322
National Red Cross, American
National
American (see American
American
Red Cross, National).
National
NationalScrew Thread
Thread Commission,
Commission,
existence
existence of, extended
536
extended two years
years.........
536
National
and Defense,
Defense,
National Security
Security and
deficiency appropriation
War
deficiency
appropriation for, under
under War
Department .........................
1184
1184
for expenses of, under the Executive
Executive... 1186
1186
for expenses
expenses of, under Shipping
Shipping Board..
Board
1187
for Food Administration
Administration........... 1187
for foreign service expenses
expenses under
wider Food
Administration
Administration ..................
1187
for expenses
expenses of, under Department
Department of
Commerce
Commerce ....................
1188,
1192
1188,1192
for expenses
expenses of, under Department of
of
1188, 1192
Labor ........................
1188,1192
for expenses
Department of
expenses of, under Department
Justice
1188, 1192
Justice.......................
1188,1192
for expenses of, under Post
Poet Office Department .....................
1189
1189
for expenses
expenses of. under
under War Department
Departmnnt.. 1190
for Food and Fuel Administra
Administra ions,
tons,
building
1192
building......................
1192
for Food and Fuel Administrations,
educational....... ..............
educational
1192
1192
National Training
School for Boys,
National
TrainingSchoolfor
Boys, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for care of inmates...
inmates... 94,
865,
1136
appropriation
94,865,1136
maintenance
212,
926,1415
for maintenance...............
212, 926,1415
deficiency appropriation
for care
of
indeficiency
appropriation for
care of inmates
mates. ........................-..
53
National Training
National
Training School
for Girls,
Girls, D. C.,
C.,
Schoolfor
appropriation
95, 865, 1136
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries.......... 95,865,1136
for contingent
contingent expenses........
expenses
95,
865, 1136
95, 865,1136
National Zoological
National
Zoological Park
Park (see Zoological
Zoological
Park, D. C.,
C., National).
Natural
Natural Gas (see also Oil and Gas Deposits),
appropriation
for ecoecoappropriation for investigations for
production, etc
911, 1401
nomic production,
etc...... 198, 911,1401
deficiency
for investigations,
investigations,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
etc ......................
348, 1044,1186
provisions for securing .adequate
adequate supply,
preventing injurious speculation,
preventing
etc.,
of, duringthe
during the war................
war
297
etc., of,
297
punishment
punishment for violations
violations of ...........
298
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Naturalization
Naturalization Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of Labor,
Labor, Page.
appropriation
appropriation for Commissioner,
Commissioner, deputy,
1304
clerks, etc .................
. 685,
685,1304
for examiners, interpreters, clerks,
clerks, etc
... 222,
etc...
222,
937,
1425
937,1425
etc.. 222,937,
for expenses
expenses of travel, rent, etc..
222, 937, 1425
for clerical assistance to clerks of courts
in naturalization
cases...... 222, 937,1425
naturalization cases
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses,
naturalization
naturalization of aliens ........ 518,1179
518,1179
miscellaneous expenses ............. 1188
for miscellaneous
Naturalization of
Aliens,
Naturalization
of Aliens,
appropriation
appropriation for special examiners, ex..............
penses, etc
222,
937, 1425
222,937,1425
for assistance to clerksof
clerks of courts
courts in cases
cases
of..
..................
of
222,
937, 1425
222, 937,1425
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses..
expenses.. 518,
1179
518, 1179
provisions for, who served in United States
States
222
forces during the war
war .............
222
Nautical Almanac and
Nautical
and American Ephemeris,
Ephemeris,
appropriation for
666,1285
appropriation
for preparing
preparing............ 666,1285

Nautical
Office, Navy
Navy Department,
Department,
Nautical Almanac
Almanac Office,
appropriation for assistants, etc..
666, 1285
appropriation
etc........ 666,
1285
forpreparingNauticalAlmana
for
preparing Nautical Almanac ..... 666,
666, 1285
1285
Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz., Western,
Western,
Navajo Agency,
appropriation
Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
at
at.............................
31,433
31,433
Navajo Agency,
Agency, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
support,
etc.,
of
Indians
appropriation for
for support, etc., of Indians
at
...........................
434
Navajo Indian
Navajo
N. Mex
Indian Reservation,
Reservation Ariz. and
and N.
Mex.,,
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation projection
projection
appropriation
011
3, 408, 1226
on.......................
. 3,408,1226
for Ganado irrigation project
project .........
10,416
10,416
for operating, etc., Hogback
Hogback litigation
irrigation
project under San
San Juan
Juan School,
School, N.
N.
Mex.,
1239
Mex., on .........................
1239
deficiency
appropriation
for
Ganado
deficiency appropriation for Ganado
irrigation project..................
project
1172
1172
Western,
Navajo Inchon
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.
Ariz., Western,
appropriation for
water supply
supply' for
for Indians
appropriation
for water
Indians
on.............
on
10
..................
10
patent to
Gospel lim'
eionpatent
to tract
tract on, granted
granted Gospel
Missionaxy Union ---11
ary
........-------- ..
11
Navajo
Reservation, N.
N. Mer.,
Navajo Indian
Indian Reservation,
Mex.,
appropriation
highway from Meea
appropriation for highway
iesa Verde Park to Gallup, on .........
18,
422, 1172
18,422,1172
Navajo Indian
Navajo
Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Indian Sanatorium,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of.
of. 5,410,1227
5,410,1227
Navajo
Indians, Ariz.,
Navajo Indians,
appropriation
appropriation for schools; discretionary
use.......................
use
10, 416, 1232
10,416,1232
for water supply.on reservations
reservations. 10, 416, 1232
1232
deficiency appropriation
water supply
deficiency
appropriation for
for water
supply
reservations of......
of
348,
523, 1042,
1172
on reservations
348,523,
1042, 1172
Navajo Indiani,
Navajo
Indianzi, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex., and Ariz.
Ariz.,
appropriation
purchase of
appropriation for
for purchase
of land
land for;
for;
leasing grazing lands .............
423
leasing
423
cost of bridge across
across San Juan
Juan River,
River,
Shiprock, to be repaid from
of
18
from funds
funds of.
18
Navajo
Springs Band
Navajo Springs
Band of Ute Indiana
Indiana, Colo.,
Colo.,
appropriation for payment to,
trim tribal
appropriation
to from
funds of Confederated
Confederated Bands of
Utes
Dies
26,
430, 1245
.................
-----26,430,1245
transfer of special hinds
transfer
funds to .-----------. 430
430
Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy,
appropriation for professors
professore and instructappropriation
ors ...-....-..........------150,828
..
assistants, etc
etc ----.. 150,828
150,828
for swordmaster, assistants,
for watchmen,
watchmen, etc .................
150,828
150,828
for department
department of ordnance
ordnance and gunnery .......................
. 150,828
150,828
for departments
departments of electrical engineering
150,
823
and physics ..............
150,828
for department of seamanship
151,828
seamanship .......
151.828
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Academy-Continued.
Naval
appropriation
marine endepartment of marine
appropriation for department
gineering
construction. 151,828
gineering and naval construction
151,828
for commissary
commissary department .........
151,828
pay restriction
restriction ...................
pay
for department
department of
of buildings and
for
grounds ........................
151,828
151,828
grounds
for current
miscellaneous expenexpencurrent and miscellaneous
for
ses
..................... 151,829
......
ses
for books for
829
for library .................. 151, 829
for
for expenses,
Board of
151,829
829
of Visitors ...... 151,
expenses, Board
for
for contingencies,
contingencies, superintendent....
superintendent_ ___ 151,829
for
for commandant
midshipmen ... 151,829
commandant of midshipmen
for
for general
maintenance and
and repairs
repairs.. 151, 829
general maintenance
for
152, 829
for
etc ......-----------------152,829
rent, etc
for rent,
144,820
for
works
144,820
public works.....................
for public
for
station. _- 150,828
engineering experiment station...
for engineering
deficiency
appropriation for extending
deficiency appropriation
...................
Bancroft
49
Bancroft Hall ..
50
for
maintenance and repairs ...........
50
for maintenance
allowance
midshipmen increased......
increased
140
allowance of midshipmen
Porto
and District
District of Columbia five
Rico and
Porto Rico
140
.....--.
each
140
each .....-...-........from Naval
Naval Reserve
active
Force on active
Reserve Force
from
duty
140
added ......................
duty added
January
base
ratings of, band from January
for ratings
pay for
base pay
1
602
1,t 1920 ..........................-effective until June 30, 1922
1922........... 604
effective
etc., of Naval
composition, pay, etc.,
Naval Academy
Academy
152
Band,
established ................
152
Band, established
allowances, etc.,
etc., to correspond
correspond with
allowances,
152
.-........
Navy . ..............
152
Navy
readjustment
civilian professors
readjustment of pay of civilian
603
and
instructors ..-.................-and instructors
effective from January
January 1, 1920;
1920; limit of
effective
expenditure
603
expenditure .......-........--.....
reexamination
of midshipmen
in
midshipmen deficient in
reexamination of
.....---- 1028
studies .....-..- ......-8..
studies
special
provided
1028
instruction to be provided......
special instruction
Naval
Attaches,
Naval Attaches,
812
appropriation
for expenses
expenses ............ 132,
132,812
appropriation for
Auxiliaries,
Naval Auxiliaries,
Naval
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
maintenance.
49,
for maintenance.
deficiency
1041,
1185
1041, 1185
Naval
Rases, Pacific
Coast,
Pacific Coast,
Naval Bases,
investigation
joint Congressional
comCongressional comby joint
investigation by
820
mittee on
etc
820
establishing, etc........
on establishing,
mittee
108
time
extended for report
1088
report of ............
time extended
Naval
Communications, Director
Director of,
Naval Communications,
appropriation for
office of;
pay
of; pay
employees, office
for employees,
appropriation
664, 1283
restriction
restriction ...................
Shipping Bulletin,
publication authorized_
1028
authorized. 1028
Bulletin, publication
Shipping
Nava/ Consulting
Civilian,
Board, Civilian,
Consulting Board,
Naval
appropriation for
expenses
133,814
for expenses............
appropriation
Naval
Fund,
Emergency Fund.
Naval Emergency
appropriation
for restoring
property taken
restoring property
appropriation for
for the Navy in prosecuting
prosecuting the war,
war,
156
fulfilling contracts,
contracts. etc............
etc
Naval
Establishment,
Naval Establishment,
appropriation
construction and machinappropriation for construction
ery , new
156, 833
new vessels ...............
ery,
156,
for submarine
submarine torpedo boats
156. 833
boats.......... 1Im
for
a
0
for armor
156, boo
833
armor and
ana armament
armamen. ............
. .,,
tor
for ammunition......................
ammunition
for

15f;
158

156
repealed
early construction provisions repealed.
limit of cost of designated vessels increased
156, 833
creased .........................
Nava/
Family Allowances,
and,
Militaryand,
Allowances, Military
Naval Family
- 172
appropriation for .........------ -----appropriation
11
deficiency appropriation for ............deficiency
Naval Forces (see
Navy).
Naval
(see Navy).
D. C.,
Naval
Naval Gun Factory, Washington, D.
machinery......... .
appropriation
ppropriation for machinery
142
,
,ne‘ncy
,
appropriation for
522
for.------..---.
appropriation
deficiency

a

Pa.,
Page.
Home, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Naval Home.
appropriation for
818
employees............ 137, 818
for employees
appropriation
for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., from naval
naval pension
for maintenance,
137 818
... ..........
fund ......137 1185
18
1815
8
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for .............
deficiency
Nava/ Hospitals,
Naval
appropriation for
care of patients in, and
for care
appropriation
other
146, 823
146,823
other...........................
deficiency
at
appropriation for additional, at
deficiency appropriation
1030
Newport,
Brooklyn, N.
N. Y.
Y
1030
Newport, R. I., and Brooklyn,
1030
for
other
1030
for care of patients in, and other........
Naval
Information,
Naval Information,
appropriation
at
expenses collecting, at
appropriation for expenses
818
home
abroad............... 132, 818
and abroad
home and
Naval
Office. Navy Department,
Department,
Intelligence Office.
Naval Intelligence
664, 1284
appropriation
clerks, etc...........
etc
for clerks,
appropriation for
for
temporary employees;
restricemployees; pay restricfor temporary
1284
664, 1284
tion ...........................
tion
Nava/
Naval Militia,
deficiency
appropriation for
for arming
arming and
and
deficiency . appropriation
equipping
. 1039
equipping .........-----------members
transferred
Volunteers transferred
Naval Volunteers
of Naval
members of
to
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force not conto Naval
141
strued
as discharged
from
discharged from..........
strued as
Naval Reserve
become memmay become
Force may
Reserve Force
Naval
141
bers
condition .................
bers of; condition
part
Organized Militia
Militia prescribed
prescribed by any
any
of Organized
part of
State, etc.,
etc., to
constitute, until June
to constitute,
State,
817
30, 1922 ................... ........
existing, to be
Reserve
be aa part of Naval Reserve
existing,
817
Force,
period ...........
817
for same period
Force, for
Reserve
members on
on enrolling
enrolling in Naval Reserve
members
817
Force to have
benefits, etc.,
etc., thereof.
thereof
have benefits,
Force
duty in,
in, may
active service,
service,
be counted as active
may be
duty
818
etc
818
etc ... ........... .... .........--818
moneys available
818
available for ..................-.
moneys
Naval Observatory,
Observatory,
Naval
appropriation for
for astronomers,
astronomers, assistants,
assistants,
appropriation
etc
1285
......----666, 1285
etc....................--666,
for computations,
computations, books,
books, apparatus, etc.
etc.
for
1285
666.
1285
666. 1285
for
etc
repairs to buildings, etc..........
for repairs
666,
1285
for
contingent expenses ...........
666,1285
for contingent
666, 1285
for
grounds, etc ..............
of pounds,
for care of
666
666
for
for new boiler ............................
345
deficiency
appropriation for .............
deficiency appropriation
13
18
45
5
1185
for
contingent expenses
expenses ................
for contingent
Naval
Operations. Office
Office of
of Chief of,
Naval Operations.
appropriation
etc., Navy Deappropriation for clerks, etc.,
664,1283
partment
664, 1283
partment........................
for temporary
temporary employees;
employees; pay restricrestricfor
664, 1283
tion ......................----1283
tion
Naval Petro'
Petro' um Reserves,
145, 822
appropritu
on for
care, etc.............
etc
145.
for care,
appropria; on
to
possession
within, subject
subject to
possession of properties within,
purposes, directed....
naval purposes,
directed....
813
use for naval
operation, etc.,
etc., disposal
disposal of product,
product, royroyoperation,
...----alties, etc
etc .....-......-813
alties,
rights of claimants
affected ........
813
claimants not affected
rights
royalties available
operation, etc
etc.... 813
available for operation,
ro-alties
reimbursement of fund, from products
products
reimbursement
814
used by the Government
Government ..........
restrictions on
on leasing
leasing lands for drilling,
restrictions
444
etc. in ..........................
411
etc.,
receipts from leases
leases of lands in, to be dereceipts
posited
450
posited in the Treasury ...-......Naval Radio
Stations (see Radiotelegraphy,
Radiotelegraphy,
Radio Stations
Naval
saval).
Naval).
Navy Department,
Naval
Records and Library
Department,
Library,,Navy
Naval Records
664, 1283
appropriation for
clerks, etc
etc .........
for clerks,
appropriation
for preparing,
preparing, etc., naval
naval records
war
records of war
for
Central Powers
Powers of Europe;
Europe; pav
pay
with Central
664, 1283
restriction ...................
restriction
deficiency
appropriation for publishing
publishing
deficiency appropriation
511
Naval
Records of the Rebellion....
Rebellion ....
511
Naval Records
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purchases of books, etc.,
purchases
etc., allowed from appropriation for I
propriation
N
Records of War
Naval
Records
War
Europe......
with Central
Central Powers of Europe
510
Naval Records of the Rebellion,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for publication
of
publication of
official..
.......................
official
511
Naval Reserve Force,
Force,
appropriation for transportation,
appropriation
transportation, etc.,
etc., enlisted men .....................
134,815
incurred obligations
obligations confor paying incurred
nected with instruction
instruction camps,
camps, etc.,
for; reappropriation
reaypropriation ..............
135
for organizing, etc.,
etc., expenses ....... 137, 817
for retainer
retainer and active service pay....
pay
147,824
forbidden on failure
failure to train.........
train
824
forbidden
816
for uniform gratuity; limit ............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, ordeficiency
ganizing i--.
522,
1185, 1190
1190
ganizing
522, 1039,
1039,1185,
active civilian
forbidden
duty on shore by, forbidden
active
civilian duty
hereafter
138
hereafter.......................
employment
rated, on
on active
active
employment of enlisted
enlisted rated,
duty;
average allowed
834
.
834
allowed ...........
duty; average
numberiimited; term of servicerequired
service required
834
numberlimited;
enrollment in,
in, only
only for
general service..
service
834
for general
834
enrollment
dischwed,
in Navy
Navy or
to reenlist
reenlist in
or Marine
Marine
discharged, to
Corps, to
to receive
receive $60
$60 bonus, and
and
Corps,
travel
836
travel pay .....................
enrolled men,
men not
active duty
not officers, on active
enrolled
during
men,
unexpired
during the war,
war, may
may serve unexpired
term
Na; conditions.
139
conditions.........
term in Navy;
not to
enlisted
exceed authorized
authorized enlisted
not
to excee.d
...............-- 139
strength .
......
strength
pay,
allowances, etc
139
etc ---................
pay, allowances,
female members
members to
placed on
female
to be
be placed
on inactive
inactive
duty --.............
138
-.. .
duty...
members in
in service,
service, may
may be
given tempobe given
tempomembers
138
appointments; pay ....rary civil appointments;
may
qualify for
certificates,
for civil service
service certificates,
may qualify
vacancies ..................
138
to fill vacancies
termination
temporary appointment&
138
appointments.
of temporary
termination of
appropriation
transof reservists
reservists transfor pay
pay of
appropriation for
ferred, etc .......................
138
ferred,
pay restrictions ......................
138
members
become members of Naval
members of, may become
Militia;
141
Militia; condition ................
Naval Militia
Militia made part of, until June 30,
1922;
accruing
817
817
etc., accruing....-.
1922; benefits, etc.,
officers, eligible
834
disability retirement..
eligible for disability
officers,
one
hundred midshipmen
appointed
midshipmen to be appointed
one hundred
annually from, on active
active duty, and
annually
140
the Navy...........
Navy
...-.....recalling for active
active duty, 1920,
restricted. _ 138
1920, restricted
recalling
retainer pay
members failwithheld from
from members
retainer
pay withheld
837
ing to perform duty ............
money
etc
837
to organizing, etc......
credited to
money credited
temporary appointments
appointments continued
continued until
temporarv
December
31, 1921,
on active
December 31,
1921, on
active duty,
duty,
834
own consent
consent...........
with their own
in
834
offices............
Intelligence offices
in Naval
Naval Intelligence
beyond
of disenrollment, to
beyond age ofdisenrollment,
to June
834
30, 1922 ......................
Naval Service,
Ser ice,
reinstatement of former Government emreinstatement
' ployees
ployees entering, for the war, when
honorably discharged
therefrom ....
142
discharged therefrom
honorablv
Naval
Seri ice in WVt7rld
Wbrld War,
Naval Serfice
statements to be furnished States.
etc, of all
States. etc.,
statements
persons of,
of, who
who served
served in
in the
815
815
Navy.
the Navy_
persons
appropriation
and
material, and
for obtaining
obtaining material,
appropriation for
temporary clerical
clerical force..-...
force
815
15
.....
temporary
allotment from
emtemporary emallotment
from fund
fund for
for temporary
Sl1
Department ...........
S15
ployees in Department
use of appropriations
appropriations for employees
employees on
of
a
.lplpl,
1F
other work
815
otner
worK forbidden
Ioroiutuen ............- --- .
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Naval Stores,
Page.
appropriati
on for investigating
appropriation
investigating grading,
handling, etc.,
etc., of..........
of
254, 713, 1332
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for investigating
grading, handling, etc
64
etc.............
64
Naval
Supply Account Fund,
Fund,
Naval Suppl
established.
............................. 1169
established
transfer
transfer of appropriations,
appropriations, supplies, etc.,
1169
etc., to 1169
procured,
to be
be charged
charged with
with cost
cost of stores
stores procured,
and credited with issues and sales
sales.. 1169
Naval
Naval Training
Training Stations,
Stations,
appropriation for California .........
136,816
for Rhode Island ...................
136, 816
136,
816
136
817
for Great Lakes .....................
136,817
for Saint Helena, Hampton Roads, Va.
Va 137, 817
for summer
summer schools for boys at
at two
two......
817
for developing
developing permanent,
permanent, San Diego,
Calif
822
Calif.
.......................
822
deficiency appropriation for California
1168
California..... 1168
for Rhode Island
Island...................... 1168
for Great Lakes
Lakes ......................
1168
Naval
National,
Naval Volunteers, National,
officers transferred
officers
transferred from, to
to Naval
Naval Reserve
Force allowed
allowed uniform gratuity;
condition ......................
condition
135
Naval War
War College, Coasters
Island,
Naval
Coasters Harbor
Harbor Island,
I.,
R. I.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
etc..... 137,
137, 818
818
Navigable
etc.
NavigableStreams, etc.,
appropriation for
for investigating
pollution of.
176,
appropriation
investigatingpollution
of. 176,
885,1377
885, 1377
Navigable
Streams, Watersheds of (see ConserNavigable Streams,
vation of Navigable
Navigable Waters, etc.).
etc.).
Navigable Waters,
Waters,
Navigable
half of receipts
receipts from licenses for power
power projects reserved
reserved as fund for headwater
headwater
improvements
improvements of, etc...............
etc
1073
1073
provisions
provisions for actions for damages from
from
537
death, etc., on, in district courts
courts...
537
Navigation,
Navigation,
names of vessels may be changed on application of owners ...................
436
regulations, etc., to be prescribed by
by
Commissioner of Navigation
Navigation .........
437
former laws repealed ...................
437
Navigation
Navigation Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of Commerce,
Commerce,
appropriation for Commissioner, deputy,
appropriation
clerks, etc
l80,
etc......................
80, 1299
for salaries of shipping commissioners;
commissioners;
clerk hire .................
680, 1299
680.1299
for contingent expenses ............. 680, 1299
admeasurement of vessels,
for uniform admeasurement
etc ............................ 680,
680,1299
1299
for instruments for counting passengers ..........................
. 680,1299
680, 1299
for motor boats, etc., to enforce navigation laws ..................
680,1299
for preventing
preventing overcrowding
overcrowding of passenger
passenger
excursion vessels
vessels
and excursion
......... 680,1300
enforcing wireless communication
communication
for enforcing
laws .........
... ........
681,1300
taws
681, 1300
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for shipping commissioner. Galveston.
Galveston. Tex..........
Tex
340
for clerk hire,
hire, shipping commissioners;
340
pay restriction ...............
.
340
for motor boats, etc., to enforce
enforce navigation laws .........................
340
for enforcing wireless communication
communication
340. 524.
524 1188
laws.....................
service ...................
1.040
for shipping service
1040
Navigation,
Commissioner of,
of,
Narigation. Commissioner
appropriation
etc.. 680, 1299
1299
for, deputy,
deputy, clerks.
clerks etc..
appropriation for,
authorized
to change
change name of
of steamer
steamer
authorized to
Charlotte Graveraet
Breitung" to
"(harlotte
Graveraet Breitun'g"
"T. K. Maher "....................
"T.
"
365
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change of
vessels by.
by. authorized.
authorized.
436
436
change
of names
names of
of vessels
regulations,
etc., to
to be
established
437
regulations, etc.,
be established......437
schedule
fees ......................
437
schedule of
of fees
437

Navigation Facilities
Water
Navigation
Facilities (see Federal
Federal Water
Power Act).
Act).
Power

Navigation Laws,
Navigation

appropriation
enforcement of
1299
for enforcement
of....... 680,
680, 1299
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
enforcement
deficiency
appropriation for
for enforcement
of
340
of .............................
340
Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
the naval
131,812
appropriation for
for the
naval service
service...... 131,812
schedule
of all
and allowances
schedule of
all pay
pay and
allowances to
to
be
Congress ...............
131,812
be sent
sent to
to Congress
131,
812
for
131,812
for pay,
pay, miscellaneous
miscellaneous................ 131,
812
allowances
etc., abroad
for
allowances to
to officers,
officers, etc.,
abroad for
unusual
132,813
unusual conditions
conditions ..............
132,813
collecting naval
132,813
collecting
naval information
information ........
132,
813
limit, clerical,
clerical, etc.,
at yards
yards
limit,
etc., services
services at
and
stations .......................
132,813
and stations
132,813
interned
persons and
interned persons
and prisoners
prisoners of
of
war..
132,813
war..... .....................
132,813
payment for
privately
payment
for damages
damages to
to privately
owned
to men
owned property
property due
due to
men in
in naval
naval
service
132
service ............................
132
disbursing officers
loss of
disbursing
officers relieved
relieved from
from loss
of
funds,
etc., in
in line
line of
of duty
without
funds, etc.,
duty without
personal
fault, etc
etc ................
132
personal fault,
132
interchange
of stores,
interchange of
stores, equipment,
equipment, etc
etc.,
between
authorized
between Army
Army and
and Navy,
Navy, authorized
without
compensation therefor
therefor ......
132
without compensation
132
for
813
for collision
collision damages
damages claims
claims ............
813
for contingent
133,813
for
contingent ....................
133,
813
for expenses,
for
expenses, government
government for
for Virgin
Virgin IsIslands
133,813
lands...............
.......
133,813
for
fuel oil,
testing
for investigation
investigation of
of fuel
oil, etc.;
etc.; testing
plant,
133,813
plant, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pa., etc
etc..... 133,
813
possession
and operation
possession and
operation of
of petroleum
petroleum
reserves, etc
813
reserves,
etc .......................
813
for
for expenses,
Consulting
expenses, Civilian
Civilian Naval
Naval Consulting
Board
133,814
Board..
....................
133,814
for
specified
133,814
for aviation;
aviation; expenses
expenses specified.......
133, 814
technical,
services in
technical, etc.,
etc., services
in aircraft
aircraft stastations ...........................
133,814
tions
133,814
paying
airdamages to
to property
property by
by airpaying damages
craft;
report of
claims
133,814
craft; report
of claims.............
133, 814
limit
of stations
stations on
limit of
on United States
United
States
coasts
coasts...........................
. 133,814
133, 814
use
for airplane
airplane factory
forbidden
134,814
use for
factory forbidden...
134,814
joint report of
of all
all aircraft
aircraft used
used in
in Army,
jointreport
Army,
Navy,
or postal
service to
134
Navy, or
postal service
to be
be made..
made..
134
for marine
marine schools,
schools, New
New York,
York, MassaMassafor
chusetts
and Washington
134,814
chusetts and
Washington ........
134, 814
for care
of lepers,
lepers, Guam
Guam and
Culion
134, 814
814
for
care of
and Culion..
134,
for
for Bureau
Bureau of
Navigation; transportation
transportation
of Navigation;
and
and recruiting
134,814
recruiting ................
134,814
enlistment
periods modified
modified for
fiscal
enlistment periods
for fiscal
year
134
year 1920
1920 ..........................
134
furnishing States
States with
with statement
for furnishing
statement of
of
services
of persons
persons therefrom
services of
therefrom during
during
World
War ......................... 4.
815
World War
815
for
for additional
employees in
additional temporary
temporary employees
in
Department
thereon; other
Department engaged
engaged thereon;
other
work
815
work forbidden
forbidden ..................
815
recreation, enlisted
134,815
for recreation,
enlisted men.
men .........
134,815
for contingent
contingent .......................
135,815
for
135,
815
for gunnery
exercises. 135,815
gunnery and engineering
engineering exercises
135, 815
for
for outfits
outfits on
on first
first enlistments;
uniform
enlistments; uniform
gratuity to
to Naval
Force
135,815
gratuity
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force..
135, 815
supplies, instruments,
for equipment
equipment supplies,
instruments,
etc..
etc
135,816
.........................
135,816
gyrocompass testing,
testing, etc..........
etc.
135,816
gyrocompass
135, 816
for ocean and lake surveys
surveys ............ 135,816
135,816
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appropriation
for paying
incurred obligaobliga- Page.
tions for Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force inschools
struction camps
camps or
or schools.........
153
for training
stations _
136,
816
training stations
.................
136, 816
for
summer schools for boys at
at two trainfor summer
ing
817
ing stations.
stations .......................
817
for Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force .............. 137,
137, 817
Naval
maintained, etc.
Naval Militia to be maintained,
etc.,
as part
part of . .......................
817
for receiving
receiving barracks
barracks............... 137,818
137,818
for Naval
818
for
Naval War
War College
College ................ 137
137,818
for
137,818
for Naval
Naval Home
Home
.................... 137,818
reduction of temporary
reduction
temporary increase
increase in
authorized
enlisted strength;
137
authorized enlisted
strength; limit
limit -_
137
continuance
Naval
continuance of male members of Naval
Reserve Force in
enlisted ratings
ratings
Reserve
in enlisted
for
naval duties only..............
only
138
for naval
138
composition
authorized strength_
_ _ 138
composition of authorized
strength....
active duty of reservists
reservists restricted....
restricted.
138
active
138
official personnel
personnel for temporary increase ..........................
crease
138
permanent strength
strength not affected.....
affected
138
138
female reservists
placed on
on
female
reservists to be
be placed
inactive duty ...................
138
138
reservists
reservists not to perform civilian
civilian duty
duty
on shore ........................
138
138
reservists may be given
given temporary
temporary
reservists
138
civil appointments
appointments................
138
reservists
reservists accepting
accepting civil
civil appointappointments
qualify for
for examinations
examinations
ments may qualify
to
vacancies, if not
not eligible
to fill
fill vacancies,
already
138
already . ...............
........
138
termination of temporary
temporary appointments
138
termination
138
for
etc.;
for pay
pay of transferred
transferred reservists,
reservists, etc.;
pay restrictions
restrictions....................
138
promotion selection
selection boards to be convened annually
139
vened
annually hereafter
hereafter ..........
139
present regular
repo, lar pay, etc.,
etc., not reduced.
reduced
139
139
transfer of enrolled
enrolled reservists
reservists on active
active
transfer
war duty to Navy
Navy or Marine
Marine Corps
to serve out unexpired
unexpired term; conditions, pay, etc..................
ditions,
139
enlisted men who served
served in the war
war
and discharged
discharged before expiration
expiration of
of
enlistment to have honorable
honorable disenlistment
charge and travel
travel pay, home, etc...
etc.._
139
men enlisting during the war
war for four
four
years,
years, may be granted honorable
honorable
discharge, etc.....................
etc
discharge,
139
gratuity pay if reenlisting
reenlisting in
in four
gratuity
four
discharge ............
months after discharge
139
men thus
thus reenlisting may extend
extend
periods of enlistment,
etc.; gratuity
gratuity
periods
enlistment, etc.;
therefor
pay therefor.....................
139
allowance
allowance of quarters to families, applicable
plicable only during
during the war to
to
Navy and
and Marine
officers
140
Navy
Marine Corps officers....
140
increased pay
pay of enlisted
enlisted men conincreased
tinued during current
current enlistment,
enlistment,
etc ...........
140
.................
140
officers serving satisfactorily
satisfactorily during
officers
during
the war in
in temporary
temporary grade eligible
eligible
permanent promotion without exto permanent
amination
amination ........................
140
age and grade requirements
requirements for commanders
manders extended
year
140
extended one year.........
140
precedence of rear admiral for service
precedence
service
bureau ...............
140
as chief of bureau
140
Naval Academy
midshipmen allowNaval
Academy midshipmen
ance extended
extended to Porto
Porto Rico,
ance
Rico, DisDistrict of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and Naval Reserve
Reserve
Force ..........................
140
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warrant
warrant officers on shore duty overseas,
overseas,
allowed sea duty pay
140
allowed
pay.............
140
enlisted men discharged
discharged to accept
enlisted
accept
appointment
appointment as officers in Reserves
Reserves
to have credit for such service
on
service on
141
reenlisting .......................
141
reenlisting
grade or rank restored,
etc
141
141
restored, etc............
similar provision
provision for warrant officers
Marine Corps pay clerks......
clerks
141
141
and Marine
transfers from Naval Volunteer
to
Volunteer to
Reserve Force not a
discharge from
a discharge
from
State, etc., Naval Militia .........
141
members of Reserve Force not premembers
vented from being in
in State, etc.,
etc ,
Naval Militia-...........-...-.....
Militia
141
141
membership in Naval Militia not to
membership
interfere
interfere with duties in Reserve
Force
141
141
.
Force..........................
John
status of Assistant Paymaster
Paymaster John
141
established ................
Flynn, established
appointment of certain ensigns estabappointment
141
lished as of June 28, 1917
141
1917..........
appointment authorized
authorized of Edgar
appointment
Marine
Hayes, as first lieutenant Marine
141
141
Corps ..........................
CorpsOrdnance; ordappropriation for Bureau of Ordnance;
nance and
and ordnance
stores.
142,819
ordnance stores.......
nance
chemical, technical,
services.. 142,819
chemical,
technical, etc., service&.
former
employees enterGovernment employees
former Government
service may be
reinstated,
be reinstated,
ing war service
142
if honorably
142
discharged, etc .......
if
honorably discharged,
for
142,819
powder -..............
for smokeless powder
142
for
Gtm Factory,
Factory, Washington,
D. C
142
Washington, D.C.
for Naval
Naval Gun
for
etc
142
.........
for torpedoes,
torpedoes, etc.....-......
for
Newport, R. I
142
142
I......
torpedo station, Newport,
for torpedo
experiments in
material, ordin armor material,
for experiments
etc
142,819
142, 819
nance, etc......................
142,819
for contingent
contingent ......................
Yards and Docks, mainfor Bureau
Bureau of Yards
tenance ....
.........---......--... 142,819
clerical, etc., services .............
143,819
clerical,
purchase
automobiles
purchase of passenger automobiles
• forbidden ....................... 143,820
143,820
employment of motor
motor vehicle
vehicle operaoperaemployment
820
tors ............................ . 820
for contingent
contingent ......................
143,820
143,820
for public works, designated
etc. 143,820
designated yards, etc_
for
hospital, Fort Lyon,
Lyon, Colo
143
143
Colo......
for naval
naval hospital,
for
Portsmouth, N.
143, 820
N. II ................ 143,820
for Portsmouth,
water supply
Me
143
143
supply from Kittery, Me......
water
for
in constructing
navy
to navy
bridge to
constructing bridge
for aid
aid in
143
yard
at Kittery,
Kittery, Me
143
Me................
yard at
contributions
required from
from Maine
Maine
contributions required
143
and New Hampshire
Hampshire ...............
143
for Philadelphia,
dock, etc....
etc.... 143,820
143, 820
Pa., dry
dry dock,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
for
increased ............
820
limit of cost increased
C., extensions,
etc_
144
extensions, etc..
for Washington,
Washington, D. C.,
144,820
820
................ 144,
for Naval
Naval Academy
Academy
for Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va., water front improvements, etc .........................
144
144
ments,
for Mare Island,
Island, Calif.,
Calif., railroad con144
144
nections, etc .................. ..
144
for naval magazines
magazines...................
for Great Lakes training station
144,822
822
station...... 144,
for
Yorktown, Va.,
Va., etc
145,822
etc.. 145,
822
for fuel
fuel depots,
depots, Yorktown,
for Hampton Roads, Va.,
operating base,
bsse,
Va., operating
improvements, etc.
14.5.822
145.
822
etc .............
improvements,
for marine barracks,
barracks, Quantico, Va
145
Va......
for New York,
York, N.
N. Y; water front im820
provements suspended............
suspended
820
provements
special joint
committee on
on Pacific
Pacific
special
joint committee
80
coast naval bases ..................
820
442S1
442.S1'-21
°-21 -
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exchange of land, radio station, South
exchange
Francisco, Calif .......------- .
821
San Francisco,
821
acceptance of lands from San Diego,
acceptance
Calif., for naval
naval uses ...............
821
Calif.,
821
appropriation
for Pearl Harbor, Hawaii._
appropriation for
Hawaii. --_ 821
exchange of lands,
exchange
lands, Puuloa
Puuloa Rifle Range,
at harbor entrance................
entrance
821
821
exchange
exchange of lands
lands, Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii..
Hawaii_ _ 821
I., fuel storage ............
822
for Cavite, P. I.,
822
hospital, Olongapo,
Olongapo, P. I.,
I., from proceeds
822
ceeds of U.
IJ. S. S "Repose".......
"Re
for
for Marine
Marine Barracks, San Diego,
ego, Calif..
Calif
822
for fuel depot, San Diego,
Diego, Calif
822
for
...---..
London, Conn822
for submarine
submarine base, New London,
Conn.
for
for submarine and destroyer
destroyer base, ColumColumbia River, Oreg.
822
Oreg ....
..............
822
acceptance
site from Astoria for....
for
822
acceptance of site
for developing
permanent training stadeveloping permanent
tion, San Diego, Calif
Calif...............
822
forrepairs
and preservation.
preservation .........
forrepairsand
145,822
maintenance of training stations from
maintenance
from
Bureau appropriations
appropriations .............
145
acceptance of lands from San Diego,
acceptance
Calif., for training station and hosCalif.,
pital site..........................
site
pital
145
exchange of lands, Marine
Marine Corps
Corps base,
exchange
San Diego
145
Diego, Calif.................
Calif
for Bureau
Medicine and Surgery,
Surgery,
Bureau of Medicine
surgeons' necessaries,
etc
surgeons'
necessaries, etc.........
145, 822
for contingent
contingent .......................
145, 823
care, etc.,
etc., of insane on Pacific coast.
coast 146,823
care,
for transferring
transferring remains
remains of officers,
enlisted men, etc...............
etc.
146, 823
for hospital treatment, etc
etc. ..........
146, 823
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts;
Accounts;
for Bureau
pay of the Navy
Navy.........
. 146, 824
designation of Pay Corps
Corps changed to
designation
147
Supply Corps .....................
line captains
captains wounded in line of duty
not subject to promotion
promotion restrictions
restrictions.
147
allowances for death
death in the service
allowances
applicable only to Regular
applicable
Regular Navy
Navy or
Marine Corps.....................
Corps
824
death allowance
extended to officers
officers
allowance extended
enlisted men of Coast
Coast Guard...
Guard
and enlisted
824
rank, etc.,
etc. of Superintendent
Superintendent of Coast
Geodetic Survey
Survey established
and Geodetic
established...
825
for provisions
provisions.........................
147, 825
for maintenance;
supplies 147, 825
maintenance; equipment
equipment supplies.
credit for
for losses in disposal
disposal of excess
credit
stocks ............................
825
chemical, etc.,
etc., services.............
services...
826
chemical
148, 826
for freight, Department
Department and bureaus..
bureaus.. 148.
148, 826
for
transportation............ 148. 826
for fuel and transportation.
shipping charter
charter hire restricted.....
testiicted
148. 826
Alaska
148. 826
coal from public lands of Alaska....
148.
purchase
purchase from Government
Government fuel yards.
D.
C., not required
required .............
148
D.C.,
148
for Bureau
Bureau of Construction
Construction and Repair;
construction, etc
etc ................ 148, 826
construction,
maintenance. etc.,
maintenance,
etc., of Coast Guard,
etc., vessels ......................
149
149
etc.,
equipment supplies .
equipment
.............. 149,826
limitations
repairs not applicable..
applicable..
limitations on repairs
149
repairs.
etc., "Kearsarge"
"Kearsarge or "Kenrepairs. etc.,
"Kentucky" ..........................
327
827
tuckv"
acceptance
Niagara";
acceptance of naval brig "Niagara";
repairs ...........................
827
repairs
clerical, etc..
149. 827
clerical,
etc., services ............. 149,
149, 827
for construction
construction plants .............
for Bureau of Steam
Steam Engineering;
Engineering; repairs,
9. 827
etc., of machinery,
machinery, etc .......... 149827
149.
etc.,
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enlistment terms
in Navy and Marine
Marine
terms in
enlistment
appropriation
for Bureau
Engineering;
of Engineering;
Bureau of
appropriation for
836
Corps established
established .................
Corps
office of
Naval Communiof Director
Director of Naval
office
uniform, etc.,
unauthorized wearing of uniform,
etc.,
unauthorized
cations
149
cations .........................
836
prohibition
continued.............
prohibition continued.
827
land
stations..........
shore stations.
radio shore
for radio
land for
retainer
due Naval Reserve Force
Force
retainer pay due
equipment supplies
supplies ...............
149, 827
equipment
member withheld
withheld if duty not permember
150, 827
clerical, etc.,
services
150
etc., services............
clerical,
837
formed.
837
formed .......................
name changed
changed to
to Bureau
Bureau of EngineerEngineername
age
for promotion by selection
limits for
age limits
828
ing ...........................
828
ing
837
deferred until
until June 30, 1921........
1921
837
deferred
radio
150
Me..
stations; Otter Cliffs, Me
shore stations;
radio shore
837, 1104
appropriation for pensions.
1104
pensions ..........
appropriation
for engineering
experiment station...
station... 150, 828
engineering experiment
for
11
deficiency
pensions.... .
appropriation for pensions.....
deficiency appropriation
Coast Guard
Guard and Lighthouse Services
Coast
for paying
damage claims,
collisions with
claims, collisions
paying damage
for
150
included .........................
included
vessels
of
49,334,
49, 334, 511, 1028, 1168
1168
vessels of..........
transfer
appropriations 1920,
1920,
transfer of naval appropriations
for contingent
1190
contingent....................... 49, 1190
for
for Coast
Guard and
and Lighthouse
Coast Guard
for
49
for care
care of
lepers, Guam and Culion.....
Culion......
of lepers,
for
.............. 150
Services
...........
Services
49,
for Bureau
Navigation
of Navigation............
Bureau of
for
for
five Coast
cutters
150
Guard cutters............
Coast Guard
for five
61,
63, 522,
522, 1029,
1029, 1041,
1168, 1185, 1190
1041, 1168,
61, 63,
828
150,
for
Academy .
150,828
.................
for Naval Academy
49,
for
Bureau
of
Yards
and
Docks
Docks.........
and
Yards
of
Bureau
for
829
152,
for
Marine
Corps.
....................
Corps
for Marine
1029, 1169, 1185, 1190
511, 1029,
women enlisted
enlisted or
or enrolled
enrolled to
receive
to receive
women
49,
for Bureau
of Medicine
Medicine and
and Surgery....
Surgery
Bureau of
for
pay, etc.,
Navy and
and. Marine
Marine Corps
of Navy
etc., of
pay,
1030, 1169, 1185
152
enlisted personnel.
152
personnel ................
enlisted
50
for
Naval Academy
50
Academy ...................
for Naval
enlisted
strength of Marine Corps
enlisted strength
50, 61,63,
for Marine Corps ..................
61, 63,
for
temporarily increased;
restriction. 152,830
increased; restriction_
temporarily
345, 522, 1039,
1041, 1044, 1170,1185,1190
1170, 1185, 1190
1039,1041,
345,
temporary offiin
offiin making reductions, temporary
for pay................
pay
61, 63,
63, 65,
65,
61,
......
for
s
may
given
temporary
aptemporary
given
be
may
cers
cer
i
345, 348,
1039, 1041,
1044, 1185, 1190
1190
1041, 104,
522,1039,
348, 522,
345,
pointments
grades
153
lower grades........
pointments inn lower
61,
for indemnity
indemnity for destroyed
destroyed clothing...
clothing
61,
for
transfer of
of temporary
temporary officers,
officers, etc.,
to
etc., to
transfer
63,1185
63,1185
830
permanent
list
830
permanent list...................
63,345,
63, 345,
miscellaneous ...........
for pay, miscellaneous
promotions of
retired enlisted
men on
on
enlisted men
of retired
promotions
1168,1185,
522,
1039, 1041,
1041, 1044, 1168,
1185, 1190
1190
522,1039,
active
active duty to warrant grades
65,
..-....
for
Bureau of Ordnance
Ordnance .....-for Bureau
legalized
153
...............
legalized.........
1039, 1041, 1185,
1190
1185,1190
522, 1039,
disbursing officers
Navy and Marine
officers Navy
disbursing
Accounts.... 345,
for
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts
for Bureau
Corps allowed
allowed credits for war emerCorps
1169, 1185, 1190
522, 1041, 1044, 1169,1185,1190
gency payments
officers and enpayments to officers
gency
Steam Engineering
345,
Engineering .......
Bureau of Steam
for Bureau
153
men; restriction
153
restriction ............
listed men;
522,
522, 1041, 1185, 1190
833
Establishment... 156, 833
increase of Naval Establishment...
for increase
printing and binding
binding for, and
and Navy
Navy
for printing
machinery
156,833
construction and machinery.......
for construction
Department
228
Department....................for torpedo
torpedo boats,
boats, submarine
submarine .........
156,833
for
for
522, 1185
1185
--....
aviation .............
for aviation
833
156,
armor and armament
156,833
armament ............
for armor
for
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
522, 1039, 1190
1190
Force........ 522,1039,
for Naval
..
for
156
ammunition...............-for =munition.
Equipment.............. 1041
for
Bureau of Equipment_
for Bureau
time for
completing new vessels refor completing
time
1039
for
1039
Militia .................
for Naval Militia.
156
pealed .....................
pealed
1044, 1185, 1190
for freight
freight ................
for
vessels
limits of cost of designated vessels
for outfits
outfits for landsmen
landsmen ................
1044
for
156, 833
. 156,833
increased
increased..................
1168
Virginian Pilot Publishing
Publishing Company.
Company
1168
for Virginian
use
of naval
appropriations for Departnaval appropriations
use of
1168
Corporation
1168
Despatch Corporation........
Ledger Despatch
for Ledger
833
ment purposes
833
restricted ..........
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attached to eighth
eighth circuit .............
1361
attached
1361
judge, attorney,
judge,
attorney, and
and marshal
marshal .............
1361
1361
clerk
keep office
office at the capital
clerk to keep
capital .........
1362
1362
t,erms
court
1362
terms of court
......................
1362
powers, jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, etc 1362
...............
1362
New Mexico Pueblos,
New
for. 3,408,1226
appropriation
irrigation, etc.,
etc., for.
3, 408, 1226
appropriation for irrigation,
New
New Orleans,
Orleans, La.,
appropriation
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's office.
office... 656
appropriation for assistant
discontinued, July 1, 1921 ...........
discontinued,
654
for mint at
at ....................
657, 1275
657,1275
for dispatch agent
agent...............
741,1208
741, 1208
for naval
public works
works .........
144
naval station, public
144
for naval station, fuel-oil plant
plant ........
820
820
foreign nations
nations invited to send
send delegates
foreign
delegates to
World Cotton Conference
World
Conference ........ .271, 271
may
may extend
extend Dauphine
Dauphine Street
Street through
through
grounds of Jackson
grounds
Jackson Barracks
Barracks ........
1354
1354
restriction
commissioner of
restriction on salary
salary of commissioner
immigration,
immigration, removed
removed ..............
936
936
New York,
York,
appropriation
appropriation for reimbursing, for marine
marine
school expenses
134,814
school
expenses ................
construction, etc., of tunnel under
under Hudson
construction,
Hudson
River
Jersey and,
and, consented
River by New Jersey
consented
to .........
158
to
...
...........
1.58
may unite with Troy,
Troy, etc.,
etc. in bridging
bridging
Hudson
Troy t
o echoes
Hudson River, Troy
to
Cohoes.... 1108
New York
York City, N.
Y.,
New
N. Y.,
appropriation
treasurer's office.
office
656
appropriation for assistant
assistant treasurer's
discontinued,
654
discontinued, July 1, 1921 ...........
for assay office at ...............
657, 1276
657,
for dispatch agent...............
741,1208
for navy
navy yard,
yard',public works, traveling
traveling
820
cranes, etc ........................
820
water
water front, improvements,
improvements, etc.,
etc.. suspended .......................
820
pended
service to San Francisco
for aircraft
aircraft mail
mail service
from,
1153
from, via Chicago
Chicago and
and Omaha..
Omaha.. 579,
579, 1153
for passport bureau ..................
642
quarantine station, purchase
for quarantine
purchase from
from
the State ......................
875
875
the
etc., continued ......
875
schedule of fees,
fees, etc.,
875
for pneumatic
tube system, custompneumatic tube
house and appraisers'
appraisers' stores. 168
168,876,
876, 1369
hotase
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reimbursing
reimbursing
deficiency
41t
of....
certain customs laborers,
laborers, port
port of
41
certain
11"
..................... 314, 11lS
for assay office .
for assistant
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's office,
office, reimbursreimburs
3.14'
i
rig employees
emplo yets ..................
1023
ing
construction, etc..
construction,
etc.. of tunnel under
der Hudson
River
between Jersey City and,
River between
and, concon- 1023
158
158
.............
sented to .........
exhibits for
for National
Marine Exposition
Exposition at.
at
exhibits
National Marine
may be furnished
furnished by
may
by Department
Department of
of
550
Commerce
Commerce .........................
395
terms of court
court at
at .....................
395
District,
New York
New
York Eastern
Eastern Judicial
Judicial District,
395
counties constituting
constituting..................
counties
395
395
terms of court. Brooklyn
Brooklyn ...............
concurrent
jurisdiction with southern
southern disconcurrent jurisdiction
trict
Harbor waters,
trict over New York Harbor
etc .....................-...-395
395
395
interchange
other districts..
districts395
interchange with judges of other
yNew York
York Harbor,
New
Harbor, N
.. Y.,
appropriation
appropriation for preventing
preventing injurious deposits in .
901. 1391
1391
...........
. 189,
189,901.
deficiency appropriation
preventing indeficiency
appropriation for preventing
1164
jurnous
jurious deposits
deposits in
in .................
1164
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc..
etc.. to be made
Shooters Island .........
1010
1010
of channel,
channel, Shooters
maintenance of anchorage
anchorage . buoys, from
maintenance
from
Lighthouse appropriation
1373
Lighthouse
appropriation...........
1373
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Northern Judicial
York Northern
New York
Governappropriation
for
operating,
etc.,
Governoperating,
appropriation for
counties
constituting
395
counties constituting.....................
....-- 223
ment house
house at .............
ment
395
terms
of court,
court. Albany.................
Albany
terms of
Brig,
"
Niagara,"
Nava/
Naval
"Niagara,"
395
Auburn
.............................
Auburn
acceptance from
from Erie,
Erie, Pa.,
Pa., of;
of; restoration,
restoration,
acceptance
395
Binghamton
..............
Binghamton .........
827
etc
etc .............................395
Syracuse
Syracuse..............-.............
River,
NiagaraRiver,
395 Niagara
Utica
..................
Utica........commission
commission created to submit plans, etc.,
annually
designated counties, Rensin designated
annually in
for bridging,
Buffalo, N. Y.,
Y., to
bridging, Buffalo,
for
selaer added
added...................-----395
selaer
Canada
400
Canada.........................
interchange
judges of other
districts
395
other districts..
with judges
interchange with
diversion
above the Falls,
from, above
water from,
of water
diversion of
New York
York Southern
Southern Judicial
District,
JudicialDistrict,
New
163
permitted for creation of power.....
power
permitted
395
counties constituting
395
constituting ................
counties
163
maximum
allowed
...................
allowed
maximum
395
terms
of
court,
New
York
City
City............
York
terms of court, New
163
termination
of
permits
................
of
permits
termination
concurrent
jurisdiction
with
eastern
disconcurrent jurisdiction with eastern
163
punishment
violations, etc.........
etc
punishment for violations,
trict
over New
New York Harbor waters,
trict over
163
liability
officials ...................
liability of officials
395
etc -...-....----...
---..-..
-. .--etc
Nicaragua,
interchange with
with judges
other districts
395 Nicaragua,
districts..
of other
judges of
interchange
appropriation for
minister to..........
to
740,1206
740,1206
for minister
appropriation
New
State Barge
Canal,
Barge Canal,
York State
New York
Nichols Avenue
Avenue SE.,D.
SE., D. C.,
C.,
Nichols
operation by
by Secretary
etc., of
Secretary of War, etc.,
operation
appropriation
for paving,
Sheridan Road
paving, Sheridan
appropriation for
1149
boats and
other facilities on. to cease. 1149
and otherfacilitieson.
boats
Hospital
to
Saint
Elizabeths
Hospital enElizabeths
Saint
to
1149
lease.
disposal
of
barges,
etc.;
temporary
lease.
_
1149
temporary
etc.;
barges,
of
disposal
.......
trance
844
..............trance ..
moneys received
received available for other inmoneys
in
Nichols, Charles
a Representative
Representative in
A., late a
Charles A.,
1149 Nichols,
land waterways
1149
waterways ..................
land
Congress,
District,
JudicialDistrict,
New York
York Western Judicial
New
deficiency
appropriation for pay
pay to mother
mother
deficiency appropriation
counties
constituting ..................--395
counties constituting
1036
of
of ................................
395
terms
Buffalo..............
court, Buffalo
of court,
terms of
Night Schools,
Schools, D. C.,
Canandaigua
395 Night
.... .................
Canandaigua ......
82,
appropriation for teachers,
teachers, expenses, etc..
etc
appropriation
Elmira
395
Elmira ............-------------------1122
852,
395
Jamestown
Jamestown............................
1157
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for...............
for
1157
deficiency
395
Lockport
Lockport...........---..-----------..
Ohio,
395
Rochester
395 Niles, Ohio,
Rochester...........--..---...---appropriation
for operating,
etc., GovernGovernoperating, etc.,
appropriation for
admiralty
proceedings at
bankruptcy proceedings
and bankruptcy
admiralty and
223
ment
house at
at
....................
ment house
395
Buffalo .....................---Buffalo
Nineteenth Amendment
Constitution,
to the Constitution,
Amendment to
395
interchange
other districtsdistricts_
395 Nineteenth
with judges of other
interchange with
proposed
prohibiting the
to the States, prohibiting
proposed to
Newark Bay, N.
N. J.,
J.,
denial
of
right
vote
account of
on account
vote
to
right
of
denial
bridge
authorized
across,
between
Elizaacross,
bridge authorized
362
sex
362
...................
.........
sex
277
.............
beth and
Bayonne
and Bayonne
beth
District.
Nineteenth Lighthouse
lighthouse District.
Nineteenth
preliminpry
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
constructing depot at Honolulu for, authorauthorconstructing
1
1011
made
011
made...........-------.---------ized
1059
................ized .......
Elizatime extended
bridging, from Elizaextended for bridging,
time
Nineteenth Street
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
1099
........
beth to
Bayonne .......1099 Nineteenth
to Bayonne
beth
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, E
BSI:net
New
Street to New
appropriation
Newham, N.
N. C.,
C.
Newbern,
845
York Avenue
Avenue........................
York
532
terms
532
court at ......................
of court
terms of
Indians,
Nisgually
Indians,
Wash.,
Nisually
Nee.,
Neulands
Irrigation
Project,
Nev.
'
Project,
Irrigation
Neu lands
lands
i
n Pierce
Pierce County
County taken
taken for Camp
Camp
lands in
appropriation for
for maintenance,
_ _ 201,
of....
etc., of.
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
acquired and
Lewis
from, may
and remay be acquired
Lewis from,
914,1403
914, 1403
28
turned ..........................turned
Newport
Newport News, Va.,
Nitrate
Soda,
of Soda,
Nitrate of
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc. of channel,
channel,
preliminary examination,
reserve Army
Army supply of, to be sold to users
users
reserve
from
Made
1011
be made........
to be
Point, to
Old Point,
from Old
of fertilizers,
fertilizers, etc.,
etc ,
to meet emergency
emergency
to
of
I.,
Newport, R. I.,
573
shortage
573
........................
shortage .
station....
appropriation for
142
for naval torpedo station
appropriation
approoriginal
to
proceeds
to
credited
original
credited
be
to
proceeds
for
torpedo
station,
buil,
etc
144
etc........
buildings,
for torpedo station,
573
.... .
............
..
..
priations
573
priations
165
for
public building,
building, rent, etc ...........
for public
573
report
to Congress
Congress ....................
573
report to
for
etc., Government
at
223
house at.
Government house
operating, etc.,
for operating,
deficiency
appropriation for public buildNitrate Plant,
Plant, Army.
Army,
Nitrate
deficiency appropriation
expenditure
authorized for real estate for,
ing, rent
330
rent...........-...........----ing,
expenditure authorized
456
................
at Ancor,
Ohio ....
for
additional naval
naval hospital
hospital construcconstrucAncor, Ohio
at
for additional
tion,
etc
1030 Nitrates,
..........
.........
tion, etc
Nitrates, etc.,
Natural Fertilizers,
Fertilizers,
etc., Natural
Newspaper. Wrappers,
Wrappers, etc., Stamped,
Newspaper
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating source
source
appropriation
appropriation
freight orexpressage on. 579,1152
579, 1152
forfreightorexpressageon
of
supply of,
United
appropriation for
within United
of, within
of supply
1153
581,
for manufacture
manufacture of.................
of
581,1153
States
255,
for
714, 1333
255, 714,
States ..................
manufacture,
deficiency
appropriation for manufacture,
deficiency appropriation
temporary
possession of licensed power
power
temporary possession
. 1174
etc
1174
etc...........................
projects
ordered by the
projects may be ordered
Newton,
Ga.,
Newton, Ga.,
President
for manufacturing,
manufacturing, when
President for
River at.
time
extended for bridging Flint River
at
279
time extended
safety of
demands it..
it.. 1072
United States demands
of United
safety
Nez
Indians, Idaho,
...-. 1072
Perce Indians,
Nez Perce
compensation, etc
etc ............
compensation,
proceeds of
grant of Fort Lapwai
Lapwai schools,
of grant
proceeds
Nitro,
W.
Va.
W. Va.,
554 Nitro,
to
to
credited to.................
to be credited
operation
for children
children of emschool for
of school
operation Of
prohibition of
etc ,
intoxicating liquors, etc.,
of intoxicating
prohibition
reservation,
ployees at
at Ordnance
reservation,
Ordnance
ployees
4
to,
continued ---....----------4
to, continued
333
authorized ........................
authorized
Joseph'sBand of,
Nez
Indians, Wash.,
Wash., Joseph's
Perce Indians,
Nez Perce
Nitroglycerin,
Liquid,
Nitroglycerin, Liquid,
appropriation
etc., of...
of.... 27, 431, 1245
1245
for support, etc.,
appropriation for
carriers in
transporting,
in, intertransporting, by common carriers
Nez Perce
Perce National
National Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
14455
..........
state
commerce
unlawful
144
unlawful
commerce,
state
250,
of....
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
250,
maintenance,
appropriation for
Nocona Red
River
Company,
Bridge'Company,
River Bridge
Red
iocona
708, 1328
1328
708,
529
may bridge
bridge Red
River, Nocona,
Nocona, Tex ....
52•3
1196
Red River,
_.........
may
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l to
adlei
lanri
lands
added
1196
----.. ..--------------------------
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authorized across
bridge authorized
across Red River at
at.....
529
529
Nogales.
Nogales, Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for public
public building ..........
165
165
Nome, Alaska,
terms of court at
...................
1204
1204
Nonmetallic Minerals
Minerals and
and Gas on.
Nonmetallic
on Public
Public
Lands,
Lands,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses reguregulating issue of licenses, etc ..........
1172
1172
deposits of, subject
subject to disposal to citizens
citizens
of the United States, etc ...........
437
437
excluding
excluding Appalachian
Appalachian Forest lands
lands....
437
437
military and naval
naval reserves
reserves
.------.....438
438
to municipalities
municipalities of coal, gas, etc .......
438
438
right to extract
extract helium from gas produced
produced
from, reserved to the Government..
Government.. -_ 438
438
purchasers.
not to delay gas delivery
delivery to purchasers_
438
438
interests in,
in, forbidden
interests
forbidden to citizens
citizens of
of
countries denying
denying like privileges
privileges to
Americans .......................
Americans
438
438
provision for leasing
provision
leasing lands containing
containing coal
coal
deposits.
deposits
....................
438
438
phosphate deposits.
phosphate
deposits
...............
440
440
oil or gas deposits
deposits ..................
441
441
oil shale deposits
.................
445
445
oil or gas deposits
deposits in Alaska-....
Alaska
.... 446
446
sodium deposits .................
447
447
cancellation of permits for want of diligence
gence ......................
448
448
holdings
holdings of leases
leases restricted;
restricted; coal,
coal, phosphosphate, or sodium
............... 448
448
oil or gas; within producing
producing fields
fields....
448
448
by corporations
corporations
...............
448
448
interests in other leases ...............
448
448
forfeiture for violation..............
forfeiture
violation
448
448
temporary, permitted,
permitted, when acquired
descent, etc ....................
by descent,
448
448
exceptions;
exceptions; under prior
prior gas or oil placer
placer
entries .....................
448
448
gas or oil in Alaska ..
............
448
448
combinations
combinations permitted,
permitted. for refineries
refineries....
448
448
for oil pipe lines or railroads.........
railroads
448
448
for coal transportation
transportation .............
448
448
forfeiture
etc., to unlawful
forfeiture for subleasing,
subleasing, etc.,
unlawful
trust combinations............
combinations
448
448
in restraint
restraint of trade
trade....................
448
448
to control
control price
price of product
product ..............
448
448
excess holdings.......................
excess
holdings
448
448
rights of way for pipe lines granted
granted lessees
lessees
through
through public lands
lands...............
449
449
conditions, etc
conditions,
etc....................
449
449
...............
use by other
other producers
449
449
applicable
applicable to all future
grants
future grants...........
449
449
forfeiture for noncompliance
forfeiture
connoncompliance with
with conditions
.....................
449
449
joint use of, easements,
easements, etc.,
etc., to be reserved in future leases, etc ..........
served
449
449
disposal of surface
surface lands may be reserved...
reserved
449
449
to be determined before offering leases...
leases __
449
449
easements
easements to continue
continue during
during time of
lease..-...--..-.----------------.....-.-........lease
449
assignment or subleasing
swig/anent
subleasing restricted
restricted......
449
449
relinquishment allowed,
relinquishment
allowed, etc
etc........
449
449
requirements in leases;
restrictive requirements
leases; for dilidiligence
gence in operation,
operation, etc ............
449
449
safety of miners;
safety
miners; prevention
prevention of waste.
waste ...
449
449
eight-hour workday;
eight-hour
workday; children
or female
female
children or
employments. ..............
employments
449
449
freedom
purchase; payment
payment of
freedom of purchase;
of wages_
wages.450
450
measurement
measurement of coal mined
mined by
by each
each
miner, etc.
etc
..................
450
450
sales of product, prevention
prevention of monopoly;
monopoly;
safeguarding
safeguarding public welfare, etc ....
450
450
4~q
none to conflict with State laws .........
450

450
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forfeited for
leases forfeited
for noncompliance
noncompliance with
with
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provisions hereof
450
hereof ..................
450
proceedings
proceedings for
for ......................
450
450
may provide
provide for settlement
settlement of
disputes,
of disputes,
etc ...............................
450
450
regulations,
regulations, etc.,
to be
be prescribed
by SecSecetc., to
prescribed by
retary of the Interior
Interior ...............
450
450
State taxation,
State
taxation, etc.,
etc., not
not affected
affected ........
450
450
sworn
statements
sworn statements may
may be
required .......
450
be required
450
provisions
provisions hereof
hereof extended
extended to
to all
all specified
specified
deposits on
on reserved
reserved public
public lands..
lands
450
450
subject
subject to
conditions thereof
thereof ............
450
to conditions
450
disposal
of
disposal
all
to the
all receipts;
receipts; portion
portion to
the
Treasury ..........................
Treasury
450
450
to the
the reclamation
reclamation fund
fund ................
450
450
to the States;
States; apportionment
apportionment of
of ........
450
450
from
from naval
naval reserves to the
the Treasury......
Treasury
450
450
gas and
oilroyalties
alad oil
royal ties paablein
payable in kind
kind ........
451
451
sale by
by auction;
auction; ad
advertisement
etc .....
451
ertisement, etc
451
current product
product at
of current
451
at private
private sale
sale ......
451

Government departments,
to Government
departments, etc
..
etc.....
provisions
provisions of
of Act
Act to
to control
control disposal
disposal of
specified deposits
specified
de'ts
..............
Owl Creek Coal Company
ompany included
included ......
existing valid claims protected
existing
protected .........
land
prescribed..........
land office fees to be prescribed

Nonnavigable
Nonnavigable Streams,
Streams,

declaration
Platte River,
declaration as to Platte
River, Me
Mo .........
portion
Bayou Cocodrie, La ..........
portion of Bayou

C.,
Nonresident, D.
D. C.,

451

451
451
451
451
451
451
451
1105
1105
1145
1145

service of process
service
process in person on, to have
effect of, by
effect
by publication;
publication; returns,
returns,
costs, etc
etc ......................
556
556
Norfolk, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for
for public
appropriation
public works, navy yard,
yard,
water
front improvements.
water front
improvements, etc
etc....
144,820
.... 144,
820
for
naval hospital,
for naval
land for
spur track
track ....
822
hospital, land
for spur
822
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for navy
yard,
navy yard,
dry dock.
etc .....................
511
dry
dock. etc
511
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor,
to be made ........................
1011
1011
Norfort,
Norfork, Ark.,
Ark.,
bridge
authorized across
across White
at
551
bridge authorized
White River
River at...
551
North
North Alton,
Alton, Ill.,
III.,
appropriation for care
appropriation
Confererate cemecare of Confererate
cemetery at ..........
184, 896, 1:87
1387
......
184,896,
North Branch of
of Susquehanna
River,
Susquehanna River.
time
time extended
extended for bridging,
bridging, at WilkesBarre,
Barre, Pa..........................
Pa
1103
110:
North Carolina
Eastern Judicial
Judicial Distrct,
Distract,
North
CarolinaEastern
counties
5.3.2
counties constituting
constituting .....................
532
terms, Elizabeth
Elizabeth City....................
City
532
532
Laurinburg
Laurinburg .......................
532
Newbern .........................
Newbern
5.32
532
Raleigh ...............................
532
532
Washington .......................
532
532
Wilmington .......................
Wilmington
532
532
Wilson .................................
Wilson
532
532
offices
offices of clerk
clerk ...........................
532
532
former
former provision
provision for extra terms
terms at
at Raleigh,
Raleigh,
repealed
532
repealed .........................
532
North Carolina
North
Carolina Western
District,
Western Judicial
JudicialDistrict,
counties constituting ..................
532
counties
532
terms, Asheville
Asheville ........................
532
terms,
532
Charlotte
Charlotte ...............................
532
532
Greensboro.............................
532
Greensboro
532
Salisbury............................
532
Salisburv
532
Statesville
532
Statesville ..
...........
.............. 532
Wilkesboro ...........................
Wilkesboro
539
532
offices
532
offices of
of clerk
clerk ..........................
532
North Dakota,
North
Dakota,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Red River
River of the
North between
between Minnesota
534
Minnesota and ......
584
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726
for .. . .
except in
compliance with
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rules for.
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notice to
Secretary of Agridestruction, etc.,
etc., by Secretary
destruction,
726
culture
noncompliance .........
culture on noncompliance
727
liability for
for expenses
expenses of ..............
727
liability
inspection
Horticultural Board employinspection by Horticultural
727
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...........
ees ................
open
power conferred
conferred to enter places, open
power
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etc., suspected of infecbundles,
727
tions, etc ........................
destruction of
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of infected
destruction
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727
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authorized ............
cipal
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regulations
etc., of
of any
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into
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727
District to be prescribed
into the
727
punishment for noncompliance
noncompliance with ....
727
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Nursery
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Nursery Stock
appropriation
quarantine against moths
appropriation for quarantine
under provisions
provisions of ..----.
1334
256, 715, 1334
under
Nurses,
Nurses, Army,
Army,
in
discharged, may be buried in
honorably discharged,
552
national cemeteries
552
cemeteries................
national
pension
587
587
War ..........
Civil War
of, Civil
increased of,
pension increased
uts,
Nuts,
appropriation for
investigating insects
for investigating
appropriation
affecting ................
256, 714, 1334
affecting
Nuts, Edible,
Edible,
appropriation for
for investigating,
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of
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etc., of....
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consent
given to,
as to jurisdicto, as
Congress given
of Congress
consent of
tion
offenses upon boundary
boundary
over offenses
tion over
waters,
by agreement
agreement with adjoinwaters, by

1447
ing
State .................--------ing State
drainage
districts, etc., may dam Lake
drainage districts,
Traverse,
control of floods,
for control
etc., for
Traverse, etc.,
etc
etc.....-...........-------------- 1059
North Dakota
Dakota Pumping
Project, N.
N. Dak.,
Pumping Project,
North
of.... 201,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of
201,
formaintenance,
appropriation
915, 1403
915,1403
North Platte
Platte Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Nebr.-Wyo.,
North
201,
appropriation for maintenance,
of _.
maintenance, etc., of-...
appropriation
914, 1403
914,
North
Point, Md.,
IMd.,
North Point,
transfer
lighthouse reservation, to conof lighthouse
transfer of
trol of
357
War Department ...........of War
trol
North River
River (see Hudson River).
North
North Topeka,
Topeka, Kans.,
Kans.,
North
appropriation
building
165
public building..........
for public
appropriation for
hid.,
Vernon, Ind.,
North Vernon,
appropriation
building
165
appropriation for public building.........Northern and
Northwestern Lakes, etc.,
and Northwestern
Northern
appropriation
for survey of
188, 901, 1391
appropriationforsurveyof........deficiency appropriation
1185
appropriation for survey of ..-.
deficiency
Mex.,
Agency, N.
Northern Pueblos
N. Mex.,
Pueblos Agency,
Northern
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
- 1248
at
..............---at..............
Norwalk,
Conn.,
Norwalk, Conn.,
- 1146
..------terms of
of court at .............--terms
1146
........
..
rooms,
to be
provided
be provided......
rooms, to
Norway,
Norway,
appropriation for minister
to.......... 740, 1206
minister to
appropriation
Nuisances,
Public,
Nuisances, Public,
premises
where intoxicating
intoxicating liquors are
premises where
sold, etc.,
in violation of War Proetc., in
sold,
306
declared ................
hibition, declared
punishment
maintaining..........
306
punishment for maintaining
proceedings for abatement,
abatement, etc ......
306
proceedings
of
314
declared.....-prohibition, declared
National prohibition,
of National
314
punishment for
maintaining.........
for maintaining
punishment
314
proceedings
314
proceedings for abatement, etc ......
Nunez
Ferry, Ala.,
Ala. ,
NVunez Ferry,
283
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Perdido River at.
bridge
Nurse Corps,
Army,
Nurse
Corps, Army,
appropriation for
112, 956
nurses...........-.
for nurses
appropniation
112, 956
for hospital
hospital matrons
112,956
matrons ............-for
for commutation
commutation of
etc..... 112, 956
quarters, etc
of quarters,
for
honorably
buried in
in
discharged, may be buried
honorably discharged,
national cemeteries
cemeteries............... 552
national
part
of Medical
Medical Department
Department .............
767
part of
767
relative
on members of.....
of
conferred on
rank conferred
relative rank
768
authority
in military
hospitals.........
military hospitals
of, in
authority of,
768
rights
and privileges
prescribed ....
privileges to be prescribed
rights and
pay increased
increased 20 per cent from January 1,
pay
........... 602
1920
.........
...
1920
604
1922..........-.
effective until June 30, 1922
effective
pension
nurses
581
of Civil War nurses.....
increased of
pension increased
private
property of, lost in the service, to
private property
1436
be paid for, etc.; conditions.......
conditions_
1436
be
Navy, (female),
Nurse Corps, Navy,
appropriation
etc .............- 147,824
for pay, etc
appropriation for
for
for
147, 824
for rent of quarters for.............
for
transporting remains of, dying
for transporting
abroad
146, 823
.............
abroad .........
beneficiaries of; redeath allowances
allowances to beneficiaries
death
824
stricted
Regular Navy.
824
Navy..........
to Regular
stricted to
602
1920.
pay
increased 20
20 per
per cent from Jan. 1, 1920.
pay increased
604
1922...........
effective until June 30, 1922
effective
Plantand Tree,
Nrurseries, Plant
Nurseries,
appropriation
investigacooperative investigafor cooperative
appropriation for
... 704, 1323
of ................
tions of
Nursery
Nursery Stock, etc.,
importations,
applopriation for regulating
regulating importations,
appiopriation
etc.; plant quarantine for diseased,
diseased,
etc.;
1334
256.
..t
etc
256,- 267.
267,----726.
726, 1334
--

.

.

-

0.
0.

Oakland, Calif.,
Calif.,
Oakland,
preliminary
examination, etc., of harbor,
preliminary examination,
to be
be made.
1013
made...................
to
Oakville,
Calif.,
Oakville, Calif.,
purchase authorized
authorized of experiment vinepurchase
.......-yard
1205
...
near..
lands near..
yard lands
Chicago, III.,
Oakwood Cemetery, Chicago,
Ill.,
Oakuood
184,
appropriation for
Mound
Confederate Mound.....
for Confederate
appropriation
896, 1387
Oats,
appropriation
investigating black rust,
for investigating
appropriation for
etc
244,
1322
244, 702, 1322
etc.....................
farmers in
for purchasing
purchasing seed, for sale to farmers
for
seeding... 1347
drought stricken
stricken areas for seeding...
drought
Obscene
Obscene Books, etc.,
interstate comimporting,
shipping in interstate
importing, shipping
1060
merce,
etc., unlawful..............
onlawful
merce, etc.,
1061
punishment
for
1061
punishment for...................--..
Ocean
Ocean and Lake Surveys, Navy,
135,
816
135, 816
appropriation
hydrographic
appropriation for hydrographic.........
Ochoco National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Ochoco
of.... 250,
appropriation for
etc., of....
250,
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
708,
1328
708, 1328

1Iadltltd
lands
added tto- - -- -

----------------

404
404

Oconalufty River,
River, N. C.,
Oconalufty
appropriation
across,
constructing bridge across,
appropriation for constructing
18
near
Cherokee Indian school ......
near Cherokee
O'Connor,
E.,
O' Connor, William E.,
appointment as ensign, Navy,
of appointment
date of
141
established ..................--established
OCOn tO, Wis.,
Oconto,
166
appropriation for
for public
public building
building .......
appropriation
Office Buildings,
Buildings, D.
C., Temporary,
D. 1!..,
Office
appropriatiopriation for ong
deficiency
operating
deficiency appropriation
47
...................--force, 1920
47
48
for
operating supplies
supplies ................
for operating
under control, etc.,
etc., of superintendent,
superintendent,
under
48
State, etc.,
Department Buildings..
Buildings._
etc., Department
State,
Office
Communications, Navy
Navy Department,
Department,
of Communications,
Office of
Shippi ng Bulletin
Bulletin publication
authorized. 1028
1028
publication authorized.
Shipping
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Office Supplies,
etc., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Page.
Uffice
Z'upphes, etc.,
Page.
appropriation for expenses
transferring to
appropriation
expenses transferring
departments, etc.,
etc., no longer
departments,
longer needed
needed
for war
for
pay restricwar activities,
activities, etc.;
etc.; pay
restriction .........
644
...... ..........
.
644
proceeds
covered in
in ............
645
proceeds to
to be
be covered
645
departments,
to cooperate
departments, etc.,
etc., to
cooperate in
disin disposition
position ............................
645
645
furnished by War
motor trucks to be furnished
War
Department .................
Department
645
645
typewriters and
issue of typewriters
computing
and computing
machines
prices .........
machines at current
current prices
645
645
for departments,
departments, etc.,
etc., under
under sundry
sundry civil
civil
appropriation Act, to be purchased
appropriation
purchased
in preference
preference from
from stock
stock of other
services no longer
services
longer needed,
needed, due to the
end of the
the war
war ...................
232
.
232
Officers, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
appropriation
for pay of line
line ............. 110,
110, 954
954
for pay of staff
staff.......................
110,
954
110, 954
for pay of National
National Guard
110,954
Guard ............
110,
954
for pay
Corps..... 110
pay of Officers'
Officers' Reserve Corps
954
110, 954
for pay, warrant
for
warrant officers,
Mine Planter
officers, Mine
Planter
Service .........................
110,
954
110, 954
for
of Insular
Affairs....
110
for pay
pay of,
of, Bureau
Bureau of
Insular Affairs
....
110
for aviation
for
110, 954
aviation increase,
increase, Air
Air Service
Service..... 110,
954
for pay,
for
pay, Philippine
Philippine Scouts
Scouts .............
110
110
for longevity
longevity pay ................
110, 954
110,
954
for pay of retired
for
110,954
retired ....................
110,954
for pay
for
on active
active service
service .... 110,
110,954
pay of
of retired,
retired, on
954
Philippine Scout............
for retired
retired Philippine
Scout
111
111
of quarters,
for commutation
commutation of
quarters, etc
etc ...... 112,
112,956
956
for mileage
mileage ........................--------------------. 112,
for
112, 956
956
additional pay, foreign
for 10
10 per cent additional
foreign
service
112, 956
service ....
.................
112,
956
warrant officers
warrant
officers entitled
entitled to ...........
112
112
for additional
additional pay
pay to,
furnishing their
to, furnishing
their
own mounts
mounts....................
113, 956
113,
956
for
for disposition of
remains of.....
of
184, 895,1386
895, 1386
of remains
184,
removal,
etc., from abroad
abroad........ 896,
removal, etc.,
896, 1386
1386
deficiency appropriation
mileage ......
deficiency
appropriation for mileage
344,
344,
1026, 1038, 1184
1184
for disposition
remains of
disposition of remains
of ..........
345,
348,
522, 1038, 1041,
1041, 1044
1044
348,522,1038,
permanent establishment
establishment to
additional to permanent
to
be
until June
June 30,
30, 1920
1920_.
286
be maintained
maintained until
...
286
emergency
selection for,
for, etc
etc .....
emergency service
service selection
286
286
Service assignments
assignments of
Air Service
emergency,
of emergency,
limited ;
percentage of
fliers required.
required.
287
limited;
percentage
of fliers
287
provisions......... 760
Army reorganization
reorganization provisions.
760
general officers,
officers, of the line
line commissioned
commissioned
as such
such ............................
760
as
760
of the
of
the staff, when
to which
which
when holding
holding office
office to
rank is attached
attached .................
760
760
one general,
office to
one
general. office
to cease
cease when
when vacancy
vacancy
occurs ............................
occurs
760
760
numbers and
and ranks authorized
authorized............
760
760
appointment
generals of
of the
the line,
appointment of major generals
from brigadier
brigadier generals
760
generals ............
760
brigadier
brigadier generals from
from colonels
colonels.........
760
760
eligible
prepared annually
eligible list to
to be
be prepared
annually
by board
board of major generals
by
760
generals .........
760
preparation
first list
760
preparation of
of first
list ..........
760
commissions
permanent in
in designated
designated
commissions permanent
branches ......................
760
branches
760
by detail to General
761
General Staff Corps, etc..
etc.. _
other officers
other
officers by
by detail,
detail, or permanent
permanent
with consent.................----.
consent
761
with
761
required of all
762
duty with troops required
all. .........
762
provisional
repealed .- -.
provisional appointments
appointments of, repealed
771
771
771
promotion list for, to be prepared
prepared .........
771
promotions
promotions under
under existing
law up
to June
existing law
up to
June
30,
774
30, 1920
1920.......--...............---.
774
in order
in
order of
of standing
standing on
on promotion
promotion list
list
thereafter.----..
...................
774
thereafter
774
o
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Officers, Army-Continued.
Army-Continued.

classification
classification of, Class A,
A, for retention
retention in
service ........................
Class B, not to be retained
retained .............
provisions
.
provisions relating
relating to ................
.
original appointment
appointment provisions
original
provisions ..........
on active
active list not to be detailed
detailed for recruitrecruiting duty, or at military schools, etc
etc.,,
if retired
retired officers
can
be
secured
officers
secured
therefor .......................
therefor
retired, to receive full pay
retired,
pay when
when on active
duty
.........................
additional numbers to be absorbed,
absorbed, etc
etc...
details, etc., to carry
advanced rank,
carry no advanced
etc .
..........................
retired, may be employed
employed on active
active duty
war ....
in time of war
..............
full pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., for
for ...................
credit for all Government
Government services
given,
services given,
in determining
determining relative
relative rank, retireretirement,
etc
ment, etc ......................
appointed
appointed in time
time of war to temporary
temporary
higher
higher rank, without vacating
vacating permanent commissions
commissions ..............
other appointments
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
appointments in Officers'
Corps .........................
rank and precedence
precedence of Regular,
Regular, determined
mined
........................
reserve
officers,
and
National
Guard ....
reserve officers, and National Guard
retired, on active
retired,
duty to have rank,
rank, etc
active duty
etc.,,
would have
have had
had if he
he had rehe would

Page.
Page.
773
773
773
774
774

777
777
777
777
785
785
785

785
785
785
785
785
785

785
785
785
785
785
785
785
785

mained such
time on active
such time
duty. active duty...
786
786
temporary commissions
commissions of emergency,
emergency, may
be retained
retained until
December31, 1920
786
until December31,1920.
786
held
held by Regulars
Regulars to be vacated
June
vacated by June
30,
1920
30, 1920 ..........................
786
786
details of, for technical
technical education
at
details
education at
schools, industrial
plants, etc
etc.......
schools,
industrial plants,
786
786
temporary
temporary appointments
appointments by President
President
alone
alone of persons
persons nominated
nominated prior to
December 31,
786
December
31, 1920
.................
786
termination after confirmation,
confirmation, etc ......
termination
786
or March
March 4, 1921, if not
not confirmed....
confirmed
786
786
786
pay, etc.,
etc., if retired
retired while
while holding
holding ......
786
commutation
commutation of quarters,
quarters, etc.,
etc., to families
families
of, extended
extended to June
June 30, 1922 .......
602
C02
disease
death allowances
allowances for wounds or
or disease
extended to retired,
retired, on active duty
extended
duty.
367
detached
service of, during
detached service
during World War
War
emergency, to be
be regarded
regarded as with
emergency,
troops ......................
394
..... 394
details of, for aeronautic
aeronautic engineering
engineering instruction at schools, etc ..........
594
struction
6594
details of active,
active, for recruiting,
recruiting, or at colcoldetails
leges,
restricted............. 286
leges, etc.,
etc., restricted.
286
emergency personnel
be temporarily
emergency
personnel may be
temporarily
977
retained, etc ......................
977
number on active
active duty limited .........
977
977
final
final discharge
discharge not later than
than December
December
977
31, 1920
1920..........................
977
Regular Army
Army holding
holding emergency
emergency
of Regular
commissions
commissions to be discharged
discharged there30, 1920..............
977
from by June 30,1920
977
longevity
longevity pay of, based on total service in
all services
services .....................
604
maximum number
restricted after
after
maximum
number of, restricted
October
31, 1919
286
October31,
1919 ....................
286
private property
of, lost
ser% ice to
private
property of,
lest in the service
be paid for; conditions, etc
etc......... 1436
pay
increased temporarily
January 1,
pay increased
temporarily from
from January
1,
1920; rates
601
rates....
. .........
..601
effective until
until June
1922.
effective
June 30, 1922...........
604
relief,
relief, etc., of designated
designated ..............
606
.
Frank
Frank Barber,
Barber, British
British Army,
Army, loss
loss of
of
sight .........................
606
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Officers,
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Page.
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Page.
Officers,
details
American Republics
Republics audetails to South American
relief,
of; William A. Simpson, apetc., of;
relief, etc.,
thorized on application
application by GovernGovernthorized
pointment as
as brigadier
brigadier general,
general, repointment
1056
...
ments thereof
thereof ..................
tired
.----------606
tired .................
acceptance of
allowed._ 1056
1
1056
of offices,
offices, pay, etc., allowed..
acceptance
Robert H.
Peck, restored
to rank
rank of
of
restored to
H. Peck,
Robert
status in Navy unchanged
unchanged056
.............. 1056
status
606
•major,
major, Infantry
Infantry .................
holding
holding temporary appointments, may be
appointment as first lieuW. Daly, appointment
H. W.
given lower grades,
grades, in making reregiven
tenant,
606
retired..--.......----.--..-tenant, retired
153
quired reductions .................
Daniel W.
W. Hand,
restored to lineal
lineal
Hand, restored
Daniel
153
precedence established
established .................
precedence
position
captain, Field
606
Artillery.
Field Artillery.
of captain,
position of
longevity pay of, based on total service
service in
appointment as
Leonard F. Matlack,
Matlack, appointment
Leonard
604
all services
services .......................
captain,
retired ..................607
captain, retired
pay increased
temporarily from January
January 1,
increased temporarily
Jesse
McI. Carter,
in accounts ....
607
credit in
Carter, credit
Jesse McI.
601
1920; rates ...........-...........
John
Wright, appointment
appointment as
Elmer Wright,
John Elmer
604
effective
effective until June 30, 1922 ...........
607
first lieutenant, retired ............
active
percentage
percentage authorized of line, on active
Barriger, appointment
appointment
Shelby Barriger,
William Shelby
834
duty
834
duty..............................
.
Cavalry .............
as captain of Cavalry.
607
834
of staff on active duty .................
J.
Garrett, appointment as captain of
C. Garrett,
J. C.
employment
officers in aviaemployment of reserve officers
607
Cavalry
...........
Cavalry ..........
834
auxiliary service .........
and auxiliary
tion and
retired
retired for disability not placed on limited
serving in
in temporary
temporary grade during the war,
serving
286
.
..................--286
list ........
etc.,
promotion; requirerequireetc., eligible for promotion;
temporary
grades of, may be retained until
temporary grades
140
ments waived ......................
-..----.
June 30, 1920.-....-.....1920
286
June
permanent rear admiral,
status of permanent
admiral, chief of
Officers,
Marine Corps,
Offcers, Marine
heretofore aa
bureau,
bureau, having served
served heretofore
appropriation
152,829
for pay ..................
appropriation for
140
full term .........................
for retired
retired
152, 829
829
.....----------- 152,
...----for
disability retiretemporary, eligible for disability
without
for commutation
commutation of quarters, without
for
ment ...---.......................-834
ment
troops_ ........................153, 829
troops
temporary appointments
appointments continued
continued until
temporary
with
troops .....
153,829
-with troops
834
December
1921; limit ...........
31, 1921;
December 31,
for
special allowances
allowances to, under unusual
unusual
for special
834
Naval Reserve, on active duty ......
in Naval
conditions
132, 813
conditions ...-------...---------temporary commissioned
commissioned and warrant elitemporary
for transporting
transporting remains
remains of,
of, dying
dying
for
in
gible
appointment in
transfer to appointment
gible for transfer
abroad
. 146,823
abroad ......................--permanent
ranks
834
permanent grades and ranks........
commutation
of quarters
quarters to
of, confamilies of,
to families
commutation of
834
....................
number limited..
limited
385
tinued
during present
present emergency..
emergency ..
tinued during
toMedical,
full quota to
Medical, Dental,
Dental, and Sup602
extended to June
June 30, 1922 .............---.
extended
..- 835
ply Corps.....................
824
ply
Corps
88:3
allowances to, on active list........
list
death allowances
835
rank,
1
5
5
precedence, etc .......-...--..-- .
rank, precedence,
duty........
retired list, when on active
active duty
824
Coast
in
-with Navy in
Guard officers serving with
Coast Guard
..--- 824
restricted
restricted to Regular Marine Corps
permanent
World
World War, eligible for permanent
temporary appointments,
appointments, may be
holding temporary
835
rank,
etc., of .......................
rank, etc.,
given
making regrades, in making
given lower grades,
examination by board; rank, etc., limexamination
153
quired
reductions .................
quired reductions
835
ited
ited..............................
153
precedence established
established .................
precedence
8:35
longevity, etc..
credit for service
service in,
in, for longevity,
etc
835
credit
longevity pay
service in
in
based on total service
of, based
pay of,
longevity
age
temporary, to receive comfor temporary,
age limits
limits for
604
all services ...........---.............
835
missions in permanent
Navy
permanent Navy........
missions
pay
increased temporarily
temporarily from
from January 1,
pay increased
835
increase
allowed for prior service.......
service
83'i
increase allowed
601
1920; rates ..................-....
836
Corps
not applicable
applicable to Dental Corps.........
604
effective until June 30, 1922...........
1922
effective
for
officers. other than from Naval
for line officers,
temporary,
permanent comeligible for permanent
temporary, eligible
836
Academy ........................
Academy
missions
830
.... ............
missions ..........
lieutenant
lieutenant (junior grade) and lieutenant
lieutenant
uniforms,
equipment
accouterments, and equipment
uniforms, accouterments,
service
promotions
promotions without regard to service
154
to
to be sold at cost to ...--...-- ...--................
until June 30, 1923
836
until
Officers,
Navy,
Officers, Navy,
permanent,
seri, ing in temporary grade or
permanent, serving
146,824
appropriation
active list.......
list
pay, active
appropriation for pay,
rank during the war eligible
eligible for profor
pay of
of retired
retired
................... 146, 824
for pay
836
.
motion, etc......................
etc
for
quarters......... 146,824
of quarters
commutation of
for commutation
temporary,
receive temporary
appointtemporary appointtemporary. may receive
for
hire of
ashore ............ 146, 824
quarters ashore
of quarters
for hire
836
ments
lower grades ....-.........
ments in lower
for
allowances to, serving under
for special allowances
Officers' Reserve
Army,
Corps. Army,
Reserve Corps,
unusual conditions ...........-- 132, 813 Officers'
110,954
--appropriation for pay of.
of- --...---appropriation
transporting remains of,
dying
for transporting
112,956
duty
112, 956
for mileage,
mileage, on active duty...........
146.823
abroad
abroad..-................---.-on
deficiency
appropriation for mileage, on
deficiency appropriation
boards to recommend
promotions to be
recommend promotions
boards
1026
1026
...-......----active duty
duty ...-..active
convened once a
ayear ..............
139
convened
775
creation and constitution
constitution of..............
of
775
creation
captains
in the line, wounded
wounded on duty not
not
captains in
appointments and commissions
Presicommissions by Presiappointments
subject to promotion
promotion restrictions,
dent alone .......................
775
147
etc
147
... ..etc .......................775
Senate.....
775
of generals by President and Senate
etc.,,
claims for commutation
commutation of quarters, etc
permitted......
discharges permitted
term of service; discharges
776
prior
1918, to be paid from
1, 1918,
July 1,
prior to July
776
requirements ............-....
citizenship requirements
citizenship
511
appropriation
appropriation for 1918 .............
776
former service
service qualifications
qualifications for grades....
grades._
former
commutation of quarters, etc., to families
commutation
776
in National
National Guard ................---140
war..
of,
applicable only during the war
of, applicable
appointments
776
limitations on other appointments......
385
emergency ...
continued during present emergency
continued
transfer rules to be
promotion and transfer
he pre602
extended to June
June 30, 1922
1922.....---........
extended
776
scribed.
776
scribed.-......-.............--...
824
list
allowances to, on active list........
death allowances
776
basis of
of ...............................
776
basis
824
when on active
retired list, when
active duty .......
776
assignment to
units.
776
to local units................
assignment
824
Navy-...--..-....
restricted to Regular
Regular Navy
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present commissions
commissions to be retained
retained.......
vacated by National
not vacated
National Guard com-

Page.
Page.
776
776

mission
776
mission ...
.......................
776
active duty by, limited....................
limited
776
pay, etc., only while on
on................ 776
allowances for, as of Regular
Regular Army....
Army
_ 776
allowances
no retirement,
retirement, etc
etc................
776
emergency officers
officers may be appointed
appointed thereemergency
in, to same or next higher grade...grade... _ 129
flying cadets may be commissioned
commissioned second
second
lieutenants in ...................
lieutenants
109
graduates of Reserve
Officers' Training
Reserve Officers'
Training
Corps, etc.,
etc., may be appointed
in
778
appointed in...
rank and
and precedence
precedence of, called into service
service. 785
Official
Gazette, Patent
Patent Office,
Official Gazette.
Office,
appropriation for printing and binding
228,
binding.... 228,
appropriation
941, 1429
Official
Reporters,
Official Reporters,
appropriation for House of RepresentsRepresentaappropriation
Ives
637, 1257
ives........................... 637,1257
for Senate.
Senate .....................
633, 1254
appropriation for extra services,
deficiency appropriation
Senate ...........................
57
for additional
additional pay, Home
House of RepresentRepresenttatives
59
59
tatives .........................
Senate
342
for additional pay, Senate............
expenses, Senate....
1180
1035,1180
Senate.... 1035,
for additional expenses,
Ogden, Utah,
Utah,
deficiency
appropriation for site for ammudeficiency appropriation
nition storage depot at ............
510
purchase of land, etc.,
etc., for Army ammunipurchase
tion storage at, legalized.
894
legalized...........
Ohio
NW., D. C.,
Ohio Avenue NW.,
appropriation for repaving with asphalt,
asphalt,
appropriation
76
Twelfth to Fifteenth
Fifteenth Streets
Streets........
Ohio River,
Ohio
River,
time
for bri
ng, McBees
bridging,
McKees
time extended
extended for
Rocks, Pa .......................
1079
Rocks,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of,
to be
preliminary examination, etc.,
made, Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh to mouth, for ice
piers
1012
piers..............................
Oil and
and Gas
Gas Deposits,
Public Lands,
Lands,
Deposits, Public
Oil
permits to prospect for, on public lands
lands
authorized
441
authorized.......................
exclusive right for two years............
years
441
area, if
if not within known producing
area,
441
fields .........................
drilling, etc., required
required ................
441
extending time
allowed
441
441
time for, allowed............
extending
location, etc.,
etc., on
lands
441
surveyed lands.......
on surveyed
location,
on
lands; notices to be
on unsurveyed
unsurveyed lands;
posted,
441
posted, etc .....................
corner
permits
442
receiving permits....
marks, on receiving
corner marks,
Alaska, applicant
applicant may be granted five.
five
442
in Alaska,
drilling and time
requirements extime requirements
drilling
442
.. ......
tended .............
preference right
to first locator;
locator: reright to
preference
442
442
quirements ......................
quirements
442
discovery
permittee on discovery............
lease to permittee
restricted to
to one-fourth
permit
442
in permit.
one-fourth of land in
restricted
selection
selection and description on surveyed
442
. 442
...................
lands
lands. ...
unsurveyed lands, to be surveyed at
at
unsurveyed
442
cost
.
. 442
applicant ..............
cost of applicant.
term for twenty years; royalty and
442
rental:
44 9
renewal..................
rental: renewal
preference right of permittee
pernaittee to repreference
442
mainder
442
area..................
of area
mainder of
442
royalty, etc.,
etc., conditions ............
royalty,
pernaittee
product secured
permittee to pay for product
before applying
443
for.................
applying for
before
443
restrictions: location
location of wells......
wells
drilling restrictions;
prevention
etc................
443
prevention of waste, etc
'.feiture of
of permit
violations
443 i
for violations.
permit or lease for
orfeiture
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Oil and
and Gas
Public Lands-Contd.
Oil
Gas Deposits,
Deposits, Public
Lands—Contd. Page.
Page.
leases of unappropriated
unappropriated deposits in producing fields ....................
443
443
subject to preferential
preferential
lands not subject
claims ...........................
claims
443
443
qualified applicompetitive bids by qualified
cants; limit of tracts .............
443
443
bonus, royalty, and rental
rental ............
443
443
period of twenty years
years................
443
443
renewal
right of renewal.....................
443
443
production
royalty may be reduced if production
diminished ....................
diminished
443
443
applicable to all oil and gas leases
hereunder
hereunder........................
443
443
claimants of withdrawn
withdrawn lands
lands under
to claimants
relinquishing
placer mining laws on relinquishing
rights, etc .......................
443
443
royalty of one-eighth
one-eighth of total producpaid
tion to be paid....................
443
443
period of twenty years;
years; minimum
royalty ............................
443
443
area limitations ....................
443
443
regulation of royalty, etc ..........
444
444
claims in naval petroleum
petroleum reserves
reserves limited to area of producing
producing wells......
wells
444
royalties for past and future
future production
tion .........................
444
444
444
restriction
444
restriction on additional
additional drilling,
drilling, etc
etc..
disposal of remainder
remainder of such claim;
preference ..................
444
444
preference
additional drilling by claimant
claimant may
may
additional
444
be permitted
permitted .................
444
444
fraud by claimant
444
claimant to bar all benefits..
benefits..
adjustment
adjustment of pending
pending suits as to reserved lands on acceptance
acceptance of ......
444
444
served
444
444
payment of moneys impounded
impounded......
444
444
settlement of conflicting
conflicting claims......
claims
claimant,
persons claiming
claiming under, to
claimant, and
and persons
444
have benefit of ..............
444
of interest acquired
acquired since September
September 1,
1,
1919, from person holding, etc.,
etc., ex1919,
444
444
forbidden ...............
cess area, forbidden
exchanges prior to January 1, 1920,
1920, not
exchanges
444
444
allowed............
affecting
affecting area, allowed
exceeding
maximum area, or interest
exceeding maximum
444
444
therein, prohibited
therein,
prohibited.............
compromise authorized
affecting
authorized of suits affecting
withdrawn,
placer claims in lands withdrawn,
414
444
September 27, 1909
1909................
September
445
terms and conditions..................
conditions
prospecting
permits on lands
lands not withpropecting permits
445
445
drawn
dra-wn......................
bona fide claimant, etc., on October 1,
445
1919
445
1919.............................
445
prior work performed,
performed, without dis445
covery
445
...............
covery....
leases
allowed if discovery made heretoleases allowed
445
fore
fore ........................
445
royalty in lease if permit
permit upon known
known
royalty
producing area
445
area ...............
445
445
naval reserve lands not included.
included -....
44,5
naval
fraud by claimant to bar all benefits
fraud
44-5
hereof ..................----...-44-5
benefits of permits and leases to claimbenefits
445
ants,
under
445
claiminggunder...
persons clairm
ants, and persons
preference
preference right of entrymen on agricultural lands for prospecting permit,
445
44.5
.......-...--.-etc
etc ...........
445
445
if mineral right reserved
............
reserved .
445
discovery made.....
made
445
.........
lease if
if discovery
445
445
joint
applications permitted:
limit
permitted: limit.....
joint applications
445
445
royalty provisions
provisions................
446
446
provisions
deposits of........
of
for Alaska
Alaska deposits
provisions for
cancellation
of dilifor want
want of
cancellation of permits for
448
448
gence .............
.........
gence
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Oil
Deposits, Public
Public Lands-Contd.
Lands-Contd. Page.
and Gas
Gas Deposits,
Oil and
- 448
limitation of
etc -....-- .......--leases, etc
of -lenges,
limitation
prevention of
monopoly, etc ..........
448
of monopoly,
prevention
449
rights of
of way
way for
for pipe
pipe lines,
etc
lines, etc.........
rights
Oil, Fuel,
Fuel,
appropriation for
investigation of, for
naval
for naval
for investigation
appropriation
useuse-------------------------13,1
133,
813
133,813
use...........................-provisions for
for securing
supply,
adequate supply,
securing adequate
provisions
preventing
speculation,
injurious speculation,
preventing injurious
etc.
war
297
during the war............
of, during
etc., of,
punishment
for violations
violations of............
of
298
punishment for
Oil
Oil Lands,
Lands,
appropriation for
suits affecting
affecting
expenses, suits
for expenses,
appropriation
withdrawn
208,
922, 1411
1411
208,922,
withdrawn ................
Oil Shale
Public Lands,
Deposits, Public
Shale Deposits,
Oil
leases authorized
authorized of
of lands
445
containing --...
lands containing
leases
surface
reduction works
446
works.......
for reduction
lands for
surface lands
regulations
446
regulations, etc .......................
area
446
limited ............................
area limited
period
indeterminate; conditions for
period indeterminate;
working, etc.
446
446
.-------etc .........-working,
royalties
446
446
and rentals
rentals ..................
royalties and
waiving temporarily,
to encourage
encourage protemporarily, to
waiving
duction..........................
446
446
duction
to
persons having
having valid
valid claims under exto persons
isting
isting laws, or relinquishing the
same . ..... ...
446
.............------same
area
limited .........................
446
area limited
fraud, etc.,
claimant to bar benefits of.
of
446
etc., by claimant
fraud,
only
etc
446
person, etc...........
one, to any person,
only one,
Oil
Transportation,
Oil Transportation,
interstate
applicable
commerce regulations applicable
interstate coraraerce
to,
etc
474
by pipe lines, etc-............
to by
Okanogan
Project, Wash.,
IrrigationProject,
Okanogan Irrigation
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of;
for maintenance,
appropriation for
reappropriation
201,.
915, 1404
201,915,1404
reappropriation ...........
restriction on
on permanent
permanent pumping
pumping
restriction
915
construction ................
plant construction
Okanogan
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
Okanogan National
of.. 250, 708
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of..
for maintenance,
appropriation
Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
balance of town site trust funds with Combalance
Office
missioner of the General Land Office
missioner
to be
covered into
Treasury
1354
into the Treasury.....
to
be covered
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Red River bebridge
tween
and................ 589,597
tween Texas and
central standard
standard time
established for Pantime established
central
handle
section of........
of
1446
handle and Plains section
drainage
allotments of
assessments against allotments
drainage assessments
Five Civilized Tribes, may be paid
1204
tribal funds .................
from tribal
maximum
maximum charge for, omitted .......... 1205
gross production
production tax
on oil and gas protax on
gross
allowed
duced
County, allowed
duced in Osage County,
1250
from royalties
royalties paid
paid Osage
1250
Indians...
Osage Indians
from
reserved
sale
authorized of portion of reserved
sale authorized
Chickasaw lands to,
Choctaw and Chickasaw
1105
for sanitorium
sanitorium site ................
white citizens.
citizens
1105
treatment of Indian and white
surface of inherited
inherited
allotments in
Agency, for town site purQuapaw Agency,
355
poses .............................
sale directed
directed of remaining Choctaw and
Chickasaw coal and asphalt
asphalt deposits
Chickasaw
in---------------1107
in
1107
1107
in................................
produced from
from
tax allowed on minerals produced
restricted allotQuapaw restricted
leases of Quapaw
ments ..........................
1249
ments
not
land. 1249
not chargeable
chargeable as aalien against the land
N. C.,
Old Dock, N.
Waccamaw River,
bridge authorized
authorized across Waccamaw
404
near
near..............................
Old Point,
Va.,'
Old
Point, Va.
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of channel
preliinary
made. 1011
Newport News from, to be made.
to Newport

Page.
Page.
Olongapo,
P. L,
I.,
Olongapo, P.
appropriation for
for naval station, public
appropriation
822
822
works ..........................
for
hospital at, from proceeds of U. S. S.
for hospital
822
822
Repose "........................
""Repose"
Olympic
Games, etc.,
Olympic Games,
carry
Army transports authorized to carry
use of Army
representative
American teams, etc.,
etc ,
representative American
738
738
to
to.............................
Olympic
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
Olympic National
appropriation
of.... 250,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for
708,
708, 1328
1328
deficiency
appropriation for
emergency exfor emergency
deficiency appropriation
penses
1177
penses...........................
Pa.,
Olyphant, Pa.,
appropriation for public building........
building.
166
appropriation
Omaha Agency,
Agency, Nebr.,
Omaha
appropriation for
etc., of Indians
for support, etc.,
appropriation
at
31,
434, 1248
31,434,1248
at.........................
Operating Force,
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
Force, Public
Operating
appropriation for
pay of; employees
employees specifor pay
appropriation
fied
170, 878, 1371
170,878,1371
-----.............-fied
deficiency
1163
for .............
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Operating Supplies,
Supplies, Public
Buildings,
Public Buildings,
Operating
appropriation
appropriation for fuel, lights, water, etc.
878, 1371
- 170,
170,878,1371
... .
authorized for
advance
contracts authorized
advance fuel contracts
1372
fiscal year
year......-..............--1372
fiscal
45,61,65,330,
deficiency appropriation
61, 65, 330,
for..... 45,
appropriation for
deficiency
344, 347, 522, 1024,
1024, 1041,
1044, 1163, 1184
1041,1044,
344,347,522,
Opinions of the
General,
the Attorney General,
Opinions
deficiency appropriation
preparing
appropriation for preparing
deficiency
1032
Volume
32
1032
................
Volume 32........
Opium,
Opium, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, enforcing law
654,1274
sale, etc ............
restricting sale,
deficiency appropriation
expenses reappropriation for expenses
deficiency
stricting
sale, etc
1161, 1185
1185
etc.............
stricting sale,
Optical Glass
Optical
Glass,:
appropriation
investigating production
appropriation for investigating
problems
of
683,
683, 1302
problems of...................
Ari.,
Oraibi Wash Irrigation
Project, Ariz.,
IrrigationProject,
Oraibi
of..... 1226
appropriation
etc., of
maitenance, etc.,
for maithnance,
appropriation for
Orange Chamber
Chamber of Commerce,
Orange
598
may
Tex
598
River, Orange, Tex...
Sabine River,
bridge. Sabine
may bridge.
Orange, Tex.,
Tex.,
Orange,
166
appropriation
building
166
public building.........
for public
appropriation for
598
at..
bridge authorized
598
Sabine River at
authorized across Sabine
bridge
Orchard, etc.,
etc., Fruits,
Fruits,
Orchard,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating diseases of,
appropriation for
etc
242,
701, 1321
242,701,1321
................
etc....
Orchards,
Orchards,
appropriation
investigating insects
appropriation for investigating
affecting
256,
714, 1334
256,714,
affecting...................
Ordnance
Stores, Navy,
and Ordnance
Ordnance Stores,
Ordnance and
142,819
appropriation
etc
142,819
for procuring, etc........
appropriation for
appropriation for..............
deficiency
for
65,
deficiency appropriation
522,
1039, 1041, 1185, 1190
522,1039,1041,1185,
Ordnance Department,
Army,
Department, Army,
Ordnance
etc. 124,970
appropriation
current expenses, etc.
for current
appropriation for
material to be of American manufacture;
125, 971
ture; exception .................. 125,971
civilian services
services other than clerical
clerical
Columbia
125
in District of Columbia...........
allowance
125
subsistence............
allowance for subsistence
for
bombs; ammunition
ammunition for
for
for airplane
airplane bombs;
small arms, etc ..-....
........... 125, 971
small
for
gun
125,971
morning and evening gun.-.
for firing
firing morning
target
ammunition for small arms target
for ammunition
125,971
practice;
medals, etc...........
etc
practice; medals,
for
arms at armofor manufacture,
manufacture, etc., of arms
ries
125,971
ries........................
stores.........- .125,971
preserving, etc.,
etc., stores
125,971
for preserving,
for
Infantry, etc.,
etc.. equipments
equipments........125,971
for Infantry,
125, 971
for
national trophy, etc., rifle contests.
contests 125,971
for national

INDEX.
Ordnance Department,
Army—Continued.
Ordnance
Department, Army-Continued.
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Oregon,
Oregon,
Page.
Page.
appropriation
clerks,
appropriation for surveyor
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
etc..... ..................
etc
673,
1293
673,1293
for armored motor cars ..................
gold,
gold, etc.,
etc mining leases
leases allowed of unalfor purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, etc.,
of
etc., of
lotted withdrawn mineral
mineral lands of
tanks, etc
etc .....................
972
972
Indian reservations
reservations in............
in
31
Indian
31
for arms, etc., for civilian practice
practice at
at
granted
granted right
right of
of way
across Dalles-Celilo
way across
Dalles-Celilo
rifle ranges......................
ranges
127,974
Columbia River
section of Columbia
River improvefor arms, etc., civilian
civilian training
training camps
camps. 128,974
128,974
ments, for Columbia River
River Highway.
Highway
1437
1437
for arms, equipment.,
equipment, etc.,
etc. to units
unts of
lands in Klamath
Klamath Lake
Lake Bird
Bird Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps.
128,974
Corps. 128,974
opened
opened to homestead
homestead entry, etc
etc.....
627
etc., to other schools having
milfor arms, etc.,
havingmilOehoco
Ochoco National
National Forest, area
area increased..
increased
404
404
itary
128,974
itary training ..................
128,974
Oregon National Forest,
Forest, area
area extended.
extended. 404,
404,605
605
for fortification
fortification expenses, insular possessegregation
segregation of lands by, under Carey Act,
sions ........................
610,1350
610,13.50
continued
987
continued......................
.
987
ordnance reservareservafor civilian schools on ordnance
Siuslaw
Sivalaw National
National Forest, area extended
406
extended....
406
tions ...........................
894,
1385 Oregon
894,1385
CaliforniaRailroad
Oregon and California
Railroad Company,
Company,
for Aberdeen,
Aberdeen. Md.,
ground, airairMd., proving ground,
appropriation for
appropriation
for protecting, etc.,
etc., reship hangar
hangar .......................
894
894
vested
vested lands .............
908, 1398
195, 908,1398
deficiency
appropriation for paying damdeficiency appropriation
for survey, sale, etc., of ............... 196,909
age
claims, explosions
explosions at
at plant
of T.
age claims,
plant of
T.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for protecting,
deficiency
A. Gillespie Company, Morgan,
N. J.
J.
46,
Morgan, N.
46,
etc.,
revested lands ...............
etc., revested
513
513
1025,1164
1025,1164
agricultural revested
agricultural
revested lands of, to be sold..
sold
622
622
incurred obligations, from unexfor incurred
unexprice, etc
etc........................
622
pended balances
balances .................
46
subject to homestead
homestead entry
entry for two
for expenses of salvage activities, from
from
before sale
sale .................
years before
623
sales of surplus stores, etc..........
etc
510
disposition of proceeds
disposition
623
proceeds. ................
623
for storage
storage facilities; reappropriation....
reappropriation
510
sale
sale of portion of revested
revested lands, to Myrtle
land near
near Ogden, Utah,
510
Utah, for site .....
authorized....
621
Point, Oreg.,
Oreg., authorized...........
621
restriction on construction
restriction
construction work......
work
51(}
510
etc
622
price, etc...............
...........
622
not
for Sparta,
Wis
510
not available
available for
Sparta, Wis.........
510 Oregon
Oregon and California
California Railroad
Grant Lands,
RailroadGrant
Lands,
contract requirements
510
contract
requirements ..............
revested,
510
added to Oregon,
revested, added
Oregon, Siuslaw,
Siuslaw, and
and
for ordnance service
service ................ 1184,1190
Crater National Forests...........
Forests
405
for automatic
automatic rifles ....................
1184
1184
disposal
disposal of merchantable
merchantable timber........
timber
405
405
operation of civilian
civilian schools on specified
operation
specified
fund..........
proceeds to land
land grant
grant fund
406
ordnance reservations
reservations authorized
ordnance
authorized
if eliminated
eliminated from
from national forests
forests to be
be
from appropriations
appropriations for ammunition_
333
ammunition
disposed of, as other revested
406
revested lands
lands,
406
unexpended
available to pay
unexpended balances
balances available
authorized on revested,
revested,
pay sussussales of timber authorized
contracts for
pended contracts
for armored
armored motor
motor
classified for power
classified
power sites...........
sites
758
cars
cars.
1027
...........................
preferred
1027
homestead claims on power
preferred homestead
sites,
power sites,
automatic
automatic rifles
rifles .....................
1027
recognized .......................
758
1027
recognized
758
Field Artillery for National
National Guard
Guard...... 1027
payment to be made for power damages,
payment
damages,
manufacture of arms ................
manufacture
1027
etc ...............................
758
ordnance service
ordnance
service ...................
fees required
required ...........
758
1027
..........
.
758
ammunition ........................
1027
1027
regulations
regulations to be prescribed .............
. 758
ordnance stores and supplies..........
supplies
1027
Oregon City,
Oreg.,
ordnance
Oregon
City, Oreg.,
1027
officers and enlisted men composing .....
768
lands added
added to Oregon National
National Forest for
for
limitation on selection of sergeants,
sergeants, reprotecting
protecting water supply of .........
406
Oregon
pealed .............................
396
Oregon A'ational
ational Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
396
purchase of land for ammunition
ammunition storage,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 250,
Ogden, ITtah,
Utah, legalized
894
legalized ............
894
1328
708, 1328
Ordnance Office, War
extended ........
605
Ordnance
W(r Department,
Department,
area of. extended
.................
605
appropriation for clerks, etc
acceptance of exchanges
exchanges with private
acceptance
appropriation
etc.......... 660,1279
660, 1279
or additional
employees; pay
owners ...........................
606
for
additional employees;
pay restricrestric1279
revested
revested Oregon and
and California
California lands, adtion ...........................
1279
.
draftsmen,
etc., paid from appropriaappropriaded to,
protecting Oregon
01 egon City
City
to. for protecting
draftsmen, etc.,
sunlly ..................
water supply
406
406
tions for fortifications
fortifications .......... 660,1279
allowance for
Ores, etc.,
Ores,
allowance
for services
services of
of civilians with Saletc.,
appropriation
vage Board,
Board, from ordnance
ordnance appropriappropriappropriation for investigating
vage
investigating treatment,
utilization, etc.,
etc., of ........
195,
911, 1400
ations .........................
1164
195,911,1400
balance of appropriation
appropriation for encouraing
encouraging
balance
Ordnance Proring
Proring Grounds,
Army,
Ordnance
Grounds, Army,
= pduction,
ti
t
c
ita
n,
on, etc.,
etc., of, covered
covered into
appropriation for
appropriation
for current expenses, testing.
testing.
Treaury ..........................
experimental
etc
609,1349
experimental work, etc.........
609,1349
51
Organized Government,
Organized
Ordnance
Ordnance Stores,
Stores. etc.,
etc., Army,
Army,
exclusion from entry, aliens toff:ling
exclusion
teaching opappropriation for purchase, etc
appropriation
.......-. 124,971
all
1009
position to all......
..........
1009
material to be of American manufacMilitia (see
(see Militia,
Militia, Organized).
Organized).
Orga'nized Militia
ture; exception
exception ................
125,971 Organized
Organized Reserves,
Reserves,
for airplane bombs, ammunition.
ammunition, etc..
etc.. 125
125 971
971 Organized
organization of; preservation
preservation of
initial organization
125, 971
for preserving.
presering. etc ................... 125,971
War namesin
names..i
n
World War
............
760
purchase, etc., for issue
lame ....-....
125,791
for purchase,
125,
791
committee
committee of War Department
General
Department General
balances covered
covered in, of
of appropriations
appropriations for
for
Staff to prepare
prepare plan',
for
plans, etc., for.....
ammunition
760
1917-1919 ............. 1353
ammunition 1917-1919
reserve officers
officers included
760
reserve
included.............
for ammunition 1919, 1920 .............
1353
Il+_ti
forl
Cland.
pt
Vaseeil
O
,
I?
10Q.
location.
etc.,
ofnl._nia
units
a
State +n
to
be
for
stores and
supplies,
1918,
1353
IVf, J 'IS.VtlE+t
-. , of
1I
J» rthin
Wwithin
I 1As11 a
- fitaa
tAJho
*?^
or..Srv
auu Buyyin
Tujo, 1919
-ir-. . . ..
determined by a
a board of officers;
determined
1353
for 1919, 1920 ...........-........-- .
composition ......................
composition
proceeds
1353
760
proceeds of sales of war material, covered in 1353
appropriation
automatic machine
rifles
appropriation for automatic
machine rifles.

126,
126,
972
972
126
126
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Otter
Page.
Me.,
Otter Cliffs, Me.,
Orient,
Page.
The,
Orient, The,
appropriation
site at, for naval radio
for site
appropriation for
promoting, etc., comappropriation for
for promoting,
appropriation
station
150
679, 1298
station ............................
.......-.. ...
merce with ... .
Ottoman Empire (see Turkey).
Ottoman
Orland Irrigation
Project, Calif,
Calif.,
Irrigation Project,
Orland
Ousley, Ga.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
__ 200,
etc., of -...
for maintenance,
appropriation
bridge
authorized across Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee
bridge authorized
914, 1403
914,1403
River, near
1100
near........................ 1100
Osage
County, Okla.,
Osage County,
Outfits,
First Enlistments,
Outfits, Navy
Navy First
tax allowed
allowed on
on royalties
royalties from oil and gas
tax
appropriation
135, 815
135,815
appropriation for ...................
Indians for road and bridge
of Osage
Osage Indians
deficiency
etc
49,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for 1917, etc.....
1250
construction in ...................
1250
construction
1190
61,
1029,
1190
Indians, Okla.,
Osage Indians,
for 1919..
1029
1029
1919 .............................
appropriation for
etc., instrucvocational, etc.,
for vocational,
appropriation
Owego, N.
N. Y.,
E,
21,
funds ......
21, 425, 1241
tion, from tribal funds.
appropriation
public building .........
166
appropriation for public
Saint
Boarding School..
School.
425, 1241
21, 425,1241
Saint Louis Boarding
Owens
Indian Reservation
Reservation,
Owens Valley Indian
21,
funds
21,
for agency
agency expenses, from tribal funds...
appropriation
irrigation project
project on....
on.... 3, 1226
appropriation for irrigation
425, 1241
Owl Creek Coal
Coal Company,
21,426,
production expenses.
expenses. 21,
426, 1241
for oil and gas production
operations of, subject
subject to provisions
operations
provisions for leasinfor Agency
office building, etc.; cost inAgency office
for
etc., coal lands ..
..............
451
ing,
etc.,
creased
21,
426,
1241
21,
426,
creased.....................
Oyster , Va.,
Va.,
Oyster,
for
visits
of
council
to
Washington.
_
_
426,1241
426,
1241
for visits of council to Washington...
preliminary examination,
be made
preliminary
examination, etc., to be
for expert
expert services
services adjusting appraisefor
channel from, to the
the sea.........
sea
1011
of channel
ment,
etc., of lands in Osage County,
ment, etc.,
1241 Oysters,
Okla .........................
Okla..
appropriation
investigating packing,
packing,
appropriation for investigating
claim of, for moneys due from sale of ceded
ceded
253,
etc
253, 712
................
shipping, etc
lands, to be brought in Court of
1097 Oysters, D. C.,
Claims ........................
1223
regulations
sales of shucked.....
shucked
1223
governing sales
regulations governing
jurisdiction,
procedure,
basis of damages, procedure,
jurisdiction, basis
District,
Ark.,
Road
Improvement
Ozark Forest
District,
Ark ,
Forest
.......
etc
1097
etc.................
may bridge White River, at Norfork,
Norfork, Ark.
Ark
551
award
individual Indians
Indians.... 1098
of individual
to credit
credit of
award to
Ozark
Forest, Ark.,
Ark.,
Ozark National
National Forest,
reserved to the Tribe
Tribe
oil, gas, etc., lands of, reserved
appropriation formaintenance,
for maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
250,
appropriation
1249
April 7, 1946 ...............
until April
708,1328
708, 1328
1931,
gas, existing April 7, 1931,
of oil
oil and gas,
leases of
P.
P.
1249
continued for 15 years
years.............
continued
unleased lands to be offered for oil and gas
unleased
Pacific Coast Naval Bases,
1249 Pacific
..
leases ...................--..
leases
investigation by joint Congressional
Congressional comcorainvestigation
1249
offer....................
annual rate of offer
1249
annual
820
mittee on establishing,
etc
establishing etc.........
surface owners or lessees to be paid
paid for
surface
time
extended for
for report of special joint
time extended
damages
operdamages from oil, etc., mining oper1088
........
committee on establishing
establishing1088
committee
ations
1249
ations......................-.... .
Pacific Ocean
Ocean,s
Pacific
courts if dissatisfied with
with
to courts
appeal to
215,
appropriation
surveys of coasts on.....
on
appropriation for surveys
amount awarded..................
awarded
1250
928,1417
928,1417
members
declared citizens.......
citizens.
1250
tribe declared
members of tribe
516
of....
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for surveys of
deficiency
interest in
in tribal
affected.. 1250
property not affected
tribal property
interest
Pacific Railroads,
Railroads,
Pacific
alienation
alienation restrictions
restrictions on adults of less
appropriation for
for expenses of suits affectappropriation
one-half Indian blood removed.
removed_ 1250
than one-half
208,
ing ....................
208, 923, 1411
1411
1250
determination
determination of status ..............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
deficiency
homesteads held by original allottees
allottees not
1188
suits affecting...................
affecting
1188
subject to taxation until April 8,
Package Foods, D. C.,
. 1250 Package
1931
1931...........................
marking of quantity,
quantity, weight, etc., required
required
marking
quarterly payment to competent
competent Indians,
quarterly
of
1223
1223
of.................................
pro rate share
share of interest on trust
1250
etc...............
1250
funds, royalties, etc
Packages
of Meat,
Meat, Wrapped,
Packages of
1250
members, $1,000.....
$1,000
incompetent members,
adult incompetent
provisions of pure
subject to misbranding provisions
legal guardian,
guardian, of
minors, $500
1250
$500 ........
of minors,
legal
271
food law.........................
law
271
under
supervision of agency superinsuperinunder supervision
Page,
William Tyler,
Page,
.................. . 1250
tendent
tendent........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services, etc.,
etc.,
deficiency
invest balance
balance to credit
credit of incompeincompecontested election
compiling
compiling contested
election cases..
cases. _ 1036
1250
tent
or
minor
...................
tent or minor
Pages,
Pages,
amount for expenditures
expenditures aureservation of amount
2,
appropriation
House of Representatives.
Representatives.
appropriation for House
thorized by Congress annually
annually from
thorized
636, 1257
tribal funds
funds...................... 1250
2,633,
for
Senate ........................
2, 633, 1253
for Senate
payment of existing obligations
obligations of incomPaiute Indians,
Nev.,
Indians, Nev.,
Paiute
petents from money placed to their
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation charges, allotted
appropriation
1250
credit .........................
lands of...
of
1238
1238
.....................
lands
production tax on oil and gas produced in
in
Pala Agency,
Calif.,
Agency, Calif.,
Oklahoma.. _ 1250 Pala
Osage County, allowed
allowed Oklahoma.
Indians
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
royalties ............... 1250
payment from royalties
at
31
at..............................
royalties
additional
additional tax authorized
authorized from royalties
1251 Pala
for roads and bridges ..............
Calif,
Pala Indian
Indian Reservation, Calif.,
report of county officials of use
annual report
appropriation
on
3,
appropriation for irrigation project on...
1251
thereof............................
thereof
408, 1226
Palmyra, N. C.,
408 ,1226
Palmyra, N. C.,
Otoe Agency,
Otoe
Agency, Okla.,
time
extended for bridging
bridging Roanoke
Roanoke River
time extended
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
502
near ..........................
near
at
434,1248
at........................
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Pan American
Page.
Pan
American Scientific
Scientijic Congress,
Congress, Third,
Page.
appropriation for expenses,
appropriation
expenses, participating_
participating.. _ 747
747
Pan
American Trade
Pan American
Trade Marks Registration
Registration
Bureau,
Bureau,
appropriation
for share
expenses, at
at
appropriation for
share of
of expenses,
Habana, Cuba
Habana,
Cuba. .............
750, 1216
1216
. 750,
provisions for registering
registering in
in Patent
Office
Patent Office
marks communicated
communicated by
bureaus
by bureaus
under ............................
533
Pan American
Pan
American Union,
appropriation
744
1210
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses ............
744,1210
for
229, 942,
1430
for printing and
and binding
binding for.....
229,
942,1430
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for printing
deficiency
printing and
and
binding
for ......................
59
binding for
59
Pan Pacific
Pacific Union,
Pan
Union,
appropriation
delegates to
to Pan
Pan Pacific
appropriation for
for delegates
Pacific
Scientific
under, etc
745
Scientific Congress
Congress under,
etc .....
745
Panama,
Panama,
appropriation
minister to
740, 1206
1206
for minister
to.......... 740,
appropriation for
for annual
to
748,
1213
for
annual payment
payment to.............
748,1213
admission of Ramon
admission
Ramon Ricardo Arias
to
Arias of,
of, to
Military
Academy.......
548
Military Academy
.......
548
for foreign
use of branch
branch of corporations
cooroations for
foreign
financial operations,
operations,
as Government
financial
depositories
in
as
Government 1146
depositories in....................
1146
Panama
Canal (see also
Panama Canal
also Canal
Zone),
Canal Zone),
appropriation
for surveys
of Atlantic
coast
appropriation for
surveys of
Atlantic coast
entrance
to.................
entrance to
1417
214, 928,
928,1417
objects specified
944, 1431
1431
for all expenses;
expenses; objects
specified. 230,
230, 944,
pay of
officials and
and employees;
addipay
of officials
employees; additional to Auditor
Auditor for War
DepartWar Department .....................
1431
230, 944,
944,1431
contingent
contingent expenses.........
expenses
230, 944, 1431
230,944,1431
damages
damages to vessels passing
passing through
through
locks
locks-..-....
231, 944, 1431
...-.....----.
231,944,
damages to property
property taken...
taken... 231,
231,
losses or damages
944, 1432
1432
claims
claims for damages to lands, etc......
etc
231,
231,
944, 1432
1432
: U-A-L.U
. I-~i U--- -,
. -C
- - - -- -- - -.
expenses,
sales
of unserviceable
property,
231, 944,
1432
erty, etc
etc ..
................ 231,
944, 1432
preparing estimates
estimates on
231,
preparing
on Isthmus
Isthmus.......
231,
944,
1432
944,1432
employees travper diem
diem subsistence, employees
traveling, etc ..................
231,
231, 944,
944,1432
1432
for maintenance
maintenance and operation..
operation
231, 944,
1432
231,
944, 1432
231, 944,
1432
for salary
salary of
of Governor
Governor. .........
231,
944, 1432
944
for sanitation,
sanitation, etc
etc ..............
... 231,
231, 944
government expenses
expenses .
1432
for civil government
..
. 231, 944, 1432
for completing
completing two seagoing barges;
barges; limiremoved......................
tation removed
231
procuring supplies,
231,
for procuring
supplies, equipment,
equipment, etc
etc..
231,
944, 1432
1432
payment to
to injured
injured alien
alien employees..
employees
231,
payment
231,
944, 1432
944,1432
restriction on employees
employees and compenrestriction
sation
231, 945,
1432
sation .....................
231,
945, 1432
expenses from moneys rerefor general
general expenses
ceived from
from specified
specified sources
sources.....-.
232,
945, 1433
1433
945,
covered into the
net profits to be covered
Treasury................... 232, 945,1433
Treasury
945, 1433
for operation
waterworks, etc.,
etc., PanPanfor
operation of
of waterworks,
945,1433
ama and Colon
Colon............. 232,
232, 945,
1433
Weather Service
Service expenses
1316
for Weather
expenses in
in. 236,
236, 696, 1316
for
611, 1351
for fortifications.
fortifications .....................
611,1351
for
611
for clearings
clearings and
and trails
trails................. .
for
preservation, etc.,
fortifications_ 612,
612,1351
etc., of fortifications.
1351
for preservation,
for
612, 1351
for electric
electric plants
plants ..................
612,
1351
for
preparing plans,
1351
1351
for preparing
plans, etc
etc............-..
for
612
for seacost
seacost batteries
batteries...........-........
612
for reserve
engineer equipment.........
equipment
612
612
for
reserve engineer
. 1351
for searchlights......-............
searchlights
of.f...............
for land for defenses of
612
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Panama
Panama Canal-Continued.
Cana/-Continued.
Page
Page.
appropriation
controlinstallations 612,
appropriation forfire
for fire controlinstallations
612, 1351
for
612, 1352
for ammunition
ammunition ....................
612,1352
etc., seacoast
seacoast artillery
_.612,
612, 1352
for altering,
altering, etc.,
artillery...
1352
for submarine mine supplies
supplies .......
612, 1351
612,
1351
for barracks,
etc., Coast Artillery
barracks, etc.,
Artillery troops.
612,
1352
purchase of
of supplies,
etc., from
surpurchase
supplies, etc.,
from surplus stock of War Department......
Department
612
612
for Air Service
expenses
612
Service expenses
..............
612
for
aviation station.........
station.
612
for France
France field
field aviation
612
for
American seafor relief
relief and protection of American
men in
in .......................
749,
1216
men
749,1216
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for civil
governcivil government expenses..................
expenses
334, 1166
1166
etc., American
seamen in.....
in
1022
for relief, etc.,
American seamen
1022
for paying
paying claim
claim of McClintic-Marshall
McClintic-Marshall
Construction Company
Company ............
1166
Construction
1166
additional pay
pay of $240
not appliappli$240 aa year, not
of, on
Canal
cable to employees
employees of,
on Canal
Zone
689, 1309
1309
Zone..........................
689,
unexpended balances
balances covered
covered in, of
unexpended
apof appropriation for
for sea
613
propriation
sea walls,
walls, etc.
etc.......
613
for submarine
submarine mine
mine structures
structures .........
613
613
for armament
armament of fortifications...........
fortifications
613
613
for submarine
submarine mines...................
mines
614
614
provisions for retirement
retirement of American
American employees of,
grade of
laborer._
614
ployees
of, above
above grade
of laborer..
614
shipment
through, not
not subject
subject to
to
shipment of liquors
liquors through,
prohibition
restrictions ............
prohibition restrictions
322
PanamaCanal,
Panama
Canal, Governor
Governor of,
appropriation
salary of
231,
944, 1432
1432
appropriation for
for salary
of.......
231, 944,
Panama
Panama .Exposition,
Exposition,
deficiency
appropriation for .............
1187
deficiency appropriation
1187
Panama-Pacific
Exposition,
Panama-PacificInternational
InternationalExposition,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for
1183
appropriation for..............
1183
Panama,
Panama,
Panama,Panama,
appropriation for
for operating,
operating, etc.,
appropriation
etc., public
works,
therefrom .....
works, from receipts therefrom
232,
232,
ax c.
mt

7

945, 1433
Ltf4,
II4Jo
Panama
Panama Railroad,
Railroad,
liquors in
transit by, not
in transit
not subject
subject to prohibition restrictions
restrictions ..............
..
322
Panama Railroad
Panama
Railroad Company,
sale
sale of tract
tract of land, Cristobal,
Cristobal, Canal Zone,
Zone,
released
authorized ............
released to, authorized
948
vessels of, excluded
excluded from
from exemptions
exemptions of
Government owned vessels,
Government
vessels, from
seizure. etc .......................
seizure,
525
Papago Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
Papago
Indian Reseration,
investigation
investigation as to necessity
necessity of road
road acros,
across,
directed ....................
directed
417
417
Papago Indians,
Indians, Ariz.,
An:.,
Papago
appropriation for
for water
water supply for villages
villages
appropriation
10,
416, 1232
1232
deficiency
for water
water supply
supply
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for villages
villages ...........
62, 64, 66,345,
66, 345, 1172
1172
Paper,
Paper,
appropriation for
for developing
standards of
of
developing standards
appropriation
qualit,
quality, etc., of.........................
of
683, 1302
683,1302
Paper, Distinctive,
Distinctive,
Paper,
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, United
United States
States
appropriation
securities........ ......
173,
securities
173, 882,
882, 1375
1375
Paper
Paper Making,
Making,
appropriation for
testing woods suitable for
for 251,
251,
appropriation
for testing
710,1309
710, 1309
Pa, Printing.
Paper,
Printing.
duty on;
value increased......
increased
573
duty
on; minimum
minimum value
573
additional, if
if from country
imposing exadditional,
country imposing
export duty, etc.,
etc., on paper,
paper, wood
pulp,
wood pulp,
etc..............................
etc
573
573
free
free of duty; valued
valued not above eight cents
cents
a pound
573
a
pound ....................
provisions to
expire in
years.
573
provisions
to expire
in two years.........
573
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Paquet.
Omer Germain,
Germain,
Page.
Page.
Paquet. Omer
reenlistment
in Army
grade auaureenlistment in
Army at
at former
former grade
thorized;
allowed
thorized; service
service credit
credit allowed....
607
Paraguay,
Paraguay,
appropriation
for minister
minister to.......to
1206
. 740,
740,1206
appropriation for
Paralysis, infantile,
Infantile,
Paralysis,
appropriation
for prevention
epidemic.
175,
appropriation for
prevention of
of epidemic.
175.
885,
1377
885, 1377
Parents, Dependent,
Parents,
Dependent,
pension
pension increased
increased to,
to, of officers
officers or
or enlisted
served in
in the Civil War..
War_
men who served
587
Paris, France,
France,
Paris,
appropriation
for acquiring
acquiring property
use
property for
for use
appropriation for
of embassy
embassy at
1214
of
at ....................
1214
medal
bestowed upon
unknown
medal of
of honor bestowed
upon unknown
French soldier buried in the Arc de
Triomphe .......................
1367
Triomphe
Paris Green (see Insecticide
Insecticide Act).
Paris
Act).
Paris-Hugo Bridge Company,
Paris-Hugo
may
River, Arthur
Arthur City,
City, Tex_
324
may bridge
bridge Red
Red River,
Tex.
324
Park Place
Place NW.,
NW., D. C.,
Park
appropriation
appropriation for improving,
improving, Hobart
Hobart Place
Lamont Street .................
76
to Lamont
Park Police,
Police, D.
United States,
D. C., United
Park
appropriation
for salaries
661,
1280
salaries ..........
661,1280
appropriation for
1280
for expenses,
expenses, =forms,
uniforms, etc ........ 661,
661, 1280
additionalpay
allowed, for
1921.
874
for fiscal year
year 1921.
additionalpay allowed,
1309
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1922
1922..................
1309
watchmen
squares, etc.,
to be
be
watchmen in
in public squares,
etc., to
known as .......................
364
salaries established
established ..................
364
salaries
appropriation for
increased pay........
pay
364
364
for increased
appropriation
payable
half from
from District
509
payable half
District revenues
revenues..
509
Parking Commission,
Commission, D.
Parking
D. C.,
appropriation
expenses .........
78,
848, 1119
78,848,
appropriation for
for expenses
Parks, D. C., Small,
Parks,
Small,
appropriation
appropriation for
for .................
. 870,
870, 1141
Parks,
Parks).
Parks, National
National (see
(see National
National Parks).
Parlatoria
ParlatoriaDate
Date Scale,
appropriation for
emergency expenses,
for emergency
appropriation
eradicating .
1346
eradicating......................
1346
Parliamentary Precedents,
Precedents,
Parliamentary
Hinds' Precedents
printing authorized
authorized of Hinds'
Precedents of
the House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, with
with
supplement1181
supplement
.....................
1181
distribution,
etc. ......................
distribution, etc
1181
Parris Island,
Parris
Island, S. C.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for acquired
acquired propdeficiency
erty.
station
erty, Marine recruiting station.....
511
Partnerships,
Partnerships,Foreign,
Foreign,
delivery, etc., of property
property held by Alien
Alien
delivery,
Property
Custodian to, entirely
Property Custodian
owned by
other than
by other
than Germans, etc.
etc.
979
Pasco,
Pasco, Wash.,
bridge
authorized across
across Columbia River,
bridge authorized
River,
to Kennewick
Kennewick from ...............
533
Snake River, near....................
near
161
Pass Palacios,
Palacios, Tex.,
Pass
Tex.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
made ..........................
1012
made
Passaic
Passaic River, N. J.,
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc
etc., of, to be
1011
made ............
............
Passenger
Passenger Transportation,
Transportation,
interstate
interstate commerce
commerce regulations
regulations applicable
applicable
to, by railroad, or by rail and water.
water
474
excepted......
wholly within one State excepted
474
by carrier by water
water.................
474
Passengers'
Passengers' Baggage,
Baggage,
extra compensation
compensation allowed customs offiofficials for examining,
eTaniining, etc.,
etc, at night,
Sundays, or
holidays .............
40°
Sundays,
or holidays
402
Passport Control
Passport
Control Acts,
appropriation for expenses
expenses under
appropriation
under....... 750, 1217

Passport
Passport Control
Control Acts-Continued.
Page.
deportation of undesirable
undesirable aliens convicted
convicted
restricting foreign
foreign
of violating Act
Act restricting
travel594
travel
..........................
594
readmission
594
readmission prohibited.
prohibited ................
594
Passports,
Passports,
appropriation
restricting entry
entry of
appropriation for restricting
of aliens,
etc., immediately
available; limit
limit
etc.,
immediately available;
385
for 1920 ........................
385
for expenses under Passport
Passport Control
Control
Act
750,
1217
Act.......................
750,1217
fees established
established for applications
applications and issues
of
750
of................................
750
not applicable
applicable to officers, etc.,
etc., on official
official
business, or seamen
...............
750
relatives of American
etc ,
American soldiers, etc.,
thereof .............
750
visiting graves
graves thereof
750
fees for vises
vis6s of alien, and application
application theretherefor ..
...........................
750
officials of foreign Governments,
Governments, etc
etc.,,
excepted
751
excepted ..........................
751
alien residents
residents returning
returning from war service with allies, excepted
excepted..........
751
validity of passport
passport or vis6
vise limited to two
two
years
751
years...........................
751
return of fees to citizen
citizen if vise of, refused
refused
foreign country
751
by official of foreign
country........
751
persons declaring
intention,
issue of, to persons
declaring intention,
etc.,
repealed ....................
751
etc., repealed
751
Passports, Alien,
Alien,
Passports,
750
fees for vis6s
vises and applications for vise of
of
exceptions
751
exceptions ........................
.751
restrictions on viseing, for entry
entry of aliens
353
aliens..
353
Patent Medicines,
Patent
Medicines,
unfit for beverages,
beverages, not subject to Constitutional prohibition provisions
309
tional
provisions........
309
conditions;
conditions; permits, etc., required......
required
309
Patent
Patent Office Building,
Building,
appropriation
for repairs,
etc
193,
1396
appropriation for
repairs, etc......
193, 906,
906, 1396
Patent
PatentOffice Gazette,
appropriation
printing and binding..
228,
appropriation for
for printing
binding..
228,
941, 1429
Patent
Interior Department,
PatentOffice, Interior
Department,
appropriation for Commissioner,
assistants,
appropriation
Commissioner, assistants,
examiners,
examiners, etc ...............
67 1290
671,
1, 1290
for professional
professional and scientific books,
etc
etc...........................
. 671, 1290
for weekly issue of patents, drawings,
drawings, 1,
etc.;
etc.; furnishing
furnishing to foreign governments .........................
671, 1290
for investigations,
investigations, etc...............
etc
671, 1290
for expenses,
International Bureau,
expenses, International
Berne ......................
671, 1290
for repairs, etc.,
etc., of building....
193,906,
building.... 193,
906, 1396
binding for....
for.... 228, 941,
for printing and binding
941, 1429
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Tice and
Lynch.........................
335
335
for additional
additional employees ..........
335, 512
512
etc
335, 512,
1171
for weekly issue of patents, etc..
335,
512, 1171
for library ......
....... 345, 522, 1042, 1185
1185
International Bureau, Berne
Berne.... 1042, 1191
for International
patent fees hereafter
hereafter to be deposited in the
Treasury ........................
512
Treasury.
512
refund
refund of mistakes, etc................
etc
512
512
price for uncertified
uncertified copies
copies of specificaspecifications and drawings.................
drawings
335
335
register to be kept in, of trade marks communicated from Pan American
American
Bureau ...............
Trade Mark Bureau.
523
other trade marks
registerable under
marks not registerable
under
533
general law ......................
533
534
fee required,
required, etc
etc....................
534
Patents,
Patents,
design patent of badge of United
United States
Daughters of 1812,
1812, renewed and exDaughters
tended
tended twelve
twelve years ..............
1440
1440

INDEX.
Patents-Continued.
Patents-Continuued.
Page.
Page.
rights of priority extended six months for
for
filing applications for, if not expired
1914, or since ...........
1313
August 1,
1, 1914,
to nationals of countries
countries reciprocating.
reciprocating
1313
1313
to patents granted, or pending .........
extension no basis of claim against the
Government ......................
1313
bona fide rights in conflicting patents
before passage hereof, not affected ..- 1313
prior use of such invention, etc.,
etc., not to
prior
affect issue of a
a patent unless prior
to filing foreign application on which
which
1313
based ........................
1313
time extended
extended for fees,
fees, etc.,
etc., not expiring
August 1,1914,
1, 1914, or commencing
August
commencing therenationals of countries
after, to nationals
countries recip1314
rocating ......................
extension limited ..............
1314
term of extension
interference hearings
final interference
hearings not to be reopened ...............-..-......
1314
rights
rights of citizens,
citizens, to continue
continue manufacture,
manufarture,
etc., commenced
commenced heretofore,
etc.,
heretofore, not
not
affected by patents
patents arising
arising from exaffected
tensions granted-....................
granted
1314
1314
continued manufacture,
manufarture, etc., not an infringement ....................
1314
1,
validation
August 1,
validation of applications
applications filed,
filed, August
1914, to June
June 15, 1920, executed
executed by
agents,
gents, if petition, etc., signed by
inventor filed subsequently
subsequently or in a
a
year .........................
1314
force and
and effect as
patents to have same force
signed ..........
if papers properly
properly signed
1314
acceptance of authentication
applications
acceptance
authentication of applications
filed between
1, 1914, and
between August 1,
June
executed before
Jime 15,
15, 1920, executed
before foreign
foreign
consul
1314
official acting for American
American consul..
1314
priority rights
rights of inventions of persons
serving
serving abroad
abroad during the World
World
1314
War, afforded
afforded inventor
inventor ............
War,
applications abandoned,
applications
abandoned, etc., owing to
may be
service
service abroad of inventor, may
1314
revived within six months ........
revived
no claim permitted for use since August 1,
Government, etc., of alien
1914, by Government,
1314
rights ................
1314
enemy patent rights
for use of any process, sale of products
products
manufactured,
etc., during such
manufactured, etc.,
period ..........................
1314
special
legislation during the war as to
special legislation
patents
enemy or ally of enemy
enemy
of an
an enemy
patents of
1315
1315
not affected hereby ..............
Patents, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
Patents,
appropriation for, assistants, examiners,
examiners,
appropriation
etc ....................
671,1290
fees
deposited in the
fees to be
be paid to, and deposited
512
Treasury
Treasury.......................... 512
refund
etc., authorized....
authorized ..
512
mistakes, etc.,
refund of mistakes,
Army of the
Paul E.
E. Slocumb Post,
Post, Grand
Paul
Grand Army
Republic,
loan of Army tents, etc.,
etc., to, for State encampment at Bloomington,
Bloomington, Ind
623
Ind....
campment
Conn.,
and C01171.,
Pawcatuck River, R. I., and
Pawcatuck
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of, to be
made
................. 1010
---....
made --.
Pawnee
Pawnee Agency, Okla.,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
31,434,
at ................---------.......---.
31, 434, 1248
Pawnee Indians,
Okla.
Indians, Okla.,
Pawnee
with. appropriation
appropriation for fulfilling treaties with
20,
495,
1241
425, 1241
523, 1042
deficiency appropriation
of.. 523
1042
appropriation for schools of..
deficiency
...............--1171
for support, etc......
forsupport,
1172
of........--------for paying for lands of
1172
44281°-21--104
44281°-21---104

Paxton, In.,
Paxton,
Ill.,
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appropriation
appropriation for public building ........
166
Pay, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
for officers
officers of the line.....
line
110,954
appropriation
110,954
for
corps and
for officers
officers of staff
staff corps
and departments ....................
. 110,
954
110,954
Guard officers ............ 110,954
for National
National Guard
for Officers'
Reserve Corps ......... 110,954
Officers' Reserve
for Mine Planter
Planter Service,
Service, warrant
warrant
officers
......................
. 110,
954
officers
110,954
for Bureau
Affairs ...........
110
Bureau of Insular Affairs
110
for aviation
aviation increase,
increase, Air Service
Service officers .........................
110,954
110,954
for longevity,
110,954
longevity, officers.
officers .............
110,954
for enlisted men of the line ...........
110, 9M
paymentif
received
payment
if service
service records
records not received
from overseas,
overseas, etc ................
110
from
110
for enlisted men, National
National Guard ..... 110,954
for enlisted
enlisted men,
men, staff corps
corps and depart.....................
110,954
ments
110,954
for enlisted men, Regular
110
Regular ArmyReserves.
ArmyReserves.
for Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps .........
110,954
enlisted men,
for enlisted
men, aviation
aviation increase .... 110,954
110,954
for enlisted
enlisted men,
men, Philippine
Philippine Scouts...
Scouts
110,954
110, 954
for enlisted men, longevity
longevity.......... 110,954
emergency increases
continued....
110
emergency
increases in, continued....
110
for retired, officers,
officers, etc ............... 110,954
110,954
for retired enlisted men .............. 111,955
111, 955
for Regular
Regular Army reservists .............
111
deficiency
appropriation for..
61,63,65,344,347
deficiency appropriation
for.. 61,
63, 65, 344, 347,
1044,1166,
522, 1026, 1038, 1041,
1041, 1044,
1166, 1184,
1184, 1190
additional, to officers from January
additional,
January 1,
1920; rates ........................
601
enlisted men, of 20 per cent ............
602
enlisted
effective
effective until June 30, 1922 ...........
604
readjustment
investigated
readjustment of, etc., to be investigated
etc., by special
special joint Congressional
CongresEaonal
committee .........................
604
Army, Navy,
etc.. Special Congressional
Pay, Army,
Navy, etc..
Congressional
Committee on Readjustment
Readjustment of, .
appointment of authorized
authorized to investigate
investigate
appointment
and report recommendations.......
recommendations
604
Pay Clerks,
Clerks, Army,
Army,
appropriation
retired
appropriation for retired
...............111,955
Corps, Navy,
Pay Corps,
title of, changed to Supply Corps
Corps.........
147
147
Pay,
Marine Corps.
Corps,
Pay, Marine
appropriation
152, R29
829
appropriation for ..................
deficiency
52'2,
deficiency appropriation for ...... 61, 65, 345, 522,
1039, 1041, 1185, 1190
additional,
officers from January 1, 1920;
additional, to officers
ratings ............................
601
ratings
602
enlisted
enlisted men, of 20 per cent ............
effective until June
June 30, 1922
1922............
604
effective
readjustment
readjustment of, etc..
etc., to be investigated,
investigated,
etc., by special
etc.,
special joint committee
committee of
Congress....................---.
604
Congress
special allowances
allowances to officers,
officers, etc.,
etc., serving
under unusual conditions
conditions payable
813
from ..............................
Pay, Navy, .
Pay.
appropriation
allowances ....... 146,
146,824
appropriation for, and allowances
824
for retainer
retainer and active
active service,
service, Naval
147
...
Reserve
147
Reserve Force...................
147
discharge gratuity of $60 ............
for discharge
for, miscellaneous .....................
131, 682
deficiency
appropriation for..
for.. 61,63,65,345.
61, 63, 65, 34-5. 348,
348.
deficiency appropriation
522, 1039, 1041, 1044, 1169,1185,
1169, 1185, 1190
63,345,
miscellaneous ................
for, miscellaneous
63. 345,
1041, 1044, 1185,
1185, 1190
522. 1039. 1041.
additional,
1,
from January
January 1.
to officers
officers from
additional, to
1920;
ratings...................-601
1920; ratings
enlisted
enlisted men; ratings
ratins -..-..-...........
602
effective until June
June 30, 1922............
1922
604
effective
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Pay,
Navy-Continued.
Page.
Pay, Navy-Continued.
claims of officers for commutation
commutation of
claims
quarters, etc.,
etc., prior to July 1,
1918,
1, 1918,
quarters,
to be
paid from
from appropriation
appropriation for
be paid
to
511
1918
...........................
1918
enlisted men, emergency
rates of pay conemergency rates
enlisted
tinued,
140
140
....
tinued, etc ................
readjustment of, etc.,
investigated,
etc., to be investigated,
readjustment
etc., by special joint committee of
604
Congress .........................
604
special
officers, etc., serving
to officers,
allowances to
special allowances
under
payable
under unusual conditions payable
from
813
from...........................
Payette National
Forest, Idaho,
National Forest,
Payette
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
of......................
250, 708, 1328
of
324
to
324
lands added to.........................
Peace
Peace Commission, American,
deficiency appropriation
328
expenses.....
for expenses
appropriation for
deficiency
Peace
Palace at
Hague,
at The Hague,
Peace Palace
747
appropriation
to.........
contribution to
for contribution
appropriation for
Peach
Trees,
Peach Trees,
brown-rot,
appropriation for researches
researches in brown-rot,
appropriation
1321
etc.,
diseases of
etc., diseasesof..................
Peanuts,
Peanuts,
appropriation for
commercial indiffusing commercial
for diffusing
appropriation
formation
formation of supply, market prices,
of
265, 724, 1342
265,724,
etc., of.....................
Pear Box, D. C.,
C.,
Pear
established...... 1222
standard dimensions
dimensions for, established
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Pearl
appropriation
station, public
naval station,
for naval
appropriation for
works, dry dock,
etc
144,821
dock, etc.............
for naval
naval ammunition
ammunition depot............
depot
822
for
deficiency appropriation
dock,
appropriation for dry dock,
deficiency
at...................
naval station at
511
for
expenditures for dry
construction expenditures
for construction
dock ...........................
..
511
dock
payment to San Francisco
Francisco Bridge Compayment
in settlement
settlement of dry dock conpany in
591
...-......--..--.
tract ............transfer of part of Puuloa
Puuloa Rifle Range,
Range,
transfer
821
authorized
821
authorized............-..........
Pearl
River,
PearlRiver,
in Marion County,
authorized across, in
bridge authorized
Miss
391
Miss................................
572
Meeks Ferry, Miss .....................
572
Meeks
time extended
for bridging,
River
bridging, by Pearl River
extended for
time
County,
Washington
Miss., and Washington
County, Miss.,
Parish,
354
La........................
Parish, La
Pearl
Miss.,
County, Miss.,
PearlRiver County,
time extended
for bridging
bridging Pearl River by
extended for
time
354
Washington Parish, La., and.......
and
Washington
Peay,
N. Jr.,
Jr. '
Gordon N.,
Peay, Gordon
River, Des Arc, Ark
436
436
Ark...
White River,
bridge White
may bridge
Pecans,
Pecans,
appropriation
investigation diseases
for investigation
appropriation for
of
701, 1321
242, 701,
....................
of..
256
for
insects affecting.......
affecting
investigating insects
for investigating
Peck,
Army,
U. S. Army,
Peck, Robert H., U.
restored
on lineal
lineal list of majors of
restored to place on
606
Infantry ........................
Infantry
Pe.conic
N1. T.,.,
Peconic Bay, N.
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made
made
preliminary examination,
Bay... 1010
of channel from, to Jamaica
Jamaica Bay_..
States and
and
Pecuniary
Claims between United
United States
Pecuniary Claims
Great
Britain,
Great Britain,
appropriation
arbitration of
expenses, arbitration
appropriation for expenses,
outstanding
outstanding................... 746, 1212
Peedee
Peedee Bridge
Bridge Commission,
Commission,
bridge authorized
acrss Peedee
at
authorized across
Peedee River at
Mars Bluff Ferry, S. C
C. by South
Carolina State Highway
Carolina
Highway Department
Department
and
.............

1102

Peedee
Page.
Peedee River,
bridge
across, at Mars Bluff
bridge authorized
authorized across,
Ferry,
C
1102
Ferry, S. C.....................
Pellagra,
Pellagra,
appropriation
Health
for study of, Public Health
appropriation for
Service
Service.......................... 176, 885
885
1920.
not available
December 31, 1920.
available after December
Pembina County,
County, N. Dak.,
Pembina
bridge authorized
authorized across Red River of the
North at Pembina, by Kittson
County,
and
947
Minn., and...............
County, Minn.,
Pembina, N.
Dak.,
N. Dak.,
Pembina,
bridge authorized
authorized across Red River of the
947
North at.........................
at
Pend
Oreille County, Wash.,
Pend Oreille
construction of bridge authorized
authorized across
Oreille River by Metaline,
Pend Oreille
162
.
Metaline
Metaline Falls and ................
may
276
Usk...
bridge Pend Oreille River, at Usk
may bridge
Idaho,
Pend
Oreille National
Forest, Idaho,
National Forest,
Pend Oreille
appropriation for
of.... 250,
maintenance, etc., of
for maintenance,
appropriation
708, 1328
Pend
Oreille River,
Pend Oreille
bridge
between Mataline
Mataline
bridge authorized
authorized across between
162
and Metaline Falls, Wash
Wash..........
276
Usk, Wash .........................
Penitentiaries, United
United States
States (see also Prisons,
Penitentiaries,
United States)
States),
appropriation
working capital,
capital, Atlanta,
appropriation for working
1410
Ga
206, 921, 1410
Ga......................
Kans.... 207,
for
Leavenworth, Kans....
construction, Leavenworth,
for construction,
921,
1410
921,1410
for
McNeil Island,
207
Wash..
Island, Wash..
construction, McNeil
for construction,
use
other buildings
forbidden
207,
207,
buildings forbidden.....
use for
for other
921, 1410
1410
211, 924, 1413
maintenance ................
for maintenance
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance,
deficiency
Leavenworth,
Kans
52, 1033, 1176
Leavenworth, Kans.......
department- 1033
Kans., fire department_
for Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Ga. 52, 212, 338, 1188
Atlanta, Ga.
for maintenance, Atlanta,
McNeil
52,
McNeil Island, Wash ................
338, 1176
for repairs,
repairs, etc,
337
Leavenworth, Kans..
etc, Leavenworth,
for
Ga........
mill equipment,
equipment, Atlanta,
Atlanta, Ga.
337
for mill
Leavenworth,
for additional salaries, Leavenworth,
Kans
338
Kans...........................
Ga.. 338
additional pay, guards,
guards, Atlanta, Ga
338
for additional
guards, McNeil
McNeil Isfor additional pay, guards,
338
land, Wash
Wash ........................
338
land,
for
338
reimbursement...
Reformatory, reimbursement...
for Iowa
Iowa Reformatory,
Sacramento County, Calif.,
Calif., repair of
for Sacramento
damage to jail
'ail ....................
1033
damage
allowances
prisoners inallowances to discharged prisoners
creased
1033
creased..........................
338
force increased
increased .............
pay of
of watch
watch force
Penniman,
Penniman, Va.,
operation of school for children of employees
reservation, auOrdnance reservation,
ployees at Ordnance
thorized ...........................
333
Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
282
Falls..
Susquehanna River, at Falls
may bridge
bridge Susquehanna
Laceywile ............................
385
Laceyville
Pension
Office Building,
Building,
Pension 0,tice
appropriation
etc
.. 193, 906, 1396
repairs, etc.......
for repairs,
appropriation for
Pension
Interior Department,
Department,
Pension Office, Interior
appropriation
Commissioner, deputy,
appropriation for Commissioner,
chief
clerk, etc
1289
etc ................. 670, 1289
chief clerk,
disbursing clerk for payment
payment of penfor disbursing
670, 1289
etc. ...............
sions, clerks, etc
for expenses
expenses under civil service retirement Act ...................... 910, 1290
etc
671, 1290
1290
671,
for per diem, investigations, etc....
etc........ 671, 1290
labor saving
saving devices, etc
for labor
for
repairs, etc.,
etc., of
193, 906,
906, 1396
building..... 193,
of building
for repairs,

INDEX.
Pension
Page.
Department-Contd. Page.
Office, Interior
Interior Department—Contd.
Pension Office,
deficiency appropriation
for executing
executing
appropriation for
deficiency
civil service
service retirement
retirement Act ....... 1030
1030
be
employees to be
annuities
annuities to civil service
service employees
for
paid by check of disbursing clerk for
pensions ...........................
619
619
pensions
Pensions,
Pensions,
appropriation for Commissioner, assistants,
assistants,
appropriation
etc
etc-........................... 670,1289
for disbursing
payment of pendisbursing clerk for payment
sions .......
670, 1289
670,1289
................
for
Army and Navy ................
.
837,1104
for Army
Navy from naval fund ..........
837,1104
required ........ 837,1105
separate accounts
accounts required
for
__ 837,1105
837,1105
surgeons ....
fees, etc.,
etc., examining
examining surgeons_
for fees,
deficiency
appropriation for Army and
deficiency appropriation
11
Navy. . ..........................
Navy
for
fees ......
66, 345, 1171
1171
surgeons, fees
for examlning
examining surgeons,
granted persons serving in War with Spain,
in Philippines, and China, for disability
982
...........................
ability
service,
982
reaching age of 62 ........
after reaching
service, after
982
maxim=
................... 982
maximum at 75
982
pensioners eligible ............
present pensioners
double pension nor rank consino double
982
dered .........................
attorneys'
982
982
etc- ...........
fees limited, etc
attorneys' fees
punishment for violations
violations ...........
982
982
punishment
rate
increased for
90
service of 90
Civil War service
for Civil
rate increased
585
........................
days ..
less than 90 days if discharged for dis586
ability in line of duty .............
ability
586
now
rolls as Civil War veteran
veteran .......
586
now on rolls
586
etc..
service
Mexican War, etc
service for 60 days in Mexican
Mexican
increased, for Civil or Mexican
disability, increased,
War
service, if helpless or blind, reWar service,
586
quiring aid of another
another person.......
586
in Civil War
specific disability, for loss in
586
service, of hand or foot ............
arm above
leg above
above knee..
knee.. _
586
586
-_
or leg
elbow, or
above elbow,
arm
586
arm at
or leg at hip ...........
shoulder, or
at shoulder,
arm
. 586
hand and one foot .................
one hand
married before
increased, if married
rate increased,
widows; rate
90
June
husband served 90
1905, if husband
June 27, 1906,
days
discharged
days in Civil War, or was discharged
...............
for disability
586
disability....
including remarried,
remarried, on death, etc., of
including
subsequent
586
subsequent husband ...............
586
increased....... ...
minor child increased
rate to minor
part
16,
minor child or children until 16,
to minor
part to
if
mother dies or remarries .........
586
if mother
to
helpless child
child
physically helpless
to mentally
mentally or physically
continued during life or disability_
disability.._ 587
continued
renewal
if dropped
dropped for marrestricted, if
renewal restricted,
riage and paid to child ............
587
cease............ 587
payment
payment to child to cease
1812orMexiWarof
rate of, forservice
for service in War
of 1812
or Mexi587
can War increased .............
rate
Army nurses, and derate for Civil War Army
parents of officers
officers and enpendent parents
listed
Civil War
service_
587
587
-.War service
in Civil
men in
listed men
on
rate to
commence on
pensioners to commence
present pensioners
to present
rate
587
approval
of Act,
Act, etc ...............
587
approval of
to
application. _ 587
applicants on filing application.
new applicants
to new
to
under
applying under
widows applying
remarried widows
to remarried
587
former
law .....................
former law
.. 587
under
this Act
Act ....................
under this
medal
affected
Honor Roll pension not affected
medal of Honor
587
hereby
hereby . ...........................
587
no
present pension reduced.
reduced ..............
no present
for
claims for
attorneys'
fees restricted to claims
attorneys' fees
original
pensions; limit
limit............ 588
original pensions;
588
punishment
violations.-.........for violations
punishment for
sight, etc.,
rate increased
increased for loss of limbs, sight,
etc ,
.q92982
rola
'»njamnn
inn
nt
oll persons
aS
of
on
_
orolls
-- --Eve pension
k
-1 all
EVEkVU
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Pensions,
of,
Page.
Pensions, Commissioner
Commissionerof,
Page.
appropriation
1289
670,1289
appropriation for, assistants, etc ........ 670,
retirement
classified civil service
service emretirement of classified
ployees placed under administration of
616
.... .................... 616
Pentwater,
Mich.,
Pentwater, lefich.,
may
Pentwater River or Lake
Lake....
593
may bridge
bridge Pentwater
Pentwater
Pentwater River or Lake,
Lake,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
acroes, at Pentwater,
Mich
593
.........................
Perdido
PerdidoRiver,
bridge authorized across, Nunez Ferry,
bridge
Ala.................
283
.........
Ala
Pere
Railroad Company,
Company,
Marquette Railroad
Pere Marquette
may bridge Pentwater River or Lake,
may
Pentwater, Mich ................
593
593
Periodicals,
etc.,
Periodicals,etc.,
issue of, by departments,
departments, etc.,
etc., restricted
945,
1433
945,1433
stricted ...................
Perishable
Products,
Farm Products,
PerishableFarm
appropriation for
investigating, and certifor investigating,
appropriation
fying condition,
etc. of interstate
condition, etc.,
shipments
markets.. 265,
shipments of, at central markets..
724, 1342
fees for certificates;
certificates; effect as evidence.
evidence. 265,
724, 1342
Perryville,
Md.,
Perryyille, Md.,
deficiency appropriation for hospital for
for
deficiency
508
discharged
etc., at.
discharged disabled soldiers, etc.,
also General
J. (see
(see also
Pershing,
General John
General of
of
John J.
Pershing, General
the Armies
Armies of the United States),
people
thanks of Congress and American people
tendered
ExpediAmerican Expedito, and
and American
tendered to,
291
tionary Forces
Forces..................
Perna,
Persia,
appropriation for minister to ........... 740,1206
appropriation
for interpreter
to legataon,
1206
740,1207
etc...... 740
legation, etc
interpreter to
for
deficiency appropriation
for interpreters
appropriation for
deficiency
1022
and
consulates in .........
and guards at consulates
Personal Property,
C.,
D. C.,
Property, D.
Personal
increase of
tax on tangible, authorized
authorized to
of tax
increase
meet
share of appropriameet District's
2
838
tions 19
1921;
1; limit ..................
municipal court, in claims
jurisdiction of municipal
for, levied on; time for appeals
modified ......................
555
modified
Personal
Tax Board,
C.,
Board, D.
D. C.,
Personal Tax
70,839,1110
appropriation
70, 839, 1110
appropriation for salaries ...........
Peru,
Peru,
appropriation
ambassador to ....... 739, 1206
appropriation for ambassador
Petersburg,
Alaska,
Petersburg, Alaska,
improvements,
publicimprovements,
issue of bonds by, for public
289
authorized .....................
289
election
289
etc.....
interest, payment, etc
election for, interest,
bond
issue authorized by, for public uses,
bond issue
increased ......................
981
increased
use
restricted; application
application of proceeds
use restricted;
981
modified ......................
Petroleum,
Petroleum,
appropriation for
ecofor ecoinvestigations for
for investigations
appropriation
198,911,1401
etc.......
198,
911, 1401
nomic production, etc
for
investigating resources
resources of, and profor investigating
duction in other countries .........
1433
duction
deficiency appropriation for investigations
investigations
for economic
of_... 348,
348,
etc., of.
production, etc.,
for
economic production,
1042, 1044, 1186
Petroleum
also Naval
Naval (see aso
Reserves, Naval
Petroleum Reserves,
Petroleum Reserves),
Petroleum
145,822
appropriation
for care,
care, etc
.............
etc145,822
appropriation for
133
or vehicles,
vehicles, etc., for .................
for
Pharmacists
National Prohibition
(see also National
Pharmacists (see
Act),
Act),
mailing of poisons, etc.,
etc., to licensed, from
manufacturers or dealers permitted
manufacturers
621
under prescribed
regulations.......
prescribed regulations
under
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Pharmacists—Continued.
Pharmacists-Continued.
310
retail sales
sales of
of liquors
liquors restricted
restricted to .........
retail
310
permits, etc.,
etc., required
....
required.............
permits,
Pharmacopceia, United
States,
United States,
PharmacopEzia,
appropriation
for cooperating
in revision
revision
cooperating in
appropriation for
of
254,
712, 1331
1331
254, 712,
...........
of ........
Philadelphia and
Coal and Iron ComReading Coal
and Reading
Philadelphia
pany,
pany,
deficiency
appropriation for
paying Court
for paying
deficiency appropriation
1161
of
.- ........-....
to1161
findings to
Claims findings
of Claims
Philadelphia, Harrisburg,
Harrisburg, and
and Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh RailPhiladelphia,
road Company,
road
time
bridging Susquehanna
Susquehanna
for bridging
extended for
time extended
River
at Harrisburg
by........... . 1099
Harrisburg by
River at
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
Philadelphia,Pa.,
appropriation for
for assistant
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's office
office 656
appropriation
discontinued, July
July 1,
1921
654
1, 1921...........discontinued,
for mint
mint at
at ..
657, 1275
...................
for
for fuel
plant, navy
navy yard...
yard... 133, 813
testing plant,
oil testing
fuel oil
for
818
137,
for naval
naval home
137,818
home .................--..
for
for
navy yard, dry dock, etc.; limit of
for navy
costincreased
143, 820
....-............
increased 820
cost
for
hospital, remodeling,
167
etc -...
remodeling, etc
marine hospital,
for marine
for
182
Arsenal ........--......-Frankford Arsenal
for Frankford
223
for
etc., Government
Government house at
operating, etc.,
for operating,
for naval
public works
822
works.......
hospital, public
naval hospital,
for
for immigrant
remodeling buildstation, remodeling
immigrant station,
for
935
935
ings .....---...---....................----------deficiency
for mint,
507
mint, repairs
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1024
for mint
mint at
1
10
12
69
4
at.....-------------........-for
for navy
navy yard,
yard, dry dock ...--.....--- 1169
for
bridge authorized
across Delaware
Delaware River
authorized across
bridge
- 1101
to Camden
from.................Camden from
to
Philippine
Insurrection,
Insurrection,
Philippine
pensions
granted for
for disability
disability to persons
pensions granted
982
982
serving in
etc., during ......
Army, etc.
in Army,
serving
982
982
for service,
on reaching
reaching 62
62 years of age..
age
service, on
for
982
982
present pensioners
.
to.......
entitled to
pensioners entitled

present

Philippine
Islands,
PhilippineIslands,
appropriation for
pay of
of Resident
Resident Comfor pay
appropriation
missioners
634, 1255
from ................
missioner from
for clerk
clerk hire,
Commissioners
Resident Commissioners
hire, Resident
for
from
637, 1258
............... 637,1258
......
from .
119,964
for shelter
in119,964
shelter of troops in.............for
limit,
quarters ..............
964
officers' quarters
limit, officers'
968
in 122,
for care
care of
of insane
122,968
soldiers at asylums in
insane soldiers
for
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Army
Engineer
Army Engineer
for
- 124,970
Department, in
...............-in124,970
Department,
134,814
for care
of lepers,
etc., Culion .......
lepers, etc.,
care of
for
822
for Cavite
Cavite naval station, fuel oil ........
for
for
mail equipments
equipments for .............. 582,1155
for mail
for
preservation, repair,
etc., of fortificarepair, etc.,
for preservation,
tions; torpedo
torpedo structures,
etc
610, 1350
structures, etc....
tiona;
for searchlights
searchlights for
for harbor
.610, 1350
defenses... .610,
harbor defenses
for
for electric
electric plants,
plants, etc.,
seacoast fortificaetc., seacoast
for
610,1350
tions
tions.......................
for
submarine mine strucconstructing submarine
for constructing
610
tures,
tures, etc ......................
1350
fortifications, etc ..........
plans for fortifications,
for plans
for
engineer wharf,
wharf, Fort Mills.......
Mills
610, 1350
for engineer
610
for seacoast
seacoast batteries .................
for
for
barracks and quarters for Seacoast
Seacoast
for barracks
Artillery
611, 1350
in .................Artillery in.
etc...... 611,
for fire
611. 1351
control installations, etc
fire control
for
for
expenses ...............
611
for Air Service expenses
protection of shipwrecked
for
shipwrecked
for relief and protection
749, 1216
American
seamen in ..........
American seamen
deficiency
appropriation for relief of shipdeficiency appropriation
43.
in.....
wrecked
American seamen
seamen in
wrecked American
1022, 1216
in................
61
for shelter of troops in
in.. 1026
soldiers at asylums in
for care of insane soldiers
$240 additional
additional pay to Fedlimitation on $40
343
employees in ..................
eral employees
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foreign
use
branch of corporations
corporations for foreign
use of branch
Government
financial operations,
operations, as Government
financial
1146
depositaries
in....................
depositaries in
997
regulations
in..........
coastwise traffic in
regulations of coastwise
taxes
taxes imposed by legislature of, legalized,
1025
etc
etc ...........................
Philippine
Disturbances in,
in,
PhilippineIslands, Disturbances
193,
appropriation for arrears
arrears of pay, etc.......
etc
appropriation
906,1396
906,1396
Philippine
PhilippineScouts,
110
appropriation for
for officers,
officers, pay
pay.............
appropriation
men, pay ................. 110,954
for enlisted
enlisted men,
for pay
officers ............... 111,955
pay of retired officers
for
770
units.....
orgamzation of, in branches
branches and units
770
organization
details
770
details of Army officers to ...............
list, who are citizens, to
officers
officers on active list,
770
be
recommissioned................
be recommissioned
others
under present commisto serve under
others to
770
770
sions
sions.............................
further appointments
appointments limited to Filipinos,
further
770
as second
lieutenants ..............
second lieutenants
as
770
770
promotion of
of officers
officers ...................
promotion
770
retired list provisions...................
provisions
retired
771
771
present
unchanged
present status of enlisted men unchanged..
former
retirement provisions
provisions for officers of,
former retirement
775
repealed
repealed .........................

J.,
N. J.
Phillipsburg, N.
Phillipsburg,
bridge
Delaware River,
authorized across Delaware
bridge authorized
1055
between
Easton, Pa.,
Pa., and..........
and
between Easton,
Phoenix.
Phoenix, Ariz.,
appropriation for Indian school at... 10,415,
10, 415, 1232
appropriation
school. 1171
deficiency
1171
appropriation for Indian school.
deficiency appropriation
Phoenix
Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Indian Sanatorium,
Phoenix Indian
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
5,
of....
appropriation for
410,1227
Phoenixville,
Pa.,
Phoenixville, Pa.,
appropriation
public building,
site... 166,874
building, site...
for public
appropriation for
Lands,
Phosphates,
Deposits of, Public
Public Lands,
Phosphates, Deposits
leases of
of public
lands containing,
containing, allowed
allowed
public lands
leases
440
qualified applicants
applicants ...............
qualified
440
440
terms, etc
etc ..........................
terms,
area; payment
payment for surveying unsurarea;
440
veyed
veyed lands .......................
440
form and
and extent....................
extent
form
440
in advance.......
royalty
advance
be specified in
royalty to be
440
computation and
payment
and payment................
computation
441
441
annual
annual rental; rates ....................
441
credited
against accruing
accruing.royalties
royalties.....
credited against
441
periods..........
to be
be for
indeterminate periods
for indeterminate
to
minimum production
required ........ 441
production required
minimum
readjustment of terms, etc., each twenty
twenty
readjustment
441
........... 441
.
. .
years .................
operations may
be suspended,
suspended, to premay be
operations
441
.. 441
vent
condition..............
vent loss; condition
surface
unappropriated public lands
of unappropriated
surface of
may
development
be used for development
may be
441
works, etc.; limit .................
Physical Constants.
Constants. etc.,
Physical
appropriation
operating testing mafor operating
appropriation for
682,1301
chines to determine
determine ............
682.
1301
determining,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for determining,
deficiency
1043
etc
etc .... .....................
Education.
Physical
Education.
Physical
etc.... 671,1291
appropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, etc
appropriation
Physical
Physical Hydrography,
Hydrography,
appropriation
continuing researches
for continuing
appropriation for
in ..........................
215, 928, 1417
215,928,
in
Railroads,
Physical
Valuation of Railroads,
Physical Valuation
appropriation for expenses of ascertainappropriation
889,1103,
ing
1103, 1381
. 179, 889,
ing....... .........
deficiency
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency appropriation
504
ascertaining ......................
ascertaining
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Physicians
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act),
Physicians(see also
also National
Act), Page.
mailing of poisons, etc., to licensed, from
from
manufacturers
manufacturers or dealers
dealers permitted
permitted
prescribed regulations
621
under prescribed
regulations......
-621
prescriptions to be issued only by;
liquor prescriptions
limitations
311
limitations ............
.........
311
permit required; records, blanks, etc.,
etc ,
to be kept.......................
kept
311
Picric
PicricAcid,
appropriation for
appropriation
for distributing,
distributing, etc.,
etc., sursurplus war, for clearing
clearing agricultural
agricultural
1341
land .............................
Pierce
Pierce County, Wash.,
dispossessed Nisqually
Nisqually
return of lands to dispossessed
investigated, etc.28
Indians in, to be investigated,
etc...
Pierre,
Pierre, S. Duk.,
Dak.,
appropriation for Indian school.....
school
25,
428, 1244
appropriation
25,428,1244
deficiency appropriation
school.
66
deficiency
appropriation for Indian school.
Pike National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Colo.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
of....
250
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of....
250
708,1328
Pilgrim
Pilgrim Tercentenary
Tercentenary Comm
Commission,
ission, United
States
Landing of
States (see also
also Landing
of the PilPil-

grims),
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses.................
893
creation and appointment
of
creation
appointment of.............
598
appropriation authorized
authorized for expenses
expenses to be
appropriation
expended under direction of
.
of.......
598
Pilgrims,
Tercentenaryof the Landing
Pilgrims. Tercentenary
Landingi
of,
coinage of 50-cent
50-cent silver pieces in
n commemoration of, authorized
memoration
authorized ........... 597
Pilot Charts,
Pilot
Charts, Hydrographic,
Hydrographic,
appropriation
preparation, etc....
etc- .
665,
1284
appropriation for preparation,
665,1284
Pima Agency.
Pima
Agency, _4riz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
at ............................
433
Pima
Hospital, Ariz.,
Pima Indian
Indian Hospital,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation for maintenance,
of....
5,
410, 1227
410,1227
Pima
Indians, Ariz.,
Pima Indians,
appropriation for irrigation system,
system, Gila
appropriation
River Reservation..........
Reservation
10, 415, 1232
River
10,415,1232
Pine
Dak.
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak.,
appropriation for support,
supped, etc., of Indians
appropriation
at
31,434
at..........................
Pine Ridge Indian
Indian Resertation.
Reservation, S. Dak.,
Pine
appropriation for roads
roads and bridges
bridges in,
appropriation
from tribal funds
funds... ................. . 429
surrendered by South Dakota, relands surrendered
stored to......................
to
1193
stored
Pine
River
Pine River Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Colo.,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
3,409
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of....
Piney Branch
Parkway, D.
Branch Parkway,
D. C.,
appropriation
898
improvement. 186, 898
for care
care and improvement.
appropriation for
Pink
Pink Bollworm of Cotton,
appropriation
emergency expenses for
appropriation for emergency
preventing spread of
1346
of........ 269, 729, 1346
preventing
preventing entrance of cotton and
for preventing
Mexico;
inspection,
inspection,
seed from
from Mexico;
cleaning, etc ............
269,
cleaning,
269, 729, 1346
1346
use of receipts from disinfecting,
etc.,
disinfecting, etc.,
charges ..................
269, 729, 1346
1346
charges
investigation and local extermination
extermination
for investigation
in Mexico ................
269, 729, 1346
269,729,
for control measures
measures in Mexico,
Mexico, etc....
etc.... 270,
729,
1346
729,1346
for survey of infestation in Texas
Texas and
other States ...............
1346
270, 729,
729,1346
cooperative
establishment of
cotton
of cotton
cooperative establishment
free
729, 1346
270, 729,1346
free areas ...............
extermination
cooperation
measures in cooperation
extermination measures
with
authorities
270,
729, 1346
with Mexican
Mexican authorities....
270,729,
payment
etc., forpayment for destroyed crops, etc.
27
7
0, 730, 1346
270,
bidden .....-..-....-----.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses prevntitn
nrparl
of.
... 1177
venting spread
of
1177, 1185.
I- _- nf--- . ---31188,
- - 1192
I--- I

Pipe
Pipe Lines,
Lines,
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interstate commerce
regulations applicable
applicable
commerce regulations
to transportation
transportation of oil, etc., by.....
by
474
rights of way granted
granted through public lands
lands
449
for .........
..................
Pipe Lines, Oil,
Pipe
Oil,
combinations of oil land lessees
lessees permitted
combinations
etc
448
for constructing, etc...............
448
Pipestone, Minn.,
Pipestone,
appropriation for Indian school ....
13, 419, 1235
appropriationfor
13,419,1235
deficiency
appropriation for Indian school.
deficiency appropriation
school. 1171,
1186
Pittsburg, Tex.,
Tex.,
Pittsburg,
appropriation for public building..........
building
166
appropriation
166
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Pa.,
Pittsburgh,
appropriation for mining
experiment stastamining experiment
appropriation
tion, care,
care, etc
1401
etc... .....
199, 912, 1401
acquiring site for new post office building,
acqiring
authorized
166
authorized.....................
use of installments
installments paid for former site
site
authorized
166
authorized
...................
166
166
further sum appropriated
appropriated .............
166
remaining installments
installments for former site,
covered into the Treasury
166
Treasury..........
time extended
Allegheny
extended for bridging Allegheny
River
at ......................
1078
Riverat
Pittston,
Pittaton, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation
for public
building .........
166
166
appropriation for
public building
bridge authorized across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
River, West Pittston to ............
160
160
Planning
Statistics, Central
Bureau of,
Planningand Statistics,
Central Bureau
of,
books, etc.,
EAetc., of, to be transferred
transferred to Efficiency Bureau
Bureau....................
36
Plant
Disease Survey, Department
Department of AgriPlant Disease
Agriculture,
culture,
appropriation for maintenance.....
maintenance
appropriation
242, 701, 1321
for emergency expenses cooperative
cooperative
eradication of soil and seed infecting
eradication
diseases of cereals, etc
etc...... 244,
244, 703,
703, 1322

Plant Diseases
also
Plant
Diseases and
and Insect Pests
Pests (see also
Stock, etc.),
Nursery Stock,
etc.),
appropriation for maintaining quarantine
quarantine
appropriation
districts for............
for
256, 267, 720.
1344
districts
726 1344
provisions to control and eradicate
eradicate in
District of Columbia
Columbia ..............
726
Plant
Bureau, Department
Department of AgriPlant Industry Bureau,
Agriculture,
culture,
appropriation for chief
chief of bureau,
bureau, clerks,
appropriation
gardeners, etc.............
etc
1320
gardeners,
241, 700, 1320
for general expenses and investigations..
investigations.. 242,
701. 1320
cost of buildings limited
1320
limited....... 242, 701, 1320
fruit
for investigating
investigating plant, tree, and fruit
diseases;
pecans
diseases; pecans............

242,
1321
242, 701,
701,1321

citrus-canker eradication,
eradication, etc.
etc 242, 701, 1321
for citrus-canker
local contributions
required
242,
contributions required...
242. 701, 1321
for investigating
investigating tree diseases; chestnut
chestnut
bark, white-pine
etc...
243,
white-pine blister rust, etc...

701, 1321
1321
cooperative
eradication of white-pine
cooperative eradication
white-pine
blister rust; conditions....
conditions
702, 1321
243, 702,1321
truck, etc.,
for investigating, etc.,
etc., cotton truck,
etc.,
702. 1322
crop plants ..............
243, 702.1322
etc 243, 702,1322
for physiology of crop plants, etc.
bacteriology and plant nutrition
nutrition
for soil bacteriology
investigations
243. 702, 1322
investigations .............
243
cultures for legumes,
legumes, etc......
etc
1322
cultures
243. 702,
702,1322
publication
1322
702 1322
publication of tests, etc
etc...... 243, 702.
for soil fertility investigations;
investigations; adapting
crops from tropical regions, etc
etc...243,
702. 1322
cottonseed interbreeding, etc..
702. 1322
etc.. 243, 702,
New Zealand
Zealand flax..................
flax
243
243,
for drugs, spices, etc.
etc.. investigations
investigations.....
702, 1322
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Plants for Shipbuilding,
Shipbuilding
Page. Plantsfor
Agri- Page.
Plant
Bureau, Department
Department of AgriIndustry Bureau,
Plant Industry
181
etc..........
appropriation
for
acquiring, etc
acquiring,
for
appropriation
culture-Continued.
culture-Continued.
988
repealed..
authority for
for establishing,
establishing, etc., repealed
authority
appropriation
for
crop
technological
invesinvesappropriation for crop technological
Plate Printing,
Printing,
- 243, 702, 1322 Plate
tigations,
etc...........tigations, etc
suspension of restriction
restriction on using power
suspension
for testing
commercial seeds,
etc 243, 702,1322
702, 1322
seeds, etc..
testing commercial
for
Engraving and
presses,
etc., for, in Engraving
presses, etc.,
preventing adulterated
adulterated seed and grain
preventing
45
emergency.
Printing Bureau
Bureau during emergency.
Printing
admission
244, 702,1322
702, 1322
admission ................Platinum, etc.,
Platinum,
244,
etc....
for
improving
cereal
production,
etc....
production,
cereal
improving
for
deficiency
purchase, for
appropriation for purchase,
702,
1322
deficiency appropriation
702, 1322
341
..........-......Standards
Bureau...
Bureau
Standards
flax
cultivation,
diseases,
etc
702,
1322
244,
etc..
diseases,
flax cultivation,
Okla.,
Platt
National
Park,
Park,
National
Platt
producand
broom
corn
improvement
producbroom corn improvement
appropriation for protection,
etc.__ 204, 919, 1407
protection, etc..
tion .............
244,
appropriation
244, 702, 1322
.......
tion
Platte
Mo.,
River,
Platte
rust;
investigating black and stripe
investigating
1105
declared
nonnavigable stream
stream .........
declared aanonnavigable
vegetation;
destroying
infected
vegetation;
infected
destroying
Missouri ... 1105
jurisdiction over,
over, vested in Missouri
jurisdiction
wheat scab
244, 702,1322
702,, 1322
........... 244
scab ......
wheat
D. C.,
Playgrounds, D.
Playgrounds,
for
eradication of
of soil and seed
emergency eradication
for emergency
848,1119
appropriation for
for salaries..........
salaries
79, 848,
1119
appropriation
infecting
diseases of wheat and
infecting diseases
for maintenance
maintenance ..
79,
79,849,1119
849, 1119
..............
703,1322
for
other
cereals
244,
703,
1322
..........
other cereals
for
79, 849, 1119
pools ............
swimming pools
for
production, etc......
etc
244,
703, 1323
for swimming
244,703,1323
tobacco production,
for tobacco
79,849,1119
wholly
from
District
revenues_
79, 849, 1119
revenues-.
District
from
wholly
703,1323
for
drought
resistant
etc
crops
244
703
1323
244,
for drought resistant, etc., crops..
1119
for
View
of Park View......
place of
take place
to take
site to
for site
for
sugar plant,
etc., investigations
investigations 244, 703, 1323
plant, etc.,
for sugar
1119
of
..-----..Logan.............-of Logan.
244, 703
industry...... 244,703
developing
beet seed industry
developing beet
for expenses
expenses of
of school
81, 851, 1122
school........... 81,851,1122
for
investigating
cane and sorghum sirup
investigating cane
Pleuropneumonia, etc., Animal,
244 Pleuropneumonia,
production,
by products, etc .......
production, by
appropriation
preventing spread of,
for
economic
botany,
improving
grazing
graznggraz
appropriation for preventing
improvi
botany,
for economic
from one
State to
to another....
another.... 239, 678, 1318
one State
from
lands,
etc ................
244, 703,1323
703, 1323
lands, etc
269,
etc ....
for
emergency
use,
eradicating,
eradicating,
use,
244,
emergency
for
for
dry-land,
etc.,
farming
experiments.
experiments.
farming
for dry-land, etc.,
728, 1345
703,
703, 1323
payment for animals
animals destroyed;
destroyed; apfree
distribution of
payment
restricted.... 244,
trees restricted....
of trees
free distribution
729,1345
praisal of
269,729,1345
703,
values........... 269,
of values
703, 1323
praisal
Forest, Calif.,
Plumas National
Calif,
National Forest,
for utilizing
utilizing western
reclaimed lands,
Plumas
western reclaimed
for
of.... 250,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
etc
244,
703, 1323
for maintenance,
244, 703,1323
appropriation for
etc .................-708,1328
708, 1328
245,
for
edible nuts,
growing, shipping, etc...
nuts, growing,
for edible
1323 Plumbing
703, 1323
D. C.,
Inspection, D.
Plumbing Inspection,
appropriation for
for pomological
for salaries, etc., division
investigations, harvesting
appropriation
pomological investigations,
for
69, 838, 1109
of...
etc ............................
245, 703
......................
of
etc
. 75, 844,1115
-for
motorcycles for.....-....
for
844, 1115
for
growing, shipping,
for motorcycles
fruit growing,
investigating fruit
for investigating
etc
245, 703, 1323
1323 Plymouth,
Plymouth, Mass.
Mass. (see
245,703,
(see also Landing of the Piletc.....................
study of
conditions in transporting,
transporting,
grims),
rims),
of conditions
study
1323
expenditures
authorized for restoring Plystorage,
etc.....................
expenditures authorized
storage, etc
mouth
Rock, etc.,
etc., in cooperation
cooperation
for
gardens and grounds...
grounds_
245,
mouth Rock,
experimental gardens
for experimental
599
703,
.
703, 1323
....................
with .....preliminary examination,
harbor
for
marketing,
examination, etc., of, harbor
investigating producing, marketing,
preliminary
for investigating
1010
245,
etc.,
truck crops,
crops, potatoes, etc.......
etc
to
made.....................
be made
to be
etc., truck
703,
703, 1323 Pneumatic
Pneumatic Tubes,
etc. 704, 1323
appropriation
etc., apfor nursery
plants investigations,
maintenance, etc.,
investigations, etc.
for maintenance,
nursery plants
appropriation for
for
704,1323
praisers'
customhouse,
for
1323
raisers' stores and customhouse,
Arlington, Va .......... 245, 704,
farm, Arlington,
for farm,
876,1369
for
foreign seed
seed and
plant introduction,
New
City
168, 876,
1369
introduction,
and plant
York City.............
New York
for foreign
experiments,
etc
245, 704, 1323 Pocatello,
experiments, etc...........
Idaho,
Pocatello, Idaho,
station.
plant inspection and detention
245
grant
to, for protecting
detention station.
protecting water suplands to,
of lands
plantinspection
grant of
for
purchase, etc.,
etc., of new seeds; investi--------------- 596
ply, etc
..------etc
ply,
for purchase,
596
gation
of forage
forage crops;
reserved....... 596
crops; weeds eradicaprice
gation of
etc.;•, mineral rights reserved
price etc.
596
tion
245, 704,1324
704, 1324
reversion
nonuser, etc ............
tion ....................
reversion for nonuser,
245, 704, 1325
for administrative
administrative expenses......
expenses
1325
disposed
adjoining lands
section to be disposed
in section
lands in
for
adjoining
597
of in
in town
lots
for seed
Congressional
.....
and Congressional
purchase and
site lots.........
seed purchase
town site
for
of
1324
distribution
246, 704, 1324
distribution................
Pocomok,e City, Md.,
Md.
Pocomoke
for
investigations ..........
1325
bridge
authorized across
Pocomoke River
River
across Pocomoke
biophysical investigations
for biophysical
bridge authorized
352
352
deficiency
appropriation for general exdeficiency appropriation
at .............................
penses
64,
67, 346,349,
346, 349, 524. 1187,1192
64, 67,
penses
Pocomoke
River,
Pocomoke
524, 1187
for
seeds, distribution,
distribution, etc .........
524.
for seeds,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Pocomoke City,
bridge
sites
for new
plant propagating
propagating stations to
new plant
sites for
352
........--Md.
Md..............
730
places.....
be acquired
at specified places
acquired at
be
Ark.,
Poinsett
Ark.,
County,
Poinsett
Station,
Detention Station,
Plant
Inspection and Detention
Plant Inspection
public
made subject to State
in, made
lands in,
public lands
appropriation
for land,
land, buildings, etc., for
appropriation for
drainage
etc
392
drainage laws, etc...........................--establishing
245
establishing....
P. R.,
Point
Jiguero Light
Light Station,
P.
Station,
Jiguero
Point
Stock.
Plant
Quarantine
Act
(see
Nursery
Stock,
Quarantine
Plant
213
etc..........
appropriation tor
g, etc
rebuilding,
tor rebuiddi
appropriation
etc.).
etc.).
Point Lookout, Md.,
Md.,
Point
Plants, etc.,
Agricultural.
etc., Agricultural.
Plants,
appropriation
of Confederate cemecare of
for care
appropriation for
of. 242.
appropriation
investigating diseases of
for investigating
appropriation for
tery, at
at .................
185, 896, 1387
tery,
701,
701, 1321
Point Retreat
Retreat and
Cape Hinchinbrook
Hinchinbrook Light
and Cape
Point
242,701,
pathological
collections
242,
701.
1321
collections.......
pathological
Station,
Alas,
Station, Alaska,
242,701,
plant disease
701, 1321
survey........... 242,
disease survey
plant
1058
.. 1058
.............---improving,
authorized
improving,
1321
........
Town
rot,
etc.,
of
peach
trees
brownrot, etc., of peach
etc.,
Drugs,
Poisonous
Foods.
Drugs,
Foods.
Poisonous
1322
243,702,
for
nutrition, etc.,
investigations 243, 702,
etc., investigations
for nutrition,
appropriation for
preventing sale,
expenses preventing
for expenses
appropriation
testing, etc.,
cultures for inoculating
etc., cultures
testing,
254, 712, 131
etc.,
1331
of ................. ----etc., of
legumes, etc
243, 702, 1322

legumes, etc.................
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Poisons,
etc.,
Animals, etc.,
Poisonous Animals,
Poisons, Poisonous
declared
620
matter .............
nonmailable matter
declared nonmailable
transmission by
by manufacturers
manufacturers to licensed
transmission
physicians,
permitted under
under
etc., permitted
physicians, etc.,
621
prescribed regulations
621
regulations ..............
prescribed
621
punishment for
unauthorized mailing .....
621
for unauthorized
punishment
mailing prohibited
prohibited matter
matter with
with intent
to
intent to
mailing
injure,
kill,
etc
621
621
injure, kill, etc ....................
Polacca,
Wash., Irrigation
Ariz.,
Project, Ariz.,
IrrigationProject,
Polacca, Wash.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
1226
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Poland,
Poland,
appropriation
for minister
minister to
to...........
739, 1206
appropriation for
Police
D. C.,
C.,
Court, D.
Police Court,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries...........
91, 862,1133
862, 1133
91,
appropriation for
for expenses,
fees, jurors,
91,
91,
etc....
jurors, etc....
witness fees,
expenses, witness
for
862,
1133
862,1133
41,1019
expenses... 41,
appropriation for expenses...
deficiency appropriation
1019
deficiency
suspected infested nursearch warrants
warrants for suspected
search
to be issued by..
sery
plants, etc.,
by...
727
etc., to
sery plants,
Police,
C'.,
D. C.,
Police, D.
appropriation for
officers, etc.
etc. 86,
857, 1128
1128
86,857,
major, officers,
for major,
appropriation
86
force
increased, etc ...................
force increased,
for aid
Criminal
of Criminal
Bureau of
National Bureau
to National
aid to
for
Identification
87, 857,
1128
857, 1128
Identification..-.......... 87,
87,857,1128
for
fuel, repairs,
repairs, etc
87, 857, 1128
etc ...............
for fuel,
for
contingent expenses.........
expenses
87 857
1128
857,1128
87,
for contingent
detection of
crime
............ . 87, 858, 1128
of crime.
detection
for
858, 1129
87,858,1129
maintenance.. 87,
vehicles, maintenance
motor vehicles,
for motor
for
house of
87, 858, 1129
1129
detention .........
of detention
for house
88,858,1129
for
858, 1129
....... 88,
patrol ........
harbor patrol.
for harbor
for
fund allowances,
etc
88,
1129
858,1129
88, 858,
allowances, etc....
relief fund
for relief
40
deficiency
fuel ..........
for fuel
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
40,1018,
for motor
motor vehicles
1018, 1157
......... 40,
vehicles ......
for
for house
house of
detention .................
40
of detention
for
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ..............---1018
for
additional pay
pay of
$240 a
a year,
not appliappliyear, not
of $240
additional
----... 689
cable to..
to .......................-cable
874
allowed,
874
fiscal year 1921 ............
for fiscal
allowed, for
1309
for fiscal
year 1922
1309
1922 ..................
fiscal year
for
age
original appointments
appointments in, to
for original
limits for
age limits
398
be
398
Commissioners .........
by Commissioners.
fixed by
be fixed
excluded
general provisions
refor reprovisions for
from general
excluded from
614
tirement
of civil
civil service
employees
614
service employees.
tirement of
363
provisions
amended ............
363
governing, amended
provisions governing,
appointment
of force
Commissioners of
by Commissioners
force by
appointment of
363
the
District ......................
363
the District
subject
to civil
civil service
363
exceptionslaws; exceptions
service laws;
subject to
and inspectors
assistant
superintendents and
assistant superintendents
363
..-----from
captains .................
from captains
363
privates;
service for promotions .........
363
privates; service
363
salaries
increased .................
363
salaries increased
363
men, etc ............----extra
mounted men,
363
for mounted
extra for
364
patrol
........
364
...
ratings ....-drivers; ratings
patrol drivers;
364
1, 1919 ...........
allowed
August 1,
364
from August
allowed from
affiliation
advocatorganizations advocatwith organizations
of, with
affiliation of,
364
........
ing,
etc.,
strikes,
forbidden
364
ing, etc., strikes, forbidden
364
discharge therefor
therefor.....................--discharge
to inpunishment
conspiring to
members conspiring
for members
punishment for
terfere
with operation
by strikes,
of, by
operation of,
terfere with
364
etc
364
etc ...............................
364
resignations restricted
restricted
...................------resignations
from
appropriation for
for increased
pay; half
half from
increased pay;
appropriation
364
District
revenues .-............-District revenues
watchmen
in public
be
to be
etc., to
squares, etc.,
public squares,
watchmen in
police:
known
States park police;
United States
as United
known as
salaries, etc
364
etc ..---.....................-- 364
salaries,
appropriation
364
364
..
etc pay, etc
in pay,
increase in
for increase
appropriation for
World
War service
credited, for classificaservice credited,
World War
1129
............-tion
and pay
pay purposes
purposes
tion and
D. C.,
Fund, D.
Policemen
C.,
Relief Fund,
Firemen's Relief
and Firemen's
Policemen and
appropriation
for allowances
88, 858,
1129
858, 112
from... 88,
allowances from...
appropriation for
Polish
Polish Residents,
Residents, American,
American,
returning
home from
from service
service with Allies
Allies in
returning home
late
war to
on Army
brought on
be brought
to be
late war
transports ................-......--- 528
sUanpore
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Streams and
and Lakes,
Page.
Lakes,
of Navigable
Navigable Streams
Pollution of
appropriation
investigating sanitation,
for investigating
appropriation for
sewage, and
176,
1377
176, 885,
885,1377
and ...............
sewage,
Pompton
J.,
Pompton Lakes,
Lakes, N.
N. J.,
appropriation
etc., Governoperating, etc.,
for operating,
appropriation for
223
223
....................
ment
house at
at..
ment house
Ponca
Agency, Okla.,
Okla.,
Ponca Agency,
appropriation
for support,
etc., of Indians
Indians
support, etc.,
appropriation for
31,434
at
at...............................
Ponca
Nebr.,
and Nebr.,
Okla., and
Indians, Okla.,
Ponca Indians,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of..
of.. 20, 425,1240
425, 1240
for support,
appropriation
Ponce,
Ponce, I°.
P. R.,
R.,
etc., of, harbor
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1013
to
made..........
1013
...........
be made
to be
Railroads,
Pooling of Freight
Freight by Railroads,
Pooling
480
combinations of
of carriers
carriers for,
for, unlawful
480
unlawful .....
combinations
Poor, D.
Poor,
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
of the
868, 1139
98, 868,
the....... 98,
relief of
for relief
appropriation
868,1139
for
transportation of
of paupers
paupers ...... 98,
1139
98, 868,
for transportation
Poropotank
and Creek,
Creek, Ia.,
a.,
Bay and
PoropotankBay
preliminary
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary exa.mination,
made ............................-----.
1010
1010
made
Port
Storage,
Inland Storage,
and Inland
Port and
appropriation
of, for Army
expenses of,
for expenses
appropriation for
121, 967
121,967
supplies
......................
supplies
Port
Angeles, Wash.,
Port Angeles,
investigation
of advisability,
etc., of subadvisability, etc.,
investigation of
and aviation
marine,
aviation base
destroyer, and
marine, destroyer,
at, by
by special
special joint
joint committee
821
committee ......- 821
at,
time extended
for report
report of
of special
joint
special joint
extended for
time
1088
....
at
base
committee
committee on submarine
submarine
Port
Tex.,
Aransas, Tex.,
Port Aransas
preliminary
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1012
1012
made
made .............................
Port Royal,
C.,
S. C.,
Port
Royal, S.
redeficiency appropriation
appropriation for marine redeficiency
511
acquired ......
land acquired
cruiting
station, land
cruiting station,
S. C.,
Port
Sound, S.
Royal Sound,
Port Royal
preliminary examination,
of, to
be
to be
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1
1011
made011
........................
made
Port
Terminals, etc.,
etc.,
Port Terminals,
in interests of merinvestigation,
of, in
etc., of,
investigation, etc.,
992
chant marine
marine......................
chant
Townsend, Wash.,
Port
Port Townsend,
875
......
appropriation
quarantine station
station..
for quarantine
appropriation for
Porter
(see Malt
Liquors).
Malt Liquors).
Porter (see
M.,
James 31%,
Porter, James
Porter,
1035
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services......
service)
Rico,
Porto Rico,
Porto
appropriation
of Resident
Resident Commispay of
for pay
appropriation for
1255
634,
sioner
from12.55
4,
63
.................
sioner from
Commissioner. 637, 1258
for clerk
hire Resident
Resident Commissioner
clerk hire
for
1306
67, 1
for district
district court
687,
1:
1
1(55
16
court ................
for
582, 11,55
mail equipments
for mail
equipments for ............
for
agricultural experiment stations in. 261.
261.
for agricultural
720,1339
720, 1339
cumulative
absence to emcumulative leaves of absence
ployeee
262
ployees .......................
17.5, 884, 1377
.........
for quarantine
175,
system1377
quarantine system
for
for expenses
of district
district judge outside of
of
expenses of
for
210,
924, 1413
210,924,1413
official
official residence ...........
shipwrecked
for relief
relief and
and protection of shipwrecked
for
749,1216
American seamen
seamen in
in749,1216
............
American
deficiency
appropriation for relief of shipdeficiency appropriation
wrecked American
American seamen
seamen in ..... 43,1022
wrecked
post
branch
etc., established, of post
branch offices, etc.,
323
office,
San Juan.................---..
Juan
323
office, San
establishment
branch of Federal land
establishment of branch
bank in,
in, authorized
authorized ..............
1148
bank
maximum;
loans to
borrowers allowed;
allowed; maximum;
to borrowers
loans
1148
interest
....................
interest...
1148
term limited
limited ........................
term
.etc - subscription to
to stock
1148
required, etc_
stock required,
subscription
five
midshipmen allowed Resident
Resident Comfive midshipmen
from ....................
missioner
140
missioner fr0131
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Page. Post
Porto
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appropriation
superintendent,
foreign
superintendent,
for
appropriation
allowed
transportation
of
officials
allowed
etc.,
of,
officials
of
transportation
mails
675, 1295
...... 675,1295
assistant
division, assistant
mails division,
960
on
Army transports
transports ...............
on Army
for
superintendent, Railway Mail
general superintendent,
for general
Porto
Rico Civil
Civil Government,
Gorernment,
Porto Rico
675,1295
Service,
1295
etc........... 675,
assistant, etc
Service, assistant,
use of
for religious
uses, etc
etc.,,
religious uses,
funds for
public funds
of public
use
for Third
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
Third Assistant
for
1096
..
...........
forbidden
forbidden.....
675,1295
chief
1295
clerk, etc ................. 675,
chief clerk,
restriction on
on use
for education,
education, etc.,
etc ,
use for
restriction
for director,
director, postal
postal savings
savings division,
division, assistfor
1096
omitted
omitted........................
675,1295
ant, etc
675,
1295
..........
etc ...........
ant,
revenue provisions;
provisions; export
forbidduties forbidexport duties
revenue
for
superintendent, stamps
division
675, 1295
675,1295
stamps division..
for superintendent,
........1096
den ...............
den
for
finance division
1295
division.. 675, 1295
superintendent, finance
for superintendent,
general
taxes authorized
insular and
authorized for insular
general taxes
classification divifor
superintendent, classification
for superintendent,
municipal governments.............
governments
1096
municipal
sion
676, 1295
676,1295
sion.......................
1096
............---issue
of bonds,
bonds, etc ...
issue of
for
superintendent, registered
registered mails dividivifor superintendent,
indebtedness limited
limited to 10 per cent of
indebtedness
676,1295
sion
676, 1295
sion.........................
1096
tax valuation
valuation ...................
tax
for superintendent,
superintendent, money orders divifor
general
exemption of, in United
tax exemption
general tax
676,1295
sion,
etc ....................
676,1295
sion, etc
1096
States
Porto Rico
Rico ............
and Porto
States and
for Fourth
Postmaster General,
General,
Assistant Postmaster
Fourth Assistant
for
secured
not included
included in
in inbonds not
secured bonds
676,1295
chief
clerk ...................... 676,
1295
chief clerk
1096
debtedness
debtedness.....................---------for superintendent,
superintendent, rural mails division,
for
scdary,
to district
to
court, to
district court,
clerk to
of clerk
etc., of
salary, etc.,
1295
chief
clerk ..................
676, 1295
chief clerk
correspond
with that
that of United
correspond with
for
equipment and supsuperintendent, equipment
for superintendent,
States
courts
1413
States District courts..............
676,1295
plies
chief clerk.......
clerk
676,1295
division, chief
plies division,
Porto Rico
of Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment of
Rico Regiment
Porto
.......... 676,1295
for
676, 1295
.........
topographer
for topographer
appropriation
for care of insane soldiers of. 123, 968
appropriationforcareofinsanesoldiersof.
676,1295
for
contingent
expenses
expenses.............
contingent
for
770
.................
made
part
Infantry
770
Infantry
of
part
made
676, 1295
for
expenses
operating expenses..............
for operating
770
recommission,
officers
770
etc., of officers.........
recommission, etc.,
for
vehicles
1295
........................-vehicles
for
Portsmouth,
N. H.,
H.,
Portsmouth, N.
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items ................
1295
for
143
appropriation
navy yard, public works.
for navy
appropriation for
676,1295
for Official
Guide ...........
676,
1295
Postal Guide
Official Postal
for
for advances
to Kittery Water District for
advances to
for
for reimbursing
reimbursing Government Printing
for
increasing watersupply;
water supply; refund,
refund, etc.
etc.
143
increasing
Office for
power to post
post
heat and power
for hest
Office
Navy
for
constructing bridge
bridge to Kittery Navy
for constructing
676,1295
office, etc.,
etc., D.
C
676,
1295
D. C..............
office,
Yard ...
143
..........................
Yard
postal service
service appropriations
appropriations not to be
postal
concurrence of Maine and New Hampconcurrence
676,1295
used
for Department
Department ..........
676, 1295
used for
143
shire
required
shire required.................-----676,1296
for
Solicitor
for
676, 1296
.............--..--for
Solicitor
for
welding
works;
for navy
yard public works;
navy yard
for
574,1150
for
service
574,
1150
postal service-...................
for postal
820
shop ...........................
shop
229,942,1430
for..... 229,
for
and binding
942, 1430
binding for
printing and
for printing
deficiency appropriation for navy yard,
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation for
for increased cost
deficiency appropriation
public
1030
works ....................
public works
53
1919...................
of envelopes,
envelopes, 1919
of
Portugal,
Portugal,
53
for horses and vehicles
vehicles ...............
for
appropriation
minister to .......... 740,1206
for minister
appropriation for
513,1173
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses .......... 53, 513,
1173
for
Post Allowances
to Consular
Diplomatic
Consular and Diplomatic
Allowances to
Post
53
......................
for
furniture,
etc
furniture,
for
Officers,
O/ficers,
Guide..........--.
for
Official
Guide
53,1030
Postal
Official
for
etc.
appropriation
for,
to
meet
living
etc
749,
costs,
appropriation for, to meet living
................. ..
for
postal service
53, 62,
service
for postal
1215
65, 67, 336, 337,
349, 514, 525, 574, 592,
337,349,
65,67,336,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for............. 346,
deficiency
1031,
1031, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1174, 1189, 1192
524, 1022, 1043, 1187, 1191
524,1022,1043,1187,1191
for printing
for .. 59, 520,593,1182
520, 693, 1182
printing and binding for..59,
for
Post,
Henry A. V.,
Post, Henry
for judgments,
judgments, United
United States Courts
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for payment
payment of
deficiency
59
under
under........................Court
of. 1161
findings to estate of.
Claims findings
of Claims
Court of
60,
under...
for
judgments
Court
of
Claims
under
judgments
for
Department,
Post
Office Department,
Post Office
1037, 1183
1183
1037,
appropriation for
Postmaster General,
General,
for Postmaster
appropriation
514
........
for
equipment shops
514
for equipment
674, 1294
chief
etc ..............
clerk, etc
chief clerk,
etc.,,
for
heat and
and power
power to postoffice, etc
for heat
674, 1294
for appointment
appointment clerk, etc .........
for
D.
592,
1030
592,1030
.............
C.............
D. C
for
etc
674, 1294
for chief inspector, etc..............
for
national security and defense exexfor national
for
purchasing agent, assistant attorneys,
for purchasing
1189
penses
penses under ...................
etc
674,
1294
674,1294
-etc .....................
not
etc.,
motor
vehicles,
etc.,
not
equipment,
vehicles,
motor
1294
etc.
engineers,
for
clerks,
messengers,
engineers.
etc
674,
messengers,
for clerks,
needed
Army, transferred
for
transferred to, for
for Army,
needed for
additional clerks, from railroad
railroad transfor additional
mail transportation............transportation
530, 583
mail
675, 1294
portation ....................
portation
Post Office Inspectors,
Inspectors,
675, 1294 Post
readjustment
clerks
salaries of clerks..
of salaries
readjustment of
appropriation
chief clerk
clerk in
appropriation for chief, and chief
assignments
of employees to bureaus,
assignments of
Post
Department
674,1294
Office Department......-.
Post Office
675,1294
offices,
675,
1294
etc ................
offices, etc
574,1150
for
salaries of
574, 1150
of ....................
for salaries
for
Assistant Postmaster General,
General,
for First Assistant
for per
per diem;
diem; allowances
allowances when temporafor
675, 1294
chief clerk
clerk ...................
chief
574
etc........
rily absent
absent from home, etc
rilv
for superintendent,
superintendent, post office service
for
1150
574,
for
clerks,
etc.,
division
headquarters
.
1150
divisionheadquarters.
etc.,
clerks,
for
1294
675,
assistants. ...........
division, assistants.
575,1150
for traveling
expenses, etc ........
575,
11:50
traveling expenses,
for
for
appointments divisuperintendent, appointments
for superintendent,
575,1150
headquarters.. 575,
for
expenses, division
1150
division headquarters
for expenses,
675,1294
sion
675,
1294
sion.....................
575,1150
for
575,
1150
rewards, etc ..............
for rewards,
for
superintendent, dead letters divifor superintendent,
etc.......- 575,1150
for
securing information, etc
for securing
sion
675, 1294
sion........................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for traveling
traveling exdeficiency
1294
division.... 675,
correspondence division
675,1294
chief, correspondence
for chief,
penses,
etc...-............------- 1174
penses, etc
for Second
General,
Postmaster General,
Assistant Postmaster
Second Assistant
for
salaries of clerks at division headquarters,
salaries
............ 675, 1295
chief
chief clerk ....
1051
readjusted
readjusted .....................
for superintendent,
superintendent, railway adjustments
adjustments
1052
grades and
etc
1052
and salaries of, promotions, etc....
grades
division
675, 1295
division......................... 6751295
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partment,
parlmrnt,
appropriation
appropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, assist1294
675,
ants,
etc ......................
ants, etc
675, 1294
Post
Post Offices.
575,
appropriation for postmasters
575, 1151
postmasters .........
appropriation
1151
vacancies .....
filling temporary
temporary vacancies
575, 1151
appointments to be promptly
regular appointments
promptly
1151
made ..........................
1151
for assistant postmasters, first and second
second
575,1151
class offices
offices ...................
575,
1151
appointments
576
assignments limited 576
appointments and assignments
employees, first and secfor clerks and employees,
secclass offices
ond awe
offices................
576,1151
foremen
stenographers at firstforemen and stenographers
577
class offices ......................
577
577
appointments
and assignments
assignments limited
appointments and
watchmen,
mechanics, watchmen,
for printers, mechanics,
578,1151
... 578,
etc
1151
.................
etc ..
578,1151
contract station clerks..........
clerks
578,
1151
for contract
for temporary, auxiliary,
auxiliary, and substitute
clerks
578,
578,1151
1151
and carriers ............-clerks and
reclerk hire at summer and winter reclerk
578,1151
sorts
578,
1151
sorts ..........................
separating mails, third and fourth
for separating
578,1151
class
offices ........--.........
class offices
578,1151
for unusual conditions .............---.
578,
1151
advances
presidential
advances from fourth to presidential
578
class,
allowed ....................
class, allowed
578
reduction on decrease
decrease of receipts .....
578
reduction
for
clerical services, third class offices
offices 578,1151
578,1151
for clerical
for
second, and
rent, light, and fuel, first, second,
for rent,
third class
578, 1151
offices...............578,1151
class offices
third
leases
allowed hereafter
hereafter for twenty
twenty
leases allowed
578
years
578
.... - .....-...
years.....
578
repealed...
limit
limit for third class offices repealed
miscellaneous items, first and second
second
for miscellaneous
class offices
offices ...................
578, 1151
578,1151
class
578,1151
for city
carriers..........
578,1151
delivery; carriers
city delivery;
for
Detroit
River service
increased . . 1151
1151
service pay increased...
Detroit River
for substitutes
for carriers
carriers absent
with
absent with
substitutes for
for
pay,
etc........
578, 1151
1151
578,
.............------pay, etc
578, 1151
for carriers,
carriers, etc.,
etc., new
offices -....--.
new offices
for
clerks
carriers who served in Army,
clerks and carriers
etc., during
World War, to have
during World
etc.,
credit
therefor, as
Postal Service.
Service. 1152
1152
in Postal
as in
credit therefor,
for village
village delivery,
1152
delivery, etc -...............
for
578,1152
for vehicle
578, 1152
allowance, etc ...........
vehicle allowance,
for
for messenger
service ...............
579, 1152
579,1152
messenger service
for
for car
car fare and
579, 1152
bicycles............ 579,1152
and bicycles
for
579,1152
for
collections ............
579, 1152
car collections
street car
for street
579, 1152
...........
579
Detroit River service 1152
for Detroit
for
special delivery
deli very messengers
messengers . . . 579,
1152
579,1152
for special
1152
delivery without
without receipt
permitted 579, 1152
receipt permitted
delivery
matter to be first delivered
delivered by messenmatter
1152
ger
1152
..............................ger
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for temporary
temporary and
deficiency
53,
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire -...---------...........
auxiliary
514, 1031,
1045, 1174,1193
1174, 1193
1031, 1045,
514,
53, 514, 525,1189
for unusual
conditions .......
525, 1189
unusual conditions
for
class.. 65, 67,
for
and second
second class..
67,
etc., first and
clerks, etc.,
for clerks,
336,
347, 349, 514, 525, 1043, 1189,
1193
11S9, 1193
336,347,349,514,
5, 349
3.
for
65,
349
for clerks, third class ...............
for
city delivery
.. 67, 349,525,1193
349, 525, 1193
delivery. -.........
for city
347,
for rent,
rent, light,
347,
fuel................
light, and fuel.
for
525, 1043, 1045, 1189, 1193
525,1043,1045,1189,
carriers
349
delivery, carriers..............
for city delivery,
allowance .... .. 514
for car
bicycle allowance
514
fare and bicycle
car fare
for
514
for
special delivery messengers .........514
for special
525
for messenger
messenger service.---.................
service
525
for potmasters..............
postmasters
525, 1189, 1192
525,1189,1192
for
525,1045
class offices........
offices
.. 525,
1045
for clerks, third class
1031
.............
allowances ...
for vehicle allowances
for separating
separating mails,
mails, third
and fourth
fourth
third and
for
class
offices
1043, 1189,
1189, 1193
1193
class offices.............1043,
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Post
Post Offices-Continued.
Offices-Continued.
Pagedeficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for city delivery,
delivery,
equipment
equipment ......................
1189
miscellaneous, first and second
for miscellaneous,
second class
offices .........................
1189
1189
for power, light, etc .................
1189
temporary, auxiliary,
for temporary,
auxiliary, and substitute
1193
carriers .........................
1193
for temporary
temporary clerk
clerk hire
hire ................
1193
1193
city delivery, horse hire ...............
1193
additional pay for fiscal
fiscal year 1920 to desigadditional
350
nated officials, etc .................
350
auxiliary
substitute, temporary, and auxiliary
351
clerks and carriers
carriers .................
readjusted of postmasters,
postmasters, employees,
employees,
pay readjusted
1045
etc
1045
............................
104959
clerks
clerks and letter carriers
carriers ................
1
104
Post Route, etc., Maps, Postal
Postal Service,
Post
appropriation for expenses of preparing,
preparing,
appropriation
582,1154
etc.; sales
sales ......................
582, 1154
Stamps,
Postage Stamps,
Postage
appropriation
for manufacture,
etc_ .... 581, 1153
manufacture, etc
appropriation for
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for manufacture,
manufacture,
deficiency
54
etc
54
etc..............................
commemorating Tercentenary
Tercentenary
special series commemorating
of Landing
Landing of the Pilgrims, to be
599
issued ..........................
Postal Cards,
Cards,
Postal
appropriation forfreightorexpressageon
for freight or expressage on 579, 1152
appropriation
581, 1153
manufacture of ...............-for manufacture
manufacture.. 1174
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for manufacture..
deficiency
Postal
Congress, Universal,
Universal,
Postal Congress,
deficiency
appropriation for delegates'
delegates'
deficiency appropriation
1031
expenses .......................
Postal
Official,
Guide, Official,
PostalGuide,
receipts.......
appropriation
...... 676, 1295
1295
appropriation for; use of receipts.
publication
deficiency
appropriation for publication
deficiency appropriation
53, 1030
of ..........................
1030
PostalOffenses,
Postal
poisons,
explosives, disease
disease germs, etc.,
poisons, explosives,
620
nonmailable .......................
nonmailable
transmission may be permitted
permitted to litransmission
censed physicians
etc., by manuphysicians etc.,
censed
621
facturers or dealers ................
facturers
excluded from the
all intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
liquors excluded
the
mails.............................
621
mails
unauthorized mailing
punishment
mailing of
of
punishment for unauthorized
prohibited articles
articles ................621
prohibited
prohibited artidepositing
mailing prohibited
depositing for mailing
etc., ancles with intent to kill, etc.,
etc., the mails or
damage, etc.,
other, damage,
or
property ....-------.........--621
property
DepartDivision, Post
Postal
Post Office DepartSavings Division,
Postal Savings
ment,
appropriation
Director, assistant, etc. 675, 1295
1295
appropriation for Director,
expenses.
for travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses.
office of
of Director
581, 1154
.............-Director
office
Postal
Savings System,
Postal Savin1gs
miscellaneous
appropriation
travel and miscellaneous
appropriation for travel
expenses, office of Director......
Director
581, 1154
expenses,
bond
for supplies,
supplies, etc.;
etc.; expenses
expenses of bond
issues .........................
581, 1154
of,
accounts of.
for
etc., auditing
auditing accounts
clerks, etc.,
for clerks,
Auditor for Post
648,1269
Office Department 648,1269
Post OfficeDepartment
Auditor
Treasurer's
etc., Treasurer's
for
accountant, clerks, etc.,
for accountant,
Office ................-----1270
......----- 649, 1270
Office
Postal
Service,
Postal Serrice,
...........
Office
General1150
574, ll
Postmaster General
Office of Postmaster
appropriation
light, etc., for
for power, light,
appropriation for
equ
ipment shops..........
shops1150
...- 574, 1150
equipment
574, 1150
for
inspectors.. ......574,
for post office inspectors
574
.......
inspectors in the
for per diem inspectors
the field
field574
etc., expenses.
clerks; traveling, etc.,
expenses. 574, 1150
for clerks;
54,11....0
.. -. ................
574,
for rewards, etc1150
General
special assistant
assistant to Attorney
Attorney Generul
for special
a74,
1150
4 1150
o4,
...............
in postal cases
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Postal
appropriation
stamps
.. 581, 1153
appropriation for
adjoinpostage stamps......
appropriation for postage
land adjoinpurchasing land
for purchasing
appropriation
newspaper
envelopes and newspaper
for stamped
stamped envelopes
ing
Equipment Shops, D. C..
575
C..._ 575
ing Mail Equipment
wrappers....................
581, 1153
for travel and
and miscellaneous
575, 1150
wrappers
575,1150
miscellaneous ..........
for
distribution ...................
581, 1153
for distribution
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster GenOffice of First Assistant
Office
for postal
postal cards
1153
581, 1153
cards ..................
eral
575, 1151
for
eral ......
.................
575,
letters.. 581, 1154
steamboat, and way letters
for ship, steamboat,
appropriation for
for postmasters
1154
575, 1151
postmasters ..........
appropriation
indemnity, lost registered,
registered, insured,
insured,
for indemnity,
filling temporary
vacancies; regular
temporary vacancies;
regular
collect on delivery matter.
matter. .
-. 581, 1154
and collect
appointments
appointments to be promptly made 575,1151
payment
postmasters of insured
insured and
and
for assistant
assistant postmasters,
postmasters, first and second
second
payment by postmasters
581
class offices
offices .....................
575, 1151
collect on delivery
delivery claims
claims ..........
581
for indemnity,
indemnity, lost international
for superintendents,
superintendents, clerks,
clerks, etc.,
international reetc., first
first
gistered matter
581, 1154
1154
581,
and second
second class offices .........
576, 1151
576,
matter ...............
gistered
miscellaneous ........
appointments and assignments
assignments re581, 1154
appointments
for travel and
and miscellaneous
stricted; increase
per
stricted;
increase in grades per
Postal Savings
System ............. 581,1154
581,1154
Savings System
pained
577
mitted............................
Office
Fourth Assistant
GenAssistant Postmaster GenOffice of
of Fourth
for
printers, mechanics,
forprinters,
mechanics, watchmen,etc. 578, 1151
eral.
.......................
581, 1154
eral
for contract
clerks ..........
578, 1151
contract station clerks
appropriation
supplies
stationery, etc.; supplies
for stationery,
appropriation for
for temporary,
temporary, auxiliary,
auxiliary, and substitute
for Postal
Savings System ....... 581,1154
581, 1154
Postal Savings
....-.
578,
clerks ................-578, 1151
clerks
for miscellaneous
etc 581, 1154
1154
miscellaneous office supplies, etc.
for separating
mails,
third
and
fourth
separating
third
fourth
route and
post route
and rural
rural delivery
delivery maps;
maps;
class offices .....................
578, 1151
582,
sales, etc
etc...
582 1154
.................
conditions ............... 578, 1151
for unusual conditions
for
devices .........
582, 1154
for twine
twine and tying
tying devices
advancing
grade of offices,
advancing grade
offices, etc.; reducfor
of supplies
582, 1154
for shipment
shipment of
supplies ............
decrease of receipts
578
tion on decrease
receipts .....-..
578
for canceling
canceling machines,
machines, etc
582, 1155
582,1155
etc...
clerical services, third class offices
offices 578, 1151
for clerical
for labor saving devices,
devices, etc .........
582 1155
582,
for rent, light, and fuel; leases
leases not extraveling mechanicians
582,1155
traveling
mechanicians ...........
582,1155
ceeding
twenty years
578, 1151
ceeding twenty
years permitted.
permitted. 578,1151
for mail bags, locks, keys, etc.;
etc.; equipformer restrictions
restrictions on third class offices,
offices,
former
ment shop expenses,
expenses, labor, etc
etc... 582, 1155
repealed
repealed ........................
578
special
special equipments,
equipments, departments,
departments,
for miscellaneous,
second class
miscellaneous, first and second
class
Alaska, etc ...................
582, 1155
offices
578, 1151
offices......-..............
except in Alaska
.....
582, 1155
for star routes, except
Alaska__
for
carriers ...........
578, 1151
for city delivery; carriers
582,
for rural
rural delivery
delivery service
service ...........
582, 1155
increased pay, Detroit River
River carriers.
carriers. 1151
for village
delivery, second
village delivery,
second and
and third
for substitute
carriers ...............
578,
substitute carriers
578, 1151
class offices
offices......................
class
582
for carriers, etc., at new offices.......
offices
... 578,
578, 1151
for
miscellaneous
583, 1155
for travel and miscellaneous
........
employees
employees who served in Army, etc.,
583
increased
increased pay
pay for 1921 ...............
583
during World War, to have
have credit
credit
transfer
motor vehicles,
transfer of Army
Army motor
vehicles, aerotherefor, as in Postal Service ......
1152
therefor,
planes,
.....
......
583
planes, etc
583
for village delivery,
delivery, second
second and third
returned dead
dead letters ..........
583
fee for returned
class
class offices .....................
1152
1152
prepaid first class
mailing unstamped
unstamped prepaid
garage leases.
for vehicle
vehicle allowance;
allowance; garage
leases. 578,1152
578, 1152
mail ...........................
583
583
messenger service
for mail
mail messenger
service ........... 579, 1152
creation of Postal Service Commission.
Commission_
creation
583
bicycle allowance...
for car fare and bicycle
allowance
579, 1152
for expenses
expenses of Commission.
Commission............
584
584
collections ............. 579, 1152
for street car
car collections
for
loan of
of Army
Army tractors to States for
for Detroit River service ..........
579, 1152
highway
584,1155
highway construction...........
584,1155
......
579, 1152
for special
special delivery
delivery fees
condition ........................
1155
condition
delivery
authorized. 579,1152
delivery without
without receipt authorized.
Postal Service
Commission continued
Service Commission
continued
required.. 1152
delivery
delivery first by messenger
messenger required..
to
1155
to June 30, 1922..................
1922
1155
for
579,
for travel
travel and
and miscellaneous.....
miscellaneous
579, 1152
1152
for
supplying
deficiencies
....
supplying postal deficiencies.
.. 584,1155
Office
of
Second
Assistant
Postmaster
GenOffice
Postmaster
deficiency
appropriation for power,
power, light,
deficiency appropriation
eral . ..... ........... ....... 579, 1152
53,514,1174,1189
etc.,
equipment shops. 53,514,1174,1189
etc., for equipment
transportation
appropriation for star route
route transportation
appropriation
for postmasters
53,
postmasters ...............
53, 63, 65, 67,
Alaska .....................
579,
in Alaska
579, 1152
347, 525, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1189, 1192
emergency service,
579,
1152
emergency
service, etc ..........
579, 1132
for special
special delivery
delivery fees
fees ............... 53,
53, 514,
etc., routes .........
579,
for steamboat,
steamboat, etc.,
579, 1152
525, 1031, 1045,
1045, 1174, 1189, 1193
1193
for railroad
railroad routes
routes ................
579, 1152
579,
special
auxiliary, and substitute
for temporary,
temporary, auxiliary,
special freight
freight train arrangements
clerks, etc...
etc. _. 53, 514, 1031, 1045,1174,
1045, 1174, 1193
directed ....................
579, 1152
clerks,
directed
1174
aircraft contract service
for post office inspectors
inspectors ...............
aircraft
service provisions.
provisions 579, 1152
division headquarters
headquarters..... 1174
cards. etc-....
579,
for freight on postal
postal cards.
etc
579, 1152
for expenses,
expenses, division
1174
for unusual
conditions.... 53,349,514,525,1189
for aeroplane
unusual conditions....
53, 349, 514, 525, 1189
aeroplane service New
New York to San
Francisco ....
Francisco
579, 1153
for Railway
Railway Mail Service...
Service. _. 53, 63,
63, 65,67,347,
65, 67, 347,
................. 579,
for Railway
Railway Mail Service.
Service ............
579, 1153
1189, 1193
349, 525, 1040, 1043, 1189,
for travel allowances, etc.
for postage
postage stamps
stamps......................
54
etc ..........
580, 1153
54
for indemnity,
domestic registered,
for rent, etc.,
terminals. etc.;
etc., space
space at terminals,
etc.;
indemnity, lost domestic
registered,
etc.,
matter............. 54, 62, 67,336,
leases for twenty
etc., matter.
67, 336,
twenty years authorized
authorized 580, 1153
for electric
347,
.... _580.1153
electric and cable
cable car service
service...
347, 514, 525,
525, 1031, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1174,
1174, 1189
..............
rate of compensation.
compensation
580
for increased
increased cost of envelopes,
envelopes, money
money
for foreign mail transportation
transportation.. ...... 581, 1153
54,
order blanks, etc.,
order
etc., 1919
1919............
54, 1031
581,
amount for aircraft service
service ........
581, 1153
54,63,
for star routes
routes....................
M, 63, 65,
for balances due foreign
countries....
581,
1153
foreign countries....
349, 525, 1031,
1031, 1175, 1189, 1192
347, 349,
for travel and miscellaneous........
581, 1153
miscellaneous
54,336,514,
for twine,
twine, etc
etc...............
54, 336, 514, 1175
1175
Office
Office of Third Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster Geninternational mail._
mail.... 62,
62,65,
for indemnities,
indemnities, international
65,
eral............................
eral
581, 1153
347, 349, 525, 1040, 1043, 1189,1192
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deficiency appropriation
appropriation for shipment of
_
63,
65,
supplies ........................
63, 65,
67, 347, 349, 525, 1040, 1043, 1189, 1193
1193
67,347,
delivery.................... 63, 65,
for rural delivery
65,
525, 1043, 1045, 1189, 1193
67, 347, 349,
349,525,
for freight on stamped
stamped paper and mail
mail
bags
63, 67,
67,
.......................
347, 525, 1040, 1043,
1043, 1045, 1193
for clerks,
clerks, first and second class offices
67,
offices.. 65, 67,
336, 347, 349, 514,525,
514, 525, 1043, 1189, 1193
for clerks, third class offices..
65, 349, 525, 1045
offices.. 65,349,
for city delivery
delivery ....................
65,
67,
65,67,
347, 349, 525, 1043, 1044, 1189, 1193
for city delivery
delivery carriers.
carriers .
349,525
.....
349, 525
for railway post office
office car service.......
service
67
for watchmen,
messengers, etc ....... 67, 1193
watchmen, messengers,
for railroad
railroad routes
347, 349,
routes............... 347,349,
525, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1174, 1189, 1192
for railroad routes, additional
additional 'Day
1031
pay .....
1031
for railroad routes
routes under Railroad
Railroad Administration ...................
1174
ministration
1174
for railroad routes fiscal year 1920.
1920....... 1174
for rent, light, and fuel ................
347,
525,1043,1045,1189,1193
525,
1043, 1045, 1189, 1193
for village delivery................
delivery
347,1189
for office appliances
appliances .................
347
for foreign
foreign mails ..............
349,3.031,1174
349,1031,1174
for assistant postmasters first and second
second
class offices ........................
514
514
for car fare and bicycles
bicycles ..............
for stationery
stationery .
514,
592, 1175
514,592,1175
..................
for vehicle service ...........
525, 1031, 1174
for mail messenger
messenger service
service. ............
525,
1043,1174,1189,1193
1043,
1174, 1189, 1193
for balances due foreign
foreign countries
coimtnes.......
525,
.
1189, 1192
1189,1192
for delegates'
expenses, Universal Postal
delegates' expenses,
Congress...................... 1031
Congress
1040
1040
service......................
for wagon service
separating mails, third and fourth
for separating
class
offices
1043,
1189
.........
1043,1189
class offices.......
class
for miscellaneous, first and second class
offices.
1189
1043.1189
offices......................... 1043,
service
1174
for electric
electric and cable car service........
stamped envelopes
envelopes and newspaper
newspaper
for stamped
wrappers
1174
wrappers ......................
1174
cards........................... 1174
for postal cards
miscellaneous office supplies
1175
supplies ....... 1175
for miscellaneous
1175
bags, etc .....................
1175
for mail bags,
etc....................
1189, 1193
1193
1189,
for rewards,
rewards. etc
1189
..............
power boat service .
for power
1193
1193
mails..................
for separating
separating mails
1193
hire............... 1193
for temporary clerk hire.
hire
1193
1193
horse hire............
for city
city delivery, horse
Railway Mail Service,
Service, miscellaneous
1193
miscellaneous. 1193
for Railway
for Railway
Mail Service,
Service, travel allowfor
Railway Mail
1189
ances
ances...........................
canceling machines
1043
1043
machines .................
for canceling
additional
to
1920 to
for fiscal year 1920
additional pay for
etc............
designated
350
officials. etc.
designated officials,
effective from July 1,
351
1919.............. 351
1, 1919
effective
351
..............
excluded..
etc., excluded
officials, etc.,
by
351
advanced to higher class by....
no office advanced
appropriation for, from
351
Treasury....
the Treasury
from the
appropriation
readjustment
classifications and salaries.
salaries_ 1045
1045
of classifications
readjustment of
1045
postmasters, classifications
classifications. .............
postmasters,
salaries
class.. 1045
salaries first, second, and third class_.
etc..... 1046
fourth class, basis, advances, etc
assistant postmasters.
offices
1047
lassoffices.
postmasters. second class
assistant
designated employees,
employees, first class offices,
designated
1047
based
thereof.
receipts thereof.........
based on receipts
supervisory employees, Washington,
ashington 104
1048
- f. . ....
Y-!
............
1048
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readjustment, etc.
etc.;•, assistant superintendetc., at offices
offices with receipts
ents, etc.,
over $9,000,0001048
................
1048
depositories, and central
at State depositories,
accounting.... offices............
offices
1048
accounting....
1048
superintendents
classified stations,
superintendents of classified
assistants
1049
assistants ......................
clerks and letter
letter carriers, first and second
second
promotions1049
class offices;
offices; promotions............
1049
substitute, temporary,
temporary, and auxiliary
auxiliary.. 1050
watchmen, messengers,
watchmen.
messengers, and laborers,
first and second
second class offices........
offices
1050
Railway Mail Service; classes, grades,
and salaries of clerks; laborers
laborers...... 1050
assignments to Classes A
A and B.......
B
assinmnents
1050
road
clerks;
terminal
and transfer
transfer 1050
road clerks; terminal and
clerks
...........................
.
. 1050
1050
clerks
superintendents' office
office clerks.
clerks_ 1050
division superintendents'
examiners; laborers
laborers_...............
1050
examiners;
substitute clerks
.................. . 1050
day's work designated; cash or compensatory
overtime service.
service. 1051
pensatory time for overtime
allowance to substitute clerks travel1051
ing under orders
1051
orders...................
clerks at division headquarters of inspectors
1051
spectors........................
substitutes for, when absent without
without
pay.........................
. 1051
mileage. 111051
rural delivery;
delivery
y
; carriers,
carriers, based on mileage
05
51
1
triweekly route service0
............
1051
additional
additional for excess mileage of horsedrawn routes......................
routes
1051
deductions for service failures.......
deductions
failures
1051
motor vehicle allowance
allowance ............
1052
carriers........ 1052
village delivery
delivery service carriers
third class offices;
third
office's; clerks .............
1052
assistant postmasters ..............
1052
1052
inspectors, grades and salaries..........
inspectors,
salaries1052
men... 1052
promotions; status of specified men
pro,motions;
expenses
allowed away from home...
home
1052
expenses allowed
Railway
Railway Mail Service,
Service, salaries of officials 1052
equipment
equipment and supplies division; fillers
and packers
packers1052
1052
.......................
leaves of absence
absence with pay for 15 days
1052
each year.......................
year
sick leaves for 10 days; cumulative
cumulative
provision
1053
...................
monthly credit for ....................
1053
reduced in salary may be
employees
employees reduced
restored, or advanced
advanced.............. 1053
restored,
compensatory
compensatory time for Sunday, etc.,
etc ,
service; no overtime pay..........
pay
1053
annual promotions up .to maximum....
maximum
1053
promotions of supervisory officials restricted........................... 1053
stricted
transfers of clerks and carriers of corresponding grades, authorized
authorized...... 1053
responding
Joint Commission on Reclassification,
Reclassification,
continued
continued .....................
1053
increased
appropriation Act for
increased pay in appropriation
1053
repealed......................
1921, repealed
1921,
except pay not covered
covered hereby
........ 1053
except
appropriations for presrates payable from appropriations
1053
ent year ...........-..-.........
appropriation for additional sums......
sums
1053
appropriation
additional pay of $240 a
a year not applicable
additional
689 1308
employees of
of.
............. 689.
to employees
Y.,,to
to
Army buildings
buildings at Watertown,
Watertown, N. Y
be turned
turned over without charge, for
623
shops............
mail equipment shops
airplanes, etc.
becoming unsuitable in
etc., becoming
airplanes,
service to be sold.....----........
sold
. 1031
service
1031
deposit of proceeds
proceeds ..................
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branch
offices, etc.,
established in Hawaii,
Hawaii,
etc., established
branch offices,
Porto
Rico, and
and Virgin
Islands of
Virgin Islands
Porto Rico,
323
designated post offices ............
identity
principal office maintained..
maintained
323
identity of principal
cost
to, of
of franked
franked matter
matter mailed
mailed by
by each
each
cost to,
1037
department,
reported... 1037
etc., to be reported
department, etc.,
revenue from,
from, if
rates paid
paid
ordinary rates
if ordinary
revenue
037
thereon
11037
thereon............I...........
583
dead letter
regulations modified..........
modified
letter regulations
dead
583
collected for return to writer
writer..
fee to be collected
perishable matter may be
fourth class perishable
forwarded
payment
another office; payment
forwarded to another
for
360
.......
.............
for .....
undeliverable may
to
may be returned to
undeliverable
sender
with postage
postage .......
360
charged with
sender charged
other
undeliverable second, third, or
other undeliverable
fourth
matter may be forfourth class matter
warded to another office; payment
payment
360
.......
..
for
360
for.............
360
sender
returned to sender....-.....-.......
pledge for payment of postage re360
quired ............................
acceptance of
of further
further matter
denied,
matter denied,
acceptance
361
if
refused by sender......
sender
if payment
payment refused
increased pay, etc., of prior year continued
583
during 1921 ...................
during
583
Joint Postal
Postal Service
Service Commission created..
created
composition from Senate and House
Post
583
Committees............
Post Office Committees
postal
expert by appointment
appointment of
postal expert
General .............
Postmaster General
583
Postmaster
583
by....
appointment
appointment of advisory council by
engineers
engineers, experts, etc., may be em583
by ..................ployed by
details from departments, etc.,
etc., audetails
583
....................
thorized
expenses allowed.......
allowed
584
traveling, etc., expenses
investigations;
investigations; present methods and
systems of handling, despatching,
despatching,
systems
584
------...-....... .....
etc
etc....
methods
relating to service
service in large
methods relating
cities
584
cities -...-.---................---to
recommendations
to submit
submit findings and recommendations
584
1921.................
1, 1921
by March
March 1,
584
powers vested to obtain evidence......
evidence
assistance from records, etc.,
etc., of departassistance
ments and Government
Government establish584
furnished ...........
ments to be furnished
appropriation for from the Treasury
Treasury until
appropriation
584
1, 1920 ...................--.
July 1,
use
unexpended postal revenues auuse of unexpended
584
thorized ....................--thorized
etc.,,
aeroplanes, airdromes,
motor vehicles, aeroplanes,
airdromes, etc
transferred without
of Army to be transferred
530, 583
chasge
charge ......................
583
mails.............
use for transporting
transporting inals
payments of expenses
expenses from postal appro583
priations ...................
323
postmaster, Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Hawaii
salary of postmaster,
series of stamps to commemorate
commemorate tercenseries
tenary of landing
landing of the Pilgrims,
tenary
to be
be issued.......................
issued
599
to
special canceling stamp allowed
for
special
Association, at
Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial Association,
offices...............
designated
designated offices
288
retirement
carriers and
provisions for letter carriers
retirement-provisions
st office clerks-..........
clerks
........
614
post
railway
way postal clerks.
clerks .............-.
614
postmasters ..........
not applicable to postmasters
614
Postal Service Commisson,
Postal
Commission, Joint,
Joint,
583
composition of.............
creation and composition
of
advisory council to be chosen by-.......
583
services. ..--— - 583
qualifications; no pay for services.
qualifications;
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Service Commission,
Commission, Joint-Contd.
Joint—Contd.
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Postal
employment of engineers, experts, etc.,
etc ,
employment
authorized ........................
583
authorized
departments to furnish
furnish engineers,
engineers, exdepartments
583
583
etc .......................
perts, etc
expenses of, including
including necessary
necessary traveling
expenses
etc.,,
expenses of experts, employees,
employees, etc
expenses
authorized .......................
584
authorized
chairman
584
vouchers by chairman......
approval of vouchers
to investigate
prospective
and prospective
present and
investigate present
to
methods and systems of mail handling, etc.
584
584
etc.......................
dling,
summary of
recommendations
of findings and recommendations
summary
for legislation to be submitted by
584
1, 1921
1921....................
March 1,
1155
continued until June 30, 1922..........
1922
authority conferred
evidence
584
584
conferred to obtain evidence..
authority
records, etc., of departments
departments and Government establishments
furnished
establishments to be furnished
ment
584
request of .....................
on request
appropriation
appropriation for expenses from the Treasury, available
available until July
July 1, 1920
584
1920....
ury,
use
unexpended balances
balances of postal
use of
of unexpended
appropriations available
available thereafter.
thereafter.
584
appropriations
Postal Service,
Postmarking,
Postmarking, etc., Stamps, Postal
581,1154
appropriation for ..................
581, 1154
appropriation
Postmaster General,
General,
Postmaster
appropriation for, chief clerk, etc
etc...... 674, 1294
appropriation
for chief inspector, etc ............
674, 1294
purchasing agent, etc ..........
674, 1294
for purchasing
etc........... 674, 1294
for assistant attorneys, etc
for additional
additional clerks transferred
transferred from
from
railroad transportation
675,1294
transportation ..........
railroad
574, 1150
.............
under ..
for postal service
service under.
equipment
for power, light, etc., for equipment
building
574, 1150
shops building.................
574, 1150
for inspectors, etc ................
for allowances,
allowances ?etc ................
574, 1150
for special
special assistant to Attorney
Attorney General
General
in
cases.
575, 1150
1150
m postal cases.........-........
for additional land,
land, equipment
equipment shops,
575
...........................
D. C
C.
575,1150
for
1150
miscellaneous........ 575,
for travel and miacellaneous
Army buildings at Watertown,
Watertown, N. Y.,
Y.,
transferred to, for mail equipment
equipment
shop
623
sho...........................
authorized
accept prepaid unstamped
unstamped
authorized to accept
delivery .......
583
first class matter for delivery
determine rates for carrying
carrying mails on
on
American vessels ..............
998
American
enter into contracts for..............
for
998
comprehensive report on aircraft
aircraft to be
be
comprehensive
made by, Secretary of War and Secretary of the Navy
134
Navy........... ....
each
franked matter by each
mailing franked
cost of mailing
etc.,, to be annually
department,
department, etc
reported by ....................
1037
revenue if carried
carried at ordinary rates
also revenue
1037
of postage
postage ......................
may authorize
authorize postmasters
postmasters to pay limited
limited
indemnity
indemnity claims on insured and
collect on delivery mail ..........
581
permitting sendregulations permitting
may prescribe regulations
sending
etc., from manupoisons, etc.,
by mail poisons,
ing by
621
etc.
facturers to licensed physicians, etc.
621
facturers
may readjust salaries
salaries of clerks in Department,
assign employees,
employees, etc....
etc.... 675,1294
ment, assign
sale
etc., by,
airplanes, etc.,
sale of unsuitable
unsuitable airplanes,
authorized .......................
1031
authorized
commemorate
special postage stamps to commemorate
tercentenary
tercentenary of landing of the Pil..... 599
..
grims to be issued by
to appoint
appoint postal expert to
to. Joint Postal
to
Service
Commission
583
Service Commi'ion...............
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Postmaster, House
Postmaster,
House of Representatives,
Representatives,
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order
appropriation for.
for, assistant, money order
appropriation
clerk, messengers,
messengers, etc
637 1257
1257
clerk,
etc........... 637,
for
mail vehicles,
vehicles, etc...............
etc
637, 1257
1257
for mail
637,

Postmaster, Senate,
Postmaster,

633, 1253
appropriation
carriers, etc
1253
etc ........
for, carriers,
appropriation for,
Postmasters,
Postmasters,
appropriation
575,
1151
575,1151
for compensation
compensation ......
appropriation for
designation
in case
of temtemdesignation of acting, in
case of
porary
vacancies . .............
575,1151
porary vacancies
appointments
appointments without delay to fill
vacancies
575, 1151
vacancies ...................
for
class
second class
and second
first and
for assistant,
assistant, first
offices
575,
575, 1151
1151
offices ........................
deficiency
compensation.
53,
53,
for compensation.
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
63,
525, 1040,
347,525,
63, 65,
65, 67, 347,
1043,
1043, 1045,
1045, 1189, 1192
514
514
for assistant
assistant ........................
additional pay for
for fiscal year 1920 to third
additional
350
class ...........................
350
class
to
351
351
class ....-...................
to fourth
fourth class
indemnity
claims on
colon lost insured
insured and colindemnity claims
lect on
delivery mail
may be paid
mail may
lect
on delivery
by
581
second, and
reclassification of pay, first, second,
and
reclassification
1045
offices ................
third class offices
1046
fourth
1046
class ............................
fourth class
advanced for
etc
1047
1047
conditions, etc..
for unusual
unusual conditions,
advanced
salaries of
1047
.....
of assistant ...-------..----.
salaries
Potash,
Potash,
appropriation
comof commethods of
testing methods
for testing
appropriation for
255
mercially
producing .............
mercially producing
sale of
deposit of
receipts...
255
255
of receipts
products; deposit
sale
of products;
for operating,
etc., Government
Government kelp
operating, etc.
for
714,1333
plant,
Summeriand, Calif......
Calif
714,
13.33
plant, Summerland,
714
sale of
product, etc .................
714
sale
of product,
sale, etc.,
etc., of
plant
1333
1333
of plant.................
sale,
Potash Fertilizers,
Fertilizers,
Potash
appropriation
investigating source
of
source of
for investigating
appropriation for
supply
of, within
United States..
States.. -__
255,
- 255,
within United
supply of,
714, 1333
1333
Potash Salts,
Potash
appropriation
for geological
geological researches
to
researches to
appropriation for
determine
presence of......
of
197, 910,
910, 1400
1400
197,
determine presence
Potato
Wart,
Potato Wart,
appropriation
for
cooperative
expenses
appropriation for cooperative expenses
eradicating
726, 1344
1344
268, 726,
eradicating ..............
Potatoes,
Potatoes,
appropriation
diseases of..
243,
243,
investigating diseasesof..
for investigating
appropriation for
702,
702, 1322
1322
for
1334
715. 1334
256, 715.
affecting. 256,
insects affecting.
investigating insects
for investigating
Potomac Avenue
C.,
D. C,
Avenue SE., D.
Potomac
appropriation
for paving,
to
Eleventh to
paving, Eleventh
appropriation for
Thirteenth
845
Streets ................
Thirteenth Streets.
for paving
to SixSixAvenue to
Pennsylvania Avenue
for
paving Pennsylvania
845
teenth
teenth Street -.....................
Potomac Electric
Power Company, D. C.,
Electric Power
Potomac
deficiency
appropriation for
for current
current supsupdeficiency appropriation
plied
District Attorney's
office by..
by _ 1032
Attorney's office
plied District
Potomac Park,
Park, D. C.,
Potomac
appropriation for
parkway connecting
connecting
for parkway
appropriation
Rock
Creek Park
and
1389
890,1389
180, 899,
Park and.....
Rock Creek
for
West Park
Park 186.
898, 1389
1389
186. 898,
.............--.
for West
for oiling,
oiling, etc.,
etc., roads
roads ..........
186. 898, 1389
186.
for
for
East Park.
186, 898,
898, 1389
1389
186,
.................
Park
for East
for
bathing beach;
beach; extension..
186,
186,
extension..
basin bathing
tidal basin
for tidal
898,
898, 1389
1389
for
ferry to
East Park............
Park
187, 899,
1389
187,
899, 1389
to East
for ferry
187
187
sea wall ...........................
for sea
for sea
wall, Easbys
Easbys Point
Point to
to foot
of New
New
foot of
sea wall,
for
Hampshire Avenue
1389
................
Avenue 1389
Hampshire
for constructing
reflecting pool,
pool, West
West
constructing reflecting
for
Park .
188,
900.1390
188, 900.1390
..................
Park
Potomac Park
C.,,
Buildings, D. C
Park Office Buildings,
Potomac
appropriation for
for operating
operating force,
exand exforce, and
appropriation
penses ...
662,1281
1281
662,
........
....
penses.
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Potomac
Park Office Buildings,
D. C.-Con.
C.-Con. Page.
Potomac Park
Buildings, 1).
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for operating
operating expenses
47, 48, 1167
penses, etc .................
47,48,
1167
for
48
for operating
operating force,
force,. 1920 ..............
48
for operating
48
for
operating supplies
supplies..................
48
Potomac
River,
PotomacRiver,
investigation,
etc., by
Federal Power
Power ComCominvestigation, etc.,
by-Federal
mission
plant at
at
mission of proposed power plant
of the, etc-......-......
etc
1068
1068
Great Falls of
increase of District of Columbia water
water
increase
supply
1068
. 1068
supply .........................
appropriation for
for expenses
1068
expenses............ 1068
appropriation
Pottawatomie
Agency, Kans.,
PottawatomieAgency,
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
for support,
appropriation for
at.
31, 434, 1248
1248
at..
..
.........................
31,434,
Pottawatomie
Indians, Wis.,
PottawatomieIndians,
Wis.,
appropriation
etc., of..
of
29, 432, 1246
29,432,
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation for
Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie Indians,
Indians, Wis. and Mich
Mich.,, Wisconsin
consin Band of,
appropriation
per
support, etc.; per
self support,
appropriation for self
capita
payment ................
29,432
29,
432
capita payment
payment to
0. Morstad
29
29
payment
to Erik
Erik 0.
Morstad.........
Pottery,
Pottery,
appropriation
of processes,
processes, etc
in
etc.,,in
study of
appropriation for study
manufacture
of
682,1301
manufacture of................
682, 1301
Poultry,
Poultry,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating and certifyappropriation for
ing condition,
condition, etc.,
interstate
etc., of interstate
ing
shipments of ..............
265,
265, 724, 1342
shipments
Poultry
.Eggs,
Poultry and Eggs,
appropriation for
investigating preparing
preparing
for investigating
appropriation
fot market,
etc
253,712
253,712
for
market, etc..------....---....
experimental shipments,
shipments, etc ........
253
experimental
Poultry
Poultry Feeding and Breeding,
appropriation
for experiments
experiments in.
699, 1319
1319
240,699,
in. .240,
appropriation for
Poultry
Products,
Poultry Products,
appropriation for
for diffusing
diffusing commercial
commercial ininappropriation
formation of
of supply, market
market prices,
prices,
formation
etc.,
of
265, 724,1342
724, 1342
etc., of.................
Pound,
Pound, D.
D. C.,
90
appropriation
for motor vehicle...........
vehicle
so
appropriation for
repairs, etc .......................
90
for repairs,
Powder,
Ammunition).
Powder, Army
Army (see Ammunition).
Navy
Powder.
Powder Navy
appropriation
purchase and manufacmanufacfor purchase
appropriation for
ture of
of smokeless.............
smokeless
142,
142, 819
819
ture
142
142
experiments, etc ...................
for experiments,
National Forest,
Powell
Forest, Utah,
Powell National
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
250,
appropriation for
1324
708, 1324
Power
Postal Service,
Power Boat Routes, Postal
appropriation for
for mail
mail transportation
transportation by 579.
579, 1
11
18
59
2
1152
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for mail
mail transpordeficiency
1189
tation by
.....................
tation
by .
Federal(see also Federal
Commission, Federal
Power Commission,
Water
Power Act),
Water Power
- _ 1380
appropriation for
salaries and
and expenses.
expenses...
for salaries
appropriation
Power, etc., Sites, Indian
Indian Reservations,
Power,
appropriation
for investigations
surveys
and surveys
investigations and
appropriation for
for
4, 409. 1226
for........ ................
Prague,
Prague,
appropriation for
for acquiring
acquiring premises
premises for
appropriation
1214
...
diplomatic, etc.,
etc., uses at .......
1214
diplomatic,
limit
cost; subject
subject to
approval of
to approval
of cost;
limit of
commission
1214
commission......................
Prairie
Dogs,
PrairieDogs,
appropriation
methods for dedevising methods
for devising
appropriation for
stroying .................
257, 716. 1335
1335
257,716.
stroying
Pratt,
Pratt,Kans..
166
appropriation for
for public building.........
building
166
appropriation
Representatives.
Precedents of
of the
of Representatives.
the House of
Precedents
Hinds',
printing
ordered of
new edition
edition ot,
ot, with
of new
printing ordered
supplement to
to date
date1181
1181
...............
supplement
Precious
Met ais
Precious Metals.
51.
il 1272
ot. 611,
appropriation
for collecting
statistic of.
collecting statistics
appropriatioi for

Wis.
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Predatory
Wild Animals,
Page.
Predatory Wild
Animals,
appropriation for suppressing
suppressing rabies in....
in
appropriation
257,
716, 1335
Preferred
Preferred Mortgages
Mortgages of Vessels (see
(see Ship MortMortgage Act, 1920).
1920).
Preparations,
Preparations,Toilet, etc.,
unfit for beverages, not subject
subject to ConstiConstiprovisions
309
tutional prohibition provisions.....
conditions; permits, etc.,
etc., required
309
conditions;
required......
Prescott, Ark.,
Ark.,
Prescott,
appropriation for
building
166
appropriation
for public building..........
Prescott Bridge Company
Prescott
Company,:
Croix, Prescott,
may bridge
bridge Lake
Lake Saint
Saint Croix,
Wis
1100
Wis............................
1100
Prescott National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Prescott
appropriation for
for maintenance,
250,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of_.
of ....
250,
708,
1328
708,1328
Prescott,
Prescott, Wis.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Lake Saint Croix
at
1100
at...............................
President
Presidentof the United
United States,
States,
appropriation
compensation ........
640,
1261
640, 1261
for compensation
appropriation for
for Secretary
Secretary of, executive clerk, clerks,
clerks,
etc
640,1261
etc .......-....................
640,1261
for protecting the person of
of-.........
174, 207,
882,
1375, 1410
882, 921, 1375,1410
traveling expenses
expenses of........
of
187,
899, 1390
for traveling
187,899,1390
expenses of inaugural
for Congressional
Congressional expenses
inaugural
ceremonies
ceremonies of .............-....-... 1089
investigating petroleum
for investigating
petroleum resources,
resources,
1433
and production
production in other countries
countries..
1433
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses First
deficiency appropriation
First
Industrial Conference
by
519
Conference called by....
ascertainment of
for printing ascertainment
of electoral
electoral
Vice President.......
President
1159
vote for, and Vice
1159
security and defense
for national security
defense under
under. 1186,
1186,
1191
1191
appointment of Rent Commission,
Commission, D. C.
appointment
C.
by, with
with advice
advice and
consent of
the
by,
and consent
of the
Senate ........................
Senate
299
three members of Pilgrim Tercentenary
Tercentenary
Commission by
by......................
598
authorized to accept
accept gifts of premises for
authorized
embassy at London,
London, from J. Pierembassy
Morgan ..................
pont Morgan
1214
1214
add designated
designated lands to Lenahi
Lemhi National
Forest, Idaho .....................
1199
appoint ambassador
ambassador to Belgium
appoint
Belgium.........
291
commission to appraise property
property of
commission
of
Washington
Market Company......
Company
Washington Market
1442
1442
General of the
designated officer General
Armies of the United States........
States
283
Congressional medal
medal of honor
honor on
on
bestow Congressional
unknown British soldier
soldier buried
the unknown
buried
in Westminster
in
London,
Westminster Abbey, London,
England ....................
England
1367
1367
the unknown French soldier buried
buried in
in
the Arc de Triomphe,
Triomphe, Paris,France..
Paris,France
1367
1367
call international
international conference
conference on wire and
radio communi
communicationcation .--........
367
367
Equalization Board,
continue Sugar Equalization
Board,
until December 31, 1920
1920...........
386
convene international labor conference.
conference.
279
279
designate
designate Custer State Park Game SancSanctuary, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak., part of Harney
Harney Natuary,
tional Forest ..
................
986
draft National Guard
Guard into Army service
service
in time of war, when Congress
in
Congress directs
forces, etc.
use of land forces,
etc ............
784
further
further restrict entry of aliens, when
when required by public safety .........
.
353
invite
governments to
to World's
invite foreign
foreign governmenta
World's
Dairy Congre
Congress in 122
1922
Dairy
........
1347
1347
foreign nations to send delegates
delegates to
to
International
C4mgress, ......
International Farm Congrea
271
271

President
United States-Continued.
States—Continued.
Page.
Presidentof the United
Page.
authorized to
Conferauthorized
to invite
invite World
World Cotton Conference. ..........................
271,
271
ence
271, 271
notify foreign
foreign Governments of terminatermination of treaty restrictions
restrictions on
on disdiscriminating duties, etc.............
etc
1007
1007
present memorial
memorial medal, etc.,
present
etc., to
to city of
Verdun, France, in
name of
of
in the
the name
Congress ...........................
977
sell or lease
lease Army storage real property
property
no longer needed
needed .................
129
control, etc.,
etc., of telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone
systems by, repealed
repealed ...............
systems
157
deportation
undesirable aliens condeportation of
of undesirable
convicted of
of violating
violating Act
to punish
Act to
punish
persons
threats against......
against
594
persons making
making threats
594
readmission prohibited
prohibited ..................
594
594
housing for war needs, unexpended
unexpended balances,
covered in
55
ances, etc.,
etc., covered
in ............
55
may appoint William Shelby Barriger,
Barriger,
captain of Cavalry..................
Cavalry
607
captain
607
First Sergeant Edgar Hayes, first lieutenlieutenant,
141
ant, Marine Corps
Corps- ..................
141
Maj.
Maj. H. W. Daly, National Army, first
first
lieutenant on retired
retired list
606
lieutenant
list .........
606
J. C. Garrett, captain of Cavalry
Cavalry ......
607
J.
607
Capt. Daniel W.
W. Hand on lineal list
list of
Field Artillery
Artillery officers .............
606
606
Leonard F.
Matlack, captain of
Capt. Leonard
F. Matlack,
Cavalry
retired list
607
Cavalry on
on retired
list .............
607
Simpson, brigadier
Col. William A. Simpson,
brigadier general on retired list .................
606
606
John Elmer Wright, first
lieutenant on
on
first lieutenant
607
retired list .......................
607
officers to
South
may detail naval officers
to assist
assist South
American Republics
in naval
naval matters
American
Republicsin
matters 1056
1056
may
provisions to
may extend
extend retirement
retirement provisions
to civil
civil
service employees not classified,
classified, or
exclude employees of uncertain
uncertain
tenure .......................
614
....
614
absence to
may grant leave of absence
to Coast
Coast Guard
temporary employment
officers for temporary
employment
by Venezuela
462
Venezuela .....................
462
Property Custodian
may order Alien Property
Custodian to
to rereproperty, if owner deemed
deemed an
turn property,
enemy solely by residing
residing in territory
occupied by forces of Germany, etc.
etc.
36
may permit reenlistment,
of Omer
Omer
reenlistment, etc.
etc., of
Germain
Papist, in the Army.....
Army
607
Germain Paquet,
607
provisions for delivery
delivery, etc., of
of property
property
held by Alien Property Custodian
extended ........................
977
extended
977
reciprocal copyright protection
protection of foreign
foreign
reciprocal
countries to be determined by proccountries
proclamation of .....................
369
reimbursement for motive power, cars,
reimbursement
cars, etc.
etc.,
furnished
furnished carriers during Federal
359
control by ......................
.
359
relinquishment of control
control of railroad transrelinquishment
portation
portation by, on March 1, 1920
457
1920......
powers terminated
terminated specified
specified ............
457
457
emergency
powers not affected--...
affected
457
emergency war powers
457
agent to be
designated to
be designated
to answer in
in acactions arising out of Federal control.
control_
461
execution of duties, etc., through agenauthorized
469
cies, authorized
...............
469
shipbuilding
etc., to be disposed
disposed of
shipbuilding plants,
plants, etc.,
as directed by...................181
by
181
buildin
to assign Government
Government owned buildings,
etc., to Public Health Service for
care of
care
Risk Insurance
Insurance Bureau
Bureau
of War
War Risk
patients.
patients
1365
.........................
medal of merit to person
to present medal
person in merchant marine for distinguiihed
distinguished serv.ervir
in
U'nt1
V1
11?~
ina
ice
in World
War
1062
*-V
A
T«
* ...
** . .ordu
«.....
*
W.........
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Court, D. C.-Continued.
Page. Probate
Probate Court,
Preston Bridge
Bridge Company,
Preston
no
admitted to probate
probate while
no prior will admitted
276
Tex.....
may
Preston, Tex
Red River, Preston,
may bridge Red
557
caveat
pending ...................
caveat pending
Preston, Tex.,
Tez.,
Preston,
trial
supreme
as to
to wills; jury from supreme
of issues
issues as
trial of
276
at...
bridge
authorized across Red River, at
bridge authorized
557
court
court petit jurors ................
Pribilof
Fisheries Service).
Service).
(see Alaska Fisheries
Islands (see
PribilofIslands
558
effect
judgment....................
effect of judgment
Prices
Commodities,
Pricesof Commodities,
administering estates of intestates, persons
administering
foreign financial
corporations prohibited
prohibited
financial corporations
foreign
entitled;
surviving husband
widow, surviving
entitled; widow,
control...... 381
using funds thereof to control:.
561
or
children
or children......................
Princeton
Place NW.,
NW., D. C.,
PrincetonPlace
grandchild
widow surviving husband, or grandchild
widow
appropriation for
paving, Warder Street to
for paving,
appropriation
561
.....--....
child-...-....-----if no child
845
845
Park Place ......................
father or mother,
mother, if
if no widow, etc ......... 561
father
Printing
(see Public
Public Printing and Binding).
Printing(see
brothers
and sisters, if no widow,
widow, parent,
parent,
brothers and
Treasury
Printing and Stationery
Stationery Division,
Division, Treasury
Printing
etc
562
..........-.
etc....... .......
Department,
Department,
next
parent, brother,
brother,
no widow,
widow, parent,
kin, if no
next of kin,
appropriation
chief of
division, etc.
etc. 6467, 1267
of division,
for chief
appropriation for
etc
562
etc............................American,
Blind, American,
Printing
PrintingHouse for the Blind,
decollector on failure to deaction against collector
. 1378
appropriation
for expenses
expenses -...........
appropriation for
562
liver
.
liver property, etc .......-..-..-annual permanent
permanent appropriation
appropriation for, inannual
collector;
letters
colligendum; duties of collector;
letters ad colligendum;
creased ..
..... ...-..--..272
.....
creased
management, etc., of real estate
management,
Printing
etc. ,
Machinery, Supplies, etc.,
Printing Machinery,
562
added ........................---.
no
needed by other Government
dovernment
longer needed
no longer
562
commission allowed .................
offices,
delivered to Public
to be delivered
offices, to
authority
estate to be exauthority as to real estate
requisition therefor .....
233
on requisition
Printer on
562
pressly
specified ..................
pressly specified
Printing Paper
Printing).
Paper (see Paper, Printing).
Printing
powers
grant of letters testato cease on grant
powers to
Printing, Public
(see Public
Public Printing).
Public (see
Printing,
562
mentary,
property.
582
mentary, etc.; delivery of property.
Priority of
Patents,
of Patents,
Priority
nonresident fiduciary;
fiduciary; power of
service on nonresident
provisions relating
relating to extension
extension of applicaprovisions
attorney
attorney to register of wills to retions, etc.,
etc., growing
growing out of late war..
war_ 1313
tions,
562
ceive, to be filed .................
ceive,
Prison
Commission, International,
International,
Prison Commission,
562
rights forfeited
forfeited if power not filed .......
appropriation for
for annual
contribution.. 744,1210
744,1210
annual contribution..
appropriation
appraisers of
of estates of decedents; under
appraisers
deficiency
appropriation for
505
for.............
deficiency appropriation
letters
... ...
563
added ........
letters of collection added._
Prisoners,
Prisoners, D. C.,.,
debts due by administrator or collector
collector to
tn
debts
appropriation
abandoned
to abandoned
payments to
for payments
appropriation for
563
be
included in assets of estate ......
be included
families
of
94,
864, 1136
94,864,1136
families of...........-.......
distribution of estate of intestate; to widow
distribution
94,864,1136
for
support of jail, etc ...........
94, 864, 1136
for support
or surviving
surviving husband,
husband, the whole, if
or
94, 865
for
transporting .........--..........for transporting
etc..............
no child, parent, etc
563
deficiency
appropriation for support, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
563
one-third,
563
children........
one-third, if child or children__
41
41,1019
of
....................
jail
of jail
563
etc..
one-half, if no child, but parent, etc
one-half,
Prisoners of
etc.,
of War, etc.,
Prisoners
exclusive of widow's
widow's or survivsurvivsurplus, exclusive
appropriation
for expenses, etc., of, under
appropriation for
ing husband's
share ................ 563
husband's share
ing
Navy Department.........--.--Department
132, 813
Navy
administering estate of wife
provisions for administering
States Courts,
United States
Prisoners,
Courts,
Prisoners, United
dying
intestate, stricken
stricken out........
out
567
dying intestate,
appropriation for
for inspection
inspection of
of prisons and.
and. 207.
appropriation
bequests in
renunciation
in
renunciation of all devises or bequests
922, 1411
922,1411
567
will of
of husband,
husband, by widow..
widow........
will
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
1413
211, 924, 1413
of............
for
568
of will of wife, by husband ...........
deficiency
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
Probation System, D. C.,
of
of.........-------..................... 53, Probation
appropriation
for, under
91,
91,
court..
supreme court.
under supreme
appropriation for,
62,
64, 67, 347, 349,
349, 1043,1045,1188,
1043, 1045, 1188, 1192
62, 64,67,347,
861, 1132
861,
346
for
and
prisons and...........
of prisons
inspection of
for inspection
91,861,
court
91, 861, 1133
for juvenile court...............
1033
allowances to discharged,
increased
discharged, increased......
allowances
91, 862, 1133
court
police court..................for police
Prisons,
States (see also PenitenUnited States
Prisons, United
Proceedings of Congress,
Congress,
Proceedings
tiaries,
United States),
tiaries, United
227,
appropriation
printing and
binding...
and binding...
for printing
appropriation for
appropriation for
for inspection
of, and prisinspection of,
appropriation
941, 1429
oners....
207, 922, 1411
...... 207,922,1411
.....
oners
for
reporting, House
Representatives- 637,
of Representatives.
House of
for reporting,
for
superintendent of
. 677, 1296
of..............for superintendent
1257
1257
deficiency
appropriation
inspection
of,
inspection
for
deficiency appropriation
633,1254
for
reporting,
Senate
..............
Senate
reporting,
for
346
....................
and
prisoners
and prisoners.
deficiency appropriation
additional pay,
for additional
appropriation for
deficiency
Private
Dwellings,
Private Dwellings,
reporting, House of Representareporting,
exempt from
search warrants
for liquors;
liquors;
warrants for
from search
exempt
59
---....----....--..----------.. -tives
31
exceptions -315
................------exceptions.
for additional
Senate
342
additional pay for reporting, Senate.
for
rooms in
used solely
solely for resietc., used
hotels, etc.,
in hotels,
rooms
57
for extra
services, reporting,
reporting, Senate .....
for
extra services,
315
..........dence
included
dence included.......-for additional
expenses reporting,
reporting, Senadditional expenses
for
no report
required of liquors in, for perreport required
no
ate
1035, 1180
ate.......................
sonal
only .....................
317
use only
sonal use
Process, United
Courts,
Courts,
States
United
Process,
Private
Property
of
Army
etc.,
Officers,
Army
of
Private Property
service of,
of, in
causes removed from State
in causes
service
loss,
damage, etc.,
in the
the service
service to be
of, in
etc., of,
loss, damage,
554
courts, if
perfected prior to, etc.
if not perfected
courts,
paid for,
for, etc.;
conditions ......... . 1436
etc.; conditions
paid
Prohibition Act, National,
National,
.
appropriations
claims
1437 Prohibition
paying claims.......
for paying
appropriations for
appropriation for
enforcing,
expenses of enforcing,
for expenses
appropriation
Probate
D. C.,
Court, D.
Probate Court,
under
319,
Bureau....
Revenue Bureau.Internal Revenue
under Internal
fiduciary may
authorized by, to conmay be authorized
fiduciary
654,1274
tinue decedenta'
decedents' busines;
business; protinue
319
under Department
Department of Justice .........
319
55
cedure, etc
556
etc......-------.............---cedure,
deficiency
appro_priation for expenses of
appropriation
deficiency
etc.,
enforcement
duty
executor,
etc.,
by
by
duty
of
enforcement
In
Revenue Bureau in enInternal Revenue
order of;
of; testamentary
testamentary trustee
trustee added.
557
added.
order
557
"
nd
" not
nt t to be fou
......
-i d-a
re*»e
o- l
forcing .......................
1161
J
a.
provisions,
557
prVsY.OLu,
uif reported
vyu
w Eve found "...
_w
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Prohibition of Intoxicating
Intoxicating Liquors
Na- Page.
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Liquors (see NaProhibition
tional Prohibition Act).
Projectiles,
Projectiles, Army.
Army,
appropriation for
609
etc........
for modernizing,
modernizing, etc
appropriation
Projectiles : Navy,
Navy,
Projectiles,
appropriation for
armor piercpiercfor developing
developing armor
appropriation
ing,
142
ing, etc
etc.........................
Promotion
also National
National DeList, Army
Army (see also
Promotion List,
fense
1916, Amendments),
Amendments),
fense Act, 1916,
provisions for preparation
of, for
for Army
Army
provisions
preparation of,
officers.
771
officers.... .....................
Property
National
Disbursing Officers, National
Property and Disbursing
Guard,
Guard,
appropriation
pay
972
126, 972
for pay.................
appropriation for
Property
Property of
of Alien
Alien Women,
delivery
Property CustoCustodelivery of,
of, held
held by Alien
Alien Property
under specified conditions.
978,1147
1147
conditions. 978,
dian, under
Property Taken
Naval Uses,
for Naval
Uses,
Property
Taken for
appropriation for
for restoring,
etc., to owners,
restoring, etc.,
appropriation
156
156
etc ....
.......................
Property Transportation,
Property
Transportation,
interstate commerce
commerce regulations
regulations applicable
applicable
interstate
to,
by railroad,
rail and
and water
water
or by
by rail
to, by
railroad, or
under common control ............
474
under
474
excepted
wholly within one State excepted......
by
carrier by
474
.
by water
water .............-by carrier
Protecting
ProtectingPublic
PublicLands,
appropriation
fraudulent entries.
entries.
194,
for, from
from fraudulent
appropriation for,
908, 1397
Protest of Negotiable
C.,
Protest
Negotiable Instruments, D. C.,
acceptance
original, by a
a notary,
acceptance of original,
admitted as evidence
569
thereof.......
admitted
evidence thereof
requirement of notary
notary public of
of District
requirement
of Columbia omitted ...................
569
Providence Hospital,
Hospital,D.
D. C.
C.,
i
solating ward
ward....
90,861,1132
appropriation for isolating
1132
.... 90,861,
appropriation
for repairs
repairs ...........................
1132
for care,
care, etc.,
etc., destitute patients..
patients.. 95, 866, 1137
189
for
repairs. ...........
etc., plant repairs
for power, etc.,
Provincetoum,
also Landing of the
Provincetown, Mass. (see also
Pilgrims),
Pigrims),
appropriation authorized
completing
for completing
authorized for
appropriation
in cooperacooperaPilgrim Monument, etc., in
Provincetown Tercentetion with Provincetown
Commission
599
nary Commission..................
Proving
Grounds, Army
Army Ordnance,
Ordnance,
ProvingGrounds,
appropriation
appropriation for current expenses, testing,
609, 1349
etc ........................
Provisions,
Army (see Subsistence,
Army).
Subsistence, Army).
Proviions, Anny
Provisions,
Provisions, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
appropriation for
154, 831
for...................
appropriation
deficiency
reappropriadeficiency appropriation
appropriation for; reappropria1170
tion from 1920....................
1920
1170
Provisions,
Provisions, Navy,
appropriation
. 147, 825
for......................
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ......... 1185, 1190
Provost
Marshal General's
General's Office,
Provost Marshal
appropriation
preserving,
completing, preserving,
for completing,
appropriation for
and transporting
records, from
and
transporting draft
draft records,
from
unexpended balances-.....
balances
109
...-.
unexpended
clerical force in
in Adjutant
Adjutant General's
clerical
General's
110
Office
Office--..........-.-.....- .....
statements to Adjutants
Adjutants General
General of
States,
service therefrom.
110
therefrom.
of military
military service
States, of
110
designated_
110
disbursing officer to be designated....
Public
Buildings,
PublicBuildings,
appropriation for Supervising Architect,
647,
1268
etc ...........................
647,1268
construction, etc
164, 874, 1368
for sites, construction,
etc....... 164,874,1368
for Alexandria,
Alexandria, La,
La., rent, etc
1368
etc-----..
. 874,
874,1368
for Amherst,
Amherst, Mass
Masi
164
............ .........
164
for Apalachicola,
F----------------.................
Apalachicola, Fla.
164
for Batavia,
Batav II, .........
.*...... ....
for Beliefourehe
Bellefourche, S.
8. BaS .. --..--.
164
..
.
for Bluffton,
164
d .-.................
Bluffton, id
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appropriation for
for Branford,
Branford, Conn..........
Conn
164
164
appropriation
for Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, N. Y., post office.........
office
874
164
for Buffalo, N. Y .....................
164
Carroll, Iowa ......................
164
for Carroll,
164
Central City,
for Central
City, Nebr
Nebr ................
164
Chamberlain, S.
S. Dak...............
Dak
164
for Chamberlain,
164
164
for Chandler, Okla
Okla ....................
164
W Va
for Charles
Charles Town,
Town, W.
Va ..............
164
164
Mich ..................
for Cheboygan,
Cheboygan, Mich
164
for Cherokee,
Cherokee, Iowa
Iowa ...................
for
164
164
for Clinton,
Clinton, Ind
for
Ind.......................
]164
64
for Clinton,
Clinton, S.
S. C
for
C .....................
164
for Cohoes,
Cohoes, N
Y .....................
for
N. Y
164
Comanche, Tex...................
Tex
for Comanche,
164
for
for Cordova, Alaska
Alaska ...................
164
for
Dawson, Ga
Ga .......................
for Dawson,
164
164
for
for Decatur, Ala ......................
164
for Des
Iowa ...................
for
Des Moines,
Moines, Iowa
164
for
Donors, Pa
for Donora,
Pa ........................
164
for
for Douglas, Ga ......................
164
for East Las Vegas, N.
N Mex.............
Men
164
Eldorado, Kans
Kens ....................
for Eldorado,
164
Utah ......................
for Eureka, Utah
164
for Fairmont, Minn
Minn ...................
164
for Fallon,
Fallon, Nev ........................
164
for
Fayette, Mo
Mo .......................
for Fayette,
164
for Fort Fairfield, Me .................
165
for Fort Plain, N.
N. Y ..................
165
for
H
for Franklin, N
N. H...................
165
for
for Franklin, Pa .....................
165
for
165
for Franklin, Tenn
Tenn..................
165
for Front Royal, Va.................
Va
165
for GaIlipolis,
165
Gallipolis, Ohio
Ohio ...................
165
for Geneseo,
165
for
Geneseo, III
Ill......
.......................
165
for Gilmer, Tex ......................
165
for
Ariz
for Globe, Ariz......................
165
for Harrisonville,
Harrisonville, Mo...................
165
Mich....................
for Hastings, Mich
165
for Honey Grove, Tex ................
165
for Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii ............... 165,
165, 1368
165
for Hoosick
Hoosick Falls,
Falls, N.
N. Y
Y................
165
for Houghton, Mich ...................
165
for
Huntington, W.
165
for Huntington,
W. Va.,
Va., rent,
rent, etc ......
165
for
Jerseyville, III
for Jerseyville,
Ill...................
165
for
Kansas City, Mo..................
forKiuisasCity,Mo
165
Kenton, Ohio.....................
0 .4;)
for Kenton,
165
for
Leesburg, Va
165
for Leeeburg,
Va ....................
165
for Leominster,
Mass
Ieominster, Mass..................
165
for
Lewistown, Pa
for Lewistown,
Pa ....................
165
for Liberty,
liberty, Mo .......................
165
Haven, Pa
for ILock
ock Haven,
Pa ..................
165
for Long Island City, N. Y.............
Y
165
for McKees Rocks, Pa
Pa....................
165
for Madison,
Madison, Wis ........................
165
165
for Marianna,
Marianna, Ark ......................
165
for Marianna,
165
for
Marianna, Fla
Fla.....................
165
for
subpostoffice
165
for Memphis,
Memphis, Tenn.,
Tenn., subpostoffice......
for
165
for Metropolis,
Metropolis, Ill ....................
165
Midland, Mich .................
....
165
for Midland,
for Mineral
Wis
165
Mineral Point, Wis.................
165
for Montclair,
Montclair, N
N. J.......................
J
165
for Mount Pleasant, Mich
Mich...............
165
for Mount Pleasant, Tex ................
165
for Muskegon,
Muskegon, Mich.,
Mich., rent, etc .........
165
165
for Mystic,
Mystic, Conn 165
.....-..-......--...
165
for Nashville,
165
Nashville, Tenn.,
Tenn., rent, etc ....--...
for Newport, R. I., rent, etc
165
etc...........
for Nogales,
Ariz
165
Nogales. Ariz......-...........
..
for
Topeka, Kane
165
for North
North Topeka,
Kans..............
165
for North Vernon, hid
165
Ind .................
165
for
Oconto, Wis
166
for Oconto,
Wis.........
...
.........
.
166
for Olyphant, Pa
166
Pa......................
.........
for Orange,
Orange, Tex..,
Tex
166
...........
for Owego,
Owego, N. Y
166
Y........
..............
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appropriation
appropriation for Paxton, Ill .............
166
166
Phoenixville, Pa................
for Phoenixville,
Pa
166,874
166, 874
postoffice site..
for Pittsburgh, Pa., new
new postoffice
site..
166
for Pittsburg
Pittsburg, Tex -------------..................-----.
166
for Pittston,
Pittston, Pa
Pa .........................
166
for Pratt, Kans ........................
166
for Prescott, Ark ........................
166
Calif.....................
for Red Bluff, Calif
166
166
for Rhinelander,
Rhinelander, WisWis ....................
166
Ripon, Wis
for Ripon,
Wis .........--------------...............
166
for Rochester,
Rochester, Ind -..-----............
166
166
Russellville, Ark .--.---------------......... 166
for Russellville,
for Saco, Me .....
................
........
166
166
for Sacramento,
Sacramento, Calif
Calif....................
166
for Saint Johnsbury,
Johnsbury, Vt .------------..........--. 166
for Saint Louis, Mo.,
appraisers' stores_
Mo., appraisers'
stores. 166
Salem, Va
for Salem,
Va.
.........................
166
166
for Salisbury, Md ......................
166
Sandpoint, Idaho ..............-----------------....
for Sandpoint,
166
166
for Sandusky, Ohio
Ohio -------------..............------.
166
for San Pedro, Calif ....................
166
for Sante Fe, N.
N. Men
Mex ..................
166
166
for Saranac
166
Saranac Lake, N. Y---------------................
for Sayre, Pa ..........................
166
Shawnee, Okla .....................
for Shawnee,
166
166
for Shelbyville,
Shelby-ville, Ind .........------------------......
166
166
for Shelbyville,
Shelbyville, Ky
....................
166
for Sitka, Alaska......................
Alaska
874
for Spanish Fork, Utah ...............
166
for State College, Pa
Pa...................
166
166
Steubenville, Ohio .................
for Steubenville,
166
166
for Sunbury, Pa ......................
166
166
for Tamaqua, Pa ......................
166
166
for Thibodaux, La...................
La
166
166
C-----------------................
for Thomasville,
Thomasville, N. C
166
for Tomah,
166
Tomah, Wis
Wis ........................
166
for Tullahoma,
Tullahoma, Tenn...................
167
167
for Tulsa, Okla ........................
167
167
for Vernal,
Vernal, Utah
Utah .......................
--------------------- 167
167
for Vineland,
Vineland, N. JJ---------.....-...--167
for Vinton, Iowa .....-----------................--------.
167
167
167
for Walden, N.
N. Y ......................
Washington, D.
for Washington,
I). C.,
C., Engraving
Engraving and
Printing Bureau .................
167,874
167,874
Graham
Graham Building ....................
167
Hygienic Laboratory
Laboratory ...............
167
Hygienic
.
Auditors' Building ..................
Auditors'
874
874
Butler Building .---..-----------------......
Building
874
Treasury Build
mg ..................
874
for Waehington,
Washington, Mo .....................
167
for Water Valley, Miss ..--------------..............
167
for Waynesboro,
Wavnesboro, Va ................
167
....
167
for West Point, Ga
Ga.....................
167
167
for Wilmington,
Wilmington, Ohio ..-.
167
............... 167
for Winchester,
Winchester, Mass ------------------...................
167
167
Winnemucca, Nev
167
for Winnemucca,
.....-----------.------. 167
Woodward, Okla ....................
for Woodward,
167
Wyandotte, Mich.
Mich ..................
for Wyandotte,
167
for reimbursing
contracts for
reimbursing losses on contracts
for
874
materials, etc
etc........
construction, materials,
construction,
874
for altering, etc.,
buildings ...
167,
etc., occupied
occupied buildings
167,
875,1368
875.1368
for marine
improvements,
marine hospitals, improvements,
etc
167, 875, 1368
1368
etc .......................... 167,875,
remodeling, etc.,
etc., Army hospitals
hospitals
for remodeling,
transferred to Public Health
Health Service 1368
transferred
1368
for quarantine
quarantine stations ........... 167,875,
167, 875, 1368
construction
construction under
under Supervising
Supervising Architect --..-....----------.--....--------.....----.
1368
for repairs and preservation.....
preservation
_167,875,1368
167, 875, 1368
allowance tor
for Treasury buildings,
allowance
buildings,
C., increased
increased ...--................
330
D. C.,
for mechanical
equipment ....... 168,
876, 1369
mechanical equipment
168,876,
safes. etc ..........--... 168.876.
for vaults.
vaults, safes,
168, 876, 1369
44
281"_21 44281'°-21
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appropriation for general expenses, skilled
appropriation
skilled
employees, etc.,
etc., Office
Office of
of Supervising
Supervising
Architect................... 168, 876, 1370
Architect
1370
for additional
additional pay to Supervising
Supervising ArchiArchitect ..
168,
1370
.......................
168, 876,
876,1370
for superintendents,
superintendents, inspectors,
inspectors, etc.,
etc., on
on
buildings ...............
169,877,1370
169, 877, 1370
for contingent expenses, materials,
materials, etc..
etc. _ 169,
877, 1370
no expense for transporting
transporting supplies...
supplies_ __ 1370
1370
for commissions
commissions to architects
architects. _
_._ 169,
1370
.....
169, 877,
877,1370
for operating
force;
employees
operating
specified ....................
878, 1371
170, 878,1371
for furniture and repairs ......... 170,
878, 1371
170, 878,1371
for operating
operating supplies; fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights,
water, etc .........
....... 170, 878,1371
878, 1371
for Salamanca,
Salamanca, N. Y.,
Y., ground
171,
ground rent
rent ......
171,
879, 1372
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for operating
supoperating supplies ..............................
45,
45,
65,330,344,347,522,1024,
61, 65,
330, 344, 347, 522, 1024,
1041,
1041, 1044, 1163,
1163, 1184,
1184, 1190
61,
for furniture, etc...
etc
61, 65, 344, 347, 522,1184
522,1184
for mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment ..........
61,
61,
344,347,1038,1041,1184,1190
344, 347,1038, 1041, 1184, 1190
for general expenses of .................
61,
61
63,344,522,1184
63,
344, 522, 1184
for Monroe,
61
Monroe, Mich .......................
61
for repairs and preservation
65,
preservation .........
65
344,347,522,1041,1163,1184,1190
344, 347, 522, 1041, 1163, 1184, 1190
for Mount Olive,
Olive, N.
C
330
N. C..................
330
for Nashville,
Nashville, Tenn.,
330
Tenn., rent ..............
330
for Newport, R. I., rent
330
rent
........
330
for Cape Charles, Va.,
Va., quarantine
quarantine station ................
330,
1163
.......
330,1163
for Morgan City,
507
City, La ..................
507
mint..............
507
for Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pa., mint
507
for Harrisburg, Pa ...................
1024
1024
S. C
C ..................
1024
for Columbia, S.
1024
for reimbursing
reimbursing contractors
contractors for
for construction losses,
due to
to war
507,
tion
losses, due
war conditions
conditions. -.. 507,
592
Y., immigration
immigration
for Ellis Island, N. Y.,
........................
station
1163
1163
for hospital
hospital buildings, Broadview, Ill
Ill... 1163
1163
for operating
operating force
force ...................
1163
1163
Bedford, Iowa,
of building
at
Bedford,
Iowa, acceptance
acceptance of
building at
from Sedgwick
R
601
Sedgwick Post, G.
G. A
A. R.......
601
Gastonia, N. C., sale of present building,
building,
and construction of new one from
from
proceeds, authorized
1362
authorized
...............
1362
Kennebunkport,
Me., sale of present
Kennebunkport, Me.,
present cuscustomhouse .........
554
...........
554
purchase of site for, at Spring
Spring Valley, Ill
111.,,
authorized, with mineral rights
rig
reserved
served ...........................
1251
Mo., rooms for subtreasury
Saint Louis, Mo.,
may be omitted from ...............
392
Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Mex., use for United
United States
States
courts excluded
excluded ...................
356
356
reimbursement authorized
authorized of
reimbursement
of contractors
contractors
for construction, etc., losses due to
to
increased
increased cost of materials,
materials, etc
etc.,,
owing to war
war conditions
281
conditions............. 281
technical
technical services allowances
hospitals
allowances for hospitals
for disabled, etc.,
etc., soldiers, increased ...........................
1163
1163
Public Buildings
Public
Buildings and Grounds,
Grounds, D. C.,
appropriation
assistappropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, asistant, etc.,
etc., office of
1280
............... 661, 1280
661. 1280
for foremen, gardeners,
gardeners, etc
etc .......... 661.
1280
for park
police ..................
661,
1280
for
park police
661, 1280
watchmen, Washington's
birthfor watchmen,
Washington's birthplace.
..
661,
place.........................
661, 1280

exciv
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Public Buildings
Buildings and
.D. C.-Con.
C.-Con. Page.
Grounds, D.
and Grounds,
Public
Buildings and Grounds,
C.-Con. Page. Public
Grounds, D. C.-Con.
Public Buildings
Temple Graves made special commisJohn Temple
appropriation
for contingent
contingent expenses;
appropriation for
sioner,
537
Memorial ..........
sioner, Lincoln Memorial.
uniforms,
etc .................
661, 1280
uniforms, etc
officer
in charge
Zoning Comcharge of, to serve on Zoning
officer in
amount
revenues.....
.. 661,
661, 1280
District revenues
from District
amount from
500
C .....................
mission, D. C.
for additional
additional pay,
officer in
in charge
112
112
of...
charge Of._
pay, officer
for
traffic regulations,
etc., under
under exclusive
regulations, etc.,
traffic
for dedicating
Lincoln Memorial;
Memorial; rededicating Lincoln
for
control of
of Chief
of Engineers
Engineers ........
898
Chief of
control
appropriation ......................
889
appropriation
reservations to be
watchmen in squares
be
squares and reservations
watchmen
1381
Memorial, approaches.......
approaches
1381
for Lincoln Memorial,
known as
as park
364
police ..............
park police
known
improvement and care
care of parks,
for improvement
pay, etc
etc ..............................
364
etc ......................
186, 897, 1388
186,897,1388
pay,
etc
appropriation for
364
for .....................
appropriation
. 186,897,
etc.
for Monument
Monument Grounds, etc
186, 897, 1388
for
Public Convenience
Stations, D.
D. C.,
Convenience Stations,
Public
for Rock
Park and Piney Branch
Branch
Creek Park
Rock Creek
for
appropriation for
maintenance
79, 849,
1119
849,1119
79,
for maintenance......
186, 898,1388
appropriation
Parkway ................
Parkway
39
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance.
maintenance.
deficiency appropriation
186,898,
Park
186, 898, 1389
Potomac Park...............
for Potomac
Debt,
Public Debt,
Public
parks for
maintaining portions of parks
for maintaining
appropriation
expenses connected
connected with
for expenses
outside sports ...............
898, 1389
186, 898,1389
appropriation for
outside
issues of .........................
1266
for
1389
etc..... 186, 898, 1389
Meridian Hill Park, etc
for Meridian
use
services designated.
designated . 1267
use for personal services
Union
for operating, etc., fountains in Union
Public Health,
o
InternationalOffice of,
Health, International
Public
Station
186, 898, 1389
186,898,1389
Station Plaza ............
appropriation
annual quota ........ 746,1272
for annual
appropriation for
maintenance.. 186,
for
increased cost of park maintenance..
for increased
Public
Treasury Department,
Department,
Service, Treasury
Health Service,
898, 1389
Public Health
898,1389
appropriation
for clerks, etc., in office of
186, 898,1389
appropriation for
for
Basin bathing beach
898,1389
beach.
for Tidal Basin
1272
Surgeon General ...............
651, 1272
for
ferry line
?ark
187,
East Potomac Park.....
line to East
for ferry
for
Surgeon General,
General, medical
etc., Surgeon
pay, etc.,
1389
for pay,
879, 1389
1376
174,883,
officers, etc
174, 883, 1376
etc ..............
officers,
1389
for
Lincoln Memorial......
Memorial.
etc., Lincoln
roads, etc.,
for roads,
for
General at large,
Assistant Surgeons General
for Assistant
for
Point to New HampHampEasbys Point
wall, Easbys
sea wall,
for sea
174,883
174,883
pharmacists ..............
and pharmacists
shire
Avenue. ...................
1389
shire Avenue
174,883,1376
for
883, 1376
acting assistant surgeons ..... 174,
for acting
for
Smithsonian
stations, Smithsonian
comfort stations,
new comfort
for new
pay allotments
allotments permitted
permitted ............
883
pay
899
grounds ...........................
899
grounds.
174,883,
for
174,
883, 1376
1376
for all other employees ..........
Stanton
899
Stanton Park .......................
for
174, 883,1376
883,1376
freight, etc .................
for freight,
for
around Freer Art
Art
grounds around
improving grounds
for improving
1376
for
175, 883, 1376
lights, water, etc ........
fuel, lights,
for fuel,
899
Gallery Building ..................
Gallery
for
etc., depot ......... 175, 883, 1376
supplies, etc.,
for supplies,
executive defor care,
etc., grounds of executive
care, etc.,
for
Laboratory ........ 175,884,1376
175, 884, 1376
for Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory
partments
187, 899, 1389
partments .................
175, 884, 1376
for marine hospitals, etc .........
grounds.. 187, 899,1389
etc., Library
for trees, etc.,
Library grounds
899,1389
of cases for study ......... 175,884
admission of
admission
grounds of Capitol and Senate and
grounds
1376
175, 884, 1376
for outside treatment, etc ........
House Office
187, 899, 1389
Buildings...... 187,899,1389
Office Buildings
House
etc.,
for transporting
transporting remains of officers, etc.
for
187, 899,1389
grounds
899, 1389
Mansion grounds..
Executive Mansion
for Executive
service
175, 884, 1376
1376
dying in service............
etc.... 187, 899,1389
for
899, 1389
engineer, etc
employing engineer,
for employing
175, 884, 1376
1376
books, etc ........
scientific books,
for scientific
Mansion.... 187,
repairs, etc.,
etc., Executive Mansion....
187,
for repairs,
medical inspection of
884, 1376
175,884,1376
of aliens..
aliens... 175,
899, 1389
medical
for
etc., services for beneficiamedical, etc.,
for medical,
187,899,1390
.... 187,
for fuel, greenhouses,
899, 1390
greenhouses, etc
187,
ries of, other than war risk insurance
for
expenses of President......
President
187,
traveling expenses
for traveling
patients
175, 884, 1376
1376
patients.................... 175,884,
899,
1390
899,1390
disbursement of allotments from War
War
disbursement
187,
for
Mansion, etc .....
187,
Executive Mansion,
for lighting Executive
Risk Insurance
884
Insurance Bureau ............
899,
1390
Risk
899,1390
1377
maintenance of home for lepers......
lepers
1377
maintenance
187,899,1390
899, 1390
grounds.............. 187,
public grounds
for
175, 884, 1377
service .........
quarantine service..
for quarantine
187,
heating offices, greenhouses, etc.....
etc
187,
for heating
for
of epidemics.
epidemics..... 175, 885, 1377
899,
1390
899,1390
prevention of
for prevention
for
investigation of public health
187,
field investigation
for field
etc.
187,
departments, etc.
telegraph, Capitol, departments,
for telegraph,
matters
1377
885, 1377
176, 885,
matters ...................
899,
1390
899,1390
for
quarantine service.
service 176, 885, 1377
interstate quarantine
for interstate
for
Washington Monument
187, 899, 1390
Monument ..... 187,899,1390
for Washington
for
for
repairs, building
for studies, etc., of rural sanitation; conbuilding where Lincoln died. 188,
for repairs,
ditional
demonstration work
885, 1377
176,885,
work. 176,
900, 1390
ditional demonstration
local cooperation
cooperation required
176, 885, 1377
required ..... 176,885,
local
for
Wakefield, Va. 188, 900, 1390
maintenance, Wakefield,
for maintenance,
176,885
for
of pellagra;
pellagra; limitation
limitation ...... 176,
885
study of
for study
for
reflecting iriool,
West Potomac
Potomac Park. 188, 900
pool, West
forreflecting
for
sale of viruses, etc..
etc.. 176,885,
176, 885, 1377
1377
regulatingsale
etc. 188,
for regulating
maintenance, etc.
for Lincoln Memorial;
188,
Memorial; maintenance,
for
Division of
Venereal Diseases.
Diseases. 176,
885, 1378
1378
176,885,
of Venereal
for Division
900,
1390
900,1390
for
Hygienic Laboratory,
Laboratory, equipment,
equipment,
for Hygienic
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater
for Arlington
176
etc
176
etc ............................
maintenance.........
and Chapel; maintenance
188
for
expenses of hospitals under, for disfor expenses
188, 900, 1390
for Grant Memorial ...........
charged, disabled
etc....
.... 176, 885
soldiers, etc
disabled soldiers,
charged,
construction, etc.,
etc.,
for Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge, construction,
508,1378
advertising restricted
508, 1378
restricted ...........
advertising
new.................... 188, 900, 1391
of new
167
for Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory buildings
buildings ......
Bridge.......
Georgetown Bridge
designated Georgetown
900
203,917,
for
Alaska
203,
917, 1406
for medical relief in Alaska.....
deficiency
appropriation for restoring
deficiency appropriation
for
etc. ' Army hospitals
remodeling, etc.,
for remodeling,
grounds,
courthouse
333
grounds, etc., around courthouse...
transferred to,
discharged
for treating discharged
to, for
transferred
Aqueduct Bridge, D. C.
C ........
509
for new Aqueduct
1368
soldiers, etc ................
sick soldiers,
repairs, etc .... 1026
1026
gardens, repairs,
for propagating
propagating gardens,
amistant
appropriation for acting assistant
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
...... 1026,1168
for Executive
Executive Mansion, fuel
mirm:ns
1168
surgeons....................... 45,1162
etc ....
for heating offices,
offices, greenhouses,
greenhouses, etc.....
45,
transportation, etc ...........
for freight, transportation,
for Washington
Washington Monument.............
Monument
1168
65,
1024, 1162, 1183, 1189
344, 1024,
65, 344,
additional pay, park police, for fiscal year
year
for
maintenance of
45, 1183, 1189
of hospitals
hospitals ..... 45,1183,1189
for maintenance
509
1920,
1920, half from District revenues...
revenues
65,521,1183
for
521, 1183
874
...
investigations........... 65,
fieal year 1921
1921................
for final
874
for field investigations
sAA
a.. a.... 1
mela
for
of seamen
seamen................... 344,1183
for care of
for
year
1309
AUr fiscal
nU
year 1922
Li.A
Vzz. ...................
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deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of
epidemics
1189
epidemcs............. 344,
344, 508,
508, 1183,
1183,1189
for quarantine
service
quarantine service.......
344, 1162,
1162, 1183
1183
for services
services and supplies
supplies for
for War
War Risk
Risk
Insurance
patients, etc..........
etc
377,
Insurance patients,
377,
507, 591,
591, 1024,1162
1024,1162
products of patients
patients during
disposal of products
treatment
treatment ......................
507
viruses, etc
508
for regulating sale of viruses,
etc.......
508
for Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory ........ 508,521,
508, 521, 1162
1162
hospitals for discharged
discharged soldiers,
soldiers, etc_
508
for hospitals
etc.
508
service
for interstate
interstate quarantine
quarantine service.....
521,1183
for all other employees
employees .................
1024
124
additional hospital facilities authorized for
additional
patients of War Risk
Risk
World War patients
Bureau and Vocational
Vocational rehabilitation ............................
. 1364
1364
hospital equipment,
equipment, accessories,
accessories, etc
etc.,,
from Army to
1365
to be
be transferred
transferred free
free...
1365
advertising
etc., by,
advertising in newspapers,
newspapers, etc.,
by, rerestricted ...
508,1378
.................
508,1378
allowance of commutation of quarters
quarters to
allowance
to
families of officers
officers until
until June
June 30,
1922 .............................
602
602
supplies to be transferred
Army medical supplies
transferred
for specified
specified hospitals
free to, for
hospitals-...... 1025
1025
American consul, etc.,
bill of health from American
etc.,
required
of
ships
leaving
foreign
required
foreign
ports, etc.,
etc., for United
United States
States or its
its
possessions .......................
1149
form, etc.; fees ....................
1149
1149
Broadview,
Ill., uncompleted
hospital
Broadview, Ill.,
uncompleted hospital
to be immediately
immediately
building and site tobe
acquired, equipped, etc..........
etc
45,378
acquired,
45,378
completion of, and construction
completion
construction of auxiliary buildings
directed ...........
378
buildings directed
378
limit of cost increased, hospitals at.....
at.
508
immediate
immediate completion,
completion, etc.,
etc., directed_
-- 508
directed...
508
authorized; restrictions
508
contracts authorized;
restrictions.......
508
Craney
Craney Island, Va.,
War
Va., transferred
transferred from War
Department to .....................
358
358
departments, etc., to report statement
statement of
their public health
health activities
activities .......
176
176
detail of medical
medical officers of, for
work with
with
for work
Mines Bureau ............ 199, 911,
911, 1401
1401
disbursements of allotments,
disbursements
allotments, medical
medical and
and
hospital services .................
881
881
families of commissioned
commissioned officers,
etc., alofficers, etc.,
allowed transportation
transportation upon change of
of
permanent station ................
permanent
604
for
lands and buildings to
to be assigned
assigned to,
to, for
war risk patients..................
patients
1365
1365
immediate transfer
transfer of
Forts Mackenzie,
Mackenzie,
immediate
of Forts
Walla Walla,
Walla, and
Logan H. Roots..
Roots
and Logan
1365
appropriation
appropriation for executing
executing provisions
provisions
hereof
hereof.........................
1365
longevity pay of officers,
officers, based on total
service in all services
services .............
604
motor vehicles,
vehicles, equipment,
equipment, etc.,
etc. transtransferred
ferred from Army to, for hospital
use,
use. etc .........................
530
530
officers
officers may purchase
purchase quartermaster
quartermaster supplies from Army, Navy, etc
etc........
507
patients of.
honorably discharged
from
patients
of, honorably
discharged from
Army,
Army, Navy, or Marine Corps,
Corps, may
may
purchase stores therefrom,
therefrom, at same
same
price charged as if in such service_
service.
976
increased from
pay of officers temporarily
temporarily increased
from
January 1, 1920; rates ..............
601
effective until June 30, 1922............
1922
604
purchase
purchase authorized
hospital, etc.,
authorized of hospital,
etc., in
in
District of Columbia, for diRcharg,ed
District
discharged
disabled soldiers,
soldiers, etc ..............
1060
price limited:
authorization
limited; additional authorization..
1060
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readjustment of pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., of, personnel to
to
readjustment
be investigated,
etc., by
by special
special
investigated, etc.,
joint committee
Congress
604
committee of Congress........
604
representatives
representatives to Sixth International
International
Sanitary Conference
Conference to be selected
selected
from officers
1022
officers of ....................
1022
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
service in Army,
Army, Navy,
Coast Guard credited
credited in longevity
pay of officers
officers ....................
507
507
allotments for war risk insurance
use of allotments
insurance
patients by .....................
1374
1374
for emergency
emergency fund for lands, buildings,
buildings,
for
sanatoria puretc., for hospital
hospital and sanatoria
ses extended
extended .................
45
poses
45
Whipple
Whipple Barracks,
Barracks, Ariz.
Ariz., may be
be transferred to, for hospital
hospital purposes
purposes .....
963
ferred
963
Public
Hospitals (see also MaPublic Health
Health Service Hospitals
Marine Hospitals),
Hospitals),
appropriation
and preservation.
preservation. 1369
appropriation for
for repairs
repairs and
1369
1369
for mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment for ........
1369 ,
Public
on,
Public Information,
Information, Committee on,
amount allowed for incurred expenses
expenses and
closing up affairs of...
of
327
..........
327
unexpended balances
balances available
available for
unexpended
for liabililiabiliincurred prior to June 30,
1919.
32T
ties incurred
30, 1919.
327
payable through Council
Council of National
National
payable
Defense .......................
327
327
$1,000,000
covered into
into the
$1,000,000 immediately covered
the
Treasury .....................
327
Treasury
327
unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of appropriation
appropriation for,
covered in ......................
233.
covered
233
Public
PublicLands,
Lands,
appropriation
appropriation for Commissioner,
Commissioner, assistant,
assistant,
1288',
clerks, etc
etc....................
669, 1288
for surveyors
surveyors general,
general, clerks,
clerks, etc......
etc
673, 1292
1292 .
for registers
registers and receivers
1397
receivers....... 194, 907,
907, 1397
consolidation
Alaska.
194
consolidation of offices, Juneau, Alaska.
194
Broken Bow,
Bow, Nebr.,
Nebr., offices consolidated .........................
907
consolidation of offices at Alliance,
consolidation
Alliance,
Nebr.,Vancouver,
Nebr.,Vancouver, and
and Seattle,
Seattle, Wash
Wash. 139T
1397'
for
for contingent
contingent expenses;
restriction
194,
expenses; restriction....
194,
907, 1397
1397
907,
for
depredations. 194,908,1397
for expenses,
expenses, timber
timber depredations.
194,908,1397
for
for protecting,
from fraudulent
enprotecting, from
fraudulent entries.......................
tries
194, 908,1397
908, 1397
for
for swamp
swamp land claims, etc.......
etc
194,
908, 1397
194, 908,1397
for protecti,
protecting, etc.,
etc. Oregon and California
lands......... 195,
fornia railroad
railroad hinds
908, 1398
195,908,
Coos
Wagon Road lands inCoos Bay Wagon
cluded
cluded .................... 195, 908, 1398
1398
for hearings
hearings in land entries......
entries
195, 908, 1398
1398
195,
reproducing plats
for reproducing
plats of surveys-.
surveys
195, 908, 1398
1398
for restoring
restoring lands
lands in national
national forests ....................
908, 1398
195, 908,1398
reservations... 195, 908,1398
for opening Indian
Indian reservations
908, 1398
surveying ..................
195,
909, 1398
1398
for surveying
195, 909,
for abandoned
abandoned military reservations,
reservations,
etc.............................
etc
196
196
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for surveying....
surveying
66,
66,
345,523,1039,1186,
345, 523, 1039, 1186, 1191
for protecting,
protecting, etc.;
etc.; reimbursement
reimbursement
from fighting
fighting forest fires ............ 335
335
protection of Oregon-California
for protection
Oregon-California Railroad and Coos Bay Wagon
Wagon Road
Road
lands ........................
513
513
for contingent
contingent expenses.........
expenses
1186
523, 1044,
1044, 1186
for protecting
protectig timber, etc ...... 523. 1186, 1191
1191
for registers
registers and receivers
receivers ...............
1039
for hearings in land entries..............
entries
1191'
1191
added
added to Caribou National Forest, Idaho..
Idaho_ _. 1056
1056
Nez Perce
Perce National Forest Idaho .........
1196.
119
Ochoco National Forest,
Forest, Oreg..........
Oreg
404
404
National Forest, Oreg
Oregon National
Oreg..........
605
605
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added to
Targhee National
National Forest, Idaho_
1198
Idaho.. 1198
added
to Targhee
1194
Idaho
1194
Weiser National
National Forest, Idaho...........
additional homestead
homestead not
not to be
be canceled
canceled
additional
for
commutation of former
former entry
entry unfor commutation
der
of June
June 15,
1880
1434
der Act
Act of
15, 1880...........
canceled to
to be
be reinentries heretofore
heretofore canceled
.. _ 1434
therefor_ _
stated if no other ground therefor.
additional homestead entry application
application aladditional
lowed,
1092
Benson.......... 1092
lowed, of Lawrence Benson
1435
Willis A. Simmons .................
1435
Edward E. Voedisch
Voedisch .................
1092
validated, of Charlotte Daniels........
Daniels
1091
1091
validated,
adjustment of
of disputes
disputes of
erof title,
title, etc.,
etc., of
of eradjustment
roneously
surveyed, in Florida .....
325
roneously surveyed,
area
Payette Naarea extended
extended of Idaho and Payette
tional Forests,
Forests, Idaho .............
324
reclamation period to begin
begin
Carey Act reclamation
from approval
approval of application
application for
1085
segregation
1085
segregation.............-....-.....
construction work required, etc........
etc
1085
construction
438
coal
of
438
in; leasing,
leasing, etc.,
etc., of...........
coal deposits
deposits in;
438
Alaska excepted
438
in Alaska
excepted ...................
correction
specified
correction of erroneous surveys of specified
sections in
553
in Utah ................
preferential rights, etc., of occupants_
occupants.... _ 553
preferential
oclieu lands to railroads for holdings by occupants
553
553
cupants. .......................
confirmation
patent to Central Pacific
Pacific
confirmation of patent
Railroad .......................
553
Railroad
desert
restricted to citizens of
desert land entries restricted
1086
the State, except in Nevada .....
easements
easements adjoining
adjoining rights of way for irrigation,
etc., permitted
operating
permitted for operating
gation, etc.,
works, etc
works,
..................... 1194
not applicable
forests........ 1194
applicable to national forests
application authorized,
authorized,
enlarged homestead
homestead application
•
1435
Galan
of Hugh
Hugh H. Gunn.................
enlarged
homestead entries
validated,
entries validated,
enlarged homestead
where prior
prior homestead
homestead title acacres
1433
1433
if for
for less than 160
160 acres......
quired, if
if
adverse claim initiated
initiated hitherto,
if adverse
hitherto, ex1434
cepted ........................
1434
cepted
enlarged homestead
of
entry validated,
validated, of
enlarged
homestead entry
1091
1091
John H. Cavanaugh
Cavanaugh .............
1091
1091
13, Gross ....................
Benjamin 13,
1092
Ladernia N. Lucore..................
Lucore
Ladernia
1435
H Struble .................
William H.
enlarged homestead
homestead patent
patent authorized,
authorized, of
enlarged
1435
Ilixon Benton ..............
Elma Hixon
1434
Edgar J. Snyder
Snyder....................... 1434
entrymen under Carey Act given preferpreferrestored from
from
ence right to
to lands restored
407
State segregation
segregation ...................
residence, improvements,
improvements, etc., required.
required _ 407
residence,
credit of homestead
residence on former
former
homestead residence
entry
408
entry...........................
exchange of lands authorized, with
with R. L.
L
Douglass, in
1094
in Nevada ...........
in Colorado with A. A. Bruce...........
Bruce
1147
in lieu of lands surwith South Dakota, in
rendered
rendered to Pine Ridge Indian Reservation .......................
1193
ervation
stock raising homestead
homestead entry lands
authorized, of Frank
Frank 0.
Kellman
1094
authorized,
0. Kellman...
excha
ges permitted of lands in
exchanges
in certain
counties of New Mexico,
Mexico, to consoliconsoli1239
date holdings in
in solid areas ........
etc., of tracts congas deposits in; leasing, etc.,
taining
441
taining .........................
in Alaska........................
Alaska
446
grant of additional, to Boulder, Colo.,
Colo., for
water supply
288
supply........-...........
Downey, Idaho, for protecting
Downey,
protecting water
water
1108
supply;
etc
1198
supply; price,
price, etc................
----
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grant of, to Los Angeles,
Angeles, Calif.,
Calif., for right of
grant
983
plant, etc
983
etc ..............
power plant,
way, power
Pocatello, Idaho,
Pocatello,
to protect water
water
supply,
etc
596
supply, etc...........-...........
597
disposal of town
town site lots adjoining
adjoining...
597
Sandpoint, Idaho,
protecting water
Idaho, for
for protecting
water
supply;
price, etc...
etc
1197
1197
............
supply; price,
homestead
allowed, of
of
homestead entry applications
applications allowed,
1435
Kit Carson Kirby
Kit
Kirby................
1435
Arthur Lawrence
Lawrence Whitmore..........
Whitmore
1092
Arthur
1092
selection
lieu lands
lands by Utah.....
Utah
1092
selection of lieu
1092
William Holsten.......................
Holsten
1093
William
1093
Ralph B. Quinn;
Quinn; conditions
conditions .........
1092
Ralph
1092
authorized, by Mattie R. Mayer........
Mayer
1093
authorized,
1093
entrymen on
entrymen
on Fort Peck
Peck Reservation,
Reservation,
ont. ' ceded
ceded lands,
lands, allowed
allowed addiaddiMont.,
tionaltime
payments ..........
tional
365
time for payments
365
1434
Brazil
patent authorized
authorized to Pearl B. Brazil....
1434
Michael F. Campion.................
Campion
1434
Michael
1434
Lila J. Herbert
Lila
Herbert....................... 1434
patents allowed
allowed both parties
parties intermarrypatents
been bona fide settlers
ing, who have been
one year
year preceding such marriage..
marriage _- 1193
one
allowed leave
leave of absence for
settlers allowed
vocational
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation after discharge from Army, etc ............
charge
288
who
served in
in World
World Wax,
War, physically
physically
who served
unable to return,
return, may make proof
unable
receive patent
further
and receive
patent without further
1202
residence
1202
residence............................
during drought of 1919,
1919, allowed leaves
271
obtain food.
food, etc.......
etc
271
of absence to obtain
residence construed
construed during
during absence..
absence
residence
271
271
homesteads validated,
validated, of Gustavus
Gustavus Gallahomesteads
gher
1092
gher..............................
1092
1435
Perrin D. Hinckley
Hinckley ...............
1435
Perrin
Mary A.
A Heim..
1092
1092
Reim....................
Roseberry G.
G. Ridgway..............
Ridgway ---- ......
1091
1091
Donald Thompson..
..
Thompson..............
1091
Parley P.
Warren .... ...........
.......
. 1435
P. Warren..
Weir ..
.
Cole Weir
..
......
1434
Mississippi and
and Poinsett
Poinsett Counties, Ark.,
in Mississippi
Ark.,
subject
State drainage
drainage laws......
laws.
. 392
subject to State
isolated
tracts in former
former Fort Berthold
Berthold
isolated tracts
Indian Reservation,
N. Dak.,
Dak., to be
Indian
Reservation, N.
sold...
595
sold
..............................
authorized to be added to Lemhi
Lemhi
lands authorized
National Forest, Idaho............
Idaho
1199
National
nonmetallic minerals
minerals and
and gas on,
leases of nonmetallic
authorized;
provisions governing..
governing _ 437
437
authorized; provisions
limitation on area of sales
sales of undisposed of,
of,
Reservain former Uintah Indian Reserva599
tion, Utah,
Utah, repealed.............
repealed.
.
599
prior sales of larger
larger area
area validated;
validated; payprior
600
ment required.
..............
600
required .
etc., of tracts
tracts conoil deposits in; leasing, etc.,
441
taining.
taining...
.....
............
441
446
in
Alaska .................
... 446
in Alaska
mining claims
claims assessments
suspended
assessments on, suspended
for 1919
279,354
354
for
1919........................ 279,
Alaska
included.
........... 354
Alaska included........
leasing, etc., of tracts
oil shale deposits on; leasin:,
445
445
containing_
............-...
containing ....................
mining claims assessments
assessments for 1920 extended to July 1, 1921...............
1921_
1084
1084
1084
work for 1921 not affected............
affected.......... — . 1084
work
552
authorized to Huron
patent authorized
Huron County, Mich.
552
Johnson
Johnson County, Wyo.,
Wyo., for poor-farm
poor-farm
purposes
622
622
purposes........................
Thomas Johnston,
Indiana; effect,
effect,
Thomas
Johnston, of, in
in Indiana;
etc.
........ ..............
1094
etc. ....
..
mayor of Bonita,
Bonita, of lands in
in Louisiana,
Louisiana,
in trust for owners
owners under
under title from
1053
Louisiana
Louisiana..........
............
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patent authorized,
authorized, to Myrtle Point, Oreg.,
patent
from revested
revested Oregon-Calif
orniaRailOregon-CaliforniaRail621
road grant.....................
payment required; mineral deposits
reserved .......................
622
Robert W. Stroud
Stroud................... 1091
Jennie Dunphy Meyer; conditions
conditions.... 1091
Yosemite Stone Company, for power
power
Yosemite
site, etc.
1435
etc.......................
adjoining farm homestead
homestead entry by
adjoining
by
Warren Henry
Henry Leach
Leach............ 1090
Warren
enlarged homestead entry, to Elizabeth
Elizabeth
enlarged
H. Boucher..................
l3roucher
1090
H.
Amelia P. Clark.................
Clark _
1090
1090
homestead entry to Charlotte Strommer.
Strommer
patents
town site
to school
school districts of town
patents to
lands
26
projects..-_ 226
reclamation projects
lands within reclamation
phosphate deposits in; leasing, etc.,
etc., tracts
phosphate
440
...................
...
of
preference right of entry to soldiers, etc.,
etc., of
preference
434
late war,
war, on opening of ............
railroads may convey
convey portion of rights of
railroads
way
throligh, for public
public highways or
way through,
621
621
streets .....
..................streets
1436
Sitch........ 1436
refund of fees, etc., to Nick Sitch_
Billie H. Evashanks.............
Evashanks
. 1436
repayment of
etc., in
in
of purchase moneys, etc.,
repayment
rejected entries, etc.; condition;
condition;
rejected
366
limit.....................
time limit
excess
payments under land laws; time
excess payments
366
..
limit
................
limit.......
366
366
.
settlement of
of. ...................
reserved for irrigation projects, no longer
reserved
needed, to be appraised
appraised, sold at
needed,
605
605
etc. ...................
auction, etc
title conveyed;
conveyed; area limitations; condi606
tions if
if irrigable ..................
606
606
606
citizenship requirements.
requirements... ..........
receipts to be credited to project in re606
clamation fund....................
fund
clamation
uncovered
restored to public domain, uncovered
lands
Klamath Lake Bird Reserlands in Klamath
627
vation, Oreg. and Calif ...........
vation,
revested Oregon-California
Oregon-California grant lands,
revested
Siuslaw, and
Oregon, Sluslaw,
added to Oregon
405
Crater National Forests ...........
622
agricultural lands of ...........
sales of agricultural
timber sales on power-site lands au758
758
thorized ........................
homesteads, etc., on
rights for homesteads,
prior rights
power-site
758
power-site lands recognized ....... 758
758
payment
payment for damages ...............
extension of
of provisions
to revested
Coos
revested Coos
provisions to
extension
758
758
Bay Wagon
Wagon Grant Lands ..........
rights of way
granted for oil pipe
way through,
through, granted
rights
449
lines -....................-------1093
authorized to S.
S. S.
S. Markley
Markley.......
sale of, authorized
Park,
Island Park,'
Idaho, of
of ""Island
Anthony, Idaho,
Saint Anthony,
1093
1093
in North Fork of Snake River .....
withdrawn for Reclamation
Reclamation Service purwithdrawn
poses, no longer needed
needed therefor...
therefor... _ 1089
erroneously surveyed
surveyed lands in Idaho
sale of erroneously
occupants in -good faith under
to occupants
void patents.
patents ....................
630
abandoned Fort Randall Milisales of, in abandoned
550
Reservation, S. Dak..........
Dak_
tary Reservation,
segregations
Oregon,
Carey Act, by Oregon,
under Carey
segregations under
987
.
.....---continued
continued.---.....-..-water supply
leserve for
for SunSunsupply reserve
for water
set aside for
1087
1087
ny-side, Utah ...................nyside,
sodium salts
etc., of
of
leasing, etc.,
in; leasing,
deposits in;
salts deposits
sodium
447
tracts containing
containing .................
447
tracts
b to
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soldiers' additional homestead
homestead entry valisoldiers'
dated, of Thomas H. Holland as assignee of Clark
S. Bemis ..........
1093
ClarkS.
as
assignee of
of George
George E. Fritzinger
Fritzinger. ....
as assignee

raising homesteads:
homesteads: entries
entries of nonstock raising
contiguous
contiguous land permitted
permitted to existhomesteaders
ing homesteaders.....................
survey authorized
authorized of Florida school sections in unsurveyed
unsurveyed townships .....
selection of school grant, etc
..........
permitted for manufacturtimber cutting permitted
ing,
etc., purposes by corporations
corporations
ing, etc.,
other than of the State..
State...........
payments by hometime extended for payments
steaders on abandoned
abandoned Fort Assinniboine Military
Military Reservation,
Mont—
Reservation, Mont...
Cheyenne River Indian
ceded lands of Cheyenne
Dak.............
Reservation, S. flak
Standing Rock Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
N: and S. Dak ....................
N
extended for paying installtime further extended
ments for
for, on ceded Colville Indian
Reservatiim,
Wash ..............
Reservation, Wash
underground water supply prospecting
prospecting
underground
permits authorized in Nevada
Nevada.....
patents, etc.,
etc., to discoverer...
discoverer
.........
patents,
disposal of remainder
remainder of lands within
area of permit ......... .....-..-area
vehicle
protection,
sehicle allowances for timber protection,
.
1920, increased ............
withdrawal
withdrawal of, for Indian reservations,
reservations, exprohibited.
cept by act of Congress, prohibited.
projects withdrawn
withdrawn
within water power projects
.
from entry .....................

1093
1093
287

1103
1104
1088
1086
1086

1447
1446
1446
536
293
294
295
512

34

1075
1075
Public
Library, D.
O., .Pre,
Free, and
and Takoma
Park
Public Library,
D. C.,
Takoma Park
Branch,
Branch,
appropriation
841, 1112
72,841,
salaries........... 72,
appropriation for salaries
for Sunday and holiday opening
841, 1112
1112
72,841,
opening.. 72,
for books, fuel.
fuel. etc
72,
841,
1112
etc.............. 72,841, 1112
72
etc...........
for extraordinary
repairs, etc.
72
extraordinary repairs,
appropriation for contingent
contingent
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
expenses
37,
1016
expenses.......................
DepartDivision, Treasury DepartPublic
Public Moneys
Moneys Division,
ment,
appropriation
division, etc ..... 645
appropriation for chief of division,
Public Moneys, etc.,
Public
etc.,
1375
appropriation
for contingent
.. 1375
expense ....
contingent expenses.
appropriation for
Public Printer,
Printer,
Public
appropriation
clerks, etc
etc.... 227,
appropriation for, Deputy, clerks,
940, 1428
machinery supplies, etc., no
printing machinery,
needed by other officials,
officials, may
longer neededby
233
233
be requisitioned
requisitioned for by ...........
stationery for Senate and House of Represtationery
sentatives may be purchased
purchased from..
from. _ 1036
1036
Public
Printing and
and Binding,
Binding,
Public Printing
appropriation for
Printing Offor Government
Government Printing
appropriation
940, 1428
salaries............... 227, 940,
fice, salaries
for paying
paying salaries
salaries for holidays
holidays... 227, 940, 1428
for leaves
leaves of absence............
absence
227, 940,1428
940, 14:3
for
expenses of................
of
227, 940,1428
940, 1428
227,
for expenses
advance payment
payment from departments,
departments,
advance
etc.
ordered; credits dietc., for work ordered;
rected
....................... 941. 1429
rected..
228,941,
for Congress................
Congress
228,
941, 1429
for
executive departments,
departments, etc
941, 1429
1429
228, 941,
etc.. 228,
for executive
division
of allotments;
restriction .
229,
....... 29,
allotments; restricion
division of
942.
942. 1430
1430
certificate
of necessity
of work
work rerenecessity of
certificate of
quired; exceptions
230. 943,
943, 1430
1430
23
exceptions ...........
quired;
authority of
of Congress for other printing 230
authority
details prohibited
prohibited unless
expressly auauunless expressly
details
230,943,
thorized
by law.............
law
230, 943, 1431
1431
thorized by
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Public Printing
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appropriation
executive departments,
appropriation for
for executive
departments,
etc.;
expenditures to
be equitably
etc.; all
all expenditures
to be
equitably
charged
943, 1431
charged to
to work
work executed..
executed .. 230,
230, 943,
1431
illustrations
for Memorial
Memorial addresses,
addresses,
illustrations for
payment
for ................
943, 1431
1431
payment for
943,
salaries and
Superintendent
for salaries
and expenses,
expenses, Superintendent
of
Documents
230, 943,1431
943, 1431
of Documents.............
230,
Insurance Bureau........
Bureau
646
for War Risk
Risk Insurance
646
deficiency
appropriation for
War Risk
deficiency appropriation
for War
Risk InInsurance Bureau
1
surance
Bureau....................
1
for
Post Office
for Post
Office Department...
Department... 59,
59, 520,
520, 593,
593, 1182
1182
American Union..............
Union
for Pan American
59
for
59, 1037
for Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court, D.
D. C.
C............ 59,1037
for
Labor ..
59, 520,
for Department
Department of Labor
59,
5..
520, 1182
1182
for
520
520
for paying
paying salaries for holidays ........
for
520, 1037
for leaves of absence .............
520,1037
for
printing, binding,
binding, etc
523, 1042
for printing,
etc....... 520,
520, 523,1042
Service Commission-..
Commission._ 520,1037,1182
520, 1037, 1182
for Civil Service
Interior Department
Department ...............
for Interior
520
for
Treasury Department
520, 593
593
for Treasury
Department ...........
520,
for
Compensation CommisCommisfor Employees'
Employees' Compensation
sion ...........................
590
593
for Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture ..........
593
Library of Congress
593
for Library
Congress.................
for
Department of
Commerce .......... 1182
1182
for Department
of Commerce
expenses .....................
1186,
1191
for expenses
1186,1191
annual detailed statement to be submitted
submitted
of publications
by each
each deof
publications issued
issued by
dent, etc.....................
etc
1037
partment,
1037
number, cost of paper, printing,
priiting, preparaprepara1037
.....................
1037
tion, etc
authorized; bills, etc.
etc., relating to work of
House Committee
House
Committee on
on Revision
Revision of
of
the Laws ............-.......
370
enrolled bills, etc., to be printed
printed on parchment or
or suitable
paper
520
ment
suitable paper.....
.....
520
for War Risk Insurance
Insurance Bureau,
Bureau, allowed
allowed
from appropriations
appropriations for field ex331
penses .............
...........
331
issue of journals, periodicals,
etc., by deperiodicals, etc.,
establishments repartments or
or eetablishments
restricted ..........................
945
945
1921
1433
allowed until December 31, 1921........
1433
specific authorization
authorization required
required therethereafter
1433
after..........................
1433
ordered: laws relating
relating to river and harbor
harbor
ordered:
improvements from March 4, 1913,
1913, to
improvements
1014
end of 66th Congress
Congress..............
1014
designated employees
employees in
Governpay of designated
in Government Printing Office increased
increased to 75
cents an hour ...................
272
272
settlement
irregular, by War Labor
settlement of irregular,
Iabor AdAdministration and Naturalization
ministration
Naturalization Bu341
reau, authorized ...................
341
worked permitted in Weather Bureau
237,
Bureau....
237,
696, 1317
Public Roads
Roads and
and Rural
Engineering Office,
Public
Rural Engineering
Office,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for general
general exex64,
67, 346, 524,
1187
penses ............
64,67,
524,1187
Public Roads
Public
Bureau, Department
Roads Bureau,
Department of
of AgriAgriculture,
culture,
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries .........
262, 721,
721, 1340
for
or general
general expenses;
expenses; restriction
26.3, 722, 1340
1340
restriction.. 263,
for expenses of inquiries, expert
expert advice,
etc......................
etc
1340
263, 722, 1340
for methods, materials,
materials, etc ....
1340
263, 722,
722,1340
for chemical,
chemical, etc.,
investigations ......
263,
etc., investigations
263,
722, 1340
payable from Rural Post Roads Fund..
Fund-- 1340
construction, etc.
for field experiments
experiments in construction,
etc. 263,
263,
722, 1340
1340
for farm irrigation investigations.
investigations. 263, 722, 1340
1340
for drainage
drainage of farms, swamps, etc.;
etc.;
plans, etc
etc.................... 263, 722,1340
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appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating farm
farm dodosupply, etc....
etc
264,
723, 1341
mestic water supply,
264, 723,1341
for administrative
expenses ..... 264, 723,1341
723, 1341
administrative expenses
for supervising
supervising distribution, etc
of war
war
for
etc.,,of
explosives for
for clearing
clearing land,
land, etc....
etc .... 1341
explosives
1341
Public Scales, D. C.,
C.,
Public
establishment,
regulation, etc.,
etc., of........
of
1224
establishment, regulation,
1224
Public
Public Schools,
Schools, D. C.,
appropriation
officers ............
80,
850, 1120
appropriation for officers
80, 850,1120
attendance officers...........
officers
80 850 1121
for attendance
80,850,1121
teachers ..................
80, 850,1121
850, 1121
for teachers
80,
salaries
of principals,
salaries of
principals, directors,
directors, etc.,
etc.,
rated
80
rated ...........................
80
instruction in
in German
German barred
81
instruction
barred........
81
present rates; additional
in lieu of present
longevity
for year
year 1920
81
longevity for
1920 .............
81
851
addition to basic
basic salaries
salaries .............
851
for librarians
librarians and clerks.
851, 1122
clerks ......... 81,
81,851,1122
for vacation schools
schools and
and playgrounds....
81,
playgrounds....
81,
851, 1122
851,
1122
for longevity
lone
a„evity pay ..............
81, 851, 1122
81,851,1122
inefficient
inefficient persons
persons not to receive...
1122
receive... 851,
851, 1122
for allowance
82, 852,1122
852, 1122
for
allowance to principals
principals........ 82,
for night schools
schools
................... 82, 852, 1122
for industrial, etc., instruction
instruction........ 82,852
82,852
for Teachers'
Teachers' Retirement
852, 1123
Retirement Fund
Fund...... 852,1123
duties, etc.,
etc., transferred
from Secretary
duties,
transferred from
Secretary
of the Treasury to the Commissioners
Commissioners
852
852
etc., instructfor Americanization
Americanization Work,
work, etc.,
instructforeigners ...............
ing foreigners
82, 852, 1123
for kindergarten
kindergarten supplies..........
supplies
82, 852, 1123
82,852,
for janitors and care of buildings,
buildings, etc....
etc....
82,
852, 1123
matrons in normal,
normal, etc.,
etc., schools....
83,
for matrons
schools....
83,
853, 1124
853,1124
for smaller
smaller buildings,
rented rooms,
rooms, etc..
83,
buildings, rented
etc..
83,
853, 1124
inspectors; nurses....
83,854,
for medical inspectors;
nurses
83, 854, 1124
for free dental
dental clinics ........... 84,
854, 1124
1124
84, 854,
for rent, etc.,
temporary rooms,
rooms, etc....
etc....
etc., temporary
84,
854, 1124
for repairs and improvements....
improvements
84,
854, 1124
84,854,
1124
for remodeling Hamilton
Hamilton Building......
Building
854
for Johnson school building
building .........
1124
1124
for manual
84, 854,
manual training
training expenses.....
expenses
854, 1125
1125
for fuel, light, and power
84, 854,
1125
power........ 84,
854,1125
for
for furniture;
furniture; additions to
buildbuildings . ....................
84, 854, 1125
84,854,1125
for
for contingent expenses
1125
....... 84,
84, 854,
854, 1125
for paper
paper towels, etc...........
etc
84, 854,
1125
84,
854, 1125
for pianos
pianos ....................... 84,
84, 854,1125
854, 1125
for textbooks, etc.,
etc., flags, playgrounds,
playgrounds,
school gardens, etc
etc........... 84, 854,
854, 1125
1125
payments to teachers
teachers in nature
payments
nature study,
etc...........................
etc
1125
.1125
etc., physics
physics departdepartfor apparatus, etc.,
ments....................
ments
85, 855, 1125
85,855,1125
for High School
School laboratories,
laboratories, etc.,
etc., supsupplies....................
plies
855, 1126
85, 855,
space
space in Franklin
Franklin Building for office
office
purposes permitted ...............
855
purposes
855
for equipping,
equipping, etc.,
etc., junior high
high schools..
schools
1126
1126
for community
department...... 1126
community center
center department
1126
for cabinetmaker
cabinetmaker ..............
1126
85, 855, 1126
for extending
extending telephone
telephone system to portportable buildings .....................
85
able
85
community forums, etc.,
for community
etc., in school
buildings
buildings ...............
.....
..... 85,855
85, 855
allowance
allowance for employees, etc.,
etc., increased
increased 328
328
for equipment,
equipment, etc.,
training
etc., manual
manual training
schools............................
schools
85
85
for Dunbar
Dunbar High
High School, equipment;
equipment;
balance
balance reappropriated
reappropriated ...........
1126
1126
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Schools, I).
Public
minimum annuity if retired for
for age.......
age
388
minimum
appropriation
for transporting tubercular
appropriation for
for disability
disability .......................
388
pupils
85,855
for
pupils ......................
payment of annuity;
annuity; part from
from current
current
payment
double
restrictions not applisalaries restrictions
double salaries
388
expenses of the District ...........
expenses
cable to
vacation. 850,1126
850,1126
teachers during vacation.
to teachers
cable
from
deductions
388
salary deductions.................
from salary
free tuition
tuition to children of Army, Navy,
credit for
service outside
District....... 388
outside of District
for service
credit
etc.,
District
85, 850,1126
85,850,1126
of District.....
outside of
etc., outside
388
service
required...............
District required
in District
service in
85
for portable
portable schools
schools....................
for
388
maximum
basic salary
salary allowed ..........
maximum basic
for additional
additional amounts
amounts for specified
specified
for
return
deductions on leaving the service,
of deductions
return of
85
buildings
85
buildings........................
.except
except for
retirement .............
388
388
for retirement
additional
for Eastern High School, additional
388
.......
teachers
for
reinstated
provisions
payments
provisions
i
for
f
teacher
reinstated
dies
teachers
in
service
388
389
855, 1126
855
1126
amount .......................
389
dies in service........
teacher
if
payments
for
Petworth School,
addition
855,1126
855,1126
School, addition.....
for Petworth
if
annuitant dies prior to receiving
if annuitant
for
Deanwood School,
School, addition
1126
addition...... 855, 1126
for Deanwood
389
amount of deductions
deductions.-..........- .
amount
for
Burrville School,
addition...... 856,1126
School, addition
for Burrville
provisions applicable
applicable to all teachers on the
provisions
for Phelps
Phelps School,
School, remodeling
remodeling for manfor
...... 389
rolls
1919.... ........
rolls June, 1919
856
ual training center
center ................
ual
teachers
service deemed
deemed to
to
teachers continuing in service
389
consent to
to deductions,
etc
new building, fifth division northfor new
deductions, etc............
consent
1126
east...........................
discharges
Board of Education not afeast
discharges by Board
for
J. R.
R. West
School, addition......
addition
856,1126
fected
-- 389
West School,
for J.
fected.....................-----for
addition
856,1126
389
"......
persons
in term "teacher
teacher "
School, addition.......
Takoma School,
included in
for Takoma
persons included
meaning of
"basic salary;"
salary;" pronoun "he"
for Wheatley
"he" - 389
School, addition; conWheatley School,
of "basic
for
meaning
tracts
1126
1126
preparation of tables, records, etc.,
etc., ditracts .......................preparation
for Henry
School, addition
addition_ ___
1126
.... 1126
389
rected
...
Cooke School,
D. Cooke
rected ..................
Henry D.
for
1127
....-- 389
for Dunbar
Dunbar High
High School, adjoining land.
land_ 1127
data,
included
etc., included...............
for
data, etc.,
for
Mott School,
reports
to Congress,
Congress, etc
389
site........ 1127
to site
etc.............-...addition to
School, addition
reports to
for Mott
sale
Lots 821
821 and
and 822,
appropriation
822, Square 3064
of Lots
sale of
proportion
expenses; proportion
for expenses;
appropriation for
1127
389
authorized
from District
revenues
authorized.......................
District revenues..........
from
390
estimates to
to be
be submitted
submitted annually...
annually
estimates
immediately
amounts for construction immediately
amounts
herewith.- 390
pay for services herewith._
available
856, 1127
additional pay
no additional
856,1127
available .-..............----regulations, etc., to be made by Secretary
Secretary
for remodeling
remodeling Old
Old Central
regulations,
School._ 856
High School
Central High
for
390
---...of the
the Treasury.........Treasury
390
of
M
Street High
856
High School ................
M Street
852
transferred
to the Commissioners.....
Commissioners.
transferred
exceed
sites
and
buildings
not
exceed
limit
to
sites and buildings
annuity
not
subject to attachsubject
assignable,
not
annuity
of
cost
86,
856,
1127
86,856,1127
of cost ..................
390
ment, etc ..................-....
86,856,1127
soliciting
subscriptions forbidden 86,
856, 1127
soliciting subscriptionsforbidden.
provisions
not
applicable if person receives
receives
applicable
not
provisions
plans,
etc.,
to
be
prepared
by
Municiprepared
plans, etc., to be
390
annuity from
from any State,
etc.--.:.-.State, etc
annuity
pal
86, 856, 1127
Architect.............
pal Architect
employees, included
included in
in general
general provisions
employees,
exit
doors
to
open
etc.;
unetc.;
outward,
exit doors to open
for
retirement of
of civil
civil service
service ememfor retirement
locking required
required ..........
86, 856, 1127
86,856,1127
locking
614
ployees
ployees.................----------for
paying,
from
District
revenues,
adfor paying, from District revenues, ad614
.
officers
and teacher
teacher excluded
excluded ......
officers and
vances in
in 1877,
1877, for
..
103
of......
support of
for support
vances
double
restrictions not applicable
applicable
salaries restrictions
double salaries
for paying,
District revenues,
revenues, adadfrom District
paying, from
for
school garden
garden employees
employees .........
1017
to school
vances
Georgetown
vances in 1875 for Georgetown
Utilities,
Public Utilities,
school
building ...................
103 Public
school building
appropriation
standards of
investigating standards
for investigating
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
longevity pay
for longevity
deficiency
82,. 1301
measurement,
etc., of .........682,
measurement, etc.,
1017
39, 1017
..................
................
..
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission, D. C.,
Public
1017,1157
for
principals
40, 1017,
1157
to principals......
allowance to
for allowance
1111
appropriation for
for salaries..........
salaries
71,840,1111
71,840,
appropriation
40
for
.__
equipment....
School, equipment_
Western High School,
for Western
for general
general expenses.............71,
expenses
71, 840,
1111
, 1111
for
for W.
W. H.
H. Marlow,
Marlow, fuel.................
fuel
40 Publications,
for
etc.,
Departmental,etc
40, 1017 Publications, Departmental,
power......... 40,1017
fuel, light, and power
for fuel,
continuance permitted
until June
1921.
945
une 30, 1921.
permitted until
continuance
for
night schools,
contingent expenses
expenses 40,
schools, contingent
for night
unless
specifically authorized
authorized by Conunless specifically
503,1157
1157
503,
946
gress, to
be discontinued
discontinued thereafter.
thereafter
946
to be
gresw,
for
Deanwood School,
40
facilities..__ 40
toilet facilities.
School, toilet
for Deanwood
1433
allowed until
December 1,
1921
1433
1, 1921.........
until December
allowed
503
.............. .
for
teachers.
additional teacher.s
for additional
1433
specific authority
authority required
required thereafter
thereafter.specific
for manual
etc., expenses ..... 1017 Publications
training, etc.,
manual training,
for
Department of AgriculAgriculDivision, Department
1017 PublicationsDivision,
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ..............
for
ture,
lure,
1017
for
to pupils .................
supplies to
for supplies
appropriation
salaries
258, 717, 1336
1336
258,717,
for salaries.......
appropriation for
for
physic departments
1017
departments 1017
etc., physic
apparatus, etc.,
for apparatus,
for
general expenses; sales of photofor general
for repairs
repairs and
improvements .......... 1017
and improvements
for
259,718,1336
graphs, etc
259, 718, 1336
etc ...............
graphs,
for textbooks
textbooks and
supplies to pkipils_
pupils...._ 1157
and supplies
for
for
exhibits at
at fairs,
fairs, etc..
etc._ 718.
718, 1337
agricultural exhibits
for agricultural
1157
for transporting
tubercular pupils....
pupils
transporting tubercular
for
for
emergency employments,
employments. etc....
etc.. _.718,
718,1337
1337
for emergency
387
retirement of
teachers
........---..
of teachers
retirement
Publications, Government,
Government,
Publications,
fund
deduction from basic
by deduction
created by
fund created
annual detailed
detailed report
submitted of,
to be submitted
report to
annual
387
salaries;
limitations
salaries; limitations.............-issued
department, etc .... 1037
each department,
by each
issued by
filed
certificate of deductions to be filed
certificate
number,
printing, preparpaper, printing,
of paper,
cost of
number, cost
387
yearly
387
................
yearly....
tion, etc........
etc
...-......-------- 1037
tion,
amount received to be deposited to inamount
Agency, N.
N. Mfe.,
Mex.,
Borito Agency,
Pueblo Bonito
387 Pueblo
di
vidualcredits ....................
dividualcredits
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of IndiRnA
Indians
appropriation for
387
investm en tand use of ...............
investmentanduseof
at
434,1248
.........--............----at.
388
retirement
388
retirement at age of 62; at 70 ...........
88
Me.,
.
Pueblo
Indians.
N.
Mex.,
Indians.
Pueblo
for disability......
disability
388
.................
for
appropriation
attorney for.......
for
IS, 422, 1239
1239
18,42,
for attorney
appropriation for
composition of
based on
on one
one per
per
annuity, based
of annuity,
composition
408
for
etc., for................
for
irrigation, etc.,
or irrigation,
388
cent
average salary
salary...............
of average
cent of
138
423, 1238
for water
supply for
for ..............-.
water supply
for
388
service...
additional $10
-1 10 for each year of service
388
additional
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Indians, N.
Pueblo Indians,
appropriation
drainage of
of, in
in
of lands
lands of,
for drainage
appropriation for
Rio
Valley; condition...
condition... 423, 1239
Rio Grande
Grande Valley;
Pueblos,
Neuw Mexico,
Mexico,
Pueblos, New
appropriation
for irrigation,
irrigation, etc.,
etc., for
18
18
for.......
appropriation for
Puget
Navy Yard, Wash.,
Sound Nary
Putet Sound
appropriation
works ......... 144,821
public works
appropriation for public
144
works.......
magazine, public works
for naval magazine,
for naval
hospital, quarters
for nurses
145
145
nurses...
quarters for
for
naval hospital,
822
magazine for T. N. T
T...............
for magazine
Pulaski
Pulaski County, Ark.,
time
extended for bridging
bridging Arkansas River
time extended
Broadway ................
278
. 278
at Broadway
by, at
279
Main Street
279
Street.......................
at Main
Purchasing Agent, Post
Post Office Department,
Department,
Purchasing
appropriation for,
chief clerk
674, 1294
clerk ..........
for, chief
appropriation
Purchasing Officer, D. C.,
Purchasing
appropriation for, deputy, clerks, etc
69,
etc....._ 69,
appropriation
838, 1109
838,1109
Pure
Food Law,
Pure Food
appropriation for expenses
expenses enforcing......
enforcing
254,
appropriation
712, 1331
712,1331
deficiency appropriation
expenses enappropriation for expenses
forcing ...........
64, 67, 346, 1187, 1192
64,67,346,1187,1192
forcing
misbranding provisions of, extended
extended to
to
misbranding
wrapped meats ...................
271
Puyallup
Agency, Wash.,
Puyallup Agency,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
27, 431, 434, 1245
27,431,434,1245
...............
at ....
Pyramid
Reservation, Nev.,
IndianReservation,
PyramidLake Indian
appropriation for
for irrigation
irrigation system on,
appropriation
maintenarice,
maintenanice, etc
etc............ 17,422,1238
Q.
Quantico,
Quantico, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for Marine
Marine barracks, incinappropriation
erator plant ............... ........ 145
for Marine
barracks, water supply; reMarine barracks,
appropriation
833
appropriation .....................
Quapaw
Agency, Okla.,
Indian Agency,
Quapaw Indian
appropriation
22, 427, 1242
expenses.. 22,427,1242
for probate
probate expenses..
appropriation for
sale
allotments in,
inherited allotments
of inherited
surface of
sale of surface
purposes
355
authorized for town site purposes...
355
legal rights, etc., protected .............
appropriation
for expenses;
expenses; repayment
repayment
appropriation for
from proceeds ..................
..
355
Quapaw
I n Okla.,
Irdi.ins,
Quapaw Int
appropriation for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties with;
appropriation
20, 425,1241
condition ...................
for
1242
23, 427,
23,427,1242
schools............
for common schools
alienation restrictions of, on allotments
allotments of
alienation
designated,
continued for 25 years
designated, continued
more
............
1248
more.
......
removal allowed if owner found to be
competent1249
1249
.......................
competent
mining
mining leases
leases permitted on restricted
lands
.
1249
..........................
tax on product
Oklahoma;
product allowed Oklahoma;
1249
not a
alien against
against land............
land
Quarantine Districts
Districts for Plant
Plant Diseases
Diseases and
Quarantine
and
Inz.ect
Pests,
Insert Pests,
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing regulations
appropriation
governing .................. 267, 726, 1344
governing
Quarantine Districts,
Districts, Lire
Quarantine
Live Stock,
698,1318
appropriation for establishing, etc. 239, 698,
1318
appropriation
for repairs,
stations............. 1318
repairs, etc., to stations
1318
Quarantine Service,
Quarantine
maintenance, pay, etc..
etc
175,
appropriation for maintenance,
884, 1377
deficiency appropriation
for
344,
1189
deficiency
appropriation for.........
344,1189
Quarantine
Quarantine Stations,
Stations,
appropriation
appropriation for Cape Charles,
Charles, Va .......
167
construction work under direction
direction of
Architect............ .
Supervising Architect
167

Q.

Quarantine
Page.
Stations-Continued.
QuarantineStations-Continued.
appropriation for
for Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
Md., purchase
purchase
appropriation
of property ....................
875
875
tank
875
875
for Cape
Cape Fear, N. C., water tank.......
Quarantine
purchase of
of New York Quarantine
for purchase
Station, from the State............
State
875
Wash
875
...........
Townsend, Wash.
for Port
Port Townsend,
etc., Texas quarantine
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
875
........................
stations .
N. C., wharf ............
1368
for Cape Fear, N.
for repairs
168, 876, 1369
repairs and
and preservation
preservation .... 168,876,1369
for
equipment for...
for
168, 876,
1369
876,1369
for mechanical
mechanical equipment
884,1377
175, 884,
maintenance, etc............
etc
1377
for maintenance,
deficiency appropriation
Charles,
appropriation for Cape Charles,
Va
330,
1163
330,1163
Va ..........................
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, Army,
Quartermaster
Army,
appropriation
for pay,
etc., of
Army....
110
110
of the
the Army....
pay, etc.,
appropriation for
110
for pay
of officers;
officers; longevity ..........
110
for
pay of
longevity ......
110
110
pay of enlisted
enlisted men; longevity
for pay
for commutation
commutation of quarters, etc.,
etc., field
for
clerks
111
clerks ...........................
for mileage, officers,
officers, etc................
etc
112
exchange, disbursements
for loss by exchange,
112,956
abroad
112, 956
abroad and in Alaska ...........
for
113, 957
113,957
for subsistence
subsistence supplies, etc ........
care,
Aberdeen Proving
care, etc.,
etc., of
of crops, Aberdeen
114
Ground .........................
114
Ground
for
regular quartermaster
114, 957
quartermaster supplies....
supplies.... 114,
for regular
fuel heat,
heat and
light
114,
958
114,958
and light................
fuel,
recreation buildings
buildings ..............
114,958
recreation
bakeries, ice, machines laundries,
etc
114,
958
114,958
etc.............................
schools, forage, etc..................
etc
114, 958
958
stationery, printing, etc...........
etc
115, 958
958
incidental expenses
expenses .............
115, 958
958
for incidental
extra duty pay, etc ...............
115, 958
959
115, 959
for transportation
transportation ....................
accommodations
accommodations for Porto Rico offitransports
960
cials, on transports..................
passengers and cargoes permitted
permitted on
transatlantic transports
960
transports.............
transatlantic
designated transports
961
transports......
disposal of designated
sewer systems at posts..
posts.. 117,961
for water
water and sewer
Niagara, and Fort Leavenworth._
961
Leavenworth.
Fort Niagara,
equipage.
117,
for clothing, camp and garrison equipage.
961
indemnity for destroyed
destroyed clothing,
indemnity
etc
117, 962
117,
etc ..........................
for
117, 961
117,961
for purchase
purchase of horses ................
standard required.
required_ 118,962
limit; contracts,
contracts, standard
restriction on polo ponies..........
ponies
118, 962
breeding riding animals; donations
donations
breeding
.........................
accepted
962
accepted
quarters, etc........
etc..
118,962
barracks and quarters,
for barracks
grounds for
for cantonments
118, 963
grounds
cantonments, etc
etc...... 118,
963
Fort Leavenworth
Leavenworth ..................
963
Fort
transfer of
Ariz
963
transfer
of Whipple Barracks, Ariz...
School,
Training School,
for buildings, Infantry
Infantry Training
Camp Benning, Ga ................
963
963
118,963
for military post exchanges .......... 118,
for barracks
barracks and quarters, Philippine
Philippine
Islands
119,
119, 964
Islands........................
rentals in China
119, 964
China..................
wharves, and drainage
drainage
for roads, walk!,
walks, wharves,
at
posts
119, 964
119,964
at posts........................
purchase of land Deer Island, Boston
purchase
964
Harbor
Harbor...........................
use for National
cantonments
National Army cantonments
964
forbidden
forbidden ......................
for post hospitals, construction,
construction, etc...
etc... 119, 964
for
additions, temporary buildings, etc. 119,964
additions,
Letterman Hospital, San Francisco,
Francisco,
Letterman
Calif
964
Calif. ...........................
Walter Reed Hospital, D.
D. C., for Army
Army
964
Medical School ...................
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Quartermaster Corp.,
•rage.
Quartermater
Corps, Army-Continued.
Army-Continued.
TPae.
appropriation for quarters
quarters for hospital
hospital
appropriation
stewards
stewards.......................
119,965
•• 119,965
119,965
for shooting galleries and ranges .....
etc., damage
damage
for settlement
settlement of target,
target, etc.,
claims
claim .......................

' 119,965
'..
119,965

Quartermaster
Corp., Aiy--Continued.
Assity-Continued.
Page.
QuartermasterCorps,
Page.
deficiency
for shooting
shooting galgaldeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
leres,
leries, ranges,etc..
rangee, -ete '
- .. ''.i
1184,1190
,.. 1044,
1044,1184,1190
for
subsistence ' ..
•" - ....
1166
for subsistence
...............
1166
for horses
horses .....................
1184,1190
1184,1190
t 1184
for military post exchanges...........'
exchanges
'.
1184
for
suamlies to
Reserve Officers'
Offieers' iraiing
Training
for supplies
to Reserve
• Corps..
•
,1184
.
................
1184
balances of appropriations
appropriations covered-in,
covered in, for
for
balances
' inland and'
and port
port stotage
storage 11918-1919,
1918-1919,
etc
1353
etc....
....
.........
.....
-1353
unexpended balances
balances available
available to pay susunexpended
pended contracts
contracts for barracks
barracks and;
pended
and

War College; fuel, etc.ete '
120
for Army War
.. :...
120
District Of
for rent of buildings in District
of c.0
Co-7
lumbia.
120,965
lumbia.........
.......
. '•
,965
space available
available in
if no space
in Govertenent
Government
owned
owned buildings
buildings... .... --...; ; 120,965
vocational training
soldiera .... . 120,965
for vocationml
traiinitofsldies
for supplies
supplies for
praefor
for civilian
civilian 'target
target prac
arter..............
..
...........
107
tire
"
• .
120,966
tice.........
...............
120,966
quarters
tals, construction,
etc
•1027
gi/
7
hospitals,
constaction, etc...........
for supplies,
su
"es, etc., to units of Reserve
..
,
etc
•
1027
roads,
walks,
etc
.....................
1027
0
erg'
Train's]
.
g
Corps
121,966
Oficers' Training Corps.......--------.. 121, 966
shooting
galleries and
and ranges.
ranges
•..........
1027
shooting galleries
1027
for
supplies to
schools having
having imiliMilifor supplies
to other
other schools
suptplies,tervices,
and transportation
'1027
suppiisfervices, and
transportation... '1027
•
"121,
tary training
training..................--21, 967
967
officers and enlisted men composing..'
officers
...
,
766
composing ......
,766
for inland and port -storage and shipping.
shipping
duties of Quartermaster
Quartermaster General...
General
' • 766
766
....:.'
facilities
,....
121,,967
121,967
facilities......................
procurement asdpplied,
stipplied," construction
construction of
promremeintof
for Fort Monroe,
Mourne, V
Vs ..........
'
183, 894, 1385
.183,894,
385
-•builings
buildings, transportation,
ete_•: . _..
transportation, etc.....
766
1385
Hawaii... .
for Schofield
Schofield Barracks, -Hawali
ex
t•-tecnictl,
techideal, etc.,
etc.; supplies
supplies "'for
except
fo - •
for.national,cemeteries.
894,1385
fornational
cemeteries...... " '183,
183,894,1385
•ether-branches;
therefor....... 766
766
otherbranhes!; Utilities
utilitiestherefor....
headstones for soldiers'
1385 •
soldiers' graves_
graves. 18.8,
13, 894,
894,1385
for headstones
Quartesrtwo C(apfiidi
Quarterosasthit
Corp/Field Clerks,
for burial of
ndigent en
ex-eoldiers,
el indigent
-soldiers ste.,
no appointemients
'hereafter
761
appoinaients of, hereafter.............
'" 761
P. C -•
i.84;895,
1386 Quartermaster
.•
D.
..
........
184
895,1386
Gent:rid,
Arnie,
QuarterwasterGeE
l, Anty,
for
Antietam
battle
field:
184,
895
4
.1386
for Antietam battle field..... . 184,895,1386
rank and•dutienot.',
and duties'ot. ......• . •............
766
officers, enfor dieNsitien
disposition of remains of officeri,
Quarterireaster Generent
Depart-' •
Quarteriatr
enesSi .Office,.1W
Office, War Depart
listed piers,
184,
895, 1386
men, civilians,
iviians, etc...
etc...
184,895,1386
. --.
•
merit
ment,; •
remains from
abandoned
for removing
removing remain
from abandoned
appropriation for clerks,
clerk's, etc..........
etc
• .59,127
659, 1.898
appropriation
8
poste,.
etc
184i
895,1386
184,895,1386
post, etc.-..............
for additional employces;
employe*
reatri 6.on' 1278
1278
fodditional
ay restntion
rounbursement
expenses
184,
reaibursement for burial expenses...
allotment
•
allotment from
front fund forb
forbringin
gig .ghome
895, 1386
895,1386
-remins,
remeinti, to Cemererial
..
1278
Cemeterial Division...;
1278
applicable to retired list on active
for additional
additional emloyees,
employees, Cemeterial Diduty, and civilians dying abroad in
vision,
disposition
vision, compiling data of disposition
armies of
Allies ..........
184,
armies
of Allies.
184, 896,1386
of remains abroad,
abroad, etc...-.........
etc
896
for
care of
abroad, shipping
for care
of graves
graves abroad,
shipping home
home
allowance for personal
personal services
services in CemeteCemeteallowance
remains
etc.
896,1387
remain, 'etc..................
86,1387
rial Division, compiling
compiling data on
Department,
additional employees in Department,
bringing
remains
1164
bringing home remains............
1164
compiling
compiling data of graves, etc, abroad 896
Army organized
colors, etc., of demobilized
emobilized Armyorganized
Confederate burial plats
184, 896, 1387
plate...... 184,896,1387
for Confederate
not delivered
delivered to States, to be turned
Little Rock, Ark
Ark..... 185, 896,
896 1387
for burials Little
into,
in to, fornational
for national use
1439
use... .......
1439
for Arlington
Arlington Cemetery,
facilities.
896
896 Quartermster,
Cemetery, toilet
toilet facilities.
for
Quartermaster's Department,
Corps,
Deportment, Marine
Marine Copt,
Cemetery, D. C.,
C., confor Battle Ground Cemetery,
154,831
appropriation for maintenance
•
maintenance ........
appropriation
struction of rostrum ..............
896
deficiency appropriation
maintenance50,
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance.
50,
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater.
890, 1387
Amphitheater.896,1387
for Arlington
1039, 1041, 1044, 1186
1185
1039,1041,1044,
185, 897, 1387
for national
national parks.
parks............. 185,897,
Quarters, Navy and
and Marine
Corps,
Quarters,
Marine Corps,
commutation
commutation of, to families of officers, concondeficiency
appropriation for
for incurred
incurred oblideficiency appropriation
tinned during
during present emergency...
emergency385
tinued
balances.
385
46
gations from unexpended
unexpended balances.
Qui-ncri-elt
Qu'il-M-uts
ns, Wash.,
Wash.,
Qui-nai-eltand
and Qulift
te tuba
Indians,
for
01,
61,
for pay
pay of
of the
the Army
Army..................
63, 65,
522, 1026, 1038, 1041, 1044
appropriation for support,
support, etc.; of...
of... 27,
431, 1245
1245
27,431,
63
65, 344, 347,
347,522,1026,1038,1041,1044
appropriation
Agency,TVash.
Qunaielt Agenacyj,
Wa.,
for barracs
barracks and quarters,
quarters, Philippines
61 Quinaielt
Philippines..
appropriation .
for
Indians
for
etc., of Indians
tor support, etc.,
appropriation
for supplies,
supplies, services, and
and transportatransporta1248
at .......................
. 1248
tion
61,63,65,344,
61,63,65,344,
tion.......................
348,
522, 1038, 1041,1044,
1041, 1044, 1184,1190
Quinby Creek;
Creek; Va.,
Va.,
348,522,1038,
1184, 1190 Quiby
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of, to ,be
be
61, 63, 65, 344,
for transportation
transportation............. 61,63,65,344,
made
1011
522, 1038,1041,
1190
made............................. 1011
1038 1041, 1166, 1184,
1184,1190
Quincy,
Mass.,
soldiers' graves.......
graves
for headstones
headstones for soldiers
61,
348,
522, 1038, 1011, 1184, 1190
appropriation for
for operating,
operating, etc.,
etc., GovernGovern348,522,1038,1041,1184,1190
appropriation
ment house at
223
for incidental
incidental expenses.
61, 63, 522, 1184, 1190
at..................
223
expenses.. 61,63,522,1184,1190
for
operating,
etc.,
Government
restaufor operating, etc., Government restaufor barracks
barracks and quarters..............
quarters
65,
65,
rant at ........................
344, 522, 1041,
1044, 1184
224
344,522,
1041,1044,
for disposition of remains of officers, enfor operating, etc., Government
Government dormitories at .......................
224
listed men, etc ...................
tories
65,
224
Quin
fault Agency,
345,522,
1038, 1041,1044, 1185
Quiniault
Agency, Wash.,
345,522,1038,1041,1044,1185
522, 1041
appropriation for
etc., of Indians
Indians
for regular supplies
.......... 344, 522,1041
for support,
support, etc.,
appropriation
for roads, walks,
walk, wharves,
drainage. 344,
at................................
at
434
wharves, and drainage.
434
Quiniault Indian
Reservation, Wash.,
Trash.,
IndianReservtion,
522,
1041, 1044 Quiniault
522,1041,1044
for
steverds.
344
appropriation
tribal
for quarters
quarters for
for hospital
hospital stewards.......
344
appropriation for road on, from tribal
funds
432,1246
funds...................... 432,1246
for burial of indigent
indigent soldiers.........
soldiers
345
for Vicksburg
Vicksbuig Cemetery
1025 Quinn, Ralph
Ralph B.,
Cemetery .............
1025
for field
field cl,
clerks, mileage
mileage................ 1026
homestead
application by,
allowed
1092
homestead application
by, allowed........
1092
for mileage
mileage to officers,
officers, etc
subject to Reclamation
1092
etc.............. 1038
eclamation Act provisions
provisions.. 1092
for
civilian military
training campe.
camps. 1038,1044
1038.1044
privilege restricted
restricted...............
1092
water privilege
for civilian
military training
1092
I
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R.
Page.
R.
Paee.
Rabies,
appropriation for suppression
suppression of, by destroying certain predatory
predatory animals..
animals.. 257,
716,
716, 1335
Radio
Radio Communication,
Communication,
appropriation for enforcing laws on ocean
appropriation
ocean
steamers.......................
steamers
681, 1300
methods and infor investigating, etc., methods
struments
682,
1301
struments employed in ........
682,1301
deficiency
enforcing, laws
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for enforcing,
for ocean steamers.......
steamers
67, 340, 524, 1188
67,340,524,
1188
for international, to be considered,
facilities forinternational,
considered,
etc.,
International Conference....
367
etc. at International
Conference....
367
Radio, etc., Systems (see Telegraph
Radio,
Telegraph and Telephone Systems, etc.).
etc.).
Radio
Radio Research,
Research,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for experiments,
deficiency
etc., in
349,524
in.........................
349,
524
Stations Government,
Radio Stations,
Government,
all, may be used
Used for Government
Government messages,
compass
ships
1061
compass reports,
reports, safety of ships....
1061
naval, for American
naval,
American press messages
messages....... 1061
private commercial
commercial messages
messages .........
1061
1061
rates not less than
private stations
rates
than by private
stations. 1061
1061
to terminate when adequate
adequate service
service furetc.
1061
nished by private stations, etc.
1061
final termination
1061
termination in two years
years..........
regulations to govern
govern
wireless telegraph regulations
operations
1061
...............
1061
operations...
Radio Telegraphy,
Radio
interstate
regulations applicable
interstate commerce
commerce regulations
applicable
to transmission
transmission of messages
messages by......
by
474
wholly within one State excepted.....
excepted
474
474
Radiotelegraphic Convention,
Radiotelegraphic
Convention, International,
International,
appropriation
expenses.............. . 1212
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for ...............
524
524
Radiotelegraphy, Naval,
Radiotelegraphy,
appropriation
appropriation for naval shore stations
stations......
149
Me
150
for site for station, Otter Cliffs, Me......
acquisition of stations used for comacquisition
mercial messages,
mercial
messages: forbidden
forbidden........
150
for sites for shore stations..............
stations
827
Ragsdale,
late a
Ragsdale, J.
J. Willard,
Willard, late
a Representative
in
Representative in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
342
for pay to
to widow.
widow.
342
Rail and Water Transportation,
Transportation,
authority of Interstate
Interstate Commerce Commission to direct
direct connections
connections with,
etc...
terms and conditions of rates, etc.
483
policy of Congress declared,
and
declared, to foster and
preserve both.......................
both
499
Railroad
Railroad Administration,
Administration, United
United States,
States,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for liquidating
accounts with
with carriers,
589
carriers, etc
etc..........
for transporting
transporting mails by ..............
1174
Corporation to take over LiberWar Finance Corporation
ty loan bonds not desired to be kept by
579
Railroad
Railroad Boards
Boards of Labor
Labor Adjustment (see
(see
Transportation Act, 1920).
1920).
Transportation
Railroad
Contingent Fund,
Railroad Contingent
Fund, General,
General,
half of excess of income
income of carriers,
carriers, over
prescribed
prescribed fair return to be paid
489
into ..........................
administration of, by Interstate
administration
Interstate Commerce
Commission as a
revolving fund
a revolving
fund....
490
uses designated; investment of unused
unused
moneys..................... ...
moneys
490
applications of carriers for loans from ....
applications
490
investigation,
Commission.. 490
investigation, etc.,
etc., by Commission
security, interest, repayment
security,
repayment........
490
lease of transportation
transportation equipment purlease
from....
.................
chased nom.
490
.
action
granting.........
action of Commission
Commission granting
491
rental
etc...................
rental charges,
charges. etc
491
w

Railroad Contingent
Railroad
Contingent Fund,
General-Contd.
Fund, General--Contd.
Page.
equipment from,
purchase, sale. etc., of equipment
from,
authorized
authorized .......................
491
rules, etc.,
etc., to be prescribed for loans,
leases,
491
leases, etc
etc..........................
491
Railroad Control,
Railroad
Federal (see also
Federal
Control, Federal
also Federal
Railroad Control
Control and
and Transportation
Act, 1920).
1920).
tion Act,
provisions relinquishing
457
provisions
relinquishing ..................
457
Railroad
Railroad Employees, etc.,
provisions for settling disputes between,
between,
and their employers
employers..............
469
469
Railroad Grant
Lands,
Railroad
Grant Lands,
relinquishment
Indian' in Arizona,
relinquishment to Indians
Arizona,
etc., extended
9
etc.,
extended.....................
9
Railroad
Railroad Labor
Labor Board
Board (see also
also TransportaTransportation Act, 1920),
1920),
appropriation for salaries
salaries ...........
890,
1381
appropriation
890,1381
for expenses ........................
890, 1381
1381
Railroad
Postal Service,
RailroadRoutes, Postal
appropriation for
by. 579,1152
579,1152
appropriation
for mail
mail transportation
transportation by.
special arrangement for mail by freight
freight
trains,
1152
trains, etc
etc....................
579, 1152
contracts for aircraft
aircraft service; condiconditions .......................
579, 1152
579,1152
aircraft service payable from railroad
railroad
transportation
transportation ..............
579, 1152
579,1152
deficiency
appropriation for mail transtransdeficiency appropriation
347, 349,
portation by
by..
..............
347,349,
525, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1174,
1189, 1192
1192
1174,1189,
for mail transportation
transportation by; additional
additional
increased. rates
rates ................
1031
for increased
1031
for mail transportation
transportation under Railroad
Railroad
Administration
Administration by.................
by
1174
1174
for transportation
transportation fiscal year 1920
1920...... 1174
1174
RailroadSafety Devices,
Railroad
Devices,
carriers may be ordered to install automatic train stop, etc
etc............... 498
penalty for noncompliance,
noncompliance, etc........
etc
498
Railroads.(see
also Interstate
Railroads.(
see also
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission and
and Transportation
Transportation Act,
1920),
1920),
appropriation
establiAblog, etc.,
appropriation for establishing,
etc., uniform system of accounting
accounting by
179,
by......
179,
889, 1380
1380
for enforcing use of safety
safety appliances
by
179,
appliances by.
179,
889,1380
889, 1380
for securing reports of accidents, etc.,
from ....................
179, 889, 1380
for investigating
block-signal and traininvestigating block-signal
control
control systems, etc., for....
for
179, 889,
1380
889,1380
for ascertaining
ascertaining physical valuation of
of
property..............
889,1103,
property
179, 889,
1103, 1381
1381
for securing
securing information of stocks, bonds,
etc.,
...........
etc., of.
of.
179, 889, 1103,1381
1103, 1381
179,
for compelling
compelling use of safe locomotive
locomotive
boilers by.................
by
179,
1381
179, 889,
889, 1381
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ascertaining
physical valuation of property of..
of..
504
for securing
securing information
securities
information of securities
issued by.......................
by
504
enforcing systems of accounting
by,
for enforcing
accounting by,
etc ............................
591
enforcirw safety
safety appliances
by
for enforcing
appliances by-- 1159
1159
for compelling
compel h g use of safe locomotive
boilers by .......................
1159
1159
extensions
extensions of lines, new construction,
construction, acquiring
etc.,' by, restricted..
477
airing lines, etc.
restricted
certificate
Commerce
certificate from Interstate Commerce
Commiasion of neceanty,
necessity, etc., for
Commission
required
required.......................
477
required for abandonment
477
required
abandonment of road....
road477
applications for certificates;
hearings...
478
applications
certificates; hearings
notice
etc....notice to State authorities,
auth9rities, etc.......
478
publication
publication of, in
in newspapers.-newsaper..........
478
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Page.
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Mail Service-Continued.
Railway Mail
Page.
Railroads-Continued.
Railroads-Continued.
deficiency appropriation
expenses of
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
extensions
lines; discretionary
power of
discretionary power
of lines;
extensions of
superintendents, etc.,
away from
etc., away
superintendents,
Commission to
to issue,
etc
478
issue, etc...........
Commission
53
headquarters
headquarters..................
certificate
than
no
other
approval
no other
superinfor
per
diem,
two
assistant
two
diem,
per
for
478
.
............
...
necessary
...
necessary
tendents -.....----------------53
tendents
478
injunctions
for violations
violations ..............
injunctions for
525,1189
for expenses...........
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.....................
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.......
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etc .....................
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tracts.....................
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Indians, etc ......................
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etc.................... 1106
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repay........... 1106
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maintenance .............
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..................... 99,
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for
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for
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Preston, Tex ......................
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.................
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110
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of, to
to furnish
furnish information
information from
of.
InteraliedComReeducation of
Cripples, Interallied
War Cripples,
of War
Reeducation
509
records of demobilized
demobilized army..-..
records
mittee
for,
mittee for,
liability for
for punishment,
etc., for
for violating
punishment, etc.,
liability
750,
' appropriation
contribution ........
no, 1214
7:214
for contribution
appropriation for
provisions of, not affected
by decladeclaaffected by
provisions
Refineries, Oil,
Oil,
Refineries,
date of end of War with
with
ration of date
combinations of
of oil
oil land
land lessees
confor conlessees for
combinations
Germany,
1360
1360
etc.....................
Germany, etc
448
structing, authorized
authorized ..............
structing,
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Registration
Trade Marks,
Registrationof Trade
appropriation
for Treasury Department 652, 1272
1272
register
appropriation forTreasuryDepartment.
Commissioner of
by Commissioner
kept by
to be
be kept
register to
661,1280
for
Department ..............
661, 1280
for War Department
communicated by
Patents,
Patents, of marks communicated
for
Interior Department
Department ...........
673, 1292
673,1292
533
for Interior
Pan
American bureaus
bureaus............
Pan American
for
Department of
of Justice
677, 1296
Justice ..........
for Department
of
marks, not
not registerable
registerable under
under
of other
other marks,
Commerce........ 684, 1303
Department of Commerce
for Department
United
533
United States laws; conditions ..... 533
686, 1305
Department of Labor ...........
for Department
Regular
Army Reserves,
Regular Army
179,
Commerce Commision....
Commission....
179,
appropriation
men .......
110
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce
enlisted men
pay, enlisted
for pay,
appropriation for
888, 1380
for pay
allowances, on
111
duty..
on active
active duty
and allowances,
pay and
for
statement
indicate
buildings under, to indicate
statement of buildings
abolished,
discharged from
members discharged
abolished, and members
cost
775
per square foot for care, etc.,
cost per
obligations
.......................
obligations
of
691
of space-.
space ..........................
Regulation of Steam Vessels,
Regulation
Rent,
Post Offices,
vessels
of Shipping
subject to statuFuel, Post
Rent, Light, and Fuel,
Shipping Board subject
vessels of
appropriation
for ..................
578, 1151
tory ............................
305
appropriation for
tory
twenty year
year leases allowed
578
578
hereafter..
allowed hereafter..
Regulatory Work,
Work, Department
Department of
twenty
Agriculture,
of Agriculture,
Regulatory
limitation, third class
repealed
578
578
class offices, repealed.
limitation,
1315
appropriation
of director of ....
salary of
for salary
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
34,
for.............
appropriation for
deficiency
Rehabilitation
of Persons
Disabled in
in Industry,
PersonsDisabled
Rehabilitationof
525,
1043, 1045, 1189, 1193
525,1043,1045,1189,
Vocational,
Vocational,
Rent
of Court
Rooms,
provisions
735
Court Rooms,
Rent of
promoting ................
for promoting.
provisions for
appropriation for
210, 924, 1413
for.................... 210,924,
Rehabilitation
Federal
appropriation
Soldiers, etc. (see also Federal
of Soldiers,
Rehabilitationof
Board for
Profiteering,D. C.,
Rent Profiteering,
Education),
for Vocational Education),
Board
municipal
provisions not to affect
affect
appropriation for
for expenses,
vocational,
court provisions
municipal court
expenses, vocational,
appropriation
1313
relating to
to.................... 1313
178,887
laws relating
disabled, discharged,
etc., persons 178,
887
discharged, etc.,
disabled,
provisions
continued until
for additional
additional amount
amount for
for vocational
vocational__
1379
restricting, continued
provisions restricting,
1379
...
for
ninety
after conclusion of
ninety days after
medical treatment,
treatment, etc ..............
1379
medical
104
peace
Germany
peace treaty with Germany.........
fund
for advances
trainees
1379
to trainees.......
advances to
fund for
District
also District
District of Columbia
1379 Rents,
Columbia (see also
acceptance
training ............
1379
Rents, District
acceptance of training
of
Columbia Rents),
Rents)
of Columbia
deficiency
of
expenses, of
apopriation for expenses,
deficiency appropriation
298
in.......
profiteering in
disabled
provisions restricting profiteering
persons.. 1020
etc.,'persons
discharged, etc.
disabled discharged,
Reporting
in Congress,
Congress
Proceedingsin
Reporting Proceedings
leave
absence for,
discharged
for, allowed discharged
of absence
leave of
appropriation for
House of
Representaof Representahomestead
soldiers,
making homestead
for House
appropriation
soldiers, etc., making
288
637, 1257
entries
tives ...........................
entries..........................
633,1254
for Senate.....................
Senate.
633,
1254
Reim,
Mary A.,
Reim, Mary
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extra services,
deficiency
validated; coal dehomestead entry by validated;
homestead
Senate
57
.
-...........
posits
1092
Senate......-......
reserved ...................
posits reserved
additional
Representatives, additional
for House of Representatives,
Reindeer,
Reindeer, Alaska,
compensation
59
compensation .....................
appropriation for support of stations, etc..
etc
203,
appropriation
917, 1406
342,1035
342, 1035
Senate........
for additional pay for, Senate
sale
917, 1406 Representatives
Representatives in
in Congress,
Congress,
203,917,1406
etc............ 203,
of males,
males, etc
sale of
appropriation
1255
634,1255
for
of
716, 1336
compensation....... 634,
for compensation
industry of....
etc., industry
appropriation for
improving, etc.
for improving,
for mileage
634, 1255
2,634,1255
.............. 2,
for
mileage ........
Lands,
PublicLands,
Rejected
Entries, etc., Public
Rejected Entries,
637,1258
1258
.................. . 637,
repayment
of purchase
moneys, etc.,
etc., for;
to......
for clerks
clerks to
purchase moneys,
repayment of
payment
conditions
366
................
authorized to the two persons
payment authorized
conditions .......
designated
367
.
designated by, as their clerks;
.
.........
.
appropriation for......
for
appropriation
162
rates,
162
.................
.
etc..
Seamen,.
rates, etc
Relief
Protection of American
American Seamen
and Protection
Relief and
payment of arrears of pay to, while in
appropriation
foreign countries,
payment
in foreign
for, in
appropriation for,
military service,
ratified
58
etc
service, ratified............
749, 1216
military
..............
etc............. .
43, Reproducing
deficiency
appropriation for .............
deficiency appropriation
Plats of Surveys,
Reproducing Plats
62,
1191
1022, 1160, 1187, 1191
346. 1022,
66, 346.
62, 64, 66,
appropriation for
908, 1398
195,908,1398
for................. 195,
appropriation
Removal of
Courts,
from State Courts,
Causesfrom
of Causes
copies
908
Removal
908
of copies........................
sale of
service of
perfected, etc.,
etc. ' in
in
process not perfected,
of process
service
deficiency appropriation
for
348
appropriation for..............
deficiency
courts may be completed
completed by
State courts
Rescuing
Shipwrecked American Seamen, etc.,
Rescuing Shipwrecked
officers of
courts
554
States courts.....
of United
United States
officers
appropriation
acknowledgments of
for acknowledgments
appropriation for
Y.,
Rensselaer
County,
N.
V.,
County,
Rensselaer
services
foreign
of officers, etc., of foreign
services of
may
unite
with
State,
etc.,
bridging
in
may unite with State, etc.,
742, 1208
vessels for ..................
Hudson River,
Cohoes
1108
River, Troy to Cohoe.....
Hudson
Research
Council,
International,
International,
Council,
Research
terms
terms of United States court to be held
expenses......
appropriation for delegates' expenses
215
appropriation
395
annually in ......................
annually
for
contribution to, and Assofor annual contribution
Commission, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Rent Commission,
ciated Unions ....................
1213
ciated
appointment, duties, etc., of
of.... 299
creation, appointment,
Reservation
Number 7, D. C.,
Reservation Number
Rent,
Rent. D. C.,
Market Company of,
to Washington
Washington Market
lease to
appropriation for Army
Army................ 120,965
appropriation
1441
to be annulled ..................
Government owned
owned building
if no Government
etc., to become United
grounds, buildings, etc.,
20, 965
available ........................
120,
available
States
etc
1441
property, etc..............
States property,
for
Department; not available
for Treasury Department;
Corps, Army,
Government
space provided in Government
if space
Reserve Officers' Training
Training Corps,
Army,
appropriation for quartermaster
quartermaster supplies,
buildings
164
appropriation
bildins-. ................-....
units
etc.,
to institutions having mats
etc., to
Bureau
173
for War Risk Insurance Bureau........
of
121,966
.........................
of
Commerce Commission..Commission
179
Interstate Commerce
for Interstate
for
training camps, etc
etc. 121,966
223
maintenance of trainingcamps,
for maintenance
Corporation buildings.....
buildings
ousng Corporation
for Housing
for subsistence;
subsistence; commutation to memfor
Agriculture, addifor Department
Department of Agriculture,
121,966
bers
......
121, 966
division............
of senior division.
..................
bers of
tional condition
tional;
225
allowances; adpayment of traveling allowances;
for Department of Agriculture;
Agriculture; restric967
tion
260,
vances for return..................
return
260, 719, 1337
tion....................
Service Commission........
Commission
642,1263
commutation to institutions furnishing
furnishing
for Civil Service
commutation
967
...... 643.1263
their
their own uniforms ................
for Department
Department of State
State ...
643,1263
,:
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Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Corps, Army—Con.
Army-Con. Page.
Training Corps,
Reserve

appropriation
ordnance supplies to
appropriation for ordnance
schools,
of..... 128, 974
etc., having units of
schools, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Quartermaster
Quartermaster
deficiency
1184
supplies, etc ..................
covered in,
balances of appropriations
appropriations covered
balances
ordnance
etc.
1353
ordnance stores, etc..............
senior
established in unisenior division to be established
versities
degrees
776
granting degrees...........
versities granting
776
agricultural,
colleges ...........
776
etc., colleges
agricultural, etc.,
schools.
specially designated
designated military schools
777
junior division
division at other educational
educational instijunior
tutions
777
tutions. ..........................
units
several arms to be maintained
777
maintained....
of several
units of
Regular Army officer as prodetail of Regular
fessor,
and number
number of students
students refessor, and
quired ....
777
77
................
quired
a precourse
course of military training to be a
777
requisite for graduation............
graduation
requisite
777
standard required.
777
required ....................
details
details from Regular Army as professors
of
military
science,
etc.,
authorized.
777
777
of military science, etc., authorized.
777
peace...
for, in time of peace
777
retired list for,
use of retired
no officer on active list to be used for,
777
etc.,
if
retired
can
be
secured
777
secured......
etc., if retired can
while
active duty to have full pay,
on active
while on
777
etc .....--......------.---------issue
Army supplies,
etc., to institutions
institutions
supplies, etc.,
of Army
issue of
777
of
having units of..................
appropriations available;
required
available; bond required
appropriations
777
for
care of
property, etc...........
etc
777
of property,
for care
camps
practical instruction to be maincamps for practical
778
778
tained for ......................
778
time limitation
778
limitation ......................time
transportation and other expenses autransportation
thorized
778
thorized ...........-.........--...
use
Army troops
and property for.
_
778
778
for...troops and
of Army
use of
graduates to
to be
778
officers.
reserve officers_
appointed reserve
be appointed
graduates
conditions;
oath
and
service
required
778
778
conditions; oath and service required...
778
778
etc.................
retirement pay, etc
no retirement
pay,
etc.,
allowed
students
selected
for
adpay, etc., allowed students selected for advanced
training
778
778
vanced training.................
agreement
778
etc._ 778
course, etc
pursue course,
to pursue
required to
agreement required
course for medical,
medical, etc., students admitted
779
to
to units of ....................
subsistence allowance
agreeing to purallowance if agreeing
subsistence
sue
course of camp
camp training, etc.__
etc...._ 779
sue course
reserve officers may be admitted
medical,
admitted to medical,
reserve
77)
etc., unite
779
units .......................
payment
attendance at advanced
advanced
payment for attendance
79
...... 779
course
camps ................
course camps.
Commissioners,
Resident Commissioners,
634, 1255
appropriation for compensation.
compensation ....... 634.
appropriation
for
expenses .....................
2, 634,
6.34 1258
for expenses
for
clerks to
....................... 637, 1258
for clerks
payment authorized to the two persons de162
rates...
signated by, as their clerks; rates...
D. C.,
Restraining
Orders, P.
Restrainilng Orders,
damages
obtain,
recovered under bond tita obtain,
damages recovered
reasonable counsel
etc.,
counsel
etc., may include reasonabre
565
fees
..................
ees ..
Restraint of Trade,
Trade ' Combination
Combination in (see also
Restraint
Antitrust Laws),
Laws),
Antitrust
combinations in,
of electrical
electrical energy,
energy, etc.,
etc ,
in, of
combinations
prohibited
1070
107C
prohibited ......................
Retirement
PublicSchools, D. C.,
Fund, Public
Retirement Fund,
appropriation
for paving
paying annuities,
annuities, etc.
etc. 852, 1122
1122
appropriation for
balances
reappropriated.
1122
balances reappropriated..............
Treasury in,
in,
duties of Secretary of the Treasury
transferred
to District Commistransferred to
85'
sioners;
exception
852
sioners; exception ................Retirement
Classified Civil Service Emof Classified
Retirement of
ployees,
ployees,
appropriation
expenses of Civil Serappropriation for expenses
S6i. , 12fi6
der
I.*
nn
I
sion
o^mmi under
vice
Commission
1262s.
. . .- .v .v . . . .--. 886,
- ,-.
y-
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Retirement of Classified
pioyees—Continued.
ployees-Continued.
appropriation
expenses of Pension
appropriation for expenses
1U 12AAA
~ Pension
executing Act
Oie
Office,
executing
Act ...........
910, 1290
YIu,
izYo
Act
Oftfice, executing
deficiency
appropriation for additional
additional pay
deficiency appropriation
to Pension
Pension Office employees, on....
on.... 1030
614
to........
age and
and service
service period
period entitling to
614
age
special postal service and
and mechanics
mechanics
special
614
provisions
614
provisions.....................
614
other specified
specified employees
employees included....
included
extension to employees,
employees, not classified..
classified
614
extension
discretionary exclusion
exclusion if tenure
tenure uncerdiscretionary
614
tain, etc .......................-.
including District of Columbia emincluding
614
ployees.
614
...................
ployees...
614
teachers,
firemen, excepted
excepted
teachers, police, and firemen,
postmasters,
lighthouse officers,
officers, etc.,
etc.,
postmasters, and lighthouse
..... .......... 614
excluded
614
.....
excluded
classification for annuities;
annuities; periods,
periods, and
and
classification
rates on basic pay,
pay, specified
614
specified ........
rates
bonuses,
from basic
pay
615
basic pay..
excluded from
etc., excluded
bonuses, etc.,
periods of service
service entitling
entitling to; in different
different
periods
........
departments,
615
etc ..........
departments, etc_
615
foreign, military,
military, naval,
naval, etc.............
etc
foreign,
615
etc., excluded....
excluded... entitling to pension, etc.,
616
right
affected
right to pension, etc., not affected....
when separated
separated from the service ex616
cluded
616
........
cluded...............
administration
vested in Commissioner of
administration vested
616
Pensions ...
.......................
Pensions
616
Interior.....
appeals to Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
616
appeals
allowed
disability before
reaching prebefore reaching
for disability
allowed for
616
scribed age; condition..............
condition
scribed
616
medical examination
examination to be made.......
made
616
medical
annually
thereafter unless permanent,
annually thereafter
or
616
age...........- 616
retiring age
reaching retiring
or reaching
616
discontinued on recovery
recovery ..............
discontinued
suspended on failure to be examined..
616
examined... _ 616
suspended
special examinations
examinations authorized
authorized........- 616
fees,
examinations..
616
fees, etc., to be fixed for examinations..
if discontinued,
discontinued, difference
difference between
between ancontribution to be renuity and contribution
617
........
turned ...............
receiving, and compensation
compensation for injuries,
receiving,
617
not
617
allowed .......................
not allowed
617
may select
select higher benefit...........
benefit
617
employees if of reautomatic separation
separation of employees
automatic
tirement age,
age, after 90 days
days from pas617
sage
Act
617
of Act........................
sage of
notification
etc
617
notification by head of department, etc.
restriction
executive departreplacing executive
restriction on replacing
employees in District
District of
ment employees
617
Columbia, during
during fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921....
1921
Columbia,
continuance
years on cercontinuance allowed for two years
tificate of head of department,
department, etc.;
etc.;
tificate
617
617
extensions .....................
617
final separation
617
separation ...................
application
eligibles for; certificate from
from
application of eligibles
617
head of department,
department, etc...........
etc
head
employees continued
retirement
continued beyond retirement
employees
.......... 617
age ..................
617
age
617
compulsory,
prevented...................
compulsory, not prevented
618
certificates.......................
issue of certificates
commencement
continuance of annuicommencement and continuance
ties for age
age .......................
618
618
for disability
disability .........................
618
monthly
deductions from pay of employees
employees
monthly deductions
618
transfer to special
special fund .................
618
etc.,
appropriation
for
annuities,
etc ,
appropriation
..... 618
therefrom ...................
618
therefrom
investment
Government securiinvestment of fund in Government
618
income
618
ties; use of income.................
donations to supplement contributions
contributions
donations
from employees
employees permitted;
permitted; use
618
specified
618
snecified .........................
-----1
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Revised Statutes—Continued.
Retirement
Classified Civil
Page. Revised
Civil Service
Service Em- Page
of Classified
Retirement of
.
552
amended, section 4878.................
4878
552
amended,
ployees—Continued.
ployees-Continued.
1199
consent
by employees
section 5146
5146.........................
1199
deducof monthly
monthly deducemployees of
consent by
387
section 5182 .........................
618
.............
..
tions inferred .....
296
section 5200 ........................
reduced pay
acquittance of all
pay a
a full acquittance
reduced
297
section 5202 .........................
618
claims for salary, etc
etc..............
repealed, section
section 1110..
396
1110..................
annuity
excepted
repealed,
......... 618
annuity benefits
benefits excepted...
section 3595 .......................
654
section
credit
credit for services subsequent hereto by
sections 4192-4196
4192-4196 ...................
1006
sections
employees transferred to classified
classified
employees
Revision
Revision of the Laws,
status, or reinstated,
on
dependent on
reinstated, dependent
bills,
etc., authorized
authorized to be printed for
bills, etc.,
deposit of deductions
deductions required durdur370
House Committee
on.
370
Committee on..............
618
618
.......
ing that time ....-.......
Rhinelander,
Rhinelander, Wis.,
for
prior service not affected by failure to
for prior
appropriation for
public building ..........
166
make
619
.
619
for public
deposit . ------ ...
make deposit
appropriation
payment to
Rhode Island,
representative if emto legal
legal representative
payment
appropriation for naval training station.
station. 136,816
136, 816
ployee die before
before annuities
annuities equal
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
naval training
for naval
619
deficiency appropriation
accumulated
deductions.........
619
accumulated deductions
1168
..........................
station
1168
before
retirement age or receiving
receiving anbefore retirement
Rice,
nuity
619
619
nuity ...........................
appropriation for investigating
investigating insects
insects
to other person,
person, if not over $300,
no
$300, and no
appropriation
affecting
256, 715, 1334
256,715,1334
affecting...................
etc
619
619
.
claim by executor, etc--.........and Sumter Counties, S. C.,
annuities to be paid monthly
monthly by check..
check
Richland and
619 Richland
annuities
may bridge
Wateree River
River at Gerners
periods
employee
may
bridge Wateree
on nonpay
nonpay status of each employee
periods on
Ferry
1102
1102
Ferry...........................
to be reported to Civil Service ComRichmond
619
Richmond County, Ga.,
mission
619
mission........................
bridge authorized
authorized across Savannah
Savannah River,
619
required....................... .
details required
Augusta, Ga.,
Ga., by Aiken
Aiken County,
Augusta,
of
Civil Service Commission to keep record of
and...................-....
275
275
appointments, transfers, etc., of emS. C., and
appointments,
619 Richmond, Ky.,
.............
Ky.,
ployees .........
400
terms
terms of court at .......................
to furnish
furnish information
information therefrom
therefrom to Commissioner of Pensions to adjust
Richmond, Va.,
Va.,
expenditure
expenditure authorized
authorized for real estate,
estate,
619
etc........................
claims, etc
455
Aviation
455
at..
Aviation General Supply Depot at
to prepare
prepare tables, as a
a guide to future
620
etc... ...............
valuations, etc.
620
Ridgway, Roseberry,
homestead entry
entry by, validated
Commissioner
Commissioner to make detailed
detailed annual revalidated............ 1091
homestead
etc.
620 Rifle
ports of receipts, disbursements,
disbursements, etc
Rifle Contests, Army,
Army,
moneys mentioned
mentioned herein not assignable,
assignable,
moneys
appropriation for
trophy, medals, etc.,
for trophy,
appropriation
subject to execution,
execution, etc ...........
620
125,971
for.
for..............................
appropriation for salaries
salaries and all other exappropriation
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for transportation
transportation
penses
620
penses ..........................
344
teams to......................
to
of teams
620
estimates
to be submitted annually.......
estimates to
annually
620 Rifle
Rifle Ranges
for Civilian
Civilian Instruction,
Instruction,
Rangesfor
Board of Actuaries to be selected by Comappropriation for
quartermaster supplies
for quartermaster
appropriation
missioner of Pensions ..............
620
120, 966
for maintaining,
maintaining, etc.............
etc
operations of Act,
annual report upon operations
selection of State, etc.,
teams.
120
etc., teams........
620
with recommendations
recommendations ...........
620
transportation, subsistence,etc.,
subsistence, etc. ,
to
toparpartransportation,
to be submitted
submitted to Congress with
'with report
966
ticipants in national
matches
966
national matches......
ticipants
620
of Commissioner
Commissioner ...................
966
commutation,etc.,of traveling
traveling expenses
expenses
966
commutation,etc.,of
to make valuation of "civil
"civil service refor ordnance
practice
127, 974
127,974
supplies for practice.....
ordnance supplies
for
tirement and disability fund"......
fund
620
deficiency
appropriation for transporting
transporting
deficiency appropriation
compensation of
of.....................
compensation
620
1041
teams to national matches..........
matches
620
inconsistent laws repealed.................
repealed
620
Army,
Rifles, Army,
Retirement
Public School
Retirement of Public
School Teachers,
Teachers, D. C.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for automatic....
automatic
1184
deficiency
provisions for ...................... ......
387
387
Condemned,
Rifles, etc., Army
Army Condemned,
Rifles,
Revenue Act, 1916,
veterans' associations
associations for
for
loans of, to war veterans'
printingpapertariff
printing
paper tariff provisions
in, amended_
provisionsin,amended.
573
ceremonial
etc.
977
purposes, etc..........
ceremonial purposes,
Revenue Act of 1918,
977
sale, of ammunition
ammunition at cost, etc
977
etc..........
appropriation for expenses collecting
collecting interappropriation
limitation
977
camp............
limitation to one post or camp
nal revenue
under....... 653,1274
revenue taxes under
653, 1274
Way,
deficiency
Rights of Way,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses colauthorized
trough Government
Government property,
property,
internal revenue taxes unauthorized through
lecting internal
Little
Wis.
385
Chute, Wis................
1183, 1189
der ................
Little Chute,
1024 1161,
1161,1183,1189
easements
adjoining, of
tramroads, irrigaCutter Service (see also Coast Guard),
Revenue Cutter
irrigaof tramroads,
easements adjoining,
tion, etc.,
etc., permitted
permitted for operating
operating
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses....
expenses
1184
works, etc
etc
1194
Revenue from Customs.
1194
.............
......
works,
...
1194
not applicable
applicable to national
national forests...forests
1194
collecting ...... 174, 883, 1376
appropriation for collecting
appropriation
general
authority for,
for, through public lands
deficiency
collecting...
denciency appropriation
appropriation for collecting..
61,
61,
general authority
lines ...
449
..........for oil or
or gas pipe lines
344,347,
1023,1183
63, 65, 344,
347, 521, 1023,
1183
Revised
Aeuised Statutes,
Statutes,
granted
granted across Columbia River improve.. 1437
ments, to State of Oregon
1437
Oregon....-.
amended,
amended, section 1318 ................548
section 1513 .
.........................
Fort de Russy Military Reservation,
Reservation,
140
section 1585 .........
Hawaii
1438
...............
147
Hawaii.........................
secti
on 2138
section
....................
Fort Douglas Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
99
Utah .....................
406
section 3936.
.......................
3936
583
Utah
583
section 4530 .......................
1006
public lands for approaches
approaches to bridge
section 4703 ..............
586
across Columbia River, Oreg.......
Oreg.
401
across
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Way-Continued.
granted
Lose Angeles, Calif.,
water
granted to Lo
Calif., for water
power works, etc..
983
etc ............
railroads
railroads may convey portions of, through
public lands, for public highways
highways or
streets ........................
621
Rincon Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.
Calif t
Rincon
appropriation
irrigation project
project on.....
on
appropriation for irrigation
3,
408, 1226
408,1226
Rinderpest,
Rinderpest,
appropriation
emergency use, eradicatappropriation for emergency
1345
ing, etc ................
269, 728,
728,1345
payment for animals
animals destroyed; apappraisal of values ...........
269, 729, 1345
269,729,1345
Janeiro, Brazil,
Brazil,
Rio de Janeiro,
appropriation
for seamen's
seamen's mission.....
1214
appropriation for
mission..... 750,
750, 1214
Rio Grande,
Grande,
appropriation
repairing Indian bridges
bridges
appropriation for repairing
Mex. 1239
across, at Isleta and Felipe, N. Mex.
bridge authorized
authorized across, Del Rio, Tex., to
Las Vacas,
Vacas, Mexico.
1202
Mexico ..............
1202
consent of Mexico required ...........
Rio Grande
Grande Irrigation
N. Mex.-Tex.,
IrrigationProject,
Project, N.
Mez.-Tez.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of;
appropriation for maintenance,
201, 914, 1403
restriction ................
201,914,1403
Rio Grande
Grande National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo
Colo.,,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
appropriation
of... 250,
708, 1328
Valley, N.
Rio Grande
Grande Valky,
N. Mex.,
appropriation for draining
Pueblo Indian
Indian
draining Pueblo
appropriation
423,1239
land in; conditions ...........
Ripon,
Wis.,
Ripon, Wis.,
appropriation for
building......... 166
appropriation
for public
public building
River and
and Harbor
Harbor Improvements,
Improvements,
appropriation for Kahului,
K.ahului, Hawaii,
188
188
Hawaii, harbor.
appropriation
for construction
construction of works on, under con900
tracts, etc ......................
for preservation,
preservation, maintenance,
maintenance, and construction of previously
previously authorized
struction
authorized
works.
1009, 1202
works.....................
recommendation of Chief
allotments on recommendation
allotments
Engineers................... 1010
of Engineers.
1010
1010
special report of amounts allotted.....
allotted..
1010
for examinations,
etc
1010,
1202
examinations, surveys, etc......
1010,1202
limited
to
specially
designated
works .
.............. ...
. 1010,
1010,1202
1202
no supplementary
supplementary reports,
reports, unless
specifically authorized
specifically
authorized............
1010
no work authorized
authorized until appropriation
appropriation
1010
made therefor.................
therefor
1010
statements to show benefits
benefits accruing;
statements
accruing;
recommendations
recommendations as to local contribution, etc
etc......................
1010
1010
for contract work, Hudson River, N. Y.
Y
1391
preliminary examinations
examinations and surveys
preliminary
ordered;
1010
ordered; projects designated.......
designated
1010
Savannah, Ga., for consolidation
consolidation of
Savannah,
1011
projects ........................
1011
Mississippi River,
River La.,
La., for deep water
Mississippi
1011
outlet to Gulf of Mexico...........
Mexico
protection
coast of Texas; harbors,
harbors, and protection
from storms, etc ..................
1012
Ohio River, for ice piers, Pittsburgh to
the mouth ....................
1012
Los Angeles
Angeles and Long Beach Harbors,
Calif.,
designated projects,
Calif., cost of designated
etc
1012
etc...........-...............
1012
Wrangell Narrows,
Narrows, Alaska, deepening
deepening
channel for future commerce,
commerce, etc...
etc
1013
1013
Christiansted, Virgin Islands .........
1013
1013
Christiansted,
.. 1013
projects repealed
repealed _
1013
restriction on new projects
cost restriction
modification
authorizations;
modification of former authorizations;
Yaquina Bay and Harbor, Oreg ...
1013
1013

44281°-21-106
44281"-21-106

River and
and Harbor
Improvements-Continued. Page.
Harbor Improvements—Continued.
Page.
modification of former authorizations;
authorizations; Saint
Saint
modification
Jones River, Del., title to cut-off
lands re
requiired
nired .................
Milwaukee,
Wis., outer harbor improveMilwaukee, Wis.,
ment .........................
Delaware River, combination of
projects,
Delaware
of projects,
Philadelphia to Trenton
Trenton ..........
Saint Johns River, Fla., combination
combination of
projects,
projects, Jacksonville to the ocean..
ocean
Cumberland
Nashville,
Cumberland River above Nashville,
Tenn.;
construction of lock and dam.
Tenn. ;
construction
Willapa Harbor and River, Wash.; acceptance of local contribution
contribution to
ceptance
project
project............................
transfer of seagoing
seagoing dredge to Savannah
transfer
Savannah
Harbor ...........................
Harbor
claims for losses on,
on contracts
contracts due to increased war costs, to be filed within
six months
....................
compilation of laws relating to, from March
March
3, 1913, to end of Sixty-sixth Congross to be printed; distribution
gre
distribution.....
use for maintenance,
maintenance etc., of appropriations
appropriations
for construction
construction of projects, authorized .........................
diversion prohibited ..................
Army supplies, etc.
transferred to
etc.,t to be transferred
to
Chief of Engineers for authorized
authorized
civil works, free of charge .........
river
damages to vessels, etc.,
etc., by vessels on river
and harbor work, to be examined
examined...
by accident to other personal property
property
included
included
......................
employees in Saving
saving Government
to employees
Government
property, life
etc
life, etc...............
adjusted by Secretary
claims for, to be adjusted
Secretary of
War ........................
payment, if not exceeding
exceeding $500.......
$500
other amounts
amounts to be reported to Con-

gress ..........

...... . . ........

1014
1014
1014

1014
1014
1014
1014
1014
1014

1014
1014
1014
1015

1015
1015
1015
1015
1015

1015

deficiency
appropriation for paying claims
deficiency appropriation
for damages
damages to vessels caused
caused by....
by
46,
46,
333, 509, 1165
readjustments of contracts due to ininfor readjustments
.1026, 1165
creased cost of materials, etc...
etc ....1026,
Rivers,

appropriation for lighting of........
of
213, 927, 1416
213,927,1416
appropriation

Calif.,
Riverside, Calif.,

•

appropriation for Sherman Institute Inappropriation
School
12, 417, 1234
dian School.................
12,417,1234
deficiency appropriation
Sherman Indeficiency
appropriation for Sherman
stitute
stitute thdian
School
Indian School..........
1171, 1186
expenditure authorized for real estate,
expenditure
March
at...........
455
March Aviation Field at

Riverton Irrigation
Riverton
IrrigationProject,
Project, Wyo.,
Wyo.,

appropriation
etc., of,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
Shoshone
Shoshone Indian Reservation.433,915,
Reservation .433, 915, 1404
915
reclamation of lands within ..........
915
charges,
charges, etc.
etc., on reclaimed
reclaimed lands ....
915
915
payment for homestead entries within.
within
1404
Roach, Stowell,
Stansell, Lowrance
Roach,
Lowrance Brothers
Brothers and
and ComCompany,
pany,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for losses on levee
contracts.....................
contracts
1165
Road
Construction, etc.,
Road Construction,
etc.
appropriation
appropriation for field experiments,
experiments, etc...
etc
263,
722, 1340
surplus Army
Army motor vehicles,
vehicles, etc.
etc., transferred
ferred to Agricultural
Agricultural Department
Depa:rtment
for uses of ..................-...530
road making materials, machinery,
machinery, etc.
etc..- 530
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Road
Materials,
Page.
Road Making Materials,
appropriation
investigations and experiappropriation for investigations
experi263,
722, 1340
ments ....................
263, 722,
1340
physical investigainvestigafor chemical
chemical and physical
tions ............
....... 263, 722, 1340
1340
payable from Rural Post Roads administrative fund
1340
istrative
fund.....................
Management, etc.,
Road Management,
etc.,
appropriation for investigations,
investigations, etc._
263,
appropriation
etc .......
263,
722, 1340
722,
1340
for determining
determining best materials,
etc
263,
materials, etc......
263,
722, 1340
1340
Roads,
Trails, etc., National
National Forests,
Forests,
Roads, Trails,
appropriation for construction,
appropriation
construction, etc.
etc 252, 710, 1330
Army,
Roads, Walks,
Walks, etc.,
etc., Army,
unexpended balances available
unexpended
pay
available to pay
contracts for, suspended
suspended on
contracts
on account
account
1027
of armistice
......................
1027
Roanoke River,
extended for bridging, Palmyra,
502
time extended
Palmyra, N. C
C - 502
Robinson, Samuel,
deficiency appropriation
59,
deficiency
appropriation for
for extra services
services.
59,
343, 1037,
343,
1037, 1182
1182
Rochester,
Rochester, hid.,
Ind.,
a propriation for public building ..........
166
166
appropriation

Roecester, N. Y.,
terms of court at......................
at.
395
395
Rock Creek and
andPotomac
PotomacParkway
Parkway Commission,
Commission,
appropriation for acquisition
additional
appropriation
acquisition of additional
land by; limit.............
limit
180,
890, 1382
180,890,
1382
Rock Creek Ford
FordRoad NW.,
NW., D.
.D. C.,
between Broad Branch Road
closing of, between
Road and
Rittenhouse Street,
Rittenhouse
Street, authorized
authorized..... 1116
reversion of land to abutting owners....
owners
1116
reversion
1116
Rock Creek
Creek Park
Piney Branch
Branch Parkway,
Park and
and Piney
Parkway,
D. C.,
D.
appropriation for care and improvement
appropriation
improvement
of
186 898,
898 1389
of.........................
186,
1389
deficiency
appropriation for care and imdeficiency appropriation
provement .....................
1017
1017
Rock Creek Park,
Park, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for parkway
parkway connecting
appropriation
connecting Potomac
tomac Park and
890, 1382
and............ 180,
180,890,1382
total area limited;
limited; conditions
conditions on expenditures
890, 1382
penditures .................. 180,
180,890,1382
Rock Island
Arsenal, Ill.,
Island Arsenal,
Ill.,
appropriation for sidewalks,
roads, etc.....
etc
182
appropriation
sidewalks, roads,
182
for shop buildings, repairs..............
repairs
182
182
for power plant, maintenance........
maintenance
182,894
182, 894
for bridges,
bridges, expenses
.
182, 894,
894,1385
expenses...........
1385
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for shop building
for recuperators;
recuperators; use of unexpended
unexpended
balances ...........................
333
balances
333
Rock Island,
Island, Ill.,
Ill.,
appropriation
appropriation for care of Confederate
Confederate cemetery at
at....................
185, 896, 1387
1387
for operating, etc., Government
Government house at.
223
Rock River,
River,
bridge authorized across, Beloit, Wis...
Wis.__ 391,1355
391, 1355
Dixon. Ill
Ill.........................
Dixon,
948
948
Rockland,
Me.,.,
Rockland 7 Ale
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harbor
harbor
to be made .........................
1010
1010
Rockport, Tex.,
Tex.,
preliminary
made,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made,
for channels
channels to -...................
1012
Rocky
Rocky Boy Agency,
Agency, Mont.,1
Mont.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
Indians
at ............----........
31, 434, 1248
Rocky Boy
Bog Band of Chippewa
Indians, etc.,
Chippewa Indians,
Mont.
Mont.,
appropriation
support, etc.,
appropriation for support.
etc., of .. 16,421,
16, 421, 1237
1237
RoJty
Mountain National
Roely Mountain
National Park,
Po*, Colo.,
protection, etc...
appropriation for protection,
1407
etc... 204, 919,
919,1407
Rodgers, George
George D.,
Reers,
payment to from Chickasaw
Chickasaw tribal funds..
funds..
24

Rome.
Page.
Rome, Italy,
Italy,
Page.
appropriation for International
International Institute
Institute of
appropriation
of
Agriculture at.................
at
745,
1211
Agriculture
745,1211
Health
for International
International Office
Office of
of Public
Public Health
at
746, 1212
at-............................
746,1212
for
acquiring premises
premises for
diplomatic,
for acquiring
for diplomatic,
etc., uses
uses at
1214
etc.,
at.......................
1214
limit of cost; subject
of
limit
subject to approval
approval of
commission.....................
1214
commission
1214
Roosevelt Memorial
C.,
Memorial Association,
Association, D.
D. C.,
incorporated;
691
incorporated; purposes, etc ...............
691
trustees; operated exclusively
exclusively for educational
693
cational purposes
purposes ..................
693
special canceling
canceling stamp authorized
special
authorized for, at
at
designated
288
designated post offices .............
288
Rose,
Rose, Henry
Henry Al.,
M.,
appropriation for, as assistant secretary
appropriation
secretary of
the Senate....................
Senate
631, 1252
631,1252
Agency, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Rosebud Agency,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
434, 1248
at ........
.................... 434,1248
Reservation, S.
Rosebud Indian
Indian Reservation,
S. Dak.,
appropriation tor support, etc.,
appropriation
Sioux
etc., of Sioux
Indians of, from tribal
tribal funds
funds .....
26,429
for per capita
capita distribution;
distribution; purchase of
cattle, etc..........................
etc
26
26
Roumania,
appropriation
for minister
740,1206
appropriation for
minister to
to........... 740,1206
Valley Agency,
Round Valley
Agency, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
at...........................
31, 434, 1247
at
31,434,1247
Round Valley Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation for irrigation
appropriation
irrigation project
project on....
on....
3,
3,
1226
408,1226
National Forest,
408,
Routt National
Forest, Colo.,
Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of....
of....
250,
250,

708, 1328
Roziene, Frederick
A.
708, 1328
Roziene,
Frederick A.,
appropriation for reimbursement
appropriation
reimbursement to.......
to
129
129
Rubber,
appropriation
appropriation for developing
developing standards
standards of
quality,
etc., of ...............
quality, etc..
683, 1302
683,1302
House of Representatives,
Rules of the House
Representativ es ,Digest
Digest of,
appropriation for
for preparing...........
preparing
of,
appropriation
634, ]1255
255
Rumania,
appropriation
appropriation for minister
minister to
740, 1206
to........... 740,1206
Credits, Short Time,
Time,
Rural Credits,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of committee
committee
investigating, etc...................
etc
1347
1347
investigation,
investigation, etc.,
etc., by special joint
joint committee,
mittee, on system of ................
730
730
Rural
Service,
Rural Delivery, Postal
PostalService,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, carriers,
582,
appropriation
carriers, etc...
etc
151852,
1155
etc., maps; sale.......
for poet route, etc.,
sale
582, 1154
582,1154
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for.............
for
63,
63,
65,67,347,349,
65, 67, 347, 349, 525,1043,1045,1189,1193
52-5, 1043, 1045, 1189, 1193
additional pay to carriers,
additional
carriers, for fiscal year
1920 . .............................
351
351
compensation of carriers,
compensation
established....
1051
carriers, established......
Rural Education,
Education,
appropriation
appropriation for investigation
investigation of
671, 1291
of...... 671,1291
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigating_
522
investigating.
522
Rural
Rural Mails
Division, Post
Post Office Department,
Mails Division,
Department,
appropriation for
for superintendent,
superintendent, etc..
etc
676, L.
995
appropriation
676,1295
Rural Post
Post Roads,
Rural
transfer
transfer of 1,250 Army tractors to State
highway
highway departments directed
directed for
for
constructing
1349
constructing..................----.
1349
Rural
Sanitation,
Rural Sanitation,
appropriation for field
investigation of, by
appropriation
field investigation
by
Public
Public Health
Health Service......
Service
176, 885,1377
deficiency
appropriation for studies by
deficiency appropriation
by
Public
Public Health
fleillth Service
Service in..........
in
1183
1183
Russellville,
RusseUlille, Ark.,
Ark.,
appropriation for public building.........
building
166
appropriation
166
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Rust,
Black and
and Stripe,
Rust, Black
Stripe,
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, in
in
appropriation for
etc
etc......................
Rust
Rust Spores, Vegetable,
appropriation
for destroying,
etc.,
destroying, etc.,
appropriation for
originating ................
originating

Page.
wheat,
wheat,
244,
702, 1322
244,702,1322

plants
plants
244,
702, 1322
244,702,1322

S.
S.
Sabine River,
River,
Sabine
bridge authorized
across, at
at Orange,
Orange, Tex..
Tex
authorized across,
bridge
Sabotage
Sabotage,'
aliens
advocating, excluded
excluded from
entry
from entry...
aliens advocating,
convicted
deportation
of undesirable
undesirable aliens convicted
deportation of
of violating
violating Act
Act to punish
to
punish injury to
of
war material,
etc .................
material, etc
war
readmission prohibited
prohibited ...............
readmission
Agency, Iowa,
Fox Agency,
Sac and Fox

598
598
1009
1009

594
594
594

appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
for support,
appropriation
at
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
at .....................

Sac
Okla.
Ageney, Okla.,
Sac and Fox Agency,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
31,434,1248
at
31,
434, 1248
.............-.
at.....
Sac
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Iowa,
Fox Indian
and Fox
Sac and
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of....
5,
5,
..
for maintenance,
appropriation for
410,1227
410,1227
Sac and
Indians, Iowa,
Fox Indians,
and Fox
Sac
appropriation
drainage system for lands
lands
for drainage
appropriation for
of
1234
..--------------...........
of.......
arrangement
adjacent
of adjacent
owners of
with owners
arrangement with
1234
lands ...................
....... 1234
lands
Saco, Me.,.
Me.,
Saco,
appropriation
for public
building
166
public building.........
appropriation for
Saco River,
River, Me.,
Me.,
Saco
preliminary
etc., of shore
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
near mouth
be made
made........ 1010
to be
of, to
mouth of,
near
Sacramento, Calif.,
Calif,
Sacramento,
appropriation
for fitting
rooms for
disfor disup rooms
fitting up
appropriation for
trict
in .
post office,
office, etc
166
etc ......
post
court, in
trict court,
expenditure
authorized for
for real
real estate,
estate,
expenditure authorized
455
Mather Aviation
at..........
Field at
Aviation Field
Mather
Sacramento
County, Calif.,
Calif,
Sacramento County,
claim
for damage
dam ge to
allowed... 1033
jail allowed
county jail
to county
claim for
Sacramento
River, Calif.,
Calif,
Sacramento River,
appropriation for
for prosecuting
prosecuting work of flood
appropriation
188,1391
control
control ........................
Safety
Railroad,
Devices, Railroad,
Safety Devices,
etc.,,
of automatic train stop, etc
installation
installation of
498
may
ordered ...................
be ordered
may be
498
time allowed
allowed for
fulfillment............
for fulfillment
time
498
liability of
of carriers
carriers limited ............
liability
498
order..
with order
penalty for
for noncompliance
noncompliance with
498
penalty
ay Operation,
Safely
of Railw
Railway
Operation,
Safety of
appropriation for
investigating, etc.,
etc., sysfor investigating,
appropriation
179, 889, 1380
temns to promote ............
tems
investigating,
deficiency appropriation
for investigating,
appropriation for
deficiency
to promote .......... . 1159
etc.,
systems to
etc., systems
Safety
Standards,
Safety Standards.
deficiency appropriation
developing,
for developing,
appropriation for
deficiency
340
for
industrial occupations
occupations ..........
for industrial
Sage
Brook. Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Sage Brook.
appropriation
for auxiliary
auxiliary fish
hatchery.. 1423
fish hatchery
appropriation for
Sage, Hiram
I..
Hiram I.,
Sage,
may
Perdido River, Nunez Ferry,
bridge Perdido
mav bridge
283
Ala ..........................
Ala
Sailors,
etc.,
Sailors, etc.,
appropriation for
for medical
medical treatment,
treatment, etc.,
appropriation
of,
war risk
patients.
175
insurance patients.....
risk insurance
of, war
for
disof disrehabilitation of
vocational rehabilitation
for vocational
178,887,1376
charged
disabled
178,
887, 1376
charged disabled..........
deficiency
appropriation for
care,
hospital care,
for hospital
deficiency appropriation
etc., of
of discharged
discharged sick
sick and
and disabled,
disabled,
etc.,
patients under Public Health Servpatients
377
ice
ice....................-......--
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Sailors,
Page.
Sailors, etc.-Continued.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses, vocational rehabilitation
discharged
rehabilitation of discharged
cational
504,1020
disabled
disabled..................
pay allowance
allowance increased under excep1021
tional circumstances................
circumstances
for
medical treatment
treatment of war risk insurfor medical
ance patients .................
507, 591
relatives of, to
no paesport
passport fees required of relatives
thereof abroad ........
750
visit graves thereof
preference
etc., appointments
appointments
preference in clerical, etc.,
hereafter, in departments,
departments, etc.,
etc., to
to
honorably discharged,
discharged, or their wid37
ows ............................
37
wives of injured .....................
preference right for two years of, discharged
preference
service in late war, to make
from service
homestead
etc., on opened
opened
homestead entry, etc.,
434
public lands.
lands.. .................
drafted men refusing
refusing to serve, etc.,
etc., excluded
434
cluded..........................
travel at one cent a
amile allowed wounded
or disabled, on furlough from hos976
pitals
976
pitals...........................
Saint
Asylum, D. C.,
Saint Ann's Infant Asylum,
appropriation
children in.
in. 97, 867, 1138
1138
appropriation for care of children
Saint
Saint Anthony, Idaho,
Park" in North Fork
"Island Park"
may purchase "Island
purposes.. 1093
of Snake River, for park purposes
nonuser................... 1093
reversion for nonuser
1094
affected ................
prior rights not affected
Saint
Wis.
Indians, Wis.,
Croix Indians,
Saint Croix
29,
etc....
appropriation
appropriation for relieving distress, etc
432, 1246
1246
433,1246
for................ 433,
of land for
purchase of
for purchase
C.,
Saint
Blizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, D. G.,
Saint Elizabeths
205,919,1408
appropriation
general expenses.
expenses. 205,
919, 1408
appropriation for general
adjustment of compensation
205
compensation..........
transfer of equipment
equipment motor vehicles,
transfer
etc., from Army .................
205
deputy
deputy disbursing agent for, author920
ized ...........................
206,920,
for buildings
buildings and grounds ......
206, 920, 1409
District
for
for support
support of indigent insane, District
of
97, 868, 1139
in............. 97,868,1139
of Columbia,
Columbia. in
appropriation for support of
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
indigent insane, District of Columbia
42,
590, 1158
42, 50,1158
bia ....................
for
general expenses......
expenses
51, 61,523,1039,
61, 523, 1039, 1185
1185
forgeneral
51
adjustment of pay of employees
employees.......
51
345
for returning
returning funds of patients
345
patients..........
articles produced by patients in course of
513
curative treatment to be disposed of
513
credits authorized in accounts
accounts of George W.
W
513
.........
Kreis ............
for payment
etc ,
payment of readjusted salaries, etc.,
513
as special disbursing agent .........
Ta.,
Station, Va.,
Training Station,
Saint
Helena Naval Training
Saint Helena
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance ...........
137
Saint
_Helens, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Saint Helens,
examination, etc., of harbor,
preliminary examination,
.....- 1013
to be made
...........-...Idaho,
Forest, Idaho,
National Forest,
Joe National
Saint
Saint Joe
of.... 250,
appropriation
etc., of
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
709, 1328
John River,
Saint John
authorized across, between Madabridge authorized
Edmundston, New
waska, Me., and Edmundston,
....
Brunswick
161
Brunswick...............
Saint
Fla.
River. Fla.,
Saint Johns River,
consolidation
for improving, at
of projects
projects for
consolidation of
cksonville
Jacksonville,
from Jacksonville
andm
Jacksonville, and
to the ocean
1014
ocean....................preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
ocean.... 1011
the oceanmade, Jacksonville
Jacksonville to the
made,
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Saint Johnsbury,
Saint
Johnsbury, Vt.,
Vt.,
Page.
appropriation for
public building
166
appropriation
for public
building .......
166
Saint
River, Del.,
Del.,
Saint Jones River,
improvement of, subject to transfer
improvement
transfer of title
for land for cut-off
1014
cut-off................. 1014
Saint
Saint Louis County, Minn.,
time extended for bridging
bridging Saint
Saint Louis
Louis
River at
by
588
at Duluth,
Duluth, by...............
588
Saint Louis Indian
Saint
Indian Mission
Mission Boarding
Boarding School,
Pauhuska, Okla.,
Okla.,
Pauhuska,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., from
from Osage
Osage
appropriation
20, 425, 1241
tribal funds ................
20,425,1241
Saint
Mo,
Saint Louis, Mo,
appropriation
for appraisers'
166
appropriation for
appraisers' stores
stores.......
166
for assistant treasurer's
treasurer's office...........
office
656
656
discontinued,
discontinued, July
654
July 1,
1, 1921
1921 ...........
654
deficiency appropriation
hospital for
disappropriation for
for hospital
for discharged
charged disabled soldiers,
soldiers, etc.,
etc., at
508
at...
508
operation of Government
boats, etc.,
Government owned
owned boats,
etc.,
Mississippi River
River above, by
on Mississippi
by SecSecretary of %car
458
ar.....................
458
subtreasury accommodations
omitsubtreasury
accommodations may
may be
be omitpublic building.....
building
392
ted from new public
392
time extended for bridging
Mississippi
bridging Mississippi
River by .......................
1077
1077
Saint
Saint Louis River,
River,
time extended for bridging,
bridging, at
at Duluth,
Duluth,
Minn.
588
Minn........................
588
Saint Marks River, Fla.,
Saint
Fla.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
made ...............................
1011
1011
Saint
Saint Paul,
Paul, Minn.,
Minn.,
may
at Sibley
Sibley
may bridge
bridge Mississippi
Mississippi River
River at
Street .........................
1107
Saint
Petersburg, Fla.,
Saint Petersburg,
Fla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harbor,
to be made
made......................
1011
1011
Salamanca,
Salamanca, N. Y.,
appropriation for
public buildbuildappropriation
for ground rent, public
ing ......................
171, 879,
1372
171,
879, 1372
Salaries, Oirvernment,
Salaries,
Government,
appropriation
appropriation for joint commission
commission on reclassification,
classification, etc.................
etc
227
227
time extended
extended for final report of joint
Conjoint Congressional committee
committee on
on reclassifyreclassifymg
ing ............................
386
386
Salem, Oreg.,
appropriation for Indian school; Alaska
appropriation
pupils..................... 25,
pupils
1243
25, 428,
428,1243
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
deficiency
Indian school.
school. 523,
523,
1186
Salem, Pa.,
Pa.,
authorized across
across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
bridge authorized
Wapwallopen to
to............
River, Wapwallopen
160
Salem Riler,
River, N.. J.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
be
etc., of,
of, to be
made...........................
made
1010
1010
Salem, Va.,
l'a.,
appropriation
for public
public building
appropriation for
building..........
166
Sales Tickets,
Tickets D. C.,
C.
provisionsregulating
byfirms,
provisions
regulating use
use of, by
firms, etc..
etc
1219
1219
Salisbury,
Salisbury , Md.
Md.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
166
building..........
166
Salisbury,
N. C.,
Salisbury, N.
at............
terms of court at
............. 532
532
Salmon National
National Fame
Idaho
Forest, Idaho,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of ....
_. . 250,
709,
1328
;
Salt Lake City, Utah,
appropriation for assay office at ....... 658,1276
appropriation
658, 1276
granted right of way through
Fort Douglas
Douglas
through Fort
Military
Military Reservation
Reservation for water supply system.........................
system
406
ply
406
Salt River A
Sale
Agemmy,
Ariz.,
genS , Ariz.,
appropiato for support,
appropriation
of Indiana
Indians
support, ete,
etc., of
at ............................
31, 1247
31,1247

Salt
Page.
Salt River, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Page.
appropriation for
need for
for
appropriation
for investigating
investigating need
across, near
Lehi ............
12
bridge across,
near Lehi
12
construction of
of bridge
bridge across,
across, near
near
for construction
Lehi, Salt
Salt River
Indian Reservation.
Reservation.
417
Lehi,
River Indian
417
cooperation,
Arizona authoriauthoricooperation, etc.,
etc., of
of Arizona
417
ties ...............................
417
Salt
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Salt River
River Indian
appropriation for
for water
rights for
for Indian
appropriation
water rights
Indian
10
allotments in
in .....................
10
for investigating
investigating need for
for bridge
bridge on
12
on....
12
for
head gate
irrigation project
408
for head
gate irrigation
project.........
408
Salt
Irrigation Project,
Ariz.,
Salt River Irrigation
Project, Ariz.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of
of... 200,
200,
914, 1403
914,1403
Salts,
James D.,
D.,
Salts, James
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for contested
contested
deficiency
election
expenses .................
1180
election expenses
1180
Salvador,
Salvador,
appropriation for
minister to...........
to
740, 1206
appropriation
for minister
740,1206
for
Salvador, improving
improving
for legation San
San Salvador,
ground's,
etc .....................
1214
grounds, etc
1214
Salvage,
Salvage,
suit allowed
allowed for, by Government
Government owned,
owned,
etc.,
vessel and
crew
528
etc., merchant
merchant vessel
and crew....
528
disposition of moneys
disposition
moneys recovered........
recovered
528
528
Satvage Board, Army,
Arnmy
allowance for
for civilians
civilians on
on work
allowance
work of,
of, from
from
Ordnance appropriations
Ordnance
appropriations........... 1164
1164
Antonio, Tex.,
San Antonio,
Tex.,
expenditures
authorized for storage
expenditures authorized
storage hanGeneral Supply
Supply
gars, Aviation
Aviation General
epot at...........................
Depot
at
455
455
real estate, Brooks
Brooks Aviation Field,
Field, at...
at
455
Kelly
Kelly Aviation Field No. 2, at
at........
455
San Carlos
Carlos Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for
Indians
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
at .........................
31,
1247
31, 433,
433,1247
CarlosIndian
San Carlos
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for pumping plants for irrigation...................
gation
11,
416, 1233
1233
11,416,
San Creek,
Creekl etc., Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Oreg.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of....
33

San Diego, Calif.
San
approp
Diego,
.
riation
Calif.,
for establishing
establishing naval trainappropriation
for
naval training station
station at ......................
822
822
for naval
naval fuel depot
depot ..................
822
822
for Marine
Marine Corps base
822
base ..................
822
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for naval
naval fuel
depot ............................. 1030
1030
acceptance of land from, for
acceptance
station
for naval station
site, etc ...........................
821
site,
821
of lands for establishing
establishing naval training
training
station at ..........................
145
145
donation
donation of tide
tide lands from
city rerefrom the
the city
quired
quired ............................
145
145
site for hospital in Balboa
Balboa Park .......
145
145
plans, etc.,
etc., to be
be submitted
submitted ............
145
145
exchange of lands, Marine
exchange
Marine Corps
Corps base,
base, auauthorized
thorized ..
143
-.....-.
. ..............
145
preliminary examination,
preliminary
e ami ,ation, etc., of, harbor
harbor
to be made........................
made
1013
1013
San Diego Chamber
Chamber of
of Commere,
Commerce,
acceptance, free
acceptance,
free of cost, of land for
for naval
naval
training
training station, San Diego, Calif.,
Calif.,
from authorized;
authorized; conditions........
conditions
145
145
San Diego
Calif.,
Diego County, Calif.,
appropriation for
cemetery
appropriation
for purchase
purchase of cemetery
Volcan Indian
tract, for
for Indians
Indians of Volcan
Indian
Reservation.
Reservation
418
........................
418
"San Diego," U..S.
S. S.,
S.
Liberty bonds of officers
officers and
and crew of, lost
by sinking
sinking of vessel, to
duplito have
have duplicates issued
45
issued therefor...............
therefor
45
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San
.San Francisco
FranciscoBay, Calif.,
Page.
Page.
investigation of feasibility, etc.,
etc. ' of estabestablishing naval
base
in,
e
t
c
.,
by
special
naval base in, etc., by special
joint committee .................
820
820
depth of water, Mare Island Navy
Navy Yard,
Yard,
etc ...............................
820
820
time extended
extended for report ................
1088
1088
San Francisco
Francisco Bridge
Bridge Company,
payment authorized
authorized to, for
for construction
construction
work, Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii, dry
dock ..............................
591
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif.,
Calif,
appropriation for assistant
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's office.
office
656
656
discontinued,
discontinued, July 1, 1921 ...........
654
654
York
for aircraft mail service from
from New
New York
Omaha.— 579,1153
to, via Chicago and Omaha.....
579, 1153
for passport bureau
643
................
643
for mint at .....................
657, 1276
1276
agent..................
for dispatch
dispatch agent
. 741,1208
for marine
marine hospital, alterations,
alterations, etc
etc..... 1368
1368
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mint ........
1184
1184
motor
monument to mark starting point
point of
of motor
C., to,
convoy from Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.,
to,
authorized
authorized ......................
1062
1062
preliminary
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
of, harbor
harbor
entrance, to be made ..............
1013
entrance,
1013
lalais
1013
Islais Creek ........................
1013
water supply provisions
provisions not affected
affected by
by
Federal Water Power Act
Act .......... 1077
1077
San Francisco
Francisco National
Calf.,
National Cemetery, Calif.,
appropriation for extensions ..............
185
appropriation
185
San Isabel
Isabel National
San
Forest, Colo.,
Colo.,
National Forest,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of.... 250,
250.
1328
709, 1328
San Juan
Juan Agency, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indiana
Indians
at .....................
31, 434, 1248
San
Mex.,
San Juan
Juan County, N.
N. Mex.,
exchange
exchange permitted
permitted of lands in, to consoliconsoliareas
1239
date holdings in solid areas.........
1239
San Juan
Juan Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N.
Mex.,
N. Mex.,
appropriation for irrigation
project on......
on
3,408
appropriation
irrigation project
3,408
for highway
highway from Mesa Verde Park to
Gallup, on....
on
.................... 18,422
18,422
San
Juan National
San Juan
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of.... 250,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
709, 1328
San
Juan, P.
San Juan,
P. R.,
R.,
branch
branch offices, etc., established,
established, of post
post
office at ..........................
323
323
Juan Pueblo,
Mex.,
San Juan
Pueblo, N. Mex.,
appropriation
18
appropriation for
for survey
survey for irrigating
irrigating.....
18
San Juan
San
Juan River,
River,
appropriation for bridging, Shiprock,
N.
appropriation
Shiprock, N.
Mex.; repayment
repayment from funds of
Navajos
18
Navajos
.......................
18
for reconstructing
reconstructing approach to Indian
Indian
bridge across,
across, at Farmington,
Farmington, N.
N.
MP
1239
Mexx.............................
1239
San Luis
Calif.,
San
Luis Obispo,
Obispo, Calif.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor,
preliminary examination,
harbor,
made
1013
to be made.......................
1013
San
San Pedro,
Pedro, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation for public building
166
appropriation
building..........
166
investigation
investigation of advisability,
advisability, etc.,
etc., of submarine
marine base at, by joint special
committee
committee ......................
820
820
San
San Salvador.
Salvador. Salvador,
Salvador,
appropriation for improving
improving grounds, etc.
legation at ....
1214
...................
1214
San
Reservation. Ara'
.,
San Xavier
Xa ;ierInd,an
Indian Reservation.
Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation
for
operating
operating pumping
pumping
plants. etc., on .............. 11.
416, 1232
11416,1232
deficiency appropriation
pumping
deficiency
appropriation for pumping
1172
plants, etc ........................
1172
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Sanatoria,
Sanatoria,
Page.
age.
industrial
industrial alcohol
alcohol for, may be withdrawn
withdrawn
free of tax .......................
321
321
permits, etc.,
permits,
etc, required
321
required.................
321
Sand
Project, Oreg.,
Sansi Creek, etc.,
etc., Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of,
from tribal funds
funds ............... 409, 1243
Sand
Point, Wash.,
Sand Point,
investigation on advisability, etc.,
investigation
etc., of aviaaviation base at, by special joint
joint comcommittee ........................
mittee
820
time
extended
time extended for report
report of special
special joint
joint
committee
investigating naval
committee investigating
naval base
at ........................
1088
1088
Sandpoint,
Idaho,
Sandpoint, Idaho,
appropriation
appropriation for public
public building..........
building
166
166
lands granted
protecting water
granted to, for protecting
water supply, etc ......................
1197
1197
price;
price; legal rights not
not affected
affected .......
1197
mineral deposits
deposits reserved; other use
forbidden
1197
forbidden.......................
1197
report of use, etc.,
report
etc., to be made .........
1197
1197
forfeiture
forfeiture on failure, etc ............
1198
Sandusky, Ohio,
appropriation
appropriation for public
public building..........
building
166
166
Sanitarium Company of Portland,
Sanitarium
Portland,(hug.,
Oreg.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for care, etc.,
etc., Alaskan insane
patients ...................
916, 1405
1405
patients
916,
Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau,
Bureau, International,
International,
appropriation
appropriation for annual share of maintenance
nance .....................
745, 1211
745,1211
Sanitary
Sanitary Conference, Sixth International,
International,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for............
for
1022
Sanitation, Rural,
Rural,
Sanitation,
appropriation
appropriation for field investigation
investigation of,
of, by
by
Public
Public Health
Health Service......
Service
176, 885, 1377
Santa Barbara,
Barbara, Calif.,
Santa
Calif.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harbor,
to be made ....................
1013
1013
Santa
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Calif.,
Santa Barbara
BarbaraNational
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of 250,
709, 1328
right of way through,
through, to Los
Calif ,
Los Angeles, Calif.,
for power works, etc..............
etc
983
983
Clara River,
Santa Clara
appropriation
across,
appropriation for constructing
constructing bridge acroee,
Shivwits Indian
Utah.
196
Shivwits
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Utah.
196
Santa Pe
Fe County, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
reimbursement
reimbursement of, for interest paid on
947
bonds thereof.
thereof .....................
947
Santa Fe, N.
N. Mex.,
Mx.,
appropriation for Indian
school.... 18,
422, 1238
appropriation
Indian school....
18,422,
1238
for public
166
for
public building ...................
166
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
Indian school
1039
deficiency
school. 1039
use of public
public building,
for United
United States
States
building, for
356
courts, rescinded ................
356
Santa
Forest, N.
Santa Fe National
National Forest,
N. Mex.,
iMe.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
250,
appropriation for maintenance,
of.. 250,
709, 1328
Santa
Calif,
Santa Monica,
Monica, Calif.,
appropriation
Volunteer SolSolappropriation for expenses, Volunteer
diers'
diers' Home
Home...............
191, 904, 1394
191.904,1394
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
Volunteer Solappropriation for Volunteer
.
47,
1167, 1190
diers' Home.
Home......
47, 334, 1028, 1167,1190
Santa Rosa Sound, Fla.,
Santa
Fla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of Narrows
preliminary
between Choctawhatchee
Choctawhatchee Bar and,
to
between
and, to
be made
made .......................
1011
1011
Santee Agenca,
Agencu, S. Dak.,
appropriation
of InInappropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of
dians at ...........
434
..............
434
Santee
Santee River.
River,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Murravs
Murrays Ferry,
1102
S. C
C...........................
1102
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Page.
Santee River
River Bridge Commission,
Commission,
Page.
Santee
bridge authorized
across Santee
by,
River by,
Santee River
bridge
authorized across
and
Carolina State
State Highway
Highway
and South
South Carolina
Department, at
at Murrays
C. 1102
1102
S.C.
Murrays Ferry,
Ferry, S.
Department,
Santee Sioux
Sioux Indians
Indians (see
Sioux Indians,
Indians, DifDif(see Sioux
Santee
ferent
Tribes).
ferent Tribes).
Santiago,
Chile,
Santiago, Chile,
appropriation
of buildbuildetc., of
purchase, etc.
for purchase,
appropriation for
grounds for
at
742
Embassy at....
for Emlia:Rgy
ing and
and grounds
Santiam National
Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
National Forest,
Santiam
appropriation
250,
etc., of
of.. 250,
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
709,
1328
709, 1328
Santo Domingo
Domingo (see
(see Dominican
Republic).
Dominican Republic).
Santo
Saranac
Lake, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
SaranacLake,
appropriation
public building
166
166
building.........
for public
appropriation for
Saratoga,
Saratoga, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation for
for fish
hatchery, quarters,
quarters,
fish hatchery,
appropriation
and auxiliary
Creek. 1423
station at
at Sage Creek.
and
auxiliary station
Savannah,
Savannah, Ga.,
appropriation for
marine hospital,
officers'
hospital, officers'
for marine
appropriation
--.quarters ............--...--.
167
quarters
for
hospital, remodeling
remodeling buildfor marine
marine hospital,
ings, etc
875
etc.......................
ings,
acquiring site
plants propagapropaganew crop
crop plants
site for
for new
acquiring
tion, etc.,
etc., station
station at, authorizedauthorized ..
730
tion,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Savannah
River at.
at
1366
1366
Savannah River
bridge
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, harbor
harbor to
to
etc., of,
preliminary
be made,
all projprojconsolidating all
made, for
for consolidating
be
1011
1011
ects ...........................transfer
of seagoing
"Cumberland "
dredge "Cumberland"
seagoing dredge
transfer of
1014
1014
project for
for improving harbor of .
to project
Savannah
Savannah River,
River,
bridge authoriz,ed
Augusta, Ga....
Ga
275
275
across, Augusta,
bridge
authorized across,
ITsileys Ferry, Ga...
437,1366
Ga.................
Haileys
Savannah, Ga......................
Ga1366
1366
Savannah,
Idaho,
Ndtional Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Sawtooth National
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of
250,
maintenance, etc., of..
appropriation
1328
709, 1328
Sayre,
Sayre, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropri
ation for
...
166
building........
for public
public building
appropriation
Scab2.es
in Sheep
and Cattle,
Cattle,
Sheep and
Scabies in
appro
tion for
239, 698,1318
698,1318
etc.. 239,
for eradicating,
eradicating, etc..
appropriation
Scales,
Scales, Ctoms
appropriation for
automatic weighing,
weighing, etc.
etc. 174,
for automatic
appropriation
883,1376
Scales,
Railroad Track, etc.,
Scales, Railroad
appropriation for
investigating, testing,
for investigating,
appropriation
934,1423
etc.........................
etc
934, 1423
testing.524,1188,
deficiency appropriation for testing.524,
1188, 1192
Schimmer,
Falik,
Sdcinmer, Fatik,
appropriation for refund
refund of immigration
immigration
appropriation
deposit .........................
1424
Hawaii,
Schofield
Barracks, Hawaii,
Schofield Barracks,
appropriation
completing Artillery regiappropriation for completing
ment quarters ....................
1385
for ............
appropriation for.
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
1185
School Districts,
Districts,
lands granted
granted to, of town site landsin reclamation projects..................
projects
326
School,
School, etc., Gardening,
Gardening,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses pro335
moting, etc......................
etc
Hyiene,
School Hygiene,
appropriation for investigating.......
investigating. .. .. 671, 1291
appropriation
Arms, Infantry, Fort
Fort Sill,
Sill, Okla.,
School of Arms,
appropriation for
for instruction
instruction expenses
106
106
expenses....
appropriation
School of Fire
Fire for Field
School
Field Artillery, Fort
Fort Sill,
Okla.,
106
appropriation for instruction
instruction expenses
appropriation
expenses....
Schools, D. C. (see
Schools, D.
1). C.).
(see Public Schools,
Schools, etc.,
etc.
appropriation
quartermaster supplies,
appropriation for quartermnater
etc.,
etc., to military, other than with
with
units of Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
CorpT....
.......................... 121,967
Corps
for ordnance
ordnance supplies to.............
to
128,974

Schools, etc.—Continued.
Page.
etc.-Continued.
Schools,
military
etc., to,
other than
to, other
than
equipment, etc.,
military equipment,
with
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
with units
units of Reserve
Training Corps
780
Corps ...................
Training
780
conditions ..............................
details
Army; pay,
pay, etc
780
etc............
details from
from Army;
Schools,
Schools).
(see Indian
Indian Schools).
Schools, Indian
Indian (see
Schools,
Military,
Schools, Military,
provisions
OffiReserve Offiestablishing Reserve
for establishing
provisions for
cers'
in specers' Training
Training Corps
Corps units
units in
cially
776
cially designated
designated.................
Schools
Instruction, Naval
Force
Reserve Force
Naval Reserve
Schools of Instruction,
(see
Instruction Camps,
etc.).
(see Instruction
Camps, etc.).
Scientific Congress,
American,
PanAmerican,
Congress, Pan
Scientific
appropriation for
delegates to
expenses of
of delegates
for expenses
appropriation
747
Third ..........................
Scientific
Congress, Pan
Pan Pacific,
Pacific,
Scientific Congress,
appropriation for delegates
delegates to, etc., under
appropriation
Pan
745
Pan Pacific
Pacific Union .................
Scientific Investigations,
Investigations, etc.,
transfer of appropriations
appropriations for,
for, in departtransfer
ments, etc.,
for
ments,
etc., to
to Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines
Mines for
cooperative
1402
cooperative work
work ................
1402
Scientific
Literature, International
International Catalogue
Catalogue
Scientific Literature,
of,
of,
appropriation for expenses,
of. 181,
expenses, preparation
preparation of.
appropriation
891,1383
1430
for printing
printing and binding
binding......... 229, 942, 1430
Scientific
Department of
Director of, Department
Scientific Work, Director
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation for
for salary
salary................. 1315
appropriation
Scituate, Mass.,
Scituate,
preliminory examination,
etc., of
of harbor,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
harbor,
1010
made ......................
1010
to be made
Scout Cruisers,
Cruisers,
increased of designated.....
designated
156
limits of cost increased
156
Screw
Thread Commission.,
National,
Screw Thread
Commission, National,
536
term of existence
existence of, extended two years..
years
536
Threads,
Screw Threads,
appropriation
standardizing, etc.,
etc., by
for standardizing,
appropriation for
. 683,1302
Standards Bureau ..............
Sea Walls, Fortifications,
Fortifications,
appropriation
construction of
of....... 608,1348
appropriation for construction
balances covered in, of appropriations
balances
appropriations for.
613
Seacoast Artillery,
Seacoast
Artillery,
appropriation
for ammunition,
ammunition, etc.,
etc., for
appropriation for
.... 609,1349
practice ...............
609, 1349
609,1349
for altering, etc ..................
accommodations for, etc.,
etc., insular
for accommodations
insular
611,1350
possessions
611, 1350
poessions.....................
Canal
for altering, etc., Panama Canal.....
612, 1352
1352
for barracks and quarters, Panama
Canal .......................... 612, 1352
1352
Seacoast
Seacoast Batteries,
Batteries,
Hawaiian
construction, Hawaiian
appropriation for construction,
appropriation
and Philippine Islands
Islands ......... 610,1350
Seacoast Cannon,
Cannon, Army,
Army,
Seacoast
appropriation
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture,
appropriation for purchase,
etc
etc.......................
609, 1349
for ammunition
609, 1349
ammunition for ...............
1349
for purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, etc.,
etc., insular
610,
1350
possessions ...................
610,1350
ammunition for ................
1350
for ammunition
. 611,
611,1350
Seacoast Defenses
Defenses (see also Fortifications),
Seacoast
Fortifications),
appropriation
610,1349
appropriation for barracks and quarters 610,1349
aviation expenses
for aviation
expenses................... 1350
balances covered in, of appropriations
appropriations for
613
supplies ........................
for contingent expenses, fortifications ..
613
barracks and quarters
613
613
quarters ..............
for barracks
Seals, Fur
Fur (see Alaska
Alaska Fisheries
Fisheries Service).
Service).
Seamen, Alien,
Alien,
Seamen,
in
in port to be treated in
diseased, arriving in
hospitals, etc ............-..
1062
retention until
enforcement of
cured; enforcement
until cured;
retention
1083
return .........................
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Seamen, American,
Seamen,
American,

PagePage.
appropriation for life saving testimonials
testimonials
for rescuing shipwrecked
1208
shipwrecked....... 742,
742, 1208
for relief and protection of, in foreign
foreign
etc. ................
countries, etc
749,
1216
749, 1216
deficiency appropriation
i
relief and
for relief
and proprotection of, in
n foreign countries, etc..
etc..
43,
43,
62, 64, 66, 346, 1022, 1160,
1160, 1187, 1191
1191
Seamen's Mission, Rio de Janeiro,
Janeiro,
appropriation
appropriation for.........................
for
750,1214
Search
Search Warrants,
Warrants,
issue, etc., of, in enforcing War Prohibition Act...........................
306
306
Constitutional prohibition
prohibition ............
308
308
issue of, for seizure, etc.,
etc., of illegally
illegally possessed liquors ...................
315
315
not allowed
allowed for private
term
private dwellings;
dwellings; term
construed
construed .........................
315
315
property seized,
seized, not subject to replevin,
replevin,
etc..............................
etc
315
315
Searchlights,
Fortifications,
Searchlights, Seacoast
Seacoast Fortifications,
appropriation
608,1348
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc....
etc.... 608,1348
for
or purchase,
purchase, etc..................
etc
608,1348
608,1348
for Hawaii
Hawaii and Philippine
Philippine Islands
610
Islands......
610
for Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands.................. 1350
1350
for Panama
for
Panama Canal.......................
Canal
1351
1351
Seattle,
Seattle, Wash.,
appropriation for
office at........
at
658,1276
appropriation
for assay
assay office
658,1276
offices of register and receiver of public
lands at, consolidated
consolidated .................
1397
1397
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to
be made,
to be
made,
Watexway, harbor
of
1013
of Duwamish Waterway,
harbor of.. 1013
Second Assistant
Postmaster General,
General,
Assistant Postmaster
appropriation for, chief clerk, superintendappropriation
superintendetc.......... 675,1295
ents of divisions, etc
675, 1295
for railway adjustments division
division..... 675,1295
675, 1295
for foreign mails division .........
675, 1295
1295
for railway mail service
service division
675, 1295
division......675,
1295
for postal service, office
579, 1152
office of
of........
579,
1152
forstar
for star route transportation
transportation in
579,1152
in Maas_
Alaska. 579,
1152
emergency service .............
579, 1152
1152
etc., routes
579,
1152
for steamboat, etc.,
routes .........
579,1152
railroad mutes
1152
for railroad
routes................ 579,
579,1152
freight
freight train conveyance
579,
1152
conveyance ........
579, 1152
contracts for aircraft service authorized; conditions ..
579, 1152
1152
.............
579,
for freight on postal cards, etc
etc....... 579, 1152
1152
for operation, etc., aircraft service,
service, New
New
York to San Francisco ........
579, 1153
for Railway Mail Service
579, 1153
1153
Service.......... 579,
for electric
electric and cable car service.....
service
580, 1153
580,1153
for foreign mails ................
581, 1153
581,1153
aircraft
aircraft service
service ...................
-8, 1153
581,1153
for balances due foreign countries....
countries
581, 1153
581,
1153
for travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
........................ 581,
581, 1153
1153
Class Mail
Second Class
Mail Matter,
Matter,
forwarding, or returning unprovisions for forwarding,
deliverable;
deliverable; pledge
pledge required,
360
required, etc...
etc... 360
Second
Lieutenants, Army,
Second Lieutenants,
Army,
appointments
appointments to be made in grade
grade of
of......
774
order of selection;
selection; cadets..............
cadets
774
774
warrant officers and enlisted men of
Regular
Regular Army ..................
774
774
reserve officers, National
National Guard,
Guard, EnEnlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps, graduates
graduates of
technical schools
774
schools...................
774
774
age limitations ......................
774
commission for cadets as, in 1920, to be
after July 2
2 ....................
Second Street
Street N-VT,
NW., D.
C.,
Second
D. C.,
appropriation for grading, Laurel to Whitappropriation
tier
-...............-----..
Streets
--- Streets
- ------------------------------

786
786

1116
1116
----
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Secret Service Division,
Secret
Division, Treasury Department,
Department, Page.
appropriation
and chief
chief
appropriation for chief, assistant and
clerk, clerks,
clerks, etc..............
etc
651,
1271
clerk,
651, 1271
details from, for suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting, etc.,
etc., forbidden;
forbidden; Department of
of
State
State excepted
excepted ............
174, 883, 1375
174,883,
1375
Secretaries,
Secretaries, Diplomatic
Diplomatic Service,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries
salaries ..........
740,1206
. 740,1206
modified and pay increased...
grades modified
increased...
740
740
deficiencyappropriation
deficiency
appropriation forsalaries.
for salaries. 348,523,1039
348, 523, 1039
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation for, Assistant,
Assistant, Solicitor,
appropriation
clerks, etc.
225,
694, 1315
etc ..............
225, 694,1315
for employees
mechanical shops
and
employees in mechanical
shops and
power
1315
power plant
plant ....................
1315
for printing and
and binding annual
annual report
for
of.....................
of
229, 942,
1430
942,1430
annual report
report of investigation
investigation completed
completed
by the Department
Department during
during prior
prior
year ..........................
1347
. 1347
of services duplicated
duplicated by any other deliartment,
etc
1347
partment, etc..................
1347
authorized to advance seed
to
authorized
seed grain
grain to
farmers
farmers in drought stricken
stricken areas...
areas
1347
1347
conditions, etc
etc.....................
1347
appropriation for .......................
1347
appropriation
1347
transfer Army tractors
contransfer
tractors to States for
for constructing Federal aided roads.......
roads
1349
1349
member of Federal Power Commade aamember
miaion .......................
mission
1063
may purchase
purchase land occupied
occupied as experiment
experiment
vineyards near Fresno and
and OakOakville, Calif
Calif ....................
1205
1205
power conferred
conferred to control shipping, etc.,
etc ,
plants
plants and plant products from or
or
into District of
of Columbia
Columbia .........
726
726
premises of Washington
Company
Washington Market
Market Company
when surrendered
surrendered to vest in; duties,
when
etc............................
etc
1441
1441
to publish
publish supplementary
supplementary estimate
estimate of
of concondition of cotton
cotton crop, October
October 25,
1919 ..........................
325
325
to serve on commission
commission to report
report on
utilizing Mount
Mount Weather,
Weather, Va.,
Va., station ...............................
697
697
transfer
Alaska land
land
transfer of powers,
powers, etc.
etc., over Alaska
furbearing
fur
bearing animals from
from Secretary
Secretary
716
of Commerce
Cnmmerce to ..................
716
over walruses and sea lions to Secretary
Secretary
of Commerca,
Commerce, from
from ...............
717
717
Secretoxy
of Commerce,
Secretary of
appropriation
for, Assistant,
assistant to,
to,
appropnation for,
Assistant, assistant
clerks,
clerks, etc
etc
678, 1297
..................
678,1297
transfer of powers, etc.,
etc., over Alaska land
fur bearing animals
animals from, to Secretary of Agriculture
716
Agriculture................
716
over walruses
sea lions there,
there, from
walruses and
and sea
from
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, to........
to
717
717
over fur seals,
etc., not affected
717
seals, etc.,
affected........
717
Secretary of
of Labor,
Labor,
appropriation for, Assistant, clerks,
etc.. 684,1304
appropriation
clerks, etc..
684, 1304
for promoting
wage earners,
earners, by
by
promoting welfare
welfare of wage
employment
938
employment offices,
offices, etc ...........
938
authorized to lease
lease Charleston,
C., imimauthorized
Charleston, S.
S. C.,
migrant
migrant station and dock
280
dock..........
280
deportation of designated
designated classes of
of aliens
aliens
deportation
on order of, if undesirable
undesirable residents.
residents
593
finality
finality of decision
decision as to
594
to...............
594
Secretary
State '
Secretary of
of State,
appropriation
Secretary, Assistappropriation for,
for, Under
Under Secretary,
Assistants, etc ..................
642, 1263
1263
642,
expenses of International
International CommuniCommunifor expenses
cation Conference;
Conference: restrictions
restrictions ....
367
cation
367
authorized
authorized to exchange
exchange
legation premises,
premises,
- legation
3.;9
Bantokln
Siam
Siam
352
5Bangkok,
,
- - - -. -. -_
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Secretary of State-Continued.
Secretary
State—Continued.
Page.
may
purchase embassy,
etc., premises
may purchase
embassy, etc.,
premises in
in
designated cities,
govdesignated
cities, from foreign
foreign government
1214
ernment.
.......................
1214
price may be
indebtedness
be credited on indebtedness
of Government
Government to United
States
1214
United States....
1214
certificate of
etc., credit
on certificate
of purchase,
purchase, etc.,
credit
to
against the
the
to be
be given
given to debt held
held against
Government .......................
Government
1214
to serve on coramission
purchase of
commission for
for purchase
of
embassy, etc.,
.
1214
embassy,
etc., premises
premises............
1214
Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior,
Interior,
appropriation
Assistants, chief clerk.
clerk. 668,
1287
appropriation for,
for, Assistants,
668, 1287
for assistant to, attorneys, clerks,
1287
clerks, etc..
etc. - 668,
668, 1287
abandoned Indian
abandoned
Indian agency,
agency, and school
school
to be
sold by..
by
415
buildings and lands to
be sold
415
of, in
in project
project for
for improving
authority of,
improving Red
Red
Lake and
and Red
Red Lake
Lake River in Indian
Reservation,
etc... 1106
Reservation, for flood
flood control,
control, etc...
1106
authorized
erect monuments
monuments to ChickChickauthorized to erect
asaw and Seminole Tribes
Tribes of InIndians in Oklahoma
Oklahoma ...............
1364
1364
examine and report on proposed
examine
proposed plans
plans
for additional
additional irrigation
lands in
irrigation of lands
Imperial
600
Imperial Valley, Calif
Calif ..............
600
grant permits,
permits, etc.,
etc., for
for underground
underground
water
in Nevada
293
water supply
supply prospecting
prospecting in
Nevada.
293
lands to be designated,
designated, etc
etc...........
294
issue patent to Fort Smith, Ark.,
Ark., for
site of old Federal
Federal jail
jail ............
396
Oreg.,. for
reverted lands
Myrtle Point, Oreg.,
for revested
Oregon-California Railroad
of Oregon-Califorma
Railroad grant
grant..
621
Bonita, La.,
R. L. Credille,
Credille, mayor of Bonita,
La.,
1053
for lands in Louisiana.............
Louisiana
in certain
permit excharges
exchanges of lands
lands in
certain
counties
of New Mexico, to concounties of
consolidate
solidate holdings in
areas
in solid
solid areas......
1239
supply
irrigation
supply water for
for other
other than irrigation
reclamation projects.....
projects
451
uses, from reclamation
deeds
deeds to certain low grounds in
in WashingWashington, D. C., to be executed
executed by; condition..............................
1251
dition
etc., of
disputed titles, etc.,
of erroneously
erroneously sursurveyed
veyed public
public lands in
in Florida to be
adjusted
adjusted by .....................
325
325
duty of furnishing,
furnishing, rooms,
Civil
rooms, etc.
etc.,' to
to Civil
Service
Service Commission
Commission by,
transferred
by, transferred
to Commission ...................
642
estimates for carrying out civil service
service
retirement
retirement Act, to be submitted
submitted by
620
by..
620
made a
a member
member of Federal
Federal Power Com........................
mission .
1063
may sell surface of inherited
inherited allotments
allotments in
in
Quapaw Agency, Okla.............
Okla
355
355
may waive shore restrictions, Alaska .....
1059
quarterly
quarterly payments to be made Osage
Osage
Indians by, from funds
Indians
funds.............. 1250
cooperate in
to cooperate
administration of
in administration
of reserve for
for
water supply of Sunnyside,
Utah
1087
Sunnyside, Utah...
1087
regulations for disposal of articles
to make regulations
produced by patients
patients treated at
at
Saint Elizabeths
513
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital..........
513
to notify governor
governor of California,
California, acceptance
acceptance
of jurisdiction
Yosemite, SeSejurisdiction over Yosemite,
quoia, and General
Grant National
National
General Grant
Parks
734
Parks.......... ..................
734
to prescribe rules for repaying moneys
moneys in
in
rejected land cases, etc..................
etc
366
366
Secretary of
Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Niavy,
appropriation
etc. 663,
1282
appropriation for, Assistant, clerks, etc.
663, 1282
for
temporary force,
or temporary
force, office
office of;
of; pay
pay restilcrestriction
don. ....................
663, 1283
1283
enabling, to restore
for enabling,
restore to owners
owners property
property
taen : for
war uses,
uses.
etc
.-- ----------156
taken
- -- -*- ---------- - ,
-._
I:

Secretary
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Navy—Continued.
Page.
property,
claims for damages
damages to
to private
private property,
etc.,
service, to
etc., by men
men in
in naval service,
to be
be
adjusted
132
adjusted by; limit
limit ...............
132
comprehensive report
to be
comprehensive
report on
on aircraft
aircraft to
be
made
Secretary of
War, and
and
made by, Secretary
of War,
Postmaster General
134
Postmaster
General.............
134
to detail experts
experts to
to assist
assist joint
joint special
special comcommittee on Pacific Coast
naval bases.
bases.
821
Coast naval
821
to report to Secretary
Secretary of Commerce, vessels
vessels
of Navy, available
available as lighthouse
lighthouse vessels; transfers, etc ................
1058
1058
commission to
to serve on
on commission
to make
make yearly
yearly
recommendations
recommendations as to memorials,
entombments,
entombments, etc.,
Arlington
etc., in Arlington
Amphitheater
1440
Memorial Amphitheater............
1440
Va.,
report on utilizing
utilizing Mount
Mount Weather,
Weather, Va.,
weather station
station buildings,
buildings, etc.......
etc
697
weather
697
authorized in
in
two additional
additional employees
employees authorized
office of
1028
office
of ........................
1028
Secretary of the President
Secretary
President of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
appropriation
appropriation for .....................
640,
640, 1261
1261
Secretary
of the
Secretary of
the Senate,
Senate,
appropriation for, assistant, clerks, etc. 631,
appropriation
631, 1252
1252
deficiency
appropriation for automobile
automobile
deficiency appropriation
for
519
for ............................
519
Treasury,
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
appropriation for, assistantto,
appropriation
assistant to, Assistants.
Assistants. 643,1263
643, 1263
for two additional Assistants,
643
Assistants, clerks,
clerks, etc
etc.
643
for additional employees
employees.............. 1264
1264
for divisions in office of..............
of
645, 1264
1264
645,
authority to purchase
purchase Farm
Loan bonds
bonds
Farm Loan
extended,
extended, to fscal
fiscal years 1920, 1921
627
1921.
627
excluded ......................
627
bonds excluded
627
authorized
authorized to
to provide additional
additional hospital
hospital
facilities for War Risk and vocational
vocational
rehabilitation patients by purchase,
rehabilitation
etc.,
etc. of existing plants .............
1364
1364
construction on Government-owned
Government-owned sites
construction
1365
sites 1365
remodeling, etc., existing
existing, plants
1365
plants........ 1365
to
facilities, equipequipto include
include structures,
structures, facilities,
ment, etc
1365
etc ..........................
1365
to accept gifts or donations.............
donations
1365
to receive medical and hospital supplies,
equipment, etc.
etc., from Secretary
Secretary of
War without chime
1365
charge ................
1365
to employ technical, etc., assistants
assistants for
for
construction
construction work; expenses
expenses limited
limited. 1365
1365
authorized
authorized to fix pay of temporary
temporary laborers,
customs service; limit..............
limit
536
536
to reimburse
reimburse contractors
contractors for losses on public buildings,
buildings, etc.,
etc., due to increased
increased
costs of materials,
war
materials, etc., owing
owing to war
conditions
conditions ......................
281
281
estimates, reports,
282
reports, etc,
etc., required
required ......
282
deductions to be made by, from monthly
monthly
pay of classified civil service employees
.......................
ployees
.
618
to credit of, to "the civil service
service retirement and disability fund"
fund "...........
618
investment
investment of unused portion
portion of fund
fund in
Government
Government securities
securities ............
618
618
additions to fund of donations, etc., may
may
be accepted
accepted
618
.....................
618
directed
directed to immediately acquire
acquire and complete hospital buildings, etc., Broadview, Ell
I ...
378
..................
.
378
disposal of flour for relief of European
European populations, etc., subject
approval
subject to approval
of.............................
of
548
548
duties of, retirement
teachretirement of public school telich
C ........................
ers, D. C
387
387
transferred
transferred to District Commissioners
852
Commissioners..
852

investing of fuds
investing
funds excepted ..........

852
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Page.
Government
Government owned lands and buildings
buildings assigned to, for use of Public Health
Health
Service for War Risk patients
patients...... 1365
designated
designated forts to be taken
taken immediately.
immediately
1365
allotments
etc......... 1365
allotments for equipment, etc
appropriation
appropriation for additional facilities,
etc.; amount for remodeling, etc
etc.,,
existing plants
1365
.................
1365
to designate
designate extra compensation
compensation to be paid
customs officials
officials for overtime services lading or unlading
unlading cargoes, etc.
etc.
402
commission for purchase of emto serve on commission
bassy.
1214
bassy, etc., premises ..............
1214
to report on utilizing Mount Weather,
Va., weather station buildings, etc._
697
etc..
Secretary of
of War,
War,
Secretary
appropriation for, Assistant, assistant
assistant and
appropriation
chief clerk, clerks, etc .........
658. 1277
658
1277
temporary employees under; pay refor temporary
658
striction, etc ....................
658
for additional
additional employees
employees under; pay rerestrictions .........................
strictions
1277
for Army contingent expenses
expenses under....
under
948
for employees,
employees, sale of supplies, etc.;
etc.; adadjusting war contract claims
claims .-...-..
949
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Assistant
1025
deficiency
Assistant. ...
1025
ammunition, etc.,
ammunition,
etc., no longer needed
needed for
Army, may be transferred free of
charge to other executive
executive departments, by ...................
130
approval by, required of plans for flood
flood
approval
control, drainage, etc.,
etc., Red Lake
and Red Lake River. Minn........
Minn
1106
authorized
Academy
authorized to admit to Military
Military Academy
for instruction,
Ramon Ricardo
Arias, of Panama ................
548
548
Tao Hung
Hung Chang and Zeng Tze Wong,
Wong,
of China
........................ 234
allot portion of amount for heirs of citizens killed in
in Mexican border disturbances, 1911, to those wounded,
wounded,
etc............
etc
....................
596
bring body of unknown
unknown soldier of American Expeditionary Forces, for burial
in Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater at Arling.............................. 1447
ton
deliver hospital
equipment to Kansas,
hospital equipment
Kansas,
to check influenza
influenza epidemic
epidemic .......
436
deliver 1.250
1,250 tractors to States for road
construction ....................... 1349
construction
detail officers for aeronautic engineering
engineering
instruction at schools,
schools, etc ..........
594
instruction
594
examine
examine into and determine
determine lose
loss of
private property of officers,
officers, etc
etc.,,
while in sera
ice
1437
service................
1437
exchange Army cold-storage
cold-storage plant, Chiexchange
Il!., for warehouse,
warehouse, etc .......
cago, Ill.,
...
130
deposit of proceeds ..............
130
...
exhibition,
furnish National Museum,
Museun, for exhibition
Army arms.
arms. equipment,
equipment, etc., issued
Army
issued
or produced for use
use................ 1438
States, etc., colors.
colors, etc., of demobilized
demobilized
Army organizations
organizations................. 1438
removing sand,
sand, etc
grant licenses for removing
etc.,,
from Fort Douglas Reservation,
Reservation,
Utah............
Utah
588
................
588
grant right of way, Columbia River improvements,
provements, balles-Celilo
Dalles-Celilo section..
section - 1437
issue requisition for all Army
Army appropriations for advances to disbursing
disbursing offiofficers under "Army account
account of advances" .........................
975
vances"
975
payment from, of obligations
obligations under repayment
snective
apro oriations ............975
spective appropriations
- ---------ra

r-

r----
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Secretary
Page.
authorized to issue permits for diversion
diversion
authorized
of water from Niagara
Niagara River above
the Falls.
Falls .....................
163
163
lease land at Military
Military Academy
Academy for hotel.
hotel
548
548
construction, etc., subject to approval
thereof
thereof.....................
548
548
loan Army rifles, etc.,
etc., to American
American
Legion
.......................
403
403
American Legion encampment,
cots to American
encampment,
Vincennes, Ind.............
Ind
at Vincennes,
1062
1062
surplus tractors to States for highway
highway
construction use
use
construction
..............
584
584
tents.
tents, etc., to United Confederate
Confederate
Veteran reunion, Fort Worth,
Worth, Tex
Tex.. 1061
1061
sell surplus Army supplies..............
supplies
105
105
transfer medical and hospital
,
hospital supplies
supplies.,
equipment, accessories,
equipment,
accessories, vehicles,
Health Service
etc., free, for Public Health
Hospitals ....
...............
1365
1365
medical outfits, motor vehicles,
vehicles, etc.,
etc.,
to Saint Elizabeths Hospital........
Hospital
205
205
surplus explosives,
surplus
explosives, etc., to Interior
Interior
Department, without
without charge
Department,
charge........
193
193
use Army transports
transports for teams
teams to Olympic
Olympic
Games
........................
738
738
buildings
buildings at Watertown,
Watertown, N.
N. Y., to be turned
turned
over to Postmaster
Postmaster General
General by
by......
623
623
claims for paying civilians for firearms
firearms
takenby
taken by troops during Colorado
Colorado riots,
1914, subject to approval of........
of
296
296
comprehensive
comprehensive report on aircraft to be
Secretary of the Navy and
and
made by, Secretary
Postmaster General
Postmaster
General ...............
134
directed to make special investigations
for
investigations for
etc, inland waterway
developing, etc.,
waterway
transportation
499
499
transportation ........................
subjects d
esignated ....................
designated
499
499
compilation, distribution,
distribution, etc., of information valuable to commercial
commercial interests .........................
199
499
machine tools, not needed,
machine
needed, may be sold to
etc., by; terms and
trade schools, etc.,
conditions.......................
conditions
360
360
made a
a member of Federal Power CornCommission
mission......................
1062
1062
may construct, etc., pontoon
pontoon bridge
bridge across
Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River, West Point,
370
Ga
370
G e ..............................
loan to city, for operation etc.........
370
370
etc
370
37U
expense, etc.,
etc by city
expense.
city..............
etc., to War vetermay loan obsolete rifles, etc.,
veter977
associations; sale
ale of ammunition.
ans' associations;
977
ammunition.
(onfederate veterans'
tents, etc.,
etc., to Confederate
conveterans' con2
2
vention, Dawson, Ga ............
may sell surplus Army material, etc.,
etc., to
949
949
friendly-Governments,
friendly
Governments, etc.........
etc
medical supplies to be transferred
transferred to Public Health Service
Service by, for specified
specified
Hospitals, without payment
1025
payment....... 1025
motor
vehicles, aeroplanes,
aeroplanes, airdromes,
airdromes, etc.,
motor vehicles,
etc.,
to be transferred to postal service
service by,
without charge.........
charge
without
583
....... 583
navigation
navigation facilities connected with power
power
projects,
1073
projects, subject to regulation by..
by.. 1073
nitrate of soda reserve
reserve supply to be sold to
573
fertilizer users,
etc., by
fertilizer
users. etc.,bv............
plans, etc., of Vicksburg, Miss..
Miss.. Memorial
Memorial
129
Archwa-,
Archway, saject
etc., of_
129
subject to approval.
approval etc.,of.
right of way for sewers, etc.,
etc., through Government
ernment property at Little Chute,
Wis.,
of........
Wis. subject to approval of....
385
surplus Army machine tools to be transferred to Vocational
Vocational Education
Education
Board without charge, by ..........
504
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Secretary
Page.
Page
surplus Army motor vehicles,
vehicles, etc., to
to be
be
sold by, to other Government
Government servservices, etc.; restriction
restriction..............
233
23
to ascertain cost of improving, etc.,
etc., boulevard on Missionary
Missionary Ridge,
Ridge, ChickChickamauga and Chattanooga
Park; reChattanooga Park;
report .........................
1095
109'
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses ...........
1095
109'
to reallot additional temporary
temporary employees
employees
to Adjutant
Adjutant General's Office on
work of demobilized army records
records..
509
50!
to report to Secretary
Secretary of Commerce, vessels
vessels
of Army, available as
vesas lighthouse
lighthouse vessels, etc.;
etc.; transfers,
transfers, etc.
1058
etc .............
105
to serve on commission to make
make yearly
yearly
recommendations as
as to
memorials,
recommendations
to memorials,
entombments,
entombments, etc., in
Arlington
in Arlington
Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater
1440
.......
144(
to report on utilizing
utilizing Mount
Mount Weather,
Xa.,
weather station, buildings,
N
a., weather
etc.
697
buildings, etc.
697
to transfer Army equipment, etc.,
etc., to
to
Capitol, etc.......................
etc
1035
1035
to Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution custody
custody of
of
buildings on the
for
buildings
the grounds
grounds thereof for
exhibition of Government
Government aircraft,
aircraft,
etc ...............................
328
328
tractors
tractors to be loaned by, to States for
for highhighways construction
construction .................. . 1155
1155
Securities, Railroad
Securities,
Transportation
Railroad (see also Transportation
Act),
appropriation for securing
appropriation
securing information
information of,
of,
etc..................
etc
179,
889, 1103, 1381
179,889,1103,1381
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for securing ininformation
formation of ......................
504
504
extension,
permitted of, acquired unextension, etc., permitted
der Transportation
Transportation Act, 1920,
1920, FedFederal Control Act.,
463
Act., etc
etc..............
463
issue of, capital stock, bonds,
bonds, etc.,
etc., unlawunlawhereafter unless authorized
ful hereafter
by
authorized by
Interstate Commerce Commission
Interstate
494
Commission...
494
provisions relating to
494
to ................
494
issued without authorization
authorization of
of CommisCommission, void .......................
496
496
suit authorized
authorized if
if acquired
acquired for value
withvalue without notice
notice....
496
..................
....
496
liability of carrier, officers, etc.........
etc
496
496
recovery
recovery of consideration
consideration if acquired
carrier .....................
from carrier
496
496
punishment
punishment of officers assenting thereto,
etc............
..........
etc
496
personally benefiting
benefiting by officer
officer of
of carrier,
carrier,
in sale, etc.,
in
etc., of, unlawful ............
496
496
punishment
punishment for ........................
497
497
Securities, United
Securities,
United States (see
also United
(see also
United States
States
Securities),
Securities),
appropriation for distinctive
appropriation
distinctive paper
paper for
for... 173,
173,
1373
882, 1373
Sedgu-ick
Post, Grand
Sedguick Post,
Grand Army of the Republic,
Republic,
acceptance
acceptance of hall property from,
from, to be used
used
as public building,
building, Bedford, Iowa...
Iowa
601
601
Seditious Conspiracy,
Seditious
Conspiracy,
deportation
deportation of undesirable
undesirable aliens convicted
convicted
of, since August 1, 1914............
1914
594
594
readmission
readmission prohibited
prohibited ................
594
594
Seed Grain
Drought Stricken
Stricken Areas,
Grain for Drought
Areas,
advances, etc.,
etc., to farmers of wheat, oats,
oats,
and barley
purchased for seed
barley purchased
seed
purposes---.......................
purposes
1347
1347
terms, etc.; lien on firstcrop
first crop as security..
security
1347
1347
amount to one farmer limited ...........
1347
1347
agencies to he
be designated
designated..............
1347
. 1347
appropriationfor
appropriation
for purpoee
purposes hereof
1347
hereof ........ 1347
punihment for obtaining
punishment
obtaining loan, etc.,
etc., by
by
false representations
representations ...............
1347

Seeds,
Page.
appropriation
adulappropriation for testing
testing commercial,
commercial, adulterated, etc................
etc
243, 702, 1322
243,702,
1322
preventing admission
preventing
admission of adulterated.
adulterated,
etc., for seeding ............
etc.,
243, 702, 1322
243,702,1322
for investigating
investigating introduction
foreign
introduction of foreign
plant....................... 245,704,
plant
245, 704, 1323
1323
for purchase, testing, etc.,
etc., new and
and
rare ....................
rare.
245,
704, 1324
245,704,1324
for diffusing information of
supply,
of supply,
market prices,
prices, etc.,
etc., of.......
of
265, 724, 1342
market
265,724,1342
deficiency appropriation
purchase and
and
deficiency
appropriation for
for purchase
distribution .......................
distribution
524
524
Seeds, etc., Congressional
Congressional Allotment, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for purchase,
purchase, distribution,
distribution,
etc ....................
246, 704, 1324
. 246,704,1324
selection as to locality........
locality
246,
704, 1324
1324
246,704,
seed-packet contracts,
seed-packet
contracts, etc.....
etc
246,
704, 1324
246,704,1324
Congressional distribution..
Congressional
704, 1324
distribution ... 246,
246,704,1324
southern delivery; allotments
allotments uncalled
uncalled
for ......................... 246,705,1324
246, 705, 1324
report
report of purchases; diversion
fordiversion forbidden
b
idden ...................
246, 705, 1324
246,705,1324
Agency, Okla.,
Seger Agency,
appropriation
support, etc.,
Inappropriation for support,
etc., of
of Indians at .................... 31,434,1248
31, 434, 1248
Seismological Association,
Seismological
International,
Association, International,
appropriation
appropriation for annual
contribution....
746
annual contribution....
746
Selective Draft,
Draft, Army,
Army,
appropriation for expenses
completing and
appropriation
expenses completing
and
preserving records,
reappropreserving
records, etc.,
etc., of;
of; reappropriation
110,951..................... 110,951
priation..
statements of services to State
State adjuadjutants general ....................
951
951
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for registration,
registration,
selection, etc., for .............
1184, 1190
1184,
1190
allotment from appropriation for
preserving
for preserving
records of, to furnish information
information
demobilized army...
from records
records of demobilized
army.
509
509
liability to prosecution
prosecution for
comfor failing
failing to
to comwith provisions
provisions of,
not affected
ply with
of, not
affected
by declaration
declaration of date of end of
of War
War
with
etc...............
with Germany,
Germany, etc
1360
1360
Selway National
Forest, Idaho,
National Forest,
Idaho,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of
250,
maintenance, etc.,
of.... 250,
709,
1328
709,1328
Semiarid
Irrigated Western
Western Districts,
Districts,
Semiarid and Irrigated
appropriation for experiments
appropriation
experiments in
in dairying
dairying
and meat production
production in
728, 1345
1345
in..... 268,
268, 728,
Semiarid
Semiarid Land
Land Farming,
Fanning,
appropriation for
of... 244,
244,
appropriation
for improving
improving methods
methods of...
703,
1323
703,1323
Seminole
Indians, Fla.,
ha.,
Seminole Indians,
appropriation for relief, etc., of
appropriation
418, 1234
of..... 12,
12,418,
1234
Seminole Indians,
Indians, Okla. (see also
Seminole
Five CivilCivilalso Five
ized Tribes),
Tribes),
appropriation
appropriation for common schools
427, 1242
schools... 23,
23,427,1242
for tribal schools..............
schools..
23,
428, 1243
23,428,1243
for repairs,
Mekusukey Academy
repairs, Mekusukey
Academy ....... 1243
1243
all claims
dairies against,
against, to be filed in
one year;
in one
year;
adjudication, etc .................
24
24
payment from tribal funds
24
funds..............
24
monument to perpetuate
perpetuate memory
memory of, to be
erected at
at Wewoka,
Wewoka, Okla
Okla ..........
1364
1364
appropriation
appropriation for, from tribal
tribal funds.....
funds
1364
Senate,
ienate,
appropriation
compensation of Senaappropriation for compensation
Senators
.......
.............
....... 631,1252
631,1252
......
......... . 2,
for mileage
631, 1252
2,631,1252
secretary to Vice
for secretary
Vice President,
President, etc...
etc... 631,1252
for Chaplain
Chaplain........................ 631,
1252
631, 1252
for Secretary,
Secretary, assistant, clerks, etc...
etc... 631,
1252
631,1252
for superintendent
superintendent of document room....
room.... 631,
631,
125.
1252
wave
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Senate-Continued.
Page.
Scenate-Continued.
Page.
Senate-Continued.
Senate-Continued.
Page.
Page.
appropriation
clerks, assistants, etc.,
appropriation for clerics,
etc., to
to
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for Robert
Robert W.
W
committees
committees .....................
631,1252
631,1252
Farrar...........................
1180
Farrar
1180
preparation of Senate Manual
preparation
Manual ...... 632,
632,1253
1253
for
A. Webb....................
1180
for Charles
Charles A.
1180
for clerical
clerical assistance
assistance to Senators
not
Senators not
appointment
of
appointment
five Senators
Senators authorized
authorized
chairmen of committees
chairmen
committees specifically
specifically
on
special committee
on special
committee to
to report
report on
on
provided for
632,1253
for ................
632, 1253
readjustment
readjustment of pay, etc.,
etc., of percommittee
632,
committee status ..............
632, 1253
1253
Army, Navy, etc.........
etc
604
sonnel of Army,
604
for additional
additional clerks
clerks to Senators
Senators at
at
chairman
chairman and four
four members
members of Post Office
Office
$1,200 ..........................
$1,200
632,1253
632,1253
Committee to
to be appointed
appointed on
on
Committee
for compiling
compiling Navy Yearbook,
1920
632,1253
Yearbook, 1920..
632,1253
Joint Postal Service
Commission...
Service Commission
.
583
583
for Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper,
five Senators
Senators to be appointed
appointed on special
special
five
assistants, etc ...............
632,1253
632,1253
Joint Committee
Pacific Coast
Coast
Committee on Pacific
police force, Senate
Senate Office
for police
Office BuildBuildNaval Bases ...................
Naval
820
. 820
ing .............................
633,1253
633,1253
four Senators
four
Senators to be
be appointed
appointed on Pilgrim
Pilgrim
Postmaster, etc ..............
for Postmaster,
633,1253
633,1253
Tercentenary Commission ..........
Tercentenary
598
for
etc
633,1253
for foreman,
foreman, folding
folding room,
room, etc........
633,1253
motor equipment
equipment not
not needed
needed by War
War Defor chief engineer,
engineer, assistants,
assistants, etc.....
etc
633,1253
633,1253
partment may
may be
be transferred
transferred to....
to
partment
57
for
conductors, Senate
Senate Office
for elevator
elevator conductors,
Office
salaries
December, 1919,
salaries for
for December,
1919, to be
be paid on
on
Building
Building ..................
633,1254
633,1254
day of adjournment
adjournment for
for holiday
holiday recess
368
for
contingent expenses,
for contingent
expenses, stationery,
stationery,
December 20.......................
20
December
369
etc ........................
2, 633, 1254
2,633,1254
December 1920
1920 to be paid
for December
paid December
December
for postage stamps
stamps ...............
633,
1254
633,1254
20 ...........................
1081
for motor vehicles for mail, etc....... 633,1254
633,1254
session employees
session
employees to receive
salaries for
for
receive salaries
for automobile
automobile for Vice President .... 633,
1254
633, 1254
June on June 5, 1920
1920 ............
1063
for folding
folding materials; folding .........
633,1254
633,1254
may be purchased
supplies for, may
'Purchased under
under GenGenfor fuel, etc .......................
633,1254
633,1254
eral Supply
Supply Committee
Committee contracts..
contracts._ 1036
633,1254
for furniture, repairs, etc
etc ...........
633,1254
of paper, etc.,
etc., from Public
Public Printer......
Printer
1036
1036
for packing
packing boxes
boxes ...............
633,1254
633,1254
three
Senators to
to be appointed
Key
three Senators
appointed for Key
for rent, warehouse
633,1254
warehouse for
for documents
documents... 633,1254
Monument dedication
Monument
dedication at
at Fort McMcfor miscellaneous
miscellaneous items ..........
2, 633, 1254
1254
2,633,
Fleury, Md ....................
1391
Henry,
1391
investigations.. 633,939,1254
633,939,1254
for inquiries
inquiries and investigations..
to serve
serve on Joint Committee
Committee on
on ReorganiReorganifor reporting debates
debates .............
633,1254
633,1254
zation of Administrative
Administrative Branch
Branch of
for storekeeper
storekeeper of, additional
226
additional...........
226
Government ...................
the Government
1083
for kitchens
kitchens and restaurants..........
restaurants
939,1427
Manual,
939,1427
Senate Manual,
for
restoring
wall
decorations
of
firstfor restoring
decorations
appropriation
appropriation for preparing
preparing ...........
632,1253
632,1253
floor corridors
corridors ..................
1427 Senate Office Building,
1427
Building,
for document
document room,
room, shelves,
etc
1427
for
shelves, etc ........
1427
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of.... 226,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for heirs
deficiency
of
heirs of
939,
939, 1427
Thomas
Thomas S.
S. Martin
519
Martin ................
519
for furniture....................
furniture
226, 939, 1427
226,939,1427
for widow of John H. Bankhead........
592
for kitchens
kitchens and restaurants
restaurants ..........
226, 939
592
for
226,
939
for clerical,
clerical, etc.,
assistance to Senators__
56
etc., assistance
Senators..
56
for trees,
grounds of
187, 899,1389
for
trees, etc.
etc., grounds
.......... 187,
for John J.
J. McAllister, jr...............
jr
56
56
for
for repairs,
repairs, etc
etc ................
194, 907, 1396
. 194,907,1396
for J.
J. Rutledge
Rutledge McGhee
56
McGhee ...............
56
for
for care,
care, etc.,
etc., of grounds
194 907 1396
grounds........ 194,907,
for Cornelia
Cornelia W.
W. Morton .................
56
..
56
for additional police protection..
protection
226, 939, 1426
226,939,
for Aline Thompson ..................
56
for police
police force
56
............... 633,1253
force ...
633, 1253
for
Kiefer ..................
57
for Helen K. Kiefer
57
for elevator
elevator conductors
633, 1254
conductors.............. 633,1254
57
for Susan Shoemaker
Shoemaker ...................
deficiency
57
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for repairs,
repairs, etc._
etc...
50
for official reporters
reporters ....................
57
57
for subway
subway to Capitol,
etc.
Capitol, maintenance,
maintenance, etc
57
for mail vehicles,
velucles, etc .................
57
57
for ice water plants
etc., for ...........
plants, etc.,
57
for Dennis
Dennis M. Kerr ...............
1035
57, 1035
58
for construction ......................
58
for repairs.
repairs, etc.,
etc., kitchens
kitchens and
for
for kitchens
kitchens and
and restaurestauand restaurants
restaurants ............
519
rants .....................
rants
57,
57, 519, 592
592
1035
for maintenance
maintenance ...................
1035
for refrigerating
refrigerating apparatus,
apparatus, cooling
cooling air,
air,
for care,
for
care, etc.,
etc., of grounds
grounds ..............
1171
1171
etc., for Chamber
Chamber of the...........
the
57 Senators,
57
Senators,
for Don C. Clayton ...................
57
57
appropriation for
compensation
631, 1252
appropriation
for compensation........631,1252
inquiries and investigations
for inquiries
57,342
investigations ....... 57,342
for
for mileage.......................
mileage
2, 631,1252
631, 1252
2,
for fuel, etc ..
...............
57, 342, 519
519
for
clerical assistance
for clerical
assistance to,
to, not
not chairmen
chairmen of
of
furniture for terrace
for furniture
terrace rooms..........
rooms
58
58
committees
committees specially
specially provided
provided for..
for..
632,
632,
for annex
annex to folding room,
room, old Telephone
Telephone
1253
Exchange
Building,
repairs,
etc .._
334
Exchange
repairs, etc.
334
for additional
additional clerks..............
for
clerks
632, 1253
632,1253
for
for additional
additional pay
pay for
for reporting
reporting debates342,
debates. 342,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for clerical,
clerical, etc.,
appropriation for
etc.,
1180
assistance
1035, 1180
assistance to, not chairmen
chairmen of comcomfor chief
telephone operator ............
chief telephone
342
342
mittees ...........................
mittees
56
56
for motor vehicles
vehicles ..............
1036 Seneca Agency,
Okla.,
342, 519,
519,1036
Agency, Okla.,
for folding
folding ...........................
342
342
appropriation for
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians
for support,
for motor vehicle for Secretary.........
Secretary
519
519
at
at ........................
31,
434, 1248
31,434,1248
miscellaneous items ................
1035 Seneca
for miscellaneous
Indians, N. Y.,
Y.
1035
Sevneca Indians,
for stationery
stationery .......................
appropriation for fulfilling
. 1035
1035
appropriation
fulfilling treaties
treaties with...
with...
18,
18,
for additional messenger
mewenger ...............
1035
1035
423, 1239
1239
National Forest,
Calif.,
for Paul C.
C. Carpenter
Carpenter .................
1035 Sequoia
1035
Sequoia National
Forest, Calif.,
for
for James
James M. Porter
Porter ....................
1035
1035
appropriation
appropriation for
nmintenance, etc.,
250,
for maintenance,
etc., of....
of ....
250,
for Senate
Senate Office
Office Building .............
1035
1035
709, 1328
1328
709,
Emma Britt .......
1036
for Emma
right
................
1036
right of way through,
through, to Los Angeles,
Angeles,
for Mark
Black ...............--------------------. 1179
Calif
nowr works
wonrkRs
9.Mark L. Black
1179
Calif., for
for power
988
_ __

___ __- - --
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Sewers,
Page.
C.-Continued.
D. C.-Continued.
Sewers, D.
Sequoia
Calif. (see also Na- Page.
Park, Calif.
National Park,
Sequoia National
deficiency appropriation
main
appropriation for Anacostia main
deficiency
Calif.),
tional Parks, Calif.),
38
interceptor; reappropriation
33
reappropriation........
interceptor;
appropriation for
etc
205, 919, 1408
protection, etc...
for protection,
appropriation
.........
for
Upper
327
interceptor
Potomac
Upper
for
1033
deficiency
appropriation
commissioner
commissioner.
for
deficiency appropriation
increased.. 1142
assessments for laying
service, increased
laying service,
assessments
1191
for protection,
etc.............-..-....
protection, etc
for
Shanghai, China,
China,
Shanghai,
cession of
exclusive jurisdiction over, by
of exclusive
cession
appropriations for
expenses, United States
for expenses,
appropriations
California
731
California .......................
746, 1211
court
court for China ..............
attached to
to California
California southern judicial
judicial
attached
commissioner authorized;
authorized; to be ex ofcommissioner
.....
district
731
..........
district ...
746
ficio
consular court ......
ficio judge of consular
commissioner of
of district
district court to be apcommissioner
749,
for
prison
expenses
1216
--............-.
expenses
prison
for
Park.
pointed
for,
and
General
Park
733
Grant
General
and
for,
pointed
Calif.,
Shasta National
National Forest,
Forest, Calif,
Shasta
.
powers, etc
733
etc .....................---.
powers,
250,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of....
of ....
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
salary;
residence..................... 734
salary; residence
709,
709, 1328
Serbia,
Serbia,
Shawnee, Okla.,
740 Shawnee,
appropriation
740
appropriation for minister to .............
166
appropriation for public building ........
appropriation
Croats, and Slovenes,
Serbs, Croats,
Sheep (see also
also Cattle),
appropriation
for minister to the ........... 1206 Sheep
appropriation for
appropriation for eradicating
eradicating scabies
appropriation
Senate,
Sergeant at
Doorkeeper, Senate,
Arms and Doorkeeper,
at Arms
Sergeant
in
239, 698,1318
698, 1318
....................
in
doorkeepers,
appropriation
assistant, doorkeepers,
appropriation for, assistant,
for experiment
experiment station,
station, Fremont County,
for
632. 1253
......-..
messengers,
messengers, etc -...
240, 699
Idaho
Idaho.......................
for
force, Senate
Senate Office Building. 633,1253
police force,
for police
for
experiment station, Clark County,
for experiment
Sergeant at Arms, House
Representatives,
House of Representatives,
Sergeant
......
Idaho
1319
Idaho..................--appropriation
for, deputy,
etc. 636, 1256
1256
cashier, etc..
deputy, cAshier,
appropriation for,
for investigating
Western
investigating problems of Western
for
for
police force,
force, House
House Office Buildfor police
States
240, 700, 1319
................... 240,700,
States..
----- 636, 1256
mg
ing..................
for diffusing
diffusing commercial
information of
commercial
for
while
payment
Members
in
military
to
by,
payment
market prices,
prices, distribution,
et c.,
distribution, etc.,
market
58
service, ratified
58
ratified...................
service,
of .....
265,724
............
..-of
Serums, etc.,
Sheffield, Ala.,
Sheffield,
propagation
regulating propagation
appropriation for regulating
appropriation
operation of school for children
children of emoperation
176, 885, 1377
etc., of...........
sale, etc.,
of.
and sale,
ployees
Ordnance reservation,
reservation,
ployees at Ordnance
regulatingsale,
deficiency
appropriation for regulating
sale,
deficiency appropriation
333
..-...............
authorized
authorized........
508
etc., of ......................
etc.,
Shelbyville,
Ind.,
Shelbyville, Ind.,
Domestic Animals,
Serums
Serums for Domestic
appropriation for
building
166
public building..........
for public
appropriation
appropriation for
investigating... 240, 700,1320
700, 1320
for investigating...
appropriation
Ky.
Shelbyvile, Ky.
etc......... 240,700,1320
240, 700,1320 Shel6yville,
regulating sale, etc
for regulating
appropriation
public building .......... 166
for public
apropriation 'for
Service Pensions,
Pensions,
Shellfish,
rate
veterans of Civil or Mexincreased for veterans
rate increased
appropriation
investigating packing,
appropriation for investigating
ican War ........................
585
ican
253, 712
shipping, etc ..................
shipping,
Army,
Service Schools, Army,
Minn.,
950 Shelly, Minn.
appropriation
instruction expenses..
expenses. -106,
106,950
appropriation for instruction
bridge
authorized across Red River of the
bridge authorized
...... .. 950
..........
for translators .....
and..
North,
Dak., and..
584
Caledonia, N. Dak.,
by Caledonia,
North, by
Services, etc., Government,
Shepherd Street
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
Shepherd
procuring,
funds
or department
department procuring,
bureau or
of bureau
funds of
appropriation
Rock Creek
appropriation for paving, Rock
from
requibe subject to requmto be
another, to
from another,
76
Street.......
Church
Church Road to Fourth Street
sition
sition of the one furnishing the
Transport,
Army Transport,
"Sheridan," Army
613 "Sheridan,"
same. ................-..........
same
961
disposal
of, authorized
authorized ..................
disposal of,
613
available for two years .................
"Sherman,"
Transport,
Army Transport,
"Sherman," Army
District,
Seventh Lighthouse District,
disposal
961
disposal of, authorized ...................
purchasing site,
etc., of depot for, authorsite, etc.,
puchasing
Riverside, Calif.,
Sherman
Institute, Riverside,
Calif.,
1058
Sherman Institute,
ized .............................
12,417,
appropriation for
for Indian
Indian school.....
school
12, 417, 1234
appropriation
NW., D. C.,
Seventh Street NW,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for.............. 1186
deficiency
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Webster to AlliShickshinny, Pa.,
1116 Shickshinny,
son
........................
Streets
son Streets
Susquehanna
authorized across Susquehanna
bridge authorized
Forest, Utah,
National Forest,
Sevier National
159
River,
Mocanaqua to .........
River, from Mocanaqua
of.. 250,
appropriation
etc., of
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
Park, Tenn.,
Shiloh
Military Park,
National Military
709, 1327
Shiloh National
appropriation for continuing
continuing establishappropriation
lands added to, by exchange
exchange with Henry
lands
ment of...................
of
185, 897, 1388
ment
. 1087
.....
Blackstone .
............
Blackstone
Ship
Pass, Miss.,
Island Pass,
Ship Island
etc.,
Sewage, etc.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
of, to be
preliminary
appropriation for field investigations
investigations of, by
appropriation
.-.......-...
made .
1011
.......
made
Health Service ..... 176,885,1377
Public Health
1920,
Ship
Act, MO,
Mortgage Act,
Ship Mortgage
Sewers, D. C.,
1000
used................
definition of terms used
definition
appropriation for cleaning and repairappropriation
sales, mortgages,
mortgages, etc.,
etc., of vessels to be
sales,
77,847,1118
77,
847, 1118
ing ........................
recorded
recorded in office of Collector of
for pumping
pumping stations,
etc......-.. 77, 847, 1118
stations, etc
for
Customs
1000
.................----Customs.
1118
for main and pipe ................ 78, 847, 1118
....... ....----- 1000
record book; contents
contents
record
78,847,
for
suburban .................
78, 847, 1118
for suburban
preferred
mortgages; requirements
requirements to give preferred
mortgages;
78,847,
assessment and permit work..
work
78, 847, 1118
for assessment
1001
status of, when vessels sold ........
78, 847, 1118
1118
way ..............
rights of way.
for rights
indorsements on documents
documents of vessels
indorsements
Upper Potomac interceptor
interceptor ....... 78, 847
for Upper
1001
1001
covered by preferred...-..-..--..preferred
covered
pumping station, engine room force,
for pumping
1001
1001
collector, etc .........
to be made by collector,
177
additional pay ....................
preferred
a
not
property
a
preferred
other
including
and
deficiency
appropriation
for
cleaning
deficiency appropriation
mortgage unless
provided
. 1001
1001.
so provided.......
unless so
mortgage
repairtng .......................
3(3, 1016
31016
repairing
preferred, including
more than one veseL
vessel. 1001
1001
includingmorethan
preferred,
590,1016,1156
.... 38, 590,
pun].ping stations, etc
etc....
1016, 1156
for pumping
under......... 1001
action of court on sale under
reanoroDriation.
etc.:
nine.
nainand
for main
for
and·--pipe,
etc.;
38,327
r
rr
---- r reappropriation.
r------
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Act, 1920—Continued.
Ship
Mortgage Act,
1920-Continued.

mortgages; copies of record of preferred,
preferred,
mortgagee ...................
to mortgagee
vessel, etc ............
exhibition on vessel,
written notice of prior liabilities
liabilities to be
be
given before execution of preferred
preferred..
restriction
restriction on making
making obligations
obligations creetc
ating aalien, etc..................
collector to record notice of claim
collector
claim of

lien
lien.............................
notice of discharge
discharge .............
certificate of discharge to be filed with
with
collector; record
record ..................
mortgage, indorsement
if preferred mortgage,
indorsement on
on
document, etc .................
bills of sales, mortgages, etc.,
etc., to
to state ininterest owned,
owned, sold, mortgaged,
mortgaged, etc
etc..
acknowledgment
acknowledgment required
required..........
recording
recording at new port of documentation..
documentation.
interest allowed of preferred
preferred mortgages..
mortgages..
certified copies
records may be inspected; certified
furnished ....
furnished
..
.............
fees for recording, copies, etc
etc............
license of master canceled
canceled on willful
failure to exhibit documents,
etc
failure
documents, etc...
punishment for withholding
withholding notice of
prior debts
debts by mortgagor ........
liability of collector
collector for loss by failure
failure of
of
duty as to preferred
preferred mortgages .....
mortgagee, etc.,
mortgagee,
etc., for failure to comply
comply
with requirements
requirements.................
jurisdiction of court; service, etc
jurisdiction
etc.......
preferred
mortgage a
hen on vessel..
preferred mortgage
a lien
vessel......
enforcement;
enforcement; exclusive jurisdiction of
Federal Court ......................
notice to be given
given .................
effect of failure to give notice; reeffect
covery of damages
damages .............
operation of vessel by receiver;
receiver; possesoperation
sion by marshal...............
marshal
extent of preferred
preferred maritime liens .....
termination of, by sale for enforcetermination
enforcement of preferred
preferred mortgage
mortgage.........
attached
attached thereafter
thereafter to proceeds .......
suits in personam allowed in addition...
addition
applicable to realty,
realty, etc.,
etc., covered
not applicable
covered
mortgage .
by mortgage.
................
documents
documents of vessel covered by preferred
preferred
mortgage surrendered
surrendered only
upon
mortgage
only upon
approval of Board........
Board
approval
..........
consent of mortgagee
mortgagee required
required..........
interest
of mortgagee
mortgagee not
not terminated
terminated if
if
interest of
vessel
forfeited by violation of
of law
law..
vessel forfeited
effect of sale by order of court of vessel
covered
mortgage......
covered by preferred
preferred mortgage
new mortgage, etc., to purchaser; conditions
ditions......
..................
effect
on price,
price, etc
effect on
etc ................
rights under
if not
under mortgages
mortgages assignable,
assignable, if
not
citizens, only with approval
to citizens,
approval of
of
Board
Board ...........................
void otherwise
otherwise........................
sales of American
only
American vessels in admiralty
admiralty only
to citizens.......................
citizens
maritime lien for necessities,
necessities, persons entitled to
....................
enforcement
enforcement ..........
.........
persons presumed to have
authority to
have authority
to
procure repairs,
repairs, etc ....
.........
chartered
vessels, etc.; restrictions
chartered vessels,
restrictions....
waiving
waiving by agreement
agreement authorized;
authorized; designated rights not affected..........
affected
State statutes superseded
superseded by
by....
.. ... .
........
existing mortgagee
affected hereby
mortgages not affected
hereby-...

Page.
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1001
1001
1001
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1003
1003
1003
1003
1003
1003
1003
1003

1003
1003
1003
1003
1003
1004
1004
1004
1004
1004
1004
1004
1004
1004
1004
1004
1004
1004
1004
1005
1005

1005
1005
1005
1005
1005
1005

1005

1005

1005
1005

1005
1065
1005
1006
1006

l
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Page.
Page.
necessary books, certificates,
certificates, etc.,
etc., to
be
to be
1006
furnished collectors ...............
1006
executory regulations
regulations to be prescribed
executory
prescribed.... 1006
inconsistent laws repealed.................
inconsistent
repealed
1006
prosecution
accruing
prosecution of all rights, etc.
etc., accruing
under existing laws, authorized
authorized.... 1006
Ship,
and Way
Ship, Steamboat,
Steamboat, and
Way Letters,
Letters,
appropriation for payment
appropriation
payment for
for......... 581, 1154
1154
Shipbuilding
etc.,
Shipbuilding Plants,
Plants,etc.,
appropriation
purchasing, requisitionappropriation for purchasing,
ing, etc ...........
180
................
180
for acquiring, etc.,
etc., plants
plants for
181
for...........
181
authority
authority for acquiring, etc.,
988
etc., repealed
repealed.....
988
disposal
disposal of, under
under direction
direction of the President
181
...........................
181
Shipments in
in American
Vessels, Foreign,
Shipments
American Vessels,
Foreign,
provisions for schedules, etc., in connecconnection with railroad transportation....
transportation
497
497
Shipments of
of Liquors,
Shipments
Liquors,
regulations restricting, by common
common carrers
riers..............................
312
312
Shipping,
Shipping,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for recruiting
recruiting
crews, etc.,
etc., for American
vessels
American vessels....
42
alien seamen
seamen arriving
arriving with contagious, etc.,
etc.,
diseases
diseases to be sent by immigration
immigration
officials for
for hospital treatment......
treatment
1082
1082
bills of health required
required of vessels
vessels leaving
foreign ports, etc.,
etc., for United States
States
or its possessions
1149
possessions.................... 1149
duties of consular
consular officers,
officers, etc;
etc.; fees
fees..... 1149
change of names of American
American vessels auapplication of owner—.
owner.. - 436
thorized on application
merchant vessels, Government
not
Government owned, not
subject to seizure ...............
. 525
proceedings in personam
proceedings
personam authorized....
authorized....
525
525
schedules of dates, routes, etc.,
etc., of Americommerce to be
can vessels in foreign commerce
be
Interstate Commerce
filed with Interstate
Commerce Commission
mission ..............................
497
497
steam vessels of Shipping Board, subject
subject
to all regulations of steam vessels
305
vessels...
305
Shipping Act, 1916 (see also
Merchant Marine
Marine
also Merchant
Act),
creation
creation of Shipping Board, composition,
composition,
989
duties, etc ...............
.......
989
citizenship
citizenship requirements
constitute conrequirements to
to constitute
trolling interests................
interests
1008
1008
in coastwise
seventy-five per cent
cent
coastwise trade seventy-five
required .
..................... 1008
1008
interests specified as not deemed owned
owned
hv
eitlzons
1 'mQ
by citizens
1008
seventy-five
per cent
seventy-five per
ownership
1008
cent of
of ownership....
1008
citizens from Board,
vessels purchased
purchased by citizens
Board,
allowed American
American registry,
etc
994
registry, etc....
994
coastwise trade allowed
allowed foreign built,
etc., while owned by citizens.......
citizens
994
to be operated
registry, etc..
operated under such registry.
etc
994
employed as merchant
merchant vessels subject
subject
to laws, etc.,
etc., therefor
therefor .............
995
995
sale, charter,
charter, etc., to persons not citizens,
citizens,
unlawful, without approval of Board
995
forfeiture
forfeiture of vessel,
vessel, for violations .....
995
995
punishment
punishment for violations
995
violations...........
995
provisions
provisions of, applicable
applicable to receivers and
trustees
............................. 1008
trustees
operation of Government
Government owned beats,
etc.,
boats, etc.,
on inland waterways
waterways subject to provisions of .....................
458
Shipping, American
American Bureau
Bureau of,
of,
departments,
directed to recognize
departments, etc., directed
recognize
classification
classification of
of vessels
vessels by
by ..........
998

II
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Shipping Board,
also Mer- Page.
Shippipng
Board, United
United States (see also
chant
Marine Act,
chant Marine
Act, 1920),
1920),
appropriation for
1382
891,1382
180, 891,
for salaries ........
appropriation
expenses ....................
180, 891, 1382
180,891,
for expenses
investigating foreign
foreign discriminations
discriminations
investigating
against American
American vessels and shippers
1382
1382
pers ............................
for emergency
emergency shipping fund
180
fund...........
emergency shipping
shipping fund for building
emergency
ships reduced
reduced .....................
891
for Emergency
Emergency Fleet Corporation expenses; sources available
available...... 891. 1382
for fitting office accommodation
accommodation in
in new
for...................... 1287
Navy Building for
deficiency
appropriation for salaries and
deficiency appropriation
expenses
1187
524, 1187
expenses.................... . 524,
security and defense under_
under. 1187
for national security
authority to build, purchase,
purchase, etc., ships
ships by,
repealed ...........................
988
repealed
awards, settlements, etc., in admiralty
causes of merchant
merchant vessels of, to be
reported to Congress
528
528
Congress ...............
reported
bonds in
in admiralty
admiralty causes given by, to be
526
canceled
canceled ........................
liability by United States.
States
526
assumption of liability
creation of, composed
composed of seven commissioners .........................
989
tenure of office,
office, etc .......
989
989
appointment, tenure
qualifications, geographical
political
qualifications,
geographical and political
989
division
division ..........................
989
taking part in claim, etc.,
etc., if
if pecuniarly
pecuniarly
taking
interested, forbidden
forbidden .............
989
interested,
employment, or relations with carother employment,
989
989
riers forbidden
forbidden..................
business procedure, legal assistance, etc.._
990
etc..990
duties of existing Board continued by ....
90
salary of members
members increased
990
increased...............
execution of policy for development
development of
of
American
Marine by, diAmerican Merchant
Merchant Marine
rected......................
rected
988
moneys received
connection
received in actions in connection
merchant vessels, etc.,
etc., of, to be
of merchant
credited to funds thereof...........
thereof
528
no
additional ships to be built by
no additional
by ..-... 891,
891, 1382
cost plus contracts forbidden ..........
891
rent allowance
Columbia
allowance in District of Columbia
restricted .......................
891
printing bulletins, etc.,
etc., by, forbidden..
forbidden.. 891,1383
891, 1383
authorized re
••rts, etc.,
etc., excepted....
excepted.... 891, 1383
authorized
reports,
rates for mail shipments
ai 'pments on American
American vessels to be determined
Postmaster
determined by Postmaster
General and
998
and.....................
to report to Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
vessels
Commerce vessels
of, available
tenders
available as lighthouse
lighthouse tenders
etc
1058
and light vessels; transfers, etc.
vessels of, subject to all statutory regula305
tions of steam vessels ..............
Shipping
Shipping Bulletin,
Bulletin,
publication of, by Communications
publication
Communications Office,
Office,
Navy Department, authorized
authorized...... 1028
Shipping
Shipping Charters,
Charters,
President,
control of rates, etc., by the President,
repealed
988
repealed...........................
988
Shipping Commissioners,
Shipping
Commissioners,
appropriation for salaries..............
salaries
680, 1299
1299
appropriation
for clerks in
in offices
offices of..............
of
680, 1299
1299
for contingent expenses ............
680,1299
deficiency appropriation for, Galveston,
Tex
Tex............................
for office
office clerks .......................
Shipping Documents,
Shipping
Documentt,
secured
loans allowed
allowed by national banks, secured
by,
on commodities
shipment
by, on
commodities in
in shipment....
Sipping fund,
Fund, Emergency
Emrgency (se
Shipping
(see Emergency
kmergeney
Shipping Fund).
Fund).

340
340
340

296
296

Shipping Service,
Page.
Shipping
Service,
appropriation
commissioners
for salaries
salaries of
of commissioners
appropriation for
at
specified ports..............
ports
680,
at specified
680, 1299
1299
for
expenses
680,
for clerk hire;
hire; contingent
contingent expenses...
680, 1299
1299
for
admeasurement of vessels;
vessels; counting
for admeasurement
passengers. ..................... 680,1299
passengers
680,1299
for
navigation
boats to
to enforce
enforce navigation
for motor boats
680,
1299
680, 1299
laws .......................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent
deficiency
expenses
1040
expenses...
....................
Shiprock,
Mex.,
N. Mex.,
Shiprock, N.
appropriation for
River,
San Juan River,
for bridging San
appropriation
at
18
18
at..............................
Ships
also Vessels),
Vessels),
Ships (see
(see also
appropriation
etc., of, by
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
appropriation for
181
reappropriation...
Shipping Board; reappropriation
restricted..
contracts for constructing,
constructing, restricted
181
contracts
Shipwrecked
Seamen, etc.
etc.,
Shipwrecked American Seamen.
appropriation for life
life saving testimonials
appropriation
in
in rescuing
rescuing.................... 742,1208
in Alaska, etc...........
etc
749, 1216
for relief of, in
749,1216
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for relief, etc....
etc..... 1017,
1017,
1160,
1187, 1191
1160,1187,1191
Shipyard Employees,
Shipyard
Employees,
provisions for transporting, etc.,
etc., repealed.
988
Shipyards,
Shipyards,
appropriation for acquiring, etc.,
plants for
etc., plants
appropriation
shipbuilding
181
shipbuilding....................
181
employees...
181
etc., shipyard
for housing, etc.,
shipyard employees
Shivwits Indian
Indian Reservation, Utah,
appropriation for
irrigation projecton.
project on. 3,
408, 1226
3,408,1226
appropriation
forirrigation
repayment ...............
for bridge in; repayment
196
197
State..........
contribution, etc.,
etc., by State
Shoemaker, Susan,
Susan,
deficiency appropriation for services.......
services
57
57
Shooters Island,
Shooters
Island, New
New York
York Harbor,
Harbor,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, channel
channel
for removing shoal west
west of, to be
be
made
1010
made........................
1010
and Ranges,
Army,
Shooting Galleries
Galleries and
Ranges, Army,
appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses.............. 119,965

deficiency
appropriation for....
deficiency appropriation
for.... 1044,1184,1190
1044, 1184, 1190

unexpended balances
balances available
unexpended
available to pay contracts for, suspended
suspended on account of
armistice .......................
1027
Shooting Galleries,
etc., Navy,
Navy,
Shooting
Galleries, Ranges,
Ranges, etc.,
appropriation
135, 815
expenses ............
815
appropriation for expenses
Shoreham, Vt.,
Shoreham,
authorized across
Champlain,
bridge authorized
across Lake
Lake Champlain,
to
Ticonderoga from...................
from
551
to Ticonderoga
551
Short and Long Hauls, Railroad
Railroad (see also
Transportation
Transportation Act, 1920),
1920),
provisions relating to...................
to
480
Short Time Rural Credits
Credits Committee,
joint committee of Senate and Rouse
House constituted;
730
730
stituted composition
composition ..............
investigate, etc., system of short time
to investigate,
730
730
rural credits .....................
730,1347
appropriation for expenses ..........
730,
1347
appropriation
Shoshone Agency, Nev.,
Nev., Western,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
31,434
at ......
...................
31,434
Wyo.,
Shoshone Agency,
Agency, Wyo.,
appropriation
Indians
for support,
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation for
at
31, 434, 1248
at......................
31,434,1248
Indian Reservation,
Shoshone Indian
Reservation, Nev.,
Nev., Western,
appropriation
for irrigation
3, 408, 1226
system .. 3,408,1226
irrigation system..
appropriation for
Shoshone
Reservation, Wyo.,
Shoshone Indian
Indian Reservation,
Wyo.,
appropriation for Indian
Indian school.....
school
30,
433, 1247
30,433,1247
appropriation
for
irrigation system
30, 433, 1247
........... 30,433,1247
system...
for irrigation
for Riverton
project
433
433
........--.
for
Riverton project......
conditionally ceded lands.
lands
30,
for irrigating
irrigating conditionally
433, 1247
433,1247
construction charges, etc
30
etc..
30
payment of construction
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Shoshone Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wyo.-Contd. Page.
Shoshone
appropriation for share of diversion dam,
appropriation
dam,
etc., for irrigating Indian land on
etc.,
ceded portion of
30
.................
30
for roads and bridges; reimbursement
reimbursement...
30,
433, 1247
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for irrigation
irrigation systern
tem.........................
64,
1172
64,1172
for Indian school
school.................... 66,1186
66, 1186
for roads, etc ......................
1039
Shoshone
Indians, Wyo
Shoshone Indians,
Wyo.,
appropriation for support, etc., of...
appropriation
of... 30, 433,1247
433, 1247
for fulfilling treaty with..........
with
30,
433, 1247
30,433,1247
deficiency
appropriation for support, etc..
deficiency appropriation
etc.. 1186
Shoshone Irrigation
Wyo.,
IrriationProject,
Project, Wyo.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of.... 201,
915, 1404
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, ceded
ceded lands.
lands. 1172
Shoshone National
National .Forest,
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of.... 250,
250,
709, 1328
Shrimp,
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating handling,
etc
etc............................
712
Shrubs,
appropriation for study of
of
appropriation
of diseases
diseases of.....
243,
701,1321
Siam,
appropriation for minister to .........
740, 1206
appropriation
740,1206
for interpreter
interpreter to legation,
legation, etc......
etc
740,
1207
740,1207
for expenses of American
American prisoners
in 749,1216
prisonersin.
exchange of
legation premises,
Bangkok,
exchange
of legation
premises, Bangkok,
authorized .....................
authorized
352
Siege Cannon,
Cannon, etc.,
etc., Army,
Army,
appropriation for purchase,
appropriation
purehase, manufacture,
manufacture,
etc.,
1349
etc., of ......................... 609
609,1349
for ammunition
ammunition for ................... 609,
1349
609,1349
ammunition for practice
for ammunition
practice ...........
1349
Sierra
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Lalif,
Sierra National
appropriation for maintenance,
250,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of....
250,
709,1328
709, 1328
exchange
exchange of lands for addition to, authorized
980
980
Signal Corps,
Signal
Corps, Army,
appropriation for aviation increase, officers
appropriation
.............
of .
110
...........
110
for enlisted men,
men, aviation increase.....
increase
110
110
enlisted men composing......
composing
768
officers and enlisted
expenditure authorized
at
expenditure
authorized for real estate at
Camp Alfred Vail, N. J............
.1
454
unexpended balances
balances available
available to pay
pay
unexpended
contracts for aviation
contracts
aviation increase suspended on account
account of armistice
pended
armistice.... 1027
Signal
Leavenworth, Kans.,
SiTnal Corps
CorpsSchool, Fort
FortLeavenworth,
Kans.,
appropriation
instruction expenses..
106,950
appropriation for instruction
expenses.. 106,
950
Signal
Signal Office, War Deportment,
Department,
appropriation
clerks, etc
appropriation for clerks,
etc............ 659, 1277
1277
rul
tli-'l
Cr-nl-rACr
rllir+1-r
.lnC
977
for
additional
employees;
pay
1277
ior £<AUUstAA,
t'll»A
is,>
rrCs
to70
TV
q * restriction.
Imbll
trt
w
1Vldraftsmen,
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., to be paid from appropriations for fortifications,
fortifications, etc...
etc
659,
1277
priations
659,1277
Signal Set-Lire,
Service, Army,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, telegraph,
telegraph, telephone, etc., systems
systems. ........
107
107, 952
electric plants at posts, etc
etc........ 107, 952
civilian employees
employees
.............. 107, 952
signaling
952
signaling research,
research, etc
etc............. 107,
107,952
buildings, etc.,
108,952
buildings,
etc., for
for supplies
supplies........ 108,952
telephone service
service for Coast Artillery
for telephone
Artillery
.....................
posts ....
108
for Washington-Alaka
Washington-Alaska cable and telegraph
........
............. 108,
952
108,952
for
operati a fire
fire con
t
ro linstallations
installations,
for operating
control
seacoast defenses............... 609,
1349
seacoast
609,1349
for
operating fire
fire control
control installations,
installations,
for operating
possessions................ 610,1350
insular possessions

-
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deficiency
appropriation for expenses.....
deficiency appropriation
expenses

rage.
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344,
344,

522, 1041, 1184
for telegraph and telephone
telephone system; reappropriation .........
509
appropriation
........
509
for Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska cable and telegraph; reappropriation
510
reappropriation ............
510
for aviation
aviation increase
increase .
.................. 1184
for commercial telephone
telephone service at
Coast Artillery posts ............ 1190
1190
payment for tuition, etc.,
etc., of officers at
at
509
technical schools
schools................. 509
unexpended balances available
available to pay conunexpended
tracts for, suspended on account
account of
armistice
1027
.....................
1027
Signaling
Army,
Signaling Systems, Army,
appropriation
researches, etc.,
by
appropriation for researches,
etc., in, by
Signal Corps
......
...........108, 952
Siletz Agency,
Agency, Oreg.,
appropriation for
etc., of Indians
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
Indians
at.................. 25,
at
31, 428, 434, 1243
25,31,428,434,1243
Mex.,
Silver City, N.
N. Mex.,
reimburement
reimbursement of, for interest,
interest, and bonds
bonds
issued thereby ..................
947
947
Silver
Mining,
Silver Mining,
leases allowed
allowed for, on nnallotted
withdrawn
unallotted withdrawn
Indian reservamineral lands of Indian
tions in designated
designated States
31
States..........
31
Silver Stars, Army,
Army,
to be worn by person cited for gallantry in
action, in orders from headquarters
headquarters
of force commanded
commanded by a
a general
officer ........................
399
if force appropriate to such command..
command
399
Wz7/is A.,
Simmons, Willis
additional homestead application of, auadditional
thorized
thorized ...........................
1435
Simpson, Col.
A., retired,
retired,
Col. William A.,
A., U.
U. S. A.,
may be appointed
appointed brigadier
brigadier general
general on
on
retired
retired list ......................
606
Sinking Fund,
Fund, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for clerk in Treasurer's
Treasurer's
Office
70, 110, 839
Office........................ 70,110,839
for payments
payments to
to ................
92,
862, 1134
92, 862,1134

Sioux Indians,
Indians, Di
erent
Different
andS.
and
S. Dak.,
I)

Tribes,
ribes, Nebr., N.

appropriation
treaty with.
with....
25,
appropriation for
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
...
25,
429, 1244
12441
for agency
employees
26, 429, 1244
agency employees..............
2629,1244
for subsistence
subsistence. .................
26, 429,
2;,
429, 1244
124-1
schools ............
for support
support of schools.
26, .
129, 1214
1214
2i,
.129,
for Yankton
Yankton Sioux..............
Sioux
26, 429,
2f,
429, 1.244
'1244
for
of Indians
Indians of
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Rosebud
Rosebud
Agency,
26,429
Agency, S.
S. Dak
Dak .........
..... 26.429
for per capita distribution,
distribution, etc.,
etc., to
to RoseRosebud
Sioux
26
bud Sioux.........................
26
deficiency
for support,
support, etc
62,
aenciency appropriation
appropriation Ior
etc..
-,
66, 345,
66,
1042, 1186
345, 523,
523, 1042,
1186
education .........................
for education
345
345
all claims of,
of, against
against the
the tTnited
United States,
States,
to he submitted
to Court of Claims..
submitted to
Clainee
7'18
7'
jurisdiction
jurisdiction conferred
conferred ..................
738
738
procedure,
etc ......................
738
procedure, etc
738
payment
attorneys' fees: limit
payment of attorneys'
739
limit.......
739
Indians of Devils
Sioux Indians
Devils Lake, N. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation
appropriation for
of.. 19.424,1239
19, 424, 1239
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of..
Sioux lvational
Forest, S. Dak.
National Forest,
Dat.and Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of
of.... 250
250 .
Sirup,
Sirup,
appropriation
investigating production,
production,
appropriation for investigating
etc.,
etc., of cane and sorghum
sorghum..........
244
Sirup, Table,
appropriation for
for investigating
appropriation
investigating manufacture
manufacture
254, 712, 1331
of; urili7ing
utilizing new sources....
sources.... 254,712,1331
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Sirups (see
Board).
Equalization Board).
Sugar Equalization
(see Sugar
Sirups
Sirups, Flavoring,
Flavoring,
Sirups,
unfit
intoxicating beverages,
not
beverages, etc., not
for intoxicating
unfit for
subject to Constitutional
Constitutional prohibisubject
tion
provisions ...................
309
tion provisions
309
conditions;
required
conditions; permits, etc., required......
Siskiwit River,
lira's.,
River, Wis.,
Siskiwit
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
1012
made...........................
National Forest,
Oreg. and
Calif,
and Calif.,
Forest, Oreg.
Siskiyou National
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 250,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
709, 1328
Bitch, Nick,
Sitch,
1436
etc., to.........
to
refund of land office fees, etc.,
Sitgreaves
Forest, Ariz.,
National Forest,
Sitgreaves National
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of....
of
250,
for maintenance,
appropriation
709 1328
709,1328
Sit ha, Alaska.
Alaska.
Sitka,
appropriation for
for public
public building
building site
874
site.....
appropriation
Sias
aw National
Forest, Oreg.,
NationalForest,
Siuslaw
appropriation for maintenance,
of
250,
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation
709, 1328
lands
revested
revested Oregon and California lands
added to, for protection
protection of Corvallis
added
water supply ......................
406
water
Six
Indians, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Nations Indians,
Six Nations
]8,
appropriation for
fulfilling treaties with...
with
18,
for fulfilling
appropriation
423, 1239
Sixteenth
District,
Sixteenth Lighthouse District,
continuing construction of depot
depot for,
1058
authorized
......................
authorized
Sixteenth Street SE., D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, G Street to Kentucky
Avenue..................... 1116
tucky Avenue
District,
Sixth Lighthouse
Lighthouse District,
completing depot for, at Charleston,
Charleston, S.
S. C.,
C,
. 1058
authorized
authorized ..........................
NW., D.
D. C.,
Sixth Street NW.,
Newton to Otis
appropriation for paving, Newton
appropriation
845
845
Streets ............................
Skins, etc. (see Hides,
Hides, Skins, and Leather).
Skootah,
Davie, Indian
Indian Allottee,
Skootah, Davie,
patent issued to, canceled,
canceled, etc ...........
28
patent
Bureau for ReSlavs Trade,
Slays
Trade, International
International Bureau
pressing
pressingAfrican,
appropriation
annual contribution..
contribution.. 744, 1210
for annual
appropriation for
Slot
Slot Vending Machines, etc., D. C.,
provision
regulating use
1219
of ..............
use of.
provision regulating
Croats, and,
and,
Serbs, Croats,
Slovenes, Serbs,
1206
appropriation
.........
minister to the 1206
appropriation for minister
Smallpox,
appropriation for prevention,
prevention, etc., among
appropriation
Indians
4,
410, 1222
1222
4,410,
............
Indians........
preventing spread of, District of
for preventing
Colu mbia ................
89, 860, 1131
Columbia
175,
for prevention
epidemic
17.5, 885, 1377
prevention of epidemic......
for
deficiency appropriation for prevention
prevention of
deficiency
epidemic. ..........................
508
epidemic
1 J., and
J. E.
E. McGee,
and J.
Smith, J.
Savannah River near Haileys
bridge Savannah
may bridge
3i66
Ferry, S. C. and Ga 1366
...............
Ferry,
Smith, Sid,
Sid,
between Texas and
bridge Red River between
may bridge
Oklahoma .......................
597
Oklahoma
Smith, Sydney
Sydney E.,
E.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for credit in
accounts
332
332
accounts............................
Institution,
Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
appropriation for
exchanges
181,
181,
international exchanges..
for international
appropriation
891,
1383
891, 1383
181,891,
for American
American Ethnology
Ethnology ........
181, 891, 1383
Catalogue of Scientific
for International
International Catalogue
Scientific
Literature
181, 891, 1383
Literature............... 181,
181,892,1383
Observatory
181, 892, 1383
Astrophysical Observatory..
for Astrophysical
eclipse,
for expenses,
expenses, observing
observing sun's eclipse,
181
1919 ...........................

Page.
Smithsonian
Institution-Continued.
Smithsonian Institution-Continued.
appropriation
Museum. 181, 892, 1383
for National Museum.
appropriation for
for
1383
Gallery of Art .......... 892, 1383
National Gallery
for National
for
National Zoological
Zoological Park....
892, 1384
181,892,1384
Park.... 181,
for National
for
care, etc.,
1388
grounds ........ 186, 899, 1388
etc., of grounds
for care,
for
of.. 187, 899
station in grounds of..
comfort station
new comfort
for new
for Freer Art Gallery, grounds..........
grounds
899
for
for..... 229, 942, 1429
printing and binding for
for printing
deficiency
appropriation for National Mudeficiency appropriation
seum .............
62, 346, 524, 1039, 1159
62,346,
seum
Museum, Freer Building...
Building...
328
National Museum,
for National
temporary Army
Army building
building
fitting up temporary
for fitting
328
in grounds
aircraft exposition.
exposition
for aircraft
in
grounds of, for
329
exchanges
international exchanges............
for international
for refund
income tax on proceeds
proceeds of
refund of income
for
erection
gift by Charles L. Freer, for erection
at..... 507
of
collection at
of building
building for art collection
for American ethnology
524
ethnology ..............
1039
observatory ...........
1039
astrophysical observatory
for astrophysical
F.
reappointment
reappointment as regent, of Charles F
Choate, jr .......................
550
Smokeless Powder,
Navy,
Powder, Navy,
Smokeless
appropriation
manufacpurchase and manufacappropriation for purchase
ture ........................
142,
819
142,819
ture
Smyrna,
Turkey,
Smyrna, Turkey,
1216
appropriation for prison expenses........
expenses
1216
Band of,
Snake
Indians, Yahooskin Band
Snake Indians,
all claims of, against the United States to
623
submitted to Court of Claims....
Claims.
be submitted
624
............
procedure, etc ........
procedure,
Snake River,
161
Wash ....
bridge authorized EICTOES,
161
across, Pasco, Wash.bridge
Idaho,
River, Idaho,
Snake River,
surveyed along
erroneously surveyed
lands erroneously
sale of lands
the,
under
in good faith under
occupants in
to occupants
the, to
void patents
630
630
patents ......................
void
titles
accordance with
be adjusted
adjusted in accordance
to be
titles to
corrected survey................-survey
630
corrected
payments, etc.,
etc., required
required ..............
630
630
payments,
Snoqualmie National
Forest, Wash.,
NationalForest,
Snoqualmie
250,
of....
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
709, 1328
1328
C.,
Snow and Ice, D. C.,
appropriation
streets,
appropriation for removing, from streets,
78, 848, 1118
sidewalks, gutters, etc.......
etc
1118
Snyder,
A. R.,
R.,
Snyder, A.
99
appropriation for reimbursement.........
reimbursement
appropriation
Snyder,
Edgar J.,
J.,
Snyder, Edgar
1434
enlarged
to
1434
homestead patent to............
enlarged homestead
Soboba
Reservation, Calif.,
Indian Reservation,
Soboba Indian
on.... 1226
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation project
project on
appropriation
Social Hygiene
Hygiene Board,
Board, .Interdepartmental
(see
Interdepartmental (see
Social
Interdepartmental Social EyHyalso Interdepartmental
Board),
giene Board),
appropriation
expenses, allotments,
allotments,
for expenses,
appropriation for
etc ..........................
178,888
etc
Deposits of,
Sodium, Deposits
prospecting
allowed for salts of,
prospecting permits allowed
447
on
lands ..................
on public lands
447
for
period of two
years .................
two years
for period
447
maximum
included ...............
maximum area included
not
to San
San Bernardino
County,
Bernardino County,
applicable to
not applicable
Calif ...........................
447
Calif
lease
discovery, of one-half
to permittee
permittee on discovery,
lease to
447
of area ..........................
ofarea
royalty on
production..................
447
on production
royalty
preference for remainder of lands to perpreference
mittee
447
mittee .........................
lands
containing known deposits to be
lands containing
leased by competitive
competitive bidding, etc.
etc
447
447
rental..............minimum
minimum royalty; rental
period
leases indeterminate;
indeterminate; working
period of leases
447
conditions
..............
conditions.........
unoccupied
nonraineral lands may be used
unoccupied nonmineral
mites, refining
447
etc..
works, etc
refining works,
camp sites,
for camp
annual
rental
447
annual rental....................--

INDEX.
INDEX.
Sodium
Sodium Nitrate,
Nitrate.
Page.
deficiency
appropriation f
orstorage........
st
orage
deficiency appropriation
for
1190
P
lag
190
Soil Bacteriology, ete.,
etc.,
appropriation for investigations,
appropriation
investigations, etc .......
243,
702, 1322
testing bacterial
bacterial cultures for inoculating legumes ...............
243, 702, 1322
publishing tests; names of dealers in
impure, etc ................ 243,
702, 1322
1322
243,702,
Soil
Soil Fertility,
Fertility,
appropriation for investigations...
243, 702, 1322
appropriation
investigations
Sails
Bureau, Department
of Agriculture,
Soils Bureau,
Departmentof
Agriculture,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries ......... 254, 713, 1322
1322
for general
general expenses
expenses ............. 255, 713,1322
713, 1322
for chemical
chemical and physical
physical investigations.
investigations. 255,
713, 1322
713,1322
investigations
255,
for potash, etc., investigations...
255, 714, 1333
1333
investigations of soils,
for cooperative investigations
mapping,
etc............... 255, 714, 1333
mapping, etc
for classification of agricultural
agricultural lands_
lands. 255,
714, 1333
for commercial
commercial potash production demonstrations, etc ..................
255
sale of product .....................
255
operating kelp plant, Summerland,
for operating
Summerland,
Calif.; sale, etc.,
etc., of product......
product.... .714, 1333
sale of plant authorized
authorized ......-........ 1333
administrative expenses
for administrative
expenses..... 255, 714, 1333
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for general exexpenses ............................
1187
Solar Eclipse,
Eclipse, 1919,
Solar
appropriation
observing
appropriation for expense of observing.....
181
Soldier, American
American Unknown,
body of,
of, who was a
member of American
a member
American
Expeditionary
Expeditionary Forces, and died durWorld
World War, to be brought for burial
in Arlington Memorial Amphitheater
ater..........................
1447
Soldiers, etc. (see also
Soldiers,
Enlisted Men,
also Enlisted
len, Army),
appropriation
appropriation for medical treatment, etc
etc.,,
of, war risk insurance
insurance patients ....
175
expenses, vocational rehabilitation of
for expenses,
discharged
887
discharged disabled .............
178, 887
medical, etc.
discharged
for medical,
etc., services
services for discharged
disabled, wider
disabled,
under Public Health Service1
vice
......................... 1376
376
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for hospital care,
etc., of discharged
discharged sick and disabled,
etc.,
disabled,
patients under Public Health SerService ..
.......................
377
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
for expenses, vocational
discharged
discharged disabled
disabled ........... 504, 1020
allowance of pay increased under exallowance
ceptional circumstances.
ceptional
circumstances........... 1021
etc., of, war risk
for medical treatment, etc.,
risk
insurance
patients............... 507,591
insurance patients
passport fees required of relatives
relatives of, to
no passport
to
visit graves thereof abroad
abroad......... 750
preference in clerical,
clerical, etc.,
etc., appointments
preference
hereafter in departments,
departments, etc., to
to
discharged, or widows of.
honorably discharged,
of
37
wives of injured .....................
37
preference right for two years of dispreference
charged, from service in late war, to
make homestead
homestead entry, etc.,
etc., on
opened public lands.
434
opened
lands...............
drafted men refusing to serve, etc., exchlded.........
...............
chided
434
travel at one cent aamile allowed
allowed wounded
wounded
or disabled, on furlough from hos976
pitals .........................
wives
wives of, married
married in Europe may have
transportation therefrom
therefrom paid out
out
transportation
fund. ....... 1026
of Army transportation
transportation fund
4428f'-21
44281'-21-
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Soldiers' and Sailors'
Page.
Soldiers'
Sailors' Home, D.
D. C., Grand
Grand Page.
Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses. ...............
97
97
Soldiers,
Unidentified,
Soldiers, Unidentified,
Congressional medal of honor to be beCongressional
stowed upon the British soldier
soldier
buried in Westminster
Westminster Abbey, London, England
.................. 1367
the
soldier buried
the Arc
de 77
the French
French soldier
buried in
in the
Arc de
367
Triomphe,
Triomphe, Paris,
Paris, France .......... 1367
Solicitor,
Solicitor, Department
Departmentof
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation
appropriation for, law clerks, etc...
etc... 235,
694, 1315
235,694,
Solictor,
Solicitor, etc.,
War Department,
Department,
etc., War
appropriation for ..
appropriation
................. 659,
659, 1277
1277
Solicitor
or the
the Department
Departmentof
Solicitor for
of State,
State,
appropriation
appropriation for ......................
676, 1296
1296
clerks 642,1263
for assistant solicitors, and law clerks.
Solicitorfor
Solicitor for the Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
appropriation
..................... 676,1296
appropriation for1296
676,
appeals, office
office of
for board of appeals,
of........ 669,
669, 1288
669,
1288
for assistant attorneys, etc .........
669, 1288
for per diem, etc.,
etc., inspectors, etc
etc..... 669, 1288
Solicitor for
Office Department,
Department,
Solicitor
for the
the Post
Post Office
appropriation
for
appropriation for.......................
676, 1296
Solicitor
General,
Solicitor General,
appropriation for.....................
appropriation
for
676,1296
Solicitor,
Navy Department,
Solicitor, Navy
Department,
appropriation
etc663,1283
appropriation for, clerks,
clerks, etc........
663,1283
for temporary
temporary employees;
employees; pay restriction
....................
664,1283
Solicitor of
Solicitor
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
appropriation for.
appropriation
for
676,1296
................
Solicitor
Solicitor of the Department
Department of Commerce,
appropriation
Assistant, clerks,
clerks, etc 677,1297
appropriation for,
for, Assistant,
Solicitorof the Department
Solicitor
Department of Labor,
etc. 678,
1297
appropriation for, law clerk, clerks, etc.
678,1297
Solicitor of the Treasury,
Solicitor
appropriation
Assistant, clerks, etc.677, 1297
appropriation for, Assistant,
etc ................. 677, 1297
for law books, etc.
Sopris
National Forest,
Sopris National
Forest, Colo.,
Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of.. 250,709
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of-.
250, 709
Sorghum,
Sorghum,
appropriation for investigating production
production
appropriation
of, sirup; diseases
diseases of; by products.
244
products.
Grain,
Sorghums, Grain,
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating handling,
grading, etc
725, 1342
etc................. 266,
266,725,1342
Sound,
appropriation
appropriation for applving
applying principles of, to
military and industrial purposes.
purposes.. 683,1302
Sound Ranging
Ranging Egicipment,
Equipment, Forikfications,
Fortifications,
balances of appropriations
appropriations for, covered
covered in.
613
in. 613
South American
South
American Republics,
Republics,
officers allowed on applicadetails of naval officers
tions of, to assist in naval
naval matters.
matters..- 1056
1056
South and
and Central
CentralAmerica,
America,
appropriation
appropriation for promoting,
promoting, etc., com67
merce
9, 1298
merce with......................
with
679,1298
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for promoting,
etc., commerce
commerce with ...............
1040
etc.,
South Carolina
CarolinaState Hiqhway
Highway Department,
Department,
authorized
authorized to bridge
bridge Peedee
Peedee River, at Gerners Ferry .....................
1102
Santee River, at Murrays
Hurrays Ferry .......
1102
1102
Wateree
Wateree River, at Mars Bluff Ferry
Ferry -...
1102
South Dakota,
South
Dakota ,
appropriation
for surveyor
general, clerks
67,
appropriation
surveyor general,
clerks,
etc
3, 1293

etc .......................
673,1293
consent of Congress given to, as to jurisdicconsent
tion over offenses
boundary
offense upon boundary
waters, by agreement
agreement with adjoining State........................
State
1447
concurrent
agreed upon
concurrent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, as agreed
by legislative acts of Minn.esora
innesota and_
and. 1448
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Page.
South
Dakota---Continued.
South Dakota-Continued.
drainage
districts, etc.,
etc., of, may dam Lake
drainage districts,
Traverse,
etc., for control of floods,
Traverse, etc.,
etc
1059
etc ...........................
establishment of Custer
Game
Park Game
State Park
Custer State
establishment
986
Sanctuary, in ....................
986
provisions governing
governing ..................
provisions
nonmineral forest
lands in, may be patforest lands
nonmineral
ented to,
to, in
in exchange for lands conented
national forests
986
forests ..........
veyed for national
exchange of lands
with, in
in lieu of tract surlands with,
exchange
rendered for Pine Ridge Indian Res-.
Reservation
ervation......................... 1193
Call:f ,
Francisco, Calif.,
South San
San Francisco,
exchange
exchange of lands at naval radio station,
authorized; expenses
expenses ..............
821
authorized;
South Slough, Ill.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
Ill_
1012
made at Milan, Ill................
Southern
Cattle Ticks (see Cattle Ticks, SouthSouthern Cattle
ern).
Southern
Field Crops,
Crops,
Southern Field
appropriation for investigating
investigating insects afappropriation
fecting.
256, 715, 1334
256,715,
fecting ..................
D. C.,
Southern
Southern Relief Society, D.
appropriation for
Confederate veterfor aid to Confederate
appropriation
ans, etc
97,
868, 1139
97,868,1139
etc..................
ans,
Ute Agency, Colo.,
Southern Ute
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation
at
31,
434, 1248
31,434,1248
.........
at...........
Colo.,,
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Colo
Southern Ute Indian
appropriation for Pine River
irrigation
River irrigation
appropriation
project,
3,
409, 1226
3,409,1226
project, from tribal funds ...
Southern Ute Indians,
Indians, Colo.,
Southern
appropriation for payment to, from tribal
appropriation
funds
Confederated Bands of
of Confederated
funds of
27, 430, 1245
27,430,
..................
Utes .
430
transfer of special funds to ...............
Spain,
Spain,
appropriation
to....... 739,1206
ambassador to
for ambassador
appropriation for
Spain,
Spain, War with,
906,1396
appropriation
1396
appropriation for arrears of pay, etc. 193, 906,
pensions
granted for disability
disability to persons
persons
pensions granted
982
in Army, etc., during .............
982
62
for service on reaching age of 62........
nt pensioners
pensioners entitled thereto...
thereto
982
present
Spanisk
.
e
.
6trk,
8
Utah,
Utah,
SpanishwFork,
166
appropriation for public building ..........
appropriation
United,
Spanish
Veterans, United,
Spanish War Veterans,
272
Army tents may be loaned to ............
Sparta,
Sparta, Wis.,
explosive
permanent high explosive
construction
construction of permanent
storage
facilities at:
at? from Ordnance
Ordnance
storage facilities
appropriations
forbidden
510
appropriations forbidden............
Representatives,
Speaker of the Bouse
House of Representatives,
to.........
appropriation for secretary to
634,1255
appropriation
634,1255
for clerk to Speaker's table ..........
634,
1255
preparing Digest of Rules ......... 634, 1255
for clerks and messengers
messengers ........... 634,1255
634, 1255
for...... 637, 1258
for care,
care, etc.,
etc., of automobile
automobile for
226
automobile of.
for additional to driver of automobile
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for care, etc.,
etc. ' of
deficiency
1037,1180
automobile for ...............
1037,1180
automobile
House of Repre_RepreCommittees, House
Special and Select Committees,
sentatives,
sentatives,
appropriation
of
637,1258
appropriation for expenses of..........
59,
of...
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
expenses of.
342, 520, 1(336, um
342,520,1036,1180
D. C.,
Special
Office, D.
Special Assessment Office,
839,1110
appropriation
70, 839,
1110
salaries .........
appropriationfor salaries
Service,
Special
Special Deli3ery,
Delivery, Postal
Postal Service,.
emergency
appropriation
in emergency
appropriation for car fare in
cases
. 579,1152
.
... ............
casBes...meenger
..................
for ees to messengers
irises
579,1152
delivery
delivery without receipt permitted.579,1152
permitted.579, 1152
mattertobefirstdeliveredbymnebner 1152
nattertobefimtdeliveredbymenger

-

Special Delivery,
Postal Service-Continued.
Page.
Special
Delivery, Postal
Service-Continued. Page.
53,
deficiency
fees
appropriation for fees....-.....
deficiency appropriation
514, 525, 1031, 1174,
1174, 1189,
1193
1189,1193
514,525,1031,
Spirits, Distilled
Distilled (see National Prohibition
Prohibition
Spirits,
Act).
Agency, Wash.,
Spokane Agency,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at
27, 31, 431, 434, 1245, 1248
at...............27,31,431,434,1245,1248
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Wash.,
Spokane Indian
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
5,
5,
appropriation
410, 1227
Spokane
Spokane Indians,
Indians, Wash.,
appropriation for fulfilling
treaty with. 27,431,1245
fulfilling treaty
appropriation
Fisheries,
Sponge Fisheries,
appropriation for expenses, protecting....
protecting....
220,
appropriation
934,
1423
934,1423
Spooner,
Spooner, Minn.,
to
bridge authorized
authorized across Rainy River, to
276
from........ 276
Rainy River, Canada, from
Spreckels and Brothers
Brothers Company,
.1. D.,
Company, J.
Spreckels
appropriation
fine
937
937
of fine..........
refund of
appropriation for refund
Spring
NW., D. C.,
Spring Place
Place NW.,
appropriation for
for paying damages by gradappropriation
ing
846
etc .........................
ing, etc
Spring Road
NW., D. C.,
Spring
Road NW.,
appropriation
for paving, Thirteenth to
appropriation for
76
Fourteenth
Streets.
Fourteenth Streets...............
Spring Valley, Ill.,
Ill.,
Spring
acquisition
building at,
acquisition of site for public building
authorized
authorized with mineral rights reserved
1251
served...........................
Arsenal, Mass.,
Springfield Arsenal,
Springfield
appropriation
plant; reappropower plant;
appropriation for power
priation
priation .........................
182
1385
1385
for water supply, etc ...................
Springfield, Mass.,
Springfield,
Connecticut
time extended for bridging Connecticut
529
River, by Hampden County and...
and
529
Square
3064, D.
D. C.,
Square 3064,
authorized ....... 1127
sale of Lots 821 and 822, authorized
Squirrels,
Ground,
Squirrels, Ground,
appropriation
appropriation for devising methods of destroying
257, 716, 1335
stroying.................... 257,716,1335
Staff College,Arniy,
College, Army,
appropriation
expenses. ............
106,949
appropriation for expenses
955
for clerks, messengers,
messengers, etc..............
etc
Staff
Corps and Departments,
Army,
Departments, Army,
Staf Corps
appropriation for
for pay
pay of officers
officers......... 110,954
appropriation
110,954
men...........
enlisted men.
110,954
for pay of enlisted
StaffSchool,
Staff School, Army,
Army,
appropriation for instruction expenses,
appropriation
950
.............
Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans
Postal Service,
Service,
etc. Postal
Envelopes, etc.,
Stamped Envelopes,
appropriation
freight or expressage
expressage on 579,1152
appropriation for freight
581,1153
etc
manufacture, etc................
for manufacture,
deficiency
appropriation for freight, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
on.... 63,67,347,525,1040,
63, 67, 347, 525, 1040, 1043,
1043, 1045, 1193
on....
1174
manufacture, etc ...................... 1174
for manufacture,
Department,
Stamps Division,
Division, Post
Post Office Department,
675,1295
appropriation for superintendent.....
superintendent
675, 1295
appropriation
Stamps,
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
Stamps, Internal
of. 61.63,
deficiency
appropriation for redemption
redemption of.
deficiency appropriation
65, 344, 347,521,1038,1040,1044,1184,
347, 521, 1038, 1040, 1044, 1184, 1189
1189
Stamps,
Postage,
Stamps, Postage,
appropriation for
for manufacture,
manufacture, etc
etc. ...
_ _581,
1153
581,1153
appropriation

deficiency appropriation
appropriation for manufacture,
manufacture,
deficiency
etc
54
...................
etc.......
Standard
ContainerAct,
StandardContainer
appropriation for
for grapes,
enforcing, for
for enforcing,
appropriation
etc.....-........ 266, 725, 1343
small fruit, etc
Standard
Standard Time,
advancing time for daylight
repeal of law advancing
sa
sa

ng.................-............

280
280

section
ff
transfer vol
ilPianandle
'anhandle and Plains section
of Texas and Oklahoma to central
.... 1446
time zone..............
zone
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Page. IStandards
Standard
Page.
Time-Continued.
Stanruard Time-Continued.
Standards Bureau.
Commerce- Page.
Bureau. Department
Department of
of Commercewestern boundary
transfer
boundary
order directed
directed for
for western
transfer order
Continued.
Continued.
.....
1446
of
Texas and
and Oklahoma
Oklahoma 1446
of zone
zone in
in Texas
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for equipment,
equipment,
points for
for raildescription; changing
changing points
description;
chemical laboratory...
laboratory... 349,524,
349, 524, 1040, 1188
1188
1446
roads
14.46
roads ............................
for radio
research ..................
524
for
radio research
349, 524
no other
other time zone affected
affected ............
1446
for investigating
fire-resisting properties
properties
investigating fire-resisting
Screw Threads,
Threads,
Standardization
Gauges, and
of Gauges,
and Screw
Standardizationof
of building
building materials
materials ..............
524
524
appropriation
cooperative, etc ...... 683,1302
683, 1302
for cooperative,
appropriation for
for testing
testing machines
524
machines ...................
524
of Commerce,
Commerce,
Standards
Department of
StandardsBureau,
Bureau, Department
for testing railroad
railroad scales.......
524, 1188, 1192
scales
524,1188,1192
681,
for testing
testing miscellaneous
miscellaneous materials
materials ......
1040
1040
appropriation for Director, assistants, etc.
appropriation
etc..
681,
for
1300
for determination
1043
determination of physical constants..
constants
for apparatus, machinery,
for
for standardizing
standardizing equipment
equipment ............
1178
1178
machinery, etc ....... 681,1300
681, 1300
etc., to buildings681,1300
......... 681,1300
for repairs, etc.,
for
standardization ..............
1188
for gauge
gauge standardization
1188
for contingent expenses1300
681, 1300
for investigating sta,ndards
standards of public
.............. 681,
member, International
International Committee
Committee of
utilities
1192
utilities ..........................
1192
Weights and Measures
Measures ........... 681,1301
1188,1192
for military
military research
research ................
1188,
1192
cooperative
for care
682, 1301
cooperative scientific
scientific work,
work, for other
other estabcare of grounds, etc ................ 682,1301
materials. 682, 1301
lishments authorized
683,1302
for investigating
lishments
authorized ............
683,1302
investigating structural
structural materials
funds to
to he
transferred to
of Bufunds
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determination of physical
for expenses,
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etc
682,
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reau ...........................
683,
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N. Dak.,
Dak.,
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appropriation
for
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of
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appropriation for support,
materials............
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682,
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for standardizing
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1446
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forfeited on failure
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failure to make
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payments....................
1447
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1447
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allowed
for
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Standing
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engineering inRock
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N. Dak.,
Dak.,
Standing
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Reservation, N.
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for investigating
appropriation
roads and
appropriation for constructing
constructing roads
683, 1302
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tribal funds
19,424
funds......... 19,424
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measurement,
standardizing quality, measurement,
for standardizing
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Forest, Calif.,
Stanislaus
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appropriation for
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appropriation
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rubber
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standardizing,
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grading,
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appropriation
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for
standardizing, etc.,
coperative standardizing,
for copemtive
1368
1368
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etc .-..... 683,1302
screw
threads,
gauges,
forinvestigating,
gauges, screw threads,
etc., mine
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683, 1302 Star
PostalService,
Star Routes,
Routes, Postal
scales and
etc., mine
for
investigating,
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transportation by,
appropriation for mail transportation
cars ......
683, 1302
...................----- 683,1302
in Alaska
Alaska ....................... 579,1152
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railway
for metallurgical
metallurgical researches;
researches;
railway
emergency service ................. 579,1152
579, 1152
emergency
683,1302
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equipinent
equipment ......................
transportation by, except
except in
for inland transportation
investigating methods of high-temfor investigating
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582, 1155
Alaska ....................
perature measurements,
measurements, etc....
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683, 1302
deficiency appropriation
special cardeficiency
appropriation for, special
for applying
applying principles
principles of sound to miliriers
63, 347, 349
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.......................
63,347,349
tary and industrial
industrial purposes ..... 683,1302
683,1302
for mail transportation
transportation by, except
except Alaska.
Alaska.
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for investigating
problems of industrial
industrial
investigating problems
for
65,525,
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expenses ...
65,
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1175, 1189, 1192
development, etc ............... 683,1302
683,1302
Starlings
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aquatic sources of leather
for developing
developing aquatic
leather
preliminanry
be made
prehmi'nary eammnation,
exammation,etc.,of,
etc., of, to
to be
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in
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cooperation with Fisheries
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220,933
................
Bureau ....
220,933 State
appropriation for public building.........
appropriation
building
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221,934,1423
for testing large scales ...........
221,
934, 1423
State
Homes for
Disabled Soldiers
and Sailors,
Sailors,
Soldiers and
State Homes
for Disabled
present
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adjoining present
additional land adjoining
appropriation for
193, 906,1396
906,1396
appropriation
for aid to ........
934
site .............----..................
provisions for aid to, extended
extended to other war
war
gas investigation,
investigation, D. C
C ...............
935
service, etc...................
399
service,
etc
399
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for railway
railway mateallowance increased.................
increased
399
allowance
399
rials investigations.
62, 67, 524
........... 62,67,524
investigations ---------Department Buildings,
Navy Department
Buildings,
State, War, and Navy
524,1040
62, 67, 346, 524,
1040 State,
for equipment ..........
D.
D. C.,
C.,
structural materials .........
for testing structural
62,
appropriation for assistant to superinappropriation
349, 1043, 1188
watchengineers, watchtendent, clerks, engineers,
1192
1188,
340,349,524,
expenses....
for
general
for general
i
ndustrial
expenses....
research of
340,
problems
349, 524, de1188, 1192
men, etc.
main building.......
building
... 661,1280
661,1280
etc.,' main
men
for industrial research of problems defor fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, repairs,
repairs, etc .......... 661,1281
340,1188
veloped
veloped during the war ........
for painting exterior metal work, etc....
etc
_ 1281
1281
industrial safety
for investigating, etc., industrial
661
for new electric
electric generator
generator .............
340
standards ......................-standards
for Walker-Johnson
Walker-Johnson Building -..---.
661,1281
appliances. 341,
mechanical appliances
for standardizing
standardizing mechanical
341,
662,1281
office buildings....
for Potomac
Potomac Park office
buildings
662,
1281
1040,1043
662,1281
for Mall
Mall office
office buildings
buildings..........
341
for purchase of platinum, etc ..........---..
removal
removal of units A
A and B, Council
Council of
industrial labofor retaining
retaining wall, etc.,
etc., industrial
National Defense, and Corcoran
Corcoran
National
ratory.
341
ratory.........................
Buildings................... 1282
Court Buildings
for color standardization
1040, 1045
349,1040,1045
standardization ....... 349,
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lights,
deficiency
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repairs, etc., main
47, 1167
main Building
Building ...... 47,
1167
for Potomac Park office
47,1167
office buildings
buildings..... 47,
1167
for designated
designated temporary office buildbuildings operating
force, 1920.........
1920
ings,
operating force,
47
for operating
operating supplies therefor
48
therefor .........
48
under supervision
supervision and control of supersuperintendent of ......................
48
for assistant to superintendent
48
superintendent of, 1920_
1920..
48
for Potomac
Potomac Park buildings, mainteetc., 1920
1920...................
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48
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maintenance,
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48
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1920.
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Building
1167
for Walker-Johnson
1167
for salaries,
salaries, etc
etc......................... 1191
1191
Statement of Appropriations,
Appropriations,
appropriation
appropriation for preparing,
preparing, third session
session
Sixty-fifth Congress;
Congress; to include exSixty-fifth
traordinary
session, Sixty-sixth ConContraordinary session,
................
. ........gress
225
.
for preparing, second session
session of Sixtysixth Congress
Congress .....................
938
938
for
expenses of,
third session
for expenses
of, third
session SixtySixty1426
sixth Congress ........----------.
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appropriation
to,7 for pre
appropriation for allotment to
prevenvenvenereal diseases
diseases.... .
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from
sheds
streams from
forest fires ...............
268, 728,
1344
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Amendment to the Constitution
Constitution providing
for female suffrage, submitted to
the ...............................
362
cooperation of Federal
cooperation
Federal Power
Power Commission
Commission
with agencies of,
power
of, in water power
investigations,
investigations, etc..................
etc
1065
cooperation
cooperation with, for vocational
vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled
disabled in indus735
try ..............................
incomplete, etc.,
incomplete,
etc., service
service in cases transferred to United States courts, may
be perfected
perfected by officers
thereof
554
officers thereof.....
554
investigation of railroad rates, etc., imimposed by ...........................
484
rates discriminating
discriminating in favor of intrastate commerce unlawful
484
unlawful...........
484
just, etc.,
etc., rates to be prescribed
prescribed ........
484
observance notwithstanding
notwithstanding
State
observance
laws, etc ...........................
484
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of district courts
courts in actions for
death on the high seas, etc.,
etc., not applicable to waters
waters within limits of..
of
538
laws of
of1 relating to control, etc., of water for
for
municipal or other uses,
irrigation, municipal
etc., not affected
affected by Federal Power
Commission Act
1077
Act.. ...............
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loans for constructing
constructing terminal
terminal facilities for
for
waterways transportation traffic,
waterways
authorized
ownership
authorized in, when other ownership
forbidden
forbidden by laws of ..--458
...--- .
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receipts from licenses for
percentage
for
power
power projects in
in national forests,
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etc to be paid to
................
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....................
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service of persons
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general
adjutants general
thereof
110
thereof............................
110
naval services
services of persons
naval
persons from, who
served in World War
served
War to be
be furnished
furnished
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815
authorities
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to
949
surplus Army
Army supplies may
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be sold
949
surplus Army
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Army tractors
tractors to be loaned
loaned for
for
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584,
1155
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transfer
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to
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Relations Service, Department
Department of
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appropriation for
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260, 719,
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260,
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allotments for
for
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experiment stations
1338
experiment
stations........ 260, 720,
720,1338
increased allotments
260, 720,
for increased
allotments
....... 260,
720, 1338
1338
for cooperative
cooperative agricultural
agricultural extension
extension
work
261, 720,
work ....................
261,
720, 1338
1338
for cooperative
cooperative demonstrations
demonstrations outside
of cotton belt...............
belt
261,
261, 720,
720, 1338
1338
farmers' cooperative
for farmers'
cooperative demonstrations,
and meeting ravages of cotton
cotton boll
boll
Weevil ..................
261,
720, 1338
261, 720,1338
for additional agricultural
extension
agricultural extension
work allotment;
allotment; county agents ....
2
261,
1363
19
720, 1339
for stations in Alaska and insular possessions ..................
262, 721, 1339
1339
262,
extension work in
262, 721,
1339
in Hawaii
Hawaii.... 262,
721, 1339
leaves of absence to employees,
employees, Virgin Islands ......................
262
cumulative
leaves to
employees,
employees,
Alaska and insular possessions
possessions......
262
for utilizing
utilizing farm products in the home 262,
721,
1339
721, 1339
262, 721, 1339
for administrative
administrative expenses.....
expenses.
deficiency
appropriation for general exdeficiency appropriation
penses.......... 67,
penses
346, 524, 1043, 1187
67,346,
1187
for experiment
Alaska-.........
experiment station,
station, Alaska
67
67
for typhoon damages, etc., GUAM
Guam station.
station. 1034
Statesville N.
N. C.
Statesvile,
C.,
terms of court at
532
at....... ...............
532
Stationery, Postal
PostalService,
Service,
appropriation
581 1154
appropriation for
for............................ 581,1154
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for............. 514,592
514,592
for increased cost of envelopes,
moneyenvelopes, moneyorder blanks,
blanks etc.
54
etc., 1919 ............
54
Treasury Depariment,
Stationery, Treasury
Department,
appropriation for bureaus
appropriation
bureaus and offices combined in one appropriation
appropriation .....
651,1272
deficiency appropriation for
595,
1161
deficiency
for .........
505,1161
Statistical information,
Statiatieal
Information,
investigation, etc.,
etc., by Efficiency
Efficiency Bureau
investigation,
Bureau
on methods of collecting,
collecting, etc.,
etc., by
by
Government
Government agencies.............
agencies
343
Statutes
Statutes at Large,
appropriation
etc
642,
appropriation for
for editing, etc..........
642, 1263
Statutes
of
Statutes, Revision
Revision of,
House
House Committee on Revision of the Laws,
authorized to print bills, etc.,
authorized
etc., concerning ..........................
370
370
Engineers, D.
D. C.
C., Board
Boardof Examiners,
Steam Engineers,
...........
71,840,
appropriation for salaries
salki.ries .....
71,
840, 1112
1112
Steam Vessels,
Vessels,
of Shipping
Shipping Board subject
statutory
subject to
to all
all statutory
..... 305
regulations therefor ......
schedules of dates,
schedules
dates, ports, routes,
routes, etc., of
of
American, in
American
in foreign
commerce to be
foreign commerce
filed with
withInterstate
ComiInterstate Commerce
Commerce COnmission
m on ..........................
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Page.
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regulation
regulation of carload
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shipments of
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679, 1298
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stock
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486
stock to.
........
486
forsupervising
for supervising inspectors
inspectors ...........
679, 1298
1298 Stone,
Stone, etc.,
etc.,
for salaries, inspectors
inspectors of hulls and of
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating structural
structural
boilers ..............
.... 679, 1298
materials of ....................
682, 1301
682,1301
for assistant inspectors,
inspectors, at designated
designated
Stop Watch
Watch (see
(see Time-Measuring
Stop
Time-Measuring Devices).
Devices).
ports .
679, 1299 Storage
...................
679,1299
Storage and
and Shipping
Shipping Facilities,
Facilities, Army,
Army,
hire, service at large
for clerk hire,
large....... 680, 1299
appropriation for
tracks,
appropriation
for buildings,
buildings, docks,
docks, tracks,
for contingent
contingent expenses
220, 680, 1299
expenses........ 220,680,1299
etc, for inland
inland ...................
121,
967
121,967
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent exsale or
or lease
of real
real property
acquired
sale
lease of
property acquired
penses
62, 524,1034,
524, 1034, 1040,1188,
1040, 1188, 1192
penses.......
for, since April 6, 1917,
1917, if no longer
longer
Steamboat
Inspection Service,
Supervising InSteamboat Inspection
Service, Supervising
Inneeded ..........................
129
needed
129
spector General,
spector
General,
deposit
of proceeds...................
deposit of
proceeds
130
130
appropriation
appropriation for, clerks, etc
etc.......... 679, 1298
1298 Storage
Storage Facilities,
Facilities, Army
Army Ordnance,
Ordnance,
Steamboat
Steamboat Routes,
Routes, etc.
etc., Postal
PostalService,
Service,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for construction,
construction,
appropriation
transportation by
appropriation for mail tnsportation
by. 579, 1152
etc
510
etc.................................
510
Stecrmslup
Steams.ip Lines,
Lines,
amount for site Ogden,
Ogden, Utah
510
Utah..........
510
provisions for establishing,
establishing, of American
American
restriction on construction
construction work ......
510
510
etc
vessels for foreign trade,
trade, etc.......
991
use
use for
for permanent
permanent storage
storage at
at Sparta,
Sparta,
types of vessels;
vessels; &filings,
991
ailings, etc ...........
991
Wis.,
prohibited ...................
Wis., prohibited
510
510
sales of vessels
vessels to citizens for
for..........
991
restriction on
on contracts
contracts..............
510
restriction
510
operation, etc.,
etc., by Board
sadaoperation,
Board until
until satisStored Products,
Products, Agricultural,
Agricultural,
factoryterms
factory terms made ..............
991
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating insects
mail contracts
contracts authorized for service by.
by
991
affecting
affecting .................
256, 715,
256,
715, 1334
1334
preference in sales
preference
sales of vessels for operating
operating 991 Stores, etc., Government,
Government,
Steele (Bull)
(Bull) Johnny,
Johnny, Indian
Steele
Indian Allottee,
Allottee,
funds of
of bureau
bureau or
or department
department purchasing,
funds
purchasing,
allotment application
application on behalf of minor
minor
allotment
etc.,
etc., from another to be subject to
to
child, validated;
validated; condition
condition........ 1093
requisition
requisition of the one furnishing
furnishing
House of RepreStenographers
Stenographers to Committees,
Committees, House
the same
same .........................
613
the
613
sentatives,
sentatives,
available
available for two years
613
years ...............
. 613
appropriation for
637,1257 Strawberry
appropriation
...............
Valley Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Utah,
Strawberry Valley
Utah,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extra
extra services.
services.
58,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of
of... 201,
519, 1037, 1180
519,1037,1180
915,1404
for additional
additional pay
59
pay ....................
Stream Gauging,
59 Stream
Gauging, Indian
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
Steubenville, Ohio,
Steubenville,
Ohio,
appropriation for cooperative,
appropriation
cooperative, Indian
appropriation for public building
166
appropriation
building............
166
Service with Geological
Geological Survey
Service
Survey 4,
409, 1226
4,409,1226
Stevens County,
Stevens
County, Wash.,
Wash.,
Street Cleaning
Street
Cleaning Division,
Division, 1).
D. C.,
C.,
investigation, etc.,
etc. of right of, to tax on
investigation,
appropriation
appropriation for
for salaries..........
salaries
71, 840,1111
71,
840,1111
Indian allotted lands,
lands, ...........
432 Street
Street Railroads,
Railroads, etc.
etc.,,
Stock Driveways,
Public Lands,
Lands,
Stock
Driveways, Public
over, etc.,
etc., for
provisions for taking over,
for shipshipappropriation for clasifying,
classifying, etc.,
etc., lands
lands for.
198,
appropriation
repealed .........
yard employees,
employees, repealed
988
988
910, 1400 Streets,
Streets, Avenues,
etc., I).
C.,
Avenues, etc.,
D. C.,
Stock Raising
Stock
Raising Homesteads,
Homesteads,
appropriation for
assessment and
appropriation
for assessment
and permit
permit
appropriation for examining,
examining, clApRifying,
classifing,
appropriation
work;
balance reappropriated.
reappropriated 75,
844, 1116
work; balance
75, 844,1116
etc., lands suitable for......
for
198, 910, 1400
for street improvements;
improvements; designated
designated
noncontiguous lands for, may be entered
entered by
noncontiguous
allotments
75, 844, 1116
allotments
............ .... 75,844,
1116
persons having pending
pending homestead
homestead
work on, previously authorized;
for work
authorized;
entries
entries .....................
287
287
reap propriation ...................
76
reappropnation
76
improvements required .............
improvements
287
for paying damages
for
by grading
grading Spring
Spring
damages by
selection of contiguous
contiguous areas
areas first
first.....
287
Place,
NW ......................
Place, NW
846
846
by homesteaders having patent, etc
287
etc....
287
76,846,1116
for grading......................
grading
76,
846, 1116
improvements on additional
additional required.
required
287
improvements
condemnation, etc
etc-...-...... 76,846,1116
for condemnation,
76, 846, 1116
contiguous areas to be entered first...
first. . 287
for Thomas
Keller.....
846
Thomas W. and
and Alice N. Keller
846
exchange of location of entry of Frank O.
exchange
0.
for constructing
constructing suburban
suburban roads;
roads; balance
balance
Kellman,
Kellman, authorized .............
1094
reappropriated ...
reappropriated
76
.............. .
76
Stock
Watering Places,
Places,
Stock Watering
for opening,
etc., outside
opening etc.,
outside of
of cities;'
cities;'
appropriation for classification,
classification, etc.,
etc. ' lands
from di
district
revenues .............
appropriation
,irict revenues
76
76
suitable
198,
for
76,
846, 1117
1117
for repairs,
repairs, etc.
suitable for
for..............
198, 910, 1400
1400
etc.................
76, 846,
for
development of,
Reservafor development
of, on
on Indian
Indian Reservafor replacing
sidewalks and curbs around
around
replacing sidewalks
tions ........................
414, 1231
reservations, etc ...........
reservations,
77, 847, 1117
77,847,
1117
for
development of,
national forests..
252,
for
repairs, suburban
roads
77,
for development
of, in
in national
forests..
252,
for repairs,
suburban roads.......
77, 847,1117
847,1117
710,1330
710, 1330
for
cleaning, removing
snow
for sweeping,
sweeping, cleaning,
removing snow
Stocks, Bonds,
Bonds, etc.,
etc. Railroad,
and ice,
78,
848, 1117
Stocks,
Railroad,
and
ice, etc
etc ................
78,848,1117
issue
unless authorauthordeficiency appropriation
issue of,
of, hereafter
hereafter unlawful
unlawful unless
deficiency
appropriation for
for suburban
suburban
ized by
by Interstate
Comized
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Comroads, construction.
construction
38,590
............... 38,590
mission.........................
mission
494
for
etc
38
for cleaning,
cleaning, etc.....
............
38
Stocks,
(see Securities).
condemnation of
land for
Stocks, etc.
etc. (see
Securities).
condemnation
of land
for opening,
opening, etc.,
etc., jury
jury
Stockton,
He.
to be drawn
commission
566
drawn by jury commission...
Stockton, Me.,
566
preliminary examination,
examine tion, etc.,
of harbor,
harbor, to
preliminary
etc.,of
Strikes,
D. C.,
C.,
Strikes, D.
................
1010
made
1010
be made..........
policemen prohibited
with ororpolicemen
prohibited affiliation
affiliation with
ganizations
advocating, etc
etc ........
364
364
ganizations advocating,
Stockyards
Industry,
Stockyards Industry,
conspiring
to interfere
with duties
duties of
conspiring to
interfere with
of
appropriation
of business
business
for supervision
supervision of
appropriation for
the
by, etc.,
etc., guilty
guilty of
of a
the force,
force, by,
a mismis265
connected with..................
with
263
demeanor
demeanor 364
.......................361
for
information of
shipments,
of shipments,
for diffusing
diffusing information
punishment
for ..................
364
.
364
punishment for
prices, etc.................-.
etc
265, 724
265,724
prices,
.
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rage.
etc.,
Advocating, etc.,
Organizations Advocating,
Strikes,
members of
of District
Columbia fire
District of Columbia
members
department
connection
forbidden connection
department forbidden
398
........
....
with
with ..........
Strommer, Charlotte,
Charlotte,
Strommer,
patent
authorized to,
homestead
for former homestead
to, for
patent authorized
entry by
Strommer ....
1090
W. Strommer
Andrew W.
by Andrew
entry
Stroud,
W.,
Stroud, Robert W.,
land
authorized to
1091
to................
patent authorized
land patent
H.,
Struble,
Struble, William H.,
enlarged homestead
homestead entry of, validated..
validated._ 1435
enlarged
Structural Materials,
Materials,
Structural
appropriation for
investigating, of stone,
for investigating,
appropriation
etc
682,1301
682,1301
etc ...................... --deficiency appropriation
etc...
62,
appropriation for testing, etc...
deficiency
349, 1043, 1188
349,1043,1188
Stuart,
Gordon, and
and Rutherford,
Rutherford,
Lewis, Gordon,
Stuart, Lewis,
payment to,
from Creek
Creek funds
for legal servfunds for
to, from
payment
24
ices
ices.............................
Student Interpreters
Interpreters, DiploInterpreters (see Interpreters,
Student
matic and
and Consular
Service).
Consular Service).
matic
Subhumid
Farming,
Land Farming,
Subhumid Land
of.. 244,
appropriation for
for improving
improving methods
methods of..
appropriation
703,1323
703,1323
Naval,
Submarine, etc., Base,
Base, Naval,
Submarine,
appropriation for developing,
developing, Columbia
appropriation
822
River,
Oreg ...................
River, Oreg
822
acceptance of site from Astoria,
Astoria, Oreg. for..
for._
acceptance
Submarine
Submarine Mines,
Mines, Army,
Army,
preservation, etc.,
appropriation
etc., strucappropriation for preservation,
608
.........--.tures for ...........
for preservation,
preservation, etc.,
etc., structures
structures for,
for
1348
from
former appropriation
appropriation .........
from former
for
supplies, for submarine
submarine practice..
practice.. 609,1348
for supplies,
for
maintenance, etc., of depotsdepots ... 609,1348
for maintenance,
611
for purchase
etc., insular possessions.
possessions.
purchase of, etc.,
for
for construction,
structures for,
construction, etc., structures
for
Philippine Islands
610
Islands................
Philippine
for
preservation, etc.
etc. structures, Hafor preservation,
1350
waiian
and Philippine
Islands
Philippine Islands......
waiian and
for
maintenance of supplies, insular posfor maintenance
sessions
1351
sessions .......................1351
for
supplies for, etc.,
etc., Panama Canal.....
Canal
1351
for supplies
613
appropriations for..
balances covered in, of appropriations
for
6
6
1
13
3
balances
13
for
Canal
for structures for, Panama Canal........
'anal ......
Panama Canal
for
etc., INinaina
614
purchase, etc.,
for purchase,
..-. 1353
for
for .................
structures for
for structures
Submarine T'endir,
l'endir, Navy,
NVaty,
Subnmarine
limit
designated
156
inrcrcased of designated......
of cost increased
limit of
Submarine Torpedo Boats,
Submarine
increase of the Navy....
appropriation
Navy
156
appropriation for, increase
designated.... 156, 833
increased of designated
limit of cost increased
Carriers,
Officials of Carriers,
Subordinate
Subordinate Officials
between,
provisions for
settling disputes between,
for settling
provisions
469
...
employers. ...............
and employers
Subsistence,
Army,
Subsistence, Army,
113, 957
appropriation for supplies,
supplies, etc.........
etc
appropriation
957
............... 113,
for
transport service .
113,957
for transport
for
for meals, etc ............ ..-........ - 113, 957
113, 957
sales to
officers, etc .............
to officers
sales
113, 957
for
food, etc.,
for rifle
rifle matches
matches _
.......
etc., for
for food,
rations. 113, 957
for payments;
commutation of rations
payments; commutation
for
for special
diet rations
113, 957
rations .....--...--special diet
for
....
for advertising
114, 957
advertising .............
for
114, 957
for prizes
prizes for
bakers, etc ......
for cooks, bakers,
for
etc...... 114,957
for preserving,
preserving, accounting,
114, 957
accounting, etc
for
care, etc., of crops Aberdeen
-Aberdeen Proving
114
Ground
...............--------Ground ........
1166
deficiency
appropriation for supplies, etc deficiency appropriation
tavy (see Provinoans,
Subs-14471re, Nary
Provisions, Navy).
Subsistence,
Ssubtreasuries,
Subtreaturie.g,
for expenses
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
expenses
deficiency
discontinued...- 1023
ffies of discontinued.
transfer
transfer of offices
maintenance of, discontinued not later
maintenance
1, 1921 ..................
654
than July 1,
-

,.

..

..

.

..

.

r

Subtropical Fruits,
Fruits,
„,...
F.1.:
:.
Subtropical
appropriation
investigating insects
for investigating
appropriation for
affecting
256, 715, 1334
affecting...................
Suburban Roads
Roads and
and Streets, D. C.,
Suburban
preetc., pre.
appropriation
construction, etc.,
for construction,
appropriation for
viously
authorized; balance reapproviously authorized;
76
priated
76
priated ...................
for
repairs; maintenance
maintenance of motor vefor repairs;
hicle
77,
847, 1117
77,847,1117
hicle .......................
deficiency
improving
appropriation for improving
deficiency appropriation
Longfellow Street,
Concord Avenue,
Avenue,
Street, Concord
Longfellow
and
38
Kennedy Street ...............
and Kennedy
590,1016
for
590,
1016
etc ....................
repairs, etc
for repairs,
Sugar
Sugar Equalization
Equalization Board).
(see Sugar
Sugar (see
Sugar
Sugar).
Beet, Sugar).
Beet (see Beet,
Sugar Beet
Sugar
Cane,
Sugar Cane,
appropriation for
investigating insects
for investigating
appropriation
affecting
256, 715, 1334
affecting................... 256,715,1334
United States,
Sugar
Board, United
Equalization Board,
Sugar Equalization
corporation continued
continued for one year, to
corporation
secure
etc., of
secure adequate supply, etc.,
3S6
sugar
price
386
at aafair price...............
sugar at
sugar
licensing and
and requisitioning
requisitioning of sugar,
licensing
sirups, and
continued
and molasses, continued
sirups,
386
until December
31, 1920 ...........
386
December 31,
until
386
1920.
for domestic
386
product until June 30, 1920
domestic product
for
386
zone
system of
abolished
of sale,
sale, etc., abolished.......
zone system
rights, liabilities,
liabilities, etc., prior hereto, conrights,
386
tinued ........
...............
tinued
386
prosecutions, etc., to be enforced.......
enforced
prosecutions,
Sugar Plant,
Plant,
Sugar
appropriation for investigations;
investigations; seed imappropriation
.............
provement, etc
244, 703,1323
provement,
seed........... 244
developing sugar beet seed
developing
244
production
cane and sorghum sirup production...
244
for utilizing
244
products...............
by products
utilizing by
for
Sugar Testing
Apparatus,
Testing Apparatus,
Sugar
appropriation
standardizing, etc....
etc.... 683,1302
683, 1302
appropriation for standardizing,
Dak.,
Sullys Hill
National Park,
Park, N. Dak.,
iill National
Sullys
appropriation for
etc., of
maintenance,
for .maintenance,
appropriation
.
game
716,1315
etc....... 257, 716,1335
preserve in, etc
game preserve
Sulphur
River,
Sulphur River,
bridge
authorized across at Blackmans
bridge authorized
162
Ark. ........................
Point, Ark
162
Miller County,
162
Ark ...................
County, Ark
Miller
Charles A.,
Honorable Charles
Sulzer, *Honorable.
deficiency
appropriation for contested
deticiency appropriation
58
expenses................
election
58
election expenses
58
for
widow of.....................
of
58
pay to widow
for pay
at Naval Training
Summer Schools
Training
fjr Boys at
Schools for
Summer
Stations,
Slations,
appropriation for
for expenses
conducting
817
817
of conducting..
expenses of
appropriation
Su tnInerland, Calif.,
Calif..
Sumrnwrland,
etc.. kelp
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
kelp
appropriation
14, 1333
...
plant at .................
714,
splant
714
sale
714
sle of product, etc .................
.1333
appraised,
authorized
1333
sale, etc., authorized...-..
appraised, sale,
Sumter
Richland Counties,
S. C.,
Counties, S.
and Richland
Sumter and
may
bridge Wateree
Wateree River, at Gerners
Gerners
may bridge
1102
Ferry
Ferry ........................Sun
River Irrigation
Project, Mont.,
IrrigationProject,
Sun River
201,
appropriation
for maintenance,
of
maintenance, etc., of...
appropriation for
914,
914 1403
Pa.,
Sunbury,
Sunbury, Pa.,
166
appropriation
for public building .....- ...
appropriation for
Sundry Civil
Appropriations,
Civil Expenses Appropriations,
Sundry
temporary
under Department
Department of State, for temporary
under
employees
163
employees -......-..........-----.
War Trade
Board duties, etc., transferred
transferred
Trade Board
War
to
. . . ........---- 163
to ........ .....
under
Department, for
rent in
for rent
Treasury Department,
under Treasury
164
........-.
District
Columbia
District of Columbia-.
Auditor for
for Post
Office Department...
Department
164
Post Office
Auditor
874,1335
public buildings...
164, 874,
1335
buildings .............
public
1368
17,
marine hospitals
167, 87,
875,1368
hospitals ............
marine
136W
16 1366
quarantine
station .............. .... 167
quarantine station
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rage,
under Treasury Department;
Department; maintenance,
maintenance,
under
etc., public
public buildings
1368
875,1368
167, 875,
etc.,
buildings ......
171, 879,
879,1372
Coast Guard
Guard ...................
1372
titles of officers
officers changed
changed..............
879
Engraving and Printing Bureau.
Bureau. 172, 880,1373
Engraving
Insurance Bureau.
881, 1374
Bureau.... 172, 881,1374
War Risk Insurance
miscellaneous; enforcing
enforcing laws relating
miscellaneous;
to
173,
881, 1375
173,881,1375
to........................
Independent Treasury........
Treasury
173, 882, 1375
Independent
1375
1375
public moneys, etc .................
United States securities,
securities, etc...
etc... 173,882,1375
173, 882, 1375
United
suppressing counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc. 174, 882, 1375
custody
174
174
etc.. .............
custody of lands, etc
collecting customs revenue,
883, 1376
revenue, etc. 174, 883,1376
collecting
883
Act.....
enforcing National
National Prohibition Act
enforcing
Public Health
Service........ 174, 883,1376
Public
Health Service
quarantine service
1377
175, 884,
884,1377
service ............
quarantine
prevention of epidemics.......
epidemics
175, 885,
1377
885,1377
prevention
field investigations
885, 1377
176,885,1377
field
investigations, etc ........ 176,
interstate
service, etc......
etc
176,
quarantine service,
interstate quarantine
885,1377
Diseases. 176,
885, 1377
176,885,1377
Division of Venereal Diseases.
statement of health activities by Departments
176
partments.......................
hospitals for
etc
885
soldiers, etc..
for discharged
discharged soldiers,
hospitals
under Alien
Custodian, for
for exexProperty Custodian,
under
Alien Property
penses .....
176, 885, 1378
.....
. 176,885,1378
penses
Arlington Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater ComArlington
dedication expenses...
176
expenses...
mission, for dedication
American Printing House for the Blind.
Blind. 885,1378
American
Board of
Mediation and Conciliation,
Conciliation, for
of Mediation
Board
salaries, etc
176,886
176, 886
etc......... ...........
Civil Service Commission, for retirement
retirement
expenses ........................
886
886
expenses
Commission
of Fine
Arts, for
for expenses..
expenses.. 177, 886,
Fine Arts,
Commission of
1378
Council of National
National Defense, for expenses..
expenses
177,
886
under District of Columbia, for pumping
under
.
177
stations, employees..........
employees
Columbia Hospital
Hospital for Women..
886, 1378
177,886,1378
Women.. 177,
Columbia
Employees' Compensation
Commission,
Compensation Commission,
Employees'
177,887,1378
for expenses
887,1378
expenses............. 177,
Federal Board
Education,
Board for Vocational Education,
Federal
for
expenses, etc
887, 1379
178, 887,1379
etc............ 178,
for expenses,
Federal
Commission, for
expenses.. 1380
1380
for expenses..
Power Commission,
Federal Power
Federal Trade Commission, for salaries,
salaries,
etc
178,
887, 1380
178,887,1380
etc.--..................
Interdepartmental Hygiene Board, for
for exInterdepartmental
penses ..........................
178,888
178,888
penses
under Interstate Commerce Commission,
for
179, 888, 1380
1380
for salaries.
salaries. etc ............
railroads, etc.......
etc
179, 889, 1381
valuation of railroads,
Lincoln
889, 1381
Commission..... 180, 889,1381
Memorial Commission
Lincoln Memorial
National
Advisory Committee on AeroNational Advisory
nautics,
expenses ........ 180,889,1381
180, 889, 1381
for expenses
nautics. for
Railroad
Board, for expenses....
1381
890,1381
expenses.... 890,
Labor Board,
Railroad Labor
Rock
Creek and Potomac
Potomac Parkway ComRock Creek
mission,
lands, etc.. 180, 890.
acquiringlands,
mission, for acquiring
1382
1382
Shipping Board,
Board, for
and expenses.
expenses.
180,
180.
salaries and
for salaries
Shipping
891,
1382
891, 1382
Emergency
expenses,
Emergency Shipping Fund expenses,
etc........... 180, 891, 1382
limitations, etc
authorizations for
ships,
for constructing
constructing ships,
authorizations
reduced
180
reduced......................----.
disposal of
property, etc
181
181
etc................
of property,
disposal
under Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution....
Institution.... 181,
891, 1383
181,891,1383
under
National
892, 1383
181,892,
Museum-........... 181,
National Museum
National
Park ....... 182,
892, 1384
182,892,1384
Zoological Park
National Zoological
Tariff Commission,
Commission, for
893, 1384
182, 893,1384
for expenses
expenses... 182,
Tariff
Pilgrim
Tercentenary Commission,
for exexCommission, for
Pilgrim Tercentenary
803
893
penses ..........................
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under
Department, for
armories and
under War Department,
for armories
and
arsenals, etc
etc. ..............
182, 893,1384
893, 1384
national cemeteries,
894, 1385
national
cemeteries, etc...
etc........ 183,
183, 894,1385
national parks, etc ............
185, 897,
1387
national
897,1387
buildings and grounds, D. C....
C
186, 897,1388
buildings
Lincoln Memorial
Memorial.............
188, 900,1390
Lincoln
900,1390
Arlington
Amphitheater,
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater,
etc .............................
188
General Grant
Grant Memorial......
Memorial
188, 900,1390
Georgetown
188,
Georgetown Bridge (new Aqueduct)..
Aqueduct)..
188,
900, 1391
Monument to Francis Scott
Monument
Scott Key ......
1391
rivers and harbors, contract work; flood
flood
control.................... 188, 900,
900,1391
control
1391
surveys, northern and northwestern
northwestern
1391
lakes ....................
188, 901,
901,1391
California
Debris Commission
189, 901, 1391
California D4bris
Commission.... 189,901,1391
New York Harbor............
Harbor
189, 901,1391
artificial limbs, etc
1392
etc.............. 189, 901,
901,1392
medical, etc., history of War with Germany
many........................... 901,1392
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home ......
Volunteer
..... 189,
901, 1392
189,901,1392
Territorial homes
State and Territorial
homes..... 193, 906,1396
back pay, bounty, and commutation
commutation of
rations, Civil War.
War......... 193, 906, 1396
Spain.. 193,
193,906,
arrears of pay, etc., War with Spain..
906,
1396
transportation facilities,
facilities, inland water906,1392
ways ........................
Interior Department,
Department, for buildings.
buildings. 193,
under Interior
906, 1396
grounds
193,
907, 1396
Capitol and
and grounds..........
193,907,1396
public lands
lands................... 194, 907, 1397
Department
196
Indian Department
....................
retirement expenses
910
Pension Office, retirement
expenses....
910
Geological Survey
197, 910, 1399
Survey .............
197,910,
1399
Bureau of Mines
Mines ................
198,
911, 1400
198,911,1400
200,913,1402
Reclamation Service...........
Service
200,
913, 1402
Reclamation
disbarment
proceedings
202, 916, 1405
disbarment proceedings.........
Alaska,
105
etc. 202, 916, 1
1-05
Alaska, railroads, education, etc
national
204,
917, 1406
204,917,1406
national parks
parks .................
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital......
Hospital
205, 919, 1408
206, 920,1409
Columbia Deaf Institution.......
Institution
920, 1409
Howard University
920, 1409
206,920,1409
University ............. 206,
Howard
Freed mens Hospital ...........
206, 920, 1109
1409
Freedmens
under Department
Department of Justice, for penitenunder
1410
tiary buildings
buildings............ 206, 921, 1410
miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, conduct of customs cases,
207, 921,
1410
921,1410
etc ......................
defense in claims, prosecution
prosecution of
defense
crimes, etc.
907, 921, 1410
1410
207,
etc..............
crimes,
enforcing antitrust laws, etc.: restriction
9
08, 922.1411
208,
922 1411
tion.........................
suits
withdrawn oil lands..
lands. 208.
208, 922,
suits affecting withdrawn
1411
1411
conveyances. Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes..
Tribes.. 208,
208,
conveyances.
922, 1411
1411
enforcing interstate
interstate commerce
laws,
commerce laws.
enforcing
etc
208, 922. 1411
208,922.1411
etc.....................
208, 922,1411
reports
etc., for courts, etc....
etc
922,1411
reports,'etc.,
Pacific Railroad suits
208, 923, 1411
suit..........
under
clerks, Subranch, for law clerks.
judicial branch,
under judicial
preme
Justices
9
09
209
........
Court Justices..preme Court
209,
United States
salaries. etc......
etc
States courts, salaries,
United
923, 1413
penitentiaries, maintenance,
211,
211,
maintenance, etc .......
penitentiaries,
413
1413
924. 1
National Training
School for
D. C
C.. 212,
for Boys,
Boys, D.
Training School
National
926, 1415
926,1415
under Department
Department of Commerce, for Buunder
reau of Foreign
Foreign and Domestic Comreau
merce ..........................
9 13
213
merce
Lighthouses Bureau
Bureau ..............
213,
116
116
213, 926. 1
Lighthouses
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey.
Survey .....
1417
214. 928, 1417
Coast
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Lunacy Writs, D. C.,
Page.
Page.
appropriation for expenses of
appropriation
92,
of executing...
executing...
92,
862,
S62, 1134
1134
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for............. 41,
41, 1019
1019
Luquillo
National Forest,
Forest, P.
R.,
Luquillo National
P. R.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of.... 249,
249,
708,
1327
708, 1327
Luxemburg, Netherlands
Netherlands and,
and,
appropriation
appropriation for minister to
1206
to........... 739,
739, 1206
Luzerne County, Pa.
Pa.
may bridge Susquehanna
Susquehanna River
River Mocanaqua to Shickshinny
159
Shickshinny...............
159
Pittston
Pittston ...........................
160
160
Salem to Wapwallopen
Wapwallopen .................
160
160
time extended
extended for bridging North
North Branch of
of
Susquehanna River at Wilkes-Barre
Wilkes-Barre
by
by............................
1103
1103
Lynne Bayou, Tex.,
Lynns
Tex.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
made.........................
made
1012
1012
M.

McAllister, John J.,
J., Jr.,
Jr.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services......
deficiency
services
56
56
MeClintic-Marshall Construction
McClintic-Marshall
Construction Company,
appropriation for Panama Canal
deficiency appropriation
construction work .................
1166
1166
McCrary, Arthur
McCrary,
B.
Arthur B.,
date of appointment as
as ensign,
ensign, Navy,
Navy,
established
141
established......................
141
McDowell Indians,
Indians,
appropriation for Headgate irrigation
irrigation projappropriation
project,
ect, Salt River Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz...
Ariz._
408
408
McGee, J. E., and
Smith,
and J.
J. J
JSmith,
may bridge
bridge Savannah River near
near Hailey's
Hailey's
Ferry, S. C. and Ga
1366
Ga..............
1366
McGhee, J. Rutledge,
McGhee,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services
56
services......
56
Wilham R.,
McIntosh, Wiltam
R.,
payment to, from Choctaw
24
Choctaw tribal
tribal funds
funds...
24
.McKees Rocks, Pa.,
McKees
Pa.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building.........
building
165
165
time extended
extended for bridging Ohio River
at
1079
River at..
1079
McKinley County, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
exchanges
exchanges permitted
permitted of lands in, to consoliconsolidate holdings in solid
solid areas.
areas _
........ 1239
1239
McKinley Street
NW., D. C.,
Street NnT,
appropriation for paving,
paving, Thirty-ninth
appropriation
Thirty-ninth
Street to Belt Road ................
845
845
MeKusick,
McKusick, Hattie
Hattie A.,
A.,
appropriation
appropriation for lands purchased
purchased for homehomeless Mille Lacs Indians
Indians from ........
420
420
Honorable Patrick,
McLane, Honorable
Patrick,
deficiency appropriation for contested
contested election expenses
expenses.................... 1180
1180
Mc
Millan Park
ParkReservoir, D.
McMillan
D. C.
C. (see also
also Water
Water
Service, D. C.),
C.),
appropriation
operation, etc...
_ 100, 870, 1141
appropriation for operation,
etc....100,870,1141
McMillan Wash,
Mcdfillan
Wash, Ariz.
Ari., '
appropriation
irrigating
appropriation for test well
well for
for irrigating
additional lands, San Carlos
Carlos ReserReseradditional
vation ........................
416
vation
416
McMlurray,
McMurray, J. F.,
F.,
additional claims, etc.,
etc., between,
the
between, and
and the
Choctaw
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Indians,
referred to Court of Claims .......
referred
234
234
exclusion
exclusion of specified claims; limitations.
limitations
234
234
McNeil Island,
Island, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation for penitentiary,
appropriation
construcpenitentiary, construction...........................
tion
207
207
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenance...
maintenance... 212, 926,1415
926, 1415
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for penitentiary,
penitentiary,
maintenance.................... 52,1176
maintenance
52, 1176
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, additional
additional pay,
pay, guards.
guards.
338
338
maintenance ..........
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenance
338
338

McPherson Place
Place NWIT,
NW., D.
C.,
Page.
McPherson
D. C.,
Page.
west side of McPherson
McPherson Square,
Square, designated
designated
Fifteenth Street
846
Street...................
846
Mable
M'
Mable I.
I. Meyers,"
Meyers," Barkentine,
Barkentine,
deficiency appropriation
for
paying
judgappropriation for paying judgment
ment to owners of.................
of.
59
Machine Tools,
Machine
Tools, Army,
Army,
sales at reduced
reduced rates to trade schools,
schools, etc.,
etc ,
of surplus ........................
360
360
use of proceeds ..................
360
360
reversion if
reversion
if offered
offered for
for sale by
by schools,
schools,
consent of
of Secretary
Secretary of
without consent
of
War ............................
360
surplus, to be transferred
transferred to
to Vocational
Vocational
surplus,
Education
Education Board
Board without
504
without charge
charge....
504
Mackinac
Agency, Mich.,
Mackinac Agency,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
Indians
appropriation
at ........................
31,434, 1248
31,434,1248
Madawaska,
Me.
Madawaska, Me.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Saint John
John River,
River,
between Edmundston,
between
Edmundston, New
New BrunsBruns161
wick and
and ........................
161
Madden,
Madden, William,
William,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extra
extra serviservices ...................
59, 343,
1037, 1182
59,
343,1037,1182
Madison County, Miss.,
Madison
bridge authorized
authorized across Pearl
River by
by
Pearl River
Rankin County and, at
at Meeks
Meeks
Ferry .........................
572
572
Madison National
Madison
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of....
249,
249,
708,
1327
708,1327
Madison Place,
Place, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for care, etc.,
Treasury
etc., of Treasury
Department Annex ................
644
644
Wis.,
Madison, Wis.,
appropriation for public building .........
165
165
Madrid!Spain,
Madridl
Spain,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Universal
deficiency
Universal
Postal Congress, delegates' expenses.
expenses. 1031
1031
Magazines, etc.,
Magazines,
issue of, by departments,
departments, etc., restricted..
restricted. _ 945
945
Magelssen,t Winifred
Magelssen
Winifred T.,
appropriation
appropriation for one year's pay of deceased
deceased
William C.
husband, William
C. Magelssen,
Magelssen, late
late
consul .........................
743
743
Magnesite
Deposits,
Magnesite Deposits,
leases of, in unallotted
unallotted lands
lands of
Indians,
leases
of Indians,
authorized .
1231
.................... 1231
Magnetic Observations,
Observations,
appropriation
appropriation for continuing,
continuing, under Coast
Coast
Survey............
...... 215,
Survey
928, 1418
215,928,1418
Mahoning
River,
Mahoning River,
bridge authorized
aiithorized across,
across, Youngstown,
Youngstown,
Ohio ...........................
572
572
Mail and
and Files
Files Division,
DepartMail
Division, Treasury
Treasury Department,
appropriation for chief of division, etc..
appropriation
etc.. 646,
646, 1267
1267
Mail Bags, etc., Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
appropriation for freight
appropriation
freight or expressage
on
expressage on
empty.........................
empty
579,
1152
579,1152
empty
..
579, 1152
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for freight on....
on....
63,
63,
347,525,
347,
525, 1040,1043,
1040, 1043, 1193
Mail Bags, Locks, Equipment,
Equipment, etc., Postal
Postal
Service,
appropriation for purchase, manufacture,
manufacture,
etc
1155
...............582,
582,1155
for materials,
materials, etc.,
etc., equipment
for
equipment shops.
shops_ 582, 1155
1155
for labor
labor in equipment
equipment shops
shops........ 582,1155
582,1155
distinctive equipment
equipment for executive
executive
departments,
departments, Alaska, island possespossessions, etc ....................
582,
1155
582,1155
appropriation for purchase, mandeficiency appropriation
manufacture,
ufacture, etc ....................
1175
1175

INDEX.
Supplies for
for Government
Government Departments,
Departments,
Supplies
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for testing, etc .......
682, 1301
1301
deficiency appropriation for testing, etc..
deficiency
340
etc..
tals, etc.,
Government,
Supplies, Mater
Mfaterils,
etc., Government,
to be purchased from stock no longer
longer needed
needed
possible,
by other services,
services, so far as possible,
Columbia... _ 103
for uses by District of Columbia...
office supplies, etc., with general
general Supply Committee,
Committee, not affected
affected ........
103
103
restriction on purchases
purchases from other
other
sources
103
sources..........................
103
Supplies,
Supplies, Military,
Military,
former
former officers engaged in procuring, for
the United States during the war,
prohibited from presenting
presenting claims
therefor .......
131
................
Supplies, Postal
Service,
Supplies,
PostalService,
appropriation
for stationery,
stationery, etc
etc........ 581,1154
appropriation for
savings system ...........
for postal savingssystem
581,1154
for postniarking
postmarking stamps, typewriters,
typewriters,
letter
............ 581,
581,1154
l
etter scales,
scales, etc .
1154
for miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, city delivery,
delivery, etc.;
etc.;
post route, etc.,
etc., maps .........
581, 1154
581,1154
devices ........
581,1154
for twine and tying devices
expenses of shipping
shipping ..........
582,1154
for expenses
machines, labor saving
for canceling machines,
devices,
1155
devices, etc .................... 582,
582,1155
locks, etc
for mail bags, locks,
...........
582, 1155
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for shipping..
shipping..
67,
deficiency
1043, 1193
347, 349, 525, 1040,
1040,1043,1193
etc ....... 1031
for increased
increased cost of blanks, etc.
Supplies,
and Transportation,
Transportation, Army,
Army,
Supplies, Services,
Services, and
for. 1038, 1041, 1044,1190
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
unexpended balances
'balances available to pay
unexpended
contracts for, suspended
contracts
suspended on account
account
of armstice ....
.........................1027
Supplies, United
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
Supplies,
210, 924,1413
appropriation for ................
924, 1413
appropriation
for............
defidency appropriation
appropriation for
1043
deficiency
Supply Committee
General Supply
Supply ComCom(see General
Supply
Committee (see
mittee, Treasury
Treasury Department).
Supply Corps,
Corps, Navy,
Nag,
Supply
147
title of Pay Corps changed to ............
Supreme Court,
Court, D.
D. C.
C.,
Supreme
appropriation for salaries, half from Disappropriation
687
trict revenues
revenues ...................
for salaries; sixty per cent from District
District
1306
revenues.......................
revenues
for probation officers,
officers, etc..........
etc
91, 861, 1132
for fees of witnesses
witnesses .............
863, 1134
93, 863,1134
jurors
93, 863, 1135
jurors....................
for pay of bailiffs, etc .......... 93, 863, 1135
for
expenses
93
1
1135
93,863,
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses.......
additional,
temporary quaradditional, while in temporary
93
93
ters .............................
for.... 229, 942,1430
for printing and binding for....
appropriation for printing and
deficiency appropriation
binding
59, 1037
.... 59,1037
binding..................
66
for miscellaneous
66,
expenses ............
miscellaneous expenses
346, 349,524, 1019,
1043, 1158, 1187
1019,1043,1158,
etc
1158
.
for bailiffs, etc.......................
for fees of witnesses
1158
witnesses .................
claims for property
property in custody of Alien
Alien
Property Custodian may be brought
brought
person not an enemy
enemy ....-..
35
in, by person
clerk's salary, etc.,
correspond with
etc., to correspond
that of United States district courts 1413
1413
concurrent
jurisdiction of, with municiconcurrent jurisdiction
pal court, abolished
abolished............... 1310
1310
D.C. 300
duties of, in aiding Rent Commission,
Commission, D.C
jurisdiction of, in suits for property under
jurisdiction
Alien Property Custodian
Custodian-..... ..... 35
no appeal
appeal allowed
allowed hereafter
hereafter from municipal
municipal
court to
to..--...........
1312
..---..... 1312
court

ce
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Supreme Court,
Court, D.
Page.
Supreme
D. C.-Continued.
C.-Continued.
powers of, in general
general term ..............
555
establish rules of procedure,
procedure, notice,
notice, etc..
etc
555
establish
equity rules; restriction
restriction ............
556
appoint officers
officers of the court, etc
556
appoint
etc .........
556
556
admissions to the bar, etc .............
hearing of causes in, not allowed ........
556
special
assign more than one justice to aaspecial
term. ...............
term
.........
556
special term, causes may be certified
certified from
from
one justice to another ............
556
criminal cases only to another criminal
court
556
court............................
556
other justice may conduct
conduct business in
absence of justice assigned thereto
thereto..
556
service of process
process on nonresidents,
nonresidents, in pereffect of, by publication;
son to have effect
returns, etc
etc........................
556
lunacy proceedings
proceedings in equity court; jury
from petit jurors of ...............
556
jurors, provisions
provisions for selecting;
selecting; constituconstitution of jury commission,
commission, etc ......
558
admission to the bar, rules, etc., to be
prescribed by, in general term;
prescribed
561
oath required
required...................
authority to suspend, expel, etc ........
561
indisbarment if convicted of offense
offense involving moral turpitude;
turpitude; suspension, etc..........................
etc
561
561
trial of charges
charges against members; proceedings in general term...........
term
561
ceedings
inprobate court;
court; administering
administering estates of intestates, persons entitled; surviving
husband added .................
561
distribution
distribution of intestate estate to widow
or surviving husband .............
563
testimony of surviving
surviving party to a
acontract,
etc., not admitted
admitted as evidence......
evidence
567
etc.,
exceptions;
567
omitted...
exceptions; by order of court omitted
judgment or decree may be entered
final judgment
for admitted
admitted part of action,
action, and reprosecuted in same suit.
569
mainder be prosecuted
erroneously brought in law or equity
cases erroneously
equity
may be transferred
569
court..
transferred to proper court
569
amendments to be made in pleadings...
amendments
pleadings
569
prior testimony accepted
569
accepted............... 569
actions at
at
equitable defenses allowed in actions
law
569
law..................................
suits on lost instruments at law may. be
continued on giving bond required
required
continued
in equity .......................
569
569
Supreme Court
Court of
United States,
Supreme
of the United
Associate Jusappropriation for Chief and Associate
tices
.....................
. 636,
686, 1300
130
marshal...
686,1306
for marshal
......................
686,1306
299,
686, 1306
for law clerks to Justices .......
209,686,1306
Justices............... 687,1306
for clerks to Justices
687,1306
for printing
printing and binding for
229, 942, 1430
for..... 229,942,1430
Supreme
Court Reports,
Reports,
Supreme Court
appropriation
appropriation for Lawyers Edition, Volume
208
63 of.........................
of .
for
Lawyers' Edition,
Edition, Volume
922
64.......
922
Volume 64
for Lawyers'
for Lawyers'
Lawyers' Edition,
Edition, Volume 65
1411
65........ 1411
208
for copies of Volumes 253 to 256.........
256
203
for two sets,
sets Volumes
Volumes 240 to 256 ........
208
208
for copies
copies of Volumes
1411
Volumes 257 and 258 ...... 1411
for complete set of, for South Carolina
Carolina
western district ...................
922
Surety Bonds
Bonds Section,
Department,
Section, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Surety
appropriation for chief of division,
division, clerks,
appropriation
etc ..........................645
1266
1266
for clerks, etc ...................... ..
Surgeon General,
General, Army,
Army,
Surgeon
appropriation for printing and binding
appropriation
medical
228,941,1429
medical bulletins under ..... 228,
941, 1429
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Page.
Page.
Surgeon
Health Service,
Public Health
General, Public
Surgeon General,
appropriation for
for pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances, etc
etc..... 174,
appropriation
883, 1376
1376
883,
Assistants, at
Large; limit.
174
limit...........
at Large;
Assistants,
Surgeon
Department,
General's Office, War Department,
Surgeon General's
appropriation
for clerks,
clerks, etc
659,1278
etc........... 659,1278
appropriation for
for
employees; pay restricadditional employees;
for additional
tion
......----1278
......
....
tion....
for
land, Walter Reed Hosadditional land,
for additional
pital, D. C.; for final location of
122
Museum, Library,
Library, School,
122
etc......
School, etc
Museum,
for
Medical Museum
122,968
Museum............ 122,968
Army Medical
for Army
. 122,968
for Library
of ....................
Library of.
for
preparing
W_medical and surgical hisfor preparing
tory of
of War
Germany....... 901,1392
with Germany
War with
tory
deficiency
appropriation for library
library ..... . 1041
deficiency appropriation
Surgeons,
Surgeons,
mailing
etc., to licensed,
licensed, from
of poisons,
poisons, etc.,
mailing of
manufacturers
dealers permitted
manufacturers or dealers
under
prescribed regulations.......
regulations.
621
under prescribed
Surgical Appliances
for Disabled
DisabledSoldiers,
Appliancesfor
Surgical
appropriation
901, 1392
189,901,1392
furnishing....... 189,
for furnishing
appropriation for
Survey of
Northern and
and Northwestern
Northwestern Lakes,
of Northern
Survey
appropriation
188,
901, 1391
188,901,
for ..................
appropriation for
Surveying and Allotting,
Reservations
Indian Reservations
Allotting, Indian
Surveying
in Severalty
Severalty to Indians).
(see Lands in
Surveying Public
Public Lands,
Lands,
Surveying
appropriation
general, clerks,
surveyors general,
appropriation for surveyors
etc
673,1292
...- 673,1292
etc .....................
for
expenses. ................
195, 909, 1398
1398
195,909,
for expenses
195,
preferences;
occupied townships, etc.
preferences; occupied
909, 1399
1399
Territories. 195,909,1399
195, 909, 1399
grants to States and Territories.
irrigation or
farming lands. 196,909,1399
196, 909, 1399
or dry
dry farming
irrigation
reservations, or
national forests. 196,909,1399
196, 909,1399
ornational
reservations,
compensations;
compensations; supervisors of sur. 196,909,1399
veys
196, 909, 1399
vevs ...................
for
restirveys; minerallocations,
mineral locations, etc. 196, 909
forresurveys;
monuments..... 196, 909, 1399
for metal corner monuments
field employees
employees detailed to General
...----- ---.
196, 909, 1399
Land Office
Oregon-Calif
ornia,and Coos Bay Wagon
Wagon
Oregon-California,and
..... 196,909,
Road, lands ........-196, 909, 1399
196
...
abandoned military reservations
reservations....
for abandoned
66,
for............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
345, 523, 1039, 1186,
1136, 1191
Surveyors
General,
Surveyors General,
appropriation for, clerks, and office exappropriation
673. 1292
penses
1292
penses.....................
673.1293
restriction on clerk hire...........
hire
673. 1293
temporary details of clerks, etc., from
another............ 673, 1293
one office to another
use
surveyfor office work of funds for surveyuse for
lands........ 674. 1293
railroad grant lands
ing railroad
Surveyor's Office, D. C.,
71 840, 1112
appropriation
appropriation for salaries .......... 71.
71,
etc....
etc....
supplies, etc..
for temporary
temporary services,
services, supplies,
71,
for
841, 1112
for surveys for permanent
permanent highways
highways sys1115
tem. ..........................
844, 1115
tem

Military,
Surveys and Maps, Military,
assistance
appropriation for expenses, etc.; assistance
appropriation
etc......... 124, 970
of other departments,
departments, etc
Susquehanna
SusrquehannraRiver,
282
Pa.......
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Falls, Pa
bridge
385
.....
Laceyville, Pa ...--...........
Laceyville,
159
Mocanaqua to Shickahlnny
Shkkshinny -.....---Mocanaqua
160
.
--..
Pittston
-...-.-....-...------..
PittstonSalem
Wapwallopen
.----- ..---- - 160
Salem to Wapwallopen
time.extended
time.extended for bridging, at Harrisburg,
1099
Pa.
.._„ . -.„.
. ., . .....
Pa -....--------------------------North Branch
River, _North
SusqehannaElver,
Susquehanna
....h of,
time extended
Wilkesextended for bridging, at Wilkestinme
1103
......Pa
......:Bare

Page.
Swamp
Land Claims
Claims and Indemnity,
Swamp Land
appropriation for
for adjusting.......
adjusting
194, 908, 1397
appropriation
Sweden,
appropriation
to
740, 1206
minister to...........
appropriation for minister
Sweet Potato,
Potato,
appropriation
investigation in producfor investigation
appropriation for
from
tion of commercial
commercial products from
tion
712, 1331
the .........................
Switzerland,
Switzerland,
appropriation
for minister
to........... 740, 1206
minister to
appropriation for
Syracuse,
Y.,
N. Y.,
Syracuse, N.
395
terms
at.
terms of court at........................
Syrups
Board).
Syrups (see Sugar Equalization Board).
T.
"T.
_Maher," Steamer,
"T. K. Maher,"
Breitung,"
Gravaraet Breitung,"
name of "
Charlotte Gravara-et
"Charlotte
changed
365
changed to .....................
International ComConstants, etc., International
Tables of Constants,
mission on,
mission
appropriation for annual contribution to.
to. 745, 1211
appropriation
Tabulating Equipment,
Tabulating
Equipment, etc.,
Office
appropriation for Auditor
Auditor for Post Office
appropriation
restriction . 653, 1274
Department;
Department; rental restriction__
Tacoma,
Tacoma, Wash.,
appropriation
School
for Cushman Indian School
appropriation for
at
27
at..............................
F.,
Tague,
Peter F.,
Honorable Peter
Tague, Honorable
appropriation for contested elecdeficiency appropriation
deficiency
tion expenses
expenses ....................
519
Tahlequah
Tahlequah,: Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation
Cherokee Orphan Trainfor Cherokee
appropriation for
.
at..................
ing School at...
23
Calif. and Nev.,
Tahoe
Nattonal Forest,
Forest, Calif.
Nev.,
Tahoe National
250,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of ....
appropriation for maintenance,
709, 1328
709,1328
Agency, Wash.,
Taholah
Indian Agency,
Taholah Indian
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
431,1245
at
27, 31, 431,
1245
at.......................
C. (see PubD. C
Library, D.
Branch Library,
Park Branch
Tahoma Park
Takoma
Library, D. C., Free).
lic Library,
Free).
Tamaqua, Pa.,
Tamaqua,
Pa.,
166
building........
appropriation
appropriation for public building
Tampa
Fla.,
Tampa Bay, Fla.,
aids
navigation in, authorized ......... 1058
to navigation
aids to
Tangier
Morocco,
Light, Morocco,
Tanfgier Light,
appropriation
contribution_ _ 742, 1208
appropriation for annual contribution.
Morocco,
Tangier,
Tan ier, Morocco,
appropriation for agent and consul genappropriation
740,1206
.......................
eral
740, 1206
eral...
Tank
Tank Corps,
Corps, Army,
Army,
appropriation
civilian employees
employees at
appropriation for civilian
schools...........
headquarters
headquarters and schools
expenses of schools
for incidental
incidental expenses
schools .....30,1920.
organization
continued to June
June 30,
1920.
organization of, continued
Tanks, etc., Army,
Army,
manufacture,
appropriation for purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
appropriation
....
..
etc
etc...............-..-..

974
974
129

972
972
Tansas River, La.,
Tansas
preliminary examination
etc., of, to be
examination etc.,
preliminary
1011
made .........-....--...---...
China,
Chang, of China,
Hung Chang,
Tao Hung
admitted to receive
receive instruction at
may be admitted
......- 234
West Point ..............
Arns, etc.,
Target Practice,
Practice, Army Small Arms,
Taoret
appropriation
ammunition for, targets,
appropriation for ammunition
etc
125,971
etc...-..................--...
125, 971
etc
for marksmen's
marksmen's medals, prizes, etc...
balances covered in, of appropriations
appropriations for
for
balances
....-. ..--- 1353
1917-1919
1917-1919-.............
.........--...- 1353
for
1918-1919 ......for 1918-1919.
1353
for 1919-1920
1919-1920........................

INDEX.
etc., Army,
Page.
Target Practice,
Practice, etc.,
Army,
appropriation
for paying
claims for
damfor dampaying claims
appropriation for
ages from
119,
119, 965
ages
from ....................
Targhee National
Idaho and
Wyo.,
Targhee
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho
and Wyo.,

appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
250,
250,
of....
etc., of....
appropriation for
709,
709, 1328
1328
lands
to
1198
lands added to........................
Tariff Commission,
appropriation for
and expenses....
expenses
182,
salaries and
for salaries
appropriation
893, 1384
893,1384
deficiency
appropriation for
1186
for.............
deficiency appropriation
employees of,
receive $240
$240 additional
additional
of, to
to receive
employees
pay
the year
1309
for the
year ..................
pay for
Tariff
1913,
Tariff of 1913,
printing paper
573
amended...... ..
paper duty
duty rate amended
printing
573
free
amended ..........
list provisions
provisions amended
free list
provisions
to expire
expire in
two years
573
years .......
in two
provisions to

Bureau for Publication
Tariffs,
International Bureau
Publication
Tariffs, International
of
of Customs,
Customs,
appropriation for
annual contribution..
contribution..- 743,1209
for annual
appropriation
Tax
Free Alcohol
(see also
Industrial Alcohol),
Alcohol),
also Industrial
Alcohol (see
Tax Free
320
provisions relating to.............----..---..to
provisions
Tares,
Taxes, D. C. t
appropriation for
for advertising
notices of aradvertising notices
appropriation
rears of
74, 843, 1114
.74,843,1114
of ...................
rears
deficiency appropriation
for advertising
advertising
appropriation for
deficiency
notices
of
38, 590,1156
590, 1156
arrears of.........
notices of arrears
enforcement of
of pa
.
„sser, levied
street
on street
levied on
passenger,
enforcement
railways
"Ki*ghway BridgeBridge... -_ 1119
1119
using Highway
railways using
increase in
rates of,
of, authorized,
authorized, if necesin rates
increase
sary
meet District's
share of anDistrict's share
to meet
sary to
nual
limit.. 838, 1109
etc.; limit..
appropriations, etc.;
nual appropriations,
real estate,
estate, payable
subdivisions made
payable on subdivisions
real
during
of fiscal
fiscal year
year bebehalf of
first half
during first
fore admission
admission to
1195
to record
record ..........fore
first
general
for all prior years and first
general tax for
1195
current ...................
half of current.
all
water, sewer,
assessspecial assesssewer, and special
all water,
1196
ments .........................--.
subdivisions
made during
during last half of fissubdivisions made
1196
cal year..
year ........................
cal
all
for prior
current
and current
prior and
taxes for
all general
general taxes
years and
and all
special assessments
assessments... 1196
all special
years
redistribution
redistribution of assessments
assessments on tracts
tracts not
recorded
request
recorded as subdivided, on request
1196
owner........................
of owner
on
request of
parcel thereof 1196
any parcel
of owner
owner of any
on request
proportional share
share chargeable
to each
each
chargeable to
proportional
1196
parcel
parcel ..........................
declared valid
valid on various
tract
1196
various parts of tract..
declared
1196
independent liability
liability of
each ..........
of each
independent
assistant assessors to reassess all
board of assistant
unpaid taxes
1196
taxes ....................
unpaid
notice to
to owners;
board of
appeal to board
owners; appeal
notice
equalization
and review
review ...........
1196
1196
equalization and
1196
action
of assessor ...................
action of
Taxes,
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
Taxes, Internal
appropriation for
for expenses
collecting, unexpenses collecting,
appropriation
der
Revenue Act
Act of
1918 ......
653,
1274
653, 1274
of 1918
der Revenue
for refunding
collections ............
654, 1274
1274
refunding collections
for
for refunding
illegally collected
collected taxes
taxes. 654, 1274
refunding illegally
for
payment
without
accrued claims without
payment of accrued
special
654,1274
authorization ..........-special alithorization
for enforcing
enforcing opium,
opium, etc.,
etc., special
tax_ 654,1274
special tax.
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for refund of colcoldeficiency
lections .........................
44,
lections
65, 344,
347, 521, 1038, 1040, 1161, 1189
65,
344,347,521,1038,1040,1161,
61,
refunding illegally collected
collected ...--...for refunding
63,
65, 344,
344. 347,
347, 522,
1038, 1041, 1044, 1161, 1183
1183
522, 1038,1041,1044,1161,
63, 65,
for refundingillegally
collected, 1918 and
and
refundingillegally collected,
for
prior
years.
1184
prior years.......................
for
income................... 1044
collecting income
for collecting
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Taxes,
Internal Revenue-Continued.
Page.
Taxes, Internal
Revenue-Continued.
issue
in advance
for liquors
liquors
issue of stamps,
stamps, etc.,
etc., in
advance for
illegally manufactured,
manufactured, etc.,
etc., forbidden .........................
317
317
bidden
if illegally
illegally manufacmanufacdouble tax
tax imposed if
tured, etc.;
etc. additional
additional penalty.....
penalty
318
tured,
318
no criminal
criminal immunity,
on payimmunity, etc.,
etc., on
pay318
ment of ..........................
Taxes on Indian
Indian Land Allotments,
investigation,
etc., of right of
investigation, etc.,
of Stevens
Stevens and
and
Ferry Counties,
Wash., to
payment
to payment
Counties, Wash.,
Ferry
of
432
of..............................
Taylor
C.,
Taylor Street
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Rock
Rock Creek
Creek
appropriation
Church
Road to
Church Road
to New
Iew Hampshire
Hampshire
Avenue .........................
76
76
Avenue
for
Fourteenth Street
for paving, east of Fourteenth
Street.... 1116
1116
Tea
Act, Impure,
Impure,
Importation Act,
Tea Importation
appropriation for
expenses, executing.executing ._713,1332
713,1332
for expenses,
appropriation
administration, etc.,
etc., of,
of, transferred
from
transferred from
administration,
Treasury
Department of AgriTreasury to Department
712
...................
culture
culture.....
Teachers,
Teachers,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
of,
deficiency
for registers
registers of,
Education ..............
334
Bureau of Education
Teachers,
C.).
Teachers, D.
D. C. (see Public
Public Schools,
Schools, D. C.).
Technical,
etc. Education,
Technical, etc.,
Educntion,
details of
of
etc.
,
officers
inofficers for, to
to schools,
schools, indetails
Army
dustrial plants, hospitals,
etc
786
786
hospitals, etc......
dustrial
Teheran,
Teheran, Persia,
Persia,
appropriation for
interpreter to
legation
to legation
for interpreter
appropriation
and
consulate general
at........ 740,1207
general at
and consulate
Telegraph
Systems.,
Telephone Systems.
and Telephone
Telegraph and
deficiency
appropriation for operating
deficiency appropriation
of.... 1021
deficit
control of....
deficit under Federal control
authority
control, etc
etc.,,
President to control,
authority of President
repealed
effect at
at specified
specified
take effect
repealed to take
time
157
time..............................
telephone rates
157
temporarily...
continued temporarily
rates continued
telephone
delivery of
of all
all property,
property, etc.,
etc., to owners
157
owners..
delivery
158
adjustment of compensation.
compensation. etc ........
adjustment
detailed
report of
etc., to be
be
operation, etc.,
of operation,
detailed report
made .......................---.
158
made
Departments,
Telegraph Connecting
Connecting Capitol,
Capitol, Departments,
Telegraph
and
and Government
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office,
appropriation
care, etc
187, 899, 1390
etc ........ 187,899,1390
for care,
appropriation for
Telegraph, etc.,
Army,
Telegraph,
etc., Systems,
Systems, Army,
appropriation
expenses of Signal Corps,
for expenses
appropriation for
operating,
107,952
107,952
etc ..................
operating, etc
Telegraph Facilities,
International,
Facilities, International,
Telegraph
International
considered, etc.,
to be considered,
etc., by International
Communication
Conference .......
367
Communication Conference
Telegraph Systems.
Systems.
Telegraph
applicable
interstate commerce regulations applicable
to
messages by
by wire
wire
of messages
to tratomiskRion
transmission of
............. 474
or
wireless
471
......
or wireless-..
474
excepted........
wholly within one State excepted
wholly
Telegraphic Union,
Union, International
InternationalBureau
Bureau of,
of,
Telegr.aphic
appropriation
for share
of expenses....
expenses.... 747,1212
747, 1212
share of
appropriation for
Telephone Facilities,
Facilities, International,
International,
Telephone
considered, etc.,
etc., by
International
by International
to be
be considered,
Communication
Conference. -......
367
Communication Conference.
Systems (see Telegraph
Telegraph and TeleTelephone Syst-'ms
phone
Systems. etc
.) .
etc.).
phone Systems.
Telephone Sustems,
Army,
Telephone
Systems, Army,
appropriation
expenses of
of Signal
Corps,
Signal Corps,
for expenses
appropriation for
107,952
operating, etc
etc... ............
Temperature. High.
Temperature.
High,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating suitable
appropriation
methods of,
etc .. 683,1302
683, 1302
of, measurements.
measurements. etc.
methods
Tenafly, N.
N. J.,
.T.,
Tenafj,l
repair authorized.
authorized, of
roads, damaged by
by
of roads.
repair
976
troops
976
troops............................
appropriation
share of
of expenses;
expenses; confor share
appropriation for
ditions imposed..................
imposed
976
976
ditions

cex
vxvi
ccxxxvi
Tenmnssce
Tenn( s&e River,
River,
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bridge authorized
authorized across, Decatur,
Decatur, Ala.
_
361
Ala....
36]
time extended
extended for bridging, Chattanooga,
Chattanooga,
Tenn ............................
292
292
etc., N.
N. C.,
C., Tenn.,
Tenn., Ala..
Ala., and
Tennessee River, etc.,
and
Ky.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
of, and
and
tributaries, to be
1012
be made ...........
1012
Tents,
Tents. etc.,
etc., Army,
Army,
loan of, authorized
authorized for
Confederate
for United Confederate
Veterans
Atlanta, Ga.
290
Veterans encampment,
encampment, Atlanta,
Ga.
29C
Dawson, Ga.
Ga ..................
22
Paul E. Slocumb
Slocumb Post for
for State
State encampencampment at Bloomington
Bloomington, Ind.........
Ind
623
623
United Confederate
Confederate Veterans,
Veterans, Albert
Albert
Sidney Johnson Camp, for reunion,
reunion,
Fort Worth,
Worth. Tex .................
1061
1061
restricted to Grand
Grand Army of
of the
the Republic,
Republic,
Confederate
Confederate Veterans,
Veterans, Spanish
Spanish War
War
Veterans, and
Veterans,
and. World
272
World War
War yeterans
yeterans..
272
Tercentenary
Tercentenary of
of the
Pilgrims at
at
of Landing of
the Pilgrims
Provincetown
Provincetown and Plymouth,
Plymouth, Mass.,
Mass.,
provisions
of
598
provisions for
for observance
observance of...............
598
Terminal
Terminal Facilitiss,
Facilities,
construction
interchange of traffic
construction of, for interchange
traffic
with rail and inland waterway
waterway
transporations, authorized ........
transporations,
458
458
loans to States for, when other ownerownership forbidden by law
458
law.............
458
provisions for traffic interchange
interchane of,
of, with
with
Government and other real
Government
water
rail and
and water
.
........................
carriers
1392
1392
use by other carriers,
carriers, may
may be ordered
ordered by
by
Interstate
Interstate Commerce Commission
479
Commission..
479
compensation, etc
compensation,
480
etc ....................
.
480
Terminationof War with Germany, etc.,
Termination
construed as of date when
when resolution
resolution relatrelating to, becomes
becomes effective..........
effective
1359
1359
legislation only in
legislation
in force during
during the war,
etc., treated
as ended..............
treated as
ended
1360
1360
laws excepted
excepted herefrom;
herefrom; District of CoColumbia Rents Act ...............
1360
1360
Liberty Bonds and Loans Acts ..........
1360
1360
War Finance
Corporation Act,
Finance Corporation
1360
Act. etc
etc ........ 1360
proclamations
proclamations issued
issued thereunder
1360
thereunder ......
1360
military status of deserters
deserters from service
service
unchanged.....................
unchanged
1360
1360
liability to prosecution
prosecution for
of sefor violations
violations of
selective
lective service law not terminated
1360
terminated.. 1360
offense of making false statements, etc.,
etc.,
during a
a war, interfering with
with nanational forces, etc., modified
modified ........ 1360
1360
provisions relating to sale of
of bonds,
bonds.
abuse of flag, etc., omitted
omitted......... 1360
1360
no exemption from prosecutions
prosecutions for offenses
offenses
heretofore
committed, etc ---....... 1360
heretofore committed,
1360
Terra Cotta..
Terra
Cotta,.
appropriation
appropriation for
etc.,
for study
study of
of processes.
processes. etc.,
in manufacture
manufacture of..............
in
of.
682, 1301
TerritorialDelegates,
Territorial
Delegates,
appropriation for compensation....
appropriation
compensation
634,1255
.. 634,
1255
mileage.................
for mileage
2, 634.1255
634.1255
...
2,
for clerk hire...............
hire
637, 1258
1258
...
637
payment authorized
authorized to the two persons designated by, as their clerks;
rates....
clerks; rates....
162
162
Territorial
Disabled Soldiers
Territorial Homes for Disabled
Soldiers and
Sailors,
Sailors,
appropriation for continuing
appropriation
continuing aid to;
reto; restriction...................
striction
193, 906, 1396
193,906,1396
provisions for aid to. extended
extended to
other
to other
war service, etc ...................
399
399
allowance
increased............
allowance increased
.............. 399
399

Territories,
Territories :
Page.
appropriation for
in the...
674,1293
appropriation
for government
government in
the... 674,1293
statements of
services of
of persons
perso ns
statements
of naval
naval services
from, who served in
in World
War, to
World War,
to
authorities thereof....
815
be furnished
furnished authorities
thereof...
815
Tes-nos-pos
Tes-nos-pos Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of....
3,
appropriation
etc., of....
3,
408,1226
408,1226
Testing Machines, Watertown
'Watertown Arsenal,
Arsenal, Mass.,
Mass.,
appropriation
expenses ...............
183
appropriation for
for expenses
183
National Forest,
Teton National
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation
for maintenance,
of.... 250,
250,
709,1328
709,1328
Texas,
appropriation
etc.,
appropriation for
for cooperative
cooperative surveys,
surveys, etc.,
with,
preventing spread,
spread, etc.,
etc., of
of
with, for
for preventing
pink bollworm
bollworm of cotton...
cotton. 270, 729,1346
729,1346
bridge authorized
authorized across
Red River,
River, bebeacross Red
tween
589,597
tween Oklahoma
Oklahoma and
and ..........
589,597
central standard time
established for
Pantime established
for Panhandle and Plains
Plains section
section of........
of
1446
1446
preliminary examination
preliminary
of coast
coast of,
of, for
for
examination of
harbors.
etc.,
in
vicinity
of
Aransas
harbors. etc., in vicinity of Aransas
etc
1012
Pass, etc.........................
1012
Texas Northern
Northern Judicial
District,
JudicialDistrict,
appropriation for
for additional
judge
209
appropriation
additional judge........
209
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for additional
additional
judge
judge . .........................
51
51
Texas
Quarantine Stations,
Stations,
Texas Quarantine
appropriation
for
purchase,
etc.,
of
875
appropriation for purchase, etc., of........ 875
Textiles,
Textiles,
appropriation
for developing
developing standards
appropriation for
standards of
of
quality, etc
682,1302
etc.................
. 682,1302
of Congress,
Congress, etc.,
etc.,
Thanks of
tendered to General
General John
J. Pershing
Pershing and
tendered
John J.
and
American
American Expeditionary
Expeditionary Forces...
Forces...
291
291
The Hague
The).
Hague (see
(see Hague,
Hague, The).
Thibodaux,
La.,
Thibodaux, La.,
appropriation for
for public
166
appropriation
public building
building........
166
General,
Third Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
PostmasterGeneral,
appropriation
appropriation for
for,echief
chief clerk,
clerk, superintend
superintend
divisions etc
ents of divisions,
etc........... 675,1295
675,1295
for postal savings
savings division
division ...........
675,
1295
675,1295
for stamps division
division .................
675, 1295
675,1295
for finance
finance division
division ...............
675, 1295
675.1295
for classification
classification division
division .........
676, 1295
676,1295
for registered
registered mails
mails division
division .........
676,1295
676,
1295
for money
orders division
money orders
division ............ 676,1295
for postal service,
service, office of
of ............
581, 1153
581,1153
for stamps,
stamps, postal cards.
cards etc
1153
etc......... 581,
581, 1153
for ship, steamboat, and
and way
way letters
letters.. 581,1154
581,1154
for indemnity,
indemnity, lost
lost registered,
registered, etc.,
etc., dodomestic mail .
581,1154
mesticmail
...................
581,1154
payment
of insured
and collect
colle cton
on dedepayment of
insured and
by postmaster
581
livery claims
claims by
postmaster........
581
for indemnity
indemnity lost
lost international
international regisregistered mail ...................
581, 1154
581,
1154
fortravel
for
travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses.
ex penses
581, 1154
581,
1154
Postal Savings
System,
office
of
DirecSavings System, office of Direc............
tor ............
1154
. 581,
581, 1154
Third
Third Class
Class Mail
Mail Matter,
Matter,
provisions for
forwarding or
or re
t
urni
ng un
for forwarding
returning
un-deliverable; pledge required,
deliverable;
required, etc...
etc_.
360
360
Third
Offices,
Third Class
Class Post
Post Offices,
salaries; authorized
payment of salaries;
1046
authorized............
1046
clerks, etc
1052
etc ......
.................
1052
Third Deficiency Appropriation
ct, 1920
Appropriation A
Act,
1920 (see
(see
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1920,
Deficiency
Third).
Third).
Third
Third Lighthouse District,
District,
appropriation for
for improving,
213
appropriation
improving, etc.,
etc., stations.
stations.
213
additional authorization
authorization for machine
additional
machine shop
shop
extension, Tompkinsville,
Tompkinsville, N.
N. Y
1058
Y.... 1058
riprapping foundation at
at station
station boat
boat
landin
.................
11058
landings
..---of- '
'
'
'.'.'.'..
W
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INDEX.
Thirteenth
NE., D.
rage.
Thirteenth Street NE.,
D. C.,
C.,
Page.
appropriation
for paving
paving, C
C to
D Streets..
Streets
845
to D
appropriation for
Thirteenth Street
Street NW.,
Thirteenth
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
grading, Buchanan
Buchanan to
to
appropriation for
for grading,
Shepherd Streets...................
Streets
1116
Thirteenth
Thirteenth Street
Street SE.,
SE., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for paving,
Potomac Avenue
Avenue
paving, Potomac
appropriation
L Street
75
to L
......................
75
Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Street SE., D. C.,
appropriation for
Road
improving, Bowen
Bowen Road
appropriation
for improving,
Suitland Road
to Suitland
Road ..................
846
"Thomas,"
Tekort,
"Thomas," Army
Army Transport,
disposal
authorized .
.....................
961
disposal of, authorized
961
Thomasville, N.
N. C.,
C.,
appropriation for public building
building.......... 166
appropriation
Thompson, Aline,
Aline,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services ......
56
deficiency
Thompson, Donald,
Donald,
homestead entry
by, validated
1091
homestead
entry by,
validated............
1091
B., late
a Representative
Representative
Thompson, Joseph B.,
late a
in
Congress,
in Congress,
deficiency appropriation
pay to widow
widow
deficiency
appropriation for pay
of
342
of.............................
Tice
Tice and
and Lynch,
Lynch,
deficiency
reimbursing. _ 335
appropriation for reimbursing.
deficiency approyriation
Ticonderoga, N.
Ticonderoga,
N. I,
Y.,
bridge
Champlain
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Lake Champlain
Shoreham, Vt.,
Vt., to............
to
551
from Shoreham,
551
Tile,
appropriation
of processes,
processes, etc.,
etc.,
study of
for study
appropriation for
in
manufacture of ............
682,1301
682,1301
in manufacture
Tillamook
Tillamook County, Oreg.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
River
across Nestucca
Nestucca River
bridge
in
533
533
in.............................
Timber
Depredations, Public
Public Lands,
Timber Depredations,
appropriation for
for expenses
194,
194,
expenses preventing
preventing ....
appropriation
908, 1397
908,1397
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
523
523
deficiency
for preventing
preventing...
allowance for
motor vehicles,
vehicles, etc.,
etc., for
for proproallowance
for motor
tection
1920, increased.........
increased
512
of, 1920,
tection of,
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
Timber, Indian
6,411,
appropriation for
etc.... 6,
411, 1228
1228
preserving, etc....
for preserving,
appropriation
applicable to
Menominee, Wis....
Wis
6,
not applicable
to Menominee,
411, 1229
411,1229
Timber, National
Forests,
Timber,
National Forests,
appropriation for
treatment,
preservative treatment,
for preservative
appropriation
testing, etc ..............
251, 710,1329
710, 1329
for
252,
1330
for appraising,
appraising, etc., for
for sale.
sale....
252, 710, 1330
Public Lands,
Timber, Public
cutting
manufacturing, etc.,
etc., purpurfor manufacturing,
cutting of,
of, for
permitted by corporations
corporations
poses permitted
1088
1088
than of
of the State ............
other than
compliance with State
laws required
1088
required.... 1088
State laws
compliance
not
to railroads
1088
railroads ............
not applicable
applicable to
Time-Measuring
Devices,
TimeMeasuring Devices,
part of
appropriations to
to pay
of Army appropriations
no part
officers, etc.,
etc., using,
using, on
an
of an
on work
work of
officers,
employee
128,
128, 975
975
employee.......................
fortifications
appropriations to pay offifortifications appropriations
cers, etc.,
on work
of an
an emwork of
emusing, on
cers,
etc., using,
ployee .....................
.. 613,
613, 1352
1352
ployee
naval
appropriations to
to be
be used to pay
naval appropriations
officers, etc.,
etc., using,
using, on
on work of an
officers,
employee ...................
157,
157, 834
834
employee
Tishomingo,
Okla.,
Tishomingo, Okla.,
perpetuate memory of
monument to perpetuate
Chickasaw
erected at...
at... 1364
be erected
Chickasaw Tribe to be
Tobacco,
Tobacco,
appropriation for
for investigating
improved
investigating improved
appropriation
methods of
of production,
244, 703,
1323
703,1323
etc. 244,
production, etc.
methods
for inN -estigatinginsects affecting. 256,
256, 715,
715, 1334
1334
forinvestigatinginsectsaffecting.
Tagus, Me.,
Togus,
Me.,
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses,
Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation
190, 903,1334
Soldiers' Home
Iome ...........
Soldiers'
deficiency appropriation
for Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation for
deficiency
Soldiers'
47,
334, 1167, 1185
1185
47,334,
Home .........
Soldiers' Home

I
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Forest, Nev.,
Nev.,
Toiyabe National
National Forest,
Page.
appropriation
etc., of....
of... _ 250,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
709,
709, 1328
Tokyo, Japan,
Japan,
Tokyo,
appropriation
for ground rent
for embassy._
appropriation forground
rent for
embassy.. 742,
742,
1208
1208
Tomah, Wig.,
Tomah,
Tis.,
appropriation
school
29, 432, 1246
1246
appropriation for Indian
Indian school.....
29,432,
for public
166
for
public building
building ...................
166
deficiency
Indian school
64,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Indian
school.
64,
66,
1042, 1186
66, 1039,
1039, 1042,1186
Tombigbee River,
Tombigbee
bridge authorized
authorized across, near
near Iron
Iron Wood
Wood
Bluff, Miss.......................
Miss
391
391
Y.,
Tompkinsville, N.
N. Y.,
lighthouse
depot,
appropriation
for
general
appropriation
lighthouse
enlarging machine
machine shop ...........
213
enlarging
enlarging
machine shop; additional amount
enlarging machine
amount
authorized
....................
1058
authorized
Tonawanda,
Tonawanda, N.
N. I:,
Y.,
preliminary
of, Harbor
Harbor
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
1012
and Creek,
Creek, to be made
made .............
1012
Tongass
National Forest,
Tongass National
Forest, Alaska,
Alaska,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
250,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of ...
250,
1328
709, 1328
Tongue
Agency, Mont.,
Mont.,
Tongue River
River Agency,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
at
31,
434, 1248
at.....................
31,434,1248
Tongue
Tongue River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation project
on
3,
appropriation
project on.....
3,
408, 1226
408,1226
Tonnage
D
IVLS,
Tonnage Dues,
imposing discrimitreaty restrictions on
on imposing
discrimi1007
nating, to
to be
be terminated
terminated .........-.
1007
notice
foreign Governments
Governments. 1007
notice to be given foreign
Tonto
Forest, Ariz.,
Any.,
Tonto National
National Forest,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
of...._ 250,
709, 1328
709,1328
Tools,
Tools, Army
Army Machine,
Machine,
sale of surplus,
surplus, to
to trade
trade schools,
schools, etc.,
etc., auauthorized; terms
terms and
and conditions......
conditions
360
thorized;
360
Tools,
Tools, etc.,
deficiency
for cooperative
cooperative
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
standardizing of, usedinindustries..
used inindustries
341
standardizingof,
Topographer,
Department,
Topographer, Post
Post Office Department,
appropriation
for
676,
676, 1295
appropriation for.....................
Topographic
Surveys,
TopographicSurveys,
appropriation
lands in
in national
national forests
appropriation for;
for; lands
included
197, 910,
included
..............
197,
910, 1400
1400
Torpedo
(see also
Torpedo Boats
Boats (see
also Submarines,
Submarines, Navy),
Navy),
appropriation
increase of
the Navy..
156, 833
833
of the
Navy.. 156,
for, increase
appropriation for,
Torpedo
Army,
Torpedo Defense,
Defense, Army,
appropriation for
of
preservation, etc.,
etc., of
for preservation,
appropriation
structures
608, 1348
structures for
for...................
608,1348
for preservation,
preservation, etc.,
etc., of
structures for,
of structures
for
Hawaiian and Philippine Islands...
Hawaiian
Islands... 610,
1350
1350
preservation, etc.,
etc., of
structures for,
for preservation,
of structures
Panama
Panama Canal
Canal .................
1351
Torpedo
Newport, R. I.,
I.,
Torpedo Station,
Station, Newport,
appropriation
142
labor and material
material ......
142
appropriation for labor
for buildings, etc .........
142
...........
142
for machinery,
machinery, etc ...--.....
...------142
deficiency
appropriation for
1041
for..............
1041
deficiency appropriation
Torpedoes,
etc., Navy,
Torpedoes, etc.,
Navy,
appropriation
for purchase,
142
142
purchase, etc
etc............
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for .......... 1039,
1039, 1041
1041
deficiency appropriation
Tau
nSites,
Torn
lands
within reclamation
projects, granted
granted
reclamation projects,
lands within
326
to school districts
districts. ...............
Toxins,
Animal,
Toxins, Animal,
appropriation for
for enforcing
law regulating
regulating
enforcing law
appropriation
of
240,
700. 1320
1320
240 700
sale, etc.,
etc., of................
Toxins,
etc.,
Toxins, etc.,
appropriation
regulating propagation
propagation
for regulating
appropriation for
176, 865,
885,1377
and sale, etc.,
etc., of
1377
of............
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Toxins.
Page.
Toxins, etc.—Continued.
etc.-Continued.
deficiency
appropriation for
sale,
deficiency appropriation
for regulating
regulating sale,
etc., of ..........................
etc.,
508
Trachoma,
Trachoma,
appropriation for
prevention, etc.,
appropriation
for prevention,
etc., among
among
Indians
4,
410, 1327
Indians.......................
4, 410,1327
for prevention
885, 1377
prevention of epidemic ..... 175, 885,1377
deficiency
appropriation for prevention
prevention of
deficiency appropriation
of
epidemic ...........................
508
epidemic
508
Tractors, Army,
Army,
Tractors,
delivery of 1,250,
1,250. to Secretary of Agriculture for distributing
distributing to
to State highdepartments, for
ways departments,
for road conconstruction
struction.......................... 1349
1349
loan to States for highways construction
construction
authorized of......................
authorized
of
1155
surplus, may be loaned to States for use in
highway
conditions
584
highway construction;
construction; conditions...
584
Federal,
Trade Commission, Federal,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries and expenses
expenses.... 178,
178,
887,
1380
887,1380
Trade Mark Registration
InternaTrade
Registration Bureau,
Bureau, International,
tional,
appropriation
appropriation for quota for, Habana,
Cuba
750,
1216
Cuba.....
.................
750,1216
register to be kept by Commissioner of
of
533
Patents, of marks communicated
communicated by.
by.
533
Trade Marks,
Marks, etc.,
Trade
register to be kept of all marks, etc., comcommunicated to Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents, by Pan American
American bureaus
bureaus.....
533
details to be entered on..............
on
533
533
other marks not registerable
registemble under
Trade Mark Act ...................
533
conditions; fees ......................
534
534
refused if identical with
entry on, refused
mark owned and used by another
another
on similar goods, etc ...............
534
partyinjured
party injured by, may apply for cancellation of entry .................
...
534
proceedings; appeals
appeals ..................
534
falsely indicating
indicating origin of marked goods
in interstate
interstate and foreign commerce,
commerce,
unlawful ........................
534
unlawful
534
liability for damages,
damages, etc.,
etc., to person
injured ...........................
534
liability
counterfeiting, etc.,
etc., marks
liability for counterfeiting,
registered hereby, and using in
in
trade.............................
trade
534
treble
allowed........
treble damages, etc.,
etc.. allowed
534
compliance
compliance with law of country where
where
originally registered
registered required.
.
534
required .
......
534
no recovery for infringement on failure
failure
unless defendant
defendant duly notified.....
notified
535
general trade mark provisions
provisions applicable
applicable
registered .................
535
to marks registered
535
certified
etc., relating to
to
certified copies of records, etc..
marks on register
acceptable as eviregister acceptable
dence .
535
.........................
535
fees required
required for copies
copies of papers, etc
etc......
535
Commissioner of Patents
appeals to Commissioner
Patents.....
535
extension
extension under general
general law, of registered
marks, to additional
additional articles made
made
and used by same person one year;
restriction .........................
535
535
Trading
with the Enemy,
Trading with
appropriation for expenses, office
appropriation
office of Alien
Property Custodian.........
176,885,1378
Custodian
176,
885, 1378
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Alien
deficiency
Alien Property
Property
Custodian.........
Custodian
...
................35
35
authority of United States over
over patents,
etc., of
enemies, not affected
etc.,
of alien enemies,
affected
priority, etc......
by Act relating to priority,
etc
1315
1315

Trading
Enemy—Continued.
Page.
Trading with
with the
the Enemy-Continued.
Page.
deportation
of undesirable
aliens convicted
deportation of
undesirable aliens
convicted
of
violating Act
etc., and
and
of violating
Act regulating,
regulating, etc.,
amendments .....................
594
594
readmission prohibited
prohibited ................
594
594
property held
held by
etc., may
property
by the custodian,
custodian, etc.,
may
be claimed by other than enemy..
enemy.. 35,977
seized property
977
property added ..................
977
notice to be filed ..................
35,
977
notice
35,977
payment, etc.,
ordered by
the
payment,
etc., may
may be
be ordered
by the
35,
President .......................
35, 977
977
978
rights against
against claimants
claimants protected
protected.... 35,
35,978
allowed after
if paypayequity suit allowed
after the war if
ment not ordered,
35, 978
ordered, etc
etc............. 35,978
jurisdiction of supreme court, D. C.,
C.,
and district courts
35,978
courts ..............
35,978
determination
determination of court
court..............
978
retention of property until final judgment..................
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of cus36
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36
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appropriation for investigating
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Camps, Military,
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appropriation
ordnance supplies
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civilian..........................
civilian...
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to be
be
779
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779
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authorized from
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etc...... 779
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attending .........
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779
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to be
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.....................
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Training Stations,
Naval
Training Stations),
Training
acceptance
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Calif., for
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condition...
145
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145
maintenance
allowed from appromaintenance expenses, allowed
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145
priations
docks......
145
Tramroads, etc.
Tramroads,
etc.,,
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adjoining rights of way of, permitted for operating
operating works, etc
mitted
et ..... 1194
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Consular Service,
Transit
Diplomaticand
and Consular
appropriation for ...................
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appropriation
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for
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deficiency
appropriation for.............
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Transmission of Intelligence,
Transmission
Intelligence,
commerce regulations applicable
interstate commerce
wire or
474
to, by wire
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wireless.............
474
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474
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for
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of
interstate
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Act,
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Commerce
enforcing
compliance with, as to accounting
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889
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Board
for expenses
Railroad Labor Board.....
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expenses operating
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for expenses
canals,
906,
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canals, etc
etc ...................
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deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
liquidating matters with carriers
liquidating
arising out of Federal
Federal control .......
589
title designated
designated ......................
456
meaning of terms used; "Interstate
"Interstate Commerce Act"
Act ......................
457
"Commerce Court Act"
457
"Commerce
Act". ..............
"Federal
"Federal Control Act".
Act" ................
457
"Federal control
"Federal
control" ...................
. 457
"Commission "
"Commission.
......................... 457
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control, March 1,
termination
1,
1920 ..........................
457
powers of the President relinquished;
relinquished;
powers
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operation of railroads ..............
457
supervision, etc.,
etc. of carriers............
carriers
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457
over rates, charges, classifications, etc
etc..
457
acquiring water transportation
transportation facilities,
acquiring
457
terminals, etc ...................
operating
457
operating canals ........................
purchasing
except
purchasing securities of carriers, except
under prior contracts,
contracts, etc_
under
etc ..........
457
use of revolving
revolving fund, except in closing
Federal control ...............
. 457
up Federal
457
affected __.....
for war emergencies
emergencies not affected...
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inland waterWar
ways transferred
transferred to Secretary of War
for
operation, etc.
................. 45'8
458
etc
for operation,
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458
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if part of
prior contracts,
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458
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terchange
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458
loans to States for ................
458
loans
458
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provided.........
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operating
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ployed
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early settlement
settlement of matters arising out of
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control, directed
459
directed........
459
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for
459
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459
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operation receipts
receipts ...............
459
459
moneys received
received from carriers.......
carriers .......
459
459
additional
additional appropriation..............
appropriation.
459
459

payment
compensation to carriers
payment of just compensation
having no contract therefor.........
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of part necesary
necessary to meet corporate
charges, etc ......................
charges,
dividends
dividends.
....................
discretionary amount
further discretionary
amount
........
claims for additional
additional amount not prevented by
vented
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carrier by accepting, bound to return
excess, if any ..................
excess,
reimbursement
reimbursement of carriers
carriers for deficits
deficits during Federal control
control..............
earners
carriers affected
affected......................
test period designated
designated
............
computation of income and deficits
deficits.....
ascertainment
deficits durascertainment of income and deficits
ing Federal control
control ................
average during test period
period ..........
of carriers not operating during whole
of test period
................
monthly comparison
differences of defimonthly
comparison of differences
cits in returns
returns..................
credits to carriers
carriers ...................
credits
differences of income returns
........
credits to United
United States .............
carriers .................
excess payable to carriers
carriers not operating
operating during whole
whole of
test period .....................
certificate
certificate of awards for amount payable.
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appropriation
for....................
inspection of records,
records, etc
etc.,,of carriers for period of Federal
Federal control,
authorized..
control, authorized..
accorded agents for_
facilities to be accorded
for.....
information,
carriers.
information, etc.,
etc., at expense
expense of carriers.
penalty for refusal,
refusal, etc.
etc................
causes of action arising out of Federal con-
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be brought
against agent
trol may
may be
brought against
agent
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President........
time and jurisdiction
j urisdiction for ..............
process, on carrier
service of process,
carrier..........
on designated
designated agents
agents............
agent of President to designate
designate officers
therefor .......................
claims for reparation
reparation for violations of interstate
commerce laws
laws to
with
state commerce
to be
be filed
filed with
Commission
Commission......................
agent of the President to be
for
be named
named for...
jurisdiction of Commission ............
jurisdiction
pending, continued
judgment.
continued until final judgment.
period
period of Federal control not to run
against actions prior thereto........
thereto
property exemption
property
exemption while under Federal
Federal
control..............
control
..........
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462
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462
otherwise
otherwise incurred
incurred ...............
462
462
of United States
462
States to carriers
carriers..........
462
allowed; limitation
set-offs allowed;
limitation...........
463
463
carriers allowed
allowed sums
sums for
for corporate
corporate
charges, etc.; dividends
dividends............
463
463
allowance
working capital
addiallowance for working
capital in
in addition
tion .........................

remaining
remaining indebtedness
indebtedness for betterments,
betterments,
etc.,
etc., to be funded
funded ..............
security to
to be given ..............
funding by car trust certificates
certificates of
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given for other
other indebtedindebted-

ness .............................
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.............
acquired from carriers
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tended, etc.......................
issue
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carriers secured
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by trust
trust
agreements,
allowed for
for equipment
agreements, allowed
equipment
purchased
purchased........- ...............
effect
filing agreements
agreements ............
effect of filing
authority given
given carriers
carriers for
securities
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issued hereunder
hereunder..............
etc., conconall existing rates, classifications,
classifications, etc.,
tinued until changed by law .......
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without approval
approval of Commission.
Commission....
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etc., concontinued ........................
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compensation for land grant railroad transportation
portation
.....................
guaranty to carriers
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of
termination of
Federal control .................
Federal
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meaning of "
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control, inincluded .. .....................
electric street railways
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"guaranty period";"teat
"guaranty
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"railway operating
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company
sleeping car company.....
written acceptance
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.
.
.................
amount of guaranty
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under
contract
contract for just compensation
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etc......
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determination if estimate
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..
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made.....................
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control .
.... .................
amount
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.......
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adjustments
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period...........................
allowance
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determined
determined by Commission........
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charges. ........................
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certified by
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payment directed;
466
directed; appropriation
appropriation for
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charges during
during
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allowed for fixed
fixed charges
guaranty
466
guaranty period
period ..................
466
repayment of, if exceeding
guaranty ....
466
exceeding guaranty
466
appropriation for.......................
for
466
466
guaranty to American
guaranty
American Railway
Railway Express
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Company
deficit
467
Company against
against deficit............
467
computation
revenues and
and
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expenses ............................
467
penses
467
exclusion of privileges from
from operating
operating
expenses
467
expenses .........................
467
payments of
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467
basis of payments
467
if
income to
to be
paid into
into the
if no
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be paid
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Treasury ..........................
467
467
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Commission
467
certified by Commission
467
payment directed;
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appropriation for..
for
467
payment
467
advances to meet expenses
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during guaranty period authorized
467
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467
repayment,
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467
repayment, if
if exceeding
exceeding guaranty....
467
appropriation
468
appropriation for
for ...................
468
new loans to railroads
railroads authorized........
authorized
468, 946
468,
946
applications to be made
made for, within
within two
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years ........................
468, 946
468,946
to meet
indebtedness, propromeet maturing indebtedness,
vide for equipment,
equipment, etc..........
etc
946
946
statement of amount, term,
term, purpose,
purpose,
ability to repay, etc...............
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946
ability
946
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earning power,
power, etc...........
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946
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946
investigation
investigation by Commission
Commission .........
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amount
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946
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sources ..................
946
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946
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equipment authorized
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468.
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conditions......................
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468.
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Board....
468
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fund..
468
468
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for
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etc. by
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469
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469
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powers of President through
through
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authorized; exception....
exception....
469
469
disputes between
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railroads and
their ememand their
ployees ......
469
s.................
469
meaning
meaning of terms; "carrier,"
"carrier," express and
sleeping car company
included
469
company included.....
469
"Adjustment Board";
Board";
"Adjustment
Board' "Labor
Labor Board";
"commerce"
469
commerce"....................
469
"subordinate official"................
"subordinate
official"
469
469
duty enjoined on carriers
and employees
carriers and
employees to
to
avoid
avoid interruptions
interruptions in operations
of
operations of
roads .....................
469
469
mutual conferences
conferences of representatives
representatives to
decide
decide disputes
disputes
469
.................
469
reference
reference to board if no agreement
agreement
reached
reached .........................
469
469
Railroad Boards of Labor Adjustment,
Adjustment, esestablishment and
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469
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composition of....
469
disputes as to grievances,
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469
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labor group.
group ............
470
470
management group ................
470
470
public
public group
group .....................
470
470
appointments
appointments if carriers or employees
employees
offer names
names ..............
fail to offer
470
470
selection from appropriate
appropriate class......
class
selection
470
470
disqualifications;
disqualifications; tenure of
470
of office.
office.......
470
pay; removal
removal restricted
restricted to cause
470
cause......
470
matters in
Board to hear and decide matters
in which
which
Adjustment
Adjustment Boards
Boards failed to agree.
agree. 470
470
causes of grievances,
causes
grievances, etc., not settled by
.............
mutual conferences.
conferences
471
471
disputes
wages not decided
disputes as to wages
decided by
by mumutual conferences
conferences ...................
471
471
decisions as
wages made by
by
suspend decisions
as to wages
mutual conferences
conferences ..
471
...........
471
final action ....................
471
471
concurrence of majority
majority required
required in
in deconcurrence
cisions ..........................
471
471
of one public representative
representative as to
471
471
wages.
wages - ........................
publication of decisions, etc.,
record and publication
made. ..
471
to be made
471
.................
decisions of Board
Board to establish
establish just
just and
and
reasonable
wages, etc...........
etc
471
471
reasonable wages,
elements
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471
tion of.......................
of
471
chairman to be elected
elected by Board; central
chairman
472
472
office at Chicago
Chicago ...............
investigate
duties specified; to study and investigate
relations between
between carriers and em472
472
ployees .......................
472
472
compile, publish, etc., data obtsiined
obtined.
472
472
necessary regulations
regulations..........
make necessary
472
472
annually publish all decisions, etc .....
annually
472
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counsel.. _ 472
allow hearings in
execution of powers
powers of Board
Board by members
execution
472
472
to secure evidence.............
evidence
472
take depositions, administer
administer oaths, etc..
etc. - 472
472
472
district courts to assist ...............
472
472
compulsory testimony ................
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472
472
perjury excepted................
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472
etc....- 472
access to books, records, etc...
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472
472
penalty
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etc
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Government
etc .........................
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transferred to............
to
473
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473
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473
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.................
473
473
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473
473
salary.......
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appointment
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employees, expenses,
provisions for other employees,
473
473
etc ...........................
473
473
appropriation for fiscal year 1920
1920.........
appropriation
restriction on
powers of Board of MediaMediaon powers
restriction
474
Conciliation ..........
474
and Conciliation.
tion and
474
474
amendments to
Interstate Commerce
Act_
Commerce Act.
to Interstate
amendments
provisions
applicable to common
common carriers
carriers
provisions applicable
engaged in
in rail and water transportransporengaged
tation ..
tation
..
.................
transportation
lines
pipe lines
oil, etc.,
etc., by pipe
transportation of oil,
transmission
messages
...........
of messages
transmission of
between
States and Territories .....
between States
within
country
the country................
within the
through a
a foreign country to any
any place
in the United States
...........
in
within the United
United States
States from or to a
a
foreign
country ...............
foreign country
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provisions applicable
transportation and
provisions
applicable to transportation
transmission within the
the United
transmission
States
474
States............................
474
exceptions;
transportation
wholly
transportation
wholly
within
474
within a
aState.................
State
transmission wholly
wholly within
within a
aState..
State..
transmission
474
water carrier transportation
transportation ........474
474
"common carrier"
"common
carrier" includes
includes also pipe line,
line,
wire or wireless
wireless companies, express
wire
and sleeping
car companies......
companies -474
and
sleeping car
persons
engaged therein............
therein
474
persons engaged
474
"railroad includes
includes bridges,
"railroad
bridges, ferries,
ferries, etc..
etc.. _ 474
474
in use
.
all the road in
use........
........474
switches,
switches, terminal
terminal facilities,
facilities, etc.......
etc...... _ 474
etc ...........475
freight depots, yards, etc
475
"transportation"
includes cars, facilities
"transportation" includes
facilities
etc ................
475
for shipments, etc
services
services for receipt, transfer, delivery,
delivery,
storage,
etc .....................
storage, etc
475
"transmission" includes
"transmission"
includes all facilities
facilities for
for
messages
wire, radio,
radio, etc........
etc
messages by wire,
475
carriers to furnish
furnish transportation
transportation on request
request
475
475
carriers
establish
through routes and reasonable
reasonable
establish through
rates...................
475
.........
provide operating
operating facilities for
for through
through
routes ........................
475
make just division
division of joint rates,
rates, etc..
etc 475
and
all charges for any service to be just and
reasonable .......................
475
reasonable
unjust and unreasonable,
unreasonable, declared
declared un485
lawful ..........................
classification
message transmission..
transmission.. _ 475
classification of message
interchange
with carriers
carriers allowed....
allowed
475
475
interchange with
just
reasonable classification,
etc., of
classification, etc.,
just and
and reasonable
property to be made ...............
475
property
regulation of tickets,
tickets, bills of
of lading, etc_
etc475
regulation
baggage
facilities; receipt,
receipt, delivery,
delivery, etc.,
baggage facilities;
property..
475
of property......................
unjust classification,
classification, etc.,
etc., forbidden
and
forbidden and
unjust
475
unlawful ........................
475
car service,
service, to include
include facilities for trans476
portation,
equipment, etc .........
476
portation, equipment,
476
supply of trains, etc ...............
476
supply
safe
adequate, required
476
476
required...........
safe and adequate,
just
distribution of
cars ............
476
476
of coal
coal cars
just distribution
emergency ratings
ratings to
mines
476
to mines.........
emergency
penalty
476
476
etc .............
for refusing, etc
penalty for
rules,
and regulations
regulations for,
be filed
filed for
to be
for, to
rules, and
Commission ....................---476
Commission
rates, fares,
etc., to be shown in
in schedschedfares, etc.,
rates,
ules
476
...- 476
ules................-....---established by
authorized
by Commission
Commission authorized
established
on complaint,
complaint, etc................etc.
476
on
in emergencies
emergencies Commission
Commission may
may tempotempoin
rarily
- 476
rules, etc ---...--suspend rules,
rarily suspend
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etc ....................
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...................
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tingent fund .....................
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prohibition against
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to be
made; sesefor authority
authority to
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applications for
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interest in
in purchases
purchases therehaving
curities issued without authorization,
authorization,
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1921.....
496
January 1, 1921
deferred to January
for, deferred
496
..-.....----void .................496
effective if
if corporation
organized after
after
corporation organized
effective
496
effect
of supplemental
supplemental orders
orders ..........
effect of
January 12,
12, 1918 ..................
499
January
liability of
carriers and officers
officers to purof carriers
liability
496
invalidity
any clause,
affect
clause, etc., not to affect
invalidity of any
496
chasers without
without notice,
notice, etc
etc ..........
chasers
496
remainder
499
remainder of Act .................
recovery of consideration
consideration authorized.
authorized. _ 496
recovery
authority of
of Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to
to operate
authority
punishment for
for directors, etc., consentpunishment
496
boats,
York State Barge
13arge
boats, etc.,
etc., on New York
496
ing
thereto ...
..................
ing thereto
1149
Canal
to cease
cease in 30 days
days ..........
1149
Canal to
holdin
more than
than one
one carrier
carrier ununin more
office in
holdingg office
transfer of facilities ..................
1149
l
awful, unless
by Comauthorized by
unless authorized
lawful,
496
use
of money
sale or lease
lease of boats,
from sale
496
use of
money from
...............
mission ......
inland waterways
1149
waterways ......... 1149
etc., on
on inland
officer of
carrier forbidden
perforbidden to benefit perof carrier
officer
496
retention
retention of 25 per cent until new equip496
etc_
sonally in sale of its securities, etc..
. 1149
497
ment
1149
.............
ment procured
procured
497
punishment for unlawful acts...........
acts..
punishment
497
certificates
amounts due carriers
carriers may be
be
of amounts
497
certificates of
Commission enlarged; pay increased .....
Commission
497
made, when
whole sum
sum not deterwhen whole
made,
497
appointment
members ..........
appointment of new members
497
mined
mined........................... 1145
497
expiration of terms ....-............1145
497
warrants
payments applicable
to
1145
applicable to....
497
warrants for payments
successors to serve seven years.......
years
payment of deficit during
during Federal con497
payment
political
selection. .................political selection
1145
497
trol ...........................
497
pay of secretary
secretary increased.
increased ...........
1145
.
guaranty to carrier
carrier ...............
of guaranty
497
foreign
commerce provisions
provisions ...........foreign commerce
American Railway
Railway Exguaranty to American
of guaranty
carriers by
by water to file with Commission
carriers
1145
Company
press Company...................
schedules of
of sailings, etc., of their
schedules
estimate of deferred
deferred debits and credits
estimate
497
American vessels....
vessels
.............
American
authorized... 1145
in certifying
certifying amounts,
amounts, authorized
1145
497
required ..................
details required
terminal
facilities for interchange
interchange of traffic
traffic
terminal facilities
to
rates to
to shippers
applyto name
name specific
specific rates
shippers applyto be procured
procured.................... 1392
497
497
ing through
through railroad transportation.
transportation_ municipalities, or transloans to States, municipalities,
provisions
and carload
quantity and
for quantity
provisions for
portation companies
companies for,
for, authorized.
authorized
1392
1392
portation
497
shipments
shipments ...-........-...-......
expenditures allowed
allowed for facilities
facilities on
expenditures
space to
shipments on
space
to be reserved for shipments
1392
leased property;
property; terms, etc ........
1392
leased
497
acceptance
acceptance .....................
Marine Corps,
and Recruiting, Marine
Corps,
TransportationandRecruiting,
498 Transportation
changes in
required
in schedules
schedules required.......
changes
154,832
appropriation
498
appropriation for .....................
published..
regulations
be published
regulations governing to be
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for; reappropriadeficiency
Commission
publish schedules,
schedules, etc.,
of
etc., of
Commission to publish
tion from 1920 ....................
1170
carriers for supplying railwater carriers
Transportationand Recruiting,
498
Transportation
Recruiting, Navy,
Navy,
........
roads, etc ...........
498
appropriation
134, 814
appropriation for ....................
for.
distribution by railroads; regulations
regulations for
distribution
61,
deficiency appropriation
61,
deficiency
appropriation for
for..............
through bills of lading
lading to be issued by rail498
1185, 1190
1029, 1029, 1041, 1168, 1185,
..................-road carriers
carriers
Transportation,Army,
498
Transportation,
Army,
separately .......-...
rates to be named separately
appropriation for, and supplies.........
supplies
liable after
116,959
after delivery to vesappropriation
not liable
railroad not
498
travel allowance
allowance on discharge.......
discharge
116,959
sel..........................sel
National
498
National Guard officers,
officers, on discharge
discharge 116, 959
forms, etc., to be prescribed
prescribed ........
forms,
payment to land grant
grant roads not bond
payment
"an arrangebond
constitute "an
issue of, not to constitute
aided
aided............................ 116,960
ment
ment for continuous carriage or shipdraft animals, wagons,
498
wagons, drayage,
drayage, etc.
etc 116, 960
960
ment"
ment" .........................
vessels;
transport service
117,960
installation of
control, etc.,
etc ,
vessels; transport
service .........
117,960
train control,
automatic train
of automatic
installation
basis
960
498 I
basis of computation
computation ................
960
safety devices ...........-.....-498
allowance
allowance to land grant roads
roads not bond
bond
Commission may order, by railroads
railroads....
498
960
aided ..........................
for whole or part of line .............
498
full pay to excepted
excepted roads ........
116,960
time
fulfilling
.............
for fulfilling...
time for
use for motor
motor vehicles, restricted
restricted......
960
no negligence for failure on part of line
line
I
498
accommodation
accommodation on transports
transports to Porto
not included in order ..............
498
accident on such portionsportions_
liability for accident
Rico officials, etc
etc...............
.
960
498
passengers
orders..
penalty for noncompliance
noncompliance with orders_
allowed on
on
penalty
passengers and cargoes allowed
499
trans-Atlantic transports............
960
trans-Atlantic
transports
title of Act declared
declared .................
499
disposal of designated
designated transports......
transports
transportation facilities
961
water transportation
facilities ..........
additional
additional pay to employees
employees on harliarpolicy
policy of Congress
Congress declared
declared to promote,
499
bor boats ......................
117,961
.......--.........
etc...
etc
purchase
purchase of motor
motor vehicles restricted..
water transporto foster both rail and water
restricted..
961
499
deficiency appropriation
... 61,63,
61, 63, 65,
deficiency
appropriation for ..........
65,
tation .......................
Secretary of War directed to investigate
1184, 1190
344, 522, 1038, 1041, 1166,
1166, 1184,
transporting wives of soldiers
types
etc.
of boats for inland waters, etc_
types of
499
payment for transporting
soldiers
married in Europe from
terminals, switches, etc ...........
1026
water terminals,
499
from ...........
1026
Transportation, Diplomatic
communities for locations
Diplomatic and Consular
Transportation,
Consular
to advise with communities
499
Service,
etc...........-------..
of terminals, etc
to investigate
status of inland
inland
investigate existing status
appropriation
appropriation for.......................
for
742, 1208
deficiency
water transportation..............
transportation.
appropriation for .............. 62, 64.
499
deficiency appropriation
64.
other matters
matters to promote
promote and encourage
66,
346, 348, 523, 1160, 1186
1186
66, 346,348,523,1160,
499
Transportation
Facilities,
...........--Transportation Facilities,
the sanme
same ......
i appropriation
to compile, publish,
publish, etc.,
etc., valuable staoperating, on inland
appropriation for operating,
i
499 I
tistics, data, etc ..---..-........canal, and coastwise
coastwise waterways..
waterways.. 906,1392
to include
inelude the Great Lakes
Lakes in
in investigaallowance for experts,
experts, etc.,
etc., in
in War
War Deallowance
,A(
Q
1<7t
......................
tions
tions.....
499
partment
906
partment .......................
.
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Marines,
Transportation, Soldiers,
Sailors, and
Soldiers, Sailors,
Transportation,
rate
disabled, furat one
one cent
cent aa mile, to disabled,
rate at
loughed
975
from hospitals ...........
loughed from
Transportation Systems under
Control
Federal Control
under Federal
Transportation
also Federal
Railroad Control),
Control),
Federal Railroad
(see also
reimbursement
reimbursement for advances by United
States for motive power, etc., fur359
......................
nished .
motive
power, cars, etc., furnished
furnished carmotive power,
359
riers ..........................
Transports, Army,
Transports,
Army,
117,960
appropriation for expenses
expenses of ..........
appropriation
transportation of Porto Rican
Rican officials,
officials,
transportation
960
etc.,
on..........................
etc., on
passengers and
allowed on
and cargoes allowed
passengers
960
transatlantic;
disposal of receipts
receipts..
transatlantic; disposal
961
designated, authorized
authorized - .......
sale of designated,
in coastwise trade if owned
allowed in
961
by citizens .....................
to
residents
American residents
home Polish American
bring home
to bring
528
in late war.
war.
who served with Allies in
use
for transporting
transporting representative
of, for
use of,
American teams, etc., to Olympic
American
games, etc
738
etc .........................
games,
Army,
Pay, Army,
Travel Pay,
allowed retired enlisted
enlisted men and reservallowed
ists, when entering
entering or leaving acists,
288
tive
service......................
tive service
enlisted
men discharged
discharged to reenlist
reenlist alenlisted men
............. 291
lowed
lowed .............
may be discharged
enlistment
discharged from old enlistment
mav
291
therefor .....
................
'therefor
291
to receive
receive $60
on reenlisting
reenlisting ...........
$60 on
to
Treasurer of the United States,
Treasurer
appropriation for, assistant, deputy, cashappropriation
ier,
tellers, etc ...............
648, 1269
ier, tellers,
temporary employees
expenses of
employees from expenses
temporary
649
loans;
restriction
loans; pay restriction.............
1270
temporary employees;
restriction
employees; pay restriction.
for temporary
for
superintendent, redemption of nafor superintendent,
tional currency,
currency, etc.
649, 1270
etc ...........
tional
for
redemption of
employees, redemption
temporary employees,
for temporary
etc...... 1270
Federal
Federal reserve currency, etc..
for
clerks, etc.,
Postal Savings
System..
649,
649,
Savings System..
etc., Postal
for clerks,
1270
1270

649,
for
repairs to
to canceling
machines.
649, 1270
1270
canceling machines....
for repairs
for
of Columbia
sinking fund
fund acColumbia sinking
District of
for District
counts .....
1110
839,1110
70, 839,
.......... .. 70,
counts
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for assistant telldeficiency
ers,
redemption of national curers, etc., redemption
44
rency
14
rencv
-------------- -------------rency ...........................
for
employees, redemption
redemption of
additional employees,
for additional
national
currency
331
331
national currency.................-Treasury
Department,
Trersury Department,
appropriation
Secretary, assistant
assistant to,
to,
for Secretary,
appropriation for
Assistants,
clerks, etc.
643,
etc... 643,
actuary, clerks,
Assistants, actuary,
for
Secretaries,
Assistant Secretaries,
additional Assistant
two additional
for two
etc
etc...........---------------..................-for
additional employees..
employees
........
.
for additional
for chief
assistant superintendent,
superintendent,
clerk, assistant
chief clerk,
for
clerks, etc
etc...........-..-..--- 643,
clerks,
for
engineers, watchmen,
watchmen, laborers,
laborers, etc.
etc.
for engineers,

1264

643
CA3
1264
1264
643,
643,
1264
1264

for
employees payable
payable from
additional employees
for additional
other appropriations
appropriations ...............
1264
1264
other
6(44 1264
.---.
hl-in_
A-c
f
for
care, etc.,
of
644,1264
10r caite,
Uv,
us buildings
u
1-U.----------I --
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Treasury
appropriation for General Supply Comappropriation
644,1265
mittee
644,
1265
mittee.......................
expenses, transferring surplus supplies,
etc
644,
1265.
644,1265
......
etc..................
issue of typewriters
typewriters and computing
machines;
644,
1265644,1265machines; repairs, etc .........
Secretary's office, clerks,
for divisions
divisions in Secretary's
645, 1266
1266
etc ...........................
bookkeeping and
and warrants
1266
645, 1266
warrants......... 645,
bookkeeping
customs
customs........................... 645, 1266
appointments
645,1266
appointments..................... 645,1266
surety
645, 1266
1266
bonds section
section ..............
surety bonds
.
645
......
public
645
moneys ............
public moneys
645, 1266
1266
loans and currency .............
126
expenses of loans ...................
1266
expenses
printing
stationery.
645,1267
645,1267
printing and stationery...........
645,1267
mad
files
645,1267
mail and files..................
fordisb timing clerk, deputy,clerks, etc 645,1267
645,1267
fordisbursingclerk,deputv,clerks,etc.
for
Insurance Bureau
646, 1267
Bureau...... 646,1267
War Risk Insurance
for War
646,1267
for
Farm Loan Bureau....-.
Bureau
646,1267
Federal Farm
for Federal
for
Architect, executive
Supervising Architect,
for Supervising
1268
647, 1268
officer, etc .....................
for
for Comptroller
Comptroller of the Treasury, assist647, 1268
etc...............
clerks, etc
ant, clerks,
Auditor for Treasury Department,
Department,
for Auditor
647,
1268
647,1268
clerks, etc ...................
for Auditor
Auditor for War Department, clerks,
etc
126
- 648, 126.9etc.........-......-..-.....
Department, clerks,
for Auditor
Auditor for Navy Department,
etc
648, 1269'
1269.
etc...............-......
Auditor for Interior Department,
for Auditor
648, 1269'
clerks, etc ....................
etc., Departments,
Departments,
Auditor for State, etc.,
for Auditor
1269',
648, 1269
................
clerks, etc ..
Auditor for Post
Department,
Post Office Department,
for Auditor
chief clerk, clerks, etc.
648,
assistant and chief
1269
for
for salaries, postal Savings System accounts .......................
648, 1269
counts
for Treasurer,
Treasurer, assistant, deputy, cashier,
tellers,
etc
648, 1269
1269
clerks, etc.............
tellers, clerks,
1270
for
Savings System
System... 649, 1270
Postal Savings
force for Postal
for force
1270
for
Register, assistant,
etc
649, 1270
clerks, etc....
assistant, clerks,
for Register,
for
Comptroller of
Currency, deputhe Currency,
of the
for Comptroller
1270
649, 1270
ties,
clerks, etc ...............
_
ties, clerks,
for
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
Commissioner of Internal
for Commissioner
etc. 650, 1271
assistant to, deputies,
deputies, clerks,
clerks, etc.
for
office, chiefs of division,
for Coast Guard office,
clerks,
etc.
650,1271
clerks, etc................-..for Director,
Engraving and
Bureau of Engraving
Director, Bureau
for
Printing,
650, 1271
etc... 650,1271
clerks, etc
assistant, clerks,
Printing, assistant,
Secret Service Division, clerks,
for Chief, Secret
etc
651, 1271
651,1271
............etc...........
for
Director of the Mint,
651, 1272
1272
etc.. 651,
Mint, clerks, etc
for Director
for
Surgeon General of Public Health
for Surgeon
Service,
1272
personnel.------ 651, 1272
office personnel
Service, office
for contingent
expenses. ...........
651,
1...,72
651, 1272
contingent expenses
for
1272
for stationery
stationery....................
651, 1272
for
for freight,
freight, etc
1272
652, 1272
etc ......................
for
for rent,
rent, etc.;
restriction
652, 1272
1272
etc.; restriction.............
for
for motor
vehicles, etc.; transfer
transfer of Army
Army
for
motor vehicles,
trucks ....................652, 1273
1273
trucks
652, 1273
1273
for files
files ........................
supplies... 652, 1273
for heating,
etc., supplies
1273
heating, lighting, etc.,
for
supplies ........
652, 1273
1273
miscellaneous supplies
for miscellaneous
652,1273
saving machines, etc -...-. 652,1273
for labor saving
652, 1273
1273
for carpets, furniture, etc .........
653
for automatic
alarm..............
fire alarm
automatic fire
for
expenses, Arlington Buildfor operating
operating expenses,
ing .....-.
1273
653,1273
.................- 653,
ing.
Department Annex, Madison
Place 653, 1273
1273
Madison Place
Department
Fourteenth and B Streets,
Annex, Fourteenth
1273
653, 1273
NW
.............
NW ........
653,1273
Darby Building..............
Building
653, 1ZT3
Darby
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appropriation
for contingent
expenses,
contingent expenses,
appropriation for
Auditor
DepartOffice Departfor Post
Post Office
Auditor for
ment
653, 1273
ment ......................
653,
for internal
internal revenue
collectors, deputies,
deputies,
for
revenue collectors,
agents,
653, 1274
agents, etc.;
etc.; rent,
rent, etc
etc............ 653,
for
collecting, etc.,
for assessing,
assessing, collecting,
etc., taxes,
taxes,
Revenue Act,
653,
Revenue
Act, 1918.
1918 ...........
653, 1274
1274
for refunding
internal revenue
revenue colleccollecrefunding internal
tions
...............
. 654,
654, 1274
1274
tions ..
for refunding
illegally collected
taxes 654,
654, 1274
for
refunding illegally
collected taxes.
1274
l'rolaibifor expenses
expenses enforcing
enforcing National
National Prohibition and
and Narcotics
Narcotics Act.........
Act
654,
654, 1274
1274
tion
discontinuance of subtreasuries
subtreasuries from
from
discontinuance
July 1,
1921 .....................
654
July
1, 1921
654
for
assistant treasurers'
treasurers' offices
655
offices..
for salaries,
salaries, assistant
assay offices............
offices
656, 1275
for mints and assay
656,
for
expenses under.
for sundry
sundry civil expenses
under. 164, 874, 1368
1368
for
etc.; condition................
condition
164
164
for rent; etc.;
for
Auditor for Post
Department
164
for Auditor
Post Office
Office Department..
164
for
public buildings ............
164, 874,1368
164,
for public
for
for new
and for
new
remodeling fourth
fourth story
story and
for remodeling
roof
874
roof...............................
marine
hospitals
167, 875, 1368
167,
marine hospitals..............
quarantine
stations
1368
quarantine stations...........
167, 875,
875,1368
for repairs
Department buildings, etc.
168,
repairs to Department
etc. 168,
875, 1369
for mechanical
equipment for
for departmechanical equipment
ment buildings.............. 168, 876, 1369
for Coast Guard.................
Guard.
1372
171, 879, 1372
titles of commissioned
officers changed
changed
879
titles
commissioned officers
for Engraving
and Printing
172,
Engravingand
Printing Bureau
Bureau.....
172,
880, 1373
172,881,1374
for War
War Risk Insurance
Insurance Bureau.. 172,
881, 1374
for
miscellaneous ...............
173,
881, 1374
for miscellaneous
173,881,1374
enforcement
173, 881, 1374
enforcement of, laws
laws ..........
Independent
for contingent
contingent expenses Independent
Treasury
173, 882
Treasury .....................
173,
for recoinage, gold,
gold, and minor
coins..... 173,
minor coins...
882, 1375
money-laundry machines
173,882
for money-laundry
machines......... 173,
882
distinctive paper,
paper, securities,
national
securities, national
for distinctive
currency, etc................
173, 882, 1375
for supresaing
supressmg counterfeiting,
etc 174, 882, 1375
counterfeiting, etc.
protecting person of the
the President....
174,
protecting
President.... 174,
882, 1375
1375
payment
details under Secret Serpayment for details
vice Division forbidden;
forbidden; except
except to
to
Department of State-.......
174,883,
Department
State
174, 883, 1375
for custody
custody of lands,
lands, etc .....
174, 883, 1376
customs revenue
revenue ... 174, 883, 1376
collecting customs
for collecting
for automatic
automatic scales,
customs_
174, 883, 1376
174,
for
scales, customs.....
compensation in lieu of moieties.....
for compensation
moieties__ 174,
883, 1376
enforcing Prohibition
Act
Prohibition Act
for expenses,
expenses, enforcing
by internal
internal revenue
revenue officials
officials ........
883
883
Public Health
Health Service
Service ........
174, 883, 1376
Assistant Surgeons
General at Large
Surgeons General
Assistant
authorized
authorized ......................
174
174
for expenses,
Insurance paexpenses, War
War Risk Insurance
tients, etc .......................
175,884
175,884
for quarantine
.....
175,884,
quarantine service..
service
175,
884, 1377
for prevention
prevention of epidemics......
175,885,1377
epidemics..
175,
885, 1377
for field investigations
for
investigations of healtin
health matters..
matters. 176,
885, 1377
885,1377
interstate quarantine
service. 176, 885, 1377
for interstate
quarantine service.
1377
885, 1377
for study
study of rural sanitation.-sanitation....... 176,
176,885,1377
...............
for study of pellagra
pellagra...
176, 885
for regulating
etc. 176, 885,1377
regulating sale of viruses, etc.
885, 1377
Division of
Disease& 176,
885, 1378
for Division
of Venereal
Venereal Diseases.
176,885,1378
disabled,
for hospitals
hospitals for discharged disabled,
etc., soldiers__
etc.,
885
soldier......................
for Hygenie
Hygenic Laboratory, equipment,
ete .......
..............
etc
.......
176
and hindinf
xr
for printing
fintin and
for
inding
-][--
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deficiency appropriation
for War Risk
appropriation for
deficiency
Insurance Bureau..........
Bureau.
1, 331, 378, 508
1,331,
Insurance
for
Arlington Building
Building and Annex
43
Annex......
43
for Arlington
for Treasury
Annexes ........ 43,505
43,505
Treasury Building Annexes
for
expenses ................
43,
for contingent
contingent expenses
505,
1160, 1183
1183
505, 1023,
1023, 1040, 1160,
for
Darby Building
Building ....................
43
for Darby
1919.
43
for increased
increased cost of envelopes
envelopes 1918, 1919.
43
for
from Bond Buildi
Buildingg........
43
for removal
removal from
for
Navy Annex,
43
43
rent ..................
for Navy
Annex, rent
for War
Department........
44
44
for Auditor
Auditor for
War Department
for Treasurer's
Office...............
44, 331
for
Treasurer's Office
44,331
for collecting
customs revenue
revenue ..........
44,
collecting customs
for
61, 63,
347, 521, 1023,
1023, 1183
344, 347,521,
61,
63, 65, 344,
for internal
internal revenue....
revenue.... 44, 61, 63, 65, 344, 347,
347,
1024, 1038, 1040, 1044,
1044, 1161, 1183,
1183, 1189
521, 1024,
for Engraving
Printing Bureau
Bureau .....
for
Engraving and Printing
44,
61,
344, 1184
1184
61,344,
347,
for public
public buildings.
buildings. 45,
45, 61,
61, 63, 65, 330, 344, 347,
507, 522,
522, 1024, 1038,
1038, 1041,
1163, 1190
1041, 1044,
1044, 1163,
1190
Public Health
Health Service
377,
for Public
Service-..... 45, 65, 344, 377,
507, 521, 591,
591, 1024, 1162, 1183,
507,521,
1183, 1189
United States
courts ununfor judgments,
judgments, United
States courts
der .......................
59, 520
59,
for judgments, Court of Claims under.
under.
60,
60,
343,
1182
343, 521,
521, 1037,
1037, 1182
for money
money laundry
laundry machines
machines ...........
61
61
Guard........... 61, 63, 65,344,347,
for Coast
Coast Guard
65, 344, 347,
506, 522, 1023, 1038, 1041, 1162, 1184,
1190
1184,1190
for bookkeeping
bookkeeping and warrants
warrants division..
division..
329
329
Treasury Department....
Department.... 329,
for Auditor
Auditor for Treasury
1161
506, 1161
for Auditor
Auditor for Navy Department .......
329
for Auditor
Auditor for State, etc., Departments.
Departments
330
for Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency
Currency .........
330
330
for Independent
Treasury
330,
Independent Treasury.............
330,
521, 1023, 1161, 1183
330,1183
for suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc...
etc... 330,
1183
American Printing House
for American
House ior
ror the
Blind ..........................
Blind
332
332
for C.
C. G. Duganne .....................
332
332
for Sydney
Sydney E. Smith ...................
332
332
for quarantine
quarantine service
service ..............
334,1183
for assay office,
office, New York,
York, N. Y ........
344
for
505
for stationery,
stationery, etc
etc....................
505
for Coast Guard Office
Office.................. 506
for Internal
Revenue Bureau, enforcing
enforcing
Internal Revenue
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act
Act..
506
National
......
506
for estate
estate of Charles
Charles L. Freer
507
Freer ............
507
for John M. Francis
Francis ....................
507
contractors for public buildfor relief of contractors
buildings under .................
507,592
for prevention
prevention of epidemics
epidemics ........
508, 1183
508,1183
for hospitals for war risk insurance
insurance patients, etc .......................
508
for printing
binding for ..........
520,593
printing and binding
520,
593
for mints and assay
assay offices......
offices
522, 1024, 1184
for Denver,
Denver, Colo.,
Colo., mint ................
591
591
for John M. Lea
Lea .....................
591
for office of Assistant Treasurer,
Treasurer, New
York, N. Y ........................
1023
for Life
Life Saving
Saving Service
Service ............. 1041,
1041, 1184
1184
for distinctive
securities, etc
1160
distinctive paper, securities,
etc ....
1160
Company........ 1160
for American
American Express
Express Company
Brown .................
for Walston
Walston H. Brown
1161
1161
for Philadelphia
Reading Coal and
Philadelphia and Reading
Iron
Iron Company
Company ..................
1161
1161
for estate of Henry A. V. Post ..........
1161
for General Supply Committee........
Committee
1161
compensation increase
for compensation
increase ...............
1183
for Federal
Federal Farm Loan Board .......
1183
International Expofor Panama-Pacific
Panama-Pacific International
sition.........................
sition
1183
for collecting
collecting opium, etc., special tax._
tax... 1183
1183
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deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Revenue
Revenue Cutdeficiency
1184
1184
ter Service
Service........................
for labor saving machines
machines............... 1189
allotments of War Risk Insurance
Insurance Bureau,
Bureau,
allotments
1162
for hospitals,
hospitals, etc ..................
duties of, under impure tea importation
importation
act transferred
Department of
transferred to Department
act
712
Agriculture
Agriculture .......................
Fishermans Island,
Island, Va.,
transferred from,
a., transferred
FishermanslanVatra
358
to Army
Army... . .....................
hospital at Broadview,
Broadview, Ill., to be immedihospital
45
acquired, equipped,
etc
equipped, etc.......
ately acquired,
officers and crew of
Liberty loan bonds of officers
"San Diego"
Diego" lost by
U. S. ship "San
sinking of vessel, to have duplicates
etc
issued, etc---...--------.--------limit of cost increased for hospital, Broadview, Ill.,
insurance
I1l., for war risk insurance
patients, etc .....................
contracts of construction,
construction, etc., authorcontracts
ized at once ......................
restriction of payments ....--.....---vehicles, equipment,
equipment, etc., not
motor vehicles,
needed by Army, transferred
transferred to, for
needed
etc.
Public Health
Health Service
Service hospitals,
hospitals, etc
Public
discontinued
offices of assistant treasurers
treasurers discontinued
offices
from July 1, 1921 .........-.....-transfer of duties to Treasurer, mints,
Federal reserve banks, etc --.......-----assignment of vacated rooms,
rooms, etc., to
assignment
agents.
reserve banks acting as fiscal
fiscal agents
civil service employees
employees in, eligible for
transfers; preferences..............------preferences

45
508
508
508
530
654
655

655

655
655
C.,
Buildings, D. C.,
Department Buildings,
Treasury Department
168
appropriation for additions,
additions, etc
etc-..........
appropriation
etc.......... 644,1264
for care,
are, etc., of main, etc
for
care, etc.,
etc., of
_. 1264
bureaus...
of buildings for bureaus.
for care,
for Arlington
Arlington .........
.......---644, 1265
for
Annex, Madison
Place
644,1265
Madison Place.......
for Annex,
644,1265
garage
644, 1265
for garage.....--...............---------644,1265
NW
for Annex 14th and B Streets NW...
designated.. _168,876,1369
168, 876, 1369
etc., of designated..for repairs, etc.,
mechanical equipment
equipment for desigfor mechanical

nated
168, 876, 1369
nated ...................... 168,876,1369
Arlington Buildoperating expenses, Arlington
for operating
.
653,1273
1273
.---..-.......--------- 653,
ing .--.expenses, Madison
for operating expenses,
Madison Place
653, 1273
653,1273
..........---Annex ........operating expenses, Annex Fourfor operating
teenth
NW...
653, 1273
teenth and B Streets NW.......
expenses, Darby Buildfor operating expenses,
ing .--.......
1273
.---------------- 653, 1273
ing
deficiency appropriation
Arlington
appropriation for Arlington
deficiency
Building
Building and annex, equipment,
43,505
etc
etc ...................---.--...--.
for
Madison Place, NW., equipAnnex, Madison
for Annex,
ment
43
mef
ent ..--.....------.-------43,505
for
43,505
etc--.....-----.
expenses, etc
operating expenses,
for operating
for annex, Fourteenth
Fourteenth and B Streets
43
NW.,
force.........----..
operating force
NW., operating
for
operating
expenses, etc .-...------ 43,506
expenses,
for
expenses,
for Darby Building, operating expenses,
43
etc
.-----------etc.-....--.----expenses, transfer
bureaus in Bond
Bond
transfer of bureaus
for expenses,
Building to Government owned
owned
Building
43
buildings
buildings...---------43
for Navy
Annex Building rent........
Navy Annex
for
330
allowance
increased
allowance for repairs, 1920, increased...-.Treaties,
Treatis,
restrictions
discriminating
restrictions in, on imposing discriminating
terminated..-....----... 1007
duties to be terminated

~

a..;
aa
notification
to I:foreign
foreign
Governments
notMcatlon to
wIvOernmeluut.-.

-

Mo
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w
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Trees,
Trees,
appropriation
diseases of, infor study of diseases
appropriation for
243,701,
cluding chestnut
etc
243, 701, 1321
chestnut bark, etc..
cluding
for white
243,
eradication...
pine blister
blister rust eradication...
white pine
for
702,1321
702,1321
cooperation with
with State, etc.,
etc., authoricooperation
ties
243,
1321
702,1321
243, 702,
ties........................
no payment
payment for
destroyed. 243, 702, 1321
for trees destroyed
no
for
seeding and
planting, national forests.
forests.
251,
and planting,
for seeding
710,
1330
710,1330
Trent
N. C.,
Trent River, N.
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
made, to Polloksville..............
Polloksville
1011
Trimble,
Trimble, South,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for compiling condeficiency
tested
election cases, House of Reptested election
resentatives .......................
58
resentatives
Trinitrotoluol,
Trinitrotoluol,
appropriation
for distributing,
etc., surplus
distributing, etc.,
appropriation for
war, for
for clearing
clearing agricultural
agricultural lands.
lands. 1341
war,
Trinity National
Forest.
,Calif.,
Calif.,
NationalForest,
Trinity
250,
appropriation
etc., of....
of
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
709,
1328
709,1328
Trojan Powder,
Powder,
Trojan
appropriation for distributing etc.
etc., surplus
appropriation
war, for clearing
clearing agricultural lands,
......... 1341
etc
etc......................
Tropical Fruits,
Fruits,
Tropical
appropriation for investigating
investigating insects afappropriation
fecting. .................256, 715, 1334
256,715,
fecting
Tropical
Plants,
Tropical Plants,
appropriation foracclimatizing,
for acclimatizing, etc.
etc. 243,
702, 1322
243,702,
appropriation
Troup
County, Ga.,
Ga.
Troup County,
may
Chattahoochee River, West
West
bridge Chattahoochee
may bridge
Point ...............---------.1055
1055
Point
Troy,
Y.,
N. E,
Troy, N.
in bridging
may
join with
with State, etc.,
etc., in
bridging
may join
Hudson
River, to
Cohoes.......... 1108
to Cohoes.
Hudson River,
Truck Crops,
Crops,
appropriation
for investigating
of.
243,
243,
diseases of.
investigating diseases
appropriation for
702,
1322
702,1322
for investigating
insects affecting,
affecting, ininvestigating insects
for
256, 715, 1334
etc. 258,
cluding stored products, etc.
cluding
Nev.,
IrrigationProject,
Truckee-Carson Irrigation
Project, Nev.,
Truckee-Carson
appropriation for
for charges on allotments of
appropriation
1238
Indians, within...........
within
1238
Paiute Indians,
Truro,
Truro, Mass.,
appropriation authorized
etc ,
authorized for tablets, etc.,
appropriation
commemorating tercentenary
tercentenary of
in, commemorating
landing of the Pilgrims
599
Pilgrims............
Trusses for
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers,
for Disabled
Trusses
appropriation
189, 901, 1392
for.................. 189,901,1392
appropriation for
1184
deficiency
appropriation for.............
for
1184
deficiency appropriation
Trusts, Combinations
Combinations of Unlautful
Untauful,
Trusts,
mineral deposits
leases of nonmetallic
deposits fornonmetallic mineral
448
feited if subleased to .............
Truxton Canyon
Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Canyon Agency,
Truxton
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at
31,
433, 1247
31,433,1247
at .......................
Truxton Canyon
Ariz.
Canyon,' Ariz.,
Truxton
appropriation
415, 1232
10,415,
school.... 10,
Indian school
for Indian
appropriation for
school.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
Indian school.
64
deficiency
Truxton Canyon
Hospital,
Camp Hospital,
Indian Camp
Canyon Indian
Truxton
Ariz.
Ariz.,
5,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
for maintenance,
appropriation
410,1227
410,1227
Truxton,
Va. '
Truxton, Va.,
appropriation for operating, etc.,
etc., GovernGovemappropriation
ment
223
house at .....------------ment house
Tualatin
River, Oreg.,
Tualatin River,
preliminary
etc., of,
be
to be
of, to
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
made
1013
made .......--.--.----. ------. --Tuberculin,
etc.
Serums, etc.,
Tuberculin, Serums,
appropriation
for inv:rstigating
animal__ 240,
240,
investigating animal....
appropriation for
700,
1377
700, 1377
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Tuberculosis,
Page.
Page.
Tuberculosis,
appropriation for prevention,
among
prevention, etc., among
appropriation
4, 410, 1227
Indians
Indians---.................
4,410,1227
Tuberculosis, D.
Tuberculosis,
D. C.,
appropriation for
for preventing
preventing spread
spread of....
of....
89,
89,
appropriation
859, 1131
859,1131
for dispensaries for treating
959, 1132
1132
treating...... 90,
90,959,
for medical, etc.,
etc., aid
aid to persons
persons suffering
suffering
from ............................
1132
1132
deficiency appropriation for dispensaries
dispensaries
deficiency
for
1018,
1157
for..........
..............
1018,1157
Tuberculosis,
Tuberculosis, etc., Animal,
preventing spread
spread of,
of, from
from
appropriation for
for preventing
another
239, 698,1318
one State to another-.......
698,1318
payment for animals
destroyed; limit..
limit._ 239,
payment
animalsdestroyed;
698,
1318
698,1318
interstate shipment
shipment of arrested cases
for immediate
immediate slaughter, etc., permitted ......................
239,699
Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital,
Hospital, D. C.,
appropriation
866, 1137
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance...... 95,
95,866,1137
for buildings and grounds, etc....
etc . _ 96,
866, 1137
1137
96,866,
deficiency appropriation
maintenance 41,1019
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance
Tucson,
Tucson, Ariz.
Ariz.,
sale of Indian day school to Pima County
school district No. 1
1................ 1233
children to be admitted..
admitted .....
Indian children
1233
Fork of Big Sandy River,
Tug Fork
River,
bridge authorized across, at Cedar, W. Va.
Va. 1108
Tug River,
bridge
authorized across,
Kermit, W. Va.
Va.
287
bridge authorized
across, at Kermit,
287
Tulalip
Tulalip Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation
for support,
of Indians
Indians
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
at
31,434
at.....
.....................
31,434
Tule River Agency,
Agency, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation
etc., of
Indians
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
of Indians
at .........................
31,
434, 1249
31,434,1249
Tule River Indian
Indian Reservation,
7'ule
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation
irrigation project
on1226
project on.....
1226
appropriation for irrigation
Tudlahoma, Tenn.,
Tullahoma,
appropriation for public btuldin
•
167
appropriation
building............
Tullytown,
Tullytown, Pa.,
Pa.,
operation of school for children
children of employees at ordnance
reservation, auordnance reservation,
authorized ...........................
333
Tulsa, Okla.,
appropriation for
for remodeling,
remodeling, etc.,
etc., public
building; reappropriation
reappropriation .........
167
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
International
appropriation for International
Dry Land
Land Congress at .............
524
.
524
Tunnel under
under Hudson River,
construction
construction of, etc., by the States of New
Jersey and New York, consented
.Tersey
consented to
to.
158
rights of United States not affected
158
affected......
Turkey,
appropriation
ambassador to ..........
appropriation for ambassador
1206
for Turkish secretary
740, 1206
secretary of embassy
embassy .... 740,1206
assistant
740,
1206
assistant.......................
740, 1206
interpreters.
741,
1207
for student interpreters............
741,1207
forcostoftuition;
for cost of tuition; quarters ........
741,
1207
741,1207
for
launch for
742,
1208
for steam
steam launch
for embassy ......
742,1208
for expenses of American prisoners in 749, 1216
for prison
prison expenses, Smyrna ........
749,
1216
749,1216
Constantinople .................
Constantinople
749, 1216
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for interpreters
interpreters
and
and guards
dominions of....
of.... 524.
1022,1043
guards dominions
524. 1022,
1043
delivery, etc.,
etc. of property held by Alien
Alien
Property
Property Custodian to Government
Government
of, etc....
etc
.........
.......... . 979
979
Turner,
Turner, Clarence
Clarence W.,
appropriation
appropriation for paying claim of, against
against
Creek Indians, for legal services
services.... 1249
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Agency,
Dat.,
Agency, N.
N. Dak.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
. 31,434
at ...........................

Turtle
Band of
Indians, Page.
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Band
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
Page.
N.
Dak.,
N. Dak.,
appropriation
etc., of..
of. .19,
424, 1240
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
19,424,
1240
deficiency
appropriation for support,
62
deficiency appropriation
support, etc...
etc..
62
Turtle
Dak.,
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, N.
N. Dak.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
of...
5,
appropriation for maintenance,
5,
227,410
227,410
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Tusayan National
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of....
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
of.... 250,
250,
709, 1328
709,1328
Tutuila, Samoa,
Tutuila,
Samoa,
appropriation for naval
naval station,
appropriation
station, public
public
works ............................
works
144
Twelfth Street NE., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for paving, Monroe
appropriation
Monroe to
to Otis
Streets
75
Streets ..........................
75
Twelfth Street
Street SE.,
SE., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for paving,
paving, I
I Street to Potoappropriation
mac Avenue ......................
75
TransportaTwenty-eight Hour Law, Animal
Animal Transportation,
appropriation for
executing
239, 698, 1318
appropriation
for executing.......
239,698,1318
Street NW.,
NW., D.
C.,
Twenty-fourth Street
D. C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for repaving, K Street
Street to
to
Virginia Avenue
845
Avenue .................
845
Twine and
and Tying Devices, Postal
Postal Service,
appropriation for....................
for
582, 1154
appropriation
582,1154
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for....
54, 336, 514, 1175
deficiency
for.... 54,336,514,
1175
Two Medicine Creek,
Creek, Mont.,
appropriation for
for bridge
bridge over,
appropriation
over, on
on BlackBlackfeet
Indian Reservation,
from tribal
feet Indian
Reservation, from
tribal
funds ...........................
422
422
Typewriters,
Typewriters,
transferred to Supply Committee
Committee as
transferred
as surto
plus, if
if unfit for use, may be issued to
etc ,at exchange
exchange
other departments, etc.,
prices, etc........................
etc
1265
repairs to,
to, by Supply Committee, at
at cost,
cost,
authorized,
mode of payment ......
1266
authorized, mode
1266
surplus, may be issued to departments
departments by
by
Supply
Supply Committee
Committee at
at current exexchange prices
prices .................
645
Typewriting Machines,
restriction on price for
purchases of
of....
restriction
for purchases
.... 688,1307
determination of character
machines
688
determination
character of machines..
688
designation
designation of sizes, etc
etc................ 1307
1307
purchases during fiscal year to be from
purchases
from
Supply
surplus stock
stock of General
General Supply
Committee. ...................
688,
1308
Committee
688,1308
machines for, to be furnished
machines
furnished by War
War
Department
Department....................
688, 1308
unserviceable
unserviceable machines
machines may be delivered for exchange
exchange............... 689,1308
689,1308
disposal of, by War Department
Department during
during
the year
year forbidden
forbidden except
except as
as herein
herein
authorized .......................
689
authorized
used less than three years,
years, not to be sold,
exchanged,
etc
947
exchanged, etc................
689, 947
Typhus Fever,
Fever,
appropriation
prevention of
epidemic..
175,
of epidemic..
appropriation for
for prevention
885,
885, 1377
1377
deficiency
prevention of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for prevention
epidemic
508
epidemic ........................
508
U.
U.
Uinta
Uinta National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of....
of.... 250,
709, 1328
Uintah Band of Ute Indiana,
Uintah
Indians, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation
payment to, from tribal
appropriation for payment
funds of Confederated
Confederated Bands of
of
Utes .......................
26,
430, 1245
Ute
26,430,1245
irrigating allotted lands of...
of
27,
430, 1245
for irrigating
27,430,1245
transfer
special funds to ...............
transfer of specal
430

INDEX.
Uintah
County, Utah,
Utah,
Page.
Uintah County,
appropriation for
for aid
to public
schools in,
in,
public schools
aid to
appropriation
from
Indian funds
funds........... 27, 430, 1245
from Indian
Uintah,
etc., Agency,
Agency, Utah,
Utah,
Uintah, etc.,
appropriation
support, etc.,
of Indians
etc., of
for support,
appropriation for
at ...........
434, 1248
31,434,1248
............... 31,
at
Uintah
Reservation, Utah,
Indian Reservation,
Uintah Indian
limit
of undisposed
Indian lands
of Indian
undisposed of
on sales
sales of
limit on
...............
in
former, repealed
599
repealed .
in former,
prior
of larger
area validated;
payprior sales
sales of
larger area
validated; pay....................
ment required
600
required
ment
Ukiah, Calif,
748
Calif.,
Ukiah,
appropriation
for expenses,
maintaining
expenses, maintaining
appropriation for
latitude observatory
748
repayment.
at; repayment.
observatory at;
latitude
Umatilla
Oreg.,
Umatilla Agency,
Agency, Oreg.,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
support, etc.,
appropriation for support,
at
434, 1243, 1248
428, 434,1243,1248
31, 428,
at .............. 25, 31,
Oreg.,
Project, Oreg.,
Umatilla
IrrigationProject,
Umatilla Irrigation
appropriation for
etc., of.... 201,
maintenance, etc.,
for mamtenance,
appropriation
915,1404
915,1404
Forest, Oreg.,
Umatilla
Oreg.,
National Forest,
Umatilla National
appropriation
250,
of....
etc., of....
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
709, 1328
Umpqua
Forest, Oreg.,
National Forest,
Umpqua National
of.... 250,
etc., of....
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
709,1328
709,
1328
Uncompahgre
Colo.,
Project, Co/o.,
IrrigationProject,
Uncompahgre Irrigation
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of.... 200,
etc., of....
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
914,1403
Forest, Colo.,
Uncompahgre
National Forest,
Uncompahgre National
appropriation for
of.... 250,
etc., of....
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
709,1328
709,
1328
Utah,
Uncompahgre Ute Indians,
Indians, Utah,
Uncompahgre
appropriation
for payment
payment to, from tribal
appropriation for
26,
funds
Bands of Utes.
Confederated Bands
of Confederated
funds of
430, 1245
430,1245
for irrigating
of ....
430, 1245
1245
27,430,
.... - 27,
lands of
allotted lands
irrigating allotted
for
transfer of
430
of special
special funds to ...............
transfer
Secretary of State,
Under Secretary
Under
appropriation
for .....................
642, 1263
642,1263
appropriation for
Unde
Underground
rground Water
Water Supply,
Supply,
etc., allowed
prospecting
allowed for, in
prospecting permits, etc.,
293
Nevada for
293
etc ..........
irrigation, etc
for irrigation
Nevada
Undertakings,
C. (see Bonds and UnderD. C.
Undertakings, D.
takings, D.
D. C.).
Soldiers,
Unidentified
Unidentified Soldiers,
Congressional
Congressional medal of honor to be bestowed
stowed upon the British soldier
buried in
Westminster Abbey, Lonin Westminster
buried
1367
don,
England -..-...----......--.--......--------....
don, England
de
the French
in the Arc de
French soldier buried in
the
- 1367
.........
France
Triomphe,
Paris, France
Triomphe, Paris,
Corps,
Marine Corps,
Uniforms, etc.,
Navy, or Marine
Army, Navy,
etc., Army,
Uniforms,
in force hereprohibitions
wearing, in
against wearing,
prohibitions against
after
after----- .-...-....-----------......---------- 836
836
Secretary of Navy added
duties of Secretary
added .....
duties
Railroad Company,
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Union
may
portion of right of way for pubconvey portion
may convey
304
lic hiehwavs
bisthways or streets ..-- ...-------..---304
lic
width
be diminto be
not to
etc., not
track, etc.,
of -track',
width of
304
ished
304
......................
......
ished
Station Plaza,
Union Station
Plaza, D. C.,
Union
appropriation
for operating,
etc., fountains
fountains
operating, etc.,
appropriation for
in
186,
898
186,898
in .............................
Britain).
Kingdom (see Great Britain).
United
United _Kingdom
China,
Courtfor China,
States Court
United States
expenses. 745,1211
appropriation
for salaries and expenses.
745, 1211
appropriation for
742,1208
for
allowance for
by exchange_.
exchange. . 742,1208
loss by
for loss
for allowance
meet
for
allowances to officers
officers of, to meet
post allowances
for post
1215
749, 1215
living
costs ....................
living costs
commissioner of,
746
appointed .....----....
be appointed
to be
of, to
commissioner
jurisdiction
of consular
at Shangcourt at
consular court
juriediction of
746
hai.
hai. ..------.......-.....----.....----..-...---.--------appointment of
as, authorof court as,
of clerk
clerk of
appointment
746
ized ....................--.........
ized
ay ...................
person: pay
other
nther person;
746
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Courtfor
States Court
United
expenses
sessions other than at
when sessions
expenses when
Shanghai
746
Shanghai ........................
inheritance taxes to be collected from esinheritance
746
tates of decedents,
by .............
decedents, by
tates
States Courts,
Courts,
United States
United
appropriation
Associate JusChief and Associate
for Chief
appropriation for
1306
Supreme Court .......... 686, 1306
tices of Supreme
1306
. .686,
Court
686, 1306
for marshal
marshal of Supreme Court.
for
to Justices
686, 1306
Justices ---------.........-----...
clerks to
for clerks
687, 1306
for circuit
.................
judges1306
for
circuit judges
for clerks,
687,1306
appeal... 687,1306
of appeal
courts of
circuit courts
clerks, circuit
for
for messenger,
1306
687, 1306
circuit ........ 687,
eighth circuit
messenger, eighth
for
687, 1306
..............--.
for
for district
district judges ...
for district
district court,
......-------....---. 687, 1306
Hawaii
court, Hawaii
for
for district
Rico ........ 687, 1306
for
district court, Porto Rico
retired judges ..................
687, 1306
for retired
C ............ 687, 1306
appeals, D. C
for court of appeals,
for supreme
supreme court,
D. C
---------- 687, 1306
C1306
-............
court, D.
for
commissioners ...... 687, 1306
national park commissioners
for national
687,,1306
for law
law books
for jjudicial
udicial officers ....
books for
for
687,1306
........ 687,
for Court of Customs Appeals1306
688, 1307
for Court
..................
of Claims 1307
Court of
for
for law
to Chief and Associate
law clerks to
for
209
Justices of
Supreme Court.
Court --.------...
of Supreme
Justices
for additional
judge, Texas
northern disTexas northern
additional judge,
for
..................-- 209
trict ............
209,
for salaries,
advances
marshals: advances....
etc., marshals:
salaries, etc.,
for
923,
1412
923,1412
salaries, etc.,
for salaries
etc., district attorneys and
109, 923,
923, 1412
'209,
assistants
assistants ..................
for
district attorney,
attorney, District of Columfor district
bia,
and assistant
209
assistant ..............-----....
bia, and
office
applicable to office
general provisions applicable
209
of
.......................
of ... .......
209, 923, 1412
for
payment of
of regular
regular assistants.
assistants. 209,
for payment
1412
for
special assistants
assistants ............
210, 923, 1412
for special
1412
foreign counsel ...............
210, 923,
923, 1412
foreign
1412
210,923,
etc.........
for
210,
923, 1412
salaries, etc
clerks, salaries,
for clerks,
provisions
applicable to supreme court,
provisions applicable
D.
C..........................
923
D. C
Porto
applicable also
also to Hawaii and Porto
applicable
1413
.......................
Rico courts 1413
Rico
210, 924
......................
for clerks, fees
fees924
for
travel,
travel, etc., clerks of circuit courts of
210
appeals
210
.....................
appeals .for fees,
fees, commissioners
210, 924, 1413
1413
commisvioners .........
for
210,924,1413
j
urors .......................
210,
924, 1413
jurors
1413
210, 924, 1413
210,
witnesses ....................
210,924,
..........
for
210,
924, 1413
court rooms1413
for rent of court
1413
for bailiffs,
210, 924, 1413
etc .................
bailiffs, etc
for
for
expenses, judges,
210, 924, 1413
........
etc1413
judges, etc
for expenses,
210, 924, 1413
for
expenses, jurors, etc .........
for expenses,
1413
for
commissioners......... 210, 924, 1413
for jury commissioners
for
1413
miscellaneous; Alaska ....... 210, 924, 1413
for miscellaneous;
210, 924, 1413
for
supplies .......--.............. 210,
for supplies
210,
1413
210, 924, 1413
support of prisoners .........
for support
211,
for penitentiary,
9
11,
Leavenworth, Kans ...
penitentiary, Leavenworth,
for
924, 1413
924,1413
1414
Atlanta, Ga
212, 925, 1414
.............
Ga ......
Atlanta,
212, 926, 1415
McNeil
Island, Wash.......----..
Wash
1415
McNeil Island,
for National
Training School for Boys,
National Training
for
212,926,1415
D C
C ...---..--------.----.----.
212, 926, 1415
D.
additional
deficiency
appropriation for additional
deficiency appropriation
judge, Texas
51
district----.....--.
northern district
Texas northern
judge,
51, 62, 64, 67,
for marshals
marshals ...------..--.--------....
for
337,
1032, 1175, 1188, 1192
525,1032,
349, 525,
337, 349,
for
district attorneys -..--...............---.-----.-------- 52,
for district
67, 337, 346, 349, 525, 1032,1176
1032, 1176
67,337,346,
for clerks
52, 67,338,346,
67, 338, 346,
52,
---clerks -..............-------....--.--..
for
1043, 1176, 1188
525, 1040, 1043,
for
349,
847,349,
67, 347,
64, 67,
62, 64,
52, 62,
commissioners ....... 52,
for commissioners
525.
1043, 1045, 1176,
1192
1188,1192
1176, 1188,
1040, 1043,1045,
525. 1040,
for jurors
52. 64, 67,347,
67, 347, 1033
52.
jurors .................
for
for witnesses
witnesses ...........
67, 347, 525, 1033,
52, 67,347,
for
1040,
1045, 1188
1043,1045,
1040, 1043,
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deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
cost
deficiency
for increased
increased cost
envelopes, 1919 ..................
52
of envelopes,
52
for miscellaneous
expenses. 52,
64, 67,
67, 338,
347,
for
miscellaneous expenses.
52, 64,
338, 347,
525, 1033, 1040, 1043, 1176, 1188, 1192
1192
52
for penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, maintenance
maintenance........
52
53,
for support of prisoners
prisoners................
53,
1045
62, 64,
64, 67,
67, 347, 349,
349, 1043, 1045
for National
National Training School
School for Boys,
Boys,
C...............................
D. C
53
paying judgments
judgments of.
of. 59,
520, 1037,
for paving
59, 343,
343, 520,
1037, 1182
1182
for supplies
64, 347,
347, 525,
1033, 1043,
1176, 1192
for
supplies.... 64,
525, 1033,
1043, 1176,
1192
assistants; foreign
for special
special assistants;
foreign counsel....
counsel.... 338,
1032,
1032, 1176, 1188
1188
for penitentiary,
Leavenworth, Kans..
Kans.... 338,
penitentiary, Leavenworth,
338,
1033, 1176
1176
1176, 1188
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, Atlanta,
Atlanta, Ga.._
Ga.. 338,
338,1176,
1188
McNeil
Island, Wash
338,
McNeil Island,
Wash ............
338, 1176
1176
for law
for judicial
judicial officers
346, 1043
for
law books
books for
officers -... 346,1043
for regular assistants 1032
...................
1032
for
bailiffs, etc ........................
1033
for bailiffs,
]033
for Edward
Edward Fraser
Fraser.................... 1033
for Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans., fire
fire department, claim
allowed ......-----------.
1033
ment,
claim allowed
1033
for National Park commissioners ........
1033
1033
for
for Court of Claims .....................
1175
for support
of prisoners,
1188, 1192
1192
for
support of
prisoners, etc
etc......... 1188,
miscellaneous, Alaska
Alaska1188
for miscellaneous,
...............
1188
Alaska district court, judges
judges divisions,
divisions, etc
etc. 1203
California northern district; Yosemite
Yosemite
California
National Park, attached
attached to........
to
731
National
731
southern district; Sequoia,
General
southern
Sequoia, and General
Grant, National Parks, attached
attached to.
731
Connecticut judicial district
district1146
Connecticut
..............
1146
New Mexico judicial district.
district.............. 1361
New York judicial districts .......-.....
395
North
Carolina. judicial
532
North Carolina
judicial districts ...........
532
admiralty
admiralty jurisdiction of district courts in
suits for damages
damages for death resulting
from wrongful acts, etc.,
etc., on the
high seas, etc .................... 537
allowance
allowance to discharged
discharged prisoners, increased1033
1033
........................
clerks
clerks to district courts,
courts, appointment,
salary, etc...........
etc
1099
salary,
.......
....
exclusive jurisdiction in suits for
foreexclusive
for foreclosure of preferred
mortgages. -_ 1003
preferred ship mortgages.
jurisdiction of, in actions to abate nuisances
jurisdiction
under War Prohibition Act ........
under
306
under National Prohibition
Prohibition Act
314
Act......... 314
payment
payment to Sacramento,
Calif., for damages
Sacramento, Calif.,
Federal prisoners.........
prisoners.
to jail by Federal
1033
punishment for wrongfully converting
converting by,
punishment
officers of money coming into their
630
possession as such .................
personalinterest
poesession as therein
such
not a defense..
630
personal
interest therein
not a defense..
630
removal
courts to;
removal of causes
causes from State courts
to;
service of process may be completed,
completed,
etc., by Federal court officers ......
554
etc.,
salaries of all district judges available from
from
appropriation
for 1920
515
515
1920 .............
appropriation for
terms, Albany
Albany, N. Y ....................
395
terms,
395
Asheville,
11 C
C................----....
532
532
Asheville N.
Auburn,
Y
395
Auburn, N
N. Y........................
395
Binghamton,
395
Binghamton, N. Y.
Y....................
395
Brooklyn,
Y.
395
Brooklyn, N.
N. Y........................
395
Buffalo N. Y.......................
Y
Buffalo,
395
Canandligua,
Y
395
Canandaigua, N
N. Y..................
395
Catlettsburg, Ky.........................
400
Catlettsburg,
Ky.
Charlotte, N. C
Charlotte,
C........................
532
532
Covington, By
Ky........................Covington,
400
Elizabeth City, N. C...
C..................
532
Elizabeth
...... ...........
532
Elmira,
N Y.......................
395
Elmira, N.Y
395
Frankfort, Ky..
Ky .---....................
Frankfort,
400
Greensboro,
532
Grecsoro, N. C
C .
...................... 532
Hartford,,Co
Corm Hai
-........................
1146
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Jackson, Ky
terms, Jackson,
Ky ...................
...
400
Jamestown,
N Y.......................
Y
393
Jamestown, N.
395
Laurinburg, N. C
C....................
532
Laurinburg,
532
Lexington, Ky
By........................
Lexington,
400
Lockport, N. Y
Y.....................
395
London, Ky...........................
Ky
14
0
90
6
5
London,
400
New Haven,
Haven, Conn
New
Conn...................... 1146
395
New York City, N. Y
Y..................
395
Newbern, N. ....................
532
Newbern,
532
Norwalk, Conn1146
Norwalk,
.....................
1146
Raleigh, N.
532
Raleigh,
N. C
C .......................
532
Richmond,
400
Richmond, Ky
Ky ......................
400
N Y .....................
395
Rochester, N.'Y
395
Salisbury,
C......................
532
Salisbury, N. C
532
Statesville,
C.....................
532
Statesville, N.
N. C
532
Syracuse,
395
Syracuse, N. Y
Y ........................
395
Utica,
Y.........................
395
Utica, N.
N. Y
395
Washington,
N. C
C
532
Washington, N.
....................
532
Wilkesboro,
532
Wilkesboro, N. C
C ....................
532
Wilmington,
532
Wilmington N
N. C
C....................
532
Wilson,
C
532
Wilson, N.
N. C
..........................
532
Corporation (see
United States
States Housing Corporation
(see
Housing Corporation,
Corporation, United
United States)
States).
Reports,
United States Reports,
appropriation
for Lawyers'
Lawyers' Cooperative
Cooperative
appropriation for
Edition, Volume 63 ...............
Edition,
208
Cooperative Edition, Volfor Lawyers'
Lawyers' Cooperative
ume 64 ...........................
923
923
for Lawyers'
Lawyers' Cooperative
Cooperative Edition, Volume 65 1411
........................
1411
United
Securities .
United States
States Securities,
appropriation for
disti
nctive paper
paper for
173,
appropriation
for distinctive
for.....
173,
882,
882, 1375
1375
for
of
1266
for expenses
expenses connected
connected with
with issues of...
1266
use for personal services limited
limited to
to
specified Treasury offices
offices .........
1267
1267
pay restriction.
restriction ..........
..........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for distinctive
distinctive
1160
paper
.........................
loans allowed by national banks on
on notes
notes
secured by designated .............
296
rediscounts
rediscounts by Federal reserve banks of
notes of
of member banks secured
secured by,
allowed1146
........................
1146
limit increased;
purchase conditions
1146
increased; purchase
conditions... 1146
31, 1921 ................
expires October 31,
1146
termination of appropriations
appropriations for expenses
termination
expenses
of issuing war bonds, etc.,
etc., June
June 30,
30,
1921 ..............................
646
646
unexpended balances to be covered in
unexpended
in
June 30, 1922....................
June
646
expenses to be submitted
submitted
estimates for expenses
annually ..........................
646
annually
646
United
Board,
United States
States Shipping
Shipping Board,
appropriation for salaries and expenses
expenses ....
180,
appropriation
891,
1382
891, 1382
Universal Postal
Universal
Postal Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
expenses of
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
of
1031
two delegates
delegates ....................
Universities,
Universities,
industrial alcohol for, may be withdrawn
of tax .......................
321
free of
etc., required
required .................
321
permits, etc.,
321
Officers'
provisions for establishing
establishing Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps units in .............
Training
776
University of
University
of the State of
of Washington,
Washington,
transfer of State charitable,
charitable, etc.,
etc. institutions' lands to, for forest experistation, authorized ...........
233
ment station,
Unknown American
American Soldier,
Soldier,
body of, a
a member
Expedimember of American Expeditionary Forces, who died during the
World War,
War, to be brought for burial
burial
Arlington Memorial
in Arlington
MemoriatAmphitheaAmphitheter
1447
ter................................
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NW., D.
Upshur
D. C.,
Street NW.,
Upshur Street
appropriation for
Creek
for paving, Rock Creek
appropriation
Street..... 1116
Church Road to Second Street
Church
Appropriations (see DefiDeficionclCis Appropriations
Urgent Dflicitncits
Urgent
ciencies Appropriations).
ciencies
Appropriations).
E7ruguay,
lUruyuay,
appropriation
740, 1206
to...........740,1206
for minister
minister to
appropriation for
Ust,-, Wash.,
Use,
Wash.,
authorized across Pend Oreille
Oreille
bridge authorized
River,
276
at .......................
River, at
Usury, D.
D. C.,
forfeiture of
interest by creditor
in verbal
verbal
creditor,, in
of interest
forfeiture
contracts
more than six per
pay more
contracts to pay
cent
eight
more than eight
or in
in writing more
cent or
568
per
cent .......................
per cent
law relating
to business
money
loaning money
business of loaning
law
relating to
568
on security,
security, not
not affected
affected ...........
on
Utah,
appropriation
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
for surveyor
appropriation for
673,1293
etc
673,
1293
etc .........................
for support,
detached Indians
etc., of detached
support, etc.,
for
26,430,1244
in
26, 430, 1244
................
in......
Indian bridge
near
bridge across Duchesne River near
Indian
Myton
conveyed to State of .....-1245
Myton, conveyed
lieu land
land selection
authorized, for homeselection authorized,
lieu
stead
application of Arthur Lawstead application
1092
rence
N\litmore
rence Whitmore.................
1087
Sevier National
National Forest,
added to....
to
lands added
Forest, lands
Sevier
survey of
of erroneously
omitted surveys of
erroneously omitted
survey
553
designated
in............
sections in
designated sections
segregation of holdings of bona fide occusegregation
pants
553
pants --....--.........----------..---preferential
right to
purchase; price,
to purchase;
preferential right
etc ..
553
..................-----etc
lieu
holdings by
by
lieu lands to railroads for holdings
............ 553
.....
occupants
....
occupants
patent
ot tract to Central Pacific
Pacific Railpatent of
553
road,
confirmed...................---road, confirmed
Southern,
Ute Agency,
Agency, Colo., Southern,
Ute
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
at
1248
at ............-..----.----------Bands of,
Ute Indians,
Confederated Bands
Indians, Confederated
Ute
appropriation
for
fulfilling
treaties
fulfilling
for
appropriation
with .................--------26, 429, 1244
1244
with
for payment
from principal
to
of, to
funds of,
principal funds
payment from
for
Ute
Mountain Band
Band in
Colorado....
26,
in Colorado....
Ute Mountain
430, 1245
430,1245
Lintah, etc.
in Utah...Utah-. - 26,
430, 1245
26,430,
Bandsin
etc., Bands
Uintah,
Southern tries
in Colorado
Colorado .... 27,
430, 1245
1245
27,430,
Utes in
Southern
for
promoting self
self support,
support, from
from accrued
accrued
for promoting
interest .................------ 27,
1245
430,1245
27, 430,
interest
detailed statement
of expenditures...
27,
expenditures. - statement of
detailed
430,
1245
430,1245
for irri„oating allotted
allotted lands
of
27,
430, 1245
1245
27,430,
lands of.....
forirrigating
430
for Joseph
Bryant
........M. Bryant........Joseph M.
for
for aid
public schools,
schools, Uintah
Lintah and
and
to public
aid to
for
Duchesme
Counties, Utah....
430, 1245
27,430,
Utah.... 27,
Ducheene Counties,
tuition
covfunds covtribal funds
from tribal
paid from
tuition paid
ered
Treasury............
430
43
the Treasury
into the
ered into
admission
Indian children
children ...... 430, 1245
1245
of Indian
admission of
division of
of special
of
credit of
to credit
funds to
trust funds
special trust
division
respective
430
.
..
bands ........---respective bands.
expenditures
cent fund
fund to
to be
be
per cent
from 44 per
expenditures from
4
charged
to said
bands
431
31
said bands--..-.---.----charged to
431
accruals ............
similar division
431
division of accruals.
similar
accumulated
interest.
431
accumulated interest...............431
Ute
Mountain Agency,
Agency, Colo.,
Cob. ,
Ute Mountain
appropriation
support, etc., of
Indians
of Indians
for eupport,
appropriation for
at
31,
434, 1248
1248
31,434,
at...............-----....------......------Ute Mountain
Mountain Band
of Indians,
Indians, Colorado
Colorado,
Band of
Ute
appropriation
for payment
tribal
to from tribal
payment to,
appropriation for
funds
of Confederated
Bands. 26,
430, 1245
5
26,430,1
Confederated Bands.
funds of
4
transfer
funds to........
to.
30
..--- 430
of special
special funds
transfer of
Utial, N.
N. r.,
I.,
395
Utica,
terms
court at.
395
at ......---..........---------of court
terms of
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and Playgrounds,
Vacation Schools and
Playgrounds, D. C.,
Vacation

appropriation for expenses, etc
81, 851, 1122
etc.... 81,851,
appropriation

Alaska,
Valdez, Alaska,

terms of court at

..........................

Valencia County, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Valencia

1204

exchanges
permitted of lands in, to conexchanges permitted
holdings in solid areas ....
1239
solidate holdings
Vallejo, Calif.
Calif. (see
Island, Calif.).
(see Mare
Mare Island,
Vallejo,
Valuation of
Carriers,
of Property
Propertyof Carriers,
Valuation
179,
appropriation
expenses of
of .............
179,
for expenses
appropriation for
889, 1103,
889,
1103, 1381
1381
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
Van Buren Street
Second
appropriation
appropriation for grading, First to Second
1116
Streets
1116
.......................
in
Van Dyke, Carl
Carl C., late
late a
a Representative
Representative in
Van
Congress,
Congress,
appropriation for pay to widow
deficiency appropriation
of
58
.................................
of
Vancouver,
Wash.,
Vancouver, Wash.,
register and receiver of public
offices of register
lands at, consolidated
consolidated ............
1397
Buildings,
Vaults
and Safes,
Public Buildings,
Safes, Public
Vaults and
appropriation for, equipments,
equipments, etc.
etc. 168,
876, 1369
168,876,
appropriation
Vegetables,
Vegetables,
appropriation for study of, in storage,
appropriation
245,703
marketing,
etc .............
245,
703
marketing, etc
in...
for chemical
chemical determining maturity in_..
253
256,715,
for
investigating insects
insects affecting.
affecting. 256,
715, 1334
1334
forinvestigating
distributing information
information of supply,
for distributing
market
etc.. of
265, 724, 1342
of...... 265,724,1342
market prices, etc..
for investig,ating and certifying condition,
forinvestigatingand
of....
etc., of interstate
interstate shipments
shipments of
265,
724,1342
executi g law fixing standards for
for executing
small containers
containers of.........
of
266, 725, 1343
Vegetables, D.
D. C.,
Vegetables,
sales of designated,
permitted by the
designated, permitted
123
1223
bunch ...................... .....
........ 1223
by net weight
weight
................
Vegetables, etc.,
etc., D. C.,
Vegetables,
standard
containers for, established
1*> 91
established....... 1221
standard containers
Vehicles,
seizure of, illegally carrying liquors ......
315
31
disposal
of
316
..........................--disposal of
D. C.,
Vehicles,
Vehicles, 0.
and
appropriation
etc., motor and
appropriation for tags, etc.,
horse drawn
74, 844,1115
844, 1115
74,
drawn ..............
horse
loitering
etc.,
loitering of, around hotels, theaters, etc.,
104
prohibited
.............. .
prohibited.....
104
..........
penalty
penalty for ..........
Vehicles for
Service,
Indian Service,
for Indian
Vehicles
etc.8, 414, 1231
amount available
available for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.8.
purchase
414, 1231
8,414,1231
motor... 8,
drawn; motor...
purchase of horse drawn;
motor, from
from War
War Department
414, 1231
1231
Department..... 414.
motor,
Vehicles,
Motor,
Vehicles, 3fotor,
transfer
equipments,
transfer of Army surplus, and equipments,
Agricultural Department for
to Agricultural
roads
530
.... .---.-------------Department, for postal
Office Department,
Poet Office
to Post
530
........-------------.
service...
to
hospitals,
Department, for hospitals,
Treasury Department,
to Treasury
etc, of
Pub"c Health Service
530
Service......
of Public
etc.,
Vehicles, Selfpropeled,
Selfpropelled,
Vehicles,
poniRliment
transporting. receiving,
receiving,
punishment for transporting,
etc., of stolen, in
in interstate
interstate cometc.,
merce, etc.....
etc
325
.....-------------merce,
Venereal
Interdepartmental
(see Interdepartmental
Diseases (see
Venereal Diseases
Social Hygiene Board).
Venereal
Diseases, D.
C.,,
D. C.
Venereal Diseases,
appropriation for dispensaries
dispensaries for treatappropriation
ment
90
8
61, 1132
90.861,
of................
ment of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for dispensaries
dispensares
deficiency
for
treating .....--..-....-..... 1018,1157
for treating

INDEX.
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Venereal
Diseases Division,
Page.
ileaith Page.
Public Ilinith
Division, Public
Venereal Diseases
Service,
appropriation
expenses ........ 176, 885, 1378
for expenses
appropriation for
Venezuela.
appropriation for
for minister
to........... 740,1206
minister to
appropriation
leaves of
of absence
absence permitted
permitted Coast Guard
Guard
leaves
officers, for
employment
temporary employment
for temporary
officers,
452
... -........- - ...
by .......--.....
Prance,
Verdun, France,
Congressional
Congressional medal of honor to be presented
in the name
name of Congress,
to, in
sented to,
in
appreciation of
its
of the valor of its
in appreciation
977
defenders
defenders......................-...
Verendrye National
Dak.,
Monument, N. Dak.,
National Monument,
Verendrue
appropriation for payment to Fort Berthappropriation
424
old
within
Indians for lands within........
old Indians
Utah,
Vernal, Utah,
appropriation for public
167
public building .........
appropriation
Vessels (see
(see also
Merchant Marine Act),
also Merchant
Vessels
appropriation for securing uniformity
uniformity in
appropriation
. 680, 1299
admeasurement of
of--.........--admeasurement
number
cargo, allowed
allowed to
carry a
a limited number
to carry
cargo,
998
etc......
of
passengers; restrictions, etc
of passengers;
allowed customs emcompensation allowed
extra compensation
ployees
unlacing cargoes,
cargoes,
ployees lading or unlading
etc........
etc., at
402
at night, holidays, etc
etc.,
402
basis of,
increased ....................
of, increased
basis
of........
in names of
provisions
436
changes in
provisions for changes
schedule of fees, etc ..................
437
schedule
Vessels, American,
construction loan fund created to aid in
in
construction
building,
of best
best type,
priat prietc., at
type, etc.,
building, of
vate shipyards,
shipyards, etc ...............
993
vate
Acquired,
Government Acquired,
Vessels, Government
transfered
Board
990
Shipping Board.............
to Shipping
transfered to
990
..-directed........-...sales to citizens directed
991
under
aliens
under specified conditions to aliens....
Vessels, Merchant
Merchant (see Merchant
Vessels).
Merchant Vessels).
Vessels,
Mortgages, etc., of (see Ship
Vessels, Sales, Mortgages,
Mortgage Act, 1920).
Mortgage
War,
Veterans Associations,
Associations, War,
Veterans
977
loan of
of obsolete
Army rifles,
rifles, etc.,
to......
etc., to
obsolete Army
loan
Veterinarians,
Veterinarians,
mailing of
poisons, etc.,
licensed,. from
to licensed,
etc., to
of poisons,
mailing
manufacturers or dealers
dealers permitted,
permitted,
manufacturers
under
prescribed regulations.
621
regulations.......
under prescribed
Veterinarians,
Army,
Veterinarians, Army,
appropriation for
retired
111,955
for pay of retired.........
appropriation
. 112, 956
for pay
reserve................
of reserve
pay of
for
also Medical
Medical
Corps, Army (see also
Veterinary Corps,
Department,
Army),
Department, Army),
767
number of officers ......---.....-.....-767
service
etc ..................
promotions, etc
service promotions,
Consuls,
Vice Consuls,
. 748,1215
appropriation for
748,1215
salaries .............
for salaries
appropriation
appropriation for salaries.......
deficiency appropriation
salaries
1022
deficiency
States,
the United States,
Vice President
President of the
appropriation for compensation
compensation ........ 640,1261
appropriation
631, 1252
secretary, clerk, etc .............
for secretary,
...----633, 1254
for automobile
automobile for....-........
for
for
226
of..
automobile of..
for additional to driver
of automobile
226
driverof
foradditional
Vicksbure
Archway,
Memorial Archway,
Miss., Memorial
Vieksburg,t Miss.
appropriation
Frederick A.
reimbursing Frederick
for reimbursing
appropriation for
Roziere expenses
Vicksburg MeMeexpenses of Vicksburg
Roziere
morial
Rennion, from
from unexpended
unexpended
morial Reunion,
129
balances
...................--------balances.....
for
129
for plans for, and construction of .......
commission designated
designated for constructing,
constructing,
commission
129
etc
etc... ............--.-----.----.
129
composition;
du; no
compensation..no compensation
composition; duty;
to
be part
gaof
Vicksburg National Military
Military
of Vicksburg
to be
129
129
.
...................
ark..........
129
under control of commission
commissin .............
undercontrol
Miss.,
Cemetery, Miss.,
Vicksburg
National Cemetery,
Viwksbrg National
deficiency
appropriation for repairing
repairing
deficiency appropriation
storm
1025
.......--...........-----damages
storm damages.
I

Page.
Park, Miss.,
Vicicsburg
National Military
Military Park,
Vicksburg National
appropriation for
for continuing
continuing establishment
establishment
appropriation
185,897,
of
185,
897, 1388
of.........................
1185
deficiency
appropriation for...............
for
deficiency appropriation
of.........
a part of
Memorial Archway made a
129
Victory
Loan Act,
Liberty Loan
Victory Liberty
resolution
provisions
provisions of, not affected by resolution
declaring date of termination
termination of War
declaring
with Germany,
Germany, etc ...............
1360
Vienna,
Vienna,
appropriation for acquiring
acquiring premises for
appropriation
1214
diplomatic, etc.,
etc., uses at
at............
1214
diplomatic,
limit
approval of
limit of cost; subject to approval
CommiRsion
.................... 1214
Commission..
Village
Postal Service,
Delivery, Postal
Village Delivery,
appropriation for towns and villages, havappropriation
ing second
offices,
second or third class offices,
ing
etc
582, 1152
etc........................deficiency
appropriation for
for............ 347, 1189
deficiency appropriation
Postal Service,
Service Postal
Village Service
allowance
carriers.................... 1052
allowance for carriers
Ind.,
Vincennes, Ind.,
loan of
encampment of
of Army cots to encampment
loan
American Legion
Legion at,
authorized
1062
1062
at, authorized-...
American
Vinegar,
prohibition
Constitutional prohibition
not subject to Constitutional
309
............
provisions. ........
provisions
309
conditions;
required
conditions; permits, etc., required......
exemption
manufacturers of distilled,
exemption of manufacturers
from alcohol
etc., requirerequirealcohol proof, etc.,
from
321
321
ments ...........................
Vineland,
Vineland, N. J.,
167
appropriation for
for public building ........
appropriation

Vineyards,
insects
investigating insects
for investigating
appropriation for
affecting
256, 714, 1334
affecting .................
Vineyards,
Experiment,
Vineyards, Experiment,
purchase
Agricultural Depurchase authorized of Agricultural
partment, near
near Fresno and Oakville,
Oakville,
partment,
1205
Calif
..............-..
Calif.........
Liquors,
Vinous Liquors,
alcoholic strength of, subject to provisions
provisions
alcoholic
305
Act
of War Prohibition Act............
lesser strength
strength not
not subject
thereto;
subject thereto;
lesser
305
permits, etc.,
etc., required
required ...........
permits,
307
prohibition.............
Constitutional
Constitutional prohibition
lesser strength
thereto;
strength not subject thereto;
lesser
308
permits, etc., required
required ............
permits,
Vinton, Iowa,
167
building.........
appropriation
167
appropriation for public building
Virgin Islands,
Islands,
temporary
appropriation
expenses, temporary
appropriation for expenses,
government
for
133, 813
government for...............
175, 884, 1377
for quarantine
quarantine system .........
1377
for
for agricultural
in.. 261,
261,
experiment stations in..
agricultural experiment
for
720, 1339
1339
leaves
of absence
employees; cumuabsence to employees;
leaves of
262
lative leaves
leaves allowed
allowed ..............
962
lative
for relief
relief of
of shipwrecked
American seashipwrecked American
for
men
in ..........
1216
......------- 1216
men in
branch offices,
etc., established for post
offices, etc.,
branch
323
office Charlotte
Charlotte Amalie.............
Amalie
office
Virginia,
Virginia,
appropriation for
etc., naval
for Saint Helena, etc.,
appropriation
training
137
station ..................
training station
for Hampton
Hampton Roads
Itoads naval operating base,
for
training
station
817
training station...................jiirisdiction
jurisdiction over Cradock town site retroVineyards,.
appropriation

ceded
to
ceded to...............-----------

1439
1439

Virginia Avenue
Avenue and
Eighteenth Street
Street NW.,
NW ,
and Eighteenth
Virginia
D. C.,
exappropriation
for operating
operating force and eaappropriation for
office
penses,
temporary office
Army temporary
penses, Army
building ....................662,1282
building
Virginian Pilot
Publishing Company,
PilotPublishing
Viginian
1168
deficiency
for advertising
advertising..
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation

IN:DEX.
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Viruses,
Page.
I rtuses, etc.,
etc.,
Page
appropriation for regulating propagation
propagation
and sale, etc., of
of ..........
.176,
176, 885,
885, 1377
137i
deficiency
appropriation for regulating
deficiency appropriation
regulating
propagation,
propagation, sale, etc.,
etc., of
of ...........
508
50E
Viruses, etc., for Animals (see Serums,
etc ,
Serums, etc.,
for Domestic Animals).
Animals).
Visges of
Alien Passports,
Visees
of Alien
Passports,
fees established
established for,
and applications..
750
for, and
applications ..._
750
excepting officials, etc., of foreign
excepting
foreign Governments
ernments
751
...............
.....
751
alien
alien residents
residents returning from war
war
service
allies
751
service with the
the allies..............
751
Vocational Education,
Vocational
Education, Federal
Federal Board
Board for
for (see
(see
also
Federal
Board
also
Board for Vocational
Vocational
Education),
Education),
appropriation for expenses ..........
178,887
178,887
for expenses, etc.,
etc., for rehabilitation
of
rehabilitation of
discharged
soldiers, etc
discharged soliiers,
1379
etc............ 1379
Vocational
Rehabilitation (see
(see also
Vocational Rehabilitation
Federal
also Federal
Board for Vocational
Vocational Education),
Education),
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of..
of- _ 328,
328,
504, 1020
additional
additional hospital facilities
facilities provided
provided for
for
World
World War patients undergoing....
undergoing... _ 1365
benefits of, extended to
to all disabled
disabled persons in military or naval forces
forces since
since
April 7, 1917, honorably separated
separated
therefrom
159
therefrom
..............
...
159
to be furnished
furnished by Federal Board of
Vocational
Vocational Education ............
159
compensation if following course;
course; to
compensation
single persons ................
159
.
159
persons with
with dependents
dependents............
159
allowance while
no War Risk allowance
while receivreceiving; exception
exception .
159
.................
159
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, etc
etc........ 159
159
leave
leave of absence for, allowed discharged
discharged
soldiers, etc., making
making homestead
homestead enentries.
tries
288
...........
288
Vocational Rehabilitation
Disabled
Rehabilitation of
of Persons
Persons Disabled
in Industry,
in
Industry,
amounts appropriated
appropriated annually
annually for the use
in
735
of States in......................
735
allotments
735
allotments in ratio of population
population ........
735
minimum .........................--.
735
735
appropriation
appropriation for minimum
minimum allotments
allotments to
States
.......................... 735
States. .
expenditures
conditioned on equal amount
expenditures conditioned
amount
under State board ................
735
735
restriction
restriction on use for institutions ......
735
submission
submission of State board plans, etc.....
etc
735
735
annual
annual report from State to Federal
Federal
Board.
735
Board .........................
735
no portion
portion to be used for buildings,
buildings, land,
land,
etc.............
etc
735
...............
735
admission of Federal civil employees injured on duty ...................
735
735
meaning of "persons
"persons disabled,"
disabled," and
rehabilitation" ...................
735
"rehabilitation
735
legislative action of States required;
required; acceptance of provisions herein......
herein
ceptance
736
cooperation
cooperation of State boards with Federal
Board in.
in administration,
administration, etc
etc........ 736
provide for cooperation
cooperation of workmen's
workmen's
compensation,
board, with
compensation, etc.,
etc., board,
with
State board .......
736
............
736
736
supervision
courses
supervision and support of courses......
736
appoint State treasurer
treasurer as custodian of
of
funds etc .-....--......-..........
funds,
736
temporary acceptance
acceptance of conditions by
governor
governor until next meeting of
of legislature
736
lature.........--.......-.......
736
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Vocational
Vocational Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation of
of Persons
Persons Disabled
Disabled Page.
Page.
'in Industry-Continued.
Industry—Continued.
in

duties of Federal Board; to cooperate
cooperate with
State boards, etc ................
736
State
736
plans of State
State board
board subject to examination and approval
of
736
approval of................
736
ascertain
736
ascertain use of
of funds
funds .................
736
certify what
what States are complying
complying with
conditions, etc ...................
736
.
736
deduct
deduct from allotments unexpended
unexpended
portion of previous
previous year's..........
year's
736
736
withhold
withhold allotments
allotments not properly used..
used
736
736
require
require replacements
replacements of moneys
moneys lost, etc.,
etc ,
custodian
736
by custodian....................
736
appeal to Congress allowed State boards
appeal
boards if
allotment
allotment withheld................
withheld
736
736
to be covered
covered into the Treasury
Treasury if ConCongress does
does not direct payment
736
payment......
736
quarterly to State custodian..
payments quarterly
custodian._ _
736
- _ 736
disposition and
disposition
and report of.............
of
737
appropriation
appropriation for investigations
investigations by Federal
Federal
Board
737
........................
737
expenses authorized;
authorized; report
report to
to ConCongress
737
-.............................
737
pay restrictions
restrictions ...................
737
737
unconditional
unconditional gifts, etc.,
etc., may be received
received
Board ....
737
by the Board
------....
737
moneys to constitute
constitute "special
"special fund
fund for
for
vocational rehabilitation
vocational
rehabilitation of disabled
disabled
persons" .....-....
persons"
737
*...........
737
uses
designated .....................
uses designated
737
737
report, etc.,
etc., to Congress
Congress ............
737
no discriminations
discriminations for or against membership in industrial, etc.,
etc., organizations ........................
737
737
penalty for violations................
violations
737
penalty
737
Vocational
Vocational Training,
Army,
Training, etc.,
etc., Army,
appropriation for instruction,
appropriation
instruction, equipment,
equipment,
etc
..
...................
120, 965
instructors from the Army..
details of instructors
Army..
966
966
disposal of farm products, etc........
etc
966
966
Voedisch,
Voedisch, Edward
EduardE.,
E.,
additional
additional homestead
homestead application
application by,
allowed:
allowed; conditions....
conditions
1092
........... 1092
Indian Reservation,
Volcan Indian
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif,
appropriation for cemetery
appropriation
tract for Incemetery tract
dians
dians of .......................
.
418
418
W.
W.
Wabash
Wabash River,
River,
bridge authorized
Attica, Ind
401.
authorized across,
across, at Attica,
Ind ...
401
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
be
llutsonville, Ill..............
Ill
1012
made, Hutsonville,
1012
WIICCOITIOW
River,
Waccamawr
River,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across, near Old Dock,
Dock,
C..........................
N. C
404
Wage
Earners, etc.,
Employment of
of (see
(see also
also
Wage Earners,
etc., Employment
Employment
Employment Service,
Service, Department
Department
of Labor),
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenaes of agencies,
etc.,
agencies, etc.,
for ......................... 225,938,1426
225, 938, 1426
Wages of
of Seamen
Seamen (see
(see Merchant
Merchant Seamen).
Seamen).
WFaes
Wahpeton, N.
Oahpeton,
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation
school
19, 424,1240
424, 1240
appropriation for
for Indian school.....
19,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
Indian school.
348,
appropriation for
for Indian
school. 348,
523, 1171
523,1171
Wakefield,
Wa:tefield, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation
maintaining grounds,
grounds,
appropriation for
for maintaining
"Washington's
birthplace. . 188,900,1390
188, 900, 1390
Washington's birthplace....
for watchmen,
watchmen, etc.,
etc., Washington's
Washington's birthbirthplace .......................
661, 1280
place
661,1280
Walden. N . Y.,
Walden.
appropriation for public
building
167
appropriation
public building........
167
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War
Walker-Johnson Building, D.
Page.
D. C.,
Wal-er-Johnson
appropriation for
temporary employees;
employees;
for temporary
appropriation for
for operating
appropriation
operating force, and exappropriation
658
658
pay
restrictions .................
pay restrictions
penses ......................
661,1281
661,1281
penses
reimbursement
made for auditto be
be made
reimbursement to
deficiency
appropriation for operating
operating supdeficiency appropriation
658
658
ing Red Cross accounts ............
plies ...........................
1167
plies
659,
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc., Adjutant
Adjutant General's Office
Office 659,
Walker River Agency, Nev.,
Nev.,
1277
appropriation for
support, etc., of Indians
for support,
appropriation
659,
Inspector
Office
659, 1277
1277
General's Office..........
Inspector General's
at
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
at........................
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
General's Office
659, 1277
Office.. 659,1277
Judge
Walker
Reservation, Nev.,
Irndian Reservation,
River Indian
Walker River
659,1277
Signal Office;
Office; technical
technical services...
services
659, 1277
Signal
3,
appropriation
irrigation project
project on....
on....
for irrigation
appropriation for
1278
Office of Chief of Air Service.........
Service
408,1226
Office
408,1226
659,1278
Quartermaster
General's Office
Office. ...
_ 659,1278
Quartermaster General's
Walla Walla
WValla County, Wash.,
remains
records of bringing home remains
on records
construction
authorized across
construction of bridge authorized
1278
from
1278
abroad .....................
from abroad
Snake
River, near Pasco, by FrankSnake River,
1278
Office of Chief
Chief of Finance............
Finance
161
lin
County and...................
and.
161
lin County
Surgeon General's
General's Office
659, 1278
Office ......... 659,1278
Surgeon
Wallace,
Wallace, Idaho,
technical
of Chief
Chief of Ordnance; technical
Office of
appropriation for
for marking
marking graves in, of
appropriation
services
660, 1279
660,1279
services....................Forest
Forest Service, losing their lives
Chief of Engineers;
Engineers; technical
technical
Office of Chief
fighting fires in
d'Alene Nain Coeur d'Alene
fighting
660,1279
services.
660, 1279
services. ...................
707
tional
tional Forest .....................
660,
Bureau
Affairs
660, 1279
1279
of Insular
Insular Affairs.........
Bureau of
Wallowa
Oreg.,
Forest, Oreg.,
National Forest,
Wallowa National
Militia
660,1279
Bureau .................
Militia Bureau
of...._ 250,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
appropriation for maintenance,
660,1279
Artillery _ 660,
1279
of Chief of Coast Artillery....
Office of
709, 1328
709,1328
Chemical Warfare
Warfare
Office of Chief of Chemical
D. C.,
Hospital, D.
Army Hospital,
Walter Reed Army
1279
1279
Service .......................
Service
appropriation
buildings for
Medical
for Medical
for buildings
appropriation for
660, 1280
for
expenses ...........
1280
contingent expenses
for contingent
964
School ............................
964
School
for stationery;
1280
postage............. 660, 1280
stationery; postage
for
provision
against purchasing
purchasing real estate in
provision against
661,1280
for
661
1280
rent. .........................
for rent.
Army
appropriation Act not appliArmy appropriation
for
public buildings
buildings and
grounds, superand grounds,
for public
cable
authorized addition to......
to
456
to authorized
cable to
intendent, clerk, engineers, watchintendent,
Wapato Irrigation
Project. Wash.,
IrrigationProject.
Wapato
men, etc.....................
etc
661, 1280
1280
men,
appropriation
additional water
water supply
appropriation for additional
for State, War, and Navy Department
Department
to allotments on Yakima
Yakima ReservaReservaBuildings,
etc
661
1280
661,1280
Buildings, etc................
tion,
431, 1246
1246
27, 431,
from .................
tion, from
661,1281
......
for
Walker-Johnson Building
Building.661,
1281
for Walker-Johnson
28,431,1246
reimbursement of entire cost....
cost_ _28,
431, 1246
reimbursement
662,1281
for
Potomac. Park Buildings .......
662 1281
for Potomac
431,1246
payment of
1246
damages to crops, etc 28, 431,
of damages
payment
662,1281
for
office buildings.............
buildings
662, 1281
Mall office
for Mall
collection of charges
charges from white
landwhitelandcollection
removal of designated
designated temporary
temporary buildremoval
.
owners .........................
431
owners
ings
1282
directed ..................-ings directed
Wapwallopen,
Pa.,
WapiLallopen, Pa.,
for temporary
temporary office
office building, 1800 Virfor
Susquehanna
bridge authorized
authorized across Susquehanna
bridge
662,
ginia Avenue
Avenue NW..............
NW
662, 1282
giia
160
..........
River,
River, Salem to ........
for designated
office buildings
buildings 663,
temporary office
designated temporary
for
War
Agencies for,
Activities, Agencies
War Activities,
12822
transferred to custody of departetc., transferred
files, etc.,
for fuel,
lights
663, 1
12
28
82
................... 63,1282
fuel, lights
for
ments.
233
ments..........----.........--removal of buildings
buildings on
on private
private lands,
lands,
removal
War
Profits Tax, 1918,
Excess Profits
War and Excess
etc...... 663
663
if renewal of leases refused, etc
earnings
American vessels
vessels in
foreign
in foreign
of American
earnings of
for
standardizing gauges
gauges and screw
for standardizing
subject
trade deducted
deducted from income subject
trade
threads
in cooperation
cooperation with Standthreads in
997
to,
years ..................
997
ten years
for ten
to, for
ards
Bureau ..................
683,1302
ards Bureau
conditioned on
amount for approved
on twine
using amountforapproved
conditioned
for
sundry civil
expenses under..
under.. 182, 893,1384
893, 1384
civil expenses
for sundry
vessels built in American
American shipyards.
shipyards_
997
vessels
for
employees, office of Ditemporary employees,
for temporary
other
two-thirds of cost to be paid out of other
893
rector
893
Finance ................
rector of 'Finance
998
funds, etc
998
................
etc .........
funds,
182, 893,1384
for
armories and arsenals........
arsenals
893,1384
for armories
War College,
College, Army
General Staff
also General
Army (see also
War
183,
for
Vs
183, 894,
894, 1385
Monroe, Va.............
for Fort Monroe,
College),
College)
1385
.
Barracks, Hawaii........
for Schofield
Schofield Barracks,
Hawaii
appropriation
for expenses ...............
105
appropriation ior
183, 894, 1385
for national cemeteries
1
13
38
85
5
cemeteries.......
120
for maintenance
maintenance .....................
120
for disposition
disposition of
officers, enremains of officers,
of remains
for
1184
deficiency appropriation
for
appropriation for.............
deficiency
1386
listed
men, etc., civilians, etc.
etc_ 184, 895, 1386
listedmen,
College).
War College, Navy (see Naval War College).
services in Department,
data
Department, compiling data
services
Contracts,
War Contracts,
......-....etc.
of
896
of graves abroad, etc
unexpended balances
balances available for paying,
unexpended
for
national parks
185. 897, 1387
185,
parks .............
for national
armistice.. 1026
suslended
account of armistice._
suspended on account
for
Washington,
grounds, Washington,
and grounds,
buildings and
for buildings
Department,
Council, War Department,
War Cortnci4
D.
C
897. 1388
186, 897.1388
..
.
D. C....................
765
creation and composition
composition of...............
of
creation
for
1389
Mansion........ 187, 899, 1389
Executive Mansion
for Executive
765
consideration of policies, etc., by .........
consideration
for
traveling expenses
expenses of the President.
President. 187,
187,
for traveling
War
Interallied Committee for ReCripples, Interallied
War Cripples,
899,1390
899,1390
education of,
education
187, 899, 1390
1390
187,899,
for Government
telegraph
Government telegraph.......
for
750,1214
appropriation
contribution ......
750,1214
for contribution
appropriation for
188,899,
for Washington
Washington Monument
899. 1390
1390
Monument..... 188,
for
Department,
War Department,
188,900,
for
Wakefield, V
a..... ....188, 900, 1390
1390
Va............
for Wakefield,
appropriation
Assistants, asasappropriation for Secretary, Assistants,
for Lincoln
Memorial; maintenance
188,
.-maintenance .....
Lincoln Memorial;
for
etc. 658,1277
sistant and chief clerk ;clerks,
clerks, etc
sistantandchiefclerk,
900. 1390
900,
..-.. 658,1277
for
temporary employees
658,1277
employees--...for temporary
for Arlington
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater and
658
Arlington Memorial
for
detailed statement to Congress ......
Chapel, maintenance
188
maintenance............
Chapel,
658
Office.
amount for Adjutant General's
General's Office
for Grant
188, 900, 1390
Memorial.............188,900,1390
Grant Memorial
for
use
appropriations for Departuse of other appropriations
dedicating Key
Key Monument,
Monument, Fort Mcfor dedicating
ment civil personnel
personnel forbidden;
forbidden;
ment
- 1391
Baltimore,
Md
Baltimore, Md........Henry,
658
exceptions
...................
exceotion.
-or
-
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Bridge ......
appropriation for Georgetown
Georgetown Bridge
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188,
900, 1391
900,1391
contract work
__ 188,
188,
for rivers
rivers and
and harbors,
harbors, contract
work..
900, 1391
1391
for prosecuting
prosecuting work
work of
control, MisMisfor
of flood
flood control,
sissippi and Sacramento
Sacramento Rivers....
Rivers... _ 188,
188,
900, 1391
900,1391
for survey
of northern
northern and
for
survey of
and northwestern
northwestern
lakes
188,
901, 1391
lakes ...................
188, 901,
1391
for
Commission_ 189.
189, 901,
901, 1391
1391
for California
California Debris
DebrisCommission.
for
189,
for New
New York
York Harbor
Harbor ........
189, 901,
901, 1391
1391
for
189,
limbs............
189, 901,
901, 1392
1392
for artificial
artificial limbs
for appliancesfordisabled
appliances for disabled soldiers
soldiers 189. 901,1392
901, 1392
for
trusses
189. 901, 1392
1392
for trusses......
..............
189
for
Hospital, D.
189
189
D. C
C.........
for Providence
Providence Hospital,
for
of the
for medical
medical and surgical
surgical history of
War with
with Germany............
Germany
901,1392
War
901,1392
for
Home for Disabled
Disabled Volunfor National
National Home
teer Soldiers
189, 901,1392
901, 1392
teer
Soldiers- ..----..--....
for
aid to
and Territorial
Territorial homes..
homes..
193,
193,
to State
State and
for aid
906, 1396
for
bounty, and
and commutation
commutation
pay, bounty,
for back
back pay,
of rations,
Civil War
193, 906,1396
906, 1396
193,
of
rations, Civil
War .......
for arrears
arrears of
of pay,
pay, War
with Spain,
etc.
193,
193,
Spain, etc.
War with
for
906, 1396
906,1396
for operating
transportation facilities
facilities on
for
operating transportation
inland and
waterways. 906,1392
906,1392
and coastwise
coastwise waterways.
inland
for
printing
and
binding
for
1429
941, 1429
228, 941,
for printing and binding for..... 228,
for Army
Army .........................
104,
104, 948
948
for
for Military
Academy .................
538
538
for
Military Academy
for fortifications
607,
1347
607,1347
fortifications ..................
for
for air
patrol by,
by, in
in cooperation
Agwith Agcooperation with
for
air patrol
ricultural Department
Department for
fire preprefor fire
ricultural
728,1329
vention
forests
728,
1329
National forests....
vention on
on National
improvements.. 1009,1202
and harbor
harbor improvements..
for river
river and
deficiency appropriation
contingent exexfor contingent
appropriation for
deficiency
penses
46,
1184, 1190
1190
332, 1163,
1163, 1184,
46, 332,
penses...........
for
river
and
harbor
work,
damages
to
for nver and harbor work, damages to
vessels
46, 333,
1165
46,
333, 509,
509, 1165
vessels..................
for
for losses
losses to
to private
private
claims for
for paying
paying claims
property,
explosion at
T. A.
A.
at T.
etc., explosion
property, etc.,
Gillespie's
Morgan, N.
J....
46,
N. J....
plant, Morgan,
Gillespie's plant,
1025. 1164
1164
1025,
for
46,
61, 63,
63,
46, 61,
for Army
Army........................
65, 104,
344, 347,
509, 522,
347, 509,
522, 1026,
1026,
65,
104, 344,
1038,
1041,
1044,
1166,
1184,
1190
1190
1038, 1041, 1044, 1166, 1184,
for
Volunteer Soldiers'
Home..... 47, 334, 527,
Soldiers' Home
for Volunteer
1027, 1039, 1166, 1185, 1190
1027,1039,1166,1185,1190
for State,
War, and
and Navy
Navy Department
Department
for
State, War,
47, 1167
Buildings
1167
Buildings.......................
for
judgments,
Court
of
Claims
under...
60,
60,
for judgments, Court of Claims under...
60,
1037,1182
343, 501,
501, 1037,
1182
60, 343,
for
rent
332.509
509
332,
.............
for rent. ....
for buildings
333, 1025,1168
1025,1168
C. 333,
D. C.
grounds, D.
and grounds,
buildings and
for
for transporting
transporting Chinese
refugees from
Chinese refugees
for
Mexico
333
333
....- .
to China
China ..........
Mexico to
for
civilian
schools
on
specified
ordnance
for civilian schools on specified ordnance
reservations
reservations....................... 333
333, 1184
for armories and arsenals.............
arsenals
forarmoriesand
for Panama
Panama. Canal
Canal .................
334,
1166
334, 1166
for
for judgments,
States courts
United States
judgments, for
under ......-----..------.
343,
1182
343, 520,
520,1182
under
for new
new Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge,
Bridge, D.
D. C........
C
509
509
for
for Crater
Crater Lake
Lake National
522
522
Parks........
National Parks
for
for
Assistant Secretary
1025
1025
Secretary.......... ....for Assistant
for
national cemeteries.........
cemeteries
1025,
1038, 1184
1184
1025, 1038,
for national
for
operating inlard,
water transtransetc., water
inlard, etc.,
for operating
portation facilities
facilities
1026
1026
................
portation
for
river
for river
of contracts
contracts for
readjustment of
for readjustment
and harbor
harbor work
1165
work................ 1026, 1165
and
1164
..............
for
New York
1161
York Harbor .
for New
Park. 1164
for
Chattanooga Park
for Chickamauga
Chickamauga and Chattanooga
for
1164
Company -----.
Bridge Company
Leavenworth Bridge
for Leavenworth
for
Roach, Stansell,
Lowrance Brothers
Brothers
Stansell, Lowrance
for Roach,
and Company....................
Company
1165
1165
and
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deficiency appropriation
for H.
H. B.
deficiency
appropriation for
B. Blanks.
Blanks. 1165
1165
for
estate
of
George
F.
Ramsey
for estate of George F. Ramsey......... 1165
1165
for
Military
Academy
1166,
1184
for Military Academy.............. 1166, 1184
for McClintic-Marshail
Construction Comfor
McClintic-Marshall Construction
Com1166
pany .............................
defense
1184
for national
national defense...................
for national security and defense....
defense.... 1184, 1190
etc
1184,
for arrears
arrears of pay,
pay, bounty, etc......
1184, 1190
1190
for trusses
trusses ...........................
1184
for
1184
paying claims
firearms, Colfor paying
claims for loss
loss of firearms,
Col1914
1185,
orado strike, 1914..............
1185, 1190
1190
Park
1185
for Vicksburg
Vicksburg National
National Park.............
1185
for State and Territorial Homes ........ 1185
1185
for survey
survey of northern and
and northwestern
northwestern
lakes
1185
lakes.............................
1185
additional allowance
allowance for
additional
for compiling
compiling data,
data,
bringing
remains from abroad.......
abroad
1164
bringing remains
1164
Secretary to supervise procureAssistant Secretary
procurement
supplies, etc......
etc
764
ment of
of all
all Army
Army supplies,
764
765
salary; office force
force . ..................
765
offices of Second
Second and Third
Third Assistant,
Assistant,
abolished
765
765
abolished.........................
chief of procurement
procurement branches
branches to report
report
direct to ..........................
765
have direction
direction of manufactures
to have
manufactures at
at
arsenals,
etc
765
arsenals, etc......................
years.
appropriations available for two years
765
appropriations
credit
allowed in
in accounts
accounts of Sydney E
E.
credit allowed
Smith
332
332
Smith ...........................
motor equipment
equipment no longer needed by, to
to
be
delivered to Senate.............
Senate
57
be delivered
motor trucks
General Supply
motor
trucks for
for use of General
Supply
Committee
transferred by,
Committee to
to be
be transferred
without
payment for ...............
645
without payment
payment of
civilians on work of Salvage
Salvage
of civilians
payment
Board
ordnance
Board authorized
authorized from ordnance
appropriations
1164
appropriations ...................
Philippine legislature.
legislature. ratitax legislation,
legislation, Philippine
fied,
1025
fied, etc
etc ..........................
typewriters
possession of, to be turned
typewriters in possession
over
to General
Supply Committee
Committee
General Supply
over to
for
sale to
to departments,
etc
688,
688, 1308
departments, etc.....
for sale
;89
other disposal
disposal forbidden ................
689
other
unexpended
balances available
unexpended balances
available for pay
etc., suspended by armicontracts, etc.,
1026
stice .............................
1027
funds
funds designated
designated .....................
use
allotments for War Risk Insurance
Insurance
use of allotments
patients
1374
by.........................
patients by
work
Federal Power Commission
Commission by perwork of Federal
sonnel
etc
1063
1063
of, etc.......................
sonnel of,
War
General Staff (see General
War Department
Department General
Staff
Staff Corps).
Corps).
War
Finance Corporation.
Corporation.
War Finance
activities
of
finance export of
of. revived
revived to finance
activities of.
agricultural
products, etc
1084
etc ......---agricultural products,
Liberty
bonds, etc.,
of Railroad
Railroad Adminisetc., of
Liberty bonds,
tration to
to be
be taken
retention
by, if
if retention
taken by,
tration
not
589
not desired .......................
provisions relating
affected by resoresonot affected
relating to, not
provisions
lution
declaring date
termination
date of termination
lution declaring
of
of War with Germany, etc .......... 1360
Corporation Act,
Finance Corporation
War Finance
liabilities
in limit of
included in
under, not included
liabilities under,
indebtedness of
banks
297
297
indebtedness
of national
national banks.....
in Europe,
Europe,
War in
representing
deficiency
appropriation for representing
deficiency appropriation
interests of
Governments
of foreign Governments
interests
during
524,
524, 1022
1022
during ......................War Industries
Board,
Industries Board,
War
appropriation for
enforcing by
by Department
Department
for enforcing
appropriation
of
for
of, for
regulations of,
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, regulations
handling
wool clip
1918 ..........
267
267
clip of
of 1918
handling wool
unexpended
balances of
appropriation for,
of appropriation
unexpended balances
covered in
233
33
in ......................
covered
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War Risk
Amendments—Con.
Page.
InsuranceAct Amendments-Con.
Risk Insurance
War
War Labor
Page.
Administration,
Labor Administration,
War
medidisability compensation
increased; medicompensation increased;
disability
deficiency appropriation
and
appropriation for salaries and
deficiency
cal services,
services, etc., authorized to disexpenses, mediation
mediation of
of labor
labor disdisexpenses,
abled discharged
discharged members
members of allied
abled
517
putes, etc
............... .
etc .........
putes,
374
forces .............................
Material,etc.,
War Material,
Governments to members of
by allied Governments
deportation of
undesirable aliens convicted
of undesirable
deportation
American forces ....................
374
American
of violating
Act to
punish injury to,
to punish
violating Act
of
374
funds
availble for
for.......................
funds availble
594
etc
etc.........--------------------......................
374
in
374
1917.............
as of April 6, 1917
effect as
in effect
readmission prohibited ................
594
readmission
other
etc., to be surrendered..
surrendered
374
pensions, etc.,
other pensions,
War
1812,
War of 1812,
374
insurance
provisions for
for persons
persons in service
service_
insurance provisions
pension
increased for widows of persons
pension increased
specified
applications
applications for, to be made in specified
serving in ............
587
............
serving
374
time
after enlistment
enlistment .....-......-.
time after
War Operations
Operations Abroad,
War
valid
valid if made during the war, after period
appropriation
105, 949
appropriation for observing ............
375
expired, etc .....................
expired,
War Prohibition
Prohibition (see
National Prohibition
also National
(see also
War
inferred
person dying or disabled in
inferred if person
Act),
375
service during the war
war..............
service
provisions for enforcing.....-............-enforcing
305
if
inducted by
disabled,
by draft board and disabled,
if inducted
War Risk Insurance
InsuranceAct,
War
etc., before
before enrolled
servenrolled for active servetc.,
allowance
in case of specific
attendant in
allowance for attendant
ice.
375
ice ..............................
disability
a month for loss of
$100 a
of $100
disability of
death allowance modified; payments
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expenses .............
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of .....................
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of ...................... 690, 1309
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in.....................
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... ..........
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of possession...............
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with.....................
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etc ..................
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etc ...............
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NW ..................... 1142
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mechanics, etc.
laborers, mechanics,
water
increased not less
lees twenty-five
twenty-five
rates increased
water rates
870
cent........................
per cent
SW., D. C.,
Water Street SW.,
appropriation for repaving
Eleventh to
repaving Eleventh
appropriation
Streets................
Fourteenth Streets
75
Fourteenth
Water Supply,
Supply,
Water
for other
than irrigation uses, may be furother than
for
451
nished
projects....
reclamation projects
from reclamation
nished from
etc.......... 451
- conditions, use of receipts, etc
Water Supply
of Farms,
Farms,
Supply of
Water
appropriation for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
etc. doappropriation
me
stic
264,
1341
723,1341
264, 723,
mestic.....................
Water Supply
Supply of
the United
UnitedStates,
of the
Water
appropriation for
investigations to deterfor investigations
appropriation
mine
wells
197,
1400
910, 1400
197, 910,
artesian wells....
the; artesian
mine the;
Water
Transportation,
Water Transportation,
provisions for
for through
shipments by rail
through shipments
provisions
carriers
American vessels in forand American
carriers and
497
. 497
........
eign
.........
commerce
eign commerce
policy
Congress to promote,
promote, encourage,
encourage,
of Congress
policy of
and
declared ..............
499
and develop, declared
Water
Facilities,
TransportationFacilities,
Water Transportation
appropriation for
for operating, on inland
inland and
appropriation
coastwise
waterways ............. 906, 1392
coastwise waterways
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for operating indeficiency
1026
land,
under War Department.......
Department
land, under
Water
Valley, Miss.,
Water Valley,
appropriation for
for public
public building
building .......... 17
167
appropriation
Waterbury. Conn.,
Conn.,
Waterbunry
appropriation
for operating,
operating, etc., Governappropriation for
..........................
ment house at
223
River,
Wateree
Wateree River,
bridge
Gernens Ferry,
acress, at Gerners
authorized across,
bridge authorized
. 110
S. C
C ........................
Watering
Public Lands,
Lands,
Places, Public
Watering Places,
appropriation
etc.,, lands
classifying, etc
for classifying,
appropriation for
for .........................
1 ,910,
1400
910,1400
198,
for
Watersheds
of Navigable
(see ConservaConservaStreams (see
Navigable Streams
Watersheds of
tion
Navigable Waters,
etc.).
Waters, etc.).
of Navigable
tion of
Watertown
Mass.
Arenal, lMass.,
Watertown Arsenal,
appropriation
woodworking shop.......
shop
183
183
for woodworking
appropriation for
for
stock storage
shed
183
storage shed...............
bar stock
for bar

celix
cclix
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Watertown Arsenal, Mass.-Continued.
appropriation for
for testingmachines..
testing machines. 183, 894
894, 1385
appropriation
894
for ingot storage yard .................
for
roads, etc..........................
etc
1385
for roads,
deficiency
etc ,
deficiency appropriation for repairs, etc.,
333
planers, etc .......................
Watertown,
Y,
Watertown, N. Y.,
etc., Governappropriation
Governappropriation for operating, etc.,
223
ment house at ....................
to
Army
Army buildings at, to be turned over to
623
Postmaster General ................
Postmaster
Watervliet
Arsenal, West Troy, N. Y.,
Watervliet Arsenal,
appropriation for old gun shop, etc.,
etc., buildbuildappropriation
ings, floor .......................... 183
for
concrete ash bins ...................
894
for concrete
expenditure
authorized for real estate for
expenditure authorized
extension
455
extension of .......................
Waterway, Intracoastal,
Intracoastal,
preliminary
examination, etc., to be made
preliminary examination,
Fla ...... 1011
of, Jacksonville to Miami,
Miami, Fla.
Waterways Commission,
1077
law creating, repealed ................
Waterways
Canadian Joint,
Joint,
Waterways Commission, Canadian
expenses. 747, 1212
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses
1212
appropriation
preparation of cases, etc .......... 747, 1212
for preparation
Watson, Walter A.,
a Representative
Representative in
late a
A., late
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to widow
deficiency
519
of
of.................................
Waynesboro, Va.,
Waynesboro,
appropriation for public building..........
building
167
appropriation
Ways
Committee, House of RepreMeans Committee,
Ways and Means
sentatives,
authorized for, until meeting of
expenses authorized
........ 1180
let
1st session 67th Congress
Apparel,
Wearing Apparel,
provisions for securing
securing adequate
adequate supply,
provisions
preventing
speculation,
preventing injurious speculation,
297
etc.
war............
etc., of, during the war
punishment for
298
violations of ...........
for violations
punishment
Weather Bureau,
Agriculture,
Departmentof Agriculture,
Bureau, Department
Weather
1316
236,695,
appropriation for salaries
695, 1316
salaries.......... 236,
appropriation
cooperation
cooperation with other bureaus, etc.. 236,
696, 1317
for expenses
in Washington......
Washington
237, 696, 1317
237,696,
expenses in
for
237, 696, 1317
expenses
for printing office expenses......
restriction on printing
prnting by Bureau;
restriction
exception ................
1317
237, 696, 1317
exception
Washington..... 237,
outside of Washington
expenses outside
for expenses
1317
696, 1317
1317
1317
warnings, etc .................
frost warnings,
for frost
697,1317
237, 697,
expenses ..........
1317
traveling expenses
for traveling
for expenses,
aerological stations.
stations 237,697,1317
237, 697, 1317
expenses, acrological
for
Mount
Va., utilizing buildWeather, Va.,
Mount Weather,
. 697
etc............-.....-----ings, etc
229,942,1430
for
229, 942, 1430
printing and binding for.....
for printing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for geneal
general exdeficiency
penses
64,
62,64,
- 62,
penses........ ..........-346, 349,524,1040,
349, 524, 1040, 1043, 1187, 1192
Zebulon,
Honorable Zebultrn
Weaver, Honorable
appropriation
contested election
exelection exfor contested
appropriation for
pensesnses

............

227
227

Webb, C
CZles
A.,
arles A.,
Webb,
1180
1180
deficiency
services
appropriation for services.....
deficiency appropriation
Webbers Falls,
O(la.,
Falls, Okla.
Webbers
bridge
authorized across Arkansas
Arkansas River
bridge authoried
- 629
near ....
.... ........-.....near
Webster Street
C.
NW., D. C.,
Street NW,
Webster
appropriation
Sixteenth to
for paving, Sixteenth
appropriation for
1116
Seventeenth Streets................
Streets
1116
Seventeenth
Weeds,
Weeds,

appropriation
methods of
determining methods
for determining
appropriation for
eradicating. ...................245, 704
. 245,04
eradicating

Mix
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Weights
Measures, Internattrmal
Bureau of, Page.
and Meastres,
InternationalBureau
Weights and
appropriation for
annual contribution..
contribution.. 743, 1209
appropriation
for annual
deficiency appropriation
66
for.............
66
deficiency
appropriation for
Weights
Measures, International
International ComWeights and
and Measures,
Committee
mittee of,
of,
appropriation for
681,1301
contribution.. 681,1301
for annual
annual contribution..
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
deficiency
340
member ..........................
Weights,
Weights, Measures,
Measures, and Markets,
Markets, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Department
Departmentof,
creation of
1217
1217
creation
of...............................
superintendent
salary
1217
superintendent of, appointment, salary....
to be custodian of official standard
weights and measures
measures ............
1217
assistants, inspectors, etc.,
etc., to be appointassistants,
ed by; bond required.............
required
1217
exclusive powers
powers conferred
conferred
1217
exclusive
............
1217
weights, measures, etc., to be tested
all weights,
by,
months.................. 1217
by, every
every six monthq
sealing
marking, if
1218
sealing and
and marking,
if approved
approved...
1218
etc., if not conforming
seizures, etc.,
conforming to
standard .......................
1218
standard
condemnation
condemnation of unsuitable devices,
etc
1218
etc..............................
using of, forbidden
forbidden unless approved
approved
in six months ..................
. 1218
notice to be
he given for inspection of all
unapproved scales, etc............
etc
1218
peddlers, etc.,
etc., to have weights tested,
peddlers,
semiannually ...............
1218
etc., semiannually
government
owned devices
devices exempt .......
1218
government owned
repaired scales,
scales, etc., not to be used without
inspection...................
1218
1218
out inspection
unauthorized
unauthorized altering of seals, etc., forbidden
1218
1218
bidden .........................
1218
refusing, obstructing, etc.,
etc., tests, forbidden.
forbidden
1218
refusing,
record of all inspected
inspected devices
devices to be kept..
kept
1219
record
public
1219
open to the public.....................
true weight, measure,
measure, or count, of commodities required
required................. 1219
buyer
take only
only actual
weight, etc
1219
etc... 1219
buyer to
to take
actual weight,
sales by net weight;
weight; weight of ton
1219
ton........ 1219
1219
long ton for coal .....................
1219
slot machines; regulation governing operation of.
1219
1219
of ...........................
sales tickets; requirements
using
1219
1219
requirements when using....
coal,
delivery requirecoal, charcoal,
charcoal, and
and coke; delivery
requirements ...........................
1219
1219
ice to be sold by weight; scale requirements .......................
ments
1220
bread; standard weight of loaf established;
established;
labels, etc., required
required. ..............
1220
not applicable
applicable to crackers, pretzels, etc. 1220
1221
milk
of............
milk bottles.
bottles. capacity,
capacity, etc.,
etc., of
1221
standard containers of dry commodities
commodities
standard
established .......................
1221
barrel for fruit, vegetables,
1221
vegetables, etc.........
etc
221
. 1
1221
for cranberries
cranberries ...................
in less capacity
capacity than, or ausales in
1221
thorized
thorized subdivisions, unlawful ....
1221
Climax baskets for grapes, etc..........
etc
carrier crates.........................
crates
1222
box, etc.,
etc., for berries, shelled peas, etc..
etc
1222
lug boxes...-..1222
..-.................
1222
hampers for fruits, etc...............
etc
1222
1222
1222
round stave baskets..................
baskets
apple box.
1222
box..........................
pear box
. 1222
13°x ..........................
onion crate
crate......
....................
1222
sales of fruit, etc., prohibited,
prohibited, except in
standard
etc -....-... ...
1223
standard containers, etc.
when
not compactly
compactly filled..
when containers
containers not
filled... _ 1223
1=3
customary sales, in bunches,
bunches, etc.,
etc., permitcustomary
tan
t.a............................
. 1223
1223
41.
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Markets, D. C., Page.
Measures, and Markets,
Weights, Measures,
Department
of—Continued.
Departmentof-Continued.
designated
containers not
permitted to be
not permitted
designated containers
used for dry measures
measures.............. 1223
punishment
punishment for ....
................ .. 1223
package food; content requirements
requirements ....... 1223
package
cordwood requirements;
requirements; split wood........
wood_
1223
1223
cordwood
standard
contents of
1223
standard liquid measures; cubic contentsof.
fish
oyster sales; fish.
........................1223
automatic
forbidden
automatic measuring pumps; use forbidden
unless
unless in
in condition,
condition, etc
etc............ 1223
subject
inspection, etc
subject to
to inspection,
etc..............
1223
pro
quantities of
of comsmaller quantities
pro rata price
price for smaller
modities sold at stated price for
1224
1224
stated quantity ..................
right of inspection,
inspection, etc.,
etc., of all commodities
declared
1224
1224
declared .......................
vending, etc., weights and measures by
employees
unlawful ............
1224
employees of, unlawful
superintendent,
etc., given police powers.
superintendent, etc.,
powers. 1224
may enter
enter premises,
premises, etc.; private residences excepted
1224
excepted .................
etc
1224
stop venders, peddlers, etc..........
tolerances,
etc., authorized
for scales,
scales, and
authorized for
tolerances, etc.,
measures
1224
measures .
..................
containers, etc.,
etc., similar
similar to Federal usage.
usage
1224
containers,
weighmasters and scales to be estabpublic weighmasters
lished; fees allowed..............
allowed
1224
charges by others forbidden
forbidden............ 1224
powers and duties of superintendent
superintendent granted
to assistants,
assistants, etc.
1224
etc ...............
1224
ed to
supervision, etc.,
supervision,
etc., of public markets by
superintendent
superintendent ...................
1224
construction of terms used herein
herein......... 1225
construction
each section of Act independent
independent .........
1225
invalidity of one, not to affect
invalidity
affect any other
section, etc ....................
1225
in effect in ninety days; former
former laws repealed
pealed ..........................
1225
Weights, Measures, and Markets, D. C.,
Superintendentof,
Superintendent
appropriation for, chief inspector, inspecappropriation
tors, etc..................
etc
1111
70, 839, 1111
expenses, markets, etc
etc. ......
for expenses,
75, 844, 1115
1115
for refrigerating
plant................ 75
75,844,1115
refrigerating plant.
844 1115
vehicles ................ 75, 844, 1115
1115
for motor vehicles
1115
for produce market, south shelter
shelter....... 1115
Weir, Cole,
homestead patent to ...................
1434
Weiser National
National Forest,
Idaho,
Forest, Idaho,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
250,
250,
appropriation
709, 1328
lands added
added to ........................... 1194
Wellfleet, Mass.,
appropriation authorized
authorized for
tablets, etc.,
etc ,
for tablets,
appropriation
in, commemorating
commemorating tercentenary
tercentenary of
landing of the Pilgrims.............
Pilgrims
599
599
Wenalsa National
National Forest,
Forest, Wash. and
and Oreg.,
Wenaha
Oreg.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of.. 250, 709
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of..
Wenatchee National
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of...
of
251,
appropriation for maintenance,
709, 1328
Wepo Wash Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Ariz.,
appropriation for
etc., of
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of.... 1226
West Indian
Indian Islands
Islands acquired
acquiredfrom Denmark
(see
Islands)
(see Virgin Islands).
West Indies,
Indies,
West
appropriation
Service exexfor Weather
Weather Service
appropriation for
penses
236, 696, 1316
penes in .................
236,696,1316
West
Pittston, Pa.,
Pa.,
West Pittston,
across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
bridge authorized acrom
River, Pittston to
to- ....-....-.--..-. :; 159

INDEX.
INDEX.
West Point,
Ga.,
Wat
Point,Ga.,

Page.

appropriation for public building .........
167
167
appropriation
bridge authorized
authorized across Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee
River at
...................... 1055
pontoon bridge authorized
authorized across Chattahoochee River at ..................
370
370
loan of material
material for, by Secretary
Secretary of War.
War
370
370
construction and operation by city
370
city.....
370
West
Point, N. Y. (see also Military
Military AcadWest Point,
emy),
Academy Reserlease of land on Military Academy
vation for hotel, authorized
authorized ........
548
conditions, etc
548
etc........................
West Roxbury,
Rozbury, Mass.,
deficiency
appropriation
for
hospital
for
deficiency appropriation
hospital
discharged disabled
etc., at.
at.
508
discharged
disabled soldiers, etc.,
West Springfield,
Springfield, Mass.,
time extended
extended for bridging
bridging Connecticut
Connecticut
River, Springfield
Springfield to.............
to
529
529
Western Navajo
Western
Navajo Agency,
Agency, Any.,
Ariz.,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
for support,
appropriation
at .........
31,433
...............
Western Shoshone
Nev.,
Western
Shoshone Agency, Nev.,
appropriation for
for support
support of
31,
Indians at
at....
of Indians
appropriation
434,1248
Western
Shoshone Indian
Reservation, Idaho
Idaho
Indian Reservation,
Western Shoshone
and
Nev.,
and Nev.,
appropriation
for
irrigation
system
on
appropriation for irrigation system on..... 1226
Westminster
London, England,
England,
Westminster Abbey,
Abbey, London,
Congressional medal
honor to be bemedal of honor
Congressional
stowed upon unknown
British soldier
unknown British
.........................
1367
buried in
in.....
Wewoka, Okla.,
Wewoka,
monument to
to perpetuate
perpetuate memory of
of Semimonument
nole Tribe
Tribe to be erected
erected at ........
1364
Wheat,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating black rust,
appropriation for
702, 1322
blight......... 244, 702,1322
etc.; scab or blight
preventing spread
for investigation,
investigation, etc., preventing
of soil and seed infecting
infecting diseases of 244,
244,
703,1322
703,
1322
cooperation
1322
703,1322
etc..._244, 703,
cooperation with States, etc..
for
sale to farmers in
purchasing seed,
seed, for sale
for purchasing
seeding._ 1347
drought stricken areas, for seeding
Wheat Crop,
Crop.
appropriation for securing
securing workers
workers to harappropriation
938
vest, etc ..........................
Wheat in
Regions,
in Drouth
Drouth Stricken
Stricken Regions,
borrowers
Government
borrowers of money from the Government
for seeds for, relieved
relieved from payment
payment
730
if crop aafailure .................
signing guaranty fund agreement
agreement not released, if crop not a
afailure.
failure ........ 731
leased,
guaranty fund to settle loans of
use of
of guaranty
failures
731
failures.........................
Whipple Barracks,
Barracks, Ariz.,
Army
medical supplies to be transferred
transferred to
to
Army medical
Public Health
Health Service for hospital at 1025
transferred to Public Health
Health Service for
for
transferred
963
hospital purposes.
purposes ................
White, Anna Gale
(we
Gale (vdowv,).
appropriation
year's
payment to, one year's
for payment
appropriation for
husband
1209
deceased husband........
salary of deceased
White Earth
Agency, Minn.,
Earth Agency,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at
31,
434, 1248
31,434,
at .......................
White Earth
Earth Band,
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, Minn.,
Band, Chippeuwa
appropriation
celebration, from
appropriation for annual celebration,
13,419
funds ....................
13,419
tribal funds
allottees
14, 419
for completing
completing roll of allottees.........
Pine Blister Rust,
Rust,
White Pine
appropriation for study, etc.,
etc., of
of... 243, 701, 1321
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of eradicating,
eradicating, etc..
etc.. 243, 702, 1321
local, etc., cooperation
243. 702,
1321
702,1321
cooperation ..... 243,
paving for destroyed trees, etc.,
etc., for243,
702, 1321
243,702,
bidden ................

White River,

bridge authorized
authorized across, at Des Arc, Ark.
Ark
bridge
Norfork,
Ark ......................
Norfork, Ark
time
extended
for
bridging,
Forsyth,
Mo
time
Forsyth, Mo..

cclxi
cclxi
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436
551
275
275

White
Band of
of Ute
Ute Indians,
Indians, Utah,
Utah,
White River
River Band
appropriation for
for payment to, from tribal
appropriation
funds of Confederated
Utes. 1245
funds
Confederated Bands of Utes
1245
for irrigating
irrigating allotted lands of .........
1245
White River National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
of
251,
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation for
709,1328
White River Ute
lite Indians,
Indians, Utah,
appropriation
payment to, from tribal
appropriation for payment
funds of Confederated
Confederated Bands of
funds
26,430,1245
TJtes
26, 430, 1245
Utes ......................
for irrigating
irrigating allotted
allotted lands of......
of
430, 1245
27, 430,1245
transfer of special
special funds to
430
transfer
to...............
430
Whiteville Lumber Company,
may bridge Waccamaw
River, Old Dock,
Waccamaw River,
N C ..........
404
N.C.
...................
404
Whitman National
Forest,
Oreg. '
National Forest, Oreg.,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
251
251
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of ...
709,1328
709,1328
Whitmore.
Arthur
Lawrence,
Arthur
Lawrence,
Whitmore,
homestead
application by, allowed
homestead application
allowed........ 1092
lieu land
land selection
selection by Utah authorized..
authorized
1092
Whittier Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
C.
appropriation
for
Second
First
to
Second
grading,
appropriation
Streets
1116
Streets .........................
1116
Agency, Okla.,
Wichita Agecy,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
at
434
at................................
434
etc., Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Wichita, etc.,
appropriation for support,
support. etc., of....
19, 424, 1240
appropriation
of.... 19,424,1240
Wichita National
Okla..
Wichita
National Forest,
Forest, Okla.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of.... 251,
251,
appropriation
709, 1329
Honorable James,
Wickersham, Honorable
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for contested elecexpenses
tion expenses....................
58
Wide Ruins Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Ariz.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
appropriation
1226
Widows,
Widows,
pension for, increased,
increased, if married
rate of pension
before June 27,
27, 1905, to person in
586
Civil War
War service................
service
586
death, etc., of subseif remarried, on death,
quent husband
586
husband ..................
586
for minor children increased
increased .........
586
husband in War of 1812, or
for service
service of husband
Mexico .....................
with Mexico
587
Wild Game BirdsD.
Birds D. C. (see Game Birds, D.C.).
D. C.).
Wilkes-Barre
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Pa.,'
time extended
extended for
for bridging
bridging North Branch
of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River at.........
at
1103
1103
Wilkesboro,
N. C.,
C.,
Wilkesboro, N.
terms of court at
532
at......................
532
Willapa
and River,
River, Wash.,
Wash.,
Willapa Harbor
Harborand
acceptance authorized
authorized of local contribuacceptance
tion to project
project for improvement
improvement of..
of
1014
1014
Wills. D.
C.,
Wills.
D. C.,
while caveat pending
pending no prior, admitted
admitted to
probate
probate ...........................
557
trial of issues; jury from supreme
supreme court
court
petit jurors
557
557
jurors........................
558
effect
judgment ...................
effect of judgment
collectors
powers, duties, etc.,
etc., excollectors under, powers,
tended
362
......................
562
tended ..
renunciation
renunciation of all devices or bequests
567
of husband,
widow; effect
567
effect......
husband. by widow;
of wife, by
by husband; effect
568
effect............
568
Wilmington,
Del.,
Wilmington, Del.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
etc. of Christiana River at, to be made ........
1011
Wilmington,
C.,
Wilmington, N.
N. C.,
terms of court at
at. ........................
532
532

ccixii
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Ohio,
Wilmington, Ohio,
appropriation
167
167
building.........
for public
public building
appropriation for
Wilmot, Ark.,
Wilmot,
Ark.,
time
for bridging
Bartime extended
extended for
bridging Bayou
Bayou Bartholomew, by Ashley
Ashley County at ....
589
Wilson,
Wilson, N.
N. C.
C.,'
532
terms of court at.
at........................
532
Pa.
Wilson, Pa.,
Monongahela
bridging Monongahela
time extended
extended for bridging
River
River at ............................
1078
Winchester, Mass.,
Mass.,
Winchester,
appropriation
public building.........
building.
167
167
for public
appropriation for
National Park,
Park, S.
Wind Cave National
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation for
for protection,
205, 919,1408
910, 1408
etc ... 205,
protection, etc....
appropriation
Wind
Wind River
River Reservation,
Reservation, Wyo.
Wyo. (see
(see also
also Shoshone
Indian Reservation,
shone Indian
Reservation, Wyo.),
Wyo.),
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for payment
payment to
to
Indians of ...-...........--Indians
.......
1186
Windsor
Windsor Locks, Conn.,
Conn.,
authorized across
bridge authorized
across Connecticut
Connecticut
River, East Windsor and.
and............ 360
Liquors).
Wine (see Vinous
Vinous Liquors).
Dealcoholized Wine).
Wine).
Wine, Dealcoholized
Dealcoholized(see Dealcoholized
Wine
Wine for
for Sacramental,
Sacramental,etc., Uses,
regulations governing
governing manufacture,
sale,
manufacture, sale,
regulations
of
..
etc., of.........................
311
permits,
required
permits, etc.,
etc., required..............
311
Winnebago
Winnebago Agency,
Agency, Nebr.,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
Indians
appropriation
at
31,
434, 1248
at .......................
31,434,1248
Winnebago
Winnebago Indian
IndianHospital,
Hospital, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of....
5,
5,
etc., of....
appropriation
410, 1227
410,1227
Nev.,
Winnemucca, Nev.,
appropriation
public building
167
building.........
for public
appropriation for
Winslow, Ariz.,
appropriation
Little ColoColobridge across Little
appropriation for bridge
payment by
Indians
11
rado River;
River; payment
by Indians...
11
Wire Conference
CommuniWire
Conference (see
(see International
International Communication Conference).
Conference).
Telegraph and Telephone
Wire Control
Control (see Telegraph
Telephone
Systems, etc.).
Systems,
etc.).
Communication,
Wireless Communication,
appropriation
for enforcing,
laws for
ocean
for ocean
enforcing, laws
appropriation for
steamers,
steamers, etc ...................
681, 1300
deficiency
for enforcing,
laws
appropriation for
enforcing, laws
deficiency appropriation
on ocean
ocean steamers ...... 67,340,
67, 340, 524,1188
524, 1188
Wireless
Wireless Telegraphy (see also
also Radio CommuCommunication, etc.),
etc.),
nication,
interstate commerce
commerce regulations
applicaregulations applicable
by
474
ble to messages
messages transmitted
transmitted by......
474
wholly
excepted......
474
wholly within one State excepted
Telegraph,
Wireless Telephone and
and Telegraph,
facilities for international,
international, to be considered,
considered,
etc.,
International Conference
367
etc., by
by International
Conference...
367
Wisconsin,
Wisconein,
consent of Congress
Congress given to, as to jurisdicjurisdiction over offenses
offenses upon
upon boundary
waters,
by agreement
with adjoini
g
waters, by
agreement with
adjoining
State .....
1447
State
.....................
1447
Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee River,
authorized across,
Ga
bridge authorized
across, Ousley,
Ousley, Ga......
1100
States Courts
Witnesses, United
UnitedStates
Courts,
appropriation
for fees,
etc
210,
924, 1413
appropriation for
fees, etc.......
210,924,1413
deficiency appropriation for fees.........
deficiency
fees
52,
67,
52,67,
347, 525, 1040,
1043, 1045,
1188
347,525,
1040,1043,
1045,1188
Wives
Wives of
of Injured
Injured Soldiers,
etc. :
Soldiers, etc.,
preference hereafter
hereafter to, in
clerical, etc.,
preference
in clerical,
etc.,
appointments in
in departments,
departments, etc..
37
appointments
etc..
37
Wolves,
Wolvesr

appropriation for
for devising
methods for
for deappropriation
devising methods
destroying
257, 719, 133
1335
stroyin
.......................
257,719,
or destroying,
amount for
destrying, in national
forests, etc
257
ete ........................
257
for destroying for suppression of rabies
rabies..
257

Page.
Women, Alien,
rase.
admission of illiterate, authorized
authorized to
admission
to marry
marry
citizens
who served
the World
served in
in the
World
citizens who
War
981
War
.............................
981
property
Alien Property
Property CusCusproperty of, held by Alien
todian to be
todian,
be returned under specified conditions
conditions ................
978, 1147
fied
978,'1147
in Industry,
Women in
appropriation
investigations, etc....
etc
225,938
appropriation for investigations,
in Naval Service,
Women in
enlisted
or enrolled,
enrolled, to
allowenlisted or
to receive
receive pay,
pay, allowances, etc.,
etc., of
Navy and Marine
Marine
ances,
of Navy
Corps
personnel
Corps enlisted
enlisted personnel............
152
Labor,
Bureau, Department
Departmentof Labor,
Women's Bureau,
appropriation for
for expenses;
pay restricrestricexpenses; pay
appropriation
tions
tions ...........................
1305
creation of ...........................
987
appointment of
appointment
of a
a woman
woman as
as director;
salary
salary .............................
987
duties
welfare of
earnduties in
in promoting
promoting welfare
of wage
wage earning women, etc ....................
987
publication of results, etc
publication
etc..............
987
assistant director;
assistant
director; salary; duties
duties..........
987
chief
987
special agents,
agents, etc
etc ............
chief clerk, special
quarters,
etc
quarters, equipment,
equipment, etc...............
987
Distillation, etc.,
Wood Distillation,
etc.,
appropriation
for investigating
methods
investigating methods
appropriation for
of
1329
of ......................... 251, 710,
710,1329
Fires, D. C.,
C. t
Woodfor Fires,
regulations governing
1223
regulations
governing sales
sales of
of ..............
1223
Wood
Pulp,
Wood Pulp,
additional duty
duty on
paper, from
from
additional
on printing
printing paper,
country
etc.,
country imposing
imposing export duty, etc.,
573
on .................................
573
Woodbridge Creek,
Woodbridge
Creek, N.
N. J.,
J.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
preliminary
of, to be
be
made
made..
..........................
1010
Woods Hole,
Woods
Hole, Mass.,
Mass.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fish hatchery.
hatchery. 1034
deficiency
Woodward
Woodward,tOkla.,
appropriation
167
167
building..........
for public
public building
appropriation for
establishing live stock breeding
breeding eta,
for establishing
sta730,1345
tion at
at .......................... 730,1345
1918,
Wool Clip
Clip of
of 1918
appropriation for
for enforcing
enforcing regulations
for
regulations for
appropriation
handling........................
267,725
handling
267,725
handling
1343
for completing
completing work of
of handling........
1343
payments to
growers, etc., from
payments
to growers,
from rereceipts .........................
1343
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for enforcing
regulations, for
handling, etc
for handling,
etc....... 1177
1177
regulations,
Wool Scourinq
Scouring Waste,
Wool
Waste,
appropriation for
of
for developing
developing methods of
appropriation
254, 713, 1332
utilizing
.................... 254,713,1332
Workhouse and Reformatory,
Reformatory, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
salaries .......... 98,868,1139
98, 868, 1139
for salaries
appropriation for
Workhouse, D. C.,
appropriation
salaries
98, 868, 1139
1139
98,868,
appropriation for salaries..........
for
maintenance
98, 868,
98,
868, 1139
1139
for operation
operation and
and maintenance...
for
98, 869,1140
for fuel, etc ....................
for
869, 1140
construction, etc
etc ...............
for construction,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for maintenance.
maintenance. 1020
World Cotton
Cotton Conference
New Orleans,
Orleans, La.,
La.
World
Conference,, New
foreign
nations invited
to send
delegates
invited to
send delegates
foreign nations
271
271
to .............................
271 271
World War,
appropriation
for preparing
records
naval records
preparing naval
appropriation for
of
664, 1283
of...........................
664,1283
for
preparing medical and
and surgical
surgical
for preparing
history
901,1392
history of ....................
901,1392
body of unknown American soldier
soldier who
who
brought for
lost his life in
in, to be brought
burial
Arlington Memorial
Memorial AmAmburial in
in Arlington
phitheater .......................
1447
phitheater.
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War-Continued.
World War—Continued.
Pagebe
in, may be
citizens serving with Allies in,
buried in National Cemeteries.......
Cemeteries
552
clerks and
allowed postal service clerks
credit allowed
carriers
serving in Army, etc.,
carriers serving
during, as of Postal Servie
Service ........ 1152
durin,
date
termination of,
declared, as afectaffectof, declared,
of termnation
date of
ing legislation, etc., continget
amtingent upon
duration
1359
.......
its duration...........
detached
Regular Army offices
cakes
detached service of Regular
regarded as
during, emergency;
emergency, regarded
with
394
troo. ......................
with troops.
homestead patents allowed
allowed settlers
settlers who
homestead
served in, and physically unable to
return
complete residence, etc..
etc
1202
return to complete
information
Army.
demobiliaation Army
from demobilization
information from
records
records to be furnished public
509
etc
officials, etc.......................
use
preserving draft records,
of fund
fund for preserving
use of
etc., to provide employees
. 509
employees .......etc.,
merchant
medal of merit for person in merchant
marine rendering
rendering distinguished
distinguished sermarine
vice
............. 1082
vice during .....-- .
preference for
service in, to be given in
in
for service
preference
appointments
National
appointments for enforcing National
prohibition
319
prohibition .......................
World
Veterans,
World War Veterans,
Army tents may be loaned to organizations
organisations
of................
272
..
. .....
of
Worlds' Dairy
Dairy Congress
Congress,'
foreign
governments to be invited to atforeign governments
tend
........ 1347
tend....................
Wounded
oldiers, etc.,
DisabledSoldiers,
Wounded or Disabled
furlough certificates
given by hospital
hospital
be given
to be
certificates to
furlough
authorities
...... 975
authorities to ................
ticket to
to destination
destination and return at one
ticket
cent
carrier
cent a
a mile to be issued by carrier
on
presentation of ................
976
on presentation
difference
difference between, and regular rate
payable from the Treasury
976
Treasury.........
Wrangell, Alaska,
Alaska.
Wranmell,
designated improveissue of bonds by, for designated
ments,
435
authorized................
ments, authorized
etc.....
election for, interest, payment, etc
435
allotment
436
allotment of expenditures ..............
special
436
sinking fund .........
special tax for sinking
preliminary examination,
harbor
etc., of, harbor
examination, etc.,
preliminary
..... 1013
made......................
to be made
Wrangell Narrows,
Alaska,
Narrows, Alaska,
WranellU
preliminary
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination, etc.,
1013
made .........................
Wrapped Meats,
misbranding provisions of pure food law,
mnsbranding
extended to ......................
271
271
Army,
Wright, John Elmer, U. S. Army,
may
appointed first lieutenant on remay be
be appointed
tired list ..........................
607
Mich.,
Wyandotte. 3fich.,
appropriation
for public
167
public building .........
appropriation for
Wyoming,
appropriation
clerks,
general, clerks,
appropriation for surveyor general,
etc
673, 1293
673,1293
..............
etc........
etc., mining leases
leases allowed of ungold, etc.,
allotted withdrawn
withdrawn mineral lands
allotted
31
in..........
reservations in
of Indian reservations
Wyoming National
Wyo.,
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyoming
National Forest,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of
251,
appropriation
709,1329
•
Wytheville, Va.,
appropriation for fish hatchery, improveappropriation
ments
220
ments............................
deficiency appropriation
hatchery,
appropriation for fish hatchery,
imnrmavPmnt.a
improvements
..................
--- r-- · ...

339
__9

Y.

Page.

Yahooskin Band of
Indians,
of Snake Indians
all claims of, against the United
United States to
623
be submitted
submitted to Court of Claims....
Claims....
procedure,
.......
624
procedure, etc ........;.....
Ybkima Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
Yakima
appropriation
etc. of Indians
Indians
for support, etc.,
appropriation for
at
27, 31, 431, 434, 1245, 1248
27,31,431,434,1245,
at.............
Reservation, Wash.,
Yakima Indian
Indian Reservation,
appropriation for irrigation system; reappropriation
payment
27
payment ........................
additional '
water supply, Wapato
'water
for additional
project; repayment
repayment ......... 27,
431, 1246
27,431,1246
collection
'white landowners
landowners for
for
collection from White
431
water furnished.................
furnished
reimbursement
damages to crops,
reimbursement for damages
etc
.... 1246
.....
etc...................
for irrigating additional lands; repayrePay-'
Ment
tent from owners ..... ;
.....
......28,431
28
enforcement.....
a lien; enforcement
charges to be a
rules, etc., to be prescribed
28
prescribed...........
for irgation
irrigation maintenande,
including
maintenance, 'including
Toppenish-Simcoe
system
432,1246
Toppenish-Simcoe system....... 432,1246
for Ahtanum
irrigation system..:...
system 1246
.. 124
for
Ahtanum irrigation
for reimbursing
reimbursing reclamation
reclamation fmnd
fund for
for
202,916,1404
water furnished ............
202,
916, 1404
deficieney
appropriation for irrigation syes
eye.,
deficiency appproiation
1042 1172,1172
1042,
tem ....................
Irrigation Project,
Project, Wash., ,
Yakima Irrigation
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of-...of..
201,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
915,1404
111 .2 1404
,
Yankton Agency, S. Dak.,
Dal.,
Yankton
appropriation for
for support,
etc., of Indians
Indians
support, etc.,
appropriation
31,434
.........
at ..............
Yankton County, S. flak.,
Yankton
Dak.,
.
River,
bridge authorized
authorized acroes
across Missouri River,
bridge
Cedar County, Nebr.,
Nebr, to
to....... 355
from Cedar
Yankton Sioux Indians,
Indians, S. flak.,
Dak.,
appropriation for support,
of
26,
support, etc., of........
appropriation
429, 1244
Harbor, Oreg.,
and Harbor,
Bay and
Yaquina Bay
credit to local interests of cost of work in
credit
connection
improvement of
connection with improvement
project
1013
project..........................
Yellow
Fever,
Yellow Fever,
appropriation for
for prevention
epidemic.. 175,
prevention of epidemic
appropriation
885, 1377
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for prevention
prevention of
deficiency
epidemic
508
epidemic.........................
Dak.,,
Project, Mont.-N. flak
IrrigationProjed,
Yellowstone Irrigation
Lower,
Lotwer,
201,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
201,
appropriation for maintenance,
914, 1403
Yellowstone National
National Park,
Wyo.,
Park, Wyo.,
Yellowstone
appropriation
etc..... 205
appropriation for improving roads, etc
919,1408
etc
205, 919,
1408
for protection, etc...............
use restricted
restricted ................. 205,
20,5, 919,1408
919, 1408
for care of buffalo ................... 205,919
for snow removal ................... 205,919
for highway
highway through Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indian
from.. . 1237
Reservation
Reservation to Glacier Park from...
for
commissioner in ...............
1306
687, 1306
for commissioner
deficiency appropriation
fighting forest
forest
appropriation for fighting
deficiency
fires
335, 512
fires in .......................... 335,512
512
for hay for preservation
preservation of elk herd.....
herd .
protecting bridge over Elk Fork of
for protecting
512
Shoshone River
Ri 1, er on road to ..........
for emergency
emergency road repairs
repairs............. 1173
Yerba Buena
Calif.,
Island, Calif.,
Buena Island,
appropriation for
training station,
for naval
naval training
appropriation
816
136,
maintenance ..................
136,816

cclxiv
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Yorktown. Va.,
Page.
Ia.,
Yorktouwn.
145
appropriation
etc...
wharf, etc...
fuel storage, wharf,
for fuel
appropriation for
822
for
system
water system...........
depot, water
for fuel
fuel depot,
Yosemite
also
Calif. (see also
Park, Calif
Nattonal Park,
Yosemite National
National Parks, California),
California),
National
appropriation
protection, etc...
919, 1408
205,919,
etc... 205,
for protection,
appropriation for
205
El
Road............
Portal-Yosemite Road..
El Portal-Yosemite
1306
1306
for
commissioner .....................
for commissioner
1033
1033
deficiency
commissioner
for commissioner.
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1173
1173
for
etc.......................
repairs, etc
for repairs,
cession of
of exclusive
jurisdiction over, by
exclusive jurisdiction
cession
731
California .......................
731
California
attached
California northern judicial
to California
attached to
731
731
district .........................
commissioner of
to be apdistrict court to
of district
commissioner
733
pointed for
for ......................
pointed
powers,
733
etc .........................
powers, etc
734
salary;
residence .....................
salary; residence
Yosemite
Company,
Yosemite Stone Company,
land
rights
water power rights
patent granted to; water
land patent
1435
reserved ...........................
1435
reserved
Youngstown,
Youngstown, Ohio,
Mahoning River, at Division
may bridge Mahoning
572
Street
572
Street..........................
Yukon
Yukon River, Alaska,
lantern lights,
lights, etc., authorized on....
on
927
post lantern
Yuma
County, Ariz.,
na County,
Ariz.,
11
appropriation
for reimbursement
reimbursement .........
appropriation for
Yuma
Calif,
Reservation, Calif.,
Indian Reservation,
rnuma Indian
appropriation
charges;
etc., charges;
reclamation, etc.,
for reclamation,
appropriation for
reimbursement.
12,
417, 1234
12,417,
reimbursement ............
bridges on .............
1234
roads and bridges
for roads
Project, Ariz.-Calif.,
Yuma
IrrigationProject,
Yuma Irrigation
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
of.... 200,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
1403
914, 1403
Z
Zanzibar,
Zanzibar,
deficiency
appropriation for interpreters
interpreters
deficiency appropriation
and
consulates in.
in......... 1022
and guards at consulates
Zeng Tze
China,
Tze Wong,
Wong, of China,
Zeng
may be admitted
admitted to receive instruction
instruction at
....
West
Point...................
234
West Point
Zia
Pueblo, N.
Mex.,
Zia Pueblo,
N. Mex.,
18
appropriation for
irrigating ditches for....
for
18
for irrigating
appropriation
Zimmerman,
Zimmemnan, John,
John,
exchange of lands with, for addition
addition to
to
exchange
757
Colorado National Forest..........
Colorado
Forest.
Zion
Zion National
National Monument, Utah,
changed to
Park
356
changed
to Zion
Zion National
National Park...........
Zion
Zion National
National Park,
Park, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation for
protection, etc
etc ..... 919,
1408
919,1408
for protection,
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for road and
deficiency
1173
1173
bridge repairs ....................
-

Zion
Utah—Continued.
Page.
Park, Utah-Continued.
National Park,
Zion National
established from
from former
Zion National
National
former Zion
established
356
...........---Monument
.....
Monument
356
administration, etc
etc ..............-.....
administration,
Zoning
C.,
D. C.,
Commission, D.
Zoning Commission,
deficiency appropriation
services and
and
for services
appropriation for
deficiency
expenses ........................
590
expenses
created
for protecting
protecting public,
public, safety,
safety, and
created for
property in
in the District
500
District............
property
membership, powers, etc ................
500
membership,
appropriation for
for expenses.
500
expenses ..............
appropriation
establishment
of height, area, and use
establishment of
500
districts ...........................
building regulations
regulations for,
for, to be
be estabbuilding
....500
lished ....................
determination after
after public
hearings of perpublic hearings
determination
missible heights,
uses
500
and uses....
areas, and
heights, areas,
missible
501
changes authorized
authorized..................
changes
501
petition
owners required
required.
action of owners
and action
petition and
501
by.....
orders
regulations to be made by
orders and regulations
501
.........
construction
conditions
501
.
construction conditions
existing use
buildings may be conof buildings
use of
existing
tinned; conditions
conditions ...............
501
tinued;
maps
etc., to be filed
orders, etc.,
districts, orders,
of districts,
maps of
with
Engineer CommisDistrict Engineer
with District
501
sioner
sioner............................
publication
501
copies, etc ..............
publication of copies,
hereafter
use
buildings erected, etc.,
etc., hereafter
use of buildings
occupancy
without
certificate of occupancy
without certificate
502
from, unlawful
unlawful ..........
....
from,
buildings erected,
etc., in
in violation of
erected, etc.,
buildings
orders
declared nuisances...........
nuisances
502
orders declared
902
penalty for permitting
permitting continuance....
continuance
302
enforcement by
by District
Commissioners,
District Commissioners,
enforcement
502
.....-.- .
.......... .
etc
etc ......
502
no
easements, etc.,
etc., impaired-..-.......
impaired..
no easements,
future
subject to
to
etc., subject
use, etc.,
construction, use,
future construction,
502
restrictions, etc.,
hereof. ...........
etc., hereof
restrictions,
Zoological Park,
Park, D.
National,
D. C., National,
Zoological
appropriation for
for expenses;
from Dishalf from
expenses; half
appropriation
trict revenues
revenues ..................
182, 892
trict
expenses; sixty per cent from District
for expenses;
District
1384
revenues .......................
1384
revenues
for
land for
connecting, with
parkway connecting,
for parkway
for land
Potomac
Creek Parks.....
Parks
180
Potomac and Rock Creek
for
parkway connecting
connecting Rock Creek
for parkway
Park
890
Park and .......................
for purchase
to.. 892,1384
892, 1384
to be
be added to..
purchase of lands to
for
condemnation authorized
authorized if unable
unable to
condemnation
1384
purchase ..........................
purchase
binding for
..... 229, 942, 1430
for.....
printing and binding
for printing
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Zuni Indian
appropriation
for irrigation
project on. 3,408,1226
3, 408, 1226
irrigation project
appropriation for
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STATUTE
STATUTE 1-1919.
1-1919.

Frances Seorille-Mumm.
Sateil.-Mumm. Joint Resolution To readmit
readmit Frances Scoville-Mnmm
Prances
Scoville-Mumm to the character
character
and privileges
privileges of a
a citizen of the United States. October
25, 1919
19
19 ............
October25
Edith Carow
Roosevlt. An Act Granting
Caraw Roosevelt.
Granting a
Carow Roosevelt.
Roosevelt. October
October
a franking privilege to Edith
Edith Carow
27, 1919
199 ........
.....
..........
...............
...........................
Norman
Lee
Molzahn.
An
Act
Providing for the disinterment and removal of the remains
Norman
remains of
of the
infant child, Norman Lee Molzahn, from the temporary
temporary burial site
Columsite in the
the District
District of
of Golumbia to a
a permanent
permanent burial
burial place.
place. November
November 6, 1919 ..
.........................
Susie Currier.
Currier. An Act For the relief of Susie Currier. November6,
November 6, 1919...................
Charles
1919
. 9 ..... ... ..
Charles A. Carey. An Act For the relief of Charles A. Carey.
Carey. November
November 6, 1
91
Amherst W. Barber.
Barber. An Act For the relief of Amherst
Amherst W. Barber. November 8,
1919
8, 1919
..........
Della
James. An Act For the relief of Della
Della James.
Della James. November
November 15,
1919
15, 1919.....................
-
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1449
1449
1449
1449

f'

1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1451
451
1451
1451

STATUTE 11
- 1919-1920.
11-1919-1920.

Oregon Short Line Railroad
Railroad Company.
Company. An Act To authorize
Oregon
authorize the
sale of
of certain
certain lands
at or
or near
near
the sale
lands at
Minidoka,
Minidoka, Idaho, for railroad
railroad purposes. December
December 17, 1919 ........................
1453
1453
James
W.
Cross.
James
Cross. An Act For the relief
relief of
of James W. Cross. December 24,1919.................
24,1919
1454
1454
Catherine
Grace.
Catherine Grace. An Act For the relief of Catherine
1919 ............
1454
Catherine Grace.
Grace. December
December 24,
24, 1919
1454
John
M.
Francis.
AnActForthereliefofJohnM.
December30,
John M. Francis'. An Act For the relief of John M. Francis. December
30, 1919 ..................
1454
1454
Henry
P.
Grant.
An
Act for the relief of Henry P. Grant, of Phillip
Henry
Grant.
Phillips County, Arkansas.
Arkansas. December
December
30, 1919
...............................
1454
...........
1454
Thmnas
Sevy.
AnActFor
Thomas Bevy. An Act For the
the relief of Thomas Bevy.
30, 1919
Sevy. December
December0,
1919.................... 1455
1455
W. B. Graham.
Graham. An Act To reimburse
reimburse W. B. Graham, late potmaster
postmaster at
money
at Ely,
Ely, Nevada,
Nevada, for
for money
expended for clerical
assistance.
December
1919
clerical assistance. December 30
30, 19
9............................
1455
1455
Buffalo River
Rier Zinc Mining Company.
Company. An Act Forthe
For the relief
relief of
of the Buffalo River Zinc
Mining ComZinc Minin
Company. December 30, 1919 ...............................................
1455
1455
Albert N. Collins.
December 30, 1919
Albert
Collins. An Act For the relief of Albert N. Collins. December
1919............. 1456
1456
John Albert Thompson. An Act To authorize the issuance
John
issuance of patent
to
John
Albert
Thompson
patent to John Albert Thompson,
and for other
1919
1456
other purposes. December
December 30,
30, 1919
...............................
.. 1456
Thomast.H.Ha.ll.
Thomas
Hall. An Act To relieve
relieve the estate of Thomas H. Hall, deceased,
deceased, late postmaster
postmaster at
at
Panacea, Florida, and the bondsmen of said Thomas H. Hall, of the
payment of
money alleged
the payment
of money
alleged
to havebeenmisappropriated
clerkinsaidoffice.
have been misappropriated by a
aclerk
in said office. December30,
December 30, 1919
1919 ...............
1456
1456
Southern States
States Lumber Company. An Act For the relief of the Southern States
Southern
Lumber Company.
Company
States Lumber
December
December 31, 1919 ................................
1457
......................
1457
Central
Manufacturers Insurance
Central Manufacturers
Insurance Compamy. An Act Providing
Providing for
the refund
of taxes
taxes collected
collected
for the
refund of
for stamp tax on certain policies under
under the Emergency
Emergency Tax Act
Act of
of October
October 22,
1914, under
under
22, 1914,
theproviso
towhichActsuch
the
proviso to
which Act such policies were exempt. December
31, 1919
1919 ................
.
1457
December31,
1457
Arundel Sand and Gravel Company.
Company. An Act For the relief of the Arundel Sand
ComSand and
and Gravel
Gravel Company. December
31, 1919
1457
December31,
..................
.........................
1457
"Golden Lake," Ark., settlers.
Act Granting
Granting to
to certain
claimants the
th e p
ref
erentialright to pursettlers. An
An Act
certain claimants
preferential
right to purchase certain alleged
alleged public lands
lands in the State of Arkansas,
ArIcan ,=99, and for
purposes. January
January
for other
other purposes.
17, 1920 ...-....-........................................................
,
1458
1458
contract. 'An
New Haven, Conn., building
building sale contract.
.An Act
of the
Treasury to
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
to
adjust the terms of the contract
contract for the sale of the old post-office
in New
New Haven,
post-office property
property in
Haven,
Connecticut. January 23, 1920......................................................
1458
1458
Mrs.
Thomas McGovern. An Act For the relief
Mrs. Thomas
relief of Mrs.
Mrs. Thomas McGovern.
McGovern. February
February 7, 1920_
1459
1920 .... 1459
James M.
M. Moore. An Act Making an appropriation
appropriation to compensate
James
compensate James M.
for damages
damages
M. Moore
Moore for
Government of the United
sustained while in the service
service of the Government
United States.
February 10,
10, 1920
States. February
1920... 1459
1459
Amy E. H
Hall.
An
Act
Amy
all.
An A
ctRestoring
Rest
ori
ng t
my E. Hall her homestead
rights and
that on
on
too A
Amy
homestead rights
and providing
providing that
any homestead entry
entry made by her she shall be given credit for
compliance with
with the
the law
for all compliance
law
on her original homestead entry and for all payments made on same.
February 11,
same. February
11, 1920
1920.. 1459
1459
us
iii
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Farmers
Bank, Wilkinson, Ind.
Ind. An Act For the relief
Farmers National
National Bank,
relief of
National Bank
Bank of
of the
the Farmers
Farmers National
of
Wilkinson, Indiana. February 11,
Wilkinnssoonn,,
11, 1920
1920 ...........................................
Rosebud Indian
Reservation, S.
S. Dak.,
Indian Reservation,
damages. An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the payment
certain
Dak., fire
fire damages.
An Act
payment of
of certain
amounts for
for damages
damages sustained
sustained by
prairie fire
th e Rosebud
Rosebu d I
n di an Reservation,
Reservation, i
South
by prairie
fire on
on the
Indian
inn South
Dakota. February 17, 1920
1920 ................................................
William E.
E. Johnson. An Act For the relief
relief of
William
ofWilliam
E. Johnson.
Johnson. February
February 17,
William E.
17, 1920
1920.............
CarlowAvelina.
An Act
Carlow
Avelino. An
ow Avelina . February
18, 1920
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Carl
CarlowAvelina.
February 18,
1920 ................
New Jersey
Jersey Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding and Dredging
New
Dredging Company. An
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the New
New Jersey
Jersey ShipShipbuilding and Dredging
Dredging Company,
Company, of
Bayonne, N
ew Jersey.
Jerse y. March
Marc h 27,
of Bayonne,
New
27, 1920
1920..............
Ellen Agnes
Act For the relief of Ellen Agnes
Agnes Monogue.
Mo nogue . March
M arc h 29,
Ellen
ges Mcmogue.
onogue. An
AnActForthereliefofEllen
29, 1920
1920 ..........
Eastern
Transportation Company. An Act
Eastern. Transportation
Act For
of the
Eastern Transportation
Transportation Company.
Company
For the
the relief
relief of
the Eastern
March
March 30, 19201461
.............................................................. .........
James A.
A. Showen.
Shoen. An Act For
the relief
relief of
James A.
A. Showen.
March 30, 1920 .................
For the
of James
Showen. March30,1920
Robert T. Legge. An Act For the relief of Robert
Robert T.
Legge. March
March 30,
30, 1920
T. Legge.
1920 ...................
FrankS.
S. Bowker. An Act To carry out
out the
Frank
the findings
fmdings of
of the
of Claims
in the
the case
case of
of Frank
the Court
Court of
Claims in
Frank S
S.
Bowker. March 31, 1920
1920...
.............................................
George B. Hughes.
Hughes. An
George
reli efo
eorge B.
H ughes . M
arc h31
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
offG
George
B. Hughes.
March
31,,1920
1920 ....................
John Al.
M. Lea. An
John
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
the estate
of Joh
n M.
M. L
ea ,
d
eceased.
April 7
relief of
of the
estate of
John
Lea,
deceased.
April
7,, 1920
1920.........
FrederickB.Shaw.
Frederick
B. Shaw. AnActForthereliefof
An Act For the relief of Captain
Captain Frederick
B. Shaw. April8,1920.............
April 8, 1920
FrederickB.Shaw.
Augusta Louise de Haven-Alten. Joint
Resolution To
To r
ead
m it Augusta
August
a Louise
de Haven-Alten
Haven-Alten to
Joint Resolution
readmit
Louise de
to
the status and privileges
privileges of aa. citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
States. April
April 8,
1920 ................
United States.
8, 1920
EdwardSigerfoos.
Edward
Sigerfoos. AnAct
An Act To correct the military
military record
record of
of Edward
12, 1920
Edward Sigerfoos
Sigerfoos. April
April 12,1920......
Wiliam
William S. Britton.
Britton. An Act For the relief of William S. Britton,
Britton, formerly
second lieutenant
lieutenant of
formerly second
of
Infantry,
has been
Infantry, who
who has
been erroneously
erroneously dropped from the rolls of the
States Army.
Army
the United
United States
April 12, 1920
1920..........................................................
York County
County Savings Bank. An Act For the relief
Pork
relief of
of the
York County
Savings Bank,
Bank, of
of Biddethe York
County Savings
Biddeford,
ford, Maine.
Maine. April 13, 1920 ..................................
Waterille,
building site
Waterville, Me.
Me., public building
site land.
l
and.
An
Act To
of public
public land
land in
in
An Act
To dispose
dispose of
of a
a certain
certain strip
strip of
Waterville,
3, 1920
Waterville, Maine. April 13,
19201465
..................................
Albert
C.
Burgess.
An Act
ForthereliefofAlbertC.
April13,1920..................
Albert C. Burgess. An
Act For
the relief of Albert C. Burgess. 46113,
19201465
FrankS.
S. Ingalls.
Ingalls. An Act For the relief
of Frank
Frank
relief of
Frank S.
S. Ingalls.
Ingalls. April
April 14,
14, 1920
1920 ..................
Fran
Pink
mey An Act For
Prank Pinkley.
For the relief
Frank Pinkley.
Pinkley. April
1920 .........................
relief of
of Frank
April 14,
14, 1920
W. L. Rose. An
AnActForthereliefofW.
Act For the relief of W. L. Rose. April 14,1920
14,1920
..
.........................
Clara
Kane.
Act Granting the sum of $549.12 to Clara Kane,
Clara Kane. An
An Act
Kane, dependent
parent, by
of
dependent parent,
by reason
reason of
the
employee, killed
the death
death of William A.
A. Yenser, late civil employee,
killed as
result of
of an
accident at
as a
a result
an accident
at the
the
Philadelphia
April 14,
Philadelphia Navy Yard. April
14, 1920
1920
......................................
Fremont County,
County, Wyo.,
Fremont
Wyo., school district
district No. 21. An Act Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Authorizing the
Interior to
to
sell
certain
sell certain lands to school district numbered
numbered twenty-one,
twenty-one, of
Fremont County,
W yoming.
of Fremont
County, Wyoming.
April 15,
1920 ......................
April
15, 1920
....................................
Emma J.Spear.
AnActForthereliefof
J. Spear. April
Emma
J. Spear. An
Act For the relief of Emma
Emma J.
April 16,
1920 ......................
16, 1920
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Ring
Company. An Act For the relief of the King Coal
King Coal
Coal Company.
Francisco, CaliCoal Company,
Company, of
of San
San Francisco,
California. April

1920.1467 ....................
fornia. April 16, 1920
Lawrence Bendick
Bendich and
Anthony
An
Act
Lawrence
and A
n th ony Vezich.
Vezi
ch.
A
n A
ct For the
Lawrence Bendich
and Anthony
the relief
relief of
of Lawrence
Bendich and
Anthony
Vezich.
Vezich. April
April 16,
19201467
16, 1920
................
...................................
O.
W.
Lindsley.
An
Act
For
the
relief of
of O.
W. Lindsley.
0.
An
0. W.
April 17,
17, 1920
19201468
Lindslev.
April
....................
E.
Willard. An Act For
Willard. April
E. Willard.
For the relief
relief of E. Willard.
April 17,
17, 1920
1920................................
Arthur WendleEnglert.
An
Act
Wendle Englert. A
nA
ct
F
or
th
e
re
li
e
f
o
f
Arthur
Wendle
Englert.
April
21, 1920
Fortherelief of ArthurWendleEnglert. April21,
1920 ..........
Yankton
Yankton Agency
Agency Presbyterian
Presbyterian Church.
Church. An Act Authorizing and
and directing
directing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Intenor
to
convey
to
Interior
the trustees
trustees of the Yankton
Yankton Agency
Agency Presbyterian
Presbyterian Church,
Church, by
by patent
patent
in
fee,
certain
land
within theYankton
in fee, certain land within
the Yankton Indian Reservation.
Reservation. April
Aril 29,1920
29, 1920 .............
Merritt
and Chapman
Merritt and
Chapman Derrick
Derrick and Wrecking Company. An Act
the relief
relief of
the Merritt
Merritt and
and
Act For
For the
of the
Chapman
Derrick
and
Wrecking
Chapman
Company. May
1920.................
Company.
May 6,
6, 1920
.......
Henry
E.
homas.
An
Act
Authorizing
Henry E. Thomas.
Authorizing the
the Interior
to correct
correct an
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
an error
error in
in an
an Indian
Indian
allotment. May 10, 1920.................
1920
.................................
JohnA.
For
the
Gauley. June4,1920
John
A. Gauley. An Act F
or
the relief
relief of John
John A.
A. Gauley.
June 4,1920 ..............
George E.
George
E. Payne.
Payne. An A
ctFor
For th
e re
li efof
ofl
egalrepr
esentative of
George E.
Payne, deceased.
Act
the
relief
legal
representative
of George
E. Payne,
deceased.
June 4,
...........................
4, 1920.
1920 .......
..........................
Edward
A.
Purdy.
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
Edward
A.
Purdy,
postmaster
Edward A. Purdy.
postmaster of
the city
Minneof the
city of
of Minneapolis,
apolis, Minnesota,
Minnesota, for postage stamps, postal-savings
postal-savings stamps,
stamps, war-savings
war-savings stamps,
war-tax
stamps, war-tax
revenue
stamps,
and
cash
from
money
revenue
orders stolen
from the
the branch
office at
at MinneMinneorders
stolen from
branch post
post office
apolis, Minnesota,
Minnesota, commonly known and described
apolis,
described as
the traffic
traffic station
station and
as the
and located
located at
at
numbers
six
hundred
and
twenty-one
and
six
hundred
numbers six hundred
and
Avenue
and twenty-three
twenty-three First
First Avenue
north, in said
city. June
June 4,
said city.
4, 1920
1920
............................................
.. .
Harvy R. Butcher.
Butche~r. A
An
relief of Harvey R. Butcher.
Harvey
n Act For the relief
Butcher . June
June 4, 1920 ...............
Perry L. Haynes. An Act For the relief
une 5,
5, 1920
1920 ..
Perry
relief of Perry L. Haynes. June
...............
CarolynWFelerKobbe
Carolyn
Wheeler Kobbe. An
Act For the reliefofCarolyn
relief of Carolyn Wheeler
5, 1920
AnActForthe
Wheeler Kobbe.
Kobbe. June
June5,
1920 .......
Sims.
An Act Authorizing payment
Swanhild
of comp
ensa ti on f
or Swanhild
Swanhild Sims
Sims for
for personal
payment of
compensation
for
personal
injuries. June 5, 1920......................................
injuries.
19201471
JoToh Rea.
e .
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
-----k
--------------John
An
Act
Fna
readmi
,
adinistratrix
oft
of
the
John
John
For the relief of Catherina Rea, administratrix ------------estate of -------John Rea.
Rea
5. 1920
1920..............................1472
June :5.
Woodford
Bank
and
Tust
Company.
An Act For the relief of the Woodford Bank
Woodford
Trust
and Trust
Bank and
Trust
Company of
Company
of Versailles,
June
Versailles, Kentucky.
entucky.
June 5,
5, 1920 .19
........
.............
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Page.
pensionsPage.
and increase
An Act
Granting pensions
Civil War.
and others
Regulars, and
Pensions,
Pensions, Regulars,
others than
than Civil
War. An
Act Granting
pensions and
increase of
of pensions
to certain soldiers and sailors of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army and
and Navy
ware other
other than
than the
the
Navy and
and of
of wars
Civil War, and to certain
relatives of
certain widows and dependent
dependent relatives
of such
such soldiers
sailors
soldiers and
and sailors.
June 5, 1920 ...............................
1472
..................
1472
John
An Act For
John T. Adams. An
relief of
of John
John T.
Adams. June
June 5.
5. 1920.
1476
For the
the relief
T. Adams.
1920. ................
....
1476
Blanche Utley.
Utley. June
Blanche
Utley. An Act For the relief
relief of Blanche Utley.
5, 1920..........................
1920
1476
June 5,
1476
Pensins, Civil
Civil War. An Act Granting
Granting pensions
Pensions,
pensions and
to certain
certain soldiers
and increase
increase of
of pensions
pensions to
soldiers and
and
sailors of the Civil War and certain
dependent children
sailors
certain widows
widows and
and dependent
soldiers and
children of
of soldiers
and sailors
sailors
5, 1920 .........................
of said war. June
June 5,
1476
......................
.........
1476
" Matoa,"
steamship. An Act For the relief of
"
Matoa," steamship.
of the
5, 1920
of the
the owner
owner of
the Steamship
Steamship Maths.
Matoa. June
June 5,
1920.. 1521
1521
"Henry
0.
Barrett,"
schooner. An Act For the relief
the owners
"Henry 0.
schooner.
relief of the
of the
schooner Henry
Barowners of
the schooner
Henry 0.
0. Barrett. June5,
June 5, 1920
1521
......................................
1521
Michael MacGarey.
of Michael MacGaryey.
Michael
MatGarvey. An Act For the relief of
14, 1920
1522
MacGarvey. June
June 14,
1920 .............
1522

STATUTE III-1920-1921.
111-1920-1921.
Baltimore Dry Docks and
and Ship Building
Building Company. An
Baltimore
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the Baltimore
Baltimore Dry
Dry
Docks and Ship Building Company, owner of
of a
dry dock
at Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Maryland. Decema dry
dock at
December 26,
26, 1920
1920 .....................
1523
ber
.....................................
1523
Rudolph L. Desdunes.
Desdunes. An Act For the relief of Rudolph L.
Desdunes. December
1523
L. Desdunes.
December 28,
28, 1920
1920......
1523
Fred C.
C. Konrad.
Konrad. An Act To correct the naval record of
of Fred
Fred
C. Konrad.
January 7,
1921 ......
1524
Fred C.
Konrad. January
7,1921
1524
Katie Norvall.
Norval!. An Act For the
the relief
relief of
of Katie
Norvall. January
7, 1921 ....................
1524
Katie Norvall.
January 7,1921
1524
Matthew McDonald.
MeDonad. An Act
Forthereliefof
Act For
the relief of Matthew
Matthew McDonald.
McDonald. January
7, 1921
1921
1524
January 7,
..........
1524
John
Heal. An Act For
For the
John Healy.
the relief
of John
John Healy.
January 7,1921.......................
7, 1921
1524
relief of
Healy. January
1524
Peter
Forthe
Peter McKay. An Act For
the relief
Peter McKay.
McKay. January
January 8,1921
8, 1921 ........................
1524
relief of
of Peter
1524
Kathryn Walker. An Act For the
the relief of
Walker. January
January 9,
1921
1525
of Kathryn
Kathryn Walker.
9, 1921....................
1525
Martina
Sena, Luis
Luis E.
E. Armijo,
Martina Sena,
.Armijo, and
and Maria
Maria Baca
Romero. An
An Act
relief of
Baca de
de Romero.
Act For
For the
the relief
of Martina
Martina Sena,
Sena,
Luis E. Armijo, and Maria
Romero. January
January 11,
1525
Maria Baca
Baca de
de Romero.
11, 1921
1921
......................
1525
Anthony
Anthony Sulik. An Act To provide for the relief of Anthony
Anthony Sulik, former
sergeant, United
United States
former sergeant,
Staes
MarineCorps.
Marine Corps. January
13, 1921.............
1921
January 13,
..........................
............. 1526
1526
W. T.
For the
7'. Dingler.
Dingier. An Act For
W. T.
T. Dingier.
January 31,
31,1921
the relief
relief of
of W.
Dingler. January
1921....................... 1526
1526
.
Hinlle. An
An Act
O. V. Hinkle.
For the
the relief
relief of
of C.
V. Hinkle.
February 1,
1526
Act For
C. V.
Hinkle. February
1, 1921
1921 ....................
1526
Robert Edward
Edward Cox. An Act To authorize
authorize the award of a
amedal
Robert
medal of
of honor
honor to
to Chief
Chief Gunner
Gunner Robert
Edward
Edward Cox, United
United States
States Navy.
Navy. February
February 6,1921
1526
6,1921
...............................
1526
Darr. An
An Act For
Thomas P.
P. Darr.
For the
the relief
Thomas P.
P. Darr.
Darr. February
6, 1921...................
1921
1527
relief of
ofThomas
February 6,
1527
John K.
K. Ashley,
r.
An
Ashley, jr.
Act For the relief
February 6,
1527
relief of
of John
John K.
K. Ashley,
Ashlev, junior.
junior. February
6, 1921
1921 .........
1527
Shipowners
and
Merchants
Shipowners and Merchants Tugboat
Tugboat Company. An
the relief
relief of
of the
Shipowners and
MerAn Act
Act For
For the
the Shipowners
and Merchants Tugboat
Company.
Tugboat
February
1527
February 6,
6, 1921
1921 ........................................
1527
Albert T.
T. Huso.
Huso. An Act For the relief of Albert T.
T. Huso.
HMO. February
February 7,
1528
7, 1921
1921 ..............
1528
Joseph
A.
Prat.
An
Act
For
the
relief
Joseph
Prat.
of Joseph A.
A. Prat.
Prat. February
February 8,
8, 1921
1528
1921 ....................
1528
of Lemuel
Lemuel Stokes. An Act For the relief of
Lemuel Stokes.
Stokes. February
February 9,
1921
1528
9, 1921 ..................
1528
Nathan
Nathan Manzer. An Act For the relief of Nathan
Nathan Manzer.
Manzer. February
9, 1921
1528
February 9,1921....................
1528
Duluth, Winnipeg
Winnipeg and
and Paeific
Pacific Railroad.
An Act
Act For
For the
relief
of
the
Duluth,
Winnipeg
and
Pacific
Railroad. An
the relief of the Duluth, Winnipeg and Pacific
Railroad.
February
9,
1921
........................................................
Railroad. February
1528
1528
Perry
Perry E.
E. Borchers.
Borchers. An Act For the relief of Perry E. Borchers because
because of
of losses
losses suffered,
suffered, due
due to
to
destruction of property
destruction
property and
termination of
of contract
for services
because
of
smallpox
while
and termination
contract for
services because of smallpox while
in the employ of
of the
the Navy
in
in Cuba.
Cuba. February
February 27,
27, 1921
1529
Navy Department
Department in
1921 ....................
1529
"William
H. Sumner," schooner.
schooner. An
"William H.
Act For
the relief
relief of
of the
of the
the American
American schooner
An Act
For the
the owners
owners of
schooner
William H. Sumner. February 27,
27, 1921
1529
1921
.............................................
1529
E. V.Dickson.
An Act
Act For
E.
V. Dickson. An
relief of
of Captain
E. V.
February 27,
1529
For the
the relief
Captain E.
V. Dickson.
Dickson. February
27, 1921
1921 ...........
1529
First National
First
National Bank of Sharon,
Sharon, Pa.
Pa. An Act For
the relief
relief of
of the
the First
First National
National Bank
Bank of
of Sharon,
Sharon,
For the
February 27,
Pennsylvania. February
27, 1921
1921 ..........................................
1530
1530
Coast Guard
Guard cutter "
Officers of Coast
Resolution Authorizing
heirs of
" Tampa."
Tampa." Joint
Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
the legal
legal heirs
of certain
certain
officers of
of the
the United
Coast Guard
their lives
when the
the Coast
Coast Guard
cutter
United States
States Coast
Guard who
who lost
lost their
lives when
Guard cutter
Tampa was destroyed
destroyed in Bristol Channel
Channel September 26,
26, 1918,
to receive
pay and
and allowances
allowances
1918, to
receive pay
that would have accrued to
officers. February
27, 1921
1530
to said
said officers.
February 27,
1921 ........................
1530
John Chick. An Act For the relief
relief of
John
John Chick.
March 1,
1, 1921
1921
1530
of John
Chick. March
..............................
1530
Mrs. Joseph
relief of the
Mrs.
Joseph C. Akin. An Act For the relief
the widow
C. Akin.
March 1,
1, 1921
1531
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph C.
Akin. March
1921.... 1531
James E.
E. Adams. An Act For the relief
relief of
James
E. Adams.
1, 1921.......................
1921
1531
of James
James E.
Adams. March
March 1,
1531
Pasquale Dolce.
Dolce. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing payment
payment of compensation
compensation to
Pasquale
to Pasquale
Dolce for
Pasquale Dolce
for personal
personal
injuries.
...........................................................
injuries. March 1,
1, 1921
1921
1531
1531
Wilson Certain.
Certain. An Act For the relief
relief of
of Wilson
Wilson Certain.
1921 .......................
1531
Certain. March
March 1,
1, 1921
1531
E. Lewis.
Leuis. An
Alfred E.
An Act For
the relief
of Alfred
E. Lewis.
1921
1532
For the
relief of
Alfred E.
Lewis. March
March 2,
2,1921.....................
1532
PhillipsLodge.
Wendell Phillips
For the
of Wendell
Lodge. An
An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
Wendell Phillips
Phillips Lodge,
Lodge, Numbered
Numbered Three
Three hunhundred and sixty-five, Knights
Knights of
of Pythias.
Pythias. March
March 2,
2, 1921
1532
1921 ...........................
1532
W. O.
C. Steuart.
Stewart. An
An Act
For the
W. (.
C. Stewart.
Stewart. March
1921 .........................
1532
Act For
the relief
relief of
of W.
March 2,
2, 1921
1532
Henry P.
P. Corbin.
Corbin. An Act For
For the
of Henry
Henry P.
P. Corbin.
Corbin. March
1921 ....................
1532
the relief
relief of
March 2,
2, 1921
1532
Oscar
of Oscar
Oscar Smith. An Act For the relief of
Oscar Smith.
Smith. March
3, 1921.
1533
March 3,
1921 ...............
..........................
1533
Herman W. Schallert.
Schallert. An
An Act
Act For the
Herman
of Herman
Schallert. March
March 3,
3, 1921
1533
the relief
relief of
Herman W.
W. Schallert.
1921 .............
1533
Pensions, Regulars
Regulars and
and other than
Ciril War.
War. An Act Granting pensions and
Pensions,
than Civil
and increase
increase of
of pensions
pensions
of the
the Regular
to certain soldiers and sailors of
Regular Army
and Navy,
and certain
soldiers and
and
Army and
Navy, and
certain soldiers
sailors of wars other than the Civil War,
War, and to
to widows
widows of
such soldiers
sailors. March
of such
soldiers and
and sailors.
March
3, 1921
1533
.............................................................
1533
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Pensions, Regulars
Civil War.
An Act
Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and
increase of
pensions
Pensions,
Regulars and
and other
other than
than Civil
War. An
and increase
of pensions
to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers and sailors of the Regular Army and Navy, and certain soldiers and
sailors of wars
wars other
other than
than the
the Civil
Civil War, and
and to widows of such soldiers
soldiers and sailors.
sailors. March
March
3, 1921 .............................................................................
Pensions, Regulars,
Regulars, and
Pensions,
and other
other than
than Civil
Civil War. An Act Granting pensions and increase
increase of pensions
soldiers and sailors of the Regular Army and Navy, and certain
certain soldiers and
to certain soldiers
March
sailors of wars other than the Civil War, and to widows of such soldiers and sailors. March
3, 1921 ...............................................................................
Pensions, Regulars,
and other
other than
than Civil
Civil War. An Act Granting pensions and increase of pensions
Pensions,
Regulars, and
soldiers and sailors of the Regular Army and Navy, and certain
certain soldiers and
and
to certain soldiers
sailors of wars other than the Civil War, and to widows of such soldiers
soldiers and sailors. March
March
3, 1921 ..............................................................................
John
Company. March
March 3, 1921..
1921
John E. Moore
Moore Company. An Act For the relief of the John E. Moore Company.
Alexanderson. March 3, 1921........
1921
Wilhelm Alexanderson. An Act For the relief of Wilhelm Alexanderson.
Pensions, Civil War. An Act Granting pensions and increase
Pensions,
increase of pensions to certain soldiers and
sailors of the Civil War and certain widows
widows and dependent
dependent children of soldiers and sailors
of said war.
war. March 3, 1921
.............................................................
Pensions,
Regulars,
and
other
than Civil War.
War. An Act Granting
Pensions, Regulars,
Granting pensions and increase
increase of pensions
to certain soldiers and sailors of the Regular
Regular Army and Navy, and certain soldiers and sailors
of wars other than the Civil War, and to widows
widows of such soldiers and sailors. March
3, 1921
March3,1921..
George LeClear.
George
LeClear. An Act For the relief of George LeClear. March 4, 1921......
1921
..............
Thomas Bayton and Bertha M. Hartt.
Hartt. An Act For the relief of Thomas Bayton and Bertha M
M.
Hartt. March
4, 1921
Hartt.
March 4,
1921
..................................................
Ambroise Reopel. An Act To confirm private
private claim numbered
numbered sixty-one
sixty-one of Ambroise Reopel in
townships
Michigan meridian, Wayne
townships two and three south, range
range eleven east, Michigan
Wayne County,
Michigan.
1921
Michigan. March
March 4,
4, 1921
...
.......
.....................................
Champ
widow
Resolution Making
Making an appropriation
appropriation to pay the widow of Champ
Champ
hamp Clark,
Clare, w
w of.
o. Joint Resolution
Clark.
March
4,
1921
Clark. March 4, 1921
.................................................................
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1536
1536

1542

1547
1547
1553
1553

1554
1596
1627
1627
1627
1627
1627
1628
1628

LIST OF CONCURRENT
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS.
Ordering edition of Congressional
Ordering
Congressional Directory. June 3,
3, 1919 ...................................
Correcting
Correcting enrollment
enrollment of Indian appropriation
appropriation bill. June
June 11, 1919
1919. ............
.................
Creating Joint Committee
Committee on Tercentenary
Landing of the Pilgrims. June 30, 1919........
1919
Creating
Tercentenary of the Landing
Correcting enrollment
enrollment of Army appropriation
appropriation bill. July 1, 1919
..........................
For holiday recess. July 1,
1, 1919
1919............
..............................
.......
Printing ordered of additional
copies of Treaty
Treaty with Germany.
Germany. July 24, 1919...................
1919
additional copies
July 28, 1919 .......................................
For adjournment of the House. July
Rescinding order for adjournment of the House. August 2,
Rescinding
2, 1919.
1919 .............................
For joint meeting of the two Houses. August
August 8, 1919.
1919.........................................
Extending time for report of Joint Committee
Landing of the Pilgrims. August
August
Committee on Tercentenary
Tercentenary Landing
29, 1919
...................................
..
1919...
Appointing Joint Committee to arrange welcome to General John J. Pershing. August 29, 1919
welcome of General John J. Pershing. September
September 12,1919..
12, 1919
For joint session of the two Houses in welcome
ordered of additional
Propaganda. SepPrinting ordered
additional copies of document on German and Bolshevik Propaganda.
tember 19, 1919 ....
..............................................
..........
Correcting enrollment of District of Columbia rent, etc.
etc., bill. October
October 16, 1919 .................
Pledging support of Administration
Administration in present
present industrial emergency. October
October 31, 1919...........
1919
Appointing Joint Committee
Committee to Attend the Arrival
Arrival of Bodies of American Soldiers. November 5,
1919.
1919...............................................
Committee on Landing of the Pilgrims. November 19, 1919
Extending time for report of Joint Committee
1919..
Correcting enrollment of bill amending Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act. December
December 18,1919
18,1919..............
For holiday recess. December
December 20, 1919..
1919..
........................................
Extending time for report
report of Joint Committee
Committee on Landing of the Pilgrims. January
January 14, 1920
1920.....
Creating Virgin
Virgin Islands Joint Commission.
Commission. January 15, 1920 ....................................
Printing ordered
ordered of Journal
Journal of Grand Army Encampment, 1920. January 17, 1920................
1920
Printing ordered
ordered of American
American Expeditionary
Expeditionary Forces Report. January
January 20, 1920 ...................
appropriation bill. February 4, 1920 ...........................
Correcting enrollment
enrollment of Indian appropriation
Correcting enrollment
enrollment of Indian appropriation
7, 1920 ...............................
appropriation bill. February
February 7,
Correcting enrollment
enrollment of hill
relating to death on the high seas. March 25, 1920 ...................
bill relating
appropriation bill. April 19, 1920 .........................
Correcting enrollment
enrollment of Post Office appropriation
Correcting enrollment of Federal water power bill. May
May 28, 1920 ..............................
For adjournment
1920
adjournment of Congress.
Congress. June 3, 1920...
..................................................
Reenrollment of bills for relief of owner
owner of "
Matoa," and of owners of "Henry
"Henry O.
0. Barrett"
Barrett"
Reenrollment
"Matoa,"
directed. June 4, 1920
.........
..........
...................................
directed.
Correcting enrollment relating to the merchant
merchant marine. June
June 4, 1920 ...........................
Correcting
Authorizing appointment
Inaugural Committee.
Committee. December
December 13, 1920 .........................
Authorizing
appointment of Inaugural
Authorizing duplicate
duplicate enrollment,
enrollment, etc.,
Reorganization
Authorizing
etc., of bill creating Joint Committee on Reorganization.
January 10, 1921 ....................................
........................
January
counting electoral
electoral votes. January 21,
For counting
21, 1921
................................................
Authorizing duplicate enrollment, etc.,
etc., of bill awarding
awarding medal of honor to Robert Edward Cox....
Cox
Correcting enrollment of bill relating to Municipal Court, D. C. March
Correcting
March 1, 1921
1921... ...............
2,
1921
.................
1921.
March
Encampment, 1921. March
Plinting ordered of Journal of Grand
Printing
Grand Army Encampment,
1921......
Correcting
Oklahoma. March 3,
3, 1921
standard time, Texas and Oklahoma.
enrollment of bill relating to standard
Correcting enrollment
vii
vii
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LIST OF
TREATIES AND CONVENTIONS.
OF TREATIES
LIST
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Parcel post
post convention
approved by
by
Islands. Signed at Washington April 30, 1918; approved
Society Islands.
with Society
convention with
Parcel
the President May 3, 1918
1645
at
April
Town
Parcel
post
convention
with
Union
of
South
Africa.
Signed
Cape
17,
1919,
at
Parcel post convention with Union of South Africa.
1656
.................
....
9,
Washington
June
20,
1919;
approved
by
the
President
July
1919
1656
President
Washington June 20, 1919; approved
Postal
Islands. Signed at St. Georges April 21, 1919, at WashingWindward Islands.
the Windward
with the
convention with
Postal convention
1662
-.
..............
......
ton May
1919; approved
approved by
the President
President July 9, 1919
by the
10, 1919;
May 10,
ton
Convention
Uruguay respecting
respecting traveling
salesmen. Signed at Washington August 27, 1918;
traveling salesmen.
with Uruguay
Convention with
- 1663
.......-....
...-----...........
proclaimed August
1919
1663
....11, 1919...............
August 11,
proclaimed
proclaimed
Washington March
Arbitration agreement
with the
Netherlands. Signed at Washington
March 8, 1919; proclaimed
the Netherlands.
agreement with
Arbitration
1667
......
-............ ........ .....
August 25,
25, 1919
1919 .................. - .....
August
Convention
respecting traveling
traveling salesmen.
salesmen. Signed at Washington
Washington December 3,
Guatemala respecting
with Guatemala
Convention with
1669
..
------1918; proclaimed
27, 1919
1669
1919 ...........................--August 27,
proclaimed August
1918;
Arbitration
agreement with
Spain. Signed
proclaimed October 15,
15,
Washington March 8, 1919; proclaimed
at Washington
Signed at
with Spain.
Arbitration agreement
1673
1919
1673
1919 ....................-.............-..............--........-.........
Arbitration
agreement with
with Italy.
Italy. Signed
Signed at
at Washington
March 20, 1919; proclaimed
proclaimed October 15,
15,
Washington March
Arbitration agreement
1919.
1675
1919................................------------------------------------------------1675
Parcel post
poet convention
Portugal. Signed
at Wahington
Washington October
1916, at Lisbon November
November
October 1, 1916,
Signed at
withPortugal.
convention with
Parcel
1677

....................
25, 1916;
1916; approved
the President
President November
1677
November 13, 1919 ........
by the
approved by
25,
Washington
Parcel
convention with
with Czecho-Slovakia.
Czec.ho-Slovakia. Signed at Prague October
October 9, 1919, at Washington
post convention
Parcel post
..----....- 1687
October 31,
approved by
the President
13, 1919
1919...................
November 13,
President November
by the
1919, approved
31, 1919;
October
Convention with
respecting traveling
traveling salesmen.
Washington February
February 8,
salesmen. Signed at Washington
Panama respecting
with Panama
Convention
- -1696
........................
1919; proclaimed
proclaimed December
1696
1919....................10, 1919
December 10,
1919;
Washington,
Parcel post
convention with
Signed at
Asuncion, December 15, 1919, at Washington,
at Asuncion,
Paraguay. Signed
with Paraguay.
post convention
Parcel
June 8,
1920; approved
approved by
by the
June 12,
12, 1920
1700
1920 ........................---.
President, June
the President,
8, 1920;
June
August
Treaty of
of commerce
commerce with
with Ethiopia.
Ethiopia. Signed
at Addis-Ababa,
27, 1914; proclaimed, August
Addis-Ababa, June 27,
Signed at
Treaty
1711
................................
9, 1920
1711
...............
...........
1920 ...........
9,
Parcel post
post convention
convention with
0, 1920,
1920, at Washington, August 21, 1920;
Suva, June 110,
at Suva,
Fiji. Signed at
with Fiji.
Parcel
approved by
the President,
September 1,
1713
1920...---..--......-..-----.......--------.1713
1, 1920
President, September
by the
approved
Convention with
with Venezuela
Venezuela respecting
traveling salesmen.
salesmen. Signed
Signed at Caracas, July 3, 1919; prorespecting traveling
Convention
1719
claimed, October
October 15,
15, 1920..
1920 .....................-----------....----....-------........---------------................ 1719
claimed,
Agreement
modifying convention
convention of
of commerce
commerce and
and navigation
navigation with
Signed at WashingFrance. Signed
with France.
Agreement modifying
1723
ton, July
1919; proclaimed,
proclaimed, January
12, 1921
1723
...................
1921 .................
January 12,
17, 1919;
July 17,
ton,
Convention
Salvador respecting
Signed at
Washington, January 28, 1919;
atWashington,anuary28,
salesmen. Signed
traveling salesmen.
respecting traveling
with Salvador
Convention with
proclaimed,
January 22,
22, 1921
1921 ...............
1725
..................................
proclaimed, January
Parcel post convention
with Norwa.
Christiania, January
January 11,
11, 1921, at
Washington,
at Washington,
at Christiania,
Signed at
Norway. Signed
Parcel post convention with
1729
February
1921; approved
the President,
President, February
February 14,
14, 1921........2...............
1921
by the
approved by
11, 1921;
February 11,
ix
ix

LIST OF PROCLAMATIONS.
PROCLAMATIONS.
Announcing
Announcing the licensing of designated food products as no longer essential. March 19, 1919
1919.....
1919......................
Restoring lighthouse reservation
reservation on Maui
Maui Island
Island to Hawaii. April 8, 1919
Diminishing area of the Inyo National
National Forest, California
California and Nevada. April 8,
8, 1919...........
1919
Diminishing area
area of the Chugach National
National Forest, Alaska. April 16, 1919.
...
Diminishing
1919......................
Recommending observance
observance of Boy Scout Week. May 1, 1919 .... :.............................
•
Recommending
Convening extra session of Congress. May 7,
Convening
7, 1919 ............................................
Announcing
Announcing the licensing of designated cottonseed
cottonseed products as no longer essential.
essential. May 31, 1919
1919..
Restoring lighthouse land in Honolulu
Restoring
Honolulu to Hawaii. June 2, 1919 ...............................
Reserving
Roncador Cay, Caribbean
Caribbean Sea, for lighthouse purposes. June 5, 1919 ...............
Reserving Roncador
Humboldt National
Modifying area
area of the Humboldt
National Forest, Nevada. June 12, 1919 .......................
Diminishing
Diminishing area of the La Sal National Forest, Utah
Utah and Colorado. June 19, 1919 .............
Diminishing area of the Tahoe National Forest, California and Nevada. June
Diminishing
June 19,
19, 1919...........
1919
essential. June 19, 1919............
Canceling licenses for rice and rice flour dealers as no longer essential
1919
Announcing the licensing of wheat and flour storage, etc., as essential.
essential. June 23, 1919.
1919...........
Prohibiting the importation
exportation of wheat
wheat and wheat flour. June 24, 1919 ...........
importation and exportation
1919......
Canceling requirement
requirement for licenses for exporting
exporting coin, bullion, and currency.
currency. June 26, 1919
Canceling
Enlarging area of the Wyoming
Wyoming National
National Forest, Wyoming. July 10, 1919 ........................
Enlarging
Prohibiting illegal
illegal export
export of arms, etc., to Mexico. July 12, 1919
1919..............................
Prohibiting
Prescribing additional
additional regulations for protection
protection of migratory birds. July 28, 1919 ..............
Prescribing
flying by aircraft,
aircraft, etc. July 31, 1919 .................................
restrictions on flying
Abrogating restrictions
Enlarging area of the Crook National Forest, Arizona. August 6, 1919 ..........................
Diminishing area
area of the Caribou
Caribou National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho and Wyoming.
21, 1919 ........
Wyoming. August 21,
Diminishing
Terminating
1919...................................
Terminating the Capital Issues Committee. August 30, 1919
1919..
Diminishing area of the Sioux National
National Forest, South Dakota
Dakota and Montana.
Montana. September
September 3, 1919
Diminishing
Modifying
Modifying area of the Prescott National Forest, Arizona. September 29, 1919 ...................
Modifying
September 29, 1919 ...................
Modifying area of the Coconino National Forest, Arizona. September
1919..
Designating Thursday,
Thursday, November 27, 1919, as a
aday of general thanksgiving.
thanksgiving. November
November 5, 1
919
Designating
Urging
accurate answers to census inquiries. November
November 10, 1919 ..................
Urging prompt and accurate
1919..
wheat'and
Canceling restrictions
restrictions on importing and exporting wheat
and wheat
wheat flour. November 21, 1919
Transferring duties of Food Administration, except
except wheat and wheat products, to the Attorney
Attorney
.
General. November
November 21, 1919
.
.....................................................
General.
Authorizing
Authorizing disposal of surplus coal in Alaska for local use. November 22, 1919 .................
Diminishing
November 25, 1919................
1919
Diminishing area of the Nebraska National Forest, Nebraska. November
Enlarging area
area of the Gran Quivira
Quivira National Monument,
November 25, 1919......
1919
Monument, New Mexico. November
Extending area of the Lincoln
Lincoln National Forest, New Mexico. December 2, 1919 .................
Setting aside Scotts Bluff National Monument, Nebraska. December 11, 1919 ...................
December 18,1919.
Enlarging area of the Shenandoah National Forest, Virginia and West Virginia. December
18, 1919
Enlarging
Yucca House National Monument, Colorado. December 19, 1919..............
1919
Setting aside the Yucca
Relinquishing Federal
Federal control of railroads, etc. December
December 24, 1919
1919.............................
Relinquishing
Relinquishing Federal
Federal control of American
American Railway
Company. December
December 24, 1919.....
1919
Railway Express Company.
Relinquishing
National Forests, Idaho. December
December 27, 1919 ..........
and Payette National
of the Idaho and
Extending area of
Carolina. January 16, 1920 ......................
Setting apart the Boone National Forest, North Carolina.
Setting apart the Nantahala
Nantahala National
National Forest, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina.
Carolina
January
..
.........
.............----..
.............................
29, 1920 ..........
January 29,
receive reimbursement
reimbursement from railroads, etc., for equipment
equipment furnished while
Designating agency to receive
.........---..............
under Federal
Federal control. February
February 12, 1920 .......................
Transferring
property to Territory
Territory of Hawaii. February
February 17, 1920 .....................-.
Transferring certain property
Copyright
mechanical musical reproductions.
reproductions. February
1920_
Copyright benefits
benefits to Sweden extended
extended to
to mechanical
February 27, 1920
transportation
Federal control of transportation
Designating Director General of Railroads agent to terminate
terminate Federal
February 28, 1920
.-...........-...........----------------..-----systems, etc. February
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1741
1742
1744
1745
1747
1748
1749
1749
1750
1751
1752
1753
1755
1756
1758
1759
1760
1761
1762
1762
1764
1765
1765
1765
1766
1766
1768
1768
1770
1770
1770
1770
1771
177 1
1772
1773
1773

1774
1776
1776
1777
1778
1779
1779
1780
1781
1782
1783
1784
1784
1785
1786
1786
1787
1787

1788
Designating
of Railroads
agent in
arising from
Federal control
control of transfrom Federal
in actions
actions arising
Railroads agent
General of
Director General
Designating Director
1789
portation systems. March 11, 1920 .....................-------..------------------Copyright benefits to Great Britain for works published
published therein, etc.,
etc., since August 1, 1914, and
and
Copyright
1790
.........
...........---not in United
United States. April 10, 1920
................
notin
Setting apart
Monongahela National
Forest, Virginia
Virginia and
and West
Virginia. April
April 28, 1920
1920........ 1791
West Virginia.
National Forest,
apart the
the Monongahela
Setting
Extending
time
for
paying
installments
for
ceded
lands
of
Crow
Indian
Reservation,
Montana
Extending time for paying installments for ceded lands of Crow Indian Reservation, Montana.
May 5,
1920 ..............
1793
179
7
..----------------.3...
......- ..
....
...-...
May
5, 1920
Appointing John
Barton Payne
Director General
of Railroads.
Railroads. May
May 14,
14, 1920...........
1920
- 1793 '
General of
Payne Director
John Barton
Appointing
Designating
John
Barton
Payne
as
agent
in
actions
arising
from
Federal
control
of
transportation
Designating John Barton Payne as agent in actions arising from Federal control of transportation
. 1794
systems,
.....----------...........
...-....
...........
May 14, 1920
etc. May
systems, etc.
Canceling
dealers in
in designated
designated cereals.
cere_21s. etc.,
etc., as
as no
no longer
essential
May
25, 1920
1794
May 25,
1920 ...... 1794
longer essential.
licenses of
of dealers
Canceling licenses
Appointing
June 3, 1920 ..................
1796
...------------- 1796
commission. June
coal mining
mining commission.
anthracite coal
Appointing anthracite
Authorizing
in Matanuska
Matanuska field,
field, Alaska,
Alaska, for
for naval
1920
1797
uses. June 12, 1920...............
naval uses
mining in
Authorizing coal
coal mining
xi
xi

xii

LIST OF PROCLAMATIONS.
PROCLAMATIONS.

Setting apart the Cherokee
Cherokee National
National Forest, Georgia and Tennessee.
June 14,
1920 ..............
Tennessee. June
14, 1920
Prescribing
Prescribing additional regulations for protection of migratory
migratory birds. July
1920 ..............
July 9,
9, 1920
Declaring
Declaring the formal opening
opening of the Panama Canal. July 12,
1920.
12, 1920
..................
...
Setting apart the Unaka National Forest, North Carolina, Tennessee,
Tennessee, and
Virginia. July
July 24,1920..
24, 1920
and Virginia.
Recommending observance
Recommending
observance of Tercentenary of Landing of the
the Pilgrims.
August
4,
1920
Pilgrims. August 4, 1920........
Designating October 9, 1920, as Fire Prevention Day. September 7, 1920
Designating
1920 ....................
Diminishing area
area of the Trinity National
National Forest, California. October
October 1,
1, 1920
1920 .................
Enlarging area of the Modoc National Forest, California.
California. October 1,
1, 1920 ..................
Setting aside
aside Custer State Park Game Sanctuary, South Dakota. October
Setting
October 9,
9, 1920 ................
Extending
area of the Arkansas National Forest, Arkansas.
Extending area
Arkansas. October 19, 19
90
1920.....................
Modifying
Modifying area of the Santa Fe National Forest, New Mexico.
Mexico. October
October 30,
30, 1920
1920 ..............
Announcing
Announcing the licensing of sugar, etc., as no longer essential. October 30,
30, 1920
1920 .............
Designating
Thursday, November 25,
a day of general thanksgiving. November
Designating Thursday,
25, 1920, as a
November 12,
1920
12, 1920'
Enlarging
Florida National Forest, Florida.
Enlarging area
area of the Florida
1920
Flonda. November
November 25,
25, 1920....................
Copyright
Copynght benefits to Denmark
Denmark for works published therein,
therein, etc.,
since August
1914, and
and not
not
etc., since
August 1,
1, 1914,
in United States. December 9, 1920 .............................................
Enlarging
Enlarging area of the Caribou National Forest, Idaho
December 9,
9, 1920
Idaho and Wyoming.
Wyoming. December
1920.........
Convening special
special session of the Senate. February
February 3, 1921
1921..........
....................
Transferring certain
Transferring
certain lands to Port
Porto Rico for highway
highway purposes. February
February 14, 1921 .............
Modifying area of the Gila National Forest, New Mexico.
Mexico. March 3,
3, 1921 ....................
Mexico. March
Modifying area of the Datil National
National Forest, New Mexico.
March 3, 1921 ......................
Prescribing
Prescribing further regulations for protection of migratory
migratory game birds. March 3, 1921............
1921
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1798
1798
1798
1798
1800
1800
1801
1801
1802
1802
1802
1802
1803
1803
1804
1804
1805
1805
1805
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1806
1806
1807
1807
1809
1809
1810
1810

1810
1810
1812
1812
1813
1813
1813
1813
1815
1815
1816
1816
1817
1817

AMENDMENT
CONSTITUTION.
AMENDMENT TO THE
THE CONSTITUTION.
Page.

Cetificate
the Nineteenth
Certificate of adoption of the
the Constitution.
Constitution.
Nineteenth Amendment
Amendment to
to the

August
1921
August 26,
26, 1921......
xiii
milt.

1823
1823

_

_

PRIVATE LAWS
LAWS
OF THE

UNITIED STATES OF
UNITED
OF AME
AMERICA,
IRICA,
PASSED BY THE

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS,
CONGRESS,
1919-1921.
1919-1921.

XV

PRIVATE LAWS OF
OF THE
THE SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS
OF THE

UINITED STATES
STATES
UNITED
Passed
Washington in
in the
the
Passed at the first
first session,
session, which
which was
was begun
begun and
and held
held at
at the
the city
city of Washington,
District of Columbia,
District
Columbia, on Monday, the nineteenth day
day of
of May, 1919, aliel
and was
adjourned
November, 1919.
adjourned without
without day
day on
on Wednesday,
Wednesday, the
the nineteenth
nineteenth day
day of
of November,
1919.
W OODROW W
ILSON, President;
MARSHALL, Vice
President; ALBERT
ALBERT B.
B.
WOODEOW
WILSON,
President; THOMAS
THOMAs R.
R. MABSHATiL,
Vice President;
C
UMMENDS, President of
11. GILLETT,
GILLETT, Speaker
CUMMINGS,
of the
the Senate
Senate pro
pro tempore; FREDERICK
FREDERICK H.
Speaker
Representatives.
of the louse
House of Representatives.

CHAP.
83.—Joint Resolution
Resolution To readmit Frances
Frances Scoville-Mumm
character
CHAP. 83.-Joint
Scoville-Mumm to
to the
the character
citizen of the
United States.
of aa citizen
the United
States.
and privileges
privileges of

orst
.
okerIz
es 1.37.

[I. J. Res. 90.]

.
[
[Private Res.
No. 1.]
1.]
[Private
Res. No.

Whereas
Scoville-Mumm, daughter
Scoville, a
a Preamble'
K. Scoville,
Preamble
daughter of
of C.
C. C.
C. K.
Whereas Frances
Frances Scoville-Mumm,
citizen of
of the
Kansas, being
being
in the
the State
State of
of Kansas,
citizen
the United
United States
States residing
residing in
a
native-born citizen
the United
1913 Walter
Walter
a native-born
citizen of
of the
United States,
States, married
married in
in 1913
Mumm, an
parentage, but
Mumm,
an alien of
of German
German birth
birth and
and parentage,
but at
at the
the time
of,
and for
for many
many years
said marriage,
marriage, aaresident
resident of
of France;
of, and
years prior
prior to,
to, said
France;
and
and
Whereas
Scoville-Mumm has since returned to the
Whereas the said Frances Scoville-Mumm
United States
and renewed
therein and
and petitioned
petitioned
States and
renewed her
her residence
residence therein
United
Congress to
the character
and privileges
privileges of
citizen
of a
a citizen
to be
be readmitted
readmitted to
to the
character and
Congress
of
United States under
under and
and by
by virtue of the power
power and laws
of the
the United
of
of the United
United States
States of America: Therefore
Resolved
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the United
United Fran
n
s ScovilleFrnes
Scovill e States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Frances Scoville- muuf
Mumm,
daughter
of
the
said
C.
C.
K.
Scoville,
be,
and
she
is
hereby,
.
en
R
eadmIned
as acit
Mumm, daughter of the said C. C. K. Scoville, be, and she is hereby, Readmittedasacitlon her
her own
character n
on
own application
application unconditionally.
unconditionally readmitted
readmitted to
to the
the character
and privileges
privileges of
States.
of the
the United
United States.
and
of aa citizen
citizen of
Received
the President,
President, October
October 14,
14, 1919.
1919.
Received by
by the
[NoTE BY
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE.—The
joint resoresoSTATE.-The foregoing
foregoing joint
BY TUE
[NOTE
TIIE DEPARTMENT

lution having
having been
presented to
to the
the President
President of
the United States
States for
for
of the
United
lution
been presented
having been returned
returned by
of
by him to
to the
the house of
his approval,
approval, and
and not having
Congress in
in which
originated within
within the
the time
time prescribed
by the
the
prescribed by
Congress
which it
it originated
Constitution
States, has
has become
become a
alaw without his
his apapUnited States,
Constitution of
of the
the United
proval.]
proval.]
a franking
franking privilege to Edith Carow Roosevelt.
CHAP. 84.-An
84.—An Act Granting a

October
27, 1919.
October 27,
1919.
[B. R.
It. 7138.]
7138]
[H.
[Private,
No. 1.]
1.]
[Private, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
[
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
Carow RooseStates
congress assembled,
mail matter
sent v Edith
dith Carow Roosematter sent
assembled, That
That all
all mail
of America
America in
in Congress
States of
Flanking privilege
privilege
by
the post
by Edith
Edith Carow
Carow Roosevelt,
of the late
Theodore eFranking
late Theodore
widow of
Roosevelt, widow
post by
by the
granted to.
Roosevelt, under
signature, be
conveyed free
be conveyed
free gatedto.
written autograph
autograph signature,
Roosevelt,
under her
her written
of postage
natural life.
life.
during her
her natural
of
postage during
Approved, October
October 27, 1919.
1919.
Approved,
0
44282°—voL
2-2
44282
-VOL 41—Pr
41-PT 2-2
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.

1450
1450

SIXTY-SIXTH
SESS. I.
I. CHS.
CHs. 96-98.
96-98.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS. . SEss.

November 6, 1919.
[H. R. 333.]
333.
[H.

[Private,
[Private, No. 2.]
2.)

1919.
1919.

CHAP. 96.-An
for the disinterment
98.—An Act Providing
Providing for
disinterment and removal
removal of
the remains
remains of
of the
of
temporary burial site
site in
the infant child, Norman Lee Molzahn,
Molzahn, from the temporary
in the
the District
District
of Columbia
of
Columbia to
to a
permanent burial
a permanent
burial place.
place.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
Be
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
ol- States
States of America in
in Congress
of the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the health
health officer
officer of
the
tremains
Dmof,of, in
Columbia
be,
he
hereby
is,
authorized
triet
Remains
of Columbia,
in DisDistrict
of
and
is,
authorized
to
issue
a
permit
to
issue
a
permit
trict of Columbia, may
may
Norman
zahn.

oman

Lee

e

Rol-

to A. J.J. Molzahn to disinter and remove the remains
infant
remains of his infant

be disinterred.
disinterred.

child, Norman
Molzahn, who
who died
died of
of diphtheria,
diphtheria, from
from its
its temtemchild,
Norman Lee
Lee Molzahn,
porary
site in
in the
the District
to such
or place
the
porary burial
burial site
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
such lot
lot or
place in
in the
District
Columbia or
the father
District of
of Columbia
or elsewhere
elsewhere as
as the
father may
may choose
choose for
for a
a
permanent burial place, the body having been embalmed
embalmed and contained
copper-lined casket,
casket, but
such permit
shall not
not be
tained in a
a copper-lined
but such
permit shall
be issued
issued
unless there
filed in
the Health
Health Department
Department of
of the
District
unless
there has
has been
been filed
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, a
from the
the proper
authorities at
of
a permit
permit from
proper governmental
governmental authorities
at
where the
be made,
said
the place
place where
the reinterment
reinterment is
is to
to be
made, authorizing
authorizing said
interment
there of
of the
remains.
interment there
the said
said remains.
Received
by the
the President,
President, October
October 25,
1919.
Received by
25, 1919.

condition.

Condition.

[NOTE BY
BY THE
THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
having
OF STATE.—The
STATE.-The foregoing
foregoing act
act having
been presented
presented to
to the
the President
President of
of the
States for
for his
his approval,
been
the United
United States
approval,
and not having been returned
returned by him to the house of Congress
Congress in
in which
which
it
the time
time prescribed
by the
the Constitution
it originated
originated within
within the
prescribed by
Constitution of
of the
the
his approval.]
approval.]
United States, has
has become
become aalaw
law without
without his
November 8,
1919.
November
6, 1919.

[H. R. 753.]

CHAP.
Act For
For the
of Susie
CHAP. 97.—An
97.-An Act
the relief
relief of
Susie Currier.
Currier.

[Private, No. 3.]

Be itit enacted
House of Representatives
Repesentatives of the United
enacted by the Senate and House
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
the
for in- States
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
directed to pay
hereby-, authorized
authorized and directed
pay to
to
Susie Currier, of Old Town, Maine,
Maine, out of any money
Treasury
money in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, the
sum of
of $100,
$100, being
full compensation
compensation
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
being full
for
for accident
accident and
injuries with resulting
resulting loss
loss of
of time
time and
expense
and injuries
and expense
while
the United
United States
post office
Old
while working
working as
as charwoman
charwoman in
in the
States post
office at
at Old
Town,
Maine, December
14, 1914.
Town, Maine,
December 14,
1914.
Received by
by the
the President,
October 25,
25, 1919.
Received
President, October
1919.

rivate,
No. 3

Susie Currier.
Paymentto.
Payment
to, for injuries.
juries.

[NOTE
[
NOTE BY THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.-The
STATE.—The foregoing
foregoing act having
having
to the
the President
of the
United States
been presented to
President of
the United
States for
for his
his approval,
approval,
been returned
by him
the house
house of
of Congress
and not having
having been
returned by
him to
to the
Congress in
in which
which
it originated
originated within the time
it
prescribed by
the Constitution
of the
the
time prescribed
by the
Constitution of
United
become a
alaw
law without
without his
United States,
States, has
has become
his approval.]
approval.]
November 6,
November
6 1919.
[H.
[H1.R. 24521
2412.]
[Private, No.
No. 4.]
[Private,

CHAP.
CHAP. 98.-An
98.—An Act For the relief of Charles
Charles A.
A. Carey.

Be
the Senate
and House
United
of the
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
in- States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
assembled, That the Secretary
of the
the
Treasury be,
he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
Treasury
be, and he
directed to pay to
Charles
of Lowell,
Lowell, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, the
out of
of
Charles A. Carey, of
the sum
sum of
of $132.57,
$132.57, out
any money
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
for loss
of
any
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, for
loss of
pay
on account
account of
of injury
while in
the performance
pay on
injury sustained
sustained while
in the
performance of
of his
his
duty as
as a
a letter carrier at Lowell,
day of
of
Lowell, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, on
on the 11th day
February,
in the
the year
year 1913.
February, in
1913.
Received
October 25,
25, 1919.
Received by the
the President, October
1919.

CharlesA.Carey.
Charles
A. Carey.
Payment to, for injuries.
juries.

[
NOTE BY THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE.-The
STATE.—The foregoing
[NOTE
foregoing act
act having
having
been presented
presented to
his approval,
approval,
to the President
President of the
the United
United States
States for
for his
and
returned by
him to
the house
house of
of Congress
in
and not
not having
having been
been returned
by him
to the
Congress in
which it originated
which
prescribed by
by the
Constitution
originated within
within the time
time prescribed
the Constitution
of the United States,
law without
his approval.]
approval.]
States, has become
become aalaw
without his

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.. S
SESS.
I.. Cus.
CHS. 103,
S
IXTYSIXTH CONGRESS
ESS. I
107.
103,107.

1451
1451

1919.
1919.

103.-An Act For the relief
CHAP. 103.—An
relief of Amherst
Amherst W. Barber.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
it enacted
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out
of any moneys
moneys in the Treasury
of the
the United
United States
not otherwise
Treasury of
States not
otherwise
appropriated, to Amherst W. Barber,
appropriated,
Barber, the sum of $263.37,
$263.37, for
refor the
the resurvey of twenty-three
twenty-three miles,
and forty-two
forty-two
miles, seventy-five
seventy-five chains,
chains, and
links of township lines on public
m the State
of Colorado,
public lands in
State of
Colorado, exeexecuted by him and necessary to complete
complete the
the lines
lines of
of survey
survey embraced
embraced
in his contract numbered
numbered 710,
April 2,
710, dated April
2, 1885.
1885.
Received by the President, October
Received
October 28,
28, 1919.
1919.

November 8, 1919.
IS.
I. 1377.]
1377.]
5.]
[Private, No.
No. 5.]
Amherst W. Barber.
Amherst
Barber.
Payment to.
Payment

[NOTE
BY THE
THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
[NorE BY
OF STATE.—The
having
STATE.-The foregoing
foregoing act
act having
been presented
presented to the President of
United States
his approval,
approval,
of the United
States for
or his
and not having
been returned
haviog been
returned by
by him
to the
m which
which
him to
the house
house of
of Congress
Congress m
it originated
prescribed by
it
originated within the time prescribed
by the
of the
the Constitution
Constitution of
the
United States, has become aalaw without his
his approval.]
approval.]

CHAP.
CHAP. 107.-An
107.—An Act
Act For the
the relief of
of Della
Della James.
James.

Be it
enacted by
by the
it enacted
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
the Treasury
of the
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
pay
to Della James, of Richmond County, Georgia,
Georgia, out
any money
out of
of any
money in
in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for herself
herself and
and in
in behalf
behalf
of her children,
children, the sum of $57.50 per month
month for
of ten
ten years,
years,
for a
a period
period of
in full settlement
the United States
settlement of all claims against the
States for
for the
the loss
loss
by death of her husband, Alfred J.
through the
the explosion
J. James,
James, through
explosion of
of
a certain shell used in target practice
a
practice by
by the
the One
One hundred
hundred and
seventh
and seventh
Artillery, Fifty-third
Field Artillery,
Fifty-third Artillery
Artillery Brigade,
Brigade, Twenty-eighth
Division,
Twenty-eighth Division,
Hancock, near Augusta, Georgia,
at Camp Hancock,
on March
March 29,
1918, said
Georgia, on
29, 1918,
said
compensation to be payable
compensation
payable from and after
March 29,
Provided,
after March
29, 1918:
1918: Provided,
That the said money shall
applied to
to the
and
shall be
be applied
the support
support of
of the
the widow
widow and
respective minorities, but
the said children during their respective
if she
she again
again
but if
marries the entire amount thereafter
shall be
be used
uses by
her for
thereafter shall
by her
for the
the
benefit
benefit of the minor children, and if the mother dies the money
money shall
shall
be paid
the oldest
oldest child
for the
the minors.
minors.
paid the
child for
Approved,
November 15,
1919.
Approved, November
15, 1919.

November 15, 1919.
November
[H.
R. 344.]
3844.]
[H. R.
[Private, No.
6.]
[Private,
No. 6.]

Della tresi
James. o
Fella

Payment to, for
dearilZhilsbanii.
death of husband.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Condition.
Condition.

PRIVATE LAWS OF THE SIXTY-SIXTH
PRIVATE
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS
OF
OF THE
THE

UNITED STATES
STATES
UNITED
Passed at
at the second session,
Passed
was begun
and held
held at
at the
city of
session, which
which was
begun and
the city
of Washington,
Washington, in
in
the District
Columbia, on Monday, the first
first day of
District of Columbia,
of December,
and was
December, 1919,
1919, and
was
adjourned
without day on
adjourned without
Saturday the
100.
on Saturday
the fifth
fifth day
day of
of June,
June, 1920.
WooDrow
W
OODROW WILSON,
W ILSON, President;
President; THOMAS
MARSHALL, Vice
President; ALBERT
ALBERT B.
TroMAs R.
R. MAESHALL,
Vice President;
B.
CuMnrrs, President of the Senate
Senate pro
GummiNs
tempore; REED
Smoar, Acting
President
pro tempore;
REED SMOOT,
Acting President
of the
the Senate pro
tempore, January
January 17,
17, April
17-20, 1920;
1920; J
AMES E.
ATSON,
pro tempore,
April 17-20,
JAMES
E. W
WATSON,
Acting President of the Senate pro
pro tempore,
tempore, March
and 12,
6-8, 1920;
March 11
11 and
12, April
April 6-8,
1920;
CHARLES
CaRTIS, Acting President of the Senate pro tempore,
C
HARLES CCUTIS,
tempore March
March 25-30,
25-30, 1920;
1920;
S
ELEIEN P.
SPENCER, Acting
President of
of the
enate tempore,
pro
SELDEN
P. SPENCER,
Acting President
the S
Senate
pro tempore, May
1920;
May 14,
14, 1920;
STEBLING, Acting
THOMAS &FEELING,
Acting President of
Senate pro
tempore, May
May 19,
1920;
of the
the Senate
pro tempore,
19, 1920;
IRVING
LENROOT, Acting President
IRVING L. LENROOT,
President of the
tempore ' May
May 21,
1920;
the Senate
Senate pro
pro tempore,
21, 1920;
FREDERICK H. GILLETr,
GiLLErr' Speaker of the House of
JOSEPH WALSH,
W ALSH,
of Representatives;
Representatives; JOSEPH
Speaker
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Representatives pro
March 11-20,
11-20, 1920;
1920; PHILIP
PluLip
pro tempore,
tempore, March
P.
CAMPBELL,
P. C
AMPBELL, Speaker of the House of
Representatives pro
pro tempore,
April 26
and
of Representatives
tempore, April
26 and
27, 1920.
CHAP.
CHAP. 9.-An
9.—An Act To authorize
authorize the sale of certain
certain lands
lands at or near
near Minidoka,

Idaho, for railroad purposes.
purposes.

December17
December 17 1919.

[s.
S. moo.)
00

[Private, No. 7.
74

Be it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Oregon Short Line
States of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
the Rlon
hort Line
Railroad Company.
Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to sell and convey
convey to
Oregon Lands in
to Oregon
in Minidoka
uiidoka
Idaho, sold to.
Short Line Railroad Company
Company,, a
corporation organized
organized and
and existing
existing County,
a corporation
County,Idaho,soldto.
under the laws of the State of l
Utah and
authorized to
business in
Utah
and authorized
to do
do business
in
the State of Idaho, its successors and assigns, for
railroad purposes,
purposes,
for railroad
and at aaprice to be fixed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior in
in order
order to
by the
of the
to
return the expenditure
expenditure heretofore
heretofore made or
or proposed
proposed for
for the
the irrigation
irrigation
of the lands at not less than
thaa $50
$50 per acre, and
such terms,
and under
under such
terms, concon- Price,
Prce, etc.
ditions, and regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of
may prescribe,
of the
the Interior
Interior may
proscribe,
the following described
described land, situated in
County, Idaho:
in Minidoka
Minidoka County,
Idaho:
All that part of the west half of
the Description_
of the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter and
and the
Description
southeast quarter
quarter of the
quarter of
two, and
and the
the
the southwest
oututhwest quarter
of section
section two,
northeast quarter and
northwest quarter
quarter of the northeast
and the
the north
north half
half of
of the
the
northwest quarter
quarter of section
all in
in township
township eight
south, range
section eleven
eleven z1all
eight south,
range
twenty-five east of the Boise
twenty-five
Boise meridian, within the
described
the following
following described
area:
area:
Beginning at the intersection
Beginning
intersection of
right of
of
of the
the present
present southeasterly
southeasterly right
way boundary
boundary of the Twin Falls
the Oregon
Short Line
Line
Falls Branch
Branch of
of the
Oregon Short
Railroad Company with
Railroad
section line
common to
said sections
sections two
two
with the
the section
line common
to said
and eleven, one hundred
hundred feet southeasterly
southeasterly from
from and
and at
at right
right angles
angles
to the center
center line of main track of said railroad,
intersection also
railroad, said
said intersection
also
bearing north eighty-nine
eighty-nine degrees
degrees five minutes
minutes west, four hundred
hundred
and sixty and one-tenth
one-tenth feet from the quarter section
corner common
common
section corner
to said sections two and eleven;
eleven; thence
thence north forty
degrees twentytwentyforty degrees
five minutes east along said southeasterly
southeasterly right
right of
of way
way boundary,
boundary,
being one hundred feet southeasterly
from and
parallel to
said center
southeasterly from
and parallel
to said
center
a distance
line of main track, for a
distance of
of seventeen
seventeen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-six
twenty-six
and eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet; thence south naught
naught degrees
degrees one minute
minute east,
east,
and parallel to the north and south center
center line of said section two, for
for
aa distance
distance of thirteen hundred
hundred and thirty-two and six-tenths
six-tenths feet,
feet, to
to
1453

1454
1454

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.

SEss.
II.
SESS. II.

Cns.
21, 22,
24, 25.
25.
CIs. 9,
9, 21,
22, 24,

1919.
1919.

point in
in the
line common
to said
said sections
sections two
aapoint
the section
section line
common to
two and
and eleven;
eleven;
thence continuing
south naught
naught degrees
degrees one
one minute
minute east,
and parallel
continuing south
east, and
parallel
to
south center
center line
said section
eleven, for
to the
the north
north and
and south
line of
of said
section eleven,
for a
a disdistance of
and twenty
twenty feet,
feet, to
to the
south line
line of
of the
of thirteen hundred
hundred and
the south
the
northwest
quarter of
of the
the north
north half
half of
of the
northwest quarter
the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter and
and the
the
northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of said
section eleven;
thence north
said section
eleven; thence
north eighty-nine
eighty-nine
degrees five minutes west,
line, for
for a
a distance
distance of
of
west, along
along said
said south
south line,
twenty-two hundred
and twenty-nine
twenty-nine and
five-tenths feet,
to a
apoint
hundred and
and five-tenths
feet, to
point
in the present southeasterly right
of said
said railroad;
railroad;
right of
of way
way boundary
boundary of

thence north forty degrees
degrees twenty-five
twenty-five minutes
minutes east,
east, along
along said
said right
right
of way boundary, and
of
and being
being one
feet southeasterly
one hundred
hundred feet
southeasterly from
from and
and
parallel to said center line of
of main
for a
adistance
main track, for
distance of
of seventeen
seventeen
hundred and ten and four-tenths feet, to the
the point
of beginning,
point of
beginning, and
and
containing in all sixty-seven and
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
acres,
proposed pumping unit of
more or less, within the
the_proposedpumping
of the
the Minidoka
Minidoka project
project
of
United States
Reclamation Service.
of the
the United
States Reclamation
Service.
17, 1919.
1919.
Approved, December
December 17,
December 24,
December
24, 1919.

(S.
(S. 822.]
822.1
[Private, No. 8.]
J
Na.
James Wt
W. Cross.
Cro
Payment
to,
for
injuries.

.Irvae,

pJames
injuries.

24, 1919.

December
December 24, 1919.
[S.
1975.]
[S. 1375.]
[Private, No.
9.]
[Private,
No. 9.]

Catherine
Catherine Grace.
Grace.
Payment
to, for
Payment to,
for
death of husband.

deathof husband.

1919.

December 30
December
30, 1919.
[S.
[.iv, 176.]
176.!
[PriN ate, No. 10.]

[Pri -ate, No. 10F.

John H. Francis.
pahymento'sfor
Payment
to, for
death of
of son.
Ante,
p.
507.
Ante, p.507.

December
December 220, 1919.
1919.
I'S. 248.]
[Private, No. 11.]

Prvate
No.

Henry P. Grant.
Reiementto.
Reinibursement
to.

CHAP. 21.-An
21.—An Act For the relief of James W. Cross.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
States
in Congress
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of
pay, out
of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise
to James
James W.
W.
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Cross, $92,
compensation to
$92, as full compensation
W. Cross
Cross for
for personal
personal
to said
said James
James W.
injuries received
received as a
a result of an
26, 1914,
1914, without
without
an accident
accident October
October 26,
negligence on his part, while he was
negligence
was engaged
in the
performance of
his
engaged in
the performance
of his
duties as a
a laborer at the State, War, and Navy
Department Building.
Building.
Navy Department
Approved,
Approved, December 24,
24, 1919.
1919.
CHAP.
22.-An Act For the relief of Catherine
CHAP. 22.—An
Catherine Grace.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
y the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
of the United
United
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That the Secretary of
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
the
the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to pay the
sum of $469.50,
$469.50, out of any money in
Treasury of
the United
United
in the
the Treasury
of the
States not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
to Catherine
Catherine Grace,
Grace, widow
widow of
of
James Grace, who
as a
result of
of injuries
received by
said
who died as
a result
injuries received
by him,
him, the
the said
Grace, while
James Grace,
performance of
of his
his duties
as an
while in
in the
the performance
duties as
an employee
employee of
of
the
the Government.
Government.
Approved,
Approved, December
December 24,
24, 1919.
1919.
CHAP. 24.-An
24.—An Act For the relief of John M. Francis.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
United
Be it
enacted by
and House of Representatives
S tates
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled. That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Secretary of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
au th ori
ze dand
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay to
to John
John
M. Francis, father of late
Francis, West
Military
M. Francis, father of
late Cadet
Cadet John
John C.
C. Francis,
West Point
Point Military
Academy, who died on duty at Fort Bayard, New Mexico,
Mexico, the
sum of
of
the sum
$181, burial and transportation
$181,
transportation expenses.
expenses.
Approved, December
December 30, 1919.
1919.
CHAP.
25.-An Act For the relief of Henry P. Grant, of Phillips County, Arkansas.
CHAP. 25.—An

Be it
it enacted by tile
the Senate and House
House of Reyresentatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
in Congress
the
Secretary of
of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out
out of
Treasury
of

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS,
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS,

SESS. II.
CHS. 25-28.
25-28.
SESS.
II. CHS.

1919.
1919.
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any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of
of
$7,574.24 to Henry P.
P. Grant, formerly postmaster of Helena, Arkansas, said sum being the amount he voluntarily
voluntarily paid into the Treasury
Treasury
to make good the amount of public money appropriated
appropriated by the
assistant postmaster, William B. Lindsey, to his own use, who was
duly tried and convicted of said crime and punished by imprisonment
imprisonment
in the penitentiary
penitentiary for a
a term of four years.
Approved,
Approved, December 30, 1919.

CHAP. 26.—An
Act For
relief of
Sevy.
For the
the relief
of Thomas
Thomas Sevy.
CHAP.
26.-An Act

December 30,
301919.
December
1919.
IS. 428.1
[P
.
128.
[Private, No.
No. 12.112.1
[Private,

Be it
the Senate
and House
of Rpre,sentatives
of the
United
Representatives of
the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Thomas
States
Congress assemb,
Secretary of
of the
the Thos
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
ad
Exch
z angeSevy.
of lamb
with, authorized.
authorized.
Interior
hereby authorized,
his discretion,
accept title to the with,
in his
discretion, to accept
isshereby
authorized, in
Interior i
following-described
certification
following-described lands, either in whole or in part, upon certification
by the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture that the lands are chiefly valuable for
for
national forest purposes and approximately
approximately equal in value to the
lands to be given m exchange therefor: The east half of section
section
thirty-two; the north half of the northwest quarter
quarter and the south
thirty-two;
half of the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of section thirty-two,
thirty-two, township
township thirtyfive south, range four west of Salt Lake base and meridian, situThomas Sevy
Sevy
ate in the Sevier National Forest; and to issue to Thomas
in lieu thereof patents to the following-described
following-described areas, or to such
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to be
parts thereof as are found by the Secretary
approximately
conveyed: The northapproximately equal in value to the lands conveyed:
east quarter,
quarter'the north half of the southeast quarter, the southwest
southwest
quarter
southeast quarter, the southeast quarter
quarter of the
quarter of the southeast
northwest quarter,
quarter, and the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of section thirty-one,
thirty-seven south, range five west of Salt Lake base
township thirty-seven
and
Provided, That
That the
the lands
lands conveyed
conveyed to
to the
the Government
and meridian:
meridian: Provided,
Government P
i to Sevier
P iTiv
Ns& Naert'e
Forest, Utah.
Utah.
tional Forest,
of the
the Sevier National Forest and tional
become parts
parts of
shall thereupon
thereupon become
subject to all laws and regulations
regulations applicable
applicable thereto: Provided
Provided
subject
Report, etc.
etc
Secretary of Report
further, That
of the Interior
Interior and the Secretary
Secretary of
further,
That the Secretary
Agriculture
Agriculture shall jointly report to Congress, in detail, the factors
valuations were made.
upon which the valuations
Approved, December
December 30, 1919.
Approved,

CHAP. 27.-An
27.—An Act
W. B.
B. Graham,
Nevada.
late postmaster
postmaster at Ely, Nevada,
Graham, late
Act To
To reimburse
reimburse W.
CHAP.
for
clerical assistance.
assistance.
for clerical
for money
money expended
expended for

December 30,
1919.
30 1919.
December
[S. 552.5
(5 52.
[Private,
No.
[Private,
No. 13.1
13.1

Be it
enacted by
and House of
of the United
by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representativesof
United
Be
it enacted
B. Grb
Graham.
amsto
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the W.
wB
Congress assembled,
States of America
America in,
in Congress
Reimbursement
to.
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
pay
to
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to
W. B. Graham, late postmaster
postmaster at Ely, Nevada, out of any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, the sum of $3,335, to
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
in
reimburse him for money expended
expended for necessary clerical assistance.
reimburse
Approved,
December 30, 1919.
Approved, December

December
30 1919.
December 30,
CHAP. 28.—An
For the
relief of
of the
Buffalo River
River Zinc
Zinc Mining
Company.
28.-An Act
Act For
the relief
the Buffalo
Mining Company.

[S. 728.]

2
[private
No. MI
14.]
[Private, No.

Be it
by the
and House
House of
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Buffalo River Zino
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Minacompaerzin
assembled, That
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
Mining Company.
Payment
Treasury
and he
he is
and directed
pay, out
out of
of Payment to.
to pay,
to.
authorized and
directed to
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the Buffalo
River Zinc Mining Company, a
a corporation of Saint Louis, Missouri,
cornthe sum of $4,200, being the amount of money paid by the said com-
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1919.

pany to
to the
the United
of America,
America, on
or about
about the
the 21st
day of
pany
United States
States of
on or
21st day
of
July,
1904, as
price of
of certain
public lands
lands in
in Searcy
July, 1904,
as the
the purchase
purchase price
certain public
Searcy
Arkansas, the patents
County, Arkansas,
to which
which have
have since
canceled at
at
patents to
since been
been canceled
the
suit of
of the
of America
America and
and the
said lands
lands having
having
Proviso.
the suit
the United
United States
States of
the said
Proviso.
Investigation
Investigation and
and been restored to the public domain: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary of
of
certificate required.
certi
cate required
the Interior
Interior shall first make an investigation
investigation of
concernof all the
the facts
facts concernshall be
ing said claim, and shall
of its
justness and
and of
of the
good
be satisfied
satisfied of
its justness
the good
faith of
company and
and its
officers, and
acts of
of the said
said company
its officers,
and that
that the
the acts
of the
the
agent of the company
company by
reason of
of which
were canby reason
which the
the said
said patents
patents were
canceled were done wholly
the knowledge
knowledge or
or consent
consent of
said comwholly without
without the
of said
comof its officers,
pany or any of
and shall
certify these
facts to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
officers, and
shall certify
these facts
of the Treasury
Treasury the expense,
of said
said investigation,
any,
expense, however,
however, of
investigation, if
if any,
shall be deducted
deducted from the amount
amount found
be due
due said
found to
to be
said company.
company.
Approved, December
December 30,
30, 1919.
1919.
December 30
30, 1919.
1919
2128 19
[S. 2128.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 15.]
Albert N.
Albert
N. Collins.
Collins.
Homestead
Homestead entry
validated.
validated.

Decenaber
1919.
December 30,
30 1919.
[S. 2378.1
23781
Is.
[Private, No. 16.]
10.1

CHAP. 29.—An
relief of
N. Collins.
Coffins.
CHAP.
29.-An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
of Albert
Albert N.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United

States of America
America in
Congress assembled
That homestead
in Congress
assembled, That
homestead entry naught
naught

thirty-six thousand five hundred and six, Glasgow
Glasgow series, of Albert
Albert N.
N.
Collins, for lots two, three, and
and four,
northfour, and the
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter northwest quarter, section
section nineteen,
nineteen, township
twenty-five north,
range
township twenty-five
north, range
thirty-eight
thirty-eight east,
Montana meridian,
meridian, be,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby,
east, Montana
validated, and the Secretary
Secretary of
is authorized
to issue
of the
the Interior
Interior is
authorized to
issue
patent thereon upon
upon submission
submission of
of satisfactory
satisfactory proof
proof of
of compliance
compliance
with the law under which
which said entry
was allowed.
entry was
allowed.
Approved,
Approved, December
December 30,
1919.
30, 1919.
CHAP.
30.—An Act
Act To
authorize the
i
s
suance of
patent to
John Albert
Albert ThompThompCHAP. 30.-An
To authorize
the issuance
of patent
to John
son,
purposes.
son, and for other
other purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States
of
America in
in Congress
Secretary of
of the
the
son.
Land patent to.
to.
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to issue patent
patent
for the west half of the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
of section
section twenty-three,
twenty-three,
township one hundred and fifty-eight
fifty-eight north, range ninety
west of
ninety west
of
the fifth principal meridian, North Dakota,
Dakota, to
to John
John Albert
Albert Thompson,
Thompson,
pursuant
homestead entry
pursuant to his homestead
naught two
two thousand
twentyentry naught
thousand and
and twentytwo, Minot
Minot series.
series.
two,
PaYment
to
Parment credited
credited to
SEC.
Secretary of the Treasury
S
EC. d2. That the Secretary
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
reclamation
reclamation find
fund.
re
ol. 32, p.
Vol.
p. 388.
directed to set aside and appropriate,
appropriate, in accordance
accordance with
with the
provithe provisions of
of section 1
1 of the Act of June 17, 1902, entitled "An
sions
"An Act approappropriating the receipts from the sale and disposal of public lands
lands in
in
Territories to the construction
certain States and Territories
of irrigation
works
construction of
irrigation works
for reclamation
lands," the sum of $120,
$120, which was
reclamation of arid lands,"
was paid by
by
said Thompson
Thompson as purchase
described land.
purchase price of the described
Approved,
December 30, 1919.
Approved, December
1919.
John Albert
Albert ThompJohn
Thomp-

December 30,
December
1919.
30, 1919.
[S. 2716
[S.
2710.]7
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 17.)
17.]

CHAP.
To relieve
Thomas H. Hall, deceased,
deceased, late postpostCHAP. 31.-An
31.—An -Act
Act To
relieve the estate of Thomas
Panacea, Florida, and the bondsmen
bondsmen of
master at Panacea,
Thomas H.
H. Hall,
Hall, of
of the
the payment
of said
said Thomas
payment
or
money
alleged
to
have
been
misappropriated
of
alleged
have
misappropriated by
clerk in
in said
by a
a clerk
said office.
office.

Thomas IT.
Thomas
Hf.Hall.
Hall.
Relieved
Relieved of
of pament
payment
of postal
postal funds
of
funds 6tolen
stolen
from.
from.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate'
House of Representatives
Senate -and House
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of Thomas
Thomas H.
the estate
estate of
H.
Hall, deceased,
deceased, late
late" postmaster
postmaster at Panacea, Florida,
the bondsFlorida, and
and the
bondsmen
of the
said Thomas
Thomas H. Hall as such postmaster,
men of
the said
postmaster, be, and they are
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hereby, relieved of the payment of $544.73, together
with the
the, amount
amount
together with
of the costs which may have accrued on account of the United
United States
States
bringing an action to enforce the payment
payment of
the said
said sum
sum
of said sum,
sum, the
being the amount of cash and funds held by
the Post
Post Office
Departby the
Office Department to be due from said Hall's estate to the
the United States
States for
for money
money
misappropriated to his own use by a
a clerk in said
said office
misappropriated
the
office while the
proffered
proffered resignation of said Hall was pending
the Post
pending in
in the
Post Office
Office
Department
Department and while the said clerk was acting postmaster
with the
postmaster with
the
consent and acquiescence
acquiescence of the United States.
States.
Approved, December
Approved,
December 30, 1919.
1919.
CHAP.
34.-An Act For the relief of the Southern States Lumber
CHAP. 34.—An
Lumber Company.
Company.

December 31 1919.
December3S.
[s. 57.
577.i
[Private,
No. 18.]
[Private, No.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
House of Revresentatives
of the
the United
United
vate, No. .]
Southern
States
States
America in
assembled, Tata
That the Secretary of
States of
of America
in Congress assembled,
of the Lumber
Sother
States
Company.
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay the Payment
Payment to.
to.
Southern States Lumber Company, a
Florida,
a corporation,
corporation, Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida,
out of
of any money
money in the Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum
sum of
of $603.79.
Approved, December
Approved,
December 31,
31, 1919.
1919.

CHAP.
taxes collected
CHAP. 35.-An
35.—An Act
Act Providing
Providing for the refund of taxes
stamp tax
tax on
collected for
for stamp
on
certain policies
policies under the Emergency
Emergency Tax
October 22,
1914, under
proviso
Tax Act
Act of
of October
22, 1914,
under the
the proviso
to which
which Act
to
Act such
were exempt.
exempt.
such policies
policies were

December 31, 1919.
December
[S. 1s4.]
1694.]
IS.
[Private, No. 19-]
[Private,
19.]

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
iqf the
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Central ManufacStates of
States
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the
the turers'
tCrs'
MutuaInsurMutual
Insurance Company.
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and
to pay,
and directed
directed to
pay, out
out anceComdny.
Refund of taxes.
of
appropriated, to the
ed of axes
of any money
money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance
Central Manufacturers'
Van Wert,
Insurance Company
Company of
of Van
Wert,
Ohio, the sum of $2,888.77,
$2,888.77, being
being the amount
amount paid
paid for
taxes
for stamp
stamp taxes
under the Emergency
Emergency Revenue
Revenue Act of
22, 1914,
policies Vol.
of October 22,
1914, on
on policies
ol. 38, p. 762.
policies were
of such company,
company, which
which policies
from such
such tax
under a
a
were exempt
exempt from
tax under
United States Circuit
proviso to said Act as determined by the United
Circuit Court
Court
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit in
in the
case of
of Niles
Niles collector
collector of
the case
of internal
internal
revenue,
revenue, against
against Central Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' Mutual
Insurance Company
Company,
Mutual insurance
decided
decided June 10,
1918, and
and reported
reported in
in volume
vo l
ume 252
252 o
ed
eral
10, 1918,
offth
thee F
Federal
Reporter, page
page 564.
Reporter,
564.
Approved,
December 31,
Approved, December
31, 1919.
1919.
CHAP.
of the Arundel
CHAP. 36.-An
36.—An Act For the relief of
Arundel Sand
Sand and
and Gravel
Gravel Company.
Company.

December31
December
31, 1919.
1919.
[S.
s. 1670.]
1670.1
[Private, No. 20.)
20.]

Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Arundel Sand and
States
of America
America in
That the
SC
a
n
nd
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the claim
claim of the Arundel Grcnael
Gravel Company.
b
May timg
bring suit
suit for
for
Sand and Gravel Company, a
corporation
organized
and
existing
acorporation organized and
under
under damages
.Mav
to steam tug
eis
"
i
o
i
a
e l~e o.jr~
of
f ,o r
laws of
the State of
of 'Delaware
Delaware and
"A. .G.
..G. Bigelow."
-the laws
of the
and doing
doing business
business in
the city
in the
city of
of "A
Bigelow .
Norfolk, Virginia,
Norfolk,
Virginia, owner
owner of the
steam tug
A.
G.
Bigelow,
against
the
the steam
tug A. G. Bigelow, against the
damages alleged
United States
States for damages
alleged to have
have been
been caused
by collision
collision
caused by
between
between the said
said tug and the United
United States
steamship Susquehanna
Susquehanna
States steamship
in Norfolk
Norfolk Harbor
Harbor on the 26th day of November,
November, 1917, may
may be
be sued
sued
for by the said Arundel
Arundel Sand and Gravel
Gravel Company
Company in
in the
the District
District
Court of the United States for the Eastern District
District of
of Virginia,
Virginia, sitting
sitting as
as
a court
governing such
a
court of admiralty
admiralty and acting under
under the rules governing
court,
such court,
Jurisdiction of court.
court.
hear and
and determine
determine such
such suit
and said court shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to hear
suit Jurisdiction
and to enter aajudgment
judgment or decree
decree for the amount of such
damages
such damages
be due
and costs, if any, as shall be found to be
against the
the United
United
due against
States
States in favor of the Arundel Sand and
or against
and Gravel
Gravel Company,
Company, or
against
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1920.
1919,

the Arundel Sand and
Gravel Company
Company in
favor of
of the
States
and Gravel
in favor
the United
United States
upon the
principles and
measures of
the same
same principles
and measures
of liability
liability as
as in
in like
like cases
cases in
in
admiralty
admiralty between
between private
private parties
parties and
and with
same rights
rights of
with the
the same
of appeal:
appeal:
Provisos.
Provided, That
such notice
notice of
the suit
shall be
to the
the Attorney
Attorney
Provisoi.
Provided,
That such
of the
suit shall
be given
given to
Notice, etc.
General of the United
United States as may be provided
provided by
the said
by order
order of
of the
said
court, and it
it shall be the duty
the Attorney
Attorney General
to cause
duty of
of the
General to
cause the
the
United States attorney
attorney in such district
district to
to appear
and defend
defend for
for the
appear and
the
Commencement of
Commencement
United States:
States: Provited
Provided further,
further, That
That said
brought and
and
of United
said suit
suit shall
shall be
be brought
suit.
commenced
commenced within four months
of the
passage of
this Act.
Act.
months of
the date
date of
of the
the passage
of this
Approved, December
1919.
December 31,
31, 1919.

January 17, 1920.
Ja.[H. R. 8084.]
.uary
.

CHAP.
49.—An Act
Act Granting
certain claimants
the preferential
preferential right
purCHAP. 49.-An
Granting to
to certain
claimants the
right to
to purchase certain
certain alleged
alleged public
the State
State of
Arkansas, and
for other
public lands
lands in
in the
of Arkansas,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.

]

No. 21.]
[Private, NO.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
l"Goldens
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
That G.
G. W.
Oliver
W. House,
House, Oliver
Douglas, J.
W. Rhodes,
W. K.
Harris on ,and
an d J.
W. Rhodes,
Rhodes ,j
uni
or,
Claimants given Douglas,
J. W.
Rhodes, W.
K. Harrison,
J. W.
junior,
nder co
named in the decree of
of the
the Chancery
Mississippi County,
Chancery Court
Court of
of Mississippi
County, ArArkansas, Osceola
Osceola district,
the February,
1913, term
term thereof,
thereof, as
as the
district, at
at the
February, 1913,
the
same appears in the records
records of
of said
said court,
book seven,
pages fortycourt, book
seven, pages
fortythree to fifty-four, inclusive, their
assigns,
their heirs,
heirs, administrators,
administrators, or
or assigns,
are hereby granted a
a preferential
preferential right
right at
at any
any time
time within
within ninety
ninety
passage of
days after the passage
of this
this Act
Act and
and the
the filing
of the
the plats
said
filing of
plats of
of said
corrected
corrected survey in the United
United States
Rock, ArStates land
land office
office in
in Little
Little Rock,
Arkansas, to purchase
purchase said lands of the United States
to pay
States and
and to
pay for
for
the same at the rate of $1.25
$1.25 per
accordance with
divisions
per acre
acre in
in accordance
with the
the divisions
and allotments
allotments to said person
person or
persons, respectively,
named in
in said
or persons,
respectively, named
said
Proviso.
on of
of boundbound- decree: Provided,
rretion
Provided, however,
if the
parcel of
of land
awarded t
sa id
owever, That
That if
Correcti
the parcel
land awarded
too said
aries,etc.
person
anw, etc.
person or persons in such decree does not conform
conform to
to the
the legal
legal dedescription of lands as returned
returned by
by the
corrected survey,
then the
the person
the corrected
survey, then
person
to whom the
portion of
of any
any legal
legal subdivision
subdivision was
was awarded
awarded by
the major
major portion
by
said decree
decree may purchase all of
subdivision from
from the
of such
such subdivision
the United
United
States at the price herein named, and
and said
purchase shall
in trust
trust
said purchase
shall be
be in
for that portion of land awarded
awarded under
said decree
decree to
to the
the person
person
under said
named
named therein, his heirs or grantees, and
and such
such purchaser,
purchaser, upon
upon the
the
issuance
issuance of said patent to him, shall forthwith
convey to
cestui
forthwith convey
to said
said cestui
qui trust such land as was awarded
awarded by the terms of said
decree to
said
said decree
to said
person upon payment by said
his proportionate
said cestui
cestui qui
qui trust
trust of
of his
proportionate
part of the purchase price and
entry fees
for the
the same.
and entry
fees for
same.
Description oflands.
"Goidens Lake"
Lake"
lands, Ark.
Claimants given
right to purchase,
purchase,
under court decree.

Description of lands.

January
Xi, 1920.
January 23
1920.
[H. R.
-fH.
R. 9183.]
83.]
[Private,
22.1
[Private, No.
No. 22.]

Said lands
lands herein authorized to be purchased
purchased are all that part
Said
part of
of
said sections twenty-nine, thirty, thirty-one,
th4ty-one, and
and thirty-two,
thirty-two, towntownship eleven north, range ten east, fifth principal
principal meridian,
meridian, Mississippi
Mississippi
County, Arkansas, not included
included as land in
made in
Febin the
the survey
survey made
in February, 1846, which was
designated upon
upon the
township plat
plat approved
approved
was designated
the township
"Goldens Lake."
December 23, 1846, as "Goldens
Lake."
Approved, January
January 17,
17, 1920.
1920.

CHAP.
CHAP. 52.--An
52.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to
to adjust
adjust the
the
terms
post-office property
property in
terms of
of the
the contract
contract for
for the sale of the old post-office
in New Haven,
Haven, Connecticut.
necticut.

Be it enacted
the Senate
enacted by the
of the
the United
United
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
the
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized, in his discretion
discretion and with the consent
consent
of
o. the contractors,
contractors, to modify
modify and readjust the
of the
the contract
the terms
terms of
contract
for
the sale
sale of the old post-office
post-office property
for the
property in New Haven,
Haven, ConnectiConnecticut, entered into March
March 13,
13, 1917, in
such manner
in such
manner as
as he
he may
may deem
deem
equitable
equitable and just, if he shall
that said
beshall determine
determine that
said contract
contract has
has be-

MdfatOenCoo
-New Haven, of
C"
n •States of
modification
contract
of old
old Treasury
tract for
for sale
sale of
Treasury
post office allowed.
p. 694.
VoL 36,s3,
p.

voL
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1920.
1920.

come
inequitable and
on account
account of
the unforeseen
unforeseen conditions
conditions
come inequitable
and unjust
unjust on
of the
arising
since its
to the
Government's failure
arising since
its execution,
execution, with
with respect
respect to
the Government's
failure
property as
as expected.
to deliver
deliver the
the property
as soon
soon as
expected.
Approved,
1920.
Approved, January
January 23,
23, 1920.

CHAP. 63.—An
Act For
the relief
of Mrs.
Thomas McGovern.
McGovern.
63.-An Act
For the
relief of
Mrs. Thomas

February 7, 1920.
February
7,1920.
[H. R.
(H.
R. 5348.1
5348.1
[Private No.
No. 23.]
23.]
Mr
Thomas MeMrs. Thomas Mc-

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
and House of
Representativesof
States of America in
Govern.
the Govern.
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
Payment to, for
Treasury
Treasury be,
to pay,
pay, out
be, and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
out deat
ahYousban.for
death
of husband.
any money
of any
not otherwise
Mrs.
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Mrs.
Thomas
McGovern, the sum of $5,000
Thomas McGovern,
suffered by
$5,000 for
for damages
damages suffered
by the
the
death
her husband,
who was
was struck
death of her
husband, Thomas
Thomas McGovern
McGovern, who
struck and
and
fatally
a Government
Government motor
fatally- injured by a
which was
motor truck
truck which
was driven
driven by
by
a regularly enlisted
a
enlisted soldier of
United States
States Army.
Army.
of the United
Approved, February 7,
7, 1920.
1920.
Approved,

CHAP.
CHAP. 66.-An
66.—An Act Making
appropriation to
James M.
M. Moore
Making an
an appropriation
to compensate
compensate James
Moore for
for
damages sustained
in the
the service
Government of
of the
the United
States.
damages
sustained while
while in
service of
of the
the Government
United States.

10, 1920.
February 10,
[H. R. 1912.1
[H.
1812.J
[Private,
[Private, No
No 24.]

Be it
and House
House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
the United
moor.
of Representatives
Representatives of
United. sam.m M
States of America
America in
Congress assemb,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
in Congress
for
of the payment
JPament to
to, fore
Treasury
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
n'un" out inures.
of any money
money in the
the Treasury
Treasury_not
appropriated, the
sum
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
in payment
James M.
M. Moore,
Moore, late
late of
of Company
Company L,
Twentyof $840 in
payment to
to James
L, TwentyRegiment United
United States
Infantry, transferred
transferred from
from Company
Company
eighth Regiment
States Infantry,
States Infantry,
M, First United States
in the
Infantry, for injuries
injuries sustained,
sustained, while
while in
the
service of the Government
Government in the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands as
as aa civilian
civilian
teamster, in
May 12,
12, 1907.
1907.
teamster,
in a
a runaway
runaway accident
accident on
on May
Approved,
Approved, February
February 10,
10, 1920.
1920.
.

CHAP.
72.—An Act
Restoring to
Amy E.
E. Hall
rights and
and proproCHAP. 72.-An
Act Restoring
to Amy
Hall her
her homestead
homestead rights
iding that on any homestead entry
viding
by her
for all
all
entry made
made by
her she
she shall
shall be
be given
given credit
credit for

compliance with the law on her original homestead
compliance
homestead entry and for all payments made
made
on same.

February 11,
II, 1920.
February
[H.
1920.
[H. It. asss
aas.l]
7Private,
No. 251
t-rivateTNo.
25.]

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United Amy
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
Amy E.
Hail.
E. Hall.
homestead
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Secretary of
of Ne w homestead
assembled, That the
the Secretary
en t
ry
allowed.
be, and he
the Interior
Interior be,
directed to
he hereby is, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to perper- et ry aowed
mit Amy E. Hall, homestead
homestead entrywoman
entry woman on
lots twenty-three
twenty-three and
and
on lots
twenty-four,
southwest quarter
twenty-four, and south half southwest
northwest quarter
quarter
quarter northwest
section
seventeen; the
south half
half southeast
northeast
section seventeen;
the south
southeast quarter
quarter northeast
quarter, northeast quarter
quarter southeast
southeast quarter,
southwest quarter
quarter, and
and southwest
quarter
northeast quarter, section eighteen,
township nine
range ten
ten
eighteen, township
nine south,
south, range
west,
wait, in the former Siletz Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in
the State
of Oregon,
in the
State of
Oregon,
whose homestead
homestead application
application was on January
1914, placed
placed of
of record
January 3,
3, 1914,
record
in the office of the register
register and receiver
United States
States land
land
receiver of
of the
the United
office at Portland, Oregon, to
to make aanew homestead
any
homestead entry
entry on
on any
tract of land, not exceeding
exceeding one hundred and
open to
and sixty acres,
acres, open
to
entry under the homestead
homestead laws
laws of
of the
United States,
States, which
is not
the United
which is
not Credit
or prior pay.
Credit for
payme.nt.s.
appropriated or reserved, and
otherwise appropriated
and that she
she be given
given credit
credit for
for ments.
compliance with law on her original homestead
all compliance
homestead entry
entry and
all Cultivation
and for
for all
require.
Cultivation requirewaived.
payments made upon the same, but expressly waiving the
the requirerequire- ments
ments
waived.
Vol. 37, p. 124.
ments as to cultivation under the
Act of June
(Thirty-seventh
theAct
June 6,
6, 1912
1912 (Thirty-seventh
o. 37" p. 124
Statutes,
page one
one hundred
hundred and
twenty-three), giving
granting
Statutes, page
and twenty-three),
giving and
and granting
unto the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior full
authority to
to
full and
and complete
complete authority
intent of this Act.
carry out the purposes and intent
Approved,
Approved, February 11,
11, 1920.
1920.
e
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78, 79.
79.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.. SESS.
II. . CHS.
CHS. 73,
73, 78,

1920.
1920.

73.-An Act For the relief of
CHAP. 73.—An
Farmers National
Wilkinson,
of the Farmers
National Bank
Bank of
of Wilkinson,
Indiana.
Indiana.
Indiana.

1920.
February 11,
11, 1920.
[H.
17611
[H. R.
R. 1761.]
[Private,
26.]
[Private, No.
No. 26.]

Be it
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
States
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the
America in
Secretary of
Ind.
lost Treasury
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
redeem
Redemption of
nRedemption
of lost
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to redeem
certificates
of indebt- certificates
certificates of
certificates of indebtedness of the United
of America,
United States
States of
America, numnumedness.
edness.
bered ten thousand
bered
thousand three hundred and seven and ten thousand three
hundred and eight, each of the
denomination of
$1,000, and
and each
the denomination
of $1,000,
each of
of
the
dated February
February 8,
and maturing
May 9,
9, 1918,
the issue dated
8, 1918,
1918, and
maturing May
1918, with
with
1918, to
interest from February 8, 1918,
favor of
to May 9, 1918,
1918, in
in favor
of the
the
Farmers
banking corporation
corporation of
of Wilkinson,
Wilkinson,
Farmers National
National Bank,
Bank, aanational
national banking
Proriso.
Indiana,
without presentation
of the
certificates
Proiso.
Indiana, without
presentation of
the certificates,
certificates, the
the said
said certificates
Indemnity
Indemnity bond.
of indebtedness
indebtedness having been lost or destroyed:
destroyed: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the
said Farmers
National Bank
Bank of
of Wilkinson,
Wilkinson, Indiana,
file
said
Farmers National
Indiana, shall
shall first
first file
in the Treasury
States aabond
Treasury Department
Department of the United States
penal
bond in
in the penal
sum of double the amount of
principal of
of said
said certificates
of
of the principal
certificates of
indebtedness
the United
indebtedness of the
States of
of America
.America in
such form
and with
with
United States
in such
form and
may be
such sureties as may
acceptable to
to the
of the
Treasury
be acceptable
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
to indemnify-and save
save harmless the
United States
States from
from any
the United
any loss
loss on
on
account of the lost
lost or
or destroyed certificates
of indebtedness
indebtedness hereincertificates of
hereinbefore
described.
before described.
Approved, February
11, 1920.
Approved,
February 11,
Farmerational

Farmers National
of Wilkinson,
Wilkinson,
Bank of

February 17, 1920.
February
1920.
[H.
f. It. 396.]
[H.
396.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 27.]

Rosebud
Rosebud Indian
d
Inian

Resrvation,
Reservation, S.Dak.
S. Dak.
age avi
tor
from
aZ
n
aelpartis
p
it=
fire
on.
me on.

Feblruar- 17,
1920.
February
17 '1920
[H.
R. 683.]
[ iil.Ros
,.]

CHAP.. 78.—An
78.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
CHAP..
authorize the
the payment
of certain
certain amounts
amounts for
damages
payment of
for damages
sustained
Rosebud Indian Reservation,
sustained by prairie fire
fire on the Rosebud
Dakota.
Reservation, in
in South Dakota.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
the
Treasury be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to pay,
pay, out
of
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to the followotherwise appropriated,
following-named corporation
ing-named
corporation and persons, their legal representatives
representatives or
or
respective amounts
heirs, the respective
amounts as
follows: The
Company,
as follows:
The Mission
Mission Farm
Farm Company,
$1,835; Peter Volondra, $187.50;
$1,835;
$187.50; M.
E. Bead,
Bead,
M. E.
E. Robertson,
Robertson, $62.50;
$62.50; E.
E. E.
$187.50; James V. Satra, $75;
$187.50;
$75; Cash
Rogers, $255;
$255; Ed
Ed Neiness,
Neiness, $87.50;
Cash Rogers,
$87.50;
Jacob Hempel, $22.50; Isiah Davis, $187.50:
$187.50: Alvin Hoffman, $50;
$50;
Louis Bordeaux, $1,385;
$1,385; Charley Pavlik,
Pavlik, $50;
George W.
W. Coleman,
$50; George
Coleman,
$875; W. S. Hatten, $200; Frank Rothleutner
Rothleutner and George W.
ColeW. Coleman, $750; Hugh Coleman, $54.50;
$54.50; and Charles Kolkofen,
Bolkofen, $62.50
$62.50 for
for
damages caused
of said
caused to each of
by a
a certain
certain fire
fire set
by the
the
said parties
parties by
set by
carelessness
carelessness of the employees
employees of
in the
the regular
of the Government
Government in
regular line
line
of their duty and as incident thereto in the Indian Service
Service on
on the
the
Rosebud Indian
Reservation, in
in South
Dakota, and
the State
State
Indian Reservation,
South Dakota,
and across
across the
line in
in Nebraska,
Nebraska, on
on the
the 20th
20th day
day of
of October,
October, 1909.
1909.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 17,
17, 1920.
1920.

CHAP. 79.-An
79.—An

Act For
relief of
of William
E. Johnson.
Johnson.
Act
For the
the relief
William E.

[Private, No. 2S.]
William
E. Johnson
Johnson.
WilliamE.
Reimbursement
to.
Reimbursementto.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
iSates
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That to reimburse
States
in Congress
reimburse William
William
E. Johnson,
Johnson, former chief special officer and special disbursing
disbursing agent,
for the expenditure made
made by
under the
the direction
of the
by him under
direction of
the CommisCommissioner
in the
the defense
defense of
of Juan
Juan Cruz,
sioner of
of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs in
Cruz, aa noncommisnoncommissioned officer
officer engaged
engaged in
the suppression
of the
the liquor
liquor traffic
traffic among
among
sioned
in the
suppression of
Indians,
payment of
of which
no appropriation
appropriation was
was available,
available,
Indians, for
for the
the payment
which no
there be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
the Treasury
Treasury not
any money m
m the
not otherotherwise appropriated,
wise
the sum
sum of
of $1,839.95.
$1,839.95.
appropriated, the
Approved,
February 17,
Approved, February
17, 1920.
1920.

SIXTY-SIXTH
S
IXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II . CHS.
CHs. 81, 108, 110, 114.
CHAP. 81.
81.-An
— An Act For the relief of Carlow
Carlow Avellina.
Avellina.

1920 1461
February
February 18, 1920.
1920.
[11.
96651
[H. R.
R. 5665.]
[Private, No. 29.]

Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
United Carlow
[Private,No. 29.]
and House
Representatives of the United
Avellina.
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States
in, Congress
of the
the Payment
Secretary of
Payment to.
be, and he is hereby, authorized
Treasury be
authorized and
di
rec
t
e
d
t
o
p
a
y
t
o
and directed to pay to
Carlow Avellina, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $500 as compensation
appropriated,
compensation for damages
sustained
damages sustained
by him when an aeroplane
aeroplane of the Air Mail Service descended
descended on his
his
property in August, 1918.
property
1918.
Approved, February
February 18, 1920.
CHAP.
108.-An Act For the relief of the New Jersey Shipbuilding
and Dredging
Dredging
CHAP. 108.—An
Shipbuilding and
Company,
Bayonne, New
Company, of Bayonne,
New Jersey.
Jersey.

March 27, 1920.
iMar
, 1920.
[S. 3472.]
[Private,
[rivat, No. 30.]

and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
House of
ofRepresentatives
the United
United New
e
Sh.
New Jersey ShipStates of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
States
Secretary of
of the
the buildingnredging
That the Secretary
building and Dredging
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay
to the
the Company.
and directed
directed to
pay to
CPPent
to for
Payment to,
collision
damages with
New Jersey
Jersey Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding and
and, Dredging
Dredging Company, of
of Bayonne,
Bayonne, New
New naval
o"ision
damages
with
ofa
Jersey, owner of
adrill boat, known as drill boat Number Three, and
and ava vessel.
a dredge, known as dredge
dredge Number Nine, out of
a
in the
of any money
money in
the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the.sum of $118,309.16
$118,309.16 in full
full
settlement to reimburse said owner of drill boat Number
and
Number Three
Three and
dredge Number Nine for loss sustained
sustained as a
aresult of damages
suffered
damages suffered
by said drill boat Number
Number Three and said dredge Number Nine
Nine
through
through collision with the United States Navy barge Nahunta
Nahunta in
in tow
steamship Woodcock,
of the United
United States steamship
Woodcock, off Halletts Point, New
New
York Harbor,
Harbor, on April 19, 1919.
Approved, March 27, 1920.
1920.
CHAP.
CHAP. 110.-An
110. — An Act For the relief of
of Ellen Agnes
Agnes Monogue.

March 29 1920.
Mah
1920.
[H.29,
R. 409.]
[Private, No. 31.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United [
te, N. 31.]
Ellen Agnes MoStates of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That the sum of
of $2,500
$2,500 is
is nllen
Agnes Mo31°FleYment t, for
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
hereby appropriated,
Treasury not otherother- deatf
nt to for
death of husbat7d.
wise appropriated,
appropriated, to be
Agnes Monogue,
be paid to Ellen Agnes
Monogue, widow
widow of
ofea
s
P. Monogue,
Joseph P.
Monogue, a
a police officer who lost his life at
at Newport,
Newport,
Vermont, on September 6, 1917,
1917, while rendering assistance
assistance to United
United
States immigration
immigration officers in removing
removing an insane alien
alien from
from the
the
United States, without fault or negligence
negligence of said Joseph
P. Monogue.
Monogue.
Joseph P.
Approved, March 29, 1920.
Approved,
1920.
CHAP.
114.-An Act For the relief of the Eastern
CRAP. 114.—An
Eastern Transportation
Transportation Company.
Company.

March

[i

30,192o.

R.32-1
N.

[Private, No. 32.]

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of
it enacted
and House
of the
the United
United
te, No. 32.
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
That the
of the
assembled, That
the claim
claim of
the Eastern TransportsTransportaTransportation
Eastern
.
'Transportation Company, a
a corporation
organized and
and exVacrb"rsuit for
corporation organized
ex- titiOiCompyt
for
isting
'sting under
under the laws of the State of Delaware,
Delaware, and
and doing
business in
rla
g es toswuser
ta „
—Sweetser
doing business
in diday
the city of Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia,
Virginia, owner of the barge Sweetser Linthicum,
Linthicum
cum.
against the United States for damages alleged
alleged to have been caused
caused
by collision between the said barge and the United States barge
Old Dominion,
Dominion, in tow of the United
United States tug
Sagamore, in
in Chesatug Sagamore,
Chesapeake Bay, on the 25th day of August, 1918, may be sued for
for by the
said Eastern Transportation
in the District Court
Transportation Company in
Court of
of the
the Jurisdiction of
of court.
court.
United
United States for the Eastern District of Virginia, sitting as a
court
a court
of admiralty and acting under the rules governing
governing such court, and
said court shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine
determine such suit
suit
and to enter aajudgment or decree
decree for the amount of such
such damages
damages
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CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

Provisos.
Proviso.

Notice, etc.
Notice,

commencement
Commencement
ssuii.

SEss.
II.
SESS. II.

CHs.
CHS. 114-117.
114-117.

1920.
1920.

and costs,
any, as
shall be
to be
be due
the United
United
and
costs, if
if any,
as shall
be found
found to
due against
against the
States in
in favor
Transportation Company,
against
States
favor of
of the
the Eastern
Eastern Transportation
Company, or
or against
in favor
favor of
of the
the Eastern
Eastern Transportation
Transportation Company
Company in
the United
United States
States
upon the
principles and
measures of
of liability
as in
like cases
cases in
in
upon
the same
same principles
and measures
liability as
in like
admiralty
the same
admiralty between
between private
private parties
parties and
and with
with the
same rights
rights of
of appeal:
appeal:
Provided, That such
be given
given to
the Attorney
Attorney
Provided,
such notice of
of the suit shall
shall be
to the
General
the United
States as
be provided
provided by
of the
General of
of the
United States
as may
may be
by order
order of
the said
said
court,
Attorney General
General to
to cause
cause the
the
court, and it
it shall
shall be the
the duty of the Attorney
United States
f United
attorney
in
such
district
to
appear
and defend
for
the
of
States
States: attorney
Providedin
further,
such district
That said
to appear
suit shall
andbe
defend
brought
for and
the
United States: Providedfurther, That said suit shall be brought and
commenced within four months of the date
commenced
date of the passage
passage of this
this Act.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 30,
30, 1920.
1920.

March 30,
March
30 1920.
[11.
[H. R. 946.)
946.J
No. 33.]
33.)
[Private, No.

Showen
A. Showen.
James
James A.

Gratuit

y

Gratuity pay to,
as
toyas
father of Arthur J.
r
hoen.
Showen.

VoL 35, p. 108.

VoL.35, p.

.

March 30,
1920.
March
301920.
1317.)
[H R.. 1317.1
[Private, No. 34.1
34.)
[Private,

Robert T
T. Legge.
Payment
Payment to.
to.e

March
March 31,
31, 1920.

[S. 696.1

[S. 696.)

[Private, No. 35.j
35.1
[Private,
F
k S. Bowker.
Frank
Bower
ran.
Payment
to, for damPaymentto,fordam-

CHAP.
115.—An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
of James
James A.
Showen.
CHAP. 115.-An
For the
A. Showen.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
United
of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
Be itit enacted
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
in Congress
Secretary of
of the
the

Treasury be, and he
authorized and
directed to pay to
to
and directed
he is
is hereby, authorized
Treasury
James
Virginia, out
out of
of
James A.
A. Showen,
Showen, of Spencer,
Spencer, Roane County,
County, West
West Virginia,
any
of the
United States
not otherwise
any funds in
in the Treasury of
the United
States not
otherwise approappropriated, the
being six
gratuity pay
pay under
the
priated,
the sum
sum of
of $144,
$144, being
six months'
months' gratuity
under the
provision
the Act
of May
May 13,
1908, of
of Arthur
Arthur J.
J. Showen,
late
provision of
of the
Act of
13, 1908,
Showen, late
corporal
Company F,
Infantry,
corporal of
of Company
F, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
who died
died in
in service
on the
the 27th
1908, from
from disease
disease contracted
contracted
who
service on
27th of
of July,
July, 1908,
in
line of
in line
of duty,
leaving no
widow, and
and without
duty, leaving
no widow,
without having
having designated
designated aa
beneficiary
the said
Act, the
the said
A. Showen
Showen being
being the
beneficiary under
under the
said Act,
said James
James A.
the
father of
said Arthur
Showen, late
late corporal
corporal of
Company F,
F, Second
father
of said
Arthur J.
J. Showen,
of Company
Second
Regiment United
Regiment
United States
States Infantry.
Infantry.
Approved, March
March 30,
1920.
Approved,
30, 1920.

CHAP. 1
16.-An Act
Legge.
CHAP.
116.—An
Act For the relief of Robert
Robert T.
T. Legge.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
of Representatives
andHouse
Be it
it enacted

States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum of $150 be,
in Congress

and the
the same is hereby,
and
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
any money
in the
Treasury
out of
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
not
is
hereby
directed to
Robert T.
T. Legge,
Legge, a
citizen of
of McCloud,
McCloud, Shasta
hereby directed
to pay
pay Robert
a citizen
Shasta
County, in
in the State
State of
of California,
California, compensation
for professional
compensation for
professional
operation performed
operation
performed on
on John
John Moran,
injured while
while an
an
Moran, who
who was
was injured
employee of
of the
employee
the United
States Forest
Forest Service.
United States
Service.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 30,
30, 1920.
1920.
CHAP. 117.—An
117.-An Act To carry
carry out the findings of the
Frank S. Bowker.
of Frank

the Senate
of the
the United
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
Senate and
States
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
the
America in
Stat es of
in Congress
assembled That
the Secretary
of the
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
direc t
ed t
o p
ay, ou
Treasury be,
is hereby,
and directed
to
pay,
outto
off
m the Treasury
any money in
Treasury not
appropriated, the
the sum
of
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
$2,759.80
to Frank
Frank S.
S. Bowker,
$2,759.80 to
of Phippsburg,
Phippsburg, Maine,
Maine, as
as managing
managing
Bowker, of
owner of the schooner
H. Davenport
schooner William
William IL
Davenport and of the cargo thereof
thereof,
for the
the damages
damages caused
to said
schooner and
and her
her cargo
cargo of
lumber by
caused to
said schooner
of lumber
by
a collision with the United States lighthouse
a
lighthouse steamer
steamer Azalea,
Azalea, which
which
occurred
1899, as
as found
found by
occurred on the 2d day.of October, 1899,
by the
of
the Court
Court of
Claims and reported in House Document Numbered 334 of the Sixtyfifth Congress, first session.
session.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 31,
31, 1920.
1920.

ages to schooner "Wilpor
"
t.
wll"
Treasury
Liam
m H. Daven"

H. Davenport."

Court
of Claims
in the case
Court of
Claims in
case

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTY
-SIXTH CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 118, 121,
121, 123,
123, 124.
124.

CHAP. 118.—An
118.-An Act For the relief
relief of George B. Hughes.

1920.
1920.

1463
1463

March 31, 1920.
[8. 1257.]
[Private, No. 36.]

March 11920.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
of the
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
United [rivat, No. 3s.
George B.
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
the Payment
That the
the Secretary
Pen"
Bt g ,ure
ornl
i
be,
he is
Treasury b
e,and he
authorized and
rec t
ed to
t
o p
ay to
to juries.
is hereby, authorized
and di
directed
pay
uries.
George B. Hughes, out
of any
any money
money in
th
e
T
reasur
y
no
t
otherwise
out of
in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $1,000,
$1,000, as
as compensation
compensation for
for the
his
the loss
loss of
of his
performance of
right arm while in the performance
as an
electrician in
in
of his duties
duties as
an electrician
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office during
the month
January, 1899.
during the
month of
of January,
1899.
u

hes

Approved, March 31,
31, 1920.
1920.

121.-An Act For the relief of the estate of John M. Lea, deceased.
CHAP. 121.—An
deceased.

April 7,
1920.
7,1920.
IS. 2440.]

1i. 2440.

[Private, No.
No. 37.)
37.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
States of America in
assembled, That
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the k
hy
n
Za .eadmin
0.admin.
That the
Jhn
authorized and directed
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay, in full
full istrator
strator of.
settlement
settlement of the following claim, to The
The Nashville
Nashville Trust
Trust Company,
Company, A,
p.591
Ante, p.
591.
administrator
testamento annex°
administrator de bonis non cum testament°
the estate
estate of
of
annexo of
of the
deceased, late of
John M. Lea, deceased,
sum of
of
of Nashville, Tennessee,
Tennessee, the
the sum
$6,883.31, that being the amount found
due by
Claims
found due
by the
the Court
Court of
of Claims
for rents collected
collected by the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, United
United States
States
Army, during the Civil War from the tenants
tenants of
said John
M. Lea,
Lea,
of said
John M.
which rents were paid into the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
United States,
States, as
of the
as
reported to Congress
Congress in
Senate Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 48,
in Senate
48, SixtySixtyfourth Congress,
Congress, first session.
session.
Approved, April 7,
7, 1920.
1920.
CHAP. 123.—An
123.-An Act
Act For the
CHAP.
of Captain
Frederick B.
the relief
relief of
Captain Frederick
B. Shaw.
Shaw.

April 81920
8 1920.
18. 2143.]
[Private, No. 38.
[Private, No. 38.]

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
United F
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
States
the Secretary
of the
the R
r
=ie
s
nrwtib,
Secretary of
rieobik
B.Shaw.
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
he
Treasury
directed to pay to Frederick
Frederick B.
B. Shaw,
Shaw, for
losses '
or loes.
the sum
United States Army, the
sum, or
or so
much
sum of
of $356.50,
$356.50, which
which sum,
so much
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
out of
any
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, said
said sum
be
sum to
to be
payment
payment in full for all losses of personal property
incurred by
by him
property incurred
him
by reason of the sinking of the United States
by
Meade in
States transport
transport Meade
m the
the
Proviso.
harbor of Ponce, Porto Rico, on or
or about
about May
16, 1899:
May.16,
1899: Provided,
Provided, Condition.
cProo.
That the accounting
Treasury shall
That
accounting officer of the Treasury
require a
aschedule
schedule
shall require
and affidavit
affidavit from him, such schedule
schedule to be
be approved
the Secretary
Secretary
approved by
by the
of War.
Approved, April
April 8, 1920.
1920.
CHAP. 124.-Joint
124.—Joint Resolution To readmit Augusta Louise de Haven-Alten
Haven-Alten to the
status and
and privileges
a citizen
status
privileges of a
citizen of the United States.

Aprl 8, 1920.
19a.
April
[S.7. Res. 134.]
[Priv.
Res.,
2.]
[Priv. Res., No.
No. 2.]

[S..ies. 134.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
House of
United Augsta Loa d
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Augusta Louise de
in Congress
States of America in
assembled, That
That Augusta
Augusta Louise
Louise de
de aen-Alten.
Congress assembled,
E l
ve
eandl
asaacitid melitt tdned as
c
Haven-Alten,
a
native-born
Haven-Altenl a native-born citizen of
United States,
States, who
who forof the
the United
for- zen
zen.
"feited her citizenship
citizenship by marriage with an alien,
alien, be,
be, and
and she
is hereby,
hereby,
she is
on her own application
application unconditionally
unconditionally readmitted
to the
readmitted to
the character
character
a citizen of
of the United
and privileges
privileges of a
United States.
States.
Approved, April
April 8,
8, 1920.
1920.
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April 12, 1920.
[S.
[S. 2807.]
2807.]
[Private,
391
[p'rivate, No.
No.39.1

d
Edward
Sigerfoas.
Mi litrrecofrdcorMilitary record corrected.
rected.

April 12, 1920.
[S.
[S. 3610.1
3610.]

[Private,
[Private, No. 40.1
40.]

S
ESS. II.
II . CIIS.
127, 129.
SEss.
Ciis. 126,
126, 127,
129.

1920.
1920.

CHAP. 126.—An
126.-An Act
To correct
correct the
Act To
record of
of Edward
Sigerfoos.
the military
military record
Edward Sigerfoos.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
of Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
in congress
assembled, That
Edward Sigerfoos,
Sigerfoos, dedeof America
America in
Congress assembled,
That Edward
ceased, who was aa colonel in the United States Army,
Army, and
and who
who was
was
nominated by the President
President for appointment
appointment as brigadier
brigadier general
general
October 4, 1918, said nomination being confirmed
confirmed by the
Senate
the Senate
October 10, 1918,
1918, after the death of said Edward
Edward Sigerfoos, which
which
occurred after his nomination,
nomination, October
October 7,
7, 1918, as
of
as the
the result
result of
wounds received in line of duty,
hereafter be held
duty, shall hereafter
held and
and conconsidered to have become a
brigadier general of the United States
a brigadier
States
Army in the service of the United States, and to have held that
that
office
office until the date
date of his death;
death; and the President is hereby
hereby authorauthorized to issue aa commission
commission as brigadier general
general of
of the
the United
United States
States
Army in the name of Edward
from
Edward Sigerfoos, with
with rank
rank to date from
October 4,
1918.
October
4, 1918.
Approved,
Approved, April 12,
12, 1920.

CHAP.
127.-An Act
CHAP. 127.—An
the relief
relief of
William S.
S. Britton,
Act For
For the
of William
Britton, formerly
formerly second
second lieutenant of Infantry, who has been erroneously
erroneously dropped
dropped from
the rolls
of the
the United
United
from the
rolls of
States Army.
Army.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Be it enacted
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
of the United
United

wiliaf
States of America in
William s.
S. Britton.
Britton. States
in, Congress
Congress assembl
That the
the President
President be,
assembled, That
be, and
and
Armyauthorized,etc.
Army
authorized, etc. he is hereby, authorized
authorized to
S Britton,
Britton, formerly
to reinstate
reinstate William
William S.
formerly
Reinstatement
Reinstatement in
in

Pay, etc.
etc.
Pay,

April
April 13,
13, 1920.
1920.

IS.21)

lieutenant of Infantry, who has been erroneously
second lieutenant
erroneously dropped
dropped
from the rolls of the Army, and to restore him to his former position
position
and rank in the service by the issuance of aanew commission
commission to
to date
date
from the 14th day of May, 1919, and to continue, during the pleasure
of the President, not longer than to the date when he shall
shall be released
released
by military
military hospital authorities;
authorities; and if such release
release shall have
have occurred prior to the passage of this Act to honorably
honorably discharge him from
from
commission as of the date of such release.
his commission
SEC.
SEC. 2. That said William S. Britton
Britton shall be entitled to receive
the full pay and allowances
allowances of aasecond lieutenant
from
lieutenant of Infantry from
the time he was dropped from the rolls of the
he shall
shall be
be
the Army
Army until
until he
so discharged
discharged and that his status in, and relation
relation to, the Army
Army of the
the
United States shall be in all respects
respects the same as it would have been
been
had he not been dropped from the rolls of the Army.
Approved,
Approved, April 12,
12, 1920.

['rivate,
[Private, No. 41.)

CHAP.
129.-An Act
Act For
For the
relief of the York
York County Savings
CHAP. 129.—An
the relief
Savings Bank, of BiddeBiddeford,
ford. Maine.
Maine.

ings
York
ork County
County SowSadings Bank,
Bank, of Biddeefrdn.
ford, Me.

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the United
States of
o
f America
Ameri
ca in
in congress
Secret
ary of
ofthe
the
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to redeem
and directed
redeem

o
rtfiefcatedp
oindebted-

certificate
Redemption
of
of
of

ness.
ness,

iPrdemnimtbhond.
Proviso,
Indemnity
bond.

certificate
certificate of
the United
States of
America numbered
numbered
of indebtedness
indebtedness of
of the
United States
of America
thirteen thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, denomination
den omi
na ti on o
off

$5,000, of the issue dated August
$5,000,
August 6, 1918,
1918, and
5,
and maturing
maturing December
December 5,
1918,
1918, with interest at the rate of
6, 1918,
1918,
of 41
4½per
per centum
centum from
from August
August 6,
to December 5,
5, 1918, in favor of the York County Savings Bank,
Bank, of
of
Biddeford, Maine,
said
Biddeford,
Maine, without presentation
presentation of the certificate, the said
certificate
of indebtedness
having been
been lost
certificate of
indebtedness having
lost or
or destroyed:
destroyed: Provided,
Provided,
That the said York County Savings
Biddeford, Maine,
Savings Bank
Bank of Biddeford,
Maine, shall
first file in the Treasury Department of the United States aabond in
the penal sum of double the amount of the principal
interest of
principal and
and interest
of
said certificate
certificate of indebtedness
indebtedness of the United States of America
America in

SIXTY-SIXTH
S
IXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II . CHS. 129-133.

1920.
1920.

1465
1465

such form and with such sureties as may be acceptable
Secreacceptable to the Secretary of the Treasury to indemnify
indemnify and save harmless the United
United
States from any loss on account of the lost or
or destroyed
destroyed certificate
certificate
indebtedness hereinbefore
hereinbefore described.
of indebtedness
described.
Approved, April 13, 1920.
CHAP. 1
130.-An
CHAP.
30.—An Act To dispose of a
a certain strip of public land in Waterville,
Maine.

April 13
LI, 1920.
3187.
[s. 3187.)
[Private, No.
[Private,
42.1
No. 42.)

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
House of
Representatives of
United
and House
ofRepresentatives
of the
the United
States of
of America
America in
Secretary of the Wateronej
e. , to
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
ai'eterv
o
i
in
aril,
Sale
of
land Mn, to
hereby, authorized,
Treasury be,
be and he is hereby,
authorized, in
to sell
a
o bue
t
r
ting property
in his
his discretion,
discretion, to
sell to
to abeuting
the
the owner
ownerbe,
of the abutting
abutting land for cash, the strip of land fronting
ten feet on the southeasterly
southeasterly side of Elm Street and extending,
extending, of
that width, southeasterly
southeasterly along the southwesterly
southwesterly side of the Federal
Federal
building site in Waterville,
Waterville ' Maine, a
a distance
hundred and
distance of one hundred
and
twenty-two feet, four and three-eighths
twenty-two
three-eighths inches,
inches ' more or less,
less, at
at a
a
price not less than the pro rata
of the
rata square
square foot
foot cost
cost of
the land
land paid
paid by
by
the United States, which strip is not needed
needed by the Government;
Government; to
purchaser by the usual quit-claim
convey said land to the purchaser
quit-claim deed, and
to deposit the proceeds
proceeds of such sale in the Treasury
Treasury of
of the United
States as a
amiscellaneous
miscellaneous receipt. Or the Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Easement.
may, in his discretion,
discretion' grant said owner
owner an
easement in
in perpetuity
an easement
perpetuity in
in
said strip of land for driveway purposes, charging therefor such sum
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury deems just
as the Secretary
just and reasonable.
reasonable.
Approved, April
April 13, 1920.
CHAP. 131.—An
131.-An Act For the relief
relief of Albert C. Burgess.
Burgess.

I
April
1920.
Ar 13, 1920.
[H.
R. 6773.]
6773.)
CV.R.
[Private,
No. 43.]
n

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the United
United [ vate, N. 43.
Albert C. Burgess.
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
That the
the Payment
pAayt
meCo"oin.
to, for inauthorized and directed
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to pay,
pay, out
out juries.
iunes.
of any money in the Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
sum
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
of $1,200
$1,200 to
to Albert
Albert C.
for the
loss of
his eye
while
C. Burgess
Burgess for
the loss
of his
eye sustained
sustained while
performing his duties as keeper at the National
National Zoological Park.
Park.
Approved,
Approved, April 13, 1920.
CHAP.
CHAP. 132.-An
132.—An Act For the relief of Frank S. Ingalls.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
House of
of Representatives
the United
States of
States
of America in
assembled, That
the proper
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
proper accounting
accounting
officers, in settling
settling and adjusting the accounts
accounts of Frank
Frank S.
S. Ingalls,
late United States surveyor general
hereby directed
directed
general for
for Arizona,
Arizona, are
are hereby
to credit the account of said Frank S. Ingalls with
with the
the sum
sum of
of $36,
$36,
which amount was paid by him
him to the Star Corral, Phoenix,
Phoenix, Arizona,
on account
account of an injury to one of its saddle horses
horses while
used
while being
being used
on October 14, 1912,
employee of
of the United
1912, by an employee
United States,
the payStates, the
payment of which sum was disallowed
disallowed by the
for the
the Interior
the Auditor
Auditor for
Interior
Department.
Department.
Approved, April
1920.
April 14, 1920.

CHAP. 133.—An
133.-An Act For the relief of Frank Pinkley.

Aril
1920.
April 14.,
14, 1920.

I..

[H. R. 685.)
8.
[Private, No. 44.]
44.)
Frank S. Ingalls.

creit
Credit in accunts.
accounts.

April
1920.
April 14,, 1920.
[Id. R.
R. so87.1
687.1
[H.
[Private, No. 4.5.]

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
of the
. 45.
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Frank Pinkley.
States of America in
Congress assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the FrankPinkley.
States
in Congress
Payment to.
be, and he
hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay, out
directed to
out
44282°-VOL 41—pr
41--T 2-3
44282°—voi.
2-3
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SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHS, 133-135,145,147.
133-135, 145, 147.
1466 SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.. SESS.

1920.
1920.

of any money in
in the
the Treasury
the sum
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum
of $350,
$350, to
of Blackwater,
Blackwater, Arizona,
for certain
certain
of
to Frank
Frank Pinkley,
Pinkley, of
Arizona, for
improvements made by him upon the withdrawn
withdrawn land adjacent
adjacent to
to
Grande, Arizona,
Arizona, during
during the
the time
that he
custhe ruin of
of Casa Grande,
time that
he was
was custodian of said ruin.
Approved,
April 14,
14, 1920.
Approved, April
1920.
Anril
14 1920.
April 14,

it. 1275.)
_ [tr.
fr R.
275.

[Private, No. 46.]
4]1

W.
Rose.
w. L. Bose.
Payment to.

CiAP.
CHAP.

134.-An
134.—An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
of W.
L. Rose.
For the
W. L.
Rose.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
House of
Representatives of

States of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the

Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized and directed
to pay,
pay, out
directed to
out
appropriated, to
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to
Sacramento, California,
California, late
late of
of the
United States
W. L. Rose, of
of Sacramento,
the United
States
Navy, the sum of $66.12 to
for clothing
clothing and
and proppropNavy
to indemnify
indemnify hilt"
him for
erty lost on the United States ship Yosemite,
Yosemite, November
November 13, 1900.
Approved, April
Approved,
April 14,
14, 1920.
April
ma
Aril 14,
14,1920.
R. 6413.1
Ill- IL
6413.1
[Privte,
[Private, No. 47.1
47.)

CHAP. l8.-nActGantingthe
135.—An Aet Granting the sum
of $549.12
$649.11 to
to Clm
Clara
Kane, dependetntp
4vmdeakt parent,
13.P.
umof
raKane,
by reason of the death of William A.
Yenser, late civil employee,
A. Yenser,
employee, killed
bIM as
as aa remit
result of
of

an
an accident
at the
the Philadelphia
Philadelphia Navy
accident at
Navy Yard.
Yard.

enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it enacted
of the
United
of Representatives
Representativesof
the United

America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
on a. States
States of
of Americ
in Congress
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
omA^Odeat
WIl Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
count
of death of
of Wil.
hereby,
directed
to
pay,
out
pay,
out
ham
A.
Yenaer.
A. Yenser.
Payment
aclent et'o,
to, on no-

of any money
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
of $549.12 to Clara Kane, dependent
dependent foster parent, by reason of the
death of William A. Yenser, late civil employee, killed as a
aresult
of
result of
an accident at the navy yard,
yard, League Island, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, PennPennsylvania, March 5, 1915, the said William A. Yenser being the
adopted son of the said Clara Kane.
Approved,
Approved, April 14, 1920.

,

April
1923.
[r R.15,6136.)
[H.
[Private, No. 48.)

R.6136.l
[Private, No. 4-l

CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior to
sell certain
CHAP. 145.—An
145.-An Act
of the
the Interior
to sell
certain
lands to
school district
numbered twenty-one,
twenty-one, of
Fremont County,
County, Wyoming.
lands
to school
district numbered
of Fremont
Wyoming.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be itit enacted
y the
the Senate
House of
of the
States
t of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
di
siwsh(me
school
in- Interior
is hereby
authorized to
to sell
school district
district numbered
d
o shle
Interior is
hereby authorized
sell to
to school
numbered
ens'slands to
district
of.
twenty-one,
district of.
twenty-one, of Fremont
Fremont County, Wyoming,
Wyoming, the
half, southwest
southwest
the west
west half,
quarter, southwest quarter, southwest quarter,
quarter, southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter,
section four, township one south, range one west of the Wind River
River
meridian, containing one and one-quarter acres, the
the same being
being a
a
part of the Shoshone
Shoshone Agency reserve on the Shoshone or Wind River
Indian Reservation.
Reservation..
Approved, April 15,
Approved,
15, 1920.

wjont

C

Fremont County,
Co*

April
1910.
April 16,
16,1920.
[H.
3211.)
[i. R. 3211.
[Private, No.
No. 49.1
49.)

CHAP.
CHAP. 147.-An
147.—An Act For the relief of Emma J.
J. Spear.

•

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
SEmms
ate
benef
o Amerca
That Emma
Emma J.
Emma
I. d
Spear.
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,That
J. S
p ear mother
mother
Spear,
Designated
benefici- States of
aryf
Hy W.
Spear,
ary
of late
late Henry
w. of Henry
Henry W. Spe
ar,
late
of Troop
Uniteil States
late of
Troop M,
M, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment United
States
Cavalry, shall be regarded as the duly designated
Spear. Spa
designated beneficiary
beneficiary of
of the
the
voL 35,, pp.
10, 735.
5. late Henry W. Spear, under the Act approved
VOL
pp. I28,
approved May
May 11,
11, 1908,
1908, as
as
amended
amended by the Act approved March 3, 1909.
Approved, April 16, 1920.
Approved,

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
II. CiS.
Cns. 148, 149.
SEas.

1920.
1920.

CHAP. 148.—An
148.-An Act For
CHAP.
of the
the King
King Coal
of San
San Francisco,
For the relief
relief of
Coal Company,
Company, of
Francisco,

California.
California.

1467
1467
April 16,
1920.
6,1920.
[R. R.
6077.]
fH.
R. 6077.1
50.)
[Private, No. 50.]

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Ring Coal Company.
States of America in
States
assembled, That
That the
the claim
claim of
the King
King May
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
ngC°anC°m
lsytanfo
bring suit
for
d
igat.
ses to
to barge
barge
owner of
of the
the barge
barge Ruth,
Ruth, damages
Coal Company, of San Francisco, California,
California, owner
against the United States for damages
damages alleged
alleged to
to have
caused
have been
been caused
uth
barge and
and the
by collision between
between the said barge
submarine
the United
Jnited States
States submarine
Harbor, may
R-19 in San Francisco
Francisco Harbor,
may be
by the
be sued
sued for
for by
the said
said King
King
Coal Company
Court of
of the
Company in the District Court
the United
United States
for the
States for
of court.
the Jurisdiction
Jurisdictionof
Northern District of California,
California, sitting
sitting as
court of
admiralty and
as aa court
of admiralty
and
acting under the rules governing
governing such
court, and
such court,
and said
said court
court shall
shall
have jurisdiction to hear and
and determine
determine such
such suit
suit and
to enter
enter a
and to
a
or decree
judgment or
decree for
amount of
such damages
and costs,
for the
the amount
of such
damages and
costs, if
if
any, as shall be
be found
found to
to be
be due
due against
against the
the United
United States
States in
in favor
favor
of the King Coal Company, or
or against
King Coal
in
against the
the King
Coal Company
Company in
favor of the United States
States upon
upon the
the same
measures
same principles
principles and
and measures
of liability as in like cases
cases in
in admiralty
parties and
admiralty between
between private
private parties
and
same rights of
with the same
appeal: Provided,
That such
such notice
of appeal:
Provided, That
notice of
of the
the Provisos.
Prov`etc
Notice, etc.
suit shall be given to the Attorney
General
of the United
Attorney
of
United States
States as
as
may be provided
by order
provided by
said court,
court, and
shall be
be the
order of
of the
the said
and it
it shall
the duty
duty
of the Attorney General to cause
United States
States attorney
cause the United
such
attorney in
in such
district to appear and defend
defend. for the United
United States:
States: Provided
Provided furfur- Commencement
Commencement
of
of
ther,
ther, That said suit shall be
be brought
brought and
within four
and commenced
commenced within
four U
ssuit.tmonths of
date of
the passage
passage of
Act.
of the
the date
of the
of this
this Act.
Approved,
Approyed, April
April 16,
1920.
16, 1920.
CHAP. 149.-An
CHAP.
149.—An Act
Act For
For the
relief of
of Lawrence
Anthony Vezich.
Vezich.
the relief
Lawrence Bendich
Bendich and
and Anthony

April 16 1920.

April69.
[
B R6.s4
.

[Private, No. 51.)

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United Private, N. 51.
it enacted
and House
of the
the United
Lawrence
Rendich
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of Lawrence
America in
the claim
claim of
Lawrence and Anthony
Anthony VBezich
Vezich.
May
bring
,suit
Bendich and Anthony Vezich,
citizens
of
the
United
States, and
Vezich, citizens
United States,
and damages
my bring
suit for
for
to freighter
"Protector."
joint "Protector.
residents of the city of New Orleans, State of Louisiana, and joint
ter
owners of the gasoline freighter
freighter Protector
Protector, against
against the
United States
States
the United
for damages alleged to have been
been caused
by collision
collision between
the
caused by
between the
said freighter
freighter and the
the United
Numbered
United States
States submarine
submarine chaser
chaser Numbered
Three hundred
in the
hundred and thirty-six, in
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River about
about thirtythirtyfive miles below New Orleans,
Orleans, on
on the
the 2d
2d day
February, 1919,
1919.
,may
may
day of
of February,
be sued for by the said
said Lawrence
Bendich and
Anthony Vezich
Vezich in
in
Lawrence Bendich
and Anthony
the Eastern
Eastern District
the district court of the United States for the
District of
of
Louisiana, sitting as a
and acting
acourt of admiralty
admiralty and
acting under
under the
the rules
rules
Jurisdiction ocourt
of court.
governing
governing such court, and said court shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear Jurisdiction
and determine such
such suit
and to
to enter
enter a
a judgment
or decree
decree for
suit and
judgment or
for the
the
as shall be
amount of such damages and costs, if any, as
be found
found to
to be
be
due against the United
favor of
the said
United States in favor
of the
Lawrence Bendich
said Lawrence
Bendich
and Anthony Vezich,
Vezich, or
or against
the said
said Lawrence
and
against the
Lawrence Bendich
Bendich and
of the
the United
United States,
Anthony Vezich in favor
favor of
the same
States, upon
upon the
same prinprinand measures
ciples and
measures of
of liability
liability as
in like
in admiralty
as in
like cases
cases in
admiralty-between
between
private parties, and with the same rights of appeal: Provided,
Prowled, That
That Provisos.
Proisoo.etc.
Notice,
such notice of the suit shall be given to the Attorney General
General of
of the
the
ce, et
by order
order of
United States
States as may be provided by
of the
the said
said court,
court, and
and it
it
shall be the duty of
the Attorney
of the
General to
to cause
Attorney General
cause the
the United
United States
States
to appear
appear and
attorney in such district to
defend for
for the
the United
United States:
States:
and defend
Commencement of
Provided
further, That said suit shall
shall be
be brought
Provided further,
brought and
and commenced
commenced suit.
s,,"mmenement
of
the passage
within four months of the date of the
passage of
of this
Act.
this Act.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 16,
16, 1920.
1920.
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SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

[H. R.1791.1
R..7911

Be
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
Rpresentatives of
the United
United
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
States
of America
America in
assemb, That
That the
Secretary of
the
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
Treasury
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
pay, out
out of
of
any money
money in
Treasury of
of the
the United
not otherwise
otherwise approapproany
in the
the Treasury
United States
States not
priated, to 0.
0. W. Lindsley,
Lindsley, the
the sum
sum of $300,
$300, as
as compensation
compensation for
for the
the
loss of poles owned
owned by him
him which were
were destroyed
destroyed by aaslash-burning
slash-burning
fire on August 19, 1915.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 17,
17, 1920.

April 17,
17, 1920.
1920.
April
[11. R.
R. 6291.1
6291.1
[*.
[Private, No.
53.]
[Private,
No. 53.1

CHAP. 152.—An
152.-An Act
For the
CHAP.
Act For
the relief
relief of
of E.
E. Willard.
Willard.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
in Congress
Congress assembledThat
States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
pay to
to E.
Treasury
is hereby,
directed to
to pay
E.
Willard,
Washington, out of any money
Willard, of Willard, Washington,
money in
in the Treasury
Treasury
of the United States not otherwise appropriated, the sum of
of $60
$60 to
compensate
the
compensate him for damages
damages and losses sustained by reason of the
neghgence
Service.
negligence of
of employees of the United States
States Forest Service.
Approved, April 17, 1920.
Approved,

R. Willard.
Willard.
E.

Payment to.

Arthur
Arthur

1920.
1920.

CHAP. 151.—An
relief of
Lindsley.
CHAP.
151.-An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
of 0.
0. W.
W. Lindsley.

April 17,1920.
17, 1920.
April
[Private, No.
52.]
[Private,
No. 52]
0.
Lindaley.
0. W. Lindsley.
Payment to.
Payment

April 21, 1923
192.
[R. R.. 795.1
795.)
[H.
[Private, No. 54.1
54.]
[Private,

Sus. II.
II. CHS.
this. 151-153,
SESS.
151-153, 164.
164.

CHAP.
1513.—An Act
For the
Arthur Wendle
Wendle Englert.
Englert.
CHAP. 153.-An
Act For
the relief
relief of
of Arthur

a•

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
tStates
in Congress
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of
of the

Wendle
Wendle

V
yinentto.
to.
Payment
Englrt.

r .

April
29, 1920.
ADsZit.
S. 2441)

[rivate
55
[Private, No. 55.]

Treasury_
hereby.
,authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
to pay
pay to
to
Englert, late of Albion,
.Albion, Mendocino
Mendocino County,
County, California,
California,
Arthur Wendle Englert,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
improvements made
sum of $500,
$500, being the value of work done and improvements
by him in good
good faith during the year 1911 on lands
lands then
shown by
then shown
by
records of the San Francisco
Francisco land office to be unpatented,
unpatented, and
and for
accordance with law,
which lands patent was issued to said Englert in accordance
but which patent was a
anullity, said lands having, aalong time previously, been patented by the United States
persons.
States to other
other persons.
Approved, April 21,
21, 1920.

CHAP.
and directing
directing the
the Interior
Interior to
to
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
Act Authorizing
Authorizing and
S
CHAP. 164.—An
164.-An Act
convey
convsy to the trustees of the Yankton Agency Presbyterian
Presbyterian Church, by patent in fee,
Indian Reservation.
Reservation.
certain land within
within the Yankton
Yankton Indian

it enacted
by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
and House
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Be
eny Be
- it enacted
tes of
j America
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
cuirch Sta
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
the
Lands in Indian
Interior be,
'be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
directed to
to convey
convey to
to
and directed
Interior
hereby, authorized
authorized and
erLdsnindton
ervation
granted to.
the trustees of the Yankton
Presbyterian Church,
patent
Yankton Agency Presbyterian
Church, by patent
in fee, the following-described
following-described premises situate within the Yankton
Indian Reservation, county of Charles Mix, State of South Dakota:
Description.
Description.
Beginning
at the
the northwest corner of lot nine, section twenty-seven,
twenty-seven,
Beginning at
township ninety-four
ninety-four north, range sixty-four west of fifth principal
principal
meridian;
twenty-five degrees
meridian; thence south, twenty-five
degrees four minutes west, five
southwest corner of lot two,
and fifty hundredths
hundredths chains, to the southwest
section thirty-four;
thirty-four; thence north sixty-four degrees
degTees fifty-six minutes
west, one and forty hundredths chains, more or less, to the
the east
east boundboundary of the Presbyterian
Presbyterian Church and school reserve; thence north
twenty-five degrees four minutes east, five and fifty hundredths
twenty-five
hundredths
chains,
Presbyterian
chains, more or less, along the east boundary
boundary of the said Presbyterian
Church and school reserve
reserve to the northeast corner thereof; thence
thence
Yant
A con cy
Yankton
Presbyterian
Presbyterian Church.

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II . CHS.
Cm. 164,
180.
SESS.
164, 169,
169, 180.
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1920.
1920.

south,
sixty-four degrees
minutes east,
east, one
one and
fifty hunsouth, sixty-four
degrees fifty-six
fifty-six minutes
and fifty
hundredths chains,
less, to
to the
the place
place of
of beginning;
dredths
chains, more
more or
or less,
beginning; containing
containing
seventy-seven
hundredths acres,
acres, more
or less;
for the
said
seventy-seven hundredths
more or
less; for
the uses
uses of
of said
church upon
the payment
payment by
by said
said trustees
church
upon the
trustees to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior of
of the
sum of
of $75,
$75, the
the value
value of
of said
said premises
as heretofore
Interior
the sum
premises as
heretofore
found by
due appraisal
appraisal thereof.
found
by due
thereof.
Approved,
April 29,
29, 1920.
Approved, April
1920.

CHAP. 169.-An
169.—An Act For the relief of the Merritt
Merritt and Chapman Derrick and
and
Wrecking
Wrecking Company.

Payment.

Payit-

May 6, 1920.
6,
[H. It 9629.)

MayR '92.

[rite
No. -6.J
6.
[Private, No.
66.11
[Private,
No.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
United Merritt and ChapStates
States of
America in
the owner
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the claim
claim of the
owner man Derrick
er rttick anSd
and
Company.
said derrick
'WreckngCompany.
of the derrick Concord, arising out of collision between
between said
derrick Wrecking
May bring snit for
damages
and the
the United
United States
steamship Robin
on January
January 10,
10, 1919,
and
States steamship
Robin on
1919, at
at the
the collision
comson
damags to
to
derrick.
north
of the
the Merritt
Merritt and
and Chapman
Derrick and
and Wrecking
north pier
pier of
Chapman Derrick
Wrecking ComCom- derrck.
pany's
at the
district salvage
Stapleton, Staten
pany's dock
dock at
the district
salvage base,
base, Stapleton,
Staten Island,
Island,
New
for and
and on
on account
account of
of the
New York,
York, for
the losses
losses alleged
alleged to
to have
have been
been
suffered in
of said
derrick Concord
Concord by
suffered
in said
said collision
collision by
by the
the owner
owner of
said derrick
by
reason of
damages to
to said
said derrick,
may be
United
reason
of damages
derrick, may
be submitted
submitted to
to the
the United
States
States court
court for
for the
the eastern
eastern district
district of
of New
York under
and in
in comcomNew York
under and
pliance with
with the
the rules
of said
court sitting
sitting as
court of
a.miralty;
pliance
rules of
said court
as a
a court
of admiralty;
Jurisdiction of court.
and that
that the
and
the said
court shall
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
hear and
determine Jdti
said court
shall have
to hear
and determine
the whole
whole controversy
and to
to enter
enter aa judgment
judgment or
the
controversy- and
or decree
decree for
for the
the
amount of
of the
the legal
legal damages
damages sustained
amount
sustained by
by reason
said collision,
collision,
reason of
of said
if any
any shall
shall be
be found to be
be clue
due either for
for or
or against
against the
the United
States,
United States,
upon the
the same
and measure
measure of
of liability,
with costs,
as in
in
upon
same principle
principle and
liability, with
costs, as
like
between private
parties, with
like cases
cases in
in admiralty
admiralty between
private parties,
with the
the same
same right
right Provisos.
PNrttc.
Notice, etc.
of appeal:
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
notice of
That such
such notice
of the
suit shall
shall be
be given
given to
the suit
to
the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General of
of the
the United
be provided
provided by
by
United States
States as
as may
may be
order of the said court, and it
it shall be the duty
duty- of the Attorney
General
cause the
the United
States attorney
General to
to cause
United States
in such
appear
attorney in
such district
district to
to appear
Commencement
of
ce
Csummie
mt ot
further, That said suit snit.
and defend for the United States: Provided
Provided further,
four months of
of the
the date
date of
of
shall be brought and commenced
commenced within four
the passage
this Act.
Act.
the
passage of
of this
6, 1920.
Approved,
1920.
Approved, May
May 6,

CHAP. 180.—An
180.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to
error
to correct
correct an error

in an
in
an Indian
Indian allotment.
allotment.

May 10, 1920.

[l. R.
[11.
R. 9615
9615.)
['Private,
57.j
[Private, No. 57.J

Be it
enacted by
by the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United Henry
E. Thomas
Hery E.
Thomas.
Land patent
patent in
in fee
fee
States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
cor- to.
tLand
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That for
for the
the _purpose
purpose of
of cormade m
m the allotment
allotment on
on the
the _public
public domain of
recting an error made
of
Domatil E. Lafournaise,
Lafournaise, an Indian of the Turtle Mountain Band of
of
Chippewa,
the same
same is in conflict
conflict with the
the allotment
of
Chippewa, whereby
whereby the
allotment of
Jenoir
Brien, a
a member
member of
of the
same band,
Jenoir Brien,
the same
band, and
to clear
title to
to the
the
and to
clear title
land allotted to Jenoir Brien, the
the Secretary
Interior is
is hereby
Secretary of the Interior
hereby
authorized
to issue
authorized to
issue a
apatent
patent in
in fee
to lot
five of
the southeast
quarter
fee to
lot five
of the
southeast quarter
of section
section six,
six, township
hundred and
and fifty-nine
north, range
township one hundred
fifty-nine north,
range one
one
hundred
and three
hundred and
three west
west of
of the
the fifth
fifth principal
principal meridian
meridian in
in North
North
Dakota, in
favor of
of Henry
E. Thomas,
Thomas, holder
holder of
deed to
to the
the allotallot- condtioa
Dakota,
in favor
Henry E.
of aadeed
Condition.
Lafournaise (now Patnaude);
Patnaude); said
said patent
patent to
to
ment of Domatil E. Lafournaise
issue upon the
the execution
by Henry
Henry E.
Thomas of
execution by
E. Thomas
of a
quitclaim deed
a quitclaim
deed
in favor
favor of
of E.
E. L.
L. Hugelen,
Hugelen, purchaser
purchaser of
of the
the allotment
allotment of
of Jenoir
Jenoir Brien,
Brien,
covering
the same section
section allotted to Jenoir
Jenoir Brien
Brien and
covering lot three
three of the
and
erroneously
the allotment
of Domatil
erroneously included
included in
in the
allotment of
Domatil E.
E. Lafournaise.
Lafournaise.
Approved, May
May 10,
1920.
Approved,
10, 1920.
4
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SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS
SESS. II.
II . CHS.
CHs. 230-232.
230-232.
CONGRESS.. SESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
230.-An Act For the relief of John A. Gauley.
CHAP. 230.—An
CHAP.
Gauley.

4, 1920.
June 4,1920.
(R.
2396.]
R. 2396.]
[1. R.
(Private,
[Private, No.
No. 58.]

58.]

1920.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
in Cogress
Congress assembled,
assembled That
the Secretary
the
of the
Secretary of
That the
of America
America in
in-rStates
States of
Treasury be,
be and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to

John A. Gauley.
Paymente
Payment to, for injuries.
Juries.

John A.
A. Gauley,
Arlington, Massachusetts,
out of
of any
money in
in
any money
Massachusetts, out
of Arlington,
Gauley, of
John
the
appropriated, the sum of $1,000, and
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the TreasuryTreasury not
said sum
appropriated as compensation
compensation for personal injuries
hereby appropriated
sum is
is hereby
said
suffered jy
employee
duties as an employee
of his
his duties
the course of
Gauley in the
said Gauley
by said
suffered
of
the War
Department at
at the
Watertown,
Arsenal, Watertown,
the Watertown
Watertown Arsenal,
War Department
of the
Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.

1920.
June 4, 1920.
Approved, June
Approved,
June
1920.
June 4, 1920.
[H. 11.3212.]
.'3212.]
[.

231.—An Act For the relief
relief of legal representative
representative of George E. Payne,
CHAP. 231.-An
d
eceased.
deceased.

(Private,
[Private, No. 39.]
9.1

George E. Payne.

Claim of, referred
r
Claim'of.refet

Court ofCaims.
of Claims,
Court

Pro.
Proviso.
Loyalty
Loyalty
ment.

ment.

Be
it enacted
of Representatives
United
of the
the United
Representatives of
and House
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
—
the legal
AN
of
America in
That the
the claim
of the
legal
claim of
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
to States
representative of
of George
George E.
E. Payne,
Payne, deceased,
Orleans, LouisiLouisiNew Orleans,
deceased, of
of New
representative
ana, for
personal property
taken by
by United
States officers,
officers, and
and for
for
United States
property taken
for personal
ana,

the
by the
sequestration cdmmisviioners,,
and. the
the •
commiioners,and
the sequestration
sold by
of sugar
sugar sold
crop of
the crop
net
proceeds transferred
transferred by
them to
the Qurtermastrs
Quartermaster's. , Depart
Departto thie
by them
net proceeds
the
of the
ment
and used
used for
for public
use and
and occupancy
occupancy of
the use
for the
good, and for
public gwd,.and
ment and
plantation
of said
said deceased,
taken by
United States
States Army
officers and
and
Army officers
by United
deceased, taken
plantation of
turned over
over to
to theUnited
the-United States
States Treasury
agent, and
and by
said agent
agent
by said
Treasury agent,
turned
leased
to William
for the
1864, and
for the
the use
use and
and occuoccuand for
year 1864,
the year
Spear for
William Spear
leased to
same
pancy by
by the
Bureau for
for the
year 1865
be and
the same
and the
1865, be,
the year
Freedmen's Bureau
the Freedmen's
pancy
is
hereby.,referred
referred to
to the
the Court
of Claims
of the
United States
for
States for
the United
Claims of
Court of
is hereby,
adjudication
at the
of the
the
the value
value of
and the
rental and
reasonable rental
and reasonable
the fair
fair and
adjudication, at
on the competent
property
and used
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, on
competent evidence
used as
taken and
property taken
heretofore
presented and
and that
any statue
statue of
of limitalimitaadduced, any
be adduced,
may be
that may
heretofore presented
That it
it be
however, That
Provided, however
notwithstanding: Provided,
requirerequire- tions to the contrary notwithstanding:
shown to
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
the court
court that
that said George E. Payne
shown
of the
Payne did
not give
give any
any aid
aid or
comfort to
late Civil
Civil War,
but was
throughout
was throughout
War, but
to the
the late
or comfort
not
the
loyal to
to the
United States.
the United
of the
the Government
Government of
the war
war loyal
4, 1920.
Approved,
June 4,
Approved, June

June 4,
1920.
June
4, 1920.

(H. R.
953.]
[H.
R.9683.]
(Private, No. 60.]

of the
the United
Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatves of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
Be
Secretary of the
States
states of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,. That the Secretary
en. Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to credit
sum of
of
Edward A.
Purdy, as
as postmaster
postmaster of
said city,
city, in
of the
the said
in the
the sum
Edward
A. Purdy,
postage stamps,
stamps,
$13,861.24,
said sum
being the
the amount
of certain
certain postage
sum being
amount of
$13,861.24, said
postal-savings stamps,
war-savings stamps,
war-tax revenue
revenue stamps,
stamps,
postal-savings
stamps, war-savings
stamps, war-tax
and
cash, from
money order
and stolen
by unknown
and cash,
from the
the money
order funds
funds taken
taken and
stolen by
unknown
•
burglars, on
on or
about 4
o'clock in
the morning
morning of
day of
burglars,
or about
4 o'clock
in the
of the
the 23d
23d day
of
October,
October, 1918, from one of the branch post offices of the said city of
at
Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, to wit: That certain branch
branch post office located at
twenty--numbers six hundred and twenty-one and six hundred and twenty
north, in said city, and commonly
known and
three First
Avenue north,
commonly known
three
First Avenue
•
described as
as the
and that
the said
Edward A.
Purdy
that the
said Edward
A. Purdy
the traffic
traffic station;
station; and
described
be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
released from
from payment
payment to
Treasury of
the
be, and
hereby, released
to the
the Treasury
of the
$13,861.24 and every part thereof
United States of the said sum of $13,861.24

Edward
A. Purdy.
Edward A.
aCredit in postal accounts for funds stolen.

Purdy.

Credit
con
rund

of Edward A. Purdy, postmaster
postmaster of the city of
CHAP. 232.—An
232.-An Act For the relief of
Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, for postage stamps, postal-savings
postal-savings stamps, war-savings
war-savings stamps,
war-tax revenue stamps, and cash from money orders stolen from the branch post
office at Minneapolis,
Minnesota, commonly known and described as the traffic station
Minneapolis, Minnesota,
office
twenty-one and six hundred
and located at numbers six hundred and twenty-one
hundred and twentythree First Avenue north, in said city.

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II . CHS.
Cns. 232, 233,
233, 274-276.
274-276.

1920.
1920.

1471
1471

as
postmaster, and that
that his
his account
as such postmaster,
account in
in connection
connection with
with the
the
aforesaid
traffic station
station branch
branch post
post office
office be
credited with
with the
the said
said
aforesaid traffic
be credited
amount
amount of $13,861.24
$13,861.24 by reason
reason of
loss caused
caused by
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid loss
by the
the
said burglars.
burglars.
said
Approved, June
Approved,
June 4, 1920.
1920.

CHAP.
CHAP. 233.-An
233.—An Act
of Harvey
Harvey R.
Butcher.
Act For the
the relief
relief of
R. Butcher.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
ofRepresentatives
Re esentatives of
ofthe
the United
United
Be
by the
and House
House of
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the
the
States of
America in
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury be,
Treasury
authorized and
to pay
to
be, and he
he is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
pay to
Harvey
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise
Harvey R. Butcher, out
out of any
any money
in the
not otherwise
appropriated,
$1,770.33 to
to reimburse
him for
moneys paid
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $1,770.33
reimburse him
for moneys
paid
out of his personal funds in settlement
settlement of
shortage in
of a
a shortage
in his accounts
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, United
States
while acting as disbursing
disbursing officer,
officer, Quartermaster
United States
Army, at
at Camp
said shortage
shortage not
not being
being due
due to
to any
any negArmy,
Camp Funston,
Funston, the
the said
negligence or
on his
his part.
ligence
or default
default on
part.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 4,
4, 1920.
1920.

CHAP. 274.-An
274.—An Act For the relief of Perry L. Haynes.
Haynes.

1920.
June 4, 1920.
[H. R. 10115.]
101151
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 61.]
61.1

Bt

Harvey R. Butcher.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement to.
to.

June 5, 1920.
1920.
(11.
1309.)
[H. R. 1309.]
62.]
[Private, No.
No. 62.]

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
United Perry
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representativesof
Pr L.
a
L. Haynes.
Reimbursement to.
States of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
of the Reimburement
States
Congress assembled,
assemb, That
Secretary of
directed to
to reimburse
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
reimburse
Second Lieutenant Perry L.
Artillery Corps,
L. Haynes,
Haynes, Coast Artillery
Corps, National
National
Guard, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
appropriated,
in the sum of $855.75, which amount represents
to
represents funds
funds belonging
belonging to
the Government
Government of the United States for which he
ho was held accountable and which were lost through
through no fault of his.
Approved, June
June 5, 1920.
CHAP. 275.-An
275.—An Act For the relief
relief of Carolyn Wheeler
Wheeler Kobbe.

June 6,
5, 1920.
1920.
June
[11.
1827.]
[II. R.
R. 1827.]
No.
63.]
No. 83.]

[Private,

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House
House of Representatives
enacted by
by the Senate
Representatives ofthe
of the United
United Carolyn
Wheeler
Carolyn Wheelet
Kobbe.
States of
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Secretary of
the Kobbo.
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
deP
atazm
orrus
ent
to,d. for
Treasury
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to pay,
of deathi'ofhusba d.
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
pay out
out of
Treasury not
any money in
i
n the Treasury
to
Carolyn
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Carolyn
Wheeler Kobbe, widow
widow of Gustav Kobbe, who was killed as
as the
the result
result
of an accident caused
a United States Navy seaplane,
caused by a
seaplane, the sum of
of
$2,500.
Approved,
Approved, June 5, 1920.
June
June 5,
5, 1920.
1920.

CHAP. 276.-An
Authorizing pay
payment
compensation for Swanhild
CHAP.
276.—An Act Authorizing
ment of compensation
Swanhild Sims
for personal
personal injuries.
injuries.
for

[H.
[Private,
[H. R.
R. 6198.]
6198.]
No. 64.]
[Private, No. 64.]

Be
enacted by
by the
House of
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
United Swanhild
swanhild Sims.
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Sims.
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
of the
the jurrieas.ment
inStates
of America
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
jayment to, for
for inTreasury be, and
and directed
directed to
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay, out
out j
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
Swanhild
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Swanhild
Sims the sum of $722.25 as compensation
compensation for
or
for injuries
injuries received
received on or
about February 21, 1919, at Seattle,
Seattle, Washi
F,ton, when
Washington,
when she
she was
struck by aatruck operated
operated by the United States Army.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 5, 1920.
1920.
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CHAP.
Act For
For the
administratrix of the estate
Rea, administratrix
of Catherine
Catherina Rea,
relief of
the relief
277.-An Act
CHAP. 277.—An

June 5,1920.
5, 1920.
June
R. 94.]
1.
L
EL It '
" 4" [Private,
65.]
No. 65.]
[Private, No.

ofJohnRea.
of
John Rea.

United
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
of the
ofReresentaives
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretiny
of
the
of the
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
States of America
Cathenna Rea,
to pay to Catherma
directed to
Treasury
and he
hereby, directed
is hereby,
he is
be, and
Treasury be,
administratrix of
of the
the estate
of John
Rea, deceased,
owner of
of the
the
deceased, owner
John Rea,
estate of
administratrix
sum
Gilroy
Winery Distillery
Distillery Company,
$173.50, which
which sum
of $173.50,
sum of
the sum
Company, the
Gilroy Winery
is
money in
in the
the Treasury
othernot otherTreasury not
any money
of any
out of
appropriated out
hereby appropriated
is hereby
spirits,
fruit spirits,
wise
being stamp
stamp tax
three barrels
of fruit
barrels of
on three
tax on
appropriated, being
wise appropriated,
packages six
six hundred
hundred and
twenty-four to
to six
and twenty-six,
twenty-six,
hundred and
six hundred
and twenty-four
packages
inclusive, which
in transit
transit under
under bond
bond from
said distillery
distillery to
to
from said
while in
which while
inclusive,
revenue
one
of
the
special
bonded
warehouses
of
the
first
internal
internal
revenue
first
the
of
warehouses
bonded
special
the
of
one
the
district
was seized
United States
States authorities
at the
authorities at
by United
seized by
California, was
of California,
district of
hundred
nineteen
Southern
Pacific
depot
on
or
about
.April
twentieth,
nineteen
hundred
twentieth,
April
about
or
on
depot
Pacific
Southern
time
the time
and six,
for the
the relief
committee for
use in
at the
work at
hospital work
in hospital
for use
relief committee
six for
and
spirits
which
of
of
the
San
Francisco
earthquake,
and,
for
the
value
of
which
spirits
value
the
for
and,
earthquake,
Francisco
of the San
paid.
the owner
has never
been paid.
never been
owner has
the
Approved,
1920.
5, 1920.
June 5,
Approved, June

Jobn
Rea.of internal
Refund

Refund of internal

revenue tax to administratrix of.

reue tx to m

km. 5,
$, 1920.
June
(H. R
R. moo.]

.
HLo.

1920.

Trust Company, of
CHAP. 278.-An
278.—An Act
Act For
For the
and Trust
of
Woodford Bank and
relief of the Woodford
the relief
CH(AP.

.]

Kentucky.
Versailles,
Versailles, Kentucky.

[Private,
66.]
No. WI
[Privte, No.

•

Woodford Bank
and
Bank.ad
Weodrd

Trust
ComiamY.
Tzustcao

ludemr4I'
°f
certificates
of
indebtom inde
eRcates
edness.
sdtes.

Plod

Proviso.
indemnity bond.

Sdetiity bod.

. ..

of the United
ofRepresenttes
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Rervsentatives of
and House
tae Senate
Be
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Tat the
assembled That
Congres ass
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
States
the
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby
directed to redeem cerand directed
authorized and
hereby.,authorized
heis
and he
Treasury
of America,
tificates
of indebtedness
of the
United States
States of
America, numbered
the United
indebtedness of
tificates of
fourteen thoufourteen thousand
hundred and
seventy-eight and
and fourteen
and seventy-eight
nine hundred
thousand nine
fourteen
of
sand
nine
hundred
and
seventy-nine,
each
of
the
denomination
denomination
the
of
each
seventy-nine,
and
hundred
sand nine
$5,000,
issue dated
dated April
April 10,
10, 1919,
and maturing
maturing
1919, and
the issue
of the
each of
and each
000, and
$5
to September
September 9,
April 10,
10, 1919,
1919, to
September 9,
from April
interest from
with interest
1919, with
9, 1919,
September
of Ver1919, in
favor of
of the
Bank and
and Trust
Company, of
Trust Company,
Woodford Bank
the Woodford
in favor
1919,
of the certificates,
sailles, Kentucky,
presentation of
certificates, the said
without presentation
Kentucky, without
sailles,
or destroyed:
certificates
indebtedness having
been lost,
stolen, or
lost, stolen,
having been
of indebtedness
certificates of
and Trust Company,
Provided,
That the
the said
Woodford Bank
Bank and
Company, of Versaid Woodford
Provided That
sailles,
Kentucky, shall
shall first
first file
in the
the Treasury
Department of the
Treasury Department
file in
sailles, Kentucky,
United States
bond in
in the
the penal
penal sum of double the amount of the
States aabond
United
principal
said certificates
certificates of
indebtedness of the United States of
of
of indebtedness
of said
principal of
such sureties
America
in
such
form
and
with
such
sureties as may be acceptable
with
and
form
such
in
America
and save
to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
indemnify and
save harmless the
to indemnify
Treasury to
the Treasury
to the
certificates of
United States
States from
from any
any loss
account of
the said
said certificates
of the
on account
loss on
United
which were
indebtedness hereinbefore
were lost, stolen, or
described which
hereinbefore described
indebtedness
destroyed.
destroyed.
1920.
Approved, June
June 5,
5, 1920.
Approved,

5,1920.
Jane 5,
1920.
June
IS. 17
1726.)
18.

Private, No. 67.1

Private, No. 67.

the
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of
the Senate
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
United
of America
America in
Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
of
Interior be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
he is
be, and
the Interior
of the
limitations
provisions and limitations
the provisions
to the
place on
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
on the
place
Pensions.
p
ensimsof the pension
lawspension
laws—
Cbarles F. C v
Cavenaugh, late of Company
F. Cavenaugh,
The
name of
of Charles
Charles F.
Company F,
F, TwentyThe name
*
Cug,
naugb.
Establishment,
States Infantry,
seventh Regiment
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Regiment United
seventh
per month.
of $17 per
and
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
the rate
a pension
and pay
3L uL.
Milton M.
Milton
Lae.
M. Lile, late of Company
The name
name of
of "Milton
Company F, Second Battalion
Battalion
Milton M.
The
of
States Army,
Army, Regular
Establishment, and pay
Regular Establishment,
United States
Engineers, United
of Engineers,
at the rate of $24 per month.
pension at
him
apension
him a
P-,,o .

Pensions.

_

pensions to
increase of pensions
CHAP. 279.—An
Granting pensions and increase
to certain
certain
279.-An Act Granting
CHAP.
Civil
soldiers and sailors of the Regular Army and Navy and of wars other
other than the Civil
sailors.
widows and dependent
dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors.
War, and to certain widows

Cave.

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II. CH.
CH. 279.
279.
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1473

1920.
1920.

The name of Amme A. Wilson, late of Company
Company H,
Twenty-- Amme
A. Wilson.
H, TwentyAmmA.
Wilson.
seventh
United States
seventh Regiment
Regiment United
States Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
with
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a pension
pension at
Spain, and pay him
at the
of $12
$12 per
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
The name of Charles
Charles B.
B. Smith,
Smith, late
late of
Troop G,
Eighth Regiment
Regi
men t CPsalenBn.n
of Troop
G, Eighth
Charles B. Smith.
United States Cavalry, War with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at
and pay
a pension
in lieu
lieu of
the rate of $12 per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
of that
receiving.
The name of Palmyra
mother of
PalmyTa Johnson,
Johnson dependent mother
W. Para
of Edward
Edward W.
ohnn.
Palmyra Johnsen.
Johnson,
Company K,
Regiment United
Johnson, late of Company
Ii, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment
United States
States
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
Infantry, War with Spain, and
at the
$12
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
per
per month.
month.
The name
A. Criswell,
late of
Twelfth James
Pension
increased.
The
name of
of James
James A.
Criswell, late
of Company
Company D,
D, Twelfth
Jame
A.
A. Cyswe
Criswell.
Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
him
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month
month in
in li
eu of
athe
he is
i
s now
now
pension at
$12 per
lieu
of th
that
receiving.
receiving.
of Andrew
The name of
Andrew E. Waterman,
Pensions.
Waterman, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, First
First Andrew
AnSre'E.
E. Water.
Water.
Regiment
War with
Regiment South Dakota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and manmanpay him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$24 per
month.
at the
of $24
per month.
The
name of
of Eugene
Eugene M.
Symonds, late
Company C
Sixty-fifth Eugene
M. Symonds.
The name
M. Symonds,
late of
of Company
C,tSixty-fifth
EngeneM.synonds
Regiment
New York Volunteer
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
him a
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
month.
of $30
$30 per
per month.
The name
Allen, former widow
name of Mary E. Allen,
widow of
Boles, Mary
E. Allen.
of William
William T.
T. Boles,
Mary E.Alen.
late of Captain Preston's company, First
Regiment Virginia
Virginia VolunFirst Regiment
Volunteers, War with Mexico, and pay her aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $25
$25
the rate
per
month.
per month.
The name of Frank H.
H. Seay,
Seay, late
Compjmy L,
Y
late of
of Company
L, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth FrnkH.Seay.
United States
Regiment United
Infantry, War
with Spain,
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
Spain, and
and
pay_him
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
pa
him aapension
rate of
12 per
per month.
month.
Pension
ed.
Pension inreas
increased.
The name
name of
of William
William H.
H. Hart,
United William
William H.
Hart, late
late fireman,
fireman, second
second class,
class, United
Hart.
H.Hart.
States
and pay him
States Navy, War with Spain,
Spain and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
him aapension
$20 per month
month in lieu of that
that he is
is now
receivmg.
now receiving.
Pension.
The name of Thomas
Thomas J.
J. Scanlain,
Scanlain, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Eighth
Eighth Thnomas.
Thomas S. Scanlain.
Scan.lin.
Regiment
Infantry, War
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Spain, and
and pay
him a
War with
with Spain,
pay him
a
pension
rate of $24 per
pension at the rate
per month.
month.
P
in
Pension increased.
The name
Company C,
name of Arthur
Arthur G. Bosson, late of Company
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Arthur
G. Season.
C, Fifth
Arthur G.
Bosson.
Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry
Massachusetts Volunteer
Infantry, War with
with. Spain, and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
in lieu
lieu of
pension at the rate of $24
$24 per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
ns.
The name of Albert Grimes, late of Company D, Fifteenth RegiRegi- Albert Grimes.
Grimes.
ment United States Cavalry, Regular Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
pension at
rate of
per month.
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.ames
.
.
James L. Graham.
The
name of
James L.
L. Graham,
late of
Thirty-second Company,
Company,
The name
of James
Graham, late
of Thirty-second
Corps, Regular
United States Coast Artillery Corps,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
pay him
him aapension
pay
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Pensions
Pensions inreed.
increased.
The name of George W. Tarter, late of Company A, Tenth RegiGeorge W.
Regi- George
W. Tarter.
Tarter.
ment United States Infantry, War with Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apenpension at the rate of $40 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Clark.
JJohn Ck
The name
Company K,
K, Fourteenth
name of John
John Clark, late of Company
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
him a
penpay him
a penof that
sion at the rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
ension
Pension.
The name of George
captain, United
George E. Lawrence,
Lawrence, late captain,
United States
States George E.Lawrence.
E.Lawrence.
Volunteer
Volunteer Signal Corps, War with Spain, and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at
a pension
Pension.

Frank H. Sel

.

the rate of $20 per month.
Pension inereased.
The name of Mary Melissa Anderson, widow of
of John
John F.
Plean
rysion
Melissa
ierea
ATIerF. Anderson,
Anderson, MaryMelissaAnderlate of Company F, Calhoun's Mounted
Battalion, Georgia
Mounted Battalion,
Georgia VolunVolun- '
SOn.
a pension
teers, War with Mexico, and pay her a
pension at
the rate
of $25
$25 per
per
at the
rate of
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name of Wilfred W.
W. Phaneuf,
Phaneuf, late
Company M,
M, Seventh
Wilfred W. Phaneui.
late of
of Company
Seventh wltredw.
PbaneuL
Regiment United States Infantry, War
War with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
and pay
him aa
pension at the rate of $17
per month.
$17_per
Ruins H.
Bufus
H. Hopkins.
Hopkins.
The name of Rufus H.
H. Hopkins,
late of
of Company
Hopkins, late
Company F,
F, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regiment
Establishment, and
and
Regular Establishment,
pay him a
apension at the rate of $24
$24 per month.
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The name
Ulyssis S.
G. Canfield,
of Troops
Troops C
and E,
The
name of
of Ulyssis
S. G.
Canfield, late
late of
C and
E,
Eleventh
Regiment United
United States
Company A,
Eighth
A, Eighth
and Company
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment
Infantry, Regular
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
pay
him a
at the
the rate
of $17
month.
per month.
$17 per
rate of
a pension
pension at
pay him
Han
Joseph J.. Henn.
The name
name of
Joseph J.
Horan, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Fifth
Fifth RegiThe
of Joseph
J. Horan,
late of
Regiment
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with. Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
ment United
United States
War with
pension at
rate of
of $12
month.
Pensions
$12 per
per month.
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
Pensns increased.
increased him
Dennis
Driscoll.
DennrisDscoll.
Dennis Driscoll,
The name
name of
of Dennis
Driscoll, late
late of
of Troop
Troop I,
I, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
a
and pay
pay him
him a
Establishment, and
United
pension at
the rate
per month
in lieu
is now
now
pension
at the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
receiving.
James
Jame D. Wilder.
The
late of
of Troop
Troop M,
First Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of
of James
James D.
D. Wilder,
Wilder, late
M, First
United States
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
United
States Cavalry,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
of $24 per
per month
in lieu
is
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Lemuel
Ltmger.
Lemnel Luger
The
of Company
M, First
First RegiThe name
name of
of Lemuel
Lemuel Lunger,
Lunger, late
late of
Company M,
Regiment United
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
Regular Establishment,
ment
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
now
he is
is now
him
a pension
the rate
of $40 per
lieu of
receiving.
receiving.
George
Moir.
GegaMor.
The name
name of
of George
George Moir,
Moir, late
of Battery
Battery B,
B, Battalion
Utah
Battalion Utah
late of
The
Volunteer
Artillery, War
and pay
him a
pension
a pension
Volunteer light
Light Artillery,
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
$17 per
per month
month in
ini lieu
lieu of
that he
ia now
noW rooniviog..
receiving.
he is
of tat
of$17
li at
Char H. Skillings.
Charles
The
name of
of Charles
Charles H
Skillings, late
late of
The name
FL Skillings,
of Company
Company.M,
M, .First
First
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with. Spain,
and pay
Infantry, War
Spain, and
pay
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
him
pension at
rate of
per month'in
month in lieu
that he
is now
lieu of
of that
he is
now
at the
the rate
of $24
$24 per
him a
a pension
Elisabeth
Baker. receiving.
Elizabeth E. Baker,
receiving.
The
of Elizabeth
Baker, widow
of Laurence
Baker,
widow of
Laurence S.
S. Baker,
Elizabeth E.
E. Baker,
The name
name of
and F,
F, United
late second
A and
United States
States Mounted
Mounted
lieutenant Companies
Companies A
late
second lieutenant
Rifles, Texas
and New
New Mexico
Mexico Indian
war, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension
Indian war,
and pay
Rifles,
Texas and
at the
rate of
of $20
month in
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving
in lieu
lieu of
$20 per
per month
at
the rate
Manne
John F. Manuel.
The
name of
of John
John F.
of Captain
Alexander McRay's
MORay's
F. Manuel,
Manuel, late
late of
Captain Alexander
The name
company,
Utah Volunteers,
Utah Indian
and
Nauvoo Legion,
Legion, Utah
Volunteers, Utah
Indian War,
War, and
company, Nauvoo
he is
pay him
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
is
at the
per month
in lieu
that he
pay
him a
now receiving.
Joseph
W. Culbertreceiving.
Culbert- now
Joseph w.
son.
W. Culbertson,
Culbertson, late
late Indian
Indian Scout,
Scout, United
The name of Joseph
Joseph W.
United
States
wars, and
him a
at the
rate of
of
States Arlay,
Army, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
$20
per month
month in
that he
is now
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
of that
lieu of
in lieu
$20 per
Adas.
Elvin&
Elvina Adams.
The
Elvina Adams,
William R.
The name
name of
of Elvina
Adams, widow
widow of
of William
R. Adams,
Adams, late
late
of Captain
Captain Newbern's
Newbem's and
companies, Florida
Florida
of
and Captain
Captain Johnson's
Johnson's companies,
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, Seminole
Indian War,
and pay
her a
apension
pension
Mounted
Seminole Indian
War, and
pay her
Pensions.
at
rate of
of $20 per
lieu of
she is
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
now receiving.
Ellen Jones.
EllenJones.
The name of Ellen Jones, widow of Harry
Harry Jones, late of Company F,
F, Sixth
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
pany
Sixth Regiment
United States
Regular EstablishEstablishment, and
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
per month.
$12 per
her aapension
pension at
pay her
James J. Butler.
Btler. ment,
The name
James J.
J. Butler,
Company L,
The
name of
of James
Butler, late
late of
of Company
L, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Washington Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
Washington
and pay
bim a
a
Pension
Increased.
Penson Inreased.
at
month.
of
$12
pension
the
rate
$12
per
Susan Owens.
an Owens.
The
J. Owens, late of
The name of Susan Owens, widow of Thomas
Thomas J.
Company
B, Twelfth
United States
States Infantry,
Company B,
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment United
Infantry, War
War with
with
Mexico,
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
her apension
at the
rate
of $25
$25 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
month
in
of
Pension.
she is
now receiving.
John
Franktin that
that she
is now
receiving.
John Franktin
Haynes.
aynes.
The name of John Franklin
Franklin Haynes,
Haynes, late of Company.E,
EI Sixth
Sixth
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spam, and
War with
and
Pension increased
pay him
him aapension
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
at the
the rate
pension at
Pension T.
inceae
Marion
Mitc.helL P
The name of Marion
Marion T. Mitchell,
Mitchell, late of Company
Company E,
E, Signal Corps,
United States
States Army,
Army, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension
at the
the
pension at
a
War
with
PeUnited
Pension.
of $40
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
month in
$40 per
Searway rate
rate of
ancisE.
Francis
E. Seervray.
The name of Francis E.
of Company
H, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth
E. Searway, late of
Company H,
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
War with
and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
Ulyssis
ulyssi S. G. Can-

s. o. can-
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The
John J.
Company H,
The name
name of
of John
J. Duke,
Duke, late
late of
of Company
Thirteenth RegiPension increased.
increased.
H, Thirteenth
Regi- John
J. Duke.
ment
Minnesota Volunteer
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him aa
ment Minnesota
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
pension at
of that
he is
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
of Emeline
Emeline A.
The
name of
A. Spaulding,
Spaulding, widow
widow of
of Herbert
Spaulding, Emeline
Herbert 0.
O. Spaulding,
meline A.
SpauldA. SpauldSecond Battalion,
Regiment United
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Second
Battalion, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
ing.
United ing.
States Infantry, Regular
pay her
pension at
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
her a
a pension
at
the
rate of
of $12
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
J ob D. Emery.
The
name of
Jacob D.
D. Emery,
M, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Jacob
The name
of Jacob
Emery, late
late of
of Company
Company M,
EmeryRegiment
Regiment United States Infantry, War
War with Spain, and
and pay
pay him aa
pension
at the
of $12
month.
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
The name
name of
Lily D.
Murphy, widow
widow of
late of
of Lily
Lily D
D. Murphy,
The
of Lily
D. Murphy,
of Frank
Frank T.
T. Murphy,
Murphy, late
Murphy Battery
K, Third Regiment
Regiment Battery K,
United States Artillery, Regular
Regular EstabUnited
Establishment, and
pay her
lishment,
and pay
her aapension
pension at
per month.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
The name
name of
of Albert
L. Newland,
late of
Company L,
The
Albert L.
Newland, late
of Company
L, Second
Second Albert L.
L. Newland.
Newland.
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
Spain ' and
pay
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry, War
and pay
pension at the rate of
him a
apension
of $24
per month
month in
he is
is now
now
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
receivig.
The name
of George
George W.
W. McMahan,
McMahan, late
of Company.
George W. McMahon.
The
name of
late of
Company E,
E, Sixteenth
Sixteenth GewrgeW.McMhon
Regiment, and Company
Company I,
Regiment, United States
States
I, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment,
United
Infantry, War
War with Spain,
rate of
of $20
Spain, and
and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
$20
per
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
The name
S. Pomeroy,
Pomeroy, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Thirty-ninth
Oscar S. Pomeroy
Pomeroy.
The
name of
of Oscar
Oscar S.
Thirty-ninth oscars.
Regiment United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
Spam, and
with Spam,
and
pay
pension at
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
pay him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
lieu of
he is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
David W. Harman.
The name
name of
W. Herriman,
late of
Twelfthri DVdW.Hertim.
The
of David
David W.
Herriman, late
of Company
Company.B,
B, Twelfth
Regiment United
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Spain, and
him a
a
pension
receivint Pensions.
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Edwin W. Gordon.
The name
name of
of Company
The
of Edwin
Edwin W.
W. Gordon,
Gordon, late
late of
Company G,
G, Thirteent
Thirteenth Edwn W. Gordon.
Regiment
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Spain, and
him a
a
pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name
Sarah Hale,
widow of
W. Hale,
late of
The
name of
of Sarah
Hale, widow
of George
George W.
Hale, late
of Company
Company Sarah Hale.
B, First Regiment
Mexico, and
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War with Mexico,
pay_
her a
at the
the rate
$25 per
increased.
pay her
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $25
per month.
month.
increased
Pensions
Annuada F. Mahin.
The name of Amanda F. Mahin, widow of Elijah L. Mahin,
Mahin, late
da
hi
of Company B, Third Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteers
Volunteers, War
War with
with
Mexico, and pay her aapension
pension at the
Mexico
the rate
rate of $25
$25 per
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
that
she is
receiving.
that she
is now
now receiving.
William w. TredWilliam W. Tread.
The name of William W. Treadway,
Treadway, late
late of Company
Company. G, Fourth way.
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spam,
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, War
Spain, and pay
him apension
a pension at the rate of $17
$17 per month in
in lieu of that he
he is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Benamn
im
.
Benjamin H. Kimm
The name of Benjamin
Corps, United
United bier.'n
Benjamin H. Kimbler, late of Hospital
Hospital Corps,
bier.
States Army, Regular
him a
at the
the
States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay him
a .pension
pension at
rate of $36
month in
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$36 per
per month
in lieu of
of that
that he
Lee Begley.
The name
name of
of Lee Begley,
Begley, late
The
Company M,
late of Company
M, Twelfth Regiment LeeB
United
and pay
pay him a
a penpenUnited States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
sion
of $36 per
per month
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
Hy
Fields.
Henry
Fields.
Fields late of Company A, Twenty-eight
The name of Henry Fields,
Twenty-eighth
Regiment United
Regiment
United States
States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
a pension
pension at the rate
pay him a
rate of $24 per month
month in lieu of that he is
Pension.
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
now
The name
of Charley
Charley Shelton,
Shelton, late
of the
Company, Charley
Charley Shelton.
late of
the Eighty-second
Eighty-second Company,
Shelton
The
name of
United States
United
Regular Establishment,
States Coast Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Establishment, and pay
pay him
him
a pension
a
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Approved, June
June 5, 1920.
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John T. Adams.
of'lost
Redemption of
lost
bonds.
bonds.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Indemnity bond.
Indemnit

Itme 5, 1920.
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JH. R. 10317.)
[H.
[Private,
No. 60.]
69.1
[Private, No.

R.

Blanche Utley.

Payment to
an of for injuries.

aofrinjr.

June 5, 1920.
JuneR.5,125301
l9.
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CHAP.
280.-An Act For the relief of John T.
T. Adams.
Adams.
CHAP. 280.—An

Be itit enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
United
ofRepresentatives
Representatives ofthe United
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
States of America in
in angress
the Secretary

Treasury
be, and
he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to redeem, in
Treasury be,
and he
Frankton, Indiana,
Indiana, United
States coupon
favor of John
John T. Adams, of Frankton,
United States
coupon
loan of
to 1918
1918 (Numbered
(Numbered forty-three
forty-three
bonds of the
the 33per centum.
centumloan
of 1908
1908 to
thousand
six hundred
hundred
thousand three
three hundred and
and sixty-one
sixty-one and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand six
for $500
November 1,
1910,
and twenty-three
twenty-three for
$500 each),
each), with
with interest
interest from
from November
1,1910,
the said
said bonds,
with coupons
dated February
1, 1911,
1911, to
February 1,
to
the
bonds, with
coupons attached,
attached, dated
maturity
inclusive, having
maturity of the loan, inclusive,
having been
been stolen:
stolen: Provided,
That
Provided, That
file m
in the
the said
said John
John T.
T. Adams shall first file
the Treasury
Treasury.Department
Department aa
bond
the principal
principal and
and the
bond in the
the penal sum
sum of double
double the amount
amount of
of the
the
unpaid interest
coupons of the said
and with
interest coupons
said bonds, in such form
form and
with such
such
surety as may be acceptable
Secretary of the
acceptable to
to the
the Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, to
to inharmless the
States from
from any
loss on
demnify and save
save hariless
the United
United States
any loss
on account
account
of
the coupons
coupons belonging
of the stolen
stolen bonds
bonds hereinbefore
hereinbefore described
described or
or the
belonging
thereto.
Approved,
Approved, June 5, 1920.
CHAP.
Act For
For the
Blanche Utley.
of Bnlmche
the relief
relief of
281.-An Act
CO P. 281.—An

enacted by the
are Urvited
Be it enacted
the Senate
Senate and House of
of gepresentatives
Representavesof
ofth
United
America in
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the

is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay, out
Treasury be, and he is
and directed
directed to
out
of
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriate, to
to the
the
of any
any money
money in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
legal
estate of
Blanche Utley, a
aminor,
Worth,
legal guardian
guardian of the estate
of Blanche
minor, of
of Fort
Fort Worth,
Tarrant County, Texas, the sum of $5,000 in
compensation for
in full compensation
injuries sustained
sustained by the
Blanche Utley due to an
aeroplane
injuries
the said
said Blanche
an aeroplane
owned by
by: the United States Government,
Government, while
engaged in
while engaged
in practice
flying in Tarrant County, Texas,
fence near
Texas, striking
striking aa barbed-wise
barbed-wire fence
near
an automobile
automobile standing in aapublic road
road and
and in
in which
which said
said Blanche
Blanche
Utley was sitting, knocking
knocking said barbed wire loose from
from said fence
and
occupant, Blanche
Utleyr, of
of said
said automobile
automobile in
and against
against the said occupant,
Blanche Utley
in
manner and
cut the
the said
said Blanche
Blanche Utley,
such a
a manner
and way
way as to injure
injure and
and cut
Utley,
on the 20th day of
1918.
of June,
June, anno Domini
Domini 1918.
Approved, June 5, 1920.
Approved,

282.—An Act Granting pensions and increase of pensions to certain soldiers
CHAP. 282.-An
and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows and dependent children of soldiers
and sailors of
said war.
and
of said
war.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
Rpresentatives of
United
House of
of the
the United
States
of America
in Congress
That the
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place on the
pension
subject to
the provisions
provisions and
of the
the pension
pension
pension roll, subject
to the
and limitations
limitations of
laws-laws—

The
name of
Margaret Yohe,
Yohe, widow
of Adam
Yohe, late
of Company
Company
Adam Yohe,
late of
widow of
The name
of Margaret
Pennsylvania Volunteer
C, Second Battalion Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
her
pension at
at the
the rate
of
$30 per
month.
ChrlesFra
aapension
rate
of
$30
per
month.
Charles Francis
The name
Francis Schaeffer,
Schaeffer, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
haef
Franc.
The
name of
of Charles
Charles Francis
son
Schaeffer.
of Daniel W. Schaeffer,
Schaeffer, late of Company
Company D, Second Regiment Pennsylvania
sylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and pay him a
a pension at the
rate of
per month.
month.
Pn i
. rate
of $20
$20 per
Pension increased.
Juliann Fyock.
Fyock.
The name of Juliann
Juliann Fyock, widow of David Fyock, late
late of ComCompany B, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $40 per month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is
she is
Provisos.
n
Provided, That
That in
the event
of the
death of
of Mary
nae to cea
ow receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Increase
cease on
on now
in the
event of
the death
Mary
death
child.
o child
dth of
Fyock, helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter of said David Fyock, the
Fyock,
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additional pension
additional
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
determine: ProPro- Pension to child on
on
death of mother.
vided
That in
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
of Juliann
Fyock, the
the death
of mother.
-vided further,
further, That
in the
Juliann Fyock,
name
of said
said Mary
Mary Fyock
Fyock shall
be placed
on the
the pension
pension rol,
roll, subject
subject
name of
shall be
placed on
to
provisions and
of the
the rate
to the
the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at
at the
rate of
of
$20
from and
date of
Fyock.
$20 per
per month
month from
and after
after the
the date
of death
death of
of said
said Juliann
Juliann Fyock.
Pension.
The
of Addie
Addie L.
Hubbard, former
Hub- Addle
The name
name of
L. Hubbard,
former widow
widow of
of Abijah
Abijah L.
L. HubAddie L. Hubbard.
bard,
of Company
Company F,
and Company
bard, late
late of
F, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment,
Regiment, and
Company C,
C,
Second Regiment,
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
penSecond
Regiment, Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
of $30
sion at
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
The name
of Ann
Brooks, former
former widow
Gordon, late
late of
AnnB'ooksed
The
name of
Ann Brooks,
widow of
of Garrett
Garrett Gordon,
of Ann
Brooks.
Company
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company K,
K, Twenty-second
and
her a
the rate
rate of
$35 per
and .pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
of $35
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
Pensions.
The
name of
of Henry Seebers,
Seebers, late
late unassigned,
unassigned, Eleventh
Regiment Henry
Eleventh Regiment
Pensions.
The name
Seebers.
Maryland
Volunteer
Henry-Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
of
Maryland Volunteer
and pay
a pension
the rate
$50
$50 per
per month.
month.
Nason
Cunning.
The
name of
B. Cunningham,
Cunningham, late
late of
of Company
B- CunnigCompany E,
E, Sixth
Sixth ham.
Nason B.
The name
of Nason B.
Regiment Maine
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate
$50 per
rate of
of $50
per month.
month.
a l Delbert.
The name
Deibert, widow
of Jacob
Deibert, late
of Caroline
ro e Deibert.
The
name of
of Caroline
Caroline Deibert,
widow of
Jacob Deibert,
late of
Company K,
hundred and
and forty-fourth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio VolunVolunCompany
K, One
One hundred
forty-fourth Regiment
teer
teer Infantry,
infantry, and
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
pay her
pension at
of $30
per month.
Ella Thatcher.
Thatcher.
Thatcher, widow
of John W. Thatcher, late of Ella
The name
name of Ella Thatcher,
The
widow of
Company
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
and
Company H,
H, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,

pay
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $30
Pension increased.
The name
name of
E. McGrew,
McGrew, widow
widow of
of William
William T.
McGrew, late
The
of Ann
Ann E.
T. McGrew,
late of
E. McGrew.
McGrew.
of Ann
Ann E.
Company A,
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
Company
A, First
First Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Light
and pay
pay
her a
pension at
of $35
month in
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
her
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$35 per
per month
in lieu
that she
receiving.
receiving.
The name
Elizabeth G. Young, former widow of William H. Pension.
Sbeto. G. Young.
Young
name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Green,
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Seventy-eighth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Green, late
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay her a
a pension at the
the rate of
of $30 per
per month.
Pension Increased.
The name
Cory, helpless
dependent child
child of
of Charles
Charles JPaecnry.se
The
name of
of Jane
Jane Cory,
helpless and
and dependent
Jane Cory.
Cory,
I, Sixtieth
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Cory, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
Sixtieth Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension
pension at
of $20
per month
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
in lieu
lieu
month in
of that she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
of
The name
name of
of Hannah
Hannah Lovell,
Lovell, widow
widow of
of Pension.
The
of Lewis
Lewis Anderson,
Anderson, late
late of
lahLoviel.
Hannah
Lovell.
Company
Regiment Illinois
Company C,
C, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
$30 per
and
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
Pnsion
incrense
Pension increased.
Elizabeth A.
A. Queen.
The name
of Elizabeth
Queen, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas Queen,
Queen, late
A. Queen,
The
name of
Elizabeth A.
late of
of Elizabeth
Company B,
B, Eightieth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company
Eightieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
pay her
rate of
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
of that
is Provisos.
Provso,.
on
now
That in
in the
the event
of the
John Increase
increase to cease on
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
event of
the death
death of
of John
death of child.
Queen,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
the addiaddi- deth
Queen, helpless
son of
of said
said Thomas
Thomas Queen,
Queen, the
on
ond
child
Pension to child on
pension herein
herein granted
cease and
determine: And
And protional
tional pension
granted shall
shall cease
and determine:
pro- death of mother.
vided
event of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
vided further,
further, That
That in
in the
the event
of the
the death
death of
A. Queen,
Queen,
placed on
on the
the pension roll,
the name of the said John Queen shall be placed
subject
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at
the
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
at the
rate
$20 per
month from
date of
death of
said ElizaElizarate of
of $20
per month
from and
and after
after the
the date
of death
of said
beth A.
A. Quten.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Volunteer John
unassigned Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
The name
name of
of John
John I.
Amy, late
late of
of unassigned
I. Amy,
The
I. Amy.
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30 per
per month.
John . my.
Infantry, and
and pay
Infantry,
month.
Margaret Donahue.
Donahue, late
Donahue, widow
of Philip
The
of Margaret
Margaret Donahue,
The name
name of
widow of
Philip Donahue,
late of
of Mararet Donahue.
Company
F, One
One hundred
ninety-second Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Company F,
hundred and
and ninety-second
York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
Volunteer
month.
mon
th.
The name
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph H.
H. Stewart,
late of
Steart.
The
name of
of Lenora
Lenora Stewart,
Stewart, widow
Stewart, late
of Lenora
Lenora Stewart.
Company
E, Fifth
Regiment United
States Colored
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
Company E,
Fifth Regiment
United States
Colored Volunteer
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $30 per
per month.
month.
The
widow of
of Company
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Fry,
Fry, widow
of William
William Fry,
Fry, late
late of
Company Pension
Pensi E. Increased.
increased
Mary
Fry.
I, One hundred and thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
I,
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and pay her aapension at the rate
$40 per
per month
rate of
of $40
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
Provisos.
Increase'to
ceas
he
is
now
receiving:
on
she
now
receiving:
Provided,
That
in
the
event
of
the
death
of
Provided,
That
in
the
event
of
the
death
of
Increase to cease
death of
of child.
child.
Oscar
son of
said William
Oscar Fry, helpless and dependent
dependent son
of said
the addiaddiWilliam Fry,
Fry, the
granted shall
shall cease
and determine:
And provided
ension to
to child
tional pension
pension herein
herein granted
Pension
child on tional
cease and
determine: And
provided
death of mother.
mother.
further,, That in the event of the death of Mary
further
E. Fry,
Fry, the
Mary E.
the name
name of
of
said Oscar Fry shall be placed on the pension roll,
roll, subject
the
subject to
to the
provisions and limitations
limitations of the pension laws,
provisions
of $20
per
laws, at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
Pensions.
Pensions.
the
of
death
of
said
month
from
and
after
date
of
death
of
said
Mary
E.
Fry.
Mary
E.
Fry.
Pauline Sanders.
Pauline Sanders.
The
name of Pauline Sanders, former widow of George
The name
George W.
W. JohnJohnson, late of Company D, Fortieth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
Infantry,
$30 per
of $30
per month.
month.
Richard Martin.
chaMartn.
The name of Richard
Richard Martin, helpless and dependent
dependent child
of
child of
Jackson Martin, late of Company
Company C, Twenty-fourth
KenTwenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at
of $20
$20
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
per month.
per
Edwin Fiske Bassett.n
ske Bs
The name of Edwin Fiske Bassett, helpless and dependent child
sett.
of
child of
Edwin F. Bassett, late of Company H, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
Massachusetts
at the
rate
a pension
pension at
the rate
Pensions.
Pensions.
$20
per
month
in
of
$20
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
he
is
now
receiving.
Elizabeth
Elizabeth Moses.
a
The
Moses, widow of Alonzo Moses, late of
The name
name of Elizabeth Moses
nn

Company F, One hundred and sixty-eighth Regiment Pennsylvania
Company
VolunteerInfantry,
One hundred
and
pay
andher
sixty-eighth
at the rate
Pennsylvania
of $30 per
Volunteer F,
Infantry,
and pay
her
aa pension
pension Regiment
at
the rate
of $30 per

Anna Wilcox.

Wilox.

aa D.JelLon

month.
month.
The name of Anna Wilcox, widow of Andrew Wilcox, late
Colnlate of
of Com-

pany C, One hundred and forty-second Regiment Illinois Volunteer

Vnfantry,
y C, One
andhundred
pay her a_pension
forty-second
at the rate
Regiment
of $30 per
Tllinois
month.
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her aand
pension at the rate of $30 per month.

The name of Hanna
Jelison,'widow of George
Hanna D.
a Jelison
George W.
W. Jelison
late
Jelison,, late
of Company K, Second Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
arahJ.
Casler.
Artillery, and pay her
pension at
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
her aapension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
Sarah
J. Cosier.
The name of Sarah
Sarah J.
J. Casler,
Casler ' widow of Henry
Henry R. Casler,
Casler, late
late of
of
Company K, Twelfth
Company
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her aapension
of $30
$30 per
pan
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Anna Greer.
The name of Anna Greer, widow of William H. H. Greer,
The
Greer ' late
late of
of
Company
Company K, One hundred and fifty-sixth
fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Helen F.
F. Wade.
Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
apension
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
Helen
Wade.
The name of Helen
Silas Wade,
Helen F. Wade, widow of Silas
Wade, late of
of CoraCompany E, One hundred
hundred and twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth Regiment
VolRegiment New
Ne w York
York VolJulia Saw.
unteerInfantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
of $30
month.
unteer
a pension
at the
rate of
Julia
Shaw.
$30 per
per month.
The
name of Julia
The name
Julia Shaw, widow of John Shaw, late of Company G,
One
hundred and fifty-third
Volunteer Infantry,
One hundred
fifty-third Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Infantry,
Abbie H.
Lews.
an pay
and
potty her
her aapension
rate of
$30 per
month.
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
Abbie
H. Lewis.
The
of Abbie
The name
name of
Abbie H. Lewis,
Lewis, widow of Henry A. Lewis,
of
Lewis, late
late of
Company
Company B, One hundred and twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and Company
Sixty-fourth Regiment
Company E, Sixty-fourth
Regiment United
United
States
Colored Volunteer
States Colored
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate
of
FrancesWatches.
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
Frances Watches.
The name of Frances
The
Frances Watches, widow of Allen Watches, late
late of
of
Company
hundred and
and forty-sixth Regiment
York
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
Regiment New York
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per
Volunteer Infantry,
per
mon th.
Pensionincreased.
month.
Pension
increased.
Mary
Mary Miller.
Miller.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Miller,
The
Miller, widow
widow of Ira Miller, late of Company-C,
Fifteenth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Fifteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
a penProvisos.
Pro
c os. sion at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that she is now
receiving:
now receiving:
Increase to cease on
death oof chid.
rovided, That
child.
the event
of the
the death
Provided,
Thati in the
event of
death of Horace
Horace M. Miller, helpless
and
dependent son
said Ira Miller
Miller,, the additional pension herein
herein
and dependent
son of
of said
granted shall
shall cease
cease and determine:
granted
determine: And provided further,
further, That
That in the
the
deo=to
Pension to child
ch on
on event
event
of
of Mary
Mary Miller
Miller
of the
the death
death of
Miller the name of said Horace
Horace M. Miller
death of mother.
shall
placed on
pension roll,
roll, subject to the provisions and
shall be
be placed
on the
the .pension
limitations
of
the
pension laws
laws, at the rate of $20 p
per
month
limitations of the pension
er mon
th from
f
rom_
date
and after the d
at
e of
ofdeath
death of ;aid
Miller, to
to continue
continue during
said Mary
Mary Miller,
during
the period
period of helplessness and dependency.
the
Hanna D. Jenson.
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The name
of Nancy
Nancy M.
M. Davis,
widow of
name of
Davis, former
former widow
late
of George
George Davis,
Davis, late

Pensions.
Pensions.

of Company II,
H, First Regiment
Regiment Arkansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and Nancy M.. Davis.
pay her aapension at the rate
of $30
per month.
rate of
$30 per
month.
Delilah Hunley..
The
name of Delilh
The name
Delilah Hunley,
widow
,of Arate
Archibald
Hunley,
late of
Hof
widowof
Archibald
Hunley,
Hunley, late
of Delilah
H, Thirtieth Regiment
Company II,
Infantry, and
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
at the
$30 per
per month.
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
Pension increased.
The name of Josephine Brown,
Brown, invalid
dependent daughter
daughter of
of Josesphininrered.
invalid and
and dependent
Josephine Brown.
William Brown,
Brown ' late of Company C, Second
Regiment Arkansas
Arkansas
Second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at the
of $20
$20 per
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per
month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now

Pension.
The name
The
name of
of Jennie
Jennie A.
widow of
of Ivan
Ivan D.
D. Stephens,
A. Stephens,
Stephens, former
former widow
Stephens, Jennie
JennieA.
A. Stephens.
late of Company I,
I, Seventy-first
Seventy-fast Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
and pay her a
a pension at the rate
per month.
month.
rate of $30
$30 per
Pension increased.
The name of Ellen G. Frame,
John 0.
0. Frame,
Frame late
late of
Frame, widow
widow of
of John
of Ellen
EsoteG.FreSe
G. Frame.
Company
Company F, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
apension at the
of $35
per month
that she
she
the rate
rate of
$35 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now receiving.
receiving,
Pension.
The name of Rebecca
Rebecca H. Whiteacre,
Whiteacre, widow
widow of
of William
William Whiteacre,
Whiteacre, ReS
Rebecca H. w.hite
Whitelate of Company
Company B, Fortieth Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, acre.
acre.
and pay her a
the rate
rate of
$30 per
a pension
pension at
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
Increased.
The name of Margaret
Margaret E.
John E.
Melson, late
late Pensions
E. Melson
Melson,' widow
widow of
of John
E. Melson,
SiaretEMeson
Margaret
E. Melson.
of Company D, Purnell's Legion, Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her a
a pension at
of $35
in lieu
of that
that she
at the
the rate
rate of
$35 per
per month
month in
lieu of
she is
is
now
now receiving.
The name of John D.
late of
Company C,
D. Sullivan,
Sullivan, late
of Company
C, Second
Second RegiRegi- John D. Sulivan.
Sullivan.
a pension at
ment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,and pay him a
the rate
rate
at the
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving, without
deduction
without deduction
or rebate for former alleged overpayments.
overpayments.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name of Bridget Lillis
Lillis, former
former widow
Bridget Lillis.
widow of
of John
John McKeever,
McKeever, late
late Bridget
iis.
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
of Company
Company E,
E, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth 'Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Infantry
and pay her a
a pension
of $30
$30 per
pension at the rate of
per month.
Myrtie I.
I. Arnold,
Arnold, widow of
The name of
of Myrtie
Addison C.
Arnold, late
of Myrtie
Myrtle I. Arnold.
Arnold.
of Addison
C. Arnold,
late of
Company
Pennsylvania
Company B, One hundred
hundred and forty-first
forty-first Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
month.
month.
Pension Increased.
Jennie B. Duer, widow
The name of Jennie
John 0.
Duer, late
of Comwidow of
of John
0. Duer,
late of
Com- Jennie B. Duer.
Duer.
Eany D, Forty-fifth Regiment
pany
Regiment Illinois
and pay
pay
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
er a
a pension at the rate of $35
her
that she
is now
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
now
re
ceivnag.
receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
The name of Emma J.
former widow
J. DeYoe Bassett,
Bassett, former
widow of
of Newton
Newton W.
W. Emma J. DeYoe
Ba s t t
E, Sixty-first
DeYoe, late of Company
Company E,
Sixty-first Regiment
Regiment New
York VolunNew York
Volun- Bassett.
se .
teer Infantry, and pay her a
pension at
the rate
of $30
month.
a pension
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month.
The name of Nancy J.
Pier, widow
widow of
of John
late of
J. Pier,
John W. Pier,
Pier, late
Com- Nancy J. Pier.
of ComPier.
pany A, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry-, and
Fourand Fourteenth Battery, Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Li
g ht Artillery,
Artillery, and
an dpay
Light
pay her
her aa
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
The name
of Blanche
Blanche Bunger,
Bunger, helpless
name of
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of Blanche
dependent daughter
Blanche Bunger.
Bunger.
Aaron E. Bunger, late of Company
Company F, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio VolVolunteer
$20 per month.
unteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $20
month. Pension increased.
W. Walker,
Walker, helpless
and dependent
dependent child
The name of John W.
helpless and
child of
of Otis
Otis John
W. Walker.
John W.
Walker.
Walker, late of Company
Company C, One hundred
hundred and
Sixty-first Regiment
Regiment
and Sixty-first
New York Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
at the
rate of
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20
per month in lieu
is now
receiving.
lieu of that he
he is
now receiving.
Pensions.
The name
Linda Whetsel,
The
name of
of Linda
of Solomon
Whetsel, late
Whetsel, widow
widow of
Solomon Whetsel,
late of
of Linda
L"nda Whetsel.
Twelfth Independent
Independent Battery, Ohio
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
Ohio Volunteer
and
pay her aapension at
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Bowen.
J. Bowen,
Bowen, widow
widow of
The name of Mary J.
of Russell
Russell Bowen,
late of
of Mary
Bowen, late
ary J. Bowen.
Company G, One hundred
hundred and fifty-first
fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensionincreased
Pension
increased.
/TLT11
Pensionincreased.
The
name of William Francis, helpless
dependent child
of William
helpless and
and dependent
child of
Wliam Francis.
Abraham
Francis,
Abraham
late of Companies F
F and G, Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment
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Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at the rate
a.pension
him a
pay him
and pay
Cavalry, and
Pennsylvania
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
now
is
he
that
of
of $20 per month in lieu
The name
of Henry
Henry Gass,
helpless and
and dependent
J.
Andrew J.
of Andrew
son of
dependent son
Gass, helpless
name of
The
Volunteer
Regiment
Gass,
late
of
Company
D,
Sixty-first
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Sixty-first
D,
Company
of
late
Gass,

month.
Infantry,
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
$20 per
of $20
the rate
pay him
and jaay
Infantry, and
The
of Rita
Rita ShaUgef,
former widow
of Jacob
D Schilling,
Schilling, late
Jacob D.
widow of
Shafges, former
name of
The name
of Company
California Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment California
Fourth Regiment
I, Fourth
Company I,
of
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
month.
per month.
$30 per
rate of
a pension
pay
Amanda J.
Reyname of
of Amanda
J. Reynolds,
Reynolds, former
former widow of Albert
Albert A.
Amanda J.
ee name
ndsa J. ReyGates,
late
of
Company
H,
Eighteenth
Regiment
Wisconsin
VolunVolunWisconsin
Regiment
Eighteenth
H,
Gates, late of Company
teer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Infantry,
teer
Anniee8.. Marsh.
The
of Annie
Annie S.
S. Marsh,
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel W.
W. Marsh, late of
Marsh widow
name of
The name
Company G,
G, One
hundred and
seventy-sixth Regiment
Regiment New York
and seventy-sixth
One hundred
Company
York
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
G, Second
Regiment New York
Second Regiment
Company G,
Infantry, and
Volunteer
$30
Mounted Volunteer
Volunteer Rifles,
Rifles, and
pay her
her a
pension at the rate of $30
a pension
and pay
Mounted
per month.
month.
Nancy A. Lowther. per
The
name of
Nancy A.
A. Lawther,
Lawther, late
widow of James T. Lawther,
Lawther widow
of Nancy
The name
NanyLwther.
of
Company
B,
Ninth
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry,
Volunteer
Pennsylvania
of Company B, Ninth Regiment
and
pay her
her a
a_pension
at
$30 per month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
pension
pay
and
Isabel Burge.
The
name of
of Isabel
Isabel Burge,
Bu., widow
widow of Jacob W. Burge, late of ComThe name
.belBugr
pany P,
P, Sixth
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
West Virginia
Regiment West
Sixth Regiment
pany
r month.
her
apension
at te
the rate
rate of
of $30
_ _
pension
30 per
pr
at
her
Mahal° Sands.
late of ComThe name
of Malissie
Malisaie Sands,
Sands, widow
widow of
Jesse Sands, late
of Jesse
name of
The
a
pay her
pany B,
B, Ninth
Cavalry, and Tay
her
Volunteer Cavalry,
Tennessee Volunteer
Regiment Tennessee
Ninth Regiment
pany
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
.
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
a pension at
AgnesAgsd
Anderson.
Anderson, late
James Anderson,
widow of James
Anderson, .widow
The
The name of Agnes Anderson
late of
of
Volunteer
Company
One hundred
thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and thirteenth
hundred and
C, One
Company C,
Infantry,
and pay
her a
at the
rate of
of $30 per month.
the rate
pension at
a pension
pay her
Infantry, and
Carrie Abbitt.
The name
name of
former widow
Watson, late of
widow of William Watson,
Abbitt, former
Carrie Abbitt,
of Carrie
The
Cae Abbitt
Company
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
and tenth
Regiment Illinois
Tilinois Volunteer
Volunteer
tenth Regiment
Company C,
$30
rate of $
at the
Infantry,
and pay
her
pension at
the rate
30 per month.
a pension
her a
pay
and
Infantry,
ll.
ad
Matilda
The
name of
of Matilda
Laswelbformer
widow of
of Samuel C. Dale, late
former widow
Matilda Laswell,
The name
of
I, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company I,
of Company
and pay
pay her
pension at
of $30
$30 per month,
further
month, without further
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
and
pension.
of
payments
deductions
on
account
of
former
erroneous
payments
pension.
erroneous
former
of
account
on
deductions
e ho
Yermie Schofield.
The
name of
of Jennie
Jennie Schofield,
former widow
of Milton S. Hamwidow of
Schofield, former
The name
d.
Je
forty-ninth Regiment
hundred and forty-ninth
mond,
late of
of Company
Company E, One hundred
Regiment
mond, late
a pension at the rate
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her a
York Volunteer
New
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
of
Kelley.
l Kelley.
Isabella
The
name of
of Isabella Kelley, widow of John Kelley
Kelley, late of ComThe name
bella
eey.
pany- G,
First Regiment
Volunteer infantry,
Infantry, and
Hampshire Volunteer
New Hampshire
Regiment New
G, First
pany
pay
her a
pension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
Ly.
ary.
Mary G. Leery.
The name
name of Mary
dependent daughter of
Mary G. Leary, helpless and dependent
The
Michael
H. Leary,
H,Thirty-second Regiment, and
Leary, late of Company H,
Michael H.
Volunteer Infantry,
Company. B,
B, Ninth
Ninth Regiment,
Massachusetts Volunteer
Regiment, Massachusetts
Company
month.
per month.
of $20
Greeold .and pay her a
Carolne
Caroline Greenwold
apension at the rate of
$20 per
The name
of Caroline Greenwold, widow of John Greenwold, late of
name of
The
a
Twelfth Battery
Battery Wisconsin
Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay her a
Wisconsin Volunteer
Twelfth
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
Pension
$30
increased. pension at
Pensio increased,
Kemper,' widow of Herman
Julia Kemper
Kemper.
The name
of Julia
Herman Kemper, late of
name of
The
Julia Kemper.
Cavalry and pay
Company
K., Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Missouri
Company K,
her
pension at
she is now
at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that she
her aapension
-RitaSg

Rita Shafges.

Pension.
receiving.
Pension.
James W.
Ledford .
The name
w. Led.ord.

receiving.
hundred
One hundred
of Company
late of
The name of James W. Ledford, late
Company I,
I, One

Peion increased,
Pensionincreased.
Miriam
C. Ie.
Hone.
Miriam C.

him
and
Infantry, and pay him
forty-fourth Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
and forty-fourth
at the rate
per month, without further deductions
deductions
rate of $30 per
aapension
pension at
pension.
of pension.
account of former erroneous payments
on
payments of
on account
The
name of
C. Hone,
daughter of
helpless and dependent daughter
Hone, helpless
Miriam C.
of Miriam
The name
RegiOne
H,
of
James
Hone,
late
Company
a,
hundred
and
fifty-first
Hone,
James
a penment
Ohio National
National Guard
Guard Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
ment Ohio
sion
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
at the rate
sion at
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Brannum or
The name of Abram
Abram Brannum,
Brannurn, helpless
helpless son of Silas Brannurn
Brennam, late of Company I, Ninetieth
Ninetieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
Infantry, and
at the
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Murphy, former
former widow
widow of
Henry Bisbo,
of Henry
Bisbo,
Elizabeth A.
A. Murphy,
The
late
and eighty-fifth
Regiment New York
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
eighty-fifth Regiment
late of
of Company
Company C,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
per
and pay
the rate of $30 per
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
The name
Darling, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent child of
Lilla J.
J. Darling,
name of Lila
The
Nelson Darling,
Darling, late
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin
late unassigned,
unassigned, Twenty-second
Nelson
Volunteer
pension at
at the
rate of
$20 per
per month
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
of $20
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
in
of that
that she
she is
i
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
dependent son of
The name
helpless and dependent
E. McKenna,
McKenna, helpless
The
name of
of James E.
James McKenna,
McKenna, late
late of
Company G,
G, Third
MassachuThird Regiment
Regiment MassachuJames
of Company
$20
a pension at the rate of $20
setts
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him a
setts Volunteer
per
month in
that he
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
per month
The
name of
Mary E.
The name
of Mary
E. Flint,
Flint, former
former widow
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas Fitzgerald,
Fitzgerald,
late of
of Companies
Companies I
and C, Third Regiment
Volunteer InMichigan Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
I and
late
fantry, and
and pay her aa pension at the rate of $30 per month.
•The
Annie Myers,
Myers, widow
widow of
George Myers,
Myers, late
Company
late of
of Company
of George
of Annie
The name
name of
D,
First Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay her
her aa pension
pension
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
D, First
Regiment Ohio
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
at
of $30
month.
The name
name of
of lone
lone D.
D. Bradley,
Bradley, widow
widow of
late
Bradley, late
Luther P.
P. Bradley,
of Luther
The
brigadier
States Volunteers
Volunteers and
and brigadier
general
brigadier general
general United
United States
brigadier general
at the rate of
United
pension at
a pension
States Army,
Army, retired,
retired, and pay her a
United States
$50
month in
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
in lieu
lieu of
$50 per
per month
The
name of
of Eliza
Fliza M.
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel W.
W. Davis,
Davis,
former widow
M. Martin,
Martin, former
The name
late of
of Company
Company A,
Thirty-first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
A, Thirty-first
late
and
pay her
at the
the rate
$35 per
per month.
month.
and pay
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $35
Henry Nichols,
The
name of
of Julia
Julia W.
Nichols, late of
widow of Henry
W. Nichols, widow
The name
Company C,
Third Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri State
State Militia
Militia Volunteer
Cavalry,
Volunteer Cavalry,
C, Third
Company
and pay
her a
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
and
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
late
W. Langguth,
John W.
widow of
The name
Langguth, widow
of John
Langguth, late
name of
of Frances
Frances Langguth,
The
Volunteer
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
of Companies
B and
Seventeenth Regiment
and A, Seventeenth
of
Companies B
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Infantry, and pay her aa_pension
CorKraig, late
widow of
C. Kraig,
Kraig, widow
The
name of
of Kate
Kate C.
of John
John C.
C. Kraig,
late of
of ComThe name
pany A,
Twenty-ninth Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Infantry, and
pany
A, Twenty-ninth
pay
pa her
per month.
month.
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate of
of $30 per
alias Clark
C. Fish,
Fish, alias
widow of
of Austin
The
of Christie
Fish, widow
Austin C.
Clark
name of
Christie Fish,
The name
Volunteer
Companies K
K and C, Second
Second Regiment Ohio Volunteer
A. Fish, late of Companies
Company C, One hundred and twenty-fourth Regiment
Cavalry and Company
Regiment
Cavalry,
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay her a
Ohio
month.
month.
dependent
S. Christopherson,
Christopherson, helpless
The
The name
name of
of Anna
Anna S.
helpless and
and dependent
daughter
Christopherson late
Twenty-fifth
late of
of Company K, Twenty-fifth
daughter of Ole Christopherson,
a pension at the
Infantry, and pay her a
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
$20 per
per month
month in
rate
rate of
of $20
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
The
name of
Mary E.
E. Bell,
John T. Bell, late of Company
Bell, widow of John
of Mary
The name
I,
fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Inhundred and
and fifty-fifth
I, One
One hundred
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
fantry,
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
of
that
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event of the death
she is now
now receiving:
that she
Bell,
Mary E.
of
Charles H.
H. Bell,
Bell, helpless
son of
said Mary
E. Bell,
of said
and dependent
dependent son
helpless and
of Charles
the
shall cease
determine:
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
cease and
and determine:
And
provided further,
further, That
That in
death of
E.
of Mary
Mary E.
of the
the death
event of
in the
the event
And provided
Bell
the name
name of
H. Bell
Bell shall be placed on the pension
Charles H.
of said
said Charles
Bell the
roll, subject
subject to the provisions and
and limitations
limitations of the pension laws,
roll,
at
per month
month from
and after
after the
the date
of death
death of
date of
from and
$20 per
rate of
of $20
at the
the rate
said
Mary E.
Bell, to
continue during
period of
helplessness and
of helplessness
the period
during the
to continue
E. Bell,
said Mary
dependency.
dependency.
The name
C. Igo,
of Daniel
of Company
Company
Igo, late
late of
Daniel Igo,
Igo, widow
widow of
of Martha
Martha C.
The
name of
I, Two hundred and eleventh
and Company
Company I,
E,
Regiment, and
eleventh
Eleventh Regiment,
E, Eleventh
a pension
pay her a
Regiment,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
Regiment, Pennsylvania
442S2'—voi, 41—rr
2-4
41-Pr 2-4
44282°-vot
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Pensions.
Abram Brannum.

Pensions.

Elizabeth
th
Murphy.

A.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Lille I. Darling.
Darling.
LillaJ.

James
r mes E. McKenna

E- MKena

J

Pensions.

Mary E. Flint.
Fint.
Annie Myers.

Annie Myers.

Pension increased.
Pension
Increased.
lone
D. Bradley.
IoneD.
Bradley.

Pensions.
Eliza
Elm M.
M.Martin.
Martin

uiaw.
Julia
W. Nchols.
NicholS.
L
Frances Langguth.
rancesngguth

Kate C. Kraig
Kraig.

Kate C.

ChristieFish.
Christie
Pensions
‘va;
Fish.

T. increased .
PeAnns
COhristoph-

erson-

Mary
E. Be
Bell.
M
ar E

ll

Proos.
Provisos.
Increase
ceose on
on
Increase to
to cease
death of child.

death of chld
Pensionto
Pension to child
child on
on
death of mother.
deathofmother.

Martha
c.go.
Martha C.
Igo.
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at the
the rate
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
now receiving:
is now
lieu of
per month
$40 per
of $40
rate of
at
That in
in the
the event
the death
less and
helpless
Igo,,help
death of Mabel Igo
of the
event of
That
onPrided,
Incraseto cease on
additional pension herein
death
of child.
child,
dependent daughter
daughter of said Daniel Igo, the additional
dependent
death of
That in
And
death
Pension
of mother.
to child on granted
granted shall cease and determine:
determine: And
provided further,
further, That
in
ension
d provided
death of mother.
Igo
Mabel
the
event
of
the
death
of
Martha
C.
Igo,
the
said
Mabel
of
name
the
Igo,
C.
Martha
of
death
the
of
event
the
shall be
placed on
the pension
pension roll,
the provisions and
subject to the
roll, subject
on the
be placed
shall
limitations
the pension
laws, at
$20 per month from and
of $20
the rate of
at the
pension laws,
of the
limitations of
the
after
the date
C. Igo,
Igo, to continue during the
Martha C.
said Martha
of said
death of
of death
date of
after the
period of
tendency.
and dependency.
helplessness and
of helplessness
period
George W. Heator.
Eleator.
The
name of
eator, helpless and dependent
dependentson of
o
W. Heator,
George W.
of George
The name
GeorgeW.
Joseph
Heator, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Michilate of
Joseph Heator,
$20
gan
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension at the rate of $20
him a
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
gan Volunteer
receiving.
per
month in
lieu of that he is now receiving.
in lieu
per month
Moorhead, widow
Laura A.
A. Moorhead.
Moorhead.
The
name of
of Laura
Laura A. Moorhead,
widow of Samuel Moorhead,
Moorhead, late
The name
Laura
of
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and pay her
Light Artillery,
York Volunteer
New York
Battery New
Seventh Battery
of Seventh
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
month inlieu
in lieu of that she is now receivper month
aapension
Proviso*.
Moorhead,
ing:
Provided,
That
in
the
event
death of Ida A. Moorhead,
the
of
event
the
in
That
Provided,
ing:
on
cease
ncrato to cease
Increase
Moorhead, the addihelpless
daughter of said Samuel Moorhead,
dependent daughter
helpless and dependent
death of
of child.
hild.
death
provided
determine: And provided
herein granted
granted shall cease
cease and determine:
pension herein
Pension to child on tional
tional pension
Pension
death of mother.
in
t
f
the
death
Laura
A
Moorhead
the
Moorhead,
A.
Laura
of
death
the
of
further
,
That
the
even
o
event
the
further, That in
death of mother
name
said Ida
shall be
placed on
on the pension roll,
be placed
Moorhead shall
A. Moorhead
Ida A.
of said
name Of
subject
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
laws, at the
limitations of the pension laws,
to the
subject to
rate
$20 per
from and
and after
after the
death of
of said
of death
date of
the date
month from
per month
of $20
rate of
Laura
A.
Moorhead,
to
continue
during
the
period
of
helplessness
and
helplessness
of
period
the
during
continue
Laura A. Moorhead, to
dependency.
dependency.
Peso
pension.
The
M. Godfrey,
Edwin J.
J. Godfrey,
Godfrey,
widow of Edwin
Godfrey, widow
Harriet M.
of Harriet
name of
The name
SrietM.
naniet
M. Godfrey.
Godfrey.
Volunteer
late
Company B,
B, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire Volunteer
of Company
late of
Infantry, and
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
her aapension
pay her
and pay
Infantry,
l
'en
ni"reased.
The
name
of
Melissa
E.
Dickinson, widow of Solomon A. Dickinson,
Dickinson,
Melissa
of
name
The
Mninre.e
Melissa E. DickinCavalry,
Regiment
Sixth
I,
son.
of
I
t
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Company
of
late
son.
and pay
pension at
the rate
of $35
month in lieu of that she
$35 per month
rate of
at the
her aapension
pay her
and
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Pension.
The
name
Catherine Osborn,
helpless and
and dependent
daughter
dependent daughter
Osborn, helpless
of Catherine
name of
The
Osborn.
Catherine
Catherine
Regiment
Second
Company
of
late
of
Andrew
J.
Osborn
G,
Regiment ProviProviOsborn,
J.
Post,
—
Andrew
of
Poe, . a pension at the rate of
sional
Miasoilri Militia,
and pay her a
Militia, and.
Enrolled Missouri
sional Enrolled
$20 per
per month.
month.
$20
1
111
,41:
8 98

to CeaSe

on

P.

dependent daughter
The
name of
of Ella
and dependent
daughter of
helpless and
Madden, helpless
Ella D. Madden,
The name
Jersey
New
Regiment
Tenth
Hosea
F.
Madden,
late
of
Company
Regiment
Jersey
B,
Company
of
late
Hosea F. Madden,
month
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month'
Infantry, and
Volunteer
in
receiving.
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
of Frederick
Pensions.
The name of Kathrina Balthasar, former
former widow
widow of
Frederick
Kathrina Balthasar.
Wisconsin
Regiment
Forty-fifth
K,
Helmholt,
of
Company
Forty-fifth
Regiment
Wisconsin
Company
of
late
elmholt,
Kathua Baltha
Volunteer Infantry,
$30 per
and pay her aa pension at the rate of $30
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month.
Margaret Elkins.
Margaret Elkins, widow
widow of Joseph Elkins, late of
The name of Margaret
Margaret Elkins.
Volunteer Cavalry,
Tennessee
Regiment
Company
B,
Thirteenth
Regiment
Tennessee
Volunteer
Cavaliy, and
Thirteenth
Company
pa her a
$30 per month.
pension at the rate of $30
a pension
pay
Annie
M. Kba.
Kimball.
Kimball, late
J. Kimball,
Andrew J.
The name of Annie
Annie M. Kimball,
Kimball, widow of Andrew
late
Annie M.
of
Volunteer Cavalry,
of Companies A and B, First Regiment Maine Volunteer
and
!my her
her a
apension at the rate of $30 per month.
and pay
Margaret L.
Wilson.
The
name of Margaret
Margaret L. Wilson, helpless child of William C.
The name
L. Wilson.
Margaret
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
I,,
Company I
of
.Sixteenth Regiment
Volunteer
Wilson, late
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
apension
pension at the rate of $20 per month.
Infantry,
of
late of
J. White,
Pensions
increased
The name of Sarah
Sarah. J.
White widow of William W. White,
White late
increed.' The
Penoas
Sarah
J. White.
Volunteer Infantry, and
Iowa Volunteer
Company
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
K, Fourteenth
Company K,
that she is
of that
pay her
pension at
$50 per
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay
Proiso.
Provisos.
of Minnie E.
Increase to
Provided, That in the event of the death of
receiving: Provided,
now receiving:
cease on now
to cease
Icrease
of said
White
death
death o
of children.
children.
White and Alice
Alice O. White, helpless and dependent daughters of
the
them,
William
W.
White,
or
in
the
event
of
the
death
of
either
of
them
of
either
of
death
the
of
event
the
in
or
White,
W.
William
Pension to children
And
additional pension
pension herein granted
granted shall cease and determine: 'And
of mother, additional
death of
on death
provided
further, That in the event of the death of Sarah J.
J. White the
providedfurther,
Pension increased.
EllnaD.
Ella
I). Madden.
Madden.
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names of said
said Minnie
Minnie E.
Alice 0.
be placed
on
E. White
White and
and Alice
0. White
White shall
shall be
placed on
the pension
the
pension roll,
the provisions
provisions and
limitations of
of the
the penroll, subject
subject to
to the
and limitations
pension laws,
laws, at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
each from
and after
after the
at the
of $20
month each
from and
the date
date
of death
death of
of said
J. White,
to continue
continue during
period of
of helpsaid Sarah
Sarah J.
White, to
during the
the period
helplessness
and dependency.
dependency.
lessness and
The name of Antoinette
of Henry
Henry J.
Antoinette Flint, widow of
J. Flint,
Flint, late
late of
of Antoinette
Antoinette Flint..
Flint
Company
Twenty-sixth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Company I,
I, Twenty-sixth
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
of $35
per month
month in
of that
that she
she
and
pay her
pension at
rate of
$35 per
in lieu
lieu of
is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
M. Kelly.
Kelly.
The name of Olive M.
M. Kelly, widow
widow of
of George
George Kelly, late
late of
Com- Olive
live M.
The
of Company C,
C, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth Regiment
pany
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
York Volunteer
pay her
her aapension
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
The name
Alice Swinford,
former widow
Swinford, late
The
name of
of Alice
Swinford, former
widow of
of John
John Swinford,
late Alice
Alce Swinford.
Swnford
of Company
Company C,
of
Regiment Missouri
Missouri State
State Militia
Militia Volunteer
Volunteer
C, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Cavalry, and
and pay
Cavalry,
the rate
rate of
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased,
Pensions
Mary E.
The name of Mary E.
E. Watson,
Watson, widow
The
widow of
of George
Watson alias
alias Mary
George M.
M. Watson,
E-. Watson.
atson.
Martin W. Moore,
Moore, late
Martin
late of Company C, Sixth
ear
t
h
.
pweins
R
de
:tm
i: wn oae
ftnt
thiMissouri
Miss
ellr
i
amte
eur
oIfi
Regiment
State
State Militia
Militia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a pension at the rate of
$35
that she
she is
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
C. Deal.
C. Deal,
Deal, helpless child
child of
The name of Amanda C.
of Henry
Deal, late
late Amanda
Henry Deal,
Amanda c.
Deal
of
Company B,
B, Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
and
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $20
per month
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
is
now name
receiving.
of
Margaret A. GulfThe name of Margaret
A. Co
Guilliams,
former
widow of William I. Rams.
la
:et:.
Gimii :an
al C'
form
Six
s.garet A. Gull
Dunfee, late of
of Company
Company G,
G, One
forty-third Regiment
One hundred
hundred and
and forty-third
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
at the
of $30
$30
pension at
the rate
rate of

per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
Increased.
Pension
Elizabeth Walsh.
The name of Elizabeth
J. Walsh, Elabeth
Walsh.
Elizabeth Walsh, helpless child of Michael
Michael J.
late of
of Company
Company M,
M, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
pay her aapension at the
the rate
and pay
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
lieu of
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
she
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
Margrett Mabery.
widow of
of William
William Mabery,
The name of Margrett
Alargrett Mabery, widow
Mabery, late
late of
of Margrett
abery.
Company A,
Mounted Volunteer
Company
A, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Mounted
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company F,
and Company
F, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
pay her
her a
apension
rate of
of $30
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
Hauk.
Hauk, late of Company
Fred Haul.
The name of Fred Hank,
Company C, Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Fred
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at
at the
Indiana Volunteer
the rate
rate of
of
$30
per month.
$30 per
month.
Jinldns.
The name of Elizabeth Jinkins,
Jinkins helpless
helpless child of William Jinkins, Elizabeth Jinkins.
late of Company E, Sixth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment Iowa
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and
at the
the rate
pay her a
apension
pension at
rate of
per month.
month.
of $20
$20 per
The name of Mary
Mary Ann Ellis, former widow of Lewis Ellis, late of Mary Ann Ellis.
Company
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer Infantry,
Company C, Sixth Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her
a pension
pension at
her a
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
at the
of $30
month.
The name
name of
of Cora.
Cora Mitchell,
of Levi
Levi Mitchell,
The
Mitchell, widow
widow of
Mitchell, late
Company Cora Mitchell.
Mitchell.
late of
of Company
A,
Fifty-eighth Regiment
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
A, Fifty-eighth
Regiment United
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
and
pay her
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Katherine Hallbaugh.
widow of
of John Detrick,
The name of Katherine Hallbaugh, former
former widow
Detrick, KathereHallbagh.
late of Company E,
late
E, Ninth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and
Ninth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay her
a pension
pay
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
the rate
month.
increased.
Pension increased_
The name
widow of
W illiam A.
A Mackin,
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah J.
J. Mackin,
Mackin, widow
of William
Mackin, late
late Sarah
Sarah J.J. Mackin.
Mackin.
of Company
of
Company- G,
G, One
hundred and
ninety-second Regiment
Regiment PennPennOne hundred
and ninety-second
sylvania Volunteer
pay her
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
her aa pension
the rate
of
$35 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she i
now receiving.
receiving.
$35
per month
month in
issnow
Pensions.
P
Martiha
ens
Gibson.
The name
of Martha
Martha Gibson,
Gibson, late
late of
The
name of
Gibson, widow
widow of
of John
John H.
H. Gibson,
of Martha Gibson
Company
G,
Thirty-seventh
Regiment,
and
Company
E,
Fifty-fifth
Company
Thirty-seventh
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay
her a
at
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
May
T Barnard
Mary T. Barnard.
The name of Mary
late of
Mary T. Barnard, widow of John Barnard, late
of
Regiment Arkansas
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Company C, Fourth Regiment
Arkansas Volunteer
and pay
pay
of $30 per month.
her a
apension
pension at the rate of
month.
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The name of Mary Sullivan, widow of Cornelius
Cornelius Sullivan,
Sullivan, late
late of
of
Company L, Thirteenth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
her apension at the rate of $30 per month.
increaed
P
Pensions
increased. her a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Ann E.
Middleton
Anna
E. Middleton.
The name of Anna E. Middleton, helpless child of
Middleton,
of James
James Middleton,
late of Company H
H,tEighty-ninth Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
fL pension at the
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
atshe
she
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
of th
that
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Myra E. Chap
Chapman. is
of Myra E. Chapman, widow of William H. Chapman,
The name of
late acting third lieutenant, United States revenue
revenue cutter Joe
Joe Lane,
Lane,
United States Navy, and .. pay her
at the
rate of
of $30
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
per
Pensions.
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that she
lieu of
in lieu
month in
A.
Buk month
Psi
Elizabeth
A. Burke.
beth . Bu.
The name of Elizabeth A. Burke, widow of Michael Burke, late of
of
Company II,
H, First Regiment Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and Two
Two
hundred and forty-sixth
forty-sixth Company, First Battalion
Veteran Reserve
Battalion Veteran
Reserve
Corps,
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
A.geii Latty.
Angeline
L.tty.
Corps, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $30
The name of Angeline Latty, widow of John Latty, late of Company
Company
C, First Regiment Alabama
Alabama Volunteer
pay her
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
her aa penpension
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
sion at
ary A. Strome.
Mary
Strome.
The name of Mary
Mau A. Strome, former widow of Alfred Hunter,
Hunter, late
late
of Company
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Company C, Fifty-ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Pension Increased.
.
and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per
per month.
month.
Sarah A. Surface.
Sarah A. Surface.
The name of
of Sarah
Sarah A. Surface, widow of Fla
Flavius
vius S. T. Surface, late
of Company
Company G,
Seventy-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infant
G, Seventy-third
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay her a
apension at the
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
the rate
rate of
that she
she
is now receiving
receiving and $6 per month additional on
of the
the minor
on account of
minor
child of
of said
said Flavius
T. Surface
Surface until
she reaches
reaches the
of sixteen
sixteen
Prosvom.
Provisos.
child
Flavius S.
S. T.
until she
the age
age of
Increase to ceaseaon
years:
That in
the event
event of
the death
death of
of Maude
Maude L.
L. Surf
ace ,
a of child.
tod
years: Provided,
Provided That
in the
of the
Surface,
death
helpless child
child of said Flavins
Flavius S. T. Surface, the additional
helpless
additional pension
pension
Pension to child on
daAPiottoe
herein
shall cease
herein, granted
granted shall
cease and
and determine:
determine: And
And provided
provided further,
further,
death of mother.
That in the event of the death of Sarah
A. Surface,
the name
name of
Sarah A.
Surface, the
of said
said
L.
Surface
shall
be
placed
on
the
pension
roll,
subject
to the
the
Maude
L.
Surface
shall
be
placed
on
the
pension
roll,
subject
to
Pensionas.
Pensions.
idelia A.
A.Boyd.
Boyd.
Fidelia
provisions and limitations of
the pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per
of the
pension laws, at
$20 per
month from and after the date of
A. Surface.
Surface.
of death
death o
offsaid
said Sarah
Sarah A.
The name of Fidelia A. Boyd, former widow of
late
of Volney Baker,
Baker, late
of Company
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Company C, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
David HirshIon.
Rushlon.
Infantry,
pay her
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $30
David
The name of David Rushlon,
enrolled as David Rushton, late
R-ushlon enrolled
late of
of
Company C, Eighty-eighth
Eighty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pa
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
eorge Bowen.
Bowe
pahim
a pension
of $30
George
of George
George Bowen,
Battery, Vermont
Vermont
Thee name
name of
Bowen, late
late of
of Second
Second Battery,
Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay him aapension at the rate
Volunteer
of $30
$30
rate of
per
per month.
month.
Elizabeth Shaffer.
Eliabeth Safer.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Shaffer, former
former widow
widow of
of George
George W.
W. Bennett,
Bennett,
late of Company F, One hundred
hundred and fifty-second
fifty-second Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the
of $30
per
a pension
the rate of
$30 per
month.
Flora B. McCain.
Flora B. McCain.
The name
The
name of Flora B. McCain, widow of Thomas J.
J. McCain, late of
of
Company
L, Third Regiment
Company L,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
$30 per
month.
E. Cleveland
ar E.
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
Mary
Cleveland. her
. The name of Mary K
E. Cleveland, former widow of George
Hull,
George A. Hull,
late of Company C, First Battalion, Maine
Maine Volunteer Infantry, and
and
pay
her a
at the
the rate
ra t
e of$30 per mont h.
Harriet L.
pa her
a pension
pension at
L. Cob.
Cobb.
of $30 per month.
The name of Harriet L. Cobb, former widow of Jedekiah
Jedekiah Crocker,
late of Company F, One hundred and twenty-first Regiment
Regiment New
New
York Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
a pension at
$30
per
Margaret Gre.
per month.
month.
Gress.
The name of Margaret
Margaret Gress, widow of Adam Gress
Gress, late of
of ComComNinety-seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
pany H, Ninety-seventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per
per month.
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Rhoda A.
HUIL110A. Husnne
eoda
Hunnewell, well.
The
name of
of Rhoda
The name
Rhoda A. Hunnewell,
Hannewell, widow of
of John B.
B. Hunnewell,
late
Company H,
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
late of Company
H, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Infantry,
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
and
pay her
pension at
$30 per
Meda
E. Dodge.
e
da . DodgeS. Dodge, late of Com- M
Meda E. Dodge, widow of Asa S.
The name of IVIeda
pany
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
her
pany G,
G, Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Maine
pay her
$30 per month.
aa pension
pension at
at the rate of $30
Ma
Martha Benefiel.
rtha Benefiel.
late of
Hiram A.
widow of
The
Martha Benefiel,
Benefiel, widow
of Hiram
A. Benefiel,
Benefiel, late
of
of Martha
The name
name of
Company C,
C, Fifty-ninth
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
and
Fifty-ninth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
her aapension
pension at
pay
Charles Weide.
T
he name
name of
Waide, late of Company
Company I, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth CharlesWade.
The
of Charles Waide,
Regiment
New York
and pay
pension at
pay him
him a
a pension
at
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
the
per month.
Pension increased
Pension increased.
T. H. wa.
Wit
The
Williams, Samuel T.
John Williams,
helpless child
child of
of John
T. H.
H. Williams,
Williams, helpless
of Samuel
Samuel T.
The name
name of
m
In- hams.
han
Volunteer InRegiment Illinois Volunteer
late of
of Company
Company G,
Eighty-third Regiment
G, Eighty-third
late
fantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20 per month
month in lieu
fantry,
of
that he
he is
is now
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
ensons
Pensions.
Mary J.. Cooper.
cooper.
The name
widow of
B. Cooper
late of
of Mary
Cooper,, late
of James
James B.
J. Cooper,
Cooper, widow
name of
of Mary
Mary J.
The
Company
One hundred
hundred and
and twenty-second
Regiment Ohio Voltwenty-second Regiment
Company D,
D, One
unteer
Infantry.,and
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month. Sabina
unteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
abina Wade.
ade.
The name of Sabina Wade, former widow of William G. Hutton,
late
Company H,
H, Thirty-eighth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
late of
of Company
Infantry,, and
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
per month.
Pension increased.
Infantry,
and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
of $30
month.
$30 per
Pension
increased.
Griffin.
Martha Jane Griffin.
Griffin, Martha
George Griffin,
child of
helpless child
Griffin, helpless
The
name of
Jane Griffui,
of George
of Martha
Martha Jane
The name
late
K, One
One hundred
hundred and tenth Regiment Ohio VolunCompany.K,
late of Company
teer Infantry
a.nsion
her a
pension at the rate of $20 per month in
teer
Infantry and pay her
lieu of
that she
is now
lieu
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Grisamore.
Belle Grisamore.
former widow
Belle Grisamore,
name of
The
The name
of Belle
Grisamore, former
widow of Lewis C. Good, late Belle
Indiana Volof Company
hundred and
Regiment Indiana
and forty-fifth
forty-fifth Regiment
One hundred
Company C,
C, One
of
unteer
Tnfantry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
unteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
month. A
d ei a M.
Whit.
Addle
H. WhitThe name
of Adelia
Adelia M.
of Charles
B. Whitcomb,
Whitcomb, comb.
comb.
Charles B.
widow of
Whitcomb, widow
M. Whitcomb,
name of
The
late
Company C,
First Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
C, First
late of Company
and pay
pension at
of $30
per month.
month.
and
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Mary Lyons.
Lyons.
late of
of Companies
Companies Mary
Lyons, late
of John
name of
The name
The
of Mary Lyons,
Lyons, widow
widow of
John Lyons,
H and
A, Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth. Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
H
and A,
her
of $35
$35 per
per month in lieu of that she is now
at the rate of
a pension
pension at
her a
receiving.
Rosanna Miller.
The
The name of Rosanna Miller, helpless child of Joseph Miller, late
of Company
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy ArRegiment Connecticut
of
Company I, Second Regiment
tillery,
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
tillery, and pay her aapension
that
receiving.
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
M. Ferry.
Ferry.
Julia M.
late Julia
The
M. Ferry,
widow of
of David
E. Ferry,
Ferry, late
David E.
former widow
Ferrv, former
of Julia
Julia M.
name of
The name
of
D, Fifth
Fifth Battalion,
Battalion, Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
of Company
Company D,
Holmes.
Mary Holmes.
her aapension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Mary
O. Holmes, late
The name
former widow of John 0.
Holmes, former
of Mary Holmes,
The
name of
Inof Company
Company F,
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer InF, Forty-seventh
of
increased.
fantry, and
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
at the
of $30
fantry,
and pay
pay her
Pensions increased.
Fogarty.
Michael Fogarty.
The name
name of
of Michael
Michael Fogarty,
Fogarty, helpless
helpless child
Patrick Fogarty,
Fogarty, Michael
child of
of Patrick
The
late
of Company
Company G,
G, First
Regiment Minnesota
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Minnesota Volunteer
First Regiment
late of
and
pay him
at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that he
him a
a pension at
and pay
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
JesseByely
Jesse Byerly.
The name
name of
Jesse Byerly,
Byerly, helpless
helpless child
child of
of Benjamin
Benjamin Byerly,
late
Byerly, late
of Jesse
The
Pennsylvania
Company E,
E,One hundred and thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
of Company
Volunteer infantry,
and pay
him a
at the
the rate
rate of $20
per
$20 per
pension at
a pension
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month in
that he
he is
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
ension.
Pension.
M. Evans.
Lillian M.
Evans.
late Lillian
of William
The
of Lillian
Evans, widow of
William W. Evans,
Evans, late
M. Evans,
Lillian M.
The name
name of
of Company
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
ninety-seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
and ninety-seventh
of
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension at
at the rate of $30 per
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
Pensions
Pensions increased
increased.
Eva Shaw.
Shaw.
captain and Ea
J. Shaw, late captain
of Eva Shaw, widow
widow of John J.
name of
The name
commissary
subsistence, United
United States Volunteers,
Volunteers, and pay her aa
of subsistence,
commissary of
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pension at
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
now
is now
of that
in lieu
per month
$35 per
of $35
rate of
the rate
at the
pension
receiving.
receiving.
Martha J.
The name
J. Morrow,
Morrow, widow of William W. Morrow,
Morrow, late
Martha J.
of Martha
name of
The
Morow.
J. Morrow.
of
Company
C,
Thirty-third
Regiment
Iowa
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Infantry,
of Company C, Thirty-third Regiment Iowa Volunteer
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$35
per
month
in
lieu
of
is
she
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
$35
of
rate
the
at
pay her a pension
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
William P.
dddL
My.
WJ. Weddel
Mary
The name of Mary J.
3. Weddel,
Weddel, helpless
helpless child of William
P. Weddel,
late
of
Company
A
?
Twelfth
Regiment
Michigan
Volunteer
Infantry,
late of Company A, Twelfth Regiment Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
that she
of
lieu
in
month
per
$20
of
rate
the
at
a
pension
her
and pay
is now
now receiving,
receiving.
is
Pensions.
Emma
The name
Bridgett, widow
of Sylvanus
Sylvanus Bridgett,
Bridgett, late
of
late of
widow of
Emma Bridgett,
of Emma
name of
The
Bridgett.
m Bridgett
Company
D, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Artillery, and
Heavy Artillery,
Volunteer Heavy
Ohio Volunteer
Company D,
pay
at the
the rate
rate of
month and $6
$6 per month
per month
$30 per
of $30
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
additional
on account
account of
of said
Bridgett
Sylvanus Bridgett
said Sylvanus
child of
minor child
the minor
of the
additional on
until he
he reaches
pension to
lieu
be inlieu
to be
such pension
all such
years, all
sixteen years,
of sixteen
age of
the age
reaches the
until
of that
that now
being paid
under minor's
certificate numbered
numbered seven
seven
minor's certificate
paid under
now being
of
hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, on account
account
one hundred
thousand one
twenty-thousand
and twenty
hundred and
of
soldier's minor
minor child.
child.
of soldier's
Zones&
T.Do
Dillen.
The name
of Louesa
T. Dillen,
Charles M.
of
late of
Dillen, late
M. Dillen,
of Charles
widow of
Dillen, widow
Louesa T.
name of
The
ooa T.
Company
Volunteer Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Forty-eighth Regiment
A, Forty-eighth
Company A,
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30.per month.
rate of
a pension
pay
Tension Increased.
Hanmore
Verna Hanmore.
The name
name of
Verna Hanmore,
Hanmort?, helpless
h Ipless child of David Hanmore,
of Verna
The
HaSn
vena
Volunteer Mounted
late
Second Regiment New York Volunteer
of Company G, Second
late of
$20
Rifles and pay her a
apension at the rate
rate of $
20 per month in lieu of
Rifles,

that
;he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
Larimer,
The
name of
Rebecca J.
Kohn, former widow of Obadiah Lorimer,
J. Kohn,
of Rebecca
The name
late of
of Company
Company C,
Sixty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
C, Sixty-second
late
Tensions increased.
and
pennon at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
.ase
Pensins
child of Uriah Jones, late of
'William Jones.
Jones.
The
name of
Jones, helpless child
William Jones,
of William
The name
wiam
Company F,
F, Fifty-sixth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and pay
Ohio Volunteer
Fifty-sixth Regiment
Company
him apension
the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that he is now
at the
a pension at
him
receiving.
receiving.
HomerHome
Hoover.
The name
Homer Hoover,
of James
of
late of
Hoover, late
James Hoover,
child of
helpless child
Hoover, helpless
of Homer
name of
The
oove
Company
One hundred
seventy-third Regiment Ohio Volunhundred and seventy-third
G, One
Company G,
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
teer
receiving.
of that he is now receiving.
lieu
Pensions.
Grace
M. Bacon.
The
Bacon widow of Americus
Americus V. Bacon,
Bacon, late of
of
M. Bacon,
Grace M.
of Grace
name of
The name
Bacn.
GrasM.
Second Regiment 'Maine Volunteer Cavalry, and ComCompany.B, Second
pany F,
Eighth Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at
and pay her aapension at
Maine Volunteer
F, Eighth
pany
the rate of $30 per month.
Harriet
The name
name of
of Harriet S. Parker,
Parker, late
of
late of
Charles Parker,
widow of
of Charles
Parker, widow
Harriet
arS. .
arrt S.. Parker.
Company G,
G, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Company
pay
the rate
rate of $30
$30 per month.
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
d.
Pension
Pension increased.
of Sarah
Sarah C. Wilson, widow of John Wilson, late of ComThe
Sarah C. wuson.
Wilson.
The name of
Artillery,
pany
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Third Regiment Pennsylvania
pany M, Third
and pay her aapension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that she
receiving.
is now receiving.
Pension,
is
Pension,
L°uisaJa12811°Inles
Holmes, widow of Alfred D. Holmes,
Holmes, late
LouisaJane Holmhs.• The name of Louisa Jane Holmes,
twenty-second Regiment
of Company
hundred and twenty-second
Regiment Illinois
Tllinois
One hundred
I, One
of
Company I,
Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
per
Volunteer
cred. month.
Pension
Pnon increased.
Ann Gettings, helpless child of Nelson Gettings,
Mary Ann Gettings.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary Ann
The name
Gettings.
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
late of Company
Company K, First Regiment
Volunteer Light Artillery,
and
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she
and pay her a
Pensions
is
is now receiving.
Pensions.
child of
J. Smith, helpless child
The name of
Lucinda J.. Smith.
Lucinda
of Lucinda 3.
of James
James T.
T. Smith,
Smith,
late
Volunteer Infantry,
late of Company A, Fortieth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay her
apension
roension at
of $20
per month.
month.
$20 per
rate of
the rate
at the
her a
Nancy A. E. ShaShank- and
The name of Nancy A. E. Shanklin, widow of John S. Shanklin,
in.
tn.
Ninety-first Regiment Illinois
late of Company
Company I, Ninety-first
TIlinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
•
-enion.
Tension.
Rebecca
c T.. Sohn.
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The name
helpless child
child of
of Brice
Brice Miller,
of Pensions
increased.
Peionstinreased.
Miller, late
late of
Miller, helpless
of Sibba
Sibba Miller,
The
name of
Sibba Miller.
Company
H, Third
State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Company H,
Third Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri State
her
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
is now
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
lieu of
that she
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Catherine
Catherine Varner,
helpless child
Newton J.
Varner, Catheine
Catherine Vamer.
Vaner.
of Newton
J. Varner,
Varner, helpless
child of
The
late
of Company
Eighteenth Regiment
Volunteer InK, Eighteenth
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Inlate of
Company K,
fantry,
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
of
her aapension
pension at
at the
$20 per
per month
month in
fantry, and
that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions
The name
name of
E. Hudson,
of Minor
of Anna E.
E. Hudson.
Hudson.
late of
widow of
Minor Hudson
Hudson, late
of Anna
Anna E.
Hudson, widow
The
Company
F, Ninetieth
Ninetieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Company F,
Regiment New
New York.
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay
her aapension
pay her
pension at
at the
$30 per
per month.
month.
Gideon
C. Lewis.
the rate
rate of
of $30
ideon C.
Lewis.
The
I, Eighteenth
The name of Gideon
Gideon C. Lewis,
Lewis, late of
of Company I,
Eighteenth RegiRegipension at the rate
ment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
of $30
per month.
of
$30 per
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
The
of Susan
Susan M.
M. Drake,
widow of
of Charles
of Susan
M.Drake.
B. Drake,
Drake, late
late of
usan M.
Drake, widow
Charles B.
The name
name of
Company
Ninety-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
and
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company B,
B, Ninety-fifth
pay her
pension at
of $35
$35 per
per month in
in lieu of that she
she is
pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
now receiving
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The
name of
Marvin, former
widow of
of Edward
Edward 0.
Liie C.. Marvin.
Marvin.
O. CrossCross- Lillie
former widow
The name
of Lillie
Lillie C.
C. Marvin,
man, late
E, First
Regiment Connecticut
First Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer
man,
late of
of Company
Company E,
Heavy
pay her
her a
the rate
of $30
per month.
month. Joeph
Joseph Ford.
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
Ford.
The
name of
Third Regiment
Regiment
of Joseph
Joseph Ford,
Ford, late of Company
Company G, Third
The name
Potomac Home
Potomac
Home Brigade
Brigade Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month, the
the same
same to
be paid
withaa. pension
at the
rate of
per month,
to be
paid him
him without
alleged erroneous
erroneous payout deduction
deduction or rebate
rebate on
on account
account of
of former
former alleged
payments
ments of
of pension.
pension.
Louisana ThompThomp
n
The name
name of
Thompson, widow
widow of
of CyrussB.
son..
B. Thompson,
Thompson, so
of Louisana
Louisana Thompson,
The
late of
Infantry,
F, Fortieth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
late
of Company
Company F,
pension at
at the
and pay her a
apension
the rate of $30 per month.
Manore.
Daisy lianore.
The name of Daisy Manore,
Manore helpless dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of Frank
RegiManore
Ninety-fifth and Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh RegiManore, late of Company D, Ninety-fifth
a pension
ments Illinois
illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the rate
of $20
$20 per month, payable
payable only to a
alegally appointed
appointed guardian
guardian during
Ann Bullard.
period of
of incompetency.
incompetency.
period
The
of .Ann
Bullard, former
of
Adam Jack,
Jack, late of
name of
Ann Bullard,
former widow of Adam
The name
F, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company F,
per month.
month.
and pay her a
apension at the rate of $30 per
Marjorie A.
Marorie
A.Baker.
The
Marjorie A.
A. Baker,
Baker, widow
late of
of
The name
name of
of Marjorie
widow of
of Seldon
Seldon C. Baker, late
Company K,
K, Thirty-ninth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company
Thirty-ninth Regiment
pay her
pension at
83'0 per
per month.
month.
pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
J
Lego.
The
of Jennie
Lego, widow
widow of
of John
John William
William Lego,
Lego, alias
aliasJennie
JenieLego
name of
Jennie Lego,
The name
Lago, late
L and
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment
E, Fourteenth
William Lago,
late of Companies
Companies L
and E,
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay her
her aa pension
pension at the rate
Pennsylvania Volunteer
of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Mary E. Martin.
Martin.
of $30
The
name of
Mary E.
Andrew Martin
late of
Martin, late
of
widow of
of Andrew
of Mary
E. Martin,
Martin, widow
The name
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company A,
•
Company
A, Eighty-third
Eighty-third Regiment
Regiment New
and
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
and pay
pay'her
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
Sophia A. Lint.
$30 per
Sophia A. Lint, widow
widow of Conrad
Conrad Lint, late of ComThe name of
of Sophia
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
her
pany H,
II, Eightieth
Eightieth Regiment
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
month.
Anna Efner.
the rate
per month.
aapension
S30 per
The
name of
of Anna
of Henry
Henry Efner,
Efner, late
late of ComEfner, widow
widow of
The name
Anna Efner,
pany K,
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
Regiment Iowa
K, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
pany
Eliza
Murphy.
pay her aapension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
ElizaMurphy.
The name
of Eliza
Eliza Murphy,
widow of
Timothy Sullivan,
Sullivan,
former widow
of Timothy
name of
Murphy, former
The
late
of Company
Company I,
and Company
Company K,
K, One
One
I, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment,
Regiment, and
late of
Regiment, Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay
hundred and fortieth Regiment,
hundred
Anna Smith.
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
her
a pension
pension at
her a
at the
rate of
per month.
The
of Anna
Smith, former
widow of Samuel
of
Samuel Jones,
Jones, late
late of
The name
name of
Anna Smith,
former widow
Company
Second Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted Rifles,
Company B, Second
and
her a
pension at the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
and pay
pay'her
a pension
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The
of Anna
Anna Boone,
Boone, widow of John
John Boone,
Boone, late of Company
Company
name of
The name
Heavy
Volunteer
K,
Thirteenth
Regiment
United
Colored
Volunteer Heavy
States
United
Regiment
K, Thirteenth
Artillery, and
pay her
her a
pension
at
the
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
of
$30
rate
the
at
a
pension
pay
and
Artillery,
.
Pensioni
Pension increased.
The name
name of
Mary.Ann
Fuller, widow
widow of
of Wilber W. Fuller, late of
Mary
Fuller.
Ann Fuller,
of Mary
The
Am Fler.
Mary Ann
Company
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Michigan Volunteer
Twelfth Regiment
C, Twelfth
Company C,
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month in lieu of that she is
of $30
a pension
pension at
her a
pay
receiving.
now receiving.
Pensions.
Humbert,
of Joseph
widow of
Elizabeth
F. HmHumF. Humbert, widow
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth F.
name of
The name
Elabeth F.
Joseph D.
D. Humbert,
bert.
late of
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
Regiment Pennninety-first Regiment
and ninety-first
Company I,
of Company
late
sylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
the rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
her a
Infantry, and
sylvania Volunteer
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
Bessie U. Thror.
Trenor.
Bassiel.
The
of Bessie
Henry H. Trenor, late
of Henry
widow of
Trenor, widow
M. Trenor,
Bessie M.
name of
The name
first
lieutenant of
E and F, First Regiment New York
York
Companies E
of Companies
first lieutenant
Engineers, and
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
of $30
rate of
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
Engineers,
Robinson.
Emily Robinon.
The
Robinson, former widow of George P. Thornton,
Thornton,
Emily Robinson,
of Emily
name of
The name
late
of Company
F, First
First Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Cavalry,
Volunteer Cavalry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Company F,
late of
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
and pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per
Amanda
Burlett.
manda Burlett
The
Joseph A. Burlett, late
Burlett, widow of Joseph
Amanda Burlett,
of Amanda
name of
The name
of Company
Company B,
B, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
ills.
nnie FMK
Annie
The
.Annie Hills, widow
M Hills, late of Comwidow of Francis M.
of Annie
name of
The name
pany M,
M, Second
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
Regiment Pennsylvania
Second Regiment
pany
Regiment Pennsylwith. Mexico,
Mexico and lieutenant
Forty-fifth Regiment
lieutenant colonel Forty-fifth
with
vania
pay her aa pension at the rate of $30
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
vania Volunteer
Pension increased.
Increased.
per month.
month.
per
Pensio
Sherman G.
of
son of
The name of Sherman
o. RamJobaean
Sherman G. Johnson,
Johnson helpless
helpless and dependent son
a:M.
Simon P.
P. Johnson,
Johnson, late
late of CompaniI,
Company I, Eighth Regiment Tennessee
Simon
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
a pension at the rate of $20 per
pay him a
Cavalry, and
Volunteer
that he is now receiving.
month in
in lieu of that
month
Pensios.
Pensions.
Martha 7. Sutherwidow of George
The name
name of
of Martha
Sutherland, former
former widow
George W.
J. Sutherland,
Martha J.
The
adrtha J. Suth
land.
SpFelman,
Second Regiment
Regiment Potomac
Potomac Home
Speelman, late of Company H, Second
Brigade,
Maryland Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aa pension at
at
Volunteer Infantry,
Brigade, Maryland
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
the
Rhoda
Rhoda A.
A. Be.
Beatty.
Beatty,, widow of Samuel T. Beatty, late
Rhoda A. Beatty
The name of Rhoda
. B
Emergency
Pennsylvania Emergency
of
Thirty-sixth Regiment,
Regiment, Pennsylvania
of Company
Company H, Thirty-sixth
Militia
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Infantry,
Militia
Coop.
Susanah
Susanah Cooper.
oo
of Susanah Cooper, widow of Jesse Cooper,
Cooper, alias William
The name of
.
Harris late of Company K, Tenth Regiment, and Company
Company G,
Harris,
Infantry, and pay her aapenFifty-ninth Regiment,
Regiment, Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Fifty-ninth
sion
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
the rate
at the
sion at
ays.
Marinda
Marinda E. Hays.
Hays, former widow of John W. Sabin,
Marinda E. Hays
The name of Marinda
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company B, Fortieth Regiment
late of
and pay
pay her
at the
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
pension at
her aapension
and
wrt.
Lula V.Wabawright.
Lulav.wa
Lula V. Wainwright,
Wainwright, former widow of William T.
The name of Lula
Regiment United States
H.
Wainwright, late of Company G, Second Regiment
H. Wainwright,
a pension at the rate of $30 per
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
month and $6 per month additional on account
account of the minor child of
reaches the age of sixteen
said William T. H. Wainwright
Wainwright until she reaches
under
years, all such pension to be in lieu of that now being paid under
twenty-three thoucertificate numbered seven hundred and twenty-three
minor's certificate
account of the soldier's minor
sand two
two hundred
hundred and
and ten
on account
minor child.
ten on
sand
Pension increased.
William L. Colrider,
of William
widow of
The name
of Sebra
Colrider, widow
Collider, late of
Sebra Colrider,
name of
The
SebraCoirider.
Sebra
Colrider.
Battery
E, West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay her a
a
Battery E,
i
n lieu of that she is now rerate of $35 per month in
pension at the rate
ceiving.
ceving.
Pensions.
Julia
The name of Julia
Dun.
The
Julia S. Dunn, former widow of George W. Graham,
Graham,
JuiaS.S. Dunn.
Infantry,
late of Company C, Sixth Regiment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Virginia Volunteer
and Company F, First Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
Volunteer Light
Light
Artillery, and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Anna
Boone.
Anna Boone.
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The name
of Julia
Julia Agnes
widow of
of Charles
Charles W. Held,
Held, late of
Agnes Held,
Held, widow
name of
The
United
States Navy,
Navy, and
her a
pension at the rate
per
rate of
of $30 per
a pension
pay her
and pay
United States
month.
month.
The
of Adelia
Adelia E.
of Joseph
Joseph W.
W. Lindsey,
Lindsey,
widow of
E. Lindsey,
Lindsey, widow
name of
The name
late
first lieutenant
Regiment Ohio
Forty-eighth Regiment
Company B, Forty-eighth
of Company
lieutenant of
late first
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
$35 per
per
the rate
rate of $35
a pension
pension at the
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
lieu of
month in
in lieu
The name
name of
of George
George S.
late of
Company K.
IC ? TwentyTwentyof Company
S. Holbrook,
Holbrook, late
The
fifth Regiment
penhim aa penand pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
Regiment Wisconsin
fifth
sion at the
the rate of $30 per month.
sion
The
Rebecca B.
Tooley, widow
of Patrick
Patrick H. Tooley,
widow of
B. Tooley,
of Rebecca
name of
The name
Tenth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
late of
of Company K, Tenth
Artillery,
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer
and Company G, Twentieth Regiment
Artillery, and
Cavalry,
and pay
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
at the
the rate
her aapension
pension at
pay her
Cavalry, and
The name
name of
Rebecca J.
Kaylor'widow
Kaylor' alias
F. Kaylor,
Samuel F.
widow of Samuel
J. Kaylor,
of Rebecca
The
Samuel Furry,
Furry, late
of Company
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan
B, Twenty-fourth
late of
Company B,
Samuel
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
McLaughlin's squadron,
Ohio
squadron, Ohio
A, McLaughlin's
Company A,
Infantry, and
Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her
her a
rate of
month.
of $30
$30 per
per month.
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
Cavalry, and
and pay
Volunteer
The name
of Eliza
Eliza C.
Spears, widow
widow of
of ComComSpears, late
late of
of Simon
Simon Spears,
C. Spears,
The
name of
pany I,
I, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
and pay
pay her
her aa
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Michigan Volunteer
pany
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
pension
The
name of
Goodbrand, former
widow of
of Charles
Charles Myers,
Myers,
former widow
of Ellen
Ellen Goodbrand,
The name
late of
hundred and
fiftieth Regiment
New York
York
Regiment New
and fiftieth
G, One
One hundred
late
of Company
Company G,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
p•nsion. of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
a pension
Volunteer
Infantry, and
The name
widow of
of Charles
McDowell, late
of
late of
Charles McDowell,
of Alice
Alice McDowell,
McDowell, widow
The
name of
Company
pay her
her
and pay
York Engineers,
Engineers, and
Regiment New
New York
M, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Company M,
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
aapension
pension at
The name
name of
of James
James Bennett,
late of
Bennett, late
widow of
Bennett, widow
of Nancy
Nancy Bennett,
The
Volunteer
Regiment, Ohio Volunteer
Company
hundred and eleventh Regiment,
G, One
One hundred
Company G,
$30 per
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
pension at
at the rate
rate of $30
a pension
Infantry,
and pay her a
Independent
The
Samuel W. Hayden, late private Sixth Independent
The name of Samuel
Company Ohio
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
pay him
Sharpshooters, and
Volunteer Sharpshooters,
Ohio Volunteer
Company
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
that he
he is
is now
receiving
of that
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
per month
the
The name
name of
Emma A.
Briles, former
former widow
widow of
of George
Wubbard,
George E.
E. Hubbard,
A. Briles,
of Emma
The
late
second lieutenant
lieutenant of
of Company
Company E,
E, One
One hundred
and fifty-third
fifty-third
hundred and
late second
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
the
at the
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
rate of $30 per month.
The name
name of
Mary S.
Frame, former
widow of
of James
James A. Wyant,
S. Frame,
former widow
of Mary
The
late
of Company
Company E,
E, One
hundred and
fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
and fifteenth
One hundred
late of
her aa pension at the rate of $30 per
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
mon th.
of Wellington
The
name of Eliza
Wellington G. Sprague,
Eliza L. Sprague, widow of
The name
late major
States Army
Army (retired),
corporal Company
Company A,
A,
late
major United
United States
(retired), also
also corporal
v isconsin IHeavy
First Wisconsin
Heavy Artillery, captain
captain Company
Company H.
H, United States
Six teenth United States Infantry
Colored
Infantry, second lieutenant Sixteenth
Colored Infantry,
a pension at
and pay her a
and Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth United
at
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
United States
and
the
of $30 per month.
the rate of
The
Company
The name of Julia A. Loyd, widow of Milton Loyd, late of Company
K, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
K,
$30 per
per month.
a
pension at the
rate of
of $30
the rate
a pension
The
of Louisa
Louisa E.
E. Prickett,
Prickett, widow
William W.
W. Prickett,
widow of William
The name
name of
Infantry,
late of
of Company
I, Fifty-first
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Fifty-first Regiment
Company I,
late
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
and pay
pay her a
and
dependent daughter of
The
Emma Call,
Call, helpless
helpless and dependent
name of
of Emma
The name
Cyrus T.
T. Call,
Call, late
Ohio
One hundredth
hundredth Regiment Ohio
K, One
late of
of Company
Company K,
Cyrus
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per
month.
The name
name of
Mary C.
C. Donley, widow of Levi Donley, late of Comof Mary
The
pany
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
B, Thirty-eight
Thirty-eight Regiment
Regiment Ohio
pany B,
her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.

1489
Julia Agnes Held.

Pension increased.
increased.

Adelia E.
Adelia
E. Lindsey.
Lindsey.

Pensions.
Pensions.
George S.
Holbrook.
George
S. Holbrook.

Rebecca B.
Tooley.
B. Tooley.
Rebecca

Rebecca J.
J. Kaylor.
Kaylor.
Rebecca

Eliza C.
Eliza
C. Spears.
Spears.

Ellen
Goodbrand.
Ellen Goodbrand.

Alice
Alice McDowell.
McDowell.

Nancy
Bennett.
Nancy Bennett.

Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
Samuel W.
W. Hayden.
Hayden.
Samuel

Pensions.
Pensions.
Emma A.
Emma
A. Briles.
Bribe.

Mary
Mary S.
S. Frame.
Frame.

Eliza L.
L. Sprague.
Sprague.
Eliza

Julia A.
A. Loyd.
Loyd.
Julia

E. Prickett.
Louisa
Prickett.
Louisa E.

Emma
Emma Call.
Call.

Mary C.
C. Donley.
Donley.
Mary
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The name
late of
name of Atala
Atala F. Allen, widow of James A. Allen, late
of
Company
Ninety-second Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company I,
I, Ninety-second
Regiment New
New York
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
and
pay her
her aapension
$30 per
Minna Bechtold.
The name of Minna Bechtold, former widow
widow of
of Frederick
Frederick Dorr,
Dorr,
late of Company C, Fourth Regiment, and
and Company
Company G,
G, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth
Regiment, Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at
Regiment,
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
inced
Pensionso
increased.
the rate of $30 per month.
Lillie
May Fillsld.
The
of Iiili *e May
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
Fifield, helpless
May Fifield,
name of-Lillie
The name
ilme Maryeld.
of Henry Fifield, late of Company D, First Regiment
Michigan
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Cavalry,
$20 per
month
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
receiving.
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
son
E.
dria May
MtY 1Williani.
Edna May
The name of
of Edna
witEdna
May Williamson,
Williamson, helpless and dependent
dependent daughdaughter of Horace
Horace Williamson
Seventh Independent
Battery,
Williamson, late of Seventh
Independent Battery,
Ohio Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
$20 per
in leu
lieu of
that she
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
she is
of that
month in
per month
$20
pensios
Pensions.
Mary M. Hancock.
MaryM.Hancok.
The
The name of Mary
Mary M. Hancock, former widow of Granville
Granville S.
Hancock, late of Company II,
Kentucky VolunVolunH, Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
teer
month.
teer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate
rate of
of $30 per
per month.
Mary E.
E. Harding.
Harding.
May
The name of Mary
Mary E. Harding, former widow of Laban
Laban N. Harding,
alias Newton Hardin, late of Company
Company A, One hundred and thirtysecond Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
at
of $30
per month.
Margaret
A.
Davis.
Margare A. DaI
The
A. Davis,
Davis, widow
of Wilson
Wilson H.
H. Davis,
Davis late
The name
name of
of Margaret
Margaret A.
widow of
of Company F, Second
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Second Regiment
her a
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
a pension
^wiiamBnckw'
The
name of William
dependent
William Buckwheat '
William Buckwheat,
Buckwheat, junior, helpless and dependent
Jr.
son of Benona Sarazin
Buck-wheat, late of Company
Sarazin, alias William
William Buckwheat,
Company
A, One hundred and thirty-second
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
thirty-second Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per month.
Charlotte
The
name of
widow of
John A.
Mallory, late
chotteLL Mallory.
Mory.
The name
of Charlotte
Charlotte I.I. Mallory,
Mallory, widow
of John
A. Mallory,
late
of Company B, Third Battalion, Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment United States
Infantry, and Company
Company A, One hundred and eighty-ninth
eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $30
$30
Pension Metes
ised,
Per.sons.
per month.
Mary L. Lake."a•
The name of Mary L. Lake, widow of Joseph S. Lake, late of ComRegiment Iowa Volunteer
pany F, Twentieth her
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
a pension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that
a
she is
that she
is now
now receivPension.
inf
Pension.
in
Lucretia A. Crum.
Luetia A. Crum.
m heename of Lucretia
Lucretia A. Crum,
Crum widow of Amos Crum, late second
second
lieutenant
lieutenant of Guthrie's
Guthrie's unattached
unattached Company.A
A Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Drafted
enilons increased.
vncease.Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate
Pensions
rate of $30 per month.
month.
Frances M. Venable.
F. Venable,
The name of Frances M. Venable, widow of George F.
late of Company A,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
AlSecond Regiment New York Volunteer
and pay her aapension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that she
she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Cyntha M.
Cynthia
M. Bmwk
Bowles. is
Justus C. Bowles, late
The name of Cynthia M. Bowles, widow of Justus
of Company K, Ninety-second
Ninety-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
apension at the rate
lieu of
that she
rate of $35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she
Pension.
.
receiving.
pans
. is now receiving.
Elizabeth Morand.
Moan.
The name
Elizabeth Morand,
Morand, widow
S. Morand,
The
name of Elizabeth
widow of
of Alfred
Alfred L.
L. S.
Morand,
late Acting Assistant
Assistant Surgeon, United States Army, and pay her a
a
pension at
the rate
rate of $30
month.
per month.
$30 per
at the
Pensioirase. pension
Conelia F.
F.Huckis.
The
Cornelia
Huckins.
The name of Cornelia
Cornelia F. Huckins, former widow of Jeremiah
Jeremiah J.
J.
Hathaway,
late
of
Company
B,
Forty-sixth
Regiment
Illinois
VolunHathaway, lath
Regiment
teer Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $30 per month in
Infantry, and pay her a
Matilda
M.
Whitlieu
of that
is now receiving.
she is
that she
of
hit-lieu
Mtilda M.
aker.
ker.
The name of Matilda M. Whitaker,
Wlutaker, widow of Robert
Robert D. Whitaker,
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
late of Company A, Twenty-eighth
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
AtalaF.
F. Allen.
Atala
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The name
name of
of Azubath
Azubath Srofe,
widow of
of John
U. Srofe,
Srofe, late
The
Srofe, widow
John U.
late first
first

lieutenant
E, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
lieutenant Company E,
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay her aapension at the
rate of
of $35
per month
month in
of that
she
the rate
$35 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now receiving.
The name of Margaret
J. Cramp, widow of William
Margaret J.
William N.
N Cramp,
Cramp, late
of Company
Twelfth Regiment West Virginia
Company D, Twelfth
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $35 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
receiving.
is now receiving.
of Carrie
Carrie F. Titus,
former widow
The name of
Titus former
widow of
of Daniel
Daniel Whitman,
Whitman,
alias David Whitman,
Whitman, late of United States ship Little Ada,
United
Ada, United

Azubath Srofe.

Azubath Srore.

Margaret J. Cramp.

ramp-

Pensions

Pensions.
Carrie F. Titus.

Carrie F. Titus.

States
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
States Navy, and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
argaret . Mit
Margaret W. Mitch.
The name of Margaret
P. Mitchell,
Margaret W. Mitchell,
Mitchell, widow
widow of Walter
Walter P.
Mitchell, eu.
.
ch
late of Captain Thatcher's
'Thatcher's Independent
Independent Company,
Company, Pettis
County
Pettis County
Missouri Home
Home Guards, and Company
Company C, Fortieth Regiment
Regiment Enrolled
Enrolled
Missouri Militia,
Militia and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
of $30
per month.
month. Pension
rate of
$30 per
Pension increased.
increased.
Partridge.
The name of Katharine
Katharine Partridge,
Katharine Partridge
Partridge, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Katharine
Company B, Thirty-sixth Regiment
of Wesley
Wesley Partridge, late of Company
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the rate
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Mellinger,, former
of William
The name of Maria Mellinger
former widow
widow of
William K.
K. Mel- Maria
Maria Mellinger.
Mellinger.
linger, late of Company G, One hundred
hundred and
and twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
her a
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
and pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
month.
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
Harriett U.
Bland.
U. Bland,
widow of
The name of Harriett U.
Bland, widow
of George
George W.
W. Bland,
Bland, late
late Harriett
U.Bland.
of Company
of
and Company
Forty-fourth RegiRegiCompany B, Sixth
Sixth Regiment,
Regiment, and
Company G,
G, Forty-fourth
ment, Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at the
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate
of $35
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
of
$35 per
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
The name
name of
of Anna
Anna A.
A. Pearson
Pearson, former
former widow
widow of
William Cooper,
Cooper, Anna
The
of William
Aa A.
Pearson.
A. Pearson.
late of Company F, One hundred and
and fourth
fourth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
month Margaret
the rate
of $30
permonth
Margaret M.
M Ten.
Ten.
I. Tennant, former
The name of Margaret
Margaret M.
former widow
Edward J.
J. cant.
widow of
of Edward
mantCadwell, late of Company
Company I,
Regiment New
New York
I, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry,
pay her
Cavalry, and
and pay
her a
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
Pensions increased
Pensions
Increased.
The name
Cora F.
F. Mitchell,
Mitchell, helpless
and dependent
daughter of
name of Cora
helpless and
dependent daughter
of Cora F.
F. Mitchell.
Mitchell.
Seth W. Mitchell, late of Company C, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment
Massachusetts
pension at
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension
rate
at the
the rate
of $20
of
$20 per
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
CaiC.
Carrie C. Washhurn.
Washburn.
The name of Carrie C. Washburn,
Washburn, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
of John Washburn,
Washburn, late of Company
Company E, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment, and
and
Company D, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment,
Regiment, Massachusetts Volunteer
InVolunteer Ina pension at
fantry, and pay her apension
$20 per
in lieu
of
at the
the rate of
of $20
per month
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Pension.
Pension.
Mary Redfield.
The name of Mary
W. Redfield,
Redfield, late
Mary Redfield, widow of Daniel W.
late of
of Mary Redfield
Company
forty-eighth Regiment New
New York
Company K, One hundred
hundred and forty-eighth
York
a pension at the rate
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
per
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
Elizabeth A. Snook.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth A. Snook,
helpless and
Snook, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Elizabeth
A. Snook.
of
Dunbar Snook,
late of
of Company
Second Regiment
Regiment New
New Jersey
of Dunbar
Snook, late
Company E
E,FSecond
Jersey
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her
her a
Volunteer
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
a pension
at the
$20 per
per month
month
in
lieu of
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Elizabeth J.
J. AtherElizabeth
AtherThe name of Elizabeth
J. Atherton, widow of Benjamin
Elizabeth J.
Benjamin Atherton,
Atherton, ton.
ton.
Company B, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment West Virginia Volunteer
late of Company
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her
at the rate
her a
apension at
$35 per
per month
month in
rate of
of $35
in lieu
lieu
Pensions.
Pensions.
of that she is now receivin
receiving.
Pensions.
Sarah C. Armstrong.
The name
name of Sarah
Sarah C.
C. Armstrong,
Armstrong, former
former widow
widow of
of James
James Clark,
Clark, Sarah c A nmstr &
a
late
late of Companies
Companies II and
and D,
D, Forty-first
States
Forty-first Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $30
$30
per month.
Catherine Hartless.
The name of Catherine Hartless,
Hartless, widow
of Thomas
Thomas Hartless,
widow of
'hitless, late
late Catherin Hartless
of Company C, Eleventh Regiment,
Regiment, and
Regiand Company
Company D,
D, Fourth
Fourth Regieu
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ment,
and pay
pension at
the rate of
at the
her aapension
pay her
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Illinois Volunteer
ment, Illinois
$30 per
per month.
month.
$30
Margaret J. Miller.
The name
of Margaret
Margaret J.
J. Miller,
former widow
of Jacob
Jacob Benson,
Benson,
widow of
Miller, former
name of
Te
.M' lr
araretJ
late of
Company C,
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Eleventh Regiment Kansas
C, Eleventh
of Company
late
and pay
of $30
month.
per month.
$30 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and
Ella A. Pollard.
The name
name of
Ella A.
A. Pollard,
widow of Judson
Judson N. Pollard, late of
Pollard, widow
of Ella
rThe
Ella A. Pard.
Volunteer
Company
B, One
One hundred
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
fortieth Regiment
and fortieth
hundred and
Company B,
a
Infantry,
scout and
and spy,
United States Army, and pay her a
spy, United
and scout
Infantry, and
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
•
'E. o.
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Rose E. Wicoff.
Wicoff, late of
The
Rose E.
E. Wicoff,
Wicoff, widow of Joseph Wicoff,
of Rose
name of
The name
Company
Mississippi Marine Brigade, and pay
Battalion, Mississippi
Cavalry Battalion,
C, Cavalry
Company C,
her
apension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
a
pension
her
Cao.
Caroline Pemberton.
The name
Caroline Pemberton,
Pemberton, widow of Uriah Pemberton, late
of Caroline
name of
The
Camne pembarto.
of Company
Sixth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
G, Sixth
Company G,
of
of
Ita
„,
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
$30
per
month.
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
Mvpay
R.
Ro
Roberta R.
The
R. Havelick,
former widow of Oswald H.
Havelick, former
Roberta R.
of Roberta
lick.
name of
The name
lit.
Rosenbaum,
late
of
Company
G,
One
hundred
hundred and twenty-third
One
G,
Company
of
late
Rosenbaum,
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
marum
Hiniard.
rate
of
$30
per
month.
of $30 per month.
rate
Martba J. 1niard.
The
Martha J.
J. Hilliard,
Jesse H. Hudson,
Hudson,
IIilliard, former widow of Jesse
of Martha
name of
The name
late
of
Company
A,
One
hundred
and
sixty-first
Regiment
Ohio
Regiment
sixty-first
and
hundred
One
A,
late of Company
per
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month.
The name
of Huldah
Huldah A.
A. Budd,
former widow
Stewart,
widow of Charles W. Stewart,
Budd, former
name of
The
K, One
late
of
Company
F,
Eleventh
Regiment,
Company
Ohe
Company
and
Regiment,
Eleventh
F,
Company
late of
:+.141•
ii ent, Pennsylvania
hundred and
Volunteer InfanPennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment,
seventy-fifth R
and seventy-fifth
hundred
try.,and
rate of
of $30
month.
per month.
$30 per
at theerate
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
r. try
EWi
r E.
Jane
E,
WU
The name
name of
E. Wilcox,
Wilcox, widow
Henry- F. Wilcox, late of
widow of Henry
Jane E.
of Jane
The
Company H,
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
her
Eighth Regiment
H, Eighth
Company
a
pension at
the
rate
of
$30 per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
P
M.
Luella
Luella M. Peterson.
Peterson,
Peterson, widow of Benjamin
The
Luella M. Peterson
Benjamin F. Peterson,
name of Luella
he name
. Prson
late
Second Battery,
Battery, First
Volunteer Light ArtilFirst Battalion Maine Volunteer
of Second
late of
Aden
I. Squireslery,
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
lery, and
is.
AdellJ.
The
of AdeI
Adell J. Squires, widow of Nelson B. Squires,
Squires, late of
name of
he name
Infantry,
Volunteer
Company
K,
Twenty-fourth.
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Infantry,
New
Regiment
Twenty-fourth
K,
Company
$30
pension
Charlotte
I
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$
30 per month.
a
her
pay
CalotteI.obnsand
.
Jolmson.
Jolmson, former widow of William M.
The name
of Charlotte I. Johnson,
name of
Charott . The
Regiment
Kist,
hundred and fifty-second
fifty-second Regiment
D, One hundred
Company D,
of Company
late of
Kist, late
$30
of $30
the
pension
a
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
at
rate
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
per
month.
per month.
;,maeu,
Ruth Gunsallus.
daughter of
The
name of
of Ruth
Ruth Gunsallus,
Gunsallus, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
The name
John Gunsallus,
Regiment Pennsyllate of Company G, Fifty-first Regiment
Gunsallus, late
John
vania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
$20
pay her aapension at the rate of $20
and pay
Infantry, and
vania
per
month.
increased per month.
Pension Increased.
late of
Palmer, widow of George H. Palmer, late
The name
name of
of Estelle
Estelle Palmer,
of
Estelle
Palmer.
The
Estelle Palmer.
Volunteer Cavalry, and ComCompany
G, First Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Company.G,
pany
Eighty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
A, Eighty-third
pany A,
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$35 per month in lieu of that she is now
now
of $35
at the
her
receiving.
receiving.
pensi.
Pensions.
The name
name of
Sarah Cox,
Cox, widow
widow of James L. Cox, late of Company
Company
of Sarah
Sarah
Cox.
The
Sarah cox.
a
Missouri Militia, and pay her a
H,
Sixty-third
Regiment
Enrolled
H, Sixty-third Regiment
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
atin
ary J.J Martin.
Mary
The
J. Martin, widow of William S. Martin, late of
of
The name of Mary J.
Regiment Enrolled
Company H, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Regiment
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia, and
Company
pay her
laer a
apension
pension at
rate of $30 per
per month.
the rate
at the
pay
DUtt.
T Dutton.
Harriet 1.
Harriet
of
Ha . name of Harriet J. Woodbury, now Dutton,
The
Dutton former widow
widow of
Regiment
Fourteenth
E,
Company
of
Everett
T.
Woodbury-,
late
Company
E,
Fourteenth
Regiment
Everett T. Woodbury,
rate of
the rate
pension at the
Michigan
Infantry, and pay her aapension
of $30
$30
Volunteer Infantry,
Michigan Volunteer
per month.

Ruldah A.
A. Budd.
Hukrh
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The name
name of
Kittie Ri
ckabaugh, w
idow o
John G.
G. Rickabaugh,
Rickabaugh, Kittle
Rickabaugh.
The
of Kittie
Rickabaugh,
widow
offJohn
KittieRickabaugh.
late of Company I, Eighteenth Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
the rate
$30 per
The name
Handshy,
name of Laura Jane H
an d
sh
y ,widow of Elijah
Elijah S.
shy, sh
Laura
y.
Jane HandHand.
S. Hand
Handshy,
shu
Jane
late of Company B, Third Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Cavalry,
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay her a
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
a pension at
at the
per month.
month.
The name
name of
Brooks, late
late a
a nurse,
States General
General Henry
Brooks.
of Henry
Henry Brooks,
nurse, United
United States
"'Hy BrooksHospital, West Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
him a
a pension
Pennsylvania, and
and pay
pay him
pension
at the
at
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
of $30
Pension
increased.
The name of Agnes M. Sims, widow
widow of Lafayette
Lafayette Sims,
Sims, late
late of
of ComCom- A
PeloSiMl'S
gnes
M. Sims.
pany G, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
and pay
a pension at the rate of
her a
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of $35
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The
of Diantha
of Andrew
J. Barnes,
The name
name of
Diantha Barnes, widow
widow of
Andrew J.
late of
L
Z Barnes.
Barnes, late
of te
ianthaBarnes.
Third Battery, Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Light
and pay
pay her
her a
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
a
pension at the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
The.name
E. Lightburn,
of Joseph
Joseph A.
The
.name of
of Harriet E.
I,ightburn, widow
widow of
A. J.
J. Lightrie
arri
ns le'f
ealrgnt.Light- Hlt.eariietnCLi
burn, late brigadier
Brigade, Second
Second Division,
brigadier general, Second Brigade,
Division, )'ifFif- burn'
burn.
teenth
pay her
teenth Army Corps, and pay
pension at
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per
month in lieu of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
The
name of Angeline McVickers,
McVi cker
s,widow
of John
John C.
C. McVickers,
IVIcVickers, Aisne
Lengsie
r
xrc
v.oke.
widow of
ne MevNickers.
Jrs
late of Company I,
TwelftlliRegiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
I, TwelftlhRegiment
Ohio Volunteer
rate of $30
pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
per month.
$30 per
month.
'he
name of
of Ellen
The name
Ellen Ragan,
er widow
w id ow o
M. Ragan, Ellen
gan.
Ragan, form
former
off Francis
Francis M.
Ellen Ra
Raan,
late of Company G, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InfanRegiment Indiana
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
the rate of
try-,
pension at the
$30 per
per month.
of $30
month.
The name
The
of Permelia
Permelia Reeves,
John D.
Reeves.
name of
Reeves, widow
widow of
of John
D. Reeves,
Reeves, late
late of
of Permelia
Permela Reeves.
Company B, First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her aapension at the rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
Otis Henry
Cook.
The name
of Otis Henry
name of
Cook, helpless
helpl ess an
ddependent
depen den tson
son of
ofFredFre d- Otis
Henry Cook,
and
enry Cook
erick Cook, late of Company
Company I, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer
York Volunteer
Artillery,, and pay him aapension
pension at
Heavy Artillery
rat e of
of$20
$20 per
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
The name of Margaret
Margaret A. Stobie
of George
W. Stobie,
late Margaret
Stobie, widow
widow of
George W.
Stobie, late
Margaret AA.- StAe.
stobie.
of Company
Company G, Eighth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per months.
pension at
at the
of $30
month.
SotherLouisa C. Souther.
The name
name of Louisa C. Southerland,
Southerland, widow
widow of
Souther- land.
land.
of James
James C.
C. Southerland, late of Captain Gilbreath's company of Alabama
and
Alabama Scouts
Scouts and
Guides, and pay
pay her
a pension
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
the rate
per month.
month.
Amanla A Osborn
Amanda A. Osborn.
The name of
o Amanda A. Osborn, former widow
The
widow of Luther SeaSeagrove, late of Company D, One hundred
hundred and eighteenth
eighteenth Regiment
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
the rate
of $30
$30
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
Alice iennm.
Alice Benham.
The
The name
name of Alice Benham, former
f
ormer widow of Joseph Hammel,
Hammel,
late
of Company
Volunteer Infantry,
late of
Company C, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
and
Infantry, and
pay
her aapension
pay her
rate of
per month.
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
Dow Edards.
Dow Ede ards.
'he name of Dow Edwards,
The
Edwards, helpless and dependent
dependent son
of John
son of
John
Edwards, late of Company
Ninety-eight Regiment
Company F, Ninety-eight
Illinois VolunVolunRegunent Illinois
and pay
pay him
him a
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
a pension
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
increed.
Pension increased.
The name of Etta F.
F. Pickens,
Pickens, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
daughter o
Etta F.
F. Pickens.
dependent daughter
off Etta
Pickens.
John D. Pickens,
Pickens, late of Company C, Second
Regiment Maine
Maine VolVolSecond Regiment
unteer
at the
unteer Infantry, and pay her aapension at
of $20
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
recei ving.Pensions.
Pensions.
The name of Rachel
Rachel J.
J. Harland,
Harland; widow of
of William
William J
J. Hariand.
Harland.
Harland, late
J. Harland,
late Rachel
Rachel J.
of Companv
Wisconsin Volunteer
Company A, Fourth Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
at the
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
rate of
per month.
month.
Emma J. licCumThe name of Emma J.
J. McCumsey,
McCumsev, widow of
of Isaac
Isaac N.
N. McCumsey,
McCumsev, sey.
sey.
late of Company I,
I. Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and Company C, Seventh Regiment Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps,
a pension
and pay
pay her a
pension at the rate of
per month.
month.
of $30 per
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The
F. W.
W. Gerding,
special agent,
agent, Ordnance
The name
name of
of F.
Gerding, late
late special
Ordnance DepartDepart-

States Army,
him a
pension at
rate of
$30
ment, United
United States
Army, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
the rate
of $30
per
month.
per
month.
pension increased.
Pension
increased. per month.
The
of Isaac
and dependent
of John
John M.
Isaac
saac R. Rains.
Rains.
The name
name of
Isaac R.
R. Rains,
Rains, helpless
helpless and
dependent son
son of
M.
Rains, late of Company C,
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
C, Second Regiment
Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him
him a
per month
in lieu
a pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $20 per
month in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Pension.
John
Speer.
name of John
Speer, late
Company D,
D, Forty-fourth
ohnipeer.
The name
John Speer,
late of
of Company
Forty-fourth RegiRegiVolunteer Infantry, and pay him a
ment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
the rate
a pension
pension at
at the
rate
of $50 per month, the same to be
him without
without further
further deduction
deduction
be paid him
or rebate on account of
alleged erroneous
of former
former alleged
erroneous payments
payments or
or overoverof pension.
pension.
nsipaymentspayments of
Pension Increased.

The
The name
name of
of Chloe
Chloe A.
Bennett, helpless
helpless and
daughter
A. Bennett,
and dependent
dependent daughter
of Rolley E.
Company G,
G, Ninetieth
Ohio
E. Bennett,
Bennett, late
late of
of Company
Ninetieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry/and
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
her aapension
at the
the rate
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
in
lieu of
Pension.
Mollie
lonie Reek.
Reck.
The name
The
name of
of Mollie
late of
Mollie Reck,
Reck, widow
widow of
of William
William L.
L. Reck,
Reck, late
of ComCompany C, One hundred
hundred and fifty-second
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
fifty-second Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
enson inrese
Infantry,
her aapension
month.
Pension
Increased.
Martha Gnrett.
Garrett.
The name of Martha
Martha Garrett, widow of David Garrett, alias David
David
Gard, late of Company
Company F, Eighty-third
States
Eighty-third Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Colored Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
heft pension
rate of
and pay
pay hePa
pension at
at the
the rate
of $40
$40
Provisos.
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving:
Provided,
That
in
Provisos.
Increase
to cease on per month in lieu of that she is now receiving: Provided, That in
death of
child.
the event
event of
death of
Bessie Garrett,
Garrett, helpless
and dependent
death
of child.
the
of the
the death
of Bessie
helpless and
dependent
daughter of said
and David
David Garrett,
the additional
said Martha
Martha and
Garrett, the
additional pension
pension
Pension
enson to
to childd onn herein granted shall cease and determine: Provided
Providedfurther,
further That in
death of mother.
Martha Garrett
the event of the death
death of
of Martha
the name
of said
Bessie
Garrett the
name of
said Bessie
Garrett shall be placed
placed on the pension
subject to
the provisions
provisions
pension roll, subject
to the
and limitations of the pension laws, at the
of $20
month
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
date of
death of
of said
Garrett.
Peion.
from and
and after the
the date
of death
said Martha
Martha Garrett.
Pension.
Frank
Garland.
Frank.It. Garland.
The name of Frank R.
R. Garland, helpless and dependent
dependent son
son of
of
Sherebiah Garland,
Garland, late
First Regiment
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, First
Regiment New
New
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Hampshire
Heavy Artillery, and pay
the
pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
eased. rate
rate of
Pension increased.
of $20
$20 per
Hattie E.
Gilliland.
E. Gillland.
The
of Hattie E.
E. Gilliland,
late
The name
name of
Gilliland, widow of John M. Gilliland, late
of Company
Company G, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment California Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and .pay her a
a pension at the rate of $35 per month
lieu of
of that
month in
in lieu
that
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she
Pensions.
Pensions.
Georgia Tuley.
of David
The name of Georgia
Georgia Tuley, widow
widow of
David Tuley,
Company
Tuley, late
late of
of Company
A, Ninth Regiment, and Company A,
A, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her a
a pension
at the
the rate
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
month.
Samuel Durham.
Durham.
The name
Samuel Durham, helpless and dependent
son of
of
The
name of
of Samuel
dependent son
John N. Durham,
Durham late of Company B, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment KenKentucky Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
apension
the rate
rate
pension at
at the
of $20 per month.
Catharine
Catharine Duncan.
Duncan.
The name
name of
The
of Catharine
Catharine Duncan, former widow of James W. Ulmer,
late of Company I, Twenty-ninth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
InfanVolunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per
month.
at the
$30
per
month.
Delia
Delia T.
T. Owen.
Owen.
The name
name of Delia T. Owen, widow of John S. Owen,
late of
Owen, late
of ComCompany C, One hundred and eighteenth Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer
New York
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Infantry,
Effie Dean.
Efie
Dean.
The name of Effie
Effie Dean,
Dean,. former
widow of
of Andrew
at
ery, late
late of
former widow
Andrew W
Watery,
of
Company K, Second Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
a pension at the rate
her a
of $30
month.
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Pauline Ette.
Pauline Ette.
The name
name of
Pauline Ette,
of Pauline
widow of
Wolf Becht,
Becht, late
late of
of
Ette, former
former widow
of Wolf
Company A, Carondolet Battalion, United States Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps,
Missouri Home
Home Guards, and pay her a
a pension
Missouri
pension at the rate of $30 per
per
month.
month.
Bennett.

Chloe A. Bennett.
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of Laura
Moore, widow
widow of
Moore, late
The name
name of
Laura A. Moore,
of William
William T.
T. Moore,
late of
of
Company D, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
United States ships Allegheny
United States Navy,
Allegheny and Chicopee, United
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per
per month.
month.

Laura A. Moore.
Moore.
Laura

The name
name of
Jenkins Dennis,
Dennis, widow
of Charles
The
of Anna
Anna Jenkins
widow of
Charles P.
Dennis,
P. Dennis,

Anna
Ienkins DenAna Jenkins

late of
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,s• n s late
of Company
Company F,
F, Forty-seventh
and pay
and
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
pay her aapension
pension at
$30 per
month.
ni

The name
name of
Harriet A.
former widow
The
of Harriet
A. Green,
Green, former
widow of
of Francis
Francis E.
E. Skinner,
Skinner,

late of Company
Company I
Regiment Michigan
I and Company
Company H, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Michigan
Volunteer
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
per
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
month.

Harriet A. Green.
Ctreen.
Harriet

The
of Jacob
Jacob H.
The name
name of
H. Martz,
Martz, late
late of
of Company
Regiment Jacob H.
Company D,
D, Second
Second Regiment
II. Martz.
Martz.
Potomac Home Brigade, Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
aapension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
The name of Sarah J.
J. Sumpter, former widow of Carter Sumpter, Sarah J.
J. Sumpter.
late of Company C, One hundred
hundred and
and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
Volunteer
pay her
the rate
of $30
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
The
of Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Burkett,
The name
name of
Burkett, widow
widow of
of John
John Burkett,
E. Burkett.
Burkett.
Burkett, late
late of
of Sarah E.
Company C,
Company
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
C, Nineteenth
and pay her aapension
pension at
per month.
month.
ncrease
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Pensions Increased.
The name of Mary Ellen R. Hatch, widow
R.
widow of
of Perry Hatch, late of
of Mary Ellen R.
Company D,
D, Fifteenth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
and pay
pay Hatch.
Hatch.
her a
a pension at the rate of $35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that
that she is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Hannah A. Clark.
The
name of
dependent daughter
daughter Hannah
The name
of Hannah
Hannah A.
A. Clark, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
of Leander
Leander Clark, late of Company G, One hundred
hundred and twenty-third
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
the
Regiment
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
now receiving.
rate
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
she is
receiving.
Pensior_.
The name of
Lucinda Hollowell,
former widow
Hollowell.
of Lucinda
Hollowell, former
widow of
of Washington
Washington Lucinda
Lucinda Hollowell.
A, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Stroud, late of Company A,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolVolunteer
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at
unteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
rate of
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month. Pensions
io
ired.
increased.
The name of
The
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
Myrtle L.
of Myrtle L.
L. Hart,
Hart, helpless
of Myrtle
I. Hart.
Hart.
Charles Hart, late of Company E, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth Regiment New
New York
York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
of $20
Volunteer
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per
month in lieu of that she
receiving.
she is now receiving.
The
name of
M. James,
widow of
of George
E. Stone,
Cynthia M.
The name
of Cynthia
Cynthia M.
James, former
former widow
George E.
Stone, •Cynthia
V. James.
late of Company H, One hundred
hundred and seventeenth
seventeenth Regiment
Regiment New
New
York Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
of $35
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$35
per month
month in lieu
receiving.
Pension.
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
ension.
The
A. Vaughan,
former widow
E. Vaughan,
Vaughan, Sarah A.
A. Vaughan.
name of
of Sarah
Sarah A.
Vaughan, former
widow of
of James
James E.
Vaughan.
The name
of Fifteenth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
late of
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
a pension
pension at
her a
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
the rate
Pensions
increased.
The name
of Mary
L. Tarbox,
Tarbox, widow
widow of
of William
William W.
W. Tarbox,
Tarbox, late
late of
of Mary
Mary L.
The
name of
Mary L.
L. Tarbox.
Tarbox.
Company
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Company G,
G, Tenth Regiment
Infantry, and
pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $35
per month
month in
of that
she is
pay her a
a pension
pension at
$35 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Sprague, widow
of John
of Susannah
Sprague.
The
of Susannah
Susannah Sprague,
widow of
John Sprague,
Sprague, late
late of
Susannahprane.
Company
A, Tenth
Kansas Volunteer
Infantry, and
Company A,
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
a pension at the rate of $35 per
per month
month in
her a
in lieu of
of that she is
is now
now
reeelV111g,.
recelivntg.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name
Bressler, widow
Bressler, late
of ComCorn- Kate
Kate Bressler.
Bressler.
of Martin
Martin Bressler,
late of
widow of
The
name of
of Kate Bressler,
puny
Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
panv A,
A, Fiftieth
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
at the
the rate
$30 per
pav her
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of 830
per month.
month.
The
of Margaret
Margaret P.
P. Black,
Black, former
former widow
widow of
of Luther
Luther R.
Margaret P.
P. Black.
Black.
name of
The name
R. Black,
Black, Mararet
late of Company
Company E,
forty-seventh Regiment
E, One
One hundred and forty-seventh
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer Tnf
antry, and
and pay
at the
of $30
$30 per
per
Volunteer
Infantry,
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
month.
n, late
ofadwin.
Jane I
The name
of Jane
Jane Jadwin,
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin Jadwi
The
name of
Jadwin, widow
nJad
Jadwin,
late of
Company B, Ninetieth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and
Ninetieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Twenty-second
Independent Battery, Ohio Volunteer
Twenty-second Independent
Volunteer Light Artillery,
and pay her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate of
of $30 per
per month.
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The name
of Minnie
Points, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
of
daughter of
Minnie Points,
The
name of
Abraham Points,
of Company
Company C,
Regiment MisAbraham
Points, late
late of
C, Forty-second
Forty-second Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
souri
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
$20
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
per
lieu of
of that
she is
is now

snswell.

Susan Sewell.

The name of Susan Sewell,
Sewell, widow of Sanford
late of
ComSanford Sewell,
Sewell, late
of Company H,
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pany
H, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her
a
at the
of $35
$35 per
month in
of that
that she
is now
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
she is
now

atta M.
'receivm g'
Rosetta
M. J.
I. TTis- receivin
cher.
The name
J
chert.

Ti

Pensins
Pensions.

Thomas.
Mary E. Thoma

Rebecca
Rebecca Mrphy.
Murphy.

Eliabeth My.
Elizabeth
May.

ng.
of Rosetta
Rosetta M.
J. Tischer,
Tischer, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
The name of
M. J.
dependent daughter
daughter

Seventeenth. Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
of Christian Tischer,
Tischer, late
late of
of Seventeenth
Wisconsin VolunVolunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
month in
in
teer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
that she
lieu
of that

The name of Mary E.
Thomas, former
E. Thomas,
former widow
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin F
F. MagMag-

ner, late
late of
of Company
B, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
ner,
Company B,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a_ pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
pension at
pay her
Infantry,
The
of Rebecca Murphy,
of Wilber
Eldridge,
The name ofRebecca
Murphy, former
former widow of
Wilber H.
H. Eldridge,
late of
of Company
First Regiment
Regiment Maine
Artillery,
late
Company G,
G, First
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
pension at
a pension
her a
and

The name of Elizabeth May, widow
widow of
of William C. May, late of
of
Company F,
F, Tenth
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
Company
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Cavalry, and

her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
a pension
her a
Adella Easton,
The name of
of Adella
Easton, widow
Arago Easton
Comwidow of
of Arago
Easton, late
late of
of Company..B,
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and
pany
B, Eleventh
Connecticut Volunteer
and'
$35 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
is
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $35
month in
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Pensions.
Pensiens.
Sagan Ltmger.
Susn
Lunger.
Lunger, widow of Isaac Lunger, late of
of ComThe name of Susan Limger,
E and
Eighty-third
-d Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
panies E
and A,
A, Eighty-third
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Tnfantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
pension at
Infantry,
arah A. B.rg
Sarah
Burgess.
The name of Sarah A. Burgess, former
former widow
widow of
of Thomas Ghere,
late
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania VolunVolunlate of
of Company.
Company E,
E, Ninety-eighth
Ninety-eighth Regiment
teer
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
$30 per
per month.
a pension
at the
pay her
icase
teer Infantry,
pei increased.
Pension
Mary
Taylor.
L. Taylor.
Mary I..
The name of Mary.L.
former widow of Charles
L. Taylor, former
Charles W.
W. Brickell,
late
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia,
late of Company
Company D
D,tSixty-second
Sixty-second Regiment
Regiment Enrolled
Militia,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
per month
month in
and
a pension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Pension.
sa
Dan
The name
name
Sarah
of William F.
Sarah M.
M. Doan.
'The
of Sarah M. Doan, widow of
Doan late
late of
of
F. Doan,
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company,D,
D, Fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and
pay her
her a
apension
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
the rate
at the
pension at
and pay
Pensnrncresed.
Pension
Increased.
Mary
A. Ochs
Ochs.
Mary A.
A. Ochs,
widow of
of Joseph
late of
Comp_any
Mary A.
The name of Mary
Ochs, widow
Joseph Ochs
Ochs,?late
of Company
C, Sixteenth
Regiment, and
and Company
Third Regiment,
New York
Yor
C,
Sixteenth Regiment,
Company I,
I, Third
Regiment, New
un
k
Volteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
her
a
.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$40
per
month
Provisos.
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her a pension at the rate of $40 per month
prvozs.
Increase
eIncs to cease
ca m on in lieu of that she is now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event of
dsh ochu.
Nellie M. Ochs,
death
of child.
the death of Nellie
Ochs, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of said
said
dependent daughter
Pension to
to child
A. and
Joseph Ochs,
Ochs, the
onalp
ensi
on herein
herei
n granted
gran t
ed
Pension
Mary A.
child on
on Mary
and Joseph
the additi
additional
pension
death oof mother.
shall
shall cease and determine: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That in the
the event
event of
of the
the
death
death of Mary
Mary A. Ochs,
Ochs, the name
name of
of said Nellie
Nellie M.
M. Ochs
Ochs shall be
be
placed on the pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations
the
of the pension laws, at the rate of $20 per month from and after the
date
of death
said Mary
Ochs.
A. Ochs.
Mary A.
of said
death of
date of
Pea.
Pension.
Melissa 0.
The name of Melissa 0.
MiSa
. Downs.
Do
O. Downs,
Downs, widow of George
George Downs,
Downs, late of
Regiment Missouri Volunteer Light Artillery,
Company I),
D, Second Regiment
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
of $30
$30 per
a pension
pay her
ncreased and
Pon
Pension Increased.
Mary
Nichols.
Mary A.
A. Nichols
The name of Mary
Nichols, late
late of
Mary A. Nichols, widow of Edwin Nichols,
of
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Company C,
C, Twenty-seventh
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Proviso*.
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
that she
she
of that
in lieu
lieu of
month in
the rate
a pension
pension at
and
Provid.
ineremse
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
the event
of the
of Harry
A.
ibTrse to cease on iss now
Provided, That
That in
in the
event of
the death
death of
Harry A.
death
child.
Nichols,
helpless and
and dependent
of said
Mary A.
A. and
and Edwin
Edwin Nich-,
deth of
ofchild.
Nichols, helpless
dependent son
son of
said Mary
NichPension
.
he additional pension herein granted shall cease and determine:
determine:
Pesion to
ols tthe
to child
hild on OIS
death of
ofmother.
Proidedfurther,
further, That in the event
death
mother.
Provided
event of the death of Mary A. Nichols
pension
the name of said Harry A. Nichols shall be placed on the pension
roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the pension laws, at
at

P

inc

Pension
n increased.

Adana Eastom
Easton.
Addia
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the rate of $20 per month from and
and after
after the
the date
date of
of death
death of
said
of said
Mary
A. Nichols.
Nichols.
Mary A.
Pensions.
The name of Anna Bell Wyvill,
Wyvill, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Anna
Bell
Wyvill.
Bell Wyvill.
of Thomas
Thomas G.
of
G. Wyvill,
Wyvill, late
hundred and
fortylate of
of Company
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
and fortyeighth Regiment
Regiment New
eighth
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and
and pay
her a
apenpenpay her
sion at
the rate
$20 per
per month.
sion
at the
rate of
of $20
month.
Hitchcock.
The name of Sylvia
Sylvia Hitchcock,
Hitchcock, widow
widow of
of George
George A.
A. Hitchcock,
Hitchcock, Sylvia Hitcheack.
late of Company A,
A., Second Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Infantry,
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
and pay her a
apension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
of $30
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
The name
name ofRhoda
of Rhoda A.
A. Gambee,
Gambee, late
Gambee, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles B.
B. Gambee,
late Rhoda
A. Gambee.
A.
colonel Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
colonel
Ohio Volunteer
pay her
her
aapension at the rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
of that
she is
now receivmonth in
lieu of
that she
is now
receiving.
Pension.
The name of Emma
Emma F. Smyth,
Smyth, former
of John
John A.
Smyth.
former widow
widow of
A. Smyth,
Smyth, Emma
Emma P.
P. Smyth.
junior, late of
of Company
junior,
Company B,
hundred and
RegiB, One
One hundred
and seventy-seventh
seventy-seventh Regiment
ment Pennsylvania
-Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
pension at
the
PennsylvaniaVolunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
at the
rate
of $30
$30 per
rate of
per month.
month.
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
The
of Samuel
Mitchell, helpless
The name
name of
Samuel H.
EL Mitchell,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Samuel
Samuel H.
H. Mitchell.
MitchelL
Richard P.
late of
of First
First Regiment
Richard
P. Mitchell, late
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer
Tennessee Volunteer
Light Artillery,
a pension
pension at
Artillery, and pay him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
name of
of John Pennington,
The name
Pennington, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
son of
John Pennington.
Pennington.
helpless and
of John
Eliphalet
Eliphalet R.
R. Pennington,
Pennington, late
late of
of Company
hundred and
and
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
seventeenth
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa
pension
at the
the rate
$20 per
month.
pension at
rate of
of $20
per month.
Pension increased
Pension
Johnson, widow
The name of Rebecca
Reliecca jOhnson,
of John
John Johnson
Johnson late
of Rebecca
Rebecca increased.
Johnson.
widow of
late of
Johnsao.
Company
Company' E,
E, Thirty-ninth
Volunteer
Infantry-,
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$35 per
lieu of
that she
she
of $35
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Dodson, former
The name of Lucy A. Dodson,
former widow
A. Lucy
Lucy A.
A. Dodson.
Dodson.
widow of
of Alexander
Alexander A.
Holstine,
late of
of Company
Holstine ' late
Company F,
Regiment Provisional
Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled
F, Sixth
Sixth'-Regiment
Missouri Militia,
Militia, and
her aapension
the rate
per month.
month.
Missouri
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Elizabeth Ranin.
The
dependent daughter
Rankin.
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Rankin,
Rankin, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
daughter Elizabeth
of
John Rankin,
of John
Company H,
Rankin, late
late of
of Company
H, Eighty-eighth.
Eighty-eighth Regiment
Regiment PennPennpay her
sylvania Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$20 per month
a dulyduly appointed
month through
through a
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Robert C.
C. Pollock.
The
name of
late of
of Company
Pollock.
The name
of Robert
Robert C.
C. Pollock,
Pollock, late
Company E,
E, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Robert
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a pension
at the rate of $30 per month.
Mary F. Russell.
Mary F. Russell.
The name of Mary F.
Russell, widow
widow of
Alfred W.
late of
F. Russell,
of Alfred
W. Russell,
Russell, late
of
Company
Company F,
Michigan Volunteer
F, First
First Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Engineers
Engineers and
and
Mechanics,
a pension at the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Mechanics, and pay her a
$30 per
Pension Increased.
Pension
increased.
The name
name of Nancy
The
Nianey Summers,
Summers, widow
of Joseph
A. Summers,
Summers, late
Nancy Summers.
widow of
Joseph A.
late Nancy
of Company
Company E, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
West Virginia
and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
$35 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
she
the rate
rate of
of $35
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
Phebe Morgan,
Morgan, widow
of John
H. Morgan„
of Phebe
Pensions.
The
Morgan.
name of
of Phebe
Morgan.
widow of
John H.
Morgan, late
late of
Company
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company F,
F, Seventy-eighth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
and
pay her
her a
apension
at the
$30 per
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
osa Fitzpatrick.
Rosa
The
of Rosa
Fitzpatrick, widow
widow of
of William
William Fitzpatrick,
R
The name
name of
Rosa Fitzpatrick,
Fitzpatrick, Fitzpatrick.
alias
O'Brean, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment New
alias Michael
Michael O'Brean,
New
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company L,
L, Second
Second Regiment
New
Jersey
Infantry, and
and Company
Regiment New
Jersey
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
the rate
of $30
$30
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
per
per month.
month.
Mary S.
S. Runion.
The name
name of
of Mary
S. Runion,
former widow
of James
James T.
Bunion.
The
Mary S.
Runion, former
widow of
T. Newberry,
Newberry, Mary
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Forty-ninth
Infantry,
late
Forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
and
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Elisabeth Weeks.
Weeks.
Elizabeth
The name
Elizabeth Weeks,
Weeks, widow
widow of
Samuel B.
B. Weeks,
of
The
name of
of Elizabeth
of Samuel
Weeks, late
late of
Company
Regiment New
New York
Company K,
K, Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
Infantry, and
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
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The name
The
name of
of Mattie
L. Wade,
and dependent
of
Mattie L.
Wade, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of

Pension increased.
Mattie L. Wade.

Pension"iced.

Pensions.
EstherA.VanCamp.
Esther
A.Van Camp.

Francis
M. Loud, late of Company
Francis M.
Company H, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
MassaRegiment Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
pay her
a pension
at the
of
$20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.

Esther A.
The name of
of Esther
A. Van
Van Camp,
Camp, widow
widow of
James H.
Van Camp,
Camp,
of James
H. Van
late of Company
Ninety-fifth Regiment
Company I,
I, Ninety-fifth
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pension at
the rate
month.
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Eliza Gnats.
The name of Eliza Gnatz, widow of Paul H. Gnatz,
alias Paul
Paul F.
F.
Gnatz, alias
Ochs, late of Company
Company A, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry, and Company
Company H, One hundred
hundred and seventy-eighth
seventy-eighth RegiRegiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
the
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
•
rate of
month.
of $30 per
per month.
Pension increased.
JonGlsater.
The name of
of Joanna
Joanna Gloster,
Gloster, widow
of ComComJoanna
Gloster.
widow of
of John
John Gloster,
Gloster late
late of
any D,
pany
D, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Vol
unt
eer infantry,
Infantry, and
and
ompany F, First Regiment Connecticut
Company
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
Connecticut Volunteer
Cavalry, and
her aapension
pension at the rate of $35 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
receiving.
Pensions.
receiving.
Richard
M.
Johnson.
BichrdM.Johnson. The
The name
Richard M. Johnson, late of Company
name of
of Richard
Company B, One hundred
hundred
and ninety-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and pay
him
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Anna I). Abel.
The
of Anna
Abel, widow of William A. Abel
Abel late
The name
name of
Anna D. Abel,
of
late of
Company E, Sixteenth Regiment
CompanyRegiment Michigan
ol
unt
eer Infantry,
Michigan V
Volunteer
infantry,
Oscar
and
and pay
'Day her
her a
the rate
month.
a pension
pension at
Oscar McPFi
McPike..
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
The name of ()scar
Oscar McPike, helpless
dependent son
son of
John
helpless and
and dependent
of John
McPike,
McPike, late of Company D, Fortieth Regiment
Regimpnt Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Fredeck
s. Chamcha- Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
at the
of $20
per month.
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
Frederick S.
$20 per
month.
beriin.
The name of Frederick S. Chamberlin, helpless
berlin.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent
son
Henry N.
N. Chamberlin,
son of
of Henry
Chamberlin, late of Company
Company G, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Wisconsin
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
apension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$20
per month.
20 per
month.
Edith Butler
Edith
Butler.
The
of Edith
Edith Butler,
widow of John Butler, late of Company
Thename
name of
Butler, widow
Company
A,
Ninth
Regiment
A, Ninth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her
pension
her aapension
A Wtts.
at the rate of $30 per month.
Mary A. Watts.
The
The name
name of Mary A. Watts, former widow of John T.
late
T. Baker,
Baker, late
of Company
of
Company F, One hundred
hundred and fourth
fourth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30
per
$30 per
month.
month.
Flora Walls
Walls.
The
The name of Flora Walls, helpless and dependent
daughter of
dependent daughter
of
George
George Walls,
Walls, late
late of Company D, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missoun VolunVolunElibeth
teer
and pay
pay-her
at the
rate of
of $20
per month.
rav
teer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
Elizabeth Cravens.
$20 per
month.
The name
name of Elizabeth
The
Elizabeth Cravens,
Cravens, former widow of
Benjamin Parker,
Parker,
of Benjamin
late
of Company
A,tEighth
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
late of
Company A
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry,
Isabella Martin.
and pay
pay her a
apension
pension at the rate of $30 per
per month.
month.
Isabella Martin.
The name of Isabella Martin,
Martin, former widow
widow of
of William
William Spatch,
Spatch,
late of
of Company
Company A,
late
A, Second
Second Battalion, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment United
United
States
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate of
States Volunteer
Infantry, and
of $30
$30
per month.
month.
per
nreased.
Penion
Pension increased.
Sarh
Sarah Prim.
rim.
The
name of
widow of
George Prim,
Prim, late of Company
Company
The name
of Sarah
Sarah Prim,
Prim, widow
of George
TH,
Ninety-first
H, Ninety-first Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
her aa
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $35
pension
$35 per month in lieu of that she is now receivreceivPensions.
ing.
Pensions.
A
ra
gser'

nnda Trauger.
Amanda

Clarissa
Clarissa Bel.
Bell.

sabella

Holt.

Isabella Holt.

The name of Amanda Trauger, widow of Paul Trauger, late of
name of Amanda Trauger, widow of Paul Trauger,

ing
he

Company
Forty-second Regiment
Company C, Forty-second
Regiment Ohio
and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
The name of Clarissa
Thomas M. Bell, late of ComThe name of
Clarissa Bell,
Bell, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Company
One hundred
hundred and
pany D,
D, One
and second
second Regiment Illinois Volunteer Inlantry,
fantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
of $30
per month.
The
name of
Holt, former widow of Orren J.
The name
of Isabella
Isabella Holt,
J. Holt, late
late
of
Company H,
Twelfth Regiment
of Company
H, Twelfth
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her
her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
pay
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a t t U liege.
The
name of
of Janett
Janett Millage,
MiRage, widow
of Abraham
Abraham Millage,
lands- JJanett
o Ma
Millage, late
late landsThe name
widow of
man United
United States
Navy, and
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
per
her aapension
rate of
of $30
States Navy,
and pay
pay her
man

month.
A
month.
Alice
The
name of
Alice H.
Bryant, widow
widow of
of Permenus
Permenus Bryant,
Bryant, late
late of
ofBryant.ce H. Bryat
H. Bryant,
of Alice
The name
Company H,
H, First
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Light Artillery,
and pay
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
pay
Company
First Regiment
her a
apension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Pension increased.
Pensionincreased.
per month.
month.
her
pension at
the rate
The name
name of
of Vasthena
Vasthena Burger,
of Jacob
Jacob Burger
Burger late
of Vasthena
ger.
Vasthena Bur
Burger.
late of
widow of
Burger, widow
The
Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Company
and
E, Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
lieu of
of that
that she
she Pr
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
and pay
a pension
is now
Provided, That
That in
event of
the death
death of
of Glennie
Glennie Increase
Increase.to
to cease on
on
in the
the event
of the
is
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Burger, helpless
of said
Jacob and
death of child.
and Vasthena
Vasthena deathofchild.
said Jacob
son of
dependent son
and dependent
helpless and
Burger,
Burger,
deter- Pension
Pension to
on
Burger, the
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
to child
shall cease
cease and
and deterchild on
mine:
further, That
in the
event of
death of mother.
mother.
death of
of Vasthena
Vasthena deathof
of the
the death
the event
That in
Providedfurther,
mine: Provided
Burger the
of said
said Glennie
Glennie Burger
be placed
on the
the pension
pension
Burger shall
shall be
placed on
name of
Burger
the name
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
limitations of
at
laws, at
of the
the pension
pension laws,
and limitations
provisions and
roll,
subject to
the rate
of $20
per month
after the
date of
of death
death of
of said
said
the date
month from
from and
and after
$20 per
the
rate of
Vasthena Burger.
Vasthena
Burger. Pensions.
Pensions.
The
of Jennie
Jennie D
Matteson, former
widow of
of David
David Johns,
D. Matteson.
te
Je
Johns, Jennie
former widow
D. Matteson,
The name
name of
late of
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
Nineteenth Regiment
Company C,
C, Nineteenth
late
of Company
Infantry, and
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
Louisa Taylor.
of ComThe name
Taylor, widow
widow of
Corna Taylor
of Edward
Edward Taylor,
Taylor, late of
The
name of
of Louisa
Louisa Taylor,
pany
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
and nineteenth
nineteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Colored
Colored
pany K,
Volunteer
her a
pension at the
per
the rate
rate of $30 per
a pension
pay her
Infantry, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
The
name of
L. Gill,
widow of
Gill, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Maria L. Gill
Gill.
of John
John Gill,
Maria L.
Gill, widow
of Maria
The name
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Inthirty-sixth Regiment
Inhundred and
and thirty-sixth
One hundred
fantry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
her aapension
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
fantry,
and pay
pay her
Alice G. Dome.
o
F. Donze, known
G. Donze, widow of Charles F.
The
The name of Alice G.
as Charles F.
Thirty-eighth Regiment
F. Douze,
Douze, late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Thirty-eighth
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
per
Ohio
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
month.
Le n
n
The
of Lenora
Lenora A. Simmons,
Simmons, former
widow of
William F.
A. Simm
Simmons.
ns
oraA.
F. Lenora
of William
former widow
The name
name of
Baker, late of Company
F,
One
hundred
Company
hundred and thirty-first Regiment
Regiment
Illinois
a pension at the rate of $30
$30
Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
per month.
month.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
per
John L. B. Broighr.
The
helpless and
John
L. B. Breighner.
and dependent
dependent son
son of tie
The name
name of John
John L.
L. B.
B. Breighner,
Breighner, helpless
Francis Breighner, late
late of Company F,
F, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Regiment PennPennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20
sylvania
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
the rate
per month
month in
of that
Savannah
Noll.
per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Savnh Noll.
The name of Savannah
Savannah Noll,
Noll, widow of George Noll, late of Comher
pany G.
G, Twelfth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
a pension
a
pension at the rate of $35
$35 per month in lieu of that she is now
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
J. Feist.
Delilah J. Feist
Com- Delilah
Albert Feist
name of
The name
The
of Delilah
Delilah J.
J. Feist,
Feist, widow
widow of
of Albert
Feist, late of Cornpany B,
B, Fifteenth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pany
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
The
name of
of Euphrates
Euphrates Huff,
Huff, widow
widow of
John A.
late of
of the
Euphrates Huf
Euphrate
theHuff.
Huff, late
A. Huff,
of John
The name
United States steamship Tyler, Western
Gunboat Flotilla, and pay
Western Gunboat
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
The
Jemima Trueax,
Trueax, widow
George M.
Trueax, late
Jemiraa TeaxTrueax.
late of
of Jemi"
M. Trueax,
widow of
of George
name of
of Jemima
The name
Company
A, Ninety-seventh
Regiment Pennsylvania
Company A,
Ninety-seventh Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Pension increased.
increased.
rate of
of $30
Infantry, and
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension
a pension
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
Lydia L. Cla
late of
of Lydia
The name
name of
of Lydia
Clark, widow
W. Clark,
Clark, late
Clark.
Calvin W.
widow of Calvin
L. Clark,
Lydia L.
The
Com?any G, Thirtieth
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay her
_ler a
apension
rate of
of $35
month in
is
of that
that she
she is
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
$35 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
name of
of William
Blades, late
of Company
B, Permanent
Permanent William
Blades.
wmili Blades.
Company B,
late of
William Blades,
The
Battalion, Camp Russell, Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunter
Infan, and
Volunter Infantry,
and unasunassigned, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
of $30
p

roviso,
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Emma
Crysler.
Emma L.
L. Cryser.

The name of Emma L. Crysler, widow of David Crysler, late of
of •
Company D, One hundred and twenty-second
New York
twenty-second Regiment
Regiment New
York'
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
month.
Malinda E.
Melinda
E. GlideGlide.
Malinda E. Glidewell,
Glidewell, widow
The name
name of Maiinda
widow of
of William
William Glidewell,
Glidewell,
well.
well.
late
of Company
Twenty-ninth Regiment
late of
Company B, Twenty-ninth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at
of $35
month in
in lieu
lieu
at the rate
rate of
$35 per
per month
ensions
of
that
she
is
now
receivmg.
she
is
now
receiving.
Pensions.

Eiabeth
Elizabeth Maratt.
Marlatt.

The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Marlatt,
Marlatt, widow
widow of
of Jacob
Jacob Marlatt,
Marlatt, late
late of
of

Company
Company A, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay

her
the rate
rate of
o30
per month.
her aapension
pension at
at the
$30 per
month.
The name
name of Sarah Virginia Pollard,
Pollard, widow
of Allison
Allison W.
W. Pollard,
Pollard,
widow of
late of Company
K, Seventeenth
Company K,
Seventeenth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer
John Minhan,
Cavalry, and
at the
of $30
month.
and pay
pay her
her a
Mbiaban, alias Cavalry,
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
John Bagley.
The
The name
name of John Minahan, alias John Bagley,
Bagley, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K,
Eighth Regiment New Hampshire Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
a
pension at
of $40
a pension
at the rate of
$40 per
per month.
month.
Adam Mikle.
am
Mile.
The name of Adam
Adam Mikle, late of Company A, First Regiment
Ohio
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Cavalry,
Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
pension at
$30 per
per
month.
month.
Esmeralda
Esmeralda
C. month.
Adam.
Adams.
The name of Esmeralda
Esmeralda C. Adams, former
H.
former widow
widow of
of Albert
Albert H.
Buttrick, latelandsman,
latelan.dsman, United States Navy,
and pay
pay her
her a
Navy, and
a pension
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
Pnsions increased.
increased. at
$30 per
per month.
Pensions
Lysa B.
B. Ringd.
Ringoid.
The name of Lysa
Lysa B. Ringold, widow of
Ringold, late
of Benjamin
Benjamin B
B. Ringold,
late
colonel, One hundred
hundred and third Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $40 per
in lieu
lieu
per month
month in
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Margaret L
Margaret
. ThEdder.
Reider.
The name
of Margaret
The
name of
Margaret I.
I. Reider,
Reider, widow of Emanuel Reider,
Reider, late
of Company C, Forty-first
Forty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Proio.
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $40 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
in lieu
lieu of
she is
Provisos.
is
ncrease to cease on now receiving:
Increase
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event
event of
of the
the death
of Joseph
Joseph
death of
death
of child.
deathofchild.
Reider,
and dependent
son of
Reider, helpless
helpless and
dependent son
of said Margaret
Margaret I.
I. and Emanuel
Reider,
Reider , the additional
additional pension herein
granted
shall
cease
and
deterherein
granted
shall
cease
and detern
Pension to
to child
Pension
child on
o mine:
mine: 'Provicleed
Provideedfurther, That in the event of the death of Margaret
Margaret I.
death of mother.
I.
mother.
Reider, the name
name of said Joseph
Joseph Reider
shall be
placed on
pension
Reider shall
be placed
on the
the pension
roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of
of the
the pension
laws at
at
pension laws,
the rate of $20 per month from and after the
the date
of said
date of
of death
death of
said
Margaret
Reider.
Jia A.
Margaret I.I. Reider.
Julia
A. BIrg
Birg•e.
The name
name of Julia A. Birge
Birge, widow
The
widow of Wilbur W. Birge,
Birge late
of
late of
Company
Connecticut Volunteer
Company- I, Second Regiment
Regiment dinnecticut
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $35
$35 per month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
is
Pension.
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Peter
Petr Metz.
Netz.
The name
Netz, late of Company
Company-A,
The
name of Peter Netz
A. Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth RegiRegiment,
and
Company D, Second
Regiment, Ohio Volunteer
ment,
Second Regiment,
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
ensions increased.
apension at
of $40
$40 per
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
Pensions
increased. Artillery, and pay him a
per month.
Mary 3. Miller.
MaryJ.
The name of Mary
Mary J.
J. Miller, widow of James Miller, late
of Comlate of
Company J:.,
panyJI, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her a
apension at the rate of $35 per month in
of that
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is
now receiving.
Rate M.
M.
Henry.
ite Henry.
The name
name of
enry, widow
The
of Kate
Kate M. Henry,
widow of Charles V.
Henry, late
late first
V. Henry
first
lieutenant
and
regimental
lieutenant
regimental quartermaster, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Regiment
New York
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the
New
York Volunteer
of
the rate
rate of
na
S.
obe.
$35 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
$3_per
receiving.
Alzina S. Swobe.
The name
Alzina S.
Swobe, widow
widow of Thomas Swobe, late of
The
name of
of .Alzina
S. Swobe
Company
Twelfth Regiment
Company E, Twelfth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment 'Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
and
1
late
colonel, United
ate lieutenant colonel,
United States Army, retired,
and pay
pay her
her a
retired, and
a
pension
pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
lieu of that
receivthat she
she is
is now
now receivSarah Virginia Pol-

lard.
lard.

V

'della
dela Norton.
NortoL

a P-

hle name of Idella Norton, widow of John Norton, late of Comname of 'della Norton widow of John Norton, late of Com-

irtie

pany E, Thirty-second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
pany
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
pay her a
apension at the rate of $40
$40 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is
she is
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Provided, That in the event of the death of Almera
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Almera IlPorisoa.
Zreas
ri"s
e
.to cease on
Norton, helpless
helpless and dependent daughter
daughter of
of said
said Idella
'della and
death of child. ee
and John
John deathooeehid.
on
Norton, the additional
additional pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
deterand deterPension
to
child
on
further, That in the event of
mine: Provided
Provided further,
'della death
of the
the death
death of
of Idella
dePathnof
mthe
on
of mother.
Norton the name of said
said. Almera Norton shall be
be placed
placed on
on the
the penpenroll, subject
subject to
sion roll,
the provisions
provisions and
limitations of
of the
laws,
to the
and limitations
the pension
pension laws,
at the rate of $20
month from
and after
after the
the date
date of
death of
said
$20 per
per month
from and
of death
of said
'della
Idella Norton.
Norton.
Pensions.
The name of Hannah C.
C. Ritter,
former widow
of John
John C.
C. Edington,
Edington, Hannah
Ritter, former
C Ritter.
Ritter.
widow of
anih C.
late of Company E, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
rate of
of $30
$30 per
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
Annie Hoover
Annie Hoover.
The name of
of Annie
of
Annie Hoover,
Hoover, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
Jacob Hoover, late
Company A,
late of Company
A, Ringold
Ringold Battalion
Battalion, and
and ComCompany A, Twenty-second
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Twenty-second Regiment
and pay her aapension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month.
of $20
per month.
Lydia eno Hen
Lydia Lenora HenThe name
name of
Lydia Lenora
Lenora Henson,
of Thomas
Thomas J.
J. Henson,
Henson, son.
of Lydia
Henson, widow
widow of
H
late of Company E,
Fifty-eighth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
InE, Fifty-eighth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
$30 per
month.
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
Pension increased.
The name of
of Sarah
Sarah J.
J. Handy, widow
of Edward
widow of
S. Handy
Handy.
,late
late of
Edward S.
of Sarah J.. Handy.
HCandy.
Company
I, Fourth
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts V
o
l
un
t
eer
Cavalry,
Company I,
Fourth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
month in
of that
that she
she
of $40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
r .
Provisos.
is now receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event of the death of Florence Increase
Increase to cease on
on
child.
E. Handy,
Handy, helpless and
daughter of
SarahJ.
J. and
an dEd-.
and dependent
dependent daughter
of said
said Sarah
Ed- death
death of
ofchild.
Handy, the additional
ward S. 'Handy,
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
shall cease
cease Pensi to cild
granted shall
Pension to child on
and determine:
Providedfurther,
further, That in the
determine: Provided
event of
death of
of death of mother.
the event
of the
the death
iomotoher.
Sarah J.
J. Handy, the name
name of said
Handy shall
shall be
placed
said Florence
Florence E.
E. Handy
be placed
on the pension roll, subject to
to the
provisions and
limitations of
the
the provisions
and limitations
of the
pension laws, at the rate of $20 per month from and
and after
after the
the date
date
of
of death
death of
Sarah J.
Handy.
of said
said Sarah
J. Handy.
ension.
Pension.
The name of Mary
Mary M.
M. Gunsous.
Gunsolus.
Mary M. Gunsolus,
Gunsolus, former widow of Mathew M. GunGun- Mary
solus, late of Company
K, Thirty-eighth
Regiment Wisconsin
VolunCompany K,
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
rate of
month.
Pensions Increased.
increased.
The name of Martin
dependent son
Martin McDermott,
McDermott, helpless and dependent
son of
of Martin
Martin McDermott.
McDermott.
Michael McDermott,
I, One hundred
Michael
McDermott, late of Company I,
sixtieth
hundred and
and sixtieth
Regiment New York Volunteer
Infantry-,and
and pay
pay him
at
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Jay Cobb.
The name of Jay Cobb, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Charles
Charles Ja yCobbCobb, late of Company K, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aapension at
Infantry-,
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
at the
rate of
month in
that he
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The name of Mary
Mary A. Kimball,
Kimball, former widow of James W. KimKim- Mary
ary A.
A.Kimball.
Kimball.
ball, late of Company B,
Regiment, and
Company G,
Twentieth
B, Fifth
Fifth Regiment,
and Company
G, Twentieth
Infantr, and
Regiment Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
and pay
a pension
pension at
at
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate of
of $30
A. Kinney.
s
Margaret A. Kinney, widow
The name of
ofr Margaret
late Margaret
widow of
of Jireh
Jireh Kinney,
Kinney, late
Mar
aret Ainney
unattached
Twenty-third Regiment
unattached Twenty-third
Regiment Massachusetts
InMassachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30 per
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Margret Osborn.
Osborn.
The name of Margret
Margret Osborn, widow of Henry
Henry Osborn, late of Margret
Company
E,
One
hundred and seventeenth
Company
Regiment New
seventeenth Regiment
New York
York
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate
$35 per
per month
month
rate of
of $35
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Penn.
Pension.
The name of Reuben
Reuben E. Lawrence,
Lawrence, late of Company-G, One hunhun- Reuben
Reuben E.
E. LawLawrence.
Illinois Volunteer
dred and twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and rence
pay him a
a pension at
rate of
of $40
at the
the rate
S40 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Elizabeth A.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth A. IHinman,
Hinman man.
Elizabeth
Hinman, widow
widow of Walter C. Hinman,
A. Hininlate of Company G, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer
York Volunteerma
Cavalry,
$35 per
Cavalry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $35
month in
lieu
per month
in lieu
of that she is now receiving.
Cordeia D. ayCordele, D. MayMaynard, widow of Chauncey
Chauncey J.
The name of Cordelia
Cordelia D. Maynard,
J. Maynard,
Maynard, nard.
nard.
late of Company C, Thirty-first Regiment Iowa
Tnfantry,
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
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and pay her apension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that she
and pay her a pension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that she
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The name of
of Catherine
Catherine E.
Brinkman, helpless
and dep
endent
dependent
Catherine E.
Brinkhelpless and
E. Brinkman,
name
The
BrinkE.
Catherine
Man.
daughter
of Joseph
Brinkman, late of
Company E,
Fortieth RegiRegiE, Fortieth
late of Company
Brinkman,
Joseph
of
daughter
.
ma
ment Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay her
a, pension
pension at
the
rate
rate
the
at
a
her
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
ment Missouri
of $20 per month
month in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
she is now receiving.
in lieu of that
$20 per
of The
son of
Pension.
of Bonus
Bonus W.
dependent son
and dependent
helpless and
Fontaine, helpless
W. Fontaine,
name of
The name
Pension.
Bonus W. Fontaine.
and
egiment,
Simon
Fontaine,
late
of
Company
H,
Thirty-seventh
Regiment,
Thirty-seventh
H,
Company
of
late
Fontaine,
Simon
on.
.
us
Company
Regiment, Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Massachusetts Volunteer
Twentieth Regiment,
K, Twentieth
Company K,
and
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
month.
per month.
$20 per
the rate
a pension
him a
and pay
Pensions increased.
The name
name of
of Louis
Louis K.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
Alexson of AlexLewis, helpless
K. Lewis,
The
ensions increased.
Louis K. Lewis.
ander
Lewis,
late
of
Company
C,
One
hundred
and
forty-fourth
forty-fourth
and
hundred
One
C,
Company
of
late
ander Lewis,
Lewis.
Louis
Regiment New York
at
pension at
a pension
him a
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
New York Volunteer
Regiment
the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
in lieu
of $20
rate of
the
Letitia
A. Clifford.
The name
name of
of Letitia
Clifford, widow of Emery.W. Clifford, late
Letitia A. Clifford,
The
Clifford.
Letitia A.
of
Company
G,
Seventeenth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
of Company G, Seventeenth Regiment
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $35
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she
in lieu
$35 per
pension at
pay her

and

is
now
receivint
iam
receiving.
now
is Th
Johnson, widow
Arthur M.
Johnson, late
M. Johnson,
of Arthur
widow of
M. Johnson,
offEmmaaM.
name o
Thee name
E.mma M.Johs.
of
Company
E,
First
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Light
Artillery,
and
and
Artillery,
Light
Volunteer
Ohio
of Company E, First Regiment
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $40
per
month
in lieu of
that she
is
is
she
that
of
inlieu
month
per
$40
of
rate
pay
Provisos.
M.
of
death
the
event
increase to cease
on
now
receiving:
Provided,
That
in
the
of
o
f
Tracy
M.
now receiving: Provided, That in the
Prwto s
of said Emma M. and Arthur
death
Johnson, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
Arthur
son of
helpless and
clde n Johnson,
death of child.
M.
Johnson,
the
additional
pension
herein
granted
shall cease
and
cease and
granted shall
herein
pension
M. Johnson, the additional
Pension to
to child
on determine:
determine: Provided
Provided further,
further, That in the event of the death of Emma
child on
Pension
death
mother.
M. Johnson
Johnson the
the name
name of
Tracy M.
Johnson shall be placed
placed on the
M. Johnson
said Tracy
of said
M.
of mother.
death of
pension
roll,
subject
to
the
provisions
and
limitations
of
pension
the pension
pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the
laws,
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
from
and
after
the
date
death
of
date
the
after
and
from
month
per
$20
of
rate
the
at
laws,
of
Johnson.
said Emma M. Johnson.
of said
pensions.
The
of Edward
Edward Steele,
Steele late of
widow of
Steele, widow
Margaret Steele
of Margaret
name of
The name
Perionee.
Margaret
Steele.
Company
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
I, Twelfth
Company I,
ga
Company
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
First Regiment
G, First
Company.G,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month..
$30 per
the rate
her aapension
and
Sarah Blackburn.
Blackburn.
The name
of James
Blackburn, late of
James Blackburn
widow of
Blackburn, widow
Sarah Blackburn,
of Sarah
name of
The
Sarah
Company.G,
G, Twenty-fourth
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Company
and
her a
pension at
$30 per month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
pay her
and pay
Markham, former widow of Orville W.
Nancy
J. Markin.
Markham.
The name of Nancy
Nancy J.
J. Markham,
Nancy J.
Smith,
late of
Ninth Independent
Independent Battery Ohio Volunteer Light
Light
the Ninth
of the
Smith, late
Artillery,
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
her a
pay her
and pay
Artillery, and
M. Amer.
Anna M.
The name of
of Anna M.
M. Amer, former widow of Joseph Amer, late of
Pennsylvania
and second Regiment Pennsylvania
hundred
Company
One
K,
Company
Volunteer
Infantry, and
$30 per
pay her aa pension at the rate of $30
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
Caroline
The
name of
J. Miller, late of
Caroline Miller, widow of Herman J.
of Caroline
The name
aroline Miller.
Company
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
L, Eleventh
Company L,
pay
pension at
the rate
$30 per month.
rate of $30
at the
a pension
her a
pav her
Pension
increased.
increased.
Pension
Th
and dependent son of
Travis
IL Stilwell.
The
of Travis
of
H. Stilwell, helpless and
Travis H.
of
na
The name
tiwell.
TravisI'H
Regiment
Lewis
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Stilwell, late of Company B, Twenty-eighth
Lewis A. Stilwell,
$20
Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aapension at the rate of $20
and pay him
Illinois Volunteer
per month
in
lieu
of that
that lie
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is
now
he
of
in
lieu
month
per
n
Pensions.
Fields, late of
The
of Lydia
Gaines 'former
former widow of Alvis Fields
A. Gaines,
Lydia A.
name of
The name
Lydia A.
A. Gaines.
Gairaes .
Ldia
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Company
C, Second
Artillery,
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Second Regiment
Company C,
and
her a
apension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
pay her
and pay
Frederieke C. AnderThe name
0 Frederieke
name of
The
son.
Frederieke C. Anderson, widow
.widow of Asbury
Asbury E. AnderFsrederiekeC.Anderson,
of Company B, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Cavalry,
son, late of
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
and pay her a
Pensions
increased.
of
and dependent
J. Otto,
Otto, helpless
The name of Mary J.
PIo"t-sed.
Mary J. Otto.
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
Ludwig, alias
Company E, Seventy-second
Seventy-second RegiLouis, Otto, late of Company
alias Louis,
Ludwig,
a pension
ment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the rate of
ment Ohio Volunteer
receiving.
now receiving.
$20 per month in lieu of that she is now
m
Emma M Johnson.
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Shepherd.
The
of Mattie
Mattie Shepherd,
Shepherd, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
Mattie Shepherd.
The name
name of
daughter of
of Mattie
Ira
K, One
hundred and
and twenty-third
Ira Shepherd,
Shepherd, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
One hundred
twenty-third
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
at the
the
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
rate
$20 per
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensons.
Pensions.
The
of Eliza
former widow
widow of
of Francis
H. Rasey,
Rasey, Eliza
Eliza M. Keyes.
Keyes.
Francis H.
The name
name of
Eliza M.
M. Keyes,
Keyes, former
late of
of Company
C, Thirty-seventh
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer
late
Company C,
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her aapension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $30 per month.
month.
Mary T.
J McDonald.
Mary J.
of Luke-McDonald,
LukellcDonald, late
late of
The name of
of Mary
J. McDonald,
McDonald, widow
widow of
of Mary
-Mconald
Company
Battalion, Nineteenth
United States
Company B, Second Battalion,
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment United
States
Infantry,
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
$30 per
per month.
Infantry, and
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
of Clara A.
A.Harlow.
and dependent
dependent daughter
The
name of
of Clara
A. Harlow,
Harlow, helpless
helpless and
daughter of
The name
Clara A.
William A.
late of
of Company
Thirty-eighth Regiment
William
A. Harlow,
Harlow, late
Company C,
C, Thirty-eighth
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
Indiana
Infantry, and
of $20
$20
per month
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
Angelia Meredith,
Meredith, widow
of William
William H.
Meredith, Angelia
The
name of
of Angelia
widow of
H. Meredith,
Angelia Meredith.
Meredith.
late
acting
chief
engineer
United
States
Navy,
and
pay
her
a
pension
late acting chief engineer United States Navy, and pay her a pension
at
per month.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
Amanda E. Buck.
The
name of
Amanda E.
widow of
of Elias
Harvey, late
The name
of Amanda
a
E. Buck,
Buck, former
former widow
Elias Harvey,
late
Bu
of
A, Twentieth
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
of Company
Company A,
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
and
her aapension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
at the
of $30
per month.
and pay
pay her
pension at
Mary Reynolds.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Reynolds,
of Levi
Levi Reynolds,
Reynolds, late
late of
The
Reynolds, widow
widow of
of
" eyn
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
Company F,
F, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
her a
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
her
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Melissa s
S. Lee.
L
Melissa
Co
Lee, late
Lee,'widow
ilate of
oelissa
The
The name
name of
Melissa S. Lee
widow
of Gideon
Gideon E.
E.S. Lee,
Lee,
late of
of CoCompany
K, Sixteenth
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
and pay
pany K,
Sixteenth Regiment
her
pension at
per month
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now Provisos.
of $40 per
in lieu
lieu of
her a
a pension
at the
the rate of
receiving: Provided,
That in
in the
death of
Lucy L.
L. Lee,
receiving:
Provided, That
to cease on
on
the event
event of
of the
the death
of Lucy
Lee, Increase
to
nee
death eland.
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
Melissa S.
S. and
and Gideon
Lee, death
of child.
helpless
dependent daughter
of said
said Melissa
Gideon E.
E. Lee,
the
additional pension
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
the additional
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
determine: Pension
Pesion to
on
to child
child on
death of mother.
Provided
That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
Melissa S.
S. Lee,
Provided further,
further, That
death of
of Melissa
Lee, deathofmother.
the name
name of
of said Lucy
Lucy L.
L. Lee shall be
be placed on the pension
pension roll,
the
subject
to the
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension laws,
laws at
at the
the
subject to
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
the date of death
death of said
said Melissa
Melissa
rate
rate of
of $20 per
per month from and after the
S. Lee.
Lee.
S.
Phebie Hamilton.
The
of Phebie
widow of
of George
W. Hamilton,
Hamilton, late
late
The name
name of
Phebie Hamilton,
Hamilton, widow
George W.
Company F,
Regiment, and
Fifty-first Regiof Company
F, Fortieth Regiment,
and Company G
G,IFifty-first
Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at the
rate of
of Proo.
ment,
Infantry, and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
Provisos.
Increase
to
on
$40
$40 per month
she is now
receiving: Provided,
month in
in lieu of
of that she
now receiving:
Provided, That in death
increase
to cease
e on
of child.
death of Georgie
dependent deat of chld
the event
event of
of the
the death
Georgie A. Hamilton,
Hamilton, helpless and dependent
daughter of
daughter
W. Hamilton,
Hamilton, the
the additional
pension herein
herein Pension to
of said
said George
George W.
additional pension
child on
to child
ol mother.
mother.
death of
granted
cease and
and determine:
further, That
That in
granted shall
shall cease
determine: Arid
And providd
provided further,
in the
the death
event of
Hamilton the
Phebie Hamilton
the name
name of
of the said
said Georgia
Georgie
event
of the death of Phebie
A. Hamilton
Hamilton shall be placed on the pension
pension roll, subject to the pro$20 per
visions
rate of $20
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at the
the rate
visions and limitations
month,
from and
and after
after the
the date
of said
Phebie Hamilton.
Hamilton.
month, from
date of
of death
death of
said Phebie
WiliamN.
William N. Bidge
Bridges.
The name of
of William
The
William N. Bridges, helpless and dependent
dependent son of
of
Joseph
Bridges, late
late of
of Company
Company F, Thirty-first
Indiana
Thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Joseph Bridges,
a pension
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the rate
$20 per
rate of
of $20
per
Pension.
ension.
is now
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
Martha J. McCleary.
The name
of Martha
Martha J.
of James
James H.
H. McCleary,
McCleary, Marth
J. McCleary.
The
name of
J. McCleary,
McCleary, widow
widow of
late
of Company
Twenty-second. Regiment
United States
States Colored
Regiment United
Colored
late of
Company G,
G, Twenty-second
Volunteer
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her aa pension
the rate
of $30
month.
month.
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Rissie Swords.
The name
widow of
of William
William H.
Swords, late
late of
The
name of
of Rissie
Rissie Swords,
Swords, widow
H. Swords,
of EissieSwords.
Company
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Infantry,
Company K,
K, Thirty-ninth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that
pay' her a
a pension
she is
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
George W.
W. Burk.
Burk.
The
name of
George W.
W. Burk,
Burk, late
late of
of Company
F, Fifty-eighth
The name
of George
Company F,
Fifty-eighth George
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
a pension
pension at the
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
rate
rate of
of $30 per month.
month.
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The name
of John
John T.
T. Fleener,
helpless and
of
son of
and dependent
dependent son
Fleener, helpless
The
name of
Samuel W.
of Company
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment
G, Twenty-seventh
late of
Company G,
Samuel
W. Fleenor,
Fleener, late

Pension increased.
Pensionin.ced
John T. Fleener.

ohn T. een.

Pensions.
oaA.Truebloo.
Cora
A.. Trueblood.

Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the rate
rate of
of
at the
pension at
him a,a pension
and pay
pay him
Indiana
$20
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receivng.
receiving..
$20The
per
month
in
is
now
Cora A.
Freeland Trueblood,
The name
name of
of Cora
A. Trueblood,
Trueblood, widow
widow of
of Freeland
Trueblood,
late of Company C, One hundred and thirty-seventh Regiment
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
of
rate of
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a pension at the rate

$30
$30 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
David Sedore,
and dependent
of Isaac
Isaac
child of
dependent child
helpless and
Sedore, helpless
of David
The
Sedore, late
of Company
Company A,
A, Third
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
Third Regiment
late of
Sedore,
Infantry, and
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month.
per month.
him aapension
pension at
and pay
Julia
E. Pierrepont. Infantry,
The name
name of
of Julia
Julia E.
E. Pierrepont,
Pierrepont, former
former widow
of Charles
A.
widow of
Charles A.
The
lia E. Pierrepot.
Barnum,
late
of
Company
E,
Seventh
Regiment
Connecticut
VolBarnum, late of Company E, Seventh Regiment Connecticut Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
her a
a pension
and pay
Pensions Increased. unteer
The
of Horatio
Horatio C.
Stanfield,
C. Stanfield,
widow of
Maranda
Stanfield.
Stanfield, widow
of Maranda
Maranda Stanfield,
The name
name of
Stnel.
sMaada
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
tenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio VolunVolunand tenth
hundred and
late
teer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $40
in
per month
month in
rate of
$40 per
a pension
at the
her a
teer Infantry,
Provisos.
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving:
Provided,
That
in
the
event
of
the
Inease
ease on
to cease
Increase to
on lieu of that she is now receiving: Provided, That in the event of the
death of
of child.
child.
death
Myrtle Stanfield,
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of said
said
heath
death of
of Myrtle
Stanfield, helpless
dependent daughter
Maranda and
and Horatio
Horatio C.
Stanfield, the
additional
pension herein
herein
additional
pension
C.
Stanfield,
the
Maranda
Pension to child on granted shall cease and determine: Providedfurther, That in the event
death
of mother.
mother.
granted shall cease and determine: Providedfurther,That in the event
Pemh of
of
death of
of Maranda
name of
Myrtle StanStanof said
said Myrtle
the name
Stanfield, the
Maranda Stanfield,
the death
of the
field shall
be placed
on the
the pension
roll, subject
subject to
to the
provisions and
and
the provisions
pension roll,
placed on
shall be
field
limitations of
pension laws,
laws, at
at the
the rate
of $20
from
$20 per
per month
month from
rate of
of the
the pension
limitations
and
after the
date of
of death
of said
said Maranda
Maranda Stanfield.
Stanfield.
death of
the date
and after
Sophie P. Harris.
The name
Sophie P.
P. Harris,
widow of
of James
Harris, late
late of
of
James N.
N. Harris,
Harris, widow
name of
of Sophie
The
Sophie P. Hais.
Company C,
Sixty-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois
and
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
C, Sixty-second
Company
Protium'
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that she is
at the
a:pension
pay
ortw,
Pr
on now receiving: Provided,
Increase
increase to
to cease
cease on
Provided, That in the event of the death of John
death
of child.
child.
ath of
Edward Harris,
Harrms, helpless and dependent
N. Harris,
Harris,
dependent son of said James N.
Pension
herein g
,ranteci. shall
determine:
and determine:
cease and
shall cease
granted
pension herein
additional pension
on the
the additional
to clad
child an
eio, to
ehtb of
provided further,
And provided
further, That in the event of the death of Sophie P.
death
of mother.
mother.
Edward Harris shall be
on the
the name
name of
of said John
John Edward
be placed
placedon
Harris, the
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions and limitations of the
the pension
pension
laws, at the rate of $20 per month from and after the death of said
Sophie
Harris.
Pension.
Sophie P.
P. Harris.
tienon.
Martha 'We'd.
MarttRlebel.
The name
name of Martha Ruebel, former widow of
of Jacob
alias
Jacob Zeut,
Zeut, alias
Joseph Sente, late of Company F, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment, and
Company 1,
Regiment, Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
I, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Regiment,
Missouri Volunteer
,. ed and !Jay her apension at the rate of $30 per month.
Pernions icrased. and pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
ari
c. Tindall%
Sinclr.
The name of Maria C. Sinclair, widow
widow of
of Sidney
Sidnev F.
F. Sinclair,
Sinclair, late
lien
arlT.
late of
of
Company
Company G, One hundred
hundred and eighty-eighth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Voluneighty-eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $35 per month in
in
Harriet
lieu of
she is
is now
ei
vi
ng .
receiving.
now rec
that she
of that
L. Potter.
Potter. lieu
arriet L.
The name of Harriet L. Potter, widow of Edward E. Potter, late
commodore, United
captain and commodore,
United States Navy, and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension
Pension.".
enions,
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that she is now receivng.
receivino-.
"L"cA.
Lah.
The name
name of
Lucy
A. Leach.
of Lucy
Lucy A.
A. Leach,
Leach, widow
of Welcome
Welcome G.
G. Leach,
Leach, late
lae of
widow-of
of
Company E, Second Regiment
Regiment United States Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooters, and
and
Company G, Fourth Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Florence
Maxey. her a
apension
pensio n a
the rate of $30 per
per month.
attthe
Florence Me
The
of Florence
Florence Maxey, helpless and dependent daughter of
The name
name of
Henry L. Maxey,
Maxse, late of Company F, Twelfth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky
Pensions
nc-eased.
Volunteer
and pay
her aap
ens i
on a
ra t
eo
20 per
Lulu M.on
.
.looka
Cavalry, and
pay her
olunteer Cavalry
pension
attth
thee rate
off$20
per month.
month.
Lulu M. Jones, helpless and dependent
The name of Li:au
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
Eightieth Regiment
Samuel T. Jones,
Jones, late of Company A,
A. Eightieth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
and pay
pay her
of $20
$20 per
per
Lai-um
Humph:* month
of that
that she
now receiving.
vina Humphey.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
receiving.
David Sedore.
Sedore.
David

--

The name of Lavina Humphrey, widow of William J. Humphrey,

late
The
of
Company
of La,vina
K, One
One
Humphrey
hu
nd
re d'and
widow
twelfth
of William
Regiment,
J. Hand
umpCornhrey ,
late
of name
(Company
K,
hundred
and twelfth Regiment, and Corn-
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pany A, Sixty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
a pension at the rate
herr a
$35 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
rate of
of $35
month in
now

receiving.
receiving.
Mary A. Moessner.
Mary A.
The name of Mary
of Christopher
Christopher F.
Moess ner, M
A. Moessner
Moessner,, widow
widow of
F. Moessner,
A- Mo s ner.
late of Company
Company K,
Second Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
K, Second
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of
$35 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of $35
per month
of that
that she
she
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name
of David
The
name of
David O.
0. Spencer,
Spencer, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
son of
of David
Spencer.
dependent son
anvidn0.. Spence
or.
Oliver Spencer, late of Company C,
Ohio VolunC, Fortieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
teer
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month.
pension at
at the
per month.
Pension i
tere&ts el
d.
The
name of
The name
of Annie
Belle Gaunt,
dependent daughter
Annie Belle
Gaunt, helpless
helpless and
Annie BellerGa
and dependent
daughter Annie
mt.
of Nev Gaunt, late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolunVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,and pay her a
rate of
of $20
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
in
lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
Psions.
Pensions.
The
name of
of Martha
Martha I.
I. McGinnis,
Martha I. McGim
McGinnis.
widow of
The name
McGinnis, widow
of Joseph
Joseph M.
M. McGinnis,
McGinnis, Martana.
nis.
late of Company
Company D, Ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and pay her aa pension at the rate of $30 per
per month.
month.
Markley.
of John
E. Markley,
Markley, late
late of
The name of
John E.
of Company
Company E,
E, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth John
John E.
E. Markley
Regiment,
Regiment, and
K, one
one hundred
ninety-seventh RegiRegiand Company
Company K,
hundred and
and ninety-seventh
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
ment Pennsylvania
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
him aa pension
the rate
$30 per
rate of $30
per month.
month.
Mary
J. Van
DenD
Mary T.
Van Denbergh.
The name of Mary J.
J. Van Denbergh, widow of Jacob
Jacob Van
Van DenDen- berghD, One
bergh, late of Company D,
Regiment
One hundred
hundred and
and twentieth
twentieth Regiment
New York Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
pay her
a pension
pension at
of
$30 per
per month.
month.
$30
Nancy T. Clark.
J. Clark, widow
The name
name of Nancy 3.
widow of Thomas
J. Clark,
Clark, late
of Na y J Clar.
Thomas J.
late of
K, One hundred and
Company K,
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
and eighth
eighth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her
pension at
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
her aapension
at the
rate of
of $30
Jane McMahon.
The name of Jane
Jane McMahon, widow
widow of
of Matthew
late of
of
Matthew McMahon,
McMahon, late
Company
Company D, Second
Second Regiment
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her aapension
pay_her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
the rate
month.
zo
Hockran
Zom Heckman.
The name of Zora Hockman,
The
Hockraan, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
Aaron Hockman, late of Company
Company F, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
her a
a pension
at the
of $20
per
month.
Callie B. Boatrie.
Boatright.
ht.
The name of Callie B. Boatright, widow
widow of
John T.
T. Boatright,
Boatright, late
of John
late
of Company A, First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
and
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
T. a
George T. Baldwin.
I.
The name of George
T. Baldwin,
George T.
Baldwin, helpless
helpless and dependent
of
dependent son
son of
Twenty-seventh Regiment
William L. Baldwin, Late
late of Company K, Twenty-seventh
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $20
$20
per
per month.
month.
e
en.
James Warren.
The name of James
Warren, late of Company B, Thirty-seventh
James Warren
Thirty-seventh
Regiment
a pension
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer' Infantry, and pay him a
pension at
at
the rate of $50 per month.
Pensions increased.
d.
The
name of
The name
of Catharine
Catharine Maconaughay,
Maconaughay, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent Catharine
Penons
1 mcreae
Mace.
COdaughter of James
of Company
James Maconaughay,
Maconaughay, late of
Company G,
Two hundred
G, Two
hundred naughay.
naughay.
and fifth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
a
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
now receiving.
The name
Charles W. Smith,
name of Charles
of Company
Company H,
First RegiSmith, late
late of
H, First
Regi- Charles W. Smith.
ment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
him a
pension at
a pension
at the
the
rate of $72
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$72 per month
month in
lieu of
that he
Mary A. Slack.
The name
name of
Slack, widow
The
of Mary
Mary A.
A. Slack,
of Magnus
Magnus D.
late of
of M A. Slack.
widow of
D. Slack,
Slack, late
Thirteenth Regiment
Company K, Thirteenth
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Michigan
a pension at
and pay her a
of $35
per month
lieu of
at the
the rate
rate of
$35 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Peo
Pensions.
The name of Eva McNett, former
Eva kcett
MeNett.
former widow of Jacob B.
McNett, late
B. McNett,
late Eva
assistant
Michigan Volunteer
fmsistant surgeon, First Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooters,
and pay her aapension
at the
$30 per
per month.
month.
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
Be

e

a

t.
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The
name of
of Annie
Annie J.
Page, widow
of George
George W.
W. Page,
late of
of indeThe name
J. Page,
widow of
Page, late
independent
company,
Dennison
Guard,
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pendent company, Dennison Guard, Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
per month.
month.
of $30
$30 per
the rate
rate of
at the
her aapension
pay
Amanda B.
Birch.
The name
name of
Amanda B.
Birch, widow of J. J.
Birch, late acting
J. C. Birch,
B. Birch,
of Amanda
The
B. Birch.
Amanda
medical
cadet,
United
States
Army,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at the
rate
the rate
at
a
pension
her
pay
and
Army,
States
United
cadet,
medical
of
$30
per
month.
Pesion
of
$30
per
month.
inresed.
Pension increased.
John Wilson.
The
of John
Wilson, late
late of
Company D,
Regiment
D, Third
Third Regiment
of Company
John Wilson,
name of
The name
John Wilson.
Kentucky Volunteer
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
the rate
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky
Pensions.
$72
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
he
$72 per month in lieu of that
Pensions
Rebecca
Horine.
The
of Rebecca
Ronne, widow
widow of
brine, late
of
late of
of George
George M. Horine,
Rebecca Horine,
The name
name of
Rebeca Horine.
Company
I, One
hundred and
thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolVoland thirty-fifth
One hundred
Company I,
unteer Infantry,
and pay
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
Infantry, and
unteer
Bertha Blanch Weimer.
The
name of
of Bertha
dependent daughdaughand dependent
helpless and
Weimer, helpless
Blanch Weimer,
Bertha Blanch
The name
Bertha Blanchweiter of
of John
S. Weimer,
Weimer, late
late of
of Company
F, Ninety-ninth
Ninety-ninth Regiment
Regiment
Company F
John S.
ter
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate
pension at
her aapension
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
of
$20 per
month.
of
$20
per
month.
Ezra Shapira,
The
of Ezra
late of
of Company
Company C,
Fifty-first Regiment
The name
Ezrank.
name of
Ezra Shanks,
Shanks, late
C, Fifty-first
Regiment
Ohio
Company F,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment United
United
F, Seventh
Infantry, and
and Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
States
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
the rate
$30
of $30
rate of
a pension
pension at
him a
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
States Volunteer
per month.
month.
Sibria
stgper
&brie Armstrong,
The nameof
name of SibriaArmstrong,former
Sibria Armstrong tformer widow
widow of
of James
James M.
Lawrence,
M.Lawrence,
The
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Mounted
Volunteer Mounted
Tennessee Volunteer
late
Infantry,
pay her
her a
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
Mice West.
ewest.
The name of Alice
Alice West, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter of Sylsixty-fourth
vester D. West, late of Company K, One hundred and sixty-fourth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at
rate
at the
the rate
and pay
her a
a pension
Infantry, and
Regiment
of
$20
per
month.
f $20 per month.
Bat
Sarah J.
J. Bates.
J. Bates, widow of George
The name
name of Sarah
Sarah J.
George Bates, late of Company H, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
pany
pay
her
apension
at
the
rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
per
month.
Mary F. Lake.
Lake late
The name of Mary F. Lake, former widow of Joshua W. Lake,
of Company
Company C, One hundred and twenty-third
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
twenty-third Regiment
a pension at the rate of $30 per
per
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
month.
month.
Prk.
rEa
Emma
Park.
The name of Emma
Emma Park, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
Twenty-sixth Regiment
James A. Park, late of Company
Company D, Twenty-sixth
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20
month.
er1 month.
pper
aIbella Grnvp.
Isabella
Grover.
The
Gruver , widow
John A.
A. Gruver,
of
The name
name of
of Isabella
Isabella Gruver,
widow of
of John
Gruver, late
late of
Company
Cavalry, and pay
Company C, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Cavalry,
her
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
pension at
her aapension
,,ea
Peson
Pension
increased.
Elizabeth.
The
Tuname
I.
Duffield, helpless
helpless and
Elizabeth I. E.
E. D
Duiof
Elizabeth
E.
Duffield,
and dependent
dependent
geld.
daughter
daughter of Thomas A. Duffield,
Duffield, late of Company
Company B, Second RegiCavalry, and pay her aapension at the rate
ment California
California Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Pensions.
pensions,
of $20
820 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
May L. Drake.
Drake.
L. Drake, former widow of John Herrington,
Mary
The name
name of Mary
Mary L.
Herrington,
late of Company
Company M, Ninth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Heavy
Volunteer Heavy
Elizabeth S.
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
ermonth.
s. va Artillery,
Artillery, and
Elizabeth
and pay
pay her
the rate
$30 p
per
month.
Pelt.
Pea.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth S. Van Pelt, former widow of Gaines Brock,
Brock,
Fifty-fifth Regiment
late of Company
Company G, Fifty-fifth
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Harriet
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.
Harriet E.
E. Ritter.
Ritter,
The name of Harriet
Harriet E. Ritter,
of
Ritter, widow of Austin Ritter, late of
Company
Wisconsin Volunteer
Cora?any G, Sixteenth Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Elizabeth A.
par her
_ler a
pension at
at the
rate of
of 830
830 per
per month.
month.
Eliuabeh
Tuttle. pay
A. Tuttle.
a pension
the rate
The
'Ile name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth A. Tuttle, widow
widow of Henry
Henry G.
G. Tuttle,
Tuttle, late
late
of Company E, Forty-first
Forty-first Regiment
Infantry,
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30
Eliabth A. Pe
Elizabeth
830 per
per month.
The name
name of
Elizabeth A.
A. Pease,
widow of
The
of Elizabeth
Pease, widow
of Dallas
Dallas M.
M. Pease,
Pease, late
late of
of
Company A,
Second Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy ArCompany
A, Second
tiler, and pay her a
a pension
tillery,
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Annie
Annie
J.

J. Page.

Page

pow,
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The name
N. Wellman
The
name of Emily N. Wellman, widow
widow of Norman
Norman Wellman, late
late Emily
Emily N.
wellman
of Company
Company A, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Pension increased.
The
name of Louisa Mawhiney,
of William
The name
Mawhiney, widow of
William I.
I. Mawhiney,
Mawhiney, Louisa
Lonisiaon3irneay.
Mawhiney.
late of Company
Company B, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
State
Volunteer State
Militia Cavalry, and pay her a
the rate
rate of
of $40
month Provisos.
a pension
pension at
at the
$40 per
per month
Proios.
in lieu of that she is now receiving:
Provided, That
receiving: Provided,
That in
the event
in the
event of
of Increase
Increase to cease
cease on
on
death of child.
the death of John H.
H. Mawhiney,
Mawhiney, helpless
helpless and
dependent son
son of
of said
and dependent
said death c
William
William I.
I. Mawhiney,
Mawhiney, the additional
additional pension
granted shall
shall
pension herein
herein granted
Pension to child on
cease and determine:
cease
determine: Providedfurther,That
Provided further,That in the event of
of the
death death
the death
mother.
death of
of mother.
of Louisa Mawhiney,
the
Mawhiney,
name of said John
John H.
H. Mawhiney
Mawhiney shall
shall be
be
roll, subject
placed on the pension roll,
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
subject to
to the
limitations
of the pension laws, at the rate of
of $20
month from
from and
and after
the
$20 per
per month
after the
date of
of death
said Louisa
death of
of said
Louisa Mawhiney.
Mawhiney.
Pensions
Pensions.
of David A.
The name of Emma L.
L. Lindsay, widow of
A. Lindsay,
Lindsay, alias
alias Emma L. Lindsay.
Lindsay.
late of
of Company
James D. Hamel, late
Company M,
M, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee
and pay
pay her
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
her a
apension at
rate of
of $30
month.
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
rriett ord.
Harriett Jordan.
The name of Harriett
Harriett Jordan, widow
widow of
Jordan, late
late of
of Lindsey
Lindsey Jordan,
of
D, Fortieth
Company D,
Fortieth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
at the
month.
Cora B. Kelley.
The name of Cora B. Kelley, widow
widow of James
James Kelley,
Kelley, late
late of
Comof Corpany C, Tenth
Regiment
States Volunteer
Tenth Regiment United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
rate of
of $30
her a
apension at the rate
per month.
$30 per
month.
Ade
e Lee.
Adana Mae Lee.
The name of Adelia Mae Lee, widow
widow of
of James
James E.
late of
of ComComE. Lee,
Lee, late
pany D,
pany
I), First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
pension at
pension
at the
rate of
of $30
month.
the rate
$30 per
per month.
e Don Llod.
Maggie Dona Lloyd.
•
The name of Maggie
and dependent
Maggie Dona Lloyd, helpless and
daughter M
dependent daughter
of Joseph Lloyd, late of Company
Company C, First
First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee VolVolunteer Light
a pension at the
Light Artillery, and pay her a
of $20
per
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month.
month.
Israel Boyer, alias
Israel Boyer, alias
The name of Israel Boyer, alias George Johnson,
Johnson, late
of Company
Company Geore
late of
George Johnson.
Johnson.
C, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Michigan Volunteer
pay him
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
a
pension at the rate of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
Pensions Increased.
dependent son
The name of Frank Haight,
Haight, helpless and dependent
son of
of FredFred- Frank fHaigat.
Haight.
erick G. Haight, late of Company
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Company B, Twenty-fifth
Regiment Michigan
Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
First Regiment
Regiment Veteran
and Company
Company K,
K, First
Veteran ReReserve
pension at
serve Corps, and pay him a
apension
of $20
per month
in
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month in
lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
George H. Bowman.
The name of George H. Bowman,
helpless and
Bowman, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
of
son of
Abraham
of Company
Abraham Bowman,
Bowman, late of
C, One
hundred and
and ninetyCompany C,
One hundred
ninetysecond Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving. Pensions.
Pensions
The name of Jessie G. Gilman, helpless and dependent
Jessie G.
G. Gilman.
of Jessie
The
dependent daughter
daughter of
Gilman.
Elbridge P.
P. Gilman, late of
of Troop
Troop G,
G, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
States
United States
Volunteer
a pension
pension at
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her a
of $20
$20 per
per
at the
the rate
rate of
month.a
month.
achary.
Virginia Zachary.
of John
John Zachary,
The name of Virginia
Virginia Zachary, widow
widow of
Zachary, late
of
late of
Company C, First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry,
pay
at the
the rate
and .
pay her a
apension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Samuel Pryor.
The name of
of Samuel Pryor,
Pryor, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegi- amu e l ryo
ment Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
at the
the
and pay
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Jane M. Henderson.
He n
The name of Jane M. Henderson,
Henderson, widow of
of Henry
W. Henderson,
Henderson, J an e
Henry W.
den.
I, Seventieth
Seventieth Regiment
late of Company I,
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
and pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
a pension
per month.
month.
Peter Boyd.
The name
name of
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment
of Peter
Peter Boyd,
Boyd, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Twelfth
United States Colored Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension at
and pay
pay him
a pension
at
the rate of $30 per
per month.
month.
Eugene Cunning.
The name of
of Eugene
son of
ham.
Eugene Cunningham,
Cunningham, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
of ham.e
Cunning.
Cunningham, late of Company F,
Moses S. Cunningham,
F, Forty-third
Forty-third Regiment
Regiment
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Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
of
Indiana
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20
per month.
month.
$20
per
Pension increased.
The
Emaline C.
C. Lindner,
TAndner, helpless
dependent daughter
daughter
eSin C.
C2Lindr
The name
name of
of Emaline
helpless and
and dependent
Emsline
Lindner.
of
Samuel Lindner,
of Company
D, Fifty-first
Pennof Samuel
Lindner, late
late of
Company D,
Fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
the rate
of
sylvania
and pay
her aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of
Pens.

Pension.
Frances E. Parmaarmnater.
ter.
Pension increased.

Lillian
Lillian Brown.
Brown.

Pensions

Pensions.
E. Broyles.
Broyles.

John

E.

SaraharaE
E. Maurer.

Sarah
E. M

Catherine Weber.
catheine
Weber.

Diana Lucas.
Diana
Lucas.

pensis
Pensions inceased.
increased.
Nancy
F. Taylor.
Taylor.
Nancy F.

Elizabeth Bea
Beach.
Elizabeth

Pensions.
Pensions.
Mary
Phillips.
Mary Phillips.
Callie Oberer.

aie Oberer.

$20
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
receiving.
$20 per
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
The
name of
of Frances
E. Parmater,
J. ParParThe name
Frances E.
Parmater, former
former widow
widow of
of John
John J.
mater, late of Company A, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
The name of Lillian Brown, helpless and dependent
daughter of
of
dependent daughter
B, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment ConnectiFrancis A. Brown,
Brown, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
Connecticut
Infantry, and
at the
the rate
$20 per
cut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aa.pension
pension at
rate of
of $20
per
month
lieu of
of that
she is
receiving.
month in
in lieu
that she
is now
now receiving.
The
E. Broyles,
Broyles, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
of Henry
The name of
of John E.
dependent son
son of
Henry
Broyles,
Broyles' late of Company
Ohio Volunteer
Company L,
L, Seventh Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Cavalry, and Company
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps,
Company E, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
and
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
the rate
him aapension
and pay
The name of Sarah E. Maurer,
late
Maurer, former
former widow of
of Isaiah
Isaiah Miller,
Miller, late
of Company G, Seventy-second
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Seventy-second Regiment
Infantry, and
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
the rate
per month.
of Catherine
The name of
Catherine Weber, former
of Robert
former widow
widow of
Robert R.
R. Martin,
Martin,
late
Company L,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
late of Company
L, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
and pay her a
per month.
month.
a pension at the rate
rate of $30 per
The name of Diana Lucas, former widow
widow of
of Nathan
Nathan Lucas
late of
Lucas, late
of
Company E,
First Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Light
and
Company
E, First
Regiment Michigan
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay her
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
the rate
rate of
pay
her aapension
The name of Nancy F.
G. Taylor,
F. Taylor, widow of Thomas G.
Taylor, late of
of
Company
Company I,
I, One hundred
hundred and fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $35
$35 per month in lieu
of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that she
is now
The
daughter of
of
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Beach, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
Williard
O. Beach, late of Company I, One hundred
Williard 0.
hundred and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth
Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa: pension
at
the
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
The name of Mary Phillips, former widow
widow of Orren W. Stanford,
late of Company
Ninety-eighth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Company A, Ninety-eighth
Volunteer InfanInfantry, and pay her aapension at
of $30
$30 per
per month.
at the rate
rate of
month.

rThe name of Calle Oberer, widow of John Oberer, late of Company
C, Fifteenth Regiment Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a

C, The
Fifteenth
name of
Regiment
Calhe Oberer,
Missouri
widow
Volunteer
of John Infantry,
Oberer , late
andofpay
Company
her a

pension
at the
the rate
month.
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
The name of Sarah
Sarah Cain,
James Cain,
Cain, late
late of
of Company
Company
Cain, widow
widow of
of James
B, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
a
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
of $40
$40 per
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now receivreceivproesid.
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
Proviso*.
per month
lieu of
that she
she is
Increase to cease o n
dIncease
mg: Provided,
the death
of James
James Cain,
Cain, helpless
helpless
Provided, That in the event
event of the
death of
death
of child. as on mg:
and dependent
dependent son of said James Cain, the additional
and
additional pension herein
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
further, That
the event
event
on granted
Pension to child
child on
and determine:
determine: Provided
Providedfurther,
That in
in the
death of
death
of mother.
mother.
of the
the death of Sarah Cain, the name of said James Cain shall be
of
placed
placed on the pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations
of the pension laws, at the rate of $20
the
$20 per
per month
month from and
and after
after the
of
of
said
Sarah
Cain.
date
of
death
of
said
Sarah
Cain.
Helena Garges.
The name
of Helena
Gorges, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
ea args.
The
name of
Helena Garges,
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
Amandes Garges,
Garges, late of Company A, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $20
$20
Pensions.
month
that she
she is
is now
per
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Lottie Banghman.
Baughtnsm
Lottie
The name 'of
of Lottie
ofIsaiah
Lottie Baughman,
Baughman, widow of
Isaiah Baughman, late
Illinois Volunteer
of Company C, Thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Tllinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
pay her
at the
the rate
rat
e o
per month.
mont h.
Ema
E.
and pay
her aapension
pension at
off$30
$30 per
Emma
E. Brown.
Brown.
The name of Emma E. Brown, helpless and dependent daughter of
Thomas Brown, late of Company
H,, One hundred
Company II
hurithed and eighteenth
eighteenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
pension
a pension
at the rate of $20 per month.
month.

i
ad.
sarah Cain.

Pensions
enons Increased.
Sarah Can.
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The name of Loretta
Loretta Hosey, helpless and dependent daughter of
James
Company G,
Eleventh Regiment
James R.
R. Hosey, late
late of
of Company
G, Eleventh
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky
Volunteer
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
per month
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
in
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Hannah Brantner,
widow of
Brantner, late
late
The name
name of
of Hannah
Brantner, widow
of James
James S.
S. Brantner,
of Company
Company B,
B, Two
hundred and
and eighth
eighth Regiment
of
Two hundred
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

Pensions increased.
Loretta Hosey.

Pensions in'reased

Hannah
Ha ah Brantner.

rantner.

Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of 835
$35 per
Volunteer
month in lieu
Infantry,
of thatand
shepay
i
snow
her receiving.
rate of
per
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
The
name of
of Rhoda
Button, widow
widow of
W. Button,
Button, late
late of
The name
Rhoda Button,
of James
James W.
Button.
of Rhoda
Rhoda °Btton.
Company G, Ninety-third
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Ninety-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
pension at
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
n L.
iot.
Martha L. Elliott.
The name
name of
of Martha
L. Elliott,
Elliott, widow
penThe
Martha L.
widow of
of Salathiel
Salathiel Elliott
Elliott pensioned as
as Salathiel
Salathiel Ellet,
late of
of Company
Company E,
Thirty-third Regiment
Regiment
sioned
Ellet, late
E, Thirty-third
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
Ohio
pay her
$30
per month.
per
month.
a h Mowry.
The name
name of
of Sarah
of Jasper
late Sarah
The
Sarah Mowry,
Mowry, former
former widow
widow of
Jasper Lanham,
Lanham, late
Mowy.
of
Company M,
M, Third
Third Regiment
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
of Company
Regiment West
West Virginia
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
her aapension
and
Sy/ails.
The
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of Emma
The name
name of
of Emma
Emma Swalls,
Swalls, helpless
dependent daughter
Emma wallsEli Swalls,
Swans, late
Company E,
Regi
late of Company
E, One
One hundred
hundred and thirty-third
thirty-third Regi
ment Indiana
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
rate
ment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her aapension
at the
the rate
of
per month
she is
is now
now receiving.etta
receiving.
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
wall
Zetta Swans.
The
name of
of Zetta
Zetta Swalls,
Swalls, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
Eli
The name
and dependent
of Eli
Swans,
late of
One hundred
thirty-third Regiment
Regiment
Swalls, late
of Company
Company E,
E, One
hundred and
and thirty-third
Indiana
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
at the
$20
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
now receiving:
receiving:
per
month in
lieu of
she is
is now
Pensions.
Pensions.
Parks.
Sarah. J. Par.
widow of Jasper
Parks, widow
J. Parks,
Sarah J.
The name
name of
of Sarah
jasper N. Parks, late of Sarah
The
Company B, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company
Illinois Volunteer
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
pay
her aapension
at the
of $30
$30 per
month.
Ma
armaer.
Mary Haremaker.
Haremaker, widow
The name
name of Mary
Mary Haremaker,
widow of
of Peter
Peter Haremaker,
Haremaker, late of
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company A,
A, Fifty-fifth Regiment
Infantry,
and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
and pay
pay her
her aapension
$30 per
Walter.
The name
name of
Walter, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
son of
of Borda
Borda Burton
Burton Walter
The
of Burton
Burton Walter,
dependent son
Walters, late of Company
Company K,
K, One hundred
hundred and thirty-sixth
Regiment
thirty-sixth Regiment
Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantrv, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at the
the rate of
of $20
$20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
per
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
F.nie
F. Porter.
Fannie F. Porter.
The name
name of Fannie E. Porter,
widow of ¥)aniel
Daniel P. Porter,
Porter, widow
Porter, late
late of
of
I), Third Battalion Rifles, Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer Militia
Company D,
Militia
Infantry,, and
Infantry
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $40
month in
in lieu
at the
lieu Provisos.
prori.os.
$40 per month
to cease
on
ceasn on
Inres.so to
of the death Increase
the event
in the
Proiidi'(, That in
of
that she
she is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
event of
of tliat
death of child.
of
Porter, helpless
dependent son
of said
said Daniel P.
helpless and dtpendent
of Charles
Charles S.
S. Porter,
son of
P. eth h
Porter, the
additional pension
pension herein
shall cease
and deterPorter,
the additional
herein granted
granted shall
cease and
deter- Pension
n too child
child on
death of mother.
mine:
ProviddJurt/her,
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
Fannie E.
E. death
mine: Providrd
further, That
That in
death of
of Fannie
name of
said Charles
Charles S.
S. Porter
Porter shall
shall be
be placed
on the
the penpenPorter, the
the name
of said
placed on
sion roll,
roll, subjet
subject to
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
the pension
pension laws,
sion
to the
limitations of
of the
laws,
at
per month
from and
and after
after the
the date
date of
at the rate
rate of
of $20 per
month from
of the
the death
death
Pensions.
of
Fannie E.
E. Porter.
Porter.
of said
said Fannie
Jane Burton.
Burton
of Jane
Maurice Burton,
late of
The name
Burton, former
former widow
The
name of
of Jane
Jane Burton,
widow of
of Maurice
Burton, late
Company
forty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volun(ompany D, One
One hundred
hundred and forty-fifth
Indiana Volunteer
$30 per
per month.
month.
tter Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pav her
her aapension
pension at the
the rate
rate of 830
Mary A. McGill.
The
of Mary
A. McGil,
McGill, helpless
dependent daughter
daughter of
The name
name of
Mary A.
helpless and
and dependent
of Mary A MCGUI
James
McGill,
late
of
Company
B,
Tenth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
James McGill, late of Company B, Tenth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
C(avalry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
Cavalry,
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
month.
of $:2O
')20 per
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
J. James.
The name
of Martha
James, widow
widow of
M. James,
late of
Martha 3.
JamesJames, late
of Martha
J. James,
of Leander
Leander M.
Mlartha J.
The
name of
Company
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolCompany A, One hundred
hundred and
and thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth Regiment
unteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
rate of $40
840 per
per month
month
otisaR.
in lieu of that she is now receiving:
Protided,That in the event
event of the
theo tncre.
a
receiving: Provided,
asee to
to cease
cease OD
al
death
of child.
child.
death
of
Helen
James,
helpless
and
dependent
daughter
of
said
death of Helen James, helpless and dependent daughter of said death of
Leander
M. James,
James, the
the additional_pension
additional pension herein
granted shall
shall cease
Leander M.
herein granted
cease Pension to child on
and determine:
Providedfurther,
furt!,
r, That
That in
in the
of death of mother.
and
determine: Provided
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
Martha J.
Martha
J. James,
name of
placed on
on
James, the
the name
of said Helen
Helen James
James shall he
ht placed
rem
t
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Pensions
Pensions.
Betsey Pame
P al mer
Metser
r
Mason.

Rebecca R.
Rebecca
E. Brown.
Brown.

Harriett A. Lake.

Martha J.. Sexton.

Edwin
E. Warren.
Warren.
Edwin E.

Mary
Leroy.
Mary E.
E. Leroy.
L Engelhardt.
g
Louisa
Louia
Enghdt

Doa Myers.

Dora Myers.

Pensions increased.
pensions
Flora Heath.

Sarah
N. Bolinger.
Sarah N.
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the pension
roll, subject
the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
the
pension roll,
subject to
to the
provisions and
of the
the
pension laws,
$20 per
month from
from and
and after
after the
date
laws, at
at the rate of
of $20
per month
the date
of death
of said
Martha J.
J. James.
death of
of
said Martha
James.
The
name of
of Betsey
Mason, former
William H.
The name
Betsey Palmer
Palmer Mason,
former widow
widow of
of William
H.
Palmer, late of Company F, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
The name of Rebecca E.
of James
James M.
M. M.
E. Brown,
Brown, former
former widow
widow of
M.
Houston, late of Company
Company L,
L, First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay her a
$30 per
per month.
a pension at
at the rate
rate of $30
month.
The name
name of Harriett
Harriett A.
A. Lake,
Lake widow
widow of
Dewitt C.
C. Lake,
Lake, late
late of
of Dewitt
of
Company
Company F, Third
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Third Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Infantry, and
pay
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
her a
a pension
the rate
of $30
$30 per
The name of Martha J.
J. Sexton,
and dependent
daughter
Sexton, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
IsaacsSexton, late of Company A, Tenth Regiment
of IsaaoSexton,
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry and Company E, Fourth Regiment
Infantry,
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps,
Regiment Veteran
and pay her a
apension at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
Warren, helpless
The name of Edwin
Edwin E.
E. Warren,
helpless and
dependent son
son of
of
and dependent
Edwin A. Warren, late of Company
Company G, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and
Company
K, Seventeenth
Company K,
Maine Volunteer
Seventeenth Regiment, Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay him a
a pension at the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $20 per
Theename of Mary E. Leroy, widow of Fred, alias Frederick
Th
Frederick Leroy,
late of Company
Company E, First Regiment United States Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Missouri Militia,
Militia'and
and pay
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
Missouri
pay her
her aapension
pension at
rate of
$30 per
The name of Louisa Engelhardt, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
of Henry Engelhardt, late of Company A,
and thirtythirtyA, One hundred
hundred and
eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio National
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
National Guard Volunteer
and pay
pay
her
pension at
rate of
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
The name of Dora Myers, former widow
widow of Charles Swordes, late
late of
of
Company A, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
her
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
The name of
of Flora Heath, helpless
and dependent
daughter of
of
helpless and
dependent daughter
Samuel A. Heath, late of Company
C, Third
VolCompany C,
Third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her a
a.pension at the
of $20
per month
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month
in lieu of that
receiving.
that she
she is
is now receiving.
The name of Sarah N. Bolinger, widow of Jacob N. Bolinger,
Bolinger, late
late
watchman United States ram Fulton, Mississippi
Mississippi Marine
Marine Brigade,
Brigade,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month
of that
that she
month in lieu of
she

is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
The name of
of Thompson S. Lozaw,
Lozaw , helpless
helpless and
dependent son
of
and dependent
son of
Lozaw late of Company D, Fourth Independent
Samuel Lozaw,
Battery,
Independent Battery,
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
pay him
the
Artillery, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
Pensions.
$20 per
that he
he is
Pensions.
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Nancy
The name
name of Nancy C. Troupe, former
Forgey,
Nancy C.
C. Troupe.
Troupe.
The
former widow of James L. Foigey,
late of Company L, Fifteenth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Cavdry,
Cavalry,
and pay her a
a pension at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
month.
Elizabeth
The name of Elizabeth
widow of
of George
George T.
Elizabeth Burgess.
Elizabeth Burgess, widow
Burgess, late
late
T. Burgess,
of Company G, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Pensions increased, and
and pay
her a
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 p
er mon
th .
Pensions
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
per
month.
Carse
Cassie R. Hatch.
Hatch.
The name of-Cassie R. Hatch, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
of
daughter of
Albion L. Hatch, late of Company
Company F,
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Maine
F, Twenty-fourth
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Veteran
Veteran Infantry, and pay her a
apension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
month in
she is
receiving.
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
E. Frost.
Ft.
The name of Sarah E. Frost, widow of Charles L.
Sarah sah
E.
of
L. Frost,
Frost, late of
Company
Company F, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $35 per
in lieu
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
carine st.
Deis.
Caroline
St. Denis.
The name of Caroline St. Denis, widow
of Gideon
Gideon St.
widow of
St. Denis,
Denis, late
late of
of
Ninety-second Regiment, and Company G,
Companies II and A, Ninety-second
G,
Ninety-sixth Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her
aa pension at the rate of $35 per month
of that
that she
is now
now
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
receiving.
receiving.
ThpsnS.o
Thompson
S. Lozaw.

Thompson.
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ah
Hancock, helpless
The name
name of Josiah
Josiah C. Hancock,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
Josiah C.
C. Hancock.
of Jos
Francis M. Hancock,
Hancock, late
late of
Company
I,
Twenty-ninth
R
e
gi
men
t
of Company I, Twenty-ninth Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Inf an t
ry, an
d pay
pay aim
the rate
ra t
e of
of
and
him aa pension
pension at
at the
$20 per
athe
he i
receiving.
$20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of th
that
issnow
now receiving.
th Bartlett.
The
helpless and
an ddependent
dependen tdaughter
daughter Julia Ruth Bartlett.
The name
name of
of Julia
Julia Ruth
Ruth Bartlett,
Bartlett, helpless
of Sylvanus
Sylvanus Bartlett, late of
Company 11,
Ohio
of Company
H, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
per
month in
in lieu of
of that
that she
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name of Mary
widow of
Mary Werner,
Werner widow
of Adam
Adam. Werner,
Werner, late
late of
of Captain
Captain Mary
Mary Werner.
Werner.
Knapp's company, Seventh 'Indiana
Legion, and
pay her
her aapension
pension
Indiana Legion,
and pay
at the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
C. Ludwig.
The name of Eliza
Ehza C. Ludwig, widow
widow of
Frank Ludwig,
of Eliza
of Frank
Ludwig, late
late of
Eliza CLudwi gCompany D, Third Battalion
Battalion New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Artillery;
ComArtillery; Company D, Second Regiment
Regiment United
States Cavalry;
Cavalry; and
and Company
United States
Company F,
F,
Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apenpension at
sion
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
rate of
$30 per
Pension increased.
increased.
Lafayette
Van
8
The name of Lafayette Van Gundy, late
late of Company E,
Fourteenth Guandy.
E, Fourteenth
Van
Gundy.
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of $72 per month
that he
is now
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving
Pension.
Pesion.
Sadie C. Steadman.
The name of
Sadie C.
Steadman, former
of Sadie
C. Steadman,
widow of
of Hezekiah
Hezekiah N.
N. Sadie
former widow
c. Steadma
Steadman, late of Company
Company E, One hundred
and twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth RegiRegihundred and
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
her aapension
of
Pensions Increased.
$30
per month.
$30 per
month.
Pensions
increased.
Hunter C. FrampThe name
name of Hunter
C. Frampton,
of Company
F, Third
Third RegiRegi- ton.
Hunter C.
Frampton, late
late of
Company F,
ton.
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Heavy
i
Artillery,
and pay
pay him
him a
apenpenArtillery, and
sion at the
$35 per
per month
month in
n lieu
that he
the rate
rate of
of $35
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving,
receiving,
no deduction
deduction or rebate
rebate to
on account
former alleged
alleged overto be
be made
made on
account of
of former
overpayment
payment or erroneous
erroneous payments
of pension.
payments of
pension.
B. Owen.
The name of Helen B. Owen, widow of
Owen, late
late of
of Helen
of Robert
Robert S.
S. Owen,
Helen B OwenCompany A, Third Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
and
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $35 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
lieu of
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
A. Barnes.
li A
Bar
The name of Julia A. Barnes, widow of Leander P. Barnes,
Barnes late of
of JJulia
nes
Company
Company D, Second Regiment Rhode
Island Volunteer
Infantry,
Rhode Island
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at
of $30
month.
at the rate of
$30 per
per month.
Sarah J. Pond.
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah J.
J. Pond, widow of Chandler
Chandler H. Pond, late of
of a rah Pond
the Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Infantry,
and
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her aapension at
of $30
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Martha Williams.
The name of Martha
Martha Williams, widow of Joseph T. Williams,
Williams, late Martha
Wiliams.
of Company F, Forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Missouri Volunteer
a pension at the rate
and pay her a
$30 per
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Mary E. Bowen.
The name of Mary
Mary E. Bowen,
Bowen, widow of George L. Bowen,
Bowen, late of Mary E. Bn
Company I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Regiment Kansas
her aa pension
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Elieth . Sager.
Elizabeth M. Sager.
Sager,, widow
widow of Garrett
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth M. Sager
Garrett S.
S. Sager,
Sager, late
late of
of
Company A,
A, Seventh
Seventh Regim
en
t
Wisconsin
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her aapension at
at the
$30 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
H.O.
Susan H. Orr.
the name of Susan H.
11. Orr, widow
The
Charles W.
W. Orr,
Orr , late
late of
of Comwidow of
of Charles
Company C, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer
Militia, and pay her a
apension
pension at
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
of $30
Eva
Plant
Eva J. Plantc.
The name of Eva
Plante, former
Eva J.
J. Plante,
former widow
Louis Peipker,
Peipker, late
late
widow of
of Louis
Independent Company,
of Sixth Independent
Company, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooter, and
and
pay
pay her
pension at
at the
of 830
her aapension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Loretta
Loretta McKee
McKee.
McKee, helpless
The name of Loretta
Loretta McKee,
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of
dependent daughter
Amos McKee,
McKee late unassigned,
Third Regiment
Regiment Pennsvlvania
Pennsylv ania VolunVolununassigned, Third
teer Heavy Artillery, and pay her
a pension
her a
pension at the rate of $20
per
$20 per
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Rasella Magee.
Magee.
Magee, helpless
The name of Rosella Magee,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of Rosella
James Magee,
Magee, late of Company I,
I, Sixty-second
Sixty-second Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York
Volunteer
Infantry,iand pay her a
a pension at the rate
Volmateer Infantry,
$20 per
month
rate of
of $20
per month
in lieu of that
th atshe
she is
snow receiving.
receiving.
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widow of
John F.
The name of Harriet Sillman, widow
of John
F. Sillman,
Sillman, late
late of
of
Company E, Eleventh Regiment
pay
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension at the rate
her a
of $35
$35 per
in lieu
she is
now
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Laura Levenseler.
Levenseler.
The name of Laura Levenseler,
dependent daughter
Levenseler, helpless
helpless and dependent
daughter of
of
Levenseler late of Company
Henry Levenseler
Company A, Twenty-s:cond
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
Infantry, and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate
of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
receiving.
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
that she
is now
now receiving.
Sarah A.
A. Christy.
Sarah
Christy.
The
name of Sarah A. Christy, widow of Thomas J.
The name
J. Christy, late
of Company C, One hundred
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
hundred and thirty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the
rate of
of $35
$35 per
the rate
per
month in lieu of
she
now receiving.
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
Pensions.
Sarnh Keys.
The
The name
name of
of Sarah
late of
ComSarah Keys
Keys, widow
Sarah
widow of
of William
William T
T. Keys,
Keys, late
of Company I, Seventy-second
Seventy-second Regiment
Infantry, and
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her a
$30 per
month.
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
Tames
James Bertram.
Bartram
The
C, Third
The name of James
James Bartram,
Baxtram, late of Company C,
Third Regiment
Regiment
United States Volunteer
Volunteer Artillery, and pay him
the rate
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate
of $50 per
per month.
Pension increased.
The name
E. Hall,
Hall, helpless
helpless and
dependent son
son of
of Elijah
Pension E.
incread
The
name of
of Gurney
Gurney E.
and dependent
Elijah
Gurney
Hall.
P. Hall, late of Company D, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
P.
Volunteer
a pension at the rate
Cavalry, and pay him
him a
lieu
rate of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of
that he
receiving.
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
The
widow of
G. Skelton,
Pensin
t
The name
name of
of Harriette
Harriette Skelton,
Skelton, widow
of Samuel
Samuel G.
Skelton, late
late
Harriette Skelton.
of Company A,
A, First
Vidette Volunteer
Cavalry,
First Regiment
Regiment Alabama
Alabama Vidette
Volunteer Cavalry,
a pension
and pay her a
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.
Lucy
Sheldon.
Lucy J.
J.Sheldon.
The name of Lucy J.J. Sheldon, widow of
M. Sheldon
of Charles
Charles M.
Sheldon,'late
late
of Company
Company K, Third Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunt
eerCavalry,
and
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
apension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
pay
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
Pensions Increased.
The
Lenz, widow
of Solomon
Lenz, late
late of
of ComCPe Incrasd.
The name
name of
of Catharine
Catharine Lenz,
widow of
Solomon Lenz,
ComCatharine
Lenz.
F, Fifty-eighth
pany F,
Fifty-eighth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
aapension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now rereshe is
Provisos.
ceiving: Provided, That in the event of the death of Charles H. Lenz,
Prc
.tos
Increase
to cease on ceiving: Provided, That in the event of the death of Charles H. Lenz
death of child
child.
helpless
dependent son
of said
enz the
the additional
additional
helpless and
and dependent
son of
said Solomon
Solomon L
Lenz,
pension herein granted
cease and
determine:
LenzProvided
,
granted shall
shall
cease
and
determine:
further,
further_,
Pension to child on
That
the event
Lenz, the
the name
of said
death of
o mother.
motherd
hat in
in the
event of
of the
the death
death of
of Catharine
death
Catharine Lenz,
name of
said
Charles H.
H. Lenz
Lenz shall be placed
the
Charles
placed on the pension roll, subject to
to the
provisions and limitations of the
pension laws,
laws, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per
the pension
$20 per
month from and after the date of death of said Catharine
Lenz.
Catharine Lenz.
Harriet
Carmical.
Harriet H.
H.Carmica.
The name of Harriet H.
H. Carmical,
Carmical, widow
widow of
of John
John Carrnical,
Carmical, late
late
I, Third Regiment Kentucky
of Company I,
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her aapension at the rate of $35 per month in
lieu of
that she
in lieu
of that
she is
is
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Susan
Bedell.
susan Bedell.
The name
Susan Bedell,
helpless and dependent daughter of
The
name of
of Susan
Bedell, helpless
David E.'Bedell,
Twenty-second Regiment
E. Bedell, late of Company
Company E, Twenty-second
Iowa
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry)and pay her aapension at
at the
rate of
of $20
per month
month
the rate
$20 per
in lieu of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Penion.
htel
The name
of Louisa
The
name of
Louisa R.
R. Bechtel,
Bechtel, widow of
Morgan S.
Bechtel, late
late of
of Morgan
S. Bechtel,
of
Louisa R. Bechtel.
Company G, One hundred
hundred and fifth
Pennsylvania Volunfifth Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
teer
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
Pensioincreaed.
The
name of
The name
of Alida
Alida A.
A. Marshall,
N. Marshall,
Marshall, late
Marshall, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph N.
late
Alida A. Marshall.
of Company
Cavalry, and
of
Company I,
I, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
her aapension at the rate of $50 per month in
lieu
of
that she
is now
now
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
Provisos.
receiving: Provided,
in the
event of
of the
death of
aduon on death receiving:
Provided, That
That in
the event
the death
of James
James E.
Reduction
E. MarMarone child.
of onechid.
shall, helpless
child of
said Joseph
helpless and dependent
dependent child
of said
Joseph N.
$10
N. Marshall,
Marshall, $10
of
the
additional
pension.
granted
herein
shall
cease
and
determine:
dh
On
o
t
of
the
additional
pension
granted
herein
shall
cease
and
determine:
On death of the
oth
ath o the Provided
other.
Providedfurther,
further, That
That in
the event
the death
of Armildred
in the
event of
of the
death of
Armildred Marshall,
Marshall,
helpless
helpless and dependent child of said Joseph N.
Marshall, $10
$10 of
of the
the
N. Marshall,
additional
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
And
additonal pension
pension granted
granted herein
herein shall
determine: And
Pensions to children
proviedfurther
in the
event of
of the
death of
provided
further, That in
the event
the death
Marshall,
of Alida
Alida A.
A. Marshall,
onPensions
death oftoh
mother.
E. Marshall and Armildred Marshall shall
shall be
be
the names of James E.
placed on the pension roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations
limitations
Sllman.
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of the pension
pension laws, at the rate of
$20 per
per month
to each
each of
them
of $20
month to
of them
of said
from and after the death
death of
A. Marshall.
Marshall.
said Alida
Alida A.
Pension.
rension.
Eliza McDaneld.
The name
name of Eliza McDaneld,
McDaneld, widow
widow of
of John
John McDaneld,
McDaneld, late
of Elia
late of
McDaneld.
Company
Company A, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her
a pension at the rate of $30
a
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
a
Carver.
The name
name of
of Laona
Andrew J.
Laona Carver, widow of Andrew
J. Carver,
Carver, late
late of
Com- LLao=
of Comoa Carver.
pany
MissouriVolunteer
Vol
un t
eer C
aval
ry, and
and i
pay her
her a
Regiment Missouri
Cavalry,
pany B, Sixth Regiment
pay
a
pension
pension at
of $35
$35 per
permonth
month in
i
n lieu
li eu of
ofthat
thatshe
she issnow
now rereat the rate
rate of
ceiving.
ceiving.
The name
name of
of Jennie
Jennie L.
L. Ransdell,
Ransdell, widow
widow of
Ramsdell, late
late Jennie
of Andrew
Andrew S.
S. Ramsdell,
Jennie L. Ransdell.
Ransdell.
of Company E, Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her aapension at the rate
rate of $35
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is
$35 per
per month
month in
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Pension.
The name of Julia E. Mills, widow of Leonidas
Leonidas E.
E. Mills,
Mills, late
late of
of JPesion
Julia E. Mills.
Regiment Michigan
Company H, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Infantry,
and
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
of $30
per month.
rate of
$30 per
month.
Pension increased.
The name of Aims
Anna Sheridan,
of John
Sheridan, widow of
John Sheridan,
of ComSheridan, late
late of
Com- APonh~enhred.
Anna Sheridan.
pany K, One hundred and
and forty-fourth
forty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
nfantry,, and pay her a
a pension
Infantry
at the
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
eu
pension at
the rate
$40 per
in li
lieu
ofthat
Provided, That in the event of
of
that she is
is now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
of the
the death
death Provisos.
cease on
on
Increase to
to cease
Sheridan, helpless
death ofchild.
of child.
helpless and
of William
William Francis
Francis Sheridan,
dependent son
said death
and dependent
son of
of said
John Sheridan,
Sheridan, the additional pension herein
herein granted
shall cease
granted shall
cease and
and
Prov'idedfurther
Pension to
to child
child on
on
the event
determine: Provided
further, That
That in
in the
of the
the death
of Anna
Anna Pension
event of
death of
death of mother.
Sheridan,
said
Sheridan, the name of sa
id William Francis
Francis Sheridan
Sheridan shall
be placed
placed de
shall be
mother
on the pension roll, subject to the
the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the
provisions and
pension laws, at the rate of $20 per month from
from and
the date
of
and after
after the
date of
death
Anna Sheridan.
Sheridan.
death of
of said
said Anna
Pension.
The name
The
name of
of Abigail
Abigail Merriman,
Merriman, widow of Henry
Henry L. Merriman, late
late Abigail
bi Merriman.
erriman
of Company K, One hundred
hundred and
and seventy-first
seventy-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio VolVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry.,and pay her
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
her aapension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
Pensions Increased.
The
name of Elmar K.
The name
K. Coppock, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of PEnia
Elmar l.incrased.
Coppock.
Calvin Coppock, late of Company
Company C,
C, Eighty-ninth
Indiana
Eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer
him aa pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rat e of
of $20
$20 per
per
month in lieu of that
he is
snow
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
i
The name of Clara C. McCracken, widow of
Clara C.. McCracken.
McCracken.
of John
M. McCracken,
McCracken, clara
John M.
late of Company
Company K, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $40
and
$40 per month
lieu of
that she
she
month in
in lieu
of that
is now receiving: Provided,
Provisos.
Provided, That in the event of the death
death of
Mary A.
of Mary
A. PF"o"c.
Increme to cease on
McCracken,
dependent daughter
McCracken, helpless and dependent
daughter of
of said
John M.
M. death
said John
of child.
chleed.
death of
McCracken,
pension herein granted
McCracken, the additional pension
granted shall
shall cease
and
cease and
determine:
Provided further,
further, That in the event
Pension to
on
determine: Provided
event of the death
of Pension
death of
to child
child on
death of mother.
Clara
C. McCracken,
Mary A.
A. McCracken
McCracken shall
Clara C.
McCracken, the name
name of said Mary
shall be
be datmother
placed
placed on the pension
pension roll, subject
subject to the
provisions and
and limitations
the provisions
limitations
of the pension laws, at the
of $20
from and
after the
the
the rate of
$20 per
per month
month from
and after
date of death of said Clara
McCracken.
Clara C.
C. McCracken.
The name
The
name of Elecla
Elecla Rexroad,
Rexroad, widow
widow of
of Maranda
Maranda H. Rexroad,
Rexroad, Elecla
Elects Reroad.
Rey:road.
late of Company
Regiment West
Company A, Tenth
Ten th Regiment
West Virginia
InVirginia Volunteer
Volunteer Ina pension
fantry, and pay her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $35
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Anna F. Willis,
helpless and
dependent daughter
Willis, helpless
and dependent
daughter of
of Anna
Anna F. Willis.
illis.
Alfred Willis, late of
G, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth. Regiment
Regiment Massaof Company
Company G,
Massachusetts
chusetts Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
pay her
at the
$20 per month in lieu of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of Mary F. Woods
of David
David Woods,
of If-F
Woods, widow
widow of
Woods, late
late of
oods
Mary F. Woods.
Company I,
I, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment United
States Colored
United States
Colored VolVolunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
increased.
The name of
of George
George W.
W. Thompson,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son Pension
Thompson, helpless
Geo'rg
hopGeorge W. Thompof Andrew
Andrew G. Thompson, late of Company
son.
Company B, Forty-first
Forty-first Regiment
Regiment sonMassachusetts
Infantry, and
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
rate of $20 per month in lieu of
he is
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
0
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The
of William
Firkins, late
of Company
Corapany D,
D, Fifty
.
-third
Fifty-third
late of
William Firkins,
name of
The name
Regiment,
and
Company
I,
One
hund
red and
forty-first
Regiment,
Regiment,
forty-first
and
hundred
I,
One
Company
and
Regiment,
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
Company K,
K, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment
Infantry, and
Illinois
Illinois
Cavalry, and
rate of
of $30
$30
at the
the rate
pension at
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Illinois Volunteer
per month.
month.
per
MCoy.
Ida McCoy.
The
name of
of Ida
Ida McCoy,
McCoy, widow
late of
of Company
Company
McCoy, late
of James
James McCoy,
widow of
The name
Ida cCy.
One
hundred
and
eighty-fourth
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
E, One hundred and eighty-fourth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
$30
per
of
rate
at
the
a
pension
her
pay
and
The
name of
of John
,John Schram,
Schram, late
late of
of ComComSophia Schram.
widow of
Schram, widow
of Sophia
Sophia Schram,
The name
Schram.
Sophia
panies
H
and
B,
Twenty-eighth
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry,
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
Twenty-eighth
B,
and
panies H
and pay
her a
a pension
rate of
of $30
per month
month and
and $6
$6 per
per
$30 per
the rate
at the
pension at
pay her
and
month additional
account of
of the
the minor
minor child
child of
of said
said John
John Schram
Schram
on account
additional on
month
until she
she reaches
age of
years, all
all such
such pension
pension to
to be
be in
in
of sixteen
sixteen years,
the age
reaches the
until
lieu of
being paid
under minor's
minor's certificate
certificate number
number seven
seven
paid under
now being
that now
of that
lieu
hundred
nine hundred
on
thirty-three on
and thirty-three
hundred and
thousand nine
seventy thousand
and seventy
hundred and
account
of the
child.
minor child.
soldier's minor
the soldier's
account of
The
of Ellen
S. Vestile,
Vestile, widow
widow of
of George
George W.
W. Vestile,
Vestile, late of
of
Ellen S.
Vestile.
Ellen S.
name of
The name
Ellen
S.estie.
Captain
independent company,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Ninth Regiment
company, Ninth
Bassett's independent
Captain Bassett's
n, and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
of $
30 per
per month.
month.
$30
rate of
the rate
at the
and pay
Legion,
Pensions increased.
increased.
widow of William
ename
name of
of Mary
Mary A.
William A. Shepherd, late
A. Shepherd,
Shepherd, widow
The
Pensions
Mary A. Shepherd.
Mar.
of Company E,
Eighteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
El Eighteenth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
pay
pension at
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
of $40
at the
the rate
her aapension
pay her
Provisos.
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
William
of
William
That
Provided,
now
prsisow.
Increase to cease o
on
n
said William
son of said
death of
child.
E. Shepherd,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
William A. Shepherd,
Shepherd,
E.
Shepherd, helpless
ofed"
deaoth
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
and determine:
determine:
cease and
the
Pension
to child
further, That
That in
in the
the death
death of
of Mary
A. Shepherd
Shepherd
Mary A.
of the
event of
the event
Providedfurther,
child on
on Provided
Pension to
death of mother.
the
name of
said William
E. Shepherd
Shepherd shall
be placed
placed on
on the
the pension
pension
shall be
William E.
of said
the name
roll,
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
at
laws, at
pension laws,
the pension
the provisions
to the
subject to
roll, subject
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month from
from and
and after
after the
the date
date of
of death
death of
of said
said
per month
rate of
the
Mary
Shepherd.
A. Shepherd.
Mary A.
Susanna A.
The name
of Susanna
Johnson widow
of Eugene
W. Johnson,
Johnson,
Eugene W.
widow of
A. Johnson,
Susanna A.
name of
The
nso
A. Johnson.
Susanna
a
her a
pay .her
late acting
assistant surgeon,
United States
States Army,
Army, and
and pay
surgeon, United
acting assistant
late
per month in lieu of that she is now
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
of $30
the rate
pension
receiving.
receiving.
Martha
Hopkins.
The
name of
Hopkins, widow
of Calvin
Calvin Hopkins,
of
Hopkins, late
late of
J. Hopkins,
widow of
of Martha
Martha J.
J. Hopkins.
The name
Martha J.
Company
fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
hundred and
and fifty-first
G, One
One hundred
Company G,
month in
in lieu
Infantry,
pay her
her a
rate of
$35 per
per month
lieu
of $35
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
of
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of that
EAEa
a Whittlebery.
The name
name of
Eva Whittlebery,
Whittlebery, helpless
and dependent
daughter
dependent daughter
helpless and
of Eva
The
hittlebery.
sixof
William R.
late of
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
and sixof Company
Company I,
R. Whittlebery,
Whittlebery, late
of William
teenth
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her aapension
pension
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
teenth Regiment
at
rate of
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $20
per month
month in
that she
at the
the rate
Edward
H. Bennett.
Bennett.
The name
Bennett • helpless
son of
of
dependent son
and dependent
helpless and
H. Bennett,
Edward H.
of Edward
name of
The
'dwardli.
p. 1516.
fifty-fifth
Lewis Bennett,
Bennett, late of Company
Company B, One hundred
hundred and fifty-fifth
Infantry, and
and pay him aapension at the
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
receiving.
of that he is now receiving.
month in
rate
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
per month
rate of
heeler.
-i\da
The
\k Oda IN
Wheeler.
The name
name of
of Alwilda
widow of
of George
George H.
H. Wheeler,
Wheeler, late
late
Alwilda Wheeler,
Wheeler, widow
of Company
Company H,
Elev enth R
egi
men tKentucky
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
of
H, Eleventh
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay her aapension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that she is
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
William H.
ui'
The
William H.
H. Durham,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of
Durham, helpless
H. DurThe name
name of
of William
ham.
Tolford Durham, late of Company A, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
receiving.
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
ension
Pension.
Susan
RichardThe
Susan E.
widow of
of Daniel
RichardDaniel W.
W. RichardSsan
The name
name of
of Susan
E. Richardson,
Richardson, widow
Si. E. RichrdVolunteer
Ninety-fifth Regiment
son, late of Company
son.
Company D, Ninety-fifth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantrv,
Infantry, and Company
Company H, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin VolunVoliinteer
and pay
er a pens i
on atthe
ra t
e of
of$30
$30 per
per month.
mont h.
at th e rate
a pension
her
pay h
Infantrv, and
teer Infantry,
i
pl
Mary H.i. tram.
The name of Mary H. Grant, widow of Lewis
man;
Gram,
Lewis A. Grant, late
brigadier general
general and brevet major general,
general, United
United States
States Volunteers,
Volunteers,
Pensions.
Pensions.
William
Firkins.
Wilim FirUkins.

Leg
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D

Pension increase
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and pay
pay her a
pension at
rate of
per month
month in
eu of
of th
at
a pension
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
in li
lieu
that
she
she i
issnow
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name
name of
of Joseph
The
Joseph E.
E. Dearborn,
Dearborn, late
unassigned, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment JPosepnE.
late unassigned,
Joseph E. Dearborn.
Volunteer Infantry,
Michigan Volunteer
him aa pension
at the
rate of
of
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
$20 per month.
month.
Pension increased.
M. Starring,
The name of Louis
Louis M.
helpless and
of Louis
Starring, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
son of
Los M.
Starr
M. Starring.
Rosell
Rose11 M. Starring, late
of Company
H, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New
New
late of
Company H,
York Volunteer Infantry,
pay him aapension
Tnfantry, and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
per month in
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that he
he is
Pe
Pension.
The name
of Jane
The
name of
Roberts, widow
widow of
of Alm
H. Roberts,
of Jane
Jane Roberts,
John H.
Roberts, late
Jane Roberts.
late of
Roberts.
Company B,
Company
B, Sixth
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Sixth Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
her
a pension
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
The name
name of
John Bush.
The
of John
John Bush,
of Company
Second Regiment
Bush late
late of
Company F,
F, Second
Regiment John
Bush.
Ohio Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
him a
a pension
of $30 per month in lieu of that
the same
same to
to be
be
that he is
is now
now receiving,
receiving, the
paid him without
without deduction
deduction or
on account
account of
of former
former alleged
alleged
or rebate
rebate on
overpayments
overpayments or
or erroneous
erroneous payments
payments of
of pension.
pension.
Clarence S. Hall.
The name
name of Clarence
Clarence S. Hall, blind
blind son
of Andrew
Andrew L.
L. Hall,
Hall, late
late of
of Clarnce
son of
s Hal
Company
C,
First
Battalion
Maine Volunteer
Company
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
a pension
pension at the rate
a
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now rerate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
he is
receiving.
ceiving.
ension.
Pension.
name of
of Lizzie
E. Hinds, widow
widow of
The name
Lizzie E.
Josiah D.
D. Rinds,
of Lizzie
of Josiah
Lizzie E.. Hinds.
Hinds, late
late of
inds.
Company
Company G, First Regiment
Regiment District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay
her a
of $30
$30 per
per month.creased
month. .
and
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
Pension Increased.
The name
name of
of Fermon
Fermon L.
L. Botkin,
Botkin, helpless
helpless son
son of
of Amos
Botkin, Fernon
Fermon L. Botkin.
Botkin.
Amos H.
H. Botkin,
late of Company G, Third Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
and
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
$20 per
lieu of
that he
he is
is
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Pensions.
Pensions.
name of
of Malinda
Kiniston, widow
of Josiah
The name
Malinda Kiniston
widow of
Josiah W.
late Malinda
W. Kiniston,
Kiniston, late
Mainda Kinicton.
Kiniston.
unassigned,
One hundred
unassigned, One
and twelfth
twelfth Regiment
hundred and
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
a pension
pension at
of $30
month.
Cassie Norman.
The name
name of
The
of Lassie
off Calvin
William Norman,
Cassie Norman,
orma widow
ido
idow of
CalviNorman,
Calvin William
Norman
late of Company
Company A, Second
Regiment United
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer
Second Regiment
United States
Light
Artillery, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30
Lipr,ht Artillery,
$30 per month. Pensionsinreasd.
Pensions Increased.
The
of Nancy
The name
name of
Nancy Gabrilla
Gabrilla Anderson,
Anderson,. helpless
helpless daughter
daughter of
of deN
on . Gabrill
Nancy
rsancy
Gabrilla AnAnderson, late
Iate of Company
Company A,
Regiment Indiana
Peyton W. Anderson
A, Sixth Regiment
Indiana drso.
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her a
apension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
rate of
in lieu of that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Elizabeth Forrest.
The name
Elizabeth Forrest, widow
name of Elizabeth
Joseph Forrest,
Forrest, late
late of
of Elzabeth
widow of
of Joseph
Forrst.
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Company A, Eighth Regiment
and pay
pay
Volunteer I'nfantry,
Infantry, and
her aa pension at the rate of $35
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
$35 per month in
receiving.
receiving.
Jerry S
S. Fish.
The name of Jerry S. Fish, helpless and dependent
dependent son of Nathan
Nathan Je
-Fi s h
lieutenant Company B,
S. Fish, late first lieutenant
B, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment West
West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
hun a
a pension
the rate
rate of
of
pension at
at the
$20 per
per month
$20
month in
in lieu
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Farlow.
name of
Clara Farlow,
widow of
Thomas Farlow,
The name
of Clara
Farlow, widow
of Thomas
Farlow, alias
alias Thomas
Thomas Clara
'ara FarlowJones, late of Company
Company G, Twelfth Regiment
Regiment New
New Hampshire
Hampshire
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
Company G, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Veteran
Regiment Veteran
Reserve
pay her
pension at
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
and pay
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month. Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
The name of Alice
Alice Hingson, widow of Thomas J.
J. Hingson,
Hingson, late
late of
of Alice
lc Hingson.
ingson"
Company C, One hundred and fifty-sixth
fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and Company A, Thirty-sixth
Regiment United
United States
States
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Infantry, and pay her a
Infantry,
at the
the rate
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
a pension
pension at
rate of
$30 per
receiving and $6
of that she is now receiving
$6 per
per month additional
on account
account
additional on
of each
each of the minor children of said Thomas
J. Hingson
Hingson until
they
Thomas J.
until they
reach the
reach
the age
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
age of
Pension.
West.
name of
Sarah E.
E. West,
widow of
The name
of Sarah
West, widow
of William
William P.
late of
P. West,
West, late
of Sarah
arah E.
E. west.
Regiment North Carolina
Company C, Third Regiment
Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Infantry,
month.

1516
1516
Pension increased.
Ponsionincreased.
Edward D. Lockwood, alias George E.
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The name
of Edward
alias Georr
E. McDaniel,
McDaniel,
George E.
Lockwood, alias
D. Lockwood,
Edward D.
name of
The

of Company
Regiment Provisional
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri
Provisional Enrolled
Ninth Regiment
A, Ninth
Company A,
late of
wE.aas GeorgE. late
a pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu
and pay him a
Militia, and
McDaniel.

receiving.
of
he is
is now
now receiving.
that he
of that
The
name of
of Ethel
of Le
Le Roy
W.
Roy W.
daughter of
helpless daughter
Kingsbury, helpless
Ethel Kingsbury,
The name
Kingsbury, late
late of
of Company
K, Fourth
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin VolunVolunFourth Regiment
Company K,
Kingsbury,
teer
Cavalry, and
and pay
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
p_er month.
month.
the rate
at the
pay her
teer Cavalry,
Mary E.
E. Stitt.
The name of Mary E. Stitt, former
tt.
Mary
former widow of John N. Darms,
Darras, late
of
13 1 First
First Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Minnesota
Company B,
of Company
Pension
increased.
Pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pay her a pension
Pension icreed.
Grant,
Fannie
S. Grant.
The
name of
of Fannie
Fannie S.
S. Grant,
Grant, helpless
helpless child
child of
of Columbus
Columbus Grant,
The name
Grant.
FannieS.
late
of Companies
Companies B
B and
C, Ninth
Missouri State
State Militia
Militia
Regiment Missouri
Ninth Regiment
and C,
late of
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
pension at
Cavalry,
of
that she
she is
now receiving.
now
receiving.
is
of
that
Pen.
Pension.
Martha
The name of Martha A. Robbins,
of Leander
Leander C.
C. Robbins,
Robbins,
widow of
bbins, widow
Robbins.
A. Robbins,
Martha A.
late of
of Company
F, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Company F,
late
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
the rate
a pension
her a
increased.
Pension
Infantry, and
Pensioninesed.
Sarah A. Bryan.
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah A.
A. Bryan,
Bryan, widow
of Abner
Abner G.
G. Bryan,
Bryan, late
late
widow of
The
SarahA.Brn.
musician,
Ohio Volunteers,
Volunteers, and
and pay
her aa
pay her
Regiment Ohio
Twenty-third Regiment
musician, Twenty-third
pension at
at the
the rate
of that
that she
she is
is now
now rerelieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
of $35
$35 per
rate of
pension
Pensions.
ceiving.
ceiving.
Pensions.
F, Fifteenth
William
The
name of
William N. Ingersoll,
Tngersoll, late of Company F,
of William
The name
Inger-William N. Inger
sou.
Infantry, and pay him aa pension at the
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Maine
s.
Mary J.
Robb.
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month.
month.
rate
J. Robb.
Mary
The
name of
of Mary
Mary J.
J. Robb,
widow of
of David
David Robb,
late of
of Company
Company
Robb, late
Robb, widow
The name
K,
Seventy-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
and pay
her aa
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
K, Seventy-first
Elizabeth
R.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
pension at the rate of $30 per
Elizabeth Ross.
The name
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Ross,
widow of Adam Ross, late of ComCornRoss, widow
name of
The
any D,
One hundred
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
forty-ninth Regiment
and forty-ninth
hundred and
D, One
pany
Martha
Childs.
infantry,
pay her
at the
$30 per
p er month.
month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
pension at
her aapension
and pay
Infantry, and
Martia M.. Childs.
The name
name of
of Martha
M. Childs,
Childs, widow
of George
George W. Childs, late of
widow of
Martha M.
The
her
Company E,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her
E, Fifth
Company
month.
per
Pensions
increased
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
$30
of
rate
the
Pensions incase. . a pension at
Mary
The
Thibodo, widow
widow of
of Stephen
Stephen Thibodo,
Thibodo, late
late of
of
of Mary
Mary Thibodo,
name of
The name
Mary Thibodo.
Thibodo.'
with Mexico,
Mexico, and ComTroop G,
G, United
States Mounted
War with
Rifles, War
Mounted Rifles,
United States
Troop
pany B,
B, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Infantry, and
pay her
her aa
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment Iowa
pany
in lieu of that she is now
month in
pension
the rate
rate of
$35 per
now
per month
of $35
at the
pension at
Nora
B. Higgins.
s.
receiving.
receiving.
Nora B.
James Higgins, late
The
of Nora
B. Higgins,
child of James
helpless child
Higgins, helpless
Nora B.
name of
The name
of Company
Company K,
and twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
hundred and
K, One
One hundred
of
rate of $20 per
a pension
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
pension at the rate
per
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Fanny.1.
31. Jones.
month
in lieu
that she
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
of that
lieu of
month in
Jones.
Fannv
Charles C. Jones, late acting
The name
M. Jones.
Jones, widow
widow of Charles
of Fanny
Fanny M.
name of
The
master's mate,
mate, United
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate
pension at
Navy, and
and pay
pay her
United States
States Navy-,
master's
now receiving.
she is
Amelia
Hubbard.
of
$35 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
of that
month in
per month
of $35
Amelia Hubbard.
The name
widow of
of Lucius
Lucius F.
F. Hubbard,
Hubbard, late
Hubbard, widow
of Amelia
Amelia Hubbard,
The
name of
Volunteer Infantry, and brevet
Minnesota Volunteer
colonel Fifth
Fifth Regiment
brevet
Regiment Minnesota
colonel
her aapension
brigadier general
general United
Volunteers, and pay her
pension at
at
States Volunteers,
United States
brigadier
per month in lieu of that she
Edward H Bennett.
Bennett. the
the rate
rate of $50 per
she is now receiving.
EdwardH
Ante,
1514.
The
of Edward
Bennett, helpless
of Lewis
Lewis Bennett,
Bennett,
p. 1o14.
Ainr, p.
The name
name of
Edward II.
H. Bennett,
helpless son
son of
fifty-fifth Regiment
late of
of Company
- B.
One hundred
hundred and fifty-fifth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
B, One
Company
late
per
rate of
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20 per
a pension
Volunteer
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
month
Pensions.
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Harriet
The
N. Seipp,
widow of
Sclipp,late
of
late of
H. Sclipp,
of William
William H.
Sclipp, widow
of Harriet
Harriet N.
name of
The name
ciipp
arriet N.
N. Sclipp
D,
Seventeenth Regiment
Regimen tConnecticut
Connec ti cu tVolunteer
Vol
un t
eer Tnf
antry,
Infantry,
D, Seventeenth
Company
To cease
soldier Company
(se if soldijr
li ve
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per month, such pension
alive,
and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
pension to
and pay
a
Emily
Netson.living.
cease
upon proof
the soldi
er is
i
ss
till living.
still
soldier
that the
proof that
cease upon
A. Neton.
Emily A.
The name of Emily A. Netson,
Netson, widow of William J.
J. Netson, late of
Fifty-fourth Regiment
Company E, Fifty-fourth
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infaltry,
fantry, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Ethel
Kingsbury.
thel Kingsbury.
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The name of Johanna
Johanna Neil, widow
widow of
of John
John Neil,
Company E,
E, Pensionsinreased.
Pensions increased.
Neil, late
late of Company
Johanna Neil.
Forty-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and Fifty-first
Fifty-first
Forty-third
Regiment New York Volunteer
Company, Second Battalion
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
her aa
Battalion Veteran
Reserve Corps,
and pay
pay her
pension
the rate
of $35
month in
lieu of
that she
is now
receiving.
pension at
at the
rate of
$35 per
per month
in lieu
of that
she is
now receiving.
The name of Hannah M. Kingsley,
widow of Thomas G.
h
. Kings
Kingsley, widow
G.Kingsley,
Kingsley, le"'
kyllannah
.
Xmaslate
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry,
late colonel
colonel Twenty-sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
and i
pay
herreceiving.
a pension at the rate
offof
per
offthat
•she
snow
a
rat e o
of$40 p
er month
mon th in
i
n lieu
li eu o
that

she is now receiving.
The name
of Grace
Grace M.
daughter of
of James
James CopeCopeThe
name of
M. Copeland,
Copeland, helpless
helpless daughter
land, late of Company F,
F, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry; One hundred
Company, Second
Second BatBathundred and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth Company,
talion
Reserve Corps,
Company H,
H, Ninth
Regiment
talion Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
and Company
Ninth Regiment
Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
Reserve Corps,
and pay
her aapension
at the
the rate

Grace MM. Copeland.
Grace
CoP

month in
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Susette Noyes.
Noyes, widow
The name of Susette Noyes,
widow of Cyrus
S. Noyes,
Noyes, late
late of
Corn- Susette Noyes
Cyrus S.
of Company B, Nineteenth
party
Nineteenth Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her
and pay
a pension
at the rate
of $30 per
per month.
a
pension at
rate of
month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
'The
name of
B. Lawrence,
Lawrence, helpless
helpless son
Edward Lawrence,
Lawrence, Albert
Albert B
B.. Lawrence
Lawrence.
The name
of Albert
Albert B.
son of
of Edward
late
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
Regiment PennPennlate of
Company G,
G, One
and thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth Regiment
sylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
him a
a pension
$20
per
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
per month
month in
in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
Martha A. Dunbar.
The name
widow of Clark
name of Martha A. Dunbar, former widow
Clark Austin,
Austin, late
late M a t ha A Dunbarof
Regiment Wisconsin
and
of Company
Company C,
C, Third
Third Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
her a
pension at
rate of
of $35
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
pay her
a pension
at the
the rate
lieu of
is
now receiving.
now
receiving.
E. Fuller.
Mary
Mary E. Fuller.
The
Mary E.
E. Fuller,
widow of
of Edward
Edward E.
E. Tracy,
The name of
of Mary
Fuller, former
former widow
Tracy,
late first
late
lieutenant Company
Company D,
and captain
captain Company
Company I,
I, One
hunfirst lieutenant
D, and
One hundred
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
her aa
dred and
and fourth
fourth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at
pension
of $35
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now rereat the
the rate of
$35 per
month in
in lieu
is now
ceiving.
ceiving.
Robert B.
Robert
B. McCumMcCuro•
The name of Robert
Robert B. McCumber,
MeCumber, late of Company
Company C, Ninth bet.
ber.
Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Minnesota
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at
the rate of $72
$72 per month
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
Ensiield
EN'S Feld.
Eva
The name of Eva Fifield,
helpless daughter
daughter of
of Leonard
Leonard
Fifield, blind and
and helpless
Fifield,
Fifield, late
late of Company
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Volunteer
Company D, Twelfth
Vermont Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
of $20
month.
Edna C.
$20 per
per month.
Edna
c. Wilson.
Wison.
The name
name of
Edna C.
C. Wilson,
widow of
Erwin Phifer,
late
The
of Edna
Wilson, former
former widow
of Erwin
Phifer, late
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
of Company B,
B, Ninety-fifth
Ninety-fifth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
increased.
pay her
at the
nsns inreaed.
Miranda
C;reen.
The name
name of Miranda
Miranda Green,
Green, widow of Elbridge
Elbridge F.
late of
F. Green, late
of
Company
Regiment New York
Company L, Second Regiment
York Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Cavalry,
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of $35 per
month in
of that
that she
she
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Frank C.
C. Myrick.
Myrick.
Frank
The name of Frank C.
C. Myrick, late scout
scout United
States Army,
and
United States
Army, and
a pension
pension at the rate of
pay him a
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is
of $30 per
that he
receiving.
Pensions.
now receivmg.
•
The
of Emiline
widow of
The name
name of
Emiline Hartley,
Hartley, widow
James R.
Hartley, late
late of
of Emiline
Emiline Hartley.
Hartley.
of James
R. Hartley,
Company
Company C, Seventh
Regiment West
Infantry,
Seventh Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a pension
pension at
and
pay her
her a
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
Nancy Cook.
Cook.
at the
the rate
per month.
Nancy
The name
name of Nancy Cook, former
former widow
of Alexander
Cook, late
late
widow of
Alexander Cook,
unassigned
unassigned Eighth
Regiment Tennessee
Cavalry, and
pay
Eighth Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
her
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
her aapension
pension at
rate of
Pensionsincresed.
Susan J. St. John.
J. St.
St. John,
of John
St. John,
John, late
late Susan J.st. John.
The name of Susan J.
John, widow
widow of
John P.
P. St.
captain
C, Sixty-eighth
captain Company C,
Sixty-eighth Regiment,
lieutenant colonel
Regiment, and
and lieutenant
colonel
forty-third Regiment
One hundred
hundred and forty-third
Regiment Illinois
Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at
at the rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
she
of $35
$35 per
per month
lieu of
that she
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
0
Austin
Myers.
Austin L. Myers.
The name of Austin L.
of
L. Myers, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
Thomas
Company C, Thirty-ninth
Thomas W. Myers, late of Company
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him a
a pension
pension at
per
at the
the rate
rate of $20 per
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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The name
name of
Eliza A.
widow of
Teters, late
late of
of ComCornK. Teters,
John K.
of John
A. Teters,
Teters, widow
of Eliza
The
Indiana Volunteer
pany E,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her
her
E, Seventh
pany
Pension
increased,
a
ension at
the rate
rate of
$30
per month.
month.
of
$30
per
at
the
a pension
Pension increased.
Ellen
Temperance
Smith.
Ellen Temperance
Temperance Smith, helpless
helpless and dependent
depende nt
Thee name
name of Ellen
Emi Temperance
daughter
W. Smith,
Smith, late
late of
Fifteenth RegiRegiC, Fifteenth
Company C,
of Company
George W.
of George
daughter of
ment
Kansas Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
the rate
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment Kansas
Pension
$20 per
month in
lieu of
that she
is now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
that
she
of
in
lieu
month
per
$20
Pensions..
George W. Williams.
The name
George W.
W. Williams,
Williams helpless
and dependent
dependent son
of
son of
helpless and
The
name of George
;ore . Williams.
Elias
B. Williams,
late of
B,Second
Second Regiment
Kansas State
Regiment Kansas
State
Elias B.
Williams, late
of Company
Company B,
Militia,
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 p
er month.
month.
per
pay him
at the
Militia, and
Flora A.. Nelson.
elson
The
The name of Flora A. Nelson,
Nelson, widow of Paul Nelson,
Nelson, late of Company M,
M, Fourth
Regiment United
United States
States Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps Missouri
Missouri
pany
Fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
month.
George W.
W. Johnson.
Johnson.
The mime
Johnson, late
late of
Company I, One hundred
hundred
name of
of George
George W. Johnson,
of Company
and
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
and pay
him a
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
him
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
Nancy
Herrald.
The
name of
of Nancy
Nancy Herrald,
late of
of
Nancy Herrall.
The name
Herrald, widow
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin Herrald,
Herrald, late
Company C,
C, Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Company
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
her
a pension
at the
$30 per
Margaret
araret I.I. Halal- The name
name of Margaret
I. Halbert, helpless
bert.
Margaret I.
helpless daughter
daughter of Ephraim F.
Halbert,
Company B,.
Missouri State
Halbert, late
late of
of Company
B, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
State Militia
Militia
the rate of $20 per
Cavalry, and pay
pay her a
apension
pension at the
per month.
month.
son.
The name
name of
of Catharnne
Catharine A.
sctharie A.AtinThe
A. Atkinson,
Atkinson, former
former 'widow
widow of
of Richard
Richard
Watts,
Company G,
G, First
Volunteer
Watts, late
late of
of Company
First Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
AlbertCherry.
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
her aapension
rate of
AlbertAlbertWhe
W. Cherry.
The name
name of
of Albert
Albert W.
W. Cherry,
Cherry, helpless
helpless son
son of
of James
11. Cherry,
Cherry,
James M.
late of Company L, Eleventh
Eleventh RegimentMissouri
Regun.enalissomi State
State Militia
Cavalry,
Militia Cavalry,
Pension.
Pension.
Eliza A. Teters.

A.Tet.

,

Catharine A. Atkin-

and
per month.
the rate
rate of
of $20 per
him a
a pension
pension at the
and pay him
The name of Ella Bailey, helpless daughter of
of Joseph
Bailey, late
late
Joseph Bailey,
captain, Fourth
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
and brevet
brev et
captain,
Fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
brigadier
brigadier general
general United
United States
States Volunteers,
Volunteers, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension
at
the rate
per month
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
Pension,
PeniRin.
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
Slliel;oins.
The name
of Sallie
Sallie
Gains.
name of
Sallie Goins,
Goins, widow of Samuel
Samuel Goins, late of Company
Company
Seventh Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
her
D, Seventh
Regiment West
and pay
pay her
P
ons increased. a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
a pension
the rate
PensionsincrasTl.
liza M.
Miler.
The
Miller,, widow
Eats
M. Miller.
he name of Eliza M.
M. Miller
Widow of
of James
James H.
H. Miller,
Miller, late
first
late first
lieutenant Company
Fifty-fifth Regiment
lieutenant
Company II, Fifty-fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania VolunVolunteer
ap
pension
teer Infantry, and pay her a
ensi
on at
atthe
$35 per
per month
month in
in
the rate
rate of $35
lieu
that she
is now
receiving.
lieu of
of that
she is
now receiving.
Ella
Panbturn.
Ella£.E,Pall
O urn •
The name of Ella
Ella E. Pangburn,
Pangburn, widow
widow of
of William
William Pangburn,
Pangburn, late
late of
of
Company I, Fourth Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay
and pay
apension
pension at
the rate
of $40
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
pro.,
her aP
at the
rate of
per month
month in
that she
receiving: Prorided,
Provided, That
in the
the event
event of
of th
dea th of
ofR
al
phH.
H .PangPangIncrease to cease
Increae
easae on receiving:
That in
thee death
Ralph
deathofchild
burn,
Pangburn, the
death of child.
burn, helpless
helpless child of said William
William Pangburn,
the additional
additional pension
pension
granted shall cease
herein granted
determine: Provided
Prauided further,
further, That
That in
in
cease and
and determine:
dPehnson
to
on the event of the death of Ella E.
Pension
to hi
child on
E. Pangburn
Pangburn the name of said Ralph
Ralph
death
of mother.
Pangburn shall be placed on the pension roll, subj
subject
H. Pangburn
ec tt
the proprotoo the
visions and limit
limitations
ati ons of the pension
pension laws, at the rate of
of $20
per
$20 per
month from
from and
after the
the date
date of
of death
death of
of the
the said
said Ella
E. Pangburn.
Pangburn.
Ccea
B.che.
month
and after
Ella E.
Cecelia B. Chauncey.
The name
name of
Chauncey, widow
of John
S. Chauncey,
Chauncey, late
late
The
of Cecelia
Cecelia B.
B. Chauncey,
widow of
John S.
commodore, United
United States
pension at the rate
commodore,
States Navy, and pay her a
apension
Pensio,
of $50 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
Virginia Dodd.
The name of Virginia
Virinia Dodd,
Dodd, widow of John E. Dodd, late of Battery
tery F, West Virinia
Virginia Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay her a
a penpen830 per month.
sion
at the rate
rate of $30
on at
Sol
Margaret Scholten.
The. name
male of
of Marg•aret
widow of
Scholten late
of
..
The
Iararet Scholten,
Scholten, widow
of Charles
Charles Scholten,
late of
Companv E,
E, Fifty-fourth
Fiftvy-ourth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry,
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
and pav
Per.,aincra,.
Pensian
increased.
pay her aapension at the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Cait'. V.
VHr*.
Theen.nlle
Capitola V. Harsh,
Iharsh, helpless daughter
capitols
Harsh.
name of Capitols.
daughter of Daniel Harsh,
late
it, Fifty-eighth
Fifty-eighth Regiment
late of
of Coopany
Company fi,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Pension increasel.
increased,
Pension
Ella Bailey.
Bailey.
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and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
of $20
$20 per
per month
she
is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
The name of Amelia E. Drake, widow
widow of
of Nathaniel
late Amelia
Nathaniel S.
S. Drake,
Drake, late
AmeliaE.
E. Drake.
of Company B, Second Regiment
Regiment New
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
a pension
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
r a n c s D. Miller.
of Frances D. Miller,
Miller, widow
The name of
of John
Joh,n H.
H.Miller,
Miller, late
of Frances
widow of
late of
D- MillerCompany I, Ninety-second
Company
Ninety-second Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Illinois
her a
apension
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Pension increased.
Pliler,, widow
widow of William
The name of Mary
Mary Pliler
of Company
Company Mensiire"sed.
William Miler,
Pliler, late
late of
Mary Filler.
G, One hundred and fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension at the rate
and pay her a
$35 per
lieu of
of that
that she
she
rate of $35
per month
month in
in lieu
is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
name of Adah
Adah E.
E. Allen, widow
of George
George W.
Allen, late
of ComCom- AdihE.
widow of
W. Allen,
late of
Adah E. Allen
Allen.
pany A, One hundred
hundred and
and tenth
tenth Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
InRegiment New York Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
pay her
her aapension
pension at
per month.
month.
Samantha
Hitchch
The name
name of Samantha Hitchcock,
Hitchcock, widow
widow of
of Isaac
Isaac W.
W. Hitchcock,
Hitchcock, cock
cock.
late of Company I,
I, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Indiana Volunteer
and pay her a
apension at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
Sarah M. Willison.
The name of Sarah M. Willison,
Walloon, widow of George
George W. Willison,
Wilson, late Sarah
- Wi l ison.
of Company M, Third Regimeht
Regiment West
Virginia Volunteer
Cavalry,
West Virginia
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay her a
apension
month.
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Harriet
L. Stone.
i t L
tone
Stone, blind
The name of Harriet L. Stone,
helpless daughter
daughter of
of James
blind and
and helpless
James
F. Stone, late of Company F, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and Company C,
C, Second Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia Veteran
Veteran
Regiment West
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per
at the
rate of
month.
month.
Harriett
A. Erb.
tt A
r
Erb
The name of Harriett
Harriett A. Erb, widow of Ira Erb, late of Company
Company
B, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
her aa.
pension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
pension at
the rate
per month.
Pension increased.
The name of Augustus
Augustus Y.. Dodds,
Dodds, helpless
son of
A Dodds,
helpless son
of William
William A.
Dodds, Augususn
E.odds.
Augustus E.
Dodds.
late of Company .II,
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer InInH, Seventy-eighth
Ohio Volunteer
fantry, and pay him aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
of
that he is now receiving.
•
Pension.
The name of Flora H. Whitney,
Whitney, helpless
helpless daughter
daughter of Alva
Whit- Flora H.: Whitney.
Alva S.
S. WhitWhitney.
ney, late of Company E, Third Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
InVolunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month.
rate of
per month.
Pensionncreased.
Pension Increased.
The name of George W.
W. Yocum, helpless
helpless son
son of
of Samuel H.
H. Yocum,
Yocum, George
George W.
W. Yocum.
late of Company M, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Cavalry,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay him aapension at the
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
the rate
rate of
per month
he
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The name of James G. Weyant, helpless
helpless son
son of
of William
William B.
Weyant, James
B. Weyant,
James T.
Weyant.
G. Weyant.
late of Companies
Companies M
Regiment New
Volunteer
M and A,
A, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and
pay him
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month. Chloe T. Hutchison.
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
Hutchison
The name of Chloe T.
T. Hutchison,
Hutchison, former
wodow of
of William
William T.
former wodow
T.
Hutchison, late of Company G, One hundred
hundred and
and eighty-sixth
eighty-sixth RegiRegiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
at the
$30 per
per month.
month.
$30
Pensions increased.
The name of Minerva
helpless child
Minerva C. McMillan,
McMillan, helpless
child of
of James
James W.
W. mIIva
Minerva
McMilc. C. McanIan.
McMillan,
late
colonel
Twenty-first
Regiment
McMillan,
Twenty-first Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer .
Infantry, and brigadier
United States
Volunteers, and
and pay
pay
brigadier general
general United
States Volunteers,
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $20
per month
lieu of
that she
is now
at the
the rate
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
now
receiving.
receiving.
H. Hayes.
The name of William H. Hayes, late acting
acting assistant
assistant surgeon
surgeon William
lliam H. Iyes.
United States
States Army,
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per
Army, and pay him
at the
of $30
month
is now receiving.
month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
Elizabeth H. Peggs.
The name of Elizabeth H. Peggs, widow
widow of Joseph
Joseph E. E.
E. Peggs,
Pe s, Elizabeth H. Pegg
late of Company C, Second Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cava
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $35 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
month in
she
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
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The
name of
Josephine M.
M. Higgins,
Higgins, widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry F.
F. Higgins,
Higgins,
of Josephine
The name

Hig-

Michigan Volunteer
Regiment
Twentieth
late of
of Company
G, Twentieth
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer InInCompany G,
Hilate

ensionincrase.
Pension
increased.
Henrietta Magee.

HenriettaMagee.

Pension.
Ann Carman.

An Carman.

increased
Pensions increased.
Alma L.
L. Bruce.
Bruce.
Ama

fantry,
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per
per month.
month.
a pension
pension at
her a
pay her
and pay
fantry, and
The
Magee, widow
widow of
David W.
W. Magee,
late
Magee, late
of David
Henrietta Magee,
of Henrietta
name of
The name
lieutenant colonel
colonel Eighty-sixth
colonel Forty
-se venth
Forty-seventh
and colonel
Regiment and
Eighty-sixth Regiment
lieutenant
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the
pension at
Regiment Illinois
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
she
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
The name
of Ann
Carman, former
of Albert
Quackenbush,
Albert Quackenbush,
widow of
former widow
Ann Carman,
name of
The
late
of
Company
I,
Twenty-fourth
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Volunteer
York
New
Regiment
late of Company I, Twenty-fourth
Cavalry,
I, First
Regiment New
New York
York Provisional
Provisional
First Regiment
Company I,
and Company
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per
rate of
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
Cavalry, and
Volunteer
month.
month.
The name
name of
of Alma
L. Bruce,
helpless daughter
daughter of
A. Bruce,
Bruce,
John A.
of John
Bruce, helpless
Alma L.
The
late
M, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
Company M,
of Company
late of
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
is
she
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
$20
of
rate
the
at
pay her a pension

now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
name of
of Martha
Griggs, widow
widow of
of William
William M.
M. Griggs,
Griggs, late of
Martha Griggs,
The
Company B,
hundred -and
and fortieth
fortieth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
One hundred
B, One
Company
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of $35
$35 per
per
of
rate
the
at
a
pension
her
pay
and
Volunteer Infantry,
now
Pension.
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
is
she
that
of
lieu
in
month
Pension
of ComRose
Mercer.
The name
Mercer, widow
widow of
of Samuel
Mercer, late
late of
ComSamuel Mercer,
Rose Mercer,
of Rose
name of
The
RoseMerer.
a
pany
I, Second
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
Second Regiment
pany I,
pemsi
ons i
n „ eas
ed.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
Pensionsincreased pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Harriet.VV. M.
M. CaveThe
of Harriet
Harriet V. M.
M. Cavenaugh,
Cavenaugh, widow of Harry
Harry G. CaveCavename of
The name
CaveHarriet.
naugh, late captain Company
naugh.
naughnaugh,
Company I, First Regiment
Regiment Delaware Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and
States Army,
retired, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
Army, retired,
United States
colonel, United
and colonel,
Infantry,
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is now receivof that
per month
at the
pension
Martha Griggs.
Griggs.
Martha
Grigs
Mth

SusaW.
Susan W. w..lson.
Allison.
suan
W.he

In

late of
5l'he name
name of
of Susan
Susan W.
W. Allison,
Allison, widow
widow of
of James
James N.
N. Allison,
Allison, late
of
Company
C, Thirty-ninth
Kentucky Volunteer
Mounted
Volunteer Mounted
Regiment Kentucky
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Company C,
Infantry,
brigadier general,
general, United
United States Army, retired,
retired, and
and brigadier
Infantry, and
she is
pay
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
lieu of
is
that she
of that
in lieu
$50 per
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her

now
receiving.
now receiving.
Day, late of
The name
A. Day,
widow of
of Absalom
N. Day,
of
Absalom N.
Day, widow
Ruth A.
of Ruth
name of
The
Company
K, Twenty-seventh
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Company K,
Prorisos.
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
$40 per
of $40
at the
a pension
her a
pay her
and
Proriso.
Provided, That in the event
Increase to
cease on she
sh
e is
is now
receiving: Provided,
event of the death
death of
receiving:
now
to
case
Inr
death of child.
Hallie N. Day, helpless and dependent
dependent child of said Absalom N.
Pension
to child on Day,
the additional
pension herein
granted shall
shall cease
cease and determine:
herein granted
additional pension
Day, the
Pension to
death of
of mother.
mother.
Provided
further, That
the death of Ruth A. Day the
of the
event of
in the
the event
That in
Providedfurther,
death
name
of said
said Hallie
N. Day
Day shall
shall be
be placed
placed on the pension
pension roll,
roll, subsubHallie N.
name of
ject to
the provsions
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension laws, at the rate
and limitations
provsions and
to the
ject
date of death
of
$20 per
per month
month from
death of said Ruth A.
A.
and after the date
from and
of $20
Day.
McIntire.
Day.
Sarah McIntire.
The name
of Sarah
Sarah McIntire,
McIntire, widow of Henry McIntire,
McIntire, late of
name of
The
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Company K,
K, Twenty-seventh
Volunteer Infantry,
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Company
that
in lieu of that
a pension at the rate
pay
and
she i
pay
snow
herreceiving.
a
rate of $35
$35 per month in
Ruth
Ruth A. Day.

A: Day.

Mahala
Mahala P. Berr.
Berry.

IdaH.
Jackson.
M. Jackson.
Ida

McKibbin.
Mary
Mary S. McSibbin.

she is now receiving.
P. Berry, former
Mahala P.
The name
former widow
widow of George W. York,
The
name of Mahaia
Regiment Maine
Twenty-fifth Regiment
of Company
late
late of
Company K, Twenty-fiftli
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
she
and
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
of $35
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
$35 per
at the
rate of
pension at
and pay
receiving.
iss now
now receiving.
The
name of
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
Jackson, helpless
Ida M.
M. Jackson,
of Ida
The name
Barrett, late of Company
Preston Jackson,
alias Barrett,
Company A, One
One hundredth
hundredth
Jackson, alias
Preston
a
United States
Regiment
Regiment United
States Colored
Colored Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay her a
in lieu of that she is now receivper month
month in
pension
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
rate of
pension at
1110'
ing •
widow of Chambers McKibbin,
lhe name of Mary
%e
Mary S. McKibbin,
McKibbin, widow
MeKibbin,
late brigadier general,
general, United States
States Army, and pay her aapension at
at
the rate of $50 per month
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CBs. 282-284.
282-284.
CONGRESS. SESS.

1920.
1920.

The name
of Dollie
The
name of
Dollie Cosens,
Cosens, helpless
Henry Clay
Clay Cosens,
Cosens, late
helpless child
child of
of Henry
late
Regiment, and Company
of Company E, First Regiment,
Company C, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment,
Regiment,
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
of $20
$20
pay her
pension at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
per
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
former widow
The name
name of
of Kate M. Smith, former
widow of
of Dan Adams,
Adams, late
late
of Company
Company D, First Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Cavalry, and
and
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay
of $35
per month
month in
lieu of
she is
is
pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$35 per
in lieu
of that
that she
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The
The name
name of
helpless son
son of
of
of Charles
Charles Layton,
Layton, helpless
of John
John Layton,
Layton, late
late of
Company I, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment
Inftintry, and
and
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infaqntry,
pay him a
rate of
a pension at the rate
of $20 per
per month.
month.
Approved, June
June 5,
5, 1920.
Approved,
1920.

CHAP. 283.—An
owner of the steamship
steamship Maths.
CAP.
283.-An Act For the relief of the owner
Matoa.

1521
1521
U Cosens.
Bailie
Do ie Cosens.

Kate
if.sSmith.
m it h
K
at e M

.

Pension.
Pension.
Charles Layton.
Charles
Layton.

June 5,
5, 1920.
1920.
June
IS. loo5.1
1005.]
[s.

[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 71.]
71.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
United "Matoa,"
”matoo" steamship.
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
steamship.
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
of the
the owner
owner Owner
Owner of,
of, may
bring
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
the claim
claim of
may bring
of
of the
the steamship
Matoa arising
out of
collision between
said steamsteam- Zes
hsi
eraTcdrt.
d
oti
rt
steamship Matoa
arising out
of a
a collision
between said
leraon
agest fir red
ship
ship, and the United States tug Lucille
Lucille Ross
Ross off Lambert
Lambert Point, Vir- PO
P I)",
's-. 1"639.
1639
the 17th
day of
of January,
January, 1918,
1918, for
account of
of the
ginia, on
on the
17th day
for and
and on
on account
the
fosses
suffered in
collision by
by the
the owner
owner of
osses alleged
alleged to
to have been
been suffered
in said
said collision
of
said
steamship Matoa
Matoa by
by reason
reason of
of damages
detention of
said steamship
damages to
to and
and detention
of said
said
steamship may
submitted to the United
United States
Court for
for the
may be
be submitted
States Court
the
Eastern District
compliance mith
with the
the rules
rules
District of
of Virginia, under
under and
and in
in compliance
of
said court
court sitting
as a
acourt
court of
of admiralty;
and that
that the
the said
said court
court Jurisdiction
of said
sitting as
admiralty; and
Jurisdiction of
of court.
court.
shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear and determine
determine the
controversy
the whole
whole controversy
and to enter
enter a
judgment or
of the
legal dama judgment
or decree
decree for
for the
the amount
amount of
the legal
damages
reason of said collision,
any shall
shall be
found to
be
ages sustained
sustained by
by reason
collision, if
if any
be found
to be
due, either
either for or against the
principle
the United
United States
States upon
upon the same
same principle
and
liability with
with costs
as in
in like
like cases
admiralty beProds..
and measure of
of liability
costs as
cases in
in admiralty
be- Proviss.
tween
with the
the same
same rights
rights of
of appeal:
Provided, That
That G eNtria
eNnTria7 to Attorney
Attorney
tween private
private parties
parties with
appeal: Provided,
General of
of the
the
such notice
notice of
of the suit shall
shall be given
given to
to the
the Attorney
Attorney.General
United
provided by order
United States as may be provided
order of the said court, and it
it
Attorney General
to cause
the United
States
shall be
be the duty of the
the Attorney
General to
cause the
United States
attorney in
in such
such district
district to
attorney
to appear
United States:
States: Time limit.
limit.
appear and
and defend
defend for
for the
the United
Provided further,
further, That said suit shall be
Provided
be brought
commenced
brought and commenced
within
this Act.
Act.
within four months
months of the
the date
date of
of the passage
passage of
of this
Approved, June
Approved,
June 5, 1920.
1920.

schooner Henry
Henry 0.
0. Barrett.
284.-An Act For the relief of the owners of the schooner
CHAP. 284.—An

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the

June 5, 1920.
1222.1
[.[S. 1222
m.
[Private, No.
No. 72.]
724
[Private,
"Henry
Barrett"
"HenryO.0. Barrett"
schooner.

United States
States of
Congress assembled, That
the claim
claim of
of the
the Owners
United
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
may
oowner of,
of,
may
bring suit for collision
owners
schooner Henry
O. Barrett
arising out
owners of
of the
the schooner
Henry 0.
Barrett arising
out of
of a
a collision
collision bnng
suit for Federal
damages in collision
court.
between
said schooner
schooner and
the United
United States
States monitor
monitor Ozark,
Ozark, off
off court.
between said
and the
Post, p. 1639.
Five
Lightship, on
on the
19th day
day of
of April,
April, 1917,
1917, for
for Po p -. 1639.
Five Fathom
Fathom Bank
Bank Lightship,
the 19th

and on
account of
the losses
losses alleged
to have
in said
and
on account
of the
alleged to
have been
been suffered
suffered in
said
collision by the
Henry 0.
Barrett by reason
the owners
owners of said schooner Henry
0. Barrett
reason
of
damages to
detention of
schooner, may
may be
be submitted
submitted to
to the
the
of damages
to and
and detention
of said
said schooner,
United States
States court
court for
for the
the district
district of
of Massachusetts,
under and
and in
in
United
Massachusetts, under
compliance
the rules
rules of
said court
court sitting
sitting as
court of
admiralty;
compliance with
with the
of said
as a
a court
of admiralty;
and
that the
said court
court shall
shall have
to hear
hear and
and determine
and that
the said
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
determine
judgment or decree
decree for
the whole controversy
controversy and to enter a
a judgment
for .the
the
amount
sustained by reason
reason of
collision,
amount of
of the
the legal
legal damages sustained
of said collision,
if any shall
against the United
shall be found to be due either for or against
United States,
upon the same principle
measure of liability
liability, with costs, as in
principle and measure
admiralty between
between private
private parties,
the same rights
of
like cases in admiralty
parties, with
with the
rights of

urisdiction ocourt.

Jurisdiction of court.

1522
1522
Provisos.
Notice
Attorney
roisosto ttorne
General.
General.

Time limit.
limit.
Time

June
1920.
14, 1920.
June 14,
(H. R. 6407.]
[vateo. No. 73.]
(Private,
73.]
Michael MacGarvey.
MacGarvey.
Payment to.
Payment
to.

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CI's.
284, 292.
292.
CHS. 284,
CONGRESS. SESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH

1920.
1920.

appeal:
That such
such notice
notice of
shall be given
given to the
of the
the suit shall
Provided, That
appeal: Provided,
Attorney General
General of
the United
States as
as may
may be
be provided
provided by
order
by order
United States
of the
Attorney
of
and it
it shall
be the
the duty
of the
the Attorney
General
Attorney General
duty of
shall be
said court,
court, and
of the
the said
to
cause the
United States
attorney in
to appear
appear and
and
such district
district to
in such
States attorney
the United
to cause
defend
the United
States: Provided
Provided further
That said
said suit
suit shall
shall
further, That
for the
United States:
defend for
be
and commenced
commenced within
four months
of the
date of
of the
the
the date
months of
within four
brought and
be brought
passage of
Act.
of this
this Act.
passage
Approved, June
June 5,
5, 1920.
1920.
Approved,

CHAP. 292.-An
292.—An Act
For the
relief of
of Michael
Michael MacGarvey.
MacGarvey.
the relief
Act For
CHAP.

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
States of
United States
and directed
of
directed to pay, out of
authorized and
Treasury is hereby
hereby authorized
of the
the Treasury
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of
of
not otherwise
in the
any
money in
$35 to
to Michael
Michael MacGarvey,
laborer in
in the
employ of
of the
the depot
depot
the employ
police laborer
MacGarvey, police
$35
quartermaster , Governors
New York,
York, for
for damage
damage caused
caused
Island, New
Governors Island,
quartermaster,
to
incident to
to said
service.
to aaset
set of
of false
false teeth
teeth incident
said service.
Approved
June 14,
1920.
Approved June
14, 1920.

PRIVATE LAWS OF THE SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
PRIVATE
CONGRESS
OF THE
OF
THE

UNITED
UNITED ST.ArTES
STATES
Passed
the third
third session,
session, which
which was
begun and
held at
at the
city of
of Washington,
Washington, in
Passed at
at the
was begun
and held
the city
in
the District
Columbia, on
on Monday,
day of
of December,
and was
was
the
District of
of Columbia,
Monday, the
the sixth
sixth day
December, 1920,
1920, and
adjourned without
day on
Friday, the
the fourth
fourth day
dery of
of March,
March, 1921.
1921.
adjourned
without day
on Friday,
W OODROW W
ILSON, President;
THOMAS R.
R. MARSHALL,
MARSHALL, Vice
Vice President;
President; ALBERT
B.
WOODROW
WILSON,
President; THOMAS
ALBERT B.
CUMMINS,
President of
of the
Senate pro
pro tempore;
tempore; CHARLES
CHARLES CURTIS,
CURTIS, Acting
Acting President
President
CUMMINS, President
the Senate
of
the Senate
pro temyore,
to 27, 1920, and
and February
February 15
and 16,
of the
Senate pro
tempore, December
December 23 to
15 and
16,
1921; FREDERICK
H .UILLETT,
Speaker of
of Representatives;
JOSEPH
FREDERICK H.
GILLETT, Speaker
of the
the House
House of
Representatives; JOSEPH
WALSH,
of the
the House
of Representatives
Representatives pro
tempore, December
December 23,
23, 1920;
1920;
WALSH, Speaker
Speaker of
House of
pro tempore,
JOHN Q.
Speaker of
House of
of Representatives
Representatives pro
pro tempore,
tempore, January
January
JOHN
Q. TiLsoN,
TILSON, Speaker
of the
the House
24 and
24
and 25,
25, 1921.
1921.

December 26
1920.
CHAP. 5.-An
5.—An Act For the relief of the Baltimore Dry Docks
Docks and Ship Building December
26.920.
[H. R. 1".]
owner of a
Company, owner
a dry dock at Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Maryland.
[ivate
No.
74.1
[Private, No.
No. 74.]
74.]

enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United Baltimore Dry
States of
America in
in Congress
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the claim
claim of
of the
the BaltiBalti- Docks
That the
and ShDi
Docks and
Ship
Company. orany.
more Dry Docks and Ship Building Company, owner
owner of the dry
dry dock
dock Building
Buinp
May Ming suit for
collision damages.
damages.
located at its lower plant, Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, rising
damage collision
rising out of damage
to aa caisson
of said
caisson of
said dry
by the
of the
the United
United
dry dock,
dock, caused
caused by
the collision
collision of
States Navy
Navy tug
Tavernilla on
on the
16th day
February, 1918,
1918, for
States
tug Tavernilla
the 16th
day of
of February,
for.•
and on account of the losses alleged to have
have been suffered by the
said dry
dry dock
owner of said
of said
said damage
damage caused
the said
dock because
because of
caused by
by the
said
may be
be submitted
to the
the United
States court
court for
for the
the
naval vessel,
vessel, may
submitted to
United States
Maryland, the district in
district of Maryland,
occurred,
in which
which said
said collision
collision occurred,
under
compliance with
under and in compliance
said court,
sitting as
as a
with the rules of
of said
court, sitting
a
Provisos.
court of admiralty:
admiralty: Provided,
Provided, That
That the said court shall have juris- Juriction
con-Jurisdictioncon
tarred.
diction
hear and
determine the
the whole
controversy and
to enter
enter fred.
diction to
to hear
and determine
whole controversy
and to
judgment
judgment or decree for the amount
amount of
of the legal
legal damages
damages sustained
sustained
by reason
reason of
said collision,
collision if
if any
any shall
be due
either for
for
by
of said
shall be
be found
found to
to be
due either
or against the United States,
same principle
principle and
and measure
measure
States, upon
upon the same
as in
like cases
between private
of liability-,
liability, with
with costs,
costs, as
in like
cases in
in admiralty
admiralty between
private
Time Hunt.
parties, with the same rights
rights of appeal:
appeal: Provided
Provided further,
further That
That such
such Timelirmt.
suit
and commenced
commenced within
four months
months after
after the
suit shall
shall be brought and
within four
the
Service ofprocess
process.
passage of this Act:
passage
Act: And provided
provided further,
further, That
That the mode of
of service Serviceof
Vol. 24,
505.
of process shall
provisions of
of the
of March
3, 1887,
1887,
shall conform
conform to the provisions
the Act
Act of
March 3,
entitled
provide for
for the
the bringing
bringing of
of suits
suits against
the
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
against the
United States."
States."
United
Approved, December
1920.
Approved,
December 26, 1920.
P.

December 28, 1920.
iR. ,900.]
(H.

CHAP. 6.-An Act For the relief of Rudolph L. Desdunes.

Be 'it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Be
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
of the
Privat,
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the duiRes. °
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out jurie,.t
Treasury
is hereby,
authorized and
of
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to Rudolph
Rudolph
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, to
Desdunes the
sum of
of $1,200
as full
full compensation
compensation for
for the
the loss
loss of
of
L. Desdunes
the sum
$1,200 as
eyesight while in
in the
the discharge
of his
his duties
duties as
an assistant
assistant weigher
weigher
eyesight
discharge of
as an
in the United States
States customhouse
customhouse in New
New Orleans.
Orleans. Louisiana.
Louisiana.
Approved,
December 28,
28, 1920.
Approved, December
1920.
1523
1523

No.
L.

es
to for n-

SIXTY-S IXTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.

1524
1524

1921.
1921.

CHAP. 15.-An
15.—An Act
To correct
correct the
the naval
record of
Fred C.
Konrad.
CHAP.
Act To
naval record
of Fred
C. Konrad.

January 7,
7, 1921.
.anuary
1921.
[S.
1447.]
[S. 1447.]
(Private, No. 76.1

Private No.

S
ESS. III.
III. CHS.
Cas. 15-18,
20.
SESS.
15-18, 20.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
eor- States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Th at the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
of the
Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to review the
naval record
record of
of Fred
Fred C.
Konrad, late
late first-class
first-class electrician,
electrician, United
naval
C. Konrad,
United
States Navy,
grant him
him an
an honorable
honorable disability
discharge.
States
Navy, and
and grant
disability discharge.
Approved,
January 7,
7, 1921.
1921.
Approved, January

76.

Fred C.
Fred
C. Konrad.
Konrad.
Naval
record coraal record
rected.
rected.

January
7, 1921.
January 7,
1921.
IS.
15461 •
Is. 1546.1
[Private,
77.)
[Private, No.
No. 77.1

CHAP.
CHAP. 16.-An
16.—An Act
the relief
Act For the
relief of
of Katie
Katie Norvall.
Norvall.

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
the Senate
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the
the
to, for
for States
America in
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay, out
of
deathofhsband.
Treasury be,
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
directed to
out of
any moneys
Treasury of
the United
United States
States not
not otherwise
otherwise
any
moneys in
in the
the Treasury
of the
appropriated, the
sum of
of $1,173.12
as full
full compensation
compensation to
to Katie
appropriated,
the sum
$1,173.12 as
Katie
Norval' for
death of
husband, G.
Norvall, who
drowned
Norvall
for the
the death
of her
her husband,
G. Norvall,
who was
was drowned
while engaged
engaged in
in the
of his
his duties
duties as
as fireman
and enenwhile
the performance
performance of
fireman and
gineer, as
as a
of a
collision between
between the
the navy-yard
navy-yard launch
launch Highgineer,
a result
result of
a collision
Highlander and
and the
ferryboat Vallejo
near the
Mare Island
Island ferry
ferry slip,
slip,
lander
the ferryboat
Vallejo near
the Mare
Vallejo, California.
Vallejo,
California.
Approved, January
7, 1921.
1921.
Approved,
January 7,

Katie Norval.
Norvall.
Payment
Payment to,
death of husband.

January 7,
7, 1921.
1921.
[S. 1743.1
[Private, No. 78.)
7'3.1
j'rivate,

CHAP. 17.-An
CHAP.
17.—AnAct For the relief
relief of Matthew
Matthew McDonald.
McDonald.

1743.

.atthew

cDonald.
Matthew McDonald.
Naval record corrected.

rectl.

Prot .

Proviso.
Nobackpay,
No
back toy, etc.

January 7,
January
7, 1921.
[S. 2278.1
227 . _
[Private,
Private,
'
No. 79.1
79.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representative
Representative of
Be itit enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
the administration
administration
Congress assembled, That
That in
in the
of the pension laws Matthew
Matthew McDonald
McDonald shall
shall be
hereafter held
held and
and
be hereafter
considered
to have
been honorably
discharged from
from the
the naval
service
considered to
have been
honorably discharged
naval service
United States
of the
the United
Navy October
20, 1863:
1863: Provided,
Provided, That
no
States Navy
October 20,
That no
pension shall be allowed
allowed and no back pay and bounty shall be
be paid
paid
because of
of the enactment
enactment of
this legislation.
of this
legislation.
Approved, January
January 7,
1921.
7, 1921.

CHAP. 18.—An
18.-An Act For
Heaiy.
For the
the relief
relief of
of John
John Heaty.

John
John Healy'.
Iebaly.
record corMilitary record
rected.

Proviso.
Proiso.

No back pay, etc.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
the Senate
and House
House of
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That in
in the administration
administration
of the pension laws John
John Healy
Healy shall be hereafter
hereafter held and considered
considered
honorably discharged
the military
military service
service of
of the
the
to have
have been honorably
discharged from
from the
United States
States as
private in
Company H,
H, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment
as aa private
in Company
United States Infantry, on August 15,
15, 1865: Provided,
That no
back
Provided, That
no back
pay, pension, or other emoluments
emoluments shall
shall accrue
accrue prior
prior to the
the passage
passage
of this
this Act.
of
Act.
Approved,
Approved, January
January 7, 1921.
1921.

,anuarry
January 8, 1921.
1921.
[S. 390.1

[si39.]
n

Private, No.
SO.]
1Private,
No. SO.]

Be
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
in- States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury
authorized and directed to pay,
pav, out of
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
of
any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated to
to Peter
Peter
McKay,
of $939, as
McKay, or his legal
legalrepresentatives,
rep
resentat i
ves, the
the sum of
as full compencompensation
permanent injuries
received by the said McKay
sation for
for permanent
injuries received
McKay on the 5th
day of May, 1904, at Fort Worden, in the State
Washington, by being
State of Washington,
being
struck with aalarge piece of log hurled
struck
hurled by the explosion of
of an excessive
excessive

Peter M:Kav.
McKay.
Peter
Payment
Pvyment to, for
for injuries.

to,

3

.

CHAP. 20.—An
CRAP.
20.-An Act
Act For the relief
relief of
of Peter
Peter McKay.
McKay.

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. III.
M . CHS.20,21,23.
Cris.20, 21, 23.

1921.
1921.

1525
1525

blast of powder
powder discharged
discharged without
warniTT by
by employees
employees of
the
without warning
of the
United
United States Government
Government engaged
engaged in
lands at
said Fort
Fort
in clearmg
clearng lands
at said
Worden under
under the
direction and
and control
the United
States GovernGovernWorden
the direction
control of
of the
UInited States
ment.
ment.
Approved,
8, 1921.
1921.
Approved, January
January 8,

CHAP.
21.-An Act For the relief of Kathryn Walker.
CHAP. 21.—An
Walker.

January 9, 1921.
Is.
[S. 2371.]

237'21.

[Private, No.
81.)
[Private,
No. 81.1

enacted by
Be it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
Walker.
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Kathryn
ynWrt
eto.
Land patent
to.
Interior
be
and
is
hereby,
authorized
and
di
rec
t
e
d
t
o
i
ssue
p
a
t
en
t
t
o
Interior be, and is hereby, authorized and directed to issue patent to
Kathryn
Kathryn McKnight)
McKnight) for
Kathryn Walker (formerly Kathryn
the northeast
northeast
for the
quarter of section twelve, township
township twenty-nine
twenty-mne south,
of range
seven
south, of
range seven
Provisos.
west, New Mexico meridian: Provide,
That the
Provided, That
the said
said Kathryn
Kathryn Purchase
price.
Prchase price.
Walker
Walker pay the lawful price
of the
the land
six months
months after
after the
the
price of
land within
within six
Condition.
approval
approval of this Act: Provided
That the
granted be
be made
made
Providedfurther,
further That
the relief
relief granted
conditional upon the
conditional
* free
from
valid
adverse
claim
at
the
the land being
free from valid adverse claim at the
time payment is made under the
the bill.
bill.
the terms
terms of
of the
Approved,
January 9, 1921.
Approved, January
1921.
CHAP.
CHAP. 23.-An
23.—An Act For the relief of Martina Sena, Luis E.
E. Armijo,
Armijo, and Maria

Baca de Romero.

January 11,
1921.
January
11, 1921.

(S. 3218.)
[Private,
82.)
Privat, No. S2.1

Is. 32s.1

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
it enacted
14presentatives of
the United
United Martina
• s
Luis
of Representatives
of the
Sen Luis
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the E. Armijo,
Ana, and
and maria
That the
Maria
Interior
Interior be,
be and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
directed to
to convey
convey by
by aands in Ne
hereby, authorized
and directed
New
er
w
°• Mexpatent
atent to Martina
liartina Sena or her heirs
heirs such tract
be found
found ico
leo to be
be patented
patented to.
tract of land as
as may
may be
y the Secretary
y
Secretary of
to be
be chiefly
chiefly valuable
valuable for
agriculture
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
for agriculture
for public
public purposes,
to exceed
and not
not needed
needed for
purposes, not
not to
exceed one
one hundred
hundred and
and
forty-seven acres, formerly occupied
forty-seven
Occupied by
Margarito Romero,
Romero, which
which
by Margarito
tract is situated upon the
Fork of
Gallinas Creek,
Creek, in
the county
the South
South Fork
of Gallinas
in the
county
of San Miguel, State of New Mexico,
Mexico, and
by patent
to
and to
to convey
convey by
patent to
Luis E. Armijo
Arinijo or
heirs such
such tract
tract of
of land
land as
as may
be found
or his
his heirs
may be
found by
by the
the
Secretary
Agriculture to be chiefly
Secretary of Agriculture
valuable for
for agriculture
agriculture and
and
chiefly valuable
not needed
needed for public
to exceed
exceed fifty-six
fifty-six acres,
acres, occupied
occupied
public purposes
purposes, not
not to
and improved by said Luis
E..Armijo
and his
his predecessors
predecessors in
in interest
interest
Luis E.
Armijo and
and possession, which
which tract is situated
situated upon the
of GalGalthe North
North Fork
Fork of
linas Creek, in the county
lines
county of San Miguel,
Miguel, State of New
New Mexico,
and
Mexico, and
to convey by patent to Maria Baca de Romero
Romero or
heirs such
such
or her
her heirs
tract of land as may be found by the Secretary
Agriculture to
to be
be
Secretary of
of Agriculture
chiefly valuable for agriculture
agriculture and not needed
needed for
for public
purposes,
public purposes,
not to exceed
exceed one
one hundred
and improved
improved
hundred and
and ninety
ninety acres,
acres, occupied
occupied and
by said
by
de Romero
predecessors in
in interest
and
said Maria
Maria Baca
Baca de
Romero and
and her
her predecessors
interest and
possession,
possession which
which tract
is situated
situated on
on the
the North
North Fork
Fork of
of Gallinas
Gallinas Prori
tract is
Creek, in
San Miguel,
Creek,
in the
the county
county of
of San
Miguel, State
State of
of N
ew M
exi co: Provided,
Provided, Provisos.
Survey
Fured
New
Mexico:
su"rey by
bv Forest
That the lands shall first be
by an
an employee
employee of
of the
th e Forest
Forest Svol".3,.e.
se o
l
i
c
.
e
atuip
p
.
l
gee..
be surveyed by
269^
Service under the direction
direction of the
Service
the United
States surveyor
surveyor general
United States
general
in accordance
accordance with the Act of August 10, 1912
1912 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh
Statutes, page 269),
269), entitled "An
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the
"An Act
Department
Department of
of Agriculture
for the
ending June
June 30,
30, 1913
1913 "
Agriculture for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
":: Expenses from For
ForProvided
further, That
That the
said surveys
surveys shall
shall be
be paid
paid estSer.vieefnds.
eat Service funds.
Provided further,
the expenses
expenses of
of said
available funds
from available
of homesteads
homesteads on
on
funds appropriated
appropriated for
for the
the survey
survey of
national forests
forests under
Act of
10, 1912,
1912, aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and the
under the
the Act
of August
August 10,
the
appropriations for the Department
Department of
Act making appropriations
Agriculture for
for
of Agriculture
the fiscal year in which the
made.
the survey
survey is
is made.
Approved,
11, 1921.
1921.
Approved, January
January 11,

1526
1526

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SES.
SESS. III.
III. CHs.
30-32.
CHS. 25,
25,30-32.
SIXTY-SIXTH

1921.
1921.

25.-An Act
sergeant,
CHAP. 25.—An
Act To provide
provide for the relief
relief of Anthony
Anthony Sulik,
Sulik, former
fo
rmer ser
geant,
CHAP.
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps.
United
Corps.

January 13,
January
13, 1921.
1921.

[H. R.
R. 12337.1

[Private,
No. 83.1
83.]
[Private, No.
Anthony Sunk.

Anthony Sli.
Relieved from
courtfrom colrtReheved

martialsentence.
martial
sentence.
artiasentenc

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be itit enacted
the Senate
House of

States of
of America
America in
That Anthony
Sulik, former
former
States
in Omgress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Anthony Sulik,

sergeant,
United States
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, relieved
relieved
sergeant, United
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, be,
from
all disabilities,
and allowances
allowances attendant
attendant
from all
disabilities, including
including loss
loss of
of pay
pay and
upon the
the dishonorable
dishonorable discharge
discharge received
received by
by him
him pursuant
to the
the
upon
pursuant to
sentence of
of an
general court-martial,
published in
in General
General
sentence
an Army
Army general
court-martial, published
Court-Martial
One hundred
and three,
three, Second
Court-Martial Order
Order Numbered
Numbered One
hundred and
Second DiviDivision,
Expeditionary Forces,
France, dated
while
sion, Expeditionary
Forces, France,
dated October
October 20,
20, 1918,
1918, while
Reimbursement,etc.
' 'detached
detached for duty with the Army by order of the President, the
amount of
of pay
forfeited by
by him
him pursuant
pursuant to
to said
said
amount
pay and
and allowances
allowances forfeited
court-martial
sentence to
to be
be reimbursed
to him
from the
the current
current
court-martial sentence
reimbursed to
him from
Provisos. rrecd
r
appropriation
"Pay? Marine
Marine Corps":
Corps": Provided,
That the
the service
service
Pro
appropriation for
for "Pay,
Provided, That
Service
ected.
the said
Suhk shall
be computed
computed as
though he
he had
had served
served
ooff the
said Anthony
Anthony Sulik
shall be
as though
continuously
in
the
Marine
Corps
from
the
16th
day
of
November,
continuously in the Marine Corps from the 16th day of November,
1914,
to the
date of
his release
as a
general court-martial
prisoner,
1914, to
the date
of his
release as
a general
court-martial prisoner,
Rights, allowances,
as though
though he
had been
been honorably
discharged on
on that
date:
Right,
allowances, and
and as
he had
honorably discharged
that date:
etc.,restored.
Provided further,
etc.,
restored.
Provided
further, That he
he shall
shall be
be granted
granted all
all the
the rights,
rights, benefits,
benefits,
privil
. eges, allowances,
which he
he would
would have
have been
been
privileges,
allowances, and
and gratuities
gratuities to
to which
entitled had
he not
not been
discharged pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the
entitled
had he
been dishonorably
dishonorably discharged
said sentence.
said
sentence.
Approved,
January 13,
13, 1921.
Approved, January
Reimbursement

etc

January 31, 1921.
1921.
January
[H..
[H. R. 974.
974.)
[Private, No. 84.1

CHAP. 30.—An
30.--An Act For
For the
relief of
CHAP.
the relief
Dingier.
of W.
W. T.
T. Dingier.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
House of
by the
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
States of
of America
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay, out
out
Treasury
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to pay,

Dinler
W.. T. Dingier.
Payment to.

of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, $60.63,
$60.63,

to W. T. Dingler,
Dingier, the amount
amount paid
paid by
by him
as bondsman for
for posthim as
bondsman
postmistress at
at Zebulon,
Zebulon, Arkansas,
mistress
Arkansas, to
to cover
cover loss
occasioned by
by the
the
loss occasioned
destroying
destroying of
office by
by cyclone
cyclone April
1909.
of the
the post
post office
April 29,
29, 1909.
Approved,
31, 1921.
1921.
Approved, January
January 31,
February 1,
February
1, 1921.
1921.
[It. R. 4184.]

(1'rivate,
85.)
il'dv<ate, No.
So.-

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Be it
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Secretary of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out
out
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to C.
C. V.
appropriated, to
V.
linkle, late clerk in
in post
Hinkle,
Arkansas, the
the sum
of
post office,
office, Conway,
Conway, Arkansas,
sum of
$1,308.33,
$1,308.33, the
same being
for salary
for twenty-nine
twenty-nine months
months at
the
the same
being for
salary for
at the
dismissed
rate of $1,000 per annum, the period during
during which
which he was dismissed
which
from duty as said post-office
post-office clerk,
clerk, upon charges
charges preferred,
preferred, which
charges were found
he, the
found untrue, and by Executive order
order he,
the said
said C.
C. V.
V.
Hinkle,
Hinkle, was reinstated,
reinstated, it being found that
that the real culprit
culprit was
was not
not
the said C. V. Hinkle, but another person, who is now serving a
a
penitentiary term.
Federal penitentiary
term.
Approved,
February 1,
Approved, February
1, 1921.
1921.

C.
IC. V.
V. Hinkle.
Hinkle.
Payment
to.
Pa3'ment to.

February
February 1.
1. 1921.
1921.
(H. R. 12469.1
e[H.. No.
S124-9
[Private,
86.]

i'riat g, re

CHAP.
CHAP. 31.-An
31.—An Act
the relief
relief of
Ilinide.
Act For
For the
of C.
C'. V.
V. Hinkle.

'

Ro
dwad Co

Robert Diward Cox,
Clue!
Gunner, Navy.
Chief Onner
Nav.
5 A
warded
melafof
Aw
'
arded medal

CHAP.
32.—An Act
the award
award of
of aamedal
honor to
to Chief
Chief Gunner
Gunner
of honor
medal of
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
CAP. 32.--An
Robert
Edward Cox,
Cox, United
United States
States Navy.
Navy.
Robert
Edward
B
Bee it enacted
and House
o Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
States of
o
States
That the
f America
America in
in Congress
Co-ngress assembled,
assembl 7 That
the President
President of
of the
the
United States be, and he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized to award
award aamedal
medal of
honor
to Chief
Gunner Robert
Robert Edward
Edward Cox,
States Navy,
in
honor to
Chief Gunner
Cox, United
United States
Navy, in

SIXTY-SIXTH
S
IXT Y-S IXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.

S
ESS. III.
32, 37-39.
SESS.
III. Cus.
CHS.32,37-39.

1527
1527

1921.
1921.

recognition
of the
extraordinary heroism
recognition of
the extraordinary
he displayed
displayed on
on the
occaheroism he
the occaoccurred in
sion of the accident
accident which occurred
of the
United
in the
the after
after turret
turret of
the United
States ship Missouri on
1904.
on April
April 13,
13, 1904.
Received
the President,
President, January
January 20,
1921.
Received by
by the
20, 1921.

Post, p.
p. 1642.
1642.

o,

[NOTE
BY THE DEPARTMENT
[
NOTE BY
OF STATE.—The
foregoing act
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE.-The foregoing
act havhav-

ing been presented to the
the President
of the
the United
States for
for his
his
President of
United States
approval, and not having
returned by
to the
of ConConhaving been
been returned
by him
him to
the house
house of
gress in which it
within the
by the
the ConstiConstiit originated
originated within
the time
time prescribed
prescribed by
tution of the United States,
States, has become
become a
a law
law without
without his
his approval.]
approval.]
CHAP. 37.-An
37.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
Thomas P.
P. Darr.
relief of
of Thomas
Darr.

February 6, 1921.
1921.
[H. R. 17891
[H.
1789.1
[Private,
No. 87.]
87.]
[Private, No.

Be it
enacted by the
Be
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
the United
United Thomas
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
Thomas P
P. Darr
Darr.
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Payment to,
to, for
for
services.
Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
pay,
out
of
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of serces.
any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Thomas P.
to Thomas
P.
Darr, the sum of $830.37 on
on account of
of service
service rendered
rendered as
mail
as mail
carrier from Gooding,
Gooding, Idaho, to
to Corral,
Idaho, during
during the
and
Corral, Idaho,
the spring
spring and
summer of
1907, this
to be
said Thomas
P. Darr
of 1907,
this amount
amount to
be accepted
accepted by
by said
Thomas P.Darr
as full compensation
compensation for
service rendered.
for service
rendered.
Approved,
6, 1921.
Approved, February
February 6,
1921.

38.-An Act For the relief of John
CHAP. 38.—An
John K. Ashley, junior.

February 6, 1921.
1921.
[H. R.
1790.]
[H.
R. 170.1
[Private,
No.
88.]
[Private,
88.]

by the
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United John
Representatives of
JohnK.
E. Ashley, jr.
Payment
to,
for
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assemb, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
That the
the serP.yent
to,
for
services.
to pay,
Treasury is hereby authorized
authorized and directed to
of any
any money
money ee
pay, out of
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
heretofore
the purchase
of a
site and
construction
for the
purchase of
a site
and construction
Government as
of a
abuilding to be used by the Government
office and
and for
as a
a post
post office
for
other purposes
Sandpoint, Idaho,
purposes at Sandpoint,
in full
comIdaho, the
the amount
amount of
of $40
$40 in
full compensation of claim of John
John K. Ashley,
junior, for
services rendered
rendered
Ashley, junior,
for services
connection with
and money expended
expended in connection
with the
the preliminary
survey and
and
preliminary survey
examination
examination of
is being
being considered
considered as
the site
of such
such
of a
a site
site that
that is
as the
site of
building.
building.
Approved, February
6, 1921.
February 6,
1921.

CHAP. 39.-An
39.—An Act
Act For
For the
relief of
of the
the Shipowners
and Merchants
Merchants Tugboat
Tugboat
the relief
Shipowners and

Company.

February 6,
6, 1921.
1921.
[H. R.
11066.]
[H.
R. 11066.]

[Private,
[Private, No. 89.
891

Be it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
United Shipowners
Shipownersand
and MerMerchants Tugboat ComStates
of America
America in
in Congress
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the pany.
That the
Secretary of
hants Tugboat comTreasury
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
Treasury be,
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out Payment
Payment to.
to.
of •any money in the United
United States Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise approapproTreasury not
priated, to
and Merchants
Merchants Tugboat
Tugboat Company
Company the
the
to the Shipowners
Shipowners and
sum of $2,233.14 for
for damages
to their
tug, the
Rover, when
when she
she
damages to
their tug,
the Sea
Sea Rover,
quartermaster steamer
was run into by the quartermaster
General McDowell,
McDowell, of
the
steamer General
of the
United States Army, on the night
night of
Black
of November
November 21,
21, 1917,
1917, off
off Black
Point and between
between Black Point and Alcatraz
Island, in
in San
FranAlcatraz Island,
San Francisco Bay, California.
California.
Approved, February
February 6,
1921.
Approved,
6, 1921.

_--SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

1528
1528

SIXTY-SIXTH COUiNU

February
7, 1921.
February 7,1921.
-rr i[
1,'ryf 1
[H.
R.12333.]
[Private,
90.]
[Private, No.
No. 90.]

Huso.
Albert T. Huso.
Payment to.
Payment

TTT
y~

SEss. III.
bss. 11.
E.
-

Al-.
,11

/l

Cus.tilOS41-45.

1 0l)1

o-l-"^
1^-X.
1921.

CHAP. 41.-An
41.—An Act
Act For
of Albert
Albert T.
T. iuso.
Rua°.
CHAP.
For the
the relief
relief of

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Be
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
Treasury
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
adhorized to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
any money
money
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
of any
in the
of the
the United
States, not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
in
the Treasury
Treasury of
United States,
not otherwise
to
Albert T.
Joice, Worth
Iowa, $759.39,
$759.39, in
in full
full comcomAlbert
T. Huso,
Huso, of
of Joice,
Worth County,
County, Iowa,
pensation
for his
for loss
pensation for
his claim
claim for
loss by
by burglary
burglary March
March 12,
12, 1913,
1913, and
and
October 2,
1913, from
from the
the post
post office
office at
at Joice,
Iowa.
October
2, 1913,
Joice, Iowa.
Approved,
February 7,
7, 1921.
1921.
Approved, February

February 8,
1921.
8,1921.
February
[H.
[H. R.
R. 3210.]
3210.1
[Private,
[Private.
91.1
, No. 91.]
,· -

A. Prat.
Prat.
Joseph A.
Reimbursement to.
Reimbursement

CHAP. 42.-An
42.—An Act
Act For
of Joseph
Joseph A.
A. Prat.
CHAP.
For the
the relief
relief of
Prat.

Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
the Senate
and House
of the
the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States of
of America
in Congress
the
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury be,
be and
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay to
to
Treasury
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
Joseph A.
of New
out of
any money
money in
in the
the
Orleans, Louisiana,
Louisiana, out
of any
Joseph
A. Pi-at,
Prat, of
New Orleans,
Treasury
the sum
sum of
of $445.89,
the
being the
appropriated, the
$445.89, being
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
amount
of stamps,
stamps, stamp
stamp books,
books, and
and stamp
stamp rolls
from said
said
rolls stolen
stolen from
amount of
Prat
while chief
stamp clerk
clerk at
the New
New Orleans
Orleans post
post office
office in
the
at the
in the
Prat while
chief stamp
month
of February,
February, 1915,
and thus
thus lost
lost by
him without
without fault
fault on
on his
1915, and
by him
his
month of
part, and
was thereafter
by him
him paid
paid to
to the
Governthe Governthereafter by
and which
which amount
amount was
part,
ment
out of
his own
funds.
of his
own funds.
ment out
Approved,
1921.
8, 1921.
Approved, February
February 8,

February 9, 1921.
1921.
February
[H. R. 3522.1
3522.]
[H.
[Private,
No.
92.]
92.1
[Private,

Lemuel
Lemuel Stokes.
Stokes.
Payment to.

CHAP. 43.-An
43.—An Act For the relief of Lemuel
Lemuel Stokes.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
and House
House of
by the
Be
it enacted
States of America in
Congress assembled, That the
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury be, and
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay. to
to
Treasury
and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
Lemuel
late of
Regiment United
Lemuel Stokes,
Stokes, late
of Company
Company C,
C, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Regiment
United
States
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherotherStates Colored Infantry,
Infantry, out
out of
money in
wise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
the same
same being
commutation
wise
of $300,
$300, the
being commutation
money received
afterwards enlisted.
enlisted.
monev
received from him, he having
having afterwards
Approved,
9, 1921.
1921.
Approved, February
February 9,

February
9, 1921.
February 9,
1921.
III.
Il.1
,3
Il H.It. 03,11
Private, No.931
'
iPrivate,
No..93
Nathan Manzer.
Nathan
Military
corMilitary record
record cot.
reeted.
reeted.

Proriso.
Pro rise.
No
back pay,
pay, etc.
etc.
No back

February
February 9,
9, 1921.
921.
[H. R.
12441.1
R. 124411
[H.
[[Private,
941
Privte, No.
No. 94.]
Duluth.
Di, th. Wirualpeg
Winnrpeg
and Pacific Railway.
Reimbarsement to.
o
Reimbursement

R

Ji .

CHAP. 44.-An
44.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Nathan
Manzer.
CHAP.
Nathan Manzer.

Be it enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
States o
f America
America in
in fongress
Congress assembled,
a,ssembled, That
in the
the administration
administration
States
of
That in
of any laws conferring
conferring rights, privileges,
privileges, and
and benefits
ben efit s upon
up on honorhono rably discharged soldiers
soldiers -Nathan
Nathan Manzer,
Manzer, who
who was
was a
private in
in
a private
Company
twenty-first Regiment
Company G, One hundred and twenty-first
Regiment New York
Volunteer Infantry, shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be held and considered
considered to have
been discharged honorably from the military
military service
service of the United
United
States as a
a private of said company
regiment on the 26th day
company and regiment
of September, 1864:
1864: Provided.
bounty, pay,
pay, or
or allowances
Pronided. That
That no
no bounty,
allowances
shall bee held as accrued
accrued prior
prior to the passage
passage of this
this Act.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 9,
9, 1921.
1921.
-CAP. 45.-An
CHAP.
45.-1n Act For the relief of the Duluth,
Duluth, Winnipeg and Pacific
Pacific Railroad.
Railroad.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the United
7inCongress
Congress assembled, That
States of America in
That the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury
is hereby
and directed
Treasury is
hereby authorized
authorized and
directed to pay to the Duluth,
Winnipeg
Winnipeg and Pacific Railway,
Railway, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $25. and such sum is hereby
hereby

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. III.
45, 83-85.
SESS.
III. Cris.
CHS.45,83-85.

1921.
1921.

1529
1529

appropriated
reimburse the
the Duluth,
appropriated to reimburse
Winnipeg and
Railway
Duluth, Winnipeg
and Pacific
Pacific Railway
numbered three hundred
for custom
custom fine numbered
hundred and
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight erroneously
erroneously
customs at
imposed by the collector of customs
Duluth, Minnesota.
at Duluth,
Minnesota.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 9, 1921.
1921.
CHAP.
CHAP. 89-An
Bar—An Act
relief of
Perry E.
E. Borchers
Borchers because
because of
losses suffered,
suffered,
Act For
For the
the relief
of Perry
of losses
of property
due to destruction
destruction of
property and
and termination
of contract
services because
smalltermination of
contract for
for services
because of
of smallpox while in
in the employ
employ of
of the
Navy Department
in Cuba.
the Navy
Department in
Cuba.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
enacted by the
House of
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Treasury be, and he
the Treasury
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay
pay
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
directed to
Perry
Perry E. Borchers,
Borchers, of
of Tadmor,
Tadmor, Ohio,
out of
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
Ohio, out
of any
any money
money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
of $346.45,
the amount
amount of
of loss
loss
the sum
sum of
$346.45, the
the destruction
sustained due to the
destruction of
his personal
property while
while in
of his
personal property
in
quarantine and to the loss of his
quarantine
position through
the
his position
through ternunation
termination, by
by the
Navy
Department, of
ervi
ces as
as su
peri
nt
endent of
of
Navy Department,
of his
his contract
contract for
for s
services
superintendent
construction at the United
United States
construction
station, Guantanamo
Guantanamo Bay,
Bay,
States naval
naval station,
Cuba.
Cuba.
Approved,
Approved, February
27, 1921.
February 27,
1921.
CHAP. 84.—An
84.-An Act
For the
the owners
owners of
schooner William
William
Act For
the relief
relief of
of the
of the
the American
American schooner
H.
Sumner.
H. Sumner.

February 27,1921.
27, 1921.
[H.
[H. R.646.]
R. 646.]

[Private, No.
No. 95.]
[Private,
95.]

Perry E.
E. Borchers.
Borchers.
Perry
Payment to.

27,19'21.
February 27,
1921.
[H.l B.8647.]
9647.1
[Private,
[Private, No. 96.]
96.]

and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
"William H.
H. SumSumStates of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
States
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
the ne"Wili
the Secretary
of the
ner" schooner.
Treasury
Treasury be, and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay to
to Payment
owners
Prayment to owners
of, for collision damWilliam
William C. Reid, managing
managing owner, and
other owners
owners of
of the
the American
and other
American ages.
osin dam
schooner William
William H. Sumner, out
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not
out of any
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of
otherwise
$2,354.57, to
said
of $2,354.57,
to reimburse
reimburse said
American schooner
William H. Sumner
Sumner for
owners of the American
schooner William
for damages
damages
suffered
suffered by their vessel as a
aresult
the United
United States
States
result of aacollision
collision with
with the
steamship
steamship North Dakota off of Cape Henry, Virginia, on
on November
November
21, 1914.
21,
1914.
Approved,
February 27,
27, 1921.
Approved, February
1921.
CHAP. 85.-An
85.—An Act For the relief of
E. V.
V. Dickson.
of Captain
Captain E.
Dickson.

February
1921.
February 27,
27,1921.
[11. R.
It. 94O.]
9540.)
[H.
[Private,
No.
97.)
[Private, No. 97.]

Be
it enacted
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
by the
and House
House of
the United
ai E
V DCaptain
E. V.
DickD
l
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the son. t n
k
Reimbursement
to.
Treasury is hereby authorized
and
pay to
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay
to Captain
Captain E.
E. V.
V. Rdmburemnt to.
Dickson, One hundred
hundred and thirty-second
thirty-second Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States
Infantry,
the sum
of $474.80,
$474.80, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
Infantry, the
sum of
the Treasury
Treasury
appropriated, to
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to reimburse
Captain E.
E. V.
reimburse the
the said
said Captain
V.
the sum
Dickson for the
States currency,
currency, which
sum of
of $474.80,
$474.80, United
United States
which was
was
stolen from the said Captain E. V.
without fault
fault or
or neglect
V. Dickson,
Dickson, without
neglect
on his part, while he was
captain One
One hundred
hundred thirty-second
Unit ed
was captain,
thirty-second United
States Infantry, and
and acting
acting disbursing
at Saint
Saint Maurice,
Maurice,
disbursing officer
officer at
France, and which said
sum the
said E.
Dickson has
has since
since paid
paid
said sum
the said
E. V.
V. Dickson
into the Treasury of the United States in
in discharge
of his
his liability
liability
discharge of
as swoh
such disbursing
disbursing officer.
officer.
Approved,
Approved, February
1921.
February 27,
27, 1921.
44282°-VOL
4428r—V01. 41-PT
<11—rr 2-7
2-7

1530
1530

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.

FebinarY 27,1921.
27 ,
1921 .
Feb.uary
[H.
IH.R.10598.]
R. 0l5S.
[Private,
No. 98.1
98.]
[Private, No.

SEss.
III.
SEss. III.

Cas.86,87,105. 1921.
1921.
CHS.86,87,105.

CRAP.
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the First
Bank of
of Sharon,
Sharon,
First National
National Bank
CHAP. 86.—An
86.-An Act
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Be
by the
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States of
America in
in, Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
assembled
Congress
Aerca
of
States
in C.
f be,merica
Treasury
hereby*, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to redeem
redeem
directed to
and he
he is
is hereby,
be, and
of lost Treasury
certificate
of indebtedness
United States
of America,
America, Numbered
Numbered
of the
the United
States of
certificate of
indebtedness of
te.
Thirty-two
hundred and
and forty,
forty, of
of the
the denomination
of $10,000,
$10,000, of
of the
the
denomination of
Thirty-two hundred
issue
dated
April
10,
1918,
and
maturing
July
9,
1918,
with
interest
interest
issue dated April 10, 1918, and maturing July 9, 1918, with
from April
1918, to
July 9,
favor of
of the
the First
First National
National
in favor
to July
9, 1918,
1918, in
April 10,
10, 1918,
from
Bank,
Sharon,
Pennsylvania,
without
presentation
of
said
certificate,
Prov
Bank, Sharon, Pennsylvania, without presentation of said certificate,
Proviso.
indemnity
the
indebtedness having
or destroyed:
destroyed: Provided,
Provided,
lost or
having been
been lost
of indebtedness
the certificate
certificate of
emnity bond.
bond.
That
First National
of Sharon,
Sharon, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, shall
shall
Banl of
said First
National Bank
That the
the said
first
ffie in
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department of
of the
United States
States aabond
bond in
in
the United
first file
in the
the penal
sum of
of double
double the
the amount
amount of
the principal
principal and
and interest
interest of
of
of the
the
penal sum
said certificate
of the
United States
States of
America in
in
of America
the United
indebtedness of
certificate of
of indebtedness
said
such
and with
with such
such sureties
sureties as
as may
may be
be acceptable
acceptable to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
such form
form and
of
the Treasury
Treasury to
indemnify and
harmless the
the United
United States
States
save harmless
to indemnify
and save
of the
from any
account of
of the
lost or
or destroyed
destroyed certificate
certificate of
inof inon account
the lost
from
any loss
loss on
debtedness hereinbefore
described.
hereinbefore described.
debtedness
Approved,
February 27,
1921.
27, 1921.
Approved, February

First
National Bank
FistNational"Ban
ofofSharon,
Sharon, Pa.
Pa
Redemption
demptio of lost
certificate of indebtedness.
n

Febrnary 27, 1921.

e[H.
.

'E
21

[Priv.
No. 3.
3.1
IBe,No.
[Priv. Res.,

CHAP.
87.—Joint Resolution
heirs of
of certain
certain oficers
officers of
of the
the
the legal
legal heirs
Authorizing the
Resolution Authorizing
CHAP. 87.-Joint
United States
Coast Guard
Guard who
who lost
lost their
their lives
lives when
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard cutter
cutter Tampa
Tampa
when the
States Coast
United
was destroyed
Bristol Channel
receive pay and
and allowances
allowances
1918, to receive
September 26, 1918,
Channel September
in Bristol
was
destroyed in
that would
have accrued
accrued to
to said
said officers.
officers.
that
would have

Resolved by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
Resolved
by the
st States of America in Congress assembled, That the appropriate accounting officers are authorized to pay to the legal heirs of the followingo tt
u
Bstoicfa-di.named officers of the Coast Guard, late of the Coast Guard cutter
Tampa
September 26, 1918,
1918,
Tampa which
which was destroyed in
in Bristol Channel September
the
pay and
and allowances
which would
accrued to
to said
said officers
officers to
to
would have
have accrued
the .pay
allowances which
September 26, 1918, had said
officers received
an including September
said officers
received and
and
accepted
accepted the temporary
temporary commissions on
respective dates
dates that
they
on the respective
that they
became eligible
eligible for advancement,
advancement, as
Lieutenant of
became
as follows: First Lieutenant
Engineers
Engineers John Thomas Carr to be
temporary captain
captain of engineers
be aatemporary
engineers
from and including
including July 1,
1, 1918;
John Farrell
1918; Second Lieutenant
Lieutenant John
McGourty
to be
be a
a captain
captain from and
and including July
McGourty to
July 1,
1, 1918; First
Lieutenant
Lieutenant Roy Ackerman Bothwell
Bothwell to be aatemporary
temporary captain
captain from
from
and including September
September 21, 1918; Second Lieutenant
Lieutenant James Marsden
Marsden
Earp
from and
and including
including July
1,
Earp to be a
a temporary
temporary first lieutenant
lieutenant from
July 1,
1918, and to be a
a temporary
temporary captain from and including
including September
September

oa
"TamPa," coast
states of America in Congress assemb, That the appropriate accountGTad
Guard
cutter.
Payment toheirs
raiment
to heirs o
0 iing officers are authorized to pay to the legal heirs of the followingofficers
of, destroyedi
destroyedlnn
officersof
Bristol Channel
named officers of the Coast Guard late of the Coast Guard cutter

cer.

21, 1918.
1918.

Approved,
February 27,
27, 1921.
1921.
Approved, February
March 1,1921.
1, 1921.
[11. R..567.]
[H.
R. 567.)
[Private, No.
No. 99.)
99.]

105.-An Act For the relief of John Chick.
Chick.
CHAP. 105.—An

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Senate and
the Senate
Be
record cor States
America in
in Congress
That in
of
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in the
the administration
administration of
reeted.
the pension
pension laws
laws and
and the
laws conferring
rights and
rented,
the laws
conferring rights
and privileges
privileges upon
upon
honorably
discharged soldiers,
honorably discharged
s
oldi ers ,
John
Company K,
Third
John Chick,
Chick, late
late of Company
K, Third
Regiment
United States
Regiment United
States Artillery, shall be held and considered
considered to
to
have been honorably
honorably discharged from
from the military
military service
service of
the
of the
States as
said company
company and
regiment on
on the
the 2d
and regiment
member of
of said
oUnited
nited States
as aamember
Proviso.
Provided, That no pension
etc. day of August, 1865: Provided,
oback pay,
pay, etc
No
pension shall accrue
accrue prior to
the possage
passage of this Act, and no
no pay
pay nor bounty shall become
become due
or
due or
payable by virtue
virtue thereof.
thereof.
Approved, March
March 1, 1921.
1921.
John Chick.

John
hi

Military record cot.
Military

SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. III.
III. CI's.
SESs.
CHs. 106-109.
106-109.

1921.
1921.

106.-An Act For the
CHAP. 106.—An
the relief
of the
the widow
Joseph C.
C. Akin.
Akin.
relief of
widow of
of Joseph

1531
Mare.h
1921.
March 1,
1.1921.

R. 1035.)
[H. R.
1035.1

[Private, No. 100.]
100.]
Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the United
United [Private,
States of America in
Mrs. Joseph C.
Akin.
Mrs.
C.Akln.
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Payment
Payment to,
to, ffox
o
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
Treasury
directed to
out of
of death
authorized and
and directed
death of husband.
husband.
to pay,
pay, out
any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to Mrs.
Mrs.
otherwise appropriated,
Joseph C. Akin, of Dolores, Montezuma County,
Colorado, widow
widow of
of
County, Colorado,
Joseph C. Akin, who, while in the discharge
discharge of
of his
duty as
as a
adeputy
his duty
deputy
by aaband of
United States marshal, was killed by
of renegade
Ute Indians
Indians
renegade Ute
while he was attempting
one Tse-Ne-Gat,
Ute Indian
Indian
attempting to
to arrest
arrest one
Tse-Ne-Gat, a
a Ute
charged
charged with murder, on
of February,
February, 1915,
1915, the
the sum
sum
on the
the 21st
21st day
day of
of $1,095,
$1,095, on account of the murder of her said
said husband
husband while
while in
in the
the
regular discharge
discharge of his duties in the
the service
of the
the Government
Government of
of
service of
the
United States.
the United
States.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 1,
1, 1921.
1921.

CHAP. 107.-An
107.—An Act For
relief of
of James
E. Adams.
Adams.
For the
the relief
James E.

Be it
it enacted
enacted bij
by the Senate and
Representatives of
and House ofRepresentatives
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
States
aisembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
Congress assembled,
That the
of the
Interior be, and he is hereby,
ed to
patent to
to James
James
hereby, authoriz
authorized
to issue
issue aapatent
E. Adams, of Oakland,
Oakland, California,
California, for
for the
lands hereinafter
described:
the lands
hereinafter described:
Provided,
Provided, That said James E. Adams shall
pay therefor
therefor the
the sum
sum of
of
shall pay
$2.50 per acre within six months after
approval of
of this
Act, said
said
after approval
this Act,
lands being the east half of
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of section
section twentyof the
twentyone, township three north, range
of the
range one east, of
meridian,
the Willamette
Willamette meridian,
Clarke
Clarke County, Washington,
Washington, formerly patented
to the
the Oregon
Oregon and
and
patented to
California Railroad Company, and the
to which
which was
was revested
revested
the title
title to
in the United
United States by the provisions of
June 9,
9, 1916
1916
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
218).
Large, page
page 218).
Approved, March 1,
Approved,
1921.
1, 1921.
CHAP. 108.—An
108.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing payment of
of compensation
Dolce
compensation to
to Pasquale
Pasquale Dolce
for personal
injuries.Private,
personal injuries.

March
1, 1921.
March 1,1921.
R. 5081.]
[H. R.
081.1s
[Private, No. 101.)
[Private,
101.)
James E.
Adams.
James
E. Adams.
Land patent
patent to.
to.

Proviso.
Provio.
Purchase
Purchase price.
Price.
Location.
Location.

39, p.
p. 218.
219.
VoL 39,

1, 1921.
March 1,1921.
[H..ate
R.
7573.)
R773.1
(Private, No.
No.102.)
102

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Iouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United 0
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Pasquale Dolr In..
That the
the rPayqenl
Treasury
authorized and
and directed
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
out of
of juries.
J
uries '
to pay,
pay out
any money
money not otherwise
Pasqual
e Dolce
Dol
ce the
the sum
sum
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Pasquale
of $1,716
compensation for injuries received
of
$1,716 as full compensation
May 19,
1919,
received on
on May
19, 1919,
at Buffalo, New York, when he was
operated by
by the
the
was struck
struck by
by aatruck
truck operated
United
States Army.
United States
Army.
Approved,
Approved, March
1, 1921.
1921.
March 1,
CHAP. 109.—An
109.-An Act For the
of Wilson
th e relief of
Wilson Certain.
Certain.

March 1,1921.
1, 1921.
March
[EL R.
R. 13319.1
13319.)
[H.
rPrivato. No.
n. Im
[Private,
103.)1

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
and House
House of
United ,.
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of
of America
in Congress
in the
That in
the administration
administration wi Ceraicorrecord: con.
of any laws confenrights,
conferring rights, privileges,
privileges, and
benefits upon
upon honorably
honorably rected.
and benefits
discharged
Wilson Certain,
discharged soldiers, Wilson
who was
was aaprivate
private in
in Company
Company
Certain, who
Thirty-first Regiment
A, Thirty-first
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,shall
hereafter
shall hereafter
be
considered to have been discharged
be held and considered
discharged honorably
from the
the
honorably from
military
a private of said
military service of the United
United States
States as a
said company
company Pr
Proviso.
and regiment on the 27th day
and
day of June, 1865:
1865: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no Nobackpay,etc.
No back pay, etc.
bounty, pay, or allowances shall be held as
as accrued
accrued prior
to the
the pasprior to
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved, March
March 1,
1, 1921.
1921.
.

reeted-

1532
March 2,
1921.
2,1921.
March
[H.
. 1300.1
[H. R.1200.]
[Private,
104.]
No. 104.]
[Private, No.
Alfred
E. Lewis.
Lewis.
Alfred E.
Military
record corMilitary record
rected.
rected.

Proviso.
Problo.
No
back pay,
pay, etc.
etc.
No back

SIXTYSIXTH CONGRESS.
SESS. III.
III . CHS.
CHs. 114-117.
114-117.
CONGRESS. SEss.
SIXTY-SIXTH
CHAP. 114.—An
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Alfred
Alfred E.
E. Lewis.
Lewis.
114.-An Act
CHAP.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Be
United
America in
assembl, That
That in
the adadin the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
United States
ministration
any laws
laws conferrmng
conferrmg rights,
rights, privileges,
or benefits
benefits
rivileges, or
of any
ministration of
upon
soldiers, Alfred
Alfred E.
E. Lewis,
Lewis, who was a
a
discharged soldiers,
honorably discharged
upon honorably
drummer boy
boy in
Company I,
One hundred
first Regiment
Regiment New
New
and first
hundred and
I, One
in Company
drummer
York
shall hereafter
hereafter be
and considered
to
considered to
held and
be held
Infantry, shall
Volunteer Infantry,
York Volunteer
have
been mustered
mustered in
in and
out as
as a
member of
of said
said comcoma member
mustered out
and mustered
have been
pany
and regiment
regiment on
on October
and honorably
honorably discharged
discharged
1, 1861,
1861, and
October 1,
pany and
therefrom September
7, 1862:
1862: Provided,
That no
no bounty,
pay,
bounty, pay,
Provided, That
September 7,
therefrom
pension, or
emolument shall
be held
held as
as accrued
prior to
the
to the
accrued prior
shall be
other emolument
or other
pension,
passage
Act.
of this
this Act.
passage of
Approved, March
March 2,
2, 1921.
1921.
Approved,

March 2
'1921.
2,11.
Manch

[H. R.9794.1
B. 9794.l
[Private, No.
No. 105.]
10.
[Private,

Wendell Phillips

LodgeNo.365,hts
ta
LodgeNlol.3lnips

of PYthins'
Payment to.

tP t to.

March 2,
2, 1921.
March
R. 11945.1
11945.]
[H. R.
[Private,
[Private, No. 106.]
W. C. Stewart.
Payment
servo'rservPaymentte to, for
ices.
ices.

1921.
March 2, 1921.
[11. R.
R. 12005.1
12005.]
[H.
[Private, No. 107.]

1921.
1921.

CHAP. 115.-An
CHAP
115.—An Act For the relief of Wendell
Wendell Phillips Lodge,
Lodge, Numbered
Numbered Three
of Pythias.
Pythias.
hundred and
andsixty-five,
hundred
sixty-five, Knights
Knights of

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
and directed
he is
and he
Treasury
of
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
sum
the sum
otherwise appropriated,
of any
any money
of $381.65
which was
the Wendell
Wendell Pillips
Phillips Lodge
for the
the
Lodge for
by the
paid by
was paid
$381.65 which
of
body of
an ambulance
ambulance which
which under
law the
Federal Government
Government
the Federal
the law
under the
of an
body
could
not accept.
accept.
could not
Approved,
March 2,
2, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March

116.-An Act For the relief
CHAP. 116.—An
relief of W. C. Stewart.
Stewart.

Be it
by the
and House
of the
the United
United
Representativesof
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
it enacted
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
in Congress
States of
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay to
to
W. C.
out of
of any
States
Treasury of the United States
money in
in the Treasury
any money
W.
C. Stewart,
Stewart, out
not otherwise
$285, the said W. C. Stewart
Stewart
the sum of $285,
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
not
being
engineer, working
working under
under the
the direction and superbeing an
an assistant
assistant engineer,
International Boundary
vision
Boundary
of State on the International
of the
the Department
Department of
vision of
Commission between
between the
the United
United States
States and Mexico, the same being
Commission
for services
services rendered
rendered as
as such
such assistant
assistant engineer
engineer for
months of
for the months
for
March
and April,
1915.
April, 1915.
March and
Approved, March
March 2,
Approved,
2, 1921.
1921.

CHAP. 117.—An
For the
the relief
relief of
of Henry
Henry P.
P. Corbin.
Corbin.
Act For
CHAP.
117.-An Act

Etr"
'
'. j
Be itit enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Henry P. Corbin.
assembled, That the Secretary
States of
in Congress
Secretary of the
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
tr .Corbin
Pn
Payment
to, for serv- States
ices.
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
Treasury
authorized and
and directed
directed to pay to

in the Treasury
Treasury of the
Henry P.
Corbin, out
the United
P. Corbin,
out of any money in
Henry
States not
not otherwise
the sum
the said
of $1,973.30,
$1,973.30, the
sum of
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
States
engineer, working
Henry P. Corbin being consulting
consulting engineer,
working under
under the direcInternational
tion and supervision
supervision of the Department
Department of State on the International
Commission between
Boundary
Boundary Commission
between the
the United States
States and Mexico,
Mexico, the
same being for services
services rendered as such consulting engineer
engineer for the
years
1915, and
and 1916.
years 1914, 1915,
Approved, March
March 2,
2, 1921.
Approved,

SIXTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRE
SS.

S
ESS. M
Cmi. 138-140.
SESS.
III.. CHS.
138-140.
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1921.
1921.

CHAP. 138.-An
138.—An Act For the relief of
of Oscar
Oscar Smith.
Smith.

March 3,
1921.
March
3, 1921.
[H.
[H.
R.R. 644.1
644.1

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of
the Unitd
United [Private,
[Private, No.
No. 108
108.)
of Revresentatjves
Re
e
of the
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
Oscar Smith.
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the pOsrniith.
Payment to, foraervTreasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
out ices.
and directed
to pay,
pay out
icesof any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Oscar
not otherwise
to Oscar
Smith the sum of $108.04
$108.04 for
for service
him in
service performed
performed by
by him
in carrying
carrying
the mail between the post office and railroad
station at
at Pactola,
Pactola,
railroad station
South Dakota, messenger
numbered two
messenger route numbered
fifty-nine
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty-nine
thousand and twenty, from
March 16,
16, 1915,
to September
29, 1915:
1915:
from March
1915, to
September 29,
.P
Proviso.
Provided, That no claim for said
Provided,
sum or
or any
any other
other sum
sum be
made to
said sum
be made
condition.
to Condiion.
the Post Office
Office Department
by said
Oscar Smith.
Smith.
Department by
said Oscar
Approved, March
1921.
March 3,
3, 1921.
March 3, 1921.
[H.
6414.)
[H.
R.R. 6414.i

CHAP. 139.—An
139.-An Act For the relief
relief of
Herman W.
of Herman
W. Schallert.
Schallert.

[Private,
109.)
[Priv, No. 1O

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
of Representaes
Revresentath,eg of
of the
United
and House
ouse of
the United
W
halStates of America
America in
Congress assembled
in Congress
assemb
at the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
iert,man W. SchaJ
Tlat
the lert.
im
e
m
a
Treasury-be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
Treasury
and directed to
to'pay,
of Re
Rburs"t
to.
pay, out
out of
bu
ent to.
any money in
m the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
appropriated, the
the sum
of
$642.90 to Herman W. Scliallert
Schallert to
stamps stolen
to reimburse
reimburse him
him for
for stamps
stolen
from the post office at Chaseburg, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, on
on April
April 23,
23, 1915,
1915, while
while
said Schallert
Schallert was
was the
of said
said place.
the postmaster
postmaster of
place.
Approved, March
Approved,
1921.
March 3,
3, 1921.
CHAP. 140.-An
CHAP.
140.—An Act Granting
Granting pensions and increase of pensions
pensions to certain solsol-

diers
and sailors
sailors of
the Regular
Regular Army and Navy,
diers and
of the
Navy, and certain
certain soldiers and
and sailors
sailors of
of
wars
other than the Civil War, and to widows of
of such
wars other
soldiers and
such soldiers
and sailors.
sailors.

March
March 3,
3 1921.
191.

(
H. R.
[H.
B. 7775.)
75.]
[Private, No.
[Private
No. 110.]
110.1

enacted by the
Be it
it enacted
and House
of the
the United
United
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Pensions.
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
That the
of the
the Pensionsthe Secretary
Secretary of
Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
to
place
on
authorized and
directed to place on
the pension roll, subject to
to the provisions
of the
the penpenprovisions and
and limitations
limitations of
sion lawslaws—
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
rk
Hannah J.
Clark.
The name
name of Hannah
Hannah J.
J. Clark, widow of William
William H.
H. Clark,
Clark, late
late of
of Hannah
. cla
.
Troop E, Fifth Regiment
Regiment United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
penher aapension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu of
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Pension
Pension.
of that
she is

The
name of
of John
The name
John Orsborn,
Orsbom, late
late saddler
saddler of
of Troop
Troop I,
rdUnited
United
I, Thi
Third
States Cavalry,
States
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
mon th.
him a
a pension
the rate
of $12
The name of Benjamin F. McKee,
McKee, late
of Company
F, First
First RegiRegilate of
Company F,
ment Oregon Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
wars, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apenpenIndian wars,
sion at the rate of $30
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
$30 per
per month
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
of Sophie
Sophie Reimuller, widow
The name of
widow of
late of
of George
George Reimuller
Reimuller,, late
of
Company
Company C, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
New York
ry, War
War with
with
Regiment New
York Infant
Infantry,
Spain, and pay her a
apension
pension at
rate of
$12iper
month and
and $2
$2 per
at the rate
of $12
per month
per
month additional on account
account of the minor
the said
said George
George
minor ch'1'1
child of
of the
Reimuller,
the age
Reimuller, until he reaches
reaches the
age of
years.
of 16 years.
The name of Anna Schmidt, dependent mother of Joseph
Joseph W.
W.
Schmidt, late of United States Navy,
Schmidt,
Navy, and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
atshe
she is
is now
now receiving.
of th
that
receiving.
The name of Francis Dunery,
Dunery, late of Company B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
of
him a
a pension
pension at
$30 per
per month
in lieu
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
The name of Rebecca
Rebecca Strouther,
Strouther, late
The
Strouther, mother
mother of Charles
Charles Strouther,
late
of Company
Forty-ninth Regiment
Company G, Forty-ninth
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, War with Spain,
Infantry,
Spain, and pay her a
at the
the rate
of $20
$20
a pension
pension at
rate of
per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.

Jr.1m Orsborn.
Orsborn.
John

Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Benjamin F.
F. MoMc.
Benjamin

Pension.
Pension.
Sophie Reimnuler.
Reimuller.
Sophie

Pensions
Pensions increased.
Increased.
Anna Schmidt.
Anna
Schmidt.

r

Dunery.

Frands Dunary.

Rebea Strouther.

Rebecca Strouther.
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The name
name of
Elvira Hunter,
of Nicholas
Hunter, late
late of
of
Nicholas Hunter,
widow of
Hunter, widow
of Elvira
The
Company
F,
First
Arkansas
Mounted
Gunners
,
Sabine
disturbance,
i
disturbance,
Sabine
Gunners,
Company F, First Arkansas Mounted
$20 per
the rate of $20
Indian War,
War, and
her a
per month inn
pension at the
a pension
pay her
and pay
Indian
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Pensilieu
Pension.
John Sawicki.
The
name of
John Sawicki,
Sawicki, late
late of
Companies D
D and
and G,
Tenth
G, Tenth
of Companies
of John
The name
ohn Sawieki.
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
rate
the
at
pension
a
him
pay
and
Infantry,
States
Regiment United
pension
increased.
of
$12
per
month.
of $12 per month.
Pension increased.
Jesse M.
M. Reed.
Reed.
The name
of Jesse
Jesse M.
M. Reed,
of Troop
Troop G,
G, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
late of
Reed, late
name of
The
Jesse
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per
a pension
him a
and pay
United States
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
he
of
that
lieu
in
month
Pensin
Pension.
man .
Cyrus H.
EL Saitzman•
The name
H. Saltzman,
Saltzman, late
late of Company
Company G,
RegiG, Ninth RegiCyrus H.
of Cyrus
name of
The
csyrus
ment United
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
of
rate of
at the
him aapension
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
United States
ment

Elvira Hmter.
Hunter.
Elira

Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
Lewis
M. Strain,
Leis M.
alias Lewis Monroe.

$12
month.
per month.
$12 per

Company
The
of Lewis
Lewis M.
alias Lewis
Lewis Monroe,
Monroe, late of Company
Strain, alias
M. Strain,
name of
The name
United States Infantry, and pay him
C,
Fifteenth Regiment
him aapenpenRegiment United
C, Fifteenth
sion
at the
rate of
$24
per
month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
he
that
of
in
month
per
$24
of
rate
the
at
sion
P
n
Pension.
Navy, and
RoyR.R.D
Dunham.
The
name of
Roy R.
am, late
late of
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
and
R.Dunham,
of Roy
The name
am.
Boy
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
month.
per
of
$12
rate
the
at
pension
a
him
epay
Pensions increased.
Forty-seventh Company,
Walter
O'Neal.
'The
of Walter
Walter O'Neal,
O'Neal, late of the Forty-seventh
name of
The name
renosme&
United States
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Corps, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
States Coast
United
s. T. Garde. rate
of $24
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
month in
per month
rate of
Iethro
The name
Jethro J.
J. T.
T. Garde,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
Garde, late
of Jethro
name of
The
TO .
Jethro
Regiment United
United States
and pay
pay
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
Regiment
him .a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now
of that
the rate
a .pension
him
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
of James O.
name of
James
0. Carroll.
The
The name
0. Carroll, late of Company K,
K, Second
Second Regicarroo.
Jameso.
ment,
Spain, and.pay
him aapension
pension at
at
and.pay him
with Spain,
War with
Infantry, War
Arkansas Infantry,
ment, Arkansas
month.
per month.
of $12
rate of
Pension
the
$12 per
the rate
increased.
pension increased.
Maria
Kuehn.
The
name of
of Maria
Kuehn, widow
of Charles
Kuehn, late of ComCharles Kuehn,
widow of
Maria Kuehn,
The name
Maria Knehn.
a penand pay her a
pany
C, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
pen..
States Infantry, and
pany C,
Pensions.
mon at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
month in
at the
sion
Pensions.
The name of William
William E.
Sloane.
E. Sloane.
William E. Sloane,
Sloane, dependent
dependent father
father of Alexander
Alexander
G. B.
B. Sloane
the United
Navy, and
pay him
him aapension
pension
and pay
States Navy,
United States
of the
late of
Sloane, late
G.
at the
the rate
rate of
Of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
at
The name of Samuel
pamuel
w. van
Samuel W.
Van RiSamuel W. Van Riper,
Riper , late of Company
Company E, Thirtyper.
E,t Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment,
second
Regiment, and
Regiment, United
United
and Company
Company E
second Regiment,
States
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
of
rate
the
at
Pensions Increased.
increased. States Infantry, and pay him a pension
Reinhard, late
Reinhard
The
The name
name of Reinhard
Reinhard Anschutz,
Anschutz, alias Charles Reinhard,
late of
Reinhard Anschuiz,
Anschutz.
alias Charles
a
Cavalry, and
Fifth Regiment
Re- Troop
aa charles Reinhard.
Troop L,
L, Fifth
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
per month
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving
in lieu
lieu of
of that
month in
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
pension
at the
August PfThe
Forty-ninth
August
Ptiffner .
The name
name of August
August Pfiffner, late of Company
Company L, Forty-ninth
pension at the rate
Regiment
Iowa Infantry,
pay him
him aapension
rate of $24
$24
Infantry, and
and pay
Regiment Iowa
Pensions,
per
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
that he
lieu of
month in
per month
Pensions.
Mary
The name of Mary J.
Mary J.
J. Doyle.
Doyle.
J. Doyle, widow of Daniel
Daniel Doyle, late of Company
pay her
her aapenE,
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
penSixteenth Regiment
E, Sixteenth
sion
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
sion at
Myers
Emanuel Myers.
The name of Emanuel
Emanuel Myers,
Myers, late of the One
One hundred
hundred and second
at
Company, United
United States
States Coast Artillery, and
Company,
and pay him aa pension at
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
rate of
the
Catherine
Catherine Gardner.
name of Catherine
widow of Martin
The name
The
Catherine Gardner,
Gardner, widow
Martin Gardner, late of
United States Navy,
United
Navy, and pay her aapension at the
the rate of $12
$12 per
per
month.
Martha Ter.
Ntartha
r,er
month.
of CapCapof William
Tyler, late
The name
of Martha
Tyler, widow
widow of
William Tyler,
late of
Martha Tyler,
The
name of
Mounted Volunteers,
tain Jernigan's
Jernigan's Company of Mounted
Volunteers, Seminole
Seminole Indian
Wars of Florida
Florida in 1856 and 1857,
1857, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
of $20
per month.
month.
of
$20 per
Narcisa
Narriss8 A.
A. Grant.
The name of Narcissa
Narcissa A. Grant, formerly
formerly widow
widow of Svlvain
Sylvain Trichil,
Louisiana Militia
late of Company
Company I, Fifth (Peyton's)
(Pe3rton's) Regiment
Regiment Louisiana
a pension
Infantry, War with Mexico,
Mexico, and pay her a
pension at the rate
rate of
of
per month.
$20 per
$20
St'rain,

alis Lwis Mon.
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Lizzie Eaton
WebThe name
of T,i7zie
widow of
Webster, ster.
The
name of
Eaton Webster,
Webster, widow
Lizzie Eaton
Eaton Webof Leicester
Leicester Webster,
Lizzie
late
of
the
United
States
Navy,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
late of the United States Navy, and pay her a pension at the rate of
$12
per month.
month.
$12 per
S. Garen.
Garen.
The
name of
of Thomas
Thomas S.
of the
States Navy,
Navy, Thomas
The name
S. Garen,
Garen, late
late of
the United
Thomas S.
United States
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
and
him aapension
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
A. McKibMcKibThe
name of
Harry A.
A. McKibben,
late of
Corps, United
United Harry
The name
of Harry
McKibben, late
of Hospital
Hospital Corps,
Harry A.
ben.
be
States Army,
and pay
pension at
the rate
of $30
per month
month in
in
States
Army, and
pay him
him aapension
at the
rate of
$30 per
lieu of
is now
receiving.
lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Pension
Pension.
Emma Golden.
Golden.
The name
name of Emma Golden,
dependent mother
Golden, dependent
mother of John Byron Emma
Golden, late
the United
Navy, and
and pay
at the
the
Golden,
late of
of the
United States
States Navy,
pay her
her aapension
pension at
rate of
rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pension icreased
increased.
Caroline M. Anthony,
late contract
Medical Caroline
M. AnThe name of
of Caroline
Anthony, late
contract nurse,
nurse, Medical
Caroline M.
thony.
Department United
United States
States Army,
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate thony.
Department
Army and
and pay
pay her
of $30
per month
month in
now receiving.
of
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
The
Brane, late
late of
of Battery
Battery F,
The name of
of William
William H.
H. Brane,
F, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment William
H. Brane.
WiliamH.
Brane.
United
States
Field
Artillery,
New
York
National
Guard,
and
pay
United States Field Artillery, New York National Guard, and pay
at the
rate of
$17 per
month.
him aapension
pension at
the rate
of $17
per month.
Barter Hogan.
The
Baxter Hogan,
late of
of Company
Company F,
Ft Twenty-first
Twenty-first Ber"Hogan
The name
name of
of Baxter
Hogan, late
Regiment
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
rate
of
$12 per
month.
of $12
per month.
Pensions increased
Pensions
Increased.
Rudolph Hiller.
The name
name of
of Rudolph Hiller,
The
filler, late
late of Company D,
D, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Rudolph
Hier.
United
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
the rate
of $30
per
United States
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
receiving.
month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Lewis H. Palmer.
The
of Lewis
Lewis H.
H. Palmer,
late captain
The name
name of
Palmer, late
captain Company
Company I,
I, Fourth
Fourth L
H. Palmer
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
War
with
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of
of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Jefferson C. GarriThe name
name of
Jefferson C.
late of
of Troop
Regiment _J'aSOn
The
of Jefferson
C. Garrigus,
Garrigus, late
Troop B,
B, First
First Regiment
c Garri
gm.
United
States Cavalr,
Cavalry, and
rate of
$17 per
per ga
United States
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $17
month in
in lieu
he is
receiving.
month
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.ensions
Pensions.
and Henry L.
L: FitzFlugh.
ntzHugs
The name of Henry L. FitzHugh,
FitzHugh, late of the One hundred
hundred and
nineteenth
nineteenth Company
Company United
United States
States Coast Artillery
and pay
Artillery Corps, and
pay
him a
a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
Jesse Ccurtney.
The name
name of
of Jesse
Jesse Courtney,
Courtney, late
The
C and F, Fifth Jesse Certney
late of Batteries
Batteries C
United States Field Artillery,
Artillery, and pay
pay him
rate of
him aapension
pension at the rate
of
$12
per month.
month.
$12 per
Pension
Pension increased.
Increased.
Frank M
M. Cottrell.
Forty-ninth Fran
The name
name of
of Frank
Frank M. Cottrell,
Cottrell, late
late of
of Company
. Cottrell
Company F,
F, Forty-ninth
Regiment
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
the rate
$24
per month
month in
he is
is now
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
William B. HenHendriW,"
B
The name of William B. Hendricks, late of Company
Company I,
I, Third dricks.
Regiment
Volunteer Engineers,
and pay
him a
penRegiment United
United States Volunteer
Engineers, and
pay him
a pension at the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per month.
month.
Harry W. Conn.
The name
of Harry
Reny W.
W. Conn,
late of
Troop A,
The
name of
Conn, late
of Troop
A, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
W. Cn.
Regiment
United
United States
States Cavalry, and pay him
at the
the rate
of
$12
per
him aapension
pension at
rate of $12 per
month.
month.
Elinor A. Rawlings.
The name
of Hinor
Rawlings, late
of Company
The
name of
Ilinor A.
A. Rawlings,
late of
Company K,
Twentieth H in A . RawingS
K, Twentieth
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
him aapension
at the
rate
of $24
per month.
month.
of
$24 per
John Fitzgerald.
The name of John Fitzgerald,
Fitzgerald, late of the
forty- John Fitzgera.
the One
One hundred
hundred and
and fortyseventh
seventh Company
Company United
United States
States Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Corps, and pay
pay him
him
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
aapension
pension at
rate of
$12 per
month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
Georgeanna C. PierThe name
C. Pierson,
mother of
of William
William son.
The
name of
of Georgeanna
Georgeanna C.
Pierson, dependent
dependent mother
Georgeanna
C. PierD.
Pierson, late of the
Hospital Corps,
Corps, United
United States
D. Pierson,
the Hospital
States Army,
Army, and
and pay
pay
her
she is
is now
her aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu of
of that she
now
receiving.
receiving.
Joe Loudermilk, jr.
The
name of
of Joe
the United
United States
States Joe Load emk jr.
The name
Joe Loudermilk,
Loudermilk, junior,
junior, late
late of
of the
Navy, and
him a
pension at
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
Navy,
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
the rate
$30 per
that
receiving.
that he is now
now receiving.
onde.
Daniel Gender.
The name of Daniel Gonder, late
Company B,
Second Regilate of
of Company
B, Second
Mexico, and
and pay him
him aapension
ment Ohio Volunteers, War with
with Mexico,
pension at
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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The name of Jerry B. Andrews,
Andrews, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Regiment United
pay him
of
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $24 per month
month in
lieu of
Pensions.
The name
Jean N.
N. Roach,
Roach, widow
S. Roach,
Roach, late
late first
Peansion.
The
name of
of Jean
widow of
of Ernest
Ernest S.
first
Jean N. Roach.
lieutenant of
of Company
Company A,
A, First
First Regiment
Regiment Oklahoma
Oklahoma Infantry,
Infantry, NaNalieutenant
tional Guard, border
border defense,
defense and pay
the rate
rate of
$17
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $17
per month and $2
on account
account of
of each
each of
of the
the
$2 per month
month additional
additional on
minor children of the said
Ernest S. Roach
Roach until
the age
said Ernest
until they
they reach
reach the
age
of sixteen years.
William Mason
William
Mason Of sixteen years.
e.a
Jones.
Th name of
Mason Jones,
late of
Fortieth Company
Company United
United
ason
The
of William Mason
Jones, late
of Fortieth
States Coast Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
pension at
of $12
per
month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased month.
De Witt
itt W.
W. Toll
Toll.
The
of De
Witt W.
Toll, late
of Troop
M, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of
De Witt
W. Toll,
late of
Troop M,
United States Cavalry,
Cavalry.,and pay him
him aapension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
the rate
month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Edard S.
The name of Edward S. Banister,
Banister, late
Edward
S. Bante
Banister.
of Company
L, Second
Second RegReg-.
late of
Company L,
iment Arkansas Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
.
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
the rate
$24
per month
that he
he is
enson.
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Mami K. Miller.
Miller.
Mamie
The name
Miller, widow
widow of
ofCharles
Charles N.
N. Miller,
Miller, late
late of
The
name of
of Mamie
Mamie K.
K. Miller,
of
her aapension
the United States Navy, and pay her
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per
pension at
the rate
month, and $2 per month
month additional
on account
of each
each of
ofthe
th e minor
minor
additional on
account of
children
Miller until
children of said Charles
Charles N. Miller
reach the
age of
until they
they reach
the age
of sixteen
sixteen
ensi.incased.
years.
T
Pension
increased.
y
ears william
William D. vaughn.
Vaughn.
The name of William D. Vaughn,
Vaughn, late private
private of Captain Shead's
Shead's
Company, Train Guards, Washington
Company.,
Washington Territory
Territory Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
Indian
wars, and pay him aapension
pension of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
now receiving.
now
receiving.
ensions.
Pensions.
Mary Kirk.
irk.
Mary
The name
name of
formerly widow
widow of
James A.
A. Taggart,
Taggart,
of Mazy
Mary Kirk,
Kirk, formerly
of James
late of Captain
Captain Hudspeth's
Hudspeth's Company
Company C,
Battalion, War
War
C, California
California Battalion,
ey.
Annie
with
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
p er month.
month.
pension at
Annie Kelly.
Th
The name of Annie Kelly, helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
Child of
of Thomas
Thomas
Kelly, late of Company
Company F, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Infantry,
Infantry.,War
War
Pension
with Mexico,
Mexico, and pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
rate of
Pension inreased
Increased.
Sarah
Gib
Sarah M. Gibbins.
The name
name of Sar
Sarah M. Gibbins,
widow of William
William A.
A. Gibbins,
Gibbins, late
late
Gbbins, widow
member
Captain John
member of
of Captain
John H.
H. Settle's Company
Company D, First Regiment
Regiment
Oregon Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian wars, and pay her a
pension at
a pension
at
Pension.
the
rate
of $20
per month
month in
of that
she is
receiving.
the
rate
of
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Jrnes(I.
mfc.
The name of James C.Hficks,
James C. Tricks.
hicks, late of the Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Company
Company
United States
States Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps, and pay him
a pension at the
United
him a
the
rate of $40 per month.
Pensionsincreased
Pensions
increased. rate of $40 per month.
William
unagim.
The name of William Cunagim, late of the
the Fifty-eighth
Fifty-eighth Company
William cuna
gi
m ,
Company
United States
Coast Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him aapension at the
United
States Coast
rate of
the rate
of
George
.
n. $24 per
is now receiving.
Per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
George S. Jenkins.
The name
name of
S. Jenkins,
The
of George
George S.
Jenkins, late of Company H, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
Kansas
and pay
him aapension
Kansas Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at the rate of $30 per month
month
ension
in lieu
lieu of
of that
in
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
Pension.
BenL.
Dunn.
The name
of Ben L. Dunn, late of Troop C, Eighth Regiment
Bea L. Dunn.
The
name of
Regiment
United
and pay
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him aapension at the rate of $12 per
month.
Approved, March
March 3,
Approved,
3, 1921.
1921.
erry B.Andrews.

Jerry B. Andrews.

1921.
March 3, 1921.
[ti.
R. 9281.]
(R. R.
. 31.]
Private,
[Private,
No-No.
i 111.1

CHP. 141.—An
141.-An Act
Granting pensions
to certain
CHAP
Act Granting
pensions and increase
increase of pensions to
certain
soldiers
sailors of
the
Reuular Army
Army and
and Navy,
and
certain soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors
sailors
soldiers and
and sailors
of the
Regular
Navy,
and
certain
of
war other
the Civil
Civil War,
and to widows
soldiers and sailors.
sailors.
of wars
other than
than the
Var, and
widows of
of such soldiers

Peons.
Pensions.

Be
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States of America in
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior be,
be, and
and he
authorized and directed
Interior
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to place
place on
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the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
the provisions
provisions and
of the
the
the
subject to
to the
and limitations
limitations of
pension
laws-pension laws—
lawsPension
Pension increased.
Increased.
The
name of
of James
James Watson,
late of
of Company
Company E,
Regi- James
James Watson.
Watson.
The name
Watson, late
E, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
pay him
him
ment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
a
pension at
at the
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
now
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
lesson Adins.
Adkins.
The
name of
Adkins, late
of Company
Company D,
D, Fourteenth
Regi- Jasson
The name
of Jasson
Jasson Adkins,
late of
Fourteenth Regiment
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him
ment United
United States
States Infantry,
a
rate of
per month.
month.
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $17
$17 per
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
The
late of
of Battery
Regiment John
John F.
F. Campbell.
Campbell.
The name of John F. Campbell,
Campbell, late
Battery E,
E First
First Regiment
United States
States Artillery,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
penUnited
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
him aapension
of $24
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving. Pens
Pensions.
Anna Kelley.
Kelley.
The name
of Anna Kelley, widow
of Edward
Edward Kelley,
name of
widow of
Kelley, late
late of
of ComCom- Anna
pany
B, Twenty-second
Regiment United
Regular
pany B,
Twenty-second Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment,
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
Establishment, and
pay her
rate of
of $12
month. Pearl A. Hunsabw.
The name
name of
of the
the late
late Orval
Orval Hunsaker,
Hunsaker, Peari A. Hnsa t r.
The
of Pearl
Pearl A.
A. Hunsaker,
Hunsaker, widow
widow of
Company
C, Fourth
Fourth United
Regular Establishment,
Company-C,
United States
States Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Establishment,
and
rate of
$12 per
and $2
per month
month
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
per month,
mper and
2 per
month,
additional
on account
account of
the minor
minor child
child of
of said
said Orval
Orvallhinclaker
additional on
of the
Hunsaker
until
until he
of siteen
sixteen years.
years. •
he reaches
reaches the
the age
age of
Pension increased.
increased.
A. Hobbs.
Hobbs.
The
The name
Hobbs, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Spencer
Spencer S.
S. Emma
name of
of Emma
Emma A.
A. Hobbs,
Em A.
Hobbs,
of Company
Eighth Regiment
infantry,
Hobbs, late
late of
Company K,
K, Eighth
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Infantry,
War
with Spain,
pay her
pension at
rate of
$20 per
month
War with
Spain, and
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $20
per month
in
of that
that she
is now
in lieu
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
The
of Mary
A. Powers
Powers, late
late of
of Mary
A. Pows.
Powers.
The name
name of
Mary A.
Powers,' widow
widow of
of James A.
A. Powers
ary A.
Company H,
Ninth Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Company
H, Ninth
United States
with
Spain,
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month,
and $2
$2
Spain, and
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
$12 per
month, and
per
month additional
additional on
on account
account of
of each
of the
minor children
children of
per month
each of
the minor
of
said
A. Powers
until they
the age
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
said James
James A.
Powers until
they reach
reach the
age of
Martha E. Wald.
The name
Martha E.
E. Waldsmith,
of William
A. WaldWald- smith.
The
name of
of Martha
Waldsmith, widow
widow of
William A.
E
smith,
late of
of Twenty-first
Twenty-first Company,
United States
States Coast
Artillery
smith, late
Company, United
Coast Artillery
Corps, Regular
Corps,
Establishment, and
and pay
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
Regular Establishment,
pay her
at the
of
$12
$12 per month, and $2 per month additional
additional on account
account of
of each
of the
each of
the
said William
William A.
minor children
children of said
A. Waldsmith
Waldsmith until
they reach
reach the
until they
the
age of
years.
age
of sixteen
sixteen years.
Pension
Pension Increased.
increased.
McClay.
The name of
of Ruth McClay, widow of William McClay, late of Bat- Ruth McCay.
tery
United States
Artillery, War
War with
with Mexico,
Mexico,
tery C,
C, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment United
States Artillery,
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
she
and pay
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
lieu of
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
is
Pensions.
Pensions.
Ethel A.
The name
of Ethel A.
A. Kane,
Kane, widow
of William
William M.
M. Kane,
Kane, late
the Ethe
A. Kane.
Kane.
Ethel
widow of
late of
of the
The
name of
United States
United
pay her
her a
pension
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
a pension
per month
at the rate of $12
$12 per month
month and $2
$2 per
month additional on
on account
account
of the
the minor
minor child
William M.
M. Kane,
Kane, until
until she
she reaches
of
child of
of said
said William
reaches the
the
age of
sixteen years.
age
of sixteen
years.
Fanny Weill.
-The
The name
name of
Fanny Weill,
widow of
of Julius
Weill, late
of Battery
Battery FannyWell.
of Fanny
Weill, widow
Julius Weill,
late of
M, Fifth Regiment, United
Artillery, War with
United States Artillery,
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month,
month, and
and $2
$2 per
per month
addl.
rate of
month additional on
on account
account of
each of
children of
said Julius
Julius Weill,
Weill,
of each
of the
the minor
minor children
of said
until they
reach the
sixteen years.
until
they reach
the age
age of
of sixteen
years.
G.
G Willett.
The name
name of
Willett, late
of Company
Company G,
G, First
First United
United Orville
The
of Orville
Orville G.
G. Willett,
late of
O
- iett.
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
States
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
Regular Establishment,
the
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
of $50 per
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Albert SicManaman.
The
name of
of Albert
Albert McManaman,
McManaman, late
late of
of Troop
K, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Albert
The name
Troop K,
McManaman.
Regiment
United States
Regular Establishment,
E,stablishm ent, and
pay
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
and pay
him a
a pension at the rate of
of $40 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now
that he
receiving.
Irving Wohl.
The name of
Irving Wohl,
of Irving
Wohl, late
late of
Fifth Company,
States
of Fifth
Company, United
United States
W
Coast Artillery
Corps, Regular
pay him
penCoast
Artillery Corps,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month
month in
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
sion at
the rate
of $12
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
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The
of Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Kiplinger,
Kip1iner, widow
widow of
John Kiplinger,
Kiplinger, late
late
of John
name of
The name
of Company
Company D,
D, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian war,
United States
Regiment United
of

Sarah E. Kirdinger.

Sh E. ipng.

Julia
zedar.
Jua1. I. Zedaker.

and pay
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and
The name
of William
William D.
D. Snow,
Snow,
widow of
former widow
I. Zedaker,
Zedaker, former
Julia I.
of Julia
name of
The

alias William
of Company
Third Regiment
Regiment United
United
D, Third
Company D,
late of
Dudley, late
William Dudley,
alias
States
Dragoons,
War
with
Mexico,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at the
rate
the rate
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Mexico,
with
War
States Dragoons,

of
per month.
month.
$20 per
of $20
The
of Susan
Susan J.
Purcell, widow
of John
J. Purcell,
Purcell, late
late of
of
John J.
widow of
J. Purcell,
name of
The name
Company
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
with
War with
Regiment United
Twenty-first Regiment
F, Twenty-first
Company F,
Spain, and
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month,
month, and
$2
and $2
at the
pay her
and pay
Spain,
per month
on account
account of
of each.of
children of
of
minor children
the minor
each.of the
additional on
month additional
per
said
John
J.
Purcell
until
they
reach
the
age
of
sixteen
years.
years.
sixteen
of
age
the
reach
they
until
Purcell
J.
John
said
Charles T.
T. Durand.
The
T. Durand,
Durand, late
Third RegiRegiH, Third
of Company
Company H,
late of
Charles T.
of Charles
name of
The name
rnd.
Charles
ment
United States
War, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at
Indian War,
Cavalry, Indian
States Cavalry,
ment United
the
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
of $20
the rate
First Regiment
Charles
The
name of
of Charles
P. Michener,
Michener, late
late of
of Battery
Battery F, First
Regiment
Charles P.
The name
Me.
Chrls P.P. Michener.
United
States Field
Field Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Regular Establishment,
United States
rate of $12 per month.
pension
the rate
at the
pension at
Woollacott, widow of William W. Woollacott,
Eva
The name
name of Eva L. Woollacott,
The
Wolot.
L. Wwnaecitt
Evr L.
late of
of Company
United States
States Mounted
Mounted Rifles,
Rifles, Indian
Indian War,
War,
First United
H, First
Company H,
late
and
pay
her
a
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per
month.
at
pension
pay
her
a
Mt
and
Gg
George Milams.
The
name of
late of
of the
Company,
the Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Company,
Milams, late
of George
George Milams,
The name
ar
United
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Regular
pay
and pay
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
Coast Artillery
States Coast
United States
him a
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $12
the rate
at the
pension at
him
a pension
PleasantC
D. Cooper.
The
D. Cooper,
late of
of Company
Company D,
Eleventh
D, Eleventh
Cooper, late
Pleasant D.
of Pleasant
name of
The name
D.
.
plent
Regiment
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
States Infantry,
Regiment United
month.
him
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
of $12
the rate
at the
a pension
him a
WIIEMn Thrnton
Ilmrnt°n
The name
of William
Thornton Parker,
Parker, late
late hospital steward,
steward,
William Thornton
The
name of
pWam
United States
Army, Indian
Indian War, and
and pay him
him a
apension
pension at the
the rate
States Army,
United
of $20
month.
per month.
of
$20 per
John
Bleiweiss.
The name
of John
of Company
C, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Company C,
late of
Bleiweiss, late
John Bleiweiss,
name of
The
John Bwleeiss.
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
penhim aapenEstablishment, and
States Infantry,
United
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
at the
sion at
ncrased sion
ensions Increased.
Pensions
late of Company
The
of John
John H.
H. Wynn,
Wynn, late
Company G, Ninth Regiment
Regiment
name of
The name
John H.
H. Wynn.
penUnited States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
apenpay him
Infantry, Regular
United
sion at
at the
the rate
of
$17 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
lieu
of
$17
rate
of
sion
Leonard
Keh r
Leonard P. Kehrmeyer,
P.' Kehrmeyn.ard
meyer
•
P.
The name of Leonard
Kelume.yer, late of United States Navy,
$17
of $17
Regular
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
him aapension
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that he
of that
per
Pension.
Pensions.
Olsen.
The
of Emil
Emil J.
Olsen, late
late of
of Company
Third Regiment
Regiment
Emil J.. Olsen.
The name
name of
J. Olsen,
Company G,
G, Third
United
Infantry, Company
Company G, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United
States Infantry,
United States
States
Infantry, and
Company E,
E, United
United States
Signal Corps,
Corps, Regular
Regular
States Signal
and Company
States Infantry,
Establishment, and
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
pension at
and pay
Establishment,
S
Lloyd
The
Shaver, late
late of
Company I,
I, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegiof Company
Lloyd Shaver,
of Lloyd
The name
name of
oyd Shaver.
har.
B, Sixteenth
Regiment
ment
States Infantry, and Company
Company B,
Sixteenth Regiment
ment United
United States
United
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
penhim aapenand pay
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
United States
sion at
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month.
month.
at the
sion
eased
Pension
Pension Increased.
2. Gibbs,
F:;ibb.
Rufus. F.
The name of Rufus F.
Rufus
Gibbs.
Gibbs late of Company
Company I, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
Regiment United
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay him aa
United States
States Infantry,
Regiment
pension
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that he
month in
rate of
the rate
pension at
Pension.
Pension.
Canton.
The name of MaryMary M. Canton, widow of Joseph Canton, late of
Mary M
M. Canton.
Twelfth Regiment
Company L, Twelft.a
Regiment United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular
of
$12
rate
at
the
Establishment,
and
pay
her
a
pension
rate
$12 per month.
a
pension
pay
her
and
Establishment,
incrsed
Pension
Pension increased.
Signal Corps,
L.Winer.
wimer.
The name
Clarence
Clarence L.
name of Clarence
Clarence L. Wimer, late of Company
Company A, Signal
Regular Establishment, and pay him aapension
United States Army, Regular
of $24 per month in lieu
the rate
at the
Pension
at
rate of
lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
Pernsi.
obert Goodman.
Goodman.
Regiment
Robert
The name of Robert Goodman,
Goodman, late of Troop D, Ninth Regiment
United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him a
apension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
SusanJ.
J. Purcell.
PreiL
ssan
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Pensions increased.
The
name of
Pool, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, One
hundred and
and Pe
onsicrd.
One hundred
C. Pool,
of Schuyler
Schuyler C.
The name
Schuyler C. Pool.
fifty-eighth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain,
War with
Infantry, War
Regiment Indiana
fifty-eighth Regiment
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
of $36
per month
lieu of
he
in lieu
of that
that he
$36 per
month in
rate of
him a
a pension
pension at
and
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
Robert s.
S. Parker.
Parker.
The
second lieutenant
of Company
Company Robert
lieutenant of
S. Parker,
Parker, late
late second
of Robert
Robert S.
The name
name of
K,
Regiment Kansas
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
War with
Kansas Infantry,
K, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
private, Company
Company H,
Iowa Infantry,
Infantry, Civil
Civil War,
War, and
and
H, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Iowa
private,
pay
at the
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is
that he
in lieu
of $50
the rate
rate of
pension at
pay him
him aapension
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Frank Vicha.
Virile.
The
of Frank
Vicha, late
of Company
Company D,
D, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Frank
late of
Frank Vicha,
name of
The name
United
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
penpay him
him aapenEstablishment, and
States Infantry,
United States
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that
sion at
the rate
of $17
per month
month in
that he is now
now receiving.
$17 per
at the
rate of
sion
Leiqbman.
John Leishman.
Tenth Regiment
Company G,
late of
The
of Company
G, Tenth
Regiment John
Leishman, late
of John
John Leishman,
name of
The name
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a penRegular Establishment,
United
sion
at the
of $17
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
sion at
the rate
rate of
$17 per
in lieu
of that
he is
Pensions.
Harry Noel.
Noel.
Regiment United
Troop B,
The
name of
Noel, late
B, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Uruted Hrr
late of
of Troop
of Harry
Harry Noel,
The name
States Cavalry,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
Regular Establishment,
Cavalry, Regular
States
the
per month.
month.
$12 per
Hrman
the rate
rate of
of $12
Herman Alexander
The
name of
of per
"
Regiment
H, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
of Troop
Troop H„
late of
Alexander, late
Herman Alexander,
The name
him aa penUnited States
and pay
pay him
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
United
sion at
at the
of $12
per month.
$12 per
month.
sion
the rate
rate of
James
e
am
es wW. Mitchell.
Mitchll
of the United
United States Volunteer
W. Mitchell,
The name-of
James W.
Mitchell, late
late of
Volunteer J
The
name-of James
Signal
Corps,
War
with
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
Signal Corps, War with Spain, and pay him a pension at the rate of
per month.
month.
$24 per
Mary S. Langston.
. L"pto
of Omar
LangThe
dependent mother
Omar Langmother of
of Mary
Mary S.
S. Langston,
Langston, dependent
The name
name of
ston
late of
Tenth Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry,
United States
E, Tenth
ston, late
of Company
Company E,
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per
pension at
at the rate
Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
Regular Establishment,
month.
Pensions iweased.
increased.
Penons
month.
Walter E. Richards.
E Richards.
Richards, late
name of
The name
The
of Walter
Walter E.
E. Richards,
late of
of the
the United
United States
States steamsteam- Waiter
ship Maine,
and pay
him a
at the
the rate
rate
a pension
pension at
Navy, and
pay him
Maine, United
United States
States Navy,
ship
of
$12 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
month in
of $12
per month
Thomas D. O'Shea.
ea
O'Shea, late of Company
The
name of
Company L, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Thmas D
of Thomas
Thomas D. O'Shea,
The name
a penInfantry, War with Spain,
Regiment New York Infantry,
Regiment
Spain, and
and pay him a
sion
at the
of $24 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
sion at
the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
he is
l
Henry U
Hazlett.
a ett.
Companies, Henry
the Third
Hazlett, late
The
name of
of Henry
Henry Hazlett,
late of
of the
Third and
and Tenth
Tenth Companies,
The name
United States
States Coast
Coast Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Establishment, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
Regular Establishment,
United
Pension
Increased.
Lcreased.
Pension
$12 per
month.
pension
at the
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
Hannah ilasson.
The name
name of Hannah
Hannah Hasson,
Hasson, widow of John
John G. Hasson, late of Hannah Hason"
The
Indian War,
Company D,
Sixth Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Regiment United
D, Sixth
Company
lieu of that
that she
she
and pay
at the
the rate
of $25 per
per month
month in
in lieu
rate of
a pension
pension at
and
pay her
her a
Pensions.
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Marion E
E. Strunk.
Strunk.
Strunk, late of Companies
name of Marion E. Strunk
The name
Companies C
C and
and K, Thir- Marion
tieth Regiment
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and
and
tieth
Regiment United
per month.
month.
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at the rate of $12 per
pay
Eugenia
SchottThe name
name of
Eugenia Schottmueller,
Schottrnueller, dependent
mother of
of Gilbert
L. mura
mueUer.
Schot
Gilbert L.
dependent mother
The
of Eugenia
Schottmueller,
United States
Army-, War
War
States Army,
Corps, United
late of
of the
the Hospital
Hospital Corps,
Schottmueller, late
Ktherin G. M
rate of
per month.
month.
pension at
at the
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her a
with
apension
the rate
of $12
$12 per
with Spain,
ni
herine G. Man
Manning, rning.
G. Manning,
Manning, widow
of Katherine
Katherine G.
The name
name of
widow of Michael
Michael Manning,
The
late
of the
United States
States Navy,
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay her
her a
pena penSpain, and
Navy, War
the United
late of
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month, and
and $2 per
per month
month additional
additional on
per month,
sion at
account
of each
each of
of the
children of
of said
Michael Manning
until
Manning until
said Michael
the minor
minor children
account of
they reach
reach the
age of
of sixteen
years.
they
the age
sixteen years.
Charles M Fink
Charles M. Fink.
Company C, Eighth United
M. Fink, late
of Charles M.
The name
name of
late of Company
The
a pension
States
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at
pay him
Regular Establishment,
States Infantry,
the rate of $12
month.
E.
$12 per month.
Herbert
E.
Van
The
name of
Herbert E.
E. Van
'Van Horn,
late of
States Navy,
Navy, Horn.
Horn.
United States
of the
the United
Horn, late
of Herbert
The name
of $17 per
Regular
pay him
pension at the rate
rate of
per
him aapension
and pay
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
month.
Edward Hinman.
Twenty-third Edward
The
name of
of Edward
Edward Hinman,
Hinman, late
late of
of Company
Company A, Twenty-third
Hinman.
The name
pension
Regiment
Indian Wa_r,
pay him
him a
apension
War, and
and pay
Infantry, Indian
States Infantry,
United States
Regiment United
receiving.
per month
month in lieu of that
the rate
rate of $30 per
at the
at
that he is now receiving.

1540
1540
Pensions.
Pensions.
William A.

goner.
goner.
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The
name of
A. Waggoner,
Waggoner, late
I, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegiof Company
Company I,
late of
of William
William A.
The name

United States
States VolunteerInfantry,
Volunteer Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay
Spain, and
ment United
- ment

Wag-

Mary R. Adair.

SESS. III. CH.
141.
III. CH. 141.
SESS.

him a
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17_ per
per month.
month.
at the
a pension
pension at
him
The name
of Mary
R. Adair,
dependent mother
mother of
of Henry
Adair,
R. Adair,
Henry R.
Adair, dependent
Mary R.
name of
The
late
Tenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Cavalry, Regular
Regular
States Cavalry,
lieutenant, Tenth
first lieutenant,
late first

Establishment,
pay her
her aapension
at the
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
the rate
pension at
and pay
Establishment, and
The name
name of
J. Gilbert,
Company L,
L, First
Regiment
First Regiment
of Company
late of
Gilbert, late
Charles J.
of Charles
The
Arkansas Infantry,
Infantry, National
Guard, border
border defense,
him aa
pay him
and pay
defense, and
National Guard,
Arkansas
pension at
at the
$24 per
month.
per month.
of $24
rate of
the rate
pension
Stella A. Simson.
The
Edgar J.
J. Simson,
Simson late
late of
of
of Edgar
widow of
Sunson, widow
A. Simson,
of Stella
Stella A.
name of
The name
sison.
A.
stella
Company
States Infantry,
Infantry,
United States
Regiment United
Twenty-eighth Regiment
K, Twenty-eighth
Company K,
Regular
Establishment, and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per
$12 per
and pay
Regular Establishment,
month,
and $2
$2 per
additional on
on account
account of
of the
the minor
minor child
child of
of
month additional
per month
month, and
Pension increased.
said
Edgar
J.
Simson
until
she
reaches
the
age
of
sixteen
years.
said Edgar J. Simson until she reaches the age of sixteen years.
Pesion ereased.
Phebe Schonhoff.
The
of Phebe
Phebe Spencer
Schonhoff dependent
dependent mother
of
mother of
now Schonhoff,
Spencer,, now
name of
The name
Phebe Schonhof.
Lawrence
L.
Spencer,
late
of
Company
B,
'thirty-third
Regiment
Regiment
Thirty-third
B,
Company
of
late
Spencer,
Lawrence L.
United
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a
Volunteer Infantry,
States Volunteer
United States
pensions.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
she
of
that
lieu
in
month
per
pension at the rate of $20
ensions.
John T. Griggs.
The
John T.
of Jones
Jones A.
A. Griggs,
Griggs, late
of
late of
father of
Griggs, father
T. Griggs,
of John
name of
The name
Grigs.
JohnT.
Company
I,
Fifth
Regiment
Georgia
Infantry,
National
Guard,
Guard,
National
Infantry,
Georgia
Regiment
Company I, Fifth
border
defense, and
and pay
him a
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
pay him
border defense,
J. Holley, widow
The
name of
Sarah L
The name
of Sarah
Sarah J.
widow of Charles W. Holley, late of
J. Holley.
and Company
Tenth
Coast Artillery,
Company M,
Artillery, and
States Coast
United States
Company, United
Tenth Company,
First
Regiment United
United States
War with
Spain and
and pay
pay her
her
with Spain,
Artillery, War
States Artillery,
First Regiment
the rate
of $12
per month
and $2 per month
month additional
additional
month, and
$12 per
rate of
at the
aapension
pension at
on account
of each
children of
said Charles
Charles W.
Holley,
W. Holley,
of said
minor children
of the
the minor
each of
account of
on
until they
they reach
the age
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
age of
reach the
until
Jane
A. Porter.
The name
of Jane
Jane C.
C. A.
widow of
of Hugh
Hugh Porter,
Porter, late
late of
of
Porter, widow
A. Porter,
name of
The
orter.
c. A.
an C.
Captain
Maddox's company,
Fremont's California Volunteers,
Volunteers, MexMexcompany, Fremont's
Captain Maddox's
ican
War, and
the rate
of $25
$25 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
ican War,
James I. Slon.
Sloan.
The name
of James
James I.
I. Sloan,
Sloan, late
G, Third
Third United
United States
States
of Troop
Troop G,
late of
name of
The
Jmnesi.
Cavalry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at the rate
Regular Establishment,
Cavalry,
of $12 per month.
Pensions increased
increased. of $12 per month.
June
MacM. Ordway
The name
name of
of June
June MacM.
MacM. Ordway,
dependent mother of Eliot W.
Ordway, dependent
The
JunelacM.Ordway
Ordway, late
late of
Company H,
H, Second
Regiment Oregon Infantry,
Second Regiment
of Company
Ordway,
per month
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of $20 per
month
the rate
pension at
her aapension
with Spain,
War
in
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
in lieu
Jeremiah J.
Horan, late of
Horan, widow
of Kate
B. Horan,
Rate
B. Horan.
The
name of
Kate B.
widow of Jeremiah
J. Horan,
The name
Horan.
KateB.
Troop
F, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular EstablishEstablishTroop F,
lieu of
ment,
and pay
pension at
rate of
of $20
in lieu
of
per month
month in
the rate
$20 per
a pension
at the
pay her
her a
ment, and
that
is now
receiving.
she is
now receiving.
that she
Byrd W.. Lasseter.
Lasseter.
The
name of
of Byrd
W. Lasseter,
Lasseter, late
of United
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
United States
late of
Byrd W.
The name
Byrd
pension at the rate of $30
Regular Establishment,
pay him
$30
him aa pension
and pay
Establishment, and
Regular
per
in lieu
is now
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
per month
month in
Jesse A.
Trent.
The name
name of
of Jesse
Jesse A.
A. Trent,
Trent, late
Company E,
E, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Jesse
The
late of
of Company
United
States Volunteer
War with
with Spain,
Sp ain, and
an d p
ay him
him aa
pay
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
United States
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
he is
lieu of
$40 per
the rate
of $40
pension
Mie P. Hinman.
The
P. Hinman,
Hinman, late
late aanurse in the War with Spain,
of Lillie
Lillie P.
The name
name of
and
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that
of that
of $20
$20 per
month in
and pay
pay her
Pensions,
she
now receiving..
Pensions.
she is
is now
receiving.
Alice F. Tracis.
s.
lic F.
The name of Alice F. Travis, widow
widow of Charles T. Travis, late of the
her aapension at the
States Navy,
United
Navy, War with
with Spain,
Spain, and pay her
United States
per month,
rate
$12 per
month, and
and $2
$2 per month
month additional
additional on account
account of
rate of
of $12
each of
of the
the minor
each
minor children of said Charles T. Travis,
Travis, until they reach
reach
the
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
age of
the age
Anna O'Brien.
Anna
The name of Anna
Anna O'Brien,
O'Brien, widow of Frank A. O'Brien,
O'Brien, late of the
United States
Navy, War with Spain,
United
States Navy,
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the
at the
Pensions
of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
rate of
incsd. rate
Pensins increased,
Richard Wdlinans
The name
The
name of
of Richard
Richard Williams,
Williams, late
late of
of band,
Thirteenth Re
giment
band, Thirteenth
Regiment
Establishment, and pay
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular Establishment,
pay him aa
pension at the rate
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
recei.

Charles J. Gilbert.
J. Gilbert.
Charles
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William E.
E. Gaolt.
Gault.
The name of William
William E.
E Gault, late unassigned
unassigned and of
Company E,
of Company
E, William
Nineteenth
Regiment United
United States
Nineteenth Regiment
with Spain,
Spain, and
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
and
pay him a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $24
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is
pension at
at the
$24 per
per month
month in
he is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Christine E. Geiger.
The name of Christine E. Geiger, widow of Austin
Austin Geiger,
late Christine
Geiger, late
E Geiger.
of the Fortieth and
and Eig,hty-fifth
Companies, United
States Coast
Coast
Eighty-fifth Companies,
United States

Artillery Corps, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
j)ity her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $12 per month, and
$2 per
per month
additional on
on account
account of
of the
the
and $2
month additional
Geiger, until
minor child of said Austin Geiger,
reaches the
the age
age of
sixteen
until she
she reaches
of sixteen
years.
years.
James O'Brien.
O'Brien.
The name of James O'Brien, late of Company
Company G, Third
Regiment James
Third Regiment
United States Infantry, Regular Establishment,
Establ
ishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
pension at
at the
per month.
Tebitha E. Cum.
The name
name of Tebitha E.
E. Cummings, widow
Frederick Cummings,
Cummings, min
gs.
widow of Frederick
Titha
Ei Cnng
late of Troop C, Second Regiment
Regiment United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, ReguTar
Regular
Establishment, and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
of $12
per month.
John H. Henry
Henry.
The name of John H. Henry,
Henry, late of Company C
Thirteenth John.
C, Thirteenth
Regiment Minnesota
Regiment
Minnesota Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and
pay
him
a
pension
Spain, and pay him a pension
at
rate of
per month.
at the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
Mary Michel.
The
of Mary
Mary Michel,
widow of
N. Michel,
ISfichel, late
late of
of CornCom- Mary
The name
name of
Michel, widow
of John
John N.
e.
pany
pany A, Twelfth
Twelfth United States Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
War with
her aapension at the rate of
$12 per month,
month,. and
and $2
$2 per
month addiof $12
per month
additional on account
account of the
child of
of said
said John
John N.
N. Michel,
Michel, until
the minor child
until
she reaches
reaches the age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
John H.
H. Wrren.
Warren.
The name of John H. Warren,
Warren, late of Eleventh
Eleventh Recruit
Company,
Recruit Company,
General
General Service, United States
States Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
pay
pa him a
apension
pension at the
of $17
the rate of
$17 per
per month.
month.
Fisher.
Theename of Rowena Fisher, widow
widow of
John Fisher,
Fisher, late
late of
of ComCom- Rowena
of John
ROwena Fsher.
pany A, Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain_,
War with Spain,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 p
er month
mon th an
d $2
per month
mon th
and
her aapension
rate of
per
and
$2 per
additional on account of each of the minor
minor children
said John
John
children of
of said
Fisher
Fisher until they reach
reach the age of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Jeremiah M.
McM. McKenzie,
The name of Jeremiah
Jeremiah M.
late of
of Company
McKenzie, late
Company B,
B, .Fifth
Fifth Kenzie.
Jeremiah.
M Mcen
Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteers, War with Mexico, and pay him a
apension
pension of K e.
-50
.$5Qper
per month
month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Pensions.
Pensions.
Anna M.
Nell.
M.Neill.
The name
name of Anna M. Neill, widow of Jesse
Jesse A. Neill, late of ConCom- Anna
pany E, Eleventh
pany
Eleventh Regiment,
Regiment, United
Infantry, War
United States
States Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
Spain,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at
$12 per
and $2
$2 per
per month
month
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month,
month, and
additional on account of each of the minor
minor children
children of
said Jesse
of said
Jesse A.
A.
Neill until they reach the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
S. Szydlowsid.
The name of Adolf S.
of Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh ComCom- Adolf
S. Szydlowski, late
late of
Ad
io
pany, United
United States
States Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Regular
Establishment,
Regular Establishment,
and pay him a
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
Mary Conter.
The name of Mary
Company My
Mary Center,
Conter, widow of John Center,
Conter, late of Company
Cnter.
I, Tenth Regiment United
I,
United States Infantry,
and pay
her
a
pension
at
Infantry, and
pay her a pension at
the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Pension
Pension increased.
Increased.
William O'Bryan.
O'Bryan.
O'Bryan, late of Company
The name of William
William O'Bryan,
Company B,
B, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth wiiam
Regiment United States Infantry,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
him apension
a pension at the rate
rate of $24
month in
in lieu
that he
now
$24 per month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Buster Davis.
Davis.
The name of Buster Davis, late of
Company D,
D, First Regiment
Regiment Buster
of Company
United States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
him aapenpenpay him
sion at the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
of $12
month.
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
A. Shull.
Shull.
Shull, late
late second
second Elizabeth
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
A. Shull,
Shull, widow
widow of
of A.
A. P.
P. Shull,
Elizabeth A
lieutenant
lieutenant Captain William Byrnes's
Company, First
First Brigade,
Brigade, Sixth
Sixth
Byrnes's Company,
Division California Militia, Indian
Indian War,
her a
pension at
the
War, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
at the
rate of $20 per
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
per month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
John E
E. Crum.
Crum.
The name of John E. Crum, late of Forty-fourth Company, United
United John
States Coast Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay him
him aa penEstablishment, and
and pay
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
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Bridg
et ReYnelds '
Rynolds.
Bridget

Paul Newton
alias
Paul
,
Paul Scott.

,

N
Pl

Scott.

1921.
1921.

late
The
name of
Bridget Reynolds,
of James
James C.
C. Reynolds,
Reynolds, late
widow of
Reynolds, widow
of Bridget
The name

of Company
Company F,
Michigan Infantry,
Infantry, and
Comand ComRegiment, Michigan
Thirty-fifth Regiment,
F, Thirty-fifth
of
pany
H,
Forty-second
Regiment
United
States
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry,
Volunteer
States
United
Regiment
pany A, Forty-second
War
Spain, and
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate of $12 per month
a pension
pay her
with Spam,
War with
and
$2
per
month
additional
on
account
of
each
of
the minor
minor children
children
of the
each
of
account
on
additional
month
per
$2
and

of said
said James
James C.
C. Reynolds,
until they reach
reach the age of sixteen
sixtee n years.
years.
Reynolds, until
of
The name
name of.Paul
of fail Newton,
alias Paul
Paul Scott,
of Company
Company C,
C,
late of
Scott, late
Newton, alias
The

Second Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company L,
L, birst
irst
United States
Regiment United
Second
Regiment
Guard, and
a
pay him a
and pay
National Guard,
Infantry, National
Dakota Infantry,
North Dakota
Regiment North
p
i
d, pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$24 per
month.
per month.
of $24
at the
increased.
Penions
Richard L.
Davis.
The name
of Richard
Richard L.
L. Davis,
Davis, late
Troop C,
Regiment
Fifth Regiment
C, Fifth
of Troop
late of
name of
The
L. Davis.
Rica
ensions

ncrease

Charles
Hod.
Charles HoB.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Ben
SeL
B. Sell.
Ben B.

March
(H. R.10515.)
1921.
3,loj
Ma[ch

Private, No. iia.)
No. 112.
Private,

Pensions.

United
Establishment, and
him aapenpenpay him
andipay
Regular Establishment,
Cavalry, Regular
States Cavalry,
United States
sion at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
he issnow
that he
in lieu
month in
per month
the rate
at the
sion
The
name of
of Charles
Charles Hoff,
Hoff, late
E, Seventeenth
Seventeenth RegiRegiCompany E,
of Company
late of
The name
ment
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him
Regular Establishment,
United States
ment United
a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now reremonth in
per month
$30 per
a pension
ceiving.
ceivming.
The name
Ben B.
B. Sell,
late of
of Company
C, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regi-RegiCompany C,
Sell, late
of Ben
name of
The
ment, and
and Company
Company B,
B, Eighth
Eighth Regiment,
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment, United
ment,
Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17
pay him
Regular Establishment,
per month.
month,
per
Approved,
3, 1921.
1921.
March 3,
Approved, March

and increase
pensions and
CRAP
142.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting pensions
increase of pensions to certainsoldiers
certaineoldiere
CHAP. 142.-An
and sailors
of the
the ReguJar
certain soldiers
and sailors
sailors of
of warn
wars
soldiers and
and certain
Navy, and
and Navy,
Army and
Regular Army
sailors of
and

other than
Civil War,
War, and
widows of
of such
soldiers and
and sailors.
sailors.
such soldiers
to widows
and to
the Civil
than the
other

Be it
by the
f Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of
House o
and Howse
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of America
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
directed to place on the,
Interior be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
he is
and he
be, and
Interior
pension
roll,
subject
to
the
provisions
and
limitations
of
the
pension.
pension
the
of
limitations
and
provisions
the
pension roll, subject to

laws—
awsNavy, War
The name
Peter Black,
the United
United States
States Navy,
War
of the
late of
Black, late
of Peter
name of
The
the rate of $40 per month in
with
Mexico, and
and pay
pension at the
him aapension
pay him
with Mexico,
Pensions,
lieu of
of that
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
he is
that he
lieu
Pensions.
Dora
The
name of
Dora F.
Wilson, widow
Frederick Wilson,
late of
of
Wilson, late
widow of
of Frederick
of Dora
F. Wilson,
The name
Dora F.
ilson.
F. Wilson.
United States Cavalry,
Troop
Sixth Regiment
Cavalry, Indian War, and
Regiment United
B, Sixth
Troop B,
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
pay
Mary A. Johnson..
The name
of Mary
Mary A.
A. Johnson,
Johnson, dependent
mother of
of Hilding
hiding C.
C.
dependent mother
The
name of
MaryA.oh
Regiment Minnesota
Johnson, late
Company K,
Second Itegiment
Minnesota Infantry,
Infantry,
K, Second
of Company
late of
Johnson,
National
defense, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at the rate
border defense,
Guard, border
National Guard,
month.
per month.
of $12
$12 per
Pension increased. of
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles J.
of Eighty-eighth
Company,
L I. Beall.
The
Charles J.
J. I. Beall,
Beall, late
late of
Eighty-eighth Company,
Establishment, and pay
States Coast Artillery, Regular
United
Regular Establishment,
pay him
him
United States
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
in lieu
$24 per
per month
the rate
aa pension
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
of Battery
Auken, late of
Peter F.
anAuken.
F. Van
Auken.
The name
name of Peter
Peter F.
F. Van Auken,
Battery B,
B, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegiArtillery, War
ment
United States
States Artillery,
War with Spain, and pay him aapenment United
sion
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
of $12
$12 per
sion at
the rate
I, Fifteenth RegiKinkade, late of Company
Henry T.
The name of Henrv
T. Kinkade.
Henry- T. Kinkade,
Company- I,
Establishment,
Regular
ment United States'Infantry.
States Infantry,
Establishment, and pay him
month.
per month.
Pensions increased.
increased, a
a pension
at the
of $17 per
rate of
the rate
pension at
Pensions
Kizzie
Gil.
The name
name of
late of CaptPin
Kizzie Gill.
The
of Kizzie
Kizzie Gill,
Gill, widow
widow of
of Jeremiah
Jeremiah Gill,
Gill, late
Captein
Johnson's company,
Florida Mounted
Militia, Indian
Indian war, and pay
pay
Mounted Militia,
company, Florida
Johnson's
pension at the rate of $20
her a
a pension
her
$20 per month in lieu of that she is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
of Captain
late of
Henry Parish,
The
Henry
The name
name of
of Henry
Parish, late
Captain William
William Cason's
Cason's comcomery Parish.
Prish.
the¢
Volunteers. Indian
pany,
Indian war,
war, and pay him aapension at the
Florida Volunteers.
pany, Florida
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.

Pnsion
incree

Pension increased.

Peter Black.
Black.
Peter
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A. Meredith.
Meredith.
Nancy A.
The
name of
of Nancy
A. Meredith,
The name
Nancy A.
Meredith, widow
widow of
of Frederick
Frederick Meredith,
Meredith, Nancy
late
Third Regiment
Illinois Mounted
Mounted
late of
of Captain
Captain Hall's
Hall's company,
company, Third
Regiment Illinois
Volunteers,
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
Volunteers, Indian
Indian war,
war, and
pay her
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per
month
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
Weber.
The name
of Gus
Gus H.
H. Weber,
band, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Gus H. Weber.
The
name of
Weber, late
late of
of band,
United States
States Infantry,
Establishment, and
penUnited
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aapension at
at the
the rate
of $24
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
sion
rate of
$24 per
per month
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
ScheerHelen Cecilia
Cecilia SchaarThe name
name of Helen
Schaarman, mother
mother of
of Frank
L. SchaarSchaar- 711811.
Helen Cecilia Schaarman,
Frank L.
man.
man, alias
of the
United States
Navy, Regular
Regular
man,
alias Frank
Frank Sherman,
Sherman, late
late of
the United
States Navy,
Establishment,
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
per month.
month. William Crawford.
Crawford.
of William
late of
of Company
I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
The name of
William Crawford,
Crawford, late
Company I,
Regiment
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
pay
him a
a pension
at the
the rate of $12 per
pension at
month.
per month.
Merz.
The
of Marie
widow of
of George
George Merz,
Merz, late
late of
of Company
Company-I,
I, Marie Merz.
The name
name of
Marie Merz,
Merz, widow
Seventy-first
Regiment
New
York
National
Guard
Infantry,
border
Seventy-first Regiment New York National Guard Infantry, border
defense, and
pay her
$12 per
and $2
$2
defense,
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month
month and
account of
child of
of said
per month additional
additional on
on account
of the
the minor
minor child
said George
George
Merz until
until he
reaches the
the age
age of
Merz
he reaches
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Nelson.
Margrethe Nelson.
The
name of
of Margrethe
Nelson ' dependent
mother of
of Henry
Henry R.
R. Margrethe
The name
Margrethe Nelson,
dependent mother
Nelson, late of
War with
Spain and
pay her
her
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy, War
with Spain,
and pay
of $20
lieu of
that she
is now
now
aa pension
pension at the rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Miguel Archuleta.
Archuleta.
late of
First Territorial
Territorial Miguel
The name of
of Miguel Archuleta,
Archuleta, late
of Company
Company F,
F, First
Regiment United
Regiment
United States
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
him aa
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
pension
rate of
month.
Daniel D.
D. Brothers.
Brothers.
name of
The name
the Tenth
Tenth Company,
Company, SigSig- Daniel
of Daniel D. Brothers,
Brothers, late
late of
of the
nal Corps, United States Volunteers,
Volunteers, War
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him
War with
with Spain,
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
Pension Increased.
increased.
Parker.
Reuben S.
S. Parker,
late of
Company K,
K, Thirteenth
The name of
of Reuben
Parker, late
of Company
Thirteenth Reuben S.S. Parker.
Regiment
United States
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay
Establishment, and
him apension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now
him
a pension at
of $30
$30 per
of that
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
John P. Simpson.
The.
P. Simpson,
Simpson late
Tyler's Rangers,
Rangers Colorado
The- name of
of John
John P.
late of
of *Tyler's
Colorado John
Militia, Indian
hill!' a
pension at
at the
of $20
Indian war, and pay him
a pension
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per
month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Laura C.
C. Slack.
The
of Laura
Laura C.
C. Slack,
William B.
Slack, late
late Laura
The name of
Slack, widow
widow of
of William
B. Slack,
lieutenant, United
Regular Establishsecond lieutenant,
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, Regular
Establishment, and pay her a
a pension at the
the rate of $25
in lieu
$25 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of
receiving.
that she
she is
is now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
William L. Brown.
Brown.
of William
William L.
L. Brown,
Brown, late
late of
of Battery
L, Third
Regiment William
The name
name of
Battery L,
Third Regiment
United
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
penUnited States
States Artillery,
and pay
pay him
him aapenper month.
sion at
at the rate of
of $17 per
month.
James C. Claxton.
name of
C. Claxton,
Claxton, late
late of
Company M,
Fourth RegiThe name
of James C.
of Company
M, Fourth
Regi- James C. Claxton.
ment Tennessee
ment
Tennessee Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
Infantry, War
War with
and pay
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
the
of $17
$17 per
Pension increased.
increased.
Madigan.
Madigan, late
United States
Marine Daniel Madigan.
The name
name of
of Daniel
Daniel Madigan,
late of
of the
the United
States Marine
Corps,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
Corps, Regular
Establishment, and
at the
$17 per month in
$17
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that he is
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Islay T.
T. Pittman.
Pittman.
The name
name of Islay T.
George L.
T. Pittman,
Pittman, widow
widow of
of George
L. Pittman,
Pittman, late
late Islay
first lieutenant,
first
Guard
lieutenant, Second Regiment
Regiment North
North Carolina
Carolina National
National Guard
Infantry,
border defense,
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $17
$17
Infantry, border
defense, and
pay her
rate of
per month,
per month
month additional
additional on
account of
each of
of the
the
per
month, and
and $2
$2 per
on account
of each
minor children of said George L. Pittman
reach the
the age
of
Pittman until they
they reach
age of
sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
The
Mary Plummer
Plummer (now
dependent mother
The name
name of
of Mary
(now Hill),
Hill), dependent
mother of
of Mary Hill.
Hiram L.
L. Plummer,
Plummer, late
late of
Company E,
Regiment Kansas
Kansas
Hiram
of Company
E, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
War with
Spain, and
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
Infantry, War
with Spain,
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
per month
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
John Den.
Degen.
The name
B, First
United States
States John
name of John
John Degen,
Degen, late of
of Troop
Troop B,
First United
Cavalry, Indian war, and pay
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
per
month.
month.
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The
name of
of Martha
Martha J.
Comstock, widow
of Frank L. Comstock,
widow of
J. Comstock,
The name
late
Company E,
United States
States Engineers,
Engineers, Regular
Regular
Battalion United
E, Battalion
of Company
late of
Establishment, and
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
pension at
a pension
and pay
Establishment,
Charles Dolderer.
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles Dolderer,
late of
of Company
Company M,
M, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
Dolderer, late
The
Dolderer.
Charles
Regiment
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
Regiment United
Pension increased,
at the
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
the rate
a pension
pension at
him a
increased. him
Pension
Bridget
The name
name of
Bridget Mulcahy,
Mulcahy, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Michael
Michael MulMulof Bridget
The
Mulcahy.
Bridget Mulashy.
cahy,
late of
of the
United States
Establishment, and
and
Regular Establishment,
Navy, Regular
States Navy,
the United
cahy, late
pay
pension at
at the
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is
of that
per month
of $20
the rate
her aapension
pay her
Pension.
now
receiving.
receivmg.
now
Pension.
late of
Charles L.
name
of Troop
Troop K, Eighth
Eighth Regiamefof Charles L. C. Sherwin, late
TThe L.
- Charles
Sherwin,
. SherC.
L. C.
e
a pension
win.
ment United States Cavalry, Indian war, and pay him a
pension at tthe
Pension
increased.
rate
of
$20
per
month.
•
month.
per
$20
of
rate
pension cread.
Laura
The
name of
S. Gilkey,
Gilkey, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Charles
Charles T.
T. GilGilof Laura
Laura S.
The name
S. Gilkey.
Gil-ke.
LamrS.
late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
key, late
War
Spain, and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month
of $20
at the
and pay
with Spain,
War with
Pension,
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
in
Pension.
ChristinaR.
R. UrqnUrquhart.
The
name of
Christina R.
R. Urquhart,
mother of
of William
William
dependent mother
Urquhart, dependent
of Christina
The name
Christina
M.
Urquhart, late
late of
Company H,
IT, Thirty-fourth
Regiment Michigan
Michigan
Thirty-fourth Regiment
of Company
M. Urquhart,
Infantry, War
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12
of $12
a pension
her a
Spain, and
with Spain,
War with
Infantry,
Pension increased.
per month.
month.
Pension
increased. per
Lucian
The name
name of
of Lucian
Lucian Lindsey,
Lindsey, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
Signal Corps,
Corps,
A, Signal
The
Lindsey.
Lucian Lindsey.
him aapension
United
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
pension
Regular Establishment,
Army, Regular
States Army,
United States
Pension.
at the
the rate
$17 per
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
of $17
rate of
at
Pension.
Catherine
The name
Catherine Millington,
Millington, minor
Frank T. Millington,
Millington,
of Frank
minor of
of Catherine
name of
The
MillingCatherine Millington, t o n
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
Troop C, Third United States Cavalry, Regular
late of
of Troop
.
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
rate of
of $14
$14 per
month until
she shall
shall have
have
until she
per month
the rate
at the
and pay
years. Payment to be made to duly
reached
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
reached the
guardian.
Pension increased.
inreaed. appointed
appinted guardian.
Pension
Melvin Frazure.
The name
of Melvin
Melvin Frazure,
Frazure, late of Troop B,
Regiment
B, Second Regiment
name of
The
Frazure.
Melvin
him aapension
United
States Cavalry
Indian war,
war, and
and pay
pension at the rate
pay him
Cavalry,.,Indian
United States
Pensions.
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he is
of that
lieu of
in lieu
of
Pensions.
The name of Mary Jane
Mary
Mary Jane
Jane Graham.
Graham '
Jane Graham,
Graham, former widow of Thomas
Thomas H.
Frazier, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
Regiment Indiana
Volunteers,
Indiana Volunteers,
A, Second
Second Regiment
Frazier,
War
Mexico, an
and pay
her aapension
of $25
$25 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
pay her
with Mexico,
War with
Leroy
Dunn.
The
Leroy Dunn,
Company C,
C, Twenty-third
Twenty-third United
United
late of Company
Dunn, latenf
name of
of Leroy
The name
Leroy Dn.
States Infantry, Regular
States
Regular Establishment, and pay him
him aa pension at
at
Pension increased,
the
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
the rate
increased.
Pension
Ann E.
E. Stephens.
Stephens.
William M. Stephens, late
of Ann E. Stephens, widow of William
The name of
Ann
of Captain
Company H,
11, First
First Regiment
Regiment Oregon
Oregon Riflemen,
Riflemen,
Burnett's Company
of
Captain Burnett's
Indian
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
pension at
Indian war,
war, and
is now receiving.
Pension,
of that she is
Pension,
W. A. Clark's BatMajor W.
John
W. Redington.
The name
Redington, late
late of Major
W. Redington,
of John
John W.
The
name of
Rediton.
John w.
talion of Montana Volunteers
Volunteers and as scout and courier
courier to General
General
0.
Howard, United
United States
States Army,
Army, Nez
Nez Perce
Perce Indian
Indian War
War of
of 1877,
1877,
0. 0.
O. Howard,
Pensions
ireased. 1878,
and 1880, and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
Pensions increased.
1878, and
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per month.
month.
Seventh
late of Troops
The
Charles C. Mauc.
Mauch.
The name
name of Charles
Charles C. Mauch,
Mauch, late
Troops C
C and G, Seventh
carles
a pension
Regiment
United States Cavalry,
Regiment United
Cavalry, Indian war, and pay him a
pension
at the rate of $24
per month in lieu of that he is now
at
$24 per
now receiving.
receiving.
Georgia Gatewood.
Gatewood.
The name
Georgia Gatewood,
Charles B. Gatewood,
Gatewood,
Gatewood, widow of Charles
name of Georgia
Georgia
United States
late first lieutenant,
lieutenant, Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular
month
Establishment, and pay her aapension
Establishment,
pension at the
the rate of $25 per month
receiving.
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pension,
in
lieu of
of that
in lieu
that she
Pension.
The name
name of Mary
Mary A.
A. Johnson.
Johnson.
Mary A. Johnson, widow of William
William H. Johnson,
Johnson, late
of the United
Establishment, and pay her aa
United States
States Navy, Regular Establishment,
Pension increased,
pension
the rate
per month.
month.
at the
rate of
of $12 per
pension at
Pensionincreased.
Elijah R. Potter.
R. Potter,
Potter, late of
Elijah
Potter.
The name of Elijah
Elijah R.
of Captain
Captain Buckle's
Buckle's Company
Company
C,
Eldorado camp
aign, C
aliforni
a Volunteers,
Vol
un t
eers ,I
n di an war,
war ,and
and-pay
pay
Indian
campaign,
California
C, Eldorado
him aa.pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
receiving.
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Pensions.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary A.
A. Burke,
Burke, widow
George H. Burke, late of Pensions.
of George
widow of
The
Mary A. Burke.
Hospital Corps,
Corps, United
United States
War with
. her
pay
her aa
Spain, and
and pay
with Spain,
Army, War
States Army,
Hospital
pension
at the
per month,
month, and
$2 per
month additional
additional on
on
per month
and $2
$12 per
the rate
rate $12
pension at
account
of the
the minor
Burke until
H. Burke
George H.
of said
said George
children of
minor children
each of
of each
account of
they reach
the age
years.
of sixteen
sixteen years.
age of
reach the
they
Mary Furfey.
The name
Edward A.
A. Furfey,
Furfey, late
late Battery
Battery Mary Furfey.
of Edward
widow of
Furfey, widow
of Mary
Mary Furfey,
The
name of
I,
Seventh
Regiment
United
States
Artillery,
War
with
Spain,
and
pay
and
pay
Spain,
with
War
Artillery,
States
United
Regiment
I, Seventh
her
pension at
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month,
and $2
addi$2 per month addimonth, and
of $12
rate of
her aapension
tional
on account
account of
of each
of the
minor children
children of
Edward A.
A.
said Edward
of said
the minor
each of
tional on
Pensions
Increased.
Pensionsincreased.
Furfey until
they reach
reach the
sixteen years.
of sixteen
the age
age of
until they
Furfey
George S. Hawkins.

Regiment George S. Hawkins
A, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
The name
of George
George S.
late of
Troop A,
of Troop
S. Hawkins,
Hawkins, late
name of
The
United
States Cavalry,
Indian war,
and. pay
him a
a
.pension
pension at the rate
pay him
war, and
Cavalry, Indian
United States
of
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
MaryJane
Mary
Jane King.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary Jane
Jane King,
dependent mother
Robert L.
of Robert
mother of
King, dependent
The name
King, late
late of
'Hospital Corps, United
United States Army,
Army, Regular Estabof Hospital
King,
lishment, and
the rate
lieu
per month in lieu
of $20 per
rate of
at the
pension at
pay-her
her aapension
and pay
lishment,
of that
she is
is now
EdwardMcClellan
receiving.
that she
now receiving.
of
Edward McClellan.
The
Edward McClellan,
Company G, Seventh
Seventh Regiof Company
late of
McCellan, late
of Edward
The name
name of
ment United
United States
Indian war,
war, and
him a
a pension
pension at
and pay
pay him
Infantry, Indian
States Infantry,
ment
the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
the rate
per month
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Samnel cDonald.
SamueIJ.McDonald.
The name
of United
States Navy,
Navy,
United States
late of
J. McDonald,
McDonald, late
of Samuel
Samuel J.
name of
The
Regular
Establishment, and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per
$30 per
the rate
pay him
and pay
Regular Establishment,
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
of that
in lieu
month
James Kelley.
Regiment Jameseey.
The name
name of
Kelley, late of Troop L, Second Regiment
of James Kelley,
The
pension at the
United
Cavalry, Indian war, and pay him aapension
States Cavalry,
United States
rate
of $30
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
that he
he is
rate of
$30 per
per month,
month in
Maggie
agg Gordon.
The
Ma_ggie Gordon,
Gordon, dependent mother of Allen E. Gordon, M e Gordon.
The name
name of Maggie
with
War
Infantry,
Iowa
late
of
Company
K,
Forty-ninth
Regiment
Infantry,
with
Regiment
late of Company K, Forty-ninth
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
her apTision
Spain, and pay
month in lieu of
pay her
Spain,
Pensions.
that
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that she
Patrick Flynn.
Flynn
The
of Patrick
late of
of Troop
D, Sixth
Sixth United States Patrick
Troop D,
Flynn, late
Patrick Flynn,
name of
The name
Cavalry, Indian
war, and
pension at the rate of $20 per
per
pay him aapension
and 'pay
Indian war,
Cavalry,
month.
month.
James H. Hook.
The name
James H.
Hook, dependent
father of Edward
Edward R. Hook, Jat es . Hook
dependent father
H. Hook,
of James
The
name of
Infantry,
late
of
Company
H,
Twentieth
Regiment
Kansas
Infantry,
War
with
Kansas
Regiment
late of Company H, Twentieth
Pensionincreased.
Spain,
and pay
pay him
him a
of $12
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
$12 per
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
a pension
Spain, and
Tony K. Wilson.
steward, Twelfth
The name
of Tony
Tony K.
K. Wilson,
Twelfth RegiRegi- Tony K. Wilson
hospital steward,
late hospital
Wilson, late
name of
The
pension
ment
Minnesota Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and pay
pay him
him aa pension
with Spain,
War with
ment Minnesota
Pension.
Pension.
at
the rate
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
$30 per
per month in lieu of that
rate of $30
at the
A. Esarey.
EsareyEmma A.
late of
S. Carr,
The
mother of
of Clarence
Clarence S.
Carr, late
of Exuma
A. Esarev,
Esarev, mother
of Emma
Emma A.
name of
The name
Artillery; general
general
mounted service (white), United States Field Artillery;
border
Recruit Company,
service,
Tenth Recruit
Company, border
Infantry; and Tenth
States Infantry;
United States
service, United
increased.
Pension increased.
per month.
$12 per
defense, and
and pay
pay-her
at the
rate of
of $12
month.
the rate
pension at
her aapension
defense,
Peter Hilliard.
The name
name of
Peter Hilliard,
late unassigned
unassigned recruit,
recruit, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Peter HilliardI-illiard, late
of Peter
The
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
and pay
pay
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
Regiment
in lieu
lieu of that he is now
him
the rate
$30 per month
month in
of $30
rate of
at the
pension at
him a
a .pension
Pensions.
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Teddy Sexton.
A, Twenty-ninth
The name
late of
Twenty-ninth TeddySexton
of Company
Company A,
Sexton, late
of Teddy
Teddy Sexton,
name of
The
Regiment
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay
States Infantry,
Regiment United
him
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
him a
a pension
C. Donievy.
Donlevy.
William C. Donlevv,
Donlevy, late of Company L, Second Regi- William C.
of William
The name of
at
a pension at
War with Spain, and pay him a
ment
Infantry, War
Illinois Infantry,
ment Illinois
the
rate of
per month.
of $30
$30 per
the rate
Grigg.
The
of Jeinima
dependent mother
of George
George G.
G. Grigg,
Grigg, Jetaima
Jemim Grigg.
mother of
Grigg, dependent
Jemima Grigg,
The name
name of
Infantry, War
late of
F, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Infantry,
War
of Company
Company F,
late
pension at
per month.bh
month.
$12 per
a pension
at the
the rate of $12
with Spain, and pay her a
Elizabeth Dorothy
Canavey and Mary
Mary
The
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Dorothy
Dorothy Canavey
Canavey and
and Mary
Mary Canavey,
Canavey, canavey
names of
The names
Canavey.
Second Cana"ey.
minor
children of Thomas H. Canavey,
Canavey, late of Battery D, Second
minor children
Regiment United
them a
a
War with
with Spain, and pay them
Artillery, War
States Artillery,
United States
Regiment
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
$2 per
additional
per month additional
month, and $2
per month,
of $12
pension
each of the'two
on
the two minor children
children of the said Thomas H.
account of each
on account
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ElsieGadner.
Elsie
Gardner.
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Canavey until
until they
they reach
the age
sixteen years.
to be
be
Canavey
reach the
age of
of sixteen
years. Payment
Payment to
made to
to duly
duly appointed
appointed guardian.
made
guardian.
The name of -Elsie Gardner,
Gardner, minor child of John T. Gardner,
Gardner, late
of
Company E,
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with
of Company
E, Eleventh
Spain,
pay her
her pension
at the
per month,
month, and
and $2
$2
$12 per
the rate
rate of
of $12
pension at
and pa
Spain, and
per
she reaches
reaches the
the age
age of
years. PayPayper month
month addition.af,
additional, until
until she
of sixteen
sixteen years.
ment to
be made
made to
to duly
appointed guardian.
guardian.
ment
to be
duly appointed

The
of Leatha
of Robert
Robert C.
C. Chambers,
Chambers, late
late
The name
name of
Leatha Chambers,
Chambers, widow
widow of
of
Company B,
B, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
of Company
Regiment United
Regular
Pension
increased.
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pensionincrase.
Establishment,
her aapension
pension at
the rate
$12 per
MarthaE.
mariha
E. Johnston.
Jotuaston.
of Martha
Martha E.
of Alfred
Alfred H.
H. Johnston,
Johnston,
The name
name of
E. Johnston,
Johnston, widow
widow of
late of
of Captain
Captain Derrick's
Company, Georgia
Georgia Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
Indian war,
war,
late
Derrick's Company,
and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month
in
lieu
of
that
and pay
her aa.pension
per month in lieu of that she
she
Pension.
is now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Edward R
R. Baker.
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, First
First Battalion
Battalion
The name of Edward
Edward R.
R. Baker,
Baker, late
Engineers, United
States Army,
Army, Regular
and pay
pay
Engineers,
United States
Regular EStablishment,
Establishment, and
Pension
increased.
him
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
Pension increased
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
per month.
Josiah
I. Sikes.
Sikes.
The name
of Josiah
of Captain
Captain Brady's
Company,
JsiahJ.
The
name of
Josiah J.
J. Sikes,
Sikes, -late
late of
Brady's Company,
Volunteers, Indian
war, and
and pay
pay
First Regiment Florida
Florida Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
Indian war,
him
at the
the rate
of $30
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
him a
a .pension
pension at
rate of
$30 per
month in.
in lieu
now
Pensions.
receiving.
Pensions.
receiving.
Mary A.Baldridge.
A.Baldridge.
widow of
of George
George W.
W. Berry,
Berry,
The name of Mary A.
A. Baldridg:e,
Baldridge, former
former widow
Second Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Infantry,
Infantry, War with
with
late of Company G, Second
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
her
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $25
$25 per
month.
per
month.
the
rate
a
Meter.
Mexico,
A.
Theodor
Theodore A. Melter.
The name of Theodore
Theodore A. Melter,
Melter, late of the Hospital
Hospital Corps, United
United
States Army, Regular
Establishment, and pay him aapension
pension at the
Regular Establishment,
the
maryc.11errington.
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
Maryerrinonrate
m . nington. The name of Mary C. Herrington, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Lem
Lein R.
R.
Herrington, late of company
Virginia InHerrington,
Company H, First Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
fantry, War with Spain, and
fantrv,
and pay her a
apension at the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per

Ltha
cham

Leatbs Chambers.

Pensions
increased.
Pensionsincreased.
Ernest R.
R. Lee.
Lee.

MODAL
month

The name of Ernest
Ernest R.
R. Lee,
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
ReguLee, late
late of
Navy, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him a
a .pension at the rate of $40 per
per

month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
The name of Frederick
Frederick E. Troll, late of the Hospital
Hospital Corps, United
States Army,
pav him
Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
him aapension
pension at the
ensions
Welch.
of
$17
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
PenSiOnS
rate
$17
lieu
that
is
recei.
he
is
now
receiving.
Martha Ann Welch.
Martha Ann Welch
The name
name of Martha
The
Martha Ann Welch,
Welch, former widow of Robert
Robert A. Welch,
late of the United States Navy, War with Mexico,
Mexico, and pay her a
apenof $25
per month.
month.
CharleW.Anderson.
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
$25 per
Charles W. Anderson. sion
pos,
The name of Charles W.
Post, p. L620.
ino.
W. Anderson,
late of
Company H,
Anderson, late
of Company
H, Signal
Signal
Corps, United
United States Army, Regular Establishment, and pay him a
a
Pension increased.
Pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$46 per
per month.
month.
increaed. pension
at the
of $46
James
B. King.
The name
of James
James B. King, late of Company
James B.
King.
The
name of
Company M, Tenth Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantr-,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
a penpenpay him
'ension.
$12 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pension.
sion at the rate of $1
receiving.
Grace
Kavanagh.
GraTe
avanagm
The
widow of
of James Kavanagh,
Kavanagh, late of
The n
name of
of Grace
Grace Kavanagh,
Kavanagh, widow
of
the United
States Navy,
Navy, War with
the
Uaited States
with Spain, and pay
pay her a
a pension at
at
the rate of $12
$12 per month,
account
the
month, and $2
82 per month
month additional on account
of each
each of
children of said James
of
of the
the minor
minor children
James Kavanagh
Kavanagh until
until they
Pensions
increased. reach
reach the
age of
Pensionsincreased.
the age
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
EliHayes.
Eli
Hayes.
The name of Eli Haves,
Hayes, late of Company
Company D, Twelfth Regiment
Regimen t
United States
Regular
Establishment,
States Infantry,
Infant ry, R
egu l
ar Establism
h ent, and pay him aapenpenG
sion at
at the rate
rate of $36
30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
William M. Gibson.
ila
Gi.
The name
name of William M. Gibson,
Gibson, late of the United
The
United States Nav,
Navy,
War of
of 1917,
1917, and pay
War
pay hin
him a
a.pension at the rate of $17 per
per month in
in
lieu of that he is
reciivmg.
is now receiving.
Approved,
March 3, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March
Frederick
Frederick

,

E.

rl.
E. Troll.
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CHAP.
Act Granting
increase of
soldiers
to certain
certain soldiers
of pensions
pensions to
and increase
pensions and
Granting pensions
-An Act
143. —An
CHAP. 143.
and
of the
Navy, and
certain soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors
sailors of
wars
of wars
and certain
and Navy,
Army and
Regular Army
the Regular
and sailors
sailors of
other
than
the
Civil
War,
and
to
widows
of
such
soldiers
and
sailors.
other than the Civil War, and to widows of such soldiers and sailors.
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March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.
March
[H. R.
R.11554.]
1155.]
[H.
[Private, No.
113.]
No. 113.]
[Private,

Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
United Pensions.
Pensions
House of
Representativesof
the Senate
Senate and
and Rouse
Be it
it enacted
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of
the
of the
the Secretary
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
Interior
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
directed to
on the
the
place on
to place
and directed
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Interior be,
pension
subject to
of the
the pension
pension
limitations of
and limitations
provisions and
the provisions
to the
roll, subject
pension roll,
increased.
laws—
Pensions increased.
lawsGussie Rash.
The name
Gussie Rash,
Rash, dependent
mother of
of Roy
Roy Degman,
Degman, GussieRash.
dependent mother
of Gussie
name of
The
late
L, Forty-first
Forty-first Regiment
United States
Volunteer
States Volunteer
Regiment United
Company.L,
of Company
late of
Infantry,
War with
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
her aapension
Spain, and
with Spain,
Infantry, War
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that she
lieu of
per
Logan C. Bohannon.
The
of Logan
Logan C.
Bohannon, dependent
father of
of James
James LoganC. Bannon
dependent father
C. Bohannon,
name of
The name
Bohannon, late
Company D,
Fourth Regiment
Infantry,
Kentucky Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
D, Fourth
of Company
late of
Bohannon,
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pension at
the rate
of $20
per month
month
$20 per
rate of
at the
him aapension
pay him
Spain, and
War
in
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
is now
George W. Doney.
The
of George
W. Doney,
Doney, late
of Company
C, First
First Brigade
Brigade George W. DoneyCompany C,
late of
George W.
name of
The name
Oregon Mounted
and pay
'aim a
apension
at the
the
pension at
pay him
War, and
Indian War,
Militia, Indian
Mounted Militia,
Oregon
rate
per month
of that
is now
Pensions.
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
that he
lieu of
in lieu
month in
of $30
$30 per
rate of
a m Bell.
The
late of
of the
States Signal
Signal Corps,
Corps, William
Bell.
Will
the United
United States
Bell, late
William Bell,
of William
name of
The name
$17
of
Regular
Establishment,
and
pay
him
a
pension
the
rate
rate
at
the
pension
a
him
Regular Establishment, and pay
per
month.
per month.
Thirza M. Dolph.
The
name of
of Thirza
Thirza M.
M. Dolph,
Dolph, widow
N. Dolph,
Dolph, late
late of
of ThiraM. Dolph.
of Isaac
Isaac N.
widow of
The name
the United
States Navy,
with Spain,
Spain, and
her a
pension at
at
a pension
pay her
and pay
War with
Navy, War
United States
the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
rate of
the
Harold A. Salisbury.
The name
A. Salisbury,
Salisbury, late
of Captain
Captain John
Sperry's Hrold A. lisbury.
L. Sperry's
John L.
late of
Harold A.
of Harold
name of
The
Company, Umatilla
Umatilla County
Guards, Oregon
Militia, Bannock
Bannock
State Militia,
Oregon State
County Guards,
Company,
Indian
War, and
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
uhan.
rate of
a pension
pension at
at the
and pay
pay him
him a
Indian War,
Julius A. Puhrman.
The
A. Fuhrman,
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
late of
Fuhrman, late
of Julius
Julius A.
name of
The name
Regular
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
him aa pension
pay him
and pay
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
increased.
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
per
David Dixon.
Dixon.
Regiment David
The
of David
David Dixon,
Dixon, late
Tenth Regiment
E, Tenth
Troop E,
of Troop
late of
name of
The name
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
War, and
pay him aa pension at the
and pay
Indian War,
United States
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Pension.
rate of
is now
receiving.
Pension.
Jonas Bolen,
Bolen, alias
alias
Jona
The
name of
Jonas Bolen,
Bolen, alias
James Bolen,
Bolen ' late
late of
of Troop B, James
alias James
of Jonas
The name
Bolen.
pay him JameBolen.
Second
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
Indian War, and pay
United States
Regiment United
Second Regiment
pension at
rate of
of $20
month.
Pension increased.
Increased.
$20 per
per month.
aa pension
at the
the rate
Ballou.
Gertrude Ballou.
The
name of
of Gertrude
Ballou, widow
widow of
of Fred
D. Ballou
late Gertrude
Ballou,' late
Fred D.
Gertrude Ballou,
The name
captain
of
Company
A,
One
hundred
and
sixtieth
Regiment
Indiana
Indiana
Regiment
and
sixtieth
captain of Company A, One hundred
Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $25
$25
a pension
her a
pay her
War with
Infantry, War
per month
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
she i
issnow
Pension.
per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
Gaines.
Edward Gaines.
The name
of Edward
Edward Gaines,
Gaines, late
Company D,
D, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Edward
of Company
late of
name of
The
a
Regiment United
United States
Indian War, and pay
pay him a
Infantry, Indian
States Infantry,
Regiment
pension
at the
the rate
of $20
Pension increased.
increased.
per month.
month.
$20 per
rate of
pension at
Thomas Lloyd.
G, Twenty-fifth
of Company
late of
The name
Thomas Lloyd,
Lloyd, late
Company G,
Twenty-fifth ThomasLloyd.
of Thomas
name of
The
Regiment United
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
Regiment
him apension
at the
rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now
that he
in lieu
of $30
$30 per
per month
the rate
him
a pension at
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
Horace V. Andrews.
The
of Horace
late of
of Company
Company C,
Tenth Horae V. Andrew s .
C, Tenth
Andrews, late
V. Andrews,
Horace V.
name of
The name
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
Regiment United
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $17
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
month.
per month.
$17 per
rate of
a pension
him
Wilson.
Lucinda Wilson.
J. Lucinda
The
name of
of Lucinda
Wilson, dependent
dependent mother
of Albert
Albert J.
mother of
Lucinda Wilson,
The name
Wilson, late
Michigan Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Michigan
H, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Company H,
of Company
late of
Wilson,
War with
with Spain,
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
$20 per
pension at
pay her
her aapension
Spain, and
War
in lieu
of that
that she
now receiving.
is now
she is
in
lieu of
D. Daniels.
Daniels.
iliam D.
The
name of
D. Daniels,
of Company
Company C,
C, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth William
late of
Daniels, late
William D.
of William
The name
Regiment
United
States
Volunteer
Infantry,
War
with
Spain,
and
Regiment United States Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and
pay
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
that he
is
he is
in lieu
lieu of
of that
pension at
pay him
now
receiving.
now receiving.
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The
of Dillon
Collett, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Nineteenth
RegiThe name
name of
Dillon Collett,
Nineteenth Regiment
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him
ment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now
aa pension
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month
in lieu
that he
receiving.
receiving.
CharlesH.
Ricker.
The name
Charles
H. Ricker.
Charles H.
H. Ricker,
late of
Company K,
K, Third
Third Reginame of
of Charles
Ricker, late
of Company
Regiment Tennessee
Infantry, War
War with
Spain,
and
pay
him
ment
Tennessee Infantry,
with Spain, and pay him a
a pension
pension
Pension,
at
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
Pension.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
William Estes.
Estes.
William
The name of William Estes, late of Troop
Troop I,
I, Ninth
Regiment
Ninth Reeiment
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
a
United States
pay -him
Pension increased.
pension
at the
$12 per
month.
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
Della
Dellis Moore.
The
of Delila
Moore, dependent
dependent mother
of Charles
Charles W.
W.
The name
name of
Della Moore,
mother of
Frazee, late
of Troop
Troop A,
A, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry,
late of
War with
pay her
at the
rate of
$20 per
per month
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
her apension
a pension at
the rate
of $20
month
Pensions.
Ida C. Huston.
in lieu
is now
receiving.
PeIC.ston.
in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
name of
of Ida
widow of
of William
William L.
L. Huston,
Huston, late
late of
The name
Ida C.
C. Huston,
Huston, widow
of
Company D,
Regiment United
Infantry, War
with
Company
D, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
War with
Spain,
Spam, and pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month, and
$2
her aapension
pension at
per month,
and $2
per month additional
additional on
child of
of said
said William
William
on account
account of
of the
the minor
minor child
Caroline
V. Wallace.
Huston until
until he
he reaches
reaches the
the age
of sixteen
sixteen years.
Caroline V.
Wallace. L. Huston
age of
years.
The name of Caroline V.
widow of
William Wallace,
Wallace, late
late
V. Wallace,
Wallace, widow
of William
of the Ordnance
Ordnance Detachment,
Detachment, United
States Army,
Army, Regular
Regular EstabEstabUnited States
Pension
Pension
arincreased.
sed
her a
a pension
the rate
Edward
Myers.
lishment, and pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 'per
month.
per month.
The name of Edward Myers,
Myers, late of
the United
United States
States Navy,
of the
Navy,
Regular
Establishment, and
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
$24
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
of
$24
Pension.
per month in lieu of that he i
snow receiving.
MPSy
RMeuin.g
Mary R.
Mellinger. per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name
name of Mary
Mary R. Mellinger, dependent
dependent mother of Walter
Walter A.
A.
Mellinger, late of Compan/
Company A,
Mellinger
A, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Oregon
Oregon Infan
,
Infantry,
Pension increased.
ransioninepose
War w
James M. Pollock.
WIith Spain, and pay her
er a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 a
amonth.
mont.
a pension
The name of James
Pollock, late
James M. Pollock,
of Company
H, First
Regilate of
Company H,
First Regiment United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him
a pension at the rate of
a
of $12
$12 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now
month in
of that
Pensions.
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
KatherneRetter.
Katherine
Retter.
The
name of
Katherine Retter,
Retter, widow
widow of
of William
William Retter,
Retter, late
late of
of
The name
of Katherine
Troop D, Eighth Regiment United States
Cavalry, War
with Spain,
Spain,
States Cavalry,
War with
and pay her a
a pension at the rate
of $12
month, and
and $2
per
rate of
$12 per
per month,
$2 per
month additional on account of each of the minor
minor children
children of
said
of said
William Retter
until they
Retter until
they reach
reach the
years.
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
George Bales.
The
George Bales, late
The name
name of
of George
late of Troop D, First Regiment United
United
States
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
States Cavalry,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him aa pension
pension at
at
Pension
increased.
Pension incrased.
the
rate
the
rate
of
per
month.
of
$17
per
month.
Moses Goldstein.
Goldstein.
rn
i
esoldstei.
The
name
of Moses
Sixth Regiment
The
name of
Moses Goldstein,
Goldstein, late of Company F,
F, Sixth
Regiment
United States Infantry,
United
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
in
pension at the rate of $24 per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
relieu
of
that
he
now
rePensions.
Pensions.
cc'v
e
ceiving.
WilliamF.
ving.
William F. Gross
Gross.
The name
name of
F. Gross,
The
of William
William F.
Gross, late of Hospital Corps, United
States Army, and Company
Twentieth Regiment
States
Company D, Twentieth
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, Regular
Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aa pension
pension at the
the
rate
of .
$12 per
per month.
Emma . anlon.
rate of
$12
month.
Emma S. Hanlon.

DillonCollett.
Dillon Collett.

Pension increased.
Pensionincreased.
John J. Itimsell,

John;. R

nll.

Pension.
Margaret
E. Ward.
Ward.
lMargaret E.

The
name of
Hanlon, widow of Thomas L. Hanlon,
The name
of Emma
Emma S.
S. Hanlon,
Flanlon,
late of Company A, Seventh Regiment
Regiment United States
War
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
her aa pension
with
and pay
pay her
pension at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per month,
and
pr month
children
and S2
$2 per
month additional
additional on account
account of each of the minor children
of
said
Thomas
L. Hanlon
Hanlon until
they reach
age of sixteen
?
e L.
of said Thomas
until they
reach the
the age
sixteen years.
John
The
J. name
name
Ruell.
of
John J.
J. Russell.
The
of John
Russell, late of Company D, Twentv-first
Twenty-first
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aa
United
States Infantry,
pension
pension at the rate
rate of $17
$17 per month in lieu of that he is now rereceivin
ceiving.
ceivin g .
The
name of
of Margaret
Ward, widow of Willis A. Ward,
The narae
Margaret E.
E. Ward,
Ward, late
late of
of
Company
E, Seventeenth
Regiment United
Company E,
Seventeenth Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War with
with
Spain,
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $12 per month,
Spain, and
and pay
her aa pension
month, and $2
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per month additional on account
account of
of each
of
each of
of the
the minor
minor children
children of
said Willis A. Ward until they reach
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
reach the
the age
years.
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
Charles A. Bills,alias
Bills, alias
Charles
alias Frank
The name of Charles A. Bills, alias
fate of
of ComFrank Button,
Button, fate
Com- Frank
Button.
Frank
Button.
pany, K, Nineteenth
Kansas Cavalry,
pany
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Indian war,
war, and
and
Cavalry,i Indian
pay him a
at the
ra t
e of
of$30
per month
month in
n lieu
of that
that he
he is
is
a pension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Pensions.
Pensions.
Jaeob Lyons.
Lyons.
The name of Jacob
Jacob Lyons, late of Company
Company K,
K, Fourteenth
Fourteenth RegiRegi- Jacob
ment United
United States
n di an war,
war ,an
d pay
pay hi
m
a
pension
States Infantry,
Infantry, I
Indian
and
him a pension
at
rate of
of $20
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month.
month.
Pray.
Thomas N.
The name of Thomas N. Pray, late
N. Pray.
late of
of Troop
Troop D,
D, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Thomas
United States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
at the rate
$12 per
Pension increased.
increased.
The name
name of Leo V. Burchett, late
of Company
D, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Leo V.
Burchett.
late of
V. Burehett.
Company D,
Regiment
Regiment United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
United States
pay him a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Pensions.
Akridge.
David Akridge.
The name of David Akriclge,
of Twenty-fifth
United David
Akridge, lath
late of
Twenty-fifth Company
Company United
States Coast Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Kerns.
The name of John Kerns,
of Company
A, Twentieth
Twentieth RegiRegi- John Kens.
Kerns, late
late of
Company, A,
ment United States Infantry,
Indian W
ar,and
an d pay
m a
a pension
Infantry, Indian
War,
pay hi
him
pension
the rate of
at the
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
increased.
Pensionsincreased.
William W.
W. ShortShortWilliam
The name of William
Shortridge, late
William W. Shortridge,
Captains Latshaw's
Latshaw's ridge.
late of
of Captains
ridge.
and Wallan's Company (A),
Mounted
(A), Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Oregon
Oregon Mounted
Volunteers,
Volunteers Indian
War, and
pay him
pension at
ra t
e o
$30
Indian War,
and pay
him aapension
at th
thee rate
off$30
per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
William Speckhardt.
Speckhardt.
The
The name of William Speckhardt,
Speckhardt, late of the
United States
States Navy,
the United
Navy, William
Regular Establishment,
him a
at the
the rate
ra te of
of$40
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
$40
per month in
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
he i
issnow
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Witters.
L. Witters.
The name of Anna L. Witters, widow of
D. Witters,
Witters, late
of Anna L.
of Lloyd
Lloyd D.
late of
Company
D,
Twenty-first
United
States
Infantry,
War
Company D, Twenty-first
States
with Spain,
Spain,
and pay her
lier a
apension at the rate of
month and
and $2
$2 per
per month
of $25 per
per month
month
additional
account of each of the minor children
additional on
on account
children of said
said Lloyd
Lloyd
D. Winters,
Winters, until
until they
reach the
the age
age of
sixteen years.
years.
they reach
of sixteen
William I.
Allen.
William
I. Allen.
The name
William I.
late of
Company K,
K, Thirty-second
name of William
I. Allen
Allen, late
of Company
Thirty-second
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Infantry,
Infantry, border
defense,
and
pay
him
a
pension
border defense, and pay him a pension
at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
Increased.
Pension
Fitzpatrick.
The name of Jerry
Fitzpatrick, late of
Jerry Fitzpatrick,
K, Third
Third RegiRegi- Jerry Fitzpatrick.
of Company
Company K,
ment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indi an W
ar ,an
d pay
pay him
him apension
War,
and
a pension
$30 per
per month
in lieu
li eu of
ofth
athe
he is
i
s now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month in
that
Pension.
Pension.
E.Endicott.
The name of Cynthia E. Endicott, widow
The
widow of John R.
R. Endicott,
Endicott, Cynthia E.Endicott.
late of Company A, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
Regular Establishment, and pay her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
pension at
per month.
month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Andersen.
The name of Walker Anderson,
Anderson, late of
of Troop
A, Tenth
Regiment Walker Andersen.
Troop A,
Tenth Regiment
United States
States Cavalry,
Indian war,
pay him
pension at
at the
Cavalry, Indian
war, and
and pay
him aa pension
the
rate of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
th ath
i
s now
now receiving.
rece iving.
month in
of that
hee is
The name of Emma R. Foster, widow
R. Foster.
late Emma R.
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin Foster,
Foster, late
Eighteenth Regiment
of Company I, Eighteenth
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian
pension at
war, and pay her aapension
of $20
$20 per
per month
li eu of
of
at the
the rate
rate of
month m
m lieu
issnow receiving.
receiving.
that she i
Pension.
Pension.
Nancy G. West.
West.
The name of Nancy
Nancy G. West, late a
a contract
De- Nancy
contract nurse,
nurse, Medical
Medical Department,
Volunteers, War
partment, United States Volunteers,
War with
and pay
pay her
with Spain,
Spain, and
her
aapension at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
The name of Clara J.
The
J. Sitton, widow
Felix J.
J. Sitton,
Sitton, late
of Clara J. Sitton.
widow of
of Felix
late of
Company H.
H, First Regiment
Regiment Doniphan's
Doniphan's Missouri
Missouri Mounted
Mounted VolVolInfantry, Mexican
Mexican War,
unteer fnfantry,
War, and pay her a
a pension
at the
the rate
pension at
rate
of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Murray Pierce.
Pierce.
The name of Murray Pierce, late of
Company L,
Regi- Murray
of Company
L, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment United
States
Infantry,
Regular
Establishment,
United
and
pay him
and pay
him a
a
pension
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
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A. Boorman,
widow of
The
name of
of Sarah
The name
Sarah A.
Boorman, widow
of Elbertus
Elbertus A.
A. Boorman,
Boorman,
late
Regiment United States
Artillery, Indian
Indian
late of Battery K, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
States Artillery,
wars,
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
of $20 per
per month
lieu of
that
wars, and
pay her
a pension
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
Pensions.
Pensions.
is
now
she
receiving.
Johanna Murphy.
J. Murphy,
Janna urphy.
The name
name of Johanna
Johanna Murphy,
Murphy, mother of Frank
Frank J.
Murphy, late
late of
of
Supply
Ninth Infantry,
Massachusetts National
Guard,
Supply Company,
Company, Ninth
Infantry, Massachusetts
National Guard,
border defense,
defense, and
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
border
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Claborn Crawford.
Claborn
Craword.
The name of Claborn Crawford, late of the Forty-ninth Company,
United States
States Coast
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay him
United
Coast Artillery,
Establishment, and
and pay
him
apension
pension at
the rate
$12 per
month.
Browa
at the
rate of
of $12
per month.
Jamesame
D. Brown,
The name
name of
of James
James D.
D. Brown
alias James
James D.
late of
of the
the
alias
James D. Koster.
D. Koster
Kester,, late
aliaslamesD.Kester.
The
Brown,'alias
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
United States Navy,
Navy, Regular
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
rate of
the rate
at the
Lews. at
Fredeck Lewis.
Frederick
Frederick Lewis, late of Company
The name of Frederick
Company C, Sixth
Sixth United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
Indian war,
war, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
•
6
month.
month.
per
Smith per
James
D. Smith,
James D.
alias James
aias
Smith.
James Smith.
The name of James D. Smith,
of Troop
Troop F,
F,
Smith, alias James
James Smith,
Smith, late
late of
Second
Regiment United
United States
Cavalry, Indian
Indian war,
war, and
and pay
him a
a
Second Regiment
States Cavalry,
pay him
Pensions increased.
pension at
the
rate of
$20 per
per month:
monthl
Pensions
increased, pension
at
the
rate
of
Thomas
Thomas E.
E. Sutton,
Sutton,
The
name of
of Thomas
E. Sutton
alias Birt
Birt Sutton,
late of
Company
of Company
Thomas E.
Sutton,'alias
Sutton, late
lias Bin
The name
BirttSutton.'
alias
Sutton.
C, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment United
United States
war, and
and pay
pay him
him
C,
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian war,
a
her rate
rate of
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now rea pension
pension at
at her
of $30
per month
month in
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
CharlesH.
l
ceiving.
Charles
H. TreimliCh,
H. Henderson,
Henderson, late
late
alias Charles
harles H.
H. Henea- The name
name of Charles H.
H. Heimlich,
Heimlich, alias
alias Charles
Charles H.
derson.
derson.
of Company E, Third Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry? Indian
Indian war,
war,
and
pay him
the rate
of $30
month in
lieu of
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month
inlieu
of that
that he
he
is
now
receiving.
Minnie Nordyke.
The name of Minnie Nordyke,
Nordyke widow of Edward C. Nordyke, late of
Troop
Regiment United
United States
Troop L,
L, Third Regiment
States Cavalry, Regular
Regular EstablishEstablishment,
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
month in
lieu of
that
ment, and
and pay
her a
a pension
rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that
she
is now
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Louisa Baumgard.
Losa aumgar.
The name of Louisa Baumgard,
Baumgard, dependent mother of William
William
Baumgard
the United
United States
War with
pay
Baumgard,zlate
late of
of the
States Navy,
Navy, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
her
per month
now
her a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
William N. King.
m N. King
The name of William N. King, late of Company
Company D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Regiment
Infantry, and
and One
One hundred
hundred and
and tenth
tenth ComComRegiment United States
States Infantry,
pany
Corps, Regular
Establishment, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
Regular Establishment,
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
pany,.,Coast
Pension
Pension.
pension at the
the rate
$12 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
rate of $12
per month
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Venus B. King.
Venus B. King.
The name of Venus B.
B. King,
ing, widow of Carl King, late of Company
Company
G,
Thirteenth Regiment
with Spain,
G, Thirteenth
Regiment United
United States Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and
pay
her a
apension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month,
month, and
and $2
per month
month adadpay her
at the
the rate
$2 per
ditional
on account
account of
of the
said Carl
King
ditional on
of each
each of
the minor
minor children
children of
of said
Carl King
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased. until
until they
they reach the age
age of
of sixteen years.
years.
Nathaniel N. RobThe name
name of
of Nathaniel
Nathaniel N.
N. Robbins,
Robbins, late
bthnie
N. Rob
The
late of
of Captain
Captain Kelly's
Kelly's ComCombins.
Regiment Oregon
Volunteers, Indian
Indian war,
pany C, First Regiment
Oregon Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
war,
-and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month
of that
-and pay
pay him
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
Silvers.
Mr
Mary Silvers.
The name of Mary Silvers, widow of William Silvers,
Captain
Silvers, late of
of Captain
Edward Sheffield's
Company A,
Regiment Oregon
Oregon Mounted
Mounted
Edward
Sheffield's Company
A, Second
Second Regiment
Volunteers, Indian war, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $20 per
per
Pensions.
Pensions.
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
site
Edith Payne Trimm.
EdfthPaynemm.
The name of Edith Payne Trimm, widow of Edmund W. Trimm,
late
Infantry, War
with Spain,
late chaplain
chaplain Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Infantry,
War with
Spain,
and payher
pay her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
$12 per
of $12
pension at
and
Maude
C.Cooper.
aude C.
The
of Charles
Charles C.
Cooper , late
late of
The name of
o Maude C.
C. Cooper,
Cooper, widow
widow of
C. Cooper,
of
Company
Twelfth Regiment
Infan try, and
an d Hospital
flospital
Company C,
C, Twelfth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Infantry,
Corps,
United States
Army, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
her a
apension
Corps, United
States Army,
and pay
pay her
pension
at the rate of $12
$12 per month and $2 per
per month additional
additional on
on account
account
of each
each of the minor children
children of
of said Charles C. Cooper until they reach
reach
the
sixteen years.
the age
age of
of sixteen
years.
Pension increased.
Pension
Sarah
A.increased.
Boorman.
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Pension increased.
tincreaed
The
of Helen
Helen Fitton, blind and
helpless child of John
John Fitton, P
and helpless
name of
The name
Helen Fitton.
late of
of the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
States Army,
Army, and
and pay
pay her a
a
Corps, United
United States
late
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
lieu of
that she
receiving,
is now receiving,
of that
she 'snow
month in
in lieu
of $20
per month
pension

Pension.
Pension.
to
continue during
period of
of her
her helplessness.
helplessness.
the period
during the
to continue
Le f avor
2i e C. Lefavor.
.
iz C
Lefavor, late LLizzie
The
name of
Lizzie C.
Frederic H. Lefavor,
of Frederic
widow of
Lefavor, widow
C. Lefavor,
of Lizzie
The name
Regular Establishment,
lieutenant, United
retired, Regular
Establishment, and
States Navy, retired,
United States
lieutenant,
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $25
$25 per
per month.
month.
the rate
at the
her a
a pension
pay
Catherine Summers.
Summers.
of Lawrence
mother of
The name
of Catherine
Catherine Summers,
Summers dependent
dependent mother
Lawrence Catherine
name of
The
Summers, late
Company L, Second
Second Regiment
Mississippi Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Mississippi
late of
of Company
Summers,
the rate of $12 per
War
with Spain,
Spain, and
per month.
pension at the
and pay
pay her aapension
War with
John M. Steele.
JOh
K, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
The
name of
of John
John M.
Regiment 0 M-Stele'
aate of Troop K,
Steele, late
M. Steele,
The name
a
pension
United
States
Cavalry,
Regular
Establishment,
and
a
pension
him
and
pay
Establishment,
Regular
Cavalry,
United States
at
the rate
of $17
per month.
month.
$17 per
rate of
at the
a y A. Sanders.
A- Sandes.
of MMay
late of
The
name of
of May
A. Sanders,
widow of
of William
William J.
J. Sanders,
Sanders, late
Sanders, widow
May A.
The name
Company
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Infantry, War
War with
with
Michigan Infantry,
Regiment Michigan
F, Thirty-fourth
Company F,
$12 per month, and $2 per
Spain,
pay her
per
at the rate of $12
her a
a pension
pension at
and pay
Spain, and
month additional
account of
the minor
children of
of the said
minor children
of the
of each
each of
on account
additional on
month
William J.
J. Sanders
sixteen years.
years.
age of
of sixteen
the age
reach the
they reach
until they
Sanders until
William
Matthew F. Patch.
F PatchThe
name of
of Matthew
Patch, late
of the Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth and One Matthe
late of
F. Patch,
Matthew F.
The name
hundred
eighth Companies,
Companies, United
Coast Artillery,
Regular
Artillery, Regular
States Coast
United States
and eighth
hundred and
Pensions
Establishment, and
pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
Pensions increased.
month.
$12 per
at the
a pension
and pay
Establishment,
Jesse J. Renfro.
The name
of Jesse
Jesse J.
Renfro, late
late of
A, Eighteenth
Eighteenth RegiRegi- Jesse J. en
Company A,
of Company
J. Renfro,
name of
The
ment United
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and pay him
him a
a
Regular Establishment,
States Infantry,
United States
ment
pension at
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he 'snow
receiving. Jean R. Anderson
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
per month
month in
is now receiving
Anderson.
Anderson, late co
The
R. Anderson,
Anderson 'widow
widow of Keller Anderson,
col- eanl- Andon
Jean R.
of Jean
The name
name of
Infantry, and major,
onel Second
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Infantry,
major'Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh
Second Regiment
onel
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
pay
and pay
with Spain,
States Volunteer
United States
Regiment United
her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $35
that she is now rein lieu
lieu of that
per month
month m
$35 per
pension at
her aapension
Pensions.
Pensions.
ceiving.
ceiving.
Annie G. Hall.
alias Walter
S. Hall,
widow of
The
name of
of Annie
Annie G.
G. Hall,
Hall, widow
of Walter
Walter S.
Hall, alias
Walter Annie G.Hall.
The name
McLaughlin,
Company D,
D, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
of Company
late of
McLaughlin, late
a pension
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
pension at the rate of $12
and pay her a
War with
Infantry,
per month,
month, and
month additional
additional on account of each
each of the
per month
and $2
$2 per
per
minor children
said Walter
alias Walter
Walter McLaughlin,
McLaughlin, until
Hall, alias
S. Hall,
Walter S.
of said
children of
minor
they
the age
of sixteen
years.
they reach
reach the
age of
sixteen years.
Margaret Huling.
Huling.
The
name of
111argaret Ruling,
widow of
of John
John Huling,
Huling, late
late of ComComHuling, widow
of Margaret
The name
pany L,
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
War with Spain, and
Infantry, War
Fifth Regiment
L, Fifth
pany
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Hester
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
Hester Walk.
Walk.
The
of Hester
of Henry
Walk, late of General
General
Henry Walk,
widow of
Walk, widow
Hester Walk,
name of
The name
Mounted
United States
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
Army, Regular
States Army,
Service, United
Mounted Service,
pay
her a
rate of
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Maria
Maria Gaines.
Gaines.
The name
of Maria
mother of Albert
Albert Gaines,
dependent mother
Gaines, dependent
Maria Gaines,
name of
The
late of
of Company
Company C,
Regiment New
New York
War with
with
Infantry, War
York Infantry,
Second Regiment
C, Second
late
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
$12 per
per month.
Spain, and
her aapension
at the
the rate
of $12
month.
rate of
pension at
pay her
and pay
Spain,
Roy W. Turner.
Navy, Reg- Roy W Turner.
States Navy,
the United
of the
The
name of
of Roy W.
W. Turner,
Turner, late
late of
United States
The name
ular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
rate of $30
$30 per
him aa pension at the rate
and pay
ular
Pension.
Pension.
month
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
lieu of
in lieu
month in
Charles 0. Wallace.
The name
of Charles
Charles 0.
late of
Company I,
I, Sixth Regi- charles O W a lla c e .
of Company
Wallace, late
0. Wallace,
The
name of
ment
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
Establishment, and
States Infantry,
ment United
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
rate of
aapension
Louise Shoat.
The
name of
Louise Shoat,
Shoat, widow
of John
Shoat, late
of Troop
Troop Louise Shoatlate of
W. Shoat,
John W.
widow of
of Louise
The name
C,
Regiment United
Indian war,
war, and
her
pay her
and pay
Cavalry, Indian
States Cavalry,
United States
C, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in lieu of that she is now
at the
aa pension
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
Rhoda M. Gates.
M-Gates
of Woodson
Woodson Clay Rhoda
The
name of
Rhoda M.
M. Gates,
Gates, former
widow of
former widow
of Rhoda
The name
Gates,
late of
of Captain
Captain Hunter's
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee
First Regiment
Miller's First
and Miller's
Hunter's and
Gates, late
Infantry,
and pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per
of $12
pension at
pay her
wars, and
Indian wars,
Infantry, Indian
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
month.
month
The
of Nancv
Nancy Jane
Howard, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
James ar.nC
ar lancy
How.
Jane Ho.
of James
Jane Howard,
The name
name of
Regiment United States Cavalry,
Howard, late
late of
G, Third Regiment
of Troop G,
Howard,
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Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
her aapension
pension at
and pay
Regular
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
she
that
of
lieu
in
month
The
name of
of Frank
H. Gullett,
Gullett, late
late of
of the
Company,
the Eighty-fifth
Eighty-fifth Company,
Frank H.
The name
United
States Coast
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Regular
Establishment, and
pay
and pay
Regular Establishment,
Coast Artillery
United States
apension
at the
the rate
of
$12
per month.
month.
$12
per
rate
of
at
a
pension
C hr him
him
Christopher L. EinL. Einkopf,
Einkopf, late of Company
kopf.
The name
name of
of Christopher
Christopher L.
Company D, FourThe
ritoper L Ein
teenth Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company G,
G, TwentyTwentyUnited States
teenth
first Regiment
Regiment United
Indian war,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Infantry, Indian
war, and
United States
States Infantry,
first
Pension increased,
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
of $20
at the
increased. pension
Pension
Docie D.
D. Keeble.
Keeble.
The
D. Keeble,
Keeble, late
late of
Forty-seventh Company,
The name
name of
of Docie
Docie D.
of the
the Forty-seventh
Company,
United States
States Coast
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Regular
Establishment, and
Establishment,
and pay
pay
Coast Artillery
Regular i
United
him
the rate
of $12
$12 per.month
per.month in
nlieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
he is
now
Pensions.
Pensions.
Frank
Gnllett.
Frank H.
H. Gllett.

receiving.
receiving.
The
H. Howell,
Company A, First Regiment
Regiment
The name of Frank H.
Howell, late
late of Company
North
National Guard
Defense, and
and pay
pay
North Dakota
Dakota National
Guard Infantry,
Infantry, Border
Border Defense,
him a
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month.
him
a pension
pension at
the rate
per month.
Zittle ing.
Kthg.
The
of Zittle
Zittle King,
King, late
late of
of the
the Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Company,
zittle
The name
name of
Company,
Tenth
Battalion, One
hundred and
Brigade, War
of
Tenth Battalion,
One hundred
and fifty-ninth
fifty-ninth Depot
Depot Brigade,
War of
Pensions
1917, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
a pension
increased. 1917,
Pensions increased.
The name of Horace
Horace B. Case, late of Company
Horace B. Case.
The
Company A, Nineteenth
NmeteenthRegiRegiment
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at
ment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian War,
War, and
and pay
the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
of $30
$30 per
lieu of
of that
that he
Harry A.
The name
name of
of Harry
Harry A.
A. Smith,
Smith, late
late of
E, Twenty-second
Twenty-second
Harry
A. Smith.
mith
The
of Company
Company E,
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, and
United States
States
Regiment
States Infantry,
and Eighth
Eighth Band,
Band, United
Coast Artillery Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
at the
the rate
of $17
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
at
rate of
$17 per
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
receiving.
Margaret
The name
dependent mother
of William
William Goldie,
araret Goldie.
Godie.
The
name of
of Margaret
Margaret Goldie,
Goldie, dependent
mother of
Goldie,
junio r, late of
of Company
Company L,
junior,
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States
L, Twenty-ninth
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Infantry,
her aapension
of $20
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
John Bennett.
The
name of
John Bennett,
Bennett, late
late of
Company E,
E, Twenty-first
John
Bennett.
The name
of John
of Company
Twenty-first RegiRegiStates Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
ment United States
Infantry, Regular
and pay
Establishment, and
pay him
him
aapension at
at the rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now rereis now
ceiving.
ceiving.
Samuel Frazier.
cevng.
SameFrar.
The name
Frazier, late
Samuel
Frazier.
name of Samuel
Samuel Frazier,
the One
One hundred
and fortylate of
of the
hundred and
fortysecond Company
second
Company United
States Coast
Coast Artillery
Corps, Regular
Regular EsUnited States
Artillery Corps,
Establishment,
per month
tablishment, and pay him aapension at the rate of $30 per
month in
in
Pensions,
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
eid.
The name of Bridget
Bridget E.
Bridget E. Reid.
E. Reid,
widow of
James J.
J. Reid,
Reid, late
late of
of the
the
Reid, widow
of James
United
pay her aapension
the
United States Navy, War with Spain, and pay
pension at the
rate
month, and
and $2
per month
rate of $12
$12 per month,
$2 per
additional on
on account
account of
of
month additional
children of
of said
said James
each of the minor children
James J.
J. Reid
until they
they reach
reach the
the
Reid until
age of
of sixteen
3
-ears.
age
sixteen years.
Frank Scott.
The name
name of
late of
Troop K,
K, Tenth
Regiment United
United
of Frank
Frank Scott,
Scott, late
of Troop
Tenth Regiment
States Cavalry, Indian war, and pay him aapension at the rate of $20
$20
per
per month.
month.
RussellM.Huff.
The ,na
name
Russell M. Huff.
.
,me of Russell M. Huff, l
at
e of
ofC
om p
any L,
L, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegilate
Company
ment United
Lnited States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay him aa
at the rate
rate of
pension at
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
Thomas
G.Pardue.
The name
name of
of Thomas
G. Pardue,
late of
of Troop
Troop G,
Thomas G. PardueThe
Thomas G.
Pardue, late
G, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiRegular Establishment,
ment United States
States Cavalrv,
Cavalry, Regular
Establishment, and pay
pay him aa
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
month.
per month.
at the
pension at
Pension increased.
increased pension
CynthiaMartin.
The
Cynthia .
Martin,
Cynthia Martin.
The name
name of
of Cynthia
1tutin, widow
widow of
of J
ames L.
M artin ,l
at
e o
James
L. Martin,
late
off
Captain Tedford s
s company, First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteers,
Volunteers,
a pension
month
in
Indian war, and pay her a
pension at the rate of $20 per
per mon
th i
n
lieu of that she is
i
duly apsnow receiving.
receiving. Payment to be made to duly
apPension,
pointed guardian.
guardian.
pointed
Pension.
Susanah Raines.
aines.
The name of Susanah Raines,
Raines, mother
Susanah
mother of William R. Raines. late
of
late of
Company
Regiment United
Company M, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular

Pensions.
Pensions.

Frank H. Howell.
Howell.

P
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Establishment, border
defense, and
pension at
the rate
of
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
Establishment,
border defense,
and pay
month.
$12 per
$12
per month.
The
Lewis W.
Company K,
K, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegiof Lewis
W. Taft,
Taft, late
late of
of Company
The name
name of
ment United
United States
Infantry, Indian
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
war, and
and pay
States Infantry,
Indian war,
ment
he
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
he is
rate of
per month
he rate
The name
name of
of John
John F.
late unassigned
recruit, United
United States
States
unassigned recruit,
The
F. Dile,
Dile, late
Army,
Establishment, and
pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
at the
and pay
a pension
Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
is now
of that
$24
per month
The
name of
Guy Robison,
the Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Company,
Company, United
United
Robison, late
late of
of the
The name
of Guy
States
Artillery Corps,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
a
and pay
pay him a
Corps, Regular
States Coast
Coast Artillery
pension
at the
of $17
$17 per
month.
the rate
rate of
per month.
pension at
The name
Lucy E.
E. Blue,
Blue, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
Arthur Blue,
of Arthur
Blue, late
late
of Lucy
The
name of
of
Company D,
D, One
hundred and
and sixty-first
sixty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana InInOne hundred
of Company
fantry,
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per
of $12
a pension
pension at
and pay
her a
with Spain,
Spain, and
fantry, War
War with
month.
month.
Approved, March
March 3,
Approved,
3, 1921.
1921.

CHAP. 144.-An
144.—An Act For the relief of the John
Iohn E. Moore Company.
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Pensions
Pensions increased.
Lewis W.
W. Taft.

John F. Dile.
John

Pensions.
Pensions.
Guy Robison.
Robison.

E. Blue.
Lucy E.

March 3,
1921.
3,1921.
March
[H. B.
R.11172.1
11572.]
[H.
[Private, No.
No. 114.]
114.]
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United John E. Moore CornSenate and
and House
Be
it enacted
by the
oore
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States
assembled, That the claim of the John
John pany.
States of
May bring suit for
for
May
bring
suit "E.
under the
Company, aa corporation
corporation organized
E. Moore
Moore Company,
E.
organi7ed and
and existing
existing under
the damages
to tug
M. Millard."
laws
the State
and doing
doing business
business in
in the city and M.Muiard."
York, and
of New
New York,
State of
laws of
of the
United
State of
New York,
York, owner
of the
M. Millard, against the United
owner of
the tug E. M.
State
of New
to have
have been
States for damages
been caused by collision
collision between
between
damages alleged to
States
the
Navy scow
Wallabout
scow No.58
No. 58 in Wallabout
States Navy
the Lnited
United States
said tug
tug and
and the
the said
Basin, in
Brooklyn, New York, on the
the 8th day of
of
in the
the navy
navy yard, Brooklyn,
Basin,
August,.
1919, may
be sued
Moore Company .
by.the
the said John E. Moore
may be
sued for by
August, 1919,
District Court of the United
United States
States for the Eastern District of
of
in the
the District
New York,
court of
acting .under
the Jurisdiction
Jurisditionourt.
under the
of admiralty
admiralty and
and acting
sitting as
as a
a court
New
York, sitting
of court.
rules
such court,
and said court shall have jurisdiction to
court, and
rules governing
governing such
judgment or decree for
hear and determine
determine such suit and to enter aajudgment
the
amount of
such damages
shall be found to be
if any, as shall
and costs,
costs, if
damages and
of such
the amount
Moore Company,
favor of the
the John E. Moore
Company,
States in favor
the United
United States
due against the
or against
the John
John E.
Moore Company
Company in favor
United States,
States,
favor of the United
E. Moore
against the
or
upon the
principles and measures
measures of liability as in like cases
the same
same principles
upon
in admiralty
private parties
same rights of Provisos.
and with the same
between private
parties and
in
admiralty between
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such notice
of the
the suit
suit shall
be given
given to
to the
shall be
the Notice,etc.
appeal:
notice of
Notice, etc.
Attorney General
of the
the United
United States
States as may
provided by order
order
be provided
may be
General of
Attorney
Attorney General
of the
the said court, and it shall be the duty of the Attorney
to
cause the
States attorney
attorney-in
in such
to appear
appear and
and commencement
to cause
the United
United States
such district
district to
of
Commencement
of
suit.
defend
United States:
States: Provided
Provided further
further, That said suit shall suit.
for the
the United
defend for
be
brought and
and commenced
of the
the date of the
four months
months of
within four
commenced within
be brought
passage of
this Act.
Act.
of this
passage
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1921.
Approved, March

Alexanderson.
CHAP. 145.-An
145.—An Act For the relief of Wilhelm Alexanderson.

•

March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.
March
[H.
R. 12634.]
12634.]
i[. R.
[Private, No. 115.]
115.]
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United W'IISIIISAle
der
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of
of Representatives
the United
Wilhelm AlexanderStates
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the claim
claim of
of Wilhelm
Wilhelm son.
assembled, That
That the
States of
America in
May bfi ngzitZ
Alexanderson, of
City, New
New Jersey,
owner of
of the
the motor
boat damigestoimotorboat
dama
motor boat
Jersey, owner
of Atlantic
Atlantic City,
Alexanderson,
Spray,
the United
United States,
for damages
alleged to
to have
have been
been "spray."
p y
damages alleged
States, for
against the
Spray, against
boat Spray
caused
between the
Spray and the
motor boat
the said motor
by collision
collision between
caused by
United States
States ship
ship Grebe,
Grebe a
a mine
sweeper, which
owned by the
the
which is owned
mine sweeper,
United
Government of
of the
States and
and operated
by the
the Navy
the
of the
Navy of
operated by
the United
United States
Government
United States,
States, on
the 30th
May, 1919,
1919, may
be sued
for by
by the
the
sued for
may be
day of
of May,
30th day
on the
United
said Wilhelm
Wilhelm Alexanderson,
Alexanderson, in
court of
of the
the United
States
United States
the district
district court
in the
said
son.

"S

ges

ra

."

on

xan
r

1554
1554
Jurisdictionofcourt.
Jurisdiction
of court.
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for the
district of
sitting as
as a
of admiralty
admiralty and
for
the district
of New
New Jersey,
Jersey, sitting
a court
court of
and

acting under the rules governing such court, and said court shall
have
actingjurisdiction
under the to
rules
hear
governing
and determine
such court,
such and
suit said
and court
to enter
shall
a
have
jurisdiction
to hear and determine such suit and to enter a
judgment or decree
the amount
judgment
decree for the
amount of
of such
such damages
damages and
and costs,
costs, if
if any,
any,
as shall
be found
found to
to be
shallbe
due against
the United
in favor
of
be due
against the
United- States
States in
favor of
Wilhelm Alexanderson,
Alexanderson, or against Wilhelm Alexanderson
Alexanderson in
in favor
favor of
of
the same
the United States upon the
same principles
measures of
principles and
and measures
of liability
liability
as in like cases
cases in admiralty
admiralty between
between private
private parties
parties and
and with
with the
the
PToisoet.
same
rights
Provisos,
of
appeal:
Provided,
That
such
notice
of
the
suit
shall
of
appeal:
Provided,
That
such
notice
of
the
suit
shall
Notice, etc.
Attorney General
General of
be given to the Attorney
of the
the United
States as
as may
may be
be
United States
order of
of the said
provided by order
court, and
it shall
shall be
be the
duty of
the
said court,
and it
the duty
of the
Attorney General
General to
to cause
cause the
the United
United States
disStates Attorney
Attorney in
in such
such district
to
appear
and
defend
for
the
United
States:
Provided
further,
Commenement off trict to appear and defend for the United States: Providedfurther,
Commencement
suit.
That said suit shall be brought and commenced
suit.
commenced within
four months
months
within four
the date of
of the
of the
of this
the passage
passage of
this Act.
Act.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 3, 1921.
1921.
March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.
(H. R. 13944.)
[Private, No. 116.)
110.]

L 13944.J
[Private, No.

CHAP. 146.-AnActGranting
146.—An Act Granting pensions and increase of pensions to certain
certain soldiers
and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows and dependent children
children of soldiers
and sailors of said war.
war.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
States
of the
the
Interior be,
be, and he is
is hereby,
authorized and
to place
on the
the
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
place on
pension
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
pension
pension roll,
subject to
provisions and
of the
the pension
Pensions increased.
increased. laws—
Pensions
laws-George W.
McDonGeorge
W. McDonThe name of George W. McDonald, late
late of
of Company
Sixty-fifth
Company C,
C, Sixty-fifth
ald.
*RegimentIllinois Volunteer
Kegiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him apension
at the
and pay
a pension at
the
rate of
450
per month
month in
in lieu
of
that
he
is now
now receiving.
rate
of
$.50
per
lieu
of
that
he
is
receiving.
Alwilda Smith,
The
name
Smith.of
of Alwilda
Awilda Smith,, late nurse, Medical Department,
epartment,
The name
United
Volunteers, and
and pay
pay her
United States Volunteers,
her a
pension at
at the
of $35
$35
a pension
the rate
rate of
per
in lieu
of that
she is
receiving.
Pensions.
per month
month in
lieu of
that she
is now
now receiving.
Margaret E. Leonatrgaret
LeonTheargaret
E. name of Margaret
rgaret E. Leonard,
Leonard, late
The
Leonard, widow of Edward Leonard,
late
ard.
of Company
of
F, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Company F,
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay
her aapension
at the
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
Sarah
Amerine.
arah Amenern.
The name of Sarah Amerine, widow
Amerine, late
widow if
if Leander
Leander Amerine,
late of
of
Company E, Ninetieth
Ninetieth Regiment
Company
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
her
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
at the
of $30
month.
her a
a pension
Isaa D.
D Caldwell
adwel
Isaac
The name of Isaac D. Caldwell, late of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Department, United States Army,
Army, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
of $30
at the
the rate
rate of
$30
per month.
Ellen
Ellen W.
W. Carpenter. per month.
.
The
name of Ellen W. Carpenter, widow of Leonard
The name
Leonard W.
W. Carpenter,
Carpenter,
late of Company G, One hundred and forty-sixth
forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York
Volunteer
a pension at
at the
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
rate of
of $30
$30 per
the rate
per
month.
month.
Olive K. Jeffries.
Olive
K. Jeris.
The name
name of Olive K. Jeffries,
The
Jeffries, widow of William E. Jeffries,
Jeffries, late
second-class
Navy, and
and pay
second-class pilot, United States Navy,
pay her
at the
her a
a pension
pension at
the
rate
rate of
per month.
month.
of $30
$30 per
Josephine J. Teeter.
lacphineJ.
Teeter.
The name of Josephine J.
The
J. Teeter, former widow
widow of Charles
Charles A.
A.
Teeter, late of Company A, Thirty-second
VolThirty-second Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Fifteenth Regiment
unteer Infantry; Company G, Fifteenth
Regiment New
VolunNew York
York Volunteer Cavalry,•
Cavalry; and Company
G, Second
Company 0,
Second Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Provisional Cavalry; and pay her a
a pension
pension at
of $30
$30 per
per
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
month.
Hattie
Hattie Lameroux.
Lamerox.
The name
name of
of Hattie Lameroux,
The
Lameroux, widow of Scott T. Crow, known
known
as Scott T. Lameroux,
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Lameroux, late of Company G, Thirty-sixth
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
her a
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
a pension
of $30
$30
per month.
per
month.
Elizabeth Freeman.
Elizabeth
Freeman.
The name
of Elizabeth
widow of Daniel M. Freeman,
The
name of
Elizabeth Freeman,
Freeman, widow
K, Second
Volunteer Infantry,
late of Company K,
Second Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry,

Pensions.

Pension.s.
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Ingalls's company
company A.
Volunteer InfanInfanand Captain Ingalls's
A. C.
C. United
United States
States Volunteer

try, and
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
try,
her aapension
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
The name
of Mary
E. Yaple,
Yaple ' widow
widow of
of Jacob
Jacob Yaple
of ComComThe
name of
Mary E.
Yaple, late
late of
pany C,
hundred and
first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
pany
C, One
One hundred
and first
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and
pension at
at the
of $45
$45 per
per month
month in
in lieu
she
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
That in
in the
the death
death of
of Anna
is
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
the event
event of
of the
Anna
L.
Yaple, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of said
said Mary
E. and
L. Yaple,
dependent daughter
Mary E.
and
Jacob
the additional
and
Jacob Yaple,
Yaple, the
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
determine: Providedfurther,
Provided further That
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
of Mary
Mary
determine:
That in
death of
E. Yaple,
the name
name of
of said
Anna L.
Yaple shall
be placed
on the
the penpen.
E.
Yaple, the
said Anna
L. Yaple
shall be
placed on
sion roll,
subject to
the provisions
and limitations
of the
the pension
pension
sion
roll, subject
to the
provisions and
limitations of
laws at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
from and
after the
of death
laws,
of $20
month from
and after
the date
date of
death
of said
said Mary
E. Yaple.
Yaple.
of
Mary E.
The
name of Alice
Yarnell, helpless
and dependent
daughter of
The name
Alice Yarnell,
helpless and
dependent daughter
of
Daniel F.
F. Yarnell,
Yarnell, late
C, Sixteenth
and ComComDaniel
late of
of Company
Company C,
Sixteenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and fourteenth
fourteenth Regiment,
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
pany A, One
One hundred
hundred and
Regiment, Ohio
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
of $20
per month.
month.
Infantry,
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
The
of Alice
May Lewis,
Lewis, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
The name
name of
Alice May
Charles
M. Lewis,
Lewis, late
of the
United States
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
and pay
pay
Charles M.
late of
the United
States Marine
her
at the
rate of
per month
month through
through a
aduly
duly appointed
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
appointed
guardian.
guardian.
The
of James
James Brown,
Brown, late
late of
of ComComThe name
name of
of Jennie
Jennie J.
J. Brown,
Brown, widow
widow of
D, Eightieth
Eightieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her
pany D,
Infantry, and
of $30
$30 per
per month.
aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
The name of Georgiana Atkinson,
Atkinson, widow
widow of
Charles R. Atkinson,
of Charles
Atkinson,
late of Company
Company C,
Volunteer InfanC, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
try,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $30
The
of Alice
H. Goebel,
Goebel, late
The name
name of
Alice J.
J. Goebel,
Goebel, widow
widow of
of Christian
Christian H.
late
of Company
of
Company D, Seventy-third
Pennsylvania Volunteer
InSeventy-third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
such penfantry,
pay her
at the
of $30
per month
month such
pension
to cease
upon proof
is living.
sion to
cease upon
proof soldier
soldier is
living.
The name of
of Edith H. Arnold,
Arnold, widow of James
James L. Arnold, late
late of
of
Company
New York
Artillery,
Company E,
E, First
First Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
and
pay her
pension at
rate of
$30 per
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
The
of Rhoda
Rhoda Beeler,
widow of
of ComThe name
name of
Beeler, widow
of Henry Beeler,
Beeler, late
late of
ComRegiment Tennessee
pany A, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
Tennessee Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay
a pension
her a
pension at the
the rate of $30 per month.
The name
of Ezra
Ezra P.
P. Pratt,
Pratt, helpless
dependent son
The
name of
helpless and
and dependent
son of
of James
James
Third Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts VolP. Pratt, late
late of Company
Company L,
L, Third
Volunteer
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
unteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa, pension
at the
rate of
The name of
of Ella C. Wolfe
Wolfe,' widow
widow of Henry
Henry C.
C. Wolfe,
Wolfe, late
late of
Company
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company E, Twenty-eighth
Illinois Volunteer
and
of $30
month.
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
of
widow of
Joseph P.
of Hannah
The name
The
name of
Hannah B. Gibbs,
Gibbs, widow
of Joseph
P. Gibbs,
Gibbs, late
late of
Company
D, First
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay her
her
Company D,
First Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
a pension at
a
month and
and pay
pay her
soldier's
at the rate of
of $30
$30 per month
her the
the soldier's
accrued
pension.
accrued pension.
The name of
Hartland L.
L. Kelof Lucinda
Lucinda Welch,
Welch, former
former of widow
widow of Hartland
logg, late
F, First
Heavy
logg,
late of
of Company
Company F,
First Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.t
month.
Artillery,
$30 per
of Harriet
Harriet Aymar,
The name of
Ay mar, helpless
daughter of
of
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
Adolphus
Aymar, late
Company K,
K, Twelfth
MassaAdolphus Aymar,
late of
of Company
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
the rate
rate of
of
chusetts
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
$20
$20 per
per month.
month.
of John
John R.
R. Cook,
Cook, late
late of
of ComThe name of
of Alice
Alice V.
V. Cook,
Cook, widow
widow of
Company E,
and pay
pay her
her
pany
E, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per
per month.
H. Woods,
Woods, late
late of
of
The name
name of Rose
Rose A. Woods,
Woods, widow
widow of
of John
John H.
Company
Forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company E,
E, Forty-ninth
Ohio Volunteer
and
pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
pay her
a pension
of $30
S30 per
per month.
month.

Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Mary E.
E. Yaple.
Mary
Yaple.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Increase to
to cease
cease on
on
Increase

death of child.

deathofchild.

Pension to child on
on

deathiofmotheril
death of mother.

Pensions.
Pensions.

Alice Yarnell.
AiceYarnell

A
Alice
May Lewis.
ce May Levis-

J Brown.
Jennie J.
Jennie
- rown-

Georgians Atkinson

Grgint"'"oi

ic . Coeel.
Alice
I. Goebel.
To cease
soldier
To
ceae ifif soldier
alive.
alve.
Edith
Edith

H. Aold.
Arnold.

Rhoda BeelerBeeler.
Rhoda
Ezra
Era

P. Pratt.
PPratt.

Ella
Ell

C. Wolfe.
C-olfe

Hannah B.
B. Gibbs
Gibbs
Hannah

Lucinda Welch.

Lncinda Welch-

Harriett Aymar.
ar

Alice
e V. Cook.
ice v. cook.

Rose
Ro

A. Woods.
oodls
se A-
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The
of Matilda
M. Howard,
widow of
E. Howard,
Howard,
The name of
Matilda M.
Howard, widow
of James
James E.
late
of Company
Second Regiment
States Colored
Colored VolVolUnited States
M, Second
Regiment United
late of
Company M,
unteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
a
pension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
unteer
Thomas
gg
Cavalry,
and
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
Thomas Skaggs.
name of
Thomas Skaggs,
Skaggs, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of James
James
The name
of Thomas
late of
of Company
CompanyB,
Sixty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois VolunVolunM. Skaggs,
Skaggs, late
B,Sixty-third
M.
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
im a
a pension
pension at
teer
Presima W. Plummet.
W. Plummer,
of Henry
Henry C.
Plummer,
mrea
w. Plum- The
The name
name of
of Presima
Presima W.
Plummer, widow
widow of
C. Plummer,
late of
Company I,
Forty-sixth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
late
of Company
I, Forty-sixth
Regiment Ohio
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
Fiension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
.
Sadie
nyan
nd
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
Sadie L. Runyan.
The name
name of
L. Runyan,
Runyan, widow
widow of
Clay C.
C. Runyan,
Runyan, late
of
The
of Sadie
Sadie L.
of Clay
late of
Company D,
D, Second
Second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
paherher a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
DelBu.
pay
at the
month.
Delos Burks.
The
name of
of Delos
Delos Burke,
late of
of Company
Third Regiment
Regiment
The name
Burke, late
Company D,
D, Third
New
Infantry, and
and Company
L, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company L,
New
York Provisional
Provisional Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension.
New York
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
at the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
month.
at
rate of
per month.
fluids I. Chapman.
M. Chapman,
Chapman,
Hulda .ChapmnL
The name
name of
J. Chapman,
widow of
of Hulda
Hulda J.
Chapman, widow
of Pleasant
Pleasant M.
late
A, Third
Third Regiment
East Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer
late of
of Company
Company A,
Regiment East
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Infantry,
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
Martha
I. DuddlepuddleThename
name of
Duddleson, widow
of Albert
Albert L.
L. Duddleson,
Martha J.
The
of Martha
Martha J.
J. Duddleson,
widow of
Duddleson,
son.
A, One
One hundred
hundred and
and eighty-third
eighty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
late of Company
Company A,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
of $30
Pension Increased,
month.
increased. month.
Pension
Mary
Mary Smith.
The name
name of Mary
Mary Smith,
Smith, widow
widow of
of John
John Smith,
late of
Company
Smith, late
of Company
Cavalry (One hundred
E, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Cavalry
hundred and
and twentytwentyIndiana Volunteers),
first Regiment Indiana
Volunteers), and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
Provisos. to cease on rate
rate of
per month
month in
that she
she is
is now
receiving: Provided,
Provided,
now receiving:
of that
in lieu
lieu of
of $45
$45 per
IPrese
Increase to
cease an
That
of the
the death
death of child.
That in
in the
the event
event of
Pearl Smith,
Smith, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
death of
of Pearl
dependent
daughter
and John
Smith, the
the additional
additional pension
pension
daughter of
of said Mary
Mary and
John Smith,
herein granted
cease and
determine: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That in
in
shall cease
and determine:
granted shall
Pension
ension to child on herein
death
mother.
the event of the death
death of
Smith, the
death of mother,
of Mary
Mary Smith,
the name
name of
of said
Pearl Smith
Smith
said Pearl
shall be placed on the pension
pension roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and
and.
limitations
limitations of
pension laws,
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month from
from
of the
the pension
laws, at
at the
the rate
per month
Pension.
and after
date of
and
after the
the date
of death
death of
of said
said Mary
Mary Smith.
Smith.
William A.
A. AnderThe name
of William
Anderson, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son
so"""
Ande r- The
name of
William A.
son.
A. Anderson,
of Johnson
Johnson Anderson,
Anderson, late of Company H, One
One hundred
hundred and
tenth.
and tenth
Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
apension
pension
at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
of $20
at the
Pension
increased.
increased
Pension
Cora J.
Cromwell.
The
J. Cromwell,
and dependent
dependent daughter
Cora
J. Cromwell.
The name of Cora J.
Cromwell, helpless
helpless and
daughter
of George F. Cromwell,
Cromwell, late
I, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
late of
of Company
Company I,
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, and
of
Wisconsin
and pay her a
apension at the
the rate of
Pensions.
$20
per month
$20 per
month in
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
Pensions.
Elizabeth Yeates.
The
Elizabeth
Yeates.
The name
name of Elizabeth Yeates, widow of
of David
David C.
C. Yeates,
Yeates, alias
alias
hundred and twenty-second
twenty-second
David C. Cass, late of Company E, One hundred
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantrv,
Twenty-fourth Independent
Regiment
Infantry, and Twenty-fourth
Independent,
Battery
Artillery, and
Battery Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Light Aitillery,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at
at,
the rate
rate of
per month.
the
of $30
$30 per
month.
Walworth, late
of William
The name
olrath,
mV011rath,
alialls
William
The
name of
William Vollrath,
Vollrath, alias
alias William
William Walworth,
late of
of
alias
William
Walworth.
Company
worth.
Company B, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
him a
a pension at the rate of $30
month.
pe month.
3 per
Mary Beoson
MrBon
The name of Mary Benson,
Mary Ben.son.
Benson, widow of Joel
late of
ComJoel Benson,
Benson, late
of Company F,
F. One hundred
hundred and eighty-fifth
eighty-fifth Regiment
pany
Regiment New York VolunVolunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Infantry, and
teer
Goddard.
ndrew Goddard.
Andrew
The
name of
of Andrew
Andrew Goddard,
Goddard, late
late of
of Companies
The name
Companies M and
and H, Second
Second
Regiment
him aa pension at
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
at
the
$30 per
per month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
T Tupper
Mary T.
Mary
Tupper.
The
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary T. Tupper, widow of James
James T. Tupper, late
captain of
of Engineers, United
captain
United States Revenue-Cutter
Revenue-Cutter Service, and pay
pay
her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Matilda M.
Howard.
Matilda
M.Howard.
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Pension increased.
increased.
The
name of
of Margaret
Margaret Lloyd,
widow of
of John
John Lloyd,
Lloyd, late
of ComThe name
Lloyd, widow
late of
Com- Pension
Margaret Lloyd.
pany Six,
Battalion New
pany
Six, First
First Battalion
New York
Volunteer Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooters, and
and MargaretLloyd.
York Volunteer
her aa pension
pay her
rate of
per month
of that
that she
she
pension at
at the
the rate
of $35
$35 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Pensions.
Pensions.
John
Frederick PellPellThe
of John Frederick
Frederick Fellhauer,
Fellhauert late
late of
Company H,
The name
name of
of Company
John Frederick
H, One
One hauer.
hundred
and forty-ninth
forty-ninth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
hundred and
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
month.
pay him
at the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month.
a M. Sayre.
Marshall
The name
Marshall M.
M. Sayre,
Sayre, late
late of
Quartermaster DepartDepart- Marsh
The
name of
of Marshall
of Quartermaster
" M. ayre
States Army,
and pay
pay him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
ment, United
United States
Army, and
him a pension at the rate of
$30
$30 per
per month.
month.
J. Herbert.
of Mary
J. Herbert,
Herbert, widow
widow of
of Peter
Peter Herbert,
late of
MaryJ.Herbert.
The name of
Mary J.
Herbert, late
of Mary
CompanyWest Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry,
Company I,
I, Twelfth.
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment West
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her a
$30 per
per month.
month.
and
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
Emstus A. Buck.
The
A. Buck,
The name
name of
of Erastus
Erastus A.
Buck, late
late of
Captain Graham's
Graham's company,
company, East
of Captain
Buc
Fourteenth
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
Fourteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension
at the
the rate
of $40
month.
pension at
rate of
$40 per
per month.
Annie B. Kenyon.
The name
name of
of Annie
Annie B.
B. Kenyon,
Kenyon, former
former widow
widow of
George D.
Wood- Anie
The
of George
D. WoodB- eyonward,
of
Company
H,
Tenth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Inward, late
late of Company H, Tenth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 , per
per month.
fantry,
her aapension
the rate
month.
s
Carrie Hanks.
The name
name of
Carrie -Hanks,
Hanks, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of Carrie
The
of Carrie
ank
A. Hanks,
late of
of Companies
A and
and E,
Twenty-eighth RegiJoseph A.
Hanks, late
Companies A
E, Twenty-eighth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
ment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
of
$20 per
of $20
per month.
month.
Pensionincreased.
Pension Increased.
The name
name of
Hess, helpless
helpless and
Abraham Hess.
Hess.
The
of Abraham
Abraham Hess,
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Fred- Abraham
late of
of Company
Ninetieth Regiment
Regiment New
erick D.
D. Hess,
Hess, late
Company A,
A, Ninetieth
New York
York
Volunteer Infantry,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
$20 per
per
month in
that he
he i
now receiving.
receiving.
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
issnow
Pensions.
Delia P. Smith.
Smith.
The
Delia P.
P. Smith,
widow of
Frank W.
Smith, late
late of
of DeliaP.
The name
name of
of Delia
Smith, widow
of Frank
W. Smith,
Company
A, Fifth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her
Company A,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
rate of
$30 per
per month.
aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
month.
Lime.
Te name of Susan E. Lime, widow of Martin L. Lime, late of Susan E.
The
E
e
Company
H, Fifty-sixth
Illinois •Volunteer
Infantry, MeMeCompany H,
Fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
chanics and
and Fusileers,
Fusileers, and
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per
chanics
pay her
a pension
pension at
rate of
month.
month.
Richard
E.Edwards
h a dE
Ed w
Richard E. Edwards,
Edwards, widow
of William
William M.
Edwards,
The name of
of Richard
widow of
M. Edwards,
late landsman,
late
States
Navy,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
landsman, United
United States Navy, and pay her a pension at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
rate
$30 per
Pension increased.
increased.
The name
name of
Anna Eschbach,
dependent daughter
Anna Eschbach.
EschbachThe
of Anna
Eschbach, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of Anna
A. Eschbach,
late of
of Company
Company F,
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Regiment
David A.
Eschbach, late
F, Fifty-seventh
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
Infantry, and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
rate of
$20
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
per
lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
cC
Mary A. McClelland.
The name
name of
The
of Mary
McClelland, former
of Samuel
McClel- Mary
Mary A.
A. McClelland,
former widow
widow of
Samuel McClelA- M lelland.
land, late of Company
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Company B, Seventy-first
Seventy-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
her aa pension
pension at
rate of
Susan Fackler.
The name
Susan Fackler,
Fackler, former
of Alfred
Alfred Weaver,
late S
The
name of
of Susan
former widow
widow of
Weaver, late
Facker
of
Fortieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
of Company I, Fortieth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
her aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per
her
the rate
per month.
month.
Pensionincreased
Pension increased
Ella Williamson.
Williamson.
The name
name of
Ella Williamson,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of El
The
of Ella
Williamson, helpless
James H.
H. Williamson,
Williamson, late
I, One
hundred and
and thirtieth
thirtieth
James
late of
of Company
Company I,
One hundred
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
apension
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the
of $20 per month
rate of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
Pension.
Pension.
Mary Wessel.
The name
Mary Wessel,.
of Conrad
Wessel, late
of ComCom- Marywessel.
The
name of
of Mary
Wessel,. widow
widow of
Conrad Wessel,
late of
pany
C, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pany (C,
Infantry, and
pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month,
inonth.
Pensions
increased.
pay her
Pensions increased.
P
The name
Lydia Ann
Ann Purviance,
Purviance, widow
Samuel Purviance,
Purviance, ane
Yia A.n
Ann Purvlthe
name of
of Lydia
widow of
of Samuel
Lance
urvilate
of
Company
E,
Ninth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
late of Company E, Ninth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay her
pay
rate of
of $45
per month
month in
of that
she is
is
her aapension at
at the
the rate
$45 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
That in
the event
event of
of the
death of
Er se. toto ceae
Provided, That
in the
the death
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Ireas
on
..°
cease on
Purviance,
Purviance, helpless
helpless and
daughter of
of said
and deathof
death of child.
child.
and dependent
dependent daughter
said Lydia
Lydia Ann
Ann and
Samuel
additional pension
cease
Samuel Purviance, the
the additional
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
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Pension
to child
and determine:
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
of
in the
That in
further, That
Provided further,
determine: Provided
on and
child on
Pension to
death of
mother.
Ldia Ann
nn Purviance, the
death
ofmother.
Lydia
the name of said Elizabeth
Elizabeth Purviance
Purviance shall be

William
iam
ger.

RosenbarRosenbar-

ge.

placed on
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations
roll, subject
pension roll,
on the
the pension
placed
of
the
pension
laws,
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
from
and after
after the
the
of the pensionlaws, at the rate of $20 per month from and
date
Purviance.
Ann Purviance.
Lydia Ann
of said
said Lydia
death of
of death
date of
The name
name of
of William
Rosenbarger, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of
helpless and
William Rosenbarger,
The
Philip
Rosenbarger, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
Regiment In
In-Philip Rosenbarger,
A, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Regiment
diana
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
Infantry, and
Volunteer infantry,
diana Volunteer

per
month in
lieu of
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
that he
of that
in lieu
per month
The name
name of
Rosella King,
King, widow
of Albert
King, late
late of
of Company
Company
King,
Albert widow of
of Rosella
The
C, Thirteenth
New York
'York Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
Volunteer Heavy
Regiment New
C,
Thirteenth Regiment
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$45
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
is
she
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
$45
of
rate
at
the
pension
a
her
pay
Provisos.
now receiving:
Provided, That
in the
event of
of the
death of
Helen
of
Helen
death
the
the
event
in
That
Provided,
receiving:
now
Provistos
Increase to cease on
death of
Eugenie
dependent daughter
of said
said Rosella
Rosella and
and
daughter of
and dependent
helpless and
King, helpless
Eugenie King,
of child.
child.s
death
Albert
King, the
additional pension
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
and
cease and
pension herein
the additional
Albert King,
Rosella
the death
event of
Providedfurther,
Pension
determine: Provided
further, That in
in the
the event
of the
death of Rosella
Pension to child on determine:
death of mother.
said Helen
elen Eugenie
King,
Eugenie King shall be placed
placed on the
of said
the name
name of
ing, the
dethofmother
pension roll,
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
pension
the pension
roll, subject
pension
laws, at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
and after
after the
of death
death
date of
the date
from and
month from
per month
of $20
laws,
of
said Rosella
Ki .
King.
Rosella
said
of
George M. Mitchell.
of
and dependent
M. Mitchell,
The
of George
George M.
Mitchell, helpless
helpless and
dependent son
son of
name of
The name
GeorgeM. Mitchell.
Benjamin T.
T. Mitchell,
Mitchell, late
late of
of Company
C, Ninth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky
Ninth Regiment
Company C,
Benjamin
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per
of $20
at the
a pension
him a
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer
Pensions,
month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
month in
Pensions
and dependent
Ella Weidner,
Sarah Ella
The
Sarah EllaWeidner.
Ella Weidner.
The name
name of
of Sarah
Weidner, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter
of James
F. Weidner,
Weidner, late
late of
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
and fortyfortyof Company
of
James F.
eighth
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Companies
Companies
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Pennsylvania
Regiment
eighth
E and
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Reserve Corps,
Veteran Reserve
Pennsylvania Veteran
K, Seventh
and K,
E
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
of $20
the rate
pension at
a pension
and
alindaNuph.
Malinda
Nulph.
O. Nulph, late of
widow of James
The name
name of
of Malinda
Malinda Nulph, widow
James 0.
The
Company H,
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
InVolunteer InRegiment Pennsylvania
H, Seventy-eighth
Company
fantry, and
and the
Thirty-fourth Company,
Company, Second
Second Battalion
Battalion PennsylPennsylthe Thirty-fourth
fantry,
the rate of
vania
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
pay her
at the
pension at
her aapension
and pay
Corps, and
vania Veteran
$30
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
$30 per
month.
Eunice
A. Smth.
Smith.
The name
name of
of Eunice
A. Smith,
Smith, widow
widow of
of Frederick
Frederick R.
R. Smith,
Smith, late
late
Eunice A.
The
Eunice A.
the rate
commander, United
her aapension
pension at the
and pay
pay her
Navy, and
United States
States Navy,
commander,
Pension.
of
per month
month in
of that
that she
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
lieu of
in lieu
of $40
$40 per
pension.
The name of Patrick
tughes,aias
Patrick flughes,ahas
The
Patrick Hughes alias Patrick
Patrick Keagan,
Keagan, late of
of ComCornPatrick Keegan.
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
pany F,
F, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Patrick Keagan.
panv
Infantry, and
and
of $30
$30 per
Pension increased
increased.
paylim
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
pay him aapension
Booher.
Carrie M.
M. Sootier.
The
name of
of Carrie
Carrie M.
Booher, helpless
of
Carrie
T
he name
M. Booher,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
Joshua M.
M. Booher,
of Company
K, Two
Two hundred
and second
second
hundred and
Company K,
late of
Booher, late
Joshua
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
lieu of
of that she is now receiving.
Pensions,
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu
per month
of $20
$20 per
at
the rate
pensions.
Mary L. Farrar.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary L.
L. Farrar,
Farrar, widow
widow of
of Charles
A. Farrar,
Farrar, late
late of
of
Charles A.
The
arrar.
Company F,
F, Seventh
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Regiment Kansas
Seventh Regiment
Company
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
of $30
$30 per
the rate
her
miD
.
Elmira Dutcher,
widow of
of Charles
The
of Elmina
Dutcher, widow
Charles H. Dutcher,
Dutcher , late
name of
Elmina Dutcher,
Elmia
The name
of
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
fifty-third Regiment
VolunIllinoiss VolunRegiment Illinoi
and fifty-third
hundred and
of Company
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
- her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
her a
a pension
teer
Maria
T.
Smyth,
Maia T. myth.
The name
name of
of Maria
T. Smyth,
The
Maria T.
Smyth, widow
widow of
of Wayland
Wayland R. Smyth,
Smyth, late of
Company
A, Forty-third
Forty-third Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Militia Volunteer
Volunteer
Company A,
increased.
Infantry, and pay her aapension
Pension Increased.
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
y A.. austi.
The name
of 'scary
Mary A.
A. Austin,
Eli Austin,
Mary
Austin.
The
name of
Austin, widow
widow of
of Eli
Austin, late
late of
Company
of Company
H,
H. One hundred
hundred and first
first Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
that she is
in lieu of that
pension at
at the
the rate
$45 per
per month
month in
of $45
rate of
her aapension
". .pay pay her
increase
Provisos .
to ,„
on now
now receiving:
Provided, That
That in
the event
of the
the death
death of
of Carl
Carl L.
L.
in the
event of
receiving: Provided,
cease on
Increae
death of child.
child.
Austin helpless
son of
of sa
id M
ary A.
A. and
an d Eli
Eli Austin,
Austin,
said
Mary
dependent son
helpless and
and dependent
Austin,
deathof
the additional pension herein
d
i to
herein granted shall cease and determine:
determine:
Pension to child on
mother,
Provided
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
of Mary
A. Austin
Austin
Mary A.
That in
in the
Providedfurther,
further, That
death of
of mother.
said Carl L. Austin shall be placed
the name
the
name of said
placed on the pension roll,
roll,
Rosella
RoselKing.
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subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations of the
pension laws,
laws, at
at the
the
the pension
rate
rate of $20 per month from and after
of death
death of
of said
Mary
after the date
date of
said Mary
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A.
A. Austin.
Austin.
Pes
Pensions.
The
Mary L.
L. Sterlng.
Sterling.
Sterling, widow
Charles D.
The name
name of Mary
Mary L.
L. Sterling,
widow of
of Charles
D. Sterling,
Sterling, late
late of
of Mary
Company
Company H,
H,One hundred
hundred and forty-first
forty-first Regiment,
Company
Regiment, and
and Company
H, Fifty-seventh
Regiment Pennsylvania
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at
pay her a
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
at the rate
month.
The name of Mary S. Davis,
Mary S..Davi.
Davis.
Marquis D.
Davis', widow of Marquis
Davis, late
late of
D. Davis,
of Mary
Company B, Eighty-ninth
Eighty-ninth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
and
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
pay her
her a
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
Pensionsincreased.
Pensions increased.
Mary E.
E. Bain.
The name of Mary
Mary E.
E. Bain, widow of John
John Bain,
of Company
Company Mary
Bain, late
late of
Bain.
A, Thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
her
a pension at the rate of $45 per month in
a
that she
she is
is now
now rere- Provisos.
in lieu of
of that
Provis
ceiving:
Increase to
cease on
on
the death of
ceiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event of the
Claud I.
Bain, Inrese
of Claud
I. Bain,
to cease
death of child.
helpless
Mary E.
E. and
helpless and dependent
dependent son of said
said Mary
and John
John Bain,
Bain, the
addi- death ofchld.
the addito child
child on
on
granted shall cease and determine:
tional pension
pension herein granted
determine: Provided
Provided Pension
Pension to
death of mother.
further,
Mary E.
further That in
in the event
event of the
the death of
of Mary
E. Bain,
Bain, the
the name
of death of mother.
name of
said Claud I. Bain shall be placed
placed on the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
to the
the
provisions and linitations
limitations of the pension laws,
the rate
rate of
laws, at
at the
of $20
$20
per month from and after the date
death of
Mary E.
E. Bain.
Bain.
date of
of death
of said
said Mary
Williams.
The name
Rancellaer J.
Deia wiams
name of Delia Williams,
Williams widow of Rancellaer
J.. Williams,
Williams, late Delia
of Company
Missouri Volunteer
Company F, Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.,
and of band, Second Brigade, Third
Division Sixth
Sixth Army
Corps, and
and
Third Division
Army Corps,
pay her aapension at the rate of $45
$45 per month in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is Provsos.
of that
Promos.
Increase to cease on
Provided, That
That in
event of
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
in the
the event
the death
of Eugene
Eugene ondeatho
of the
death of
child on
on death of child.
Williams,
Williams, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent son
son of
Delia and
and Rancelaer
Rancellaer
of said
said Delia
J.
Williams,' the additional
J. Williams
additional pension
herein granted
cease and
and
pension herein
granted shall
shall cease
Pension to child on
determine:
further, That
in the
the event
determine: Provided further,
That in
event of
of the
of Delia
the death
death of
Delia deathonof
nothr
on
death of mother.
Williams,
Williams, the name of said
said Eugene Williams shall
shall be
on the
the
be placed
placed on
pension
pension roll, subject to the provisions and
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension
and limitations
laws, at the rate of $20 per month from and after the
the date
of death
death of
of
date of
said
Delia Williams.
said Delia
Williams.
Pensions
Pensions.
The name of Edwin E.
Edwin E.
E. Chick.
Chick.
helpless and
E. Chick,
Chick, helpless
son of
of Syland dependent
dependent son
Syl- Edwin
vester
hundred and seventy-third
vester T. Chick, late
We of Company
Company K, One hundred
seventy-third
Regiment
a pension
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him a
pension at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
The name of Mary
Mary Field.
Mary Field, former widow
widow of Zumette Couchay,
Couchay, late
late Mary
Field.
of Company
CoCompany
.F, One hundred
hundred and
and eighteenth
eighteenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Comany
Company
E,
Regiment, New
E, Ninety-sixth
Ninety-sixth Regiment,
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Inf
Infantry, anpay
and pay
antry,
pension at
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per mons
month.
Pensions increased
increased.
The
Lena Griswold.
name of Lena
Lena Griswold,
and dependent
dependent daughter
The name
Griswold, helpless
helpless and
daughter of
of Lena
riswold.
Oscar
Griswold, late of Company
hundred and
Oscar C.
C. Griswold,
Company C, One hundred
and thirty-second
thirty-second
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension
a pension
at the rate of $20
$20 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
she is
o
L. Dixon.
The name
name of Joanna
dependent daughter
The
Joanna L.
L. Dixon, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of JJoanna
nna L.
Dixon.
Barton S. Dixon, late of Company F, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky
Volunteer
a pension
pension at the
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
of $20
per
the rate
rate of
$20 per
in lieu of
of that
is no*
month in
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The name of Sarah J.
Sarah J.
I. Stapleton.
Stapleton.
J. Stapleton, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Sarah
Isaac Stapleton, late of Company-F,
of Isaac
KenF. Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at the
tucky
Volunteer Infantry,
the rate of
of $20
$20
a duly
appointed guardian.
per month
month through
through a
duly appointed
guardian.
increased.
Pension increased.
James S. Henry.
The name of James S. Henry, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Samuel
Samuel Jame
S- HenryB. Henry, late of Company A,
Missouri VolunVolunA, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the
of $20
$20 per
per month
the rate
rate of
month in
in
lieu
that he
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Pensions
Pe:Mb:MS.
m a Gottwald.
The name
name of Anna Gottwald,
Anna
The
Gottwald, widow
widow of
of Herman
Herman Gottwald,
Gottwald, late
late of
of A
Gottwald.
Company
Company A, Seventh Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30
month.
$30 per
per month.
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The name
Kate Young,
Young, widow
of Alexander
Alexander Young,
late of ComYoung, late
widow of
of Kate
name of
The
pany
H,
Nineteenth
Regiment
United
States
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
States
United
Regiment
pany H, Nineteenth
Pension increased.
pay
her a
pension
at
the rate
per month.
month.
of $30
$30 per
rate of
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
ension increase
David F. e
Benson,
name of
of David
Benson, alias
alias John
John Bliss,
late of
Company D,
D,
of Company
Bliss, late
F. Benson,
David F.
he nameB
n, p The
ias
J
alias John Bliss.
Thirty-third
Regiment New
York Volunteer
and Company
Co m pan y
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
New York
Thirty-third Regiment
G, Twenty-first
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
egiment Pennsylvania
Twenty-first Regiment
G,
him
at the
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now
of that
$50 per
the rate
pension at
him aapension
Rate Young.
Young.
Kate

receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Ruth C.
C. Peterson,
of Halvor
Halvor Peterson,
Peterson, alias
alias
widow of
Peterson, widow
of Ruth
The
Nicholas
Paulson, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
First Recriment
Vermont
Regiment Vermont
H, First
H. Paulson,
Nicholas H.
Volunteer
Cavalry and
Company D,
D, Third
RegimentMassachusetts
Massachusetts
Third Regiment
and Company
Volunteer Cavalry,
Volunteer Heavy
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30
the rate
pay her
Artillery, and
Heavy Artillery,
Volunteer
per month.
month.
per
daughter
MargaretSmaood.
Smallwood.
The name
name of
of Margaret
Margaret Smallwood,
Smallwood, helpless
dependent daughter
helpless and dependent
The
Mrgaret
of
James
P.
Smallwood,
late
of
Company
A,
Seventh
Regiment,
and
of James P. Smallwood, late of Company A, Seventh Regiment, and
Company-I,
I, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment,
Regiment, Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, •
Kentucky Volunteer
Company
and
her a
riension at
the rate
of $20
month.
per month.
$20 per
rate of
at the
a pension
pay her
and pay
Charlotte F. Perrin.
The
of Charlotte
of Frank
Frank Perrin,
Perrin, late of
widow of
F. Perrin,
Perrin, widow
Charlotte F.
name of
The name
CharlotteF.Perrin.
Company
H, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
New York
Company H,
Pensions
increased.
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pa
increased.
Pensions
Lennie Anne
Skunk.
The
Lennie Anne
Anne Shunk,
and dependent
daughter
dependent daughter
helpless and
Shunk, helpless
of Lennie
name of
The name
AnneShmk.
Lenie
of George
George Shunk,
Slunk, late
late of
of Company
Regiment PennPennFifty-fourth Regiment
D, Fifty-fourth
Company D,
of
sylvania
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
apension
at
the
rate
of
$20
$20
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
sylvania Volunteer Infantry,
per
month in
lieu
of
that
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
that
she
of
in
eu
month
per
lins.
Clara A. Collins.
The name
name of
Clara A.
A. Collins,
widow of Henry
Collins late of
of
P. Collins,
Henry P.
Collins, widow
of Clara
The
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Company L,
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
L, Fourteenth
Company
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
$35 per
per month
in lieu of that she is
month in
of $35
the rate
at the
a pension
pay
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Elenry
Gregg.
late of
of Company
Regiment,
Fourth Regiment,
Company F, Fourth
Gregg, late
of Henry Gregg,
name of
The name
enry Gregg.
and Company
Company K,
K, Eighth
Regiment, Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Eighth Regiment,
and
and
him a
apension
the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he
pension at the
pay him
and pay
Pensions,
is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
Pensions.
James
Lynch.
The name
of James
James Lynch,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of William
William
Lynch, helpless
The
name of
James Lynch.
W. Lynch,
of Companies
and D,
Ninth Regiment
Regiment TenD, Ninth
L and
Companies L
late of
junior, late
Lynch, junior,
W.
at the rate of $20
nessee
Cavalry, and
and pay
him aapension
$20
pension at
pay him
Volunteer Cavalry,
nessee Volunteer
per
month.
per month.
Martha
McFarland.
The name
name of
of Martha
Martha McFarland,
McFarland, former
of David
David H.
H.
widow of
former widow
The
Mra McFarland.
Thacker, late
Company M,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
M, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
of Company
late of
Thacker,
and pay
her aapension
rate of
$30 per
per month.
of $30
the rate
at the
pension at
pay her
and
William
S. Denius.
The name
S. Denius,
Denius, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
son of
helpless and
William S.
of William
name of
The
Demlis.
WilliamS.
Charles E.
E. Denius,
Denius, late
Company D, One hundred and eightyof Company
late of
Charles
fourth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension at
at
Ohio Volunteer
fourth Regiment
Pensions increased, the
the rate
rate of $20 per month.
month.
Pensionsincreased.
dependent daughter
B.Showalter.
Th
helpless and dependent
daughter
Showalter, helpless
Emma B. Showalter,
Thee name of Emma
Emma B.Showater.
Seventeenth Regiment,
of
James H.
II. Showalter,
Showalter, late
Company F, Seventeenth
Regiment,
late of Company
of James
and Company
Company C,
C, Forty-sixth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
Forty-sixth Regiment
and
pay her
her a
at the
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu of that she is
the rate
rate of $20
a pension
pension at
pay
Annette J.
T. Shipley.
now receiving.
receiving.
Shipley. now
Annette
The
name of
of Annette
Everhart Shipley, late
Shipley, widow of Everhart
J. Shipley,
Annette J.
The name
Volunteer
of
F, Second
Provisional Volunteer
Pennsylvania Provisional
Regiment Pennsylvania
Second Regiment
of Company
Company F,
a pension at the rate of $65 per month
pay her a
Heavy
month
Artillerv, and pay
Heavy Artillery,
i n lieu of that she is now
Provisos.
in
receiving: Provided,
in the
the event
of
event of
That in
Provided, That
lieu of that she is now receiving:
Decrease on death of
Derseondeatho
of Catherine
daughter. the
one helpless daughter,
the death
death of
Catherine Shipley, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter of
of
Shiplev, $20 of the additional pension
J. and Everhart Shipley,
said Annette
Annette J.
Increase
to
cease
n herein grnnted shall
Providedfurther,
death
dau a
h
and determine:
determine: Provided
further, That
That in
cease and
shall cease
to
ebhdason
d of both
g herein granted
- the event of the death of Mary
ters.
Mary Shipley,
Shipley, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent
daughter of
said Annette
J. and
and Everhart
Shipley, the
the additional
additional
Everhart Shipley,
Annette J.
of said
t d h daughter
i
Pensions to daughters on
death of mother. pension
pension herein
cease and
and determine:
determine: And
And provided
provided
shall cease
granted shall
herein granted
on deathofmother.
ter
further, That in the event of the death of Annette
Annette J.
J. Shipley
Shipley the
further,
names of
Shipley and Mary
Mary Shipley
Shipley shall each be
Catherine Shipley
said Catherine
of said
names
placed
on the
subject to
provisions and
and limitations of
to the provisions
roll, subject
pension roll,
the pension
placed on

Pensions.
Pensions.
Ruth C. Peterson.

Ruth

C eterson.
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the pension
pension laws,
rate of
$20 per
and after
after the
from and
month from
per month
of $20
the rate
at the
laws, at
the
date of
of death
Annette J.
J. Shipley.
Pensions.
Shipley.
of said
said Annette
death of
date
The name
name of
of Edwin
Edwin M.
M. Brainard,
late private
private unassigned,
unassigned, TwentyTwentyBrainard, late
The

Edwin M.. Brainard.
Brainard.
Edwn

at
third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
pay him aapension
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
third
the rate
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
rate of
the
The
of Jonathan
Jonathan W.
W. Watts,
Watts, late
late of
Company K,
Jonathan W.\atts.
W. Watts.
Eighth Jonathan
K, Eighth
of Company
name of
The name
B, Two
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Two
Company- B,
and Company
Regiment
hundred and
and eleventh
Pennsylvania :Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
eleventh Regiment
hundred
and
pay him
him a
rate of
month.
per month.
$50 per
of $50
at the
the rate
pension at
a pension
and pay
gI

The name
of Emma
Davidson, helpless
dependent vdoma
zfe Lucinda
Lucinda Daand dependent
helpless and
Lucinda Davidson,
Emma Lucinda
name of
The
daughter
of David
David Davidson,
Davidson ' late
of Company
C, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Company C,
late of
daughter of
pay her aapension at the
Tennessee
Volunteer Mounted
Infantry, and pay
Mounted Infantry,
Tennessee Volunteer
Ruth
rate
of $20
per month.
month.
Ruth A.
A. Bus.
Burris.
$20 per
rate of
The
of Ruth
Ruth A.
A. Burris,
Burris, former
former widow of Stinson H. Burms,
Burris,
name of
The name
late
G, One
hundred and
eighty-seventh Regiment
Ohio
Regiment Ohio
and eighty-seventh
One hundred
Company G,
of Company
late of
per
of
the
at
pension
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
a
pension
the
rate
$30
a
her
pay
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
month.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
month.
The
name of
of Rufus
Rufus C.
Willia,ms, helpless
helpless and
dependent son
son of
of Rufus C.
C. Wiliams
Williams.
and dependent
C. Williams,
The name
Joseph
of Company
G, Twenty-fourth
Regiment MisTwenty-fourth Regiment
Company G,
late of
Williams, late
Joseph Williams,
souri
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $20
$20
pay him
Infantry, and
soun Volunteer
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Millie Kennedy.
Kennedy.
receiving.
in lieu
per
month in
The
of Millie
Millie Kennedy,
Kennedy, widow
John Kennedy,
Kennedy, late of
of John
widow of
name of
The name
Company
United States
States Colored
Volunteer
Colored Volunteer
Regiment United
Twelfth Regiment
A, Twelfth
Company A,
Infantry,
and pay
pension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu
her aapension
pay her
Infantry, and
Pensions.
of
that she
she is
is now
Pensions.
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
William EttaHall.
The
name of
of Etta
Etta Hall,
widow of
A. Hall,
Hall, alias
alias William
Etta Hall.
Peter A.
of Peter
Hall, widow
The name
Conley, late
late of
of Company
Company.H,
H, One
forty-second Regiment
Regiment
hundred and forty-second
One hundred
Conley,
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at the rate of
a pension
her a
and pay
Infantry, and
New
Nannie
$30 per
per month.
month.
Nannie L. Baker.
$30
The
name of
of Nannie
Nannie L.
James M. Price,
L. Baker, former widow of James
The name
late
of Company
Company E,
Volunteer Infantry,
Tennessee Volunteer
Regiment Tennessee
Fifth Regiment
E, Fifth
late of
Pensions
and pay
I:my her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
at the
a pension
and
The name
name of
of Lucy
Whitmore, now
former widow
of Lucy
Lucy Whitmore.
Whitmore.
widow of
Whitmore, former
now Whitmore,
Lucy Whitmore,
The
Ninetieth Regiment
Henry Whitmore,
Whitmore, late
Regiment Ohio VolVolof Company
Company H, Ninetieth
late of
Henry
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
rate of $35
$35 per
per month
month
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
and pay
unteer
Malinda R. Cranin
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
Melinda
(ranreceiving.
in lieu
of that
mer.
The name
name of
Cranmer, widow
of Alfred S. Cranmer, late mer.
widow of
R. Cranmer,
of Malinda
Malinda R.
The
of Company
Company G,
G, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer
of
Veteran VolInfantry, and
and Company
First Regiment
Regiment New York
York Veteran
B, First
Company B,
Infantry,
per month
unteer Cavalry,
and pay
her apension
at the
$45 per
month Proviso
Provisos.
of $45
rate of
the rate
a pension at
pay her
Cavalry, and
unteer
in
of that
that she
she is
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
That in the
the event
event of
of the
the Increase
Increase to eease
cease on
on
Provided,That
is now
lieu of
in lieu
otchd
death of
death
Charles Cranmer,
Cratimer, helpless
dependent son
said Malinda
Malinda child.
of said
son of
and dependent
helpless and
of Charles
death of
herein granted
R.
Alfred S.
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
granted shall
shall Pension to child on
on
S. Crammer,
Cranmer, the
and Alfred
R. and
cease and
further, That
That in
the event
event of
of the
the death
of mother.
death death ofmother.
in the
Providedfurther,
determine: Provided
and determine:
cease
of Malinda
Malinda R.
the name
Cranmer shall
shall be
of said
said Charles Cranmer
name of
R. Cranmer,
Cranmer, the
of
placed
provisions and
and limitations
to the provisions
subject to
roll, subject
pension roll,
the pension
on the
placed on
of
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at
month from and after the
$20 per month
the rate of $20
at the
of the
wilHarriet
date
of death
R. Cranmer.
Cranmer.
Harriet M.
M. 0. WilMalinda R.
said Malinda
of said
death of
date of
The
Harriet M.
M. O.
0. Williams,
Williams, widow
John F.
F. Williams,
Williams, liams.
Rams.
of John
widow of
of Harriet
name of
The name
Militia Cavalry, and pay
late
colonel, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
State Militia
Missouri State
late colonel,
her
at the
the rate
$35 per
per month
month in
lieu of that she is now
in lieu
of $35
rate of
pension at
her aapension
vi

receiving.
receiving.
The
Rebecca Greenawalt,
Jacob W. Greenawalt,
Greenawalt,
Greenawalt, widow of Jacob
of Rebecca
name of
The name
Pennsylvania
late lieutenant
lieutenant colonel,
colonel, One hundred and fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
late
Volunteer
and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of $35 per month
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,

in
lieu of
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that she
in lieu
The
name of
of Lucinda
Lucinda Rickards,
widow of
of John
D. Rickards,
Rickards, late
John D.
Rickards, widow
The name
Enrolled Volunteer
of
Volunteer
Missouri Enrolled
Regiment Missouri
Sixty-ninth Regiment
A, Sixty-ninth
Company A,
of Company
pay her
$30 per month in lieu of
the rate of $30
pension at the
her aapension
and pay
Militia, and
that she
receiving.
she is
is now receiving.
that
44282'—voL
2-9
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The
of Charles
Cole, late
late of
of Company
D, Twenty-seventh
The name
name of
Charles W.
W. Cole,
Company D,
Twenty-seventh
Regiment
Pennsylvania Militia
Militia and
and first
first class
class fireman
fireman United
United States
Regiment Pennsylvania
States
Navy,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month.
Navy, and pay him a pension at the rate of $50 per month.
Mary L.
Point.
The name
name of
Mary L.
of Chancey
Brown,
The
Mary
int.L.
of Mary
L. Point,
Point, former
former widow
widow of
Chancey A.
A. Brown,
late of
of Company
EtFourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
late
Company E,
Michigan Volunteer
and
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
and pay
pay her
a pension
at the
of $30
Cornelia
Smith.
The name
name ofCornelia
ofCornelia K.
Smith, former
widow of
of John
W. Davey,
Davey,
The
K. Smith,
Cornelia K.
K. Smith.
former widow
John W.
late
of Company
Company I,
Fourth Regiment
Infantry,
late of
I, Fourth
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
and pay
a pension
rate of
per month.
month.
Sarah R.. Gibson.
Gibson.
The
name of
of Sarah
R. Gibson,
of George
George A.
A. Gibson,
Gibson, late
late
Sarah
The name
Sarah R.
Gibson, widow
widow of
deputy
provost marshal,
marshal, fifth
fifth Ohio
Ohio district,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at
deputy provost
district, and
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
the
per month.
month.
Martha
The name
name of
of Martha
Burdick, widow
widow of
William H.
H. Burdick,
Burdick,
The
Martha A.
A. Burdick.
Burdick.
Martha A.
A. Burdick,
of William
late
of Company
IT, Third
Third Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
late of
Company H,
Regiment Ohio
pay her
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $30
Emma Piles.
The name
The
name of
of Emma
Emma Piles,
widow of
W. Piles,
Piles, late
late of
of Company
Piles, widow
of John
John W.
Company
D, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Potomac
Potomac Home
Home Brigade,
D,
Brigade, Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
her a
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
pay her
a pension
at the
rate of
inary
AnMcLaughrY'nm
a aughThe name of Mary Ann McLaughlin,
McLaughlin, widow of John P.
P. McLaughlin,
McLaughlin,
late
Company C,
C, Ninety-seventh
Ninety-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InInlate of
of Company
Pensions increased. fantry,
Pensionsincreased.
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Sulivan
The name of Sullivan W. Buck, late
late of Company E,
E, One
Sullivan w.
W. Buck.
Buck.
One hundred
hundred
and
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aa
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and thirteenth
thirteenth Regiment
pension
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
at the
per month
month in
that he
he is
EstellaEste
Rearick.
The name
of Estella
Estella. Rearick,
and dependent
daughter of
of
Reic
The
name of
Rearick, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
Joseph
Remick, late
late of
of Company
Company S,
sixty-ninth
Joseph W.
W. Rearick,
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
and sixty-ninth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
the rate
Regiment
pay her
her aapension
pension at
rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
of
she is
now receiving.
Samuel
T. Haynes.
The
of Samuel
Samuel T.
T. Haynes,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of
amueT.
Haynes.
The name
name of
Haynes, helpless
Sheldon H.
Haynes, late
late of
I, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment West
West
Sheldon
H. Haynes,
of Company
Company I,
Virginia Volunteer
Virginia
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him aapension
of $20
per
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
receiving.
Myron H.
name of
H. McMullen,
McMullen, late
of Company
Company G,
lon
H. McIfulMcl- The
The name
of Myron
Myron H.
late of
G, Seventh
Seventh
len.
Regiment, and
and Company
Company C,
C, Fifty-second
Regiment, Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment,
Fifty-second Regiment,
Infantry, and
Infantry,
and Company
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
and forty-ninth
forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
him aapension
rate of
per
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
Carolinetrobe.
The
name of Caroline
Caroline Strobel.
The name
Caroline Strobel,
Strobel, widow of Jacob
Jacob Strobel,
Strobel, late
late of
Battery
A.
First
Regiment
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery,
Battery A, First Regiment West
West Virginia
Prot
Increase
isos. to
to cease
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $45
$45 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
at the
a pension
pension at
pay her
her a
on and
cease on
Iilrease
death oof child.
she is now receiving :Provide,
:Provided, That
That in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
of
William
Strobel,
helpless
and
dependent
son
of
sa
id
C
aro
li
ne
an
d
and
of
said
Caroline
son
hild o
sion to
Pension
to child
on William Strobel, helpless and dependent
Jacob Strobel,
Strobel, the
granted shall
and
death of mother.
mother.
Jacob
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
shall cease
cease and
determine: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
determine:
That in
event of
of the
death of
in the
the event
the death
of
placed on
on
Caroline Strobel, the name of said William Strobel shall be polaced
the pension roll, subject
limitations of
subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations
of the
the penpension laws, at the rate of $20 per
the date
date of
per month from and after the
of
Penions
Pensions,
h.
death
death of
of said
said Caroline
Caroline Strobel.
Strobel.
Duracy
E. Ash.
Duracv E.
The
of Duracy
Duracy E.
Ash, former
widow of
of George
W. Durand,
The name
name of
E. Ash,
former widow
George W.
Durand,
Porter, late
late of Company
Company H,
H, One
One hundred
alias George
George W. Porter,
hundred and
and eleventh
eleventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay here
Regiment Penisylvania
Infantry, and
and pay
here aapension
pension
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
rate of
at the
Plmner. at
Persillia Plummer,
The name
name of Persillia
Persillia Plummer, widow of Amos Plummer, late of
The
of
Company H, Thirty-seventh
Company
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry. and
her a
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
of $30
pay her
a pension
pension at
fantrvy
and pay
Mary E. Albro.
The name of
Albro, widow
widow of
ofMary
Mary E. Albro,
James S.
S. Albro,
Albro, late
late of
Comof James
of Company
Regiment, and Company
pany- M. Eleventh Regiment,
Company M, Eighth
Eighth Regiment,
Regiment,
Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $30
$30
Pensions
permonth.
Pension, increased.
increased. per
month.
Maria HadeQ.
p month.
Maria
Madden.
The name
name of Maria Hadden, widow
widow of William J.
J. Hadden, late of
Regiment Indiana
Company G. Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,

Pensions..
Pensions..
Charles W. Cole.
harles Woe.
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and
her a
at the
rate of
of $35
$35 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
per month
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay her
and pay
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
Nellie G. Burrus.
The name
name of
G. Burrus,
daughter of
of Nellie G. Burros.
dependent daughter
and dependent
helpless and
Burrus, helpless
of Nellie
Nellie G.
The
John
Burrus, late
of Company
Company B, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
late of
W. Burrus,
John W.
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at the
$20 per
the rate
rate of $20
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
month
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
issnow
she i
in lieu
month in
C. Garber.
The
of Harriet
C. Garber,
Garber, widow
John II.
Garber, late
late of
of Harriet
Harriet C. Garber.
H. Garber,
of John
widow of
Harriet C.
The name
name of
Company
C,
Third
Regiment
Wisconsin
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
Company C, Third Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
now
she is
of that
month in
at the
her a
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
E. Thomas.
The name
name of
E. Thomas,
Thomas, widow
of George
W. Thomas,
Thomas, late
late Anna
Anna E.
Thomas.
George W.
widow of
of Anna
Anna E.
The
of
Company
G,
One
hundred
and
second
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Volunteer
Illinois
Regiment
and
second
of Company G, One hundred
Infantry, and
pay her
at the
the rate
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of $35
rate of
pension at
her aapension
and pay
Infantry,
is now receiving.
receiving
of
Pensions.
of that
that she is
Pensions.
The name
name of
Ida Stanley,
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of Ida Stanley.
Stanley.
dependent daughter
Stanley, helpless
of Ida
The
William H.
H. Stanley,
late of
Sixty-first Regiment
Regiment PennPennA, Sixty-first
Company A,
of Company
Stanley, late
William
sylvania Volunteer
pay her
rate of
of $20
$20
the rate
pension,at the
her a
a pension,at
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
sylvania
per month.
month.
per
Wernek
Oustave C.
The
of Gustave
Wernecke, helpless
and dependent
son of
of Gustave
E. Warnecke.
dependent son
helpless and
C. Wernecke,
Gustave C.
name of
The name
Henry
Fourth Regiment
Regiment United
C, Fourth
of Company
Company C,
late of
Wernecke, late
Henry Wernecke,
States
Corps Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Infantry, and
Missouri Volunteer
Reserve Corps
States Reserve
pension
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
$20 per
of $20
the rate
pension at
L. Helm.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary L.
L. Helm,
Helm, late
late of
Corn- Mary
Mary L. Helm.
of Comof William
William Helm,
widow of
Helm, widow
The name
pany
H,
One
hundred
and
fourteenth
Regiment
United
States
ColStates
United
pany H, One hundred and fourteenth Regiment
ored.
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
per
pension at the rate of $30 per
ored Volunteer
month.
month.
increased.
Pension increased.
Harris.
of James
James H. Harris,
The
name of
of Martha
Harris late of Martha
Martha A.
A. Harris.
widow of
Harris, widow
Martha A. Harris,
The name
Volunteer
Missouri Militia
Company
Militia Volunteer
Regiment Enrolled Missouri
I, Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment
Company I,
Infantry,
at the
the rate of $30 per month in lieu
a pension at
and pay
pay her a
Infantry, and
of that she is now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The
daughter of Cora
Com Gurley.
and dependent
dependent daughter
helpless and
of Cora
Cora Gurley,
Gurley, helpless
The name
name of
William T.
T. Gurley,
of Company
E, Sixth
Regiment Provisional
Provisional
Sixth Regiment
Company E,
late of
Gurley, late
William
the
Enrolled Missouri
Volunteer Militia,
Militia, and pay her
her aa pension
pension at the
Missouri Volunteer
Enrolled
i
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
snow receiving
through aa
receiving through
in lieu
month in
rate
duly appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
The
name of
Elizabeth C.
George W. Martin,
Martin, Elizabeth
Elizabeth C.
C. Martin.
Martin.
of George
widow of
C. Martin,
Martin, widow
of Elizabeth
The name
Regiment Michigan
Nineteenth Regiment
late of
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
of Company
Company E, Nineteenth
late
Infantry, and
pension at
month in lieu
lieu
the rate of $35 per month
at the
her a
a pension
and pay
pay her
Infantry,
receiving.
of
Pensions.
that she
she is now receiving.
of that
Pensions.
The name
name of
of Henry
Henry Ellis,
Ellis, late
late *seaman,
United States
ship Nyack,
Henry Ellis.
EWs.
Nyack, Henry
States ship
seaman, United
The
United
him aa pension at the rate of $30 per
pay him
Navy, and pay
States Navy,
United States
month.
month.
Cook.
The name
helpless and
and dependent
of Minnie
Minnie E.
E. Cook.
daughter of
dependent daughter
Cook, helpless
Minnie E.
E. Cook,
name of
of Minnie
The
William H1.
H. Cook,
of Company
B, One
One hundred
eightieth
hundred and eightieth
Company B,
late of
Cook, late
William
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
and pay her aa pension
Infantry, and
Regiment
rate of $20 per month.
Pension increased.'
Pension
increased.'
The name
name of
widow of Lewis Justis, late of Company
Company Sallie Justis.
of Sallie
Sallie Justis, widow
The
C, Thirty-seventh
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
Indiana Volunteer
C,
Thirty-seventh Regiment
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
in lieu of that she is now
per month in
of $35
$35 per
rate of
her
a pension
receivng.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The
name of
of Eleanor
Eleanor Young,
widow of
C. Young,
Young, late
late of
of Eleanor Young.
Young.
of William
William C.
Young, widow
The name
Regiment Michigan Volunteer
Company H,
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
H, Twenty-fourth
Company
and
pay her
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
her a
and pay
Pensions
increased.
The
name of Edward
Edward F.
F. Davis, late of Company
Company A, First Regiment
Regiment Edward
Edward F.
F. Davis.
Davis.
The name
the
a pension
Michigan Volunteer
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him a
pension at the
Volunteer Light
Michigan
rate of
of $50
lieu of
of that
receiving.
now receiving.
that he is now
in lieu
per month
month in
$50 per
rate
Peter Michel.
The
late of
of Company
Company F,
RegimentMichel.
Fourteenth Regiment
F, Fourteenth
Michel, late
of Peter
Peter Michel,
name of
The name
the
rate
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay him aapension
pension at
Pennsylvania Volunteer
of
month in lieu of
receiving, with no deducdeducof that he is now receiving,
per month
of $50
$50 per
erroneous payments of pension.
alleged erroneous
tions
account of any former alleged
on account
tions on
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JaneLetcher.

Jane Letcher.

Pensions,
Pensions.
Charles
Charles Herbt.
Herlmt.

1921.
1921.

The name
name of Jane
Jane Letcher,
widow of
Benjamin Letcher,
',etcher, late
late
Letcher, widow
of Benjamin
assistant surgeon,
surgeon, Thirty-fifth
Kentucky Volunteer
Infanassistant
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry, and
her a
apension
at the
rate of
of $35
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
and pay
payher
pension at
the rate
$35 per
of that
she is
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Charles
and dependent
dependent son
son of
Michael
Charles Herbst,
Herbst, helpless
helpless and
of Michael
Herbst,
late of
p anies I
Iand
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer
Herbst, late
of Com
Companies
and G,Tirst
G, First Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Engineers
of the
the West,
and pay
the rate
rate of
of S20
$20 per
Engineers of
West, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
per

month.
The name of William F. Cummins, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of
Vincent Cummins, late
late of
H, Seventy-second
Seventy-second Regiment
Regiment
of Company
Company H,
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Mihtia,
pension at
at the
the
Militia, and pay him
him aapension
rate of $20 per month.
month.
MaryI.
The name of Mary I.
Carey, widow
Mary
I. Carey.
Carey.
.
'The
I. Carey,
Carey, late
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin Carey,
late of
of
Company
B, One
seventh Regiment
New York
Company B,
One hundred
hundred and
and seventh
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Pension increased.
increased.
Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
Infantry, and
pension at
$30 per
per month.
Hiram Strayer.
strayer.
The name of Hiram Strayer, by guardian,
guardian, Kate
Kate E. Sauer, helpless
helpless
and dependent
dependent son of Hiram Strayer,
C, One
hunStrayer, late of Company C,
One hundred and seventy-third
seventy-third Regiment
Pennsylvania Drafted
Militia
Regiment Pennsylvania
Drafted Militia
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him aa pension
month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
Pensons.
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
Margare T.
ust.
Margaret T. Rust, widow of Charles A. Rust,
Margaret
T. Rust.
The name of Margaret
of
Rust, late
late of
Company A, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company F, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
and
Reserve Corps, and
pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per monthwithout
monthwithout any
any deductions
deductions
for alleged erroneous
payments.
erroneous payments.
Esther Adele
Adele Wilof Esther
Adele Williams,
and dependent
dependent
sther
il- The
The name
name of
Esther Adele
Williams, helpless
mum
helpless and
Williams, late of Company
daughter of Francis Williams,
hundred and
and
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
sixty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
a
Infantry, and pay
increased. pension
pension at
Pension increased,
at the
rate of
$20 per
month.
the rate
of $20
per month.
ethVenning.
Venning. Elizabeth
The name of Elizabeth Venning,, widow
Elizabeth
The
late of
widow of
of Henry
Henry Venning,
Venning, late
of
Company C, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $35 per
and
per month in lieu of
that
of that
Pension.
she is
Pension,
receiving.
is now
now
receiving.
Rebecca Ann BradRebecca
shaw.
shim.
T he name
Ann Bradshaw,
an d dependent
depen den t
The
name of
of Rebecca
Rebecca Ann
Bradshaw, helpless
helpless and
Bradshaw, late
daughter of Thomas
Thomas W. Bradshaw,
of Company
Company H,
H, Sixty-second
Sixty-second
late of
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the
pay her
month.
Pensions increased,
increased. rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
George
I. Tuttle.
The
George It.
Tuttle.
The name of George
George R.
R. Tuttle,
Tuttle, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
son of
of
dependent son
Edmund B. Tuttle, late of Company
Company C, Eighth Regiment
Edmund
Illinois
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay
him 'a
pensio n at
at the
th e rate
ra t
e of
of $20
$20 per
per
and i
pay him
a pension
month in
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of
that h
hee issnow
Sarah E.Palmer.
E. Palmer.
The name of Sarah E.
Robert Palmer,
Palmer, late
of
E. Palmer,
Palmer, widow
widow of
of Robert
late of
Company G, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
hundred-and eighty-fourth
Company
eighty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
proro.
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $45
$45 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
her a
Prori.qos.
a pension
the rate
In
e to
cease on
on of that she is now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
Increase
to cease
in the
the event
event of
the death
That in
of
the
death
death
o child.
of Lucy
Lucy Palmer,
death of child.
of
Palmer, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of said Sarah
E.
Sarah E.
and
Robert
Palmer,
the
additional
and Robert Palmer, the additional pension herein granted shall
Pension to
teochild
ald on
on cease
further, That
Pension
cease and determine: Provided
Provided further,
That in the event
event of the death
death
death
of mother.
of Sarah
of
Sarah E. Palmer, the name
name of said Lucy Palmer
Palmer shall be
be placed
placed
on
the pension roll, subject to the provisions
on the
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the
pension laws, at the rate of $20 per month
month from
from and
and after
after the
the date
date
Pension.
Pension,
of death of said Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Palmer.
Palmer.
Bety White.
White.
Betty
The name of Betty
Betty White, widow of
White, who
penof Alonzo White,
who was pensioned as
Andrew White,
l
at
e of
ofCompany
Company K
Fi
rst Regiment
Regiment New
New
as Andrew
White, late
K,, First
York
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at the rate of $30
York Volunteer
pay her a
a pension
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased, per month.

Wiliam
William
mins.

F.
F.

Cum-

Cum-

Josephine
Josephine Bennett.
Beanett.

The
name of
Bennett, widow of Alva
The name
of Josephine
Josephine Bennett,
Alva Bennett, late of
Company D, One
Company
One hundred
hundred and
and seventy-ninth
Pennsylseventy-ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aa pension
vania Drafted
l5rafted Militia Volunteer
pension
at
the rate
month in lieu of that
at the
rate of
of $35
$35 per
per month
that she is now receiving.
receiving.
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The
of Lucinda
Lucinda Davis,
widow of
Reuben A.
Davis, late
late Lucinda
Davis.
The name
name of
Davis, widow
of Reuben
A. Davis,
LucindaDavis.
lieutenant
Eleventh Regiment
Infantry,
lieutenant colonel
colonel Eleventh
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her
at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
and pay
her aapension
pension at
the rate
of $35
$35 per
of that
that
she
is now
now receiving.
she is
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name
of Jessie
Jessie F.
F. Harris,
and dependent
dependent daughter
01 Jessie F.
F. Harris.
daughter of
helpless and
Harris, helpless
The
name of
Thomas S.
Harris, late
of Company
Company C,
Third Battalion
Eighteenth
Thomas
S. Harris,
late of
C, Third
Battalion Eighteenth
Regiment
States Volunteer
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company D,
D,
Eleventh
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and -pay
her a
Eleventh Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pay her
a
pension
at the
$20 per
per month.
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
month.
The name
name of
Bertha E.
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
of Bertha E. Jones.
and dependent
of Bertha
E. Jones,
Jones, helpless
The
Edwin
Jones, late
late of
of the
Battery, Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light
Edwin Jones,
the Third
Third Battery,
Artillery,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
Pensions increased.
increased.
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
$20 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
The
name of
of Amanda
Selleck, former
former widow
widow of
of Harrison
Cary, Amanda
Amanda M.
M. Selleek.
Selleck.
The name
Amanda M.
M. Selleck,
Harrison Cary,
late
K, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
late of
of Company
Company K,
New York
Volunteer
Heavy
at the
rate of
of $35
$35 per
per month
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
month
in
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of
that she
she is
is now
The
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
Whitehurst, widow
of Ransford
R. hElizbethA
h Elijabeth A. WhiteWhiteThe name
name of
A. Whitehurst,
widow of
Ransford R.
Whitehurst,
First Brigade,
Fourth Division,
Whitehurst, late
late musician,
musician, band,
band, First
Brigade, Fourth
Division,
Sixteenth
Army Corps,
and First
First Brigade,
Brigade, First
First Division,
SevenSixteenth Army
Corps, and
Division, Seventeenth Army
States Army,
and pay
pension at
at
teenth
Army Corps,
Corps, United
United States
Army, and
pay her
her a
a pension
the
rate of
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
the rate
of $35
of that
now receivmg.
receiving.
The
of Clara
Farnsworth, widow
widow of
Farnsworth , wC1g.ra
H. FernsThe name
name of
Clara H.
H. Farnsworth,
of John
John A.
A. Farnsworth,
WClra H.
Farnslate of
Company H,
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ma-ssachusetts
Volunteer
late
of Company
H, Thirty-fourth
Massachusetts Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
month in
Infantry,
her aapension
rate of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
that she
she is
The name
of Maria
Maria S.
S. Newman,
widow of
William H. Newman
Maria S. Newman.
Newman.
Newman, widow
of William
Newman, Maria
The
name of
late
surgeon, Sixth
Cavalry, and
late surgeon,
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
her a
pension at
the rate
of $35
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
is
pay her
a pension
at the
rate of
$35 per
month in
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
now
Pension.
The
of Matilda
Matilda K.
K. Baldwin,
Baldwin, former
of Norman
Norman King,
Matilda K.Baldwin.
The name
name of
former widow
widow of
King, Matlda.
Baldwi
late
Company C,
C, Twenty-third
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer
late of
of Company
Twenty-third Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
Infantry,
pension at
per month.
Pensions increased.
pay her
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $35
$35 per
month.
Pensionsincreased.
J
The
name of
and dependent
Genthner.
Abbie J.- Genthner.
Abbie J.
of Abbie
J. Genthner,
Genthner, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter Abbie
The name
of
late of
Battery Maine
Maine LightArtillery,
Light Artillery,
of Isaiah
Isaiah Genthner
Genthner,, late
of the
the Third
Third Battery
and
Second Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
and
and Company
Company G,
G, Second
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her aapension at the rate of $20
$20 per
lieu of
that she
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
is
now receivmg.
now
receivmg.
Melissa
The
of Melissa
of Daniel
Daniel T.
T. Groves,
Groves, late
ofGroves.
Meu ssarovs.e
late of
widow of
name of
Melissa Groves,
Groves, widow
The name
Company G,
Tenth Regiment,
Second Regiment,
Regiment,
Company
G, Tenth
Regiment, and
and Company
Company A,
A, Second
Missouri
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
of
Missouri Volunteer
and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
$35
$35 per month
month in lieu
receiving.
lieu of that she is
is now
now receiving.
Ar
The name
Lary, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
ofLary.
min ta Lary.
Arminta Lary,
Arminta
of Arminta
helpless and
The
name of
James M.
M. Lary,
Lary, late
late of
of Company
hundred and
and thirty-fourth
James
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
thirty-fourth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
Pension.
rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
The
name of
of Effie
Stradley, helpless
helpless and
daughter Effie
Stradley.
The name
Effie M.
M. Stradley,
Effie M. Stradley.
and dependent
dependent daughter
of Samuel
of Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
and twentytwentyof
Samuel Stradley,
Stradley, late
late of
hundred and
second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
pay her
pension
second
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
Pensions inreased.
increased.
rate of
$20 per
at
of $20
per month.
month.
ary
The name of Mary
Mary McNally, widow of Patrick McNally, late M
MaryMcNay.
McNall y.
major
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her
major Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $35
$35 per
lieu of
now
receiving.
receiving.
WhitereCeiI~g.
Letitia R. Whi
The
of Letitia
Letitia R.
R. Whitehouse,
Whitehouse, widow
James L.
L. WhiteWhite- house.
house.to. R.
The name
name of
widow of
of James
house,
of Company
D, Ninety-ninth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
house, late
late of
Company D,
Ninety-ninth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
at the
rate of
$35 per
per month
month in
lieu
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
of $35
in lieu
of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
of that
that she
she is
Martin Hunt.
The
of Martin
Martin Hunt,
Hunt, late
of Company
Company D,
Hunt.
Regi- Martin
D, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regilate of
The name
name of
ment
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at the
ment New
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
the
rate
of $50
$50 per
per month.
rate of
month.
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The name
name of
James Flanagan,
Flanagan, alias
Fitzgerald, late
late of
of
alias James
James Fitzgerald,
of James
The

James
Flanagan,
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
alias James
York Volunteer
Regiment New
I, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
: Company
Company.I,
alias
aes Fitzgerald.
F

Pension.
Agnes
gnes Crawford.
Crawford.

and coal
United States
States ships
ships North
Carolina, Shamrock,
Shamrock,
North Carolina,
heaver, United
coal heaver,
and
Louisiana 'and
and Tacony,
States Navy,
Navy, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension
him a
Tacony, United
United States
Louisiana,
at the
the rate
rate of
$35 per
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
at
of $35
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.

The
name of
Agnes Crawford,
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter
and dependent
Crawford, helpless
of Agnes
The name
of
George W.
Crawford, late
Company B,
B, Ninety-second
RegiNinety-second RegiW. Crawford,
late of
of Company
of George
ment
New York
Infantry, and
and Company
Company B,
B, Twelfth
Twelfth
Volunteer Infantry,
mentHNew
York Volunteer
Regiment
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
and pay
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Veteran
Corps, and
pay her
rate
of
$20
per
month.
Pensionincreasedrate
of $20 per month.
Pension increased.
The name
widow of
Patrick M.
M. Foot,
Foot, late
late of
of
Rebk
Foot.
The
name of
o.er G. Foot.
of Rebecker
Rebecker G.
G. Foot,
Foot, widow
of Patrick
Rebecker
Company A,
A, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Company
Regiment New
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
of $45
$45 per
per month
month in
Infantry,
a pension
the rate
rate of
in
Provisos.
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving:
Provided,
That
in
the
event
of the
in
the
event
of
the
receiving:
Provided,
That
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
Provisos
Increase to cease on
death
of Sarah
Sarah Jane
Jane Foot,
Foot, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
of said
said
death
of child. on
nechee
death
death of
daughter of
Rebecker G.
G. and
Patrick M.
Foot, the
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
herein
Rebecker
and Patrick
M. Foot,
Pension
Pension to child
child on granted
shall cease
cease and
That in
granted shall
and determine:
determine: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
in the
the event
event
death of mother.
of
deat
mother
of Rebecker
of the death
death of
Rebecker G.
G. Foot,
Foot, the
the name
name of
of said
said Sarah
Sarah Jane
Foot
Jane Foot
shall
be placed
on the
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
the provisions
and
shall be
placed on
to the
provisions and
limitations
of the
the pension
laws, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month from
from
limitations of
pension laws,
and
of death
said Rebecker
Rebecker G.
G. Foot.
Foot.
of said
death of
date of
the date
after the
and after
Pensions.
Pensions.
Henrietta
Henrietta Fowler.
owler.
The
Joseph R.
The name
name of
of Henrietta
Henrietta Fowler,
Fowler, former
former widow
widow of
of Joseph
R. B.
B.
Tait, alias
alias .Joseph
Joseph Tait,
Tait, late
Tait,
late of
of Captain
company, District
District
Captain King's
King's company,
of Columbia
Militia, later
later Sixth
Sixth Battalion,
of Columbia
Columbia VolVolof
Columbia Militia,
Battalion, District
District of
unteer Militia
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
unteer
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
per
and pay
a pension
the rate
rate of
month.
month.
Zanie Trent.
aneTrent.
The name of Zanie Trent,
T. Trent,
Trent, widow
widow of
of Madison
Madison T.
Trent, late
late of
of
Company C,
C, Tenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
Company E,
E, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
and Company
Tennessee
and pay
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
the rate
rate of
of
her aapension
pension at
at the
$30
per month.
$30
per
month.
Mary M. Frantz.
Mary
M. Frantz.
The name of Mary
widow of
of Peter
Mary M. Frantz,
Frantz, former widow
Peter Gimer,
late of
of
Gimer, late
Company E,
E, Fifty-third
Fifty-third Regiment,
Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Pension Increased.
increased. pay
pav her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $35
$35 per
per month.
month.
Mary B. Honk.
MaryB.
Hok.
The name
of Mary
The
name of
Mary B.
B. Houk,
Houk, widow of Leonidas
Leonidas C.
C. Houk, late
late
Infantry, and
colonel Third Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
her aapension
pension at the
the rate of $40
$40 per month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
lieu of
is now
now
Pensions.
I'elliols.
receiving.
receiving.
Maria Rice.
Maria Rie.
of Richard
Richard Rice,
of Company
The name of Maria Rice, widow
widow of
Rice, late
late of
Company
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
A, Eighth Regiment
and pay
pay her
her a
a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
JennieY.Bra
don. pension
Jennie Y. Brandon.
of $30
$30 per
month.
The name of Jennie
Jennie Y. Brandon,
Brandon, widow of
of Isaac
Isaac M.
M. Brandon,
Brandon,
late
Regiment Pennsylvania
late of Company K, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
Vol unteer
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry,
and Co
Company
Infantry, and
m p
any H,
H, Second
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Twelfth
United States Infantry, and pay
a pension
pay her a
pension at the rate of $30
$30
per
month.
per month.
dasloan.
Ada
Sloan.
Company
The name of Ada Sloan,
Sloan, widow
widow of Robert Sloan, late of Company
H, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Jeannette
Jeaette A.. Harpay her
Her and
a pension at
at
the
rate
of
$30
and pay
her a
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
rington.
rington.
The
of Jeannette
Jeannette A. Harrington,
The name
name of
Harrington, widow of Charles
Charles A. Harrington,
rington. late unassigned Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfantry,
pay her
at the
rate of
month.
$30 per
per month.
the rate
of $30
Sarah
Cole.
her a
a pension
pension at
trv, and
and pay
Sarah Cole.
The name of.Sarah Cole, widow of Charles Cole, late of Company
Company
Heavy Artillery,
Artillerv, and
D, Fourth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
a pension
pension at
whest her
Flora A. Winchester.
The name
name of
of Flora
Flora A.
A. Winchester,
Alpheus L.
The
Winchester, helpless
helpless daughter
daughter of
of Alpheus
L.
Winchester,
late
of the United States ship Sabine, United States
Winchester, late of
Josephine
Josephe Nicker- Navy, and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month.
50L1.
so.
The name
name of
Josephine Nickerson,
The
of Josephine
Nickerson, as widow of Andrew
Andrew A. Nickerson,
late of
Companies A
A and K, Second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
son, late
of Companies
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
teer
Infantry, and
Company D,
D, Fourteenth
pay
Reserve Corps, and p
ay h
er a
a pens
i
on at the rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
her
pension
30 per
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The
of Sarah
Sarah Scrivens,
Scrivens, widow
Roland Scrivens,
Scrivens, late
late of
of Sarah
Sarah Scnvens.
Scrivens.
The name
name of
widow of
of Roland
Company
Pennsylvania
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and seventy-first
seventy-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Drafted
Infantry, and
her a
of $30
month.
Drafted Infantry,
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
The name
of Gilbert
late of
Company G,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Glbert
Gilbert AdmsAdams.
The
name of
Gilbert Adams,
Adams, late
of Company
G, Eighth
Ohio Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50
per
month.
per month.
m
The
of Jennie
Denning, widow
widow of
late of
The name
name of
Jennie Denning,
of William
William Denning,
Denning, late
of Jennie
Je ie Denning.
Denni
Company G, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
pay her a
a pension at
the rate
month.
The name
name of
Frazier, widow
Frazier'late
late of
of ComCorn- Laa
Laura FrazierFrazier.
The
of Laura
Laura Frazier,
widow of
of James
James Frazier,
pany
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
pany K,
K, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
the rate
her a
a pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Mory Mulliken.
u l en
The
Mory Mulliken,
Company E,
Eleventh RegiRegi- MoryM
The name
name of
of Mory
Mulliken, late
late of
of Company
E, Eleventh
lk .
ment Maine
him the
the pension
pension to
to which
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
which
he is
laws, without
any deductions
or rebate
rebate
he
is entitled
entitled under
under existing
existing laws,
without any
deductions or
on
account of
overpayments or
or erroneous
erroneous payments
payments
on account
of former
former alleged
alleged overpayments
Pension increased.
of pension.
increased.
The name
of William
William L.
L. M Ezabeth
Elizabeth colquitt
Colquitt
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Colquitt
Colquitt Marshall,
Marshall, widow
The
widow of
arshaII.
general, retired,
retired, United
Marshall, late brigadier
brigadier general,
United States
States Army,
Army, and
and Ma
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
is
pay
pension at
rate of
of $50
lieu of
that she
now
receiving.
Pensions.
now receiving.
Pensions.
es
The
William Jones,
late of
Company Alice
Jones.The name of
of Alice
Alice Jones,
Jones, widow
widow of
of William
Jones, late
of Company
AiceJon
A,
and seventy-seventh
seventy-seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer InInA, One
One hundred
hundred and
fantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
no further
further
rate of $30 per
per month,
month, no
recoveries to be
of Pensions
Pensions for
former erroneous
be made by
by the Bureau
Bureau of
for former
erroneous
payments of
of pension.
pension.
payments
The name
'The
name of Allen Landis, late of Company
Company I,
and Allen
Landis.
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
AenLandisninety-seventh
Regiment Ohio
ninety-seventh Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
pension
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
The
Harriet J.
Bailey, widow
late Haret
Harriet J.Baiey.
J. Bailey.
The name
name of
of Harriet
J. Bailey,
widow of
of Harrison
Harrison C.
C. Bailey,
Bailey, late
Company G,
of Company
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve
Reserve VolunVolunG, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate
teer Infantry,
month.
rate of $30 per
per month.
The
of William
William West,
West, late
late of
of CorCorn- Fannie
West.
The name
name of
of Fannie
Fannie West,
West, widow
widow of
annieWest.
pany A, Fifteenth
InfanFifteenth Regiment
Regiment United States
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer I&
antry,
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
try, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
at the
month.
The
name of
of Helen
Helen L.
Charles Barzee,
Barzee, late
late of
of Helen
L. Baee.
Barzee.
The name
L. Barzee,
Barzee, widow
widow of
of Charles
elen L.
Company K, Sixth
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
Sixth Regiment New
New York
Cavalry, and
Company
K, Second
Second Regiment
New York
York Provisional
Volunteer
Company K,
Regiment New
Provisional Volunteer
Cavalry,
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Cavalry, and pay
a pension
the rate
The
name of
Abbie E.
The name
of Abbie
E. Avery,
widow of
of James
James E.
E. Avery,
of Abbie
Abble E. Avery.
Avery, widow
Avery, late
late of
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment New
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
InCompany G, Thirteenth
Volunteer Inand pay
fantry, and
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
pav her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
The name
widow of
John D.
D. Williams,
Williams, Isabella W.
W. Wilname of Isabella
Isabella W.
W. Williams,
Williams, widow
of John
l
s
late
of Columbia
Columbia VolunVolun- iam
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment District
District of
teer Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the
rate of
of $35
$35 per
per month
month in
in
a pension
the rate
lieu of
that she
she is
receiving.
lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensi
The name
of Minta
of Thomas
Thomas Green,
Green, late
late of
of ComCorn- M
iutaon
Gs.
reen.
The
name of
Minta Green,
Green, widow
widow of
Mlnta
Green.
pany
E, Third
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her
pany E,
Third Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
a
a pension
pension at the
month and
and pay
pay to
to her
the amount
amount of
of
the rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
her the
pension accrued
accrued to
the soldier
of his
his death.
pension
to the
soldier at
at the
the time
time of
death.
The
name of
of William
A. Haret
Harriet M.
M. Powers
Powers.
The name
of Harriet
Harriet M.
M. Powers,
Powers, former
former widow
widow of
William A.
Rousey, late
Rousey,
Company A,
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
late of
of Company
A, Tenth
Volunteer InInat the
rate of
month.
fantry, and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
The name
of Georgianna
Curry, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph N.
N. Curry,
lateCurry.
Georgianna Cy.
The
name of
Georgianna Curry,
Curry, late
Georginna
of Company
Company C,
hundred and
Regiment PennsylPennsylof
C, One
One hundred
and twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh Regiment
vania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30
vania Volunteer
and pay
pay her
the rate
per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles F.
George, helpless
helpless and
ofGeorge.
Charles F. George
The
F. George,
and dependent
dependent son
son of
CharlesF.
Isaac 0.
late of
Company A,
hundred and
and twenty-second
twenty-second
Isaac
O. George,
George, late
of Company
A, One
One hundred
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Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
and pay
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
rate
of
$12
per
month.
rate of $12 per month.

The name
name of
of James
S. George,
George, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
Isaac
of Isaac
The
James S.
0.
George,
late
of
Company
A,
One
hundred
and
twenty-second
O. George, late of Company A, One hundred and twenty-second
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
the
at the
and pay
him aa pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
rate
per
month.
Josephine Olson.
The name
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
of
Joseine Olson.
The
name of
of Josephine
Josephine Olson,
Olson, helpless
daughter of
Samuel Olson,
Olson, late
late of
K, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Samuel
of Company
Company K,
Infantry
and pay
her aapension
rate of
of $20
$20 per
through
per month
month through
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
Infantry and
duly appointed
uardian.
aaduly
appointed ,g
guardian.
Emma Colt.
Colt.
The
name of
Colt, widow
of Alexander
Alexander R.
R. Colt,
Colt, late
late of
of
Emma
The name
of Emma
widow of
Emma Colt,
Company
A,
Tenth
Regiment
Missouri
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
CornCompany A, Tenth Regiment Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and Comnany K,
Forty-ninth Regiment
United States
Volunteer
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Regiment United
pany
K, Forty-ninth
infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
a pension
pension at
E. son.Infantry,
M
H. Finson, late of
Mary E. Finson.
The name of Mary
Mary E. Finson, widow of Charles II.
Company
D, First
First Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
and
Artillery, and
Volunteer Heavy
Company D,
pension increased.
pay her
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
the rate
pension at
her aapension
inreased. pay
Pension
Mabel
The
name of
of Mabel
Mabel Turton,
Turton, helpless
helpless and dependent
Mabel Turton.
Turton.
The name
dependent daughter
daughter of
of.
Robert
Turton, late
Company K,
Fourth Regiment
Missouri
K, Fourth
Regiment Missouri
late of
of Company
Robert Turton,
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
the rate
and pay
Volunteer
pension,
month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
month in
Pension.
Martha
Colestock.' The
The name
Martha J.
J. Colestock,
widow of
Martha . C°1est°ek
name of
of Martha
Colestock, widow
of Jacob
Jacob H.
H. Colestock,
Colestock,
late of
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Eleventh Regiment
of Company F,
F, Eleventh
late
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Pension
increased.
Cavalry,
and pay her a
Cavalry, and
Pensionincreased.
Harrison
Bernard
The name
Harrison Bernard
Bernard Taylor,
Taylor, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
son
helpless and
of Harrison
name of
The
Harrison Bernard
Taylor.
Regiment
of
A and G, Ninth Regiment
late of Companies
Companies A
of James F. Taylor, late
Illinois
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20
pay him
him aapension
the rate
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Illinois Volunteer
Pensions.
per
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
he is
is now
in lieu
lieu of
per month
month in
Pensions.
Nancy
J. Parker.
The name
name of
widow of
Joseph Parker,
late of
of
NancyParker.
The
of Nancy
Nancy J.
J. Parker,
Parker, widow
of Joseph
Parker, late
Company 0,
hundred and fifty-third
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer
Indiana Volunteer
Company
G, One hundred
fifty-third Regiment
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
month.
Mar
Mary M.
M. Roush.
The name of Mary M. Roush, widow of
Parmenas Roush,
Roush, late
late of
of Parmenas
of
Company
Company B, Fourth
Fourth Battalion
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her
Battalion Ohio
a
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
a pension
pension at
rate of
month.
Lovina Taylor.
The
Lovina Taylor,
Taylor, widow
widow of
of John
John B.
B. Taylor,
Taylor, late
late of
ComLoina
Taylor.
The name
name of
of Lovina
of Company I,
Regiment Michigan
Infantry, and
pay
I, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her
her aapension
rate of
month.
pension at
at the rate
of $30
$30 lower
per month.
Mattie
The
name of
of Mattie
of James
late
Hattie Rowney.
The name
Mattie Rowney,
Rowney, former
former widow
widow of
James Sullivan,
Sullivan, late
One hundred
Regiment New
New York
York
of Company
Company E, One
hundred and
and sixty-fourth
sixty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer
Company H,
H, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Veteran
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Reserve
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
Corps, and
Reserve Corps,
ElizabethM.Shear.
The name
Elizabeth M. Shears, widow of Albert H. Shears, late
Elizabeth M. Shears.
name of Elizabeth
ordinary seaman, United States Navy, and pay her aapension
pension at the
rate of $30 per month.
ary B.
B. Preston.
The name
Mary
Preston.
name of Mary B. Preston, widow of Stephen
Stephen A. Powers,
Powers, also
also
known as Ambrose Preston, late
late of Company
Company L, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Massachusetts
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and pay her a
a pension at
Massachusetts Volunteer
at
the rate of $30 per month.
month.
Jennie
Spier.
The name of Jennie
Jennie B.
B. Spiker.
Jennie B. Spiker, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph F.
F. Spiker,
Spiker, late
late of
of
Company G, One
Company
One hundred
hundred and
and eighteenth
eighteenth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
Pension
in-creased.
Infantry, and
her aa p
ens i
on at
a tth
rate o
h.
$300 per
Pension icreased.
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension
thee rate
off$3
per mont
month.
Eh
b e t h A.
-.
The name
of Elizabeth
A. Wheeler,
Elizabeth
name of
Elizabeth A.
widow of
of Calvin
Calvin R.
R. Wheeler,
Wheeler,
Wheeler, widow
Wheeler.
late of Company D, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Verm on tVolunteer
Vol
un t
eer I
nf
an t
ry,
Infantry,
and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
er month
mon th in
i
n li
eu of
ofth
atshe
she
and pay
her aapension
of $35
$35 p
per
lieu
that
Pensions.
is
now receiving.
Pensiorns.
is now
receiving.
Elizabeth Stowell.
Stowei.
Elizabeth
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Stowell,
of Henry
C. Stowell,
late of
of
The
Stowell, widow
widow of
Henry C.
Stowell, late
Company K.
K. Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment,
Regi
men t, an
Company E
One hundred
hun dre d
Company
anddCompany
E,,One
forty-sixth Regiment,
Regiment, New
and forty-sixth
New York
York Volunteer
Vol
un t
eer I
nf
an t
ry ,an
d pay
pay
Infantry,
and
her a
a pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.
Clarnsa L. Frye.
The name
name of
Clarrisa L.
widow of
Clarnsa L. Frye.
The
of Clarrisa
L. Frye,
Frye, widow
of Otis
Otis G.
G. W.
W. Frye,
Frye, late
late of
of
Comnpany
Massachusetts Volunteer
company G,
G, Second Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
Artillerv.
Artillery. and
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
and pay
her aapension
the rate
James S. George.

JamesS. George.
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The name
Cleo York,
Anderson York,
York, late
late of
of Company
Cleo York.
York.
Company Cleo
of Anderson
widow of
York, widow
of Cleo
name of
The
H,
Twenty-first Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her
Infantry, and pay
Regiment Missouri
H, Twenty-first
a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
increased.
Pension increased.
month.
per month.
$30 per
a pension
pension at
eon Springer.
pringer.
mae
Leon Springer,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
of John
John M.
M. Leon
son of
Springer, helpless
of Leon
name of
The name
Springer,
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
Fifty-first Regiment
C, Fifty-first
Company C,
late of
of Company
Springer, late
Volunteer
and .pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per
$20 per
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Pensions.
month
he is now
receiving.
Pensions.
now receiving.
of that
that he
in lieu
lieu of
month in
Angeline
The name
Angeline 0.
Stacey Hemenway,
Hemenway, .way.
way.
0. Hemenof Stacey
widow of
Hemenway, widow
O. Hemenway,
of Angeline
name of
The
late
surgeon, Forty-first
Regiment United
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer
United States
Forty-first Regiment
late surgeon,
Infantry,
her a
apension
pension at
$30 per
per month.
rate of $30
at the rate
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Bailie.
EzabethBaiieCom- Elizabeth
The
of Elizabeth
Gilbert Bailie, late of Cornof Gilbert
widow of
Bailie, widow
Elizabeth Bailie,
name of
The name
her
pany
E, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
pany E,
increased.
a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
Pension increased.
Pension
per month.
$30 per
a pension
dependent daughter.
The
name of
of Catherine
Catherine T.
T. Keating,
helpless and
and dependent
daughter inCatherine
Catherine T.
T. KeatKeating, helpless
The name
g.
of
Edward Keating,
late of
of Company
C, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Pennsylvania "
Regiment Pennsylvania
Company C,
Keating, late
of Edward
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her a.
pension at the
rate of $20 per month
month
the rate
a pension
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Pension.
in
lieu of
that she
Pension.
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
she is
of that
in lieu
m
The name
of Ellen
Ellen Sommer,
of William
late of
Ellen Sommer.
er
of EllenSom
Sommer, late
William Sommer,
widow of
Sommer, widow
name of
The
Company
C, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Company C,
her
the rate
of $30
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
$30 per
per month.
rate of
at the
pension at
her aa pension
of Nannie
The
A. Mann
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
Mamie A. Mnn.
Mann.
helpless and
Mann, helpless
Nannie A.
of Nannie
name of
The name
John P.
of Company
Company K,
K, Fifth
Regiment, and
and first
first lieutenant
lieutenant
Fifth Regiment,
late of
Mann, late
P. Mann,
John
and
commissary, Fifth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Fifth Regiment
regimental commissary,
and regimental
Cavalry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
of $20
per month
month in lieu
lieu
$20 per
rate of
the rate
her aapension
and pay
Cavalry,
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
of
The name
Charles W.
W. Bowman,
helpless and
son of
ofBowman.
CharlesW. B
Char
dependent son
and dependent
Bowman, helpless
of Charles
name of
The
John A.
A. Bowman,
Bowman, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Tenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Tenth Regiment
John
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per
rate of
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer
receiving.
he is now receiving.
month in
lieu of that
that he
in lieu
month
rg a r
The
of Margaret
Margaret Hewitt,
dependent daughter
daughter Ma
Margaret
et Hewitt.
and dependent
helpless and
Hewitt, helpless
name of
The name
of
William H.
H. Hewitt,
New York
Hewitt, late of Company H, Third Regiment New
of William
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
per month
of $20
$20 per
rate of
at the
pension at
Volunteer
Pensions.
Pensions.
that she
she is now
now receiving.
in lieu of
of that
Bradley,.,late
The
name of
of Linda
Bradley, widow
of Samuel
J. Bradley
late of
of Linda Bradey.
Bradley.
Samuel J.
widow of
Linda Bradley,
The name
Infantry,
Company
H, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Regiment
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment New
Company .H,
per month.
and pay
her a
ppension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per
a pension
pay her
and
The
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
Snay, widow
George H.
late of
of Elizabeth
Elizbeth M.. Snay.
Snay, late
H. Snay,
of George
widow of
M. Snay,
name of
The name
Infantry, and pay
Company
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
A, Sixth
Company A,
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
her a
a pension
of $30
Xary Ellenn WoodThe name
of Marv
Mary Ellen
Ellen Woodward,
Woodward, widow
widow of
of Milton
Milton Woodward,
Woodward, wnrY
ward. EUe Woodname of
The
late of
Company I,
Regiment United
States Colored VolVolUnited States
Thirteenth Regiment
I, 'Thirteenth
of Company
late
unteer
Heavy Artillery,
and Company
Company E,
E, One
One hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentyArtillery, and
unteer Heavy
first
Regiment United
United States
States Colored
Infantry, and
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Colored Volunteer
first Regiment
aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
Edwin Reader
rate of
of $30 per
month.
Edwin
Reader PatPatname of
Reader Patterson,
Patterson, helpless and
and dependent
dependent son terson.
terson.
Edwin Reader
of Edwin
Thee name
M, Second Regiment, and Comof Uriah
Uriah Patterson,
Patterson, late
late of
of Company
Company M,
of
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pany M,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pay
Fifth Regiment, Pennsylvania
M, Fifth
pany
him a
at the
$20 per
month.
per month.
of $20
rate of
the rate
pension at
a pension
him
J
The
name of
of Mary
Mary J.
Smoke, widow
widow of
of Daniel
late of
of ComCorn- Mary
Mary J.- Smoke.
Smoke.
Smoke, late
Daniel Smoke,
J. Smoke,
The name
her
puny
Third Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
E, Third
pany E,
a
pension at
rate of
per month.
month.
a pension
at the
the rate
S30 per
of $30
ass Main.
Malissa
The
Main, widow of Henry
Henry B. Main, late of ComCorn- Malsa
Malissa Main,
of Malissa
name of
The name
panies A
A and
Ninety-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
F, Ninety-sixth
and F,
panies
of $30 per month.
and pay
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
her aapension
pay her
and
Mary I. BennettThe
name of
Mary I.
Bennett, widow
widow of
of Nicholas
Nicholas Bennett,
Bennett, late
late of
ofBennett.
I. Bennett,
of Mary
The name
Company G,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
Regiment Indiana
G, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Company
Pension
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
month.
$30 per
of $30
her aapension
pay
The
of Margaret
Margaret Gibbons,
of William
William Gibbons,
Gibbons, late
late Margaret
Gibbons.
Margaret Gibbons
widow of
Gibbons, widow
name of
The name
of
Company B,
B, Sixth
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Sixth Regiment
of Company
pay her
pension at
$50 per
she is
in lieu of that she
month in
per month
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay
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death of
now receiving: Provided, That in the event of the
ProisoJ.
the death
of Burtie
Burtie
Incr
e
"now receiving: Provided,
Gibbons,
helpless
and
dependent
daughter
of
said
Margaret
and
and
said
Margaret
of
daughter
Gibbons, helpless and dependent
death of ch
William Gibbons,
the additional
additional pension
granted shall
shall cease
cease
herein granted
pension herein
Gibbons, the
William
Pension
to child
child on
on and
Provided further,
further, That
That in
the event
of the
death of
of
the death
event of
in the
and determine:
determine: Provided
Pension to
death of mother.
Margaret
the name
Burtie Gibbons
Gibbons shall
placed on
on
be placed
shall be
of Burtie
name of
Gibbons, the
Margaret Gibbons,
deathofmother.
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
the provisions
limitations of
of the
the penpenand limitations
provisions and
to the
the
sion laws,
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month from
and after
after the
the date
date of
of
from and
at the
sion
laws, at
death
of
said
Margaret
Gibbons.
Gibbons.
death of said Margaret
Pensions.
Pensions.
Lou Watson.
The
name of
of Lou
Lou Watson,
Watson, widow
of Francis
Watson, late
M. Watson,
late of
of
The name
widow of
Francis M.
Watson.
Lou
Company
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Eleventh Regiment
C, Eleventh
Company C,
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $30
month.
per month.
$30 per
at the
the rate
a pension
pay
her a
Lucy Banks.
The name
of Lucy
Lucy Banks,
Banks, widow
widow of
late of
of Company
Company
Banks, late
of Henry
Henry Banks,
The
name of
Lucy
Banks.
D,
Second Regiment
States Colored
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Colored Volunteer
United States
Regiment United
D, Second
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
at the
her a
a pension
pay
Marcus
Broderick.
The
Broderick, late
Company D, Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth
late of Company
Marcus Broderick,
of Marcus
The name
name of
arcusBroderick.
Regiment
Volunteer State
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him
pay him
State Militia
York Volunteer
New York
Regiment New
a
pension at
at the
rate of $50
$50 per
per month.
the rate
a pension
Julia
The
of Julia
Julia Finley,
Finley, widow
widow of
Andrew Finley,
late of
of ComComof Andrew
Finley, late
The name
name of
Julia Finley.
pany
H, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her
pay her
Michigan Volunteer
pany H,
at the
$30 per month.
month.
rate of $30
the rate
aapension
pension at
of Emma
Emma E.
Warner, former
former widow
widow of
of Marlow
Marlow D.
Wells,
D. Wells,
E. Warner,
name of
The name
Emma E. Warner.
Waner.
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, One
One hundred
hundred and
United States
States
Regiment United
third Regiment
and third
late
Volunteer
nfantry, and
rate of $30 per
per
a pension
pension at the rate
pay her a
and pay
Volunteer TInfantry,
month.
month.
Maria C.
The
of Maria
widow of
of Jacob
Jacob C.
C.1-Till,
late of
of Company
Company
Hill, late
HiU.
The name
name of
Maria C.
C. Hill,
Hill, widow
C.Hill.
Mara
D, Eighth
Regiment Missouri
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
Volunteer Infantry,
Missouri Volunteer
D,
Eighth Regiment
Pens
i
ons
increased,
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
the
rate
at
Pensions increased pension
Margaret A.
A. PatterMargaret A. Patterson, widow of John O.
Margaret
PatterThe name of Margaret
0. Patterson,
Patterson,
s on
son•
'
late of
Company E,
late
of Company
E, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
lieu
of $35
$35 per month in lieu
the rate
a .pension
pay her
her a
fantry, and
of that
that she
she i
now receiving.
receiving.
illiam tevenso. of
issnow
William Stevenson.
dependent son of
William Stevenson,
Stevenson, helpless and dependent
of
of William
The name of
John
Stevenson, late
B, One
One hundred
and ninety-seventh
ninety-seventh
hundred and
John Stevenson,
late of
of Company
Company B,
Regiment_ Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-, and
pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
and pay
Regiment
rate
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
ensi
.
I-rate
of
$20
per
month
in
Pension.
Rebecca
The name
name of
Rebecca E.
E. Myers,
Myers, widow
widow of
of Jacob
Jacob M.
M. Myers, late
late of
The
of Rebecca
tRenbeJa E.
E. Myers.
Company A,
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
Company
A, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Pension
increased.
pay her
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
a pension
pension at
her a
payv
plsiln inreasi.
'ihe
Titman,' widow of Baltus T. Titman, late of
Mary C. Titmail.
Titman.
The name of Mary C. Titman
of
Company D, Second Regiment
Regiment New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company
pay her
her a
apension
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
the rate
at the
pension at
pay
Pro;.
Increase
now receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event of the death of Joseph
Joseph
ireas°e to cease on now
death ochild.
of child.
L. Titman, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent son of said Mary
Mary C. and Baltus
T.
additional pension
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
and
T. Titman,
Titman, the
the additional
pension herein
deFa'ntitootheehri.ld
Provided further, That
That in the
the ev
ent of
ofthe
th e death
dea th o
M ary
event
offMary
detho totherld on determine:
determine: Providedfurther,
C. Titman, the name of said Joseph
Joseph L. Titman shall be placed on the
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
month from and after
after the date
laws, at the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
date of death
Pensions.
Pensions,
of
of said Mary C.
C. Titman.
Titman.
Lena A. FoNN ter
The name of Lena
Lena A. Fowler, widow
widow of Dias N. Fowler, alias
David N. Fowler,
Fowler, late of
Thirteenth Regiment
of Company
Company I,
I, Thirteenth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her aa pension
the rate
per
month.
month.
caIUra A.. Grifi
The name of Clara
Clara
6riffin.
Clara A. Griffin,
Griffin, widow of
of Lemuel
Lemuel Griffin,
Griffin, late
of
late of
Company
Regiment Ohio
Company I. One hundred
hundred and sixteenth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Tnfantry,
an d unassigne
d. V
et
eran Reserve
Reserve ''Corps,
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
unassigned.
Veteran
Corps, and
her aa
of $30
m on th.
athepension pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
30 per
per month.
Katherine Wheeler
The
name of
of Katherine
Katherine Wheeler
widow of
of Valerian
Hauns,
Halms,
Hauns, widow
Valerian Hauns,
Wheeler Hauns,
The name
aLheri'e
W.ee
late of Company
Company C, Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
eas to cease on
death of child. ea e
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The name
Bailey, widow
widow of
The
name of
of Lizzie
Lizzie Bailey,
of John
John W.
Bailey, late
of ComCorn-. Lizie
Lizzie Bailey.
W. Bailey,
late of
Bailey.
pany C, Ninety-sixth
Ninety-sixth Regiment
Infantry, and
pay
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her
at the
month.
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
The
Catherine E.
widow of
of Frank
Frank E.
E. eg
y
atherine E. WeathThe name
name of
of Catherine
E. Weatherby,
Weatherby, former
former widow
CatherineE.
eathReed, late of Company
Company D,
Ninety-seventh Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York VolD, Ninety-seventh
Volunteer
unteer Infantry, and pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
her aapension
the rate
The name
name of
George A.
Liston, helpless
helpl ess and
an d d
epen d
en t son
son of
ofListon.
GeorgeA
A.-ListonThe
of George
A. Liston,
dependent
George
Everhart Liston,
Sixth Regiment
Everhart
Liston, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Sixth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
rate of
of $20
pension at
at the
the rate
$20
per month.
month.
per
Pensions increaesd.
The name
The
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
Whitbeck, widow
widow of
of John
late Mary
E. Whitbeck.
Whitbeck.
E. Whitbeck,
John W.
W. Whitbeck,
Whitbeck, late
ary E.
of Company
Company A, Ninth Regiment New York
Heavy ArtilArtilYork Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
lery, and pay her a
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of
a pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $35
lieu of
that she
that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Winegardner,
Winegardner, widow
widow of
of Samuel
Mary Winegardner.
Winegardner.
The
Samuel Winegardner,
Winegardner, Mary
late of Company
Company A,
A, Eighth
Eighth Regiment,
Regiment, and
Company K,
K, Forty-first
and Company
Forty-first
her a
Regiment, Illinois
lllinois Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and pay her
pension at the
the Provisos.
a pension
i
rate of
of $50
per month
month in lieu
rate
$50 per
that she
she is
now receiving:
Provided, Increase
Increase to
to cease
cease on
on
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving: Provided,
That in
in the
That
event of
of the
of Carrie
B. Winegardner,
Winegardner, helpless
helpless deathofchild.
death of child.
the event
the death
death of
Carrie B.
Mary and
and Samuel
Samuel Winegardner,
Winegardner' the
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of said
said Mary
the
additional pension
additional
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
Proshall cease
cease and
and determine:
determine: ProPension to child on
further, That in
the event
the death
death of
Winegardner, deatehnofotrhi
vided further,
in the
event of
of the
of Mary
Mary Winegardner,
death of mother. on
the name of said Carrie B.
Winegardner shall
on the
the penpenB. Winegardner
shall be
be placed
placed on
sion
roll, subject
to the
provisions and
limitations of
of the
the pension
sion roll,
subject to
the provisions
and limitations
pension
laws, at
at the
$20 per
month from
from and
and after
date of
of death
death
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
after the
the date
of
said Mary
Winegardner.
of said
Mary Winegardner.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name
name of
of Daisy
Daisy B.
Shindollar, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Daisy
Daisy B.
B. Shindollar.
Shindollar.
The
B. Shindollar,
helpless and
of
M. Shindollar,
Shindollar , late
late of
of Company
H, One
One hundred
hundred and
and-sevof Samuel
Samuel M.
Company H,
seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Tnfa,ntry,
pay her
her a
apension
enty-fourth
Infantry, and
and pay
pension
at
rate of
$20 per
month through
duly appointed
appointed guaLyzeardian.
guardian.
at the
the rate
of $20
per month
through aaduly
Allie Lyzear.
name of
of Allie
Allie Lyzear,
Lyzear, widow
widow of
Lyzear, fate
of ComComThe name
of Albert
Albert Lyzear,
late of
pany
Kentucky Volunteer
pany H, Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
VolunteerInfantry,
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
her
a pension at the rate of $30 per month
a
month and
and pay to her the
amount
the amount
of
pension accrued
accrued to
to the
the soldier
of pension
soldier at
time of
death.
Pension
increased.
at the
the time
of his
his death.
Pension increased.
e
F
The
name of
Fitzpatrick, widow
widow of
of Edward
FitzpatThe name
of Margaret
Margaret Fitzpatrick,
Edward Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick,, dita.rgaret
ricMar t
itzpatlate of Troop B, Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
United States
and pay her aapension at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
the rate
of $50
$50 per
of that
that
receiving: Provided,
she is now receiving:
Provided, That in the
the event
event of the death
of Ingease
on
death of
Increase.to
to cease
cease on
death of child.
child.
Peter
Edwin Fitzpatrick,
and dependent
son of
said MarMar- deathof
Peter Edwin
Fitzpatrick, helpless
helpless and
dependent son
of said
garet
and Edward
Edward Fitzpatrick,
garet and
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
granted ,
Fitzpatrick, the
the additional
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
determine: Provided
further, That
in the
of denatho'f
deat h of mother."
on
shall
Providedfurther,
That in
the event
event of
the death of Margaret
Margaret Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick the
the name
said Peter
Peter Edwin
Edwin
name of
of said
Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick shall
shall be
be placed
roll, subject
subject to
to the
placed on the
the pension
pension roll,
the proprovisions and limitations
limitations of the pension laws,
$20 per
per
laws, at the
the rate of $20
month from and after the date
of said
Fitzpatrick. Pensions.
Pensions.
date of
of death
death of
said Margaret
Margaret Fitzpatrick.
The name
John Baker,
The
name of
of John
of Company
Company K,
K, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment John
John Baker.
Baker.
Baker, late
late of
United
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
at the
United States
States Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
the
rate
of $50
rate of
$50 per
per month.
month.
The
Vernon Stevens,
Stevens, helpless
and dependent
son of
of Jacob
Stevens.
The name
name of
of Vernon
helpless and
dependent son
Vernon Stev"ns.
Jacob Vernon
Stevens, late
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
and fifty-sixth
fifty-sixth Regiment
Stevens,
late of
Company C,
C, One
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
$20
$20 per
per month.
month.
al
The
name of
England, helpless
son of
of David
David R
Ralph
England.
The name
of Ralph
Ralph England,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
ph England.
England,
late
of
Company
A,
One
hundred
and
forty-fifth
Regiment
England, late of Company A, One hundred and forty-fifth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
the rate
rate of
of
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa pension
pension at
at the
$20 per
$20
per month.
month.
The name
name of
of Nancy
Nancy Ault,
Ault, widow
widow of
of John
C. Ault,
late of
of Company
Nancy Ault.
The
John C.
Ault, late
Company Nacy
t.
C,
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
and pay
pay
C, Forty-seventh
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
her
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
The
name of
Fannie E.
E. Tinker,
Tinker, helpless
helpless and
daughter Fann
Fanniee EE. Tinker.
Tinker.
The name
of Fannie
and dependent
dependent daughter
of
M. Tinker,
Tinker, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Fiftieth
Fiftieth Regiment
of John
John M.
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
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Belle Morrison.
Morrison.
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Pension.
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DuEaagen.
ElizabethDuagen.

Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Matilda
Smith.
Matilda Smith.
Provisos
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Increase to
cease on
on
Increase
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e
help
cdthrenbth
children.
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Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
Volunteer
pension at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
month in
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
that she
lieu of
of that
in lieu
month
The name
Leighton, late of
name of Mary
Mary A. Leighton,
Leighton, widow of James Leighton,

Company
hundred and fifty-third Regiment New
Company C, One hundred
York
New York
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
per
a pension at the rate
rate of $30 per
month.
month.
sister of
The name of Belle Morrison,
Morrison, helpless and dependent
dependent sister
of
Morrison, late of Company I, Eighty-third Regiment
Thomas W. Morrison
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
of
$30
in lieu
that she
receiving.
$30 per
month in
per month
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Dulhagen, widow of Isaac
Isaac Dulhagen, late
late
of Company I, Thirty-sixth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of
$30 per
of $30
per month.
month.
The name of Matilda Smith, widow of
of Gilbert A. Smith, late of
Company
K, One hundred
Company K,
National
hundred and sixty-sixth Regiment Ohio
Ohio National
Guard Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
Guard
Infantry, and
her aapension
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50
per month in lieu
receiving: Provided,
in
lieu of that
that she is now receiving:
Provided, That in

the event
event of the death of both Eva L. Smith and Arthur
the
Arthur D. Smith,
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter and son of said Matilda and Gilbert
Gilbert
A.
Smith,
$20
per
month
of
the
pension
herein
granted
shall
cease
on
ot
altered
A.
Smith,
$20
per
month
of
the
pension
herein
granted
shall
cease
Pension not altered
and
determine: Provided
Provided further,
That in
in the
the event
of the
the death
of
if one child
if
child die.
and determine:
further, That
event of
death of
either Eva L.
L. Smith or Arthur D. Smith, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent
daughter or son of said Matilda and Gilbert A. Smith, no portion
portion
of
the
.
pension
herein
granted
Matilda
Smith
shall
cease
and
enotoeahhd
the
pension
herein
granted
to
Matilda
Smith
shall
cease
and
Pension to each child
determine:
And provided
further, That
That in
event of
the death
death of
of
on death
death of mother.
determine: And
providedfurther,
in the
the event
of the
Matilda Smith the names of
Arthur D.
Smith
Matilda
of said
said Eva
Eva L.
L. Smith
Smith and
and Arthur
D. Smith
shall each be placed on the pension roll, subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions
and limitations of the pension laws, at the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per month
after the
the date
date of
of said
said Matilda
Matilda Smith.
to each from and after
of death
death of
Smith.
Mary E. Emery.
ary E. Emery.
The name of Mary
Mary E. Emery, widow of William J
J. Emery, late of
of
Company K, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
the One hundred
hundred and tenth Company, Second Battalion,
Veteran
Battalion, Veteran
Reserve Corps, and pay
of $35
$35 per
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
per month
month
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Lucinda Welch.
Lucnda
Welch.
The name of Lucinda
Lucinda Welch,
Welch, widow of Messor B. Welch, late of
Company
Company A, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
apension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that
that
now receiving.
she
is
William Allen.
William Aln.
a scout and spy, United
United States
The name of William
William Allen, late a
States
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in
Army, and pay him a
in lieu
lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
issnow
he i
of
Sarah
M Beach
Sarah M. Beach.
The name of Sarah M. Beach,
Beach, widow of Theron A.
A. Beach,
of
Beach, late of
Company C, Fourth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
her
aa pension
pension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that
that she is
is now
now
Pensions.
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Annie
Annie Rouse.
Rouse.
J. Rouse
The name of Annie Rouse,
Rouse ' widow of William J.
Rouse, late of
Company H, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Heavy
Rouse,
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
Sadie
L. ol.
nd
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
Sadie L. Holmes.
The name of Sadie L. Holmes, widow of Eugene R. Holmes, late
of Company
Michigan
Company B, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Michi.
an Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her
a pension
at
the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
artpay
Martha E. Hoover.
Martha E.Hoover
The name of Martha E. Hoover, widow of John Hoover,
Hoover, late of
of
Company G, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Ella
H. Anthony.
Ella I.
Anthony.
The name of Ella H. Anthony, widow of John E. Anthony, late
of Company
Company D, First Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery,
and pay her a
_pension
at the rate of $30 per
month.
a
pension
per
month.
Jennie Hall.
Jennie al.
The name of Jennie
Jennie Hall, widow of Vincent A. Hall, late of
Comof Company L, Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
and pay her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
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The name
Pension increased.
The
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Davis,
of Isham
Davis, late
late of
of Pensionincreased.
Davis, widow
widow of
Isham Davis,
Elizabeth Davis.
Company C,
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, ElzabethDavisCompany
C, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth Regiment
and pay her a
apension
pension at
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
at the
the rate of
of $35
$35 per
that
she is
is now
now receiving.
she
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
name of
of Alice
Alice Chamblin,
of Marcus
late of
The
Chamblin, widow
widow of
Marcus Chamblin,
Chamblin, late
of Alice
lice Chamblin.
Chamblin.
Company C,
Company
Regiment Ohio
volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
C, Seventieth
Seventieth Regiment
Ohio volunteer Infantry, and pay
her
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
her aa, pension
pension at
rate of
per month.
month.
E. Saunders.
Saunders.
The
Vinnie E. Saunders,
helpless and
The name
name of
of Vinnie
Saunders, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Vinnie
innie E.
Saunders, late
of Elijah R. Saunders,
late of Company
B, Thirty-first
Company B,
Thirty-first Regiment
Regiment
Infantry, and
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
and pay her a
a pension
$20
per month.
month.
per
Elizabeth
N.
The
name of
Elizabeth N.
Coombs, widow
widow of
of John
S. Coombs,
Coombs, Coombs.
The name
of Elizabeth
N. Coombs,
John S.
Elizbabet
N.
h
late ordinary
late
ordinary seaman,
United States
States Navy,
Navy, and
pay her
pension
seaman, United
and pay
her aa pension
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
at
the rate
rate of
Pension increased.
inreed
Pension
Nancy E.
E. Wimer.
The name
name of
Nancy E.
E. Wimer,
The
of Nancy
Wimer, widow
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin J.
J Wimer,
Wimer, Nancy
imer.
late
of Company
Forty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infanlate of
Company E,
E, Forty-third
Indiana Volunteer
Infanpension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
try, and pay
pay her
her aapension
$50 per
per month
month in
Provisos.
she
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
death of
of Increase
she is
the death
to
to cease
cease on
on
death of child.
Occia
, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
E. deathofchild.
Occia Wimer
Wimer,
daughter of
of said
said Nancy
Nancy E.
and Benjamin
Wimer,the
the additional
pension herein
granted shall
shall
Benjamin J.
J. Wimer,
additional pension
herein granted
Pension to child on
cease and
and determine:
determine: Provided
That in
in the
the event
of the
the death
cease
Providedfurther,
further, That
event of
death detehnsomotherd
death of mother. on
of Nancy
Nancy E. Wimer, the
the name
name of
of said
Occia Wimer
Wimer shall
be placed
said Occia
shall be
placed
on the
to the
provisions and
limitations of
of the
the
on
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
the provisions
and limitations
pension
laws, at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month from
from and
and after
after the
date
pension laws,
the rate
the date
of
death of
of said
of death
said Nancy
Nancy E.
E. Wimer.
Wimer.
Pensions.
The name
name of
Josephine Chambers,
Chambers, widow
The
of Josephine
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel Chambers,
Chambers, Josephine
Josephine Chambers.
Chambers.
late
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
late of Company F, Fifty-fifth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
her a
$30 per
per month.
month.
and
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
Mary E.
Orr.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
widow of
Jesse F.
Orr, late
late of
of Company
Company Mary
The name
E. Orr,
Orr, widow
of Jesse
F. Orr,
E- OrrI,
I, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
her a
apension
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay her
pension
at the
the rate
at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension
Pension increased
increased.
The name
Rebecca J.
J. Short,
widow of
of Ferdinand
Ferdinand E.
Short, Rebecca
Rebecca J.
Short.
The
name of
of Rebecca
Short, widow
E. Short,
J. Short.
late of Company C,
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
C, Thirty-fifth
Illinois Volunteer
and pay her aa pens
pension
ion at the
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
the rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
of that
she is
i
s now receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event of the death
death of Prorisos.
Procisos.
Increase to cease
on
1
John
helpless and
and dependent
of said
J. and
dea'th'oof chill.
on
cil'e
John L.
L. Short,
Short, helpless
dependent son
son of
said Rebecca
Rebecca J.
and death
Ferdinand E.
Ferdinand
Short, $20
$20 per
shall cease
and
E. Short,
per month
month herein
herein granted
granted shall
cease and
Pension to child on
determine:
determine: Provided
further, That
That in
in the
the event
the death
of death
Provided further,
event of
of the
death of
detehothehr.l
of mother.
Rebecca
Rebecca J.
J. Short, the
the name
of said
said John
L. Short
shall be
be placed
placed on
name of
John L.
Short shall
on
the pension
subject to
pension roll, subject
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the
to the
the provisions
pension laws,
pension
of $20
S20 per
the date
laws, at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month from
from and
and after
after the
date
of death of
said Rebecca
Rebecca J.
Short.
of
of said
J. Short.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Workman.
The
of Rhoda Workman,
of Joseph
Workman, late
Rhoda Workman.
The name
name of
Workman, widow
widow of
Joseph Workman,
late Rhoda
of
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
of Company
Company G
G,: Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
pay her
a pension
pension at
month.
Josephine Ella
The
Ella Henshen,
Henshen, widow
of Fred
Fred Henshen,
The name
name of
of Josephine
Josephine Ella
widow of
Henshen, Henohen
EUla
Henshen. hii'"
late of Company
G, Sixtieth
Infantry,
Company G,
Sixtieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
States Volunteer
and Company
Company F,
F, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer InfanInfantry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
try, and
$30 per
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Sybil M.
Mixter.
of Sybil
M. Mixter,
widow of
M. Mister.
The name
name of
Sybil M.
Mixter, widow
of Wesley
Wesley Mixter, late
late of
of sybil
Company
Volunteer
Company G,
G, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Infantry,
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
$50 per
in lieu
Infantry, and
and pay
her aapension
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
lieu Provisos.
of
that she
That in
in the
event of
of the
of that
she is
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
the event
the death
death Increase
Increase to
to cease
cease on
on
of child.
of Clara M. Mixter,
of
daughter of
of said
said Sybil
Sybil death
Mixter, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
death of
hild.
M. and
Mixter, $20
$20 per
the pension
granted
M.
and Wesley
Wesley Mixter,
per month
month of
of the
pension herein
herein granted
Pension to child on
shall cease and determine:
her.d
determine: Provided
Provided further,
further, That in the event
event of deathsomot
death of mother.
the
of Sybil
Sybil M.
M. Mixter,
of said
said Clara
Clara M.
M. Mixter
Mixter shall
shall
the death
death of
Mixter, the
the name
name of
roll, subject
subject to
and limitations
be placed
placed on
on the
the pension
pension roll,
to the
the provisions
provisions and
limitations
of the
the pension
pension laws,
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month from
from and
after the
of
laws, at
of $20
$20 per
and after
the
date of
of death
Sybil M.
M. Mixter.
Mixter.
date
death of
of said
said Sybil
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Rebecca E. Hosier
M. Hosier, late
Hosier,, widow of Adrian M.
The name of Rebecca
of
Company C,
C, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
of Company
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
her a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is now
Provisos.
Provided, That in the event
Proos.to cease on receivmg:
receiving Provided,
Increase
event of the death
death of Creswell
Creswell C.
death of
child.
Hosier,
and dependent
dependent son
son of
Rebecca E.
E. and
Adrian
and Adrian
said Rebecca
of said
helpless and
Hosier, helpless
death
ofchidee
M. Hosier,
Hosier, the
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
and
herein granted
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
M.
Pension to
to child
child on
on d
etermi
ne: Provided
Providedfurther,
in the
event of
the death
Rebecca
death of
of Rebecca
the event
of the
That in
further, That
determine:
Pension
death of mother.
E.
the name
name of
of said
said Creswell
Hosier shall
shall be
be placed
placed on
on
deathmother
E. Hosier,
Hosier, the
Creswell C.
C. Hosier
the
pension roll,
roll, subject
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the
to the
the provisions
the pension
subject to
pension laws,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
month from
from and
and after
after the
the date
date
$20 per
pension
laws, at
of
of said
Rebecca E.
E. Hosier.
Hosier.
of death
death of
said Rebecca
Kate
The
of Kate
N. Mytinger,
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
helpless and
Kate N.
The name
name of
Mytinger, helpless
Mytinger.
Kate N.
N. Mytinger.
of Charles
Charles W.
W. Mytinger,
late unassigned,
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment
unassigned, Twenty-second
Mytinger, late
of
Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20
the rate
her a
a pension
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
Ohio Volunteer
per month
in lieu
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
per
Sarah E.
The
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
E. Murray, helpless
The name of Sarah E.
Sarah
E. Murray.
Murray.
of
Ivory Murray,
Murray, late
I, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Maine
Regiment Maine
Company I,
late of
of Company
of Ivory
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
rate of
pay her
her aapension
Volunteer Infantry,
in
lieu of
that she
she is
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name
name of
of Nellie
Nellie A.
Dalton, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
and dependent
A. Dalton,
A. Dalton.
The
Daiton.
Nellie A.
John
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, First
First Battalion
Battalion Nevada
Nevada Volunteer
Volunteer
Dalton, late
John H.
H. Dalton,
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month.
per month.
a pension
Cavalry,
and pay
Pension increased.
The
name of
of Barbara
Barbara Reineck,
Reineck, widow
of Daniel
Reineck, late
of
late of
Daniel Reineck,
widow of
The name
Barbara Reineck.
Renek.
Company
G, Eighth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Company G,
Eighth Regiment
her a
apension
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
per month
that she
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
her
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The
of Margaret
Margaret J.
Page widow
George W.
late of
of
Page, late
W. Page,
of George
widow of
Margaret
J. Page,
name of
The name
Page.
J. Page.
Margaret J.
Company
I, Eighth.
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
Cavalry, and
pay
Company I,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
her a
apension
rate of
$30 per
per month.
at the
the rate
of $30
month.
her
pension at
Pensio increased.
N
ien B.
The
name of
of Nannie
Nannie B.
B. Turner,
Turner, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
The name
Turner.
B Turner.
Nanieni
Regiment Provisional
Provisional
of William
William Turner, late of Company
Company G, Fifth Regiment
Enrolled Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Militia, and pay her a
a pension at the
the
rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
she is
month in
rate of
Pensions.
ii
Mohala
The name
of Mahala
Winn, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Winn, late
ComMaala
Winn.
The
name of
Mahala Winn,
Thomas Winn,
late of
of Company K,
pay
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pany
K, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth Regiment
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
her aapension
of $30
$30 per
The name
Henrietta
Henrietta SheuShenname of Henrietta
Henrietta Sheumacher,
Sheumaclier, widow of David H.
H. H.
II. SheuShenmacher.
mach
Volunteer Cavmacher, late of Company B, Third
Third Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
alry.
,and pay
rate of
per month.
month.
alry,
pay her aapension at
at the rate
of $30 per
Lewis Powers, alias
The
of Lewis
Powers, alias
alias George
George Powers,
Powers, late
late of
of Company
Company
The name
name of
Lewis Powers,
Powers alias
Geor
George Powers.
H, One
fifty-fourth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
H,
One hundred
hundred and
and fifty-fourth
Regiment Ohio
i
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
mo
n th.
per
month.
$50
rate
of
the
at
pension
him
a
increased. and pay
P
CI1SOnS increased.
Pensions
Hannah E.
Brain- The name of Hannah E. Brainard,
Hannah
E. BrainBrainard, widow of John
John C. Brainard,
Brainard, late
ard.
ard.
of Company E, One hundred
Regiment
hundred and fifty-second
fifty-second R
egimen tNew
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$35 per
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
her aa pension
pension at
of $35
month in
is now
now receiving.
in lieu of that she
she is
receiving.
Ards Apple.
Apple.
Anis
The name
Anis Apple,
of Hiram
late of
The
name of
of Anis
Apple, widow
widow of
Hiram Apple,
Apple, late
of Company
Company
K, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heav
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
Coripany Eight,
Second Battalion
Battalion Veteran
Company
Eight, Second
Veteran Reserve
and pay
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
pay
month in
in lieu of that
her a
apension at the rate of $35
$35 per month
that she
she is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Helen I. Tilton.
The
name of
of Helen
I. Tilton,
The name
Helen I.
Tilton, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
helpless and
Edwin A. Tilton, late of Company K, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment New
New
Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
Hampshire Volunteer
second lieutenant
lieutenant Company
One
Infantry, and second
Company One
hundred
Second Battalion
hundred and sixty-eight, Second
Battalion Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Amelia C.
C. Martin.
Amelia
Marti.
The name
name of
of Amelia
former widow
widow of
Gilbert T.
T. Connor,
Connor,
The
Amelia C.
C. Martin,
Martin, former
of Gilbert
late of Company B, One
One hundred
hundred and eleventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
a pension at the rate of $30
$30
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay her a
per month.
month.
Rebecca E.
11°s
ier.
Rebecca
E.Hoder.
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The name of Amanda
of Harrison
Amanda Kenny, widow
widow of
Harrison Kenny,
Kenny, known
known as
as

Amanda Kenny.
Kenny.
Amanda

The name
Juliaette Boon,
The
name of
of Juliaette
Boon, widow
James F.
F. W.
W. Boon,
late of
of
widow of
of James
Boon, late

Juliaette Boon.
JuiaetteBoon

Harrison Collins, late of Company
G, One
One hundred
Company G,
hundred and
and nineteenth
nineteenth
Regiment United States Colored Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her aa
and pay
pension
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Company
Company D, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 p
er mon
th.
pa
a pension
rate of
per
month.
The name
name of
The
of Julia
Julia A.
A. Gardner, widow
widow of
of James
Gardner, late
late
James R.
R. Gardner,
of Company C, One hundred and fifty-fourth
fifty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
of $30
her aa pension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.
month in
she is
is now
receiving.

Pensions
Pensions increas
Increased.
Julia
A. Gardner.
Gardner.
Juia A.

The
E. Black,
Black, widow
The name
name of
of Anne
Anne E.
widow of
of James
James R.
surgeon,
R. Black,
Black, late
late surgeon,

Anne Ela

The name of Clara Daughters, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of

Clara Daughters.
Clara
Daughter.

The name
The
name of
of Charles
Duerson, late
late civilian
civilian attached
attached to
to the
FourCharles Duerson,
the Four-

Charles Duerson.
Charles
Duerson

One hundred and thirteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
and
pay her aa pension at the rate of
of $35
$35 per
lieu of
that she
is
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Henry
Henry Daughters, late
of Company
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and tenth
Regilate of
tenth Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
pay her
at the
$20
$20 per
er month in
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
teenth
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
teenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Cavalry, and
$50 per month
at the rate of $50
lieu of
of that
that he
month in lieu
he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.

Anne E. Black.

Pension.

The name
name of
of Susie
Labaw, widow
The
Susie Labaw,
widow of
of Simon
Simon Labaw,
Labaw, late
late of
of Company
Company Susie
usie Labaw.
abaw.
C, One hundred
hundred and fifty-fourth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InInRegiment Indiana
fantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
fantry, and
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension
Pension increased.
Mary E.
E. Blunt.
Blunt.
The name of
E. Blunt,
James L.
of Mary
Mary E.
Blunt, widow
widow of
of James
L. Blunt,
Blunt, late
late of
of ComCom- Mary
pany B, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Infantry, and
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her
her a
a pension
pay
pension at
at the
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
lieu of
is Pro
os.
'
Provisos.
cease on
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event of the death
death of Clara
Clara Blunt, Increase
Increase to cease
on
death of child.
helpless
dependent daughter
daughter of
E. and
and James
James L.
helpless and
and dependent
of said
said Mary
Mary E.
L. Blunt,
Blunt, death ofchild
the additional pension
pension herein granted shall cease
and determine:
cease and
determine:
Pension to child on
Provided
further, That in
in the
the event
event of
death of
Mary E.
Provided further,
of the
the death
of Mary
E. Blunt,
Blunt, death
dPenson
toherild on
of mother.
said Clara
Clara Blunt
Blunt shall
shall be
the name of said
be placed
placed on
on the
the pension
roll, subsubpension roll,
ject to the provisions and limitations
limitations of the pension laws, at the rate
rate
of
$20 per
per month
of $20
month from and after the date of death of said Mary E.
Blunt.
Blunt.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Ellen L.
L. Barnes.
Barnes.
The name of Ellen L.
L. Barnes,
L. Barnes,
Barnes, widow
widow of
of William
William L.
Barnes, late
late of
of Ellen
Company
Vermont Volunteer
Company D, Sixteenth Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Militia
Infantry,
Militia Infantry,
and pay
iirty her a
at the
rate of
$30 per
a pension at
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
Jane E. K
Kerne°.
e
The name
The
name of
of Jane
Jane E.
late of
of Jane.
E. Kernan,
Kernan, widow
widow of
of James
James Kernan,
Kernan, late
rna.
Troop M, Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
States Volunteer
her a
a pension
pension at the
her
the rate
rate of
of $:30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
E.Dennison.
E. Dennison,
of James
The name of Harriet
Harriet E.
Dennison, widow of
James H.
H. Dennison,
Dennison, Harriet
Harriet E.Dennison.
late of Company C, Seventh Battalion
Battalion District
District of
of Columbia
Volunteer
Columbia Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
$30 per
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
of
that she
is now
Pension.
Pension.
Alberto Murray.
The name of Alberto Murray, helpless
son of
of Ivory
Murray.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
Ivory Alberto
Murray, late of Company I, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer InInpension at the
fantry, and pay
pay him a
apenSion
the rate
rate of
of $12 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Charles N. Ashford,
The name
name of Charles N. Ashford,
Ashford, alias William
William Kenney,
Kenney, late
late of
of alias
cai'
William Aslhmney
Kenney.
Company
Company D, One hundred
hundred and fifth
fifth Regiment,
Regiment., and
and Company
Company K,
K,
Ninety-seventh Regiment,
Ninety-seventh
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Regiment, New
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
Proviso.
Provided, That
no part
receiving: Provided,
That no
part of
pension herein
granted shall
shall No
of the
the pension
herein granted
retention
by
Norretention
by
Bureau.
be withheld
by
the
Bureau
withheld
of Pensions for recoupment
recoupment of former
former Bureau
alleged
alleged erroneous
erroneous payments
payments of
of pension.
pension.
Pensions.
The
name of
of Lida
Haskill, widow
The name
Lida Haskill,
widow of
James L.
L. Haskill,
Haskill, late
late of
of ComnCom- LLida
of James
da mas.pany F, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her a
apension at the rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
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Anderson, late
The name
name of
of Jetora
Anderson, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas Anderson,
E. Anderson,
Jetora E.
The
of Company I,
I, Ninth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
and pay
Cavalry,
of Company Ninth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
at the rate of $30
a pension
herThe
widow of Warren
former widow
name of
Alice M.
Warren Welton,
Thompson, former
M. Thompson,
of Alice
The name
late of
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer
Eighty-ninth Regiment
G, Eighty-ninth
Company G,
of Company
late
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
of $35
per month in lieu
lieu
$35 per
rate of
the rate
a pension
Infantry, and

Jetora E. Anderson.

etora E. Anderson.

Pension increased,

Pensioninreased

Alice H.
Thompson.
M. Thompson.
hlice

Pensions.
Pensions.
Nelson H.
Nelson .

of that
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
that name
of
The
of
Nelson H.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son of
Henry, helpless
H. Henry,
of Nelson
The name
Samuel
M.
Henry,
late
of
Company
K,
Eighty-first
Regiment
Regiment PennEighty-first
K,
Company
of
late
Henry,
M.
Samuel
sylvania
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at the rate of
a pension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
sylvania Volunteer

Henry.

enry.

Annie T. Lamarche.

Anie T. Lamarhe.

1921.
1921.

per
month.
pername
$20The
of

AnnieT.T. Lamarche,
Lamarche, widow
widow of Alfred F. Lamarche,
Te name ofAnnie

late of
of Company
H, Tenth
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Maine
Tenth Regiment
Company H,
late
P
• nincr
ed.
pay
her
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
rate of
aapension
hername
pay
enson increased.
Bailey, late
Amanda M. Bailey.
The
of Amanda
Amanda M.
widow of
of Henry
Henry-H. Bailey,
Bailey, widow
M. Bailey,
name of
The
Amanda 3. Bailey.
of
Company
A,
Twenty-ninth
Regiment
Maine
Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer
Maine
Regiment
of Company A, Twenty-ninth
and
her a
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that she
lieu of
per month
$35 per
of $35
at the
pension at
a pension
pay her
and pay

receiving.
is
now receiving.
is now
The name
name of
Sook, widow
of Oliver
CornOliver P. Sook, late of Comwidow of
L. Sook,
Ida L.
of Ida
The
Volunteer
Ohio
any
E,
One
hundred
and
fifty-seventh
Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment
fifty-seventh
and
pany E, One hundred
Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
her a
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Malinda Rundell.
The
name
of
Malinda
Runde% widow
widow of
Harrison Rundell,
Rundell, late
late of
of
of Harrison
Rundell,
Malinda
of
name
The
alindaRundell.
Company B,
Seventh Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and ComRegiment Ohio
B, Seventh
Company
a
pany
M, Sixth
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her a
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Sixth Regiment
pany M,
per month.
$30 per
pension at the rate of $30
James.W. Pruyn,
widow of James.W.
Margaret
PnrY".
The
of Margaret
S.-Pruyn,
Pruyn, late of
Pruyn, widow
Margaret S.
name of
The name
s. PrynMargaret S.
Company
F, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Company F,
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
pay her
Mary A.
A. Clark.
Clark.
The
of Mary
Mary A.
A. Clark,
Clark, widow
of Charles
Charles J.
J. Clark, late of
widow of
name of
The name
Mary
Company
C,
Second
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery, and
and
Heavy
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
Second
C,
Company
Pensions increased. pa
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
$30
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
Pensions increased.
Benjamin B. Phillips,
Hester
A. Phillips.
The
name of Hester A. Phillips, widow of Benjamin
The name
Phillips
esterA.
late
of Company
Company K,
Kz Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Delaware Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Delaware
late of
month
per
$35
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
she i
snow receiving.
a
rate of $35 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that

Pensions,
ensions.
Ida L. Sook.

ook.

she is now receiving.

The name
name of
E. Peake,
Peake, widow
James B.
B. Peake,
Peake, late of
of James
widow of
Mary E.
of Mary
The
InfanVolunteer
Columbia
Company
B,
Fourth
Battalion
District
Columbia
Volunteer
ml anof
District
Company B, Fourth Battalion
try, and
pay her
her aapension at the rate of $35
$35 per month
month in lieu of that
that
and pay
try,
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she
Pnsios.
Pensions.
widow of George
Jennie H.. SRquier.
Squier.
The
George J.
J. Squier, late of
Squier, widow
Jennie H. Squier,
of Jennie
name of
The name
Jennie
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
Company
F,
One
hundred
and
fifth
Regiment
Volunteer InfanCompany F, One
try,
and pay
pay her
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
her aapension
try, and
Elizabeth A.
a
rThe
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth A. Barclay, widow of Alexander M. BarThe name
A. BBarclaiabeth
clay.
clay,
Captain Daugherty's
company, One hundred
hundred and third
Daugherty's company,
of Captain
late of
clav, late
pension
pay her aa pension
and
Infantry,
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer
Pennsylvania
Regiment
rate of $30 per month.
the
at
Minnie
n
Andrews, helpless
Minnie May Andrews,
name of Minnie
drews.
The
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughdaughThe name
May
drTnie
Regiment
Third
E,
ter of
Company
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
Andrews, late of Company
John E. Andrews,
of John
ter
Volunteer Cavalry,
Seventy-first Regiment Ohio
Company G, Seventy-first
Cavalry, and Company
Volunteer
a pension
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per
Volunteer
Pens
i
o
n
s
increas
d_
month.
month.
Pensions increased.
of
and dependent
ra nt
Clysses
Grant
The name of Ulysses
Ulysses Grant Kirker,
Kirker, helpless and
dependent son
son of
ey3sses G
Kicker.
PennsylH, Ninth Regiment
J. Kirker,
William J.
William
Kirker, late of Company II,
Regiment Pennsylr
vania
Reserve Infantry,
Company I, Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Infantry, and Company
Volunteer Reserve
vania Volunteer
Artillery, and pay
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
pay him aapension at
at
Pennsylvania
the rate
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate of $20 per month
the
Mabel NairThe name
name of
Nolin, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
of Mabel
Mabel Nolin,
The
Ni.
Mabel
Kentucky
D, Tenth Regiment
John F.
F. Nolin, late of Company 134,
Regiment
t
,VolKentucky VolJohn
unteer
month
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
pay her a
and pay
Cavalry,, and
unteer Cavalry
receiving.
in
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Mary E. Peake.

MaryE. reake.

May

Au-
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The name of Martha Tucker,
Tucker, widow of Green G. Tucker,
Tucker, late of Pensions.
r
ia
en
r
si
thoViucker.
L, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
Company L,
Illinois Volunteer
her
Tucer
a pension
a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
pension at
per month.
month.
Fannie Hart Baber.
The
The name of Fannie Hart
Hart Baber,
former widow
widow of
Peter Hart,
Hart, Fanne
Baber, former
of Peter
art Baber
late of Company I, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh It
egipient United
Colored
Regiment
United States
States Colored
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per
a pension
rate of
month.
month.
Pension increased.
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah C.
C. Rawlins
Rawlins, widow
The
widow of
Rawlins late
late of
of Daniel
Daniel S.
S. Rawlins,
Rawlins.
of Sarah C.
C. Rawlis.
Company
B,
Sixty-seventh
Company
Sixty-seventh Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
of that
that
a pension
at the
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
she
is now
Pensions
Pensions.
The name of Margaret
Margaret Sweet, widow
W. Sweet,
alias Margaret
Sweet.
widow of
of Oliver
Oliver W.
Sweet, alias
Margaret Sweet.
Frazee, late of Company F,
Oliver W. Frazee,
F, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Indiana
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Volunteer
Regiment United
United
and Company
Company K,
K, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
States
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
apension
at the
$30
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
per
month.
Amanda J.
The name
name of
of Amanda
Gilmore, widow
Isaac J.
J. Gilmore,
Gilmore ' late
late Ananda
The
Amanda J.
J. Gilmore,
widow of
of Isaac
J. Gilmore.
Ginore.
of
Company I,
One hundred
hundred and
and ninety-eighth
ninety-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
of Company
I, One
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
Infantry, and
and pay
the rate
month.
month.
The
name of
The name
of Sarah
Taylor McGowan,
McGowan, late
of Sarah
Sarah McGowan,
McGowan, widow
widow of
of Taylor
late of
McGowan.
Sarah McGowan.
Company
hundred and
eighty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio VolunVolunCompany G,
G, One
One hundred
and eighty-fourth
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
teer
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month. Pension increased.
pay her
her aapension
increased.
Amanda Baird.
The name
name of
Amanda Baird,
widow of
of William
K. Baird,
late of
of AnadaBaird.
The
of Amanda
Baird, widow
William K.
Baird, late
Company A,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company
A, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
and
pay her
pension at
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $35
$35 per
lieu of
that she
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
Dunbar.
The name
name of
of Alice
Alice Dunbar,
of Charles
S. Dunbar,
late of
The
Dunbar, widow
widow of
Charles S.
Dunbar, late
of Alice
Alice Dunbar.
Company K, Second
Company
Second Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
Cavalry , and
and
Regiment Minnesota
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month,
month, and
and pay
!Day to
to her
her the
the
pay her aapension at
at the
$30 per
amount
accrued to
the soldier
the time
of his
death.
amount of
of pension accrued
to the
soldier at
at the
time of
his death.
John A. Thomas.
The
The name
name of
John A.
dependent son
son of
of Levi
Levi John
of John
A. Thomas,
Thomas, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
A Thomas.
Thomas, late of
of Company D,
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer
D, Sixth
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at
per month
month through
through
at the
the rate
rate of $20
$20 per
duly
duly,appointed
appointed. guardian.
guardian.
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
G. Frost.
Frost.
The name
name of
of -Betsy
Hiram C.
Frost, late
The
Betsy G.
G. Frost,
Frost, widow
widow of
of Hiram
C. Frost,
of Betsy
late of
Betsy G.
Company
Company E, One hundred
and seventy-fourth
Ohio
hundred and
seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
per
her aa pension
pension at
of $35
$35 per
month in
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
A. Rawles.
The
name of
of Phoebe
Phoebe A.
A. Rawles,
Rawles, widow
B. Rawles,
Rawles, late
The name
widow of
of Jacob
Jacob B.
late Phoebe A.
Rawles.
first lieutenant,
lieutenant, Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
United States Volunteer
Artillery,
Volunteer Artillery,
and pay
at the
the rate
$50 per
per month.
month.
pay her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $50
Mary I.. Carroll.
The
name of
A. Carroll,
widow of
John Carroll,
Carroll, late
The name
of Mary
Mary A.
Carroll, widow
of John
late of
of ComCom- Mary
A. Carroll
pany I, One hundred
hundred and
York Volunteer
Volunteer
and eighty-fifth
eighty-fifth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Infantry,
her aapension
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
Joseph Floyd.
The name
name of
of Joseph
Joseph Floyd,
helpless and
The
Floyd, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Peter
Peter Joseph
Floyd.
of Company
Company D,
Floyd, late of
D, Forty-eighth
Regiment
Missouri
VolunForty-eighth Regiment Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and
him a
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month. Pensions increased.
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
per month.
Increased.
The name
of Hiram
Hiram Baker,
late of
of Company
Company Susan
name of
of Susan Baker,
Baker, widow
widow of
Baker, late
san Baker.
Baker
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
pension
C, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
of $35
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
at
rate of
$35 per
per month
of that
she is
is now
l G.
G Hughes.
gh
of Olive
Hughes, widow
of Nathan
B. Hughes,
Hughes, Olive
The name of
Olive G.
G. Hughes,
widow of
Nathan B.
late
acting assistant
assistant surgeon,
States Army,
Army, and
and pay
her aa
late acting
surgeon, United
United States
pay her
pension
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
is now
repension at
at the rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
ceiving.
Pensions.
The name
name of
of Cynthia
Rudler Osgood,
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph gonthia
0
c, a
vnt" Rudler
Cs*
The
Cynthia Rudler
Osgood, former
former widow
Rudler OsRudler, late
G, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania g
Rudler,
late of
of Company
Company G,
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
her a
at the
of $30
per
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
4422°--VOL
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The name
M. Brown,
Brown, widow
of Philip
Philip M.
Brown, late
late of
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah M.
widow of
M. Brown,
of
Company D,
D, One
and sixteenth
Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
hundred and
sixteenth Regiment
Company
One hundred
Infantry,
pay her
pension at
at the
of $30
month.
Infantry, and
and pay
her aapension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
of ComComMary Arnold.
Arnold, widow of James
of
_krnold.
The name of Mary Arnold,
James Arnold,
Arnold,Vlate
olunteer
pany
C,
One
hundred
and
fiftieth
Regiment
Indiana
Inpany C, One hundred and fiftieth Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
fantry,
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
Malvia A.
The name
WilMalvina A.
Malvin°
Wil
name of Malvina
Russell A. Williams,
Williams,
A. Williams,
Williams, widow
widow of Russell
Hams.
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
late
and
pay her
at the
rate of
month.
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Margaret
Margaret J.
John H. Cutright,
Cutright,
J. CutcuThe name
name of
of Margaret
J. Cutright, widow
widow of John
Margaret
rright,
ght.
late of Company F, One hundred and forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
Volunteer
her aa pension
month.
month.
Ella V. Altmeyer.
The
name of
of Ella
Ella V.
V. Altmeyer,
of Mathias
Mathias Altmeyer,
Altmeyer, late
late
The name
Altmeyer, widow
widow of
of
H, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Volunteer
of Company
Company H,
Regiment West
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
Ottilie
The name
name of
of Ottilie
Ottilie Carrol,
Carrol, widow
of Charles
Charles Carrol,
late of
of ComComOttili Carrol.
arrol.
The
widow of
Carrol, late
pany A,
A, One
One hundred
sixty-fifth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer
and sixty-fifth
York Volunteer
pany
hundred and
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the tate
of $30
month.
Infantry,
a pension
at the
iate of
$30 per
per month.
Matildatarbuck.
Matilda
Starbuck.
The name
Starbuck, widow
widow of
of William
William N.
N. Starbuck,
Starbuck,
The
name of Matilda
Matilda Starbuck,
Company G,
One hundred
thirtieth Regiment
Indiana
late of Company
G, One
hundred and thirtieth
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry,-,and
her aa pension
per
month.
month.
Florence
The name
of Florence
Florence F.
F. Wellington
Wellington Washburn,
widow of
of Nathan
}tonw
The
name of
Washburn, widow
Nathan
ton
Washburn. msn-'
late of
of Company
Company F,
Regiment Vermont
A. Washburn,
Washburn, late
F, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Vermont
Volunteer Militia
Volunteer
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
Militia Infantry, and
and pay
rate of
$30 per month, and pay to her the amount of pension accrued to
to
the soldier
his death.
the
soldier at
at the
the time
time of
of his
death.

Sarah M.
M.Brown.
Brown.

F. Welling-

.urehaE.

Aurelia E. Wilkins.
Wilkins.

The
Aurelia E.
The name
name of
of Aurelia
E. Wilkins,
Wilkins, widow
widow of
of James
Wilkins,
James H.
H. Wilkins,

late of
of Companies
Companies G
G and
and A,
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer
late
A, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
a pension at the rate
Infantry, and pay her
her a
rate of $30 per month.
month.

The name
name of
Shurts, late
late of
of Katherine
Katherine Shurts,
Shurts, widow
widow of
of John
John W.
W. Shurts,
of
Company G, Eighty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
a pension
pension at
pay her a
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
at the
the rate
month.
Lurinda F. Raines.
Lrinda F. aes.
The name of Lurinda
Lurinda F.
F. Haines,
Haines, widow
widow of
of Eli
Eli Haines,
Haines, late
late of
of
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Company D, Fifty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay_her
the rate
$30 p
er month.
mon th.
pay her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per
Lute P.JlHoyt.
i'.
The
name of Jane P. Hoyt,
The name of Jane P.
Hoyt, widow
widow of Alonzo A. Hoyt, late of
Company C, First Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
her aapension
pension at
rate of
$30 per
month.
at the rate
of $30
per month.
Ellabethl.Waugh.
Thee name of Elizabeth
Waugh, widow of William W. Waugh,
ElizahethH.Waugh.
Th
Elizabeth H.
H. Waugh,
Waugh,
Volunteer Militia
late of Company G, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Militia
san . Kendrik. Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
mon th.
and pay
her aapension
rate of
Susan C. Kendrick.
Kendrick, widow
widow of
name of Susan
Susan C.
C. Kendrick,
The name
of Theron
Theron W.
W. Kendrick,
Kendrick,
late of Company D, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
pay her a
a pension
pension at the
the rate
$30 per
Catherine Rentfro.
atherine
Rentfr.
The name
of -Catherine
Catherine Rentfro,
M. Rentfro,
The
name of
Rentfro, widow
widow of
of Francis
Francis M.
Rentfro,
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, First
First Regiment
late
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer Light Artillery,
and pay
pay her aapension
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
pension at
at the
rate of
Go.
The name
name of
widow of
Mahalaahal
Goff.
The
of Mahala
Ifahala Goff,
Goff, widow
of Bethuel
J. Goff,
Goff, late
late of
ComBethuel J.
of Company C,
Eighty-third Regiment
pany
C, Eighty-third
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
lisle.
Henrietta
'
Th e name
name of
of Henrietta
Henrietta W.
W. Carlisle,
Carlisle, widow
widow of
Carlisle,
t . W. CararThe
of Joseph
Joseph Carlisle,
late of the United
United States
States Navy, and pay her aa pension
pension at the rate
of $30
per month.
830 per
of
arrietA.Wormnth.
The
Harriet A.
Wormuth, widow
Alfred D.
D. Wormuth,
Harriet
A.Wormnth.
The name
name of
of Harriet
A. Wormuth,
widow of
of Alfred
Wormuth,
late
of
Company
F,
One
hundred
and
forty-third
Regiment
late of Company- F, One hundred
Regiment New
New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her aa pension
pension at
York
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of $30
$30
per
per month.
month.
Katherine

hurts.
Katherine Shurts.
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The name
of Julia
of George
B. Wooster,
The
name of
Julia E.
E. Wooster,
Wooster, widow
widow of
George B.
Wooster , late
late
of Company
Tenth Regiment
Volun t
eer Heavy
Iieavy
of
Company D,
D, Tenth
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Artillery, and
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Artillery,
and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
of $30
month.
The name
Miller, widow
K. Miller,
Miller, late
The
name of
of Cynthia
Cynthia A.
A. Miller,
widow of
of William
William K.
late

Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
of Company
Company H,Thirty-first
H, Thirty-first Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
and
pay her
the rate
per month.
month.
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
The
The name
name of
Ruth Maxwell,
widow of
of Ruth
Maxwell, widow
of James
James T.
T. Maxwell,
Maxwell, alias
alias
James
of Company
E, Twelfth
James H. Davis, late of
Company E,
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment West
West
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry, and
Company L,
Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
L, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
and pay
pension at
Pennsylvania
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay her
her aapension
at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the
rate of
The
name of
Hiram Gilbert,
Gilbert, late
of
The name
of Fannie
Fannie Gilbert,
Gilbert, widow
widow of
of Hiram
late of

Company C,
C, Thirty-first
Company
Thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
pay
her a
a pension
at the
of $30
$30 per
month.
The
Nancy C.
widow of
Wilson Henderson,
Henderson,
The name
name of Nancy
C. Henderson,
Henderson, widow
of Wilson
late of Company
Company A, Ninety-eighth
Ninety-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and
at the
rate of
month.
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
The name
of Clara
Clara B.
Messner, widow
R. Plessner,
Plessner , late
late of
of
The
name of
B. Plessner,
widow of
of Otto
Otto R.
Company
H, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
and
Company H,
Ohio Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay
a pension
the rate
rate of
The
Mary E.
Applegate, widow
Applegate,
The name
name of
of Mary
E. Applegate,
widow of
of Edwin
Edwin R:
R. Applegate,
of Company H,
late of
Eleventh Regiment
H, Eleventh
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
month.
and
pay her
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
The name
Pemecia Boozer,
Boozer, widow
widow of
John Boozer,
late of
The
name of
of Pernecia
of John
Boozer, late
of
Company D,
eleventh Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Company
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and eleventh
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Infantry, and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
rate of
month.
The
name of
of Lydia
Lydia Smith,
widow of
of Lewis
of Company
The name
Smith, widow
Lewis Smith,
Smith, late
late of
Company

Regiment Missouri
Cavalry, and
and pay
her a
G, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her
a
pension
at the
of $35
month..
pension at
the rate
rate of
$35 per
per month.

The
name of
of Rosetta
Rosetta Chaney,.
widow of
of William
William H.
H. Chaney,
The name
Chaney, widow
Chaney, late
late
of
Forty-ninth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
of Company
Company K, Forty-ninth
Regiment Ohio
and
pay
pay_ her a
apension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.
The
Laura Adams,
Adams widow
widow of
of Hiram
Hiram Adams,
Adams, late
late of
of ComComThe name
name of
of Laura
pany G, One hundred and
and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company B,
B,
One hundred
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
hundred and forty-seventh
forty-seventh Regiment,
Regiment, Indiana
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
pay
month and
and pay
amount of pension
accrued to
the soldier
soldier at
at his
to her
her the amount
pension accrued
to the
his death.
death.
The
name of
of May
May J.
J. Wode,
Wode, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
The name
and dependent
Charles Wode,
late of
the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy, and
and pay
her a
apension
Charles
Wode, late
of the
pay her
pension
at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
rate of
per month
lieu of
The name of Nancy E. Hixson, widow of William
William Hixson, fate
late of
Company
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
('olp
any C,
C, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
Infantry, and
pay her aa pension at the rate of
month.
of $30 per month.
widow of
Thomas Dixon,
Dixon, late
late of
of
name of
of Virginia
Virginia A.•
The name
A- Dixon,
Dixon, widow
of Thomas
Companies
Regiment, and
and Company
One hundred
hundred
Companies G
G and
and A,
A, Ninth
Ninth Regiment,
Company K,
K, One
and twenty-eighth
Regiment, Illinois Volunteer
twenty-eighth Regiment,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her
pension at
at the
of $30
her aapension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Merrick, widow
W. Merrick,
late of
of
The name of
of Ella Merrick,
widow of
of Austin
Austin W.
Merrick, late
Company
One hundred
hundred and
and eleventh
eleventh Regiment
Comnpany B,
B, One
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
her a
pension at
of $30
per
ollunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay her
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
month.
The
of Marinda
Maynard, widow
widow of
Aldin Maynard,
late
'TIhe name
name of
Marinda Maynard.
of Aldin
Maynard, late
unassigned, First
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Light Artillery,
unassigned,
First Regiment
Volunteer Light
Artillery,
and pay
her a
at the
of $30
$30 per
and
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
The name
of Ellen
widow of
of Company
Company
The
name of
Ellen M.
M. Deer,
Deer, widow
of Job
Job Deer
Deer,'late
late of
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
and thirty-third
thirty-third Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
Company- E,
E, One
One
G,
hundred and
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
hundred
and forty-ninth
forty-ninth Regiment,
Regiment, Indiana
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
and pay
her a
a pension
of $30
$30 per
The name
name of
Fanny Stewart,
Stewart., widow
Stewart, late
late of
of
The
of Fanny
widow of
of George
George D.
D. Stewart,
Company
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company A,
A, Twenty-fifth
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
the rate
of $30
$30 per
and
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
month.

Julia
E. Wooster.
Wooster.
Jlia E.
Cynthia A.
A. Miller.
iller.
Cynthia
Ruth Maxwell.
Maxwell.
Ruth

Fannie Gilbert.
Farie
Gilbert.
Nancy C.
C. H
HendersNnCy
enderson.
Clara
Plessner.
lara B.
B.Plessner
Mary
gate.
Mry EE. Apple
.App'egate.
Pernecia
Boozer.
Perneia Boer.
Lydia Smith.
Smith.
Lydia
Rosetta Chaney.
Rosettachaney.
Laura Adams.

LuraAdams.

Pension increased.

May
May J.
J. Wode.
Wode.

Pensions.

Nancy E. nixson.
Nancy
E.-lixon.

Virginia A. Dixon.
VirgniA.Dixon.

Ella Merrick.

EllaMerric k

Marinda

Maynard.

MaridaMaynad.

Ellen M. Deer.
Elen
1. Deer.

Fanny Stewart.

Fany tewart-
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Pension
increased.
.
Pens
Lena
Derl.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Louisa Gladwish.
Louisa Gldwish.

Ann Vanfleet.

Annneet.

Adam
Perry Kaufdam Per
auman.
Sarah Isabell
sabell Lowe.
Lowe.
Sarah
Pensionincreased.
Pension increasedAdelia Doersh.
Adeliaoersh

Provisos.
Increase to

increase

to cease
cease on
on

death
death of
of chid.
child.

Pension to child onn

death of of
mothee.
deat
motei.

Pensions,
Pensions.
Carrie
over.
carrie Rover.

ohsto
Ellen Ellen
I.. Johnston.

1921.
1921.

The name
Lena Derl,
Den, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
of Charles
Charles
daughter of
name of
of Lena
The
Den,
of Company
Company B,
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
B, Forty-third
Forty-third Regiment
late of
Derl, late
Infantry,
and pay
in lieu
month in
$20 per month
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20
pay her
Infantry, and
of
now receiving.
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
widow of
of John
John W.
W. Gladwish,
Gladwish, late
late
The name of Louisa
Louisa Gladwish,
Gladwish, widow
of
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Company D, Third Regiment
of Company
pay
her a
pension at
at the
per month.
pa her
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
widow of Otis B. Vanfleet, late of
Ann Vanfleet,
Thee name of Ann
Vanfleet, widow
Company A,
A, One
and second
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
second Regiment
hundred and
One hundred
Company
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
her a
a pension
Infantry, and
The name
Kaufman, late
the United
United States
States
Adam
Th
name off Adam Perry
erry Kaufman,
late of
of the
Navy,
pension at
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
the rate
pay him
him a
a pension
Navy, and
and pay
Isabell Lowe, helpless and
and dependent
The name of Sarah
Sarah Isabel
dependent daughter
daughter
of
Lowe, late
of Company
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
late of
Company A, Eleventh
of John
John Lowe,
Infantry, and pay
a pension
pay her a
pension at the rate of $20 per month.
The name of Adelia Doersh, widow of Lorenzo
Lorenzo Doersh, late of
Company H,
hundred and
Regiment Ohio
Ohio VolunVolunand twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment
H, One
One hundred
Company
teer
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
rate of
lieu
Provided, That in the event of the
of that she is now receiving: Provided,
lieu of
death of William Doersh, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent son of said Adelia
Adelia
and Lorenzo
the additional
herein granted
granted shall
shall
and
Lorenzo Doersh,
Doersh, the
additional pension
pension herein
cease and
and determine:
determine: Provided
mat in
in the
the event
of the
the death
death
event of
Providedfurther,
further, That
cease
of Adelia
Adelia Doersh,
the name
placed
of said William
William Doersh shall be placed
name of
of
Doersh, the
on the
the provisions
limitations of the
subject to
to the
provisions and
and limitations
on
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
pension laws,
laws, at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month from
from and
and after
date
after the
the date
the rate
pension
of death
said Adelia
Adelia Doersh.
Doersh.
of said
death of
of
The
name of
Carrie Hover,
Hover, widow
widow of
of Jonathan
Jonathan Hover,
Hover , late
late of
of
of Carrie
The name
Company
A, One
and eighty-third
Regiment, and
and 6ompany
Company
eighty-third Regiment,
hundred and
Company A,
One hundred
A,
and eighty-eighth
Regiment, New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
eighty-eighth Regiment,
One hundred
hundred and
A, One
Infantry,
her a
apension
pension. at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
and 'pay
pay her
at the
helpless and dependent
daughter
dependent daughter
name of Ellen J. Johnston, helpless
The name
of Franklin
Johnston, late
late of
of Company
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment
H, Seventeenth
Company H,
L. Johnston,
of
Franklin L.
Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
rate of
of $20
$20
at the
the rate
her a
a pension
pension at
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer

per
month.'
Chronis,. p
Franis M.ch.tisFrancis
er month
aronister, former
former widow of James E.
The name of Francis M. Chronister,
Buckhanon,
late of
of Companies
Missouri
Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
C and
and G,
G, Fiftieth
Companies C
Buckhanon, late
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at the
the rate of $30 per
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
Robert Gardner.
The
of Robert
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
name of
Robert Gardner,
Gardner, late
Robert
Gardner
The name
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company H,
H, TwentyTwentyand Company
Infantry, and
Regiment
third
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Kentucky Volunteer
third Regiment
Pension
increased, at
of $50
at the
Pensionincreased.
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month.
month.
Alice
Jewett.
The
Alice Jewett,
Jewett, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
name of
of Alice
helpless and
Alice Jewett.
The name
Charles Jewett,
Jewett, late
late of
K, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth Regiment
Regiment MassaMassaof Company
Company-K,
Charles
chusetts Volunteer
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
her aa pension
Infantry, and
chusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
Pensions.
$20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Cyrus J. Wilsey.
CyruJ.Wilsey.
The name of Cyrus J. Wilsey, late of Company
hundred
Company K,
K, One hundred
and
ninety-ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and ninety-ninth
Sarah
pay him
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
the rate
tandish. pay
M. Standish.
him a
a pension
rate of
of $50
$50 per
sarah M.
The
L. Standish,
Standish,
of Newton
Newton L.
M. Standish,
Standish, widow
widow of
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah M.
Company E, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
Regiment New York
late of
of Company
Sarah
Hall.
Artillery,
pay-her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
$30 per month.
a pension
and pay
Artillery, and
E. Hal.
Sarah E.
The
of Sarah
Sarah E.
of Theodore
Theodore Hall,
Hall, late
late of
of
Hall, widow
widow of
E. Hall,
The name
name of
Company
One hundred
forty-fourth Regiment
Illinois VolunVolunRegiment Illinois
hundred and
and forty-fourth
Company C,
C, One
Martha Nave,
teer
Infantry, and
and pay
rate of
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
pay her
teer Infantry,
Martha Nave.
The
name of
of Martha
widow of
of Daniel
S. Nane,
Nane, late
late of
Comof ComDaniel S.
Martha Nave,
Nave, widow
The name
pany A,
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
A, Thirteenth
pany
pay her
pension at
month, and pay to her
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per month,
her aa pension
pay
the
accrued to
to the
the soldier
soldier at his death.
pension accrued
of pension
the amount
amount of

ter.
ter.
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Annie Baird.
Baird.
The name
Annie Baird,
Baird, widow
of Hiram
Baird, late
late of Company Annie
Hiram Baird,
widow of
of Annie
name of
The
B,
Regiment East
Guard Infantry,
Infantry,
National Guard
Volunteer National
Tennessee Volunteer
East Tennessee
First Regiment
B, First
and pay
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.abeh
$30 per
the rate
at the
a pension
pension at
pay her
her a
and
Elizabeth Hopper.
The name
name of
Elizabeth Hopper,
Hopper, widow
widow of Thomas Hopper, late of Eliabeth Hopperof Elizabeth
The
Company
Company F, One hundred
hundred and
and Company
Regiment, and
F, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Regiment,
Company F,
twentieth. Regiment,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapenIndiana Volunteer
Regiment, Indiana
twentieth
sion
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
the rate
at the
sion at
Garrett Williamson.
The name
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of Garrett Wlam
Williamson, helpless
Garrett Williamson,
of Garrett
name of
The
James K.
late of
of Company
Company F,
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment
F, Thirty-ninth
Williamson, late
P. Williamson,
K. P.
James
Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
$20
pension at the rate of $20
a pension
him a
and pay
Illinois Volunteer
per
month.
per
month.
Pensionincreased.
per
Pension increased.
Mary B.
B. Morgn.
Morgan.
The name
of Mary
William H.
H Morgan,
Morgan, late of My
of William
widow of
B. Morgan,
Morgan, widow
Mary B.
name of
The
a
Twenty-fifth
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her
her a
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Twenty-fifth Regiment
pension at
at the
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
receiving. Pensions.
is now receiving.
month in
40 per
rate of
of $40
the rate
pension
The name
name of
of Ella
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
of EinaB.Faherty.
Ella B. Flaherty.
and dependent
Flaherty, helpless
B. Flaherty,
Ella B.
The
Francis P.
Flaherty, late
late of
of the
the United
United States
States Navy, and pay her a
a
P. Flaherty,
Francis
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per month.
month.
of $20
rate of
pension
•Marion A. McClelMarin A-. Mc-el
McClelland, land.
The name
name of
of Marion
Marion A.
A. McClelland,
McClelland, widow
widow of
of George
W. McClelland,
George W.
The
Volunteer
llinois
Regiment
fifth
late
of
Company
G,
One
hundred
and
fifth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
hundred
G,
One
Company
of
late
Infantry,
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per month.
a pension
pension at
pay her
Infantry, and
Anna Lowe.
Lowe, late of Com- Anna Lwe
A. Lowe
The
widow of
of William
William A
Lowe, widow
Anna Lowe,
of Anna
name of
The name
pany B,
Twenty-second Regiment,
Regiment, Company F, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
B, Twenty-second
pany
Regiment, and
Company A,
One hundred
Regiment,
forty-fourth Regiment,
and forty-fourth
hundred and
A, One
and Company
Regiment,
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at the rate of $30
pay her aapension
Infantry, and
Illinois
per
month.
per month.
Julia Ann Hopkins.
The name
name of
of Julia
Julia Ann
Ann Hopkins,
Hopkins, helpless
daughter Juia Ann Hopkins.
dependent daughter
and dependent
helpless and
The
Eleventh Regiment West
of Thomas
Thomas B.
late of
F, Eleventh
West
Company-F,
of Company
Hopkins, late
B. Hopkins,
of
pension at the
Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension
the rate of
and pay
Virginia Volunteer
$20 per
$20
er month.
month.
Pensions
ncreased.
Pensions increased.
Nellie J.. Merriman.
Merriman.
The name
of Nellie
Nellie J.
J. Merriman,
Merriman, widow
Truman A. Merriman,
Merriman, late Nellie
widow of Truman
name of
The
of
Company B,
B, Ninety-second
Ninety-second Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infanof Company
$40 per month in lieu of that
try, and
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate of $40
pension at
a pension
her a
try,
now receiving.
she is now
Eva Miller.
The name
of Eva
•er (lunatic),
daughter Eva e
dependent daughter
and dependent
helpless and
(lunatic), helpless
Eva Miller
name of
The
Seventy-fourth Regiment
of Nathan
Nathan E.
Company A, Seventy-fourth
Regiment
Miller, late of Company
E. Miller,
of
pension at the rate
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
rate of
and pay her aapension
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
$20
receiving.
$20 per
per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.ensions
Pensions.
Mary A.
A. Smith.
The
name of
of Mary
widow of Peter C. Smith,
Smith, late of Com- Mary
A. Smith, widow
Mary A.
The name
Volunteer
pany I,
I, One
hundred and
and forty-fifth
forty-fifth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
One hundred
pany
Infantry,
per month.
a pension at the rate of $30 per
her a
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
William F. Hawley.
The
of William
F. Hawley,
dependent son of WilamF. Hawley.
helpless and dependent
Hawley, helpless
William F.
name of
The name
forty-first
Francis
Hawley,
late
of
Company
.
F,
One
hundred
and
forty-first
hundred
One
F,
of
Company
Francis Hawley, late
a pension
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
EEliza J. Gi
at
$20 per
per month.
month.
of $20
rate of
the rate
at the
El a Gibson.
Gb
The
name of
of Elza
Ehza J.
J. Gibson, widow of David Gibson,
Gibson, late of ComThe name
pany
Forty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Indiana Volunteer
A, Forty-third
Eany A,
her
at the
eraapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension inreased.
Pension
increased.
Greenville Lewis, late of the Mary Lewis.
The
Mary Lewis,
widow of Greenville
Lewis, widow
of Mary
name of
The name
a pension
United States
her a
pension at the rate of $35 per
per
and pay her
Navy, and
States Navy,
United
Pensions
month in
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving
lieu of
month
in lieu
Pensions.
Cynthia Timberlake.
The name
name of
widow of
of Pleasant
Timberlake, CynthiaTimberake.
Pleasant Timberlake,
Timberlake, widow
Cynthia Timberlake,
of Cynthia
The
Volunteer
late
of Company
F, Twenty-second
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Twenty-second Regiment
Company F,
late of
Infantry, and
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
CarMahoney.
rate of
$30 per
at the
pay her
and pay
Infantry,
Clara Mahoney.
dependent daughter of
The
name of
of Clara
helpless and dependent
Mahoney, helpless
Clara Mahoney,
The name
William J.
J. Mahoney,
Mahoney, late
late of
of Company
twentyOne hundred and twentyCompany K, One
William
sixth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
pension at
at
her aapension
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
sixth Regiment
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month.
per month.
of $20
the
Charles Blaker.
The
Blaker, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son of Charles Charles Blaer
Charles Blaker,
of Charles
name of
The name
W. Blaker,
late of
Company B,
B, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Pennsylvania VolunRegiment Pennsylvania
of Company
Blaker, late
W.
teer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of $20
$20 per month.
the rate
him aapension
Cavalry, and
teer
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The name
name of
of Hannah
Hannah B.
B. Kesler,
Kesler, widow
of William
William Kesler,
Kesler, late
late of
of
widow of
The
Company
B, Second
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Second Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Company B,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
a pension
Pensioninresedand
Pension increased.
Catherine F. Edsall.
The name
name of
F. Edsall,
Edsall, former
former widow
of William
II.
William II.
widow of
Catherine F.
of Catherine
catherine F. Edsall. The
Edson,
late
of
Company
E,
Eleventh
Regiment
Missouri
Volunteer
Edsall, late of Company E, Eleventh Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $35
$35 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
per month
pay her
pension at
Cavalry,
of
that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receivuag.
that
she
of
Pensions
Emily W. Johnson.
The name
name of
of Emily
W. Johnson,
Johnson, widow
widow of
of Charles
W. Johnson,
Johnson ,
Charles W.
Emily W.
jomson.
The
Eily.
late
G and
and B,
B, Second
Second Regiment
New York
York Veteran
Veteran
Regiment New
late of
of Companies
Companies G
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
pension at
$30 per
per month.
and pay
her a
a pension
Volunteer Cavalry,
Nathaniel
The name
name of
Nathaniel Bitner,
late of
of Company
BatVeteran BatCompany D,
D, Veteran
Bitner, late
of Nathaniel
The
Bitner.
Nathaniel Bitner.
talion,
Second Regiment
Regiment Potomac
Potomac Home
Home Brigade
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer
Brigade Maryland
talion, Second
Tnfantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month.
month.
of $50
Infantry,
and pay
Susanna
Spencer.
The
name of
Susanna Spencer,
Spencer, widow
widow of
of Archibald
Archibald Spencer,
alias
Spencer, alias
of Susanna
The name
susan specer
William
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Second
Second Regiment
Provisional
Regiment Provisional
Webster, late
William Webster,
Enrolled
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Militia,
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the
pay .her
Militia, and
and pay
Enrolled Missouri
rate
of
$30
per
month.
rate of $30 per month.
Psions
e.
Pensions Increased.
Warner
The
M. Ellis,
Ellis helpless
and dependent
dependent son
son of
Wilof Wilname of
of Warner
Warner M.
helpless and
Warner M. Ellis.
Elis.
The name
liam Ellis,
Ellis, late
Company I,
I, One
hundred and
and thirty-first
Regiment
thirty-first Regiment
One hundred
late of
of Company
liam
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
$20
of $20
the rate
and pay
Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
he is
receiving.
per
lieu of
of that
ami- " The name of Louvisa
Louvisa
J. Harrison,
14uvisa E. Ra
Louvisa E. Harrison, widow
widow of Thomas J.
s on
late of Eighth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
SOD,
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her
her a
a
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
month in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of $50
$50 per
per month
pension at
nnie A.
Annie A. Lewis, former widow
H. Allen,
Allen,
Annie
A. Lewis.
The name of Annie
widow of George
George W.
W. H.
late
of Company
Volunteer Light
Light
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Regiment Rhode
Company E,
E, First
First Regiment
late of
Artillery, and.
Company L,
L, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
States Colored
Colored
United States
Regiment United
and Company
Artillery,
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
$35
at the
the rate
rate of
of $35
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
per
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
per month
month in
JohnSeidel.
and dependent
dependent son
John Seidel.
The name of John
John Seidel, helpless
helpless and
son of
of John
John
Seidel,
Company H,
H, Fourth
Regiment New
Volunteer
Seidel, late
late of
of Company
Fourth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Cavalry,
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
Cavalry, and
and pay
month in
lieu
Pension,
of
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
Pensio,.
WilliamiLKnowle.s.
The name
of William
William H.
Knowles, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
RegiwilliamH.Know-ls.
The
name of
H. Knowles,
I, Ninth
Ninth Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Company A,
Regiment
ment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and Company
A, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
and pay
him a
Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of
a pension
the rate
Pensions
incr^,eal. $50 per month.
Prn.ioLi inereaved.
Sue N.
of William
N. Inness.
Inness.
The name of Sue N. Inness,
Inness, widow
widow of
William Inness,
Inness, late
late of
the
of the
Thirteenth
Regiments United
United States
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer
Thirteenth and
and Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiments
States Colored
Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
a pension
of that
of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
Jhin
it. Walker.
Walker.
John It.
The name of John H. Walker, helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Irvin
Irvin
B. Walker,
Walker, late
D, Forty-eighth
Regiment Missouri
Missouri VolVollate of
of Company
Company D,
Forty-eighth Regiment
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20 per
per month
month
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that 'he
of that
in
lieu of
Pensions
Pensions.
Sallie J.
J. Pile.
Pil.
The name of Sallie J.
J. Pile, widow
Sallie
widow of George
George Pile, late
late of Company
Company H,
H,
First Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Kentucky
Cavalry, and Company
Company A, Thirtysecond Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
pension
at
rate of
$30 per
month.
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
sarah Athens.
Athen.
widow of
Sarah
The name of Sarah Athens, widow
Edward G.
G. A.
Athens, late
late of
of Edward
A. Athens,
of
Company
Company D, First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
$30 per
per month.
her a
apension
pension at the rate of $30
Sarah C.
The name of Sarah C. Turner, widow of Loren
Loren H.
H. Turner,
C. Turer.
Turner.
Turner, late
late of
of
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Company F, Ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
her aapension
the rate of $30
$30 per
per month.
pension at the
month.
Addie M.
M. Blair.
Biair.
M. Blair,
Blair, widow
Addle
The name of Addie
Addie M.
widow of
Willard C.
C. Blair,
Blair, late
of Willard
late of
of ComCompany G, Two hundred
Pennsylvania Volunteer
hundred and third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
a pension at the
Infantry and pay her a
Infantry-,
the rate of $30 per month.
ie
The name of
of Inez
Inez Mabel
Inez Mabel chase.
Chase.
Mabel Chase,
Chase, widow
widow of
of Ambrose
P. Chase,
Chase, late
late of
of
Ambrose P.
Twenty-first Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer InfanCompany A, Twenty-first
Regiment Massachusetts
'nistaHannah B.
B. Kesler.
Hannah
Kesler.
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try,
and pay
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month and
to her
and pay
pay to
her
per month
at the
the rate
her a
a pension
try, and
pay her
the
to soldier
soldier at
at the
the time
of his
his death.
death.
time of
accrued to
amount of
of pension
pension accrued
the amount
Esther
BlythThe
late m
E
ans
.
ther A.
A. Blythwidow of
of James
James Blythman,
Blythman, late
Esther A.
A. Blythman,
Blythman, widow
The name
name of
of Esther
man.
of Company
Company I,
I, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Michigan
of
an
at the
rate of
$30 per
Pension
increased.
month.
of $30
per month.
Pension increased.
the rate
her aapension
pension at
ana pay
pay her
The name
name of
Mary Neal,
Neal, widow
of James
late of
Company E,
E, Mary
Mary Neal.
Neal.
The
of Mary
widow of
James Neal,
Neal, late
of Company
First
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension
Cavalry, and
Alabama Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Alabama
First Regiment
at
rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
she is
now receiving.
Pensions.
in lieu
of $35
$35 per
per month
at the
the rate
J. Kimball.
Kimball.
The
of Mary
Mary J.
widow of
of Lorenzo
A Kimball,
late Mary
Mary J.
Kimball, late
Lorenzo A.
J. Kimball,
Kimball, widow
The name
name of
of
Company
K,
Fourth
Regiment
United
States
Volunteer
Cavalry,
of Company K, Fourth Regiment United States Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
and pay
pay her
her aapension
Mary A. Hale.
The
name of
Mary A.
of James
of Company
Mary A.
Company Hale.
Hale, late
late of
James Hale,
A. Hale,
Hale, widow
widow of
of Mary
The name
H, Eighth
York Volunteer
Artillery, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Regiment New
New York
H,
Eighth Regiment
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
her
a pension
Eliza E. Clink.
The
of Eliza
of Adam
Clink, late
late of
Company Eliza
E. Clink.
of Company
Adam Clink,
widow of
Clink, widow
Eliza E.
E. Clink,
name of
The name
H, Fifty-sixth
Fifty-sixth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and ComComRegiment Pennsylvania
H,
pany
Second Battalion,
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
and pay
pay
Corps, and
Battalion, Veteran
pany Fifty-eight,
Fifty-eight, Second
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
her
a pension
Mary
A. Flick.
Flick.
Mary A.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary A.
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph Flick,
Flick, late
late of CornComFlick, widow
A. Flick,
The name
pany
A, Sixth
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery,
Heavy Artillery,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Sixth Regiment
pany A,
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
of $30
$30 per
month and
and pay
pay to
to her
her
per month
the rate
rate of
at the
and pay
the
pension accrued
the time
time of
of his
his death.
death.
at the
soldier at
to the
the soldier
accrued to
amount of
of pension
the amount
Sarah C. Mattox.
The name
Sarah C.
Mattox, widow
widow of
of William
Mattox, late
ofMattox.
Sarah C.
late of
William Mattox,
C. Mattox,
of Sarah
The
name of
Company F,
Forty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
F, Forty-third
Company
Pension
her a
at the
the rate
of $30 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
Increased.
rate of
a pension
pension at
her
A. Benge.
The
name of
of William
A. Benge,
dependent son
son of
of Isaac
Isaac William
William A.
Benge.
and dependent
Benge, helpless
helpless and
William A.
The name
F. Benge,
Benge, late
late of
H, Seventieth
Seventieth Regiment
VolunIndiana VolunRegiment Indiana
of Company
Company H,
F.
teer
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in
of $20
$20 per
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Pensions.
lieu
of that
now receiving.
Pensions.
receiving.
he is
is now
that he
lieu of
Elizabeth DuHameL
The
name
of
Elizabeth
DuHamel,
widow
of
William
J.
C.
DuHamel,
Elizabeth
DullameL
The name of Elizabeth DuHamel, widow of William J. C. DuHamel,
late acting
assistant surgeon,
surgeon, United
United States
Army, and
pay her
penand pay
her aapenStates Army,
acting assistant
late
month.
sion at the rate of $35 per month.
Emma Brock.
Brock.
Emma
The
name of
Brock, widow
William P.
of
P. Brock,
Brock, late of
widow of
of William
of Emma
Emma Brock,
The name
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
hundred and
tenth Regiment
InfanOhio Volunteer
Volunteer InfanRegiment Ohio
and tenth
Company
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
try, and pay her a
Alice M.
M. Jones.
Alice
Jones.
The
name of
of Alice
widow of William M. Jones, late of
Jones, widow
M. Jones,
Alice M.
The name
ComCompany H,
H, First
First Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and ComVermont Volunteer
Regiment Vermont
Company
pany
Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a
and pay
Vermont Volunteer
pany H,
H, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
of $30 per
per month.
the rate
pension
Manella
A. Eastman.
Eastman.
Manella A.
The
Manella A.
A. Eastman,
Eastman, widow
widow of
William H. Eastman,
Eastman,
of William
of Manella
The name
name of
late
of the
the Second
Second Independent
Battery, Massachusetts
Volunteer
Massachusetts Volunteer
Independent Battery,
late of
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate of $30 per month. Alice
her a
a pension
Light
Alice M.
M. Knox.
Knox.
The
name of
of Alice
Knox, widow
of Walter
Cornof Comlate of
Knox, late
Walter Knox,
widow of
Alice M.
M. Knox,
The name
pany F,
Regiment Michigan
Infantry, and
and pay
her aa
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Michigan Volunteer
F, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
pany
pension at
$30 per
per month
and pay
to her
the amount
of
amount of
pay to
her the
month and
rate of
of $30
at the
the rate
pension
pension
the soldier
time of
of his
his death.
death.
at the
the time
to the
soldier at
accrued to
pension accrued
Marie Schneider.
Schneider.
Marie
The
name of
Marie Schneider,
Schneider, widow
John D.
D. Schneider,
Schneider, alias
alias
of John
widow of
of Marie
The name
Daniel
Company G,
G, First
First Regiment
Regiment New
New Jersey
Jersey
late of
of Company
Schneider, late
Daniel Schneider,
Volunteer
her a
pension at
at the
per month.
month. Ann
$30 per
the rate
rate of
of $30
pay her
a pension
and pay
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Ann A.
Hall.
A. Hall.
The
Christopher Hall,
Hall, late
late of
of ComComof Christopher
widow of
A. Hall,
Hall, widow
of Arm
Ann A.
name of
The name
pany- II,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
HI, Ninety-seventh
Ninety-seventh Regiment
pany
her a
pension at
rate of
per month.
month.
of $30
$30 per
at the
the rate
her
a pension
S. Eliza Faught.
S.
The
of S.
Faught, widow
widow of
of James
J. Faught,
Faught, late
late of
of ht. Eliza Fau g
James J.
S. Eliza
Eliza Faught,
The name
name of
Company
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
Cavalry, and
Regiment Missouri
D, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Company D,
Pensions
increased.
her
the rate
of $30 per
Pensions increased.
month.
per month.
rate of
at the
pension at
her aapension
Taylor Hall.
The name
Hall, helpless
and dependent
son of
John Hall,
Hall, Taylor Hall.
of John
dependent son
helpless and
Taylor Hall,
of Taylor
name of
The
late
R, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Tennessee Volunteer
Company H,
late of
of Company
and pay
pay him
him a
the rate
in lieu
he
of that
that he
lieu of
per month
month in
of $20
$20 per
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
and
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
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The
name of
of Wilhelmine
Wilhelmine Roehl,
Roehl, widow
of Fritz
Fritz Roehl,
Roehl, late
late of
of
widow of
The name

Company E,
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
and
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
E, Twenty-first
Company
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$35
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
is
she
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
$35
of
rate
the
at
pay her a pension

Pension.
Pension.
Edward E. Berry.
Berry.
EdardE.

now receiving.
now
receiving.
The
name of
Edward E.
and dependent
dependent son
son' of
of
helpless and
Berry, helpless
E. Berry,
of Edward
The name

Pension increased.
William
Bieber.
Willia Bieber.

sion at
at the
rate of
month.
per month.
of $20
$20 per
the rate
sion
The
name of
of William
William Bieber,
Bieber, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
Oscar
of Oscar
son of
helpless and
The name

James T.
T. Berry,
Berry, late
late of
United States
States Navy,
and pay
pay him
penhim aapenNavy, and
of the
the United
James

Bieber,
of Company
Massachusetts
Regiment Massachusetts
Seventeenth Regiment
K, Seventeenth
Company K,
late of
Bieber, late
Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per
of $20
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Pensions,
month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
of that
month in
Pensions.
Nina R. Benjamin.
The name
name of
of Nina
R. Benjamin,
of James
James H.
H. Benjamin,
Benjamin,
widow of
Benjamin, widow
Nina R.
The
NinaR. Benjamin
late of
of Companies
I, Twenty-first
Regiment New
New York
York VolVolTwenty-first Regiment
and I,
M and
Companies M
late
Jennie A. Fisk, alias unteer Cavalry, and
and pay
her a
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
at the
pension at
a pension
pay her
sk alias unteer Cavalry,
JennieA.
Adella J. Fiske.
The name
name of
Jennie A.
known as Adella
Adella J. Fiske, former
former
A. Fisk,
Fisk, known
of Jennie
The
AdellaJ.Fiske.
widow of
C. Lawrence,
Lawrence, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Frederick C.
of Frederick
widow
New Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the
pension at
Hampshire Volunteer
New
rate
of
$35
per
month.
month.
per
of
$35
rate
George F. Phillips.
The
name of George
George F. Phillips, helpless
helpless and
and dependent son of
The name
Geore .philps.
Ruel Phillips,
late of
of Company
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Maine VolE, Sixteenth
Company E,
Phillips, late
Ruel
unteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
$20 per
of $20
at
the
a
him
and
Infantry,
Estbro
unteer
Lucy
Lucy Esterbrooks.
The name
Lucy Esterbrooks, widow
Esterbrooks,
widow of Ashabill P. Esterbrooks,
name of Lucy
The
.
Lucy
st
late of
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
New
Regiment New
forty-second Regiment
and forty-second
H, One
Company.II,
late
$30
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
her aapension at the rate of $30
and pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
York
month.
per
Pension
Increased,
Per mouth.
Pensionincresed.
The name
name of
of Emilyn
Bennett, widow
of Bradford
Bradford W.
W. Bennett,
Bennett,
widow of
L. Bennett,
Emilyn L.
The
Emilyn L. Bennett.
late
Company H, Tenth Regiment Rhode Island Volunteer Infanof Company
late of
try,
pension at the rate
rate of $35 per month
month in lieu of that
a pension
her a
and pay
pay her
try, and
Pension,
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she
Pension.
Cena
M. Maples.
The
name of
William Maples, late of
Maples, widow of William
M. Maples,
of Cena M.
The name
CenaM.
Maples.
Company
M, Second
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cav, and
and pay
Tennessee Volunteer
Second Regiment
Company M,
her aapension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month,
and pay
pay to
to her
her the
the amount
amount
month, and
of $30
at the
pension at
her
Pensions
pension accrued
accrued to
to the
soldier at
at the
time of
of his death.
death.
the time
the soldier
of pension
increased. of
ension increased.
Clara Latish.
The
name of
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
Larish, helpless
helpless and
of Clara
Clara Larish,
The name
ClaraLarish.
Andrew
Company A, Ninetieth Regiment
Regiment New York
York
of Company
Larish, late of
Andrew S. Larish,
at the rate of $20 per
her aapension
pension at
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
per
Volunteer Infantry,
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
month in
Mary Polo.
late of Company
Polo, late
The name
of Mary
Mary Polo,
Polo, widow
widow of
of Andrew
Company
Andrew Polo,
The
name of
Fourteenth Regiment
A,
A, Fourteenth
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and
pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
in lieu
per month
month in
$50 per
her a
a pension
pension at
pay her
Increase to
to cease
on now
Provided, That
the event
event of
the death
Emma
of Emma
death of
of the
That in the
receiving: Provided,
now receiving:
cease on
increase
death
Polo, helpless
helpless and
death of child.
and dependent
dependent daughter
said Mary
Mary and
and Andrew
Andrew Polo,
Polo,
daughter of
of said
determine:
granted shall cease and determine:
pension herein
herein granted
the additional
the
additional pension
Provided further,
That in the event
event of the death of Mary Polo the
further, That
Pension to child on Provided
pension roll, subject
death o
of mother,
mother.
name of
Polo shall
placed on the pension
subject
said Emma
Emma Polo
shall be placed
of said
to the provisions and limitations
limitations of the pensionlaws,
pension laws, at the rate
rate of
of
$20
month from
from and
of death
said Mary
Mary Polo.
Polo.
of said
death of
date of
the date
after the
and after
per month
$20 per
Pensions.
Pensions.
Ella
The name of Ella K. Johnson, widow of Henry T. Johnson, late of
Ella K.
K. Johnson.
Johnson.
of
Company G,
G, Eighth
Company
Eighth Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay
her apension at
rate of $30 per month.
at the rate
Ann Sher
Francis Ann
Sher- her a pension
i..
The name
name of Francis
Ann Sherlaw,
of Miles
Miles Sherlaw, late
law.
Francis Ann
Sherl aw, widow of
Volunteer Infantry, and
of
Company K,
Ninth Regiment
of Company
K, Ninth
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
pet „
i, incressed
pay_her
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
a pension
pension at
pay
her a
Pensionsincreased.
Ada L. Kinsey.
Thee name of Ada L.
kinsey.
Th
L Kinsey,
Kinsey, widow of William B. Kinsey,
Kinsey, late of
One hundred and sixty-first
sixty-first Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Votonteer Infantry,
and
her a
of $40
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
that she
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
MaryV
Benton.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary
V. Benton.
The
Mary V.
V. Benton,
Benton, widow
widow of
John Benton,
Benton, late
late of
of ComComof John
pany C,
C, Two
Two hundred
hundred and
and fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
pany
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu
lieu
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Provisos.
of
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
the event
event of
the death
death Increase
of that she
she is
is now
now receiving:
in the
of the
Proiot
to cease on
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Benton,
Benton, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
of
daughter of
said Mary
of said
Mary death
death of child.
V. and John Benton, the additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease
Pension to child
child on
on
and
and determine:
determine: Provided
further, That
That in
in the
the event
of the
the death
death of
of Pension
Providedfurther,
event of
death of mother.
Mary V.
Mary
V. Benton,
Benton, the
the name
name of
said Elizabeth
be placed
placed deathofmother.
of said
Elizabeth Benton
Benton shall
shall be
on
subject to
the provisions
of the
on the
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
to the
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
the
pension laws,
pension
$20 per
per month
date
laws, at
at the rate of
of $20
month from
from and
and after
after the
the date
of death
of said
V. Benton.
Benton.
of
death of
said Mary
Mary V.
Hannah Atchison.
Atchison.
The name
name of
Hannah Atchison,
William D.
D. Atchison,
Atchison, late
Atchison, widow
widow of
of William
late Hannah
The
of Hannah
of the
the Forty-filth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her
of
Forty-fifth Regiment
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
now receivreceivaapension
rate of
lieu of
of that
is now
Proviso.v.
ing: Provided,
Provided, That in the event
ing:
event of
of Florence
J. Atchison,
Atchison, Increase
of the
the death of
Florence J.
Increase to cease
cease on
on
death of child.
helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
D. deathof
helpless and
daughter of
of said
said Hannah
Hannah and
and William
William D.
child.
Atchison, the
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
cease and
and deterthe additional
additional pension
shall cease
deter- Pension to child on
mine:
Providedfurther,
further, That
mine: Provided
in the
the event
the death
death of
of Hannah
Hannah deaSthofothed
That in
event of
of the
on
death of mother.
Atchison,
Atchison, the name
Florence J.
Atchison shall
shall be
placed on
on the
the
name of said
said Florence
J. Atchison
be placed
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
rate of $20 per
per month
month from
from and
after the
the date
date of
of death
death of
of
laws, at
at the
the rate
and after
said Hannah
Hannah Atchison.
Atchison.
said
Pension.
Pension.
ss
Helen M. Gross.
The
The name
name of
of Helen
Gross, late
late of
of ComCom- Helen
Helen M.
M. Gross,
Gross, widow
widow of
of Solomon
Solomon Gross,
M. Gro pany H,
H, One
hundred and
and forty-fifth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
pany
One hundred
forty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Infantry,
a pension
the rate
of $30
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Brady.
The name
of Nicholas
Nicholas Brady,
and dependent
dependent son
Thomas Nicholas
The
name of
Brady, helpless
helpless and
son of
of Thomas
Nicholas Brady.
Company B,
B, Twenty-ninth
Regiment Massachusetts
Brady, late
late of
of Company
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Massachusetts
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
and pay
pension at
rate of
per
Pensions.
month
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu of
that he
he is
Pensions.
Agnes Fowler.
The name
name of
of Agnes
widow of
Lyman H.
late of
of Agnes
The
Agnes Fowler,
Fowler, widow
of Lyman
H. Fowler,
Fowler, late
Fowler.
Company C, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and Companies
Companies E
E and
and I,
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
and
I, Sixteenth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
Cavalry, and
a pension
$30 per
month.
MarksThe name
name of
of Annie
L. Marksbury,
widow of
James W.
W. Marksbury,
Marksbury, buiAnnie
A.y
n!lie L.
The
Marksbury, widow
Annie L.
of James
L. Markslate of Company G, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
her aapension
Infantry, and
and pay her
rate of
of $30
month.
pension at the rate
$30 per
per month.
Luella E. Foote.
The name
of Luella
E. Foote,
Foote, helpless
helpless and
The
name of
Luella E.
and dependent
dependent daughter
of Luela
daughter of
E. Foote.
Bronson
Foote, late
Company C,
hundred and
and sixty-sixth
Bronson H.
H. Foote,
late of
of Company
C, One
One hundred
sixty-sixth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at
at the
rate
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
the rate
Pension increased.
increased.
$20 per
per month.
month.
of $20
Pension
of
W. Walter Branyan.
The name of W. Walter Branyan,
helpless and dependent
Branyan, helpless
dependent son of W"""Branyan"
Robert H.
H. Branyan,
Branyan, late
late of
B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment PennPennof Company
Company B,
sylvania
pay him
him a
at the
the
sylvania Reserve
Reserve Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
pension at
rate of $20 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month in
lieu of
is now
Pensions.
Pensions.
Harriet Barnes.
The name
name of
Harriet Barnes, widow
Corydon J.
J. Barnes,
Barnes, late
late of
of Harriet
The
of Harriet
widow of
of Corydon
Barnes
Company
Company A, Fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
her
a pension
pension at
$30 per
month.
Mary Hist.
The name
of Mary
Mary Hist,
The
name of
Hist, widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry Hist,
Hist, late
of Company
D,
late of
Company D,
ary Hst
twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
One hundred
hundred and
and twenty-fifth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
and pay
a pension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
Ellen Smith.
The
Smith, widow
of Thomas
late of
Com- ElenSmithThe name
name of
of Ellen
Ellen Smith,
widow of
Thomas Smith,
Smith, late
of Corpany C,
C, First
First Regiment,
Company C,
One hundred
hundred and
and ninetyninetypany
Regiment, and
and Company
C, One
eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension
at
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
the
$30 per
month.
Martha Short.
The name
name of
Short, late
late of
of CorCom- Martha
The
of Martha
Martha Short,
Short, widow
widow of
of Eldridge
Eldridge Short,
Shortpany
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
pany B,
B, Third
Third Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Infantry,
and
her a
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
and 'Day
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
of $30
Eliza Macomber.
The
name of
of Eliza
Eliza Macomber,
of Clark
Clark Macomber,
Macomber, late
The name
Macomber, widow
widow of
late of
of ElizaMacomber.
Company B,
B, Twentieth
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company
Twentieth Regiment
and
pay-her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
pay
a pension
at the
of $30
per month.
Mary V. Barlow.
The name
The
name of
of Mary
Mary V.
V. Barlow,
Barlow, widow
widow of
of James
late of
of M""ry' B a ow
James C.
C. Barlow,
Barlow, late
Company C, Fifteenth
Company
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
per month.
and pay her
her a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30
$30 per
month.
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The
of Lola
Lola Beebe,
widow of
of Lewis
M. Beebe,
late of
the
of the
Beebe, late
Lewis M.
Beebe, widow
name of
The name
band, Forty-sixth Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
her a
a
her
pay
and
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
band, Forty-sixth
pension
at
the
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
of
rate
the
at
pension
Pension increased.
Pensionincreased.
The name
name of
John Gilbow,
Gilbow, late
late of
Margaret Gilbow.
of ComComof John
widow of
Gilbow, widow
of Margaret
Margaret Gilbow,
The
Margaret
Gilbow.
pany
C,
One
hundred
and
forty
second
Regiment
New
York
Volunpany C, One hundred and forty-second Regiment New York Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
of $35
$35 per
month in
in
per month
the rate
rate of
her aapension
and pay
teer Infantry,
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
.
receiving.
Pensions.
now receiving.
she is
lieu
Pensions.
Harriet
E. Sabin.
The name
of Harriet
E. Sabm,
Sabm, widow
of Luther
B. Sabin,
of
Sabin, late of
Luther B.
widow of
Harriet E.
name of
The
abin.
Harriet E.
Company I,
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer
York Volunteer
ninth Regiment
and ninth
One hundred
hundred and
I, One
Company
Infantry,
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
a pension
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
Daisy M. Tibbott.
The
name of
widow of
of David
David Tibbott,
Tibbott, late
late of
of
Tibbott, widow
M. Tibbott,
Daisy M.
of Daisy
The name
DaisyM.Tibbott.
Company F,
Ninety-third Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio
F, Ninety-third
Company
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month,
a.nd pay
pay to
to her
her the
the
month, and
of $30
her aapension
pay her
amount of
pension accrued
accrued to
to the
at the
the time
time of
his death.
death.
of his
the soldier
soldier at
of pension
amount
Mary
E. Taylor.
Taylor.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
of Theodore
Theodore W. Taylor, late
widow of
Taylor, widow
E. Taylor,
The
Mary E.
of
E, Thenty-fourth
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Company E,
of Company
Cavalry,
and
Company
E,
First
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Volunteer
York
New
Regiment
First
E,
Company
Cavalry, and
Provisional Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per
$30 per
the rate
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
Provisional
month,
and pay
the amount
of pension
pension accrued
accrued to
the soldier
soldier
to the
amount of
her the
pay to
to her
month, and
at the
time of
of his
death.
his death.
the time
at
Naoma Dobie.
The name
of Naoma
Naoma Dobie,
Dobie, widow
widow of
of Francis
T. Dobie,
Dobie, late
late of
of
Francis T.
name of
The
Dobie.
Naoma
Company C,
First Battalion,
Battalion, Fifteenth
Regiment, United
United States
Fifteenth Regiment,
C, First
Company
Infantry,
and pay
her a
apension
per month.
month.
of $30
$30 per
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
pay her
Infantry, and
Miranda Johnson.
The
name of
of Miranda
dependent daughter
daughter of
Johnson, helpless and dependent
Miranda Johnson,
The name
Miranda Johnson.
Thomas
of Company
Company D,
Regiment
Fifty-eighth Regiment
D, Fifty-eighth
late of
W. Johnson,
Johnson, late
Thomas W.
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
rate of $20
$20
a pension at the rate
her a
Indiana
per
month.
month.
per
increased.
Pensions Increased.
Elbert
helpless and dependent
DeffeElbert M. DeffenThe name of Elbert M. Deffendall,
Deffendall, helpless
dependent son of
of
dall.
dal.
Abram Deffendall,
Deffendall, late of Company
Company I, One hundred and forty-third
forty-third
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at the
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
rate
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of $20
rate of
Mary
Nevin.
Mary L.
L. Neill.
The name
name of Mary L. Nevill,
Nevill, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
Kentucky
Twelfth Regiment
Thomas
Company K, Twelfth
Regiment Kentucky
of Company
Nevill, late of
Thomas Nevill,
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay her
rate of $20
$20 per month
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
Volunteer
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Catharine Conn. •
dependent daughter of
The
name of
Conn, helpless and dependent
of Catharine
Catharine Conn,
The name
atharineConln.
Francis M.
M. Conn,
Conn, late
late of
Company B, First
Indiana VolunFirst Regiment
Regiment Indiana
of Company
Francis
Cavalry, and
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in
teer Cavalry,
lieu
of that
that she
is now
receiving, to
to be
be paid
to duly
duly appointed
guardian.
guardian.
appointed
paid
to
now
receiving,
of
she
is
lieu
Pensions.
The
widow of
of Moses B. Conroy, late of
Orpha. Conroy,
Conroy, widow
The name
name of
of Orpha.
Orpha
t";nroy.
Orpha
Conroy.
Company H,
Regiment New York Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery,
11, First
First Regiment
Company
and pay
a pension
'Day her a
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Clara E. Fritcher.
Clara
E. Fritcher.
The name of Clara E. Fritcher, widow of Henry Daniel Fritcher,
late of
Company- M,
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
late
of Company
M, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Artillery,
Artillery, and Company
Company G, Tenth Regiment New
New York Volunteer
Volunteer
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
her aapension at the rate
rate of $30 per month.
Roxie LL. Colbert.
Roxie
copa.
Ibert.
The name
Colbert, widow
widow of John
Colbert, late
of
name of Rome
Roxie L.
L. Colbert,
John L. Colbert,
late of
e Lobert.
Company
Company C, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her
her aa
pension
at the
the rate
of $35
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
receivpension at
rate of
$35 per
per month
is now
now receivPension.
mg.
Pension.
ing.
Annie Beak.
Btk.
The name
name of
Annie Beck. widow
widow of Felix Beck, late of Company
Annie
of Annie
Company G,
Twelfth
Reoiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay her
Twelfth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and
her aa
per month.
Pensio;s increased.
inreased. pension at the
Pensions
t erate of $30 per
Elvira
Anderson.
The name of Elvira
M. Anderson,
widow of William B. Anderson,
Anderson, widow
Elvira M.
i..ndersoe.
El.ira M.
late of Sixtieth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa
pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that she is now
receiving.
receiving.
PenWz.z.
Catharine
Cathatine Pent
The name of Catharine
Catharine Pentz,
Pentz, widow of David A. Pentz, late of
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Company H, One hundred
hundred and second Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Prothro*.
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
$50 per month in lieu
lieu
at the
the rate of $50
pension at
Infantry, and
pr:oeii,.
receiving:
Increase ta (ewe
of that she is now receivin
g :Provided,
Provided, That in the
the event of the death
ese on
on Of
dnrteaieh.l
death of child.
Catharine and
doh of
of Charles B. Pentz, helpless and
and dependent
dependent son of said Catharine
Lola
Beebe.
Lola Beebe.
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David A.
Pentz 'the
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
se an
David
A. Pentz,
the additional
granted shall
shall cea
cease
andd

the death
death of
determine: Provided
further, That
determine:
Provided further,
That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
of
Catharine
the name
of said
said Charles
Pentz shall
shall be
be placed
on
Catharine Pentz,
Pentz, the
name of
Charles B.
B. Pentz
placed on
the pension
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
the
the
pension roll,
subject to
provisions and
of the
pension
laws, at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
from and
and after
after the
date of
of
ension laws,
the rate
per month
month from
the date
death
Pentz.
eath of
of said
said Catharine
Catharine Pentz.
The name
name of
of Mary
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel A.
A. ChorChorThe
Mary A.
A. Chorpenning,
Chorpenning, widow
penning, late
late of
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment
penning,
of Company
Company G,
G, First
First Battalion,
Battalion, Nineteenth
United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company H
First BatBatUnited States
and Company
H,t First
talion,
Regiment, Provisional
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment,
Provisional Pennsylvania
Militia Infantry,
and pay
her a
at the
rate of
of 1630
per month.
month.
Militia
Infantry, and
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
The
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Corbly,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
The name
name of
Corbly, helpless
Regiment West
of Eli C.
C. Corbly, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, First
First Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
$20 per
per
Volunteer
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
month,
to aaduly
duly appointed
guardian.
month, payable
payable to
appointed guardian.
The
name of
John D.
Gardner , alias
alias John
late of
Company
The name
of John
D. Gardner,
John Darity,
Darity, late
of Company
K, Ninety-third
Ninety-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
pay him
him
K,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
apension
at the
$50 per
month.
a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month.
The name
name of
of Flora
William A.
McMann, late
late of
of
The
Flora McMann,
McMann, widow
widow of
of William
A. McMann,
Company
Seventh Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
Company M,
M, Seventh
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Company I,
First Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Veteran
Veteran Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Company
I, First
Regiment Michigan
and pay
her a
apension
at the
of $30
and
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
The name
Isaac N.
N. Bayless,
Bayless, helpless
helpless and
son of
The
name of
of Isaac
and dependent
dependent son
of
Daniel B.
Daniel
First Regiment
B. Bayless,
Bayless, late of
of Company
Company A.,
A, First
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee
Volunteer
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa pension
at the
of $20
month.
month.
The name
name of
of Margaret
Margaret Ann
Ann Evans,
The
Evans, widow
widow of
of Zedic
Zedic R.
R. Evans,
Evans, late
late
of
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
of Company
Company A,
A, Sixty-second
Sixty-second Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
her a
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
and
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
per month
she is
she
is now
Provided, That
That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
death of
of
Minnie M.
M. Evans,
Evans, helpless
helpless and
daughter of
said Margaret
Margaret
and dependent
dependent daughter
of said
Minnie
Aim and Zedic
herein granted
Ann
Zedic R.
R. Evans, the
the additional
additional pension herein
granted shall
cease
determine: Provided
in the
event of
of the
death
cease and
and determine:
Provided_further,
further, That
That in
the event
the death
of Margaret
Margaret Ann
Evans, the
said Minnie
M. Evans
Evans shall
shall be
be
of
Ann Evans,
the name
name of
of said
Minnie M.
placed
pension roll,
provisions and limitations
placed on
on the pension
roll, subject
subject to
to the provisions
limitations
of the pension
of
pension laws,
laws, at
month from
from and
after the
at the rate
rate of $20 per
per month
and after
the
date
death of
said Margaret
Ann Evans.
date of
of death
of said
Margaret Ann
Evans.
late
The
name of
C. Bellew,
widow of
James F.
F. Bellew,
Bellew, late
The name
of Adaline
Adaline C.
Bellew, widow
of James
of
Company G,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company
G, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
and
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
The name
of Rose
Dodge, widow
widow of
of David
late of
of ComComE. Dodge,
Dodge, late
Rose Dodge,
David E.
The
name of
pany
hundred and sixty-ninth
Regiment Pennsylvania
pany G,
G, One
One hundred
sixty-ninth Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Militia Infantry,
her a
pension at
at the
Volunteer Drafted
Drafted Militia
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
the
rate of
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
The
of Minnie
widow of
of Joel
Joel Alldaffer,
of
The name
name of
Minnie Alldaffer,
Alldaffer, widow
Alldaffer, late
late of
Company A,
A, One
and eighty-seventh
Ohio VolunCompany
One hundred
hundred and
eighty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
and pay
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month,
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
$30 per
month,
and
pay to
to her
her the
the amount
amount of
of pension
pension accrued
to the
at the
and pay
accrued to
the soldier
soldier at
the
time
time of
of his
his death.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Harris,
Bateson Harris,
Hams, late
late of
of
Harris, widow
widow of
of Bateson
The name
Company
Forty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
G, Forty-fifth
Regiment Ohio
Company G,
her
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per month.
month.
rate of
of$30
her a
a pension
The name
name of
Ruess, widow
of Anthony
Anthony J.
J. Ruess,
Ruess, late
late of
of
widow of
The
of Leah
Leah F.
F. Ruess,
Company A,
A, One
hundred and
Volunteer
Ohio Volunteer
sixty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
One hundred
and sixty-fourth
Company
Infantry,
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
her aapension
at the
Infantry, and
and pay
The
of Anna
John Snyder,
late of
of Companv
Company
name of
Snyder, widow
widow of
of John
Snyder, late
The name
Anna Snyder,
I,
hundred and
InVolunteer InRegiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
and seventy-eighth
seventy-eighth Regiment
I, One
One hundred
fantry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
per month.
month.
fantry,
rate of
and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
The
name of
of Bridget
Bridget Hopkins,
Hopldns, widow
widow of
Patrick Hopkins,
late of
of
Hopkins, late
of Patrick
The name
Company H,
Ninetieth Regiment
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Company
H, Ninetieth
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
$50 per
pension at
at the
pay
her aapension

Pension to child
on
rhild on
tPensiotfnto
death
of mother.

en
Pensions.
Mary A.
Mary
A. ChorpenChorpennin g.
ning"

Elizabeth
corbly.
Elizabeth Corbly.

John D. Gardner,

alias
alias John
John Darity.
Darity.

Flora McMann.

Flora

Mann-

Isaac N. BBayless.
aa

ylss

Pension
Pension increased.
Increased.
Margaret Ann
Ann EvEvMargaret
ans.

Provisos.
nTcrease to
Increase
to cease
cease on
on
death
of child.
child.
death of
Psion
child on
to child
Pension to
on
death
of mother.
deathofmother.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Adeline C.
C. Bellew.
Bellew.
Adaille

Rose Dod ge.

Ros o Dodge.

Minnie Aildaffer.
Minn e Aldafl er.

Mary E. Harris.
ary E. Harris-

Leah F. Ruess.
s

Lea h F.

ues -

Annaa Snyder.
r

Ann

Snyde -

Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Brid
get Hopkins.
Bridget Hopkins.
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Lizzie
receiving: Provided,
now receiving:
Provided, That
That in the event
even t of
of the
the death
death of
of Lizzie
Hopkins, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of said Bridget
Bridget and
dependent daughter
n Hopkins,
cease
Hopkins, the
additional pension
granted shall
shall cease
herein granted
pension herein
the additional
Patrick Hopkins,
chld o Patrick
Pen
of
in ^the event of the Pdeath
That
further,
death
pension
of mother.
child on and
and determme:
Provided
further,
That
1 6
Provided
determine:
to
other
denthon
^ ^ of
^ ^
^ name
^
ald
d Hopkins the
death of mother.
Bridget
of said Lizzie Hopkins shall be placed on

Proeso.
Increase
Provisos. to cease on
death
of child.
.
deatheoafshe

Hopkins the name of said Lizzie Hopkins shall be placed on
Bridget
the pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the

the pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the

Caroline Bartlett.

CalneBartett.

Sarah E. Fisk.

sarah E. FiS.

pension
at the
per month
month from
from and
and after
after the
the date
date
$20 per
of $20
rate of
the rate
laws, at
pension laws,
of death
of said
Bridget
Hopkins.
Hopkins.
Bridget
said
of
death
of
The name
of Caroline
Bartlett, widow
widow of
of Eugene
Eugene Bartlett,
of
late of
Bartlett, late
Caroline Bartlett,
name of
The
Company
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Thirty-first Regiment
F, Thirty-first
Company F,
and .pay
pension at
rate of
$35 per
per month
month in
of that
that
lieu of
in lieu
of $35
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay her
and
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she
The
of Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Fisk,
widow of
of John
John W.
Fisk, late
late of
Batof BatW. Fisk,
Fisk, widow
name of
The name
tery A,
A, Fifth
Regiment United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
United States
Fifth Regiment
tery
her a
apension
at the
the rate
of $35
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
rate of
pension at
her

receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
Lelia Crawford,
Crawford, helpless
helpless and
daughter of
of
dependent daughter
and dependent
of Lelia
The name
Charles
Crawford, late
E, One
One hundred
hundred and
and fortyCompany E,
of Company
late of
N. Crawford,
Charles N.
third Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a penInfantry, and
New York
Regiment New
third
sion at
the rate
of
per month,
month, payable
payable to
to duly
guardian.
appointed guardian.
duly appointed
$20 per
of $20
rate
the
at
sion
paia parsons.
The name
name of
Ella Parsons,
Parsons, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
and dependent
of Ella
The
Ea Parsons.
George
W. Parsons,
Parsons, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
Seventy-sixth Regiment
Regiment
E, Seventy-sixth
George W.
pension at the
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her aa pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania
rate
of
$20
per
month.
AmandaJ. - rate of $20 per month.
Amanda J. S. Brockway.
The
name of
Amanda J.
S. Brockway,
Brockway, widow of Nicholas
Nicholas M.
J. S.
of Amanda
The name
wyandj..Br
PennsylRegiment
Brockway,
late
of
Company
G,
Fifty-seventh
Regiment
PennsylFifty-seventh
G,
Company
of
late
Brockway,
a pension at the
vania Volunteer
Emergency Militia, and pay her a
the
Volunteer Emergency
vania
pension accrued
of pension
rate
$30 per
pay to
to her
her the
the amount
amount of
accrued
and pay
month, and
per month,
of $30
rate of
at the time of his death.
Pension
increased.
to the
the soldier
soldier at
to
ension increased.
Terrissa
N. Hunter
Hunter.
The name
of Terrissa
Terrissa N.
N. Hunter,
Hunter, widow of Andrew J. Hunter,
name of
The
Terrissa N.
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred and
sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunand sixth
late
in
at the rate of $35
teg
pay her
her a
$35 per month in
a pension
pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
tee; Infantry,
that she is now receiving.
Pension.
Wu
receiving.
liu of that
Pension.
Spearman, helpless and dependent
The name of Thomas
Thomas
spearnian.
The
Thomas Spearman,
dependent son
son of
of
Thom pean
Regiment
Forty-third
F,
John Spearman,
Spearman, late of Company
Company
Forty-third Regiment Ohio
John
per
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $20
$20 per
a pension
pay hm
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
month.
Pension
Abbie
M. Packard.
Packard.
The
M. Packard,
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
helpless and
Packard, helpless
of Abbie
Abbie M.
name of
The name
Abbe M.
of Charles
Charles Packard,
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment, and
Packard, late
of
pay
Company K,
K, Thirtieth
Regiment, Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
Thirtieth Regiment,
Company
her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in lieu
lieu of that she is now
now
per month
rate of
her aapension
Pensions.
receiving.
Pensions.
receiving.
Lillie Werntz.
of
helpless and dependent daughter
The name
of Lillie
daughter of
Werntz, helpless
Lillie Werntz,
name of
The
Lilie Wertz.
John
S. Wemtz,
late of
Seventy-first Regiment Ohio
K, Seventy-first
Company K,
of Company
Werntz, late
John S.
pension at the rate of $20
Volunteer
Infantry, and
her aa pension
$20 per
per
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
of
David
of David
Conrad Doup,
helpless and dependent
dependent son of
Doup, helpless
David Conrad
name of
The name
Dop. The
David Conrad Dour).
Second Regiment
Frederick
Doup, late
Regiment Virginia
Virginia
B, Second
Company B,
of Company
late of
Frederick Doup,
a pension
him a
Volunteer
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per
per
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
Pension increased.
increased.month.
Pension
Elizabeth Fobes.
The name
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Fobes,
Fobes, widow
widow of
Daniel A. Fobes, late of
of
of Daniel
name of
The
Fobes.
Elizabeth
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
Sixty--fifth Regiment
Infantry, and pay
Regiment Ohio -Volunteer
A, Sixty-fifth
Company A,
her a
pension at
the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is now
at the
a pension
her
!Tit:to
Provided. That
That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death of Charles Fobes,
Fobes,
receiving: Provided,
on receiving:
cease on
ncree to sense
deathof
helpless and
death of child.
child,
helpless
and dependent
dependent son of said Elizabeth
Elizabeth and Daniel A. Fobes,
Fobes,
the
herein granted
granted shall cease and determine:
determine:
pension herein
additional pension
the additional
further, That
in the
the death
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Fobes,
Fobes,
death of
of the
event of
the event
That in
on Provided
Providedfurther,
hild on
to child
Pension
Pension to
shall be placed
Fobes shall
Charles Fobes
said Charles
name of
death of mother,
the
the name
of said
placed on the pension
pension roll,
roll,
mother.
subject
provisions and
limitations of the pension laws,
laws, at the
and limitations
the provisions
to the
subject to
rate of
per month
from and after the
the date of death
death of said
said Elizamonth from
$20 per
of $20
rate
beth
Fobes.
beth Fobes.
Pensions.
Pensions.
LeliaCrawford.
ella Crawford.
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The name of Phoebe A. Fairhurst, widow of
George H. Fairhurst, Pensions.
of George
Pensions.
late of Company C, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Regiment
A Fa
Regiment Indiana Volunteer In hurst.
attPrst7be
A.
Fairfantry,
and pay
pay her
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
fantry, and
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
Maria A. Owens.
The name of Maria
The
Maria A. Owens
widow of William J.
J. Owens,
of Maria
Owens, widow
Owens, late
late of
A Owens.
Company
hundred and
Regiment New
New York
VolCompany F,
F, One
One hundred
and fifty-second
fifty-second Regiment
York VolPension increased.
increased.
unteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the
unteer
the rate
rate of $30 per month.
month. Pension
Elizabeth Langley.
The name
of Elizabeth
The
name of
Elizabeth Langley,
widow of
of Alonzo
Alonzo D.
D. Langley,
Langley, Elzabeth angley.
Langley, widow
late of Company A, Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
ofthat
th at
and pay
pay her
a pension
of $35
she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
Pension
Pension.
Lambert.
The name
name of
Ferdinand Lambert,
Lambert, helpless
dependent son
The
of Ferdinand
helpless and
and dependent
son of
of Ferdinand Lambert.
Andrew Lambert,
Lambert, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio VolunVolunAndrew
A, First
First Regiment
teer
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
$20 per
per
teer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
pension at
the rate
of $20
month, payable
aduly
month,
payable to
to a
duly appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
increased.
Pensions increased.
m u n d Hishley.
Edmund
The
name of
of Edmund
helpless and
son of
of Ed
The name
Edmund Hishley,
Hishley, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
ishley.
Coonrod Hishley,
Company A,
Second Battalion,
Battalion, District
of
Coonrod
Hishley, late
late of
of Company
A, Second
District of
Columbia Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Columbia
Volunteer Militia
Militia Infantry,
and pay
pay him
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
W. Bagley.
The
the construction
construction corps,
corps, George
The name of George W. Bagley,
Bagley, late
late of the
George.Bagley.
quartermaster
teamster department,
United
States
Volunteers,
and
quartermaster teamster
department, United States Volunteers, and
pay
him a
a pension
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
that he
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Wright.
The name
name of
Wright, widow
of Watson
Watson W.
W. Wright,
Wright, late
The
of Eunice
Eunice Wright,
widow of
Eun i ce Wrightlate of
of Eunice
Company A,
A, Ninety-second
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company
Ninety-secon Regiment
and
Battalion Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
pay her
her aa
and the Second Battalion
and pay
pension at
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
pension
at the
rate of
of $30
Bridget Mitchell.
The name of Bridget Mitchell,
Mitchell, widow of Alexander
Alexander Mitchell,
Mitchell, late Brdget itchell.
of
Company A,
Eighth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
of Company
A, Eighth
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
and
pay her
at the
the rate
pay
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Emma K. Barrett.
The name
name of
widow of
of William
B. Barrett,
Barrett, Em ma .Barrett.
The
of Emma
Emma K.
K. Barrett,
Barrett, widow
William B.
late of
of Company
Seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Colored
Colored
late
Company B,
B, Seventy-fourth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Volunteer
and pay
per
month.
Sarah Johnson.
Johnson, widow
Lorenzo D.
D. Gardner,
Gardner, alias
alias SarahJohnson.
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah Johnson,
widow of
of Lorenzo
Lorenzo D.
Johnson, late
of Company
I, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Regiment
Lorenzo
D. Johnson,
late of
Company I,
Illinois
Volunteer Infantry;
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her aapension
the rate
per
month.
per month.
Mary s.
Mary Fisk.
The name
name of
Fisk, widow
S. Fisk,
Fisk, late
late of
of ComThe
of Mary
Mary Fisk,
widow of
of Winfield
Winfield S.
Comary
pany D, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery,
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
and
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
month.
and pay
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Frances
Tucker
Frances Tucker
lartley.
The name
of Frances
widow of
of Stacey
E. HartThe
name of
Frances Tucker
Tucker Hartley,
Hartley, widow
Stacey E.
Hart- Hartley.
lev,
late of
of Company
Company D,
One hundred
Regiment
lev, late
D, One
hundred and
and twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh Regiment
Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
$30
her aapension
pension at the
the rate
rate of $30
per
month.
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Margaret Stewart.
The
name of
of Margaret
Margaret Stewart,
Stewart, helpless
and dependent
daughter Margaret
The name
helpless and
dependent daughter
Stewart.
of
Company E,
One hundred
hundred and
nineteenth
of William
William Stewart,
Stewart, Tate
late of
of Company
E, One
and nineteenth
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her aapension
Pensions.
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
Pensions.
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
the
rate of
Mary A. Parker.
name of
Mary A. Parker, widow
late of Mary Parke
The name
of Mary
widow of
of John
John L.
L. Parker, late
Company
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
Company B,
B, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
pav
pension at
at the
month.
Cathane
T. Cuf.
Catharine T.
Cuff.
The name
name of
of Catharine
Catharine T.
T. Cuff,
Cuff, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
The
of
late of
of Company
Fourth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York
Cuff, late
Company F,
F, Fourth
of James
James H.
H. Cuff,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a pension
pension at
month.
month.
Daniel W.
W. Orr.
Orr.
The name
name of
of Daniel
late of
H, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
The
Daniel W.
W. Orr,
Orr, late
of Company
Company H,
Regiment
Ohio
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $50
$50
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
rate of
per
and that
that he
any further
within the
the PubicLaws,2dsess,,
per month,
month, and
he be
be entitled
entitled to
to any
further relief
relief within
Public La ws,2d sess „
58.5.
provisions
of the
of May
May 1,
1, 1920,
1920, for
for ninety
service. p.
P is.
provisions of
the Act
Act of
ninety days
days or
or more
more service.
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Minnie Chapman.
minnieChapman.

Annie
Annie S. Miller.

s. Miller.

Mary I. Finney.

Haryj.Finney.

Pensions increased.
'
Sallie A. Stauter.

saliestncutear.

1921.
1921.

The
name of
of Minnie
widow of
of Corydon
S. Chapman,
Chapman,
Corydon S.
Minnie Chapman,
Chapman, widow
The name
late of Company B, First Regiment Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
late of Company B, First Regiment Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
at the
of $30
pension at
and
The name
name of
Annie S.
S. Miller,
Miller'former
former widow
of John
John Miller,
late of
of
Miller, late
widow of
of Annie
The
Company
E,
Fourth
Regiment
United
States
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
Company E, Fourth Regiment United States Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
a pension
pension at
at the
pay
The name
name of
Finney, widow
of John
John A.
late of
of
A. Finney,
Finney, late
J. Finney,
widow of
of Mary
Mary J.
The
Company
G, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Illinois
Company G,
pay her
her aapension
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
at the
the rate
pension at
pay

P The name of Sallie A. Stauter, widow
of Franklin
Stauter, late
late of
of
Franklin Stauter,
The name of Sallie A. Stauter, widow of

Company
A, Seventy-ninth
Volunteer InInPennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Seventy-ninth Regiment
Company A,
fantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$
50
per
mo
nth
in
lieu
of
of
in
lieu
per
month
of
$50
at
the
rate
pension
her
a
and
pay
fantry,
Proso.
to cease
cease on
on that
that she
receiving: Provided,
That in
in the
the event
of the
the death
death
Increase
ro- sos. to
event of
Provided, That
she is
is now
now receiving:
Increase
death of child.
of
Olga Stauter,
Stauter, helpless
dependent daughter
daughter of
of said
said Sallie
Sallie A.
A.
helpless and
and dependent
deathofchild.
of Olga
and
Franklin
Stauter,
the
additional
pension
herein
granted
shall
and Franklin Stauter, the additional pension herein granted shall
Pension to child on
death of mother.
determine: Providedfurther,
Providedfurther, That
That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
and determine:
cease and
dtension to¢ed on cease
of Sallie
A. Stauter,
Stauter, the
name of
of said
said Olga
Olga Stauter
Stauter shall
shall be
placed
be placed
the name
of
Sallie A.
on the
pension roll,
roll, subject
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the
to the
subject to
on
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
and after
after the
of
the date
date of
from and
per month
month from
at the
pension
death of
of said
A. Stauter.
Stauter.
said Sallie
Sallie A.
death
Marvin
A. Coshun.
Coshun.
The
name of
of Marvin
Marvin A.
Coshun, helpless
son of
John
of John
dependent son
helpless and
and dependent
A. Coshun,
The name
tarVin A.
Coshun, late
late of
One hundred
sixty-fifth Regiment,
Regiment,
and sixty-fifth
F, One
hundred and
of Company
Company F,
Coshun,
and
Company G,
G, One
hundred and
and first
Pennsylvania VolVolRegiment Pennsylvania
first Regiment
One hundred
and Company
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
at the
pay him
unteer
in lieu
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
' Pensions.
Pensions.
in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
Elizabeth Borden.
The name of Elizabeth
Borden.
Borden, widow
of Humphrey
Humphrey Borden,
Borden, late
late
Elizabeth Borden,
widow of
of
Company E,
Ninety-second Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfanE, Ninety-second
of Company
try, and.
Company B,
B, Third
Regiment Veteran
Reserve Corps,
and
Corps, and
Veteran Reserve
Third Regtment
try,
and Company
pay her
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
pay
her aapension
pension at
the rate
FredNilan.
.The name
of Fred
Nilan, helpless
dependent son
son of
of James
James Nilan,
Fred
ilan.
name of
Fred Nilan,
helpless and
and dependent
Nilan,
a
lias James
James Hines,
Hines, late
I, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment New
HampNew Hampalias
late of
of Company
Company I,
shire
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20
the rate
pay him
a pension
shire Volunteer
per
month.
per month.
The name of Mary Nease, helpless
Mary Nease.
Nease.
dependent daughter
daughter of
of RolRolhelpless and
and dependent
Company B,Tifty-second
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
land Nease,
Nease, late of Company
B,-Fifty-second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
at the
of $12
$12 per
per
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
Pension
mon th.
Pension Increased.
increased.
month.
WelterScott
The name of Walter Scott Ingalls,
Walter
Scott inganlls.
Ingalls.
Ingalls, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent son of
of
Walter
of Company
A, Twenty-fourth
Twen ty-f our th Regiment
Regi
men tMassaM as
saWalter InkY.,alls,
Ingalls, late
late of
Company A,
Volunteer Infantry,
chusetts 'Volunteer
him aapension
pension at
of
Infantry, and pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
rensions.
$20 per month
Pensions.
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu of
receiving.
Margaret
margarel MCSulty
Mc
Nu
l
ty . The name of Margaret
Margaret McNultv,
McNulty, widow
widow of James McNulty,
McNulty, late of
of
Volunteer Infantry,
Company C, Thirtieth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay
her aapension
the rate
per month.
month.
of $30
$30 per
rate of
Sarah A. Thornburg. her
at the
pension at
Saranh..Thornburg.
A. Thornburg,
Thornburg, widow
widow of
William Thornburg,
The name
name of Sarah
Sarah A.
of William
Thornburg,
late of Company B, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer InfanInfanIndiana Volunteer
Pensions increased.
try,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
at the
the rate
per month.
a pension
cesiors
increas. trY
Catharine Kinder.
-, and
Kinder, late of
Catare
indr.
The name of Catharine
Catharine Kinder,
Kinder, widow
widow of Jefferson
Jefferson Kinder,
Regiment, and
Company B, Nineteenth Regiment,
Company C,
Regiand Company
C, Twentieth
Twentieth RegiPrs
a pension at the rate
prorisos. to cease on ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay her a
Increase
deathochiid.
of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
she is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
death of child.
of S50
$50 per
month in
of that she
in the event of the death
death of Ovid C.
C. Kinder,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent
Kinder, helpless
of said
ri
ne an d J
eff erson Ki n d
er, the additional pension
Pension
Pension to child on son
son of
said Catha
Catharine
and Jefferson
Kinder,
the additional pension
deathofmother.
herein granted shall cease and determine:
death
of mother.
herein
determine: Protqdedfurthtr
Provided flirther, That
That ill
in
the event of the death
death of Catharine
Catharine Kinder,
the name
name of
of said
Ovid C.
Kinder, the
said Ovid
C.
Kinder shall
shall be placed on the pension
roll. subject to the
Kinder
pension roll,
the provisions
provisions
and limitations
limitations of
of the pension laws,
laws, at the rate of §20
and
$20 per month from
and after
death of
of said
said Catharine
Catharine Kinder
Kinder.
the date
date of
of death
after the
fary M.
Tl1ock and
Mary
M. Tullock.
The
of Mary
Mary M.
M. Tullock,
The name
name of
Tullock, widow of William C.
C. Tullock, late of
Comrpany
hundred
Company B,
B. One h
undred and twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth Regiment Illinois Voli
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unteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month
at the
the rate
receiving: Provided,
in lieu of that she is now receiving:
Provided, That in the
th e event
even to
th e Provisos.
offthe
Pro",o.s
Increase to cease on
death of Matilda
Matilda May T
Tullock,
ull oc k, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of death
death of
of child.
child.
said Mary M. and William
William C. Tullock,
the additional
pension herein
herein
Tullock, the
additional pension
Pension
to child
child on
on
granted shall cease
determine: Providedfurther,
Providedfurther,That
cease and determine:
That in the event death
Pension
to
of mother.
of the death of Mary M. Tullock, the name of said Matilda May
May TulTuloother
lock shall be placed on the pension
pension roll,
subject to
to the
and
roll, subject
the provisions
provisions and
limitations of the pension
pension laws,
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
month from
and
laws, at
at the
$20 per
from and
after
date of
of death
death of
Tullock.
after the date
of said
said Mary
Mary M.
M. Tullock.
Pension.
The name of Adeline
Adeline F.
widow of
of William
William H.
of AdelineF.
F. Terry,
Terry, widow
H. Terry,
Terry, late
Adeline F. Terry.
Terry.
late of
Company
F, One hundred and twenty-second
twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Company F,
Illinois VolVola pension at the rate
unteer Infantry, and pay her a
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
l
i:en
roa
lion
ce
increased.
Prudence Francisco, widow
The name
name of
of Prudence
widow of
Ransom Francisco,
Francisco, late
late Prudence
of Ransom
Francisco.
Francis
co.
ran cisco.
of Company
Seventy-first Regiment
Company I, Seventy-first
York Volunteer
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension at
per month
of that
that she
she
at the rate
rate of
of $35
$35 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is
now receiving
receiving.
is now
Pensions.
Pensions.
R. Tripp
Tripp.
Eunice R.
Chauncey G. Tripp, late
The name of Eunice R. Tripp, widow
widow of Chauncey
late of Eunice
Company
H, Tenth Regiment
Company H,
Regiment New
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery,
New York
York Volunteer
and pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
her aapension
pension at
of $30
per month.
month.
eb
Zellers.
u
Rebecca Zellers,
Zellers helpless
dependent daughter
daughter of
The name
name of
of Rebecca
helpless and
and dependent
of RRebecca
eccaZe ers
One hundred and
Isaac Zellers,
Zellers, late of Company
Company D, One
and fiftieth
Regiment
fiftieth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at
rate
of
$20 per
of $20
per month.
month.
E. Austin.
The name of John E. Austin, late of Company
Company G, One hundred and John
John E
Austinninety-second
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
ninety-second
Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and pay
pay him
him
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
aapension
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
Rebecca
Backman.
eb
The name of Rebecca
Rebecca Backman, widow of Charles M. Backman,
Backman, late
late R
eeca Backm n of Company
Company E,
One hundred
hundred and
seventh Regiment
Regiment New
New York
E, One
and seventh
York VolVolunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
pension at
at the
$30 per
McB
Susan A. McBride.
The name
name of Susan A. McBride,
McBride , widow
widow of
of Thomas
McBride, late
of
Thomas McBride,
late of
Company
Company L, First
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Engineers,
and pay
First Regiment
New York
Engineers, and
pay
her aapension at the rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Mary Hurley.
u
The name of MaryHurley,
Mary Hurley, widow
widowof
late of
of ComCom- Mary
of James
James P.
P. Hurley,
Hurley, late
rleypany G, Twentv-eighth
Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Twenty-eighth Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and Company 0,
C, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
and
pay her a
apension at the rate of $30 per month.
Sallie A. Moore.
The name of Sallie A. Moore, widow
widow of
late of
of Fourof Shriver
Shriver Moore,
Moore, late
Four- Sallie
. Moore
teenth Regiment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
a
Infantry, and
her a
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Louisa Bailey.
Bailey, widow of Samuel Bailey, late of ComCor- Louisa
The name of Louisa BaiI9r,
Bailey
pany C, Forty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
her aapension
the rate
rate of
per month.
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
month.
Alice
ain.
Alice F. Parrigin.
The name
Joseph Parrigin, late
name of Alice F. Parrigin, widow of Joseph
late of
of
Company F,
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
Company
F, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
pay
pay- her
at the
the rate
per month.
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $35 per
month.
Pension increased.
Hosea G. MesserMessersmith, helpless
The name of Hosea G. Messersmith,
helpless and dependent
dependent son of smith.
Hosea
G. MesserAlfred H. Messersmith,
Messersmith, late
L, First
Regiment Colorado
Colorado
late of
of Company
Company L,
First Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
Volunteer
pay him
a pension
month in lieu of
of that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is now
Pensions.
Pensions.
Maria M. Reed.
The
The name
name of
of Maria
Maria M.
former widow
widow of
William C.
M. Reed,
Reed, former
of William
C. Reed,
Reed, Maria
M. Reed.
late of Company
Company K, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
of $30
$30 per
month.
Infantry,
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
MaryM.
Mary M. Rutherford.
Rutherford.
The name of
Rutherford, widow
of Lyman
Rutherford,
of Mary M. Rutherford,
widow of
Lyman Rutherford,
late of Company G, Fourth Regiment
'Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
and
her a
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
and pay
pay her
a pension at
at the
Sarah
Sarah A. Blatchley
Blatchley.
of Sarah A. Blatchley,
The name
name of
Blatchley, widow
Washburn Blatchley,
Blatchley,
widow of
of Washburn
late of Company
Company K, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her
pension at
the rate
$30 per
per month.
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $30
month.
ary. A. Spatch.
pat.
Mary
of Mary
Spatch, widow
of James
James Spatch,
of
The name of
Mary A.
A. Spatch,
widow of
Spatch, late
late of
pat
Company E, Sixteenth
Company
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Cavalry, and
and
pay
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
pay her
at the
$30 per
per month.
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The name
name of
of Hattie
Hattie Miller,
Miller, widow
widow of
of David
David Miller,
Miller, late
late of
of ComComThe
pany G,
One
hundred
and
fifty-first
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Volunteer
York
New
nany G, One hundred and fifty-first Regiment
Infantry,
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
pension at
a pension
pay her
and pay
fantry, and
The
name
of
Amelia
Hoelscher,
widow
of
George
Eenry
Hoelscher,
Henry Hoelscer,
Amelia
Hoelscher.
George
of
widow
Hoelscher,
Amelia
of
name
The
AmeliaHoelscher.
late of
B, One
One hundred
and sixth
Volunteer
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
sixth Regiment
hundred and
Company B,
late of Company
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
or
$30
per
month.
month.
per
and pay her a pension at the rate of $30
Infantry,
The
name of
Ottello Lendeborn,
widow of
of Henry
Lendeborn, late
late
Ottello Lendebom.
Henry Lendeborn,
Lendeborn, widow
o Ottello
The name
ttelo Lendeborn.
of Company E,
Fifth
Regiment
Pennsylvania
\
olunteer
Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Volunteer
of Company E, Fifth Regiment Pennsylvania
and pay
pay her
at the
of $35
$35 per
month.
per month.
rate of
the rate
pension at
her aapension
and
Sarah E. Holmes.
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah E.
Holmes, widow
widow of
A. Holmes,
Holmes, late
late
Andrew A.
of Andrew
E. Holmes,
The name
arah E. Hoes.
of Company D,
Nineteenth Regiment
and
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment Iowa
D, Nineteenth

Hattie
Miller.
Hattie Miller.

of Company

pay
pension at
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
pay her
Jennie
M. Pitman.
The name
name of
of Jennie
M. Pitman, widow of William
William H. Pitman, late
Jennie M.
The
Jenmiea.itma.
of
Company
A,
Seventh
Regiment
Missouri
Volunteer
and
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Missouri
of Company A, Seventh Regiment
pay
her a
pension at
the
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
Psioni
Pensions increased.
The name
name of
of Leando
M. Muck,
Muck, helpless
dependent son
son of
Joseph
of Joseph
and dependent
helpless and
Leando M.
Leando
The
Muck.
M.Muck.
Leando M.
Muck,
of Company
Company I,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Iowa Volunteer
I, Seventh
late of
Muck, late
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
per month
him aapension
pay him
and
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
he
Bayard.
Ursula Bayard.
The
of Ursula
daughter of
of
dependent daughter
helpless and dependent
Bayard, helpless
Ursula Bayard,
name of
The name
aBaard.
George
A. Bayard,
Bayard, late
late of
Company H,
II, One
hunth-ed and
and forty-eighth
forty-eighth
One hundred
of Company
George A.
Regiment Pennsylvania
pay her
her aapension
at
pension at
and pay
Infantry,-,and
Volunteer Infantry
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
she
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
$20
of
rate
the
Pensions.
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah A.
A. Vale,
Vale, widow
of Thomas
Thomas S.
S. Vale,
Vale, 1ate
unlate unwidow of
Sarah
The name
ale.
araho. A. Vale.
assigned, Eighty-eighth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Eighty-eighth Regiment
assigned,
and
pay her
her a
rate of
of $30
month.
per month.
$30 per
the rate
at the
a pension
pension at
and pay
Only Leming.
The
Gilly Leming,
Leming, widow
of Elijah
Elijah Leming,
Leming, late
late of
of ComComwidow of
ofGilly
name of
The name
ming.
Gl
pany A,
and Company
Company I,
I, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Regiment, and
Fourth Regiment,
A, Fourth
pany
her aa pension at the rate of
Arkansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
Arkansas
$30
month and
pay to
her the
the amount
amount of
pension accrued
accrued to
of pension
to her
and pay
per month
$30 per
the soldier
soldier at
at the
time of
of his
his death.
death.
the time
the
Sarah A. Fringer.
The name
name of
A. Fringer,
Fringer, widow
widow of
Fringer,
Worthington Fringer,
of Worthington
Sarah A.
of Sarah
The
SarahA.Fringer.
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Third
Third Regiment
Potomac Home
Home Brigade
Brigade MaryRegiment Potomac
late
rate of $30
land Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
pension at
at the rate
$30
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
land
per
month.
month.
per
per month.
DeWitt.
Carlton
Carlton DeWitt.
dependent son of
helpless and dependent
The name
name of
DeWitt, helpless
Carlton DeWitt,
of Carlton
The
artone.
New York
A,
George
C.
DeWitt,
late
of
Company
Ninth
Regiment
Company
of
late
George C. DeWitt,
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at the rate of $20 per
Volunteer Cavalry,
month.
month.
l'e ns ion increased.
EightWilliam
M. Nourse.
The
William M.
M. Nourse,
late citizen
to the
the Eightattached to
citizen attached
Nourse, late
of William
name of
The name
Nour.
illiam M.
eenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry-,and pay him aapension
Volunteer Infantry,
eenth
at
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he is
in lieu
rate of
the rate
at the
Pension.
The
name of
of Lizzie
Lizzie J.
Currier, widow
widow of
of George
George W.
W. Currier, late of
of
J. Currier,
The name
Lizzie
Currier.
Lizzie J.J.Currier.
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Company
First Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
B, First
Company B,
her
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
Pensio
Pension increased
increased.
L. Kemp,
The name
name of
Elroy L.
Kemp, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent son of Austin
of Elroy
The
Elroy
Elroy L. Kemp.
Volunteer
Vermont Volunteer
Kemp,
of Second
Second Independent
Independent Battery, Vermont
late of
Kemp, late
Light
Volunteer
Independent Battery, Vermont Volunteer
First Independent
and First
Artillery, and
Light Artillery,
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month
pay him aapension
and pay
Heavy
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
of that
in
on.
Pension.
Robert McKeown,
widow of
Millie A.
The name
name of
of Millie
Millie A.
A. McKeown,
of Robert
McKeown, late
McKeown, widow
The
A.McKeown.
MeKeown.
Millie
of
E, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company E,
of Company
and pay
her aapension
at the
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
pension at
pay her
and
Pension increased.
Pensionincreed.
dependent
Ada Stoddard, helpless
Florence Ada
Florence Ada
of Florence
helpless and dependent
name of
The name
Stod- The
Ada stodFlorence
ilard.
dard.
daughter of Freeman
Freeman Stoddard, late of Company K, Eighteenth
Eighteenth
olunteer
K, Ninth Regiment,
Regiment,
and Company
Company K,
Regiment, Michigan
Michigan \\olunteer
Regiment, and
Infantry,
pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
and pay
Infantry, and
of that
that she
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
of
Pensions.
Pus ions.
of
Clara
The
The name
name of
of Clara
Clara Elliott,
Elliott, widow
widow of William M. Elliott,
Elliott, late of
Eliott.
Clara Elliott.
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Eleventh Regiment
Company B, Eleventh
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay
Company
her a
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
a pension
her
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The name of Nellie M. Reilly, widow
M. Reilly.
Reilly.
widow of John
John J.
J. Reilly,
late of
of Nellie M.
Reilly, late
Company G, One hundred and
and. ninety-third
ninety-third Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York
Volunteer
her a
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
at the
of $30
per
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
month.
The name of Carrie B. McCrady,
McCrady, widow
of Alfred
Alfred E.
E. McCrady,
McCrady, Carrie B.
widow of
B. McCrady.
McCrady.
late of Company G, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
the rate
$30 per
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Margaret J.
The name of Margaret
Calhoun, widow
widow of
of William
William T.
T. Calhoun,
Calhoun, Margaret
J. Calhoun,
Margaret J. Calhoun.
late of Company
Company H, Two
Two hundred
hundred and
sixth Regiment
and sixth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of
of $35
$35 per
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
month in
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The name of Bertha J.
Bertha J. Bitler.
Hitler.
J. Bitler, widow
widow of
of Samuel
Bitler, alias
alias Bertha
Samuel H.
H. Bitler,
Henry DeCarroll,
DeCarroll, late of Company B,
Regiment New
New York
B, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
York
Cavalry,'and Company
Volunteer Cavalry
Company C,
C, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Infantry,
a pension
at the
rate of
Pensionincreased.
Pensionincreased.
Ira S. Merrill.
Merrill.
and dependent
The name of Ira S. Merrill, helpless
helpless and
son of
of William
William Ira
dependent son
F. Merrill,
Merrill, late of Company
Company I,
Regiment Indiana
I, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
month in
in lieu
pay him
him aapension
the rate
$20 per
per month
lieu
of
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receivmg
Pensions.
Pensions.
L. Carl.
L. Carl,
Jarvis E.
E. Carl,
Carl, late
late of
of ComCom- Esther L.
The name of
of Esther
Esther L.
Carl, widow
widow of
of Jarvis
Twentieth Regiment
pany A, Twentieth
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
of $30
$30 per
per month.
her aapension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
Minnie M. Raysor.
Raysor.
The name of Minnie M. Raysor,
and dependent
dependent daughter
Raysor, helpless and
daughter Minnie
of David
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
PennsylDavid H.
H. Raysor, late
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
pay her
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
her a
a pension
rate of
of $20
120
pension at
at the
the rate
per month, to be paid to aaduly appointed
appointed guardian.
Pensions
Increased.
Pensions increased.
Angeline Coolman.
Coolman.
The name
of Robert
Robert Coolman,
Coolman late
late of
of Angeline
name of Angeline
Angeline Coolman,
Coolman, widow
widow of
Company
F, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Infantry,
Company F,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she
pay her
her aapension
the rate
of $35
$35 per
lieu of
that she
is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Amanda
L. TownTown.
The name of Amanda
Amanda L. Townsend,
of Jacob
Townsend, sen
A d.
da
Townsend, widow
widow of
Jacob Townsend,
send.
late of Company D, Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate of $30 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
month in
is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Ida L. Baker.
Baker.
The name of
of Ida L. Baker, helpless
helpless and
daughter of
of
and dependent
dependent daughter
Henry Baker, late of Company D,
hundred and
eighty-ninth
D, One hundred
and eighty-ninth
Infantry, and pay
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
the
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate
of $20
per month
lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Clements.
The name
name of Phebe J.
J. Clements, helpless
dependent daughter
helpless and
and dependent
daughter Phebe J.3. Clements.
of
W. Clements,
Clements, late
late of
Company A,
A, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
of Charles W.
of Company
Regiment
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
of $20
$20
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
per
month.
per month.
A. Rhoads.
Rhoads.
The name
Sarah A.
A. Rhoads,
of John
John A.
A. Rhoads,
of Sarah A.
The
name of
of Sarah
Rhoads, widow
widow of
Rhoads, late
late of
Thirty-first Regiment
Company B, Thirty-first
Regiment Ohio
and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
$30 per
per month.
pay her aapension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
Mahala Printis.
The name of Mahala Printis, former
former widow
widow of
H. Binkley,
Binkley, Mahala Printis.
of William
William H.
late
unassigned, Seventy-sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
late unassigned,
Seventy-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
and
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
and pay her
at the
$30 per
per month.
month.
Emma
Emma M.
M. Chandler.
Chandler.
The name
The
name of
Chandler, late
of
of Emma M.
M. Chandler,
Chandler, widow
widow of
of John
John Chandler,
late of
Company
F, Second Regiment
Company F,
Regiment New
Hampshire
Volunteer
Infantry,
New Hampshire Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
at the
$30 per
month.
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Martha J.
I. Jenkins.
Jenkins.
Jenkins, widow
widow of
Jenkins, Martha
The name of
of Martha
Martha J.
J. Jenkins,
of Christopher
Christopher C.
C. Jenkins,
late
H, Forty-ninth
Regiment Indiana
Infanlate of
of Company
Company H,
Forty-ninth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension at
at the
rate of
of $35
month in
lieu of
of that
the rate
$35 per
per month
in lieu
that
she
receiving.
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Julia Horton.
Horton.
widow of
The name of Julia Horton, widow
late of
of Julia
of William
William H.
H. Horton,
Horton, late
Company H,
Fifth
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Veteran
Infantry,
Company
H, Fifth Regiment New York Volunteer Veteran Infantry,
and
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
and pay
pay her a
a pension
at the
$30 per
Eliza Ann Henry.
Henry.
Eliza
The
of Eliza
Ann Henry,
Henry:, widow
late of
of
The name
name of
Eliza Ann
widow of
of James
James K.
K. Henry,
Henry, late
Company A,
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company
A, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
and pay her aapension
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
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The
of George
George Bellamy,
late of
of Company
B, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Company B,
Regiment
The name
name of
Bellamy, late
the rate
Rhode
Island Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at the
Rhode Island
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pension.
The name
G. Fritz,
Fritz, former
former widow
Clarence B.
Gelston,
B. Gelston,
widow of
of Clarence
of Pauline
Pauline G.
The
name of
Pauline
Pauline G.
G. Fritz.
late
of
Company
K,
One
hundred
and
third
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Regiment
and
third
One
hundred
K,
late of Company
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
Pension increased.
The
name of
of Frances
T. Gaddis,
Gaddis, former
of John
John C.
C. Wiggins,
Wiggins,
Frances
former widow
widow of
Frances T.
The name
Frances T.
a"ddis
T. Gaddis.
late first
first lieutenant,
Army, and
pay her
her
late
lieutenant, Signal
Signal Corps,
Corps, United
United States
States Army,
and pay
a
pension at
rate of
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
a pension
at the
the rate
of $35
lieu of
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Julia Kiss.
Bless.
The name
name of
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of Lewis
Lewis
Julia
The
of Julia
Julia Kiess,
Kiess, helpless
dependent daughter
G.
Company A, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
late of
of Company
G. Kiess,
Kiess, late
Infantry,
pay her
her aapension
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
Jacob J. Spencer.
The name
name of
of Jacob J. Spencer,
helpless and dependent
dependent son of John
Jaob
. pene
Spencer, helpless
Company B, One hundred
Regiment
hundred and fortieth Regiment
F. Spencer,
Spencer, late of
of Company
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
of $20
$20
Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa pension
pension at
rate of
per
month.
Pension
increased.
per month.
Pensionincreased.
William
Fox.
william A.
A. Fox.
The name of William A.
A Fox, helpless and dependent
Abner
dependent son of Abner
Fox,
late of
Fox, late
of Battery
Battery B, First
First Regiment
Regiment West
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer
Light Artillery,
pension at the rate
month
Light
Artillery, and pay him
him aapension
rate of $20
$20 per
per month
Pensions.
in lieu of that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Emma Durocher.
Emm DIurocher
The name of Emma Durocher, widow of Saint Clair Durocher, late
Company K, One
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seventh
sixty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
$30 per
per
Volunteer
her a
a pension at the
the rate of
of $30
month.
month.
Sarah A. Warren.
rah A. Warren.
The name of Sarah
Warren, widow
Sarah A. Warren,
widow of Horatio N. Warren,
Warren, late
of Company C, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay
pension at
rate of
of $30
month.
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
Elizabeth M
M.
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
A. Bumgarner,
Bumgarner, widow
widow of
of George
George W.
W. BumM. A.
BSner.t
. A.
A. The
The name
name of
BumBumgarner.
garner, late landsman,
landsman, United States
States Navy, and pay her a
pension
a pension
at the
of $30
$30 per
month.
at
the rate
rate of
per month.
Pemsion increased.
Leh A. Brubaker.
Brbakr.
The name
name of
Leah A.
Brubaker, widow
widow of
of Harrison
Harrison Brubaker,
Brubaker, late
late
The
of Leah
A. Brubaker,
Leah
Company H, Eighty-fourth
Eighty-fourth •
Regiment
of Company
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that she
is
receiving.
Pension.
is now receiving.
Pension.
Louise H. Thornton.
LouiseH.Thornton.
The name of
ofLouise
Louise H. Thornton,
Thornton, widow of William H. Thornton,
late of Company B, Second
Second Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Heavy
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and Company G, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Veteran Reserve
Pension
Pension increased.
incresed.
Corps, and pay her aapension at the
the rate of $30 per month.
Mary F. McGill.
The
F. Mcall.
inc name of Mary F. McGill, widow of Israel F. McGill, late of
Company
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company A, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment Kentucky
and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu
and pay
her aapension
rate of
of $35
lieu of
of that
that she
she
Pension.
Pension.
is now receiving.
receiving.
Pauline McEuen.
Pali
uen.
The name
McEuen, widow of William
name of Pauline McEuen,
William C. McEuen, late
of Company
Company F, One hundred
hundred and fourth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $30 per
per
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased. month.
Hallie Turner.
allie Turner
The name of Hallie Turner,
Turner, helpless
helpless and dependent daughter of
Turner, late
William H. Turner,
late of Company
Company M,
M, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri
State
a pension at the rate
State Militia
Militia Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay her
her a
of
lieu of
that she
is now
receiving.
Louisa Helton.
ton
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
now receiving.
The name of Louisa
Louisa Helton,
Helton, widow
widow of Jefferson
Jefferson Helton, late
late of
of
Company
Company- G, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that
she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
Mary R. Butler.
The
of May
Mary R. Butler, widow
widow of Adon Butler,
The name
name of
Butler, late of Company H, Ninth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
New York
and pay
Cavalry, and
pay
a pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that she is now
her a
receiving.
receiving.
Pension
increased.
Pensionincreased.
George Bellamy.

George Bea.
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The name of
Rogers, widow
Frank D.
Rogers, late
late of
of rmmaC.
Emma C. Rogers.
of Emma C. Rogers,
widow of
of Frank
D. Rogers,
Roger.
Company
Company I,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
I, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
her aapension at the
the rate of $35
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
$35 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
receivg.
receiving.
The
name of
of Katherine
Katherine Wood,
of William
William Wood,
Wood, late
of KatherineWoodKatherine Wood.
Theinname
Wood, widow
widow of
late of
Company B, Fifteenth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Fifteenth Regiment
and
pay her aa pension at the
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
she
the rate of $35 per
month in
lieu of
receiving.
is now receiving.
Pension
Pension.
The name of Josephine
Josephine Carey, widow
Robert S.
of Josepne
Josephine Carey.
widow of
of Robert
S. Carey
Carey,, late
late of
Sixteenth
Independent
Battery
New
York
Volunteer
Light
ArtilSixteenth Independent Battery New York Volunteer Light Artillery,
lery, and
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
and pay
pay her a
a pension at
of $30
$30 per
per month.
The
name of
of Georgie
A. Ettinger,
Ettinger, widow
widow of
of Jacob
Ettinger, GegS
Pension
increased. .
The name
Georgie A.
Jacob M.
M. Ettinger,
'Etin,
.A.
Georgie
Etti
.
late of Company
Company A,
hundred and
ninety-ninth Regiment
Regiment PennPennA, One
One hundred
and ninety-ninth
sylvania
sylvania Volunteer
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of Pas.
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
rate of
$50 per month in lieu of that she
she is
That Increase
Increase to
021
is now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
to cease on
Edith Ettinger,
Ettinger' helpless
helpless and
and dependent
in the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
of Edith
dependent death ofchild '
daughter of
said Geomie
A. and
M. Ettinger,
the additional
additional
daughter
of said
Georgie A.
and Jacob
Jacob M.
Ettinger, the
pension
Provided further,
further,
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
determine: Provided
Ito child OA
That in the
event of the
the death
Georgia A.
A. Ettinger,
Ettinger, the
name of
of death
death °
eth,
the event
death of
of Georgie
the name
ofM
mothe
said
Edith Ettinger
Ettinger shall
be placed
the pension
pension roll,
to
said Edith
shall be
placed on
on the
roll, subject
subject to
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
pension laws,
laws, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
the
the pension
er month
per
after the
the date
of said
said Georgie
Georgia A.
A.
month from and after
date of
of death
death of
p

ro.

$ 50

death of child

Ettinger.
Ettinger.
The
of Malissa
Malissa Leonard,
Leonard, widow
Newton G.
G. Leonard,
Leonard, late
late
The name
name of
widow of
of Newton
of Company C, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month
month
The name
Theresa B.
Streibig, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter
The
name of
of Theresa
B. Streibig,
and dependent
Streibig, late
late of
hundred and
nineteenth
of Rony Streibig,
of Company
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
and nineteenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension
Regiment
at the
the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
of that
is now
receiving.
The
Rebecca E.
E. Boblett, widow of Jacob
The name
name of Rebecca
Jacob Boblett,
Boblett, late
late
of Company H, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, 'and
and
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
a pension
pay her a
pension at the rate
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
rate of $35 per month
month in
is now receiving.ay.
receiving.
name of
Mary M.
M. Taylor,
Taylor, helpless
dependent daughter
The name
ofMary
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of
Samuel G.
Taylor, late
late of
of Companies
and G,
G, Sixty-first
Regiment
Samuel
G. Taylor,
Companies C
C and
Sixty-first Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate
Pennsylvania Volunteer
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
of $20 per
per month in
in lieu of
that she
is now
widow of
The name of Emily Swank,
Swank, widow
of
of George
George W.
W. Swank,
Swank, late
late of
Company D, Fourth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
rate of $30
her aapension
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
of Emily
Emily T.
T. Minkler,
Minkler, widow
Frank G.
G. Minkler
The
widow of
of Frank
Minkler,, late
late
of Lieutenant Sheldon's
Sheldon's company,
company, Sturges Rifles,
Rifles, Illinois
Illinois VolunVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
$30 per
per month.
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
The name
of Daniel
of Company
Company I,
Fifty-sixth RegiThe
name of
Daniel Michael,
Michael, late
late of
I, Fifty-sixth
RegiPennsylvania Volunteer
ment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
the
month.
Margaret Flory,
Flory, widow
of James
A. Flory,
Flory, late
late of
The name
name of Margaret
widow of
James A.
of
Company
Ohio Volunteer
Company H, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
and ComComVolunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pany G, Sixty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her
$30 per
per month.
month.
her a
a pension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
The name of
Pugh, widow
Edward L.
L. Pugh,
Pugh,
of Mary Florence
Florence Pugh,
widow of
of Edward
late of Company
Company E,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
E, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
pay her aapension
pension at the rate of
Cavalry, and pay
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
John V. Adamson,
The name of Ruth B. Adamson, widow of John
Adamson,
hundred and
late of Company H, One hundred
seventy-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
and seventy-third
Volunteer
a pension at the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
month.
month.
The
name of
P. May,
May, widow
of Emory
W. May,
late of
of
The name
of Louise
Louise P.
widow of
Emory W.
May, late
Company
Company H, One hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth
sixty-fourth Regiment
Ohio VolunVolunRegiment Ohio
teer
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.

Pension.
Pension.

Melissa
MaiSS Leonard.

Lnard.

Pensions increased.

Pensioninreae

Theresa B.
B. Streibi.
Btreibig.
Ths

Rebecca E. Boblett.

Rebeca EBob-

Msry M. Taylor.

Pensions.
Pelnions.

Emily Swank.

Emily
T. Minler.
Mintier.
EmilyT.

Daniel Michael.
DanelMihel

Margaret Flory.
l

Mrgaet

F

ory

Mary Florence
Ma
a n Pugh.

rlor

ePugh

Ruth B. Adamson.
m

RnthB. A

ms.

Loi
Louise F. May.
se
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Pension increased.
Annie T. Barclay.

Pensionireased.
Annie T.B

Pensions.
Pensions.
Paul
0. Brownlee.
Paulo.Brownee.

Eva i. Moody.
Moody.
EvaJ.

Kate A.Wallace.
A. Wallace.
Kate

1921.
1921.

The name
name of
of Annie
T. Barclay,
Barclay, widow
widow of
of Charles
J. Barclay, late
Charles J.
Annie T.
The
rear
admiral,
United
States
Navy,
and
pay
her
a
1:Tnsion at
at the
the
pension
a
her
pay
and
Navy,
States
rear admiral, United
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
that she
month in
per month
$50 per
of $50
rate
The
of Paul
PaulO.
0. Brownlee,
of the
the Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth RegiRegilate of
Brownlee, late
name of
The name
ment United
States Field
Artillery, and
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
pay him
and pay
Field Artillery,
United States
ment
rate
of
$30
per
month.
rate of $30 per month.
The name
J. Moody,
Moody, widow
of John
John H.
H. Moody,
Moody, late
of
late of
widow of
Eva J.
of Eva
name of
The
Company
F,
Second
Regiment
United
States
Sharpshooters,
and
and
Sharpshooters,
States
United
Regiment
Second
F,
Company
Company- I,
Fifth Regiment
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Hampshire Volunteer
New Hampshire
Regiment New
Company I, Fifth
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
and pay her a pension at the rate
The
name of
Wallace, widow
James A.
A. Wallace,
late
Wallace, late
of James
widow of
A. Wallace,
Kate A.
of Kate
The name
of
Company
A,
Seventieth
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry,
Volunteer
Indiana
Regiment
Seventieth
A,
of Company
and
Tenth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
quartermaster Tenth
regimental quartermaster
and regimental
month.
per
Cavalry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Cavalry,
Approved, March
March 3,
1921.
3, 1921.
Approved,

March 3, 1921.
1921.
[H.
R.14063.1
1406.1
H. R.
[Private,
Private, No. 117.]

CHAP.
147.—An Act
and increase
increase of
pensions to
certain soldiers
soldiers
to certain
of pensions
pensions and
Granting pensions
Act Granting
CHAP. 147.-An
and sailors
sailors of
of the
and Navy,
and certain
certain soldiers
soldiers and sailors of wars
Navy, and
Army and
Regular Army
the Regular
No. 117.] and
other than
than the
the Civil
Civil War,
widows of such soldiers and sailors.
and to widows
War, and
other

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
ofRepresentatives
Repre,sentatives of
ofthe
the United
United
ouse of
the Senate
it enacted
Be
States
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
hat the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
on
place
to
Interior
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
place
the
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Interior
pension roll,
subject to
the provisions
and limitations of the pension
pension
provisions and
to the
roll, subject
pension
laws—
awS-Pensions.
Pensions.
F, Sixth
The name
name of
H. Heller,
Heller; late
late of
of Companies
Companies E
E and F,
:WilliamIL
H. Heller.
William H.
of William
The
ieer.
wlliam
Regiment
United States
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Infantry, War
States Infantry,
Regiment United
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
$12 per
of $12
pension
Francis
P. McCue.
The name of Francis
McCue, late of the United States
States Navy,
Francis P. McCue,
The
McCue.
Francis P.
War
with
Spain,
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
at the
him aapension
and
Spain,
with
War
Elizabeth Gouldrick.
GouTdrick, widow of Edward
name of
Elizabeth Gouldrick,
Edward Gouldrick,
Gouldrick,
of Elizabeth
The name
Eabethouirick. The
late of
United States
States Infantry, Indian
Indian
Twenty-second United
B, Twenty-second
Company B,
of Company
late
wars,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
month.
per
$12
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
wars, and
John E. Coleman.
Coleman, late of Captain Sperry's company
E. Coleman,
The name
name of
John E.
company
of John
The
JohnCoean
Umatilla
Oregon State
State Militia,
Militia, Indian
Indian wars, and
Guards, Oregon
County Guards,
Umatilla County
pay
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
$20 per
of $20
at the
pension at
him aapension
pay him
Maurice Leahy.
of Battery M, First United
The
Leahy, late
late of
United States
Maurice Leahy,
of Maurice
name of
The name
Maurie Leay.
Fifteenth United States
Artillery, and
Company G,
G, Fifteenth
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular
and Company
Artillery,
the rate of $17
Establishment,
and pay
pay him
at the
$17 per month.
pension at
him aapension
Establishment, and
Pension increased.
increttsed.
Pension
Cleorge W. Hook.
Regiment
Sixth Regiment
The
name of
Hook, late of Troop E, Sixth.
W. Hook,
of George
George W.
The name
W. Hook.
Oeorge
United States
Establishment, and
and pay him aa
Regular Establishment,
Cavalry, Regular
States Cavalry,
United
Pensions.
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
lieu of
in lieu
month in
$12 per
of $12
the rate
pension
Virgil
Adams.
irgo.0. Adams.
late of Company B, First Regiment
The
of Virgil
Virgil O.
0. Adams,
.Adams, late
Regiment
name of
The name
him aa
Establishment, and
United
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
Infantry, Regular
United States
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
pension
Ewell V. Osborn.
Osborn, late of Company
Ewell V. Osborn,
The name
name of Ewell
Company B, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
The
EeV.OsboL
States Infantry, Regular
Regiment United
Regular Establishment, and
and pay
United States
Regiment
$17 per month.
month.
rate of $17
him
at the
the rate
him a
a pension
pension at
7anwv P. Burns.
James P. Burns, late of Battery
The name of James
Battery D, First United
United States
The
ames P. Bumrs.
Field
Artillery, Regular
Establishment, and pay
pay him aa pension
pension at
at
Regular Establishment,
Field Artillery,
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
per month.
of $12
Pension increased.
the
Pensioninereased.
Daniel B. W.
W.Stockr
Sloe
I, Fourth
of Daniel
Daniel B.
B. W.
W. Stocking,
late of
nge
The
name of
11.
The name
Stocking, late
of Company
Company I,
Fourth
ing.
Establishment,
Regular
Regiment
United States
Infantry, Regular Establishment, and pay
States Infantry,
Regiment United
him
pension at
at the
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he is now
rate of
the rate
a .pension
him a
receivmg,.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Lucius P.
Burress.
Regiment
H, First
of Company
Lucius P.
The name
name of
Lucis
P. Burress.
The
of Lucius
P. Burress,
Burress, late
late of
Company H,
First Regiment
Establishment,
Regular
Guard,
National
Infantry,
North Carolina
Carolina
National
a pension
border defense,
defense, and pay him a
pension at the rate
rate of $17
$17 per month.
Pensions.
ensions.
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James W. Noe.
Noe.
W. Noe
Noe (insane),
(insane), late
The name
name of
late of
of the
the One
One hundred
hundred and
and Jmes
The
of James
James W.
thirty-seventh Company, United
thirty-seventh
United States Coast Artillery Corps,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per
pay him
a pension
of $12
Regular
Establishment, and
month.
month.
e s Sullivan.
The name
of James
Sullivan, late
late of
of Company
G, Thirty-first
Thirty-first JJames
The
name of
James Sullivan,
Company G,
Sullivan
Regiment, United
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spain, and
Infantry, War
Regiment,
United States Volunteer
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
month
pay
a pension
rate of
$12 per
per month
D. Wray.
Wray.
Seaburn D.
Troop M,
The
Wray, late
late of
of Troop
M, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Seaburn
of Seaburn
Seaburn D. Wray,
The name
name of
United States Cavalry, Regular
pay 1iim
Regular Establishment, and
and pay
him aa
pension
month.
pension at
at the
the rate of $30
$30 per
per month.
Scott Engle.
Engle.
The
name of
Twenty-second Battalion
Battalion Sctt
Engle, late of the Twenty-second
of Scott Engle,
The name
United States
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
United
States Field
Field Artillery,
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
month.
pension
at the
per month.
Anna Kennedy.
The name
name of
Kennedy, dependent
dependent mother
of Charles
M. N.
Kennedy
mother of
Charles M.
N. AAnna Kennedy,
The
of Anna
Stenstrom,
late
of
the
United
States
Marine
Corps,
Regular
EstabStenstrom, late of the United States Marine Corps, Regular Establishment, and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
at the
the rate
of $12
month.
lishment,
and pay
Philpot.
The name
name of
Philpot, widow
of Steve
Philpot, late
late of
of the
the Jane
The
of Jane
Jane Philpot,
widow of
Steve Philpot,
Jan Philpot.
Eighty-second Company
Company United
States Coast
Coast Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Eighty-second
United States
Regular
Establishment,
and _pay
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month
month
rate of
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
Establishment, and
and $2
$2 per
additional on
on account
of each
of the
the minor
minor children
children
per month
month additional
account of
each of
and
of
said Steve
Steve Philpot
the age
age of
sixteen years.
of said
Philpot until
until they
they reach
reach the
of sixteen
Pension increased.
increased.
Gustave Pinksohn.
The
Gustave Pinksohn,
late of
of Company
Fifth Regiment
Pinksohn.
Company H,
H, Fifth
Regiment Gustave
The name
name of
of Gustave
Pinksohn, late
United States
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, Indian
wars, and
and
Indian wars,
Regular Establishment,
United
States Infantry,
pay him
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per month in lieu
lieu of that he is
pay
him aapension at
the rate
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
arris.
Doctor Harris.
Regiment Doctor
M, Third
late of
of Company
The name
name of
of Doctor
Harris, late
Company If,
Third Regiment
Doctor Harris,
The
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and pay him
him a
a
Regular Establishment,
United
pension at
at the
$12 per
pension
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
James Robinson.
Robinson.
The name
name of
James Robinson,
Robmson, late
late of
of Company
C, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth James
Company.C,
of James
The
War with Spam,
Spain, and pay
Regiment United
pay him
him aa
States Infantry-,
Infantry, War
United States
Regiment
pension at
rate of
of $24
$24 per
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving. Pension
pension
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
Pension.
James H. Burroughs.
Burroughs.
of Company
The
name of
of James
James R.
late of
Company B,
B, Twenty-first
Twenty-first James
Burroughs, late
R. Burroughs,
The name
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Indian wars,
and pay
him aapension
pension
pay him
wars, and
Infantry, Indian
Regiment
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
at
of $20
Pensions increased.
incresed.
Lawrence
WillP. wilLawrence P.
The name
of Lawrence
P. Williams,
Williams, late
late of
of Company
Thirteenth iams.
G, Thirteenth
Company G,
name of
Lawrence P.
The
Regiment United
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
pay
and pay
Regular Establishment,
States Infantry,
Regiment
United States
of $17
him
$17 per month
month in lieu of that he is now
at the
the rate of
him a
a pension
pension at
receiving.
Dudley R. Sloan.
The name
of Dudley
R. Sloan,
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegi- Dudley
R. loan.
Sloan, late
The
name of
Dudley R.
ment
United
States
Infantry,
Regular
Establishment,
and
pay
him
ment United States Infantry, Regular Establishment, and pay him
the rate
rate of
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
lieu of
per month
month in
of $24
$24 per
pension at
at the
aa pension
receiving.
receiving.
allahn.
Jesse Callahan.
The name
of Jesse
Jesse Callahan,
late of
of Company
Company M,
Tenth Regiment
Regiment ess
an
M, Tenth
Callahan, late
The
name of
United
States Infantry,
pay him
penand pay
him aapenEstablishment, and
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
United States
sion at
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
of $12
$12 per
in lieu
of that
is now
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
Pedago.
The name
name of
Pedago, helpless
dependent child
child of
of Robert
Blain Pedago.
Robert Blain
helpless and
and dependent
The
of Blain
Blain Pedago,
Pedago,
late
of
Company
H,
Thirty-first
Regiment
United
States
Pedago, late of Company H, Thirty-first Regiment United States
Volunteer
Infantry, Philippine
insurrection, War
War with
Spain, and
pay
and pay
with Spain,
Philippine insurrection,
Volunteer Infantry,
him
month_
him aapension at the rate of $12 per month.
Robert Strong.
The name
name of
of Robert
Robert Strong,
Strong, late
of the
the Fourth
Fourth Company
Company United
United Robert tronglate of
The
States Coast
Artillery, War
with Spain,
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
Spain, and
and pay
War with
Coast Artillery,
States
Pension increased.
increased.
rate of
per month.
month.
of $17
$17 per
rate
Milton Roes.
The
name of
of Milton
Company- D,
D, Tenth
Regiment Milton
Ross.
Tenth Regiment
of Company
Ross, late
late of
Milton Ross,
The name
United States
Cavalry ! Indian
wars, and
pay him
at the
the
a.pension
pension at
and pay
him a
Indian wars,
States Cavalry,
United
Pensions.
Pensions.
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
receiving.
of that
that he is now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
per month
rate
Marion J. Morgan,
The
141a4on J.
Morgan, widow
A. Morgan,
late Marion
J. Morgan
Morgan, late
widow of
of Wanfred
Wanfred A.
name of
of Marion
J. Morgan,
The name
of
the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay her
her aa
Establishment, and
of the
pension
at the
rate of
of $12
month.
per month.
$12 per
the rate
pension at
Sarah Cronin.
The name
Cronin,. widow
of James
late of ComarahCronin.
Cronin, late
widow of
James Cronin,
Sarah Cronin,
The
name of
of Sarah
pany
A, Twenty-second
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Indian
Infantry, Indian
United States
Twenty-second Regiment
pany A,
wars,
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
the rate
of $12
$12 per
and pay
her aapension
wars, and
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The
Mary Hart,
of James
James Hart,
late of
of the
the United
The name
name of
of Mary
Hart, widow
widow of
Hart, late
United
States
Navy, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of
the rate
with Spain,
her a
a pension
States Navy,
$12
per
month,
and
$2
per
month
additional
on
account
of
each
of
$12 per month, and $2 per month additional on account of each of
the minor
until they
shall reach
reach the
the age
age
they shall
of said
said James
James Hart
Hart until
the
minor children
children of
of sixteen
of
sixteen years.
years.
Margaret Howell
Margaret Howell
Butler, widow
Margaret
Howell
The name of Margaret
Howell Butler,
widow of
of Matthew
Matthew C.
C. Butler,
Butler,
Butler.
junior, late lieutenant colonel of Cavalry,
ute
Cavalry, United
United States Army, ReguRegular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
lar
pay her
a pension
pension at
month.
month.
The name of
Adam Roth.
of Adam
Adam Roth,
Roth, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him a
a penUnited
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
sion
at the
rate of
of $17
$17 per
/oh'''.
Williams.
The
John M.
Williams, late
Troop M,
M, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
M. Williams,
late of
of Troop
he name of John
John
MWilams
Indian wars,
United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
wars, and pay
pay him
him aa pension at
at the
the
Pensions
increased. rate
per month.
Pensions increased
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month.
John
The
Felzen, late
of Company
Company F,
F, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh
John Felsen.
Feizen.
The name
name of
of John
John Felzen,
late of
Regiment
Indian wars,
wars, and
andipay
him a
apenpenRegiment United
United States
States Infantry-,
Infantry, Indian
pay him
sion
at the
rate
of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he issnow
now receiving.
receiving.
sion
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
lieu
of
Hyrum Colwell.
The
Troop M,
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment
HyCol.
The name
name of Hyram
Hyram Colwell,
Colwell, late
late of
of Troop
M, Twelfth
United
Cavalry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
apenpenUnited States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
pay him
sion
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17_per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
sion at
at the
per month
he is
receiving.
Ellie I. Hayv
s
The name of Ellie J. Hays,
Hays, late
late of Company
Eleventh RegRegiCompany D, Eleventh
ment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
a
at the
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
in lieu
of that
he is
rensiom.
receiving.
Pensio,
receiving.
Mary
Smith
Mary Watson Smith Maher, former widow
Mary Watbon
Watson Smith
The name of Mary
widow of Albert
Albert D.
a her
Maher.
Smith,
United States
Navy, War
Mexico, and
and pay
pay
.
Smith, late of
of the
the United
States Navy,
War with
with Mexico,
her
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
month.
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
per month.
wa
c..
Philips.
William C
Phillirs '
The name of William C. Phillips, late of Company
Company I, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay
Regiment
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
him
at the
per month.
Moris
Leighty.
The name
of Morris E.
E. Leighty,
Morris E.
E. Leighty.
name of
late of
of Company
Company B,
Second United
United
Leighty, late
B, Second
a pension
States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay him
him a
pension at
at
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
$12 per
month.
the
ederick.
The name of
of Mary
Mary E. Frederick.
Mary E.
Frederick, widow
of Henry
Frederick, late
E. Frederick,
widow of
Henry Frederick,
late
of Troop E, Seventh Regiment United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian wars,
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
and pay her
her a
a pension at
the rate
rate of
month.
y Loft S1l
Mary
The name
Mary Loftain
Wildey, widow
widow of
rry Wildey,
Wildey, late
late
widey
Lot'
de
Wildey.
The
name of
of Mary
Loftain Wildey,
of Ha
Harry
of General
of
General Service, United
United States
States Army,
Army, and
and United
Marine
United States
States Marine
vy, Regular
Regul
ar Establishment,
her a
Corps, United States
States Na
Navy,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
a
$2 per month
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month and $2
month additional on
account
account of the minor child of said Harry
Harry Wildey, until he reaches the
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
Pension increased
increased.
age
years.
Fronie Fisher.
Fisher.
The name
dependent mother of Walter
Fronie
The
name of Fronie
Fronie Fisher, dependent
Walter Fisher,
Fisher,
late of Battery C, Third United States Field Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu
Pengons,
receiving.
of that
that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
illia R. Drain.
The name
name of
William
of William
William R.
Drain, late
late of
of Fourth
Fourth Company,
Company, United
R. Drain,
United
States Artillery
Artillery Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aa pension at
the rate
rate of $24 per month.
at the
P ck sion
Pha
P.
Pharoah
Pack.
The name
of Pharoah
Pharoah Pack,
late private
private Company
Company E,
E, Fifth
Fifth RegiThe
name of
Pack, late
Regiment United States
Regular Establishment,
mStates Infantry, Regular
Establishment, Philippine inionisincreased. smrection,
Pension
and pay
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
surrection, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
The name
name of Martin
Martin Quinn.
Martin Qumn,
Quinn, late
of Company
Company D,
Sixteenth RegiRegilate of
D, Sixteenth
ment United States
Regular Establishment,
States Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and pay him
aa pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu ,of
of that he is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
Thoma
Thomas Mattes.
Mattes.
The name of Thomas Mattes, late of Troop
Troop G, Sixth United States
Cavalry, War with Spain, and pay him a
apension at the rate of $24
$24
per month.
Mary Hart.

May Hat.
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The name of Jesse Cunningham,
Cunningham, late of Troop C, Fourth Regiment
Regiment
United
Establishment, and pay him aapenUnited States Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
sion at the rate of
of $12 per month.
The name of Floyd H.
H. Wilkins, late of Ninety-fifth
Ninety-fifth Company,
Company,

Je se

unningha.

Jesse Cunningham.

Floyd H.
Floyd
H.

Wilns.

Wilkins.

Artillery Corps, Regular
Regular Establshment,
Establishment, and pay
United States Coast Artillery
him aapension at the rate of $12 per month.
Pension Increased.
widow of Adolph Marix,
Manx, late rear o
The name of Grace F. Marix, widow
F.^Math.
Grace F.
admiral, United States Navy, Regular
Establishment, and pay her
Regular Establishment,
her
a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in
in lieu of that she is now
now

receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of Brooklyn Hodges,
K, Eleventh
Hodges, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
Eleventh RegiRegi- Brookyn
Brooklyn Hodges.
Hodges.
ment United States Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aa
pension at
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
pension
at the
rate of
$12 per
Pension increased.
The name
name of
Nash, late
Assistant Surgeon,
United Francis
The
of Francis 0.
O. Nash,
late Acting
Acting Assistant
Surgeon, United
O.Nash.
Francis 0.
Nash.
Regular Establishment, and pay him a
apension at the
States Army, Regular
rate
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
m OpenEsther hi.
The name
name of
M. Openshaw,
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel Openshaw,
Openshaw, late
late Ester
The
of Esther
Esther M.
Openshaw, widow
. Open
shaw.
of Captain
Captain John D. Holliday's
Holliday's Company, Utah Infantry, Indian wars,
and pay her a
apension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
al J. Miller.
Walter
The name
of Walter
Walter J.
Miller, late
late of
United W
The
name of
J. Miller,
of Troop
Troop E,
E, Fourteenth
Fourteenth United
ter 3. Mlr
States Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him a
a pension at the
rate
$24 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $24
Penson Increased
Pension
Increased.
C. Rose.
Rose.
ewell C.
The name
Rose, late
Company H, Second Regiment
Regiment Sewell
late of
of Company
name of Sewell C. Rose,
The
United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
sion at
of $24
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
Penons.
Pensions.
Mildred S..Leas.
Lewis.
The name
S. Lewis,
Lewis, widow
of Ellwood
Ellwood H.
H. Lewis,
Lewis, late of Mildred
The
name of
of Mildred
Mildred S.
widow of
Battery L,
L, Fifth
United States
States Artillery,
Regular EstabEstabBattery
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
Artillery, Regular
lishment, and
pay her
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
lishment,
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $12
Henry it. Smith,
The name
Henry M.
M. Smith,
alias Henry
Henry Ash,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, al
The
name of
of Henry
Smith, alias
Ash, late
't
asHenrAbny
alias
Henry Ash.
Fourteenth Regiment
Fourteenth
Regiment United
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars, and pay
him a
the rate
rate of
of $20
month.
him
a pension
pension at
at the
$20 per
per month.
James Phelps.
James Phelps,
Company F, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regi- J am Phe lps.
The name of
of James
Phelps, late of Company
ment United
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aa
ment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
pension
at the
the rate
month.
Charles W. Bryant.
The name
of Charles
W. Bryant,
Bryant, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Second
Second RegiRegi- Chars w Bryant.
name of
Charles W.
The
ment
United States
W ar with
Spain, and
pay him
pension
ment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
and pay
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at
Pension increased.
Increased.
Emil A. Ackernrut.
The name
name of
A. Ackerman,
Eighth RegiRegi- Emil
A Aekermnn.
D Eighth
Ackerman, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
The
of Emil
Emil A.
ment
Ohio National
National Guard,
Guard, Regular
Regular Establishment
Establishment (border
(border
ment Infantry,
Infantry, Ohio
defense),
and pay
the rate
rate of
$30 per
lieu
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
defense), and
of
that he
receiving.
Pension.
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
tu ra
SchenkelberThe
name of
Schenkelberger, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
Alvin J.
of Alvin
J. geZ
zora
SchenkelberThe name
of Zora
Zora Schenkelberger,
Schenkelberger,
late of
of Company
if, Seventy-first
Seventy-first Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York g
Schenkelberger, late
Company H,
National
Guard Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay her
her a
apenpenand pay
National Guard
sion at
$12 per
month.
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Katherine F. CanThe
name of
of Katherine
Katherine F.
Candee, widow
widow of
Ralph Candee,
Candee, late
late of
of dee.
Katherin
F. canF. Candee,
of Ralph
The name
Company F,
F, First
First Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, dee.
Infantry, War
War with
Company
and
pay her
pension at
month and
and $2 per
per month
month
her aapension
at the rate
rate of
of $25
$25 per month
and pay
additional
for the
child of
until he
he reaches
reaches
of said
said Ralph
Ralph Candee,
Candee, until
additional for
the minor
minor child
the
age of
sixteen years,
years, in
in lieu
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the age
of sixteen
lieu of
of that
she is
Pensions.
George R.
Everhart.
The name
of George
George R.
Everhart, late
late of
of Companies
F and
and L,
L, George
R. Everhart.
Companies F
The
name of
R. Everhart,
Eleventh Regiment
United States
Spain, and
pay
and pay
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
States Infantry,
Eleventh
Regiment United
him
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
MaidoC.
Maidora
C. Parker.
The
name of
of Maidora
Maidora C.
Parker, late
of Battery
Battery M,
Regiment
late of
M, Second
Second Regiment
The name
C. Parker,
United
States Artillery,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
Establishment, and
pay him aapenArtillery, Regular
United States
the rate
rate of
sion at
at the
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
weiiam G.
G. RowWilliam
land.
The
name of
of William
of Company
Company A,
A, First
Bat- land.
First BatG. Rowland,
Rowland, late
late of
William G.
The name
talion
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
talion Oregon
Oregon Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
pay him
a pension
of
of $20 per month.
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cheid.
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The name of Albert
Albert D.
D. Clark,
Clark, late
late of
F, First
First Regiment
Regiment
The
of Battery
Battery F,
United States Field Artillery, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
and pay
him aa

pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
pension
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
The
The name
of Alvina
Alvina Sanders,
Sanders, formerly
widow of
York,
name of
formerly widow
of William
William G.
G. York,
late of
of Company
Company H,
Battalion, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
United
late
H, Second
Second Battalion,
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
Establishment, and
pay her
her a
States
wars, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
pension
of $12
$12 per
The name of Christopher
Christopher Rohrscheid,
Rohrscheid, late
unassigned recruit
recruit
late an
an unassigned
Fifth Regiment United
Establishment, and
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and

pay
him a
pension at
at the
$12 per
pay him
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
The name of James B. Waters, late of Company I, Eighth
Regiment
Eighth Regiment
United
Tnfantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
pension
United States
States Infantry,
him aapension
Pensiomn
at
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
$36 per
Pension.
is now
receiving.
George
W. Shafer.
George w.
Shaer.
The name of George W. Shafer, late
late of Captain Foster's
Foster's Company
Company
D, Colonel
Colonel Bee's Volunteer
Battalion, Utah
Utah expedition
1857-1858,
Volunteer Battalion,
expedition of
of 1857-1858,
pension at
the rate
of $20
per month.
and pay
pay him
Pensions increased.
increased. and
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
$20 per
month.
Hull Itskin.
Itskin.
The name of Hull Itskin, late of Company G, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
and pay
pay him
penInfantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him aapension
at
the
rate
of
$40
per
of
$40
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Samuel H. Rodeheael
RodeThe name
name of
of Samuel
Samuel H.
Rodeheaver, late
late of
of Troop
Troop M,
M, Second
Second Regiheaver.
H. Rodeheaver,
Regiment United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Establishment and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Regular Establishment,
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions,
pension
at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
Pensions.
is now
Charley
Charey Salyers.
salyer
The name of Charley
Charley Salyers, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
First Regiment
Regiment
H, First
Infantry and
United States Infantry
Company H,
H, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment United
United
and Company
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aapension
rate
of
$17 per
per month.
month.
am
rate
of
$17
Harlem L. Gorham.
BemL. o.
The name of Harlem L. Gorham,
late of
of Company
Gorham, late
Company K,
K, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Regiment United
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
pay him
him a
penWar with
with Spain,
and pay
a pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
Milli
sion
at the
of $17
$17 per
month.
llie Cider.
The name of Millie Osier,
Cisler, dependent
dependent mother
of John
H. Cisler,
late
mother of
John H.
Cisler, late
of Company
Company B, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, ReguRegular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
pay her
her aapension
pension at
$12 per
Bessie Walsh.
Be
alsh.
The name
name of Bessie Walsh, widow of Harry-F. Walsh,
Walsh, late
of Troop
Troop
late of
H, First Regiment Illinois Cavalry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
with Spain,
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Nicola Depompa.
Nola Depompa.
The name of Nicola Depompa, late of Company I,
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
I, Sixth
United States
States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
him a
penand pay
a penPenslons.
Pensions.
sion at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he
receiving.
he is now receiving.
Flora B.
B. Warren.
Warren.
The
name of
Flora B.
B. Warren,
Warren, widow of Louis W. Warren,
The name
of Flora
Warren, late
late of
of
Company II,
H, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Company
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian
wars, and pay
a pension
wars,
pay her a
pension at the rate of $12 per
per month,
month, and
and $2
$2 per
per
month additional on account of
each of
the minor
minor children
children of
of said
said
of each
of the
Columus
Brundage. Louis W. Warren
Warren until
until they
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
they read'
reach the
Columbus Brundage.
The
name of Columbus Brundage,
The name
Brundage, late of Company
Company C, Second
Second RegiRegiment
ment United
United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and
pay
and pay
him aapension
$24 per
month.
pension at the rate
rate of $24
per month.
Elizabeth Shaw.
The name
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Shaw,
Shaw, widow
The
name of
widow of John S. Shaw, late of Battery H,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment United States Artillery,
tery
H, Seventh
Artillery, War with
with Spain,
Spain,
and
am. pay
pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $12 per month, and
and $2
$2 per
per month
month
additional
on account
additional on
account of each
each of the minor children of said John
John S.
S.
A
Shaw
they
of sixteen years.
until
they reach the age of
years.
Augustus 0. Hertel.
Aut . arte.
The name
late of the
name of Augustus
Augustus O.
0. Hartel, late
the United
States Navy,
Navy,
United States
Regular
pay him
per
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him aapension at the rate of $17
$17 per
month.
.
May La.
month.
Lace.
The name
May Lace,
Lace, widow
widow of
William Lace, late of Battery K,
The
name of
of May
of William
Fifth
United
Artillery,
War
Spain, and
pension
Fifth
at theUnited
rate ofStates
States
$12 per
_Artillery,
mon
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
Dogl
at the rate of $12 per month.
th.
PalacePalace
Douglas.
lTheThe name
Palace Douglas,
Douglas, late
of Company
Corapany H,
H, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
name of
of Palace
late of
Regiment
Volunteer
War with
United States V
ol
un t
eer Infantry,
I
nf
antry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
pension at the rate
rate of $12 per month.
Pension increasd.
increased.
James B.
B. Waters.
Waters.
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The name
of Company
Tenth RegiThe
name of
of Marshall
Marshall F.
F. Truax,
Truax, late
late of
Company C,
C, Tenth
Regi-

1601
1601
io increased.
Pension
increased.

ment United
United States
Infantry, War
W ar w
ith Spain,
Sp ai
n,
an
m a
apension
pension Marshall F. Truax.
ment
States Infantry,
with
anddpay hi
him
at the rate of $30
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Pensions.
$30 per
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pensions.
The
name of
of John
Boggs, late
J. Boggs,
of Company
The name
John J.
late of
Company K,
K, Third
Regiment JJohn
J. Boggs.
Boggs.
Third Regiment
ohnJ.
United States Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
with. Spain, and
and pay him aa
pension
the rate
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The
name of
E. Vaughan,
The name
of Willie
Willie E.
Vaughan, late
late of
of Company
F, Second
Second BatBat- Willie
Willie E.
E. Vaugan.
Vaughan.
Company F,
talion United
Engineers, War
United States
States Engineers,
Spain, and
him a
apenpenWar with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him

sion at
at the
rate of
of $12
sion
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Peons
The name
Wylie, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
L. Wylie,
Wylie, Chritina
Christina Wylie.
The
name of
of Christina
Christina Wylie,
of John
John L.
Wylie.
late
Company D,
Second Regiment
Regiment New
York Infantry,
with
late of Company
D, Second
New York
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
pension at
per month
lieu of
of
and pay her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20 per
month in
in lieu
that
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
she is
is now
The name
name of
Anton Schwarz,
Schwarz, late
of band,
band, Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment
Regiment Anton Schwarz.
The
of Anton
late of
chwarz
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
United
Infantry, War
War with
and pay
him a
a
pension at
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving. Pensions.
pension
at the
the rate
of $24
$24 per
month in
of that
that he
now receiving.
ensions.
The name
George F.
The
name of
of George
F. Smith, alias
alias F.
G. Kasimir
late of
of Troop
K
George F. Smith,
F. G.
Kasimir,, late
Troop K,
George
? alias F. G. Knsdmir.
Third
Regiment Umted
Third Regiment
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and alias F. Kas ir
the rate
rate of
per month.
pay him aa pension
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
month.
The name
of Carrie
Carrie S.
S. Warner,
Warner , widow
widow of
of John
F. Warner,
Warner, late
late of
Warner.
The
name of
John F.
of Carrie
Carrie S.. warnr.
Battery B,
131 Third
Spain, and
and pay
Third United
United States !Artillery,
Artillery, War
War with
with Spain,
pay
her a
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
her
a pension
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
The name
late of
of Company
Company U,
U, Montague
Montague Wia
William A.
Morris.
The
name of
of William
William A.
A. Morris,
Morris, late
AMorris
County, Texas
Men, Indian
pension at
at
County,
Texas, Minute
Minute Men,
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
the rate
month.
The
of Charles
Walker, late
late of
of Company
F, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Chares
Charles F.
Walker.
The name
name of
Charles F.
F. Walker,
Company F,
F.Waler.
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
Regiment
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
him
at the
month.
Pensions increased.
Increased.
of $12
$12 per
per month.
The
name of
George W.
W. Fariss,
Fariss, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth George
W. Fariss.
Fariss.
The name
of George
George W.
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spam,
and
Regiment
United States Volunteer
War with
Spain, and
at the
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
month in
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The
name of
of Mary
M. Durand,
dependent mother
mother of
of Patrick
Patrick Mary
Mary M.
M. Duand
Durand.
The name
Mary M.
Durand, dependent
William Durand,
alias William
H. Durand,
Durand, late
of Company
Company K,
K,
William
Durand, alias
William H.
late of
Fourth Regiment
Wisconsin Infantry,
Infantry, War
pay her
her
Fourth
Regiment Wisconsin
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
aa pension
pension at
at the
in lieu
now
receiving.
Pension.
ension.
.
receiving.
lalla
The
name of
Katherine M.
widow of
of George
George H.
H. Flanagan,
Flanagan, gath""n
Katherine M
M.- FlansThe name
of Katherine
M. Flanagan,
Flanagan, widow
late
of
Company
E,
Second
Regiment
New
York
Infantry,
War
with
gRII
late of Company E, Second Regiment New York Infantry, War with
Spain, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month,
$2 per
per
Spain,
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
month, and
and $2
month additional
additional on
the minor
minor child
child of
of said
said George
George I.
II.
month
on account
account of
of the
Flanagan until
until she
she reaches
reaches the
the age
Flanagan
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Pension increased.
increased.
The
name of
of John
John C.
Gaskins, late
late of
of Company
Company M,
M, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
John C
C. G
Gaskins.
The name
C. Gaskins,
Regiment John
askins
United States
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him aa
United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
that he
he is
is now
receiving. Pensions.
pension
the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
ensions.
MeGra.
L M
G
The
name of Richard
Richard L.
L. McGregor,
McGregor, late
late of Company
Company F,
F, Fifth
Fifth RegiRegi- gor.
The name
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
ment United
United States
States Volunteer
War with
him a
a pension at
at the
PriscilLs
the rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
risci Egglesto,n.
Egglestoi.
The
name of
Priscilla Eggleston,
widow of
of George
George A.
A. E
leston,
The name
of Priscilla
Eggleston, widow
Eggleston,
late of
of Battery
H, First
Regiment United
Artillery, War
ar with
late
Battery H,
First Regiment
United States
States Artillery,
with
Spain,
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month, and
and $2
Spain, and
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
per month,
$2
per
month additional
account of
minor children
of
per month
additional on
on account
of each
each of
of the
the minor
children of
said
until they
they reach
reach the
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Pension increaed.
increased.
said George
George A.
A. Eggleston
Eggleston until
Pension
The name
name of
of Ray
Ray W.
of Company
B, Signal
Corps Ray
Ray W.
W. Burkdoll.
Burkdoll.
The
W. Burkdoll,
Burkdoll, late
late of
Company B,
Signal Corps
United States Army, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay him a
apension
at the rate
rate of
now receiving.
Pensions.
of $50
$50 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
of Oren
late of
Third Regiment
Oren o.
0. Pound.
Pound.
The
name of
Oren 0.
O. Pound,
Pound, late
of Company
Company L,
L, Third
Regiment Oren
New
National Guard
Infantry (border
defense), and
pay him a
New York
York National
Guard Infantry
(border defense),
and pay
a
pension at
pension
month.
at the rate
rate of $17 per
per month.

1602
1602
John W.
Thompson.
John
W. Thoson.
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The name of John W. Thompson,
Thompson, late
late of
.
any H,
Regiof Comp
Company
H, Third
Third Regiment Ohio Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spam, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
him aapension
the

rate of
of $30
$30 per
Pensionas.ed
Pensions
increased. rate
per month.
month.
The
dependent mother
The name
name of Eliza
Eliza Brown,
Brown, dependent
mother of
of Jay
Jay A.
A. Brown,
Brown, late
late
of Company A,
A, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular
Establishment,
Establishment, and
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $25
$25 per
per month
month in
in
and pay
pay her
a.pension
at the
lieu
of that
that she
she is
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary Gass.
Gass.
Mary
The name of Mary
The
Mary Gass,
Gass widow
of Charles
Charles Gass,
(lass, late
late of
of Troop
Troop C,
widow of
C,
Seventh
Seventh Regiment United
United' States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
and pay
pay her a
a pension at the rate of
and
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
of $20 per
lieu of
of that
she
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
is
now receiving.
Paul
J. Barr
Paul J.
Barr and
and
The
The names
names of
of Paul J.
J. Barr and Roy S. Barr,
Barr, minor
children of
of John
John
minor children
Roy S.Roy
Barr.SW.
Barr,, late
of the
the Third
W. Barr
late of
Third Company,
Company, United
Unit edStates
St at
es Coast
Coast Artillery,
Artillery,
Philippine insurrection,
insurrection, and
pay them
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per
and pay
them aapension
$12 per
month, and $2 per
per month
of the
the two
t
wo minor
month additional
additional on
on account
account of
minor
children
children of the said John W.
W. Barr
they reach
reach the
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen
Barr until
until they
years.
Anson.T.
azier.
years.
Anson,
T. Lazier.
The name
name of Anson T. Lazier,
The
Lazier, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegilate of
ment
with Spain,
ment United
United States Infantry, War
War with
Spam, and
pay him
penand pay
him aa penes J. S. Arey. sion
sion at
at the
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
Charles
cs.Arey
.
The name of Charles
J. S.
D, TwentyThe name of Charles J.
S. Arey,
Arey, late of Company
Company I),
Twentysecond Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
second
wars, and
and pay
pay him
him
Indian wars,
Go
Keih. a pension
nsion at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
GeorgeW. Keith.
of $20
Theename
of George
George W. Keith, late
late of
name of
of Troop
Troop C,
C, Fifth
Regiment
Fifth Regiment
United States
Cavalry, Regular
United
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment, and
pay him
him aa penpenand pay
Pension
Penso Increased.
rate of
of $12
per month.
nseaed.
sion at
at the rate
$12 per
month.
Mary
Nichols.
wary
Nichols.
The name of
of Mary
Mary Reid,
Reid, now Nichols,
The name
Nichols, dependent mother
mother of Willam J.
liam
J. Reid,
Reid, late of Company
Company I, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas
Infantry, War
Infantry,
War with Spain, and pay
pay her
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
her
a
pension
at
Pensions.
RPs
d.L
per month in lieu of that
that she
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Robert C. Ladd.
Robt
C.
The name
name of Robert
Robert C. Ladd,
Ladd, late
The
late of
of Company
Company G,
G. Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
mil Spain,
Spain, and
and
pa him a
a pension
pay
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
pler month.
month.
Luke
Monroe.
Luke Monroe.
e name
name of
The
of Luke
Luke Monroe,
Monroe, late of Company
Company K, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
Alabama
Infantry, War with Spain, and
Alabama
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
paytim
a
pension
at the
Pensions
Pensions increased.
Increased. rate of $30 per month.
John S.
Jamison.
John
S. Jamison.
a",
hn
The
. am
name
o. of
S. Jamison,
Jamison, late
The
name
of John
John S.
late of Battery
Battery M,
M, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United
Artillery, Regular
Establishment, and
United States
States Artillery,
Regular Establishment,
pay him
him a
apenpenand pay
Lens
Mauter
sion at the rate of $24 per month
Lena Mutter.
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
is
now
receiving.
The name
name of
Lena Mauter,
The
of Lena
Mauter, widow of Joseph
Joseph P.
P. Mauter,
of
Mauter, late
late of
Company
Company E,
E, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, InIndian wars, and pay her a pension at the
dian wars, and pay her apension
rate of $20 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of that
is now
usan Chittenden.
that she
she is
Susan
Chittenden. of
now receiving.
receiving.

Eliza Brown.
Brown.

The name of Susan Chittenden, widow of
Chittenden, late
The name
Susan Chittenden, widow
Smith Chittenden,
late of
of
Company
D, ofFourth
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
Indian wars,
Company
D,
Fourth
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
Indian
and pay her a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
and
pay her apension at the rate of $20 per month in
that she
Pensions.
Penions.
is
now
receiving.
Anna Dixon.
Dixon.
The name
of Anna
Anna Dixon,
Dixon, dependent
The
of
dependent mother
mother of
of Charles
A. Dixon,
Dixon,
Charles A.
late
of name
Company
,
Tenth
United States
Infantry, War
late of Company K, Tenth Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
War
Roe M. Painter
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
Rose M. Painter. with
a pension at
at the
with Spain,
her a
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month
month.
rate of
The
name of
of Rose
Rose M.
MI. Painter
mother of
The name
Painter, dependent
dependent mother
of Jesse
Jesse C.
C.
Painter, late of Battery O, Third Regiment United
Painter,
late
of
Battery
0,
Regiment United States
States Artillery,
Artillery,
Regular Establishment, andThird
her a
a pension
Regular Establishment, and pay
pay her
pension at the rate
rate of
of $12 per
per
month.
Patrick
inny.
month.
Patrick Kinny.
The
name
of
Patrick Kinny,
Kinny, late
late of Company
Second Battalion
The name of Patrick
Company E, Second
Battalion
Seventeenth
Regiment
United States
Sttes
Infantry,
wars,
Seventeenth
Regiment
United
Infantry-,
Indian
wars,
and pay
pay
and
Jn
F MNeeley.
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per
John F
MeNeeley. him
per month.
him a
month.
The
of John
F. McNeeley,
The name
name of
John F.
McNeeley, late
late of Company
Company D, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiment
States
Infantry, War
ment United
United States
Infant,
War with Spain,
Sp ai
n, and
and pay
him a
pay him
a pension
pension
at
the
rate
of $12 per mon
at the
montWd
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The
name of
of Chester
The name
of Cora
Cora Booram,
Booram, widow
widow of
Chester Booram,
late of
of the
the
Booram, late

Cora Booram.
CoraBooram.

The
name of
of Louisa
Louisa Cary,
former widow
widow of
of Joseph
The name
Cary, former
Joseph B.
B. Crowley,
Crowley, late
late

Louisa
Cary.
isa Cary.

One hundred and sixth Company, United States
States Coast Artillery
Artillery.
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
her a
at the
cf
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate cf
$12 per month,
mouth, and $2 per month
month additional
additional on
on account
account of
of the
the minor
minor
child
child of said Chester Booram
Booram until
until she
she reaches
reaches the
the age
of sixteen
sixteen
age of
years.
years.
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
L ou
of Company
Third Regiment
Volunteer Tnfantry,
Company B,
B, Third
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Voluntser
Infantry, War
War with
with
a pension at
Mexico, and pay her a
rate of
of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
at the rate
$30 per
per month

that
now receiving.
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
The name of Tony Jud, late of Troop
Fourteenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and
Troop C, Fourteenth
D, Fifth Regiment,
Troop D,
Regiment, United
United States
Cavalry, War
Spain,
States Cavalry,
War with
with Spain,
and pay him a
rate of
$12 per
per month.
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
month.
The name
of Richard
The
name of
Richard J.
J. Weaver,
father of
of John
John T.
Weaver, dependent
dependent father
T.
Company M,
Weaver, late of Company
United States
Infantry,
M, First
First Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment, and pay him a
apension at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per
the rate
month.
month.
The name
name of
of Nelle
The
T. O'Neil,
widow of
of Thomas
F. O'Neil,
O'Neil, late
late major
major
Nelle T.
O'Neil, widow
Thomas F.
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her
First Regiment
Regiment California
California Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
pension
at the
of $25
$25 per
$2 per
per month
on
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month,
month, and
and $2
month additional
additional on
of the
account of
child of said
Thomas F.
F. O'Neil until
until she
she reaches
reaches
the minor
minor childfof
said Thomas
the
sixteen years.
the age
age of
of sixteen
years.
The name
name of
Edward F.
F. Stewart,
Stewart, late
The
of Edward
of Company
K, Thirty-first
Thirty-first
late of
Company K,
Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay
Regiment United
United States
Establishment, and
and pay
him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
him aa.pension
pension at
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
now
receiving.
receiving.
The
Isaac Morris,
Morris, late
Troop K,
The name
name of
of Isaac
late of
of Troop
K, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
United
States Cavalry, Indian wars,
and pay
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20
wars, and
pay him
a pension
at the
of $20
per
per month.
month
The
Joseph E.
E. W.
W. Bergbower,
The name
name of
of Joseph
Bergbower, late
late of
the Twenty-eighth
of the
Twenty-eighth
Company, United States Coast
Regular EstablishEstablishCoast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Regular
ment, and pay him
at the
the rate
in lieu
lieu of
of
him aapension
pension at
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month
month in
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of John Rovinsky, late of Company
Company B, Seventh
Seventh Regiment United States Infantry, and Troop
B, Eighth
Regiment United
United
Troop B,
Eighth Regiment
States
Regular Establishment,
States Cavalry, Regular
Establishment, and
pay him
him a
at the
the
and pay
a pension
pension at
rate of
per month.
month.
rate
of $17
$17 per
The name
name of
of Philip
Dieter, late
late of
Troop D,
I), Seventh
Regiment
The
Philip Dieter,
of Troop
Seventh Regiment
United
United States Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars, and Company
F, Third
Potomac
Company F,
Third Potomac
Home
Home Brigade,
Brigade, Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, Civil
pay
Civil War,
War, and
and pay
him a
a pension at the rate of $30
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
recei
ving.
receiving.
The name
name of Lynn J.
of the
Ninety-fifth Company,
Company,
J. Heldreth,
Heldreth, late
late of
the Ninety-fifth
United
United States Coast
Corps, Regular
Establishment, and
and, pay
pay
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Regular Establishment,
him a
a pension at the rate of $24
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
receiving.
receiving.
Robert A.
A. Herbst,
D Fifth
Fifth Regiment
The name of Robert
Herbst, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
Regiment
United
States Infantry,
United States
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a penInfantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pension at the rate of
of $30 per month.
The name
The
name of
Wills, late
Twenty-eighth Battery,
Battery,
Henry N.
of Henry
N. Wilks,
late of
of the
the Twenty-eighth
United
Regular Eestablishment,
Eestablishment, and
pay him
him
United States
States Field
Field Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
and pay
a pension
a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name
James Nolan,
Nolan, junior,
The
name of
of James
late of
of Company
G, TwentyTwentyjunior, late
Company G,
seventh Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment,
United States
Regular Establishment,
and
pay him
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
of that
that
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving
The name of Abbie Davis Morang, widow of Chester A. Morang,

late of the United States Navy, Regular Establishment, and pay her
a pension at the rate of $12 per month, and $2 per month additional
on account of each of the minor children of said Chester A. Morang
until they reach the age of sixteen years.

Pension
Pensions.
Tony Jud.
Tony
ud.

Richard JJ.- weaver.
Weaver.
Richard

Nene
T. O'NeiL
Nele To'NeiL

Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Edward
F. Stewart.
Edward F.
Stewart.

Pension.
Pension.
Isaac Morris.
Morris.
Isac
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Jo
W. Berg
boceseph
t
rIgt E.
E. W. Berg*
bower

ra

Pension.
Pension.
John Rovinsky.
JohnRovinsky.

Pensions increased.
Pensions
Increased.
Philip Dieter.
Phlip
Dieter-

Lynn I. Heldreth.
Lyn"
J. Heldret

Pensions.
Pensions.
Robert
A. Herbst.
Herbst.
Robert A.

Henry N.
N. Wilks.
Henry
Wilks.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
James Nolan,
Nolan, jr.
Jams
jr.

Pension.

Abbieon.Davis Mo.
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The name of Charles
The
dependent father
of Peter
Peter
Charles Augustus
Augustus Morrison,
Morrison, dependent
father of
Temple Morrison,
of Company
C, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment United
United
Temple
Morrison, late
late of
Company C,
States Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
States
Volunteer Infantry,
Spain, and
pension
at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
of $20
month in
Pensions.
Pensions.
ing.
Ewel
Ewel Bing.
The name of Ewel King,
Sing, late of Fiftieth
Fiftieth Company,
Company, United
United States
States
Coast
Artillery, Regular
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at
Coast Artillery,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
a pension
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
the
rate of
per month.
John Baker.
John
Baker.
The name of John
of Company
Company L,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment
John Baker, late
late of
L, Seventh
United States
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
apenpenUnited
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay him
sion at
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
month.
sion
at the
per
month.
James M. Vaughn.
The
name of
of James
James M.
M. Vaughn,
Vaughn, dependent
father of
of Albert
Albert Vaughn,
Vaughn,
James
I. Vaughn.
The name
dependent father
late of
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
late
of Company
Company C,
C, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth United
United States
War with
with Spain,
and pay
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
War
Spain, and
pay him
a pension
pension at
of $12
$12 per
Elijah Spurlock.
Eljah Spurloc.
The name
name of Elijah Spurlock,
late of
Company G,
Fifteenth RegiRegiSpurlock, late
of Company
G, Fifteenth
ment United
United States
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
ment
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
a
pension
at the
rate of
of $17
$17 per
month.
pension
at
the
rate
per
month.
Harlan R. Hudson •
Haran . udson. The
Harlan R.
R. Hudson,
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Eighth
Eighth RegiRegiThe name
name of
of Harlan
Hudson, late
ment United
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aa
ment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
Pension increased.
increased.
pension at
at the rate
$17 per
rate of $17
per month.
month.
Louise Niemarua.
Louise Niemann.
The name of Louise
Louise Niemann,
Niemann, dependent
mother of
Niedependent mother
of George
George Niemann,
mann, late of Company
Company E,
E, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
the rate
Pensions.
Pensions.
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Louise
II.
McM
The
of Louise
Louise M.
M. McArthur,
McArthur, widow
widow of
G. McArthur,
McArthur,
Arhu.
Me
The name
name of
Arthur.
of William
William G.
United States
States Navy,
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apenlate of
of the
the United
Navy, War
pension at
the rate
of $12
per month.
sion
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
James M. Caldwell.
James
. Caldwell. The name of James M. Caldwell,
insane, late
Company I,
Caldwell, insane,
late of
of Company
I, Fourth
Fourth
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Infantry,
with Spain,
par him
him aapenpenInfantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
sion
rate of
month.
sion at
at the
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month.
David IL Bates.
David
Bates.
The name
of Company
name of David M.
M. Bates,
Bates, late
late of
Company.A,
Eighth RegiA, Eighth
Regiment United States Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him
penInfantry, War
War with
pay
him a
a pen•
sion at
the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
at
the
rate
per
month.
Bose Cox.
Bose
Cox.
The name
name of Bose Cox, late of Company
Company E, Eighth Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him
at
him a
a pension at
the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
month.

Pension increased.
Pension
Charles
Augustus
Morrison.
gstus

increased.

Morson.

Bert Rich.

of Bert
Bert Rich,
of Company
The name of
Rich, late
late of
Company M,
M, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth RegiRegiment
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
pay
ment United States
War with
Spain, and
and pay
him
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
him aapension
pension at
the rate
per month.
Mary
Mary Plum.
The
name of
Plum, widow
widow of Emil Plum, late
Troop L,
L,
The name
of Mary
Mary Plum,
late of
of Troop
Second Regiment
Regiment United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian wars,
and pay
pay her
her a
wars, and
a
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
pension at
ael F Fsh
Michael F. Fisher.
Mel. Fiher.
Michael F. Fisher, late of Company L, Thirteenth
The name of Michael
Thirteenth
Regiment
War
Regiment United States
States Infantry, W
ar with Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
Geoe
.
pension
the rate
of $17
$17 per
per month.
George H. Leaycraft,
II. waiWalalias
The name of George
Ht. Leaycraft,
George H.
Leaycraft, alias
alias George
George H.
H. Wallace,
Wallace, late
late
lace George ii.
lace..
of
Company L,
First Regiment
of Company
L, First
Regiment United
United States Infantry, War with
with
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increa.
Spain,
Spain, and pay
pay him
the rate
of $12
$12 per
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
Betty Lentz.
Bety entz.
The
Betty Lentz,
Captain
The name
name of Betty
Lentz, widow of David Lentz,
Lentz, late of Captain
Company C, First Regiment
S. B. Stafford's
Stafford's Company
Regiment Oregon
Oregon Mounted
Mounted VolVolunteers,
unteers, Indian wars,
wars, and pay her a
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per
a pension
pension at
of $20
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
iia
H
elshmonth
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
Virginia H. Welsh.
Vira Wh.
The
name of
Virginia H.
The name
of Virginia
H. Welsh, dependent
dependent mother of George
Welsh, late of Company G, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Volunteer
War with Spain, and
and pay
pay her a
a pension at the
receiving.
rate of $20 per month
month in lieu of that she is now receivMg.
Clanton Torre t
t.
Crn Jarret.
The name
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
The
name of Clanton Jarrett,
Jarrett, late of Troop A, Fifth
United States Cavalry,
Establishment, and pay him aa penUnited
Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
Pen,don.
Penion.
sion at the rate of S24
$24 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
William T. Conway. sion at the rate
Willim
T.Cona.
The name
name of
William T.
late of
The
of William
T. Conway,
Conway, late
of Companies
Companies C
C and
and L,
L,
Twenty-first Regiment
United States
Twenty-first
Regiment United
States Infantry, Regular
Regular EstablishEstablishment,
ment, and
and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate of S12
$12 per month.
Bert Rich.
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The name
McCasland, dependent
Pension increased.
increased.
name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth F.
F. McCasland,
dependent mother
Murray Pesion
mother of
of Murray
Elizabeth F. MeMcCasland,
of Company
K, Twenty-second
Twenty-second RegiMcCasland, alias McCaslin,
McCaslin, late
late of
Company K,
Regi- Casland
F. MCasland.
ment United
States Infantry,
ain ,
an dpay
pay her
United States
Infantry, War
War with
with Sp
Spain,
and
her aapension
pension
at the rate of
per month
ofthat
thats
he i
receiving.
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she
iss now
now receiving.
Pensions.
D. Hoskins.
The
name of
John D.
Hoskins, late
The name
of John
D. Hoskins,
late of
of CompanyCompany E,
E, Twenty-third
Twenty-third John DHoskins.
Regiment United States Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, Regular
Regular Estabashment,
and pay
pay
Establishment, and
him aapension
pension at the
of $12
per month.
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
Henry Mason.
name of
Henry Mason,
Mason, late
Company E,
The name
of Henry
late of
of Company
Regi- Henry
E, Eighteenth
Eighteenth RegiMason
Establishment, and
ment United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
L Cook.
Charles L.
The name
name of
of Charles
L. Cook,
Cook, late
late of
Regiment Charles
of Troop
Troop L,
L, Third
Third Regiment
Charle 3 L.
-CookUnited States
States Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
penpay him
him aapension
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
Pension
increaed
Pension increased.
The name
Watters, late
Howard F.
Wafters.
name of Howard
Howard F.
F. Watters,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, TwentyTwenty- Howrd
F. Watters.
second Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
with Spain
and pay
pay
Regiment United
Infantry, War
War with
Spain,' and
him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
per month
mon th i
n lieu
lieu of
ofth
athe
he is
is now
now
him a
a .pension
of $24
in
that
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
name of
William S.
The
of William
S. Starnes,
late of
of Company
L, Twentieth
Twentieth Willam
Starnes, late
Company L,
William S.. Starnes.
tarnes.
Infantry, Regular
Regiment United States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
Establishment, and
pay
him aapension
pension at
rate of
$55 per
at the
the rate
of $55
per month.
month.
John H. Lytle.
The name
name of
John H.
The
of John
H. Lytle,
Lytle, late
of Company
Company E,
Eighteenth John
late of
E, Eighteenth
Lytle
Regiment
States Infantry,
Regiment United States
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Infantry, Indian
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
J
The name
of James
Fullen, Company
Company G,
The
name of
James A.
A. Fallen,
Fourteenth Regiment
A. Fulen.
Fullen.
G, Fourteenth
Regiment James
ames A.
United
United States Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
in
band
Eleventh
War with
with Spain,
and in band Eleventh
United
him a
United States Infantry, and pay him
at the
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per
a pension at
rate of
month.
lVilliam H. Ramble.
Hambleton, late
The name of William
William H.
H. Hambleton,
late of
of Company
Company- M,
M, Twelfth
Twelfth t,,WiiamH.HambleRegiment
Regiment United States
States Infantry, War
Spain, and
pay him
him aa
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
pension
at the
of $12
per month.
Mack Hickey.
The name
of Mack
Hickey, late
of Company
The
name of
Mack Hickey,
late of
Company K,
K, .Fourth
Regiment MackHickey.
Fourth Regiment
Tennessee Infantry, War with Spain,
Tennessee
Spain, and
pension at
at the
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
the
rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $12
Pensions increased.
Frederick w.
W. DuDuThe name of Frederick
W. Duden, late
of Troop
Troop D,
D, Third
Third Regiment
Frederick W.
late of
Regiment den.
eederick
United States Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
pay him
him a
Establishment, and
and pay
a
pension at the rate of $17 per month in lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
Thomas F.
F. Moore.
The name
name of
of Thomas
F. Moore,
Thomas F.
Moore, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, First
First Regiment
Regiment Thomas
Moore.
Maine
Maine Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, War with
with Spain,
him aa pension
pension at
at
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
the rate of $24 per month in
that he
he is
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
ensions.
Pensions.
George Clark.
Clark.
The
of George
George Clark,
late of
The name
name of
Clark, late
of Company
Company K,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment George
K, Seventh
United States Volunteer
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Spain, and
pension at the
the rate
rate of $12
per month.
$12 per
month.
Fannie M. BuThe name
name of
M. Buchanan,
The
of Fannie
Fannie M.
Buchanan, widow
widow of
Benjamin F.
F. Buchanan,
Buchanan, cFannie
of Benjamin
M. Buchanan.
late of Company
Company H, First Regiment
Regiment North
North Carolina
Carolina Infantry
Infantry and
and
Hospital Corps, United States
.Army, War
with Spain,
and pay
pay her
her aa
States Army,
War with
Spain, and
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month,
and $2
$2 per
per month
additional
month, and
month additional
on account of each
each of the minor
said Benjamin
Benjamin F.
minor children
children of
of said
F. Buchanan
Buchanan
until they
until
sixteen years.
years.
they reach
reach the
the age
age of
of sixteen
Pensionsincreased.
Pensions increased.
The name
of Alfred
Alfred Kirkpatrick,
Kirkpatrick, late
name of
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Eleventh
Eleventh AlfredKirkpatrick.
Alfred Kirkpatrick.
Regiment United States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
and
pay
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and pay
pension at
$17 per
per month
month in
that he
now
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Peter MariThan.
The name
Mariann, late
late of
of Company
name of Peter
Peter Mariann,
Company I,
Thirty-seventh Peter
I, Thirty-seventh
Mariann.
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
wars, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Indian wars,
pension at
of $30
in lieu
that he
receiving.
at the
the rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
Lucy C. Strout.
The name
of Lucy
mother of
of Roy
Roy L.
name of
Lucy C.
C. Strout,
Strout, dependent
dependent mother
L. Strout,
Strout, Lucy
C.Strout.
late of Company
L. Ninth Regiment
Company L,
Regiment United
States Infantry,
United States
Infantry, War
War with
with
of $20
$20 per
Spain, and pay her a
apension at the rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of
per month
month in
that
that she
now receiving.
she is now
receiving.
toi .

1606
1606
Pension.
Pension.
John Huff.

Jonuff.
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The name of John Huff,
Twentieth Battery United States
Huff, late of the Twentieth
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
Field Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Establishment, and
pension at
at

the
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
rate of
the rate
The
William H.
H. Riffey,
late of
of Company
Company H,
II, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth
name of -William
The name
Riffey, late
Regiment United
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
pay
the rate
rate of
of $24
in lieu
of that
he is
is
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
$24 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
now
receiving.
now receiving.
John B. Eakles.
John
The name
of John
John B.
name of
late of
of Company
Company M, Second
Regiment
B. Eakles,
Eakles, late
Second Regiment
Tennessee
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
Tennessee Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
the
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month
nlieu
of that
that he
rate
month i
in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Frank Bachmeyer.
The name of
Bachmeyer, late
late of
Company B,
B, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth
Frank
Bachmeyer.
The
of Frank Bachmeyer,
of Company
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
him a
a
United
Infantry, War
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
of
$24
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$24
per
is
now
Albin D. Schaefer.
Albin D Scher.
.
The name
name of
of Albin
D. Schaefer,
late chief
of the
the FortyFortyAlbin D.
Schaefer, late
chief musician
musician of
first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain,
first
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
and
him a
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
John F.
F. Lindquist.
Lindquist.
John
The name of John
The
John F. Lindquist, late of Company H,
H, Twelfth
Twelfth
Regiment
United States
Indian wars,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
wars, and
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month.
Pensions
increased. pension
Pensions inreased.
pension
at
the
rate
per
month.
Louis S.
S. Haris.
Harris.
Louis
The
Battery A, Third Regiment
Regiment
The name of Louis S. Harris, late of Battery
United States
States Artillery,
War with
Spain_, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
United
Artillery, War
with Spain,
the
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
rate of $24
$24 per
per month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
Ely= Settles.
Elyza
Settles.
The name of Elyza Settles
Settles,' dependent
dependent mother of James
James Settles,
Settles,
Cavalry, United
United States Army,
War with
with
late recruit,
recruit, unassigned
unassigned Cavalry,
Army, War
Spain ' and
and pay
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
Spain,
pay her
her aapension
pension at
rate of
lieu
of
that she is now receiving.
receiving.
ofthat
John Salyer.
John
Salyer.
The name of John Salyer,
Salyer, late of the Tenth Company United
States
United States
Coast Artillery,
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him aapension
pension at
the rate
Coast
Artillery, War
pay him
at the
rate
of
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
month in
$24 per
of $24
ensions
Pensions.
Annie Heston.
eston.
late of
The name of Annie Heston, widow
widow of John Heston,
Heston, late
of Company
Company
I,
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay
I, Third
Third Regiment
States Infantry,
wars, and
pay
her
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
her a
a pension
at the
of $12
month.
Mont Graham.
Mont Graham.
The name of Mont Graham
Graham,'late
late of
of the
the Sixty-first
Sixty-first Company
Company United
United
States
Coast Artillery
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aa
States Coast
Artillery Corps,
Establishment, and
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
pension
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
Mary E. Scifres.
yE. Scifre.
E. Scifres, widow
The name
name of Mary
Mary E.
widow of
of Levi
M. Scifres,
late of
of
Levi M.
Scifres, late
Companies
Companies H
H and L, Second Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War
with Spain,
and pay
pay: her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
month, and
with
Spain, and
a pension
$12 per
per month,
and
$2 per month additional
additional on
on account
of each
the minor
minor children
of
account of
each of
of the
children of
Pensions inceasd.
Increased. said Levi
pensions
Scifres until
Levi M.
M. Scifres
until they
they reach
reach the
the age
of sixteen
years.
age of
sixteen years.
Harry Goff.
Harry Gof.
The
name of Harry
The name
Harry Goff, late of Company
Company K, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay rum
Establishment, and
him a
a
Pension.
Pension.
in
lieu
of
that
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month in
of
that he
is
now receiving.
receiving.
he
is
now
Willie Lee.
Willie Lee.
The name of Willie
Willie Lee, late of Company F, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment United
States Volunteer
and pay
pay him
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and
him a
pension
at the
$12 per month.
month.
rate of $12
at
the rate
Pension increased.
Pensionincresed
James E.
E. Wilson.
Jwnes
Wilson.
The name of James
James E. Wilson,
Wilson, late of Company
Company L,
L, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth
Establishment, and pay
Regiment United States
States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay
a pension at the rate
per month
month in
him a
rate of $12
$12 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Mary Long.
Long.
The name
Mary Long,
of Orian
The
name of
of Mary
Long, widow
widow of
Orian C.
C. Long,
Long, late of Company
Company
E, Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment United States
States Infantry, War with Spain,
and pay
pay her a
apension at the rate of $12
$12 per month, and $2
$2 per
per month
month
additional
the minor
additional on account
ac coun tof
ofeach
eac h of
ofthe
minor children
children of
of said
said Orian
Chian C.
C.
Pensions inreed.
increased. Long until they
Pnsions
they reach
reach the
the age of sixteen
sixteen years.
Ruth
Posey.
Ruth Psey.
The name
of Ruth
widow of
of William
The
name of
Ruth Posey,
Posey, widow
William C. Posey, late of CapCaptain Cantrell's compa
company,
Georgia
Volunteers,
ny, Georgia Volunteers, Indian
wars and
and pay
pay
Indian wars,
attth
thee rate
her aapension
pensi on a
ra t
e of
of$20
$20 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that ale
is now
now
month in
she is
receiving.
receiving.

Pensions inreased.
increased.
pensions
William
Riffey.
William H. Riey.
i.
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Sarah A.
A. Willingham,
Willingham, widow
Willingham,
The name
name of
of Sarah
widow of
of William Willingham,
late
of Company
ne t
een th R
egi
ment Kansas
Cavalry,
late of
Company C,
C, Ni
Nineteenth
Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regular Establishment, Indian
Indian wars,
Regular
wars, and
pay
her
a
pension
at the
the
and pay her a pension at
rate of $20 per month in lieu
that she
she is
is now
now receiving
receiving
lieu of
of that
The name
late of Company-E, Twenty-first
The
name of
of Robert
Robert Sweeney,
Sweeney, late
Twenty-first
Regiment Umted
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian wars,
pay him
him a
apenpenwars, and
and pay
sion at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
The name of Mary C. Hall,
Hall, dependent
dependent mother
of Cabell
Cabell B.
B. Hall,
Hall,
mother of
late of Troop C, Twelfth Regiment
late
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular
Establishment, border defense,
Establishment,
defense, and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
of
a pension
at the
rate of
$12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name of Mary McJenkins,
McJenkins, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of John
E.
John E.
McJenkins,
I Fifth Regiment
McJenkins, late of Troop I,
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Regular
and
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, an
d Company H, Thirty-first
United States
States
Thirty-first United
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and
pay her
her aa pension
the
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of $12 per month.
month.
The name of Joshua H. Ervin, late of Company
Company K,
K, Fourth
Fourth Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
and pay
pay him
him a
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
a
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
that he
he is
is now
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.

a
ham
h A. WlingSacah
Willing•
Robert
fl
e
o
l
iVti
tieeney.
Sweeney.

M

ay C.Ha

Mary C. Hall.

MarY McJenkins.
Mary
Meenns.

Pensions
Pen.sions incred.
increased.
Joshua H
H. Ervin.
Ervin.
Joshus

The name of Jesse Baird, late of Company H, Sixth Regiment JesseBWUnited
The name
States
Jesse Baird,
Infantry,
late of
War
Company
with Spain,
H, Sixth
and pay
Regiment
him a
Umted
StatesofVolunteer
Volunteer

Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a
pension
pension at the rate of $12 per month in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
Pension.
The name of Robert A. Edwards, late
of Company
Company F,
Third RegiRegi- RobtA.
late of
F, Third
Robert A. Edwar
Edwards.
ment Tennessee
National
Guard, Infantry,
Tennessee National Guard,
Infantry Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
border defense
defense, and pay him a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.Pensio
month.
pension at
at the
Pension increased.
The name of Thomas Pope, dependent
dependent father
of William
William H.
H. Pope,
Pope, Thomas
father of
Thoms Pope.
late of Company
Company D, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment United
States Volunteer
United States
Volunteer CavCavalry, War with Spain, and pay him a
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
a pension
pension at
the rate
month in
m lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rionRRoberts.
Harrison
The name of Harrison Roberts, dependent
father of
of Harvey
dependent father
Harvey E.
E.
Roberts, late of Company F, Eighth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
iWar
a pension at
War with Spain, and pay him a
at the
rate of
$20 per
per month
month
the rate
of $20
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
March Agard.
The name of March Agard,
Agard, late of the United States Navy, Regular March Aard.
Establishment,
a pension at the
Establishment, and pay him a
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month. Pension
the rate
per month.
Pensioninreased
Increased.
The name of Robert
Robert W. McFarland,
McFarland, late of
Company K,
Robert
W. McFa
Mcrae.
of Company
K, Fourteenth
Fourteenth land.
Rbert W.
Regiment
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
Regiment United States Infantry,
pay him
him a
alnd
pension at the rate of $17 per month in lieu of that
receiving. Pensions.
that he
he is now receiving.
Pensions,
Aolla Lauber.
The name of Aolia Lauber,
George Lauber, late of the AliaLubr
Lauber, widow of George
United
United States
States Navy, War with
Spain, and
pay her
pension at
with Spain,
and pay
her aapension
at the
the
rate of $12
$12 per month and
and $2 per
per month
on account
account of
of
month additional
additional on
each
each of the minor children
children of said George
George Lauber
until they
they reach
reach
Lauber until

the age of sixteen years.
Austin R.
Austin R. Flte.
The name
name of Austin R. Fite,
of Companies
Eighteenth
Fite, late
late of
Companies D
D and
and L,
L Eighteenth
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
War with
w ith Sp
ai
n ,and
an d pay
pay him
him aa
Infantry, War
Spain,
pension at the rate of $12
12 per month.
month.
Jo
Lyn
Jolm Lynch.
The name
name of John Lynch, late of Companies
D and
and C,
Fourth RegiRegiCompanies D
C, Fourth
ment United States Volunteer Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
War with
and pay
him aapension at the rate of $24 per month.
Alexandr
ackenAlexandra Mackenzie.
The name of Alexandra
Alexandra Mackenzie,
Mackenzie, widow
widow of
of Egbert
Egbert G.
G. MacMac- zie.
kenzie, late assistant
assistant surgeon, United
United States
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Regular EstabEstablishment, and pay
a pension
pension at
pay her
her a
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Frederick Dupont.
The name
name of Frederick
Frederick Dupont, late of Company
Company I,
I, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Fredeick
DupontRegiment United States Infantry, Regular
and pay
pay
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him aa pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pensioniwberts.
Pension.
The name
name of
George Roberts,
of Company
Thirtieth RegiRegiof George
Roberts, late
late of
Company I,
I, Thirtieth
eorge Robert
ment United States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
aapension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
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Pension
increased.
Pensionincreased.
John T. Hyder.

The name
of John
Ryder, late
late of
of Company
E, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Company E,
T. Hvder,
name of
John T.
The
at
with Spain,
United States
States Infantry,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
War with
Infantry, War
United
the
rate
of $30
iper month
month in
in lieu
of
that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
he
is
now
lieu
of
that
per
$30
rate
of
the
Pensions.
Isane
Wainscott.
The
name of
of Isaac
late of
of Lieutenant
Lieutenant Willingham's
Willingham's
Wainscott, late
Isaac Wainscott,
The name
saacwinscott.
Company
U, Texas
Indian wars,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
wars, and
Volunteers, Indian
Texas Volunteers,
Company U,
at
rate of
per month.
month.
$20 per
of $20
at the
the rate
Garrett D.
Bailey.
The name
name of
of Garrett
of Company
Garrett
D. Baiey.
The
Garrett D.
D. Bailey,
Bailey, late
late of
Company A,
A, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
Regular Establishment,
States Infantry,
Regiment
him
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $12
month.
him a
ohnT.Hyder.

Jane
Jackson.
ane Jckson.

The
of Jane
Jackson, widow
widow of
Allen M.
M. Jackson,
Jackson, late
late of
of
The name
name of
Jane Jackson,
of Allen
Troop
United States
States Cavalry,
Indian wars,
wars, and
and
Cavalry, Indian
First Regiment
Regiment United
Troop C,
C, First
nay•her
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
$12 per
of $12
rate of
Pensions
increased. pa
at the
a pension
her a
ensions increased
Isabella
B. Syter.
Slayter.
The
of Isabella
Slay ter, widow
of John
T. H.
H. Slayter,
late
John T.
Slayter, late
B. Slayter,
widow of
The name
name of
Isabella B.
isabellaB.
captain and
surgeon, United
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War
Infantry, War
captain
and assistant
assistant surgeon,
with Spain,
Spain ' and
her a
apension
at the
the rate
of $25
$25 per
month in
in
rate of
per month
and pay
pay her
pension at
with
lieu of
she is
receivmg.
is now
now receiving.
of that
that she
lieu
john W. Ramey.
The
of John
John W.
W. Ramey,
of Company
C, Seventh
RegiThe name
name of
Bamey.
JohnW.
Ramey, late
late of
Company C,
Seventh Regiment
States Infantry,
War with
Spam, and
and pay
pay him
him aapenpenwith Spain,
United States
Infantry, War
ment United
sion
at the
the rate
$17 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
sion at
rate of
of $17
Herbert
Hill.
Herbert mu.
The
name of
of Herbert
Herbert Hill,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Nineteenth
RegiThe name
Hill, late
Nineteenth Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain and
and pay
him a
apension
pension
with Spain,
pay him
ment United
att the
rate of
of $12
of that;
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John
the rate
$12 _per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
John S. Robison.
The name
name of
of John
S. Robison,
Robison, late
of Captain
Captain James
James Williams'
oson.
The
John S.
late of
Williams'
Company N,
N, Washington
Territory Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
wars,
Company
Washington Territory
Indian wars,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
and
him a,a pension
the rate
$30 per
in lieu
that
Pensions,
he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
Pensions.
Adron,dron
late of
Adron,
Duff.
The name of Adron.Duff,
Duff, late
of Company
Company D,
D, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
him aapenpenUnited States
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
pay him
sion at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
sion
at the
rate of
per month.
George S. Neils.
GeorgeNev. The name
George S. Nevils,
late of
name of George
Nevils, late
of Company
Company H,
Forty-first
H, Forty-first
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
Pensionincreased. pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
a pension
at the
him a
Pensionincreased.
Ada Johnston
he name
name of
of Ada
Cowles, widow
of Walter
Walter Cleveland
the
Ada Johnston
Johnston Cowles,
widow of
Cleveland
cwl
Johnston
Cowles.
Cowles, late
late rear
admiral United
States Nary,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
Cowles,
rear admiral
United States
Navy, Regular
her a
a pension
at the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
and pay her
pension at
of $50
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
Pensions.
she is now receiving.
Pensions,
Geor
ge
B.
George
B. Petteys.
Petteys.
The
The name
name of
of George
George B.
B. Petteys,
Petteys, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him aa
Regiment
and pay
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
pension
at the
the rate
per month.
Cevilla Wi.se.
a
The name of Cevilla Wise, widow
William Wise,
Company
widow of William
Wise, late
late of Company
A, Seventeenth
United States
States Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
Spain,
A,
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment United
Infantry, War
incasdat
and
the rate
of $12
Pension increased,
and pay
pay her
her aension
apension
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name
Bdo.
ChalsV V. Bradford.
Charles
The
name of
of Charles
Charles V.
V. Bradford,
Bradford, insane,
insane, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
and
him aapension
rate of
$40 per
Pension.
he
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
Waker
enllienE ;Walker.
Annie
The name of Annie
Annie E. Walker,
Walker, widow
widow of
of George
George C.
C. Walker,
late of
of
Walker, late
Company L,
L, First
Un itedStates
St at
es C
ava l
ry, War
with Spain,
Company
First Regiment
Regiment United
Cavalry,
War with
Spain,
and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
month and
and $2
$2 per
$12 per
per month
per month
month
additional
account of each of the minor children
additional on account
children of said George
George C.
Pensionsincreased.
Pensions
increased. Walker until they reach the age
age of sixteen years.
Joh
. Hop
.
The name of John H. Hopewell,
Thirteenth
Hopewell, late of Company A, Thirteenth
Regiment
Infantry, Regular
Regiment United States Infantry,
Regular Establishment, Indian
Indian
wars,
a pension at
wars, and pay him apension
at the
the rate
of $20
er month
mon th in
i
n lieu
lieu of
of
rate of
$20 p
per
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
he is
that he
.aeclartrthat
WilmA.MeCIart.
William
The name of William
McClarty, late of Company
Seventeenth
William A. MeClarty,
Company A, Seventeenth
Regiment United States Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him aa
pension at
the rate
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of th
at
he is
i
s now
rece i
vi
ng .
now receiving.
he
that
$30 per
rate of
at the
pension
John W.
W. Lon
g.
Long.
The name of John W.
W. Long, late of Company H, Eighth Regiment
Regiment
United
and pay him
United States Infantry, Indian wars, and
him a
pension at
the
a pension
at the
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
"in H. 11°15e
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Pensions.
The
mother of Benton
Benton Fortney, Pensions
dependent mother
The name of Ella Fortney, dependent
Ella Foamy.
late
of Company
Company I,
I, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular
late of
Regiment United
United States
Establishment,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month. KatherneMur.
Establishment, and
pension at
of $12
KatherineMundorff.
The
name of
of Katherine
Muiadorff, widow
of John
John Mundorff,
Mundorff, late
The name
Katherine Mundorff,
widow of
late
of
E, First
First Regiment
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, War
War with
with
of Company
Company E,
Regiment United
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month
month and
and $2
$2
Spain,
her aa pension
pension at
at the
$12 per
per
month additional
additional on
on account
account of
minor child
&ild of
said John
John
per month
of the
the minor
of said
34undorff until
until she
the age
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Mundorff
she reaches
reaches the
age of
Frank Coombs.
The
name of
of Frank
Frank Coombs,
Regiment Fran oo mb a.
Troop I, Sixth Regiment
Coombs, late of Troop
The name
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pension at
at
United States
and pay
pay him
him aapension
the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
ason
the rate
Millie Lawson.
The
name of
of Millie
Lawson, widow
Lawson, alias
alias Walker
Walker
The name
Millie Lawson,
widow of
of Walter
Walter Lawson,
Lawson, late
late of
Company.E,
E, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment
United States
States
Regiment United
Lawson,
of Company
Infantry,
wars, and
her a
apension
at the
the rate
of $12
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay her
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per
month, and
and $2
$2 per
per month
month additional
on account
of the
minor child
child
the minor
additional on
account of
month,
of
Walter Lawson
he reaches
reaches the
age of
of sixteen
years.
Fran
. yl
the age
sixteen years.
of said
said Walter
Lawson until
until he
Frank C. Baylor.
The
of Frank
Frank C.
C. Baylor,
Baylor, late
Company H,
One hundred
H, One
hundred
of Company
late of
The name
name of
and
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
and pay
War with
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Infantry,
and sixty-first
sixty-first Regiment
him a
apension
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
•
per month.
month.
the rate
him
pension at
Edward
d w a r JI. Conway.
c
a
The
of Edward
late of
Troop G,
G, Fourth
Regiment
d . oni y
Fourth Regiment
of Troop
Edward J.
J. Conway,
Conway, late
The name
name of
United States
Cavalry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
him aapension
with Spain,
States Cavalry,
United
the
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
of $12
Penos inreased.
Pensions
increased.
Jewell.
of the United States Navy, Frank L. Jewell.
The
name of
of Frank
Frank L. Jewell,
late of
Jewell, late
The name
Regular Establishment,
pay him
pension at
$17
the rate
rate of
of $17
him a
a pension
at the
and .pay
Regular
Establishment, and
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
per
in lieu
he is
is now
Ralph Waite.
The name
name of
Ralph Waite,
Waite, late
late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Fourth Regiment BphWaite.
of Ralph
The
Ohio Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain and
and pay
pay him
him a
a.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
with Spain,
Ohio
War with
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
of
$30 per
Bettie E. Pearson.
eron
widow of Sandy W. Pearson,
E. Pearson, widow
Pearson, late
The name of Bettie E.
of Troop
Troop F,
F, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
United States
Indian wars,
wars,
Cavalry, Indian
States Cavalry,.
Regiment United
of
and
the rate
month in lieu of that
per month
rate of $25 per
at the
her a:pension
a pension at
and pay
pay her
she is
i
snow
receiving.
she
now receiving.
Michael Burger.
The
of Michael
Michael Burger,
Burger, late
late of
Company I,
I, Seventh
Regimenturer.
Seventh Regiment
of Company
The name
name of
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him a
apenInfantry, Regular
United
States Infantry,
sion at
$12 per
per month
month in
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Agnes
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
gne L. Ernt.
Ernst.
The name
name of
of Agnes
Agnes L.
L. Ernst,
Joseph Ernst,
Ernst, late
late of Comof Joseph
Ernst, widow
widow of
The
pany
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Regular
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
I, Seventeenth
pany- I,
Establishment,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at the rate of $25 per month
a pension
Establishment, and
in
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
that she
Pension.
Carr.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary L.
Carr, widow of
of Charles
Charles Carr,
Carr, late
late of the
L- Crr
the Mary
Mary L.
L. Carr,
The
pay her aapension at the
United States
States Navy,
War with Spain, and pay
Navy, War
United
rate of
per month,
month, and
and $2
per month
additional for each
each of the
month additional
$2 per
of .$12
$12 per
rate
minor
said Charles
Charles Carr
Carr until
they reach
age of
sixteen
of sixteen
reach the
the age
until they
of said
children of
minor children
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
years.
years.
Rudolph B. SchenThe name
name of
Scheitlin, late
late of
F, First
First RegiB. ScheitRegi- lin.Rud.ph
of Company
Company F,
B. Scheitlin,
of Rudolph
Rudolph B.
The
a
pay him a
ment District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and pax
War with
ment
pension
of $40
month in
now
in lieu of
of that he is now
per month
$40 per
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
H.Edwards.
wniam H.Edwards.
The name
H. Edwards,
the Fifth
United WMiam
Fifth Battery
Battery United
late of
of the
Edwards, late
of William
William H.
The
name of
States
Field Artillery
Spain, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the
him aapension
pay him
with Spain,
War with
Artillery,-,War
States Field
Pension increased.
rate
of $12
per month.
month.
rate of
$12 per
H. Bruce.
The name
name of
of Frank
Frank H.
late of
of the
Ninety-fifth Company,
Frank H. Brce.
Company, Frank
the Ninety-fifth
Bruce, late
H. Bruce,
The
United
States
Coast
Artillery
Corps,
Regular
Establishment,
and
pay
United States Coast Artillery Corps, Regular Establishment, and pay
him
at the
the rate
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
he is
month in
of $17
$17 per
per month
rate of
him aapension
pension at
Pensions.
receiving.
Pensions.
receiving.
Crosby.
Peter Croeby.
Regiment Peter
The name
Company K, Twelfth Regiment
late of Company
Crosby, late
of Peter
Peter Crosby,
name of
The
United
States Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
him aapension
at
pension at
pay him
and pay
War with
Infantry, War
United States
rate of
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
John A. Combs.
The name
name of
of John
John A.
A. Combs,
Combs, late
late of
Company B,
Twenty-eighth Jh
B, Twenty-eighth
of Company
The
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
Regular
Establishment,
pay
pay
and
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular Establishment,
a pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
him a
0
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The
John Miller, late of Company
Battalion
The name of John
Company A, Eighteenth Battalion
Kansas Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian wars,
wars, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate of
$30
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
month in
Pensions.
30 per
Pensions.
Sarah
The name
name of
dependent mother
mother of
of Oscar
McGhee,
Sarah McGime.
McGhse.
The
of Sarah
Sarah McGhee,
McGhee, dependent
Oscar McGhee,
late
of Company
D, Ninth
Regiment. United
United States
States Cavalry,
War
late of
Company D,
Ninth Regiment.
Cavalry, War
with Spain,
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
with
Spain, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
Taylor Hensley.
Hensley.
The
name of
Taylor Hensley,
Hensley, late
late of
Company E,
E, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegiTayor
The name
of Taylor
of Company
ment
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
and pay
pay him
him
ment United
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pensionincreased.
Pensionincreased.
aapension
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
Sherman E.
Jackson.
E.Jackson.
The name of Sherman
Sherman E. Jackson, late of Company
Company D, Ninth RegiRegiment United
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension
ment
United States
States Infantry,
with Spain,
pay him
at
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
at the
of $72
$72 per
month in
receiving.
Joseph H. Mayo.
Joseph H. Mayo.
The name of Joseph
Joseph H. Mayo, late of the United States
States Navy,
War
Navy, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him a
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$17 per
per month.
month.
with
and
pay
a
pension
at
of
$17
Galen Back.
The
name of
Galen Back,
Back, late
of Company
M, Twelfth
Regiment
Galen Back.
The name
of Galen
late of
Company M,
Twelfth Regiment
United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
United States
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
at
the
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
pension
at
the
rate
$12
per
Amelia Skinner.
The name
Skinner, widow
of Emmett
Emmett Skinner,
Skinner, late
late of
of
melker.
The
name of
of Amelia
Amelia Skinner,
widow of
Company C,
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular EstabEstabCompany
C, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
States Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apaension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
Pensions increased. lishment,
Pensionsincreased.
lishment, and
pension at
per month.
Elizabeth Peters.
of Elizabeth
widow of
James T.
T. Peters,
late of
ElizabethPeters.
The name of
Elizabeth Peters,
Peters, widow
of James
Peters, late
of
Captain Powell's
Powell's company,
company, Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
wars, and
and
Captain
Indian wars,
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is
pay
she is
now
now
receiving.
Henry C. Mulvey.
Henry C. Mulvey.
The name of Henry
Henry C. Mulvey, late of Company
Company I, Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry,
wars and pay
him aapension
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
pay him
pension at the
Pension.
Pension.
rate of $30 per month in
i
nlieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Francis H. McGee.
FransH.Mcee.
The name of Francis H. McGee,
Troop G,
G, -Third
McGee, late of Troop
Third Regiment
Regiment
him aapenUnited States Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
Pensions increased.
increased. sion at the rate of $12 per month.
Virgil Mahan.
Virgil Mahan.
The name of Virgil Mahan, late of Company
Company- L, Twentieth
Regiment
Twentieth Regiment
War with Spain, and pay him a
United States Infantry, War
a pension at
at
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
the
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
Crowe Lis
b
Crowell
lAsenby.
w en y.
The name of Crowell Lisenby,
Lisenby, late of Company
Company G, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
pay him a
apension
pension at
the
in lieu of that he
he is now receiving.
the rate
rate of $24 per month
month in
William A. Turner.
WillmA.Tuner.
The name of
of William A. Turner,
Turner, late of the Eighth
Eighth Company,
Company,
United States Coast Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay him
a pension at the rate of $17 per month in lieu of that he is now rea
ceiving.
ceving.
Louisa Johnson.
Loisa Johsn.
The name of Louisa Johnson, widow of Daniel
Daniel T. Johnson,
Johnson, late
late of
of
Company G, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment, United States Infantry,
pension at the rate of $20
Indian wars, and pay her aapension
$20 per month m
lieu of that she is now receiving.
receivmg.
Georgia A. Godard.
Georgia A. Godard.
The name of Georgia A. Godard, dependent
dependent mother of Monroe
Godard, late of Company
Company K, Third Regiment United States
States Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay her aapension at the rate of
Pension.
Pension.
$20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Preston Phinney.
Preston Phinney.
The name of Preston
Preston Phinnev,
The
Phinney, late of Battery M, Fifth United
United
States Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him a
a pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
the
Pensionincreased.
rate of
of $17
$17 per
Hannah Barney.
Hannah
The
name of
Hannah Brodeck,
The name
of Hannah
Brodeck, now
now Barney,
Barney, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
David S. Brodeck, late of Troop
Troop M, Fourth Regiment United
United States
Cavalry, War with Spain, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $20
$20
Pensions.
Pensions.
per
receiving.
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
William M. Miller.
The name
The
name of William
William M. Miller, late of Battery E, Fifth United
United
States
Field Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aapension
States Field
pension
month.
rate of
of $12 per
per month.
at the
the rate
Tabit e. at
Tabitha A. Coole.
Coole, dependent
dependent mother of Charl
Charles
The name of Tabitha A. Coole
es Coole,
Coole,
Company
One
late of Compa
ny B, O
ne hundred
hundred and fifty-ninth
fifty-ninth Regiment
Indiana
Regiment Indiana

Pension
increased.
PensionincreaSed.
John
ohn Miller.
Miller.
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Infantry,
$20
Infantry, War
War with Spain,
Spain, and pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the rate of $20
per
month.
per month.
Hiram L
L. Middledd
The
of Hiram
Middlebrooks, late
late of
H I Third
Third brooks
Company H,
of Company
L. Middlebrooks,
The name
name of
Hiram L.
brooks. .
Regiment
United
States
Volunteer
Infantry,
War
with
Spain,
and
Regiment United States Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and
pay
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
pay him
him aapension
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
Wlm
J. Norton.
William J. Norton.
The
The name
name of
of William
William J
J. Norton, late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
Connecticut
Infantry, War
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Connecticut Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
him aapension
rate
$24 per
month.
rate of
of $24
per month.
Carrie Bouret.
The
of Carrie Bouret, widow of William Bouret, late scout,
The name of
United
States Army,
Army, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at the
the rate
United States
of $12
of
$12 per
per month.
month.nn
Bur
Anna Burke.
The
of Anna
Anna Burke,
Burke, dependent
mother of
John W.
W. Burke,
The name
name of
dependent mother
of John
Burke,
late of
of Company
Company F,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with
late
F, Seventh
Spain, and
her a
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per monthert
month,
Spain,
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
rate of
er
'Elbert C. Ricker.
The name
name of
Ricker, late
Eighth Company,
United
late of
of the
the Eighth
Company, United
The
of Ubert
Ubert C.
C. Ricker,
States Coast
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
pension
him aapension
Artillery, Regular
and pay
States
Coast Artillery,
at the
the rate
month.
at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Sah
ip.
Sarah Sipes.
The name
Sarah Sipes,
Sipes, dependent
mother of
of Comer
Corner E.
Sipes,
E. Sipes,
name of
of Sarah
dependent mother
The
late of
H, Ninth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Infantry,
Infantry, War
with
War with
late
of Company
Company H,
Ninth Regiment
Pensionsincreased.
Pensionsincreaaed.
Spain, and
pay her
her a
the rate
month.
per month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
at the
a pension
pension at
and pay
Spain,
E. Hayden.
JJoseph
o se
ph E HaydenUnited States
The name
name of
Joseph E.
of the
the United
States Navy,
Navy,
late of
E. Hayden,
Hayden, late
of Joseph
The
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him a
the rate
of $17
$17 per
per
at the
rate of
a pension
pension at
Establishment, and
Regular
S., sec. 475; p.925.
R.8.,sec.4757,p.92L
pension being
month in
is now
now receiving.
being in
in R.
receiving. This pension
that he
he is
lieu of
of that
in lieu
month
addition to
to the
month claimant
claimant is
receiving under
4757,
under section
section 4757,
is receiving
the $2
$2 per
per month
addition
Revised Statutes,
United States.
States.
Revised
Statutes, United
Ev
Eva Estes.
Estes.
The name
of Eva
Estes, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of William
William R. Estes,
Estes,
Eva Estes,
The
name of

late of Company C, Seventeenth Regiment United States Infantry,
War with Spain, and pay her a pension at the rate of $20 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
in

late
War
of
with
Company
Spain, and
C, Seventeenth
Infantry,
pay her apension
Regiment
at the
United
rate of
States
$20 per month
Pension.
Pension.
Sarah L. Owen.

The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah L.
helpless and
daughter of
of
aOwe
dependent daughter
and dependent
Owen, helpless
L. Owen,
The
Robert Owen,
late of
Captain Johnson
company, Atchison's
Atchison's
Bedel's company,
Johnson Bedel's
of Captain
Owen, late
Robert
Buel's company, First
Regiment, New
Militi_aj Captain
Captain Daniel Bud's
York Militia;
New York
Regiment,
Regiment
(Harris) New
York Militia;
in Captain
Captain Andrew
Andrew
and in
Militia; and
New York
Regiment (Harris)
Robison's company
of riflemen
riflemen and
Colonel
Lieutenant Colonel
and infantry,
infantry, Lieutenant
company of
Robison's
John Findlay's
battalion Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteers,
Volunteers, War of 1812,
John
Findlay's battalion,
and
her a
apension
rate of
oT $12
$12 per
month.
and pay
pay her
pension at
Penaioninreased.
at the rate
per month.
Pensionincreased.
Stanley S.
S. Stout.
Stout.
The name
name of
of Stanley
Stanley S.
S. Stout,
Stout, late
late of
of Company
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Stanley
C, Sixth
Company 9,
The
United
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spam, and pay
Mm aa
pay him
War with
with Spain,
United States
States Volunteer
pension at
rate of
of $17
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Pensons.
pension
at the
the rate
$17 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
Pensions.
Jae Alo
Mercedes
s Patricia,
Patri.cia,
The names
names of
of Mercedes
Slocum, Patricia
Patricia Slocum,
Slocum ' and James
James anMercedee
Mercedes Slocum,
The
Slocum,
children of
of William
William A.
Companies F
F adJs
late of Companies
A. Slocum,
Slocum, late
minor children
Slocum, minor
and I,
I, Seventh
Regiment United
Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain,
States Infantry,
United States
Seventh Regiment
and
$12 per
per month, and $2 per
and pay
pay them
them aa pension
rate of
of $12
pension at the rate
and
month additional
additional on
on account
each of
of the
the three
three minor
of
children of
minor children
of each
account of
month
the
William A.
until they
they reach
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years. Frances
France E.Herlehy.
the said
said William
A. Slocum
Slocum until
reach the
the age
E. Herlehy.
The name
name of
of Patrick
late
Herlehy, late
Patrick Herlehy,
widow of
E. Herlehy,
Herlehy, widow
Frances E.
of Frances
The
of the
the United
States Navy,
Navy, War
War with
Spain, and
pay her a
apension
pension
and pay
with Spain,
United States
of
at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
at the
month.
Leord Ripple.
Leonard
The
Leonard Ripple,
late of
Company L,
L, Third
Regiment
Third Regiment
of Company
Ripple, late
of Leonard
The name
name of
United States
States Cavalry,
Indian wars,
pay him
pension at
the
at the
and pay
him aapension
wars, and
Cavalry, Indian
United
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
Jacob Johnson.
Jacob
rate
month.
The
name of
of Jacob
Johnson, late
of the
United States
Navy,
States Navy,
the United
late of
Jacob Johnson,
The name
Regular
Establishment, and
pay him
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24
at the
him a
a pension
pension at
and pay
Regular Establishment,
Bahow.
per month.
Elissa Bahlkow.
per
month.
The
name of
widow of
of Rudolph
of
late of
Bahlkow, late
Rudolph Bahlkow,
Bahlkow, widow
of Elissa
Elissa Bahlkow,
The name
Company
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
wars,
Indian wars,
Infantry, Indian
F, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Company-F,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
Anna M. carrol.
Carroll.
AnnaM.
month.
of $12
$12 per
per month.
rate of
her a
a pension
and
The
name of
of Anna
widow of
Daniel P.
late of
of
Carroll, late
P. Carroll,
of Daniel
Carroll, widow
M. Carroll,
Anna M.
The name
Company
K, Third
Regiment Nebraska
Nebraska Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
Infantry, War
Third Regiment
Company-K,
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
month and
and $2
per month
month
$2 per
of $12
$12 per
per month
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
and
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additional on
on account
account of
of each
of the
the minor
children of
of said
said Daniel
Daniel
additional
each of
minor children

Peonasiereased.
Pensions
increased.

Henrietta A. Brewer.
HenriettaABrew.

P. Carroll
Carroll until
until they
they reach
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
reach the
the age
P.
The name
name of
Brewer, widow
widow of
Rustin C.
C. Brewer,
Brewer,
The
of Henrietta
Henrietta A.
A. Brewer,
of Rustin

late
of Captain
Williams' Company
Company E,
E, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
late of
Captain R.
R. L.
L. Williams'
Oregon Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at
Oregon
the
rate of
of $20
per
month in
lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the
rate
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
James A. Childers.
The
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Eighteenth
Eighteenth
ames. Childes.
The name
name of
of James
James A.
A. Childers,
Childers, late
Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
Regiment United
United States
Regular Establishment,
him
rate of
$12 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
him aa.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
in lieu
he is
receiving.
Bronilaw
Breaklaws Wypiew- receiving.
ski.
name of Bronislawa
Wypiewski, widow
widow of Jacob
Wiewski,
^BrThe name
Bronislawa Wypiewski,
Jacob Wypiewski,
late
Company C,
C, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
infantry,
late of
of Company
Indian
wars, and
and pay
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
.
Js G. W
Indian wars,
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
month.
Jamas G. Whalin.
The name
L, Third
Third United
United
The
name of
of James
James G.
G. Whalin,
Whalin, late
late of
of Troop
Troop L,
States CaValry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at
States
Cavalry, Regular
the rate
rate of
of $12
the
$12 per
per month.
month.
Christina
Holden.
The
Holden, widow
widow of
of Patrick
Holden, late
of
chsHol.
The name of
of Christina
Christina Holden,
Patrick Holden,
late of
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
and
Troop B,
B, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
pay
her a
a pension
the rate
of $12
$12 per
Mary Sheridan.
The name of
of Mary
Mary Sheridan,
Sheridan, widow
widow of
of John
Sheridan, late
late of
John Sheridan,
of
Company
War with
with Spain,
and
Company F,
F, First
First Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
pay_her
pension at
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
pay her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $12
ara
Barbara
Jones.
The name
Lafayette Jones,
Jones, late
of
Barbanes.
The
name of
of Barbara
Barbara Jones,
Jones, widow
widow of
of Lafayette
late of
Troop A,
Regiment Kentucky
and Hospital
Hospital Corps,
Corps,
Troop
A, First
First Regiment
Kentucky Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Spain, and
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the
United States Army,
Army, War
War with
with Spam,
pay her
rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Jahn
T. Mockabee.
The
John T.
T. Mockabee,
Mockabee, late
late of
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
ohnT.Mockabee.
The name
name of
of John
Navy,
Regular Establishment,
rate of
of $12
$12
Establishment, and
and pay him
him aa pension
pension at the
the rate
per month.
per
month.
sBeCo
n
The name of Belle Cannon, widow of
Belle Cannon.
Cannon ' late
late of
of Benjamin Cannon,
of
Company. G, Seventh Regiment United
Regular
Company
United States
States Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and pay
rate of
$12 per
per month
Establishment,
pay her
her aapension
pension at the rate
of $12
month
and $2 per month additional
account of each of the minor chiladditional on account
children of
Benjamin Cannon
they reach
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen
dren
of said
said Benjamin
Cannon until
until they
reach the
years.
years.
.sios
P
Pensions increased.
Martha
Thomas Wallace,
Martha Wallace.
Wallace.
The name of Martha Wallace,
Wallace, widow
widow of Thomas
Wallace ' late
late of
of
Company
Company- B, Instruction
Instruction General
General Service, United States Army,
Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay her aa.pension at the rate of $20
$20
per month
is now
receiving.
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
samneA..
The name of Samuel A. Holt,
Samuel
A. Holt.
late of the
the Hospital
Corps, United
United
Holt, late
Hospital Corps,
States Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay him a
apension at the
rate of
of $24
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
in lieu
of that
rate
24 per
per month
Pensions
Pensio
Lucflens
D. Morphey.
Murphey.
The name of Lucile
Lucile D.
widow of
of William
William R.
R. Murphey,
Murphey,
LucileD.
D. Murphey,
Murphey, widow
late of Company
Company K, Second Regiment
Regiment United
Infantry, War
War
United States Infantry,
with Spain, and pay her
pension at
the rate
of $12
per month,
month, and
and
her aapension
at the
rate of
$12 per
$2 per month additional on account
of said
account of
of the
the minor child of
said
William R.
he reaches
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
Gib
G. Hornby. William
R. Murphey
Murphey until
until he
reaches the
years.
of Gilbert G. Hornsby, late of the
Gilbert G. Hornsby. * The name of
Twenty-second
the Twenty-second
Company
Company United States Coast Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and
Establishment, and
Pension
increased.
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
pa
him a
a pension
Pension iease.
IdaC.
Ne name of Ida C. Brandon,
Brandan, dependent
Arthur
Ida
C. Brandan.
The
dependent mother
mother of Arth
ur A.
A.
Company
Regiment United
Brandan, late of Comp
an y D, Thirtieth Regiment
United States
Volunteer Infantry, War
with Spain, and pay her aapension
War With
pension at the
Pension,
rate
per month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving
receiving.
Pension.
rate of
of $20
$20 per
ManeA.
colby.
The
name of
Marie A. Colby, widow
of
Marie A. Colby.
The name
of Marie
widow of Charles
Charles H. Colby,
Colby, late
late of
Battery D,
D, First Regiment
Regiment United States
States Artillery, War with Spain,
Spain,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month,
month, and $2 per
month additional
additional on account
account of each of the minor
minor children
children of said
said
Charles
Charles H. Colby until they reach the age of sixteen years.
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The
name of
M. Zimmerman,
Zimmerman, widow
widow of
A. Zimmerman,
Pension increased.
The name
of Ida
Ida M.
of Charles
Charles A.
Zimimmerman, IeSainMred
Ida M. Zimmerman.
late of
of the
Regular Establishment,
and pay
her aa
late
the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Establishment, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she i
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
pension
rate of
of $25
$25 per
per month
issnow
ensions.
The
name of
John Donovan,
late of
of the
United States
States Navy, JonDonovan
John Donovan.
the United
of John
Donovan, late
The name
Regular Establishment,
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
$17 per
per
Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
at the
rate of
of $17
month.
month.
month.
HarriettE.
E. Brown.
Br
The name
name of
E. Brown,
Brown, dependent
dependent mother
Philip S.
The
of Harriet
Harriet E.
mother o
offPhilip
S.own.Harrie
Brown, late major,
Corps, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
major, United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
pay
the rate
$12 per
month.
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
per month.
Mary E. Turner.
'The name
name of
former widow
of Oscar
Oscar B.
B. ArmArm- Mary
The
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Turner,
Turner, former
widow of
Trner.
strong, late of Companies
strong,
Companies H
Regiment United
H and C,
C, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
United States
States
Infantry, War
with Mexico,
and pay
her a
at the
rate of
of $30
$30
Infantry,
War with
Mexico, and
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
per month.
per
month.
The
of Rufus
Rufus S.
Hataway, late
late of
Company United
United Runs
Rufus S.. Hataway.
ataway
The name
name of
S. Hataway,
of the
the First
First Company
States Coast
Coast Artillery
Corps, Regular
and pay
him aa
States
Artillery Corps,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
month.
pension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
i m H. Ratliff.
The
name of
of William
William H.
Ratliff, late
of Troop
H, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment wil
William H
RatL.
The name
H. Ratliff,
late of
Troop H,
United States
States Cavalry,
pay him
him a
penUnited
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
a pension at
rate of
Pension
increased.
sion
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensionincreased.
S a r a h A..
The name
of Sarah
A. Scott,
dependent mother
mother of
of Virgil
Virgil D.
D. Scott,
Scott,Scott.
Sarah . Scott.
Scott, dependent
The
name of
Sarah A.
late
of Company
Company M,
M, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment United
Infantry,
late of
United States
States Infantry,
War with
Spam, and
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
War
with Spain,
and pay
a pension
pension at
the rate
month

in lieu
she is
is now
receiving.
in
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving
sions.
Pensions.
The name
of Mary
Wantz, dependent
mother of
of John
John Wantz,
Wantz, late
late Mary Wants.
Wants.
The
name of
Mary Wantz,
dependent mother
of Company
Third Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
Spain,
of
Company I,
I, Third
Infantry, War
and pay her aa, pension at the rate of $12
Wi
Mae
$12 per month.
Margarei
L. Wit
Williams widow
Williams, iiams.
hams.
L. Williams,
L. Williams,
widow of Owen L.
The name of
of Margaret
Margaret L.
late
Second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry, War
War with
late of
of CompanyCompany D,
D, Second
Wisconsin Infantry,
with
Spain,
pension at the rate
Spain, and
and pay
pay her aapension
rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
Dierken, widow
of Frederick
Frederick Dierken,
late Antonette
Antonette DierkenDierken.
Dierken, late
widow of
The
of Antonette
Antonette Dierken,
of
United States
of Troop
Troop D, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian wars,
and
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
and pay
her a
at the
month.
Corydon w.
W. Cak.
Clark.
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Corydon
The name
name of
Clark, late
late of
of Company
B, Third
Regiment
The
of Cory-don
Corydon W.
W. Clark,
Company B,
Third Regiment
New
National. Guard
Guard Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
border
New York
York National
Establishment, border
defense,
at the
the rate
of $17
per month.
month.
Ellen S.. Pabner.
Palmer.
defense, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
$17 per
Ellen
The name
of Ellen
Ellen S.
Palmer, dependent
dependent mother
of Arthur
Arthur R.
R.
S. Palmer,
mother of
The
name of
Palmeri late
of Companies
F and
and E,
Eighteenth Regiment
Palmer
late of
Companies F
E Eighteenth
Regiment United
United
States
with Spain,
-apension at
and pay her
her'a
at the
the rate
rate
States Infantry,
infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
$12 per month.
of $12
Lncreased. .
Pension increased
The
Thomas H.
of Troop
Troop I,
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Thomas
Thomas i.
H. crocker.
Crocker.
late of
I, Tenth
of Thomas
H. Crocker,
Crocker, late
The name
name of
United
States Cavalry,
pay him
penEstablishment and
and pay
him aapenCavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
United States
sion
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Pensions.
sion at
at the
of $12
per month
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
of Catherine
Catherine Burke,
mother of
George F.
F. CatherineBurke.
Catherine Burke.
of George
Burke, dependent
dependent mother
The
name of
Burke
late of
Company I,
First Regiment
Regiment California
California Infantry,
Infantry-, War
War
I, First
of Company
Burke, late
with
Burke,
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
with Spain, and
her aapension
pension at
rate of
Susan
Susan E.
E. Strevel.
Strew'.
dependent mother
mother of Lafayette
Strevel, dependent
The name
name of Susan
Susan E. Strevel,
Brewer,
Companies A
A and
F, Twenty-sixth
United
and F,
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment United
Brewer, late
late of
of Companies
States
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
pay her
her aapension
with Spain,
States Infantry,
of
$12 per
of $12
per month.
month.
Annie J. Peters.
Peters.
Annie
The name
name of
Annie J.
J. Peters,
Peters, widow
widow of
of Edward
Peters, late
late of
of the
the
Edward Peters,
The
of Annie
One
hundred and
and eighth
eighth Company,
Company, United
United States
Coast Artillery,
Artillery,
States Coast
One hundred
War with Spain, and
and pay
of $12
$12 per month.
mont. ElabethA.
Elizabeth A. Bro
Brown.
pay her
her a
a pension at the rate
rate of
The
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
A. Brown,
late
W. Brown,
Brown, late
of Martin
Martin W.
Brown, widow
widow of
The name
and pay her aapension at
of
United States Navy, War
Spain, and
at
War with
with Spain,
of the
the United
the
$12 per
Orvill
George.
OrvilGeorge.
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
The
Orvill George,
Third
Supply Company,
Company, Third
late of
of the
the Supply
of Orvill
George, late
The name
name of
Regiment
Missouri National
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
National Guard
Guard Infantry,
Regiment Missouri
border
defense, and
him a
at the
of $24
$24 per
per month.
month. Christian H.
ess.
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
border defense,
The name
Hess, late
of Company
RegiCompany H, Thirty-first Regilate of
name of
of Christian
Christian Hess,
The
ment
Indian wars,
pension at
at
pay him
him aapension
wars, and
and pay
Infantry, Indian
United States
States Infantry,
ment United
the rate
of $20
$20 per month.
month.
the
rate of
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The name
name of
W. Graves,
late of
United States
Marine
States Maxine
of the
the United
Graves, late
of David
David W.
Corps,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pension at
Establishment, and
Corps, Regular
$17
in lieu
that he
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
lieu of
of that
month in
$17 per
per month
Margaret E. Murren.
The
Margaret E.
J.
MargaretE-.ure.
The name
name of
of Margaret
E. Murren,
Murren, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Henry
Henry J.
Murren,
of Company
Company E,
Maine Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with
E, First
First Regiment
Regiment Maine
Murren, late
late of
Spain, and
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
of
rate of
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
Spain,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
that
Pensions.
Pensions
Anna
M. Hughes.
AnnaM.
Hughes.
The name of Anna M. Hughes,
widow of Michael
Michael W.
W. Hughes, late
Hughes, widow
of Battery
F, Second
Second Regiment
United States
Artillery, Regular
Regular
States Artillery,
of
Battery F,
Regiment United
Establishment, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
Establishment,
and pay
her aapension
pension at
James
L. Philips.
James L.
The name of James L. Philips, late of Company
Company I, Eighteenth
I?,ighteenth
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay
Regiment
States Infantry,
him
a
pension
at
the rate
rate of
$24
per month.
month.
him
a
pension
at
the
of
$24
per
Bessie Wood.
BessiThe
The name of Bessie Wood,
Wood, widow
widow of Luther
Luther Wood,
Wood, late
Company
late of Company
G, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
States Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
G,
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, War
pension at the
month and $2 per month
pay her
her aapension
the rate of
of $12 per
per month
additional
on account
minor children
of said
Luther
additional on
account of
of each
each of
of the
the minor
children of
said Luther
Wood
until
they
reach
the
age
of
sixteen
years.
Wood until they reach the age of sixteen years.
increased
Pension increased.
William
w. Burke.
Wiiam W.
The name
name of
William W.
W. Burke,
Burke, late
late of
of Troop
Troop D,
D, Second
Second Regiment
The
of William
Regiment
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
United States Cavalry,
and pay
him a
apension
the rate
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
him
pension at
at the
of $40
he is
receiving.
receivng.
Pensions.
Kit Smith.
Kit
The name
name of
Smith, late
of Company
Regiment United
The
of Kit
Kit Smith,
late of
Company I,
I, First
First Regiment
United
States Infantry,
pay him a
apension
pension at
at
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
the
the rate
rate of $30 per
per month.
John
Fran&
John Frund.
The name of John Frund, late of Troop
Troop L, Fourth Regiment United
United,
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian wars, and pay
pay him
rate of $20
him a
a pension
pension at the rate
per month.
month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased. per
Harry L. Wilson.
Wison.
The name
name of Harry L. Wilson, late of Company E,
Twenty-second
E, Twenty-second
Regiment, and Company
Company F, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Reiment
Regiment United
States
United States
Infantry,
Infantry, Regular Establishment,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Establishment, and pay him
him aapension
of $17
$17 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
per month
month in
of that
Mathilde E. Ame.
Ames.
MathildeE.
Ames,' widow of Howard
The name of Mathilde
Mathilde E. Ames
Howard E. Ames,
Ames, late
surgeon, ranking
ranking with lieutenant, United States Navy, and pay her
her
a pension at the rate
a
rate of $50 per month
that she is now reremonth in lieu of
of that
ceiving, to include and provide for Anjanette
ceiving,
Anjanette Gregory
Gregory Ames, helpless
helpless
and dependent
dependent child
E. Ames,
Ames, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
Provisos.
of Howard
Howard E.
child of
and
Pro.
Increase to cease on month: Provided, That in the event of the death of Anajette Gregory
on month: Provided, That in the event of the death of Anajette Gregory
e to ee
dcreast
hi of child
death
.
Ames, helpless
helpless and
child of
the said
sa id Howard
HowardE.
E. A
mes ,
the
Ames,
and dependent
dependent child
of the
Ames,
the
additional-pension
of $20
per month
month shall
shall cease
cease and
Proand determine:
determine: ProPension
pension of
$20 per
Pension to
to child
child on additional
death omother.
ot mother.
death
videdfurther,
vided
further, That in the event of the death of Mathilde
Mathilde E. Ames the
name of the said Anjanette Gregory
Gregory Ames
Ames shall
shall be
be placed
on the
the
placed on
provisions and
pension roll, subject to the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension
laws
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
f
rom and
an d after
aft er th
dea th of
ofsaid
sa id
laws, at
the rate
month from
thee death
Mathilde
E. Ames.
Ames.
Mathilde E.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Eleanor
Massey.
Eleanor W. Massey.
The name
name of Eleanor
Eleanor W. Massey, widow
widow of Arthur W. Massey,
Massey, late
late
of the United States Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
pension
at the
of $12
month.
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
Laura E. Gardner.
aura E. ardner.
The name of Laura E. Gardner, widow of Andrew S. Gardner,
Gardner, late
of the United States Marine Corps, War with Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a
pension
per month,
pension at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per
month, and
$2 per
per month
additional
and $2
month additional
on account
said Andrew
account of each
each of the minor
minor children
children of said.
Andrew S. Gardner
Gardner
until they
until
they reach
reach the
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
the
age
years.
Grace A. Simmer.
GraeeA. imer.
The
Grace A
A. Kimmer,
J. Kimmer, late
The name
name of
of Grace
Kimmel-, widow of David J
of Battery
Battery A, Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Artillery,
Artillery, War
War with
with
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensionsincreaed.
a pension
Pensions increa.sed. Spain,
at the
the rate
rate of
Jacob Mandelbaum.
Mandelbanm.
Jacob
The
name of
Jacob Mandelbaum,
The name
of Jacob
Mandelbaum, late
late of Troop H,
II, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiment
United
States
Cavalry,
War
pension
ment United States
War with Spain, and pay him aapension
at the
the rate
$30 per
per m
on th in
i
n lieu
lieu of
ofthat
thathe
he is
i
s now
now receiving.
receiving.
at
rate of
of $30
month
Pensions increased.
iThe
DavidPenon
W.
Graves.
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Melissa M.
A. CarlCart.
M. A.
Mauiss
The
of MaliSsa
M. A.
Carlson dependent
dependent mother
mother of Carl F.
F. son.
A. Carlson,
Malissa M.
name of
The name
States
Regiment
Carlson,
late
of
Company
D,
Forty-third
Regiment
United
Forty-third
D,
Carlson, late of Company
Volunteer
War with
Spam, and pay
pension at the
pay her aapension
with Spain,
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
Pension
rate
$20 per
per month
of that
that she
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
lieu of
in lieu
month in
bf $20
rate of
Pension.
Gertrude G.
G. Brown.
Brown.
Brown, late of Gertrude
Dan A.
widow of
The name
of Gertrude
G. Brown,
of Dan
A. Brown,
Brown, widow
Gertrude G.
name of
The
pay
Company
E,
First
Regiment
Ohio
Cavalry,
War
War
with
Spain,
and
pay
Cavalry,
Ohio
Regiment
First
E,
Company
her
pension at
at the
of $12
$2 per month addiaddiper month, and $2
$12 per
rate of
the rate
a pension
her a
tional on
of the
the minor
minor child
said Dan
A. Brown
until she
Brown until
Dan A.
of said
child of
account of
on account
tional
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
reaches
the age
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
age of
reaches the
Sallie C. Goodman.
Goodman.
The name
name of
of Sallie
SoThe C.
Goodman, dependent
mother of James
James S. SalieC.
dependent mother
C. Goodman,
The
States
United
Goodman,
late
of
Company
C,
Eleventh
Regiment
United
Regiment
Eleventh
C,
Goodman, late of Company
pension at the rate of $20
Infantry, War
and pay
pay her aapension
$20
Spam, and
with Spam,
War with
Infantry,
Ly
per
month in
in lieu
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of that
lieu of
per month
Mary E. Lynde.
Henry Lynde, late of the MaE Lynde
The name
E. Lynde,
Lynde, widow
widow of Henry
Mary E.
of Mary
name of
The
United
States Navy,
Establishment, and pay
pay her a
apension
pension
Regular Establishment,
Navy, Regular
United States
Pensions.
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
lien. of
that, she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receivmg.
Pensions.
of that
in lieu
per month
$30 per
of $30
at
GeBrid gt e
.
tMar garet
The name
Geraghty, widow
widow of
Michael Ger- Geragt
raghy Ma
of Michael
Margaret Geraghty,
Bridget Margaret
of Bridget
name of
The
aghty, late
late of
of Company
C, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Company C,
aghty,
Infantry, Indian
pay her
at the rate of $12 per
a pension
pension at
her a
and pay
wars, and
Indian wars,
Infantry,
month.
month.dwin
Edwin Paager
ger.
Thirteenth RegiThe name
of Edwin
Edwin Fager,
Regilate of Company C, Thirteenth
Fager, late
name of
The
ment United
United States
Indian wars,
wars, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Infantry, Indian
States Infantry,
ment
Pensionsincreased.
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
of $20
a pension
pay him
and
Albert Young.
Young.
Company C, Twenty-sixth
of Company
The name
Albert Young,
Twenty-sixth Albert
Young, late of
of Albert
name of
The
EstablishRegiment
United States
Infantry-, Indian wars, Regular
States Infantry,
Regiment United
$20 per month in lieu of
ment,
and pay
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of $20
at the
a.pension
pay him
ment, and
IndianaAbbott
that he
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
that
Indiana Abbott.
The name
Indiana Abbott,
Abbott, dependent
Nathan J.
J.
dependent mother of Nathan
of Indiana
name of
The
Regiment United States
Abbott,
late of
of Company
States InfanCompany.B, Seventh 'Regiment
Abbott, late
try, War
War with
pay her
pension at
at the rate of $20 per
her aa. pension
and .pay
Spain, and
with Spain,
try,
Pension.
Pension.
month in
lieu of
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that she
of that
in lieu
month
Alice M. Burke.
The name
Burke, widow
widow of
of -John
J. Burke,
Burke, late of Bat- Ae M. Bur
John J.
M. Burke,
Alice M.
of Alice
name of
The
tery
Regiment United
Artillery, Regular
Regular EstablishEstablishUnited States Artillery,
Third Regiment
H, Third
tery H,
Pension increased.
increased.
month. Pension
per month.
of $12
ment, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay
pay her
apension
at the
the rate
$12 per
rate of
pension at
her a
wars, and
ment,
Amelia J.. Barnard.
Barnard.
Amelia
late
Barnard,
Henry
The
name
of
Amelia
J.
Barnard,
widow
of
Henry
Barnard,
of
widow
Barnard,
J.
Amelia
The name of
Estabhospital steward,
United States
Regular
wars, Regular
Indian wars,
Army, Indian
States Army,
steward, United
hospital
lishment, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month in lieu
lieu
of $20 per
a pension
her a
pay her
lishment,
Pensions.
Parnsi.Cottreli.
of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that she
Sarah
E. Cottrell.
of that
The
of Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Cottrell,
Cottrell, widow
widow of
Cottrell, late of the
Arthur Cottrell,
of Arthur
name of
The name
United States
Navy, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
pension
her aapension
Regular Establishment,
States Navy,
United
at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month,
$2 per
month additional
account
additional on account
per month
and $2
month, and
at the
of each
of the
the minor
Arthur Cottrell
until they
they reach
reach
Cottrell until
said Arthur
of said
children of
minor children
each of
of
Sadie Judith
Judith Tharp,
Tharp.
Sadie
the
years.
of sixteen
sixteen years.
age of
the age
The
of John
John A.
A. D.
D. Tharp, late
widow of
Tharp, widow
Judith Tharp,
Sadie Judith
of Sadie
name of
The name
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay her
her aa
Establishment, and
of
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
Anna.
month.
Anna M. Shannon
Shannon.
pension at the rate of $12 per
The name
name of
of Anna
Anna M.
widow of
Shannon, late
Mathew Shannon,
of Mathew
Shannon, widow
M. Shannon,
The
of
Company C,
C, Two
Two hundred
third Regiment
Regiment New
York Infantry,
Infantry,
New York
and third
hundred and
of Company
and
United States
States Army,
Army, War
War with
with Spain, and
and pay
Corps, United
Hospital Corps,
and Hospital
her
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
rate of
the rate
Bridget Kuhlman
her aa pension
The name
of Bridget
Kuhlman, widow
widow of
of John
John F.
Kuhlman, alias Bndget iuhmam
F. Kuhlman,
Bridget Kuhlman,
name of
The
John F.
F. Coleman,
late of
of Company
Company K,
Seventeenth Regiment
United
Regiment United
K, Seventeenth
Coleman, late
John
States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay her
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
States Infantry,
the rate
per month.
train.
TeresaM.
Teresa M. Strain.
month.
$12 per
of $12
the
rate of
M. Strain,
Strain, widow
widow of
of John
John A.
A. Strain,
Strain, late of
The name
of per
Teresa M.
name of
The
Company
H, First
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War with
First Regiment
Company H,
Spain, and
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
$12 per month and $2
of $12
the rate
a pension
pension at
and pay
Spain,
per month
month additional
additional on
account of
of the
the minor
minor child
child of
of said
John A.
said John
on account
per
Strain
reaches the
of sixteen
sixteen years.
age of
the age
he reaches
until he
Strain until
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The name
of Clifton
Clifton L.
L. Fenton,
Fenton, late
captain and
and assistant
quarterThe
name of
late captain
assistant quartermaster, United
States Volunteers,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
United States
Volunteers, War
War with
with Spain,
lmaster,
pension at
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
pension
at the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
that he
he is
now receiving.
William
Margo.
The
name of
of William
William Margo,
Margo, late
of Troop
Troop C,
C, Third
Regiment
Wlliam Margo.
The name
late of
Third Regiment
United
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
United States
States Cavalry,.
Cavalry, Indian
pension at
the
rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
per month
is now
Pension.
Annie
The
of Annie
Annie F.
P. Hickey,
Hickey, late
of
'. Hickey.
Annie F.
Hickey.
The name
name of
F. Hickey,
Hickey, widow
widow of
of Simon
Simon P.
late of
Companies
and H,
H, Eleventh
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
Companies M
M and
Eleventh Regiment
War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
her a
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month
month
War with
pay her
a pension
at the
the rate
and
$2 per
per month
month additional
on account
account of
of each
each of
of the
the minor
and $2
additional on
minor children
children
Simon P.
P. Hickey
Hickey until
until they
reach the
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
eions increased.
cr
of said
said Simon
d of
they reach
Pensions
Paul L.
L. Bahr.
The name
Bahr, late
late of
of Company
A, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Re
ent
The
Paul
Bahr.
name of
of Paul
Paul L.
L. Bahr,
Company A,
United
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay'him
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
him aa
pension
at the
the rate
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
pension at
rate of
of $24
month in
that he
receiving.
Cornelius
Meek.
The name
name of
Cornelius Meek,
Meek, late
of Company
Company A,
A, Second
Second RegiRegiCeiusMeek
The
of Cornelius
late of
ment
United States
Infantry, War
him a
apension
pension
ment United
States Infantry,
War with Spain, and pay
pay him
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receivin g.
at
the rate
of $72
$72 per
month in
he is
is now
Pensions.
Belle
Sturgill.
The name
Belle Sturgill,
Sturgill, widow
widow of
of Andrew
Andrew J.
J. Sturgill,
Sturgill, late
late of
of
The
name of
BeleSurgil.
of Belle
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at
the United States Navy,
Navy, War with Spain, and
and pay
$2 per month
month additional
the rate of $12 per month
month and $2
additional on
on account
account
Andrew J.
J. Sturgill until they
they
of each of the minor children of said Andrew
reach the
the age
sixteen years.
years.
age of
of sixteen
reach
eG. H
n.
Alice G. Hudson.
ce dson
The name of Alice
Alice G. Hudson, widow of Edward
Edward A.
Hudson, late
late
A. Hudson,
of Company H, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment United
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay her
her aa pension at the rate
rate of $12
per month.
William A.
A. Johnson.
Johnson. per month.
The name of William A. Johnson, late of Lieutenant
Willing.
Lieutenant J. J. Willingham's Company
Company U, Montague County, Texas
Minute Men, Indian
Indian
Texas Minute
wars, and pay
wars,
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
a pension
pension at
month.
ohn A. Napier.
Napier.
The name of
John
John A. Napier, late
late of
of the
One hundred
hundred and
and eleventh
eleventh
of John
the One
Company, United
United States Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay him apension at the rate of $24 per month.
Pensions
Pensions increased
increased. ment, and pay him a pension at the rate of $24 per month.
LydiaVicars.
The name
name of
Lydia Vicars.
The
dependent mother
Vicars,
of Lydia
Lydia Vicars, dependent
mother of
of Samuel
Samuel G.
G. Vicars,
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment United
late of Company
Company F,
F Twenty-second
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
Regular
Establishment, and pay her
pension at the rate of $20 per
Regular Establishment,
her a
a.pension
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
month
is now
receiving.
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
a Cen.
Ida Cohen.
of Ida
Ida Cohen,
dependent mother
mother of
of William
Cohen, late
late
The name of
Cohen, dependent
William Cohen,
of Troop
Troo p A, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Cavalry, Regular
Regular
States Cavalry,
Establishment, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
month
in
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
in lieu
lieu of
Pensions.
Pensions.
Mary Rooney.
The name of Mary Rooney,
Rooney, dependent
dependent mother of William R.
R.
Rooney,
of, Company G.
G, Two hundred
Rooney, late of,
hundred and third Regiment New
New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay her aa pension
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
at
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Thomas
Bnion.
Thomas
Bunion.
The name of Thomas Bunion, late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
Regiment United States Infantry, Indian wars, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
P
i
i
ncreased , pension
at the
rate of
month.
Pensions
increased.
pension at
the rate
$20 per
of $20
per month.
Sophie E.
Mi- - The name of Sophie
neSophie
E. MeEih
Sophie E. McKinney,
McKinney, widow
of James
James L.
L. McKinney,
McKinney,
widow of
Chapman), Second Regiment
late of Company I (Captain
(Captain W. W. Chapman),
Regiment
Oregon Mounted
Mounted Volunteers, Indian wars, and pay her a
apension at
at
the
rate of
month in
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
she is
$20 per
the rate
of $20
per month
E. Tyler.
ora E.
Flora
The name of Flora E. Tyler, former
former widow
widow of Samuel N. Hudson,
late of Company
Third Regiment
Regiment Tennessee Volunteers,
Company D, Thud
Volunteers, War
with Mexico, and
with
ana pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month
month in
lieu of that she is
i
s now
rece i
ving .
Pensions. Fi,
now receiving.
Lulu S.
William Fitzsimmons,
Lulu S. Fitzsimmons,
The name
name of Lulu
s.
FitsmoLUU
mons.
The
Fitzsimmons, widow
widow of
of William
Fitzsimmons,
late of Company
Regiment Alabama Infantry, War with
Company K, Second
Second Regiment
Spain, and
and pay
Spain,
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month and $2
per month additional on account
account of the minor child of said William
William
Fitzsimmons
Fitzsimmons until she reaches the age of sixteen
sixteen years.
Pensionsincreased.
Pensionsincreased.
Clifton L. Fenton.
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M. Agan,
Agan, widow
The
name of
widow of Michael
Michael E. Agan, late
late
Margaret M.
of Margaret
The name
States Navy,
Navy, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
of the United
United States
War with
pay her
her a
a pension
pension
at
$12 per
per month,
$2 per
month additional
additional on
at the
the rate of
of $12
month, and
and $2
per month
on account
account
minor children
said Michael
E. Agan
Agin until
they
of each
each of
of the
the minor
children of
of said
Michael E.
until they
reach the
the age
age of
reach
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Emma M.
M. Gardner, widow
widow of Stephen B. Gardner,
The name
name of Emma
late of
D. W.
W. Keith's
Keith's Company
Company C,
Oregon
late
of Captain
Captain D.
C, Second
Second Tegiment
Regiment Oregon
Mounted
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate
Mounted "Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
a pension
at the
of $12
per month.
month.
of
$12 per
The name
of Edwin
Thomas, late
late of
of the
Ninety-fifth Company,
Company,
The
name of
Edwin M.
M. Thomas,
the Ninety-fifth
United
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
United States Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
pay
him a
apension
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
in lieu
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
name of
Company E, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
of Albert
Albert Putnam, late of Company
The
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
Regiment United
Establishment, and
pay
him a
at the
rate of
$20 per
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
him
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $20
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
Isaac widow
of Eugene
Eugene McC.
Isaac, late
late of
McC. Isaac,
of Rose
Rose C.
C. Isaac,
widow of
The
name of
the
United States
Navy-,Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
States Navy,
Regular Establishment,
the United
pension at
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now
she is
of $25
$25 per
in lieu
pension
at the
the rate
rate of

1617
1617
Mar
garet M.
Agan.
Margaret
M.Agan.

Emma
M. Gardner
Gardner.
EmaM

Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Edwin
M. Thomas.
Thomas.
EdwinM.

Albert Putnam.
tnm.
Albert

Rose cC. Isaac
Isaac.
Ro

receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The
Skaggs, widow
late Elibeth
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Skaggs,
widow of
of Ferit
Ferit E.
E. Skaggs,
Skaggs, late
Elizabeth Skaggs.
Skaggs.
unassigned,
Twentieth
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
War
with
unassigned, Twentieth Regiment United States Infantry, War with
Spain, and
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month,
and $2
month, and
$2
the rate
pay her
a pension
Spain,
and pay
per month
month additional
on account
of the
children of
of
of each
each of
the minor
minor children
additional on
account of
per
said Ferit
Skaggs until
until they
they reach
of sixteen
sixteen years.
age of
years.
reach the
the age
E. Skaggs
said
Ferit E.
Mollie Bradord.
Bradford.
The
Samuel Bradford,
Bradford, late
late of Moie
of Samuel
widow of
of Mollie
Mollie Bradford,
Bradford, widow
The name
name of
the United
United States
States Navy,
Establishment, and pay her aa
Regular Establishment,
Navy, Regular
the
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.s
month.
pension
at the
of $12
$12 per
i
.
Pensions Increased.
Company F, Fifth Regi- wiliam
The name
name of William L. Basket,
The
Basket, late
late of Company
William L.
L.Basket.
Basket.
and pay him aapension
ment
States Infantry,
pension
with Spain, and
Infantrv, War with
United States
ment United
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $30
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
at
Pensions.
The name
name of
widow of
of Samuel
D. Smith,
Smith, late
late of
Mary Ann Smith.
mith.
Samuel D.
of MeariA
Mary Ann
Ann Smith,
Smith, widow
The
of Mary
Companies
I
and
A,
Twenty-second
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
Companies I and A, Twenty-second Regiment United States Infantry,
Indian wars, and pay
at the
the rate of $12
$12 per month.
her aapension
pension at
pay her
Indian
Henrietta A. Hewertleietta A- HewThe
name of
of Henrietta
A. Hewett,
Hewett, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Elmer
Elmer ett.
Henrietta A.
The name
M.
Hewett, late
of Company
F, First
Maine Infantry,
Regiment Maine
First Regiment
Company F,
late of
M. Hewett,
War with
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month. Rushie
Peterman.
a pension
at the
rate of
of $12
War
with Spain,
Spain, and
Ruslrie Peterrnan.
The name
Rushie Peterman,
Charley Peterman,
Pet,erman, late
late
widow of
of Charley
Peterman, widow
name of
of Rushie
The
of
Company A,
A, Second
United States
States Infantry
with
War with
Infantry,.,War
Regiment United
Second Regiment
of Company
Spain, and
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
of $12
$12 per
per month.
a pension
the rate
and pay
pay her
Spain,
Pension increased.
The name
James H.
Reed, late
late of
of Company
Thirtieth RegiRegi- JPames
I. Reed.
F, Thirtieth
Company F,
James H.
Reed.
H. Reed,
of James
The
name of
ment
United
States
Infantry,
War
with
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
pension
ment United States Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a pension
at
of $24
per month
that he
now receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
ensions.
Pensions.
The
Mary E.
Wiggin, widow
widow of
H. V.
V. Wiggm,
Wiggm, late
late Mr
E. Wi
wiggn.
Mary E.
ggin.
Charles H.
of Charles
of Mary
E. Wiggin,
The name
name of
of Troop
Troop K,
Regiment United
Cavalry, Indian
wars, and
and
Indian wars,
States Cavalry,
United States
K, First
First Regiment
of
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
of $12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
pension at
pay
Veronica Deckarz.
erca Dec
The name
Deckarz ' widow of Ignatz
Ignatz Deckarz,
Deckarz, late of
of Veronica
Veronica Deckarz,
name of
Companies
and K,
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Infantry,
States Infantry,
K, Thirteenth
A and
Companies A
War
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12 per
per month
month
rate of
a pension
pay her
and pay
with Spain,
Spain, and
War with
and $2
$2 _per
additional on
on account
of the
the minor
said
minor child of said
account of
per month
month additional
and
Ignatz
Ignatz Deckarz
Deckarz until
until she
she reaches
reaches the
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Matthews
Ophelia Matthews.
widow of Ely V. Matthews, late of Ohea atthe
The
of Ophelia
Matthews, widow
Ophelia Matthews,
The name
name of
Troop
Regiment United
Cavalry, War
with Spain,
Spain,
War with
States Cavalry,
United States
Second Regiment
H, Second
Troop H,
and pay her
the rate
rate of
of $12 per
per month.
month.
increased.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
at the
and
her a
a pension
pension at
Caroline
fl ames
Haines
Caroline
Willis, Willis.
widow of William
The name
Caroline Haines
William R.
R. Willis,Willis, widow
Haines Willis,
of Caroline
name of
late of
P. C.
Company B,
Second Regiment
Regiment Oregon
Oregon
B, Second
C. Noland's
Noland's Company
Captain P.
late
of Captain
Mounted Volunteers,
wars, and
rate
pension at the rate
her aapension
and pay
pay her
Indian wars,
Volunteers, Indian
Mounted
of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
per month
of $20
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Minerva
A.
Minerva A.

Ellis.

Pension,
Pension.

Mary Rita
ita Moon.
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The name
of Minerva
dependent mother
Jesse W.
The
name of
Minerva A.
A. Ellis,
EUis, dependent
mother of
of Jesse
W. Ellis,
Ellis,
late of
E, Sixth
Missouri Infantry,
Infantry, War
W.ar .with
with
Regiment Missouri
Sixth Regiment
of Company
Company E,
late
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
at the
the rate
her a
a pension
pension at
Spain,
that
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that she
The
name of
of Mary
widow of
Henry B.
B. Moon,
late lieulieuThe name
Mary Rita
Rita Moon,
Moon, widow
of Henry
Moon, late
tenant colonel
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Regular
Infantry, Regular
United States
colonel Twentieth
tenant

Establishment, and
and pay
her a
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
pension at
at the
pay her
a pension
Establishment,
The name
of Sylvester
J. Fisher,
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
The
name of
Sylvester J.
Fisher, late
Regiment, and
and Company
Eleventh Regiment
States InfanInfanRegiment United
United States
Company G,
G, Eleventh
Regiment,
try,
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month
per month
a pension
pension at
try, Indian
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Isaac Trent.
The
of Isaac
Isaac Trent,
late of
Company L,
Eighteenth Regiment
Isac
ent
The name
name of
Trent, late
of Company
L, Eighteenth
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aapenpenUnited
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
sion at
at the
the rate
of
$17
per
month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
sion
rate
of
$17
per
month
in
of
that
now
receiving.
James Foley.
James Foey.
Foley, late
late of
The name of James
James Foley,
of the
the Signal
Signal Corps,
Corps, United
United States
States
Army,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Army, Regular
Establishment, and
pension at
$17
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
now
he
is
per
$17
.
RuerLenne
Lennie R. Rutherford.
The name
of Lennie
R. Rutherford,
of Company
Company K,
K, Eighth
Eighth
ford.
The
name of
Lennie R.
Rutherford, late
late of
Regiment
United States
and pay
pay
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him
pension at
rate of
$17 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now
him aapension
at the
the rate
of $17
per month
of that
he is
William
Abt.
receiving.
receiving.
William Abt.
The name
name of
of William
William Abt,
Abt, late
late of
The
of the
the Eighth
Eighth Company
Company United
United States
States
Coast Artillery,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Coast
Artillery, Regular
pay him
Pensions.
Elizabeth
rate of
of $72
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving
of that
M. rate
$72 per
eiizaSb t h if.
Kuhns.
Elizabeth M. Kuhns,
Ralph B.gKuhns,
Kuhns.
The name
name of Elizabeth
Kul:1ns_, widow
widow of Ralph
B. -Kuhns, alias
alias
Bert
R. Kuhns,
late of
E, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Bert R.
Kuhns, late
of Company
Company E,
Infantry,
and pay
nay her
her a
at the
the rate
of $12
$12
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
a pension
pension at
rate of
per month
month and
per
and $2
$2 per
per month
month additional
on account
account of
of the
the minor
minor child
child
additional on
of said
said Ralph
she reaches
reaches the
the age
age of
of sixteen
years.
sixteen years.
Ralph B.
B. Kuhns
Kuhns until
until she
Baof
Beatrice
Mabel, Lester
Belford_, a
and Ana
Anna
The
names of
Beatrice Mabel
Baker, Lester
Belford Baker,
Baker, and
and
ter Bford
The names
of Beatrice
Mabel Baker,
Lester Belford
Elizaeth
aker
Anna Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Baker.
Anna
minor children
children of
of Oscar
Baker, late
ComElizabeth Baker,
Baker, minor
Oscar M.
M. Baker,
late of
of Company
A, Seventeenth
pany A,
Seventeenth Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with
Regiment United
United States
Spam, and
and pay
pay them
them a
apension
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month,
month, and
and $2
Spam,
pension at
the rate
rate of
$2
per month
month additional
additional on
on account
of each
each of
of the
the minor
children of
of the
account of
minor children
the
said Oscar M. Baker
of sixteen
sixteen years. PayBaker until they reach the age of
Payment to
to be made
ment
made to
to duly
duly appointed
guardian.
appointed
guardian.
Catherine E. Hartman.
The
of Catherine
Catherine K.
Hartman, widow
widow of
of Irving
Hartman,
Cather e E.
The name
name of
E. Hartman,
Irving R.
R. Hartman,
Regiment United States Infantry,
late of Company K, Third Regiment
Infantry, Indian
wars,
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
Joha. Cry.
wars, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
per month.
Joshua C. Carney. J
The
name of
Joshua C.
Carney, late
of Company
Company.K,
K, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
The name
of Joshua
C. Carney,
late of
Regiment, and Company C, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment, United
United States InfanInfanPension increased.
try,
wars, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
Pension
incressed.
try, Indian
Indian wars,
him aapension
month.
Mary
Gooden.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary A.
A. Gooden,
Gooden, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
William H.
H.
ary A.. G
The
n
of William
Gooden,
Regiment United
States
Gooden, late of Company
Company F, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
United States
pay her
her a
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
apension
at the
the rate-of
$20 per
per
pension at
rate-of $20
Pension.
Pension,McGinnis.
month min lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
Thomas
McGinnis. month
late of Troop
Troop D,
Twenty-third RegiThe name of Thomas McGinnis,
McGinn is,late
D, Twenty-third
Regios
inad
States
Infantry,
Regular
Establishment,
pay
him
aa
ment
United
Regular
Establishment,
and
Pensions increased.
Isabel Deloch.
$12 per month.
Deloch.
Lsabell
pension at the
the rate of $12
The name of Isabell
Isabell Deloch,
Deloch, widow of Milbern
Milbern Deloch, late of Troop
Troop
K, Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20
she
$20 per month
month in lieu of that she
is now
now receiving.
receivnig.
is
mmons.
Tivis C. Simmons.
The name of Tivis
Tivis C. Simmons, latof
late off Company E, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
a
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay him a
Pension.
Mace
Wise.
-pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
mon th in
i
n lieu
li eu of
ofthat
that he
he is
i
s now receiving.
receiving.
PeWione.
pension at
of $30
$30 per
The name
name of
of Mace Wise,
Wise, late
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
The
late of
Navy, Regular
Regular
Pennons increased. Es
$17
thee rate of
ap
pension
increaed Establishment,
Peions
John
C. McCoy.
tablishment, and pay him a
ens i
on at
atth
of$
17 per
per month.
mont h.
The name
name of
of John
John C.
late of
of Company
The
C. McCoy,
McCoy, late
Company K,
K, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry,
a pension at the rate
Infantry-, Indian wars, and pay him a
of $30 per month in
in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions increase&
increased.
Pensions

Sylvester J.J. Fisher.
Sylvester
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The name of James W. Fisher, late of Company
Company H,
H, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Jame
'alms w.
W. Fisher.
Fisher '
United States Infantry, Indian
Indian wars, and pay
pay him
at the
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
receiving.
Pension.
mes
The name of James
Shockley, late of Company
James G. Shockley-,
Company B, Tenth
Tenth Regi- Ja
James G.. Shockey.
Shockley.
ment, and Company M, Eleventh Regiment,
States Infantry,
Regiment, United
United States
Infantry,
Regular
him a
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
of $17 per
a pension
pension at
rate of
per
month.
month.
Pensions Increased.
Pensions
Increased.
The
of Ellen
Giddens, widow
widow of
of Ezekiel
EzekielJ.
J. Gidd
ens' late
late of
of Ellen
Ellen C
C. GiddensGiddens.
The name
name of
Ellen C.
C. Giddens,
Giddens,
Captain
McNeill's and
and Captain
Companies, Florida
Florida
Captain McNeill's
Captain Durrance's
Durrance's Companies,
Mounted Volunteers,
Indian w
ars ,
an dpay
payh
er a
a pension
rate of
of
Mounted
Volunteers, Indian
wars,
and
her
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary
The
of Mary
Thomas McEvoy,
M cEvoy,late
l
at
e of
of
McEvoy.
The name
name of
Mary McEvoy,
McEvoy, widow
widow o
offThomas
Mary McEvoyCompany A, First Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Indian wars,
wars, and
and
Infantry, Indian
pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
pay her
her a
a pension at
now receiving.Pensions.
ensions.
The name of Mary
of John
W. Crawford,
Crawford, late
late Mary Crawford.
Crawford.
Mary Crawford,
Crawford, widow
widow of
John W.
lieutenant,
United States
States Navy,
Navy, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay her
her a
lieutenant, United
Spain, and
a penpension
rate of
sion at
at the
the rate
of $12 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
Cornelia de
de Camp
Camp Croxton,
Croxton, widow
widow of
Rich ard C.
C. Croxten.
Cornelia
Camp
Se Camp
The
of Cornelia
of Richard
crcox
de
Croxton,
Croxton, late colonel,
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishcolonel, United
United States
Establishment,
and pay
pay her
a pension
ment, and
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
at the
Pension
increased.
The
of Floyd
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Floyd
L. Green.
The name
name of
Floyd L.
L. Green,
Green, late
loydL.Green.
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
penInfantry, War
Spain, and
andipay
pay him
him aa pension at
sion
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $17 per
month in.
in lieu
he issnow
receiving. Pensions.
ensions.
The name
name of
Trent, late
late of
of the
the Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Company,
Company, John
John C.Trent.
C. Trent.
The
of John
John C.
C. Trent,
United States Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
pay
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
the rate
month.
a pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
The
of Nancy
Wagner, dependent
of Kyle
Wagner, Nanc
Nancy M. Wagner.
The name
name of
Nancy M.
M. Wagner,
dependent mother
mother of
Kyle Wagner,
gn
late
of Company
Company F,
Thirtieth Regiment
Infantry,War
late of
F, Thirtieth
Regiment United
United States
States InfantryWar
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
with
the rate
rate of
month.
Pension
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
per mont.
ension increased.
increased.
t
i
c
cleTt,
The
Clarence Matchett,
Harry J.
J. Reed,
late of
the ag
lsarIre iil
The name
name of
of Clarence
Matchett, alias
alias Harry
Reed, late
of the
Clarene
Matchett,
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
arry
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
pay him
a
pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in
he is
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions
Pensions.
in lieu
lieu of
of that he
is now
The name
of Charles
Charles T.
T. Bowman,
Bowman, minor
Charles T. Bowman.
Bowman.
The
name of
minor child
child of
of Thomas
Thomas E.
E. BowBow- CharlesT.
man,
man, late of
United States
of the One
One hundred
hundred and
and tenth
tenth Company
Company United
States
Coast Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
him aa pension
the rate of $12 per month, and $2 per
on account
account
per month
month additional
additional on
of
the minor
of said
said Thomas
Thomas E.
E. Bowman
Bowman until
Until he
he reaches
reaches the
the
of the
minor child
child of
age
sixteen years,
years, payment
to be
to duly
appointed guardian.
age of
of sixteen
payment to
be made
made to
duly appointed
guardian.
The
Company C,
C, Sixth
Joseph T.
T. Moore
Moore.
The name
name of
of Joseph
Joseph T.
T. Moore,
Moore, late
late of
of Company
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Joeph
United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aa
United States
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
Martin 0.. FrauenFrauenThe
late of
the Marine
Corps, United
The name of Martin
Martin 0.
O. Frauendorf,
Frauendorf, late
of the
Marine Corps,
United clod.
dorf.
States
Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the
States Navy,
pension at
rate of
$17 per
rate
of $17
per month.
month.
The
name of
Emma L.
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph B.
Williams, late
late Elam'
The name
of Emma
L. Williams,
Williams, widow
B. Williams,
ma L. Williams.
Wam
of the Sixteenth
Sixteenth Company, United
United States
States Coast
Corps,War
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,War
with Spain, and pay her a
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
month, and
and
a pension
the rate
of $12
per month,
$2
additional on
of the
the minor
children of
of
$2 per
per month
month additional
on account
account of
of each
each of
minor children
said
until they
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Pensions increased.
increased.
said Joseph
Joseph B.
B. Williams
Williams until
they reach
reach the
Pensions
Harris
The
Harris Dreebin,
Dreebin, late
of the
the Uruted
The name
name of
of Harris
late of
Umnted States
States Navy,War
Navy,War Dreebin.
Harris
Dreebin.
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
of $30
per month
in
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month in
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
r
Nathaniel R. TayThe
Taylor, late
late of
Company K,
K, Third
The name
name of
of Nathaniel
Nathaniel R.
R. Taylor,
of Company
Third RegiRegi- lorthael
R. Tayio
ment
United
States
Infantry,
Regular
Establishment,
and
pay
him
ment United States Infantry, Regular Establishment, and pay him
the rate
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
reaa pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24 per
per month
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
CelVllag.
Pension.
Pension.
The
Dury M.
M. Craft,
Craft, late
Fifty-seventh Company,
Company, DryM.Craft.
Dory M. Craft.
The name
name of
of Dury
late of
of the
the Fifty-seventh
United
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
United States
States Coast
Coast Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Establishment, and
rate of
of $12 per month.
month.
aa pension
pension at the
the rate

1620
1620
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The name
M. S.
S. Ronsholdt,
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, First
First
increased.
The
name of
of Charles
Charles M.
Ronsholdt, late
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Cavalry,
Cavalry War
with Spain,
pay him
hima
pension
. . Ron- Regiment
War with
Spain, and
and pay
a pension
at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
Charles W. Anderson.
The name
of Charles
Charles W.
W. Anderson,
of Company
Company H,
II, Signal
Signal
sohales
W Ander- The
name of
Anderson, late
late of
Ante,
1546.
Corps, United
United States
States Army,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,. and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Ante, p.14.
Corps,
Army, Regular
Pensions,
pension at
at the
rate of
$72 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension
the rate
of $72
per month
month in
that he
Pensions
Freida
The
name of
of Freida
Steinert, widow
of Richard
Richard C.
Steinert, late
late of
of
reida Steinert.
Steinert.
The name
Freida Steinert,
widow of
C. Steinert,
Company G,
Regiment Wisconsin
War with
with Spain,
Spain,
Company
G, Second
Second Regiment
Wisconsin Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
payher
rate of
of $12
month, and
and $2per
$2 per month
month
and
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
$12 per
per momonth,
additional on
on account
account of
the minor
child of
of said
said Richard
Richard C.
C. Steinert
additional
of the
minor child
Steinert
until
reaches the
the age
age of
of sixteen
until he
he reaches
sixteen years.
years.
Gustav F. Breiter.
The name
of Gustav
Gustav F.
Breiter, late
late of
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy,
stavF.Breiter.
The
name of
F. Breiter,
Regular
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him aapension
at the
per
Pensions Increased.
Pensions
Charles M. S. Ronsholdt.

es

month.
month.
Louisa M. Walker,
Walker, dependent
dependent mother of William A.
name of
The name
of Louisa
A.
Walker, late
late of
of Company
0, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
United States
States
Walker,
Company .C,
Regiment United
Infantry, Regular
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate
Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
her a
a pension
the rate
Pensions.
of $20
per month
lieu of
that she
she is
Pensions.
of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Nainue
Jackson
The
name of
Nannie Jackson
dependent mother
mother of
of George
The name
of Nannie
Jackson Mitchell,
Mitchell, dependent
George
NaSie
Jackson
Mitchell.
C.
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Fourth
Regiment Tennessee
Infantry-,
C. Mitchell,
Mitchell, late
Fourth Regiment
Tennessee Infantry,
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
of $12
$12 per
her aapension
War
with Spain,
Frank
C. Miller.
i.
Frank C.
The Dame
name of Frank
Frank C.
The
C. Miller,
Miller, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
'United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
him a
apenpen..
United
Establishment, and
pay him
Pensions increased.
increased. sion at the rate of $17
$17 per month.
Pensions
Robert
Bales.
The name
name of
Robert Bales,
of Company
Company E,
E, Second
Regiment
Robert Bales.
The
of Robert
Bales, late
late of
Second Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
Regular
Establishment,
and
pay
him
t
,
penUnited States Infantry, Regular Establishment, and pay him aa
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receivin
sion
the rate
lieu of
Sarah
V. Cribb.
The name
V. Cribb,
Cribb, dependent
mother of
of Edward
Edward M.
arah V.Cribb.
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah V.
dependent mother
Cribb, late
Cribb,
of the
the United
Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
i
late of
United States
States Navy,
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she iss
pay
at the
of $20
in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Wyman
The
Wyman Cottle,
Cottle, late
late of
of Battery
Third Regiment
Regiment
Wyman Cottle.
Cottle.
The name
name of
of Wyman
Battery C,
C, Third
United
United States Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apenpension at
at the rate
rate of
of $30
sion
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
Wood C.
C. Wilson.
Wilson.
The
name of
of Wood
Wilson, late
late of
of Troop
L, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
The name
Wood C.
C. Wilson,
Troop L,
Cavalry, Regular
United States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
Frank
Edward
Smith.
Miller, aas
alias
The
alias Frank
Smith, late
late of
of Company
Frwar
Miler,
The name
name of Edward
Edward Miller,
Miller, alias
Frank Smith,
G,
Company Cr,
Tenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
and
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pension at the
pay him aapension
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
the rate
rate of
of $30
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Poly E. Thompson
The
E. Thompson,
dependent mother of Charles H.
Polly E.
Thompson.
The name of Polly E.
Thompson, dependent
Thompson, late
Thompson,
late of
of Company
Company K,
Sixteenth Regiment
United States
States
K, Sixteenth
Regiment United
Infantry, War
War with Spam, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20
and pay
her a
a pension
of $20
Pension.
per month in lieu of that
Pension,
that she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Mathew Dudley.
Dudley.
The name of Mathew
Mathew Dudley, late
Company A,
Forty-first RegiRegilate of Company
A, Forty-first
Company G, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment,
Regiment, United
ment, and Company
United States
States InInfantry, Indian
Indian wars, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per
per
month.
increased. month.
Pensions increased.
MargaretA.warren.
The name of Margaret
Warren, widow
Margaret A. WarrenMargaret A. Warren,
widow of
of George
George W. Warren,
Warren,
late of Company
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Company D, Nineteenth
Kansas Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
Indian
wars, and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $12 per
per month in lieu of
allowance, which amount shall not be subject to
former allowance,
to any
any deducdeduction or recovery
erroneous
recovery on account of previous
previous err
oneous issue.
i
ssue .
E
1Luisa
The name of Louisa
"iss%
E.. SchindSchilulLouisa E.
Schindling, widow
widow of
Lorenzo Schindling,
Schindling,
E. Schindling,
of Lorenzo
hr
g.m
late of Troop G, United States Mounted
Regular EstabEstabMounted Riflemen,
Riflemen, Regular
lishment
a pension
of $20
lishment, and pay her a
pension at the rate of
$20 per month
month in
lieu
in lieu
of that she is now receiving,
which
amount shall
receiving, whi
ch amount
shall not
not be
be subject
subject to
to
any deduction
deduction or recovery
recovery on account of previous
previous erroneous
erroneous issue.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension

Louisa
M. Walker
Walker '
Louisa M.
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The name of Sarah
L. Temple,
Sarah Ann Cornwell,
Cornwell, former
former widow
widow of John L.
Temple, Pension.
Penion.
AnnComwell.
late of Captain Warfield's
rs tRegiment
Regi
ment Tennessee
Tennessee Sarah
Warfield's Company
Company A,
A, Fi
First
ra
ornwe
War with
Volunteer Infantry,
'Infantry, War
her a
apension
at the
the
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $30 per
rate
per month.
month.
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
William H.
H. Martin.
The name of William
William H. Martin,
Martin, late of Battery
Third Regiment
Battery E,
E, Third
Regiment willam
Martin.
United States Artillery,
him a
Artillery, War with Spain, and pay him
pension at
at
a pension
the rate of $72
$72 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receivmg.
per month
month in
lieu of
is now
Pension
Pension.
William M.
The name of William M. Golden, late of Company
Company E, First
Regiment William
First Regiment
M.Golden.
Golden.
Ohio Infantry, War with Spain, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
of $30
of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
The name of Mary E.
E. Constable
helpless and
and dependent
daughter Mary
Constable, helpless
dependent daughter
Mary E.
E. Constable.
Constable.
of Jacob H. Constable,
Constable, late
late of
Company D,
D, First
First Regiment
Regiment North
North
of Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Carolina Volunteer
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
War with
with Mexico,
her aapension
pension
at the rate of $20 per
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
now receiving.
per month
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
Pension.
E. Wright.
The name of Leonora E. Wright, widow
widow of
Henry H.
late Leonora
of Henry
H. Wright,
Wright, late
LeonoraE.wrigt.
major, United States Army, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
Regular Establishment,
pension at
rate of
$25 per
per month.
pension
at the
the rate
of $25
month.
n
iincreased..
Pensions
The name of Smith Richards, late of Company
Richards.
I, Third
Company I,
Third Regiment
Regiment Smith Richards.
United
Infantry, Regular
United States Infantry,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
Regular Establishment,
him a
a
pension at the
the rate
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
recei
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
John F. Prater.
rat
lieutenant of Company
The name of John F.
F. Prater, late first lieutenant
Company E,, J n
Second Regiment
Regiment Infantry,
Infantry, Kentucky
Regular
Kentucky National
National Guard,
Guard, Regular
Establishment, border defense,
Establishment,
defense, and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
him a
a pension
at the
of
$24
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$24 per month
Pensions.
lieu of
he is
Pensions.
Hyman Mendelson.
The
The name
name of Hyman Mendelson, late of Company
Company G, Second HymanMendelson.
Regiment United States
and Companies
and C,
States Infant,
Infantry, and
Companies L,
L, M,
M, and
C,
United States Signal Corps, Regular
Reglar Establishment, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
pension
rate of
of $30
$30 per
George W. Vine.
The name of George W. Vineyard, late
late of
Company M,
M, Third
Third Yard.
of Company
yard
w. Vine
Regiment Georgia
Regiment
Georgia Infantry,
pension
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
Margaret Daley.
Daey
Margaret
The name of Margaret
The
widow of
John Daley,
ComMargaret Dale3r,
Daley, widow
of John
Daley, late
late of
of Company F,
F, Twelfth Regiment, and Company
Company G,
G, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment,
Regiment,
United States
States Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
and pay
rate of $12
rate
$12 per month.
Pension increased.
Increased.
M. Lillard.
The name
M. Lillard,
Lillard, late
Company G,
G, Third
Regi- William
name of
of William
William M.
late of
of Company
Third RegiwilmM.llard.
ment
Tennessee Infantry, War with Spain,
ment Tennessee
Spain, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
per month
at the rate of $24 per
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
Pensons
Pensions.
Belle Kirgan.
The name of Belle
dependent mother
mother of
Thomas H.
Belle Kirgan,
Kirgan, dependent
of Thomas
H. Bell
KIrgan
Gregg, late
Corps, United
United States
States Army,
Army, War
War with
late of
of the
the Hospital Corps,
with
Spain, and pay
her a
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Spai,
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
Catherine N. WilThe name of Catherine
Catherine N.
Wilson, widow
widow of
of Green
Green G.
F. Wilson,
Wilson, son.
N. Wilson,
G. F.
sonatheine N. WlForty-ninth Regiment
late of Company C, Forty-ninth
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer
Kentucky Volunteer
a pension at the
Infantry, and pay her a
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
of $30
Pensions Increased.
Increased.
David Burns.
The name
name of
of James
James F.
Com- David
of David Burns, father
father of
F. Burns,
Burns, late
late of
of ComBrns.
pany
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry,
pany C,
C, Forty-third
Forty-third Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Infantry,
Spam, and pay
War with Spain,
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
pay him aapension
rate of
he is now receiving.
in lieu of that he
Ragsdale.
The name of Homer T. Ragsdale,
Ragsdale, late
late of
United States
Navy, Homer
of United
States Navy,
Homer T.. Ragdale.
Regular
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
rate of
$50
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
i
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
he is
F. Behynler.
The name of George
George F.
F. Behymer,
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Fourth
Behymer, late
Fourth George
orgeF.
Behyer.
Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay
Establishment, and
the rate
rate of
of $17
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now
him a
a pension at
at the
$17 per
per month
in lieu
is now
receiving.
receiving.
John N. Skidmore.
The name of John N. Skidmore,
Skidmore, late of Captain
Com- John N. Skidmore.
Captain Hembree's
Hembree's ComOregon Mounted
pany E, First Regiment Oregon
Volunteers, Oregon
Oregon and
and
Mounted Volunteers,
Washington
Washington Territory, Indian
Indian war,
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
war, and pay
pay him
of that he
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
•
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The name of Henry
Henry Mygatt,
Alygatt, late of Company
Company E, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay
Regiment United
Establishment, and
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
now
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
he is
is now
him
receiving.
Pension.
receiving.
Pension.
Josephine
Josephine
nM. M.
The name of Josephine
Josephine M. Bourke, widow of James
James Bourke,
Bourke, late
late
Bourke.
oure.
major, Medical
Medical Corps, United
United States
States Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month and
and $2
per month
month
and pay
pay her
of $30
per month
$2 per
additional
on account
of each
each of
of the
the minor
minor children
children of
of said
additional on
account of
said James
James
Pension
increased. Bourke
Bourke until
until they
they reach
reach the
sixteen years.
years.
the age
age of
of sixteen
ension increased.
willia
Fergu- The
William w.
W. Ferguof William
W. Ferguson,
late of
of Company
H, Thirteenth
The name
name of
William W.
Ferguson, late
Company H,
Thirteenth
son.
son
Regiment
Regiment United
United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
him
pension at
the rate
rate of
$24 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
him aa.pension
at the
of $24
in lieu
receiving.
Pensions.
receiving.
Julia McMains.
McMains.
Juia
The name of Julia
McMains, widow
Julia McMains,
widow of
of Andrew
Andrew McMains,
McMains late
late of
of
Kansas Volunteer
and
Company G, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
payher
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
per month.
month.
pay
rate of
$20 per
Isadora Richardson.
adora Richardson. Te
The name of Isadora
Isadora Richardson
dependent mother of Marion
Marion N.
Richardson, dependent
Richardson, late of
Regiment United
United States
Richardson,
of Troop
Troop E,
E, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
States
Regular Establishment, and
her a
at the
the rate
Cavalry, Regular
and pay her
a pension
pension at
rate
of
Emma
S. Ervin.
of $12
$12 per month.
Erin
mma
S. Ervin, widow
The name of Emma S
widow of William A. Ervin, late of
of
Troop E,
E, Ninth Regiment
Regiment United
United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, War
War with Spain,
and pay her a
$12 per
per month
month and $2 per month
month
a pension at
at the
the rate of $12
additional on account
account of each of the minor
minor children of
of said
said William
William
additional
Pension
i
n creased.
A.
until they
the age
sixteen years.
years.
Pension incread.
A. Ervin
Ervin until
they reach
reach the
age of
of sixteen
Alexander
PowThe name of Alexander
Alexander C. Powell,
Alexander C. Pow.
dependent father of Marvin
Marvin J.
J.
Powell, dependent
ell.
Company B, Twentieth
Volunteer
Powell, late of Company
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with Spain, and
and pay
pension at the rate
rate of
$20
pay him
him .a
a pension
of $20
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
in lieu
per
month in
Pensions.
Pensions.
JohnA.
Bohman.
The name
John
A. Willman.
The
John A.
A. Bohman,
late of
of Hospital
Hospital Corps,
Corps, United
United
name of
of John
Bohman, late
States Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aapension
pension at the
rate
month.
$30 per month.
rate of $30
Paul B. Gomoll.
PaulB.
omoU.
The name of Paul B. Gomoll, late of the field hospital, Utah
Utah
National
National Guard,
Guard, border
border defense, and pay him
him a
apension
pension at the rate of
of
$17 per
per month.
month.
$17
H.Frericaott.
H. Frederica Olcott
The name
name of
Frederica Olcott,
widow of
of Frederic
W. Olcott,
Olcott,
The
of H. Frederica
Olcott, widow
Frederic W.
late passed assistant surgeon, United States Navy, Regular
Regular Estabnsi
ons increased.
increased .lishment,
lishment, and
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
mo n th.
Pension
pay her
a pension
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Charles L. Stevens.
Stevens.
The name of Charles L. Stevens, late of Troop E, Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
pension
the
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Barbara A. Munger.
arba A. Munger.
The name
Munger, dependent
dependent mother
The
name of
of Barbara
Barbara A. Munger,
mother of John Munger, late of Company G, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
rate of
of $20
$20
pay her
her aapension at the rate
month in
in lieu
that she
is now
Lp Whiteakper
er month
lieu of
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Lucy L. WIdteaker.
widow of David J. Whiteaker,
The name of Lucy L. Whiteaker, widow
Lucy . Whitake.
late of Captain F. M. P. Goff's Company
Regiment WashCompany K, Second
Second Regiment
Washington Territory
Territory Mounted
Mounted Volunteers, Oregon and Washington
Washington
Territory Indian war, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of
of $20 per
per
she
now
receiving.
month
in
lieu
of
that
John
.
in
lieu
that
is
now
receiving.
John C. Holsapple.
sapple.
The name of John C. Holsapple, dependent
dependent father of Radford
Radford
Holsapple
Company I,
Fourth Re
gi
men tKentucky
Ken t
uc k
y V
ol
un Holsapple,' late
late of
of Company
I, Fourth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a
a pension at the rate
of $20 per month in hen
that he is now receiving.
lieu of that
receiving.
Marie G.
Harding.
Mane
G. Harding.
The
widow of
The name
name of
of Marie
Marie G.
G. Harding,
Harding, widow
of Arthur
Arthur E.
E. Harding,
Harding, late
late
captain, United States
States Marine
Marine Corps, United States
States Navy, Regular
Regular
Establishment,
a pension at the rate of $40 per month
Establishment, and pay
pay her a
month
i
s now
iving.
in lieu of that she is
now rece
receiving.
Thomas
Hartman.
ThomasHartman.
The name
name of
of Thomas Hartman, late of Company
The
Company H, Third Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
a
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
him a
pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
Henry Mygatt.
Mygatt.
Henry
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The
name of
C. Chadwick,
late of
of Troop
Troop A,
A, First
The name
of Charles
Charles C.
Chadwick, late
First Regiment
Regiment

United States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
pension
United
Cavalry, Regular
him aapension
at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
The name
name of
Milton I.
late of
Company A,
ThirtyThe
of Milton
I. Woodward,
Woodward, late
of Company
A, Thirtyfourth Regiment
fourth
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
and
pension at
the rate
of $17
$17 per
month in
of that
he
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
The name of James
James W. McKay,
McKay, late first lieutenant Battery A,
First Regiment
Regiment Rhode
Volunteer Light
Artillery, War
War with
with
First
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Light Artillery,
Spain,
the rate of
in lieu
of
Spain, and
and pay
pay him a
a pension at
at the
of $72
$72 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
that
is now
receiving.

The name
name of
of John
John J.
Fifty-second Company,
Coast
The
J. Scheitler,
Scheitler, late
late of
of Fifty-second
Company, Coast
Artillery,
and pay
pay him
him a
Artillery, United
United States
States Army,
Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
a
pension at
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
lieu of
of that
is now
The
name of
William Russell,
Russell, late
late of
A, Second
Companies H and
and A,
of Companies
The name
of William
Regiment
Oregon Mounted
Oregon and
and Washington
Washington
Regiment Oregon
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, Oregon
Territory Indian
at the
the rate
of $30
per
Territory
Indian war,
war, and
and pay
pay him
him apension
a pension at
rate of
$30 per
month in
of that
is now
month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
.The
name of
of Annie
Rountree, widow
widow of
Frank M.
late
of Frank
M. Rountree,
Rountree, late
The name
Annie F.
F. Rountree,
of
Seventh Regiment
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, War
War with
with
of Troop
Troop M,
M, Seventh
Regiment United
Spain, and
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$2
Spain,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
$12 per
per month,
month, and
and $2
per month
month additional
additional on
of the
the minor
of said
said Frank
Frank M.
per
on account
account of
minor chid
child of
Rountree until
reaches the
the age
years.
Rountree
until she
she reaches
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
The
name of Mary
mother of William
William Brown,
Brown,
The name
Mary S. Brown, dependent
dependent mother
Regiment United
United States
States Volunlate captain Company
Company E,
E, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
of
pension at
the rate
rate of
teer
Infantry, War
with Spain,
$30 per
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
Me name
Ruth E.
Hartfiel, late of
E. Hartfiel,
Hartfiel, widow
widow of Ray Hartfiel,
name of
of Ruth
The
Company
Sixth Regiment
States Volunteer
and
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company B,
B, Sixth
per month
pay
the rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month, and $2 per
pay her a
a pension at the
additional on
on account
account of
each of the
minor children of said Ray
the minor
Ray
additional
of each
Hartfiel.
Hartfiel.
late
H. Weber,
The
Isabella C.
The name
name of
of Isabella
C. Weber,
Weber , widow
widow of
of Julius
Julius H.
Weber , late
second
Eighth Regiment
States Infantry,
Regular
Infantry, Regular
Regiment United
United States
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, Eighth
Establishment,
and pay
her a
pension at
the rate of $15
$15 per
per month.
month.
pay her
a pension
at the
Establishment, and
The name
name of
of Ellen
widow of
of Lutellus
Burdick, late
late of
of
Lutellus Burdick,
Ellen Burdick,
Burdick, widow
The
Major Ferguson's
Regiment, Nauvoo
Nauvoo Legion,
Legion, Utah
Utah Volunteers,
Volunteers, Utah
Utah
Ferguson's Regiment,
Major
Indian
disturbances, and pay
rate of $12
per
at the
the rate
$12 per
pay her a
a pension
pension at
Indian disturbances,
month.
month.
The
name of
of George
George W.
James, late
Company E,
E, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegiW. James,
late of
of Company
The name
ment
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
pay
War with Spain, and
ment United
him
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now
lieu of
of that
at the
per month
him a
a .pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Company
Company D,
Re:• ent
late of
D, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
The
name of
of Harry
Harry Coyan
Coyan, late
United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
pay him aa
Establishment, and
and pay
Infantry, Regular
United
pension at
at the
the rate
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
rem
is now
now receiving.
of that
in lieu
of $50
rate of
pension
The
of Sarah
G. Bloxom,
Bloxom, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Harry
Harry W.
The name
name of
Sarah G.
Bloxom, late of
Company B,
Regiment United States
B, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Bloxom,
of Company
Infantry,
and pay
her aapension
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
pay her
pension at
at the
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
per month.
month.
per
of Ashley
The
Emma. Jennings,
Jennings, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
Ashley J.
J.
The name
name of
of Emma
Jennings,
of Company
C, One
fifty-eighth RegiRegihundred and
and fifty-eighth
Company C,
One hundred
Jennings, late
late of
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
her a
a
pay her
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
Infantry, War
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
pension
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
of that
now receiving.
The name
Edgar E.
Company B,
Regiment
B, Seventh Regiment
of Company
Rich, late
late of
E. Rich,
name of
of Edgar
The
a pension at
United
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a
at
United States Infantry,
the
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
the rate
John C.
dependent mother
The name
Mattie M.
Trussell, dependent
mother of
of John
C. L.
L.
M. Trussell,
name of
of Mattie
The
Trussell,
United States Navy,
Navy,
of United States
States ship
ship Marblehead,
Marblehead, United
Trussell, late of
$20 per month
that
month in
in lieu of that
at the rate
rate of $20
and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
she
i
snow
receiving.
she is
now receiving.

1623
1623
Pension.
Ph
Charles C.
wick.

,.

Chad-

Pensions increased.
increased.
M
I
Milton
ton I.- Woodward.

Wood-

James W.
W. MKay.
McKay.
JIm

JJohn J. Scheitler.
ohn J. Scheitler.

William Russell.
Russell.
William

Pension.
Annie

Pension.
Annie F.
Rountree.
F. Rountree

Pension increased.
Increased.
Mary S. Brown.

Mary s. Brown.

Pensions
Pensions.
Ruth E.
E. Barthel.
Ruth
Hatfiel.

Isabella C. Weber.

Weber.

Isabella

Ellen Burdick.

Een Burdick.

Pensions increased.
Increased.
George W. James.
James.
George.

Harry Coyan.
o

H

y

Pension.
Sarah G. Bloxom.

Sarah GBloxom

Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Emma Jennings.
EmmJennngs-

pension.
Pension.
Edgar E.
E. Rich.
Rich.
Edgar
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Mattie M. Trussell.
Mattie M. Trussell.

1624
1624
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The
The name of John
John Kenney,
Kenney, dependent
dependent father of William
William J.
J. Kenney,
Kenney,
late
of Company
Company G,
G, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfanlate of
try, War
with Spain,
pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
of $20
per
try,
War with
Spain, and
and pay
a pension
at the
rate of
$20 per
month
that he
is now
Pension.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receivng.
Pension.
Rollie
The name of
widow of
Britton, late
late of
of Troop
Troop
Holie Britton.
Britton.
The
of Hollie
Hollie Britton,
Britton, widow
of David Britton,
H, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, War
War with
with Spain,
and
H,
Spain, and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
Pensions
increased. pay her a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
pensions
increed.
Sopbrona J. Spencer,
The
of Sophrona
Sophrona J.
J. Spencer,
Spencer, alias
alias Owen,
Owen, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
Sophronal.
The name
name of
of
alias Owen.
alias wen.
Regiment United
States
James Owen, late
late of Battery
Battery L, Third Regiment
United States
Artillery,
War with
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20
Artillery, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
at the
of $20
per month in lieu of that she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
has
W. Pi.
Charles
W.
Pierce. per month in lieu of that she
Charles e
The
of Charles
Charles W.
W. Pierce,
The name
name of
Pierce, late
late of
of Troop
Troop A,
A, Second
Second Regiment,
Regiment,
and Troop
Troop B,
Sixth Regiment,
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Estaband
B, Sixth
Regiment, United
United States
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu
lishment,
a pension
the rate
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
Mike
ke A.
A.Langeneck.
Langenek.The
ame of Mike
A.A. Langeneck,
Langeneck, late of Company D,
The name
13, Second
Second Regiment
United States
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
ment United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Engineers,
Engineers, War
War with
himapension
the rate
of $24
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
him
a pension at
at the
rate of
$24 per
in lieu
receiving.
•
receiving.
John Howard.
ohn oward.
The name of John
late of
John Howard, late
of Company
Company F,
F, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
United States
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
him aR. pension
pension
United
States Cavalry,
and pay
at the
of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
at
the rate
Pension.
rate of
$30 per
per month
that he
receiving.
Martha
Hawes.
Martha E.
E. Hawes.
The name of Martha E. Hawes,
Hawes, former widow of Charles Wickliffe,
late major, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
War with
United States
Infantry, War
with
Mexico, and pay her a
Pension increased..
increased
Mexico,
a pension at the rate
rate of $30 per month.
Alexander
Wilson.
AlexanderWilson.
The name of Alexander Wilson, late of Company I,
I, Third Regiment
Regiment
States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
United States
Establishment, and
pay him
penand pay
him aapension
the rate
rate of
$12 per
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pesions.
Pensions.
sion at
at the
of $12
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
Watson D.
D. Smith.
Watson
mith.
The
name of
of Watson
The name
Watson D. Smith, late of Company
Company H, Fourth RegiRegiment
United States
States Infantry,
Establishment, and
him
ment United
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
A.nna J. At
At Lee.
Lee.
AnnJ.
The name of Anna J.
J. At Lee, widow of William E. At Lee, late of
The
the United
States Revenue-Cutter
United States
Revenue-Cutter Service,
Service, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at
the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
the rate
per month.
month.
'Joseph R. Owens.
JosephR. Owes.
Joseph R. Owens,
of Battery
The name of Joseph
Owens, late
late of
Battery E,
E, First
Regiment
First Regiment
United
States Artillery,
Artillery, War
United States
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
at
with Spain,
him aapension
pension at
rate of
of $24
$24 per
rate
per month.
month.
Jane M. Cowan.
Jane
M. Cowan.
The name
of Alexander
name of Jane M. Cowan,
Cowan, widow
widow of
Alexander Cowan,
Cowan, late
of
late of
Captain
Lyman L.
L. Steven's
Captain Lyman
Steven's company,
company, Colonel
Colonel George
George A.
Smith's
A. Smith's
regiment
of cavalry,
Nauvoo Legion,
regiment of
cavalry, Nauvoo
Legion, Utah
Utah Volunteers,
Volunteers, Utah
Utah Indian
Indian
disturbances, and pay her aapension
pension at the
disturbances,
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Anton Merk.
AnonMer.
The name of Anton Merk,
Merk, dependent
dependent father
father of
Albert Merk,
Merk, late
late
of Albert
Company M, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment New
of Company
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Pensions increased.
increased. War with Spain, and pay
pay him aapension at the rate
rate of $12 per
per month.
month.
Milo D. Reath.
MioD.
Heath.
The
The name
name of Mlo
Milo D.
P. Heath,
Heath, late of Company
Company G, Twenty-second
Twenty-second
Regiment United
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
him
pension
him .aa.
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month
lieu of
that he
is now
now
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Anne
G. Robinson.
nne.Robmison.
The name
name of
of Anne
Anne G.
The
G. Robinson,
Robinson, widow
widow of John M. Robinson, late
commodore,
United
States
Navy, retired,
commodore, United
retired, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that she
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
Michael trell, alias
The name
of Michael
Michael Urell,
alias Charles
Charles Welsh,
Welsh, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K,
charle Welsh.
Charles
We .a as
The
name of
Urell, alias
Seventeenth Regiment
Seventeenth
Infantry, Regular
Regular EstablishRegiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Establisha pension
ment, and pay hun
him a
pension at the
the rate of $30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of
in lieu
that he
he is
receiving.
that
is now
now receiving.
Annie Van Ogle.
anVanOge.
The
name of
of Annie
The name
Annie Van
an Ogle, widow
widow of Van Ogle, late first
lieufirst lieutenant
tenant Company
Company B, Washington
Washington Territory
Volunteers, Oregon
and
Territory Volunteers,
Oregon and
Washington Territory Indian War, and pay her aapension at the
the rate
Washington
rate
month in
in lieu
of $20 per month
lieu of
of that
she is
receiving.
that she
is now
now receiving.
John

John Kenney.
Kenney.
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Woodville G.
Woodville
G.
The name of Woodville
Woodville G.
G. Staubly,
Staubly, late hospital
hospital steward,
steward, United
United Staubly.
Staubly.
States Army, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pension at
at the
and pay
pay him
him aapension
the
per month
month in
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
The name
late of the
the First Company,
name of Earle H. Philbrick, late
Company, United
United Earle H. Philbrick.
States
Artillery Corps,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
him a
a
States Coast
Coast Artillery
Corps, Regular
and pay
pension at the rate
in lieu
that he
he is
receiving. Pension.
rate of
of $36
$36 per month in
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Deets.
The name
name of Emilie
Emilie Deetz,
widow of George
of ComCom- Emilie Deetz.
Deetz, widow
George Deetz,
Deetz, late
late of
pany
Eighteenth Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
Regular
pany G,
G, Eighteenth
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
Establishment,
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month. Pensions
and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
per month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
John H.
H. Edge.
name of John
Edge, late
late of
Company L,
L, Eighth
The name
John H.
H. Edge,
of Company
Eighth Regiment
Regiment John
United States Infantry,
United
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
him aapenEstablishment, and
pay him
pension
rate of
per month
of that
he is
is now
sion at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving. Ellen M. Leary.
Ellen M.
name of
Ellen M.
M. Leary,
Leary, widow
widow of
late
The name
of Ellen
of Peter
Peter Leary
Leary,-,junior
junior,' late
brigadier
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
brigadier general,
general, United
United States
States Army,
Army, Regular
pay
her a
at the
per month
in lieu
of that
she is
is
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Henrietta M.Reeves.
The
name of
of Henrietta
Henrietta M.
M. Reeves,
Reeves, widow
K. Reeves,
Reeves, Henrietta
The name
widow of
of Isaac
Isaac S.
S. K.
commodore United
retired, Regular
Establishlate commodore,
United States
States Navy,
Navy, retired,
Regular Establishment, and
and pay
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
ment,
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
increased.
Pensions increased.
Coheley.
Herbert S. Coheley.
The
Herbert S.
S. Coheley
First Regiment
Regiment Herbert
The name
name of
of Herbert
Coheley,'late
late of
of Troop
Troop A,
A, First
United States
Establishment, and
him a
apenpenStates Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
sion at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
Ruehle, late
late of
Company, Louis H. Ruehle.
The name
of Louis
Louis H. Ruehle,
of the
the Ninety-fourth
Ninety-fourth Company,
United States
States Coast
Artillery Corps,
Corps, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at the
the
United
Coast Artillery
pension at
rate
of $72
$72 per
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
James H.
H. Martineau.
Martineau.
James
The
of James
James H.
of the
the United
States Army,
Army,
The name
name of
H. Martineau,
Martineau, late
late of
United States
War
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
month
War with
and pay
pay him
pension at
of $50
Pensions.
Pensions.
in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Louise
R.Stevenson.
Louise R.Stevenson.
The name
name of
The
Charles M.
M. Stevenson,
Stevenson,
of Louise
Louise R. Stevenson,
Stevenson, widow
widow of
of Charles
late
lieutenant colonel First Regiment
Regiment Delaware
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
late lieutenant
Delaware Volunteer
and
her a
apension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month. and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
William H.
H. Turner.
William
Turner.
-'ii ent
The name
name of
late of
Troop K,
Tenth Re
:
The
of 'William
William H.
H. Turner,
Turner, late
of Troop
K, Tenth
Regiment
United
States
Cavalry,
Regular
Establishment,
and
pay
is
a
United States Cavalry, Regular Establishment, and pay hm a
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
pension at
rate of
month.
pension
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Harriet S. Mansfield.
Harriet
Mansfield.
The
name
of
Harriet
S.
Mansfield,
widow
of
Henry
B.
Mansfield,
The name of Harriet S. Mansfield, widow of Henry B. Mansfield,
admiral United
United States Navy,
Navy, retired,
late rear
rear admiral
retired, Regular
Regular EstablishEstablishat the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
ment, and pay
pay her aapension at
of $40
$40 per
per month
of
Pensions.
Pensions.
that
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
she is
is now
Arabella G.
G. Walker.
Walker.
The name
Arabella G.
G. Walker,
Walker, widow
late rear
rear
The
name of
of Arabella
widow of
of Asa
Asa Walker,
Walker, late
admiral,
Navy, Regular
Establishment, and
and parher
admiral, United
United States
States Navy,
Regular Establishment,
pay-her aa
pension at
month.
pension
at the rate
rate of $50_per
$50-per month.
W. Arnold.
Fanny W.
Arnold.
The
Fanny W.
of Conway
Conway-H.
H. Arnold,
late
The name
name of
of Fanny
W. Arnold,
Arnold, widow
widow of
Arnold, late
rear admiral,
admiral, United
United States
Navy, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
rear
States Navy,
Regular Establishment,
pay
Pensions increased.
increased.
her a
a pension
$30 per
per month.
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
Mary Diven.
Diven.
Mary
The name
of Mary
Mary Diven,
of Edward
T. Diven,
Diven,
The
name of
Diven, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
Edward T.
junior, late
of Company
Company I,
I, First
First Regiment
Regiment Maryland
Volunteer
junior,
late of
Maryland Volunteer
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
her a
at the
rate of
of $20
Infantry,
War with
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
$20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per
Amanda A.
A. Birch.
Birch.
Amanda
The
name of Amanda
Amanda, A.
late of
The name
A. Birch, widow
widow of Elijah
Elijah R. Birch, late
of
Company C,
Regiment United
United States
Dragoons, Oregon
Oregon and
Company
C, First
First Reiment
States Dragoons,
and
Washington Territory
Territory Indian
Indian War,
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the
Washington
War, and
and pay
rate of
per month
lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
receiving.
Cope.
The name
Ray Cope,
Cope, late
the Forty-ninth
United Ray Cope.
The
name of
of Ray
late of
of the
Forty-ninth Company,
Company, United
States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
States Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Regular
a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
pension
the rate
$24 per
month in
of that
that he
is now
Chambers.
The name
George F.
F. Chambers,
Chambers, late
States Marine
The
name of
of George
late of
of United
United States
Marine George F. Chambers.
Corps,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him aa pension
the rate
rate
of $30
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
Pension.
Pension.
George F. Ludi.
The
George F.
Ludi, late
late of
and fourth
fourth George
The name
name of
of George
F. Ludi,
of One
One hundred
hundred and
Company, United
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Regular EstablishEstablishCompany,
United States
States Coast
Corps, Regular
ment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
ment,
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
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The
of Eddie
Eddie Thomas,
late of
of Twenty-fourth
Battery, United
United
Thomas, late
Twenty-fourth Battery,
The name
name of
States
Field Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
Regular Establishment,
States Field
Pension,
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
at
the rate
Pension.
Nannie
Franks.
The
Nannie M.
M. Franks,
widow of
of William
William H.
H. Franks,
The name
name of
Nannie M.
M. Franks
of Nannie
Franks, widow
Franks, late
late
of Troop
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
and
wars, and
First Regiment
Regiment United
United States
of
Troop F,
F, First
increased. pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $12
Pensions increased.
Mary Leahy.
The name
of Mary
Leahy, dependent
mother of
of Cornelius
Cornelius J.
J. Leahy
Leahy
dependent mother
Mary Leahy,
Mary Leahy.
The
name of
late
of Company
United States
Volunteer
Regiment United
States Volunteer
late of
Company A,
A, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Infantry,
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20
the rate
with Spain
Spain, and
and pay
Infantry, War
War with
per
month in
lieu
of that
le
is now
now receiving.
arriet
B.
rt.
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
receiving.
Harriet B. Hart.
The
name of
of Harriet
Harriet B.
B. Hart,
Hart, widow
widow of
Charles L.
L. Hart,
of
Hart, late
late of
The name
of Charles
Company F,
F, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
United States
Regular
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regiment United
Company
Establishment, and
her a
at the
of $20
$20 per
month
per month
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
Establishment,
in lieu
of that
she
is now
now receiving.
receivmg.
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
John B. Seneca"
The name
of John
John B.
Senecal, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Twenty-second
Twenty-second
B. Senecal,
o Bee
The
name of
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
Regiment United
Pension,
pension
at the
the rate
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
pension at
rate of
of $50
per month
lieu of
Nettie M. Chittenden.
The
name of
Nettie M.
widow of
Hiram M.
M. Chittenden,
d
ie M.
Chittenden, widow
of Hiram
Chittenden,
The name
of Nettie
M. Chittenden,
late
brigadier general,
general, United
United States
States Army,
Army, Regular
Establishment,
Regular Establishment,
late brigadier
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
increased. and
Pension increased,
and pay
pay her
a pension
at the
Susan A. Hackett.
The
Hackett, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Powhatan
Powhatan
The name
usan A. Hackett.
of Susan
Susan A.
A. Hackett,
name of
Hackett,
Company F,
Volunteer
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
F, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
late of
of Company
Hackett, late
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $20
$20
and pay
a pension
War with
Infantry,
per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
Pension.,
receiving.
Pension
per month
in lieu
she is
now receiving.
Mary L. Pope.
The
name of
of James
W. Pope,
Pope, late
late brigadier
brigadier
The name
of Mary
Mary L.
L. Pope,
Pope, widow
widow of
James W.
general, United
Army, retired,
retired, Regular
Establishment, and
and
Regular Establishment,
States Army,
general,
United States
Pensions
pension at
at the
rate of
$50 per
per month.
month.
of $50
the rate
a pension
her a
pay her
Pensions increased. pay
Charles
F. Doepel.
The name of Charles F. Doepel,
Charles F.
Doe el, late of Company I,
I, Eighth RegiRegiment
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him
pay him
ment United
States Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now
is now
of $30
lieu of
aa pension
receiving.
delaide
. Lamson. receiving.
Adelaide
V.
deade.
Lso
The name of Adelaide
Adelaide V. Lamson, dependent
mother of Harold
dependent mother
Harold
Lamson,
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, First
First Regiment
Lamson, late
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
with Spain
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$20
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
of $20
Pensions.,
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
Pensions
per month
of that
that le
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Elise Seabel.
ise Seabel.
The name
name of
of Elise
Elise Seabel,
Seabel, widow
The
widow of
of Adolph
late of
of United
United
Adolph Seabel,
Seabel, late
Massachusetts, United
States ship Massachusetts,
United States Navy, War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
rate of
per month
and $2
$2 per
per month
month
pay her
her a
a pension
pension f4
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month and
additional
each of
minor children
children of
of said
said Adolph
Adolph
additional on
on account
account of each
of the
the minor
Seabel until
until they
age of
sixteen years.
Ihannl MFlliott. Seabel
they reach
reach the
the age
of sixteen
years.
iolianna BcEiliott.
dependent mother
The name of Johanna
Johanna McElliott,
McElliott, dependent
mother of Daniel P.
P.
of Company A,
McElliott, late
late of
A, First
Montana Volunteer
First Regiment
Regiment Montana
Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12
Infantry,
with Spain,
the rate
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased. per
per month.
month.
At istella Bledsoe.
The
of Austella
Stephenson, now
Bledsoe, dependent
mother
Austella
Bledsoe.
The name
name of
Austella Stephenson,
now Bledsoe,
dependent mother
0. Stephenson, late
of William
William 0.
late of Company I, Fourth Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry,
with Spain, and pay
Infantry, War with
pay her
pension at
at
her a
a pension
rate of 820
the rate
$20 per month
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
month in lieu of
receiving.
Louisa A.
The name of Louisa
Thomas, widow
A. Thomas.
Louisa A. Thomas,
widow of
of Joseph
Thomas, late
Joseph M. Thomas,
late
of
Colonel Markham's
Utah Volunteers,
Volunteers, Utah
Utah
of Colonel
Markham's Nauvoo
Nauvoo Legion,
Legion, Utah
Indian war, and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month in
lieu
that she
she is
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
Stephen S.. Joyce.
The
of Stephen
Stephen S.
S. Joyce,
late of
of Troop
oyce.
The name
name of
Joyce, late
Troop C,
C, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay him aa
• pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receivina.
Chrles
name of
The name
of Charles
Charles C.
C. Perkins,
Perkins, dependent
father of
Charles C. Perk
Perkins.
dependent father
of Charles
Charles E. •
Perkins,
Regiment Maine
Perkins, late of Company G, First Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, War
Spain, and
and p
ay him
hi m aa pension
pensi
on at
atth
$20
Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
pay
thee rate
rate o
off$20
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.

Pension increased.

Pension increased.
Eddie Thomas.

Eddie Thomas.
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Marine Corps,
States Marine
United States
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles Smalle,
late of
of the
the United
Corps,
Smalle, late
The
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per
a pension
at the
rate of
Regular
month
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
The name
name of
Cornelia A.
A. Forbes,
widow of
of John
B. Forbes,
Forbes, late of
John B.
Forbes, widow
of Cornelia
The
Captain
Shedd's company,
Waskington
Second Regiment
Regiment Washington
Oliver Shedd's
company, Second
Captain Oliver
Mounted
Volunteers, Oregon
Oregon and
and Washington
Territory Indian
Indian
Washington Territory
Mounted Volunteers,
war,
pay her
her a
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
war, and
and pay
a pension
that she
she i
now receiving.
issnow
receiving.
that
Approved,
3, 1921.
March 3,
1921.
Approved, March

CHAP. 178.-An
178.—An Act For the relief
relief of George
LeClear.
George LeClear.
CHAP.

Charles Smauc.
Smalle.
Charles

Cornelia A. Forbes.

oa

A Forb

4, 1921.
March 4,1921.

[H. R. 1299.]
1299.]

[Private, No.
No. 118.]
118.]
[Private,

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
United
of the United
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
George LeClear.
States of
in Congress
in the
administration of
of Military
of America
America in
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
the administration
Militaryrecororrecord corrected.
any
laws
conferring
rights
'
privileges,
and
benefits
upon
honorably
rected.
any laws conferring rights, privileges, and benefits upon honorably
discharged soldiers,
LeClear, who
who was
private in
Company I,
I,
was a
a private
in Company
George LeClear,
discharged
soldiers, George
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
hereafter
Infantry, shall hereafter
York Volunteer
Regiment New York
Twenty-sixth
be
and considered
considered to
been discharged
honorably from
the
from the
discharged honorably
to have
have been
held and
be held
military
of the
as a
aprivate
of said
company and
and Proviso.
said company
States as
private of
service of
the United
United States
military service
Proviso.
regiment
the 30th
30th day
April, 1862:
1862: Provided,
That no
no bounty,
bounty, No back
back pay, etc.
etc.
Provided, That
day of
of April,
regiment on
on the
pension,
pay, or
shall be
be held
held as
as accrued
prior to
to the
the
accrued prior
allowances shall
or allowances
pension, pay,
passage
Act.
of this
this Act.
passage of
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March

of Thomas
CHAP. 179.-An
179.—An Act
Act For
For the relief of
Thomas Bayton and Bertha
Bertha M. Hartt.
CHAP.

March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
March
(11. R.
R. 3984.1
3984.)
[H.

[Private, No.
No. 119.]
119.]
[Private,

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
the United Thomas.Itirttoti: and
of the
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
by the
Senate and
enacted by
Be
Hartnat.
the Bertha
BethaM.
That the
the Secretary
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
in Congress
America in
States of
Payment to.
and directed
directed to
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of Payment tohereby, authorized
Treasury
any money
money in
in the
of the
the United
United States
otherwise approappronot otherwise
States not
Treasury of
the Treasury
any
priated, to
Thomas Bayton
Bayton and
Bertha M.
Ilartt, of
of Elwha,
Elwha, Clallam
Clallam
M. Hartt,
and Bertha
to Thomas
priated,
County,
sum of
of $300,
for the
the loss
loss
as compensation
compensation for
$300, as
the sum
Washington, the
County, Washingtop,
of
owned laythem,
which was
killed September
September 15,
15, 1915,
by
1915, by
was killed
by'them, which
of aabull
bull owned
becoming
telephone wire, the property- of the
a telephone
entangled with a
becoming entangled
United States,
States, on
National Forest
Forest m
in the State of
the Olympic
Olympic National
on the
United
Washington.
Washington.
Approved,
4, 1921.
March 4,
Approved, March

CHAP. 180.—An
To confirm
claim numbered
numbered sixty-one
sixty-one of
of Ambroise
Ambroise
private claim
confirm private
Act To
180.-An Act
CHAP.
Reopel in
townships two
two and
south, range
range eleven
eleven east,
east, Michigan
meridian,
Michigan meridian,
and three
three south,
in townships
Reopel
Wayne County,
Michigan.
County, Michigan.
Wayne

March
4, 1921.
1921.
March 4,
[H. R.
R.15861.
[H.
15861.
[Private,
120.]
Irrivate, No. 120.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United A
Ambroise
Be
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
br • Reopl.
R
'
to
to issue
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
private claim
claim numbered
numbered Patent
rInTsio
ar .to
That private
in Congress
America in
States of
heirs of, for
sixty-one
of Ambroise
(between claims
claims numbered
numbered one
one hund daun.
forconfirmed
confirmed
hun- hea',
Reopel (between
Ambroise Reopel
sixt -one of
dred
eighteen and
and one
one hundred
and nineteen)
nineteen) in
in townships
two
townships two
hundred and
and eighteen
dred and
and
three south,
Michigan meridian,
meridian, Wayne
Wayne
east, Michigan
eleven east,
range eleven
south, range
and three
County, Michigan,
Michigan, containing
two hundred
and twenty
twenty and
and seventyseventyhundred and
containing two
Countv,
four
acres, according
according to
1809-1810
made in 1809-1810
survey made
to the
the survey
four one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
by Aaron
Greeley, United States
and the
the same
same
be, and
shall be,
surveyor, shall
States surveyor,
United
Aaron Greeley,
by
is hereby,
the said
Reopel, and
and the
the DepartDepartAmbroise Reopel,
said Ambroise
to the
confirmed to
is
hereby, confirmed
ment
shall cause
to issue
said land
land to
to
for said
issue for
cause patent
patent to
Interior shall
of the
the Interior
ment of
Ambroise
Reopel, his
his heirs,
heirs, assigns,
f-.711'°.:,
Pro- Valid
and legal
legal representatives:
representatives: Proassigns, and
.
r
-,. adverse right
rights
Ambroise Reopel,
vided,
this Act,
and the
the patent
patent which
which may
issued in
in purpur- not
affected.
not affected.
be issued
may be
Act, and
That this
vided, That
a relinquishment
relinquishment on the
suance of
of the
only operate
operate as a
shall only
the same, shall
suance
prejudice any valid
part of
the United
valid
United States, and shall in no way prejudice
of the
part
adverse right
if such
such exist,
exist, to
the said
intent being that
the intent
said land;
land; the
to the
right;; if
adverse
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title
shall inure
the true
true owners
of the
under the
the laws
laws of
of
the land
land under
owners of
inure to
to the
title shall
Michigan, including
the laws
of prescription,
prescription, in
the absence
absence of
of any
any
in the
laws of
including the
Michigan,
interest
estate of
United States.
of the
the United
or estate
interest or
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1921.
1921.
Approved, March

March 4, 1921.
IMarch
,9.1
[H.
J. R.
480.1
4.
No. 4.1
[Priv. Res., No.
Champ Clark.
Champ
Pay to widow
widow of.

CHAP. 181.—Joint
Resolution Making
an appropriation
appropriation to
to pay
the widow
widow of
of
pay the
Making an
181.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.
Champ
Clark.
Champ Clark.

Representatives of the United
Resolved by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
and House
Resolved
States
of America
assembled, That
That there
there is appropriated,
appropriated,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
America in
out
of any
any money
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
not otherwise
money in
in the
Treasury not
out of
sum
$7,500 to
pay the
widow of
Champ Clark,
Clark, late
late aaRepresentaRepresentasum of
of $7,500
to pay
the widow
of Champ
tive from
of Missouri.
Missouri.
from the
the State
State of
tive
Approved, March
March 4,
Approved,
4, 1921.
1921.

CONCURRENT
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS
THE
OF THE

TWO
TWO HOUSES
HOUSES OF CONGRESS.
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
SESSION, SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
FIRST SESSION,

June 3, 1919.
June
3,1919.
H. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.4.1
[H.
No. 4.]

CONGRESSIONAL
DIRECTORY.
CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTORY.

Resolved by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
concurring),
Resolved
the House
House of
Senate concurring),
Congressional
That an
an edition
edition of
of the
Congressional Directory
Directory for
session of
of torngession
That
the Congressional
for the
the first
first session
tory*.

Direc-

DireEdition of,
ordered.
Edition
of, ordered.

the Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Congress
prepared and
published, under
under the
the
the
Congress be
be prepared
and published,
direction of
of the
direction
Printing, as
provided for
in
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on Printing,
as provided
for in
section
printing act
1895, and
the
section 73
73 of
of the
the printing
act approved
approved January
January 12,
12, 1895,
and that
that the
paid for
for preparing,
preparing, compiling,
compiling, and
and indexing
indexing said
said
sum of
of $800 be
be paid
edition, one-half
of the
said sum
sum to
paid from
from the
the contingent
contingent
edition,
one-half of
the said
to be
be paid
fund
and one-half
one-half from
from the
the contingent
contingent fund
of the
fund of
of the Senate
Senate and
fund of
the
House of
House
of Representatives.
Representatives.
Passed,
June 3,
1919.
Passed, June
3, 1919.

Vol. 28, p. 617.

Vl. 28 p. 617.

June
11, 1919.
June 11,
1919.

BILL.
INDIAN APPROPRIATION
APPROPRIATION BILL.

Je 11,1919.
[11. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 11.
11.1
[H.

by the
the House
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Resolved by
House of
of Representatives
That in the enrollment
(II. R.
R. 2480)
entitled "An
Indian appropriaenrollment of the
the bill (H.
2480) entitled
"An Act tion
That
Indian
appropriaBill.
makin&:
current and
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses uorrection
in enrollenrollmaking appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the current
'orrection in
ment of, directed.
of the
Bureau of
Affairs, for
stipulations with
with mnt
of
the Bureau
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
treaty stipulations
Ante, p,
p. ated.
3.
various
other purposes,
purposes, for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year endvarious Indian
Indian tribes,
tribes, and
and for other
endhundred and
twenty," the
the Clerk be,
ing June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and twenty,"
be, and
and
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to strike
out the
the word
word "and"
"and"
he
is hereby,
strike out
in
line fourteen
of said
said bill.
bill.
in line
fourteen of
of page
page sixty-six
sixty-six of
Passed,
June 11,
Passed, June
11, 1919.
1919.
TERCENTENARY
TEBCENTENABY OF THE LANDING

or
OF THE PFLGRIMS.
PILGRIMS.

June 30, 1919.

June 30,1919.
(11. Con.
Con. Res.,
No. 14.1
14.)
[H.
Res., No.

of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Resolved by
by the
the House
House of
That aajoint
joint special
special committee
committee consisting
consisting of
of two
two Senators
Senators to
be apam Landing
the 111plThat
to be
Landng of the
grim,.
pointed
by the
the President
President of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, and
and four
four Representatives
Representatives to
to ^jint
pointed by
Joint committee
committee crecreated to consider Oakbe appointed
is hereby
created whose
duty it
to o'Scder"
ey
appointed by the Speaker,
Speaker, is
hereby created
whose duty
it shall
shall atei
brat
lug teroenteaary
tercenteaary
brating
of.
be to
confer with
the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, or
or of.
be
to confer
with officials
officials of
of the
Commonwealth of
any political
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, and
officers of
of any
organization
any
and with
with officers
any organization
individuals relative
contemplated observobservor societies or
or with
with individuals
relative to
to the
the contemplated
ance of
of the
three hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
of the
the Pilance
the three
of the
the landing
landing of
PilReport.
grims.
committee shall report
before September
report on or before
September first,
first, Post,
Report.
grims. Said
Said committee
pp.
P 1632,
next, with
its recommendations
as to
to appropriate
legislation for
5
next,
with its
recommendations as
appropriate legislation
for 16s3.'p
. ,1632 1635,
1636.
participation
the Government
the United
States in
the observobservparticipation by the
Government of
of the
United States
in the
ance of
of this
anniversary.
ance
this historic
historic anniversary.
Expenses from
conThe expenses
expenses of
of said
paid one-half
from the
the Expenses
The
said committee
committee shall
shall be
be paid
one-half from
rom contingent funds.
contingent
the Senate
Senate and
and one-half
one-half from
from the contingent
contingent fund tingent funds.
contingent fund
fund of
of the
of
the House
of Representatives.
Representatives.
of the
House of
Passed, June
30, 1919.
1919.
Passed,
June 30,
APPROPRIATION
ARMY APPROPRIATION

July 1,1919.
1, 1919.
July
[H. Con. Res.,
16.)
[H.
Res., No.
No. 16.3

BILL.

Resolved
(the Senate
concurring),
Resolved by
by the
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
t
rmy appropriation
appropriation
Amny
That in the enrollment
enrollment of the bill (H. R. 5227)
5227) entitled "An
"An Act 1/
making appropriations
appropriations for the support
support of the Army for the fiscal year
u

1631

ii

1632
1632

CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS

Commotion
enrollin enrollCorrection in
ment of title directed.

ending June
June 30,
1920," the
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives be,
be,
the House
Clerk of
the Clerk
30, 1920,"
ending

meoftitledirected. and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to amend the title so as to
to
read as
read
as follows:
follows:
Ante, p.
p. KM
104.
"
An Act
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
support of
of the
the Army
for the
the
Army for
for the
the support
"An
Ant,
fiscal year
year ending
purposes."
other purposes."
and for
for other
30, 1920,
1920, and
June 30,
ending June
fiscal
Passed,
1, 1919.
1919.
July 1,
Passed, July

.

July 1,
1919.
July
1,1919.

HOLIDAY RECESS.
RECESS.
HOLIDAY

[H.
17.1
[11. Con. Res., No. 171

Resolved by
by the
the House
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Representatives (the
House of
of Representatives
Resolved
That when the two Houses adjourn
recess July That
adjourn on Tuesday, the first day
day of July,
1919,
stand adjourned
twelve o'clock,
o'clock, meridian,
on Tuesday,
Tuesday,
meridian, on
until twelve
adjourned until
1919, they
they stand
the
eighth day
1919.
of July,
July, 1919.
day of
the eighth
Passed, July
1, 1919.
1919.
July 1,
Passed,

Holiday
oliday recess
1, 1919.

July

July 24, 1919.

TREATY
GERMANY.
WITH GERMANY.
TREATY WITH

[S. Con.
Res., No. 51
5.]
Con. Res.,
[S.
Treaty
Treaty with Germany.
many.
Additional copies
copies of,
of,
Additional
ordered printed.
printed.
ordered

Resolved by
by the
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
of Representatives
House of
(the House
Senate (the
the Senate
Resolved
That there
there be
be printed
thousand copies
copies of
of the
treaty with
with
the treaty
sixty thousand
printed sixty
That
Germany
and without
without maps,
thoutwenty thoumaps, twenty
text alone
alone and
the English
English text
in the
Germany in
Representatives and
sand
shall be
for the use
House of Representatives
the House
use of the
be for
which shall
sand of
of which
forty thousand
use of
Senate.
of the
the Senate.
the use
for the
thousand for
forty
Passed, July
1919.
24, 1919.
July 24,
Passed,

July 28,
2S, 1919.
1919.

ADJOURNMENT OF
OF THE
HOUSE.
THE HOUSE.
ADJOURNMENT

[II. Con. Res.,
Res., No. 24.]
24.]
[H.
Adjournment of the
Adjournment

House.

Infra.

Resolved
by the
concurring),
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
House of Representatives
the House
Resolved by
That when
when the
the House
House adjourns
adjourns on
Saturday, the
the second
second day of Auon Saturday,
That
gust,
stand adjourned
adjourned until
until twelve
o'clock meridian,
Tuesday, the
meridian, Tuesday,
twelve o'clock
gust, it
it stand
ninth
of September.
September.
ninth day
day of
Passed, July
July 28,
1919.
28, 1919.
Passed,

August 2,
1919.
August
2, 1919.
[II.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 26.1
26.]
I[. Con.
Adjournment
of the
the
Adjournment of
House rescinded.
rescinded.
House

Supr.
Supra.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE.
HOUSE.
ADJOURNMENT

(the Senate concurring),
concurring),
Representatives (the
Resolved
Resolved by the House of Representatives
That the
concurrent resolution
resolution of 'July 28, 1919,
1919,
taken under
under concurrent
the action
action taken
That
providing for
an adjournment
adjournment of
second
the House
House from
from Saturday, the second
of the
providing
for an
day
until twelve
twelve o'clock
o'clock meridian,
meridian, Tuesday,
ninth
the ninth
Tuesday, the
day of
of August,
August, until
day
September, 1919,
1919, be,
hereby, rescinded.
day of
of September,
be, and
and the
the same
same is hereby,
Passed August
August 2,
2, 1919.

August
8, 1919.
August 8,
1919.
[S.
Res., No. 7.)
[S. Con. Res.,
7.]

JOINT
MEETING.
JOINT MEETING.

Resolved
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
(the House
Senate (the
by the
Resolved by
Houses of Congress assemble in the
That the two Houses
the Hall
Hall of the House
from
day of
the 8th
8th day
of Representatives
Representatives on
Friday, the
of August,
August, 1919,
1919, at
at 4
4
on Friday,
from of
o'clock in the afternoon,
afternoon, for the purpose
purpose of receiving
receiving such communications
President of
pleased to
make
United States shall be
be pleased
to make
cations as the President
of the United
to
to them.
them.
1919.
Passed, August
August S. 1919.

of the
th
meetin of
oint meeting
Joint
two HOWES
Houses to receive
communications
thePnieid
the
President.

August 29, 1919.
1919.
S. Con.
No. S.)
S.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
S.]

ding of the

Landing of the Pilo t
grims.

pinin

TERCENTENARY
LANDING OF THE
THE PILGRIMS.
TERCENTENARY OF
OF LANDING
PILGRIMS.

by the
the Senate
(the House
House of
of Representatives
concurring),
Representatives concurring),
Senate (the
p- Resolved
Resolved by
That the Joint special
special committee,
committee, consisting of two Senators and four
four

1633
1633

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT
CONGRESS.
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.

Time extended
extended for
Representatives
Representatives appointed
appointed to
to confer
confer with
officials of
of the
Common- Time
with officials
the Commonfor
report by
by joint
joint corncomwealth of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, or any
any political
political subdivision
or with
subdivision thereof,
thereof, or
mittee on.
with report
ntteeon.
Ante, p. 1631.
organization or society or
officers of any organization
individuals, relative
relative Ant,
or with
with individuals,
p. 1631.
Post, pp.
1635, 1636.
to the contemplated
contemplated observance
observance of the
hundredth anniversary
anniversary
the three
three hundredth
of the landing of the Pilgrims, ordered to report its recommendarecommendations on or
September 1,
1, 1919,
be granted
granted an
extension of
time
or before September
1919, be
an extension
of time
for its report and recommendations
recommendations until
until December
1919.
December 10,
10, 1919.
Passed August
August 29,
Passed
29, 1919.
1919.

GENERAL JOHN J.
J.

PERSHING.
PERSHING.

29, 1919.
1919.
August 29,
[H.
Con. Res., No
29.1
[Pi. Con. Res.,
No. 29.)

Resolved
the House
House of
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
concurring), General
Resolved by
by the
of Representatives
(the Senate
General John j.
J.
That a
a joint committee,
committee, to consist
consist of five Senators
Senators and
and seven
seven MemMem- Pershing.
Pershing.
ereJoint committee cre-

bers
of the
the House
ated to arrange for welHouse of
of Representatives,
to be
bers of
Representatives, to
be appointed
appointed by
by the
Vice atedtoarrangeforwelthe Vice

come to.
President and
and the
Speaker of
of the
the House,
respectively, shall
shall be
be named
named come
President
the Speaker
House, respectively,
to.
for the purpose of making arrangements
arrangements for
appropriate exercises
exercises in
in
for appropriate
welcome of John
John J.
Pershing, General
and Commander
Commander in
in Chief
Chief of
of the
the
welcome
J. Pershing,
General and
American
Expeditionary Forces of
American Expeditionary
World War. That
said comof the
the World
That said
com- Infra.
,nr 'a
and the
House of
of Representatives
mittee shall
shall report to the
the Senate
Senate and
the House
Representatives
therefor as
its opinion
be fitting
fitting
such program
program and
and procedure
procedure therefor
as in
in its
opinion shall
shall be
appropriate.
and appropriate.
Passed, August
29, 1919.
Passed,
August 29,
1919.

JOINT MEETING.
MEETING.

September 12, 1919.
September
12,1919.
(H. Con. Res.,
Res., No. 31.)
[H.
31.]

House of
of Representatives
(the Senate
concurring),
Resolved by the
the House
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
Joint session
of the
the
That a
a joint session of the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives be
:be Joint
House of Representatives
session of
two Houses in welcome
held in the Hall of the House of Representatives
two o'clock
the of General
Representatives at
at two
o'clock on
on the
General John J.
afternoon
September 18, 1919,
afternoon of Thursday,
Thursday, September
welcome of
of John
John J.
1919, in
in welcome
J. Pershing.
Pershing.
Pershing, General of the Armies of the
the United
and commander
commander
United States and
in
American Expeditionary
Expeditionary Forces
Forces of
of the
the World
World War;
War;
in chief
chief of
of the
the American
that the program
program and procedure at such joint session shall
shall be
be in
in
accordance
report of
the joint
the Senate
Senate and
and
accordance with
with the
the report
of the
joint committee
committee of
of the
appointed under H. Con. Res. 29; that the said committee
House appointed
committee is
is Supra.
sp"-.
hereby
authorized to make all necessary
hereby authorized
necessary arrangements
such joint
arrangements for
for such
joint
Expenses from consession; and that
incurred by
the committee
in the
the exe- tingent
that all
all expenses
expenses incurred
by the
committee in
tExenses
rom confunds.
cution
cution of the provisions
provisions of
resolution shall
shall be
be paid
paid one-half
one-half from
of this resolution
from tge
the contingent
contingent fund of
Senate and
from the
the contingent
contingent
of the Senate
and one-half
one-half from
fund
of the
the Iouse
house of
fund of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
Passed, September
September 12,
Passed,
12, 1919.
1919.

GERMAN AND BOLSHEVIK
GERMAN
BOLSHEVIK PROPAGANDA.
PROPAGANDA.

September
1919.
September 19,
19, 1919.
[S. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 4.]
4.)
[S.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate (the House
House of
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
of Representatives
Brewing andoL
eiquon
r
That there
there be
be printed
2,500 additional
additional copies
nrewi5gandLiqnor
That
printed 2,500
copies of Senate
Senate Document
Document Interests
In
and German
numbered
62,
Sixty-sixth
Congress,
entitled
"Brewing
and
Liquor
and
Bolshevik
Propnumbered 62, Sixty-sixth Congress, entitled "Brewing and Liquor and Bolshevik Prop
aganda.
Interests
Propaganda," of
of which
which 1,000
1,000 agan da.
Interests and German
German and Bolshevik
Bolshevik Propaganda,"
Additional copies of
copies shall be for the use of the Senate, 1,000 copies for the
the document
the use of
of the
Additional
cosies of
document
ordered
ordered
House of Representatives,
500 copies
copies for
for the
the use
of the
the Senate
Senate printed.
Representatives, and
and 500
use of
printed.
Committee
Committee on
Judiciary,
on the
the Judiciary,
Passed, September
September 19,
19, 1919.
1919.

1634
1634

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF

October
1919.
October 16,
16,1919.
[S. Con.
Con. Res.,No.
Res.,No. 12]
[S.
12.1
District
of Columbia
District of
Columbia
Rents.
Corrections in enrollCorrectionsinenrollment of Bill, ordered.

ment of Bill, ordered.

Ante,
300.
Ante, p.
p.300.
Ante, p. 302.
Ane,
p. 30.

A
nte, p. 304.
04.
Ante,

A
nc, p. 300.
AWe,
300.

October 31,
1919.
31,1919.
(S. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 15.]
15]
[S.
Preamble.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
RENTS.
DISTRICT
COLUMBIA RENTS.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate (the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
Resolved
(the House
That in
in the
the enrollment
enrollment of
the bill
bill (H.
(H. R.
entitled "An
"An Act
to
That
of the
R. 8624)
8624) entitled
Act to
amend
an Act
entitled 'An
to provide
provide further
further for
for the
the national
amend an
Act entitled
'An Act
Act to
national
security and
by encouraging
encouraging the
production, conserving
conserving the
the
security
and defense
defense by
the production,
supply, and
and controlling
the distribution
of food
food products
and fuel,'
fuel,'
controlling the
distribution of
products and
supply,
approved August
August 10,
10, 1917,"
1917," the
the Clerk
Clerk of
the House
House of
of Representatives
approved
of the
Representatives
be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
strike out
out the
the word
word
be, and
hereby, authorized
to strike
"an" in
in line
line 31
31 of
section 106
106 of
the bill
as agreed
agreed upon
upon in
in conference
conference
of section
of the
bill as
"an"
and to
in lieu
word "on";
also
lieu thereof
thereof the
the word
"on"; also
and
to insert
insert in
In section 112,
twice appear, and in section
section 114,
112, where they twice
114, where
they once
once appear,
the words
words "Treasury
of the
the District
of
they
appear, strike
strike out
out the
"Treasury of
District of
Columbia"
and insert
insert in
lieu thereof
words "Treasury
"Treasury of
the
Columbia" and
in lieu
thereof the
the words
of the
United States
to the
the credit
credit of
District of
of Columbia";
Columbia"; and
and
of the
the District
United
States to
In
5, of the bill
conference, strike
In section 118,
118, line 5,
bill as
as agreed in conference,
"for" where it
thereof the word
out "for"
it first occurs and
and insert
insert in lieu
lieu thereof
word
"or".
"or".
In line 8
8 of the second paragraph
paragraph of section
section 106 of the bill, as agreed
agreed
upon
conference, strike
strike out
the oblique
oblique line and
"or"
and the word "or"
in conference,
out the
upon in
thereafter.
thereafter.
1919.
Passed, October 16, 1919.

INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL EMERGENCY.
EMERGENCY.

Whereas
order
Whereas the enforcement
enforcement of the law and
and the maintenance
maintenance of order

security of life and property
for the security
property and the protection of the individual citizen
citizen in the exercise
constitutional rights is the first
exercise of his constitutional
first
paramount duty of the Government
Government and must be
be at all times
and paramount
vigorously and effectively
effectively safeguarded
safeguarded by the use of every means
it
essential to that end: Therefore
Therefore be it

Industrial emerIndustrial
emergency.
Support pedged
pledged to
support of the administration In
meeting
istratio
n inmeeting
the
the present.
present.

5support

Resolved by
the Senate
Senate (the
(the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
Resolved
by the
That we hereby give the
administration and all others in authe national administration

continuous, and unqualified
unqualified supto thority the assurance of our constant, continuous,
constitutional and lawful means as maybe
tie admin port in the use of such constitutional
maybe necesnecessary
sary to meet the present industrial
industrial emergency,
emergency, and in vindicating
vindicating the
majesty
power of the Government
majesty and power
Government in enforcing
enforcing obedience
obedience to and
and
respect for the Constitution
protecting
Constitution and the laws, and in fully protecting
exercise of
of his
his lawful
lawful rights
every citizen in
in the
the maintenance
maintenance and exercise
rights
observance of his lawful
and the observance
lawful obligations.
Passed, October 31, 1919.
1919.

November 5,
1919.
November
5,1919.
[H.
36.1
[IL Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No. 36.]
Preamble.
Preamble.

BODIES
SOLDIERS.
BODIES OF AMERICAN
AMERICAN SOLDIERS.

Whereas
Whereas the steamship Lake Daraga
Daraga is expected
expected to arrive
arrive in New
New

York on or about
about November
November 9, bearing the first bodies of American
American
soldiers from the fields of
of the World
World War;
War; and
and
Whereas
Whereas it is proper and fitting that due recognition
recognition be given to the
return to our shores of the mortal remains
remains of those men who gave
their lives for the cause
cause of freedom: Therefore
Therefore be it
Bodies of
American
Resolved
by the
the House
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
Bodies
of Ameriean
Resolved by
House of
concurring),
soldiers.
That a
a committee
committee of six memb
members
That
ers of the House of Representatives,
Representatives,
n rf tco
itte appointd
mtteet the to be selected by the Speaker,
pointed to meet
Speaker, and
and six members
members of the Senate, to be
arrival of ste-amer bear- s -lee
rivalofsteamrbetr- selected
appointed to represent
e ted by the President
President of the Senate,
Senate, be apointed
so

ers.

e

v rtarwar.

World War.

the Congress at such appropriate ceremonies at the port of New York

as may be determined upon as proper and appropriate.

CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS

That the expenses of the said committee
committee and of the ceremonies
ceremonies

arranged by
by it
be paid
the contingent
contingent fund
fund of
of the
the
arranged
it shall
shall be
paid one-half
one-half out
out of
of the

House and one-half
out of
fund of
of the
on
House
one-half out
of the
the contingent
contingent fund
the Senate,
Senate, on
vouchers
be signed
signed by
the chairmen
chairmen of
the House
and Senate
Senate
vouchers to
to be
by the
of the
House and
committees, respectively.
committees,
respectively.
Passed, November
November 5,
5, 1919.
1919.
Passed,

TERCENTENARY
LANDING OF
TERCENTENARY OF
OF LANDING
OF THE
THE PILGRIMS.
PILGRIMS.

Resolved by
the House
House of
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Resolved
by the
of Representatives
Representatives (the

That
That the
the time
the Joint
Joint Special
Special Committee
Committee on
the
time within
within which
which the
on the

1635
1635
Exnses from elmon-

4=71

nt fnds.

November 19, 1919.

November 19,1919.
[H. Con.
No. 38.)
38.1
[H.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
Landing of the PilLnding
grims.

of the Pu-

Time
extended for
for
Pilgrim
Tercentenary shall report is hereby
Pilgrim Tercentenary
hereby further
to Janfurther extended
extended to
Jan- report
extended
eof joint
report of
joint commitcommituary 10,
10, 1920.
1920.
tee on.
uary
teeon.
Ante, pp.
pp. 1631,1632.
1631, 1632.
Ante,
Passed,
r 9,
No
Passed, November
19,
p. 1636.
1636.
Passed,
19, 1919.
1919.
Post, p.

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SECOND
SECOND SESSION,
SESSION, SIXTY-SIXTH
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
1919.
December 18, 1919.

[S. Con.
Res. No. 22]
I.
Con. Res.
22.1

FEDERAL RESERVE
AMENDMENTS.
FEDERAL
RESERVE ACT
ACT AMENDMENTS.

Resolved
Resolved by
the Senate
(the House
House of
of Representatives
concurring),
by the
Senate (the
Representatives concurring),
That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Senate
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
and
of the
Senate be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Corrections in enroll- directed, to enroll the bill (S. 2472) "To amend an Act approved
mco
reionsnenro-directed,
to
enroll
the
bill
(S.
2472)
"To
amend
an
Act
approved
ment of bill directed.
December
December 23, 1913,
1913, known
known as the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,"
Act," as
follows:
as follows:
Ante,
p. 380.
Ante, p.
Insert the matter proposed by House
House amendment
amendment numbered
numbered 15
15
and after "herein"
"herein" on page 5,
line 8,
8, of
of the
the engrossed
engrossed bill,
insert:
5, line
bill, insert:
"Nothing
contained in this section shall be
"Nothing contained
be construed
to prohibit
construed to
prohibit
the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board, under its power
power to
to prescribe
prescribe rules
rules and
and
regulations,
regulations, from limiting
limiting the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount of
of liabilities
any
liabilities of
of any
or all classes incurred
incurred by the
the corporation
corporation and
and outstanding
outstanding at
at any
any
time."
one time."
5, line 24,
On page 5,
24, of
of the
the engrossed
bill, strike
out the
the word
word "not."
"not."
engrossed bill,
strike out
On page 5, line 25,
25, of
of the
the engrossed
engrossed bill,
bill, after
after "transacting"
"transacting" insert
insert
the word
the
word "any."
"any."
On page
page 5, line 25, of the engrossed
engrossed bill, after "United
On
"United States"
States"
strike out the comma.
comma.
Ante, p.
p. 380
380.
On page
line 5,
5, of
On
page 6,
6, line
of the
the engrossed
engrossed bill, restore
restore the matter proposed
proposed
to be striken
amendment numbered
striken out by amendment
21 and
and insert
insert the
the matter
numbered 21
matter
proposed by said amendment.
amendment.
Passed, December
18, 1919.
1919.
December 18,
Federal Reserve Act

Amendments
Amendments.

December
1919.
December2a,20, 1919.
7.-.—Con.
2:3.]
Con. Res. NO.
No. 23.]

1oliday
holiday rees.
ream.

January
January 14, 1920.
45.]
[II.. ('on.
Con. Res.
Res. No.
No. 43.1

HOLIDAY RECESS.
RECESS.
HOLIDAY

Resolved
by the
Senate (thT
((hs House
of Representatives
concurring),
Resolved by
the Senate
House of
Representatives concurring),
That when the two houses complete
complete the
the business
That
business of
day (calendar
(calendar
of this
this day
day of Saturday, December
December 20, 1919),
they shall
day
1919), they
shall stand
adjourned
stand adjourned
meridian, Monday,
until 12 o'clock, meridian,
Monday, January
January 5,
5, 1920.
1920.
20, 1919.
1919.
Passed, December
December 20,

TERCENTENARY OF LANDING
LANDING
TERCENTENARY

OF THE
THE

PILGRIMS.
PILGRIMS.

Resolved by the House
House of
Representatives (the
of Representatives
(the Senate
concurring),
Senate concurring),
That the time
time within
the joint
joint special
special committee
committee shall
shall report,
within wtich
wich the
report,
which committee was
appointed under
the resoluwas appointed
under the provisions of
of the
resolureport of joint
report
joint co--com- which committee wa
'
mittee
on.
ritt
eeon.
tion (H. Con. Res. 14), of the present Congress,
Congress,
authorizing
the
authorizing
the
A nte, pp. 1631, 1632,
appointment of
of a
a joint special committee
1 ,Uc, pp. 1,31, 162, appointment
committee to
with the
the officials
officials
to confer
confer with
of the
and others
others relative
relative to
the
p.
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Massachusetts
Massachusetts and
A r.te,e,
p. 598.
598.
to the
participation by
the United
observance of the three
participation
by the
Unithd States in the observance
three
hundredth anniversary
hundredth
anrnversary of the landing
landing of the pilgrims, be,
be, and
and the
the
hereby, extended
extended until March
same is hereby,
March 1,
1, 1920.
1920.
Passed,
January 14,
Passed, January
14, 1920.
1920.
1636
[636
Landing of the Pil-

grnin
of the ilgrims.
Time extended
extended for
for
Tme
1633.

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF
CONGRESS.
OF CONGRESS.
VIRGIN

ISLANDS
ISLANDS

COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

1637
1637
January 15,
1.5, 1920.
1920.
January
[H. Con. Res.
[H.
Res. No.
No. 46.]
46.]

Resolved
House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate
Resolved by the House
concurring),
Senate concurring),
That aa joint
joint commission
consist of
of three
That
commission to consist
three Members
Members of
of the
the Senate
Senate virgin
Virgin Islands.
and three
three Members
Joint commission of
Representatives, to
and
Members of
of the House of Representatives,
be appointed
appointed senators
to be
and RepreSenators and
Repreby
the
Vice
President
the United
by the Vice President of
of the
United States, and the Speaker
Speaker of
of the
the sentatives
sentatives created to
visit
and
report
on
House,
respectively, is
created to visit the
ouse, respectively,
is hereby
hereby created
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands condition,
onditionet
on
etc.
and to report fully to Congress as to existing
existing conditions
conditions in
in the
the said
said
islands,
particularly to report and recommend
islands, and particularly
recommend action
by ConConaction by
gress, if need there be therefor,
therefor, with reference
reference to
to whether
the present
present
whether the
government under
under Executive
superseded by
government
Executive direction
direction should be superseded
civil
by civil
government provided
provided by Congress
government
Congress as contemplated
contemplated by Act
Act of
of March
March
3, 1917
(Thirty-ninth Statutes, page 1132),
39, p.
p. 1132.
1132.
said government
government being
3,
1917 (Thirty-ninth
1132), said
being Vol.
vol. 39,
now only temporary in character
character and by order
now
order of
of the
the President
being
President being
now vested
vested in officers of the Navy;
also, as
Navy; also,
whether Congress
Congress
as to
to whether
should at this time provide
provide for a
civil government
of the
islands by'
a civil
government of
the islands
byan organic Act; also what, if
any.
,legislation
legislation is
is necessary
pending
if any,
necessary pending
the formation
formation and adoption of an Organic
Organic Act,
and as
as to
to the
the general
general
Act, and
conditions
in the islands. Said
Said report
conditions existing in
report to
be filed
filed at
at the
the Expenses fom co
to be
Expenses from conearliest date
date practicable,
practicable, and during
during the
the Sixty-sixth
earliest
Congress. That
That tingenfunds
Sixty-sixth Congress.
tingent funds of
of both
both
HOU
Houses.
the
expenses
of
said
commission
in
carrying
the expenses
carrying out the provisions of
of this
this
resolution
proportions from
resolution shall be paid in equal proportions
the contingent
contingent
from the
funds
of the Senate and the
funds of
the House
House of Representatives,
Representatives, upon
upon the
audit
the audit
and
respectively, of the ranking Senate
and order,
order, respectively,
Senate and House
House members
members of
of
said commission,
said
commission, the total amount not to
to exceed
exceed the
sum of
of $2,500.
$2,500.
the sum
Passed, January
15, 1920.
1920.
January 15,
GRAND
ENCAMPMENT, 1920.
1920.
GRAND ARMY
ARMY ENCAMPMENT,

January
17, 1920.
January 17,1920.
[H. Con. Res. No. 41.j
411
[H.

Resolved
Representatives (the Senate
Resolved by the House of Representatives
concurring),
Senate concurring),
Grand Army EnThat
there shall
be printed
a House
one thousand
thousand five
That there
shall be
printed as a
House document
document one
five camrpently
campment, 1020. Enhundred copies
of, ordered
ordered
National Encamphundred
copies of
of the
the Journal
Journal of the Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth National
Encamp- Journal
Journal of,
printed.
ment
Grand ArmyArmy of the Republic
ment of
of the
the Grand
Republic for the year 1920, not to
td
exceed
exceed $1,700 in cost, with
with illustrations,
illustrations, one thousand
of which
which
thousand copies
copies of
shall
shall be
be for
for the use of the House and five
five hundred
hundred for the use
the
use of
of the
Senate.
Passed, January
January 17,
17, 1920.
1920.
AMERICAN
AMERICAN

EXPEDITIONARY
EXPEDITIONARY FORCES
FORCES REPORT.
REPORT.

January
January 20, 1920.
l1.Con. Res.
Re ,:. No. 40.'
40.1

Resolved by the louse
House of Representatives
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
concurring),
(the Senate
That
American
ExpediReport of
General John
John J.
That the
the Final
Final Report
of General
J. Pershing,
Pershing, Commander-mCommander-m- tionary
FrcesExdi
tionary Forces.
Chief
American
Expeditionary
Forces,
be
printed
Report
of
Gen.
John
as
a House
document, Report of Gen John
Chief American Expeditionary Forces,
as a
.House document,
J. P ershint ;ao
with the
the accompanying
accompanying maps
fifty thousand
with
maps and charts,
charts, and
and that
that fifty
thousand mander in hief of.
ordered printed.
additional copies be printed,
of which
which 15,000
additional
printed, of
copies shall
be for
for the
the ordered
15,000 copies
shall be
printe.
use
of
the
Senate
35,000 copies
use
Senate and 35,000
for the
the House
House of
of
copies for
the use
use of
of the
Representatives.
Representatives.
Passed,
January 20,
Passed, January
20, 1920.
1920.
de r

in

e

e

man

INDIAN
INDIAN

APPROPRIATION
APPROPRIATION

BILL.

February 4,
4, 1920.
1920.
February
[II. Con.
Res. No.
No. 4S.]
IS.]
[If.
Con. Res.

Resolved by
Representatives (the Senate
Senate concurring),
Resolved
by the House of Representatives
concurring),
Indian appropriaThat in
enrollment of
of the bill (H.
(H. R.
R. 11368)
"An Act
That
in the
the enrollment
11368) entitled
entitled "An
Act tion
tiondbisppropriabill.
making appropriations
for the
Correction in
in enrollenrollexpenses of
making
appropriations for
the current
current and contingent
contingent expenses
of the
the m Correction
ected.
of, directed.
p 3ef:ted.
Bureau of Indian Affairs,
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
Affairs, for
stipulations with
various meLe,
treaty stipulations
with various
iet'p,pee4.
Indian
Indian tribes, and for other purposes, for the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
year ending
June

1638
1638

CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CONGRESS.
30, 1921,"
1921," the
Clerk be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
30,
the Clerk
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
dispose of
the amendment
of the
Numbered 94
94 to
said bill
bill in
in
dispose
of the
amendment of
the Senate
Senate Numbered
to said
manner and
and form
form as
as if
the House
House had
receded from
from its
disagreement
manner
if the
had receded
its disagreement
thereto
to the
the same.
same.
thereto and
and had
had agreed
agreed to
Passed,
February
4,
1920.
Passed, February 4, 1920.

February
February 7,
7, 1920.

(H.
Con. Res.
Res. No.
No. 49.]
494
(H. Con.

INDIAN
APPROPRIATION BILL.
BILL.
INDIAN APPROPRIATION

Resolved
by the
the House
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Resolved by
House of
of Representatives
That in the enrollment
enrollment of the
11368) entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
the bill (H. R.
R. 11368)
Act
bill.
for the
the current
current and
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of
Correction
in enroll- making
Correctionin
making appropriations
appropriations for
ment of, directed.
Bureau
of
Indian
Affairs,
fulfilling
stipulations
with
mntpof,
the
Bureau
of
Indian
Affairs,
for
fulfilling
treaty
stipulations
with
d
3ted
Ante, p. 432.
various Indian
for other
purposes, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
various
Indian tribes,
tribes, and
and for
other purposes,
year
ending June
1921," the
the Clerk
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and
ending
June 30,
30, 1921,"
Clerk be,
authorized and
directed
of Senate
Senate amendments
amendments numbered
numbered 114
114 and
and 115
115
directed to
to dispose
dispose of
manner and
form as
as if
if the
House had
had receded
from its
its disagreedisagreein manner
and form
the House
receded from
ment to
said amendments
amendments and
and had
had agreed
to the
same.
ment
to said
agreed to
the same.
Passed,
February
7,
1920.
Passed, February 7, 1920.
Indianappropriation
Indianappropriation

25, 1920.
March 25,
1920.
IS. Con.
Con. Res.
Res. No.
No. 25.]
2,5.]
IS.

DEATH ON
HIGH SEAS.
DEATH
ON TH.N.
THE HIGH
SEAS.

Resolved
by the
Senate (the
(the House
House of
Representatives concurring),
concurring), That
Resolved by
the Senate
of Representatives
That

Death on the high
Death
on
hgh in the enrollment of the bill (S. 2085) "relating to the maintenance of
seas.
Correction
in enrollCorrtion in
enoa- actions for death on the high seas and other navigable waters," the
ment of bill relating
to, directed.
Secretary of the Senate be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
t c pp. 537.
537
Ante,
A1
',
.
to
strike out,
out, on
"fault"
to strike
on page 2, line 15,
15, of the engrossed bill,
bill, the
the word
word "
fault"

the

to, directed.

ith
enrollment of the bill (S. 2085) "relating to the maintenance of
actions for death on the high seas and other navigable waters," the
Secretary of the Senate be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
and
insert "default"
"default" in
in lieu
lieu thereof.
thereof.
and insert
Passed,
March 25,
25, 1920.
1920.
Passed, March

April 19, 1920.
(H. Con.
Con. Res.,
No.54.1
(H.
Res., No.
54.]

Post office approappropriation bill.
Correction
Correction in enroll.
enrollment of, directed.
directed.
A
nee, p.
Ante,
p. 574.
574.

POST
APPROPRIATION BILL.
POST OFFICE
OFFICE APPROPRIATION
BILL.

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
concurring),
That in the enrollment
That
enrollment of the bill
R. 11578)
11578) entitled
Act
bill (H.
(H. R.
entitled "An
"An Act
making appropriations
appropriations for the service of the
the Post Office Department
Department
1921, and for other purposes,"
purposes,"
for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June 30, 1921,
the Clerk be,
is hereby,
to number
number
be, and
and he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
the
consecutively.
the sections
sections consecutively.
Passed, April
April 19,
Passed,
19, 1920.
1920.

May 28, 1920.
IS.
No. 281
28.]
(S. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
Federa In~n~o
Federal waterpower.
Correction in enrollm
ment
of bill relating
it
to directed.
to,
Ante,
p. 1077.
Ante,p.

trretion'ine'rol"

,endirected.

,.

Section
added.
Section added.
New title.
New

FEDERAL WATER
WATER POWER
FEDERAL
POWER COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate (the House of
Representatives concurrirn),
concurring),
at in
in the enrollment
enrollment of the bill
R. 3184)
3184) entitled
entitled "An
That
bill (H.
(H. R.
"An Act
Act to
to
create
a Federal
create a
Federal Power
Power Commission
Commission and to define its powers and
duties, to provide for the improvement
improvement of navigation,
navigation, for the
the develdevelopment of water power, for the use of lands
in
lands of the United States in
relation
thereto, to repeal
relation thereto,
repeal section
section 18 of 'An
'An Act making appropriaappropriations for the construction,
preservation of certain public
tions
construction, repair,
repair, and preservation
works on rivers and harbors, and for other
other purposes, approved
approved
August 88, 1917,
and for
for other
other purposes'
purposes' and
August
1917, and
other purposes."
purposes,"
and for
for other
the Clerk be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to add
add aanew
new
section, to
be known
known as
section,
to be
as section
section 30,
30, and to read as follows:
Sec. 30. That the short title of this Act shall be "The
- The Federal
Water Power
Power Act."
Water
Act. '

CONCURRENT
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
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1639

Title amended.
a Ante,
Title
amended.
Act to
to create
create a
as follows:
Also to
to amend
amend the
the title
title to
to read
read as
follows: "An
"An Act
Also
p. 1063.
p
of
the improvement
Federal
Power Commission;
Commission; to
to provide
provide for
for the
improvement of
Federal Power
navigation;
the development
development of
of water
the public
navigation; the
water power;
power; the
the use
use of
of the
public
lands
and
lands in
in relation thereto, and to repeal section 18 of the River and
Harbor Appropriation
ARpropriation Act, approved
approved August 8, 1917, and for
other
for other
purposes.
Passed,
28, 1920.
1920.
Passed, May 28,

June 3, 1920.
1920.
il. Con. Res.,
60.]
[11.
Res., No. 60.1

ADJOURNMENT.
ADJOURNMENT.

Resolved by the House
Representatives (the
concurring), Adjournment
kdjournment of
House of Representatives
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
of
That
President of the Senate
Senate and Speaker of the House of Rep- Congress.
congress.
That the President
resentatives be authorized
session by adjourning
adjourning
to close the
the present
present session
resentatives
authorized to
their respective
respective Houses on
o'clock
at 44 o'clock
on the 5th
5th day of
of June, 1920, at
their
post meridian.
meridian.
Passed,
Passed, June
June 3, 1920.
1920.

"
MATO.A.' 7 AND
'MATOA"

"
HENRY
"HENRY

0.
O.

BARRETT.
BARRETT.""

June
June 4, 1920.
Res., No. 26.]
[S.
[S. Con. Res.,
26.)

Resolved by
by the
Senate (the
House of
Representatives concurring),
concurring), "Matoa,"
Resolved
the Senate
(the House
of Representatives
steamshi.
Mato,",steamship.
of bill,
Reenroilmentofbifi,
Representatives in forReenrollment
Speaker of the House
House of Representatives
the action of the Speaker
That the
relief of owner of,
(S. 1005) "for
"for the relief of the owner of the directed.
signing the enrolled bill (S.
steamship Matoa,"
Matoa," be,
and that
that the Secrehereby is, rescinded,
rescinded, and
be, and
and hereby
steamship
tary
of the
the Senate
reenroll said bill
to reenroll
is hereby, directed
directed to
be, and he
he is
Senate be,
tary of
New
matter inserted
Newmatterinserted
an amendment
amendment as follows:
with an
lieu of former.
leop
inA
Strike
Strike out all after the enacting clause of said bill, and insert the in
nte, for2er.
p. 1521.
following in
owner of the steamsteamthe owner
the claim
claim of the
thereof: "That
"That the
in lieu
lieu thereof:
following
steamship and the
arising out of a
a collision
collision between said steamship
ship Matoa
Matoa arising
Lambert Point, Virginia, on the
United
Lucille Ross off Lambert
United States tug Lucille
account of the losses alleged
alleged
17th day of January, 1918, for and on account
to
owner of said steamship
steamship
in said collision by the owner
been suffered
suffered in
to have been
Matoa
detention of said steamship
damages to and detention
of damages
Matoa by
by reason of
may be submitted
submitted to the United States Court for the Eastern District of
of Virginia,
Virginia, under
under and
and in
in compliance
the rules
rules of said
with the
compliance with
trict
court
sitting as
as a
a court
court of
and that
that the
said court
shall
the said
court shall
of admiralty;
admiralty; and
court sitting
have
controversy and
and
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear and determine the whole controversy
to enter
decree for the
amount of the legal damages
damages
the amount
or decree
enter a
a judgment
judgment or
to
sustained
found to
to be due,
any shall be found
by reason
reason of said collision, if any
sustained by
either
or against
United States
States upon the
the same principle and
aga:inst the United
for or
either for
measure
admiralty between
between
liability with
with costs as in like cases in admiralty
measure of liability
private
parties with
Provided, That such
such
of appeal:
appeal: Proidled,
with the same rights of
private parties
notice
Attorney General
General of the United
shall be given to the Attorney
the suit shall
notice of the
it shall be
States
order of
of the said court, and it
by order
be provided
provided by
as may
may be
States as
attorney
the duty
General to cause the United States attorney
Attorney General
the
duty of the Attorney
in such
appear and defend for the United
ProUnited States: Proto appear
district to
in
sluch district
vided further,
commenced within
further, That said suit shall be brought and commenced
ri'lfd
Barretr."
four
the date
date of
Act."
"enrvo.
of this Act."
"Henry O. Barrett,"
of the passage
passage of
of the
four months
months of
c n
rollmen
bin
olfbill
m
IRn
That the
Representatives schooner.
the House of Representatives
of the
the Speaker
Speaker of the
Thlat
the action
action of
Reenrollment
of
for relief of
owner' of,
of.
in
enrolled bill
(S. 1222)
1222) "for
•
•for the relief
owners of forrelief
.omer
of
the owners
relief of the
bill (S.
the enrolled
signing the
in signing
directed.
the
Henry 0.
Barrett" be,
be, and
and hereby
and drected
hereby is, rescinded, and
0. Barrett"
schooner Henry
the schooner
that the
the Secretary
of the
Senate be,
he is
hereby directed
directed to
is hereby
and he
be, and
the Senate
Secretary' of
that
Newmatter inserted
Newmatterinstrtd
reenroll
bill with
an amendment
amendment as follows:
follows:
with an
reenroll said
said bill
in lieu of former.
Strike
the enacting
clause of
said bill,
bill, and
insert the
Strike out
out all
all after
after the
enacting clause
of said
and insert
the "inlienuoffroMr.
A rite, p. 1521.
following in
thereof: "That
That the
owners of the ' ''''
the claim of the owners
in lieu
lieu thereof:
following
schooner Henry
out of a
said
a collision between said
arising out
O. Barrett
Barrett arising
Henrv 0.
schooner
schooner and
United States
States monitor
monitor Ozark.
Five Fathom
Ozark. off Five
and the
the United
schooner
Bank
1917, for and on account
account
April. 1917.
day of April,
the 19th day
on the
Lightship, on
Bank Lightship,

1640
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of the
losses alleged
alleged to
been suffered
in said
said collision
collision by
by the
the ownownto have
have been
suffered in
the losses
of
ers of
said schooner
schooner Henry
Henry 0.
by reason
damages to
to and
reason of
of damages
and
O. Barrett
Barrett by
ers
of said
detention of
of said
said schooner,
submitted to
to the
the United
United States
States
schooner, may
may be
be submitted
detention
court for
for the
district of
of Massachusetts,
under and
and in
in compliance
compliance
Massachusetts, under
the district
court
with the
the rules
sitting as
as a
acourt
of admiralty;
and that
that
admiralty; and
court sitting
court of
with
rules of
of said
said court
the
said court
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
and determine
the whole
whole
determine the
to hear
hear and
shall have
the said
court shall
controversy and
and to
enter a
a judgment
decree for
for the
the amount
amount of
of
judgment or
or decree
to enter
controversy
the legal
damages sustained
by reason
of said
collision, if
if any
any shall
shall be
be
reason of
said collision,
sustained by
the
legal damages
found to
be due
either for
or against
United States,
States, upon
upon the
the same
same
against the
the United
due either
for or
found
to be
principle and
of liability,
liability, with
with costs,
costs, as
in like
like cases
cases in
in adadas in
and measure
measure of
principle
miralty
between private
parties, with
the same
same rights
appeal:
rights of
of appeal:
with the
private parties,
miralty between
Provided, That
That such
notice of
of the
shall be
be given
given to
to the
the Attorney
Attorney
the suit
suit shall
such notice
Provided,
General
may be
be provided
order of
the said
said
by order
of the
as may
provided by
the United
United States
States as
General of
of the
court, and
and it
it shall
be the
the duty
duty of
the Attorney
General to
to cause
the
cause the
of the
Attorney General
shall be
court,
United States
attorney in
district to
to appear
appear and
and defend
defend for
for the
the
in such
such district
United
States attorney
United States:
States: Provided
Provided further,
suit shall
be brought
brought and
and
said smut
shall be
United
further, That
That said
commenced within
within four
months of
of the
the date
of the
the passage
passage of
of this
this
commenced
four months
date of
Act.
Act."
Passed,
1920.
Passed, June
June 4,
4, 1920.

June 5,
June
5, 1920.
1920.
[S. Con.
Con. Res.,
(S.
Res., No.
No. 30.)
30.]
Merchant Marine
Merchant
Marine
Bill.
BCorrection
Correction in enroll
enrollment of,
of, directed.
directed.
ment

p. 988.

Ante,
Ane, p. 988.

MERCHANT MARINE
MARINE BILL.
BILL.
MEBCHANT

Senate (the House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That
of the
the bill
R. 10378)
10378) to
for the
the
to provide
provide for
enrollment of
bill (H.
(H. R.
in the
That in
the enrollment
promotion
promotion and maintenance
maintenance of the American
American Merchant Marine, to
repeal certain
and provide
provide for
for the
the disposition,
disposition,
legislation, and
repeal
certain emergency
emergency legislation,
regulation,
thereunder, and for other
regulation, and use of property
property acquired
acquired thereunder,
other
purposes, the Clerk be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
number the
number
the sections
sections in
in consecutive
consecutive order.
order.
Passed, June 5, 1920.

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRD
SESSION, SIXTY-SIXTH
THIRD SESSION,
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

INAUGURAL
INAUGURAL

December
13, 1920.
1920.
December 13,
[S. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
IS.
No. 34.]
34.]

COMMITTEE.
COMMITTEE.

Resolved by
the Senate
Senate (the
(the House
concurring),
Resolved
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
Inaugural CommitThat
Senators and
and three
three RepreRepre- teInugur
That a
a joint
joint committee,
committee, consisting
consisting of
of three
three Senators
Comi
tee to be appointed.
sentatives, to be appointed
sentatives,
appointed by the President
President of
Senate and
and the
the
of the
the Senate
Speaker
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, respectively,
respectively, is authorized
authorized
to make the necessary
necessary arrangements
arrangements for the inauguration
inauguration of the
President-elect of the United
President-elect
next.
United States
States on
on the
the 4th
4th of
of March
March next.
Passed, December
Passed,
December 13,
13, 1920.
1920.

JOINT COMMKITrEE
COMMITTEE

January
10, 1921.
January 10,
1921.
[S. Con.
Con. Res.,
No. 36.1
36.]
[S.
Res., No.

REORGANIZATION.
ON REORGANIZATION.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate (the
(the House
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
Resolved
House of
Joint Committee on
nttee o
That the President
That
President of the Senate
Senate and
and the Speaker
Speaker of the House
House of Reorganl
Reorganization.
1
Duplicate
enroll.
Representatives
they are
are hereby,
authorized to
to sign
sign aaduplidupli- ment
Representatives be,
be, and
and they
hereby, authorized
meDtPlia
e enroll
and signature
authorized
to
resoluJ. Res. 191)
(S. J.
191) to create aa authorized to resouenrolled joint
joint resolution
resolution (S.
cate copy of
of the enrolled
tion creating.
Joint
Committee on
on the
Reorganization of
of the
Branch tiAp.i13.
Joint Committee
the Reorganization
the Administrative
Administrative Branch
Ante, p. 1083.
of
the Government,
Government, and
and that
Secretary of
the Senate
directed
of the
that the
the Secretary
of the
Senate be
be directed
President of
comto transmit
transmit the same
same to the
the President
of the
the United
United States
States in compliance
request.
with his
his request.
pliance with
Passed, January 10,
10, 1921.
1921.
Passed,

COUNTING
COUNTING

January 21,
21, 1921.
1921.
January
S. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 38.1
38.]
[S.

ELECTORAL
VOTES.
ELECTORAL VOTES.

Resolved
the Senate
Senate (the
concurring),
(the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
Resolved by
by the
Counting
electoral
Counting
electoral
That the
the two
Congress shall
in the Hall of the votes.
of Congress
shall assemble
assemble in
That
two Houses
Houses of
votes.
Proceedings for,
Proceedings
for, in
in
House
of Representatives
Representatives on
Wednesday, the
9th day
of February,
the 9th
day of
February, the
on-Wednesday,
House of
the hall
of the
the House
House
Hall of
1921,
at
1
;
o'clock
in
the
afternoon,
pursuant
to
the
requirements
of
oi
Representatives.
of
to
the
requirements
afternoon,
pursuant
at
1
o'clock
in
the
1921,
oi Representatives.
the Constitution
to the
the election
President and
and
election of President
and laws
laws relating
relating to
the
Constitution and
Vice
President of
of the
Senate
the Senate
the President
President of
States, and
and the
of the
the United
United States,
Vice President
shall be
be their
their presiding
officer; that
that two
two tellers
tellers shall
be previously
previously
shall be
presiding officer;
shall
appointed by
by the
Vice President
the part
part of
of the
the Senate
Senate and
and two
two
President on
on the
the Vice
appointed
by
the Speaker
on the
the House
House of
of Representatives,
to
Representatives, to
of the
the part
part of
Speaker on
by the
whom
they are
are opened
opened by
by the President
President of the
as they
shall be
be handed,
handed, as
whom shall
Senate, all
the certificates
certificates and
papers purporting
to be
be certificates
certificates
purporting to
and papers
all the
Senate,
of the
votes, which
and papers
papers shall
shall be
be opened,
opened,
certificates and
which certificates
the electoral
electoral votes,
of
presented,
and acted
acted upon
upon in
in the
order of
of the
the States,
States,
the alphabetical
alphabetical order
presented, and
beginning
the letter
tellers, having
the
then read
read the
having then
said tellers,
letter A;
A; and
and said
with the
beginning with
same in
in the
the presence
presence and
the two
Houses, shall
shall make
make
two Houses,
hearing of
of the
and hearing
same
a
the votes
votes as
as they
they shall
shall appear
appear from
from the
certificates;
the said
said certificates;
of the
a list
list of
and the
votes having
having been
been ascertained
and counted
counted in
in the
the manner
manner
ascertained and
and
the votes
and according
to the
the rules
rules by
by law
provided, the
the result
same shall
shall
of same
result of
law provided,
and
according to
be
to the
the President
President of
who shall
shall thereupon
thereupon
of the
the Senate,
Senate, who
delivered to
be delivered
announce
the state
the vote,
vote, which
which announcement
shall be
deemed
be deemed
announcement shall
state of
of the
announce the
a
declaration of
of the
persons, if
if any,
elected President
and
President and
any, elected
the persons,
sufficient declaration
a sufficient
Vice
of the
the United
United States,
States, and,
and, together
together with
with a
list of
of the
the
a list
President of
Vice President
votes, be
be entered
entered upon
upon the
of the
two Houses.
he two
Houses.
the Journals
Journals ofe
votes,
Passed,
January 21,
1921.
21, 1921.
Passed, January
442S'—VOL 41—PT
2-14
41-PT 2
14
442b2--VOL
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CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS

February 4,
1921.
4,1921.
February
(H.
No. 73.1
73.)
Res., No.
[H. Con.
Con. Res.,
of honor
to
honor to
Medal of
Robert Edward
Edward Cox.
Cox.
Robert
Duplicate
enrollment
Duplicate enrollment
and
authorsignature authorand signature
ized i,of bill
awarding.
p 152wrdig.
Ante, p. 1526.

MEDAL OF
HONOR TO
ROBERT EDWARD
COX.
EDWARD COX.
TO ROBERT
OF HONOR
MEDAL

March 1,1921.
1,1921.
March
[H. Con.
Con. Res.,
77.]
Res., No. 77.1
[H.

Municipal
Court,
unicipal
c.
D.
CL4
rection ordered in
enrollment
bll
re reof bill
enrlment of
lating to.
latingto.
D

p. 1318

Ante,
Ane, p. 1318.

1921.
2, 1921.
March 2,
(II.
No. 76.)
76.]
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
(H. Con.

Grand Army
Army enGrand
campment,
campment, 1921.
Journal of, ordered
ordered
printed.

Jouri l °',

March
March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.
I. Con,
Con. Res.,
tes., No)
No. 78.1

the House of Representatives (the

MUNICIPAL COURT,
D. C.
C.
COURT, D.
MUNICIPAL

Resolved by
by the
House of
Representative (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
of Representative
the House
Resolved
That
enrollment of the bill (H.
(H. R. 10074)
10074) entitled "An
"An Act to
the enrollment
in the
That in
enlarge the
of the
Municipal Court
of the
of
District of
the District
Court of
the Municipal
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
enlarge
Columbia,
from judgments
judgments of
of said
said court,
court, and
and
appeals from
to regulate
regulate appeals
and to
Columbia, and
for other
other purposes,
purposes," the
the Clerk
Clerk of
of the
hereby,
be, and he is hereby,
House be,
the House
for
authorized
and directed
incorporate the
following amendment:
amendment:
the following
to incorporate
directed to
authorized and
On
after the
word "and"
"and" strike
strike out
out the following:
following:
the word
1, after
line 1,
9, line
page 9,
On page
[fuel," approved
August 10,
insert in lieu thereof
thereof the
and insert
10, 1917] and
approved August
[fuel,'
following:
fuel,' approved
to regulate
regulate rents
in, the
rents in
and to
10,1917, and
August 10,1917,
approved August
following: fuel,'
District
of
Columbia."
of
Columbia."
District
Passed,
March 1,
1921.
1, 1921.
Passed, March

GRAND
ARMY ENCAMPMENT,
ENCAMPMENT,
GRAND ARMY

1921.
1921.

Resolved by
the House
of Representatives
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
concurring),
(the Senate
House of
by the
Resolved
That
there shall
shall be
printed as aa House
document one
one thousand
thousand five
be printed
House document
That there
Fifty-fifth National EncampJournal of the Fifty-fifth
Encamphundred copies of the Journal
ment of
of the
Army of
of the
the Republic
year 1921,
1921, not to
for the year
Republic for
Grand Army
the Grand
ment
exceed $1,700
$1,700 in
with illustrations,
which
of which
one thousand
thousand copies of
illustrations, one
in cost,
cost, with
exceed
shall be
the use of the House
house and five hundred
hundred for the use of the
for the
be for
shall
Senate.
Senate.
Passed,
March 2,
1921.
2, 1921.
Passed, March

STANDARD
STANDARD TIME,
TIME, TEXAS
TEXAS AND
AND OKLAFOMA.
OKLAHOMA.

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Senate concurring),
Representatives (the Senate
concurring),
That
in the
entitled "An
"An Act to
to
enrollment of the bill (H. R. 14490) entitled
the enrollment
That in
of Texas and Oklahoma
re transfer the Panhandle
Panhandle and Plains section
section of
Oklahoma
zone," the Clerk of the
to
States standard central time
time zone,"
to the United States
directed to insert
House be authorized
authorized and directed
insert on
Page 2, line 13,
13, after "Santa Fe": Railway Company and other
branches
of the Santa
Santa Fe;
Fe; and on
branches of
Page
13, strike
strike out
"Clovis," down to and including
including
all after "Clovis,"
out all
2, line
line 13,
Page 2,
"Clovis,"
line 14.
in line
"Clovis," in
1921.
Passed, March
March 3,
3, 1921.

Standard
Standard time
time zone,
zone,
Texas and Oklahoma.
Correction
ordered in
CorrectinOkrderedin
enrollment
of bill
bill re.
erolment of
toting to.
Ante,
p. 1446.
1416.
Ante, p.

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),

by
Resolved
That the
the Speaker
the House
and the
President
the President
Representatives and
of Representatives
House of
of the
Speaker of
That
of
the
Senate
be,
and
they
are
hereby,
authorized
to
sign
a
duplicate
duplicate
a
sign
to
authorized
hereby,
are
they
and
be,
Senate
of the
12469) entitled "An
copy
enrolled bill (H. R. 12469)
"An Act
Act to authorize
authorize
copy of the enrolled
the award
award of
medal of
Chief Gunner
Robert Edward
Cox,
Edward Cox,
Gunner Robert
to Chief
honor to
of honor
a medal
of a
the
United States
that the
the Clerk
Clerk of
of the
the House
House be
be directed
to
directed to
and that
Navy," and
States Navy,"
United
transmit
the
same
to
the
President
of
the
United
States
in
compliance
compliance
in
States
the
United
of
President
to
the
transmit the same
with his
request.
his request.
with
Passed,
4, 1921.
1921.
February 4,
Passed, February

TREATIES AND CONVENTIONS
CONVENTIONS
CONCLUDED BY THE
THE
CONCLUDED

AMERICA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WITH
WITH

FOREIGN
FOREIGN NATIONS.
-

-------

-~

1643
1643

CONVENTIONS AND AGREEMENTS.
CONVENTIONS
AGREEMENTS.
Parcel post convention between the United
United States
States of America and
Parcel
and the
Society Islands.
Signed at
at Washington,
Islands. Signed
Washington, April
April 80,
1918; approved
30, 1918;
approved
by
8, 1918.
by the
the President
President May
May 8,
1918.

April 30, 1918.
1918.
April30

PARCEL POST CONVENTION
CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED
UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND THE SOCIETY
SOCIETY ISLANDS.
ISLANDS.
With
improve the
With the
the view
view to
to improve
the
postal relations between the
America and
the
United States of
of America
and the
Society Islands, the undersigned,
undersigned,
Albert Sidney
Sidney Burleson,
Burleson, Postmaster General
General of
of the
the United
States of America, and J. J.
Jusserand, Ambassador
Ambassador of the
French Republic
Republic to the United
authority
States, by virtue
virtue of authority
vested
vested in
in them have
have agreed
agreed upon
upon
the
following articles
for the
the following
articles for
the
establishment of a
parcel post
establishment
a parcel
between the
system of exchange between
the
two countries.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
I

Dans le but
Dana
but d'ameliorer
d'ameliorer les
lea resoePter
t
e
AsMsd1thd
t
arth the
re- soiee
lations
postales entre
entre lea
Etats- Preamblelations postales
lea Etatsrmb
Unis
d'Amerique et lea
Ties de la
Unis d'Am6rique
les Iles
la
les soussignes,
Societe, lea
soussignes, Albert
Albert
Sidney Burleson,
Burleson,
Postmaster
Postmaster
General des Etats-Unis d'Am6d'Ameet J.
J. J.
J. Jusserand,
Jusserand, Amrique, et
Ambassadeur
bassadeur de la Republique
Republique franEtats-Unis, ont,
out, en
caise aux Etats-Unis,
en
vertu des
des pouvoirs qui leur
'cur sont
sont
conferes, arret6
arrete lea
dispositions
conf6ers,
les dispositions
ci-apres, aa l'effet
d'etablir un
un
ci-apres,
l'effet dt6tablir
d'echange de colis
coils possysteme d'echange
postaux entre
lea deux
deux pays.
entre les
pays.
ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

The provisions of this Convention relate only to parcels of
of
mail matter to be exchanged
exchanged by
by
the system herein provided
provided for,
arrangeand do
do not affect the arrangements now existing under the
Universal Postal Convention,
heretofore;
which will continue as heretofore;
and all the provisions
provisions hereinafter
hereinafter
contained apply
exclusively to
contained
apply exclusively
exchanged under this Conmails exchanged

presente
Les dispositions de la pr6sente
Convention s'appliquent
s'appliquent exclusivement &
è. l'exchange
coils
sivement
l'exchange des colis
postaux suivant
qu'elle
suivant lea
les regles qu'elle
no modifient
modifient rien
rien
etablit. Elles ne
actuellement
aux arrangements
arrangements actuellement
existants en vertu de la convenconvenpostale universelle, lesquels
tion postale
continuent a
a Atre
etre en vigueur;
vigueur;
continuent
toutes lea
suivent
les dispositions
dispositions qui suivent
visent uniquement
lea envois
uniquement les
&hang&
articles de
echanges en vertu des articles
de
la presentp
Is
present Convention.
Convention.

ARTICLE II.

ARTICLE
IL
ARTICLE II.

vent
ion.
vention.

Scope of
Scope
of convention.
conventioln

1. A
A l'exception
l'exception des
des objets
objets terti
e c!ft admitted
admitud to
to
With, the exception
1.
arc
1. With
exception of
of the
the
articles
specifically prohibited
par l'ar- Post,p.
Post, P.1646.
formellement prohibes
prohibes par
164.
articles specifically
prohibited by formellement
echanges
Article III,
ticle III, peuvent etre 6chang6s
III, there shall be ad- tide
conditions de la
Is presente
presente
mitted to the parcel mails all aux conditions
marchandises et
et
articles which are admitted to Convention lea
les marchandises
the mails under any conditions in
tons autres
autres objets postaux qui
in tous
dans des
conditions
the domestic
domestic service of the coun- sont admis, dans
des conditions
l'expedition dans
country of quelconques,
try of origin and the country
quelconques, a
a l'exp6dition
dans
i
Requirements.
service interieur
du pays
pays d'orid'ori- Requ
destination. No parcel may, le service
int6rieur du
rements.
destination.
1645
1645

1646
1646

PARCEL POST
SOCIETY ISLANDS.
ISLANDS. APRIL
APRIL 30,
30, 1918.
1918.
CONVENTION-SOCIETY
POST CONVENTION—
PARCEL
however, exceed
exceed 55 kilograms
or
kilograms or
however,
11
pounds in
nor the
in weight, nor
11 pounds
following
Greatest
dimensions: Greatest
following dimensions:
length
any direction,
feet
three feet
direction, three
in any
length in
six inches
inches (1
(1 meter
meter 5
5 centicentisix
meters), greatest
girth
greatest length and girth
meters),
combined,
six feet
feet (1
(1 meter
meter 80
combined, six
centimeters).
centimeters).

Address and pack-

ing.

2.
parcel must bear the
2. Every
Every parcel
exact address
address of
of the
the addressee
addressee and
exact
must be
be packed
adea manner adein a
packed in
must
quatefor the
the length
journey
of the journey
length of
quatefor
protection of its contents.
and the protection
The
must be of such aa
packing must
The packing
nature as
to permit
permit the contents
contents
as to
nature
to
be easily
easily examined
examined by officers
officers
to be
the Post Office or the Customs.
of the
ARTICLE II.
III.
ARTICLE

Articles
prohibited.
Aticles prohbit

1. The following
following articles are

prohibited: Parcels
Parcels containing
containing letprohibited:
ters, or
of the
the
communications of
or communications
ters,
nature
of personal
correspondpersonal correspondnature of
permitted, however,
however,
is permitted,
ence (it is
to include
parcel an open
include in the parcel
to
invoice or
bill in
in its
its simplest
simplest
or bill
invoice
form) ;live
except bees
bees
animals, except
live animals,
form);
in properly
boxes;
constructed boxes;
properly constructed
in
dead animals, except insects
insects and
reptiles when thoroughly dried;
dried;
vegetables which easily
easily
and vegetables
fruits and
decompose;
which
publications which
decompose; publications
violate the copyright laws of the
destination; poisons,
poisons,
country of destinationand
infammable
and explosive or inflammable
substances;
substances; liquids and substances which easily liquefy; lotlottery advertiseadvertisetery tickets, lottery
circulars; all
ments, or lottery circulars;
obscene or immoral articles; or
obscene
articles the admission
admission of which
is not
not authorized
authorized by the customs
is
or
or other laws or regulations of
general,
either country; and, in general,
conveyance of which
articles the conveyance
which
is reputed dangerous.
dangerous.

Distribution
Distributiona of une unimUb parcels.
mailable

p^S

2.
parcel contravening
contravening any
any
2. If aaparcel
of these prohibitions or not conforming to the stipulations
fo
stipulations of
ArticlelI be handed
Articlell
handed over
over by one
Administration
Administration to the other, the
the
manner
proceed in the manner
latter shall proceed
conformity with the forand in conformity

et du
du pays
pays de
destination.
de destination.
ginee et
Toutefois
aueun colis
coils ne
ne peut
pent
Toutefois aucun
peser
plus de
kilogrammes (11
(11
de 55 kilogrammes
peser plus
livres);
en outre,
coils ne
ne
outre, aucun colis
lvres); en
pourra exceder
lea dimensions
dimensions
exceder les
pourra
suivantes:
en
longueur maxima en
suivantes: longueur
un
quelconque, 1
1metre
metre 05
sens quelconque,
un sens
(trois pieds
six pouces);
ponces); longueur
longueur
pieds six
(trois
maxima
et circonf6rence
circonference comcoramaxima et
binees,
in. 80
pieds).
80 (six pieds).
binees, 11m.
2. Chaque
coils doit
doit porter
porter
Chaque colis
2.
l'adresse
destinataire
exacte du destinataire
l'adresse exacte
et doit
emball6 d'une maAtre emballe
et
doit etre
niere qui
duree du
la dur6e
r6ponde aa la
qui reponde
niere
transport
preserve sufsufqui preserve
et qui
transport et
fisament le
le contenu.
contenu. L'ambalfisament
Inge doit
etre conditionne
conditionne de
doit 8tre
lage
facon &
a permettre
permettre aux agents
facon
des douanes
douanas ou
postes de
ou des postes
des
verifier
facilement le contenu.
content'.
verifier facilement
ARTICLE m.
III.
ARTICLE
1. Sont
Sont exclus
exclus du transport:
transport:
1.
Les
cobs renfermant
lettres
renfermant des lettres
Les colis
on
ayant le
le cacommunications ayant
ou communications
raet
ere de correspondance
correspondence perractere
sonnelle
permis, toutefois,
sonnelle (il est perrnis,
d'inserer dans I'envoi
I'envoi la facture
d'inserer
ouverte dans sa forme la
la, plus
ouverte
simple), des animaux
anirnaux vivants,
simple),
sauf des abeilles
abeilles dans des boites
sauf
convenablement amenagees;
amenagees; des
convenablement
animaux
sauf des insectes
insectes
morts, sauf
animaux races,
et
reptiles completement
completement deset des reptiles
seches; des
des fruits
fruits et
vegetaux
des v6getaux
et des
sech6s;
qui
facilement;
dcomposent facilement;
ui se decomposent
des
lee
es publications
publications qui violent les
sm. la propri6et
propriete litt6raire
litteraire en
en
lois sur
vigueur
dans le pays de destinavigueur dans
tion;
matieres
tion; des
des poisons
poisons et des matieres
explosives ou inflammables;
inflammables; des
explosives
substances liquides ou
on facilement
facilement
substances
liquefiables; des billets,
billets, annonces
liquefiables;
annonces
ou circulaires
circulaires relatifs
relatifs a
a des loteries; tons
obscenes ou contous objets obscenes
traires aux bonnes mceurs;
moeurs; tous
tons
traires
objets dont l'admission
l'admission n'est pas
autorisee par les lois douanieres
douanieres
autorisee
on autres et par les
lea reglements
ou
reglements
de l'un on
l'autre pays, et en
ou l'autre
general, tous lea
objets dont le
les objets
transport
dangereux.
transport est repute dangereux.
Dana le cas oiu
oü un colis
coils
2. Dans
tomb ant sous ces
prohibitions on
on
tombant
ces prohibitions
non conforme aux dispositions
dispositions
Part. II
Eyre par
par Pune
de l'art.
II est livr6
lune
des Administrations
Administrations a
a l'autre,
l'autre,
celle-ci procede de la maniere
celle-ci
et dans
dans les
lea formes prev
ues par
prevues
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malities prescribed
prescribed by its laws or sa
sa legislation
legislation et par
par ses
sea regleregleregulations.
domestic regulations.
ments interieurs.
ments
interieurs.
In.
3. All admissible
meradmissible articles of
of merfrom
n
3. Toutes les marchandises
merchandises ad- Fredom
Fre'
tion°,
m
etcj
rcml
chandise mailed in one country
country mises
raises par la
Convenla present()
presente Convenfor the other, or received
received in
in one
one tion .et cleposees
pays a
d6pos6es dans un pays
a
country from
from the other, shall
shall be
be destination
destination de l'autre ou
on re-ues
reeues
free from
from any
any detention or
or inin- dans
en provenance
de
dans un
un pays
pays en
provenance de
spection whatever,
spection
whatever, except
except such
such as
as l'autre,
no pourront
pourront etre
etre retenues
retenues
l'autre, ne
required for collection
is required
collection of cus- ou
autant qu'il
ou examinees,
examinees, sauf
sauf autant
qu'il
toms duties; and shall be for- sera n6cessaire
necessaire pour
pour la perceppercepwarded by the most speedy tion
tion des
droits de
douane. Elles
des droits
de douane.
Elles
means to their destination,
destination, being
being seront
means
seront acheminees
par les
lea raoyens
acheminees par
moyens
subject in their transmission to les
sur leur
leur destinales plus
plus rapides
rapides sur
destinathe laws and regulations
regulations of each
each tion et
seront soumises
uant B
et seront
soumises quant
country, respectively.
respectively.
country,
lcur
aux lois
lois at
leur transmission,
transmission, aux
et
reglements
de chaque
cheque
reglements respectifs
respectifs de
pays.
pays.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
No parcel may contain packintended for delivery
delivery at
ages intended
at an
address other than that borne by
by
address
the parcel itself. If such enenclosed packages
detected they
packages be detected
they
forward singly,
must be sent forward
charged with new and distinct
distinct
charged
parcel post rates.

ARTICLE V
V.
1. The following rates of postage must in all cases be fully prepaid, viz:
2. In the United States for a
a
parcel
exceeding one
parcel not exceeding
one pound
in weight, 12
each
12 cents; and for
for each
m
additional pound
pound or fraction of a
a
additional
pound, 12
12 cents.
pound,
3. In the Society Islands and
Dependencies 2
2 francs for
for
their Dependencies
3
every parcel
parcel not exceeding 3
kilograms, and for every parcel
parcel
exceeding
5
exceeding 3
3 kilograms, up to 5
kilograms
francs.
kilograms (maximum) 3.50 francs.
4. The
The parcels shall be promptly
promptly
delivered to
accordto addressees
addressees in accorddelivered
domestic regulaance with the domestic
destinations of the country of destinapostage;
tion, free of charge for postage;
but the country of destination
destination
may, at its option, levy and collect from the addressee,
addressee, for domestic service and delivery, a
a
charge, the amount of which is
own
to be fixed according to its own

ARTICLE IV.
IV.
ARTICLE
No Inclosure
Aucun colis
coils ne
no peut
pout renfermer
Aucun
renfermer al'eLtrgirre
otheraddrea.
des paquets
paquets destines
etre livres
livres
des
destines a
A etre
entre quo
cello
aa tine
une adresse
adresse autre
quo celle
port&
stir le
le colis
coils memo.
Si des
des
portee sur
meme. Si
paquets de
d
.
o cc
sont d6depaquets
ce genre
genre sont
converts, ils sont
sont achemines
achemines incouverts,
individuellement at
tine taxe
tare nounoudividuellement
et tne
voile
et distincte
distinct° lour
oat apvelle et
leur est
applique° conform6ment
conformement au
an tarif
tarif
pliquee
de colis
coils postaux
postaux
de

for
for

ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.
1. L'affranchissement
L'affra.nchissement des
des coils
colis
1.
postaux
postaux est obligatoire. Les
taxes it
sont lea
a payer an
au depart sent
les
suivantes:
suivantes:
2. Aux Etats-Unis,
Etats-Unis, pour un
colds no pesant pas plus d'une
colis
Eyre, 12 cents; pour chaque
cheque livre
livre,
additionnelle
on fraction
fraction de livro,
livro,
additionnelle ou
12 cents.
3. Aux Iles de la Societe
Societe et
et
lours Dependences,
dans leurs
Dependances, 22francs
3
pour tout colis
cobs n'excedant
n'excedant pas 3
kilogrammes
coils
kilogrammes et pour tout colis
an dessus de 3
3 kilogrammes
au
kilogrammes
jusqu'a 5
5 kilogrammes
kilogrammes (maxifrancs.
mum) 3.50 francs.
4. Les colis
coils sont promptement
promptement
livres aux destinataires,
destinataires, conforconformement
reglements int6riinterim6ment aux reglements
eurs du pays de destination,
destination, en
en
franchise de tous frais
frais de transfranchise
rt. Cependant,
Cependant, le pays de
port.
destination peut,
pent, A
h son gre, perdestination

cevoir du
du destinataire,
pour sercevoir
destinataire, pour
service interieur
interieur et
et distribution,
distribution, une
line
vice

taxe a
sespropres
taxe
A determiner
determiner par sespropres
reglements,
aucun
reglements, mais qui, en aucun

Rates of
ot postage.
Rates

In United States.
States.
In

Society Isands.
Islands.
In Society

DeLivery.
Delvwry.
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Customs duties,
duties, etc.
Customs

Receipt
Receipt of
of posting.
posting.

Post, p. 1653.

Pop.'o653.

regulations, but
but which
in
which shall in
regulations,
no
United
exceed in the United
case exceed
no case
States
five cents,
cents, and
the
and in the
States five
Society Islands
centimes for
Islands 25 centimes
Society
each parcel
weight.
its weight.
whatever its
parcel whatever
each
5.
shall be subparcel shall
Every parcel
5. Every
ject,
the country
country of
of destinadestinain the
ject, in
tion,
all duties and all custo all
tion, to
toms regulations
regulations in
in that
in force in
toms
country
for the
protection of
of its
the protection
country for
customs
revenues; and the cuscustoms revenues
toms
other duties
duties properly
properly
and other
toms and
chargeable thereon
shall be colcolthereon shall
chargeable
lected on
delivery, in
accordance
in accordance
on delivery,
lected
with
the customs
regulations of
customs regulations
with the
the
country of
destination.
of destination.
the country

cas ne
ne d6passera
depassera pas
pas cinq cents
cas
aux
et 25 centimes
centimes
Etats-Unis et
aux Etats-Unis
aux
la Societe
Societe pour
pour chaque
de la
Iles de
aux Des
colis
poids.
colis quel que soit son poids.

ARTICLE VI.
VI.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE

the time
sender may,
may, at
The sender
The
at the
time of
of
posting, obtain
certificate of
of
obtain aa certificate
posting,
posting
provided for
for
prform
form provided
the form
on the
posting on
the purpose;
conformity with
with
in conformity
purpose; in
the
or similar
annexed
to Form 11 annexed
similar to
or
hereto.
hereto.
ARTICLE
VII.
ARTICLE VII.

L'expediteur
pent, au moment
moment
L'expediteur peut,
du
obtenir un
un rec6piss6
recepisse
d6p6t, obtenir
du depot,
sur
formule ad
conforme
ad hoc, conforme
une formule
sur une
on analogue
analogue h
la formule
formule 1
ci1 ci. la
ou
jointe.
jointe.

5. Chaque
Chaque colis
coils est soumis,
5.
dans
destination, a
pays de destination,
dans le pays
tons droits
droits et a.
tolls reglements
reglements
a tous
tous
de douane
douane en
vigueur dans ce
en vigueur
de
pays pour
la perception
perception
assurer la
pour assurer
pays
de
ses recettes
recettes douanieres;
douanieres; lea
les
de ses
droits
douane et autres, reguregudroits de douane
lierement &is
sont percus
percus aa. la
la
dfs sont
lihrement
livraison, conform6ment
conformement aux relivraison,
glements
du pays de destination.
destination.
glements du

ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE

each parcel
sender of
1. The sender
Customsdeclaation.
1. L'expediteur
6tablir
doit etablir
L'expediteur dolt
1.
etst°11" cleciarati°n*
1.
of each
parcel
pour chaque colis
coils une d6claradeclarashall make
make a
customs deelaradeclara- pour
a customs
shall
tion en
douane en double
double expeexpeen douane
tion, in
in duplicate,
duplicate, both copies to
to tion
tion,
dition sur une
formula speciale
une formule
attached to
or attached
be
to dition
upon or
pasted upon
be pasted
fournie a
a. cet effet (voir la
in. formule
the package,
package, upon
upon a
special fournie
a special
the
Pod,
Pos, p.
p. 1.1653.
Form provided
ci-annexee); il collera
collera ces deux
provided for the purpose
purpose 2
2 ci-annexee);
coils memo
meme ou les
(see
Form 2
2annexed
hereto) givgiv- copies
copies sur le colis
annexed hereto)
(see Form
decladernier. Cette declaing
a general
general description
of the fixera
fixera aace dernier.
description of
ing a
parcel, an
an accurate
statement of ration donnera
donnera une description
description
accurate statement
parcel,
coils, l'indication
l'indication
du colis,
its contents,
contents, and
value, date of generale
and value,
g6n6rale du
its
mailing, and
and the
contenu, sa valeur,
valeur,
signa- exact°
sender's signathe sender's
exacte de son contenu,
maililg,
signature et
et
dep6t, la signature
residence, and
la date du depot,
ture
and place
place of
of residence,
and la
ture and
la residence
l'expediteur, et le
the
place of
of destination.
destination.
r6sidence de l'exp6diteur,
la
the place
destination.
lieu de destination.
deResponsibility deRezonsibility
2. The
administraadministrations con2. Les administrations
contracting administra2.
The contracting
2.
clined.
tions decline
decline any
responsibility tractantes
tractantes declinent
declinent toute
toute resany responsibility
tions
cus- ponsabilite
as to
to the
correctness of
the cusof the
ponsabilite quant
quant a
a. l'exactitude
l'exactitude
the correctness
as
toms declarations.
declarations.
declarations en douane.
douane.
toms
des declarations
Retention of
of fees.

Method
of tranportramperMethod of
tation.

ARTICLE VIII.

ARTICLE VIII.

Each country shall retain to its
own
postages
own use the whole of the postages
delivery fees it
it collects on
and delivery
said parcels;
parcels; consequently,
consequently, this
Convention will give rise to no
separate accounts between
between the
two countries.
countries.

Chaq_ue pays conserve
conserve ah son
Chaque
profit
la totalite
totalite des taxes de
profit la
transport, et de factage
factage qu'il pertransport,
volt sur les
lea colis
coils postaux; conseceinsecoit
quemment la presente Convention
Convention
quemment
ne donne
pas lieu
l'6tablisselieu aa l'etablissedonne pas
ne
ment de comptes
comptes speciaux
speciaux entre
entre
lea deux
deux pays.
pays.
les

ARTICLE
IL
ARTICLE IX.

ARTICLE IX.
J.X.
ARTICLE

parcels shall
considbe consid1. The
The parcels
shall be
a distinct part of
ered as forming
forming a

depeches
depeches distinctes aa. echanger
echanger

1. Les colis
coils feront l'objet
de
l'objet de
1.
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the
mails exchanged
be- directement
the mails
exchanged directly
directly,bedirectement entre
entre lea
les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
tween
United States
States and
tween the
the United
and the
the et
et lea
Iles de
Societe. Le
Le pays
les les
de la
la Soci6t&.
pays
Society Islands,
Islands, to
be despatched
Society
to be
despatched d'origine
d'origine doit
doit expedier
expedier ses
ses dedeto the
the country
of destination
destination by
by peches
to
country of
au pays
de destination
destination aa
peches au
pays de
the country
country of
of origin
its cost,
the
origin at
at its
cost, sea
ses frais
lea moyens
moyens dont
dont il
il
frais et
et par
par les
and by
by such
such means
means as
as it
it provides.
provides. dispose.
and
dispose. Les
Les colis
cells doivent
doivent etre
etre
They must
at the
the transmis
They
must be
be forwarded,
forwarded, at
transmis au gre
gre de
de l'office
l'office expeexpeoption of
of the
the despatching
despatching office,
office, diteur,
option
dans des
des boites
boites ou
ou
diteur, soit
soit dans
either in
in boxes
boxes or
baskets prepre- paniers
either
or baskets
paniers specialement
specialement construits
construits
pared
expressly for
for the
pared expressly
the purpose,
purpose, a.
dans -des
des sacs
sacs aa.
a cet
cet effet,
effet, soit
soit dans
or in
in ordinary
sacks, marked
or
ordinary mail
mail sacks,
marked depeches
d6epches ordinaires
la
ordinaires portant
portant la
"Parcel Post;"
Post;" "
Colis P6staux,"
Postaux," mention
"Parcel
"Colis
mention "Parcel
"Colis"Parcel Post,"
Post," "Colisand securely
securely sealed
sealed with
wax or
and
with wax,
or Postaux"
et clos
dos soigneusement
soigneusement
Postaux" et
otherwise,
as may
may be
otherwise, as
be mutually
mutually a.
a l'aide
l'aide de
de cachets
cire ou
on
cachets aa. is
la cire
agreed
agreed upon.
upon.
autrement
ce qui
qui pourra
pourra
autrement suivant
suivant ce
etre mutuellement
mutuellement convenu
convenu par
par
etre
lea
contractantes.
les parties
parties contractantes.
2.
Each countryshallpromptly
country shall promptly
2. Each
2.
Chaque pays
pays renverra
renverra ancel;t1=
2. Chaque
au cepets °"m ptyre
return empty
empty to
to the
the despatching
despatching bureau
expeollteur par
par le
is plus
plus
bureau expediteur
office by
next mail
mail all
such receprecep- prochain
office
by next
all such
couther thus
reciprochain courrier
tous ces
ces recitacles; unless
unless some
arrange- pients
tacles;
some other
other arrangevides, sauf
pients vides,
sauf arrangement
arrangement
ment shall
shall be
mutually agreed
ment
be mutually
agreed to.
to. contraire
ce sujet.
sujet.
contraire a.
a intervelair
intervenir aa. ce
ARTICLE X.
ARTICLE
X.

ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.

Each despatch
despatch of
of a
parcel post
post
Each
a parcel
mail
must be
be accompanied
accompanied by
by aa
mail must
descriptive
list, in
in duplicate,
of
descriptive list,
duplicate, of
all
the parcels
all the
parcels sent,
showing dissent, showing
distinctly the
of each
partinctly
the number
number of
each parcel, the office
office of
of origin,
the name
name
origin, the
of the
the addressee
addressee with
with address
address of
of
destination, and
the declared
declared condestination,
and the
contents
and value.
value. This
list (see
tents and
This list
(see
Form 3
3annexed
annexed hereto)
hereto) must
must be
Form
be
enclosed in
of the
receptacles
enclosed
in one
one of
the receptacles
composing
mail.
composing the
the mail.

Chaque
envoi de
de coils
postaux
Chaque envoi
colis postaux
doit
doit etre
etre accompagno
d'une
accompagn6 d'une
feuille
de route
descriptive, en
en
feuille de
route descriptive,
double exemplaire,
exemplaire, mentionnant
mentionnant
double
tousles coils exp6dies,leurnumero
expédiés, leur num ero
touslescolis
d'ordre,
be
d'ordre, is
le bureau
bureau d'origine,
d'origine, le
nom
destinataire,
nom et
et l'adresse
l'adresse du
du destinataire,
la declaration
declaration du contenu
contenu et de
la
Cette liste, conforme
conforme A
a.
la valeur.
valeur. Cetteliste,
la
formule No.
No. 33 ci-jointe,
ci-jointe, doit
doit
laformule
etre
inseree dans
dans l'un
l'un des
des r6cireci8tre ins6re
plants
composant la
is d6peche.
depeche.
pients composant

ARTICLE
XL
ARTICLE XI.
1.
As soon
the mail
soon as
as the
mail shall
shall
1. As
have reached
the office
office of
of destinadestinahave
reached the
tion,
office shall
shall check
check the
tion, that
that office
the
contents of
of the
the mail.
mail.
contents
2.
In the
event of
of a
2. In
the event
a parcel
parcel bill
bill
not
been received,
received, aasubsubnot having
having been
stitute
once preprestitute should
should be
be at
at once
pared.
pared.
3.
in the
the entries
on
3. Any
Any errors
errors in
entries on
the
parcel bill
bill which
which may
the parcel
may be
be disdiscovered
after verification
covered should,
should, after
verification
by
second officer,
officer, be
by a
a second
be corrected
corrected
and
for report
and noted
noted for
report to
to the
the desdespatching office
office on
on aaform
patching
form "Bulle"Bulletin
should
tin of
of Verification",
Verification ", which
which should
be sent
sent in
special envelope.
envelope.
be
in a
a special

.

Descriptive list.
Descriptive

Post, p. 1654.
Post,

ARTICLE XI.
ARTICLE

&Oche parvient
parvient
1. Des quo is
la depeche
destination, celui-ci
celui-ci
au bureau de destination,
en verifie le contenu.
contenu.

2.
2. Si
Si la
la feuille
feuille de
de route
route n'est
n.'est

pas jointe
joints il
il en
est 6tabli
etabli une
une
pas
en est
d'office
immediatement.
'office immediatement.

Receipt of mail.
mail.
Recelpt

buis t t te

alt.thstitate

parcel

parcel

Correction of errors.
3. Toutes
erreurs dans
3.
Toutes lea
les erreurs
dans lea
les Correctiof errors.
inscriptions
de la
de route
route
inscriptions de
la feuille
feuille de
qui viendraient
viendraient aa. etre
decouverqui
8tre decouvertes, seront,
seront, apres
verification par
par
tes,
apres verification
un second
second agent,
agent, rectifi6es
rectifiees et
et
un
annotees
pour etre
etre signalees
an
.
annot6es pour
signal6es au
bureau expediteur
expechteur au
an moyen
moyen d'un
bureau
d'un
"Bulletin de
Verification" en"Bulletin
de Verification"
envoye sous
sous enveloppe
speciale.
voye
enveloppe speciale.
of p
par°
ri
coils inscrit
inscrit sur
sur la
la ce ll'
P
t of
4. If
parcel advised
44. Si
Si un
un cols
4.
If a
a parcel
ece
Pt
aradvised on
on the
the
bill
received, after
the nonnon- feuille
feuille de
n'est pas
bill be
be not
not received,
after the
de route
route n'est
pas parvenu,
parvenu,
receipt
sec- apres
apres que
que le
le inanquant
ete
receipt has
has been
been verified
verified by
by a
a secmanquant aa ete
ond officer,
entry on
on the
the bill
ond
officer, the
the entry
constate par
par un
un second
second agent,
agent,
bill constate
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7. If no bulletin of verification
verification
or
be received,
or note of
of error
error be
received, aa
parcel mail shall be
be considered
considered as
duly
delivered, having
having been
duly delivered,
been found
found
on examination
all
on
examination correct
correct in
in all
respects.
respects

l'inscription
feuille sera
sera
l'inscription sur Is
la feuille
annulee et
immediatement
annulee
et le fait immediatement
signale.
signale.
-5.
eat constat6
constato qa'un
qu'un colis
cols
5. S'il est
eat
affranchi, ii
est insuffisamment
insuffisamment affranchi,
il
n'est pas supple
supplie a l'insuffisance
l'insuffisance
de l'atfranchissement,
l'affranchissement, mais
mais le
le fait
fait
de
eat
par bulletin
de v6rifiverifiest signale par
bulletin de
cation.
cation.
6.
Si un
cols parvient
parvient avarie
avarie
6. Si
un colis
on
mai conditionne,
conditionne, l'avarie
l'avarie ou
on
ou mal
le mauvais
mauVais conditionnement
conditionnement sont
sont
signal&
d'une maniere
maniere d6taillee
detainee
signales d'une
an moyen
mum.' de
Is meme
memo formule
an
au
de la
formule au
bureau
forme l'envoi.
bureau qui
qui aaforme
1'envoi.
7.
recoit ni
ni bulle7. Si celui-ci no
ne renoit
bulleverification, ni
ni avis
avis d'ird'irtin de v6rification,
regularite, il
il considere
consider° l'envoi
regularite,
l'envoi
comma r6gulier
regulier sous
thus les
lea
comme
sous tous
valablement
rapports et comme valablement
livre.
livre.

ARTICLE XII.
XI.

ARTICLE XI.
XII.
ARTICLE

should be canceled
fact
canceled and the fact
reported at
at once.
once.
reported
Insofficiently paid
parcels.

p

ffft

p

Damaged panels.
D
-puCOSo

P"Iman'sbm
livery.

,m"paa-

5.a Iff aaparcel
rcl be observed
observedto be
insufficiently
it must not
insufficiently prepaid,
prepaid, it
not
deficient postage,
be taxed with
with deficient
postage,
but the
circumstances must
but
the circumstances
must 130
be
reported on the
of verifiverifireported
the bulletin
bulletin of
cation form.
cation
form.
be received
received
6. Should aaparcel
parcel be
damaged or imperfect
in a
a damaged
imperfect conconshould be
dition, full
full particulars
particulars should
be
re rted on
on the
the same
to the
reported
same form
form to
the
o ce which
up the
office
which made up
the mail.
mail.

oa de
d- '

im1. Missent
Drissent parcels shall be
be immediately returned
the desmediately
returned to the
despatching office of exchange.
patching
exchange. AtAttention shall be called to
to the
the
error by means of a
bulletin of
of
a bulletin
verification.
verification.
,bnInability tooddeliver,. 2. If aa parcel
parcel can not be
be de*etc.
livered as addressed
addressed or
or is
is refused
refused
by the addressee, the
the sender
sender shall
shall
be consulted (through
(through the
Adthe Administration of the
ministration
the country
country of
of
origin) as to
or)
If
to its disposal. If
within
months of
the desdeswithin two months
of the
patch of the notice of
nonof nondelivery the office of destination
destination
shall not have received
received instrucinstructions from the
the sender,
sender, the
the parcel
parcel
origin.
shall be returned
returned to its origin.
Itisseat
pereels.
XYbfltpmw"b

upplementary
Supplementary

aamps.

s.
Ase
Ante, p.
p.1647.

Perishable artics.
articles.
PuisabW

3. Parcels
from one
3.
Parcels redirected
redirected from
one
country- to the other,
parcels
other, or
or parcels
returned at the sender's request,
request,
incur a
supplementary charge
a supplementary
charge on
the basis
the rates
by
fixed by
rates fixed
of the
basis of
the
Article
Article V, which may
may be
be collected
collected
in advance or on delivery
delivery as
conas convenient. Parcels
Parcels forwarded
forwarded from
one address to
another in
the
to another
in the
country
destination are
are subject
country of
of destination
subject
to such additional
additional charges
charges as the
domestic
domestic regulations of
of that
that councountry prescribe.
4. Articles
4.
Articles which
which it
it has not
not
been possible to
to deliver
deliver and
which
and which
are liable to deterioration
or
deterioration or
corruption may, however, be sold

1.
I. Tout colis
cols recu
recu en fausse
direction est
eat immediatement
immediatement redirection
retourne
d'echange extourn6 au bureau d'6change
p6diteur. L'erreur
pediteur.
L'erreur est
eat signal6e
signal&
an moyen d'un bulletin de
de v6rifiverifiau

cation.
cation.
2. L'expediteur
L'expediteur d'un
d'un colis
cobs qui
qui
ne pent etre livre
lyre a
ason adresse
adresse
ou qui eat
on
refuse par le destidestiest refus6
nataire doit etre consult6
consulte (par
l'interm6diaire de l'Administral'intermediaire
Is
tion du pays d'origine)
d'origine) sur la
maniere dont
maniere
dent il
ii entend en disdisposer. Si,
Si, dans un d6lai
(Mai de deux
deux
mois aa partir de l'exp6dition
rnois
Pexpedition de
de
l'avis de non remise,
remise, lo
le bureau
bureau de
destination n'a pas recu les
destination
lea insinstructions de l'expediteur,
cols
tructions
l'exp6diteur, le colis
eat renvoye
Porigine.
est
renvoy6 aal'origine.
3. Les colis
cols r6expedi6s
reexpediea d'un
pays ka l'autre
l'autre ou
on retournes
retournes B
Ia demande
Is
demand° de l'expediteur
sont
l'exp6diteur sont
passibles
passibles d'un droit supplemensupplementaire a percevoir
la base
take
percevoir sur is
base des
taxes fisxes
fixees par l'article
Particle V
V, lequel
droit pourra
pourra 6tre
etre percu
percu d'avance
ou
on a
a Ila livraison, selon qu'on
qu'ou le
jugera convenable. Les colis
cobs reexpdies
expedies d'une adresse
adresse a
a l'autre
l'autre
dans le pays de destination sont
sont
passibles
passibles des droits supplemensupplementaires prescrits par les
reglements
takes
lea reglements
interieurs de ce pays.
int6rieurs
4. Quand le contenu
contenu d'un colis
cols
qui n'a pu etre
rtre livr6
livre est
eat susceptisusceptible de det6rioration
ou de cordeterioration on
ruption,
peut &tre
ruption, il pent
etre vendu im-
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immediately,
immediately, without previous mediatement,
mediatement, sans
sans avis
avis pr6alable
prealable
notice
notice or legal
legal formality,
formality, for
for the ni
m formalit6s
formalites judiciaires,
an profit
profit
judiciaires, au
benefit
person entitled de
benefit of the
the person
l'ayant droit;
droit; il
est dress6
dresskun
de l'ayant
il est
un
thereto, the particulars
particulars of
proces-verbal de
de la
vente qui
qui
thereto,
of the proces-verbal
la vente
sale
reported by
est transmis
transmis B
al'office
l'office exp6diteur.
expediteur.
sale being
being reported
by one
one AdAd- est
ministration to the other. The La
La somme
par la vente
somme realises
realisee parla
vente
proceeds
sale shall
shall be
be servira,
proceeds of
servira, en
en premier
premier lieu,
lieu, -h payer
payer
of the
the sale
devoted
paying the
the charges
on lea
dont le
cobs 6tait
etait grev6.
grey&
devoted to
to paying
charges on
les droits
droits dont
le colis
the
parcel; the
the remainder,
if any,
La difference,
s'il en
en existe,
existe, sera
sera
the parcel;
remainder, if
any, La
difference, s'il
a Poffice
d'origine pour
pour
shall be
be sent
sent to
to the office of
of remise
remise A
l'office d'origine
sender. Atre
origin to be paid to the sender.
etre payee
payee A
a l'exp6diteur.
l'expediteur. Si
Si
une raison
quelconque la
If for
for any
any reason a
a sale
sale is
is imim- pour
pour une
raison quelconque
la
possible the
the spoilt or worthless
worthless vente
est impossible
impossible les
lea objets
objets
vente est
destroyed or handed
articles are destroyed
on devenus
devenus sans
sans valeur
handed avaries
avari6s ou
valeur
over
sont d6truits
detruits ou
ou livr6s
livres aa la
over to the customs.
customs.
sont
la
douane.
douane.
5. Sons
Sous reserve
de l'accoml'accom- mg=
°spooled or
or
5.
With the reservation
reservation that
that
5. With
5.
reserve de
tes CanIeled
the
formalities prescribed
plissement des
des formalites
forrnalites prespresthe formalities
prescribed for
for ad- plissement
crites, a
titre de
conministrative reasons
reasons by
by the
the AdAd- crites,
k titre
de mesures
mesures de
de conministrations concerned
administrations in
in
ministrations
concerned be
be comcom- trol°
tr6le par
par lea
les administrations
plied
on teressees,
teresseas, les
lea droits
droits de
de douane
douane
plied with,
with, the customs duties on
parcels which
appliques aux
aux cobs
hrenvoyer
renvoyer au
au
parcels
which have to be sent
sent back appliques
colis a
pays d'origine
on a
a reexp6dier
reexpedier
to the
the country
country of
of origin or
or re- pays
d'origine ou
directed to a
country shall sur
sur tm
autre pays
pays sont
sont annul&
a third country
annules
un autre
United aussi
aux Etats-Unis qu'aux
be canceled
canceled both in the United
aussi bien
bien auxEtats-Unis
qu'aux
de la
la Societe.
Societe.
Iles de
States and in the Society Islands. flea
ARTICLE XIII.

Neither of the contracting
contracting Administrations will be responsible
responsible
ministrations
for the loss or damage of any
any
parcel,
consequently no
parcel, consequently
no indemnity
indemnity
can be claimed by the sender or
addressee in either country.
addressee

ARTICLE XIII.
ARTICLE
XIII.

Aucune
Aucune

des
des

Administrations
Administrations

contractantes n'est
n'est responsable
responsable
contractantes
de
perts ou
on de
de l'avarie
Pavane des
de la
la perte
des
cobs.
En consequence
consequence l'expel'expecolis. En
diteur
le destinataire,
dans
diteur on
ou le
destinataire, dans
Pun ou
l'autre pays,
no sont
sont
pays, ne
1'un
ou l'autre
nullement
fond& a
hr6clamer
reclamer une
nullement fond6s
une
indemnit6.
indemnite.

ARTICLE XIV.
XTV.

ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.
ARTICLE

1.
pres1. The stipulations of the present Convention
convention apply exclusivel
exclusively
to
mentioned,
to the articles
articles herein mentioned,
mailed in or destined for the
Society Islands and their Dependencies on the one side and
pendencies
the United States and its island
possessions on the other side, and
and
despatched
(despatched on the one side to the
Custom Rouse
Iouse at Papeete from
Francisco, and
the office of San Francisco,
such other offices in the United
designated
States as
as may be
be designated
hereafter by
by. the Postmaster
Postmaster GenUnited States and on
eral of the United
the other side to the office of San
Francisco by the office of Papeete
Papeete
or such other offices as may be
subsequently designated
designated by the
and
Chief of the Service
Service of Posts and
Telegraphs
Telegraphs of the Society Islands.
Islands

1.
Les dispositions
de la
la prepr61. Les
dispositions do
sent° Conventions'
Conventions' appliquent
appliquent exexsente
clusivement aux
y menmenclusivement
aux objets
objets y
tionnes,
provenance ou
on a
adesdesen provenance
tionnes, en
la Soci6et
tination des
des lies
Iles de la
Societe ou
tination
de leurs
dependancao d'une
d'une part,
part,
de
leurs dependances
et
Etats-Unis ou
on de
de lours
leurs posposet des
des Etats-Unis
sessions
insulaires de
de Pautre,
et
l'autre, et
sessions insulaires
d'un cote,
c6te, A
ui sont
sont exp6dies,
qui
expedies, d'un
ala
douane
de Papeete,
Papeete, par
par le
le bureau
bureau
douane de
tels
de
on par
par tels
San Francisco,
Francisco, ou
de San
autres bureaux
bureaux que
que pourra
depourra dautres
signer le
is Postmaster
General des
des
Postmaster General
signer
Etats-Unis,
et de
cote, au
an
de l'autre
l'autre c6t6,
Etats-Unis, et
bureau
San Francisco,
par le
le
de San
Francisco, par
bureau de
bureau
de Papeete
Papeete ou
on par
par tels
tels
bureau de
autres
bureaux que
quo designera
designers ululautres bureaux
service
terieurement
is chef
chef du
du service
t6rieurement le
des Postes
Postes et
et des
des Telegraphes
des
Telegraphes des
des
lies
flea de
de la
la Societe.
Societe.

Noresponsibity

Exchange offices.
Exchnge offic

1652
1652
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i sl a
n
internal llee ggislation
tio
applicable.
a Ints

internal legislation
2. The internal
legislation of

interieure des
des
2. La legislation
legislation int6rieure

both the
United States
States and
both
the United
is Soci6te
Societe et
des EtatsEtatsand the
the Iles de la
et des

Society Islands shall
ihall remain
remain apdemeure applicable
applicable en
tout
ap- Unis
Unis demeure
en tout

plicable as regards
regards everything
everything not
plicable
n'est pas
pas prevu
prevu par
lea
not ce
ce qui
qui n'est
par les

. provided
provided for by the
the stipulations
stipulations
contained in
in the
the present
present ConConcontained
vention.
„vention.
Reciprocal
Reciprocal commucommunT
ad mi . ra
nication
of po
postal regg- 3.
O. The
The roam'.
cation O
Postal administrations
administrations
U
lations.
of the two contracting
ulations.
parties
contracting parties
shall communicate
communicate to
each other
other
to each
from time to time,
time, the proviprovisions of their laws or regulations
regulations
applicable
applicable to the conveyance
conveyance of
parcels
parcels by
by parcel
parcel post.
post.
Regetc.
ulation d
ct de'
4.
shall regulate
regulate the
0
4. They
They shall
the
a Reonam
tails,
mode of transmission
transmission of
parcels
of parcels
and fix all other measures
of dedemeasures of
tail and order necessary
necessary for
enfor ensuring the performance
performance of
of the
the
Agreement. They
present Agreement.
They may
may
also,
also by agreement
agreementt proscribe
prescribe
conditions for the admission
admssion to
to
the articles
articles
A
p 166.
e, p.
the mails
mails of
of any
any of
of the
A nte,
1646.
prohibited by Article III
III of this
this
Convention.
Convention.
ARTICLE XV.
ARTICLE
Effect and duration.

Effnd dUot

stipulations contenues
contenues dans
dans la
la
stipulations
present° Convention.
Convention.
presente

3. Les Administrations
Administrations Postales
Postales
des deux
pays contractantes
contractantes se
se
des
deux pays
communiqueront
communiqueront mutuellement,
mutuellement,
de temps
temps en temps,
temps, leurs
lours dispodispositions legislatives ou
on reglemenregimensitions
taires applicable
tains
applicable an
au transport
transport des
des
coils postaux.
postaux.
colis
4. Elles determineront
determineront la
la mode
mode
de transmission
transmission de ces
ces colis
colis et
et
etabliront
etabliront tels reglements
reglements de
de
detail et d'ordre reconnus
reconnus nenecessaires pour
l'execution de
cessaires
pour l'execution
de is
la
present° Convention.
Convention. Elles pourpourpresente
rout
egalement, apres
entente
ront ealement,
apres entente
prealable, dcider
preala,ble,
decider Padmission
l'admission
sous certaines conditions de colis
cobs
contenant
Pun quelconque
des
contenant l'un
quelconque des
objets
prohibes par
par l'Article
l'Article III
Ill
objets prohibes
dela
de
is present°
Convention.
presente Convention.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XV.

This Convention
Convention shall
efshall take
take ef-

La presente
presente convention enentrera en vigueur et ses
sea disposidispositions seront applicable a
a. partir
du premier jour de juin,
juin t 1918.
1918.
Elle restera en vigueur
vigueur jusqu'a
jusqu'it
ce que
quo les
lea deux
deux parties contraccontractantes y
y mettent fin de commun
commun
accord,
peut 8tre
accord, mais elle pout
etre d6denoncee en tout temps sur le
desir de l'une
&sir
Pune d'elles
d'elles et
et moyenmoyennant avis donne
Pautre, six
donn6 aa. l'autre,
six
mois &
a. l'avance.
Done in duplicate and signed
6 a.
Fait en double et sign
skne
at Washington
Washington the thirtieth
thirtieth day
day Washington
Washington le trente avl,
avril, mil
of April, one thousand
hun- neuf cent dix-huit.
thousand nine
nine hundred and eighteen.

fect and operations
operations thereunder
thereunder
shall begin on the first
day .of
of
first day
June, 1918, and shall continue
continue in
in
force until terminated
terminated by
by mutual
mutual
agreement; but
may be
be annulled
annulled
agreement;
but may
desire of
either Department
Department
at the
the desire
of either
upon six months previous
previous notice
notice
given to the
the other.

Signatures.

st

[SEAL.]
[SEL.]

A.
A.S.
S.BURLESON
BURLESON

Postmaster
United States of America.
Postmaster General
General of the United
JUSSERAND
JUSSERBND

Approval.
Apprwl

Ambassadeur
la Republique Franraise
Ambassadeur de la
aux EtatsEtats-Unis.
Franpaiseaux
Unis.
The foregoing Parcel
The
Parcel Post Convention
Convention between
between the United
United States
of America
America and
and. the Society Islands
has been
negotiated and
conIslands has
been negotiated
and concluded
chided with my advice and consent and is hereby approved
approved and
and
ratified.
In
testimony whereof IIhave caused the seal of the United States
In testimony
to be hereunto affixed.
affixed.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
President:
By the President:
ROBERT L
ROBERT
ANSING
LANSING
Secretary of
State.
of State.
WASHINGTON,
W ASHINGTON, May
May 3,
8, 1918.
1918.

W OODROW WILSON.
W ILSON.
WOODROW
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PARCEL
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30, 1918.
1918.
ISLANDS.
FORM NO.
No.11

Form No.
No. 1.
1.

PARCEL POST
POST..

A parcel addressed
addressed as under has been posted
posted here this
this day:
day:
..............

Office
stamp.

......................
------

......................................................

....................

:

.........................

...........................................................................................

certificate is given
This certificate
given to inform the sender of the
the posting
posting of
parcel, and
and does
does not
any
of aaparcel,
not indicate
indicate that
that any
liability in respect of such parcel attaches to the Postmaster
Postmaster General.
General.
•
FortmuLE
No. 1.
FORMULE NO.
COLTS POSTAUX.
COLIS
cons adress6
adress6 comme il est
eat indiqud
4t4 d6pos43
ce ]our.
Jour.
Un colis
indique ci-dessons
ci-dessous aaete
depose ici
ci ce

Timbre du
Timbre
bureau.

bureau
.

...............................................................................
...............................

.............

..........................................

Le
r•Scdpiss4 est destind
seulement a
informer l'exp6dlteur
Pexpeklitear du
du ddpot
&pot du
du colls.
cons.
Le prO.sent
present rdcepisse
destine seulement
&informer

Foam
No. 2FoBM No.2.
Date
stamp.
stamp.

FormNo.
Farm No. 2
2,

D
A
A
A.

Date
Parcel Post
Post between
Society Islands.
Parcel
between the
the United
United States
States and the Society
Islands.

to
Place to

which the
the
which
parcel is
adrelis

addressed.

FOBM OF CUSTOMS
FORM
CTISTOMS DECLARATION.
DECLABATION.
Description
Description of parcel:
parcel: (State
whether box, basket,
basket, bag,
etc.)

Contents.
Contents.

Value.
Value.

I

.

Total.. $
Total.
Date of posting
posting

...................

Total
customs
customs
charges.
charges.

Per cent.

$

19..; signature and
and address
address of
of sender.................................
sender

For use of Post Office only, and to be filled
filled up at tho
office of
of exchange.
exchange.
the office
Parcel Bill No ........ ;•No. of rates prepaid .
No. ........
.... ;
; entry
entry No
B.
form
Parcel I'ost
'ost form...............
import duty assessed
contents of this parcel
The Import
assessed by an officer of customs on contents
amounts to
to
parcel amounts
................ , which must be paid
paid before the
delivered.
the parcel
parcel is
is delivered.

Date
stamp.

Customs Officer.
Officer.
C.
C.
Parcel Post from
from................
....................
This parcel
parcel has
has been
been passed by an officer o
of customs
customs and
and must
must be delivered
FREE OF
OF
delivered FREE
CHARGE.
CHAsRGE.
Postmaster General
General.
Postmaster

Date
stamp.
stamp.

1653
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1918.
POST CONVENTION-SOCIETY
PARCEL
FossiduLE No. 2.
2.
Fourmi
A.
A.
Coils postaux entre les Etats-Unis et les lies de la Societe.

Timbre
It
date.
a date.

auquel
Lieu auquel
coils
le colis
adresse.
est adress6.

EN DOUANG
FORBNILE
DE
DCLATION EN
F
OEVULE DE
DECLAILITION
DOIIANE.

Description
colis. (Indiquer
Description du coils.
s'ii
d'un
botte, d'un
d'une botte,
s'agit d'une
s'il s'agit
panier,
sac, etc.)
etc.)
panier, sac,

I

Valour.
Valeur.

Centeno.
Contenu.

•

Total des
des
Total
droits de
de
douane.
douane.

Pour cent.
cent.
Pour

-I
TotaL
Total................-

-1-

-----

Date
du depot
signature et adresse
adresse de l'expeditenr
l'expeditenr
dp6t .......... ;;signature
Date d

......................

A remplir
remplir par le
d'
le bureau
bureau d'ehange.
A
No......
Feuille
No.
=re
des ports
ports pays
payes ...... ;;suscription
suscription No.
; ombre des
de route
route No......
Feuille de
B.
B.
dp
Cells postaux
Colis
postaux de --.......---------..... oe---..-t
Le
montant
du
droit
fore
par
un
agent
des
douanes
le contents
du present
present
contenu du
sur le
Le montant du droit fixe par un agent des douanes sur
coils s'eleve
cette somme
somme devra
payee avant
avant livraison.
ivraison.
otre payee
devra etre
; cette
s'eleve Ii ...... ;
colis

i
I

1 Timbre
Timbre
b.
date.
, date.

Agent des
Douanes.
des Douanes.
Agent

Form
No. 3.
Fonr No.

C.
c.
....
Coifs
..........................
postaux de
Colis postaux
douanes et doit
Le
coils a
aete
verfile par un agent des douanes
dolt etre livr
Byre franc de
te verxfi
prdsent colis
Le present
droits.
FORM
No.
3.
3.
FoRM

I

•

Timbre
Timbre
it date.
&
__I

I

Date
of
Date stamp of
receiving
receiving
exchange
post
exchange post
office.
office.

Date stamp of
despatching
despatching
exchange
exchange post
office.
office.
Parcels
from..
Parcels from

for
or ....

...............

..................

S.S."............
Parcel
Bill No......;
No
;dated............;per
dated
;per S.
S."
Parcel Bill

PP

*Sheet No......
No
Entry
Entry
No.

Name
of
Name of
sender,
sender.

Origin of
Origin
of
parcel.
parcel.

Declared
Declared
contents
contents

Address of
of
Address
parcel.
parcel.

Declared
Declared
value
value '

Number

Rmar
Remarks.

of rates

prepaid.
prepaid.

$
Totals
Totals.......

5

*When more
snore than one sheet Is
is required for the entry
entry of the parcels sent by the
the mail,
mail, it will
will be
be sufficient
sufficient
*When
Lbs
ff
the undermentioned
entered on the last sheet of the parcel
parcel bill.
undermentioned particulars are entered
ifthe
Lbs.
Lbs.
...........
Total weight
weight of mail.....
mail
Total
parcels sent
sent by the
the mail to.......
to
number of parcels
Total number
........
Deduct weight
weight of
of receptacles........
receptacles
Deduct
.....
.............
receptacles forming the
Number of boxes or other
otr receptacles
Number
..........
Net weight of parcels............
parcels
.
.....
mail
mail ..............................
receiving officer
officer at ...............-Signature of receiving
Signature of despatching
despatching officer
officer at
at...............
Signature
office:
post office:
post
post office:
....

..

................

.

.

.

.

..................

.

. ..

...

.......

PARCEL POST CONVENTION-SOCIETY
CONVENTION- SOCIETY ISLANDS.
APRIL 30,1918.
30, 1918.
ISLANDS. APRIL
3.
FOBMULE No.
NO. 3.

FOlthitYLE

Timbre a
a date
du bureau
d'~change
d'echange
expediteur.
exp~diteur.

Timbre
Timbre a
adate
date
du bureau
bureau
d'change
d'echange
destiate
destinataire.
Colis de .
Coils

...........

pour ..........................
pour

......

Feuile de route No......;
Feuille
No
;date
date.........;;par paquebot"
paquebot" ........

fl

*Fetulle No
*Feuille
No......

Numero
Numro
d'ordre.
d'ordre.

Numero
Nm
N
U
d'expedition
tion du
du
colis.

I
Neom
xpsd
di.
e
oNom
d'expdide
Origin°
Orne
d'exditear. du colis.
colis.
ex
teur.

Adn,
s„
.

duresse

du
cobs.
Ucolis.

Indication
Indication
Valour
du
Valeur
dduoci
contenu.
ontenu.p declare°.

Nombre
Nombre
des ports
depo.
Mkspayer.

Os
obseme
Obns
tions.
tions.

Total
Total.....

*Lorqne
*Lorsque plus d'nne
d'tme Amine
fenille sera ndoessaire
nessaire pour
por P'inscription
inscription des coils
colis compris
compris dans
Sans Is
&Oche II
la dep6che
I snffira
suffira
de mentionner
mentio
dernière ieuille
r lee
les indications ci-apres
ci-apres stir
sur is
is dernire
feuille seulement
seulement de
de la feuille
imulle de route.
route.
Nombre
Nombre total des colis
cells envoyes
envoy& par la
Is depeche
&Oche k
&
.............
Nombre des
dMS bottes
boites on
ou autres
autres nicipients
recipients torment
formant la
la
&Oche
dep.che.
.........................
Signature
Signature de
regent expddfteur du bureau de ......
del'agentexpediteurdubureaude

Folds total de la d6epche.
ddpeehe
Polds
............
Folds des reipients
recipients a
ad~duire...............
&duke
Poids

_____

Folds
net du colts
......................
.
.....
Signature
Signature de l'agent
regent receptionnaire
receptionnaire du
du bureau
bureau da
de
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1656
POST CONVENTION-UNION
CONVENTION—UNION OF
OF SOUTH
SOUTH AFRICA.
AFRICA.
1656 PARCEL
PARCEL POST

April 20,
17, 1919.
1919.
JAe
27,
1919.

Parcel
post convention
convention between the United States and
Parcel post
and the Union of
of
South, Africa.
Africa. Signed at
April 17,
South
at Cape
Cape Town April
17, 1919, at Washington

April17,
April
17, 1919.
Tune
1919.
une 20.
20. 1919.

June
the President
President July
9, 1919.
1919.
June 20,
20, 1919;
1919; approved
approved by
by the
July 9,
PARCEL-POST CONVENTION
CONVENTION
PARCEL-POST
BETWEEN
BETWEEN

1.11.E. UNITED
OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND
AND TIM
OF
THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
THE UNION
UNION OF
SOUTH AFRICA.
SOUTH
Parcel post
with
poet with

Union of
South Ac.
Africa.
Union
of South

Preamble,
Preamble.

For the
purpose of
better postal
arrangements between
between
postal arrangements
of making
making better
For
the purpose
the United States of America
America and the Union of South Africa the
Postmaster-General
America and the
Postmaster-General of
of the United
United States of America
the Postmaster-General
of the
the Union
South Africa,
by virtue
of authority
authority
master-General of
Union of
of South
Africa, by
virtue of
vested
in them,
the following
following articles
for the
the
vested in
them, have
have agreed
agreed upon
upon the
articles for
establishment
of a
a parcel-post
parcel-post system
of exchanges
exchanges between
between the
the
establishment of
system of
United
United States and
and the Union
Union of
of South
South Africa.
ARTICLE I.
ARTICLE

Boone of convention.
SCpeoocfVOntion.

The provisions of this Convention relate only to parcels
parcels of mail
mail
matter to
to be
directly by
by the
system herein
herein provided
provided for
matter
be exchanged
exchanged directly
the system
for
and do
do not
not affect
affect the
the arrangements
now existing
existing under
under the
Universal
and
arrangements now
the Universal
Postal Union
Union Convention,
which will
continue as
as heretofore;
heretofore; and
and all
all
Postal
Convention, which
will continue
the agreements
hereinafter contained
apply exclusively
exclusively to
mails exexthe
agreements hereinafter
contained apply
to mails
changed
changed under
under these
these Articles.
Articles.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
II.

admitted to

Artiles
Articles admitted to
the mails.
the

Requirements.
Rqnirements

Freedom from
from
Fredom
spection, etc.

inIn"

1. There shall be admitted to the mails
mails exchanged
exchanged under this Convention
vention articles of merchandise
merchandise and mail matter-except
matter—except letters,
letters, post
post
cards, and
matter—of all
all kinds
that are
admitted under
any
cards,
and written
written matter-of
kinds that
are admitted
under any
conditions to
to the
the country
country of
of origin,
origin, excepting
excepting
conditions
the domestic
domestic mails
mails of
of the
only those articles admission of which in this manner
manner is forbidden
forbidden by
by
the
the country
country of
or destination,
due notice
whereof
the laws
laws of
of the
of origin
origin or
destination, due
notice whereof
shall
the postal
postal authorities
authorities of
the United
States
shall be
be mutually
mutually given
given by
by the
of the
United States
and
and Union
Union of
of South
South Africa,
Africa, respectively;
respectively; but
no parcel
may exexbut no
parcel may
ceed eleven
eleven pounds in
in weight
weight nor the following
following dimensions.
dimensions': Greatest
Greatest
direction three feet six inches; greatest
length in any direction
greatest length and
girth combined,
combined, six
feet; and
and parcels
must be
so wrapped
wrapped or
or inclosed
inclosed
girth
six feet;
parcels must
be so
their contents
as to permit their
contents to be
be easily
easily examined
by postmasters
postmasters
examined by
and
officers.
and customs
customs officers.
2. All admissible
admissible articles of merchandise
merchandise mailed in
in one
one country for
for
the other, or received in one country from the other shall be free from
from
any detention or inspection
inspection whatever,
whatever, except
except such
such as is
is required
required for
for
collection
forwarded by the most
collection of customs
customs duties;
duties; and shall be forwarded
most
to their
their destination,
destination, being subject
speedy means to
subject in
in their
their transmission
transmission
to the laws and regulations
regulations of each
each country, respectively.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE III.
III.

Letters not to
company parcels.
not t

cLetters

3C-

Rejection if
if found,
found,
etc.

ejection

1.
A letter
or communication
the nature
nature of
of personal
correpersonal correof the
communication of
letter or
1. A
be written
spondence must not accompany,
accompany, be
written on,
on, or
or inclosed
inclosed with
with any
any
parcel.
parcel.
2. If
If such
such be found, the letter will be placed in the
if sepasepathe mails if
rable, and if the communication
communication be inseparably attached,
attached, the whole

PARCEL POST CONVENTION-UNION
CONVENTION—UNION OF SOUTH
SOUTH AFRICA.
AFRICA. June
'
1657
April17,1919.
1657
20, 1919.
1919.
20,
APril 17

1919.

package
package will be rejected.
rejected. If, however, any
any such
such should
should inadvertently
inadvertently
forwarded, the
of destination
destination will
on the
the letter
or
be forwarded,
the country
country of
will collect
collect on
letter or
letters
double rates
rates of
of postage,
postage, according
to the
Universal Postal
Postal
letters double
according to
the Universal
Union
Convention.
Union Convention.
No inelosure
No parcel
other address.
for delivery
3. No
parcel may
may contain
contain packages
packages intended
intended for
delivery- at
at an
an otheraddress.
If such
address other than that borne by the parcel itself. If
such inclosed
inclosed
detected, they
packages be detected,
forward singly
charged with
they must be sent
sent forward
singly charged
with
new and distinct
distinct Parcel-Post
Parcel-Post rates.
•

for

ARTICLE IV.
IV.
ARTICLE

postage.
Rates of
of postage.
1.
The following
of postage
postage shall
all cases
cases be
be required
required to
to Rates
1. The
following rates
rates of
shall in
in all
stamps
of
the
country
of
origin,
viz:
befully prepaid
prepaid with
with postage
postage stamps of the country of origin, viz:
In United
United States.
2.
In the
States, for
for a
parcel not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one pound
pound in
i
n
2. In
the United
United States,
a parcel
weight,
twelve cents;
and for
pound or
or fraction
fraction of
of
weight, twelve
cents; and
for each
each additional
additional pound
a
twelve cents.
cents.
a pound,
pound, twelve
In Union
Union of South
In
3.
the Union
Union of
of South
Africa, for
parcel not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one Africa.
3. In
In the
South Africa,
for a
a parcel
Africa.
pound
ninepence; and
and for
for each
additional pound
pound or
or fracfracpound in
in weight,
weight, ninepence;
each additional
tion of
ninepence.
tion
of aapound,
pound, ninepence.
Delivery.
4. The
shall be
be promptly
to addressees
addressees at
at the
the Delivery.
4.
The parcels
parcels shall
promptly delivered
delivered to
Post
of address
of destination
destination free
free of
of charge
charge
Post Offices
Offices of
address in
in the
the country
country of
for
but the
the country
destination may,
may, at
at its
its option,
levy
for postage;
postage; but
country of
of destination
option, levy
and collect
collect from
from the
interior service
and delivery
delivery aa
and
the addressee
addressee for
for interior
service and
charge
is to
to be
be fixed
to its
its own
own
charge the
the amount
amount of
of which
which is
fixed according
according to
regulations.
regulations.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.

Subject
country of
origin, the
the sender
sender shall
Subject to
to the regulations
regulations of
of the
the country
of origin,
shall
at the
the time
time of
of mailing
mailing a
receive from
from the
the post
post office
where the
the
at
a parcel
parcel receive
office where
package is mailed
mailed a
acertificate
certificate of mailing
mailing ona
similar to
to model
model 1.,
1.,
on a form
form similar
hereto annexed,
is inadmissible.
inadmissible.
hereto
annexed, but
but registration
registration is

Receipt of
of postin.
posting.
Receipt
p. 1B0.
1860.
P1at, p.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI.
Customs declaration.
deelaration.

Post, p. 16o,
1680,
1. The
each parcel
shall make
make aa Customs
Customs Declaration,
Declaration, post,
1.
The sender
sender of
of each
parcel shall
pasted
upon or
or attached
attached to
to the
the package,
upon a
special Form
provided
pasted upon
package, upon
a special
Form provided
for the purpose (similar to Form
hereto), giving a
ageneral
general
Form 2,
2, annexed
annexed hereto),
description of
of the
an accurate
of its
contents and
and
description
the parcel,
parcel, an
accurate statement
statement of
its contents
signature and
of resiresivalue, date of
of mailing
mailing and the
the sender's
sender's signature
and place
place of

dence, and place of address.
address.
2.
parcels in
in question
shall be
be subject
the country
country of
of destidesti2. The
The parcels
question shall
subject in
in the
all customs
customs regulations
in force
in
nation to
to all customs
customs duties
duties and
and all
regulations in
force in
that
country for
for the
of its
customs revenues;
revenues; and
and the
the custhat country
the protection
protection of
its customs
customs
duties properly
properly chargeable
collected on
on delivery,
toms duties
chargeable thereon
thereon shall
shall be
be collected
delivery,
regulations of
the country
country of
in accordance
accordance with the
the customs
customs regulations
of the
of
destination.
destination.
ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE
VII.

Collection
Collection of
of duties
duties.

contr
y.ent

Payment

The
Office Department
Department of
the United
United States
shall pay
pay to
the country.
The Post Office
of the
States shall
to the
Post
Department of
the Union
Union of
South Africa
Africa two
onePost Office
Office Department
of the
of South
two and
and onehalf
pound; that
for each
each
half cents
cents per
per pound;
that is
is to
to say,
say, twenty-five
twenty-five dollars
dollars for
thousand pounds
from its
offices
thousand
pounds in
in weight
weight of
of the
the parcels
parcels forwarded
forwarded from
its offices
the Union
of South
South Africa;
and. the
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
of
to the
Union of
Africa; and
Department of
the
shall pay
pay a
similar amount
to the
the Post
Post
the Union
Union of
of South
South Africa
Africa shall
a similar
amount to
Office Department
United States
parcels forwarded
forwarded from
Office
Department of
of the
the United
States for
for parcels
from
offices to
United States.
States. The
be balanced
balanced
its offices
to the United
The accounts
accounts shall
shall be
every quarter
quarter and
and a
a general
of such
settlements
every
general balance
balance of
such quarterly
quarterly settlements
struck yearly, which amount shall be paid
paid by the Post Office
Office DepartDepartment of the
the debtor
debtor country.
country. The
The necessary
necessary accounts
accounts will
will be
be rendered
rendered
by the Post Office of the Union of South Africa.
Africa.
442 2
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ARTICLE
VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.

considered as aacomponent part of the mails
1. The
The parcels
parcels shall be considered
exchanged
between the
and the
the Union
Union of
of South
South
States and
United States
the United
direct between
exchanged direct
Africa,
td
be
despatched
to
destination
by
the
country
of
origin
at
at
origin
of
country
the
by
destination
to
despatched
be
Africa, to
its
cost and
by such
as it
but must
must be
be forwarded,
forwarded, at
at
provides; but
it provides;
means as
such means
and by
its cost
the
option of
office, either
either in
boxes prepared
prepared exexin boxes
despatching office,
the despatching
of the
the option
pressly for
purpose or
in ordinary
mail sacks,
sacks, marked
marked "Parcel"Parcelordinary mail
or in
the purpose
for the
pressly
Post,"
sealed with
with wax,
wax, lead
lead or
or otherwise,
otherwise, as
as may
may be
be
securely sealed
and securely
Post," and
mutually
regulations hereunder.
hereunder.
by regulations
provided by
mutually provided
ltetna of empty re2.
Each country
shall promptly
promptly return
empty to
to the
the despatching
despatching
return empty
country shall
2. Each
empty r
ceptf
office
by
next
such bags
and boxes.
boxes.
bags and
all such
mail, all
next mail,
by
office
k
Packing.
3. Although
Although articles
articles admitted
this Convention
will be
be transtransConvention will
under this
admitted under
3.
Pac ing.
mitted
aforesaid between
between the
the exchange
exchange offices,
offices, they
they should
should be
so
be so
as aforesaid
mitted as
carefully
packed as
to be
be safely
safely transmitted
in the
the open
mails of
of
open mails
transmitted in
as to
carefully packed
either
country,
both
in
going
to
the
exchange
office
in
the
country
country
the
in
office
exchange
the
to
going
in
both
country,
either
of origin
the office
office of
address in
country of
of destination.
destination.
the country
in the
of address
to the
and to
origin and
of
Descriptive list.
list.
4.
of a
aParcel-Post
Parcel-Post mail
must be
be accompanied
accompanied by
by aa
mail must
despatch of
4. Each
Each despatch
Deciptve
descriptive
(forwarded in
the parcels
showing
sent, showing
parcels sent,
all the
of all
in triplicate)
triplicate) of
list (forwarded
deseriptive list
distinctly
each parcel,
parcel, the
the name
of the
the addressee
addressee
name of
of each
number of
list number
the list
distinctly the
with
destination and
and the
the declared
contents and
value; and
and
and value;
declared contents
of destination
address of
with address
must
be enclosed
enclosed in
in one
one of
boxes or
such despatch.
The
despatch. The
of such
sacks of
or sacks
the boxes
of the
be
must
Port p. 1661.
list
be numbered
series and
will be
similar to
to form
form 3
3
be similar
and will
annual series
an annual
in an
numbered in
will be
list will
Pwtp. .1
annexed hereto.
hereto.
annexed
IX.
ARTICLE IX.
ARTICLE

Method of transportation.

ethod of transpo

eep

Exchange (ARM.

Exchnge offlces.

Exchanges
Exchanges of mails under this Convention from
from any
any place
place in either
either
post
through
effected
country
to
any
place
in
the
other,
shall
be
effected
through
the post
be
shall
other,
the
in
place
any
to
country
offices,
post offices,
offices
of both
both countries
already designated
designated as
as exchange
exchange post
countries already
offices of
or
through such
others as
may be
agreed upon,
upon, under
under such
such
hereafter agreed
be hereafter
as may
such others
or through
regulations
exchange as
may be
be mutually
mutually
as may
the exchange
of the
details of
the details
to the
relative to
regulations relative
the mails
determined
to be
be essential
essential to
to the
and expedition
expedition of
of the
mails
security and
the security
determined to
and the
of the
customs revenues.
revenues.
the customs
protection of
the protection
and
ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.

1.
As soon
mail shall
shall have
have reached
reached the
destination,
of destination,
office of
the office
the mail
as the
soon as
1. As
mail.
that
office
shall
check
the
contents
of
the
the
of
contents
the
check
shall
that office
Substitute parcel
bill.ubstitute parcel
2.
In the
the event
of the
the parcel
bill not
having been
been received,
received, a
asubsubnot having
parcel bill
event of
2. In
stitute
be at
at once
once prepared.
prepared.
should be
stitute should
Clorreetion
errors•
3. Any
errors in
the entries
the parcel
bill which
which may
be disdismay be
parcel bill
on the
entries on
in the
Any errors
3.
o errors
orction of
second officer,
covered, should,
after verification
verification by a
a second
officer, be corrected
corrected
should, after
covered,
despatching office on aaform "Verification
and
noted for
report to
to the
the despatching
"Verification
for report
and noted
Certificate", which
should be
be sent
sent in
in aaspecial
special envelope.
envelope.
should
which
Certificate",
tionrecelpt of
a parcel advised on the bill be not received, after the non4. If
If a
eels.onres ipt of parofficer, the entry
receipt
has been
verified by
second officer,
entry on the bill
by a
a second
been verified
receipt has
should
be cancelled
cancelled and
the fact
reported at
once.
at once.
fact reported
and the
should be
Deficient postage.
5.
to be
be insufficiently
prepaid, it
it must
must not
not
insufficiently prepaid,
be observed
observed to
a parcel
parcel be
5. If
If a
Deficientposta
the circumstance
but the
be
taxed with
with deficient
circumstance must be
postage, but
deficient postage,
be taxed
reported on
form.
certificate form.
on the
the verification
verification certificate
reported
Damaged
parcels.
6.
Should aaparcel
parcel be
he received
received in
in aadamaged
damaged or
or imperfect
condition,
imperfect condition,
6. Should
amaged parcels.
full particulars
particulars should
should be
be reported
reported on
on the
the same
same form.
form.
full
Presumption of
parcel
of error
error be
note of
verification certificate
7..If
of dediPresumptio
If no
no verification
certificate or
or note
be received,
received, aaparcel
livery.
Livery.
been found on exammail
shall be
as duly
delivered, having
having been
duly delivered,
be considered
considered as
mail shall
ination
in all
all respects.
respects.
ination correct
correct in
Receipt
mail.
of manil
Receipt of

par-

ARTICLE XI.
XI.
ARTICLE
IabilitT to deliver.

Inability to deliver.

1. The
The senders
parcels which
delivered shall
shall be
be conconbe delivered
which cannot
cannot be
of parcels
senders of
1.
to dispose
wish to
which they
sulted
to the
in which
they wish
dispose of them. If
the manner
manner in
as to
sulted as
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20,
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1919.
within six months after the despatch of aaletter of enquiry
enquiry the office
office
of destination
destination shall not have received adequate
adequate instructions,
instructions, the
the
parcel shall
be treated
treated as
as abandoned.
abandoned.
parcel
shall be
articles.
2.
cannot be
delivered are Perishable
2. When the contents
contents of a
a parcel
parcel which
which cannot
be delivered
erishable artcles.
liable
or corruption,
corruptioni they
they may
be destroyed
destroyed at
at once,
liable to
to deterioration
deterioration or
may be
once
if
or if
expedient, sold
sold without
without p
revi
ous notice
no ti ce or
or judicial
j
u di ci
al
if necessary,
necessary, or
if expedient,
previous
formality,
the benefit
the right
right person;
person; the
the particulars
particulars of
of each
each
formality, for
for the
benefit of
of the

sale
noticed by
by one
post office
to the
other.
sale being
being noticed
one post
office to
the other.
ec
Return orr. red
redirecre-direction of aa parcel must be tionn
3. An order for the return or re-direction
tion.
accompanied by the amount
amount due for
postage necessary
return
accompanied
for postage
necessary for
for the
the return
of
the article
article to
the office
office of
of origin,
or its
redirection, at
at the
the ordinary
ordinary
of the
to the
origin, or
its redirection,
parcel
rates.
on parcec
parcel rates.
rates, wo
rnaion
bill.
Notation
parcel
4.
which have
4. Parcels
Parcels which
have to
to be returned
returned to the
the sender shall be entered bin.tat
"" oon pac
on the
the parcel
on
parcel bill with
addition of
"Undeliverable" in
in
with the addition
of the
the word
word "Undeliverable"
the
remarks.
the column
column for
for remarks.
Disposal of nonde5. Parcels
which cannot
be delivered,
to the
the sender
livered, etc.,
parcels.
5.
Parcels which
cannot be
delivered, returned
returned to
sender or
etc.parel
or livered,
otherwise
disposed
of
shall
be
dealt
with
in
accordance
with
the
otherwise disposed of shall be dealt with in accordance with the
regulations of
of the
regulations
the country
country of
of destination.
destination.
Missent articles.
6. Missent
Missent parcels
parcels shall
shall be
be returned
returned to
to the
the forwarding
office of
of
6.
forwarding office
ssentrtcs.
exchange "On
"On Service"
exchange
Service" without
without charge.
charge.
ARTICLE XII.
XII.
ARTICLE
onsibility
Nonresponsibility
The
Office Department
either of
of the
the contracting
contracting countries
countries forToss
nr.
e
e
s
t
P
c.
fors
lns.
et.
of either
The Post
Post Office
Department of
will not
be responsible
responsible for
for the
loss or
damage of
any parcel,
parcel, and
and no
no
will
not be
the loss
or damage
of any
indemnity can
be claimed
by the
the sender
sender or
addressee in
in
indemnity
can consequently
consequently be
claimed by
or addressee
either country.
country.
either
ARTICLE XIII.
XIII.
ARTICLE
h e reg
The
of the
the United
States of
America and
and the
the etZ
regulations
tcurther
uatioas'
Postmaster-General of
United States
of America
The Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General
of the
of South
have authority
authority
South Africa,
Africa, shall
shall have
the Union
Union of
Postmaster-General of
jointly to
to make
make such
further regulations
regulations of
of order
order and
and detail
detail as
as may
may be
jointly
such further
be
found
to carry
carry out
Convention from
from time
time to
to
found necessary
necessary to
out the
the present
present Convention
time; and
agreement, prescribe
conditions for
for the
time;
and may,
may, by
by agreement,
prescribe conditions
the admission
admission Ante,, pp. 166.
1666.
to the
the mails
of any
articles prohibited
prohibited by
Article II
II of this
by Article
any of the
the articles
to
mails of
convention.
convention.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.
Effect and duration.
operations thereunder
This Convention
effect and
and operations
thereunder shall
shall E f ect and durat lo
Convention shall
shall take
take effect
This
begin on
the twelfth
twelfth day
April, 1919
1919, and
shall continue
continue in
in force
force
and shall
day of
of April,
begin
on the
until terminated
but may
be annulled
annulled at
at the
may be
the
terminated by
by mutual
mutual agreement
agreement but
until
desire of
of either
six months'
previous notice
notice given
given
Department upon
upon six
months' previous
desire
either Department
to the
the other.
other.
to
Signatures.
Done
in duplicate,
signed at
day SWD resat Washington,
Washington, the
the twentieth
twentieth day
duplicate, and
and signed
Done in
of June
June 1919
and at
Cape Town
Town this
of April,
April, 1919.
1919.
of
1919 and
at Cape
this seventeenth
seventeenth day
day of
[SEAL]
A.
A. S.
S. Bura.zsom
BURLESON
[SEAL]
Postmaster-General
of the
of America.
America.
Postmaster-Generalof
the United
United States
States of
J.WILSON
W ILSON
J.
Postmaster-General
of the
Union of
of South
South Africa.
Africa.
the Union
Postmaster-Generalof
Approval.
The foregoing
between the
the United
United States
States of
of
pprova
The
foregoing Parcel-Post
Parcel-Post Convention
Convention between
America
the Unio.n
of South
Africa has
been negotiated
negotiated and
and
South Africa
has been
and the
Union of
America and
concluded with
with my
advice and
and consent,
and is
is hereby
hereby approved
approved and
and
consent, and
my advice
concluded
ratified.
In
testimony whereof,
Seal of
the United
United States
States
of the
caused the
the Seal
whereof, I
I have
have caused
In testimony
to
hereunto affixed
9th day
of July,
July, 1919.
this 9th
day of
affixed this
be hereunto
to be

[sEAL1
[SEAL]

By the
the President:
President:

FRANK L.
POLK
FRANK
L. POLK
Acting
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Acting Secretary
W ASHINGTON ;July
9, 1919.
1919.
WASHINGTON,
July 9,

WOODROW WILSON
WELSON
WOODBOW

1660 PARCEL
PARCEL POST
OF SOUTH
SOUTH AFRICA.
AFRICA.
1660
POST CONVENTION-UNION
CONVENTION-UNION OF

April 17, 1919.

JApe 2,
June
20,119.
1919.

FORM 1.
1.
FORM

1.
Form 1.

UNION
OF SOUTH
SOUTH AFRICA—UNIE
VAN ZUID-AFRIKA.
ZUID-AFRIKA.
UNION OF
AFRICA-UNIE VAN
DEPARTMENT OF
POSTS AND
AND TELEGRAPHS.-DEPARTMENT
TELEGRAPHS.—DEPARTMENT VAN
POST—EN TELEGRAAF
TELEGRAAF WEZEN.
WEZEN.
DEPARTMENT
OF POSTS
VAN POST-EN
Parcel Post—Pakketpost.
Parcel
Post-Pakketpost.
A parcel,
parcel, addressed
addressed as
has been
here this
this day.-Een
day.—Een pakket,
pakket, met
met het
A
as under,
under, has
been posted
posted here
het hieronderverhieronderverde post gedaan:
melde adres, is heden alhier op de
gedaan:
A
A penny
penny postage
postage stamp
to be afflxed
affixed here.
Eon
penny postzegel
Een penny
postzegel
alhier te
to worden geplakt.
geplakt.

...................

............

.........................................

Receiving Officer-Ontvangend
Offlcer—Ontvangend Beambte.
Receiving
Beambte.

Form 2.

Fonts
FOBM 2.

Date stamp.
stamp.
Datimstempei.
Datumstempel.

UNION OF
OF SOUTH
SOUTH AFRICA-UNIE
AFRICA—UNIE VAN
VAN
UNION
SUID-AFRIKA.
SUID-AFRIKA.
FOREIGN PARCEL
PARMET•
FOREIGN
PARCEL POST—BUITENLANDSE
POST-BUITENLANDSE PAKIETPOST.
POST.

For use in the case of parcels sent from the Union
Union of South
South Africa
Africa to all
overseas destinations and Mozambique.
Mozambique.
Vora
gebrolk op
verzonden nit
can Zuid-Afrika
near
Voor-gebruik
op pakketten
pakketten verzonden
uit de
de Unie
Unie can
Zuid-Afrika naar
elle
plaatsen in het Buitenland
en Mosambique.
Mosambique.
alle plastsen
Buitenland en

B. &
& F.
F. PP
PP 4.
B.
4.
Place to
to which the
parcel
Place
the parcel
is addressed.
addressed.
Pleats waarnaar
waarnaar bet
het
Plaats
pakket geadresserd
geadresserd is.
is.
pakket

Form
Declaration—Docane-Verklaringsformulfer.
Form of Customs
Customs Declaration-Doeane-Verklaringsformulier.

Gross weight of parcel-.
elt
Bruto-gewicht
Bruto-gewicht van
pakket.
pakket.
.... lb.

.

Contents.
Contents.
Inhoud.

.oz.
....................

Net weight
weight of Value as
as merchandise.
contents. Net Value
contents.
a Waerdeats
r koop
to-gewicht
Waerdeats koop
to-gewicht
waren.
waren.
van inhoud.
van
inhoud.

lb.

oz.
oz.

££

s.
s.

d.
d.

CAIITION.—In
above declaration
declaration being
being
CAUInON.-In the event of the above
particular, the parcel
parcel will be
be liable
liable to
found incorrect
incorrect in any particular,
to
seizure. No letter
letter may be
be placed in any parcel,
parcel, nor
nor may a
a
contain diamonds,
diamonds, specie bullion,
bullion, gold
parcel contain
gold (in
(in dust or
or nugfeathers. For other
prohibited articles
articles see
see
gets) or ostrich feathers.
other prohibited
the Post
Office Guide.
'ost Office
Wransciluvrnio.—Indien bovenstaande
bovenstaande verklaring
in enig
enig
WAsAscHUwvNG.-Indien
verklaringin
onfuist wordt bevonden
bevonden, zal het pakket
pakket aan
aan beslagbeslagopzicht onjuist
name
Een pakket mag geen
name onderhevigzyn.
onderhevigzyn. Eenpakket
goon briefnoch
brief noch diamanten, specie, ongemunt
ongemunt goud, goud,
goud, (in stof
stof of klomp)
wat betreft
betreft andere verboten
verboten
noch struisveren bevatten. Wat
artikels, readplege
readplege men de postgids.
artikels,

Date stamp of office
of exchange.
exchange.
Datumstempel
van
Datumstempel van
het Wisselkantoor.
Wisselkantoor.
bet

the use of
of post office
(For the
office of
of exchange only.)
(Alleen
(Aileen voor gebrush
gebrush door het Wisselkantoor).
selkantoor).
Parcel Bill No
No.........
No. of rates prepaid.............
prepaid
No.
Entry No ..........

Name
Name and
and address of sender.
Naam en
en adres
adres van afzgnder.
afzgnder.

PARCEL POST CONVENTION-UNION
CONVENTION-UNION OF
SOUTH AFRICA.
AFRICA.
OF SOUTH
FORM 3.
3.
FORM

Form
&
Form 3.
-*

PARCELS
PARCELS FROM
FROM THE UNION OF SOUTH
AFRICA TO
THE UNITED
SOUTH AFRICA
TO THE
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
the
Date stamp of the
dispatching office.
office.
dispatching

Post office.
Post
office.

Parcel Bill
Sheet No.
Parcel
Bill No
No....... Seet
No.

Per
S.
Per S.
S. 8.

I
Entry
Entry
No.

Office
Office of
of

origin.

Name
Name of
of
addressee.
addressee.

Address of
parcel.
parcel.

.............................................

Dated
Dated....... 191
91

No. of
No.
of
Declared
Declared Declared rates
rates No. of
of
contents.
pre
contents.
rates.
value.
prepaid.

........ ..............................
.........................
.......
..............................................................

Apr
17'1919
j
A
pril
„20,
1
0
7
:
191
9
9:
June
1919.

Remarks.
Remars.

.....................................

.........................
Totals
Totals..

...................
...........

......

When more than one sheet is required
required for the entry
entry of the parcels sent by
by this mail, it
it will be sffisuffii the undermentioned
undermentioned particulars
cient if
particulars be entered
entered on the last sheet of
of the
the Parcel
Parcel Bid.
Bill.
Pounds.
Totalweight
T
Total number of parcels sent
sent by the
the mail.......
snail
Total weight off mail............
mail
Number
Deduct
Number of boxes
bcrxes and other receptacles forming
forming
Deduct weight
weight of receptacles
receptacles .......
mail ....................
the mail
Signature
Officer......... PostSignature of Dispatching Officer
weight of
of parcels
parcels.......
Net weight
ofice.
office.
Signature of Receiving Officer,
ParSignature
Officer, Parcel Office,
Office, G.
G. P. O.
O.

1661
1661
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POSTAL CONVENTION
— WINDWARD ISLANDS
ISLANDS. '
CONVENTION-WINDWARD
POSTAL

April 21,1919.
21, 1919.
April

May o, 1919.

May 10, 1919.

M
,,19
April
ay1
2
01
1919.
19.
1919.
yil21,

Islands.
Windward Islands.
States and the Windward
Postal
United States
between the United
Convention between
Postal Convention
Signed at
at St.
St. Georges
Georges April
April 21,
at Washington, May 10, 1919;
1919;
1919, at
21 1919,
Signed
approved
by the
1919.
9, 1919.
July 9,
President, July
the President,
approved by
POSTAL
CONVENTION
POSTAL CONVENTION
BETWEEN
BETWEEN
THE UNITED
AND THE
THE WINDWARD
WINDWARD
AMERICA AND
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
THE
ISLANDS.
ISLANDS.

By virtue of
authority vested
vested in
in them
in the
the exercise
exercise of
of the
the
and in
them and
By virtue of authority
Universal
the
of
21
ti
on
granted
by
Section
2
of
Article
.21
of
the
Universal
Postal
Article
of
2
Section
by
ption granted
letter
Convention of Rome, Albert Sidney Burleson,
Burleson, Postmaster General
General of
of
the
United
States
of
America
and
G.
B.
Haddon-Smith,
Governor
of
Governor
the United States of America and G. B. Haddon-Smith,
the Windward
Windward Islands
Grenada, St.
Vincent, the
the GrenaSt. Vincent,
(including Grenada,
Islands (including
the
dines and
mutually agreed
prepaid postage
postage
that the prepaid
agreed that
have mutually
Lucia) have
St. Lucia)
and St.
dines
rate
applicable to
to letters
mailed in
in the
United States
addressed for
States addressed
the United
letters mailed
rate applicable
delivery in
the Windward
Islands shall
shall be
be the rate
rate (two cents an
Windward Islands
in the
delivery
ounce)
applicable to
domestic service
service of
of the United
the domestic
in the
letters in
to letters
ounce) applicable
States,
letters mailed
mailed in
in the
the Windward
Windward Islands
addressed for
Islands addressed
to letters
and to
States, and
delivery in
the United
United States
States the rate (one penny up to one ounce)
ounce)
in the
delivery
applicable
domestic service
service of
Windward Islands.
Islands.
the Windward
of the
the domestic
in the
letters in
to letters
applicable to
Letters
unpaid or
short-paid shall
shall be
be dispatched to destination, but
or short-paid
Letters unpaid
double the
the amount
of the
deficient postage,
postage calculated
calculated at said rates,
the deficient
amount of
double
shall
be collected
addressees upon the delivery
delivery of such unpaid
unpaid
of the addressees
collected of
shall be
or
short-paid letters.
or short-paid
Receipts.
collected on
retain to its own use the postage collected
country shall retain
Each country
Receipts.
the letters
question.
letters in question.
the
and operations thereunder
Effect
duration.
This convention
convention shall
shall take
take effect
effect and
thereunder shall
This
andduration.
Effect and
continue in force
begin on
on the
the first
first day
day of July, 1919,
1919, and shall continue
force until
begin
terminated by
annulled at the desire
desire
or may be annulled
agreement; or
mutual agreement;
by mutual
terminated
of
the Postal
Postal Administration
Administration of
of either
either country upon six months'
months'
of the
previous
.riven to the other.
previous notice given
Signatu
Done in
in duplicate
and signed
signed at Washington
clay of May,
Washington the 10th day
duplicate and
Done
Signatures..
one
hundred and nineteen; and at St. Georges the
nine hundred
thousand nine
one thousand
21st day
thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
nineteen.
one thousand
April, one
of April,
day of
SIDNEY
ALBERT
[SEAL.]
ALBERT SIDNEY BURLESON
BURLESON
[SEAL.]
United States of America.
Postmaster General
General of the United
Postmaster
G. B.
HADDON-SMITH
B. HADDON-SnITi,
G.
Governor of
of the
the Windward
Windward Islands.
Governor
Witness:
Witness:
S.
FERGUSON,
K. FERGUSON,
Colonial Secretary,
Secretary,
Colonial
Grenada.
Grenada.

Postal
agreement
Postal agreement
Windward
'with
with the Windward
Islands
as
to
rate for
for op
Islands as to rate
letter postage.
postage.

res

Approval.
Approval

between the United States of
Convention between
foregoing Postal Convention
The foregoing
negotiated and conAmerica and the Windward
Windward Islands has been
been negotiated
America
cluded with
advice and consent and is hereby approved and
my advice
with my
cluded
ratified.
caused the seal of the United States
I have caused
testimony whereof
whereof I
In testimony
to be hereunto
hereunto affixed.
[sE
AL.]
[SEAL.]
By the President:
President:
FRANK L.
OLK
POLK
L. P
FRANK
Secretary of
of State.
Acting Secretary
9, 1919.
WASHINGTON,
W
ASHINGTON, July
July 9,
1919.

WOODROW
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
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Convention between
between the
the United States
and Uruguay
facilitating the
the work
Uruguayfacilitating
States and
Convention
of
Signed at
ratiof traveling
traveling salesmen.
salesmen. Signed
at Washington,
Washington, August
August 27,1918;
27,1918; ratification
Senate, October
by the
the
fication advised
advised by
by the
the Senate,
October 10,
10, 1918;
1918; ratified
ratified by
President,
October 23,
23, 1918;
ratified by
by Uruguay,
Uruguay, January
27, 1919;
January27,1919;
President,October
1918; ratified
ratifications
at Montevideo,
Montevideo, August
proclaimed
1919; proclaimed
exchanged at
August 2,
2, 1919;
ratifications exchanged
August
August 11,
11, 1919.
1919.

August 27,1918.
27, 1918.

BY THE
THE P
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OP AMERICA.
AMVRIOA.
UNrTEr STATES
PRESIDENT
BY
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Traveling salesmen,
Uru
rra
gua
v l.ng salesraen '
Uruguay.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Whereas
between the
States of America
America and
the United
United States
a Convention
Convention between
Whereas a
the
Republic of
of Uruguay,
Uruguay, to
foster the
the development
development
to foster
Oriental Republic
the Oriental
of commerce
commerce between
the two
and to
increase the
the
to increase
two countries
countries and
between the
of
exchange of
of commodities
commodities by
facilitating the
of traveling
traveling
work of
the work
by facilitating
exchange
salesmen, was
concluded and
signed by
by their
respective PleniPlenitheir respective
and signed
was concluded
salesmen,
potentiaries at
Washington, on
twenty-seventh day
day of
of August,
August,
on the
the twenty-seventh
at Washington,
potentiaries
one
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, the
original of
of which
which
the original
nine hundred
one thousand
thousand nine
Convention,
being in
English and
and Spanish
is word
word
languages, is
Spanish languages,
the English
in the
Convention, being
for
word as
follows:
for word
as follows:
Los Estados
de AmeAmeUnidos de
Los
Estados Unidos
rica
is Repuiblica
Repalica Oriental
Oriental del
del
rica y
y la
Uruguay,
deseando fomenter
sus
fomentar'sus
Uruguay, deseando
acrerelaciones
mercantiles y
y acrerelaciones mercantiles
centar
intercambio de
de mercamercael intercambio
centar el
facilitando la actuaci6n
deeps
actuacien de
derias facilitando
celebrar
decidido celebraz
han decidido
viajantes,
viajantes, han
con
proposito un
convenio, y
y
un convenio,
tal prop6sito
con tel
a
fm han
han nombrado
sus
como sus
nombrado como
a ese
ese fin
respectivos plenipotenciarios:
plenipotenciarios:
respectivos

Contracting Powers.
Powers.
Contracting

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

Who having
having communicated
to
communicated to
Who
full powers
each
their full
powers
other their
each other
due
to be
be m
found to
which
in due
which were
were found
folupon the folform
agreed upon
have agreed
form have
articles:
lowing
lowing articles:

El
los Estados
Estados
de los
Presidente de
El Presidente
Unidos de
de America,
America, aa Robert
Robert
Unidos
Secretario de Estado
Lansing, Secretario
Lansing,
de
los Estados
Unidos, y
y
Estados Unidos,
de los
El
Uruguay aa
del Uruguay
Presidente del
El Presidente
Su Ministro
Ministro Doctor
Doctor Don
Don Baltasar
Baltasar
Su
Brum, Secretario
Secretario de
en el
el
de Estado
Estado en
Brum,
Departamento de
de Relaciones
Relaciones ExDepartamento
teriores;
tenores;
quienes, despues
despues de
de haberse
haberse
quienes,
comunicado mutuamente
mutuamente sus
sus
comunicado
plenos
poderes y
y halladolos
halladolos •
en
en
plenos poderes
buena y
debida forma,
forma, han
conhan cony debida
buena
venido
en los
los articulos
siguientes:
articulos siguientes:
venido en

Article
I.
Article I.

Articulo I.
I.
Articulo

Manufacturers,
merchants, and
and
Manufacturers, merchants,
juriswithin the juristraders
domiciled within
traders domiciled
diction
of one
one of
high conconof the
the high
diction of
tracting
operate as
as
tracting parties
parties may
may operate
commercial
travelers either
either perpercommercial travelers
sonally or
or by
means of
aF,enfs or
or
by means
of agents
sonally
employees
the jurisdicwithin the
jurisdicemployees within
tion
tion of
of the
other high
contracting
the other
high contracting

Los comerciantes,
comerciantes, fabricantes
fabricantes
Los
demas mercaderes
mercaderes domiciliados
domiciliados
yy demas
dentro
de la
is jurisdiccion
de una
una
jurisdicci6n de
dentro de
de
altas partes
partes contratantes
contratantes
las altas
de las
podran
ya
viajantes, ya
como viajantes,
actuar como
podrin actuar
sea personalmente
personalmente oopor
por medio
medio de
de
sea
agent
de la
is
dentro de
empleados, dentro
agentes ooempleados,
juri
sdiccien
es
de la
is otra,
otra, mediante
mediante
de
jurisdicci6n

The
United States
States of
of America
America
The United
and
Republic of
of
Oriental Republic
and the
the Oriental
Uruguay, being
desirous to
to fosfosbeing desirous
Uruguay,
ter the
the development
development of
of comcomter
and to
to
merce between
them and
between them
merce
exchange of comincrease the
the exchange
increase
the work
work
modities by
by facilitating
facilitating the
modities
of traveling
traveling salesmen
have agreed
agreed
salesmen have
of
for that
to
conclude a
a convention
convention for
to conclude
end apapto that
that end
purpose and
and have
have to
purpose
pointed as
plenipotentaries:
as their
their plenipotentaries:
pointed
United
The
of the
the United
The President
President of
LanStates
America, Robert
Robert LanStates of
of America,
sing,
Secretary of
of State
of the
the
State of
sing, Secretary
United
States; and
and
United States;
The
of Uruguay,
His
Uruguay, His
The President
President of
Minister
Doctor Don Baltasar
Baltasar
Minister, Doctor
the
Brum,
of State
in the
State in
Secretary of
Brum, Secretary
Foreign Relations;
Department
Relations;
Department of Foreign

Commercial travelani
utni
hoer'
re
tze
tai
d to operope
ver
i-ersC°authorized
ate on a single license.
ate

on a single limns&
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Restriction
case
Restriction in case
of war.

party on
on obtaining
from the
the
obtaining from
party
latter, upon
of a
asingle
single
payment of
upon payment
latter,
fee, a
a license
which shall
be
shall be
license which
fee,
valid throughout
throughout its
entire terterits entire
valid
ritorial jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
ritorial
In case
case either
of the
the high
high conconeither of
In
tracting parties
parties shall
engaged
be engaged
shall be
tracting
in
it reserves
to itself
itself the
the
reserves to
war, it
in war,
right to
to prevent
operating
from operating
prevent from
right
within its
its jurisdiction
under the
the
jurisdiction under
within
provisions of
this Treaty,
Treaty, or
or
of this
provisions
otherwise,
enemy nationals
nationals or
or
otherwise, enemy
other
whose presence
it
presence it
aliens whose
other aliens
may
to public
public
prejudicial to
consider prejudicial
may consider
order
national safety.
safety.
and national
order and

el pago
en esta
esta de
de una patente
pago en
el

Article
Article II.

Articulo
Articulo II.

Inuca
que sera
sera valida
valida en
en todo
todo su
su
mnica que
territono.
territono.
En el caso de que cualquiera
cualquiera
En
de
Altas Partes
Contratantes
Partes Contratantes
las Altas
de las
se
hallare empeiada
empenad aen
una guerra,
enunaguerra,
se hallare
se
reserva, a si
si misma,
misma, el
el derecho
derecho
se reserva,
de impedir
impedir a
los nacionales
nacionales de
de los
los
a los
de
paises enemigos
enemigos fü otros
otros extranjeextranjepaises
ros cuya
cuya presencia
presencia considerare
considerare
ros
perjudicial al
al orden
orden publico
publico 6(5 a
perjudicial
la seguridad
realique realinaciona , que
seguridad nacional,
Ia
cen,
dentro de
de su
su jurisdiccion,
jurisdicci6n,
cen, dentro
operaciones
las claucladconforme aa las
operaciones conforrne
sulas de
de este
este tratado
tratado 6
6 de
cualde cualsulas
quier otra
manera.
otra manera.
quier

A fin
fin de
de obtener
obtener la
patente
la patente
In order to secure the license
A
mentioned the
referida, el
solicitante debera,
predebera preel solicitante
above mentioned the applicant referida,
sentar un
un certificado
certificado extendido
extendido
must
obtain from
from the
country of
of sentar
the country
must obtain
el pals
del domicilio
domicilio de los
los
domicile of
of the
the manufacturers,
pals del
en el
manufacturers, en
domicile
y mermerfabricantes y
merchants
comerciantes, fabricantes
merchants and traders repre- comerciantes,
caderes representados
yque
que acreacrehis caderes
sented
attesting his
representados y
certificate attesting
a certificate
sented a
cite su
su calidad
calidad de viajante, el
el
character as a
commercial trav- dite
a commercial
character
cual certificado
sera, otorgado
otorgado por
por
eler. This
certificate, which shall cual
certificado sera
This certificate,
eler.
las autoridades
autoridades que
que al efecto
be issued
issued by
the authority
authority-to be las
by the
be
cada pals
pals y
y visado
por el
el
visado por
designe cada
country for the designe
designated
in each
each country
designated in
en que
que el
el
purpose,
be visoed
by the
the consul
naci6n en
de la
la nacion
vis6ed by
c6nsul de
shall be
purpose, shall
propusiere actuar;
actuar;
the solicitante
se propusiere
consul of
of the
in which
which the
solicitante se
country in
the country
consul
las
este documento
la vista,
vista, las
documento aala
to operate
con este
applicant proposes
proposes to
operate and con
applicant
expeautoridades de
de dicho
dicho pais
pals expeof the latter shall, autoridades
the
authorities of
the authorities
diran la
la patente
patente nacional
of such
such cer- diran
nacional de que
upon the
presentation of
the presentation
upon
el articulo
articulo anterior.
the habla
anterior.
tificate,
to the
the applicant
applicant the
habla el
issue to
tificate, issue

license on
In order to secure the license
Issue of license
on
presenting certificate
certificateboe
presenting
of
above mentioned the applicant
oftauthority.

ty.

An.',
p. 1033.
W
Antfr, p.

national license as provided
provided in
Article I.
I.
Article

Article III.
Sale of samples.

may sell
traveler may
A commercial
commercial traveler
Los
viajantes podran
podran vender
vender
A
Los viajantes
obtaining aa sus
his samples
samples without
without obtaining
his
sus muestras
sin necesidad
necesidad de
de
muestras sin
importer.
as an
special license
license as
an importer.
patente especial
especial como
como importaimportaspecial
patente
dores.
ores.
Article
IV.
Article IV.

Freedom from duty,
if without value. dut

ifredotm foum
Marking,

qireing,
quire&

etc., r
etc.,

Bond forwithdrawal
for withdravral
if of commercial value
value.

ifocommercial

Articulo III.
Articulo

Articulo IV.

Samples without
commercial
Entraran,
libres de
derecho,
without commercial
de derecho,
Samples
Entraran, libres
entry todas
value shall
shall be
be admitted
to entry
admitted to
value
las muestras
muestras que
que no
tengan
no tengan
todas las
free of
duty.
free
of duty.
valor comercial.
comercial.
valor
stamped or
Samples marked, stamped
or
Samples
Se
consideraran como
como muestras
muestras
Se consideraran
defaced,
manner that
thev sin
that they
in such
such manner
defaced, in
las que esten
comercial las
sin valor
valor comercial
esten
can
not be
be put
shall marcadas,
uses, shall
put to
to other
other uses,
can not
marcadas, selladas
sellaclas oo inutilizadas
inutilizadas
be
considered as
without de
be considered
as objects
objects without
puedan desde tal
tal modo
modo que
que no puedan
descommercial value.
value.
commercial
tinarse
tinarse aaotros usos.
Article
V.
Article V.

Articulo V.
Articulo

commercial
having commercial
Samples having
value
be provisionally
adprovisionally advalue shall
shall be

Las mercaderias
rnercaderias que tengan
tengan
valor
valor comercial
comercial seran admitidas
admitidas
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milted upon
upon giving
giving bond
for the
the
bond for
mitted
payment of
duties if
if they
they
payment
of lawful
lawful duties
shall not
have been
been withdrawn
withdrawn
shall
not have
from the
within a
aperiod
period
country within
from
the country
of
(6) months.
months.
of six
six (6)
Duties
shall be
be paid
on such
such
paid on
Duties shall
portion of
samples as
as shall
the samples
of the
portion
not have
so withdrawn.
withdrawn.
not
have been
been so

provisionalmente, previa
previa fianza
provisionalmente,
fianza
por los
derechos de
de aduana,
aduana, para
para
por
los derechos
el caso
salgan del
del pals
pals
el
caso de
de que
que no
no salgan
dentro de
de un
un periodo
de seis
seis (6)
(6)
dentro
periodo de

Article VI.
VI.
Article

Articulo
VI.
Articulo VI.

All
customs formalities
shall be
be
All customs
formalities shall
simplified
much as
possible
as possible
as much
simplified as
with
avoid delay
in the
the
to avoid
delay in
a view
view to
with a
dispatch
of samples.
samples.
dispatch of

meses.
meses.
Duti
Los
derechos se
pagaran sobre
sobre dra
with.
able if not
Dtableifnotwitb
se pagaran
Los derechos
aquella
muestras que
que
las muestras
parte de las
aquella parte-de
no haya
reexportada.
no
haya sido
sido reexportada.
Customs require
Customs

Se
en lo
lo posible
posible ments.
met
simplificaran en
Se simplificaran.
todas
aduaneras
formalidades aduaneras
todas las
las formalidades
a
fin de
de evitar
el
evitar demoras
demoras en el
a fin
despacho
de muestras.
rnuestras.
despacho de

Article
Article VII.
VII.

Articulo VII.
Articulo
VII.

Peddlers
and other
other salesmen
salesmen
Peddlers and
who
directly with
conwith the
the condeal directly
who deal
sumer
but who
who have
estabhave no
no estabsumer but
lished
business in
in a
given
a given
of business
place of
lished place
country shall
be considered
not be
considered
shall not
country
as commercial
commercial travelers
travelers in that
that
as
country but
shall be
to
be subject
subject to
but shall
country
the
fees levied
levied on
business
on business
the license
license fees
of the
the kind
which they
they carry
on.
carry on.
kind which
of

Los
buhoneros yy otros
otros mercamercaLos buhoneros
deres que
que traten
traten directamente
directamente con
con
deres
el consumidor
coiasumidor sin
tener casa
casa
sin tener
el
establecida en
en un
un pals
determipais determiestablecida
nado
como
nado no
no seran
ser&n considerados
conslderados como
viajantes, sino
quo abonaran
los
abonaran los
sino que
viajantes,
derechos de
patent° que,
que, de
de
de patente
derechos
acuerdo con
del
las disposiciones
disposiciones del
con las
acuerdo
pals respectivo,
correspondan al
respective, correspondan
pais
genero de
de su
su comercio.
comercio.
g6nero

Article
Article VIII.
VIII.

Articulo
Articulo VIII.

No
required of:
license shall
shall be required
No license
(a) Persons
traveling only to
to
(a)
Persons traveling
study
its needs,
study trade
trade and
and its
needs, even
even
commercial
though they initiate
initiate commercial
relations, provided
they do
do not
provided they
not
relations,
make
make sales
sales of merchandise.
merchandise.
(b) Persons
through
(b)
Persons operating
operating through
local agencies
agencies which pay the
local
license
other imposts to
to
fee or
or other
license fee
which
which their
their business is
is subject.
subject.
(c) Travelers
Travelers who are exclu(c)
sively buyers.
buyers.
sively

No
necesitaran patente:
patente:
No necesitaran
(a)
Los que
solo viajen
viajen para
para
que s61o
(a) Los
estudiar el mercado
mercado y
y sus necesinecesiestudiar
dades,
aunque inicien relaciones
relaciones
dades, aunque
comerciales, siempre
que no
no realirealisiempre que
comerciales,
con ventas
yentas de
de mercaderlas.
mercaderias.
cen
(b)
qua act6en
act6en por
por medio
medio
(b) Los
Los que
de
agendas locales
que paguen
paguen
locales que
de agencias
los derechos
derechos de
patent° o
ode otro
de patente
los
caracter
que °sten
sujetas sus
sus
est6n sujetas
caricter aa que
respectivas
respectivas casas.
(c)
Los viajantes
qua sean exviajantes que
(c) Los
clusivamente compradores.
compradores.
clusivamente

Article
Article IX.

Articulo LX.
Articulo
LX.

Any concession
affecting any
Any
concession affecting
of
present
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of the present
hereafter be
Treaty- that
that may hereafter
granted by
either high
high contractcontractgranted
by either
ing party,
party, either
law or by
either by
by law
ing
treaty
or convention,
convention, shall imimtreaty or
mediately be
be extended
the
to the
extended to
mediately
other party.
Article X.
Article
This
Convention shall
ratishall be
be ratiThis Convention
fied;
and the
the ratifications
ratifications shall
fied; and
Montevideo
be exchanged
exchanged at Montevideo
within two years, or sooner if
possible.
possible.

Peddlers, etc.
etc.
Peddlers,

License exemptions
License

Reciprocal

e
ex
on
tere
exte

Toda concesi6n
concesi6n que
otorgare sion
sio n of
orfuture conces
que otorgare
Toda
cualquiera de
de las
las altas
partess''
sions
altas partes
cualquiera
contratantes, ya
naya sea
sea por ley nacontratantes,
tratado o
o convenio,
convenio, en
en el
el
cional, tratado
sentido de
modfficar cualquiera
cualquiera de
de
de modificar
sentido
las
del present°
presente
las prescripciones
prescripciones del
tratado, se harâ
inmediatamente
hara inmediatamente
tratado,
extensiva a
ala
extensiva
la otra.
R

Articulo X.
Articulo
n

,

*vExchange

Exchange of
of ratifics,
ratifica-

Este
seci ratificado,
ratificado, tionsa
Este convenio
convenio sera
tions.
y
sus ratificaciones
ratificaciones se
canjearan
se canjearan
y sus
en
Montevideo dentro de
de dos
en Montevideo
silos
de esta
esta fecha,
fecha, o
o
anos despues
despu6s de
antes si
si fuere
lucre posible.
posible.
antes

tiic
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Duration.
Duration.

Signatures.
signature

The
Convention shall
present Convention
The present
remain m
in force
until the
the end
end of
of
force until
remain
six months
after either
of the
the
either of
months after
six
high contracting
parties shall
contracting parties
high
have
have given notice to the other
of
terminate the
to terminate
its intention
mtention to
of its
same,
each of
reserving to
to
them reserving
of them
same, each
itself
the right of giving such
such
itself the
notice to the
the other at any time.
notice
And it
it is
hereby agreed
between
agreed between
is hereby
And
the
that, on
the expiraexpiraon the
parties that,
the parties
tion
of six months
such
after such
months after
tion of
notice shall have
received
have been received
notice
by either
of them
other
from the other
them from
by
either of
party
mentioned, this
as above
above mentioned,
party as
Convention
shall altogether
altogether cease
Convention shall
and terminate.
and
terminate.
In
testimony whereof
whereof the reIn testimony
spective
plenipotentiaries have
spective plenipotentiaries
signed
have
these articles and have
signed these
thereunder affixed
affixed their
their seals.
seals.
thereunder
at WashingWashingDone in
in duplicate, at
of
twenty-seventh day of
ton, this twenty-seventh
August, 1918.

AUG. 27,
27, 1918.
1918.
AUG.

El
presents convenio
convenio quedara
quedara
El presente
en
hasta seis
meses despues
seis meses
vigor hasta
en vigor
de
quo cualquiera
cualquiera de las altas
alias
de que
partes
contratantes haya
haya dado
partes contratantes
aviso
otra de
mtencion
de su
su intencion
la otra
aviso aa la
de denunciar
denunciar el
el tratado,
tratado, reserde
vandose
cada una de ellas el
vandose cada
derecho de
de dar ese
is,
ese aviso aa la
derecho
otra en
en cualquier momento.
moment°.
otra
Queda ademas
ademas convenido
convenido entre
Queda
las
partes que
quo trascurridos
trascurridos seis
las partes
despues de quo
cualquiera
que cualquiera
meses despues
de ellas
ellas haya
la otra
recibido de la
haya recibido
de
el aviso
aviso mencionado,
mencionado, este conel
venio cesara
cesara y
terminara.
y terminara.
venio
En fe
de lo
cual los
los respectivos
respectivos
lo cual
f6 de
En
plenipotenciarios
plenipotenciarios han firmado
estos
y los han sellado
estos articulos y
sus sellos.
con sus
Hecho en
en duplicado,
duplicado, en
Washen WashHecho
ington, el
el dia
dia 27
27 de
de Agosto,
Agosto, 1918.
1918.
ington,

ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
BATTASAR B
RUM
BRUM
BATTASAR

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

been duly
duly ratified
has been
Ratifications exAnd whereas
whereas the
the said
said Convention
ratified on both
Convention has
And
exRatifications
ea nh d
changed.
parts
and the
the ratifications
the two
two governments
governments were
were exchanged
exchanged
of the
ratifications of
parts and
.
in
Montevideo, on the second
second day of August,
August, one
City of Montevideo,
in the City
thousand nine
mne hundred and nineteen;
nineteen;
Proclamation.
Now,
President
therefore, be itit known that I, Woodrow Wilson, President
Now, therefore,
Proclamaton.
of the United States of America, have caused the said Convention to
be
be made
made public,
public, to the end that the same and every article and clause
United
thereof
thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United
citizens thereof.
States and the citizens
whereof, I
caused the
I have hereunto set my hand and caused
In testimony whereof,
affixed.
seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done in the District of Columbia
Columbia this eleventh
eleventh day of August
August in
thousand nine hundred and ninethe year of our Lord one thousand
teen, and
and of the
[SEAL] teen,
the Independence
Independence of the United States of
[SEAL]
America
one hundred
hundred and
forty-fourth.
the one
and forty-fourth.
America the
By
the President:
President:
By the

ROBERT L
ANSING,
ROBERT
LANSING,

Secretary of State.
Secretary

WOODROW WILSON
WILSON
WOODROW

ARBITRATION
AGREEMENT-NETHERLANDS. MARCH
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT-NETHERLANDS.
MARCH 8, 1919.
1919.

Arbitration agreement
Arbitration
agreement between
and the
the Netherlands,
Netherlands,
between the United
United States
States and
extending
duration of
of May
May 2,
1908. Signed
at
extending the duration
of the
the convention
convention of
2, 1908.
Signed at
Washington, March
advised by the Senate, July
Washington,
March. 8, 1919; ratification
ratification advised
July
17, 1919;
1919; ratified
ratified by the
President, July
29, 1919;
ratified by
by the
the
the President,
July 29
1919; ratified
Netherlands, May
May 1,
exchanged at
at Washington,
Washington,
Netherlands,
1, 1919;
1919; ratifications
ratifications exchanged
August 22, 1919;
1919; proclaimed,
proclaimed, August
August 25,
1919.
25, 1919.

1667
1667

March 8,
8, 1910.
1919.
Mrch

BY
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA.
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
STATES
OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Arbitration with the
Whereas
agreement between
the United
of America
and Netthltnwthtnd
Whereas an
an agreement
between the
United States
States of
America and
Netherlands.
Preamble.
the Netherlands, extending
extending for aa further
further period of five years from
from Preamble.
March 25, 1919,
March
1919, the
of the
the Arbitration
Convention of
of May
May
the duration of
Arbitration Convention
2,
1908, was
concluded and
and signed
signed by
by their
their respective
Plenipoten2, 1908,
was concluded
respective Plenipoten36,, p.. 2148.
2148.
tiaries
at Washington
Washington on
the eighth
of March,
one thousand
thousand nine
nine Vol.
tiaries at
on the
eighth day
day of
March, one
VoL 36
hundred and nineteen, the original
original of which
which Agreement,
Agreement, being
in
being in
the English and Dutch
is word
word for
for word
word as
as follows:
follows:
Dutch languages,
languages, is

The Government
United
The
Government of
of the
the United
States of
America and
MajStates
of America
and Her
Her Majesty the
the Netheresty
the Queen
Queen of
of the
Netherlands,
desirous of
of further
further
lands, being
being desirous
extending the
of ArArextending
the Convention
Convention of
concluded between
between them
them
bitration concluded
on May
2, 1908,
on
May 2,
1908, which
which ConvenConvention in
Article I
tion
in consequence
consequence of
of Article
I
of
between both
of the
the Agreement
Agreement between
both
High Contracting Parties
Parties of May
May
9,
1914, will
in force
9, 1914,
will remain
remain in
force ununtil
1919, have
til March
March 25, 1919,
have authorauthorized
the undersigned,
to wit:
wit:
ized the
undersigned, to
Frank L.
L. Polk,
Polk, Acting
Acting Secretary of
States,
tary
of State
State of
of the
the United
United States,
and
and
J.
Envoy ExJ. T.
T. Cremer, Envoy
Extraordinary
Minister PleniPlenitraordinary and
and Minister
potentiary of
of Her
Her Majesty
potentiary
Majesty the
the
Queen
the Netherlands
Queen of
of the
Netherlands at
at
Washington,
to conclude
conclude the
the folWashington, to
following Agreement:
lowing
Agreement:
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
I.
Convention of
ArbitraThe Convention
of Arbitration
2, 1908,
tion of
of May
May 2,
1908, between
between the
the
Government of
of the
United States
States
Governnment
the United
of
Her Majesty
of America
America and
and Her
Majesty the
the
Queen
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, which
Queen of
of the
which
in consequence
consequence of
of Article
in
Article IIof
of the
the
Agreement
9, 1914,
will
Agreement of
of May
May 9,
1914, will
remain
force until
remain in
in force
until March
March 25,
25,
1919, is
hereby extended
con1919,
is hereby
extended and
and continued
force for
further pepetinned in force
for a
a further
of five
from March
riod of
five years
years from
March 25,
25,
1919.
1919.

Powers.
De Regeering
Regeering der
der Vereenigde
Vereenigde Contracting
Contracting Powers.
Staten
Hare
Staten van
van Amerika
Amerika en
en Hare
Majesteit
de Koningin
der NederNederMajesteit de
Koningin der
landen, bezield
bezield met
met den
den wensch
weiasch
landen,
het
op 2
Mei 1908
1908 tusschen
tusschen hen
het op
2 Mei
hen
gesloten
Arbitrageverdrag, hethetgesloten Arbitrageverdrag,
welk,
ingevolge artikel
artikel II van
het
welk, ingevolge
van het
verdrag
tusschen beide
verdrag tusschen
beide Hooge
Hooge
626
Vol. 39, p. 1626.
contracteerende
9 Vol'39,p.1
.
contracteerende partijen
partijen van 9
Mei 1914, tot 25 Maart
Maart 1919
van
1919 van
kracht
kracht zal
zal blijven,
blijven, verder
verder to
te ververlengen, hebben de ondergeteekenondergeteekenden,
namelijk
den, namelijk:
Plenipotentiaries.
Frank L.
Fungeerende Plenipontiare.
L. Polk, Fungeerende
Secretaris van
Secretaris
van Staat der
Vereeder Vereenigde Staten, en
en
J. T.
T. Cremer,
Cremer, Buitengewoon
Buitengewoon
J.
Gezant
Gevolmachtigd MinisMinisGezant en
en Gevolmachtigd
ter van
van Hare
Hare Majesteit
Majesteit de
de Koter
KoNederlanden te
te WashWashningin der Nederlanden
ington, gemachtigd
gemachtigd het
ington,
het volgende
volgende
verdrag
te sluiten:
verdrag te
sluiten:

ARTIKEL I.
I.
Convention of 1908
Het
Arbitra.geverdrag van
van 2
Het Arbitrageverdrag
2 furt
eextened
further
extended for
for
five years.
Mei
de Regeering
Regeering fiveyers.
Mei 1908
1908 tusschen de
der Vereenigde
Vereenigde Staten
Staten van
van AmeAmeder
rika en
Hare Majesteit
Majesteit de
de KoninBoninrika
en Hare
gin der
Nederlanden, hetwelk
ingin
der Nederlanden,
hetwelk inVol. 39, p. 1626.
gevolge
het verver- Vol39, p' 26
gevolge Artikel
Artikel II van
van het
drag
van
9
Mei
1914,
tot
25
Maart
drag van 9 Mei 1914, tot 25 Maart
1919
van kracht
zal blijven
blijven wordt
wordt
1919 van
kracht zal
hierbij verlengd
gehandhaafd
verlengd en gehandhaafd
voor
tidjvak van
van vijf
vijf
voor een
een nieuw
nieuw tidjvak
jaren, vanaf
Maart 1919.
1919.
jaren,
vanaf 25
25 Maart
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ARBITRATION AGREEMENT-NETHERLANDS.
AGREEMENT—NETHERLANDS. MARCH
MARCH 8,
8, 1919.
1919.
ARBITRATION

Exchange of
of ratifica
ratifica-.
ioEnxs.change
t
tions.

Si
gnatures.
Signatures.

Ratifications exexchanged,
cehngedto

Proclamation
Proclamation.

ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.

ARTIKEL II.
II.
ARTIKEL

The
shall
Agreement shall
The present
present Agreement
be
of the
the
the President
President of
ratified by
by the
be ratified
United
States of
America, by
by and
and
United States
of America,
with
the advice
advice and
of
and consent
consent of
with the
the
by Her
the Senate
Senate thereof,
thereof, and
and by
Her
Majesty the
the Queen
of the
the NetherNetherQueen of
Majesty
lands, and
become effeceffeclands,
and it
it shall
shall become
tive
upon the
the fourteenth
day after
after
tive upon
fourteenth day
the date
date of
the exchange
exchange of
of ratiratithe
of the
fications which
which shall
take place
place at
at
fications
shall take
Washington as
as soon
as possible.
possible.
Washington
soon as

verdrag zal worden
worden beDit verdrag
krachtigd
President der
der
door den
den President
krachtigd door
Vereenigde Staten
Staten van
Vereenigde
van Amerika,
Amerika,
op advies
advies en
met goedkeuring
goedkeuring
op
en met
van derzelver
derzelver Senaat,
en Hare
Hare
van
Senaat, en
Majesteit
Koningin der NederMajesteit de Koningin
landen,
werking
landen, en het zal in werking
treden op
treden
op den veertienden
veertienden dag na
uitwisseling der akten van bede uitwisseling
krachtiging,
zoo spoedig
spoedig
welke zoo
krachtiging, welke
Washington zal plaats
te Washington
plaats
mogelijk te
hebben.
hebben.

Gedaan
dubbel to
Done
in duplicate
duplicate at
at WashingWashingGedaan in dubbel
te WashingDone in
ton, in
the English
NederDutch ton, in
in de
de Engelsche
Engelsche en
en Nederton,
in the
English and
and Dutch
languages,
this eighth
day of
of landsche
landsche talen, den 8
Maart,
8 Maart,
languages, this
eighth day
March,
nine hunnegentien honderd
honderd en negentien.
negentien.
March, one
one thousand
thousand nine
hun- negentien
dred
nineteen.
dred and
and nineteen.
[sEAL.]
FRANK L.
L. POLK
FRANK
POLK
[SEAL.]
{SEAL.]
J T.
T.CREMER
CinniER
[SEAL.]
J.
Agreement has been
been duly ratified on both
both
whereas the said Agreement
And whereas
parts, and the ratifications
Governments were exchanged
ratifications of the two Governments
exchanged
in
City of
of Washington,
Washington, on
the twenty-second
twenty-second day
day of
of August,
August,
in the
the City
on the
one
nine hundred
hundred and
thousand nine
and nineteen;
nineteen;
one thousand
Now, therefore, be it known that I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson, President
President
of the United States of America, have caused the said Agreement
Agreement to
every article and clause
clause
be made public to the end that the same and every
thereof
thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United
United
States and the citizens thereof.
hereunto set my hand and caused
In testimony
testimony whereof, II have hereunto
caused
the seal of the United States
States to be affixed.
Done in the District
District of Columbia this twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of August
August
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
[SEAL.] nineteen,
nineteen, and of the Independence
Independence of the United
States
United States
forty-fourth.
of America
America the one hundred and forty-fourth.
By the
the President:
By
President:

ROBERT LANSING,
ROBERT
LANSING,

Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON
WILSON

3,1918.
TRAVELING
SALESMEN CONVENTION-GUATEMALA-DEc.
TRAVELING SALESMEN
CONVENTION—GUATEMALA—DEC. 3,
1918. 1669

Convention between
between the
States and
Guatemala facilitating
facilitating the
the
and Guatemala
United States
the United
Convention
work
traveling salesmen.
Signed at
at Washington,
Washington, December
3,
December 3,
of traveling
salesmen. Signed
work of
1918;
ratification advised
advised by
December 19,
19, 1918;
1918; ratified
ratified
1918; ratification
by the
the Senate,
Senate, December
by the
Guatemala, May 20,
ratified by
by Guatemala,
1919; ratified
the President,
President, February
February25, 1919;
by
1919;
exchanged at
at Washington,
Washington, August
1919; proproAugust 25,
25, 1919;
1919; ratifications
ratifications exchanged
claimed, August
27, 1919.
1919.
claimed,
August 27,

December
3, 1918.
December3,1918.

BY
RESIDENT OF
TILE UNrrED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
STATES
OF THE
PRESIDENT
BY THE
THE P
A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Whereas,
United States of America and
between the United
Convention between
Whereas, aaConvention
Guatemala for the development
between
commerce between
development of commerce
of Guatemala
the Republic
Republic of
the two
two countries
countries and
to increase
commodities by
by
exchange of commodities
increase the exchange
and to
the
facilitating
traveling salesmen,
concluded and signed
was concluded
salesmen, was
the work of traveling
facilitating the
by their
their respective
Plenipotentiaries at
at Washington
the third
third day
day
on the
Washington on
respective Plenipotentiaries
by
of December,
December, one
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and eighteen
original
the original
eighteen,' the
nine hundred
of
of which
Convention, being
in the
languages, is
Spanish languages,
and Spanish
English and
the English
being in
of
which Convention,
word for
for word
word as
follows:
as follows:
word

Traveling
Traveling salesmen,
salesmen,
Guatemala.
Guatemala.
Preamble.
Preamble.

The
United States
America
of America
States of
The United
and
of Guatemala
Guatemala
the Republic
Republic of
and the
being
desirous to
foster the
the deto foster
being desirous
velopment of
of commerce
commerce between
between
velopment
them
increase the exand to increase
them and
change of
by facilifaciliof commodities
commodities by
change
tating
the work
work of
traveling salessalesof traveling
tating the
men have agreed
to conclude aa
agreed to
men
convention for
and
for that
that purpose and
convention
have
that end
appointed as
end appointed
to that
have to
their plenipotentiaries:
plenipotentiaries:
their
The President
President of
of the
the United
The
States
America, Robert
Robert Lansbansof America,
States of
ing,
Secretary of
State of
of the
of State
ing, Secretary
United
States; and
and
United States;
The
President of
of the
Republic
the Republic
The President
of
Guatemala, Sellor
Joaquin
Sefor Don Joaquin
of Guatemala,
Mendez, His
ExtraordiEnvoy ExtraordiHis Envoy
Mendez,
nary
Plenipotentiary
and Minister
Minister Plenipotentiary
nary and
to
United States,
States,
to the
the United
who having
communicated to
to
having communicated
who
each
other their
full powers,
powers,
their full
each other
which were found
be in due
due
found to
to be
which
upon the folform, have agreed upon
form,
lowing articles:
articles:
lowing

Los
Estados Unidos
.America
Unidos de America
Los Estados
y la
Republica de
do Guatemala
Guatemala
y
la Republica
deseando fomentar
sus relaciones
relaciones
deseando
fomentar sus
mercantiles
y acrecentar
acrecentar el
el intermercantiles y
cambio de mercanderias
mercanderias facilifacilicambio
tando la
la actuaci6n
actuacion de viajantes,
viajantes,
tando
tal proprodecidido celebrar
celebrar con
con tal
han decidido
posito un
un convenio,
ya
aese fin han
han
convenio, y
p6sito
nombrado
come sus respectivos
respectivos
nombrado como
plenipotenciarios:
plenipotenciarios:

Contracting Powers.
Contracting

El Presidente
Presidente de los Estados
El
Unidos a
a Robert
SecreLansing, SecreRobert Lansing:,
Unidos
Estados
do los Estados
tario de Estado
Estado do
Unidos,
Unidos, yy
El Presidento
do la
de
Republica de
la RepUblica
El
Presidento de
Guatemala,
al Sefor
Seiler Don
Joaquin
Don Joaquin
Guatemala, al
Mendez, Enviado
Enviado Extraordinario
Mendez,
Extraordinario
y
de
Ministro Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario de
y Ministro
Guatemala
Unidos,
en los
los Estados
Estados Unidos,
Guatemala en
quienes, despues
haberse
de haberse
quienes,
despu6s de
comunicado mutuamente
mutuamente sus
sus plepiecomunicado
halladolos en buena
nos
nos poderes
poderes y
yhalladolos
buena
debida forma,
forma, han
convenido
han convenido
y debida
en
articulos siguientes;
siguientes;
en los articulos

Plenlpotentiari.
Plenipotentiaries.

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

ARTICULO I.
ARTICULO

Manufacturers, merchants,
merchants, and
and
Manufacturers,
domiciled within the juristraders domiciled
jurisdiction of one
one of
of the
the High
High ConCon-

C
Com rnerpial travelcomerciantes, fabricantes,
Los
Los comerciantes,
fabricantes ' er athzed' tove
demas mercanderes
domiciliados ate
on aasrgI
license.:
singlee l?cr
ate on
mercanderes domiciliados
v demas
dentro
la jurisdicci6n
jtuisdiccion do
de una
una
dentro de
de la
ers a

u

u

d t

er
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Restriction in
wfarct.on
of war.

tracting Parties
Parties may
as
tracting
may operate
operate as
commercial travelers
commercial
travelers either
either perpersonally or
or by
means of
agents or
sonally
by means
of agents
or
employes within
within the
jurisdiction
employes
the jurisdiction
of
of the
the other
other High
High Contracting
Contracting
Party
obtaining from
latParty on
on obtaining
from the
the latter,
payment of
of a
fee,
ter, upon
upon payment
a single
single fee,
license which shall be valid
aa license
valid
territorial
throughout its entire territorial
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
case
c
In case either of the High
High Contracting Parties shall
shall be engaged
engaged
in
reserves to
in war, it
it reserves
to itself
itself the
the
right
operating
right to prevent from
from operating
within
jurisdiction under
the
within its
its jurisdiction
under the
provisions of
provisions
of this treaty,
treaty, or otherother
wise, enemy nationals
nationals or other
aliens whose presence
presence it may conconalder prejudicial
prejudicial to
sider
to public order
order
and national
national safety.
safety.
ARTICLE II.

Issue of licenses on

prsesenting
presenting icertsfi
certificate
oof authority.
authority.

A rde, p.
A
r, r.

1689.

1669.

Marking,
etc., reMarking, etc.,
required.
quired.

realicen operaciones,
conforme a
a
realicen
operaciones, conforme

clausulas de
de este
tratado, o
ode
de
las clAusulas
este tratado,
cualquiera
otra manera,
ma,nera, los
los nanacualquiera otra
cionales
poises enemigos,
enemigos, u
u
cionales de
de paises
otros
cuya presencia
presencia
otros extranjeros
extranjeros cuya
consider° prejudicial
al orden
orden
considere
prejudicial al
public°
seguridad nacional.
nacional.
pfiblico ooaalaa seguridad
ARTICULO
ARTICULO II.

In order to secure the license

A fin de obtener
obtener la
patent° reA
la patente

must obtain from the country of
domicile of the manufacturers,
manufacturers,
merchants, and traders
traders reprerepresented a
a certificate
certificate attesting his
his
character as a
commercial travcharacter
a commercial
certificate, which shall
eler. This certificate,
be issued by the authority
authority to be
be
designated in
for
in each
each country
country for
the purpose, shall be vis6ed
viseed by
the consul of the country
country in which
which
the applicant
applicant proposes to operate,
operate,
authorities of the latter
and the authorities
shall,
shall, upon the presentation
presentation of
such certificate,
certificate, issue to the applicant the national license
license as
provided in Article I.

sentar un certificado
extendido
sentar
certificado extendido
en el pais
pals del domicilio de
de los
los
comerciantes,
fabricantes y
y mercomerciantes, fabricantes
caderes representados
representados y
3r quo
quo acreacredite su calidad
calidad de viajante,
viaj ante, el
certificado serh,
otorgado por
per
cual certificado
sera otorgado
las autoridades
que al efeoto
autoridades quo
efeoto cledesign° cada
cada pais
pals y
por el
el
signe
y visada
visada por
c6nsul
lanaci6nen
consul de la
nacien en que
quo el sopropusiere actuar;
con
licitante se propusiere
actuar; con
este
este documento
documento a
a la vista, las
autoridades
autoridades do
de dicho pals
pais expediran
patente nacional
dirin la patent°
na,cional de quo
que
habla el articulo
articulo anterior.
anterior.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO

III.

A
A commercial
commercial traveler may sell
Los viajantes
viajantes podran vender
vender
his samples without obtaining
obtaining a
a sus muestras
muestras sin necesidad
necesidad de
special license
license as an importer.
importer.
patente especial
especial como importaimportadores.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
IV.

Freedom
Frfedom from
from duty,
duty,
if without
without value.
if
value.

Cada
Cada una de
de las Altas Partes
Partes
Contratantes se
se reserva
reserva el
dereContratantes
el derepara el caso
hallarse en
cho, para
caso de hallarse
estado de
de guerra,
guerra, de
de impedir
impedir quo
quo
estado

above mentioned
mentioned the applicant
deber6, prepreel solicitante
solicitante debera
applicant ferida, el

ARTICLE III.
III.
ARTICLE
of samples.
Sale of

las Altas
Altas Partes
Contratantes
de las
Partes Contratantes
podran actuar
como viajantes,
viajantes, ya
podran
actuar como
ya
sea
por medio
medio de
de
sea personalmente
personalmente oopor
agentes o
oempleados,
empleados, dentro
la
agentes
dentro de
do la
jurisdiccion
de la
la otra,
mediante
jurisdicci6n de
otra, mediante
el pago
en 6sta
esta de
una patente
patent°
el
pago en
de una
amca
quo sera
sera valida
valida en
en todo
muica que
todo su
su
territorm.
territono.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO IV.

Samples without commercial
commercial
Entraran libres de derechos
Entraran
derechos
value shall be admitted to entry todas las muestras quo no tengan
free
free of
of duty.
duty.
valor comercial.
valor
Samples marked,
or
Samples
marked, stamped,
stamped, or
consideraran como muesSe consideraran
mues-

defaced, in such manner
defaced,
manner that they
cannot be put to other
other uses, shall
objects without
be considered
considered as objects
without
commercial value.
value.
commercial

tras sin valor comercial
comercial las que
qua
esten marcadas,
marcadas, selladas o
o inutilizadas de tal modo quo
quo no puedan destinarse
a otros usos.
destinarse a

TRAVELING SALESMEN
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V.
ARTICLE V.
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ARTICULO
ARTICULO V.
V.

for wialswal
Samples
commercial
Samples having
having commercial
o
fe
value.
Las muestras que tengan
ifleir
odmercidWal'.
tengan valor
valor if
value shall
be provisionally
ad- comercial
value
shall be
provisionally adserail admitidas
provicomercial seran
admitidas provimitted upon
upon giving
giving bond
bond for
the sionalmente,
mitted
for the
sionahnente, previa
previa fianza
fianza por
por los
los
payment of
if they
they derechos
payment
de aduana,
aduana, para
para el
caso
of lawful
lawful duties
duties if
derechos de
el caso
have been
shall not
not have
been withdrawn
withdrawn de
qua no
no salgan
pats dentro
dentro
de quo
salgan del
del pafs
from the
within a
period de
period° de
de seis
seis (6)
(6) meess.
meses.
from
the country
country within
a period
de un
un periodo
of
(6) months.
of six
six (6)
months.
Dutiable if not withDutiable
Duties
shall be
be paid
paid on
on such
such
Los derechos
sobre drawn.
Duties shall
se pagarim
pagarAn sobre
derechos se
Los
portion of
the samples
samples as
aquella parte
parte de
las muestras
muestras que
quo
portion
of the
as shall
shal aquella
de las
not
have been
been so
no
haya sido
not have
so withdrawn.
withdrawn.
no haya
sido reexportada.
reexportada.
l

ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.
All
customs formalities
All customs
formalities shall
shall
be simplified
as possiole
possiole
as much
much as
be
simplified as
with a
view to
delay in
the
with
a view
to avoid
avoid delay
in the
despatch
despatch of
of samples.
samples.
ARTICLE
VII.
ARTICLE VII.
Peddlers and
and other
salesmen
other salesmen
Peddlers
who vend
vend directly
directly to
to the
the conconwho
sumer, even
even though
though they
not
they have
have not
sumer,
an
established place
place of
of business
business
an established
country in
in which
which they
in the country
operate,
considered
shall not be considered
operate, shall
as
commercial travelers,
travelers, but
shall
but shal
as commercial
be
the license
license fees
fees
to the
be subject
subject to
levied
business of.
of the kind
levied on
on business
which
carry on.
which they
they carry
on.
ARTICLE VIII.
ARTICLE
No license
license shall
shall be
No
be required
required of:
of:
(a) Persons
only to
to
(a)
Persons traveling
traveling only
study trade
and its
its needs,
needs, even
even
trade and
study
though they
they initiate
initiate commercial
commercial
though
relations, provided
provided they
do not
not
they do
relations,
make
sales of
merchandise.
make sales
of merchandise.
(b)
Persons operating
through
operating through
(b) Persons
local
which pay
the lilipay the
agencies which
local agencies
cense
other imposts to
cense fee
fee or other
which
their business
is subject.
subject.
business is
which their
(c)
who are
are excluexcluTravelers who
(c) Travelers
sively
buyers.
sively buyers.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IX.
IX.
Any
concessions affecting
affecting any
any
Any concessions
of
the provisions
provisions of
the present
present
of the
of the
be
Treaty
hereafter be
that may
may hereafter
Treaty that
granted
by either
High ContractContracteither High
granted by
ing
either by
by
by law
law or
or by
ing Party,
Party, either
treaty or
or convention,
immeshall immetreaty
convention, shall
diately
extended to
diately be
be extended
to the
the other
other
party.
party.

min

ARTICULO VI.
VI.
ARTICULO
Se simplificarAn
simplificarim en
en lo
posible mctioms
men
cuts.
st ' s
lo posible
Se
todas
las formalidades
aduaneras
todas las
formalidades aduaneras
evitar demoras
demoras en
en el
aa fin
fin de
de evitar
el
despacho
de muestras.
despacho de
muestras.

require-

reqire

ARTICULO VII.
VII.
ARTICULO
Los buhoneros
otros mercanmercanLos
buhoneros yy otros
dares
directamente
deres quo
que vendan
vendan directamente
al
los consumidores
consumidores aunque
aunque no
no
al los
tengan
casa establecida
en el
el pafs
pals
tengan casa
establecida en
en que
quo actuan,
serial consideconsideno seran
actfan, no
en
sino que
quo
rados como
como viajantes, sino
estarfin sujetos
sujetos aa pagar
pagar los
los deredereestarAn
chos de
de patente
quo corresponcorresponchos
patente quo
dan
al goner°
su comercio.
de su
comercio.
dan al
genero de

Peddlers, etc.
Peddlers,

ARTICULO
VIII.
ARTfCULO VIII.
No
necesitariui patente:
patente:
No necesitarAn
(a) Losquo s6lo
s6lo viajen
viajen para
para
(a)
Los-que
estudiar
el mercado
estudiar el
mercado y
y sus
sus necesinecesidades, aunque
aunque inicien
inicien relaciones
relaciones
dades,
comerciales, siempre
quo no
reacomerciales,
siempre quo
no realicen
mercanderfas.
licen yentas
ventas de
de mercanderlas.
(b) Los
actfien par
medio
por medio
Los quo
quo actfien
(b)
do agencias
agencias locales
paguen
que paguen
locales quo
de
los
patente o
de patente
o de otra
los derechos
derechos de
caracter
quo esten
esten sujetas
sujetas sus
sus
caracter aa quo
respectivas
casas.
respectivas casas.
(c) Los
Los viajantes
quo scan
sean exexviajantes que
(c)
clusivamen
t
ecompradores.
clusivamente
compradores.

License exemption'
exemption.
License

ARTICULO IX.
IX.
ARTICULO

otorgare
Toda concesi6n
Toda
concesion que
qua otorgare

cualquiera de las Altas
Partes
Altas Partes
cualquiera
Contratantes, ya
sea por
por ley
ley nanaContratantes,
ya sea
cional, tratado
tratado o
o convenio,
convenio, en
en el
el
cional,
sentido de
de modificar
cualquiera
modificar cualquiera
sentido
de las
las prescripciones
prescripciones del
del presente
presente
de
tratado, se
hara inmediatamente
inmediatamente
tratado,
se hard
extensiva
otra. extensiva aala otra.

Reciprocal extenuo comescxtens-.
sion of future

S
sioD
sums.

t
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tions.

Duratio.
Duration.

Signatures.
Signatrs.

Ratifications exexcRatiications
changed.

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

DEC.
3,1918.
DEC. 3,1918.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X.
X.

ARTICULO X.
ARTfCULO

This Convention
This
Convention shall
shall be
be ratiratified;
and
ratifications shall
be
shall be
the ratifications
fied; and the
exchanged
at Washington
or GuaGuaWashington or
exchanged at
temala within
within two
two years,
years, or
sooner
or sooner
temala
if
possible.
if possible.
The present
present Convention
uhe
Convention shall
shall
remain
m force
the end
of
until the
end of
force until
remain in
six
after either
either of
of the
the
six months
months after
High
Contracting Parties shall
High Contracting
have
have given notice to the other of
its
terminate the
to terminate
intention to
its intention
same,
each of
them reserving
reserving to
to
of them
same, each
itself
the right of
of giving
giving such
itself the
notice
to the
the other
at any
any time.
time.
other at
notice to
And
agreed between
between
hereby agreed
And it
it is hereby
the
parties that,
that, on the expirathe parties
tion
noafter such
such noof six months
months after
tion of
tice
shall have
received by
by
tice shall
have been
been received
either of them from the other
other
mentioned, this
party as above mentioned,
Convention
cease
altogether cease
Convention shall altogether
and
and terminate.
terminate.
In
whereof the
rejIn testimony
testimony whereof
the respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
spective
articles and have
signed these articles
thereunder affixed their seals.
thereunder
Done in duplicate, at WashingDecember, 1918.
ton, the 3
3 day of December,

Este convenio
convenio sera
será ratificado,
ratificado,
Este
ratificaciones se canjearan
canjearAn
yy sus
sus ratificaciones
en Washington
Guatemala dendeno Guatemala
en
Washington o
tro
de dos
dos anos
anos despues
esta
de esta
despues de
tro de
fecha, o
o antes
antes si
si fuere posible.
posible.
fecha,
El presente
presente convenio
convenio quedarA
quedara
El
en
meses despues
despues
hasta seis
seis moese
en vigor
vigor hasta
de quo
de las
las Altas
Altas
cualquiera de
de
que cualquiera
Partes
Contratantes haya dado
Partes Contratantes
intencion de
a la otra de su intencion
aviso a
denunciar
reservandenunciar el tratado, reservandose
cada una
una de
de ellas
ella,s el
el derecho
derecho
dose cada
de
dar ese aviso a
a la otra en
en
de dar
cualquier
Queda adeadomomento. Queda
cualquier moment°.
man convenido
convenido entre
entre las partes
mas
quo
trascurridos seis
desseis meses desque trascurridos
pus de
quo cualquiera
cualquiera de
de ellas
de que
pu6s
haya recibido de
de la otra el aviso
haya
mencionado, este
convenio cesara
este convenio
mencionado,
terminara.
yy terminara.

respectivos
En fe de lo cual los respectivos
plenipotenciarios
firmado esesplenipotenciarios han firmado
tos
con
y los han sellado con
articulos y
tos artfculos
sus sellos.
Ileco en dos ejemplares,
ejemplares, en
Heco
Washington,
el dia
dia 33de
de diciembre
diciembre
Washington, el
de 1918.
ROBERT
LANSING. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
ROBERT LANSING.
J
OAQITI
N MENDEZ
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
MENDEZ
JOAQUfN

And whereas,
whereas, the said Convention has been duly ratified on both
parts,
and the
two Governments
were exchanged
exchanged
of the
the two
Governments were
parts, and
the ratifications
ratifications of
in
Washington, on the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of August, one
m the City of Washington,
thousand
nineteen;
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and nineteen;
known that
that I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President
therefore, be
be it
Now, therefore,
it known
of the United States of America,
America, have
have caused the said Convention
Convention to
to
be made public, to the end that
that, the same and every article
article and clause
clause
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the
United
thereof may be observed
the United
States and the citizens thereof.
I have hereunto set my hand
In testimony whereof,
whereof, I
hand and caused the
seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia this twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day of August
August
in the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred and
[SEAL.]
and of
of the
United States
[SEAL .] nineteen,
nineteen, and
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
States
of
of America
the one
one hundred
hundred and
forty-fourth.
America the
and forty-fourth.
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By the President:
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
State.
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ARBITRATION
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT-SPAIN.
AGREEMENT— SPAIN. MARCH
MARCH 8,
1919.
8, 1919.

Arbitration agreement
States and
and Spain,
Spain, further
further
Arbitration
agreement between
between the
the United
United States
extending the
duration of the
the convention
convention of
of April
20, 1908.
the duration
April 20,
1908. Signed
at
ratification advised
advised by
by the
the Senate,
Senate,
at Washington,
Washington, March
March 8,
8, 1919;
1919; ratification
July 17, 1919; ratified
ratified by
July 29,
29, 1919;
by
By the President,
President,July
1919; ratified
ratified by
Spain,
ratifications exchanged
at Washington,
Washington, OctoOctoSpain, August
August 5,
5, 1919;
1919; ratifications
exchanged at
ber
1919; proclaimed,
1919.
ber 14,
14, 1919;
proclaimed, October
October 15,
15, 1919.

March
March 8,
8, 1919.

BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF A
MERICA
UITED STATES
AMERICA.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Whereas
an Agreement
between the
the United
States of
of America
America and
Arbitration
Arbitration with
Whereas an
Agreement between
United States
and Sain.
w th
Spain extending
extending for
of five
five years
the time
time d
ng Preamble.
Spain
for aa further
further period
period of
years the
during
reamble.
5 p.
which the
Convention concluded
concluded between
them on
on April
April
1957. Vo
Vol. 3
35,
which
the Arbitration
Arbitration Convention
between them
p 195720, 1908,
1908, shall
shall remain
force' was
was concluded
concluded and
and signed
signed by
by their
20,
remain in
in force,
their
respective Plenipotentiaries
Washington on
the eighth
eighth day
day of
of
respective
Plenipotentiaries at Washington
on the
March, one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
the original
original of
of which
which
March,
one thousand
and nineteen,
nineteen, the
Agreement, being
the English
English and
and Spanish
Spanish languages,
languages, is
is word
for
Agreement,
being in
in the
word for
word as follows:
.

The Government
Government of
the United
The
of the
United
States of
of America
and the
the GovGovStates
America and
ernment
ernment of
of His
His Majesty
Majesty the
the King
King
of
desirous of extendextendof Spain,
Spain, being
being desirous
ing
another five
years the
ing for
for anoter
five years
the
period
the ArbitraArbitraperiod during
during which
which the
tion Convention
concluded bebetion
Convention concluded
tween them
them on
on April
April 20,
20, 1908,
1908,
extended
the agreement
agreement conconextended by
by the
between the
cluded between
the two
two GovernGovernments
on May
29, 1913,
shall rerements on
May 29,
1913, shall
main in
force, have
have authorized
authorized
main
in force,
the
wit:
the undersigned,
undersigned, to
to wit:
The
Frank L.
The Honorable
Honorable Frank
L. Polk,
Polk,
of State
of the
the
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
State of
United States,
States, and
and
United
His
Excellency, Senor
Don
His Excellency,
Sefior Don
Juan
y Gayangos,
Gayangos, ChamJuan Riano
Riafio y
Chamberlain
the King
berlain to His
His Majesty
Majesty the
King
of
ExtraorAmbassador Extraorof Spain,
Spain, Ambassador
dinary
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of
of His
dinary and
His
Majesty
Washington,
Majesty at
at Washington,
To conclude
conclude the
the following
To
following
agreement:
agreement:

El
de los
los Estados
Estados UniE1 Gobierno
Gobierno de
dos de
de America
America y
y el
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
dos
de
Su Majestad
Majestad el
el Rey
de Espafa
Espana dedeSu
Rey de
seando
seando extender
extender por otros
otros cinco
cinco
silos el
durante el
periodo durante
el cual el
anos
el period°
Tratado
de Arbitrage
Arbitrage concertado
concertado
Tratado de
entre ellos
ells el
el 20
de Abril
de 1908,
1908,
entre
20 de
Abril de
prolongado por
convenio efecprolongado
por el
el convenio
efectuado
entre Ios
dos gobiernos
29
tuado entre
los dos
gobiernos el
el 29
1913, ha
ha de permanepermanede Mayo
Mayo de
de 1913,
autorizado aa los
cer vigente,
vigente, han
han autorizado
los
infrascritos, a
Asaber:
infrascritos,
saber:

ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
I.

ARTICULO
I.
ARTIGULO I.

El
Polk,
Frank L.
L. Polk,
El Honorable
Honorable Frank
Secretario Interino
Interino de Estado
Estado de
de
Secretario
los
los Estados
Estados Unidos,
Unidos, y
El Excelentisimo
Excelentisimo Sefor
Senor Don
Don
El
Juan
y Gayangos,
Gayangos, GentilGentilJuan Rialio
Riabo y
hombre de
Camara de Su Majestad
hombre
de Camara
el Rey
Rey de
de Espana,
el
Espana, Embajador
Embajador
Extraordinario y
y PlenipotenciaPlenipotenciaExtraordinario
rio de SuMajestad
en Washington.
riode
SuMajestad en
Washington.
Para
el siguiente
Para concertar
concertar el
siguiente conconvenio:
venio:

p

Contracting Powes.
Powers.
Contracting

Vol.
1705.
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 17

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiarle.

El
Tratado de
de Arbitrage
Arbitrage de
de 20
20 further
Convention of
E1 Tratado
of
Convhereteni
Arbitration
The Convention of Arbitration
extended
f
urther
1908 entre
de Abril
Abril de
de 1908
entre el
el Gobierno
Gobierno yes.
of April
20, 1908,
1908, between
between the
the de
of
April 20,
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America
de los
America
Government of
Government
of the United
United States
States de
44282' --VOL 41-Pr
41—PT 2
-16
2-16
44282°-VOL

11908
five

1674
1674

ARBITRATION
AGREEMENT—SPAIN.
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT-SPAIN.

Vol. 35, p. 1958.

Vol. 35, . 198.

Vol. 38,
p.1765.
Vol.
38, p.
765.

Exchange
Exchange o
of ratificaratification.
ton.

Signatures.
Signatures.

Ratifications

cthanged.t
changed.

Proclamation.

Proclamatio.

of
and the
Government
of America
America and
the Government
of
His Majesty
Majesty the
of Spain,
Spain,
of His
the Sing
King of
the duration
duration of
of which
Article
the
which by
by Article
III thereof
thereof was fixed at
at aaperiod
III
period
of five
from the
the
of
five years
years from
the date
date of
of the
exchange of
of the
the
exchange
of ratifications
ratifications of
said Convention
Convention on
said
on June
June 2,
2, 1908,
1908,
which period,
period, by
which
by the
the agreement
agreement of
of
May
two
May 29,
29, 1913,
1913, between
between the
the two
Governments was
was extended
extended for
for
Governments
five years
2, 1913,
1913, is
is
from June
June 2,
five
years from
hereby
continued in
in
hereby renewed
renewed and
and continued
force for
further period
five
force
for aafurther
period of
of five
years from
from June
June 2,
2, 1918.
1918.
years

y
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de Su
Su Majestad
y el
Majestad el
el
Rey
de Espana,
cuya duraci6n
duracion
Rey de
Espana, cuya
fijaba
en un
un periodo
periodo de
de cinco
afios
fijaba en
cinco ainos
el articulo
articulo III
III del
del mismo,
partir
mismo, aapartir
el
de la
la fecha
fecha del
del canje
canje de
de ratificacioratificaciode
nes de
dicho Tratado
el 22de
de Junio
Junio
Tratado el
nes
de dicho
de
cuyo periodo,
por el
el ConConperiodo, por
de 1908,
1908, cuyo
venio
de 29
29 de
de Mayo
Mayo de
de 1913
entre
1913 entre
venio de
los dos
dos Gobiernos
Gobienaos fu6
fué prolongado
prolongado
los
por
cinco anos
mas a
partir de
de la
la
a partir
por cinco
aios mas
fecha de
de Junio
Junio de
de 1913,
1913, se
se
fecha
de 22 de
extiende
por la
la presente
presente y
y contiextiende por
continuer&
en vigor
por un
un nuevo
nuevo pepenuara en
vigor por
riod°
de cinco
cinco anos,
arms, aapartir
partir del
del
riodo de
de Junio
de 1918.
1918.
Junio de
22de

ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
II.

AR,TICLTLO
II.
ARTICULO II.

The
present Agreement
Agreement shall
El presente
presente Convenio
Convenio sera
El
sera raraThe present
shall be
be
tificado por
por el
el Presidente
de los
los
ratified
by the
resident of
of the
the tificado
Presidente de
ratified by
the President
United States
States of
of America,
by and
1.Tnidos de
de America
America con
con
Estados iUnidos
America, by
and Estados
United
with the
the advice
and consent
consent of
of the
the el
el consejo
consejo y
y consentimiento
consentimiento del
del
with
advice and
Senate thereof,
thereof, and
and by
the GovSenado, y
y por
por el
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de Su
Senate
by the
Su
Gov- Senado,
ernment
His Majesty,
Majesty, the
the King
King Majestad
Espana, de
ernment of
of His
Majestad el
el Rey de Espaina,
of
with its
its acuerdo
of Spain,
Spain, in
in accordance
accordance with
acuerdo con su
Constitucion y
ycon
su Constitucion
Constitution
and laws,
and it
it shall
shall sus leyes, y
Constitution and
laws, and
y entrará
en vigor
en la
la
entrara en
vigor en
become
the date
date of
become effective upon
upon the
of fecha
fecha del
de ratificaciones,
ratificaciones,
del canje de
ratifications, el cual
the exchange
exchange of
of ratifications,
tendrá lugar
cual tendra
lugar en
en WashingWashingwhich
at WashWash- ton
which shall take
take place
place at
ton lo
lo antes posible.
posible.
ington as
as soon
soon as
as possible.
ington
possible.
Done in
duplicate, in
in the
EngDone
in duplicate,
the EngFecho por duplicado
duplicado en lengua
lengua
lish
Spanish languages,
at inglesa
lish and
and Spanish
languages, at
inglesa eeespafiola,
espaiiola, en
en Washington
Washington
Washington,
of el dia 88de marzo
Washington, this
this eighth
eighth day
day of
marzo de mil
mil noveciennovecienMarch,
March, one thousand
thousand nine
nine hunhun- tos diez y
y nueve.
nueve.
dred
and nineteen.
nineteen.
dred and
SEAL.]
F
RANK L.
L. POLK
POLK
[SEAL.]
FRANK
[SEAL.]
[
SEAL.] JUAN
JUAN RIA*O
RIARO Y
GAYANGOS.
Y GAYANGOS.

ex-

x-

MARCH 8,
1919.
MARCH
8, 1919.

And
whereas the
the said
has been
been duly
ratified on
on both
And whereas
said Agreement
Agreement has
duly ratified
both
parts, and the ratifications
ratifications of the two governments
governments were
were exchanged
exchanged
m the City of Washington,
Washington, on the fourteenth day of October, one
in
thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and nineteen;
nineteen;
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it known that I, Woodrow
President
Woodrow Wilson, President
of the United States of America,
America, have
have caused the said Agreement
Agreement to
to
be made public, to the end that
that the same and every article
article and clause
clause
good faith by the United
thereof may be observed and
and fulfilled
fulfilled with good
United
States and the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
In testimony whereof,
I have hereunto
whereof, I
hereunto set my hand and caused
caused
the seal of the United States
States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done in the District of Columbia
Columbia this fifteenth
fifteenth day of October
October in
in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
hundred and nine[sEAT.]
teen, and of the Independe
Independence
thee United
[sEAT...] teen
nce of
of th
United States
States of
America
America the one hundred
hundred and forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
By
the President:
By the
President:
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW

ARBITRATION AGREEMENT--ITALY.
ARBITRATION
AGREEMENT— ITALY.

MARCH
20, 1919.
1919.
MARcH 20,

Arbitration
agreement between
between the
United States
States and
and Italy,
Arbitration agreement
the United
further
Italy, further
extending the
convention of
of March,
1908. Signed
eztending
the duration
duration of
of the
the convention
March 28,
28, 1908.
at Washington,
20, 1919; ratification
Washington, March
March 20,
advised by
by the
the Senate,
Senate,
ratification advised
July 17, 1919;
1919; ratified
July
ratified by the
July 29,
29, 1919;
ratified by
by
the President,
President, July
1919; ratified
Italy, August 18, 1919;
1919; ratifications
at Washington,
ratifications exchanged at
Washington,
October
proclaimed, October
October 13,
13, 1919;
1919; proclaimed,
October 15,
15, 1919.
1919.

1675
1675

March 20, 1919.
1919.
Marh

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
BY
lilt. PRESIDENT
IRE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Whereas an Agreement
Agreement between
the United
United States
States of
of America
America and
and
between the
five years
years the
time during
during which
which
Italy extending
extending for
for another
another period
period of
of five
the time
the Arbitration
.Arbitration Concluded
Concluded between
between them
them on
on March
28, 1908,
1908, shall
March 28,
shall
remain
force, was
was concluded
signed by
by their
their respective
respective PleniPleniremain in
in force,
concluded and
and signed
potentiaries
Washington on
on the
March, one
one
potentiaries at
at Washington
the twentieth
twentieth day
day of
of March,
thousand
thousand nine hundred
and nineteen,
nineteen, the
the original
which Agreement,
hundred and
original of
of which
Agreement,
being
in the
the English
English and
and Italian
languages, is
word for
for word
word as
as
being in
Italian languages,
is word
follows:
follows:
the United
United
The Government
Government of
of the
II
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
I1 Governer
Governo degli
Uniti
States
of America
and the
the GovernStates of
America and
II Governo
Governo di
di Sua
Sua
Govern- d'America
d'America ee il
ment
His Majesty
the King
King of
ment of
of His
Majesty the
desiof Maesth
Maest1il
il Re d'Italia, essendo
essendo desiItaly,
desirous of
derosi di
prorogare per
cinque
Italy, being
being desirous
of extending
extending derosi
di prorogare
per altri
altri cinque
for another
five years
years the
the period
period anni
for
another five
ani il period()
periodperiod durante
durante il
il quale
quale
during
during which
which the Arbitration
Arbitration ConConvenzione di
Arbitrato conconCon- la Convenzione
di Arbitrato
vention
vention concluded
them clusa fra
concluded between
between them
il 28 Marzo
1908, proprofra essi i28
Marzo 1908,
on March
extended by
by rogata
March 28, 1908,
1908, extended
rogata dall'
dall' accordo
accordo concluso
concluso fra
fra
the Agreement
the
Agreement concluded
concluded between
between iidue
28 Maggio
1913,
due Governi
Governi il 28
Maggio 1913,
on May
28, deve
the two
two Governments
Governments on
May 28,
deve rimanere
vigore, hanno
hanno
rimanere in
in vigore,
1913
remain in
in force,
force, have
have autorizzato
1913 shall remain
autorizzato ii sottoscritti,
sottoscritti, cioe:
cioe:
authorized the
l'Onorevole Frank
Frank L.
L. Polk,
Polk, FaFaauthorized
the undersigned,
undersigned, to
to l'Onorevole
wit:
Frank L.
cents Funzione
di Segretario
di
wit: the Honorable
Honorable Frank
L. cente
Funzione di
Segretario di
Polk, Acting
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
State of
Stato degli
Stati Uniti,
Uniti, e
il BaBaPolk,
of State
of State
degli Stati
e il
the
and Baron
rone Pietro
Pietro Arone
Arone di
di Valentino,
Valentino,
the United
United States,
States, and
Baron rone
Arone di
di Valentino,
Valentino, His
His Incaricato
Pietro Arone
d'Affari di
Sua Maestii
Incaricato d'Affari
di Sua
Maesta
Majesty's
Chargé d'Affaires
d'Affaires at
at a
Majesty's Charge
aWashington,
Washington, aa concludere
concludere l'acl'acWashington,
fol- cordo
Washington, to
seguente:
to conclude
conclude the
the folcordo seguente:
lowing
agreement:
lowing agreement:
ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.
The Convention
Convention of Arbitration
Arbitration
of March
March 28,
1908, between
the
of
28, 1908,
between the
Government
Government of the
the United
United States
America and
and the
the Government
of America
Government
of His
His Majesty
the King
Italy,
of
Majesty the
King of
of Italy,
the
the duration
duration of
of which by Article
Article
was fixed
at a
III thereof
thereof was
fixed at
a period
period
the
of five years
years from
from the
the date of the
exchange
exchange of
of ratifications
ratifications of
of the
the
said
Convention on
on January
January 22,
said Convention
22,
1909 which period, by
agreeby the agreement
1913, between
between
ment of
of May
May 28,
28, 1913,

Arbitration with
with
Arbitration
Italy.
Preamble.
Preamble.
Vol.
p. 2091.
2091.
Vol. 35,
35, p.

Contracting Powam
Powers.
Contracting

1769.
Vol. 38, p. 1769.

Plentpolentiariee.
Plenipotentlaries.

ARTICOLO I.
ARTICOLO
I.
La
di Arbitrato
,c(av:
La Convenzione
Convenzione di
Arbitrato 28,
Convention
of March
1908, further ex~
del
28
Marzo
1908,
fra
Governo
tended five years.
il
degli
del 28Stati
Marzo
Uniti
1908,d'America
fra ii Govemo
ed il teded
the!
degli Stati Uniti d'America ed il Vol. 35, p. 2.
Govemo di Sua
il Re
Governo
Sua Maesta
Maesta il
Re
d'Italia,
d'Italia, la
durata della quale,
quale,
la durata
Articolo III
III di
di essa,
essa,
aatermini
termini dell'
dell' Articolo
era
. stata
fissata ad
ad un
periodo di
di
era
stata fissata
un periodo
cmque
anni dalla
dalla data
dello scamcinque anni
data dello
scambio
detta ConConbio delle
delle ratifiche
ratifiche della
della detta
venzione
22 gennaio
venzione avvenuto
awenuto il
il 22
gennaio Vol. 38, p. 1769.
1909,
dquale
quale periodo
periodo per
per laccorraccor- Vol.38, la9
1909, il
do del 28
Maggio 1913 fra i
due
28 Maggio
i due
ntion of March

Vol

35,
live
P. 2°92.

1676
1676

ARBITRATION AGREEMENT-ITALY.
AGREEMENT—ITALY.
ARBITRATION

Exchange of
of rtiicaratificaoxchange
tions.

Signatures.
siautnr.

the two
two Governments
was exexGovernments was
the
tended
years from
from JanuJanufive years
tended for
for five
ary
22, 1914,
1914, is
hereby renewed
renewed
is hereby
ary 22,
and declared
in force
for a
further
force for
a further
declared in
and
January
years from January
period of five years
22,
1919.
22, 1919.

Governi fu
fu esteso
per altri
altri cinque
esteso per
Governi
anni
datare dal 22
22 gennaio 1914,
anni aadatare
viene col
col presente
atto prorogata
prorogata
presente atto
viene
per un
un
vigore per
in vigore
ee mantenuta
mantenuta in
nuovo periodo
periodo di
di cinque
anni, a
a
cinque anni,
nuovo
datare dal
22 gennaio
gennaio 1919.
1919.
dal 22
datare

ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE nI.

AR TICOLO II.
II.
ARTICOLO

Agreement
The present A
greement shall be

ratified by
by the
President of the
the
the President
ratified
United States
of America,
by and
and
America, by
United
States of
with
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
the
with the
the GovSenate thereof, and by the
Majesty, the King
of His Majesty,
ernment of
of Italy,
in accordance
accordance with its
of
Italy, in
Constitution and laws,
and it
laws, and
Constitution
shall become
become effective
effective upon the
shall
of the
the exchange of ratificadate of
tions, which
which shall take place
place at
tions,
Washington as
as soon
soon as possible.
Washington
duplicate, in the ElleDone in duplicate,
English and Italian languages,
languages, at
Washington this
day of
Washington
this 20th
20th day
nineteen hundred
nineMarch nineteen
hundred and
and nineteen.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Ratifications
chatld'o
changed.
ti
Proclamation.
Proiama on.

T
ex'
x-

MARCH
20, 1919.
1919.
MARCH 20,

II presente
accordo sara ratifiIl
presente accordo
cato dal
dal Presidente.
Presidente. degli
Stati
degli Stati
cato
d'America, in base
base al parere
Uniti d'America,
col consenso
consenso del
del Senato
Senato degli
degli
ee col
Governo di Sua
Uniti, eedal Governo
Stati Uniti,
Maesta, il Re d'Italia in conforMaesta
mith della sua Costituzione
Costituzione ee
mita
delle sue
sue leggi,
diventera effetleggi, ee diventera
delle
tivo
scambio delle
dello scambio
alla data
data dello
tivo alla
ratifiche, il
ii quale
quale avra,
avri luogo aa
ratifiche,
Washington
al pill
pii presto
presto possiWashington al
bile.
lingue
Fatto in doppio, nelle lingue
inglese ed italiana, a
aWashington
Washington
inglese
millenovecentodicianMarzo millenovecentodicianil 20 Marzo
nove.

F
RANK L.
FRANK
L. Pau(
POLK
PLETRO
DI VALENTINO
PIETRO ARONE
ARONE DI
VALENTrINO

And whereas,
the said
Agreement has
has been
ratified on
on both
both
duly ratified
been duly
said Agreement
whereas, the
And
parts, and
and the
of the
the two
two governments
were exchanged
governments were
exchanged
parts,
the ratifications
ratifications of

in the City of Washington,
Washington, on the thirteenth
m
thirteenth day of October, one
thousand
hundred and
and nineteen;
thousand nine
nine hundred
nineteen;

Now, therefore, be it
it known
known that I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President

America have
have caused the said Agreement
to
of the United States of America
Agreement to
be made public to the end that the same and every article and clause
thereof may be observed and fulfilled
fulfilled with good faith by the United
States and the citizens thereof.
hereunto set my hand and caused
caused
In testimony whereof, II have hereunto
the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done in the District of Columbia this fifteenth day of October
October in
the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and ninenine[mu.]
Independence of the United
United States
[SEAL.] teen, and of the Independence
States of
America the one hundred and forty fourth.
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WoODROW
By the President:
ROBERT L
ANSING,
ROBERT
LANSING,

Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.

PARCEL POST
POST CONVENTION—
PORTUGAL. O
CTOBER 1,
1, 1916.
1916.1677
PARCEL
CONVENTION-PORTUGAL.
OCTOBER

Parcel
between the
the United
United States
and Portugal.
Signed
Parcel post convention between
States and
Portugal. Signed
at Washington
October 1,
1, 1916,
1916, at
Lisbon November
25, 1916;
apat
Washington October
at Lisbon
November 25,
1916; approved by
the President
President November
13, 1919.
1919.
proved
by the
November 13,

1677

October
October 1,
1, 1916.
November 25,
1919.
November
25, 1919.

Parcel
between
Parcel post
post Convention
Convention between
Portugal and
and the
States
Portugal
the United
United States
of America.
of
America.

Convencao
Convencito para
para a
apermutacso
permutacito de
de
encomendas
entre os
encomendas postais
postais entre
os
Estados
Unidos da
America ee
Estados Unidos
da America
Portugal.
Portugal.

For the
the purpose
betpurpose of
of making
making betFor
ter postal
arrangements between
between
ter
postal arrangements
the United
United States
America, and
and
the
States of
of America,
Portugal
the undersigned,
Portugal the
undersigned, Joiio
Joao
de
Pessanha, Adminis
Adminisde .Almeida
Almeida Pessanha,
trator
General of
of Posts
Posts and
and TeleTeletrator General
graphs, ad
graphs,
ad interim,
interim, of
of Portugal
Portugal
and Albert
Burleson, PostPostand
Albert Sidney
Sidney Burleson,
master General
General of
of the
the United
United
master
States
of America,
by virtue
of
States of
America, by
virtue of
authority vested
authority
vested in
in them
them have
have
agreed upon
upon the
following Articles
Articles
agreed
the following
for
the establishment
of a
aParcel
Parcel
establishment of
for the
Post
of exchange
exchange between
between
Post system
system of
Portugal and
and the
the United
States.
Portugal
United States.

Animados polo
desejo de
de memeAnimados
pelo desejo
lhorar
as relacoes
entre os
Estados
lhorar as
relacoes entre
os Estados
Unidos da
America e
ePortugal,
Unidos
da America
Portugal, os
os
abaixo assinados,
Albert Sidney
Sidney
abaixo
assinados, Albert
Burleson, Postmaster
General dos
dos
Burleson
Postmaster General
Unid os daAmeric a, eJoao
°Joao
Estados UnidosdaAmerica,
d'Almeida Pessanha,
d'Almeida
Pessanha, AdministraAdministradar
Geral dos
Telegrafos,
dar Geral
dos Correios eeTelegrafos,
concordaad interim de Portugal,
Portugal, concordaram,
em virtude
virtude dos
quo
ram, em
dos poderes
poderes que
lhes estfio conferidos,
conferidos, nas
nas seguintes
seguintes
lhesestao
clisposicoes.
disposicoes.

Article I.
Article
I.

Artigo
I.
Artigo I.

The provisions
provisions of
of this convenconvention
tion relate
relate only
only to
to parcels of
of mail
mail
matter
to be
matter to
by the
the
be exchanged
exchanged by
system herein
herein provided
provided for,
system
for, and
and
do
arrangements
do not affect the
the arrangements
the Universal
now existing
existing under
under the
Universal
Postal
Convention, which
which will
will conconPostal Convention,
tinue as heretofore;
heretofore; and all
all the
the
agreements hereinafter
agreements
hereinafter contained
contained
apply exclusively
mails exexto mails
exclusively to
apply
changed
Articles.
changed under
under these
these Articles.

As
disposicOes da
presente ConConAs disposicoes
da presente
vencito
exclusivamente
vencao aplicam-se
aplicam-se exclusivamente
a
de encomendas
encomendas
a permutacio
permutacao de
postais,
as regras
regras nela
nela espostais, segundo
segundo as
estabelecidas. Elsa
nada modimoditabelecidas.
Elas em
em nada
ficam
os ac6rdos
da Convencao
Convencito
ficam os
ac6rdos da
Postal
quais conconPostal Universal,
Universal, os
os quais
tinuam
em vigor
ato ao
tinuam em
vigor como
como ate
ao
presente.
Todas as
as disposicoes
disposicoes
presente. Todas
quo
seguem visam
que seguem
visam dnicamente
inicamente as
as
malas permutad
as em
em conformiconformimalas
permutadas
dade com
corn os
os artigos
artigos da
da presents
dade
presente
Convencio.
Convencao.

II.
Article II.

Artigo
2.
Artigo 2.

1.—There
shall be
be admitted
1.-There shall
admitted to
to
the mails
mails exchanged
exchanged under
this
the
under this
convention,
articles of
of merchanconvention, articles
merchandise and
matter—except letletdise
and mail
mail matter-except
ters,
cards, and
and written
written matmatters, post
post cards,
ter of
of all
all kinds-that
kinds—that are
ter
are admitted
admitted
under
under any
any conditions
conditions to the dodomestic
mestic mails of the
the country
country of
of
origin, except
packet may
except that
that no packet
may
(or eleven
eleven
exceed 5
5 kilograms
kilograms (or
pounds) in weight, nor the
the followfollowGreatest length
length
mg dimensions:
dimensions: Greatest

1.—Podem
permutar-se, nits
1.-Podem permutar-se,
nas
condicoes da
presents Convencao,
Convencito,
condicoes
da presente
as
mercadorias eequaisquer
quaisquer outros
outros
as mercadorias
artigos
postais—exceptuando as
as
artigos postais-exceptuando
escritos
cartas, bilhetes
bilhetes postais
postals eeescritos
de qualquer
qualquer natureza-admitidos
natureza—admitidos
no trafico
no
trafico postal interno
intern° do paiz
paiz
d'origem; todavia,
todavia, as
d'origem;
as encomendas
encomendas
ntio devem
devem exceder
o pezo
11
nao
exceder o
pezo de 11
libras (ou5
(ou 5kilogramas),
kilogramas), nem
nem as
dilibras
as dimensoes seguintes:
comprimento
mensoes
seguintes: comprimento
maxim°, em
qualquer sentido,
sentido, trgz
trez
maximo,
em qualquer

Parcel post
post convenconvenParcel
tion with
with Portugal.
Portugal.
tion
Preamble.
Preamble.

Scope d
ot conventio.
convention.
Scope

Articles admitted
adraitted to
to
Articles
the
the mails.
mails.

Requirements.

Requirement

1678

PARCEL
CONVENTION— PORTUGAL. OCTOBER
1, 1916.
1916.
OCTOBER 1,
POST CONVENTION-PORTUGAL.
PARCEL POST

Wrapping, etc.

wrapping, etc

Articles
prohibited.
Articles prolibited.

Freedom
Freedo"omfromfn-

spectIon, etc.
etc.
spectlon,

in any
any direction,
direction, 105
105 centimeters
centimeters
in
(three feet
greatest
inches); greatest
six inches);
feet six
(three
length and
girth combined,
combined, 180
180
and girth
length
centimeters (six
must
and must
feet); and
(six feet);
centimeters
be
enclosed as
as .to
to
or enclosed
wrapped or
be so
so wrapped
permit
to be
easily
be easily
contents to
their contents
permit their
examined by
postmasters and
and cuscusby postmasters
examined
toms officers;
that the
the
and except
except that
officers; and
toms
following
articles and
other
such other
and such
following articles
articles
as maybe
agreed
mutually agreed
maybe mutually
articles as
upon between
between the
the two
two countries,
countries,
upon
are
prohibited admission
admission to
the
to the
are prohibited
mails exchanged
exchanged under
under this
this conconmails
vention:
vention:
Publications which
which violate
violate the
the
Publications
copyright
laws
of
the
country
of
of
country
of
the
laws
copyright
destination;
poisons, and
and exploexplodestination; poisons,
sives or
or infiamable
substances;
inflamable substances;
sives
fatty substances,
liquids, and
and
substances, liquids,
fatty
those which
conliquefy; coneasily litjuefy;
which easily
those
fections
and pastes;
pastas; hve
or dead
dead
live or
fections and
animals,
except dead
dead insects
and
insects and
animals, except
thoroughly dried;
reptiles
dried;
when thoroughly
reptiles when
fruits
which easily
easily
vegetables which
and vegetables
fruits and
decompose, and
which
substances which
and substances
decompose,
exhale aabad
bad odor;
odor; lottery
lottery tickets,
tickets,
exhale
lottery advertisements,
advertisements, or
or lottery
lottery,
lottery
circulars; all
or immoral
immoral
obscene or
all obscene
circulars;
articles;
articles which
may in
in any
any
which may
articles; articles
way damage
damage or
or destroy
the mails,
mails,
destroy the
way
or injure
injure the
the persons
handling
persons handling
or
them.
them.

in-

articles of
of
2.-All admissible
2.—All
admissible articles

merchandise mailed
in one
one councounmailed in
merchandise
try
for the
other, or
or received
in
received in
try for
the other,
one
country from
the other,
shall
other, shall
from the
one country
be
free from
detention or
or ininbe free
from any
any detention
spection whatever,
except such
such
spection
whatever, except
as
for collection
collection of
of
as is
is required
required for
customs
shall be
be forforand shall
customs duties;
duties; and
warded
the most
most speedy
speedy means
means
warded by
by the
to
destination, being
being subject
subject
to their
their destination,
in
the laws
laws
transmission to
to the
in their
their transmission
and
and regulations
regulations of
of each
each country
country
respectively.
respectively.
Article
III.
Article III.

Letters
Leters not to ac-

company parcels.
empny

Reieton if found.
Rejection

pas eoseis
seis polegadas
centime(105 centimepolegadas (105
pes
tros);
maximo eecircircomprimento maximo
tros); comprimento
cunferenci a, reunidos,
reunidos, seis
seis pes
pes (180
(180
cunferencia,
centimetros).
centimetros).
Cada encomenda
encomenda dove
dove ser
ser aconaeonCada
dicionada por
por forma
forma a
a permitir
permitir
dicionada
aos funcionarios
funcionarios da
da alfandega
alfandega ee
aos
o
dos correios
verificar facilmente
facilmente o
correios verificar
dos
seu conteudo.
contegdo. Sao excluidos
excluidos do
do
seu
transporte, alem
dos artigos
artigos nnim6alum dos
transporte,
tuamente designados
designados pelos
pelos dois
dois
tuamente
panes, os
os seguintes:
seguintes:
paizes,
As publicacoes
publicacoes que
que infrinjam
infrinj am as
as
As
leis sebre
proprieklade literaria
literaria em
em
s6bre propriedade
leis
vigor
paiz do
do destino;
venenos
destino; venenos
no paiz
vigor no
e
explosiveis ou
on inflainflae materias
materias explosiveis
maveis, substancias
substancias gordurosas,
gordurosas,
maveis,
liquidos ou
substancias facilmente
facilmente
ou substancias
liquidos
liquidificaveis, doces
doces ee masses,
masses,
liquidificaveis,
os
animaes mortos
mortos ou
on vivos,
vivos, salvo
salvo os
animaes
insectos ee reptis
completamepte
reptis completamente
insectos
que
dissecados, frutos
frutos e
e vegetais
vegetais que
dissecados,
subse decomponham
decomponham facilmente;
facilmente; subse
stancias que
que exhalem
exhalem mau
man cheiro,
cheiro,
stancias
circulares
bilhetes, anincios
anfincios ou
on circulares
bilhetes,
objectos obscenos ou
de lotarias,
lotarias, objectos
ou
de
imorais, objectos
possam
que possam
objectos que
imorais,
ferir ou
ou causar
de qualquer
qualquer
dano de
causar dano
ferir
natureza
pessoas que
que os
os manimamas pessoas
natureza as
pulam.
pulam.
2.—As
encomendas adraitidas
admitidas
2.-As encomendas
pela presente
presents Convencao,
Convencao, estao
pela
isentas de
de qualquer
qualquer visita
visita ou
ou
isentas
demora alem
alem das
das exigidas
exigidas pelas
pelas
demora
formalidades alfandegarias
alfandegarias e
serao
e serao
formalidades
transportadas
sou destino pelos
pelos
ao seu
transportadas ao
meios eevias
vias mais
rapidas, ficando,
ficando,
mais rapidas,
meios
porem, stjeitas
stijeitas as
as leis
leis ee regularegulaporem,
mentos
respectivos do
do paiz
em que
que
paiz em
mentos respectivos
transitarem.
transitarem.

Artigo III.
III.
Artigo

1.—A
communication
carta ou
letter or
or communication
1.-Nenhuma
1.-A letter
1.—Nenhuma carta
on comunicacao com
corn caracter
caracter de
de correscorresof
the nature
nature of
personal correcorre- nicacao
of the
of personal
pondencia pessoal
pessoal pode
pode ser
ser junta
junta
spondence must
spondence
must not
not accompany,
accompany, pondencia
be
written on,
on, or
with a encomenda,
encomenda, nela
nela escrita
escrita ou
ou enenbe written
or enclosed
enclosed with
any
cerrada
cerrada
any parcel.
parcel.
such be
be found, the
2.-If such
2.—If
the let2.—Se
descoberta uma
carta
for descoberta
uma carta
2.-Se for
ter will
placed in
the mails
mails if
if ou
ter
will be
be placed
in the
ou comunietteilo
dessa natureza,
comunicacao dessa
natureza,
separable, and
and if
que possa
possa ser
tirada da
separable,
if the
the communicacommunica- que
da encomenencomenser tirada
tion
inseparably-, attached
the da,
tion be
be inseparably,
attached the
da, serã
enviada ao
so correio;
correio; se
se
sera enviada
whole
will be
be rejected.
rejected. nao
whole package
package will
nao poder
poder ser
ser separada
separada da enIf however,
such should
inad- comenda,
If
however, any
any such
should inadesta recusada.
recusada. Se
Se
comenda, sera
sera esta
vertently be
forwarded, the
court- as cartas on
vertently
be forwarded,
the counou comunicacoes
comunicaei5es da
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try
will collect
try of destination
destination will
collect on
on
the
or letters
double rates
the letter
letter or
letters double
rates
to the
the UniUniof postage according
according to
versal Postal
Postal Union
Union Convention.
versal
Convention.
3.—No
may contain
3.-No parcel
parcel may
contain
packages intended
delivery at
at
packages
intended for
for delivery
an
address other
that borne
an address
other than
than that
borne
by the
the parcel
parcel itself.
such enenby
itself. If
If such
closed packages
detected they
closed
packages be
be detected
they
must
be sent
forward singly
must be
sent forward
singly
charged
with new
new and
charged with
and distinct
distinct
Parcel Post
Post rates.
Parcel
rates.
Article
Article IV.
IV.

mesma natureza
natureza forem
mesma
f6rem expedidas
expedidas
por inadvertencia,
inadvertencia, o
o paiz
paiz de
de despor
destino
no d6bro
d6bro do
tino podera
podera taxa-las
taxa-las no
do
porte, conforme
conforme o
o estipulado
estipulado na
na
porte,
Conveneao da
da Uniao
Cniao Postal
Postal UniUniConvencao
versal.
versa

No
enclosure for
No enclosure for

3.—Nenhuma
encomenda pode
pode other
other address.
3.-Nenhuma encomenda
addresss."
conthr outras
outras encomendas
encomendas cor
coin
conter
outra,s
das dadaoutras direeoes
direcoes diferentes
diferentes das
quela. Se tais
encomendas on
tais encomendas
ou
objectos
forem encontrados
encontrados nunuobjectos forem
ma
encomenda, serao
sera() expedidos
expedidos
ma encomenda,
em
reem separado
separado ee taxados
taxados como
como remessas
messas distintas.
distintas.
Artigo IV.
IV.
Artigo

1.—The following
of postI.—A
franquia das encomendas
encomendas
1.-The
following rates
I.-A franquia
rates of
postage shall
all cases
be required
required 6
As taxas
taxas aapagar
age
shall in
in all
cases be
6 obrigateria.
obrigat6ria. As
pagar
to be
be fully
prepaid with
with postage
postage no
no paiz
paiz de
de origem,
origem, sao
as segunsegumto
fully prepaid
sao as
stamps
stamps of
tes:
of the
the country
country of
of origin,
origin, tes:

postage.
Rates of
of postage.

2.—Nos Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos da
2.-Nos
da
America
urns encomenda,
America, per
por uma
encomenda,
nao excedendo
nAo
excedendo o
o peso
libra
peso de 11libra
(455 gramas),
gramas), doze
doze cents;
por
(455
cents; ee por
cads libra
libra adicional
ou fraccao
fraceao de
cada
adicional ou
de
libra,
doze cents.
libra, doze
cents.

In United
United States.
In
States.

3.—Em Portugal,
Portugal, por
por uma
urns enen3.-Em
comenda, ndo
peso
comenda,
nao excedendo
excedendo oo peso
quilograma, $30;
$30; excedendo
excedendo
de 11quilograma,
urn quilograma
quilograma at5
at 3
3
oo peso
pAso de
de un
qudogramas, $50;
excedendo o
o
quilogramas,
$50; excedendo
peso de
de 33 quilogramas
quilogramas ate 55
quilogramas,
$75.
quilogramas, $75.
4.—As
encomendas sao
sac) imediaimedia4.-As encomendas
tamente entregues
entregues aos
destinatatamente
aos destinatArios
nas estacoes
estaeOes de
de destino,
destino, Evros
rios nas
livres
de qusquer
qusquer encargos
transde
encargos de
de transporte; porem,
porem, o0 paiz
paiz de
porte;
de destino
destino
pode,.querendo,
destipode,
querendo, cobrar
cobrar do destinatario,
por despesas
natarm, per
trafego
despesas de trafego
interior,
urns taxa
quo naopodera
nao podera
interior, uma
taxa que
exceder,
cents nos
nos Estados
Estados
exceder, cinco
cinco cents
Unidos e
tinidos
e $05 em Portugal por
por
cads
f6r o
cada encomenda,
encomenda, seja
seja qual
qual f6r
o
seu
seu peso.
peso.

Portugal.
In Portugal.

viz;
viz;
2.—In
Portugal, for
for a
parcel
2.-In Portugal,
a parcel
not
kilogram in
in
not exceeding
exceeding one
one kilogram
weight,
exceeding one
weight, $30;
$30; exceeding
one kilokilogram
three
gram and
and not exceeding
exceeding three
kilogram
$50; exceeding
exceeding three
three
kilogram $50;
kilogram
and not
not exceeding
exceeding five
five
kilogram and
kilogram $75.
$75.
kilogram
3.—In the
United States,
States, flr
3.-In
the United
for aa
parcel
not exceeding
one pound
parcel not
exceeding one
pound
twelve
(455 grams)
grams) in
in weight,
weight, twelve
cents;
and for
for each
additional
cents; and
each additional
pound
or fraction
of a
a pound,
pound,
pound or
fraction of
twelve cents.
cents.
twelve
4.—The
parcels
be
4.-The
parcels shall
shall
be
promptly
addressees
promptly delivered
delivered to
to addressees
at
address in
at the
the post
post offices
offices of
of address
in
the
country of
of destination,
the country
destination, free
free
of charge
charge for
postage; but
but the
the
of
for postage;
country of
may, at
country
of destination
destination may,
at
its
its option, levy
levy and
and collect
collect from
from
the addressee
addressee for
for interior
interior service
service
and
amount
and delivery
delivery a
a charge
charge the
the amount
of
is to
to be
fixed according
of which
which is
be fixed
according
to
own regulations,
to its
its own
regulations, but
but which
which
shall
in no case
case exceed
exceed five censhall in
tavos
Portugal or
or five
tavos in
in Portugal
five cents
cents in
in
the
each parcel,
parcel,
the United
United States
States for
for each
whatever its
weight.
its weight.
whatever
Article
Article V.
V.

Artigo
Artigo V.
V.

1.—The
will, at
the time
time
1.-The sender
sender will,
at the
of mailing
the package,
package, receive
receive aa
of
mailing the
Certificate of
Certificate
of Mailing
Mailing from
from the
the
post
package is
post office
office where
where the
the package
is
mailed
mailed on
on a
a form
form like form
form I,
I, anannexed
nexed hereto.

1.—For
ocasiao do
do dep6sito
dep6sito
1.-Por ocasiao
duma
encomenda na
estacdo de
de
duma encomenda
na estacao
origem
será entregue
so expediexpediorigem sera
entregue ao
dor
um recibo
condor um
recibo num
num impresso,
impresso, conforme
N° IIanexo
anexo a
aprepreforme oomodel°
modelo N°
sente Convene/a.
sente
Convenao.

Delivery.
Delivery.

Receipt.
Receipt.

Post, p. 1685.
168.5.
Post,
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sender of aa package
2.—The
package
2.-The sender
may have
have the
registered in
in
same registered
the same
may
accordance
with the
regulations
the regulations
accordance with
of
the country
origin.
of origin.
country of
of the
Acknowledgment
3.—An acknowledgment
acknowledgment of the
3.-An
of
Acknowledgment of
delivery,
receipt of
registerea parcel
parcel shall
shall
a registered
of a
receipt
delivery.
be
returned
to
the
sender
when
sender
the
to
returned
be
requested but
but either
country may
may
either country
requested
require
sender the
the prepayprepaythe sender
of the
require of
ment of
of aafee
exceednot exceedtherefor not
fee therefor
ment
ing five
five centavos
Portugal or
in Portugal
centavos in
ing
five cents
cents in the
United States.
the United
five
4.-The addressees of registered
Notice
4.—The
registered
Notice to addressee.
parcels shall
advised of the
the
be advised
shall be
parcels
arrival of
such parcels
parcels addressed
addressed
of such
arrival
to them,
them, by
notice from
from the
the
a notice
by a
to
post
destination.
office of destination.
post office
Regtstry.
Registry.

Article VI.
VI.
Article

1.-The sender
sender of
each parcel
1.—The
of each
parcel
shall
Customs Declaraa Customs
make a
shall make
tion pasted
or attached
attached to
upon or
pasted upon
tion
special form
a special
the
package, upon
upon a
the package,
roe,
p. 1685.
provided for
purpose(see Form
the purpose(see
for the
provided
1685.
ost, p.
annexed hereto)
hereto) giving
giving a
general
a general
22annexed
acdescription of
the parcel,
an acparcel, an
of the
description
curate statement
statement of its contents,
curate
and
date of
and the
mailing and
of mailing
value, date
and value,
sender's
and place of
signature and
sender's signature
address.
of address.
residence,
place of
and place
residence, and
Collection of duties.
2.—The
parcel in question shall
2.-The parcel
be subject
subject m
in the
the country
country of destibe
nation
all customs
duties and
customs duties
to all
nation to
in force
all customs
customs regulations
regulations in
all
in that
that country
for the
protection
the protection
country for
in
of its
customs revenues;
revenues; and the
its customs
of
chargecustoms duties
duties properly
properly chargecustoms
able
thereon shall
shall be
be collected
collected on
on
able thereon
delivery,
accordance with the
in accordance
delivery, in
country
the country
customs
of the
regulations of
customs regulations
of destination.
of
destination.

iCstomsdeclara-

ton.
Customs declare-

Article
VII.
Article VII.
Retention
of fees.
fees.
Retention of

Method of transporMethod
tends.

OCTOBER 1, 1916.
OCTOBER

2.-0
expedidor pode
pode fazer
refazer re2.-0 expedidor
gistar a
asua
sua encomenda
encomenda conforme
conforme
gistar
os
do paiz
de orioripaiz de
regulamentos, do
os regulamentos,
gem.
gem.
3.—A
requisipao do
do expedidor
expedidor
3.-A requisicao
duma encomenda
encomenda registada
serregistada serduma
The
enviado um
urn aviso
aviso de
de rereh& enviado
lhe ha
cepcao da
mesma; cada
cada um
urn dos
dos
da mesma;
cepeao
paises podera
podera exigir
exigir do
do expedidor
expedidor
paises
por
esse servico,
servico, o
pagamento
o pagamento
por esse
previo duma
taxa nao
MID excedente
excedente aa
duma taxa
pr6vio
cinco cents
cents para
para os
os Estados
Unidos
EstadosUnidos
cinco
da America.
$05 para
Portugal.
para Portugal.
America eeaa$05
da
4.—Os destinatarios
destinatitrios das
das enen4.-Os
comendas registadas,
avisaregistadas, sao avisacomendas
dos da
de tais
encomentais encomenchegada de
da chegada
dos
das pelas
pelas estacoes
estacoes de
de destino.
destino.
das
Artigo
VI.
Artigo VI.
1.-0 expedidor
expedidor deve
deve formular,
formular,
1.-O
para
encomenda, uma
declauma declacada encomenda,
para cada
rapao para
para a
aalfandega,
feita num
num
alfandega, feita
racao
impresso especial
especial (vej
(vej a-se
a-se o
oanexo
anexo
impresso
2
Convencao), que
quo
presente Convencao),
2 aa presents
colara aa encomenda
encomenda ou
ou a
a ela
ela
colara
ligara.
Esta declaracao
declarapao deve
dove
Esta
ligara.
mencionar a
descripao geral
da
geral da
a descricao
mencionar
encomenda, a
indicacao precisa
precisa
a indicacao
encomenda,
do
seu conteido
conteddo eedo
do sou
valor, aa
seu valor,
do seu
data
expedicao, aaassinatura
assinatura ee
da expedigco,
data da
residencia
do expedidor
expedidor ee aa resiresiresidencia do
dencia do
do destinatario.
destinatario.
dencia
2.—As
encomendas estao su2.-As encomendas
todos
jeitas, no
de destino,
destino, aatodos
paiz de
no paiz
jeitas,
os direitos
direitos eeregulamentos
regulamentos alfanalf anos
degarios em
em vigor
vigor para
para assegurar
assegurar
degarios
alfandereceitas alfandedas receitas
cobranca das
aa cobranca
alfandega,
gams; os
os direitos
direitos da
da alfandega,
gArias;
regularmente
devidos, sao cobracobraregularmente devidos,
dos no
acto da
da entrega
endas enentrega das
no acto
dos
comendas, conforme
conforme as
as regras
regras escomendas,
destino.
de destino.
tabelecidas no
no paiz
paiz de
tabelecidas
Artigo VII.
VII.
Artigo

country shall retain to its
Each country
own
postages,
of postages,
whole of
the whole
use the
own use
delivery fees it
and delivery
registration
registration and
collects
conseparcels; .consesaid parcels;
on.said
collects on
quently, this
convention will
will give
this convention
quently,
accounts berise to
no separate
separate accounts
to no
rse
tween
the two
two countries.
countries.
tween the

a
Cada paiz
paiz reserva
reserva para si a
Cada
das destotalidade dafranquia
da franquia eedas
totalidade
pesos de
de registo
registo e
da entrega,
entrega, que
quo
e da
pesas
conpor
recebe pelas
por conencomendas;;
pelas encomendas
recebe
seguinte, a
a presente
Convencao
presente Convencao
seguinte,
nao da
dâ logar a
a contas
contas especiais
especiais
nao
entre os
dois paises.
'muses.
os dois

Article VIII.
VIII.
Article

Artigo VIII.
VIII.
Artigo

1.—The
be con1.-The parcels
parcels shall
shall be
confarao oo
1.—As encomendas
encomendas fora()
1.-As
component part
sidered as
as a
part of objecto
objecto de
de malas
malas distintas
distintas a
apera component
sidered
be- mutar
the
mails exchanged
exchanged direct
direct bemutar directamente
directamente entre os Esthe mails
Unidos da
da America
America eePortuPortuUnited tados
tween
and the United
Portugal and
tados Unidos
tween Portugal
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gal.. 0
dove exStates,
be despatched
despatched to desti- gal.
origem deve
de origem
paiz de
to be
O paiz
States, to
nation by
by the
pedir as
as suas
malas ao
ao paiz
de
paiz de
of origin
origin pedir
suas malas
country of
the country
nation
at
its cost
cost and
by such
such means
means as destmo
sus, custa
meios
pelos meios
custa eepelos
& sua
and by
destino a
at its
de que
quo dispOe.
As encomendas
encomendas
it provides;
provides; but
but must
forward- de
must be forwarddispoe. As
it
devem ser
escolha
ed, at
option of
the despatchdespatch- devem
encerradas, aa escolha
ser encerradas,
of the
at the
the option
ed,
de origem,
recipiente,
s
em recipientes
origem, em
ing office,
either in
in boxes prepre- do
do paiz
paiz de
office, either
ing
pars
especialmente para
pared
expressly for
the purpose
purpose constituidos
constituidos especialmente
for the
pared expressly
fim, ou
ou em
ordinkrios
sacos ordinarios
or
in ordinary
ordinary mail
em sacos
esse fim,
marked esse
sacks, marked
mail sacks,
or in
retulos "Parcal
"Parcal
"Encomendas Postaes"
"Parcel com
seguintes r6tulos
os seguintes
com os
Postaes" "Parcel
"Encomendas
Post" "Encomendas
"Encomendas Postais",
Postais",
Post" and
and securely
securely sealed with
with Post"
Post"
efechados
fechados solidamente
lacre
com lacre
wax,
or otherwise,
otherwise, as
as may
may be
be e
s6lidamente corn
wax, or
ou de
de qualquer
qualquer outra
outra forma, conmutually
regulations ou
provided by regulations
mutually provided
forme as
as disposicoes
sera()
que serao
disposic5es quo
forme
hereunder.
hereunder.
estipuladas de
de comum
comum acordo
acordo no
estipuladas
regulamento para
para a
aexecucao
execucao da
regulamento
presents Convencio.
Convencao.
presente
Return of empty
2.—Cada
paiz devolvera
re- saltst.u
devolveriA h. resacks. rn
2.—Each
shall prepay
2.-Cada paiz
proptly
country shall
2.-Each country
particao
expedidora,
pelo
correio
correio
pelo
return
empty to
despatching particao expedidora,
to despatching
return empty
e
mais proximo
proximo todos
os sacos e
office by
all such
such bags
bags mais
todos os
mail, all
next mail,
by next
office
vazios, salvo disposiand boxes;
boxes; unless
some other
recipientes vazios;
other recipientes
unless some
and
combinadas entre
entre
contrarias combinadas
c6es contrarias
be mutually coes
arrangement shall
shall be
arrangement
as duas
duas administracoes.
administracOes.
as
agreed to.
to.
agreed
Packing.
Packing.
3.—POsto que
quo as
remessas de
as remessas
3.-P6sto
3.—Although articles
articles admitted
3.-Although
trata a
convencao
presente convengao
a presents
que trata
under this
Covention will be trans- quo
this Covention
under
transportadas entre
estaentre estasejam transportadas
mitted as
as aforesaid
aforesaid between
between the sejam
mitted
acima
de permutacao,
permutacao, como
come acima
coes de
exchange offices,
offices, they should be cOes
exchange
encomendas devem
devem
as encomendas
dito, as
so carefully
packed as
as to
to be
be safely
safely flea
fica dit,o,
carefully packed
so
de modo
modo a
a gaempacotadas de
ser empacotadas
mails of ser
transmitted
the open
open mails
in the
transmitted in
conteudo contra
contra aa
seu conteudo
rantir oo sou
either country,
both in
going to rantir
in going
country, both
either
subtraccao duperda, avaria
avaria ou
on subtraccao
the
exchange office
the country
country perda,
in the
office in
the exchange
rants o
o transporte
transports a
a descoberto
descoberto
of
the office
ad.- rante
office of adto the
and to
origin and
of origin
da estacao
estacito de
de partida
partida a
a estacao
dress in
the country
country of destination. da
in the
dress
de permutacao
do paiz
patz de
de origem
origem
permutacao do
de
da estacao
estacao de
permutacao do
de permutaao
eeda
palz de
de destino
destino aa estacao de
paiz
chegad a.
chegada.
I
iat.
Descriptive list.
4.—Cada
ices deve
deve ser Descriptive
expedip&o
4.-Cada e
4.—Each despatch
Parcel
despatch of aaParcel
4.-Each
acompanhada7u
e
n
ci
na guia,
guia, em
em duduma
accompanied acompanhada
Post
mail must be accompanied
Post mail
todas as
as
mencionando todas
plicado, mencionando
by
descriptive list,
list, in
duplicate, plicado,
in duplicate,
a descriptive
by a
expedidas, ee em reencomendas expedidas,
of
the parcels
parcels sent, showing
showing encomendas
all the
of all
ulna delas,
doles, oonumero
cada uma
a cada
lacao a
distinctly
list number
each lacao
number of each
the list
distinctly the
do expedidor,
expedidor,
nome do
ordem, oonome
de ordern,
parcel, the
name of the sender, de
the name
parcel,
destinado
o
nome
e
residencia
e
residencia
o
nome
and
the
name
of
the
addressee
addressee
the name of the
do conteCtdo
conte(do da
descricao do
a descricao
tario, a
his address,
address, and
and the
the declared
declared con- tario,
his
seu valor
declaravalor declaratents
must encomenda,
encomenda eeooseu
list must
which list
value; which
and value;
tents and
pars a
Esta guia Post,
alfandega. Esta
a alfandega.
do para
be
boxes do
in one of the boxes
enclosed in
be enclosed
16f6.
a Post, p.p. 1686.
conform° oo modelo
modAlo 33 anexo a
or sacks
such despatch,
(see conforme
despatch, (see
of such
sacks of
or
endeve
presents
convencao
dove
ser
convencVo
presente
Form 33annexed
annexed hereto).
hereto).
Form
cerrada em
urn dos
dos sacos
sacos ou
on
em um
cerrada
recipientes, de
de que
quo se
componha
se componha
recipientes,
a
expedicao.
a expediwao.

of empty

Article
IX.
Article IX.

Artigo IX.
IX.
Artigo

conAs
da presente
presents condisposicoes da
As disposicOes
The stipulations
stipulations of
of this
this convenconvenThe
am-se exclusivamen
exclusivam en te
to
aplicam-se
vencao aplic
tion
to the
the mails vencao
exclusively to
apply exclusively
tion apply
a
entre
as
mains
a
permutar
a
espermutar
a
malas
as
exto
herein
provided
for
and
be
exand
herein provided for
tacao de
de New-York
New-York eetodas as oucha F,ed between
between the
office of Lis- taCao
the office
changed
tra,s
estacoes
dos Estados
Unidos
Estados Unidos
dos
estaoSes
tras
bon,
Angra
do
Heroismo,
Horta
Heroismo,
do
Angra
bon,
da America
ulteriordesignadas ulteriorAmerica designadas
and
Delgada, and
and such da
Ponta Delgada,
and Ponta

Exchange
offices.
Exchange offices.
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mente pela
pela Direccao
Direccao Geral
Geral dos
dos
mente
Correios dos
Estados Unidos
Unidos duma
duma
dos Estados
Correios
parte,
as estacoes
estacoes de
LisbOa,
de Lisb6a,
e as
parte, e
Angra
Horta ee
Heroismo, Horta
do Heroism°,
Angra do
Ponta
Delgada e
outras
as outras
e todas
todas as
Ponta Delgada
estacoes
de Portugal
designadas
Portugal designadas
esta6ces de
ulteriormente pela
pela Administracao
Administracao
States
be designated
designated ulteriormente
may be
as may
States as
Geral dos
dos Correios
Telegrafos de
de
Correios eeTelegrafos
hereafter by
by the
Postmaster Gen- Geral
the Postmaster
hereafter
Portugal, doutra
doutra parte.
parte.
Portugal,
eral
eral of the United States.
other offices
offices in
as may
may
in Portugal
Portugal as
other
be designated
the
hereafter by the
designated hereafter
be
General Administration
Administration of
Posts
of Posts
General
and Telegraphs
Telegraphs of
Portugal and
of Portugal
and
the
office of
New-York and
such
and such
of New-York
the office
other
within the United
other offices within

Article X.

1.-As soon as the mail shall
1.—As
have
reached the
the office
of destinadestinaoffice of
have reached
tion, that
that office
check the
shall check
office shall
tion,
contents of the mail.
of the parcel
Substitute parcel
2.—In
the event
parcel
event of
2.-In the
bill,
bill not
bill.
bill
not having
having been
been received,
received, a
a
substitute should
should be
once preat once
be at
substitute
pared.
pared.
Correction o
of errors.
Correction
errors.
3.-Any
3.—Any errors
errors in the entries on
the
parcel bill
bill which may,be disthe parcel
covered, should,
after verification
verification
should, after
covered,
by
second officer,
corrected,
officer, be corrected,
by a
a second
and
for report
report to the denoted for
and noted
spatching
a form "Verispatching office on a
fication
Certificate" which should
should
fcation Certificate"
be sent
sent in
in aaspecial
envelope.
special envelope.
be
Nonreceipt of parcel.
4.-1f
advised on
Nonreceiptof
4.-If aaparcel
parcel advised
on the
the
nonbill be
not received,
received, after
the nonafter the
be not
bill
a secsecreceipt has
verified by
by a
been verified
has been
receipt
ond
officer, the
the bill
on the
entry on
the entry
ond officer,
should be
fact
the fact
and the
canceled and
be canceled
should
reported
once.
at once.
reported at
mail.
Receipt of
of mail.

Insufficient
postage.
Insffcient postage.

parce.
Damaged parcels.

Presumption of
of dedePresumption
livery.
livery.

Inability to deliver,
Inability
deliver,

etc.

5-If
aa parcel
be observed
5—If
parcel be
observed to
to
it must
must
be
insufficiently
prepaid,
it
prepaid,
be insufficiently
postnot be
be taxed
taxed with
with deficient
deficient postnot
age,
but the
circunstance must be
the circunstance
age, but
reported on
verification cerceron the
the verification
reported
tificate
form.
tificate form.
6.—Should a
parcel be
be received
received
a parcel
6.-Should
in
damaged or
imperfect condicondior imperfect
in aadamaged
particulars should
tion,
tion, full
full particulars
should be reported
the same
same form.
on the
form.
ported on

7.-If no verification
verification certificate
7.-1f
certificate
or
not of
error be
be received,
received, a
a parparor not
of error
cel mail
mail shall
shall be
be considered
considered as
cel
duly delivered,
delivered, having
found
having been
been found
duly
correct in
in all
all reon examination
examination correct
respects.
spects.
Article
XI.
Article XI.
1.-If
parcel cannot
de1.—If aa parcel
cannot be
be delivered
or is
refused,
livered as
as addressed
addressed or
is refused,
it must
be returned
it
must be
returned without
without
charge,
directly to
charge, directly
to the
the despatchdespatching office
exchange, at
at the
exing
office of
of exchange,
the expiration
piration of thirty days from its

Artigo X.
X.
Artigo
1.—Logo
que uma
uma expedicao
expedicao
1.-Logo que
chegue
estacao de
de permutacao
permutacao
chegue aa estacao
destinataria,
verificara o
seu
o seu
esta verificarA
destinataria, esta
contend°.
conteudo.
2.—Se a
das encomendas
encomendas
a guia
guia das
2.-Se
nao
acomptinhar estas,
estas, formularformularnao acompanhar
se
uma guia
guia subsidiaria.
subsidifiria.
ha uma
se ha
3.—Todos os
erros de
de inscricao
inscricao
os erros
3.-Todos
encontrados por
por ocasiao
ocasiao da
verida veriencontrados
ficacao dasencomendas,
das encomend as, sao
silo depois
depois
ficacao
de constatados
constatados por
por um
segundo
um segundo
de
empregado
notificados em
em boleboleempregado, notificados
tim de
de verificacao
ver;ficacao que
quo se
se dirigira
dirigira
tim
em envelope
envelope especial
especial a
estacAo
a estacao
em
expedidora.
expedidora.
4.—Se uma
uma encomenda
inscrita
encomenda inscrita
4.-Se
falta
na
guia nao
nao for
for recebida,
recebida, aa falta
na guia
segundo
depois de
de verificada
por segundo
verificada por
depois
empregado sera
sera imediatamente
imediatamente
empregado
notfficada, a
estacao expedidora,
expedidora,
a estacao
notificada
seu lancamento
lancamento cancelado
na
cancelado na
eeo
o seu
mesma guia.
guia.
mesma
5.—So se
se verificar
que uma
uma
verificar que
5.-So
encomenda foi
foi insuficientemente
insuficientemente
encomenda
franqueada,
essa insuficiencia
insuficiencia nao
no
franqueada, essa
suprida mas
mas oo facto
facto 6é participartici6ésuprida
pado
de verificacao.
verificacao.
boletim de
em boletim
pado em
6.—Se
se verificar
verificar a
a chegada
chegada
6.-Se se
que uma
uma encomenda
avariada
esta avaiada
encomenda esta
que
ou mal
acondicionada, aairregulairregulaou
mal acondicionada,
pela mesma
mesma
ridade sera
sera notificada
notificada pela
ridade
forma.
forma.
7.—Se nao
nao se
se receber,
re,ceber, nem
nem bolebole7.-Se
tim de
de verificacao
aviso de
de
verificacao nem aviso
tim
irregularidade
considerar-se
deve considerar-se
irregularidade deve
expedicao, a
a todos os respeitos
aaexpedicao,
regular eedevidamente
devidamente entregue.
entregue.
regular
Artigo XI.
XI.
Artigo
1.—Se
uma encomenda
encomenda nao
nao
1.-Se uma
poder
entregue ao
destinatario
ser entregue
ao destinatario
poder ser
ou
for recusada
recusada devera
devera ser
devolou f6r
ser devolvida directamente
directamente eesem
encargos
sem encargos
vida
estacao de
permutacao expediexpedia estacao
de permutacao
dora 30
dias depois
da chegada
chegada
dora
30 dias
depois da
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receipt
at the
the office
of destinareceipt at
office of
destination;
and the
the country
country- of
of origin
origin
tion; and
may collect
the sender
sender for
for
may
collect from
from the
the
the parcel,
the return
return of
of the
parcel, aa sum
sum
equal to
when first
first
equal
to the
the postage
postage when
that
mailed; provided,
provided, however,
however, that
parcels prohibited
parcels
prohibited by
by Article
Article II
II
those which
which do
do not
conform
and those
not conform
to the
conditions as
to size,
size, weight
weight
to
the conditions
as to
and value,
by said
and
value, prescribed
prescribed by
said
Article, shall
be
Article,
shall not
not necessarily
necessarily be
returned
origin,
returned to
to the
the country
country of
of origin,
but
be disposed
disposed of,
of, without
without
but may
may be
recourse,
accordance with
recourse, in accordance
with the
the
customs
regulations of
of
customs laws
laws and
and regulations
this
country of
of destination.
destination.
this country
2.—When the
2.-When
the contents
contents of
of a
a
parcel which
cannot be
parcel
which cannot
be delivered
delivered
are
liable to
to deterioration
deterioration or
corare liable
or corruption, they
they may
be destroyed
destroyed
ruption,
may be
at once,
if necessary,
necessary, or
at
once, if
or if
if expeexpedient sold,
sold, without
without previous
nodient
previous notice or
or judicial
judicial formality,
formality, for
tice
for the
the
benefit
benefit of the right
right person;
person; the
the
particulars of
each sale
being noparticulars
of each
sale being
noticed by
one post
office to
to the
the
ticed
by one
post office
other.
other.
3.-An order
3.—An
order for the return of
a
parcel must
a parcel
must be
be accompanied
accompanied by
by
amount due
due for
for postage
postage necthe amount
necessary
such return
return to
ofessary for
for such
to the
the office
origin at
fice of
of origin
at the
the ordinary
ordinary parparcel rates.
Article XII.
Article
XII.

estacao de
de destine;
pals de
de
a estacao
destino; oo pals
origem
ao expediorigem pode
pode reclamar
reclamar ao
expedidor,
devolucao, uma
uma taxa
taxa
dor, pela
pela devolucao,
equivalente
aque
clue foi
foi paga
paga aaparparequivalente A
tida.
Contudo, as
encomendas
tida. Contudo,
as encomendas
proibidas, nos
nos termos
termos do artigo
2°
as que
quo nao
Tao rednirem
as concon20 eeas
rednirem as
dicoes de volume,
peso e
dicoes
volume, peso
valor
e valor
prescritos pelo
polo mesmo
mesmo artigo
artigo nao
nfto
prescritos
devem obrigat6riamente
obrigatoriamente ser
ser dededevem
volvidas ao
ao pais
pals de
de origem,
origem, ee
volvidas
pode-se dispor
dispor delas
delas sem
sem recurso,
recurso,
pode-se
conforrne as
as leis
leis alfandegarias,
alfandegarias, ee
conforme
regulamentos do
pals de
de destino.
destine.
regulamentos
do pais
2.—As
nit oo
2.-As encomendas
encomendas quo
que na
podem ser
ser entregues
contenham
podem
entregues aacontenham
artigos
sujeitos a
adeterioracao
deterioracao ou
on
artigos sujeitos

Prohibited articles.
Prohibited
articles.
Ante,
p. lf78.
1678.
Ante, p.

Perishable articles.
articles.
Perishable

corrupclio podem ser imediatacorrupvao

mente destruidas,
destruidas, ou,
on, se
se possivel
possivel
mente
f6r, vendidas
for,
vendidas sem aviso previo
previo ou
formalidades
judiciais, a
favor do
do
formalidades judiciais,
a favor
interessado;
interessado; a
de origem
origem
a estacao
estacao de
dove
um term.°
da
deve ser remetido um
termo da
venda
estacao de
de destine.
venda pela
pela estacao
destino.

Return
3.—Todo o
devolucaoorder.
Return order.
3.-Todo
o pedido
pedido de
de devolucao
de
encomenda deve
dove ser acomacornde uma
uma encomenda
panhado da
panhado
importancia do porte
da importancia
porte
necessinio
para a
areexpedicao
reexpedica-o da
da
necessario para
remessa
de origem,
origem, calcalremessa a
a estacao
estacao de
culado
postais
culado segundo as
as taxas
taxas postais
ordinaries.
ordinarias.

Artigo
XII.
Artigo XII.

The
Post Office
Office Department
of
The Post
Department of
either
of the
contracting councouneither of
the contracting
responsible for
tries will
will not
not be responsible
for
the
damage of
of any
any parcel,
parcel,
the loss
loss or
or damage
and no
indemnity can conseconseand
no indemnity
be claimed
the sender
sender
quently be
claimed by
by the
addressee in either
or addressee
either country;
country;
but either
at liberty
but
either country
country is
is at
liberty
to
indemnify the
the sender
parto indemnify
sender of
of a
a pardamcel which
which has been lost or damaged.
aged.
Article X_III.
XIII.

Nonresponsibility
dNon
responsibllity
A
A Administracao
Administracao de
de cada
cada um
urn ior
for l1,
loss, etc.
dos
no 66resdos paises
paisos contratantes
contratantes nao
ponsavel
extravio, nem
nem pela
pela
ponsavel pelo
pelo extravio,
avaria duma
encomenda e
por
avaria
duma encomenda
e por
conseguinte
nem o
oexpedidor
expedidor nem
conseguinte nem
nem
o
destinatario podem
podem reclamar
o destinatario
reclamar
qualquer indemnisacao;
indemnisacao; contudo
contudo
qualquer
fica a
liberdade a
a cada
fica
a liberdade
cada pals
pais de
de inindemnisar o
oexpedidor
expedidor de
de uma
uma endemnisar
encomenda extraviada
ou avariada.
avariada.
comenda
extraviada ou

The
Administrator General
of
General of
The Administrator
Posts and
Telegraphs of
of Portugal
Portugal
Posts
and Telegraphs
and
the Postmaster
General of
Postmaster General
of
and the
aushall have
have authe United States shall
thority jointly
jointly to
to make
furmake such
such furthority
ther regulations of
of order
detail
order and
and detail
therregulations
as may
may be
necessary to
to
as
be found
found necessary
present convention,
convention,
carry out
out the
the present
from time
time to time; and may by
by
agreement, prescribe,
prescribe, conditions
agreement,
conditions

0
Postmaster General
General dos
Es- e"tc."
etc.
O Postmaster
dos Estados
Unidos ee oo AdministradOr
Administrador
tados Unidos
Geral dos
Telegrafos
Geral
dos Correios
Correios ee Tel6grafos
de Portugal
ficam autorisados
de
Portugal ficam
autorisados aa
ac,cordar
de ordem
ordem
accordar nas
nas medidas
medidas de
detalhe ulteriores
ulteriores que
julgarem
que julgarem
eedetalhe
necessarias
para a
execucao da
necessarias para
a execucao
da
presente convencao;
convencao; podem,
&tem
p6dem, alem
presente
disso
prescrever, de comum acordisso prescrever,
do,
de admissao
admissao de
de
do, as
as condicoes
condicoes de

Artigo
XIII.
Artigo XIII.
Further regulations,
regulations

1684
1684

Ante,
1678.
Ante, p. 1678.
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encomendas que contenham
contenham alfor the admission
admission to
the mails of encomendas
to the
for
guns dos
artigos proibidos,
proibidos, nos
dos artigos
any of
the articles
prohibited by
by guns
articles prohibited
any
of the
termos
do artlgo
artigo 2°
2° da
da presente
termos do
Article II
this convention.
convention.
of this
II of
Article
convencio.
convencao.

Artigo XIV.

Article
XIV.
Article XIV.
Effect.
Effect.

Signatures.

sigatres.

A
convenciie entrara
entrartx
presente convencao
A presente
em vigor
disposicoes
vigor ee as suas disposicoes
em
sera() aplicaveis
aplicaveis a
a partir
partir do
do priserao
meiro de
de Outubro de 1916,
1916, ee esmeiro
tará em
em vigor
vigor ate
que as duas
ate quo
tara
Partes a
coa deem por finda de coPartes
mum acordo;
acordo; mas
ma.s pode
pode ser denunmum
ciada em
em qualquer
qualquer tempo
por
tempo por
ciada
uma
das partes contratantes
mecontratantes meuma das
diante notificaceo
feita a
outra
a outra
notificacao feita
diante
corn seis meses de antecedencia.
antecedencia.
cor
duplicado eeassinado
assinado
Feito em duplicado
Done in
duplicate and
and signed
signed
in duplicate
Done
Lisbea aos 25 de Novembro
at
Washington the
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh em Lisb6a
at Washington
day
thousand nine de 1916.
of July, one thousand
day of
hundred
hundred and sixteen.

This
This convention
convention shall take
take effect
effect
and
thereunder shall
operation thereunder
and operation
begin on
first day
day of
of October,
October,
the first
on the
begin
1916, and shall continue in force
until terminated
terminated by
mutual agreeagreeby mutual
until
annulled at the
be annulled
may be
ment; but may
desire
either Department
upon
Department upon
of either
desire of
six
notice given
given
months previous notice
six months
to the other.

ALBERT
SIDNEY BUBLESON,
BURLESON,
ALBERT SIDNEY
Postmaster General
General of the
Postmaster
NEAL]
United States
of America.
America.
States of
[SEAL] United

•
Approval.
Approval.

OCTOBER 1, 1916.

Administrad.er Geral
Geral dos
dos CorCorAdministrad6r
reios ee Tel6grafos
Telegrafos de Portugal,
ad interim,
J0410 DE
PESSANHA
DE ALMEIDA
ALMEIDA PESSANHA
JOio

The foregoing
Convention between
between the United States
States
Parcel-Post Convention
foregoing Parcel-Post
of America and Portugal has been negotiated and concluded
concluded with
ratified.
my advice and consent, and is hereby approved and ratified.
In testimony whereof, IIhave caused
caused the seal of the United States
,,1919.
to be hereunto
hereunto affixed
affixed this
day of
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.J
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By
the President:
President:
By the
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary
Secretary of State.
W
ASHINGTON, November
13, 1919.
1919.
November 13,
WASHINGTON,
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FORM
NO. 1.
FoRM No.
1.
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Form No. 1.
Form

Pared
Panelpost.
A parcel
parcel addressed
addressed as
A
as under
under has been posted here
here this
this day:
day:

..............................................................................
Office
Office stamp.
stamp.

;~1--

.............................................................................

--

- --.----`~""~~~

This certificate
certificate is
given to inform
sender of
posting of
parcel, and does
does not indicate
indicate
is given
inform the
the sender
of the
the posting
of a
a parcel,
in respect
attaches to
to the
that any
any liability
liablity in
respect of
of such
such parcel
parcel attaches
the Postmaster
Postmaster GeneraL
General.

FORM NO.
ForB
No. 2.
2.

Form
No. 2.
2.
Form No.

A.
Parcel Post
Stater and
PArCl
Poa Between
Between Ciee United
Unitae Stae
and Portugal.
Portual.
Date

Placa
te
Place to
which the parcel
is
is addressed.
addressed.

Valle OW C179T0119 DXCLABATION.

stamp.
stamp.

.
Description of
Description
parcel. (State
pe
whether[State
box,
basket, etc. ]

,

Contents.
Contents.

per

Value.
Value.

mt.

$

Total..
Total..
Date of
posting ..............
Date
of posting

19...
9...

2

Signature and
and address
sender{
Signature
address of
of sender{....

T
Total
customs
crstoms
charges.

$

$$

l

......................

For
of Post
Post Office only,
only, and to be filled up at the office of exchange:
For use of
Parcel
No. of
Entry
No. .............
Parcel Bill
Bill No.
No ...............
No.
of rates
rates prepaid
prepaid ..............
Entry No

B.
B.
Parcel Post from ..............
The import
customs on
contents of this
on contents
this parcel
parcel amounts
by an
an officer
officer of
of customs
The
import duty
duty assessed
assessed by
to ........, ,which
which must
the parcel is delivered.
delivered.
must be
be paid
paid before
before the
to

Parcel
Parcel Post from

C.
C.

Date
Date
stamp.
stamp.

Customs Officer.
Custoam
Offcer.

Date

..............

Date

This parcel
has been
been passed
by an
an officer
officer of
of customs
must be
and must
be delivered
delivered
passed by
customs and
This
parcel has

stamp.

Fuzz
or CHABGE.
Ow/GE.
Fsxx or
Postmaster General.
General.
Poitmas.e

1686
1686

PARCEL POST
CONVENTION- PORTUGAL . OCTOBER
OCTOBER 1,
1, 1916.
1916.
PARCEL
POST CONVENTION-PORTUGAL.
Foam NO.
No. 3.
3.
FORM

Form
No. 3.
3.
Form No.
Date stamp of
Date
despatching
despatching
exchange Post
Post
exchange
Office.

Parcels
from
Parcelsfrom

Date
stamp of
stamp
of
Date
receiving
receiving
exchange
exchange
Post
Office.
Post Office.
•

for
for .....
...

.........

Pared Bill
dated ...... per
per S.
S. S.
S." .........
No.....dated
Parcel
Bill No.....

"

Sheet No.
No......

Entry Origin of
Entry
parcel.
No.

Nanle of
Norse
sender.
sender.

Address of
of parcel.
parcel.
Address

Declared
Declared
contents.
contents.

Declared
Declared
value.
value.

NumNumber of
her
ofts
rates
rates
prePrepaid.
paid.

Remarks.

Remarks.

S

Totals..
Totals..ts*i
When more than one sheet is
srequired for the entry
entry of the
the parcels
parcels sent by
by the mail,
mail, it
will be suffiWhen
it will
dent it
particulars are
are entered
entered on the
the last sheet
sheet of the Parcel
Parcel Bill.
cient
if the undermentioned
undermentioned particulars
Total number of parcels sent by the mail
mall

Total weight of mail.......................
mail

Deduct weight
weight of receptacles
receptacles ..................

...............................................
Number of
receptacles forming
forming
Number
of boxes
boxes or other receptacles
........
the mail .....................

Signature
despatching officer at .........
Signature of despatching

..........................

-

Net
parcels
Net weight of parcels.........................

Signature of receiving
receiving officer at ..............

.................... post office.
office,
..

....................
..........

Lbs.

I

I

post office.
post

........................................
.

.

PARCEL
CONVENTION-CZECHO-SLOVAKIA. OCTOBER A, 1919.
PARCEL POST CONVENTION—CZECRO-SLOVAKIA.
1687
1919. 1687

Parcel post
post convention
convention between the
Parcel
the United
United States
States and
and Czecho-Slovakia.
Czecho-Slovalcia.
Signed at
at Prague
October 9, 1919,
1919, at
at Washington
Washington October
Signed
Prague October
October 31,
31, 1919;
1919;
approved
the President
approved by the
President November
November 13,
13, 1919.
1919.

PARCEL
POST CONVENTION
PARCEL POST
CONVENTION
BETWEEN
THE UNITED
UNITED
BETWEEN THE
STATES OF
STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND
AND
CZECHO-SLOVA KT A
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA.

October
1919.
October 9,
9,1919.
October 31,1919.
31, 1919.

TMLUVA 00 VYMENE
rTMLUVA
V1tMENE POSTOVNICH
TOVNICII BALICKJ
BALielifJ MEZI
MEZI
SPOJENtMI
SPOJEN1MI STATYAMERISTATYAMERICKIMI A
ClaMI
A CESKOSLOVENSOESKOSLOVENSEM.
KEM.

Parcel post conventhe purpose
making betFor the
purpose of
of making
betZa deelem
ponovnich tion
tiL with
Clechtviro:
&ielemzlepAeni
zlepseni postovnfch
with Czecho-Sloter postal arrangements
arrangements between
between stykfi
stykd mezi
mezi Spojen:mi
Spojenymi
stity vak
rImble.
staty
V^kumble.
the United
lJnited States
of America
America and
and americkymi
States of
americkymi a
eeskoslovenskem,
a Ceskoslovenskem,
Czecho-Slovakia, the
the undersigned,
undersigned, dohodli se podepsani,
Czecho-Slovakia,
podepsanf, Albert
Albert S.
S.
Albert S.
Postmaster- Burleson, generttInf
S. Burleson,
Burleson, Postmastergeneralni yokmistr
potmistr
General of the United
General
United States
States of
of SpojenYch
Spojenych statfi
státi americkych,
americkYch, aa
America, and
and Francis
Francis Stanek,
Stanek, Franti§ek
FrantiAek Stanek,
Stanek, ministr
ministr _pat
post
Minister
Posts of
of Czecho-SlovaMinister of
of Posts
Czecho-Slova- ceskoslovenskych,
eeskoslovenskYch,
na zaklade
zAklade
na
kia,
authority vested
vested pine
kia, by
by virtue
virtue of
of authority
plne moci na
vznesene, o
o
na nb
ne vznesen6,
in them,
them, have
upon them,
the nasledujicich
have agreed
agreed upon
the
nfisleclujIcich Zlancich,
elancich, aby
aby se
se
following articles
the estabfollowing
articles for
for the
estab- zavedla
soustavna vymena
vYrri.ena pospodzavedla soustavnh
lishment of
Post System
System tovnIch
of a
a Parcel
Parcel Post
balf§kii mezi
men obema
obema
tovnich baliSki
of exchanges
exchanges between
two zememi.
between the
the two
zememi.
countries.
countries.
Article L
L
elttnek I.
Clanek
I.

The provisions of this Convention relate only to
to parcels
parcels of
of mail
mail
matter without declared
declared value
value
to be exchanged
exchanged by
the system
by the
system
for, and do
herein provided for,
do not
not
affect
arrangements now
existaffect the
the arrangements
now existing
Postal
ing under
under the
the Universal
Universal Postal
Convention, which
which will
will continue
continue
and all
the agree-.
agree-.
as heretofore;
heretofore; and
all the
ments
contained apply
apply
ments hereinafter
hereinafter contained
exclusively
to mails
mails exchanged
exclusively to
exchanged
under
between the
the
under these articles,
articles, between
office of New
New York,
York, and
and such
such other
other
offices within the United States
as
designated
as may
may be hereafter
hereafter designated
by
Postmaster-General of
of the
by the
the Postmaster-General
the
United States; and
and the
the office
office of
of
Prague, and
and such
such other
of
other offices
offices of
Czecho-Slovakia as
be herehereCzechoSlovakia
as may
may be
after
the Minister
after designated
designated by
by the
Minister
of
of Posts
Posts of Czecho-Slovakia.
Czecho-Slovakia.
Article
II.
Article II.

Ustanovenf
UstanovenI
tot()
dmluvy
t6to
imluvy
vztahujf
vztahuji se
se jedine
jedin6 na
na vymenu
vnmenu
patovnIch
bez udane
udand
poktovnfch bal1lkü
balilkiu bez
ceny podle
podle soustavy
ni pfedeceny
soustavy v
v ni
pfedepsane
nedotYkajf se
se ustanoveni
psane a
a nedotykaji
ustanoveni
svetov6
svetove smlouvy patovni
postovnl nynf
nyni
platnych, ktere,
jako
platnfch,
ktera potrvaji
potrvajf jako
dosud;
ve6kertt dohodnutl
dohodnutf v
v t6to
teto
dosud; vesker&
umluv6
dinluve obsalena
obsaiend platl
plati vylumn6
vYluene
jen
atvery vymenovan6
vymenovane ve
ve
jen pro
pro zavery
shod ess temito
temito elanky
mezi posshod6
clanky mezi
tovnlm
dtadem v
v Novem
Yorku
tovnfm iiadem
Novem Yorku
jako£
jakoi i
pogtovnimi
i onemi
onemi dfady
ifady postovnimi
ve
ye Spojenych
Spojenych statech,
statech, jez
jet snad
snad
budou
budou pozdeji
pozdeji generalnim
generalnfm patpoatmistrem
mistrem Spojenych
statit urceny,
ureeny,
Spojenych statu
aa poetovnfm
v Praze
poFtovnim dtadem
6fadem v
Praze
jakoz iionemi
jakot
onemi dfady
po6tovnfmi
fiady postovnimi
veeskoslovensku,
snad budou
budou
v
Ceskoslovensku, jet
jez snad
pozdeji ureeny
pat
ur6eny ministrem
ministrem post
Zeskoslovenskych.
ceskoslovensk:ch.

Scope of convention.
convention.
Scope

elttnek
Clknek II.
II.

i pode t
~K
im,
K
dinluvy
K zaverdm
zaverum podle
podle teto
t6to imluvy

Articles admitted to

There shall be admitted
admitted to
to the
the
rti°
mailT. admitted to
the
the'mails.
mails exchanged
this Conexchanged under
under this
Con- Nvymeiovan:m
yinettovanSrm
pfipouAtejf se
se
pfipougtji
vention, articles
of merchandise
merchandise zhoif
vention,
articles of
zboZi aa jinak4
jinake zasilky
zasilky po~tovni
po§tovni
and mail matter—except
matter-except letters,
vyjimajic psanf,
dopisnice a
letters, -- vyjimajfc
psani, dopisnice
a

1688
PARCEL POST
CONVENTION— CZECHOSLOVAKIA.OCTOBER
OCTOBER r, ,
1919.
1919.
POST CONVENTION-CZECHO-SLOVAKIA.
1688 PARCEL
391.

Requirements.

equirements.

Articles
Articles prohibited.
prohibited.

postcards
and written
written matter
of
matter of
postcards and
all kinds—that
admitted ununare admitted
all
kinds-that are
der any
any conditions
to the
domestic
the domestic
conditions to
der
mails
of the
the country
country of
of origin,
origin, exexmails of
cept
that no
exceed
may exceed
no packet
packet may
cept that
eleven
five kilograms:/
kilograms
/:or five
pounds /:or
eleven pounds
in weight,
difollowing dithe following
nor the
weight, nor
in
mensions: Greatest
Greatest length
length in
any
in any
mensions:
direction,
inches
six inches
feet, six
three feet,
direction, three
/:105
centimeters :/ greatest
greatest length
length
/: 105 centimeters:/
and girth
girth combined,
six feet
feet
combined, six
and
/:180
centimeters :/; and
must be
be
and must
/:180 centimeters:/;
so
wrapped or
or inclosed
as to
to perperinclosed as
so wrapped
mit
contents to be easily
mit their contents
examined
customs officers
officers and
and
by customs
examined by
by
authorized
duly authorized
postmasters duly
by postmasters
to
except that the folso; and except
to do so;
lowing articles
articles are
prohibited:
are prohibited:
lowing
Publications which violate
Publications
violate the
copyright
laws of the
the country
country of
copyright laws
destination;
and exploexplopoisons, and
destination; poisons,
sive
or inflammable
inflammable substances;
substances;
sive or
live
or dead
animals, except
except dead
dead animals,
live or
insects
when thorreptiles when
insects and reptiles
oughly dried;
fruits and
vegetaand vegetadried; fruits
oughly
bles which
which easily
decompose, and
easily decom,
bles
a bad
substances which exhale a
substances
odor;
tickets, lottery adodor; lottery tickets,
vertisements or lottery criculars;
criculars;
vertisements
all
obscene or immoral articles;
articles;
all obscene
articles
way
articles which may in any way
damage
or destroy
destroy the mails, or
damage or
injure the
the persons
persons handling them;
injure
export
the import or the export
articles the
of which
which is
confined or prohibited
prohibited
is confined
of
customs—and other laws
by the customs-and
and prescriptions.
and
prescriptions.

Letters not toaccompLettersnttoa
pony
parcels.

Rejection if found.
Bejetion
ifiod.

pisemna
pisemna

sdeleni
jakeholkoliv
jakeholkoliv
sdeleni
druhu
pokud jsou
jsou vuibec
vitbec v
poStv postdruhu --pokud
ovnim styku
styku zeme
zeme podaci
piipodaci piovnim
puAteny,
podminkou, iee £adny
fidny
pusteny, sspodminkou,
patovni balicek
balfeek nesmi
ptevynesmi pfevypostovni
Aovati ani
ani vahy
jedenacti: //
11 /
/: :jedenacti:
vahy 11
sovati
liber// :
kilogramil :/ ani
ili 55 kilogrami
: eili
liber
techto rozmerit:
nejvetAi delky
delky v
v
rozm6ru: nejv6t§i
t&chto
jakemkoliv sm6ru
smeru 3
3 anglickych
anglickych
jakemkoliv
stop a
a 66 palcu
paid]. /:
/: 105 centicentistop
metrii:
neivet§i delky
a objemu
d6lky a
metri: /,/,ne]v6tsi
dohromady 6
6 anglickych
anglickkch stop /:
/:
dohromady
180
centimetrii: /;
mimo to
180 centmnetrui:/;
musejf
lakti tak zabaleny
zabaleny neb
museji byti
uzavteny, aby
jejich
mohl obsah jejich
aby mohl
uzavfeny,
bkti zkoumiur
Medniky
zkouman /iedniky
snadno byti
celnlmi a
afifedniky
Medrifky patovnImi
postovnimi kIc
celnimi
tomu
opravnenyni.
tomu oprfivnenkmi.
Mime, to jsou nasledujici
niisledujfcf pfedptedMimo
mety
vylouceny:
mety zzdopravy vyloueeny:
Tiskopisy, jet
poruAujf zakony
zakony
jez porusuji
Tiskopisy,
prav-u nakladatelsk6m
nakladatelskem platn6
platne
oo pravu
v zemi
littky
zemi ureenf;
urceni; jedy aa latky
v
vkbuAne nsbo
zapalne;
nebo snadno zapalne;
vbbuAn6
by& nebo
nebo mrtva
mrtvá zvfiata,
zvftata, vyjivyjfziv&
majfc mrtvk
mrtvy hmyz a
a plazy, jsoumajic
IIi dokonale
dokonale vysuseny;
vysuAeny; snadno
hnijfcf
zeleniny jakoz
jakot ii
hnijici ovoce aa zeleniny
latky
pachnoucf; loterni
loternf
latky nelibe pachnouci;
losy, loternf
rni
loterni oznamenf
olotei
oznamen a loternf
obeiniky;
jakekoliv pfedmety
obezniky;
pfedmety
necudne nebo nemravne;
nemravne; pfednecudn6
jei jakymkoliv
jakkmkoliv zpsobem
zptsobem
mety, jez
po§tovnl zasilky
zasilky posmohou postovni
lioditi
snob osobam,
koditi nebo zniiti aneb
zabkvajf, draz
firaz
jez se ss nimi zab-vaji,
zpusobiti; ptedmety,
jicht dovoz
zpisobiti;
pfedmety, jichz
nebo vkvoz
celnimi
vvo jest
jesnebovoz
celnimi nebo
jmkmi
ustanovenfmi
jinymi zakony aa ustanovenimi
obmezen
zakfizan.
obmezen nebo zakazan.

I.
Article III.

Clanek
Clitnek III.

communication of
A
A letter or communication
the nature of personal corresponcorresponaccompany, be
dence must not accompany,
written on, or inclosed with any
parcel.
parcel.
If such be found, the letter will
be placed in the mails if separable,
separable,
and if the communication
communication be inseparably attached, the whole
If,
package will be rejected.
inadhowever, any such should inadvertently be forwarded,
forwarded, the coundestination may collect,
try of destination
collect,
on
on the
the letter
letter or letters, double
rates of postage
postage according
according to the
Universal Postal Convention.

Psanf nebo
nebo sdeleni,
sdelenf, je£
jet maji
majf
Psani
povahu osobni
osobnl korespondence,
korespondence,
nesmejf
balieek ani propronesmeji pokovrif
postovni balicek
vazeti ani na nem byti
vazeti
bkti napsana
napsima
ani do
do neho
neho bfti
by-ti vloiena.
vlotena.
ani
Naskytnou-li
psanf
Naskytnou-li se takovato psani
sdeleni, vloli
vloil se psani,lze-li
psani, lze-li
nebo sd6leni,
je od balicku
balieku oddeliti, do zaveru
zaverit
listovnich, aa je-li sdelenf
neodsdeleni neodlistovnich,
lueitelne
lucitelne ss ballekem
balickem spojeno,
spojeno,
odmitne se cell
zasilka. Jestlile
Jestliie
odmitne
cela zasilka.
vAak piece
ptece takovitto
anii
vAak
takovato psani, ani£
objevena, dale byla vyprabyla objevena,
vena, mute
zeme urceni
ureen1 ve shode
miue zem6
svetovou smlouvou
smlouvou poAtovni
se svetovou
postovni
vybrati za tento dopis nebo za
za
posdopisy dvojnasobne
dvojnasobne po4tyto dopisy
tovne.
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No parcel
may contain
parcels
No
parcel may
contain parcels
intended for delivery
delivery at
at an adaddress
dress other
other than
than that borne
borne by
by
the
parcel itself.
such inclosed
inclosed
the parcel
itself. If
If such
parcels
be detected,
detected, they
must be
parcels be
they must
be
sent forward
forward singly,
singly, charged
sent
charged with
with
rates.
new and
and distinct
distinct parcel-post
parcel-post rates.

2adny patovni
postovni balfeek
balilek nesmi
2fidnk
nesnal
obsahovati balikiku, jez
jet maji
mail byti
byti
obsahovati
doruceny
dorue'eny na
jinou adresu
adresu nez
net na
na
na jinou
adresu
pato
vniho
baliau
adresu
postovniho
balicku
sam6ho. Objevi-li
Objevi-li se tako
takoveto
&Lula°.
veto
uzavfen6
uzavteno bali6ky,
balfeky, museji
musejf byti
dopravovany
depravevany .jednotliv6
jednotlive aa zatizatfteny novymi
samostatnymi
zeny
novyimi aa samostatnymi
poplatky, pro
poAtovni bali6ky
balkky
poplatky,
pro poStovni
stanovenSrmi.
stanovenfmi.

Article IV.
IV.
Article

elanek IV.
IV.
ClAnek

The
packages in
question shall
shall
The packages
in question
be subject
in the
the country
desbe
subject in
country of
of destination to
to all
customs duties
tination
all customs
duties and
and
all
ciptoms regulations
in force
force
all customs
regulations in
in
country for
protection
in that
that country
for the
the protection
of its
its customs
customs revenues,
and to
of
revenues, and
to
the following
following rates
rates of
of postage,
the
postage,
which
be rerehall in
n all
all cases
cases be
which Anil
quired
be FULLY
FULLY PREPAID,
PREPAID,
quired to
to be

viz:
In the
the United
United States;
States; for
for aa
In
parcel
pound
not exceeding
exceeding one
one pound
parcel not
/455
grams/ in
weight, 12
12 cents;
cents;
/455 grams/
in weight,
and for
each additional
pound
for each
additional pound
and
/455
or fraction
fraction of
pound,
of a
a pound,
/455 grams/
grams! or
12
12 cents:
cents:
In Czecho-Slovakia;
for a
aparparIn
Czecho-Slovakia; for
kilograms
cel not
not exceeding
exceeding two kilograms
/4.411bs/
in weight, 8
8 crowns,
crowns, and
/4.41
lbs/ in
for each
kilogram or
or
for
each additional
additional kilogram
fraction of a
a kilogram,
1 crown
crown
fraction
kilogram, 1
50
50 deniers.
deniers.

Subject to
Tyto pogtovni
patovni balleky
dIV.mt
to customs
customs
Tyto
bali6ky podlepod16- duties.
haji v
zemi ur6eni
ureei* vakerfm
haji
v zemi
vesgerym
poplatkilm
poplatkium c,elnlin
celnim aa vakerym
veskerym
pfedpisina
ja v
v t6to
teto
pfedpis6m celnfm,
celnim, jez
zemi
plati za
za i6elem
&dem zabezpeceni
zabezpeenf
zemi plati
jejich celnich
celnIch dfichodu,
dfichodii, jailutt
jakoz ii
jejich
Rates of
of postage.
postage.
nasledujicita poplatkara
patov- Rates
nisledujicira
poplatkum pogtovnfm, jet
jet museji
ye v4ech
pitanim,
museji ve
v§ech pifpadech
napted pinou
dech bYti
byti napfed
plnou 6tistkou
astkou
potadovany, a
ato:
pozadovany,
to:
Ve Spojenych
Spojenfch st&tech:
stittech: za
za In United States.
Ve
balfeek,
j
ehot
vaha
neptevytluje
balicek, jehoz vaha neptevysuje
/, ,
11anghcke
anglick6 libry
libry /
/: :455
455 gramu:
gramu: /
12 centil,
za kazdou
kaidou dalti
12
centui, aa za
dalgl libru
nebo zlomek
libry, 12
12 cental
nebo
zlomek libry,
centiu;•
Csecho-Blovakia.
In Czecho-Slovalka.
V Ceskoslovensku:
za balicek,
b$Iéek,
V
(eskoslovensku: za
jehot vitha
neptevyAuje 2
kilojehoz
vaha nepfevytuje
2 kilogramy
/: 4.41
anglickych liber: //
gramy /:
4.41 anghckych
korun a
kaidy dalai
daL4 kiloa za
za kazdy
88 korun,
gram nebo
nebo jeho
kortmu 50
50
gram
jeho 61ist
ast 11korunu
haleuv.

Article
Article V.
V.
The sender
of each
each package
The
sender of
package
Declaramust make aa Customs Declaration, upon
special form
form proproa special
upon a
tion,
vided
for the
the purpose,
purpose, giving the
vided for
address, a
general description
description of
of
address,
a general
the
accurate statethe parcel, an accurate
ment of
of the
and value,
value,
the contents
contents and
ment
date
sender's
date of
of mailing,
mailing, and the sender's
signature and
place of
of residence;
residence;
and place
signature
which
accommust accomwhich declaration
declaration must
pany the
the parcel
to destination.
destination.
parcel to
pany
Either
may authorize
authorize
Either country may
the postoffice
where the
the package
package
the
postoffice where
is
to deliver
sender
mailed to
deliver to
to the sender
is mailed
of
the package
time of
of mailmailpackage at
at the
the time
of the
ing,
of mailing
on a
a
mailing on
certificate of
ing, aacertificate
special
the purpurfor the
provided for
special form
form provided
pose.
pose.
The sender
sender of
may
of a
a package
package may
The
have
the same
registered by
by paypayhave the
same registered
required
ing
registration fee required
ing the registration
44282°—VOL 41-rr
11—PT 2-17
2----17
44282°--VOL

otNo,1inclosure
,
1
a
1tlure for
fc't
other
address.

Oltmek V.
Clanek
V.
_

,

-

Customs
declarations.
stornsY dlarntlons.

Odesilatel
patovnflio Ctom
tons.
Odesilatel katdeho
kald6ho postovniho
balf6ku must
napsati celni
cehif prohbalicku
musl napsati
prohlag'kuna
zvlit§tniravzorciza
tfmto
lasku na zvla§tnim
vzorci za timto
fel adresu,
Uielem vydanem,uvitd
vydan6m,uvad tsj
Ej ici
vAeobecny
popis balitcku,
pfesny
bali6ku, pfesny
vAeobecny popis
ildaj
den podarif
podani aa
udaj obsahu
obsahu a
a ceny,
ceny, den
podpis ii bydliSt6
bydliAte odesilatelovy;
odesilatelovy;
podpis
tato
prohligka musi
musf balicek
balf6ek proprotato prohlaska
viizeti at
ur6enf.
vazeti
at k
k mistu
mistu urcenf.
ca
of mailCe
. rtincate
mailte of
miue ingCertifi
z obou zemi
}laid& z
zemf mute
Kazda
zmocniti
fitad
podacf,
aby
vydal
zmocniti afad podaci, aby vydal
odesilateli poAtovnilio
balfeku pfi
pfi
postovniho balicku
odesilateli
podanf podacf
stvrzenku na
na
podani
podaci stvrzenku
zvlagtnfra vzorci
vzorci za
za timu6elem
tImu6elem
zvlastnim
vydanem.
vydanem.

Odesilatel
balf6ku
pogtovniho balfcku
Odesilatel patovnfho
mate jej
podati jako
jako zasilku
jej podati
muie
doporikenou, zaplatf-li
poplatek
zaplatf-li poplatek
doporucenou,

registry.

legistry-
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v zemi
podacf za
za zesilky
dopofor
registered articles
articles in
in the
coun- v
for registered
zemi podaci
the counzasilky doporueene vybirany,
vybfrany, a
a obdrzi
obdi1i bez
bez
try
origin, and,
on demand
try of
of origin,
and, on
demand ru6en6
dalkho poplatku
poplatku navratku,
therefor,
will receive
return retherefor, will
receive aareturn
navratku, £adare- dalsiho
ceipt, without
without additional
ni.
ceipt,
additional charge.
charge. li ooni.
Article VI.
Article
VI.
The addressees
addressees of registered
registered articles
advised of
of the
articles shall be advised
the arrival of a
a package
package addressed
addressed to
to
them,
by a
from the
the postthem, by
a notice
notice from
postoffice
of destination.
destination. The
country
office of
The country
may, at
at its
of destination may,
its option,
option,
aradvise the addressees
addressees of
of the arrival of a
addressed to
a package
package addressed
to
them, also when this
this package is
is
not
not registered.
registered.
Delivery.
The packages
be delivered
packages shall be
delivered
of
to addressees at the postoffices
postoffices of
address in the United States
States free
free
Chms in Crash°.
Chsae in Czecho- of charge for postage; but from
Slov
addressees iin Czecho-Slovakia
the addressees
CzechoSlovakia
shall be collected
single
collected on
on each
each single
parcel
of whatever
whatever weight
adparcel of
weight an
an additional charge of
of 11 crown
crown for
the dispatch
from Hamburg
to
the
dispatch from
Hamburg to
Customs duties.
Customs dnti.
Czecho-Slovakia. The
The customs
customs
CzechoSlovakia.
on
duties properly chargeable
chargeable on
these packages
packages shall be collected
collected
accordance with the
on delivery in accordance
regulations of the
councustoms regulations
the country of destination;
destination; and the councountry of destination may, at its option, levy and collect
collect from the
addressee for interior service
service and
and
delivery
delivery a
exceeding
a charge not exceeding
States and
five cents in the -United States
and
fifty deniers of a
a crown
crown in CzechoCzechoSlovakia on each single parcel of
whatever
weight.
whatever weight.
Notice to
to addressee.
addressee.
Notice

Article
Method of
of transpor.
tation.

Ira.
VII.

The packages
packages shall be considered as aacomponent
component part of the
mails exchanged
exchanged between
between the
the
United States and
Czecho-Slovaand Czecho-SlovaIda,
in the
the United
United
kia, those originating
originating in
States to be dispatched
dispatched at its cost
cost
to the office of Hamburg, Gerother intermediary
many, or such other
intermediary
office as may be agreed
agreed upon,
upon,
and those originating
originating in
in CzechoCzechoSlovakia to be dispatched
dispatched at its

cost to
to the
the United
United States,
States, the
the
parcels to be forwarded,
forwarded, at the
option of the dispatching
office,
dispatching office,
either in boxes prepared
prepared especially
especially
for the purpose
purpose or in ordinary
ordinary
mail sacks, to be
be marked
"Parcelmarked "Parcel-

Clitnek
VI.
Clanek VI.
Plijemci doporucenjch
doporueenSreh balfekti
Pfijemci
balicki
patovnich uvedomi
uvedomi se
postovnich
se o
o dojiti
dojiti
baliekil
jim
adresovanSTch
bali6ku
jim
adresovanych
pisemne
ureenf. Zemi
pisemne Madem
ufadem urcenf.
Zemi
ureeni
na vuli,
urceni ponechava
ponechava se
se na
naraviti prijemce
piljemce oo dojiti
zpraviti
dojiti bahokii
balicki
jim
,
c4, iikdy£
kdyi nejsou
jim adresovanS
adresovanych,
nejsou
doporueeny.
doporuceny.

Postovni balicky
Patovni
balieky doruci
doruei se
se
adresatam u
u tiadu
alma dodacich
dodacich ve
ye
adresatim
SpojenSrch statech
statech americkSreh,
Spojenych
americkych,
anii vybete
se nejaky
poplatek
aniz
vybefe se
nejak: poplatek
postovni;; avsak
pokovnf
avgak od
od
adresatii
adrestufi
v Ceskoslovensku
se za
za
v
Ceskoslovensku vybefe
vybefe se
kazdy
kaidy balicek
balfeek jakekoli
jakekoli vahy
vely 1
1
koruna jako
doplatek za
dopravu
koruna
jako doplatek
za dopravu
zz Hamburku
Hamburku do
do Ceskoslovenska.
Ceskoslovenska.
Poplatky
Poplatky celni,
celnl, na
na postovnich
patovnIch
baflicich
balfecfch techto
techto fadne
ildne vaznouci,
vaznoucf,
vyberou se
se pti
podia
vyberou
pfi dorueeni
doru6eni podle
celnich
celnich pfedpisii
piedpisu zeme
zeme urceni;
ugenf; aa
zeme
zeme urceni
tireeni mule,
mide, podle
podle sv6
sve
volby,
vybirati od
od adresata
adresaa za
za
volby, vybirati
ukony
sve vnittnf
za
ukony sv6
vnitfni sluiby
sluzby aa za
doruceni
dorueenf poplatek
neptevyAujici
poplatek nepfevysujici
5 centui
5
centti ye
Spojenych statech
ve Spojenych
statech a
50 hale6f
50
halefa meny
meny korunove
korunov6 vv
Ceskoslovensku za
kaidY jedjedCeskoslovensku
za kaidy
notlivy balfeek
jakekoli vahy.
v‘thy.
notliver
balicek jakekoli

Clanek
VII.
Clanek VII.

Po§tovni balieky
PoAtovnl
budou pokle,balicky budou
pokladany za soucast
souNist zavrui
zaverti vymeprienovanych mezi
novanS-ch
mezi Spojenynmi
Spojenymi stay
staty
aaCeskoslovenskem,
Ceskoslovenskem, zznichz
nichi zavery
zavery
pochitzejici ze
ze Spojenych
stall
pochazejici
Spojenych statf
dopravujf se
se na
na jejich
jejich Atraty
dopravuji
dtraty kk
postovnimu uradu
pokovnimu
fitadu v
v Hamburku,
Hamburku,
v Nemecku,
v
Nemecku, nebo
k onomu
onomu po-nebo k
postovnimu ufiadu
tovnimu
tittadu zprostfedkujicimu,
zprostfedkujicimu,
o nemz
o
nemi se
se bude
dohodnuto, kdezto
kdeito
bude dohodnuto,
zavery pochazejici
zavery
pochazejici zz Ceskosloeesk3s1)venska
dopravuji se
venska dopravuji
se na
na jeho
job()
dtraty
iltraty do
Spojenych
statil;
Spojenych statu;
zavery
zfivery vsak
vAak museji
musejf byti
byti dopradopravovany, podle
podle bolby
vovany,
bolby spravy
spravy odeodesilajici, bud v
v bednach
bednach k
k u6elu
deelu
tomuto
tomuto zvlake
upravenSrch nebo
nebo
zvlaste upravenjch
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post", and not to contain any
other articles of
of mail matter,
matter, and
and
to be securely sealed with wax,
wax, or
or
otherwise, as maybe
maybe mutually
prootherwise,
mutuallyprovided by regulations hereunder.

Each country shall promptly
return empty to the dispatching
dispatching
office by
by next
next mail, all such bags
and boxes, but
but subject to other
other
regulations between
between the two Administrations.
ministrations.
Although articles admitted ununder this
Convention will be transthis Convention
transbetween the
mitted as aforesaid between
the
exchange offices, they should be
exchange
so carefully
carefully packed as to be
be safely
safely
transmitted in the open mails of
either country, both in
in going to
to
the exchange
in the
the country
county
exchange office
office in
office of adof origin and to the office
addestination.
dress m the country of destination.
Each dispatch of aaparcel-post
parcel-post
be accompanied
accompanied by
mail must be
by aa
descriptive list, in duplicate, of
descriptive
all the packages sent, showing
distinctly the list number of each
distinctly
each
parcel, the name of the sender,
parcel,
the name of the addressee
addressee with
with
address of destination, and the
declared contents and value; and
and
must be inclosed in one of the
boxes or sacks of such dispatch.
/See Form annexed
annexed hereto/.
hereto/.

vv obyeejnkch
obycejnych pytlech
pytlech listovnich,
listovnich,
jet museji
musejf byti
bkti oznaceny
oznaeeny nadpijez
nadpisem "Parcel-post",
nesmejf obsaobsa"Parcel-post", nesmeji
zasilek postovnich
hovati jinych
jinkch zasilek
poatovnIch a
a
musejf byti
bkti bezpecne
bezpeea
zapeeeteny
zapeceteny
voskem
zpiisobem,
voskem nebo jmym zpfsobem,
jak bude
bude vzajemnou
vzajemnou dohodou
dohodou
ustanoveno.
ustanoveno.
Return
Kaida zeme musf bezodkladne
bezodkladne sacks.
Kalda
nejbli1.41 postou
poatou
odesflajfchnu
nejblizsi
odesilajicimu
fitadu
fifadu zaslati zpet prazdne tyto
tyto
se obe
obe
pytle aa bedny, lee
le6 by
by se
spravy jinak dohodly.
spravy
Aekoli zasilky
Ackoli
zasilky touto fimluvou
dmluvou
pfipuSten6
ptipuAtene se dopravuji
dopravujf mezi
mezi
6fady
Citady vymennymi
vkmennkmi
zpiisobem
zpusobem
shora vylfeenkm,
musejlbkti
vylleenym, museji
bvti tak
peelive
a.by moldy
peEliv6 zabaleny,
zabaleny, aby
mohly bkti
byti
bezpeene
dopravovany v
bezpen6 dopravovany
v otevtenych zaverech
Och
zaverech obou zemf, a
to
a to

of
of

empty
empty

Packing.

jak
jak pti
pfi doprave
doprave k
k fitadu
iuiadu vkmenvfmennemu
v zemi
zemi podacf, tak
tak ii k
k
nemu v
Citadu
v zemi
uradu dodacfmu
dodacimu v
zemi ureeni.
urcenf.
Kazdy
Kaidk
zaver
poatovnIch Descriptive list.
zaver
postovnfch
ballcku must
musi byti
balfekil
bkti provizen
provAzen
popisnkra seznamen/:
seznamen /: listovpopisnym
kou:/ vzJech
v zfiveru
kou:/
vsech v
zaveru obsatenskch
ballade poatovnIch,
zensych balifck
postovnich, ve
d.vc
.
•jfm vyhotovenf,
vyhotovenf, udavajfcim
udavajfelm
dvojim
zfejme seznamove
seznamove 6islo
efslo kazdeho
kaideho
balleku,
odesflatelovo,
balfcku, jmeno odesilatelovo,
jm6no i. adresu
adresn pfijemcovy
pfljemcovy a
a
jm6no
udank obsah
obsih iicenu; tento seznam
seznam
udany
Post, p. 1694.
musf byti
bkti vloien
musi
vlozen do &littera
nektere Pot,
bedny nebo do nekter6ho
nektereho pytle
tohoto zaveru.
zaveru. /:
/: Viz vzorec
vzorec zde
zde
ptipojank
pfipojenk :/.

Article VIII.

Clanek
Cilh,nek VIII.

As soon as the mail shall have
reached the office of destination,
destination,
that office shall check the contents
of the mail.
In the event of the parcel bill
received, a
not having been received,
a substitute should be at once preprepared.
pared.
Any errors in the entries on the
parcel bill which may be discovdiscovered, should, after verification
verification by
ered,
by
aasecond officer,
officer, be corrected,
corrected, and
noted for report to the dispatching
dispatching
"Verification ceroffice on a
a form "Verification
tificate",
tificate
", which should be sent in
aaspecial envelope.
If a
parcel advised on the bill
a parcel
be not received,
received, after the nonreceipt has been verified by aasec-

Jakmile zavBr
Jaiunile
zavh dospeje
dosp6je kk po6po6tovntmu
6fadu urceni,
ur6eni, ma
tovnimu dfadu
ma tento
tento
dfad
fi/ad zkoumati
zkoumati obsah
obsah zfiveru.
zavbru.
ballkova listovka,
Nedosla-li balikova
listovka,
musf byti
musf
vyhotovena
byti ihned
ihned vyhotovena
listovka
listovka nahradnf.
nahradni.

Receipt of
of mail.
mail.

Substitute
a rc e I
bill.
Substitute p
parcel
bill.

of errors.
Omyly
zapisech balikove
Omyly v
v zapisech
balikov6e Coorr ioonaofers.
listovky,
listovky, jet
jei by
zjistily,
by se snad
snad zjistily,
musf
musi byti,
jeAte
byti, byvAe
byvse oveteny
ovefeny jeste
druhkm bifednikem,
4.tednikem, opraveny
druhfm
opraveny aa
odesilajfcfmu firadu
na
odesilajicimu
6fadu oznameny
oznameny na
vzorci
Verification certificate",/:
vzorci "
"Verification
certificate",/:
„odjev": /,
dluno zaslati
zaslati ve
ve
,,odjev":
/, jeji
jeji dluzno
zvlaatni
obalce.
zvlastni obalce.
Nonmeipt of parcel.
of parcel.
v listovce Nonreceipt
balfek v
Nedosel-li
Nedo§el-li balieek
zapsany, musf
zapsank,
kdyi nedojiti
musf se, kdyz
nedojiti
bylo
oveteno,
bylo druhkm
druhpm fitednikem
fifednikem ovefeno,
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zapis v
v listovce
Akrtnouti aa
listovce skrtnouti
ond
the entry
on the
bill zapis
ond officer,
officer, the
entry on
the bill
okolnost tato
odesilajicimu
should
canceled and
and the
fact okolnost
tato ihned
ihned odesilajicimu
should be
be canceled
the fact
dtadu
oznamiti.
iuadu ozlamiti.
reported
d p
,
reported at
at once.
once.
Damaged parcels.
Dogel-Ii
balfeek
vu
Should
parcel be
be received
received in
in
Dosel-li
Damaged
parcels
balicek ve SIa
hould aaparcel
stavu
a
or imperfect
condition, pogkozenem
poskozenem nebo
a damaged
damaged or
nebo nedokonelom,
imperfect condition,
nedokonel6m,
full
particulars should
be reported
reported musi
bti na
temie vzorci
vzorci podana
podana
musi byti
full particulars
na temze
should be
o tom podrobna
podrobna zprava.
on
the
same
form.
o
on
the
same
form.
zprava.
Presumption of deiereumption
of deIf no verification
certificate or
or
verification certificate
Nedojde-Ii odjev
odjev neb
oznameni
Nedojde-li
neb oznameni
ivery.
note
of error
error be
parcel omylu,
omylu, poklada
poklada se
za to,
note of
be received,
received, aaparcel
se za
to, ze
be considered
mail shall
shall be
zaver
byl
tadniS
considered as
as duly
duly baliekovr
balickovv
zaver
byl fadne
delivered, having
having been
on odevzdan
delivered,
odevzdan a
a pfi
ph ptezkougeni
po
been found
found on
prezkouseni po
examination
correct in
in all
examination correct
shleall rere- kaide
kazde strance
strance bezvadnSrm
bezvadnym shlespects.
spects.
dan.
Article IX.
Article
IX.
liiiiek IX.
IX.
Clanek
Inability to
deInability
to de-

liver, etc.
etc.
liver,

packages cannot
If the packages
cannot be
be dedelivered as
as addressed,
addressed, or
or if
they
livered
if they
are refused,
refused, they
they should
be recipare
should be
reciprocally:
e,
rocally returned
returned without
without ch
charge,
directly
to the
the dispatching
dispatching o
hce
directly to
office
of
at the
of
of exchange
exchange,'at
the expiration
expiration of
their receipt
receipt at
at
thirty days
days from
from their
the office of
destination, and
the
of destination,
and the
country of
of origin
origin may
may collect
collect from
from
country
the return
return of
of a
aparparthe sender,
sender, for
for the
cel, a
a sum
to the
the postage
postage
sum equal
equal to

when first
first mailed.
mailed.
articles. when
When the contents
contents of
of a
a parcel
parcel
which cannot
cannot be
be delivered
delivered are
are
liable to
or corrupcorrupto deterioration
deterioration or
tion, they may
destroyed at
at
may be destroyed
once, if necessary,
necessary, or if expedient,
expedient,
sold, without
without previous
previous notice
notice or
or
judicial formality, fot
for the
the benefit
benefit
of the
person, the
particuthe right
right person,
the particulars of each sale being communicommunicated
cated by one post office
to the
the
office to
other.
Artice X.
Artice
X.

Perishable
Perishable articles.

Nonresponsibilit
Nonresponsibility
y

for ossetc.n

for loss,ete.

Retention of fees.
fee?.

Podleha-li
Podleha-li obsah nedorucitelnedoru6itel-

balfoku zkaze
zkaze nebo
hnilobe,
neho balicku
nebo hnilobe,
muze,
me, je-li toho tfeba,
tteba, 146
ihned
byti ihned
znicen aneb, je-li
znieen
to i6elne,
ileelne,
je-li to
prodan, bez
bez pfedchoziho
ptedchozlho ohlaseni
ohlagenf
prodan,
nebo
nebo soudnich
soudnfch obhadnosti,
obtadnostf, ve
ye
prospech
prospech osoby
osoby opravnene,
opravnene, avgak
avsak
podrobnosti takovehoto
takovehoto prodeje
prodeje
museji byti
byti
jednfm
Madera
jednim ufadem
druhemu
oznameny.
druhemu oznamenv.

Clanek
Nutek X.

Office Department
Department of
The Post Office
of
PoStovni
PoStovni sprava
sprava zadne
âdné ze
ze
either
either of the contracting
coun- smlouvajicich
contracting counsmlouvajicich se
se zemi
zemi nebude
nebude
tries will not
not be responsible
responsible for
for zodpovedna
zodpovedna
za
ztratu nebo
nebo
za ztratu
the
or damage
damage of
of any
any packpack- poSkozeni
the loss or
poAkozeni nekter6ho balicku.
balieku.
age .
age.
Article XI.
elanek XI.
XL
Clanek
Each country
country shall retain
retain to
to its
its
own use
own
whole of
of the
postuse the
the whole
the postages, registration, and delivery
delivery
fees it
it collects on said
packages;
said packagesconsequently this
Conv en tion w
w ill
consequently
this Convention
ill
give rse
rise to no separate
separate accounts
accounts
between the
countries.
the two
two countries.
Article XTT.
Article
XII.

Further
Further regulations,
regulations,
etc.
etc.

Nemohou-li
balieky
podle
Nemohou-li
bali6ky
podle
adresy
bYti doruceny
dorueeny nebo
nebo jsou-li
jsou-li
adresy byti
odmftnuty, museji
musejf bYti
navzajem
odmitnuty,
byti navzajem
bez poplatku
poplatkii vraceny
vraceny primo
ptimo
bez
odesflajicfmu fiadu
fifadu vSmennOmu
odesilajicimu
vnmenn6mu
uplynutf 30
30 drni
dojitf k
k
po uplynuti
dni po
po dojiti
uadu urceni,
fitadu
ureeni, a
a zeme
zeme podaci
podacf
mid° od
od odesilatele
odesilatele za
za zp6tnou
zpetnou
muze
dopravu balicku
balfau vybrati
6fistku
dopravu
vybrati castku
rovnajici
rovnajfcf se pogtovnemu
patovnemu pHi
ph
pilvodnim
zaplacenemu.
puvodnim podinf
podani zaplacen6mu.

Kazda
Kadá zeme podrzi
podril ve svuj
sviij
vlastni
vlastni prosp6ch
prospech veskere
vegkere poppoplatky dopravni, doporuEi6
doporuene a
apoppoplatky
dortreovaci, je
za zminene
zminene
latky dorucovaci,
jez za
balicky
balieky poatovni
vybefe; tato
tato
postovni vybete;
uimluva
nebude tudiz
timluva nebude
tudii phicinou
prieinou ke
ke
zvlastnimu
zvlaStnimu stiftovairi
mezi obema
obema
suitovani mezi
zememi.
zememi.
(lanek XII.
(lanek
XII.

The Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General of the
Generalni
Generalnl poAtmistr
poStinistr Spojenych
Spojeni-ch
United States
States of America
America and
and the
the statit
statf americkych
ministr pot
americkvch aa ministr
post
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Minister
Minister of Posts of Czecho-SloCzecho-Slovakia, shall have
authority to
have authority
to
jointly make
regulajointly
make such
such further
further regulations of order
and detail
as may
order and
detail as
may
be found necessaryto carry
necessary to
carry out
out
the
Convention from
time
the present
present Convention
from time
may, by
to time; and
and may,
by agreement,
agreement,
prescribe conditions for
prescribe
for the
the adadmission in packages
packages exchanged
exchanged
under this
under
Convention of
any of
this Convention
of any
of
prohibited by
by Article
Article
the articles
articles prohibited
II.

ces
enskoslovenskch jsou
eeskoslovenskfch
jsou oprvnni
opravneni
uciniti spoleene
spolecne takova
ueiniti
takova, dalai
dale'
opatfeni provadecf,
opatteni
provadecf, jez
jet by
by se
se
pozdeji jevila bkti
pozdeji
nutnSrmi ku
ku
byti nutnymi
provedeni t6to
provedenf
tato Amluvy;
mohou
dmluvy; aamohou
vzajemnou dohodou
vzajemnou
dohodou stanoviti
stanoviti
podminky,
podmfriky, za
za kterSrch
by se
kterych by
se
nekter6
nektere zzpfedmetu,
pfedmetfi, Clankem
elankem II.
II.
zz dopravy
dopravy vyloucenych,
vyloueenSrch, mohly
mohly
ptipustiti
poStovnich
pi
pustiti k
k doprave
doprave v
v postovnich
bai.cich
baliecfch podle
pocile teto
teto fimluvy
timluvy
vymenovanj-ch.
vymenovan:ch.

Article
XTTT.
Article XITT.

XIII.
Clanek XIII.

This Convention shall
shall take
take efeffect and
and operations
operations thereunder
fect
thereunder
shall
on the
day of
shall begin
begin on
the first
first day
of
November,
1919, and
shall conconNovember, 1919,
and shall
tinue
in force
force until
terminated by
tinue in
until terminated
by
mutual
agreement, but
but may be
mutual agreement,
be
annulled
annulled at the
desire of
either
the desire
of either
Department,
Department, upon
upon six
months'
six months'
previous
previous notice given to the
the
other.
other.
Done in
in duplicate, and
signed
and signed
in Prague
day of
of October,
October,
Prague the
the 9th
9th day
one thousand nine
nine hundred
and
hundred and
nineteen, and at Washington,
the
Washington, the
31st day
one thouthouday of October,
October, one
sand nine hundred
hundred and
and nineteen.
nineteen.
WOODBOW WILSON,
WOODROW
WILSON,

Tato fimluva
nabude deinnosti
Tato
dmluva nabude
d6innosti
a
ustanovenf jeji
jejf pocnou
poenou se
a ustanoveni
se
provadeti
provadeti dne.
1. ledna
ledna 1920
dne. 1.
1920 a
a ma
ma
trvati
platnosti, pokud
pokud nebude
nebude
trvati v
v platnosti,
vzajemnou dohodou
dohodou ukoncena;
ukoneena;
vzajemnou
rani° vkk
zrukna na
na ladost
muze
vsak brti
bfti zrusena
zadost
kterekoli
z obou
kterekoli z
spray, ohlasf-li
obou sprav,
ohlasf-li
sprava sest
eest mega
to tato
tato sprava
mesicu napped
napked
sprave druh6.
sprave

Effect.
Effect.

Dano
Deno ve dvojim
dvojfm vyhotovenf
vyhotoveni a
a
podepsino v
Praze, dne
dne 9.
9. ffjna
tfina
podepsano
v Praze,
jeden tisic
tisfc devet
devet set
set devatenact
devatenact
jeden
ve Washingtone,
dne 31.
31. ffjna
fljna
aa ve
Washingtone, dne
jeden tisfc
set devatenact.
jeden
tisic devet
devet set
devatenact.

Signatures.
Signatures.

[SEAL.]
[SEA.L.] ALBERT
ALBERT S
BURLESON,
S..BUBLESON,

' Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General of
the
of the
United
United States of
of America.

Ante,
p. 1688.
iess.
Ante, p.

elfinek

FRANCIS
TANK,
FRANCIS S
STANEK,

Ministr post
post eeskoslovenskgch.
Ministr
teskoslovenskjch.
ALBERT
S.BURLESON,
BURLESON,
ALBERT S.
Generdlni
Generdlni pottmistr
postmistr
Spojengch stidt
stdtii americkjch.
americkgch.
Spojenfch

FRANCES
TANK,
FRANCES S
STANiK,
Minister of
Minister
of Posts
Posts of
of
Czecho-Slovakia.

The foregoing
foregoing Parcel Post Convention
Convention between
Czecho-Slovakia
between Czecho-Slovakia
been negotiated
and the United States of America
America has been
negotiated and
and conconcluded with my advice
advice and
and consent,
consent, and
is hereby
and
and is
hereby approved
approved and
ratified.
In testimony whereof
In
whereof II have
have caused
caused the
the seal
United States
States
seal of the
the United
to be hereunto
affixed.
hereunto affixed.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
WOODROW
ILSON
WOODBOW W
WILSON
By the
By
the President:
President:

ROBERT LANSING,
ROBERT
LANSING,
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

WASHINGTON,
W
ASHINGTON,
November 13,
1919.
13, 1919.

Approvai.
Approval
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3
9
1,1919.

, 1919.

FORM.
FORM.

Form.
Date
of DisDisDate stamp
stamp of

(Country
origin.)
(Country of
of origin.)

patching
exchange
patrhing
post Office.exchange

Parcels from
from ............
Parcels

Post Office.

(Country of
destination.)
of destination.)
(Country
for
for ............

Parcel Bill
Bill No.
dated ..........
No. ..... ,,dated
Parcel
_____

per
S."
"........"
per S.
S.S.

Date stamp of receiviing
office.exchange
exchsnge post
post
Iffce.

19.
19...

It

*
No. ......
Sheet No.
* Sheet
Declared
Declared
value of
the
the con-

try Originofparcel.
Origin of parcel.

En
No.

parcel
Name osender.
of sender. Address
Address o
of parcel.

NumNumObservations.
ordinher of Observations.
rapaid.
the cus- pepaid.
toms dectoms
larations.
larations.

Decte
lai
T
i
e
t1 co
ten C
s ac"

ents.
c

con

rding
cue.tol
the

Totals
seqtdred for the entry
entry of the
the parcels sent
sent by the mal,
mail, it
it will be
be sufficient
sufficient
*•When more than one sheet iss required
lif the
undermentioned particulars
the undermentioned
particulars are
am entered
last sheet of the Parcel
Parcel Bill.
Bill.
entered on the last
number of
to..
Total number
of parcels
parcels sent by the snail
mail to..
...........................................
destination.)
(Country of destination.)
Number of boxes or other receptacles
receptacles formNumber
tag the mail.
mail.......................
..-Signature
at the dispatchignature of postal official
official at
ing exchange
exchange post office.
office.

Total weight
........................
weight of
of mail
mail
Deduct
Deduct weight
weight of receptacles.............
receptacles
Net
parcels.......
Net weight
weight of parcels

Signature
Signature of
poetal official
receiving exchange
exchange post
office.
of postal
official at
at the
the receiving
poet office.

......
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9
1
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PARCEL
Vzorec.
Vzorec.
Denni
odesilarazitko odesilaDenni razitko
jiciho
vymen-utadu vymen
jiciho utadu
neho.
neho.

rzeme
podaci: /
/:zeme lucent/
urceni:!
I/:zem
/:zem6 podacl:
BaliCky
z
pro
Balfiky z..........pro............
Ball6kOvi, listovka
s .........
listovkaE dis
Balikova
parolodi
parolod

*list
.slo
t ...........
*hst?Ago

61slo potadove.
adovT.

Ptivod
PaslopoPfvod
balidku.
bal5ku.

........

Dnnira7lt
Penni
raeltlo
ko ptijimaptijimavym6njfetho ufadu
tgadu vtmenjfeiho
nho.
neho.

19 ,
,zedne............
i.e dne

".....................

)1

....- .
Jmeno
Jmbno
odesiodesilatele.
latele.

Udany
Udan
obsah.
obsah.

Adresa
Adresa
banditti.
balku.

lidani
cena
Udana cena
podle celni
eclat
podle
prohli.iky.
prohiaky.

Bums zazaSuma
placenych
Poznimky.
placench Posmilmky.
poplatkit
poplatk
poitovnich.

. dohromady
dohromady
vice net
jednoho listu
Usti" k
k aLplsu
v zivera
otoakanych, staf,
stadi, kdyi se
se dal
dalii udaje zde
zde
zavr obsaienfch,
balffiktf v
zpiisu ballad
net jednoho
tteba vice
*JeiHVella
hstovky.
uvedend
ponze na
poslednim listu
listn balikov6
balidlrove hstovky.
na poslednlm
zapif pouze
uvedene zaplii
Celkovsi
sums balidkil
do... •
ziv/rem do....
zasflanych vivdrem
balikti zasilanych
Celkova suma

.................................
1:zem8 ardent/
urenfl:
I:zem6
Podet
beden a
ajinyeh
jinych schrin
schan tvoflclch
tvoticich Liver
szvLr......
Pocet beden

zAvru ............................
vaba riveru
Celkovb vilha
Celkovti
...............................................
........---------se odete
j as
sehrn. lei
Who schrin,
odedte
Vbha

b balid.kft
lk
..................---................................
lstá vibe

-----

rodpis poitovniho
odesilajiciho fadu
dtadu
u odesdlajitho
ilednlt n
poitovnlho dtednika
Podpis
vymilonAho

................................

Popis poftovnlho
Podpis
pcdtovniho diednIaUa
dlodnIka ppijimaJlcfho
ptijimajlelho uiadu
utadn
vymennibc.
vymJiuxbr.
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February
February 9,1919.
9, 1919.

FEB. 9,
9, 1919.
1919.
FEB.

Convention between tne United States
Convention
Panama facilitating
the work
work
States and
and Panama
facilitatingthe
of
traveling salesmen.
Signed at
February 8,
1919;
of traveling
salesmen. Signed
at Washington,
Washington, February
8, 1919;
ratification advised
by the
the Senate,
June 4,
by the
the
ratification
advised by
Senate, June
4, 1919;
1919; ratified
ratified by
President, July
July 9,
President,
9, 1919;
1919; ratified
Panama, September
ratified by
by Panama,
September 24,
24, 1919;
1919;
ratificationsexchanged
ratifications
at Washington,
8, 1919:
proclaimed,
exchanged at
Washington, December
December 8,
1919: proclaimed,
December
10, 1919.
1919.
December 10,
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
OF THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Traveling salesmen,
Traveling
salesmen,
Panama.
Panama.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Whereas
Whereas aaConvention
Convention between
the United
States of
of America
America and
and
between the
United States
the Republic
Republic of Panama to foster the
the development
development of
of commerce
commerce
between the two countries
and to
the exchange
exchange of
of commodicommodicountries and
to increase
increase the
facilitating the
ties by facilitating
the work
work of
salesmen, was
was .
concluded
of traveling
traveling salesmen,
concluded
and signed
and
signed by
by their
ot
enti ar i
es at
at Washington,
Washington, on
their respective
respective Plenip
Plenipotentiaries
on
the eighth day of February, one
one thousand
thousand nine
and nineteen,
nineteen,
nine hundred
hundred and
the original of which Convention,
Convention, being in
in the
the English
English and
and Spanish
Spanish
languages
is word
languages is
for word
word as
as follows:
follows:
word for
Contracting Powers.
Contracting
Powers.
The United States of
of America
America
Los Estados
Los
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de AmeAmeand the Republic of Panama
Panama rica
rica y
Repfiblica de
Panama
y la
la Republica
de Panama
the debeing desirous
desirous to foster
foster the
de- deseando
fomentar sus
relaciones
deseando fomentar
sus relaciones
velopment
velopment of commerce
commerce between
between mercantiles
mercantiles y
y acrecentar
acrecentar el
interel interincrease the
them and to increase
the exchange
exchange cambio
de mercaderias
mercaderias facilicambio de
facihof
of commodities
by facilitating
facilitating tando la
commodities by
actuacion de
de viajantes,
viajantes,
la actuaci6n
the work of _traveling
traveling salesmen
salesmen han
con tal
tal
han decidido
decidido celebrar
celebrar con
have agreed
agreed to
to conclude
conclude a
aconvenconven- pro6sito
ropesito un
un convenio,
convenio, y
y a
a ese
ese
and have
tion for that purpose and
have to
to finn han
an nombrado
nombrado como
como sus
sus resresthat end
end appointed
that
appointed as
their plenipleni- pectivos
as their
pectivos plenipotenciarios
plenipotenciarios a:
a:
potentiaries:
potentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.
The President
President of
of the
the United
United
de los
El Presidente de
los Estados
Estados
States
States of America,
America, Frank
Frank L.
L. Unidos
Unidos de
de America,
al Sefior
Senor
America, al
Polk, Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State Frank
Frank L.
Ti. Polk,
Secretario de
de
Polk, Secretario
of the United States of
of America,
America, Estado
Estado interino
de los
los Estados
interino de
Estados
and
and
Unidos de
de Am6rica,
America, yy
Unidos
The President
President of
of the
the Republic
Republic
El Presidente
El
Presidente de
Republica
de la
la Republica
of Panama,
Sefior Jos6
Edgardo de
Panama, Senor
Jose Edgard°
de Panama,
Panama, al
Senor Don
Jose
al Sefior
Don Jos6
Lefevre, Charg6
Lefevre,
Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires of
of the
the Edgardo Leftvre,
Lefevre, Encargado
Encargado de
de
Republic of
of Panama near
near the
the Negocios
Panama
Negocios de
de la
RepUblica de
la Republica
de
Government of
Government
the United
United States
States Panama
of the
Panama ante
el Goblerno
Gobierno de
de los
ante el
los
of
of America,
America,
Estados
Unidos de
America,
Estados Unidos
de America,
Who, having communicated
communicated to
to
Quienes.
Quienes. despues de
haberse
de haberse
each other
other their
their full
full powers,
powers, comumeado
comunicado
mutuamente
sus
mutuamente
sus
which were found
to be
in due
due plenos
found to
be in
plenos poderes
poderes y
y halladolos
halladolos en
en
form, have agreed
agreed upon
upon the
the folfol- buena
buena y
y debida
debida forma,
forma, han
han conconlowing articles:
articles:
venido
venido en
en los
los articulos
articulos siguientes:
siguientes:

Commercial
erauthorized
ers
authorized toopertotravel
oper-'
ate on aa single license.
license,

ARTICLE I.
ARTICLE
I.

ARTlCULO
ARTICULO I.
I.

Manufacturers,
Manufacturers; merchants,
merchants, and
and
traders
domiciled within the
juristraders domiciled
the jurisdiction of one of the
the High
ConHigh Contracting Parties may
may operate
as
operate as
commercial travelers
commercial
travelers either
either perpersonally or
or by
means of
agents or
or
by means
of agents

Los comerciantes,
comerciantes, fabricantes,
fabricantes,
y
y demas
demas mercaderes
domiciliados
mercaderes domiciliados
dentro de
dentro
jurisdiccien de
una
de la
la jurisdicci6n
de una
de las
las Altas
de
Contratantes
Altas Partes
Partes Contratantes
podran actuar
actuar como
como viajantes,
viajantes, ya
ya
sea personalmente
sea
personalmente oopor
por medio
medio de
de

TRAVELING
CONVENTION-PANAMA.
SALESMEN CONVENTION—PANAMA.
TRAVELING SALESMEN
employes within
within the
jurisdiction
the jurisdiction
employes
of the
other High
High Contracting
Contracting
the other
of
Party on
on obtaining
obtaining from
the
from the
Party
latter, upon
upon payment
single
of aasingle
payment of
latter,
fee, a
which shall
shall be
valid
be valid
license which
fee,
a license
throughout
territorial
entire territorial
its entire
throughout its
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
In case
of the
the High
High ConConeither of
case either
In
tracting
shall be
be engaged
engaged
Parties shall
tracting Parties
in war,
it reserves
the
itself the
to itself
reserves to
in
war, it
operating
right to
to prevent
prevent from operating
right
within its
its jurisdiction
jurisdiction under
the
under the
within
provisions of
this treaty,
treaty, or
or otherotherof this
provisions
wise,
other
or other
nationals or
enemy nationals
wise, enemy
aliens whose
presence it
it may
may conconwhose presence
aliens
sider
prejudicial to
public order
order
to public
sider prejudicial
and national
national safety.
safety.
and
ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE
In order
order to secure
secure the license
In
above mentioned
mentioned the
applicant
the applicant
above
must
the country
country of
from the
obtain from
must obtain
domicile of
of the
the manufacturers,
manufacturers,
domicile
traders repremerchants, and
and traders
merchants,
sented
attesting his
certificate attesting
sented aa certificate
character as
as a
a commercial
commercial travcharacter
eler. This
This certificate,
which shall
certificate, which
eler.
be
the authority to be
issued by the
be issued
designated in
country for the
each country
in each
designated
purpose, shall
be viseed
viseed by the
the
shall be
purpose,
consul of
of the country in which
consul
to operate,
the
applicant proposes
proposes to
the applicant
latter
and
the authorities
authorities of the latter
and the
shall, upon
upon the
presentation of
the presentation
shall,
such certificate,
certificate, issue to the apsuch
plicant
the national
national license
license as
as
plicant the
provided in
Article I.
in Article
provided

FEB.
1919.
FEB. 9, 1919.

agentes
de la
la
dentro de
o empleados,
empleados, dentro
agentes o
jurisdiccion de
de la
la otra,
mediante
otra, mediante
jurisdicci6n
el pago
pago en
patente
6sta de una patente
en esta
el
iinica
que sera
sera valida
valida en
en todo
todo su
su
Inica que
territorio.
territorio.

las Altas
Cada
Cada una
una de
de las
Altas Partes

Contratantes se
el derese reserva
reserva el
Contratantes
cho, para
para el
hallarse en
en
de hallarse
el caso
caso de
cho,
estado de
de impedir
que
impedir que
guerra, de
de guerra,
estado
realicen operaciones,
operaciones, conforme
a
conforme a
realicen
las clausuras
clemsulas de
de este
tratado,
o
de
o de
este tratado,
t
las
cualquiera otra
nalos namanera, los
otra manera,
cualquiera
u
cionales de
pafses enemigos,
enemigos, u
de .parses
cionales
otros extranjeros
extranJeros cuya
cuya presencia
presencia
otros
prejudicial al orden
considere "prejudicial
orden
considere
pellico!c•
seguridad nacional.
nacional.
la seguridad
o aala
piblic

Restriction in case o
of
war.

Restrictionincase

ARTICITLO ,11.
II.
ARTICULO
Issue of
of license
on
on
license
pIsue
A fin
obtener la patente
patente presenting
de obtener
fin de
A
presenting certificate
certificate
authority.
refeiida, el solicitante
solicitante debera authority.
referida,
presentar un
un certificado
certificado extenpresentar
pais del domicilio de
dido
dido en el pals
los
fabricantes y
y
comerciantes, fabricantes
los comerciantes,
mercaderes
y que
representados y
mercaderes representados
acredite su calidad
calidad de viajante,
viajante,
acredite
el cual
sera otorgado
otorgado
certificado sera
cual certificado
el
efecto
por las
autoridades que al efecto
las autoridades
por
designe cada
cada pals
y visado
visado por el
pais y
designe
consul de
nacion en que el solide la naci6n
c6nsul
citante se
se propusiere
propusiere actuar;
con
actuar; con
citante
este documento
documento a
a la
la vista, las
este
de dicho pals expeautoridades
expeautoridades de
diran
la patente
nacional de que
patente nacional
diran la
habla
el articulo
artleulo anterior.
anterior.
habla el

ARTICLE
ARTICLE III.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO III.

A
may
traveler may
commercial traveler
A commercial
sell his
his samples
without obtaining
obtaining
samples without
sell
special license
license as
as an importer.
aa special

Los viajantes
podan vender
vender
viajantes podran
Los
sus
muestras sin
sin necesidad
necesidad de
sus muestras
patente especial
especial como importapatente
dores.
ARTICULO
IV.
ARTICULO IV.

ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE

1697
1697

al of samplett.
Sale
S e o sampe.

Entraran
de derechos
derechos ifFreedo
t.mvalue.
ar?ume.duty,
without
libres de
Entraran libres
Samples without
without commercial
commercial
Samples
todas las
que no
no tengan
tengan
muestras que
las muestras
value shall
shall be
admitted to
to entry todas
be admitted
value
valor
comercial.
valor comercial.
, etc.,, refree
of duty.
free of
Marking,
etc., required.
Se
considerariin como
como muestras
muestras quIf
i
cl .
Se consideraran
Samples
stamped, or
marked, stamped,
Samples marked,
comercial las
las que
esten
que esten
valor comercial
sin valor
defaced,
in such
such manner
that sin
manner that
defaced, in
inutilizadas
selladas oo inutilizadas
marcadas, selladas
they
cannot be
be put
uses, marcadas,
other uses,
to other
put to
they cannot
que no
puedan desno puedan
modo que
tal modo
de tal
shall be
be considered
considered as
objects de
as objects
shall
a
otros
tuaarse
a
usos.
tinarse
without
commercial
value.
without commercial value.
Freedom from duty,

arking ,

ARTICLE V.
V.
ARTICLE
Samples
having commercial
commercial
Samples having
value
shall be
adprovisionally adbe provisionally
value shall

.ARTICULO
ARTICIULO V.
Las muestras que tengan
valor ifof
Bond tor withdrawal
of odmreh^aalue
commercial value.
B valor
Las muestras que tengan
comercial
seran
admitidas
provicomercial seran admitidas provi-

1698
1698
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Dutiable
not withDutiable iff not
withdrawn.

Customs requirerequireCustoms
mem:,
ments.

Peddlers, etc.
etc.

icense

License exemptions.

Recipcal extenReciprocal
conession afuture conce.stens. t o n s

son f future

giving bond
mitted upon giving
bond for
for the
the
if they
payment of
of lawful
lawful duties
duties if
they
shall not have been
been withdrawn
withdrawn
from the
the country
country within
within aaperiod
period
of six (6)
(6) months.
months.
Duties shall
on such
such
shall be
be paid on
as shall
shall
portion of
of the samples as
not have been so
so withdrawn.
withdrawn.

sionalmente,
fianza por
por
sionalmente, previa
previa fianza
los derechos de aduana,
pare el
el
aduana, para
caso
no salgan
salgan del
pals
caso de que no
del pais
dentro
un periodo
periodo de
seis (6)
(6)
dentro de
de un
de seis
meses.
meses.
Los
derechos se
pagaran sobre
sobre
Los derechos
se pagaran
aquella parte de
las muestras
muestras que
que
aquella
de las
haya sido
sido reexportada.
no haya
reexportada.

ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
VI.

ARTICULO VI.
ARTICULO

customs formalities
formalities shall
All customs
shall
be simplified as
as much
much as possible
possible
with a
a view to avoid
avoid delay in
in the
the
despatch
of samples.
samples.
despatch of

Se
simplificarin en
lo posible
Se simplificaran
en lo
posible
todas las
aduaneras
todas
las formalidades
formalidades aduaneras
evitar demoras
el desdesaafin de evitar
demoras en
en el
de muestras.
muestras.
pacho de

ARTICLE VII.
VII.
ARTICLE

ARTIC'ULO
ARTICULO VII.
VII.

Peddlers and other
other salesmen
salesmen
who vend directly
condirectly to the consumer, even
not
even though
though they
they have
have not
an established place of business
business in
in
the country inwhich
in which they
they operate,
operate,
shall not be considered
considered as
as commercial
mercial travelers, but shall
shall be
be
subject
subject to the license fees
fees levied
levied
on business of the
kind which
the kind
which
they carry on.

Los buhoneros
buhoneros y
otros mercamercaLos
y otros
directamente
deres que vendan
vendan directamente
al los consumidores,
consurnidores, aunque
aunque no
no
tengan
case establecida
establecida en
en el
el pais
pals
tengan casa
actuan, no
seran consiconsien gm
que actfian,
no seran
derailos como
sino que
que
derados
como viajantes,
viajantes, sino
estaran
estarin sujetos
sujetos aa pagar
pager los
los derederechos de patente que corresponcorrespondan al g6nero
genero de su comercio.
comercio.

ARTICLE VIII.
ARTICLE

ART/CULO VIII.
ARTICULO
VIII.

No
be required
required of:
No license
license shall
shall be
of:
(a) Persons traveling
traveling only
only to
study trade and its needs,
even
needs, even
though they
they initiate
initiate commercial
commercial
relations, provided they do not
not
make sales of merchandise.
merchandise.
(b) Persons operating
operating through
through
local agencies
agencies which pay the
the
license fee or other imposts
to
imposts to
which their business is subject.
(c) Travelers
Travelers who are excluexclusively buyers.

No necesitaran
necesitaran patente:
patente:
(a) Los que s6lo
solo viajen
viajen para
pars
estudiar
estudiar el mercado y
necesiy sus necesidades, aunque
aunque inicien relationes
relaciones
comerciales, siempre
siempre que
no realirealicomerciales,
que no
cen ventas
yentas de mercaderias.
mercaderias.
(b) Los que actien
actuen por medio
de agencias
agencies locales que paguen
paguen los
los
derechos
o de otro
derechos de patente o
caracter a
caracter
eaten sujetas
sujetas sus
sus
a que esten
respectivas
respectivas casas.
cases.
viajantes que
ex(c) Los viajantes
que sean exclusivamente
clusivamente compradores.
compradores.

ARTICLE IX.
IX.

ARTTCULO
ARTICULO IX.
IX.

.
Any concessions
concessions affecting
affecting any
of
the
present
of the provisions
provisions of the present
Treaty that may hereafter
hereafter be
be
granted by either High Contracting Party, either by law
law or by
treaty or convention, shall immediately
mediately be extended
extended to the
the
other party.

ARTICLE X.
ARTICLE
X.

Coshange
o
Exchange

oft

mill--

FEB. 9,
9, 1919.
FEB.
1919.

Toda concesi6n
concesion que otorgare
otorgare
cualquiera
cualquiera de las Alias
Altas Partes
Partes
Contratantes,
Contratantes, ya sea por ley
naley nacional,
o convenio, en el
cional, tratado o
el
sentido
sentido de modificar cualquiera
cualquiera
de las prescripciones
prescripciones del present°
presente
tratado,
tratado, se hara
hara inmediatamente
inmediatamente
extensive
is otra.
otra.
extensiva aala

ARTICULO
ARTICULO X.
X.
Este convenio
convenio sera ratificado,
ratificado,
fied; and the ratifications shall y
y sus ratificaciones
ratificaciones se
se canjear&n
canjearin
be exchanged
exchanged at Washington
Washington or en Washington
Washington oo Panama dentro
This Convention shall be ratirati-

TRAVELING
CONVENTION-PANAMA.
SALESMEN CONVENTION—PANAMA.
TRAVELING SALESMEN

de dos
de esta
esta fecha,
Panama within
within two
two years,
or de
fecha,
dos anThs
aios despues
despues de
years, or
Panama
sooner if
possible;
posible.
si fuere
fuere posible.
if possible.:
ooantes
antes si
sooner
El presente
present° convenio
convenio quedara
quedarit
The present
present Convention
CAvention shall
El
The
en vigor
hasta seis
seis meses
meses despues
despues
remain
in force
end of
of en
until the
the end
force until
remain in
vigor hasta
six
months after
after dither
de que
que cualquiera
las Altas
Altas
of the
the de
cualquiera de las
either of
six months
Partes Contratantes
haya dado
Contratantes haya
High
shall Partes
Parties shall
Contracting Parties
High Contracting
la otra
otra de
intencion de
de
de su
su intencion
a la
aviso a
have
notice tGcthe
to ithe other
other of aviso
given notice
have given
denunciar el
el tratado,
tratado, reservanreservanits intention
terminate the
the denunciar
to terminate
its
intention to
dose cada
cads una
una de
ellas el
derecho
el derecho
de ellas
same, each
each of
reserving to
to dose
them reserving
of them
same,
de dar
aviso it
otra en
en cualcualitself the
right of
of giving
giving such
a Is
la otra
dar e,se
ese aviso
such de
the right
itself
Queda ademas
ademas
momento. Queda
notice
the other
at any
quier momento.
any time. quier
other at
to the
notice to
las partes
partes que
que
entro las
convenido entro
And it
it is
hereby agreed
between convenido
agreed between
is hereby
And
trascurridos seis
despues de
meses despues
seis meses
the expira- trascurridos
the parties
parties that, on the
the
hays reciellas haya
de ellas
tion
such que
que cualquiera
cualquiera de
after such
months after
six months
tion of
of six
de is
otra el
aviso menel aviso
la otra
bido de
notice shall
shall have
been received
by bid°
received by
have been
notice
este convenio
cesarit y
y
convenio cesara
cionado, este
either
of them from the other cionado,
either of
terminara.
Party as
above mentioned,
mentioned, this
this terminarit.
as above
Party
Convention
shall altogether
altogether cease
cease
Convention shall
and
terminate.
and terminate.
En
fe de
de lo
respectivos
los respectivos
cual los
lo cual
In testimony
testimony whereof
the rereEn fe
whereof the
In
han firmado
firmado esplenipotenciarios han
spective
plenipotentiaries have plenipotenciarios
spective plempotentiaries
tos articulos
artIculos y
ylos
han sellado
sellado con
los han
signed these
these articles
articles and have tos
signed
sus
thereunder
seals.
sellos.
sus sellos.
their seals.
affixed their
thereunder affixed
Hecho en
en dos
dos ejemplares
ejemplares en
Done in
duplicate, at
at WashHecho
Washin duplicate,
Done
Washington, el
el dia
dla 8
8de Febrero,
Febrero,
ington,
this eighth
eighth day of
of Feb- Washington,
ington, this
novecientos diez y
ynueve.
mil novecientos
ruary,
one thousand
thousand nine hun- mil
ruary, one
dred and
nineteen.
and nineteen..
dred
[SEAL.] FRANK
L.PoLx
POLK
FRANK L.
[sEAL..]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
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FEB.
FEB. 9, 1919.

Duration.
Duration.

I

Signatures.

J
E.LEFOfRE
LEFEVRE
J. .E.

Ratifications ex

changed.
And
Whereas the
the said
Convention has
has been
been duly ratified
ratified on both
both cl
a
g
t
d
i
fi.
cations "'
said Convention
And Whereas
parts, and
the ratifications
of the
the two
governments were
were exchanged
exchanged
two governments
ratifications of
and the
parts,
in
the City
Washington, on
the eighth
eighth day
of December,
December, one
day of
on the
of Washington,
City of
n the
thousand nine
nine hundred
nineteen;
and nineteen;
hundred and
thousand
President Proclamation.
Now
therefore, be
Proc l
amation'
known that I, Woodrow Wilson, President
it known
be it
Now therefore,
of
the
United
States
of
America,
have
caused
the
said
Convention
of the United States of America, have caused the said Convention to
be made
public, to
to the
that the
the same
same and
article and
and
every article
and every
end that
the end
made public,
be
clause
be observed
observed and
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
with good faith by the
may be
thereof may
clause thereof
United
and the
citizens thereof.
thereof.
the citizens
States and
United States
In
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and caused
caused
I have
whereof, I
In testimony
testimony, whereof,
the seal
the United States
States to be affixed.
of the
seal of
the
day of December
Done in
the District
District of
Columbia this
December in
tenth day
this tenth
of Columbia
in the
Done
the year
year of
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
Lord one
our Lord
of our
the
[ssAt,.] nineteen,
and of
Independence of
of the
United States
States
the United
the Independence
of the
nineteen, and
[SEAL.]
of America,
the one
one hundred
forty-fourth.
hundred and forty-fourth.
America, the
of
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
the President:
By the
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.
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December
15, 1919.
DeCemr
June 8, 15,199.
1920.

Parcel post
convention between
United States
States and
and Paraguay.
Paraguay. Signed
Signed
the United
between the
Parcel
post convention
at
15, 1919,
1919, at
at Washington
June 8,
8, 1920;
1920; apapWashington June
at Asuncion
Asuncion December
December 15,
proved
by the
June 12,
12, 1920.
1920.
the President
PresidentJune
proved by

December 15,
December
15, 1919.
99.
June 8,
June
19.
s, 1920.

PARCEL
PARCEL POST CONVENTION
CONVENTION
BETWEEN
BETW
EEN THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA AND
AND
STATES
OF AMERICA
PARAGUAY
PARAGUAY

CONVENT°
ENCOCONVENIO SOBRE ENCOMIENDAS POSTALES
POSTALES ENMIENDAS
TRE LOS ESTADOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE
AMERICA Y
Y EL
EL PARAPARADE AMERICA
GUAY
GUAY

Parcel poet conven-

For the
purpose of
of making
betmaking betthe purpose
For
postal arrangements
arrangements between
ter postal
between
the
States of America
and
America and
the United
United States
Paraguay the
the undersigned,
undersigned, Albert
Albert
Paraguay
Sidney
Sidney Burleson, Postmaster General
United States
States of Amereral of the
the United
Nacimiento, DiJuan B.
B. Nacimiento,
ica and
and Juan
rector General
General of Posts and Telegraphs of Paraguay,
virtue of
of
Paragua
Paraguay by virtue
vested m them, have
authority vested
agreed upon
following articles
the following
upon the
agreed
a Parcel
establishment of a
for the establishment
exchange between
between
Post System
System of
of exchange
countries.
both countries.

el
ampliar el
Con el proposito
prop6sito de ampliar
servicio
postal entre
Estados
servicio postal
entre los Estados
Unidos de America
America y
Paraguay,
y el Paraguay,
los que suscriben, Albert Sidney
Sidney
Burleson, Director General de
Correos de los Estados Unidos
de America
America y
Nacimieny Juan B. Nacimiento, Director
Director General
General de Correos
y
Paraguay, en
en
y Telegrafos
Telegrafos del Paraguay,
autoridad que invirtud de la autoridad
visten, han convenido
convenido en los
siguientes
articulos para estasiguientes articulos
blecer un sistema de canje
canje de
de
encomiendas postales
postales entre
entre ambos
encomiendas
palses.
parses.
Articulo I
I

tionarthl
with Patragay
Paraguay.
tion
Preamble.
Preamble.

Article II
Article

scope oftcventiuo.

Scope of convention.

Articles
.krticles admitted to
to
mails.
the mails.

The provisions of this convenConvenclausulas de este convenio
Las clausulas
aplicables solamente
solamente a
tion relate
relate only
only to
to parcels
parcels of mail son aplicables
a encomiendas postales, que seran
serail
exchanged by the comiendas
matter to be exchanged
system
for, and
and canjeadas
canjeadas por
por el
el sistema
sistema en
en e1
el
herein provided
provided for,
system herein
do
affect the
arrangements establecido,
the arrangements
do not
not affect
establecido, y
y no afectan los
now
existing under
Universal arreglos actualmente
the Universal
now existing
under the
actualmente existentes
Postal
which will
will provenientes
provenientes de la
Uni6n Postal
Postal Convention,
Convention, which
In Union
continue in
in force
quedan en
en
force as
as heretofore;
heretofore; Universal,
continue
Universal, los cuales quedan
and all
all the
hereinafter vigor; y
and
the agreements
agreements hereinafter
y todas sus estipulaciones
estipulaciones
contained apply
apply exclusively
exclusively to
to son aplicables exclusivamente
contained
exclusivamente aa
mails
exchanged under
these Artiunder these
Arti- valijas canjeadas
mails exchanged
canjeadas en virtud de
de
cles.
cles.
estos articulos.
Article II
Article
II

Articulo II
II

1.
shall be
be admitted
1. There
There shall
admitted to
to
the mails
mails exchanged
exchanged under
this
the
under this
Convention, articles
merchanConvention,
articles of
of merchandise
mail matter
letdise and
and mail
matter (except
(except letters.
postcards, and
matwritten matters? postcards,
and written
ter)
of all
all kinds
that are
are admitted
ter) of
kinds that
admitted
under
the regulations
in force
force to
to
under the
regulations in

Serail admitidos en las
alij as
1. Seran
las v
valijas
del
que se canjeen en virtud
virtud del
presente
mercaderias
presents Convenio,
Convenio, mercaderias

Fy piezas
piezas postales
(con excepci6n
excepcion
postales (con

tarjetas postales
postales y
y
de cartas, tarjetas
piezas
piezas escritas
escritas de cualquier
cualquier especie)
admitidas de acuerdo
pecie) adraitidas
acuerdo con
con

POST CONVENTION--PARAGUAY
CONVENTION-PARAGUAY.
PARCEL POST
the
mails of
country
the domestic
domestic mails
of the
the country
of origin, except that no packet
packet
pounds
may exceed twenty-two
twenty-two pounds
(or
kilograms) in
in weight,
(or ten
ten kilograms)
weight, nor
nor
the
greatthe following
following dimensions: greatest length
any direction,
direction, three
est
length in
in any
three
feet six
(or one
hundred
feet
six inches
inches (or
one hundred
and
five centimeters);
centimeters); greatest
greatest
and five
length and
and girth.
girth combined,
combined, six
six
length
feet
eighty
feet (or
(or one
one hundred
hundred and
and eighty
centimeters);
and must
must be
centimeters); and
be so
so
wrapped or
or enclosed
enclosed as
permit
wrapped
as to
to permit
their
easily examtheir contents
contents to
to be
be easily
examined by
postmasters and
customs
ined
by postmasters
and customs
officers, and
and except
except that
folofficers,
that the
the following
articles are
prohibited adlowing articles
are prohibited
admission
mission to
to the
the mails
mails exchanged
exchanged
under
under this
this Convention:
Convention:
Publications which
which violate
the
Publications
violate the
copyright
country of
of
copyright laws of
of the country
destination;
poisons and
destination; poisons
and exploexplosives or
or inflammable
inflammable substances;
sives
substances;
and dead
dead animals,
live and
animals, except
except
dead
insects and
reptiles thordead insects
and reptiles
thoroughly
fruits and
and vegetavegetaoughly dried;
dried; fruits
bles which
easily decompose,
decompose,
bles
which will
will easily
which exhale aa
and substances
substances which
bad odor;
odor; lottery
lottery advertisements
advertisements
bad
or
or circulars;
circulars; all
all obscene
obscene or
or inmoral articles;
articles which
moral
articles; articles
which may
may
destroy
or in
in any
any way
damage the
the
destroy or
way damage
mails,
hanmails, or
or injure the persons
persons handling them.
them.
2. All admissible
2.
admissible articles
articles and
and
merchandise mailed
merchandise
mailed in
in one
one councountry for
for the
the other
other shall
free
try
shall be
be free
from
from any detention or
or inspection
inspection
whatever, except
as is
rewhatever,
except such
such as
is required
collection of
of customs
cuired for
for collection
customs
duties;
forwarded by
by
duties; and
and shall
shall be
be forwarded
means to
their
the most speedy means
to their
destination,
being subject
in their
their
destinatiaon, being
subject in
transmission
transmission to
to the
the laws
laws and
and regregulations of each
each country,
respectulations
country, respectively.
ively.
3. Parcel
Parcel post
:3.
post packages
packages may
may
be closed
closed and
but the
the cusbe
and sealed,
sealed, but
cusofficers are
are authorized
authorized to
to
toms officers
open
(including the
to
open them
them (including
the right
right to
break the
the seals)
order to
to inspect
inspect
break
seals) in
in order
the
In such
such cases,
cases, parparthe contents.
contents. In
cel
that have
have been
opened will
will be
cel that
been opened
be
closed
again with
official seals.
seals.
closed again
with official
Article
III
Article III
1.
communication
1. A
A letter or communication
of
nature of
personal
of the nature
of actual or personal

1701
1701

December
December 15ll919·
15 '1919.
June
June 8,
8, 1920.
1920.

los reglamentos
reglamentos en
en vigencia
para
los
vigencia para
el correo
correo interior
pals de
de
interior del pals
origen, con
la condicion
condici6n de que
origen,
con la
los
pasen de
veintidos
los paquetes
paquetes no
no pasen
de veintidos
libras
(o diez
kilogramos) de
de peso,
peso,
libras (o
diez kifogramos)
ni de las
rki
siguientes dimensiones:
las siguientes
dimensiones:

Requirements.
Requirements.

largo
mayor, en
en cualquier
cualquier direc- Wrapping,
Wrapping, etc.
largo mayor,
pulgadas
ci6n, tres pies con seis
seis pulgadas
(o
ciente cmco
eine() eentimetros);
centimetres); mama(o ciento
yor
. largo
circunferencia comcornyor
largo y7 circunferencia
bmados, se's pies
(o ciento
ciento ochenta
binados,seis
pies(o
ochenta
centimetres);
debiendo ser
ser enencentimetros); debiendo
vueltos
forma
vueltos y
y embalados
embalados en
en forma
tal,
una revisaci6n
revisacion
tal, que
que permitan
permitan una
per los
los
facil de su
su contenido
contenido por
empleados
de correos
correos y
y aduanas,
empleados de
aduanas,
quedando
Is admisi6n
admision
quedando prohibida
prohibida la
de
los sigmentes
sigtnentes articulos
en las
las
de los
articulos en
valijas que
que se
ca.njeen de
de acuerdo
acuerdo
valijas
se canjeen
con
convenio.
con este
este convenio.
Articles prohibited.
Publicaciones
que violen
Publicaciones que
violen las
las Articlesprohibited.
leyes de
la propiedad
propiedad literaria
literaria del
leyes
de la
del
pals de
venenos y
ysustansustanpals
de destino;
destino;venenos
cias explosivas
inflamables; anianicias
explosivas ooinflamables;
mates vivos
vivos o
muertos, con
con exexmales
o muertos,
cepcion de
de insectos
cepci6n
insectos y
y reptiles
reptiles
muertos
discmuertos y
y perfectamente
perfectamente disecados; frutas
frutas y
y vegetales
de facil
Mal
cados;
vegetales .de
descomposici6n y
ysubstancias
descomposici6n
substancias que
que
expidan mal
expidan
mal olor;
olor; billetes
billetes de
de
loteria
sus anuncios
anuncios o
ocirculares;
circulares;
loteria o
o sus
articulos obscenos
articulos
obscenos o
o inmorales;
inmorales;
articulos que
articulos
que puedan
puedan destruir
destruir o
o
perjudicar en alguna
alguna forma
perjudicar
forma las
valijas o
las personas
valijas
o dafiar
dafar aalas
personas que
que
las
an.
las manej
manejan.
2. Los
Los articulos
articulos y
mercaderias Freedom
from in.
2.
y mercaderias
Freedom from
admisibles enviados
correo spction,
spection, etc.
admisibles
enviados por
por correo
etc.
de un
pals al
al otro
otro seran
serfin libres
de
de
un pais
libres dt
toda detencion
detenciOn o
toda
o inspeccion,
inspecci6n, exexceptuandose
pant el
el
ceptuandose In
la necesaria
necesaria para
cobro
los derechos
aduaneros,
cobro de
de los
derechos aduaneros,
y
su destino
por
v scrin
seirn enviados
enviados aasu
destino por
los medios
medios mas
mas rapidos,
quedando
los
rapidos, quedando
sujetos en
su transmisi6n
transmision a
a las
las
sujetos
en su
leyes y
reglamentos de
de cada
cada pais.
pals.
leyes
y reglamentos
3.
3. Las
Las encomiendas
encomiendas postales
postales
pueden
estar cerradas
ylacradas.
lacradas,
pueden estar
cerradas y
pero los
los empleados
empleados aduaneros
aduaneros
pero
tienen
autorizacion para
pars abrirlas
tienen autorizaci6n
abrirlas
(con derecho
romper los
los sellos)
sellos)
(con
derecho de
de romper
pars revisar
revisar su
su contenido.
En
contenido. En
para
tales
casos, las
shiertales casos,
las encomiendas
encomiendas abiertas
volveran a
sellos
tas volveran
a cerrarse
cerrarse con
con sellos
oficiales.
oficiales.
Articulo
III
Articulo III

Customs inspection.
inspection.
Customs

1. No
No pueclen
acompatiar oo otters not to
1.
pueden acompaffar
star mclosa-s
o escritas
escritas en
en lasomny
las company parcels.
estar
inclusas o
r
Letters

not

to

ac
ac-.

Deeemb8
e,
r1
15, 1
.
919.
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correspondence must
must not
not accomaccomcorrespondence
pany, be
be written
written on,
on, or
enclosed
or enclosed
pany,
with any
any parcel.
parcel.
with

be found,
2. If any be
2.
found, the
the letter
letter
will
placed in
in the
the mails,
if
mails, if
will be
be placed
separable,
the communicacommunicaif the
and if
separable, and
tion
be inseparably
attached, the
the
inseparably attached,
tion be
whole package
package will
be rejected.
rejected.
will be
whole
If,
any such
or
letter or
such letter
If, however,
however, any
communication
should inadverinadvercommunication should
tently be
forwarded, the
the country
country
be forwarded,
tently
of destination
destination may
collect on
the
on the
may collect
of
letter double
of _postage
postage
rates of
double rates
letter
according
to the
Postal
the Universal
Universal Postal
according to
Convention.
Convention.
for
may
3 No parcel
packfor
3.
may contain packr
ages intended
intended for
delivery at
at an
an
for delivery
ages
adress other
other than
than the
one borne
borne
the one
adress
such
If such
by
the parcel
parcel itself.
itself. If
by the
enclosed packages
packages be
detected,
be detected,
enclosed
they
be sent
singly,
forward singly,
sent forward
they must
mustbe
charged
with new
and distinct
distinct
new and
charged with
parcel
post rates
on each
each of
of them.
them.
rates on
parcel post

Rejection if found.
found.
Rejectionif

No
enclosure
enclosure
No
other address.
address.
other

Article
Article IV
IV
Rates
postage.
ates of
of postage.

1.1. The following rates of postrequired
age
shall in
in all
all cases
cases be required
age shall
to
be Fully
Prepaid with
postage
with postage
to be
Fully Prepaid
stamps
the country
country of
origin
of origin
stamps of
of the
affixed to
to the
the parcel,
parcel, viz:
viz:
affixed

in United States.

2. In the
the United States,
States, for
for aa
parcel not
not exceeding
exceeding one
pound
one pound
parcel
grams
hundred andsixty
or
or four
four hundred
and sixty grams
in weight,
weight, twelve
twelve (12)
(12) cents.,
in
cents., and
and
for each
each additional one
one pound
pound or
or
four
and sixty
grams,
four hundred
hundred and
sixty grams,
or fraction
fraction thereof,
twelve (12)
or
thereof, twelve
(12)
cents.; and in Paraguay
Paraguay 40 cents.
cents.
gold per
per kilogram
kilogram or
or fraction
fraction
thereof.
thereof.
3.
3. The parcelsshall
parcels shall be promptly
promptly
delivered
addressees at
at the
the
delivered to
to addressees
post offices
offices of
post
adress in
in the
of adress
the councountry of
destination, free
of charge
try
of destination,
free of
charge
for postage;
for
postage; but
of
but the
the country
country of
destination may,
at its
its option,
destination
may, at
option,
levy and collect
collect from the addressee
service and
and
dressee for interior
interior service
delivery
the amount
delivery a
a charge,
charge, the
amount of
of
which is
is to be fixed according
which
according to
to
its
owii regulations,
but which
its own
regulations, but
which
shall in
no case
ease exceed
exceed five
five cents
shall
in no
cents
in the
in
the United
United States,
States, and
and 55cents
cents
gold
Paraguay, for
each parcel
parcel
gold in
in Paraguay,
for each
weight.
whatever its weight.

n united States.

inn Paraguay.
I'araguay.

T
Delivery.
Delivery
.

encomiendas
postales cartas
cartas o
o
encomiendas postales
comunicaciones
de caracter
caracter de
de
comunicaciones de
correspondencia
peractual oo percorrespondencia actual
sonal.
sonal.
2. En
caso de
hallarse cartas
cartas
de hallarse
En caso
2.
ellas seran
serail entregadas
entregadas al
correo,
al correo,
ellas
siempre que
que sean
separables. Si
Si
sean separables.
siempre
la correspondencia
correspondencia estuviera
estuviera adadla
herida
inseparablemente, Is.
enla enherida inseparablemente,
comienda
entera sera
sera rechazada.
rechazada.
comienda entera
Sin embargo,
embargo, por
por una
una carta
carta oo
Sin
comunicacion remitida
remitida inadverinadvercomunicaci6n
tidamente, el
de destino
destino
pais de
el pals
tidamente,
podra cobrar
franqueo, de
de
doble franqueo,
cobrar doble
podra
acuerdo con
con las
estipulaciones de
de
las estipulaciones
acuerdo
la Union
Universal.
,
Postal Universal.
la
Union Postal
3. Las
encomiendas no podran
podran
Las encomiendas
3.
contener
para ser
ser entreentrepaquetes para
contener paquetes
gados
otra direccion
distinta
direcci6n distinta
a otra
gados a
de
is encomienda
encomienda misma.
misma.
de la
e is.
la de
En
de encontrarse
encontrarse paquetes
paquetes
caso de
En caso
en estas
estas condiciones
condiciones seran
serán expeexpeen
didos por
por separado,
cobrandose
separado, cobrandose
didos
derechos de
por cada
cads. uno
uno los
los derechos
de
por
correspondientes.
encomienda
encomienda correspondientes.
Articulo IV
IV
Articulo

sigui1. Queda
Queda establecida
establecida la
la sigui1.
ente tarifa
tarifa de
de franqueo,
franqueo, en
todos
en todos
ente
los casos
debe ser
ser pagada
pagada intemtecasos debe
los
esgramente por
anticipado en
en espor anticipado
gramente
tampillas
de correo
del pais
pals de
de
correo del
tampillas de
origen, que
que se
se adheriran
adheriran a
la
a la
origen,
encomienda, a
saber:
a saber:
encomienda,
2.
En los
los Estados
Estados Unidos,
por
Unidos, por
2. En
una encomienda
encomienda que
que no
no pase
pase del
del
una
peso de
de una
una libra
cuatrocientos
libra oocuatrocientos
peso
sesenta gramos
gramos oo fraccion,
(12)
fracci6n, (12)
sesenta
adidoce
centavos, y
y por
por cada
cada adidoce centavos,
cional
de una
una libra
libra o
ocuatrocientos
cuatrocientos
cional de
sesenta gramos
(12)
gramos oo fraccion
fracci6n (12)
sesenta
doce centavos;
centavos; y
y en
en el
el Paraguay
Paraguay
doce
(40), cuarenta
centavos oro
por
oro por
cuarenta centavos
(40),
kilogramo
fraccion.
kilogramo oofracci6n.
3. Las
encomiendas seran
serail en3.
Las encomiendas
tregadas con
con prontitud
prontitud a
los
tregadas
a los
destinatarios
destina.tarios del
del pais
pals de
de destino
destino
en las
las oficinas
oficinas de
de correo,
correo, libres
libres
en
de franqueo,
franqueo, pero
pero el
el pals
de
de
pais de
de exigir
exigir
destino tiene el derecho
derecho de
del.destinatario,
destinatario, por
servicio inindel
por servicio
terior
entrega, una
una tasa
tasa cuyo
cuyo
terior y
v entrega,
monto
monto se
se fijara
fijara de
acuerdo con
con
de acuerdo
sus
pero que
sus propios
propios reglamentos,
reglamentos, pero
que
en ningim
caso excedera
excedera de
de cinco
cinco
en
ningun caso
centavos en
en los
los Estados
centavos
Estados Unidos
Unidos
y cinco
centavos oro
en el
el ParaParay
cinco centavos
oro en
guay, por cada
cada encomienda.
encomienda. sea
sea
guay,
cuai
fuere su
peso.
cual fuere
su peso.
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Article V
Article
V

1. The sender
1.
sender will, at the time
of mailing
mailing the
parcel, receive
the parcel,
receive
from the post office
where the
office where
the
parcel is
is mailed,
mailed, a
a "certificate
"certificate of
of
mailing" on
like Form
mailing"
on a
a form
form like
Form II
annexed hereto,
for use
annexed
hereto, for
use in
in the
the
United
States service.
service.
United States
2. Each
Each parcel shall
2.
shall bear
bear aa
serial number.
serial
number.
3. The addressee
addressee of
of aa parcel
parcel
the arrival
arrival of
of
shall be advised of
of the
the
notice from
the
the parcel
parcel by
by a
a notice
from the
post office
post
office of
of destination,
destination, in
in
places where
where there
there is
is no
places
no house
house
delivery.
delivery.

1703

December 15, 1919.
De8mbe
5,191g.
June 8,
1920.
June
8, 1BW0.

Articulo
V
Articulo V
Receipt.
1.
El remitente,
reraitente, al
al entregar
entregar la
la Receipt.
1. El
encomienda, recibira
encomienda,
de la
la oficina
oficina
recibira de
de correos
de
correos respectiva,
respectiva, un boleto
de
un formulario
formulario
de encomienda
encomienda en
en un
Post, p.1708.
p. 1708.
similar al
No. 1
1anexo
al presente,
presente, Pot,
similar
al N°.
anexo al
en uso
uso en
de los
los EstaEstaen
en el
el servicio
servicio de
dos Unidos.
Unidos.
dos
number.
Serial number.
2. Cada
Cada encomienda
encomienda llevara
un
llevar&un
ndmero
de orden.
orden.
ndmero de
arrival.
Notice of arrival.
3. El
destinatario de
de una
en3.
El destinatario
una encomienda
aviso de
de la
la
comienda recibirk
recibiri aviso
llegada de la
por una
unit
llegada
la misma
misma por
notificaciein de
de la
Is oficina
oficina de
notificaci6n
de desdestino,
donde no
no .
tino, en
en las
las localidades
localidades donde
exista entrega
entrega a
doraicilio.
exista
a domicilio.

Article VI
VI
Article

Articulo VI
Articulo
VI

• 1.
1. The
The sender
sender of
of each
each parcel
parcel
shall make
Customs Declarashall
make a
a Customs
Declaration, attached
attached to
upon
tion,
to the
the parcel,
parcel, upon
provided for
the
aa special
special Form
Form provided
for the
purpose (See
(See Form
annexed
purpose
Form 22 annexed
hereto),
general descripdescripereto), giving
giving aageneral
tion
the parcel,
its adress,
adress, an
tion of
of the
parcel, its
an
accurate statement
accurate
statement of the
the contents
and value,
of maling
maling,
tents and
value, date
date of
and
the sender's
signature and
and the
sender's signature
and
place of
of residence.
residence.
place
2. The parcels
parcels in question
question shall
of desbe subject
subject in
in the
the country
country of
destination to
to all
all customs
customs duties
duties and
and
tination
all
regulations in
force in
in
all customs
customs regulations
in force
that
protection
that country
country for
for the
the protection
of its Customs
Revenues; and the
Customs Revenues;
the
customs
chargecustoms duties
duties properly
properly chargeable
thereon shall
shall be
collected on
on
able thereon
be collected
delivery,
with the
delivery, in accordance
accordance with
the
customs
regulations of
the councouncustoms regulations
of the
try
try of destination.

1.
El remitente
cads
1. El
remitente hark,
hara por
por cada
encomienda una
unit declaraci6n
declaracion aduaaduaencomienda
nera,
que sera
sera, adherida
la mismisnera, que
adherida aala
ma, en un
un formulario
formulario especial
especial
establecido
al efecto
(vease forforestablecido al
efecto (v6ase
mulario n°
no 22 anexo
anexo al
al presente)
presente)
describiendo en
genedescribiendo
en terminos
terminos generoles la encomienda,
encomienda, su
su direccion,
rales
direcci6n,
contenido y
y valor
exactos, y
y la
contenido
valor exactos,
la
&mark,
anotando su
domicilio.
firmara, anotando
su domicilio.

Customs declaation.
decimation.
Customs

Post, p. 1709.
1709.
Port,

duties.
encomiendas en
cue,stidn Collection of duties.
2. Las encomiendas
en cuesti6n
quedaran
pals de
de
quedaran sujetas en el pais
todos los
los derechos
derechos y
y
destino a
a todos
disposiciones aduaneras
aduaneras en
en vigendisposiciones
vigencia en
en el
pars protecci6n
proteccion
cia
el mismo
mismo para
aduaneros; y
los
de sus
sus ingresos
ingresos aduaneros;
y los
impuestos
aduaneros corresponcorresponimpuestos aduaneros
serail cobrados
cobrados a
a la
endientes seran
la entrega, de
acuerdo con
con las
las leyes
leyes
trega,
de acuerdo
aduaneras del
destino.
aduaneras
del pals de
de destino.

Article
Article VII
VII

Articulo
VII
Articulo VII

Each
to
Each country
country shall retain to
its
the whole
of the
the
its own use the
whole of
postages
delivery fees
fees it
postages and
and delivery
it
collects on
parcels; conseconsecollects
on said
said parcels;
quently, this
will give
give
quently,
this Convention
Convention will
rise to
to no
rise
no separate
separate accounts
accounts
between
the two
two countries.
countries.
between the
However,
each of
the contractHowever, each
of the
contracting
administrations shall
ing administrations
shall reserve
reserve
the right
right to
into agreements
the
to enter
enter into
agreements
with
the Argentine
Argentine Republic
Republic for
for
with the
the service
transit by
by land.
the
service of
of transit
land.

Cads pals
su uso
uso
Cada
pais retendra
retendra pars
para su
propio el
el importe
total del
franpropio
importe total
del franqueo
entrega que
aue
queo y
y derechos
derechos de
de entrega
cobrare
por encomiendas.
For
cobrare por
encomiendas.
Por
lotanto,
este convenio
no dara
dark
lo
tanto, este
convenio no
origen
cuentas separadas
origen a
a cuentas
separadas entre
entre
ambos
paises.
ambos paises.

Sin
embargo, cads
de los
los
Sin embargo,
cada uno
uno de
paises
se reserva
el
paises contratantes
contratantes se
reserva el
derecho
de entrar
entrar en
con
derecho de
en arreglos
arreglos con
Republica Argentina,
Argentina, por
por el
el
la Repfblica
transito terrestre.
terrestre.
servicio de
de transito

Retention of fees.

Retention of fees

Tfansit
through Arkr,
Transit through
gen ma.
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December 15, 1919.

June 15,919.
Dcember
June 8, 1t20.
1920.

Article
Article TM
VI

Articulo VIII
Articulo
VIII

Method
transporthod of transportation.

1. The parcels
shall be considconsid1„
parcel
s shall
ered
part of
of the
the
a component
component part
ered as
as a
mails exchanged
exchanged direct
between
mails
direct between
the
America
the United
Jnited States
States of America
despatched
Paraguay, to he
be ,despatehed
and Paraguay,
destination by the country of
of
to destination
origin at its cost and by such
means as
it provides; but must
must
means
as it
be forwarded,
forwarded, at the option of
the despatching
despatching office, either in
containers prepared
prepared expressly for
containers
ordinary mail
the service,
service, or in ordinary
sacks marked "Parcel
"Parcel Post'
Post" and
othersecurely sealed with wax or otherwise as may be mutually
mutually provided
provided
regulations hereunder.
hereunder.
by regulations

Retun of
Of empty
entfiti

2. Each country
country shall
:shall return
return
empty to the despatching
office
despatching ofice
by next
next mail, all such
such boxes,
or
boxesor
sacks
sacks
3. Although articles admitted
under this Convention
Convention will he
be
transmitted as aforesaid between
between
the exchange
exchange offices,
offices they shall
shall
be carefully packed
packed in order to
to
protect their contents
against the
protect
contents against
risk of loss, damage,
damage, or rifling in
the course of transportationeither
transportationeither
to the exchange office in the country of origin or to the office of
address in the country
country of destination.
4. Each despatch
a parcel
despatch of a
parcel
post mail must be accompanied
accompanied
by a
a descriptive
descriptive list in duplicate,
duplicate,
of all the packages sent,
showing
sent, showing
distinctly the list number of each
each
parcel,
sender,
parcel, the name
name of the sender,
the name of the addressee
addressee with
address of destination,
destination, and the
declared contents
contents and value; and
and
enclosed in one of the
must be enclosed
the
despatch
boxes or sacks of such despatch
(See
Form 3,
annexed hereto).
(See Form
3, annexed
hereto).

1.
Las encomiendas
encomiendas serail
1. Las
seran consideradas como
como parte
integrante
parte integrante
sideradas
diyalija,s que
canjeen dique se
se canjeen
de las yalijas
rectamente entre los Estados
Estados
rectamente
UnidOs
de America
America y
y el
el Paraguay
Unidos de
pars, ser
ser despachadas
su destino
destino
para
despachadas aasu
pals de origen
origen por su
cuenta
por el pais
su cuenta
y por
esteque este estalos medios
medios que
por los
y
erpriadas a
blezca, pero deben
deben ser enviadas
a
°peke de la oficina,
remitente en
en
oficina remitente
opci6n
receptaculos
receptaculos preparados
preparados expresaexpresamente pars
servicio, ooen los
para este servicio,
sacos de correo ordinarios,
ordinarios, marcapalabra "Encomien"Encomiendos con Is
la palabra
das" y
ybien cerrados
ceiTados con sellos de
das"
lacre o
o en otra forma como se convenga mutuamente
acuerdos
mutuamente en acuerdos
especiales.
especiales.
2. Cada
Cads pals devolvere,
2.
devolvera estos
receptaeulos o
o sacos vacios aa la
is
receptsculos
oficina
remitente, por el primer
primer
oficina remitente,
correo siguiente.
3. Ademas de ser enviados
enviados enoficinas de
Is
tre las
las oficinas
de canje en la
expresada, los ,articulos
forma expresada
articulos admitidos por este convenio, deben
embalados con cuidado
pars
ser embalados
cuidado para
proteger su contenido contra
contra el
el
proteger
perdida, deterioro oorobo
robo
riesgo de perdida,
en el cm-so
curso del tramporte,
transporte, tanto
en is
origen como en la
Is
la oficina de origen
destino.
de destino.

o

Return
sacks.

sackempty

Paking.

Descriptive list.

Descriptivelist.

Pos,
Post, p.
p. 1710.
mo.

Exchange office
offices.
Exchange

4. Cads
4.
Cada envio
envio de valijas
valijas con
encomiendas debe ser acompaencomiendas
Bad°
lists descriptiva
descriptive por
iado de una lista
por
duplicado
encomienduplicado de todas las encomiendas remitidas,
remitidas, indicando
indicando clarais numerasi6n
numera,sion de cada
mente la
cada una,
una
los nombres del remitente
remitente yy del
destinatario, con direccien
destinatario,
direcci6n de destino ee indicaci6n
indicaciOn del destino y
y
lists que debe
debe
valor declared°,
declarado, lista
colocarse dentro
dentro de uno de los
cajones
cajones oosacos de tai
envio (vease
tal envio
formulario 33anexo al presente).

Article IX

Articulo IX
IX

Exchanges
mails, under this
Exchanges of mails,
Convention shall, unless otherConvention
wise mutually agreed upon, be
effected through the Exchange
Exchange
Post Office at New York, on the
the
part of
of the
the United
United States and
and the
the
T x
art of
office of Asuncion
Asunci6n on the
the
part
ations
Paraguay, under
under such
such r
regulations
relative to the details of
o the exchange, as may be mutually
change,
mutually dedo-

estableciLos canjes de yeti,*
valijas estableciconvemo se efectuaefectuados por este convemo
salvo acuerdo en contrario,
contrario,
ran, salvo
por la
is oficina de correos
correos de canje
canje
de Nueva
Nueva York por parte de los
oficina de
Estados Unidos, yypor is
la oficina
is Asuncion
parte del Parala
Asunci6n por parte
Paraycon observancia
observancia del
del reglaguay, y
mento de
do detalles
detalles del canje que de
acuerdo se establezca
establezca pars
mutuo acuerdo
para
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PARCEL
termined
essential
be essential
to be
termined to
security and
expedition
and expedition
security
mails and
and the
the protection
protection
mails
Customs
Revenues.
Customs Revenues.

to
to
of
of
of
of

the
the
the
the
the
the

Article
X
Article X
1. As
As soon
soon as the mail shall
shall
1.
have
reached the
the exchange
office
exchange office
have reached
of
that office
office shall
shall
destination, that
of destination,
check
contents of
mail.
of the mail.
the contents
check the
2. In
In case
Parcel Bill of the
case the
the Parcel
parcels sent
in the
the mail
is not
mail is
sent in
parcels
at
received,
substitute shall at
received, aa substitute
once be
be prepared.
prepared.
once
3. Any
be
may be
which may
errors which
3.
Any errors
discovered
the entries
entries on
the
on the
in the
discovered in
Parcel Bill
Bill of
of the
the parcels
sent in
parcels sent
Parcel
the mail
shall, after
verification
after verification
mail shall,
the
by a
a second
second officer,
corrected
be corrected
officer, be
by
desand noted
noted for
for report
the desreport to the
and
patching office
on a
a "Verification
"Verification
office on
patching
Certificate ",
", which
sent
be sent
shall be
which shall
Certificate
in
special envelope.
envelope.
in aaspecial
4. If
If a
parcel advised
on the
advised on
a parcel
4.
bill be not received, after the nonreceipt has
has been
verified by
by aa
been verified
receipt
second officer
officer the
respective entry
the respective
second
canceled, and
on
on the bill shall be canceled,
once.
the
fact likewise
at once.
reported at
likewise reported
the fact
5.
observed to be
be observed
a parcel
parcel be
If a
5. If
it must not
insufficiently prepaid,
prepaid, it
insufficiently
be
with deficient
deficient postage,
taxed with
be taxed
must be rebut
the circumstance
circumstance must
but the
ported on
the "Verification
Cer"Verification Ceron the
ported
Form.
tificate" Form.
tificate"
6. Should
received
be received
parcel be
Should aa parcel
6.
imperfect condiin a
a damaged
damaged or imperfect
in
tion,
full particulars
particulars shall
be reshall be
tion, full
ported
same manner.
the same
in the
ported in
7.
Certifi"Verification Certifino "Verification
If no
7. If
cate"
or note
note of
of error
received,
be received,
error be
cate" or
a
parcel mail
considered
be considered
shall be
mail shall
a parcel
as
duly delivered, having been
as duly
found on examination
examination correct in
found
all
respects.
all respects.

December 15,1919.
Dember1l,919.
June
8,1920.
June 8,
1920.

la
transporte de las
y el
el transporte
la seguridad
seguridad y
vahjas y
is proteccion
de los
los
protecci6n de
y la
valijas
derechos aduaneros.
adua.neros.
derechos
Articulo
Articulo X
Receipt of mail.
ofmail.
las Receipt
Ueguen las
1.
Tan pronto
pronto como
come lleguen
1. Tan
valijas
canje de
desde desde canje
a la
la oficina
oficina de
valijas a
tino, se
se constatara
su contenido.
contenido.
constatara su
tino,
2.
no recibirse
recibirse is
bitubstitute
parcel
parcel
la biS"te
de no
caso de
2. En
En caso
lists de
las encomiendas
encomiendas contenicontenilista
de las
das
en is
valija, se
sin
se formulara
formulara sin
la valija,
das en
demora
un duplicado.
duplicado.
demora un
errors.
o errors.
3.
errores hallados
hallados en
en las
correction of
las Correction
Los errores
3. Los
anotaciones
de la
las ende las
la lists
lista de
anotaciones de
comiendas
recibidas por
valija,
por valija,
comiendas recibidas
Berlin despues
por
verificados por
de verificados
despues de
seran
un
empleado, corregidos
corregidos
segundo empleado,
un segundo
y
oficina remiremia Is
la oficina
y comunicados
comunicados a
tente en
un "certificado
"certificado de
de veriverien un
tente
ficaci6n"
que sera
sera enviado
enviado bajo
bajo
ficaci6n" que
sobre
especial.
sobre especial.
4. Si
Si no
una encocelfonrecelpt
par.
Pt of Par
enco- cUl.
recibiere una
no se
se recibiere
4.
mienda
en la
is lista,
lista, desdesanotada en
mienda anotada
pues de
haber sido comprobada
comprobada la
is.
de haber
pues
falta
per un
se
empleado, se
un segundo
segundo empleado,
falta por
tachara la
is anotacion
corresponanotaci6n correspontachara
diente en
Is lista,
lists, comunicandose
comunicindose
en la
diente
el hecho
hecho en
en seguid
a-en igual
forma.
igual forma.
seguida-en
el
Insufficient postage.
postage.
una enco5. Si
Si se
se notare
quo una
enco- Insumicent
notare que
5.
mienda lleva franqueo
franqueo insufimienda
por
ciente, no
sec tasada
tasada per
debe ser
no debe
ciente,
franqueo deficiente,
deficiente, comunicancomunicanfranqueo
dose
hecho en el
solamente el hecho
dose solamente
certificado de verificaci6n.
verificaciOn.
certificado
Damaged parcels.
6.
una encomienda
encomienda llega
llega en
en Damaged parcls.
Si una
6. Si
estado
defectuoso
o
de
deterioro,
de
deterioro,
o
estado defectuoso
se
comimicaran en igual forma
se comunicaran
todos
los detalles.n
detalles.
todos los
o
i
'resumpti on of delioery.
7.
"certificado livery.
recibiendose "certificado
No recibiendose
7. No
de
verificaciOn"
o nota de errores,
"o
de verificaci6n
se
is valija
como envalija como
considerara la
se considerara
tregada en
en buena
buena forma y
y contregada
forme.
forme.

XI
Article XI
Article

Articulo XI
XI
Articulo

1. When
When a
a parcel
parcel cannot
cannot be
1.
delivered
is rereor is
as addressed
addressed or
delivered as
fused
the addressee,
addressee, the
sender
the sender
by the
fused by
shall
be consulted
consulted (through
(through the
shall be
Administration of
of the
the country
of
country of
Administration
origin)
as to
If
its disposal. If
to its
origin) as
within
dispatch
the dispatch
of the
months of
six months
within six
non-delivery the
of
notice of non-delivery
of the notice
office
not
destination shall not
of destination
office of

pueda ser
direccion
a su direcci6n
entregada a
ser entregada
pueda
destmatario se negare
negare aa
oo el
el destinatario
recibirla,
remiconsultara al remise consultara
recibirla, se
tente (por
intermedio de la admiadmi(por intermedio
tente
nistraciOn
del pals
de origen)
pais de
nistracl6n del
cuanto a
asu
disposiciOn. Si
los
Si a
a los
su disposici6n.
cuanto
seis meses
nieses del
del aviso de
envio del
del envio
seis
is
no entrega,
Is oficina de desdesentrega, la
la no

2-18
4422°--VOL 41--r
442822—voL
41—pr 2-18
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1. Cuando
una encomienda
no et.a
etcn.iability
deliver,
to deler,
encomienda no
Cuando una
1.
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jun
me
l7 1
15,

11.)19.

Deee
De"ember15,919.
June 8,1920.

have received instructions
instructions from
from
the sender, the parcel shall be
treated as abandoned.
abandoned.
return
return
2. Requests
re
Requests from
from the
the sender
sender
for the return to origin shall be
accompanied
accompanied by the amount
amount
necessary
necessary to furnish return postpostage at the rate originally
originally charged.
charged.

fino no recibiere
Lino
recibiere instrucciones
instrucciones del
del
remitente, la encomienda
se conencomienda se
considerara como
sideraro,
como abandonada.
abandonada.
Prepaid
qaid
2. El pedido
pedido del
remitente de
de
del remitente
queets.
devoluci6n aa origen debera
devolucien
debera venir
venir
acompanado deT
acompatiado
del importe
importe necesario para
sari°
para cubrir
cubrir el franqueo
is.
franqueo de
de la
devoluci6n, segfn
devolucien,
seeiñ la
is. tasa
cobrada
tasa cobrada
por el
envfo.
el envio.
Perishable
articles.
Perishablearticles.
3. When
of aa
3.
When the contents of
3. Si el contenido
con.tenido de
de una
una
parcel which cannot be
delivered encomienda
be delivered
encomienda que
quo no pueda ser
ser
are liable to deterioration,
they entregada fuese
deterioration, they
fuese de facil
facil detemay be destroyed
destroyed at once, if rioro, puede
puede ser destruido
destruido en
en sesenecessary,
necessary, or sold for
benefit guida, si es necesario, oo vendido
for the
the benefit
of the rght
right person, without pre- por cuenta
cuenta del interesado
interesado sin
vious notice or judicial
judicial formality,
formality, aviso
aviso previo o
o formalidad
formalidad judijudithe particulars of each sale being
being cial, debiendo
debiendo comunicarse
comunicarse los
los
communicated to
communicated
Office detalles de cada venta
to the Post
Post Office
yenta al correo
correo
of origin.
de origen.
re.

Nnresonsibili
ty
N.nres
si
t 3'

air lass, etr
.

Article XII
Article
XII

Articulo
Artfculo XII
XII

The Post
Post Office Department
The
Departinent of
either of the contracting
contracting countries
countries
will not be responsible
responsible for the loss
loss
or damage of any parcel. Consequently, no indemnity can
be
can be
claimed
by the sender or adélauned
•
dressee in either country.

Los departamentos
departamentos de correos
de los paises
pekes contratantes
contratantes no
no
seran responsables
responsables por la
is. perdida
seran
p6rdida
o
de las
las encomiendas.
encomiendas. Por
o &Li°
dafo de
Por
lo tanto, los remitentes
remitentes o
o destidestinatarios
natarios no podrin
reclamar ininpodran reclamar
demnizaci6n en sus respectivos
demnizacien
respectivos
pafses.
parses.
Artfculo XIII
XIII
Articulo

Article XIII
Further regulation,
Further
regulations,
ate.

Aide,
1701.
Ante, p. l1.

Efoet.
Effect.

The Postmaster General
General of the

United States of America,
America, and
the Director General of Posts and
Telegraphs of Paraguay
Paraguay shall
have authority
authority to jointly
jomtly make
such further regulations
regulations of order
order
and detail, as may be found
found
necessary
necessary to carry out the present
present
Convention from time to time;
agreement prescribe
and may by agreement
conditions for the admission
admission to
to
the mails
mails of any of the articles
prohibited
prohibited by Article
Article II of this
Convention.

El Director General
General de
Correos
de Correos
de los Estados
Estados Unidos de
de America
America
y
yel Director
Director General
General de
de Correos
Correos yy
Telegrafos
Telegrafos del Paraguay
quedan
Paraguay quedan
autorizados para establecer
autorizados
establecer de
de
comdn acuerdo
acuerdo los demas
comun
denies reglareglamentos de orden y
detail° que
quo
y de
de detalle
juzguen
juzguen convenientes
convenientes para
pars. llevar
Bever
a eabo
cabo este convenio;
a
y tambien
tambien
convenio; y
de mdtuo
mfttuo acuerdo podran
podrin establecer condiciones
blecer
condiciones park
is. admiadmiparala
si6n en las valijas
sien
valijas de los articulos
artIculos
prohibidos
prohibidos por
II de
por el ArtIculo
Articulo II
de
e,ste convenio.
convenio.
este

Article XIV

Articulo XIV
Articulo
XIV

This Convention
Convention shall take
thereunder
effect and operations
operations thereunder
shall begin on the first
first day
day of
of
May, 1919, and shall continue
continue in
force until terminated
terminated by mutual
mutual
agreement; but may be annulled
agreement;
annulled
at the desire of either
either Department upon six months' previous
previous
notice given to the other.

Este convenio
convenio entrara
entrara en
en vigor
vigor
y las operaciones
y
operaciones previstas por el
el
mismo empezaran
empezaran el dia
di& 1° de
de
mayo de 1919 y
continuaran en
mayo
y continuaran
en
vigencia
vigencia hasta que
quo se
declare su
su
se declare
terminaci6n -por maim
terrainacien
acuerdo,
mfituo acuerdo,
peropuede
pero
puede ser anulado a
a pedido
pedido
de cualquiera de
de las
las partes
partes con
con
decualquiera
aviso previo
previo de seis meses.
meses.
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December
15,1919.
15,1919.
Dember
June
1920.
June 8,
8, 1920.

ado
yfirmado
Hecho
duplicado yfulnado
Hecho por duplicado
Done in
in duplicate
duplicate and
signed
and signed
Done
Washington el dia 88 de Junio
en Washington
at
Washington on the 8th day of en
at Washington
Asunci6n el dia
en la Asuncion
(Ha
de 1920, y en
June,
on de
Asunci6n on
at Asuncion
and at
1920, and
June, 1920,
15 de
1919.
de Diciembre
Diciembre de 1919.
15
December, 1919.
of December,
day of
the 15 day
J.
NAcnnENTo,
B. NACIMIENTO,
J. B.
ALBERT
SUDNEY BURLESON,
BURLESON,
ALBERT SIDNEY
Director
General of Posts and
Director General
[SEAL.]
General of
of
Postmaster General
[SEAL.] Postmaster
Telegraphs of
of PaTaguay.
Paraguay.
Telegraphs
States of America.
United States
the United

Signatures.

ApprovaL
The foregoing
Parcel Post
Post Convention
Convention between
States ApprovaL
United States
the United
between the
foregoing Parcel
The
of America
America and
and Paraguay
Paraguay has
has been
concluded with
negotiated and concluded
been negotiated
of
ratified.
my advice
advice and
and consent
consent and
hereby approved
approved and ratified.
and is hereby
my
In testimony
testimony whereof
whereof I
have caused
caused the
the United
United States
States
of the
seal of
the seal
I have
In
to be
be hereunto
affixed.
hereunto affixed.
to
[sEAL.]
WOODROW WnLsoN
W ILSON
WOODROW
[SEAL.]
By
President:
By the President:
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE
BAINBREDGE COLBY

Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

WASHINGTON,
1920.
12, 1920.
June 12,
WASHINGTON, June

1,708
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December 15, 1919.
DJunebe8199
June 8, 1920.

FORM N°.
1
NO. 1
FORM

No.'1.
L
Form No.

Parcel
post
Parcel post
A parcel
parcel addressed
as under
here this day
posted here
been posted
has been
under has
addressed as
A

------------------------------------------------------^
Office
Office
Offic
Stamp
Stamp

_

_______------------------_---------------

---------------------- ---------------------------------.

This
certificate is
is given
given to
to inform
inform the
parcel, and does
does
posting of aa parcel,
of the
the posting
the sender
sender of
This certificate
not indicate
indicate that
that any
any liability
in respect
of such
parcel attaches
the Postmaster
Postmaster
attaches to the
such parcel
respect of
liability in
not
General.

FORM17LARIO NO.
N°. 11
FORMmULRIO
Encomiendas postales
pastales
Encomiendas
En
fecha se
se ha
recibido una
una encomienda
signe:
rotulada como signe:
encomienda rotulada
ha recibido
esta fecha
En esta

--------------------------------------------------------

-I

Bello
Sello de
la
°Beim
Oficina

.-----------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------------

implique
Se expide
este recibo
para el remitente
encomienda, sin
sin que esto implique
de una encomienda,
remitente de
recibo para
expide este
Se
General de Correos.
responsabilidad alguna
el Director
Director General
encomienda para el
por la encomienda
alguna por
responsabilidad
I

PARCEL
PARCEL POST CONVENTION-PARAGUAY.
CONVENTION-PARAGUAY.

December 15, 1919.
June 8, 1920.

cembe ,199.

FORM
N °. 2
FORM N°.
2

Form No. 2.
2.

Parcel
post between the United
United States
Paraguay.
States and Paraguay.
Parcel post

Data
Date
Stamp

Place to which
Place
the parcel is
addressed

FORM OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS DECLARATION
FORM
DECLAATION

Description of
Description
parcel: (State
whether box,
bag, basket,
etc.)

Value
Valne

Contents

Per cent

Total
Total
Customs
Customs
Charges
Charges

a

Total
Total..

Date
posting
Date of
o posting:

...........

,19..;
19.; signature
address of
sender/
of sender{:::::.
signature and address

..

..................

.----

-------

--

only, and to be filled up at the office
office of exchange.
exchange.
office only
For use of post office
Parcel bill No...........;
N.
•N..
;
; Entry
Entry N.
N...........
. of rates prepaid .........
Parcel
FORMULARIO
FORMULARIO No.
N°. 22
Sem
lei° de
Estados Unidos y
g El Paraguay.
Paraguay.
postales entre Los Estados
Servicio
de encomiendas
encomiendas postales

Bello
Sello
fechador
fechador

Lugar de
destine
la
destino de Is
encomienda
encomienda

ADUANEA&
DECLLRACION ADUANER
DECLARACION

IDescnpcion
de i
Descnpcidn de
Is
encomienda: ;
la encomienda:
(indicar si es
as 1
(indicar
eajon, bolsa,
caj6n,
canasta, etc.)
etc.)

Valor

Contenido
Contenido

Total.. ....................
Total.

Fecha
de remi6n..........,
renakdon
Fechade

,19..;
19..; firma y
remitente/
:
domicilio del remitente{:y donsicillo

-

Para use
1
aOflcina
0ricina de
de correo,
eorreo, y
pars Ilevarse
en is
°Drina de
canje.
la oficina
de canje.
y para
llevarse en
uo exclusive
exclusivo de
de la
Para

Lista
encomienda N.
N ...........
Lists de encomienda

;;Isht.
N°. de Entrada..........
Entrada

1709
1709

Por a
Pot
cit
ciento
ciento

Importe
Importe
total de
total
derechos
derechos
aduaneros
neros

1710
1710

PARCEL
POST CONVENTION-PARAGUAY.
CONVENTION-PARAGUAY.
PARCEL POST

December 15,1919,
15,1919.
December
June
8, 1920.
Jue 8,

FORM
3.
F
ORM 3.

Farm No.
No. 3.
3.
Frm

Parcels from
States for
Paraguay
for Paraguay
United States
the United
from the
Parcels

I

Date stamp of
the Paraguay
Post Office

Date stamp
stamp of
of the
the
Date
United States
Post Office
Office
Parcel Bill
No. .......
Bill No.
Parcel

dated .......
dated

per
S. "...........
per S. S."

,1.....;
19....;

"

*
No
* Sheet No.....
-

Entry No.
No.
Entry

Origin
Origin of
Parcel
Parcel

Name of
Sender

Declared
Declared
Value
Value

Declared
Declared
Contents

Address of
Parcel
Parcel

Number
of
Number of
rates prepaid
paid

Remarks
Remarks

...........

Totals. ............
Totals..
I- - -- -

.

.

-

-

*When
than one
one sheet
sheet is
is required
required for
for the
mail it
it will be
of the parcels sent by the mail,
entry of
the entry
more than
* When more
sufficient if
the undermentioned
undermentioned particulars
are entered on the last sheet of the Parcel Bill.
particulars are
if the
sufficient
Lbs.
mail..........................
Total
number of parcels
sent by the
mail ........
Total weight
weight of mail.
themail
parcelssentby
Totalnumberof
of
Number
of
boxes
receptacles
forming
Deduct
weight
receptaforming
receptacles
or
other
Number of boxes
................................
es
the
cies
..........
mail
the mail
Net weight of parcels
United States
Signature of dispatching officer at United
Post Office:
Office:
Post

......

.............

Paraguay Post
Signature of receiving officer
officer at Paraguay
Post
Office:
..............................................I_.

.......----------*-------------__

F
ORMULARIO N
°. 3.
N°.
FORMTLARIO

Paraguay.
al Paraguay.
Unidos al
Estados Unidos
de los Estados
Encomiendas
enviadas de
postales enriadas
Encomiendas postales
fechador de 1Ina
Sello fechador
Selo
Oficina de Correos d(
del
l'araguay
Paraguay

Is
fechador de la
Sello fechador
0
ficina de
Correos do
do
de Correos
Oficina
los Estados
Unidos
Estados Unidos
los

1

Encomiendas Postales No.
No.........;
Lista de Encomiendas
Forbade .........
......
19..;
Fechada
I'or vapor
vapor"" ............
IPor

*
Foja No.
*Foja

......

N..
No. de
Entrada
Entrada

Origen de la Nombre del
encomienda reroitente

Direceion
de is
encomienda

Contenido
declared°

I

Valor
declared°

Importe de
dereehos
pagado por
antieipedo

Observeclones

Total.'

correo, baste
basta
enviadas por eorreo,
encomiendas enviadas
anotacidn de las encomiendas
para la anotacion
mAs de una
ima hoja pare
**Si se emplea ms
anotar los detalles en la illtima
is lista de Enromiendas.
Encomiendas.
fltima hoja de la
Libras
Libras
........................
vaijas..
la
enviadas por is
Cantidad total de Encomiendas
Encomiendas enviadas
Peso total de valijas
vija
......-.
vahja
A deducir
dedueir peso de receptirecent&
u otros receptaculos
que
cus
...............................
Cantidad de eajones
cajones u
recepticulos
cubs
componen
valija ............
la valija
componen Is
Firma del empleado
encargado de la Oficina de
Firma
empleado encargado
nidos:
Correos de los Estados Unidos:

Lis encomiendas....................
enemniendas
Peso neto de las
Firma
Firma del empleado
empleado recibidor
reeibidor de la Oficina
Oficina de
Correos del Paraguay:
Paraguay:
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JUNE 27,
27, 1914.
JUNE
1914.

Treaty of
commerce between
between the
the United
the Ethiopian
Ethiopian EmEmof commerce
United States
States and
and the
Treaty
pire. Signed
Signed at
June 27,
27, 1914;
1914; ratification
ratification advised
advised
pire.
at Addis-Ababa,
Addis-Ababa, June
by
the Senate,
Senate, September
ratified by
the President,
by the
September 15,
15, 1914;
1914; ratified
by the
President,SeptemSeptember
19, 1914;
Prince Lidj
Lidj Yassou
Yassou notified
notified of
of ratification,
ratification, December
ber 19,
1914; Prince
December
20,
August 9,
9, 1920.
20, 1914;
1914; proclaimed,
proclaimed, August
1920.

June
27, 1914.
Jue 27,
1914.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
BY THE
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
Whereas, a
Treaty between
between the
and the
the
Whereas
a Treaty
the United
United States
States of
of America
America and
Ethiopian Empire,
regulate and
the commercial
relations
Ethiopian
Empire, to
to regulate
and develop
develop the
commercial relations
between the
the two
two countries,
countries, was
was concluded
concluded by
by their
respective plenibetween
their respective
plenipotentiaries
the twenty-seventh
day of
of June,
June,
potentiaries at
at Addis-Ababa,
Addis-Ababa, on
on the
twenty-seventh day
one
nine hundred
original of
of which
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, the
the original
which
Treaty,
follows:
Treaty, being in English
English and
and Amharic,
Amharic, is word
word for
for word as follows:

withmejo
e
i
trelations

Commercialrelations
with Ethiopia.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Treaty
of Commerce.
Commerce.
Treaty of
Contracting
Contracting Powers.

His
Royal Highness,
Highness, Prince
Prince Lidj
Lidj Yassou,
Yassou ' successor
His Royal
successor of
of Menelik
Menelik II,
II,
Sing
of Sings
Ethiopia and
and the
the United
United States
of America,
having
King of
Kings of
of Ethiopia
States of
America, having
agreed
agreed to
to regulate
regulate the
the commercial
commercial relations
between the
relations between
the two countries
countries
and develop
develop them, and render
advantageous to
render them more
more and
and more
more advantageous
the
contracting Powers:
the two
two contracting
Powers:
Prince Lidj Yassou in the name of the Empire
His Royal Highness, Prince
and
Q. Wood,
name of the
America,
the United
United States of America,
and John
John Q.
Wood, in
in the
the name
have agreed
agreed and
and stipulated that which
have
which follows:
follows:

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

Article I.
The
citizens of
of the
like the
citizens of
of other
countries, Freedom
Freedom of
of travel
travel
Powers, like
the citizens
other countries,
The citizens
the two
two Powers,
shall
business throughout
throughout the
the and
and bmina".
.si
shall be able
able freely to travel
travel and to
to transact
transact business
extent of
contracting Powers.
two contracting
extent
of the
the territories
territories of
of the
the two
Article II.
Article
II.
eri'"o
nSecprrlt
two Governments
relations, the
the two
commercial relations,
to facilitate
facilitate commercial
In order
order to
Governments and
Securit
In
propert of veNom
shall
territories, the
extent of their respective
respective territories,
shall assure, throughout the extent
security of
business therein,
therein, and
their property.
and of
of their
those engaged
engaged in
in business
security
of those
•

Article III.
Article
III.
The
two contracting
Governments shall
advanMge,.
340,-A f ored nation
grant to
to all
all adadntage.°
shall reciprocally
reciprocally grant
contracting Governments
The two
citizens of
the United
United States
of America
and to
of
to the
the citizens
citizens of
of the
States of
America and
citizens
Ethiopia, all
all the
the advantages
advantages which
most
shall accord to the most
which they
they shall
Ethiopia,
favored Power
rower in
customs duties, imposts and jurisdiction.
in respect to customs
favored

Article
Article IV.
Throughout the
of the
the Ethiopian
Ethiopian Empire,
citizens of
of the
Throughout
the extent
extent of
Empire, the
the citizens
the
United
shall have
have the
use of
of the
the telegraphs,
telegraphs, posts
posts
the use
of America
America shall
States of
United States
and all
others means
of transportation
transperrtation upon
same terms
terms as
the
as the
upon the
the same
means of
and
all others
citizens of
of Ethiopia
Ethiopia or
the most
most favored
favored foreign Power.
Power.
of the
or of
citizens

t

Ree
, iprocal
Rteciprral

t ran_ portanon,
ortiont.

use
use
etc.

of

of
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JUNE

Article V.
Diplomatic
Diplomatic
sentatives.
sentatives.

reprerepreo

In
perpetuate and
strengthen the
which
relations which
friendly relations
the friendly
and strengthen
to perpetuate
order to
In order
exist
between Ethiopia
Ethiopia and
United States
America, the two
of America,
States of
the United
and the
exist between
Governments agree
agree to
representatives acceptreciprocally, representatives
receive reciprocally,
to receive
Governments
appointed
able to
to the
the two
two Governments;
Governments; Diplomatic
representatives appointed
Diplomatic representatives
able
to
by
either
Government
who
are
not
acceptable
to
the
Government
to
Government
the
to
acceptable
not
are
who
Government
by either
be replaced.
which they
they are
shall be
accredited shall
are accredited
which
Article VI.
VI.
Article

Duration.
Duration.

years after
This treaty
treaty shall
period of
four years
of four
a period
for a
force for
in force
continue in
shall continue
This
States.
the
date of
of its
its ratification
ratification by
by the
Government of
the United
United States.
of the
the Government
the date
expiration
the
If
neither
of
the
contracting
parties,
one
year
before
the
expiration
before
year
one
parties,
contracting
If neither of the
of that
notifies officially
its determination
to terminate
terminate the
determination to
officially its
period, notifies
that period,
of
of ten years;
treaty,
it
shall
remain
in
force
for
a
further
period
of
years;
period
further
a
for
force
treaty, it shall remain in
and
on thereafter
thereafter unless
notice is
is given
officially by one of the
given officially
unless notice
so on
and so
contracting
year before
expiration of said period,
the expiration
before the
one year
Powers, one
contracting Powers,
of
its intention
intention to
said treaty.
treaty.
terminate said
to terminate
of its
Article VII.
VII.
Article

Ratification.
Ratification

Signatures.
Signatues.

Notification of
of rati.
ratiNotfIatio
fication.
Ric

Proclamation.
c

The
present treaty
effect if
if ratified
ratified by the Government
Government
take effect
shall take
treaty shall
The present
of
and if
shall be
His
to His
notified to
be notified
ratification shall
this ratification
if this
States, and
United States,
the United
of the
II, King
Royal Highness
successor of Menelik
Menelik II,
Yassou, successor
Lidj Yassou,
Prince Lidj
Highness Prince
Royal
of Kings
Kings of
within the
the period of six months.
Ethiopia within
of Ethiopia
of
His Royal
Lidj Yassou
Yassou in
in the
the name
name of his EmPrince Lidj
Highness Prince
Royal Highness
His
powers, in the name
pire;
and John
in virtue
his full
full powers,
of his
virtue of
Wood in
Q. Wood
John Q.
pire; and
of
United States
States of
of America,
have signed the present
present treaty,
America, have
the United
of the
and in identical terms.
written
in double
double text,
Amharic and
English and
and English
text, Amharic
written in
Done
seventh day
of June,
June, one thouday of
twenty seventh
this twenty
Addis-Abeba, this
at Addis-Abeba,
Done at
our
year
the
sand
nine
hundred
and
fourteen,
in
of
Lord.
in
fourteen,
and
hundred
nine
sand
J
OHN Q.
Q. W
OOD
WOOD
JOHN
[Seal
Prince Lidj
Yassou]
Lidj Yassou]
of Prince
[Seal of
printed.]
[Amharic
text
not
not
[Amharic text

whereas, by Article VII of the said Treaty it is provided
And whereas,
provided that
Government
the
said
Treaty
shall
take
effect
if
ratified
by
the
the
Government
of
by
ratified
if
effect
the said Treaty shall take
notified to His
be notified
the
and if
this ratification
shall be
ratification shall
if this
States. and
United States.
the United
Royal
Highness, Prince
Menelik II,
II, King
successor of Menelik
Yassou, successor
Lidj Yassou,
Prince Lidj
Royal Highness,
of
Kings of
months;
of six months;
period of
the period
within the
Ethiopia, within
of Ethiopia,
of Kings
And whereas
the said
was duly
by the
Government
the Government
ratified by
duly ratified
Treaty was
said Treaty
whereas the
And
of the
United States,
said ratification
was notified
notified to His
ratification was
the said
and the
States, and
the United
of
Royal
Highness Prince
Prince Lidj
Yassou on
20, 1914:
1914:
December 20,
on December
Lidj Yassou
Royal Highness
President of
Now,
therefore, be
be it
I, Woodrow
Wilson, President
Woodrow Wilson,
that I,
known that
it known
Now, therefore,
America, have caused the said Treaty to be made
the
States of
of America,
United States
the United
thereof
and every article
public, to
to the
the end
same and
article and clause thereof
the same
that the
end that
public,
fulfilled by the United States and the citizens
may be
be observed
observed and
and fulfilled
may
thereof.
thereof.
my hand and caused the
set my
In
whereof, I
hereunto set
have hereunto
I have
testimony whereof,
In testimony
affixed.
be
to
States
seal
of
the
United
States
United
the
of
seal
ninth day of August in the
this ninth
Done
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, this
Done in
hundred and twenty,
year
of our
Lord one
nine hundred
thousand nine
one thousand
our Lord
year of
[SEAL.] and
and of
the Independence
America
Independence of the United States of America
of the
[S.AT.]
forty-fifth.
the one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-fifth.
the
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
the President:
President:
By the
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE
OLBY
BATNBIIDGE C
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
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Parcel Post
Convention between
United States
States and
Colony of
the Colony
and the
the United
between the
Post Convention
Parcel
Fiji. Signed
Signed at
at Suva
Suva June
Washington August 2,,
at Washington
1920, at
10, 1920,
June 10,
Fiji.
1920.
1920;
approved by
PresidentSeptember 1, 1920.
by the
the President
1920; approved

rune
June 10, 1920.
August 21,
21, lO.
1920.

PARCELS-POST
CONVENTION BE1WhEN
THE UNITED
BETWEEN TIlE
PARCELS-POST CONVENTION
STATES
COLONY OF FIJI.
THE COLONY
AND THE
AMERICA AND
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
nvj
otieh
tiarlw
For the
the purpose
making better
postal arrangements
arrangements between
'between ti:n
aZielt. ealvenbetter postal
of making
purpose of
For
reobk.
the
of America
the Colony
of Fiji,
the undersigned,
'amble •
undersigned, Pre
Fiji, the
Colony of
and the
America and
States of
United States
the United
Albert S.
General of the United States of
Postmaster General
Burleson, Postmaster
S. Burleson
Albert
America,
and Douglas
Roy Stewart,
Stewart, Acting
Acting Colonial Secretary of
Douglas Roy
America, and
Fiji,
by virtue
them have agreed upon the
in them,
vested in
of authority
authority vested
virtue of
Fiji, by
following
articles for
for the
the establishment
Parcels-Post system of
a Parcels-Post
establishment of a:
following articles
exchanges between
between the
the United
United States
and the Colony
Colony of Fiji:
States and
exchanges

.ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.

of mail
parcels of
to parcels
The provisions
this Convention
relate only
only to
mail
Convention relate
of this
provisions of
The
matter to
by the system herein provided for, and do
exchanged by
be exchanged
to be
matter
Universal Postal
under the Universal
not affect
affect the
existing under
now existing
arrangements now
the arrangements
not
Union
Convention, which
will continue
heretofore; and all the
as heretofore;
continue as
which will
Union Convention,
agreements hereinafter
contained apply exclusively to mails exhereinafter contained
agreements
changed under
under these
these articles.
articles.
changed

Scope
conventions
ol conventioni
Scope of

c

ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE
Articles admitted to,

th rmails.
1. There
shall be
to the
mails exchanged
exchanged under
under this Con- thm
tigg
cles
.
the mails
admitted to
be admitted
1.
There shall
vention,
merchandise and
matter—except letters,
mail matter-except
and mail
of merchandise
articles of
vention, articles
postcards,
written matter—of
matter-of all kinds, that are admitted under
and written
postcards, and
any conditions
to the
mails of
of the
country of
of origin,
except Itequinments.
origin, except
ILauinr.
the country
the domestic
domestic mails
any
conditions to
that no
eleven pounds
(or five kilograms) in
pounds (or
exceed eleven
may exceed
packet may
no packet
that
direcweight, nor
nor the
the following
dimensions: Greatest length in any direcfollowing dimensions:
weight,
tion,
three feet
six inches;
inches; greatest
combined, six
and girth combined,
length and
greatest length
feet six
tion, three
feet; and
and must
be so
as to
to permit
their contents to
permit their
enclosed as
or enclosed
wrapped or
so wrapped
must be
feet;
be easily
easily examined
examined by
except
and customs officers; and except
postmasters and
by postmasters
be
that
are prohibited
prohibited admission
admission
articles are
following articles
the following
that the
following that
the following
that the

admitted to,

to
the mails
exchanged under
under this
Publications which
probite
which Artles
Convention: Publications
this Convention:
mails exchanged
to the
violate
the copyright
laws of
of the
the country
country of
destination; poisons,
poisons, Articles prohibited,
of destination;
copyright laws
violate the
and
substances; fatty substances, liquids
inflammable substances;
explosives or inflammable
and explosives
and those
easily liquefy,
liquefy, confections
confections and pastes; live or dead
which easily
those which
and
animals, except
except dead
dead insects
when thoroughly dried;
and reptiles when
insects and
animals,
which
fruits
and vegetables
vegetables which easily decompose, and substances
substances which
fruits and
exhale
tickets, lottery
advertisements, or lottery
lottery advertisements,
lottery tickets,
odor; lottery
bad odor;
exhale aabad
circulars;
or immoral
immoral articles;
articles; articles which may in any
obscene or
all obscene
circulars; all
way
or injure
the persons
persons handling
injure the
mails or
the mails
destroy the
or destroy
damage or
way damage
them.
them.
fm
tc.irwn
2.
All admissible
admissible articles
articles of
FrA
e
o
d
if,Tic.
bk.
one country sp'ectiore
in one
mailed in
merchandise mailed
of merchandise
2. All
for the
other, or
received in
one country
from the other, shall be
country from
in one
or received
the other,
for
free from
from any
detention or
or inspection
inspection whatever,
as is
such as
except such
whatever, except
any detention
free
required
for collection
collection of
customs duties,
shall be
be forwarded
by
forwarded by
and shall
duties, and
of customs
required for
the
most speedy
speedy means
means to
their destination,
destination, being
subject in their
being subject
to their
the most
transmission to
each country
country respecof each
regulations of
and regulations
laws and
the laws
to the
transmission
tively.
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ARTICLE III.
III.
ARTICLE
Letters not accomLetters
acl
-

panyLet
pany parcels.
pt

Rejection if
foiand.
Rejection
iffond.

No

No nclosre for

inclosure for
other address.
address.

other

June 10, 1920.

Jug ust0920.

August 21, 1920.

21,

1. A
A letter
letter or
of the
of personal
personal corre1.
or communication
communication of
the nature
nature of
correspondence must
spondence
must not
not accompany,
accompany, be
be written
on, or
or enclosed
written on,
enclosed with
with
any
any parcel.
parcel.
2.
If such
placed in
the mails
2. If
such be
be found,
found, the
the letter will be
be placed
in the
mails if
if sepaseparable, and
communication be
be inseparably
inseparably attached,
the whole
whole
rable,
and if
if the
the communication
attached, the
package will
will be
any such
should inadvertently
inadvertently
be rejected.
rejected. If,
If, however,
however, any
such should
be forwarded,
forwarded, the
the country
of destination
will collect
rates of
of
country of
destination will
collect double
double rates
postage
to the
the Universal
Postal Union
Convention.
postage according
according to
Universal Postal
Union Convention.
3. No
contain packages
packages intended
delivery at
3.
No parcel
parcel may
may contain
intended for
for delivery
at an
an
address other
other than
address
parcel itself.
itself. If
H such
such enclosed
enclosed
than that
that borne
borne by
by the
the parcel
packages
packages be detected,
detected, they
they must
must be
sent forward
forward singly,
be sent
singly, charged
charged
with new
new and
distinct Parcel-Post
with
and distinct
Parcel-Post rates.
rates.
ARTICLE
IV
ARTICLE IV

Rates of postage.
Rates
United States.
In United

Fiji.
In FijL

Delivery.
Delivery.

1. The
The following
following rates
1.
rates of
of postage
postage shall
all cases
be required
required to
shall in
in all
cases be
to
be fully prepaid with postage stamps
stamps of
of the
of origin,
origin, viz:
the country
country of
viz:
2. In
In the United States,
States, for
for a
aparcel
parcel not
exceeding one
pound in
not exceeding
one pound
in
weight twelve cents; and
additional pound,
pound, or
fraction of
of aa
and for
for each
each additional
or fraction
pound, twelve
pound,
twelve cents.
cents.
of Fiji,
Fiji, for
3. In
In the Colony of
parcel not
for a
a parcel
not exceeding
exceeding one
one pound
pound in
in
weight, sixpence;
sixpence; and
and for
for each
additional pound
fraction of
of aa
each additional
pound or
or fraction
pound,
pound, sixpence.
sixpence.
4. The
The parcels
4.
parcels shall
delivered to
addressees at
at the
the
shall be
be promptly
promptly delivered
to addressees
postoffices
toostoffices of address
address in
in the
the country
free of
of charge
country of
of destination
destination free
charge
for postage; but
but the
the country
country of
of destination
at its
its option,
levy
destination may,
may, at
option, levy
collect from the
and collect
addressee for
for interior
service and
and delivery
the addressee
interior service
delivery aa
charge the amount of
of which
which is
be fixed
fixed according
to its
reguis to
to be
according to
its own
own reguin no case
case exceed
lations, but which
which shall in
exceed five
five cents
21 pence)
cents (or
(or 2½
pence)
for each
each parcel,
for
its weight.
parcel, whatever
whatever its
weight.
ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.

Customs declarationdeclaration.

Post, p. 1717.

Fareels subject
subject to
Parcels
customs duties,
duties, etc.
etc.--

1. The sender of each parcel shall make
make aa customs
declaration,
customs declaration,
pasted upon or attached to the
the package,
package, upon
upon aa special
special form
form proprovided for the purpose
1 annexed
purpose (see Form 1
annexed hereto)
hereto) giving
giving a
a general
general
description
description of the parcel, an accurate
accurate statement
of its
and
statement of
its contents
contents and
value, date of mailing,
and the
the sender's
mailing, and
sender's signature
place of
resisignature and
and place
of residence, and
dence,
and place
place of
of address.
address.
2.
be subject
subject in
2. The parcels
parcels in question
question shall be
in the
the country
country of
desof destination to all customs duties and all customs regulations
regulations in
in force
in
force in
that country for the protection of its customs revenues;
revenues; and
and the
the
customs duties properly
shall be
customs
properly chargeable
chargeable thereon
thereon shall
on
be collected
collected on
delivery, in accordance
regulations of
accordance with the customs regulations
country
of the
the country
of destination;
destination; but neither sender nor
nor addressee
shall be
subject subaddressee shall
be subject
subject to the payment
or penalties
payment of any charge for fines or
penalties on
on account
account of
of
failure to comply with any customs
customs regulation.
regulation.
ARTICLE VI.
VI.

Retention of fees.
fees.

t on
a Method
e d
tation.

a
of transpor-

Each country
shall retain to its own use the whole of the Dostages
nostages
Each
country shall
and delivery
delivery fees it
it collects
consequently this
and
collects on said parcels; consequently
this ConConvention will give rise to no separate
separate accounts
the two
accounts between
between the
two
countries.
countries.
ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE
VII.
1. The parcels shall be considered as a
a component
component part
1.
of the
part of
the mails
mails
exchanged
exchanged direct
direct between the United
United States and
and the
the Colony
Colony of
of Fiji
Fiji
to
to destination
destination by the country of origin at its
to be
be despatched
despatched to
its cost
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and
by such
means as
it provides;
but must be forwarded,
forwarded, at the
provides; but
as it
such means
and by
option
despatching office,
either in boxes prepared
prepared expressly
office, either
the despatching
of the
option of
"Parcels-Post,"
for the
ordinary mail
mail sacks,
marked "Parcels-Post,"
sacks, marked
or in
in ordinary
purpose or
the purpose
for
and securely
securely sealed
wax or
may be mutually proor otherwise,
otherwise, as may
with wax
sealed with
and
vided
hereunder.
regulations hereunder.
by regulations
vided by
of empty
,sat
2.
Unless otherwise
otherwise mutually
mutually agreed
agreed upon,
upon each
ae
lf'
s
t
." of empty
each country shall s
2. Unless
all
promptly
return
empty
to
the
despatching
office
next
mail,
next
by
office
promptly return empty to the despatching
such
boxes.
and boxes.
bags and
such bags
Packing.
3. Although
Although articles
under this
Convention will be trans- Packing.
this Convention
admitted under
articles admitted
3.
mitted as
aforesaid between
between the
exchange offices,
offices, they should be so
the exchange
as aforesaid
mitted
carefully packed
safely transmitted
transmitted in the open mails of
be safely
to be
as to
packed as
carefully
either country,
both in
in going
going to
to the
exchange office
office in
in the
the country of
the exchange
country, both
either
origin and
and to
the office
of address
address in
in the
the country of destination.
office of
to the
origin
Descriptive list.
4. Each
of a
Parcels-Post mail
accompanied by aa Desrptive ist.
be accompanied
must be
mail must
a Parcels-Post
despatch of
Each despatch
4.
disdescriptive list,
list, in
duplicate, of
of all
all the
the parcels sent, showing
in duplicate,
descriptive
tinctly
list number
of each
parcel, the name of the sender, the
each parcel,
number of
the list
tinctly the
name
of the
the addressee
address of
of destination,
declared
and the declared
destination, and
with address
addressee with
name of
contents
and value;
and must
must be
enclosed in
of the
the boxes
boxes or
or Post, p.. 1718.
in one
one of
be enclosed
value; and
contents and
.
P
sacks sacks
annexed hereto).
hereto).
Form 22 annexed
(see Form
despatch (see
such despatch
of such
sacks of
sacks
ARTICLE VIII.
VIII.
ARTICLE

place in
any place
Exchanges
of mails
mails under
from any
in either
either
Convention from
this Convention
under this
Exchanges of
country
to any
any place
shall be
effected through the postbe effected
other shall
the other
in the
place in
country to
exchange post-offices,
offices
countries alreadydesignated as
post-offices,
as exchange
already designated
both countries
of both
offices of
or through
such others
be hereafter
such
agreed upon; under such
hereafter agreed
may be
as may
others as
through such
or
as may be mutually
regulations relative
relative to
of the
exchange as
the exchange
details of
the details
to the
regulations
determined
to be
be essential
essential to
expedition of the mails
security and expedition
the security
to the
determined to
and
the protection
of the
the customs
customs revenues.
revenues.
protection of
and the

Exchange offices.
fl c

Ezhange o

es

ARTICLE
IX.
ARTICLE IX.
of mail.
Receipt of

1.
soon as
have reached
reached the office of destination
shall have
mail shall
the mail
as the
As soon
1. As
that
shall check
ubstitute parcel
mail.
of the
the mail.
the contents
contents of
check the
office shall
that office
Substitute
parcel
bill.
2. In
In the
event of
the parcel
parcel bill
bill not
not having been received, aasub- bill.
of the
the event
2.
stitute should
should be
be at
once prepared.
Correction of errors.
errors.
prepared.
at once
stitute
3. Any
Any, errors
in the
entries on
on the
the parcel
parcel bill which may be disthe entries
errors in
3.
covered
should, after
by a
second officer, be corrected
corrected and
a second
verification by
after verification
covered should,
noted
to the
the despatching
"Verification Cera form "Verification
on a
office on
despatching office
report to
for report
noted for
l
Nnrpto
tificate", which
which should
should be
be sent
sent in
in aaspecial
envelope.
special envelope.
tificate",
Nonreceipt of parcel.
4.
If a
parcel advised
on the
be not
received, after the non- Nnrelp
not received,
bill be
the bill
advised on
a parcel
4. If
a second officer,
receipt has
has been
verified by a
officer, the entry on the bill
been verified
receipt
payInsufficiet
Insufficient
should
cancelled and
and the
fact reported
reported at
once.
at once.
the fact
be cancelled
should be
Paynaent.
it must met.
5.
parcel be
be observed
to be
insufficiently prepaid, it
be insufficiently
observed to
a parcel
If a
5. If
not be
with deficient
postage, but
but the
circumstance must be
be
the circumstance
deficient postage,
taxed with
be taxed
not
reported
the verification
Damaged parls
form.
certificate form.
on the
verification certificate
reported on
Damaged
parcels.
condition,
6. Should
Should a
parcel be
in a
imperfect condition,
or imperfect
damaged or
a damaged
received in
be received
a parcel
6.
of dede.
Presumption of
full
should be
be reported
same form.
form.
on the
the same
reported on
Presumption
particulars should
full particulars
livery.
7. If
no verification
certificate or
or note
note of error be received,
received, a
alivery.
verification certificate
If no
7.
having been found
parcel mail
mail shall
delivered, having
duly delivered,
as duly
considered as
be considered
shall be
parcel
on examination
correct in
all respects.
respects.
in all
examination correct
on
ARTICLE X.
X.
ARTICLE
Inability to deliver,

.
1. If
cannot be
be delivered
delivered as
as addressed,
refused, it
ejii
it etc.
if refused,
or if
addressed, or
parcel cannot
a parcel
If a
1.
despatching office
must
without charge
office
to the despatching
directly to
charge directly
returned without
be returned
must be
of
at the
the expiration
its receipt at the
from its
days from
thirty days
of thirty
expiration of
exchange, at
of exchange,
office
destination; and
the country
of origin
collect from the
may collect
origin may
country of
and the
of destination;
office of
sender for
for the
of the
sum equal
the postage
when
postage when
to the
equal to
a sum
parcel a
the parcel
return of
the return
sender
mailed.
first mailed.

m bility to deliver,
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2. When
contents of
parcel which
which cannot
cannot be
be delivered
are
2.
When the
the contents
of a
a parcel
delivered are

liable to
deterioration or
or corruption,
destroyed at
at once
once
may be
be destroyed
they may
corruption, they
liable
to deterioration
if necessary,
or, if
without previous
previous notice
judinotice or
or judisold, without
if expedient,
expedient, sold,
if
necessary, or,
cial
the benefit
benefit of
of the
the right
right person,
person, the
the particulars
particulars
for the
cial formality,
formality, for

of
post-office to
the other.
other.
to the
by one
one post-office
sale being
being noticed
noticed by
of each
each sale
3.
order for
or reforwarding
must be
be accompanied
accompanied
reforwarding must
for redirection
redirection or
3. An
An order
by
postage necessary
necessary for
for the
the return
of the
the article
article
return of
due for
for postage
amount due
by the
the amount
to the
origin, at
at the
the ordinary
ordinary parcel
rates.
parcel rates.
office of
of origin,
to
the office

ARTICLE XI.
Nonresponsibi lit y
Nonresponsibilty
for on, etc.

rloss,

etc.

The Post Office
Department of
of either
either of
of the
the contracting
contracting countries
The
Office Department
countries
will
not be
be responsible
for the
loss or
damage of
of any
any parcel,
parcel, and
and
the loss
or damage
will not
responsible for
consequently no
no indemnity
can be
be claimed
by the
the sender
sender or
addressee
or addressee
claimed by
indemnity can
consequently
in
either country.
country.
in either
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XII.

regulati IDS,
Further regulations,
etc.

etc.

Ante,
An,Tp. 1713.
3.

p.

The Postmaster
Postmaster General
United States
States of
and the
The
General of
of the
the United
of America
America and
the

Acting Colonial Secretary
Secretary of Fiji shall have authority to jointly make
make
such further
further regulations
regulations of order and
necesdetail as may be found necesand detail
such
sary to
to carry
out the
the present
present Convention
time; and
and may,
may,
to time;
from time
time to
Convention from
sary
carry out
by agreement,
agreement, prescribe
prescribe conditions
the admission
to the
mails
admission to
the mails
conditions for
for the
by
of
any of
of the
the articles
articles prohibited
prohibited by
by Article
II of
of this
this Convention.
Convention.
Article II
of any
ARTICLE XIII.
ARTICLE

Effect
duration.
Effect and duration.

Signatures.
Signatures.

thereunder shall
This Convention
Convention shall take effect, arid
and operations thereunder
October, 1920.,
force
1920; and shall continue in force
begin, on the first day of October,
terminated by mutual
mutual agreement, but may be annulled at the
until terminated
given
months' previous notice given
desire of either Department,
Department, upon six months'
to the other.
Done in duplicate, and signed at Washington, the twenty-first
twenty-first day
thousand nine hundred and twenty,
twenty-,and at Suva the
of August, one thousand
tenth day of June, one thousand nine hundred and twenty.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

ALBERT
S.BUBLESON
BURLESON
ALBERT S.

Postmaster General
General of
the United
States of
of America.
Postmaster
of the
United States
America.

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

D. R.
STEWART
D.
R. STEWABT
Acting Colonial
Acting
of the
of Fiji.
Colonial Secretary
Secretary of
the Colony
Colony of
Fiji.

Witness to
the signature
of the
the said
Witness
to the
signature of
said Douglas
Stewart, Acting
Douglas Roy
Roy Stewart,
Acting
Colonial Secretary
the Colony
Colony of Fiji.
Secretary of the
E.L.
L.SAKE
SAKE
E.
Acting
Asst. Colonial
Colonial Secretary
Secretary
Acting Asst.

Approval.
Approval

The foregoing
foregoing Parcel
Parcel Post
between the
United States
States
Post Convention
Convention between
the United
of America
America and
of Fiji,
at Suva
Suva on
the tenth
tenth day
day
and the
the Colony
Colony of
Fiji, signed
signed at
on the
of June, one thousand
and twenty,
twenty, and at
Washington
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
at Washington
on the twenty-first
twenty-first day of
of August
August one
one thousand
nine hundred
thousand nine
hundred and
and
twenty, has been negotiated
and
negotiated and concluded with my advice
advice and
consent, and
and is
is hereby
consent,
hereby approved
approved and
and ratified.
ratified.
In
testimony whereof
whereof I
caused the
of the
the United
United States
States
In testimony
I have
have caused
the seal
seal of
to
affixed.
to be
be hereunto
hereunto affixed.
[SEAL]
[SEAT I

By the President:
President:
BAINBBIDGE C
COLBY,
BAINBRIDGE
OLBY,
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
W ASHINGTON, September
September 1,
1, 1920.
WASHNGTON,
1920.

W
OODROW WILSON.
W ILSON.
WOODROW
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Convention
Venezuela facilitating
the
facilitating the
and Venezuela
United States
States and
between the
the United
Convention between
work of
traveling salesmen.
salesmen. Signed
at Caracas,
Caracas, July
July 3,
rati3, 1919;
1919; ratiSigned at
of traveling
work
fication
the Senate,
January 21,
21, 1920;
1920; ratified
by the
the
ratified by
Senate, January
by the
advised by
fication advised
President,
January 29,
29, 1920;
by Venezuela,
Venezuela, July
3, 1920;
1920;
July 8,
ratified by
1920; ratified
President, January
ratifications exchanged
exchanged at
August 18,
proclaimed,
18, 1920;
1920; proclaimed,
Caracas, August
at Caracas,
ratifications
October 15,
15, 1920.
1920.
October

1719
1719

July
3, 1919.
1919.
uly 3,

OF AMEBICA.
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA.
STATES
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Traveling salesmen,
Whereas a
aConvention
Convention between
between the
America and vZrae
States of America
the United States
Whereas
Venezuela. salesmen,
Preamble.
the Republic
of Venezuela
Venezuela to
development of commerce
commerce Pramble.
foster the development
to foster
Republic of
the
commodities by
between them
increase the
of commodities
exchange of
the exchange
to increase
and to
them and
between
facilitating the
work of
of traveling
was concluded
and
concluded and
salesmen, was
traveling salesmen,
the work
facilitating
signed at
at Caracas,
Caracas on
third day
day of July, one thousand nine
on the
the third
signed
hundred and
of which
Convention ' being
in
being in
which Convention,
original of
the original
and nineteen,
nineteen, the
hundred
the
word for
for word
as follows:
word as
is word
languages, is
Spanish languages,
and Spanish
English and
the English

Treaty between
between the
the United
United States
States of America
America and the United
Treaty
Travelers 1919.
States
regarding Commercial Travelers
Venezuela regarding
States of Venezuela
The United
of America
America
States of
United States
The
and
the United
States of VeneUnited States
and the
zuela being
desirous to
to foster
foster
being desirous
zuela
the development
development of
commerce
of comnierce
the
between them
them and to increase
between
the exchange
commodities by
of commodities
exchange of
the
facilitating
the work
traveling
of traveling
work of
facilitating the
salesmen
have agreed to conclude
conclude
salesmen have
a
convention for
for that purpose
a convention
and
to that
that end
appointed
end appointed
have to
and have
as
their plenipotentiaries:
plenipotentiaries:
as their
The
President of the United
The President
States of
JohnStewart Johnof America,
America, Stewart
States
son, Charge
d'Affaires ad
ad interim
interim
Charge,d'Affaires
son,
of the
the United
United States;
States; and
of
The President
the United
United
of the
President of
The
States
of Venezuela,
Dr. Esteban
Venezuela, Dr.
States of
Gil
Borges, Minister
of Foreign
Foreign
Minister of
Gil Borges,
Relations,
Relations,
who,
having communicated
to
communicated to
who, having
each other their full powers
powers
each
which
found to be in due
which were found
form,
have agreed
agreed upon
upon the
the folfolform, have
lowing
articles:
lowing articles:
Article
Article II
Manufacturers, merchants,
and
merchants, and
Manufacturers,
traders domiciled
within the
the jurisjurisdomiciled within
traders
diction of
of one
high conthe high
of the
one of
diction
tracting parties
may operate
operate as
parties may
tracting
commercial travelers
travelers either percommercial

Contracting Powers.
Los Estados
Unidos de
.Am6rie,a Contracting
de America
Estados Unidos
Los
y
los
Estados
Unidos
Venede
VeneUnidos
Estados
los
y
zuela,
relasus relafomentar sus
deseando fomentar
zuela, deseando
ciones
y acrecentar
acrecentar el
el
mercantiles y
ciones mercantiles
intercambio
mercaderlas facilide mercaderias
intercambio de
de los agentes
tando
la actuaci6n
actuacion do
tando la
viajeros
comercio, han
dehan dede comercio,
viajeros de
cidido celebrar
celebrar con tal
tal prop6sito
cidldo
un convenio,
convenio, y
ese fin
nomhan nomfin han
y a
a ese
un
brado come
sus respectivos
respectivos plecomo sus
brado
Plenipotentiaries.
nipotenciarios
a saber:
saber: Su Ex- Plenipotentiaries.
nipotenciarios,' a
los
de
celencia el
Presidente
el I)residente
celencia
Estados
Unidos de Am6rica
at
America al
Estados Unidos
Sefior
Johnson, EncarStewart Johnson,
Sefior Stewart
gado
Jado de Negocios ad interim,
de
Estados Unidos,
y Su
Su
Unidos, y
los Estados
e los
Excelencia
el President°
Presidente de los
Excelencia el
Venezuela al
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de Venezuela
Estados
Senor
Esteban Gil Borges,
Dr. Esteban
Sefior Dr.
Ministro de
de Relaciones
Exteriores,
Relaciones Exteriores,
Ministro
quienes,
quienes, despues de haberse coy
municado
sus plenos
poderes y
plenos poderes
municado sus
hallandolos
y debida
debida
hallandolos en buena y
forma,
convenido en
en los
los
han convenido
forma, han
articulos siguientes:
siguientes:
articulos

Articulo I.
I.
Articulo
Los comerciantes,
comerciantes, fabricantes
fabricantes soperate
t
iFCommercialtravelers
ttme
e
rl
dcilotravelers
to operate
authorized
Los
y
demos
mercaderes
domiciliados
single license.
on
y demAs mercaderes domiciliados asglelicense.
dentro
de la
la jurisdiccion
una
jurisdicci6n de una
entro de
de
las altas
altas partes
partes contratantes
contratantes
de las
podran
como agentes
viaagentes viaactuar como
podran actuar
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sonally or
or by
means of
of agents
agents or
or
sonally
by means
employees within
within the
employees
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of the
high contracting
contracting
of
the other
other high
party on
on obtaining
from the
party
obtaining from
the
latter, upon
of a
asingle
single
latter,
upon payment
payment of
fee,
licence which
which shall
be valid
fee, a
a licence
shall be
valid
throughout
entire territorial
territorial
throughout its
its entire
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
Restriction
in case of
of
In case
case either
high conconRestrictiincase
In
either of
of the
the high
Wa'.
tracting parties shall be
be engaged
engaged
in
it reserves
itself the
the
in war
war it
reserves to
to itself
right
operating
right to
to prevent
prevent from
from operating
within
as comwithin its
its jurisdiction
jurisdiction as
commercial
under the
mercial travelers
travelers under
the proviprovisions
this treaty
or otherwise,
sions of
of this
treaty or
otherwise,
enemy nationals
or other
other aliens
enemy
nationals or
aliens
whose presence
it may
may consider
whose
presence it
consider
prejudicial to
to public
order and
prejudicial
public order
and
national safety.
national
safety.
Article
Article II.
II.
Issue
Isue of license
licese on
presentin
ert fnte
presenting
certificate

authority.
oof authority.

Sale of sample
,.
sampls.

Marking,etc.,
Marking oetc., required.
quired.

Cada
alias partes
Cada una
una de
de las
las altas
partes
contratantes se
se reserva
contratantes
reserva el
el derecho,
derecho,
para
el caso
de hallarse
en estado
estado
ara el
caso de
hallarse en
de
de impedir
que realicen
e guerra,
guerra, de
impedir que
realicen
operaciones, conforme
clauoperaciones,
conforme a
a las
las clausulas de
de este
este tratado
tratado o
o de
de cualcualsulas
quiera
otra manera,
los nacionales
uiera otra
manera, los
nacionales
de
paises enemigos
enemigos u
u otros
de palses
otros exextranjeros,
cuya presencia
contranjeros, cuya
presencia consider° perjudicial
sidere
perjudicial al
al orden
orden pdblico
pfiblico
o
la seguridad
o aala
seguridad nacional.
nacional.
Articulo II.
II.
Articulo

In order
order to
license
to secure
secure the
the license
In
above mentioned
above
mentioned the
the applicant
applicant
must
obtain from
from the
must obtain
the country
country of
of
domicile
of the
manufacturers,
domicile of
the manufacturers,
merchants
and traders
merchants and
traders reprerepresented a
a certificate
attesting his
sented
certificate attesting
his
character
as
a
commercial
character
as
a commercial
traveler.
which
traveler. This
This certificate,
certificate, which
shall
be issued
issued by
authority
shall be
by the
the authority
to
be designated
designated in
in each
each country
to be
country
for
the purpose,
shall be
visaed
for the
purpose, shall
be visaed
by the
Consul of
of the
country in
in
by
the Consul
the country
which
the applicant
applicant proposes
to
which the
proposes to
operate
and the
the authorities
authorities of
the
operate and
of the
latter
shall, upon
upon the
latter shall,
the presentapresentation
issue to
to
tion of
of such
such certificate,
certificate, issue
the
applicant the
the national
national licence
licence
the applicant
as
I.
as provided
provided in
in Article
Article I.

A fin
fin de
A
de obtener
obtener la
la patente
patente
referida,
el solicitante
solicitante debera
referida, el
deberA
presentar
un certificado
certificado extendipresentar un
extendido en
el pais
pals del
del domicilio
do
en el
domicilio de
de los
los
comerciantes, fabricantes
fabricantes y
y mermercomerciantes,
caderes representados
caderes
representados y
y que
que
acredite
su calidad
calidad de
de agente
acredite su
agente
viajero,
el cual
certificado sera
viajero, el
cual certificado
sera
otorgado
por las
las autoridades
autoridades quo
otorgado por
que
al efecto
efecto designe
designe cada
cada pals
al
pais yy
visado por
por el
el C6nsul
visado
COnsul de
de la
la nacion
naci6n
en
se propusiere
en que
que el
el solicitante
solicitante se
propusiere
actual.; con
con este,
actuar;
esto document°
documento a
a la
la
vista, las
las autoridades
de dicho
dicho
vista,
autoridades de
pals expediran
expedirin In
pais
la patente
patente nacional
nacional
de que habla
habla el
el Articulo
Articulo anterior.
anterior.

Article III.
Article
III.

Articulo
Articulo III.

A
A commercial
commercial traveler
may sell
traveler may
sell
his samples
samples without
without obtaining
his
obtaining a
a
special
special license
license as
as an
an importer,
importer,
provided
them to
provided he
he sells
sells them
to mermerchants
established dealing
dealing
chants duly
duly established
in similar
similar articles.
in
articles.

Los agentes viajeros
viajeros podran
podran
vender sus
sus muestras
muestras sin
sin necesidad
necesidad
vender
de
especial como
corn° imimde patente
patente especial
portadores, siempre
siempre que
que hagan
portadores,
hagan
ia
venta a
a comerciantes
comerciantes en articuarticuin Yenta
los similares
similares debidamente
debidamente estableestablecidos.
cidos.
Articulo IV.
Articulo
IV.

Article IV
IV
Article
Freedom
from duty,
Freedom from
duty,
Iff1without
Without value.
value.

jeros, ya
ya sea
personalmente o
o
jeros,
sea personalmente
por medio
de agentes
agentes o
por
medio de
o empleados,
empleados,
dentro
jurisdicciOn de
de la
dentro de
de la
la jurisdicci6n
la
otra,
mediante el
en esta
esta de
otra, mediante
el pago
pago en
de
una
valida
una patente
patente imica
unica quiz)
que sera
sera valida
on
todo su
su territorio.
territorio.
en todo

Samples
without commercial
Samples without
commercial
value shall
shall be
admitted to
entry
value
be admitted
to entry
fret
of duty.
duty.
free of
Samples marked,
marked, stamped
or
Samples
stamped or
defaced,
manner that
defaced, in
in such
such manner
that they
they
cannot be
be put
put to
to other
cannot
other uses,
uses,
shall be considered
considered as
as objects
objects
without
value.
without commercial
commercial value.

Entraran,
Entrarlin, libres
libres de
de derecho,
derecho,
todas las muestras
muestras que
no tengan
que no
tengan
valor comercial.
valor
comercial.
Se
Se consideraran
consideraran como
como muestras
muestras
sin valor comercial
est6n
eomereial las que
quo ester'
marcadas,
marcadas, selladas
selladas o
o inutilizadas
inutilizadas
de tal
tal modo que
que no
de
no puedan
puedan desdestinarse a
aotros
tinarse
otros usos.
uses.
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Article V.
Article
V.
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Articulo V.
V.
Articulo

Samples
having commercial
Samples having
commercial
value
provisionally advalue shall
shall be
be provisionally
adfor the
mitted upon
upon giving
giving bond
bond for
the
payment of
payment
of lawful
lawful duties
duties if
if they
they
shall
have been
been withdrawn
withdrawn
shall not
not have
from
period
from the
the country
country within
within aaperiod
of six
six (6)
(6) months.
of
months.
Duties
shall be
such
Duties shall
be paid
paid on
on such
shall
portion of the samples
samples as
as shall
not
been so
so withdrawn.
withdrawn.
not have
have been

aquella parte de las muestras que
no
sido reexportada.
reexportada.
no haya
haya sido

Article
VI.
Article VI.

Articulo
Articulo VI.

All
All customs
customs formalities
formalities shall
shall be
be
simplified
as much
much as
possible
simplified as
as possible
with
to avoid
avoid delay
with aaview
view to
delay m
in the
the
despatch of
samples.
despatch
of samples.

Se
en lo
lo posible
Se simplificaran
simplificaran en
posible
todas
las formalidades
aduaneras
todas las
formalidades aduaneras
a
el
a fin
fin de
de evitar
evitar demoras
demoras en
en el
despacho
de muestras.
despacho de
muestras.

Article
Article VII.
VII.

Articulo VII.
Articulo
VII.

Peddlers
other salesmen
salesmen
Peddlers and
and other
who
to the
the conconwho vend
vend directly
directly to
have not
sumer even though
though they have
not
an
established place
of business
business
an established
place of
in
the country
country in
which they
they
in the
in which
operate shall
shall not
not be
considered
operate
be considered
as
travelers but
but shall
shall
as commercial
commercial travelers
be subject
subject to
the license
fees
be
to the
license fees
levied
kind,
levied on business
business of
of the
the kind,
they carry
carry on.
on.
which they

Los
otros mercaLos buhoneros
buhoneros yy otros
mercaderes que vendan
vendan directamente
deres
directamente a
a
los consumidores,
los
consumidores, aunque
aunque no
no tentengam
establecida en
en el
en
gan casa
casa establecida
el pals
pals en
que
serin consideconsideque actfien,
actfen, no
no serin
como agentes
rados como
sino
agentes viajeros,
viajeros, sino
que
sujetos a
a pagar
que estarim
estaran sujetos
pagar los
los
derechos
corresderechos de
de patente
patento quo
que corresponden al
gdnero de
de su
ponden
al genero
su comercio.
comercio.

Article
VIII
Article VIII

Las muestras
muestras que
que tengan
for withdrawal
Las
tengan valor
valor if Bond
Bmforwit'dal
of commercial value.
comercial serial
admitidas proprocomercial
seran admitidas
visionalmente,
visionalmente, previa
previa fianza
fianza por
por
los derechos
derechos de
de aduana,
aduana, para
para el
el
caso de
de que
que no
no salgan
salgan del
del pals
pals
caso
dentro de un perfodo
perfodo de seis (6)
(6)
MeSe.9.
meses.
Dutiable if not with.
Los
derechos se
pagaran sobre
.
Los derechos
se pagartin
sobre dra1.blenotit
dra

Customs require

cmtsos

require-

Peddlers,
etc.
Peddlers, etc.

ArtIculo
Articulo VIII.
VIII.

license for
The license
for commercial
commercial
travelers established
by Article
travelers
established by
Article II
II
of
Convention shall
shall not
not be
of this
this Convention
be
required
of:
required of:
(a).—Persons
only to
to
(a).-Persons traveling
traveling only
study trade
and its
needs, even
even
study
trade and
its needs,
though
they initiate
commercial
though they
initiate commercial
do not
not
relations, provided
provided they
they do
make
sales of
of merchandise.
make sales
merchandise.
(b) .—Persons operatingthrough
operating through
(b).-Persons
agencies which
local agencies
which pay
pay the
the
license fee
or other
imposts to
to
license
fee or
other imposts
which their business
business is subject.
subject.

No necesitaran
necesitaran la patente
patente que
que
para los
Viajeros de
para
los Agentes
Agentes Viajeros
de
Comercio se
se establece
establece en
en el
el ArtiArtfComercio
culo II
IT de este
Convenio:
este Convenio:
(a).
qua solo
viajen para
(a). Los que
s6lo viajen
para
estudiar
estudiar el
mercado 3el mercado
y sus
sus necesinecesidades, aunque
aunque inicien
inicien relaciones
dades,
relaciones
comerciales,
que no
no realicomerciales, siempre
siempre que
realicen
mercaderfas.
cen yentas
ventas de
de mercaderfas.
(b).-Los que
(b).—Los
que actdenpor
actfien por medio
de
agencias locales
locales que
que paguen
paguen los
los
de agencias
derechos
otro
derechos de
de patente
patente o
o de
de otro
caracter
esten sujetas
sujetas sus
caricter a
a quo
que est6n
sus
respectivas
respectivas casas.
casas.
(c). Los
agentes viajeros
(c).
Los agentes
viajeros quo
que
(c).—Travelers who
(c).-Travelers
who are
are exexsean
comprasean exclusivamente
exclusivamente
compraclusively buyers.
clusively
buyers.
dores.
Articulo IX.
Articulo
IX.
Article IX.
Article
IX.

License
License

exemptions.
exemptions.

Reciprocal extension
extension
Reciprocal

Toda concesio
que otorgare
Toda
concesi6nn que
otorgare ofrutureconcessions.
concession affecting
any
of
econ
Any concession
affecting any
de las
partes
cualquiera de
las alias
altas partes
of the
provisions of
the present
of
the provisions
of the
present cualquiera
sea por
by
contratantes, ya
ya sea
por ley
treaty that
be contratantes,
treaty
that may
may hereafter
hereafter be
en el
el
nacional, tratado
tratado ooconvenio,
convenio, en
granted
contracting nacional,
granted by
by either
either 'high
high contracting
sentido de
de modificar
modificar cualquiera
cualquiera
party,
either by
or by
treaty sentido
party, either
by law
law or
by treaty
presende las
las prescripciones
prescripciones del
del presenor convention,
immediately de
or
convention, shall
shall immediately
te
hara inmediatato tratado
tratado, se
be extended
extended to
other party.
party.
se hara
inmediatabe
to the
the other
mente extensiva
extensiva aala
la otra.
mente
otra.
r
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Article
Article X.
X.
Duration.
Dnumtiona

convention shall
shall
The present convention

remain m
until the end
end of
force until
remain
m force
the
six months
months after either of the
high
parties shall
shall
contracting parties
high contracting
have
to the other
notice to
have given
given notice
of
its intention
intention to
to terminate
terminate the
the
of its
same,
of them
them reserving
reserving to
same, each
each of
itself
such
itself the right of giving such
notice
other at
time.
any time.
the other
at any
notice to
to the
And it
agreed between
between
it is hereby agreed
the parties
parties that
that on
the expiration
expiration
on the
the
of six
six months
after such
notice
such notice
of
months after
been received by
shall have been
either of
of them
them from
from the
the other
other
either
party as
as above
above mentioned,
this
mentioned, this
party

convention
shall altogether
altogether cease
cease
convention shall
and
terminate.
and terminate.
Exchan
ge
oftrtifiaratifiesThis Convention
Convention shall
Exrhange
This
shall be
be ratiration s
tons.
ti
.
fied and the ratifications
ratifications shall be
fled
exchanged
Washington or
Caor Cain Washington
exchanged in
racas within
possible
the briefest
briefest possible
racas
within the
period.
period.
siigstres.
gnatures.
In testimony
testimony whereof
In
rewhereof the
the respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
have
spective
signed these
these articles
articles and
and have
have
signed
thereunto
affixed their
their seals.
seals.
thereunto affixed
Done
duplicate, in
in English
English
Done in
in duplicate,
d
and
at Caracas,
this 3rd.
Caracas, this
and Spanish,
Spanish, at
3r day
of July,
1919.—
day of
July, 1919.STEWART J
OHNSON
STEWART
JOHNSON
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
RatificationsexRatifications
exchanged.
ealed.

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

Articulo X.
X.
Articulo
El presente
present° convenio
convenio quedara
quedara
El

en vigor
seis meses
despu6s
meses despues
hasta seis
en
vigor hasta
de
quo cualquiera
de las
altas
las altas
cualquiera de
de que
partes contratantes
contratantes hay
a dado
dado
haya
partes
aviso
intencion
su Intenci6n
a la
la otra de su
aviso a
de
denunciar el
convenio, rereel convenio,
de denunciar
servandose
ellas el
una de ellas
servAndose cada una
derecho de dar ese aviso a
ala otra
otra
derecho
Queda
memento. Queda
en cualquier
cualquier moments°.
edemas convenido
entre las
las partes
ademas
convenido entre
quo,
transcumidos seis meses
desmeses desque, transcurridos
piles de que cualquiera
cualquiera de ellas
pu6s
la otra el aviso
haya recibido
recibido de la
mencionado, este convenio
convenio cesara
mencionado,
y terminara.
terminara.
y
ratificado y
y
convenio sera ratificado
Este convenio
sus
ratificaciones se canjearim
canjearan en
Bus ratificaciones
Washington o
o en Caracas
Caracas dentro
Washington
t6rmino posible.
del Inas
mas breve
breve termino
En
En fe
fe de lo
lo cual los respectivos
plenipotenciarios han
por
plenipotenciarios
ban firmado
firmado por
duplicado
presents Convenduplicado la presente
ci6n,
ingles, y
la
ci6n, en
en espanol
espafol y
y en
en ingl6s,
y la
han sellado con sus respectivos
respectivos
solos,
tres dias
sellos, en Caracas, aalos
los tres
dias
del mes de Julio de 1919.—
1919.E. GIL
GIL BORGES
BORGES
E.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

And whereas the said Convention has been duly ratified
ratified on both
ratifications of the two
two governments
were exchanged
governments were
exchanged
parts, and the ratifications
m the City of Caracas, on the eighteenth
thousand
eighteenth day of August, one thousand
nine hundred and twenty;
twenty;
Now, therefore,
therefore, be it
it known that I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President of
of
America, have caused the
the United States of America,
the said
said Convention
Convention to be
made public, to the end that the same and
and every
every article and clause
thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United
citizens thereof.
States and the citizens
hereunto set my
caused
In testimony whereof, II have hereunto
my hand
hand and caused
the Seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done in the District of Columbia, this fifteenth day of October, in
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
[SEAL.] twenty,
IsEAL.1
twenty, and
and of
the Independence
of the
United States
of the
Independence of
the United
States of
of
America the one hundred
hundred and forty-fifth.
forty-fifth.
WOODROW WILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By the President:
President:
NORMAN 11.
NORMAN
H. DAVIS
DAVIS
Acting Secretary
Acting
Secretary of
of State.
State.

AGREEMENT—FRANCE.
AGREEMENT-FRANCE.

1723
1723

Jurr
17, 1919.
JuLY 17,
1919.

Agreement
between the
States and
the proAgreement between
the United
United States
and France,
France, modifying
modifying the
provisions
of Article
VII of
of the
of Navigation
and Commerce
Commerce
visions of
Article VII
the Convention
Convention of
Navigation and
of June
1822. Signed
Washington, July
July 17,
17, 1919;
ratification
of
June 24,
24, 1822.
Signed at
at Washington,
1919; ratification
admsed
8, 1919;
France, August
Autcu,st
advised by the
the Senate,
Senate, August
August 8,
1919; ratified
ratified by
by France,
81,
1919; ratified
ratified by
8, 1920;
1920; ratifications
ratifications
31, 1919;
by the
the President,
President, December
December 8,
exchanged
Washington, January
January 10,
January 12,
exchanged at
at Washington,
10, 1921;
1921; proclaimed,
proclaimed,January
12,
1921.
1921.

Ally
17, 191.
Jy 17,1911

BY
IttX PRESIDENT
Ike, UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA.
BY TH
PRESIDENT or
OF a
THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA.
A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
between the
America and gacin
gat
efol
inranadv""
ereec
e
r navi.
the United
United States of America
Whereas an
an Agreement
Agreement between
the
Republic, modifying
provisions of
Article VII
VII of
the 1:f:curie.
the French
French Republic,
modifying the
the provisions
of Article
of the
Prenble
bli Treaties, P.
Convention of
and Commerce,
Commerce, concluded
them 244.
MC
Convention
of Navigation
Navigation and
coneluded between
between them
on June
June 24,
24, 1822,
1822, was
and signed
signed by
by their
their respective
on
was concluded
concluded and
respective
Plenipotentiaries at
the seventeenth
day of
Plenipotentiaries
at Washington,
Washington, on
on the
seventeenth day
of July,
July,
one
nineteen, the
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and nineteen,
the original
original of
of which
which
Agreement,
in the
English and
and French
French languages,
languages, is
word for
Agreement, being
being in
the English
is word
for
as follows:
word as
follows;
Government of
the United
United
The Government
of the
States of
of America
America and the GovGovernment
of the
the French
Republic,
ernment of
French Republic,
being
of modifying
the
being desirous
desirous of
modifying the
provisions
provisions of
of Article VII of the
Convention
Navigation and
and
Convention of
of Navigation
Commerce
Commerce concluded between
between
them
have auauthem on
on June
June 24,
24, 1822,
1822, have
thorized
undersigned, to
to wit:
thorized the
the undersigned,
wit:
The
Honorable Frank
Frank L.
The Honorable
L. Polk,
Polk,
Acting
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State of
of the
United
States, and
and
United States,
His
J. J.
J. JusJusHis Excellency
Excellency Mr.
Mr. J.
serand,
Grand Officer
serand, Grand
Officer of
of the National
Order of
of
of the
the Legion
Legion of
tional Order
Honor,
Honor, Ambassador
Ambassador of
of France
France at
at
Washington,
Washington,
To conclude
the following
following
conclude the
To
Agreement :
Agreement:

Le
Gouvernement des EtatsLe Gouvernement
EtatsUnis d'Amerique
d'Amerique et
et le
GouverneUnis
le Gouvernement
Republique Francaise,
Francaise,
ment de la
la Republique
desirant
les dispositions
desirant modifier
modifier les
dispositions
Convention
de l'article
l'article VII
VII de
de la Convention
de Navigation
Navigation et
Commerce
et de
de Commerce
de
conclue le
24 juin
out resresconclue
le 24
juin 1822,
1822, ont
pectivement
autorise
pectivement autoris6

Contracting Pewees.
Contracting
Poweu

L'Honorable Frank
L'Honorable
Frank L.
L. Polk,
Polk,
faisant
de Secr6taire
Secretaire
faisant fonction
fonction de
d'Etat des
Etats-Unis, et
d'Etat
des Etats-Unis,
et
Son
Excellence M.
M. J.
J. JusseJ. J.
JusseSon Excellence
rand, Grand
l'Ordre
rand,
Grand Officier
Officier de l'Ordre
national
de la
Legion d'Honneur,
d'Honneur,
national de
la Legion
Ambassadeur
France a
it WashWashde France
Ambassadeur de
ington,
ington,
A
signer l'accord
A signer
l'accord suivant:
suivant:

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaris.

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

It
It is agreed
agreed between the High
High
Contracting
Article
Contracting Parties that Article
VII, of the Convention
of NaviVII,
Convention of
gation and Commerce,
concluded
Commerce, concluded
gation
between the
between
the Government
Government of the
United
the GovernUnited States
States and the
ment of
France on
on June
June 24,
24, 1822,
1822,
of France
ment
shall be
modified and
by
and replaced
replaced by
shall
be modified
the following:
following:
the
"The
temporary Conpresent temporary
"The present
vention shall be
be in force
force for two
vention
years from
first day
day of
of Octothe first
Octoyears
from the
ber next,
next, and
and even after the exexpiration of that
that term, until the
the
piration

Ii
les Hautes
Duration of
of convenconv e n Hautes ti DoUlati
entre les
Il est
est convenu
convenu entre
Parties Contractantes
que l'Artil'Arti- Public Treaties,
reaties, p.
Contractantes que
Parties
dc
VII de
de la
la Convention
'
de 2aded
Convention de
cle VII
Navigation
et de
de Commerce
conCommerce,'conNavigation et
clue
entre le
le 24 juin 1822 entre
clue le
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
Gouvernement
d'Amerique et
et le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
d'Am6rique
franca
is, sera
sera modifie
remmodifie et
et remfrancais,
place comme
place
comme suit:
suit:
articles.
"
La presente
tem- Modified
MOdiedfatie
"La
presente Convention
Convention temporaire
plein effet
effet penpenaura son
son plein
poraire aura
dant deux
deux ans,-it
ocpartir du
du ler
ler ocans,. partir
dant
tobre prochain;
prochain; et,
meme apres
apres
et, meme
tobre
l'expiration de
cc terme,
sera
terme, elle
elle sera
de ce
l'expiration
244

amended.

AGREEMENT—
FRANCE . JULY
JULY 17,
1919.
17,1919.
AGREEMENT-FRANCE.

1724
1724

conclusion
la conclusion
jusqu'a la
maintenue jusqu'a
conclusion
of a
treaty, maintenue
definitive treaty,
a definitive
conclusion of
d'un
traite
definitif,
jusqu'a
jusqu'a
ou
d6finitif,
traite
d'un
or
until
one
of
the
parties
shall
or until one of the parties shall
que l'une
l'une des
des Parties
Parties ait
ait dece que
have
declared its
its intention
intention to
to rere- ce
have declared
clare
a
l'autre
son
intention
d'y
d'y
intention
son
l'autre
a
clare
nounce
it;
which
declaration
nounce it; which declaration
declaration
laquelle declaration
renoncer, laquelle
shall be
be made at
three renoncer,
at least
least three
shall
devra etre
au moms
trois
moins trois
faite au
etre faite
Time
reduced for
de- months
months before
before hand.
hand. And
And in
in devra
fordeTimereduced
daringintention to remois
d'avance.
dens
nit
ofu
cas
le
dans
Et,
d'avance.
mois
nounce.
case
the
present
arrangement
arrangement
present
case the
cgntentice.
presente
Convention viendrait
of
should remain without such dec- la
viendrait
Reduction
Convention
presente
la
duties
Reduction
annually,
of extra
extra
e
duties annually.
declaration
cette declaration
continuer sans cette
laration
discontinuance by
by hacontinuer
its discontinuance
of its
laration of
par l'une
Partie, les
les
l'autre Partie,
ou l'autre
l'une ou
either party, the extra duties par
either
droits
extraordinaires
specifies
specifies
extraordinaires
droits
specified
in
the
1st
and
2d
arti2d
artiand
specified in the 1st
1er et
et 2e
articles seront,
2e articles
les ler
dans les
cles,
shall, from
expiration dens
the expiration
from the
cles, shall,
l'expiration
des
dites deux
deux andites
des
1'expiration
h
of
the
said
two
years,
be,
on
both
on
both
be,
years,
of the said two
diminues, de
de part
part et
et d'autre,
d'autre,
nees, diminues,
sides, diminished
by one-fourth
one-fourth noes,
diminished by
sides,
d'un
quart
de
leur
montant,
et
montant,
leur
de
quart
d'un
of
their
whole
amount,
and,
of their whole
successivement d'un quart dudit
dudit
afterwards
one-fourth of the successivement
afterwards by one-fourth
montant, d'annee en
armee, aussi
aussi
en annie,
said
from year to year, montant,
amount from
said amount
longtemps qu'aucune
so
qu'aucune des Parties
shall longtemps
as neither party shall
long as
so long
n'aura declare
intention d'y
son intention
declare son
have
declared the
the intention of re- n'aura
have declared
renoncer, ainsi
ainsi qu'il
qu'il est
dit ciest dit
renoncer,
stated."
it as above stated."
nouncing it
dessus.”
dessus."

ARTICLE II.
Ratification
Ratification.

Si
gnatures.
Signatures.

TZ fif-fl-nn
Ratifications

crilan ged

aed

.'.

lama
Proclamation.

ex-

AY--

ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE

ratifi6 par le
The
Le present accord, ratifie
Agreement shall
The present Agreement
d Amebe
be ratified
ratified by the President of the President des Etats-Unis d'Amel'avis et le consenteavec Pavis
rique avec
America by and rique
United States of America
S6nat, et par le Presiwith the advice and consent of ment du &fiat,
francaise,
Republique frangaise,
the Senate thereof, and by the dent de la Republique
deviendra executoire
executoire au moment
moment
President of the French Re- deviendra
President
ratifications qui
public, and shall become effective de l'echange des ratifications
upon
exchange of ratifica- se fera
quo
Washington aussitot que
upon the exchange
fera aaWashington
tions which shall take place at possible.
Washington as soon as possible.
WashingFait aa Washington
Washington en double
Done in duplicate
duplicate at Washington in the English and French exemplaire en langues
langues anglaise
languages
mule
languages this 17th day of July et francaise,
francaise, le 17 juillet mille
one thousand nine hundred and neuf cent dix neuf.
nineteen.
nineteen.
[SEAL.]
L.POLS
POLK
[SEAL.] FRANK
FRANK L.
L
SEAL.1 J
IISSERAND
[SEAL.]
JusSERAND
And whereas
Agreement has been duly ratified on both
whereas the said Agreement
parts, and the ratifications of the two governments were exchanged
exchanged
thousand
Washington, on the tenth day of January, one thousand
in the City of Washington,
nine
hundred and
and twenty-one,
twenty-one,
nine hundred
Now,
therefore, be it known
Now, therefore,
known that I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson, President
President
Agreement
of America,
America. have caused the said Agreement
United States of
of the United
to be
be made public, to the end that the same and every article and
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the
clause thereof may be observed
United States and the citizens thereof.
I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
In testimony whereof, I
Seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done in the District of Columbia
Columbia this twelfth day of January inin'
the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred and
the Independence
Independence of
of the United States
States
[SEAL.]
twenty-one, and of the
[sEAL.] twenty-one,
of America
America the one hundred and forty-fifth.
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the President:
President:
NORMAN
NORMAN H.
H. DAVIS
DAVIS
Acting
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

TRAVELING SALESMEN
SALESMEN CONVENTION—
SALVADOR . JAN.
JAN. 28,
1919. 1725
1725
28, 1919.
CONVENTION-SALVADOR.
TRAVELING

Convention between
the United
United States
and Salvaclor,facilitating
the work
work
Salvador,facilitatingthe
between the
States and
Convention

of
Signed at
at Washington,
Washington, January
January 28,
28, 1919;
1919;
salesmen. Signed
of traveling
traveling salesmen.
ratification advised
advised by
the Senate,
the
by the
Senate, January
January 26,
26, 1920;
1920; ratified
ratified by
by the
ratification
President, February
by Salvador,
Salvador, November
6, 1920;
ratifiedby
November 6,1920;
President,
February16,
16, 1920;
1920; ratified
ratifications exchanged
exchanged at
San Salv,
January 18,
pro18, 1921;
1921; proat San
Salvador, January
ratifications
clamed,
22, 1921.
claimed, January
January22,
1921.

January

January 28119.
28, 1919.

BY 173E
PRESIDENT OF
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF TILE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Whereas a
aConvention
between the
and the
the Republic
Republic BaTrvig sat e men,
the United
United States
States and
Convention between
Whereas
of
foster the
the development
development of
of commerce
commerce between
them Preamble.
between them
Preamble.
to foster
of Salvador
Salvador to
and to
increase the
the exchange
of commodities
commodities by
facilitating the
the
by facilitating
to increase
exchange of
and
work
of traveling
salesmen, was
was concluded
concluded and
and signed
signed by
by their
rework of
traveling salesmen,
ther respective
at Washington
of January,
spective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at
Washington on
on the
the 28th
28th day
day of
January,
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
original of
of which
which ConConthe original
hundred and
and nineteen,
nineteen, the
one
vention, being
the English
Spanish languages,
is word
for
word for
English and
and Spanish
languages, is
vention,
being in
in the
word as follows:
follows:
The United
United States
America
of America
The
States of
and
Republic of
of Salvador
and the
the Republic
Salvador
being desirous
to foster
foster the
the dedebeing
desirous to
velopment of
commerce between
velopment
of commerce
between
them
them and to
to increase the
the exchange
exchange
of commodities by facilitating
facilitating the
of
work of
traveling salesmen
salesmen have
have
work
of traveling
agreed
agreed to
to conclude
conclude a
a convention
convention
for that
purpose and
have to
that
purposthat
and have
to that
for
that purpose
end
end appointed
appointed as
as their
their plenipoplenipotentiaries:
tentiaries:
The
the United
United
The President
President of the
America, Frank
Frank L.
L. Polk,
States of America,
Acting Secretary
State of the
the
Secretary of
of State
Acting
United
of America,
States of
America, and
and
United States
The President
President of
Republic
of the Republic
The
of
Zaldivar,
of Salvador,
Salvador, Rafael
Rafael Zaldivar,
Envoy
Extraordinary and MinMinEnvoy Extraordinary
ister
Rethe Reister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary for the
public
United
Salvador m
in the United
public of
of Salvador
States of
America,
States
of America,
Who, having
having communicated
Who,
communicated to
to
each
other their
powers,
each other
their full
full powers,
in due
which were
were found to be in
form,
the folfolagreed upon
upon the
form, have
have agreed
lowing articles:
articles:
lowing

Los Estados Unidos
Unidos de Am6riAmerica y
Repdblica de El Salvador
Salvador
y la Repdblica
deseando fomentar sus relaciones
relaciones
mercantiles y
y acrecentar
mercantiles
acrecentar el intermercaderlas facilitando
facffitando
cambio de
de mercaderias
han
la
viajantes, han
de viajantes,
la actuacion
actuaci6n de
decidido celebrar
celebrar con
con tal prodecidido
posit°
un convenio,
convenio, y
ya
han
a ese fin
finhan
p6sito un
nombrado
como sus
nombrado como
sus respeetivos
respectivos
plenipotenciarios
plenipotenciarios a:
a:

Contracting Powers.
Contracting

Plenipotentiaries.
El President°
Presidente de
de los
los Estados Plenipotentiaries.
El
Unidos,
Frank L.
L. Polk,
Polk,
Sefior Frank
Unidos, al
al Sefior
Secrettirio
Secretario de Estado interino de
Estados Unidos de America, y
y
los Estados
El Presidente
Presidents de
Is Repdblica
Republica
de la
El
de
Salvador, al
al Senor
Don
Seflor Don
El Salvador,
de El
Rafael
Zaldivar, Enviado ExtraRafael Zaldivar,
ordinario
Plenipoteny Ministro
Ministro Plenipotenordinario y
de El
ciario de
ReptIblica de
de la Republica
ciario
Salvador en
en los
los Estados
Unidos
Estados Unidos
Salvador
America,
de America,
Quienes,
de haberse
haberse
Quienes, despues
despu6s de
comunicado
mutuamente sus plecomunicado mutuamente
pienos poderes
halladolos en
en buena
buena
y halladolos
poderes y
nos
y debida forma,
convenido
forma, han convenido
y
en los
articulos siguentes:
siguentes:
en
los articulos

ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
I.

ART1CULO I.
I.
ARTICULO

Manufacturers, merchants,
merchants, and
and
Manufacturers,
traders
within the
the jujutraders domiciled
domiciled within
risdiction of
of one
of the
Conone of
the High
High Conrisdiction
tracting
operate as
may operate
Parties may
tracting Parties
commercial travelers
travelers either
either percommercial
sonally or
or by
or
agents or
by means
means of
of agents
sonally

Los
comerciantes, fabricantes,
Los comerciantes,
fabricantes,
mercaderes domicili
ados
domiciliados
demos mercaderes
yy demes
dentro de
de la
la jmisdiccion
de una
una
dentro
jurisdicci6n de
Contratantes
de las
las Altas
Altas Partes Contratantes
podran
actuar como
podran actuar
como viajantf3s,
viajantes, ya
sea personalmente
personalmente oopor
por medio
medio de
de

tra
CersMrda totoer-

ersCca4untihnerFial

to

vet.

ate
on asingle
single license.
license.
ate on

a

1726 TRAVELING
TRAVELING SALESMEN
SALESMEN CONVENTION-SALVADOR.
CONVENTION—SALVADOR. JAN.
JAN. 28,1919.
28,1919.
1726

Restriction in ease of

Restriction
in ca
case
rict i n in
se of

et s
war.
ar.

O

employes
within the
the jurisdiction
employes within
jurisdiction
of the
the other
other High
High Contracting
of
Contracting
Party
obtaining from
the latter,
Party on
on obtaining
from the
latter,
upon
single fee,
fee, aa
upon payment
payment of
of a
a single
license which
which shall
be valid
license
shall be
valid
throughout
territorial
throughout its
its entire
entire territorial
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
In
of the
In case
case either
either of
the High
High ConContracting Parties
be engaged
tracting
Parties shall
shall be
engaged
reserves to
in war,
war, it
it reserves
to itself
itself the
right to prevent from operating
within its
its jurisdiction
the
within
jurisdiction under
under the
provisions of
of this treaty,
treaty, or otherwise, enemy nationals
nationals or
or other
other
aliens
whose presence
presence it
aliens whose
it may
may conconsider
order
sider prejudicial
prejudicial to
to public order
and
and national
national safety.
safety.

agentes
de
agentes o
o empleados,
empleados, dentro
dentro de
la jurisdicci6n
jurisdiccion de
la otra,
otra, medimedila
de la
ante
el pago
pago en
Osta de
de una
paante el
en 6sta
una patents imica
en
tente
unica quo
que sera valida
vAlida en
todo su territorio.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
II.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO II.
II.

In order to secure the license
above mentioned
mentioned the applicant
applicant
must
must obtain
obtain from the country
country of
of
domicile of
domicile
of the manufacturers,
manufacturers,
merchants, and traders repremerchants,
reprecertificate attesting his
sented a
a certificate
his
character as a
a commercial travcharacter
eler. This certificate,
certificate, which shall
authority to be
be issued by the authority
designated in each country
country for the
purpose, shall be vis6ed
viseed by the
purpose,
consul of the country in
in which the
applicant proposes to
operate,
to operate,
latter
and the authorities of the latter
shall, upon the presentation
presentation of
such certificate,
certificate, issue to the applicant the national license as
provided
provided in
in Article
Article I.

A
A fin de obtener la patent()
patente reresolicitante debera
ferida, el solicitante
debera presentar
certificado extendido
sentar un certificado
en
de los
en el pals del domicilio
domicilio de
los
comerciante,s,
comerciantes, fabricantes
fabricantes y
y mery quo
caderes representados
representados y
que acreacredite an
viaj ante, el
su calidad de viajante,
por
cual certificado
certificado sera otorgado por
las autoridades
autoridades que al efecto depor el
el
signe cada pals
pais y
y visado por
consul
nacion en que
quo el
c6nsul de la naci6n
el sosolicitante se propusiere actuar;
actuar; con
licitante
con
este documento
documento a
a la vista, las
autoridades
pals expediexpediautoridades de dicho pais
patent() nacional
nacional de quo
ran la patente
que habla el
el artfculo
articulo anterior.

Issue of
license on
of license
on
Issue
presenting certificate
presenting
certificate
of authority.
authority.
of

Alias Partes
Cada una
una de las
las Altas
Contratantes
reserva el derecho
Contratantes se
se reserva
derecho
para
para el caso de hallarse
hallarse en estado
que realirealide guerra,
guerra, de impedir
impedir que
cen operaciones,
operaciones, conforme
las
cen
conforme aa las
clausulas de
cldusulas
de este tratado, oo de
de
cualquiera otra
cualquiera
otra manera, los
los nanaenemigos, u
cionales de
de paises
paises enemigos,
u
extranjeros cuya
cuya presencia
presencia
otros extranjeros
considere prejudicial
prejudicial al orden
orden
considere
pdblico o
oa
publico
a -la
la seginidad
seguridad nacional.
nacional.

ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE

ARTTCULO III.
ARTfCULO
A
commercial traveler
A commercial
traveler may sell
Los viajantes
viaj antes podran
podrin vender
vender
his samples without obtaining
obtaining aa sus muestras
muestras sin necesidad de
special license
license as an importer.
patents especial
como importadoimportadoimporter.
patente
especial como
reS.
res.

Sale
samples.
ale of
ofsamples.

Freedom
Freedom from
from duty,
duty,
if without
without value.
value,
Marking,
Marking,
quired.
quired.

etc.,

re-

Bond for withdrawal
Bond
withdral
if of commercial value,

ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
Samples
commercial
Samples without
without commercial
value shall be admitted to entry
free of duty.
Samples marked,
marked, stamped,
stamped, or
defaced,
defaced, in such manner
manner that they
shall
cannot be put to other uses,
uses, shall
be considered
considered as objects without
without
commercial
commercial value.

Entraran
Entraran libres de derechos todas las muestras que no tengan
valor comercial.
comercial.
Se
Sc consideraran
consideraran como muestras
sin valor comercial las que estan
estan
marcad
as, selladas o
o inutilizadas
marcadas,
inutilizadas
de tal modo que no puedan destinarse aaotros usos.

ARTICLE V.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO V.

ARTICULO IV.

Samples
having commercial
commercial
Samples
having
Las muestras que tengan valor
valor
value
shall be provisionally
value shall
provisionally ad- comercial
comercial seran
admitidas proviproviseran admitidas
giving bond
for the
mitted upon giving
bond for
the sionalmente,
sionalmente, previa fianza por
por los
los
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payment
lawful duties
duties if
if they
they
of lawful
payment of
shall not
not have
withdrawn
have been
been withdrawn
shall
from
the country
period
a period
within a
country within
from the
of six
six (6)
months.
(6) months.
of
Duties
shall be
be paid
on such
such
paid on
Duties shall
portion of
of the
as shall
shall
samples as
the samples
portion
not have
been so
so withdrawn.
withdrawn.
have been
not
ARTICLE VI.
VI.
ARTICLE

J. 28,1919.
28, 1919. 1727
1727
JAN.

derechos
aduana, para
pars el
caso
de aduana,
el caso
derechos de
de
dentro
del pats
pals dentro
que no
no salgan
salgan del
de que
de
un periodo
perlodo de
de seis
seis (6)
(6) meses.
meses.
de un
Dutia
Los
derechos se
sobre dublif"befnotwithble if not with.
dra
pagaran sobre
se pagaran
Los derechos
aquella parts
de las
las muestras
que
muestras que
parte de
aquella
no
haya sido
sido reexportada.
reexportada.
no haya

ARTICULO
VI.
ARTICULO VI.
Customs

Se
en lo
mecilts
s
t
.'
posible ments.
lo posible
All customs
customs formalities
formalities shall
shall
simplificarn en
Se simplificarim
All
todas las
formalidades aduaneras
aduaneras
las formalidades
be simplified
as possible todas
simplified as much as
be
de evitar
demoras en el
el
evitar demoras
with a
aview
avoid delay
in the
fin de
the aa fui
delay in
to avoid
view to
with
despacho de
de muestras.
muestras.
despacho
despatch of
of samples.
samples.
despatch
ARTICLE VII.
VII.
ARTICLE

ARTICULO
VII.
ARTICULO VII.

Peddlers and
other salemen
salemen
and other
Peddlers
who
vend directly
directly to
to the
the conconwho vend
sumer, even
even though
though they
they have
sumer,
not
of busibusiplace of
established place
an established
not an
ness
the country
country in
in which
they
which they
in the
ness in
operate, shall
shall not
considered
be considered
not be
operate,
as commercial
travelers, but shall
commercial travelers,
as
subject to the license fees
be subject
business of the kind
levied
on business
levied on
which
carry on.
on.
they carry
which they

Los buhoneros
mercay otros
otros moresbuhoneros 3r
Los
dem que
que vendan
directamente aa
vendan clirectamente
deres
los consumidores,
tenno tenaunque no
los
consumidores, aunque
gan casa
establecida en
pals en
en el pals
casa establecida
gan
que
actAan, no
no serAn
serial consideraconsideraque actdan,
dos
como viajantes,
viajantes, sino
sino que
dos como
estaran
sujetos a
a pagar los dereestaran sujetos
chos
que correspondan
correspon.dan
de patents
patente que
chos de
al g6nero
Oiler° de
de su
su comercio.
al

ARTICLE VIII.
ARTICLE

ARTICULO VIII.
VIII.
ARTICULO

Peddlers,
etc.
Peddlers, etc.

License
License exemptions.

.No
necesitartm patents:
patente:
No necesitaran
No
license shall
be required
required of:
shall be
No license
(a)
que s6lo
solo viajen
pars
viajen para
Los que
(a) Los
only to
(a)
Persons traveling
traveling only
(a) Persons
estudiar el
el mercado
mercado y
y sus
sus necesinecesistudy trade
its needs, even estudiar
and its
trade and
study
relaciones
inicien relaciones
dades, auque inicien
though
commercial dades,
initiate commercial
they initiate
though they
comerciales, siempre
siempre que no rearelations,
they do
not comerciales,
do not
provided they
relations, provided
licen ventas
yentas de
mercaderias.
de mercaderias.
licen
make
of merchandise.
merchandise.
sales of
make sales
(b)
Los que
medio
actten por medio
que actden
(b) Los
(b)
through
operating through
Persons operating
(b) Persons
paguen los
locales que paguen
agencias locales
de agencias
local
which pay
pay the li- de
agencies which
local agencies
derechos de
patents o
o de otro cade patente
cense fee
other imposts
to derechos
inposts to
or other
fee or
cense
racter
sujetas sus
que esten
est6n sujetas
racter aa que
which their
is subject.
subject.
business is
their business
which
respectivas
casas.
respectivas casas.
que sean
viajantes quo
(c) Los viajantes
(c) Travelers
Travelers who
who are exclu(c)
exelusivamente compradores.
compradores.
exclusivamente
sively
buyers.
sively buyers.
ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE
Any concessions
concessions affecting
any
affecting any
Any
of the
the provisions
of the
present
the present
provisions of
of
Treaty
Treaty that may hereafter be
granted by
High ContractContracteither High
by either
granted
ing
Party, either
either by
law or
by
or by
by law
mig Party,
treaty or
shall imconvention, shall
or convention,
treaty
mediately be extended
extended to the
mediately
other party.
party.
other

require.
require

ARTICULO
IX.
ARTICULO IX.

oipffuralexts
otorgare a
concesion que otorgare
rtutr,r
oni
ged
tensi
,„..'
Toda concesi6n
cualquiera de
de las
Altas Partes
las Altas
cualquiera
Contratantf3s,
sea por
napor by
ley naya sea
Contratantes, ya
tratado o
convenio, en el
o convemno,
cional, tratado
sentido
modificar cualquiera
cualquiera
de modificar
sentido de
de las
presente
las prescripciones
prescripciones del presents
de
tratado, se
inmediatamente
se hara
hara inmediatamente
tratado,
extensiva a
ala
la otra.
otra.
extensiva

ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.

X.
AR'TICULO
ARTICULO X.

This
Convention shall
be ratiratishall be
This Convention
fied;
and the
ratifications shall be
the ratifications
fied; and
exchanged
at Washington
Washington or San
exchanged at

Este
sera ratificado,
ratificado,
convenio serf
Este convenio
y
sus ratificaciones
canjearitn
se canjearan
ratificaciones se
y sus
en
Washington oo San
Salvador
San Salvador
en Washington

h

ata
raohnnge
c

Excl nge of nrarataa s
th2s.
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Duration.
Duration.

Rignatures.

Salvador within two
two years, or
sooner if possible.
possible.
The
The present
present Convention
Convention shall
remain in force
force until
until the
the end
end of
of
six months after either of the
the
High Contracting Parties
Parties shall
shall
the other
of
have given
given notice to
to the
other of
its intention to
to terminate
terminate the
the
,same, each of
of them reserving to
to
itself the right of
such
of giving
giving such
notice to the other at
at any
any time.
time.
agreed between
between
And it is hereby agreed
that, on
expirathe parties that,
on the
the expiration of six months after such
received
notice shall
shall have been
been received
the other
by either
either of them from
from the
other
party as above mentioned,
mentioned, this
this
Convention shall
cease
Convention
shall altogether
altogether cease
and terminate.
terminate.
In testimony
testimony whereof
whereof the respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
have
signed these articles and
and have
have
thereunder
affixed their seals.
thereunder affixed
Done
duplicate, at
WashDone in
in duplicate,
at Washtwenty-eighth day of
ington, this twenty-eighth
of
January, one thousand nine hunhundred and nineteen.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Ratifications
Raticatioh
n
exex"
chan
ged.

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

J
AN. 28,
28, 1919.
1919.
JAN.

dentro
de dos
despuos de
dentro de
dos afios
anfos despu6s
de esta
esta
fuere posible.
fecha, oo antes
antes si
si fuere
posible.
El presente
present() convenio
El
convenio quedara
quedara
en vigor
hasta seis
en
vigor hasta
seis meses
meses despues
despues
de quo
de
quo cualquiera
cualquiera de
de las
las Altas
Altas ParParContratantes haya dado
dado aviso
aviso
tes Contratantes
intencion de
de denundenima la otra de su intencion
cada
ciar el
el tratado,
tratado, reservandose
reservandose cada
una de ellas el
el derecho
derecho de
de dar
dar ese
ese
cualquier moaviso aa la
la otra
otra en cualquier
momento.
Queda ademas
ademas conveconvemento. Queda
nido
entre las partes
quo trascutrascunido entrelas
partes que
rridos
despues de
de que
quo
rridos seis
seis meses despu6s
cualquiera
cualquiera de ellas haya recibido
recibido
de la otra
otra el
el aviso mencionado,
mencionado,
este convenio
convenio cesara
y terminara.
cesara y

los respectivos
En H
f6Ide
de lo cual
cual los
respectivos
plenipotenciarios han
plenipotenciarios
han firmado
firmado esestos articulos y
han sellado
sellado con
y los
los han
con
sus
sus sellos.
ejemplares en
Hecho en dos ejemplares
en
Washington,
Washington, el dia 28 de enero,
enero,
nueve.
mil novecientos
novecientos diez y
y nueve.

FRANK
F
RANK L.
L. POLK
PoLic
R.
ZALDIVAR
R. ZALDIVAB

And whereas the said Convention has been duly ratified
both
ratified on
on both
ratifications of
of the
the two
were exchanged
parts, and the
the ratifications
two governments
governments were
exchanged
in the City of San Salvador, on the 18th day of January, one
thousand
one thousand
nine hundred and twenty-one.
twenty-one.
Now, therefore, be it known that I, Woodrow Wilson, President of
Now,
the United States of America,
America, have caused
caused the said Convention to be
be
made public, to the end that the same and every article and
and clause
clause
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United
thereof, may be observed
United
States and the citizens thereof.
I have hereunto
In testimony whereof, I
hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done in the District
District of Columbia this twenty-second
day of
twenty-second day
of
January in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
nine hunand twenty-one,
twenty-one, and
the Independence
Indepen dence o
the
[sEAL dred
dred and
and of
of the
offthe
E
SEALsEIUnited
.
1 United States of America the one hundred and
and fortyfortyfifth.
By the President:
President:

NormaN H.
NORMAN
H.DAVIS
DAVIS
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State.

W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
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JANUARY 11,
11, 1921.
JANUARY
1921.

Parcel
the United
United States
States and
Signed
and Norway.
Norway. Signed
between the
convention between
Parcelpost
post convention
11, 1921;
at Christiania,
Christiania, January
January 11,
at Washington,
February 11,
1921;
11, 1921,
Washington, February
1921, at
at
approved by
the President,
February 14,
14, 1921.
1921.
by the
President, February
approved

PARCEL
PARCEL POST CONVENTION
CONVENTION

PAKKEPOSTOVERENSKOMST
PAKKEPOSTOVERENSKOMST

BETWEEN
BETWEEN

MELLEN
MELLEM

1729

January 11,
1921.
January
n, 191.

11,

February 11, 191.
February
1821.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA NORGE OG DE FORENEDE STATER
I
AND NORWAY.
I AMERILL
AMERIKA.
The undersigned,
undersigned, Albert
Sidney
The
Albert Sidney
Burleson
of
Postmaster General
General of
Burleson, Postmaster
the United
States of
of America,
America,
United States
the
and
the General
General Post
Office of
of
Post Office
and the
Norway,
authority,
of authority
by virtue
virtue of
Norway, by
of
for the
the purpose
vested
purpose of
vested in
m them,
them, for
making better
better arrangements
for a
a
arrangements for
making
parcel post
of exchange
exchange
parcel
post system
system of
between
above mentioned
mentioned
between the
the above
countries, have
have agreed
agreed upon
the
upon the
countries,
following articles:
articles:
following

I
den hensikt
forbedre pakkepakkeI den
hensikt a
A forbedre
postforbindelsen
mellem Norge
Norge og
og
postforbindelsen mellem
de Forenede
Forenede Stater
Stater iiAmerika
de
Amerika er
er
undertegnede, Den
Postundertegnede,
Den norske
norske Poststylrelse og
og Albert
Albert Sidney
Sidney Burlestylrelse
Burleson, generalpostmester
generalpostmester i
de Foreson,
i de
Forenede Stateri
Stater aAmerika,
Amerika, iihenhold
henhold
nede
til
dem meddelt
til dem
meddelt bemyndigelse,
bemyndigelse,
kommet
overens om
om flgende
fOlgende ararkommet overens
tikler
til etablering
av en
en pakkepakketikler til
etablering av
postutveksling mellem
de to
postutveksling
mellem de
to land:
land:

Article
I.
Article I.

Artikkel
Artikkel I.
I.

The provisions
provisions of
of this
conventhis convenThe
tion shall
shall relate
to parcels
parcels
relate only
only to
tion
of mail
exchanged
be exchanged
of
mail matter
matter to
to be
by
the system
system herein
for,
herein provided
provided for,
by the
and shall
shall in
no way
way effect
effect the
the
in no
and
arrangements now
existing under
under
now existing
arrangements
the
Convention,
Postal Convention,
the Universal
Universal Postal
which will
will continue
in force
force as
as
continue in
which
heretofore;
the agreements
agreements
and all
all the
heretofore; and
hereinafter
contained shall
shall apply
apply
hereinafter contained
exclusively
to mails
exchanged
mails exchanged
exclusively to
under these
these articles.
articles.
under

Bestemmelsene ii denne
denne konBestemmelsene
konvensjon vedrorer
vedrgirer kun
kun postpakker,
postpakker,
vensjon
som utvekles
utvekles efter
efter det
det her
her fastfastsom
satte system,
system, og
berorer ikke
satte
og ber0rer
ikke de
de
nugjeldende bestemmelser
bestemmelser i
vernugjeldende
i verdenspostkonvensjonen,
hvilke
denspostkonvensjonen,
hvilke
skal vedbli
vedbli a
som hittil;
hittil;
skal
a gjelde
gjelde som
alle de
de i
dot efterf0lgende
efterfOlgende inneinnei det
alle
holdte bestemmelser
vedrOrer uteuteholdte
bestemmelser vedr0rer
lukkende
poster, som
som utvekles
utvekles
lukkende de
de poster,
henhold til
artikler.
iihenhold
til disse
disse artikler.

Article
Article II.
II.

Artikkel
II.
Artikkel II.

There shall
shall be
to the
the
be admitted
admitted to
There
mails exchanged
exchanged under
this conconmails
under this
vention
of merchandise
merchandise
vention articles
articles of
and
mail matter
matter (except
(except letters,
letters,
and mail
post cards,
written matter)
matter)
post
cards, and
and written
admitted
of all
all kinds
that are
are admitted
of
kinds that
under
to the
the dodoany conditions
conditions to
under any
mestic
mails of
the country
country of
of
of the
mestic mails
origin, except
that no
no packet
packet
except that
origin,
may
pounds
exceed twenty-two
twenty-two pounds
may exceed
(ten kilograms)
in weight,
nor the
the
weight, nor
(ten
kilograms) in
following
Greatest
dimensions: Greatest
following dimensions:

tion
Par
weaest

y van.
1Pa^reos t con
covey.

Preamble.
Fregunble•

•

Scope
convention.
Scope of convention.

Articles admitted to
I
poster, som
som utveksles
es admitted to
i thrtk
I de
de poster,
utveksles i
the mals.
heiahold
til denne
henhold til
denne konvensjon,
konvensjon,
kan sondes
varer og
alleslags
kan
sendes varer
og alleslags
postsaker—herfra
unntatt brev,
brev,
postsaker-herfra unntatt
brevkort og
skre-vne saker,-forsaker,—forog skrevne
brevkort
forsendelser overhooverhosavidt
savidt disse
disse forsendelser
det kan
kan sendes
posten inneninneni posten
sendes i
det
ri
ks i
i utgangslandet.
utgangslandet. Dog
Dog ma
ma
riks
ingen
pakke overstige
vekt 10
10
overstige i
i vekt
ingen pakke
161
ogram (22
(22 pund)
pund) og
og heller
heller
kilogram
ikke
dimen- Requirmnts.
f0lgende dimenikke overskride
overskride folgende
Requirements.
sjoner:
lengde iihvilkenhvilkensjoner: Storste
Storste lengde

1730
1730

Articles prohibited.
Artices
prhibited.

Freedom from ininFreedom
spection, etc.
spection,
etc.

Letters not to
to acaccompany parcels.

Rejection
Rejection if found.

PARCEL
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length in
in any direction, three
three
hundred and
and
feet six
six inches
inches (one
(one hundred
five
centimeters); greatest
five centimeters);
greatest length
length
(one
and girth
girth combined,
combined, six
six feet
feet (one
hundred
eighty-five centicentihundred and
and eighty-five
meters) ;
wrapped,
meters);
and must
must be so wrapped,
or enclosed
their conconenclosed as
as to permit their
examined by
tents to be easily
easily examined
by
'postmasters and
officers,
'postmasters
and customs officers,
excepting,
articles
excepting only those articles
whose admission in
in this
this manner
manner
is forbidden by the laws of
of the
country of destination,
destination, due
due nonotice of which shall be
be mutually
mutually
given by the _postal
postal authorities
authorities of
of
the United States and Norway,
Norway,

somhelst
retning 105
105 centimeter
somhelst retning
centimeter
(tre fot
fot seks
seks tommer),
tommer), storste
st0rste
lengde
lengde og
og omfang
omfang tilsammen
tilsammen 185
185
centimeter
Pakkecentimeter (seks
(seks fot).
fot). Pakkenes
ma
nes omslag
omslag og
og iimpakning
innpakning ma
were
saledes, at
at innholdet
lett
vsere saledes,
innholdet lett
kan
undersokes av
av postmestre
og
kan unders0kes
postmestre og
tollfunksjonwrer.
Ingen
saker
tollfunksjonaerer. Ingen
saker
kan
kan dog sendes, hvis
hvis innforsel
innf0rsel
pa
donne mate er
bepa denne
er forbudt
forbudt iibestemmelsesl andets love.
Behorig
stemmelseslandets
love. Beh0rig
underretning orn
dissesaker
underretning
om hvilke
hvilke dissesaker
er,
gjensidig sendes
av postposter, skal
skal gjensidig
sendes av
henholdsvis i
styrelsen henholdsvis
i Norge
Norge og
og
Forenede Stater.
de Forenede
Stater.

The following
following articles are proThe
hibited: Publications which
which vioviolate
copyright laws
of the
late the copyright
laws of
the
poisons
country of
of destination; poisons
and explosive or inflammable
inflammable
substances; live or dead animals,
animals,
except dead insects and
except
and reptiles
thoroughly dried;
when thoroughly
dried; fruits
fruits
vegetables which easily deand vegetables
decompose, and substances which
which
exhale
exhale a
abad odour; lottery tickets, lottery advertisements
advertisements and
lottery circulars;
circulars; all obscene or
or
articles, articles
immoral articles,
articles which
which
may in any way damage or destroy the mails, or injure
injure the
persons handling
handling them.
them.
All admissible articles of mermerchandise mailed in one country
country
for the other, or
received in
or received
in one
one
country from the other shall be
free from detention or inspection
inspection
of any nature whatsoever, except
except
such as is required for collection
collection
of customs duties;
duties; and shall be
forwarded by
by the
the most
most speedy
speedy
means to their destination, being
being
subject, however, in their
their transmission, to the laws and reguregulations of each country, respecrespectively.

FOlgende
saker kan
sendes
F0lgende saker
kan ikke
ikke sendes
ii pakkepost: trykte saker
saker der
der
krenker bestemmelseslandets
bestemmelseslandets love
krenker
love
om den
den litterxre
litteraere eiendorasrett;
eiendomsrett;
gifte og
og eksplosive
eller lett
lett
gifte
eksplosive eller
antendelige
levende eller
eller
antendefige stoffe;
stoffe; levende
dOde dyr med
undtagelse av
av d0de
dOde
d0de
med undtagelse
insekter og krybdyr
krybdyr iifullstendig
fullstendig
torret stand;
t0rret
stand; frukt og
og grOnsaker,
gr0nsaker,
som lett gar i
forrAdnelse, illeluki forradnelse,
tende
tondo saker, lotterisedler,
lotterisedler, lottolotteriavertissementer
riavertissementer eller
eller lottericirlottericirkulaerer;
kulwrer; alle
ails obskOne
obsk0ne eller
eller umoralske saker; gjenstande, som
som pa
pa
mate ken
eller
nogen mate
kan beska,dige
beskadige eller
0delegge
Odelegge postforsendelsene
postforsendelsene eller
eller
skade de personer som behandler
behandler
d
em.
dem.
Alle tillatte varer,
Ale
varer, sendt i
i
posten fra dot one land til dot
dot
annet, eller mottatt i
i dot
det ene
ene
land fra dot
det annet,
annet, skal ikke
ikke
kunne tilbakeholdes
tilbakeholdes eller underunderkastes undersjkelse
undersOkelse av nogensomnogensomheist
helst slags undtatt den
den som
som or
er
n0dvendig av hensyn
nodvendig
hensyn til opkreopkretollavgifter. De skal
velse av tollavgifter.
fremsendes pa hurtigste mate
fremsendes
mate til
til
bestemmelsesstedet,
bestemmelsesstedet, dog underunderkastet under befordringen
befordringen de i
i
vedkommende
vedkommende land gjeldende love
bestemmelser.
og bestemmelser.

Art
icle III.
Article

Artikkel III.

respectively.
respectively.

1.
No letter
letter or
or communication
1. No
communication
of the nature of personal correspondence
spondence shall accompany
accompany any
any
parcel, or
or be
attached thereto.
thereto.
parcel,
be attached
communications be
2. If such communications
found, they will be placed in the
ordinary mail, if separable,
separable, and if
the communications
communications be insepar-

1. Breve eller meddeleser, som
1.
som
har karakter av personlig korrespondanse, ma ikke
ikke medfelge
medf0lge
eller heftes til nogen
nogen pakke.
pakke.
2.
2. Hvis sadanne
sticlanne finnes,
finnes, vii
vil de,
hvis de kan skilles
skilles fra pakken, bli
bli
lagt iiden almindelige
almindelige post; men
men
hvis meddelelsen ikke kan
kan skilles
skilles

PARCEL
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ably
attached the
the whole
whole package
ably attached
package
containing them
them will
will be
be rejected.
containing
rejected.
If,
however, any
should be
If, however
any such
such should
be
inadvertently
forwarded,
the
inadvertently
forwarded, the
country of
of destination
destination may
country
may collect
collect
on
or letters
letters double
on the
the letter
letter or
double
rates of
of postage,
postage, according
the
rates
according to
to the
Universal Postal
Postal Convention.
Convention.
Universal
3. No
No parcel
3.
parcel shall
shall contain
contain
packages intended
intended for
delivery at
packages
for delivery
at
an
other than
than the
one
an address
address other
the one
borne by
by the
If
borne
the parcel
parcel itself.
itself. If
such
desuch enclosed
enclosed packages
packages be
be detected, they
they shall
sent forward
tected,
shall be
be sent
forward
singly
singly charged
charged with
with new
new and
and
distinct
parcel post
rates.
distinct parcel
post rates.
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pakken, skal
forsendelsen
fra pakken,
skal hele
hele forsendelsen
nektes mottatt.
Hvis allikevel
allikevel
nektes
mottatt. Hvis
en sidan
forsendelse ved
uakten
sadan forsendelse
ved uaktsomhet skulde
kan
somhet
skulde bli
bli fremsendt,
fremsendt, kan
bestemmelseslandet opkreve
dobbestemmelseslandet
opkreve dobbelt porto
porto for
for brevet
brevet eller
belt
eller brevene
brevene
overensstemmende med
verdensoverensstemmende
med verdenspostkonvensjonens bestemmelser.
bestemmelser.
postkonvensjonens

3. Ingen
Ingen pakke
pakke kan
tlC
!znolosnre for
3.
kan inneholde
inneholde otn^
for
eraSure
pakker,
bestemt til
til A
pakker, som
som er
er bestemt
utleveres
efter en
en annen
annen adresse
utleveres efter
adresse
enn den,
pakken selv
enn
den, som
som pakken
selv bterer.
beerer.
Opclages sidanne
Opdages
sadanne innlagte
innlagte pakpakker, skal
de fremsendes
fremsendes enkeltvis
ker,
skal de
enkeltvis
og belastes
med ny
sterskilt pakpakog
belastes med
ny sterskilt
ketpostporto.
ketpostporto.
ot ie i

Article IV.
Article
IV.

Artikkel
IV.
Artikkel IV.

following rates
rates of
of postage
postage
The following
shall
to be
fully prepreshall be required
required to
be fully
paid
with postage
stamps of
paid with
postage stamps
of the
the
country
origin, viz:
viz:
country of
of origin,
In the
the United
United States:
parIn
States: for
for a
a parcel
not exceeding
exceeding one
one pound
(455
cel not
pound (455
in weight,
weight, 12
12 cents;
cents; and
and
grams) in
for each
each additional
additional pound
pound (455
(455
fraction of
pound,
grams) or
or fraction
of a
a pound,
12 cents.
cents.
12
In
In Norway:
Norway:
If the
If
the parparthe weight
weight of
of the
cel does not
not exceed
exceed 11
kilogram
120
Ore.
kilogram -..........
120 0re.
If
exceeds 1
1
If the
the weight
weight exceeds
kilogram but
kilogram
but not
not 3
3
kilograms ---------. 220"
220 "
kilograms
If the
If
the weight
weight exceeds
exceeds 3
3
kilograms
not 5
5
kilograms but
but not
kilograms ---------- 320"
kilograms
320 "
If
If the
the weight exceeds
exceeds 55
kilograms
kilograms.-------... 320
320" "
for
for the
the first 5
100
5 kilograms
kilograms and 100
Ore thereafter
thereafter for
for each
Ore
each addiadditional
kilogram or
or fraction
tional kilogram
fraction
thereof.
thereof.
The parcels
parcels shall
be promptly
promptly
The
shall be
addressees at the
delivered to addressees
post
office of
the
post office
of address
address in
in the
country
country of
of destination,
destination, free
free of
of
charge for
for postage;
charge
postage; but
but the
the councountry
destination may,
at its
its opop.
try of
of destination
may, at
tion
levy and
collect from
tion, levy
and collect
from thee
addressee for
for interior
service and
addressee
interior service
and
delivery aa charge
delivery
charge not
not exceedin
exceeding
i
55cents in
n the
the United
United States
States and
andg
20 Ore
ore in Norway, on
on each
each single
single
parcel of
parcel
of whatever
whatever weight.
weight.

De
fOlgende portosatser
portosatser skal
De fl0gende
skal
erlegges
sitt hele
hele
erlegges forskudsvis
forskudsvis med
med sitt
belOp
med frimerker:
frimerker:
bel0p og
og avgjOres
avgj0res med
de Forenede
Forenede Stater:
Stater: for
en
II de
for en
pakke
vekt ikke
pakke som
som iivekt
ikke overskrider
overskrider
cents; for
for
11pimd
pund (455 gram),
gram), 12 cents;
hvert oversky
tende pund
hvert
overskytende
pund (455
(455
gram) eller
derav, 12
12 cents.
cents.
gram)
eller del
del derav,

IIINorge:
Norge:
Norge:

Rates of postage.

In United States.

In Norway.

In Norway.

pakkens vekt
NAr pakkens
vekt ikke
ikke
overskri-der
kg. -- .._ 120
Ore.
overskri-der 11kg.
120 0re.
Nar
vekt oversoversNAr pakkens
pakkens vekt
krider 1,
1, men ikke 3
3
220 -kg...............220
kgNir pakkens
NAr
pakkens vekt oversoverskrider 3,
3, men
men ikke
ikke 5
5
knder
kg.
kg- ----.....--.--320 -Nil- pakkens
pakkens vekt
vekt oversoversNar
krider 55kg.
kg.-----.. . 320
320 -for
de fprste
fOrste 5
for de
5 kg.
kg. og
og derefter
derefter
100
Ore for hvert ytterligere
100 0re
ytterligere kg.
kg.
eller del deray.
derav.
Pakkene
skal i
Pakkene skal
i bestemmelsesbestemmelsessnarest utleveres
adressalandet snarest
utleveres adressatene
bestemmelsesstedets posttene pi
pA bestemmelsesstedets
postkontor
uten opkrevning
opkrevning av
kontor uten
av nogen
nogen
porto; men
det star
stir bestemmelbestemmelporto;
men det
seslandet fritt
for A
seslandet
fritt for
A opkreve
opkreve av
av
adressaten
for innenriksk
beadressaten for
innenriksk behandling og
og ombwering
ombwring et
et gebyr,
handling
gebyr,
overstige 20
20 Ore
som ikke ma
ma overstige
0re ii
Norge og 5
5 cents iide Forenede
Forenede
Norge
enkelt pakke
av
Stater for hver enkelt
pakke av
hvilkensomheLst
hvilkensomhelst vekt.
vekt.

Delivery.
Delivey.
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Artikkel V.
Artikkel
V.

Article
Article V.
V.
e c e ip t
Receipt,

1. The sender
sender shall at
at the
time
the time
of
receive from
from
of mailin.
mailing the parcel
parcel receive
the
iiv ce where
is
the Post
Post Office
where the
the parcel
parcel is
mailed a
a certificate
certificate of
of mailing
prepared
with the
the
prepared in
in accordance
accordance with
postal
regulations of
of the
the country
postal regulations
country
origin
of origin.
Registry.
Regstry.
2. The
The sender of
may
Ri2.
of a
a parcel may
have the
by
have
the same
same registered
registered by
paying in
in addition
the postage
postage
paying
addition to
to the
registration fee
the registration
fee regularly
regularly
charged in
in the
country
of
cknowledent
charged
the
country
of origin.
origin.
Acknowledgment of
eivery.
ent
3. An acknowledgment
delivery.
acknowledgment of
of the
the
delivery
registered parcel
delivery of
of aa registered
parcel
returned to
sender
shall be returned
to the
the sender
whenever requested;
either
whenever
requested; but either
country may
require of the
the sender
country
may require
sender
prepayment
therefore not
prepayment of
of aafee therefore
not
exceeding
five cents
(twenty 0re).
Ore).
exceeding five
cents (twenty
R

Notice
Notice to addresses.
addresses.

4. The addressee of a
a registered
parcel shall be
tered parcel
be advised of
the arrival of the parcel by a
a
notice from the Post Office
notice
Office of
destination.
Article VI.

Customs declaration.
declaration.
Customs

Post,
1737.
Post, p. 1737.

Collection
Collection of duties.

1.
1. The sender of each parcel
parcel
shall make a
a customs declaration
declaration
which shall be either pasted upon
upon
or attached to the parcel, upon a
a
special form provided
provided for the purpose (Form 1
1 annexed hereto),
giving a
of
a general
general description
description of
the parcel, and aa detailed statement of the contents,
contents, and value,
date of mailing
mailing and signature
signature and
place of residence
residence of the sender.
2. The parcels in question shall
shall
be subject in the country of destination to all customs duties and
and
all customs regulations in force
in that country and the customs
duties properly chargeable
chargeable therethereon shall be
collectible from
from the
be collectible
the
addressee
addressee on the delivery of the
parcel, in
accordance with
in accordance
with the
laws and regulations of the
the councountry of destination.
Article

Payments
Payments by
country.
by

oPent

each
eac
each

VII.

Department of
The Post Office Department
the United States shall pay to the
Post Office Departement
Departement of Norway 50 centimes (10 cents) for
for
each
eaai parcel forwarded from its
its
offices to Norway and the Post

J
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1.
Det postkontor,
postkontor, hvor
hvor pakpak1. Det
ken innleveres,
innleveres, skal
innleyeken
skal ved
ved innreveringen gi
et
ringen
gi pakkens
pakkens aysender
avsender et
innleveringsbevis
overenssteminleverngsbevis
overensstemmende med
med utgangsla,ndets
mende
utgangslandets bebestemmelser.
stemmelser.
2. Avsenderen
kan
2.
Avsenderen av
av en
en pakke
pakke kan
fit den sendt under rekommanfa
rekommandasjon mot
mot herfor
det
dasjon
herfor ita erlegge
erlegge det
i
sedvanlig rekomi utgangslandet
utgangslandet sedvanlig
rekommandasjonsgebyr.
mandas]onsgebyr.
3.
3. Avsenderen
Avsenderen av en rekomrekomformandert pakke
pakke kan pa
pa forlangende
fit sig
sig tilstillet
tilstillet et
langende fa
et
mottagelsesbevis
for
mottagelsesbevis
for pakkens
pakkens
aysendelsesutlevering. Men
Men avsendelseslandet
landet kan
kan kreve
kreve at
at aysenderen
avsenderen
herfor erlegger
et gebyr
gebyr av
hioist
herfor
erlegger et
av h0ist
20 0re
Ore (5
(5 cents).
cents).
4. En
rekommanderet pakkes
4.
En rekommanderet
pakkes
addressat
bestemmelsesaddressat skal
skal ay
av bestemmelsesstedets postkontor varsles
varsles om
om
pakkens
pakkens ankorast.
ankomst.
•

Artikkel
Artikkel VI.
VI.

1.
Avsenderen av laver
1. Avsenderen
hver pakke
pakke
skal utferdige
utferdige en tollangivelse
tollangivelse
som enten skal klistres pit
oiler
pa eller
festes til pakken. Den skal avavfattes pa
pit en hertil
hertil innrettet
innrettet srersserskilt blankett (vedfOiede
skjema
(vedf0iede skjema
1), inneholdende
inneholdende en almindelig
almindelig
beskrivelse av pakken, en
beskrivelse
en nyiiakn0iaktig angivelse av innholdet og dets
dots
verdi, aysendelsesdatum
avsendelsesdatum og avsenderens
underskrift og
opholdssenderens underskrift
og opholdssted.
heromhandlede pakker
2. De heromhandlede
pakker
skal i
i bestemmelseslandet
bestemmelseslandet vTre
vaere
underkastet
underkastet alle
ale de i
dette land
i dette
gjeldende tollavgifter
o1 tollfortollavgifter 1og
tollfortollay .ter som
skrifter, og
og de tollavgifter
som
rettelig hviler pa pak
ene skla
pakkene
skla
ved utleveringen
utleveringen opkreves
opkreves hos
hos
adressaten
overensstemmende
adressaten
overensstemmende
bestemmelseslandets lover
med besteramelseslandets
lover
og
f
orskrif ter.
og forskrifter.
Artikkel VII.
Poststyrelsen
i Norge
Poststyrelsen i
Norge skal
betale
bet ale til poststyrelsen
poststyrelsen ii de
Forenede
Forenede Stater 50 centimes (40
(40
0re)
Ore) for hver pakke, som
som er
er sendt
sendt
fra dets posthus til de Forenede
Forenede
Stater, og postyrelsen ii de
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Office Department
Norway
of Norway
Department of
Office
shall pay
amount to the
the
similar amount
shall
pay aasimilar
Post Office
Office Department
of the
the
Department of
Post
United States
States for
for each parcel forUnited
warded from
from its
offices to
to the
the
its offices
warded
United States.
The
The accounts
United
shall
every quarter
quarter
balanced every
be balanced
shall be
and a
a general
general balance
balance of
such
of such
and
quarterly
settlements
struck
struck
settlements
quarterly
yearly,
which amount
shall be
be
amount shall
yearly, which
paid
Post Office
DepartOffice Departby the
the Post
paid by
ment
country.
debtor country.
of the
the debtor
ment of

Forenede Stater
Stater skal
til
skal betale
betale til
Forenede
poststyrelsen iiNorge
et lignende
lignende
Norge et
poststyrelsen
belOp for
som er
pakke, som
hver palace,
for hver
bel0p
sendt fra
fra dets
posthus til
til Norge.
Norge.
dets posthus
sendt
BelOpene skal
hvert
skal avbalanseres
avbalanseres hvert
Bel~pene
kvartal
kvartalsopgjOrene
og kvartalsopgjrrene
kvartal og

Article VIII.
VIII.
Article

Artikkel VIII.
VIII.
Artikkel

optas
en Arlig
rlig generalbalanse
generalbalanse
optas ii en
hvis said°
av det
det
skal betales
betales av
hvis
saldo skal
skyldige lands
lands poststyrelse.
poststyrelse.
skyldige

Amounting.

countin

skal betraktes
som Method of transpor.
Pakkene skal
betraktes som
1. Pakkene
1. The
shall be
be concon- — 1.
The parcels
parcels shall
1.
bestanddel av
av de
mellem tation.
de mellem
en bestanddel
sidered
as a
a component
part of
of en
component part
sidered as
og de
de Forenede
Forenede Stater
Stater
the mails
mails exchanged
Norge og
be- Norge
directly beexchanged directly
the
direkte utvekslede
utvekslede poster,
de
og de
poster, og
of AmeriAmeri- direkte
tween
United States of
the United
tween the
skal fremsendes
av utgangslandet
utgangslandet
fremsendes av
ca
and Norway
be dispatched
dispatched skal
to be
Norway,-,to
ca and
bekostning til
annet
det annet
til det
pa dets
dets bekostning
to
by the country
country of pa
by
destination .
to destination
sadanne beforthingsbefordringsmed sadanne
Iand med
origin at
cost and
and by
such land
by such
at its
its cost
origin
midler, som
rader over;
det rader
som det
means as
as it
at its
its dis- midler,
have at
may have
it may
means
pakkene skal,
skal, efter
avsendende
det aysendende
efter det
posal; but
but they
they shall be forwardforward- pakkene
posal;
poststeds valg,
fremsendes enten
enten
valg, fremsendes
ed at
at the
option of the dispatchdispatch- poststeds
the option
ed
for 0iemedet
oiemedet innredede
innredede
spesiellt for
ing
boxes pre- iii spesiellt
either in boxes
office, either
ing office,
pared expressly
expressly for
kasser eller
almindelige posteller almindelige
purpose, kasser
the purpose,
for the
pared
poser, som
som merkes
"Pakkepost"
merkes "Pakkepost"
or in
in ordinary
mail sacks
marked poser,
sacks marked
ordinary mail
or
og som
skal behrig
behOrig forsegles
forsegles
som skal
sealed og
"
parcel post"
securely sealed
and securely
post" and
"parcel
med lakk
lakk eller
annen via,
vis,
pa annen
eller pa
with wax
or otherwise,
as may be med
otherwise, as
wax or
with
naerhvorom der gjensidig
gjensiclig treffes ncerhvorom
mutually
provided.
mutually provided.
mere bestemmelser.
bestemmelser.
mere
empt
2.
land skal
Re
neste Return
skal med
med neste
2. Hvert
Hvert land
return
2.
Each country
country shall return
2. Each
of empty
scks.
post tilbakesende
tilbakesende tomme
det sacks.
til dot
tomme til
empty
the dispatching
office, post
dispatching office,
to the
empty to
aysendende kontor
sadanne
alle sadanne
kontor idle
by next mail,
mail, all such boxes or avsendende
by
kasser og
og sekker.
sekker.
kasser
sacks.
3.
nwrva3rende Peeking.
3. Although
Although parcels
parcels admitted
3.
3. SkjOnt
Sknt de
de efter
efter nerverende
ng.
on tilstedelige
tilstedelige gjenstande
gjenstande
konvensjon
under
convention will be konvensj
under this convention
befordres som
ovenfor nevnt
nevnt
som ovenfor
skal befordres
transmitted
aforesaid between
between skal
as aforesaid
transmitted as
do
i de
utvekslingskontorene i
mellem utvekslingskontorene
the
exhange offices of the two mellem
the exhange
land, skal
sit
pakkes sa
de dog
dog pakkes
skal de
to land,
countries,
they should
be so care- to
should be
countries, they
at de
bekan betrygt kan
de trygt
omhyggelig, at
fully packed
packed as
to be safely trans- omhyggelig,
as to
fully
til utgangslandets
utgangslandets
bade til
fordres, bAde
office fordres,
mitted both
both to the exchange
exchange office
mitted
og til
til adresseadresseutvekslingskontor og
of
and to the utvekslivagskontor
origin and
country of origin
of the
the country
bestemmelseslandet.
i bestemmelseslandet.
poststedet i
receiving office
office of
of the
of poststedet
country of
the country
receiving
destination.
destination.
Deseripti7e list.
ist.
Descripti7e
4. Hver
Fiver avsendt
aysendt pakkepmt
pakkepost
4.
4.
dispatch of a
a parcel
parcel
4. Each
Each dispatch
kart in
in duplo
duplo
et kart
av et
skal ledsages
ledsages av
post
shall be
be accompanied
accompanied skal
mail shall
post mail
over ails
de aysendte
pakker,
avsendte pakker,
alle de
duplicate over
by a
list in duplicate
a descriptive
descriptive list
bv
anfores for hver
srskilt a,nfores
hvori saerskilt
of
all packages
this list shall hvori
sent; this
packages sent;
of all
pakke dens
dens l0penummer,
lOpenummer, avsendeaysendeeach pakke
contain the
the list
number of each
list number
contain
navn, adressatens
navn og
og
adressatens navn
rens navn,
parcel, the name of the sender, rens
parcel,
bestemmelsesstedet. Almindelige
Almindelige
the
of the addressee
addressee and bestemmelsesstedet.
name of
the name
pakker kan
kan dog
dog opfores
kun med
med
opf0res kun
the address
address of
destination, or, in pakker
of destination,
the
det saralede
som
pakker som
antall pakker
samlede antall
the case
case of
of ordinary
ordinary: parcels,
parcels, they det
the
inneholdes iivedkommende
vedkommende pakkethe inneholdes
may
be advised
advised simply
simply by the
may be
innlegges iien
en av
av
Kartet innlegges
post. Kartet
total number
number of such parcels
parcels sent post.
total
kassene eller
posene i
i vedkom- Post,
eller posene
i.3S.
p. 1:36.
Post, p.
in the
the dispatch.
This list shall be kassene
dispatch. This
in
monde post
vedfOiede skjema
skjema
(se vedf0iede
post (se
enclosed
enclosed in one of the boxes or mende
2).
2 an- 2).
sacks of
dispatch (form 2
of such dispatch
sacks
nexed hereto).
hereto).
nexed
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Article IX.

Artikkel
Artikkel IX.
IX.

Exchanges
of mails
mails under
under this
Exchanges of
this
convention from
from any
place in
in
convention
any .place
either
either of
of the
the participating
participating councountries
to any
any place
place in
in the
the other,
tries to
other,
shall be
effected through
through the
post
be effected
the post
offices
preoffices of
of both
both countries,
countries, previously
exchange
viously designated
designated as
as exchange
offices, or
through such
offices,
or through
such other
other
offices as
as may
offices
may subsequently
subsequently be
be
designated for
under
designated
for this purpose, under
such
regulations relative
relative to
to desuch regulations
deexchange as
may be
tails of exchange
as may
be
mutually determined
be esesmutually
determined to
to be
sential to
to the security
security and exexpedition of
the
pedition
of the mails
mails and
and the
customs reveprotection of
of the
the customs
revenue.
nue.
Article X.

Utveksling
efter denne
denne
Utveksling av
av post
post efter
konvensjon fra
fra hvilketsomhelst
konvensjon
hvilketsomhelst
hvilketsted iidet ene land
land til
til hvilketsorahelst sted
somhelst
sted i
i det annet
annet land
land
skal forega
postkonskal
forega gjennem
gjennem de
de postkontorer
torer iibegge land, som
som pa
pa forforhind er
er betegnet
utvekshand
betegnet som
som utvekslingskontorer, eller
gjennem slike
slike
lingskontorer,
eller gjennem
andre
postkontorer, som
fremandre postkontorer,
som fremtidig vil
vil bli
bli bestemt
bestemt til
til dette
tidig
dette
Oiemed, i
0iemed,
imed,
i overensstemraelse
oerensstemmelse med
de
om utvekutvekde ruermere
naermere forskrifter
forskrifter om
slingen som
som fra
sider ma
ma
slingen
fra begge
begge sider
ansees
nOdvendige for
postenes
ansees n0dvendige
for postenes
sikkerhet og
sikkerhet
og ekspedisjon
ekspedisjon og
og til
til
tolhnntektene.
vern om tollinntektene.
Artikkel
Artikkel X.
X.

1. As soon as the mails shall
shall
1.
Sasnart posten
posten er
1. Sasnart
er ankomankomhave reached the exchange
exchange office
office met til
bestemmelseslandets ututtil bestemmelseslandets
of
that office
of destination,
destination, that
dette konkonvekslingkontor,, skal
office shall
shall vekslingkontor
skal dette
check the contents of the mail.
trollere dens innhold.
2. In the event of the parcel
Substitute parcel
parcel
2. Mottas
Mottas ikke
ikke noget
pakke2.
noget pakkebill not having been received
received aa postkart, skal
skal der
der straks
straks utferutfersubstitute shall
pre- diges et
shall at once
once be prenOd-kart.
et n0d-kart.
pared.
Correction
3. Any
- errors
Correction of errors.
3.
Any
errors in the entries on
fell ii pakkekartets
3. Mulige feil
pakkekartets
the parcel bill which may be de- anfOrsler,
anf0rsler, som matte opdages,
opdages,
tected shall, after verification
verification by skal—efter
fastslatt av
av
skal-efter aft vsere
vwere fastsl&tt
second officer,
officer, be corrected
corrected and
aasecond
and en annen tjenestemann—beriktjenestemann-beriknoted for report to the dispatchdispatch- tiges og meldes det aysendende
avsendende
ing office on the form known
known as kontor
"Tilbakemelding",
kontor ii en
en "Tilbakemelding",
" verification certificate"
certificate" and for- som skal
skid sendes i
i saarskilt
sserskilt omslag.
warded in a
a special envelope.
Noareceipt
4. If
parcel noted
the bill
bill
Nrectoprl.of parcel.
4.
If aaparcel
noted on
on the
en pi
pa kartet
kartet opfOrt
4. Hvis
Hvis en
opf0rt
be not received, after the
non- pakke mangler, skal anfOrslen
the nonpa
anf0rslen pa
receipt thereof shall have been
been kartst,
kartA, efter at mangelen
mangelen er
er
a second officer, the
verified by a
the konstatert ogsa av en annen
annen
canceled tjenestemann,
entry on the bill shall be canceled
tjenestemann, utstrykes,
og saken
saken
utstrykes, og
and the fact reported at once,
as straks tilbakemeldes
once, as
tilbakemeldes som
foresom
foreDamaged
parcels,
above provided.
provided. If
If a
parcel be
Damadparcls.
above
a parcel
be skrevet ovenfor. Mottas
Mottas
en
en
received
received in a
adamaged
damaged or imperimper- pakke i
i beskadiget eller mangelfect condition, fun
full particulars ful stand,
skal tilbakemeldmg
stand, skar
tilbakemeldinmg
thereof shall be reported in the utstedes pa samme mate med
med
same manner.
angivelse av alle naermere
niermere omstendigheter.
stendigheter.
Presumption of
deof devrumty.
livery.
5.
no "verification
5. If
If no
"verification certificertifi5. Mottar det avsendende
aysendende koncate"
cate" or note of error be received
received tor ingen tilbakemeldelse
tilbakemeldelse eller
eller
by the dispatching
office, aaparcel melding om fell,
dispatching office,
vedkomfeil, skal
skal vedkommail shall be considered as duly mende pakkepost betraktes som
correct in every
every riktig avlevert og befunnet i
delivered and correct
orden
i orden
particular.
henseende.
i enhver henseende.
Receipt
Receipt of
of mail.
maiL

Article XI.
inability
deliver
Inability to
to deliver,

etc.
etc.

If aaparcel
delivered
parcel cannot be delivered

as addressed, or is refused, it shall
be returned without charge,
charge, from
from
either country directly to the

Artikkel
Artikkel XI.
Hvis en pakke ikke kan utleveres efter adressen, eller
eller hvis
hvis
den nektes mottatt, skal denden—
efter utlOpet
utlipet av en frist av 30
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dispatching
of exchange,
at
exchange, at
office of
dispatching office
the expiration
expiration of
thirty days
days from
from
of thirty
the
its
receipt at
at the
of destinathe office of
its receipt
tion; and
and the
the country
of origin
origin
country of
tion;
may
collect from
from the
sender for
for
the sender
may collect
the return
of the
parcel a
a sum
sum
the parcel
the
return of
equal to
postage when
first
when first
to the
the postage
equal
mailed.
mailed.

dage
dage efter
efter dens
dens mottagelse
mottagelse ved
ved
bestemmelsespoststedet —
fra
bestemmelsespoststedet
fra
omkosttilbakesendes omkosthvert land
land tilbakesendes
ningsfritt direkte
aysentil det
det avsenningsfritt
direkte til
dende
utvekslingskontor ;
utgangsutgangsdende utvekslingskontor;
landet kan
kan hos
hos avsenderen
aysenderen for
for
landet
pakkens
tilbakesendelse opkreve
opkreve
pakkens tilbakesendelse
et
den forut
forut erlagte
likt den
et belOp
bel0p likt
porto.
porto.
Dog
skal pakker
(som or
forer forpakker (som
Dog skal
budt
II, og
og pakker)
pakker) som
art. II,
budt iiart.
ikke
opfyller de
nevnte artikkel
artikkel
de i
i nevnte
ikke opfyller
foreskrevne betingelser
betingelser med
henmed henforeskrevne
syn til
til stOrrelse
og vekt
vekt ikke
ikke tilst0rrelse og
syn
bakesendes
utgangslandet, men
til utgangslandet,
bakesendes til
kan
overover overdisponeres over
kan endelig
endelig disponeres
ensstemmende
med bestemmelbestemmelensstemmende med
seslandets
tollOver og
og reglemenreglemenseslandets tollover
ter.
ter.

Provided,
parcels
that parcels
however, that
Provided, however,
prohibited by
II and
by Article
Article II
prohibited
to
not conform to
which do not
those which
the conditions
conditions as
and
size, and
as to size,
the
weight.
prescribed by
Artisaid Artiby said
weight. prescribed
cle,
shall not
not be
returned to
to the
be returned
cle, shall
country of
of origin,
but may
may be
be
origin, but
country
disposed of,
of, without
in
recourse, in
without recourse,
disposed
accordance with the
customs laws
the customs
accordance
and regulations
regulations of
of the
of
country of
the country
and
destination.
destination.
Nar innholdet
innholdet av
en ubes0rubes0rav en
Nar
a parcel
When
When the contents of a
gelig pakke
pakke lett
bederves elkan bederves
which
cannot be
be delivered
delivered are
are gelig
lett kan
which cannot
Odelegges, kan
det straks
tilstraks tilkan det
ler 0delegges,
liable
to deterioration
deterioration or corrupcorrup- ler
liable to
eller
n0dvendig, oiler
hvis nodvendig,
intetgj0res hvis
tion, they
they may
may be
at intetgjOres
destroyed at
be destroyed
tion,
dette finnes
finnes hensiktshensiktsselges-om dette
once, if
if necessary,
necessary, or,
or, if
expe- selges—om
if expeonce,
forutgaende varsel
messig-uten forutgiende
dient, sold,
sold, without
previous no- messig—uten
without previous
dient,
fordel for
retslig forfaren
forfarenforfaren til fordel
eller retslig
tice or
formality, for
for the
the oiler
judicial formality,
or judicial
tice
nsermere
de mermere
rettighetshaveren; do
benefit of
the right
right person,
the rettighetshaveren.;
person, the
of the
benefit
omstendigheter ved salget skal av
particulars of
each sale
no- orastendigheter
being nosale being
of each
particulars
det
eno postkontor
postkontor meldes det
det ene
ticed by
by post
to the
other.
the other.
office to
post office
ticed
annet.
Artikkel XII.
XII.
Article
Article XII.
Whenever
any
loss,
damloss, damany
Whenever
occur to any
any
shall occur
age, or
or rifling shad
shipment of
of registered
parcels,
registered parcels,
shipment
force maexcept in
the case
case of force
in the
except
jeure, the
the Post
Office Department
Department
Post Office
jeure,
of the
country in whose servthe country
of
ice the
the loss
occurs shall,
shall, on
on
loss occurs
ice
rifling,
proof of
of loss,
loss, damage or riffing,
proof
be liable
the parcel
parcel
sender of the
to the
the sender
be
liable to
for
by way
of ininway of
amount by
for an
an amount
demnity corresponding
the
corresponding to the
demnity
actual
amount of
of the
loss,
the loss,
actual amount
such indamage, or
or rifling, but such
damage,
demnity shall not exceed
exceed fifty
demnity
francs for
for any one
registered
one registered
francs
of fixing
parcel.
method of
The method
parcel. The
loss,
responsibility, for
for
the
the loss,
responsibility
damage, or
rifling and
paying
and of
of paying
or rifling
damage,
and
the claims for inadjusting the
and adjusting
demnity shall
shall be
prescribed
that prescribed
be that
demnity
by Article
Article 8
Universal
the Universal
of the
8 of
by
Postal Convention
of Rome and
Convention of
Postal
Artcle
of the
the Regulations
Regulations
XIII of
Artcle XIII
for
execution, regarding
regarcfing inits execution,
for its
demnity for
re -stered articles
articles in
for registered
demnity
Postal Union Mails.

Prohibited articles.
articles.
Prohibited
Ante,
1730.
Ante, p.
p. 1730.

Perishable articles.
Perishable
articles.

M r en
en rekommandert
rekommandert pakke
pakke da
dama
Indemni
g
ty for
loss
s or
Ifse.
Nar
e.

ber0ves
gar
oiler berOves
beskadiges eller
tapt, beskadiges
gar tapt,
noget
av sit
sit innhold
beforunder beforinnhold under
noget av
en, skal—bortsett
fra uavuavskal-bortsett fra
dringen,
maven
elige begivenheter
begivenheter (force metvendelige
jeure),—poststyroLsen
land
det land
jeure),-poststyrelsen iidet
Innen
hvis omr&de
omrade begivenheten
begivenheten
mnen hvis
her
funnet sted, nar bevis er
har funnet
eller tyveri,
skaffet
skade oiler
for tap,
tap, skade
skaffet for
avsenvtere pliktig
til a bet
ale aysenbetale
pliktig til
vaere
deren
erstatning svarende
svarende til
en erstatning
deren en
tapets,
beskadigelsens eller
eller tyvetyvetapets, beskadigelsens
sa, at
riots
belop dog sk,
riets virkelige bel0p,
erstatningen
ikke skal
skal overskride
overslaide
erstatningen ikke
50 frank
frank for
rekommandert
for hver
hver rekommandert
50
pakke.
pakke.
ust ment of
of
Adjustment
fastset- c1ss
FreragangsmAten ved
ved fastsetFremgangsmAten
telsen av
av ansvaret
ansvaret for tapet,
telsen
skaden
tyveriet, sarat
betasamt betaeller tyveriet,
skaden oiler
lingen
og opgijOret av erstatningslingen ogopgj0ret
kravet skali
skal vwre
samme
den samme
vere den
kravet
som
den der
der er
er foreskrevet
foreskrevet iiarar- vl.
Vol. 3,
35, pp.
som den
,p. 1649,
16
tikkel VIII
den i
Rom ayslut1602.
avslut- 1692.
i Rom
i den
VIII i
tikkel
tede verdenspostoverenskomst
verdenspostoverenskomst og
og
tede
i
dens ekspedisekspedisXIII iidens
i artikkel
artikkel XIII
for
joiasreglement
om erstatning
erstatning for
jonsreglement om
rekommanderteforsendelser
mnen
rekommanderteforsendelser innen
Verdenspostforeningens omrade.
Verdenspostforeningens
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It is
is understood
claims
that claims
understood that
It
for, indemnity
indemnity shall
not be
be valid
valid
shall not
for.
unless
made within
year from
from
one year
within one
unless made
the date
date of
the mailing
the
of the
mailing of
of the
the
registered
parcel concerned.
concerned.
registered parcel
Article
XIII.
Article XIII.
Further
regulations,
Further regulations,
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
of the
the
General of
The
regtions,
etc.
et
United
States and
General
the General
and the
United States
Post
Office of
of Norway
Norway shall
shall have
have
Post Office
authority jointly
to make
such
make such
jointly to
authority
further
and
order and
of order
regulations of
further regulations
detail as
as may
may be
be deemed
necdeemed necdetail
essary to
carry out
out the
conventhe convento carry
essary
tion
from time
time to
to time;
and may,
may,
time; and
tion from
further, by
agreement, prescribe
prescribe
by agreement,
further,
to
conditions for
the admission
admission to
for the
conditions
7 0
Ante,
p. 1730.
Ante,p.
3 .
the mails
any of
of the
the articles
the
mails of
of any
articles
prohibited
by Article
this
of this
II of
Article II
prohibited by
Convention.
Convention.

Man er
at krav
krav
om at
er ensforstatt
ensforstatt om
Man
erstatning ikke
ikke er
gyldig, medmeder gyldig,
pa erstatning
mindre de
fremsettes innen
ar
et ar
innen et
de fremsettes
mindre
efterat
den rekommanderte
pakke
rekommanderte pakke
efterat den
er
posten.
er innlevert
innlevert iiposten.

Article XIV.
XIV.
Article
Effect.
subThis
Convention, which
which subThis Convention,
feCter convention
Former
abro
gated.
a broIated.
stitutes and
and abrogates
the
Constitutes
abrogates
the
ConVol.v.3,
33, p.
p. 2282.
vention entered into in Washing.
of August,
ton on
on the
the 27th
27th day
day of
ton
1904,
and in
in Christiania
on the
the
Christiania on
1904, and
14th
of September
in the
the
September in
day of
14th day
same
shall become
become effective
effective
year, shall
same year,
shall
as
1, 1921,
1921, and
and shall
of February
February 1,
as of
terminated
continue in
in force
force until terminated
continue
by
mutual agreement;
agreement; but
but it
it may
by mutual
be
annulled at
the desire
desire of
of either
either
at the
be annulled
months'
Department
upon six months'
Department upon
to the
the other
given to
previous
notice given
previous notice
Department.
Department.
Signatures.
Done
in duplicate
duplicate and
and signed
signed in
in
Done in
ign
o? JanuJanuChristiania
11th day
day of
the 11th
Christiania the
ary
nine hundred
hundred
thousand nine
ary one
one thousand
and at
and
twenty-one, and
at WashingWashingand twenty-one,
ton
11th day
day of
of February,
February,
ton the
the 11th
one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
one thousand
twenty-one
twenty-one

Artikkel
XIV.
Artikkel XIV.

ALBERT
ALBERT SIDNEY
SIDNEY BURLESON,
BURLESON,
General of the
Postmaster General
Postmaster
United States
America.
of America.
States of
United
lSeal
of
the
Past
Office
Department
of
S..A.]
A.)
the r.
US.
Department
Post
LSeal of
General Post
Post Office
of Norway,
Norway,
Office of
General
SOMMERSGHILD.
SOMMERSOHILD.

KLAUS
HELSING.
KLAUS HELSING.

Approval.
Anpproml.

Artikkel XIII.
XIII.
Artikkel
og GePoststyrelsen
Norge og
Gei Norge
Poststyrelsen i
neralpostmesteren
de Forenede
Forenede
neralpostmesteren iide
Stater
skal ha
ha bemynbemynAmerika skal
i Amerika
Stater i
digelse til
til i
fellesskap a
utferdige
a utferdige
i fellesskap
digelse
yterligere
detaljbestemmelser,
detaljbestemmelser,
yterligere
som efterhanden
matte finnes
finnes
efterhanden matte
som
nodvendig for
bringe denne
denne
for aa bringe
n0dvendig
de kan
kan
konvensjon til
til utf0relse;
utfOrelse; de
konvensjon
derhos
overenskomst foreforeefter overenskomst
derhos efter
skrive betingelser
betingelser for
for tilstedetilstedeskrive
'heten av
nogen av
de i
artikkel
i artikkel
av de
av nogen
ligheten
II
forbudte
konvensjon forbudte
denne konvensjon
It iidenne
gjenstande.
gjenstande.
Donne
konvensjon som
erstatsom erstatDenne konvensjon
ter og
og ophever
overenskomst
den overenskomst
ophever den
ter
som
blev aysluttet
i Kristiania
Kristiania
avsluttet i
som blev
den 14de
14de september
september 1904 og ii
den
Washington den
27de august
august
den 27de
Washington
1904, skal
tre ii kraft
lste
den Iste
kraft den
skal tre
1904,
februar
og skal
bli gjeldehde,
gjeldende,
skal bli
1921 og
februar 1921
inntil den
den opheves
opheves efter
'enefter gieninntil
sidig overenskomst.
Dog
Dog kan
kan
overenskomst.
sidig
den
ut av
kraft pa
pa forlangende
forlangende
tre ut
av kraft
den tre
av en
en av
styrelsene , nar
nâr denne
donne
av
av styrelsene,
gir
maneder
gir den
den anneu
annen varsel
varsel 66 maneder
iforveien.
iforveien.
Utferdiget in
in duplo
duplo og
og underunderUtferdiget
tegnet iiKristiania
den 11
11 Januar
Januar
Kristiania den
tegnet
1921
og ii Washington
Washington den
11
den 11
1921 og
Februar
1921.
Februar 1921.

Den
norske Poststyrelse.
Poststyrelse.
Den norske
S
OI1IMERCHILD
SOMMERCHILD
KLAUS HELSLNG
HELSING
KLAUS
ALBERT
SIDNEY BURLESON,
BURLESON,
ALBERT SIDNEY
Generalpostmesteren iide
de
Generalpostmesteren
Forenede Stater
Stater i
Amerika.
i Amerika.
Forenede

States
the United States
The foregoing
foregoing Parcel
between the
Post Convention
Convention between
Parcel Post
The
with my
of
America and
and Norway
and concluded
concluded with
has been
been negotiated
negotiated and
Norwav has
of America
advice
ami is
hereby approved
approved and
and ratified.
ratified.
is hereby
and consent,
consent, and
advice and
I have caused
In testimony
In
testimony whereof
whereof I
caused the seal of the United States
to
affixed.
to be
be hereunto
hereunto affixed.
[SEAL.]
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
[SEAL.]
By the
By
the President:
President:
NOIViLAN
DAVIS,
NORXLAN H.
H. DAVIS,
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
Acting
of State.
State.
W
ASKINGTON, February
1921
WASIUNGTON,
14, 1921
Februariy 14,
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Form
Form No.
No. 1.
1.

FORM No.
No. 1.
1.
FORM
A.
A.
Parcels-Post between
the United
United States
States and
Norway.
and Norway.
between the
Parcels-Post
Date.
Date.

Place to whichh
the parcel is
addressed.

FORM
CUSTOMS DECLARATION.
DECLARATION.
FORM OF
OF CUSTOMS

Stamp.
Stamp.

of
Description of
parcel.
parcel. (State
(State
whether
box,
whether box,
bag,
bag, basket,
etc.)
etc.)

Value.
Value.

Contents.
Contents.

Total
Total
Percent. customs
customs
Percent.
charges.
charges.

•

Total.
Date of
of posting.
posting: .........
Date

and address
of sender{
ddrss..............
s.gnaturend
.........,19.;
1. signature

WFor
use of
of Post-Office
filled up at
office of exchange:
at the °Moe
to be
be filled
Post-Office only,
only, and to
AFor use
No..........
Parcel
•
;;Entry No
; No. of rates prepaid ...........
Bill No ..........
Parcel Bill
B.
B.
[country
origin.]
[country of origin.)
Parcels-Post from...............
from
The
import duty
assessed by
by an
officer of
of customs
customs on
of this
this parcel
parcel amounts
amounts
on contents
contents of
an officer
duty assessed
The import
to
which
must be
be paid
before the
is delivered.
delivered.
parcel is
the parcel
paid before
which must
to............

Date.
Stamp.
Stamp.

ustorne Officer.

..........................................

C.

[country of origin.]
origin.]
Parcels-Post from.
from .......
......
Parcels-Post
This
parcel has
has been
been passed
delivered
by an
an officer
officer of customs and must be delivered
passed by
This parcel
Fara or CaMBOI
Cairo&
Faz

Date.
Stamp.

44282

44282°—voL
2-20
°-VOL 41—rr
41--Pr 220
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11, 1921.
F
ORM No.
2.
No. 2.
FORB

Form No.
No. 2.
Form
2.
Date stamp
stamp of
of
Date
dispatching
dispatching
exdsan
Postex onz ePost-

[country
origin.]
[eouary
n oforif-gn.]
Parcels from
Parc
r......................

,dated
19..; per
per S.
sated.......19..;
S. S."
S." .......

Farce IBM
No
Parce
Bm No......

Date
Date stamp of
receiving
exchange
exchange

[country of
of deshiuaion.]
destination.]
[rounry
for ..........................

"

Post-Office.
Post-Office.

i7

*
* Sheet No....
No....

Origin of
parcel.
Parc

Name of
sender.
sendera

Address of parcel.

.

Declared
contents.
contents,

t-

Declared
value.
value.

Observations.

Fitz

r
Totals....

*
required for
br the mal
mail, It
it will
be
* When more than one sheet is required
for the
the entry of
of the parcels
parcels sent
sent by
will be
sufficient if the undermentioned
undermentioned particulars
entered on
last sheet
of the
the Parc
Parcel Bill.
Bill.
snuffient
particulars are entered
on the
the last
sheet of

by the mail
Total number of parcels
parcels sent
sent by
mail

mail
Total weight of mail...........................

[country of
of destination.]
[country
destination.]
to
to ................................
Number
of boxes
receptacles formNumber of
boxes or
or other
other receptacles
form-

ing the
the mail.........
ing
mail

Deduct weight
weight of
of receptacles.................
Deduct
receptacles

..........

Signature of
of postal
postal official
official at
the dispatchSignature
at the
dispatch-

Net weight
of parcels.................
parcels
Net
weight of

ing
exchange post-office.
ing exchange
post-office.

Signature of
postal official
receiving exchange
Signature
of postal
official at
at the
the receiving
post-office.
exchange post.fice.

PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS
OF
THE
OF THE

PRESIDENT OF THE
THE UNITED STATES.
PRESIDENT
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PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS
AMERIOA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY THE

March 19, 1919.

March 19,1919.

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS,
of an
LicensTes.
for too
food
foSisr
entitled co
coL
an Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress entitled
by virtue
virtue of
under and
and by
WHEREAS, under
and defense Preamble.
the national
national security
"An
Act toprovide
security and
Preamble.
further for
for the
to provide further
"An Act
by encouraging
encouraging the production, conserving the supply and controling the distribution
distribution of food products and fuel",
fuel",, approved
approved by the
President
on the
the 10th
10th day
of August,
August, 1917,
1917, it
it is
is provided
provided among
Statirtoryprovisiona
among VSttpylon^
day of
President on
Vol. 40, p. 276.
other
things as
other things
as follows:
follows:
"That,
reason of
"That, by
by reason
of the existence
existence of aa state of war, it
it is
essential
essential to
to the national
national security
security and defense, for
for the
the successprosecution of the war, and for
maintenance
ful prosecution
for the
the support and
and maintenance
of
adequate supply and
of the Army and Navy,
Navy, to
to assure an
an adequate
and
equitable distribution,
distribution and to facilitate
facilitate the
the movement of
fertifizer
foods, feeds, fuel, including fuel oil and natural gas, fertilizer
and
maand fertilizer
fertilizer ingredients,
ingredients, tools, utensils, implements, maequipment required
required for the actual production
chinery, and equipment
production
of foods,
foods feeds, and fuel, hereafter
hereafter in this act called necesmonopolizasaries; to prevent, locally or generally, scarcity, monopolizaand
tion,
hoarofing, injurious
speculation, manipulations,
injurious speculation,
manipulations, and
tion, hoarding,
private controls,
controls affecting
distribution,_ and
and
affecting such
such supply,
supply, distribution,
private
movement;
controls,
and to establish and maintain
governmental conmaintain governmental
and
movement;
trol of such necessaries
necessaries during the war. For such purposes
the
means methods, powers, authorities,
instrumentalities, means,
the instrumentalities,
prohibitions hereinafter
hereinafter set forth are
duties, obligations, and prohibitions
conferred, and
prescribed. The
The President
President
and prescribed.
created, established, conferred,
authorized to make such regulations and to issue such orders
is authorized
as
as are essential
essential effectively to carry out the provisions of
this act."
act."
AND, WHEREAS,
is further
provided in
follows:
as follows:
in said
said act
act as
it is
further provided
WHEREAS, it
AND,

President shall
shall find
find
to time, whenever
whenever the President
"That, from time to
it
essential to license
importation, manufacture,
manufacture, storage,
license the importation,
it essential
mining, or distribution of any necessaries, in order to carry
into
effect any of the purposes of this Act, and shall publicly
into effect
so
a date fixed in the anannounce, no
no person shall, after a
so announce,
nouncement, engage in or carry on any such business specified
specified
in
manufacture, storage,
of importation,
importation, manufacture
announcement of
in the
the announcement
mining, or distribution of any necessaries as set forth in such
such
a license issued
announcement, unless he shall secure and hold a
announcement,
pursuant
pursuant to this section. The President is authorized to
issue
prescribe regulations
regulations for systems
and to prescribe
issue such
such licenses
licenses and
of accounts
accounts and
of accounts
accounts to
to be
be kept
kept by
by licensees,
licensees,
and auditing
auditing of
of
submission
by them, with
with or
or without
without oath or affirmasubmission of reports
reports by
tion and the entry and inspection by the President's duly
tion
authorized
licensees."
business of licensees."
of the places
places of business
authorized agents of
AND, WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, by
the above
above provisions
provisions certain
certain
of the
by virtue
virtue of
AND,
public announcements
announcements were
President from
to
from time to
were made
made by the President
public
time
as a
manufacture, storage and
importation, manufacture,
which the
the importation,
a result
result of which
time as
distribution of certain
necessaries was
was licensed.
certain necessaries
distribution
1741
1741
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1919.
AND,
changed situation
situation has
about
AND, WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, a
a changed
has been
been brought
brought about
by
between the
the United
by the
the present
present armistice
armistice in
in the
the war
war between
United States
States and

and

Germany.
NOW,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
President of
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
I, WOODROW
of
the United
United States
America, by
of the
the powers
upon
loger the
States of
of America,
by virtue
virtue of
powers conferred
conferred upon
me
said Act
of Congress,
Congress, hereby
hereby find
and by
me by
by said
Act of
find and
and determine
determine and
by this
this
Proclamation do
no longer
longer essential
essential in
in order
Proclamation
do announce
announce that
that it
it is
is no
order to
to
carry into
effect the
the Act
that the
importation, manumanucarry
into effect
the purposes
purposes of
of the
Act that
the importation,
facture,
of certain
subject to
facture, storage
storage or
or distribution
distribution of
certain necessaries
necessaries be
be subject
to
license, to
to the
hereinafter specified.
license,
the extent
extent hereinafter
specified.
Specified
licenses
e
Licenses
heretofore required
required for
importation, manufacture,
manufacture,
for the
the importation,
Licenses heretofore
li nses
cd
canceled.
storage or
distribution of
of certain
certain necessaries
are hereby
hereby cancelled,
cancelled,
storage
or distribution
necessaries are
effective
1, 1919,
1919, with
with respect
respect to
the
following:
effective April
April 1,
to the following:
Manufactures, etc.,
All persons,
persons, firms,
corporations or
or associations
oMantnae,
etc., Al
firms, corporations
associations engaged
engaged in
in importimportof meats or lard.
ing,
(including packing),
packing), storing
storing or
or distributing
distributing fresh,
Vol.
40, p.1701.
vol.40,p.
17i.
ing, manufacturing
manufacturing (including
fresh,
canned
or cured
beef,
pork
or
mutton, or
lard.
canned
or
cured
beef,
pork
or
mutton,
or
lard.
Begulatkaiscanceled
issued under
under the
licensees so
so
A 1, 1919.
919.dep2 All
All regulations
regulations issued
the said
said Act
Act covering
covering licensees
from April
dealing in
in these
commodities are
are hereby
hereby cancelled,
1,
dealing
these commodities
cancelled, effective
effective April
April 1,
1919.
1919.
Licenses not affectProclamation shall
no way
affect licenses
licenses heretofore
reea es. t tect- This
This Proclamation
shall in
in no
way affect
heretofore reed.
quired for
storage or
quired
for the
the importation,
importation, manufacture,
manufacture, storage
or distribution
distribution of
of
necessaries, or
or regulations
regulations governing
licensees, other
than as
as indiindinecessaries,
governing licensees,
other than
cated above.
cated
above.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
and
IN
set my
hand and
the United
United States
States to
to be
affixed.
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
be affixed.
Done in
City of
Paris, France,
France, this
day of
of March,
Done
in the
the City
of Paris,
this nineteenth
nineteenth day
March,
in
year of
of our
Lord One
One Thousand
Nine Hundred
Hundred and
in the
the year
our Lord
Thousand Nine
and
[sEAL.] Nineteen,
Nineteen, amd
of the
Independence of
of the
the United
[SEAL.]
and of
the Independence
United States
States
of America
the One
and Forty-third.
Forty-third.
of
America the
One Hundred
Hundred and
W OODROW WILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By the
By
the President:
President:
FRANK L. Pout
FBANK
POLK
Acting
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State

Announcing the liAnnoeing
tecensing
of designated
products
no
product
no longer
essential.

April 9,
April
8, 1919.
1919.

Br THE
THE PBESIDENT
BY
FRESYDENT OF
OF THE
AMPRICA.
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

Hawaiian Islands.
islands.
Lighthouse lands,
Ifai
l
rnri lands,
Maul
Island.
Preamble.
Preamble.
VoL
30, p.
p. 750.
VoL
30,
750.

joint resolution
annexing the
the
WHEREAS, by
by joint
resolution "to
"to provide
provide for
for annexing
Hawaiian
Islands to
to the
States," approved
approved July
July 7,
the
Hawaiian Islands
the United
United States,"
7, 1898,
1898, the
cession by the Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of Hawaii to the United
States of America, of all rights of
of sovereignty
kind in
sovereignty of
of whatsoever
whatsoever kind
in
and over the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands and their dependencies,
dependencies, and the
transfer to the United States of the absolute fee and ownership of
all public, government or crown lands, public buildings, or edifices,
ports, harbors,
harbors, military equipment,
equipment, and all other public property of
of
belonging to the government of the
every kind and description
description belonging
Hawaiian Islands, was duly accepted, ratified, and confirmed, and
the said
said Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands
dependencies annexed
a part
the
Islands and their dependencies
annexed as a
part
of
of the
the United
United States, and made subject
of the
the territory
territory of
subject to the sovereign dominion thereof, and all and singular
singular the property
property and rights
hereinbefore
hereinbefore mentioned
mentioned vested in the United States of America.
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, it
it was further provided
provided in said resolution that
the existing laws of the United States relative
relative to public lands shall
shall
not
to such
lands in the Hawaiian
ut the Congress
Congress
not apply
apply to
such lands
Hawaiian Islands, but
of the United
nited States shall enact special laws for their management
management
and disposition;

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
1919.
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V
Vol.
31, p.
p. 159;
15; VoL
Congress of the United States
States has provided 36,Vo.
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, the Congress
.4
by the Act
Act of
of April
April 30, 1900, chapter
by
chapter 339, section
section 91, as amended
amended by
the Act
1910, chapter
258, section
7, that the public
public
chapter 258,
section 7,
Act of
of May
May 27,
27, 1910,
the
property
ceded and
and transferred
to the
United States
Republic
States by
by the
the Republic
property ceded
transferred to
the United
of
under said
said resolution
resolution shall
and remain
in the
the possession,
be and
remain in
shall be
of Hawaii
Hawaii under
use
and control
of the
and
the Territory of Hawaii and
the government
government of the
use and
control of
it, at its own expense
managed, and
and cared
shall
cared for by it,
expense,
maintained, managed,
shall be
be maintained,
until
taken for
and
or taken
for the
the uses
uses and
for by
by Congress,
Congress, or
until otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for
purposes
of the
States by
by direction
the President
or of
the
of the
President or
of the
purposes of
the United
United States
direction of
governor
Hawaii, and
that any
any such
such public
public property
property so
so taken
for
taken for
and that
governor of
of Hawaii,
the uses
of the
United States
may be
its
restored to
to its
States may
be restored
and purposes
purposes of
the United
the
uses and
previous
by direction
the President;
President;
direction of
of the
status by
previous status
AND
because of
in conditions
conditions certain
certain
of a
a change
change in
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, because
pieces
and parcels
parcels of
of land
situated on
on the
the Island
Island of
of Maui,
in the
the TerMaui, in
land situated
pieces and
35, p. 2211.
2il.
VoL35,p.
by Presidential Vol.
ritory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, reserved
reserved for
lighthouse purposes
purposes by
for lighthouse
ritory of
Proclamation
of December
4, 1908,
1908, and
and by
by Proclamation
of the
the
Proclamation of
December 4,
Proclamation of
Governor
of Hawaii,
of October
11, 1912,
1912, are
are no
required for
longer required
no longer
October 11,
Hawaii, of
Governor of
such
purposes;
such purposes;
thouse lands reNOW
I, WOODROW
President of
of storedtoTerr
WILSON, President
THEREFORE, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
NOW 'riiii1REFORE,
stored to Territory.
the United
States, by
of the
vested, do
do hereby
hereby
in me
me vested,
authority in
virtue of
the authority
by virtue
the
United States,
declare, proclaim and make known that the parcel of land situated
declare,
at
McGregor Point,
Point, District
District of
Lahaina, on the Island of Maui,
Maui, in
of Lahaina,
at McGregor
35, p.
p. 2211.
aL
ol. 35,
the Territory
Territory of
for lighthouse
lighthouse purposes
purposes by Pres- Vol.
reserved for
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, reserved
the
idential Proclamation
of December
December 4, 1908,
1908, be and the same is
idential
Proclamation of
restored to the possession,
possession, use and control of the government
government
hereby restored
Territory of Hawaii, to wit;
of the Territory

Dwelling Site:
McGregor
From a
a concrete monument marking former location of McGregor
a
measure by
b
e
y
llit
nru
ee
Siaz
te im
: uth 138° 45' 945 ft. to a
true
azimuth
Point Light Station measure
point on the hillside for aa place of beginning. Thence by true azimuths and distances:

McGregor Point.
McGrgor

thence
1. 157° 52'
52' 275
275 ft. thence
2.
15' 450
thence
2. 104°
104° 15'
450 ft. thence
Government road;
3.
52' 560
ft. more or less
less to north side of Government
560 ft.
337° 52'
3. 337°
•
thence
4.
Government road
road to
52' and being
bearing 337° 52'
to place bearing
4. Along
Along Government
about 300
ft. distant
distant from place of beginning, thence
300 ft.
about
5.
52' 300
300 ft.
place of beginning.
ft. to place
5. 157°
157° 52'
Containing 4.2 acres more or less.
Containing
Kanahem Point.
declare, proclaim and make known
known Eanshens
FURTHER, do hereby declare,
AND FURTHER,
that
of land
Kanahena Point, on the Island of
at Kanahena
land situated at
parcel of
that the
the parcel
Maui,
lighthouse purposes
purposes by
Territory of Hawaii, taken for lighthouse
in the Territory
Maui, in
Proclamation
Hawaii of October 11, 1912, be
Governor of Hawaii
of the
the Governor
Proclamation of
and
is hereby
to the
possession, use and control
control of
the possession,
restored to
hereby-restored
same is
and the
the same
the government
government of the Territory
of Hawaii, to wit;
Territory of
the
From
BANALOA Triangulation
Triangulation Station measure
measure by
O KANALOA
PUU 0
From PHU
a place of beginning;
feet to an ahu for a
23' 6092.1
6092.1 feet
86° 23'
azimuth 86°
true azimuth
thence
1.
250 feet to an ahu by the sea; thence
1. 68° 58' 250
2.
Continuing said
said course
course 68°
high water mark at sea; thence
58' to high
68° 58'
2. Continuing
3.
In a
the sea
sea at
at high
high water mark;
along the
direction along
southeasterly direction
a southeasterly
3. In
thence
thence
4.
06' to
an iron
iron bolt
bolt sunk
rock and
formerly used
used as
as aa
and formerly
in the
the rock
sunk in
to an
177° 06'
4. 177°
guy
mast. Thence
Thence continuing
continuing the
the last
last
telegraph mast.
wireless telegraph
guy for
for aawireless
described course;
course; thence
thence
described
5.
feet to
the place
place of
of beginning.
beginning.
to the
06' 849
849 feet
177° 06'
5. 177°
Containing
more or
or less.
less.
4.33 acres
acres more
Containing 4
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1919.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
hand and
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
I have
have hereunto
set my
my hand
and
caused
the seal
seal of
the United
United States
States to
caused the
of the
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE this
8th day
day of
of April,
April, in
year of
DONE
this 8th
in the
the year
of our
our Lord
Lord One
One Thousand
Thousand
Nine Hundred
and Nineteen,
and of
of the
Independence of
of
Nine
Hundred and
Nineteen, and
the Independence
[sEAL]
States the
and Forty-third.
[SEAtL] the
the United
United States
the One
One Hundred
Hundred and
Forty-third.
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By
the
President:
By the President:
L. POLK
FRANK L.
POLK
Acting Secretary
of State.
State.
Acting
Secretary of

April
8, 1919.
April 8,1919.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
InyoNationalForest,

Inyo National Forest,
Calif. and Nev.

CPalad'Nev"t'
Preamble.
Preamble ,

WHEREAS, it
appears that
that the
the public
will be
be promoted
by
WHEREAS,
it appears
public good
good will
promoted by

excluding
excluding certain lands from the
National Forest,
Forest, in
the Inyo
Inyo National
in CaliCali-

fornia
and by
the public
public lands
lands subject
to
fornia and
and Nevada,
Nevada, and
by restoring
restoring the
subject to
disposition in
in the
areas in
manner authorized
authorized by
by the
disposition
the excluded
excluded areas
in aamanner
the Act
Act
approved September
hundred and
of Congress
Congress approved
September thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
thirteen (38
thirteen
Stat., 113),
113), entitled
entitled "An
authorize the
(38 Stat.,
"An Act
Act To
To authorize
the President
President
to provide
provide a
opening lands
or
a method for
for opening
lands restored
restored from
from reservation
reservation or
and for
for other
Area diminished. withdrawal,
withdrawal, and
other purposes";
purposes";
Vol.
Now, therefore,
President of
of the
the United
Vol. 30, p.
p.36.
Now,
therefore, I,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
United
States Of
of America,
by virtue
America, by
power in
by the
the Act
Act of
of
virtue of
of the
the power
in me
me vested
vested by
Congress
June fourth, eighteen
Congress approved
approved June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety
:seven
ninety-seven
(30 Stat., 11 at 34 and 36),
36), entitled
entitled "An
Making appropriations
"An Act
Act Making
appropriations
civil expenses
for sundry civil
of the
Government for
the fiscal
ending
expenses of
the Government
for the
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, and
other
and for
for other
purposes", do proclaim
proclaim that the
the boundaries
the Inyo
boundaries of
of the
Inyo National
National
exclude the
Forest are hereby changed to exclude
the areas
areas indicated
eliminaindicated as
as eliminations on the diagram hereto
hereto annexed
annexed and
and forming
forming a
apart
part hereof.
hereof.
tExcludtt
lemans reAnd I
Excluded
lands
And
further proclaim
proclaim and
and make
make known
known that
that in
in my
my judgment
I do
do further
stored
to settlement.
judgment
it is proper and necessary, in the interest
it
interest of equal
opportunity and
and
equal opportunity
good admini4tration,
administration, that
that all of
of the
excluded lands
lands subject
subject to
disposithe excluded
to disposition should be restored to homestead
homestead entry in
in advance
advance of
settlement
of settlement
Vl.
38, p.
or
other forms
forms of
of disposition,
disposition, and
and pursuant
the authority
authority reposed
reposed
or other
pursuant to
to the
Vol. 38,
p. 113.
113.
in me by the aforesaid
September thirtieth, nineteen
aforesaid act of September
nineteen hundred
hundred
and
thirteen, I
I do hereby direct
and thirteen,
direct and provide that
that such
such lands,
subject
lands, subject
Tnmeofopenng.
to
and the
the provisions
Time of opening,
t
o valid rights and
provisions of
of existing
ex i
sting withdrawals,
w ithd rawal
s, shall
be
shall be
opened
opened to entry only under
under the provisions of
homestead laws
of the
the homestead
laws
requiring
requiring residence, at and after, but not before,
before, nine
o'clock a.
m.,
nine o'clock
a. m.,
standard
after the date
standard time, on the eighty-fourth
eighty-fourth day after
date of
of this
this ProclaProclamation, and to settlement
settlement and other disposition under
under any
any public
public
land law applicable
applicable thereto, at and after,
after, but
but not
before, nine
nine o'clock
not before,
o'clock
a. m., standard time, on the ninety-first
ninety-first day after said date. ProsFiling applications. a. m., standard
ilg appcation. pective
may, during
during the
preceding
pective applicants
applicants may,
the period
period of twenty days preceding
the date
date on
lands shall become subject to entry, selection
the
on which
which the lands
selection
or location
location of the form desired under the provisions
or
provisions of
of this
this ProclamaProclamation, execute
execute their
applications in the manner
tion,
their applications
manner provided by law and
and
present
the same,
same, accompanied
accompanied by the required payments,
present the
payments, to
the
to the
proper
States Land
Lan Office in person, by mail, or otherwise,
otherwise, and
proper United
United States
and
all applications
all
applications so
so filed,
filed, together
together with such as may be submitted at
the hour
fixed, shall
shall be
be treated
treated as
as though simultaneously
the
our fixed,
simultaneously filed and
shall
of in
shall be
be disposed
disposed of
in the
the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed by existing regulations.
regulations.
Under
Under such
such regulations
regulations conflicts of equal rights will be determined b
byy
Wanting again
,t aa drawing.
Warning
against
drawing.
trespsing
prior to
Warning
tresp;i,sing
Warning is hereby given that no settlement initiated
prior to
to seven
initiated prior
opeum
g. prior to
seven
opeg.
ds
after the date herein prescribed
homestead entry will be recogdays after
prescribed for homestead
recognized,
who go
go upon
upon any of the lands to be restored
nized, but
but all
all persons
persons who
Vol. 38,
113.
- p.
38 113.
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hereunder
perform any
any act
act of
of settlement
o'clock
to nine o'clock
prior to
settlement prior
and perform
hereunder and
a.
ninety-first day
and after
after the date
from and
day from
the ninety-first
on the
time, on
standard time,
m., standard
a. m.,
hereof, or
or who
occupying any
part of
lands at such
said lands
of said
any part
are occupying
or are
on or
are on
who are
hereof,
hour, except
those having
valid subsisting
subsisting settlement
settlement rights
initiated Agriculturallands.
Agricuturands
rights initiated
having valid
except those
hour,
vol. 34,2 p. 233. S.
prior to
to withdrawal
since maintained,
and those vol.
maintained, and
and since
settlement and
from settlement
withdrawal from
prior
Act of
having
preferences to
make entry
provisions of
of the Act
the provisions
under the
entry under
to make
having preferences
Congress
June eleventh
hundred and
and six (34 Stat.,
nineteen hundred
eleventh nineteen
approved June
Congress approved
233),
Act To
To provide
provide for
for the
the entry
of agricultural
agricultural lands
lands
entry of
"An Act
entitled "An
233), entitled
within
reserves," and
acts amendatory,
considered and
be considered
will be
amendatory, will
and acts
forest reserves,"
within forest
dealt
with as
trespassers and
and will
gain no
whatever under
under such
such
rights whatever
no rights
will gain
as trespassers
dealt with
Examin
.
ationss
at.
a
Exinations
unlawful
settlement or
occupancy: Provided,
however, that nothing lowed
Provided, however,
or occupancy:
unlawful settlement
over
herein
contained
shall
prevent
persons
from
going
upon
the
and
upon
going
from
persons
prevent
shall
herein contained
lands
view to
to thereafter
appropriating them
thereafter appropriating
with aaview
them with
examine them
to examine
lands to
Prior settlement
in
accordance herewith.
herewith. Persons
Persons having
having prior
prior settlement
setUement rights or r:hrtif
settlement
in accordance
accordpreferences,
as
above
defined,
will
be
allowed
to
make
entry
in
accordin
entry
make
to
allowed
preferences, as above defined, will be
ance
existing law
and regulations.
regulations.
law and
with existing
ance with
IN
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
hereunto set
I have
WHEREOF, I
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
the United
of the
seal of
caused
Done
this eighth
eighth day
of April
in the
our Lord,
Lord, One
One ThouThouof our
year of
the year
April in
day of
Done this
sand Nine
Hundred and
and Nineteen,
of the IndependIndependand of
Nineteen, and
Nine Hundred
sand
[sras..L.]
of the
the United
United States
States the
the One
One Hundred
Hundred Fortyence of
[sEAL.] ence
third.
third.
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
the
President:
By the President:
FRANK L.
POLK
L. POLK
FRANK
Acting Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
Acting

Br THE
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
SrATEs
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

April 16,1919.
April 16,1919.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
I
sra ltionta
raa
laska
WHEREAS,
signed August
Foest,
Cre
h
nineteen Fo
thirty-first, nineteen
August thirty-first,
Orders signed
Executive Orders
WHEREAS, Executive
Preamble.
hundred
and fifteen,
ninth, nineteen
hundred and sixteen, Pres;abie.
nineteen hundred
August ninth,
fifteen, August
hundred and
May
fourth and
and July
July twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen,
nineteen hundred
May fourth
excluded certain
certain lands
lands from
from the
Chugach
National Forest,
and
and
Forest,
National
Chugach
the
excluded
WHEREAS,
it
appears
that
the
public
good
will
be
promoted
by
by
promoted
be
will
good
WHEREAS, it appears that the public
excluding certain
therefrom, by
portions
withdrawing portions
by withdrawing
lands therefrom,
other lands
certain other
excluding
of the
the excluded
park and
and recreational
in connection
connection
purposes in
recreational purposes
for park
area for
excluded area
of
with the
the Townsite
of Anchorage
Anchorage or
in order
order to
to protect
protect the
water supply
supply
the water
or in
Townsite of
with
of said town,
town, and
and by
by restoring
the
public lands
subject
to
disposition
disposition
to
subject
lands
public
the
restoring
of said
3.
VoL38,p.
by
in the
the remaining
remaining excluded
excluded areas
in a
amanner
auth oriz ed b
y the
the Act p.113.
Vol.
38,
manner authorized
areas in
in
of
Congress
approved
September
thirtieth,
nineteen
hundred
and
hundred
nineteen
thirtieth,
September
approved
of Congress
thirteen
113), entitled,
to authorize
authorize the
the President
President
Act to
"An Act
entitled, "An
Stat., 113),
(38 Stat.,
thirteen (38
to
provide
a
method
for
opening
lands
restored
from
reservation
or
or
reservation
from
restored
lands
opening
for
method
a
to provide
withdrawal,
for other
Areadiminiahed.
purposes";
other purposes";
and for
withdrawal, and
Now, therefore,
President of
of the
the United
United VAroela.340i7pi.14361.hed.
l3 p. 36
WIISON, President
WOODROW WILSON,
I, WOODROW
therefore, I,
Now,
of
Act
the
by
vested
of
States
of
America,
the
power
in
me
veste
d
b
y
the
Act
of
virtue
by
States of America,
Congress
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven
hundred and
June fourth,
approved June
Congress approved
(30
Stat.,
11
at
34
and
36),
entitled,
"
An
Act
Making
appropriations
appropriations
Making
Act
"An
entitled,
36),
and
34
at
11
(30 Stat.,
for sundry
civil expenses
of the
for the
year ending
ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
Governmnent for
the Government
expenses of
sundry civil
for
other
for
June
thirtieth,
eighteen
hundred
and
ninety-eight,
and
other
ninety-eight
and
hundred
eighteen
thirtieth,
June
National
purposes",
do
proclaim
that
boundaries
of
the
Chugach
the
that
purposes", do proclaim
Forest
are re
hereby
to exclude
areas indicated
indicated as
as eliminaeliminathe areas
exclude the
changed to
eby changed
Forest are
tions
on
the
diagram
hereto
annexed
and
forming;
a
part
hereof.
r
hereof.s
a
part
tions on the diagram hereto annexed and forming
And I
do also
described lands
lands excluded
ra=et townsites,etc.
srivtV, Ir
.
excluded raioad
following described
the following
that the
proclaim that
also proclaim
I do
And
from
the
Chugach
National
Forest
by
this
Proclamation
are
hereby
hereby
are
Proclamation
this
by
Forest
National
Chugach
from the
withdrawn from
settlement, location,
location, sale,
sale, entry
other disposition
,
disposition
or other
entry or
from settlement,
withdrawn
and reserved under authority of
approved. March
38 p.37.
p.
Vol.38
March 307.vol.
Congress approved
of Congress
Act of
the Act
of the

and reserved under authority
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twelfth, nineteen
hundred and
(38 Stat.,
entitled,
Stat., 305),
305), entitled,
and fourteen
fourteen (38
nineteen hundred
twelfth,
"An
to authorize
the President
States to
to locate,
locate,
of the
the United
United States
President of
Act to
authorize the
"An Act
construct,
and operate
operate railroads
railroads in
in the
Territory of
of Alaska,
and for
Alaska, and
for
the Territory
construct, and
other
p" ,for
for townsite
for other
purposes in
in
other purposes
and for
purposes, and
townsite purposes,
other purposes",
connection
the construction
and operation
operation of
of railroad
railroad lines
lines under
under
connection with
with the
construction and
said
regulations as
as have
have been
been or
may hereafter
hereafter be
be prepresaid Act
Act and
and such
such regulations
or may
scribed:
scribed:
Description.
w sa
In T.
12 N.,
N., R.
R. 4
4W.,
W., S.
2, EM,
D sp on.
In
T. 12
S. 34.,_liv54
M., Wq NEW,
NEW , and
and NWM
NWN Sec.
Sec. 2,
E2, 1:?/
E,1
NWX, EM SWN,
SW.(,,SW4M
sw, swx
3, NA
and SE
M Sec.
NWN,
SWN Sec.
Sec. 3,
NA and
SE4
Sec. 10;
10; _
In T.
T. 13
13 N
N. R.
6, 9
90.0,
and WA
WM of
of E34
In
R. 4
4 W.,
W., Lots
Lots 5,
5, 6,
10, and
Ei of
of SEM
SE4
Sec. 27,
EX, jots
lots 2,
3, 5,
5, and
and SEX
NW y
iSec.
34, NW4
NWM and
and SA
Si/
Sec.
27, EM,
2, 3,
SEX NWk
Sec. 34,
Sec. 35;
35;
Sec.
Also the
tract of
within the
following described
boundAlso
the tract
of land
land lying
lying within
the following
described boundaries: Beginning
Beginning at
point 600
600 feet
feet north
north of
the north
north bank
aries:
at aapoint
of the
bank of
of Ship
Ship
Creek on
the east
east line
Sec. 9,
T.13 N.,
N., R.
W.i
Creek
on the
line of
of the
the Nwx
NW4 SW(
SWX Sec.
9, T.13
R. 3
3 W.S.
M.; thence
direction, 600
feet from
and parallel
parallel
S. M.;
thence in
in aanortheasterly
northeasterly direction,
600 feet
from and
to
the meander
line of
north bank
of Ship
to the
the west
west
to the
meander line
of the
the north
bank of
Ship .Creek,
Creek, to
boundary of
of the
Chugach National
Forest as
indicated upon
upon the
boundary
the Chugach
National Forest
as indicated
the
attached
diagram; thence
thence south
along the
the west
of said
said
attached diagram;
south along
west boundary
boundary of
Forest
to a
600 feet
feet south
of the
the south
south bank
of Ship
Creek;
Forest to
a point
point 600
south of
bank of
Ship Creek;
thence
600 feet
feet from
and parallel
to the
thence in
in a
a southwesterly
southwesterly direction
direction 600
from and
parallel to
the
meander
line of
of the
south bank
of Ship
intersection of
meander line
the south
bank of
Ship Creek
Creek to
to the
the intersection
of
the
line of
of Ship
Townsite Withdrawal
Withdrawal as
as defined
in my
the east
east line
Ship Creek
Creek Townsite
defined in
my
order
1919M of
of April
April twenty-first,
twenty-first, nineteen
order No.
No. 19192
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourfourteen; thence
north along
along the
the east
line of
of said
the southsouthteen;
thence north
east line
said withdrawal
withdrawal to
to the
west
of the
NWX SWM
Sec. 9,
9, T.
13 N.,
N., R.
R. 3
thence east
east
west corner
corer of
the NW4
SWM Sec.
T. 13
3 W.
W.; thence
1320
feet;
thence
1320
feet;
thence north
north along
the east
line
of
the NWM
SWM of
of said
along
the
east
line
of
the
NW4
SW%
said
Timber sales.
mbersale
9 to the point of beginning;
that nothing
section 9
beginning; Provided, that
nothing herein
herein
use or
or disposition
shall be held to preclude
preclude the use
disposition of
any of
the timber
timber
of any
of the
on
the
tract
last
above
described
the
tfact
above
described
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
Vol. 30, p. 414.
VL 30,p.44.
of the Act of Congress
Congress approved
14, 1898
(30 Stat.,
of
approved May
May 14,
1898 (30
Stat., 414),
414), whe
whenn
it
it shall appear to the Secretary of the Interior or
or to
to the
the Alaskan
Alaskan
Engineering
Engineering Commission that the granting
of such
such privileges
privileges will
will not
not
granting of
interfere with the purpose
purpose
for
interfere
for
which
the
withdrawal is
is made.
made.
which
the
withdrawal
Excluded lands reAnd
further proclaim
and make
that in
judgment
torued
isttlendrt.
And I
I do
do further
proclaim and
make known
known that
in my
my judgment
stored
to settlement.
and necessary,
it is proper
proper and
necessary, in
the interest
interest of
of equal
equal opportunity
in the
opportunity and
and
good administration,
remainder of the
administration, that
that the remainder
the excluded
excluded lands
lands subject
subject
to disposition
disposition should
should be
to
be restored
restored to
homestead entry
advance of
to homestead
entry in
in advance
of
settlement or
or other
other forms
forms of
of disposition,
disposition, and
pursuant to
authoro 33, p. 113.
settlement
and pursuant
to the
the authorVol.
i*
ty reposed
reposed in me by the aforesaid
September thirtieth, nineity
aforesaid Act of September
nineand provide that
teen hundred and thirteen, IIdo hereby
hereby direct and
that such
such
lands subject
subject to
to valid
rights and
provisions of
existing withwithof existing
thee provisions
and th
valid rights
TimeTimelands,
of opening.
T en drawals, shall
shall be opened to entry only under the provisions of the
homestead laws requiring
requiring residence,
residence at
but no
bef
ore ,
ni
ne
at and
and after,
after, but
nottbefore,
nine
tune, on the eighty-fourth
eighty-fourth day
o'clock a. m., standard time,
day after
after th
dat
e
thee date
of this Proclamatio
Proclamation,
and
disposition, under
n,an
dto
t
o settlement
settlement and other disposition
under
any public land law applicable
thereto,
appli ca bl e th
ereto, at and after
not 'before,
after,, but
but not
before
standard
ninety-first day
nine o'clock
o'clock a. m., st
an d
ar d time,
time, on the ninety-first
after said
day after
said
riling applications.
Fillngapplcations.

date.
dte.
Prospective
Prospective applicants may, during the period of twenty days
preceding the
the date
on which
which the
land shall become
preceding
date on
the land
become subject
subject to entry,
selection, or
or location of the form
selection,
form desired under the provisions
provisions of this
roclamation execute
Proclamation
execute their applications
applications in the manner
manner provided by
by
law and present the same, accompanied
accompanied by the required payments,
payments,
to the United States land office at Juneau,
Alaska,
in p
person,
Juneau, Al
as k
a,
erson, by mail,
otherwise, and all applications
or otherwise,
applications so filed, together with such as may
be
submitted at
hour fixed,
shall be
be treated
treated as
as though
be submitted
at the
the hour
fixed, shall
though simultasimultaneously filed
and shall
shall be
disposed of
of in
in the
manner prescribed
by
neously
filed and
be disposed
the manner
prescribed by
existing regulations.
regulations. Under
such regulations
regulations conflicts
conflicts of
of equal
equal rights
existing
Under such
rights
will be determined by a
a drawing.
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Warning
against
is hereby
hereby given
given that
that no
Warning is
no settlement
settlement initiated
initiated prior
prior to
to seven
seven ttrespassing
arning prior
against
to
days after the date for homestead
homestead entry herein prescribed
prescribed will be openg
p
Opening.
recognized, but all persons who go upon any
the lands
lands to
to be
be rereany of
of the
stored hereunder
of settlement
hereunder and perform any act of
settlement thereon
thereon prior
prior to
to
nine o'clock a. m., standard
standard time, on 'the
the ninety-first
ninety-first day
day from
from and
and
after the date hereof, or who are
or are
are occupying
occupying any
any part
of said
are on or
part of
said
lands at such hour
be considered
considered and
alt w
ith as trespassers
t
res passers
hour,, will
will be
and de
dealt
with
and will gain no rights whatever
whatever under such unlawful
unlawful settlement
settlement or
or
occupancy,
subsisting settlement
occupancy, except those having valid subsisting
settlement rights
rights
initiated prior to withdrawal
withdrawal for
settlement and
since maintained,
and Jr.
for settlement
and since
maintained, and
H. MeCalie
J. K.
MeCallie and
C. Osier.
Osier.
those persons, namely,
J. H.
McCallie and
and C.
C. C.
namely, J.
H. McCallie
C. Osier,
Osier, who
who have
have C..C.
lands in
resided upon and improved
improved certain lands
Secs. 23
and 24,
24, T.
T. 13
in Sees.
23 and
13 N.,
N.,
R. 4
4W., S. M.,
the area
be restored
this Proclamation
Proclamation
M., within
within the
area to
to be
restored under
under this
since prior to September 28, 1917, under permit from the Forest
Forest
Service
Service of the Department
Department of Agriculture, in
such occupation
occupation is
is
in case
case such
maintained
maintained up to and including the
of restoration
restoration to
the date
date of
to homestead
homestead
Examinations
alentry fixed hereby:
hereby: Provided, however,
nothing herein
contained lo.aed'ati""o
however, that
that nothing
herein contained
al
lowed.
from going upon
shall prevent persons
persons from
over the
the lands
to examine
examine
upon and
and over
lands to
them with a
them thereafter
thereafter in
in accordance
a view
view to appropriating
appropriating them
accordance
Prior
settlement
herewith.
having prior
herewith. Persons
Persons having
prior settlement
settlement rights,
rights, as
as above
above defined,
defined, rights,
rorttetc.
settlement
and the
and
lands so
claimed or
the persons
persons above
above named
named may,
may, where
where the
the lands
so claimed
or
occupied are surveyed,
surveyed, present
homestead applications
the lands
lands
present homestead
applications for
for the
conforming
subdivisions not
conforming to legal subdivisions
than within
the twefity
twenty
not later
later than
within the
day period prior to the date of restoration
restoration to homestead
homestead entry
entry herein
herein
prescribed.
prescribed.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
and
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
caused the
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
caused
the seal
seal of
of the
sixteenth day of
Done this sixteenth
the year
our Lord
of April,
April, in
in the
year of
of our
Lord one
one thouthouand of
the IndepenIndepensand nine hundred
hundred- and
and nineteen,
nineteen, and
of the
[SEAL.] dence
(sEAL.]
dence of the United
United States the one hundred and fortythird.
third.
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By the President:
President:
F
RANK L.
POLK
FRANK
L. POLK
Acting
of State.
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
State.

BY
PRESIDENT or
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE
UNITED S
STATES

May 1,
I, 1919.
1919.
May

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
THE Boy
Scouts of
serviee to
to the
the
TIIE
Boy Scouts
of America
America have
have rendered
rendered notable
notable service
Nation during
during the world
have done
effective work
world war.
war. They
They have
done effective
work in
in the
the
Liberty Loan and War
campaigns, in
War Savings campaigns,
and reportin discovering
discovering and
reporting upon the black walnut
walnut supply, in cooperating
with the
the Red
Red Cross
Cross
cooperating with
and other war work agencies, in acting
acting as despatch
bearers for
despatch bearers
for the
the
Committee
Committee on Public Information,
and in
in other
other important
fields.
Information, and
important fields.
The .Boy Scouts have not only demonstrated
demonstrated their
the
their worth
worth to
to the
but have
have also
also materially
materially,contributed
Nation, but
contributed to
to aadeeper
deeper appreciation
appreciation
by
the American
American people
people of
of the
conceptions of
of patriotism
patriotism and
and
by the
the higher
higher conceptions
good
good citizenship.
citizenship.
Scout movement
should not
not only
only be
be preserved,
preserved, but
but
The Boy Scout
movement should
strengthened. ' It
deserves the
the support
all public-spirited
citizens.
strengthened.
It deserves
support of
of all
public-spirited citizens.
The available
available means
means for the
the Boy
movement have
have thus
thus far
far
Boy Scout
Scout movement
and training
training of
of only
only a
sufficed for
for the
the organization
organization and
a small
small proportion
proportion
of the
the boys
boys of
country. There
are approximately
10,000,000
of
of the
the country.
There are
approximately 10,000,000
boys in the United States,
between the
twelve and
and twenty-one.
States, between
the ages of
of twelve
twenty-one.
Of these
members of
these only 375,000
375,000 are
are enrolled
enrolled as
as members
of the
the Boy
Boy Scouts
Scouts of
of
America.
America.

Boy Scouts
Scouts of
of AmerBoy
America.
ica.
Preamble.
Preamble.
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America cannot
cannot acquit
her power
power and
and
witi her
commensurately with
herself commensurately
acquit herself
America
influence
period now
facing her
her and
the world
world unless
the
unless the
and the
now facing
great period
the great
in the
influence in
boys
of
America
are
given
better
opportunities
than
heretofore
to
to
heretofore
than
opportunities
better
boys of America are given
prepare
responsibilities of
of citizenship.
citizenship.
the responsibilities
for the
themselves for
prepare themselves
Every
depends for
its future
future upon
upon the
proper training
and
training and
the proper
for its
nation depends
Every nation
development of
its youth.
boy must
best
the best
have the
must have
American boy
The American
youth. The
of its
development
training and
and discipline
!great democracy
democracy can
can provide
if America
America
provide if
our great
discipline our
training
is
to
maintain
her
ideals,
her
standards,
and
her
influence
in
the
in the
influence
her
and
standards,
her
ideals,
her
is to maintain
world.
world.
The
plan, therefore,
therefore, for
Boy Scout
week during
during which
universal
a universal
which a
Scout week
a Boy
for a
The plan,
appeal will
made to
to all
all Americans
to supply
supply the
the means
means to
to put
put the
the
Americans to
be made
will be
appeal
Boy Scouts
Scouts of
to carry
carry forward
forward effectively
effectively and
and
position to
a position
America in a
of America
Boy
continuously the
splendid work
youth of
Amerof Amerthe youth
for the
doing for
are doing
they are
work they
the splendid
continuously
ica,
should have
have the
the unreserved
unreserved support
Nation.
the Nation.
of the
support of
ica, should
Wilson, President of the United States of
o
Woodrow Wilson'
Therefore, I, Woodrow
rm- Therefore,
Obernce
°beervanco
a.,,
rm'a
Rth
of june
mended
:sseBo
BOY
America,
do hereby
Sunday,
beginning Sunday,
period beginning
the period
that the
recommend that
hereby recommend
America, do
toDJne 14th u
June 8th, to Flag Day, June 14th, be observed as Boy Scout Week
scout We.
Scout
through
the United
States for
strengthening the
the work
work
of strengthening
purpose of
the purpose
for the
United States
through the
of the
of
the Boy
Boy Scouts
Scouts of
of America.
America.
=r
un
.of
of c°111
earnestly recommend
a Citizens'
Citizens'
community, a
every community,
in every
that, in
recommend that,
ro- - II earnestly
cootion
Committee, under
the leadership
leadership of
National Citizens'
Citizens Committee,
Committee,
of aaNational
under the
Committee,
mnmisetc..
be organized
to cooperate
cooperate in
in calving
definite
for aadefinite
program for
out aa program
carrying out
organized to
be
recognition
of the
the effective
effective services
services rendered
rendered by the Boy Scouts of
recognition of
each
America
the facts
to the
the boyhood
boyhood of each
relating to
facts relating
of the
a survey
survey of
for a
Americai for
community, in
that with
with the
cooperation of
churches, schools
of churches,
the cooperation
order that
in order
community,
and other
other organizations
organizations definitely
definitely engaged
in work
work for
adequate
boys, adequate
for boys,
engaged in
and
provision may
may be
be made
for extending
the Boy
Boy Scout program
program to aa
extending the
made for
provision
proportion of
boyhood.
of American
American boyhood.
larger proportion
Iarr
Enrollment
of
eBoy Scout
Scout movement
offers unusual
opportunity for volunteer
volunteer
unusual opportunity
offers
movement
he
oltas
eBoy
Enrolent
date members, etc.
as committeemen
committeemen and as leaders of
to act as
men to
service. It
It needs
needs men
service.
enlist for such personal
will enlist
groups
boys. I
who can
can will
personal
all who
that all
I hops
hope that
of boys.
groups of
financial
give all possible financial
and give
service
as associate
associate members
members and
enroll as
service, enroll
assistance to
worthy organization
organization of
of American
American boyhood. Anyto this
this worthy
assistance
effectiveness of the Boy Scouts of
thing that
is done
done to
increase the
the effectiveness
to increase
that is
thing
of the
the Nation.
welfare of
America
will be
contribution to
to the
the welfare
be aagenuine
genuine contribution
America will
I have
have hereunto
In witness
witness whereof
whereof I
hereunto set my hand and caused the
In
seal
the United
States to
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
United States
seal of
of the
one thousand
year of
of our Lord one
Done this
day of
of May
the year
thousand
in the
May in
first day
this first
Done
independence of
of the independence
and of
nineteen and
nine
hundred and
and nineteen
nine hundred
[sEAL.] the
the United
United States
of America
the one hundred
hundred and fortyAmerica the
States of
[SEAL.]
third.
third.
WOODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
the President:
President:
By
ROBERT
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary
Week.

May
1919.
May 7,
7,1919.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
OF AMERICA
By THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS public
interests require
require that
that the
the Congress of the
WHEREAS
public interests
United States should be convened
convened in extra session at twelve o'clock,
noon, on the nineteenth
nineteenth day of May, 1919, to receive such communication
as may
be made
by the
nication as
may be
made by
the Executive;
Executive;
ConveningCextra.
extra
NOW, Therefore,
Therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
United
of the
the United
President of
NOW,
sCocnvenIfng
session
of Congress,
19,1919.
May 19,1919.
States of America,
America, do hereby proclaim and declare
declare that an extraordinary
ordinary occasion
occasion requires the Congress of the United States to conPreamble.

Preamble.
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vene
in extra
extra session
Capitol in
the District
Columbia on
District of Columbia
in the
the Capitol
at the
session at
vene in
the
day of
o'clock, noon, of which
which
twelve o'clock,
at twelve
1919, at
May, 1919,
of May,
nineteenth day
the nineteenth
all persons
at that
that time
be entitled
entitled to act as members
time be
shall at
who shall
persons who
all
thereof
are hereby
to take
take notice.
notice.
required to
hereby required
thereof are
Given under
under my
my hand
United States of America
America
seal of the United
the seal
and the
hand and
Given
the seventh
day of
the year
year of our
our Lord one thouin the
May in
of May
seventh day
the
[SEAL.] sand
sand nine
hundred and
nineteen, and
of the Independence
Independence
and of
and nineteen,
nine hundred
[sEAL.]
of the
the United
United States
States the
the one
and forty-third.
forty-third.
hundred and
one hundred
of
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
President:
the President:
By
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary
State.
Secretary of Stae.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

May 31, law.

My3

.

WHEREAS, under
under and
of an
an Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress entitled
entitled commodities
0.=,,,,f." food
virtue of
by virtue
and by
WHEREAS,
"An Act
to provide
security and
and defense
defense by
Pe
'
encourag- Prble
by encouragnational security
the national
for the
provide for
Act to
"An
distribthe
in
the
production
conserving
the
supply
and
controlline:
controlling
and
supply
the
conserving
production,
the
ing
uting of
of food
fuel", approved
approved by
President on
the
on the
the President
by the
and fuel,
products and
food products
uting
Statutory provisiona.
^tutorpl
10th
of August,
1917, it
it is
is provided
40, p. 278.
other things as Vol.
among other
provided among
August, 1917,
day of
10th day
r amble

follows:
follows:
"That, by
existence of
of aastate of war, it
it is essenthe existence
of the
reason of
by reason
"That,
tial
to
the
national
security
and
defense
for
the
successful
successful
the
for
defense,
and
security
national
the
tial to
prosecution of
of the
the war,
support and maintenance
the support
for the
and for
war, and
prosecution
of
the Army
Army and
and Navy,
Navy, to
to assure
assure an
adequate supply and
an adequate
of the
movement, of
the movement,
facilitate
equitable
distribution
and
to
facilitate
of
and
equitable distribution,
foods
feeds, fuel,
fuel oil
oil and
natural gas,
gas, fertilizer
and natural
including fuel
fuel, including
foods,'feeds,
and
fertilizer ingredients,
tools, utensils,
utensils, implements,
implements, maingredients, tools,
and fertilizer
of
chinery,
and equipment
production of
equipment required for the actual production
chinerv, and
necessaries;
foods,
feeds,
and
fuel,
hereafter
in
this
act
called
necessaries;
called
act
this
in
hereafter
fuel,
and
foods, feeds,
monopolization,
to
prevent, locally
or generally,
scarcity,l monopolization,
generally, .searcity
locally or
to prevent,
hoarding, injurious
injurious speculation,
manipulations, and private
private
speculation, manpulations,
hoarding,
controls,
such supply,
supply, distribution,
and movement;
movement;
distribution, and
affecting such
controls, affecting
and to
to establish
establish and
and maintain
maintain governmental
governmental control of such
such
and
necessaries
during
the
war.
For
such
instrumenpurposes the instrumensuch purposes
For
war.
the
during
necessaries
talities,
methods, powers,
powers, authorities,
authorities, duties, obligaobligameans, methods,
talities, means
created
tions,
and
prohibitions
hereinafter
set
forth
are
created,
estabforth
set
hereinafter
prohibitions
and
tions,
lished, conferred,
conferred, and
and prescribed.
prescribed. The
The President
authorized
President is authorized
lished,
to
regulations and
to issue
issue such
orders as are essensuch orders
and to
such regulations
make such
to make
tial
carry out
out the
provisions of this act."
the provisions
to carry
effectively to
tial effectively
AND, WHEREAS, it
is further
further provided
said act
act as
follows:
Vol. 40, p. 277.
vol.4,p.m
as follows:
in said
provided in
AND, WHEREAS, it is
"That, from
from time
to time,
whenever the
President shall find it
the President
time, whenever
time to
"That,
essential
to license
license the
importation, manufacture,
manufacture, storage, minthe importation,
essential to
effect
order to carry into effect
ing,
or
distribution
of
any
necessaries,
in order
necessaries,
any
of
ing, or distribution
any
the purposes
purposes of
Act, and
and shall
publicly so
announce,
so announce,
shall publicly
this Act,
of this
of the
any of
no
person shall,
shall, after
date fixed
in the
the announcement,
announcement, engage
fixed in
after aadate
no person
in
or carry
any such
announcement
specified in the announcement
business specified
such business
on any
carry on
in or
distribution
of
storage, mining,
mining, or distribution
manufacture, storage,
importation, manufacture,
of importation,
unless he
of
any
necessaries
as
set
forth
in
such
announcement,
announcement,
such
in
forth
set
as
of any necessaries
shall
and hold
hold a
pursuant to this section.
issued pursuant
license issued
a license
secure and
shall secure
The
is authorized
authorized to
such licenses
licenses and to preissue such
to issue
President is
The President
scribe
of accounts
auditing of
and auditing
accounts and
systems of
for systems
regulations for
scribe regulations
accounts
be kept
submission of
of reports
reports by
by them,
licensee, submission
by licensee,
kept by
to be
accounts to
with or
or without
oath or
entry and inspecthe entr
and the
affirmation and
or affirmation
without oath
with
tion
President's duly
agents of the places of
authorized agents
duly authorized
the President's
by the
tion by
business
of
licenses."
licenses."
business of
AND, WHEREAS,
by virtue
of the
the above
provisions certain pubabove provisions
virtue of
WHEREAS, by
AND,
lic
announcements
were
made
by
the
President
from time to time as
President
the
by
made
were
lic announcements
a
result
of
which
the
importation,
manufacture,
storage and distribua result of which the importation, manufacture, storage
tion
of
certain
necessaries
was
licensed.
licensed.
was
necessaries
tion of certain
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1919.
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AND,
WHEREAS, a
a changed
about
AND, WHEREAS,
changed situation
situation has
has been
been brought
brought about
by the
the present
in the
the war
war between
the United
United States
by
present armistice
armistice in
between the
States and
and

ermany.
the u- uermnany.
NOW,'
NOW,THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
President of
of
I, WOODROW
no ongr the United
United States of America,
America, by virtue of the
powers conferred
conferred upon
the powers
upon
me
by said
said Act
Act of
Congress, hereby
hereby find
find and
and determine
by this
me by
of Congress,
determine and
and by
this
Proclamation
announce that
that it
it is
is no
no longer
in order
Proclamation do
do announce
longer essential
essential in
order to
to
carry into
into effect
effect the
purpose of
the Act
Act that
carry
the purpose
of the
that the
the importation,
importation, manumanufacture, storage
storage or
be subject
subject to
facture,
or distribution
distribution of
of certain
certain necessaries
necessaries be
to
license, to
to the
extent hereinafter
license,
the extent
hereinafter specified.
specified.
Specified
licenses
ied licenss
Sca
Licenses
required for the importation, manufacture,
manufacture,
Licenses heretofore
heretofore required
canceled.
storage or
distribution of
certain necessaries
hereby cancelled
cancelled
storage
or distribution
of certain
necessaries are
are hereby
effective
May 31st,
1919,
with
respect
to
the
following:
effective May
31st,
1919,
with
respect
to
the
following:
Manufacturing,etc.,
All persons,
or associations
engaged in
in the
cttonseedp
Al
persons, firms,
firms, corporations
corporations or
associations engaged
the busibusicotton seed and products.
nets.
manfacturing, storing
ness of importing, manfacturmg,
distributing cotton
storing or
or distributing
cotton seed,
seed,
seed oil,
oil, cotton
seed meal,
meal, cotton
cotton seed
cake, cotton
seed hulls,
cotton seed
cotton seed
seed cake,
cotton seed
hulls,
lard
other cotton
cotton seed
lard substitutes
substitutes and
and all
all other
seed products.
products.
Regulationsl caan regulations issued
issued under
under the
the said
Act covering
covering licensees
licensees so
dealcel2ti'osM
In- All
y 31,
All regulations
celed irons May
said Act
so deal1919.
1ected.
ing
in
these
commodities
are
hereby
cancelled
effective
May
31st,
i
ing
these
commodities
are
hereby
cancelled
effective
May
31st,
Lioensesnot affected.
1919. This Proclamation
in no
way affect
licenses heretofore
heretofore
Proclamation shall
shall in
no way
affect licenses
required for the
required
manufacture, storage
storage or
or distribution
the importation,
importation, manufacture,
distribution of
of
necessaries, or regulations
regulations covering
covering licensees,
licensees, other
other than
than as
as indicated
indicated
above.
above.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set• my
my hand
hand and
and
caused
the United
States to
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done in the
France, this
day of
of May,
May ,in
in the
the year
year
the City of
of Paris,
Paris, France,
this 31st
31st day
Thousand Nine
of our Lord One Thousand
Nine Hundred
Hundred and
and Nineteen,
Nineteen,
[SEAL.]
Independence of the
(SEAL.] and of the Independence
States of
America
the United States
of America
the One Hundred
Hundred and Forty-third.
Forty-third.
WOODROW WILSON.
WILSON.
WOODROW
By
By the President
President
WILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
of State
State

Announcing the liAnnouncing
of designated
gad
censing of
products no longer
Pdt.
essential.

eoing

Jane 2,1919.
2, 1919.
June

BY
PRESIDENT
OF THE
AMERICA
B
Y THE
THE P
RESIDENT OF
THE UNrrED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF A
MERICA

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Hawaiian Islands.
Lighthouse land,
1an d ,
Honolulu.
P
ble.

WHEREAS, by
joint resolution
"to provide
provide f
or annexing
annexi
ng the
the
WHEREAS,
by joint
resolution "to
for
Hawaiian Islands to the United States,"
Hawaiian
approved July
July 7,
States, approved
7, 1898,
1898,
VoL30,p.
the
vr
o
e
tTo, p.75.
750.
the cession
cession by the Government
Government of
of the
Republic of
of Hawaii
the Republic
Hawaii to
to the
the
United
United States of America, of all rights of sovereignty
sovereignty of
of whatsoever
whatsoever
kind in and over the Hawaiian Islands and their
their dependencies,
dependencies, and
and
the transfer
transfer to the United States of the absolute fee and ownership
ownership
of all public, government
government or crown
crown lands, public
or edifices,
edifices,
public buildings,
buildings, or
ports, harbors, military equipment, and all other public property of
of
every kind and description belonging to the government
every
government of
Hawaiof the
the Hawairatified, and confirmed, and
ian Islands,
Islands, was duly accepted, ratified,
the said
and the
said
Hawaiian Islands
and their dependencies
annexed as aa part of the
Hawaiian
Islands and
dependencies annexed
territory
sovereign
territory of the United
United States, and made subject to the sovereign
dominion
dominion thereof, and all and singular the property
property and rights hereinbefore
United States of America.
America.
inbefore mentioned
mentioned vested in the AND
WHEREAS, it
was further
resolution that
AND WIIEREAS,
it was
further provided
provided in said resolution
that
the existing
existing laws
the United
the
laws of
of the
United States relative to public lands shall
not apply
aplv to such
such lands
lands in the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands, but the Congress of
the United
nited States
the
States shall enact special
special laws for their management
management and
and
Vol. 31, p. 1,
v9; disposition:
disposition:
Li; VI.
p.
1,59;.
AND WHEREAS, the Congress of the United States has provided
16,pl.,
p.447.
AND WHEREAS, the Congress of the United States has provided
by
Act of
April 30,
30, 1900,
1900, chapter
chapter 339, section 91,
91, as amended by
by the
the Act
of April

Ligntho
Preamble.
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the
Act of
of May
May 27,
chapter 258,
section 7, that the public prop258, section
1910, chapter
27, 1910,
the Act
erty
and transferred
transferred to the United
United States by the Republic
ceded and
erty ceded
of
under said
re.main in the possession,
shall be and remain
resolution shall
said resolution
Hawaii under
of Hawaii
use
and control
control of
government of the Territory, of Hawaii and
the government
of the
use and
it, at its own expense,
shall
be maintained,
maintained, managed,
managed, and
and cared
expense,
for by it,
cared for
shall be
until otherwise
for by
Congress, or taken for the uses and
by Congress,
provided for
otherwise provided
until
purposes of
the United
United States
direction of the President
President or of the
by direction
States by
of the
purposes
governor
Hawaii, and
and that
that any
any such
public property
property so taken for
such public
of Hawaii,
governor of
the uses
the United
be restored to its
States may be
United States
of the
purposes of
and purposes
uses and
the
previous status
by direction
direction of the President:
status by
previous
change in conditions the piece
AND
WHEREAS, because
a change
because of a
AND WHEREAS,
and parcel
parcel of
land situated
at Honolulu, on the Island of Oahu, in
situated at
of land
and
lighthouse purposes
the Territory
Territory and
District of
of Hawaii,
reserved for lighthouse
purposes
Hawaii, reserved
and District
the
p. 1817.
1817.
37, p.
by Presidential
Proclamation of
of February
February 14,
1917, is
longer VoL
Vol. 37,
no longer
is no
14, 1917,
Presidential Proclamation
by
required for
for such
such purposes;
purposes;
required
Lighthouse land reNOW
WILSON, President of stored
stLi:d
htto1
,
1
,9p,4s
it
'ag
WOODROW WILSON,
I, WOODROW
THEREFORE, I,
Territory.
NOW THEREFORE,
hereby
the United
United States,
States, by
by virtue
virtue of
authority in me vested, do hereby
the authority
of the
the
declare,
proclaim and
and make
that the
the parcel of land situated
situated
known that
make known
declare, proclaim
at
on the
the Island
Oahu, in the Territory and district of
of Oahu,
Island of
Honolulu, on
at Honolulu,
for lighthouse
lighthouse purposes
purposes byisPresidential ProclamaHawaii, reserved for
Hawaii,_
the
tion
of February
February 14,
14, 1917,
1917, be
and the
the same
same is
shereby
hereby restored to the
be and
tion of
possession,
use and
and control
of the
of the
the Territory of
Government of
the Government
control of
possession, use
Hawaii,
to wit;
wit;
Hawaii, to
Description.
Beginning at
at a
a point
point bearing
bearing 144°
true and distant 94.0 Description.
0" true
38' 0"
144° 38'
Beginning
a
feet
rom
tort
Street
Survey
Monument,
said
monument
being
a
monument
said
feet from Fort Street SurveyMonument,
copper bolt
bolt set
set in
cast iron
iron pipe
and located
located 72° 50' 45"
45" true
pipe and
4" cast
a 4"
in a
copper
and
distant
6091.77
ft.
from
Punch
Bowl
Triangulation
Station,
Station,
Triangulation
Bowl
Punch
from
ft.
and distant 6091.77
thence by
azimuths and
and distances;
distances;
true azimuths
by true
thence
1.
0", 16.0
16.0 feet
thence
point, thenec
to aapoint,
feet to
28' 0",
108° 28'
1. 108°
2. 198°
0", 16.0
fect to a
apoint, thence
16.0 feet
28' 0",
198° 28'
2.
to aapoint, thence
3.
16.0 feet to
0", 16.0
28' 0",
288° 28'
3. 288°
feet to the point of beginning.
4.
18° 28'
0", 16.0
16.0 feet
28' 0",
4. 18°
containing 256
feet.
square feet.
256 square
containing
IN
W HEREOF ,I
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
affxed.
caused the
the seal
seal of
the United
United States to be sifted.
of the
caused
DONE
This second
day of
of June, in the year of our lord One
second day
DONE This
Thousand
Nine Hundred
and Nineteen,
IndeNineteen, and of the IndeHundred and
Thousand Nine
[sEAL.] pendence
United States
States the
Hundred and
the One Hundred
the United
of the
pendence of
[SEAL.]
Forty-third.
Forty-third.
WOODROW
Forty-third.
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
By
the President:
President:
By the
ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA.
OF AMERICA.
STATES
OE THE
BY THE

rune 5,
5, 1919.
1919.
June

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION. .
A
WHEREAS, the
Congress of
of the
the United
United States
provided by
by iRonba
ibbean
Cay, carCarCay,
has provided
States has
WHEREAS, the Congress
Preamble.
act
of
August
18,
1856
(11
U.
S.
Statutes
at
Large,
page
119;
Secs.
Preamble.
Ses.
119;
page
Large,
at
Statutes
S.
U.
(11
1856
18,
act of August
5570 to
to 5578
5578 U.
U. S.
Revised Statutes),
Statutes), that
any citizen
I
S
0e03,1 115lt5M-5578'
citizen of ppR iCeO,1081.
whenever any
that whenever
S. Revised
5570
the
United
States,
after
the
passage
of
the
act,
discovers
a
deposit
a
deposit
discovers
act,
the
of
passage
the
after
States,
United
the
of
guano on
any island,
island, rock,
or key,
key'not
within the
jurisdiclawful jurisdicthe lawful
not within
rock, or
on any
of guano
tion
any other
take peaceable
possession
peaceable possession
shall take
and shall
government and
other government
of any
tion of
thereof and
the island,
rock, or key may, at the
island, rock,
same, the
the same,
occupy the
and occupy
thereof
discretion of
the President
President of
of the
considered as
be considered
States, be
United States,
the United
of the
discretion
States.
appertaining
to
the
United
States.
United
the
to
appertaining
AND
WHEREAS, pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the foregoin
of Congress,
Congress,
act of
foregoing act
AND WHEREAS,
Roncador
Cay
in
the
western
part
of
the
Caribbean
Sea
is
now
is now
Sea
Caribbean
the
of
part
western
the
in
Cay
Roncador
44282°—voL 41—FT
2-21
41--r 2-21
44282°-voL

1752
1752

erved

for
house
purposes.
Reserved
f°r

h1ouse

pnrp.

PROCLAMATIONS,
1919.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
under
and exclusive
jurisdiction of
States and
and
under the
the sole
sole and
exclusive jurisdiction
of the
the United
United States
out of
of the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of any
any other
other government.
government.
out
light.
NOW, THEREFORE,
lied'
THEREFORE, I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON, President of
of
the United States, by virtue of the power in me vested, do hereby
hereby
declare,
proclaim and
that Roncador
Roncador Cay,
Cay, in
in the
westdeclare, proclaim,
and make
make known
known that
the western
part of
of the
Sea, be
be and
and the
for lightlightern part
the Caribbean
Caribbean Sea,
the same
same is
is reserved
reserved for
house
purposes, such
being deemed
deemed necessary
necessary in
in the
the
house purposes,
such reservation
reservation being
public
mterests, subject
subject to
legislative action
action as
tip Congress
Congress of
of
public interests,
to such
such legislative
as the
the United
United States
States m.ay
thereto.
the
may take
take with
with respect
respect thereto.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
"WMIIREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set
IN
I have
set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused
of the
the United
to be
affixed.
States to
be affixed.
caused the
the seal
seal of
United States
Done this
of June
June in
the year
year of
our Lord
thousand
Done
this fifth
fifth day
day of
in the
of our
Lord one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
nineteen, and
the Independence
of
nine
and nineteen,
and of
of the
Independence of
[BEAL]
the United
United States
one hundred
hundred and
forty third.
[SBAL] the
States the
the one
and forty
third.
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By the
the President:
By
President:
W
ILLIAM PHLLPs
PnrusPs
WILLIAM
Acting Seretary
Secretary of
State.
Acting
of State.

hone 12,
1919.
Jne
12,1919.

BY
THE P
PBESIDENT
OF TILE
THE UNITED
BY TIM
RESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMEICA
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

WHERF.AS,
it appears
good will
will be
WHEREAS, it
be promoted
appears that
that the
the public
public good
promoted by
by
adding
lands to
to the
Humboldt National
Forest in
in the
adding certain
certain lands
the Humboldt
National Forest
the State
State
of
and by
excluding certain
areas therefrom,
and restoring
restoring
of Nevada
Nevada and
by excluding
certain areas
therefrom, and
the public
public lands
such excluded
excluded area
manner authorized
by
the
lands m
in such
area in
in aamanner
authorized by
Vol. 3
38, p.
the
of Congress
September thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred
P 113.
113.
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
approved September
nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
entitled" An
An Act
To authorize
authorize the
the President
President to
to provide
provide a
and
thirteen, entitled'
Act To
a
method for
for opening
reservation or
method
opening lands
lands restored
restored from
from reservation
or withdrawal,
withdrawal,
and
for other
other purposes"
and for
purposes";•
Ares
modified.
Now,
therefore, t,
WO6DROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
United
Now, therefore,
I, WOODROW
President of
of the
the United
VoL 26,
26,p
Vol.
p. 10.
1098.
States
of America,
America, by
y virtue
the power
power in
m me
me vested
vested by:
the Act
States of
virtue of
of the
by the
Act
of Congress approved
approve March
eighteen hundred
ninety-one
March third,
third, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-one
(26
Stat., 1095),
Act To
repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws
laws and
(26 Stat.,
1095), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
To repeal
and
Vo. 30
Vol.
30, p. 36.
38.
for
and also
also by
Congress approved
June
for other purposes"
purposes", and
by the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
approved June
fourth, eighteen
(30 Stat., 11 at
eighteen hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven (30
at 34
34 and
and 36),
36),
entitled "An
"An Act
appropriations for
for sundry
civil expenses
expenses of
entitled
Act Making
Making appropriations
sundry civil
of
Government for the fiscal year ending
the Government
June thirtieth,
eighteen
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-eight, and for other purposes",
purposes", do proclaim that
that
the boundaries
boundaries of
the
of the
the Humboldt
National Forest
Forest are
are hereby
changed
Humboldt National
hereby changed
to include
to
include the
the areas
areas indicated
on the
the diagram
diagram hereto
indicated as
as additions
additions on
hereto
annexed and
and forming
part hereof
and to
areas indicated
indicated
forming a
a part
hereof and
to exclude
exclude the
the areas
thereon as eliminations.
not aPrior
Prior rights
rights not
af- thereon as eliminations.
wectd.
The withdrawal
fected.
withdrawal made
made by this proclamation shall, as to all lands
which are at this date legally appropriated
under the
appropriated under
public land
the public
land
laws or
laws
any public
purpose, be
be subject
subject to,
to, and
shall not
or reserved
reserved for
for any
public purpose,
and shall
not
interfere with or defeat legal rights under such appropriation,
appropriation, nor
nor
prevent
so reserved, so
so long
prevent the use for such .public purpose of lands
lands so
long
as such appropriation
is legally
appropriation is
legally maintained,
such reservation
reservation
maintained, or
or such
Excluded lauds re. remains in force.
remains in force.
Excluded lands
tored to
to settlement.
settlement.
And IIdo further proclaim
proclaim and make known that in my judgment
stored
judgment
it
is proper and
VoL 38, p. 113.
i
t is
and necessary,
in the
interest of
equal opportunity
necessary, in
the interest
of equal
opportunity and
and
good
administration, that
that all
the excluded
excluded lands subject to dispogood administration,
all of
of the
sition should be restored to homestead
homestead entry in advance of settlement or other forms of disposition, and pursuant to the authority
authority
reposed in
reposed
in me
me by
by the
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act of September
September thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred
lands,
hundred and thirteen, IIdo hereby
hereby direct and provide that such lands,

o
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,
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1753

subject
and the
existing withdrawals,
withdrawals
subject to
to valid
valid rights
rights and
the provisions
provisions of
of existing
shall
be opened
entry only
provisions of
of the
the homestead
shall be
opened to
to entry
only under
under the
the provisions
homestead Time
Teo of opening.
openng.
laws
after, but
but not
before, nine
o'clock
laws requiring
requiring residence,
residence, at
at and
and after,
not before,
nine o'clock
a. m.,
m., standard
time, on
day after
the date
of this
a.
standard time,
on the
the sixty-third
sixty-third day
after the
date of
this
proclamation,
and to
settlement and
and other
other disposition,
any
proclamation, and
to settlement
disposition, under
under any
public
law applicable
applicable thereto,
land law
thereto, at
at and
and after,
after, but
but not
not before,
before
public land
nine o'clock
standard time,
time, on
day after
after said
seventieth day
said
nine
o'clock a.
a. in.,
m., standard
on the
the seventieth
date. Prospective
Prospective applicants
may, during
during the
the period
period of
twenty rilngpp
Filing applications.
date.
applicants may,
of twenty
tio
days preceding
preceding the
the date
date on
on which
which the
land shall
become subject
subject to
days
the land
shall become
to
entry, selection
selection or
or location
location of
the provisions
provisions
under the
of the
the form
form desired
desired under
entry,
of this
their applications
applications in
the manner
proexecute their
in the
manner proof
this Proclamation
Proclamation execute
vided
by law
law and
and present
present the
the same,
required paysame, accompanied
accompanied by
by the
the required
payvided by
ments,
to the
the proper
United States
States land
land office
in person
by mail,
mail, or
or
office in
person, by
ments, to
proper United
otherwise, and
and all
filed, together
with such
as may
may be
be
such as
all applications
applications so
so filed,
together with
otherwise,
submitted at
be treated
treated as
as though
though simultanesimultaneat the
the hour
hour fixed
fixed shall
shall be
submitted
ously filed
and shall
of in
manner prescribed
by existexistbe disposed
disposed of
in the
the manner
prescribed by
ously
filed and
shall be
ing
such regulations
conflicts of
regulations conflicts
of equal
equal rights
rights
ing regulations.
regulations. Under
Under such
will be
will
be determined
by a
a drawing.
drawing.
Warning against
against
determined by
Warning
Warning
is hereby
hereby given
given that
no settlement
to seven
to
prior to
Warning is
that no
settlement initiated
initiated prior
prior to
seven trespassing prior
days
after the
the date
for homestead
homestead entry
above named
named will
be recog
days after
date for
entry above
will be
recog-7 °Pening'
be restored
restored
nized, but all
all persons
persons who
who go
go upon any of the lands to be
nized,
hereunder
any act
of settlement
to nine
prior to
nine
perform any
act of
settlement thereon
thereon prior
hereunder and
and perform
o'clock a.
standard time,
on the
the seventieth
seventieth day
day from
from and
and after
after the
the
time, on
o'clock
a. m.,
m., standard
date
hereof, or
or are
part of
any part
of said
said lands
lands at
at
date hereof,
or who
who are
are on
on or
are occupying
occupying any
such hour
having valid
valid subsisting
rights
settlement rights
subsisting settlement
hour except
except those
those having
such
initiated
prior to
from settlement
and since
since maintained,
maintained,
settlement and
initiated prior
to withdrawal
withdrawal from
and
having preferences
preferences to
make entry
provisions of
under the
the provisions
of
to make
entry under
and those
those having
ands.the
Act of
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and (
1
7,tuSal
=211
3.141143
hundred and
approved June
June eleventh,
of Congress
Congress approved
the Act
six
(34 Stat.,
Stat., 233),
entitled "An
Act To
entry of
of
for the
the entry
To provide
provide for
"An Act
233), entitled
six (34
Agricultural
within forest
and Acts
Acts amendatory,
amendatory,
forest reserves,
reserves", and
Agricultural lands
lands within
no
will
with as
as trespassers
will gain
considered and
and dealt
dealt with
trespassers and
and will
gain no
will be
be considered
1
,-dtions
or occupancy;
occupancy; Pro- loIgerna
rights
whatever under
under such
such unlawful
settlement or
tions a Iunlawful settlement
rights whatever
1
vided, however,
nothing herein
contained shall
prevent persons
however, that
that nothing
herein contained
shall prevent
persons
vided,
from
upon and
over the
the lands
with a
aview
view to
to
them with
from going
going upon
and over
lands to
to examine
examine them
:settlement
thereafter
appropriating them
in accordance
Persons rad
settlement
herewith. Persons
Pfor
them in
accordance herewith.
thereafter appropriating
defined, will
or preferences,
having prior
preferences, as
as above defined,
will
settlement rights
rights or
having
prior settlement
be allowed
allowed to
to make
entry m
in accordance
and regureguaccordance with
with existing
existing law
law and
be
make entry
lations
lations
IN
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have
hereunto set
IN WITNESS
caused the
seal of
States to
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
United States
the seal
of the
the United
caused
Done
this twelfth
twelfth day
day of
of June
June in
in the
the year
year of
of our
one thousand
thousand
our Lord
Lord one
Done this
nine
and nineteen,
nineteen, and
and of
of the
Independence of
of
the Independence
nine hundred
hundred and
NEAL.]
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-third.
forty-third.
the one
the United
United States
States the
[SE.A.] the
W
OODROW WILsoN
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
the President:
President:
By the
PHILLIPS
W
ILLIAM PfirmiPs
WILLIAM
Acting
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
a

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
STATES
AMERICA
THE UNITED
UNITED S
By
THE PRESIDENT

June 19, 1919.
Ju
19, 1919

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION. .

WHEREAS,
WHEREAS ,it
it appears
appears that
the public
be promoted
promoted by
National
that the
public good
good will
will be
N^ati
by Forest,
La SalUtah
andonaI
Colo.
excluding
of Utah
from the
Sal Forest,
Ut
ahand Colo.
Preamble.
the La
La Sal
the State
State of
Utah from
certain lands
lands within
within the
excluding certain
National Forest,
and by
by restoring
the public
public lands
lands subject
dis- VoL38p.113.
VoL 38, p. 113.
subject to disForest, and
restoring the
National
position in the excluded areas in aa manner authorized by the Act
Act
b le .

PROCLAMATIONS,
1919.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.

1754
1754

of
Congress approved
nineteen hundred
and
hundred and
thirtieth, nineteen
September thirtieth,
approved September
,ongress
of
thirteen
(38
Stat.,
113),
entitled
"An
Act
To
authorize
President
President
the
authorize
To
Act
"An
entitled
113),
Stat.,
(38
thirteen
to
provide a
amethod
for opening
opening lands
lands restored
or
reservation or
from reservation
restored from
method for
to provide
withdrawal, and
for
other
purposes";.
purposes"
for
other
and
withdrawal,
Area diminished.
VoL 30, p. 36.
Now,
I,
WOODROIV
IPresident
President of
of the
the United
United
iON m
WWII.SON
WOOI^
I,by
therefore,
Now,oftherefore,
3.*
VoL30,p.
States of
America,
virtue of
of the
me vested
vested by
by.the
Act
the Act
the power
power m me
virtue
America, by
States
of Congress
Congress approved
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninetyninetyhundred and
June fourth,
approved June
of
seven (30
at 34
and 36),
Act Making
Making, approappro"An Act
entitled "An
36), entitled
34 and
11 at
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
seven
priations
for sundry
sundry civil
civil expenses
expenses of
of the
the Government
Government for
for the
the liscal
fiscal
priations for
year
ending June
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
year ending
for
do proclaim
proclaim that
the La
La Sal
f the
boundaries of
that the boundaries
purposes", do
for other
other purposes"
National Forest
Forest are
hereby changed
to exclude
exclude the
the areas
areas indicated
indicated
changed to
are hereby
National
as
eliminations on
hereto annexed
part
forming aapart
and forming
annexed and
diagram hereto
the diagram
on the
as eliminations
hereof.
Excluded
lands re
And
proclaim and
and make
make known
known that
judgment
in my
my judgment
that in
further proclaim
do further
And I,I do
Excluded lands
the interest
and necessary,
in the
interest of equal opportunity
opportunity and
necessary, in
i proper
proper and
storedto aetement.' itit is
good administration,
excluded lands subject
subject to disthe excluded
all of
of the
that all
administration, that
good
position should be restored to homestead
homestead entry in advance
advance of settleposition
ment or
or other
of disposition,
and pursuant
the authority
authority
to the
pursuant to
disposition, and
other forms
forms of
ment
reposed
September thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
aforesaid act of September
in me
me by
by the aforesaid
reposed in
vol 38,
38, p.1133
hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen, I
do hereby- direct
direct and provide that such
I do
hundred and
lands, subject
subject to
valid, rights,
existing withof existing
provisions of
the provisions
and the
rights and
to valid
lands,
to
Time
of oPening•
drawals, and
and where
withdrawn as coal are involved
involved subject to
where lands withdrawn
drawals,
Timeoiopening.
only
the
applicable thereto, shall be opened to entry only
the conditions tipplicable
under the
homestead laws,
requiring residence,
residence,
laws, requiring
of the
the homestead
provisions of
the provisions
under
at
o'clock a. m., standard
standard time, on
on
after, but not before, nine o'elock
at and after,
the
proclamation, and to settlesettlethis proclamation
after the date of this
the sixty-third
sixty-third day after
any public
public land law applicable
applicable
ment and other disposition under any
thereto, at
and after,
but not
nine o'clock a.
standard
a. m.,
m., standard
before,' nine
not before
after, but
at and
thereto,
Prospective applicants
time, on the seventieth day after said date. Prospective
Fingappicatlns
may,
during. the
preceding the date on which
which
of twenty days preceding
the period of
may, during
become subject
subject to entry, selection or location of the
the lands shall become
their
provisions of this proclamation,
form desired
proclamation, execute their
desired under the provisions
applications
law and present
present the same,
applications in the manner provided by law
accompanied
respiredpayments,
payments, to the proper
proper United States
accompanied by the required
applications so
otherwise, and all applications
land office in person, by mail, or otherwise,
filed, together
together with
submitted at the hour fixed,
with such as may be submitted
filed,
disposed
shall be disposed
simultaneously filed and shall
shall be treated as though simultaneously
of in the manner prescribed by existing regulations.
regulations. Under such regulations conflicts of equal rights will be determined
determined by a
drawing.
i
i
a drawing.

skired t° settlement

Filing applications*

Warning against

Warning is
hereby given
that no
prior to
to
initiated prior
no settlement
settlement initiated
given that
is hereby
Warning
seven days after the date herein prescribed for homestead entry
will be recognized,
recognized, but all persons who go upon any of thelands
lands to be
prior
restored
settlement thereon prior
perform any act of settlement
restored hereunder
hereunder and perform
to nine o'clock a. m.,
in., standard time, on the seventieth day from and
of
after the date hereof, or who are on or are occupying any part of
said lands at such hour,.
hour, except those having valid
valid subsisting
subsisting settleprior to withdrawal from settlement
ment rights initiated prior
settlement and since
having preferences
preferences to
entry under
under the
the
make entry
to make
those having
and those
maintained, and
Arltmlaas.
Agricultural
lands. maintained,
provisions
VoL 34,p.33.
34, p. 233.
provisions of the Act of Congress approved June
June eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen
hundred
233), entitled "An Act To provide
for
hundred and six (34 Stat., 233),
provide for
within forest
reserves", and
the entry of agricultural
agricultural lands within
forest reserves",
and Acts
Acts
amendatory,
considered and dealt with as trespassers
trespassers and will
amendatory, will be considered
Examinations
al
gain no
no rights
whatever under
such unlawful
emen t
or
occupancy:
or occupancy:
settlement
unlawful settl
under such
gain
rights whatever
Examnatin
owed.
Provided, however,
lowed.
however, that nothing herein contained
contained shall prevent
prevent
persons from going upon and over the lands to examine
examine them with
herewith.
accordance
in
appropriating
a view to thereafter
Prior settlement a
thereafter a
ppropri
at i
ng them
th
em i
n accor
dance herewith.
igPrior settlement
preferences, as above dese
nt Persons having prior settlement
rights
.
settlement rights or preferences,
fined, will be allowed to make entry in accordance with existing
laws and regulations.
regulations.

t
respeasi
ng
trspi

opening.

opening,

p
tt
or
t
o
prirto

I 1tiDlI,

PROCLAMATIONS,
1919.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
It is
is not
intended by
by this
to reserve
reserve any
any lands not
proclamation to
this proclamation
not intended
It
immediately
heretofore embraced
national forest, nor to exclude
exclude
a national
in a
embraced in
immediately heretofore
diagram
any
lands except
the areas
eliminations on
on the diagram
as eliminations
indicated as
areas indicated
except the
any lands
hereto
annexed.
hereto annexed.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
and
set my
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
United States
the United
of the
seal of
the seal
caused the
Lord one
Done
June in
in the
the year
of our
our Lord
year of
of June
day of
nineteenth day
this nineteenth
Done this
thousand nine
nine hundred
and nineteen,
and of
of the
the IndeIndenineteen, and
hundred and
thousand
[sEAL.1 pendence
pendence of
of the
United States
States the
hundred and
and
one hundred
the one
the United
[SEAL.]
forty-third.
forty-third.
By the
the President:
President:
By
FRANS L:
POLE
L: POLK
FRANK
Acting
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary

1755
Area affected.
Areaafected.

WOODROW
WLmSON
WOODiROW WILSON

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
Urin.r...i.) STATES
STATES OF
OFBAMERICA
AmERIOA
THE UNrrED
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION..

June 19, 1919.

June 19,1919.

Tahoe National Forest, Calif.Nat'O^tForand Nev.
Preamble.

withatEAS, it
public good
will be
be promoted
by eTajhi
promoted by
good will
the public
that the
appears that
it appears
WHEREAS,
excluding
certain lands
in California
California and
and Nevada
from the
the Tahoe
Tahoe Pe b
Nevada from
lands in
excluding certain
exclusion
National Forest,
Forest, by
restoring to
the public
public domain
upon exclusion
domain upon
to the
by restoring
National
the EM
EA of
2, T.
16 N.,
N., R.
R. 11E.,
M. D.
D. M.,
M. California,
California, in
in ,
liE., M.
T. 16
Sec. 2,
of Sec.
SEM of
of SEX
the
order that
land ma
may.be
the Central
Central Pacific
Facific Railway
Railway Central
Rail.
Pacii RailCentral Paciffc
by the
selected by
be selected
eleosaid land
that said
order
Company
under
the
provisions
of
the
Act
of
Congress
approved
June
ra's.
e
'P
a
"
s.
oi
June
approved
Congress
of
Act
the
of
Company under the provisions
twenty-second, eighteen
and seventy-four,
seventy:-four , entitled,
entitled, "An
"An VOL
18, p. 194.
Vo.s18,p.-1
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-second,
satisfaction
act
the relief
relief of
settlers on
railroad lands",
partial satisfaction
in partial
lands", in
on railroad
of settlers
for the
act for
of
of one
one hundred
hundred and
sixty acres
acres of
of its
its
and sixty
tract of
a tract
of a
relinquishment of
its relinquishment
of its
granted
Idaho, which
upon and
and improved
improved
resided upon
been resided
has been
which has
in Idaho,
lands in
granted lands
eighteen, nineteen
under
allowed June
nineteen
June eighteen,
improperly allowed
entry improperly
homestead entry
a homestead
under a
hundred and
and by
the public
public lands
lands subject
subject to
to disdisrestoring the
by restoring
fifteen, and
and fifteen,
hundred
authorized
position
in
the
remaining
excluded
areas
in
a
manner
authorized
by. Vol. 38, p. 113.
manner
a
m
areas
excluded
remaining
the
in
position
the Act
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred Vol.38,p. 113 .
nineteen hundred
September thirtieth,
approved September
Congress approved
of Congress
Act of
the
and
thirteen (38
(38 Stat.,
Stat., 113),
113), entitled,
entitled, "An
"An Act
To authorize
authorize the
Presithe PresiAct To
and thirteen
reservation
dent
method for
opening lands
lands restored
restored from reservation
for opening
a method
provide a
to provide
dent to
.
or
other purposes
purposes";
readi
";
for other
and for
Area
diminished.
withdrawal, and
or withdrawal,
Now, therefore,
WILSON, President
of the
the United
United Vol.
p 98...
0, p.
Vol 30,
President of
WOODROW WILSON,
I, WOODROW
therefore, I,
Now,
States
the power
in me
me vested
vested by
by the
the Act
Act of
power in
of the
virtue of
by virtue
America, by
of America,
States of
Congress
approved
June
fourth,
eighteen
hundred
and
ninety-seven
ninety-seven
and
hundred
eighteen
fourth,
June
Congress approved
(30 Stat.,
11 at
34 and
and 36),
36), entitled,
"An Act
Act Making
appropriations
Making appropriations
entitled, "An
at 34
Stat., 11
(30
for
expenses of
for the
fiscal year
ending
year ending
the fiscal
Government for
the Government
of the
civil expenses
sundry civil
for sundry
June
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
and for
purother purfor other
ninety-eight, and
eighteen hundred
June thirtieth,
poses",
that the
boundaries of
the Tahoe
Tahoe National
National
of the
the boundaries
proclaim that
do proclaim
poses", do
areas indicated
Forest
are hereby
hereby-changed
to exclude
exclude the
the areas
indicated as elinimachanged to
Forest are
tions
the diagram
diagram hereto
hereto annexed
annexed and
and forming
part thereof,
thereof,
a part
forming a
upon the
tions upon
and
that the
said EA
of SE
U of
Sec. 2,
T. 16
16 N.,R. 11
11 E.,., M. D. M.,
2, T.
of Sec.
SE4
E½of
the said
and that
California,
restored to
to the
public domain.
domain.
the public
hereby restored
is hereby
California, is
And I
do further
further proclaim
that in
in my
my judgement
dtd
oe
:
e
l lands
t lends Z
judgement stEoZsErclded
known that
make known
and make
proclaim and
I do
And
and
it is proper and
necessary,
in
the
interest
of
equal
opportunity
and
opportunity
equal
of
it is proper and necessary, in the interest
good
that the
the remainder
remainder of
subject
lands subject
excluded lands
the excluded
of the
administration, that
good administration,
to
disposition
should
be
restored
to
homestead
entry
in
advance
of
of
advance
in
entry
homestead
to
to disposition should be restored
settlement or
or other
other forms
forms of
of disposition,
disposition, and
and pursuant
the authorauthor- VoL 38, p. 113.
to the
pursuant to
settlement
ity reposed
reposed in
me by
the aforesaid
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen VoL 38, p. 3.
September thirtieth,
of September
act of
aforesaid act
by the
in me
ity
lands,
hundred and
and thirteen,
hereby direct
that such
such lands,
provide that
and provide
direct and
do hereby
I do
thirteen, I
hundred
subject
to
valid
rights
and
the
provisions
of
existing
withdrawals,
withdrawals,
existing
of
provisions
the
and
rights
valid
subject to
shall be opened to entry only under the provisions of the homestead Time of opening.
shall be opened to entry only under the provisions of the homestead Timeof openi
laws requiring
requiring residence,
residence, where
where subject
subject thereto,
thereto, at
at and
not
but not
after, but
and after,
laws
before,
nine
o'clock
a.
m.,
standard
time,
on
the
sixty-third
day
after
after
day
sixty-third
the
on
time,
before, nine o'clock a. m., standard
the
of this
proclamation, and
settlement and
and other
disposiother disposito settlement
and to
this proclamation,
date of
the date
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tion
public land
after, but
but
tion under
under any
any public
land law
law applicable
applicable thereto,
thereto, at
at and
and after,
not
nine o'clock
in., standard
on the
the seventieth
day
not before,
before, nine
o'clock a.
a. m.,
standard time,
time, on
seventieth day
Filing applications. after
during the
of
Fngappefons
after said
said date.
date. Prospective
Prospective applicants
applicants may,
may, during
the _period
period of
twenty
preceding the
date on
which these
land shall
shall become
twenty days
days preceding
the date
on which
these land
become
subject to
entry'selection
or location
of the
the form
form desired
desired under
under the
subject
to entry,
selection or
location of
the
provisions of
of this
this restoration,
the manner
manner
provisions
restoration, execute
execute their
their applications
applications in
in the
provided by
by law
the same
accompanied by
by the
the required
provided
law and
and present
present the
same, accompanied
required
payments,
to the
the proper
United States
by mail,
payments, to
proper United
States land
land offices
offices in
in person,
person, by
mail,
or otherwise,
otherwise, and
and all
so filed,
filed, together
with such
such as
or
all applications
applications so
together with
as may
may
be submitted
submitted at
at the
as though
simultabe
the hour
hour fixed,
fixed, shall
shall be
be treated
treated as
though simultaneously filed
filed and
and shall
be disposed
of in
in the
the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed by
neously
shall be
disposed of
by
existing
regulations conflicts
of equal
rights
existing regulations.
regulations. Under
Under such
such regulations
conflicts of
equal rights
will be
be determined
determined bya
by a drawing.
drawing.
Warning against
Warning
is hereby
hereby given
that no
seven
trespassing pritrrSg
prior to
Warning is
given
that
no settlement
settlement initiatedprior
initiatedprior to
to seven
opening.
opening.
days
ter the
the date
for homestead entry
prescribed will
recogdays al
after
date forhomestead
entry above
above prescribed
will be
be recognized,
all persons
who go
go upon
of the
be restored
as
nized, but
but all
persons who
upon any
any of
the lands
lands to
to be
restored as
herein
settlement thereon
herein above
above provided and
and perform
perform any
any act
act of
of settlement
thereon
prior
standard time,
seventieth day
from
prior to nine
nine oo'clock
clock a.
a. m., standard
time, on
on the
the seventieth
day from
and after the date hereof, or who
are occupying
any part
part of
who are
are on or are
occupying any
of
said
valid subsisting
settlesaid lands
lands at
at such
such hour,
hour, except
except those
those having
having valid
subsisting settlement
prior to
settlement and
ment rights initiated prior
to withdrawal
withdrawal from
from settlement
and since
since
maintained,
and
those
having
preferences to
make
entry under
under the
maintained,
and
those
having
preferences
to
make
entry
the
AgricultureBands.
1
provisions
of the
the Act
nineteen
v 34, p."
, 233.
Vol.A
provisions of
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
June eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
Vol.
p.
hundred and six (34 Stat., 233),
233) 1entitled "An
"An Act To provide
provide for the
the
entry of agricultural
agricultural lands within forest reserves",
amednareserves ", and Acts
Acts amednatory, will be considered
to,
considered and dealt with
with as
as trespassers
trespassers and
and will
will gain
gain no
no
Examinations a Iri•
gh ts whatever
unlawful settlement
or occupancy;
occupancy; Prowhatever under
under such
such unlawful
settlement or
ProloFed.tiol a 1 - rights
lowed.
vided, however,
vided,
however, that
that nothing
shall prevent
prevent persons
persons
nothing herein
herein contained
contained shall
going
upon
and
over
the
lands
to
examine
them
with
a
view to
ttle
t from
from
going
upon
and
over
the
lands
to
examine
them
with
a
view
to
Prior settlement
m n
rights.
thereafter
appropriating them in
accordance herewith.
herewith. Persons
Persons
rights
thereafter appropriating
in accordance
having prior settlement rights or preferences,
preferences ' as above defined,
defined, will
be allowed to make entry in
accordance with existing
regum accordance
existing law and
and regulations.
lations.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
'WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to
to be affixed.
affixed.
Done this nineteenth day of June, in the year of our Lord one
one
thousand nine hundred and nineteen, and of the Indepen[SEAL.]
and forty[sEAL.] dence of the United States the one hundred and
fortythird.
third.
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By
By the President:

•

WOODROW WLSON
WOODROW
WILSON

FRANK L.
L. P
OLK
FRANK
POLK
Acting Secretary of
of State.
State.

Jane
19, 1919.
lune 19,
Licenses for
t
t
eommodities.
Preambbs.

Lenseor
Preamble.

PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
food

ood

Statutory p rovisions.
VoL 40,
40, p. 276.

Vo

.sittory
pro
p.276.

WHEREAS, under
by virtue of
WHEREAS,
under and by
of an
an Act
entitled
Act of
of Congress
Congress entitled
An Act
Act toprovide
the national
"An
to provide for
for the
national security
security and defense by encouragencouragproduction, conserving
ing the production,
conserving the supply and controlling the distribution of food products and fuel", approved by the President
President on the
10th day
10th
day of
is provided
provided among
as follows:
follows:
of August,
August, 1917,
1917, it
it is
among other
other things
things as
That, by reason
reason of the existence of a
a state of war, it
"That,
it is essential
to the
national security
security and
and defense,
defense, for the successful
tial to
the national
prosecution
prosecution of the war, and for the support and maintenance
maintenance
of the
the Army
and Navy,
Navy, to
to assure an adequate supply and equiof
Army and
table distribution,
to facilitate
table
distribution, and
and to
facilitate the movement of foods,
feeds, fuel, including fuel oil and natural
and
feeds,
natural gas, fertilizer and
fertilizer
ingredients, tools, utensils, implements, machinery,
fertilizer ingredients,
machinery,
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and
equipment required
required for
the actual
production of foods,
actual production
for the
and equipment
feeds, and
hereafter in
in this
act called
called necessaries;
necessaries; to
preto prethis act
fuel, hereafter
and fuel,
feeds,
vent, locally
or generally,
generally, scarcity,
scarcity, monopolization,
monopolization, hoarding,
hoarding,
locally or
vent,
controls,
injurious speculation,
speculation, manipulation,
and private
private controls,
manipulation, and
injurious
to
movement; and to
affecting
and movement;
distribution, and
supply, distribution,
such supply,
affecting such
of such necesestablish
and maintain
maintain governmental
control of
governmental control
establish and
saries during
during the
the war.
For such
such purposes
purposes the
the instrumentalinstrumentalwar. For
saries
ities, means,
powers, authorities,
authorities, duties,
obligations,
duties, obligations,
methods, powers,
means, methods,
ities,
and
hereinafter set
forth are
established,
created, established,
are created,
set forth
prohibitions hereinafter
and prohibitions
to
conferred,
and prescribed.
prescribed. The
President is authorized to
The President
conferred, and
make
regulations and
and to
to issue
issue such
orders as
as are
essential
are essential
such orders
such regulations
make such
effectively
out the
of this
act."
this act."
provisions of
the provisions
carry out
to carry
effectively to
Vol. 40, p.
AND, WHEREAS,
it is
in said
as follows:
VoL40,p. m.
follows:
act as
said act
provided in
further provided
is further
WHEREAS, it
AND,
it
find
"
That,
from
time
to
time,
whenever
the
President
shall
find
it
shall
President
the
whenever
time,
to
"That, from time
essential
to license
minstorage, minmanufacture, storage,
importation, manufacture,
the importation,
license the
essential to
into
to
order
in
in,
or
distribution
of
any
necessaries,
order
carry into
necessaries,
any
of
mg, or distribution
effect any
any of
the purposes
purposes of
of thig
shall publicly
publicly so
so
and shall
Act, and
this Act,
of the
effect
announce, no
fixed in
the announcein theannouncedate fixed
after aa date
shall, after
person shall,
no person
announce,
ment, engage
engage in
or carry
carry on
on any
any such
business specified
the
in the
specified in
such business
m or
ment,
announcement
mining,
storage, mining,
manufacture, storage,
importation, manufacture,
of importation,
announcement of
in
forth i
or
any necessaries
necessaries as
set forth
nsuch announceannounceas set
of any
distribution of
or distribution
ment,
he shall
and hold
license issued
issued pursuant
pursuant
a license
hold a
secure and
shall secure
unless he
ment, unless
to
this section.
President is
such
issue such
to issue
authorized to
is authorized
The President
section. The
to this
licenses and
and to
prescribe regulations
regulations for
for systems
accounts
of accounts
systems of
to prescribe
licenses
and
to be
be kept
kept by
submission of
of
licensee, submission
by licensee,
accounts to
of accounts
auditing of
and auditing
the
and the
reports
without oath
affirmation, and
or affirmation,
oath or
or without
with or
them, with
by them,
reports by
entry
and inspection
inspection by
the President's
President's duly
duly authorized
authorized agents
agents
by the
entry and
of
of business
business of
licenses."
of licenses."
places of
the places
of the
AND, WHEREAS,
virtue of
the above
above provisions
provisions certain
public
certain public
of the
by virtue
WHEREAS, by
AND,
time as aa
to time
announcements were
by the
time to
from time
President from
the President
made by
were made
announcements
result
of which
importation, manufacture,
manufacture, storage
storage and
and distribudistributhe importation,
which the
result of
licensed.
tion
of
certain
necessaries
was
licensed.
was
necessaries
certain
of
tion
AND, WHEREAS,
situation has
brought about
about
been brought
has been
changed situation
WHEREAS, aa changed
AND,
States and
by
present armistice
armistice in
in the
the war
war between
between the
the United
United States
the present
by the
Germany.
the
Announcing
Ii.1
21521
.2e
ate%
Germany.
oe
denated
the oensina
of the
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON;
President of
WILSON, President
NOW,
products ot no
oLonger
United
America, by
by virtue
virtue of
the powers
powers conferred
n
pSdaL
me oesentlaL
upon me
conferred upon
of the
of America,
States of
United States
by
Act of
of Congress
and determine
Proclathis Proclaby this
and by
determine and
find and
hereby find
Congress hereby
said Act
by said
order to carry
in order
mation
do announce
announce that
that it
it is
longer essential
essential in
is no
no longer
mation do
into
effect the
of the
the Act
that the
the importation,
manufacture,
importation, manufacture,
Act that
purpose of
the purpose
into effect
storage or
distribution of
of certain
necessaries be
to
license, to
to license,
subject to
be subject
certain necessaries
or distribution
storage
the
Special
licenses canpec licenses
specified.
hereinafter specified.
the extent
extent hereinafter
ceied.
Licenses heretofore
heretofore required
the importation,
importation, manufacture, celed.
for the
required for
Licenses
storage or
or distribution
distribution of
hereby cancelled,
cancelled,
are hereby
necessaries are
certain necessaries
of certain
storage
effective June
respect to
to the
the following:
and rice flour.
our.
. Rice
Rceand
following:
1919, with
with respect
21, 1919,
June 21,
effective
All persons,
firms, corporations
or associations
in the
busithe busiengaged in
associations engaged
corporations or
persons, firms,
All
ness
importing, manufacturing,
manufacturing, storing
storing or
or distributing
rice
or rice
rice or
distributing rice
of importing,
ness of
Regniationscanceled
Regulation
flour.
flour.
June 21,
21, 1919.
1919.
All
issued under
the said
Act cover
licensees so
dealing Jne
so dealing
cover licensees
said Act
under the
regulations issued
All regulations
in these
these commodities
hereby cancelled,
cancelled, effective
June 21,
1919.
21, 1919.
effective June
are hereby
commodities are
in
IN
have hereunto
my hand
and
hand and
set my
hereunto set
I have
WHEREOF, I
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused the
the United
United States
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States to
of the
seal of
the seal
caused
Done
nineteenth day
of June,
the year
year of
Lord One
One
our Lord
of our
in the
June, in
day of
tlhis nineteenth
Done this
thousand Nine
Nineteen, and
and of
of the
the IndeIndeand Nineteen,
Hundred and
Nine Hundred
thousand
[SEAL.] pendence
pendence of
United States
of America
HunOne Hunthe One
America the
States of
the United
of the
[SEAL.]
dred and
Forty-third.
and Forty-third.
dred
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODBOW
By the
the President
President
By
FRANK L
OLK
POLK
L P
FRANK
Acting Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
Acting
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BY
OF THE
UNITED STATES
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES

1919.
June U,
2, 1919.

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Wheat and
Whemt
and wheat
wheat
rt.
flour.
Preamble.
VoL 40, p, 1348.

By
virtue of
of the
conferred upon
upon me
By virtue
the powers
powers conferred
me by
by an
an Act
Act of
of ConCongress
"An Act
to enable
out the
the
gress entitled
entitled "An
Act to
enable the
the President
President to
to carry
carry out
price
producers of
of wheat
of the
crops of
of 1918
1918
price guarantees
guarantees made
made to
to producers
wheat of
the crops
and 1919
1919 and
and to
protect theUnited
the United States
and
to protect
States against
against undue
undue enhancement
enhancement
its liabilities
liabilities thereunder"
thereunder approved
by the
the President
President on
4th
of its
approved by
on the
the 4th
March, 1919,
as well
as by
by virtue
of the
the Powers
Powers conferred
day of March,
1919, as
well as
virtue of
conferred
upon me
me by
any and
all other
other acts
of Congress
conferring authority
authority
upon
by any
and all
acts of
Congress conferring
Announcing licensupon me
in the
I, Woodrow
Wilson, President
of the
ing of
wheat and
n upon
uing
ofw
andflour
me in
the premises,
premises, I,
Woodrow Wilson,
President of
the United
United
storage,
manufacture,
soags.
determine and
and by
this proclaots States of America, do herebyifind and determine
by this
proclaetc.,asesseutiaL
mation
mation do
it is
sessential,
essential, in
carry into
into effect
do announce
announce that
that it
in order
order to
to carry
effect
the purposes
purposes of
said acts,
to license
the storage
storage and
and distribution
distribution of
the
of said
acts, to
license the
of
manufacture storage
storage and
of wheat
wheat and
and the manufacture,
and distribution
distribution of
wheat flour
flour
to
hereinafter specified.
specified.
to the
the extent
extent hereinafter
Businesses affected.
tBiBebi
firms,r corporations
All persons, fumis
corporations and
and associations
associations engaged
engaged in
or
in or
carrying on the business
busmess of
or manmancarrying
of storing or distributing wheat
wheat or
ufacturing, storing or
or distributing
wheat flour,
flour, and
persons,
distributing wheat
and all
all persons,
firms, corporations and associations
wholly
associations who manufacture,
manufacture, either
either wholly
bread or
or other
other bakery
for sale,
sale,
or partly
partly from wheat
wheat flour, bread
bakery products
products for
excepting, however
however
excepting,
Exceptions.
(a) bakers
bakers and
and manufacturers
manufacturers of
of bakery
bakery products,
products, whose
whose conBaktm
(a
Bakers with llimited
conconsumption.
cons-mpion.
sumption of
of flour
in the
of such
such of
of products
is, in
in the
the
sumption
flour in
the manufacture
manufacture of
products is,
apgregate,
less
than
50
barrels
per
month;
Reta.,,
fr
aggregate, less than 50 barrels per month;
Retailers, farmers
t.
etc.
(b) -Retailers,
Retailers, and farmers, or cooperative
cooperative associations
associations of
of farmers
farmers
persons, with respect to the products of any farm
or other persons
other
farm or other
land owned; leased or
cultivated by
them; and
or cultivated
by them;
and
Common carrierS.
Com
()
Common carriers,
carriers, as
as to
operations necessary
(c) Common
to operations
necessary to the business of
of
common
carriers,
carriers,
common
,iCenaa.
Issue of licenses.
Are hereby
required to secure, on or before July
hereby_required
July 15,
15, 1919,
1919, a
alicense
license
from Julius H.
H'. Barnes, United States Wheat Director, in
form,
in such
such form,
under such conditions,
conditions, and under such rules and
and regulations
regulations governgoverning the conduct of
business as
director may
from time
time to
to
of the business
as such
such director
may from
prescribe. •
Aplcain to time
,timeprescribe.
'
Applications
Wheat Director.
Dirctor.
Applications
Applications for
licenses must
be made
made to
the United
United States
States Wheat
for licenses
must be
to the
Wheat
D. C.,
Director, Washington,
Washington, D.
C., upon
upon forms
forms prepared
him for
for that
that
prepared by
by him
Penalty for noncom.
Penalty
noncom- purpose.
purpose.
pliance.
Any person,
person, firm,
firm, corporation
corporation or
or association,
association, other
other than
tvPo"p.
M.
,Any
Vol. 40, p. 1350.
than those
those
hereinbefore excepted,
excepted, who shall engage in, or carry on,
busiherembefore
on any business above
above specified
sp?Ofied after July 15, 1919,
1919, without first securing
securing such
license,
suspended, or after such license
license or while such license is suspended,
license is
is
revoke,
revoked, will be liable to the penalties prescribed
prescribed by
by.law.
In Witness Whereof,
Whereof, IIhave hereunto
and caused
caused the
the
hereunto set my
my hand
hand and
seal
United States
Stat
es of
America to
to be
affix-ed this
seal oof the
the United
of America
be affixed
this
[SEAL.] 23rd day of June, in the year of our Lord 1919, and of the
[snei..]
Independence of the United States
Independence
America the
States of
of America
the one
one
hundred and forty-third.

d

ht

voLoiapl

By
the President
By the
President
F
RANK L
L POLK
POLK
FRANK
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State

WOODROW
WILSON
WOODROW WILSON
WOODOW
W
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1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,
STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES
BY THE

rune 24, 1919.
Jnne24,1919.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
and wheat
WHEREAS,
enacted and
and the
the President
on the
and
wheat
Wt
has on
the floNuCgrra
President has
has enacted
Congress has
WHEREAS, Congress
fourth
of March,
1919, approved
approved "An
to enable
enable the
Preamble.
the President
President Preamble.
"An Act
Act to
fourth day
day of
March, 1919,
to carry
carry out
producers of
of the
to
out the
the price
price guarantees
guarantees made
made to
to producers
of wheat
wheat of
the
crops of
of 1918
and to
to protect
protect the
United States
States against
against
crops
1918 and
and 1919,
1919, and
the United
undue enhancement
enhancement of
of its
its liabilities
which act
contains
liabilities thereunder"
thereunder" which
act contains
undue
the following
following provision:
provision:
the
tio
Stetutory authoriseanthorisa
in carrying
carrying ston
shall find
essential in
"That whenever
"That
whenever the
the President
President shall
find it
it essential
n
40
out the
aforesaid, or
protect the
the United
p. 3.
VoL 40,, p.1350.
against Vol.
States against
United States
or to
to protect
out
the guarantees
guarantees aforesaid,
undue enhancement
of its
liabilities thereunder,
thereunder , and
and shall
shall make
make
its liabilities
undue
enhancement of
United
proclamation thereof,
thereof, it
it shall
to import
import into
into the
the United
be unlawful
unlawful to
proclamation
shall be
States from
any country
country named
such Proclamation,
Proclamation, or
to export
export
or to
named in
in such
States
from any
from or
ship from
take :ut
put of
of the
United States
any country
from or
or take
the United
States to
to any
country
from
or ship
named
in such
such Proclamation,
Proclamation, wheat,
wheat, semolina,
or wheat
wheat flour,
except
flour, except
semolina, or
named in
at such
such time
time or
and under
under such
such regulations
and subsubor orders
orders, and
regulations or
at
or times,
times, and
ject to
the President
as the
President shaprescribe,
shall prescribe,
and exceptions
exceptions as
ject
to such
such limitations
limitations and
until otherwise
President or
or by
by Congress;
provided,
Congress; provided,
by the
the President
otherwise ordered
ordered by
until
that no
no preference
shall be
given to
to the
the ports
ports of
of one
one State
State over
over those
those
be given
that
preference shall
of another,"
Prohibiting mport
of
another,"
T
NOW, THEREFORE,
HEREFORE, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
President of
in g
Prcala
i
V ingexport
e=dmf
lort.
ad
WILSON, President
of the
the Ithg
NOW
I, WOODROW
tro
onsisu
etcb
.
ioot to
United
America, by
conferred upon
upon me
me theoSf,aUbet to
of the
the powers
powers conferred
by virtue
virtue of
States of
of America,
United States
by the
Act of
Congress, as
as by
by virtue
of the
the powers
p. 1773.
powers concon- Post,
Po, :p.
virtue of
of Congress,
as well
well as
by
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
conferring authorauthorferred
upon me
me by
Acts of
all other
otherActs
of Congress
Congress conferring,
by any
any and
and all
ferred upon
ity upon
upon me
me in
in the
all it
to all
it may
may
find and
and proclaim
proclaim to
premises, hereby
hereby find
the premises,
ity
aforesaid
concern, that
that it
it is
out the
the guarantees
guarantees aforesaid
in carrying
carrying out
is essential
essential in
concern,
and
against undue
undue enhancement
enhancement of
of its
its
States against
protect the
the United
United States
and to
to protect
flour, on and after
after July
wheat and
and wheat flour,
liabilities
thereunder, that wheat
liabilities thereunder,
the United
United States
1st, 1919,
be imported
imported into
States from,
from and
and
into the
not be
1919, shall
shall not
1st,
shall not
not be
be exported
from or
from or
or taken
out of
of the
untries
g.
shall
exported from
or shipped
shipped from
taken out
the United
United co
countie
ddess ii g.
States
to Abyssinia,
Albania, Argentina,
Bel- nated.
aided.
Argentina, Austria,
Austria, BelAbyssinia, Afghanistan,
Afghanistan, Albania,
States to
Brazil,
gium,
and protectorates,
Bolivia, Brazil,
protectorates, Bolivia,
possessions and
her colonies
colonies, possessions
gium, her
Biilgaria,
colonies,
Cuba, Czecho-Slovakia,
Rica, Cuba,
Czecho-Slovakia,
Costa Rica,
Chile, Colombia,
Colombia, Costa
China,
Bulgaria, China,
Denmark,
colonies, possessions
possessions and
protectorates, Dominican
Dominican
and protectorates,
her colonies,
Denmark, her
Finland, France,
Republic,
Ecuador Egypt,
Egypt, Finland,
France, her colonies,
colonies, possessions
possessions
Republic, Ecuador,
and
protectorates, 'Germany,
Great Britain,
her colonies,
possessions
Britain, her
colonies, possessions
Germany, Great
and protectorates,
and
protectorates, Greece,
Greece, Guatemala,
Haiti, Iledjaz,
lIlonduras,
Hedjaz, -Honduras,
Guatemala, Haiti,
and protectorates,
possessions and protectorates,
colonies, possessions
Italy, her colonies,
Hungary, Italy,
protectorates, Japan,
Hungary,
her colonies
and protectorates,
Liechtenstein, Liberia,
Liberia, Luxembourg,
Luxembourg,
protectorates, Liechtenstein,
colonies and
her
Mexico,
Monaco, Montenegro,
Montenegro, Morocco,
Morocco, Nepal,
the Netherlands,
her
Netherlands, her
Nepal, the
Mexico, Monaco,
Norway, Panama,
colonies,
protectorates, Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, Norway,
Panama,
and protectorates,
possessions and
colonies, possessions
Paraguay,
Persia, Peru,
Poland, Portugal,
Portugal, her
her colonies,
colonies, possessions
possessions
Peru, Poland,
Paraguay, Persia,
KingMarino, Kingand protectorates,
protectorates, Roumania,
Roumania, Russia,
Russia, Salvador,
Salvador San
San Marino,
and
dom
and Slovenes,
Slovenes, Siam,
Siam, Spain,
Spain, her colonies,
possescolonies, possesSerbs, Croats
Croats and
dom of
of Serbs,
sions and
Sweden, Switzerland,
Switzerland, Turkey,
Turkey, Uruguay,
Uruguay,
and protectorates,
protectorates, Sweden,
sions
times
such time
Venezuela,
or any
other foreign
foreign country,
country, except
except at such
time or times
any other
Venezuela, or
and
such regulations
orders, and
subject to
to such
limitations
such limitations
and subject
or orders,
under such
regulations or
and under
and
exceptions as
shall be
be prescribed,
ordered by
by the
the
until otherwise
otherwise ordered
prescribed, until
as shall
and exceptions
President or
or by
by Congress.
Congress.
President
Licensestobeiss
t!
be issued
The
orders, limitations
limitations and
and exceptions
exceptions will
pre- by
byLi
Wheat
censesDir.
ector.
WheatDirector.
will be
be preThe regulations,
regulations, orders,
scribed
and
administered
by
and
under
the
authority
of
Julius
H.
H.
of
Julius
scribed and administered by and under the authority
Barnes, United
United States
States Wheat
Director, from
licenses in
in conconwhom licenses
from whom
Wheat Director,
Barnes,
formity with
orders, limitations
limitations and
exceptions
and exceptions
regulations, orders,
with said
said regulations,
formity
wsofar
Ta
will issue.
issue.
The
authority heretofore
heretofore vested
in the
the War
Bol"="trferred
ofIrTradt:
to
War Trade
Trade BardS
vested in
powers and
and authority
The powers
Board by
by any
or Executive
Executive Order
"'
heat Direct
Director.
issued Wheat
Order heretofore
heretofore issued
any Proclamation
Proclamation or
Board
by me
me i
nrespect
respect to
the prohibition
regulation of
imports or
or exports
exports
of imports
or regulation
to the
prohibition or
by
in
t
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1919.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
of
wheat or
wheat flour,
flour, is
is hereby
hereby transferred
transferred to
vested in
the
of wheat
or wheat
to and
and vested
in the
United States
Wheat Director
as of
July 1st,
United
States Wheat
Director as
of July
1st, 1919.
1919.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF I
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused
of the
the United
United States
America
to be
caused the
the seal
seal of
States of
of America to
be
affixed this
this 24th
day of
in the
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord 1919,
affixed
24th day
of June,
June, in
the year
1919,
[sum.] and
the independence
United States
States of
[SEAL.]
and of
of the
independence of
of the
the United
of Ameriea
Amerisa
the one
one hundred
hundred and
the
and forty-third.
forty-third.
W
OODROW
W
ILSON
WOODROW WILSON
By
the
President:
By the President:
FRANK L
POLK
FRANK
L POLK
Acting Secretary of
of State
State

Tune
26, 1919.
1919.
June26,
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Coin, bnion, and
and

cuire
il
i
t
4.builian,

Preamble.
VoL 40, pp. 225, 1691,
vol4o'pp.=L
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Vol. 40, p. 415.
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WHEREAS,
WHERF.AS, by virtue of the authority
authority vested in the President by
by
the
Act
approved
June
15,
1917,
known
as
the
Espionage
Act,
the
the
Act,
Espionage
the Act approved June 15, 1917, known as the
President issued
was
President
issued a
a proclamation
proclamation dated
dated August
August 27,
27, 1917,
1917, which
which was
amended
by a
proclamation dated
dated September
September 7,
1917,
amended by
a subsequent
subsequent proclamation
7, 1917,
prohibiting
corn, bullion
and currency
currency-from
from the
prohibiting the export
export of
of corn,
bullion and
the United
United
States
its territorial
to certain
certain specified
States or
or its
territorial possessions
possessions to
specified countries
countries except
except
at such time or times and under
under such
such regulations
regulations and orders
orders, and
and
subject
limitations and exceptions
exceptions as the President shall
shall presubiect to such limitations
prescn
and
scribe •and
WEVEREAS,
WHEREAS, by virtue of the authority vested in the President by
Congress, the President by
the above mentioned
mentioned Act of Congress,
by Executive
Executive
September 7, 1917, directed that the regulations,
regulations, orders,
order dated September
orders,
limitations and exceptions
prescribed by him in relation
relation to
export
limitations
exceptions prescribed
to the
the export
administered by the
Secretary
of coin, bullion and currency
currency should be
be administered
the Secretary
of the Treasury, and upon his recommendation
prescribed certam
recommendation prescribed
certain
regulations in relation thereto; and
WILEREAS, by
by Executive
Executive order,
order, dated
12, 1917,
made
WHEREAS,
dated October
October 12,
1917, made
under
authority of
aforesaid and
and of
of the
the act
October
under authority
of the
the act
act aforesaid
act approved
approved October
6, 1917, known as the Trading-with-the-Enemy
Trading-with-the-Enemy Act,
Act, the President
President
vested in the Secretary of the Treasury the executive
executive administration
administration
of any investigation, regulation
regulation or prohibition of any transactions in
in
foreign
foreign exchange, export, or earmarking
earmarking of gold or silver coin, bullion
bullion
or currency,
currency, transfers
transfers of credit in any form (other than credits relating
executed wholly within
United Statesu
States)
solely to transactions to be
be executed
within the
the United
and transfers
transfers of evidences
evidences of indebtedness
indebtedness or of the ownership of
of
property between
between the United States and and
country or
any foreign country
between residents of one or
or more
foreign countries
countries by
.
by any
any person
person
more foreign
within the United
United States, and further
vested in
the Secretary
the
further vested
in the
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
Treasury the authority and
engaged in
and power
power to
to require
require any
any person
person engaged
in
any such transaction
transaction to furnish,
furnish, under oath, complete information
information
relative thereto, including the production of any books of account,
contracts, letters, or other papers in connection
therewith in the cusconnection therewith
custody or control of such person, either before or after such transaction
transaction
completed' and
is completed;
WHEREAS,
REAS, by said Executive
Executive order, dated October 12, 1917,
1917, the
President
President authorized
authorized and directed the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury for
for
the purpose of such executive administration
administration to take such measures,
adopt such administrative
administrative procedure, and use such agency or agencies
as he may from time to time deem necessary
necessary and proper
proper for that
purpose- and
purpose;
WHEREAS, the Secretary of the Treasury, with the approval
approval of the
President,
President, by order dated November
November 23, 1917, adopted
adopted certain administrative
procedure for the executive administration,
istrative procedure
administration, authority and
power vested in the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury by said Executive
Executive
order,
October 12,
and designated
designated the Federal Reserve
order, dated
dated October
12, 1917, and
Reserve
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Board
to act
as the
agency of
Secretary of the Treasury, subject
the Secretary
of the
the agency
act as
Board to
to
the approval
approval of
of the
such
of the Treasury, to carry out such
Secretary of
the Secretary
to the
executive
administration, authority
power vested
Secretary
vested in the Secretary
and power
authority and
executive administration,
of
the Treasury
recited; and
hereinbefore recited;
as hereinbefore
Treasury as
of the
WHEREAS, upon
upon the
of the Secretary
Secretary of the
recommendation of
the recommendation
WHEREAS,
in the Federal
Treasury
and
in
order
to
vest
all
necessary
authority
authority
necessary
all
vest
to
order
in
and
Treasury
Reserve Board
Board to
to act
act as
agency of
of the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
the Secretary
the agency
as the
Reserve
in the
the performance
therein imposed,
imposed, the President
duties therein
certain duties
of certain
performance of
in
did
by Executive
order, dated
dated January
January 26,
26, 1918,
1918, prescribe
prescribe certain
certain
Executive order,
did by
orders, rules
in respect
of such
executive administrasuch executive
respect of
regulations in
and regulations
rules and
orders,
tion,
authority and
the regulations
theretofore preregulations theretofore
amending the
power amending
and power
tion, authority
scribed
by Executive
7, 1917; and
September 7,
dated September
order dated
Executive order
scribed by
WHEREAS, in
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the President,
except as hereinPresident, except
in the
WHEREAS,
after stated,
stated, the
the public
United States
States does not now
the United
of the
safety of
public safety
after
require the
the prohibition
prohibition of
of the
the exportation
exportation of
bulliona.nd currency
currency
coin, bullionand
of coin,
require
from the
States or
its territorial
territorial possessions,
investigapossessions, nor the investigaor its
United States
the United
from
tion,
or prohiDition
any transaction
transaction in foreign
foreign exchange
exchange
of any
prohibition of
regulation or
tion, regulation
or the
enforcement of
of any
of the
the orders,
orders, rules,
regulations and adminrules, regulations
any of
the enforcement
or
istrative
hereinbefore mentioned,
procedure herembefore
istrative procedure
NOW,
Woodrow Wilson,
President of
of the
the portatio,
poitn
e
ron,
etkan:t:
etc.,.,n r
Wilson, President
I, Woodrow
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
vokedUnited States
States of
America, under
and by
by virtue
of the authority
authority yo
ked
virtue of
under and
of America,
United
vested in
by the
proclaim to all whom it
it
hereby proclaim
do hereby
aforesaid do
acts aforesaid
the acts
me by
in me
vested
aforementioned
may concern
concern that,
that, except
specified, the aforementioned
hereinafter specified,
as hereinafter
except as
may
exportation of coin,
the exportation
proclamations in
so far
far as
they prohibit
prohibit the
as they
in so
proclamations
bullion or
currency, and
and the
the aforementioned
aforementioned power
power and
authority
and authority
or currency,
bullion
vested in
in the
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury and
in the Federal Reserve
Reserve
and in
of the
the Secretary
vested
Board, and
all orders,
rules and
and regulations
regulations issued
or prescribed
in c
ton I.
Continued as to
prescribed in
issued or
orders, rules
and all
Board,
connection
therewith are
cancelled. In
In so
so far
far shevk
shev
°11
2
kG
u
ovalsinenfol
of
Govrnment
and cancelled.
revoked and
hereby revoked
are hereby
connection therewith
L
asogtee•
RSs i
as
the proclamations,
rules and
hereinbefore men- Ru'
regulations hereinbefore
and regulations
orders, rules
proclamations, orders,
as the
tioned
be necessary
necessary to
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury and
enable the
to enable
may be
tioned may
the
Federal Reserve
effectively to
manner
control in the manner
to control
Board effectively
Reserve Board
the Federal
therein provided,
the extent
extent deemed
deemed advisable
advisable by the Secreto the
and to
provided, and
therein
tary of
of the
Treasury and
Federal Reserve
Board, all exportations
Reserve Board,
the Federal
and the
the Treasury
tary
of
and currency
currency to
Russia now under the
of Russia
part of
that part
to that
bullion and
coin, bullion
of coin,
control of
of the
so-called Bolshevik
dealand any and all dealGovernment, and
Bolshevik Government,
the so-called
control
transfer
or
ings
or
exchange
transactions
in
Russian
rubles
of
credit
rubles
Russian
in
transactions
ings or exchange
or
exchange transactions
with that
of Russia
under the connow under
Russia now
part of
that part
transactions with
or exchange
trol
of
the
so-called
Bolshevik
Government,
and
any
and
all transfers
transfers
all
and
any
and
Government,
Bolshevik
so-called
the
of
trol
of credit
credit or
or exchange
territories in respect
which
respect of which
with territories
transactions with
exchange transactions
of
such
transactions are
at present
present permitted
permitted only
only through
through the
American
the American
are at
such transactions
Relief Administration,
Administration, they
they are
are hereby
continued in
effect.
and effect.
force and
in force
hereby continued
Relief
In testimony
set my
hand and
and caused
the
caused the
my hand
hereunto set
have hereunto
whereof, IIhave
testimony whereof,
In
seal of
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States to
United States
the United
of the
seal
Done in
the City
of Paris
Paris this
this 26th•day
of June
June in
in the
year of
our
of our
the year
26th-day of
City of
in the
Done
Lord
thousand nine
nineteen, and
the
of the
and of
and nineteen,
hundred and
nine hundred
one thousand
Lord one
[sEAL.1
of the
the United
United States of America the one
Independence of
[SEAL.] Independence
hundred and
and forty
forty third.
third.
hundred
W OODROW WILsoN.
W ILSON.
WOODROW
By
President:
the President:
By the
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT L&NSrOG,
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
BY THE
RESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMEEICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT
THE P
BY

July 10,1919.
July 10,119.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Nation
Foreg
WHEREAS,
Executive Order
Order signed
one thousand
thousand FTY°Invifl
National
first, one
July first,
signed July
an Executive
WHEREAS, an
nine
hundred
and
eight,
directed
that
a
portion
of
the
Yellowstone
Freaintte.
•
Preamble.
Yellowstone
the
of
portion
a
that
nine hundred and eight, directed
National
Forest should
should constitute
constitute the
the Wyoming
Nattional Forest;
Forest;
Wyoming Nattional
National Forest
and
and

1762
1762
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1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,
Whereas, it
it appears
appears that
lands hereinafter
described, in
in the
Whereas,
that the
the lands
hereinafter described,
the
State of
been found
by
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
State
of Wyoming,
Wyoming, have
have been
found by the Secretary of Agriculture

to
chiefly valuable
valuable for
production of
the protecto be
be chiefly
for the
the production
of timber
timber or
or for
for the
protection
of stream
stream flow
flow and
be added
tion of
and should
should be
added to
to the
the Wyoming
Wyoming National
National
Forest:
Forest:
is
Now, therefore,
AmenUrged.
therefore, I,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON, President
President of
the United
United
of the
VoL 39, p. 516.
States of
of America,
America, by
the power
power in
in me
me vested
by section
*
States
by virtue
virtue of
of the
vested by
section two
two
of the
the Act
of Congress
approved Augustsixteenth,
August sixteenth, one
nine
of
Act of
Congress approved
one thousand
thousand nine
Vol. 40,
1152.
hundred and
sixteen (39
(39 Stat.,
Stat., 516),
516), and
and by
by the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress
VAUS.
hundred
and sixteen
approved
February twenty-fifth,
one thousand
nine hundred
approved February
twenty-fifth, one
thousand nine
hundred and
and
nineteen (40
An Act
Act To
To authorize
nineteen
(40 Stat.,
Stat., 1152),
1152), entitled,
entitled, "
"An
authorize the
the addiaddition
lands to
the Wyoming
National Forest",
Forest", do
do proclaim
tion of
of certain
certain lands
to the
Wyoming National
proclaim
that the
following described
described lands
that
the following
lands are
are hereby
hereby added
added to
to and
and-made
made a
a
Description.
part
National Forest:
Dscription
part of the
the Wyoming
Wyoming National
Forest:
In T.
T. 25
25 N.,
K. 116
116 W.,
Sec. 9,
9, Si
Si of
of Sec.
10, Sees.
Secs. 11
11 to
to 15,
15,
In
N., R.
W., Si
Si of
of Sec.
Sec. 10,
inclusive, Sees. 22, 23 and 24;
W,..
T. 29 N., R.
R. 118 W.;
iSec. 17,
Secs. 18
18 and
and 19,
Wi of
of Sec.
Sec.
In T. 30 N., R.
R. 118
118 W.,
W., SW
SW*
17, Sees.
19, WI
20,_Wi
Wi of Sec.
32;
20,
W of Sec. 29,
29, Secs.
Sees. 30
30 and 31,
31, W½
Sec. 32;
T.
29 N.,
119 W.;
W.;
T.29
N., R.
R. 119
In T. 30 N.
Wi of
Secs. 4
4 to
10, inclusive,
N., R. 119 W.,
W., WI
of Sec. 3,
3, Sees.
to 10,
inclusive, Si
Si
of Sec. 11,
11, Sees. 13
13 to
to 36, inclusive;
In T. 31 N., R. 119 W.,
W., Secs.
Sees. 29 to 33, inclusive;
inclusive;
Sixth Principal Meridian_
Meridian.
at
ts
Pfeor rights
righ not The withdrawal
Proclamation shall, as to all lands
Prior
withdrawal made by this Proclamation
tooted,
which are at this date legally appropriated under the public land
laws or reserved
reserved for any public
pubhc purpose,
be subject
to and
purpose, be
subject to
and shall
shall not
not
interfere
interfere with or defeat legal rights under such appropriation
appropriation, nor
nor
prevent the use for such public
public purpose of lands so reserved, so
so long
long
as such appropriation
appropriation is legally maintained
maintained or such
such reservation
reservation
remains
in force.
force.
remains in
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
and
affixed.
caused the seal of the United
United States to be
be affixed.
• Done in the District of Columbia this tenth day of July in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
hundred and nineteen,
nineteen,
[SEAL.]
Independence of the United States
NEAL.] and of the Independence
States the
the one
one
hundred and forty-fourth.
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
President:
By the President:
F
RANK L
FRANK
L Poix
POLX
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
State.
of State.
July 12, 1919.
July 12,191.

B THE
THE P
PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
AMERICA
BY
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Export of arms,
etc.
1
1
Preamble.
Vol. 37, p.639.

EPp-br'

Vol.7 ,p..30.

' etct' Whereas,
,Whereas, aa Joint Resolution
Resolution of Congress, approved
approved March
March 14th,
1912, reads
provides as
as follows:—"That
follows:-' That whenever
whenever the President
President
1912,
reads and
and provides
shall find that in any American country conditions of domestic violence
exist which are promoted by the use of arms or munitions
lence exist
munitions of
war procured
proclamation
war
procured from the United States, and shall make proclamation
thereof, it
it shall be unlawful
unlawful to export except
limitations
except under
under such
such limitations
and
and exceptions
exceptions as the President
President shall prescribe
prescribe any arms or munitions
munitions
of war from
from any place in the United States to such country until
otherwise
ordered by the President or by Congress ;"
J'
otherwise ordered
And whereas, it
it is provided by Section II
II of the said Joint ResoluThat any shipment of material hereby declared unlawful after
tion, "That
after
such
a proclamation,
such a
proclamation, shall be punishable
punishable by a
afine not exceeding
exceeding ten
thousand dollars,
dollars, or imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding
thousand
exceeding two years, or both;"

PROCLAMATIONS,
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1919.

by an
whereas, by
And
And whereas,
an Act
Act of Congress,
Congress, approved June 15th, 1917,

is provided
as follows:
follows:
it is
provided as
"Whenever
attempt is
made to
to export
or ship
ship from
from or
or take
out
take out
is made
export or
"Whenever an
an attempt
of
the United
States, any
any arms
or munitions
of war
other articles,
articles,
arms or
munitions of
war,, or
or other
of the
United States,
in violation
violation of
or whenever
whenever there
shall be
be known
known or
or probable
probable
in
of law
law,, or
there shall
cause
to believe
that any
arms or
or munitions
other
munitions of
of war,
war, or
or other
any such
such arms
cause to
believe that
articles, are
being or
to be
be exported,
exported, or
or shipped
shipped from,
or are
are intended
intended to
articles,
are being
or
taken out
out of
of the
the United
in violation
of law,
law, the
the several
United States,
States, in
violation of
several
or taken
collectors,
naval officers,
surveyors, inspectors
customs, and
and marmarofficers, surveyors,
inspectors of
of customs,
collectors, naval
shals,
marshals of
United States,
every other
other
of the
the United
States, and
and every
shals, and deputy
deputy marshals
person
duly authorized
authorized for
by the
the President,
President, may
may seize
seize
for the
the purpose
purpose by
person duly
and detain
or munitions
munitions of
war about
about to
to be
be exported
exported or
or
any articles
articles or
of war
and
detain any
shipped
from, or
of the
States, in
in violation of law,
shipped from,
or taken
taken out
out of
the United States,
and the
vehicles containing
and retain possespossesthe same,
same, and
or vehicles
containing the
and
the vessels
vessels or
sion
until released
disposed of
of as
directed.
released or
or disposed
as hereinafter
hereinafter directed.
sion thereof
thereof until
shall
If upon
inquiry as
property seized
seized shall
the property
provided, the
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
upon due
due inquiry
If
appear to
to have
have been
about to
to be
be so
unlawfully exported,
shipped
exported, shipped
so unlawfully
been about
appear
from, or
taken out
of the
United States,
States, the
the same
same shall
shall be
be forfeited
forfeited
out of
the United
or taken
from,
to the
United States."
States."
to
the United
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3
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vol- 4°
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it

0
And
whereas, by
the same
same Act
Act of
is provided
provided in
in Section
Section225.Vol.
40, p.
VoL
40,p.25.
it is
of Congress,
Congress, it
by the
And whereas,
8
thereof
as
follows:
as
follows:
8 thereof
"The
President may
may employ
employ such
such part
land or naval
naval forces
forces
part of
of the
the land
'The President
of
the United
necessary to carry out the purdeem necessary
as he
he may
may deem
States as
of the
United States
poses of
title."
this title."
of this
poses
Now,
President of
of the
United States
States mroiarvaiotioenceoiext
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
the United
ence
tti
in iginMexico.
authority conferred
of the
of America,
acting under
under and
virtue of
the authority
conferred in
lng
and by
by virtue
America, acting
of
me
the said
said Joint
Resolution and
and Act
of Congress,
Congress.,do
do hereby
hereby
Act of
Joint Resolution
me by
by the
declare
and proclaim
that II have
found that
that there
exist in
Mexico
in Mexico
there exist
have found
proclaim that
declare and
such
conditions of
of domestic
domestic violence
violence promoted
promoted by
use of
arms or
or
of arms
by the
the use
such conditions
munitions of
of war
the -United
United States
States as
as contemplated
W
gati.
contemplated W
procured from
from the
munitions
war procured
Warning against
t
ill
by
the said
Joint Resolution.
Act of
do hereby
shipment offarms,
arms,
gal shipmenot
hereby gal
and IIdo
of Congress;
Congress; and
and Act
Resolution and
by the
said Joint
admonish all
all citizens
citizens of
United States
States and
and every
every person
person to
to abeteto
to Mxico.
Mexico.
ab- etc.,
the United
of the
admonish
stain from
every violation
of the
Jomt Resolution
Resolution
provision of the Joint
the provision
violation of
from every
stain
and Act
Act of Congress above set forth, hereby .made applicable
applicable to
to
and
Mexico,
do hereby
hereby warn
them that
violations of
of such proall violations
that all
warn them
I do
and I
Mexico, and
visions will be rigorously-prosecuted.
Ofce
to ence
prosecuted.
laws.
to
enforce
And II do
do hereby
enjoinupon
all officers of the United States, laws.
upon all
hereby enjoin
And
charged
the execution
execution of
of the
the laws
thereof, the
dilligence
utmost diligence
the utmost
laws thereof,
with the
charged with
the said Joint Resolution and Act of
in
violations of the
in preventing
preventing violations
Congress
and this
this my
Proclamation issued
and in
in briining
brinai ny Use
Congress and
my Proclamation
issued thereunder
thereunder and
ts oothe
Army.
of the Army.
to trial
trial and
and punishment
offenders against the same. And I
any offenders
punishment any
to
direct
authorize the
the officers
Army of
and enlisted men of the Army
officers and
and authorize
direct and
preventing such violathe United
to observe
like diligence in preventing
observe like
States to
United States
the
tions and
and in
in causing
be turned
over to
to the
the appropriate
appropriate
turned over
to be
offenders to
causing offenders
tions
civil authorities
trial and
and punishment
punishment according
to law.
law.
Powers delegated
delegated to
according to
for trial
civil
authorities for
Secretary of State.
of the Secretary
And I
do hereby
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State the
the power
power of
delegate to
hereby delegate
I do
And
prescribing
and limitations
of the
said
the said
application of
to the
the application
limitations to
exceptions and
prescribing exceptions
Joint
Resolution of
March 14,
14, 1912,
1912, as
as made
effective by
by this
my
this my
made effective
of March
Joint Resolution
Proclamation
issued thereunder.
thereunder.
Proclamation issued
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
hereunto set
IN
caused the
seal of
the United
United States
States to
be affixed.
to be
affixed.
of the
the seal
caused
Done
in the
District of
of Columbia
this twelfth
July in
in the
the
of July
day of
twelfth day
Columbia this
the District
Done in
and nineteen
year
one thousand
thousand nine
nineteen
nine hundred and
our Lord
Lord one
year of
of our
[BEAL.] and
and of
of the
of the
United States
America
of America
States of
the United
Independence of
the Independence
[SEAL.]
the one
hundred and
and forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
the
one hundred
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
the President:
President:
By the
FRANK L
L POLK
POLK
FBANK
Acting
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
2-22
44282°—voL
,
T2-22
44282°-VOL 41-1
41-pr
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BTTHE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNrnED
UNTTED S
TATES OF
OF AMEBICA,
AMERICA,
STATES
OF
rTE
PRESIDENT OF
BY

In.ly 28,
1419.
.7uly
%, 1%9.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
culture, pursuant to the auth-rauthor'WHEREAS,i The Secretary of Agriculture,
WHEREAS,
ity
contained
n
Section
three
of
the
Migratory
Act (40
(40
Treaty Act
Bird Treaty
Migratoy.Bird
the
of
ity contained in Section three
submitted to
me for
for approval
amendaRegulations,' amendaapproval Regulations
to me
755), has
has submitted
regula Stat.,
Stat., 755),
proclaimed
a
appoved and
Reguions approved
tory offBird
the
proclaimed July 31,
31, 1918,
the Regulations
which the
Secretary. of
of Agriculture
Agriculture has
determine to
to be
suitable
be suitable
has determine
the Secretary
which
Regulations permitting
permitting and
and governing
governing the hunting, tak. amendatory
amendatory Regulations
ing,
possession, sale,.
transportashipment, transportasale, purchase,
purchase, shipment,
killing, possession,
capture, killing,
ing, capture,
tion,
carriage, and export
of said
and pas
parts thereof
thereof and
and their
their
rds an
and
said birds
export of
tion, carriage,
nests
and eggs,
which said
said amendments
are as
as follows:
follows:
amendments are
eggs, which
nests and

Protection of migrami rg a r
toryrobetin
birds. of
Preamble.
Voi.
Vol. 4,5.
40, p. 755.
Additional regulations for enforcing
Migratory
Bird Treaty
Treat
asctor
Act.
Vol.
1702 7
Vol. 39, p.
p 1702.
Post,
pp. 1798,181
1798, 1817.
Pod, pp

addtio

Regulation
by which
which migratory
game
migratory game
3.-Means by
Regulation 3.—Means
•-birds
birds may
may be
be taken.
taken.
Means

for

taking

reti
birds further
further restrict-

Regulation 3
3is amended
follows:
amended so as to read as follows:
Regulation

The migratory
migratory game
may be
be
4 hereof
hereof may
Regulation 4
in Regulation
birds specified
specified in
game birds
The
taken during
gun only,
only, not
not larger
larger than
number
than number
with a
a gun
the open
open season
season with
taken
during the
10 gauge,
gauge, fired
ftred from
except as
specifically permitted
permitted by
by
as specifically
from the
the shoulder,
shoulder, except
VdL0pp.
Vol.
40,pp.1816
1816 -,8
181& 10
Regulations 7,
7, 8,
8, 9,
and 10
hereof; they
they may
taken during
during the
open
be taken
the open
may be
9, and
10 hereof;
va4opp8688 Regulations
season from
from the
land and
blind or
or floating
device (other
floating device
a blind
from a
and water,
water, from
the land
season
than
airplane, powerboat,
powerboat, sailboat,
any boat
sail, or
or any
any
under sail,
boat under
sailboat, any
an airplane,
than an
floating
device towed
towed by
sailboat),with the
dog,
aid of
of aadog,
the aid
or sailboat),with
by powerboat
powerboat or
floating device
and the
of decoys.
decoys.
the use
use of
and

ed.
Vol.40,p.1813,amendVol.40,p.1813,amended.
ed.
1
Post, p. 1817.
7
7

Regulation
on and
possession of
of
and possession
seasons on
4.-Open seasons
Regulation 4.—Open
•certain
migratory game birds.
certain migratory
seasons.
Open seasons.
For mourning doves,
doves,
Formouring
modified.
modified.
VoL40,p.1815,amendVoL40,p.1815,amended.
ed.
Post,
Podt, p.1799.
p. 1799.

Regulation
subtitle "Doves",
is amended
follows:
to read as follows:
so as to
amended so
"Doves", is
4, subtitle
Regulation 4,
Doves.—The
open season
doves shall
shall be
be as
as follows:
mourning doves
season for
for mourning
Doves.-The open
In
Virginia, Tennessee,
Kentucky., Ohio,
Ohio,
Tennessee, Kentucky,
Delaware, -Maryland,
Maryland, Virginia,
In Delaware,
Indiana,
Nebraska, Kansas,
Kansas, Missouri,
Missouri, Arkansas,
Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Oklahoma,
Indiana, Illinois,
Illinois, Nebraska,
Texas, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, Colorado,
Utah, Arizona,
Arizona, California,
Texas,
Colorado, Utah,
California, Nevada,
Nevada,
Idaho, and
Oregon the
open season
season shall
shall be
from September
to
Idaho,
and Oregon
the open
be from
September 1
1 to
December
15;
December 15;
In
Carolina, Mississippi,
Mississippi, and Louisiana
Louisiana the
In North
North Carolina,
the open
open season shall
shall
be from
September 16
16 to
to December
December 31;
31; and
and
be
from September
In South Carolina, Georgia,
Georgia, Florida, and Alabama the open season
season
shall be
from October
October 16
31.
shall
be from
16 to
to January
January 31.

5.-Bag limits on certain
Regulation 5.—Bag
certain migratory
migratory
game
game birds.
Regulation
is amended
amended so
as to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
so as
Regulation 55is
A
person
may
take
in
any
one
day
during
the open
seasons prepreopen seasons
A person may take in any one day during the
i8
scribed
in Regulation
Regulation 44not to exceed
scribed therefor in
exceed the following numbers
numbers
of migratory
migratory game
game birds:
birds:
Ducks (except
wood-duck and
and eider
the
Ducks
(except wood-duck
eider ducks).—Twenty-five
ducks).-Twenty-five in
in the
aggregate
of all
all kinds.
kinds.
aggregate of
Geese.—Eight in the aggregate
of all
all kinds.
Geese.-Eight
aggregate of
kinds.
Brant.—Eight.
Brant.-Eight.
Rails, coot, and gallinules (except sora).—Twenty-five
sora).-Twenty-five in the aggroaggregate of
of all
kinds.
kinds.
all
gate
Sors added.
aadSora.-Fifty.Sora.—Fifty.
Black-bellied and golden plovers and greater and lesser yellowBlack-bellied
legs.-Fifteen
1 —Fifteen in the aggregate
aggregate of all kinds.
Wilson
jacksnipe.-Twenty-five.
W
ilson snipe, or jacksmpe.—Twenty-five.
Woodcock.—Six.
Woodcock.--Six.
(mourning).-Twenty-five.
Doves (mourning).—Twenty-five.

Bag limits modified.
d
VoL40,p.1815,amended.
p 1818.
edpt
Post, p.

voL4op.1815,amd
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B
Appova'l of
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
of regu
regulg'
PRESIDENT tiLlrval
WILSON, PRESIDENT
WOODROW WILSON,
I, WOODROW
NOW,
APHEREBY
DO
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA,
OF AMERICA,
STATES OF
OF
PROVE AND
AND PROCLAIM
the foregoing
foregoing amendatory
amendatory regulations.
regulations.
PROCLAIM the
PROVE
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
IN
causes
seal of
the United
America to be affixed.
States of America
United States
of the
the seal
causes the
DONE
in the
the District
District of
this twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day of July,
Columbia, this
of Columbia,
DONE in
in
our Lord
Thousand Nine Hundred
Hundred and
Lord One Thousand
of our
year of
the year
in the
United States
[SEAL]
of the
Independence of the United
the Independence
and of
Nineteen and
[SEAL] Nineteen
of America
America the
the One
One Hundred
Hundred and Forty-Fourth.
Forty-Fourth.
of

By
the President:
President:
By the
ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

W
OODROW W
ILSON.
WILSON.
WOODROW

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AmitRIOA
BY THE

July
July 31,
31, 1919.
1919.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
regulations
Whereas,
under and
the authority
authority vested
vested in
in me
by Aircraft
Aircraft regulations
me by
of the
virtue of
by virtue
and by
Whereas, under
Preamble.
the
the
Constitution
of
the
United
States
as
Commander
in-Chief
of
the
Frearable.
of
Commander-in-Chief
as
the Constitution of the United States
Army
and Navy
of the
the militia
militia of
several
the several
of the
and of
States and
United States
the United
of the
Navy of
Army and
declared
I declared
States
when called
called into
into actual
actual service of the United States, I
States when
1753.
40, p.
and established
as a
awar
war measure
by proclamation
No. 1432
1432 of
Feb- Vol.
Vol. 40,
p.1753.
of Febproclamation No.
measure by
established as
and
aircraft •
flying by aircraft
ruary
28, 1918,
and regulations
governing flying
regulations governing
rules and
1918, rules
ruary 28,
within
of the
the United
United States and its territorial waters and
whole of
the whole
within the
of
insular possessions
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal
declaring
Zone, declaring
Canal Zone,
and of
possessions and
the insular
of the
said territory
zone of
of military
military prepof military
and of
operation and
military operation
a zone
territory a
said
aration;
aration;
And
the necessity,
necessity, as a
awar measure, for the continuance
whereas, the
And whereas,
in
of said
and regulations
regulations has
come to an end, now
has come
rules and
said rules
effect of
in effect
therefore;
therefore;
ted.re
re Former
Former
ow abflying
firy
oi
gnag
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
of the
United States
States of America,
America 'strictions
art
the United
President of
I,
abrogated
concern that the Presidendo
hereby proclaim
proclaim to
whom it
it may concern
all whom
to all
do hereby
tial proclamation
of February
February 28,
and the rules and
1918 and
28, 1918
1432 of
No. 1432
proclamation No.
tial
regulations therein
therein contained
contained and
power and authority therein
the power
and the
relguations
commanders and
and
thereby conferred
conferred upon
upon military
and naval commanders
military and
and thereby
forces
are hereby
hereby abrogated,
withdrawn and
and annulled
from and after
annulled from
abrogated, withdrawn
forces are
the date
date hereof.
hereof.
the
IN
WHEREOF I
have hereunto
hereunto set
and
hand and
my hand
set my
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN WITNESS
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
be
affixed.
be
to
States
United
the
of
seal
the
caused
Done
the District
thirty-first day of July, in
this thirty-first
Columbia this
of Columbia
District of
in the
Done in
the year
year of
of our
thousand nine
nine huncral
nineteen
hundred nineteen
one thousand
Lord one
our Lord
the
[SEAL]
and of
of the
the United
States the
one hunthe one
United States
of the
independence of
the independence
and
[SEAL]
dred and
and forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
dred
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
the President:
President:
By the
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

Br THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF TIE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AXERICA
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF
BY

August 6, 1919.
August

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
National ForFor
Croo"Nationa
by est,Crook
WHEREAS,it
appears that
the public
good will
promoted by
be promoted
will be
public good
that the
Aria.
it appears
WIEREAS,
Preamble.
ePeamble.
adding
ceitain
lands
to
the
Crook
National
Forest
within
the
State
State
the
within
Forest
National
adding certain lands to the Crook
of
Arizona;
of Arizona;
Area enlarged.
Now, therefore,
WILSON , President of the Areaenlred.
WOODROW WILSON,
I, WOODROW
therefore, I,
Now,
*United
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the power
in me
me vested
by
vested by
power in
America, by
of America,
States of
United States
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Vol. 26, p.

Vol. 26, p.1103.

3
Vol.

Vol. 30, p. 36.

Vo.3,p.3.

Prior
rior rights
rights
affected.

the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved March
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
March third,
third, eighteen
the
ninety-one
(26
Stat.,
1095),
entitled,
"An
act
to
repeal
timberninety-one (26 Stat., 1095), entitled, "An act to repeal timberculture laws,
or other
and also
by the
the Act
Act approved
also by
approved
culture
laws, and
and or
other purposes",
purposes", and
June fourth,
hundred and
(30 Stat.,
11 at
at
Stat., 11
ninety-seven (30
and ninety-seven
eighteen hundred
fourth, eighteen
June
34
36), entitled
Making appropriations
appropriations for
for sundry
sundry
Aot Making
"An Act
entitled "An
and 36),
34 and
civil expenses
of the
the Government
Government for
for the
thefscal
fiscal year
year ending
June
ending June
expenses of
civil
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
purother purfor other
and for
thirtieth,
poses", do
do proclaim
proclaim that
Crook National
is hereby
enhereby enForest is
National Forest
the Crook
that the
poses"
larged to
to include
the areas
areas indicated
indicated as
the diagram
diagram
on the
additions on
as additions
include the
Iarged
hereto annexed
part hereof.
hereof.
a part
forming a
and forming
annexed and
hereto
n°t The withdrawal
made hereby
hereby shall,
shall, as
as to
lands which are at this
to all lands
withdrawal made
not
date
legally appropriated
under the
laws or
or reserved
for
reserved for
land laws
public land
the public
appropriated under
date legally
any public
public purpose,
purpose, be
to, and
and shall
interfere with
with or
or
not interfere
shall not
be subject
subject to,
any
defeat
legal rights
rights under
under such
appropriation, nor
nor prevent
prevent the
the use
use
such appropriation,
defeat legal
for such
such public
purpose of
reserved, so
approas such
such approso long
long as
so reserved,
lands so
of lands
public purpose
for
priation
a11 maintamed,
such reservation
reservation remains
remains in
force.
in force.
or such
maintained, or
legall
is 1
priation is
IN WITNESS
WITNbbb WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set my
my hand
hand and
I have
IN
caused the
the seal
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
the United
United States
seal of
of the
caused
Done in
District of
Columbia this
this 6th
6th day
day of
of August
August in
the
in the
of Columbia
the District
in the
Done
year of
nine hundred
hundred and
and ninenineone thousand
thousand nine
Lord one
of our
our Lord
year
[SEAL]
of the
Independence of
the United
United States
States the
the
of the
the Independence
teen, and
and of
[SEAL] teen,
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
one
By
President:
By the President:
ROBERT
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

August
1919.
August 21,
21,1919.

W
OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODBOW

BY THE
THE P
PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED S
STATES
BY
RESIDENT or
1Ili. UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

WHEREAS,
that the
the public
public good
good will
be promoted
by
promoted by
will be
appears that
WHEREAS, itit appears
l
an d
s within
w ith in th
at
es of
ofIdaho
Id aho and
an d Wyoming
excluding certain lands
thee St
States
Wyoming
from the Caribou
National Forest, and by
the public
public lands
lands
from
Caribou National
by restoring
restoring the
subject
to disposition
in the
the excluded
areas in
i
na
subject to
disposition in
excluded areas
a !manner
manner authorized
authorized
Vol.
33, P
p. 113.
by the
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved September
September thirtieth,
hunby
the Act
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hunVol
-38p13.
dred and
and thirteen
(38 Stat.,
Stat., 113),
113), entitled
Act To
To authorize
dred
thirteen (38
entitled "An
"An Act
authorize the
the
the President
President to provide a
a method for opening
opening lands restored
restored from
from
reservation or
withdrawal, and
for other
reservation
or withdrawal,
and for
other purposes";
purposes";
Area diminished.
Now,
WOODROW WILSON,
the United
United
of the
President of
WILSON, President
therefore, I,1, WOODROW
Now, therefore,
.
dimshed.
VoAr
Vol. 30, P.
.
States
of America,
by virtue
of the
power in
me vested
the Act
States of
America, by
virtue of
the power
in me
vested by
by the
Act of
of
Congress
Congress approved June fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-seven
nmety-seven
(30 Stat., 11 at 34 and 36), entitled "An Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations
for sundry civil expenses
fiscal year
year ending
expenses of the Government
Government for the fiscal
ending
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and for other purposes",
poses", do proclaim
proclaim that the boundaries of the Caribou
Caribou National
National
changed to exclude
Forest are hereby changed
exclude the areas indicated
indicated as eliminations on the diagram
annexed and forming
diagram hereto annexed
forming aapart
part hereof.
hereof.
make known
known that
And IIdo
further proclaim
stluded
tlae lands reExcluded
reAnd
do further
proclaim and
and make
that m
m my
my judgment
judgment
stored to settlement,
i
t is
proper and
and necessary,
necessary, in
in the
equal opportunity
and
it
is proper
the interest
interest of
of equal
opportunity and
good administration,
that
all
of
the
excluded
lands
subject
to
dispoadministration,
sition should be restored
restored to homestead
homestead entry in advance
advance of settlement or
or other
forms of
of dispositi
on ,an
d pursuant to
the authority
authority
to the
and
disposition,
other forms
ment
Vol. 38, p3.
reposed in me by the aforesaid act of September thirtieth, nineteen
Vol. 38, p. 113.
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, IIdo hereby
hereby direct and provide
provide that such lands,
subject to valid rights and
the provisions
'Provisions of
and the
of existing
existing withdrawals,
withdrawals
and
where lands
th e
and where
lands. withdrawn
withdrawn as
as phosphate
phosphate are
are involved
involved subject
subject t
too the
imeofopeng
applicable thereto,
'Timeof
Gimping
conditions applicable
be opened
to entry
only under
under the
the
thereto, shall
shall be
opened to
entry only
provisions
of the
the homestead
homestead laws requiring residence, at and after,
provisions of

Caribou National For.
andand Wyo.
est, Idaho
estIdaho
Preamble.
Preamble.

36

excl
u ding cer t
ai
n
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but
not before,
before, nine
nine o'clock
o'clock a.
standard time, October
October 13,
13, 1919,
m., standard
a. in.,
but not
and
to settlement
and other
disposition under any., public land law
other disposition
settlement and
and to
rhr
e
m.,
applicable
at and
after, but
but not before, nine o'clock a. in.,
and after,
thereto, at
applicable thereto,
Idrootabridg
of
rights
the
standard
time,
October
20,
1919:
Provided,
that
the
/
dh
P
a
re
o
fer
n
it
abridged.
Provided,
1919:
20,
October
standard time,
p 52
V 27, p.
State
Idaho under
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
approved Vol.
Congress approved
the provisions
592.
under the
of Idaho
State of
shall
592),
Stat.,
March
third,
eighteen
hundred
and
ninety-three
(27
592),
(27
ninety-three
and
hundred
eighteen
third,
March
not
be abridged
abridged in
in so
far as
any of
thereby:.
of such lands are affected thereby.
as any
so far
not be
Unsurveyed
lands are
subject to
provisions of said act, but in
the provisions
to the
not subject
are not
Unsurveyed lands
the absence
absence of
of a
prior adverse
right, the preference accorded
accorded the
adverse right,
a prior
the
State of
where the
the township
township has been surveyed, and
thereby, where
Idaho thereby,
of Idaho
State
the plat
thereof filed
filed while
while the
the lands
reserved for forestry purwere reserved
lands were
plat thereof
the
to
poses, will
will attach
immediately upon
upon the
restoration of such lands to
the restoration
attach immediately
poses,
United
of
selection
and
entry
under
the
general
land
laws
the
States
land
general
the
under
entry
and
selection
on October
20, 1919,
herein provided,
provided, and
continue for
for sixty days. Filing aapplications,
and continue
as herein
1919, as
October 20,
on
applicatis
Prospective
the period of twenty days pre- etc.
during the
may, during
applicants may,
Prospective applicants
entry,
to
ceding
the
date
on
which
the
lands
shall
become
subject
subject
become
shall
lands
ceding the date on which the
selection
the provisions
provisions of this
under the
desired under
form desired
the form
of the
location of
or location
selection or
provided
Proclamation,
execute
their
applications
in
the
manner
provided by
the
in
applications
their
execute
Proclamation,
payments,
law
and present
accompanied by the required payments,
same, accompanied
the same
present the
law and
or othermail,
to
the
proper
United
States
land
office
in
person,
by
person,
in
office
land
States
United
proper
the
to
wise
and all
all applications
applications so
together with such as may be subfiled, together
so filed,
wise, and
simultaneously
nutted
fixed, shall
shall be
treated as
as though
though simultaneously
be treated
hour fixed,
the hour
at the
mitted at
filed
disposed of
the manner
prescribed by existing
existing
manner prescribed
in the
of in
be disposed
shall be
and shall
filed and
regulations.
Under such
such regulations
regulations confficts
conflicts of equal rights will be
regulations. Under
determined
by aadrawing.
drawing.
determined by
W.:rnme in
prior to o
ttresWarning
is hereby
given that
initiated prior to seven angpor to oper
settlement initiated
no settlement
that no
penhereby given
Warning is
m;
recbe
days
after the
the date
date for
for homestead
homestead entry
entry above prescribed
prescribed will
days after
restored
ognized,
all persons
who go
the lands to be restored
of the
any of
upon any
go upon
persons who
but all
ognized, but
hereunder
perform any
act of
of settlement
settlement thereon prior to nine
any act
and perform
hereunder and
o'clock
m., standard
standard time,
time, October
20, 1919, or who are on or are
October 20,
a. m.,
o'clock a.
occupying
any part
of said
said lands
lands at such hour, except those having
part of
occupying any
withdrawal from
valid
subsistin g
.settlement
settlement rights
initiated prior to withdrawal
rights initiated
valid subsisting
settlement
and since
since maintained,
maintained, and
and those
those having
having preferences
preferences to Agricultural lands.
settlement and
make
entry
under
the
provisions
of
the
Act
of
Congress
approved
p.zn
Vol. 34,
approved Vol.
34, p.
233.
Congress
of
Act
the
of
provisions
the
under
entry
make
An
June
eleventh, nineteen
hundred and
and six
six (34
(34 Stat.,
Stat. 233),
233), entitled
entitled "An
nineteen hundred
June eleventh,
Act
provide for
for the
agricultural lands within forest reof agricultural
entry of
the entry
To provide
Act To
serves"
and
Acts
amendatory
,
will
be
and dealt with as
considered and
be considered
will
serves", and Acts amendatory,
trespassers and
gain no
rights whatever
under such
such unlawful
set- Examinations alunlawful setwhatever under
no rights
will gain
and will
trespassers
oexaminations al.
tlement
or
occupancy;
Provided,
however,
that
nothing
herein con- lowed.
however,
Provided,
occupancy;
or
tlement
to
lands
the
tained
shall
prevent
persons
from
going
upon
and
over
over
and
upon
tained shall prevent persons from going
examine
them with
view to
to thereafter
appropriating them in ac- Prior settlement
thereafter appropriating
with aa view
examine them
rights, etc.
etc.
m
cordance herewith.
Persons having
having prior
settlement rights or pref- right,
prior settlement
herewith. Persons
cordance
erences,
above defined,
defined, will
will be
allowed to
hi accordto make entry in
be allowed
as above
erences, as
ance with
with existing
and regulations.
regulations.
law and
existing law
ance
IN
WITNESS -WIEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
set my hand and
hereunto set
IN WITNESS
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
to
be
affixed.
affixed.
be
to
States
United
the
of
caused the seal
DONE in
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia this
day of
August in the
of August
21st day
this 21st
in the
DONE
year
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and ninenine hundred
thousand nine
year of
[SEAL.)
of the
the Independence
United States the
Independence of the United
and of
teen, and
[SEAL.] teen,
one hundred
hundred and
forty-fourth.
and forty-fourth.
one

WOODROW WILSON
WILSON
WOODROW

By
President:
the President:
By the
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

1768
1768

PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1919.

August 30,1919.
30, 1919.

BY THE
PRESIDENT
BY
THE P
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

'
n'
Whereas
April 5,
5, 1918,
law known
known as
as ""The
ssues a
CorpmitatP
Whereas Congress
Congress on
on April
1918, enacted
enacted aalaw
The
War Finance
War
Finance Corporation
Act;"
Corporation Act;"
Vol.40,p.514.
Whereas, under Section
And Whereas,
said Act,
Act, it
it is
is provided
provided that
Section 206 of
of said
that
the President
President may
at any
by proclamation
the
the
may at
any time
time by
proclamation declare
declare that
that the
Title
relating to
the Capitol
Committee is
is no
Title relating
to the
Capitol Issues
Issues Committee
no longer
longer necessary
necessary
and that
that thereupon
it shall
cease to
to be
be in
in effect:
effect:
and
thereupon it
shall cease
Existence
nated. enaed. teiNow Therefore,
I, Woodrow
of the
the United
United
Now
Therefore, I,
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President of
States,
by virtue
virtue of
the authority
authority in
in me
vested, do
proclaim
States, by
of the
me vested,
do hereby
hereby proclaim
and declare
that Title
of said
said War
War Finance
Corporation Act
Act
and
declare that
Title Two
Two of
Finance Corporation
relating
Issues Committee
is no
necessary, and
relating to
to the
the Capitol
Capitol Issues
Committee,'is
no longer
longer necessary,
and
I
further direct
direct that
that the
its affairs
affairs and
that
I further
the Committee
Committee shall
shall close
close up
up its
and that
all
the records,
including letters,
correspondence and
and testimony
testimony m
in
all the
records, including
letters, correspondence
the
possession of
be turned
over to
the possession
of said
said Committee
Committee be
turned over
to the
the Federal
Federal
Trade Commission.
Commission.
Trade
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
my hand
IN WITNESS
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
hand and
and
caused the
seal of
of the
to be
affixed.
caused
the seal
the United
United States
States to
be affixed.
Done
this thirtieth
thirtieth day
of August
August in
the year
Lord One
One
Done this
day of
in the
year of
of our
our Lord
Thousand Nine
Hundred and
of the
the indeindeThousand
Nine Hundred
and Nineteen,
Nineteen, and
and of
[SEAL.]
pendence of
of the
the United
United States
of America
America the
the One
One hun[sEAL.] pendence
States of
hundred
dred and
and forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
W OODROW WnsoN
W ILSON
WOODBOW
By
the President:
By the
President:
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

mittee.
CaPital

issues

re

P amble.
Preamble.
Vol. 40, p. 514.

tenni'

September 3, 1919.

eptember 3,1919.

BY Tat,
THE P
PRESIDENT
BY
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
1111. UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMET
tICA.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Sioux
Sioux National For
Forestas.
lk and
Mont.
nd Mont.
est, S. Oak.

eable.

Preamble.

3

Vol.
113.
Vol. 38, p.
p 113.

Area diminished.

Vol. 30, pf 35.
Vol.

Excluded
lands t.restored
tto settend
stored
settlement.

Vol.33,
38, pp. 113..
vol.

WHEREAS, it
it appears that the public
WHEREAS,
promoted by
by
public good will
will be
be promoted
excluding certain lands within the States of South Dakota
Dakota and
and MonMontana from the Sioux National Forest, and
the public
public
and by
by restoring
restoring the
subject to
in the
excluded areas
in a
amanner
manner authorauthorlands subject
to disposition
disposition in
the excluded
areas in
ized
by the
of Congress
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
ized by
the act
act of
Congress approved
approved September
September thirtieth,
hundred and
and thirteen
(38 Stat.,
"An Act
authorize
thirteen (38
Stat., 113),
113) entitled
entitled "An
Act To
To authorize
the President
President to provide a
a method for opening lands
restored from
lands restored
from
reservation
for other
purposes" •
reservation or
or withdrawal,
withdrawal, and
and for
other purposes";
Now, therefore,
WILSON, President
Now,
therefore, 1,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
President of
of the
the United
United
of the
the power
States of America, by virtue of
powerin
n me vested
by the
Act
vested by
the Act
i
of Congress approved June
eighteen hundred
and. ninetyJune fourth, eighteen
hundred and
ninetyseven
seven (30 Stat., 11 at 34 and 36),
36), entitled "An
"An Act
Making approapproAct Making
priations for sundry civil expenses of
Government f
or th
scal
of the
the Government
for
thee fi
fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
and
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, and
for otherpurposes"
other purposes", do proclaim
proclaim that the b
oun d
ari
es of
of th
oux
boundaries
thee Si
Sioux
National Forest are hereby changed
changed to
the areas
indicated as
as
to exclude
exclude the
areas indicated
annexed and forming
a part
eliminations on the diagram
diagram hereto annexed
forming a
hereof.
hereof.
And
further proclaim
proclaim and
and make
make known
known that
that in
judgment
do further
And IIdo
in my
my judngent
it is proper and necessary,
necessary, in the interest of equal
it
equal opportunity
opportunity and
good administration,
good
administration, that all of the excluded lands subject to disposition should be restored
restored to homestead
homestead entry in advance
advance of
of settlesettlement or other forms of disposition, and pursuant to the authority
authority
reposed in me
me by
the aforesaid
aforesaid act
reposed
by the
September thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
act of
of September
nineteen
hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen, I
I do hereby direct
hundred and
direct and provide
provide that such lands,
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1919.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.

subject
to valid
valid rights
provisions of
existing withdrawals,
withdrawals, Time of opening.
of existing
the provisions
and the
rights and
subject to
homestead Thmeof penng.
shall be
opened to
to entry
entry only
only under
'Provisions of the homestead
the provisions
under the
be opened
shall
but not before,
laws
and after,
before, nine o'clock
after, but
at and
residence, at
requiring residence,
laws requiring
other
a
standard time,
1919, and to settlement
settlement and other
14, 1919,
October 14,
time, October
a.:m.,
m., standard
disposition under
under any
land law
applicable thereto,
thereto, at
at and after,
law applicable
public land
any public
disposition
Preferentialrightsof
but not
o'clock a.
time, October
October 21, 1919: rr
standard time,
m., standard
a. m.,
nine o'clock
before, nine
not before,
but
eferen t
nig of
Provided, that
the rights
re
of the State of Montana under the pro- mMontananotabridged.
rights of
that the
Provided,
592.
p.
27,
Vol.
visions of
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
March third,
592.
third, eighteen
approved March
of Congress
of the
visions
hundred and
and ninety-three
ninety-three (27
abridged in so
shall not be abridged
592), shall
Stat., 592),
(27 Stat.,
hundred
far as
lands are
affected thereby.
Unsurveyed lands are
thereby. Unsurveyed
are affected
of such
such lands
any of
as any
far
a prior
not subject
to the
the provisions
of said
act, but
in the
absence of a
the absence
but in
said act,
provisions of
subject to
not
thereby
adverse
preference accorded
Montana thereby,
accorded the State of Montana
the preference
right, the
adverse right,
filed
where
been surveyed,
thereof filed
surveyed, and the plat thereof
township has been
the township
where the
while
the lands
were reserved
forestry purposes,
purposes, will attach
for forestry
reserved for
lands were
while the
such lands to selection and
immediately
upon the
the restoration
restoration of such
immediately upon
liation,
entry
under the
land laws
laws of
the United
United States
October Filing
States on October
of the
general land
the general
entry under
etc.
21,
1919, as
as herein
provided, and
a"
days. Pros- etc.
sixty days.
for sixty
continue for
and continue
herein provided,
21, 1919,
preceding
pective
during the
clays preceding
of twenty days
the period of
may,.,during
applicants may
pective applicants
selection
to entry, selection
the date
on which
which the
shall become
become subject
subject to
lands shall
the lands
date on
the
or location
location of
form desired
desired under
proclamathis proclamaof this
provisions of
the provisions
under the
the form
of the
or
tion,
in the
the manner
provided by law and
manner provided
applications in
their applications
execute their
tion, execute
present the
same, accompanied
accompanied by
the required
required payments, to the
by the
the same,
present
proper United
United States
States land
person, by
by mail,
mail, or
otherwise,
or otherwise,
in person,
offices in
land offices
proper
and
so filed,
such as
as may
may be submitted
with such
together with
filed, together
applications so
all applications
and all
at
the hour
fixed, shall
shall be
as though
though simultaneously
simultaneously filed and
treated as
be treated
hour fixed,
at the
shall be
disposed of
of in
the manner
prescribed by existing regulations.
manner prescribed
in the
be disposed
shall
Under such
such regulations
regulations conflicts
of equal
rights will
will be
be determined
determined
equal rights
conflicts of
Under
against
by a
txe
r rn
ssi
i
ng
against
Warning
a drawing.
drawing.
by
to
or to
Warning
hereby given
given that
that no
no settlement
settlement initiated prior to trespassing
Pr, rig prior
is hereby
Warning is
openng.
will
prescribed
above
seven
days
after
the
date
for
homestead
entry
above
prescribed
'
mg
'
homestead
for
date
the
after
days
seven
to be
be
but all
who go
go upon
upon any
any of
of the
lands to
the lands
persons who
all persons
recognized, but
be recognized,
settlement thereon prior
restored
perform any
act of settlement
any act
and perform
hereunder and
restored hereunder
to nine
nine o'clock
a. m.,
standard time
time, October
21, 1919,
1919, or
are on
who are
or who
October 21,
m., standard
o'clock a.
to
at such hour, except those
or are
occupying any
of said
said lands
lands at
part of
any part
are occupying
or
having
settlement rights
prior to withdrawal
initiated prior
rights initiated
subsisting settlement
valid subsisting
having valid
from
settlement and
those having
having preferences
in.
preferences ^iculturl
and those
maintained, and
Agricultural kunLq.
since maintained,
and since
from settlement
Vol. 3,
34, p.
p.113.
z3.
to make
entry under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved vol.
the Act
make entry
to
June
hundred and
and six
six (34
Stat., 233),
entitled
233), entitled
(34 Stat.,
nineteen hundred
eleventh, nineteen
June eleventh,
within
lands
An
Act
To
provide
for
the
entry
of
agricultural
within
forest
agricultural
of
entry
the
for
provide
To
Act
'"An
reserves", and
and Acts
Acts amendatory,
will be
be considered
considered and
dealt with
with
and dealt
amendatory, will
reserves",
as trespassers
trespassers and
and will
no rights
under such
such unlawful
unlawful Exmrinitionsallowwhatever under
xatninations
rights whatever
gain no
will gain
as
ed.
settlement or
or occupancy:
occupancy: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, that nothing herein ed.
settlement
contained shall
shall prevent
prevent persons
going upon and over the lands
persons from going
contained
settlement
settlement
to
examine them
appropriating them m
rior
in rrior
thereafter appropriating
to thereafter
view to
a view
with a
them with
to examine
etc.
accordance herewith.
Persons having
settlement rights
rights or
rights,eic.
or rights,
prior settlement
having prior
herewith. Persons
accordance
preferences, as
defined, will
be allowed
allowed to make entry in
will be
above defined,
as above
preferences,
accordance
with existing
regulations.
and regulations.
law and
existing law
accordance with
IN WITNESS
and
hand and
my hand
set my
hereunto set
have hereunto
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused
of the
the United
affixed.
to be affixed.
States to
United States
seal of
the seal
caused the
DONE in
of Columbia
Columbia this
this 3rd
day of
of September
September in
3rd day
District of
the District
in the
DONE
the year
year of
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
nineand ninethousand nine
of our
the
[SEAL]
of the
the Independence
the United
United States
States the
the
of the
Independence of
and of
teen, and
[SEAL] teen,
one
hundred and
forty-fourth.
and forty-fourth.
one hundred
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
on

Filing

no

cl

licatin

ns,

By
President:
the President:
By the
ROBERT LA
NsrNG,
LANSrIG,
ROBERT
Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary

PROCLAMATIONS ,1919.
1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,

1770
1770
September 29, 1919.
September

BYTEE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
TATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
UNITED S
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES
B
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

Forest
Prescott
Ariz. National
FPeostj
ationa
,

WHEREAS it
appears that
the public
will be
promoted by
by
public good
good will
be promoted
it appears
that the
WHEREAS
adding
to the
Prescott National Forest, .Arizona,
Arizona, by
the Prescott
certain lands
lands to
adding certain
exclung certain
certain land
land therefrom,
transferring, thereto
thereto cercerand by
by transferring
therefrom, and
excluding
tain lands
heretofore forming
firming a
C000nino National
National Forest
Forest
part of
of the
the Coonino
a part
lands heretofore
tain
within
of Arizona;
within the
the State
State of
Arizona;
Area
modified.
Now, therefore,
Wilson, President
the United
United
President of
of the
Woodrow Wilson,
I, Woodrow
Now,
therefore, I,
Areamodified.
States of
of America,
America, by
by virtue
of the
the power
me vested
by the
the Act
Act
in me
vested by
power in
virtue of
States
Vol. 26, p. 1103.
of
Congress approved
hundred and
ninetyand ninetythird, eighteen
eighteen hundred
approved March
March third,
of Congress
Vol. 2p 1103.
one
1095), entitled
entitled "An
to repeal
laws
repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws,
"An Act
Act to
one (26
(26 Stat.,
Stat., 1095),
and for
for other
other purposes_,"
by.the
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved
also by
the Act
and also
purposes," and
and
VoL 30
30, p.
p.
June
fourth, eighteen
11 at
at 34
34
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven (30
eighteen hundred
hundred and
June fourth,
Vol.
and 36),
36), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act making
for sundry
civil
sundry civil
appropriations for
making appropriations
and
expenses of
of the
the Government
Government for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year endng
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
endng June
expenses
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-eight, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
do propropurposes," do
and ninety-eight,
eighteen
claim that
Prescott National
Forest is
hereby changed
changed and
and that
that
is hereby
the Prescott
National Forest
claim
that the
its boundaries
now as
shown upon
diagram hereto
hereto annexed
annexed
upon the
the diagram
are now
as shown
its
boundaries are
and
forming a
a part
part hereof;
that this
this proclamation
and that
that
proclamation and
hereof; and
and that
and forming
Infra.
chanping
boundaries of
of the
the Coconino
Coconino National
Forest, which
which I
I
National Forest,
changing the
the boundaries
have
also signed
same day,
be
to be
are intended
intended to
made and
and are
day, are
are made
this same
signed thic:
have also
and shall
as one
one act
become effective
simultaneously.
effective simultaneously.
and
shall be
be considered
considered as
act to
to become
e
l
t
r
'
rior
ed. rights
rights not
The withdrawal
this proclamation
proclamation shall,
shall, as
to all
all lands
lands
as to
by this
a
The
withdrawal made
made by
rteT
not afappropriated wider
under the public land
legally appropriated
which are at this date legally
laws, or
or reserved
reserved for
any public
public purpose,
subject to,
and shall
shall not
not
to, and
be subject
purpose, be
for any
laws,
interfere with
defeat legal
legal rights
rights under
under such
such appropriation,
appropriation, nor
nor
or defeat
interfere
with or
prevent the
for such
such public
public purpose
purpose of
of lands
lands so
so reserved,
reserved, so
so long
long
use for
prevent
the use
as
is legally
legally maintained,
maintained, or
reor such
such reservation
reservation reas such
such appropriation
appropriation is
mains
in force.
mains in
force.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
herewith set
set my
and
my hand
hand and
IN
I have
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
caused
DONE
DONE in
in the
of Columbia
this 29th
of September,
September, in
in
the District
District of
Columbia this
29th day
day of
the year
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and ninethe
year of
of our
nine hundred
nine[SEAL.] teen,
teen, and
and of the Independence
[SEAL.]
Independenee of the United States the
the
hundred and forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
one hundred
W
OODROW WILSON.
W ILSON.
WOODBOW
By the
the President:
President:
By
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

Preamble.
Pmble.

36.

September
29, 1919.
1919.
eptember29,

BY THE
PRESIDENT
By
Tilt. P
RESIDENT OF
OF

Tar,
THE

UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
UNITED S
STATES
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Coconino
Natioal
FCocos
Forest,
Ariz. National
Preamble.
Preamble.

Area modified.
Vol
Vol. 26^,fi.
26, p.1103.

WHEREAS itit appears
that the
public good
good will
promoted by
by
will be
be promoted
appears that
the public
WHEREAS
adding certain
areas to
to the
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
adding
certain areas
the Coconino
Coconino National
Arizona, by
by
excluding
excludingcertain
certain lands
lands therefrom;
therefrom; and
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
it appears
that certain
heretofore
appears that
certain lands
lands immediately
immediately heretofore
embraced in
in the
the Coconino
Coconino National
the State
State of
of
National Forest,
Forest, within
within the
Arizona, should be transferred
a part
part of
of the Prescott
Prescott
transferred to and made a
National
Arizona:
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona:
Now,
Wilson, President
Presid en to
th e United
States
offthe
United States
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
of
America, by
power in
in me
me vested
by the
Act of
of Conof America,
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the power
vested by
the Act
Congress approved
March third,
hundred and
and ninety-one
ninety-one (26
gress
approved March
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
(26
Stat.,
1095), entitled
Stat., 1095),
entitled "An
"An Act To repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws,
and
laws, and
Congress approved
approved June
for other purposes,"
purposes," and also by the Act of Congress
June
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PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.

Vol.30,p.36.
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven (30 Stat., 11 at 34 and IT°1A P' 36 '
fourth,
36),
entitled "An
Act Making
Making appropriations
sundry civil exfor sundry
appropriations for
"An Act
36), entitled
penses
of the
Government for
for the
the fiscal
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
the Government
penses of
eighteen
hundred and
and for
purposes," do proother purposes,"
for other
ninety-eight, and
and ninety-eight,
eighteen hundred
claim
that the
Coconino National
Forest is
is hereby
changed and that
that
hereby changed
National Forest
the Coconino
claim that
its
boundaries are
now as
the diagram
annexed, Ante, p..1770
1770:
hereto annexed,
diagram hereto
upon the
shown upon
as shown
are now
its boundaries
and
forming aa part
part hereof;
hereof; and
and that
proclamation and that
this proclamation
that this
and forming
I
changing the
boundaries of
Forest, which I
National Forest,
Prescott National
the Prescott
of the
the boundaries
changing
have also
signed this
are made
made and
and are
are intended
and
intended to be and
day, are
same day,
this same
also signed
have
shall be
be considered
as one
one act
simultaneously.
effective simultaneously.
become effective
to become
act to
considered as
shall
not af-'
The
withdrawal made
made by
by this
this proclamation
shall, as
ig
as to all lands fPor rights
proclamation shall,
The withdrawal
which are
this date
appropriated under
under the public land
legally appropriated
date legally
at this
are at
which
laws
or reserved
reserved for
public purpose,
purpose, be
be subject to, and shall not
any public
for any
laws or
such appropriation, nor
interfere
or defeat
legal rights
under such
rights under
defeat legal
with or
interfere with
reserved, so long
prevent
the
use
for
such
public
purpose
so reserved,
lands
of
purpose
public
such
for
use
prevent the
as
such appropriation
appropriation is
legally maintained,
such reservation
reservation reor such
maintained, or
is legally
as such
mains
in force.
force.
mains in
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my hand and
IN WITNESS
caused
of the
affixed.
be affixed.
to be
States to
United States
the United
seal of
the seal
caused the
DONE
the District
Columbia this
this 29th
29th day of September,
September, in
of Columbia
District of
in the
DONE in
the year
year of
of our
one thousand
hundred and
nine hundred
thousand nine
Lord one
our Lord
the
the United States
of the
[SEAL.]
nineteen, and
the Independence
Independence of
of the
and of
[SEAL.] nineteen,
the one
one hundred
and forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
hundred and
the
W
OODROW WILSON.
W ILSON.
WOODROW
By the
President:
the President:
By
fec e
ri

r

hts not af

ROBERT LANSING
LANSIKG
ROBERT

Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary

STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AAITIRICA.
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

November 5,
5, 1919.
1919.
November

•
Day,
Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving Day,

The
Season of
the year
has again
arrived when the people of the 1919.
1919.
again arrived
year has
of the
The Season
Preamble.
Almighty Preamble.
United States
accustomed to
to unite
in giving thanks
thanks to .Almighty
unite in
are accustomed
States are
United
country
our
upon
God
for
the
blessings
which
He
has
conferred
country
conferred
has
He
God for the blessings which
during the
the twelve
months that
have passed.
passed. A
year ago our people
A year
that have
twelve months
during
that through
thanksogving
and
poured
out
their
hearts
in
praise
thanksgiving
praise
in
hearts
poured out their
divine aid
the right
was victorious
victorious and peace had come to the nations
right was
aid the
divine
defense of human liberty and
which had
had so
struggled in
in defense
courageously struggled
so courageously
which
justice. Now
task is
is ended
ended and
achieveand the fruits of achievestern task
the stern
that the
Now that
justice.
ment are
are ours,
ours, we
we look
look forward
the dawn of an era
to the
confidence to
with confidence
forward with
ment
where the
the sacrifices
sacrifices of
of the
nations will
recompense in
a world
world at
in a
find recompense
will find
the nations
where
peace.
peace.
But to
the consummation
consummation of
the great work to which the
of the
attain the
to attain
But
American people
people devoted
devoted their
their manhood
manhood and
and the vast resources of
American
their
country
they
should,
as
they
give
thanks
to God,
reconsecrate
God, reconsecrate
to
thanks
give
they
as
should,
they
country
their
themselves
those principles
principles of
which triumphed
through His
triumphed through
right which
of right
to those
themselves to
mercif ul goodness.
Our gratitude
gratitude can
no more
expression
perfect expression
more perfect
find no
can find
goodness. Our
merciful
than to
bulwark with
with loyalty
principles for
those principles
patriotism those
and patriotism
loyalty and
to bulwark
than
which the
peoples of
of the
the earth
fought and died.
earth fought
free peoples
the free
which
In
During the
we have
much to
to make
us grateful.
grateful. In
make us
had much
have had
year we
past year
the past
During
spite of
in our
our economic
economic life
life resulting
from the war we
resulting from
confusion in
the confusion
of the
spite
have prospered.
prospered. Our
have been
plentiful, and of our
been plentiful,
harvests have
Our harvests
have
abundance
we have
have been
able to
render succor
less favored nations.
succor to less
to render
been able
abundance we
Our
remains unshaken
political and
with political
torn with
world torn
a world
in a
unshaken in
democracy remains
Our democracy
social
still our
the path
in the
guides in
our guides
are still
ideals are
traditional ideals
Our traditional
unrest. Our
social unrest.
of
civilization.
progress and civilization.
of progress
we devoutly
These great
vouchsafed to
to us,
devoutly
which we
for which
us, for
blessings, vouchsafed
great blessings,
These
our duty to ourgive
should arouse
arouse us
to aa fuller
of our
sense of
fuller sense
us to
thanks, should
give thanks,
44252°—VOL 41—FT
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1919.
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selves
and to
mankind to
see to
it that
that nothing
nothing that
we may
shall
do shall
may do
that we
to it
to see
to mankind
selves and
mar
the
completeness
of
the
victory
which
we
helped
to
win.
No
No
win.
to
helped
we
which
mar the completeness of the victory
selfish
purpose animated
animated us
becoming participants
participants in
in the
the world
world
us in
in becoming
selfish purpose
war,
spirit of
should strive
strive to
by
to aid
aid by
we should
of unselfishness
unselfishness we
like spirit
with aalike
and with
war, and
our
example and
by our
in realizing
the enduring
welfare
endung welfare
realizingthe
cooperation in
our cooperation
and by
our example
of all
all peoples
peoples and
in brinnging
bringing into
ruled by
friendship
by friendship
world ruled
a world
to being
being a
and m
of
and good
will.
good Will.
and
Thursday,
NovemREFORE, I, Woodrow Wilson President of the United
,Novmber 27 1919
appointed WHEREFORE, I, Woodrow Wilson, President of the United
assal
a,
day
orgeneml
States of
hereby designate
Thursday, the
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh
designate Thursday,
America, hereby
of America,
States
o
day,
thanksgiving.
day
November next,
observance as
day of
of thanksgiving
and
thanksgiving and
as aaday
for observance
next, for
of November
day of
thng.prayer
fellow-countrymen, inviting
inviting them
on that
day
that day
cease on
to cease
them to
by my
my fellow-countrymen,
prayer by
from
their ordinary
ordinary tasks
tasks and
and to
their homes
their
in their
and in
homes and
in their
unite in
to unite
from their
several places
of worship
ascribing praise
and thanksgiving
thanksgiving to
to
praise and
in ascribing
worship in
places of
several
God the
the Author
Author of
of all
of our
our destinies.
destinies.
Master of
the Master
and the
blessings and
all blessings
God
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
and
set my
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused
the seal
seal of
the United
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
of the
caused the
DONE
District of
day of
of November,
in the
the
November, in
5th day
this 5th
Columbia this
of Columbia
in the
the District
DONE in
year
our Lord,
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
nineteen,
and nineteen,
one thousand
Lord, one
of our
year of
[SEAL.]
and of
the independence
United States
the one
one
States the
of the
the United
independence of
of the
[sEL.] and
hundred
forty-fourth.
and forty-fourth.
hundred and
W
OODROW W
ILSON.
WILSON.
WOODROW
By
the
President:
By the President:
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

November
10,1919.
November10,1919.

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AXERICA
AMERICA
STATES
UNrrED S
THE UNITED
THE PRESIDENT
BY
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

Ctmsus
inquiries.
cnmsinquiries.
Voe
tt
ip:.
t 1.
40, l
Vo.

WHEREAS, by
the Act
Act of
approved March
March 3, 1919, the
by the
of Congress
Congress approved
WHEREAS,
Fourteenth
Decennial Census
Census of
of the
the United
United States
States is
to be
be taken
taken
is to
Fourteenth Decennial
and
b'lining
the second
day of
of January,
1920; and
January, 1920;
second day
on the
beginning on
ten
WHEItFSAS,
enumeration of
population every
every ten
of the
the population
a correct
correct enumeration
WHEREAS, a
United States for the puryears
Constitution of
of the
the United
by the
the Constitution
is required
required by
years is
the several States in the
pose
of determining
determining the
representation of the
the representation
pose of
and
House
of Representatives;
Representatives; and
House of
interests of all the
WHEREAS, itis
of the
the utmost
utmost importance
to the
the interests
importance to
itis of
WHEREAS
people
of the
the United
States that
that this
Census should
a complete
complete
be a
should be
this Census
United States
people of
and resources of the Nation;
and accurate
accurate report
report of
of the
the population
population and
and
0
'
q
NOW,
THER'EFORE, I,
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President of
of the
the United
United
I, Woodrow
NOW THEREFORE,
resf'itoqul"s
required.
do hereby
hereby declare and make known that, under the
States of America,
States
America, do
law
aforesaid, it
it is
the duty
duty of
answer all
all questions
questions on
person to
to answer
of every
every person
is the
law aforesaid,
the census
census schedules
schedules applying
him and
which he
he
family to
to which
and the
the familyto him
applying to
the
belongs, and
him or
or his
his family,
that any
any
and that
by him
family, and
belongs,
and to
to the
the farm
farm occupied
occupied by
person refusing
refusing to
to do
do so
so is
subject to
penalty.
is subject
to penalty.
person
to secure
secure general
is to
the census
census is
Object
of inquiries.
The sole
sole purpose
of the
general statistical
statistical inpurpose of
The
bjectofinquiries.
formation regarding
regarding the
the population
population and
and resources
of the
the country
and
country and
resources of
formation
permit the compilation
replies
compilation
only to
to permit
from individuals
individuals only
required -from
replies are
are required
statistics. No person can be harmed
of such general statistics.
harmed in any way by
information required.
furnishing, the information
furnishinc
required. The Census has nothing
nothing to do
with military
military or jury service,
with taxation,
taxation, with
service, with the compulsion
compulsion of
school
with the
regulation of
ofimmigration
immigration or
the
or with
with the
the regulation
attendance, with
school attendance,
Dicosmes prohib.
Disclosures
prohilr enforcement
enforcement of any national, state or local law or ordinance. There
regarding any indiwill be made regarding
any disclosure
ited.
need be
no fear
fear that
that any
disclosure will
need
be no
vidual person or his affairs. For the due protection
protection of the rights and
and
interests
interests of the persons furnishing
furnishing information every employee
employee of the
Census Bureau
Bureau is prohibited, under
under heavy penalty, from disclosing
disclosina
0
knowledge.
any information
information which may thus come to his knowledge.
An

ers

ue6thms
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PROCLAMATIONS,

Cooperation urged.
persons to
therefore earnestly
earnestly urge
urge upon
to answer promptly, Coopration uged.
all persons
upon all
II therefore
completely and
and accurately
all inquiries
inquiries addressed
addressed to them by the
accurately all
completely
enumerators or
other employees
employees of
of the
Bureau and thereby
thereby
the Census Bureau
or other
enumerators
necessary
to
share toward
making this great and necessary
toward making
their share
contribute their
to contribute
public undertaking
success.
a success.
undertaking a
public
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF II have
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN
affixed.
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
States
to
be
United
the
caused the seal of
in
Done
the District
District of Columbia this tenth day of November,
November, in
in the
Done in
the year
Lord one
thousand nine hundred and nineone thousand
our Lord
of our
year of
the
[sEAL.1
teen,
and of
of the
independence of
the United
United States the one
of the
the independence
teen, and
[sEAL.]
hundred and
forty-fourth.
and forty-fourth.
hundred
W OODROW WLSON
W ILSON
WOODBOW
By the
the President:
President:
By
W
ITJ JAM PHILLIPS
Plumps
WILIAM
Stae.
Acting
Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary

BY THr
TIM PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
STATES
STATES
J
UITED
TEE UNITED
OF 17IE
BY

November 21,1919.
November2,l919

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
an

w ha

d want
srobtt and
has on the mr"
WHEREAS, Congress
Congress has
has enacted
and the
President has
the President
enacted and
WHEREAS,
Premble.
enable
Act
fourth
day
of
March,
1919,
approved
"An
to
the
President
Priamble"An
fourth day of March, 1919, approved
to
carry out
price guarantees
guarantees made
producers of wheat of the
made to producers
the price
out the
to carry
against uncrops of
1918 and
and to
to protect
the United
States against
United States
protect the
1919, and
and 1919,
of 1918
crops
psol
stator provisicm.
due enhancement
of its
which Act contains the statutory
thereunder", which
liabilities thereunder",
its liabilities
enhancement of
due
following provision:
Vol.
40, P.
1350.
V.p.
u.
following provision:
out
"
whenever the
the President
shall find
it essential
essential in carrying out
find it
President shall
That whenever
" That
against
the
guarantees
aforesaid,
or
to
protect
the
United
against
States
United
the
protect
to
or
aforesaid,
the guarantees
undue
thereunder, and shall make procliabilities thereunder,
its liabilities
of its
enhancement of
undue enhancement
lamation
thereof,
it
shall
be
unlawful
import into the United States
to import
unlawful
be
shall
it
thereof,
lamation
or
from any
in such
such Proclamation,
Proclamation, or to export from or
named in
country named
any country
from
ship from
from or
or take
take out
out of
of the
United States
to any
named in
any country named
States to
the United
ship
such Proclamation,
wheat, semolina,
flbur, except at such
semolina, or wheat flour,
Proclamation, wheat,
such
time or
or times,
and under
regulations or
orders, and
to
and subject to
or orders
such regulations
under such
times, and
time
until
prescribe,
the
such
limitations
and
exceptions
as
President
shall
prescribe,
until
exceptions
and
such limitations
otherwise ordered
ordered by
by the
or by
by Congress;
provided, that
Congress; provided,
President or
the President
otherwise
no
preference
shall
be
given
to
the
ports
of
one
over those of
State
one
of
ports
the
to
given
be
no preference shall
another."
another."
AND WHEREAS,
of the
States of America
United States
the United
President of
the President
WHEREAS, the
AND
17.9.
p. 1759.
by virtue
of the
powers conferred
conferred upon
upon him
him by
by the
the aforesaid
AIM", p.
of An,
Act of
aforesaid Act
the powers
by virtue of
Congress did
day of
of June,
1919, find and proJune, 1919,
twenty-fourth day
the twenty-fourth
on the
did on
Congress
claim, to
to all
all it
it may
may concern,
concern, that
out the
the
carrying out
in carrying
essential in
was essential
it was
that it
claim,
guarantees aforesaid
aforesaid and
and to
protect the
the United
United States
States against
undue
against undue
to protect
guarantees
enhancement of
its liabilities
liabilities thereunder,
thereunder, that
wheat and wheat flour
that wheat
of its
enhancement
on
and after
July 1,
1919 should
not be
imported into the United
be imported
should not
1, 1919
after July
on and
States,
exported from,
or shipped
shipped from,
from, or
taken out of the United
or taken
from, or
or exported
States, or
States,
except at
at such
such time
time or
or times
under such
regulations or
such regulations
and under
times and
States, except
orders
and
subject
to
such
limitations
and
exceptions
as
shall be preexceptions
and
limitations
such
to
subject
and
orders
scribed
otherwise ordered
by the
United States
the United
of the
President of
the President
ordered by
until otherwise
scribed until
or by
by Congress.
Congress.
or
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS conditions
conditions relating
relating to
to the
necessity of
maintainof maintainthe necessity
AND
ing an
import and
export embargo
embargo on
on wheat
flour for the
wheat flour
and wheat
wheat and
and export
an import
ing
purposes
changed since
since the
promulgation of the
the promulgation
have changed
stated, have
above stated,
purposes above
aforesaid Proclamation
of June
June 24,
24, 1919,
1919,
Proclamation of
aforesaid
NOW THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, Woodrow
of the
the United
on importing3p3tand
A.
onng
United tions
President of
Wilson, President
Woodrow Wilson,
NOW
States of America, by
virtue
of
the
powers
conferred
upon
me
by
said
exporting
Atmomming
of,
no
lon
ger
of,noionger
ex
said
by
me
upon
conferred
powers
the
essentiaL
States of America, by virtue of
a
Act of Congress
of March
4,
1919,
and of
of all
all other
other Acts
giving me
me
giving
Acts
and
1919,
4,
March
of
Congress
of
Act
e
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,

power in
premises, do
do hereby
find and
and determine
determine and
and by
by this
this
hereby find
the premises,
ower in the
Proclamation
do
announce
that
it
is
not
now
essential
in
carrying
out
carrying
in
essential
do announce that it is not now
roclamation
the guarantees aforesaid,
or to
States against
against undue
undue
United States
the United
protect the
to protect
the guarantees aforesaid, or
enhancement of
liabilities thereunder,
to continue
the prohibitions
prohibitions
continue the
thereunder, to
its liabilities
enhancement of its
and limitations
limitations on
the importation
importation and
wheat and
and
of wheat
exportation of
and exportation
on the
and
wheat
flour
into
and
from
the
United
States,
as
prescribed
in
the
in the
prescribed
as
States,
United
the
from
and
into
flour
wheat
I order and
above mentioned
Proclamation of
1919, and
and I
Cancellation
24, 1919,
June 24,
of June
mentioned Proclamation
pro above
of procanceaon of
and
Bons.
direct that suchprohibitions
prohibitions and limitations on the importation and
directthatsueh
ad
ti
exportation
of
wheat
and
wheat
flour
be
discontinued
and
cancelled,
cancelled,
and
discontinued
be
flour
exportation of wheat and wheat
effective December
December 15,
15, 1919
1919
effective
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
seal of
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
United States
the United
of the
caused the
Done
in the
the District
this 21st
November, in
in the
the
of November,
day of
21st day
Columbia this
of Columbia
District of
Done in
year of
Our Lord
Thousand Nine
Nineand NineHundred and
Nine Hundred
One Thousand
Lord One
of Our
year
[SEAL.] teen
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
Amerof AmerUnited States
teen and
[SEAL.]
ica
the One
One Hundred
Hundred forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
ica the
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON'
WOODBOW
By the
the President:
President:
By

ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

November 21,
1919.
21,1919.
November

•

BY
PRESIDENT OF
11.E1.1 SrATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED
THE U
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

Food AdministraAdministraFood
tion.
Preamble.
Preamble.
Vol. 40, p. 27f..

Vol. 40,p. 2.

Congress entitled
authority of an Act of
under the
WHEREAS
the authority
of Congress
entitled
WHEREAS under
"An Act
Act to
to provide
for the
the national
national security
by
security and defense .by
further for
provide further
"An
encouraging the
the production,
production, conserving
conserving the supply, and controlling
encouraging
the
distribution of
of food
food products
products and
and fuel"_,
fuel" there was created by
the distribution
Executive Order,
Order, dated
August 10,
Governmental organiza1917, aaGovernmental
10, 1917,
dated August
Executive
Administration, and
tion known
United States
States Food Administration,
called United
and called
as and
known as
tion
VVBEREAS HERBERT
HOOVER was appointed
appointed United States
HERBERT HOOVER
WHEREAS
supervise, direct and carry
Food
Administrator with
with power
parry into
to supervise,
power to
Food Administrator
powers and authority therein
effect
provisions of
Act and
and the powers
said Act
of said
the provisions
effect the
given
the President
President so
far as the
the same apply to foods, feeds and their
so far
to the
given to
derivative products
products and
and to
performed and reguall practices performed
and all
any and
to any
derivative
lations authorized
authorized or
or required
required under
under the provisions of said Act,
lations
including
the issuance,
issuance, regulation
regulation and revocation in the name of said
including the
Food Administrator
Administrator of
of licenses
licenses under
under said Act; and in this behalf to
Food
do and
acts and
things as
authorized or required
required of
were authorized
as were
and things
such acts
perform such
and perform
do
him
from time
time to
to time by direction of the President and under such
such
him from
from
rules
regulations as should be prescribed
prescribed by the President from
and regulations
rules and
time to
to time, and
time
of November
WHEREAS by
Executive Order
Order of
November 16, 1918, Edgar
Edgar
by Executive
WHEREAS
Rickard was
authorized and
empowered during the absence
absence of Herbert
Herbert
and empowered
was authorized
Rickard
Hoover,
United States
Administrator, from the United States
Food Administrator,
States Food
Hoover, United
to exercise
exercise the
the powers
powers and
authority delegated to Herbert
Herbert Hoover
Hoover as
and authority
to
United States
States Food
Administrator, and
Food Administrator,
United
WHEREAS
resigned from the office of the
Hoover has resigned
Herbert Hoover
WHEREAS Herbert
United
Administrator and Edgar Rickard has exercised
exercised
Food Administrator
States Food
United States
certain
of the
authority of the United States Food
the said powers and authority
certain of
Administrator until
until this
this time, and
Administrator
WHEREAS it
desired to
authority of
to transfer the powers and authority
is now
now desired
it is
WHEREAS
to the
Administrator in the manner
the
United States Food Administrator
manner and to
the United
officers
hereinafter designated.
designated.
officers hereinafter
conferred
NOW
THEREFORE under and by virtue of the power conferred
NOW THEREFORE
upon me
provisions of said Act of August 10, 1917, and of all
the provisions
by the
me by
upon
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,

WILSON,
other
giving me
me power
in the
the premises,
WOODROW WILSON,
I, WOODROW
premises, I,
power in
Acts giving
other Acts
follows:
President of
of the
United States,
hereby order
direct as
as follows:
and direct
order and
States, hereby
the United
President
Adctnstrtatorerrfed
United States AIVit
Herbert Hoover,
authorized by
All
acts done
and authorized
by Herbert
Hoover, United
done and
All acts
o
sfggrUi=1
confirmed.
andconfirmed.
by Edgar
Food
Administrator, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and by
Edgar Rickard,
Rickard, acting and
Food Administrator,
for Herbert
Hoover, United
Food Administrator,
Administrator, as aforesaid,
United States Food
Herbert Hoover,
for
are
hereby authorized,
confirmed and
and adopted.
adopted.
ratified, confirmed
approved, ratified,
authorized, approved,
are hereby
w i
r
l
s
e t
i
products
roduos
tg to
whea
ano owe
United States and
in the
The powers
heretofore vested
vested in
the United
authority heretofore
and authority
powers and
The
Food
Administrator, under
the authority
authority of
of said
said Act
of Congress
Congress transfeerredtoJuliu
Act of
under the
Food Administrator,
anmsfees7tIliiteofJulius
f
Cereal
Barnes, Chief of Cereal
Division, Food
AdFood Adapproved
1917, and
the executive
executive orders
Division,
proclama- ministration.
and proclamaorders and
and the
10, 1917,
August 10,
approved August
apply to wheat and wheat
so far
tions issued
in so
far as
as they
they apply
wheat mistration
thereunder, in
issued thereunder,
tions
exercised
products, are
shall hereafter
hereafter be exercised
transferred to, and shall
hereby transferred
are hereby
products,
by Julius
United States
of the
the Cereal Division of the United
Chief of
Barnes, Chief
H. Barnes,
Julius H.
by
Food
direct, and carry into
supervise, direct,
who shall supervise,
Administration, who
Food Administration,
effect the
provisions of said Act, and the powers and authority therein
the provisions
effect
given to
to the
the President,
President, so
so far
same apply to
wheat and wheat
to wheat
the same
far as
as the
given
products,
and to
to any
and all practices,
practices, procedure,
procedure, and regulations
any and
products, and
authorized
provisions of said Act, including the
the provisions
under the
or required
required under
authorized or
issuance,
in the name of said Julius H.
revocation, in
and revocation,
regulation, and
issuance, regulation,
Barnes, Chief
Chief of
Cereal Division of the United States Food
of the
the Cereal
Barnes,
vested.
Authority vested.
to wheat
said Act
Administration, of
of licenses
under said
Act relating
relating to
wheat and Authority
licenses under
Administration,
wheat products;
and in
in this
he shall do and perform such acts
this behalf he
products; and
wheat
required of him from time to
and things
things as
to
as may
may be authorized or required
and
time by
by direction
direction of
of the
the President
and under
under such rules and regulaPresident and
time
Records, personnel,
persnnel.
Records,
from time to time;
President from
the President
tions as
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
time; and etc.,
may be
as may
tions
transferred.
etc.,transfered.
the
of
there
is
hereby
transferred
to
said
Julius
H.
Barnes,
Chief
of
the
Cereal
Chief
Barnes,
H.
there is hereby transferred to said Julius
all remaining
Division
United States
Administration, all
Food Administration,
States Food
of said
said United
Division of
records
said United
Food Administration, and such of the
United States Food
of said
records of
organization of said United States Food
remaining
personnel and organization
remaining personnel
Administration, as
as he
Chief
determine to continue under him as Chief
he may
may determine
Administration,
of
United States Food Administration
Administration as
Cereal Division of the United
of the Cereal
aforesaid.
aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Licenses,
Licenses, etc., conAll licenses
revocations of
of licenses
regulations now
in tinu
now in
tinued.Cd.e
all regulations
and all
licenses and
and revocations
licenses and
All
force, so
as the
the same
apply to
to wheat
wheat products, shall
and wheat
wheat and
same apply
far as
so far
force,
continue in
in force
force until
altered or
or repealed
repealed by
H. Barnes.
Barnes. Po
as to other
said Julius
Julius H.
by said
until altered
continue
Powers as to other
f
eeds, etc., transtoods feeds,etc.,transThe powers
powers and
vested in
United States
States foods,
the United
in the
heretofore vested
authority heretofore
and authority
The
ferred to the Attorney
of Congress
Food
under the
Congress Gen,
said Act of
of said
authority of
the authority
Administrator, under
General. the Attoey
Food Administrator,
approved
1917, and
executive orders and proclamaproclamathe executive
and the
10, 1917,
August 10,
approved August
tions
issued thereunder,
in so
so far
as they apply to foods, feeds, and
far as
thereunder, in
tions issued
their
derivative products,
products, other
other than
wheat and
wheat products,
and wheat
than wheat
their derivative
are hereby
hereby transferred
transferred to,
to, and
hereafter be exercised
exercised by the Authority vested
and shall hereafter
are
e
direct, oereltcnsf;et'
Attorney General
the United
United States,
shall supervise,
supervise, direct,
who shall
States, who
overliceuses,etc.
of the
General of
Attorney
and carry
into effect
effect the
Act, and
and the
the powers
powers and
and
said Act,
of said
the provisions
provisions of
carry into
and
authority therein
to the
the President.
President, so
to
as the same apply to
so far as
given to
therein given
authority
foods, feeds
and their
derivative products,
products, other than wheat and
their derivative
feeds and
foods,
wheat
to any
all practices,
procedure, and regularegulapractices, procedure,
and all
any and
and to
products, and
wheat products,
tions
or required
required under
under the provisions of said Act, inauthorized or
tions authorized
cluding
regulation, and
revocation, in the name of the
and revocation,
issuance, regulation,
the issuance,
cluding the
licenses under said Act
Attorney
General of
of the
the United
States, of licenses
United States,
Attorney General
relating
to foods,
foods, feeds
and their
their derivative
other than
than
products other
derivative products
feeds and
relating to
wheat
and wheat
wheat products;
and in
this behalf
behalf he
he shall do and perform
in this
products; and
wheat and
such acts
and things
things as
may be
be authorized
authorized or
or required of him from time
as may
acts and
such
to time
time by
of the
under such rules and reguand under
President and
the President
direction of
by direction
to
lations
as may
be prescribed
by the
the President
to time.
time.
time to
from time
President from
prescribed by
may be
lations as
Licenses, ltc, conEtc., cntLienses'
All licenses
and revocations
revocations of
and all regulations
regulations now in tinued.
of licenses
licenses and
licenses and
All
force,
so
far
as
the
same
apply
to
foods,
feeds
and
their
derivative
derivative
force, so far as the same apply to foods, feeds and their
products
other than
and wheat
wheat products,
in
continue in
shall continue
products, shall
wheat and
than wheat
products other
force until
until altered
or repealed
Attorney General.
the Attorney
by the
repealed by
altered or
force
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IN
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF II have
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN WITNESS
affixed.
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
affixed.
be
to
States
United
the
of
seal
the
caused
Done in the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia this
day of
of November
November in
21st day
this 21st
Done in the
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord One
Hundred and
Nine Hundred
Thousand /fine
One Thousand
the
fszaLl Nineteen
Nineteen and
of the United States
Independence of
the Independence
of the
and of
[SEAL]
of
America
the
One
Hundred
Forty-Fourth.
Forty-Fourth.
Hundred
of America the One
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW

President
the President
By the

ROBERT LANSING
LANsIN
ROBERrT

Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.

November Ann.
219.
November

AMmBOA
BYTHE
PRESIDENT
or THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
or AMERICA.
ID o T OF
THE PuIs
By
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

Coal
in Alasi.
Alaska.
in
Coa
Preamble.
Vol. 38, P. 741VoLSB3P. 741.

20
WHEREAS,
the act
act of
Congress approved October
October 20,
of Congress
of the
section 22of
WHEREAS, section
reserved
from
coal
the
1914
(38
Stat.,
7
41
),
authorizes
mining
of
reserved
1914 (38 Stat., 741), authorizes
necessary
areas in
Alaska, under
the direction
direction of
the President, when necessary
of the
under the
in Alaska,
areas
by reason of
the
insufficient
supply
for
national
protection
or relief
protection
national
for
supply
by reason of the insufficient
from
oppressive conditions,
conditions, and
from oppressive
WHEREAS, it
it appears
that the
supply of coal for domestic
available supply
the available
ears that
WHEREAS,
and
other
uses
in
the
Territory
of
Alaska,
and
particularly in towns
and particularly
Alaska,
of
other uses in the Territory
and settlements
and
upon or
of the
Government railroad in
the Government
line of
the line
near the
or near
and settlements upon
Alaska,
is, by
by reason
of existing
inadequate and insufficonditions, inadequate
existing conditions,
reason of
Alaska, is,
cient.
United
the United
Arirlar=seetfor
kir_ NOW,
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson, President of
of the
THEREFORE, I,
AdfLtts
hereby
do
statute,
said
of
virtue
by
and
under
America,
rigine
min
ng
,m= States of
.
of said statute , do h
ereby
tisde
nedbj
sion.
authorize and
and direct
period
Secretary of the Interior, during the period
the Secretary
direct the
authorize
gin
of
three years
years from
from the
the date
and dispose of surplus coal
to sell and
hereof, to
date hereof,
of three
taken from
from the
mines now
being operated
operated by
.Alaskan EngineerEngineerby the Alaskan
now being
the mines
taken
m
local
other
ing
Commission,
for
supplying
domestic
and
needs
in the
domestic
supplying
for
Commission,
ing
Territory.
Territo.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused
the
seal
of
United
States
to be affixed.
the
of
caused the seal
Done in
Columbia this 22nd day of November, in
District of Columbia
the District
in the
Done
the year
year of
our Lord
Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred
Hundred and
of our
the
States
United
the
[sEAL.]
Nineteen
,and
of
the
Independence
of
United
Independence
[SEAL.] Nineteen and of
the One
One Hundred
Hundred and Forty-fourth.
the
W
OODROW WILON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
the
President:
By the
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
State.
of State.
Secretary
Secretary of
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November 25, 1919.

AMERICA
STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
or THE
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
THE UNITED
BY THE

Novmbr25,1919.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Nebtaska Natioal

Forest,
Nebr. Narkinal
Whereas
Nebraska National
National Forest
proclama- ForNebr.a
Nebraska
enlarged by proclamawas enlarged
Forest was
the Nebraska
Whereas the
tion
of the
States dated
dated July 19, 1915; and v
PPmbl740
rotarle- 1740.
United States
the United
President of
the President
of the
tion of
claims
Whereas, In
In order
order to
provide for
adjustment of the claims
'
for aaproper adjustment
to provide
Whereas,
in
Forest,
of
the
State
of
Nebraska
to
lands
within
said
National
said
within
of the State of Nebraska to lands
a memorandum of agreement
satisfaction
of its
common school
agreement
grant, a
school grant,
its common
satisfaction of
1919, between
12, 1919,
was
entered
into
under
date
of
September
between the
the
September
of
was entered into under date
Governor of
Secretary of
of the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
and the Governor
Agriculture and
Secretary
the
State of
of Nebraska,
Nebraska, whereby
agreed that the said State
was agreed
it was
whereby it
the State
common
should
relinquish snits
title or
or claim
claim under
its grant
grant in aid of common
under its
allits title
should relinquish
schools to
to lands
lands included
included within
the
Nebraska
National Forest,
Forest, being
National
Nebraska
the
within
schools
allowed
be allowed
the
whole of
certain sections
sections sixteen
sixteen and thirty-six, and be
of certain
the whole
to
select other
other lands
lands equivalent
equivalent in
acreage and value lying along and
in acreage
to select
within
the boundaries
boundaries of
of said
located in
Forest, which are located
National Forest,
said National
within the
therefrom, all of said selected
such position
position that,
that, when
selected
eliminated therefrom,
when eliminated
such
lands
will
he
outside
the
new
exterior
boundaries
of
the
National
boundaries
exterior
new
the
outside
lands will lie
.
V39p
Forest;
and
and
Forest;
Whereas, It appears that
the public
public interests
interests would
would be
be promoted
promoted Vol. 39, p. 1740.
the
that
appears
It
Whereas,
by
modifying said
Proclamation of
of July
July 19,
19, 1915, so as to allow the
said Proclamation
by modifying
State of
Nebraska, in
of the
aforesaid agreement,
agreement, to
the aforesaid
furtherance of
in furtherance
State of Nebraska,
hereinafter
and
selection,
for
upon
make
selections
of
the
lands
agreed
hereinafter
agreed
lands
the
make selections of
of
aforesaid portions of
described, as
in satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the aforesaid
indemnity in
as indemnity
described,
its
common
school
grant;
•
grant;
school
common
itsNow,
therefore, I, NVOODROW WILSON, President of
diminished.
United Ares dimnish
the United
of the
Now, therefore, I, WOODROW WILSON, President
Act
the
by
vested
States
of America,
the power
power in me
of the
virtue of
by virtue
America, by
States of
of
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
hundred and ninetyeighteen hundred
approved June
Congress approved
of Congress
seven, entitled
"An Act
Act Making
for sundry
sundry civil
civil
appropriations for
Making appropriations
entitled, "An
seven,
thirtieth,
June
ending
year
expenses
of
the
Government
for
the
fiscal
ending
thirtieth,
fiscal
the
for
Government
the
of
expenses
eighteen
hundred and
do
purposes," do
other purposes,"
for other
and for
ninety-eight, and
and ninety-eight,
eighteen hundred
i o l
proclaim that
the
said proclamation
proclamation is
is hereby
hereby modified
modified so
so as
to
to
as
said
the
that
proclaim
allUoed.
Nebraska,
b
indemnity
admit
of
immediate
selection,
by
the
State
of
Nebraska,
indemnity
e=k:
P
e
N
i
f
a
red
d
s
.
as
Nebraska,
of
State
the
by
admit of immediate selection,
in
partial
satisfaction
of
its
common
school
grant
and
m
furtherance
furtherance
in
and
grant
school
common
its
of
satisfaction
partial
in
of the before-mentioned
agreement of
of September
September 12,
1919, and not
12, 1919,
the before-mentioned agreement
of
otherwise,
of the
the following
following described
lands within the said Nebraska
Nebraska Drlo
described lands
of
otherwise,
National Forest, to
to wit:
Description.
wit:
National Forest,
and2;
1
InT.
T.22
W., Secs. 1and 2;
28 W.,
R. 28
N., R.
22 N.,
In
In T. 23 N.,
N., R.
W., EM,
E%, SEY
SEX NW
% and
and EM
SW % of Sec.
Sec.
EM SWy
NWy'
28 W.,
R. 28

In T. 23

14,
23, 26
26 and 35;
Secs. 23,
14, Secs.
NEX
In T.
R. 30
W., SEY
SE y
iSec.
Sec. 6,
6, N2
NM NE%
NE%, NW
NW%
NE 4 NEX,
4 NE%
30 W.,
., R.
32 N.,
In T. 32
NWY4
NY2
NA
NE4,
and SE%
of
Sec.
7,
NE
%
NE%,
NM
NW
%
NE,
NM
NM
NW(
NW%
NY
NEy,
NEY
7,
and SEY4 of Sec.
and SM of
Sec.
8,
9
NE % NE%,
WM E2
EM and WY2
WM
NE4, WY
10, NE4
and 10,
9 and
Secs.
8, Secs.
Sec. 17,
of Sec.
S!/ 15,
and
of Sec.
NE% of
20 and
NM of Sec. 28
28,
21, NA
and 21,
Secs. 20
18, Secs.
Sec. 18,
of Sec.
17, NE
15, Sec.

of Sec.

NM
of Sec.
Sec. 29;
NY of

Sixth
Principal Meridian.
Meridian.
Sixth Principal
Eliminated

1ands

to Nebraska.
,,tintoeba^d
Provided,
all selections
by the
the State
hereunder granted
Nebraska hereunder
of Nebraska
State of
selections by
that all
Provided, that
must
be
filed
within
ninety
days
from
the
date
of
this
proclamation,
proclamation,
this
of
date
the
from
days
ninety
within
filed
be
must
Nebraska
and
embraced in
in selections
selections made
made by the State of Nebraska
lands embraced
the lands
and the
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hereunder, to
the extent
that such
such selections
selections receive
receive the
the final
final approval
approval
extent that
to the
hereunder,
of
the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior, be,
be, and
and the
the same
same are,
are, hereby
hereby declared
declared
of the
Secretary of
of the
eliminated
from the
Nebraska National
National Forest,
such eliminations
eliminations
Forest, such
the Nebraska
eliminated from
to become
date of
of such
such approvals.
approvals.
the date
from the
effective from
become effective
to
In Witness
Witness Whereof,
Whereof, I
my hand
and caused
the
caused the
hand and
set my
hereunto set
have hereunto
I have
In
seal of
United States
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
States to
the United
of the
seal
DONE
the District
of Columbia
Columbia this
25th day
of November,
November, in
in
day of
this 25th
District of
in the
DONE in
the year
our Lord
nineand ninehundred and
nine hundred
thousand nine
one thousand
Lord one
of our
year of
the
[sEAL.1
teen, and
the United
'United States
States the
the
of the
Independence of
the Independence
of the
and of
[SEAL.] teen,
one-hundred and
forty-fourth.
and forty-fourth.
one-hundred
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROw
By.the President
President
By'the
ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

November
919.
25, 1919.
November 25,

AMERICA
STATES
UNITED S
TEE UNITED
PRESIDENT
BYTHE
THE P
RESIDENT OF
or THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

Gran Quivra Na-

Gran Quivira National Monument, N.
Mex.
Preamble.

xexot.

preamble.
Aeaenlarged.

Area enlarged.

Whereas
that the
addpublic good will be promoted by addthe public
appears that
it appears
Whereas it
in the
ing to
Monument certain lands m
National Monument
Quivira National
Gran Quivira
the Gran
to the
ing
value;
State of New Mexico containing ruins of archaeological
archaeological value;
WOODROW WILSON, President of the
NOW,
THEREFORE, I, WOODROW
NOW, THEREFORE,

United
States of
America, by virtue of the power vested in me by
of America,
United States
8,1905,
approved June 8,
section two of the Act of Congress approved
1905, entitled "
"An
An
225),
Act
for
the
Preservation
of
American
Antiquities"
Stat.,
do
(34
Antiquities"
American
of
Preservation
the
Act for
Description.
4,
proclaim that
that said
described as the S2
SM SW %,
said lands, to-wit, the tracts described
proclaim
De
8 E., and
and
SE%, Sec.
34, the
SWM Sec. 35, T. IIN., R. 8
S2 SWAI
the SM
Sec. 34,
SA SEX4,
and SM
unsurveyed
protraction of the lines of the public
by protraction
which by
lands which
unsurveyed lands
described as the N2
survey in
NM
8 E.,
E., would probably be described
S., R. 8
I S.,
T. i
in T.
survey
8 E., New MexNVirli
Sec.
2
and
the
NM
NEX
Sec.
4,
in
T.1
S.,
R. 8
T.1
NE1
N½
the
and
2
NW4 Sec.
ico Principal
Meridian, are
are hereby
appropriation and
reserved from appropriation
hereby reserved
Principal Meridian,
ico
use
of
all
kinds under
under the
the public
all prior valid
public land laws, subject to al
kinds
all
of
use
Vol. 36, p. 2503.
claims,
addition to
to the Gran Quivira
Quivira National
an addition
as an
apart as
set apart
and set
claims, and
ol 36p. 2503.
are
Monument,
boundaries of said national monument are
Monument, and that the boundaries
now
on the
the diagram hereto annexed and forming aa part
shown on
as shown
now as
hereof.
Reserved
unauthorized persons not to approWarning
setfrom setReserved from
Warning is hereby given to all unauthorized
approtlement, etc.
natural feature of this monument
monument or to occupy,
occupy,
ementetc. priate or injure any natural
exploit,
reserved by this
thi
s
exploit, settle, or locate upon any of the lands reserved
proclamation.
Supervision, etc:,by
The Director
of the
National Park Service,
Service under the direction
direction of
the National
Director of
The
etc., b
Suprecor
Director
ofon,National
supervision, managethe
of the
the Interior,
Interior, shall have the supervision,
Secretary of
the Secretary
Park Service.
Vol. 39, p. 535.
ment, and control of this monument, as provided in the Act of
ol. 39, p. 53
Congress
National Park
Park Service, and
to establish aaNational
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
Congress entitled
535).
for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved August 25, 1916 (39 Stat., 535).
for other
I have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF,
PMREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
caused
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE in
day. of November,
November, in
the District of Columbia This 25th day
in the
DONE
hundred and ninethe
our Lord
Lord one thousand nine hundred
of our
year of
the year
EsEAL.1 teen,
Independence of the United States of
the Independence
and of the
teen, and
[SEAL.]
forty-fourth.
and forty-fourth.
America
hundred and
one hundred
the one
America the
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
the President
President
By
LANSING
ROBERT
ANSING
ROBERT L
Secretary
of State.
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Secretary of
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF THE
BY THE

1779
1779
1919.
2, 1919.
December%
December

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
National
Lincdon
N.
Fot, i
WHEREAS, it
it appears
the public
will be
k
n
i. MeN
x.Mex
,ticaal
be promoted by Fotr
good will
public good
that the
appears that
WHEREAS,
Preamble
State
the
within
adding certain
certain lands
lands to
to the
the Lincoln
National Forest,
Preamble.
Lincoln National
adding
of New
New Mexico.
Mexico.
of

1103.
p. 1103.
28,
vol. 26,
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
Vol.
extended.
p.
United Area
the United
of the
President of
WILSON, President
Now,
of
me
in
States
of
America,
by
the
vested
by
the
Act
power
of
virtue
by
States of America,
Congress approved
approved March
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and ninety-one
March third,
Congress
p.36.
ol. 30, p.
(26
Stat.,
1095),
entitled,
"An
Act
to repeal
36.
timber culture laws, Vol.
repeal timber
to
Act
"An
entitled,
(26 Stat., 1095),
and
for other
other purposes",
also by
by the
approved June fourth,
the Act approved
and also
purposes", and
and for
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven (30
(30 Stat.,
36),
11 at 34 and 36),
Stat., 11
eighteen
entitled "An
"An Act
sundry civil expenses of
appropriations for sundry
Making appropriations
Act Making
entitled
the Government
fiscal year
ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
year ending
the fiscal
for the
Government for
the
hundred
and
ninety-eight,
and
for
other
purposes",
do proclaim
purposes",
other
for
and
ninety-eight,
hundred and
that
boundaries of
of the
Lincoln National
changed
National Forest are hereby changed
the Lincoln
the boundaries
that the
northeast
north
to
include
the
following
lands,
to
wit:
The
half
of
northeast
The
wit:
to
lands,
following
the
to include
quarter
twenty, and
and northwest
northwest quarter of Section twentySection twenty,
of Section
quarter of
one, in
in township
south, range
thirteen east, New Mexico
Mexico PrinPrinrange thirteen
nine south,
township nine
one,
cipal
Meridian.
Priorgarightnot
cipal Meridian.
The withdrawal
made hereby
hereby shall,
shall, as
to all
are at asgctnot
afri
,:t
ea
ri_
egidright""t
which are
lands which
all lands
as to
withdrawal made
The
reserved
or
laws
this
date
legally
appropriated
under
the
public
reserved
land
public
the
under
appropriated
this date legally
for
any public
public purpose,
and shall
shall not interfere with or
to, and
subject to,
be subject
purpose, be
for any
defeat
such appropriation,
appropriation, nor
for
prevent the use for
nor prevent
under such
rights under
legal rights
defeat legal
as such appropriasuch
public
purpose
of
lands
so
reserved,
so
long
so
reserved,
so
such public purpose of lands
tion is
is legally
legally maintained,
or such
reservation remains in force.
such reservation
maintained, or
tion
and
IN
WITNESS
WHEREOF,
I
hereunto set my hand and
have
I
WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal
of the
United States to be affixed.
the United
seal of
caused
Done in
of Columbia
Columbia this
second day of December, in
this second
District of
the District
in the
Done
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
nine
hundred and nieninenine hundred
thousand
the year of our Lord one
[sEAL.]
teen, and
and of
of the
of the
the United States the one
Independence of
the Independence
[SEAL.] teen,
hundred and
and forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
hundred
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODBOW
By
the
President:
President:
By the
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

OF AMERICA
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

1919.
December
12, 1919.
Decemhnr 12,

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Whereas Scotts Bluff is the highest known point within the State mScotts
BlutY
etional
Neational
BlufNN
MSco
Whereas Scotts Bluff is the highest known point within the State
Preamble.
of
Nebraska, affording
affording a
for miles
miles over
over the
the surrounding
surrounding country;
country-; °u
prrm
egf
rask° '
view for
a view
of Nebraska,
traversed
was
Whereas
Mitchell
Pass,
lying
to
the
south
of
said
bluff,
traversed
said
of
south
the
to
Whereas Mitchell Pass, lying
a landmark and
by
old Oregon
Trail and
and said
bluff was
was used
used as
as a
said bluff
Oregon Trail
the old
by the
rendezvous
by
thousands
of
immigrants
and
frontiersmen
travelling
frontiersmen
and
immigrants
of
thousands
rendezvous by
said trail
trail en
en route
for new
in the
Northwest; and
the Northwest;
homes in
new homes
route for
said
Whereas, in
of these
facts, as
well as
as of
the scientific
interest
scientific interest
of the
as well
these facts,
view of
Whereas, in view
appears
it
the
region
possesses
from
a
geological
standpoint,
it
appears that the
standpoint,
geological
a
the region possesses from
which
public interests
interests will
promoted by
by reserving
the lands upon which
reserving the
be promoted
will be
public
the said bluff
bluff and
and the
said
pass
are
located
as
a
national
monument:
monument:
national
a
as
are located
the saidI, pass
said THEREFORE,
theNOW,
Woodrow Wilson,
President of
United Neb
Neb sks.alMone
monument,
theUnited
of the
Wilson, President
I,Woodrow
NOW, THEREFORE,
p. 225.
States of America,
by
virtue
of
the
power and
and authority
in me
Vol. 34,
34, p.
225.
me vested vol.
in
authority
power
the
of
virtue
by
America,
of
States
preserfor
Act
by
section
two
of
the
Act
of
Congress
entitled
"An
the
"An
entitled
by section two of the Act of Congress
vation
of American
antiquities, approved
June 8,
8, 1906 (34 Stat.,
approved June
American antiquities,"
vation of
au forms of
reserved from all
225), do
do proclaim
proclaim that
there are
of
hereby reserved
are hereby
that there
225),
the Scotts
as
apart
set
appropriation
under
the
public-land
laws,
and
laws,
public-land
the
under
appropriation
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,

Bluff
following described
to-wit:
lands, to-wit:
described lands,
the following
Monument, the
National Monument,
Bluff National
the northwest
half of
of the
quarter, southeast
southeast
the southwest
southwest quarter,
north half
quarter, north
the
northwest quarter,
quarter
northeast
of the
the northeast
quarter of
southwest quarter
quarter, southwest
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter of
quarter and
and the
the west
half of
of section
four,
section four,
quarter of
southeast quarter
of the
the southeast
west half
quarter
township twenty
one north,
lots one,
one, two
two and
and
west; lots
range-fifty-five west;
north, range-fifty-five
twenty-one
township
three
the northeast
northeast quarter,
the southeast
southeast
half of
of the
north half
quarter, north
half of
of the
south half
three, south
quarter, southeast
of the
northeast
and the
the northeast
quarter and
northwest quarter
the northwest
quarter of
southeast quarter
quarter,
quarter
southwest quarter
quarter of
of section
section five,
five, township
township twenty-one
twenty-one
of the
the southwest
quarter of
north,
west; the
the northeast
northeast quarter
of section
nine,
section nine,
quarter of
fifty-five west;
range fifty-five
north, range
township twenty-one
north, range
range fifty-five
and seven,
seven,
six and
west; lots
lots si'2c
fifty-five west;
twenty-one north,
township
section twenty-seven,
township twenty-two
range fifty-five
fifty-five
north, range
twenty-two north,
twenty-seven, township
section
west; lot
southeast quarter,
and south
south half
half of
of the
southwest
the soutwest
quarter, and
four, southeast
west;
lot four,
quarter of
township and
range; the
souththe southand range;
said township
twenty-eight, said
of section
section twenty-eight,
quarter
east
quarter of
southeast quarter
quarter of
of section
twenty-nine, said
said
section twenty-nine
of the
the southeast
east quarter
town4hip and
and range;
east half
half of
thirtyof section
section thirtyof the
the east
east half
half of
range; the
the east
township
two, said
township and
and range;
the north
north half,
half, southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter,
and the
range; and
said township
two,
north
half of
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter and
and the
the southwest
southwest quarter
of the
the
quarter of
north half
southeast
quarter of
thirty-three, township
twenty-two north,
north,
township twenty-two
section thirty-three,
of section
southeast quarter
range
west of
of the
Sixth Principal
Principal Meridian
the State
State
in the
Meridian in
the Sixth
all west
fifty-five, all
range fifty-five,
of Nebraska,
that the
boundaries of
of the
National
Scotts Bluff National
the said
said Scotts
the boundaries
and that
Nebraska, and
of
Monument
are as
as shown
shown on
attached and made a
a
the diagram
diagram hereto attached
on the
Monument are
part
hereof.
part hereof.
Reserved from s
tlesnent,
etc.
Warning
to all
all unauthorized
unauthorized persons not to approgiven to
hereby given
is hereby
Warning is
'
c.
UtiReend
Monument, or to occupy,
priate
or injure
natural feature
feature of
of this
this Monument,
any natural
injure any
priate or
exploit,
reserved by this procor locate
locate upon any of the lands reserved
settle or
exploit, settle
lamation.
of
Director
The Director
Director of
of the
the National
direction of
the direction
under the
Service,, under
Park Service,,
National Park
The
e
Distior of National.
c
Park
Service.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior, shall
shall have
supervision, management
management
the supervision,
have the
the Interior,
the
3
,
PVarkolSe.
Vol. 39, p. 535.
Congress
and control
of this
this Monument,
as provided
provided in
Act of Congress
in the
the Act
Monument, as
control of
and
a National Park Service and for other
"An Act to establish a
entitled "An
purposes," approved
approved August 25, 1916 (39 Stat., 535).
535).
purposes,"
SS WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
have hereunto set my hand and
I have
IN WITNESS
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE in the District of Columbia This 12th day of December, in
the
hundred and nineof our
our Lord
Lord one thousand nine hundred
the year of
[sEAL.]
teen, and
the Independence
Independence of
of
United States
States of
of the
the United
and of
of the
[SEAL.] teen,
America the one hundred and forty-fourth.
America
W
OODROW WILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.
Description•

DeriptO.

Supervision, etc., by

December IS,
1919.
December
8, 1919.

BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

'Sbenandoah
'Shenandoah

National Forest, Va. and

WHEREAS,
tional Forest, va. and
sixteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
WHEREAS, by proclamation
proclamation of May sixteenth,
W.Pream
Va. ble.
and
ed an
se ta
par tas
he Shenandoah
Shenandoah
the
as t
apart
andd set
were reserv
reserved
there were
eighteen, there
and eighteen,
Preamble.
West
certain lands within the States of Virginia and West
Forest certain
Vol. 40,
40, p..1779.
1779.
National Forest
National
Vol.
vol. 36,
p. 961.

of the
the Act
Act
under authority
authority of
acquired by
by the
the *United
United States under
Virginia,
Virginia:, acquired
of Congress approved March first, nineteen hundred and eleven (36
to cooperate
cooperate with
Stat., 961),
961), entitled "An
"An Act To enable any State to
any other State or States, or with the United States, for the protection of the watersheds
watersheds of navigable
a
navigable streams, and to appoint
appoint a
conserving
commission for the acquisition
acquisition of lands for the purpose
purpose of conserving
the navigability
navigability of navigable
navigable rivers"; and
WHEPREAS,
certain additional
WHEREAS, certain
additional lands in the vicinity of the said
National
Forest and
hereafter
National Forest
and within the said States have been or may hereafter
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1919.
PROCLAMATIONS,
be acquired
acquired by
United States
States under said Act, and have been
the United
by the
be
Shenandoah
designated by
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture as part of the Shenandoah
the Secretary
by the
designated
National Forest;
Forest;
National
of
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
WILSON, President of
WOODROW WILSON,
I, WOODROW
NOW, THEREFORE,
the United
United States
of America,
America, by
by virtue of the power in me vested
States of
the
the Act
by section
eleven of
of said
twenty-four of the
Act, and by section twenty-four
said Act,
section eleven
by
that
hundred and ninety-one, do proclaim
of
March third,
proclaim that
eighteen hundred
third, eighteen
of March
hereby
are
the
boundaries
of
the
said
Shenandoah
National
Forest
Shenandoah
said
the
of
boundaries
the
enlarged
additional lands, as shown on the diasaid additional
the said
include the
to include
enlarged to
gram
attached hereto
part hereof, and that all lands
a part
made a
and made
hereto and
gram attached
within
enlarged boundaries
boundaries which
hereafter be
which have been or may hereafter
said enlarged
within said

e
Ar a enlarged.
Area

nar

Vol. 36, p.961.
p. 961.
of said
acquired by
the United
United States
under authority
said Act of March Vol.36,
authority of
States under
by the
acquired
shall
eleven,
first,
nineteen
hundred
and
eleven,
be
permanently
reserved
and
hundred
first, nineteen
and administered
administered as
as a
said Shenandoah
Shenandoah National Forest.
of said
part of
a part
and
IN
REOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF
WITNESS WIWI
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal
affixed.
States to be affixed.
United States
the United
of the
seal of
caused
DONE
in the
the District
Columbia this 18th day of December,
December, in
of Columbia
District of
DONE in
and ninehundred
nine
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
hundred
thousand
one
the year of our Lord
[sEAL.] teen,
teen, and
and of
the Independence
of the United States the one
Independence of
of the
[8sELT]
hundred
and forty
fourth.
forty fourth.
hundred and
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the President:
By
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

AMERICA
OF AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF THE
BY THE

December 19, 1919.

December 19,1919.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Yucca

House

Na-

Moisument,Colo.
tionalMonuHmentCoo.
Whereas there
is in
Montezuma County,
County, Colorado,
on the
the eastern
eastern tional
Colorado, on
in Montezuma
there is
Whereas
Preamble.
slope of
of the
the Sleeping
Sleeping Ute
an imposingpile
imposing pile of
of masonry
masonry of Preamble.
Mountain an
Ute Mountain
slope
great
value, relic
prehistoric inhabitants
mhabitants of that
the prehistoric
of the
relic of
archaeological value,
great archaeological
part of
of the
the country;
country; and
part
Whereas the
structure stands has been dosaid structure
which said
on which
ground on
the ground
Whereas
nated
to
the
Umted
States
for
the
establishment
of
national monua national
of a
establishment
the
nated to the Umted States for
ment
with a
to the
the preservation
of said
said ruins,
preserand such preserruins, and
preservation of
view to
a view
ment with
NatinalMonument,
vation
is
deemed
to
be
in
the
public
interest:
1
./atonal Monument,
interest:
public
the
in
vation is deemed to be
Colorado
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
the Colorado.
of the
President of
WILSON, President
THEREFORE, I,
NOW
Vol. 34, p. 223.
United
of America,
America, by
by virtue
virtue of
power and
and authority
authority in Vol. 34 p. 2
the power
of the
States of
United States
"An
entitled
me
vested
by
section
two
of
the
act
of
Congress
entitled
"An Act for
for
Congress
of
act
the
me vested by section two of
the Preservation
of American
June 8, 1906
approved June
Antiquities," approved
American Antiquities,"
Preservation of
the
(34
Stat., 225),
that there
there is
is hereby
reserved and set
hereby reserved
proclaim that
do proclaim
225), do
(34 Stat.,
apart as
as a
monument, to
to be
be known
known as
the Yucca House
as the
national monument,
a national
apart
National Monument,
Monument, all
that piece
piece or
land in
the County of
in the
of land
parcel of
or parcel
all that
National
Montezuma,
State of
upon the
the diagram hereto anshown upon
Colorado, shown
of Colorado,
Montezuma, State
Drption
nexed and
and made
and more
more particularly
described as Description.
particularly described
hereof, and
part hereof,
a part
made a
nexed
follows:
Beginning
at
a
point
that
bears
south
46°
45'
east
from
the
45'
46°
south
bears
that
point
follows: Beginning at a
north quarter
quarter corner
corner of
of section
section 35,
35 north,
range 17 west,
north, range
township 35
35, township
north
New
Mexico
principal
meridian,
1513
feet;
thence
south
600
600 feet;
south
thence
feet;
1513
meridian,
New Mexico principal
thence
600 feet;
north 300
300 feet;
feet; thence
thence east
east 230
feet;
230 feet;
thence north
feet; thence
east 600
thence east
thence
north
100
feet;
thence
north
28°
53'
west
228.4
feet;
thence
feet;
228.4
west
53'
28°
north
thence
thence north 100 feet;
west
719.7 feet
feet to
to place
containing 10
10 acres, more or
beginning, containing
of beginning,
place of
west 719.7
Reserved from setReserved
less.
less.
tlement ,
etc.
Warning
hereby expressly
persons not
not tUement,etc.
unauthorized persons
all unauthorized
to all
given to
expressly given
is hereby
Warning is
to appropriate, injure,
injure, destroy
destroy or
or remove
remove any
any of
of the
features
or
or
the features
to appropriate,
objects included
included within
the boundaries
Monument and not
this Monument
of this
boundaries of
within the
objects
Superision etc.,by
to locate
settle upon
upon any
lands thereof.
thereof.
the lands
of the
any of
or settle
locate or
to
of
The Director of
the
National
Park
Service,
under
the direction
direction of
of Director
of Natinal
Diretor
the
under
Service,
Park
National
the
of
Park
Service.
The Director
Service.
Park
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior,
shall
have
the
supervision,
management
management
supervision,
the
have
the Secretary of the Interior, shall
,
.
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provided in the Act of Congress
control of
this Monument,
Monument, as provided
of this
and control
entitled
"An Act
Act to
establish a
National Park
Park Service,
and for
other
for other
Service, and
a National
to establish
entitled "An
pug-TosriviArsved
August 25,
Stat., 535).
535).
(39 Stat.,
1916 (39
25, 1916
approved August
purposes,"
have hereunto
set my
my hand
and
hand and
hereunto set
WHEREOF, II have
INWITXNESS WHEREOF,
caused
the seal
seal of
United States to be
affixed.
be affixed.
the United:States
of the
caused the
DONE
in the
This 19th
of December
December in
in
day of
19th day
Columbia This
of Columbia
District of
the District
DONE in
the
year of
our Lord
Lord one
nineand ninehundred and
nine hundred
thousand nine
one thousand
of our
the year
[sm.] teen,
and of
of the
of the
States of
of
United States
the United
Independence of
the Independence
teen, and
[smAL.]
America the
and forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
one humfred
hundred and
the one
America
Woonnow
WiLsori
WOODRow WILSON
By the
the President:
President:
By
ROBERT
ANSING
LANSING
ROBERT L
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

Vol.
39, p. 535.
Vol.39,p.35.

December
1919.
24,1919
December 24,

STATES
OF AMERIA
THE UNITED
BY THE
TH PRESIDENT
BY
PRESIDENT OF
or TILE
UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Fed
erairailroodcon-

trol. deral

dco

Preamble.
Vol. 40, pp. 451, 1733,
1753, 19M.

RAILROADS AND
RELINQUISMMNT
OF RAILROADS
CONTROL OF
FEDERAL CONTROL
OF FEDERAL
RELINQUISHMENT OF
SYSTEMS OF
OF TRANSPORTATION.
TRANSPORTATION.
SYSTEMS

W HKREAS, in
in the
the exercise
exercise of
authority,committed
to me
by law,
law,
me by
committed to
of authority
WHEREAS,
of War, taken possession
I
through the
possession of
Secretary of
the Secretary
heretofore, through
have heretofore,
I have
and
have, through
through the
the Director
General of
of Railroads,
Railroads, exercised
exercised
Director General
and have,
property
of transportation
control over
over certain
transportation and property
systems of
railroads, systems
certain railroads,
control
of
appurtenant
or connected
connected therewith;
therewith, including
including systems
systems of
thereto or
appurtenant thereto
coastwise
and inland
engaged in
transportain general
general transportatransportation, engaged
inland transportation,
coastwise and
systems of transtion and
said railroads
or systems
railroads or
by said
controlled by
or controlled
owned or
and owned
tion
portation;
companies and
and terminal
terminal companies
terminals, terminal
also terminals,
including also
portation; including
and private car
cars and
associations, sleeping
sleeping and
and parlor
private cars
cars, private
parlor cars,
associations,
lines,
elevators, warehouses
telegraph and
telephone lines, and all
and telephone
warehouses, telegraph
lines, elevators,
other equipment
equipment and
and appurtenances
appurtenances commonly
upon or
or operoperused upon
commonly used
other
ated
part of
of such
such railroads
railroads and
and
transportation; and
of transportation;
systems of
and systems
as aapart
ated as
WHEREAS,
now deem
deem it
desirable that all railand desirable
it needful
needful and
WHEREAS, II now
property now under such
roads,
systems of
of transportation
and property
transportation and
roads, systems
control, be
be relinquished
relinquished therefrom;
therefrom;
n- Federal
Federal control,
et relinPowrs,
Powers, etc.,
t
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, under
Section 14 of the
of Section
authority of
under authority
quished
on March
i;hl, 1, NOW,
0Aed onI'
1920.
Federal Control
Control Act
approved March
March 21,
21, 1918,
and of
of all
all other
other
1918, and
Act approved
Federal
Vol. 40, p
p. 4
456.
vol.40,
Woodrow
powers and
and provisions
provisions of
of law
enabling, I,
I, Woodrow
me enabling,
thereto me
law thereto
powers
relinquish from
Wilson, President
President of
the United
United States,
hereby relinquish
from
States, do hereby
of the
Wilson,
Federal control,
the first
first day
day of
of March
March 1920
1920 at
at 12:01
o'clock
12:01 o'clock
effective the
control, effective
Federal
of whatwhatproperty, of
A. M.
all railroads,
railroads, systems
of transportation
transportation and
and property,
systems of
M. all
A.
not heretoever
kind, taken
taken or
held under
under such
such Federal
heretoand not
control and
Federal control
or held
ever kind,
control
fore
relinquished, and
and restore
the same
same to
to the
possession and
and control
the possession
restore the
fore relinquished,
_of
their
respective
owners.
owners.
respective
of
their
Director General o
Railroads, or his successor
D. Hines,
successor in
of Railroads,
General of
Director General
Hines, Director
Walker D.
authorzef Walker
Rairod
Railroads authorized
8
to
proclamation
is hereby
office
hereby authorized
authorized and directed, through such agents and
office,' is
amation"P
t carry roc
into effect.
.
Post, p.
p. 1786.
P.,
agencies
agencies as he may determine,
determine 'in any manner
manner not inconsistent
inconsistent with
the
provisions of
said Act
March 21,
21, 1918,
to adjust,
and
adjust, settle
settle and
1918, to
of said
Act of
of March
the provisions
close
the making
for compensacompensaof agreements
agreements for
making of
all matters,
matters, including
including the
close all
tion, and
and all
all questions
questions and
disputes of
whatsoever nature
nature arising
tion,
and disputes
of whatsoever
arising
to Federal control, until otherwise
incident to
out of or incident
otherwise provided by
Congress; and generally
proclamation of the President
proclamation
President or by Act of Countess;
generally
to do and perform,
perform, as fully in all respects as the President is authorproper
all and
and singular
singular the acts and things necessary
ized
ized to do, all
necessary or proper
in order to carry into effect this proclamation
proclamation and the relinquishtransportation and property.
ment of
of said
said railroads,
railroads, systems of transportation
ment

vo0Premb. 45, 733,

1763, 92
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Effective date
For the
the purposes
accounting and
for all
all other p
urp oses, this
purposes,
and for
of accounting
purposes of
For
accounts, etc.
et
proclamation shall become
effective on the first day of March
March 1920,conts,
1920,
become effective
proclamation
at 12:01
12:01 o'clock
o'clock A.
A. M.
at
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
and
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
be affixed.
caused
Seal of
the United States
affixed.
States to be
of the
the Seal
caused the
Secretary of
Done by
by the
the President,
President, through
Newton D. Baker, Secretary
through Newton
Done
day of
of December
December
War, in
in the
the District
Columbia, this
this 24th day
of Columbia,
District of
War,
Independence of the
[SEAL.]
of our
our Lord
Lord 1919 and of the Independence
year of
the year
[SEAL.] the
United States
States the
One Hundred
Hundred and
and Forty Fourth.
the One
United
WILSON
WOODROW
W OODROW W
ILSON
By
the President:
President:
By the
Effective

date

for
for

ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
NEWTON D.
BAKER
D. BAKER
NEWTON
Secretary of
of War.
Secretary

OF AMEBICA
STATES
INITED S
THE UNITED
BY THE
OF THE
TATES OF
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

December 24,1919.
24, 1919.
December

PROCLAMATION
A
A PROCLAMATION
RAILWAY
RELINQUISHMENT OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL CONTROL
AMERICAN RAILWAY
CONTROL OF AMERICAN
RELINQUISHMENT
EXPRESS COMPANY.s
COMPANY.
EXPRESS

American Railway
Railway
American
Express
Company.

Company.

Preamble.
Vol. 40, pp. 451, 1733.

ol.^40,p. 451,133.
me by law,
WHEREAS, in
the exercise
exercise of
authority committed
committed to me
of authority
in the
WHEREAS,
I
heretofore, through
through the
of War,
possession
taken possession
War, taken
Secretary of
the Secretary
have heretofore,
I have
of and
and have,
have, through
General of Railroads, exercised
exercised
Director General
the Director
through the
of
control over
over that
that system
transportation called the American
American
of transportation
system of
control
appurtenances and property
Railway Express Company
Company and all of
of its appurtenances
property
Railway
nature, directly or indirectly,
of every
every kind
indirectly, owned, leased,
leased, charor nature,
kind or
of
connection with, its
in connection
tered, controlled,
controlled, or
or used
used in
in the
the conduct
or in
conduct of, or
tered,
express business;
and
business; and
express
WHEREAS,
deem it
it needful
and desirable
desirable that the Amerineedful and
now deem
I now
WHEREAS, I
can
together with
with all
all of
of its
property and
its property
Company, together
Express Company,
Railway Express
can Railway
appurtenances, be
be relinquished
from Federal
Federal control;
control;
relinquished from
appurtenances,
Federal control of,
oc
relied
of the Federal
of Section
authority of
NOW,
under authority
Section 14
14 of
Federal relin
qe
uishedon
ontro
March
THEREFORE, under
NOW, THEREFORE,
Control
Act approved
and of
of all
all other
and l2.
1920. 0
,
^,_I0
powers and
other powers
1918, and
21, 1918
March 21,
approved March
Control Act
I,Woodrow
provisions
thereto me
me enabling,
enabling, I,
Wilson, President
President456.'Vol. 4 ,p.
Woodrow Wilson,
law thereto
of law
provisions of
of
the
United
States,
do
hereby
relinquish
from
Federal
control,
control,
Federal
of the United States, do hereby relinquish from
effective
first day
o'clock A. M.,
M., the
March 1920, at 12:01 o'clock
of March
day of
the first
effective the
American Railvay
Railway Express
Express Company
appurtenances
Company and all of its appurtenances
Anlerican
and
nature, directly
owned,
indirectly, owned,
or indirectly,
directly or
or nature,
kind or
every kind
of every
property of
and property
in the
the conduct
leased,
chartered, controlled,
conduct of, or in conused in
or used
controlled, or
leased, chartered,
nection with,
express business, and restore the same
same to the posits express
with, its
nection
session and
and control
control of
its owners.
owners.
of its
session
Walker D.
Hines, Director
Director General
General of
of Railroads,
or his
his successor
successor in
in piirotor
r
r
o
ea
cd
t
o
s
rtp
Z
ol
cenhorale
Railroads, or
D. Hines,
Walker
office,
is hereby
carry proclamation
proclamation
directed, through such agents and to carry
and directed,
authorized and
hereby authorized
oflice, is
agencies
may determine,
determine, in
manner not
not inconsistent
t
°e'•
inconsistent with Intoeffect.
any manner
in any
he may
as he
agencies as
the
Act of
of March
March 21,
21, 1918,
adjust, settle and
to adjust,
1918, to
said Act
of said
provisions of
the provisions
(lose all
all matters,
questions and
and disputes
of whatsoever
whatsoever
disputes of
all questions
and all
matters, and
close
American
nature arising
or incident
incident to
control of the American
to Federal
Federal control
of or
out of
arising out
nature
Railway
Express Company,
until otherwise
otherwise provided
proclamaprovided by proclamaCompany, until
Railvay Express
tion
of the
President or
by Act
Act of
of Congress;
and generally
to do
generally .to
Congress; and
or by
the President
tion of
and
as fully
fully in
in all
all respects
the President
President is
to
authorized to
is authorized
as the
respects as
perform, as
and perform,
do, all
all and
the acts
acts and
and things
things necessary
necessary or
proper in
in order
order
or proper
singular the
and singular
do,
to
into effect
relinqufshment of
the relinquishment
and the
proclamation and
this proclamation
effect this
to carry
carry into
said American
Railway Express
Express Company.
Company.
American Railway
said
purposes, this Effective
For
the purposes
purposes of
accounting and
Effective date
date for
for all other p-urposes,
and for
of accounting
For the
proclamation shall
on the
first day
accounts, et.
1920, a
of March,
March, 1920,
day of
the first
effective on
become effective
shall become
proclamation
at
o'clock A.
A. M.
M.
12:01 o'clock
at 12:01
1,

i

ccounts,
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IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
set my
hand and
and
my hand
have hereunto
I have
IN
caused the
the Seal
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
United States
the United
of the
Seal of
caused
Done
by the
President, through
Newton D.
D. Baker,
Secretary of
Baker, Secretary
through Newton
the President,
Done by
War, in
in the
the District
this 24th
of December
December
day of
24th day
Columbia, this
of Columbia,
District of
War,
[sBAL.1
[SEAt.

the
year of
our Lord
Lord 1919
and of
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the
of the
1919 and
of our
the year

United States
States the
the One
One Hundred
Fourth.
Forty Fourth.
and Forty
Hundred and
United
WOODROW WILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
President:
the President:
By the
ROBERT
LANsnm,
RoBErT LANSING,
Secretary_of
of State.
Secretar
NEWTON D.
D. BAKER
BAKER
NEWTON

Secretary of War.

199.
Deceinber27,
Deenber27, 1919.

BYTHE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF THE
BY
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

Ni
Idah° and

1919, Public
29,,1919,
dated October 29
PaYeet.
WIIERF.AS, An
An Act
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, dated
Public
WHEREAS,
Prtea.
as
Idaho as
.
No. 69, set apart and reserved
reserved certain
certain lands in
in central
central Idaho
of
national
forest
lands,
subject
to
the
approval
Secretary
the
Secretary
the
of
approval
the
to
subject
lands,
forest
national
,p.
Interior
valid existing
existing clam's,
induded said lands
clams, and included
all valid
to all
and to
Interior and
within
Forests; and
within specified National Forests;
WHEREAS, on
on December
23, 1919,
1919, the
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
the Secretary
December 23,
WHEREAS,
approved
reservation of
of said
said lands; and
such reservation
approved such
WHEREAS,
desirable in
in the
interest to
to publish the
the public interest
is desirable
It is
WHER.EAS, It
consummation
said Act
Act in
in order
clue judicial notice thereof may
order that due
of said
consummation of
be
by all
all courts
of law,
law, and for other
other purposes;
courts of
taken by
be taken
President of
Area extended.
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
WILSON, President
WOODROW -WILSON,
I, WOODROW
NOW,
Areaextended
thuon
the United
States of
of America,
America, do
do proclaim
inclusion o
of the
the
proclaim that the
United States
the
effective
said
lands in
in National
National Forests
Forests pursuant to said Act became effective
said lands
as of
23, 1919,
1919, and
that the
the said
indicated
said lands are those indicated
and tat
December 23,
of December
as
as additions
Idaho and
and Payette
respectively,
Forests, respectively,
National Forests,
Payette National
the Idaho
to the
additions to
as
on the
forming a
apart hereof.
attached and forming
hereto attached
diagram hereto
the diagram
on
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused the
affixed.
the United States to be affixed.
the seal of the
caused
Done
District of
of Columbia
Columbia this 27th day.of December, in
tne District
in tne
Done in
hundred and ninethe year
year of
of our
thousand nine hundred
our Lord one thousand
the
United
Independence
[sEAL.]
teen,
of
the
Independence
of
the
United States the
and
[SEAL.] teen,
one hundred
forty-fourth.
and forty-fourth.
hundred and
one
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By the President:
ROBERT L
ANSING,
IANSING,
ROBERT
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Secretary

and
onal
N Iadho
.

Idaho.
Forests,
Preamble.
Aide, p. SM.

Tannery 16,1920.
16, 1920.
January

AMERICA
UNITED STATES
BY
THE P
RESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
OF THE
PRESIDENT
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
or
Boone National
National For-Booe
Preamble
VoL 36, p. 961.

rieamble.

VoL 36

p

W H NREAS, certain
certain lands within the State of North Carolina have
WHEREAS,
been
or may
may hereafter
United States under authoracquired by the United
be acquired
hereafter be
been or
hp
approved March first, nineteen hundred
ity of the Act of Congress approved
"An Act To enable any
961), entitled "An
and
any. State to
eleven (36 Stat., 961),
and eleven
cooperate
with any other State or States, or with the United States,
cooperate with
to
navigable streams, and to
protection of the watersheds of navigable
for the protection
of
appoint aacommission for the acquisition of lands for the purpose of
rivers ""and
conserving the navigability
navigability of navigable
navigable riversconserving
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WHEREAS,
it appears
appears that
by
wilLbe promoted by
good vtriltbe
public good
the public
that the
WHEREAS, it
reservation
forest reservation
a
reserving
and
setting
apart
said
lands
as
a
public
as
lands
said
apart
reserving and setting
Agriculture
and
the same
been designated
designated by
by the
the Secretary of Agriculture
have been
same have
and the
National Forest,
as
the
Boone
National
Forest;
as the Boone National Forest;
NorthCaroina.
President of North
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
CarollnL
WILSON, President
WOODROW WILSON,
I, WOODROW
NOW,
13.
Vol. 36,
the United
United States
States of
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the power in me vested Vol.
963.
26,:6,
p. 1103.
America, by
of America,
the
Act
the
of
twenty-four
section
by
section
eleven
of
said
Act
and
by
twenty-four
the
Act
by
and
by section eleven of said Act
of March
March three,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-one,
Act
ninety-one, entitled "An Act
three, eighteen
of
proclaim
purposes",
To
repeal
timberculture
laws
and
for
other
purposes", do proclaim
other
for
and
laws
To repeal timberculture
that
there are
hereby reserved
set apart
apart as a
a public forest reserand set
reserved and
are hereby
that there
the Boone National
shown
vation
all
of
said
lands
within
the
as
area
the
within
lands
said
of
vation all
Forest on
on the
hereto and
and made
made a
apart hereof, and
attached hereto
diagram attached
the diagram
Forest
that all
therein which
which have
have been
hereafter be acquired
acquired
been or may hereafter
lands therein
all lands
that
by
the United
United States
States under
under authority
March first,
of said Act of March
authority of
bv the
nineteen hundred
eleven, shall
permanently reserved and
shall be permanently
and eleven,
hundred and
nineteen
administered
as
part
of
the
Boone
National
Forest.
Boone
the
of
part
as
administered
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
"WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
IN
affixed.
caused
seal of
of the
States to be affixed.
United States
the United
the seal
caused the
the
in the
DONE in
in the
of Columbia
Janum7,, in
Columbia this 16 day of January,
District of
the District
DONE
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine
hundred and twenty,
nine hundred
one thousand
year
one hunSEAL.] and
the Independence
hunIndependence of the United States the one
of the
and of
[SEAL.]
dred and
and forty-fourth.
torty-tourth.
dred
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW

'

By
the President:
President:
By the
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
BY THE
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
'Lab UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
PRESIDENT
THE P
BY

29,1920.
January
1920.
January 29,

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, certain lands within the States of Georgia, North
North Foant
FoN
rant
ta(
h, alaNNationtg
NtioCna
Ga.a
WHEREAS, certain lands within the States of Georgia,
s.c.
acquired
be
hereafter
Carolina
and
South
Carolina
have
been
or
hereafter
acquired
s.
c
es
.
'
`
ft " C"
an
may
or
been
have
Carolina
South
and
Carolina
961.,
p.
ol. 36,b
by
the United
United States
authority of
of the
Act of
of Congress
,
1
p
8
.
961
Congress approved rn
the Act
under authority
States under
by the
March
first, nineteen
hundred and
and. eleven
eleven (36 Stat., 961), entitled
nineteen hundred
March first,
or
"An
Act
To
enable
any
State
to
cooperate
with any, other State
State or
cooperate
to
State
any
"An Act To enable
States, or
the United
United States,
for the
watersheds
protection of the watersheds
the protection
States, for
with the
or with
States,
acquisition
of
streams, and
and to
appoint a
commission for
the acquisition
for the
a commission
to appoint
navigable streams,
of navigable
of
lands for
for the
the purpose
conserving the
the navigability
navigable
navigability of navigable
of conserving
purpose of
of lands
rivers";
and
and
rivers";
WHEREAS, it
it appears
appears that
be promoted
promoted by
will be
good will
public good
the public
that the
WHEREAS,
reservation,
forest
reserving
and
setting
apart
said
lands
as
a
public
public
a
as
lands
said
apart
setting
and
reserving
Agriculture
and
the
same
have
been
designated
by
the
Secretary
of
Secretary
the
by
designated
and the same have been
as
the
Nantahala
National
Forest;
National
Nantahala
the
as NOW, THEREFORE, I, WOODROW WILSON, President
or(Vo,
of ,Nation,
ortl'or
rgaon il
President of
NOW, THEREFORE, I, WOODROW WILSON, in
CaroSouth
and
lina,
power
the
United
States
of
America,
by
virtue
of
the
power
me
vested
aria,
a
a
t;d
South
Carothe
of
virtue
by
the United States of America,
6:1.
36,.
vol.
by section
section eleven
of
said
Act
and
by
section
twenty-four
of
the
Act
Ili
k";1.
36
,
p.
963
Act
the
eleven of said Act and by section twenty-four of
bv
vol' 26 p 1103
"An Act Vol.
ot March
hundred and ninety-one,
ninety-one, entitled
entitled "An Act
26, p.
eighteen hundred
three, eighteen
March three,
of
To repeal timber-culture
laws
and
for
other
purposes",
do
proclaim
proclaim
do
To repeal timber-culture laws and for other purposes",
that
there are
are hereby
and set
set apart
as a
apublic
public forest reserapart as
reserved and
hereby reserved
that there
Nantahala
vation all
said lands
shown as
as the Nantahala
area shown
the area
within the
lands within
of said
vation all of
aa part
National
Forest
on
the
diagram
attached
hereto
made
and
hereto
attached
diagram
the
on
Forest
National
hereafter
may
hereof,
and
that
all
lands
therein
which
have
been
or
hereafter
have
which
hereof, and that all lands therein
be acquired by
the United
United States
States under
under authority
authority of
March
of March
Act of
said Act
of said
acquired by the
be
first, nineteen hundred
and
eleven,
shall
be
permanently
reserved
and
reserved
permanently
be
shall
first, nineteen hundred and eleven,
administered as
as part
National Forest.
Nantahala National
the Nantahala
of the
part of
administered
.
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1920.
PROCLAMATIONS,
IN
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have
have hereunto
set my
caused
United States
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE
in the
Columbia this
this 29th
day of
of January,
January, in
in the
the
of Columbia
29th day
DONE in
the District
District of
year
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
and twenty,
twenty,
year of
of our
Lord one
nine hundred
hundred and
[sEAL.]
and of
Independence of
of the
the United
States the
[sEAL.] and
of the
the Independence
United States
the one
one
hundred and forty-fourth.
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By the President:

ROBERT L
ANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

February 12,
February
O.
12, 1920.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS,
is provided
Section 4
of the
Act of
WHEREAS, it
it is
provided in
in Section
4 of
the Act
of Congress
Congress
approved November
approved
November 19, 1919, entitled, "An Act to Provide for the
Reimbursement
n',p. 359.
eimbursement of the United States for motive power, cars,
cars, and
other
transportation
other equipment ordered
ordered for railroads and
and systems of
of transportation
Federal control and
President
and for
for other purposes"
purposes", that the President
under Federal
may execute any of the powers therein
therein granted through such agencies
agencies
mayAetermine;
as
he
may
determine;
Appointineirector
NOW,
ORE?I,
Wilson, President
President of
United
of the
the United
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
EREFORE
sS
NOW, =R.WI
.G¶~
Reneral
of
effect reimagent to
to effeet
re' States, under and by
by
of
the
powers
authority
vested
,virtue
virtue
powers
and
authority
in
bursement for equipFederal control of
ment frnsed
furnished ercar- me by law affecting the Federal
of railroads and systems of
of
riers, etc.
transportation, and
said Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved November
November
and under
under said
Act of
e,.
1782
transportation,
Ante,
p. 1782.
19, 1919, and of all powers me hereto enabling,
hereby constitute
enabling, do hereby
and appoint Walker
Walker D.
I). Hines, Director
Director General
General of
of Railroads,
Railroads, my
my
agency
purpose of
authorize and
empower
agency for
for the purpose
of executing,
executing, and
and authorize
and empower
him to execute, any
any and all of
of the
the powers
powers granted
granted to me by the
the
November 19, 1919, either personally
personally or through such
said Act of November
divisions, agencies, or persons as
as he
he may
may appoint,
appoint, and
and either in
name of the President or in his own name or in the name of such
such
agencies, or persons, as fully in all respects
divisions, agencies,
respects as the President
President
is authorized to execute
execute any and all said powers.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF II have hereunto set my hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done this 12th day of February,
February.
,in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty, and of the Independence
Independence
[BEAL.] of
of the
the United
United States
of America
the one
hundred and
and
[SEaL.]
States of
America the
one hundred
forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODBOW
By the
By
the President:
President:
ROBERT
ANSING,
ROBERT L
LANSING,
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
State.
Federal Railroad
FeOral Railroad
control.
Preamble.
Preamble.
dette, p. 359.

wroath

Febraary 17',
17, 1920.-.
February

BY THE
STATES
AMERICA.
B
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.

Hawaiianr4land4
Preamble.

pHba.I

vol

1.9

Vol. 31,
31p
p. 159,
Vol. 3
38, p.
447.
VoL
p.447.

WHEREAS section ninety-one of the Act of Congress approved
April
thirtieth, nineteen
to provide
a govgovnineteen hundred,
hundred, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
provide a
April thirtieth,
ernment for the Territory
Hawaii" (31 Stat., 141-159),
amended
Territory of Hawaii"
141-159), as amended
by
section
seven
of the
May twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
by section seven of
the Act
Act approved
approved May
nineteen
hundred and ten (36 Stat., 443, 447),
447), authorizing the transfer
transfer of the
title to certain
oertain public property ceded and transferred
transferred to the United
United

PROCLAMATIONS,
1920.1787
PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.

1787

States by
by the
Republic of
of Hawaii
under the joint resolution of annexHawaii under
the Republic
States
ation.
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight
ninety-eight
July seventh,
approved July
ation. approved
Vol.30,p.750.
(30
Stat., 750),
and in
possession and use of the Territory of '
3°
,1'75° .
the possession
in the
750), and
(30 Stat.,
Hawaii,
to said
Territory; and
said Territory;
Hawaii, to
WHEREAS it
is necessary
that the title to such public property
necessary that
it is
WHEREAS
Title of
be
transferred
to
the
Territory
of
Hawaii;
Hawaii;
of
Territory
the
to
be transferred
eprbr
ceded e by
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States M
by riuTre
Now,
er d
Terre to
rtaf.
of America,
America, by
by virtue
power vested
me by
irsferred
to the Terof the l
seven of
section seven
by section
in me
vested in
the power
of the
virtue of
of
hundred
nineteen
Act
of
Congress
approved
May
twenty-seventh,
nineteen
hundred
rY.
twenty-seventh,
May
Act of Congress approved
and ten
ten (36
(36 Stat.,
443, 447),
do hereby transfer to the Territory
Territory of
447), do
Stat., 443,
and
Republic
the
by
Hawaii
the
title
to
all
such
public
property
ceded
ceded
so
property
public
such
all
to
title
the
Hawaii
of Hawaii
Hawaii and
in the
the possession
and use of said Territory
Territory for the
possession and
and in
of
purposes of
of water,
water , sewer
eleotrie and other public works, penal,
sewer,, electric,
purposes
hospic, and
and '
educational
institutions, cemeteries,
cemeteries, b.ospicharitable, scientific,
scientific,
educational institutions,
charitable,
tals,
highways, wharves,
wharves, landings,
landings, harbor improvements,
parks, highways,
tals, parks,
o
public buildings,
buildings, or
or other
purposes, or
or required
such
required for any suchn
public purposes,
other public
public
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
this proclamation
proclamation shall
shall not
not affect the vious status. of preThat this
purposes:
title
to any
any such
within the
the said Territory taken for
property within
public property
such public
title to
the uses
uses and
United States,
propertyStates, unless such property
the United
of the
purposes of
and purposes
the
has
been or
or shall
be restored
restored to
status by
by direction of
previous status
its previous
to its
shall be
has been
the President
President of
of the
the United
accordance with said section
United States in accordance
the
seven of
of the
the Act
approved May
twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred
May twenty-seventh,
Act approved
seven
and ten.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
affixed.
be
caused
the
seal
of
the
States
to
affixed.
United
the
of
seal
the
caused
Done
in the
District of
of Columbia
February 'in the
Columbia this 17th day.of February,
the District
Done in
hundred and twenty
year of
of our
our Lord
thousand nine hundred
one thouskud
Lord one
year
[SEAL.] and
and of
the Independence
Independence of
United States the one
the United
of the
of the
[SEAL.]
hundred and
forty-fourth.
and forty-fourth.
hundred
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By the
President:
the President:
By
F
RANK L.
L.POLK
POLK
FBAXK
Acting
Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary

OF AMERICA.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AVVRIOA.
TIE UNITED
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY

February 27, 1020.
February27,1920.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Copyrights.

Preamble.
p^yrfte
WHEREAS, it
it is
is provided
by the
the Act
Act of
Congress of March 4, Vol.
of Congress
provided by
WHEREAS,
35,
1077.
3,.p. 1077.
vol
1909,
entitled
"An
Act
to
amend
and
consolidate
the
Acts
respecting
respecting
Acts
the
consolidate
1909, entitled "An Act to amend and
of
copyright",
that the
the benefits
benefits of
said Act
Act shall
shall extend
the work
to the
extend to
of said
copright", that
an
author or
or proprietor
proprietor who
of a
foreign state
a foreign
subject of
or subject
citizen or
a citizen
is a
who is
an author
or nation,
nation, only
upon certain
certain conditions
conditions set
set forth
Section 88of said
in Section
forth in
only upon
or
Act,
to-wit:
Act, to-wit:
(a)
When an
author or
be domiciled
domiciled within
shall be
proprietor shall
or proprietor
alien author
an alien
(a) When
the
United
States
at
the
time
of
the
first
publication
of
his work;
work; or
his
of
publication
first
the
of
time
the
at
States
the United
(I)) When
foreign state
state or
nation of
such author or prowhich such
of which
or nation
the foreign
When the
(b)
prietor
or subject
subject grants,
grants, either
treaty, convention,
by treaty
either by
citizen or
is aa citizen
prietor is
of
United
agreement,
or law,
law, to
to citizens
ed States the benefit of
citizens of the Unit
agreement, or
copyright on
basis as
to its
own citizens,
citizens, or
or
its own
as to
same basis
the same
substantially the
on substantially
co)pvright
to
copyright
protection
substantially
equal
to
the
protection
secured
secured
protection
the
to
equal
substantially
copSright protection
such
foreign author
under this
this Act
Act or
or by
treaty; or
foreign
such foreign
when such
or when
by treaty;
author under
such foreign
prostate
or
nation
is
a
party
to
an
international
agreement
which
agreement
international
an
to
party
a
is
nation
or
state
vides
reciprocity in
in the
copyright, by
by the terms of
of copyright,
granting of
the granting
for reciprocity
vides for
which
United States
become a
a
pleasure, become
its pleasure,
at its
may, at
States may,
the United
agreement the
which agreement
party
thereto;
party thereto;
AND, WHEREAS,
it is
provided by
"The
that "The
Section that
said Section
by said
also provided
is also
WHEREAS, it
AND,
existence
of
the
reciprocal
conditions
aforesaid
shall
be
determined
determined
be
shall
aforesaid
conditions
existence of the reciprocal
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by the
the United
United States,
proclamation made
from
made from
States, by
by proclamation
of the
the President
President of
by
tame to
time, as
of this
this Act
Act may
require";
may require";
purposes of
to time,
as the
the purposes
time
AND, WHEREAS,
WHEREAS The
has declared,
declared, under
under
King of
of Sweden
Sweden has
The King
AND,
authority of
law, that
that: on
on and
February 1,
1, 1920,
of the
the
1920, citizens
citizens of
after February
and after
authority
of law,
United States
States shall
be entitled
the benefits
benefits conferred
conferred by
by the
the
to all
all the
entitled to
shall be
United
new copyright
copyright laws
laws of
of Sweden,
to
right to
the exclusive
exclusive right
Sweden, including
including the
new
reproduce
their works
works by
by means
means of
of records
or perforated
perforated rolls
rolls or
or any
any
records or
reproduce their
other appliances
mechanical reproduction;
for mechanical
reproduction;
other
appliances for
..Ba
bi.g
s .d.r
NOW
THEREFORE, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President of
I, WOODROW
NOW,
RtSofetoTHEREFORE,
&Aiding
mechanical
the
declare and proclaim
proclaim, that one of
America, do declare
Stateskof America
the United
United State
'i
ia
.E.
ig
Aot of March
March
alternative conditions specified in Section
Section 8
8of the Act
msicalreprOdaues. the alternative
4, 1909,
was fulfilled
fulfilled in
in respect
respect to the
Sweden on February
February
of Sweden
the subjects of
1909, was
4,
1,
1920, and
and that
the subjects
from and
and after
after that
that date
date shall
shall
of Sweden
Sweden from
that the
subjects of
1, 1920,
amendatory
the acts
acts amendatory
Act, and
and the
to all the
the benefits
benefits of the said Act,
be entitled to
Ben

b oextencied
f
w

rePrcductImis.

Vol. 38, p. 311.
vod38,p31i.

February
February 28,
28, 1920.
9.

thereof
to and
and including
the Act
28, 1914.
1914.
of March
March 28,
of Congress
Congress of
Act of
including the
thereof to
including
copyright controlling the parts of instruments serving to
including copyright
reproduce
mechanically a
Section 1
1
as provided in Section
a musical
musical work, as
reproduce mechanically
(e) of
of the
Swedish authors which
which
works by Swedish
the case
case of
of all works
the said
said Aot,
Act, in the
(e)
have
February 1,
1, 1920, and have been
on or
or after
after February
published on
have been published
deposited and
and registered
copyright in
States.
in the
the United
United States.
registered for
for copyright
deposited
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
IN TESTIMON
TESTIMONYlr WHEREOF,
caused the Seal of the United States to be affixed.
caused
DONE at the City of Washington this 27th day of February, in
Hundred and
the Year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred
NEAL.)
Independence of the United States of
Twenty, and of the Independence
[SEAL.] Twer4y,
America the One Hundred and Forty-fourth.
America
W OODROW WnsON
W ILSON
WOODBOW
By the President:
President:
F
RANK L
L POLX
Pour
FRANK
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State.

BY THE
THE P
PRESIDENT
THE UNTTED
UNITED S
STATES
AMERICA
BY
RESIDENT OF
or THE
TATES OF
or AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

Transportation Act,
1920
Transprtati
Act,
Preamble.
Pemble.
Ante, p. 456.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Act approved
approved February 28th, 1920, entitled "An
"An
Act to
termination of Federal control of railroads
railroads and
to provide for the termination
transportation; to provide for the settlement
systems of transportation;
settlement of disputes
employees; to further amend an Act
between carriers and their employees;
Act
'An Act to regulate commerce',
1887,
entitled 'An
commerce', approved February 4, 1887,
as amended, and for other purposes",
contains certain provisions
purposes", contains
with reference
railroads and
reference to the termination of Federal control of railroads
systems of
and
transportation, and
of transportation,
systems
p. 469.
4.
Ant,
Ante, p.
WHEREAS Section 211 of said Act is as follows:
WHERFAS
follows:
"Sec. 211.
"Sec.
211. All powers and duties conferred
conferred or imposed upon
upon
the President
President by the preceding
preceding sections of this Act, except the
designation of the agent under section 206,
206, may be executed
executed
by him through such agency or agencies
agencies as he may determine".
determine ".
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, Woodrow
President of
the United
of the
United
Wilson, President
Woodrow Wilson,
NOW,
Directoretoreneral
General o
of
Railroads dnatd
designated States, under and by virtue of the power and authority
Railo
authority so vested in
to exercise powers conme by
and of
of all
all other
powers me
me hereto
do hereby
ferred
Pth
tfeod upon
~ the Presir-_me
by said Act,
Act, and
other powers
hereto enabling,
enabling, do
hereby
dentl in terminating
designate and
Walker D.
D. Hines,
General of
of Railroads,
Railroads,
Director General
and appoint
appoint Walker
Hines, Director
dFee
ag designate
a,
Federal control.
Poet,
p. 1793.
at, p.
173.
or his successor m
in office, either personally
personally or through such divisions,
divisions,
agencies or persons as he may appoint, to exercise and perform all
and
the powers
and duties
conferred or
or imposed
upon me
me by
by
imposed upon
duties conferred
and singular
singular the
powers and
Exceptim.
Ante, p.
the provisions of said Act of February 28th, 1920, except the desigdesig.
a.461.p.
nation of the agent under Section 206 thereof:
thereof; and hereby confirm
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1920.

powers and
and his successors
and continue
continue in
in him,
him, and
successors in
in office, all powers
and
and

CT

er"Pi
0wn

un rd e
Tiet Fed--

;F
delegated under the Federal Control Act, i
authority heretofore
authority
heretofore delegated
gtined.
ued. ,p e°11
'45.
vol
,0
approved March
21, 1918,
1918, except
except as such powers and authority have 431.Vol. 40 .
March 21,
approved

the said
in the
been
limited in
said Act of February
February 28th, 1920.
1920.
been limited

The said Walker D. Hines, Director General of Railroads, or his

ferrei

successor
The said
in Walker
isD.
hereby
Hines,
authorized
Director and
and
General
directed,
of Railroads,
until otherwise
otherwise
or his ferF,,u,,1!
until
directed,
authorized
hereby
in office,
office, is
successor
to
of
Congress,
Act
or
by
President
provided by
proclamation of the
by proclamation
provided
do and
perform as fully
authorized
all respects as the President is authorized
in all
fully in
and perform
do
to
all and
singular the acts
necessary or proper
proper in order
order
acts and things necessary
and singular
do all
to do
to
effect the provisions of this proclamation,
proclamation, the provisions
provisions
into effect
carry into
to carry
of said
said Act
.Act of
1920, and the unrepealed
unrepealed provisions of
of February 28th, 1920,
of
the
March 21, 1918.
Act of
of March
Control Act
Federal Control
said Federal
the said
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
-caused the
the Seal of the United States to be affixed.
caused
Done
District of Columbia this 28th day of
in the District
President in
the President
by the
Done by
February,
the year
year of
of our
our Lord Nineteen Hundred and
in the
February, in
State the
Independence of the United
[SEAL.] Twenty,
United Statea
and of the Independence
Twenty, and
[SEAL.]
One
Fourth.
and Forty Fourth.
Hundred and
One Hundred
W
OODROW W
WILSON
ILSON
WOODROW
President:
By the President:
FRANK
L POLK
FRANK L
State
Acting
Secretary of State
Acting Secretary

AMERICA
BY THE
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
STATES
UNITED S
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT
THE P
BY

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

P
e.
power

11, 1920.
March 11,
March
19'20.

•

WHEREAS
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved February
February.28,
28, 1920,
1920, 1927Tansportation
ansportation Act,
Act,
206 of
Section 206
WHEREAS Section
Peamble.
entitled
"An Act
provide for
for the
termination of
control of PreambleFederal control
of Federal
the termination
to provide
Act to
entitled "An
railroads and
and systems
of transportation;
transportation; to
to provide
provide for the settle- Ant p 4.
systems of
railroads
ment
carriers and
and their
employees; to
further
to further
their employees;
between carrers
disputes between
of disputes
ment of
commerce', approved
amend an
an Act
entitled 'An
'An Act
approved
regulate commerce',
Act to regulate
Act entitled
amend
February 4,
1887, as
and for
purposes", provides
provides
other purposes",
for other
amended, and
as amended,
4, 1887,
February
that the
passage of
within thirty (30) days after the passage
President shall within
the President
that
said
Act designate
designate an
an agent
agent against
whom shall
brought actions
be brought
shall be
against whom
said Act
at law,
law, suits
in equity,
and proceedings
proceedings in
based on causes
causes
admiralty, based
in admiralty,
equity, and
suits in
at
of
action arising
out of
of the
possession, use,
use, or
operation by the Presor operation
the possession,
arising out
of action
ident
of the
the railroad
railroad or
of transportation
transportation of any carrier
carrier (under
(under
system of
or system
ident of
the
provisions
of
the
Federal
Control
Act,
or
of
the
Act
of August 29,
Act
the
of
or
Act,
Control
Federal
the
of
the provisions
1916)
such character
character as
as prior
control could have been
Federal control
to Federal
prior to
of such
1916) of
brought
against
such
carrier.
DsatPit
carrier.
such
brought against
or
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, Woodrow
Wilson, President
President of
of the
r
;
rer'a lof
o
a
f
t
lintil
1
11
r
o
ft.an'o
ailroads.
G.enera
United Ge
the United
Woodrow Wilson,
Hi-IEREFORE, I,
NOW,
States,
under and
of the
the power
authority so
in Pe
a
gent inactiedionslriloosed,bagtoI,
vested in
so vested
and authority
power and
virtue of
by virtue
and by
States, under
me by said
and of
other powers
hereto enabling,
enabling, do
tra
trol out of Federal
hereby me
do hereby
me hereto
powers me
all other
of all
Act, and
me by said Act,
designate
Walker D.
D. Hines,
Director General
General of
of Rail-"'
Rail- Post' PP.1791.
9
Hines, Director
appoint Walker
and appoint
designate and
road,
the agent
for in
Section
in Section
provided for
agent provided
as the
office, as
in office,
successor in
his successor
and his
roads, and
206
of said
said Act,
Act, approved
approved February
February 28,
1920.
28, 1920.
206 of
IN
have hereunto
set my hand and
hereunto set
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
affixed.
caused the
the Seal
Seal of
of the
be affixed.
States to be
United States
the United
calused
Done by
the President
President in
of Columbia
Columbia this
this 11th
day of
of
11th day
District of
the District
in the
by the
Done
March, in
in the
the year
year of
our Lord,
Nineteen Hundred
Hundred and
and
Lord, Nineteen
of our
March,
[SEAL.]
Twenty, and
of the
States
United States
the United
of the
Independence of
the Independence
and of
Twenty,
[SEAL.]
the One
One Hundred
Hundred and
and Forty
Fourth.
Forty Fourth.
the
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
the President:
By the
F
RANK L
L POLK
POLK
FRANK
Acting
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Actinq Secretary?
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PROCLAMATIONS,1920.
PROCLAMATIONS,
Br
TEE PsESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF THE
BY THE

April
10, 1920.
April10.

1.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Copyrights.
Preamble.
Vol. 3,p07
35, P. 1071.

cpyt

VoL3.

WHEREAS it
is provided
provided by
by the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress of
of March
March 4,
1909,
4, 1909,
WHEREAS it is
Respecting
entitled "An
and Consolidate
Acts Respecting
Consolidate the Acts
Amend and
to Amend
"An Act to
entitled
Copyright," that
of Section
Section 1 (e) of said Act, 'so
`so far
provisions of
the provisions
that the
Copyright,"
4

as they
they secure
secure copyright
controlliTT the parts
instruments serving
parts of instruments
copyright controlling
as

to reproduce
m14 the
musical work
work, shall include only comthe musical
mechanically
reproduce mecb
to
positions. published
copyrighted after this Act goes into effect,
and copyrighted
published and
positions

and
shall not
include the
works of
unless
composer unless
or composer
author or
foreign author
of aaforeign
the works
not include
and shall
the foreign
or nation
such author
or composer
composer is
is a
a
author or
which such
of which
nation of
state or
foreign state
the
citizen
subject grants,
either by
treaty, convention,
agreement,
convention, agreement,
by treaty,
grants, either
or subject
citizen or
rights":
or law
lam!, to
to citizens
of the
similar rights":
States similar
United States
the United
citizens of
or
AND WHEREAS
it is
that the
the copyright
secured
copyright secured
provided that
is further
further provided
WHEREAS it
AND
by the
Act shall
of an
author or proprietor who
an author
work of
the work
to the
extend to
shall extend
the Act
by
•
is aacitizen
or subject
foreign state
or nation,
nation. only
certain
upon certain
only upon
state or
of aaforeign
subject of
citizen or
is
Vol. 35, p.1077.
con diti
ons set
in section
section 8
8of
Act, to
to wit:
wit:
of said
said Act,
forth in
set forth
conditions
VoL35,p 107
(a)
When an
alien author
author or
or proprietor
proprietor shall
domiciled within
be domiciled
shall be
an alien
(a) When
publication of his work; or
the United
United States
States at
at the
time of the first
or
first publication
the time
the
(b)
the foreign
foreign state
of which such author or pronation of
state or nation
When the
(b) When
prietor is
citizen or
or subject
subject grants,
grants, either by treaty, convention,
a citizen
is a
prietor
agreement,
or law
citizens of
the United
United States the benefit of
of the
to citizens
law,, to
agreement, or
or'•
copyright on
on substantially
the same
same basis
as to its own citizens, or
basis as
substantially the
copyright
copyright protection
equal to
to the
the protection
secured
protection secured
substantially equal
protection substantially
copyright
such
to
such foreign
foreign author
under this
this Act
Act or by
when such
treaty; or when
by treaty;
author under
to such
•
foreign state
state or
international agreement
agreement
party to an international
nation is aa party
or nation
foreign
granting of copyright,
which provides
for reciprocity
copyright, by the
the granting
in the
reciprocity in
provides for
which
terms
pleasure
agreement the United States may, at its pleasure,
of which
which agreement
terms of
party
ap
become w
a
i
tE
rty thereto:
Production
of works
AND WAEIREREAS
is further
further provided
provided by
by the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress
AS it
it is
AND
duoring
abroad
abroad
during the
approved
"that all works made
made the subject of
December 18, 1919, "that
approved December
World war.
ate,P.
p. 369.
copyright
Ante,
copyright by the laws of the United States first produced or published
published
President's
date of the President's
abroad
1914, and before
before the date
1, 1914,
after August
August 1,
abroa after
the authors
proclamation
of peace,
peace, of which the
authors or proprietors
proprietors are citiproclamation of
prozens
of any
foreign s
ataeo
tea o
r
rlig
i
f
:ation granting
granting similar prostate
orl
nation
any foreign
or subjects
subjects of
zens or
tection
for works
citizens of the United
existence of
United States, the existence
by citizens
works by
tection for
which shall
shall be
ht proclamation
proclamation issued by
by a copyright
determined by
be determined
which
be entitled to the protection
the
of the
the United
s
United States, shall
President of
the President
conferred by
by the
the United
after
from and after
States from
United States
laws of
of the
the copyright
copyright laws
conferred
the
expiration of
fifteen months
after
months after
of fifteen
the expiration
before the
accomplishment, before
the accomplishment,
the date
of the
conditions
proclamation of peace, of the conditions
the president's
President's proclamation
date of
the
with respect
and formalities
respect to such works by the copycopyprescribed with
and
formalities prescribed
right
laws of
of the
the United
States: Provided
Provided further, That nothing
United States:
right laws
herein contained
deprive any person of,
of any
construed to deprive
contained shall be construed
herein
right
which he may
may have acquired by the republication
republication of such foreign
right which
"
work in
in the
the United
approval of
Act."
of this Act.
the approval
prior to
to the
States prior
United States
work
the President
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
President is authorized
authorized to determine
determine and
AND
works
declare
proclamation the existence
protection for works
similar protection
existence of similar
by proclamation
declare by
by .citizens of the United States as the purposes
purposes of the Act may re-

quire;

q-uire;
Govern. "
Action of GovernWe;

ment of Great Britain.
mttofGreatBritain

given
been given
AND
W FIEREAS satisfactory
official assurance
assurance has
has been
satisfactory, official
AND WHEREAS
that, by virtue of the authority
by
authority
Britain that,
Great Britain
of Great
the Government
Government of
by the
1911, aa British Order in
conferred
by the British Copyright
in
Copyright Act, 1911,
conferred by
Council was
was duly
duly issued
February 9,
9, 1920,
1920, directing
directing that:—
that:on February
issued on
Council
"1. The
The Copyright
Act, 1911,
1911, shall, subject to the provisions of
Copyright Act,
"1.
the said
said Act
Act and
of this
this Order,
works first
published in
in the
the
first published
Order, apply
apply to
to works
and of
the
and the terUnited
States of
of America
between the
1914, and
the 1st August, 1914,
America between
United States
mination
republished prior to the
mination of
of the war, which have not been republished
commencement of
this Order
the parts
Majesty's DominDominof His
His Majesty's
in the
parts of
of this
Order in
commencement

PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.
1920.
PROCLAMATIONS,

1791
1791

ions to
to which
this Order
applies, in like manner as if they had been
Order applies,
which this
ions
first published
the parts
Majesty's Dominions to which
which
His Majesty's
parts of His
within the
published within
first
the
extends:
said Act extends:
the said
"
Provided that
enjoyment by any work of the rights conthe enjoyment
that the
"Provided
ferred by
the Copyright Act, 1911, shall be conditional
conditional upon publiby the
ferred
cation
of the
Order relates not
Dominions to which this Order
the Dominions
in the
work in
the work
cation of
termination of the war, and shall
later than
six months
months after
shall
after the termination
than six
later
commence
and after
after such
which shall not be
publication, which
such publication,
from and
commence from
colourable
but shall
shall be
reasonable reintended to satisfy the reasonable
be intended
only, but
colourable only,
quirements of the
public.
the public.
quirements
"
provisions of
Section 15
of the Copyright Act, 1911, as
15 of
of Section
The provisions
"2.2. The
to
the delivery
books to
libraries shall apply to works to which
which
to libraries
of books
delivery of
to the
this
upon their
in the United Kingdom.
publication in
their publication
relates upon
Order relates
this Order
"3. In
In the
the case
relates and
of musical works to which this Order relates
case of
"3.
provided
that no
no contrivances
contrivances by
means of which the work may be
by means
provided that
commencement of this
mechanically
before the commencement
have before
performed have
mechanically performed
Order
sale, within the parts of His
been lawfully made, or placed on sale,
Order been
Majesty's
to which
applies, copyright in the
Order applies,
which this Order
Dominions to
Majesty's Dominions
respect
work
shall include
all rights
rights conferred
conferred by
the said Act with respect
by the
include all
work shall
contrivances by
to the
the making
making of
records, perforated
perforated rolls
rolls and other contrivances
of records,
to
means of
of which
which the
mechanically performed.
work may be mechanically
the work
means
This Order
Order shall
apply to
to all
all His Majesty's
Majesty's Dominions, ColoColoshall apply
4. This
""4.
named,
hereinafter named,
nies, and
and Possessions
Possessions with
those hereinafter
of those
exception of
the exception
with the
nies,
Commonwealth of
that is
is to
say: The
The Dominion
of Canada; The Commonwealth
Dominion of
to sav:
that
Australia;
The Dominion
of New Zealand;
Zealand; The Union of South
Dominion of
Australia; The
Africa;
Newfoundland.
Africa; Newfoundland.
"5.
Nothing in
in thisOrder
this Order shall
be construed asdeprivinganywork
as depriving any work
shallbe
"5. Nothing
of any
rights which
lawfully acquired
acquired under the provisions
been lawfully
have been
which have
any rights
of
of the
the Copyright
Act, 1911,
or any
Order in
in Council thereunder.
any Order
1911, or
Copyright Act,
of
"6. This
Order shall
shall take
take effect
February,
from the 2nd day of February,
as from
effect as
This Order
"6.
1920,
is in
this Order
Order referred
referred to
commencement
the commencement
as the
to as
in this
day is
which day
1920, which
of
this Order.
Order.
of this
"
And the
Lords Commissioners
Commissioners of
Majesty's Treasury are to
of His Majesty's
the Lords
"And
give
the
necessary
orders
accordingly."
accordingly."
orders
give the necessary
NOW THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, Woodrow
President of the
Wilson, President
Woodrow Wilson,
NOW
United
States
of
America,
do
hereby
declare
proclaim
and
declare
hereby
do
America,
of
States
United

Be
nefits extended t
e
it
,,,Bjents
1. That
one of
conditions specified
in Sections
Sections 1
1 (e)
(e) subjects
specified in
su
soeGtendel
Great BritItritalternative conditions
the alternative
of the
That one
1.
offGreat
l
sin
for
works publish
's(
pullltisf
for
ain
and
8 (b)
the Act
of March
acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof, therein.wrks
and acts
1909, and
4, 1909,
March 4,
Act of
of the
(b) of
and 8
etc.. since A
udnot
,r'u.'lt4
th' I. 1914,
and
not in
iu
including the
the Act
December 18,
18, 1919,
1919, now
now exists
exists and is fulfilled
fulfilled ust
of December
Act of
including
Unitn(! States.

and
since February
February 2,
1920, has
been fulfilled
respect to the sub- t"U!''!:
in respect
fulfilled in
has been
2, 1920,
ol.35, pp.sta;te.
1075,1077.
and since
A rile, p.
369.
p.3.
Ane,
ani
jects
of
Great
Britain
and
the
British
Dominions,
Colonies,
and
)ominions,
British
the
and
Britain
Great
of
itrts
Possessions, with
the exception
exception of
of the
governing Dominions of
self governing
the self
with the
Possessions,
Canada, Australia,
Australia, New
South Africa
Africa and Newfountdland,
Newfoundland,
Zealand, South
New Zealand,
Canaila,
and
that such
subjects are
to all the benefits of the
entitled to
are entitled
British subjects
such British
and that
Copyright Act
of March
4, 1909,
the acts amendatory
thereof,
amendatory thereof,
and the
1909, and
March 4,
Act of
Copvright
including
Act of
of December
December 18,
18, 1919,
1919, for
for all
all of
works first
their works
of their
the Act
including the
published
in Great
Great Britain
between August
1, 1914,
1914, and
and before the
August 1,
Britain between
published in
in the
President's
proclamation
of
peace,
and
not
already
republished
republished
already
not
and
peace,
of
proclamation
President's
United
States:
Unlited States:
Conditions.
Provided
that the
the enjoyment
any work
of the
the rights
rights and benefits contions.
work of
by any
enjoyment by
Provided that
conferred
by the
the Copyright
Copyright Act
Act of
of March
1909, and the acts
acts
March 4, 1909,
conferred by
amendatory thereof,
thereof, including
including the
Act of
1919, shall
shall be
be
18, 1919,
December 18,
of December
the Act
amendatory
formalities
conditional
upon
compliance
with
the
requirements
formalities
and
requirements
the
with
compliance
conditional upon
prescribed with
with respect
respect to
such works
copyright laws
laws of
of the
the copyright
by the
works by
to such
prescribed
United States
before the
expiration of
of fifteen
the date
after the
months after
fifteen months
the expiration
States before
United
of the
the President's
and shall
shall commence
from
commence from
peace, and
of peace,
proclamation of
President's proclamation
of
and
compliance with
constituting due
requirements, constituting
those requirements,
with those
after compliance
and after
registration
in the
the United
United States.
States.
copyright in
for copyright
registration for
Application to meme
torepro2.
in the
to which
which this
proclamation chanical
.plication
musical
this proclamation
worls to
musical works
of musical
case of
the case
That in
2. That
ductions.
ductions.
perforelates,
and
provided
that
no
contrivances,
including
records,
perforecords,
including
contrivances,
no
that
provided
and
relates,
rated rolls
rolls and
means of
of which the work may be
by means
devices by
other devices
and other
rated
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mechanically
performed, have
made or
or placed
placed on
sale
mechanically performed,
have been
been lawfully
lawfully made
on sale
within
States before
before February
February 2,
2, 1920,
copyright shall
within the
the United
United States
1920, copyright
shall
include the
special benefit
of Section
(e) of
the Copyright
include
the special
benefit of
Section 11(e)
of the
Copyright Act
Act of
of
1909, namely "
copyright controlling
instruments
March 4,
4, 1909,
" copyright
controlling the
the parts
parts of
of instruments
reproduce mechanically
mechanically the
the musical
musical work."
serving to
to reproduce
work."
Rights und r previ3.
Nothing i
n this
proclamation shall
shall be
be construed
to abrogate
abrogate or
oust.tt
RitS
u
prvi
3. Nothing
in
this proclamation
construed to
or
arrangemen
affected.
limit any
any rights
rights and
and benefits
conferred under
the reciprocal
affected
limit
benefits conferred
under the
reciprocal arrangearrangements
with Great
self-governing Dominions
ments with
Great Britain
Britain or
or its
its self-governing
Dominions providing
providing
for copyright
copyright protection
for
protection heretofore
heretofore proclaimed.
proclaimed.
19.
Eleetire FebruarY
This proclamation
shall take
effect as
as from
2nd day
day of
FebEeatve
rebmayT This
proclamation shall
take effect
from the
the 2nd
of Feb-

ruar, 1920.

ruary,
TESTIMONY
1920.
WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, IIhave
and
caused the Seal of
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
of the
the United
States to
Done in the District of Columbia this
this tenth day
day of April, in
in the year
year
of our Lord one thousand
hundred and
and twenty
twenty and
thousand nine
nine hundred
and of
of
[SEAL.] the Independence
Independence of the United States of-America
of -.America the
[sEAT.]
one hundred and forty-fourth.
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By the President:
BAINBRIDGE
OLBY
BAINBRmGE C
COLBY
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

23, 1920.
April 28,1920.

BY
PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
BY THE
THE P
RESIDENT or
TATES OF
or AMERICA
STATES
AMERIOA
A PROCLAM
ATION
A
PROCLAMATION

Monongahela Na-

tiSal
ForestVVa. N
tioual Forest,
and
W.
Va.
WPreamble.
Va.m.
Vol. 36,
9i.
36, p. 961.

WHEREAS, certain
WHEREAS,
certain lands
States of
of Virginia
lands within
within the
the States
Virginia and
and West
West
Virginia have
have been
may hereafter
be acquired
States
Virginia
been or
or may
hereafter be
acquired by
by the
the United
United States
under
un
er authority of
Congress approved
March first,
first, nineteen
of the Act
Act of Congress
approved March
nineteen
'

hundred
hundred and eleven (36 Stat., 961), entitled "An
"An Act To
To enable
enable any
any
or States
or with
the United
United
State to cooperate
cooperate with any other
other State,
State, or
States or
with the

States, for the protection
protection of watersheds
watersheds of
navigable streams,
streams, and
and to
to
of navigable
appoint a
a commission
commission for the acquisition
acquisition of
of lands
for the
of
lands for
the purpose
purpose of
conserving
conserving the navigability of
of navigable
rivers"; and
navigable rivers";
and
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, it appears
appears that the
public good
good will
by
the public
will be
be promoted
promoted by
reserving and setting apart said lands as aapublic
forest reservation,
public forest
reservation,
and the same
been designated
designated by
of Agriculture
Agriculture
same have been
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
as the Monongahela
Monongahela National Forest;
Forest;
National
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
Presidento
th
e
gitl
anddl Fomst,
ir:
NOW,
I, WOODROW
•
West Viroffthe
goals
an
gmut.
.gin36 p.
United
States
of
America,
the
in
me
vested
by
United
America,
by
virtue
of
power
vested
Vol. 36, p. 963.
Vol. 26,
6, p. 1103.
section eleven of said Act and by section twenty-four
twenty-four of the
the Act
Act of
of
March
March three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
entitled "An
"An Act
and ninety-one,
ninety-one, entitled
Act To
To
repeal
repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws
proclaim that
that
laws and for
for other
other purposes"
purposes",'do
do proclaim
there are hereby reserved
reserved and
and set
set apart
apartas a
a public
forest reservation
reservation
public forest
all of said lands within the area shown as
as the
the Monongahela
Monongahela National
National
Forest on the diagram attached
attached hereto
made a
and
hereto and
and made
a part
part hereof,
hereof, and
which have
that all lands therein which
have been
may hereafter
hereafter be
acquired
been or
or may
be acquired
by the United States under authority of said
Act of
March first,
first, nineninesaid Act
of March
hundred and eleven,
teen hundred
eleven, shall be permanently
permanently reserved and adminisadminisas part of the Monongahela
Monongahela National
tered apart
National Forest.
IN WITNESS
WIINESS WHEREOF,I
WHEREOF, Ihave
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and caused
caused
the seal of the United
United States to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE in
the District
of Columbia
DONE
in the
District of
Columbia this 28th day of April, in the
year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred and twenty,
[SEAL.I and of the Independence
[sEAL.1
Independence of the United
United States the one
hundred
hundred and forty-fourth.
forty-fourth.
Vir-

By the
the President:
President:

BAINBRIDGE
BAINBRIDGE COLBY
COLBY
Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary

W
OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
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UNITED STATES.
THE UNITED
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES.
THE PRESIDENT
BY

1793
1793
•
May
5, 1920.
1920.
May 5,

A
PROCLAMATION .
A PROCLAMATION.

weather
adverse weather
droughts and adverse
Whereas it
it appears
appears that
because of
of droughts
that because
Whereas
Proclamation of
entrymen under
conditions
purchasers and entryinen
under Proclamation
many purchasers
conditions many

ReserReser
Mndian
vCro
vation,
yr lio
n ni
i
i
.
n ReserPreamble.
Vol. 38,p.
38, p. 2029;
Vol.
2029; Vol.
Vol.
40, p. 1653.
163'
40,'

2029), and under Proclamation
September
28, 1914
Stat., 2029),
Proclamation of
of
(38 Stat.,
1914 (38
September 28,
lands in
April
6, 1917
1917 (40
(40 Stat.,
Stat., 1653),
1653), of
of lands
in the ceded portion of
of the
the
April 6,
payment
Crow
are unable
unable to make payment
Montana, are
Reservation, Montana,
Indian Reservation,
Crow Indian
Additional time altime al
Additional
it is hereby ordered lowed
purchase money, it
of the
required installments
installments of purchase
to pay installthe required
of
ments for
lands
ceded lands
for ceded
ments
due
the payment
and
directed that
that additional
additional time
time for
for the
payment of sums now
and directed
of.
of
dates
the
of
and
unpaid
be
allowed
until
the
1921
anniversaries
of
the
anniversaries
1921
the
until
and unpaid be allowed
sales and
and entries
to all
all such
such purchasers
entrymen who, within
purchasers and entrymen
entries to
sales
Register
them by the Register
be
sixty
days
from
receipt
to
given
notice
of
receipt
from
days
sixty
and
the district
district land
office, make payment
payment to the Receiver
Receiver
land office,
of the
Receiver of
and Receiver
of
on the
the amounts in arrears, from the
interest on
of interest
office of
land office
such land
of such
dates
due, to
to the
the said
anniversaries, at the
said anniversaries,
became due,
amounts became
the amounts
when the
dates when
a s
Conditions.
officers will promptly Condtl
rate
centum per
The said officers
annum. The
per annum.
per centum
five per
of five
rate of
serve
notice on
on all
such purchasers
purchasers and
and entryinen
extension of
entrymen of the extension
all such
serve notice
time for
payments herein
herein authorized,
extension is
authorized, and that if such extension
for payments
time
payment
the
by
not
secured
within
sixty
days
from
receipt
notice,
payment
i
of
receipt
from
days
sixty
within
secured
not
payment issnot
of interest
interest as
not
herein provided, or if within such time payment
as herein
of
made, without
interest, of
of all
all sums
sums in
the said
purchases and
said purchases
arrears, the
in arrears,
without interest,
made,
entries will
by them
General Land Office for
the General
them to the
reported by
be reported
will be
entries
cancellation.
cancellation.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
have hereunto
caused
hereunto set my hand and caused
WHEREOF IIhave
IN
the seal
of the
the United
affixed.
United States to be affixed.
seal of
the
Done in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia this
5th day
of May,
in the year of
May, in
day of
this 5th
District of
the District
Done
our Lord
Nineteen Hundred
Hundred and
twenty and of the Indeand twenty
Lord Nineteen
our
N
EAL.] pendence
States, the
the One
Hundred and
One Hundred
United States,
the United
of the
pendence of
[sEAL.]
Forty-fourth.
Forty-fourth.
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
the President:
By the
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE
B xINBRIDGE COLBY
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
STATES
UNITED S
THE UNITED
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

Mar
li, 1920.
Mar ii,

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
innsportat ion Art,
Transpoirtation

1
WHEREAS Walker
Hines has
tendered his
his resignation
resignation as 1920.
has tendered
D. Hines
Walker D.
WHEREAS
Preamble.
Preamble.
Director General
General of
Railroads to
become effective
effective the 18th day of Ante,
to become
p. 1788.
Ante, p.
of Railroads
Director
May,
May, 1920: and
WHEREAS such
such resignation
resignation has
has been
been accepted
accepted effective
effective as of
WHEREAS
Appointing
Appointing John
such
(late.
such
Barton Payne, DirecNOW,
THEREFORE, I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
of the
United tor General
the United
President of
General of RailNOW, THEREFORE,
roads.
States,
and by
virtue of
of the
the power
power and
authority so vested in roads.
and authority
by virtue
under and
Authority conferred.
conferred.
States, under
Authority
Ante, p.
p. 469.
me
under the
of 1920,
1920, the
provisions Ante,
unrepealed provisions
the tuirepealed
Act of
Transportation Act
the Transportation
me under
of
the Federal
March 21,
21, 1918,
1918, and
and the
the "Act
making Vol.
"Act making
Vol. 40,
p. 451.
451.
40, p.
of March
Act of
Control Act
Federal Control
of tie
ending
appropriations
for
the
support
of
the
Army
for
the
fiscal
ending VoL 39, p. 645.
year
fiscal
the
for
Army
the
of
appropriations for the support
June
1917, and
for other
approved August 29, 1916,
purposes", approved
other purposes",
and for
30, 1917,
June 30,
and
of
all
other
powers
me
hereto
enabling,
do hereby
appoint,
hereby appoint,
do
enabling,
hereto
me
powers
and of all other
Ilinois,
effective the
the 18th
18th day
1920, John
John Barton
Barton Payne, of Illinois,
May, 1920,
of May,
day of
effective
Director
General
of
Railroads
in
the
stead
of
the
said
Walker
D.
Walker
said
the
of
stead
the
in
Railroads
of
General
Director
Hines, and
and do
do hereby
delegate to
continue and
and confirm in him
and continue
to and
hereby delegate
Hines,
all
and authority
authority heretofore
heretofore granted
to and now possessed
granted to
powers and
all powers
General
by
the
said
Walker
D.
Hines
as
Director
General
of Railroads; and
and
Director
as
Hines
D.
Walker
said
bv the
do hereby
authorize and
direct the
the said
said John
John Barton
Barton Payne, or his
and direct
hereby authorize
do

4-12S2'—voL 41-ITr
41—IT 2-25
2
412S2"-VOL
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successor
office, until
until otherwise
the
of the
Proclamation of
by Proclamation
provided by
otherwise provided
in office,
successor in
such
through
President
or by
of Congress,
ug
h such
either personally or thro
Congress, either
Act of
by Act
President or
divisions,
agencies or
and
exercise and
to exercise
authorize, to
may authorize,
he may
as he
persons as
or persons
divisions, agencies
perform, as
as fully
fully in
in alfrespects
all respects as
as the
President is
authorized to
to do,
do,
is authorized
the President
perform,
all
singular the
conferred or
or imposed upon
duties conferred
and duties
powers and
the powers
and singular
all and
me
the said
said unrepealed
Federal Control
of
Act of
Control Act
the Federal
of the
provisions of
unrepealed provisions
by the
me by
March 21,
21, 1918,
1918, and
the said
said Transportation
Transportation Act
Act of
of February
February 28,
and the
March
206 thereof.
1920, except
except_ the designation
designation of the Agent under
under Section
Section 206
1920
IN
WM.REOF, II have
hereunto set
hand and
my hand
set my
have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF
Ii WITASS
caused
seal of
States to be affixed.
affixed.
United States
the United
of the
the seal
caused the
DONE by
President in
in the
the District
Columbia this
this 14th day
of Columbia
District of
the President
by the
DONE
of May,
in the
the year
year of
Hundred and
Nineteen Hundred
Lord, Nineteen
our Lord,
of our
May, in
of
[mu.]
Twenty, and
and of the Independence
of
United States
the
States the
e United
o
of the
the
Independece
[SEAL.] Twenty,
One
Forty-fourth.
and Forty-fourth.
Hundred and
One Hundred
•
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
* WOODBOW
President:
the President:
By the
BAINBRIDGE
COLBY
BAINBIDGE COLBY
Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of

Ante,
p. 1780.
i7Z
AinL, p.

TiE UNrTED
OF THE
BY
THE PIXNrT
PRESIDENT or
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
or AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE

May
14, l1920.
May 14,

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

Walker D.
WHEREAS
by Proclamation
Proclamation dated
March 11th, 1920,
1920, Walker
dated March
WHEREAS by
Agent
Hines,
Director
General
of
Railroads,
designated
as
the Agent
designated
was
Railroads,
of
General
Director
Hines,
,n .
for in Section 206 of the Transportation
provided
Transportation Act, 1920; and
provided for
P. i7a
A,
WHEREAS
the said
said Walker
Walker D. Hines,
Hines, Director General
General of RailWHEREAS the
roads, as
aforesaid has
tendered his resignation
resignation as said Agent, which
which
has tendered
as aforesaid
roads,
has
been duly
duly accepted,
accepted effective
1920:
effective as of 18 May, 1920:
has been
NOW,
TM:REFORE, I,
Woodrow Wilson,
President of the United
Wilson, President
I, Woodrow
NOW, THEREFORE,
Pane
Bartn
Barton
i' alneasast
its !Val
in
actions as
arisinj out
virtue of the power and authority
by
and
States,
under
by
virtue
authority vested in me
under
States,
out
Ftion
n
of Federal control.
powers me hereto enabling,
other powers
by
said Act,
of all other
enabling, do hereby
hereby
and of
Act, and
by said
designate and
appoint, effective the 18th day of May, 1920, John
and appoint,
designate
successor in
his successor
Barton Payne,
and his
Railroads, and
of Railroads,
General of
Director General
Payne, Director
Barton
dote, p. 461.
approved
as the Agent provided for in Section 206 of said Act, approved
office, as
X"", p. 1.
February 28, 1920.
February
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
and
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
IN
caused the
seal of
of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
the seal
caused
DONE
President in the District of Columbia this 14th
by the President
DONE by
Hundred
of May, in the year of our Lord, Nineteen Hundred
day of
[sr.m..] and
and Twenty,
of the
the Independence
United States
Independence of the United
and of
Twenty, and
[sEL.]
the One
One Hundred
Forty-fourth.
and Forty-fourth.
Hundred and
the
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By the
President:
the President:
By
BAINBRIDGE
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE COLBY
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

Transportation Act,
1920.
Preamble.
Ante, p. 1789.

Tnp

ct,

n

i

ti l

May 25,, 1920.
May
Is.

THE P
PRESIDENT
OF TE'
AMERIOA.
BY
BY THE
RESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATEs
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Cereals and
Cprls. and
products.
P
Preamble.

'

cereal

and by virtue of an Act of Congress entitled
WHEREAS, under
entitled
under and
WHEREAS,
"An Act to provide
"An
provide further for the national security
security and defense by
encouraging the
production, conserving
conserving the supply and controlling
the production,
encouraging
products and fuel", approved by the Presi
the
Presi_
distribution of food products
the distribution
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dent on the 10th day of August, 1917, it is provided
provided among other
other
things as
follows:
things
as follows:
Statutory provisions.
' That, by reason
existence of aastate of war, it is essential Svoluop.oio276.
reason of the existence
Vol. 40, p. 276.
to the national security
security and defense, for the successful
successful prosecution
prosecution of
the war, and for the support and maintenance
maintenance of the Army
Navy,
Army and
and Navy,
to assure an adequate
adequate supply and equitable distribution, and
and to
to
facilitate the movement
movement of foods, feeds, fuel, including fuel oil
oil and
natural
tools, utensils,
natural gas, fertilizer
fertilizer and
and fertilizer
fertilizer ingredients,
ingredients, tools,
utensils, imimplements,
plements, machinery, and equipment
equipment required for actual
actual production
production
of foods, feeds,
feeds, and fuel, hereafter
act called
necessaries; to
hereafter in
in this
this act
called necessaries;
to
prevent, locally or generally, scarcity,
monopolization, hoarding
hoarding
scarcity, monopolization,
injurious
injurious speculation, manipulations,
manipulations, and private controls,
affecting
controls, affecting
such supply, distribution, and movement;
movement; and
and to
to establish
establish and mainmaintain governmental
governmental control of such necessaries
necessaries during
during the
the war.
war. For
For
such purposes the instrumentalities,
means, methods,
methods, powers,
powers,
instrumentalities, means,
authorities,
authorities, duties, obligations,
prohibitions hereinafter
hereinafter set
set
obligations, and prohibitions
forth are created, established,
prescribed. The
The
established, conferred,
conferred, and prescribed.
President is authorized
make such
regulations and
and to
to issue
such
authorized to make
such regulations
issue such
orders as
to carry
carry out
of this
orders
as are essential
essential effectively
effectively to
out the
the provisions
provisions of
this
act."
act."
Vo1. 4,p.W.
provided in said act as follows:
Vl' 4 P.
AND, WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, it
it is further
further provided
"That, from time to time, whenever
find
it
whenever the
the President
President shall
shall find it
essential to license
license the importation,
importation, manufacture,
mining,
manufacture, storage, mining,
or distribution of any necessaries,
effect any
any
necessaries, in order
order to
to carry into
into effect
of the purposes
purposes of this Act, and shall publicly
publicly so announce,
announce, no
person
no person
shall, after aa date fixed in the announcement,
announcement, engage in
on
in or carry on
any such business specified
announcement of
importation,
specified in
in the
the announcement
of importation,
manufacture,
manufacture, storage,
storage, mining, or distribution
necessaries as
as
distribution of
of any
any necessaries
set forth in such announcement, unless he shall
shall secure and
and hold
hold aa
license issued pursuant
is authorized
pursuant to this
this section. The President is
authorized
to
licenses and
and to
to prescribe
regulations for
to issue
issue such licenses
prescribe regulations
for systems
systems of
of
accounts and auditing of accounts
accounts to
be kept
by licensees,
to be
kept by
licensees, submissubmission of reports by them, with or without oath or
affirmation and the
or affirmation
entry
inspection by
the President's
agents of
entry and inspection
by the
President's duly
duly authorized
authorized agents
of
the places of business of licensees."
licensees."
13 WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, by
virtue of
of the
the above
provisions certain
public
AND
by virtue
above provisions
certain public
announcements were made by the President
announcements
President from time to time
time as aa
manufacture, storage
and distriresult of which the
the importation,
importation, manufacture,
storage and
distribution
licensed.
bution of certain
certain necessaries
necessaries were
were licensed.
AND
WHEREAS, a
changed situation
been brought
about
AND WHEREAS,
a changed
situation has
has been
brought about
armistice in
States and
by the present armistice
in the
the war
war between
between the
the United
United States
and
Germany, and by the carrying
out of
of the
the price
price guarantees
guarantees made
to
carrying out
made to
producers of
of wheat
of nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
nineteen.
producers
wheat of
of the
the crop
crop of
and nineteen.
Announcing the IiNOW,
THEREFORE, I,
I, WOODROW
NOW, TIEREFORE,
W OODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
President of
of the
the eensing
.n.ing
peof,
of specifled
necnssaries no
longer
America, by
United States
States of
of America,
by virtue
virtue of the
the powers conferred upon neessaries
no longer
essential.
es
s n
me by said
said Act
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, hereby
hereby find
find and determine
determine and
and by
by this e til.
proclamation do announce
it is
i
sno
no longer
proclamation
announce that
that it
longer essential
essential in
in order
order to
to
carry into effect the purposes of
of the
the Act
Act that
that the
the importation,
importation, manufacture,
facture, storage or distribution of
certain necessaries
be subject
subject to
of certain
necessaries be
to
license, to
to the
extent hereinafter
specified.
license,
the extent
hereinafter specified.
Licenses canceled.
Licenses heretofore
required for
importation, manufacture,
Licenses
heretofore required
for the importation,
manufacture, Licenses
anceled.
storage, or distribution
necessaries are hereby
cancelled,
distribution of certain
certain necessaries
hereby cancelled,
effective
1, 1920,
to the
the following:
following:
effective June
June 1,
1920, with
with respect
respect to
Import,
et., of
Importers, etc., of
All persons,
firms, corporations
corporations or
in the
the cereals
All
persons, firms,
and their prodor associations
associations engaged
engaged in
cereaisand
roducts.
business
business of importing,
importing, manufacturing,
manufacturing, storing or distributing
distributing corn.
corn. tots
oats,
product or
eats, barley,
barley, wheat, rye,
rye, flour,
flour, or any other product
or by
by product
product
foregoing named
named necessaries.
necessaries.
of the foregoing
11
Regulations canceled
All regulations
regulations issued uInder
under the said Act covering
covering licensees
licensees so frgJ'uate'iSc
a ed
from June I, 1920..
dealing in these commodities
commodities are hereby
Jun,e 1,
1,
hereby cancelled,
cancelled, effective
effective June
1920.
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required
This
shall in
in no
no way
way affect
heretofore required
licenses heretofore
affect licenses
This Proclamation
Proclamation shall
for
the
importation,
manufacture,
storage
or
distribution
of
sugar,
of
sugar,
for the importation, manufacture, storage or distribution
orsneral
or special
s itmlations
sugar licensees.
licensees.
governing sugar
regulations governing
general or
or
EOF, I
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
and
set my
hereunto set
I have
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused the
seal of
United States
States to
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
of the
the United
the seal
caused
Done
Columbia, this
this 25th
day of
of May,
the
in the
May, in
25th day
of Columbia,
the District
District of
in the
Done in
year
our Lord
Nine Hundred
Twenty,
and Twenty,
Hundred and
Thousand Nine
One Thousand
Lord One
of our
year of
[sKAL.] and
of the
America
of America
States of
the United
United States
of the
Independence of
the Independence
and of
[SEAL.]
the One
One Hundred
Forty-Fourth.
and Forty-Fourth.
Hundred and
the
WOODROW
WILSON
WOODROW WILON
By
the President:
President:
By the
BAINBRIDGE
OLBY
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE C
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

Sugar
not affected.
su
enotaffted.

June 3,
3, 19.
1920.
Jue

AMEBICA
STATES
BT TUB
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF' AMERICA
ITNITED S
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT
BY
THE P

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
W H KREAS, the
anthracite coal
and
operators and
coal operators
of the
the anthracite
scale of
the wage
wage scale
WHEREAS,
miners expired
expired on March
March 31, 1920; and
WHEREAS,
the operators'
operators' and
and miners'
wage scale
committee has
has
scale committee
miners' wage
WHEREAS, the
been
conference since
an effort
effort to
to negotiate
negotiate aa
in an
in March
March in
early in
since early
in conference
been in
new
ware scale;
and
scale; and
new wage
WJJE'REAS,
the committee
committee agreed
at the
of its
its sessions
sessions
beginning of
the beginning
agreed at
WHEREAS, the
that
agreement finally
finally arrived
at would
would become
become retroactive
retroactive to
to
arrived at
any agreement
that any
the
April 1920;
1920; and
an-421
of April
first of
the first
to the scale committee
WHEREAS, I
addressed aacommunication
communication to
committee
I addressed
WHEREAS,
m which II
imminent, in
on
when a
was imminent,
a disagreement
disagreement was
21, 1920, when
May 21,
on May
agreement
an agreement
said
scale committee
unable to
to reach
reach an
was unable
committee was
the scale
if the
that if
said that
to the
the deI
would "insist
"insist that
that the
matters in
disputt be
desubmitted to
be submitted
in dispute
the matters
I would
of
termination of
of a
be appointed
appointed by
me the
the award
award of
by me,
to be
a commission
commission to
termination
accordance
first of April in accordance
the first
the
commission to
retroactive to the
to be
be retroactive
the commission
entered into, and that work
already entered
with the
the arrangement
you have
have already
arrangement you
with
the decision of the commission.
pending the
be
continued at
the mines
mines pending
at the
be continued
I
shall hold
hold myself
readiness to
commission similarly
similarly
a commission
to appoint
appoint a
in readiness
myself in
I shall
the
with the
constituted
to the
the one
in connection
connection with
appointed in
recently appointed
one IIrecently
constituted to
both sides
sides
bituminous coal
coal mining
mining industry
industry as
as soon
soon as
as IIlearn
that both
learn that
bituminous
and abide
work and
have
signified their
continue at work
abide by
to continue
willingness to
their willingness
have signified
and
its
.
decisions"; and
its decisions";
have signified
been advised
advised that both sides have
WHEREAS, IIhave
have been
WHEREAS,
a commission
commission
their
willingness, to
to accept
award of a
and abide
abide by the award
accept and
their willingness,
thus constituted;
constituted; and
and
thus
WHEREAS, the scale committee
NVIIEREAS,
committee has further agreed as follows:
Coal
"
(1) The
The terms
terms and
and provisions
of the
award of
the Anthracite
Anthracite Coal
of the
the award
provisions of
" (1)
modifications
StrikeCommission
Strike
Commission and subsequent
subsequent agreements
agreements made in modifications
as well
well as
as the rulings and decisions
thereof or
or supplemental
supplemental thereto,
thereto as
decisions
thereof
of the
the Board
,
wilfbe
ratified and
and continued,
continued, excepting
excepting
of
Board of
of Conciliation
Conciliation,will
be ratified
of'the
insofar as they may be changed by the award of
the commission.
"
(2) When
When the
of the
the commission
is made
made it
will be
be written
written
"(2)
the award
award of
commission is
it will
into an
an agreement
anthracite operators
operators and
and miners
in
the anthracite
miners in
into
agreement between
between the
the commission
commission may determine.
such manner
manner as
as the
such
(3) It
Itis
understood that neither operators nor miners are in any
(3)
is understo2d
manner bound
bound by
by any tentative
tentative suggestions
suggestions that
that have been made
side shall
shall use
use
negotiations and
and that
that either
either side
during the
the period
their negotiations
during
period of
of their
connection with
its own discretion in the presentation
presentation of its case in connection
matters at
issue";
at issue",•
matters
'"'
NOW
Wilson, President
President of
the
don
mi '
Sian to decide
ee wage
NOW THEREFORE,
TITEREFORE, I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
of the
frrer :,S
beti
ee"Per" United
United States,
States, hereby
appoint William
William 0.
0. Thompson,
Thompson, of Columbus,
hereby appoint
betweenerWilliam L. ConPennsylvania, and William
Ohio, Neal
Neal J. Ferry, of McAdoo,
McAdoo, Pennsylvania,

inAnthracite "el min-

Antadtem
'imble.
Preamble.
Ante,
p. 1015.
Ante, p.
1015.
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nell,
of Scranton,
Scranton, Pennsylvania,
Permsylvania, a
a Commission
Commission to hear and decide
nell, of
operators and
the
in dispute
dispute between
between the
anthracite coal operators
and
the anthracite
questions in
the questions
miners.
will be
be made within sixty days if possible, will
report will
Its report
miners. Its
be retroactive
to April
and will be made the basis of aanew
1920, and
1, 1920,
April 1,
retroactive to
be
wage
anthracite operators and miners in
the anthracite
between the
agreement between
wage agreement
as the Commission
such manner
Commission may determine.
manner as
such
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF, II have
IN
United States to be affixed.
caused
the seal
seal of
affixed.
the United
of the
caused the
day of June, in the year
DONE
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia this 3d day
the District
DONE in
of
our Lord,
Hundred and Twenty, and of
Nineteen Hundred
Lord, Nineteen
of our
[SEAL.] the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
United States the One Hundred
the United
[SEAL.]
and Forty-fourth.
Forty-fourth.
and
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
the President:
President:
By the
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE
OLBY
BAINBREDGE C
Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
June 12, 1920.
June

BY
THE PRESIDENT
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITr.0
PRESIDENT OF THE
BY THE
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS,
act of
of Congress
Congress approved
October 20,
20,
approved October
the act
of the
section 22of
WHEREAS, section

1914
(38 Stat.,
the mining
coal from reserved
reserved areas
areas
of coalfrom
mining of
authorizes the
741), authorizes
Stat., 741),
1914 (38

sbie.oal
Alaska
coal areasareas.
Preamble.

vol.

38,p.
Vol. 38,
p. 741.
741.

in Alaska,
Alaska, under
under the
the direction
of the
the President, when necessary
necessary for
for
direction of
in
the Navy
Navy or
for other
other purposes
specified in the act, and
purposes specified
or for
the
826
WHEREAS, the
the act
of June
June 4,
1920, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
making Ante,
,pP- p. 826.
Act making
4, 1920,
act of
WHEREAS,
June
fiscal year ending
appropriations
the naval
for the
the fiscal
service for
naval service
for the
appropriations for
30,
1921, and
other purposes"
purposes" contained
securing
provision for securing
contained aaprovision
for other
and for
30, 1921,
coal in
in Alaska,
Alaska,
coal
"sga
NOW,
1 Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
na val us es in
L :
President of the United naDval
Wilson, President
THEREFORE, I;
NOW, THEREFORE,
States
under and
and by
of said
statutes, do
do hereby
hereby nuskafield.
nuska field.
said statutes,
virtue of
by virtue
America, under
of America,
States of
Secretary of
authorize and
direct the
the Secretary
the Navy
Navy and
and the Secretary
of the
Secretary of
and direct
authorize
becomes
the
Interior,
when
and
if
an
appropriation
for
such
work
becomes
such
for
appropriation
an
if
and
when
the Interior,
to transport
available, to
mine and
and prospect
transport the same, to
to
for coal, to
prospect for
to mine
available,
construct coal
coal bunkers
bunkers and
the necessary
necessary docks
docks for
use in
in supplying
supplying
for use
and the
construct
to purchase the
ships
therewith, to
to erect
the necessary
necessary structures,
structures, to
erect the
ships therewith,
necessary equipment
equipment for
prospecting, washing,
washing, loading,
mining, prospecting,
for mining,
necessary
and/or
transporting coal
"Leasing Unit
Unit No.
other
or any other
12" or
No. 12"
from "Leasing
coal from
and/or transporting
reserved areas
areas in
Matanuska field,
purpose of supAlaska, for the purpose
field, Alaska,
the Matanuska
in the
reserved
plying coal
the Navy,
and to
to enter
enter into
arrangecooperative arrangesuch cooperative
into such
Navy, and
for the
coal for
plying
ment
as may
may be
deemed advisable
advisable to
provisions of
of this
the provisions
out the
carry out
to carry
be deemed
ment as
Proclamation.
Proclamation.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
and
hand and
may hand
set may
hereunto set
I have
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
seal of
United States
States to
affixed.
be affixed.
to be
the United
of the
caused the
DONE
in the
this 12th
of June,
June, in the
the
day of
12th day
Columbia this
of Columbia
District of
the District
DONE in
year
our Lord,
Lord, One
One Thousand
Thousand Nine
Nine Hundred and
of our
year of
[SEAL.]
Twenty, and
and of
of the
Independence of
United States
States the
the United
of the
the Independence
[SEAL.] Tw-entv,
One
Fortyfourth.
and Fortyfourth.
Hundred and
One Hundred
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By the
President:
the President:
By
D

BAINBRIDGE COLBY
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE

Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

r

. *
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June 14,
14, IOW
IS.L
June

BY THE
RESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMEBICA
AMERICA.
STATES
UMrrD S
OF THE
PsBEIDENT
BY
rE P
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, certain
certain lands
within the
the States
States of
of Georgia
and TennesTennesGeorgia and
lands within
WHEREAS,
Preamble. T " see
see have
acquired by
United States
States under
under
by the
the United
be acquired
may hereafter
hereafter be
have been
been or
or may
FPaed
Voi.
P. 961.
vd. 36,
Sp.9
.
approved March
authority of the Act of Congress
Congress approved
March first, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and
eleven (36
(36 Stat.,
entitled "An
Act To
any
To enable
enable any
"An Act
Stat., 961),
961), entitled
and eleven
hundred
State to
or States,
Stites, or
or with
with the
the United
United
State or
other State
any other
with any
to cooperate
cooperate with
State
States,
for the
the protection
of the
streams,
of navigable
navigable streams,
watersheds of
the watersheds
protection of
States, for
and
for the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of lands
the
for the
lands for
a commission
commission for
appoint a
to appoint
and to
p
of
conserving the
navigable rivers";
and
rivers"; and
of navigable
navigability of
the navigability
of conserving
purpose
REAS, it
it appears
that the
good will
will be
promoted by
by
be promoted
the pliVic
public good
appears that
WHEREAS,
reserving
setting apart
apart said
said lands
lands as
public forest
forest reservation,
reservation,
as a
a public
and setting
reserving and
and
same have
have been
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
by the
designated by
been designated
and the
the same
as
the Cherokee
Cherokee National
National Forest;
Forest;
as the
National Forest:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
WILSON, President
President of
the •
of the
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
NOW,
Forest,
Ntari
clev
c
"no,p.963.
United
States of America,
America' by virture of the power in me vested by
by
United States
Vo.3,p.963.
eleven of said
said Act and by section twenty-four
Vol.26,
p.1103.
secton
i eleven
twenty-four of the Act
Act
section
ol.26,p.1103.
of March
March three,
three, eighteen
and ninety-one,
ninety-one, entitled
"An
entitled "An
hundred and
eighteen hundred
of
Act To
To repeal
repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws
laws and
and for
purposes", do
for other purposes",
Act
proclaim
are hereby
and set apart as aa public
reserved and
hereby reserved
there are
that there
proclaim that
forest
said lands
lands within
the area shown as the
within the
of said
all of
reservation all
forest reservation
Cherokee
National Forest
Forest on
on the
the diagram
hereto and
and made
attached hereto
diagram .attached
Cherokee National
part hereof,
all lands
lands therein
which have
have been
or may
may
been or
therein'which
that all
and that
hereof, and
aa part
hereafter be
be acquired
acquired by
by the
United States under authority of said
the United
hereafter
Act of
March first,
hundred and
and eleven, shall
permanently
be permanently
shall be
nineteen hundred
first, nineteen
Act
of March
reserved and
and administered
of the
the Cherokee National Forest.
part of
administered as part
reserved
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOFe, II have
set my
and
my hand and
hereunto set
have hereunto
IN
caused
seal of
the United
be affixed.
affixed.
States to be
United States
of the
caused the
the seal
DONE in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
this 14th
14th day
day of
of June, in
in the
the
Columbia this
DONE
year
of our
thousand nine
and twenty,
twenty,
nine hundred
hundred and
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
year of
[sEAL.1 and
of the
the Independence
Independence of
States the one
of the United States
and of
[SEAL.]
hundred
and forty-fourth.
hundred and
forty-fourth.

Cherokee
National
National
Cherokee
Forest, Ga. and Tam.
n

d

W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW

By the
the President:
President:
By

BAINBREDGE
OLBY
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE C
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

July 9,
M20.
July
9, 1920.

BY
TIlE P
PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
AMERICA.
BY THE
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Pro
on of migrn 'graProteconof
tory
buds.
Preamble.
40,p. 755.
Vol.
p. 17.
1702.
Vo. 39, p.

Preamble.

nt,
1764.
nte, p.
p.1764.

WHEREAS, The
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, pursuant
to the
authe aupursuant to
Secretary of
The Secretary
WHEREAS,

thority contained
contained in
in Section three of the
the Migratory
Migratory Bird
Bird Treaty Act
Act

furfor approval
approval Regulations,
to me
(40
Stat., 755),
has submitted
me for
Regulations, fursubmitted to
755), has
(40 Stat.,
ther
amendatory of
and proclaimed
proclaimed July
July
ther amendatory
of the
the Regulations
approved and
Regulations approved
determined to be
31,
31, 1918, which the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture has determined
amendatory Regulations permitting
permitting and governing
suitable amendatory
governing the
hunting, taking,
possession, sale, purchase,
tski g, capture, killing, possession
purchase, shipshipment,
transportation, carriage,
carriage, and
and exp
or tof
of said
said birds
parts
ment, transportation,
export
birds and
and parts
thereof and their nests and eggs, which said amendments
amendments are as
follows:
follows:
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PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.

Definiti7 sof migraREGULATION 1.-DEFINITIONS
1.—DEFINITIONS OF MIGRATORY
MIGRATORY BIRDS. toDyfibirs"of
t
REGULATION
ory birds
Regulation 1, paragraph
paragraph 2, is amended
amended so as to,
to read as follows:
Regulation

and other
2. Migratory
other
Cuckoos; flickers and
birds: Cuckoos;
insectivorous birds:
2.
Migratory insectivorous
bull-bats and
woodpeckers;
or bull-bats
and whip-poor-wills;
whip-poor-wills; swifts;
nighthawks or
woodpeckers; nighthawks

Mi
gralory insPeticorMigratoryisectivori1,Vo1i.40p.1813,amend%17,40,P.1813,amend-

edhummingbirds;
bobolinks, meadowlarks,
meadowlarks, and orioles;
orioles; ed.
flycatchers; bobolinks,
hummingbirds; flycatchers;
grosbeaks;
other swallows;
swallows; waxwings;
waxwings; shrikes;
and other
martins and
tanagers; martins
grosbeaks; tanagers;
vireos;
thrashers; wrens;
catbirds and brown thrashers;
warblers; pipits; catbirds
vireos; warblers;
brown creepers;
creepers; nuthatches;
nuthatches; chickadees
chickadees and titmice;
titmice; kinglets and
brown
gnatcatchers; robins
thrushes; and all other perching birds
and other thrushes;
robins and
gnatcatchers;
which
entirely or
chiefly on
on insects.
insects.
or chiefly
feed entirely
which feed

REGULATION 4.—OPEN
POSSESSION
ON AND POSSESSION
SEASONS ON
4.-OPEN SEASONS
REGULATION
OF CERTAIN
MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS.
OF
CERTAIN MIGRATORY
Openseasons.
to read
amended so
2, is
Regulation
4, paragraph
is amended
so as
as to
read as
as follows:
follows:
g
Pefi
rigser nsi paragraph 2,
Regulation 4,
enat
Y
s. h &Inge'
ments.
Waterfowl
wood duck,
duck, eider ducks, and swans),
swans), rails, coot, m
(except,wood
Waterfowl (except
edo.L40op. 1813aendgallinules, black-bellied
black-bell"ed and
plovers, greater
yellow- odyol.40,p.1813,amendlesser yellowand lesser
greater and
golden plovers,
and golden
gallinules,
legs, woodcock,
woodcock, Wilson
jacksnipe, and mourning
mourning doves may
Wilson snipe or jacksnipe,
legs,
be
be taken each day from half an hour before sunrise to sunset during
the open
(yen seasons
seasons prescribed
this regulation
regulation,' by the means
in this
therefor in
prescribed therefor
the
3 and 55hereof, respecand in
in the
numbers permitted
permitted by Regulations
Regulations 3
respecthe numbers
and
tively, and
and when
when so
so taken,
possessed any day in any State,
may be possessed
taken, may
tively,
Territory,
durin the
period constituting
constituting the open season
the period
District during
or District
Territory, or
where
succeeding Re
next succeeding
10 days
days next
of 10
period of
an additional
additional period
and for
for an
killed and
where killed
said
open season,
no such
possessed in
in a
a State,
Restrictions.
State, Rect
be possessed
shall be
birds shall
such birds
but no
season, but
said open
Territory,
District at
at a
such State, Territory,
District
Territory, or District
when such
time when
a time
or District
Territory, or
prohibits the possession thereof.
Doves.
Regulation
"Doves," is amended so as to read as follows: res.
4, subtitle "Doves,"
Regulation 4,
modidovesn
moeng
be as follows: xn
Doves.—The
for mourning
mourning doves
doves shall
shall be
our
Pe
r:l
ing Tire
s
s
mo
r
Z
seasons for
open seasons
Doves.-The open
fi
p. 1815.
815.
v.oI 40,
Virginia, Tennessee,
In Delaware,
Tennessee Kentucky,
Kentucky, Ohio, fie41:
40p.
Maryland, Virginia,
In
Delaware, Maryland,
Aedne,p.1764,amendArkansas, Ante,
Missouri, Arkansas,
Indiana, Illinois,
Minnesota, Nebraska,
p. 1764, amendKansas, Missouri,
Nebraska, Kansas,
Illinois, Minnesota,
Indiana,
Oklahoma, Texas,
Texas, New
New Mexico
Colorado, Utah,
ed
Utah, Arizona, California, ed
Mexico, Colorado,
Oklahoma,
Nevada, Idaho,
and Oregon the open season shall be from SeptemIdaho, and
Nevada,
ber 1
December 15;
15; and
1 to
to December
ber
Florida,' Alabama,
In North
North Carolina,
Carolina, South
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida
In
16
Louisiana,
and Mississippi
Mississippi the
shall be from
October 16
from October
season shall
open season
the open
Louisiana, and
to
January 31.
31.
to January

REGULATION
6.—SHIPMENT,
TRANSPORTATION,
AND
TRANSPORTATION, AND
REGULATION 6.-SHIPMENT,
POSSESSION OF
CERTAIN MIGRATORY
MIGRATORY GAME
GAME BIRDS.
OF CERTAIN
POSSESSION
Regulation 6,
title is
is amended
as above,
is amended
amended
regulation is
and regulation
above, and
amended as
6, title
Regulation
so
as to
as follows:
to read as
so as
Waterfowl (except
(except wood
duck, eider
eider ducks,
ducks, and
and swans),
swans), rails,
trmsei7nrShipment transporcoot, t.isTPmenat,
rails, coot,
wood duck,
Waterfowl
galli nul es, black-bellied
greater and
and lesser
lesser yellowyellow- restri
n
Ai
s
o
l
L
.
P°s s
'
um
restriction.nd
plovers, greater
golden plovers,
and golden
black-bellied and
gallinules,
gl
iati
l l6,
p. 1815.1864,
de. pp
Vol
Ieg,s,
woodcock, Wilson
Wilson snipe
snipe orjacsnipe,
or jacksnipe, and
and mourning
mourning doves and a„„V
legs, woodcock,
parts
legally taken
taken may
in or
or out
out of
the State
State
of the
transported in
be transported
may be
thereof legally
parts thereof
where taken
during the
respective open
seasons in that State, and
open seasons
the respective
taken during
where
may be
lie imported
imported from
open season in the Province
Canada during the open
from Canada
may
where taken,
taken, in
in any
any manner,
manner, but
not more
than the
thereof
number thereof
the number
more than
but not
where
that
may be
taken in
in two
days by
one person
person under
under these
these regulations
regulations
by one
two days
be taken
that may
shall
by one
one person
in one
one calendar
week out of the
calendar week
person in
transported by
be transported
shall be
thereof
State where
where taken;
taken; any
such migratory
migratory game birds
birds or parts thereof
any such
State
in transit
the open
open season
season may
may continue
transit such
addisuch addiin transit
continue in
during the
transit during
in
tional
exceed
to exceed
not to
season, not
open season,
such open
succeeding such
immediately succeeding
time immediately
tional time
five days,
deliver the
the same
same to
their destination,
destination, and
may
and may
to their
to deliver
necessary to
davs, necessary
five
be possessed
Territory, or
during.the
the period
Possession added.
added
period Posesi
District during
or District
State, Territory,
any State,
in any
possessed in
be
constituting
the open
where killed,
for an
an additional
period
additional period
and for
killed, and
season where
open season
constituting the
of
next succeeding
succeeding said
said open
season; and
and any
any package
package in
in
open season;
days next
ten days
of ten
which
game birds
parts thereof
are transported
shall
transported shall
thereof are
or parts
birds or
migratorv game
which migratory

1800
1800

1920.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.
PROCLAMATIONS,
have the
and address
address of
shipper and
of the
consignee and
an
and an
the consignee
and of
of the
the shipper
name and
the name
have
accurate statement
statement of
the numbers
numbers and
kinds, of birds
birds contained
contained
and kinds.of
of the
accurate
therein
and conspicuously
marked on
but
thereof; but
outside thereof;
on the outside
conspicuously marked
clearly and
therein clearly
no
shall be
be transported
transported from
any State,
DisTerritory, or DisState, Territory,
from any
birds shall
such birds
no such
trict
Territory,. or District, or to or
or
through another State, Territory,.
to or
or through
trict to
through
Province of
of the
Dominion of
Canada contrary
to the
laws
the laws
contrary to
of Canada
the Dominion
through aaProvince
of
Province of
of the
of
Dominion of
the Dominion
or Province
District, or
or District,
Territory, or
the State,
State, Territory,
of the
Canada in
in which
which they
or from
from which
which they
they are
transported;
are transported;
taken or
were taken
they were
Canada
nor shall
such birds
birds be
into any State, Territory,
Territory, or
be transported
transported into
any such
shall any
nor
District
another State,
State, Territory,
or District, or from any State,
Territory, or
from another
District from
Territory, or
District into any
at
of the
the Dominion of Canada at
Province of
any Province
or District
Territory,
a
time when
when such
State, Territory,
or District,
Province of
of the
the
or Province
District, or
Territory, or
such State,
a time
Dominion
of Canada
possession or
transportation thereof.
thereof.
or transportation
the possession
prohibits the
Canada prohibits
Dominionof

tilVaterfowl

propaga-REGULATION
TO PROPAGATE
REGULATION 8.-PERMITS
8.—PERMITS TO
PROPAGATE AND
AND SELL
waterowrlprg
MIGRATORY
WATERFOWL.
MIGRATORY WATERFOWL.

Regulation 8,
2, is
is amended
so as
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended so
as to
Regulation
8, paragraph
paragraph 2,
Sale, etc., of carcasses
2. A
A person
authorized by
by a
apermit
the Secretary
may
Secretary may
by the
issued by
permit issued
person authorized
2.
under
permit.
possess, buy,
sell, and
waterfowl and
and their
their
migratory waterfowl
and transport
transport migratory
buy, sell,
mder
permit.,
ary
:aid
lt
i
pp. 1816, ISM, possess,
increase and
and ens
in any
manner and
and at
propagating
time for
for propagating
at any
any time
any manner
eggs in
mincrease
pp. s6,
a
taken under
purposes; and
and migratory
migratory waterfowl,
waterfowl, except
except the
the birds
birds taken
purposes;
at
possessed may be killed
1 of this regulation,
paragraph 1
paragraph
regulation, so _possessed
killed by him at
any time,
except that they may be killed by shooting
shoot'
manner, except
any
time, in any manner,
only during
the open
season for waterfowl
waterfowl in the State where killed,
kill,
open season
during the
only
heads and feet attached
with heads
carcasses, with
and the
the carcasses,
attached thereto, of the birds
and
so
may be
be sold
sold and
transported by
any manner
and at
at
manner and
him in
in any
by him
and transported
killed may
so killed
any time
for actual
actual consumption,
or to
to the
the keeper
keeper of
of
consumption, or
any person
person for
time to
to any
any
in meat
meat or game,
retail dealer in
a
hotel, restaurant,
restaurant, or
or boarding
boarding house,
house, retail
a hotel,
such
who may possess
possess such
or
a club,
club, for
for sale
sale or
or service
service to
to their patrons, who
or a
carcasses
for actual
but no
migratory
consumption without
without a
a permit,
permit, but
no migratory
carcasses for
actual consumption
Identification.
Identifati
waterfowl killed by shooting
bought or sold unless each
each bird
waterfowl
shooting shall be bought
bird
before
attaining the
the age
age of
of four
have had
from
before attaining
four weeks
weeks shall
shall have
had removed
removed from
the web
foot a
thereof in
in the
the
web of
of one
one foot
a portion
portion thereof
the form
form of
of a
a "V"
"V" large
large
enough
to make
make a
well-defined mark
mark which
which shall
shall be
be suffisuffienough to
a permanent
permanent well-defined
Cold stora
ge
permits cient to identify it
Cold
permits
storage
it as aabird raised in domestication
domestication under aapermit.
permit.
Regulation 11
11 is
oel.40, p.
186, rere- Regulation
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
p. 1E66,
pealed.
be
R
nrlation renumrentunReplation
Regulation
Regulation 12
is hereby
11.
12 is
hereby renumbered
renumbered Regulation
Regulation 11.
Vol ..40,p.1866,amendVol.40,p.l86,amendNOW, THEREFORE,
NOW,
WOODROW WILSON,
PRESIDENT
THEREFORE, II, WOODROW
WILSON, PRESIDENT
ed.
OF THE
AMERICA, DO
DO HEREBY
HEREBY APAPOF AMERICA,
STATES OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
Approval
Approval of reguif
regula- OF
tions. tiPROVE
PROCLAIM the foregoing amendatory
PROVE AND PROCLAIM
amendatory regulations.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF II have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand and
and
caused the
the seal
of America
America to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
caused
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States of
ninth day
day of
in the
the
DONE in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
this ninth
of July,
July, in
DONE
the District
Columbia, this
year of
of our Lord One Thousand
Nine Hundred
Hundred and
and
Thousand Nine
Independence of the United States of
[SEAL.] Twenty and of the Independence
America the
Hundred and
America
the One
One Hundred
and Forty-Fifth.
Forty-Fifth.
WOODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By the President:
NORMAN
H.DAvis
DAVIS
NORMAN H.
Acting
Acting Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
of propa
gated birds
birds
of
propagated

July
July 12,
12, 1920.
1920.
J-uly1,

•

BY THE
113.Y. P
RESIOENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF A
MERICA,
BY
PRESIrENT
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
AMERICA,

A
PROCLAMATION:
A PROCLAMATION:
Panama Canal.
PanmaCanal.

Preamble.
Premble.

Act To
entitled "An
Act of
of Congress
WHEREAS, Section
the Act
Congress entitled
"An Act
Section 4
4 of
of the
WHEREAS,
provide for the opening, maintenance, protection
protection and operation
operation of the
Panama Canal. and the sanitation
Zone",
sanitation and government
government of the Canal Zone",
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PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.

1801
1801

v To 37, p. 561.
approved
approved August'24,
August -24, 1912, (37 Stat. L. 561)
and known
as the
Panama Vol.
561) and
known as
the Panama
.-37 561.
Canal Act, provides
provides that upon the completion
completion of the
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal
the President shall cause it
and formally
formally opened
for use
use
it to
to be
be officially
officially and
opened for
and
operation; and
and operation;
and
WHEREAS, the Canal is completed, and is open for commerce;
commerce;
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, WOODROW WILSON,
the Formal
Formal opeing
opening de
de.
WILSON, President
President of
of the
United States of America, acting under the authority of the Panama
Panama clared.
Canal Act, do hereby declare
declare and proclaim the
the official
official and
and formal
formal
opening
opening of the Panama Canal for use and
operation in
conformity
and operation
in conformity
with
laws of
of the
the United
United States.
with the laws
States.
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused the
of the
the United
States to
the seal of
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done in
of Columbia
12th day
day of
of July,
in the
in the
the District
District of
Columbia,' this
this 12th
July, in
the
•
year of
Thousand Nine
of our
our Lord One
One Thousand
Nine Hundred
Hundred and
and
[SEAL.] Twenty, and of the Independence
fsE.A.L.]
Independence of
United States
States of
of
of the
the United
America, the One Hundred
America,
Hundred and Forty-fifth.
Forty-fifth.
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By the
the President:
By
President:
NOrMAN
NORMAN I
H.DAVIS
DAVIS
Acting
State.
Acting Secretary
Secetary of
of State.

BY
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
or AMERICA
STATES
AMERICA

July 24, 1920.

July 24,1920.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS,
within the
WHEREAS, certain
certain lands within
States of
Carolina, estUnaka
ntra
T
tionalF
aao
i
r
i
the States
of North
North Carolina,
National
ForVirginia have been
Tennessee and Virginia
been or may
hereafter be
be acquired
by va.
may hereafter
acquired by
Vsa' .
Ten "and
the United States under authority
authority of the
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
approved tr
o036
rr,bi
p
e
:961.
of Congress
9l.
March
March first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
(36 Stat.,
Stat., 961),
961), entitled
entitled
hundred and
and eleven
eleven (36
"An Act To
"An
any State
to cooperate
cooperate with
or
To enable
enable any
State to
with any
any other
other State
State or
States,
for the
the protection
States,. or with the United States, for
protection of
of the
watersheds
the watersheds
of navigable streams, and to appoint aacommission
commission for
for the
the acquisition
acquisition
of lands for the purpose of conserving
conserving the
navigable
the navigability
navigability of
of navigable
rivers"- and
and
rivers";
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, it
it appears
appears that
will be
promoted by
that the
the public
public good
good will
be promoted
by
reserving and setting
a public forest
setting apart said lands as a
forest reservation,
reservation,
and the same have been
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
been designated
designated by
Agriculture
as the
as
Unaka National
National Forest;
the Unaka
Forest;
NOW, THEREFORE,
President of
of the
the Nationca
1,z N
inForest,
F
a orr t
,
THEREFORE, I,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
United States of America, by virtue of
the power
in me
me vested
vested by
and V
itidniae.
11of the
power in
nessee, and
by nessee,
vn.
section eleven of said Act and by section twentv-four
twenty-four of
Act of
6,r p.o.
?toi.
of the
the Act
of ni:r
vol. 3:,
March three, eighteen hundred and ninety-one (26 Stat.,
entitled
Stat., 1103),
1103), entitled
"An
"An Act To repeal
repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws and
other purposes",
do
and for other
purposes", do
proclaim that there are hereby reserved and
as a
public forest
and set
set apart
apart as
a public
forest
reservation all
all of
reservation
area shown
shown as
the Unaka
Naof said lands within
within the
the area
as the
Unaka National Forest on the diagram
diagram attached hereto and
made a
part hereof,
and made
a part
hereof,
and that all lands therein which have been or may hereafter
hereafter be
be acacquired by the United States under authority
authority of
of said
said Act
Act of
of March
March
first, nineteen hundred
be permanently
permanently reserved
reserved
hundred and
and eleven,
eleven, shall
shall be
and administered
administered as
the Unaka
as part of
of the
Unaka National
National Forest.
Forest.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
and
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
caused the seal of the United
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
United States
DONE in the District of Columbia this twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day
July,
day of
of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
nine hundred
and
hundred and
[SEAL.] twenty, and of the Independence
[sEar.]
Independence of
United States
States
of the
the United
the
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-fifth.
the one
forty-fifth.
WOODROWV
WOODROW WILSON
W ILSON
By the
the President:
President:
BAINBRIDGE
OLBY
BAINBBIDGE C
COLBY
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

1802
1802

PROCLAMATIONS,
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AMERICA
BY
PRRSIDENT OF
UNTTED STATES
STATES OF
or AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF THE
TIm PBEDENT
BY 1MM

Ml .
August 4, 1920.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
-

My Fellow-,ountrymen:
Fellow-Countumen:
My
December
21
will mark
mark the
Tercentenary of the landing of the
the Tementenary
next will
21 next
December
adoft the IAnte, p.6
p. 598.
Pilgrims
Plymouth in
will be
be becomingly
becomingly celeceleday will
1620. The day
in 1620.
at Plymouth
Pilgrims at
An,
brated
Plymouth under
under the
auspices of
Plymouth Pilgrim
Pilgrim
the Plymouth
of the
the auspices
at Plymouth
brated at
Tercentenary
Commission, and
in Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
localities in
other localities
at other
and at
Tercentenary Commission,
While
is proper
proper and
and praiseworthy,
seems to
to me
me that
that the
the
it seems
praiseworthy, it
this is
While this
influences
the ideals
of the
respect
with respect
Pilgrims with
the Pilgrims
principles of
and principles
ideals and
which the
influences which
to
rights have
upon the
formation and
and
the formation
had upon
have had
human rights
and human
liberty and
civil liberty
to civil
growth
of
our
institutions
and
upon
our
development
and
progress
progress
and
development
our
upon
and
institutions
our
of
growth
as a
merit more
more than
local expression
obligation, and
and
our obligation,
of our
expression of
a local
than a
nation merit
as
a nation
make
day.
of the
the day.
observance of
nation-wide observance
a nation-wide
fitting a
make fitting
,„~m
3
.Rear
'W
20 fp. .
1
, IItherefore
therefore suggest
and request
request that
that the
21st of
December next be
of December
the 21st
suggest and
,e°5°"nidl
served
es the
tereen observed
observed throughout
throughout the
Union with
with special
patriotic services in
special patriotic
the Union
tu'tao
aese
tenary of. t e
order that
that the
the great
great events
in American
have resulted
resulted
that have
history that
American history
events in
order
'
navigators and
from the,
the landing
of these
these hardy
hardy and
and courageous
courageous navigators
landing of
from
Leedgket the PU-

-

colonists
may be
be accentuated
accentuated to the
generation of American
American
the present generation
colonists may
citizens. Especially
Especially do
that the
the day
day be
fittingly
be fittingly
recommend that
I recommend
do I
citizens.
observed in
in the
colleges, and
and schools
of our
country to
to
our country
schools of
universities, colleges,
the universities,
observed
the end
end that
and patriotic
drawn from the
lessons may be drawn
patriotic lessons
salutary and
that salutary
the
fortitude and
and perseverance
ideals of this little band of sturdy
and the ideals
perseverance and
fortitude
men and
and women
women who
established on
on this continent the first selfselfwho established
men
determined government
government based
based on
great principle
principle of just law and
the great
on the
determined
its equal
application to
to all,
all, and
and thus
which
seed from which
the seed
planted the
thus planted
equal application
its
has sprung
mighty nation.
sprung aamighty
has
IN W
1
TNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
have hereunto
set my
my hand and
and
hereunto set
I have
WIESS
IN
caused
of the
the United
affixed.
States to be affixed.
United States
seal of
the seal
caused the
DONE in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia this
August in
in the
of August
day of
4th day
this 4th
District of
the District
DONE
thousand nine hundred and twenty,
year
of our
our Lord one thousand
year of
[sA.L.) and
of the
the independence
the United
United States
America
of America
States of
of the
independence of
and of
[SEAL.]
the one
one hundred
forty-fifth.
and forty-fifth.
hundred and
the
WILSON
W OODROW WILSON
WOODROW
By the
President:
the President:
By
BAINBRIDGE
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE COLBY
State.
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary

September 7,
7, !20.
820.
September

AMERICA
STATES
By
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS, the
destruction by
by fires
fires in the
States involves
involves
the United
United States
the destruction
WHEREAS,
over
an annual
annual loss
loss of
15,000 men, women and children, and over
of 15,000
of life
life of
an
resources,
$250,000,000
buildings, food
food stuffs
and other created resources,
stuffs and
in buildings,
$250,000,000 in
and
and
Whereas,
civilized world for American
American products
products to
the need of the civilized
Whereas, the
replace the
the ravages
war is
is especially great at this time,
the great
great war
of the
ravages of
replace
and
and
Whereas,
the present
shortage of home and business strucserious shortage
present serious
Whereas, the
tures makes
the daily
destruction of
especially
of buildings
buildings by fire an especially
daily destruction
makes the
tures
serious
and
matter, and
serious matter,
of the fires causing
Whereas, aalarge
large percentage
causing the annual American
percentage of
Whereas,
care and
and vigilance
fire waste
vigilance
increased care
by increased
prevented by
be easily
easily prevented
may be
waste may
fire
on the
the part
of citizens:
citizens:
part of
on
October
Therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Wilson, President
of the
the United
United States.
States,
President of
Woodrow Wilson,
Therefore,
9, Designating
IWO.
g to obe obeerved
and
upon the Governors of the various States to designate and
do
do urge upon
*~
Fire
Prevention Day
ay
Fie Preentin
Preamble,
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1803
1803

PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.
1920.
PROCLAMATIONS,
set
to
Fire Prevention Day, and to
October 9, 1920, as Fire
Saturday, October
apart Saturday,
set apart
request
the citizens
citizens of
of their
their States to plan for that day such instructive
request the
and educational
educational exercises
exercises as
bring before the people the serious
as shall
shall brmg
and
the present
and
present unnecessary
unnecessary fire waste, and the
effects of theunhappy effects
and unhappy
conserving the
need of
of their
and collective
collective efforts in conserving
individual and
their individual
need
resources of America.
natural
and created
America.
created resources
natural and
In witness
witness whereof
whereof I
hereunto set
my hand and caused the
set my
have hereunto
I have
In
seal of
of the
United States
States to be affixed.
the United
seal
Done in
in the District of Columbia
Columbia this 7th day of September, in
Done
the year
year of
our Lord
Lord One
One Thousand
Thousand Nine Hundred and
of our
the
Independence of the United States,
[SEAL.]
Twenty and
and of the Independence
[SEAL.] Twenty
the One
One Hundred
Hundred and
and Forty-fifth.
Forty-fifth.
the
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODBOW
By
the President:
President:
By the
BALNBRIDGE COLBY
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF THE
BY THE

October 1, 1920.

October 1,190.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
es
rit,i

.

ational

Forestiialifn.
WHEREAS, it
public good will be promoted by Zft
alif
that the public
appears that
it appears
WHEREAS,
excluding
certain lands
lands within
California from the Preamble.
within the State of Califorma
excluding certain
p. '
p24.
lands subject
public lands
restoring the
Trinity
Forest, and
the public
subject to424.
and restoring
National Forest,
Trinity National
authorized by Public
disposition
in the
excluded areas in the manner
manner authorized
the excluded
disposition in
Resolution
Twenty-nine, approved
approved February
February fourteen,
fourteen,
Number Twenty-nine,
Resolution Number
Areadiminished
and twenty.
twenty.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
nineteen
Area
diminished.
p. 36..
WILSON, President
Now,
WOODROW WILSON,
President of the Vol.T.30,
30, p.
I, WOODROW
therefore, I,
Now, therefore,
United States
States of
of America,
America, by
of the
power in me vested by the
the power
virtue of
by virtue
United
Act
of Congress
approved June
hundred and ninetyJune fourth, eighteen hundred
Congress approved
Act of
seven
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
at 34
34 and
and 36),
"An Act Making
Making approappro36), entitled "An
11 at
seven (30
Government for the fiscal
priations for
for sundry
sundry civil expenses
expenses of the Government
priations
ninety-eight, and
year ending
June thirtieth,
hundred and ninety-eight,
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
ending June
year
for
other purposes",
do proclaim
that the
the boundaries
Trinity
of the Trinity
boundaries of
proclaim that
purposes", do
for other
National Forest
hereby changed to exclude the areas indicated
indicated
Forest are hereby
National
a part
as
eliminations on
on the
diagram hereto
hereto annexed
annexed and forming a
the diagram
as eliminations
hereof.
Excluded lands
hereof.
And
proclaim and
and make
known that
pursuant to
ErIe
di
L
gull
et=
toa/settlement
opened
the ope
to the
that pursuant
make known
further proclaim
do further
And IIdo
mfen
borld
ser
aforesaid
Public
Resolution
of
February
fourteen,
nineteen
hundred
kZogr
e
Va
c
r
e
hundred
nineteen
fourteen,
February
of
Resolution
Public
aforesaid
and
it is
is hereby
that the
the public
lands in
the excluded
excluded days.
doas.
in the
public lands
ordered that
hereby ordered
twenty, it
and twenty,
Ante, p. 424.
areas,
to valid
provisions of existing withrights and the provisions
valid rights
subject to
areas, subject
drawals or
or reservations,
shall be
be opened
opened only
homestead and desert
desert
to homestead
only to
reservations, shall
drawals
Germany,
land
entry by
by qualified
qualified ex-service
men of
the War
War with Germany,
of the
ex-service men
land entry
under
the terms
terms and
and conditions
of said
resolution and
the regulations
regulations
and the
said resolution
conditions of
under the
issued
for a
sixty-three days
days beginning
with
beginning with
of sixty-three
period of
a period
thereunder, for
issued thereunder,
the sixty-third
sixty-third day
from and
after the
nd
hereof.nentered
the date
date hereof.
and after
day from
the
And I
also hereby
authority retin ente
lands
t
settlement
ettlement
to red
re- otneed
the authority
under the
provide, under
and provide,
direct and
hereby direct
I do
do also
And
113.
vo.I^,p.
posed
in me
me by
by the
Act of
of September
September thirtieth,
vot.
38,
nineteen hundred and rtm'ealter.
thirtieth, nineteen
the Act
posed in
thirteen (38
period of seven days following
a period
for a
that for
113), that
Stat., 113),
(38 Stat.,
thirteen
the expiration
of such
day preference
preference period,
said
period, any of said
sixty-three day
such sixty-three
expiration of
the
entry only
lands remaining
unentered shall
homstead entry
to homstead
opened to
be opened
shall be
remaining unentered
lands
by any
any qualified
qualified entryman:
entry man; and
thereafter to
to appropriation
appropriation under
under
and thereafter
by
Filing
any
public
land
law
applicable
thereto.
Filing applicatims,
appliestions,
thereto.
anv public land law applicable
Prospective
during the
etc.
twenty days etc.
period of twenty
the period
may, during
applicants may,
Prospective applicants
preceding the
the date
date on
which the
shall become
entry,
subject to entry,
become subject
lands shall
the lands
on which
preceding
selection or
desired under
under the
the provisions
provisions of this
form desired
the form
of the
location of
or location
selection
proclamation,
execute their
applications in
in the
the manner
by
provided by
manner provided
their applications
proclamation, execute
law
and
present
the
same,
accompanied
by
the
respired
payments,
required
the
by
accompanied
same,
law and present the
to
the proper
proper United
land office
office in
person, by
by mail,
othermail, or otherin person,
States land
United States
to the
44,..2°—
,
r-OL 41-Pr
41-1"T 2--26
2•--26
44282°-VOL
y
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1920.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.
wise,
and all
all applications
so filed,
such as
wise, and
applications so
filed, together
together with
with such
as may
may be
be
submitted
the hour
fixed, shall
shall be
though simultaneously
simultaneously
submitted at
at the
hour fixed,
be treated
treated as
as though
filed
be disposed
disposed of
of in
manner prescribed
prescribed by
by existing
filed and
and shall
shall be
in the
the manner
existing
regulations.
such regulations
regulations conflicts
conflicts of
will be
regulations. Under
Under such
of equal
equal rights
rights will
be
determined by
by a
a drawinhg.
drawing.
determined
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
I have
hereunto set
set my
my hand
caused
seal of
of the
United States
States to
caused the
the seal
the United
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done
this first
first day
day of
of October,
in the
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one
Done this
October, in
thousand nine
hundred and
Independthousand
nine hundred
and twenty,
twenty, and
and of
of the
the Independ[BEAL.] ence
ence of
of the
the United
United States
the one
[SEAL.]
States the
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-fifth.
forty-fifth.
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
By the
the President:
BAINBRIDGE C
OLBY
BAINBRIDGE
COLBY
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

October 1,
1920.
October
1, IMD.

BY THE
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY
THE P
PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

Modoc National Forest, Calif.

moda uo- For-

Preamble.
l. p. 1316.
13
Vo.
40,
Vol.
40,

WHEREAS, it
it appears that certain lands within the area described
described
in the
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved March
March third,
third, one
thousand nine
nine
one thousand
the Act
in

hundred and nineteen
nineteen (40 Stat.,
hundred
Stat., 1316),
1316), which have
have been found
found under
under
the
terms of
of said
be available
available for
for the
and improveimprovethe regulation
regulation and
said act
act to
to be
the terms
ment
/grazing thereon,
National
ment of
of the grazing
thereon, should
should be
be added
added to the
the Modoc
Modoc National
Forest,
in the
State of
of California;
Forest, in
the State
California; and
and
WHEREAS, it
it appears
appears that
that certain
heretofore
WHEREAS,
certain lands
lands immediately
immediately heretofore
forming
the Shasta
in California, should
hould
forming a
a part
part of
of the
Shasta National
National Forest,
Forest in
be transferred
transferred to
and
made a
apart
of
the Modoe
National
California,
forest;
be
to
and
made
part
of
the
Modoc
National
Forest;
Area enlarged.
Vol. 40, p.
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON, President of
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
vol'.40,
p M6.
the United
United States
States of
of America,
America, by
virtue of
of the
the power
vested
the
by virtue
power in
in me
me vested
by
"An Act To
include
by the
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, entitled, "An
To include
certain lands in the Counties of Modoc
Modoc and Siskiyou,
Siskiyou, California,
California, in
in
Vol.
the Modoc
Forest, California,
for other
purposes", and
and
other purposes",
and for
California, and
National Forest,
Modoc National
the
3, p.
p. 36..
Vol. 30,
also by the
the Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
June fourth,
fourth, one thousand
thousand
ninety-seven (30
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
11 at
at 34
36), do
do proproeight hundred
hundred and
and ninety-seven
34 and
and 36),
claim that the ,Modoc
National Forest is
enlarged to include
include
Modoc National
is herebyhereby enlarged
the areas indicated
indicated in color on the diagram hereto annexed
annexed and
and
forming
forming aapart
part hereof.
hereof.
aProlealrlghts
Prior legal rights not
The withdrawal
withdrawal made by this proclamation
proclamation shall, as to all lands
affected.
at this
this date legally
which are at
land
legally appropriated
appropriated under
under the
the public
public land
laws, or
or embraced
in a
proper application
application to
laws,
embraced in
a proper
to enter
enter under
under the
the proprovisions
Stock-Raising Homestead
prior to
to May
visions of the
the Stock-Raising
Homestead Law
Law filed
filed prior
May 4,
1919,
the date
the lands
temporarily withdrawn
for th
l
assithee c
classiwithdrawn for
were temporarily
lands were
date the
1919, the
40, p.
i6.
ol. 40,
Vol.
P. 1316.
' 14
above-mentioned Act of
of March
fication contemplated
contemplated by the above-mentioned
March 3, 1919,
or reserved
reserved for any public purpose,
purpose, be subject
subject to,
to, and
and shall not interinterfere with
with or
or defeat
rights under
prevent
defeat legal rights
under such
such appropriation
appropriation, nor prevent
in such application
the designation
designation of the lands embraced
embraced in
application and
allowance thereof,
allowance
for such
public purpose
purpose of
of lands
lands so
so
thereof, nor
nor the use
use for
such public
reserved, so long as
as such claims
maintained, or
claims are legally
legally maintained,
or such
such
reservation remains
remains in
in force.
reservation
force.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States to be
be affixed.
Done in the District of Columbia this first day of October
October in
in the
the
year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred and twenty,
twenty,
[sEAL.]
Independence of the United States
[sE.AL.] and of the Independence
States the one
hundred
hundred and forty-fifth.
forty-fifth.
W OODROW 'WILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
By the President:
President:
BAINBBIDGE
BAINBRIDGE COLBY
Secretary of State.
Secretary
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1805

PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.
1920.
PROCLAMATIONS,
OF AMERICA
STATES
OF THE
THE UNITED
BY
UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

October 9,
1920.
9,1920.
October

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

ParkS.
WHEREAS,
the Act
Act of
Congress, entitled
"An Act for
ciisters i
s
2 u
te Par
for the
the creation CsteState
entitled "An
of Congress,
WHEREAS, the
of
the Custer
Custer State
Park Game
Game Sanctuary
DD,
ak •
e a arY'
South Dak.State of
of South
the State
Sanctuary, in the
State Park
of the
Pe.
purposes", approved
Dakota, and for other purposes",
approved June fifth, nineteen hun- PArbe,
`int
eTri.86.
dred
(41 Stat., 986),
986), provides
the President
President of the
provides "that
"that the
dred and
and twenty,
twenty, (41
designate as the Custer State
United States is hereby authorized
authorized to designate
Sanctuary such areas,
areas, not
thousand
not exceeding
exceeding thirty thousand
Park Game Sanctuary
adjoining or in the vicinity
Harney National Forest, and adjoining
acres, of the Barney
South Dakota,
Dakota, as
as should,
should, in
in the State of South
of the
the Custer State
State Park, in
his
protection of game animals and birds
for the protection
be set aside for
his opinion,
opinion, be
and
recognized as
breeding place
place therefor,"
therefor," and
as a
a breeding
and be recognized
WHEREAS, the following
described lands within the Harney
Harney
following described
WHEREAS,
National
South Dakota,
Dakota, to
to wit:
Forest, South
National Forest,
Description.
In Township
Meridian, all of Description.
Hills Meridian,
Black Hills
East, Black
Range 44 East,
South, Range
Township 22 South,
In
those parts
parts of
of Sections 22 and 27
right-of-way of the
of the right-of-way
27 lying
lying east of
those
Chicago,
and Quincy
N2 of Section 35, Sections
Railroad, NM
Quincy Railroad,
Burlington and
Chicago, Burlington
2 South, Range 55East, Black Hills
in Township
Township 2
and 36; in
23, 24,
24, 25,
25, 26 and
Meridian, SM
SY of
of Sections 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, all of Sections 13 to
Meridian,
6 East, Black Hills Meridian,
36 inclusive;
Range 6
Meridian,
South, Range
in Township
Township 22South,
36
inclusive; in
SM
W 4 Section 21, W2
WM Sections 28 and 33, all
SWy
and 20,
20, S
Sections 77and
SY/ Sections
of Sections
19, 29,
29, 30,
30, 31
31 and
5
Range 5
3 South, Range
in Township
Township 3
and 32;
32; in
18, 19,
of
Sections 18,
East, Black
Meridian, Sections
and 6, being less than
4, 55 and
Sections 3, 4,
Hills Meridian,
Black Hills
East,
thirty
thousand acres
adjoin or
vicinity of the Custer State
or are
are in the vicinity
acres, adjoin
thirty thousand
Park in
in the
State of
of South
opinion should be set
and in
in my opinion
South Dakota, and
the State
Park
aside
for the
of game
game animals
and birds
birds and
and be
be recognized
recognized
animals and
the protection
protection of
aside for
a breeding
breeding
as a
lH`R
, t
place therefor;
therefor '
samebreSupia
WOODROW WILSON, President of the se
NOW, THEREFORE,-I,
EFORE,- I, WOODROW
fistlieebINTIl
tee
Dain Southi
setHaside
United
America, by
by virtue of the authority
authority in me vested by kota.
of America,
States of
United States
the
Act of
of Congress,
hereby make
make known and proclaim
do hereby
Congress, do
aforesaid Act
the aforesaid
aforesaid, are
that all
all the
the lands
lands of the United States,
States, described as aforesaid,
that
Sanctuary and set
hereby designated
Custer State Park Game Sanctuary
as the Custer
designated as
hereby
aside for
game animals
animals and birds and shall be recof game
the protection
protection of
for the
aside
ognized as
breeding place
place therefor,
therefor, and
and the
the hunting,
killtrapping, killhunting, trapping,
as aabreeding
ognized
ing, or
capturing of
animals and
and birds
birds upon said lands is
game animals
any game
of any
or capturing
ing,
unlawful except
except under
such regulations
regulations as
prescribed from
as may be prescribed
under such
unlawful
time
the Secretary
Secretary- of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
time by
by the
to time
time to
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
set my
my hand
hand and
and
hereunto set
have hereunto
IN
caused
the seal
seal of
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States to
United States
the United
of the
caused the
DONE
in the
the District
District of
Columbia this
ninth day
of October,
October, inl
in
day of
this ninth
of Columbia
DONE in
the
our Lord
nine hundred
hundred and
and
thousand, nine
one thousand,
Lord one
of our
year of
the year
[SEAL.] twenty,
the Independence
Independence of the United States the
of the
and of
twenty, and
[SEAL.]
one hundred
hundred and
forty fifth.
fifth.
and forty
one
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
the President:
By the
BAINBRIDGE
OLBY
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE C
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
By THE
OF THE
TATES OF
AMERICA.
OF AMERICA.
STATES
UNITED S
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT

October 19, 1920.

October 19, 192).

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION. .
WHEREAS, it
appears that
that the
good will
will be
be promoted
by
promoted by
public good
the public
it appears
WHEREAS,
adding
the Arkansas
National Forest
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of
Forest the
Arkansas National
to the
adding to
Section
six (6),
Township two
South, Range
Range thirty
thirty (30)
(30) West,
West,
(2) South,
two (2)
(6 , Township
Section six
and the
the north
half of
of Section
one (1),
two (2)
Range
South, Range
(2) South,
Township two
(1), Township
Section one
north half
and
thirty-one
(31) West,
Meridian, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Principal Meridian,
5th Principal
West, 5th
thirty-one (31)

Arkansas
National
Ark. National
Preamble.

Frk
Forest,

Peable.

1806
1806

PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.
1920.
PROCLAMATIONS,

Now, therefore, I,
I, WOODROW
WILSON, President
President of the United
WOODROW WILSON,
United
State of America, by virtue
virtue of the power
power in me vested by the Act of
of
Congress approved
March third,
third, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-one
nmety-one (26
(26
Congress
approved March
eighteen hundred
Stat.,
entitled, "An
"An Act
repeal timber-culture
for
Stat., 1095),
1095), entitled,
Act To
To repeal
timber-culture laws,
laws, and
and for
Vol.
30, p. 3.
36.
other
purposes", and
also by
by the
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
ol. 30,p.
other purposes",
and also
the Act
Act of
June
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-seven
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
11 at
at 34
fourth,
ninety-seven (30
34 and
and
36), entited
entitled "An
Act Making
appropriations for
for sundry
sundry civil
civil exex36);
"An Act
Making appropriations
penses
the Government
Government for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
penses of
of the
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and for
other purposes",
purposes" 'do
do proproeighteen
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
for other
areas are
hereby added to the said
said
claim that the
the above-described
above-described areas
are hereby
Arkansas
National Forest.
Forest.
Arkansas National
rights not
The withdrawal
withdrawal made
made by
by this
this proclamation
to all
all lands
lands
aPrior legal
egasrightsnot
The
proclamation shall,
shall, as
as to
affected.
which are at this date legally appropriated
under the public land laws
appropriated under
reserved for any public
pub ,
?purpose, be subject
subject to and shall not interor reserved
legal rights
under such
appropriation, nor
nor prevent
prevent
fere with
with or defeat
defeat legal
rights under
such appropriation,
the use
for such
such public
purpose of
reserved, so
so long
long as
as such
the
use for
public purpose
of lands
lands so
so reserved,
such
appropriation is
maintained or such reservation
reservation remains
remains in
is legally
legally maintained
appropriation
force.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
caused the seal of the United States
States to be affixed.
affixed
Done in the District of Columbia
Columbia this 19th day of October
October in the
year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred and
and twenty,
[skai..1 and of the Independence
Independence of the United States the one
[sEL.A]
hundred and forty-fifth.
W OODROW WILON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the President:
President:
extended.
p.

Area
A extended.
Vol.
vol. 26,
26, p. 1103.
a.

BAINBRIDGE COLBY
COLBY
BAINBREDGI
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

October 30, 1920.
October30,1920.

BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

Santa
NatLonal WHEREAS, it appears that
that the public good will be promoted by
by
adding
certain lands
to the Santa
Santa Fe
Fe National
Forest, in
in New
New Mexico,
Prenabe.
adding certain
lands to
National Forest,
Mexico,

Fe National
Santa Fe
Forest, N. Mex.
Preamble.
Ante, p.434.
p. 434.
Ae,

Area modified.

Aeamodied.

p. 113.

Vol. 2,
Vol.
26, p. 1103.
ol. 30, p. 36.
Vol.

Laaddedto.
Lands added to.

Lands
excluded.
Lands excluded,

and by excluding
therefrom and restoring
restoring the
excluding certain
certain areas
areas therefrom
the public
public
lands subject to disposition therein in the manner authorized
authorized by
Public
Resolution Number
Yumber Twenty-nine,
February fourPublic Resolution
Twenty-nine, approved
approved February
fourteenth, nineteen
and twenty;
twenty;
teenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
NOW
WILSON,i
WOODROW WILSON
, President
President
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, WOODROW
America, by virtue of the power in
n me
of the United States of America,
me vested
by the Act
March third,
third, eighteen
hundred
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved March
eighteen hundred
and ninety-one
ninety-one (26 Stat., 1095),
1095), entitled, "An Act To repeal timberpurposes," and
culture laws, and for other purposes,"
the .Act
of ConConand also by
by the
Act of
gress approved June fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven (30
(30
Stat., 11 at 34 and 36),
entitled, "An
Making appropriations
appropriations for
for
36), entitled,
"An Act Making
expenses of the Government
Government for the fiscal year
sundry civil *expenses
year ending
June
ninety-eight, and for other
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight,
other
purposes,"
that the
NWX
and NW
X of
of Sec.
Sec. 29
29,
purposes," do
do proclaim
proclaim that
the NW
NE X
NW4
4 NE
4 and
and-N,; SWl4
SWX and N1
N34 SE%
SEX of Sec. 30, T. 24 N., R. 1
1W.,
W., N. M.
P. M., are hereby
hereby added
added to and made
made a
apart of the said Forest, and
that the following described
described lands are hereby
hereby excluded therefrom:
therefrom:

InT.
In. T. 25 N., R. 1
1E.,
E., S
S. Sec.
See. 31;
In T. 24 N., R. 11W.,
1 NEX,
,
NEW,
E SW4,,SM
SWy
W., NWY
NWM Sec. 1,
NEXSW
834 SWX
, NE,
and SEX Sec. 2, EM
E Y2 NEY
NEW,
NE X SEXS
SEX and SY
S4
SEX Sec. 10, NW%
NWX
2 SE4
NWX Sec.
Sec. 15,
15, 834
and SEW
sEy, Sec.
Sec. 16,
16,
Sec. 11,
11, NW4
Sj4 NEX,
NEy4, EY swy,
SWX and
NE14
KNW4,
S/ NWy and SWy
NE X NW
X, S
SW X Sec. 21;
21;
In T. 25 N., R. I
1 W., NEM,
NEJ SEY4
SE4 Sec.
In
SEX and SY
SM SEX
Sec. 36;
36;
-

1807
1807

PROCLAMATIONS,
1920.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.
New
Mexico Principal
Meridian.
Principal Meridian.
New Mexico
A

Priorlegalrightsnot
The withdrawal
made by
by this
proclamation shall,
shall, as
as to
to all lands Prior
legal rights not
this proclamation
withdrawal made
The
a
which
are at
at this
this date legally
appropriated under the public land affected.
legally appropriated
which are
laws or
or reserved
reserved for
any public purpose,
subject to, and shall not
purpose, be subject
for any
laws
interfere
or defeat
appropriation, nor
legal rights under such appropriation,
defeat legal
with or
interfere with
prevent
purpose of lands so reserved,
reserved, so long
such public purpose
for such
use for
the use
prevent the
reservation
as such
appropriation is
legally maintained, or such reservation
is legally
such .appropriation
as
remains
remains in force.
'lde leands
op
make known
further proclaim
And IIdo
do further
proclaim and
and make
known that
that pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the opEenxeeclititdoesdettlieamaet
opened to settlement
men of
-se-rice men
by ex-service
lands by
the public
aforesaid Public
Public Resolution,
hereby ordered
ordered that
public lands
of
that the
is hereby
it is
Resolution, it
aforesaid
in
the excluded
subject to
to valid
Nay
°V.d
' or
valid rights and the provisions of adays.
areas, subject
excluded areas,
in the
an existing
existing withdrawal
withdrawal for
classification and
and to
the conditions
to the
coal classification
for coal
an
homestead
applicable
to lands
lands so
opened only to homestead
shall be opened
withdrawn, shall
so withdrawn,
applicable to
and
land entry
entry by
qualified ex-service
ex-service men of the War with
by qualified
desert land
and desert
Germany, under
the terms
conditions of said resolution and
terms and conditions
under the
Germany,
the
thereunder, for
sixty-three days,
a period of sixty-three
for a
issued thereunder,
regulations issued
the regulations
beginning with
the sixty-third
sixty-third day from and after the date hereof,
with the
beginning
law applicable
and
thereafter to
appropriation under
under any
public land
land law
applicable tUnderrgeneral
tht
ern
etr
ergeneral laws
a
any public
to appropriation
and thereafter
thereto by
the general
general public.
public. Subsequent
Subsequent to the date hereof
hereof and
by the
thereto
prior
the date
of restoration
general disposition as provided
to general
restoration to
date of
to the
prior to
herein
no rights
rights may
to the
settlement
the excluded lands by settlement
acquired to
be acquired
may be
herein no
in advance
advance of
of entry,
entry, or
otherwise except
except strictly in accordance
or otherwise
in
herewith.
herewith.
applicat
Prospective applicants
applicants may,
during the
the period
j
'
period of twenty days etc."
may, during
Prospective
to
preceding
the
date
on
which
the
lands
shall
become
subject
entry,
subject
become
shall
lands
the
which
on
date
preceding the
this
selection
the form
under the provisions of this
desired under
form desired
of the
location of
or location
selection or
proclamation,
applications in the manner provided by
execute their applications
proclamation, execute
law
and present
present the
same, accompanied
accompanied by
by the required
payments,
require payments,
the same,
law and
Mexico, in person
to
the United
States land
land office
office at Santa
person
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
United States
to the
by mail,
otherwise, and
and all
so filed,
together with such
iled, together
applications so
all applications
or otherwise,
mail, or
by
as may
may be
at the
hour fixed,
treated as though
shall be treated
fixed, shall
the hour
submitted at
be submitted
as
simultaneously
filed and
shall be disposed of in the manner preand shall
simultaneously filed
scribed by
conflicts
such regulations conflicts
Under such
regulations. Under
existing regulations.
by existing
scribed
of
equal rights
be determined
drawing.
by aadrawing.
determined by
will be
rights will
of equal
IN
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused the
seal of
United States
affixed.
be affixed.
to be
States to
the United
of the
the seal
caused
DONE in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia this
this thirtieth
day of
of October, in
thirtieth day
District of
DONE
the year
year of
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine hundred and
our Lord
of our
the
[SEAL.]
twenty, and
of the
the Independence
United States the
of the United
Independence of
and of
[SEAL.] twenty,
one hundred
forty-fifth.
and forty-fifth.
hundred and
one
War

for

ai

l ws

e

.
iling

applications

WOODROW WILSON
WILSON
WOODROW

By the
the President:
President:
By
NORMAN H.
H.DAVIS
DAVIS
NORMAN
4cting
Secretary of
of State.
4cting Secretary

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLALMTION
WHEREAS, under
under .and
by virtue
of an
an Act of Congress entitled
virtue of
and by
WHEREAS,
"An Act
Act to
to provide
further for
national security
defense by
security and defense
the national
for the
provide further
"An
encouraging the
the production,
controlling
and controlling
supply and
the supply
conserving the
production, conserving
encoura-ing
the
distribution of
of food
and fuel",
approved by
Presiby the Presifuel", approved
products and
food products
the distribution
dent on
on the
the 10th
10th day
day of
is provided
provided among
other
among other
it is
1917, it
August, 1917,
of August,
dent
things
follows:
things as follows:
"That by
by reason
of the
the existence
of a
a state
state of
of war,
cssential
war, it is essential
existence of
reason of
"That
to the
the national
security and
defense, for
the successful
prosecution
successful prosecution
for the
and defense,
national security
to

Octoberrn..
30. I'M.
015).
octoQ
Sugar.
Preamble.

Sugar.

Statutory provision.

Statutory
Vol. 40, p. provision.
276.

PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.
1920.
PROCLAMATIONS,

1808
1808

of
war, and
and for
for the
the support
support and
maintenance of
of the
the Army
Army and
and
and maintenance
the war,
of the
Navy,
to
adequate supply
and equitable
equitable distribution,
and
distribution, and
supply and
an adequate
assure an
to assure
Navy,
to facilitate
facilitate the
movement of
foods, feeds,
fuel, including
fuel oik
oil
including fuel
feeds, fuel,
of foods,
the movement
to
and natural gas,
gas, fertilizer.and
fertilizer. and fertilizer
fertilizer ingredients,
tools,
utensils,
utensils,
tools,
ingredients,
and natural
implements, machinery
machinery, and
and equipment
for actual
producactual producrequired for
equipment required
implements,
tion of
of foods
necessaries;
in this act called necessaries;
hereafter in
fuel, hereafter
and fuel,
feeds, and
foods, feeds,
tion
to prevent,
scarcity, monopolization, hoarding,
generally, .scarcity,
or generally,
locally or
prevent, focally
to
injurious
speculation,
manipulations,
and private
private controls,
controls, affect*
affecting
and
manipulations,
injurious speculation,
such supply,
and movement;
movement; and
and mainmainestablish and
to establish
and to
distribution, and
supply, distribution,
such
tain
governmental control
control of
of such
necessaries during the war. For
such necessaries
tain governmental
such purposes
instrumentalities, means,
methods, powers, aumeans, methods,
the instrumentalities,
purposes the
such
thorities
duties, obligations,
obligations, and
prohibitions hereinafter set forth
and prohibitions
thorities, duties,
are
created, established,
established, conferred,
conferred, and
prescribed. The
President is
The President
and prescribed.
are created,
authorized to
such regulations
and to
to issue
such orders as are
issue such
regulations and
make such
to make
authorized
essential effectively
out the
provisions of this act."
the provisions
carry out
to carry
effectively to
essential
AND, WHEREAS,
it is
further provided
provided in
in said
said act as follows:
is further
WHEREAS, it
AND,
"That,
time to
whenever the
shall find it
it
President shall
the President
time, whenever
to time,
from time
"That, from
p. 2:77.
2.
40,p.
Vol. 40,
essential
to
license
the
importation,
manufacture,
storage,
mining
or
or
mining
storage,
manufacture,
importation,
essential to license the
distribution of
of any
any necessaries,
necessaries, in
in order
to carry
effect any of the
into effect
carry into
order to
distribution
purposes
of
this
Act,
and
shall
publicly
so
announce,
no person shall,
announce,
so
publicly
shall
and
Act,
this
of
purposes
after a
date fixed
fixed in
announcement, engage
engage in or carry on any
the announcement,
in the
a date
after
such business
business specified
announcement of importation, manuthe announcement
in the
specified in
such
facture, storage,
distribution of
necessaries as set forth
of any necessaries
or distribution
mining, or
storage, turning,
facture,
a license issued
in
such announcement,
unless he shall secure and hold a
issued
announcement, unless
in such
to issue such
pursuant
to
this
section.
The
President
authorized
such
authorized
is
President
The
section.
this
to
pursuant
licenses and
and to
regulations for systems of accounts and
prescribe regulations
to prescribe
licenses
auditing of
to be kept
licensees, submission of reports
kept by licensees,
accounts to
of accounts
auditing
by
them, with
or without
affirmation and the entry and inwithout oath or affirmation
with or
by them,
spection
authorized agents of the places of
duly authorized
President's duly
the President's
by the
spection by
business
licensees."
licensees."
of
business
AND WHEREAS,
virtue of
the above provisions certain pubof the
by virtue
WHEREAS, by
AND
lic announcements
President from time to time
announcements were made by the President
lic
as
manufacture, storage and disimportation, manufacture,
the importation,
which the
of which
result of
a result
as a
tribution
necessaries were licensed.
tribution of certain necessaries
AND
changed situation has been brought about by
a changed
WHEREAS, a
AND WHEREAS,
the present
present armistice
between the United
United States and Gerthe war between
in the
armistice in
the
many,
by the
approaching expiration
of the powers
powers granted to
expiration of
the approaching
and by
many, and
A,
Ante, pp. 360.
"An
Congress entitled "
An Act to provide
provide for
for
President by an act of Congress
the president
P'
the national
national welfare
welfare by
continuing the United States Sugar Equalizaby continuing
the
1920 and for other purposes",
tion Board until December
31, 1920,
purposes", apDecember 31,
tion
Announcing the II- proved
proved by
the
President
on
the
31st
day
of
December,
1919.
1919.
December,
of
da
31st
the
by the President on
censin
of specified
NOW,
THKREFORE, I,.
WOODROW WILSON, President of
I, WOODROW
NOW, THEREFORE,
lcenAningg Ofthe
ZIZZ
a
i r no
United States of America, by virtue of the Powers
Powers conferred
conferred
no longer the United
eceses
upon me
by said
Act of Congress, hereby find and determine and by
said Act
me by
upon
announce that it is no longer essential in
this
PROCLAMATION do announce
this PROCLAMATION
order
purposes of the Act that the importation,
the purposes
effect the
to carry
carry into effect
order to
necessaries be subject
certain necessaries
manufacture,
storage or distribution of certain
manufacture, storage
extent hereinafter
to license,
license, to
to the
hereinafter specified.
the extent
to
Licenses canceled.
importation, manufacture,
heretofore required for the importation,
Licenses
anceled.
Licenses
Licenses heretofore
manufacture,
necessaries are hereby cancelled,
storage or distribution of
certain necessaries
cancelled,
of certain
storage
effective November
November 15,
15, 1920,
with respect
to the
following::
the following.
respect to
with
1920,
f
effective
Imprters,
suImporters,
gar an
etc., of Ail
ril
d products
products
or associations
engaged m
in the busiassociations engaged
corporations or
firms, corporations
persons, firms,
All persons,
seoand'
thereof.
ness
importing, manufacturing,
storing or
or distributing
distributing sugar,
sugar, or
or
manufacturing, storing
of importing,
ness of
p. 1696.
166.
thvol,
Vol. 40, p.
named necessary.
foregoing named
Regulations
any
by-product of
of the
the foregoing
necessary.
or by-product
any product
product or
nele
egulati s ccanceled
from
All
under" the said Act covering
covering licensees so dealregulations issued under
A regulations
15,
November 15,
om November
are hereby
hereby canceled,
commodities are
ing in
in these
Ia.
from
ing
these commodities
canceled, effective
effective November
November 15,
15,
longer

1920.

PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.
PROCLAMATIONS,

1809
1809

IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
caused
seal of
the United States to be affixed.
of the
the seal
caused the
October, in
DONE in
the District
District of
Columbia, this 30th day of October,
of Columbia,
in the
DONE
Thousand Nine Hundred and
the year
our Lord
One Thousand
Lord One
of our
year of
the
[SEAL.] Twenty,
Twenty, and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of the United States of
[SEAL.]
America the
the One Hundred
Hundred and Forty-Fifth.
America
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
the President:
By the
NORMAN
DAVIS
H. DAVIS
NORMAN H.
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State.
Acting

STATES
BY THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED S
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

November 12,
1920.
12,1920.
November

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

Day,
-an20gving
The
behooves us
us to
Day,
to turn from 19:,ranksgiving
it behooves
when it
approaches when
again approaches
season again
The season
may
we
that
the
distractions
and
preoccupations
of
our
daily
life,
Preamble.
life,
daily
the distractions and preoccupations of our
contemplate the
mercies which
which have
been vouchsafed
render
vouchsafed to us, and render
have been
the mercies
contemplate
heartfelt and
thanks unto
God for
His manifold goodness.
for His
unto God
unfeigned thanks
and unfeigned
heartfelt
This is
is an
an old
old observance
observance of
of the
the American
American people, deeply imbedded
This
the stresses of life have
in
our
thought
and
habit.
The
burdens
and
and the
burdens
The
habit.
and
in our thought
their own
insistence.
own insistence.
their
We have
cause for
thanksgiving. The lesions of the
for thanksgiving.
abundant cause
have abundant
We
war are
healing. The
great army
freemen, which
which America
of freemen,
army of
The great
rapidly healing.
are rapidly
war
sent
to the
defense of
of Liberty,
returning to the
embrace of
the grateful embrace
Liberty, returning
the defense
sent to
and
the
nation,
has
resumed
the
useful
pursuits
of
peace,
as
simply
and
simply
as
peace,
of
pursuits
the nation, has resumed the useful
as
as it
it rushed
to arms
arms in
to the
the country's
country's call.
obedience to
in obedience
rushed to
promptly as
as promptly
The
equal justice
our laws
has received
received steady
steady vindication
vindication in the
laws has
of our
Justice of
The equal
support
of a
law-abiding people
people against
various and sinister attacks,
attacks,
against various
a law-abiding
support of
war,
of
which
have
reflected
only
the
baser
agitations
now
happily
agitations
baser
the
only
reflected
have
which
passing.
passing.
In
security and
our virtuous
virtuous and self-reliant
self-reliant people
peace, our
and peace,
plenty, security
In plenty,
face
the
future,
its
duties
and
its
opportunities.
May we have
opportunities.
its
and
duties
face the future, its
vision to
to discern
our duties;
of hand and resolve,
both of
strength, both
the strength,
duties; the
discern our
vision
the
to
them; and
soundness of heart to realize that the
the soundness
and the
discharge them;
to discharge
truest opportunities
opportunities are
are those
of service.
service.
those of
truest
In a
spirit, then,
then, of
of devotion
and stewardship
stewardship we should give
devotion and
a spirit,
In
thanks
in
our
hearts,
and
dedicate
ourselves
service of God's
God's
the service
to the
ourselves
thanks in our hearts, and dedicate
merciful
and loving
loving purposes
purposes to
His children.
children.
to His
merciful and
Wherefore, I,
Wilson President
of the
States of
Thursday, pNojne
NovembeTh.rsda,
of ber
United States
the United
President of
25, 1920, appointed
Woodrow Wilson,
I, Woodrow
Wherefore,
America,
do
hereby
designate
Thursday,
the
twenty-fifth
day
of
a.
a
day
general
gener
of
day
a
as
of
day
do hereby designate Thursday, the twenty-fifth
America,
November next
as
a day
of
Thanksgiving and
and prayer,
prayer and
I call
thanksgiving.
callthas
I
and
Thanksgiving
of
day
a
as
next
November
upon my
my countrymen
ordinary tasks and avocatheir ordinary
from their
cease from
to cease
countrymen to
upon
tions
upon that
that day,
it up
the remembrance
remembrance of God and His
to the
up to
giving it
day, giving
tions upon
acknowledgment.
blessings
their dutiful
dutiful and grateful
grateful acknowledgment.
and their
blessings, and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
and
WHEREOF, II have
IN
affixed.
to be affixed.
eansed
seal of
United States
States to
the United
of the
the seal
caused the
Done
the District
of Columbia
Columbia this
of November,
day of
twelfth day
this twelfth
District of
in the
Done in
in
year of
of our
our Lord,
Lord, one
one thousand
thousand nine hundred and
the year
in the
United States the
[sEAL.]
twenty, and
of the
of the United
independence of
the independence
and of
[SEAL.] twenty,
one hundred
and forty-fifth.
forty-fifth.
hundred and
one
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
the President:
By the
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE C
OLBY
BAINBRIDGE
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

PROC
LAMATIONS,1920.
1920.
PROCLAMATIONS,

1810
November
25 192e.
November 25,

OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
BY
TIM PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, it
it appears
public good will be promoted by
the public
that the
appears that
WHEREAS,
in Florida;
adding certain lands to the Florida National Forest, in
Florida;
NOW,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
President of
of the
the
I, WOODROW
THEREFQRE, I,
NOW, THKREFORE,
United
by virtue
of the
in me
me vested
vested by
the
by the
the power
power in
virtue of
States of
of America,
America, by
United States
Vol.
Vol. 26, p.1103.
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninetyninetyapproved March
Act
v. 2, p. 03.
one (26
(26 Stat.,
1095) ,entitled,
entitled, "
An Act
Act To
To repeal
repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws,
laws,
"An
one
Stat., 1095),
vol3,
p.
Vol. 30, p. 36.
and
for other
purposes," and
and also
also by
the Act
approved
Congress approved
Act of
of Congress
by the
other purposes,"
and for
voop..
June fourth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
Stat., 11
34
at 34
11 at
(30 Stat.,
ninety-seven (30
and ninety-seven
fourth, eighteen
June
and
entitled, "An
Act Making
for sundry
sundry civil
civil
appropriations for
Making appropriations
"An Act
36); entitled,
and 36);
expenses
of the
Government for
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
year ending
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
the Government
expenses of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
ninet3r-eight, and
and for
prodo propurposes," do
for other
other purposes,"
eighteen
claim that
that the
the boundaries
boundaries of
of the
National Forest
Forest are
are hereby
hereby
the Florida
Florida National
claim
enlarged
include the
areas indicated
additions upon
the diagram
diagram
upon the
as additions
indicated as
the areas
to include
enlarged to
hereto annexed
annexed and
and forming
part hereof.
hereof.
a part
forming a
hereto
Prior legal
rightsnot
The withdrawal
irxhitsnnot
proclamation shall, as to all lands
withdrawal made by this proclamation
affected.
which are
this date
'Tally appropriated
appropriated under
under the
public land
land laws
the public
date legally
at this
are at
which
or
public purpose,
purpose be
be subject
and shall
internot intershall not
to, and
subject to,
any public
for any
or reserved
reserved for
fere with
or defeat
legal rights
rights under
under such
prevent
nor prevent
appropriation,'nor
such appropriation
defeat legal
with or
fere
as such
the use
use for
for such
such public
purpose of
of lands
reserved, so long
long as
so reserved,
lands so
public purpose
the
appropriation is
is legally
legally maintained,
in
remains in
reservation remains
or such
such reservation
maintained, or
appropriation
force.
force.
IN WITNESS
and
my hand
hand and
set my
hereunto set
have hereunto
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN
WITNESS WHIMEOF,
caused the
the seal of
of the United States to be affixed.
caused
November
Done in
Columbia this
twenty-fifth day of November
this twenty-fifth
of Columbia
District of
in the
the District
Done
in the
the year
thousand nine
hundred and
and
nine hundred
Lord one
one thousand
year of
of our
our Lord
in
[BEAL]
twenty, and
and of
of the
the United
United States
States the
the
of the
the Independence
Independence of
[SEAL.] twenty,
one
and forty-fifth.
forty-fifth.
one hundred
hundred and
W 00DROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By the
the President:
President:
By
BAINBRIDGE
COLBY
BAINBRIDOE COLBY
Secretary of State.
Secretary

Florida National
t
Florida
Forest,
Fla. Na ml
Preamble.
enlarged.
Area enlarged.

December
9, 1920.
1920.
Deember9,

By
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
IRE. UNITED
STATES OF

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

c.

3

C°PYri
Preamthts.
le.

107
Vol. 3
35, p.
p. 1075.

vol.

5.

voL 35,p. o77.

Vol. 35, p.1077.

WHEREAS it
it is
is provided
provided by
by the
the Act
Act of
Congress of
of March
March 4,
4,
of Congress
WHEREAS
1909, entitled
the Acts
Acts Respectentitled "An
"An Act to Amend
Amend and Consolidate
Consolidate the
Respecting
of Section
Section 1
(e) of
Act, "
so
1 (e)
of said
said Act,
"so
ing Copyright,"
Copyright," that
that the
the provisions
provisions of
far
they secure
controlling the
of instruments
instruments
copyright controlling
the parts
parts of
far as
as they
secure copyright
musical work,
work, shall include
serving
reproduce mechanically
mechanically the musical
serving to reproduce
only
published and
after this Act goes
goes into
into
only compositions published
and copyrighted
copyrighted after
composer
effect, and shall not include the works of aaforeign
foreign author or composer
composer
unless
unless the foreign state or nation of which such author or composer
is
or subject
subject grants,
either by
by treaty,
convention, agreeagreeis aa citizen
citizen or
grants, either
treaty, convention,
ment, or
or law,
law, to
to citizens of the United States similar
similar rights":
rights":
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it is further provided that the copyright seshall extend to the work of an author or proprietor
cured by the Act shill)
proprietor
who
is a
citizen or
or subject
or nation,
only upon
who is
a citizen
subject of
of a
a foreign
foreign state
state or
nation, only
upon
certain
forth in
certain conditions
conditions set
set forth
in section
section 8
of said
said Act,
Act, to
to wit:
8 of
wit:
(a)
When an
an alien
author or
or proprietor
domiciled within
(a) When
alien author
proprietor shill
shall be
be domiciled
within
publication of his work; or
the United States at the time of the first publication
(b) When the foreign
foreign state or nation of which such author
author or proprietor is
is aa citizen
citizen or
or subject
either by
treaty, convention,
prietor
subject grants,
grants, either
by treaty,
convention,
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1920.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.

1811
1811

agreement,
or law,
law, to
to citizens of
States the benefit of
of the United States
agreement, or
copyright on
on substantially
substantially the
the same basis as to its own citizens,
copyright
or
equal to the protection
protection secured
substantially equal
protection substantially
copyright protection
or copyright
to such
such foreign
foreign author
author under
when such
under this Act or by treaty; or when
to
foreign
party to an international
international agreement
agreement which
which
is aaparty
nation is
or nation
state or
foreign state
provides
for reciprocity
the granting
copyright, by the terms of
granting of copyright,
in the
reciprocity in
provides for
a
which
the United
States may, at its pleasure, become
become a
United States
agreement the
which agreement
party
thereto:
party thereto:

wrt
AND
WHEREAS it
further provided
by the
the Act
of Congress
Congress aabroaductiodog
Production
Act of
provided by
broad
durionfg works
the
is further
it is
AND WHEREAS

War.
approved December
December 18,
"that all
World
all works made the subject of World
1919, "that
18, 1919,
approved
Ante, p. 369.
copyright by
of the United
United States first produced or pub- A
laws of
the laws
by the
copyright
lished
August 1,
1, 1914,
before the date of the Presi1914, and before
after August
abroad after
lished abroad
dent's proclamation
proclamation of
of which
which the authors or proprietors
proprietors are
peace, of
of peace,
dent's
similar
citizens
subjects of
of any
or nation
nation granting
granting similar
state or
foreign state
any foreign
or subjects
citizens or
protection for
for works
works by
by citizens
citizens of
the existence
States, the
United States,
the United
of the
protection
of
which shall
determined by
proclamation issued by
copyright proclamation
a copyright
by a
be determined
shall be
of which
the
of the
the United
shall be
protection
the protection
entitled to the
be entitled
States, shall
United States,
President of
the President
conferred
States from and after
the United States
laws of the
copyright laws
the copyright
by the
conferred by
the
before the
expiration of fifteen
fifteen months after
the expiration
accomplishment, before
the accomplishment,
the
date of
of the
the President's
President's proclamation
proclamation of
peace, of the conditions
of peace,
the date
and
formalities prescribed
prescribed with
with respect
works by the copysuch works
to such
respect to
and formalities
herein
right laws
laws of
the United
United States:
nothing herein
That nothing
further, That
Provided further,
States: Provided
of the
right
contained
be construed
person of any right
any person
deprive any
to deprive
construed to
shall be
contained shall
foreign
which he
he may
may have
by the
the republication
republication of
such foreign
of such
acquired by
have acquired
which
work
in the
to the
the approval
approval of this Act.
Act."
prior to
States prior
United States
the United
work in
AND
WHEREAS the
President is
determine and
to determine
authorized to
is authorized
the President
AND WHEREAS
declare
by proclamation
proclamation the
the existence
existence of
of similar
protection for works
similar protection
declare by
by
citizens of
United States
may
purposes of the Act may
as the purposes
States as
the United
of the
by citizens
require;
require;
GovernhaAction
requre;
Action of Governn
r
.
AND WHEREAS
been given ment of
of Detma
Denmark.
has been
assurance has
official assurance
satisfactory official
WHEREAS satisfactory
AND
February
of
decrees
by
that the Royal
Royal
Denmark that
of Denmark
Government of
the Government
by the
22, 1913,
the authority
conferred by the
the Danish
authority conferred
of the
virtue of
by virtue
issued by
1913, issued
22,
Copyright
1, 1912,
1912, extending
American authors the
to American
extending to
April 1,
of April
Law of
Copyright Law
rights
conferred by
by that
law (including
reproduction
(including reproduction
that law
privileges conferred
and privileges
rights and
representation),
by
cinematographic representation),
and cinematographic
instruments and
mechamcal instruments
by mechamcal
were not
not cancelled
the war
war and
granted
protection is granted
and that if protection
during the
cancelled during
were
which have been
authors
Danish
works
in
the
United
States
to
by
been
States
United
the
in
published during
the war,
protection in
Denmark for American
in Denmark
war, protection
during the
published
authors
would take
automatically.
effect automatically.
take effect
authors would
Benefits extended to

oDenmark
NOW THEREFORE,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
subjects of
Denmark
the su.bjeeti
of the
President of
I, WOODROW
THEREFORE, I,
NOW
for works published
workstpublinhed
for
United
States of
America, do
do hereby
declare and
proclaim
and proclaim
hereby declare
therein,
etc. ' since
of America,
United States
Angus 1 1f'4,
191 ,
1, and
and
1.
one of
of the
the alternative
specified in
in Sections
Sections 1
1 (e) Augult'
conditions specified
alternative conditions
That one
1. That
,
s
ii,
not
Na
nited ttatz
i7
pp. 1,p.075,
oii. U 3,3,pp.
and 8
8 (b)
(b) of
the Act
Act of
of March
1909, and
acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof,
and acts
March 4, 1909,
of the
and
1077.
including
Act of
now exists
exists and
is fulfilled '07,,p.7
and is
A nte, p. .369.
1919, now
18, 1919,
December 18,
of December
the Act
including the
, .
in
respect to
subjects of
of Denmark,
Denmark, and
and that
such Danish subthat such
the subjects
to the
in respect
March
jects
are
entitled
to
all
the
benefits
of
the
Copyright
March
of
Act
Copyright
the
of
benefits
the
all
to
entitled
jects are
4,
the acts
acts amendatory
thereof, including
including the Act of
amendatory thereof,
and the
1909, and
4, 1909,
December 18,
18, 1919,
1919, for
for all
all of
works first
first published
published in Dentheir works
of their
December
mark
between August
1914, and
and before
before the
President's proclamaproclamathe President's
1, 1914,
August 1,
mark between
tion
and not
already republished
republished in
in the
United States:
States:
the United
not already
peace, and
of peace,
tion of
Conditions.
Provided that
by any
any work
the rights and bene- Condition
of the
work of
enjoyment by
the enjoyment
that the
Provided
fits
conferred by
by the
the Copyright
Copyright Act
Act of
of March
4, 1909, and
and the acts
March 4,
fits conferred
amendatory
thereof,
including
the
Act
of
December
18,
1919,
shall
1919, shall
18,
December
of
Act
the
including
thereof,
amendatory
be
conditional upon
formalities
and formalities
requirements and
the requirements
with the
compliance with
upon compliance
be conditional
prescribed with
with respect
respect to
such works
by the
copyright laws of the
the copyright
works by
to such
prescribed
United States
expiration of
fifteen months
after the date
months after
of fifteen
the expiration
before the
States before
United
of the
of peace,
and shall commence
commence from
peace, and
proclamation of
President's proclamation
the President's
of
and
with those
constituting due
requirements, constituting
those requirements,
compliance with
after compliance
and after
registration for
for copyright
copyright in
in the
United States.
the United
registration

1812
1812

PROCLAMATIONS,
1920.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1920.

APPIkati°
11 t° meme'
2. That
the case
case of
of musical
musical works
to which
which this
this proclamation
proclamation
works to
in the
That in
2.
Applation
themes'
musicaltoreprocontrivances, including records,
ductions.
relates,
provided that no contrivances,
records, perand provided
relates, and
rp
daase.
forated
rolls
and
other
devices
by
means
of
which
the
work
be
may be
forated rolls and other devices by means of which the work may
mechanically
performed,
have
been
lawfully
made
or
placed
on
sale
sale
on
placed
or
made
lawfully
been
have
performed,
mechanically
Vol
1075.
within the
the United
United States
States before
the date
of this proclamation,
proclamation copydate of
before the
within
.
35, p.
1 (e) of
right shall
special benefit
benefit of Section 1
of the
the Copythe special
include the
shall include
right
. 5.
right
of March
namely "copyright
the parts
parts
controlling the
"copyright controlling
1909, namely
4, 1909,
March 4,
Act of
right Act
of instruments
serving to
to reproduce
the musical
work."
musical work."
mechanically the
reproduce mechanically
serving
instruments
of
.
Rights rrangements
under pre-.Nothing in this proclamation shall
be construed
or
abrogate or
to abrogate
construed to
3. Nothing in this proclamation shall be
mous
d
armngemnTs
vitus a
a
not aect
affected.
limit any
any rights
rights and
conferred under the reciprocal
reciprocal arrangeand benefits conferred
limit
.
not
Vol.
heretofore proclaimed.
ments
p. 2685.
vol, 26, p.
ments with Denmark heretofore
proclaimed.
In Testimony
Whereof, I
caused
and caused
hand and
my hand
set my
hereunto set
I have
have hereunto
Testimony.Whereof,
In
the Seal
Seal of
of the
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
United States
the United
the
Done in
Columbia this
this ninth
ninth day
day: of
December in
in
of December
of Columbia
District of
the District
in the
Done
the
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
year of
the year
[SEAL.]
and of
of the
Independence of
of the
the United
of
States of
United States
the Independence
twenty and
[SEAL.] twenty
America the
the one
Forty-fifth.
and Forty-fifth.
hundred and
one hundred
America
WoonRow WILsoN
WiLsow
WOODROW
By
the President:
President:
By the
NORMAN
DAVIs
H. DAVIS
NORMAN H.
_Acting
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Acting Secretary
Decembet
9, 1920.
1920.
Decemba 9,

AMERICA
STATES
BY
PRESIDENT or
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AmizsicA
OF THE
TnH PBESDENT
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Caribou'.
National
National
Carbot;
F
/dab
, and
and
ret,, Idaho
Fong
W ir9
Camble.
riamble.
Ante, p.1056.
106.
AS.p.

WHEREAS,
of the
within the State
lands, within
the lands,
certain of
that certain
appears that
WHEREAS, itit appears
of
described in
m the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
approved June
June fifth,
ninefifth, nineCongress approved
Idaho, described
of Idaho,
teen hundred
hundred and
twenty (41
found
(41 Stat., 1056), which have been found
and twenty
teen
production
under
terms of
of said
valuable for the production
be chiefly valuable
to be
act to
said act
the terms
under the
to
of timber
timber or
or for
for the
stream flow, should be added to
of stream
protection of
the protection
of
the
Caribou National
Forest;
National Forest;
the Caribou
Areaaenlarged.
enlarged.
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
WILSON, President
President of
of
WOODROW WILSON,
I, WOODRO*
NOW, THEREFORE,
the
virtue of
of the power in me vested
vested
by virtue
of America
America by
States of
United States
the United
by the
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
Act of
of June
hundred and twenty,
nineteen hundred
fifth, nineteen
June fifth,
by
entitled
An Act
Act To
authorize the
the addition
addition of certain lands to the
To authorize
"An
entitled "
Caribou
National Forest,"
Forest," do proclaim that the Caribou National
National
Caribou National
Forest
is hereby
hereby enlarged
indicated as additions
include the areas indicated
to include
enlarged to
Forest is
on
diagram hereto
and forming
hereof.
part hereof.
a part
forming a
annexed and
hereto annexed
on the
the diagram
Prior
legal6 rights
not
The
withdrawal made
this proclamation
shall, as to all lands
proclamation shall,
by this
made by
The withdrawal
htsnot
itegalrg
Pff
aaffected.
or entry pending
embraced in
in any
valid application
pending at the date of
application or
any valid
embraced
the
of the
the aforesaid
Act,. or
reservation for any public puror reservation
aforesaid Act,
approval of
the approval
pose,
subject to,
to, and
and shall
not interfere
with or
defeat legal rights
or defeat
interfere with
shall not
e subject
pose, be
under
application or
or entry, nor prevent the use for such public
such application
under such
lands so reserved, so long as such claims are legally
purpose of
legally mainmainof lands
purpose
tained or
or such
such reservation
remains in force.
reservation remains
tained
I have hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
IN
affixed.
caused the
the seal
of the United States to be affixed.
seal of
caused
Done
the District of
of Columbia this 9th day of December in the
in the
Done in
one thousand
year
thousand nine hundred
hundred and twenty,
our Lord one
of our
year of
[sEAL.]
and of
Independence of the United States the one
the Independence
of the
[S.EA.] and
hundred and
forty-fifth.
and forty-fifth.
hundred
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
the President
President
By the
NORMAN H.
H. DAVIS
NORMAN
Acting
Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary
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1813

PROCLAMATIONS,
1921.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1921.
THE UNITED
OF THE
BY
THE P
RESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
PRESIDENT
BY THE

February
3, 1921.
Febmrary 3,1921.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
ea

mble.
the Senate of the United Pr
WHEREAS
public interests
interests require
that the
Preamble.
require that
WHEREAS public
o'clock on the fourth day of March
States be
be convened
convened at
at twelve
twelve o'clock
States
next to
to receive
receive such
communications as may be made by the Execsuch communications
next
utive;
utive;
Now, Therefore,
Therefore I,
Woodrow Wilson,
President of the United sePtialseconed~
sPtitsr, k'n=
Wilson, President
I, Woodrow
Now,
States
America ,do hereby
and declare
March 4,
4, 191.
1921.
declare that an extraordi- Marc
proclaim and
hereby proclaim
of America,
States of
nary
requires the
the Senate
of the
United States to convene at
the United
Senate of
occasion requires
nary occasion
the Capitol,
in the
the District
District of
March
Columbia,'on the fourth day of March
of Columbia
Capitol, in
the
next,
at twelve
which all persons who shall at that
of which
noon, of
o'clock noon,
twelve o'clock
next, at
time be
be entitled
to act
as members
required
of that body are hereby required
members of
act as
entitled to
time
to take
notice.
take notice.
to
Given under
under my
States in the Disof the United States
seal of
the seal
and the
hand and
my hand
Given
trict of
of Columbia
third of February
year of our
February in the year
the third
Columbia the
trict
[sEAL.1
twenty-one, and of
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one,
one thousand
Lord one
[SEAL.] Lord
the Independence
of the
States the one hundred
United States
the United
Independence of
the
and forty-fifth.
forty-fifth.
and
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
President:
the President:
By
COLBY
B2tINBRIDGE C
OLBY
BAINBRIDGE
State.
Secretary
Secretary of State.

BY
RESIDENT OF
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA
STATES
THE UNITED
OF TH.h.
PRESIDENT
THE P
BY THE

February 14, 1921.
14, 92L
February

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS, the
the United
United States,
States ' under an Act of
of the
President of
the President
WHEREAS,

Porto Rico.
Preamble.
Vol. 39, p. 954.

Prambe.

a Vol 39, P-954To provide
Congress
"An Act
Act To
provide a
entitled, "An
1917, entitled,
2, 1917,
March 2,
approved March
Congress approved
civil
government for
for Porto
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," is authorRico, and
Porto Rico,
civil government
ized to
convey to
the people
Rico from time to time, in his
Porto Rico
of Porto
people of
to the
to convey
ized
discretion, such
such lands,
buildings, or
or interests
interests in
in lands
lands or other proplands, buildings,
discretion,
erty now
now owned
territorial limits
the territorial
within the
and within
States and
United States
the United
by the
owned by
erty
of
Rico as
his opinion
opinion are
needed for
purposes of
for purposes
longer needed
no longer
are no
m his
as in
Porto Rico
of Porto
the
and
States; and
United States;
the United
WHEREAS, certain
certain portions
the reservations
heretofore set
reservations heretofore
of the
portions of
WHEREAS,
apart for
for military
military or
or naval
naval purposes
within the
Municipality of
of San
San
the Municipality
purposes within
apart
United
the
of
Juan,
Porto
Rico,
are
no
longer
needed
for
the
purposes
United
purposes
the
for
needed
longer
no
are
Rico,
Juan, Porto
States; and
States;
WHEREAS,
lands are
desired by
Municipality of San
the Municipality
by the
are desired
such lands
WHEREAS, such
Juan, Porto
Rico, in
in connection
with the
construction of
public
a public
of a
the construction
connection with
Porto Rico,
Juan,
road or
the limits
of said
and may be
be
Municipality and
said Municipality
limits of
within the
boulevard within
or boulevard
road
J
Rico,an
advantageously used
used for
said purpose
purpose jy
people of
of Porto
Porto Rico
the people
by the
for said
Lands in San Juan
advantageously
transferred to Porto
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President of the United
United transerred
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
Rico for highway purR 'for higay prdo hereby
States,
the authority
in me
me vested,
vested, do
hereby proclaim poses.
authority in
of the
virtue of
by virtue
States, by
and
make
known
that
the
following
described
lands
to
be
used
for
for
used
be
to
lands
described
and make known that the following
highway purposes
purposes only,
only, and
and subject
subject to
to the
the conditions
hereinafter
conditions hereinafter
highway
mentioned,
are
hereby
transferred
and
conveyed
to
of
people of
the people
to the
conveyed
and
mentioned, are hereby transferred
Porto
Rico:
Porto Rico:
Such strip
or parcel
parcel of
land within
within the
the Municipality
San Juan,
of San
Municipality of
of land
strip or
Such
needed
now occupied
occupied as
as naval
or military
reservations, as
may be needed
as may
military reservations,
naval or
now
to develop
or construct
boulevard 15
meters
7.50 meters
wide, 7.50
meters wide,
15 meters
a boulevard
construct a
develop or
to
on
each
side
of
the
center
line
thereof,
extending
from
"Plaza
de
de
"Plaza
from
extending
thereof,
line
on each side of the center
Colon" to
"San Antonio"
Antonio" bridge,
such boulevard
to follow,
in a
a
follow, in
boulevard to
bridge, such
to "San
Colon"
general
way
the
upper
bank
of
the
embankment
along
the
sea
sea
the
along
embankment
the
of
bank
upper
the
general way
shore
all through
district, and in the direcTierra district,
de Tierra
Puerta de
through Puerta
line all
shore line
44282°—voL
2-27
41--P 2-27
44282°-VOL 41—Fr
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tion
below, taking
taking as
as a
reference map
for such
such purpose
purpose
map for
a reference
given below,
tion given
Department of
of Interior
Interior map
of Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, approved
by LawLawapproved by
map of
Department
rence Graham,
Graham, Commissioner,
Commissioner, in
in November
1909, on
are
which are
on which
November 1909,
rence
shown all
all federal
federal and
insular reserves
propprivate propas_private
as well
well as
reserves as
and insular
shown
erty,
corresponding to
to the
Puerta '
do Tierra,
more
Tierra, aa more
de
of Puerta
district of
the district
erty, corresponding
particular descrition
descrition of
iine of
of said
proposed bouleboulesaid proposed
center'line
the eenter
of the
particular
vard'
follows:
llows
being as fo
ard' being
1.
Startinc at
at a
a point
on •
the east
Norzigaray
of Norzagaray
boundary of
east boundary
point onthe
1. Starting
Street
in its
its mtersection
intersection with
with Salvador
Salvador Bran
along
thence along
Street, thence
Bran Street,
Street in
S. 820
82° 38'
38' E.
0, to
to station
10 plus
Plus 5.02
5.02
station 10
station 0,
E. from
from station
tangent S.
aa tangent
Meters,
(the stations
being 20
meters apart
and the
the odd numapart and
20 meters
stations being
neters, (the
bers
of 105.02
105.02 meters;
meters;
distance of
omitted), aadistance
bers omitted),
2.
Thence' along
17° 28'
of a
radius of
of 100 ineters,
neters, to
a radius
curve, of
28' curve,
along aa, 17°
2. Thence
the
id station
station 14
14 plus
plus 0.22
0.22 meters,
meters, a
adistance
35.20 meters;
meters;
of'35.20
distance or
left td
the left
3.
tangent N.
station 14 plus
E. from station
12' E.
N. 77° 12'
a tangent
along a
Thence along
3. Thence
0.22
meters to
to station
station 56
56 plus
Meters, a
adistance
distance of
of 439.64
19.86 meters,
plus 19.86
0.22 meters
Meters;
meters;
4.
curve to
to the
the right,
right, of aa radius of
a 7'36'
7°0 36' curve
along a
Thence along
4. Thence
230
62 plus
plus 8.50
8.50 meters,
distance of
of 48.64
48.64
a distance
meters, a
station 62
a station
to a
meters, to
230 Meters,
meters;
5.
tangent N.
89° 19'
station 62 plus
E. from station
19' E.
N. 89°
a tangent
along a
5. Thence
Thence along
8.50 meters,
meters, to
to station
84 plus
plus 3.17
3.17 meters,
meters, a
adistance
of 214.67
distance of
station 84
8.50
meters;
meters;
a radius of
6.
Thence along
curve to the right, of a
5° 49'
49' curve
a 5°
along a
6. Thence
300 meters
meters to
to station
100 plus 9.59
meters, aa distance of 166.42
9.59 meters,
station 100
300
meters;
meters;
7. Thence
Thence along
along a
S. 58° 54'
from station 199 plus
54' E. from
a tangent
tangent S.
7.
9.50 meters,
to station
station 116
116 plus
distance of 156.94
plus 6.53 meters, aadistance
meters, to
9.50
meters;
meters;
a radius of
8. Thence
5° 0'
to the left, of a
0' 49" curve to
a 5°
along a
Thence along
8.
300
a distance of 92.68
124 plus 19.21 meters, a
to station
station 124
300 meters,
meters, to
meters;
tangent S. 76° 36'
36' E. from station 124 plus
Thence along aatangent
9. Thence
19.21 meters,
plus 18.16
meters, a
adistance
of 218.95
218.95
distance of
18.16 meters,
146 plus
to station
station 146
19.21
meters, to
meters;
meters;
Thence along
curve to the left, of a
a radius of
along a
a 8°
8° 44'
44' curve
10. Thence
a distance of 49.22
200
200 meters, to station 152 plus 7.38 meters, a
meters;
meters;
11. Thence
Thence along
18' E.
E. from station
station 152 plus
N. 89° 18'
along aatangent
tangent N.
11.
7.38
station 168
168 plus
meters, aadistance
distance of
of 162.13
162.13
plus 9.51
9.51 meters,
to station
7.38 meters,
meters, to
meters;
to the
the left,
left, of
of aa radius of
11° 38'
38' curve to
12. Thence along aa 11°
a distance of 14.22
150
14.22
to station
station 170 plus 3.73 meters, a
meters, to
150 meters,
meters;
meters;
13.
Thence along a
atangent
52' E. from station 170 plus
tangent No. 83° 52'
13. Thence
3.73 meters, to station 184 plus 6.07 meters, aadistance of 142.34
142.34
meters;
14.
Thence along
along a
a 5°
5° 49'
the right,
right, of
of a
radius of
curve to
to the
a radius
of
14. Thence
49' curve
300 meters,
station 196 plus 2.83 meters, aadistance of 116.76
300
meters, to station
meters;
meters;
15. Thence along a
a tangent S. 73° 50' E. from station 196
196 plus
2.83 meters,
meters, to station 226 plus 17.07 meters,
meters, aadistance
distance of 314.24
meters;
meters;
a radius of
16. Thence along aa 17° 28' curve to the right, of a
100 meters, to station 232 plus 13.25 meters, aadistance of 56.18
meters;
meters;
17. Thence along a
a tangent S. 41° 39'
39' E. from station 232 plus
a distance of 496.21
13.25 meters, to station 282 plus 9.46 meters, a
meters:
meters:
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Thence along a
a 8° 20' curve to the right, of a
a radius of
18. Thence
a distance
distance of 129.26
to station 294
294 plus
plus 18.72 meters, a
210 meters,
meters, to
meters, the last named station being the point where the new
meters,
avenue
avenue meets the existing road 49 meters west of the entrance
2,958.72 meters.
the total length
length being 2,958.72
to San
San Antonio
Antonio Bridge, the
Conditions
described is made subject to the condia""o
The transfer
the lands above described
transfer of the
cation.
condition that the road or highway shall be so located
located that the edge
of
tower of the naval radio station shall be
the north tower
of same
same passing the
at
nearest leg of that tower and
at least
least fifteen feet distant from the nearest
shall
so constructed
constructed as
interfere with the use of the target
target
as not
not to
to interfere
shall be
be so
abandonment of any permanent
necessitate the removal or abandonment
range or necessitate
permanent
structure
reservations and in the event that said lands shall
structure on said reservations
cease
boulevard or devoted to any
be used as
as a
a public road or boulevard
cease to be
other
purposes the same
same shall revert to the United
highway purposes
other than highway
States.
States.
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
hereunto set my hand and
I have
have hereunto
IN TESTIMONY
caused
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE in the District of Columbia this 14th day of February, in
the
twenty-one,
and twenty-one,
hundred and
Lord, nineteen
nineteen hundred
of our
our Lord,
the year
year of
[SEAL.]
America
Independence of the United States of America
of the Independence
and of
[SEAL.] and
the
one hundred
and forty-fifth.
forty-fifth.
hundred and
the one
By
President:
By the
the President:
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE
OLBY
BAINBRIDGE C
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

as
loas to lo-

to

W OODRONV WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW

BY
IMF. PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UTNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
BY THE

March 3, 1921.

March3 1921.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS, it
lands immediately
heretofore estGilia.;:rmil
For Gest Ntso"nl Forimmediately heretofore
certain lands
that certain
it appears
appears that
WHEREAS,
nmb:
embraced
the Gila
Mexico, should be Avamble:
Forest, in New Mexico,
National Forest,
Gila National
in the
embraced in
transferred
and made
the Datil
Forest, and that
Datil National Forest,
of the
part of
made aapart
to and
transferred to
certain
heretofore forming
forming part of the Datil Forest should be
certain lands heretofore
transferred to
Forest;
Gila Forest;
to the
the Gila
transferred
AND WHEREAS,
it appears
that the
the public
public good
good will be
be proproappears that
WHEREAS, it
AND
moted
by excluding
excluding certain
the said
said Gila
restorForest and restorGila Forest
from the
lands from
certain lands
moted by
ing
the public
to such
such disposition
disposition therein
the manner
manner A,.
lands subject
subject to
therein in
in the
ing the
public lands
Aa1e p.44.
authorized by
by Public
Number Twenty-nine
Twenty-nine approved434.
Resolution Number
Public Resolution
authorized
February fourteenth,
nineteen hundred
and twenty;
twenty;
hundred and
fourteenth, nineteen
February
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, WOODROW
WILSON*, President
of the
the Vol.
Aren
p..:6
3e.
o 30,
3modified.
President of
WOODROW WILSON,
NOW,
United
of America,
by virtue
of the
the power
me vested
by the
the
vested by
in me
power in
virtue of
America, by
States of
United States
Act
of Congress
eighteen hundred and ninetyapproved June fourth eighteen
Congress approved
Act of
seven (30
Stat., 11
11 at
34 and
36), entitled,
"An Act Making approentitled, "An
and 36),
at 34
(30 Stat.,
seven
priations for
civil expenses
expenses of
of the
Ewa'
for the fiscal
Government for
the Government
for sundry
sundry civil
priations
year
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
and
ninety-eight, and
eighteen hundred
June thirtieth,
ending June
year ending
for other
the boundaries
of the
the Gila
Gila
boundaries of
that the
proclaim that
do proclaim
purposes", do
other purposes",
for
National
Forest are
hereby changed
they are
are now
indinow as indithat they
and that
changed and
are hereby
National Forest
cated upon
upon the
diagram hereto
hereto annexed
and forming
forming a
a part
part hereof;
hereof; P, P *
annexed and
cated
the diagram
and
proclamation and
that changing
of the
thep Post,
the boundaries
boundaries of
changing the
and that
this proclamation
that this
and that
Datil Forest,
Forest, which
also signed
this same
same day,
made and
day, are made
signed this
have also
which IIhave
Datil
are
intended to
to be
be considered
considered as
as one
to become
become
act to
one act
shall be
and shall
be and
are intended
Excluded
effective
Excluded
lands
simultaneously.
effective simultaneously.
And II do
do further
further proclaim
and make
make known
known that
that pursuant
setteme
opeed to _settlement
to the
the opened
pursuant to
proclaim and
And
aforesaid Public
Public Resolution,
it is
ordered that
the public
lands world
70,1Mr
war Tor
for g6
public lands
that the
hereby ordered
is hereby
Resolution, it
aforesaid
ys
in
the excluded
subject to
to valid
rights, shall
only to
daYs.
.
to da
opened only
be opened
shall be
valid rights,
areas, subject
excluded areas,
in the
entry
the homestead
homestead and
land laws
laws by
qualified ex-service
by qualified
desert land
and desert
under the
entry under
men
of the
the War
War with
with Germany,
Germany, under
said
the terms and conditions of said
under the
men'of
en
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ttig
nderTergeneral
general

resolution and
regulations issued
issued thereunder,
resolution
and the
the regulations
thereunder, for
for a
a period
period of
of sixtysixtythree days
days beginning
beginning with
with the
the sixty-third
sixty-third day
day from
the
date
three
from and
and after
after
the
date
, and thereafter
laws hereoI
hereof,.
thereafter to appropriation under any
public land
law
any public
land law
applicable thereto by the general public. Subsequent
applicable
date
Subsequent to
to the
the date
hereof and
and prior
prior to
to the
the date
of restoration
as
hereof
date of
restoration to
to general
general disposition
disposition as
herein, no
provided herein
may be
acquired to
to the
excluded lands
lands by
by
no rights
rights may
be acquired
the excluded
settlement in
in advance
advance of
of entry,
entry, or
except strictly
in accordaccordor otherwise,
otherwise, except
strictly in
ance herewith.
herewith.
IN WITNESS
hereunto set
set my
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United
United States
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
to be
Done in the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia this
3rd day
of March,
March, in
in the
this 3rd
day of
the year
year
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and twentv-one,
twenty-one,
of our
our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine
[sEAL.]
[SEAL.] and of the Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
one
of the
States the
tle one
hundred and
and forty-fifth.
bundred
forty-fifth.
WOODROW
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
By
By the
the President:
President:
BAINBBRmGI
BAINBRIDGE C
OLBY
COLBY
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

3 1

March 3, 1921.

, .

BY THE
STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS,
signed July
July thi
rd, nineteen hunWHEREAS, an
an Executive
Executive Order
Order signed
third,
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
a certain
certain tract
tract from
dred
sixteen, excluded
excluded a
National
from the
the Datil
Datil National
Forest, in
in New Mexico;
Mexico;
WHEREAS, it
certain lands
immediately heretoit appears that certain
lands immediately
heretofore embraced in the Datil National
should be
transferred to
to
National Forest
Forest should
be transferred
and made a
a part of the Gila
National Forest,
Gila National
Forest, and
and that
that certain
certain lands
lands
heretofore forming
forming part of the Gila Forest should be
to
be transferred
transferred to
the
Forest;
the Datil ForestAND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, it
it appears that
public good
good will
will be
be promoted
that the
the public
promoted
by adding
adding certain lands
said Datil
Datil Forest,
and by
excluding
lands to
to the
the said
Forest, and
by excluding
Ante,nte43
certain areas
therefrom and
and restoring
the public
public lands
lands subject
areas therefrom
restoring the
subject to
to
disposition therein in the manner
manner authorized
authorized by
by Public
Public Resolution
Resolution
Number Twenty-nine,
Twenty-nine, approved February
February fourteenth,
fourteenth, nineteen
nineteen hunhundred and
twenty;
and twenty;
Area modifli.
NOW, THERiEFORE,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
NOW,
THEREFORE, I, WOODROW
President
ol. 2,
Vol.
25, p.
p. 110.
1103.
the United
States of
of America,
America, by
by v
i
rt
ue of
ofthe
the power
power in
i
n me
vested
of the
United States
virtue
me vested
by the Act of Congress approved
approved March third, eighteen
by
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
ninety-one
Vol. 30,
ninety-one (26 Stat., 1095),
1095), entitled,
entitled, "An
"An A
ctTo
To repeal
timberAct
repeal timbervlr.
.
culture laws, and for other purposes,"
purposes," and
and also by
by the
the Act
Act of
Conof Con•
gress
June fourth, eighteen
gress approved
approved June
eighteen hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven (30
(30
Stat.,
Stat. 11 at 34 and 36), entitled,
entitled, "A
n Act
ActMaking
appropriations for
for
"An
Making appropriations
sundry
ro
sundry
expenses of the Government
y civil
civil expenses
Government for the fiscal year
year ending
ending
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, and
June
other
and for
for other
purposes, do proclaim
proclaim that the boundaries
purposes,"
boundaries of the
the Datil
Datil National
National
Aorest
Ante, p. 1A15.
Forest are hereby
ange d and
an d th
atth
ey are
indicated upon
hereby ch
changed
that
they
are now
now as
as indicated
upon
Aep.
the diagram
diagram hereto annexed
the
annexed and forming a
a part hereof;
hereof; and
and that
that
this proclamation
proclamation and that changing the boundaries
this
the Gila
boundaries of
of the
Gila
Forest, which
I have
which I
this same
day, are
are made
have also
also signed
signed this
same day,
made and
and are
are
intended to
to be
be and
and shall
shall be
be considered
intended
considered as one act to become effeceffective simultaneously.
tive
Prior legal rights not
e simultaneously.
ultaneously.
affPrim:1"M
lghtsn.
rights not
The withdrawal
withdrawal made
proclamation shall,
shall, as
as to
lands
t
The
made by
by this
this proclamation
to all
all lands
which
are at
at this
which are
this date
date legally
legally appropriated
appropriated under
under the public land
laws,
land laws,
or reserved
or
reserved for any public purpose, be subject to,
shall not
to, and
and shall
not ininterfere
with or
or defeat
defeat legal rights under such appropriation,
terfere with
appropriation, nor
nor
prevent the
the use
use for
for such
such public
purpose of lands so reserved, so
prevent
public purpose
For
Datil
National FaresDt
N Mtia
-

ereamble.

Area modified.

e1

I
-

T

DATIL NATIONAL FOREST
N Elt
NEM

%MID

AILXICO
PRINelrAl. MERIDIAN
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long as
appropriation is
is legally maintained, or such reservasuch .appropriation
as such
long
tion remains
remains in force.
tion
And
proclaim and
make known that pursuant to the
and make
further proclaim
do further
And IIdo

Excuded
opE
et
i
t
u
od
s
e
ee
ttelands
i
taigs
n t
to settlement

opened
ex-setice men
that the public
aforesaid Public
it is
ordered that
public by ex-servjce
men of
of
hereby ordered
is hereby
Resolution, it
Public Resolution,
aforesaid
World War for 63

days. M ar for 63
opened =iv
lands
excluded areas
subject to valid
valid rights, shall be opened
areas subject
the excluded
in the
lands in
only
entry under
under the
the homestead
qualified
homestead and desert land laws by qualified
to entry
only to
ex-service men
the War with
with Germany, under the terms and
of the
men of
ex-service
conditions
of said
resolution and the regulations issued thereunder,
said resolution
conditions of
for a
period of
of sixty-three
sixty-three days
beginning with the sixth-third day
days beginning
a period
for
s
la W
appropriation under
to appropriation
from and
and after
and thereafter
under thuernaftera
thlerneadger! eneral laws
thereafter to
hereof, and
date hereof,
the date
after the
from
any
thereto by the general public. Subapplicable thereto
law applicable
land law
public land
any public
to
sequent to
to the date
hereof and prior to the date of restoration
restoration to
date hereof
sequent
general
disposition as
herein no rights may be acquired
acquired to
provided herein
as provided
general disposition
the
excluded lands
settjement in
advance of entry, or otherwise
in advance
by settlement
lands by
the excluded
except strictly
strictly in accordance
accordance herewith.
excet
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto set my hand and
IN
caused the
the seal
seal of the United
United States to be affixed.
caused
Done in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia this 3rd day of March, in the
Done
year of
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
twentyhundred and twentynine hundred
our Lord
of our
year
one,
and
of
the
Independence
of
the
United
States
the
United
the
of
Independence
the
of
{SEAL.]
and
one,
[SEAL.]
one
hundred and
and forty-fifth.
forty-fifth.
one hundred
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
the President:
President:
By the
BAINBRIDGE C
OLBY
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

March 3,1921.
3, 1021.
March

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Protection of migraby virtue of the torProtection
WHEREAS, The
migraAgriculture, by
of Agriculture,
Secretary of
The Secretary
y bl
rcl l
WHEREAS,
Preamble.
Treaty
authority
vested
in
him
by
Section
three
of
the
Migratory
Bird
Treaty
Migratory
authority vested in him by Section three of the
Vol. 40, p. 755.
p 1702.
Act
me for
approval regulations •vol.
for approval,
Vol. 430
39. p.
170'2.
to me
submitted to
has submitted
755), has
Stat., 755),
(40 Stat.
Act (40
Ante, p. 1764
f
hu
ur
n
th
tie
nr
g, amendatory
taking
' captu.:4
p
ulations
l
o
a
s
t
s
i
e
o
s
n
ss
ionapproved
a
,
p
s
p
ar
lo
e,v
p
ed
urcand
an
has
cie,p
s
r
m
ocplamim
en
e
t
d
, Ante, p. 1.74.
proclaimed
regulations
the reg
of.e, the
amendatory
further
July 31,
31, 1918,
1918, which
which the
Agriculture has
determined to
has determined
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
July
be suitable
suitable amendatory
and governing the
permitting and
regulations permitting
amendatory regulations
be
p rea m

i ie.

hunting, taking, capture, killing, possession, sale, purchase, shipment,

transportation,
and export
export of
of said
and parts
thereof
parts thereof
birds and
said birds
carriage and
transportation, carriage
follows:
and
and eggs,
eggs, which
which said
said amendments
are as follows:
amendments are
nests and
their nests
and their
Regulation 3,
by Proclamation
dated July 28, 1919
Proclamation dated
amended by
as amended
3, as
Regulation
amended so as to
(41
Stat., 1st
1st Session,
Pt. 2,
2, p.
p. 24),
further amended
hereby further
is hereby
24), is
Session, Pt.
(41 Stat.,
read
as
follows:
read as follows:
Regulation 3.—The
specified in
Regulation
in Regulation
birds specified
game birds
migratory game
3.-The migratory
Regulation
4 hereof may be taken during the open season with agun only, not
4 hereof may be taken during the open season with a gun only, not
larger than
than No.
&o. 10
fired from
shoulder, except
specifically
as specifically
except as
the shoulder,
from the
gauge, fired
10 gauge,
larger
permitted
by Regulations
8, 9,
9, and
and 10
10 hereof;
hereof; they
taken
may be taken
they may
7, 8,
Regulations 7,
permitted by
during
the
open
season
from
the
land
and
water,
with
the
aid
of
a
dog.
a
of
aid
the
with
water,
and
land
the
from
during the open season
the use
decoys, and
and from
or floating
device (other
than an
(other than
floating device
blind or
from aablind
of decovs,
use of
thl
airplane,
boat, sail
sail boat,
sail, or
or any
floating
any floating
under sail,
boat under
any boat
boat, any
power boat,
airplane, power
de vice towed by
or sail
sail boat;
boat; and
boat,
power boat,
airplane, power
no airplane,
and no
boat or
power boat
device towed by power
sail
any boat
under sail,
or any
towed by
by power
power
device towed
floating device
any floating
sail, or
boat under
boat, any
sail boat,
boat or sail boat,
be employed
by any
taking
the taking
of the
aid of
in aid
person in
any person
employed by
shall be
or sail boat, shall
boat
by him or any
person of
said migratory
flushing,
by flushing,
birds, by
game birds,
migratory game
of said
other person
by him or any other
driving, pursuing
pursuing or
or hunting
hunting the
the same,
in the
the retrieving
of such
such
retrieving of
or in
same, or
driving,
birds
are wounded
wounded or
dead).
or dead).
as are
birds as
25,
Regulation
Proclamations dated
dated October
October 25,
by Proclamations
amended by
as amended
5, as
Regulation 5,
1918 (40 Stat.,
1863),
and
July
28,
1919
(41
Stat.,
1st
Session,
Pt.
2,
2,
Pt.
Session,
1st
Stat.,
(41
1918 40 Stat., 1863), and July 28, 1919
p. 24),
hereby further
further amended
amended so
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
as to
so as
is hereby
24), is

p.

eans
for
akig
r ttaking
bmns
birds.
Aitte, p. 1764,antend1764,amendi.
ed.A,
ed.
er retrition
Further
restrictions
tarkingbird
on taking
birds.
Vol. 40.pp. 1816-1S18.
Vol.40,pp.1816-181.

Airplanft,,etc., add-

Adrplanes, etc., add-

Vol. 40, p. 1863.
86,3.
p.1764,amendAnte,4P,
p.
ed.

VA.

ed.
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Bag
further
limits further
Bag limits
modified.
Person
assisting addPerassstingadded.
ed.

Regulation
on certain
certain migratory
migratory game birds.
limits on
5.-Bag limits
Regulation 5.—Bag
A
person
may
take
in
any
one
day
during
the
pre
open seasons prethe open
during
day
one
A person mayitake in any
scribed
nRegulation
Regulation 4
exceed the following numbers
numbers
4 not to exceed
therefor in
scribed therefor
of
migratory game
game birds,
birds, which
which numbers
all birds
birds taken
taken
include all
shall include
numbers shall
of migratory
by
any other
hire accompanies
assists him in taking
or assists
accompanies or
for hire
who for
person who
other person
by any

migratorn birds:

tory birds:
cks except
(except wood
and eider
eider
duck and
wood duck
mDuksr
mir

ducks).—Twenty-five
ducks).-Twenty-five in the
aizregate
of all
kinds.
all kinds.
aggregate of
-Creese.—Eight in.
of all
all kinds.
kinds.
aggregate of
the aggregate
in the
Geese.-Eight
Brant.—Eight.
Brant.-Eight.
Rails,
coot, and
gallinules (except
sore) .—Twenty-five in
the aggreaggrein the
(except sora).-Twenty-five
and gallinules
Rails, coot,
gate of
of all
kinds.
all kinds.
gate
Sora.—Fifty.
Sora.-Fifty.
Black-bellied and
golden plovers
and lesser
yellowlesser yellowgreater and
and ,greater
plovers and
and golden
Black-bellied
kinds.
all
of
aggregate
the
legs.—Fifteen
aggregate
in
legs.-Fifteen
Wilson snipe,
or jaeksnipe.-Twenty-five.
jacksmpe.—Twenty-five.
snipe, or
Wilson
Woodcock.—Six.
Woodcock.-Six.
Doves (mourning).—Twenty-five
(mourning).-Twenty-five
Doves
Regulation 9,
amended by
by.Proclamation
Proclamation dated October 25, 1918
1918
Vol. 40,
1865,
as amended
9, as
Regulation
186,
p.
40,
vol.
amended.
follows:
amended. (40 Stat., 1863) is hereby further amended so as to read as follows:
9.—Permits to
to collect
collect migratory birds for scientific
Permits
for collectRegulation 9.-Permits
colect- Regulation
Permits for
ing specimens.
spedmens.
purposes.
purposes.
Possession of, reA
person may
may take
in any
any manner
and at
at any
any time
time migratory
migratory birds
manner and
take in
A person
ollect
quired
whenwhen collectqmire
and their
nests and
scientific purposes
purposes when
when authorized
authorized by fta
for scientific
mg.
and eggs for
their nests
and
uig.
permit
issued by
by th:Eretary,
permit shall be carried
carried on .his
which permit
the cretary, which
permit issued
person
when he
thereunder and shall be exhibspecimens thereunder
collecting specimens
isscollecting
he i
person when
ited
to any
requesting to
to see
see the
the same.
person requesting
any person
ited to
Applications
to
SecSecretary of
addressed to the Secretary
be
Application
for
a permit
must
addressed
must
permit
a
for
Application
to
se
Aeplicatio
retary of Agriculture.
C., and
Washington, D.
t. Agriculture,
tyof A
Agriculture, Washington,
D. C.,
and must
must contain
contain the
the following
following
inlormation:
and address
his age, and name of
applicant, his
of applicant,
address of
Name and
information: Name
State,
or District
District in
in which
specimens are
are proposed
proposed to be
which specimens
Territory, or
State, Territory,
application
taken and
and the
purpose for
for which
intended. Each
Each application
they are intended.
which they
the purpose
taken
shall
certificates from two well-known
well-known ornitholoby certificates
accompanied by
be accompanied
shall be
gists that
the applicant
is a
fit person
person to
to be
be intrusted
intrusted with aapermit.
a fit
applicant is
that the
gists
nests
birds' nests
birds, birds'
limit the
Limitation
may limit
The permit
the number
number and species of birds
permit may
The
of auLimitation of
thority
permits.
horitty on pcmit.o.l
holder
the
or
eggs
that
may
be
collected
thereunder
and
may
authorize
holder
authorize
may
and
thereunder
collected
be
may
that
eggs
tior
manner
thereof to
exchange, and transport
transport in any manner
possess, buy, sell, exchange,
to possess,
thereof
and
at any
time migratory
migratory birds,
birds, parts thereof, and their nests and
any time
and at
more
eggs
for scientific
scientific purposes;
or it
may limit
limit the holder to one or more
it may
purposes; or
eggs for
of
these privileges.
Public museums,
zoological parks and societies,
museums, zoological
privileges. Public
of these
and public
public scientific
scientific and
educational institutions
institutions may possess, buy,
and educational
and
sell,
exchange, and
and transport
transport in
in any
manner and at any time migraany manner
sell, exchange,
scientific
parts thereof, and their nests and eggs for scientific
tory birds
birds and parts
tory
purposes without
specimens shall be taken without
without
a permit, but no specimens
without a
purposes
a
and skins
skins of
migratory game birds legally
legally
of migratory
plumage and
The plumage
permit. The
a permit.
taken
and transported
transported by
person without aapermit.
a person
by a
possessed and
be possessed
may be
taken may
by the
issued by
a permit
Taxidermists.
A taxidermist
A
taxidermist when authorized by a
permit issued
the Secretary
Secretary
Taxidermists.
Limitation added.
at
and at
in any
mtato dded. may possess, buy, sell, exchange,
exchange, and transport in
any manner
manner and
any time
time migratory
migratory birds
and parts
parts thereof
legally taken,
taken, or he may
thereof legally
birds and
any
be limited
or more
more of
these privileges.
of these
to one
one or
limited to
be
sucof December
day of
Duration of
of permits,
Each
permits,
Duration
Each permit shall expire on the thirty-first
thirty-first day
December sucetc.. modified.
therein, shall
ceeding
mo
tc.
ceeding its issuance
issuance unless otherwise
otherwise specified
specified therein,
shall not
not be
be
Secretary.
discretion of the Secretary.
transferable,
revocable at the discretion
transferable, and shall be revocable
Secretary on or before
A person
person holding
holding a
permit shall
shall report to the Secretary
a.permit
A
January 10
its expiration
the number
or
of skins, nests, or
number of
expiration the
10 following
following its
January
eggs
of each species
species collected, bought, sold, exchanged,
exchanged, or transeggs of
ported.
Marking of packages
Every package
packagein
migratory birds or their nests or eggs are
in which migratory
Every
Pa
iag pka
Mare
required.
shall have clearly and conspicuously
transported shal
conspicuously marked on the outtransported
address of the sender, the number
side thereof
the name
number of the
and address
name and
thereof the
side

1819
1819

PROCLAMATIONS.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1921,
1921,
permit in every case when aapermit is required,
required, the
and address
the name
name and
address
of the consignee,
a statement
statement that it contains specimens
consignee, a
birds,
specimens of
of birds,
their nests, or eggs for scientific purposes, and,
such a
and, whenever
whenever such
a
package
package is transported
transported or offered for transportation
transportation from
the
from the
Dominion of Canada
Canada into the United States
States or
or from
from the
the United
United
States into the Dominion
Dominion of Canada, an
accurate statement
statement of
the
an accurate
of the
contents.
contents.
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NOW, THEREFORE,
I, WOODROW
PRESIDENT tioprova
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, PRESIDENT
of reggula
ti

OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA, DO
HEREBY
DO HEREBY
APPROVE
PROCLAIM the forgoing
APPROVE AND PROCLAIM
regulations.
forgoing amendatory
amendatory regulations.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
my hand
hand and
and
hereunto set
set my
caused the seal of the United States of
America to
of America
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE in the District of Columbia, this
March, in
the
this 3rd day
day of
of March,
in the
year of our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
and
[SEAL.] Twenty-one
Twenty-one and of the Independence
Independence of the United
[SEAL.)
United States
of America
America the
Hundred and
Forty-fifth.
the One Hundred
and Forty-fifth.
By
By the President:
President:
BAINBRIDGE COLBY
COLBY
BAINBRIDGE
Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.

W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW

.

roval

of

re

ula-

NINETEENTH
AMENDMENT
NINETEENTH AMENDMENT
TO THE

CONSTITUTION.
CONSTITUTION.
1821
1821

AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION,
CONSTITUTION, 1920.
AMENDMENT
August 26, 1920.

BAINBRIDGE COLBY,
COLBY,
BAINBRIDGE

Augst 26,1920.

SECRETARY OF
TATE OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF S
STATE
OF THE
SECRETARY
TO
ALL TO
WHOM
TO WHOM
TO ALL
GREETING:
GREETING:

THESE PRESENTS
PRESENTS
THESE

SHALL
SHALL

COME,
COME,
Nineteenth Amend-

KNOW
That the
the Congress
Congress of
of the
the United
first mnt
intirlit
let
t
e
eetrehCtoti
en
titat the
the first
States at
United States
YE, That
KNOW YE,.
tion to the Constsession
sixty-sixth Congress
Congress begun at
at Washington
the nineteenth
nineteenth rieemble.
Preamble
on the
Washington on
sessions sixty-sixth
day of
May in
in the
the year
year one
oriebeC
l
isand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and nineteen,
nineteen,
thousand
day
ofjMay
passed a
Resolution as
to wit—
witas follows:
follows: to
a Resolution
passed
JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Proposing
amendment to
to the
the Constitution
extending the
the right of
of
Constitution extending
an amendment
Proposing an
suffrage to
to women.
suffrage
Representatives of
United
Re,soived
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House o
of the
the United
of Representatives
by the
Resolved by
States of
America in
Congress assembled
ass
led (two-thirds
each House AmendmentproposAmendment propos(two-thirds of
of each
States
of America
in Congress
article is
is proposed
proposed as
as an
an amendamendarticle
therein),That
concurrng
concurrin th,erein),
That the
the following
followi

be valid
to all
intents and
purment to
the Constitution,
Constitution, which
sha be
and purvalid to
all intents
which shall
to the
ment
poses as
as part
part of
the Constitution
ratified by the
legislatures of
the legislatures
when ratified
Constitution when
of the
poses
three-fourths of
of the
the several
States.
several States.
three-fourths

ed to
the States.
States.
ed
to the
Ante, p. 362.

"ARTICLE
"AnTicLE -.
Right
citizens to
Right of citizens

vote not to be abridged
"The right
right of
the United
States to
to vote
not be
shall not
be votenottobeabridged
of citizens
citizens of
of the
United States
vote shall
"The
on account of sex.
ont
e
denied or
or abridged
abridged by
by the
the United
United States or by any State on account
denied
of sex.
of
sex.
Enforcement.
Enforcement.
"Congress
shall have
appropriate
to enforce
enforce this
this article by appropriate
have power
power to
"Congress shall
legislation."
legislation."
States ratifying
ratifying proproAmendment.
in the
posedAmendment.
on file
official documents
it appears
appears from
And, further,
further, that
that it
from official
documents on
file in
the posed
And,
Department of
of State
Amendment to
the Constitution
the
Constitution of
of the
to the
State that
that the
the Amendment
Department
United
proposed as
as aforesaid
the LegislaLegislabeen ratified
ratified by
by the
aforesaid has
has been
States proposed
United States
tures
of the
the States
States of
of Arizona,
Arkansas, California,
Idaho,
California, Colorado,
Colorado Idaho,
Arizona, Arkansas,
tures of
Illinois, Indiana,
Indiana, Iowa,
Kentucky, Maine,
Maine, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
Kansas, Kentucky,
Iowa, Kansas,
Illinois,
Michigan, Minnesota,
Minnesota, Missouri,
Missouri, Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, New
Montana, Nebraska,
Michigan,
Hampshire, New Jersey,
Jersey, New
Mexico, North Dakota, New York,
New Mexico,
Hampshire,
Oklahoma, Oregon,
Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South DaOhio, Oklahoma,
kota, Tennessee,
Wisconsin
Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin
Texas, Utah,
Utah, Washington,
kota,
Tennessee, Texas,
Declaration.
,and Wyoming.
Declration.
.and
Wyoming.
And,
further, that
the States
States whose
Legislatures have
have so ratified
ratified
whose Legislatures
that the
And, further,
the
proposed Amendment,
three-fourths of the whole
Amendment, constitute three-fourths
the said
said proposed
Certificate of adopCertificate
number
of States
States in
in the
United States.
the United
States.
number of
tion as part of the ConBainbridge Colby, Secretary
NOW,
therefore, be it
it known that I,
I, Bainbridge
Secretary stoiiprtoftho'
NOW, therefore,
stitution.
R. S., sec. 205, p. 33.
of
pursuance of Section R.s.,sec. 205,p. 33
virtue and
and in pursuance
United States,
States, by virtue
of State
State of
of the United
205
205 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes of the United States, do hereby certify
that the
Amendment aforesaid
aforesaid has
become valid
valid to
to all
intents and
has become
all intents
that
the Amendment
Constitution of
United States.
purposes as aapart
part of
of the
the Constitution
of the United
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the Department of State to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the City of Washington,
Washington, this
this 26th
26th day of
of August,
August, in the
the
year
our Lord
thousand nine hundred
and
hundred and
year of
of our
Lord one thousand
[SEAL.] twenty.
twenty.
[SEAL.]
BAINBRIDGE
COLBY.
BAINBRIDGE COLBY.
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INDEX.
INDEX.
A.
A.

Page.
Page.

Wife or Child,
Child, D. C.,
Abandoned Wife
appropriation for payment to destitute....
94,
destitute....
appropriation
864, 1136
864,1136
Carrie (widow),
(widow),
Abbitt, Carrie
pension
1480
pension ...............................
Abbott,
Indiana
Abbott, Indiana(mother),
1615
pension
......................
increased 1615
pension increased
Abel,
D. (widow),
Abel, Anna D.
pension
1498
.............................
pension1498
Aberdeen, Md.,
Governappropriation
appropriation for operating, etc., Govern223
ment house at ....................
Aberdeen
Proving Ground,
Ground, Md.,
Md., Army,
Army,
Aberdeen Proving
appropriation for
sale, etc.,
etc., of crops
care, sale,
for care,
appropriation
on ..............................
114
hangar for airship.
airship .............
894
for steel hangar
etc
1384
for coal trestle, etc....................
1384
roundhouse ...............
for railroad roundhouse
Abortion,
Abortion,
in
punishment for importing, shipping in
punishment
interstate commerce, articles, etc
etc.,,
interstate
1060
to produce
produce ........................
Contagious,
Abortion of Animals, Contagious,
appropriation
preventfor preventresearches for
for researches
appropriation for
ing,
1320
240, 700,
700,1320
ing, etc
etc....................
Absaroka
National
Forest,
Mont.,
Absaroka National Forest,
of....
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of....
248,
appropriation for maintenance,
707, 1326
707,1326
Absecon
J.,
Inlet, N. J.,
Absccon Inlet,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1010
made
.........................
made
Aht, William,
Abt,
1618
pension increased
................
..
increased
pension
Abyssinia,
i,
Abyssin
importing
and exporting
exporting to, wheat
wheat
from,and
importing from,
and wheat
wheat flour, prohibited;
prohibited; excepand
1759
tions ...........................
tions
1773
canceled.
1773
canceled ............................
Ai-Meats,
Railway, etc.,
etc.,
Ac'idents, Railuayq,
appropriation
for
securing
reports
of,
and
and
of.
appropriation for securing reports
investigating
179, 889, 1380
investigating ..............
Accounting, Army,
Army,
Accounting,
creation
"Army account
account of advances"
of "Army
creation of
975
disbursements ................
975
for disbursements
Accounting
Treasury,
Officers of the Treasury,
Accounting Officers
deficiency
paving claims
appropriation for paying
deficiency appropriation
60, 65, 344,
certified bv
by .................
certified
347,
521,
1038,
1040, 1044,
1044, 1183, 1189
1040,
1038,
521,
347,
credits
be given
Corps
and Marine Corps
Navy and
given Navy
to be
credits to
disbursing
officers for
emergency
for emergency
disbursing officers
payments
officers and enlisted
to officers
payments to
men during
war
153
13
of the war--....
period of
during period
men
period
specified; payments
payments excluded....
excluded
153
period specified;
to
officers from loss
loss
disbursing officers
Navy disbursing
relieve Navy
to relieve
of funds,
etc., in
line of duty,
duty. within line
funds, etc.,
of
132
etc
out personal fault, etc.............
Didision, DepartAccounts
Disbursements Division,
DepartAccounts and Disbursements
ment of Agriculture,
Agriculture.
ment
etc.. 258, 717, 1336
appropriation for
chief, clerks, etc..
for chief,
appropriation
Justice,
Accounts
Division, Department
Department of Justice,
Accounts Division.
etc..... 677, 1296
appropriation
clerks. etc
for chief, clerks.
appropriation for
0
44282°—vor.
2-2S 28
41--T 2
44282 -VOL -11—rr

Page.
Railroad,
Accounts, Railroad,
Page.
prescribed by Interkeeping, other than prescribed
Commission, unlawstate Commerce Commimion,
493
ful .............................
Ackerman, Emil A.,
A.,
1599
pension increased
increased..
......................
pension
Acoustics,
Acoustics,
appropriation for
applying principles of, to
for applying
appropriation
683, 1302
military
purposes. 6&3,
military and industrial purposes.
Actuaries, Board of (see Board
Board of Actuaries).
Actuaries,
Actuary, Government, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
appropriation for.
643, 1264
for.......................... 643,1264
appropriation
Adair,
Adair, Mary R. (mother),
1540
pension
1540
ension................................
Elvina (widow),
(uidow),
Adams, Elvina
....................
pension
increased
1474
....
..
pension increased.
Adams,
C. (widow),
(uwidow),
Adams, Esmeralda
Esmeralda C.
pension
1500
pension ..............................
Adams, Gilbert,
Gilbert,
pensi
on..
1567
.............................
pension
A,
E.,
James E.
Adams, James
land patent to .........................
1531
land
Adams, John
John T.,
1476
1476
redemption of lost bonds ................
redemption
Adams, Laura
(widow),
Laura (widorw),
pensi
on1579
1579
ension................................
A,.
0.,
Aaams,. Virgil 0.,
pension
1596
pension.............................
Adamson,
(tuidnti).
Adamson, Ruth B. (widow),
1595
1595
pension .
.............................
Railroad Company.
Addison Railroad
may
Champlain.
Shoreham,
hamplain. Shoreham,
Lake <
bridge Lake
may bridge
551
Vt., to
Y
to Ticonderoga,
Ticonderoga, N. Y..........
Vt.,
Congress,
Adjournment of Congress,
ordered,
1639
5. 1920 ....................
June 5,
ordered, June
Representativu,
Adjournment
House of Representatives,
Adjourn ment of the House
ordered, August 2, 1919 .................
.. 1632
rescinded ............................
1632
132
rescinded
Adjutant General's
Department, Army,
General's Department,
Adjtdant
appropriation
for
contingencies,
headappropriation for contingencies.
quarters of
of military
departments,
military departments,
quarters
etc
106 950
950
10,
.
. .
...........
etc...........
..... 765
officers
composing..
.................
officers composing
functions of Personnel
765
I'eronnel Bureau of .........
functions
territorial
commanders, etc.............
etc
765
territorial commanders,
Adjutant
Wiir Department.
Departuent.
Generl's Office. W1r
Adjutant General's
arranging
appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc.. arranging
110,1277
draft
etc.... 110,
1277
registration records, etc...
draft registration
for
temporary employees; pay restricfor temporary
etc
658
tion, etc......................
6......
for
etc
659, 1277
.....
clerks. etc.........
for clerks,
for
additional employees;
employees; pay restricfor additional
1277
tion..
tion ............................
for completing
completing selective
selective draft records.
for
etc .............
951
...
etc
amount from
care, etc
etc.,,
for care,
appropriation for
from appropriation
amount
of
available for clerks
draft records, available
of draft
information from deto furnish information
mobilized
records
509
mobilized army records...........
assignment of
of temporary
clerks for work
temporary clerks
asignment
..-...
.....
on
509
.....
records .
such records
on such
Adjutants
General of the States,
Adjutants General
to
statements of military
furnished statements
be furnished
to be
service
persons in the States....
States.... 110.951
110. 951
service of persons
1S25
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Adkins, Jasson,
Jasson,
Page.
Pae.
Adkins,
.............. . 1537
pension
pension ..............C.,
D.
Administration
of
_Estates,
D.
C.
,
Administraton of Estates,
persons entitled
to, of
of intestates;
intestaies; surviving
surviving
entitled to,
persons
561
husband
added
561
....................
husband added
distribution of
estate of
to widow
widow
of intestate,
intestate, to
of estate
distribution
.........or
husband
563
or surviving
surviving husband
provisions for,
of deceased
deceased wife,
567
out 567
stricken out
wife, stricken
for, of
provisions
Administrative
Branch of
of the
Government,
the Government,
Administrative Branch
survey directed
of activities
Joint
of, by Joint
actities of,
directed of
survey

Committee on Reorganization, to
determine efficient and economical
distribution of
work ............----... 1083
of work.
distribution
signatures auand signatures
duplicate
enrollment and
duplicate enrollment
thorized
of
resolution
creating Joint
Joint
thorized of resolution creating
1642
Committee on
of
1642
Reorganization of...on Reorganization
Committee
Admiralty
Caus,
Admiralty Causes,
provision'
relating
to
ship
mortgages
1000
1000
..mortgages
ahip
provisions relating to
vessels
cargoes of
of United
United States
States ownerand cargoes
vessels and
525
. ship,
etc., exempt
seizure
525
from seizure...
exempt from
ship, etc.,
not applicable
applicable to
to Panama
Railroad
Panama Railroad
not
525
.. 525
Company
.........
Company
libels
in personam
personam permitted
permitted if
merif merlibels in
525
525
chant vessel
or tug
tug................
vessel or
chant
jurisdiction in
courts; service
service
in district
district courts;
jurisdiction
526
.................. 526
of process
process .....
of
in actions
States, parties
partial
United States,
by the
the United
actions by
in
526
526
allowed cross
cross bills
bills or
or offsets
offsets........
allowed
transfer
of causes
causes on
application of
of either
either
on application
transfer of
526
526
party..........................
PartY
suits to
follow procedure
procedure as
as between
private
between private
to follow
suits
526
parties
526
.- --parties ......-..- ...-. ..----526
decrees may include costs; interest.....
interest
decrees
526
526
elect......
if libellant so elect
action in
in rem if
action
526
no
of the
United States..
States
526
the United
required of
bond required
no bond
526
526
.....
if
heretofore
cancellation
if
heretofore
given
cancellation
assumption
liability; payment
payment of
of
of liability;
assumption of
526
526
decree .........................
decree
private vessels
vessels formerly
formerly Government
Government
private
arising
causes arising
owned, attached
attached for causes
owned,
526
released........I 526
thereunder, to be
be released
thereunder,
assumption of
by the
the United
United
liability by
of liability
assumption
526
526
States
.............................
States
526
526
limitation of
suits authorized hereby
hereby......
of suitsauthorized
limitation
legal exemptions,
applicable
527
etc., applicable.........
exemptions, etc.,
legal
of vessels and cargoes,
seizures
abroad of
seizures abroad
527
527
Government
owned, etc
etc ...........
Government owned,
527
consul
to claim
etc
527
claim immunity,
immunity, etc..........
consul to
527
527
execution of
of bond,
bond, etc.,
etc., by
by .........
execution
enter appearance
against
in suits
suits against
appearance in
enter
527
527
masters
thereof ...................
masters thereof
arrangement for
for sureties
sureties on
on credit
credit of
arrangement
527
527
.....................
ited
States
United States
payment
recertificates rejudgments; certificates
payment of
of judgments;
527
quired ...........................
quired
no immunity
prejudiced ..............
527
527
no
immunity prejudiced
payment of
judgments, awards,
awards, or settleof judgments,
payment
ments from
from appropriate
appropriate funds......
funds
527
527
ments
527
527
appropriation if
..
available......
if no
no fund
fund available
appropriation
compromises by
by departments,
departments, etc.,
compromises
527
authorized .......................
527
authorized
Government
suits for
services by
by Government
for salvage
salvage services
suits
merchant vessels
vessels and
and crews,
crews, auaumerchant
thorized
528
thorized .........................
deposit of
moneys recovered
recovered ...........
528
528
deposit
of moneys
be covered into the
moneys
received to be
moneys received
Treasury
528
528
.........
Treasury.............
departments, etc.,
controlling vessel
vessel
etc., controlling
departments,
to
be credited
credited therefor.............
therefor
528
to be
made by
be made
report
of all
by
judgments to be
all judgments
report of
Attorney General
52
Attorney
General ..................
528
by departsettlements by
arbitrations and settlements
arbitrations
ments, etc., agreeing
thereto
agreeing thereto.......
528
ments,

Admiralty
Causes—Continued.
P:ge.
Lge
Admiralty Causes-Continued.
death on
on the
for .
etc., provisions
provisions for
seas, etc.,
the high
high seas,
death
suits in
district courts
court" for
damages
for damages
in district
suits
resulting from
etc.,
acts, etc.,
wrongful acts,
from wrongful
resulting
thereon
537
537
.........................
thereon
Admiralty
.
,
Proceedings,
Admiralty Proceedings
provisions governing,
governi
ng, against
against carriers
carriers,
provisions
arising during
control of
of
Federal control
during Federal
arising
461
transportation
461
.....................
transportation
agent for
designated by the Presibe designated
to be
for, to
agent
461
dent'
461
dent ...........................
Foods, Drugs,
Adulterated
Drugs, etc.,
AdulteratedFoods,
appropriation
for detection
of
District of
of, District
detection of,
appropriation for
Columbia ................
90, 860,1131
860, 1131
90,
Columbia
712,1331
for
expenses preventing
preventing sale
sale of...
254, 712,1331
of... 254,
for expenses
Advertisements,
Advertisements,
appropriation for,
for, of
Indian
of Indian
sales of
of sales
appropriation
1231
lands
414, 1231
lands.........................
for Public
prohibited;
Health Service prohibited;
Public Health
for
508
exceptions .......................
exceptions
313
of
liquors, by
method, unlawful
313
unlawful ......
any method,
by any
of liquors,
etc.,,
business, etc
price lists
lists of
of authorized
authorized business,
price
313
excepted
313
excepted ........................
not applicable
applicable to
to foreign
foreign newspapers
newspapers
not
mailed to
country .............
313
to this
this country
mailed
etc.,,
of
for unlawful
manufacture, etc
unlawful manufacture,
means for
of means
of
intoxicating liquor,
liquor, unlawful....
unlawful
313 of intoxicating
Advertising,
D. C.,
C.,
Advertisin, D.
74,843,1114
appropriation
for
general
74,
843,
1114
appropriation for general ..........
74,843,1114
taxesinarrears......
for notice
in arrears
74, 843, 1114
of taxes
notice of
for
38
deficiency
for general
38
general.....
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
590
38,
for
of taxes
taxes in
in arrears
arrears.........
38,590
notices of
for notices
Aerial
and Navy,
Navy,
Army and
Operations,Army
AerialOperations,
of Army
land bases
bases under
Army Air ServServunder control of
land
operations, including
ice, and
and fleet operations,
ice,
Aviashore
under Naval
Naval Aviastations, under
shore stations,
tion
954
tion ............................
Aerological Stations,
Stations,
Aerological
appropriation
maintenance, etc....
etc.... 697,
697, 1317
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Aeronautic Engineering,
Engineering,
Aeronautic
appropriation
standardizing apparatus,
apparatus,
for standardizing
appropriation for
... 682,1301
etc., used
in
682, 1301
used in..............
etc.,
officers for instruction-in,
details
instructionin,
details of
of Army
Army officers
594
at schools,
etc., authorized..........
authorized
schools, etc.,
at
tuition
technical supplies,
supplies, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be
tuition, technical
594
furnished
594
........
furnished .......
Aeronautics, National
National Advisory
Committee for,
Advisory Committeefor,
Aeronautics,
180,889,1381
appropriation
for expenses
889, 1381
expenses........ 180,
appropriation for
operating Langley
Langley Memorial
Memorial Laboraoperating
tory
1.381
1381
..........................
tory
Aviation (Navy),
(Navy),
Aeronautics,
Aeronautics, Navy, see also Aviation
522
deficiency
appropriation for.............
for
522
deficiency appropriation
Aeroplane Factory,
Factory,
Aeroplane
aviation appropriation
use of
of naval
naval aviation
appropriation for conuse
134,814
structing, forbidden
134,814
forbidden ............
structing,
Aeroplanes,
Army,
Aeroplanes, Army,
transfer of,
etc., to
Postal Service
to Postal
of, parts,
parts, etc.,
transfer
without
583
583
charge ...................
without charge
Aeroplanes, Navy
Navy (see
Aviation, Navy).
Navy).
Aeroplanes,
(see Aviation,
Aeroplanes Postal
(see Aircraft,
Aeroplanes,
Postal Service (see
Aircraft, Postal Service).
Service).
tal
Affidavits,
Affidavits,
required
in judgments
by default
to proprodefault to
judgments by
required in
tect civil
civil rights of
of soldiers,
soldiers, etc.,
tect
may be
be filed
subsequent to
to entry
entry
filed subsequent
may
282
thereof
.......... 282
thereof. ...............
283
effective as
as of
of date
date of
of judgment........
judgment
283
effective
punishment for
for false
statements, etc...
etc
283
283
false statements,
punishment
Afghanistan,
exporting to, wheat
importing
wheat
from, and exporting
importing from,
and wheat
flour, prohibited;
prohibited; excepexcepwheat flour,
and
1759
tions
1759
tions...........................
1773
canceled .............................
1775
canceled
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Africa, Northern,
AJnrca,
Nortern,
Page.
deficiency appropriation
for interpreters
interpreters
appropriation for
and guards at
in. ........
1022
at consulates
consulates in
102
African Slave Trade,
InternationalBureau
African
Trade, International
for
Bureaufor
Repressing,
Repressing,
appropriation
contribution.. 744,1210
appropriation for annual
annual contribution..
744.121C
Agan, Margaret
Margaret M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ..............................
1617
161
Agard,
Agard, Mardi,
March,
pension
pension
1607
..............................
1607
Agencies
for War
Activities,
Agenciesfor
War Activities,
files, etc.,
etc., transferred
transferred to
custody of
to custody
of departdepartments, etc .......................
233
233
Agreements,
extending
extending arbitration
arbitration convention
convention with
with
Italy ..........
1675
.........
.....
1675
with Netherlands ........
'with
1667
........
1667
with Spain ..........................
1673
1673
with France,
France, modifying
former convenmodifying former
convention of Commerce and
Navigation
1723
and Navigation...
1723
Agricultural
Agricultural Chemistry,
Chemistry,
appropriations for investigations,
appropriations
253,
investigatis, etc
etc.....
253,
712, L331
712,1331
Agricultural Colleges,
Agricultural
Colleges, etc.,
etc.,
provisions
establishing
Reserve
for
establishing
Reserve
Officer'
Officers' Training Corps units
in __.
776
units in
...
776
Agricultural
Department (see Department
Agricultural Department
of
Department of
Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Agricultural
Exhibits,
AgriculturalExhibits,
appropriation for making,
appropriation
etc.,
making, at
at State,
State, etc.,
fairs......................
fairs
271,
718, 1337
271,718,1337
allotment for National Dairy
allotment
Dairy Show,
Chicago, Ill
271
I1......................
271
Agricultural
Experiment Stations,
Agricultural Experiment
Stations,
appropriation
appropriation for general
general expenses,
State
expenses, State
allotments .................
260,
720, 1338
260,720,1338
for increased
increased allotments
allotments ......
260,
720, 1338
260,720,1338
for cooperative
cooperative extension work.
work_ 261,720,1338
261,. 720, 1338
for additional allotments,
allotments, extension
extension
work .............-.......
261, 720,1338
261,720,1338
for disseminating work
721, 1339
work of
of-....... 261,
261,721,1339
for stations,
stations, Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico,
Guam,
Guam, and
and Virgin Islands...
Islands_
262, 721, 1339
262,721,1339
leaves of absence to employees, Virgin
Virgin
Islands ..........................
262
262
cumulative
cumulative leaves
to employees,
leaves to
employees,
Alaska, and insular
insular possessions
possessions ....
262
262
Agricultural
Extension Work, Cooperative,
Agricultural Extension
Cooperative,
appropriation
appropriation for allotments
allotments to
to States,
etc.,
States, etc.,
for
261, 720, 1338
for.....................
261,720,1338
for additional
additional allotments
720, 1339
allotments....... 261,
261,720,1339
allowance for county
county agents.......
agents
721,
1339
721,1339
Agricultural
Agricultural Food
Food Products,
Products, Conservation
Conservation of,
of,
licensing and requisitioning
requisitioning of
of sugar,
sugar, etc
etc.,,
December 31, 1920,
continued until December
1920,
386
386
of domestic,
domestic, until
1920
386
until June
June 30,
30, 1920........
386
Agricultural
Agricultural Food Products,
Products, etc.,
also
etc., (see
(see also
Food Control Act Amendments),
Amendments),
appropriation for
distributing information
information
for distributing
of marketing, distributing, supply,
supply,
etc., of ...................
26,5,
723, 1341
265,723,1341
studies to prevent deterioration
deterioration in
in
storage,
storage, transit, etc..............
etc
724,
1342
724, 1342
for investigating
transporting, marketing,
investigating transporting,
etc., of, including
including market
market manipulamanipulation, control,
control, etc
724
etc........
.
724
Agricultural
Agricultural Lands,
Lands,
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative soil clasificlassifiof...................
cation of
255, 714,
1333
255,
714,1333
Agricultural
Lands
in
National
Agricultural Lands in National Forests,
Forests,
appropriation for survey, etc., of
appropriation
251, 710,
1329
of.. 251,
710, 1329
Agricultural
Agricultural Products,
Products, etc.,
etc.,
activities of War
War Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation
revived
to finance
finance exports
exports of
revived to
of........ 1084
1084 I

1827

Agricultural
Agricultural Products,
Products, Home
Home Use
for, .
Page.
Usefor
Page.
appropriation for
investigating utility
utility and
for investigating
and
economy
economy of
262, 721,1 q39
of .
................
262,721,1339
Agricultural
Agricultural Pioducts,
Pioducts, Staple,
Staple,
appropriation for
for ascertaining
ascertaining cost
appropriation
cost of
of proproduction of principal
695, 1316
principal........ 236,
236,695,1316
Agricultural
Agricultural Report,
Report,
appropriation
appropriation for printing and
and binding..
229,
binding...
229,
942,
1430
942,1430
Agricultural
Agricultural Schools,
Schools, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for reports, etc.,
261, 721, 1339
etc., on..
on.. 261,721,1339
Agriculture
Agriculture,
appropriation for
appropriation
forcompiling,
etc., data
compiling, etc.,
data
relating
relating to, includingcrop
inclu .ng crop and
live
and live
stock estimates
estimates ..................
1342
1342
Agriculture, International
International Institute
Institute of,
of,
Agriculture,
appropriation for
appropriation
745,1211
for quota,
quota, etc
etc ............
745,1211
Agua Caliente
Caliente Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation for
appropriation
irrigation
project
on....
3
for irrigation project on....
3
Ads to Navigation
Naigation (see
Aids
(see also
also Lighthouses
Lighthouses
Bureau, Dewthaent
of Commerce),
Commerce),
Department of
appropriation
for Execution
Execution Rock,
Rocks, N.
N. Y.
Y.
213
appropration for
213
for PointJiguero
Point Jiguero, P.
.
213
P. R.
R .........
....
213
for Manitowoc,
Manitowoc, Wis
213
is....
..........
213
for Chicago, Ill., harbor
213
harbor lights
lights..........
213
for keepers'
dwellings...............
keepers' dwellings
213
213
for Tompkinsville,
Tompkinsville, N.
Y., depot.......
depot
213
N. Y.,
213
for
213
for third
third district
district stations
stations...............
213
for Alaska ...........
213
..........
213
for general expenses
213,927
expenses ..................
213,927
for
vessels, general
general service..
service.. 1416
1416
for lighthouse
lighthouse vessels,
Galveston, Tex.,
for Galveston,
Tex., jetty
1416
jetty light
light station..
station . 1416
appropriation for Diamond
deficiency appropriation
Diamond
Shoal, N.
C., light
light vessel...........
vessel
339
N. C.,
339
for Conneaut, Ohio, light, etc., station .
339
339
for sixteenth district,
district, depot.............
depot
516
516
for seventh
seventh and eighth districts, repairs..
repairs
516
516
for
516
for general
general expenses
expenses.................
516
establishment,
establishment, etc.,
etc., of,
on Yukon
of, on
Yukon River,
River,
Alaska, authorized
authorized .................
927
927
authorization for lighthouse tenders
tenders and'
and
light vessels
vessels. ....................
1058
1058
transfers from Army,
and
Army, Navy,
Navy, and
Shipping Board,
Board, if suitable,
etc...
1058
suitable, etc...
1058
third district; Tompkinsville,
Tompkinsville, N.
Y.,depot 1058
1058
N. Y.,depot
fourth district; Delaware
Bay, entrance
1058
Delaware Bay,
entrance... 1058
sixth district;
district; Charleston,
S. C.,
C., depot.....
depot
1058
Charleston S.
1058
seventh district;
district; Tampa
Fla .........
1058
Tampa Bay,
Bay, Fla
1058
site and constructing, district
depot
1058
district depot.....
1058
eighth district;
Galveston Jetty,
Tex
1058
district; Galveston
Jetty, Tex......
1058
twelfth district; Ludington,
Ludington, Mich.........
Mich
1058
1058
sixteenth
sixteenth district; Alaska.................
Alaska
1058
1058
district depot construction
1058
construction............. 1058
eighteenth
eighteenth district;
district; California
1059
California ............
1059
Goat Island
Island depot,
Calif ...............
1059
depot, Calif
1059
nineteenth district; Honolulu, Hawaii,
nineteenth
Hawaii,
depot.........................
depot
. 1059
1059
pay of superintendent
superintendent of naval
naval construcconstrucincreased..................... 1059
tion, increased
1059
Aiken County, S.
Aiken
S. C.,
C.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Savannah
Savannah River,
River,
Augusta,
Augusta, Ga.,
Ga., by Richmond
County,
Richmond County,
Ga.,
Ga., and
275
and..........................
275
Air
Patrol, National
Air Patrol,
National Forests,
Forests,
appropriation for maintaining,
maintaining, to
to prevent
prevent
fires,
728, 1329
fires, etc
etc ....................
728,1329
Air Service,
Service, Army,
Air
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for employees
employees in
in office
office of
of
Chief of, War
1278
War Department
Department......... 1278
technical
services ....................
1278
technical services
1278
for aviation instruction expenses;
expenses; photophotographic supplies, etc
108,
etc ...........
108, 953
953
for civilian
civilian emplovees:
employees; experiments
in
experiments in
aircraft, engines,
etc
108
engines, etc.............
108

1828
1828

____
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Page.
Psge.
ontinued.
Air Service,
Service, Army-C
appropriation
for operating
operating aviation
aviation staappropriation for
tions, balloon
etc
108,953
108,953
schools, etc.......
balloon schools,
tions,
for helium
helium gas
gas production,
production, etc
953
etc.:'............953
for
for civilian
in
experiments in
employees; experiments
civilian employees;
for
aircraft, engines,
engines, etc
108 953
etc............. 108,953
aircraft,
108,953
108,953
clothing
for special clothing................
108,953
for dis
disposal
surplus equipment.....
equipment
108,953
of surlu
al of
for
109,953
consulting engineers
engineers........... 109,953
for consulting
for
research
109,953
scientific medical research.........
for scientific
for
establishing stations in
in the
the Philipfor establishing
109
109
pines
............---------..............
nes
..
953
953
planes.....-......
salvaging wrecked planes
for salvaging
for
953
experimental airplane work, etc ....
for experimental
for purchase
purchase of
of new airplanes,
etc........ 953
airplanes, etc
for
for paying
aircraft damages
damages to private
paying aircraft
for
property,
109, 953
limit.............. 109,953
property, etc.; limit
land buse
uses to be controlled
controlled by Army
land
Air
Service, fleet
fleet operation and
Air Service,
shore
stations by Naval
Aviation.. 954
Naval Aviation..
shore stations
for
for expenses of officers traveling by air,
troops
109
without troops...................
for
aviation instruction
schools
109
flying schools.
instruction at flying
for aviation
flying
number
established; number
cadet grade estab;
flying cadet
109
.....
allowed, pay, etc
•
etc ...........
allowed,
commission
lieutenant. Officommission as second lieutenant,
cers'
Reserve Corps, on completing
cers' Reserve
course
......... 109
cadet; discharges ......
course as cadet;
facilities, etc.,
establishing buildings, failities,
for establishing
954
depots....
at stations, schools, and depots
Bolling Field D. C., set aside as aviaBoiling
954
tion
included
reservation; area included....
tion reservation;
954
for land, etc., Selfridge Field,
Field, Mich....
Mich._
954
for
increase...........
aviation increase
for officers,
officers, aviation
954
men
enlisted men.....................
for expenses, Philippine
Philippine and Hawaiian
Hawaiian
for
Islands ...........................
611
etc., aviation stations,
establishing, etc.,
for establishing,
Hawaiian
611
Islands. ..............
Hawaiian Islands
balances available ................
1351
balances
for
expenses,
Panama
Canal
fortificafor expenses,
612
tions .............................
for
establishing aviation station, France
France
for establishing
Canal Zone ................
612
Field, Canal
1350
for aviation expenses, seacoast defenses.
defenses
1350
deficiency
appropriation for incurred obdeficiency appropriation
balances
ligations from unexpended balances
46
..............................
for
unexpended
for incurred
incurred obligations from unexpended
46
balances for production
production ............
balances covered
appropriations for
covered in, of appropriations
balances
1353
aviation stations,
stations, seacoast
seacoast defenses.
defenses
aviation
1353
...........................
for aviation
286
emergency officers assigned to, him
limited....
emergency
287
number of fliers
ffiers required ...............
129
1920.
organization
continued to June
June 30, 1920.
organization of, continued
comcreation of; officers and enlisted men corn768
posing
.......................
numb
768
number of flying cadets included .......
details to; command of flying units.....
units
768
increase of pay for aerial ffights
flights duty;
769
restriction
restriction....................
status of flying cadets unchanged .......
769
expenditures authorized
authorized at designated
expenditures
etc
455
fields, schools, depots, etc.........
Bufacquiring
acquiring Curtiss-Elmwood plant, Buf................... 455
Y.......
falo, N.
N Y
Aircraft,
Aircraft,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fitting building
Smithsonian Grounds for exin in Smithsonian
accessories, prohibition of, and accessories,
Government during
duced by the Government
328
the war .....................
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rage.
Aircraft-ontmuea.
ra
joint
report
on,
under
their
jurisdictions
to
to
joint report on, under their jurisdictions
Secretaries of War and
be made by Secretaries
Navy
134
General......
ostmaster General
Navy and Postmaster
134
........
details
specified
details specified...............
proclamation annulling
annulling former flying reproclamation
strictions, etc
etc ...........-........ 1765
strictions,
Aircraft
Factory, Nava;
Naval2
Aircraft Factory,
appropriation for
for mantenance
maintenance .........
appropriation

133,814

Aircraft, Navy (see Aviation,
Aviation, Navy).
Navy).
Aircraft,
Aircraft, Postal
Postal Service,
Aircraft,
appropriation
for
purchase
aeroplanes for
of
appropriation for purchase aeroplanes
service
between New York and San
service between
Omaha.
579
via Chicago and Omaha.
Francisco via
for expenses
operation and mainteof operation
expenses of
for
nance
. 579, 1153
nance ...................581,1153
for
foreign mails
mails....................
for foreign

by,
contracts
transportation by,
mail transportation
for mail
contracts for
authorized .................... 579,1152
cost
transportation 579,1152
579, 1152
not to exceed rail transportation.
cost not
payable from appropriation for, by rail579,1152
............
road routes ...
Aircraft
also Aviation,
Stations, Navy (see also
Aircraft Stations,
Navy),
Navy),
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance ..........
133,814
appropriaton
133, 814
six.. 133,814
"United States
States limited to six—
number in United
Aircraft
Aicraft Tenders,
appropriation for converting two merchant
merchant
appropriation
...................
vessels
133
into
vessels into
Airplane
Bombs,
Army,
Airplane Borns, Armny,
971
appropriation for manufacture
manufacture ............
appropriation
for
etc, for............
for
971
ighting devices, etc.,
for sighting
Airplanes,
Airplanes,
sale of unsuitable,
unsuitable, in the postal service,
authorized .- .......--............ 1031
Airplanes,
Airplanes, Army,
Army,
953
appropriation for experimental
etc
experimental work, etc.
appropriation
953
purchase of new .....................
for purchase
Ak
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Ak Chin Irrigation
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of
maintenance, etc.
appropriation
Maricopa Reservation
Reservation ......... 3,
408, 1226
Maricopa
3,408,1226
Akin, Mrs. Joseph
Joseph C.,
C.,
payment to, for death
death of husband
husband......... 1531
Akridge, David,
David,
pension
1549
penion................................. 1549
Alabama,
appropriation for emergency
emergency expenses,
preventing spread of Mexican
Mexican bean
preventing
beetle in, etc
etc...................... 1346
beetle
Alabama
Alabama Avenue SE., D. C.,
appropriation for paving, Pennsylvania
appropriation
Avenue to Ridge Road
846
Road.............
Avenue
Line......... 846
Bowen Road
Road to District Line
Bowen
Tex.,
Indians, Polk County, Tex.,
Alabama Indians,
appropriation
education of ............ 1244
appropriation for education
Alabama
Alabama River,
Montgomery,
authorized across, near Montgomery,
bridge authorized
Ala .............................
1090
Alabama
Centennial,
Alabama State Centennial,
coinage of 50-cent silver pieces authorized
authorized
in commemoration
commemoration of ............... 595
quality etc
etc....... 595
number, legal tender quality,
expensc for dies, etc
no Government expense
etc... 595
Alaska,
appropriation for salaries, etc., government
government
appropriation
674, 1293
in
..... ......................... .674,1293
674
expenses .............
for legislative expenses
brought to Indian
for native pupils brought
6,411,
schools
6, 411, 1228
schools.................
for military
military cable and telegraph
telegraph...... 108,952
for military,
military, etc., roads,
roads, bridges, and
trails in .....................
. 124,970
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appropriation for
for mining,
mining, transporting,
transporting,
appropriation
etc.,
in, for use
etc., coal in,
use of the Navy..
Navy.. 148,826
148, 826
selection
areas
826
selection of
of areas........ .........
826
building, and wharf,
Sitka.. 167,875,1368
167, 875, 1368
for building,
wharf, Sitka..
for
175, 884, 1377
for quarantine
quarantine system
system........... 175,884,1377
for
investigating mineral
resources of. 197,1400
forinvestigating
mineralresourcesof.
197,1400
for
etc ... 199,912,
199, 912, 1401
for mine inspector;
inspector; clerk,
clerk, etc.
for
202, 916, 1405
for Engineering
Engineering Commission
Commision .... 202,916,1405
for care
203,916,1405
care of insane .............
203, 916, 1405
Sanitarium
Portland, Oreg.
Oreg. 916,
Sanitarium Company
Company. Portland,
916,
1405
education of
for education
of natives
natives under
under CommisCommissioner
Education
203, 916, 1405
sioner of Education.........
203,916,1405
for medical
medical relief of natives; hospitals,
etc
203, 917, 1406
etc.....................203,917,1406
admission of
of pay
patients
203, 917, 1406
admission
pay patients....
203,917,1406
for reindeer
reindeer stations,
stations, etc
etc. ... - . 203, 917,1406
917, 1406
for
game.
203, 917, 1406
for protection
protection of
of game.........
203,917,1406
for suppressing liquor traffic
traffic among
natives
203,
917, 1406
natives..................
.
203,917,1406
for
office expenses
923, 1412
for marshal,
marshal, office
expenses.... 209,
209,923,1412
for
office expenses.
for district
district attorney,
attorney, office
expenses.-- 209,
209,
923,1412
923,1412
for expense
expense of
outside of
of official
official
for
of judges
judges outside
residence
924, 1413
residence................... 210,
210,924,1413
jurors
210, 924,1413
for meals, etc., of jurors.........
for miscellaneous court
expenses 210,
924, 1413
formiscellaneous
courtexpenses.
210,924,1413
for establishing
establishing new
new aids
navigation,
for
aids to
to navigation,
etc
213
etc...............................
213
fisheries service
service ............
219,
933, 1420
for fisheries
219, 933,1420
for food, etc., to natives, Pribilof Islands
220,
934, 1423
lands......................
220,934,1423
Weather Service expenses in
for Weather
236, 696, 1316
in. 236,696,1316
for
stations
for .agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
261, 720, 1339
in......................
261,720,1339
cumulative
leaves of absence to emcumulative leaves
ployees
262
262
ployees ..........
........
for
emergenfor star
star route
route mail service
service in;
in; emergencies
579,
1152
cies..........................
579,1152
for
equipments for
582,
1155
for mail
mail equipments
for ...........
582,1155
for surveyor
surveyor general,
general, clerks.
clerks, etc .... 673,
673, 1292
for experiments,
etc., for
experiments, etc.,
for increase
increase of
of
reindeer
716,
1336
reindeer industry
industry in
in...........
716,1336
for
bearing anifor protection
protection of
of land
land fur
fur bearing
animals
1336
mals in
in ...............
....... 716,
716,1336
for
boundary line between
between
for marking
marking boundary
Canada
743, 1210
Canada and
and ...................
743,1210
shipwrecked American
seafor relief of
of shipwrecked
American seamen
in. ....................
749, 1216
men in
749,1216
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for relief
relief of shipshipwrecked American
American seamen in...
wrecked
in.... 43,1022
for Engineering
Engineering Commission....
51, 335, 1172
Commission.... 51,335,1172
for
education of
of natives..
1030, 1042, 1186
for education
natives.. 66,
66,1030,1042,1186
for
agricultural experiment
in...
67
for agricultural
experiment station
station in...
67
for
348
for inspecting
inspecting mines ..................
348
for investigating mineral resources.....
resources
512
for
protecting seal
fisheries, etc. 1034,
1043, 1178
for protecting
seal fisheries,
1034,1043,1178
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous courtexpenses
court expenses 1033,1176,1188
1033,1176,1188
for
medical relief
1042,1186
for medical
relief ..................
1042,1186
between
for marking boundary
boundary line between
Canada and........................
and
1187
1187
917
birch timber may be
be exported
exported from
from......
917
bond issue authorized by Ketchikan, for
for
schoolhouse,
etc
402
schoolhouse, etc...................
402
by Petersburg,
authorized for
by
Petersburg, authorized
for public
public
improvements;
conditions, etc
improvements; conditions.
etc......
289
increase authorized,
authorized, etc...............
etc
981
by Wrangell.
Wrangell, for
public improvements..
improvements
435
for public
435
clerks of district courts, excepted
excepted from
from
requirement for deposit
1099
requirement
deposit of fees
fees.... 1099
supplied from
coal for the Navy
Navy to be supplied
from
Matanuska
field ..................
1797
Matanuska field
1797

1829
1829

Alaska-Continued.
Page
Page
coal
mined in
Alaska Engineering
Engineering
coal mined
in,., by
by Alaska
Commission
may be
be sold
sold fordomestic
for domestic
Commission may
uses, etc.............
etc
............
1776
Chugach National Forest, diminished...
diminished
1745
town sites
selections for railroad town
sites........ 1745
eighty
shore-space reservation
eighty rods
rods shore-space
reservation not
not
.applicable
lands
applicable to national
national forest lands
opened
entry ........
1059
opened to
to homestead
homestead entry
1059
other restrictions waived.................
waived
1059
improving aids to
improving
to navigation
navigation in, authorized ...........................
ized
1058
Point Retreat
Retreat and
and Cape
Cape Ilinchinbrook
Hinchinbrook
light station
station......................
1058
bearing animals
animals placed under
land fur bearing
Secretary of Agriculture.............
Agriculture
716
Secretary
716
walruses
and sea
placed under
walruses and
sea lions placed
under SecreSecre717
tary of Commerce
Commerce ..................
717
jurisdiction over fur seals,
jurisdiction
seals, Pribilof Islands,
etc.,
717
717
etc., not
not affected
affected................
leasing of oil and gas deposits in
leasing
in.........
.•446
mining
assessments for 1919, susmining claims
claims asessments
suspended
354
pended.........................
prospecting
coal dedepermits allowed
allowed for coal
prospecting permits
posits
in
undeveloped
areas
1363
1363
posim undeveloped areas.........
permittee entitled
entitled to
alease on discovery
discovery 1363
1363
permittee
to aleaseon
railroad, Seward
additional
railroad,
Seward to
to Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, additional
sum
293
etc-.
293
sum allowed
allowed for
for construction,
construction, etc
Alaska Civil Government,
Goernment,
district
district court established
established................ 1208
1206
jurisdiction,
judges, etc................
etc
1203
jurisdiction, judges,
1203
divisions of;
of; extent
modified
1203
divisions
extent modified.........
1203
Juneau, Nome, Valdez,
Valdez, and
terms at Juneau,
Fairbanks
Fairbanks....................... 1204
special,
directed.................. 1204
special, as directed
notice
to be
1204
1204
notice to
be given
given ..................
Alaska Engineering
Engineering Commission,
Commission,
appropriations for expenses,
locating railrailexpenses, locating
appropriations
roads, etc
202, 916,
1405
916, 1405
202,
roads,
etc..................
purchase
of
supplies,
etc.,
for
sale
to
purchase of supplies, etc., for sale to
employees and
contractors
202,
1405
employees
and contractors..
202, 916,
916, 1405
receipts from sales
sales of
of material,
material, etc., to
receipts
be
to fund........
fund
202,
1405
be returned
returned to
202, 916,
916,1405
deficiency appropriation
expenses... 51,335
appropriation for
for expenses...
deficiency
supplies, etc.,
etc., to
for reimbursing,
reimbursing, for supplies,
natives
during epidemic
of influinfluepidemic of
natives during
enza .............................
1172
1172
enza
additional pay of $240
$240 aa year, not appliadditional
cable
to employees
employees of..........
of
689,
1309
689, 1309
cable to
additional sum authorized
authorized for
additional
for railroad,
railroad,
Seward
Fairbanks ..............
293
Seward to Fairbanks
proclamation authorizing
sale of
of surplus
proclamation
authorizing sale
coal
mined by,
domestic, etc
coal mined
by, for
for domestic,
etc.,,
uses
1776
1776
uses.............................
Alaska
Alaska Fisheries
FisheriesService,
Service,
appropriation for
etc., Pribilof
Pribilof
for agents, etc.,
appropriation
service at large.
large 217, 930, 1420
1420
Islands, and service
for
219, 933, 1422
1422
for vessels ....................
service, protecting
protecting seal fishfor general
general service,
eries,
food to
to natives,
1423
934, 1423
etc... 220,
220, 934,
eries, food
natives, etc
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
protecting seal
deficiency
for protecting
seal
fisheries
55, 67, 1034,
1034, 1043
1043
55,67,
fisheries-..............-.
power lighter
lighter .............
for wooden
wooden power
55
Fur Seal Islands,
Islands,
Alaska Fur
appropriation for
934
934
etc..
buildings, etc
for repair
repair of buildings,
appropriation
Alaska
Deposits,
Alaska Oil or Gas
Gas Deposits,
prospecting permits,
permits, etc., to
to valid mining
prospecting
claimants
not discovering
oil or
446
gas..
446
or gas
discovering oil
claimants not
assessment
required
446
expenditures required......
assessment expenditures
relinquishment
patent application..
application.. _ 446
relinquishment of patent
allowed:
permits or
or leases
leases allowed:
number of permits
maximum areas
446
446
maximum
areas ...................
leases of,
of, upon rental
rental and royalties
royalties to be
446
specified therein...................
therein
416
specified

1830
1830
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leases may include noncontiguous
noncontiguous tracts
tracts.. 446
for
encouraging production, royalties,
for encouraging
waived
446
etc., may be waived.............fraud, etc.,
etc., by claimant
claimant a
a bar to all
benefits of
of. ....................
•446
Albania,
Albania,
importing
importing from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat
wheat
prohibited; excepand wheat flour, prohibited;
tions
1759
...............
tions ......
1773
...............
canceled
canceled..........
Albany, Calf.,
Calif.,
Albany,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor
harbor
preliminary
to be made .......................
1013
Albany County,
Albany
County, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
may unite with State, etc., in bridging
Hudson River, Troyto
Troy to Cohoes, N.
Y. 1108
N.Y.
Hudson
Albany, Ga.,
Albany,
Ga.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
at
275
aros Flint River at...
Albany, N.
N. Y.,
terms of court at.
395
at .........................
Albert
Albert Sidney
Sidney Johnson
Johnson Camp,
Camp, United
United ConConfederate Veterans,
fedate
loan of
of Army tents, etc., for reunion at
Hodgkins Springs, near Fort Worth,
Hodgi'ns
Tex .......................
. 1061
Tex
Albright,
S.,
Albright, W.
W. S.,
Managers, Volunteer
appointed on Board of Managers,
Soldiers'
1150
Soldiers' Home ..................
Albro,
Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Albro, .Mary
1562
pensionn...............................
1562
Albuquerque, N. Mix.
Albuquerue,
JMer.,
appropriation for Indian school at. 17,422,1238
17, 422, 1238
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
64,
deficiency
appropriation for Indian
Indian school
523,
1039, 1042
523,1039,1042
Prohibition Act).
Alcohol (see National Prohibition
Alcohol, Denatured
Denatured (see Denatured
Denatured Alcohol).
Alcohol,
Industrial (see
(see Industrial
Industrial Alcohol).
Alcohol).
Alcohol, Industrial
International Congress,
Alcoholism, Sixteenth International
Congress,
appropriation
expenses of delegates
delegates to
1217
appropriation for expenses
Ale (see
(see Malt Liquors).
Alexander, Herman,
Herman,
pension .............................
1539
Akrarderson, Wilhelm,
Wilhelm,
Alexanderson,
may bring suit for damages to motor boat
boat
'Spray
"
" Spray "........................
1553
Alexandria,
Alexandria, La.,
La.,
appropriation for public building,
appropriation
building, rent,
etc......................
etc
874, 1368
874,1368
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for hospital
hospital for
discharged disabled
disabled soldiers, etc
etc.,,
at..........................
at
508
Alfalfa
also Grasses),
Alfalfa (see
(see also
Grasses),
appropriation for testing commercial
commercial seeds
appropriation
of, etc...................
etc
243, 702, 1322
243,702,1322
for preventing
preventing admission of adulterated.
adulterated. 243,
702, 1322
702,1322
'Words
Alfords Bridge
Bridge Company,
may bridge Savannah River, Haileys
Haileys
Ferry, Ga ...................
437
437
Anarchists,
Alien Anarchists,
appropriation for enforcing
appropriation
enforcing laws excluding, etc
221,
936, 1424
etc................
221,936,1424
Alien
Alien Authors,
Authors,
copyright provisions
provisions for works of
of..........
369
during period of World War
War............
369
Alien
Interned,
Alien Enemies,
Enemies, Interned,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses,
transporting, under Department of
Justice
Justice.......................
. 337
for expenses of,
Immigration Buof, under Immigration
Bureau .....................
341, 1188
341,1188
Property Custodian
Custodian (see
Alien Property
(see also
also Trading
Trading
with the Enemy),
appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, etc., of the....
the.... 176,
176
885, 1378

Alien
Page.
Page.
Alien Property
Property Custodian-Continued.
Custodian-Continued.
deficiency
for expenses,
etc ,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
expenses, etc.,
of
35
35
.....................
of ......
delivery
property held
by, on
on
delivery,., etc.,
etc., of
of property
held by,
claim
than enemy.........
enemy
977
of other
other than
claim of
special ownership
ownership designated
designated978
special
.........
978
delivery
of property
property held
held by,
by, to
woman of
of
delivery of
to woman
neutral or allied nation
nation married
married to
to
neutral
German
prior to
to April
1917.... 978,1147
978, 1147
April 6,
6, 1917....
German prior
978, 1147
................. 978,1147
conditions .....
to
citizenship marto woman of American
American citizenship
ried to
to German, etc.,
etc., prior to
to April
6,
978,1147
.........
6, 1917
1917.........
conditions
conditions.................... 978,1147
disposition of property, etc., under con'35
trol of
of35.......................
Diseased,
Alien Seamen, Diseased,

on arrival to be sent by immigration
immigration officials, for hospital treatment
.........
treatment 1082
vessel to pay expense;
expense; not tobededucted
to be deducted
from wages .....................
clearance withheld until paid........
paid
clearance
suspected cases to be removed
removed from vessuspected
sel for observation,
observation, etc
etc............
retention until cured,
cured, etc.; enforcement
enforcement
of return
return ........................

1082
1083
1083

1083
1083

Aliens,
Aliens,

inspection of
appropriation for medical inspection
immigrant
175, 884, 1376
175,884,1376
immirant...............
for enforcing laws regulating
immigraregulating immigration of ....
221, 935, 1424
...............
.. 221,935,1424
exclusion of anarchists..
221,
anarchists .. 221,
for enforcing exclusion
936,
1424
936,1424
deportation of
221,936
for deportation
of........... ....
for expenses,
expenses, naturalization
of, etc.....
etc
222,
for
naturalization of,
937,1425
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses transporting, etc.
interned enemy
etc., interned
enemy......
337
immigration of
for expenses regulating immigration
of.. 341,
346, 349,519,
349, 519, 1188,1192
for expenses of interned .........
341,1188
enforcing laws against
against anarchistic...
anarchistic...
518
for enforcing
for expenses deporting undesirable,
etc.. 518
undesirable, etc
for expenses, etc., naturalization
naturalization of.....
of
518
518
aliens
restriction on use for training aliens
518
for citizenship
citizenship ....................
518
additional
additional provisions for naturalization
naturalization of,
serving in United States forces during the war .
222
....................
additional
additional restrictions on entry of,
of,when proclaimed by the President as required for public safety ...........
353
unlawful acts of; entering in violation of
prescribed
prescribed rules, etc
............. 353
transporting
persons. .
.....
353
transporting prohibited
prohibited persons..
making false statements in applications
for passports, etc .................
353
furnishing viseed passport, etc.,
etc., to other
than person
person to whom issued
353
issued.......
attempting
attempting to use viseed passport, etc.,
etc ,
of another person................
person
353
forging, counterfeiting, etc., passports,
vises, etc ....................
vises,
353
using false passports, etc
etc.............
353
punishment for violations
violations ...........
353
corporation official
therecorporation
official participating
participating there-

in
.
in . . ..........

..................

forfeiture of vehicle, vessel, etc.,
etc., used
used
violations......
.............
for violations
territory included
included in restriction
restriction
........
meaning
extend ed.. .
meaning of
of "person"
"person" extended..........
appropriation
appropriation for carrying out provisions
hereof................
effective when previous Act ceases to operate
..........
..........

353
353

353
354
354
354
354

354
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appropriation
for punishing
punishing illegal
illegal acts;
acts;
appropriation for
available
1921 .......
354
available until
until March
March 4,
4, 1921
354
made
immediately available
385
made immediately
available ...........
385
385
limit for fiscal year 1920
1920 .............
385
admission of
admission
of alien illiterate
illiterate women
women to
to
marry citizens
citizens who served
served in
marry
in United
United
during World War
981
States forces during
War.....
981
classes
anarchists
classes of, excluded
excluded admimion;
admission; anarchists.
1009
teaching,
etc., opposition to all governgovernteaching, etc.,
ment ...........................
1009
ment
1009
teaching overthrow
overthrow of
States
teaching
of United States
Government,
Government, killing
killing officials, dedestroying property,
property, sabotage........
sabotage
1009
stroying
writing, etc.,
etc., matter advocating
advocating such
such
doctrines
1009
doctrines ...........................
affiliated
associations preparing,
affiliated with associations
etc.,
1009
etc., such matter ................
fees
for applications and
vises ofpassports
of passports of.
of
750
fees forapplications
andvies
750
not
751
not applicable
applicable to
to foreign
foreign officers,
officers, etc
etc....
751
alien residents
from war servalien
residents returning
returning from
ice
751
ice with allies .....................
seeking
passports and
and vises
vises required
required of, seeking
entry
1217
1217
entry ..........................
Aliens, Deportation
Deportation of (see also
also Deportation of
Aliens),
Aliens),
provisions for; classes
classes designated
designated .........
593
readmission
prohibited
readmission prohibited................
594
Alkali Resistant
Resistant Crops,
Alali
Crops,
appropriation
etc
244,
703, 1323
244,703,1323
appropriation for
for breeding,
breeding, etc...
Alldaffer, Minnie
AUdafter,
Minnie (widow),
(widow),
1587
pension.
penmion
...............................
Allegheny County,
Allegheny
County, Pa.,
Pa.,
bridging by,
Allegheny
time extended
extended for bridging
by, Allegheny
River,
Millvale, Pa
River, Millvale,
Pa...............
1078
Pittsburgh,
1078
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pa .....................
1078
Monongahela
1078
Pa........
1078
Monongahela River,
River, Wilson,
Wilson, Pa
McKees Rocks,
Rocks, Pa.........
Pa
1079
Ohio River,
River, McKees
1079
Allegheny River,
River,
Millvale. Pa
Pa.. 1078
time extended
extended for bridging, Millvale.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1078
Pa......................
Allen, Adah E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1519
pension ..............................
1519
Allen, Atala
Atala F.
(widow),
F. (widow),
pension
1490
pension .................................
1490
Allen, Charles
Charles C.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for extra servservices
59, 343,
343, 1037,
1037, 1182
59,
1182
ices ...................
(widow),
Allen, Mary E.
E. (widow),
........... . 1473
pension .......
1473
pension
Allen,
AAlen, William,
1572
pension increased
increased....................
1572
I..
Allen, William
William I.,
pension ................
....
........ 1549
Alli.nce, Nebr.,
Alliance,
offices of register and receiver of public
lands at,
at, eonsolidated
consolidated .............
1397
Alliance, Ohio,
appropriation
etc., GovernGovernoperating, etc.,
appropriation for operating,
ment house at ....................
223
9
23
Allisnm, Street NW.,
Allison„S'weet
NW., D.
I). C.,
C.,
appropriation
Fifteenth to Sixappropriation for paving, Fifteenth
teenth Streets ....................
1116
1116
Alion, Susan
Susan W.
.4//ison,
W. (Uwidow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased .......................
pension
1520
Indians (see Lands
Allotments in
in Severalty to Indians
Lands
in
in Severalty
Severalty to
to Indians).
Al{)7n,
Aim
on, Seldon
Se/don L.,
L.,
appointment as ensign. Navy,
date of appointment
Navy, established
141
tablished ........................
141
Almshouse, D.
D. C.
C. (see
(see Home
for Aged
Aged and
and
Almshouse,
Home for
Infirm, D. C.).
C.).
Altmeyer, Ella
Ella V. (widow),
(iwidow),
pension
1578
pension .
............................
1578

1831
1831

Amatol Arsenal, Hammonton,
Hammonton, N.
J.,
Page.
N. J.,
appropriation
1384
appropriation for
for storehouses
storehouses ...........
1384
operation of
of school for
for children
children of emOrdnance reservation,
reservation,
ployees at
at Ordnance
authorized
333
authorized .......................
333
Ambassadors,
Ambassadors,
appropriation for salaries .............. 739,1206
739,1206
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for Belgium
Belgium......
329
523
for salaries
salaries ...........................
523
appointment
appointment of, to Belgium. authorized
291
authorized...
291
Amendment to the Constitution,
Eighteenth,
Constitution, Eighteenth,
provisions
prohibition under
under
provisions for enforcing
enforcing prohibition
the
307
the.............
.................
307
Amendment
Amendment to the
Nineteenth,
the Constitution,
Constitution, Nineteenth,
proposed to the States,
States, prohibiting
prohibiting the
the
denial of
account
denial
of right to
to vote on
on account
of sex
sex .........................
362
of
362
power
enforce conferred
362
power to
to enforce
conferred..............
362
ratification
ratification of, certified
certified by. the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
State
of State.........................
1823
Amer,
Amer, Anna
Anna M. (widow),
pension
1502
pension..................................
1502
American
Bison,. American).
American).
American Bison (see Bison,
American
Bureau of
of Shipping,
Shippi
ng,
American Bureau
recognition of classification
recognition
classification of
of vessels by,
by,
directed
998
directed..........................
998
representatives of Department bf
Comrepresentatives
bf Commerce and Shipping Board to serve
merce
of
on committee
committee of...................
998
notation
classification of vessels
vessels by,
on
notation of classification
by, on
official list of merchant
merchant vessels....
vessels.
998
official
American Citizens,
American
Citizens,
deficiency
appropriation for relief, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
etc., of,
in
349
in Mexico
exico .........................
American
Nautical Almanac
and,
American Ephemeris,
Ephemeris, Nautical
Almanac and,
appropriation for
for preparing
preparing ...........
666,
1285
666, 1285
appropriation
American
American Ethnology,
Ethnology,
appropriation for
for continuing
researches in
181,
in 181,
continuing researches
appropriation
891,
891, 1383
etc., Reports of
for printing,
printing, binding,
binding, etc.,
of
Bureau
229, 942, 1430
Bureau ...................
229,942,1430
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
524
for...............
524
deficiency
American
Expeditionary Forces,
American Expeditionary
Forces,
John J.
report of
of General
General John
J. Pershing, ComCommander-in-Chief
ordered printed
mander-in-Chief of, ordered
printed. 1637
September 17,
legal holiday
September
17, 1919,
1919, made
made a
a legal
holiday
in District of Columbia for review of
.
First Division ....................
283
thanks of
General
of Congress
Congress tendered
tendered to
to General
thanks
Pershing
and
the
291
Pershing and the ..................
291
American
Express Company,
American Express
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
transporting
deficiency
for transporting
currency
1160
currency
.........................
1160
Falls, Idaho.
American Falls,
appropriation
etc., to
to
of land,
land, etc.,
for purchase
purchase of
appropriation for
replace
replace town of,
of, flooded
flooded by ReclaReclamation Service reservoir,
Minidoka
reservoir, Minidoka
project
1403
project ..........................
Food Products,
American Food
Products,
appropriation
examining foreign tests,
for examining
appropriation for
etc.,
253, 712,
1331
253,
712, 1331
etc., of
of ...................
American Historical
HistoricalAssociation,
Association,
appropriation
for
printing
and
binding
binding
and
appropriation for printing
Annual
Report of........
of
229,
942, 1430
Annual Report
229, 942,1430
Legion, The.
American Legion.
incorporation of; purposes, powers, etc...
etc...
284
incorporation
loan of
of obsolete
obsolete Army
Army rifles,
etc., to, for
for
rifles, etc.,
loan
ceremonial
403
ceremonial uses.
uses...................
cots to,
to, authorized
authorized for
for State
encampState encampcots
ment
ment at
at Vincennes, Ind
Ind........... 1062
1062
American Mission
to Negotiate Peace,
Peace,
American
Mission to
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses;
expenses; reimbunang emergency
emergency fund
329
329
fund.........
imbursing

1832
1832
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American National
National Red
Page.
Pae.
Red Cross,
Cross,
American
detail
Army medical
medical officers
officers for duty
of Army
detail of
with
785
......-785
................
with...
storage
buildings, etc.,
etc., allowed
at Military
Military
allowed at
storage buildings,
reservations,
etc
785
............
reservations, etc..
executive
of central
committee
central committee
committee of
executive committee
1354
increased
increased ....................
medical
needed
not needed
and foodstuffs,
foodstuffs, not
medical supplies
supplies and
for
Army,
placed
at
disposal
of,
for
for Army, placed at disposal of, for
relief of
of peoples
in the
the war.
war.
130
relief
peoples involved
involvedin
10
pay
restrictions of
temporary War
War DepartDepartof temporar
pay restrictions
ment
employees auditing
auditing accounts
accounts
ment employees
658
-658
.......------ ------..
of....
to
for auditing
auditing
War Department
Department for
reimburse War
to reimburse
accounts .........................
659
accounts
American Printing
PrintingHousefor
American
House for the Blind,
Blind,
appropriation
for providing
providing books,
by
885
885
etc., by.
books, etc.,
appropriation for
for expenses
1378
1378
.......
of...........
for
expenses of
deficiency appropriation
expenses.. 332,1015
appropriation for
for expenses..
deficiency
publications of, to be
free to
to
be furnished free
publications
Library
for the
D. C........
C.
332
the Blind,
Blind, D.
Library for
American
also
Company (see also
Express Company
Railway Express
American Railway
Transportation
Act, 1920),
1920),
Transportation Act,
consolidation of
of express
into,
express companies
companies into,
consolidation
482
authorized
................
authorized......
payment directed
of guarguarto, on
on account
account of
directed to,
payment
anty
Transportation Act,
Act,
under Transportation
anty •under
prior
settlement, etc.....
etc.
1145
prior to final
final settlement,
proclamation relinquishing
relinquishing Federal
control
Federal control
proclamation
1783
1783
............
of ..........
provisions for
for guaranty
guaranty of,
against deficit
deficit
of, against
provisions
in operating
income. ...............
467
in
operating income
American
Republics (see
American 'Union).
Union).
(see Pan
Pan American
AmericanRepublics
American
American Seamen,
appropriation for
life saving
testimonials
saving testimonials
for life
appropriation
for
shipwrecked ...... 742,1208
for rescuing
rescuing shipwrecked
foreign
of, in
in foreign
for relief and protection of,
countries
749,1216
countries
.................
749,1216
deficiency
relief and proprofor relief
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
tection
of
43,
62, 64,
43, 62,64,
tection of...................
66, 346, 1022, 1160, 1187, 1191
66,346,1022,1160,1187,1191
American
Soldiers,
American Soldiers,
joint Congressional
Congressional committee
created to
to
committee created
joint
attend
arrival of bodies
from
bodies of, from
attend arrival
World War ....................
. 1634
American
Transit Company,
American Transit
bridge Detroit
Mich
1439
may bridge
Detroit River, Detroit,
Detroit, Mich..
1439
consent of Canada
Canada required
1439
prior consent
required .......
1439
American
Marine
Amercan Vessels
Vessels (see
(see also
also Merchant
Merchant Marine
Act),
Act),
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for recruiting
recruiting
deficiency
crews,
42
crews, training, etc.,
etc., for
for............
42
Americanization
Work, Public
Public Schools, D.
C,
Americanization Work,
D. C.,
appropriation
educating
expenses, educating
for expenses,
appropriation for
foreigners
ages
82, 852, 1123
foreigners of
of all
all ages..........
82,852,1123
Amerine,
E. (widow),
Amerine, Sarah
Sarah E.
(widow),
pension
1554
pension ..............................
1.554
Ames,
E. (widow),
widow),
IathildeE.
Ames, Mathilde
pension increased
increased ............
pension
........ 1614
1614
Ames
D. C..
Place NE.,
NE., D.
Ames Place
appropriation
for
paving.
Fourteenth
to
to
Fourteenth
for
paving,
appropriation
Fifteenth
Streets.................
Fifteenth Streets
845
Amherst,
Amherst, Mass.,
appropriation for
building
164
for public
public building........
appropriation
Ammunition,
Army,
Ammunition, Army,
appropriation for
manufacture. etc.,
etc., of
of
for manufacture,
appropriation
airplane
971
airplane bombs
bombs. ................
971
for small
arms. etc..................
etc..
125,971
for
small arms
125971
971
for firing
firing morning and evening
evening gun,
gun.
etc
1.25,971
etc .....................-..
125,971
arms target
.
125,971
for small
small arms
target practice.
practice .......
125,971
etc ..............
125,971
for preserving, etc.
125,971
for mountain, etc.,
etc., cannon
cannon.......... 609,1349
609,1349
609,1349
for seacoast
seacoast cannon
cannon .................
609,1349
seacoast artillery practice
for seacoast
practice........ 609,1349

"

"

"

Ammunition, Army-Continuea.
Army—Continued.
Parr.
Ammunition,
rage.
appropriation
for field,
field, etc.,
pracetc., artillery
artillery pracappropriation for
tice.
1349
609, 1349
...
.......--- - 609,
tice ......
for seacoast
seacoast cannon,
cannon, insular
insular possesfor
possessions ................
611,1350
...--- 611,1350
sions
for purchase,
Canal fortifortiPanama Canal
purchase, etc.,
etc., Panama
for
fications
.. 612, 1352
1352
fications ....................
of
appropriations
covered in,
balances
balances
antiaircraft
covered
in,
guns,
of 1917-1919
appropriations for
for 1353
antiaircraft guns, 1917-1919........ 1353
for ordnance
ordnance stores,
stores, etc.,
etc., 1917-1919......
1917-1919
1353
1353
for
for ordnance
stores, 1919-1920
1919-1920 ........... 1353
ordnance stores,
for
surplus,
be transferred
to other
deother detransferred to
may be
surplus, may
130
partments
charge
without charge.........
partments without
unexpended
balances available
available to pay conunexpended balances
tracts for,
for, suspended
on account
of
suspended on
account of
tracts
armistice
armistice.........................

1027
10

Ammunition, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
•
Ammunition,
appropriation
procuring, etc.......
etc154,832 154,832
for procuring,
appropriation for
Ammunition,
Navy
(see
also
Ordnance
also
Ordnance
and
Ammunition, Navy (see
Ordnance Stores,
Stores, Navy),
Ordnance
Navy),
appropriation for
for smokeless
powder819
142,
142,819
....
smokeless powder
appropriation
for
increase of the Navy..
Navy ._ 156
156
vessels, increase
for new
new vessels,
Ammunition Ship,
Ship, Navy,
limit
cost increased
designated ... 156,833
156,833
increased of designated
limit of
of cost
Amoy,
Amoy,
appropriations
premises for
for acquiring
acquiring premises
appropriations for
1214
consulate
consulate uses at ................
1214
subject to approval of
limit of cost; subject
commission ....................
1214
1214
commission
Amy, John
john I.,
Amy,
pens'
1477
................................
1477
pension
Anacostia Park,
Park, D.
D. C.,
C.
Anacostia
appropriation for
of Anacostia
Anacostia
for reclamation
reclamation of
appropriation
River and Flats
of.
99
River
Flats for development
development of.
99
for
870,1141
for development
development of
of ..............
870,1141
immediate
taken of lands,
immediate possession
possession to
to be taken
etc., on filingcondemnationpetition.
filing condemnation petition
etc.,
100
just
compensation be
be paid,
100
just compensation
paid, etc
etc........
100
judicial proceedings,
proceedings, etc.; prompt
judicial
prompt
action
action...........................
100
Anacostia River and
and Flats,
C.,
Anacostia
Flats, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
develappropriation
for reclaiming,
reclaiming, etc., for development
Anacostia Park....
Park.... 99,
99,870,1141
opment of Anacostia
870, 1141
Anacostia
River Bridge,
Bridge, D.
I). C.,
Anacostia River
C.,
appropriation for
operating expenses.
77, 847, 1118
for operating
expenses. 77,847,
1118
appropriation
Anarchists,
Anarchists. Alien,
Alien,
appropriation
expenses enforcing
appropriation for expenses
enforcing laws
excluding,
etc .................
221,936
excluding, etc
221,936
deficiency
appropriation for
exdeficiency appropriation
for expenses
expenses excluding .....................
518
518
excluded admission.
admission .................
1009
excluded
described ..................
classes described
1009
Ancor, Ohio,
Ohio,
Ancor,
expenditure
authorized for real estate
expenditure authorized
estate at,
at,
456
nitrate plant
plant .............
......
456
Anderson, Agnes (widow),
(widow),
pension
............................
1480
Anderson, Charles
Charles W.,
pension .............................
1546
pension
1546
increased.................
increased
..........
. 1620
1620
Elvira M.
Anderson, Elvira
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased.....................
increased
1586
1586
Anderson, Frederieke
Frederieke C.
Anderson,
C. (widow),
(widoa),
pension
pension .............................
1502
1502
Anderson, J.
and H.
M. Duvall,
J. L.,
L., and
H. M.
Duvall,
may bridge Great Pee Dee River, Cheraw,
Cheraw,
S. C
C .........................
390
S.
90
Anderson, Jean
widow),
Jean R. (widow),
pension increased.
1551
pension
increased........................
1551
Jetora E.
(widow),
Anderson, Jetora
E. (widow),
pension ..........................
pension
1576
Anderson, Mary Melissa
Melissa (widow),
(widow),
pension increased.....................
increased
1473
Anderson,
Cabrillo (daughter),
(daughter),
Anderson, Nancy Gabrilla
1-V irn
hension
pension ".inrepased
increased _1515
. - . - . . . I. . . . . .
r--- --
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Animals
(see also
Cattle),
also Cattle),
Animals (see
appropriation
inspection, etc., of imappropriation for inspection,
ported ..................
239, 698, 1318
1318
ported
239,
for
tuberculin and mallein testing.......
testing
239,
for tuberculin
698,
1318
698,1318
Domestic,
Animals, Domestic,
appropriation
investigating, etc., viappropriation for investigating,
240,700,
ruses
..... 240,
700, 1320
1320
of.......
treatment of._
for treatment
ruses for
of.. 256,
for
affecting health
health of
256,
insects affecting
of insects
study of
for study
715,1334
for
protecting, from
257, 716, 1335
1335
rabies.......257,
from rabies
for protecting,
Annapolis, Md.
Md. (see Naval Academy).
Academy).
Annapolis,
Annuities to Classified
Classified Civil
Civil Service Employees,
Annuities
provisions for granting, on retirement for
provisions
614
........
age
disability ....
614
age or disability
Anschutz, Reinhard,
Reinhard, alias
alias Charles
Charles Reinhard,
Reinhard,
Anschutz,
1536
pension increased
increased .....................
1536
pension
Anthony,
Caroline M.,
Anthony, Caroline
1535
........
pension increased..................
increased
pension
(widow),
Anthony,
H. (widow),
Ella H.
Anthony, Ella
1572
1572
pension
pension ..............................
Anthracite
Commission,
Coal Commission,
Anthracite Coal
deficiency
appropriation for salaries and
deficiency appropriation
1015
expenses..........................
1015
expenses
Mining,
Anthracite Coal
Coal Mining,
Anthracite
proclamation
commission to
proclamation appointing commission
1796
decide wage
wage differences,
1796
etc........
differences, etc
decide
Antiaircraft Guns,
Guns,
Antiaircraft
balances of
of appropriation
appropriation of ammunition
ammunition
balances
1353
for,
1917-1919
in for 1917-1919........
covered in
for, covered
Battlefield, Md.,
Antietam Battlefield,
184,
appropriation for
for repairs,
repairs, preservation,
preservation, etc.
appropriation
895,
1386
895,1386
184,895,
for superintendent
superintendent
895, 1386
1386
.............. 184,
for
Antiseptic Preparations,
Preparations,
Antiseptic
unfit for
beverages, not subject to Constifor beverages,
unfit
309
tutional
provisions
prohibition provisions......
tutional prohibition
309
conditions; permits,
permits, etc., required
required......
conditions;
Antitoxins,
Antitoxins, etc.,
240,
appropriation
investigating animal
animal...-.
for investigating
appropriation for
700, 1320
1320
700,
Antitrust
Act, 1890,
Antitrust Act,
deportation
undesirable aliens, conof undesirable
deportation of
victed of
of violating
violating provisions of, in
in
victed
between
aid of
of European
European belligerents
beligerents between
aid
1917...
6,
August
1,
1914,
and
6,
1917
594
April
August 1, 1914,
594
...
readmission
594
prohibited.......
readmission prohibited
Antitrust Art,
Act, 1914,
Antitrust
not
interlocking directorate
directorat e prohibition not
interlocking
applicable
service in two other
to service
applicable to
banks, by
bankers, or officers
olicers
private bankers,
by private
banks.
of
Federal reserve
reserve member
member banks,
banks,
of Flderal
626
etc
626
.............
.
...............
etc .
consent of
of Federal
Board reFederal Reserve loard
consent
.........................626
.....
quired ...
quired
prohibition
against officers of carriers
prohibition in, against
having
thereof,
in purchases thereof.
interest in
having interest
499
1, 1921.........
deferred
1921
January 1,
deferred to January
applicable
to
corporations
organized
applicable to corporations
since
January 12, 1918.............
1918
499
since January
Antitrust Lays.
Lavs.
Antitrust
208.
appropriation
for expenses
expenses enforcing
208,
enforcing......
appropriation for
922, 1411
1411
labor
use
forbidden for
prosecuting labor
for prosecuting
use forbidden
208.922,
organizations, etc...........
etc
208, 922, 1411
1411
organizations,
association
of farmers,
etc
208, 922, 1411
208,922,
farmers, etc.....
association of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses endeficiency
33
forcing
336
forcing..........................
use forbidden
forbidden for
prosecuting labor
labor
for prosecuting
use
public
of
organizations.
organizations. etc.. except
33
officers
336
officers...........................
336
associations
of
etc
336
etc............
farmers,
associations of
of
consolidation
of
under
provisions
carriers
of
consolidation
Transportation
relieved from
from
Transportation Act, relieved
4S2
operation of
482
of ......................
o{.7'4
oneration
. 1.342
.>.
265,-v,724,
-"-.-. 1 1342
r -I

Anderson, Walker,
Page.
Walker,
Anderson,
pension increased
1549
increased .....................
pension
Anderson, William A. (son),
pension ................
1556
..............
pension
Andrews.
Horace V.,
Andrews, Horace
pension
1547
pension . ...........................
Andrews,
B.
JerryB.,
Andrews, Jerry
1536
........
........
pension
increased
pension increased.....
Andrews,
(daughtir),
Minnie May (daughter),
Andrews, Minnie
1576
pension
pension ..............................
Angeles
Calif,
Forest, Calif.,
National Forest,
Angeles National
248,
of....
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of
for maintenance,
appropriation
707,
1326
707,1326
Products,
Animal By Products,
commercial inappropriation for diffusing commercial
appropriation
formation
of market
prices, distribumarket prices,
formation of
265,724,1342
tion,
265, 724, 1342
of ..............
etc., of
tion, etc.,
Animal
Diseases,
Animal Diseases,
appropriation
suppressing, etc.,
etc., among
for suppressing,
appropriation for
8,414,1231
live stock
stock of
Indians
8, 414, 1231
of Indians...........
live
for investigating,
700, 1319
etc........... 240, 700,1319
investigating, etc
for
etc.. 269, 728, 1345
for arresting foot and mouth,
mouth, etc
forarresting
Animal Husbandry,
Husbandry,
appropriation
for feeding
feeding and breeding
breeding exappropriation for
periments
periments................ 240, 699, 1319
AgriDepartmentof AgriAnimal
Industry Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Animal Industry
culture,
culture,
appropriation for chief, clerks, etc. 238,697,
238, 697, 1317
appropriation
for general
expenses ............ 238, 697, 1317
general expenses
for
238,
quarantine work.....
work
238,
inspection and quarantine
for inspection
697, 1318
697,1318
sheep
etc ............
239, 698, 1318
239,698,1318
scabies, etc
sheep scabies,
for
investigating, etc., tuberculosis of
for investigating,
animals
698, 1318
..............--- 239, 698,1318
animals ..
animals..... 239,
indemnities for destroyed animals
239,
indemnities
698, 1318
698,1318
699
239,
shipments
permitted
shipments permitted..........----.
for
southern cattle ticks;
eradicating southern
for eradicating
demonstration
demonstration work ......... 240, 699, 1319
limitation
expenditures.... 240, 699, 1319
limitation on expenditures
for
dairy investigations,
investigations, etc.; renovated
for dairy
butter
240, 699, 1319
inspection ..........
butter inspection
for animal
animal husbandry
experiments....... 240,
husbandry experiments
for
699,
1319
699,1319
animal feeding
feeding and breeding...
breeding... 240, 699, 1319
animal
breeding horses
horses for
for military
military purposes 240, 699
breeding
699,1319
breeding.. 240, 699,
poultry feedingand
feeding and breeding..
1319
poultrv
240,
sheep
experiment station. Idaho......
Idaho
sheep experiment
699,
1319
699,1319
240,
for animal
animal diseases
diseases investigations
investigations ......
for
700, 1319
1319
1320
contagious
abortion
of
animals.
240,
700,
1320
7X,
contagious abortion of animals.
etc.. hog
for investigating,
treating, etc.,
investigating, treating,
for
cholera
......---- 240, 700, 1320
cholera .......
regulating traffic
in animal viruses,
traffic in
regulating
etc
240, 700, 1320
etc........................
1320
241,700,
methods of prevention, etc....
etc
241, 700, 1320
methods
241,700,1320
for
700, 1320
dourine.. 241,
etc., of dourine_
eradication, etc.,
for eradication,
for
work ....... 241,700,
241, 700, 1320
administrative work
for administrative
241, 700, 1320
for
meat inspection,
inspection, additional..
additional
for meat
regualtions,
hone
regualtions. etc., extended to horse
241,700,
meat
241, 700, 1320
........-.........
meat.
deficiency
meat inspecappropriation for meat
deficiency appropriation
tion
346, 1187, 1192
62, 346,
tion ...................
64,
for general
general expenses
expenses -...............
for
66,
346,
524,
1043,
1187, 1192
1043,
66, 346, 524,
1033
for J.
J. W.
Harreld....................
W. Harreld
for
employees allowed
overtime work in
for overtime
allowed for
employees
establishments subject
subject to meat inestablishments
241
........
spection
Act.............
spection Act
Animal
Products.
Animal Products.
appropriation
diffusing commercial
commercial infor diffusing
appropriation for
formation of
market prices, distribuof market
formation

f''_ aetc.,
t ol..........................
tion,
etc., of
- ........--...--ULol, ULU.,
non,

1833
1833

1834
1834
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Antitrust
Laws—Continued.
Page.
Antitrust Laws-Continued.
interlocking directorates,
restrictions of,
of,
directorates: restrictions
interlocking
applicable
to officials,
corof coretc., of
officials, etc.,
applicable to
porations
busifinancial busiforeign financial
for foreign
porations for
ness
381
..... ...........
ness.
not
to marine
insurance assomarine insurance
applicable to
not applicable
ciations formed to apportion risks,
ciations
000
-etc .....
1000
.......
----.... ........
etc
Oka.,
Apache,
etc., Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Apache, etc.,
appropriation
agency expenses, from
for agency
appropriation for
tribal funds
funds ............
20,
424, 1240
20,424,1240
tribal
for support,
20, 425, 1240
funds. 20,425,1240
tribal funds
from tribal
etc., from
support, etc.,
for
Apache National
National Forest,
Ariz.,
Forest, Ariz.,
Apache
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of.... 248,
appropriation
707,1326
707,1326
Fla.,
Apalachicola
ApalahicolaBay, Pia.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to
to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made
made....................-........
Apaladhicola, Fla.,
Apalachicola,
Fla.,
appropriation
building ........
...
public building
for public
appropriation for
Apartments,
C. '
D. C.,
Apartments, I).
owners to
accommodations,
file data
data of accommodations,
to file
owners
charges, etc
etc .....................
charges,
rates
established
therefor
by
Rent Comby Rent
therefor
established
rates
mission
charged by ..........
to be charged
mission to
reasonableness
etc., of, during
reasonableness of rentals, etc.,
present emergency,
to de-.
subject to
emergency, subject
present
termination of
Commission...
of Rent
Rent Commission
termination

1011
164
303
303

300
Lands,
Appalachian Forest
Forest Lands,
Appalahian
lezaing deposits of nonprovisions for leasing
437
metallic minerals,
to
applicable to.
minerals, not applicable
metallic
Apple,
(widow),
Anis (widow),
Apple, Ana
...... .............
pension increased
1574
increased ..
pension
Apple
D. C.,
Apple Box, D.
established...... 1222
standard dimensions for, established
Applegate,
E. (widow),
Applegate, Mary E.
1579
pension .
................ .
.....
pension
Appliances
Surgical,
Soldiers, Surgical,
DisabledSoldiers,
for Disabled
Appliancesfor
appropriations
furnishing..... 189,901,1392
for furnishing
appropriations for
deficiency
appropriation forfor
61
..........
deficiency appropriation
Appointments
Post Office
DepartOffce Departents Dimmon,
Division, Post
Appoi
ment,
ment,
appropriation
for superintendent,
superintendent, assistappropriation for
ants
675,
1294
675,1294
ants......................
Treasunr Department,
Department,
Appointments
Division, Treasury
Appointments Division,
appropriation
for
chief
of
division.
etc.
645,1266
appropriation for chief of division. etc. 645,1266
for
1266
employees .............
for additional
additional employees
1266
for surety bonds section ..............
General(see Board of GenAppraisers,
Appraisers,Board of General
eral
Appraisers).
eral Appraisers).
Appraisers of Merchandise,
Merchandise,
Appraisers
only
authorized at Baltimore
Baltimore ........
883
only one,
one, authorized
Apprentice
Apprentice Seamen,
Seamen, Navy,
Nary,
appropriation
for
pay
147,824
147,824
appropriation for pay ..................
Appropriations
(see also
Approalso Deficiency
Deficiency ApproAppropriations (see
priations),
priations),
appropriation
preparing statement
statement of,
for preparing
appropriation for
third session,
session, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Congress...
225
Congress..
third
to
include first session, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Contoinclude
gress.
............
225
gress .
.
............
for
preparing statement
statement of, second sesfor preparing
938
sion,
Sixty-sixth Congress
938
Congress..........
sion, Sixty-sixth
for
statement of, third session,
preparing statement
for preparing
Sixty-sixth Congress
1426
Congress ..............
Sixty-sixth
third
1919
35
35
third deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation Act, 1919..
first
deficiency appropriation
first deficiency
appropriation Act,
Act, 1920
1920...
327
second
appropriation Act,
1920
503
503
second deficiency
deficiency appropriation
Act, 1920.
third
appropriation Act, 1920
1021
5
1920.. 105
third deficiency
deficiency appropriation
first
deficiency appropriation
first deficiency
appropriation Act,
Act, 1921
1921.. 1156
deficiency. for War Risk Insurance Bureau
Bureau.
deficiency.
1
and pensions
pensions ..............
1
and
for
Federal
Railroad
Control
34
Control...........
for Federal Railroad

Appropriations--Continued.
Page.
Appropriations-Continued.
deficiencies, Employees
Employees Comurgent deficiencies,
for urgent
pensation Commission,
Commission, War
Risk
War Risk
pensation
Insurance
Public
and Public
Commission, and
Insurance Commission,
Health Service
377
............. .
Service......
Health
for deficiencies,
Federal Railroad
Control,
Railroad Control,
deficiencies, Federal
for
etc
589 .
........-.....--etc..........
for
legislative expenses,
expenses, firstsession,
firstsession, Sixtyfor legislative
11
.............
s
ixth Congreas
Congres.........
sixth
for Indian
Department .............
3,408,1225
Indian Department
for
104,948
for Army
Army .
.......................
for
for the
the naval
131,812
131,812
service.................
naval service
for
for
sundry
civil
expenses
163,
874,
1367
163,874,1367
for sundry civil expenses .........
234,694,1315
for Department
Agrictulture
234, 694, 1315
for
Department of Agridulture.....
for Mili
tary Academy
538
538
...
Academy............
for
Military
for postal
service
................. 574,1150
ostal service
for
for
fortifications
607,1347
607,1347
for fortifications.......................
for
legislative, executive
judicial exexecutive and judicial
for legislative,
penses ..........
631,1252
631,1252
..............
penses
for
and consular
service__ 739,1205
739,1205
consular service....
diplomatic and
for diplomatic
for
837,1104
837,1104
......
.
pensions
for pensions
for
harbors................ 1009,1202
rivers and harbors
for rivers
for vocational
disabled
of disabled
rehabilitation of
vocational rehabilitation
for
159
discharged soldiers, etc...........
etc.
discharged
for
claims for
firearms taken
taken from
from civilians
for firearms
for claims
during Colorado
Colorado labor strike riots,
during
........... ...... 295
1914
.........
1914.
for
expenses of
Commission, D. C.;
C.;
Rent Commission,
of Rent
for expenses
304
304
'half from District revenues
revenues .........
half
319
for
prohibition
319
National prohibition.......
enforcing National
for enforcing
for
compensation to postal
postal seradditional compensation
for additional
351
351
vice officials,
officials, etc.,
year 1920
fiscl year
etc., for fiscil
vice
for
further entry
entry of
regulating further
expenses regulating
for expenses
354
354
..-----aliens.
aliens...............
for
of lands
Quapaw
in Quapaw
lands in
sale of
expenses sale
for expenses
.Agency,
Okla .................
Agency, Okla
for increased
pay, police,
police, D.
D. C
C...........
for
increased pay,
for increased pay,
pay, park
D. C
C .......
police, D.
park police,
forincreased
for repaying
excess moneys,
moneys, etc., paid
repaying excess
for
under
laws ................
land laws
under land
for International
ConferCommunication ConferInternational Communication
for
.....--.--...
ence
ence --...........-for expenses,
for
expenses, District of Columbia public
school
retirement proviproviteachers retirement
school teachers
sions
sions ..............................
department
for increased
increased salaries,
salaries, police department
for
D. C.,
C., fiscal year 1920 .............
D.
for
liquidate Federal
Federal
to liquidate
amount to
additional amount
for additional
control of
railroads, etc
etc...........
of railroads,
control
for
paying certified
certified deficits
railroad inindeficits of railroad
for paying
comes
Federal control.......
control
during Federal
comes during
railroads,
for revolving fund, for loans to railroads,
etc..
awards
Federal control, etc
awards under Federal
for
expenses
of
Railroad
Labor
Board
for expenses of Railroad Labor Board.....
C..
for
expenses
of
Zoning
Commission,
D.
C
for expenses of Zoning Commission,
for State
State allotments,
allotments, rehabilitating
rehabilitating persons
for
disabled
disabled in
in industry
industry ................
for minimum
minimum allotments
allotments to States
States for vocafor
tional
rehabilitation ................
tional rehabilitation
Board, vocational
vocational
of Federal
Federal Board,
for expenses
expenses of
rehabilitation,
etc .................
rehabilitation, etc
Reservation,
surveys, etc.,
etc., Crow
Crow Indian Reservation,
for surveys,
Mont
Mont...........................
for school sections for Montana
Montana in
in Crow
Indian Reservation
Reservation ...............
Indian
for
expenses of
for expenses
of Federal
Federal Power Commission
Commission.
for
proposed power
power
etc., proposed
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
plant, Great Falls of the Potomac
River
Kiver..........................
for
inauguration of
expenses, inauguration
Congressional expenses,
for Congressional
President
President-.........................
for
mileage of State messengers
messengers with
with elecfor mileage
toral votes
votes..........
.........

355
355
364
364
364
364
367
367
367
367

389
398
459
459
461
461

468
473
500
735
735
737
737
753
753
757
1063

1068
1089
1089
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Page.
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for ascertaining
ascertaining cost of improving, etc.,
etc.,
Missionary Ridge boulevard,
boulevard, Tenn.
Tenn
and (is
Ga............................ 1095
for ascertaining
ascertaining physical valuation
valuation of rail1103
roads, etc ....................
for surveys, etc.,
etc., Fort Belknap Indian
Indian
Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont., as to irrigation
irrigation
1.357
needs ........................
1357
for school sections for Montanain
Montana in Fort BelReservation
1359
knap Indian Reservation...........
1359
for allotting, etc.,
etc., lands on Fort Belknap
Reservation, Mont
Reservation,
..............
1359
for additional hospital facilities
facilities to war risk
patients, etc ...................... 1365
for paying claims for losses of private propservice...........
erty in
in Army service
1437
for award of commission
commission appraising
appraising property
property
Company, etc. 1443
of Washington
Washington Market
MarketCompany,
permanent, for American Printing House
272
for the Blind, increased ..........
272
Aquatic
Aquatic Sources of Leather,
Leather,
appropriation
developing ........... 220,933
appropriation for developing.
Aqueduct Bridge,
Bridge, D. C. (see also Georgetown
Georgetown
Bridge, D. C.),
appropriation for construction; half from
from
appropriation
District revenues
revenues.................. 188,509
Georgetown Bridge.....
Bridge
900
name changed to Georgetown
Arnsas Pass,
Pass, Tex.,
Aransas
Tex.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
be
made
1012
1012
made...................................
Arapahoe and
and Cheyenne Agency, Okla.,
Arapahoe
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
at
at............................... 31,434
Arapahoe
and
Cheyenne
Indians,
Arapahoe
Indians, Okla.,
appropriation for support, etc., of, from
from
tribal funds................
funds
20,
425, 1240
20,425,1240
Arapahoe
Indians,
Mont.,
Northern
Cheyenne
Arapahoe Indians,
Northern
and,
appropriation
etc., of.
421, 1237
of.._ 16, 421,1237
appropriation for support, etc.,
"line riders"
riders" ..................
for "line
16,421
Arapahoe National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Arapahoe
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of... 248,
248,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
appropriation
707,
1326
707,1326
Arbitration,
Bureau of Interparlamentary
Interparliamentary
Arbitration, Bureau
Promotion of InternaInternaUnion for Promotion
tional,
tional,
appropriation
contribution ........ 745,1212
745, 1212
appropriation for contribution
Arbitration Conventitms
Arbitration
Conventions
e5
agreement
Italy
1675
1675
agreement extending, with Italy.........
with Netherlands
1667
Netherlands ..................
with Spain
Spain ................
1673
....
Arbitration,
International Bureau
Bureau of l'erPerArbitration, International
Court of,
manent Court
appropriation for annual
annual contribution.
contribution. 744, 1211
appropriation
Triomphe, Paris,
Paris, Prance,
Prance,
Arc de Tromphe,
medal of honor to be bestowed upon unknown French
French soldier buried in...
in
1367
1367
known
Architect of the Capitol,
Capitol,
appropriation for, engineers,
engineers, clerks, etc
etc.. 1291
Senate.............. 1253
for engineers,
engineers, etc., Senate
elevator conductors,
conductors, Senate
Senate Office
Office
for elevator
Building ............................
1254
engineers, etc., House
House of Representaengineers,
tives
1255
tives..........................
for elevator conductors, House of Representatives
resentatives ....................
1255
title of Superintendent
Superintendent of Capitol Building and Grounds changed
changed to
to....... 1291
Architectural
tam petitions, Public
Buildings,
PublicBuildings,
Architectural Competitions,
appropriation
1370
877,1370
contracts. 169, 877,
appropriation for, under contracts.
Archuleta,
Arculeta, Miguel,
Miguel,
pension ................-..........
1543
Arey,
Charles J.
.1. S..
Arty, Charles
pension
1602
pension...........................

Argentina,
Argentina,

Page.

appropriation for
1206
appropriation
for ambassador
ambassador to
to....... 739,
739, 1206
importing from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat
importing
wheat
and wheat
wheat flour,
prohibited; excepexcepand
flour, prohibited;

tions
1759
tions..........................
1759
canceled
1773
canceled ............................
1773
Argentine
Ant,
Argentine Ant,
appropriation for investigating....
investigating.... 256,
715, 1334
appropriation
256,715,1334
Arias,
Panama,
Arias, Ramon Ricardo,
Ricardo, of Panama,
may be admitted to receive instruction
Military Academy...........
Academy
at Military
548
Arid Lands,
Lands,
appropriation for
appropriation
for study,
study, etc.,
etc., of droughtdroughtresistant crops, etc .......... 244,703,
244, 703, 1323
Carey
period for reclamation of, under Carey
Act to begin from approval of State
application for segregation
1085
segregation ........
1085
Arizona,
Arizona,
appropriation for surveyor
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
etc
etc..
.....................
673, 1292
for support, etc., of Indians on reservations in .................
1232
9, 415,
415,1232
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous Indian irrigation
projects......................
1226
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc ,
Indians
Indians in............
in
66, 1042, 1186, 1191
modified.. 1770
Coconino National Forest, area modified..
construction of bridge across Salt River,
near Lehi, on Salt River Indian
Reservation,
subject to cooperation,
cooperation,
Reservation, subject
etc., of..........................
of
417
Crook National Forest, area enlarged
enlarged..... 1765
gold,
etc. mining leases
gold, etc.,
leases allowed of unallotted withdrawn
withdrawn mineral lands of
Indian
reservations in.............
in
Indian reservations
31
modified
1770
Prescott National Forest, area modified..
sums for allotting lands, etc., not to be
used for Indians in, not residing on
public domain prior to June 30,
1914
408, 1225
3,408,
1914...................... 3,
•
Arkansas,
Arkansas,
Arkansas National
enlarged.. 1805
National Forest, area enlarged..
"Goldens Lake,"
Lake," claimants
claimants given
given right to
"Goldens
purchase, under court decree......
decree
purchase,
1458
Districts,
Arkansas Drainage
Drainage Districts,
Poinsett
public lands in Mississippi and Poinsett
Counties, made subject to State
laws, etc.......................
392
provisions relating
relating to taxation, etc
provisions
etc.....
393
Arkansas National
National Forest,
Ark.,
Arkansas
Forest, Ark.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of
of..... 248,
appropriation
707, 1326
707,1326
proclamation enlarging area
area of
of........... 1805
proclamation
Arkansas River,
Arkansas
River,
authorized across, Fort Gibson,
bridge authorized
629
Okla .........................
Webbers Falls, Okla .................
629
Broadway
time extended
extended for bridging, Broadway
Street, Little Rock, Ark..........
Ark
278
Main Street,
Street, Little Rock, Ark
279
Ark.........
Main
Ark., and Okla.,
Arkansas River, Ark.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made, Little Rock
Rock to Grand River.
River. 1012
Arlington Agricultural
Experiment Farm,
Farm, Va.,
Arlington
AgriculturalExperiment
Va.,
appropriation for continuing improvements,
704, 1323
245, 704,1323
ments, etc ...............
etc., to building for colorant
colorant
for repairs, etc.,
investigations on
(in ................ 254,712
254, 712
investigations
Arlington Building,
Building, D.
C.,
Arlington
D. C.,
appropriation for
for operating
operating force, etc..
etc.. 644,
644,1265
1265
appropriation
653, 1273
for operating
operating expenses. .............. 653,1273
deficiency
appropriation for equipment..
43
equipment..
deficiency appropriation
for
nnerating expenses
xense
.......
.....--------505
for operating
505

___

- ·--------------------

-
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Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater
Arlington
Amphitheater and
and Chapel,
Chapel, Page.
Page.
Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for
896, 1387
188,896,1387
for maintenance....
maintenance.... 188,
appropriation
commission created to
commusion
to recommend
recommend memorials, entombments,
entombments, etc., in
in each
each

................. 1440
year............
Ye
ar
restriction on
on near-by
memorials and
inand inrestriction
near-by memorials

terments
1440
terments..
...................... 1440
chairman
chairman and executive officer .......
1440
1440
specific Congressional
Congressional authority required
for inscriptions, interments, etc
etc.... 1440
memorials, etc.,
etc., permitted
permitted for conspicuously distinguished
military
or
distinguished military or
naval service only................
only
1440
1440
entombment until after
after
no memorial or entombment
ten
1440
ten years
years after death
death.............. 1440
except as authorized
1440
except
authorized by Congress
Congress ......
1440
all inscriptions, busts, etc., subject to ap1440
proval of commission
commimion.............. .1440
advice of Commission of Fine
advice
Pine Arts to be
obtained
..................
1440
body of an unknown American soldier
soldier who
lost his life in World
World War, to
to be
brought for burial in ............
1447
Arlington
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater CommisCommission,
sion
appropriation
dedication expenses,
expenses, of
appropriation for dedication
Amphitheater and Chapel.........
Chapel.... —.
Amphitheater
176
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for completing
completing
construction of amphitheater,
amphitheater, etc
construction
etc..
36
limit of cost increased
36
increased .
................
Arlington
Arlington National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation
appropriation for burial of indigent soldiers, etc,
etc., in ...........
184, 895,1386
895,1386
for new toilet facilities ................
896
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Memorial
Amphitheater and Chapel,
constricAmphitheater
Chapel, constuction, etc
36
etc.......
................
limit of cost increased..
increased......-........
36
Armament of
of Fortifications,
Armament
Fortifications,
appropriation for
for..........
........... 609,1349
balances of appropriations
covered in..
613
balances
appropriations for, covered
in.. 613
for Panama
Panama Canal, covered in..........
in
613
613
Armijo, Luis
Luis E.,
E.,
Armijo,
patented to.
lands in New Mexico patented
to......... 1525
Armor and
and Armament,
Armament,
Armor
appropriation for, increase
Navy.. 156, 833
appropriation
increase of the
the Navy..
833
Armored Motor
Cars, Army,
Army,
Armored
Motor Cars,
appropriation for purchase,
126
appropriation
purchase, etc
etc ............
126
balances of appropriations
appropriations for, 1919
balances
1919 and
and
1920, covered
in
1353
covered in..............
1353
unexpended balances available
unexpended
available to pay
contracts for, suspeded
suspctaded on account
of armistice
armistice ....................... 1027
1027
Armories (see Arsenals and Armories).
Armories).
Arms, etc.,
etc., Army,
Army,
Arms,
appropriation
for manufacturing,
manufacturing, etc.,
appropriation for
etc., at
at
armories
........................ 125, 971
of, used
articles of,
used or
for service,
or produced
produced for
service, to
to
be exhibited
exhibited in
National Mw3eum... 1438
1438
in NationalMuseum...
balances of appropriations
appropriations covered
covered in, manufacture, etc.,
etc., 1917-1919 ............ 1353
1353
for 1918-1919
1353
1918-1919 ....................
1353
for 1919-1920
1353
1919-1920......
..............
.....
1353
unexpended
unexpended balances
balances available
available to pay
contracts for manufacture
manufacture of, suspended on account of armistice......
armistice
1027
1027
Arms or
or Munitions
Munitions of
War,
Arms
of War,
proclamation
proclamation forbidding illegal shipment
shipment
to Mexico of.......................
of
1762
1762
Armstrong, Sarah
C. (widow),
Armstrong,
Sarah C.
(uidow),
pension.........
pension
1491
...................
1491
Armstrong, Sibria
Sibria (widow),
(widou),
pension.........
...
..............-1506
pension
1506

Army,
Army,

Page.
Page.
appropriation
support of
104,948
for support
of the
the ....... 104,948
appropriation for
for
contingencies ...................
104
for all contingencies
104
allowances, etc.,
etc., for sale of Army
Army
allowances,
supplies
105
supplies..........................
surplus
supplies, motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, etc.,
etc ,
surplus supplies,
105
may be sold
sold.......................
105
for
all contingencies,
contingencies, under
under Secretary
Secretary of
of
for all
948
War
....................................
948
'salaries, etc.,
etc., sale of
supplies;
salaries,
of Army
Army supplies;
contracts ............
949
adjusting war contracts
949
surplus supplies
supplies may
sold to
to States,
States,
surplus
may be
be sold
orfriendly foreign
foreign Governments
949
Governments.....
949
for Army War College .................
105
105
for General Staff CoTlee
College
............ 949
949
for contingencies,
contingencies, Military
Military Intelligence
Intelligence
Division .....
.............. 105,949
105,949
for expenses,
exuenses, military observers abroad.104,949
abroad.106,949
for
service schools
for military
military service
schools........ 106,950
106,950
for Meld
Artillery activities...........
activities
950
Field Artillery
950
for contingencies, headquarters
headquarters at
at departments,
partments, etc ................... 106,950
106,950
for preserving, etc.,
etc., registration
registration records
records
furnishing statements of service
and furnishing
service
Adjutants General
to State Adjutants
General ......... 951
951
for Coast Artillery School
School .......... 106,951
106,951
purchase, etc.,
107
purchase,
etc., of tpyewriters ........ 107
telegraph
for Signal Service expenses;
expenses; telegraph
and telephone systems ........... 107,952
electric plants at posts
electric
poets .............. 107,952
civilian employees,
employees, complies,
etc.... 107,
107,952
civilian
supplies, etc....
952
experiments
in
signaling
108,952
experiments in signaling............ 108,952
buildings
buil
for supplies, etc
108,952
etc............108,952
for telephone
tel
e service,
service, Coast Artillery
Artillery
po t.............................
108
108
for ralington-Alaska
Wahington-Alaska cable, etc.....
for
etc
108,952
108,952
for Air Service; flying, balloon,
balloon, etc.,
etc.,
schools, aviation stations, etc
etc...... 108,953
production ....................
953
helium production.
953
purchase,i manufacture,
manufacture, etc.,
etc., of aircraft, equipment,
etc............ 108,953
equipment, etc
108, 953
consulting
consulting engineers,
engineers, etc...........
etc
109, 953
109,953
stations in
nthe Philippines
Philippines .
............ 109
109
special apparatus,
apparatus, etc.,
special
etc., for medical
medical
research .................................
953
953
printing, supplies, etc
etc. ..............
953
953
experimental
953
experimental work with
with airplanes,
airplanes, etcetc. 953
new aircraft, etc .....................
953
paying damages front
109,953
from aircraft
aircraft...1.... 109,953
traveling
traveling expense
expense on air duty without
without
troops............................
troops
109
109
instruction for aviation
aviation students.......
students
109
109
flying cadets
cadets authorized;
authorized; pay,
pay, comcommission in Officers' Reserve
Corps
109
Reserve Corps...
109
control
control of Army and Navy bases,
etc
954
bases, etc..
for establishing
establishing buildings
buildings at etations,
stations, etc
etc. 954
954
Boiling Field, D. C., set aside as
Bolling
aviation reservation.......
reservation
954
.-... 954
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., Selfridge
Selfridge Field, Mich
Mich.,,
as aviation
as
aviation station
station ................
954
954
for Provost Marshal General's
Office,
General's Office,
preserving, etc.,
etc., records .. ...........
109
arrangement, etc.,
arrangement,
Adjutant Genetc., in Adjutant
General's Office
Office...................
110
110
statement of service
service of persons from
the States, to the Adjutants
Adjutants General
General
thereof .....
......................
110
for pay of line
1ins officers
110, 954
............... 110,95
for pay of staff officers,
officers, etc
etc........... 110,
954
110,954
for National
National Guard officers...........
officers
110,954
for Officers'
Officers Reserve Corps
Corps. .........
110,954
officers, Mine Planter Servfor warrant officers,
ice -......................
no, 954
for officers,
110, 954
officers, Bureau of Insular Affairs
Affairs .. 110,954
for aviation increase .
..... .... 110
110, 954
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appropriation for officers,
officers, Philippine
110
appropriation
Philippine Scouts. 110
for longevity-----....................
longevity
110, 954
for pay of enlisted men
men of the
the line
line.... 110, 954
personal affidavits
if service
service records
records
on personal
affidavits if
lost, etc
110
lost,
etc..- .......- ..........
110
credits
officers for paycredits to disbursing
disbursing officers
ments ....
110
.....--...................
110
for enlisted
enlisted men,
110 954
men, National
National Guard
Guard .-...110,
for enlisted
enlisted men, staff corps
corps and departdepartments .........................--------------------110,954
for Regular
Regular Army Reserve.............
110
Reserve
110
Philippine Scouts ......
954
for enlisted men, Philippine
for longevity
longevity ......................... 110,954
110,954
emergency increase
increase of pay continued
continued_ 110
110
emergency
for retired pay, officers ................ 110,954
110,954
for retired
retired officers
officers on active duty ...... 110,954
111,955
for retired
retired enlisted
enlisted men..
111, 955
men ..............
for retired enlisted men on active
active duty 111,
111, 955
for Regular
active
reservists on active
for
Regular Army reservists
111
.-----.................---..-....
duty---duty
111
forretired Philippine
Scoutofficers.... 111,955
111,955
forretired
Philippine Scoutofficers--.
.-..-.---. 111,955
for retired
retired pay
pay clerks .
for retired
retired veterinarians
veterinarians .-.---..
111,955
111, 955
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc., office of Chief
Chief of Staff..
Staff.. 111,955
for clerks,
etc.,
General
Staff
College
...
955
clerks, etc., General
College...
for clerks, etc.,
etc., at headquarters,
headquarters, etc..
etc.. 111,955
ill, 955
for additional pay, foreign
foreign service-...
service__ .111,955
111, 955
quarters, etc ...... 111,955
111,955
for commutation
commutation of quarters,
111
Army field clerks,
clerks, allowances,
allowances, etc-....
etc
111
additional emergency
emergency field clerks
additional
allowed .--.-------------------. 112
allowed
112
for commutation
etc., field
field
quarters, etc.,
commutation of quarters,
clerks;
112
clerks; assignment,
assignment, duties, etc------...
etc
112
commutation of quarters, etc.,
etc., field
for commutation
clerks,
Quartermaster Corps
Corps.--------. 955
clerks, Quartermaster
955
assignment;
assignment; Department
Department duty forbidden ........................
bdden
955
for
contract surgeons, nurses, etc
112. 956
forcontractsurgeons,
etc.--. 112,
for reserve veterinarians
112 956
veterinarians ----------.......
112,956
for courts
courts martial, etc.,
expenses ....... 112,956
112,, 956
etc., expenses
public buildings
and
for officer
officer in charge, public
buildings and
grounds, D. C......................
C
112
grounds,
for commutation
commutation of quarters,
quarters, officers,
officers,
etc..........
.........
....
112,956
112, 956
interest on soldiers'
soldiers' deposits ...... 112,956
for interest
for expert
expert accountant
accountant ................ 112,956
enlisted men
seacoast
for extra duty
duty pay, enlisted
men seacoast
fortifications
service ................
112
fortifications service
112
switchboard operators
for extra duty pay, switchboard
. 112
at interior posts ................
112
for extra duty pay,
Alaska telegraph
telegraph
pay, Alaska
system ........................
112
system.
112
for mileage,
mileage, officers,
officers etc.........
112,956
etc
for ten per
per cent, officers on
on foreign
foreign serv.... . .
. 112,956
ice .....- .......
112,956
warrant officers
entitled to --.......-...
112
warrant
officers entitled
112
for twenty
twenty per
cent, enlisted
enlisted men
men on
per cent,
foreign service ..112,956
foreign
..---.-...
112,956
for computer,
Artillery
y Board
Board........ 112,956
computer, Artiller
for loss by exchange,
exchange, disbursements
disbursements
abroad and
and in Alaska...........
Alaska,
112,956
abroad
for additional
additional pay to officers
officers furnishing
furnishing
113, 906
their own mounts ................. 113,956
-- 113,956
for Jennie
Jennie Carroll
Carroll .............--........
113,956
for Mabel
Mabel H. Lazear
Lazear ................. 113,
956
113,956
for
Kissinger --.............. 113,956
for John R. Kissinger
113,956
pay accounts
accounts specified
113,956
.---............. 113,
956
specified
additional $240, a
a year, Mine
Mine Planter
warrant
1, 1922.....
956
warrant officers
officers to July 1,
1922
for subsistence
113,957
subsistence supplies
supplies.............. 113,
957
officers ....--...............------..
113,957
sales to officers
meals to competitors
competitors in national
national rifle
mateh
.113
.
I 957
match
113,957
------_---------------------------
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appropriation
appropriation for subsistence
subsistence payments;
commutation of rations,
rations, Military
commutation
Military
Academy, enlisted
enlisted men, etc ....
113,957
Academy,
care,
etc., of crops, Aberdeen
Aberdeen
care, sale, etc.,
proving
ground; deposit of receipts.
receipts.
114
proving ground;
for regular
quartermaster supplies... _114,957
regular quartermaster
heat and light
ight to quarters
quarters.......... 114,958
recreation buildings
114,
recreation
buildings -..............
114, 958
post bakeries,
bakeries, ice
ice machines,
machines, laundries,
laundries,
post
etc
etc-............................ 114,958
114,958
pmt
officers' schools............
schools
114,958
post and officers'
forage,
.......... 114,
114,958
forage, etc.,
etc., for animals
958
stationery, printing, etc
etc............ 114,958
stationery,
115, 958
for incidental expenses
expenses .............. 115,
extra
pay.................... 115,958
extra duty
duty pay
115,958
for transportation
transportation .................... 115,959
travel allowances
allowances --------------............. 116,959
on land grant roads .............
116,960
116 960
fifty per cent to roads not bond
bond aided_
116,960
fifty
aided. 116,
960
full pay to excepted
excepted roads........
116,
960
roads.
116,960
draft animals, wagons,
wagons, etc .......... 117,960
117,960
vessels, transport service...........
117,960
service
motor vehicles restriction
960
restriction .............
use of transports for officials
officials of Porto
Rico, etc ................. : ........
Rico,
960
passengers
and cargoes
trans-Atlanpassengers and
cargoes on trans-Atlantic transports
transports ------------...........---...----...
960
960
sale of designated
designated transports;
transports; privileges
privileges
.................
....
961
to ...........
961
extra pay harbor
employees-. 117,961
harbor boats employees..
purchase
of motor
motor vehicles
vehicles restricted
purchase of
restricted..
961
for water and sewers at posts .........
117,961
Fort Niagara,
Leavenworth..
961
Niagara, and Fort Leavenworth..
for clothing,
clothing, and camp
camp and garrison
garrison
equipage.................... . 117,961
equipage
indemnity
destroyed clothing...
indemnity for destroyed
clothing
117,962
consolidation
specified titles
titles as
consolidation of specified
"General Appropriations,
Appropriations, Quarter"General
master
Corps"
962
master Corps
"....................
962
for horses; limit, etc.................
etc
117, 962
117,
acceptance of donated
breeding horses,
acceptance
donated breeding
etc..............................
. 962
for barracks
barracks and quarters
quarters............. 118,962
reclamation
reclamation plants, etc .............. 118,963
etc., Fort
Fort
motor training
training buildings,
buildings, etc.,
Leavenworth, Kans
Kano .................
Leavenworth,
963
transfer
Whipple Barracks,
Barracks, Ariz.,
Ariz., to
transfer of Whipple
Public Health Service ..............
963
for buildings
buildings for
for Infantry
Infantry School,
School, Camp
Camp
Benning, Ga ......................
963
for post exchanges
exchanges ................... 118,963
recreation
recreation expenses
expenses
............. 118,963
• for barracks
barracks and
and quarters, Philippine
Islands ....................
119, 964
119,
troops in China .................... 119,964
roads, walks, wharves,
and drainage
for roads,
wharves, and
drainage
at posts ....................
119,964
119,964
for post hospitals,
construction,
hospitals, construction, repair,
repair,
etc .............................
119,964
temporary
temporary hospitals,
hospitals, etc.,
etc., for emergency use
use-................--...
119,964
for Letterman
Letterman Hospital,
Hospital, San Francisco,
Francisco,
Calif
964
Calif.--.........................
.....
964
for Walter
Walter Reed
Hospital, Washington,
Washington,
Reed Hospital,
C., for
for Army Medical
Medical School
School ....
964
D. C.,
for quarters
quarters for hospital
hospital stewards.....
119,965
galleries and
for shooting
shooting galleries
and ranges
ranges ...... 119,965
additional
Springs, Tex.,
Tex.,
additional land, Leon Springs,
post..............................
poet
965
for payment
damage claims,
claims, target
for
payment of damage
target
119,
practice....................-I19, 965
for
..
...
for Army War College,
College, maintenance
maintenance
120
for rent
rent of buildings for, in District
District of
of
for
120
Columbia; restriction
120, 965
restriction ...........
W
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appropriation
equipment and
and instrucinstrucfor equipment
appropriation
for vocational
training
120,965
appropriation for
120,965
vocational training....
appropriation for
tion,
Guard ............
126,
972
for rifle
rifle ranges
ranges for
civilian instruction:
tion, National
National Guard
126, 972
for
for civilian
instruction:
for travel
travel expenses,
expenses, Federal
quartermaster
120,966
for
Federal officers,
officers,
quartermaster supplies
supplies............ 120,966
maldng
inspections,
etc
126,
972
making inspections, etc ..........
126, 972
transportation,
etc.; travel
travel
transportation, subsistence,
subsistence, etc.;
for inspection,
inspection, target
target ranges
ranges ..........
126,
972
126, 972
for
966
pay
ay ...............--....---.....966
for inspection,
eserve
Training Corps;
for
inspection, Field
Field Artillery
Artillery material,
material,
for
eserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Corps;
etc
126,972
quartermaster
supplies, equipments,
etc.......................
126,972
equipments,
quartermastersupplies,
for transportation
transportation of
supplied, etc
etc ....
126,972
etc
121 966
for
of supplies,
126,972
121,966
etc.........................
for expenses,
sergeant instrucinstruccommutation of subsistence
121,966
966
subsistence......... 121,
Army sergeant
commutation
for
expenses, Army
tors
126, 972
travel
967
tors...........................
126,972
967
pay,, etc ......................
travel pay
126, 972
uniforms of
institutions .............
967
for office
office rent,
rent, inspectors
inspectors .............
uniforms
of institutions
126,972
for
126,973
for pay,
pay, National
National Guard
Guard .............
126,973
for
for
to other
other
supplies to
for quartermaster
quartermaster supplies
126, 973
accounting
as one
fund .
accounting as
one fund
.......... 126,973
schools
and colleges
colleges .............. 121,967
121,967
schools and
helm
of clothing,
clothing, equipment,
equipment, etc.
to
issue of
etc., to
for
and port
dome- facilities
121, 967
facilities.. 121,967
for inland
inland and
port storage
National Guard
from Army stores...
steree._ - 126
126
National
Guard from
consolidation of
of specified
consolidation
specified titles into
reimbursement
by property
property of
of State
reimbursement by
State
"General Appropriations,
Appropriations, Quarter"General
troops
service ..........
127
troops in
in service
........
127
master
121
master Corps"
Corps"...................
requisite
strength assumed...........
assumed
127
127
requisite strength
for
for Medical
Medical Department;
Department; supplies, etc.
etc. 121,967
enlistment
modified..........
127
periods modified
enlistment periods
destruction, Canal
Canal Zone..
Zone_ 121,967
mosquito destruction,
status
of staff
staff officers,
District of
Costatus of
officers, District
of Coambulances; selection,
etc... 121,967
121, 967
motor ambulances;
selection, etc...
127
lumbia National
National Guard............
Guard
preventing spread
epidemics _ .. 122,967
preventing
spread of
of epidemics....
for arms,
equipment, etc.,
etc., for
for field
servfield servarms, equipment,
for
employees, etc............
etc
122,968
civilian employees,
122,968
ice •
973
973
...........................
ice..
transporting
etc
122,968
transporting supplies,
supplies, etc..........
122,
968
issue
Mexican border medal exissue of Mexican
122,968
Hot Springs, Ark.,
Ark., hospital ........ 122,
968
973
tended,
973
tended, etc ....................
miscellaneous expenses
. 122,968
122,968
miscellaneous
expenses ............
issue
Army equipment,
equipment, clothing,
issue of
of Army
clothing,
for hospital care, Canal Zone garrisons.
garrisons. 122,
122,968
968
etc
973
973
etc ............................
for additional
additional land,
land, Walter Reed Hosfor Field
Artillery material,
material, National
National
for
Field Artillery
pital,
122
pital, D. C.,
C., for Museum, etc
etc.......
122
Guard
973
973
Guard.............................
for Medical
Museum .................
122,968
Medical Museum
122,968
for
Field Artillery
Artillery material
material for
for National
National
for Field
for
library, Surgeon
General's office.for library,
Surgeon General's
office... 122,968
122,968
Guard
etc
973
973
Guard of States, etc................
for
care of
Filipino and
Porto
for care
of insane
insane Filipino
and Porto
for
ordnance equipment,
equipment, etc.,
etc., civilian
civilian
for ordnance
Rican
122,968
Rican soldiers ................
122,968
training camps
974
training
camps -............
. 127,
127 974
for Engineer
Engineer Department;
expenses,
Department; expenses,
for
etc., civilian
civilian rifle
rifle practice._
127;
974
practice...
127, 974
for arms,
arms, etc.
etc., of depots..................
depots
123,968
for camps
camps for
military traintrainfor
for civilian
civilian military
for Engineer School
123,969
School _
..
.............
123,969
ing
128,974
ing.........................
128,974
for engineer equipment
equipment of troops ....
.
123,969
123, 969
uniforms, subsistence,
subsistence, transportation,
transportation,
uniforms,
for civilian assistants
124,969
assistants................. 124,969
974
etc .............................
974
for engineer operations
field,... 124,
969
operations in
in the field,
124,969
arms, ammunition,
etc. •age
age limit
limit ....
974
974
arms,
ammunition, etc.;
for contingencies
contingencies in
in the Philippines..
Philippines
124,970
124,970
for
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Corps,
for Reserve
Training Corps,
124,970
for military surveys,
surveys, maps, etc
etc .......
124,970
arms and
ordnance equipment,
equipment, for
arms
and ordnance
for
offices
124,970
offices to
to assist
assist .....................
124,970
128,974
units of
of .........................
128,974
for roads, bridges, and trails, Alaska..
Alaska_ 124,970
124,970
ordnance equipment
schools
for ordnance
equipment for
for other
other schools
for Ordnance Department;
Department; current
current exand
colleges
128,
and colleges.................... 128, 974
974
penses ............................
124,970
124,970
printing,
etc., allowed
allowed from
printing, etc.,
from various
various
restriction
use of
motor vehicles....
vehicles.970
restriction on
on use
of motor
970
appropriations
128
128
appropriations ....................
material to be of
manufacof American
American manufacno Army appropriation
appropriation to be used
used for
for
ture, etc ......................
125,971
125,971
real estate
estate purchases,
camp conreal
purchases, or camp
confor airplane bombs;
ammunition for
bombe; ammunition
for
struction; exceptions
128
struction;
exceptions..............
128
125,971
small arms,
arms, etc
etc................
125,971
no
to officer,
officer, etc.,
etc., using
using timeno pay
pay to
timefor small arms target practice; ammunimeasuring devices
devices on
work of emmeasuring
on work
emtion, marksmen's
marksmen's medals,
medals, prizes,
prizes,
ployee
128, 975
128,975
ployee.......................
etc ...........................
125,971
125,971
purchase
articles that
that can
can be propurchase of articles
for
manufacture,
etc.,
of
arms
125,971
for manufacture, etc., of arms....... 125,971
duced
restricted
129,975
129,975
duced at arsenals restricted......
for devices for airplane bombs, etc
etc ......
971
971
organizations condesignated Army organizations
confor purchasing
ordnance stores
for
issue.
971
for
purchasing ordnance
stores for issue..
971
tinued
129
..
129
tinued.......................
for annual rifle contests, trophy,
medals-,
trophy, medals,
officers
emergency Army may
may be
officers in emergency
etc ..........................
125,971
125,971
appointed in
in Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Corps
Corps
appointed
for automatic machine rifles, etc
etc..... 126,972
126, 972
129
next higher
higher grade.......
grade
121s
at same or next
armored motor cars
cars .................
126
for armored
126
Vicksburg,
Miss., Memorial
Memorial Archway
Archway
Vicksburg, Miss.,
for purchase, etc.,
etc., of tanks, etc
972
etc..........
972
provisions ....................
129
provisions
Chemical Warfare
Service, from
from ununfor Chemical
Warfare Service,
disposal
Army storage real
property
disposal of Army
real property
expended
972
expended balances
balances...............
972
nolonger
longer needed..................
needed
129
129
no
Natioal Guard,
for National
Guard, expenses
expenses for arming,
arming,
exchange
of cold storage
storage plant
plant Chiexchange of
equipping,
training, etc
126,972
equpping, training,
etc......... 126,
972
cago, Ill.;
proceeds................-130
cago,
1ll.; proceeds
130
anmals for mounted
mounted units......
for amnials
units
126,972
126,972
Boughton Memorial
Association, buildbuildBoughton
Memorial Association,
ffororage,
for forage, bedding, etc
126,972
etc ..............
126,972
ing by,
by, at Fort
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Kans.,
Fort Leavenworth,
ing
material, animals,
for care
care of material,
animals, and
and equipequipauthorized...
130
.....
............ 130
authorized
ment...
ment
126
972
.................
126,972
surplus
ammunition, explosives,
explosives, etc.,
etc ,
surplus ammunition,
for instruction
instruction camps ................ 126,972
126,972
may
be transferred
transferred to
to other departmay be
for expenses, attending
ervice schools.
attending service
schools 126,972
ments,
130
ments, without
without charge ............
130
for National Guard
officers assigned
Guard officers
assigned to,
medical supplies,
supplies, foodstuffs,
foodstuffs, etc.,
etc., may
may
medical
Militia
Bureau ...............
Militia Bureau
126,972
delivered to Red Cross
for relievbe delivered
Cross for
126,972
for property and disbursing officers._
oficer... 126,972
ing
130
ing needs abroad
abroad.. ...............
130

for r
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prosecution
prosecution of officers, etc., soliciting
claims for supplies, etc.,
etc ,in contracts
for which they were associated
associated
in procuring ..................... .
131
all inconsistent
repealed
inconsistent laws repealed........
131
appropriation for civilian
etc.,
appropriation
civilian employees, etc.,
Tank Service -- -- ..........-...
974
for Tank Corps schools
schools ................
974
filmes to disbursing officers under
issues
"Army
advances"
Army account of
of advances"......
975
charges to proper appropriations......
appropriations
charges
975
accounting
accounting...........................
transfer of
present balances
transfer
of present
balances to
to new
new

975
975

account------------------975
account
account
..........................
975
consideration
consideration of orders
orders for manufacture, etc., at Government
Government owned
owned
establishments .....................
establishments
975
transportation
transportation of wounded, etc., soldiers, sailors, and marines
marines on
diers,
on furfurlough ..........
• ..............
975
975
certificate
certificate for reduced
reduced railroad
railroad fare
fare... 976
payment for difference
difference from the Treasury ......--.........
---------976
no pay to officer ordering no asocial
social
intercourse of officers and enlisted
intercourse
enlisted
men not on military duty; exception
tion.---.....--------- -........
976
sales of Army, etc.,
etc., stores, to discharged
charged
soldiers under Public
Health Service
Service treatment
treatment .........
976
976
for repairing road damages, Tenafly,
N.
N.J .............................
976
loan of rifles, etc., to war veteran organizations .........-..
ganizations
......-.....
977
emergency
emergen
tHc
niar
mmissioned personnel,
personnel,
commissioned
except
except Regular Army officers, may
may
bq re,
retained, etc., till not later than
be
December 31, 1920 .................
December
977
medal of honor to be presented
presented to
to city
city
of Verdun,
Verdun, France
...............
977
wives of soldiers married
married in Europe may
be brought therefrom,
therefrom, and paid for
for
from transportation
transportation funds
funds........... 1026
Army Account of Advances,
advances
advances to disbursing
disbursing officers under, of
total Army appropriations
appropriations ..........
975
payment from,
payment
from, on proper vouchers, of
amounts from respective
respective appropriations .............................
975
charged
charged to proper appropriation
appropriation and returned ...........................
975
975
adjustment of accounts by Auditor......
Auditor
975
balances of existing available
balances
available Army apappropriations to be transferred
transferred to
and
propriations
to and
accounted
accounted as such ................
975
Arny Appropriation
AppropriationAct, 1920, Amendments,
Army
Amendments,
allowance for Infantry
allowance
Infantry School, Fort Sill,
Okla.,
transferred to Camp HenOkla., transferred
Benning, Ga ..................
-......
453
expenditures for real estate or
conor camp
camp construction from Army appropriations
appropriations
forbidden ........................
forbidden
453
exceptions; for camps in use prior to
to
11, 1918
November 11,
1918.................
453
industrial
industrial plants taken over for war
purposes
purposes .........................
453
specific expenditures
expenditures authorized,
authorized, for
for Camp
Camp
Benning Infantry School,
Henning
School, Ga .....
453
abandonment of Camp Gordon,
Gordon, Ga.;
sale of land, buildings, etc
etc..........
453
for Motor Transport
Transport schools ........ ...
454
for Coast Artillery, Camp Eustis, Va... - 454
for Field Artillery
Artillery training centers
centers-....
454
abandonment of Camp Taylor, Ky.Ky.;
abandonment
Camp Eustis, Va ...............
. 454
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Appropriation Act,
1920, AmendAmend- Page.
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specific expenditures
expenditures authorized,
authorized, for Engineer Corps, Camp Humphreys, Va.
454
454
for Signal Corps, Camp Alfred
Alfred Vail, N. J
J_ 454
454
for Watervliet Arsenal .................
455
455
for Kalena tract,
455
tract, Hawaii
Hawaii ...............
455
for Fort Revere, Mass .................
455
455
for Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Service
455
Warfare Service...........
455
for Air Service
Service fields, balloon
balloon schools,
etc
455
etc ...............................
455
purchase of Curtiss-Elmwood
for purchase
Curtiss-Elmwood plant,
plant,
Buffalo, N. Y......................
Y
455
Buffalo,
455
456
for nitrate
nitrate plant,
plant, Ancor,
Ancor, Ohio.
Ohio..........
456
construction contracts
let under
under
no construction
contracts to be
be let
cost-plus plans
456
cost-plus
plans .....................
456
repair work excepted
456
excepted ..................
456
completion of present
present work
456
completion
work permitted.
permitted..- 456
payment for lands acquired
payment
Raritan
acquired for
for Raritan
balances for
Arsenal, N. J.
J., from
from balances
for
456
terminal storage, etc
etc ........-.....
456
condemnation of
etc
456
condemnation
of title, etc.............
456
prohibition in, not applicable to
to additional
additional
lands for Walter
Walter Reed Hospital,
D. C
456
Hospital, D.C.
456
Army Appropriation
AppropriationBill, 1920,
1920,
correction
enrollment of,
directed
1631
correction in enrollment
of, directed.....
1631
Army Emergency
Increase, 1917,
1917,
Army
Emergency Increase,
allotment
allotment from amount for preservation
preservation of
of
draft records
records to furnish information
information
demobilized army
records
509
from demobilized
army records.....
509
employees War
from temporary employees
War DepartDepart509
ment to Adjutant General's
General's Office_.
Office.. 509
deportation
deportation of undesirable
undesirable aliens
aliens convicted
convicted
of violating provisions of,
of, and amendamendments ...........................
594
594
readmission prohibited
readmission
594
prohibited ......... .......
594
Army
Field Clerks,
Army Field
appropriation
955
appropriation for pay ..................
955
foreign service
service .
.....................
955
for commutation
etc ...... 111,
commutation of
of quarters, etc
9
95
55
5
111,955
Hi
allowances, etc ......................
111
increase
increase of pay for foreign service
service allowed .............................
ill
111
....
111
temporary additional, to
112
temporary
to be employed
employed.
112
for mileage 112,956
......................
112,956
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
mileage1026
deficiency
for mileage......
1026
additional pay of $240 a
ayear to, receiying
additional
receiying
$2,500
602
2,500 or
or less
less......................
602
to those receiving
receiving less than $2,740,
$2,740, to
to
equal
equal that amount..................
amount
602
602
effective until June
30, 1922
604
June 30,
1922...........
604
no appointments
appointments of, hereafter
761
hereafter ............
761
EngineerSchool, Fort
Army Field
Field Engineer
FortLeavenworth,
Kane,
Kans,
appropriation for
for instruction
instruction expenses....
expenses
106
appropriation
106
Army Field
Correspondence School
Army
FieldService and
and Correspondence
School
for Medical Officers,
Officers,
appropriation for instruction
106,950
appropriation
instruction expenses..
expenses.. 106,950
Army Medical School,
Army
School, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
buildings, etc.,
etc., at
at Walter
Walter
for buildings,
Reed Hospital ....................
964
964
Army
Array Mine Planter
Planter Service,
Service,
appropriation
appropriation for pay of warrant
warrant officers..
officers_
110
110
Army Reorganization
Reorganization (see National Defense
Army
Defense
Act Amendments).
Amendments).
Army School of the Line, Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
Kans.,
Kans.,
appropriation for instruction
instruction expenses..
expenses.. 106,
950
106,950
Army
SignalSchool, Fort
FortLeavenworth,
Army Suynal
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Kans.,
appropriation for instruction
instruction expenses..
expenses. _106,950
106, 950
Army
Army War
'
General Staff
War College (see also 'General
College),
appropriation for expenses ...............
105
appropriation
105
or maintenance
maintenance .........................
120
for
120
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.............
for
1184
deficiency
1184
Arnold,
Arnold, Edith
Edith H. (widow),
pension ................................
1556
155
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f War,
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Page
Arnold,
Fanny W.
Pure
Pae. Articles
Arnold, Fanny
W. (widow),
(widow),
courts-martial
procedure; punishment
for
courts-martial procedure;
punishment for
pension ..-.............--.............
1625
1625
pension
793
793
contempt.
contempt ..................
Arnold
(widow),
Arnold,.,Mary
Mary (widow),
793
records; proceedings:
proceedings; disposal
of, etc
records;
disposal of,
etc..
793
pension ............................
1578
pension
794
794
..............
irregularities waived
waived.
irregularities
Arnold,
Myrie I.
I. (widow),
(widow),
Arnold, Myrtle
modifications of
of rules,
by the
modifications
rules, etc.,
etc., by
the
pension.
1479
..............1479
pension.............
794
President
794
President........................
Arrears
Pay,
Arrears of
ofPay,
794
restriction; transmittal to
restriction;
to Cowan-Congress....
794
appropriation for
for payment
payment of,
of, Civil War
appropriation
limitation
time for
for prosecutions
prosecutions794
limitation on
on time
.....
volunteers
193,
906, 1396
794
volunteers ................
193,906,1396
trial
for same
same offense;
offense; restrictions
restrictions on
on
trial for
etc
193,
906, 1396
193,906,1396
for War
War with Spain, etc........
795
795
................
reconsideration
reconsideration
deficiency
appropriation for........
for
1184,1190
1184,1190
deficiency appropriation
795
punishments; specified
prohibited. 795
specified cruel, prohibited.
Arsenals and
and Armores,
Armories,
Arsenals
795
execution of
795
sentences....
of penitentiary
penitentiary sentences
execution
appropriation
182
Calif.........
appropriation for Benicia, Calif
795
795
death sentences ..................
death
for
182,893
for FranMord,
rankford, Pa
Pa ................... 182,893
796
cowardice or fraud ..............
796
for cowardice
for Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii ................
182
796
796
for .......................
limits for.
for Rock Island, I11
Ill ..........
182, 893, 1385
182,893,1385
796
sentences
convening authority.
authority
sentencesiiaction
action by
by convening
796
for
Springfield, Mass
182,1385
Mass............... - 182,1385
for Springfield,
796
powers incident to
to approve—.
to power
power to
approve... - 796
for
Mass
183, 894, 1385
for Watertown,
Watertown, Ma
ss .........
183,894,1385
confirmation
President reconfirmation by the President
Watervliet, N. Y
Y............... 183,894
for Watervliet,
quired; cases specified
.........
796
specified
for
Proving Ground, Md
Md..... 1384
for Aberdeen
Aberdeen Proving
powers incident
797
confirm....
poer to confirm
incident to power
powers
for
Hammonton, N.
1384
1384
N. J
J ........
Amatol, Hammonton,
for Amatol,
797
remand for rehearing,
etc
rehearing, etc............
894, 1385
. 183,
183,894,1385
for repairs,
repairs, etc
etc ..............
797
remission................
or remission.
mitigation or
reservations,
civilian
ordnance reservations,
civilian
for ordnance
extension of .........................
797
schools
1385
.....
. 894,
894,1385
schools................
board of review in office of Judge
Judge Advocate
deficiency
Island,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Rock
Rock Island,
General ...........................
797
Ill
•.
. 333
III....
......................
examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of courts-martial
courts-martial recrecfor Watertown,
Watertown, Mass ................
333
for
ords by ..........................
797
repairs .......................
1184
for repairs.
President
798
before submission to the President..
acquiring land requisitioned for Raritan
Raritan
direct rehearings, etc .............
798
may direct
Arsenal, N. J., authorized from apap
office examinations
examinations other than by.......
by
798
office
798
propriations
propriations for
for Army
Army storagefacilstorage facil799
additional,
authorized
additional, authorized..................
ities
ities ............................
456
establishment of branch
branch offices in distant
establishment
distant
operations of, not restricted
restricted by appropriacommands
commands ..
. ...............
799
613
tions for fortifications
fortifications............. 613
suspension of sentences; dismissal
dismissal or
or
purchase of articles for the Army that can
death
death.............................
799
be made for a
a less price at, forbidetc........
799
other than death; remission, etc
den ........
129,975
.............. 129,975
vacation of .........................
799
799
Arspherunnine,
Arsphenamine,
complete
complete remission by death or honorappropriation for regulating sale, etc., of..
of. 1377
appropriation
discharge.
799
able
discharge..........
...........
Artesian Wells,
Artesian
Wells,
800
for dishonorable discharge
discharge
..............
appropriation for investigating, etc. 197,910,1400
197, 910, 1400
appropriation
enlitment......... 800
punishments; for false enlistment
Arthur
Arthur City,
City, Tex.,
Tex.,
of officer making false enlistment
enlistment.......
800
aCT088 Red River, near
bridge authorizei
authorized across
near. 324
false muster
800
muster........................
Articles
of War,
War, Army,
Army,
Articles of
false returns, or omitting to make re787
meaning of words used in
.................
787
800
turns .
......................
persons subject
subject to .....
787
.......................
787
desertion;
etc., desertion.....
desertion
800
desertion; advising, etc.,
courts-martial
officers compecourts-mrtiral classified; officers
compeknowingly retaining deserter
officer knowingly
800
deserter.....
788
tent to serve on ................
absence without leave ..............
801
composition of, general;
general; special; sumdisrespect
disrespect to the President, etc.; to
788
mary .............................
788
superior officer..................
officer
801
appointment of, general; special; sumassaulting, etc., superior officer; nonassaulting,
788
mary ............................
788
commissioned officer.............
officer..
801
trial
judge advocates
789
trial judge
advocates and
and counsel
counsel.......
789
muntiny or sedition;
sedition; failure to suppress,
jurisdiction of, general;
jurisdiction
special; sumsumgeneral; spiecial;
etc
...........................
. 801
mary...................
mary
789
......
789
quarrels, frays, and disorders
disorders.......... 801
military commissions,
commissions, etc.,
etc., not impaired
impaired
790
arrest; confinement;
confinement; breaking
breaking arrest....
802
officers triable
triable only by general or special
special. 790
action on charges, investigations, etc...
802
procedure;
procedure; prosecutions; counsel for acspeedy trial, etc
.........
......... 802
cued............................
cused
790
790
punishment for unnecessary delay
delay..... 802
790
challenges; oaths; continuances
continuances .....
790
copy of charges to accused,
etc
...
accused, etc........
802
refusal or failure
failure to plead; issue of
refusing
to
receive
or
keep
prisoners....
refusing to receive or keep prisoners....
802
process
process...........................
791
failing to report prisoners received......
received ......
803
punishment for refusing
refusing to appear,
improper release of prisoners ..........
803
etc., by civilians .................
791
tailure to deliver to civil authorities.....
authorities
failure
803
offenses under Criminal Code
791
offenses
Code ........
791
completion
of
court-martial
sentence
completion
sentence
compulsory
compulsory self-incrimination
self-incrimination proafter civil
civil.......................
803
hibited ...........................
792
hibited
792
in time of war; misbehavior before the
depositions;
admission,
and
procuring.
depositions;
procuring
792
enemy. ........................
enemy
803
courts of inquiry; records
records admissible
admissible.. 792
subordinates
subordinates compelling commander
commander
desertion
desertion of officers
officers and enlisted men;
men;
to surrender......................
surrender
to
803
acts constituting
constituting..
792
................
792
improper use of
countersign
improper
of countersign
......... 803
open announcement
792
announcement of acquittals
acquittals.....
792
forcing a
asafeguard................
safeguard
803
closed sessions; voting provisions
provisions
neglecting to secure
captured property
secure captured
804
modified ........................
modified
793
dealing in captured,
captured, etc.,
etc., property
property...
804
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Articles
Army—Continued.
Page.
Articles of War, Army-Continued.
Army—Continued.
Articles of War, Army-Continued.
812
to
effect in eight months
months............
punishments in
war; aiding
to take effect
in time of war;
punishments
812
designated Articles
Articles immediately........
immediately.
804
enemy by arms, correspondence,
correspondence, etc.
etc
designated
enemy
812
law.
prior
etc., subject to previous
previous law
804
offenses, etc.,
spies
prior offenses,
.........................
spies....
804
willful
etc., of military property...
property
inconsistent laws repealed
repealed ...............
812
inconsistent
willful loss, etc.,
Artificial
Soldiers,
DisabledSoldiers,
wasting or unlawful use of property
Artificial Limbs for Disabled
804
189,901,
appropriation
901, 1392
issued to soldiers ..................
for.................. 189,
appropriation for
901
804
restricted
drunk on duty .......................
804
price restricted.....................
in sale
personal
commander in
Artillery, Army Mobile,
personal interest of commander
804
of
804
appropriation
for altering,
altering, etc
etc......... 609, 1349
provisions.......................
of provisions
appropriation for
prointimidating,
etc., persons
persons bringing pro
Artillery Board,
Board, Army,
Army,
intimidating, etc.,
Artillery
appropriation for
805
.........
computer............. 112,956
for computer
visions ..................
appropriation
disorderly
quarters, etc.....
etc
805
Company,
Gravel Company,
and Gravel
in quarters,
Sand and
Arundel Sand
behavior in
disorderly behavior
tug
commanding
reparation,
may
bring suit for damages to steam
steam tug
commanding officer refusing reparation.
may bring
1457
"A.
etc
805
Bigelow" .................
G. Bigelow".
"A. G.
etc ..............................
usingprovoking
provoking speeches,
speeches, etc
805
Deposits,
etc...........
Asbestos Deposits,
using
805
dueli ng. ...........................
805
leases
unallotted lands of Indians,
dueling
leases of, in unallotted
1231
murder; rape
805
authorized
authorized......................
rape ........................
murder;
805 Ash,
..........
Ash, Duracy
Duracy E.
(widow),
....
crimes
E. (widow),
designated crimes...
for designated
pension
...........1562
frauds against
Government; offenses
.................
against the Government;
frauds
pension
805 Ash
designated
.
...........
desigaed...........
Ash Pans,
Locomotive Engine
(see Locomotive
Locomotive (see
Pans, Locomotive
806
service.............
after leaving the service
Boilers,
etc.).
Boilers, etc.).
former
officer embezzling
embezzling funds of
former officer
Ashes, D. C.,
...........
...
soldiers ........
806
soldiers
deficiency
appropriation for removing,
deficiency appropriation
unbecoming an officer and genconduct unbecoming
etc
38,
848
38,848
etc...........................-..
tleman ..........................
806
38
•=
compensation
adjusted......
compensation for, to be adjusted......
general offenses
806
designated .........
offenses not designated
general
38
adjustment of prior contract
contract for removing.
removing.
adjustment
ordering..
courts of
807
of inquiry; authority for ordering_
courts
39
• appropriation
for
amount
due....
due....
found
appropriation for amount
composition; challenges;
challenges; oaths........
oaths
807
collection, etc.,
etc., hereafter
hereafter by the Commiscollection,
807
procedure ....................
powers, procedure
39
sioners, authorized .................
restricted
807
opinion on merits restricted............
penalty
raccepting gifts therefor, or
penalty fo raccepting
807-authentications.
records
proceedings; authentications
807
records of proceedings;
39
giving the same ...................
808 Asheville,
disciplinary powers
powers of commanding
commanding officers
disciplinary
Asheville, N.
N. C.,
punishments
specified
808
punishments specified.................
532
terms
at ........................
court at
of court
terms of
.........
courts-martial
808
courts-martial not barred ...
Kenney,
Ashford, Charles
Charles N., alias
alias William .Kenney,
Ashford,
redress of injuries
injuries to persons
persons or property
property_
808
pension
1575
increased ........................
pension increased
assessment
offenders; on organizaassessment on offenders;
Ashland, Oreg.,
tion
808
detachment................
tion or detachment
lands added
National Forest for
for
added to Crater National
lands
authorities...... 808
arrest of deserter by civil authorities
protecting
water supply
406
of .........
supply of.
protecting water
soldiers; time lost by desertion,
desertion, etc., to be
Ashley
County, Ark.,
Ashley County,
809
made good .......................
time extended
Barbridging Bayou Barfor bridging
extended for
time
etc.
discharge requirements;
requirements; certificates,
certificates, etc_
809
discharge
tholomew,
at Wilmot,
589
by...........
Wilmot, by
tholomew, at
enlistment ...........
809
oath of enlistment
Ashley, John
John K., jr.,
jr.,
Ashley,
designated
reading and explanation
explanation of designated
reading
1527
................
payment
services.1527
payment to, for services
809
articles
articles to ......................
Ashley
National
Forest, Utah
and
Wyo.,
Wyo.,
and
Utah
Forest,
National
Ashley
records
of
trials
to
be
furnished
accused
.
809
..
records of trials to be furnished
248.
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of...
of
248,
for maintenance,
appropriation
effects of
deceased persons;
persons; disposal by
of deceased
effects
707, 1326
1326
707,
357, 809
commanding
officer ............
commanding officer
and,
Asphalt
Deposits,
Okla.,
Coal
Asphalt Deposits,
to legal representative
widow... _357, 809
representative or widow....
to
unsold and
(hoctaw and
forfeited, in Choctaw
and forfeited,
unsold
by summary
summary court if no widow, etc.,
by
Chickasaw
reoffered,
be reoffered,
to be
Nations to
Chickasaw Nations
357.809
present.
357. 809
present....................
24
etc
.......................
etc .
duties,
etc.; transmittal
transmittal at public exduties, etc.;
other
affected; limitation.....
limitation
24
not affected;
sales not
other sales
etc..............
widow, etc
809
pense to widow,
Offices).
Assay
Mints and Assay Offices).
(see Mints
Offices (see
Assay Offices
heir.
conversion
into cash, etc., if no heir,
conversion into
Permit Work, D.
1).. C.,
Assessment and Permit
357, 810 Assessment
etc.,
exception
etc., found; exception...........
75, 844 11166
appropriation for
for streets, etc.......
etc
appropriation
proceeds, etc., to War Department
Department
proceeds,
balance reappropnated ............... 75, 844. 111
75
75
balance reappropriated
357, 810
for
disposition
...........
final disposition.
for final
78,847,1118
for
sewers
78,
847, 1118
.....................
sewers
for
application to Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
Home inmates,
inmates,
application
Assessor,
D. C.,
Assessor, D.
357,910
etc
357,910
........................etc
to serve
serve as
assistant to Rent Comadvisory assistant
as advisory
to
810
inquests
at
posts,
etc
....................
inquests at posts,
299
mission
mission ............................
authority
of officers
officers to administer oaths...
oaths...._ 810
authority of
299
additional salary
salary for
for..................
additional
810
interpreters.
appointment
and interpreters
appointment of reporters and
Assessor's
Office, D. C.,
C.,
Assessor's Office,
assistant
advocates and defense
assistant trial judge advocates
1110
69,838,
appropriation for salaries
salaries ..........
69, 838, 1110
appropriation
counsel .....................---.
811
811
counsel
69,838,
or assistant
assistant assessors, etc........
etc
69 838 1110
for
removal
of civil
suits from State to Federal
civil suits
removal of
74,
for
furnishing
copies
of
will,
etc.,
to....
74.
for furnishing copies of will,
cofirts ............................
811
811
courts
843,
1115
843, 1115
ufficers; separation
separation from service by dis,fficers;
Mont.,
Indians, Mont.,
Assinniboine Indians,
charge or
or dismissal
dismissal................ 811 Assinniboine
charge
member of, to serve on commission for almember
811
dropped
absence or imprisonment...
imprisonment
dropped for absence
lotting
lotting lands, etc., to Indians of
rank
and precedence,
precedence, Regulars,
Regulars, Militia,
Militia,
rank and
Fort Belknap
Belknap Reservation,
Mont.... 1355
Reservation, Mont....
Fort
811
Volunteers ..................
and Volunteers
Assistant
Attorney General
General in
in Customs Cases,
Assistant Attorney
command when different
different corps or comcommand
appropriation for,
attorneys, special
special counfor. attorneys,
811
appropriation
mands
join..............
mands happen to join
207,
921, 1410
207,921,
sel,
sel, etc ...................
complaints of
wrongs by commanding
commanding
of wrongs
complaints
Assistant
Attorneys General,
General,
Assistant Attorneys
commanding,
officer
officer to the general commanding,
676. 1296
appropriation for
811
rofulQ
if roaer.
for....................
appropriation
if
redress refused
.

.
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Assistant
United States
Courts,
Page.
Assstant Attorneys,
Attornsr, Unmiua
tates uours,
rage.
appropriation for,
for, in
special cases.
cases 210,923,
210, 923, 1412
1412
appropriation
in special
counsel
210,
923, 1412
1412
foreign counsel...............
210,923,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for,
for, in
in special
deficiency
special
cases
338,1032
cases .........................
338,1032
Assistant
Buildings,
Assistant Custodian',
Custodians, etc.,
etc., Public
Public Buildings,
(see
Public BuildBuildForce, Public
see Operating
Operating Force,
ings).
Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
appr?priation
658
658
appropriation for salary .................
deficiency appropriation
for additional
additional
deficiency
appropriation for
salary
1025
salary............................. 1025
procurement
of all
military supplies
procurement of
all military
supplies
764
vested in
in.........................
764
salary;
civilians
salary; details of officers and
and civilians......
765
chiefs
procurement branches
to report
report
chiefs of
of procurement
branches to
direct
to
765
direct to........................
765
manufactures
arsenals,
etc.,
manufactures at
at arsenals, etc., under
under
direction of ........................
765
765
Assistant to the
General,
'
Assistant
the Attorney General,
appropriation
676, 1296
appropriation for
for....................... 676,1296
Asistants to Attorney General,
Assistants
General, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
and foreign
foreign counsel
210,
appropriation for,
for, and
counsel..... 210,
923,
923, 1412
1412
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
apprppriation for
for .......... 338,1032
338,1032
Associations, Foreign,
Associations,
Foreign,
•
delivwy, etc.,
etc. of
roperty held
held by
delivery,
of propery
by Alien
Alien
Property
Propert'
y Custodian
.
to, entirely
entirely
• owned by, other than Germans,
Germans, etc.
etc.
979
Astoria,
Astoria, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
acceptance
acceptance of land at Tongue Point, as
as
site for naval
naval submarine
submarine and dedestroyer
base
822
stroyer base .......................
822
Astrophysical
Observatory,
Astrophywca Observatory,
appropriation for
maintenance__ 181,
181, 892,1383
892,1383
appropriation
for maintenance.....
for printing
binding for
942, 1430
printing and binding
for..... 229,
229,942,1430
deficiency appropriation
1039
deficiency
appropriation for
for .............
.
1039
At
At Lee, Anna
Anna J.
J. (widow),
pension.............................
pension
1624
1624
Atchafalaya
River, La.,
Atchafalaya River,
La.,
examination, etc., directed
to
examination,
directed for
for plan
plan to
protect
protect basn
basin of, from Mississippi
Mississippi
R'iver
floods ......................
1354
River floods
154
Atchison, Hannah
(widows,
Hannah (widow),
pension increased
1585
penson
increased ..................
1585
Athens,
Athenl
appropriations for
acquiring premises
appropriations
for acquiring
premises for
for
iplomatic, etc.,
diplomatic,
etc. uses at............
at
1214
1214
limit of cost; subject
to approval
approval of
subject to
of
commison......................
commission
1214
1214
Sarah (widow),
Athens, Sarah
(widow),
pension
.........
pension ...
1582
...
... 1582
J. (widow),
(widow),
Atherton, Elizabeth
Elizabeth J.
pension
pension increased
increased ......................
1491
1491
Atkinson, Catherine
Catherine A.
A. (uidow),
(widow),
pension...
................................
1518
pension
1518
pension
1518
Atkinson,
Atkinson, Georgiana
Georgiana((widow),
wido),
pension..................................1555
pension -1555
1555
pension
Atlanta,
Atlanta, Ga.,
Ga.,
appropriation
for penitentiary,
appropriation for
penitentiary, working
working
capital;
capital; reappropriation....
reappropriation
206,
921, 1410
1410
206,921,
continued use of receipts..........
continued
receipts
206,921
206,921
maintenance....... 925,1414
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenance
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for penitentiary,
deficiency
penitentiary,
maintenance
maintenance .........
52,
212, 338, 1176
52,212,338,1176
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, mill
equipment
337
mill equipment.......
337
penitentiary, additional pav,
for penitentiary,
pay, guards.
guards
338
338
penitentiary, additional
for penitentiary,
land ........
1188
additional land
1188
tents, etc.
etc., loaned to United Confederate
Confederate
Veterans
at...........
Veterans encampment
encampment at
290
Atlantic
Atlantic Coast,
Coast,
appropriation for surveys of..
214,928,1417
Appropriation
of
214, 928, 1417
outlying islands
islands and
and entrances
limit for outlying
entrances
to Panama Canal ..........
214, 928,1417
214,928,1417
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for surveys of...
of_..
515

Attachment,
Pare.
Attachment, I).
D. C.,
C.,
Page.
causes designated;
designated; actions
laws in
in municcauses
actions at
at laws
municipal court
563
ipal
court included
included..........
: .
. 563
563
proceedings, etc
proceedings,
etc.......................
563
release of
property by
by filing
release
of property
filing undertaking
undertaking
with
with marshal;
marshal; new
new one
one if
if sufficiency
sufficiency
of first
first excepted
of
excepted to
to...
.............. 564
564
of
credits, by
by filing
filing undertaking
undertaking apof credits,
approved by
proved
by the court
court ................
564
effect of
of judgment
jndgment for
for plaintiff..........
plaintiff
564
564
effect
Attica,
Attica, lad.,
Ind.,
bridge
across Wabash
401
bridge authorized
authorized across
Wabash River
River at.
at.
401
Attorney General,
General,
Attorney
appropriation for,
for, Solicitor
General.... 676,1296
676,1296
appropriation
Solicitor General....
for
assistant to,
Assistants, Solicitors,
Solicitors '
for assistant
to, Assistants,
attorneys, etc
676, 1296
attorneys,
etc. ................
676,1296
for private
and assistant
to,
for
private secretary
secretary and
assistant to,
etc
677,
1296
etc............................
677,1296
for
to, in
cases
210,
923, 1412
for assistants
assistants to,
in special
special cases..
210,923,1412
for
in postal
575,1150
for assistant
assistant to,
to, in
postal cases
cases........ 575,
1150
deficiency
appropriation for
expenses, prepredeficiency appropriation
for expenses,
paring
Volume 32,
Opinions of
1032
paring Volume
32, Opinions
of ....
1032
equity
proceedings to
to be
be instituted
for
equity proceedings
instituted by,
by, for
revocation
for power
revocation of licenses
licenses for
power
projects,
1076
projects, etc
etc................
.....
1076
judgments
in suits
suits in
connection with
judgments in
in connection
with
Government
owned merchant
vesGovernment owned
merchant veseels,
etc., to
to be
be reported
reported by.........
by
528
sels, etc.,
528
preference
given by,
by,
preference for war
war service
service to
to be
be given
in
appointments for
enforcing nain appointments
for enforcing
national prohibition
prohibition .................
319
319
proclamation transferring designated
proclamation
designated powpowers of Food Administrator to
to....... 1775
1775
suits for forfeiture of leases, etc.,
mils
etc., of
nonof nonmetallic mineral lands
metallic
lands to be
brought
be brought
by
448
by..............................
448
to arrange
arrange for sureties, in actions
actions abroad
abroad
against Government
meragaist
Government owned
owned merchant vessels, etc
527
etc.................
527
to assign attorneys to represent Government
interest
ment interest in apprisal of property of Washington
Washington Market
ComMarket Company
1443
pany..........................
1443
Attorneys,
Attorneys, D.
D. C.,
C.,
provisions
provisions for admission
admission to the bar, etc....
etc
561
disbarment proceedings
561
disbarment
proceedings ................
561
trial of charges by supreme court
court in
in
general
general term .......
561
...
.... ..... 561
Departmentof
Attorneys, Department
of Justice,
Justice,
appropriation
appropriation for,
676, 1296
for, assistants
assistants ........
676,1296
Attorneys, District
District (see District Attorneys).
Attorneys).
United States
States Courts,
Attorneys, United
Courts,
appropriation
appropriation for assistant,
assistant, in
special
in special
cases .....................
210, 923,
923, 1412
1412
. 210,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for assistant,
assistant, in
in
special cases .....................
1032
1032
Auburn, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
terms of court at.........................
at
395
395
Audited
Audited Claims,
Claims,
deficiency
appropriation for paying, cerdeficiency appropriation
certified by accounting officers
officers .....
60,
60, 63,
63,
65, 344,347,521,
344,347, 521, 1038,1040,
1038, 1040, 1044,1183,
1044, 1183, 1189
1189
Auditor for
for Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for, chief clerk
clerk and chief
chief of
of
division, clerks, etc
division,
648, 1269
etc ...........
648,1269
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for paying
claims
paying claims
certified
61,63,
certified by...................
by
61, 63,
66, 345,
345,348,522,
348, 522, 1039,
1042, 1044,
1185, 1191
1191
1039,1042,
1044, 1185,
Auditorfor
Auditor
for Navy
Navy Department,
Department,
appropriation
chief clerk
clerk and
and chief
chief of
of
appropriation for,
for chief
division, clerks
clerks, etc
648,
1269
etc
.......
648, 1269
for temporary
temporary employees;
employees; pay restriction.........................
tion. .
648,1269
648,1269

1843
1843
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Department-Continued.
Page.
ontinued.
Navy Department-C
Auditorfor Navy
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
paying claims
claims
deficiency
certified
61, 63,
certified by ---.....-------..----. 61,63,
522, 1039, 1041, 1044, 1185, 1190
65,345, 348,
348,522,1039,1041,1044,1185,1190
329
for additional
additional employees
employees ..............
directed
pay San
San Francisco
Francisco Bridge Comdirected to
to pay
pany
in settlement
settlement for
work on
on dry
dry
for work
pany in
Hawaii
dock, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii........

591

Auditor
for Post
Post Office Department,
Department,
Auditorfor
appropriation for employees
employees on mechan164
ical
devices; reappropriations
164
reappropriations......
ical devices;
for assistant and chief clerk, clerks,
648,1269
etc ...........................
for employees, auditing postal
postal vouchers, etc .......................
648, 1269
648,1269
for Postal
Postal Savings System accounts,
accounts,
1269
648,1269
clerks, etc ....................... 648,
1273
expenses............. 653, 1273
for contingent expenses
for tabulating
tabulating equipment, etc.; limit on
653, 1274
653,1274
.............
rentals ......
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for paying claims
certified by -..................
62,
65,
62,65,
certified
67,
347, 349,525,1040,1043,1045,1189,1192
349, 525, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1189, 1192
67,347,
Auditor
Auditorfor State, etc., Departments,
Departments,
appropriation for, chief
chief clerk and chief
chief of
of
appropriation
division, clerks, etc
etc............... 648,1269
for temporary employees;
employees; pay restricfor
648,1269
tion ..........................
deficiency appropriation
claims
deficiency
appropriation for paying claims
certified
62,
64,
62,64,
certified by ......-..........-....
66, 346, 348, 523, 1039, 1042, 1045, 1186, 1191
66,346,348,523,1039,1042,1045,1186,1191
.............
330
for additional
additional employees
330
Auditor
for Treasury
Treasury Department,
Auditorfor
Department,
appropriation for, chief clerk and chief of
appropriation
division,
etc-............ 647,1268
division, clerks,
clerks, etc
employees; pay restricfor temporary employees;
tion
647, 1268
647,1268
tion...........................
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying claims
claims
certified by ..--...
63,
certified
---- ..--.. -- 61,
61,63,
65,
344, 347, 521, 1038, 1040, 1044, 1183, 1189
65,344,347,521,1038,1040,1044,1183,1189
exception,
Miller and Lux ..........
521
exception, Miller
for additional
employees........ 329,506,1161
additional employees
Auditorfor
War Department,
Department,
Auditor
for War
appropriation
appropriation for, assistant and chief clerk,
clerks, etc
..................... 648,1269
employees; pay restricfor temporary employees;
648, 1269
tion ............................
648,1269
for additional
additional pay, auditing Panama
Canal accounts.....................
accounts
1431
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
for
deficiency
for additional
additional
employees;
reappropriation ........
44
employees; reappropriation
for paying
paying claims certified
by
61,
63,
certified by..........
61, 63,
for
65,
344, 347, 522, 1038, 1041,
1044, 1184, 1190
1041,1044,1184,1190
65,344,347,522,
Auditors'
Auditors' Building,
Building, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for repairs,
repairs, etc ......-...--874
appropriation
Auditor's
Auditor's Office, D. C.,
appropriation
salaries ..........
70, 839, 1110
70,839,1110
for salaries
appropriation for
Augusta, Ga.,
Savannah River at
275
bridge authorized across Savannah
Ault, Nancy
Ault,
Nancy (widow),
(widow),
pension .................................
1571
pension
1571
Austin, John E.,
E.,
pension
1591
pension................................
1591
Austin, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow),
pension increased
1558
pension
increased ......................
Austria,
Austria,
appropriation for minister to
to.............
1206
importing from,
from, and
and exporting
wheat
importing
exporting to,
to, wheat
and
flour, prohibited;
prohibited; exand wheat
wheat flour,
exceptions
ceptions ..-------------------1759
canceled
1773
canceled..............
................
1773

m

.
Austria-Hungary,
Page
Austria-Hungary,
Page.
delivery,
Government of,
of, diplodiplodelivery, etc., to
to Government
matic and
and consular
consular property
matic
property held
held
979
by Alien Property Custodian
Custodian......
to
official of, in
when
to official
in the United
United States
States when
diplomatic relations severed........
severed
diplomatic
978
to
subjects of,
of, interned
as alien
enemies _ 979
979
interned as
alien enemies.
to subjects

Austria-Hungary,
World War).
War).
Austria-Hungary, War with
with (see World
Authors,
Authors, etc., Alien,
copyright
of .........
369
copyright provisions
provisions for
for works
works of
369
during
369
during period
period of World
World War
War ...........
Automatic
Automatic Machine
Machine Rifles,
Rifes, Army,
Army,
appropriation
126
972
126,972
purchase, etc ......
appropriation for purchase,
deficiency
appropriation for
1184
.............
deficiency appropriation
balances
appropriations for
covered
for 1919
1919 covered
balances of appropriations
in
1353
1353
in.................................
unexpended
balances available to pay conunexpended balances
tracts for,
for, suspended
suspended on account
of
account of
tracts
1027
..........................
armistice
Automatic
Automatic Measuring
MeasuringPumps,
Pumps, D. C.,
provisions governing
governing commercial
commercial use of
of... 1223
Automatic
Train Control,
Automatic Train
Control, etc., Devices,
carriers may be ordered to install pre............ ......
scribed ......
scribed
allowance for .....................
time allowance
punishment for
for noncompliance
punishment
noncompliance..........
Automatic
Scales, Customs,
Customs,
Automatic Weighing Scales,
appropriation
appropriation for .................

498
498
498
498

174,
883, 1376
174,883,1376

Automobiles,
Army,
Automobiles, Army,
surplus, may be
be sold to States, individuals,
--.....---etc .............-...-

105

Automobiles, D. C. (see also Motor Vehicles,
D. C.),
appropriation
vehicles for ininappropriation for motor vehicles
spectors of
spectors
of.........................

111:5
1115

Automobiles,
Automobiles, etc.,
punishment for transporting,
transporting, receiving,
receiving,
punishment
etc., of stolen, in interstate
interstate cometc.,
merce, etc ........................
merce,

325

Avellina, Carlow,
Carlow,
Avellina,

payment to ................. .....-..-payment
to.
Avenues, D. C.
C. (see Streets, Avenues, etc.,
Avenues,
D. C.)
C.).
Avery,
(widow),
Avery, Abbie (widow),
pension
pension ................................
Aviation, Army (see also Air Service,
Army)
Service, Army).
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, Signal Corps
Corps.

1461

1567
1184

Aviation, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
for fleet
133
133
fleet aircraft
aircraft ...........
appropriation for
abroad
133
for five special type planes from abroad.
dirigibles......
for hangars for two large dirigibles
133
for one dirigible
133
dirigible........................
for one dirigible
dirigible from abroad of latest
latest
. 133
type ...----------.-------for converting
"Jupiter" into aeroplane
converting "Jupiter"
carrier ...............
......... 133
for conversion
conversion of two merchant vessels
into aircraft
aircraft tenders ...............
133
for aircraft
aircraft factory,
and
factory, helium
helium plant, and
for
aircraft
133,814
aircraft stations ..................
airand development
development airfor experimental
experimental and
craft work
133,814
133,814
work ---...............---.
craft
Marine Corps base
for flying
flying equipment, Marine
units ------..........................
133
units
for general
general and
continmiscellaneous continand miscellaneous
for
gencies
...----------133
gencies -.....---....
aircraft ........-------...------....
814
for aircraft
814
equipment .-............---.---for equipment
for one
one rigid
rigid airship
- 814
814
airship -...-....--.......-for
stations
814
for new
new construction
construction at stations...------.

1844
1844

INDEX.
INDEX.

Aviation,
Page.
Aviation, Navy—Continued.
Navy-Continued.
appropriation for
new equipment
trainfor trainequipment for
for new
appropriation
ing
814
for
developing aircraft
aircraft
814
and developing
experimenting and
for experimenting
for
pay nf
classified frce..........
force
814
of clasified
for pay
accounting, etc
814
814
...--...
etc..............
accounting,
drafting, etc., service at stations limlimdrafting,
ited
133,814
133,814
...-.-----.....--.-ited.........
adjustment,
claims for
for damages
damages
of claims
etc., of
adjustment, etc.,
from
aircraft; report,
etc ......
133,814
133,814
report, etc
from aircraft;
limit
coast stations.
stations ............
133,814
133,814
of coast
limit of
use for
aeroplane factory
factory prohibited
prohibited. 134,814
for aeroplane
use
joint
report to
Army,
Navy, Army,
to Congress
Congress of
of Navy,
joint report
134
and
aircraft ...............
postal aircraft
and poets!
1185
for ............
deficiency
appropriation for.
deficiency appropriation
fleet
aerial operations
operations and shore stations
fleet aerial
under
and land
land bases
control of, and
under control
954
under Army
Army Air
Air Service..........
Service
under
Aviation Stations,
Stations, Army
Armyt
balances
appropriation for,
for, covered
covered in
1353
in.. 1353
of appropriation
balances of
Aviators, Army,
Army,
allowance
for designated,
specially disdesignated, specially
allowance for
785
tinguished for war service..........
service
tinguihed
Avoyelles
Parish,
La.,.
La.,
Avoygeles Parih,
52
may bridge
bridge Red
352
Moncla........
Red Raver,
River, at Moncla
may
Ayrrurr,
(daughter),
Aymar, Harriet
Harriet(daughter),
1555
..............
pension
pension.....
a.
B.
B
SW., D.
B Street SW.,
D. C.,
appropriation
for repaving,
Delaware
repaving, Delaware
appropriation for
75
........
Avenue to First Street ....
Avenue
Bober, Fannie
Hart (widow),
Baber,
FannieHart
pension
1577
...................
pension.......
Baca
Baca de Romero, Maria,
Maria,
1525
Mexico patented
patented to ........
lands in
in New
New Mexico
Back, Galen,
pension ..................-............
1610
pension
Back
Pay and Bounty, Volunteers,
Back Pay
193,906,1396
appropriation for payment
payment of.....
of
193, 906, 1396
appropriation
Backman, Rebecca
(widow),
Rebecca (widow),
Backman,
pension
1591
pension
..........................
Backm9er,
Frank,
Backmeyer, Frank,
1606
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
Bacon,
Bacon, Grace
Grace M. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1486
1486
pension ..................................
Bad
Wit.,
Bad River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wis.,
appropriation
Odanah in;
for road
road from Odanah
appropriation for
cooperation ...................
State cooperation
29
Baggage,
Baggage,
regulations required
required of carriers,
safe
carriers, for
for safe
regulations
handling,
475
handling, etc.,
etc., of
of passenger
passenger.........
475
Bagley,
W.
George W.,
Bagley, George
pension increased
increased ........................
1589
pension
Bahlkow,
Elissa (widow),
(widow),
Bahlkow, Elissa
pension
1611
.........................
pension ....
Bahr,
Bahr, Paul
PaulL.,
pension
increased
1616
pension increased......................
1616
Bailey,
(widow),
Amanda M.
M. (widow),
Bailey, Amanda
pension
increased ...................
pension increased
1576
Bailey, Ella
Ella (daughter),
(daughter),
pension increased
increased .....................
1518
1518
Batley, Garrett
Bailey,
GarrettD.,
1608
pension
........................
Batley,
Bailey, Harriet
Harriet .1.
J. (widow),
pension
1567
pension.................
................
1567
Bailey, Lizzie
Lizzie (widow),
Batley,
(widow),
pension
1571
pension............................
(widow),
Bailey, Louisa
Louisa (widow),
pension.................................
pension
1591
Bailie,
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Bailie, Elizabeth
pension
pension ............
1569
........... ,
156
Bailiffs,
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
Bailiffs, etc., United
appropriation for
210, 924, 1413
appropriation
for pay
pay............. 210,924,1413
deficiency
aDDroriation for pay,
oav. etc...
deficiency appropriation
etc. .... 1033
- --

-.1

I.

Bain
Mary E.i. (w'oo),
(widow),
PagV•
rage.
amin, Jeary
pension increased.............-..
increased
1559
-..pension
Baird,
(widow),
Amanda (widow),
Baird, Amanda
pension increased
1577
1577
increased .......................
pension
Baird,
Baird, Annie (widow),
1581
1581
pension
pension .......................-......
Baird,
Baird, Jesse,
Jesse,
1607
pension
increased........................
pension increased
Baker, Anna Elizabeth (daughter),
(daughter),
pension ...............................
1618
1618
pension
Baker, Beatrice
Mabel (daughter),
Beatrice Mabel
pension ............................
1618
1618
pension
Baker County, Ga.
Ga.,
time
extended 'for
bridging Flint
River
Flint River
for bridging
time extended
at Newton,
by Mitchell
Mitchell County or
or.. 279 279
at
Newton, by
Edward R.,
Baker, Edward
pension
1546
1546
pension ...........................
Baker,
Elizabeth E.
E. (widow),
Baker, Elizabeth
1474
1474
pension increasd
increasd........................
pension
Baker,
(daughter),
Baker, Ida L. (daughter),
pension increased...................
increased
1593
pension
Baker,
John, Fourth
Fourth U. S. Infantry,
Baker, John,
1571
pension
1571
pension
pension............................1571
Baker,
U.S. Infantry,
John, Seventh U.
Baker, John,
1604
1604
pension
pension............................
Baker Lake, Wash.,
deficiency
fish-cultural
appropriation for fish-cultural
deficiency appropriation
station,
improvements ............
339
station, improvements
Baker, Lester Belford
Belford (son),
(son),
1618
1618
pension
pension...............................
(widow),
.awjorie A. (idow),
Baker, Marjorie
1487
pension
1487
..........................
pension
Nannie L. (widow),
Baker, Nannie
pension
1561
pension ..........................
Baker,
Baker, Susan
Susan (widow),
pension increased
1577
1577
.....................
increased
pension
Baldridge,
Mary A.,
A.,
Baldridge, Mary
1546
pension
..........................
pension
Baldwin,
T. (son),
(son),
Baldwin, George
George T.
pension
1505
1505
pension ...........................
Baldwin,
S. (widow),
Baldwin, Matilda
Matilda K.
(widow),
pension
1565
1565
..........................
pension
Bales, George,
George,
pension ..........................
1548
Bales,
Robert,
Bales, Robert,
pension
1620
.....................
1620
pension increased
increased....
Balloon
Balloon Schools, Army (see also
also Air Service,
Army),
Army),
appropriation for expenses of maintenance,
maintenance,
appropriation
etc.
108,
953
108,953
etc...........
............
Balloons,
see Air Service,
Service, Army).
Army).
Balloons, War (see
Ballou,
Ballou, Gertrude
Gertrude (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1547
1547
penson
increased...................
Balthasar,
Kathrina (widow),
Balthasar, Kathrina
(widow),
pension
1482
pension................................
1482
Baltimore Dry Docks and Ship Building
Building
Baltimore
Company,
Company,
damages...... 1523
may bring suit for collision damages
Baltimore, Md.,
Baltimore,
Md.,
appropriation for assistant
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's office.
office
655
655
appropriation
discontinued, July 1,
discontinued,
1921 ..........
654
1,1921
.
654
station, purchase
purchase of.
875
for quarantine station,
of.....
875
for dedicating
dedicating Key Monument
Monument at Fort
McHenry .................
1391
McHenry
1391
Congressional committee
committee to
to attend
attend... 1391
1391
only one appraiser allowed
allowed for
of
883
for port
port of.....
883
preliminary examination,
prelumnary
examination, etc., of,
harbor to
of, harbor
to
made
1011
be made........................
1011
Bancroft Hall,
Hall, Naval Academy,
Bancroft
Academy,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
49
deficiency
for extending
extending....
49
Bangkok, Siam,
appropriation
for interpreter
interpreter to
legation
appropriation for
to legation
and consulate
consulate general
740,1207
general at
at.......
740,1207
exchange of
authorexchange
of legation
legation premises
premises at,
at, authorqt9
i.ead
352
.ized
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

INDEX.
Banister,
Banister,Edward
dawaraS.,
S.,
Pae.
Page.
pension
increased ...........
pension increased
.........
1536
1536
Bankers, Private,
Private,
interlocking
interlocking directorate
directorate prohibitions
prohibitions not
not
applicable to
service by,
by, in
in two
other
applicable
toservice
two other
noncompetitive bankse............
banks
noncompetitive
626
626
consent of
of Federal
Reserve Board
Board rereconsent
Federal Reserve
t
rired,
quired, etc
etc.............
...... 626
Bankhea ,John
aSenator,
Bankhead
John H., late a
deficiency appropriation
for pay
to widow
widow
deficiency
appropriation for
pay to
of................................
of
592
Banking, Foreign
(see Federal
Federal Reserve
Banking,
Foreign (see
Reserve Act
Act
Amendments).
Amendments).
Banks, Lucy (widow),
pension ............
1570
pension
............----.
1570
Banks, State, etc.,
conversion
of, into Federal foreign financonversion of,
financial corporations,
cial
corporations, permitted:
permitted: condiconditions
383
tions
..............................
383
provisions for
for ..........................
383
provisions
383
Bannock Indians,
Indians, Idaho
Idaho
appropriation for fulfilling
with. 13,418,1234
13,418,1234
appropriationfor
fulilling treaty
treatywith
Barber, Amherst W.,
Barber,
W.,
payment to
1451
paymentto............................
1451
Barber,
rank, Lieutenant,
Lieutenant, British
Barber, Frank,
British Army,
Army,
payment to,
to, for
for loe
loss of
sight while
while instructor
payment
of sight
instructor
of
United States
States troops
troops ---.-.....-..
606
of United
606
Barberry
Barberry Bushes,
Bushes,
appropriation
for
destroying,
etc.,
originatetc.,
originatappropriation for destroying,
ing vegetable
vegetable rust
spores....244,
702, 1322
ing
rust spores...
.244, 702,1322
(widow),
Barclay, Annie T. (widow),
pension increased
1596
pension
increased.
..........
...........
1596
Barclay, Elizabeth
Eliabeth A.
A. (widow),
Barclay,
pennon
1576
pension...............................
1576
Barges,Panama
Barges,
Panama Canal,
Canal, Seagoing
Seagoing Coal,
Coal,
appropriation ffor completing;
competing; limitation
appropriation
imitation
removed
231
removed..........................
231
Barley,
Barley,
appropriation
for
investigating
black
rust,
appropriation for investigating black rust,
etc
702, 1322
etc---....
......----------- 244,
244,702,1322
for purchasing
purchasing seed,
seed, for sale to farmers
farmers in
in
areas for
for seeding
drought stricken areas
seeding ..
1347
Barlow
(widow),
Barlow,.,Mary V.
V. (widow),
pensi
on ............................
1585
pension
1585
Barnard,
1. (widow),
Barnard,Amelia J.
pension increased
pension
1615
increased ....
...........
1615
Barnard,
(widow),
Barnard, Mary T. (widow),
pension
1483
pension............................
1483
Barnes,
Diantha (widow),
Barnes, Diantha
pension
1493
pension
.............................
1493
Barnes, Ellen L. (widow),
Barnes,
pension ..
1575
pension
..............................
1575
Barnes,
Harriet (widow),
Barnes, Harriet
pension ...........................
1585
pension
1585
Barnes,t Julia
Barnes
JuliaA.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
.
pension ..............................
1511
Barnes,
Julius H., Chief of Cereal
Cereal Division,
Barnes, Julius
Division,
Food Administration,
Food
Administration,
proclamation
vesting in,
in, regulations,
proclamation vesting
regulations, etc.,
etc.,
as to
to wheat
wheat and
flour.
1774
1774
and wheat
wheat flour.........
as
Barney, Hannah
Hannah (mother),
Barney,
pension
1610
pension increased
increased
........................
1610
Barr, Paul
Paul J. (son),
Barr,
pension
1602
pension ...........................
1602
Barr,
S. (son),
Barr, Roy S.
pension
1602
pension .
..........................
1602
Barracks
Quarters, Army,
Barracks and Quarters,
Army,
appropriation
for, storehouses,
storehouses, furniture,
furniture,
appropriation for,
etc
118,962
etc...-..-----.......
.-......-..
118,962
grounds,
for cantonments,
cantonments, etc......
etc
118,963
grounds, for
118,963
buildings,
buildings, motor
Fort
motor- training
training school
school Fort
Leavenworth
963
Leavenworth....
............
.
963
transfer
Whipple Barracks,
Barracks, Ariz
transfer of Whipple
963
Ariz....
963
for shelter in
in the Philippines......
Philippines
119,964
119,964
rentals
in China
119,964
rentals in
China
119.964
...... ..............
--.....-A-

-.

--

D

Ja

1845
1845

Barracks
Quarters, Army-Continued.
Army—Continued.
Page.
Barracks and
and Quarters,
Page.
appropriation for
appropriation
for Seacoast
Seacoast Artillery,
Artillery, PhilipPhilippine
and Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.........
Islands
611
pine and
611
for
minor structures,
etc., seacoast
seacoast dedefor minor
structures, etc.,
fenses
1349
fenses............................
1349
for Seacoast
Artillery, Philippine
Islands 1350
1350
for
Seacoast Artillery,
Philippine Islands
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for...............
for
65,
65,
344, 522,
1041, 1044, 1184
1184
344,
522,1041,1044,
for shelter
the Philippines
61
for
shelter in
in the
Philippines.............
61
unexpended balances,
conunexpended
balances, available
available to
to pay
paycontracts
for, suspended
on account
account of
of
tracts for,
suspended on
armistice
1027
armistice
..................
1027
unexpended balances
balances covered
unexpended
covered in,
apin, of
of appropriations
defenses
613
propriations for
for seacoast
seacoast defenses...
613
Barracks,
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Barracks, Marine
appropriation
for
repairs,
improvements,
appropriation for repairs, improvements,
etc
154,832
etc........................
154,832
for water
Vs
833
for
water supply,
supply, Quantico,
Quantico, Va........
833
deficiency
repairs, etc.;
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for repairs,
etc.;
reappropriation from
1170
reappropriation
from 1920
1920........
1170
Barrelfor
BarrelforFruits,
Fruits, Vegetables, etc., D. C.,
standard
standard dimensions
for, exdimensions established
established for,
except cranberries..
cranberries
1221
cept
..............
1221
for cranberries
cranberries ......................
1221
for
1221
Barrett,
S. (widow),
Barrett, Emma K.
pension
1589
pension
...........................
1589
Barriger,
Army,
Barriger, William Shelby, U.
U. S. Army,
may
be appointed
appointed captain
captain of
of Cavalry,
may be
Cavalry, at
at
regular list .................
607
foot of
of regular
607
Bartlett, Caroline
Caroline ((widow),
Bartlett,
idow),
pension
1588
pension increased
increased ......................
1588
Bartlett,
Bartlett, Julia
Julia Ruth (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1511
pension increased
increased
..................
1511
Bertram, James,
Bartram,
James,
pension
1512
pension ...........................
1512
Barzee,Helen
(widow),
Barzee,
Helen L. (widow),
pension
1567
pension...............................
1567
Basket, William L.,
pension increased
1617
pension
increased......................
1617
Baskets for Fruits,
Basketsfor
Fruits,etc., D.
D. C., Round-Stave,
standard dimensions
for, established......
established
1222
standard
dimensions for,
1222
Bassett, Edwin
Bassett,
Edwin Fiske
Fiske (son),
pension increased
pension
1478
increased....................
1478
Bassett,t Emma
De Yoe
Bassett
Emma J.
J. De
Yoe (widow),
(widow),
pension
1479
pension ................................
1479
Batavia, IU.,
Ill.,
Batavia,
appropriation for
for public
public building........
building
164
164
appropriation
Bates,
Bates, David M.,
pension
1598
pension .
........
.......................
1598
Bates,
Sarah J.'
J: (widow),
(widow),
Bates, Sarah
pension
1506
pension ................................
1506
Bath, Me.,
Me.,
appropriation for
Government
for operating
operating Government
appropriation
house
at
223
house at................
.............
223
Bathing Beach, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
for expenses.........
expenses
78,
848, 1119
78,848,1119
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for services
39
deficiency
appropriation for
services......
39
Potomac Park,
Park, D. C.,
Bathing Beach, Potomac
appropriation for
expenses; extension....
extension
186,
186,
for expenses;
appropriation
898,1389
Baton Rouge Bridge and Terminal Company,
time extended
extended for bridging Mississippi
Mifsisnippi
161
River by ......................
Baton
Baton Rouge, La.
time
extended for bridging
bri ing Mississippi
time extended
Mirsissippi
161
River at
at. .......................
Cruisers,
Battle Cruisers,
156
increased of designated....
designated
limits of cost increased
Ground National
National Cemetery, B.
D. C.,
Battle Ground
appropriation
construction of rostrum.
rostrum
896
appropriation for construction
Dak.,
Battle Mountain
Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium,S. Dak.,
appropriation
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer Solfor expenses,
appropriation for
diery'
192,
905, 1395
diers Home
Home _
.............
192,905,1395
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home.............
Home
47, 1028, 1167
Soldiers'
47,1028,1167

1846
1846
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Battlement
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Page.
Pae.
Battlement National
appropriation for
etc., of....
248,
of.... 248,
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
707,1326
707,1326
Battleships,
First Class,
Class,
Battleships, First
limit
of costincreased
coat increased of
156,833
designated...... 156,833
of designated
limitof
Baughman,
(widow),
Baughman, Lottie (wiow),
pension
1508
1508
......................
pension .....
BaumgankLouisa
mother),
Baumgard, Louisa (mother),
pension increased
1550
increased......-..-..---...
pension
Bayard, Ursula
Urula(daughter),
(daugher),
Bayard,
pension increased
1592
1592
increased ...................
pension
Bayless,
Isaac N. (son),
Bcyle"s, Isaac
pension
1587
1587
............
pension............
Baylor,.
Prank C.,
C.,
Baylor, Frank
1609
pension
1609
pension ......................------...
Bayonne, N. J.,
bridge
authorized across Newark
Newark Bay to
to
bridge authorized
Elizaeth
Elizabeth from .................
277
time extended
extended for
bridging Newark
Bay
Newark Bay
for bridging
time
from Elizabeth
Elizabeth to
1099
1099
..........
to......
from
Bayou Bartholomew,
time
for bridging,
at Wilmot,
Wilmot,
bridging, at
time extended
extended for
Ark
589
589
...............
Ark..........
Baljou
Cocodrie, La.,
Bayou Coodrie,
declared
constream to
to connonnavigable stream
declar
ed a nonnavigable
1145
fluence
Bayou Chicot
1145
Chicot ..........
of Bayou
fluence of
Bayou La Batre,
Bade, Ala.,
preliminary exanzinatice,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
examintion, etc.,
preliminary
1011
made.......................
made
Boylan,
Thomas,
Bayton,
..... 1627
payHJw.nt to
.................
to .
payment
Beach, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (daughter),
(daughter),
Beach,
pension increased
1508
1508
increased-......................
pension
Sarah M. (widow),
Beach, Sardh
pension
1572
1572
increased .................-.
pension increased
Beacons,
Beacons, etc.,
appropriati
on for
213, 926, 1416
. 213,926,1416
for .............
appropriation
Be,
Bead, E. E.,
E.,
payment
for damages
damages from
1460
from fire
fire......... 1460
to, for
payment to,
Beall,
I.,
Beall, Charles
Charles J.
J. I.,
increased........................
pension
pension increased
1542
Beals, F. R.,
may
bridge
Neetucca
River,
in
Tillamook
may bridge Nestucca River, in Tillamook
County,
Oreg....................
533
533
County, Oreg
Bean Beetle, Mexican,
appropriation for
expenses,
emergency expenses,
for emergency
appropriation
preventing
spread of,
of, in
in Alabama,
Alabama,
preventing spread
1346
etc..............................
etc
1346
Beartooth
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
Beartooth National
appropriation for
of
248,
248,
etc, of....
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc:,
appropriation
707,1326
Beatty,
(widow),
Beatty, Rhoda
Rhoda A.
A. (widow),
pension
1488
1488
pension............................
Beaufort County,
Beaufort
County, S.
S. C.,
C.,
bridge
authorized acme
River
across Savannah
Savannah River
bridge authorized
by Chatham
Chatham County,
at
by
County, Ga.,
Ga., and,
and, at
Savannah
1366
Savannah
........................
Beaufort
River, S.
S. C.,
C.,
Beaufort River,
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
made, to
to Beaufort,
Beaufort, S.
S. C...........
C
1011
1011
made,
Beaverhead
National
Forest,
Mont.
and
and
Idaho,
National
Forest,
Mont.
Beaverhead
appropriation
for maintenance,
of.... 248,
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for
707, 1326
Bechtel, Louisa R. (widow),
pension
1512
1512
pension
..........................
Bechtold, Minna
Minna (widow),
pension ..........................
1490
1490
pension
Beck, Annie (widow),
(widow),
1586
pension
pension .............................
Bedell, Susan
Susan (daughter),
(daughter),
pension increased...
increased
1512
1512
pension
.
.......................
Bedford, Pa.,
Pa.,
gift from
Army PBst
Post of
of
gift
from Sedgwick
Sedgwick Grand
Grand Army
memorial hall
hall for
for public
memorial
public building
building
at,
accepted.
at, accepted...................
601

Bee
Page.
age6
Bee Culture,
Culture,
appropriation
for investigations in... 256,715,
256, 715, 1334
1334
appropriationforinvestigationsin.
Beebe, Lola
Lola (widow),
(widow),
Beebe,
pension
1586
. 1586
.......-..--..-.... --pension .........
Beef,
Beef,
proclamation canceling
canceling license
requirelicense requireproclamation
ments for
for importing,
manufacturing,
importing, manufacturing,
ments
etc
1741
1741
-..
.........................
etc..
-

.

.

Beeler, Rhoda (widow),

pension
pension.........................---.
Beer (see
Malt Liquors).
Liquors).
Beer
(see Malt

1555
1555

Beet, Sugar,
Sugar,
244,
appropriation for
for investigations,
investigations, etc.......
etc
244,
appropriation
703,1323
703,1323
for
strains of
of seed,
seed, etc.......
etc
244,
244,
for developing
developing strains
703, 1323
1323
for
affecting—
. 256,
256,
for investigating
investigating insects
insects affecting.......
715,
1334
715,1334
Begley,
BegleY% Lee,
Lee;
pension increased.........................
increased
1475
1475
pension
Behyine
.
r, George
F.,
George F.,
Behymer,
neon increased
increased .....................
1621
pension
Belgium,
Belgium,
appropriation for
to
739, 1206
for ambassador
ambassador to........
appropriation
salary, amdeficiency
for salary,
deficiecy appropriation
appropriation for
bassador
of balance
balance for
for
use of
basador to;
to; use
329
minister
minister........................
291
ambruisador
authorized; iw
pay ..........
to, authorized;
ambamador to,
importing
and exporting
exporting to, coloncolonfrom, and
importing from,
ies, etc.,
wheat and
and wheat
wheat flour,
etc., wheat
flour,
ies,
prohibited;
exception
1759
prohibited; exception...
.............. 1759
1773
canceled ................................
1773
canceled
Belgrade,
Bergrade,
appropriation foacquiring
for acquiring premises
for
preises for
appropriation
diplomatic
1214
diplomatic uses
uses at
at ..................
1214
approval of
limit of cost, subject to approval
commission ..................
1214
commission
1214
Bell, Clarissa
Clarissa (widow),
(widow),
Bell,
pension
1498
ension ................
..............
1498
Bell, Mary E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ...................
1481
pension
1481
Bell,
William,
Bell, William,
1547
......
pension....................
pension
George,
Bellamy, George,
pension
increased ........................
1594
pension increased
1594
Belle Fourche
Irrigation Project,
S. Dak.,
Belle
FourcheIrrigation
Project, S.
Dak.,
appropriation
of
201,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
201.
915,1404
Detroit, Mich.,
Belle Isle, Detroit,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across
across American
American ChanChannel of
of Detroit
407
nel
Detroit River
River to,
to, by
by Detroit
Detroit..
407
Bellefourche, S. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation
ap
propriation
vilk, Ill., for public building.........
building
164
Belk
Belleville, Ill.,
expenditure
expenditure authorized
authorized for right of way,
455
Scott Aviation
Aviation Field
Field...............
455
C. (widow),
(widow),
Bellew, Adeline
Adaline C.
pension
BypensiWon
................................
1587
1587
Bellingham, Wash.,
Betlinham,
Wash..
acquiring
plant
acquiring site for bulb and new plant
propagation station, etc., at, authorized
thorized......................
730
Beloit, Wis.,
Beloit,
Wis.,
may
may bridge Rock
Rock River at East Grand
Avenue
Avenue .......................
391
Shirland
Avenue
Shirland Avenue ..................
1355
1355
Belton, Mont.,
Belton,
Mont.,
deficiency appropriation for bridge
bridge acros
acme
Flathead Myer
at
Flathead
River at..................
335
Bendich, Lawrence,
Lawrence,
for
Anthony Vezich and, may bring suit for
damages
to freighter
1467
damages to
freighter "Protector"...
Protector"
1467
Benefiel, Martha
Martha (widow),
(widow),
1....
pension
pension ......................
1485
----------...

INDEX.
Benge,
Benge, William
William A
A..(son),
Page.
Page
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
1583
Benham,
(widow),
Benham, Alice (widow
),
pension .................................
1493
pension
Benicia
Benicia Arsenal, Calif,
Calif.,
appropriation for hospital,
building. _ 182
appropriation
hospital. etc., building..
Benjamin,
(widow),
Benjamin, Nina R.
R. (widow),
pension
1584
pension......................
Bennett,
A. (daughter.
(daughter),
Bennett, Chloe
Chloe A.
pension increased........................
increased
1494
pension
Bennett, Cortland
Cortland P.,
P.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reimbursing
deficiency
reimbursing.. 1024
Bennett, Edward
Edward H.
H. (son),
(son),
pension increased
increased ...................
1514, 1516
pension
1514,1516
Bennett,
Bennett, Emilyn L.
L. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ......................
1584
pension
Bennett,
Bennett, John,
pension increased..........................
increased
pension
1552
Bennett,
Josephine (widow),
widow),
Bennett, Josephine
pension increased
pension
increased.....................
1564
Bennett,
Bennett, Mary I.
I. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension
..............................
1569
Bennett,
Bennett, Nancy (widow),
pension
1489
pension
..................................
1489
Benning
Benning Road, D.
D. C.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for viaduct and
bridge over railroad tracks; reappropriation
39
propriation........................
Benson County. N.
N. Dak.,
19
appropriation for care of insane Indians
19
Indians...
appropriation
Benson, .David
F. alias
alias John
John Bliss,
David F.,
pension increased
pension
increased........................ 1560
Benson, Lawrence,
Lawrence,
additional homestead entry application
of,
allowed ......................
1092
1092
of, allowed
(widow),
Benson, Mary (widow),
pension
1556
1556
pension.
. .......................
Benton,
Elmo Hixon.
Benton, Elma
enlarged
homestead patent
enlarged homestead
patent to ............
1435
Benton,
(widow),
Benton, Mary V. (widoiw),
pension increased ............
1584
Bergbower,
E. W.,
TV.,
Bergbower, Joseph
Joseph E.
pension
pension increased
increased...................... 1603
Berger, Victor
Berger,
Victor L.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
deficiency
election expenses
expenses .................
519
election
Calif,
Berkeley, Calif.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor,
preliminary
1013
to be
be made
made ......................... 1013
Berlin,
appropriation
for
acquiring
premises
for
for
appropriation for acquiring premises
diplomatic, etc., uses at
1214
at...........
limit of cost; subject to approval
approval of
commission ......................
1214
Bermuda,
appropriation
for Weather Service exappropriation for
penses in....................
in
236,
696, 1316
236,696,1316
penses
Switzerland,
Berne, Switzerland,
appropriation
in expenses
expenses of
for share in
appropriation for
International Bureau
Bureau at .......
671,
1291
671,1291
International
for expenses, International
International Bureau of
Telegraphic
Union
747,
1212
Telegraphic Union............. 747, 1212
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for International
Bureau .........................
1042
1042
Bureau
Berries,
Berries,
appropriation fqr
fixing
executing law fixing
for executing
appropriation
standards
for containers
containers for..
266, 725,
for.. 266,
725, 1343
standards for
Berry
Berry Boxes, etc., D.
D. C.
standard
capacities for,
1222
established.....
for. established
standard capacities
Edward E.
E. (son),
Berry, Edward
pension
1584
....
...........--- ....
pension .......
P. (widow),
(i idow',
Berry, Mahala
MahalaP.
1520
pension increased .......................
Bethesda,
Bethesda, Md.,
appropriation for animal
experiment staanimal experiment
appropriation
tion
240, 700, 1319
tion ....................

1847
1847

Beverages,
Page.
Beverages, Cereal,
Cereal, etc.,
Page
of low alcoholic
alcoholic strength
included in
in
strength not included
Prohibition Act...
provisions of War Prohibition
Act...
305
etc., required
305
permits, etc.,
required ...............
305
of Constitutional prohibition
prohibition ..........
308
required ...............
308
permits, etc.. required
Beverages,
Beverages, Intoxicating
Intoxicating (see
(see National
National Prohibition Act).
Bieber,
Bieber, William (son),
(son),
pension increased
1584
increased ........................
Big Horn
Horn River, Mont.,
appropriation
diversion dam on,
for
appropriation for
for diversion
on, for
Crow Indian
Indian irrigation system
system...... 1237
1237
Big Horn Valley,
appropriation for improving
improving irrigation sysappropriation
tems in,
in, Crow Indian Reservation..
Reservation
196
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Big Pine
Pine Indian
appropriation
33
on....
for irrigation
irrigation project on
appropriation for
and Construction
Construction Company,
Big Rock
Rock Stone and
sale authorized
authorized of portion of military reserreser.
,to
vation Fort Logan H. Roots, Ark
Ark.,to.
625
revocable
other lands to..........
to
revocable lease of other
626
Flood Control
Big Stone Lake Drainage
Drainage and
and Flood
Control
District,
District, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.
may dam Minnesota
Minnesota iiver
River at Big Stone
Stone
551
Lake ...........................
Big Stone Lake, Minn., and
andS.
S. Dak.,
authorized across Minnesota
dam, etc., authorized
Minnesota
River at .....................
551
Bighorn
National Forest,
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Bighorn National
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of...
248,
248,
maintenance, etc.,
of...
appropriation
707,1326
707,1326
Billings, Mont.,
Billings,
sale of mine rescue station site at, author912
ized ...............................
Button,
Bills, Charles
Charles A.,
A., alias
alias Frank
Frank Button,
pension increased
1549
increased ........................
Bills of Exchange, Foreign,
Foreign,
accepted, not included
included in
in limit of indebtednational banks
297
banks..............
ness of national
Bills
Bills of
of Health,
Health,
vessels required
required to have, from American
leaving foreign
foreign ports,
ports,
consul, etc., on leaving
etc.,
etc., for
for United
United States or
or its
its possespossessions
1149
1149
sions . ..........................
form,
collected ...........
1149
form, etc.; fees to be collected
Bills of Lading,
provisions for through,
through, on shipments by
by
provisions
rail
carriers to vessels
foreign
vessels for foreign
rail carriers
commerce
497
commerce .......................
Binghamton, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Binghamton,
:5
395
......................
terms of court at
Biologic Products,
Biologic
Products,
appropriation for
for regulating
176,
of..
176,
sale, etc.,
etc., of
regulating sale,
appropriation
885, 1377
deficiency
appropriation
for
regulating
sale,
appropriation
regulating
deficiency
etc. ...............................
508
etc
Biological Survey Bureau,
Biological
Bureau, Department
Departmentof AgriAgriculture,
appropriation for salaries
salaries .........
133o
257, 715, 133.5
appropriation
for
general
257, 715,
1335
257,
715, 1335
for general expenses
expenses .............
preserves, bird
game preserves,
for maintenance
maintenance of game
preserves, etc
257,
716, 1335
133-5
257,716,
etc .............
preserves,
National Park,
N. Dak..
Hill National
Park, N.
for Sullys Hill
game preserve
257, 716,
716, 1335
preserve ..............
game
food habits of
of
etc., food
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
birds
mammals ........
257,
1335
257, 716,
716,1335
birds and mammals
etc., fur bearing animals
.... 257,
257,
animals....
for rearing, etc.,
716, 1335
destroying ground
ground squirrels
squirrels........... 257
destroying
1335
destroying wolves.
wolves, coyotes,
coyotes, etc.
etc. 257,716, 1135
destroying
protecting stock
suppressing rabies
rabies
protecting
stock by suppressing
in
wild
animals
257,
716,
1335
in wild animals............. 257,716, 1335
for
investigating migration,
etc.,,of animigration, etc
for investigating
mals and plants ...........
258.
716, 1335
258,716,1335
mals

1848

INDEX.

Biological
Bureau, Department
of Agri- Page.
Page.
DepartmentofAgrSurvey Bureau,
BiologicalSurvey
culture-Continued.
culture-Continued.
appropriation
enforcing migratory
migratory bird
for enforcing
appropriation for
law ...............
258, 716, 1335
.. 258,716,1335
law
preventing shipment
shipment of illegally killed
preventing
game
258,
716, 1335
258,716,1335
birds and game............
for
increase, etc.,
etc., of
in
of reindeer
reindeer industry in
for increase,
716,i336
Alaska
s336
Alaska................... 716,
for enforcing
protecting land fur
enforcing law for protecting
bearing animal
animals in
in Alaska
Alaska........ 716,1336
bearing
powers transferred
Secretary of
trnsferred from Secretary
716
Commerce ...................----powers
transferred to Secretary
Secretary of
powers transferred
716
Commerce
....................Commerce
jurisdiction
jurisdiction over fur seal islands not
717
affected ...........................
powers of wardens, etc .............. 717
258,717,1336
expenses
258,
717, 1336
for administration
administration expenses...deficiency appropriation
era1 exappropriation for general
1187
penmen
64,67,
524, 1034,1187
64,
7,346,524,1034,
....
pese .....Birch, Amanda
crel
tts.
eStiridow),
(widow),
Birh,
Amanda
A.
pension
increased.......................... 1625
penion in
Birch, Amanda B. (widow),
Bircd,
1506
pension
pension .........................
Budh
Birch Timber,
exporting, from Alaska
allowed
917
Alaska allowed-..........
exporting,
Preserves,
Bird Preserves,
257,716,1335
appropriation
for protection, etc.,of.
etc.,of. 257,
716, 1335
ppraion forprotection,
Irwds,
appropriation for _preventing
hipment of
preventing shipment
appropriation
illegally
killed, etc
etc ........
258, 716,1335
716, 1335
258,
illegally killed,
Birds
and Mammals, North American,
Birds and
appropriation for investigating
investigating food
food habits,
appropriation
etc
357, 716,1335
etc..................257,
Birds,
(see Game Birds, D. C.).
C.).
Birds, D. C., Wild (se
Birds,
Caine, etc.,
Birds, Migratory
MigratoryGame,
258,
appropriation
protecting. 6 258,
enforcing law protecting.
appropriation for enforcing
71,
1335
716,1335
proclamation amending
amending regulations for
1764
protection of
of.................
protection
further amending regulations
protecregulations for protec1798,1817
1817
tion of........................ 1798,
Birge, Julia
A. (widow),
Birge,
JuliaA.
(widow),
pension increased
increased........................ 1500
Bismarck, N. Dak.,
Bumarck,
appropriation
school.... 19,424,1240
19, 424, 1240
appropriation for Indian school....
additional grounds, etc
etc.........
additional
19,1240
deficiency
appropriation
for
Indian
school.
348,
Indian school. 348,
deficiency appropriation
1186
Bitten, American,
Bisn,
Amerian,
municipality, etc.,
gift of one,
onet to any municipality,
etc. authorized
surplus existing....
thoried from surplus
existing....
270
propagating permitted
loans for propagating
ermitted..........
270
National,
Montana National,
Bison Range,
Range, Montana

appropriation fgidmoawttenalkee
for maintenance.....
BitEPr,r1°erte:il.

Bitter, Bertha J. (widow),

257,716,1335
257,
1335

pension
pension............................. 1593
Nathaniel,
Bttner, Nathaniel,
pension
pension...........................
1582
Bitter
Bitter Root Valley, Mont.,
against
appropriation for paying claims against
appropriation
funds from sales of Flathead Indian
lands in1237
....................
1237
Bitterroot National
National Forest,
Bitterroot
Forest, Mont.,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of...
248,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of....
248,
707, 1326
States,
Bituminous
Coal Commission, United States,
Bituminous Coal
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses...
503
widow),
Black, Anne E.
E. (widow),
pension increased........................
increased
1575
Black Death,
Death,
appropriation
prevention of epidemic.
epidemic.
175,
appropriation for prevention
885, 1377
885,1377
deficiency-appropriation
appropriation for prevention of
epidemic
508
epidemic............................

T, -.-__ _7
- Forest,
- . - S.
0
n ,- and
- 7 Wyo.,
Wi.
Q
-1 Hills
-l
Black
National
0. Dak.
1wa. uiu.
rryv.,
MSadCA
flULiVNaLts
a resrt,

>AVPage.
Ma*
appropriation
for maintenance,
248,
248
etc., of...
of...
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
707, 1326
132
Black,
Margaret P.
P. (widow),
(widow),
Black, Margaret
1495
pension
.........------- -----.............. 1495
pension...
Black,
Black Mark L.,
deficiency appropriation
1179
services...... 1179
for services
appropriation for
deficiency

Black, Peter,
Peter
pension
increased
...................
ension increased
Btack
Powder
Explosives, High).
Blak Powder (see Explosives,
Black River,
Rier,
examination,
etc., directed
directed for
for: plan to proexamination, etc.,
Mississippi River
tect basin of, from Miseaseappi
floods .........................

1542

1354
Blackburn, Henry
Henry,
Blackbun,
exchange
to
lands with, for addition to
exchange of lands
Sevier
National Forest,
Utah
1087
Forest, Utah......
Sevier National
Blackburn,
Sarah (widow),
Blackburn, Sarah

pension......
1502
1502
...
..................
pensin
Mont.,
Agency, Mont.,
Backfeet
B
kfe,et Agency,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc. of Indians
Indians
appropriation
at
15, 31, 420, 434, 1237, 1248
15,31,420,434,1237,1248
at..............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support of Indeficiency
dians
. 1042,1171
at........ ...........
dians at
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Mont.,
Blackfeet Indian
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
5,
of...
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of...
410, 1227
410,1227
Blackfeet Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
appropriation
irrigation
for constructing irrigation
appropriation for
421, 1237
16,421,1237
repayment...... 16,
systems on; repayment
allowance for passenger vehicles.....
vehicles
16,421
for
public school building, Browning,
for public
Mont
421
Mont............................
acrom Two
for construction of bridge across
Medicine Creek, from tribal funds..
funds
422
Medicine
for constructing
constructing p.art
Yellowpart of highway, Yellowthrough
1237
stone to Glacier
Glacier Park, through.....
deficiency appropriation for irrigation
deficiency
system ....................
1172
Browning townsite on former,
block in Browning
granted for school purposes to Glacier County, Mont ..............
1237
disposal of surplus unallotted
imallotted lands in, re16
ed ..
16
..........................
pealed
fustier allotments to be made..........
made
16
further
patents for homesteads
16
16
homesteads..........
trust patents
16
closing of tribal rolls
........................
16
former grants not affected..
affected
former
............... 17
17
intoxicants prohibition on all lands......
lands
17
intoxicants
17
minerals reserved for
for benefit of Indians.
Indians .
17
17
17
leases permitted
permitted ....................
trust patents for allotments
allotments ..........
17
17
purchase of allotments of George
George W. Cook
and David La Breche
Breche from funds of
irrigation systems on .............
549
irrigation
549
Blackfeet National
National Forest,
Porest, Mont.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of ....
248
appropriation
248,
1326
707,,1326
Blackmans Point,
Point, Ark.,
Blackmans
Ark.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Sulphur River, at
162
162
Fred L., late a
Blackmon, Fred
a Representative
Representative in
in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for pay to widow
of...........................
of
1180
Bladensburg
Road NE.,
NE., D
D. C.
BladensburgRoad
C,
appropriation for paving
paying H Street to Disappropriation
trict Line
....................... 846
Blades,
William,
Blades, William,
pension .................
........... . 1499
Blair,
(widow),
Blair, Addie
Addie M. (widov,),
pension
pension.........
.....................
1582
Blair, Henry
Henry W.,
W.,
Blair,
investigation, etc.,
etc., of claim of, against
investigation,
against
Choctaw
C
hoctaw Indians...................
Indians
22

INDEX.
INDEX.
Blaker, Charles
Charles (son),
(son),

pension
Bpension
Bland,
Harriett
Btand,
Harri.ett U.
U. (widow),
(widow),

............

........

pension increased
pension
increased ......................
Bland,
Bland, Honorable
Honorable William
William T.,
T.,
deficiency
contested
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for contested
election
expenses ..................
election expenses
Blanks
H. B.,
Blanks,tH.
B.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for losses
on
deficiency
losses on
levee
levee contracts
contracts .....................
Blasting Caps
Blasting
Caps (see
(see Explosives,
Explosives, High).
High).
Blatdaky,
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
Blacley, Sarah
penson
...........................
pennon ...t
Bledsoe.
,Austella (mother), Bledsoe,
pension increased....................
increased
Bleiweiss, John,
John,
pension -..............................pension
Blind, American
Blind,
Printing House for
American Printing
for the,
appropriation
providing books,
books, etc.,
etc., by
appropriation for
for providing
byfor expenses
for
expenses
........................
.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
-deficiency
for expenses.
expenses....
annual
appropriation for,
for, ininannual permanent
permanent appropriation

Page.
Page.
1581
1581
1491
1491
1036
1036
1165
1165
1591
1591
1626
1626
1538
1538
885
885
1378
1378
1015
1015

272
creased ............................
272
Blind
Children, D. C.,
Blind Children,
C.,
appropriation
instruction of,
of, out
out of
of the
appropriation for
for instruction
Ihe
Diitrict.....
..........
86,857,1128
District
86, 857, 1128
deficiency
appropriation for
instruction of,
of,
deficiency appropriation
for instruction
out of the
the District......................
District
1018
outof
1018
Blind,
Blind, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for aid,
to National
appropriation for
aid, etc.,
etc., to
National
Library
for
97, 868, 1139
Library for........
.......
97,868,1139
for Columbia
Columbia Polytechnic
Institute 97,868,1139
97, 868,1139
for
Polytechnic Institute
publications
of American
Printing. House
publications of
American Printing
House
for the
be furnished
Nafor
the Blind
Blind to
to be
furnished Na332
tional Library
Library for
for ..................
332
Block Signals,
Signals, etc.,
Block
etc., Systems
Systems on
on Railroads,
Railroads,
appropriation for investigating, etc.
889, 1380
appropriationforinvestgating,
etc. 179,
179,889,1380
Bloomington,Ind.,
lad.,
Bloomngton,
loan
o Army
Sloloan of
Army tents,
tents, etc.
etc., to
to Paul
Paul E.
E. Slocumb Post for Grand
Grand Army State
State
encampment at
623
encampment
at ...................
623
Bloxom, Sarah
Sarah G. (mother),
pension..................................
pension
1623
1623
E. (mother),
Blue, Lucy E.
pension ..............................
1553
pension
1553
Bluffton,
Blufton, lad.,
Ind.,
appropriation
building
164
appropriation for
for public
public building.........
164
Blunt,
Blunt. Mary
Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased ...................
1575
pension increased
1575
Btythman,
Esther A.
(widow),
Btythman, Esther
A. (uidow),
pension
1583
pension................................
1583
Board
Pension Office,
Office,
Board of Actuaries,
Actuaries, Pension
appointment of
of .....
620
620
appointment
.............
to report
annually on
on operations
operations of
to
report annually
of civil
civil
service retirement
Act
620
service
retirement Act............
620
to
submit recommendations
for changes,
to submit
recommendations for
changes,
etc.--....--......................620
etc
620
to be
included in
in annual
annual report
report of
to
be included
of ComCommissioner of
Pensions
620
missioner
of Pensions.............
620
valuation
valuation of civil service
service retirement
retirement fund
fund
made by
620
to be
be made
by.................. 620
compensation of
of .......................
620
compensation
620
Board of
Interior Department,
Department,
Board
of Appeals,
Appeals, Interior
appropriation
members of,
of, etc
for members
etc...... 669,1288
669,1288
appropriation for
Board of Charities,
Board
Charities, D. C.,
appropriation
for
expenses
93,
863,
1135
appropriation for expenses........ 93, 863,1135
deficiency
appropriation for
for motor
motor ambuambudeficiency appropriation
lance .......................
41,
1019
lance
41,1019
Guardians, D. C. (see
Board of Children's
Children's Guardians
Children's Guardians,
D. C.,
C., Board
Children's
Guardians, D.
Board
of).
of).
Board
of
General
Appraisers,
Board General Appraisers,
appropriation for
for fees,
fees, etc.,
etc., of
of witnesses
witnesses
appropriation
,t.
2907
921.
1410
before
207,I---I
921, 1410
U.haf.-------....
------------- --

1849
1849

Board of
of General
Board
General Appraisers—Continued.
Page.
Appraisers-Continued.
Page.
approval
bonds for
for tea
tea importations
importations
approval of
of bonds
transferred from,
from, to
to collectors
collectors of
of
transferred
customs..
customs .......................
712
712
duties
of, under
under impure
impure tea
tea importation
importation
duties of,
Act
to Board
Act transferred
transferred to
Board of
Tea
of Tea
Appeals
Appeals .......................
712
712
Board of Mediation
Mediation and Conciliation,
Conciliation, United
States,
States,
appropriation
salaries ..............
176,886
appropriation for
for salaries
176,886
for
authority required.....
required
177,886
for expenses;
expenses; authority
177,886
deficiency
349
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ...........
349
duties not to
to extend
extend to disputes
disputes considered
considered
duties
by Adjustment
Adjustment Board
Board or
or Labor
Labor
Board ...................................
474
Board
474
Board of Ordnance
Ordnance and Fortification,
Fortification, Army,
Army,
Board
balances
for, covered
balances of
of appropriations
appropriations for,
covered in..
in. - 614
614
Board
Board of Tea Appeals, Department
AgriculDepartmentof
ofAgriculture,
ture,
duties
duties of Board
Board of General
General Appraisers
unAppraisers under impure
tea importation
importation Act
Act
der
impure tea
transferred
to ....................
712
transferred to
712
three
employees of Department
three employees
of AgriculAgriculDepartment of
ture
to
be
designated
as
713
ture to be designated as ...........
713
Board
Academy,
Board of Visitors, Military
Military Academy,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses .
544
appropriation
..............
544
Board
of Visitors, Naval Academy,
Academy,
Boardof
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses .
151,829
appropriation
........ .. 151,829
Boatright,
Callie B. (widow),
(widow),
Boatright, Callie
pension
1505
pension............................
1505
-Bobcats,
Bobcats,
appropriation
methods of
of
appropriation for
for devising
devising methods
destroying
1335
destroying...................
1335
Boblett?
Bobktt, Rebecca
B. (widow),
widow),
Rebeca E.
pension
increased
1595
penson increased .....................
1595
Bodenstab, Henry H.,
deficiency appropriation
for contested
deficiency
appropriation for
contested
election
election expenses-................
expenses.
1180
1180
J.,,
John J
Boggs, John
pension
pension
1601
............................
. 1601

Bohannon,
Logan
C.
(father),
Bohannon,
pension i
Logan
ncreased
C. (father),

pension increased.....................

1547

1547

Bohman, John
John A.,
A.,
pension
1622
pension
........................
....
1622
Bowe de Sioux River,
Boise
River,
drai
nage districts,
districts, etc.,
etc., of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota,
drainage
North Dakota,
Dakota, and
and South
South Dakota,
Dakota,
North
may
dam, etc.,
may dam,
etc., for control
control of
of floods,
floods,
etc
1059
..............................
1059
Boise, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
for
assay
office
at
657,1276
appropriation for assay office at....... 657,1276
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
hospital for
for
for hospital
discharged disabled
soldiers, etc.,
discharged
disabled soldiers,
etc.,
at ..............................
508
508
Project, Idaho,
Boise Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc.,
of
200,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of...
200,
914,1403
914,1403
restriction
of
drainage
restriction
drainage expenditures..
expenditures
914
914
Boise National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc.,
of._
248,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of... 248,
707,1326
707,1326
Bolen, Jonas,
Jonas, alias
alias James Bolen,
pension ...............................
pension
1547
1547
Bolinger, Sarah
N. (widow),
widow),
Bolinger,
Sarah N.
pension
increased
1510
pension increased
.......................
1510
Bolivia,
appropriation for
minister to
739,1206
appropriation
for minister
to ..........
739,1206
Bolling
Field, Army, D. C.,
Bolling Aviation Field,
reclaimed
Anacostia
River
lands
set
aside
reclaimed Anacostia River lands set aside
as, military
military reservation
reservation. ...........
954
as,
954
Bollworm of Cotton,
Pink,
Cotton, Pink,
appropriation
for emergency
emergency expenses,
expenses,
appropriation for
preventing
spread of........
269, 729, 1346
preventing spread
of....... 269,729,1346
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
deficiency
expenses
nrovontino
nnretA
ete
1177
preventing
spread, Vrr--------·---etc
1177
111
'YYbYr' LN,
1LI·

I__
DEX.
INDEX.
INr

1850
1850

Bolshevik Propaganda,
Page.
Propaganda,
Bolshevik
additional
of document
relating to,
to,
copies of
document relating
additional copies
ordered printed
printed...................
ordered

Bond Building,
D. C.,
C.,
Bond
Building, D.
deficiency
appropriation for
expenses,
for expenses,
deficiency appropriation

transfer of
of Treasury
Treasury Department
Department

offices in
in .
....................
offices
Bonds and
1). C.,
C.,
Bonds
and Undertakings,
Undertakings,D.
form
and conditions,
for all
all fiduciaries
fiduciaries....
conditions, for
form and
ju
:4, ents against
principals and
sureties_
and sureties.
against principals
judgments
o er remedies
in equity
not
equity not
at law
law or
or in
other
remedies at
impaired
impaired.

.

.............

provisions of
applicable hereto
hereto.....
Code applicable
of Code
provisions
damages recovered
recovered under,
obtain rereto obtain
under, to
damages
straining orders, etc.,
etc., may include
straining

counsel
fees
counsel fees......................
Bonds, Duplicate,
Bonds,
Duplicate,
issue
of,
authorized
for those
officers and
and
of officers
those of
issue of, authorized for
crew
S. S.
"San Diego"
lost
Diego" lost
S. "San
crew of
of U.
U. 8.
by
of ship
ship ...............
by sinking
sinkin of
Bonds,
(see also
Securities) ;
also Securities),
etc. (see
Bonds, etc.
issue authorized
authorized for
public works
works by
by
for public
issue
Ketchikan, Alaska.
Ketchikan,
Alaska..............

Petersburg, Alaska.
Alaska.............
Petersburg,

1633
43
43
564
564
564
564

565
565

565

45
45

402

289,981
289,981

Wrangell, Alaska
Alaska.....................
435
Wrangell,
Bonds,
Federal Foreign
FinancialCorCororeign Financial
Bonds, etc.,
etc., of
ofFederal
porations,
porations,
issue authorized;
authorized; limitation
380
380
limitation.............
issue
punishment
for allegng
alleging Government
Government
punishment for
responsibility for,
for, by
by corporation
corporation
responsibility
official, etc
384
384
etc .......................
official,
Bdnds, Farm
Bdnds,
FarmLoan,
Loan,
denomination,
terms,
interest,
etc....
571,1362
etc...
571,1362
denomination, terms, interest,
minimum
1313
minimum term extended to ten
ten years..
years
1313
form
certificate of
Loan
of Farm
Farm Loan
requisites; certificate
form requisites;
Commissioner of
of authority,
etc ....
572
Commissioner
authority, etc
572
nontaxable,
etc .......................
572
572
nontaxable, etc
purchase by
by Treasury
Treasury of,
of, extended
extended to
to
purchase
fiscal
1921 .........
627
fiscal years
years 1920
1920 and
and 1921
627
Bonds, Railroad,
Railroad,
Bonds,
issue
unlawful hereafter,
authorissue of,
of, unlawful
hereafter, unless
unless authorized
by Interstate
Interstate Commerce
ized by
Commerce ComCommission
494
mission ...........................
494
Bonita,
La.,
Bonita, La.,
patent
issued to
to R. L.
L. Credille,
patent to
to be
be issued
mayor
for lands
lands in
Morehouse
mayor of,
of, for
in Morehouse
Parish
1053
Parish..
......................
1053
use
application, etc
1054
etc .........
1054
use declared,.
declared, application,
quitclaim of
of all
Government interest,
quitclaim
all Government
interest,
etc ............................
1054
etc
. 1054
Booher
M. (daughter),
(daughter),
Booher,t Carrie
Carrie M.
pension increased
increased .......................
1558
pension
1558
Booher, Charles
Charles F.,
P., late
a Representative
Representative in
Booker,
late a
in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
pay to
to widow
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for pay
widow
1180
of
.........................
1180
Bookkeeping and
and Warrants
Warrants Division,
Bookkeeping
Division, Treasury
Treasury
Department,
Department,
appropriation for
etc. 645,
1266
645, 1266
for chief
chief of
of division,
division, etc.
appropriation
for additional
additional employees
employees ...............
for
1266
1266
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
additional
deficiency
for additional
employees .......................
employees
329
329
Boon, .Juliaette
Juliaette (widow),
(widow),
Boon,
pension .............................
1575
pension
1575
Boone, Anna
Anna (widow),
(widow),
Boone,
pension.
1488
pension................................
1488
Boone National
National Forest,
Forest, N.
N. C.,
proclamation
apart
1784
proclamation setting
setting apart................
1784
Booram,
Booram, Cora
Cora (widow),
pension
pension ..............................
......................1603
1603
Boorman,
Sarah A. (widow),
Boorman, Sarah
......................
1550
pension increased
increased.........
Boozer, Pernecia
Pernecia (widow),
1579
pension................................
- .....
.1579
. .
,pension
...............................................

Borchers, Perry
Perry E.,
Borchers,

payment to
to.............
payment

...-..........-

Bordeaux, Louis,
damages from fire
fire......
to, for damages
payment to,
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Borden, Elizabeth

Page.
Page
1528
1528

1460

pension
1590
1590
pension.................................
Borland,
William P.,
aRepresentative
in
Represenative in
P., late
late a
Borland, William
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
appropriation for
widow
for pay
pay to widow
deficiency appropriation
58
of
........
8 5........
of
...
........
Bosson,
Arthur G.,
Bosson, Arthur
1473
1473
pension increased
increased.........................
Boston,
Mass.,
Boston, Mass.,
appropriation
for assistant treasurer's
treasurer's
appropriation for
655
655
office ........................
discontinued, July.1,
1, 1921 .......... 654
discontinued,
143
public works ..........
for navy yard, public
for marine
remodeling buildbuildhospital, remodeling
for
marine hospital,
ings, etc
. 875
...................
preliminary
South
etc., of South
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1010
1010
made ..........
Bay harbor, to be made.
Botanic Garden,
Garden, D. C.,
C. ,
Botanic
appropriation for
director
640,1261
for director.............
appropriation
...
to...
604
superintendent changed to
title of superintendent
for assistants, laborers, etc .............. 640
for repairs and improvements...
improvements... 225,
640, 1261
225,640,1261
purchases of nursery stock perminor purchases
640
mitted ........................
for new boilers
boilers. .......................
226
for removing portion of fence, etc.,
etc., for
Grant Memorial
1391
Memorial................... 1391
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay of emdeficiency
ployees.
342
342
ployees .................................
for repairs
improvements .......... 592
repirs and improvements
employees of, eligible for retirement
employees
retirement on
on
annuities ....
614
.........................
Bothwell, Roy Ackerman,
payment to heirs of
1530
of....................
1530
Botkin t Fermon
Ferman L. (son),
Botin,
pension increased.....................
increased
1515
1515
H.,
Boucher, Elizabeth
Elizabeth H.,
enlarged homestead
patent authorized
authorized for enlarged
homestead
entry by ...........................
1090
Boughton Memorial Association,
may erect building
building on Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,
Kans.,
military reservation
as., military
reservation......... 130
130
free use of rooms for post office to be
given .........................
130
. 130
Boulder,
Colo.
Boulder. Colo.,
additional
lands
granted
to,
for
water
additionat hinds
supply .. ,.....................
288
288
supply
mineral deposits reserved, etc....
price; mineral
etc....
289
Boundary
Boundary Commission,
Commission, Mexican,
Mexican,
appropriation
work
743,1209
appropriation for continuing work.....
Alaska and
Canada,
Boundary Line,
Line, Alaska
and Canada,
appropriation for
surveying and
and markmarkappropriation
for surveying
ing
1210
ing........................
. 743,
743, 1210
deficiency
appropriation for marking.....
marking
deficiency appropriation
1187
Boundary Line,
Canadian,
Line, Canadian,
appropriation for
......
743, 1210
appropriation
for marking,
marking, etc
etc........
743,1210
advances to Commisioner........
Commissioner
1210
744, 1210
deficiency
for
1187
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for...............
1187
Boundary Waters,
Waters,
consent
designated States as to jurisconsent given designated
diction over offenses
offenses upon, by mutual agreements, etc ...............
1447
Bounty, Civil War
Volunteers,
War
appropriation
for
payment
of
appropriation
payment of...... 193,
193,906,1396
906, 1396
Bauret,
Bouret, Carrie
Carrie (widow),
(ridow),
pension
pension..................................
1611
Bowen, George,
George,
pension
pension.....
....................
1484
Bowen, Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow).
npTi.inn
.1
pension
1511
-----------------------------------...1

1851
1851

INDEX.
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Bowen
tBowen Mary J.
J. (widow),
pension
pension.................................
Bowen
Bolwen Road SE., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Ridge
Ridge Road
Road to
appropriation
to
District Line ......................
Bowker,
Bowker, Frank
Frank S.,
S.,
payment to, for collision
col,lision damages
damages.........
Bomles, Cynthia M.
Bcncles,
M. (widow),
pension increased
pension
increased......................
Bowmnan,
Bowman, Charles
Charles T.
T. (son),
pension
pension
.............................
Bowman, Charles
Charles W.
W. (son),
(son),
pension increased--...................
increased
pension
.
Bowman,
Bow-man, George H.
H. (son),
increased .........------....pension increased
Boxer Insurrection,
Insurrection, China,
China,
pensions granted for disability
disability to persons
in Army, etc., during
during...............
for service,
service, on reaching age of 62
62........
entitled thereto.
present pensioners entitled
thereto..-_
Boy Scouts,
proclamation
proclamation recommending
recommending observance
observance of
of
Boy Scout
Scout Week...................
Week _
enrollment of associate
associate members,
enrollment
members, etc ....
Fidelia A. (widow),
(widow),
Boyd, Fidelia
pension
pension
.............................
Boyd, George
George H.,
H.,
appropriation for, superintendent
appropriation
superintendent Senate
Document
Document Room
Room ................
Boyd, Peter,
Peter,
pension .............................
Boyer,
alias George
George Johnson,
Boyer, Israel,
Israel, alias
Johnson,
pension .............................
Boys, Naval Summer Schools
far,
Schoolsfor,
appropriation for establishing
establishing at two trainappropriation
ing stations .......................
use of buildings, equipment, etc......
etc
details of naval personnel for.........
for
uniforms, furnishing
furnishing subsistloan of
of uniforms,
subsistence, etc
ence,
etc........................
enrollment
in Naval
for
enrollment in
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force for
three months required
required ..--------..
Boys
Boy.' Reform School, D.
D. C.
C. (see National
National
Training School
School for
C.).
Training
for Boys, D. C.).
Bradford,
Charles V.,
Bradford, Charles
V.,
increased
pension increased.......................
Bradford,
Bradford, Mollie (widow),
(Iidoc),
pension ...................
pension
.........
.
Bradley.,lone D.
Li. (widow),
(widow),
Bradley,
pension increased
increased .......................
Bradley, Linda (widow),
(uidou-),
pension
pension.................................
Bradshaw,
Bradshaw, Rebecca
Ann (daughter),
(daughter),
Rebecca Ann
pension
pension ............
.......
.......
Braa'y,
Nicholas
(son),
Bradyr, Nicholas (son),
pension increased
increased ......................
Brainard, Edwin M.,
Brainard,
M.,
pension ...............................
pension
Brainard,
(widow),
Brainard, Hannah
HannahE.
E. (widow),
pension increased
increased .......................
pension
Brandon,
Braiidan, Ida C.
C. (mother),
pension increased ....................
Brandon, Jennie
Y. (r-idow),
(widow),
Brandon,
Jennie Y.
pension ...............
...........
Balite, William H.,
Brane,
H.,
pension
pension ..............................
Branford,
Conn.,
Brunford, Conn.,
appropriation
building
public building..........
for public
appropriation for
Brannum,
(son),
Braannum, Abram (son),
............
... ..
pension
pension
Browner,
(widow),
Brantner, Hannah
Hannah (i'
idow),
pension
increased ....................pension increased
Branyan, W.
W. Walter
Walter (son),
Branyan,
..............-..
Dension
increased ....
pension
increased
........
&r~-

Page.
1479
846
846
1462
1490
1619
1619
1569
1507
982
982
982

1747
1748
1748
1484
631
631
1507

1507
817
817
817
817
817

817

1608
1617
1617

1481
1569
1564
1585
1561
1574
1574
1612
1612
1566
1566

153.5
164
164

1481
1509
1509
1585
1585

Brazil,
Brazil,
Page.
appropriation for ambassador
appropriation
ambassador to ......
739, 1206
1206
Brazil, Pearl
Brazil,
PearlB.,
homestead patent to
1434
homestead
to...................
1434
Bread, D.
Bread,
D. C.,
'standard
1220
standard weight for loaf of, established
established.... 1220
printed
required.. ............
printed labels required
1220
1220
etc
1220
sellers to keep scales, etc.............
1220
crackers, etc.,
etc., excepted........
excepted
1221
pretzels, crackers,
1221
variation of standard
standard allowed
variation
allowed............ 1221
Breighner, John
John L. B. (son),
Breighner,
pension increased
1499
pension
increased
.....................
1499
Breiter,
F.,
Breiter, Gustav
Gustav F.,
1620
pension .............................
1620
Bremerton,
Puget Sound
Sound Navy
Navy
Bremerton, Wash. (see also
also Puget
Yard, Wash.),
Wash.),
appropriation for
etc., Governappropriation
for operating,
operating, etc.,
Government houses
houses at
223
at ....................
223
for
operating, etc., Government
Government hotel at
foI operating,
at.
223
for operating, etc.,
etc., Government
Government apartments at ........................
224
Brenneman, F.
F. R.,
Brenneman,
R.,
deficiency appropriation for credit in
deficiency
in ac1032
counts ...........................
1032
Bressler, Kate (widow),
Bressler,
pension
1495
pension
................................
1495
A. (widow),
(widow),
Brewer, Henrietta
HenriettaA.
pension increased
increased .......................
1612
1612
Brewing
Liquor Interests,
Interests, etc.,
Brewing and Liquor
document relating
relating to, ordered printed
printed..... 1633
Brick
Products,
Brick Products,
appropriation for study
etc.,
study of
of processes,
processes, etc.,
appropriation
682, 1301
in manufacture
manufacture of ............
682,1301
Bridgeport, Cann.,
Bridgeport,
Conn.,
appropriation for
etc., Governfor operating,
operating, etc.,
appropriation
ment houses
223
houses at .....................
for operating, etc., Government
Government apartments at
at..........................
224
Bridger
Bridger National
National Forest,
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
of
248,
248,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
707,
1326
707,1326
Bridges,
Bridges,
appropriation for
for aid
in constructing,
constructing,
aid in
appropriation
Portsmouth, N.
N. H.,
H., to
to navy yard,
yard,
Kittery, Me ......................
143
143
constructing, across Little
for constructing,
Little Colorado
Colorado
and
and Canyon
Canyon Diablo
Diablo Rivers
Rivers near
near
Leupp
Agency, Ariz
1233
Leupp Indian
Indian Agency,
Ariz..... 11,
11,1233
constructing,
across
Oconalufty
for constructing,
Oconalufty
River, Cherokee,
Cherokee, N.
N. C
18
River,
(............
18
for constructing,
constructing, across Red Lake
Lake River,
on Red
Red Lake
Lake Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Minn.; repayment
repayment ............
14
.
14
for constructing,
constructing, across San Juan River,
for
for

Shiprock, N.
Mex ................
Shiprock,
N. Mex

constructing,
Clara
constructing, across
across Santa Clara
River, on
Indian ReserRiver,
on Shivwits Indian
vation, Utah
Utah .....................
for constructing,
constructing, across
across Salt River,
River, near
Ariz .........................
Lehi, Ariz
across Two
Two Medicine
Medicine
for constructing,
constructing, across
Creek,
Blackfeet Indian
Indian ReserCreek, on Blackfeet
vation, Mont
Mont .....................
Cheyenne River,
for constructing, across Cheyenne
Indian Reservaon Cheyenne
Cheyenne River Indian
tion,
Dak
tion, S.
S. Dak......................
deficiency
appropriation
for
constructing,
deficiency appropriation for constructing,
Flathead River
River at Belton, Mont....
Mont
for,
Leavenworth,
River, Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
for, Missouri
Missouri River,
Kans . ..........................
construction
Alabama
construction of,
of, authorized across,
across, Alabama
River, Ala ......................
Arkansas River, Fort Gibson, Okla.....
Okla
Webbers Falls, Okla
Okla................
Webbers

18
18

196
417
417
422
429
335
510
510
1090
629
629
629
629

1852
1852

INDEX.

Bridges—Continued.
Page.
Bridges-Continued.
construction of,
of, authorized
authorized across,
across, Chattaconstruction
hoochee River, Ga ..............
370
Columbus, Ga ..................
1055
1055
Columbus,
105§
1055
West Point, Ga ..................
Choctawhatchee River, Fla............
Fla
358
Choctawhatchee
Columbia River, Oreg. and Wash
Wash .......
401
Columbia
Kennewick, Wash
Wash .........
533
Pasco to Kennewick,
Connecticut River ..............
360,391
Connecticut
...
Cumberland River, Tenn .........
282
Delaware
1055
1055
J .........
Pa. and N. I
Delaware River, Pa.
Philadelphia to Camden ...........
1101
Mich. 407
American Channel, Mich
Detroit River, American
to Canada...........................
Canada
1439
275
Flint River, Ga ........................
390
C.............
Great Pee Dee River, S. C
Hudson
River,
N.
Y
1108
Hudson River, N. Y ...............
Y.. .... 551
Lake Champlain,
Champlain, Vt. and N. Y......
1100
Croix, Wis
100
Wia................
Lake Saint Croix
1108
1108
11 ............
Little Calumet River, III
C
390
N. C...............
Lumber River, N.
Mahoning River, Ohio ..............
572
Minnesota, River, Minn
Minn ...............
291
Minnesota
Mississippi River, Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minn - 276
Saint Paul
1107
Saint
Paul, Minn
M
inn..............----.. 1107
Missouri
Mo... ...
574
Missouri River, Kansas City
City, Mo
574
355
South Dakota and Nebraska
Nebraska.........355
Nestucca River,'Oreg
River,'Oreg................
533
Newark Bay, N. J..................
J
277
Pearl River, Marion
Marion County, Miss......
Miss
391
Meeks Ferry, Miss...............
Miss
572
Meeks
Peedee River,
8. C
C ..............
.. 1102
River, S.
Pend Oreille River Metaline
Metaline to MetaPend
Wad.................
line Falls, Wai
162
Wash .....................
276
Usk, Wash
276
Pentwater River or Lake, Ma
593
Mich ......-.
Perdido River, Ala
Ala ....................
283
Pocomoke River, Md......
Md
352
Pocomoke
Rainy River, Minn. andand
Canada
Canada....... 276
Red River, Moncla,
Monde, La ................
352
Oklahoma
589, 597
Oklahoma and Texas .............. 589,597
324,529
Texas
......................
Texas and
and Oklakoma
276
Texas
Oklakoma ................
276
Red River of the North, Minn.
Minn. and
584
N. Dak ......................
947
North Dakota .......................
Rio Grande, Texas and Mexico
Mexico........ 1202
Rock River,
River Beloit, Wis
Wis............. 391,1355
Dixon,
948
Dixon Ill ...........................
Sabine River, Tex ...................
598
Saint John River, Madawaska, Me.,
Me., to
Edmondston, New Brunswick ......
161
Santee River, S. C
C .................
1102
Savannah
Savannah River, Augusta,
Augusta, Ga .........
275
Bailey's
437,1366
Hailey's Ferry ...............
437,1366
Savannah,
1366
Savannah, Ga
Ga ..................
1366
Snake River, Wash ....................
161
Blackmans Point, Ark
Sulphur River, Blackmans
Ark..
162
Miller
..............
Mill er County,
County, Ark
162
Susquehanna River, Falls, Pa ..........
282
Lacey
vile, Pa ..................
Laceyville,
385
Mocanaqua to Shickshinny,
Shickshinny, Pa .......
159
Mocanaqua
159
Pittston, Pa ...................
. 160
Salem to Wapwallopen,
Wapwallopen, Pa ..........
160
160
Tennessee
Tennessee River, Ala .................... 361
Tombigbee
River,
Mies
391
Tombigbee River, Miss .................
Tug Fork of Big Sandy
Sandy River, W. Va-...
Va
1108
Tug River, Ky. and W
W. Va.
Va ...........
287
Wabash River, Ind ..................
401
Waccamaw
C
404
Waccamaw River, N. C..............
Wateree River
River, S. C
Wateree
C............
... 1102
waters connecting
connecting Chincoteague
Chincoteague Island,
Va., and the mainland
mainland ............
365
Va.,
White River, Ark ...............
436,551
Withlacoochee River,
Withlacoochee
1100
River. Ga ...
.........
1100

i
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Page.
Bridges.-Continued.
Niagara River,
plans for, over Niagara
River, Buffalo,
N. Y., to be
be submitted
submitted by
by commission ..............................
400
time
Allegheny
time extended
extended for
for constructing,
constructing, Allegheny
1078
Pas ...............
River, Millvale, Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa ....................... 1078
Arkansas River, Broadway Street, Little
278
Ark ........................
Rock, Ark
Main Street, Little Rock,
Rock, Ark .......
279
Bayou Bartholomew,
589
Bartholomew, Wilmot, Ark .....
Columbia River, Oreg.
Or. and Wash
Wash ......
1101
Connecticut
529
Connecticut River, Springfield, Mass
Mass..
Flint River, Newton, Ga ..............
279
279
Hudson River, N. Y..................
Y
1101
Mississippi River,
Baton
Rouge,
La
161
River Baton
....
1077
Saint Louis, Mo
o.................... 1077
277,1100
Mobile Bay, etc., Ala ...........
Monongahela River, Wilson,
Wilson, Pa ........
1078
1078
Newark
Elizabeth to Bayonne,
Newark Bay,
Bay, Elizabeth
N. J
J.......................
1099
1099
North Branch of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, Pa
Pa. 1103
Ohio River, McKees
1079
McKees Rocks, Pa .........
Pearl River, Miss. and La
La...
354
.............
354
Roanoke River, Palmyra, N. C
502
C.........
Saint Louis River, Duluth, Minn
Minn.......
588
Susquehanna
1099
Susquehanna River, Harrisburg,
Harrmsburg Pa....
1099
Tennessee River, Chattaaooga,
Chattanooga, Tenn
Tenn...
292
Mo............. 275
White River, Fonsyth,
Forsyth, Ito
Bridges,
D. C.,
Bridges, D.
appropriation
construction and re
appropriation for construction
77, 487, 1117
pair ..................
77,487,1117
street bridges over railroads
ilroads or caca77, 487, 1117
nals .................... -.... 77,487,1117
for reconstructing
reconstructing trestle and bins, N
1117
Street NE ....................
1117
for highway, operating, etc......
etc..
77, 847, 1117
77,847,1117
repbeing
77
replacing fenders ..................
77
jurisdiction
District
jurisdiction transferred to District
Commissioners
Commissioners ................
1117
1117
for Anacostia, operating, etc ...... 77,847,1118
77, 847, 1118
Bridges,
N. (son),
Bridges, William
William N.
(son),
pension increased
1503
increased ......................
..
1503
Bridget, Emma (widow),
Bridgett,
(widow),
pension ................................
1486
Briks,
A. (widow),
Briles, Emma
Emma A.
(widow),
pension
..........................
1489
Brinkman.
.E. (daughter),
Brinmnan. Catherine
CatherineE.
pension increased........................
increased
1502
British and
and American Pecuniary
British
Pecuniary Claims,
Claims,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, arbitrating
arbitrating outstanding ..................
746,1212
746,1212
Britt,
Bnritt, James
James J.,
J.,
appropriation for contested election exexpenses............................
227
Britt,
T.,
Britt, James
James T.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for pay
pay to
to widow
widow
of
of..........................
Britton,
Britton, Hollie
Bollie (widow),
pension.
pension ................................
Britton, William S.,
Britton,
military record
record corrected
corrected
..............
Broadview, Ill.,
Broadview,
Ill.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for hospital construction, Public Health Service...
Service
transferred
Army medical supplies to be transferred
for use of ..........................
immediately acquired,
hospital at, to be immediately
etc.,
discharged soletc., for disabled discharged
soldiers,
diers, etc ..
......................
uncompleted hospital building and site, to
acquired immediately
be acquired
immediately..........
construction of, and auxiliary
auxiliary buildings
directed
directed.......................
appropriation available ..............
appropriation

1036
1624
1624
1464
1464
1163
1025
45
378
378
378
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Brock, Emma (widow),
(uidow),
Page.
Pagepension
pension. .............................
1583
Brockway,
Amanda
J.
S.
(widow),
Brockway, Amanda J. S. (widow),
pension .. .........................
1588
Broderick,
Broderick, Marcus,
pension ................................
1570
Broken Bow, Nebr
Nebr.,,
offices of register and receiver,
receiver, land offices,
offices,
consolidated ...------..................
consolidated
907
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Y:,
appropriation
office ..............
874
874
appropriation for post office
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for additional
naval hospital, construction
1030
construction....... 1030
at. ......................
terms of court at
395
Brooks, Ann (widow),
pension increased.....................
increased
1477
. 1477
Brooks County,
County, Ga.
Ga.,
bridge authorized'
authorized across Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee
River, by Lowndes
County and....
and... _ 1100
1100
Lowndes County
Brooks,.
Brooks, Henry,
pension
1493
................................ 1493
Corn,
Broom Corn,
appropriation
roveimproveappropriation for study of, and imp
1322
ment
244,,702,
702,1322
ment...................
Brothers,
Daniel D.,
Brothers, Daniel
D.,
1543
1543
pension
...................
pension........
Brown, Eliza
Eiza (mother),
(mother),
1602
pension increased
increased .....................
Brown,. Elizabeth
Elizabeth A. (widow),
Brown,
1613
pension ..........................
1613
pension.
Brown,. Emma E.
E. (daughter),
(daughter),
Brown,
1508
pension
pension..............................
Brown, Gertrude
Gertrude G. (widow),
................................ 1615
pension
Brown,.
Brown, Harriet
Harriet E.
E. (mother),
1613
pension
pension...............................
Brown, Howard
Howard and Company,
deficiency appropriation
of
appropriation for payment
payment of
Court of Claims findings to surviving
partner of
...
partner
of.......................
1161
James D. Seater,
Brown, James
JamesD., alias
alias James
Kester,
pension. ...............................
1550
pension
1550
Jennie J. (widow),
Brown, Jennie
pension
pension...
.
.................
1555
Brown,. Josephine
Brown,
Josephine (daughter),
pension increased
1479
pension
increased.....................
1479
Brown,
Lillian (daughter),
(daughter),
Brown, Lillian
1508
pension
1508
pension increased
increased....................
Brown, Mary S. (mother),
Broll,
1623
pension increased
increased .......
1623
...............
Brown, Rebecca
E. (tiidow),
(widow),
Rebecca E.
1510
151)
pension.........
.............
..
pension
Brown,.
i[. (widow),
(wcidoo),
Brown, Sarah
Sarah M.
1578
157
.......
pension .....................
Brown,. William L.,
Brown,
L.,
1543
1543
............
pension ...............
Browning, Mont.,
Browning,
Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for public school building;
admission of Indian children, Blackfeet Reservation
421
Reservation..................
block in, town site transferred
transferred to Glacier
Glacier
1237
County, for school purposes........
purposes
Browning,
in
Representatirein
J., late aaRepresentative
Browning, William J.,
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to widow
592
592
of .......................--------Brownle,e,
O.,
Paul0.,
Brownlee, Paul
1596
1596
pension_.
pension ...-.-........................Broyles
Broyles,.,John E. (son).
08
..
---................ 1508
pension
........
pension.
Brubaker,
(widow),
Brubaker, Leah A. (widowr.
194
5...
... 1594
............
increased.
pension increased
Bruce,
Bruce, A. A.,
A.,
1147
exchange
with................1.. 1147
exchange of lands with
1147
1147
mineral denosits
deposits reservted
reserved ..... ........

L. (daughter),
(daughter),
Bruce, Alma L.
Page.
Page.
pension increased
increased.................... 1520
1520
Bruce, Frank
Frank H.,
H.,
pension
pension increased
increased.........
..........
1609
Brundage,
Brundage, Columbus,
Columbus,
pension.
1600
pension .............................
1600
Brussels, Belgium,
Belgium,
appropriation for
International Bureau for
appropriation
for International
Publication of Customs Tariffs
Tariffs at.
at 743,1209
743, 1209
Publication
for Bureau for Repression
Repression of African
African
Trade at ................
744, 1210
Slave Trade
744,
for Bureau
Inteparliamentnry Union
Bureau of Interparliamentary
for Promoting International
International Arbitra..............
tion at.......
at
745,1212
745,1212
for acquiring
acquiring premises
premises for diplomatic,
etc., uses at ............
etc.,
....... 1214
limit of cost; subject to approval
approval of
of
commission
1214
.................
commission..
deficiency
appropriation for
for Bureau
Bureau of Indeficiency appropriation
terparhamentary Union for Promotterparliamentary
ing
Arbitration at....
at
International Arbitration
ing International

Bryan, Sarah
Sarah A. (widow),
pension increased
increased .....-...............
pension
Alice H. (widow),
Bryant, Alice
pension ..................
..........
pension
Charles W.,
W.,
Bryant, Charles

329
329

1516
1499

pension ................................
1599
1599
pension
Bryant, Joseph M.,
appropriation for services,
services, from funds
funds of
of
appropriation
Confederated Bands
Bands of Utes........
Utes
430
430
Confederated
Bryant
Bryant Street NE., D. C.,
appropriation
paving, east
east of North
North
appropriation for paving,
1116
1116
Capitol Street ....................
Bubonic
Plague,
Bubonic Plague,
appropriation
for prevention
prevention of epidemic
epidemic.. 175,
appropriation for
885,
1377
885,1377
deficiency
deficiency apprpriation
apprpriation for
for prevention
prevention of
of
epidemic ......................
508
epidemic
Buchanan,
Fannie M. (widow),
Buchanan, Fannie
pension
1605
pension ...........................
Buchanan
NW., D. C.,
Buchanan Street, NW.,
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Georgia
Georgia to Iowa
Iowa
appropriation for
Avenues. ......................
845
845
Avenues...
Bucharest,
Bucharest,
appropriation for acquiring
acquiring premies
premised for
for
appropriation
diplomatic,
uses at
at..
1214
1214
...........
etc., use
diplomatic, etc.,
limit of cost; subject
subject to approval
approval of
commission.
1214
commision....................... 1214
Buck,
Buck, Amanda E.
E. (widow),
pension...
1503
1
...........................
pension
Buck, Erastus
Erastus A.,
A.,
1567
pension
1557
pension............................
W.,
Sulliran W,
Buck, Sulliran
.1562
pension increased
increased ...........-.......1562
pension
Buckwheat,
Buckwheat, William, jr. (son),
pension
1490
1490
..--. pension...................
Budapest,
appropriation
for acquiring
for
premises for
acquiring premises
appropriation for
1214
diplomatic, etc.,
etc., uses
at
1214
usesat...........
diplomatic,
limit
subject to approval of
limit of cost; subject
1214
commission ...................
commission
Budd,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Budd, Huldah A.
pension...
1492
1492
.... .. .......--pension ...........
Buena Vista,
Vista, Fla.,
Fla.,
Buena
acquiring site
site for new
new crop
crop plants propacquiring
agation,
authorized .
730
at, authorized.
station at.
etc.. station
agation, etc.,
Buffalo, N. Y.,
Buffalo,
appropriation for
public building
building ......
164
164
for public
appropriation
commission
submit plans,
etc ,
plans, etc.,
to submit
created to
commilsion created
for
bridging
Niagara
River
to
for bridging Niagara River to
400
Canada
from
Canada from....................payment in full
Service
Air Service
Army Air
full from Army
payment
appropriations for
for Curtis-Elmwood
Curdle-Elmwood
appropriations
plant,
at
455
45
.............-..
plant, at.........
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Buffalo, N.
Y.--Continued.
Page
395
.
395
terms of court
court at..
at ....................
hearings,
causes, bankruptcy
bankruptcy
hearings, admiralty
admiralty causes,
roceedings, etc.,
proceedings,
etc., of
of western
western judicial
judicial

listrict at ........................district

395

Buffalo Public
Bridge Commission,
Buffalo
PublicBridge
Commission,
400
creation and
of
composition of.............
and composition
creation
plan for
bridging Niagara
Niagara River
River from
plan
for bridging
from
Buffalo,
N.
Y.,
to
Canada
to
be
Buffalo, N. Y., to Canada to be
devised,
400
400
etc., by
by................
devised, etc.,
authority
400
for hearings,
hearings, etc
etc ..............
authority for
to terminate
years
400
400
in two
two years...............
to
terminate in
Buffalo
Zinc Mining
Mining Company,
Company,
Buffalo River
River Zinc
payment to;
1455
1455
...............
to; condition
condition
payment
Buffaloes
American).
Buffaloes (see
(see Bison,
Bison, American).
"Buford," Army
Transport,
"Buford,
Army Transport,
d
961
authorized.....................
disposal
of, authorized
Building
Inspeerion,
nspection, .D.
D. C.,
Building I
Inspection,
appropriation for
69,
of-. 69,
etc., division
division of..
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
appropriation
838,1109
838,1109
vehicles used by elevator
elevator infor motor vehicles
spectors ................
74, 844, 1115
74,844,1115
spectors
inspection of elevators,
elevators, buildings,
buildings,
fees for inspection
etc., to
to be
be prescribed...............
prescribed
69
etc.,
schedules
posted, etc............etc
69
to be
be posted,
schedules to
deposit
of
receipts
69
69
..
deposit of receipts ..................
Building Materials,
Building
Materials,
appropriation
investigating fire
fire resisting
for investigating
appropriation for
properties of
of ...................
682,1301
properties
682,1301
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating
of
524
524
fire resisting qualities of...........
Buildings,
.D. C.,
C.,
Buildings, D.
creation of
Zoning Commission
to regulate
regulate
creation
of Zoning
Commission to
height, area, and use of...........
of
500
height,
500
statement of,
statement
of, rented
rented for Government
Government use
use
to
operating per
per square
to show cost
cost of
of operating
square
691
foot of
of space
space .....................
691
Buildings, D.
D. C.
C.,- Condemnation
of Dangerous,
Dangerous,
Buildings,
Condemnationof
appropriation
expenses of
.
74,
843, 1114
74,843,1114
for expenses
of .....
appropriation for
Buildings,
Condemnation of
Buildings,D.
D. C., Condemnation
of Insanitary,
Insanitary,
appropriation
expenses of
of board
board for....
for....
79,
79,
appropriation for
for expenses
849,1120
Buildings, D.
Buildings,
D. C.,
C., Government
GovernmentOwned,
Owned,
departments, etc.,
annually a
etc., to
to submit
submit annually
a
statement of location,
location, value, etc.,
etc.,
945
of, under
under jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof.
thereof...... 945
cost
care, maintenance, etc.,
etc., per
coat of care,
per square
square
foot
945
foot of floor
floor space.
space .................
945
Buildings for Embassies,
Buildings
Embasies, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
for purchase
purchase at
at designated
designated
appropriation for
cities; limit
of coot,
etc
1214
cities;
limit of
cost, etc..........
1214
commission
created to
consider purchase,
commission created
to consider
purchase,
etc
2114
etc....................
.......
2114
indebtedness of foreign governments
indebtedness
governments may
be credited for purchase price ....
1214
1214
giftsof,maybeaccepted
gifts
of, may be accepted bythe
by the President.
President
1215
Bulgaria,
Bulgaria,
appropriation for
1206
appropriation
for minister
minister to..
to........... 739,
739,1206
delive, etc.
held by
by Alien
Alien
delivery,
etc., of property
property held
periy Custodian
Custodian to
Government
Property
to Government
of, etc
979
etc ...........................
979
Bullard, Ann (widow),
Bullard,
(widow),
1487
pension .............................
1487
Bullion,
proclamation
canceling
proclamation
i
canceling license requirements for exporting..............
1760
Bullion
Coin,
Bullion and
and Coin,
appropriation for
on
651, 1272
appropriation
for freight
freight on...........
651,1272
Bumgarner, Elizabeth
Elizabeth M. A. (widow),
Bumgarner,
(widow),
pension
1594
pension.............................
1594
Bunger,
(daughter),
Bunger, Blanche
Blanche (daughter),
.............................
pension
1479
1479
Bunion, Thomas,
Thomas,
pension .
.......................
1616
1616

Page.
Buoyage,
Buoyage,
Page.
213,
926, 1416
1416
213,926,
appropriation for
for ..................
appropriation
516
deficiency
a
ropriation
for
deficiency appropriation for .
............
516
Burchett,
Burchett, Leo
Leo V..
1549
pension
increased..
pension increased........................
1
Burdick,
Ellen, (widow),
Burdick, Ellen
(widow),
11623
pension ..............................
623
Burdick, Martha
Martha A.
Burdick,
A. (widow),
(widow),
1562
pension .
.
1562
...............................
pension
Bureau of
American Republics
(see Pan
Bureau
of American
Republics (see
Pan
American
Bureau).
American Bureau).
Bureau of
Biological
Bureau
of Biological
Bioloical Survey
Survey (see
(see Biological
Survey Bureau,
Bureau, Department
of AgriAgriSurvey
Department of
culture).
culture).
Bureau
of Census
(see Census
Office, DepartBureau of
Census (see
Census Office,
Department
ment of
of Commerce).
Commerce).
Bureau of
of Chemistry
Chemistry (see
Bureau,
Bureau
(see Chemistry
Chemistry Bureau,
Department of
Agriculture).
Department
of Agriculture).
Bureau of:
Bureau
of Construction
Construction and
and Repair,
Repair, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
construction and
and repair
of
for construction
repair of
appropriation for
vessels
148,826
vessels......................
148,826
equipment supplies
149,826
equipment
supplies ................
149,826
repairs
to
"Kearsage"
or"
Kentucky".
827
827
repairs to "Kearsage" or " Kentucky".
repairs,
limitations
not
applicable....
149
149
repairs, limitations not applicable...
acceptance
Erie, Pa.,
naval
acceptance from
from Erie,
Pa., of
of naval
brig
827
brig "Niagara"
"Niagara"...................
827
clerical, etc.,
etc., services
clerical,
services ............... 149,827
149,827
for
for construction
construction plants
plants149,827
................ 149,827
for
the Navy
for construction,
construction, increaseof
increaseoftheNavy..
156,833
for
authorized submarines..............
submarines833
833
for authorized
for
Navy Department....
1285.
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc., Navy
Department.... 667,
667,1285
temporary employees; pay restricfor temporary
tion
667,1286
tion .......
..............
667,1286
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., may
from
draftsmen,
may be paid
paid from
"
Construction and
and Repair
Repair"....... 667,1286
667,1286
"Construction
deficiency appropriation
construction
deficiency
appropriation for
for construction
repair ..............
1185
and repair
61, 63,
63, 522,
522,1185
Navy
for construction plants,
plants, Navy..........
61
amount fordraftsmen,
for draftsmen, etc., in
in Department,
1919, increased
49
...............
. 49
limitation on expenditure
expenditure for
limitation
for draftsmen,
draftsmen,
etc.,
50
etc., increased
increased ....................
50
employees inallowances for classified employees
creased,
1920
334
creased, 1920 .....................
334
Bureau of
Crop Estimates
Crop Estimates
Bureau
of Crop
Estimates (see
(see Crop
Estimates
Bureau, Department
of Agriculture).
Departmentof
Agriculture).
Bureau
Bureau of Education
Education (see
(see Education Bureau,
Bureau,
Interior
Interior Department)
Department).:
Bureau of Efficiency (see Efficiency
Bureau
Efficiency Bureau).
Bureau of Engineering,
Bureau
Engineering, Navy
Navy (see also Bureau
Bureau
of Steam
Steam Engineering,
Engineering, Navy).
appropriation for
for clerks,
Deappropriation
clerks, etc.,
etc., Navy
Navy Department ...........................
1285
1285
for temporary
temporary force;
force; pay restriction
restriction..... 1285
1285
draftsmen may be paid from "Engineering," etc
etc...................... 1285
neering,"
1285
appropriation for engineerdeficiency appropriation
engineering .......................
1185, 1191
1185,
Engineering,
name of Bureau
Bureau of Steam Engineering,
changed to .......................
828
828
Shipping Bulletin to be published by.....
by
1028
1028
Bureau of Engraving
and Printing
Bureau
Engraving and
Printing (see
(see EnEngraving
graving and Printing
Printing Bureau,
Bureau, TreasDepartment).
ury Department).
Bureau of Entomology (see Entomology
Bureau
Entomology BuBureau, Department of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Bureau
of
Equipment,
Navy,
Bureau
Equipment, Nary,
deficiency appropriation for equipment
equipment of
of
vessels
vessels............................
1041
Bureau
Bureau of
of Fisheries
Fisheries (see
(see Fisheries
Bureau,
Fisheries Bureau,
Department of Commerce).
Commerce).
Bureau
Foreign and
Domestic Commerce
Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic
(see Foreign and Domestic Commerce
merce Bureau, Department of Commnrr+
merce).
-u-tU.

INDEX.
Bureau
Immigration Page.
Bureau of Immigration
Immigration (see Immigration
Bureau, Department
Department of Labor).
Bureau
of Indian
Bureau of
Indian Affairs (see Indian DepartDepartment).
Bureau
Interparliamentary Union
Bureau of Interparliamentary
Union for ProPromotion
motion of Arbitration
Arbitration (see Interparliamentary Union for Promoting Inliamentary
ternational Arbitration).
Arbitration).
ternational
Bureau
Investigation, Department
Bureau of Investwation,
Department of JusJusInvestigation Bureau, Detice (see Investigation
partment of Justice).
partment
Bureau of Lighthouses
Lighthouses BuBureau
Lighthouses (see Lighthouses
reau, Department
Commerce).
Department of Commerce).
Bureau
Bureau of Markets (see Markets
Markets Bureau, Department
Agriculture).
partment of
of Agriculture).
Bureau
and Surgery, Navy,
Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and
Navy,
appropriation for surgeons'
surgeons' necessaries
necessaries... 145,822
appropriation
clerical
services,
etc
clerical services, etc............... 145,823
for contingent......................
contingent
145,823
motor
vehicles, ambulances,
etc._
ambulances, etc....
146,823
motor vehicles,
care of insane on Pacific Coast......
Coast
146,823
146,823
dental outfits ...................
146,823
146,823
for transporting remains ..............
146,823
146,
823
for care, etc.,
etc., of hospital
hospital patients.....
patients
146,823
etc., Navy Department
Department_ ...._667,
667,1286
for clerks, etc.,
1286
for temporary employees;
employees; pay restriction
667,1286
tion..
....................
667,1286
deficiency
appropriation for surgeons'
deficiency appropriation
surgeons' nec49,3169
essaries ....................
49,1169
1185
for contingent ................
50, 1169, 1185
etc. ,of hospital patients.....
patients
50,
1030
50,1030
for care, etc.,
Bureau
Bureau, Interior
Interior
Bureau of Mines (see Mines Bureau,
Department).
Bureau
Naturalization (see Naturalization
Bureau of Naturalization
Naturalization
Bureau, Department of Labor).
Bureau,
Bureau
Department of ComBureau of Navigation,
Navigation, Department
Navigation Bureau, Demerce (see Navigation
partment of Commerce).
Commerce).
Bureau
Navigation, Navy,
Bureauof Navigation,
appropriation for
transportation and reappropriation
for transportation
cruiting ........
cruiting
................ 134,814
naval service records during World
States
War, to States....................
815
services of employees
employees preparing statefor services
ments, etc., in Department ........
815
815
for recreation
recreation for enlisted
enlisted men
men....... 134,815
for contingent
contingent ...................
134,815
for gunnery and engineering
exercises 135,815
engineering exercises.
for outfits on first enlistment;
Naval Reenlistment; Naval
serve Force uniform gratuity
815
gratuity..... 135, 815
for equipment instruments,
instruments, supplies,
etc ........................
135,816
for
lake surveys
surveys............ 135,816
135,816
for ocean
ocean and
and lake
California
136, 816
for training stations, California........
Rhode Island
Island..................... 136, 817
136,817
Great Lakes
136, 817
..................
Great
Helena, and Hampton Roads.
Roads. 137,817
137, 817
Saint Helena,
for summer schools for boys at two train817
ing stations ......................
817
for Naval Reserve Force ..............
Naval Militia made part of Naval Re817
serve Force ....................817
College
137,818
137,818
for Naval
Naval War College................
Home
137,818
137, 818
for Naval Home.................
for clerks, etc.,
Department-.. 664,1283
etc., Navy Department...
restriction. _664, 1283
for temporary
temporary force; pay restriction..
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for outfits on first
deficiency
enlistment
1029, 1185, 1190
1190
49, 61, 1029,
enlistment...--.--.. 49,
for
auxiliaries. ............
1041,1185
49, 1041,
1185
for naval
naval auxiliaries
for transportation
61,
..
transportation ..................
1029,
1029, 1041, 1168, 1185, 1190
1029,1029,1041,1168,1185,1190
for gunnery and engineering exercises...
exercises
63,
1041,1190
522, 1029,
1029,1041,1190
1029, 1041,
1041,1185,1190
for
for recruiting
recruiting ---.......1185, 1190
1029
for advertising.........................
advertising
1029
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Bureau
Navy-Continued.
Page
Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, Navy-Continued.
Page.
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for training stastations ..............................
1168
supplies .................
1185
for equipment
equipment supplies
1185
Reserve Force
Force .............
1185
for Naval Reserve
1185
for Naval Home
1185
Home ........................ 1185
Bureau
Ordnance,
Navy,
.Sureau of
of Ordnance, Navy,
appropriation
and ordnance
appropriation for
for ordnance
ordnance and
ordnance
stores
142, 819
stores............................
142,
819
clerical,
etc.,
services
clerical, etc., services .............. 142, 819
for smokeless
smokeless powder
powder..................... 142,819
for Naval Gun Factory,
Factory, Washington,
Washington,
for
C ..............................
D. C
142
for torpedoes
torpedoes and appliances
142
appliances ...........
for torpedo station, Newport, R. I.......
I
142
for experimental
experimental work,
work, projectiles,
projectiles, powder, etc .......................... 142,819
for contingent
142,819
contingent ....................... 142,819
for armor and
and armament,
armament, increase
increase of the
Navy
Navy..........................
156,833
for ammunition,
ammunition, increase
increase of the Navy...
Navy...
156
for
clerks, etc.,
etc., Navy
Navy Department..
Department.. _667,
667, 1286
1286
for clerks,
for temporary
temporary employees;
employees; pay
pay restricrestriction
667, 1286
tion.......
................
667,1286
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., may be paid from
draftsmen,
"Ordnance
ordnance stores,"
stores,"
"Ordnance and ordnance
667, 1286
etc ........................
667,1286
deficiency
ordnance and
and
appropriation for ordnance
deficiency appropriation
ordnance stores ...................
65,
ordnance
522,
1029, 1041,
1041, 1185,
1190
522, 1029,
1185, 1190
for Naval Gun Factory
522
522
Factory ...............
for torpedoes
1039. 1041
torpedoes and appliances ....... 1039,
for torpedo
torpedo station..
station
1041
..................
of Pensions
Pensions (see
(see Pension Office).
Office).
Bureau of
Bureau of Permanent
Arbitration
Bureau
Permanent Court
Court of Arbitration
(see International
International Bureau of Permanent Court of Arbitration).
Roads (see Public Roads
Bureau of Public
Public Roads
Bureau, Department
Department of Agriculture).
Bureau,
Agriculture).
Bureau of
Bureau of Shipping
Shipping (see American Bureau
Shipping).
Shipping).
ofSoils
Department
Bureau of
Soils (see Soils Bureau, Department
of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Standards Bureau,
Bureau,
Bureau of Standards
Standards (see Standards
Department of Commerce).
Commerce).
Department
Bureau
Engineering, Navy
Navy (see also
Bureau of Steam Engineering,
Engineering, Navy),
Bureau of Engineering,
Navy),
appropriation
for machinery, repais,
repairs, etc
149,827
827
etc. 149,
appropriationformachinery,
coast signal service;
service; radio shore
shore
stations ......................... 149,827
Office of Directorof
Director of Naval
Naval CommunicaCommunicaOffice
tions.........................
tions
149
149
equipment supplies ................ 149.827
clerical,
clerical, etc.,
etc., services ............... 150, 827
150
radio station, Otter
Otter Cliffs, Me.........
Me
150
150
limit for radio shore station
station sites ......
limit
name changed to"
Engineerto " Bureau
Bureau of Engineeri
ng ,'
828
ing"
.
..........................
828
for engineering
engineering experiment
experiment station....
station.... 150,
150,828
828
for Coast
Coast Guard cutters ................
150
for machinery,
machinery, increase
increase of the Navy..
156,833
Navy -. 156,
833
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc., Navy
Navy Department
Department ...... 666
for
temporary force;
force; pay
pay restriction.....
restriction
666
for temporary
666
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., may
may be paid from
"Engineerblg," etc................
etc
"Engineering,"
666
deficiency
appropriation for
for engineering
345,
345,
engineering...
deficiency appropriation
522, 1041, 1185,
1185, 1191
1191
522,1041,
Bureau
Nary,
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, Navy,
appropriation for pay of the Navy
Navy .....
146.824
appropriation
name of Pay Corps changed
changed to Supply
Supply
name
Corps .........................
147
147
allowances for death in the service
allowances
824
.....................
modified
824
modified
provisions; commutation
commutation of rations,
for provisions;
.t+.
147.
etc
147,825
-- - - 25
-- ---- -- ....
.......
v.... . ..
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ofSupplies and Accounts, Navy-Con.
BureauofSuppliesandAccounts,
Navy-Con. Page.
Page.
appropriation
maintenance......... 147,825
appropriation for maintenance
equipment supplies.
147, 825
825
supplies .............
credits allowed
allowed for losses
o1aes in
in disposal
disposal of
of
exces
825
excess stocks.......................
825
food inspection
inspection................... 148, 826
clerical, etc., services............
services
148. 826
employees in Department
Department on salvage,
employees
etc., of excess stocks,
stock', to be paid
proceeds thereof ..............
826
from proceeds
for freight
.
freight..... ...............
148, 826
826
for
fuel, transportation,
etc
148,826
forfuel,
transportation, etc..........
148,826
no charter lire
hire for Government
Government vessels ..........
..........
148, 826
826
for mining, etc.,
etc., coal in Alaska.....
Alaska
148,826
selection of coal areas .............. 148,826
purchasing from Government
Government coal
purchasing
D. C., notapplicabletoNavy..
notapplicableto Navy ._ 148
yard, D.C.,
yard,
,etc.
etc., Navy
Department... 667,1286
667,1286
for clerks,
Navy Department...
temporary employees;
employees;
pay rerefor temporary
667,
striction
....................
667, 1286
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay of the
Navy ................
..............
61,
63, 65, 522, 1039,
1041, 1044, 1169, 1185, 1190
1039,1041,1044,1169,1185,1190
freight
345,
1041, 1044, 1185,1191
for freight..........
345,1041,1044,1185,1191
for freight,
formes Marine
Marine Corps
freight, from former
appropriation
1169
appropriation
....................
1169
for fuel and transportation............
transportation
522,
1041, 1170, 1185, 1191
1041,1170,1185,1191
for maintenance
maintenance.. ......... 1041,1044,1185,1190
1041, 1044, 1185, 1190
for provisions
provisons...................... 1185,1190
1185,1190
limit for services
services of chemist,
chemists, etc., for 1921,
increased
increased .....................
1169
naval supply fund account established....
established
1169
unexpended balances
unexpended
balances for 1919-1920
1919-1920 to
transferred to.................
to
be transferred
1169
deficiencies for 1920, to be charged to...
deficiencies
to. _ 1169
transfer of value of all stores to..........
to
1169
1169
to be charged with cost of stores procured
and credited with value of issues or
sales .........................
. 1169
payment
payment authorized
authorized of claims for officers'
officers'
quarters prior to July 1, 1918......
1918
511
quarters
511
Bureau of
Bureau
o War Risk Insurance
Insurance (see War Risk
Insurance
Insurance Bureau, Treasury
Treasury Department).
ment).
Bureau of
Bureau
and Docks,
Navy,
of Yards and
Docks, Navy,
appropriation
maintenance ..........143,819
appropriation for maintenance
clerical,
services
143,
819
clerical, etc.,
etc., services..............
143, 819
purchase
purchase of passenger automobiles
automobiles
therefrom forbidden
forbidden ...............
143,
819
therefrom
143,819
motor vehicle operators ............
820
contingent ....................
for contingent
143. 820
for public works, designated
designated yards and
stations
stations................
.....
143, 820
for hospital,
hospital, Fort Lyon, Colo., etc......
etc
143
for Portsmouth,
N.
H
..............
Portsmouth,
143. 820
for New York, N. Y.,
storage
facilities;
Y.,
building ships,
820
for building
ships, etc
etc..............
820
water front improvements
820
improvements suspended
suspended..
820
for Philadelphia, Pa., dry dock, etc..
etc. _143, 820
for Naval
Naval Academy................
Academy
144,820
144, 820
for Washington,
P. C
820
Washington, D.
C ..................
for naval magazines
magazines .....................
144
144
Va., storage,
for Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va.,
storage, water front imirnprovements,
vements, etc ..................
820
for Charleston,
_ leston, S.. C
C.................... .
820
for Key West, Fla..................
Fla
820
820
for New Orleans, La ..................
820
exchange
station, South
exchange of lands radio station
Calif
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif................
821
acceptance of land from San Diego
acceptance
Diego.
Calif.,
Calif., for naval purposes
purposes.........
821
for Mare Island, Calif..................
Calif
821
for Puget
Wash................
Sound,
Wash
a ,Sound.
. .............
. ... 821

Bureau of
Thor& and
and Docks,
Docks, Navy-Contd.
Navy-Contd.
Bureau
of Yards

Page.
Page.

appropriation for Pearl
appropriation
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
electric power
etc
821
electric
power extensions,
extensions, etc......
821
exchange of part of
exchange
of Puuloa Rifle
Rifle
Range,
821
Range, Pearl Harbor
Harbor .............. 821
exchange of part of naval station,
exchange
821
Honolula, Hawaii
Hwaii ................
for fuel depots
depots ........................ 145,
145, 822
822
for Cavite, P. I., fuel oil storage........
storage
822
for Olongapo,
Olongapo, P.
I., pontoon ............. 822
P. I.,
construction of hospital at Olongapo..
Olongapo
822
for Puget Sound, Wash.,
822
Wash., magazine
magazine......
for Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii,
ammunition
Hawaii, ammunition
depot ........................
822
for Great Lakes naval training
training station,
station,
Ill.,
shore
protection,
etc..
822
Ill.,
protection, etc .........
Norfolk, Va., naval hospital........
hospital
822
for Norfolk,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pa., naval hospital....
822
for Philadelphia,
822
for San Diego, Calif.,
Calif., marine barracks...
822
822
Calif., naval fuel depotfor San Diego, Calif.,
depot. - 822
for submarine and destroyer base, Columbia River,
River, on site given
given by Astoria,
Astoria,

Ore................
.......
Calif., naval
stafor San Diego, Calif.,
naval training
training sta-

822
822

tion
822
tion...................
.
Va., operating
for Hampton Roads, Va.,
base
............................ 145,822
for repairs and preservation.
.
145,822
preservation ..........
for
clerks, etc., Navy Department....
667,1286
forclerks,
Department.... 667,
1286
for temporary employees;
employees; pay restriction
1287
tion.......................... 668,
668,1287
draftsmen, etc.,
authorized
668,1287
draftsmen,
etc., authorized........
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Naval AcedAcademy .........................
49
for maintenance...............
maintenance
511,1190
for Norfolk, Va.,
Va., dry dock .............
511
for Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, dry
511
dry dock
dock.....
511
for Port Royal,
Royal, S. C., Marine Corps sta..............................
tion
511
contingent. ............
for contingent
1029,
1169, 1185
1029,1169,1185
for temporary
temporary hospital
hospital construction,
construction, etc.,
Newport R. I., and Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
N. Y. 1029
for Portsmouth,
...............
Portsmouth, N. H
1030
for fuel depots..........................
depots
1030
1030

for Fort Lyon, Colo.,
Colo., naval hospital
1030
hospital.... 1030
for Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pa., public works
works.... 1169
for Mare Island, Calif.,
Calif., public
public works....
works
1169
1169
for Guam, naval station
............. 1169
amount
amount for classified employees, 1920, increased..
creased
334, 511
511
....................... 334,
technical services
services in Department,
Department, 1920,
increased.....................
increased
511
511
Bureaus,
Bureaus, Government,
of procuring
procurng stores, etc., from anfunds of,
. other, or department, to be subject
subject
to bureau,
613
bureau, etc.,
etc., furnishing the same.
same
613
available for two years . :.............
613
613
Burge, Isabel
Isabel (widow),
(widow),
pension ........................
1480
Burger, Michael,
Michael,
pension increased
1609
increased......................
Burger, Vasthena
(widow).
Burger,
Vasthena (widow),
pension increased
1499
increased......................
1499
Burgess, Albert
Albert C.,
Burgess,
C.,
................ 1464
payment to, for injuries
Burgess, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow).
pension .....
1510
..................... 1510
Burgess, Sarah
Burgess,
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
(widow).
pension ...............
1496
.................
1496
Burk, George
Burk,
George W.,
W.,
pension ....................
1503
............
1503
Burkdoll, Ray W.,
Burkdoll,
W.,
pension increased
increased ....................
1601
Burke,
Burke, Alice
Alice M. (widow),
(widow),
Tension
a IC
pension
1615
r.-.- r .........
........
.............
iU.s,

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Page.
Burke, Anna (mother), '
pension
1611
.
1611
pension .......................
Burke,
Catherine (mother),
(mother),
Burke, Catherine
pension
1613
. 1613
................
pension ..............
Burke,
Burke, Delos,
pension ................
1556
1556
..........
Burke,
Elizabeth A.
A. (widow),
(widow,.
Burke, Elizabeth
pension .
1484
........................
Burke, Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow).
pension ..........................
1545
1545
Burke,
Burke, William W.,
pension
1614
1614
increased...................-.
pension increased
Burkett,
E. (widow),
Burkett, Sarah
Sarah E.
pension................. .......... 1495
Barlett,
pension
Amami;
ow)..
Amanda (Wid
(widow),
Burlett,
pension
1488
pension .............................
Burnett, John
L., late
Representative in
in
late aa Representative
John L.,
Burnett,
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to widow
of ....-.......-............
.58- 58Burnham,
Ill. ,
Burnham, Ill.,
Calumet
authorized across Little Calumet
bridge authorized
River at ...................
. 1108
Burns, David
Burns,
Da.id(father),
(father),
'
pension increased...................
increased
1621
1621
pension
Burns, James
Burns,
James P.,
P.,
1596
..-.................
.....
pension ...
Burress,
P.,
Burress, Lucius
Lucius P.,
pension
1596
1596
............
pension .............
Burns, Ruth A. (widow),
Burris,
pension..
1561
........-........-.
pension.........
Burroughs,
Burrouh.,,James
James R.,
B.,
pension .............
1597
1597
.......-..--..
Bums,
(daughter),
Burrus, Nellie G. (daughter),
............ 1563
pension increased
1563
increased.........Burton,
Jane (widow),
Burton, Jane
. 1509
pension
.....................
pension.......:
.Bush,
Bush, John,
John,
pension increased
1515
...- 1515
pension
increased..........-.......
Butcher, Harvey R.,
R.,
1471
.......................
reimbursement
to
reimbursement
Butler
Butler Building, D. C.,
appropriation
874
facilities.......
appropriation for lighting facilities
Butler,
Butler, Edith
Edith (widow),
1498
pension ................................
Buda-, James
Butler,
James J.,

pension
1474
4
pension...........................147.....
Butttr,
Howell (widow),
Margaret IHowell
Butler, Margaret
pension
1598
pension ................................
Butler,
R. (uidowi.
(widow).
Mary R.
Butler, Mary
pension
1594
increased.................... 1594
pension increased
Butter,
Butter,
appropriation for
for inspecting
manufacture
inspecting manufacture
appropriation
of renovated,
renovated, etc
1319
etc.......... 240, 699, 1319
of
for
certifying condifor investigating
investigating and certifying
tion, etc.,
etc., of interstate shipments
of
26,5,
1342
265, 724, 1342
....................
of
Button
Button,s Rhoda (widow),
1509
pension
pension -..........................----.
Byerly, Jesse
Byerly.
Jesse (son),
(son),
pennon increased
..
1485
increased.......................
pension
C.

C Street NW.,
NW, D. C.,
appropriation for
for paving, Twelfth Street
Street
appropriation
to Ohio Avenue
Avenue................. 845
for repaving
repaving. Thirteen-and-a-half
Thirteen-and-ahalf to Four1116
1116
teenth Streets ....-..............
Cabinet National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
Cabinet
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of
248,
appropriation
707,1326
Cable Cars,
Cars, etc., Postal
PostalService,
Seraice,
Cable
appropriation for mail transportation by 580,1153
appropriation
580
allowance
allowance for unusual
unusual conditions,
conditions, etc.
etc580
0

44282°—voi,
2-30
44282 -voL 41—r
41-PT 2-30
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Cable,
Systems (see Telegraph
Telegraph and TeleTeIe- Page.
Cable, etc., Systems
phone Systems).
Systems).
phone
Cable Facilities,
Facilities, International,
International,
to be
be considered,
considered, etc.,
etc., by International
International
Communication Conference........
Conference
367
Communication
Cabs, Hacks, etc., D. C.,
loitering in front of hotels, etc.,
etc., prohibited
prohibited.
104
penalty
for
104
........................
penalty for
Cache National
Forest, Utah and
and Idaho,
NationalForest,
Cache
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
of
248,
appropriation
707,1326
707,1326
Cadets (see also Military
Academy),
Military Academy),
Cadets
appropriation for pay ....................
538
appropriation
538
ration allowance
allowance increased
increased for 1921..
1921
538
credit allowed
allowed for clothing,
clothing, equip538
due
balance due...........
ment, etc., balance
course of instruction
instruction extended
extended to four
548
..........................
years
persons nominated
nominated to fill
fill vacancies under
under
former course,
course, may be appointed
appointed
former
548
while cadet retained ..............
year. 548
cadets may
may elect to prolong, for one year
54fi
not so electing
electing to graduate
graduate with
548
present
present class ......................
Cain, Sarah
(widow),
Cain,
Sarah(widow),
pension
1508
increased............................
pension increased
Cairo, Egypt,
Egypt,
Cairo,
appropriation for agent
agent and
and consul
consul general
general
appropriation
at
740,1206
at............................
Cairo, Ill.,
Cairo,
appropriation
repairs, marine
marine hospital.. 1368
for repairs,
appropriation for
Caldwell, Isaac
IsaacD.,
Calwell,
1554
pension.
pension ...........................
Caldwell, James if.,
Cadwell,
J.,
1604
pension ...................
.....
Caledonia, N. Dak.,
Caledonia,
bridge
authorized across Red River of the
bridge authorized
584
North by Shelly,
Shelly, Minn.,
Minn. and.......
and
Calexico National
Calexico
National Bank, Calif.,
Cal(.,
a2propriation
for refund
refund to.............
to
1424
appropriation for
CaMoup,
Margaret J.
.T. (widow),
(widow),
Calhoun, Margaret
1593
......................
pension
increased..
pension increased
California,
California,
appropriation
general, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation for surveyor general,
etc
673, 1292
673,1292
etc........................
support, etc., of Indians
Indians in...
in... 12,
417, 1234
12,417,1234
for support,
12,417, 1234
for lands, etc.,
etc., for
homeless Indians.
Indians.12,417,
1234
forhomelee
forlands,
miscellaneous Indian irrigation
irrigation profor miscellaneous
1226
jects in ......................
for naval training
traini' n,gstation ............
136,816
for
136,816
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for naval
naval training
deficiency
station ........................
1168
station
for support of Indians
Indians in ............. 1186
cession by, of exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
Yosemite,
Sequoia, and General
General
Yosemite, Sequoia,
National Parks ...............
731
Grant National
rights, etc.,
etc., reserved
reserved
731
.................
.
establishing aids of navigation in, authorauthor....
ized
1059
ized....-................
g
old, etc.,
etc. mining
mining leases
leases allowed
allowed of
of unalgold,
of
withdrawn mineral lands of
lotted withdrawn
Indian reservations
in
31
31
Indian
reservations in............
Imperial
examination. etc.,
etc., to
Imperial Valley lands, examination.
be made for additional
additional irrigation
irrigation of.
of.
600
Inyo National
National Forest,
Forest, Nev.,
Nev., and,
and, area
area di1744
mini'
slied .....................
1744
minished
lands in
in Klamath
Lake Bird Reserve
Reserve
Klamath Lake
opened to
etc.... 627
homestead entry, etc
opened
to homestead
18)4
Modoc National
National Forest, area enlarged ....
184)4
Modoc
etc., to Los Angeles,
Angeles, for power
right of way, etc.,
plant, through
through specified counties,
983
... ......
etc..............etc
Tahoe National
National Forest, Nev.,
Nev., and,
and, area diTahoe
minished .....-................
1755
Trinity National Forest, area diminished
1803
diminished.. 1803
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A
-.
-z mue a.. Artillery -u..y.-onn
Knox, Ky.—Continued.
anp
Camp
expenditures
Knox,
authorized at
Field Artillery
at Field
authorized
expenditures
training
center, for real estate; site
training center,
454
..............
restriction
restriction.
for general
general construction
construction work
454
work.......--for
454
for Dixie
Highway..............-Dixie Highway
for
454
for
plumbing, etc
etc......................
for plumbing,
Camp
Wa.,
W*np Lewis,
Lewi, Wash.,
ed
dispos
return of
of lands
lands taken
for, to dispossessed
taken for,
return
Nisqually Indians,
28
authorized......
Indians, authorized
Nisqually
Camp
Normoyk, Tea.,
Tex. '
Normoyle,
namp
expenditures
rd ffor shops, real
authoo
expenditures authorized
estate, etc.,
etc., Motor
Transport School
Motor Transport
estate,
-at
454
---................--at.......-------Camp
Zachary Taylor,
Taylor, Ky.,
Ky.,
7ampZac.arcl
appropriation for
950
Artillery school at
Field Artillery
for Field
appropriation
Call,
(daughter),
Bnma (dauhter),
Call, Emma
at, forbidden
ex'tures
construction at,
forbidden
454
for construction
expenditures
1489
'.
.......
----..........
pension-...---...
pension
sale
of real
estate and
buildings directed;
directed;
and buildings
real estate
safe of
time
Je s
Callahan,.
restriction.................. 454
Callahnm, Jesse
time restriction
1597
1597 Campbell,
increased .....................
P.,
pension increased
ampbel.l, John F.,
1537
pension increased
increased ................--.
1537
pension
Street NE., D. C.,
Callan
C..,
CallanStreet
.
appropriation for
for pving,
paving, Sixth to
Camphor
Seventh
to Seventh
Thrip,
Camphor Thrip,
. appropriation
845
appropriation for
for study,
methods of
845
etc., methods
study, etc.,
Streets...
appropriation
Streets ......................
eradicating
256,715
256, 71
•
.........
eradicating ....--..
Camden,
Me.,
Camden, Me.
Campion,
Michael F.,
7ampion, Michael
preliminaiy
examination, etc., of harbor,
preliminary examination,
to ..........-......homestead patent
patent to
1434
101 homestead
to
be made...................--made
1010
to-be
Campo
Calif.,
Ageny, Calif.,
7ampo Agency,
Camden, N.
Camden,
N. J.,
J.,
Indians
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
for support,
appropriation for
bridge authorized
authorized across
River
Delaare River
acrss Delaware
bridge
434
---.........-at
at............
to...*....... 1101
Philadelphia to
from Philadelphia
Camps
of
Instruction,
National
Guard,
7amps of Instruction, National Guard,
Humphreys, Va.,
A. Humphreys,
A. A.
Camp A.
........-appropriation
126,972
expenses
for expenses
-appropriation for
completion
bungalow quarters, etc.,.auetc., auof bungalow
completion of
Force
Rerve Force
Camps
of Instruction,
Instruction, Naval
Naval Reserve
Camps of
thorized
appropriations
thorized from Army appropriations
(see
Instruction Camps, etc.).
etc.).
(see Instruction
for
•292
for 1919 .....................
Camps
or Cantonments,
Cantonments,
Camps or
maintenance
expenses allowed for curmaintenance expenses
no
part of
appropriations to purof Army appropriations
no part
293
..................-rent year ...
chase real
etc ...........
128
for, etc
estate for,
real estate
chase
expenditure authorized
authorized for real estate at
expenditure
exception
to those
to
prior to
use prior
in use
those in
as to
exception as
454
Engineer
Engineer Corps training camp ....
November
128
November 11, 1918 ............
Camp Alfred
J.,
Alfred Vail, N. I.,
Camp
128
purposes..
industrial plants
for war purposes_
plants for
industrial
appropriation
office of Chief Signal
appropriation for office
construction •
under construction
incurred obligations
obligations under
incurred
Officer, etc
952
........
...
etc ...
Officer,
contracts
contracts for, prior to approval of
expenditures authorized
authorized for real estate,
expenditures
278
tobe
Army
Act, to
be paid..
paid
278
appropriation Act,
Army appropriation
Signal
454
Corps camp at ...........
Signal Corps
Canada,
Canada,
Camp and Garrison
Army,
Equipage,Army,
GarrisonEquipage,
Camp
marking
appropriation for
for surveying
surveying and
and marking
appropriation
appropriation for
for...................... 117,961
appropriation
743, 1210
line between
between Alaska
743,
1210
and ......
Alaska and
line
Ga.,
Benning, Ga.,
Camp Banning,
for
boundary line
between
line between
marking boundary
for marking
950
appropriation for Infantry School at......
at
..
950
appropriation
743,1210
United
and
743, 1210
States and..............
United States
School. ...... 963
963
buildings for Infantry School
for buildings
deficiency
appropriation for marking
deficiency appropriation
expenditure
authorized for real estate....
estate.
453
expenditure authorized
boundary line
Alaska and
Canada
and Canada
line Alaska
boundary
453
for buildings and railroad .............
1187
and United
States and .............
United States
and
substitution of Infantry
Infantry School, for Infansubstitution
etc.,,
plans,
to
submit
commission
created
etc
commission created
453
try
Okla
453
try School
School of Arms, Fort Sill, Okla..
from
for
bridging Niagara
Niagara River
River from
for bridging
N. C.,
Brag, N.
Camp Bragg,
400
Buffalo,
Y., to
to ................
N. Y.,
Buffalo, N.
appropriation
for Field Artillery instrucappropriation for
construction
Detroit River,
of bridge across Detroit
95(
construction of
tion
950
..................
tion........
Detroit, Mich.,
consent
subject to consent
Mich., subject
Detroit,
expenditures
authorized at Field Artillery
Artillery
expenditures authorized
of
1439
.........................
of
training center, for purchase
purchase of real
training
Saint John
John River,
River, Madawaska,
Madawaska, Me.,
Me., to
454
Saint
45
estate .......................Edmundston,
Brunswick by
Edmundston, New Brunswick
45
454
for buildings,
buil, etc .....................
Maine
condition ..............
161
161
and; condition
Maine and;
Va.,
Eustis, V
a.,
Camp Eustis,
may bridge Rainy River,
Minnesota and,
and, may
Minnesota
expenditure authorized
authorized for real estate for
expenditure
45
Rainy River,
Spooner, Minn.,
Minn., to Rainy
454
Spooner,
Coast Artillery at ................
276
Ontario..........................
Ontario
expenditures for Field Artillery training
expenditures
45
454
Canadian
Waters Commission,
CanadianBoundary Waters
center, forbidden
forbidden..................
expenses.747,1212
appropriation for
salaries and
1212
and expenses.747,
for salaries
appropriation
sale of real estate, buildings, etc.; time
45
454 Canal
Canal Transportation,
...................
Transportation,
restriction.
restriction
Government owned
etc., for, transboats, etc.,
owned boats,
Government
Ga.,
Camp
Gordon, Ga.,
CampGordon,
45
453ferred
Secretary of War for operaferred to Secretary
expenditure for construction at, forbidden.
forbidden.
expenditure
458
tion, etc......
etc
.................
tion,
real estate and buildings at, disale of real
45
Canal
rected; time restriction
restriction ............
453
Canal Wall, D. C.,
rected;
appropriation
for
reconstructing
844
844
appropriation for reconstructing .........
Holabird, Md.,
Camp Holabird,
expenditures
authorized for real estate,
Canal Zone (see also
Canal),
also Panama Canal),
Canal
expenditures authorized
968
care...- 122,
appropriation for
for Army
Army hospital
122,968
at.......... 4454
hospital care....
Motor Transport school at
appropriation
612
Field......
for aviation
France Field
Camp
station, France
aviation station,
for
Ky.,
Camp Knox,
Knox, Ky.,
95
for
relief and
and protection
American
at. 950
appropriation
protection of American
for relief
appropriation for Field Artillery School at
9
-----.--749. 1216
Artiller
seamen in
749,1216
for Field Artillery
......------------in .....-950
seamen
for
-------------- instruction
------------------

California
Dibris Cormmision,
Commission,
Page.
CaliforniaDbris
appropriation
for expense.........
expenses
189,
901, 1391
189,901,1391
appropriation for
California
Calif,
Forest, Calf.,
NationalForest,
CaforniaNational
appropriation for
for maintenance,
2486,
of... 24,
etc., of.
maintenance, etc.,
aprproiation
707,1326
707,1328
California Northern
Judicial Ditd,
District,
Northem Judial
Caifornia
731
Yosemite Park
Park attached
attached to
to...: .- ......
Yosemite
ted
733
commissioner for, to be appointed
California
2,
Jttiatw=
Southern Judicial
California Southern
Parki attached
Sequoia
and General Grant Parka
attached
Sequoia and
31
7731
- ---.
--ttoo. ..... . ..-- .-.-.-- - -. -commissioner
for,
to
be
appointed,
etc
733
etc.
appointed,
be
to
for,
commissioner
California Street,
Street, NW,
C.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
Caifornia
appropriation for
for paving, Phelps Place to
appropriation
845
...........
Twenty-third
Twenty-third Street..

~9I
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Canal Zane-Continued.
Page.
Canal
Zone-Continued.
relief and
and proprodeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for relief
tection of American
American seamen in.....
in
43
jurisdiction of district courts in actions
actions for
for
death on the high seas, not applicable
applicable
navigable waters of
to navigable
of............
538
liquors prohibited to be imported,
imported. manufactured, sold, etc.,
etc., in
factured,
in..............
322
except for sacramental, medicinal, etc
etc.,,
purposes ........................
purposes.
322
regulation of, by the President........
President
322
forfeiture, etc.
etc.,'for violations
violations ..........
322
transit through, allowed ............. -322
punishment
violations .............
punishment for violations
322
for
322
for prior
prior offenses..
offenses ....................
322
tract of land, Cristobal, re-leased
re-leased from reservation...........................
ervation
948
948
sale by Panama Railroad Company, authorized .......................
948
Canals, etc.,
Canals,
appropriation
operating boats, barges,
barges, .
appropriation for
for operating
etc., on, in pursuance
pursuance of
etc.,
of TransporTransportation Act, etc
etc...............
. 1392
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for operating
transportation
1026
transportation facilities on
on.......
--Canals, New
Nork,
Canals,
York,
appropriation
of navigable
survey of
navigable
appropriation for
for survey
waters in system, of.........
of
188, 901, 1391
188,901,1391
operation of New York
York State Barge Canal
Canal
operation
by Secretary
cease, etc..
etc_ 1149
Secretary of War, to cease,
Canandaigua, N. F.,
Canandaigua,
Y.,
terms of court at .
.
.................-.
395
Elizabeth Dorothy
Canavey, Elizabeth
Dorothy (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1545
pension ...........................
1545
Canavey, Mary (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1545
pension..---.......-------------..-...
Canceling Machines,
Machines, Postal
Canceling
PostalService,
appropriation
appropriation for rental,
rental, purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc.,
of...-..-........-......
of
582,1155
...-.
582,1155
582,1155
for pay
pay,, etc., traveling mechanicians. 582,1155
Candee,
(widow),
Candee, Katherine
KatherineF.. (widow),
1539
pension increased ....................
1599
Cane,
Cane, Sugar,
Sugar,
appropriation for investigating,
appropriation
investigating, culture,
diseases, etc.,
etc., of; sirup, by products,
etc ...............................
244
Districts,
Cane Sugar
Sugar Districts,
appropriation
appropriation for
for cooperative
cooperative experitaents,
experiments,
etc., in live stock production
production in..
etc.,
in.... 268,
i28,
1345
728,1345
Canfield,
Ulyssis, S. G.,
Canfield, Ulysesi,
pension .................................
1474
pension
Cannon,
Cannon, Belle (widow),
(widow),
pension .
1612
1612
..........................
Cannon, Clarence
A,
Cannon,
ClarenceA,
to prepare
prepare supplement to Hinds'
Hinds' Preceof the House of Representadents of
1181
tives, with index digest, etc ......
Canton,China,
Canton,China,
appropriation for
acquiring premises
premises for
for
for acquiring
appropriation
consulate uses at ................
1214
1214
consulate
jimit of cost; subject to
approval of
limit
to approval
of
commission
commission...................... 1214
1214
Canton,
(widow),
Canton, Mary
Mary M. (widow),
1538
pension ...........................
Canton.
Dak.,
Canton. S. Dak.,
appropriation
appropriation for asylum
asylum for insane Ind
ia.nq
26, 429, 1244
26,429,1244
dians........................
Cantonment
Agency, Okla.,
Cantonment Agency,
appropriation
etc., of Indian.;
Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
at
434
at.............................
31, 434
Canyon
Canyon Diablo
Diablo River,
River,
appropriation
approaches to bridge,
for approaches
appropriation for
Indian Agency,
11,
near Leupp
Leupp Indian
Agency, Ariz....
Ariz...
417.1233
417,1233

1859
1859

Cape
Page.
Cape Charles,Va.,
Charles,Va.,
appropriation for
station, water
water
appropriation
for quarantine
quarantine station,
supply
167
supply........................
167
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
quarantine stadeficiency
for quarantine
staconstruction1163
tion, construction..................
1163
for
for quarantine
quarantine station, wharf, breakwater, etc .......................
330
. 330
Cape
Union of South Africa).
Africa).
Cape Colony (see Union
Cape
Cape Fear,
Fear, N. C.,
appropriation for quarantine station
station .......
875
appropriation
875
wharf .......... 1368
1368
for quarantine
quarantine station, wharf
Cape May,
Cape
May, N.
N. J.,
J.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for hospital for
for
deficiency
discharged
disabled soldiers, etc., at.
discharged disabled
508
Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, Morocco,
appropriation
annual contribution..
contribution- 742,1208
appropriation for annual
742, 1208
Vinctnt, N.Y.,
•
Cape Vincent,
N. F.,
appropriation
etc.,fish hatchery.
appropriation for repairs,
repairs,etc.,fish
220
Capetovm, Africa,
Capetown,
appropriation
hospital....... 749,
1216
appropriation for foreign hospital.......
749,1216
Capital Issues Committee,
Capital
proclamation terminating
terminating .................
proclamation
1768
unexpended
appropriation for,
unexpended balances of appropriation
covered in ......................
233
233
Capital
CapitalStock,
Stock, Railroad,
Railroad,
issue of, hereafter,
hereafter, unlawful unless authorized by Interstate
Commerce ComComized
Interstate Commerce
mission .
494
--...................... 494
CapitanGrande
Capitan
Agency, Calyl,
Grande Agency,
Calif.,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
at...........................
at
. 1247
1247

Capitol,

appropriation
etc
.. 193,907,1396
193, 907, 1396
appropriation for repairs, etc.......
for cleaning
cleaning works of art, etc....
etc.... 193,907,
193, 907, 1396
1396
194, 907
for restoring floors ..................
194,907
etc., of grounds.........
grounds
1396
for care, etc.,
194, 907, 1396
Maltby Building,
for repairs to stables, Maltby
etc
907, 1397
etc............................
907,1397
repairs, etc., Senate
Senate kitchens and
for repairs,
restaurants, etc
etc .................
939
restaurants,
226, 939
decorations, corridors
corridors of Senfor restoring
restoring decorations,
wing ...........
ate wing
..............
226
protection of. 226, 939, 1426
1426
for additional
additional police protection
for trees, etc., grounds of ......... 187, 899,
1387
899,1387
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs, etc...
deficiency
etc...
50,
66, 513, 1171
revising plans, etc., of extending
for revising
extending
building
56
building...........................
56
for Senate
Senate kitchens and
and restaurants.
restaurants. 57,
57, 519,592
519, 592
for subway to Senate and House
House Office
Office
57
Buildings ......................
57
for care, etc.,
etc., of grounds.............
grounds
1039, 1171
1039,
Capitol Building and Grounds,
Grounds, Superintendent
Superintendent
Capitol
also Architect
Architect of the
the Capitol),
of (see also
Capitol),
appropriation
clerks, etc..
672
appropriation for, engineers, clerks,
etc...- 672
for restoring
restoring decoration
decoration of walls of corridors of Senate
Senate wing, under..-......
under
226
226
engineers, etc., House of RepresentaRepresentafor engineers,
tives
635
tives
.......................
635
for elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors, House of Representatives .....................
635
635
for engineers,
engineers, etc., Senate
633
Senate. ..............
633
elevator conductors, Senate Office
for elevator
Office
Building
Building....
....................
633
for repairs, etc., Court
Court of Claims building,
under907
under......
..................
. 907
repairs, etc.,
for repairs,
etc., Courthouse, D.C., under.
under_
907
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
revising plans,
appropriation for revising
etc., for extension
extension of the Capitol__
etc.,
CapitoL....
56
Army equipment
Army
equipment to be transferred
transferred to,
charge .................
1035
without charge.
1035
title of, changed
changed to Architect
Architect of the Capitol.
Capitol. 1291
to serve on Zoning
Zoning Commission
Commission ..........
500
500

1860
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Capitol
Page.
Police,
CapitolPolice,
appropriation
lieutenants,
captain, lieutenants,
for captain,
appropriation for
privates.,
633,1254
633,1254
........
etc .......
privates, etc
for
......... 634,1254
expenses.....
contingent expenses
for contingent
for
for
939, 1426
939,1426
for uniforms
uniforms for................-for
additional force
939, 1426
. 939,1426
force................
for additional
salaries
for December,
December, 1919,
1919, to
paid on
on
to be
be paid
salaries for
day of
adjournment for
for holiday
holiday
of adjournment
day
recess
368
..............-----recess.........
369
December 20 ..................
December
for December,
1920, to
to be
be paid
December
paid December
for
December, 1920,
1081
........- - 1081
.....-20.......
Capitol Power
Power Plant,
Plant,
Capitol
appropriation
939,1427
226,939,1427
for maintenance
maintenance..... 226,
appropriation for
for
repairs
939
939
for repairs....-....--...............
for
fuel,
oil,
etc
226,
939,
1427
.. 226,939,1427
..........
for fuel, oil, etc .
for
additional
police
protection
226,939,1426
for additional police protection.. 226,939,1426
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance..
maintenance.. 345,
deficiency
523,
1035, 1185, 1191
523,1035,1186,1191
for fuel,
fuel, oil,
519
etc....................
oil, etc
for
reimbursement for
for current
supplied by,
to
by, to
current supplied
reimbursement
be
credited to appropriations
appropriations therebe credited
for
• 227,940,1427
227, 940, 1427
for ...................
Project.
Captain
Irrigation Project.
Wash Irriation
Captain Tom Wash
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of ... 3,408
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Car
Fares, D.
D. C.,
Car Fares,
purchase
District offiials..........
officials
74,843
for District
of, for
purchase of,
Car
Transportation Act, 1920),
also Transprtation
Serie (see also
CarS'errice
provisions regulating
regulating use, etc., of, in interprovisions
.
state commerce
476
commerce ..............--...
state
distribution of
etc
476
cars, etc...........
of coal cars,
distribution
for emergency
emergency conditions..............
conditions
476
for
priority
traffic
permits,
etc
477
477
etc...........
priority traffic permits,
preferences in
in time of war............
war
477
preferences
disposition of traffic
traffic carrier
carrier can not
disposition
477
handle
...............
handle ........
477
designation
to execute...
.
477
execute ........
of agents
agents to
designation of
penalty
refusal to
orders,
with orders,
to comply
comply with
for refusal
penalty for
477
etc
etc.........................---police
States over
over intrastate
intrastate
of States
powers of
police powers
businees not
477
affected................
not affected
business
Carey Act,
Act,
Carey
entryraen
under, of
from
restored from
of lands restored
entrymen under,
State
segregation given preference
preference
State segregation
• for
homestead, etc.,
thereof
407
407
etc., entry
entry.thereof..
for homestead,
407
bona
required......
residence, etc.. required
bona fide residence,
credit
of residence,
residence, etc.,
etc., on
allowed of
credit allowed
408
...............
entry........
former entry
period for
for reclaiming
to begin
under, to
lands under,
reclaiming lands
period
with
acceptance
of
application
for
application
with acceptance
1085
segregation ........................
segregation
restoration
authorized
to public domain authorized
restoration to
if no
no construction
work in
in three
if
construction work
years,
thereof .........
1085
extension thereof
years, or extension
discretionary restoration
restoration to public dodiscretionary
1085
failure to irrigate, etc.......
etc
main on failure
segregation
of certain
certain lands
Oregon,
lands by
by Oregon,
segregation of
under, continued
continued ...............
987
under,
Carey,
A.,
CharlesA.,
Carey, Charles
............. 1450
payment
to, for
for injuries ..payment to,
Carey,
(widow),
Josephine (widow),
Carey, Josephine
. 1595
pension
.................
pension .......
Carey,
(widow),
I. (widow),
Mary I.
Carey, Mary
pension ..............................
1564
1564
penion
Cargo Vessels,
Cargo
provisions for
carrying limited number
number of
for carrying
provisions
passengers on ....................
.
998
restrictions
998
etc ......................
restrictions etc
Caribbean
Sea,
CaribbeanSea,
appropriation for
for Weather
Service exWeather Service
appropriation
penses in
the 236, 696, 1316
........ 236,696,1316
penses
inthe
Caribou
Idaho and Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Forest, Idaho
NationalForest,
Caribou National
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of,..
of,.. 248,
appropriation for maintenance,
707,1326
707,1326
...............
1056
lands added to......to

Caribou
Idaho and
Page.
Page.
and Wyo.—
Wyo.Forest, Idaho
National Forest,
aribou National
Continued.
Continued.
proclamation
diminishing
area
o
f
1766
1766
proclamation diminishing area of .....
excluded
restores to
to settlement.
settlement
1766
1766
lands restores
excluded lands
enlarging
area
of
1812
enlarging area of...;................Carl,
L. (widow),
(widow),
Esther L.
Carl, Esther
pension
1593
.............
.
pension
W. (widow),
Carlisle,
Henrietta
Henrietta
Carlisle,
11578
pension
578
...................
......
pension .....
Carlisle,
Pa.,
Pa.,
Carlisle,
deficiency
appropriation for
school
Indian school
for Indian
deficiency appropriation
66,345
66,345
....
.. --...............--......
Carlsbad Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Mex.,
N. Mcz.,
Project, N.
Carlsbad
appropriation
etc., of...
201,
of... 201,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
914,
1403
914,1403
Carlson, Malissa
Molina M.
A. (mother),
M. A.
Carlson.
pension increased
increased .,.................
1615
pension
Carman,
Ann (widow),
(widow),
Carmnn, Ann
pension
1520
pension ........................
Comical,
Harriet H. (widow),
(widow),
Camical, Harriet
1512
pension
increased
pension increased....................
Carnegie
Library, D. C.,
CarnegieLibrary,
appropriation
expenses........ 72, 841, 1112
for expenses.
appropriation for
Carney,. Joseph
Joseph P.,
P.,
Carney,
contested
deficiency
appropriation for contested
deficiency appropriation
519
election
519
expenses ...............
election expenses
Carney,
Joshua
C.,
Carey Joshua
...... 1618
1618
...........
pension
pension..............
Carpenter, Elln
Ellen W.
W. (widow),
(widow),
Carpentr,
1554
pension
pension ..........................
Carpenter, Paul
Paul C.,
C.,
Carpenter,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services
services....... 1035
deficiency
Carr,
John Thomas,
Thomas,
Carr, John
1530
1530
payment to heirs of ....................
Carr,
(widow),
L. (widow),
Mary L.
Carr, Mary
pension
1609
.........................
pension
Carriers,
Carriers,
regulations as
liquors by.
by ....
312
shipping liquors
as to shipping
regulations
Carriers by Water,
Carriers
merchandise
transported by, other than
merchandise transported
American vessels,
to be
forfeited
999
be forfeited....
vessels, to
American
routings over excepted
lines.._ 999
excepted Canadian lines.
routings
application to
to Yukon
delayed
Yukon River
River delayed
application
completion of Alaska Railroad,
until completion
Railroad,
. 999
etc .........................
Carriers, Common
Carriers,
Common (see
(see also
also Transportation
Transportation
Act, 1920),
certificate to be issued to, for portion of
certificate
if whole amount not desums due if
1145
termined
.....................
termined 1145
payment
directed
1145
payment directed.....................
control
1145
if deficit under Federal control.......
guaranty under
Act... 1145
under Transportation
Transportation Act
guaranty
estimate of deferred
deferred debits and credits
credits al1145
determining amounts......
lowed in
in determining
amounts
provisions relinquishing
relinquishing Federal
Federal control of
of
railroad
457
railroad
............................
reimbursement for motive power, cars,
cars,
etc., furnished,
furnished, by United States
control
359
during Federal control.............
359
Carrol,
Ottilie (widow)
Carrol, Ottilie
pension
1578
.....................
...
1578
pension
Carroll, Anna
Al. (widow),
(widow),
Carroll,
Anna M.
pension ..........................
1611
1611
pension
Carroll, Iowa,
Carroll,
Iowa,
appropriation for
building
164
public building..........
appropriation
for public
Carroll,
0.,
Carrollz James
James 0.,
pension
1534
.... ............
1534
pension..........
Carroll, Jennie
Jennie (widow),
Carroll,
(widow),
appropriation
for
monthly
payments
to
113.
956
appropriation for monthly payments to. 113. 956
Carroll, Mary A. (widow),
Carroll,
1577
pension .........
...................
1577
Carson City, Ne.,
Nev.,
Carson
656,1276
appropriation
appropriation for mint at ..............
school ................
17,422,1238
for Indian school
17,
422, 1238

INDEX.
INDEX.
C,arson City, Nev.-Continued.
Page.
Carson
Page.
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for mint at ....... 522
for Indian school .................. 1042,1171
1042, 1171
Carson Indian
Hospital _Nev.,
Carson
Indian Hospital
Nev.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of _
etc., of....
appropriation

5,
5,
410,1227
410,1227

Carson
National Forest,
Forest, N.
Carson National
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of
of ... _ 248,
248,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
707,1326
707,
1326
exchange of lands for addition to, authorized.............................. 1364
ized
timber conditions ....................
1364
Carter,
Ma. U. S. Cavalry,
Carter, Col. Jesse
Jesse McI.
Cavalry,
credit allowed
allowed in accounts of ............
607
Carters Creek,
Carters
Creek, Va.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
be
preliminary examination,
of, to
to be
1011
1011
made ........................
Carver,
Carver, Leona
Leona (widow),
pension increased
1513
increased ......................
Cary,
Louisa (widow),
Cary, Louisa
pension increased
1603
increased......................
Camille,
Caryville, Fla.,
Fla.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Choctawhatchee
Choctawhatchee
River near.......................
near
358
CascadeLocks, Oreg.,
Cascade
Oreg.
River
bridge authorized
authorized across Columbia River
near
near........ ...............
401
1101
time extended
extended for ..................
Cascade National
National Forest,
Cascade
Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of
248,
of ....
248,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
707, 1326
1326
Case,
B.
Case, Horace
Horace B.,
increased
1552
1552
pension increased...-.............-.
Casler
nBarah
J. (widow),
(widow),
Caser,
Sarah J.
pension
1478
n.-.....-.....................
1478
penm
Cass
Cass Lake, Mimi.,
Minn.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to be made
made
of outlet, to secure
secure connection
connection with
Mississippi River .....Mississippi
.........10121012
Casualty
Casualty Hospital,
Hospital,D. C.,
appropriation for care of indigent patients..
patients_
appropriation
95,
866,1137
Catalogue
Literature, InternaCatalogue of Scientific Literature,
International,
tional,
appropriation for preparation of
- 181,891,1383
181, 891, 1383
of...
appropriation
229, 942, 1430
for printing
printing and binding
binding......... 229,942,1430
Catalogue
Title Entries,
Catalogue of Ttle
Entries, Copyright
Copyright Office,
Office,
appropriation
for publication
publication of....
of
942, 1430
229, 942,1430
appropriation for
Catkttsburg, Kg.,
Catlettsburg,
Ky.,
terms of court
court at...
at.
400
.
...........
Cattle (see also
also Animal Industry
Industry Bureau and'
anti
Cattle
Animals), ·
appropriation for
inspection and quaranfor inspection
appropriation
tine
698,1318
239, 698,1318
tine work
work ..............
for eradicating
eradicating scabies
scabies .........
239, 698, 1318
1318
for inspection
inspection of southern;
southern; transportatransportation
698, 1318
1318
239,698,
tion ... .................. 239,
for enforcing humane
humane treatment
treatment of exexport
698, 1318
239, 698,1318
port......................
_... 239,
for executing twenty-eight
twenty-eight hour lawlaw....
698,1318
698,1318
239,
698, 1318
239,698,1318
for quarantine
quarantine stations
stations. .......
contagious diseases
for suppressing contagious
diseases...... 239,
698,
1318
698,1318
invaAtt,igating tuberculosis
animals',
tuberculosis of animate
for investigating
control
239,
698, 1318
control, etc
etc .............
239,698,1318
tuberculin testing, etc., of...
239,698,1318
lib for tuberculin
of. _ 239,
698, 1318
payment for destroyed,
destroyed, etc.; State,
payment
etc.., cooperation
239, 698, 1318
cooperation ........... 239,698,1318
etc.,
shipping for slaughter, cattle reacted
reacted
tests
239,699
to tests...........-.........
reshipment
breeding and
and
reshipment of refuted
reacted breeding
feeding,
to
owner
240,699
feeding, to owner......... .-... 240,699
quarantine stations,
stations, repairs, etc.......
etc
1318
1318
quarantine

1861
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Cattle
Continued.
Page.
Cattle-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for eradicating
eradicating southern catappropriation
tle ticks;
ticks; restrictions
restrictions .......
240, 699, 1319
240,699,1319
for cooperative
cooperative experiments
experiments in raising,
raising, in
in
cane sugar
sugar and
and cotton
cotton districts.....
districts.
cane
268,
728,1345
728,1345
Cattle Ticks, Southern,
Cattle
appropriation for eradicating,
eradicating, etc..
etc.. 240,
240, 699,1319
699, 1319
appropriation
demonstrations at fairs........
fairs
240,
699, 1319
demonstrations
240,699,1319
restriction on use of materials,
materials, etc....
restriction
etc.... 240,
699, 1319
699,1319
Cavalry,
Army,
Cavalry, Army,
officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted men
men composing.......
composing
770
770
Cavalry School, Fort
Fort Riley, Kans.,
Cavalry
appropriation for instruction expenses
950
appropriation
expenses...
950
Cavanaugh,
Cavanaugh, John H.,
enlarged homestead
homestead by, validated........
validated .
1091
enlarged
1091
Cavenaygh,
Charles F.,
F.,
Cavenaugh, Charles
pension
1472
pension ................................
1472
CaveneygkHarriet
Cavenaugh, Harriet V. M.. (widow),
pension
increased
1520
pension increased........................
1520
Cavite,
P. I.,
/I,
Cavite, P.
appropriation
fuel oil storage,
storage, naval staappropriation for fuel
822
tion ............................
Cedar County, Nebr.,
Cedar
bridge
authorized across
Missouri River
bridge authorized
across Missouri
River
from Yankton
Dak., to.from
Yankton County, S. Dak.,
to.. 355
Cedar
Road
NW,
I).
C.
Cedar Road NW., D. C
closing
directed
of,
between
Quincy
and
closing directed
between Quincy
Shepherd Streets
Streets ................
Shepherd
1251
Cedar,
W.
Va.,
Cedar,
bridge authorized
bridge
authorized across Tug Fork of Big
River at
at.....................
Sandy River
1108
Cement, etc.,
appropriation for investigating
investigating structural
appropriation
materials of ................
682,1301
materials
Cemeterial Division,
Cemeterial
Division, Quartermaster
Quartermaster General's
Office,
Office,
allotment for compiling data, etc.,
allotment
etc., of bringing home remains
remains from abroad
abroad...... 1278
Director of,
of,
Census, Director
collect, and publish
publish monthly, statistics
to collect,
leather
1057
of hides, skins and leather..........
information deeignated.
information
designated................ 1057
Census, Fourteenth,
Fourteenth,
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses
appropriation
expenses for
for
taking,etc ........................
678
taking,
678
available
678
available for two years ..............
678
suspension of other work
work authorized...
authorized
678
suspension
678
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses,1919,
expensee,1919,
prepanng for
or .....................
54
preparing
54
for
salaries and expenses
expenses fortaking......
for taking
515
forsalaries
515
available
available until June
June 30, 1922 ..........
515
515
proclamation
persons to answer
proclamation urging all persons
answer
inquiries for ...................
1772
inquiries
Census
Department of Commerce,
Census Office, Department
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses,
expenses,
appropriation
available for two years
years. .........
678,1297
available
678,1297
suspension of work other than Foursuspension
authorized
678,1297
teenth Census, authorized.....
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for salaries and
and
deficiency
expenses, Fourteenth
54,515
expenses,
Fourteenth Census ..... 54,515
Center
Market
Center Market, D. C. (see Washington Market
Company, D. C.).
C.).
Company,
Central
Central and
andSouth America,
appropriation
promoting, etc.,
etc., comcomfor promoting,
appropriation for
merce with .................
679,1298
679,1298
deficiency
appropriation for promoting,
deficiency appropriation
etc.,
with .................
1040
etc., commerce
commerce with
1040
Central City, Nebr.,
Central
appropriation
for public
public building........
building
164
164
appropriation for

1862
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Central
Dispensary and
and Emergency
Hospital, Page.
Emergency Hospital,
Central Dispensary

D. C.,
apprcrpriationfor
care of
indigent patients..
patients_
95,
95,
of indigent
appropriationfor care
866,
1137
866,1137
Central Manufacturers'
Insurance
Mutual Insurance
Manufacurers' Mutual
Central
Company,
taxes to ..............
1457
.........
of taxes
refund of
Central
Railroad Company,
Pacific Railroad
CentralPacific
patent of designated
designated tract of land to, in
patent
Utah,
confirmed .-..
.............. 553
Utah, confirmed
Central
Pacific Railway Company,
Company,
CentralPacific
selections by, in Tahoe National
abonal Forest,
Calif. and
permitted
1755
1755
Nev., permitted........
and Nev.,
Calif.
Central Powers
Powers of Europe
Europe (see also War with
Central
Germany, etc.),
Germany,
termination of
of war
war with,
as afdeclared, as
with, declared,
termination
fecting legislation,
contingent
etc., contingent
legislation, etc.,
fecting
upon its duration ....
1359
.............
Jersy,
Central
Railroad Company
Company of New Jersey,
CentralRailroad
Delaware River,
River, Easton, Pa.
may bridge Delaware
to Phillipshurg,
N. J..........
J
1055
Phillieburg, N
Newark
Bay, Elizabeth to Bayonne, N. JJ
277
Newark BayElizabethtoBayonne,
1099
extended for................
for
time extended
Cereal Beverages
Beverages,
Cereal
of low alcoholic strength not included in
Prohibition Act provisions
provisions.... 305
War Prohibition
permits,
required
305
permits, etc., required..............
308
in Constitutional prohibition
prohibition..........
308
permits, etc., required...............
required
Cereal
CerealPlants,
Plants,
appropriation for investigations
investigations of insects
appropriation
affecting
256, 715, 1334
...........- - 256,715,1334
affecting...
Cereals,
Cereals,
appropriation for improving
improving methods
methods of
appropriation
production, etc.............
etc
244,
702, 1322
244,702,1322
for investigation
investigation and control of rust diseases of wheat, etc.; wheat scab or
702,1322
blight .......................
for eradicating
eradicating soil and seed infecting
diseases, flag
wheat, etc.....
etc__. -. 244.
lag smut of wheat,
diseses,
703,1322
244,703,1322
etc... 244,
cooperation
703, 1322
cooperation with States, etc...
proclamation canceling requirement for
licensing, etc
etc......................
1795
Certain, Wilson,
Certain,
corrected ................ 1531
military record corrected
Chadwick, Charles
Chadwizc,
Charles C.,
J)ensiou
....
..... 1623
..................
pension .
C7w
11i.s National
Forest, Idaho
Idaho,
National Forest,
Chais
appropriation for maintenance,
248,707,
707,
maintenance, etc., of. 248,
appropriation
1326
Chamberlain,
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Chamberlain, S.
appropriation for public building
164
164
building........
appropriation
Chamberlin,
.Frederick S.
Clhaberlin,Frederick
S. (son),
(son),
pension
1493
149
pension.............................
Chambers,
George F..
F..
bers, George
pension increased
increased .....................
1625
Chambers,
Josephine (widow'),
Chambers, Josephine
(widow),
pension .................
1573
............
.
Chambers,
Chambers, Leaf/i°
Leatha (widow),
1546
pension .
...........................
Chamblin, Alice (widow),
Chanblin,
1573
penon ...........................
1573
Chandler,
M. (llidCrW),
(widow),
Emma M.
Chandler,
r, Emma

1593
ension..........................
Ch
l=rn
,Okla.,
Chandler,
appropriation for public building
building .......
164
appropriation
Chandler, Honorable
Honorable T. A.,
Chandler,
deficiency
appropriation for contested
deficiency appropriation
election expenses .................
558
Chaney,
Chaney, Rosetta (widow,
(uidow',
pension
1579
n
.............................
--on
157
Chaplain,
Chaplain,
appropriation for House of Representaappropriation
. 634,1255
634.1255
tives ......................

Chaplain-Continued.
Page.
Pa.
Chaplain-Continued.
appropriation for
for Senate
Senate ............. 631,1252
appropriation
for
Henry
N.
Couden,
emeritus,
of
House
for Henry N. Couden, emeritus, House
of
1255
Representatives ...............
of Representatives
Chaplains, Army,
Chaplains,
number authorized...................
authorized
769
service
etc
'
769
pay, etc................service rank, pay,
Chief of
of Chaplains,
Chaplains, rank, pay, etc
etc........ 769
Chief
duties
of
769
769
...................-.-duties of
769
filling vacancies July 1, 1920
769
.........
filling
future promotion
promotion service
allowed
769
service credits allowed..
future
Chapman, Hulda
Bulda J. (widow),
Chapman,
1556
..... ..... . .
pension.
pension .......
Chapman,
(widow),1590
innie (widow),
hapan, Minnie
- 1590
1590
pension...
pension. ........................------Chapman, Myra E. (widow),
Chapman,
.. 1484
1484
.....
pension increased
...........
increased.
Charcoal
.
,D. C.,
C.,
Charcoal,
1219
1219
_provisions
regulating sales of.
of ............
rovisions regulating
C
harges d'Affaires
ad interim,
interim,
d'Ajaires ad
Charges
appropriation for salaries ..
.............. 740,1206
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
523,1022
for salaries
salaries.... 523,1022
appropriation for
deficiency
Charities
C.,
D. C.,
Corrections,D.
and Corrections,
Chantiesand
appropriation forBoard
for Board of
of Charities.
Charities. 93,
863, 1135
93,863,1135
appropriation
for reformatories
correctional instireformatories and correctional
for
tutions
863, 1135
93,863,1135
tutions ................... 93,
95, 866,
1137
866,1137
charities ............ 9,
for medical charities
institutions
96, 866, 1137
96,866,1137
for child-oaring
child-caring institutions.......
temporary homes .......... 97,867,1138
97, 867, 1133
for temporary
house..... 97,867,1138
for municipal
municipal lodging house
97, 867, 1138
for
blind
97,
868, 1139
97,868,1139
the blind..............
for aid
aid to the
,
for indigent insane .............
97,
868, 1139
97,868,1139
,forindigentinsane
for relief of the poor
,868, 1139
poor.............. 98,868,1139
for transporting
transporting paupers
,868,1139
paupers.......-... 98,868,1139
98,868,1139
for workhouse
98,
868, 1139
workhouse ................
98,869,1140
98, 869, 1140
reformatory .................
for reformatory
Charles Town,
Charles
Town, W.
W. Va.,
appropriation
building
164
appropriation for public building........
Charleston, S. C.,
C.,
Charleston,
appropriation
works. 144,
appropriation for navy yard, public works
820
820
for naval magazine, public works
144
works......
completing lighthouse depot at, authorized
authorized. 1058
completinglighthousedepotat,
immigrant station and dock at, may be
leased
280
280
leased............................
conditions for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
280
etc......... 280
conditions
Charleston,
Charleston, W. Va.,
appropriation for operating,
operating, etc., Governappropriation
ment house at ...................
223
Charlotte Amalie, Virgn
Virgin Islands,
Islands,
Charlotte
branch offices, etc.,
etc., directed for post office
at
323
at............................
Bretung' Steamer,
"Charlotte
"
Charlotte Graveraet
Graveraet Brestung,A
name of,
changed to "T.
"T. K.
Maher"
of changed
K.Maher"......
365
Charlotte Harbor,
Fla.
Charlotte
Harbor, Fla.,
preliminary examination, etc.
made
preliminary
etc., to be made
orda from
of channel to Punta G
Gorda
from... 1011
Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.,
532
terms of court at ........................
Charters,
Charters, etc., Shipping,
control
control of rates, etc.,
etc. repealed ............
988
Chase, Inez
Chase,
IR= Mabel
Mabel (widow),
pension
1582
Cpnsion
..................
.
1582
Chham County
Chatham
7!Ga.,
Savannah
River
across
bridge authorized
authorized
Savannah
County, S. C., and, at
by Beaufort
Beaufort County,
Savannah........................
1366
Savannah
1366
Chattahoochee
River,
Chattahoochee River,
Ga.. 1055
bridge authorized
authorized across,
acices, Columbus, Ga.
370,1055
West Point, Ga ..................
3i0,
1055
loan of material,
material, etc., by Secretary
Secretary of
370
War ............. ...............
Chattanooga,
Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
time extended
extended for bridging Tennessee
Tennessee
Rivor
at
o92
River
292
. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .i . J
. at

INDEX.
Page.
Cecelia B. (widow),
Chauncey, Cecelia
1518
pension increased1518
.......................
Cheboygan, Mich.,
Cheboygan,
appropriation
164
public building ........
appropriation for public
Chelan
Forest, Wash.,
National Forest,
Chelan National
248,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of....
appropriation
707,1327
Chemical
and Physical
Physical Researches,
Researches, Public
Public DoChemical and
main,
appropriation
geological deposits
deposits of
for geological
appropriation for
potash salts ................
197, 910,1400
potash
Chemical'
Army,
Chemical Warfare Service, Army,
appropriation for
gases, gas masks, etc.,
etc ,
for gases,
appropriation
from unexpended balances.........
balances
972
from
organizing,
etc.,
gas
troops
972
troops............
etc.,
gas
organizing,
for
clerks, etc., office of Chief of, War
for clerks,
Department
Department..................... 1279
129
organization
of, continued to June 30,1920.
30, 1920
organization of,
creation
officers and enlisted
enlisted men comcomcreation of; officers
posing
768
........................
posing .
duties conferred
conferred on Chief of..............
of
768
expenditures
authorized for real estate at
expenditures authorized
Midland,
Mich
455
Midland, Mich....................
455
Arsenal, Md .............
Edgewood Arsenal,
at Edgewood
Agriculture,
Departmentof Agriclture,
Bureau, Department
Chemistry Bureau,
appropriation
for
chemist,
clerks,
etc
252,
etc......
appropriation for chemist,
711, 1331
etc. .. 252,
for inspectors, laboratory
laboratory helpers,
helpers, etc
711, 1331
1331
.. 253,711,1331
general expenses
expenses .........
253, 711, 1331
for general
collaborating with other departfor collaborating
ments ....................
253, 712, 1331
253,712,1331
for
inspecting food products for export,
for inspecting
253
etc .............................
for
egg, fish, and oyster invesfor poultry, eg,
tigations, etc ...................
253, 712
tigationg,
new sources of food,
food, etc
253
etc..............
for
biological
investigations
of
food
and
for biological investigations
drug products
253
products .....................
drug
253
by-products...
for utilizing citrus
citrus fruit by-products
utilizing raw materials
materials for colorants;
for utilizing
etc...... 254,
cooperative experiments, etc
cooperative
712, 1331
712,1331
table sirup,
investigations .....
254,
sirup, etc., investigations
for table
1331
712, 1331
commercial products from sweet pocommercial
tatoes
254, 712, 1331
....................
tatoes _
for executing
executing pure food
law .... 254, 712, 1331
food law.
for
for
expenses, preventing
importation of
preventing importation
for expenses,
712,1332
impure tea, etc ................
712, 1332
naval stores.... 254, 713,1332
713, 1332
for grading, etc., naval
for insecticide and fungicide investigation254, 713, 1332
tions,......................
for improving dehydrating
dehydrating food materials
254,
254, 713,
713, 1332
..................
rials
for
for developing
developing methods to prevent plant
dust,
explosions
1332
etc., explosions...............
dust, etc.,
for
utilizing wool
waste. 254, 713, 1332
scouring waste.
wool scouring
for utilizing
deficiency
appropriation for general exdeficiency appropriation
penses ...........
64, 524, 1040, 1187, 1192
64,
for
enforcing pure food law .............
for enforcing
67, 346, 1187, 1192
S. C.,
Cheraw, S.
bridge authorized
authorized across Great Pee Dee
bridge
River
390
at .........................
River at
Cherokee Ageney,
Eastern,
C., Eastern,
V¥. C.,
Agency, N.
Cherokee
appropriation
support, etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation for support,
at
31,
434, 1248
31,434,1248
at...................
Cherokee Indians
also Five Civilized
Indians (see also
Cherokee
Tribes, Okla.),
Okla.),
Tribes,
appropriation
interest
appropriation for paying trust fund interest
to
21
...
21
to ... .......................fund.
national fund
amount to school
school fund; national
22
immediate payment directed.........
directed
22
23,427,
for common
23, 427, 1242
common schools ..............
for

1863
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Page.
Cherokee, Iowa,
appropriation
164
building ....... ...
for public
public building
appropriation for
Cherokee, N.
N. C.,
appropriation for
18, 423, 1239
school..... 18,423,1239
Indian school
for Indian
appropriation
for constructing
constructing bridge
bridge across Ocona
Ocona
Lufty River at Indian school ......
18
18
deficiency appropriation
for Indian school. 348,
deficiency
appropriation for
1171
Ga. and Tenn.,
Cherokee National
Forest, Ga.
National Forest,
Cherokee
1798
proclamation setting apart................
apart
proclamation
Cherokee
Orphan, Training
Tahlequah,
Training School, Tahlequah,
Cherokee Orphan
Okla.,
Okta.,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
of
23,
427, 1242
23,427,1242
etc., of..
appropriation for
Cherry,
Albert
W. (son),
(son),
Cherry, Albert W.
pension
1518
...................................
pension.
Chestnut
Chestnut Tree
Tree Bark
Bark Disease,
Disease,
appropriation for
expenses of controlling,
controlling,
for expenses
appropriation
etc
243,
701, 1321
243,701,1321
etc........................
Chettimanchi Agency,
Agency, La.,
Chettimanchi
appropriation
etc., of Indians
support, etc,
appropriation for support,
31,434
at .............................
Cheyenne
at
and
Arapahoe
Agency,
31,434
Okla.,'
Cheyenne and Arapahoe Agency, Okla.
appropriation
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation for support,
at
31,434
at...........................
Cheyenne
and
Arapahoe
Indian Hospital,
Hospital,
Indian
Arapahoe
Cheyenne and
Okla.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
5,
appropriation for maintenance,
410, 1227
1227
Indians, Mont.,
Arapahoe Indians,
Cheyenne and Arapahoe
Northern,
Northern,
421, 1237
16,421,
appropriation for support, etc., of .... 16,
for
"line riders
16,421
". ...................
riders "
for "line
Cheyenne and
Arapahoe Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
and Arapahoe
Cheyenne
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of; from
tribal funds...............
funds
20, 425, 1240
20,425,
tribal
Cheyenne
Cheyenne River,
appropriation
bridging, Cheyenne River
River
appropriation for bridging,
429
S. Dak .......
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, S
429
Cheyenne
S. Dak.,
Agency, S.
River Agency,
Cheyenne River
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
at
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
at.........................
Cheyenne
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, S
S. Dak.,
River Indian
Cheyenne River
etc., across Cheyappropriation
appropriation for bridge, etc.,
enne
Dak.; local
local contriRiver, S. Dak.;
enne River,
429
bution
bution.........................
time
extended for paying
paving installments,
time extended
etc.,
lands of ............
1447
etc., on ceded lands
Chicago, Ill.,
Chicago,
Ill.,
appropriation
assistant
treasurer's
oftreasurer's
assistant
for
appropriation
fice
655
fice ............................
654
discontinued,
1, 1921.
1921............
discontinued, July 1,
for marine hospital, additional
additional buildings,
etc
..........-.--.......- 167
etc.........
Oakwood CemeConfederate Mound, Oakwood
for Confederate
tery
184, 896, 1387
1387
184,896,
tery .....................
station; lights on new breakfor light station;
water ............................
213
agricultural exhibit at National
National
for agricultural
Dairy
271
Dairy Show ......................
for aircraft
mail service,
service, New
New York to
for
aircraft mail
579,1153
San
Francisco,
Omah%
and
Omaha..
via,
Francisco,
San
exchange of
of Army
Army cold storage plant, for
exchange
warehouse,
etc., authorized
130
authorized........
warehouse, etc.,
deposit
130
proceedb -...................
deposit of proceeds
street
Government owned lot, to, for street
sale of
of Government
purposes,
authorized; location ....
1310
purposes, authorized;
Chick, Edwin E.
E. (son),
(son),
pension
1559
pension.............................
Chick, John,
John,
corrected................. 1530
record corrected
military record
Park,
Chickamauga
Chattanooga National
NationalPark,
and Chattanooga
Chickamauga and
appropriation
continuing establishappropriation for continuing
ment
185,
897, 1387
185,897,
ment ..................-deficiency
appropriation for Bond Bridge,
Bridge,
deficiency appropriation
restoration
1164
restoration.......................

1
.
864
1864
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Chickamauga and Chattanooga Naticmal Perk- Pae.
Page.
ChiktamaugaandChattanoogaNationaluPark-

Continued.
Continued.
ascertainment directed
directed of cost of improvascertainment
ing, etc.,
on Missionary
Missionary
boulevard on
etc., boulevard
ing,
1095
........
Rid
.
ge in .
1095
...............
Ridgein
appropriation for expenses
1095
expenses............
appropriation

Chickasaw Indians,
Okla. (see
CivilFive Civil(see also
also Five
Indians, Okla.
Chidtasao

ized Tribes),
appropriation for per capita
capita payment to,
appropriation
from
tribal funds..........
funds
22, 426,1242
22,
from tribal
additional
allowance
hereafter
427
additional allowance hereafter........
23,427,1242
for common
common schools .............. 23,
427, 1242
for
expenses of sales, within coal and
for expenses
asphalt
of
23, 427, 1242
23,427,1242
area of.............
asphalt area
for
attorney for ..
23, 428, 1243
............. 23,428,1243
for attorney

for
tribal schools
23,428,1243
schools ............-.
for tribal
F.
additional claims,
claims, etc.,
J F.
between I.
etc., between
additional
McMurray
referred to Court of
McMuray and, referred
Claims;
234
limitations............. .
Claims; limitations
monument to
to perpetuate
memory of, to be
perpetuate memory
monument
erected
Tihomingo, Okla ....... 1364
at Tishomingo,
erected at
appropriation
for, from
from tribal
funds
1364
tribal funds.....
appropriation for,
unsold
forfeited coal
and asphalt
asphalt tracts
tracts
coal and
and forfeited
unsold and
24
of,
to be
reoffered, etc
etc ...........
be reoffered,
of, to
Chickasaw
Okla., Choetaw
Choctaw and,
and,
Idians, Ola.,
Chickasa Indians,

reserved lands of, to Oklaof teserved
portion of
sale of portion
home., as site for sanatorium,
etc.... 1105
sanatorium, etc....
homa,
calf.,
Chico, Cali,
propagation,
site for new plant propagation,
acquiring site
authorized.......... 730
etc., station at, authorized
Chkopee, Mass.,
Chcopee,
bridge
bridge

authorized
Connecticut
authorized across Connecticut
. 391
River, Holyoke
Holyoke to ..............
Chief
the Supreme
Court of the
Supreme Court
of the
Justice of
Chief Justice
States,
United States,
appropriation for
1306
686,1306
for................... 686,
appropriation
for law clerk for; clerk
clerk.............. 686,1306
Chief
Engineers, Army,
Army,
Chiefof Engineers,
transferred
surplus Army supplies may be transferred
free of charge to, for use on any
authorized civil work ............. 1015
authorized
claims
etc., in
for damages by collisions, etc.,
claims for
river and harbor projects, to be
1015
adjusted by ............ ........
payment
amounting to more than
payment of, not amounting
$500
. 1015
$500.........................
Chief
Staff, Army
Army (see
Staff
(see also General Staff
of Staff,
Chief of
Corps, Army).
Army),
officeof..
appropriation for
contingencies, office
of.. 104,949
forcontingencies,
appropriation
105
for Army War College ..............
949
General Staff College
Colege ..............
for General
955
of............. 111,
111,955
for clerks, etc., office of
Child
Caring Institutions,
Institutions, D. C.,
Child Caring
appropriation for ................... 96,
866, 1137
96,866,1137
appropriation
Child
Chtd Labor Law,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses endeficiency .appropriation
1192
forcing
1192
forcing ......................
Child
Society, D.
D. C.,
Child Welfare Society,
appropnation
appropriation for clinical examination.
by.
861,1132
children by.....
etc., of young children
Childeq, James
A.,
James A.
Childers,
pennon increased
increased ....................... 1612
pension
Children, D.
D. C.,
Children,
appropriation for
clinical care, etc., of,
for clinical
appropriation
90,861,1132
under
six ..................
9*, 861, 1132
under six
Labor,
Children's
Department of Labor,
Children'sBureau, Department
1305
appropriation for
686,1305
etc.. 686,
assistant, etc..
chief, assistant,
for chief,
appropriation
for
experts, agents,
agents, clerks,
686, 1305
686,1305
clerks, etc
etc ....
for experts,
for
welfare. etc..
etc.. infant
infant
investigating welfare.
for investigating
686, 1305
mortality ....................
686, 1305
for temporary experts, interpreters,etc 686,1305
fortemporaryexperts,interpreters,etc.
of..... 686,1305
for materials for publications of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses....
expenses _.. 64,349
deficiency
child labor law.
law...... 1188
enforcement of child
for enforcement
1192
for
investigating child
etc
child welfare, etc......
for investigating

Children's Guardians,
D. C.,
Board of,
of,
C., Board
Guardians,D.
Children's

Page.
Page.

appropriation for
for administrative
96,
expenses.
administrative expenses.
appropriation
866,
1137
866,1137
1137
limitation
of
1137
limitation on visiting wards of.......
allowed..... 1137
discharge of guardianship
1137
guardianship allowed
discharge
for salaries
1137
866,1137
........ 96, 866,
salaries....... ....
for
for feeble-minded
1137
866,1137
children..... 96, 866,
for
feeble-minded children
children
96, 866, 1137
board and care of children.....
for board

96,
allowance
to sectarian
sectarian institutions....
institutions. ._
allowance to
866, 1137
866,1137
deficiency
feeble-minded
appropriation for feeble-minded
deficiency,appropriation
children
42, 1020, 1158
children.............. 42,1020,1158
children.- 42,1020,1158
42, 1020, 1158
for board and care of children..
additional
additional allotments to sectarian institutions
1020, 1158
42,1020,1158
............. 42,
stitutions ..
1158
expenses
administrative expenses............
for administrative
Children's
Hospital, I).
D. C.,
Children'sHospital,
appropriation for care
care of indigent paappropriation
tients
95, 866,
1137
866,1137
tients ................
Childs, Martha
M. (widow),
(widow),
Martha M.
Chds,
pension
......
pension 1516

.................

1516

Chile,

appropriation
ambassador to
739,1206 739,1206
to.......
appropriation for ambassador
742
for embassy premises..................
premises
Chilocco Indian
Okla.,
Resevation, Okta.,
Indian Reservation,
Chiloco
appropriation for roads and bridge on.....20,425
on
20,425
appropriation
Chilo., Okla.,
OUa.,
Ckiiaoo,
ppropriation for Indian school
20, 425, 1240
school... 20,425,1240
appropriation
reservation; refor roads and bridges on reservation;
20,425
appropriation20,425
......... ..........
appropriation.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Indian school
345,
1039,1042
1039,1042
report
necessity for new
new
report to be made of necessity
etc., for school; plans,
buildings, etc.,
............
recommendations, etc .
1240
recommendations,
Fong,
Chin Fong,
appropriation
refund of
costs.....
court costs
of court
for refund
appropriation for
China,
China,
..

1424

appropriation for minister to ........
739,1206
appropriation
740,1206
secretary .............
for Chinese secretary
740,1206
assistant ........................
legation
740,1207
for student interpreters at legation...
741,1207
coat of tuition1207
741,
..................
for cost
for rentals for United States troops in.. 119,964
for
preserving
monuments,
etc.,
to
to
for preserving
soldiers
who fell in
896
in............. 185, 896
soldiers who
for
expenses
of
American
prisoners,
etc.,
for expenses American
749, 1216
749,1216
in .....................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for transporting
deficiency
Chinese refugees
refugeesfrom Mexico
to.... 333
Mexico to....
Academy of Tao
admission to Military Academy
Wong...
Hung Chang and Zeng Tze Wong...
234

China
Relief Expedition,
Expedition,
ChinaRelief
pensions granted for disability
disability to persons
Army, etc., during ............
982
in Army,
for service, on reaching age of 62 .......
982
present pensioners
pensioners entitled thereto.
thereto...._ 982
China, United States Courtfor,
Court for,
China,
745,1211
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses.
expenses. 745,
1211
appropriation
appointment
appointment of commissioner
commissioner authorized;
duties
746
zed; duties............
.......
Chinch
Chinch Bug,
Bug,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating,
investigating, etc
etc....... 256,
715, 1334
715,1334
Va.,
Island,
Chincoteague Island, Va.,
Chincoteague
bridge authorized connecting, with the
mainland
365
.....................
mainland
and Bridge
Bridge Company,
Chincoteague Toll Road and
Chincoteague
may bridge waters connecting
connecting Chincoteague Island,
Island, Va., and the mainland
...........
............. 365
Chinese Exclusion,
appropriation for
for enforcing
laws...
1424
936,1424
...._221, 936,
enforcing laws
appropriation

INDEX.
INDEX.
Chinese
Page.
Chinese Plague,
flague,
Page.
appropriation for prevention of epidemic..
epidemic_ _ 175,
appropriation
885,
1377
885, 1377
deficiency appropriation
prevention of
deficiency
appropriation for prevention
epidemic
508
epidemic
............................
Chinese Refugees,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for transporting,
Mexico to China........
China
333
etc., from Mexico
Indians in Minnesota,
Minnesota,
Chippewa Indians
appropriation
White
for annual celebration,
celebration, White
appropriation for
Earth Band
13,419
Earth
Band .....................
13, 419
for
14,419
for expenses
expenses, general
general council .........
14,419
committees to Washlegislative committees
visit of
of legislative
ington ..........................
14,419
14,419
for completing
White
completing roll of allottees, White
Earth Reservation
Reservation .
...................
14,419
erection of homes destroyed
destroyed by fire,
for erection
14
14
from tribal funds; restrictions
restrictions .......
repairing reservation
reservation roads .........
15
15
for repairing
for roads and bridges Red Lake Reserva419,1235
tion ............................ 419,1235
15,
civilization, etc.,
tribal funds
15,
etc., from tribal
for civilization,
419,1235
419,1235
Chippewa
amount for public schools Chippewa
County; condition
420
condition.................
general agency purposes
1235
purposes.............
aiding construction
construction of State public
schools 1235
schools......
-1235
aiding indigent Indians .............
1235
support of Indian
Indian hospitals ...-.......
1236
1236
transfer of unneceary
unnecessary hospitals
hospitals to the
transfer
State; conditions
1236
.....---..
conditions-.......
for tuition of children
children in
in Itasca
Itasca County
County
schools 1914 to 1920,
1920, from tribal
tribal
funds.
1236
fundsa..........................
Chippewa
Indians,
Mont.,
Rocky
Boy
Band
of,
Chippewa Indians, Mont., Rocky Boy
appropnation.forsupport,
etc., of....
16,421,1237
... 16,421,1237
appropriationforsupport,etc.,of
Chippewa
Indians, N. Dale.,
Chippewa Indians,
Dak., Turtle Mountain
Mountain
Band of,
of,
appropriation for support,
etc., of
19, 424, 1240
of...._19,424,1240
support, etc.,
appropriationfor
Chtppewa Indians
Indian of Lake Suprior,
Superior, Wis.,
Clhppewa
appropriation
432, 1246
29,432,1246
of... 29,
appropriation for support, etc., of...
deficiency
appropriation forsupport,
forsupport, etc
etc... 348,
348,
deficiency appropriation
1042,
1045, 1171
1042,1045,1171
Chippewa
Indians
of
the
Mississippi,
Minn.,
Chippewa Indiansof
Missisippi,
appropriation for
13,419,1235
for schools
schools........... 13,419,1235
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation
for support, etc...
etc... 1042
1042
deficiency appropriation forsupport,
Chittenden, Nettie
Nettie if.,
M.,
C'hittenden,
pension ....................
1626
1626
pension
Chittenden,
Susan (widow),
(widow),
Chittenden, Susan
pension increased
1602
02
pension
increased ........................
Choate,
jr.,
Charles F., jr.,
Choate, Charles
reappointed
Regent
of
Smithsonian
Instireappointed Regent of Smithsonian Institution ...........................
550
tution
550
Choctaw
Asphalt
Coal and Asphalt
Chickasaw Coal
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Lands,
reappraisal
deposits
reappraisal and sale of remaining deposits
directed ....................
1107
1107
in, directed
Choctaw
and
Chickasaw
Indian
Hospital,
Choctaw andChickasaw IndianHospital,Okla.,
5,
of....
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation for maintenance,
410,1227
Okla.,
Choctaw
Indians,
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Indians,
Choctaw and
sale of portion of reserved lands of, to OklaOklahoma
as
site
for
sanatorium,
etc__ _ 1105
sanatorium, etc....
homa as site
Choctaw
Mississippi,
Choctaw Indians
Indians of Mississippi,
appropriation for
full-blood._
15,
of full-blood..
relief, etc.,
etc., of
for relief,
appropriation
420,1236
420,1236
allotment of amounts; repayment._
repayment. - 420,1236
allotment
also Five CiviChoctaw Indians,
Indians, Okla. (see also
Choctaw
lized Tribes),
appropriation for Victor M. Locke,
Locke, from
from
appropriation
21
21
tribal funds ..-.. ....--........for
per
payment
to,
from
tribal
for per capita payment to, from tribal
*)
9
.
426,
1242
22.426,1242
fund...................
AW .
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Choctaw Indians,
Okla.-Continued.
Choctaw
Indians, Okla.-Continued.
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Page.
Page.
appropriation
for payments
payments to; investigaappropriation for
etc., of claim of Henry W.
Blair
tion, etc.,of
W. Blair.
22
additional
allowance hereafter
hereafter ........
additional allowance
427
common schools
schools ............. 23,427,1242
23, 427, 1242
for common
expenses of sales,
sales, within
for expenses
coal and aswithin coal
area of
23 427 1242
phalt area
of................. 23,427,1242
for ................
23, 428, 1243
for attorney
attorney for
. 23,428,1243
for tribal schools
23, 428, 1243
schools ...............
23,428,1243
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties with........
with
23,428, 1243
23,428,1243
additional claims, etc., between
between J. F.
McMurray and, referred
referred to the Court
Court
McMurray
of Claims;
Claims; limitations
limitations .............
234
234
unsold and forfeited
forfeited coal and asphalt tracts
of, to be reoffered,
reoffered, etc
24
etc........... .
Choctawhatchee Bar,
Bar, Fla.,
Fla.,
Choctawhatchee
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of Narrows
Narrows
preliminary examination,
between
between Santa Rosa
Rosa Sound, Fla
Fla.,,
and, to be made ................
1011
1011
Choctawhatchee
River,
Choctawhatchee River
bridge authorized
Garyville, Fla. _..
358
bridge
authorized across, Caryville,
Cholera,
Cholera,
appropriation for prevention
prevention of epidemic..
epidemic
175,
appropriation
885, 1377
885,1377
deficiency appropriation
prevention of
appropriation for prevention
epidenuc
508
epidemic......................
Cholera, Hog (see Hog Cholera).
Cholera,
Chorpenning, Mary A.
(widow),
Chorpenning,
A. (widow),
pension
1587
...........................
Chosen,
Chosen,
appropriation for
expenses of American
American
for expenses
appropriation
prisoners, etc.,
etc., in ............
749,1216
Christiana River,
Christiana
River, Del.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made,
Wilmington .............
1011
. 1011
made, at Wilmington
Christiania,
Christiania,
appropriation
premises for
for
for acquiring premises
appropriation for
diplomatic, etc.,
etc., uses at.............
at
1214
1214
diplomatic,
subject to approval of
of
limit of cost; subject
commission .....................
1214
1214
commision
Christiansted,
Islands,
Christiansted,Saint Croix, Virgin Islands,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor,
preliminary
to be made ......................... 1013
1013
Christopherson,
(daughter),
Christopherson,Anna S. (daughter),
increased
1481
pension increased.....................
Christy,
(widow),
Christy, Sarah
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
pension
1512
1512
pension increased
increased....................
Chronister,
Francis M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Chronisr, Franci
pension ...
1580
pension
........................
Chugach National
Chugach
National Forest, Alaska,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
of
248,
appropriation
707, 1327
707,1327
proclamation
1745
of.......... 1745
proclamation diminishing area of
selections for railroad
railroad townsites,
townsites, etc
1745
etc...... 1745
excluded lands restored to settlement....
1746
excluded
settlement
1746
Nonintoxicating,
Cider, Nonintoxiating,
manufacture of, for
for home use permitted...
permitted... _ 316
316
manufacture
sale, etc.,
to authorized
authorized
only to
etc., allowed
allowed only
sale,
vinegar manufacturers............
manufacturers
316
316
vinegar
Cider,
Cider, Sweet,
preserved, not
subject to
Constitutional
to Constitutional
not subject
preserved,
prohibition
provisions; conditions...
conditions.. _ 309
prohibition provisions;
Cigarette
CigaretteBeetle,
appropriation for
for investigating.
256, 715, 1334
investigating ... 256,715,1334
appropriation
Cisicsnrusti,
and Texas
Pacify
New Orleans
Orleans and
Texas Pacific
Cinicinnati, New
Railway
Railway Company,
Company,
time extended
for bridging
bridging Tennessee
Tennessee
extended for
time
River by....
by
...................- 292
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Ohio,
Cincinnati,
appropriation for
repairs,
hospital, repairs,
for marine hospital,
appropriation
etc
... 167
etc........................
for assistant
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's office
655
office............
discontinued, July 1, 1921 ...........
654
discontinued,
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Circuit Courts
Page.
Page.
Courts of Appeals,
Circuit
appropriation for
circuit judges ...... 687,1306
for circuit
appropriation
for
687,1306
...................
for clerks
clerks..
etc., eighth circuit....
ci'rcuit
687,1306
for messenger, etc.,
Circuit Judges,
Judges,
Circuit
for ..................... 687, 1306
appropriation
aPProPriatton
.
travel
allowances away from official
travelallowances
official residence
924, 1413
210,924,1413
dence................... 210,
Cisler, Millie
Ciser,
Jillie(mother),
pension
pension
....
.................
1600
Citation in
Orders, Army,
Citation
m Orders,
person named in, from headsilver star to person
quarters of
of force
force commanded
commanded by
by a
a
quarters
general
officer
399
399
general officer.i.................
if force appropriate
to
such
command
399
command....
such
appropriate
Citizens
Gatonia,
NationalBank of Gastonia,
Citizens National
exchange
exchange of present public building with,
........ ....... 1362
for new site, etc .

Citizenship
Citizenship'
granted American
merican Indians honorably discharged from armed service in World
World
charged
350
................
War
all members of Osage Tribe of Indians.
Indians..- 1250
ReservaIndians of Fort Belknap Indian Reservation, receiving
receiving trust patents for allotments
1356
ments.........................
etc., increased...........
increased
750
passport fees, etc.,
issuing to residents
residents declaring intention,
etc., repealed
751
repealed ....................
provisions for admitting
admitting aliens, to who
provisions
served in armed
armed forces during late
war
222
war .........................
readmission to, of Augusta de Havenreadmission
Alten............................. 1463
Alten
of Frances Scoville-Mumm
1449
Scoville-Mumm .............. 1449
Citrus
Canker,
Citrus Canker,
appropriation
investigating, eradicatappropriation for investigating,
701, 1321
242,701,1321
ing, etc
etc................. 242,
cooperation
cooperation with States; local,
local, etc.,
contributions required......
required
242,
701, 1321
contributions
242,701,1321
paying for destroyed
forbidden.. 243,
destroyed trees forbidden..
701,1321
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for eradicating,
eradicating,
deficiency
etc .............................
1188
Citrus Fruits,
Fruits,
Citrus
appropriation
appropriation for improving methods of
utilizing by products
253
products of
of...........
determining maturity in fruits and
determining
vegetables .........................
253
vegetables
for investigating
insects affecting. 252,715,1334
252, 715, 1334
investigating insectsaffecting.
City Delivery.
Delivery, Postal
PostalService,
appropriation
appropriation for letter carriers
carriers......... 578,1151
pay increased...
Detroit River service pay
increased... 1151
substitute, auxiliary, and temporary
for substitute,
temporary
carriers
carriers.......................
578,1151
carriers .............
for new offices; carriers
578,1151
for vehicle allowance
allowance ............. 578,1152
578, 1152
garage
garage leases for ten years allowed....
allowed....
578
messenger service
579, 1152
for mail messenger
service.......... 579,1152
bicycles....... 579, 1152
for street car fare and bicycles
collections
for street car collections.............
579, 1152
service
for Detroit River service...........
579, 1152
for special delivery ................
579,1152
without receipt permitted
permitted ...........
579
579
581,1154
for supplies ....................... 581,1154
for equipment,
equipment, etc ...............
581,1155
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
65,
appropriation for carriers
carriers......
67,347,349,525,1043,1193
67,
347, 349, 525, 1043, 1193
expenses
for incidental expenses..
.............. 347
347
equipment
349, 525, 1189, 1193
for equipment............
349,525,1189,1193
for car fare and bicycles
bicycles ...............
514
for vehicle
vehicle allowance
allowance -............. 525,
1174
525,1174
temporary, auxiliary,
for temporary,
auxiliary, and substitute
carriers
carrers .....................
1044, 1193
1044,1193
messener
rvieP.1174
. -ic
1174
for mail meesenger
service
-----P1`
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City
Delivery, Postal
Page.
PostalService-Continued.
Service-Continued.
Page.
City Delivery,
deficiency
hire.... 1193
for horse hire
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
additional
caradditional pay for fiscal year 1920, to carriers
350
riers...............-----------substitute, temporary,
and auxiliary
cartemporary, and
auxiliary carsubstitute,
riers ................
......... 351
Refuse, D. C.,
City Refus!,
appropriation
ght soil,
night
disposal of; ni'
appropriation for disposal
etc
78, 848,
1118
848,1118
etc..................
deposit of receipts; proportion
proportion credited
credited
fo District .............
78, 848, 1118 "
78,848,1118
to
removal
private containers,
containers, etc.,
removal in
in private
etc., rerepealed
848
pealed.......................
collection from hotels, etc., excluded.
excluded. 78,
848,1118
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for removal
removal of
38
ashes
ashes..................------..
collection and disposal of, by District officials, authorized .................
39
39
purchase of equipment, operation,
etc.,,
operation, etc
purchase
directed ......................
39
sale of products;
products idisposal
disposal of proceeds..
proceeds...
39
effective
expiration or failure
failure of preseffective on expiration
ent contracts,
39
contracts ...................
penalty for receiving
receiving gifts for removing,
removing,
etc., by employees
employees ..
.............. 39
etc.,
39
offering money, etc., to employees
employees......
City Schools,
deficiency appropriation for investigating,
deficiency
etc
522
etc....................
.
Sailors,
Soldiersand Sailors,
Civil Rights
Rights of Soldiers
affidavits
required in judgments
judgments by default,
affidavitsrequired
defendant not inarmed
in armed service,
that defendant
282
may be filed subsequent thereto..
thereto...
effective aeofdateof
asof date of entry of judgment
judgment. 283
punishment
etc
punishment for making
making false, etc.......
283
Service,
Civil Serrice,
preference
etc., appointments
preference in clerical,
clerical, etc.,
appointments
hereafter in departments,
departments, etc.,
etc., to
hereafter
to
honorably discharged
etc ,
honorably
discharged soldiers,
soldiers, etc.,
or their
their widows................widows
.
37
to wives of incapacitated
incapacitated injured solsol..................
37
diers ..........
37
Civil
Civil Service
Service Act,
employees,
enforcing national proemployees, etc., for enforcing
hibition to be appointed
appointed under rules,
hibition
rues,
etc., of .......................
319
etc.,
persons excepted ....................
319
persons
Civil Service Commission,
appropriation
secretary,
Commissioners, secretary,
appropriation for Commissioners,
clerks, etc ...
............
. 641,1262
secretary deemed
deemed an employee
secretary
employee....... 1262
temporary force; pay restriction..
for temporary
restriction.. 641,1262
641,1262
for field force
force ...................
641,
1262
details from executive departments,
etc., forbidden .............
641, 1262
641,1262
examiners. .............
for export examiners
641, 1262
641,1262
expenses under retirement Act
Act.. 886,1262
for expenses
886, 1262
for traveling, etc.,
etc., expenses ......... 641, 1262
for contingent
contingent expenses ............. 642,1262
642, 1262
forrent...........................
for
rent
642,
1263
642,1263
condition . ...................
1263
for printing and binding for
941, 1429
for..... 228,
228,941,1429
deficiency
appropriation for increased
increased cost
deficiency appropriation
cost
of envelopes,
1919
envelopes, 1919.................
37
balances reapfor additional employees; balances
propriated ................
37
......
37
for temporary
employees; pay restrictemporary employees;
tion .........................
. 327
for printing
printing and binding for....
520, 1037,1182
for.... 520,1037,1182
duty of Secretary
Secretary of Interior
Interior to furnish
etc., transferred
642
rooms, etc.,
transferred to
to..........
heads of departments, etc.,
report to,
etc., to report
names, etc.,
etc., of eligibles
eligibles for retirement,
who
are in
nonpay ULMMJ.status_
619
rA-r,
u-u as.v
Ul aU-UUpay
ODIV
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Civil
uwnl Service
oervwce Commission-Continued.
Uommisson-ontinued.
Page.
record of appointments, transfers,
transfers, etc.,
etc., to
to
determine
of employees
determine rights of
employees under
under
retirement
retirement Act,
be kept
by
619
Act, to
to be
kept by......
619
tables, etc.,
carrying out retireetc., of data for carrying
retirement
ment provisions, etc
620
etc...............
Civil
Civil Service Retirement Act (see also
also Retirement of ClasEdfied
Classified Civil
Civil Service
EmService Employees),
ployees),
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of Civil Service
Service
Commission under .................
1262
1262
expenses of Pension
for expenses
Pension Office
Office executing.
executing
1290
1290
Civil Service Retirement and
Disability Fund,
and Disability
Fund,
creation
from monthly
creation of,
of, from
monthly deductions
deductions from
from
salaries
salaries of
of classifed
classified civil
civil service
service
employees
618
employees ........................
618
to be used for paying
paying annuities,
etc
618
annuities, etc.....
618
investment in
securities, of
of porinvestment
in Federal
Federal securities,
portions
not immediately
required for
tions not
immediately required
for
annuities, etc......-..--.etc
618
annuities,
....-...
618
individual contribution to, authorized.
individual
__
618
authorized....
618
investment,
disbursement, etc
618
investment, disbursement,
etc .........
618
valuation, etc.,
be made
valuation,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
made by
by Board
Board of
of
Actuaries
Actuaries ..
620
....................
Civil Service
Civil
Service Rules, etc.,
appointment under,
appointment
under, of
clerks at
at embassies
of clerks
embassies
and legations
740
legations ......................
740
at consulates
consulates ..........................
749
749
Civil War,
War,
pensions
increased for
for service
service in........in
585
pensions increased
.
585
Can/
Civil War Volunteers,
appropriation for arrears of pay and
appropriation
and
bounty
193,
906, 1396
bounty................
193,906,1396
for commutation
for
commutation of
rations ..- . 193,906,1396
193, 906, 1396
of rations.
Civilian Military
Military Instruction,
Civilian
Instruction,
appropriation
expenses of
ranges
appropriation for
for expenses
of rifle
rifle ranges
for; materials,
materials, quartermaster
quartermaster supfor;
supplies,
lies, etc .......................
120,966
120,966
subsistence,
subsistence, travel,
travel, etc.,
to rifleteams.
rifle teams.
966
etc., to
966
for arms, ammunition, targets,
etc _ __ 128,974
targets, etc....
128,974
balances
in,
balances of appropriations
appropriations covered in,
ordnance
stores, etc............
etc
1353
ordnance stores,
1353
Civilian
Civilian Military
Military Training
Training Camps,
appropriation
appropriation for
maintaining, upon
for maintaining,
upon milimilitary reservations
reservations ................
974
974
uniforms, subsistence,
for furnishing
furnishing uniforms,
subsistence, and
and
transportation .....................
974
transportation
974
for
of camps
974
for expenses
expenses of
camps ..................
974
ordnance equipment,
for ordnance
974
equipment, etc
etc...........
974
age
training
974
age limit
limit for
for training..................
974
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
expenses of
345,
deficiency
for expenses
of... 345,
347, 522, 1038,
347,
1038, 1041,
1044, 1184,
1041,1044,
1184, 1190
1190
Claims,
Claims,
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses, defending
defending
appropriation for
suits in...................
in
207,921,1410
suits
207,921,1410
for
defense in Indian
depredation 207,
921, 1410
for defensein
Indian depredation
207,921,1410
for
arbitrating outstanding
and
for arbitrating
outstanding British
British and
American pecuniary
pecuniary ..........
746,1212
American
746,1212
deficiency
for paying
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
paying judgjudgments,
Court of
of Claims
60,
ments, Court
Claims ..........
60.
343,
521, 1037,
1037, 1182
343,521,
1182
for paying
judgments, Indian
Indian depredeprefor
paving judgments,
dation
60, 521, 1038
dation.....................
60,521,1038
for paying,
paying, certified
certified by
by accounting
for
accounting
officers
60,
65, 344, 347,
officers...............
60, 63,
63,65,344,347,
521, 1038, 1040,1044,1183,1189
1040, 1044, 1183,1189
521,1038,
for
defending suits
suits in.........
in
1188
for expenses
expenses defending
1188
presenting,
furnished
presenting, for
for military
military supplies
supplies furnished
the
United States
States during
the war
war by
by
the United
during the
former
former officers,
officers, engaged
engaged in
n procuring
procuring
131
...
them,
unlawful
131
etc., unlawful..............
them, etc.,
Claims Against Common Carriers,
Carriers,
time for filing notices of instituting suits
in designated
designated ................
494
in
rnilrtimnr
ot
nof carder
carrimr providing
nrovidinao
regulations, etc.,
of
shorter, unlawful.................
unlawful
494
494
shorter,

Clark, Albert D.,
Clark,

Page.

pension increased
increased .....................
pension
1600
Amelia P..
P.,
Clark, Amelia
patent authorized
patent
authorized for enlarged
enlarged homestead
homestead
entry by ......................
1090
1090

Clark Champ, lateaRepresentativein
Clark
late aRepresentative in Congress,
Congress,
pay to widow
widow. of .....................
Clark,
Clark, Corydon
Corydon W.,
W.,
pension . ......................
Clark County, Idaho,
appropriation for
for sheep
appropriation
sheep experiment
experiment station,
s
tation,
etc., in
etc.,
in .......................
Clark, George,
George,
_pension
pension...................
............
Clark,
HannahA.
k, Hannah
A. (daughter),
(daughter),
increased .......................
pension increased
Clark, Hannah
J. (widow),
(widow),
Clark,
Hannah J.
pension increased
increased .....................
Clark, John,
John,
Clark,
pension increased....................
increased
pension
L. (widow),
(widow),
Clark, Lydia L.
pension increased
pension
increased
..................
Clark,
Clark, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow).
(widow),
pension......................
pension
...........
C,Naney
(widow),
Clark, Nancy J.
J. (widow),
pension.
pension .................................
C•-ksville, Tenn.,
Tenn.
Clarksville,
bridge
authorized across
across Cumberland
River
bridge authorized
Cumberland River
near ......................

Bear

Classification Division,
Division, Post
Post Office DepartClassification
Department,
ment,

1628
1628
1613
1613
1319
1319
1605
1605
1495
1495
1533
1533
1473
1473
1499
1499
1576
1576
1505
1505
282
282

appropriation
for superintendent..........
superintendent
appropriation for

1295
1295

Commission
retirement Act..
Act
Commission under
under retirement
for expenses
expenses of
of Pension
Pension Office
Office under
under rerefor
tirement Act
tirement
Act........
..........
provisions for
retirement of,
for age
age or
provisions
for retirement
of, for
or
disability, on
annuities
on annuities.............

1262
1262

Classified Civil Srvice
Service Employees,
Classified
appropriation for expenses
of Civil
Chit Service
Service
appropriation
expenses of

1290
1290

614
614
Claxton,
Claxton, James C.,
C.,
pension .................................
pension
1543
1543
Clay Products,
Products, etc.,
appropriation
for
study
of
properties,
procappropriation for study of properties, processes, etc.,
etc, of...................
of
682,1301
esses,
682,1301
Clays, etc.,
appropriation
investigating structural
appropriation for
for investigating
structural
materials
of ..................
682,1301
materials of
682,1301
Clayton,
C.,
•
Clayton, Don
Don C.,
deficiency
apprcrpriation for
for services......
services
57
deficiency appropriation
57
Clayton,
Y.,
Clayton, N. Y:,
prelitninary
examination, etc.,
etc., of
of harbor
harbor
preliminary examination,
to be
made
1012
to
be made....
..............
........
1012
Clearwater
NationalForest,
Clearwater National
Forest, Idaho,
appropriation for
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of
248.
etc., of....
248.
707,1327
707,1327
Clements, Phebe
Phebe J.
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
ension
pension.............................
. 1593
1593
Clerical
Clerical Assistance to Senators
Senators,
appropriation for clerks
appropriation
clerks and
and assistant
assistant clerks
clerks
to
Senators not
chairmen of
of comto Senators
not chairmen
committees specifically
for 632,1253
632,1253
mittees
specifically provided
provided for.
committee
committee status thereof
632,1253
thereof ........
632,1253
for additional
at $1,200
632,1253
for
additional clerks
clerks at
$1,200 ....... 632,1253
deficiency
appropriation for,
deficiency appropriation
for, not
not chairmen
chairmen
of committees
56
committees ...................
56
Clerk
of Representatives,
Clerk of the House of
Representatives,
appropriation for,
appropriation
clerks etc
etc ..........
634,1255
for, clerks.
634.1255
deficiency
for services
services of
of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
assistants
to, preparing
statistical
assistants to,
preparing statistical
reports
reports of,
of, etc....................
etc
1181
1181
Daily
Calendar to
Daily Calendar
to have
have index
index each
each
Monday only
only ....................
1181
Monday
1181
committee clerks,
etc., placed
committee
clerks, etc.,
placed under,
under, after
after
close of
close
of Congress
635,1256
Congress.. .............
635,1256
navment
by of arrefrs
payment by,
arrears of rnav
pay to MnmhPer
Members
while in
in military
service, ratified...
ratified...
58
while
military service,
58

1868
1868

INDEX.
INDEX.

Clerks
to Committees,
Committees, Senate,
Senate,
Page.
Clerks and
and Messengers
Messengers to
Page.
appropriation for......................
for
631,1252
appropriation
631,1252
at Consulates,
Clerks at
Consulates,
appropriation
appointments under
appropriation for;
for; appointments
under
civil service rules
...........
. 749,1215
749,1215
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
62,
for ............ .
62,
346, 524, 1022,1043, 1187
346,524,1022,1043,1187
Clerks at Embassies
Embassies and
and Legations,
Legations,
appropriation for;
civil
appropriation
for; appointments
appointments under
under civil
service rules ..............
740,1206
...
740,1206
deficiency
523,1187
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ............ 523,1187
Clerks,
Committees,
Clerks, Messengers,
Messengers, and Janitors
Janitorsto
to Committees,
House of
House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation
appropriation for
for........................... 635,1255
635,1255
clerks
clerks placed under Clerk
Clerk of the
the House
after close of Congress ............
635,1256
635,1256
janitors placed under Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper after
close
of
Congress
636,1256
close of Congress................. 636,1256

Clerks, Messengers, etc.,
Clerks,
etc., Army
Headquarters,
Army Headquarters,
etc.,.
etc.,
appropriation for
111,955
for pay
pay .................. 111,955
for foreign
foreign service pay
pay ................ 111,955
111,955
clerks;
for allowances,
allowances, etc.,
etc., to Army field
field clerks;
restriction on assignment,
assignment, etc
' 111,955
etc..;..
111, 955
Clerks to Members, Delegates,
Delegates, and
and Resident
Resident
Commissioners,
Commissioners,
appropriation for .....................
637,1258
637,1258
payment authorized
two persons,
persons, desigauthorized to
to two
designated as; rates, etc ..............
162
162
Clerks, United
Clerks,
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries............
salaries
210,
923, 1412
210,923,1412
provisions
provisions applicable
applicable to supreme court
court,
D. C.,
C., and district
district courts for
for Hawaii
Hawaii
and Porto Rico
923,1412
Rico............... 923,1412
other
compensation for
for services
services by
by
other compensation
1413
clerk, deputy,
deputy, etc.,
etc., forbidden
forbidden...... 1413
allowances,
allowances, clerks of circuit
circuit courts
of
courts of
appeals .....................
210
210
deficiency appropriation for fees
deficiency
52,
67,
fees .........
52,67,
346,525,1040,1043,1188
346, 525, 1040, 1043, 1188
for salaries and
338,1176
and expenses
expenses ..........
338,1176
appointed by district judge, or senior judge
judge
if
more
than
if
district ....
1099
one in
in the district
1099
approval
approval of circuit judge eliminated
1099
eliminated.... 1099
fees,
fees, etc., to be paid into
the Treasury;
Treasury;
into the
Alaska excepted.........................
excepted
1099
1099
salary, in
in lieu
1099
lieu of
of fees,
fees, etc
etc..............
1099
no fees to be
the United
United States
1099
be charged the
States... 1099
Cleveland, Mary
E. (widow),
(widow),
Mary E.
pension
1484
pension..................................
1484
Cleveland National
Cleveland
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
248,
248,
707,1327
707,1327
Clifford,
Letitia A.
(widow),
Clifford, Letitia
A. (wid),1327
-1502
1502
pension increased
increased .....................
Climax Baskets
Basketsfor
Climax
for Grapes,
Grapes, etc.,
etc., D.
D. C.,
C.,
standard
standard dimensions
dimensions for, established......
established
1221
1221
Climax Grape
Grape Baskets, etc..
Climax
appropriation
appropriation for executing law
law fixinp
fixing
for................
standards for
266, 725, 1343
266,725,1343
Clink, Eliza
Clink,
(widow),
Eliza E.
E. (widow),
pension
1583
Pension
..............................
1583
Clinton,
C mton, lad.,
Ind.,
appropriation for
appropriation
building .........
for public
public building
164
Clinton,
Clinton, S.
S. C.,
C.,
appropriation
building
appropriation for
for public
public building.........
164
164
Clothing,
Clothing, Army,
Army,
appropriation
for cloth,
cloth, manufacture,
manufacture, etc.
117,961
appropriation for
etc. 117,961
indemnity for destroyed,
117,962
destroyed, etc
etc....... 117,962
Clothing,
Clothing, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
appropriation
154,831
appropriation for
for....................... 154,831
sale at cost to officers
uniforms, equipofficers of, uniforms,
ments, etc ....................
ments.
154
154
Clover (see Grasses).
Clover
Grasses).

Coachella
Page.
Coachella Valley
VaUey Irrigation
IrriationProject,
Project, Calif.,
appropriation
for pumping
pumping plants
408,1226
appropriation for
plants...... 408,1226
oal,
Coal,
appropriation
methods of
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating methods
of
weighing,etc.,
etc., at
1302
weighing,
at the
the mine
mne...... 683
683,1302
division
of public
into
division of
public lands
lands containing,
containing, into
leasing tracts
leasing
tracts........
...............
438
lands in Alaska excluded
excluded
438
................
maximum area .........................
438
offer
to qualified
applicants for leasing by
by
offerto
qualified applicants
competitive bids, etc .............
competitive
438
rights of
of present
present claimants
claimants protected
protected..
438
prospecting permits to be issued for undeprospecting
veloped areas...
areas
veloped
.
.......................438
lease allowed on discovery
discovery .............
438
leases not issued until public notice given
proposal .......................
438
of proosal
438
to railroas
railrm& limited to coal for their own
use; area restricted
.............. 438
for short lines.......................
lines
439
439
additional contiguous
contiguous
lessees may have additional
land; conditions ..................
439
not to exceed
exceed maximum area
area limit......
limit.... —
439
allowed additional
additional tracts on exhaustion
exhaustion of
deposits; restriction ................
439
deposits;
439
may consolidate holdings and receive
439
new lease ......................
439
areas limited ........................
439
noncontiguous coal or phosphate tracts
noncontiguous
tracts may
may
operated in a
lease; condibe operated
a single lease;
tions ......................
tions.
439
payment of royalties
payment
royalties on product; minimum; periods of ...................
439
annual rental; rates.......
rates
.........
439
credited against
against accruing
accruing royalties....
royalties._
439
439
leases to be for indeterminate
indeterminate periods.....
periods
439
operation, etc.,
continued operation,
etc., of mines required .......................
quired
439
readjustment of terms may be made each
readjustment
each
20 years .........................
439
annual advance
advance of minimum royalty allowed
lowed in lieu of continuous operation
......................... 439
439
suspension of operations
operations permitted to
to
prevent loss........................
loss
440
prevent
440
limited licenses may be issued for mining
mining
without royalty for local domestic
domestic
use.....................
use
.......... 440
440
corporations not included ..........
440
440
to municipalities
municipalities for supplying
supplying residents
residents
for household use, without profit.__ 440
profit....
440
allowed ....................
440
areas allowed
440
holders of other leases
leases not barred
barred operating under ....................
440
440
proclamation designating, lands in Alaska,
proclamation
to be mined,
min, etc., for naval uses
1797
uses... 1797
Coal,
Coal, Alaska,
sale for domestic uses, etc.,
etc., of surplus,
surplus,
mined by Alaska Engineering
Engineering Commission, authorized
authorized ...............
1776
1776
Coal and Asphalt Deposits.
Coal
Deposits, Okla.,
unsold and forfeited
forfeited,,in Choctaw and Chickreoffered, etc
asaw Nations to be reoffered,
24
etc....
24
other sales not affected; limitation......
limitation
24

Coal and
and Asphalt Lands,
Lands, Okla.,
Coal
appropriation for expenses
expenses of sales, within
appropriation
area of Choctaw and Chickasaw
1242
Chickasaw ....427,
427,1242
sale directed of Choctaw
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw
remaining
remaining ......................
1107
1107
Coal Commission,
Commission, Anthracite,
Coal
Anthracite,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries and
and
expenses
expenses.........................
Coal Commission,
Commission, Bituminous,
Bituminous,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
expenses.....

1015
1015
503
503

INDEX.
INDEX.

1869
1869

Coal,
PageCoal, D.
D. C.,
Page. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Department
Department of
of Page.
Page.
1219
provisions regulating sales of -_ ........
1219
Commerce-Continued.
Commerce-Continued.
Coal
Coal Deposits,
Deposits,
claims for
for payment
recommendation,
claims
payment on
on recommendation,
combinations
combuiatiOns of lessees of, authorized
authorized for
etc.,
1054
etc., thereby
thereby ..................
1054
railroads to transport product .......
448
commissioned officers
officers to have
have pay,
pay, etc
etc.,,
prospecting permits for, allowed in undeprospecting
undeof
relative rank
the Navy
603
of relative
rank in
in the
Navy .....
603
veloped area of Alaska .............
130
1363
families of
of commissioned
commissioned officers,
officers, etc.,
etc ,
families
conditions,
.
conditions, area, etc ...................
1363
allowed
upon change
allowed transportation
transportation upon
change
on discovery
1363
lease allowed
allowed permittee
permittee on
discovery .
...-_ 1363
of
permanent station
station ..............
604
of permanent
604
Coal
Coal Depots,
Depots, Navy (see also
also Fuel Depots,
longevity pay
officers based
based on
on total
longevity
pay of
of officers
total
Naval),
service in
service
in all services.............
services
604
604
appropriation for ....-................
145,822
appropriation
readjustment of
of pay,
pay, etc.,
personnel to
to
readjustment
etc., of,
of, personnel
Coal,
etc., Lands,
Coal, etc.
Lands,
be
etc., by
special
be investigated,
investigated, etc.,
by special
underground water
water
disposal of, within underground
joint committee
committee of
of Congress........
Congress
604
joint
604
supply discoveries in Nevada ......
295
Superintendent to
have rank,
pay, etc.,
etc., of
of
Superintendent
to have
rank, pay,
Coal,
Coal, etc., Navy,
Navy,
captain in
in the
the Navy
Navy ...........
825
captain
825
appropriation for,
term, etc
etc ...............
825
appointment, term,
appropriation
for, fuel handling, mainte825
nance of depots, etc............
etc _
148,826
to assist
for Army
use;
to
assist in
in preparing
preparing maps
maps for
Army use;
etc., in Alaska
148,826
mining, etc.,
Alaska........... 148.826
payment....................
payment
124,
970
124, 970
purchase from Government
Government fael
fuel yard,
yard,
purchase
to reimburse
to
reimburse Capitol
Capitol Power
Plant for
Power Plant
for
D. C., not required
required --148
.....----..
power furnished
furnished1427
power
....... .........
1427
Anthracite,
Coal Mining,
Mining, Anthracite,
transfer
of instruments
instruments of
of historical
historical value,
value,
transfer of
proclamation
proclamation appointing commission to
to educational
institutions ..........
930
to
educational institutions
930
decide wage differences,
etc
1796 Coast and
Superintendent of,
decide
differences, etc.------.
1796
andGeodetic Survey, Superintendent
of,
Coal
Tar Products,
Coal Tar
Products,
rank, pay,
be relative
relative to
to captain
captain in
in
rank,
pay, etc.,
etc., to
to be
restriCtions on importing, continued
until
restictions
continued until
the
Navy
825
the Navy.........................
825
1920
January-20, 1920...................
361
appointment, term,
etc .................
825
appointment,
term, etc
825
of
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, Department
Department of
title
to Director...............
Director
929
title changed
changed to
929
Coast
Commerce,
Coast Artillery, Army,
Army,
appropriation
for ;
advances
214, 928, 1417
appproriationfor;
advances..
.... 214,928,1417
appropriation
for commercial
commercial telephone
telephone
appropriation for
service at
at posts
posts.......
108
for field expenses,
expenses, Atlantic
Atlantic and Gulf
service
.............
108
coasts
214, 928, 1417
Coast
Army, Chief
Chief of,
of,
coasts..................
214,928,1417
Coast Artillery, Army,
outlying islands, etc_928, 1417
limit, outlying
etc..--214,
.214,928,1417
appropriation
Coast Artillery
Artillery School.
School. 106,
106,951
appropriation for
for Coast
951
Atlantic
Atlantic entrance to Panama
PanamaCaaal.
214,
Canal...,_ 214,
for expenses
expenses of
fortifications under...608,1348
under.. _608, 1348
for
of fortifications
928,1417
for fire
fire control
pos928,1417
for
control installations,
installations, insular
insular posComte
215, 928, 1417
for Pacific
sessions
611, 1351
Pacific Coasts-..---......sessions -...................
. 215,928,
1417
611,1351
for hydrographic researches,
researches, etc_
215, 928, 1417
Coast
Army,
etc- 215,928,1417
CoastArtillery Corps, Army,
215, 928, 1418
for Coast Pilot, etc _
-------....- . 215,928,1418
officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men composing......
composing
770
officers and
770
215, 928, 1418
for magnetic observations, etc._
etc. . 215,928,1418
Mine
Mine Planters
Planters Service
warrant officers
Service warrant
officers
215, 928, 1418
for special surveys ........... 215,928,1418
included
770
included........................
770
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous ...........
215, 928, 1418
. 215,928,1418
Coast Artillery, Office of
Coast
of Chief of, War Defor delegates,
delegates, International
International Research
Research
partment,
partment,
Council ..................
215, 928, 1418
215,928,1418
appropriation
for clerks,
clerks, etc...........
etc
660,1279
appropriation for
660,1279
215, 929, 1418
for vessels, repairs, etc
etc......... 215,929,1418
details of
of warrant
or enlisted
enlisted
details
warrant officers
officers or
for altering vessels transferred
transferred from the
men
in, authorized
men in,
authorized ..............
1279
1279
Navy..
929
Naw .........................
929
Coast
Port Monroe, Va.,
Coast Artillery School, Fort
etc.......... 215,929,1418
for officers, crews,
crews, etc
215, 929, 1418
appropriations
incidental expenses..
expenses.. 106,951
appropriations for
for incidental
106,951
for pay, etc., of commissioned officers;
officers;
for material,
material, apparatus
apparatus,
etc
106,951
106,951
1 etc.........
rank, etc ..................
215, 929,1418
929,1418
for engineering
for
mine defense
defense mamaengineering and
and mine
title of Director to supersede that of
terial
107,951
terial......
............................
107,951
Superintendent
Army,
Superintendent ................ 929,1418 Coast Artillery War
War Instruction, Army,
1418
appropriation ior
for maintenance
608,1348
Assistant Director ..................
appropriation
maintenance ......... 608,1348
balances of
balances
of appropriations
appropriations for,
for, covered
613
for office force...............
force
216, 929, 1418
covered in.
in.
613
office expenses ..............
215, 930, 1419
Coast Defenses, etc.,
Coast
for office
215,930,1419
appropriation for
sites for.
for
608
allowance
restriction on subsistence allowance
608
................
for sites
appropriation
tor
sites for,
insular possessions..........
possessions
600
930, 1419
for sites
for, insular
600
while at Washington
Washington...... 216,
216,930,1419
229, 942, 1430
1430
balances covered
covered in of appropriations
appropriations for
balances
for printing and binding for
for..... 229,942,
sites for.....
for
613
sites
............................
deficiency
613
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for office exCoast
Cutters,
Coast Guard
Guard Cutters,
penses
54, 516, 524, 1043,1178
1043, 1178
penses.............
appropriation
for construction
of five
five ...
150
appropriation for
construction of
150
expenses. ................ 62,1188
for general
general expenses
forrepairs, etc
171, 880, 1373
forrepairs,etc..................
171,880,1373
additional draftsmen
.......
339
for additional
draftsmen ........
339
deficiency
appropriation for
for repairs....
repairs.... 506,1163
506,1163
for additional
additional employees
339
deficiency appropriation
employees..............
339
Coast
Department,
Coast Guard,
Guard, Treasury
Treasury Department,
for field expenses, Atlantic and Gulf
appropriation
chiefs of
of division,
division, assistassist515
coasts ..................
.......
515
appropriation for
for chiefs
ants, clerks,
clerks, etc.,
650, 1271
ants,
etc., office
oioffice of
of..... 650,1271
for Pacific Coasts ....................
515
515
details of
of enlisted
enlisted men
men for
for office
office duty
duty
details
for magnetic observations...-...........
observations
516
516
forbidden
650
forbidden
........................
60
for vessels, maintenance,
maintenance, etc............
etc
516
516
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., may
be paid
paid from
"Redraftsmen,
for officers,
officers, crew, etc
etc ................
516
may be
from "Re516
pairs to
to CoastGuard
Coast Guard Cutters"....
Cutters"
-650,1271
650, 1271
pairs
for altering
altering vessels transferred
transferred from.
from
for
pay and
and allowances,
officers, cadets,
cadets,
for pay
Navy .......
516
allowances, officers,
............-...
516
enlisted
etc., ........
171,
879, 1372
enlisted men,
men, etc.
171,879,1372
524
for repairs
repains of vessels .................
commissioned
officers, titles
titles changed_
879
commissioned officers,
1182
changed879
for printing and binding................
binding
1182
for
rations, etc
171, 879, 1372
for rations,
etc...............
171,879,1372
1188,1192
for party expenses
expenses..............
1188,
1192
for
c/erks
to
district
superintendents
171,
forclerks to district superintendents ...
171,
to be
claims for damages
damages by acts of Service, to
-.
I s
-+t
n.+n-nA
flJ
Ut+.
at
879, 1372
879,1372
examined, ulr..Y
1054
-etc.,
. , by
U Superintendent.
-fl-rYUILUIVI
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Coast Guard,
Treasury Department-Contd.
Guard, Treasury
Department-Contd.
Coast

Page.
Page.
appropriation
for fuel, ship's stores,
appropriation for
etc
171,
879, 1372
etc....................
171,879,1372
for repairs of buildings, leases, etc 171,
879, 1372
171,879,
forrepairsofbuildings,leases,etc.
allowances, etc ..........
171, 1372
for death allowances,
.... ..... 171,
1372
171, 879,
879,1372
expenses........
for traveling
traveling expenses
animals; telephone
special
lines; special
telephone lines;
for draft animals;
services ....
879, 1372
services
............ 171, 879,1372
171,
for civilian
civilian employees
employees in the field......
field
171,
880,1372
for
171, 880, 1372
expenses........ 171,880,1372
contingent expenses
for contingent
for repairs to cutters
171, 880, 1373
cutters............ 171,880,1373
naval servrepairs, etc.,
etc., of, vessels in naval
for repairs,
149
ice
ice..............................
150
for constructing
constructing five cutters..........
deficiency
appropriation
for..
61,
63,
65,
344,
347
63,65,344,347
deficiency
for Life
Life Saving
Saving Service....
63,344
......... .. 63,344
addiioffice
employees
506
office employees.......
for additional
for
etc., officers,
officers, cadets, enlisted
for pay, etc.,
1023, 1162
506,1023,1162
................506,
men, etc
506
.............
for rations,
rations, etc .......
506, 1162
etc
506,1162
for fuel, etc........................
506
.............
stores, etc ..
for ship's stores,
506, 1163
expenses
506,1163
for traveling expenses............
506
506
for draft
animals
for
draftanimal.......................
506
employees..............
for civilian employees
for contingent
expenses ...............
506,
for
contingent expenses
522, 1023, 1038, 1041,1163,1184,
1041, 1163, 1184, 1190
119.3
repai' rs to cutters.............
cutters
506,1163
for repairs
fuel, etc
1162
1162
etc...........................
for fuel,
allowances............... 1162
for death allowances
allowance
of
commutation
of
quarters
to
allowance
commutation
quarters to
families
of officers
officers until
until June
June 30,
30,
families of
1922
1922..............................
602
allowances for death
death in service
service of officers
allowances
and enlisted men..................
men
825
825
beneficiaries to be designated
designated ........
beneficiaries
825
payment directed
directed .................
commutation
rations, rate established..
established
506
commutation of rations,
cooperation
Bureau,
cooperation of, with Lighthouses
Lighthouses Bureau,
for buoys in harborsof
harbors of New York
and
Yorkand
Hampton Reads
880,1373
Hampton
Roads...
...........
designated officers authorized
authorized to administer
administer
oaths
880
...........................
provisions for deck courts .............
880
provisions
enlisted men serving in the war to have
mileage allowance
mileage
allowance if honorably
honorably discharged
expiZed before
before enlistment
enlistment has
has expired..............................
139
139
sea travel allowance,
139
allowance, etc
etc................
enlisted men who enlisted for four years
February 3, 1917,
1917, may have
since February
period construed as for the war,
discharged; condiand be honorably discharged;
tions
........................
139
if reenlisting in Navy or Marine Corps
for four years, in four months, to
gratuity pay ..................
have gratuity
139
or during the war, may extend periods
instead
acceptingdischarge;rights,
instead of accepting
diecharge; rights,
pay, etc
etc..............
........ 139
reenlistments. 140
gratuity allowance
allowance as for reenlistments
expenses of, while cooperating with Navy
expenses
to be paid from naval appropriations.
appropriations
150
appropriations............
transfer of appropriations
150
families of commissioned
commiseioned officers, etc.,
etc ,
allowed transportation upon change
of permanent
station.............
permanent station
604
permitted officers of, for
leave of absence permitted
temporary
employment by Venetemporary employment
Venezuela .............................
zuela
452
longevity pay of officers based on total
service i
nall services ...............
in
604
officers, etc.,
etc., may purchase
purchase quartermaster
quartermaster
supplies from Army,
etc
506
supplies
Army. Navy,
Navw. etc.....
506
.....

J

Coast
Page.
Department-Contd. Page.
Coast Guard,
Guard, Treasury
Treasury Department-Contd.
officers of,
of, serving
serving with Navy
Navy during
World War, eligible to appointment
appointment
835
in Navy ......................lieutenant commander
835
835
commander ......
not above lieutenant
longevity credit for
Coast
longevity
for service in Coast
835
Service
835
Guard and Revenue Cutter Service.
payment
officers of
of cutter
cutter
payment to heirs
heirs of officers
1530
"Tampa"
"Tampa".....................
personnel
receive pay, etc., of correpersonnel to receive
603
sponding
grades in Navy.........
Navy
603
sponding grades
grades and
of warrant
warrant officers
officers in
in
and ratings
ratings of
grades
603
.........................
603
the Navy
603
pay of surfmen
surfmen ....................
ratings, pay, etc., of district superin603
tendents
tendents......................
readjustment of
personnel to
etc., of,
of, personnel
of pay, etc.,
readjustment
be investigated,
etc., by special
investigated, etc.,
604
joint committee of Congress.........
Congress
604
authorized on Lake
Lake Superior
Superior in
station authorized
588
588
•
Minn
Cook County, Minn................
Coast
Pilot,
CoastPilot,
appropriation for
215, 928, 1418
for compiling
compiling ....... 215,928,1418
appropriation
Coasters
L,
Island, R. I.,
CoastersHarbor
Harbor Island,
appropriation for naval training
training station,
appropriation
maintenance
136,816
maintenance.....................
for
maintenance
137,818
for Naval War College, maintenance..
Coastwise
Coastwise Trade,

built,
vessels
admission
to,
admission
urchased,
to, of
of foreign
foreign
etc., built,
frometc.,
etc.,
Shipping
vessels

purchased, etc., from Shipping
Board if owned
owned by American
American citi-

994
994
Zen& .............................
zens
allowed former
former Army transports if owned
961
by citizens .....................
extended to island Terrilaws relating to, extended
tories and possessions
possessions February 1,
1,
1922. ...........
997
..............
1922
adequate steamship service
service there, to be
adequate
997
provided ........................
period extended
extended until time of ........
997
period
regulations of, in Philippine Islands by
regulations
condition
laws thereof; condition.............
997
application hereof to the Philippines deapplication
established
997
ferred until service established.....
repeal of provisions admitting
admitting foreign
foreign
997
built, etc., vessels to .............
if now owned by citizens, etc., excepted.
excepted
997
permits for Hawaiian
Hawaiian travel in foreign
February 1, 1922
997
ships, allowed until February
merchandise
merchandise transported
transported in, by other than
American vessels, forfeited..........
forfeited
999
exceptions
999
exceptions..
..................................
999
citizenship
citizenship controlling interest of seventyfive per cent of corporations
corporations operating vessels,
vessels, in, required..........
required
1008
1008
Coastwise
Waterways, Inland
Coastwise Waterways,
Inlandand,
and,
appropriation
transportation
appropriation for operating transportation
facilities by War Department
Department on. 906,1392
deficiency appropriation for operating
deficiency
transportation facilities by War Detransportation
1026
partment on..................
on
1026
boats and other Government
Government owned transportation facilities on, transferred
transferred to
Secretary of War for operation,
operation, etc.Secretary
etc..
458
Cobb,
(widow),
Cobb, Harriet
HarrietL. (widow),
pension
1484
..........................
Cobb, Jay
Jay (son),
pension increased
increased ...................
1501
pension
1501
Coca
Coca Leaves, etc.
etc.,'
appropriation
expenses restricting
restricting sale,
appropriation for expenses
etc
654, 1274
etc.......................
654,1274
deficienc,y
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses restricting sale, etc
1161
etc................. 1161

1871
1871

INDEX.
Cochetopa National
C'ochetopa
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Page.
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of
249,
appropriation for
etc., of....
249,
707,1327
707,1327
Coconino National
Ariz.,
Coconino
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
appropriation
etc., of
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of... 249,
249,
707,1327
proclamation modifying
modifying area of
1770
of..........
1770
portion of, transferred
transferred to Prescott National Forest, Ariz ................
1770
1770
Codification of Public
Public Laws,
Laws,
Codification
printing of bills, etc.,
etc., relating
relating to,
to, by
by
House Committee
Committee on Revision
Revision of
House
the Laws, authorized
370
authorized..............
Coeur d'Alene Agency,
Idaho,
Coeur
Agency, Idaho,
appropriation
or
support,
etc.,
of
Indians
appropriation
etc., of Indians
...
................... 31,
at
434, 1248
31,434,1248
Coeur
d'Alene Indians,
Indians, Idaho,
Idaho,
Coer dPAlene
appropriation for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty with....
with....
13,
418,1234
418,1234
Coeur
Forest, Idaho,
Coeurd'Alene National
NationalForest,
appropriation
of..
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
249,
t7, 1327
707,1327
graves, etc.
marking graves,
etc., in Wallace, of
employees who lost their lives in
707
fighting fires on ...
.-............
.
Coheley
Herbert S.,
Cohle,.,Herbert
pension
increased.......-.............
pension increased
1625
Cohen,
Cohen, Ida (mother),
pension increased
1616
pension
increased....................
Cohoes,
Cohoes, N.
N. T.,
Y.,
appropriation
164
appropriation for public building .........
may join with State, etc., in bridging
Hudson River to Troy.............
Troy
1108
Coin,
proclamation
proclamation canceling
license requirecanceling license
ments for exporting..............
exporting
1760
1760
Coins,
obins,
appropriation for recoinage
recoinage of gold_
173, 882, 1375
appropriation
gold. 173,882,1375
minor......... 173,882,1375
for recoinage
recoinage of minor
173, 882, 1375
silver 50-cent pieces to be coined to commemorate centennial
memorate
centennial of admission
admission
of State of Alabama
Alabama............... 595
95
of State of Maine.
Maine ..................
595
of State of Missouri ..................
1363
1363
tercentenary of landing of the Pilgrims..
Pilgrims
597
tercentenary
597
Coke, D.
D. C.,
provisions regulating sales
sales of
1219
of............
1219
Colbert, Roxie
Roxze L. (widow),
(widow),
Colbert,
pension increased.......................
increased
1586
1686
Colby, Marie
Marie A. (widow),
pension ................................
1612
1612
Cold-Storage
Chicago, Ill.,
Cold-StoragePlant,
Plant, Chicago,
Ill., Army,
Army,
exchange of, for warehouse,
adjoining
exchange
warehouse, etc.,
etc., adjoining
general supply depot
depot...............
130
general
appropriation for
costs...
130
for conveyancing
conveyancing costs__
appropriation
proceeds of, to be deposited in the
proceeds
Treasury ......................
130
Cole,
Charles W.,
Cole, Charles
pension...........................
pension
.1562
1662
Cole,
Sarah (widow),
Cole, Sarah
pension
1566
pension ................
..........
1566
Coleman,
Coleman, George
George W.,
payment to, for damages
damages from fire........
fire
1460
payment
1460
Coleman, Hugh,
payment
1460
payment to, for damages from fire ........ 1460
Coleman,
Coleman, John
John E.,
E.,
pension.
1596
pension
...........
..... .........
1596
Cokstock,
Martha J. (widow),
Colestock, Martha
1568
.
..............
.........
pension .Collect
PostalService,
Collect on
on Delivery Mail,
Mail, Postal
appropriation
indemnity for lost.
lost... 581,1154
for indemnity
appropriation for
payment by postmasters,
581
authorized..
postmasters, authorized._
payment
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for indemnity
deficiency
indemnity for
for
lost..
54,
336, 514
54,336,514
lost..........................

Collectors
Collectors of Customs,
Page.
records of sales, mortgages,
mortgages, etc.,
etc., of vessels
to be kept by ......................
1000
1000
Collectors
of Internal
Collectorsof
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
appropriation for
appropriation
for salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses of,
deputies, etc .................. 653,1274
deputies,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for salaries
salaries and
expenses ............... 1038,1183,1189
1038, 1183, 1189
expenses
Collector's Office, D.
Collector's
D. C.,
appropriation
salaries
70, 839, 1110
appropriation for
for salaries..........
70,839,1110
Colleges, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
for quartermaster
quartermaster supplies,
appropriation for
etc., to military, other than with
etc.,
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
units of Reserve
Corps
Corps.......................
121,967
ordnance supplies to.............
to
128,974
for ordnance
industrial alcohol for, may
may be withdrawn
withdrawn
free of tax ................
321
free
....
permits, etc.,
etc., required...............
required
321
321
military equipment,
equipment, etc., to, other than
military
with units of Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
Training
Training Corps.................
Corps
780
conditions
conditions........................
780
details from Army,
Army, pay, etc
780
etc............
780
provisions for establishing
establishing Reserve
provisions
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps
units in.......
in..
776
cers' Training
Corps units
776
Collett,.
Collett, Dillon,
Dillon,
1548
pension increased.
increased .....................
1548
Collins,
N.,
Collins, Albert N.,
homestead entry of, validated...........
validated
1456
homestead
Collins,
Clara A.
A. (widow),
Collins, Clara
penmen increased
1560
pension
increased..........-.-......... 1560
Collisions,
Collisions,
damages from,
from, with vessels on river and
damages
harbor work to be adjusted
adjusted by
Engineers
1015
Chief of Engineers........-.......
1015
claims exceeding
reported to
exceeding $500 to be reported
Congress
1015
Congress.........................
Colombia,
Colombia,
appropriation for minister
739, 1206
1206
appropriation
minister to ........
Con,
Colon, Panama,
Panama,
appropriation for operating, etc.,
appropriation
etc., public
receipts therefrom....
therefrom.... 232,
works, from receipts
945,1433
oorado,
945,1433
Colorado,
Colorado,
appropriation
appropriation for surveyor
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
etc .................
... 673,1292
673,1292
La Sal National
Utah, and, diminNational Forest, Utah,
ished.............................
ished
1753
Yucca
House National Monument,
Monument, set
set
Yucca House
aside ........................
1781
Colorado Labor
1914,
Colorado
Labor Strike,
Strike, 1914,
appropriation
for
paying
for
firearms,
etc.,
appropriation for paying for firearms, etc.,
from civilians during........
during
295
taken from
settlement of accounts,
accounts, etc ...........
296
deficiencyjppropriation for paying claims
claims
deficiencyeppropriation
for row
etc
1185, 1190
1190
ross of firearms, etc........
Colorado
Forest, Colo.,
Colo.,
Colorado National
National Forest,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of_.
of... 249,
707,1327
707,1327
exchange
of
lands
with
John
Zimmerman,
exchange of lands with John Zimmerman,
to be added
added to ...................
757
Colo., for
for
lands in, granted
granted to Boulder, Colo.,
water supply
supply ...................
288
Colorado River,
Colorado
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
etc., need
need
appropriation for
for bridge over,
over, at
at Lees
Lees Ferry, Ariz.
for
Ariz. 1233
diverting
waters of, at Laguna
Laguna Dam, for
for
diverting waters
extending irrigation
irrigation of Imperial
extending
County, Calif.,
examined, etc.
601
601
County,
Calif., to be examined,
Colorado
Agency, Ariz.,
Colorado River Agency,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation
at .....................
31,
433, 1247
31,433,1247
.

.
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Colorado
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
'age.
Colorado River
Ariz.,
Page.
appropriation for
for canals,
etc., for
irrigaappropriation
canals, etc.,
for irrigation
10,
415, 1432
----.....
10,415,1432
tion..........
additional lands;
repayfor irrigating
irrigating additional
lands; repayment .....................
10
10
deficiency
appropriation for
for irrigation.
irrigation.. 62,64,
62, 64, 66
deficiency appropriation
66
Colorants,
Colorants,

appropriation for
for developing
appropriation
developing standards
stndards of,
of,

etc.,
etc., for
for industrial
industrial use.
use......... . 682,1301
682,1301
for utilizing
utilizing raw
materials for.
712, 1331
for
raw materials
for.. 254,
254,712,1331
cooperative experiments,
experiments, etc..
254, 712, 1331
cooperatve
etc.. 254,712,1331
deficiency appropriation
for developing
developing
deficiency
appropriation for
standards of . ............ 349,1040,1045
standards
349, 1040, 1045
Colored
Children, D.
D. C.,
National
Colored Women and
and Children,
C., National
Home for,
Homefor,
appropriation
appropriation for care
care of
of children
children in
in...... 97,

867,1138
867,1138
Colors,
Demobilized Army
OrganizaColors, etc., of
of Demonobiized
Army Orgaizations,
tons,
disposal of all, directed...
directed
1438
..................
disposalof
used by State National
National Guard brought
brought
into service, to that State, on
on rerequest of governor.............
governor
1439
1439
others, to State furnishing
furnishing majority
majority to
organisation
organisation....
................. 1439
if not identified
identified with any State, to
Quartermaster General
General for national
use ........
...............
Use
1439
title to remain with the Government
Government. . 1439
provisions to be made for care,
care, preservation, etc ......................
1439
1439
previous
previous disposition
disposition of, ratified and confirmed .................
firmed
....... 1439
1439
Colrider,
Colrider, Sebra (widow),
pension increased
increased ................
1488
pension
1488
Colt, Emma (widow),
pension
.....................
pension....
1568
Columbia Hospital
for Women, D. C.,
Columbia
Hospitalfor
appropriation for care of indigent paappropriation
patients ..................
95, 866, 1137
95,866,1137
for repairs, etc ...................
1378
1378
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs and
improvements
177, 328, 348,
improvements.........
177,328,
348, 886
Columbia
Columbia Institutionfor
Institution for the Deaf, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of instruction..
instruction..
86,
86.
856, 1127
856,1127
for maintenance
206,
920, 1409
maintenance ...........
206,920,1409
for repairs, etc .................. 206,
920, 1409
206,920,1409
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses.....
expenses
51,
deficiency
51,
,1173
612,1173
for repairs ...................... 335,
1030, 1173
335,1030,1173
for instruction
instruction expenses ..............
1018
1018
Columbia
Wash
Columbia National
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of
of.... 249,
707, 1327
Columbia Polytechnic
Columbia
Institute for theBlind,
th46Blind,
Polytechnic Institute

D. C.,
appropriation
to......... 97, 868, 1139
appropriation for aid to
Columbia
ColumbiaRiver,
bridge and approaches
approaches authorized
authorized across,
near Cascade Locks, Oreg
401
Oreg..........
401
Pasco to Kennewick.
Kennewick, Wash
533
Wash............
533
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
made, Chinook to Sand Island.
Island
Wash .......................
1013
right of way to Oregon acrcee
acros Dalles-Celilo
Dalles-Celilo
section of improvements
improvements of
1437
of..
....... 1437
time extended
extended for bridging, near Cascade
Cascade
Locks, Ore
Oreg.......
1101
..........
1101
Columbia
Columbia River Hig
Highway,
way,
Oregon
Oregon granted right of way for, across Columbia River improvements,
improvements, DallesDallsCelilosection
Celilo
section ..........
1437
.
147
v-.
..........

Columbia
Submarine and
De- Page.
Columbia River,
River, Oreg.,
Oreg., Submarine
and DePage.
stroyer
stroyerBase,
Base,
822
appropriation for development
development of
of.........
822
appropriation
822
acceptance
of site
site from
acceptance of
from Astoria
Astoria.......
822
Columbia, S.
C.,
Columbia,
S. C.,

deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for public
public buildbuildin
g . ........... . ... . . .. .. .-..
. 11024
024
ing
Columbus, Ga.,
Ga.,
Columbus,
authorized across
Chattahoochee
bridge authorized
across Chattahoochee
1055
River by
..... .. ...........
..---1055
Columbus, Ohio,
Ohio,
Columbus,
appropriation for
for care
of Confederate
Cemeappropriation
care of
Confederate Cemetery, Camp
896, 1387
tery,
Camp Chase
Chase........... 184,
184,896,
1387
Colville
Colville Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
appropriation for
etc., of
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
of Indising
Indians

at
431, 434, 1245, 1248
.......... 27, 31,
31,431,434,1245,1248
deficiency
appropriation for
etc.,
deficiency appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
Indians at .....
1171
Indians
...............
Colville Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for irrigation
irrigation project
project on,
on,
409, 1226
from tribal funds ............ 3,
3,409,1226
extended for paying installtime further extended
of., limit .....
ments for ceded lands of
536
advance interest
interest and application
appiication required
quired
536
.....
...................
....
536
cancellation of entry, etc., for
nonpaycancellation
for nonpayment .............................
536
536
Wash.,
Colville National
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
appropriation
etc., of ...
249
249,,
707, 1327
1327
707,
Colwell, Hyrwm,
Hyram,
pension increased.......................
increased
1598
1598
Indians, Okla.,
Comanche, etc., Indians,
appropriation for agency expenses,
from
appropriation
expenses, from
20, 424, 1240
tribal funds .....-........-..
20,424,1240
for support, etc., from tribal funds ......
20,
20,
425, 1240
425,1240
Comanche, Tex.,
Comanehe,
Tex.,
appropriation
164
appropriation for
for public
public building
building..........
164
Combs, John
Combs,
John A.,
A.,
pension...........
pension
1609
...............
1609
Commerce.
appropriation for expenses, regulating
appropriation
regulating
interstate ..............
interstate
179,
1380
179, 888,
888,1380
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for expenses
executing
laws regulating
1159
executing laws
regulating .........
1159
treaty of, with Ethiopian
Ethiopian. Empire ........ 1711
1711
Commerce and
and Navigation,
Navigation,
agreement
agreement with France, modifying
modifying former
former
convention
convention of .................
1723
1723
Commerce,
Commerce Foreign
Foreign and Domesti
c,
Domestic,
appropriation
appropriation for promoting and developing ..........
679, 1298
................ 679,1298
branch offices expenses
expenses ..............
1298
1298
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for promoting,
etc.
etc
524, 1040
........................ 524,1040
Commercial
Commercial -Mocha,
Attaches,
approphiation for salaries and expenses.
expenses 679,
approphiation
679, 1298
1298
de
ciency appropriation
524,1188
deficiency
appropriation for..........
for
Commision
for
Purchase
Commission
Purchase of Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Consular
Consular Premises
Premises,
creation and composition of...........
of
1214
114
plans, or proposals
proposals for purchase of buildings, to be considered
considered by .......... 1214
1214
purchases from foreign Governments indebted to United States subject to
approval of ..........
1214
........
1214
price to be credited
credited to debt thereof.....
thereof
1214
Commission of Fine
Commission
Fine Arts,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
886, 1378
expenses....... 177,
177,886,1378
advice of, to he
be obtained, of proposed memorials, etc., in Arlington MemoMemo.. ...
1440
rial Amphitheater
Amphitheater ......
1440

INDEX.
Page.
Commission of
of Fine
Fine Arts-Continued.
Page
Arts-Continued.
Commission
approval
of, required
for monument
monument to
to
required for
approval of,
mark
point of
of motor
convoy
motor convoy
mark starting
starting point
1062
Washington
to San
Francisco
1062
San Francisco......
Washington to
Commission
on Industrial
Relations,
IndustrialRelations,
Commission on
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.............
for
1043
deficiency
Salaries, etc.,
Commission on Postal
Commission
Postal Service Salaries,
Joint,
Joint,
continued until
until next
next session
session ...............
1053
1053
continued
Commissioners
of Conciliation,
Conciliation,
Cor missioners of
685, 1304
appropriation for
expenses of...........
of
for expenses
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
517, 1179
for expenses_
expenses- 517,1179
appropriation for
deficiency
Commissioners,
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
Commissioners, United
appropriation for
for fees
210, 924, 1413
fees............ 210,924,1413
appropriation
52,62,64,
deficiency
appropriation for
for fees .....
52,
62, 64,
deficiency appropriation
347, 349, 525,1040,1043,1045,1176,1188,1192
525, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1176, 1188, 1192
347,349,
Commissions,
International
(see
International
Commissions, International (see International
Commissions).
Commissions).
Committee on
on Agriculture
Agriculture and
Forestry, Senate,
Senate,
andForestry,
Committee
chairman
members to
on
to serve
serve on
two members
and two
chairman and
Short Time
Rural Credits
Credits ComComTime Rural
Short
730
mittee
mittee ..........................
Committee on
Agriculture, House
of RepreRepreHouse of
on Agriculture,
Committee
sentatives,
sentatives,
chairman
and two
two members
members to
serve on
on
to serve
chairman and
Rural Credits ComShort
Short Time Rural
730
mittee
730
mittee ...........................
Committee on
on Banking
House
Currency, House
and Currency,
Banking and
Committee
of
Representatives,
of Representatives,
chairman
and two
serve on
on
to serve
two members
members to
chairman and
ComShort
Time Rural
Rural Credits ComShort Time
mittee ...........................
730
730
mittee
Committee
on Banking
and Currency,
Currency, Senate,
Senate,
Banking and
Committee on
on
chairman and
and two
two members
members to serve on
chairman
ComShort Time
Rural Credits
Credits ComTime Rural
Short
730
mittee
mittee...........................
Committee
Affairs, House
House of
of RepRepon Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Committee on
resentatives
resentatives,'
chairman and
member
minority member
ranking minority
and ranking
chairman
to
serve on
on commission
on purchase
commission on
to serve
of embassy,
embassy, etc.,
premises
1214
1214
etc., premises.........
of
Committee
on Foreign
Senate,
Relations, Senate,
Foreign Relations,
Committee on
chairman and
member to
to
minority member
and ranking
ranking minority
chairman
serve
commission on
purchase of
of
on purchase
serve on
on commission
embassy, etc.,
etc., premises...........
premises
1214
1214
embassy,
to
be chairman
of commission
commission ..........
1214
1214
chairman of
to be
Committee
on Indian
House of
Repof RepAffairs, House
Indian Affairs,
Committee on
resentatives,
resentatives,
investigation of
of Indian
Indian Service
Service by
by memmeminvestigation
34
bers
authorized
34
bers of,
of, authorized................
appropriation for
34
34
for.......................
appropriation
powers
conferred, etc
34
34
etc ..................
powers conferred,
Committee
Post Ofices
Offices and
and Post
Roads,
Post Roads,
on Post
Committee on
House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
House of
chairman
and four
four members
members to serve on
chairman and
Joint
Service Commission...
Commission
583
583
Postal Service
Joint Postal
Committee
on Post
Offices and
and Post
Roads,
Post Roads,
Post Offices
Committee on
Senate,
Senate,
chairman
four members
serve on
on
to serve
members to
and four
chairman and
Commission...
Joint
Service Commission
583
Joint Postal
Postal Service
Committee
on Printing,
Printing, Joint
Joint (see
Joint
(see also
also Joint
Committee on
Committee on
Printing),
on Printing),
Committee
to
printing of
on
bills on
enrolled bills
of enrolled
determine printing
to determine
parchment or
or suitable
520
520
paper .......
suitable paper
parchment
Committee on
on Public
Public Information
also
(see also
Information (see
Committee
Public
Committee on),
on),
Information, Committee
Public Information,
327
closing
up accounts
affairs of
of ........
and affairs
accounts and
closing up
Committee on
of Army,
Army,
Pay, etc.,
etc., of
on Readjusting
Readjusting Pay,
Committee
y, etc.,
Special,
etc., Joint
Joint Special,
N.ary,
appointment
five Senators
Senators and five
of five
appointment of
604
Members as
as ....................
Members
report of
investigation and
recommendaand recommendaof investigation
report
tion
604
604
tion.......................
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Committee
on Revision
of the
House of
of Page.
Page.
Revision of
the Laws,
Laws, House
Committee on
Representatives,
Representatives,
printing of
of bills,
bills, etc.,
etc., authorized
of.
370
for use
use of.
370
printing
authorized for
Committees,
Joint (see
(see under
under Joint CommitCommitCommittees, Joint
tees).
tees).
Commodities,
Commodities,
foreign
corporations prohibited
prohibited
foreign financial
financial corporations
dealing in
specified
381
381
dealing
in other
other than
than specified.....
fixing prices,
prices, etc.,
381
381
fixing
etc., of
of..................
Common Carriers
(see also
Transportation
also Transportation
Carriers (see
Common
Act, 1920),
Act,
1920),
provisions
Federal control
control of
of
relinquishing Federal
provisions relinquishing
457
railroad
457
railroad...........................
regulations
as to
transporting liquors
liquors by..
by
312
312
to transporting
regulations as
Common
Merchant
(see also
also Merchant
Carriersby
by Water
Water (see
Common Carriers
Marine Act),
Marine
Act),
restrictions
transportation with foreign
foreign
on transportation
restrictions on
countries, etc.,
etc., by................
countries,
by
996
Common
Railroad (see
also InterInter(see also
Carriers, Railroad
Common Carriers,
state Commerce
Commerce Commission),
Commission),
state
appropriation for
enforcing uniform
uniform system
for enforcing
appropriation
of
by ..........
179, 889,1380
179,889,1380
of accounts
accounts by
for compelling
compelling use
179,
appliances.. 179,
use of
of safety
safety appliances..
for
889,1380
889,1380
for securing
securing reports
reports of
of accidents,
accidents, etc....
etc....
179,
179,
for
889,
1380
889,1380
for
block signal
and train
train
signal and
investigating block
for investigating
179,889,1380
control systems,
etc1380
179, 889,
systems, etc.......
control
for
valuation of
of
physical valuation
for ascertaining
ascertaining physical
property of...........
of.
179, 889,1103,1381
889, 1103, 1381
179,
property
for
of stocks,
stocks,
information of
for securing
securing information
bonds,
etc ..........
179, 889, 1103,1381
1103, 1381
179,889,
bonds, etc
for
locomotive
use of
of safe
safe locomotive
compelling use
for compelling
boilers by
by ..............
179, 889, 1381
179,889,1381
boilers
deficiency
appropriation for
ascertaining
for ascertaining
deficiency appropriation
physical
of property
property of,
of,
valuation of
physical valuation
etc
504
504
etc ..........................
prohibition against
against officers,
having
etc., having
officers, etc.,
prohibition
purchases thereof, deinterest
in purchases
interest in
ferred
to January
499
499
1, 1921
1921..........
ferred to
January 1,
effective to
to corporations
organized since
since
corporations organized
effective
January 12,
1918
499
499
12, 1918..................
January
Communication
Conference International,
International,
Communication Conference,
authorized to
at Washington,
Washington,
to be
be convened
convened at
authorized
367
D.
........................
D. C
C.
appropriation for
367
367
expenses............
for expenses
appropriation
Community
C.,
D. C.,
Center Department,
Department, D.
Community Center
appropriation for
for expenses,
school
public school
expenses, public
appropriation
buildings .....................
1126
1126
buildings
day
employees may
may be
embe emday school
school employees
ployed by
1126
...................
by1126
.
ployed
1126
wholly from
District revenues
revenues .......
from District
wholly
1126
amount for
for salaries
limited ..........
salaries limited
amount
Community
Forums, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Community Forums,
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses, public
school
public school
appropriation for
buildings
85, 855, 1126
1126
85,855,
buildings......... .......
allowance
secretaries, teachers,
teachers, etc.,
for secretaries,
allowance for
from appropriation
appropriation for,
1920, ininfor, 1920,
from
328
creased .......................
creased
Commutation
of Quarters,
Commutation of
Quarters, Army,
Army,
111,955
appropriation
clerks, etc
etc...... 111,955
field clerks,
for field
appropriation for
112, 956
for
etc956
for officers,
officers, etc.....................
Commutation
of Quarters,
Quarters, etc.,
etc.,
Commutation of
allowance
officers on
on field
field duty,
duty,
to Army
Army officers
allowance to
extended
June 30,
30, 1922
602
1922 ......-.
to June
extended to
Marine
officers of Navy, Marine
applicable to officers
applicable
Corps,
Coast Guard,
and Public
Public
Guard, and
Corps, Coast
602
Health
Health Service
Service .................
enlisted men
602
entitled thereto
thereto......... 602
enlisted
men entitled
Commutation
of Rations,
Rations,
Commutation of
or, allowed
one additional
allowed noncomnoncomone
additional ration or,
missioned
of Army,
Army, and
and MaMaofficers of
missioned officers
rine Corps
602
602
rine
Corps.......................

1874
1874
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one additional
additional ration or,
or, value to
deterto be
be determined by thePredent;
President ;
present basis
presentbasis
602
effective until June 30, 1922
1922............
604
Commutation
War VolunCommutation of
of Rations,
Rations, Civil
Civil War
Volunteers,
appropriation
appropriation for payment
payment of
906, 1396
of...... 193,
193,906,1396
Compensation
Compensation to Carriers
Federal ConCarriersduring
during Federal
Control (see also
trol
also Transportation
Transportation Act,
1920),
1920),.
to
459
provisions relating to.....................
Compensation,
Compensation, War Risk, Military and Naval,
Naval,
appropriation
appropriation for payment,
payment, expenses,
expenses, etc. 173,
173,
88L
1374
881,1374
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for payment
payment of,
of,
•*etc
etc .....................
378,508
. 378,508
allowance
allowance of attendant
attendant to persons receiving
receiving
disability,
disability, for loss of both eyes,
eyes,
limbs, etc
275
etc....... ...........
275
Comptroller of
of the
the Currency,
Currency,
Comptroller
appropriation for, deputies,
clerks, etc.
etc. 649,1270
649,1270
appropriation
deputies, clerks,
for expenses,
expenses, superintendent,
superintendent, etc.,
etc., Fedreserve and national
national cureral reserve
rency......................
rency
650,1270
examinations
for special examinations.............
650,1271
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for money counters, national
national currency........-...
currency
330
Comptroller of the Treasury,
Comptroller
reasry,
appropriation
appropriation for, assistant, attorneys, law
clerks, etc
etc......... ........... 647,1268
647,1268
for temporary
temporary employees; pay restriction........................
tion
647,1268
647,1268
designation of persons by, to countersign
designation
counterign
warrants,
authorized...............
warrants, authorized
647
Computing
Computing Machines,
Machines,
surplus, may be
issued from stock of Supply
beissued
Supply
Committee
Committee to departments,
etc., at
departments, etc.,
current
current exchange prices............
prices
645
transferred to Supply Committee
transferred
Committee as surplus,
if unfit for use may be issued to
other establishment
exchange
establishment at exchange
prices, etc ......................
. 1265
Comstock, Martha J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension........................
pension
1544
.........
1544
Conciliationof Labor Disputes,
Conciliation
Disputes,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of commissioners of, etc ...............
685,1304
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
commissioners
commissioners of, etc
etc.......... 1179,1188
Conciliation of Railway Employees'
Conciliation
Employees' DifferDifferBoard of Mediation
ences (see
(see Board
Mediation and
and
Conciliation).
Conciliation).
Condemnationof Land, D.
Condemnation
D. C.,
C.,
special
special list for commissioners
commissioners or jurors
be
jurors to
to be
commissioners ....
prepared by jury commissioners....
565
drawings,
etc........................
drawings, etc
565
...
citation to owners; selection
selection of commissioners to appraise, etc ...........
565
565
jury to be appointed
Jury
appointed if appraisal by commissioners unsatisfactory;
unsatisfactory; meeting,
meeting,
etc................................566
etc
566
.-.
566
Condemnation
Condemnation of Land for
for Streets, etc., D. C
C.,,
drawn by jury commarshal's jury to be drawn
mission,
mission, to assess damages
damages and
benefits
benefits ......................
566
566
vacation of verdict
verdict and appointment
appointment of
of
new jury
Jury if award unjust, etc ...... 566
Conduit
Road, D. C,
Conduit Road,
appropriationformaintenance,
appropriation
for maintenance, etc.
etc. 100,871,1141
100, 871, 1141
Confederate
Confederate Mound, Oakwood Cemetery, ChiChicago, Ill.,
apprpriation for care,
appropriation
care, etc
184,896,1387
etc......... 184,896,1387
Confederate Soldiers
Confederate
Sailors,
Soldiers and
and Sailors,
appropriation
appropriation for headstones
headstones for
for ununmarked graves of, in national cemeteries.....................
183,896,1387
teries
183, 896, 1387

Bay, Page.
Confederate Stockade Cemetery, Sandusky Bay,
Page.
Ohio,
Ohio,

appropriation for
etc
184, 896, 1387
appropriation
for care,
care, etc........
184,896,1387
Confederate Veterans, etc.,
D. C.,
C.,
Confederate
etc., D.
appropriation for aid to...........
to
97,
868, 1139
appropriation
97,868,
1139
Confederate Veterans,
Confederate
Veterans, United,
United.

272
Army tents may bee loaned
loaned to
to..........
272
loan of Army tents, etc., for convention,
convention,
Ga
290
Atlanta, Ga...............
....
290
for convention,
convention, Dawson, Ga..........
Ga
22
Sidney Johnston
for reunion of Albert Sidney
Johnston
Worth, Tex
1061
Camp, at Fort Worth,
Tex ......... 1061

Conference
of Representatives,
Representatives,
Conference Minority,
Minority, House
House of
appropriation
etc
636, 1257
appropriation for clerks,
clerks, etc...........
636,1257
Congress,
Congress,
appropriation
for
printing
and
binding
for.
appropriation for printing and binding for. 228,
228,
941, 1429
941,1429
concurrent resolution authorizing
concurrent
joint
authorizing joint
committee of the two Houses of,
committee
of, to
to
arrange
inaugural ceremonies,
arrange inaugural
ceremonies, 1921
1921. 1642
1642
creating
creating joint committee
committee to represent, on
on
arrival of bodies
bodies of American soldiers
soldiers
from World
World War ...................
1634
1634
arrangements
for
making arrangements
for counting
electoral votes for President
electoral
President and
Vice President....................
President
1642
1642
ordering adjournment
adjournment of, June 5, 1920
1920.. 1639
holiday recess, 1919 ...............
1636
holiday
1636
joint meeting of, toreceive
toreceive communicacommunications from the President, August 8,
1919
............... ....
1632
1632
recess of, July 1
1632
1 to 8, 1919 ..........
1632
pledging support of, to Administration
Administration
in
meeting
present
m meeting
present
industrial
emergency...................
emergency
1634
1634
providing for joint meeting of
the two
two
of the
Houses of, in welcome
welcome of Gen. John
John
J. Pershing............
J.
Pershing
......... ... 1633
1633
medal of honor to be presented
presented to Verdun,
Verdun,
France, in the name of, in appreciation of the valor of its defenders.
defenders.
977
proclamation convening
proclamation
convening extra session of..
of
1748
1748
thanks of, tendered to Gen. John J.
J. Pershing and American Expeditionary
Expeditionary
Forces .......................
291
291
Congress
Sixteenth InterCongress against
against Alcoholim,
Akoholimn, 'Sixteenth
International,
national,
appropriations for expenses
expenses of delegates to.
1217
to. 1217
Congress,
InternationalFarm,
Congress, International
Farm,
foreign nations
nations invited to
tosend
send delegates
271
delegates to 271
Congressional
Congressional Directory,
Directory,
appropriation
appropriation for compiling.......
compiling
. 634,1254
edition of, for first session,
sessi
on ,
ixty-sixth Con64, 1254
Sixty-sixth
Congress, ordered
ordered .................
1631
1631
Congressional Employees,
Conresnal
Emploees
salaries
salaries for December,
December, 1919, to be ,paid
on
paid on
day of adjournme
n t for
holiday readjournment
for holiday
recess
...................
...
368
368
December
December 20...
20
..............
369
369
for December, 1920, to be paid December
December
20
20 ...
..
. ..
.............
1081
1081
session, to be paid June 5, 1920
1920, salaries for
for
the month of June
June ..............
103
1063
Congressional
Congressional Legislation,
Legislation
influencing,
influencing, or attempting to influence,
influence,
from money
money appropriations,
appropriations, etc.,
etc ,
forbidden
forbidden.
.....................
68
68
---------------..
communications
communications on request excepted ....
68
68
removal of official
violating............
official violating
68
68
punishment for ........
.........
68
68
Congressional Library
Library (see Library
Uibrary of'ConCongressional
of Congress).
gress).
Congressional
CongressionalRecord,
Record,
appropriation for reporting debates, House
of Representatives
Representatives ..
...... 637,1257
for reportin
debates, Senate
Senate
637, 1257
for
reportingg debates,
....... 633,1254
633,1254
?315
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Congressional
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CongressionalRecord-Continued.
appropriation
for printing
printing and bindappropriation for
ing
228, 941, 1429
ing..................
228,941,1429
for preparing semimonthly
semimonthly and session
session
indexes to......................
to
1431
deficiency
additional pay,
deficiency appropriation for additional
pay,
reporting debates, House of Reprereporting
sentatives
sentatives .........................
59
for additional pay for reporting debates,
debates,
Senate ........................
342
Senate
342
for extra services, reporting debates,
Senate.
57
Senate.........................
57
for additional expenses reporting
reporting deSenate
1035,1180
bates, Senate...............
. 1035,1180
Conn, Catherine,
Catherine, (daughter)
(daughter)
pension increased....................
increased
1586
Conn, Harry
Harry W.,
pension
1535
pension.................................. 1535
Conneaut, Ohio,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for light and fog
deficiency
signal station
station .....
..........
339
for aids to navigation ........-........
1178

Connecticut
Avenue,
N. W.,
D.C.,
Connecticut
appropriation
Avenue,
for N.grading,
W, D.C.,
Pierce Mill
grading,
Pierce Mill
appropriation
for
Road
844
Road to Chapel Road............
.844
paving east side of, Chapel Road to
to
Chevy Chase Circle ..............
845
-Chevy
845
Connecticut Judicial
Connecticut
Judicial District,
District,
constitution of...........................
of
1146
1146
terms of court, Hartford
1146
Hartford ................1146
New Haven..............
Haven
.......
1146
Norwalk.......................
Norwalk
1146
rooms at Norwalk ..................
1146
Connecticut River,
River,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Holyoke to Chicopee, Mass........................
Mass
391
Windsor Locks
Locks to East Windsor,
Windsor, Conn...
Conn360
time extended
extended for bridging, Springfield
Springfield to
Springfield, Mas
Mass..............
West Springfield,
529
ConnecticutRiver Railroad
RailroadCompany,
Connecticut
may bridge
bridge Connecticut
Connecticut River, Holyoke
Holyoke to
Chicopee, Mass
Chicopee,
Mass..................
391
Conroy, Orpha
Orpha (widow),
pension...........................
pension
1586
Conservation
Conservationof Minerals,
Minerals, Ores, etc.,
unexpended balance
balance of appropriation
unexpended
appropriation for,
covered
covered into the Treasury ...........
51
Conservation
Conservation of Narigable
Narigabk Waters,
Waters, etc.,
appropriation
maintenance of national
appropriation for maintenance
forests
forests acquired for..
251,
709, 1320
for ........
251,709,1320
for employment of agents, etc.,
etc., from Conservation fund.
252, 711,
711, 1330
1330
fund ...........
cooperation with States in fighting
for cooperation
forest fires
268,
fires, etc ...........
268, 728, 1344
lands
270,1345
for acquiring additional
additional lands.........
Consolidat2on
Consolidation of Railroad
Railroad Properties,
Properties,
plans to be adopted by Interstate
Interstate Commerce
merce Commission
Commission for ..-........... 481
relating to .................
481
provisions relating
Constable,
Constable, Mary B. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension increased.-----...
increased
1621
................Constantinople,
Constantinople, Turkey,
appropriation
embassy
appropriation for steam launch for embassy
742,1208
at ........................
for prison
prison expenses
749,1216
for
expenses ..............749,1216
Constants,
Commission on
on
Constants, etc., International
International Commission
Tables
Tables of,
of,
appropriation
745,1211
contribution.. 745,1211
for annual contribution._
appropriation for
Constitution
of the
United States,
Constitutionof
the United
States,
Amendment
to the,
proposed to the States,
the, proposed
Amendment to
prohibiting
prohibiting denial of right to vote
362
on account of sex..................
sex
36 9
certificate
announccertificate of Secretary of State announc-'

~

4v *»a*^Ktw^^w
ef
ing
of
·· --------------------ug ratification

1S23
1823
___

1875
1875

Constitution of the United States,
Eighteenth Page.
Constitution
States, Eighteenth
Page.
Amendment of,
of,
provisions for
for enforcing
enforcing prohibition
prohibition of
of inprovisions
in-

toxicating liquors
liquors under
under ...........
307
307
Constitution of the
States, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
Constitution
the United States,
Amendment
Amendment of,
of,
submitted
submitted to the States, prohibiting
prohibiting denial
denial
of right
right to vote
vote on
of sex
362
on account
account of
sex....
362
certificate
of
ratification
1823
certificate of ratification............. 1823
Construction
Division, _Army,
ConstructionDivision,
4rmy,

organization
organization of, continued
continued to
to June
June 30,
129
30, 1920.
1920.
129
Construction
ConstructionPlants,
Plants, Navy,
appropriation
appropriation for repairs and improveimprovements at specified yards..........
yards
149,827
Construction
Construction Work and Materials,
Materials, Army,
incurred obligations
obligations under contracts
contracts for,
prior to approval of Army
Army approappropriation Act, to be paid ...........
278
278
Construction
Army,
Construction Work, Army,
restriction
restriction on letting contracts for, on costplus plans ........................
456
Consular
ConsularAssistants,
appropriation
bringing home from
for bringing
appropriation for
abroad, remains
remains of ...........
743,1209
743,1209
abroad,
748, 1215
748,1215
for salaries ....................
poet allowances
for post
allowances to meet living
costs
749,1215
749,1215
costs. ......................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for sahuies
524,1187
deficiency
salaries.... 524,1187
Consular
Courts,
Consular Courts,
for
commissioner, United States court for
China,
746
China, made
made judge of, at
at Shanghai.
Shanghai.. - 746
Consular Inspectors,
Inspectors,
Consular
appropriation
salaries ...........
748,1215
748,1215
for salaries
appropriation for
for expenses ......................
.. 748,1215
748,1215
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses....
expenses. ... 1191
deficiency
Consular Officers,
Consular
appropriation
and transit
transit
appropriation for instruction
instruction and
pay
740, 1206
1206
pay..--......--...-..----.........---740,
for
transportation to
to and
and from
742,1208
for transportation
from posts
posts.. 742,1208
for paying
paying heirs
dying abroad
743, 1209
abroad.... 743,
1209
for
heirs of, dying
for
bringing home
for bringing
home from abroad,
abroad, remains
remains
of
743,
1203
of.
. ........................
743,1209
for
salaries
748, 1215
748,1215
forsalaries.........................
forycet allowances to meet living costs. 749, 1215
1215
forpostallowanceetomeetlivingcosts.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
transportation
for transportation
deficiency
from posts
poets............... 346,
to and from
348, 523, 1021, 1022, 1160, 1186,1191
1186, 1191
348,523,1021,1022,1160,
for post
allowances
346,
pot allowances.................
346,
524,
1022., 1043, 1187, 1191
524,1022,1043,1187,1191
abroad, remains
for bringing home from abroad,
1021, 1043,
1160 01187
of ...............
1021,
1043,1160,1187
for instruction
instruction and
and transit
transit pay..........
pay
1042
for
1042
bills of health
health to be issued
issued by, to yawls
hills
vessels
leaving port for United States or its
leaving
its
possessions
1149
possessions ....................
1149
duties, etc.; fee to be charged..........
charged
1149
1149
Consular
Consular Prisons,
Prisons,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc
etc_
749.1216
....- 749,1216
for maintenance,
appropriation
Consular
Consular Service (see
(see also Diplomatic and
Service),
Consular Service),
appropriation for Director
the
643,1263
Director of the......
appropriation
for salaries
salaries....................... 748,1215
deficiency appropriation
.
62,
66,
deficiency
appropriation for salaries....
62,66,
346,
524, 1022, 1042,1045,1160,1187,1191
1042, 1045, 1160, 1187, 1191
346,524,1022,
Consulates,
Consulates,
appropriation
for clerk hire...........
hire
749, 1215
1215
appropriation for
interpreters and guards
guards at........
at
749, 1216
1216
for interpreters
749.1216
749,1216
for contingent
contingent expenses ..........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent
deficiency
expenses ...........
43, 62. 66,
346, 349,
66,346,349,
43,62.
expenses.
524, 1022, 1039, 1043,
1045, 1160,1187,1191
1160, 1187, 1191
1043.1045,
62, 346, 524, 1022,
1043, 1187
62,346,524,
1022,1043,1187
for clerk hire
hire......
Consuls,
appropriation
salaries
748,1215
appropriation for salaries.............

1876
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INDEX.

Contracts,
Page
Contracts, Army,
Army,
Page.
payment authorized for construction
construction and
materials under, made prior
prior to
to
Army appropriation
of 1920....
1920....
278
appropriation Act
Act of
278
Contracts, D.
Contracts,
D. C.,
C.,
testimony of surviving
not adtestimony
surviving party to,
to, not
admitted
............................
mitted
567
exceptions; by
court omitted
567
exceptions;
by order
order of
of court
omitted....
567
Contracts/or Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings, etc.,
Contractsfor
etc.,
appropriation for
reimbursing losses
appropriation
for reimbursing
losses on
on conconetc., under,
under,
struction, materials,
materials, etc.,
made
to April 6,
1919 .........
874
made prior
priortoApril
6,1919
874
•698,1318
98.1318
deficiency appropriation
for reimbursing
deficiency
appropriation for
reimbursing
emergency use, arresting,
for emergency
arresting, etc. 269,728,1345
269, 728, 1345
contractors for war condition losses
losses
payment for animals
animals destroyed; apon
507,592
ap........
507,592
praisal of values............
values
269, 729, 1345
praisal
reimbursement of loeses
losses on
construction,
269,729,1345
reimbursement
on construction,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
suppressing,
appropriation for suppressing,
materials, etc., under,
under, made
made prior
prior to
to
Indian cattle, etc...............
etc
1172
1172
April 6, 1919 ....................
281
281
etc
281
due to
to increased
increased cost of
of materials, etc...
ContagiousDiseases,
281
Contagious
Diseases,D. C., .
delay
of governmental
governmental agenagendelay by
by action
action of
appropriation
of89,
appropriation for preventing
preventing spread
spread of....
89,
cies.........................
281
281
859, 1131
859,1131
commandeering
etc., by
commandeering of plants, etc.,
Containersfor
Containers
for Foods,
by the
Foods, etc.,
the
Federal Government
Government .............
provisions
provisions for securing adequate
supply,
281
adequate supply,
if sustained
sustained solely by war conditions
281
preventing
preventing injurious speculation,
conditions....
speculation,
281
submission
of
claims
by
subcontractors
281
war
297
subcontractors..
etc., of, during the war...........
281
297
submitted ..........
281
estimates for, to be submitted
punishment
puniahment for violations
violations of
of............ 298
281
298
to be
filed within
within three
Containers
claims for, to
Containers for _Fruits,
ruits, Vegetables,
VegetCle, and Dry
be filed
Dry
three
months ...........
281
months
Commodities, D.
D. C.,
Cr.,
Commoditiaes,
.................. 281
standards established of
limited
actual
cost
281
to
standards
1221
increased
cost......
281
.................
1221
Containers
for Liquors,
Liquors,
Containersfor
profits excluded ....................
281
281
labels to be attached
attached by manufacturers;
advances by sureties not
281
advances
manufactures;
not included
included......
281
details
312
....................
I1le claims for advances
sureties to file
advances to
to dede312
281
faulting contractors
contractors................
281
Conter, Mary
Canter,
Mary (widow),
(widow),
reimbursement
281
reimbursement...................
281
pension ...........................
. 1541
1541
detailed
detailed reports of expenditures,
etc., to
expenditures, etc.,
to
Contested Election
Election Expenses,
Epense, House
Contested
House of RepreRepreCongress .........................
2€2
282
sentatives,
sentatives
Contracts for Rental Property,D. C.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for....
for.. --58,
59, 1036, 1180 ContractsforRental Property, D. C.,
58,59,1036,1180
standard forms of
5ommission to
standard
of Rent Commision
to be
be
for compiling cases, etc
58,1036
etc ...-..-.....
58,1036
used in
m all
303
all...........
................
308
Contingent
Expenses,
Contingent Expenses,
Contracts, River
Harbor Work,
Work,
Contracts,
River and
and Harbor
appropriation
appropriation for Indian
Indian Department.
Department. 7,412,
7, 412, 1230
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
reimbursement
for reimbursement
for Military
Military Academy ................
544
construction, materials,
materials,
for losses on construction,
for District of Columbia........
Columbia
72, 841, 1113
72,841,1113
etc., under, made prior
prior to
April 6,
6,
to April
for Army
Army.....
............. .............. 104,948
1917.............................1026
1917
1026
.....
.......................
for Navy
133,813
for amounts found due for
1917,
for losses on,
on, 1917,
for Independent
Independent Treasury
Treasury .........
173 882
173,882
1918 ........................
1165
1165
for land offices.................
offices
.
194, 907, 1397
194,907,1397
for Roach,
Roach, Stansell, Lowrance
Lowrance Brothers
Brothers
Agriculture... 260,
for Department
Department of Agriculture
719, 1337
260,719,1337
and Company
1165
.............
1165
.........
for Senate .
633, 1254
..........
633,1254
for H. B. Blanks
1165
Blanlks...................... 1165
for House of Representatives
Representatives ....... 637,1258
6371258
for estate of George
George F. Ramsey..........
Ramsey
1165
1165
for Library of Congress ............ 639,1260
6391260
claims f
forlosses
or loeses on, owingtowarconditions,
owing to war conditions,
for Executive
Executive Office ............
641,1261
641,1261
increased costs, to be filed within six
increased
six
for Civil Service Commission
Commission...... 641,1262
months......................
months
1014
1014
for Department of State..........
643,1263
State
643, 1263 Contracts,
War,
Contracts,
War,
for Treasury Department
Department ........... 651,1272
presenting
presenting claims for settlement of, for supsupfor War Department
Department...........
660,1280
plies furnished
during the
the war,
plies
furnished during
war, ununfor Navy Dertment
Department ............
668,1287
lawful,
if by former officer, etc.,
.........
for Interior Department
Department
672,1291
6721291
connected
connected
procuring
131
with
procuring ........
131
6761295
for Post Office
Office Department
Department ......... 676,
1295 Contracts,
Contracts, War,
Army,
War, Army,
for Department
Department of Justice...........
677,1296
Justice
677, 1296
appropriation for employees, adjusting
Department of Commerce........
for Department
Commerce
684,1303
6841303
claims for settlement
settlement of ...........
949
949
for Department
86,1305
for
Department of Labor............
Labor
686,1305
unexpended balances available
unexpended
available for paying,
............
for foreign missions.
masons
741,1207
741, 1207
suspended on account of armistice
suspended
1026
armistice.. 1026
paying persons not Americans
Americans for
for clerConventions,
ical services, prohibited
1208 Conventions,
prohibited..........
1208
agreement extending arbitration,
arbitration, with
for consulates.
. . ................70,
consulates.
1216
749,1216
Italy
.............................
for public moneys .................
1675
1375
1375
with Netherlands ..................
1667
Contract Labor
Laws,
Contrad
Labor Laws,
with
Spain
.........
..
.........
1673
appropriation
for
enforcing.... .221, 935, 144
1673
appropriation
enforcing
14
facilitating
facilitating work of traveling salesmen,
salesmen,
ContractSurgeons, Army,
Contract
Army,
..................
with
Guatemala
1669
appropriation for pay
appropriation
pay........
....... 112
112,956
956
with Panama
Panama..................
1696
for mileage...........
mileage
.............
112,956
112,956
with Salvador ................
1725
1725
deficiency
appropriation
for
mileage.
344,1026,
deficiency appropriation
mileage. 344, 1026,
with Uruguay
Uruguay..............
1663
1184
10pay
established
for,
full
time.. with Venezuela
er
g602
Venezuela ...........
1719
for,
serving
full
time
..
. _1038,
pay established fo
r,
serv
i
ng f
ull t
i
me.
...
602
1719
602
letter
letter postage, with Windward
Windward laIand....
Islands
1662
1662

Consuls General,
Consuls
General,
•Page.
appropriation for salaries ............. 748,1215
appropriation
748,1215
Contagious Diseases,
Contagious
Diseases,
appropriation for prevention,
appropriation
prevention, etc.,
etc , of,
of,
among Indians
Indians .............. 4,
410, 1227
4,410,1227
for preventing
preventing spread of, in interstate
interstate
traffic.
176, 885, 1377
traffic..................
176,885,1377
ContagiousDiseases,
Contagious
Diseases, Animal,
Animal,
appropriation for reimbursing
appropriation
Indians, for
for
reimbursing Indiana
live stock destroyed
destroyed on account of..
of41
..
8,
4, 1231
414,1231
for preventing
preventing spread of, live stock...
stock. 1
239,

1877
1877
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Conventions—Continued.
Page.
Page.
t'onventuOwn-ontinued.
parcel post, with Colony of Fiji ..........
1713
parcel
1713
with Czecho-Slovakia
1687
Czecho-Slovalda..................
1687
with Norway ................
....... 1729
with Paraguay.......................
Paraguay
1700
with Portugal
Portugal ......................
1677
1677
with Society Islands.................
Islands
1645
with Union of South Africa
Africa............
1656
Convicts,
Convicts, D. C.,
'm

appropriation for
support of,
of the
the
appropriation
for support
of, out
out of

District ...................
863, 1134
92, 863,1134
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for support of,
District. 41,
41,346,
out of the District.
346, 1019,1157,1187
1019, 1157, 1187

Convicts, United
Convicts,
United States
States (see
Prisoners, United
(see Prisoners,
United
States Courts).
Conway, Edward
Edward J.,
J.,
Conuay,
pension
1609
pension..............................
1609
Co-away,
William T.,
T.,
Conway, William
pension
1604
pension..............................
1604
Cook, Alice
V. (widow),
(widow),
Cook,
Alice V.
pension
pension ..............................
1555
1555
Cook, Charles
Charles L.,
L.,
Cook,
pension.
1605
pension ...............................
1605
Cook County,
Ill.,
Cook
County, Ill.,
deficiency
appropriation for hospital condeficiency appropriation
struction
discharged sick soldiers
struction for discharged
soldiers
etc., in
in........................
. 1163
Army medical
medical supplies to be transferred
transferred to
Public Health
Health Service for hospital
in ...........................
1025
may bridge Little Calumet River, at Burnham
ham............................
1108
Cook County,
Minn.,
Cook
County, Minn.,
establishment
establishment of Coast Guard station on
Lake Superior in...-............
in
588
Cook, George
W., Indian
Allottee,
Cook,
George W.,
IndianAllottee,
purchase of allotment of, from funds of
Blackfeet Reservation, Mont., irri.....---- ..
549
gation systems ....----Cook, Minnie
E. (daughter),
(daughter),
Cook,
Minnie E.
pension
1563
pension............................1Cook, Nancy
Cook,
Nancy (widow),
(widow),
pension .............................
pension
1517
Cook,
Henry (son),
(son),
Cook, Otis
Otis Henry
pension ..............................
1493
1493
pension
Cools,
(mother),
A. (mother),
Coole, Tabitha
Tabitha A.
pension ...........................
1610
Coolman,
Angeline (widow),
(widow),
Coolman, Angeline
increased ....................
1593
pension increased
Coombs,
Elizabeth N.
N. (widow),
(widow),
Coombs, Elizabeth
pension
. 1573
pension ............................
Coombs, Frank,
Frank,
Coombs,
pension
1609
.....................
Cooper, Mary
Mary J.
(widow),
J. (widow),
Cooper,
pension
pension................................ 1485
Cooper,
Maude C.
(widow),
C. (widow),
Cooper, Maude
pennon ...............................
1550
pension
Cooper,
D.,
Cooper, Pleasant
PleasantD.,
1538
pension ..............................
Cooper,
(widow),
Cooper, Susanah
Susanah (widow),
1488
pension ............................
Cooperative
Agricultural Extension
Agri(see AgriExtension (see
Cooperative Agricultural
cultural Extension
Extension Work, CoeperaCooperative).
tive).
Coos
Oreg.,
Coos Bay,
Bay, Oreg.,
preliminary examination, etc., of harbor,
preliminary
to be made .....................
1013
Oreg.,
Coos Bay
Wagon Road Lands, Oreg.,
Bay Wagon
Coos
appropriation for
lands
etc., lands
for protecting,
protecting, etc.,
appropriation
involved in,
195
195
in, suits
suits ................
involved
908, 1298
for
revested
1298
etc., revested........
for protecting,
protecting, etc.,
for
survey, sale,
sale, etc.,
etc., of..
196,909
196, 909
for survey,
of.............
deficiency
appropriation for protection,
protection,
deficiency appropriation
etc
513
- ...-...-------------....... 513
-------------------

-

-- -

Coos Bay
Lands, Oreg.—Con.
Bay Wagon
Wagon Roads
Roads Lands,
Oreg.-Con.

Page.
Page.
sales of timber authorized
authorized on, classified
classified for
758
power sites .....................
758
preference rights of entry, recognized on
preference
sites
758
power sites.....................
758
payment for resulting damage ....... . 758
758
fees required
required for exchanges,
exchanges, etc..........
etc
758
regulations to be prescribed ..............
758
758
Cope,
Ray,
Cope, Ray,
1625
pension increased ....................
Copeland, Grace
Copeland,
Grace M. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension increased
increased...................... 1517
Copper
Harbor Range
Lighthouse Reservation,
Copper Harbor
Range Lighthouse
Reservation,
Mich.,
Mich.,
Reweenaw Counsale of, to Houghton
Houghton and Keweenaw
uses, authorized....
authorized. ties, for public uses,
1096
conditions ' etc
1096
conditions,
....................
1096
authorized
transfer to State authorized.............
1097
Copper
Copper Mining,
Mining,
leases allowed for,
for on unallotted withdrawn mineral lands of Indian reservations in designated
designated States
31
States......
31
Coppock,
Elmar K.
S. (son),
Coppock, Elmar
(son),
pension
pension increased
increased....................... 1513
1513
Copyright
Office, Library
Library of
Congress,
Copyright Office,
of Congress,
appropriation for Register,
Register, clerks, etc. 638, 1259
appropriation
for printing and binding for
942,1430
for..... 229, 942,1430
for publishing
publishing Catalogue of Title Entries
229, 942,1430
942, 1430
of .....................
Copyrights,
Copyrights,
issue of, to author, assigns, etc...........
etc
369
369
369
369
aliens, if resident .....................
of country affording
affording reciprocal
reciprocal pro369
tection to citizens ................
369
proclamation if conditions existing
existing...
World
works produced
produced abroad during World
allowed additional
additional time for
War allowed
deposit of copy ..................
369
369
prior republications
republications of foreign
foreign books
protected ........................
369
protected
interim protection
ad interim
protection of books first pubabroad extended............
extended
369
lished abroad
deposit of foreign
foreign edition
edition to be made...
made
369
deposit
proclamation
extending, benefits to Denproclamation extending,
therein,
mark for works published therein,
etc., since
1, 1914, and
and not
not in
in
etc.,
since August 1,
etc
1810
United States, etc.................
1810
to Great Britain for works published
therein, etc.,
etc., since August
August 1,
1, 1914,
and not in United
States
1790
1790
United States..........
including mechanical
mechanical musical reproducincluding
tions
copyright privileges to
tions in
in copyright
Sweden ......................
1787
Corbin, Henry
I.,
Corbin,
Henry P.,
to for
services..................
1532
for services
payment to,
Corbly, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (daughter),
(daughter),
Corbly,
pension ..........................
1&87
1587
Corcoran Court
Court Building,
D. C.,
C.,
Building, D.
Corcoran
removal
1282
removal of,
of, directed
directed..................... 1282
Cordova, Alaska,
Alaska,
Cordova,
appropriation
164
building .........
for public building
appropriation for
Corea
(see Chosen).
Chosen).
Corea (see
Corn,
Corn,
appropriation for adapting,
adapting, etc.,
etc., from
from tropappropriation
ical regions
243, 702,
702, 1322
1322
243,
ical
regions ...............
for
improving, etc.,
etc., broom
broom ....
244, 702,
1323
702,1323
244,
for improving,
for investigating
investigating root
root and
stalk diseases
diseases
and stalk
for
of ...............................
244
244
of
Corn Borer,
European,
Corn
Borer, European,
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative expenses
expenses to
appropriation
control spread of
730, 1334
of........... 256, 730,1334
control
Corn Creek
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Corn
Creek Irrigation
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
of.... 1226
1226
appropriation for maintenance,
Cornwell, Sarah
(widow),
Cornwell,
Sarah Ann
Ann (widow),
pension
1621
pension ...............................
-
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Coronado
Forest, Ariz.
and N.
Mex., Page.
Page.
Ariz. and
N. Max.,
National Forest,
Coronado National
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of.... 249,
249,
appropriation for
707,1327
Coroner's Office,
C.,
D. C.,
Office, D.
Coroner's
appropriation
for salaries
70,
839, 1111
70,839,1111
salaries ........
appropriation for
for
expenses
1114
. 74, 843,
843,1114
for expenses .............
for morgue
43
...--------8843
morgue ..............
for
843
.
for
autotruck .
.......-......
for autotruck
deficiency appropriation
for deputy
deputy coroappropriation for
deficiency
ner
37, 1016
37,1016
ner......................
for
38, 1016, 1156
38,1016,1156
for expenses
expenses .................
Corporation
Office, I).
D. C.,
Counsel's Ofice,
CorporationCounsel's
70,839,1110
appropriation for salaries ......-..
70, 839, 1110
appropriation
Corporations,
Corporations,
permits
timber on public lands by,
to Lin
cut timber
permits to
not
of the
where located,
located, auauState where
not of
the State
1088
.....................
thorized
Corporations, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Corporations,
proceedings
proceedings authorizing, to change their
names
names......................... 1195
stockholders' meeting
called
1195
to be
be called.....
meeting to
stockholders'
certificate
of affirmative
affirmative action
action to be
certificate of
1195
filed with recorder of deeds........
deeds
1195
change effective
effective on .............
certified
accepted as evidence
evidence
certified copy of, accepted
thereof
1195
thereof.......................1195
subrogated
1195
rights, obligations, etc., subrogated.....
actions, etc., under old name con1195
tinued
tinued......................
publication
required.............. 1195
publication of, required
enlarged
566
holdings by, enlarged..........
real estate
estate holdings
temporary
wader mortgages,
mortgages,
temporary possession under
years........ 566
etc., restricted to five years
Business
Foreign Financial
FinancialBusiness
for Foreign
Corporations
Corporationsfor
(see also Federal Reserve Act
Amendments),
Amendments),
378
authcrrizing organization, etc.,
etc., of
provisions authorizingorganization,
Corporations, Foreign,
Foreign,
Corporations,
property held by Alien
delive, etc., of property
Alien
delivery,
entirely
Property Custodian to, entirely
owned by other
other than Germans,
Germans, etc.
979
Corm
Christi, Tex.,
Tex.,
Corpus Christi,
preliminary'
examination, etc., to be made
preliminary examination,
1012
..................
for channels
channels to
Correspondence School
School for
Officers,
for Medical
Medical Officers,
Correspondence
Army,
Army,
appropriation
instruction expenses..
expenses.. 106,950
106, 950
appropriation for instruction
Cori
allia, Oreg.,
Corallis,
lands added to Siuslaw National
National Forest for
protecting water supply
supply of .........
406
Cory, Jane
lane .(daughter),
(daughter),
Cory,
pension increased.........................
pension
increased
1477
Cosens, Dollie
Cosens,
Dollie (daughter),
(daughter),
pension increased..................
increased
1521
Coshun,
Coshun, Marvin
A. (son),
(son),
Marnin A.
..... 1590
pension increased..................
increased
Production,
Cost of
of Production,
of
principal
appropriation
ascertaining,
appropriation for ascertaining,
staple agricultural products........
products
1316
Costa Rica,
Costa
Rica,
appropriation
appropriation for minister to ........ . 739,1206
importing from, and exporting to, wheat
wheat
and wheat flour, prohibited;
prohibited; exception
..............................
1759
canceled .............................
1773
canceled
Cots, Army,
Army,
loan of, to State encampment
encampment of American
American
Ind........ 1062
Legion, at Vincennes,
Vincennes, Ind
Cottle,
Cottle, Wyman,
Wyman,
pension increased
increased......................
1620
Cotton,
Cotton,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating, etc., diseases of ....................
243,
1322
243, 702,
702,1322
'or
etc..... 243,
or cultural methods, breeding, etc
702,1322

Cotton-Continued.
Cotton-Continued.
............

,

D-

rae.

ng methods
methods to
to Pageappropriation
for developi
developing
appropriation for
prevent fires
in cotton
cotton gins
gins and
and cotcotprevent
fires in
ton oil
mills
1332
1332
oil mills....................
ton
for
investigating insects affecting
affecting .256, 715, 1334
for investigating
for
promoting use of standards, investifor promoting
gating ginning, baling,
etc.. 265,
265z 724,1342
baling, etc..
gating
testing
tensile strength, spinning
testing tensile
value, etc
265,
724, 1342
265, 724,1342
etc ...............
value,
for•
emergency expenses,
expenses, preventing
for emergency
spread
of
pink
bollworm
of
269,729,
1346
spread of pink bollworm of.. 269,729,1346
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for suppressing
suppressing
deficiency
spread
1177, 1192
of..... 1177,1192
pink bollworm
bollworm of
of pink
spread of
optional rights
rights of
buyer and
and seller on deof buyer
optional
liveries of,
of, under Cotton Futures
liveries
Act.
725
Act..........................repealed
738
...............----.
.....
repealed
Cotton
Boll Weevil,
Weevil,
Cotton Boll
appropriation forfarmers'
forfarmers' cooperative
cooperative demappropriation
onstrations,
onstrations, and for meeting ravages
of .................
261,
720, 1338
261,720,1338
ages of
cooperative contributions restricted to
cooperative
within
720, 1338
261,720,1338
State............ 261,
within the State
Cotton
Conference, New
New Orleans,
Orleans, La.,
La ,World,
World,
Cotton Conference,
foreign
nvited to send delegates
invited
foreign nations i
271,271
to ........................
Cotton
Districts,
Cotton Districts,
appropriation for experiments,
experiments, etc., in
in. ...........
296,
728, 1345
268,728,1345
raiing in
cattle raising
Cotton Futures
UniUd States,
States,
Act, United
Cotton
Futures Act,
appropriation for
725, 1343
266,725,1343
for expenses
expenses enforcing 266,
appropriation
amendments of
of 1919 declared permalegislation
725
nent legislation...................
nghts of buyer
optional rights
buyer and seller on
...................
deliveries
725
repealed .....................
738
repealed
reuse of money from sale of cotton for
official
standards, etc .............
1343
official standards,
enforcing....
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for enforcing
deficiency
524
collecting............... 1183
for expenses, collecting
forexpenses,
Cottonseed,
Cottonseed,
appropriation
interbreeding experiappropriation for interbreeding
243,702,1322
ments ...................
243, 702,1322
proclamation canceling
proclamation
canceling license requirements for importing,
manufacturing,
importing, manufacturing,
1750
etc. of, and products ............
1750
etc.,
Cottrell,
Frank M.,
M.,
Cottrell, Frank
...................... 1535
pension increased
increased
E. (widow),
Cottrell,
(widow),
Cottrell, Sarah
Sarah E.
pension
1615
..........................
Couden, Rev.
M.,
Couden,
Rev. Henry
Henry M.,
chaplain emeritus of the
appropriation
appropriation for, chaplain
1255
House of Representatives............
Representatives
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for, as chaplain
emeritus of House of Representatives
Representatives 1180
1180
Council of
of National
National Defense,
Defense,
Council
appropriation for expenses of; salary
appropriation
salary restriction ..................
177,
886
177,886
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries, ex503
penses, etc .........................
503
pay restriction.
restriction ......................
liabilities of Committee on Public Information to be paid under direction
direction of
Director of ....................
327
Director
removal of temporary office building for,
directed
...........................
1282
directed
Counterfeiting,
etc.,
Counterfeiting,etc.,
in
suppressing,
expenses
appropriation for expenses suppressing,
appropriation
etc.; restriction.
restriction .........
174,882,1375
174,
882, 1375
protection of the President, etc 174,882,
174, 882, 1375
Division
details under Secret Service Division
restricted .................. 174,883,1375
174, 883, 1375
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses in
. 330,1183
suppressing
suppresing .................
bondsa
etrc_
331
Finance Cornration
War Finance
Corporation
etc..
-,
r-i- - bonds,
-- D

INDEX.
County Agents, Agricultural
Extension Work, Page.
Agricultural Extension
appropriation
720,
1339
appropriation for
for ......................
720,1339
Court of
of Appeals,
Appeals, D.
C.,
Court
D. C.,
appropriation
etc., half from
appropriation for salaries, etc.,
from
District
revenues
District revenues..................
687
for
for salaries,
salaries, etc.;
etc.; 60
60 per cent
cent from District revenues
1306
revenues ......................
for
reports of
of decisions............
decisions
91, 861, 1132
for reports
91,861,1132
for
care, etc.,
1134
for care,
etc., of
of Building
Building
......... 92, 863,
863,1134
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for clerk's office,
expenses
4]
expenses ..........................
41
appeals from
determinations of Rent
Rent Comappeals
from determinations
301
mission allowed to .................
no
etc., except
except for
no modification, etc.,
for error
error
301
of law .................
............
301
action on .............................
301
action
301
appraise property
property
award of commission to
to appraise
of Washington
Washington Market
Market Company
Company to
of
to
.
1443
be filed in
in.......................
1443
appeal from, to be determined
determined by;
judgment final ....................
1443
judgment
1443
proceedings
judgments
proceedings in,
in, on
on appeals
appeals from
from judgments
of
1312
of municipal court
court .................
1312
Court of Claims,
Court
Claims,
appropriation
for judges,
judges, clerks,
clerks, etc
etc -. 688,1307
688,1307
appropriation for
688
1307
for auditors,
auditors, etc
etc.....................
688,1307
contingent expenses ..............
for contingent
688,1307
for reporting decisions
decisions .
..---............ 688, 1307
1307
for pay of custodian
688,1307
custodian ..----------------.. 688,1307
for
for painting,
painting, repairs,
repairs, etc.
etc ...............
907
for printing
printing and binding for......
for
229, 942, 1430
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for paying
paying judgjudgments of..
of........ 60, 60, 343, 521,
521,1037,1182
1037, 1182
for paying
paying judgments,
judgments, Indian
Indian depredadepredation
1038
tion claims
claims
.................60,
60, 521,
521,1038
1175
expenses .................
for contingent expenses
additional
J. F.
F
etc., between J.
additional claims, etc.,
Choctaw and ChickaMcMurray and Choctaw
to.............234
referred to
saw Indians, referred
234
exclusion
exclusion of specified claims;
claims; limitations
limitations
234
all claims of Klamath,
Klamath, etc., Indians to be
.
.................... 623
.
submitted to
to..
Jurisdiction
conferred; appeals
appeals allowed.
allowed
624
jurisdiction conferred;
waived .----------- 624
statute of limitations waived
evidence admitted .........
procedure;
624
procedure; evidence
decree-...
damages restricted;
restricted; effect
effect of decree
624
attorneys' fees, etc ........
restriction on attorneys'
624
to.
claims of Sioux Indians,
Indians, to be submitted
submitted to
738
in claim
Inclaim of Osage Ingiven jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, in
1097
ceded lands...
dians for proceeds
proceeds of ceded
lands
1097
conferred to determine
jurisdiction conferred
determine claims
claims
jurisdiction
of Indians
Indians of Fort Berthold
Berthold ReservaReserva404
against the United States ......
tion against
right of appeal; procedure,
procedure, etc ........
404
determine claims of Iowa
to hear
hear and
and determine
Indians,
585
Indians, Okla
Okla .....................
585
Court of Customs
Customs Appeals,
Appeals,
Court
appropriation for
for salaries
687, 1306
687,
salaries ..............
appropriation
for rent,
687, 1306
1306
for
rent, etc
etc ---................-------..-...-----------.. 687,
printing and binding for ..... 229, 942, 1430
for printing
Courthouse,
Courthouse, D. C,,
appropriation for
for employees
employees ......------ 92,
92,863,1134
863, 1134
appropriation
907,
or repairs, etc......................
etc
907, 1397
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reconstructing,
reconstructing,
deficiency
.50
furnishing, etc.
50
etc . .. .............. ...
furnishing,
for charwomen
328
charwomen ----------.....................--------------.
for
restoring grounds, etc.,
etc., around ......
333
for restoring
relief of
contractors, for losses due
due to inof contractors,
relief
creased cost of construction
construction matematerials,
281
rials, etc
etc -------------------------..........................
Courtney,
Courtney, Jesse,
Jesse,
pension ..................
1535
1535
................
pension
Prisons, D. C.,
Courtsand Prisons,
Courts
appropriation
for support
support of convicts out of
appropriation for
the District,
District, etc
etc ..............-----------92, 863, 1134
92,863,1134
the
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Courts
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Page.
appropriation
appropriation for courthouse employees..
employees..
92,
863,
1134
863,1134
for court of appeals building, care,
care, etc...
etc.. -.
92,
863,
863, 1134
1134
for
supreme court
expenses ........ 93,
93, 863,
863, 1134
1134
for supreme
court expenses
Courts
Army (see also Articles
Courts Martial,
Martial, etc.,
etc., Army
of
of War),
appropriation for
expenses of
appropriation
for expenses
of ............ 112,
112, 956
956
Coushatta
Coushatta Indians,
Indians, Polk County,
County, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation for
for education
education of
1244
appropriation
of............
1244
Covington, Ky.,
Covington,
Ky.,
at ........................
400
terms of court at.
"
Cowan,.
Jane M.,
M.,
Cowan, Jane
pension 624 .............
.....................
pension
1
1624
Cowles,
(widow),
Cowles, Ada
Ada Johnston
Johnston (widow),
pension
increased ........................
1608
pension increased
1608
Cox,
Bose,
Cox, Bose,
pension
1604
pension ..................................
1604
Cox,
Cox, Robert Edward,
Edward,
medal of honor
awarded to .................
1526
honor awarded
1526
duplicate enrollment
enrollment and signature
duplicate
authorized of
authorized
of bill
bill awarding
awarding......... 1643
1643
Cox,
Sarah (widow),
Cox, Sarah
(widow),
pension
1492
pension ..................................
1492
Coyan,Harry,
Coyan, BHarry,
pension increased
increased ........---.
1623
..............
Coyotes,
Coyotes,
appropriation for devising
devising methods for
for
destroying
destroying..------------...........---..
257, 716,
716, 1335
1335
amount for destroying,
destroying, in national
forests, etc ----....
.-.------...----..--------- 257
of rabies
257
for destroying, for
for suppression
suppression of
rabies.
257
Cradock,
Cradock, Va.,
appropriation
appropriation for operating,
operating, etc.,
etc., Government house at ......................
223
for operating, etc.,
etc., Government
Government apartments at ..........................
ments
224
jurisdiction over town site, retroceded
jurisdiction
retroceded to
to
Virginia..........................
1439
Virginia
Craft,
Craft, Dury
Dury M.,
M.,
pension
1619
pension..................................
1619
Cramp, Margaret
Margaret J.
J. (widow),
Cramp,
pension increased
1491
increased........................
1491
Cranberries,
D. C.,
Cranberries, D.
standard dimensions of barrels
barrels for, estab1221
lished . ...........................
1221
Craney Island,
Island, Va.,
Va.,
transfer of military reservation, to Public
transfer
. ............--.......
3-----58
Health Service
358
Cranmer, Malinda
Cranmer,
Malinda R. (widow),
(widow),
increased
17)611
pension increased
.---------..-------------.............15
Crater
Crater Lake
Lake National
NationalPark,
Park, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
917, 1406
appropriation for protection,
protection, etc . 204, 917,
1406
appropriation
for commissioner
commissioner in
in ................
687, 1306
522,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for improvement.
1191
1191
Oreg. and Calif.,
Calif.,
Crater National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.
Crater
249,
of ....
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
for maintenance,
appropriation for
707, 1327
California lands
revested Oregon
Oregon and California
lands
added to, for protecting
protecting Ashland
Ashland
added
406
water supply .....................--.
Crates for
Fruits and
Vegetables, D.
D. C.
for Fruits
and Vegetables,
Crates
standard
established
1222
capacities for carrier, established.
standard capacities
Cravens,
Elizabeth (widow),
Cravens, Elizabeth
(widow),
pension
1498
..............................
pension .
Crawford, Agnes (daughter),
(daughter),
Crawford,
pension
1566
1566
pension..................................
Crawford, Claborn,
Claborn,
Crauwford,
pension
1550
pension ...............................
Cranford, Lelia
Crauford,
Lelia (daughter),
(daughter),
pension ..................
1588
.............-----Crawford,
Cranford, Mary (widow),
.......................------pension ........
1619
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Page.
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Misdemeanor--Continued.
Page.
punishment for
punishment
for maintaining
maintaining . premises
premises
where
intoxicating liquor is sold,etc.,
sold ,etc. ,
whereintoxicatingliquoris
in
Prohibition Act. 306
War Prohibition
in violation
violation of War
of National
National Prohibition
Act
314
Prohibition Act..........
314
of
manufacturing or
or selling
unlawmanufacturing
selling liquors
liquors unlaw316
316
...................
........
fully.
fully
Tribes),
Tribes),
violating
permits,
making
false
stateviolating
permits,
making
false
stateappropriation
for
common
schools...
23,
427,
1242
appropriation for common schools... 23,427,1242
ments,
under r4atlonal
ments, etc.,
etc., under
National ProProattorney for ..............23,
428, 1243
23,428,1243
for attorney
316
316
Act....................
hibition Act.
for
428, 1243
23,428,1243
for tribal schools.
schools............... 23,
violating
provisions for
industrial alcoalcoviolating provisions
for industrial
for
Turner
claim of
of Clarence
Clarence W. Turner
for paying claim
321
321
hol, etc.,
etc., production .............
William B.
and Mrs.
Mrs. William
B. Hord, for
for legal
violatin.g
violating liquor
liquor prohibition
prohibition provisions
provisions
services
1249
1249
. ............
services...
322
322
in Canal Zone ................all
year;
claims against,
against, to be filed
filed in one year;
all claims
transporting
stolen motor
vehicles in
transporting stolen
motor vehicles
in
adjuelication, etc .................
24
adjudication,
325
interstate,
etc. commerce
commerce .........
325
interstate, etc.,
payment from tribal funds ............
24
receiving,
disposing,
etc.,
of
such
proppropreceiving, disposing, etc., of such
Crematory, D.
Public,
Crematory
D. C.,
C. Public,
erty
325
325
erty .............
appropriation for
maintenance
90, 861, 1132
90,861,1132
for maintenance.....
appropriation
violating restrictions
restrictions on
353
aliens..
entry of
of aliens
on entry
violating
for
roadway
861
for cement
cement roadway................
353
corporation
official abetting
abetting..........
353
corporation official
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance.
maintenance
41
deficiency
forfeiture of
of vessel,
vehicle, etc.,
etc., used
used
forfeiture
vessel, vehicle,
41,1018
for repairs .....................
41,1018
in
353
353
..........--......
in .........
Cribb,
Sarah (mother),
rib, Sarah
(other),
member of police
police, D. C., conspiring
conspirin to
pension increased
pension
increased.................... 1620
interfere with,duties of,
interfere
of, by
by s
strikes,
Criers, United
United States
Criers,
States Courts,
Courts,
etc
364
364
......
........
..
etc.........
210, 924, 1413
210,924,1413
for.........
appropriation
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for
for .....
violating
C
368
368
bird law, D. C.....
violating wild game bird
deiciency appropriation for............. 1033
officers, etc.,
etc., of
corporaof foreign financial corporaCrimes
and M
Crimes and
isdeenors
tion using funds
funds thereof to control
penalty for receiving
receiving gifts by
employeet! of
penalty
by employees
381
commodities. ............
prices of commodities
District of Columbia
Columbia for removing
384
etc., thereof ...... 384
embezzling
embezzling funds, etc.,
city refuse, etc.,
etc., or giving the same
same.
39
issuing bank paper, etc.,
etc., without
without
cabs,
cabs, hacks,
hacks, etc., loitering around hotels,
authority .........-...........
384
authority
etc., D. C
.
............
104
318
maling
etc., in books, stateillegal manufacture
manufacture or sale of
of liquors...
liquors...
318
making false entries, etc.,
384
..............
ments, etc
etc-......
refusing
refuting to allow inspection
inspection of railroad
receivers,
corporations emcontrol. 461
receivers, etc.,
etc. of such corporations
records, etc., during
during Federal
Federal control
refusing to allow access by officers of
384
bezzling funds,
f
unds, etc., thereof.......
thereof
384
Railroad
making false
Railroad Labor Board, to records,
false entries, etc., in books,
etc ..........................
384
statements,
etc....................
472
statements, etc
384
refusal to maintain
maintain ratings of coal cars
examiners of, making false reports,
reports,
to mines, etc ..................
476
etc
...........................
384
carriers refusing to comply with orders
aiding or abetting violations
violations. ............ 384
for car service
477
service ...................
connected with such corporations
corporations
person connected
carriers, agents, etc., not obeying desigrepresenting
representing liability of United
nated orders of Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
States for bonds, acts, etc., thereof
thereof..
384
Commission .......................
Commission
492
members of District of Columbia fire
discriminating as to membership in inindepartment
conspiring
to
obstruct
department
obstruct
dustrial
dustrial organizations, etc., in beneoperations
thereof..................
398
operations thereof
398
fits for vocational
737
vocational rehabilitation..:..
rehabilitation. .^
officer of carrier concurring in unauthorowner of cargo vessel failing to give
securities, etc.,
etc., thereof.
496
ized issue of securities,
thereof.
496
notice
ik, etc., to passengers....
notice of risk,
passengers
999
benefiting in sale, etc., of securities
refusal of officer, etc., to furnish informa497
thereof............................
497
tion as to hides, skins, and leather..
leather
1057
carrier refusing to install prescribed
prescribed
violating conditions of Federal Water
Water
safety devices
devices.....................
498
Power
Power Act, etc ...................
1076
1076
660
frauds on jury drawings, D. C..........
C..
660
punishment
unlawful possession of inpunishment for unlawful
inviolating restrictions on charges, etc.,
etc ,
toxicating liquors in Indian countoxicating
pension claims
588
for pension
claims...............
588
try, etc .......................
4
4
mailing prohibited
prohibited poisons, explosives,
explosives,
unauthorized sales, etc., of Indian live
etc., without permit from Poststock
stock ..........................
9
9
master
General....................
621
master General
influencing, etc.,
etc., legislation by maunmailing
mailing prohibited
prohibited articles with intent
intent
authorized communications,
communications, etc.,
to kill, injure, etc
etc. ................
621
by officers
officers and employees to Memembezzling,
embezzling, etc., moneys
moneys by officers
officers of
Congress. ....................
bers of Congress
68
68
courts...............
630
United States courts
630
officer,
officer, etc.,
etc., employed since April 6,
violating restrictions against
against plant pests,
1917, prosecuting claims for Army
1917,
Army
etc., D. C
C
.....................
727
supplies, in which he was engaged
engaged
etc., for protection
violating rules, etc.,
protection of
in procuring, etc
etc. ...............
131
national
national parks, etc
732
etc................
732
violating permits for use of water power
power
accepting illegal conveyance of lands
from Niagara
163
lsliagara River ..............
163
from Crow
from
Indians ...............
752
Crow Indians
752
making false affidavits
affidavits that defendant
defendant
transferring American vessel to foreign
transferring
etc........... 283
not in armed
armed service, etc
flag, etc.,
etc., without approval of Shipcommitting offenses prohibited
prohibited by Food
committing
ping Board ................
995
...
Control Act ...................
298
mortgagor violating
violating provisions relating
violating
violating restrictions on District of Coto ship mortages.
mortages ...............
1003
1003
renltals.
Qv
lumbia
rentals,,- At_
etc.
--------------I- 303
Au *vi:
aymenmi,
etc.,
seamen.....
IuuT
advance
payments,
etc., 1o
to seamen
1007

rageCrawford, William,
Crawford,
William,
Page
1543
pension
penon.......----.....---....---------1543
Credilk, R. S.,
Credil,
La., for
patent to,
to, mayor
mayor of Bonita, La,
for certain
certain
lands
for owners
trust for
owners........... 1053
lands in
in trust
Civilized
Creek
Indians,
Okla.
Civilized
also
Five
(see
Creek Indians,

,"Lo

_
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Pageand Misdemeanors-Continued.
Crimes
punishment for receiving
receiving pay from seamen
seamen
punishment
for procuring employment
1007
employment.........
unauthorized
official
unauthorized divulging by Census official
of
of information
information as to hides, leather,
etc_
1057
etc...............................
project
false
statements, etc.,
etc., of power
power project
false statements,
1066
records,
etc
1066
records, etc......................
Act regulating
regulating
violating provisions of Act
C....... 1225
weights, measures,
measures etc., D. C
1225
obtaining grain
by false repseeding by
for seeding
grain for
obtaining
1347
resentations,
etc.
1347
resentations, etc .................
violating
shipping, etc
etc.,,
regulations for shipping,
violating regulations
high explosives
1445
1445
.
.............
high
explosives.
D. C.,
Crimes D.
punishment
rape; minimum
penalty
minimum penalty
for rape;
punishment for
omitted
567
omitted.........................
deceased pera deceased
embezzling
property of a
embezzling property
567
........
son ...................
Crimes,
Crimes, etc.,
appropriation for detection
detection and prosecuappropriation
tion of
207, 921,
921, 1410
1410
of ...................
tion
protection
921, 1410
the President, etc. 207, 921,
of the
protection of
deficiency
detection and
appropriation for detection
deficiency appropriation
51,
prosecution
51,
of ....................
prosecution of
62,
64,
337,
349,
524,
1032, 1040,
1040,1175,1188
1175,1188
62, 64, 337,349,
advances
allowed
expenses
of
detecexpenses
for
advances allowed
515
tion
prosecution of ............
and prosecution
tion and
Criminal
Code,
Criminal Code,
620
..........-amended, section 217 .....amended,
section 232
232 .----------..-------------. 1444
section
------- . 1445
section 233 ..................
section
section 234.
234 ...................-----1445
section
section
235.
1445
..--------------------- -section 235
section
1445
236.........................section 236
section
1060
245 .....--------------------- 1060
section 245
deportation
undesirable aliens condeportation of undesirable
victed of seditious conspiracy,
conspiracy, in
victed
594
section 6
594
6 of
of......-............-----section
594
readmission
prohibited ..............
594
readmission prohibited
deportation
of
undesirable
conaliens
deportation of undesirable
of
victed
of
violating
provisions
of
provisions
victed of violating
section 13
of, by organizing
organizing expedi13 of,
section
tions,
etc., against
powers
friendly powers
against friendly
tions, etc.,
between August
August 1, 1914, and April 6,
between
1917
594
1917............-.............readmission prohibited ................
594
readmission
Criminal
Identificatiort, National
Bureau of,
National Bureau
Criminal IdentiJication
appropriation
aid to
87, 857, 1128
1128
87,
to ...........
for aid
appropriation for
Criminal Identification
Identill cation Records,
Criminal
appropriation for
exchange of,
preserving, exchange
for preserving,
appropriation
etc
207, 922,1411
922, 1411
207,
etc ......................
Criminals,
Criminals,
appropriation
bringing home, from
appropriation for bringing
abroad.
742, 1208
abroad........................ 742,1208
Cristobal, Canal
Canal Zone,
Cristobal,
tract of
land in, released
released from reservaof land
tract
948
......----tion.
948
.......
tion..
sale by
by Panama
Railroad authorized...
authorized... - 948
Panama Railroad
sale
ell, James
Crisn
Criswell,
James A.,
1473
pension inc
increased
reased ......---.......----.pension
Slorenes,
Croats, Serbs.
Serbs, nnd
and Slovenes,
Croats,
1206
appropriation for
minister to the ........
for minister
appropriation
H.,
Crocker, Thomas H.
pension increased
increased'......................
1613
pension
Crorn ,cell, Cora
Cora J.
(daughter),
J. (daughter),
Crornmcell,
1556
pension increased
1556
increased ......................
pension
Cronin, Sarah
(uwidow-),
Sarah (uidaw),
Cronin,
11597
9
.................. -----.----nSion .
pension
rook," Army
Transport,
Army Transport,
" Crook,'
disposal of,
authorized .......--...-.--961
of, authorized
disposal
Crook National
Ariz.,
Forest, Ariz.,
Natiornal Forest,
Crook
249,
nmaintenance. etc..
-anr-oitiatin for maintenance,
appropriation
etc., of ....
249,
rro'l-....-e . ---e f07.
707. 1327
1765
proclamation
enlarging area
1765
area of .......--proclamation enlarging
44

1881
1881

Crooked
Irrigation Project,
Project, Oreg.,
Crooked Creek Irrigation
appropriation
etc., of....
of
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
Crop
Estimates,
Crop Estimates,
appropriation
compiling, publishing,
appropriation for compiling,
etc
etc...............................

Page.
1243
1243

1342
1342
AgriDepartment of
Crop Estimates
Estimates Bureau,
Bureau, Department
of AgriCrop
culture,
appropriation for
259, 718
salaries............... 259,
for salaries
appropriation
259,
for
expenses .................
259, 718
718
for general expenses
expenses.......... 259,
for administrative
259, 718
718
administrative expenses
259,719
for
259,719
for field agents ....................-.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general exdeficiency
penses
64, 67, 524,1043,1188
524, 1043, 1188
penses.............. 64,67,
515
for
increased cost of envelopes, 1918....
1918....
for increased
Markof
Bureau
functions, etc., merged
merged in
in
1343
ets and Crop
Crop Estimates.............
Estimates
1343
Crop Plants,
Plants,
Crop
appropriation for
investigating physiology
physiology
for investigating
appropriation
of,
etc ....................
243, 702,
702, 1322
1322
243,
of, etc
Crops,
technological, etc.,
appropriation for technological,
etc., inappropriation
vestigations
1322
vestigations................ 243, 702, 1322
244,
arid land......
land
244,
breeding, study, etc., arid
for breeding,
1323
703, 1323
Peter,
Crosby, Peter,
..--- 1609
....----pension
pension.........................
W.,
Cross, James W.,
1454
payment to,
injuries ...........-----....-----for injuries
to, for
payment
Agency, Mont.,
Mont.,
Crow Agency,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of, Indians
appropriation
at
31, 434, 1248
1248
at .......................-----. 31,434,
Crow
Creek
Agency,
S.
Dak.,
Crow Creek Agency, S.
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation
31,434,1248
at
31, 434, 1248
at.........................-Crow
Creek Indian
Hospital, S.
S. Dak.,
Indian Hospital,
Crow Creek
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,of
etc. ,of 5,410,1227
5, 410, 1227
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Crow
Resercation, Mont.,
Indian Reservation,
Crow Indian
appropriation
irrigation sysimproving irrigation
appropriation for improving
tems, Big Horn
HIorn Valley, from tribal
tems,
funds; reimbursement..
reimbursement.. _ 16, 196,
196, 431,1237
431, 1237
funds;
diversion
Horn River....
River....
1237
Bi Hllorn
on Big
dam on
diversion dam
proclamation allowing
allowing additional
additional time to
proclamation
1793
pay
installments
for
ceded
lands
of
of.
pay installments for ceded lands
751
survey
of lands
lands within....
within
allotment of
and allotment
survey and
titles
subject only
to tribal
tribal leases........
leases
1
7
7
9
r
,
3
1
751
751
only to
titles subject
honepatents
competents; homein fee to competents;
patents in
steads excepted
excepted ...................
751
steals
trust
minors, etc.............
etc
751
trust patents to minors,
priority to
having former
former
members not having
to members
priority
allotments ......................
751
allotments
conveyances to owners of
of large areas
areas forconveyances
752
bidden ........................
752
bidden
752
7
declared
made................
752
declared void if made
punishment
accepting ........-...
752
punishment for accepting
752
land, etc
classification
character of laud,
etc. -...
classification of character
complete
to be
be prepared
prepared .......
752
rolls to
tribal rolls
complete tribal
off;
stricken
be
to
fraudulent
stricken
off;
names
fraudulent
rights
protected ..............--..752
rights protected
present
for Agency,
Agency, etc.,
etc., continued..continued
753
uses for
present uses
patents authorized
missionary boards,
authorized to missionary
patents
.------- 753
etc............----.....
etc
lands reserved
Agency, and tracts
tracts for
for Agency,
reserved for
lands
753
recreation grounds
grounds ............ ----753
recreation
Minerals, etc.,
reserved to allottees.......
allottees _
753
etc., reserved
minerals,
753
leases
terms ..........---authorized; terms
leases authorized;
have
to
etc., lands,
allotments
have
allotments of coal, etc.,
minerals
tribal benefit..
benefit..
753
reserved for tribal
minerals reserved
753
termination
leases in fifty
fifty years...
all leases
of all
termination of
appropriation
for surveys,
etc
753
surveys, etc....-.......
appropriation for
etc., -applicable
irrigation
applicable to
regulations, etc.,
irrigation regulations,
7
53
allotments hereunder
hereunder...-..--.....53
allotments
cost of
be placed at
at the
systems to be
all systems
of all
cost
754
-........--- -......
Agency......intoxicants
prohibited77y4
...---..---......intoxicants prohibited

1882
1882

INDEX.
INDEX.

Crow Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reervation, Mont.—Continued.
Mont.-Continued.
reservations of water power
power sites
sites for
for benefit
benefit
of Tribe...
Tribe
......................
former provision
provision for divisions
divisions of
of trust funds
funds
repealed
repealed ..........................
consolidated
madefrom
consolidated fund made
from all trustfunds
trust funds
balances...........................
balances
uses designated ....................
distributed prorata
balances to be distributed
pro rata ......
competent Indians allowed to receive individual
dividual share of live stock from
from
tribal herd ..................-....
-755
of wife and minor children.............
children
etc........................
conditions, etc
commission
commiss
. ion to complete enrollment.......
enrollment
provisions governing, pay, etc
etc..........
completion within six months..........
months
designation of homestead
designation
homestead allotment of 640
640
acres ........................
acres
trust period; extension
extension for incompeincompetents......
tents
..
.......
sale of half on approval of Secretary
Secretary perpermitted ............................
character
of,
character
restricted ................
allottees allowed
allowed to make changes to
to group
group
holdings, etc ...............-...sale of trust lands to actual settlers who
who
served
served in the World War, etc .....-

Page.
Page
754
754
754
754
755
755
755
755
755
755
755
755
755
755
755
755
755
756
756
756
756
756
756
756
756
756
756
756
756
756
756

756
756
756
756
school sections
sections granted
granted to
to Montana
Montana.......7 756
756
lieu selections
selections for allotted lands, etc...
etc ...-- 756
756
appropriation
appropriation for lands granted
granted to State..
State—. - 757
757
mineral rights reserved
reserved to Indians.........
Indians
757
757
Indian children
children to be admitted to public
schools of State ..................
757
757
tracts to be set aside
aside for public uses at
at
town sites......
sites
757
..................
757
park at Crow Agency notincluded......
not included
757
757
receipts for lots to be credited
credited to Indians.
Indians
757
757
appropriation
appropriation for general council expenses,
expenses,
from tribal fund ................
757
757
visit of committee
committee to Washington....
Washington
757
Crow Indians
Indians, Mont.
Crow
Mont
appropriation for fulfilling
appropriation
fulfilling treaties with...
with
16,
420,1237
420, 1237
allotting etc.,
survey, allotting,
etc., of lands to........
to
751
Croxton,
Croxtor
.
c, Cornelia
Cornelia de Camp (widow),
pension
pension.........................
1619
1619
E.,
Crum, John
John E.,
pension
pension............................
1541
Crum, Lucretia
Lucretia A. (widow),
pension........................... .
pension
1490
1490
Crysler,
Crysler zEmma L. (widow),
(widow),
pension............
pension
..............
1500
1500
Cuba,
Cuba,
appropriation
appropriation for preserving
preserving monuments,
etc., to soldiers who fell in
etc.
185 ,8
96
in...... 185
896
for minister to .....
............... 739
739, 1206
120
importing from,
from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat
wheat
and
wheat flour,
flour, prohibited; exand wheat
ception....................
ception
1759
1759
1773
canceled .....
canceled.
1773
T. (daughter)
Cuff,,Catharine
Catharine T.
(daughter), ......
177
pension
........
....
89
1689
Culbertson, Joseph
Culbertson,
Joseph W.,
increased.................
pension increased
1474
1474
Cd~in, P.
P. I.,
Culion,
lepers, etc., naval
appropriation for care of lepers,
station....................
134814
station
134,814
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for care of lepers,
etc., naval station at .............
49
CumberlandRiver,
Cumberland
bridge authorized
authorized acrose,
bridge
across, near Clarksville,
Tenn ...............
Tenn
282
.--------.......
opayments allowed................
allowed
payments

....

Cumberland River-Continued.
River—Continued.Page.
Cumberland
construction of
of lock
lock and
and dam
dam on,
on, above
above
authorized when
Nashville, Tenn.,
Tenn., authorized
when
interests have
complied
local interests
have complied with
with
imposed1014
conditions imposed
.............
"Cumberland," Seagoing
Seagoing Dredge,
Dredge,
ttnsfer
transfer authorized to appropriation
appropriation for
for
improving Savannah harbor
harbor........
Cummings,
Tebitha E.
Cummings, Tebitha
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension .............................
Cummins,
(son),
Cummins, William
Willim F.
F. (son),
pension ..........................
Cunagim,
Cunagim, William,
pension
pension increased
increased........................
Cunningham, Eugene (son),
pension
pension .........................
.
Cunningham, Jesse,
Cunningham,
Jesse,
pension
pension................
...............
Cunningham, Nason
B.,
Cnnningham,
Nason B.,
pension1477
pension................................

Page.

1014
1014
1014
1541
1541
1564
1564
1536
1536
1507
1507
1599
1599

1477

Currency,
Currseny,
proclamation canceling
license requireproclamation
canceling license
requirements for exporting................
exporting
1760
1760
Currency, United States,
States,
Currency,
certificates payable
gold certificates
payable to bearer
bearer on
deon demand
mand made legal tender
tender for all
all debts. 370
370
Currier,t Luzie
Lizzie J. (widow),
(widow),
1
Curier
pension...............................
pension
1592
1592
Cuier,
Currier, Susie,
payment
payment to,
1450
to, for injuries .................
1450
Georgianna (widow),
(widow),
Curry, Georgianna
nsion
pension
..........................
1567
Curiss
Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Corporation,
Corporation,
to, authorized
payment to,
authorized in full for CurtissCurtisElmwood plant, Buffalo,
N. Y
455
Buffalo, N.
Y...... 455
Crtiss-Elmuood
Curtin-Elmwood Plant,
Y.,
Plant, N.
N. Y.,
payment for, authorized from
from Army
Army Air
Air
Service appropriations..............
appropriations
455
Oushman
Cushman Agency, Wash.,
appropriation for support,
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of
Indians
of Indians
at
................................
31
31
Cushman Indian
Indian School, Tacoma,
Tacoma, Wash.,
Cushman
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of
of ........
27
27
Custer National
Custer
National Forest,
and S.
Forest, Mont. and
S. Dak
Dak.,,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
249,
of.... 249
707,1327
707,1327
Custer State Park
Custer
Park Game Sanctuary, S. Dak.,
areas in Harney National
National Forest set aside
aside
as breeding place for game
986
game ......... 986
unauthorized hunting, killing, etc.,
unauthorized
etc., in, a
a
misdemeanor......................
misdemeanor
986
986
punishment
punishment for ........................
986
986
ocal game laws as to private or State
local
lands not affected
affected ...............
986
986
fence, etc., by State, authorized .........
986
986
area to be protected
laws......
protected by State laws
986
exchange of lands with South Dakota, of
exchange
nonmineral
nonmineral forest lands, for additions to national forests ........... 986
other rights not restricted ............. .
986
987
proclamation setting aside
aside .............
987
1805
Customs,
Custors,
appropriation
appropriation for collecting
collecting revenue
revenue from
from.. 174,
174,

883,1376
detection of
etc
174883,
1376
detection
of frauds,
frauds, etc........
174,883,
883, 1376
1376
only one appraiser for Baltimore ,
alallowed ....................
883
883
for automatic recording scales...
scales... 174, 883,1376
883, 1376
for compensation
compensation in lieu of moieties.....174
moieties
174,
883, 1376
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for port of New
York laborers.
laborers .....................
44
for collecting revenue from
44
from. ..........
61,
63,65,344,347,
63, 65, 344, 347, 521,
1023, 1183
521,1023,1183

INDEX.
Customs—Continued.
Page.
Customs-Continued.
lading
lading and unlacling
unlading vessels at night, Sun402
days, etc .........................
employextra compensation
compensation to customs employ402
ees for . ........................
examining, etc., passengers'
passengers' baggage..
baggage
402
examining,
402
basis of rates .......................
payment by master, etc., for customs
payment
officials .......................
402
officials
to be paid if reporting under orders,
whether working
working or not............
not
402
allowed extra compensacompensaboarding officers allowed
etc.......
402
tion for services at night, etc
working hours prevailing at ports to deter-

mine overtime
overtime ...................
402
mine
pay of temporary
temporary laborers may be fixed at
exceeding local rates............
rates
536
not exceeding
credits for allowances paid in exlimit; credits
cess
cess of formerrates
former rates ...............
536
authority to cease
cease December
536
1920...
December 31, 1920
authority
restrictions
importing coal-tar
coal-tar products,
restrictions on importing
continued until
until January
January 20,
20, 1920..
1920_ _
361
361
continued
Customn Appeals, Court of,
Customs
expenses. 687,1306
appropriation
salaries and expenses_
appropriation for salaries
Customs
Cases,
Customs Cases,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries and expenses,
conducting
207, 921, 1410
207,921,1410
conducting ................
witnesses before
before Board of
for fees, etc., witnesses
General
207, 921, 1410
Appraiers ......... 207,921,1410
General Appraisers
Department,
Customs Division,
Division, Treasury Department,
etc.. 645,1266
appropriation
division, etc__
appropriation for chief of division,
Customs Tariffs,
Tariffs,. International
Bureau for
International Bureau
Chutos
Publication
Publiatiionof,
appropriation for annual
annual contribution
contribution..-.743,1209
appropriation
Cianght, Margaret
(widow),
Margaret J. (idono),
COustgt,
n.
1578
n n.................
"Cyclops," U.S
U. S. Ship,
Sip,
"yclos,"
war risk insurance
on.. _ 375
375
insurance granted those lost on...
Czecho-Slovakia,
Czeco-Slovakia,
appropriation
minister to
739,1206
739,1206
to.........for minister
appropriation for
importing from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat
wheat
and wheat flour, prohibited;
prohibited; excep. 1759
tion ........
..................
canceled
1773
1773
canceled ..........................
parcel post convention with .............. 1687
D.

Dairy
Congress, World's,
World's,
Dairy Congress,
foreign governments
governments to
invited to be
to be invited
foreign
represented in _..................
1347
represented
Dairy
D. C.,
C.,
etc., D.
Farms, etc.,
Dairy Farms,
appropriation for
inspecting, etc....
860, 1131
90,860,1131
etc.... 90,
for inspecting,
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for inspecting
inspecting...-_ 41
deficiency
Dairy
Industry,
Dairy Industry,
appropriation for
investigations and exfor investigations
appropriation
periments
in
240, 699, 1319
1319
240,699,
periments in............Dairy
Products,
Dairy Products,
appropriation for
for diffusing
diffusing information
of
information of
appropriation
supply,
265,
of ....
etc., of
prices, etc.,
market prices,
supply, market
724,1342
Dairy Show,
National,
Dairy
Show, National,
appropriation
agricultural exhibit
exhibit at,
for agricultural
appropriation for
271
Chicago,
Ill ....................
271
Chicago, I11
Dairying Enterprises
in Western Irrigated
Irrigated DisDiEnterprisesin
Dairying
tricts,
tricts,
appropriation for experiments
experiments in establishappropriation
ing, etc
etc ................
268, 728, 1345
1345
.. 268,
ing,
Daley, Margaret
(widow),
Margaret(widow),
Daley,
pension
1621
pension........................----Dalton, Nellie
Nellie A.
A. (daughter),
(daughter),
Dalton,
1574
1574
-...........................
pension
pension
Daly, Maj.
Maj. H.
National Army,
Army,
H. W.,
W., National
Daly,
may be appointed
lieutenant on
appointed first lieutenant
may
606
606
retired
retired list ..-................------

1883
1883

Damage
Claims,
Page.
Damage Claims,
adjustment, etc.,
etc., of,
of, for acts of Coast and
Geodetic Survey
Survey .................
Geodetic
1054
Damages,
etc. ,River and Harbor
Work,
Damages, etc.,
Harbor Work,
claims for, to be adjusted by
by Chief
Chief of Engineers;
collision with vessels..
1015
gineers; by collision
vessels
1015
accident damaging
damaging or destroying
accident
destroying perpersonal property
property.................... 1015
property of employees
property
employees in connection
connection
with loss, etc.,
etc., of Government
Government
1015
property ......................
in efforts to save
save life or preserve
preserve Government
ernment property................
property
1015
payment,
payment, if not exceeding
exceeding $500.......
$500
1015
greater amount to be reported to
for greater
Congress ......................
1015
Damages
Damages to Private
Private Property,
Property,
appropriation
for
paying
claims
for,
caused
caused
paying
appropriation
etc....... 965
by Army
Army target practice,
practice, etc
forces
813
for paying, by naval forces...........
deficiency appropriation
for paying
paying claims
claims
deficiency
appropriation for
of, collisions with
'with naval vessels
of,
vessels..... 1028
adjustment, etc.
adjustment
etc., of, by naval forces since
April 6, 1917,
1917, to be made by SecApril
retary of the Navy;
Navy; limit...........
limit
132
retary
Damatiscotta
DamariscottaRiver, Me.,
preliminary examination,
to .be
examination, etc., of, to-be
preliminary
made ..........................
1010
1010
made
Dams
Federal Water Power
Power Act),
Act),
Dams (see also Federal
construction
authorized of, across Minneconstruction authorized
River, Minn.
Minn. and S. Dak.......
Dak
551
sota River,
Daniels,
Charlotte,
Daniels, Charlotte,
additional
entry by, validated.
validated. 1091
homestead entry
additional homestead
Daniels,
Daniels, William
William D.,
pension
increased
1547
pension increased....................
Dansville,
Dansville, N.
N. Y.,
deficiency
appropriation for hospital for
deficiency appropriation
discharged disabled
etc ,
soldiers, etc.,
discharged
disabled soldiers,
508
................................
at
Danville, Ill.,
Danville,
appropriation
Volunteer
for expenses, Volunteer
appropriation for
Soldiers'
1395
Home............. 192, 904, 1395
Soldiers' Home
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
deficiency
Soldiers
Home
47, 1028, 1167, 1185
1185
47,1028,1167,
Soldiers Home.......
D. C.,
Darby
Building, D.
Darby Building,
appropriation for operating
operating expenses.43,
expenses.43, 653, 1273
1273
appropriation
Darling,
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
Darling, Lilla J.
pension increased
increased........................ 1481
Darr‘
P.,
Darri Thomas P.,
1527
payment to, for services
services. ..............
payment
Date
Parlatoria,
Date Scale, Parlatoria,
appropriation for
for emergency
emergency expenses,
expenses,
appropriation
eradicating. .....................
1346
eradicating
Datil National
Forest, N.
Met.,
N. Mex.,
National Forest,
Datil
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of..
of
249,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
707, 1327
proclamation modifying
of
• 1816
1816
modifying area of........:.
proclamation
excluded lands opened
opened to entry........
entry
1817
excluded
Daughters, Clara
Clara (daughter),
Daughters,
pension increased
increased....................... 1575
pension
Daughters of
of 1812,
181v, United States,
Daughters
design
patent of badge of, extended
extended fourdesign patent
teen
years
. 1440
..........
teen vears......
Dauphin
Harbor Company,
Railwayand Harbor
Island Rcrilway
DauphinIsland
time extended
extended for constructing
constructing bridges,
bridges,
time
docks,
etc., by, in
Ala.
277
in Mobile Bay, Ala.
docks, etc.,
Davenport,
Davenport, Iowa,
appropriation for
Governoperating, etc., Governfor operating,
appropriation
ment
at. ...............-223
house at
ment house
Davenport,
S.,
Davenport, James S.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
contested
deficiency
58
election expenses
expenses .............58
election
Davidson, Emma Lucinda (daughter),
(daughter),
Davidson,
1561
1561
-pension.
pension. ....................-----

1884
1884

INDEX.

Pare.
Page.
suits
suits for damages
damages authorized
authorized in district
district
courts
courts for wrongful acts,
acts, etc., causing
537
ing.........................-pension
1563
increased .....................
pension increased
against
of decedeceagainst vessel,
vessel, etc.,
etc., for
for benefit
benefit of
Davis, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Davis,
liable therefor,
dent's wife, etc.,
etc., if
if Jiable
pension
1573
increased..................... 1573
pension increased
537
if death had not ensued ..........
Davis Isiah,
Isiah,
Davis,
apportionment
537
amount recovered
recovered...
apportionment of amount
payment
damages from
fire
1460
for damages
from fire........
payment to, for
to
jurisdiction
to begin
begin in
in two years, unless
unless jurisdiction
Davis, Lucinda
(widow),
Lucinda (widow),
Davis,
on vessel not secured .............. 537
pension
increased ......
1565
............
pension increased
not to lapse until 90 days after jurisDavis Margaret
A. (widow),
MargaretA.
(widow),
Davis,
diction obtainable
obtainable ..............
537
pension..
1490
1490
pension .............................
allowed by law of foreign
foreign country
country may
Davis, Mary
Davis,
Mary S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
be brought in Federal districtcourt.
districtcourt
537
1559
.......................pension ...
may be brought during pendency
suit
pendency of suit
Davis, Nancy
M. (widow),
(widow),
Nancy M.
Davis,
for personal injuries if person the
die
pension
1479
........... 1479
..............
pension
537
from result thereof ................
Davis, Richard
Davis,
Rchard L.,
L.,
substitution of personal
personal representarepresenta-•
substitution
pension
increased
............. 1542
pension increased.....
decedent allowed...........
allowed
537
tive of decedent
537
Dawson, Ga.,
Ga.
Dawson,
contributory negligence not a
appropriation
building
164
a bar to recontributory
for public
public building........
appropriation for
covery; degree to be considered
tents,
etc., loaned
loaned to
to Confederate
Confederate veterans
tents, etc.,
by the court
court .........
537
.............
537
22
convention at...................
at
State
laws
affected hereby
538
hereby...........
538
laws not affected
Day,
Ruth A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Day, Ruth
provisions hereof not applicable to the
1520
pension -..........................Great Lakes ......................
53853
Daylight
Saving,
DaylightSaving,
a
State.......
538
territorial waters within a
State
538
repeal
of
law
advancing
for
280
280
for..........
time
advancing
of
law
repeal
navigable waters
waters in Panama Canal
navigable
Dayton,
tOhio,
Dayton, Ohio,
Zone ........................
538
538
appropriation for
Volunteer
expenses, Volunteer
for expenses,
appropriation
pending suit, etc.,
affected
538
no pending
etc., affected...........
Soldiers'
Home
189, 901,1392
901, 1392
Soldiers' Home.....-....
correction in enrollment of bill relating to,
cozrection
deficiency appropriation
Volunteer
deficiency
appropriation for Volunteer
directed........................ 1638
directed.
Soldiers'
Home
..........1027,1166 Debates
Soldiers Home......
Debates of Congress,
Congress,
De
Joseph,
Dc Femtes,
Fontes, Joseph,
appropriation for printing and binding
binding... 228,
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
services
59,
941,1429
for extra
extra services.
deficiency
941,1429
1037,
1182
for reporting, House
House of Representatives.
Representatives. 637,
1037,1182
Dead
Letters,
Dead Letters,
1257
period for retaining undelivered letters
period
633,
1254
for reporting, Senate ..............
633,1254
and return
return to dead letter office to be
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for additional
established
583
.................
pay, reporting House of Repreregulations
regulations for return to writers to be made
583
sentatives ........................
59
583
fee from writers
writers.......................
for extra services,
services, reporting, Senate ....
57
Dead Letters
Dead
Division, Post
Post Office
Office Department,
Letters Division,
Department,
Senate
342
for additional pay for, reporting, Senate.
appropriation
for additional
appropriation
,S. Dafor superintendent......
superintendent
675,1294
additional expenses
expenses reporting, SenDmd
woodk.,
Deadwood,
S. Dak.,
ate
1035,1180
ate...........................
1035, 1180
appropriation for assay office at.........
at.
657,1276 Decatur,
appropriation
Decatur, Ala.,
Ala.,
Deafand Dumb Instituton,
Deafand
Institution, D.
ColumD. C. (see Columappropriation
164
appropriation for public building ........
bia Institution for the
the Deaf, D. C.).
bridge authorized
authorized across Tennessee
Tennessee River
Deaf
Deaf Mutes,
Mutes, D. C., Colored,
Colored,
at ................................
361
appropriation
etc., of, out of the
appropriation for tuition, etc.,
DeceasedPersons,
Deceased
Persons, Army,
Army,
District
District .................... 86,856,1127
86, 856, 1127
disposition
disposition of effects of, under Articles
Articles of
of
Deal,
C. (daughter),
Deal, Amanda C.
(daughter),
357
War ...............................
pension increased
1483 Deceased
increased ...................... 1483
Deceased Persons,
Persons, .D.
D. C.,
C.,
Dealcoholized
Wine
Deakoholized Wine,
punishment for embezzling, etc., proppunishment
of designated
designated alcoholic
alcoholic strength not inerty of ........................
567
cluded in provisions
provisions of War ProDeciduous
Fruits,
Deciduous Fruits,
hibition Act ...................
305
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating insects
permits, etc., required...............
required
305
affecting ................. 256, 714,1334
714, 1334
of Constitutional prohibition............
prohibition
308 Deck Courts,
Courts, Coast
Guard,
Coast Guard,
permits, etc.,
etc., required
308
required ...............
provisions for trying
trying minor offenses
offenses by...
by...
880
producing nonbeverage
nonbeverage alcohol,
used in producing
alcohol,
Deckarz, Veronica (widow),
taxed as still
still wines................
wines
318
318
pension................................
pension
1617
Dean,
Dean, Effie
Effe (widow),
(widow),
Deer, Ellen
Ellen Ml.
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension ............................
1494
pension ................................
1579
Dearborn,
Joseph E.,
Dearborn, Joseph
E.,
Deer Island,
Deer
Island, Boston
Harbor, Mass.,
Boston Harbor,
Mass.,
pension ..........................
1515
1515
appropriation
for
appropriation for purchase
purchase of land, for
Death
Death Allowances,
Allowances, Army,
Army,
Army uses ......................
964
provisions extended
extended to officers
officers and men on
on
Deerlodge National
Deerlodge
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
retired list on active duty
duty......... 367
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
of... 249,
limited to Regular Army .............
367
707,
1327
707, 1327
Death
Allowances,
World
War
Service
Death
Service,
Deetz,
Deetz, Emilie (widow),
(widon),
burial expenses allowed if death subsepension..............................
1625
pension
quent to April 6,
6, 1917
372 Defending
1917............
Defending Suits
Suits in
in Claims,
Claims,
effective from April 6, 1917.............
1917
372
372
appropriation for expenses
921, 1410
appropriation
expenses......... 207,
207,921,1410
nrevious
rPnst inn
..
edt
rPnA*tA
370
previous
pensions,
r-- -- re-·
, etc., deducted
.ts . . . ....
.
-372
deficiency appropriation
expenses.... 1161
1188
ucuute:cy
appiupnaun for
iorexpenses....
•
Davis, Buster,
Buster,
Davis,
pension
pension .............................
Davis, Edward
Edward F.,
F.,
Davis,

Death on
on the
the High
High Seas,
Seas, etc.,
etc.,
Death
-
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1885
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Page

De.6endall,
Deffendall,
Elbert Jf.
M.
LeYffenaall, Eloert
Etbert
M. (son),
(son),
I

.

Page
Page.
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1920,
1920, First—
First- Page.
Page.
pension
inc
reased
.......................
pension increased
158i
1586
Continued.
Continued.
Deficiency Appropriation
Third,
for Federal
Federal Board
Board for Vocational
Vocational EducaAppropriation Act,
Act, 1919,
1919, Third,
vocational rehabilitation
tion; vocational
rehabilitation of
of
for
for Alien
Alien Property
Property Custodian
Custodian ............
3'
35
discharged
discharged soldiers,
soldiers, etc.............
etc
328
328
settlement
claims of
of persons
settlement of claims
persons not eneenefor
Federal Trade
for Federal
Trade Commission
Commission ...........
328
328
property held
mies, etc., for property
held under
for Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution
328
Institution .............. 328
trading
trading with
with the
the enemy
enemy Act
Act.......
........ _ 35
3
aircraft
exhibition ..................
aircraft exhibition
328
328
for Arlington
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater
for
Arlington Memorial
for Department
Department of State,
State, additional
additional emCommission
Commission ......................
3(
36
ployees, etc
etc...................... 329
329
for
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Efficiency
Efficiency ................
34
36
329
foreign intercourse
intercourse ..................
329
for
for Civil
Civil Service
Commission .............
Service Commission
37
for
Treasury
Department,
additional
emTreasury
Department,
for Executive
Executive Office
Office ...................
37
ployees
329
ployees ........................
329
for Library
Library of Congress
Congress ..
37
.............37
public buildings
buildings ......................
330
..
330
for
District of
of Columbia
Columbia .............
for District
37
37
suppressing
counterfeiting, etc
330
suppressing counterfeiting,
etc .........
330
Emergency Shipping
for Emergency
Shipping Fund
Fund..
42
...-.--..
42
Treasurer's
Office, national currency
Treasurer's Office,
331
currency...
331
Department of State
State .................
for Department
42
-4
War Risk Insurance
Bureau
Insurance Bureau............
331
foreign
intercourse ....................
foreign intercourse
43
43
American
American Printing House
House for the Blind.
Blind
332
for Treasury
Department ...............
Treasury Department
43
41
C. C. Duganne
Duganne ....................
C.
. 332
customs service
service..................
customs
...
44
44
Sydney
Sydney E. Smith ...................
332
internal
revenue
internal revenue..
..................
44
44
for War Department
Department
332
......................
332
Engraving
Printing Bureau
Bureau_.
Engraving and
and Printing
........
44
public buildings
buildings and grounds,
grounds, D. C
333
C ....
buildings.................------------------- 445
public buildings
transporting Chinese
333
45
Chinese refugees
refugees ..........
333
Public Health
Service ................
Public
Health Service
45
Department emschools for Ordnance
Ordnance Department
for War Department
Department ...................
46
46
ployees'
333
ployees' children
children .................
333
river
harbor work,
river and
and harbor
work, damages
damages ........
.46
•
46
armories and arsenals
333
armories
arsenals..
Morgan, N.
Morgan,
N. J.,
J., explosion
explosion damages
damages ... - - 46
46
river and harbor work,
river
work, damages
damages .........
333
333
Army
Army .................................
46
46
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
Home .............
Volunteer
334
334
Volunteer
47
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Homes
Homes .........----....
Panama Canal; court
Panama
court expenses
expenses ...---...
334
334
for State, War, and
and Navy
Navy Department
Department
for Navy Department
Department ...................
334
Buildings ........................
47
Buildings
47
Naval Records
Records and
Naval
and Library
Library ............
334
for Navy
I
N
Department-----...-..-...----------Department
49
49
damage claims
334
claims......................
Navy
Navy .............................
49
Navy ...........................
334
Navy
334
50
Naval Academy
Academy ...-----....-----...--...-------50
Interior Department
Department...........
for Interior
334
334
Marine Corps
Marine
Corps...........-..-..........
50
50
Bureau of Education
Education...................
Bureau
334
334
for Interior Department
Department .................
50
50
Columbia Institution
Institution for the
Columbia
the Deaf
Deaf ......
335
335
Alaska Engineering
51
Alaska
Engineering Commission........
Commission...
51
national
national parks .....................
335
conservation of ores, minerals,
51
51
conservation
minerals, etc
etc ---public
335
public lands
lands .......................
335
for Department
Department of Justice
Justice................51
51
atent Office
Patent
Office ................
335
.....
335
51
United States courts
courts.................
51
Alaska Engineering
Alaska
Engineering Commission --....... 335
335
53
for Post Office
Office Department
Department ..............
53
Department ..............
for Post Office
Office Department
336
53
for
53
for postal service
service.....................--postal service
service .........................
.
336
54
54
Department of Commerce
Commerce ............--for Department
for Department
Department of Justice ................
336
336
55
for Department
Department of Labor
Labor....-....-.......
--55
enforcing antitrust
336
55
enforcing
antitrust laws,
laws, etc ............
336
assistance to wage earners.
earners.............
55
assistance
337
United States courts
courts .................
337
55
Service ..................
Immigration Service
penitentiaries,
maintenance..........
338
55
penitentiaries, maintenance
housing
55
housing for war needs
needs................--for Department
338
56
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture ...........
legislative, Capitol
56
for legislative,
Capitol Building,
Building, etc -....
Forest
Service .....................
339
56
Service
56
Legislative Drafting
Legislative
Drafting Service ...........
for
339
56
for Department
Department of Commerce ............
56
for Senate
for
Senate ...........................
Coast and
Survey. ...........
339
58
and Geodetic Survey
58
for House
House of Representatives
Representatives............
Bureau
339
Bureau of Fisheries
Fisheries ....................
339
59
for
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office...........
59
for Government
Bureau
339
Bureau of Lighthouses...............
339
59
59
public printing and binding
binding ...........
Bureau of Navigation........
.........
Navigation
340
340
59
59
for judgments, United
United States courts .......
Bureau of Standards
340
Standards...................
340
60
60
Court of Claims .....................
Department of Labor.................
341
60
for Department
Labor
60
Indian depredation
depredation claims .............
Immigration
Service................. 341
60
Immigration Service
for claims certified
certified by accounting officers.
officers.
60
341
Labor Statistics
Statistics Bureau..............
341
supplies for departments,
departments, etc.,
etc., to be purInternational Conference
Conference of Labor ......
International
341
Governchased from stock
chased
stock of other
other Governfor Botanic Garden ...................
342
67
67
ment activities
activities no longer
longer required.
required.
for Senate..........................--342
no money
money to be used for personal
personal service,
for
Representatives ............
342
House of Representatives
342
etc.,
intended to influence
influence action
etc., intended
action
Printing Office..........343
for Government
Government Printing
Office
343
of aaMember
Member of Congress
Congress as to legis343
68
for judgments,
judgments, United States courts
courts ......
343
68
.........................
lation
Claims..................... 343
343
Court of Claims
communications,
not
official
communications,
etc.,
not
additional
limitation as to em68
additional pay
pay of $240; limitation
em68
affected ........................
affected
343
ployees in Philippine
Philippine Islands.......
Islands
343
removal of official
official or employee
removal
employee for violainvestigation of collection,
collection, etc.,
statis68
investigation
etc., of statis68
tion...........................
tion_
tics,
343
68
tics, by Efficiency
Efficiency Bureau
Bureau..........
343
68
punishment for violation ..............
punishment
for claims certified
accounting officers
certified by accounting
officers
344
344
payments made and obligations
payments
obligations incurred
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 19?0,
272 Deficiency
19?0, Second,
approved from
1919.
272
under, approved
from July
July 1, 1919.
for Bituminous
Bituminous Coal Commission .........
503
503
First.
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1920, First,
for Bureau
Bureau of Efficiency
Efficiency .--.....
.......... 503
for Council
for Civil Service
Council of National
327
National Defense
Defense ...........
503
327
503
Service Commission ............
for District of Columbia
Information .
327
for Committee
327
Columbia ................
503
503
Committee
on Public Information_
frsr
rixfrint fwf
r'almi.,Ki
:w
f-p--r
rAfuV-#;_u.
euu~uVA-fova1
-for

District of
Columbia
-

. . . . . . . . . . . .

327
__ I

Boardfor Vocational
Education
-for
U. Federal
J_.^-^l*-l_-t~lAA
I --- f blU&UJ J---

504
-i^fjUL..W
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1886
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Deficiency Appropation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1920,
Page.
Deficiency
Appropriation
Act, 1920,
1920, Third—
Third- Page.
Deficieny Apopr
iation Act,
1920, Second—
Second- Page. Deficiency
Continued.
Continued.
Continued.
Continued.
1025
1025
for War Department
Department..................
for Interstate
Commerce Commission
504
Interstate Commerce
Commission......
1025
public buildings and
C
1025
for
504
and grounds, D. C....
State...-.......------for Department
Department of State
1026
transportation
service
1026
504
transportation service
...............
foreign
foreign intercourse
intercourse ................-...1026
river and harbor contracts............
contracts
1026
river
505
for
for Treasury
Treasury Department
Department .........-..-..-1026
Army
1026
506
Army....
..................
Coast Guard ...................----1027
' Volunteer
Soldiers' Home..............
Home
1027
Volunteer Soldiers'
National
internal revenue, enforcing National
for Navy Department
1023
506
Department................. 1028
Prohibition Act .................
1028
damage claims
507
claims.....................
public buildings................public
Navy
1029
507
Navy...............................
Public Health Service
..................-for Interior Department
1030
508
Department ................
War Risk Insurance
Insurance Bureau..--.........
Bureau
1030
Alaska
1030
Alaska..........................
for War Department
Department ..................... 509
Institution for the Deaf
1031)
1030
509
Columbia Institution
Deaf......
Adjutant
Adjutant General's
General's Office............
Freedmen's Hospital .................
1030
1030
Army
509
Army....--.........-....-.....---........----1030
sales of
surplus ordnance
ordnance stores.......
stores
510
510
1030
Pension Office ..
.................
sales
of surplus
1030
for Post Office Department
Department............ 1030
Department .................
510
for Navy Department
1031
damage claims -....-............
postal service.
service .......................
damage
..-...- 511
Justice
1032 Navy ...................-511
for Department
Department of Justice............
....------United States courts ..............
1032
Department ......- .-.......
512
for Interior Department
Geological
Survey
512
for Department
1033
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture...........
Geological Survey..................512
for Department
Department of Commerce
1034
Commerce..........
national parks....................parks
512
Office
•Fisheries Bureau....................
Bureau
1034
Patent Office.........................
512
public
lands ...................
Bureau of Lighthouses
public lands
Lighthouses................ 1035
Elizabeths Hospital ............
513
Saint Elizabeths
for legislative, Capitol building, etc
etc....... 1035
513
513
for Senate
for Poet
Post Office Department ...........
............................... 1035
514
postal service......................
service
514
for House of Representatives
fornouse
Representatives ..........
1036
for Department of Justice............... 514
Justice
514
1036
purchases of supplies
..............
for United
Umted States courts
courts...-............. 515
for Government
Government Printing Office
Office.
.......... 1037
Agriculture
515
for Department of Agriculture
........
for public printing and binding..........
binding
1037
forpublic
Commerce ..........
515
for Department
Department of Commerce
Superintendent of Documents..........
Documents
Superintendent
1037
Census Office..................
Office
515
for judgments,
Courts
1037
udgments, United States Courts......
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
515
Survey.............
Court of Claims
Claims....................... 1037
1037
Fisheries
Bureau
...............
Fisheries Bureau
516
Indian depredation
depredation claims.........
claims
1033
1038
Bureau
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Domestic Comofficers.. 1038
for claims certified by accounting
accounting officers
1038.
merce....--..............-....
merce
516
title of Act designated
1045
designated................
1045
Lighthouses
516
Bureau of Lighthouses............
516 Deficiency Appropriation,
1921,
First,
Appropriation, Act
Act 1921, First,
Department of Labor ...
for Department
.........
517
for
or Bureau of Efficiency
Efficiency..................
1156
1156
Commissioners
Commissioners of Conciliation .........
517
for District of Columbia
Columbia ................
1156
1156
War Labor Administration.............
Administration
517
for Interstate
Commission...... 1159
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
1159
Immigration Service
Service ..............
518
518
Library of Congress..............
Congress
1159
for Library
1159
Labor Statistics Bureau ...........
518
for Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution..........
Institution
1159
1159
Naturalization Service
518
Naturalization
Service .............
Department of State.............
State
1159
for Department
1159
First Industrial Conference..............
Conference
519
519
intercourse...................
foreign intercourse
1160
1160
for legislative.
519
legislative .........................
519
for Treasury
Department ................. 1160
Treasury Department
1160
House Office
Office Building
519
Building.............
519
Department
for War Department
............... 1163
1163
Capitol Power Plant ..............
519
519
for Navy Department
1163
1168
Senate.............................
for Senate
519
Navy .
.......................
1168
1168
for House of Representatives
Representatives ............. 519
for Interior
Department .................. 1170
Interior Department
1170
for Government Printing Office
Office.......
520
520
for Post Office
Office Department...............
Department
1173
1173
public printing and binding
520
binding.........
520
service. .......
postal service.
............. 1174
1174
for judgments, United States courts.......
courts
520
520
for Department
Department of Justice ....................
1175
1175
Claims...................
Court of Claims
521
521
Court of Claims ...
1175
.............
1175
Indian
depredation claims............
Indian depredation
claims
521
521
United States Courts.................
Courts
1175
1175
for claims certified
certified by accounting
accounting officers..
officers
521
521
Department of Agriculture............
for Department
Agriculture
1177
1177
designated ..............
525
title of Act designated
525
Department of Commerce
............ 1177
for Department
Commerce
1177
Deficiency
AppropriationAct, 1920, Third,
Third,
De
fideney Appropriation
Departent of Labor....
.....
for Department
Labor
1173
1178
for American
American Printing House
House for the Blind.
Blind
1015
1015
for legislative, House Office Building
1179
Building....
1179
for Anthracite
Anthracite Coal Commission
1015
Commission........... 1015
for Senate..........................
Senate
1179
1179
for District of Columbia..............
Columbia
1016
1016
for House
Howe of Representatives
Representatives .............
1180
1180
for Federal Board for Vocational
Vocational Education 1020
1020
expenses authorized
authorized for Ways
Ways and
and
for Federal control
control of telegraph and teleMeans
Committee,
let
Session,
67th
Means
1st
67th
phone systems ...............
1021
1021
Congress .........................
1180.
1180
for Department
Department of State, foreign interfor Government
Government Printing Office ........
1182
1182
course ............................
1021
1021
public printing
printing and binding
1182
binding...........
1182
for Treasury
Department, Coast Guard
Guard.... 1023
Treasury Department,
1023
forjudgments,
for judgments, United States Courts.......
Courts
1182
1182
contingent
contingent expenses..................
expenses
1023
1023
Court of Claims.......................
Claims
1182
1182
customs service ..
................
1023
1023
for claims certified by accounting
accounting offiengraving and
printing ................
1023
engraving
andprinting
1023
cers .
1183
......................
1183
Independent
Independent Treasury
Treasury ............
1023
1023
title of Act designated.................
designated
1193
1193
revenue..................... 1024
internal revenue
1024 Deficiency Appropriations,
Appropriations,
mints and assay offices ................ 1024
1024
for Federal
Federal Railroad Control..........
Control.
589
589
public
buildings'
1024
1024
for District of Columbia ..
..........
590
590
lic building....................
....
Public
Health
Public
Service ...............
1024
Service
for EmDlovees'
Comnensation
1024
....
Employees'
Compensation
590
590
r-;
-r-Ad
---------
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Deficiency Appropriations-Continued.
Appropriations-Continued.
for
Interstate Commerce Commission
Commission......
f
or Interstate
Library of Congress ..................
for Library
for Treasury
Department
Treasury Department ...............
Public Health Service
Service. .............
public buildings, war
war time
time contracts
contracts...
Post Office
Office Department
for Post
Department ..............
postal service
service. .......................
for Department of Labor; Government
Government
Hotel,
Hotel, D. C
C .....................
Senate ............................
for Senate
for House
House of Representatives
Representatives ............
Garden .....................
for Botanic Garden
for public printing and binding
binding..........

Page.
rage.
591
591
591
591
591
591
592
592
592
592
592
592

592
592
592
592
592
593

Appropriations, Urgent,
Deficiency Appropriations,
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission.
for Employees'
Commission_
577
for Treasury Department,
Department, Public
Public Health
Health
Service
.........................
Service
377
War Risk
Insurance Bureau...........
Risk Insurance
Bureau
378
Deficits in
Railroad Incomes (see also
in Railroad
Transalso Transportation
Act, 1920),
portation Act,
provisions
ascertaining and
and reimbursing
reimbursing
460
provisions for ascertaining
460
for paying
amounts certipaying amounts
appropriation for
fied.......
fied
.....................
461
Degen, John,
John,
pension
1543
............................
1543
Dehydrating Food
Dehydrating
Food Materials,
Materials,
appropriation
cooperative
appropriation for expenses, cooperative
study of methods
methods of.
254,
713, 1332
1332
of........
254,713,
Deibert,
Deibert, Caroline
Caroline (widow),
(uwidow),
pension
................................
1477
Del Rio and
and Las Tacas
Yams Bridge
Bridye Company,
Company,
Grande, Del Rio, Tex.,
may bridge Rio Grande,
Tex., to
Las Vacas,
Vacas, Mexico
Mexico ................
1202
consent
of
Mexico
required
consent
Mexico required............
1202
Dd
Del Rio, Tex.,
Tes.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Rio Grande,
Grande, Las
Vacas, Mexico,
Mexico, to..................
to
Vacas,
1202
Delaware Bay,
improving aids to navigation
navigation at entrance
entrance
to, authorized
1058
authorized..................... 1058
Delaware RiLer,
Delaware
Rirer, Pa., N. J., and Del.,
Del.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of, Philaappropriation
delphia to the sea.
900
sea ................
900
bridge authorized
Easton, Pa.,
Pa., to
bridge
authorized across, Easton,
Phillipsburg, N. J
J ................
10.55
1055
Philadelphia to
'amden...............
Philadelphia
to Camden
1101
combination of projects
combination
projects for improving, between Philadelphia
Philadelphia and Trenton.._.
1014
Trenton....
Joint C(inmi.s.ion,
Commission,
Defianare firer
Rir'r Bridge .Joint
bridge authorized
l.rlge
authorized across
across Delaware
Delaware River,
Philadelphia,
Camden, N.
J.,
Philadelphia, Pa., to
to Camden,
N. J.,
by
1101
ly .......
.......................
1101
D kgal.s
hi
legates from
from the Territories,
Territories,
appropriation for compensation
appropriation
compensation........ 634,1255
for mileagfe
2, 634,
634, 1255
mileage .....................
clerk hire ......................
637,
for clerk
637, 1258
1258
payment
authorized
to
the
two
persons
payment autlhrized
two persons
designated by, as their
their clerks;
designated
clerks; rates,
rates.
et.................
etc
162
..........
162
IP'l, t-riousi Foods,
Deleterious
Food', Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
appropriation
expenses preventing
preventing sale
sale
appropriation for expenses
of, etc ....................
1331
254, 712, 1331
Deloh. Isahell
Deloch.
(widow),
Isc/r1lOiciol
),.
pension
in 'reased .....................
pension increased
1618
1618
Deming,
N. .3le.,
Met.,
Dom ing, A'.
deficien cy appropriation
appropriation for hospital
deficiency
hospital for
for
di.sharged
discharged disabled soldiers, etc., at.
at.
508
508
Delobilized
Arm y Organizations,
Demobilized Army
Organizations,
disposition
disposition directed of all colors, standards,
and guidons of ..................
143S
1438
no change
title
1439
change in title....................
preservation, etc.,
care. preservation,
etc required
equired.......
1439
1439

1887
1887

Denatured Alcohol (see also
Denatured
Industrial Alcopage.
also Industrial
Alco- Page.
hol),
hol),
manufactured, not subject
manufactured,
subject to Constitutional
prohibition provisions
provisions ............
309
prohibition
309
conditions; permits, etc.,
required
309
etc., required......
309
Denatured
Rum,
Denatured
manufactured, not subject
manufactured,
subject to Constitutional
Constitutional
prohibition
309
prohibition provisions
provisions .............
309
conditions;
conditions; permits, etc.,
etc., required
required......
309
Denius, William
S. (son),
William S.
(son),
pension ..............................
1560
1560
Denmark,
Denmark,
appropriation for minister
minister to ......... 739,1206
appropriation
copyright benefits extended
extended to, for
for works
works
published
therein, etc., since
since August
August
published therein,
1, 1914, and notin
not in United
United States..
States_.. 1810
1810
importing from,
from, and
and exporting
exporting to,
to, colonies,
colonies,
importing
etc., wheat
wheat and
and wheat flour, forbidetc.,
den; exception ....................
1759
1759
canceled .........................
1773
canceled
1773
(widow),
Denning, Jennie (widow),
. pension
.
pension ................................
1567
1567
Dennis,
(widow),
Dennis, Anna Jenkins (widow),
pension .
1495
pension
............................
1495
Dennison, Harriet
E. (widow),
(widow),
Dennison,
Harriet E.
pension increased
increased .....................
1575
pension
1575
Dental Clinics,
Public Schools,
Schools, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Dental
Clinics, Public
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc..
etc.. 84,
854, 1124
appropriation
84,854,1124
(see also
Medical DepartDental Corps,
Corps, Army
Army (see
also Medical
Army),
ment, Army),
number of officers
number
officers ....................
767
service promotions,
promotions, etc ..................
767
Dental
Army,
Dental Outfits, Army,
sale of surplus,
surplus, authorized;
authorized; preferences...
preferences
554
sale
554
Dentists,
Dentists,
mailing of poisons,
poisons, etc.,
etc., to licensed,
licensed, from
from
manufacturers
permitted
manufacturers or dealers, permitted
under prescribed
prescribed regulations.......
regulations
621
621
Denver, Colo.:
appropriation
656, 1275
appropriation for mint
mint at
at .............
656,1275
deficiency
appropriation for
for mint
mint at
591, 1024
deficiency appropriation
at.... 591,
1024
Department
Department of
_Agriculture,
of Agriculture,
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistants,
Assistants,
appropriation
Solicitor, clerks,
Solicitor,
clerks, etc ..........
235, 694
235,
for
Secretary, Assistant,
for Secretary,
directors of
of scisciAssistant, directors
entific, etc.,
etc., work, Solicitor,
Solicitor, clerks,
entific,
etc
etc...........................
1315
1315
for mechanical
mechanical shops and power plant
plant.. 1315
1315
for Office
Office of Farm Management
Management and
and
Farm Economics
695, 1315
1315
Economics. ........
236, 695,
Weather Bureau ............
for Weather
236, 695,
695, 1316
1316
printing restriction
236,
1316
printing
restriction. ........
236. 696, 1316
commission on utilizing
commnission
utilizing buildings,
Mount Weather,
Weather, Va
Va...............
Mount
697
for Animal
Animal Industry
Industry Bureau....
Bureau.. _ 238. 696, 1317
1317
for
inspection
inspection and quarantine
quarantine work......
work
238.
238.
696,
1318
696,1318
sheep, etc.,
etc.,scabies
sheep,
scabies emergency.
emergency. 238, 698,
698, 1318
1318
eradicating,
ett.., tuberculosis
tuberculosis of anieradicating, etc.,
mals
239, 698,
698, 1318
1318
mals ...................
239,
eradication of southern
southern cattle
eradication
cattle ticks...
ticks...
240
699, 1319
1319
699,
dairy
industry investigations..
investigations
699, 1319
1319
dairy industrv
240, 699,
animal husbandry
animal
husbandry investigations..
investigations....._ 240
240
699, 1319
699,1319
investigating
animal diseases;
diseases; coninvestigating animal
tagious
abortion
240, 699, 1319
1319
tagious abortion............
hog
cholera eradication,
hog cholera
eradication, etc.; dourine.
dourine.
240
240
700,
790, 1319
1319
additional for meat inspection;
additional
inspection; horse
meat .....................
meat.
241, 700. 1320
241,700,1320
overtime pay
pay to employees
overtime
241
employees..........
241
for Bureau
Bureau of Plant Industry...
Industry. _. 241,700,
241, 700, 1320
plant diseases,
diseases, etc.,
etc., investigations;
investigations;
pecans
242, 701,
701, 1321
1321
pecans.
..................
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PaRe.
Department of
Department
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of A
Aqgriculture-Continued.
Dcpartment of
appropriation for
for Division
Division of
of Publicaappropriation
appropriation
for Bureau of PlantIndustry;
Plant Industry;
appropriation forBureauof
tions
258,
717,
1336
1336
717,
58,
.... ----tions........investigating citrus
chestcanker; chestcitrus canker;
investigating
agricultural
exhibits at
State, etc.,
State,
at
exhibits
agricultural
nut
bark
disease,
white
blister
blister
pine
nut bark disease, white
fairs
718
1337
718,1337
.............fairs .....
rust,
242,
701, 1321
242,701,1321
etc .............
rust, etc
259, 718
259,718
for
Bureau
of
Crop Estimates
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524,1034,1040,
1043,1178,1188,
for expenses, suits affecting withdrawn
for Steamboat
Inspection
Service
.......
62,
Steamboat Inspection
lands
208, 922, 1411
oil lands....................
208,922,1411
524,1034,
524, 1034, 1040, 1188,1192
1188, 1192
for suits affecting
affecting allotted lands, Five
Standards Bureau......
Bureau
62, 67, 340, 346, 349,
for Standards
62,67,340,346,349,
Civilized
Civilized Tribes............
Tribes
1411
208, 922, 1411
524,
1040, 1043, 1045, 1177, 1188, 1192
524,1040,1043,1045,1177,1188,1192
for enforcing
enforcing Acts to regulate commerce.
commerce. 208,
for Lighthouses
lighthouses Bureau ................
62,
922, 1411
67, 330, 346, 349, 516, 524, 1035,
for Federal court reports and digests....
digests_
208
208
1040, 1043,1045,1178,1188,
1043, 1045, 1178, 1188, 1192
1192
922,
1411
922,1411
for enforcing
enforcing wireless communication
communication
for Lawyers'
Lawyers' Cooperative Edition, Vollaws ...........................
67
67
208
ume 63 .........................
for Bureau
340,524,1040,1188
Bureau of Navigation...
Navigation... 340,
524, 1040, 1188
for Supreme Court Reports, Volumes 253
for judgments, United States courts unto 256.........................
208
256
der..........................
der
520
for two sets of Supreme Court Reports,
524, 1040, 1188, 1192
for contingent
contingent expenses...
expenses... 524,1040,
Volumes 240 to 256
208
.............
208
for Foreign and Domestic Commerce
Commerce
for two copies Federal
Federal Reporter
Reporter Digest,
Bureau
524,1040
Bureau.......................
524,1040
Volumes 10 and 11,
attorney
Volumes
11, for attorney
commercial attaches
for commercial
attaches ..........
524,1188
524,1188
New York southern district .......
922
for promoting commerce ............ 524,1188
524,1188
Lawyers' Cooperative
Cooperative Edition,
for Lawyers'
Edition, Volfor printing and binding ................ 1182
ume 64..........................
64
922
922
-

.
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Department
Justice-Continued.
appropriation
complete set
set of Supreme
Supreme
appropriation for complete
Court Reports, etc., for South Carowestern district ...............
lina western
922
for
Lawyers
for Lawyers' Cooperative
Cooperative Edition, VolVol1411
ume 65.......................
65
for Supreme
Supreme Court Reports,
Reports, Volumes
Volumes 257
257
for
and 258
1411
258.......................
1411
for expenses,
expenses, Pacific Railroad
Railroad suits......
suits
208,
923, 1411
1411
for United States courts.........
courts
209, 923, 1412
1412
for penitentiaries, maintenance..
maintenance
1413
211, 924, 1413
for National Training
Training School for Boys,
Boys,
212,
District of Columbia, maintenance..
maintenance..
District
926,
1415
926,1415
for printing and binding
binding for.....
for
229, 942,1430
expenses, enforcing
enforcing National
National prohibifor expenses,
tion, under........................
under
319
tion,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for detection
detection and
deficiency
prosecution of crimes,
crimes, etc.. 51, 62, 64, 337,
prosecution
349, 524, 1032, 1040, 1175, 1188, 1192
1192
51,
for United States
States courts ...
51,
...........
62, 64, 67, 337, 346, 349, 515, 525,
1188, 1192
1192
1175,1188,
1032, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1175,
for additional
additional employees
employees ...............
336
chief clerk, additional
additional pay
336
for chief
pay..........
to
private secretary and assistant to
for private
Attorney General,
pay...
336
General, additional pay...
for attorney in charge of pardons, additional
336
...........
tional pay .........
contingent expenses................
expenses
336,
for contingent
346, 349, 514, 1032, 1175, 1188
1188
for enforcing antitrust laws ...........
336
for transporting interned alien enemies..
enemies
337
for penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, construction
337
construction ........
penitentiaries, maintenance
maintenance...... 338, 1033
for penitentiaries,
allowances to discharged prisoners in1033
creased .......................
prisoners__ _ 346
346
for inspection of prisons and prisoners...
for books for judicial officers ..... 524, 1188, 1192
stationery ..............
.........1032
for stationery
Brenneman..................
for F. R. Brenneman
1032
preparing, etc., Volume 32, Opinions
for preparing,
1032
of the Attorney General ............
1032
1032
for Francisco
Francisco Montefredini
1032
Montefredini ............
for Woolsey W. HalI
Hall ..................
1175
. 1175
for
for paying judgments, United States
courts
1182
courts under ...................
under
1183
1183
for judgments, Court of Claims under...
claims ............
1188
1188
defending suits in claims
for defending
1188
1188
for Pacific Railroad suits ..............
for national security
security and defense expenses
1188,
1192
1188,1192
penses under ..................
advances authorized
authorized for expenses
expenses of deadvances
crime....
tection and prosecution of crime....
515
tection
preference for war service in appointments
appointments
preference
for enforcing
National prohibition
prohibition
enforcing National
for
under
319
under............................
Department of Labor,
Labor,
Department
appropriation
for Solicitor
Solicitor of the, law
appropriation for
clerk, etc ...................
678,
1297
678,1297
for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant, clerks,
clerks :etc
etc... 684,1304
for Commissioners
Conciliation.... 685,1304
Commissioners of Conciliation
for Labor Statistics Bureau .........
685,1304
for
for Immigration
Immigration Bureau .............
685,1304
for
for Naturalization
Naturalization Bureau ........
685,1304
for Children's
Bureau............... 686, 1305
for
Children's Bureau
for Women's
1305
Women's Bureau ................
for
for contingent
expenses ............. 686,
1305
686,1305
for
contingent expenses
for
686,
1305
686,1305
...............
for rent
rent .........
for sundry
civil expenses
under.. 221, 935, 1423
expenses under_.
for
sundry civil
for immigrant station, Ellis
Island, N.
Y
221,
221,
N. Y.
Ellis Island,
forimmigrantstation,
935, 1423
935,1423
935
Philadelphia, Pa..................
Pa
immigration.... 221,
for expenses, regulating
221,
regulating immigration
935, 1424
935,1424
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appropriation for
for immigration
immigration expenses;
appropriation
reimbursements for inspecting aliens
aliens
reimbursements
in contiguous
contiguous territory
territory permitted...
permitted
936
936
commissioner
Orleans
commissioner at New Orleans.........
963
for enforcing
enforcing laws excluding
excluding alien anarchists
archists..
................ 221, 936, 1424
for Guanica
Guanica Central .................
221
for W. and C. T. Jones Steamship Company
......................... 222
pany...
countries alcontiguous countries
officials in contiguous
lowed compensation
lowed
compensation for services in
inspecting aliens
936,
1224
936,1224
..............
inspecting
for deportation
936
deportation of aliens ................
for J. D. Spreckels
Brothers ComSpreckels and Brothers
pany
937
..........................
for Calexico
Calexico National Bank ...........
1424
for Chin Fong ......................
1424
for Falik Schimmer ..................
1424
1424
for N.
Galanos and Company ........... 1424
N. Galanos
222,937,1425
for Naturalization
Naturalization Service.......
Service
222,937,1425
for Housing Corporation
222, 937, 1425
Corporation ....... 222,937,1425
no
for . 224,
appropriations to be used for..
no other
other appropriations
938,
1426
938,1426
termination of housing for war needs..
needs.. 224
for investigations
investigations of women in industry
industry 225,938
for employment
earners. 225,
employment offices for wage earners.
938,
1426
938,1426
for printing and binding for
229, 942, 1430
for..... 229,942,1430
deficiency appropriation
increased cost
appropriation for increased
deficiency
55
1919............
of envelopes,
envelopes, 1919
55
55
maintenance..
for Employment
Employment Service, maintenance
55,
Conciliation
55,
......
Commissioners of Conciliation
for Commissioners
517, 1179, 1188, 1192
517,1179,1188,1192
55,
for Immigration Bureau ...............
67, 341, 349,518,
349, 518, 1188, 1192
for
59, 520, 1182
59,520,
for printing and binding for......
62,346
for immigration
immigration expenses -...........
Children's Bureau
64, 349, 1192
Bureau............. 64,349,1192
for Children's
1179, 1182
518,1179,1182
Bureau. 341, 518,
for Labor Statistics Bureau.
for International Conference
Labor...
341
Conference of Labor...
for War
War Labor Administration
Administration ..........
517
517
for
Naturalization
Bureau
518,
1179,
1188
for Naturalization Bureau...... 518,1179,1188
519
for First Industrial
Industrial Conference
519
Conference..........
for
contingent expenses
expenses ........... 524,
1192
524,1192
for contingent
for expenses,
expenses. Government hotel, Wash592
ington, D C
C ....................
for Ellis Island Immigrant station
1178
station........ 1178
Corporation
1179
for Housing Corporation................
security and defense exfor national
national security
penses under .............
1188, 1192
1188,1192
enforcing child labor
labor law
1192
law...... 1188, 1192
for enforcing
Women's Bureau in....
in.... 987
establishment of Women's
appointment of director;
987
salary........
director; salary
appointment
authorized
987
employees authorized.
duties specified; employees
settlement of irregular pnnting
printing and bind341
341
authorized ............
ing under, authorized
unexpended
providing housing
unexpended balances, providing
55
55
in
for war needs, covered in..........
Department
of State,
State,
Departmentof
appropriation
for Secretary,
Under SecreSecretary, Under
appropriation for
tary,
Assistants
642, 1263
642,
1263
tary, Assistants..............
for
Service 642, 1263
1263
for Director of the Consular Service.
1263
for
officers oia drafting
work ......... 642, 1263
draftingwork
forofficerson
assignments as chief of divisions,
1263
1263
bureaus, etc....................
for assistant
solicitors ............
642, 1263
for
assistant solicitors
1263
clerks, clerks, etc.
etc 642, 1263
for chief clerk, law clerks,
642
etc........
chiefs of bureaus, clerks, etc
642
for chiefs
for temporary
employees; pay restrictemporary employees;
tion
642,
1263
642, 1263
tion ........................
restriction on payment for personal
personal
restriction
services
Washington, D.
C 642,
642,1263
1263
D. C..
services in
in Washington,
passport bureaus, New York and San
for passport
Francisco ..................--..
642
..- 642
Francisco
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Departmentof
appropriation for
contingent expenses,
expenses, stastaappropriation
for contingent
tionery,
furniture, etc...........
etc
643,
1263
tionery, furniture,
643,1263
for books,
etc., for
for the
the
for
books, periodicals,
periodicals, etc.,
library
643,
library...........-.........
643, 1263
1263
for
expenses .......
643, 1263
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
643,
1263
for
rent ..............-.........
643 1263
1263
forrent
643,
for Solicitor
676,1296
676,1296
for
Solicitor for
for..................
for
duties of
of War
Board transferred
transferred
for duties
War Trade
TraderBoard
to . ........................
163, 938
to
163,938
for
investigations under
by
for investigations
under control of,
of, by
Department
207
207
of Justice
Justice .............
Department of
for
binding for..
_. 228,941,1429
228, 941, 1429
for printing
printing and
and binding
for....
for
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular Service
for Diplomatic
Service. 739,1205
739,1205
for
741,
1208
for printing
printing in
in the
the .................
741, 1208
for
expenses
under
passport
control
Acts.
750
for expenses under passport control Acts.
750
for
restricting
entry
of
aliens,
etc.,
imfor restricting entry of aliens, etc., immediately
available;
limit
for
1920.
385
385
mediately available; limit for 1920.
deficiency
appropriation for
for additional
additional
deficiency appropriation
employees;
pay limitation-.
limitation.. 42,329,1042
42, 329, 1042
employees; pay
Diplomatic and ConsularService.
Consular Service. 43,62,64,
43, 62, 64,
for Diplomaticand
66,
329, 346,
504, 523,
66, 329,
346, 348,
348, 504,
523, 1021,
1021,
1039,
1042, 1045, 1160, 1186, 1191
1039,1042,1045,1160,1186,1191
for
346, 348, 523
for stationery,
stationery, etc
etc............... 346,348,523
for
348,
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ...............
348,
1039, 1042, 1159,1186
504, 523,
523,1039,1042,1159,1186
for printing
printing electoral
electoral votes
1159
for
votes ............
1159
for
Section; reapproreapprofor War Trade
Trade Board Section;
priation .......................
1159
1159
detailsfrom
Service Division,
detailsfrom Secret
Secret Service
Division, Treas174,883,1375
ury Department, allowed...
allowed... 174,
883, 1375
passport regulations
regulations modified
750
passport
modified............
750
Department of
Department
of the Interior
Interior (see Interior DeDepartment).
partment).
Departments,
Departments, Government,
Government,
funds of,
procuring stores,
of, procuring
stores, etc.,
etc., from
from
bureau, to
subject to
to
another, or bureau,
to be
be subject
requisition of department,
requisition
department, etc.,
etc., furnishing the
the same................
same
nishing
613
613
available
available for
for two
613
two years .................
613
Nicola,
Depompa, Nicola,
pension increased
increased ..............
..... 1600
Deportation
Deportationof
of Aliens,
Aliens,
additional
additional classes subject
expulsion if
subject to
to expulsion
to be
found by Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor to
be
undesirable
residents ..............
undesirable residents
593
interned alien enemies
enemies ...............
593
593
convicted since August
convicted
of violatviolatAugust 1, 1914,
1914, of
ing
ing the
the Espionage
Espionage Act
Act.............
594
594
Act
ket prohibiting manufacture,
manufacture, etc.,
etc., of
explosives
explosives.........................
594
594
into the
the
Act restricting travel
travel from and
and into
United States
States ....................
594
war
Act punishing
punishing willful
willful injury
injury of
of war
material,
etc
material, etc....................'
594
of the
Act providing
providing for
for increase
increase of
the Army
Army
by selective
selective draft.
by
draft...............
594
594
Act punishing the
making of
of threats
the making
threats
against the
the President
mail, etc.
etc
against
President by
by mail,
594
Act punishing, etc.,
etc., trading
trading with
with the
the
enemy
enemy...........................
594
seditious
seditious conspiracy
conspiracy.................
. 594
convicted for offenses between August 1,
1,
1914,
1914, and April 6, 1914,
1914, of organizing
organizing
expeditions
expeditions against friendly
friendly powers,
powers,
etc
etc
.........................
594
594
antitrust
antitrust violations
in aid
aid of
of European
European
violations in
belligerents
belligerents ......................
594
order of Secretary
hereunder final......
594
Secretary hereunder
final
594
expelled persons excluded
excluded from readmission ........ .....................
594
594
Depreciation Charges
Depreciation
Charges, Carriers,
Carriers,
classes of property to be prescribed
prescribed for,
for, in
accounts,
accounts, etc
etc...................
493

Den,
Pa-e.
Derl, Lena
Lena (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1580
1580
increased .......................
pension increased
Des Arc,
Ark.,
Des
Arc, Ark.,
bridge authorized
across White
at
436
bridge
authorized across
White River
River at..
436
Des Moines,
Moines, Iowa,
Des
Iowa,
appropriation
for public
building
164
164
public building........
appropriation for
Deschutes Irrigation
Project, Oreg.,
Deschutes
Irrigation Project,
Oreg.,
appropriation
construction, etc
1403
etc...... 1403
for construction,
appropriation for
Desthutes National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
DescAutes
appropriation formaintenance,
for maintenance, etc.,
of
249,
appropriation
etc., of
.
249.
707, 1327
707,1327
Desdunes, Rudolph
Rudolph L.,
Desdunes,
L.,
payment to,
to, forinjuries...................for injuries
1523
payment
1523
Desert
Land
Entries,
Lands,
DesertLand Entries, Public
PublicLands,
restricted
to
resident
citizens
of
the
State,
restricted to resident citizens of the State,
except
Nevada1086
except in
in Nevada
................
1086
Desert
Lands,
Desert Lands,
preference right
discharged soldiers,
preference
right of
of discharged
soldiers,
etc.
serving in
etc., serving
in late
late war,
war, to
to make
make
entries
on opened
entries on
opened434
.................
434
Deserters,
Army or
or Navy,
Deserters, Army
Navy,
status of,
not affected
affected by
resolution dedestatus
of, not
by resolution
claring
termination of war
claing date
date of
of termination
war
wermany,
1360
with Germany, etc
etc ...............
1360
Destitute
and Children,
Children, D.
D. C.,
Destitute Women
Women and
C.,
appropriation for
for payments
payments to
to abandoned,
appropriation
abandoned,
etc
94,
864, 1136
1136
etc .......................
94,864,
Destroyer
Tender, Navy,
Navy,
Destroyer Tender,
limit of cost
cost increased
increased of designated......
designated
156
Detached
Detached Enlisted
Enlisted Men's List,
List, Army,
Army,
enlisted men not
assigned to duty in
enlisted
not assigned
in any
any
branch,
etc., to be carried
on
775
branch, etc.,
carried on......
775
Detached
_List, Army,
Army,
Detached Officers' List,
officers not assigned
assigned to
branch, etc.,
to any branch,
etc., to
to
carried on
775
be carried
on ......................
775
Detonating
Detonating Fuzes
High).
Fuzes (see Explosives,
Explosives, High).
Detroit, Mich.,
Mich.,
Detroit,
appropriation
for river
579, 1152
appropriation for
river postal
postal service..
service.. 579,
1152
pay of river postal
postal service carriers increased .........................
1151
creased
1151
bridge authorized
River at.
authorized across Detroit
Detroit River
at.._ 1439
1439
may
American channel
channel of
of Detroit
may bridge
bridge American
Detroit
River
407
River to Belle
Belle Isle
Isle.................
407
Detroit River,
Detroit
bridge authorized
authorized across
across American
American chan407
nel of,
of, to Belle
Belle Isle, Detroit,
Detroit, Mich
Mich..
407
Detroit, Mich.,
Mich., to Canada
1439
Canada ...............
1439
prior
of Canada
prior consent
consent of
Canada required
required...... 1439
1439
N. Dale.,
Devils Lake
Lake Agency,
Agency, N.
Dak.,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of
of Indians
Indians
at............
at
19,
434, 1239
........
19,434,1239
Cannon (son),
(son),
DeWitt, Carlton
pension
pension............................
1592
Dickinson,
Dickinson, Melissa E.
E. (widow),
pension
increased
1592
pension increased...................
1482
1482
Dickson, Captain
Captain E.
E. V.,
Dickson,
V.,
reimbursement to
reimbursement
1529
to........................
1529
Dierken, Antonette (widow),
Dierken,
pension .........................
. 1613
Dies,
es, U
n itedStates
St at
es S
ecuriDies, Rolls,
Rolls, and
and Plat
Plates,
United
Securities,
ties, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
custody of
appropriation
for custody
of........ 172, 880,1373
Diet
Kitchen,
n gton ,D . C.,
172, 880, 1373
Diet Kitchen, Washi
Washington,
D. C.,

appropriation for
clinical examination,
examination, etc..
appropriation
for clinical
etc.,
of young children by ..............
90
90
Dieter, Philip,
Dieter,
Philip,
pension increased
.....................
increased
1603
Digest
House of Representatil
Representatires,
Digest of Rules, House
es,
appropriation
for
preparing
634,
1255
appropriation for preparing ...........
634,1255
Due, John
F.
Dile,
John F.,
pension
pension increased....................
increased
1553
1553
Dillen,
Louesa T.
(widow).
Dillen,Louesa
T. (widows).
pension................ ..........
pension
1486
1486
Dingier, W.
W. T.,
Dingler,
+^ .
-iO
payment
to
1526
9 Ju
1-...
l-ZD
jMf-flrmcnf
j
.....--.. -. ...........
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Diplomatic
and Consular
ConsularService,
appropriation for Diplomatic
Service
739,
1205
appropriation
Diplomatic Service..
739,1205
for salaries, ambassadors
ambassadors and
and ministers
ministers 739,1206
for minister resident and consul
general
consul
to Liberia
Liberia ....
740,1206
...............
etc., Tangier.
for agent, etc.,
Tangier .............
740,1206
for agent,
740,1206
agent, etc.,
etc., Cairo .............
for charges
d'affaires ad interim
charges d'affaires
interim ...... 740,1206
740,1206
for secretaries
secretaries in the
Diplomatic Servthe Diplomatic
............................
740,1206
ice
740, 1206
gradings
gradings modified and salaries
salaries increased ........................
740
Chinese secfor Japanese, Turkish, and Chinese
retaries and assistant secretaries
740, 1206
retaries
secretaries. 740,1206
for instruction and transit pay ......
740,1206
740,1206
for clerks at embassies
embassies and legations..
legations
740,1206
appointments 740,1206
civil service rules for appointments.
for interpreters
interpreters to embassies
embassies and legations .....................
740, 1207
interpreters at embassies
embassies and
for student interpreters
legations........................ 740,
1207
740,1207
interpreters_ 741,1207
for quarters for student
student interpreters..
for contingent
expenses, missions .... 741,1207
contingent expenses,
dispatch
dispatch agents ................. 741,1208
printing
in the Department
printinginthe
Department of State_
State. 741,1208
loss
741,1208
los by exchange
exchange---..-------....-....
741,1208
restriction on payment
payment of salaries,
restriction
salaries,
except to citizens ...............
1208
except
1208
for transportation
diplomatic and contransportation of diplomatic
sular officers
officers................
742, 1208
742,1208
for steam launch, Constantinople;
Constantinople; reappropriation
742, 1208
...................
742,1208
premises, Santiago, Chile.
-- 742
for embassy premises,
Chile...
for ground rent, Tokyo, Japan
Japan ....... 742,1208
for Cape Spartel Light, Tangier
Tangier ...... 742,1208
bringing home
home criminals
for bringing
criminals......... 742,1208
testimonials........... 742,1208
for life-saving
life-saving testimonials
for unforeseen
unforeseen emergencies;
emergencies; expenses
expenses
Neutrality Act .................
742
1208
742,1208
Neutrality
balances reappropnated
742,1209
balances
reappropriated ...........
for heirs of officers dying abroad
abroad ..... 742,1209
for Winifred T. Magelssen
Magelssen.............. 743
743
for Mrs. Anna Gale White
1209
White .............
for Mrs. Mary
Mary A. Higgins .............
1209
for bringing home remains of officers.
officers. 743,1209
for Bureau
Bureau of Weights
Weights and
and Measures.
Measures. 743,1209
743,1209
for Bureau of Customs Tariffs ........ .743,1209
Mexican Boundary
Boundary Commission..
for Mexican
Commission -743,1209
Canada. 743,1210
for boundary
boundary line, Alaska and Canada.
743,1210
for marking
marking Canadian boundary
boundary ...... 743,1210
743, 1210
for Bureau
Bureau for Repressing
Repressing African Slave
Slave
1210
Trade .......................... 744,
744,1210
for International
Prison Commission..
Commission_ 744,1210
for
International Prison
744,1210
for Pan American Union ..........
744,1210
744, 1210
for permanent
permanent court
court of arbitration.'
1211
arbitration... 744,
744,1211
for Pan
Pan Pacific "Union,
Scientific ConUnion, Scientific
gress.......... ....................
grew
745
for International
International Commission
Commission on Tables
Tables
of Constants, etc .............
745,1211
745, 1211
for Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union,
Union, Promotion of International
ArbitraInternational
745, 1212
tion ......................
745,1212
for International
International Institute
Institute of AgriculAgriculture ......................
745, 1211
for International
International Railway
Railway Congress__
Congress... 745,1211
745, 1211
for International
International Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau...
Bureau....-745,1211
745, 1211
Hazeltine......................
for Ross Hazeltine
745
for United
United States
China
for
States Court for China.....
745,1211
appointment of commissioner,
commissioner, etc.,
appointment
Shanghai .........................
746

collection
inheritance tax
tax ..........
746
collection of inheritance
for International
Health _ 746,
International Office of Public Health.
1212
1212
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appropriation
appropriation for
for International
International SeismoSeismological
Association
logical Association...............
746
for British-American
British-American Pecuniary
Pecuniary Claims
Claims
Arbitration................
746,1212
Arbitration
746, 1212
Hague...........
for peace palace
palace at The Hague
747
for International
Radiotelegraphic ConInternational Radiotelegraphic
vention .......................
747,1212
747,
1212
Inter-American High
for Inter-American
High Commission.
Commission 747,1212
747, 1212
Waters Comfor Canadian
Canadian Boundary
Boundary Waters
747,1212
mission ......................... 747,
1212
Scientific Confor Third Pan American
American Scientific
gress
gress...............................
747
for annual
payment to
748,1213
for
annual payment
to Panama
Panama, .....
748,1213
for International
Association...
748
International Geodetic
Geodetic Association
International Research
Research Council ....
for International
1213
for International
International Commission
Commission on International Law ...............
748, 1213
national
748,1213
mission, Rio de Janeiro.
Janeiro 750,1214
750, 1214
for seamen's mission,
for Interallied
Interallied Committee,
Committee, Reeducation
Reeducation
of War Cripples .............
750,1214
for legation
legation building, etc.,
etc., San
San Salvador. 1214
for land and buildings for Paris
Paris embassy.
embassy. 1214
acceptance
authorized of gift by J.
acceptance authorized
Pierpont Morgan,
Morgan, for residence
residence of
Pierpont
diplomatic representatives
representatives in Londiplomatic
1214
don, England ....................
1214
diplomatic or
for acquiring
acquiring property
property for
for diplomatic
or
consular
designated
consular premises at designated
places .......................
1214
limit of cost fixed;
fixed; approval
approval of commission required
required .
1214
..................
commission created
created to consider
consider purchase of premises
chase
premises for embassies,
embassies, etc.
etc. 1214
premises may
may be purchased
purchased from
foreign Governments
Governments and
and price
price credcredforeign
ited to indebtedness
indebtedness thereof........
1214
1214
ited
unconditional
buildings, etc.,
etc.,
unconditional gifts of buildings,
may be accepted
accepted for diplomatic
diplomatic and
consular uses ..................
1215
consular
1215
Bureau. 1215
IIydrographic Bureau
for International
International Hydrographic
1215
for consular
consular service
sertice
748, 1215
.............. 748,1215
general, consuls,
consuls, and vice
vice
for consuls general,
consuls....
748
1215
............
748,1215
consular officers
officers to
748,1215
consular
to be citizens
citizens ....
748,
1215
foreconsular
748,1215
consular inspectors ...........
748,
1215
expenses
748,
1215
expenses ....
................
748,1215
for consular
consular assistants
assistants ............... 748,
1215
748,1215
allowances to consular
and diploconsular and
for post allowances
costs. 749,
749,1215
matic officers,
officers, to meet living costs
1215
consulates............... 749,
749, 1215
for clerks at consulates
1215
appointments
appointments under
under civil service
service rules.
749
749,
1216
for interpreters,
interpreters, etc.,
etc., at consulates...
consulates
749, 1216
consular prisons, etc ...........
749, 1216
1216
for consular
protection of American
for relief and protection
American
seamen ...................
749,1216
749,1216
Town.......749,1216
for foreign
foreign hospital,
hospital, Cape Town
749,1216
for contingent
consulates.. .749,1216
contingent expenses,
expenses, consulates...749,
1216
loss by exchange,
exchange, etc .............
750,1216
750,1216
Trade Mark
Mark Registrafor Pan American
American Trade
tion Bureau
Bureau at Habana .........
750,1216
750,1216
for expenses
expenses under
under Passport
Passport Control
Control
Act ....-.-..................
750,
1217
750,1217
fees for application
application and issue of passports ............................
750
fees for
for application
application and vise
vise of alien
alien
passports ......................
751
751
limitation of passports
passports or vises .......
limitation
751
return
return of
of fees to citizen
citizen if vise
vise of
passport
officer of foreign
foreign
passport refused by officer
country .......................
751
issue
under declaration
declaration of
issue of passports
passports under
of
repealed ...............
intention repealed
781
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Page. Diplomatic
Diplomatic
appropriation
for bringing
from
home from
bringing home
appropriation for
appropriation for
International Congress
Congress
for International
appropriation
abroad,
remains
of
743,1209
abroad, remainsof...............
Alcoholism .................
1217
Against Alcoholism
for
post allowances
meet living costs.
749,
costs- 749,
allowances to meet
for post
no payment
payment herefrom for rent in
1187
United
................ 1217
United States ..
deficiency appropriation
62,
62,
for transportation
transportation
appropriation for
deficiency
payment for
for personal
expenses, etc
etc.,,
personal expenses,
payment
64,
66, 346,
346, 348,
348, 523,
523,
64, 66,
international meetings
meetings forbidat international
1021,
1022, 1160, 1186, 1191
1021,1022,1160,1186,1191
den
1217
--den................----------.
346,524,
allowances .................. 346,
524,
post allowances
for poet
deficiency
appropriation for contingent
deficiency appropriation
1022, 1043, 1187, 1191
1022,1043,1187,1191
43,
expenses, consulates..............
consulates
expenses,
for bringing home from abroad remains
62, 66, 346, 348, 524, 1022, 1039,
62,66,346,348,524,1022,1039,
of
1021, 1043, 1160
1021,1043,1160
of...... ..............
1043,
1045, 1160,
1187, 1191
1191
1160, 1187,
1043, 1045t
pay......... 1042
for instruction and transit pay
for
expenses, missions.
missions. 43,
66, 346,
43,66,346,
contingent expenses,
for contingent
Director General of Railroads
also
348,
523, 1022, 1042, 1160, 1187, 1191 DirectorGeneralof Railroads(see also Federal
348,523,1022,1042,1160,1187,1191
Railroad Control),
Control),
Railroad
American seamen........
seamen
443,
3,
etc., American
for relief, etc.,
proclamation
appointing John Barton
proclamation appointing
62, 64, 66, 346, 1022, 1160, 1187, 1191
62,64,66,346,1022,1160,1187,1191
Payne as...........
as
........ 1793
diplomatic and confor transportation, diplomatic
constituting, agent to
reimburseto effect reimburseconstituting,
sular
62,
officers.....................-..
sular officers
ment
equipment,
carriers, for equipment,
ment from carriers,
64,
66, 346, 348, 523, 1021,
64,66,346,348,523,1021,
furnished during
Federal conduring Federal
etc., furnished
1022,
1160, 1186,
1191
1186, 1191
1022, 1160,
trol
1786
trol.........................
salaries ..............
62, 66, 346,
62,66,346,
for consular salaries
designating. ' to relinquish
Federal conrelinquish
designating,
524,
1022,
1042,
1045,
1160,
1187,
1191
524,1022,1042,1045,1160,1187,1191
Railway Express
American Railway
trol of American
62,
for clerks at consulates ...............
Company
1783
. 1783
..................
Company
346, 524, 1022,1043, 1187
346,524,1022,1043,1187
relinquish Federal
Federal control of railto relinquish
for emergencies
62,
329, 1043
62,329,1043
emergencies -.............
1782
1782
roads ............................
reimbursement of Peace
Peace Commission
Commission
reimbursement
designating, as agent of the President in
expenses
329
expenses..........................
railroad
action arising out of Federal railroad
for Bureau of Weights and Measures
66
Measures. ....
control
1789
.............
control.:.........
329
for salary, ambassador to Belgium......
Belgium.
to terminate Federal railroad
railroad control
control.. 1788
for Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union, PromoDirector, Investigation Bureau,
Department of
Bureau, Department
tion of
of International
International Arbitration
329 Director,
329
Arbitration....
tion
Justice,
Justice,
for post allowances.....................
allowances
346,
appropriation for, etc .
.......... . 207,921
appropriation
524,
1022, 1043, 1187, 1191
524,1022,1043,1187,1191
Director
Finance,Wox
War Department,
Department,
DirectorofFinance,
for secretaries,
service..
348,
secretaries, diplomatic service......
appropriation for temporary
temporary employees,
employees,
appropriation
523,1039
office of........................
of
893
etc., -destitute Americans
Americans in
for relief, etc.,-destitute
of Naval Communications,
Communications,
DirectorofNaval
349 Director
Mexico...........................
Mexico
149
appropriation
expenses, office of.......
of
appropriation for expenses,
504
for salary, Minister to Finland ..........
Director of the Consular
Consular Service,
for International
Congress... .
505 Director
International Railway Congress
appropriation for .................
643,1263
appropriation
Commission
505
for International
International Prison Commission....
Director of the Mint, Treasury Department,
Department,
ambassadors and ministers
ministers.. 523, Director
for salaries, ambassadors
appropriation for, examiner, assayer,
assayer,
appropriation
1186
clerks, etc ...................... 651,1272
651, 1272
for char&
interim
523,1022
charges d'affaires
d'affaires ad interim.....
for freight on bullion and coin.......
coin
651,1272
651,1272
523,1187
legations.. 523,1187
for clerks at embassies and legations
for contingent
651,
1272
651,1272
contingent expenses ............
assistants ..............
524,1187
for consular
consularassistants
examinations, precious metals
for examinations,
metals staTurkish
for interpreters
interpreters and guards in Turkish
1272
tistics ............................
dominions ......................
524
dominions
Interlocking,
Directorates,Interlocking,
for consular prisons, etc ................
524 Directorates,
officer, etc., in more
holding position as officer,
International Radiotelegraphic
Radiotelegraphic Confor International
than one carrier unlawful,
unless
unlawful, unless
vention ............................
vention
524
Commerce
authorized by Interstate Commerce
authorized
representing interests of foreign Govfor representing
Commission.
496
Commission .......................
496
ernments
524, 1022, 1043
ernments ................. 524,1022,1043
Directors
National Banks,
Directorsof National
for bringing home from abroad remains
residence required,
extended to fifty miles
residence
required, extended
diplomatic and consular officers..
1021,
of diplomatic
officers.. 1021,
of location of bank
bank.............. 1199
1043,
1160, 1187
1043,1160,1187
stock
stock ownership required ...............
1199
for International
International Geodetic
Geodetic Association..
Association.. 1021
Dirigibles
Dirigibles (see Aviation, Navy).
for Sixth International
International Sanitary ConferDisabilities, Civil
Civil Service Employees,
ence .
1022 Disabilities,
ence
.......................
provisions
provisions for annuities
annuities to employees
before
employees before
for interpreters, etc., at consulates......
consulates
1022,
1022,
reaching retirement aga,
reaching
ago for ........ 616
1039,1043
Compensation, Army
Disability Compensation,
Army and
and Navy (see
for instruction and transit pay...........
pay
1042 Disability
1042
also-War
for boundary line, Alaska
Alaska and Canada
also
War Risk Insurance
Insurance Act AmendCanada
ment),
and United States and Canada
Canada..... 1187
allowed
allowed persons inducted by draft board,
for Panama Exposition
Exposition ...............
1187
but not enrolled
enrolled for active service..
service
372
for consular
consular inspectors, expenses
expenses....... 1191
372
rates
and temporary..............
373
rates for total and
temporary
373
appointment of ambassadors
ambassadors to Belgium,
Belgium,
appointment
partial and temporary.....................
temporary
373
partial
373
authorized.........................
authorized
291
291
total and permanent;
permanent; double total pereat-flange of legation premises at Bangkok,
Bangkok,
exchange
manent .......................
373
373
Siam, authorized
authorized..................
352
partial and permanent .................
373
Diplomatic Officers,
Diplomatic
basis of
373
schedule of ratings; basis
of..........
appropriation for instruction and transit
appropriation
transit
Disabled
Soldiers, Sailors,
DisabledSoldiers,
Sailors,etc.,
pay ........................
740,1206
attendant allowed in cases of specific disafor transportation
transportation to and from
from posts..
poets_ 742,1208
;100 a
amonth for loss of both
both
bility of $100
for paying
abroad..-.
paying heirs of, dying
dying
....-abroad

743.1209
743,1209
I...

avesP hands,
hands or
nr feet
feat
eyes,
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DisabledSoldiers, Sailors,
Sailors, etc.-Continued.
etc.-Continued.
Page.
Disabled
provisions for
for Federal
Federal aid
aid to,
extended to
to, extended
to
all other war service, etc
etc...........
399
399
Disbarment Proceedings,
Interior Department,
Disbarment
Proceedings, Interior
Department,
appropriation
for expenses
of testimony..
testimony
202,
202,
expenses of
appropriation for
916,1405
916,1405
Disbursing
Indian Service,
Disbursing Agents, Indian
may
clerk in
office to
to perform
perform
may authorize
authorize clerk
in office
duties,
414
duties, etc
etc ........................
414
be
official bond
bond to
to cover acts; bond
bond to
to be
given by
by clerk
414
given
clerk..
.....................
414
Disbursing Officers, Navy,
Navy,
Disbursing
relieved from
for loss
of
responsibility for
loss of
relieved
from responsibility
funds, etc.,
etc., in
an line
line of
of duty,
duty, without
without
funds,
132
personal fault
personal
fault ......................
Disbursing
Marine Corps,
and Marine
Corps,
Disbursing Officers, Navy and
allowed credits
war emergency
emergency paypayallowed
credits for
for war
ments
to officers
and enlisted
enlisted men;
men;
ments to
officers and
conditions
153
153
conditions ...-....................
payments excluded
excluded ..................
153
153
payments
Discharge
Gratuity, Navy,
DischargeGratuity,
Navy,
appropriation for
147,824
147,824
................
of $60
$60...
for, of
appropriation
Discharged
DisabledSoldiers, etc.,
DischargedDisabled
appropriation for
for medical
medical treatment
treatment of,
appropriation
war risk
risk insurinsuretc., beneficiaries
beneficiaries of war
ance, etc
175
175
ance,
etc......................
for
for, beneficiaries
beneficiaries
etc., services
services for,
for medical,
medical, etc.,
of Public
Health Service,
Service, other
other than
than
of
Public Health
war
risk insurance
insurance patients......
patients
884,1376
884,1376
war risk
for
Public Health
Health hospitals
hospitals
of Public
for expenses
expenses of
for
885
885
.................
.......
for .....
for
rehabilitation
vocational rehabilitation
for expenses,
expenses, vocational
887
of ................................
for
remodeling Army
hospitals transtransArmy hospitals
for remodeling
ferred to
Public Health
Health Service
for
Service for
to Public
ferred
1368
treatment,
etc., of
1368
of................
treatment, etc.,
deficiencyaro
ton for
expenses, vofor expenses,
vodeficiency
appropriation
cational
of .........
328,504
328,504
rehabilitation of
cational rehabilitation
for
supplies, etc.,
etc., for,
for, under
under
for medical
medical supplies,
Public
Health Service
377
377
Service .............
Public Heath
Army
motor vehicles,
vehicles, etc.,
etc., transtranssurplus motor
Army surplus
ferred to
Public Health
Service
to Public
Health Service
ferred
hospitals for.....................
for
530
530
hospitals
hospital
Broadview, Il.,
111., to
be immedito be
immedihospital at
at Broadview,
diately
etc., for
for treatment
treatment
diately acquired,
acquired, etc.,
of
45
.........--............
of........use of
emergency fund
for hospitals,
hospitals, etc
etc.,,
fund for
use
of emergency
for, extended
extended ........-..........
.45 45
for,
Discounts,
Discounts,
allowed national
banks on
on paper
paper secured
secured
national banks
allowed
by bills
lading, etc
296
296
etc ...............
by
bills of
of lading,
Discriminating
Duties,
DiscriminatingDuties,
treaty
terbe terto be
on imposing,
imposing, to
restrictions on
treaty restrictions
minated
1007
minated .........................
notice to
to be
given foreign
foreign Governments..
Governments
1007
1007
be given
notice
Disease
DiseaseGerms,
declared nonmailable
nonmailable matter
matter ..............
620
declared
transmission to
licensed physicians,
etc.,,
physicians, etc
to licensed
transmission
by
manufacturer permitted
permitted under
under
by manufacturer
prescribed
regulations ...............
621
621
prescribed regulations
Diseases
among Indians,
Indians,
Diseases among
appropriation
prevention and
and treatment
treatment
for prevention
appropriation for
of
contagious, etc
4,
410, 1227
4,410,1227
etc .............
of contagious,
deficiency appropriation
for prevention,
prevention,
appropriation for
deficiency
etc
523,1186
523,1186
etc....................--.
Diseases,
Animal,
Diseases, Animal,
appropriation
for suppressing,
among live
live
suppressing, among
appropriation for
stock of
414, 1231
8,414,1231
of Indians
Indians............. 8,
stock
for preventing
spread of.
239,
698, 1318
239,698,1318
of........
for
preventing spread
for investigating
investigating -...........
239,
700, 1318
239,700,1318
for
for investigations
239,
etc... 239,
tuberculosis, etc
of tuberculosis,
investigations of
for
698,
1318
698,1318
for eradicating
foot and
other
and other
and mouth
mouth and
for
eradicating foot
„„*nn-n..R distin
.969.
728. 1245
contagious
diseases
728,
v cy vun
uu i ao.......
- 269,
rvu,
·- r, 1245
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Diseases,
Page.
deficiency
appropriation for preventing
deficiency appropriation
preventing
contagious,
contagious, Indian live stock ........
1172
1172
Diseases,
Contagious,
Diseases, Contagious,
appropriation
for preventing
appropriation for
preventing spread
spread of,
of,
in interstate
interstate traffic.
176, 885, 1377
traffic .......... 176,885,1377
Diseases, Contagious,
Contagious, D. C.,
Diseases,
appropriation for preventing
spread of....
89,
preventing spread
of....
89,
859,
1131
859,1131
Diseases of Man, etc.,
Diseases
appropriation forinvestigating,
for investigating, etc.
885,1377
appropriation
etc. 176,
176,885,1377
Disinfecting
Disinfecting Service,
C. ,
Service, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for maintaining.......
maintriining.. ..... 89,
860, 1131
appropriation
89,860,1131
deficiency appropriation formaintenance
for maintenance 40,1018
deficiency
40,1018
Dispatch
Dispatch Agents,
appropriation for, at London, New York,
appropriation
San Francisco, and New Orleans.
Orleans. 741,1208
741, 1208
Disputes between Carriers
Carriers and Employees (see
Disputes
also
also Transportation
Transportation Act),
provisions for settlement of, by mutual
conferences
469
conferences.......................
by Railroad Boards of Labor Adjustment
Adjustment. 469
Labor Board
Board ................
by Railroad
Railroad Labor
469
Distilled
National Prohibition
Prohibition
DistilledSpirits
Spirits (see also
also National
Act),
dealing in warehouse receipts for, not prohibited by National
National Prohibition Act
hibited
Act. 309
withdrawal
beverage, in bond when
withdrawal of beverage,
National prohibition in force,
force, for
National
320
denaturing, etc
etc..................
320
Distinctive
DistinctivePaper
Paper(see Paper, Distinctive).
Distinguished
Cross, Army,
Army,
DistinguishedService Cross,
only one issue
issue to any person ..............
399
399
bar, etc., for subsequentjustifying
subsequentjustifying act ..
399
Distinguished
Service
Medal,
Army,
Distinguished
Army,
only
one issue
issue to
to any
any person
399
399
person..............
only one
bar,
etc.,
for
subsequent
justifying act.
act..- 399
399
bar, etc., for subsequent justifying
District
Attorneys,
United
States
Courts,
Courts,
District Attorneys, United
appropriation
salaries and expenses
expenses... 209,
appropriation for salaries
923,1412
923, 1412
payment to clerks
clerks acting
acting as, during
vacancies
vacancies..............
... 209,923
general provisions
provisions applicable to District of Columbia
Columbia ..................
209
salary for district attorney for District
District
of Columbia and assistant.
assistant.......... 209
regular assistants, appointed by
for regular
Attorney General
General .......... 209,
923, 1412
209,923,
salaries fixed ................. 209,923,1412
209, 923, 1412
salaries
for special assistants
assistants to ..........
210, 923, 1412
for
210,923,1412
deficiency appropriation
salaries, etc..
52,
deficiency
appropriation for
for salaries,
etc..
52,
67, 337, 346, 349, 525, 1032, 1176
67,337,346,349,525,1032,1176
1032, 1176
for regular assistants ................ 1032,1176
special cases
for assistants
assistants in special
cases....... 1176,1188
to prosecute suits for abating nuisances
under
War Prohibition
Prohibition Act..........
Act
306
under War
306
under National
Prohibition Act...
314
Act........
under
National Prohibition
District Building, D.
D. C.,
District
appropriation forsalaries,
for salaries, care of....
of.... 69,
838, 1110
69,838,1110
appropriation
miscellaneous supplies,
supplies, etc.....
etc
75,
for fuel, miscellaneous
844,
1115
844,1115
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fuel, miscelladeficiency
neous supplies, etc .................
1016
District
Courts,
District Courts,
appropriation for
appropriation
for judges
judges............ 687,1306
for
judges, etc., Hawaii..............
Hawaii.
687 1306
687,1306
forjudges,
Porto Rico .......................
687,1306
clerks to be appointed
appointed by judge of, etc....
etc.... 1099
clerks
salaries substituted
substituted for fees............
1099
jurisdiction of,
in
suits
against
Governof,
ment owned,
etc.,
merchant
vessels.
526
owned,
merchant vessels.
526
for property
property under Alien Property Custo35
dian ...........................
35
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Mining
statement to
to be
be filed with
with clerks of, naming
officers for service of proces
process on, in
Federal control actions................
actions

462
District
Judges,
DistrictJudges,
appropriationfor.....................
for
. 687,1306
appropriation
for Hawaii......
Hawaii687,1306 ...............
. 687,1306
for
687,1306
for Porto Rico ....................
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
Distri
appropriation
for general
(half
expenses (half
general expenses
appropriation for
District
half from
from District
from Treasury, half
68
revenues) ....-----------------for
expenses (sixty per
from
per cent
cent from
for general
general expenses
District
revenues)
837,1109
District revenues).............. 837,1109
for similar
other appropriain other
appropriafor
similar proportion
proportion in
tions for fiscal
fiscal year 1921
1921............ 837
levy of additional
additional taxes if revenues
insufficient to
meet authorized
authorized
insufficient
to meet
expenditures; limit
838
838
expenditures;
limit...:.......similar pro'
.
on in other appropriaappropriasimilar
proportion
fsal year 1922 ...........
tions for fIscal
1109
tax increase
revenues
increase authorized if revenues
insufficient .................-.
1109
insufficient
executive office
68, 838, 1109
office....... 68,838,1109
for salaries, executive
veterinary division.............
division
69, 838, 1109
69,838,1109
for veterinary
for purchasing
purchasing division_
division........... 69,838,1109
for
inspection division
838, 1109
69,838,1109
division... 69,
for building
buildinginspection
imposed;
inspection to be unposed;
fees for inspection
69
schedules .......................division- 69,838,1109
69, 838, 1109
for plumbing inspection division..
- forcare,
for cate, etc.,
etc, District
Building69,
838,
1110
DistrictBuilding. ... 69,838,1110
for asessor's
assessor's office
office .............
69,
838, 1110
69,838,1110
for
special assessment
assessment office....... 70,
839, 1110
70,839,1110
for special
for personal
board ..........
70,
839, 1110
70,839,1110
tax boardfor
personal tax
839, 1110
70,839,1110
for license bureau
bureau...-........... 70,
superintendent,
superintendent, to be secretary of
70
automobile
board
70
automobile board................
collector's office...............
office
.70,
839, 1110
70,839,1110
for collector's
839, 1110
..... 70,
70,839,1110
for auditor's office ......
corporation counsel's
839, 1110
70,839,1110
office.-.. 70,
counsel's office
for corporation
sinking-fund office ............ 70,
839, 1110
70,839,1110
for sinking-fund
70,839,1111
coroner's office .............
70,
839, 1111
for coroner's
superintendent of weights, measures,
for superintendent
and markets
839, 1111
70,839,1111
markets.... ........ 70,
Commissioner's office 70,839,1111
70, 839, 1111
for Engineer
Engineer Commissioner's
for central
central garage ................ 71, 840,1111
840,1111
architect's office
71, 840, 1111
office..... 71,840,1111
municipal architect's
for municipal
for Public Utilities
Utilities Commission
Cemmission... 71,840,1111
71, 840,1111
for street cleaning division ...... 71,840,1111
71, 840, 1111
71
for board of examiners, steam engineers..
71
engineers..
1340, 1112
840,1112
for insurance
insurance department
71,
840,
1112
71,840,1112
deprtment.........
for surveyor's office
71, 840, 1112
71,840,1112
office...........
for minimum
minimum wage board, from District
District
72, 840,
1112
840,1112
..............
revenues
for Employees'
Fund.. 841,1112
Employees' Compensation Fund._
for free public library and Takoma Park
Branch .................... 72,841,1112
72, 841, 1112
for contingent
contingent expenses...........
ex penses
72,
841, 1113
72,841,1113
for printing reports
reports ............
73,
842, 1113
73,842,1113
discretionary
discontinuance; preservapreservadiscretionary discontinuance;
......... . 1113
originals....
tion of originals
maintenance, purfor motor vehicles, maintenance,
73, 842, 1113
chase, etc .............
regulations for use of vehicles, etc......
etc
73
regulations
73
842,1113
842,1113
restriction on use
73, 842, 1113
restriction
use of
of horses,
horses, etc..
etc.. 73,842,1113
expenses for
horses, etc.,
etc., limited. 73,
842, 1114
expenses
forhorses,
73,842,1114
payment for
for fire insurance
insurance forbidden..
forbidden
73
73
342,
1114
842,1114
specific residence telephones
73,
specific
telephones allowed
allowed..
842,
1114
842,1114
for postage ......-...-.....--..-. 73,843,1114
73, 843, 1114
for
843, 1114
for car
car fares;
fares; limitation
limitation ........... 74,
74,843,1114
expenses
74,
843, 1114
for judicial
iudicial expenses.............
74.843,1114
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appropriation
coroner's, etc., exappropriation for coroner's,
penses
74, 843, 1114
penses................... 74,843,1114
morgue ................
843
843
.....for morgue
for
advertising
74, 843,
1114
74,
843, 1114
for advertising ................
for
enforcing
game
and
fish
laws
74
74
laws.........
game
for
for survey, etc., of dangerous, etc.,
etc ,
for
buildings ...................
1114
74, 843, 1114
buildings
for
of wills,
to assessor..
assessor 74,
74, 843,
843, 1115
1115
wills, etc.,
etc., to
for copies
copiesof
for recorder of deeds, rent
843, 1115
74,843,1115
rent...... 74,
pay
74, 843, 1115
1115
etc .... 74,843,
pay for copying
copying deeds, etc.
for
74, 844, 1115
74,844,1115
for vehicle tags ..............
for repairs to buildings injured by
by
fire
1115
74, 844, 1115
fire........................
for
office of veterinary
surgeon..
74,
veterinary surgeon..
for supplies,
supplies, office
844, 1115
1115
for motor vehicles for inspectors
844, 1115
inspectors. .. 74,
74,844,1115
for fuel, supplies, etc.,
etc., District Build75,844,1115
ing ......................
75,
844, 1115
for Superintendent
Superintendent of Weights, Measures,
and Markets;
Markets; detecting
detecting short measure, etc ...
75, 844, 1115
75,844,1115
............
markets, fish wharf,
for maintenance,
maintenance, markets,
75,
844, 1115
75,844,1115
etc .......................
for south shelter, produce market
1115
market...... 1115
for refrigerating
refrigerating plant, operation, maintenance etc
tenance,
..................... 75,844
75,844
for motor vehicles, repairs,
repa_n:I, etc .......
,84
urveys, permanent highwayssystem.
844,
for surveys,
highways system.
844,
1115
for employment
service, expenses
employment service,
expenses....... 1115
for assessment
street
assessment and permit work, street
improvements
75,
844, 1116
improvements ...........
75,844,1116
for street improvements;
improvements; allotments
allotments
..............
. 75,
75,844,1116
designated
844, 1116
for work on streets
streets and avenues previously
authorized; reappropriation„
76
ouslyauthorized;
reappropriation..
76
for paying damages
damages by grading Spring
Place..............................
Place
846
McPherson Place NW., designated
McPherson
designated
Fifteenth
846
Fifteenth Street...................
846
Rock Creek Ford Road beclosing of Rock
tween Broad Branch Road and
Rittenhouse
1116
Rittenhouse Street ..............
,
construction of surburban
for construction
surburban roads previ• ously authorized;
re-appropriation
76
authorized; reappropriation..
76
for grading
grading streets, etc............
etc
76,
846, 1116
76,846,1116
76,846,1116
for condemning streets, etc........
etc .. .
.
76,
846, 1116
forThomas
W.and
AliceN.
Keller......
for
Thomas W
and Alice
N. Keller
846
for opening streets, etc.,
etc., under highways
highways
system, from district revenues.
revenues 76,846, 1116
for repairs, streets, etc............
76,846,1117
etc
76, 846, 1117
changing curb
curb lines
846, 1117
lines............ 77,
77,846,1117
for sidewalks
and
curbs,
public
reservasidewalks
tions, etc ..............
77,
847,1117
77,847,1117
Howard
assessment for improving
improving Howard
Road postponed one year ..........
Road
77
77
for repairs, suburban roads.......
77,847,1117
roads
77,
847, 1117
for bridges, construction, repair
repair.. 77, 847,
847,1117
1117
for reconstructing
reconstructing bins, etc ...........
1117
for Highway
etc. .....
Highway Bridge, operation,
operation, etc
77,
847, 1117
847,1117
under Commisjurisdiction, etc.,
sioners
..................
... . 1117
for Anacostia
Anacostia River Bridge, operation,
etc .....
...
..... . 77,847,1118
77 847 1118
for sewers, cleaning, etc..........
77,847,1118
etc
77, 847, 1118
reappropriations.
reappropriations
78
.................
.
78
re moval,
for streets, cleaning, snow removal,
etc
etc....................
78,848,1118
78,
848, 1118
for disposal of city refuse .......
78,848, 1118
1118
enforcement
enforcement of passenger
passenger tax on street
street
railways usinHighway
using Highway Bridge ....
1119
for parking
parking commission..........
commission
78,
348, 1119
78,848,1119
for lathing
bathing beach ................
78,
848, 1119
78,848,
1119
I
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appropriation
for playgrounds;
playgrounds; swimming
appropriation for
pools;
wholly from
revpools; wholly
from District
District revenues
79,
79, 848,
848, 1119
enues .......................
new
sites for
for ........................
1119
new sites
for public
849, 1119
1119
79,849,
stations... 79,
public convenience
convenience stations
for
for condemning
insanitary buildings
79,
buildings....
79,
for
condemning insanitary
849,
1120
849, 1120
for electrical
849, 1120
79,849,
department.......... 79,
for
electrical department
for lighting
80, 849,
849, 1120
expenses ...........
for
lighting expenses
for fire
etc
80, 850,
1120
850,1120
80,
for
fire alarm
alarm boxes,
boxes, etc..........
for additional
headquarters;
apparatus, headquarters;
for
additional apparatus,
reappropriation ....................
80
reappropriation
for
public schools
schools ...............
80,
850, 1120
1120
80, 850,
for public
vacation
schools and
and playgrounds....
playgrounds. ..
81,
81,
vacation schools
850,
850, 1122
1122
81,
850,
1122
longevity
pay, etc.............
etc
81,850,1122
longevity pay,
82, 8-52, 1122
night schools
night
schools.................82,852,1122
852,1122
852,1122
teachers' retirement fund..........
fund
teachers'
82, 852, 1123
1123
etc-..... 82,852,
Americanization work, etc
Americanization
84,
852, 1123
care, etc.,
etc., of
buildings
......
84,852,
1123
of buildings.
care,
854, 1124
1124
84,854,
medical inspectors
inspectors............. 84,
medical
854.1124
854,1124
free dental
dental clinics ................
repairs, improvements,
etc. _
84, 854, 1124
.... . 84,854,
improvements, etc
repairs,
space
Building for
office
for office
Franklin Building
space i
inn Franklin
855
............--purposes permitted
teachers
etc., salary
study, etc.,
salary
teachers in
in nature study,
payments to
to be
be designated
designated .......
1125
1125
payments
85,855,
community
etc
85,
855, 1126
community forums, etc.........
nigh School,
equipment;
Dunbar High
School, equipment;
reappropriated.............
balance reappropriated
1126
balance
transporting tubercular
transporting
tubercular pupils..
pupils.. 85, 855, 1126
restrictions not applidouble salaries
salaries restrictions
855,1126
vacation employments.
cable to vacation
employments_ - 855,
1126
free
of Army,
Navy,
free tuition
tuition to
to children
children of
Army, Navy,
etc.,
District ..... 85,855,1126
85, 855, 1126
of District
etc., outside
outside of
buildings, alterations, repairs, etc.;
etc.;
contracts
85, 855, 1127
85,855,1127
contracts.........-.....--.
restrictions on
restrictions
on soliciting
soliciting subscriptions,
subscriptions,
etc
86, 856, 1127
.
-86,856,1127
etc ..-.........-.....-..
for
deaf-mutes. ... 86,856,1127
86, 856, 1127
for instruction
instruction of
of deaf-mutesfor
86, 856. 1127
86,856.1127
deaf-mutes ..........
for colored deaf-mutes
for
children -__- 86, 857,1128
857, 1128
for instruction
instruction of
of blind
blind children
for
department ...-......
86, 857, 1128
86,857,
for police department
National Bureau of Criminal Identification
87, 857, 1128
87,857,1128
cation -....- ............---.
for
for policemen
policemen and
and firemen's
firemen's relief fund..
fund.
88,
858,1129
858,1129
World
War service
credited for
for classiclassiWorld War
service credited
fication and pay of policemen
policemen and
and
1129
firemen ..........................
department ..............
88, 858, 1129
for fire
fire department
88,858,
for
department ............ 89, 859, 1130
for health
health department
for
wards, Providence
Providence and Garfor isolating
isolating wards,
90,
861, 1132
90, 861,1132
field Hospitals.
Hospitals ..............
for
contagious disease
disease annexes.
annexes. 1132
for repairs to contagious
for
crematory, etc
etc .............
90,
861, 1132
90, 861,1132
for crematory,
for
dispensaries for
and
for dispensaries
for tuberculosis
tuberculosis and
venereal
90,
90, 861,1132
venereal diseases ..........
for clinical
care, etc.,
etc., of
91,
91,
of young
young children.
children.
for
clinical care,
861,
1132
861,1132
1132
tubercular sufferers .........
for aid to tubercular
91, 861, 1132
reports ...... 91,861,1132
for court
court of appeals
appeals reports
91,
court. .. .
for probation
probation system,
system, supreme court....
861, 1132
861,1132
91, 861, 1132
91,861,1132
juvenile court ................
for juvenile
91, 862,1133
862, 1133
for police
police court
court ................... 91,
for
92,
862, 1133
1133
92, 862,
court ..............
for municipal
municipal court
862, 1134
lunacy writs
92, 862,1134
for lunacy
writs ..................
862, 1134
1134
fund...... 92,
92,862,
interest and sinking fund
for interest
92, 863, 1134
for emergency
1134
92,863,
for
emergency fund
fund ----........for support
of convicts
convicts out of the District.
District.
92,
92,
support of
for
863, 1134
863,1134
for
863, 1134
1134
emploees........ 92,
92, 863,
for courthouse
courthouse employees
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appropriation
for court
buildof appeals
appeals buildcourt of
appropriation for
ing,
92,
1134
ing, care,
care, etc._
etc.
..............
92, 863,
863,1134
expenses, supreme court.....
court
93, 863,
1134
for expenses,
863,1134
for Board
Board of
of Charities
93,
863, 1135
for
Charities.
........
93, 863,
1135
for reformatories
reformatories and correctional
insticorrectional institutions
93,
1135
tutions .....................
93, 864,
864,1135
for medical
medical charities ............
95,
866, 1137
95,866,1137
for Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital
Hospital......... 95, 866,
866, 1137
1137
for Gallinger Municipal Hospital.....
Hospital
_.96, 1137
866
limit of cost
cost increased
increased...............
for care of children, etc
etc.......... 96,866,1137
96, 866, 1137
for
temporary homes
homes ............ 97,867,
97, 867, 1138
for temporary
1138
97,868,
for Southern
Southern Relief Society.......
Society
97, 868, 1139
for
Library for
97, 868, 1139
for National
National Library
for the Blind
Blind. 97,868,1139
for Columbia Polytechnic Institute.....
Institute
97,
868, 1139
868,1139
for
insane
97, 868,
868, 1139
for support,
support, etc,,
etc., of
of insane........
97,
1139
for
relief of the poor
poor. .............
98, 868, 1139
1139
for relief
for transportation
paupers.
_ 98, 868, 1139
transportation of paupers.....
for workhouse,
workhouse, salaries, expenses, etc_
_
etc...
98,
868, 1139
868,1139
for
maintenance ...
98, 869,1140
869, 1140
for reformatory,
reformatory, maintenance.
98,
for
869, 1140
expenses-............. 99,
99,869,1140
for militia
militia expenses
refund of erroneous
erroneous collections.
collections 99,
99,870,1141
870, 1141
for refund
for
development, etc.,
etc., of
Anacostia
for development,
of Anacostia
Park
870, 1141
99, 870,1141
Park.......................
immediate
immediate possession of condemned
condemned
100
lands, etc
etc ........................
for
reappropriation. 870,1141
for small
small park areas;
areas; reappropriation.
water service,
revenues therefor water
service, out
out of revenues
thereof
100, 870, 1141
100,870,1141
.................
of-......-scale of
increased
870
870
of water rates
rates increased........
scale
for Washington Aqueduct, etc.; addiadditional pumping
facilities.. . 100,
100, 870,
1141
870,1141
pumping facilities.
tional
maintenance, etc.....
etc....
100,
100,
Road, maintenance,
for Conduit
Conduit Road,
870, 1141
870,1141
for emergencies
100, 871, 1141
100,871,1141
for
emergencies ...............
Secretary of War
affected. 100,
100 ,
War not
not affected.
control of
of Secretary
871,
1141
871,1141
for water
water department,
department, salaries, etc
etc...... 100,
100,
for
871,
1142
871,1142
for operation
operation expenses
871, 1142
101,871,
expenses........... 101,
for
mains ........................
871
871
for new mains
for twelve-inch
main Sixteenth
Sixteenth Street
for
twelve-inch main
Street bebetween IIand
Streets NW
NW......... 1142
tween
and U Streets
extending water
... . 101,
871, 1142
101,871,1142
water service
service.....
for extending
installing meters
in public
public buildings,
meters in
for installing
etc
101
etc...............................
assessments
assessments for laying
laying mains and servservice
sewers increased............
increased.
871,
1142
871,1142
ice sewers
installing meters to
residences,
for installing
to private
private residences,
etc ....
101, 872, 1142
................... 101,872,1142
etc
872, 1142
for fire hydrants, etc ..............
employment
temporary draftsmen,
employment of
of temporary
etc., on
on sewers,
streets, etc..
872, 1142
101,872,
etc.. 101,
etc.,
sewers, streets,
laborers,
mechanics, etc......
etc
101,
1143
101, 872,
872, 1143
laborers, mechanics,
horses,
etc
102,
872, 1143
1143
102,872,
wagons, etc...........
horses, wagons,
temporary
engineers, laborers, etc.,
temporary engineers,
etc.,
102,872,1143
.. 102,
872, 1143
department........
water department
for water
allowed per diem emlegal holidays allowed
ployees and
and day laborers
laborers ........
102,873
102,873
ployees
miscellaneous trustpayments from miscellaneous
payments
fund deposits
873, 1144
1144
102,873,
deposits............... 102,
fund
purchases
purchases of supplies, etc., from Govsources, no
required;
ernment sources,
no longer
longer required;
103,
limitation if procured elsewhere....
elsewhere ...
103,
8'73,
1144
873,1144
for
repaying advances
in 1878,
1878, from Disfor repaying
advances in
trict
revenues
103
....................
trict revenues
for
repaying advances
in 1878,
1878, for
for schools,
schools,
for repaying
advances in
District revenues
103
revenues ............
from District
for repaying
repaying advances
advances in
in 1875, for GeorgeDistrict
building, from District
town school building,
revenues .........................
103
103
revenues
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appropriation for
compensation for
for damdamfor compensation
appropriation
ages to employees,
employees, awarded
awarded by
by EmEmployees'
Compensation Commission
Commission.
104
104
ployees' Compensation
vehicles in front
loitering by public vehicles
of hotels, etc., prohibited;
prohibited; penalty
penalty .
104
rent profiteering
continued
profiteering restrictions
restrictions continued
until ninety days after conclusion of
treaty of peace
104
peace-................ ...104
increased pay for 1922 allowed police,
police,
firemen, and park police;
police; rate
874
rate--......
firemen,
receipts from fees, fines, etc., to be
receipts
deposited to credit of United States
and the District in proportion
proportion that
appropriations are made
1144
made.'..........
appropriations
assessment collections simispecial assessment
larly
1144
1144
larly .......................
per diem
per
diem employees
employees allowed 15 days'
days'
leave of absence ...........-...
1114
•for sewage and water pumping-stations
177
employees, additional pay ..........
for Columbia
Columbia Hospital for Women,
Women, re177, 886, 1378
............ 177,886,1378
pairs, etc ...
for parkway, between Potomac, Zoologi180,890,1389
cal, and Rock Creek Parks..
Parks
180, 890, 1389
for Zoological Park..........-..
Park
182,
892, 1384
182,892,1384
for burial
burial of indigent
indigent soldiers, etc., at
Arlington
184,
895, 1386
184,895,1386
Arlington...............for Rock
Q.: k Park,
Park, etc........ 186,
898, 1389
RockCreek
186,898,1389
for Government
912, 1402
Government fuel yards
yards...... 199,
199,912,1402
for district attorney
attorney .................
209
general provisions applicable to office
general
of
209
......................
pay of, and principal assistant,
assistant, fixed..
fixed
209
for National Training School for Boys..
Boys
212,
926,1415
for operating, etc.,
Government hotel
hotel
etc., Government
for war workers, etc.
223, 937, 1425
etc ........ 223,937,1425
pay restriction
937, 1426
restriction................... 937,1426
for navy yard, operating Government
Government
apartments
224
apartments....................
for navy yard, operating Government
Government
dormitories ...................
224
for attorney in charge of condemnation
condemnation
proceedings ....
...........
676, 1296
employment
counsel forbidforbidemployment of other counsel
den .....................
676,1926
676,1926

for court of appeals ................. 687,1306
supreme court ...............
for supreme
687,1306
for additional pay of $240 aa year to em..................
ployees
690,1309
water department
department employees,
employees, entirely
from its revenues ...
......... 690,1309
minimum
minimum wage board,
board, community
community

centers and
and playgrounds
playgrounds wholly
wholly
from District revenues
revenues ....... 690,1310
under trust funds therefrom ....... 690,1310
690,1310
for Battle Ground National Cemetery,
constructing rostrum ............
896
courthouse repairs,
repairs, etc .......... 907, 1397
for courthouse
for Lincoln Memorial,
Memorial approaches
1381
approaches ......
1381
for Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway,
additional
additional lands ...................
1382
1382
appropriation for coroner's office,
deficiency appropriation
office
pay of deputy
1016
deputy
.............. 37, 1016
37, 1016
for public library
library................... 37,1016
morgue
38
for cold-storage plant for morgue.
for motor vehicles......................
vehicles
38
for advertising
38
advertising.....................
for coroner's
38. 1016,1156
coroner's expenses ..........
1016, 1156
for advertising
advertising taxes in arrears....
arrears.... 38, 590,1156
for telephone
telephone service .................
38
for sewers
sewers .............. 38,
327, 590, 1016, 1156
38,327,590,1016,1156
for suburban
38,590.1016
suburban roads............
roads
38, 590. 1016
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deficiency appropriation
for streets,
cleandeficiency
appropriation for
streets, cleaning, snow
ing,
snow removal,
removal, etc.;
etc.; additional
additional
38
pay to laborers
laborers ..................
39
bridge...
for Benning Road viaduct and bridge_
39
for
39
convenience stations .........
for public convenience
39
39
for bathing beach .................
for
public
schools
39,
503,
1017,
1157
for public schools ........... 39,503,1017, 1157
40, 1018, 1157
department ............
for fire department
for health
health department
department ........... 40,1018,
40, 1018, 1157
for
appeals
41
for court of appeals....................
for municipal
municipal court
court .................
41,
1019
41,1019
for
lice
court
41,
41,
1019
for police court .................
for lunacy writs......................
writs
41,
1019
41,1019
for support
of convicts
Disfor
support of
convicts out
out of
of the
the District
41,346
1157, 1187
1187
trict ...........
41,
346, 1019, 1157,
Charities
41,
1019
41,1019
for Board of Charities
..............
for
1019
and Jail
Jail ...... 41
41,1019
for Washington
Washington Asylum and
41,1019
for support of jail prisoners ..........
for Home for Aged and Infirm...
Infirm... 41,
1019, 1158
41,1019,
Tuberculosis Hospital ...........
41,1019
for Tuberculosis
Children'sGuardians. 42,1020,
42, 1020, 1158
forBoard of Children'sGuardians.
for Industrial Home School for Colored
Colored
Children ......................
42
etc., Home...
Home...
for Grand Army Soldiers, etc.,
42
support, etc.,
etc., of indigent insane .....
42,
for support,
42,
590,
1158
590,1158
against- .42,1020,1158
42, 1020, 1158
for paying judgements against...
department..................
for water department
42
66, 346,
for supreme court, expenses
expenses ........
66,346,
349, 524, 1019, 1158, 1187
349,524,1019,1158,1187
for community
community forums, etc
etc............. 328
for courthouse,
courthouse care, etc ...............
328
...
for Columbia Hospital for Women_
Women...
- 328,348
for restoring courthouse
courthouse grounds, etc ....
333
for expenses, Zoning Commission .......
590
for expenses, Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
Fund ...................
1016,
1156
1016,1156
printing reports .................
for printing
1016
for judicial
expenses ................
1016
judicialexpenses
for care, etc.,
etc., of building..............
building
1016
1017
for lighting.
lighting.....
.. ...........
......
for Rock
Roc'reek
Creek Park .................... 1017
persons..... 1018
for instruction of deaf mute persons
for instruction of colored deaf mutes.....
mutes
1018
1018
for instruction of blind children
children .........
1018
for police department .............
1018,1157
for juvenile court .................. 1018, 1157
for Industrial
Industrial Home School .............
1020
1020
nonresident insane.
insane..... 1020,1158
for deporting nonresident
for workhouse ....................
1020
for militia ............................
]1020
020
for reimbursing
reimbursing, Mines Bureau for fuel
furnished
Attorney's office..
furnished District Attorney's
office
1032
for night schools ......................
1157
additional
additional pay to civil employees
employees in, for
fiscalyear
fiscal
year 1921,
690
1921, provided for
for.......
690

for fiscal
fiscal year 1922

.................... 1308
1308

police and firemen included
included........ 1309
1309
BoIling
aside
Bolling Field on Anacostia River, set aside
as an aviation
aviation station
station............. 954
954
car fare allowance
allowance, 1920,
1920, increased ......
1016
1016
closing of Cedar Road
koad directed,
directed, between
between
1251
Quincy and Shepherd
Shepherd Streets, NW..
NW
deeds conveying title to certain
certain low grounds
in Washington,
Washington, to be delivered;
delivered;
condition......................... 1251
condition
fire department reorganization
reorganization........... 396
396
appropriation
398
appropriation for increased salaries.....
salaries
game birds traffic restricted
restricted ..............
368
incorporations;
incorporations; American
American National Red
Cross; committee increased........
increased
1354
1354
Convention of Episcopal
Episcopal Church,
Church, WashWashwomen to vote,
ington; authority of women
etc
278
..............................
278
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District
incorporations; National Conservatory
Conservatory of
incorporations;
substitution of incorporators,
incorporators,
Music; substitution
authorized .........
1361
branches authorized
and branches
National Education
Education Association; repreNational
sentative assembly for active memsentative
598
authorized
598
............---.
bers authorized
charter granted ......
273
Relief; charter
Near East
East Relief;
Roosevelt Memorial Association;
Association; charter
charter
Roosevelt
691
.......................
granted
Maryinternal revenue collector, district of Maryoffice, 1920....
1920
330
land, rent of branch office,
legal holiday in, for review of First Division,
American Expeditionary
Expeditionary
283
Forces, September 17, 1919 ........
liability of hotel proprietors
proprietors for lost property
erty of guests, etc., limited; conditions
1081
tions..............................
- 1156
limitation on car fares
fares for 1921 increasedincreased_ _
temporary services,
services, 1920, increased..
increased
1020
on temporary
midshipmen allowed to, increased
increased to five. _ 140
monument to mark starting
starting point of motor
motor
convoy
Francisco, Calif
Calif.,,
convoy from, to San Francisco,
authorized
1062
.................
....
municipal court, jurisdiction enlarged
enlarged ...
1310
municipal
payments made
and obligations incurred
made and
payments
'
under appropriation
appropriation Act, 1920, ap'under
272
272
1919..........
proved from July 1, 1919
etc., to
plans for increasing water supply, etc.,
prepared by Water Power Combe prepared
1068
mission
mission........-................
appropriation for expenses
expenses............. 1068
appropriation
products, restrictions in..
in
726
plants and plant products,
modified -............
363
police pay, etc., modified
preference in clerical,
clerical, etc., appointments
appointments
preference
hereafter
in, to honorably discharged
discharged
hereafterin,
soldiers, etc.,
etc., or their widows
37
widows......
to
incapacitated injured solto wives of incapacitated
diers, etc ......................
37
property of Washington
Washington Market Company
Company
to be taken over, used, etc., by the
Government
1441
Government ..................
public school teachers'
retirement proviteachers' retirement
387
.................
sions ........
purchase
authorized of buildings used as
purchase authorized
hospital for discharged disabled
disabled
1060
.................
soldiers, etc ..
real estate subdivisions; payment, etc., of
taxes
1195
taxes on new -....................
removal of remains of Norman Lee Molzahn
in, permitted ...................
1450
in,
298
provisions ..............
profiteering provisions
rent profiteering
retirement provisions for annual emretirement
614
disability.....
ployees of, for age or disability
excepting
school officers and teachers,
teachers,
excepting school
police, and
and firemen
firemen
police,

............

standards of weights and measures for,
established .................
established
department
measures, and
of weights,
weights, measures,
department of
created..................
markets created
statement of buildings
buildings in,
rented for Govin, rented
statement
ernment use, to indicate cost per
ernment
space.. _
foot for care, etc., of space...
square foot
statements of
services of persons
of naval
naval services
statements
to
War, to
from, who
who served in World War,
authorities thereof
thereof.....
be furnished authorities
etc.,,
traffic regulations
regulations in public parks, etc
exclusive control of Chief of
under exclusive
Engineers ........................
use
Government Fuel Yards trucks for
use of Government
municipal hauling permitted; payment
--ment..........-----------....
Zoning Commission
created to regulate
Commission created
Zoning
in.
buildins
-hight.
area.
height,
area,
use
of buildings
u in.
-r and
-----a--- ---

614
614

1217
1217
1217

691
815
898
913

500

1899
1899

District
Page.
District of Columbia Code
Code Amendments,
Sec. 20. Forcible entry and detainer;
municipal court jurisdiction in
in..... 555
555
Sec. 35. Judgments
Judgments in claims for property
levied upon ...
555
..............
Sec. 65. General
supreme
General term powers of supreme
court
555
court............................
equity rules .....................
556
556
Sec. 67. Certifying
Certifying cases from one justice
556
to another ..................
556
service of process on
on
Sec. 105. Personal service
nonresidents
nonresidents......................
556
proceedings; jury trials.
Lunacy proceeding!;
trials
Sec. 115a. Lunacy
556
Fiduciary authorized
authorized to conSec. 123a. Fiduciary
tinue business of decedent.........
decedent
556
Enforcing duty of fiduciary
fiduciary.....
Sec. 126. Enforcing
557
137a. Prioi
Prior wills not admitted while
Sec. 137a.
caveat
557
pending...............
caveat pending
Sec. 140. Trials of issues as to wills; jury
proceedings
proceedings.....................
557
Sec. 198. Jury commission; qualifications,
..--..-.......558
etc
etc---...........--Sec. 199. Selection of jurors ..........
558
Sec. 200. Jal
iox provisions
558
provisions.............
Jury ibox
Sec. 201. Sealing,
•, keeping, etc., of box...
box _
558
Sec. 202. Monthly term of jurors........
jurors
559
Sec. 203. Terms, etc., of grand jurors.
jurors. ...
559
Sec. 204. Drawing of jurors by lot........
lot
559
grand jurors ......................
559
assignment, etc ..................
559
police, juvenile, etc.,
etc., court jurors...
jurors
559
etc..
Sec. 205. Substitute
Substitute for person dead, etc
560
Resealing, etc., box after drawSec. 206. Resealing,
......--.------ing. ......
ing
560
etc., of names in box;
Sec. 207. Number, etc.,
........
560
....record .--Filling vacancies.
vacancies --..........
560
Sec. 208. Filling
Special venire in criminal
criminal cases..
cases._
560
Sec. 209. Specialvenirein
Punishment for frauds on jury
Sec. 213. Punishment
etc
560
box, etc........................
560
commissioners. ...................
by commissioners
218. Admission of attorneys
561
attorneys.........
Sec. 218.
219. Suspending,
etc., memSuspending, expelling, etc.,
Sec. 219.
561
of the bar ...............
bers of
offenses of moral
Sec. 219a. Disbarment for offenses
turtude .....561
......-.......
turpitude
561
220. Disbarment
proceedings ........
Disbarment proceedings
Sec. 220.
Administration of estates, perSec. 276. Administration
entitled; surviving husband insons entitled;
561
cluded ...................-.
cluded
277. By
widow, surviving husband or
By widow,
Sec. 277.
561
grandchild ........................
Sec. 278.
278. By
561
............
By parents
parents ....
Sec.
562
sisters........
Sec. 279. By brothers or sisters
562
Sec.
of kin .............
next of
Sec. 280. By next
Sec.
collectors; personal
of collectors;
Duties of
306. Duties
Sec. 306.
562
estate; real estate .............----562
commissions allowed
allowed...................
commissions
562
estate.....
special authority as to real estate
Sec.
Termination of
power of colof power
307. Termination
Sec. 307.
562
.....-------lector .......-......
Sec.
property not de308. Recovery of property
Sec. 308.
livered.
562
livered ..............-.......--- -Sec. 308a. Service of process upon nonresident
fiduciaries; power
power of attorresident fiduciaries;
562
ney to register of wills....----......
wills
Sec.
authority extended
Appraisers; authority
310. Appraisers;
Sec. 310.
to
of collection
563
collection ...........
to letters
letters of
Sec.
of estates;
estates; debts due by
Assets of
321. Assets
Sec. 321.
563
collector added .................
Sees.
374-377. Distribution of estates of inSecs. 374-377.
testates;
husband added.
added. - 563
surviving husband
testates; surviving
Sec. 445.
for attachment; actions
actions
Causes for
445. Causes
Sec.
563
in municipal court included
included .......

1900

INDEX.

District of
Amendments—Con. Page.
Ditrict
Pass.
of Columbia
Columbia Code
Code Amendments-Con.
attachment; underSec. 455. Releases
Releases from attachment;
taking filed
filed with Court added
taking
added......
Se6. 479a. Forms
Forms of bonds and undertakSec.
ings .......
ings.

.....

...........

564
564
564

judgments on; ordinary law or equity
judgments
equity
564
remedy not precluded ............
remedy
564
all actions on bonds of fiduciaries
fiduciaries ap565
plicable ......................
plicable
565
Sec. 479b. Damages under bonds for restraining orders, etc.; counsel fees
straining
fees.. 565
Condemnation of private
private land;
land;
Sec. 484a. Condemnation
selection of commissioners
selection
commissioners by jury
jury
*
commission .......................
565
Sec. 485. Citation to owners; appraisement
appraisement 565
by commissioners
commissioners ...............
56
487. Appointment
Appointment of
appraiseSec. 487.
of jury
jury if appraiseunsatisfactory .....-.....
ment unsatisfactory
..... 566
Condemning lands for streets;
streets;
Sec. 491d. Condemning
jug
566
action by marshal's jury.....-..-...
award
Sec. 491h. New jury authorized
authorized if award
vacated
...........................
vacated
566
Corporations; proceedings
for
Sec. 639a. Corporations;
proceedings for
195
change of name
name..... ............
1195
Sec. 726. Corporations; extent of real estate
modified;
temporary
possession
permodified; temporary pomession
mitted
566
mitted............................
Sec. 808. Punishment for rape; minimum
minimum
imprisonment omitted
omitted............
567
Sec. 830a. Punishment
embezzling
Punishment for embezzling
deceased person.........
person
property of deceased
567
Sec. 983. Divorce;final
Divorce; final decree not affected
affected
days
until ninety days.................
567
Sec. 1064. Evidence;
Evidence; testimony of surviving rty not admitted; exceptions
exceptions
fie. ..........................
567
Sec. 1073. Proof of municipal ordinances;
ordinances;
regulations .....................
567

Sec. 1160.
160.

Provision for
Provision
for administering
administering

out
wife's estate stricken out............
Renunciation of devises
devises and
Sec. 1173. Renunciation
and bequests; by husband added
added..........
Sec. 1179. Interest limit on express contracts
tracts......................
Sec. 1180. Usury; rate and penalty modimothfied..............................
Sec. 1233. Landlord
Landlord and tenant;
tenant; undertakundertakcourt..
ing on appeal from municipal court.
Sec. 1262.
1262. Liens by livery
livery men; garage
keepers added......................
added
Sec. 1422. Protest of negotiable
negotiable instruments; evidence
accepted .........
evidence accepted
Sec. 1535a.
1535a. Procedure;
Procedure; entry of judgments
judgments
in part.............................
part
Sec. 1535b.
1535b. Transfer
Transfer of causes; law and
equity
equity ...........................
Equitable defenses at law
Sec. 15c.
1535c. Equitable
law.....
Sec. 1535d. Suits on lost instruments;
instruments; bond
required
.........
..................
required
effective
effective in thirty days ..................
jury service continued
continued ................

567
567
568
568
568

568
569
569
569
569
569
569
569
569
569

Duitrct of Columbia,
Astrid
Columbia, Colmisi
Conimissioners
owers of,
of,
appropriation
68, 838, 1109
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries ........... 68,838,1109
adjustment of contracts for removal of
ashes by
by............................
38
38
authorized to establish tolerances,
tolerances, etc.,
etc., for
for
scales, weights, measures, etc., in
the District .......................
1224
for standard containers,
containers, etc., to conform
with Federal usage ................ 1224
duties, etc.,
Teachers'Retirement
etc. Teachers'
Retirement Fund,
transferred from Secretary
transferred
Secretary of the
Treasury to; exception ..............
852
52

_1
F=
fAle-2
f
.
a
A
Page.
District
LrwncI of
oVj Columbia,
;olumrmu, Commissioners
vill.M.lsw..
a of—Con.
ve-- L- . Page.
enforcement by,
enforcement
by, of
of passenger
passenger tax
tax on
on street
street
1119
1119
Bridge
railways using Highway Bridge.....
estimates for paying employees
estimates
employees for
for injuries,
injuries,
104
104
to be submitted by
by.................
1117
Hizhway Bridge placed under control of
Highway
of.. 1117
orders, etc.,
etc., of
Commission to
to be
of Zoning
Zoning Commission
be
502
302
enforced
enforced by
by.....................
public weighmasters,
subject
weighmasters, scales, etc.,
etc., subject
1224
1224
to control of
of.....................
schedule
inspection to be preschedule of fees for inspection
pre69
69
scribed by; deposit,
scribed
deposit, etc
etc............
superintendent of weights, measto appoint superintendent
meas1217
markets, assistants, etc....
ures, and markets,
etc.... 1217
to increase real estate and personal
personal taxes if
if
revenues of District insufficient to
meet sixty per cent of appropriations
appropriations
838
838
therefor in fiscal year 1921..........
1921
therefor
revenues insufficient
insufficient to meet
meet
taxes if revenues
proportionate share of appropriations
proportionate
appropriations
1109
fiscal year 1922; limit...........
limit
for fsca
500
to serve on Zoning Commission ........... 500
District
of Columbia Rents,
Districtof
meaning
meaning of terms used herein.........
herein
298
Rent Commission
Commission created;
composition,
created; composition,
appointment,
etc.; salsalappointment, term
term limit,
limit, etc.;
ary ...........
•.
299
.......
employees, expenses, etc.,
etc., authorized...
299
employees,
appointments of, under chil
civil service
111:Ws ...........
laws
299
....
............
assessor to be advisory
advisory. assistant;
299
assistant; salary
299
salary..
authorized to examine
examine papers, secure
evidence
,
etc
evidence etc ......................
300
divulging information by officers, etc.,
etc ,
forbidden
forbidden.........
.............
300
rental property,.
property, hotels, and apartments
affected with public interest........
300
affected
interest
300
etc., for, to be fair and
rents, services, etc.,
reasonable
reasonable
...................
300
300
unreasonable and unfair, contrary to
to
public policy .....................
300
300
determination of, by Commission ..-300
300
complaints by tenants and owners
owners to
to
be heard, etc .....................
300
300
hearings on complaints to be public
public.....
300
determination
determination of fair and reasonable
reasonable
rates by Commission
Commission................
300
300
effect of, in
m landlord and tenant suits
suits..
399300
determined
determined rate effective
effective from time of
filing complaint ..................
300
300
collection
difference between amount
collection of difference
amount
paid,
paid, and............
and
..........
301
recovery of
of................................
301
finality of determination
finality
determination..........
301
appeals to court of appeals; action
action
therein ........................
301
continuation g5f
continuation
of existing tenancies; evicevicrestricted
tion restricted....
...................
301
right to terminate, on sale of property,
suspended.........................
suspended
301
conveyances subject to..............
conveyances
to
301
possession allowed purchaser
purchaser for personal
personal
occupancy,
occupancy, etc
etc...............
301
determination of Commission in force durdetermination
during pendency
pendency of appeal ...........
302
:102
302
court..
modification, etc.,
etc, on decision of court
302
collection of difference
difference between
between amount
amount
paid and modified rate
rate.............
302
302
change of ownership
to
change
ownership or tenancy not to
affect rents, etc., determined by
by
Commission .......................
Commission
302
:02
penalty for collecting
collecting excess
excess rents.......
rents
302
302
disposal of amount recovered
recovered ........
302
302
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District of Columbia Rents—Continued.
assessment of
assessment
of damages
damages for
for willful withdrawal of
by
owner
drawal
of service,
service, etc.,
etc., by owner....
302
determination of,
303
determination
of, by
by Commission
Commission .......
303
recovery
municipal court
recovery of,
of, in
in municipal
court..........
303
action by
by Commission
Commission for
action
for use
use of
of tenant
tenant.
303
simple and summary
summary procedure to be proprovided .........................
vided
303
303
punishment
etc., for
for
punishment for
for exacting
exacting bonus,
bonus, etc.,
leases
leases
........
..........
........
303
'making
'making fictitious
fictitious sales,
sales, etc
etc..............
303
standard forms of
leases to
prescribed
standard
of leases
to be prescribed
by Commission
Commission....................
303
enforcement,
enforcement, etc.,
etc., of .................
303
hotel and apartment
apartment owners to furnish dedescriptive data of
scriptive
of rooms, service,
service, etc
etc._ 303
rates by,
by, to be fixed by
by Commission;
Commission;
hearings
303
hearings..................
.....
303
assignments
and subleasing
by tenants
reassignments and
subleasing by
tenants restricted. ...........................
stricted
304
rate
determined by Commission
Commission__
rate to
to be determined
..
304
repeal
etc
repeal of
of former
former laws,
laws, etc........
.......
304
appropriation for
for expenses;
half from
from DisDisexpenses; half
appropriation
trict
revenues ...................
trict revenues
304
invalidity
invalidity of any clause, etc.,
etc., not to affect
affect
others
others.........................
304
emergency
necessity of
declared
emergency necessity
of Act
Act declared......
304
to
terminate in
to terminate
in two years, unless sooner
sooner
repealed
repealed.........................
304
correction
in enrollment
correction in
enrollment of
of bill
bill relating
relating to,
directed .-....
directed
...................... 1634
Diven, Mary
Mary (mother).
Diven,
(mother).
increased .......................
pension increased
1625
Divorce,
Divorce, D.C.,
D.C.,
no final
final decree
decree of, to be
be made until
until 90
90 days
after interlocutory
567
interlocutory order ..............
.
567
application
application for, to be made
made within 30
appeal
567
days, or
or final disposition
disposition of appeal..
567
Dixie
Vtah, Ariz.,
Ara ,
Dixieand Sevier
Sever National
NationalForests,
Forests, Utah,
and Nev.,
Nev.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 1327
1327
appropriation for
for maintenance,
Dixie
and Nev.,
Dixie National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah, Ariz.,
Ariz., and
Nev.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
of. _249, 707
707
appropriation
Dixon, Anna
(mother),
Dixon,
Anna (mother),
pension
-..
1602
pension .............................
Dixon, David,
Dixon,
David,
pension increased
1547
1547
increased.......................
pension
Dixon, Ill.,
Dixon,
Ill.,
across Rock River
948
River at....
at....
948
bridge authorized
authorized across
Dixon, Joanna
Joanna L.
L. (daughter),
(daughter),
Dixon,
pension
increased
1559
pension increased......................Dixon,
A. (widowi),
(widow),
Dixon, Virginia
Virginia A.
pension
1579
-1579
pension ...............................
Doan,
(widow),
Doan, Sarah
Sarah M. (widow),
pension
1496
1496
pension ..............................-.
Dobie,
(widow),
Dobie, Naoma (widow),
pension
1586
1586
..............
pension..........
Docks, Government
Acquired,
Government Acquired,
Docks,
transfer to
to Shipping
Shipping Board,
Board, possession,
posession,
transfer
etc., of,
on Hudson
Hudson River
at HoHoRiver at
etc.,
of, on
boken, N.
994
boken,
N. JJ .......................
994
other,
Navy
..
994
994
or Navy.......
acquired for
for Army
Army or
other, acquired
temporary transfer to Army or Navy for
uses
thereof .....................
994
uses thereof
sales
restricted .........................
994
994
sales restricted
Doctors (see
(see Physicians).
Physicians).
Doctors
Document Room,
Roam, House
of Representatives,.
Representatives,
House of
Document
appropriation for
superintendent, assistassistfor superintendent,
appropriation
etc
636, 1257
ants, etc.......................
Room, Senate,
Senate,
Document Room,
appropriation for
assistsuperintendent, assistfor superintendent,
appropriation
ants,
etc
631, 1252
......
ants, etc.............
(widow),
Virginia (wuidow),
Dodd, Virginia
pension
1518
1518
...
------pension.........-.....----.--4

Dodds,
E. (son),
Dodds, Auyugus
Azugustus E.
pension increased
pension
increased........................
Dodge,
E. (widow),
Dodge, Meda E.
(widow),
pension
pension
................................
Dodge,
Dodge, Rose (widow),
pension
pension..............................
Dodson, Lucy
(widow),
Dodson,
Lucy A.
A. (widow),
pension ..............................
pension
Doepel,
Charles
F.,
Doepel, Charles F.,
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Doersh„ Adelia (widow),
Doersh,
pension
increased
pension increased .......................
Dolce, Pasquale,
Pasquale,
Dolce,
payment to, for injuries
...............
Dolderer,
Charles,
Dolderer, Charles,

1901
1901
Page.
1519
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1485
1485
1587
1587
1497
1626
1626
1580
1580
1531
1531

pension.................................
pension
1544
Dolph,
Thirza M.
(widow),
Dolph,.Thirza
M. (widow),
pension
...........................
1547
Domestic
Animals, etc.,
etc.,
Domestic Animals,
appropriation
for
protecting,
from
rabies
by
from
rabies
by
appropriation for protecting,
destruction
of predatory
predatory wild
wild aniamdestruction of
mals .....................
257,
716, 1335
257, 716,1335
Dominican
Dominican Republic,
Republic,
appropriation for
for minister
to
739,1206
minister to..........
739,1206
appropriation
wheat
exporting to, wheat
importing from, and exporting
and wheat
excepand
wheat flour,
flour, prohibited;
prohibited; excep1759
tion ............
1769
canceled ............................
1773
canceled
1773
Dominion of
Dominion
of Canada
Canada (see Canada).
Canada).
Donahue, Margaret
Margaret (widow),
(widow),
Donahue,
1477
pension ...............................
1477
Doney,George
Doney,
George W.,
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
1547
Donlevy,
Donlevy, William
William C.,
pension
1547
pension............
..................
1547
Dcm.ley,
Donley, Mary
Mary C.
C. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension 1489
................................
1489
Dcmora,
Donora, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation for public
164
164
public building
building..........
appropriation
Donovan,
Donovan, John,
John,
pension
1613
1613
pension.............................
Donze,
Donze, Alice
Alice G.,
G., (widow)
pension1499
pension
...............
...............
1499
Doorkeeper, House of
of Representatives,
Representatives,
Doorkeeper,
appropriation for,
mesemployee, mesfor, special
special employee,
appropriation
sengers, etc
1256
636,
etc.....................
636,1256
sengers,
janitors
placed under, after
after
janitors to committees
committees placed
close of
636,1256
close
of Congress
Congress ..............
636,1256
Doorkeeper,
and
(see Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Arms
Arms and
Doorkeeper, Senate
Senate (see
Doorkeeper, Senate).
Doorkeeper,
Senate).
Dougherty County,
County, Ga.,
Ga.,
Dougherty
.may
bridge Flint
at Albany........
Albany
275
275
River at
Flint River
may bridge
Douglas,
Douglas, Ga.,
Ga.z
appropriation for
for public
164
public building
building..........
appropriation
Douglas, Palace,
Palace,
Douglas,
pension
1600
1600
pension..............................
Douglass, R.
Douglass,
R. L.,
land
patent to,
authorized
1094
land patent
to, authorized................
conveyance of
to United
United States
States in
in
tract to
conveyance
of tract
exchange ....................
1094
1094
exchange
restored
domain
1095
restored to public domain............
fence
required
1095
1095
fence required...................-.Doup,
David Conrad
Conrad (son),
(son),
Doup, David
pension ................................
1588
Dourine,
Dourine, etc.,
etc.
appropriation for
investigating, treating,
for investigating,
appropriation
etc ........................
241, 700, 1320
Downey, Idaho,
Idaho,
to,
for protecting
lands
granted etc
lands supply,
granted
to,
1198for
protecting water
water
supply, etc......................
price; legal
affected; other
price;
legal rights not affected;
..........
forbidden
use forbidden....
report
etc., to be made
made..........
report of use;
use; etc.,
forfeiture
etc..............
forfeiture on failure,
failure, etc
mineral
mineral deposits reserved
reserved...............

1198
1198
1198
1199
1199

1902
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Downs, Melissa
Pass.
a .
0. (widow),
Mdelisa 0.
Downs,
pension
pension............----------.......... 1496
Doyle, .Mery
(widow),
J. (widow),
Mary J.
Doyle,
pension ..---..---.. ------..--.----.--1534
154
pension
Draft,
Selective,
Draft, Selective,
appropriation for completing,
completing, preserving,
appropriation
transporting, etc.,
of
109
etc., records of.......
transporting,
deficiency
appropriation for
registration
for registration,
deficiency appropriation
etc.,
expenses .............
1184,1190
etc., expenses
allotment
from fund
fund for preserving,
preserving, etc.,
allotment from
records
information
furnih information
records of, to furnish
from
records.... 907
demobilized Army records....
from demobilized
deportation
aliens convicted
of undesirable
undesirable aliens
deportation of
of
provisions for
for.......... 594
violating provisions
of violating
594
readmission prohibited
prohibited................
readmission

Drain,
R.,
William R.,
Drain, William
pension
1598
......................-...
pension.
Dminar
District!,
DrainaeDistricts, Ark.,
public
lands in
Poinsett
and Poineett
in Mississippi
Misissippi and
public lands
Counties, made subject to State
lawn, etc.,
for
392
etc., for..........-----.....--.
laws,
Drainage
Department of
of AgriInestigations,Department
Drainage Investigations,
culture,
culture,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of farm, swamp,
appropriation
263, 722, 1340
........263,722,1340
etc .............
Drake,
Amelia E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
Drake, Amelia
pension
1519
pension............ ....--------------Mary L. (widow),
Drake, Mary
Drake,
pension
1506
pension -----------.
Drake, Susan
Susan M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Drake,
1487
pension
increased .-..-1487
...........
penion increased
Drawbacks,
InternalRevenue,
Drawbacks, Internal
...
61,63,
allowance
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
61, 63,
deficiency
65, 344,347, 522, 1038, 1041, 1044, 1184, 1190
65,344,347,522,1038,1041,1044,1184,1190
Commerce,
Drawbacks,
Interstate Commerce,
Drawbacks, Interstate
special allowances
allowances for, of transportation,
transportation,
special
479
messages, etc.,
unlawful.
etc., by carriers, unlawful
Dreebin, Harris,
Harris,
Dreebin,
............
pension increased.......
increased
1619
Driscoll, Dennis,
Dennis,
Driscoll,
pension
1474
.............
increased.....
pension increased
Drought of
of 1919,
1919,
Drought
homestead
homestead settlers allowed leaves of ab271
obtain food, etc., during...
during
sence to obtain
residence construed
construed while absent.......
absent
271
Drought
Crops,
Resistant Crops,
Drought Resistant
appropriation for breeding, etc....
etc.... 244,703,1323
244, 703, 1323
appropriation
United States,
Drought
Areas of the United
Stricken Areas
Drought Stricken
appropriation for seed grain
grain for farmers in;
appropriation
conditions
of loans, etc ..............
1347
conditionsof
Drug,
etc.,
Plants,
Drug, tc., Plants,
appropriation
investigating
diseases
for
investigating
appropriation
of
243, 702, 1322
of.
.................. 243,702,1322
physiological and fermentation
fermentation infor physiological
vestigations of.............
of
243,
702, 1322
243,702,1322
vestigations
Drug Products,
Products, etc.,
Drug
investigation,
appropriation
appropriation for biological investigation,
agricultural
712,1331
etc., of agricultural..............
Druggists
Druggists (see Pharmacists).
Drugs,
Adulterated, etc., D. C.,
Drugs, Adulterated,
appropriation for detecting.........
detecting
90, 860, 1131
90,860,1131
appropriation
Drugs,
etc.,
Drugs, etc.,
appropriation for investigating
investigating adulteraappropriation
tions, false
false branding,
etc.....
712, 1331
... 253,
253,712,1331
tions,
branding, etc
Drummers (see Traveling Salesmen).
Drummers
Fareung Congress,
Denver, Colo., InterInterCongress, Denver,
Dry Parming
national,
national,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..............
62
62
deficiency
Farming,
Dry Land Farming,
appropriation for improving
improving methods of...
of
244,
appropriation
703, 1323
Measures, D.
D. C.,
Dry Measures,
gnated containers,
containers, as substidesignated
use of desi
tutes for, prohibited
prohibited............ 1223

Pae.
Duchesne
Utah,
Page.
Dudhene County, Utah
appropriation
aid to
public schools in,
in,
to public
for aid
appropriation for
27,430,1245
from
Indian
funds
27,
430,
1245
from Indian funds ............
Indian bridges
bridges across
Duchesne River conacross Duchesne
Indian
veyed to;
condition ................. 1245
to; condition
veyed
Duchesne
Dudwne River,
bridges across,
to Utah, and to
conveyed to
across, conveyed
bridges
1245
..................
Duchesne
1245
Duchesne County
Duddleson,
(widow),
Marta J. (widow),
Duddlon, Martha
pension
1556
1556
...................
pension .....
Duden,Prederick
Duden, Frederick W,
W.,
pension
1605
increased...................-pension increased
Dudley,
Mathw,
Dudley, Mathew,
pension ..................................
1620
1620
pension
Duer,
Jennie B. (widow),
Duer, Jennie
- 1479
.......----- ....-pension increased
....
pension
Duerson,
Charles,
Duerson, Charles,
1575
pension increased
1575
increased..................--......
pension
Duff,
Adn,
Dulf, Adron,
pension
1608
....................pension...
E. (daughter),
Duffield,
ElisabethI. E.
Dufield, Elizabeth
1506
............
......
pension increased ....
Duganne, C. G.,
Duganne,
332
credit in accounts....................accounts
Elizabeth (widow),
DuHamel, Elizabeth
(widow),
pension ..................
1583
......--pension
Duke,
J.,
John J.,
Duke, John
pension increased
1475
..............---... 1475
increased..
pension
(widow),
Dulhag!n,
Elimbeth (widow),
DuIhagen, Elizabeth
1572
pension
1572
.......--penion .................
Duluth,
Duluth, Minn.,
appropriation
foreman's
appropriation for fish hatchery, foreman's
220
cottage
cottage-.......-.....-..........-.
time extended
extended for bridging Saint Louis
588
River at ......................
Pacific Railway,
Railway,
and Pacific
Duluth, Winnipeg and
Duluth,
1528
...................
reimibursement
reimbursement to
Dunbar,
Dunbar, Alice (widow),
(widow),
pension
1577
..............................
pension.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Dunbar,
Dunbar, Martha
Martha A.
1517
pension increased ...................
1517
Duncan, Catharine
Catharine (widow),
Duncan,
1494
pension .................................
Dunery, Francis,
Frnis,
pension
increased
1533
1533
pension increased.....................
Dunham,
Dunham, Roy R.,
..... ..................... 1534
pension
Dunn,
Dunn, Ben L.,
1536
pension ..........
1536
..................
pension
(widow),
JuliaS. (widow),
Dunn,
Dunn, Julia
1488
. 1488
pension
..........................
pension
Dunn,
Dunn, .Leroy,
Leroy,
1544
pension
1544
pension............................
Dunn, Honorable
Honorable Thomas B.,
Dunn,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
deficiency
58
election expenses ................
election
Duplicate Bonds,
Duplicate
issue of, authorized
officers and
authorized for those of officers
S. S.
crew lost by sinking of U. 8.
"San
45
"San Diego"
Diego .......................
Dupliation of Govenment
Duplication
''ve.ronerit Departmental
Departmental
Business
Business,
methods of avoidsurvey directed to devise methods
ing
ng ................................ 1083
Servics,
Duplication
Duplication of
of Governmental Services,
to ........................
report etc
annualmen
be made by Secretary
Secretary of 1083
Agriculture
Agriculture of, by ether departments, etc....................
etc
1347
Duplication
in Governmental Service,
Duplicationof Work in
records of investigations
investigations by central bureau
records
of planning
planning and statistics trans36
ferred to Efficiency
Efficiency Bureau .........
36
Dupont,
Dupont, Frederick,
Frederic,
1607
pension increased.....................

INDEX.
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1903
1903

.Durand,
Page.
Durand, Charles
Charles T.,
T.,
Page. Eastern
Eastern Dispensary,
Dispensary, D.
Page.
D. C.,
pension
1538
pension.................................. 1538
appropriation for care
care of indigent
95,
appropriation
indigent patients
patients.
Durand, Mary
Mary H.
Durand,
M. (mother),
(mother),
866, 1137
866,1137
pension
pension increased
increased ........................
1601 Eastern
1601
Company,
Eastern Transportation
TransportationCompany,
Durango
Durango National
National Forest
Forest, Colo.
Colo.,
may bring suit for damages to "Sweetser
"Sweetser
appropriation
249,707
707
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.. 249,
Linthicum"
1461
Linthicum ".......................
1461
Durham, Samuel
Durham,
Samuel (son),
(son),
Eastharn,
Mass.,
Eastham, Mass.,
pension ................................
1494
pension
1494
appropriation authorized for
etc ,
appropriation
for tablets,
tablets, etc.,
Durham,
H. (son),
Durham, William
William H.
(son),
in, commemorating
commemorating tercentenary
tercentenary of
of
pension increased.
increased-------------...............---...-...----. 1514
Pilgrims
landing of the Pilgrims............
599
"During the
the Session,"
Session,"
A. (widow),
Eastman, Manella
Manella A.
(widow),
to mean 116 days
days........................
637 Eastman,
1583
pension ...........................
1583
to mean 207 days ....................
1258
1258
Easton, Adella
Easton,
Adella (widow),
(widow),
Durocher,
Durocher, Emma
Emma (widow),
(widow),
pension increased......---increased
1496
.............
pension
1$94
pension
...........................
1S94
Dust
Dust Explosions,
Explosions, Plant;
Plant;etc.,
etc.,
Easton, Pa.,
Easton,
Pa.,
appropriation for developing
authorized across Delaware
Delaware River,
developing methods for
appropriation
bridge authorized
preventing, and resulting fires.....
fires
1332
between Phillipsburg, N. J.,
J., and
and... 1055
Dutcher,
Dutcher, Elinina
Elmina (widow),
(widow),
Eclipse of
of the
1919,
Eclipse
the Sun,
Sun, 1919,
pension
1558
penion---------------------------1558
appropriation for
expenses of observing
181
observing....
for expenses
appropriation
Duties
Duties on Imports,
Imports,
Economy
in Government
Government Administrative
Economy in
Administrative BusiBuirate on printing paper valued above 8
8
ness,
ness,
573
cents aapound
pound....-------....----------....survey, etc., directed to secure...........
secure
1083
additional if from country
country imposing
Ecuador,
573 Ecuador,
export tax on, wood pul,
pulp, etc
etc......
appropriation
for minister
to
740, 1206
minister to.........
appropriation for
restrictions on imposing discriminatttreaty restrictions
importing from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat
wheat
lug,
ing, to be terminated
terminated.............. 1007
and wheat flour, prohibited; exnotice to be given foreign Governments
Governments. 1007
ception
ception.......................
1759
Dutton,
Harriet J.
(widow),
Dutton, Harriet
J. (widow),
canceled
1773
canceled..........................
1773
pension ............................
1492
Edge,
John H.,
H.,
Edge, John
Duvall, H.
M., and
Duvall,
H. M.,
and J.
J. L.
L. Anderson,
Anderson,
pension increased
increased .....................
1625
pension
may bridge Great Pee Dee River, Cheraw,
Edgewood Arsenal, Md.,
S. C
390 Edgewood Arsenal, Md.,
S.
C..............................
expenditure authorized
reservoir and
expenditure
authorized for reservoir
Duwamish
Duwamish Waterway,
Waterway,
Warfare Service.
pipe lines, Chemical Warfare
455
preliminary
etc.,'of, Seattle
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.
Edmundston, New
Brunswuick,
New Brunswick,
Harbor, Wash.,
made
1013 Edmundston,
Wash., to be made.........
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Saint
Saint John
John River,
River,
D'
Indians, Wash.,
Wash. ,
D' Wamish,
Wamish, etc.,
etc., Indians,
between Madawaska, Me.,
and.
161
Me., and.....
between
appropri
ation for support,
431, 1245
27,431,1245
of.. 27,
etc., of..
support, etc.,
appropriation
Edson,
Edsall, Catherine
Catherine F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
Dwellings, Private,
Dwellings,
Private,
pension increased
1582
..................
pension
exempt from search
search warrants for liquors;
the United
United States,
Association of
of the
Education Association
315 Education
exceptions
exceptions.....................--National,
National,
rooms in hotels, etc., used solely for
charter amended, representative
representative assembly
assembly
residence included
included ...............
315
315
residence
for active members, authorized.....
authorized
598
Dyes,
Coal Tar,
Tar,
Dyes, Coal
Education Bureau,
Department,
InteriorDepartment,
Bureau, Interior
Education
reetlictions on importing, continued
continued until
restrictions
appropriation for
for Commissioner,
Commissioner, clerks,
appropriation
January 20, 1920 .................
361
etc
671,
1291
671,1291
etc.......................
Dynamite (see
Explosives, High).
High).
Dynamite
(see Explosives,
for investigating rural and industrial
education,
hygiene... 671,1291
education, and school hygiene
E.
expenses
671, 1291
for traveling
traveling expenses...............
"E. M.
for books, etc ..................
. 672, 1291
"E.
M. Millard,"
Millard," Tug,
Tug,
owners
damages to
statistics, etc .........
to.. 1553
672, 1291
for collecting statistics,
owners of, may bring suit for damages
for documents, apparatus, etc.
etc....... 672, 1291
E
NW, D.
E Street
Street NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
Avenue
for investigating
investigating schools, etc ....... 672, 1291
appropriation for paving, Virginia Avenue
845
for kindergarten
kindergarten education
education investiga845
Twenty-third Street .........
to Twenty-third
tions.
672, 1291
tions......................
Eakles, John
Eakles,
John B.
B., ,
deficiency
appropriation for maintaining
deficiency appropriation
increased..
1606
pension increased--.....................
registers of teachers,
teachers, etc ...........
334
E,arp, James
Marsden,
James Marsden,
Earp,
1530
home gardening.
335
gardening .........
for school and home
payment to heirs of .................
348
statistics..................
for collecting statistics
East
Vegas, N.
East Las
Las Vegas,
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
education......
'for
for rural and industrial education
522
appropriation
164
public building .......
for public
appropriation for
f
or city schools, etc--............... 582, 1191
1191
for
East Moline,
Ill.,
Moline, Ill.,
East
523
documents .....................
for documents
appropriation for
operating, etc., Governfor operating,
appropriation
expenses ...............
1172
1172
traveling expenses
for traveling
ment house at.
at ................--223
Education, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
of,
Education,
East
East Norfolk,
Norfolk, Mass.,
appropriation for,
671,
1291
671,1291
deficiency appropriation
clerks, etc ........
appropriation for hospital for
for, clerks,
deficiency
appropriation
traveling expenses
expenses. ............
671, 1291
for traveling
discharged
disabled soldiers, etc., at 508
discharged disabled
education of Alaska natives under
for education
East
Windsor, Conn.,
East Windsor,
supervision of.
of
203, 916, 1405
........... 203,916,
supervision
bridge
authorized across
across Connecticut River,
bridge authorized
for printing annual report of....
of.—
228, 941, 1429
228,941,1429
.............
Windsor Locks to
360
Educational Institutions,
Institutions,
Educational
Eastern
D. C.,
C.,
NW., D.
Avenue NW.,
Eastern Avenue
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
provisions for establishing Reserve
appropriation for grading,
grading, Laurel
Laurel to
appropriation
Training
units
Training Corps junior division units
Whittier Streets .................
1116
777
in .............................
Eastern
Cherokee Agency,
N. C.,
Agency, N.
Eastern Cherokee
Edwards,
Dow (son),
(son),
Edwards, Dow
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
pension
1493
1493
pension ............................
at
1248
at.-......-......
... .....-----

1904
1904
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Electric
Plants, Army-Continued.
Army—Continued.
Page.
Page
Electric Plants,
PageEdwards,
Richard E.
(widow),
Pa.
E. (widow),
Edwards, Richard
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., seasea1557
maintenance, etc.,
1557........appropriation
.........................
pension
E..ension
n
coast
fortifications ...........-608, 1348
coast fortifications
Edwards,
Robert A.,
A.,
Ewards, Robert
for installation,
etc,
1348
installation, etc.............-...---.
for
1607
1607
pension
................................---------------pension
for maintenance,
Hawaii and Philmaintenance, etc., Hawaii
for
Edwards, William
H.,
William H.,
Edwards,
ippine
Islands
610,1350
ippine Islands............ ... 610,1350
1609
pension
pension....................---------------........1609
for maintenance,
Panama Canal...
Canal... 1351
etc., Panama
maintenance, etc.
for
Efficiency
Bureau,
Efficiency Bureau,
Electric Power
(see
FederalWater Power
Power Act).
Federal
(see
Power
Electric
appropriation
for
establishing
efficiency
efficiency
establishing
for
appropriation
Electrical Department,
Department, D. C.,
Electrical
ratings,
administrainvestigating administraratings, investigating
appropriation for
79, 849, 1120
79,849,1120
salaries ..........
for salaries
appropriation
tive
641, 1261
etc ............
personnel, etc
tive personnel,
for
expenses 79,849,
79, 849, 1120
1120
for supplies,
supplies, contingent expenses.
deficiency
expenses of
of
for expenses
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for
79, 849, 1120
1120
underground.... 79,849,
wires underground
placing wires
for placing
investigations,
... .503,1156,1186,1191
503, 1156, 1186, 1191
etc....
investigations, etc
for
extending
policepatrol
system
79,
849,1120
849,1120
79,
patrolsystem.
forextendingpolice
directed
to investigate,
investigate, etc.,
etc., methods
of
methods of
directed to
for
installing telephone
signal system,
system,
telephone signal
for installing
collecting,
statistical informaetc., statistical
collecting, etc.,
80
twelfth precinct
80
precinct.............. ..
twelfth
tion by
government activities
343
activities .....
by Government
tion
80, 849,1120
for lighting
expenses
849, 1120
lighting expenses.............
for
records of
of investigations,
etc., of
of central
central
investigations,etc.,
records
for
extending fire
system
80, 850, 1120
80,850,1120
alarm system...
fire alarm
for extending
bureau of
of planning
planning and statistics
statistics
bureau
for headquarters
headquarters apparatus;
reappropriaapparatus; reappropriafor
36
--..
transferred
to................transferred to
tion ..........
80, 1120
80,1120
............
tion
Efner,
Anna (widow),
(widow),
Efner, Anna
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for lighting exdeficiency
pension
1487
pension...........................148.
1017
..-......---penses
penses .............
Eggleston,
Priscilla (widow)
(widow)
Priseilla
Egglest,
pension
1601 Electrical
Equipment, etc.,
Fortifications,
etc., Fortifications,
Electrical Equipment,
pension...........................------------613
in.
balances of
covered in.
for, covered
Eggs,
of appropriations
appropriations for,
Eggs,
balances
appropriation
of
methods of
investigating methods
for investigating
appropriation for
Electricity,
Electricity,
handling, etc
253,712
etc ....................
handling,
appropriation
water
etc., of water
survey, etc.,
for survey,
appropriation for
experimental shipments
253
shipments.............
experimental
power production
distribution
and distribution
production and
power
Egypt,
BMA
911
of,
in the
the United
States.............
United States
of, in
appropriation
general
agent and consul general
for agent
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for cooperative
deficiency appropriation
at Cairo
740,
1206
740,1206
Cairo ....................
at
standardizing devices of,
etc., used
used
of, etc.,
standardizing
importing
and exporting
wheat
to, wheat
exporting to,
from, and
importing from,
..... 341
in
industries ...................
in industries
and wheat
wheat flour,
prohibited; exflour, prohibited;
and
Education,
etc., Education,
ception
1759 Elementary, etc.,
ception ........................
appropriation
investigation of, includappropriation for investigation
canceled ........-...............--1773
canceled
672,1291
ing
night schools,
schools, etc
etc..........
ing night
Eighteenth
Constitution,
Amendment to the Constitution,
Eighteenth Amendment
Eleventh
D. C.,
C.,
Street NE., D.
Eleventh Street
provisions
prohibition under
for enforcing
enforcing prohibition
provisions for
appropriation for
street to MaryMaryD street
for paving,
paving, D
appropriation
the
.- 307
the .........................1116
Avenue ....................
1116
land Avenue
District,
Eighteenth Lighthouse District,
Eighteenth
76
Avenue
76
for paving, H Street to Maryland Avenue
constructing
Goat
keepers' dwellings at Goat
constructing keepers'
1059 Elizabeth
Island depot,
authorized
Calif., authorized....
depot, Calif.,
Island
N. C.,
Elizabeth City, N.
Eighteenth Street
Street and
Virginia Avenue
Avenue NW
NW.,,
and Virginia
Eighteenth
terms
532
terms of court at .........................
D. C.,
Elizabeth ,N.
,N. J.,
J.,
Elizabeth
deficiency
for temporary
temporary
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
bridge
authorized across Newark
Newark Bay to
to
bridge authorized
force....
operating force
48
building, operating
office building,
277
Bayonne
from
Bayonne from....................
for
etc., therefor..............
therefor
48
for supplies,
supplies, etc.,
1099
for
time extended
extended for....................
Einkopf,
Christopher L.,
L.,
Eikopf, Christopher
Elkins, Margaret
Margaret (widow),
(widow),
1552
pension .................................
1552 Elkins,
pension
pension ...............................
1482
1482
pension
Eldorado,
Eldorado, Kans.,
Clara (widow),
Elliott, Clara
164 Elliott,.
appropriation for public
building .........
public building
appropriation
pension
1592
1592
pension .............................
and Nev.
Nev.,,
Eldorado National
Calif. and
Forest, Calif.
NationalForest,
Eldorado
L. (widow),
(widow),
Martha L.
Elliott, Martha
249, Elliott,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of
appropriation
pension
1509
1]
509
pension ..................................
707,1327
Elliott Street NE.,
C.,
Elliott
NE., D.
D. C.,
Electoral
Franchise,
Electoral Franchise,
F Street to Maryappropriation
appropriation for paving, F
proposed
Amendment
Amendment to the Constitution proposed
75
75
Avenue .......................
land Avenue
to the
denial of,
prohibiting denial
to
the States prohibiting
Ellis, Henry,
362 Ellis,
on account
of sex ..................
on
account of
pension
1563
pension.................................
the
ratification of, by the
certificate
certificate of the ratification
States
1823
States............................
Ellis
Ellis Island
Island Immigrant
Immigrant Station,
Station, N. Y,
Y.,
Electoral Vote
for President
President,
and Vice President,
Votefor
Presidentand
Electoral
appropriation for
221
wall ................
for sea
sea wall
appropriation
appropriation
for mileage
mileage of
of State
State mesfor specified
improvements. -_ 935
appropriation for
935
and improvements.
for
specified repairs
repairs and
sengers
1089
sengers with the .................
bridge.... 1423
for new service pumps; ferry bridge
deficiency
appropriation for printing certideficiency appropriation
for
sidewalks;
plumbing,
Island
No.
1
_—
1423
forsidewalks; plumbing, Island No. 1...
1159
fied copies
copies of ....................
for
elevator, contagious
diseases hospital.
hospital. 1423
contagious diseases
for elevator,
concurrent resolution
concurrent
resolution providing arrangedeficiency
appropriation
for
repairs,
etc..
1163
1163
deficiency appropriation for repairs, etc..
1642
ngress
counting, by Congress...
ments for counting,
for
specified repairs
repairs and
improvements
1178
for specified
and improvements..
proper
messengers failing to deliver, at proper
Ellis, Mary
(widow),
Mary Ann
Ann (widow),
Ellis,
time
relieved from
1448
from penalty
penalty ........
time relieved
1483
pension .
......
............................
1448 Ellis,
payment
authorized........
payment of mileage authorized
Minerva A.
A. (mother),
Ellis, Minerva
Electric
Postal Service,
etc., Postal
Electric Cars,
Cars, etc.,
pension increased.........................
increased
pension
1618
.580,1153
transportation by .580,
appropriation for mail transportation
1153 Ellis,
appropriation
Ellis, Warner
Warner M.
M. (son),
(son),
allowance
conditions, etc.
etc.
580
allowance for unusual
unusual conditions,
pension
increased ........................
1582
1582
pension increased
deficiency
appropriation for
for mail transpordeficiency appropriation
Elmer
Bridge Company,
Elmer Red River Bridge
tation by
1174
tation
by.......................
between Oklahoma
may bridge Red River between
Electric Plants,
Plants, Army,
Army,
Electric
Texas
589
and Texas.......................
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc..
etc.. at
appropriation
Elmira, N.
N. Y.,
Y,
Elmira,
107 952
poets.............................
posts
.....
.....
.......
395
terms
at ........................
terms of
of court
court at

INDEX.
Embargo,
Embargo,

page.
Page.
proclamation of, on importing
proclamation
importing and exporting wheat and wheat flour .......... 1759
canceling.
canceling
1773
......................
.
.. 1773
Embassies,
Embassies,
appropriation for clerks
appropriation
clerks at
at................ 740,1206
740,1206
for interpreters
interpreters to .............
740,1207
740,1207
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for clerks
1187
clerks at
at..... 1187
Embezzlement,
wrongfully
converting moneys coming
wrongfully converting
into possession of officers of United
United
States courts, deemed
630
deemed............. 630
punishment for
for..............
.............. 630
630
personal
630
personal interest therein not aadefense
defense.
630
Embezzlement, D. C.,
Embezzlement,
C.,
punishment
punishment for, of estate of deceased
deceased person..............................
son
•
567
Emergencies,
Diplomaticand Consular
Emergencies, Diplomatic
ConsularService,
Service,
appropriation
appropriation for unforeseen;
unforeseen; balance reappropriated
appropriated .
..........
742,1208
deficiency
appropriation for; reimbursedeficiency appropriation
reimbursement for Peace
Peace Commission expenses
329
expenses 329
1043
for payments ......................
1043
Emergency Commissioned Personnel,
Army,
Personnel, Army,
temporary
temporary retention,
retention, etc.,
authorized
977
etc., of, authorized..
977
number on active duty limited.........
limited
977
977
final discharge
discharge not later than
than December
December
31,
.......-.......
31, 1920 ..........
977
977
officers of Regular
Army holding
emerall officers
Regular Army
holding emergency commissions
commissions to be discharged
discharged
therefrom
therefrom by June
June 30, 1920
977
........
977
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation,
Corporation,
appropriation
appropriation for administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses,
completion of vessels,
completion
vessels, etc.;
etc.; sources
sources
designated....................
designated
891,
1382
891,1382
no contracts for additional ships to be
made .....................
891,1382
restrictiononrentofbuildings,D.C.
restriction on rent of buildings, D. C 891,1383
891,1383
publications, etc., restricted...
restricted.
891,1383
891,1383
bonds in admiralty causes given
given by, to be
be
canceled
526
canceled.........................
526
cancled
-----------------.
52
assumption of liability by United States
526
States. 526
continued
continued for operating vessels, etc
,
etc.,
owned by the Government........
Government
993
993
cost-plus
cost-plus contracts for ship construction,
construction,
forbidden..
forbidden ..................
891, 1383
891,1383
housing
housing of shipyard employees by,
by, termiterminated ............................
994
994
expenses for re,
repairs, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized...
994
early disposal
disposal of all
all properties
properties directed..
directed
994
994
payment for
injuries, to
employees from
payment
for injuries,
to employees
from
Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Fund,
to be in full for all claims..........
claims
377
377
powers of Shipping Board under Merchant
Merchant
Marine Act may
may be exercised
exercised
through ...........................
1007
Emergency Fund,
Fund, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
for
92,
863,
1134
appropriation
................... 92,863,1134
Emergency Hospital,
Hospital, D.
C.
D. C
appropriation
appropriation for care of indigent
indigent patients
95,
95,
866,
1137
866,1137
for elevators
elevators
95
......................
95
Emergency Shipping
Shipping Fund,
Fund,
appropriation
ships
180
appropriation for constructing
constructing ships ......
180
amount authorized
authorized for,
reduced
180
for, reduced......
180
for acquiring plants, ships, etc
180
etc.........
180
for housing,
housing, etc.,
shipyard
employees_
181
etc.
employees...
181
for expenses, taking
taking over certain
certain transtransportation systems..............
systems
181
for purchasing
purchasing ships built in foreign
foreign
shipyards...................
shipyards
181
for purchase
purchase of ships; reappropriation...
reappropriation
181
181
restriction on contracts.
contracts .............
181
disposition of material, plants, etc
disposition
181
181
etc....
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Emergency Shipping
Emergency
Shipping Fund-Continued.
Fund-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for; publication
publication of
of bulletins,
bulletins,
etc.,
etc., from appropriations,
appropriations, forbidden ......
181
.................... 181
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for recruiting,
recruiting, etc.
42
appropriation for
etc.
42
authorizations
authorizations for construction of
of ships
ships
reduced .......................
891
891
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of Emergency
Emergency
Fleet Corporation;
Corporation; sources designated
891, 1382
...................... . 891,1382
no additional
additional ships to be constructed
1382
constructed... 891,
891,1382
cost-plus contracts forbidden
1383
cost-plus
forbidden......... 891,
891,1383
use of funds for rent in District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
restricted ....................
891,
1383
891,1383
preparation,
preparation, etc., of bulletins, etc.,
etc., forforbidden....
.................
bidden
891,
1383
891,1383
authorized reports, excepted........
excepted
891,1383
891,1383
specified provisions
provisions of,
988
of, repealed
repealed..........
988
Emery,
D.,
Emery, Jacob
Jacob D.,
pension ..............................
1475
1475
Emery, Mary
Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1572,
increased....................
1572
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission,
Commission,
appropriation for salaries.........
appropriation
salaries
177,
887, 1378
177,887,1378
for expenses;
expenses; experts, etc.......
etc
178,
887, 1379
178,887,1379
for allowances,
allowances, etc., employees'
employees' compensation
pensation fund ...........
1379
178, 887,
887,1379
deficiency
appropriation for contingent
deficiency appropriation
contingent
expenses
expenses ........................
377
377
for compensation
compensation payments.
377
payments ............
377
payments
payments to Emergency
Emergency Fleet Corpoemployees
377
ration employees................
377
590
for printing ................................
590
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Fund,
Fund,
appropriation for payments
appropriation
payments from.. 178,887,1379
178, 887, 1379
deficiency appropriation for payment
deficiency
payment of
s compensation,
compensation, etc ...............
377
377
payments from, to Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation to be in full for all claims....
claims_
377
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Fund,
District of
of
Fund, District
Columbia,
Columbia,
appropriation for paying
paying awards
awards of,
to ininappropriation
of, to
.
jured employees ..........
104,
841, 1112
1112
104,841,
deficiency
paying awards,
awards,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for paying
etc
1156
etc.......................
1156
Employees, Government (see also Government
Employees,
Government
Employees),
additional pay of $240 a
provided
a year,
year, provided
.......................
for
689, 1308
for enforcing
enforcing National prohibition,
to be
prohibition, to
be
appointed under civil service
service laws,
etc .
319
.........................
319
persons excepted.....................
persons
excepted
319
319
preference
preference to service
service in World War, for
for
appointments
appointments under National Prohibition Act ......................
319
hibition
319
restriction on receiving pay from outside
outside
restriction
parties, not applicable
applicable to
to cooperacooperaactivities with Agricultural
tive activities
Agricultural
Department
Department
270
..................... 270
who entered armed service during the
he war,
entitled to reinstatement
reinstatement when
entitled
when honorably discharged
142
discharged ................
142
Employees of
of Carriers,
Carriers,
provisions for settling disputes
provisions
disputes between,
and employers ..................
469
469
Employment of Wage Earners,
Earners,
appropriation
maintaining offices
appropriation for maintaining
offices for
for
rendering assistance
rendering
assistance in the, etc
etc.... 225,
225,
938,1426
938,1426
etc ...............
225
personal services, etc
225
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for rendering
rendering
assistance to .....................
assistance
55
55
Employment Service, D. C.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc
1115
appropriation
for maintenance.
etc...... 1115
,,........... ,, .....................................
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Employment
of Labor,
Labor,
Page.
Employment Service, Department
Departmentof
Page.
appropriation for national employment
employment
appropriation
offices;
938, 1426
1426
offices; expenses
expenses........... 225,
225,938,
harvesting wheat
wheat crop..
allotment for harvesting
crop.. 938
938
established for promoting
promoting welfare
of wage
established
welfare of
wage
earners, Improving
improving working
working conditions, secunng
etc...
938
securng employment, etc...
Encampments and Maneuvers,
Maneuars, Organized
Organized
Militia
Militia,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
522, 1041
deficiency
for...... 345,
345,522,1041
Endicott, Cynthia
C
Endicott,
E. (widow),
(widows),
pension
pension..
........................
1549
Enemies, Alien,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
transporting
interned under Navy
transporting interned
Navy
Department
337
Department.......................
337
Enemy (see also Trading with
with the Enemy),
Enemy),
provisions
property, etc.,
etc., to
provisions for returning
returnng property
to
persons deemed
deemed an, solely by resdresiding
mg in territory occupied
occupied by GerGerman,
36
man, etc., armies
armies..................
36
Enemy
Enemy Aliens,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses of
interned, under Immigration
Immigration Bureau............................
reau
341
Engelhardt,
Louisa
(daughter),
Engelliat, Louisa (daughter),
psion
1510
pension ................
..........
1510
Engineer
EngineerCommissioner's
C.,
Commissioner's Office,
Office, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for salaries ........
70,
839,
1111
appropriation
70,839,1111
Engineer
Engineer Corps,
Corps, Army.
Army.,i
expenditures
authorized for
for real
real estate at
expenditures authorized
training camp, Camp A. A.
A. HumHumphreys, Va.
Va...............................
454
454
officer of, may be detailed as engineer officer of Federal
Federal Power Commission..
Commission
1063
officers and enlisted men composing
composing......
768
Engineer
Department, Army,
Army,
Engineer Department,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
depots
123,968
appropriation
of depots....
123,968
maintenance
-for maintenance of school, Washington,
Washington,
C..........
D. C
.
1n, 969
............
123,969
for equipment
equipment of troops
123,969
..........
123,
969
technical services,
services, etc
..........
123,969
for civilian assistants
assistants ................. 124,969
194,969
for operations
operations in the field............
field
124,969
124,969
Philippine
Islands
124,970
for contingencies,
contingencies, Philippine Islands.. 124,970
for military surveys and maps
124,970
maps........ 124,970
assistance of other Government
Government surassistance
veys, etc.................
etc
124,970
for constructing, etc., roads, bridges, and
and
trails, Alaska.......
124,970
...........
124,
970
for buildings and grounds, District
of
District of
Columbia ................. 186,
897, 1388
186,897,1388
fortifications under...
for expenses
expenses of fortifications
under... 608,1348
for expenses
expenses of fortifications,
fortifications, insular possessions
sessions................... . 610,1350
610,1350
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for South Pass,
Mississippi River ...............
Mississippi
945
345
for buildings and grounds, D. C........
C
509
for equipment of troops ................ 1184
1184
for operations in the field..........
field
1184,
1190
1184,1190
balances of appropriations
appropriations covered in,
for operations
operations in the field, 1919
1919..... 1353
for equipment
equipment of troops.................
troops
1353
unexpended balances
balances available
unexpended
available to pay suspended contracts for operations in
the field .....................
1027
Engineer
Engineer Office, War Department,
Departmen*t,
appropriation for
660,1279
appropriation
for clerks,
clerks, etc
etc..........
660,1279
for additional employees; pay restriction........................
tion
1279
1279
draftsmen, etc., paid
draftsmen,
paid from
from rivers
rivers and
and
harbors,
harbors, etc.; limit
660,1279
.............
660,1279
Engineer School,
Shool, Fort
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.,
Kans.,
Engineer
Army Field,
Army
Field,
appropriation for instruction
106
instruction expenses....
expenses.... 106

Engineer School, Washington, D.
D. C.,
Page.
Engineer
C.,
Page
appropriation
for equipment
equipment and
and mainappropriation for
maintenance
tenance......................... 123,969
123,969
Engineering
Engineering Experiment
Experiment Station,
Station, Naval
Naval
Academy,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
investigaappropriation for
of investiga150,828
tions, etc ..........
...........
150,828
Engineers,
Chief of,
of,
Engineers, Chief
appropriation for
and binding
appropriation
for printing
printing and
binding
under direction
direction of..........
of
228, 941, 1429
228,941,
England
(see
Great
Britain).
England (see Great Britain).
England,
Ralph
(son),
England, Ralph (son),
1571
pension
pension
............................
1571
Engle, Scott,
Engle,
Scott,
1597
pension
..........................
1597
Englert,
Wendk,
Englert, Arthur
Arthur Wendle,
payment to ..................... ........
1468
Language,
English Language,
Army enlistment requirement
requirement of ability to
to
speak, etc.,
etc., repealed
repealed............... 1077
1077
Engraving and
Printing Bureau,
Engraving
and Printing
Bur , Treasury
Trearury
Department
Department,
appropriation for
birector, assistant,
1271
appropriation
for Director,
assistant, etc
etc 650,
650,1271
for clerks, watchmen,
etc
650,1271
watchmen, etc.............
650,1271
restriction on
651, 1271
restriction
on services
services ..............
651,1271
for salaries of employees
employees .........
172,880,
for wages
172, 880, 1373
1373
for wages.
880, 1373
....................... 172,
172,880,
1373
for custody of dies, rolls, and plates....
plates....
172 ,
172
118, 1373
880,
1373
for materials, etc
172, 881, 1373
1373
etc ................ 172,881,
use of proceeds
proceeds from
172, 881, 1373
from work .... 172,881,1373
for additional boiler ...................
167
167
for laundry, changes in roof ...........
874
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for salaries of employees ...................
44,1184
for
materials,
etc ................. 44 44, 1184
for materials, etc
44,344,1184
for
plate
printing
,
344,
1184
for plate printing....................
61
61
authorized work for
States,
authorized
for United
United States,
National bank, and Federal reserve
reserve
notes 1919, increased
330
increased .............
330
illustrations for Congressional
Congressional memorial
memorial
addresses
addresses to be made at, and paid
1431
from Bureau appropriations
appropriations .......
1431
number of sheets increased,
increased, United
United States
States
currency, national currency, a
nd
and
Federal reserve
reserve currency...........
currency
44
44
opium orders and special tax stamps..
stamps.
44
checks, drafts,
etc
44
drafts, etc....................
44
customs stamps fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920
1023
1920......... 1023
fiscal year 1921..................
1921
1160
. 1160
restrictions on use of power and hand
presses temporarily suspended
45
suspended......
45
reimbursement of
of em
pl oyees detailed
detailed for
employees
for
redemption of national currency.
currency ..
331
331
authorized, fiscal year 1920 .........
work authorized,
172
172
fiscal year 1921 ..................
880
880
fiscal year 1922
1373
1922..................
1373
Enlarged Homesteads,
Homesteads,
Enlarged
appropriation for examining, classifying,
appropriation
etc.,
etc., lands
lands suitable for......
for
198, 910,1400
Enlisted
Men, Army,
198, 910, 1400
Enlisted Men,
Army,
appropriation for pay
line ...........
pay of line
110,954
allowed on
personal affidavit,
affidavit, if service
service
110, 954
allowed
on personal
110
record lost, etc
etc ....................
110
for pay, National
National Gu
ar d...........
110
,9
54
Guard
110,954
for pay, staff corps,
corps,and
an dd
epartments
11
0,954
departments..
110,
954
for pay, Regular
110
Regular Army
Army Reserve
Reserve........
110
for pay, Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve Corps.......
Corps.__ 110, 954
for Signal Corps;
increase
110
Crps; aviation increase......
110
for Air Service,
Service,a
via t
ion increase
954
aviation
increase....... 954
for pay, Philippine
Scouts
110,
954
Philippine Scouts...........
110,954
for longevity
110 , 95
954
longevity.......................
for pay of retired
retired ....................
111,995
111, 99
for pay, etc., retired,
on ac
tive duty..
dut
y
111 ,995
995
retired, on
active
111,
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Enlisted Men, Marine
Corps-Continued.
Enlisted
Marine Corps-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for pay, etc.,
Army reservetc., Army
reservauthorized enlisted strength temporarily
authorized
temporarily
ists, on active duty ..............
111
increased
....................
increased ..
152
for commutation
commutation of quarters, etc
etc...... 112,956
average
maximum on
active duty
average maximum
on active
duty durdurfor interest on deposits.
deposits .............
112, 956
956
ing fiscal year 1920..............
1920
152
152
for extra duty pay, Artillery and Ord-.
Ordauthorized
authorized enlisted strength established
830
established...
830
nance service, seacoast fortifications.
fortifications_
112
death allowances
allowances to,
active list.........
list
824
death
to, on
on active
824
for switchboard
switchboard operators,
operators, interior
interior posts.
posts_
112
retired
retired list, when on active
active duty........
duty
824
824
for extra duty pay, Alaska telegraph
restricted
restricted to Regular
Regular Marine
Marine Corps_
Corps .
.....
824
112
system ..........................
112
discharged
discharged to reenlist in Navy or Marine
Marine
for 20 per cent increase,
increase, on foreign
foreign
Corps to receive $60 bonus and
112,956
service .....................
112,956
travel pay
pay. ......................
836
travel
. 836
disposition of remains
remains of
895, 1386
for disposition
of...... 184,
184,895,1386
years since February 3,
enlisting for four years
3,
removal, etc.,
etc., from abroad...
...... 896,1386
896, 1386
abroad .......
1917, may have period construed
construed as
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for family allowfor the war, and be honorably disances
ances ..........................
11
charged; conditions .............. .
139
139
for extra duty pay, at
headquarters, etc. 61,63,
61, 63,
atheadquarters,
if reenlisting in four months for
for four
four
65, 344, 347, 522, 1041,
1044, 1184, 1190
65,344,
1041,1044,1184,1190
139
years to have gratuity pay
pay.........
139
for disposition of remains of
of ........... 345,
or during the war, may extend periods
1041, 1044, 1185, 1190
348, 522, 1038, 1041,1044,1185,
instead of accepting discharge;
discharge; pay,
death allowances
allowances for wounds
wounds or disease exprivileges, etc ..................
privileges,
139
retired, on active duty_
367
tended to retired,
duty-..
367
gratuity allowance
allowance as for reenlistemergency
increased pay, continued
continued ....
110
emergency increased
ments. ........................
140
ments
140
enlistments
nu.mber of, does
enlistments to cease until number
pay increased
increased 20 per cent from January 1,
not exceed 175,000 .................
1098
1920; restriction .................
602
grades and base pay established
established .........
761
effective
604
effective until June 30, 1922
1922............
percentages of grades allowed.........
allowed
761
percentages
permanent strength of active
active list estabtemporary increase
increase pay computed on
lished.
lished ..........................
830
application restricted....
this rate; application
restncted
761
promotion of retired, on active
active duty, to
ration and transportation
transportation allowance
allowance
warrant grades, legalized
legalized .
153
.........
153
limited to first three grades
grades. ......
761
reenlisting, after serving as officer in Reexisting continuous service pay allowance
serve, to have credit for
servfor active
active servrepealed
repealed .......................
761
141
ice therein
therein ........ ............
years of
of
increase of 10 per cent for each five years
if within four or three months to have
service; limit
761
limit.-................
.
former grade, etc.................
etc
141
141
specialists' ratings established..........
established
761
specialists'
terms of enlistment established for; reenextra pay for each class
761
class...............
listment benefits, etc............
etc
836
listment
836
percentages
allowed
761
percentages of ratings allowed.....
-...
761
warrant
officers, accepting
accepting commissions in
officers,
extra
duty
pay
for,
abolished
761
extra duty
abolished............
Reserves, restored to former
former status
status on
on
no reduction
present pay
762
reduction of present
pay .
............
762
termination of active service therein_
141
termination
therein. 141
enlistment period optional for one or three
enlistment
Enlisted
Navy,
Enlisted
Men,
Navy,
years
775
years .............................
775
appropriation for special
special allowances
appropriation
allowances to,
reenlistments for three years ...........
775
serving under unusual
unusual conditions.
conditions. 132,813
132,813
allowances for......................
775
etc. of ............... 134,815
134,815
for recreation
recreation, etc.,
special pay ratings for,
for abolished
775
abolished.........
135,815
for outfits, etc.
etc., first enlistments
enlistments...... 135,815
telegraphers excepted
775
telegraphers
excepted
..........
transporting remains of,
for transporting
of, dying
discharge
discharge permitted,
permitted, if family dependent
dependent
abroad
.......................
146,823
from death, etc., occurring after enfor pay, on retired list
list............... 147,824
listment ................................
775
775
for extra pay, on reenlistment
reenlistment ........
147,824
enlistment requirement of ability to speak,
active list ..................
for pay, active
147, 824
824
etc. English repealed
repealed ..............
1077
etc.,
1077
etc
147
for pay of, in trade schools, etc.........
147
pay increased
increased 20 per cent from January
January 1,
1,
paving $60, discharge
discharge gratuity
824
for paying
gratuity.......
1920; restriction
602
restriction...................
effective until June 30, 1922 ...........
604
deficiency
604
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for family allowprivate property
property of, lost in the service to
ances
/
ances...........................
I
be paid for, etc.; conditions
conditions_ .....
1436
authorized strength temporarily increased;
increased;
1436
authorized
retired, having served
served as
commissioned ofofperiodic reductions,
reductions, to January
January 1,
as commissioned
1,
1920 ...........................
137
ficers during World War, to receive
137
pay, etc.
of
retired
warrant
officers.
786
etc., of retired
officers.
personnel included
included ...................
138
travel pay
pay to, discharged to reenlist.......
reenlist. 291
proportion
of
commissioned
officers
re291
commissioned officers
stricted .......................
138
discharge
discharge from old enlistment
enlistment authorstricted
138
ized
291
permanent strength,
strength, commissioned
commissioned or
ized...............................
or
allowance
allowance of $60 on reenlisting.......
reenlisting
291
enlisted, not affected
138
291
affected..............
138
to retired,
retired, and reservists, when entering
death allowances
allowances to, on active list
death
list........ 824
824
retired list, when on active duty
duty -.......
824
retired
or leaving
leaving active service
288
service............
Enlisted Men, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
restricted to Regular Navy
824
Enlisted
restricted
Navy.............
824
appropriation for
for special
discharged to reenlist
reenlist in Navy or Marine
discharged
allowances to,
to,
appropriation
special allowances
Corps to
receive
$60
bonus,
and
serving under
under unusual
unusual conditions.
conditions. 132,813
to receive $60 bonus, and
for
152,829
travel pay........................
pay.
836
for pay
pay ..........................
. 152,829
836
• for retired ......................
153,830
emergency
increased
during
emergency increased pay continued
continued during
153,830
for undrawn
clothing
153,830
present
enlistments,
etc
140
undrawn clothing...............
present enlistments, etc...........
140
enlisting for four years since February
February 3,
for transporting
transporting remains
remains of, dying abroad,
abroad,
3,
etc
146,823
1917,
may
have
period
construed
have period construed
etc.............................
146,823
deficiency appropriation
as for the
the war, and be honorably
deficiency
appropriation for family allowhonorably
discharged;
conditions.
139
ances
1
ances ..........................
1
discharged; conditions.............
139
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Navy-Continued.
Pare.
Page.
Men, Nay--Continued.
Enlisted Men,
enlisting, etc.;
reenlisting in
in four
months
four months
etc.; if
ifreenlisting
enlisting,
for
four
years
to
have
gratuity
pay
139
for four years to have gratuity pay. - 139
or during
during the
extend periods,
periods,
war, may
may extend
the war,
or
instead
of
accepting
discharge;
pay,
instead of accepting discharge; pay,
139
allowances,
allowances, etc ....................
gratuity
140
reenlistments .........
for reenlistments
gratuity as for
enlistments
or four
four
three, or
be for two, three,
may be
enlistments may
years
until June
June 30,
30, 1920
134
1920.......... 134
years until
mileage
allowance to, who served
in the
served in
mileage allowance
war t if
before
discharged before
war,
if honorably
honorably discharged
expiration
of enlistment............
enlistment
139
expiration of
sea travel
travel allowance;
139
condition .......
allowance; condition
sea
one hundred
hundred midshipmen
annually
midshipmen to be annually
one
from, and
Naval Reserve
Force on
Reserve Force
and Naval
from,
active duty ...................
141
active
promotions of retired,
retired, on active
active duty, to
153
warrant
legalized ..........
warrant grades, legalized
reenlisting
serving as officer in Rereenlisting after serving
service
have credit for service
serve to have
therein ........................
141
therein
if
if within
within four or three months to have
former grade,
141
etc ..................
grade, etc
former
reenlisting within one year from date of
reenlisting
discharge
reenlistment beneto have
have reenlistment
discharge to
603
fit
603
fit ...............................
inoperative six
approval of
six months from approval
inoperative
Act.
60
...... ..................... 603
...
Act
enlistment established
established for; reenterms of enlistment
listment
benefits,
etc
836
...............
listment benefits,
warrant officers, accepting
accepting commissions
commissions in
Reserves, restored
former status on
restored to former
Reserves,
141
termination of active service therein
termination
Enlisted
Resrve Corps,
Enlisted Reserve
Corps, Army
Army,
appropriation for pay of enlisted men...
men... 110,954
appropriation
composed
enlisting
780
composed of persons voluntarily enlisting.
period of enlistment
years
780
enlistment three years..........
serving during World War, for
persons serving
one year...
780
.................
........ 780
discharges --..............
discharges
eligibility; continuance
continuance of service in time
780
...................
of war ......
organization,
etc., similar
to Regular
Regular
similar to
organization, etc.,
Army ..........
780
780
..................
Army
assignment of officers, etc ............... 780
780
assignment
780
active duty service restricted ...........
pay,
780
during.......................
pay, etc., during
travel pay to, when
when entering
entering or leaving
active service.
service
288
..................
Enlistments, National
Guard,
National Guard,
Enlistments,
provisions modifying, under National
National De127
fense Act, 1916 ....................
Enrolled Bills, etc,
etc,
EnrolledBills,
parchment or suitable paper
printing of, on parchment
determined by Joint Committee on
determined
Printing .....................
520
Entomology
Bureau, Department
AgriculDepartment of
of AgriculEntomology Bureau,
ture,
ture,
appropriation for salaries..........
salaries
255, 714,1333
714, 1333
appropriation
investigations
255,
for general expenses, investigations.....
714, 1333
1333
insects affecting fruits, nuts, cereals,
cereals,
for insects
forage, etc...............
etc
256, 714, 1334
1334
investigation
pecan investigation..................
256
Heesian
bug......... 256,714
Emden fly and chinch bug
Hesian fly, grasshopper,
Hessian
grasshopper, and chinch
chinch
bug ........................
1334
for European
European corn borer, control, etc....
etc
256,
730, 13.34
730,1334
for southern field crop insects; forests;
crops; bee culture.....
culture
256,
715, 1334
truck crope;
256,715,1334
for citrus fruit, etc., insects......
insects
256,
715, 1334
256,715,
Mediterranean
Mediterranean and
and other
other fruit flies....
flies.... 256,
256,
715, 1334

Entomology Bureau,
Department of
ram
of AgriculAgricul- Pag.
Bureau, Department
Entomology
ture-Continued.
ture--Continued.
appropriation for
camphor thrip
eradicathrip eradicafor camphor
appropriation
tion
....
.256,715
256,715
tion ............................
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous insects
insects ........ 256,
715, 1334
1334
256,715,
for
for
investigating
insects
affecting
health
for investigating insects affecting health
of
man
and
animals
256,
715,
1334
of man and animals......... 256,715, 1334
blow fly
and screw
screw worm
worm............. 1334
fly and
blow
for
administrative
256, 715, 1334
1334
expenses..... 256,715,
for administrative expenses
for
preventing spread
spread of
of moths...
moths.
256,
1334
256, 715,
715, 1334
for preventing
quarantine
maintained
to be
be maintained
districts to
quarantine districts
in
etc
256,
256,
States, etc......
with States,
cooperation with
in cooperation

715, 1334
715,1334

deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
preventing
for preventing
deficiency
62, 524, 1177
spread of
moths1177
of moths..............
spread
for general
64, 67, 524, 1187
1187
64,67,524,
expenses .........
general expenses
for
block
Indian land,
land, Forest
Forest Grove,
Oreg.,
Grove, Oreg.,
block of
of Indian
349
transferred
to ......................
trnsferred to

Entry
Enry of Aliens,
appropriation
made immeimmefor restricting,
restricting, made
appropriation for
385
diately
available ...................
diately available
limit
1920 ..............
385
year 1920
for fiscal
fiscal year
limit for
PlenipoMinistrs PlenipoEnvoys
Extraordinaryand Ministers
Envoys Extraordinary
tentiary,
appropriation
for salaries
739,
1206
739, 1206
..........
salaries.
appropriatio for
Epi&ratcs,
Ep/dencs
appropriation for
for prevention
885, 1377
175,885,1377
of.... 175,
prevention of....
appropration
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of.
344,
of. 344,
deficiency
•
608, 1162, 1183
M0M,1162,1183
Episcopal
of Washington,
Churdc of the Diocese of
EpiscopalCinamit
Protestant,
.D.
the Protestant,
D. C., Convention
Convention of te
may
grant
franchise
to
women
278
may grant franchise to women............
Equine
Meat,
Equine Meat,
appropriation
for Inspection,
1320
241, 700,
700,1320
etc... 241,
inspection, etc...
appropriation for
241
meat inspection
provisions applicable
to
241
applicable to..
meat
nspection provisions
labels, etc.,
shipments of,
required
241
of, required.
etc., for
for all
all shipments
labels,
to allregulationsforinspection,
subject
all regulations for inspection, etc.
etc
241
subject to
Equipage,
Army Camp and Garrison,
Garrison,
Equipage, Army
appropriation for...........................
for
117, 961
961
117,
appropriation
Post Office
Equipment and Supplies Division,
Division, Post
Offiee
Department,
Department,
appropriation for
for superintendent,
superintendent, etc..
etc.. 676,1295
676,1295
appropriation
Equipment, Government,
Government,
Equiipment,
to
so far
far as
possible, from
purchased, so
as posible,
from
to be
be purchased,
other services, no longer
longer
stock of
of other
needed, due
needed,
due to end of war
war ..........
67
Equipment,
Equipment, Railway,
Railway,
reimbursement by
advances
reimbursement
by carriers
carriers for advances
furnished by United States for,
furnished
while under
359
Federal control
control ........
while
under Federal
acceptance of equipment trust securities, etc
etc ............................
359
359
ties,
Equipment
Shops, Post
Post Office
Office Department,
Department,
Equipment Shops,
power, repair
repair of
for light, power,
appropriation
appropriation for
machinery, etc .................
machinery,
574, 1150
purchase of land
575
for purchase
land adjoining
adjoining
.......... 575
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
expenses
53,
appropriation for
for expenses.....
53,

514,1174

Army
at Watertown,
Watertown, N.
t0
14, 1174
N. Y.
Y., 5
to
Army buildings
buildings at
be transferred
623
traerred to, without charge for.
for.
623
Equipment
Navy,
Equipment Supplies,
Supplies, Navy,
Construction
appropriation
for
Bureau
of
Construction
Bureau
of
for
appropriation
and
and Repair
Repair ...................... 149,826
149,826
for Bureau
Bureau of Engineering
Engineering ..............
for
827
827
for
of Navigation
for Bureau
Bureau of
Navigation .........
. 135,816
135,816
for
of Steam
for Bureau
Bureau of
Steam Engineering
Engineering........
149
149
825
for Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts..
Accounts.. 148,
148,825
Equipments, Army
Army Ordnance,
Ordnance,
Equipments,
appropriation for
Infantry, Cavalry,
Cavalry, etc....
etc....
appropriation
for Infantry,
125
Equttable Defenses,
Equitable
Defenses D.
D. C.
C.
may
be interposed
interposed in
in all
all actions
569
may be
actions at
at law....
law....
569
Equity
Equity Courts,
Courts,
jurisdiction of,
of, to
under
nuisances under
jurisdiction
to abate
abate nuisances
War
Prohibition Act
306
War Prohibition
Act................
306
under
Prohibition Act
Act .........
314
314
under National
National Prohibition

INDEX.

1909
1909

Equity
Suits,
page.
Equity Suits,
Page.
provisions governing, against carriers,
carriers arisprovisions
ing
during Federal
carriers,
of transing during
Federal control
control
of
portation .....................
461
agent for, to be designated
designated by the President ..............................
461
Erb,
Harriett A. (widow),
Erb, Harriett
pension
1519
pension.................................. 1519

Erie, Pa.,
Erie,
appropriation
Pa.,
for operating,
appropriation
for
operating, etc.,
etc., GovernGovernment houses, at
at.................
for operating, etc., Government apartments at ..........................
acceptance
Niagara" from,
acceptance of naval brig "
"Niagara"
authorized .....................
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harbor
harbor
to
be made ........................
tobe
Ernst,
(widow),
Ernst, Agnes L. (widow),
increased
pension increased
.....................
Ervin,
Ervin, Emma S.
S. (widow),
pension
pension .................................
pension----1622
Ervin,
H.,
Ervin, Joshua H.,
pension increased ....................
Esarey,Emma
A. (mother),
Esarey, Emma A.
pension .............................
Eschbach,
Eschbach, Anna (daughter),
increased ....................
pension increased
"Esparta,"
Steamship,
"Esparta," Steamship,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for
for paying
paying judgment to owners
owners of .................
Espionage,
Espionage,
offense in time of war, of making false stateinterfering with national
national
ments, etc., interfering
forces, etc.,
etc. modified ..............
provisions relating to interfering
interfering with
provisions
sale of bonds, crippling production,
production,
abuse of flag, etc., repealed
repealed..........
former statement of, revived:revived
.....-...
Espionage
Espionage Act, 1917,
1917,
deportation of undesirable aliens convicted
deportation
convicted
of violating, and amendments......
amendments
readmission prohibited ..................
readmission
Estate,
Estate, etc., Tax,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for collecting_
collecting .._ Estates
Persons, D. C.,
Estates of Deceased
DeceasedPersons,
appraisers
appraisers of; property under letters of collection added ...................
assets of; debts due by administrator
administrator or
collector to be included ...........
distribution of intestate,
intestate, to widow or sursurviving husband
husband ..................
persons entitled to administer, of intestates; survivin
added
survivingg husband added.....
powers and duties of
of collectors extended,
powers
extended,
etc
etc.............................
provisions for,
wife, stricken
out
provisions
for, of
of wife,
stricken out........
Esterbrooks, Lucy (widow),
Esterbrooks,
pension.............................
pension
Estes, Eva (mother),
pension increased
increased ......................
Estee,
Estes, William,
pension
pension.............
............
Estopinal,
Estopinal, Albert,
Albert, late
late a
a Representative
Representative in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to widow
deficiency
widow
of
of..............................
Ethiopian Empire,
Ethiopian
treaty of
of commerce
treaty
commerce with
with.................

Ethnology, American,
approp
.
riation for
for continuation
continuation of
of researches
researches
appropriation

Ette, Pauline
Pauline (widow),
Page.
(widow),
pension..................................
pension
1494
Ettinger, Georgie
Georgie A. (widow)
(widow)
Ettinger,
pension
increased
1595
pension increased ....................
1595
Euclid Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for paving,
pavin, University Place
appropriation
to Columbia Road
76
Road..................
76
Eulogies
Memorial Addresses
Congress).
Eulogies (see Memorial
Addresses in Congress).
Eureka,
Eureka, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation
building .........
164
appropriation for public building
164
Europe, War in
in (see World War).
223 Europe,
European
Borer,
European Corn
Corn Borer,
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative expenses
expenses to
appropriation
224
control spread of ........... 256,
730, 1334
256,730,1334
European Countries,
Ccruntrzel,
827 European
disposal of flour in possession
possession of Grain Cordisposal
poration for suffering populations
populations of,
1012
1012
etc.
etc.,, authorized
authorized........
............ . 548
548
itemized report
report to Congress of receipts
itemized
1609
549
and expenditures
expenditures .................
W,
George W.,
1622 Evans, George
1622
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for credit in accounts
counts.........................
50
1607
1607
Evans, Lillian
Lillian M. (widow),
pension ............................
1485
1545
1545
Evans, Margaret
Evans,
Margaret Ann (widow),
pension increased
increased ........................ 1587
1557
Evarts
Evarts Street
Street NE., D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, east of North
Capitol Street ..................
1116
1116
59
Billie H.,
Evashanks, Billie
refund of land office fees, etc.,
etc., to.........
to
1436

1360
1360
1360
594
594
594
1183
1183
563
563

563
563
561
561
562
567
567
1584
1584
1611
1611
1548
1548

58
1711
1711

in.........................
181, 891, 1383
181,891,1383
for printing
printing and bindi
Reports of
of
bindingg Reports
Bureau, etc
229,
942, 1430
etc......-.......
229, 942,1430
deficiency
appropriation for
524
deficiency appropriation
for.............
524

Everhart, George
George R.,
R.,
pension
pension..................................

1599
1599
Evidence,
Evidence, D.
D. C.,
testimony
party not
not admitted
admitted
testimony of
of surviving
surviving party
as in
and
as,
in contracts
contracts between
between him
him and
legal representative
representative of
567
legal
of other
other ........
567
exceptions
567
exceptions .......
..................
567
right
of court
court to
call for,
omitted
567
right of
to call
for, omitted........
567
copy
of municipal
municipal ordinances,
etc.,
certicopy of
ordinanc,
e,
etc.,
ces, crtified by secretary of Board of Commissioners accepted
accepted as,
adoption,
missioners
as, of
of adoption,
etc ...............................
567
etc
567
Examining
Pensions,
Examining Surgeons
Surgeons for
for Pensions,
appropriation for
fees ...
837,1105
appropriation
for fees
.................
837,1105
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
fees
1171
deficiency
for fees..........
1171
Payments, Public
Public Lands,
Excess Payments,
Lands,
repayment of;
366
repayment
of; time
time limit
limit for
for applications
applications..
366
amount to
to be
be certified
to the
Treasury
366
amount
certified to
the Treasury..
366
appropriation for
367
appropriation
for .....................
367
Excess Profits
Profits Tax,
deficiency
for collecting,
collecting, etc.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
etc. 1183
1183
Excursion,
Vessels,
Excursion, etc., Vessels,
appropriation for
preventing overcrowdovercrowdappropriation
for preventing
ing
of
680,1300
ing of......
.....................
680,1300
Execution
T.,
'
Execution Rocks Light Station,
Station, N. Y.,
appropriation for
for restoration
restoration and
and improveimproveappropriation
ment
of
213
ment of...........................
213
Departments, etc., 1).
Executive Departments,
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for care,
care, etc.,
etc., of
of grounds
grounds of..
187,
appropriation
of..
187,
899,1389
899,1389
for maintaining
maintaining efficiency
efficiency ratings, investigating administrative
vestigating
administrative needs,
etc
641, 1261
etc...........................
for expenses, transfer of surplus office
office
supplies, etc., to ..................
645
cooperation
cooperation in storage and delivery,
directed ...........................
645
deficiency appropriation
etc ,
deficiency
appropriation for testing,
testing, etc.,
supplies purchased
340
supplies
purchased for ...........
for
maintaining efficiency
efficiency ratings,
ratings, etc.,
etc ,
for maintaining
of
of....
--.......................- ... 1156
additional pay of $240
additional
$240 to employees
employees in,
provided
689.1308
for ............-....689,
1308
sprovided
...........----..........
...---

1910

INDEX.
INDEX.

Executive
etc., D.
Page.
D. C.-Contd.
Departments,etc.,
Ezecutive Departments,
annual report
publications issued by
report of
of publications
annual
each, to be submitted ....
1037
........ 1037
details of coat,
required............ 1037
cost, etc., required
annual statement
statement to made
made by, of Government owned buildings under their
945
94
.............
jurisdictions .......
jurisdictions
details
maintenance, etc., reof value, maintenance,
details of
quired
................. 945
...
quired
cooperation
with Federal
Federal Power Comcooperation of, with
directed..-............
mission,
1063
mission, directed
cost of mailing fanked
franked matter from each,
to be reported annually by Post1037
General ................
master General
detailing classified employees for service
outside of District of Columbia,
Columbia, restricted ...............---689,1308
Justice.. 689.
not applicable to Departmentof
Department of Justice
1308
details from,
iron'', etc., to Civil Service Com641,1262
forbidden ...........
mi'
ssion forbidden
mission
funds for
scientific investigations,
investigations, etc., may
funds
foracientific
be transferred
transferred to Standards
Standards Bureau.. 684,
1302
heads of, to make detailed reports of employees
status, to
Civil
to Civil
nonpay status,
in nonpsy
ployees in
Commission ...............
619
Service Commission
investigation, etc., by Efficiency
Efficiency Bureau
Bureau
on methods of collecting, etc.,
etc., statisinformation by
tical information
by............... 343
office supplies,
supplies, etc., for, under sundry civil
office
-appropriation
purchased
-appropriation Act, to be purchased
in preference
preference from other services
services no
longer needed,
needed, due to the end of the
War
232
232
war ........................--....
preference
clerical, etc., appointments
preference in clerical,
hereafter in, to honorably discharged
discharged
soldiers, etc., or their widows
37
37
widows......
incapacitated injured soldiers,
to wives of incapacitated
etc
37
etc................................
publication of journals, periodicals, etc.,
publication
945
by, restricted .....................
1921
allowed until December 31, 1921......
1433
specific authorization required thereafter 1433
health activities by,
statement of public health
to be submitted
submitted................ 176
supplies, etc., to be purchased,
supplies,
purchased, so far as
possible from stock no longer needed
needed
by other services,
67
services, due to end of war.
survey directed
directed of services of, by Joint
Joint
Committee on Reorganization
Committee
Reorganization to determine efficient and economical
economical regrouping of activities, etc
etc.......... 1083
temporary
White House
temporary details allowed to White
640, 1261
from ............................. 640,
typewriting machines,
machines, used less than three
typewriting
years not to be disposed of by......
by
947
Expenses,
Executive Expenses,
appropriations for.....................
for
640, 1261
appropriations
Executive Mansion, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for care, etc., grounds
grounds south
appropriation
of
186,
899, 1388
of..........................
186,899,
grounds. 187
187,899,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of grounds
899 1389
for care, repair, etc ........... 187,
899, 1389
187,899,1389
for fuel
fuel......................... 187,
899, 1390
187,899,1390
for greenhouses
greenhouse................ 187,
187,899,
899, 1390
Lighting, grounds, etc.......
etc
187,
899, 1390
for lighting,
187,899,
deficiency appropriation
102, 1168
appropriation for fuel .... 1026,
Executive Office
Otfice (see also Executive
Executive Mansion,

Executive
Office-Continued.
Page.
Page.
Executive Office-Continued.
deficiency
appropriation for
expert stenogstenogfor expert
deficiency appropriation
rapher, additional pay ............
37
for
expenses
348, 1186
........... 348,1186
contingent expenses..
for contingent
Office, District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
Districtof
Executive Office,
appropriation
secreCommissioners, secrefor Commissioners,
appropriation for
tary,
clerks,
etc
838, 1109
tary, clerks, etc............. 68, 838,1109
office
69, 838, 1109
69,838,
for divisions
divisions in office...........
for care
care of
Building
69, 838, 1110
of District Building......
for
Explosives,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing regudeficiency
lations
of... 345,
345, 523,
1039, 1042,
1042, 1045,
1045,
523,1039,
lations of...
balances
of appropriations
appropriations for
in, of
covered in
balances covered
enforcing
concerning ....
enforcing regulations concerning....
use
concluding work ...............
use for concluding
prohibited
transmission
by
mails
mails.........
prohibited
punishment
violations ............
punishment for violations
transmitting with intent
intent to kill, injure
person or property,
etc............
property etc
person
temporary possession
possession of licensed
licensed power
power
temporary
manufacturing, may be
projects for manufacturing,
ordered by the President
President when safety
ordered
demands it.......
it
States demands
of United States
compensation, etc .....................
compensation,
Explosives
Explosives Act, 1917,
deportation of undesirable
undesirable aliens convicted
convicted
deportation
violating .......................
of violating
readmission prohibited ................
readmission

1191
1191
198
198
620
621

621
1072
1072
594
594

Explosives, Army,
Army,
surplus, may be transferred
transferred to other
other execu130
charge...
tive
departments without
without charge...
tive departments
Department no
transfer of, to Interior Department
193
longer needed ...-..........-..
Explosives, High,
High,
transporting designated,
etc ,
designated, on cars, etc.,
transporting
carrying passengers,
unlawful...... 1444
passengers, unlawful
smokeless powder,
powder, fireworks, etc., persmokeless
mitted;
separate from passenger
passenger cars. 1444
mitted; separate
ammunition, signal devices,
small arms ammunition,
etc.
......- . 1444
etc., allowed .......
militariforces,
passenger
military forces, equipment, on passenger
cars, etc ......................... 1444
"detonating
definitions of words used: "detonating
fuzes," "fuzes,"
"fuzes," "primers,"
"primers," "fuses,"
"fuses,"
fuzes,"
1444
and "fusees"
"fusees" .....................
regulations for safe transportation
transportation of, inregulations
flammables, noxious gases,
gases, etc., to be
flammables,
Commerce Commade by Interstate
Interstate Commerce
mission
mission............................ 1445
binding on
carriers, etc.
etc ..
1445
shippers, carriers,
binding
on all
all shippers,
modifications,
authorized .......
modifications, etc., authorized
1445
1445
tobeused...
1445
safety transit devices,
devices, etc., to
be used
effective
1445
effective date of, and changes
changes.......... 1445
assistance
branches of the Govassistance of other branches
ernment in preparin..............
preparing
1445
ernment
1445
carrying liquid nitroglycerin,
nitroglycerin, bulk fulminate,
nate, etc., on passenger
passenger or property
carriers, uncars, etc.,
etc., by common carriers,
lawful
lawfu ..................... ....... 1445
marking of
marking
of packages of, for shipment, re1445
quiread....
............
quired
shipping,
etc.,,
shipping, under false marking invoice, etc
unlawful
1445
unlawful.....................1445
without
without written
written notice of true character.
character. 1445
1445
punishment for violations..............
violations
1445
punishment
1445
violations resulting in death
death or personal
violations
personal
injury ..........
1445
injury
..........
1445
Explosives,
War,
Explosives, War,
D. C.),
appropriation for distributing, etc., surplus,
Secretary of the Presiappropriation for Secretary
for
agricultural land,
for clearing
clearing agricultural
land, etc
etc.... 1341
1341
executive clerk, clerks, etc.
etc. 640, 1261
dent, executive
Export
Ezport Trade (see also Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act
Act
details allowed
allowed for temporary
temporary assistAmendments),
ance ...............--......-.
640, 1261
corporations for foreign financial
financial operations
corporations
for contingent
contingent expenses .........
641, 1261
-641,1261
may have interest in corporations
Wrn
29942
229.
1430
for printing and binding
bindi
g
for
229,
942,
-n
ri
in
engaged
_
_ - -- - --- , - - t_
i5; ~ in ... -------.. - ----.--. 380
oO

1911
1911

INDEX.
Exports,
Page.
activities
activities of War Finance Corporation revived to finance, of agricultural
agricultural
products, etc.,
foreign markets
etc., to foreign
markets... 1084
Exports
Exports of Merchandise,
Merchandise,
national banks may invest in
corporations
in corporations
engaged in facilitating;
facilitating; application,
application,
limitation, etc
etc.............-........
286
application
foreign
application to state name, etc., of foreign
business intended................
intended
286
286
to furnish Comptroller
Comptroller information
information of
branches ......... ..........
foreign branches
286
286
Federal
Federal Reserve Board, of export corporations; examinations
examinations by Board..
Board
286
Exposition,
Exposition, National
National Marine,
Marine,
exhibits may be furnished
furnished for, by Department of Commerce
Commerce................
550
Extension of Railroad
RailroadLines,
Lines,
certificate
Corncertificate from Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission of necessity, etc.,
etc., for, rerequired hereafter, in
in interstate commerce
merce..............---------------------..........
477
Extradition,
Extradition,
appropriation for.
for. bringing
bringing home criminals
from abroad
abroad................... 742,1208
F.
F.
Fackler,
Fackler, Susan
Susan (widow),
(widow),
pension
1557
pension ......................
......
...
1557
Pager, Edwin,
Fager,
Edwin,
pension
pension..................................
1615
Fay-banks, Alaska,
Fairbanks,
terms of court at-..............-...at
.
... 1204
Fairfield,
Fairfield,Ohio,
Ohio,
expenditure
authorized for storage
storage hangars,
expenditure authorized
Aviation General Supply Depot at
at..
455
Fairhurst,Phoebe
Phoebe A.
Fairhurst,
A. (widow),
pension
1589
pension-..................................
-1589
Fairmont,
Minn.,
Fairmont, Minn.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
building........ 164
Fairport, Iowa,
Iowa,
Fairport,
appropriation
biological laboraappropriation for fisheries
fisheries biological
tory.............
tory
..........
. 220,931
220, 931
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for fisheries
biological
1034
biological station .............. 339,
339,1034
Fairs, State,
Interstate,
Fairs,
State, Inte
state, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for making agricultural
agricultural exappropriation
hibits at
271, ns,
at......
.............
271,
718, 1337
Fallon, Nev.,
Fallon,
Nev.,
appropriation
building
164
appropriation for public building.........
Falls, Pa.,
Falls,
Pa.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
River at
at........................
282
Family
Naval (see
(see
Family Allowances, Military
Military and Naval
also War Risk Insurance
Bureau),
also
Insurance Bureau),
appropriation for payments
payments of ...........
172
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
1
deficiency
appropriation for ..............
1
provisions modifying
modifying
.................
372
Far East,
The,
Far
East, The,
appropriation for promoting, etc., comappropriation
with.................... 679,1298
merce with
679, 1298
Faris& George
Fariss,
George W.,
W.,
pension increased.......................
increased
1601
Farlow, Clara
Farlow,
Clara (widow),
(widow),
pension
1515
.............................
1515
Farm
Farm. Congress,
Kansas City,
InternaCongress, Kansas
City, Mo., International,
tional,
foreign nations invited to send delegates
delegates to.
to
271
Farm Crops,
Crops,
Farm
appropriation
expenses,
appropriation for emergency
emergency expenses,
eradicating
seed infesting
eradicating soil
soil and seed
infesting
diseases
of
244, 703, 1322
diseases of................
Farm Loan
Federal Farm
Loan
Farm
Loan Banks
Banks (see
(see Federal
Farm Loan
Banlls)
Banks).
LUPYI.

Farm
Loan Bureau
Bureau (see Federal
Farm Loan
Federal Farm
Farm Loan Page.
Page.

Bureau, Treasury Department).

Farm
Farm Management
and Farm
Economics
Management and
Farm Economics
0,/lice, Department
Agriculture,
Office,
Departmentof Agriculture,
appropriation
salaries .........
236,
695, 1315
appropriation for salaries
236,695,1315

for general expenses ............ 236, 695,
1316
695,1316
for farm management
management and practice
practice...... 236,
695,
1316
695,1316
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general expenses
penses.
.. ....................... 1187
1187
Farm Products
Products (see
Farm
(see also
also Agricultural
Agricultural Food
Food
Products, etc.),
etc.),
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating utility of,
for food, clothing,
clothing, etc
721, 1339
etc....... 262, 721,1339
for diffusing information
information of marketing,
etc.,
264, 723, 1341
etc., of
of.................... 264,723,
1341
cooperation
cooperation with other agencies...
agencies....... 264,
264,
724, 1342
studies to prevent deterioration
deterioration in
in
storage, transit, etc
724,1342
etc............. 724,1342
certifying condicondifor investigating
investigating and certifying
tion of perishable,
etc ......
265,
724, 1342
perishable, etc
265,724,1342
cooperative employment
employment of agents to
for cooperative
to
diffuse information
information as to marketing
marketing,
etc., of .................... 266,
724,
1342
266,724,1342
Farm
Supplio,
FarmSupplies,
appropriations for diffusing
diffusing information as
appropriations
264, 724, 1341
to purchasing, etc .........
Farmers' Bulletins,
Farmers'
Bulletins,
appropriation
229,
appropriation for
for printing
printing and binding....
binding.... 229,
942,1430
942, 1430
Farmers, Cooperation
Among,
Farmers,
CooperationAmong,
appropriation
for studies
studies of,
diffusing
appropriation for
of, and
and diffusing
information as to ..................
266
information
Farmers'
Work,
Farmers' Cooperative
CooperativeDemonstration
DemonstrationWork,
appropriation for, outside
outside cotton
cotton belt.
261,
appropriation
belt..... 261,
720, 1338
meeting ravages of cotton boll weevil,
for meeting
261, 720, 1338
etc
..................
261,720,1338
voluntary contributions
contributions accepted.....
accepted
262,
voluntary
720,
1338
720,1338
Farmers'
Institutes,
Farmers'Institutes,
appropriation
261, 721, 1339
appropriation for
for reports,
reports, etc
etc...... 261,721,1339
Farmers National
National Bank
Bank of
of Wilkinson,
Wilkinson, Ind.,
Ind.,
Farmers
redemption of lost certificates
redemption
certificates of indebted1460
ness ........................
. 1460
Farmers' Organizations,
Organizations, etc.,
etc.,
Farmers'
appropriations for proseuse of antitrust appropriations
cuting, forbidden
.
208,
336, 922, 1411
1411
cuting,
forbidden......
208,336,
Farming Implements,
Implements, etc.,
etc.,
Farming
provisions
provisions for securing
securing adequate
adequate supply,
preventing
preventing injurious speculation,
speculation,
etc. of, during the war ............
297
etc.,
punishment for violations
violations of ...........
297
297
Farmington,
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Farmington,N.
appropriation for
for reconstructing
reconstructing approach
approach
appropriation
to Indian bridge at, across San Juan
River.
1239
River .......................
1239
Farms,
Farms,
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation and drainage
drainage
appropriation
investigations .............
263, 722, 1340
investigations
263,722,1340
for investigating
investigating domestic water supply,
etc., of ...................
264, 723, 1341
Farnsworth,
(widow),
Farnsworth, Clara
ClaraH.
H. (widou),
pension increased
increased....................... 1565
1565
Farr, Honorable
John R.,
R.,
Farr,
HonorableJohn
deficiency
appropriation for contested
contested
deficiency appropriation
election expenses ................
1180
1180
Farrar, Mary
Farrar,
Mary L. (widow),
(widow),
pension ............................
1558
Farrar, Robert W.,
W.,
Farrar,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services
1180
deficiency
services...... 1180
Fought, S.
(widow),
Faught,
S. Eliza
Eliza (widow),
eAnsinn
1
.5'
Ipension
..
...................................
-1583
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Federal Farm
Loan Act
Amendments-Contd. Page.
Act Amendments—Contd.
FarmLoan
Federal
loans
by land
agreeamortization agreebanks; amortization
land banks;
loans by
ment required
571
571
required ..................
ment
advance payments
payments after
five years
years not
not
after five
advance
appropriation
for
additional
amount
for
for
amount
additional
for
appropriation
571
limited .........................
limited
expenses
178,887
178,887
expenses..... ..............
determination
of interest
interest rate..........
rate
571
determination of
pay restriction
178,887
178, 887
restriction ....................
pay
loans
authorized; to
purchase land
571
571
land........
to purchase
loans authorized;
for
amount for rehabilitation,
rehabilitation,
additional amount
for additional
provide farm
571
etc ..........
equipment, etc
farm equipment,
provide
etc.,
of discharged
discharged soldiers,
etc...- .. 1379
1379
soldiers, etc....
etc., of
buildings,
improving farm
farm lands
571
571
lands........
buildings, improving
services
trainees not provided by
services to trainees
pay prior
prior debts
agricultural for agricultural
incurred for
debts incurred
pay
War
Bureau ..........-.....
1379
Risk Bureau
War Risk
571
etc...
..... ....
.......
purposes,,etc
to persons
revolving
fund for
for advances
advances to
revolving fund
farm
u
n
rbonds;
t:Zs; denominations
571, 1362
denominations ....... 571,
loan
farm 1:a
undergoing
repayment.... 1379
training; repayment__
undergoing training;
minimum
not longer than ten years. 1363
term notlonger
minimum term
1379
pay
........ restriction .......pay restriction
571, 1363
interest coupons;
coupons; rate
limited
571,
rate limited........
interest
deficiency appropriation
reexpenses, refor expenses,
appropriation for
deficiency
form
requisites; vice president for signform.requisites;
habilitation
disabled
of discharged
discharged disabled
habilitation of
572
..............
ing, authorized
ing,
authorized
572
soldiers,
328,1020
328,1020
etc ...............
soldiers, etc
commissioner
certificate
of
Farm
Loan
commissioner
Loan
of
Farm
certificate
pay
restriction
328
328
pay restriction ....................
of authority
authority for;
nontaxation secufor; nontaxation
of
for
rehabilitation expenses
504
504
expenses ..
vocational rehabilitation
for vocational
572
.......-.
rity, etc
etc
......
rity,
for
and expense...........
expense
1187,1191
1187,1191
salaries and
for salaries
extension of
of time
purchase of bonds
for purchase
time for
extension
additional
facilities provided
provided for
hospital facilities
additional hospital
627
Treasury.....
issued under,
by the Treasury
627
under, by
issued
patients of
of Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Division
Division
patients
bonds
issued against
against loans
approved after
loans approved
bonds issued
1365
who served
War
World War.........
in World
served in
who
excluded............
March
1,
1920,
excluded
627
1920,
1,
March
additional
pay allowed
allowed trainees
support,
for support,
trainees for
additional pay
land
be established
in each bank
established in
to be
bank to
land bank
etc.,
under exceptional
circumexceptional circumetc., under
1148
district;
name
...
district; name.................
stances.
1021
-stances .....................
1148
branches
1148
authorized.................
branches authorized
limitations
1021
...........
limitations
by
designated bank,
in Porto Rico....
Rico
1148
bank, in
by designated
extension
of vocational
vocational rehabilitation
of
rehabilitation of
extension of
Rico.. 1148
loans,
conditions, etc.,
in Porto Rico
etc., in
loans, conditions,
disabled discharged
persons who
who
discharged persons
disabled
voluntary liquidation
joint stock
land
stock land
of joint
liquidation of
voluntary
served
in military
or naval
naval forces
forces
military or
served in
691
....
banks authorized
authorized ............
banks
159
....
during
war ......
.........
the war
during the
be provided...
payment
liabilities to be
provided...
691
of liabilities
payment of
159
appropriation
expenses ............
for expenses
appropriation for
liabilities by Fedassuming assets
and liabilities
assets and
assuming
persons notified
notified of eligibility for training,
persons
eral
banks allowed
allowed ............. 691
land banks
eral land
to forfeit
forfeit benefits
benefits if
if not
commencing
not commencing
to
restrictions and
limitations waived.....
waived
691
and limitations
restrictions
1379
in
reasonable time
time.. ..............
in reasonable
amount
obligations limited; special
special
of obligations
amount of
maximum
time permitted,
permitted, except
except cases
maximum time
691
reserve if
if exceeded
exceeded ................
reserve
1379
of physical
physical incapacity...........
incapacity... ..
_ .. .
1379
of
provisions for
promoting vocational
vocational rehareaaury DepartFederal F
mar
en
t
n
t,Loan Bureau,
Bureau, Treasury
Departfor promoting
Farm
provisions
Federal
in inbilitation of
disabled in
persons disabled
of persons
bilitation
ment,
646,1267
dustry,
735
etc ...................
appropriation for
salaries .............
646,
1267
dustry, etc
for salaries
appropriation
appropriation for
expenses, investigafor expenses,
unexpended balance
organization
balance of organization
appropriation
unexpended
737
tions, etc.;
etc.; pay
pay restrictions
restrictions.........
646
in...........
tions,
expenses
covered in
expenses fund covered
surplus
machine tools, etc.,
etc., to be
Army machine
for
expenses, etc...........
etc
647, 1268
surplus Army
traveling expenses,
for traveling
transferred
without compensato, without
transferred to,
for
offices ..........
647
registrars' offices
etc., registrars'
rent, etc.,
for rent,
tion
504
............tion............
for examinations;
restriction.
647, 1268
pay restriction....
for
examinations; pay
made.
itemized
of, etc.,
504
to be made
etc., to
statement of,
228,941,1429
itemized statement
binding for.....
for printing
printing and
for
228, 941, 1429
and binding
for
Telegraph and Telephone
Federal
Control of Telegraph
Telephone
Federal Control
deficiency
and
for printing
printing and
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Systems.
Systems.
.
binding
for.....................
593
binding for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for operating defideficiency
for
salaries and
expenses ..............
1183
and expenses
for salaries
1021
cit
under
....................
cit under
Federal Horticultural
Horticultural Board,
Board,
Federal
and Digests,
Federal Court
Digests,
Court Reports and
Federal
appropriation for
....... 267, 726, 1344
for salaries
salaries
appropriation
Federal
appropriation
for
continuation
of
Federal
of
appropriation for continuation
importation of
for
regulating importation
expenses regulating
for expenses
Reporter
208,
922,
1411
208,922,1411
.................
Reporter
267, 726,1344
nursery stock,
etc .........
726, 1344
stock, etc
nursery
208
sets, Volumes 229-264 ..........
for
two sets,
208
for two
expenses, eradicating
for cooperative
eradicating
cooperative expenses,
for
for
two copies,
Federal Reporter
Reporter Digest,
copies, Federal
for two
726,1344
potato
268, 726,
1344
wart ............
potato wart
Vols. 10
10 and
and 11
11, for
attorney
district attorney
for district
Vols.
deficiency
general exappropriation for general
deficiency appropriation
New
York southern
922
district ......
southern district
New York
1192
penses1192
.........................
penses
Loan Act Amendments,
Federal
Farm Loan
FederalFarm
employees
inspect, etc., plants and
to inspect,
employees to
farm loan registrars to
Board
to appoint
appoint farm
Board to
plant products
products in District of Columplant
receive
applications, etc
570
570
etc ...........
receive applications,
727
.
............................
bia
bia
570
deputy
registrars; duties.
duties............
deputy registrars;
Land Banks,
FederalLand
570 Federal
land bank
bank appraisers
and examiners....
examiners ...
appraisers and
land
may acquire
assume liabilities
acquire assets and assume
may
570
other employment
employment restricted
570
restricted ...........
other
into
of joint
land banks
banks going
going into
oint stock
stock land
of
not applicable
applicable to temporary
temporary employnot
voluntary liquidation
liquidation .............
691
voluntary
ees
570
ees ..............................
restrictions
and limitations
waived ......
691
limitations waived
restrictions and
applications for
associations; applications
farm
loan associations;
farm loan
amount
of liabilities
691
limited...........
liabilities limited
amount of
by loan comloans to
to be
be investigated
investigated by
loans
special reserve
reserve required
required if exceeded
exceeded ..
691
special
570
mittee
570
mittee..........................
required for
favorable unanimous
unanimous report
report required
favorable
Federal
Federal Pover
Power Commission
Commission (see
(see also
also Federal
Federal
570
action ...........................
action
Water Power
Power Act),
Water
Act),
with applicabank with
submission
to land
land bank
1380
appropriation
for salaries
salaries ................
1380
submission to
appropriation for
570
tion
570
tion............................
1380
for
every
other
expenditure
1380
............
expenditure
for every other
authorized to fix initial
initial charges for loans;
loans;
authorized
expenses of leases in
not available
available for expenses
in
not
570
limit
...........-............
limit -...
National Parks
Monuments__ 1380
1380
Parks and Monuments.....
National
acquire and
and dispose
570
property........
570
dispose of
of property
acquire
creation
1063
of............... 1063
and composition
composition of
creation and
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Fayette, Mo.,
rage.
Mo.,
Fayette,
appropriation
164
building.......... 164
public building
for public
appropriation for
Federal Boardfor
Boardfor Vocational
Education,
Vocational Education,
Federal
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Federal Railroad
Railroad Control
Control (see also TransportaTransports- Page.
Federal
1920),
tion Act, 1920),
additional appropriation
expenses of..
of
appropriation for expenses
34
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses
deficiency appropriation
liquidating accounts
liquidating
accounts of carriers,
under ............................
589
acceptance
advances made to provide
acceptance for advances
motive power, etc., of cash or obligations of carriers
carriers ................
359
cash or obligations
equipment trust
obligations of equipment
trust
organizations
organizations
...................
359
title to be transferred
transferred ...................
359
disposal of cars,
cars, etc., to carriers or equipment trust; terms ................
359
contracts for sale of cars, etc.,
etc., may provide
withholding title until price
for withholding
fully paid ........................
359
requirements
executing ............
requirements in executing
359
powers of President
impaired
President not impaired..........
359
may be delegated
delegated .......
............
.
..
359
emergency of legislation declared
declared......... 359
relinquishment
relinquishment of, provisions relating to
to.
457
payment of ascertained
ascertained portion
portion of deficits
deficits
payment
of carrier
carrier during,
'luring, if
amount
if whole amount
not determined
determined................... 1145
proclamation announcing
announcing the relinquishrelinquish*,
ing, etc., of, by the President
President..... 1782
appointing John Barton Payne, Director
Director
appointing
General of Railroads
General
Railroads............... 1793
designating agency
agency to effect
effect reimbursedesignating
equipment
ment from carriers for equipment
while under ...................
1786
designating
designating Director General
General of Railroads to terminate............
terminate
1788,1793
agent in actions arising from
as agent
from... 1789,1794
Federal
FederalReserve Act,
liabilities under,
under , not included in limit of
indebtedness of national banks
297
banks.....
Federal Reserve Act
Act Amendments,
Federal
corporations for foreign financial
financial operacorporations
tions authorized ................ 378,1145
use of, as depositories,
depositories, in Canal Zone,
insular possessions,
possessions, etc.
etc., authorized
authorized. 1146
organization certificates;
certificates; details ........ 379
charter granted to, on permit of Federal
charter
Federal
Reserve Board
Board ....................
Reserve
379
general corporate powers ................
379
directors to be American citizens.......
citizens
379
adoption of by-laws
by-laws ....................
379
specific powers; dealing
dealing in commercial
commercial
paper ................................
379
securities; exception
exception
............... 379
accept drafts, issue letters of credit,
accept
etc ..............
379
............
exchange ...
380
deal in coin, bullion, and exchange
borrow and lend money.
money ............
380
issue bonds, etc.; liabilities limited
limited.. 380
receive deposits outside of United
United
receive
States, or incident to foreign business .........................
380
other powers connected with foreign
banking, etc.,
business ............
etc., business
380
outstanding liabilities...
liabilities
380
limit of all outstanding
reserves
reserves required for deposits in
380
United States ...................
agencies
agencies and branches
branches abroad may be
established by ....................
380
may
may secure interest
interest in
in corporations
corporations not
not
engaged in merchandising
United
in United
engaged
merchandising in
States .........................
380
investment in, limited ..............
380
investment
temporary holdings
holdings in any
any corporation
corporation
temporary
allowed to prevent losses; disposal
of .............................
380
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Amendments-Continued. Page.
Federal
Page.
corporations, etc.; operations
corporations,
operations of, in United
States confinedto
confinedto foreign business
business...
381
381
no powers conferred
conferred until issue of charter
charter
381
381
prohibited dealing in other than specified
specified
commodities, etc ..................
381
commodities,
381
prices of commodities........
commodities
381
fixing prices
381
charter
forfeited for violations .........
381
charter forfeited
381
using funds by officials,
officials, etc.,
etc., to control
prices, etc.
punishment for .......
381
prices,
etc.;•punishment
381
capital required;
required; installment
installment payments.
payments
381
381
increase or reduction; minimum......
minimum
381
381
withdrawal of, restricted
381
withdrawal
restricted ...........
381
381
national banks may invest in; limit
limit...
381
majority of, to be held by American
American
381
citizens, etc ..............-...-.
381
interlocking directorates restrictions apinterlocking
plicable to
381
plicable
to... ...............
381
service of officials of member banks
permitted
381
in, permitted....................
381
officials may serve in other corpora382
tions in which interested
..........
interested'
382
no interest
interest in, permitted
permitted member of
Federal Reserve
382
Federal
Reserve Board
Board............
382
shareholders liable for unpaid subscriptions ..
382
382
....................
allowed to be Federal Reserve
not allowed
member banks
banks. .................
382
382
member
violations
etc
382
violations to forfeit rights, etc...........
382
jurisdiction of Federal courts to de382
382
termine; procedure
procedure............
personal liability
liability of officials ........
382
382
personal
remedies against, not impaired by
remedies
382
dissolution
dissolution.....................
382
voluntary dissolution
dissolution permitted.........
permitted
382
voluntary
insolvency proceedings,
appointment
proceedings, appointment
382
receivers, etc
382
of receivers,
etc.................
disposal of
foreign assets............
assets.
382
382
diposal
of foreign
stockholders' meetings;
meetings; records, reports,
stockholders'
382
etc ............................
382
etc
382
examinations of books, etc..............
etc
382
examinations
dividends from net profits; surplus fund
383
apart. .................
383
to be set apart
subject to State taxes; stockholders'
stockholders'
383
shares ......................
extension of existence
existence allowed; proceedings.
383
ceedings.....................
conversion into, of State, etc., banks in
conversion
383
foreign business ...............
capital required, etc.................
etc
383
383
not in contravention
contravention of State law
law..... 383
proceeding for conversion
383
383
conversion .........
existing stock, directors, etc.,
etc., may be
existing
continued.
383
continued.......................
issue
charter, etc
383
383
issue of
of charter,
etc ................
officials of; embezzlement,
offenses by officials
embezzlement,
etc ................
384
384
.......
etc
issuing false paper, etc.
384
etc..............
384
etc
making false entries, etc..........
offenses by receivers,
etc., embezzlement
embezzlement
receivers, etc.,
384
384
of moneys, funds, etc
etc.............
intentionally
etc., Federal
intentionally deceiving, etc.,
Reserve Board officials,
officials, etc........
etc
384
384
384
offenses by accessories
..
offenses
accessories..............
punishment for ..............
384
384
punishment
representing liability of United
representing
384
States for securities, acts, etc., ofof_
national banks may invest in export corporations; limitation.
286
286
porations;
limitation ..............
applications
applications for foreign business to include statement of business inintended, etc
286
tended,
..................
information of foreign business
business by, to be
2S6
furnished Comptroller............
Comptroller.
286
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Power Act,
Act, /929—Continued.
Page.
Federal Water
Water Power
1920-Continued.
Page.
Federal
FederalReserve Act Amendments--Continued.
Amendments-Continued. Page. Federal
licenses to
to be
licenses
be issued
issued by
by Commission
Commission for
for
national
national banks, etc.;
etc.; information
information to
to FedFedproject works to improve navigation,
navigation,
eral
286
Reserve Board
Board ...........
eral Reserve
develop
develop power,
power, etc.,
etc., in
in navigable
navigable
rediscounts allowed
allowed reserve banks
banks of notes
rediscounts
waters
waters
......................... 1065
of member
member banks,
banks, in
in greater
greater amounts
amounts 1146
1146
of
upon public lands and reservations....
reservations
1065
1065
liberty bonds,
etc., as
condition
liberty
bonds, etc.,
as security;
security; condition
use
use of
of surplus water
water from
from Government
Government
-of
1146
of purchase
purchase....
................ 1146
dams
1065
.......................
operative after
after October
October 31,
31, 1921....
1921
1146
not operative
within
reservations, subject
subject to
within reservations,
to conditions
conditions
rediscount rates to
rediscount
to borrowing
borrowing banks
banks may
may
protection thereof.............
thereof
1065
be graduated
for protection
1065
........ . 550
be
graduated... ...
affecting navigable
navigable waters, subject to
correction
directed
1636
correction in enrollment of bill directed...
approval of War Department
approval
Department....... 1066
1066
Federal Reserve Banks,
Federal
improving
affecting interimproving waterways
waterways affecting
assessment on, for details
details from Engraving
Engraving
and foreign commerce
1066
state and
commerce. ...... 1066
assorting notes of, for
and Printing, assorting
record of findings as to
to............... 1066
redemption...
1066
331
.............
redemption......
withheld for two years if Commission
Commission
interlocking
prohibitions not
interlocking directorate
directorate prohibitions
not
deem Government dam should be
applicable
service in two other
other
applicable to
to service
used for purposes other than naviganoncompetitive banks,
by officers,
noncompetitive
banks, by
officers,
tion
1066
tion...... ...............
etc., of
...
1066
etc.,
of member
member banks.
banks............ 626
Board, etc..
etc
626
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board,
consent of Federal
report to Congress
1066
................ 1066
increased of rediscounts
limit increased
rediscounts of notes,
not applicable to prior Government
Government
etc:, of member
secured by
member banks,
banks, secured
constructions.
1066
constructions......................
1066
United States securities...........
securities.
1146
1146
notice required
if, applied for without
required if,
without
purchase conditions..................
conditions.
1146
purchase
preliminary
permit ......
preliminary permit
...... 1066
expires
October 31,
31, 1921.............
1921
1146
expires October
preliminary
preliminary permits to be issued to applirediscount rate by, may be graduated.
550
graduated....
rediscount
cants for licenses.
licenses . .............. 1066
1066
Federal Reserve
Board,
Federal
Reserva Board,
notice to State authorities before
notice
before grantgrantno
in
no member
member of, permitted
permitted interest,
interest, etc., in
ing............
1066
1066
ing
financial
corporations for foreign financial
applications
to be advertised.......
advertised
applications for, to
1066
busmess.
382
busmiea.....
.................
Commission to prescribe
prescribe rules for accountaccountFederal Reserve Notes (see also
Federal
also National Curing, maintenance
projects, etc...
etc
maintenance of projects,
1066
1066
rency),
rency),
detailed statements
for submission of detailed
statements by
appropriation
expenses, distinctive
for. expenses,
appropriation for,
licensees
licensees.................................
1066
paper for ..............
173,
882, 1375
paper
173,882,
verification; punishment for false
verification;
Federal Trade
Federal
Trade Commission,
Commisson,
statements, etc ................
statements,
1066
1066
appropriation
887, 1380
appropriation for salaries.
salaries........ 178,
178,887,1380
conducthearings,
conduct hearings, order depositions,
depositions, etc.,
etc ,
for expenses .................
178,
178, 887, 1380
in connection
connection with applications,
applications,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for investigations
investigations
regulation
regulation of rates, etc ............ 1066
of foodstuffs,
production, manfoodstuffs, etc., production,
assistance of Federal
issue subpcenas;
subpcenas; assistance
ufacture,
etc
328
ufacture, etc.....................
courts
...............
courts. ........
. 1067
unexpended balances
balances of appropriation
appropriation
unexpended
administeroaths,etc.;
administer
oaths, etc.; witness
fees, etc
1067
witnessfees,etc..
1067
for, covered
covered in .................
233
necessary powers,
1067
other necessary
powers, etc
etc ........... 1067
Federal Water Power
Federal
Power Act, 1920,
preliminary permits
preliminary
permits to be issued
issued by ComFederal Power Commi
ssion; creation
Commission;
creation and
and
mission, giving priority in applying
applying
of
composition of.-.....-...
...... 1063
1063
for licenses.......
licenses
...........
executive secretary
secreU.ry ...................
1063
executive
1067
1063
engineer officer to be detailed
detailed from Army
engineer
Army 1063
1063
time allowed for submitting plans,
plans,
performed by Departwork of, to be performed
estimates, etc...................
etc
1067
ments of War, Interior, and Agriconditions
nottransferable,etc......
conditions of; not
transferable, etc
1067
culture
culture......................
1063
licensesissued
licenses
issued for not more than 50 years..
years
1067
1067
expenses allowed
of
expenses
allowed on orders of........
1063
conditioned on accepting
accepting terms
terms of
of Act,
Act,
conditioned
appropriation
appropriation for ....
..................1063
etc .........................
1067
1067
meaning of terms as used herein; public
revocation,
revocation, surrender, etc
............ 1067
reservations
1063
lands; reservations...............
1063
preferences in applications
preferences
applications for, etc.,
corporation;
municipality
corporation; State; municipality.......
1064
from
from States, municipalities,
municipalities, etc.;
navigable waters; municipal
municipal porpoises
purposes... 1064
conditions...................... 1067
conditions
Government
dam;
project;
project
works
1064
Government dam;
project works 1064
between
between other applicants;
applicants; conditions
net investment; cost ...............
1064
1064
governing....
.................
governing
1067
Commission to investigate,
investigate, etc.,
etc., utilization
Commission
applications not to be approved
approved if project
project
resources.................. 1065
of water resources
undertaken by the Govshould be undertaken
water
water power industry
industry in relation
relation to
ernment ........
1067
........
1067
commerce, markets, etc ..........
106,5
1065
examinations,
examinations, reports, etc., to be made 1.068
1068
use of power
power from Government
Government dams,
findings, recommendations,
recommendations, etc.,
etc., to be
and
and., value thereof ..............
1065
submitted to Congress ..............
1068
licensees to furnish to,
to, statements
licensees
statements of
of cost
cost
Commission to investigate, etc., project
Commission
project
of construction of projects, etc
etc...... 1065
for power plant, etc., at Great Falls
access to piojects,
projects,
to afford free access
of the Potomac
Potomac River.............
River
1068
1068
etc...................
records, etc
. 106,5
1065
submit plans for increasing District of
of
to cooperate with Federal or State
Columbia water
supply, etc
1068
Columbia
water supply,
etc........ 1068
investigations, etc.....
agencies in investigations,
etc
1065
appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
1068
expenses ..............
1068
department, etc., to furnish records,
voluntary
voluntary transfers
transfers of licenses,
etc.,
relicenses,
reexperts, etc.....................
etc
1065
stricted
stricted.........................
1068
1068
to disseminate information
information secured;
secured;
conditions
conditions binding
binding on
successors
onsuccessors.......
1068
1068
annual reports to Congress ........
1065
underm
orteaees
orA
trax
alip
nnt
aff+
1ruru
nAf
under
mortgages
or
tax
sales
not
affected.
1068
---- rr- -----IVIIVYlu\rr nr.
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Federal Water Power
Federal
Act, 1920—Continued.
Power Act,
1920-Continued.
applicants for licenses
licenses to submit plans,
specifications,
etc
specifications, etc..................
subsequent changes restricted
restricted........
evidence
compliance with State
State laws
evidence of compliance
required .......................
additional
information, if required
additional information,
required......
license conditions; adaptability
adaptability of project
project
utilizing navigation, water power,
for utilizing
development, etc
etc...............
no alterations without approval of
exceptions
Commission; emergency exceptions.
maintenance and operation
operation of project
maintenance
project
licensee
works by licensee................
depreciation
reserve therefor........
therefor
depreciation reserve
protection of navigation, etc.......
etc
liability of licensee for damages to propliability
erty; United
United States
States exempt there-......................
from
from.-.--- amortization reserves
reserves to be established..
established
amortization
application
specified in
application of; to be specified
license ....... ......
................
annual charges payable by licensee
licensee to be
fixed
fixed.......................
basis of; expropriation,
expropriation, etc., of excesGovernment
sive profits to the Government....
increasing price to consumers.
consumers
to avoid increasing
adjustment of expropriation
charges
adjustment
expropriation charges
from time to time .................
Government dams,
using Government
dams, etc.;
etc.; Indian
Indian
lands
tribal lands......................
furnishing power without
without
etc., furnishing
States, etc,
profit exempt from.
from.. ..-..-.. ....
smaller projects, except on Indian
Indian
smaller
lands, exempt..
exempt
............
no exemption
exemption if Government
Government dam used
reimbursement by licensee for benefits
reimbursement
from works of others, etc
etc........
determination
amount...........
determination of amount
Government improvements;
if from Government
improvements;
use of receipts..............
receipts
further conditions
conditions as Commission may
require
require........................
combinations
combinations in restraint
restraint of trade,
etc.
etc., in electrical service, prohibited ..........................
hibited
waived
for smaller projects may be waived.....
except in Indian reservations.
reservations .......
except
for dams, etc., on navigable
navigable waters, to
include locks, etc .................
facilities
navigation facilities
right to complete navigation
conveyed to the Government
Government..
to be conveyed
to furnish power, etc., for operating
facilities
navigation facilities...............
construction of needed locks, etc.,
etc.. when
when
consistent with reasonable
reasonable innot consistent
vestment cost of applicant.........
applicant
vestment
installation by licensee on failure
failure of
installation
time..
Government to do so in fixed time..
Government
Congress by Commission
Commission._
report, etc., to Congress
operation.......
time for construction
construction and operation
extensions allowed
extensions
allowed
...............
failure
license to terminate
terminate on failure.......-proceedings
for revocation,
etc
revocation, etc.......
proceedings for
any project may be taken over by the
Government
expiration of liliGovernment on expiration
cense .....
cense
.......
..........
licensee
or other property of licensee-.......
payment for, contracts
contracts to be assumed
assumed..
payment
determination of amounts
amounts. ........
determination
value
of
Government
lands,
value of Government lands, etc., not
included in net investment.......
investment
included
allowance for actual cost of lands, etc.
etc
time,
condemnation at any time
right of condemnation
reserved
reserved.....
.......
-........
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1068

1068
1068
1068

1068

1068
1068
1068

1069
1069
1069
1069
1069
1069
1069
1069
1069

1069
1069
1069
1069
1069
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1071
1071
1071
1071
1071
1071
1071
1071
1071

1071
1072
1072

Federal Water
Water Power
Power Act, 1920--Contnued.
Federal
1920—Continued.
licenses; issue
issue of
of new
license if
if project
project not
not
licenses;
new license
taken over by the Government.....
Government
to original licensee; to new licensee
licensee...
continuance
continuance from year to year, if no
new license issued
issued;..............
Government
temporary possession by the Government
manufacturing nitrates, etc., for
for manufacturing
for
uses, etc ................
military uses.
restoration;
restoration; basis of compensation
compensation for
use
use ...............................
disposition of proceeds, from Indian
disposition
reservations
reservations......... ...........
from all other; percentage to credit of
miscellaneous receipts
miscellaneous
receipts..............
from public lands, etc.; percentage
percentage to
to
reclamation fund................
fund
reclamation
to States ..........................
percentage to
from all other licenses; percentage
constitute fund for improving
improving navigation, etc
etc..
...................
regulation
navigation facilities subject to regulation
Secretary of War
by Secretary
War...............
fishways by Secretary
Secretary of Commerce.....
Commerce
fishways
penalty
noncompliance....
.....
penalty for noncompliance
public service
service licenses subject to State regulation, etc .....................
by Commigsion,
Commission, if no State provision
therefor.......- .............
therefor
made. to cease when State provision made...
interstate, etc.,
rates for power used in interstate,
commerce
reasonable, etc....
etc....
commerce to
to be
be reasonable,
unlawful.........
unjust, etc., declared unlawful
enforcement by Commission
Commission if no State
enforcement
provision for..................
for
provision
issue of securities
securities subject to regulation
regulation
by Commission, if no State provision for--..............
........
restriction of ......................
interstate commerce
commerce railroad
railroad procedure
interstate
to govern
govern..... ..............
property valuation
valuation for maki
g; limitamaking;
tion ..............................

capital expenses
expenses included.
included ...........
right of eminent domain to secure dam
sites,
sites, etc
etc. .
....................
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of district courts.
courts, ii
if improvecommerce
ment to benefit commerce.........
limitation
limitation .........................
contracts
contracts for serving power after termination
licenses, authorized
tion of
of licenscs,
authorized ........
approval of ('onunission,
Conunission, etc., required
required..
assumption by successor.
succesor ..............
existing rights, etc.. not affected
affected .........
licenses
under
licenses may be issued under.........
valuation of projects already constructed.
method of determining
determining ..........
construction
construction of project works over other
waters ...........
than navigable
navigable waters
license required
required if affecting
affecting commerce..
commerce
permission
commerce, not afpermission for, if commerce
fected
fected......................
public lands within proposed projects to be
reserved from entry,
entry, etc
etc............
given, etc .............
notice to be given.
opening allowed,
allowed, if not injurious
injurious to power
development
development
................
payment
for
damages
to
payment
damages crepe,
crops, etc., from
construction, etc -........
project construction,
former locations, etc.,
etc., may
may be completed.
completed
penalty
violations by
by licensees,
etc...
licensees, etc
penalty for violations
continuing offenses...............
offenses
continuing
equity
proceedings
for
revocation
equity proceedings for revocation of licenses. etc ..............-......
censes,
correcting unlawful
unlawful acts.
acts...............
correcting
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1073
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1073
1073
1073
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
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1074

1074
1074
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1074
1074
1075
1075

1075
1075

1075
1075
1075
1075
1075
1075

1075
1075'
1075
1075
1075
1075
1075
1075
1075

1076
1076
1076
1076
1076
1076
1076
1076
1076
1076
1076
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Field
Page.
Army,
Artillery, Army,
'ield Artillery,
Page.
Page.
Federal
Water Power Act, 1920--Continued.
1920—Continued.
appropriation
for School
of
Federal Water
of Fire for, Fort
School
for
appropriation
1076
equity
jurisdiction of
of district
.. ...
106
1076
courts..
district courts
106
equity jurisdiction
Leavenworth,
Kane ............
Leavenworth, Kans
sale,
etc., on
on revocation
revocation of
1076
950
etc.. 1076
license, etc_
of license,
950
sale, etc.,
for
instruction
in, activities
activities...........
instruction
for
1076
1076
rights subrogated
subrogated to vendee
vendee........---.
rights
expenditures authorized
center
training center
for training
authorized for
expenditures
be
States
United
payment
limited, if
454
payment limited,
454
y ..............
at
Camp Knox, Ky
at Camp
1076
- 1076
purchaser............-----.
the purchaser
454
- 454
at Camp
Bragg,
N. C.................
C
Bragg,
Camp
at
control
by
States
of
water
for
irrigation,
770
control by States of water
770
officers and
enlisted men composing..---composing
enlisted
and
officers
1077
etc.,
not
affected
..........-...--etc., not affected
NationalGuard,
Field
Artillery for National
Guard,
Artilleryfor
Field
1077
1
1077
amendment,
etc.,
expressly
reserved
reserved....amendment, etc., expressly
unexpended
balances available
available to pay conunexpended balances
existing
rights of
of lcenses
licenses not to be imexisting rights
tracts for,
suspended on account of
for, suspended
tracts
1077
1077
...........
paired
thereby
pared thereby..
1027
armistice ......................
1027
armistice
1077
1077 Field Artillery
..........
inconsistent laws repealed
inconsistent
Schools, Army,
Army,
Artillery Schools,
JField
supply
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif.,
Calif., water
water supply
San
9
appropriation
for instruction
950
expenses... .
instruction expenses
1077
appropriation for
. 1077
grant
not affected ....-.........
rant not
etc., Army,
Army,
Cannon, etc.,
Field Cannon,
JField
Commission
Waterways Commission
authorization
authorization for Waterways
appropriation
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture,
for purchase,
1077
appropriation for
1077
repealed.
repealed........-------------609, 134
etc., of
of09,1349
...............-----. 6
....
etc.,
1077
1077
title
Act stated ...-----.....-------of Act
title of
609,1349
for
ammunition
for
........-..
for
ammunition
for
1641
correction in
in enrollment
enrollment of bill, directed..
directed.. 1641
correction
1349
ammunition for practice
practice..........
for ammunition
permits
for power
power development,
development, etc., in
permits for
Army,
Corps,
Field
Clerks,
Quartermaster
Corps,
Army,
Quartermaster
Clerks
Field
national
monuments withwithor monuments
parks or
national parks
receiving
additional
a year to, receiving
additional pay of $2,400 a
out
authority of
of Congress
Congress
specific authority
out specific
602
602
less
$2,500, or less..-................
1353
forbidden .......................
forbidden
to
$2,740,
to
receiving less than
to
receiving
those
to
authority
to
the
Commission
refor,
authority to the Commission
602
equal
equal that amount .................
1354
ped
..........----..
.eal..ed...
604
effective until June 30, 1922
1922. .......... .
effective
C.,
Feeble Minded
Children, D.
D. C.,
Minded Children,
Feeble
Field,
Mary
(widow),
866,1137
96,
appropriation
for
maintenance
of...
866,
1137
Field,
of...
approiation for maintenance
pension
1559
pension..................--.......1559
deficiency appropriation
maintenance
1158
appropriation for maintenance..
deficiency
Fulda,
nry,
H Henry,
Filds,
Feeds,
1475
pension Increased
1475
increased .....................
pension
appropriation for
for diffusing
commercial indiffusing commercial
appropriation
formation of supply,
supply, market prices,
(daughter),
formation
Fifield,Eva
Fifield, Eva (daughter),
etc.,
265, 724, 1342
...--.... 265,72412
pension --------..... -------------------1517
of..........-etc., of
pension
Feist, Delilah
Delilah J.. (widow),
Feist,
Fifield,Lillieitaughter),
(daughter),
May
Lillie
Fifield,
1499
1499
1190
Pellaur ..----------------.-----1517
1499
pension
increased
pension incresed........................
ens John..........
Fe=
Frederick,
C.,
D.
NW.,
Pyleenth
Street
NW,
D.
Fifteenth
155
pension
penio
,r ..........................--1557
appropriation for paving, Buchanan
Buchanantoto
appropriation
John,
F
Felzen, John,
76
Crittenden
Streets
76
Crittenden Streets.................
1598
pension
increased .-...................
pension increased
Street SE., D. C.,
Fifteenth Street
Fifteenth
Female Employment,
D. C.,
Employment, I).
Female
Pennsylvania
appropriation
89,1131
1131
appropriation for paving, Pennsylvania
89,
appropriation for
inspectors, etc......
for inspectors,
appropriation
75
Street..............
G Street
75
Avenue to G
Female
Female Suffrage,
75
East
Streets
75
B Streets............
Capitol to B
East Capitol
Amendment to
to the
submitted
Constitution submitted
the Constitution
Amendment
for
E to G
845
G Streets ...............
paving, E
for paving,
to
the States,
States, providing
for........ 362
providing for
to the
Fifth
SE., D.
D. C.,
Street S.,
Fifth Street
certificate of
ratification of, by theStates.
the States
1823
of ratification
certificate
Savannah
appropriation
appropriation for grading, Savannah
Fenton, Clifton
Clifton L.,
Fenton,
line.............
Street to
845
to property line
Street
1616
pension increased
..................
increased...
pension
Silver,
Fifty-Cent Pieces,
Pieces, Silver,
Fifty-Cent
Ferguson,
Ferguson, William W.,
commemorate
coinage
1622
authorized of, to commemorate
1622
coinage authorized
pension
increased
pension increased.......................
595
Alabama
centennial ...............
Alabama centennial
Fermented Liquors,
Liquors, etc.,
Fermented
595
.........
Maine
centennial
...........
centennial
Maine
to
subject
strength
of
designated
alcoholic
to
of designated
1363
Missouri centennial .....................
1363
provisions of Constitutional prohibiprovisions
tercentenary of the landing of the Pil307
307
tercentenary
...............
tion
tion.............
597
grims .............................
Fla.,
Fernandina,
Fernandina,Fla.,
Fiji,
Colony of,
of,
Fiji, Colony
preliminary examination, etc., of, harbor
preliminary
1713
p
arcel post convention with............
with
1713
.. 1011
parcel
to be made. ...................
tobemade
Pi'Untore National
Forest, Utah,
Utah,
National Forest,
Fillmore
Ferry County, Wash.,
Ferry
249,
of....
etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance,
of
appropriation
investigation,
investigation, etc., of right of, to tax on
707, 1327
432
Indian
allotted lands...............
lands
Indian allotted
Films, Agricultural
Department,
AgriculturalDepartment,
Films,
Ferry,
M. (widow),
Julia M.
Ferry, Julia
loans,
1485
loans, sales, etc., of, authorized; restricpension .............................
. 259
tions, etc .......................
Fertilizers,
Fertilizers,
C. (see Water Service,
D. C.
Filtration
Plant, D.
Service,
nitrate of
Filtration Plant,
of soda to be sold from Army reserve
nitrate
D. C.).
573
supply
meet emergency
emergency in.......
in
to meet
supply to
Army,
Finance
Department, Army,
FinanceDepartment,
Fertilizers, etc.,
Fertilizers,
appropriation for employees
employees in office of
provisions
for securing adequate
adequate supply,
appropriation
provisions for
1278
preventin• injurious
injurious speculation,
speculation,
Chief of, War Department
Department. ........
preventing
297
etc., of, during the war............
war
creation of; officers and enlisted men com766
posing
of.......... 298
punishment for violations of
posing .......................
Chief of Finance charged with the disburseFertilizers, Potash,
Nitrates, etc.,
Potash, Nitrates,
Fertilizers,
appropriation
ment of funds of the Department...
Department
766
appropriation for investigating source of
nited States...
designate others
States....- 255,
U'nited
of, within L
supply of,
disbursing officers may designate
714, 1333
as agents ..........................
766
714,
1333
of,
Pine
Commission of,
Fiber
Arts, Commission
Fine Arts,
Plants,
Fiber Plants,
177,886,1378
appropriation
appropriation
expenses.
177,
886, 1378
appropriation for expenses.......
appropriation for improvement, etc.; hard
continental
M.,
CharlesM.,
Fink,
Fink, Charles
production outside continental
fiber production
1539
243,702,1322
area ....... .............. 243,702,1322
pension.................................
pension
1539

1917
1917

INDEX.
Finland,
Finland,

Page.
Page.

appropriation for minister to .......... 740,
1206
appropriation
740,1206
appropriation for salary, mindeficiency appropriation
ister to ...............
........ 504
wheat
importing from, and exporting to, wheat
and wheat flour, prohibited; exception .......................
1759
canceled ..........................
canceled
. 1773
1773

Finley,
Julia (widow),
(widow),
Finley, Julia
pension
pension..................................
. 1570
1570
Finney County Water Users' Association,
Association,
Finney
Kans.,
cancellation of contract with, and Garden
Garden
irrigation project.............
project.
1054
City irrigation
Finney,
(widow),
Finney, Mary
Mary J.
J. (widow),
pension
1590
pension..
.
......................
1590
Finson, Mary
Anson,
Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
..........................
1568
Fire
Fire Control
Control Installations,
Installations, Fortifications,
Fortifications,
appropriation for construction,
construction, etc
appropriation
etc.-... 608,1348
for range finders, etc ................. 608,1348
for operating, seacoast
seacoast defenses ----.
609,1349
for operating, seacoast defenses,
defenses, insular
possessions ...................
610,1350
possessions
for construction, etc., Philippine and
Hawaiian Islands
Hawaiian
Islands............... 611,1351
for construction, etc.,
etc., Panama Canal
Canal. 612,1351
for
operating, etc.,
Panama Canal....
Canal
612,1351
for operating,
etc., Panama
612,1351
balances of appropriations
balances
appropriations for electrical
electrical
equipment,
and sound ranging equipment,
covered in........................
in
613
covered
appropriations,
covered in
appropriations, for, covered
in.......... 613
_Fire
D. C.,
FireDepartment,
Department,D.
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for relief fund allowances,
allowances,
etc
88, 858, 1129
etc..
..................
88,858,1129
for chief engineer,
engineer, deputies, etc...
etc
88, 859, 1129
88,859,1129
for repairs to houses, apparatus, etc. 88, 859,1130
859, 1130
construction
shop
88,
859, 1130
construction at repair shop.....
88,859,1130
for contingent
contingent expenses........
expenses
88, 859, 1130
... 88,859,1130
for new apparatus,
apparatus, etc
88, 859, 1130
etc............ 88,859,1130
deficiency appropriation
40
deficiency
appropriation for fuel
fuel..........
for forage...........................
forage.
40, 1018
40,1018
for contingent expenses .
40 1018
............... 40,1018
repairs ..................
1157
for fire boat, repairs
additional
applicable
additional pay of $240 a
a year not applicable
to
689
to...............................
allowed members of, for fiscal year 1921..
1921
allowed
874
for fiscal year 1922 ....................
1308
exclusive
Commissioners
exclusive jurisdiction of Commissioners
over .............................
396
appointments
appointments and promotions
promotions under civilservice laws ;exceptions
servicelaws;
exceptions............
396
original entries; service promotions, etc.
etc
397
classification of personnel ................
397
veterinary and medical
medical services proveterinary
vided
vided.........................
397
transfers to new grades; additional
additional priprivates .............................
397
salaries established;
established; increase
increase to date from
from
1919
August 1,
1, 1919..................
397
membership in organizations
organizations advocating
strikes, forbidden
forbidden.................
. 398
immediate discharge for violations......
violations
immediate
398
conspiracies by members to obstruct operaconspiracies
tion of,
of, unlawful ..................
398
punishment
398
punishment for
for.....................
appropriation for paying increased
increased salaries,
appropriation
1920 ..........................
398
age limits for original appointments
appointments in,
to be fixed by Commissioners.
Commissioners ......
398
members of, credited
credited with World
World War
service in classification
classification and pay
service
ratings
1129
1129
ratings.........................
excluded from general provisions
provisions for
for
excluded
retirement of civil service employees
employees
614
614

Fire Prevention
Fire
Page.
PrerentionDay,
Page.
proclamation
proclamation designating
designating October 9, 1920,
be observed as .................... 1802
1802
Fire
Resisting Qualities
Qualities of
of Building
Mat erials,
Fire Resisting
Building Materials,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating........
investigating
682, 1301
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
investigating.
524
appropriation for investigating.
Firewood,
D. C.,
C.,
Firewood,D.
regulations
regulations governing sales of
of .............. 1223
1223
Firkins,
Firkins, William,
William,
pension
.................................. 1514
1514
First
General,
First Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
PostmasterGeneral,
appropriation for, chief clerk, superinappropriation
tendents
tendents of divisions, etc ........ 675
1294
675,1294
for post office service division ........ 675,
1294
675,1294
for appointments
appointments division............
division
675,1294
675,1294
for dead letters division ............. 675, 1294
for correspondence
correspondence division ..........
675,
1294
675,1294
55,
1151
for postal service under ............
575,1151
for postmasters,
postmasters, assistants,
575,1151
assistants, clerks, etc.
etc 575,
1151
1151
for rent, light, and fuel ............. 578,
578,1151
twenty-year leases allowed hereafter..
hereafter..
578
twenty-year
limit for rent, fuel, and light, thirdclass offices,
578
offices, repealed .............
for miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, first and second class
offices ...............
578, 1151
.......
delivery, etc ...............
578,
1151
for city delivery,
578,1151
for travel and miscellaneous.........
miscellaneous
578, 1152
First Class
Class Mail
Mail Matter,
First
Matter,
may be accepted
accepted unstamped, for delivery
funk prepaid.................
prepaid
583
when fully
First
Deficiency
First Deficiency Act, 1920
1920 (see
(see Deficiency
Appropriation Act, 1920, First).
Appropriation
First Deficiency Act,
Act, 1921
Deficiency
First
1921 (see Deficiency

Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1921, First).
American
Expeditionary
American
Expeditionary

First Division,
Division,
First
Forces,
Forces,

September 17, 1919, made a
alegal holiday
September
in District of Columbia for review of.
of.

283

First National
Sharon, Pa.,
Pa.,
First
NationalBank
Bank of
of Sharon,

redemption of lost certificate
certificate of indebtedness
1530
.............................. 1530
First Street
NW.
'D.
D. C.,
C.,
First
Street NW.,
appropriation
Whittier to Van
appropriation for grading, Whittier
Buren Streets ..................
1116
1116
First Street
Street SW.,
SW, D.
First
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
paving 0
0 to R
R Streets....
Streets
75
appropriation for paving
75
Fish,
Fish,
appropriation
appropriation for investrgil!ting
investigating handling,
etc. and for developing
developing new sources
sources
etc.,
253,712
of food
food......
..............
253,
712
Fish and
Fish Products,
Fish
and Fish
Products
appropriation
diffusing commercial
appropriation for diffusing
commercial ininformation of market prices, distribution, etc.,
etc. of ................ 265,724,1342
266, 724, 1342
Fish,
Fish, Christie
Christie (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension..............................
1481

Fuh, D. C.,

sales by weight required of
............ 1223
Fish
Hatcheries,
Fish Hatcheries,
appropriation
construction, repair, etc
appropriation for construction,
etc.,,
of, designated..................
designated
220
Fish,
Jerry
S.
(son),
Fish, Jerry S. (son),
pension increased
1515
increased .....................
1515
Fish
Market, D.
D. C.,
Fish Wharf and
and Market,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance .......... 75,844
Fisher,
Fisher, Fronie
ronie (mother),
(mother),
1598
pension increased .....................
1598
Fisher,
W,
Fisher, James
James W.,
pension increased .......................
1619
1619
Fisher,
Michael F.,
F.,
Fisher, Michael
pension
1604
pension.............................
Fisher,
Rowena (widow),
Fisher, Rowena
(widow),
nion
----------------....
1541
Ipension
--------- ----...............
------------

1918
1918

INDEX.
7

Pass.
Page.
1618
1618

Fitzsimmons, Lulu
Lulu S.'. (idows),
(widow),
Fitzsimmons,

-

..

page.
Page.
1616
pension
pe
nsion
....................----------1616
Fitzsimons General
General Hospital,
Hospital,
Fitzsimons
Fisheries Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
Commerce,
Fisheries
of Commerce,
additional accommodations,
accommodations, for
for beneficiadditional
beneficiappropriation
Commi'ssioner, deputy,
appropriation for Commiasioner,
deputy,
aries
Risk Insurance
aries of
of War Risk
Insurance Bureau
Bureau
clerks,
217,
930, 1419
clerks, etc ..............
217,930,1419
from
allotments to War Department
1162
fromallotmentstoWarDepartment1162
for
service, Pribilof Islands;
at
for Alaska
Alaska service,
Islands; at
Civilized Tribes
Tribes of
of Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Five Civilized
large
217,930,1420
large.................
Okla.,
217, 930,1420 Five
appropriation for continuing
continuing work
Comappropriation
work of
of Comfor employees at large..........
large
217,
931, 1420
217,931,1420
petency Commission
Commission to.........
to
7, 413, 1920
petency
7,413,1230
employees
217,
931, 1420
for distribution
distribution employees......
217,931,1420
for
administering
affairs
of..
......
21,
426, 1242
for administering affairs of........ 21,426,1242
for station employees
217, 931, 1420
employees............ 217,931,1420
detailed report
report of
of expenditures
be
expenditures to
for vessel service; Alaska........
Alaska
219, 933, 1422
to be
219,933,1422
made...................
21,
426, 1242
made
for contingent
933, 1422
21,426,1242
contingent expenses
expenses........ 219
219,933,1422
claims or leases to be acted on by sufor propagation expenses
expenses ....... 219,
933, 1422
219,933,1422
perintendent; appeals
allowed._ .21,
426
perintendent;
appealsallowed.....
aquatic sources of
21,426
for developing aquatic
of
for
payment of trust
interest to
to
l
eather
for payment
trust fund
fund interest
leather
........................ 220,933
220,933
Cherokees ..........................
21
maintenance of vessels .......
220,
933, 1423
for maintenance
220,933,1423
allotment of amounts ...............
21
21
commutation of rations...............
commutation
rations
933
for per capita payment to Choctaws
Choctaws and
for food fishes inquiry .........
220, 933, 1423
220,933,1423
Chickasaws,
tribal funds. 22,
426, 1242
inquiry
220,934,1423
for statistical
statiticalinquiry...........
Chickasaws, from
fromtribalfunds.
220,934,1423
22,426,1242
protecting sponge fisheries...
fisheries
220,
934, 1423
disposition
restricted
for protecting
disposition of amounts due restricted
220,934,1423
Indians
22,426
for protecting
Indians...
fisheries, food to naprotecting seal fisheries,
..................
na22,426
money exempt from prior
general service..
tives, etc., Alaska, general
service.. 220,
prior debts, etc
etc. 22,427
22,427
be investiinvesticlaim of
of Henry
Henry W. Blair to be
934,1423
Alaska fur seal islands....
gated ......
22
for buildings, Alaska
islands....
.
...............
22
934
for Sarat..,
Saratoga, Wyo.,
Wyo., auxiliary station at
other payments to be made.........
made
22
22
reek............... ........ 1423
Sage Creek
1423
allowance for distribution
allowance
distribution expenses.. 22,427
for designated fish hatcheries...........
hatcheries
additional per capita
capita allowance
220
additional
allowance hereherefor distribution cars; reappropriation
reappropriation....
220
after_
427
after ...........................
deficiency appropriation for Alaska service,
for probate attorneys, etc.,
etc., for allottees
allottees
Pribilo
Islands......... 55,67,1034,1178
Pribilof Islam&
55, 67, 1034, 1178
Quapaws.
22,
427, 1242
of, and Quapaws..........
22,427,1242
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses............
expenses
62,
for Cherokee Orphan
Orphan Training
Training School,
346, 524, 1040, 1043, 1188, 1192
Okla
23, 427, 1242
346,524,1040,1043,1188,1192
Okla......................
23,427,1242
for envelopes, 1919
1919....................
339
339
for
common schools; children admitted_
23,,
forcommonschools;
admitted.
23,,
for maintenance
maintenance of vessels;
vessels; commutation
commutation
427,1242
of rations, 1920.................
1920
339
correction
529
correction in text.
text .................
529
Baker Lake Station, Wash.,
Wash., improveimprovefor Baker
etc., selling tribal
for expenses, etc.,
tribal property,
property,
ments ..
339
.................
from
from proceeds ...-..........
23, 427, 1242
23,427,1242
station. 339,1034
for Fairport, Iowa, biological station.
segregated
segregated coal and asphalt lands
lands ininWytevlle, Va., fish hatchery
hatchery...... 33
3399
for Wytheville,
cluded ...................
23, 427, 1242
23,427,1242
for food fisheries inquiry
inquiry............... 516
516
for collecting
rents..
......... 23,427,1242
collecting rents
23, 427, 1242
for new distribution
cars ...............
1034
distribution cars
1034
no money
money to be expended
expended from tribal
for Woods Hole, Mass., fish hatchery....
hatchery
1034
funds without specific authority; exexAlaska fisheries....................
for Alaska
fisheries
1043
ceptions ..................... 23,
427, 1242
23,427,1242
Fisheries, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
of,
Fisheries,
for tribal
attorneys................. 23,
tribal attorneys.
428, 1243
23,428,1243
appropriation for, deputy, clerks, etc.....
217
appropriation
etc
217,
for tribal schools, maintenance, build930,1419
930,1419
ings, etc ................... 23,
428, 1243
23,428,1243
Fihermans
Island, Va.,
a.,1419
Fishermons Island,
for repairs, Mekusukey
Melrusukey Academy,
Academy, from
transferred
War Department
Department from Treatransferred to 'War
TreasSeminole
Seminole funds................
funds
1243
1243
ury Department
Department................
358
for
fulfilling treaties with Choctaws
Choctaws 23,428,
23, 428, 1243
1243
forfulfilling
Fihlake National
Fishlake
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
Utah,
for George
George D. Rodgers, from Chickasaw
Chickasaw
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
249,
249
funds
funds.....................
........
24
707,
1327
for Stuart, Lewis, Gordon, and Ruther707,1327
Fisk, Jennie
Jennie A.,
Fisk,
A., alias
alias Adella J. Fiske (widow),
(widow),
funds
24
ford, from Creek funds............
24
pension
pension .....
1584
............
....
15S4
Chickasaw coal
sale of Choctaw and Chickasaw
Fisk,
Mary
(widow),
Fisk,
(widow),
and asphalt deposits...............
deposits
24
24
pension
......
........................... 1589
1589
all claims against Creeks and SemiFisk,
Sarah E.
Fik,Sarah
E. (widow),
(widow),
noles to be filed within aa year; setpension increased...................
increased
1588
pension
15
tlement, etc
24
etc........................
24
Fite,
Fite, Austin R.,
R.,
for reimbursing
reimbursing William
William R. McIntosh,
McIntosh,
pension
pension.
..--....................
1607
from Choctaw funds................
funds
24
Fitton,tHelen (daughter),
Futon
(daughter),
for reimbursing Jacob B. Moore, from
pension
pension increased ...................
1551
1551
Chickasaw fundsfunds
24
...
.............. 24
Fitzgerald,
Fitzgerald, John,
..
for suits for removing
removing restrictions
restrictions of alpension...................
pension
1535
.
1535
lotted lands of ...........
208,922,1411
208, 922, 1411
Fitzgerald,
John F.,
Fitzgerald, John
F.,
deficiency
defidency appropriation
appropriation for administering
administering
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested elecaffairs of .......
..............
. 62,1186
tion expenses.........
...... 1036
expenses
for oil and gas inspectors .............
1186
1186
FitzHugh, Henry L.,
FitzHugh,
L.,
allowance
allowance for street improvements
improvements in town
pension......................
pension
1535
......
1535
sites, extended
extended to sewer construcconstrueFitzpatrwk,
Fitzpatri, Jerry,
Jerry,
. tion;
lion; condition
625
..................
625
pension increaed
increased
......................
1549
drainage assessments
assessments under State laws
Fitzpatrick, Margaret
(widow ),
Fitpatrick,
Margaret (widou,
against allotted lands may be paid
paid
pension increased...
increased
1571
pension
.....
............ 1571
from tribal funds...............
funds
1204
Fitzpatrick, Rosa (widows,
Fttpatri,
(widou),
charged
charred to allottee's pro rata share
1204
share.....
1204
pension..................
pension
1497
........... . 1497
maxinum
rate
ornitted
Il
Ms
maximum
rate
1206
------ omitted
-y-m---------- ----.-w
Fisher, Sylvester J.,
Fisher,
pension
pension increased
increased...................

-

.

.

.

.
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Five
five Civilized Tribes
Tribes of Indians,
Indians, Okla.—Con.
Okla.-Con. Page.
drainage
drainage assessments; no legal right of
allottee impaired
impaired ..
1205
.........
1205
monuments to be erected to memory
monuments
memory of
Chickasaw
and Seminole
Tribes.
1364
Chickasaw and
Seminole Tribes.... 1364
Flag
FlagSmut of Wheat, etc.,
appropriation
for
emergency
appropriation
emergency expenses eradicating, etc .............
244, 703,1322
703,1322
Flaherty,
Ella
B.
(daughter),
Flaherty, Ella B. (daughter),
pennon
pension .................................
1581
Flanagan,James
Flanagan,
(alias James
James Fitzgerald),
Fitzgerald),
James (alias
increased .........
pension increased
..........
... 1566
Flanagan, John,
Flanagan,
payment to ..........................
11
Flanagan,
Flanagan, Katherine
Katherine M. (widow),
(widow),
pension ...........................
pension
1601
Flndreau,
Flandreau,S.
S. Dak.,
appropriation
appropriation for Indian school....
school.... 26,
2, 428,1244
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
Indian school. 1186
1186
deficiency
Flathead Agency,
Flathead
Agency, Mont.,
appropriation for
for support, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation
of Indians
Indians
at.............
at
15, 31,
420, 434, 1236, 1248
31,420,434,1236,1248
FlatheadIndian
Indian Reservation,
Flathead
Reservation, Mont.,
appropriation for constructing
irrigation
appropriation
constructing irrigation
repayment.......
systems on; repayment_
_
.16,421,1237
16, 421, 1237
allowance for passenger
passenger vehicles.
vehicles...... -16,421
16,421
allotments
allotments of lands m,
in, to all unalloted
unalloted livliving children enrolled
enrolled with Flathead
Indians
Indians ....
..................... 452
452
lands included; timber provisions
provisions.......
452
homestead
homestead reserved,
reserved, to be inalienable,
inalienable,
etc., during minority
minority...............
452
etc.,
452
lieu school selection by Montana
Montana of lands
in; condition ....-.................
421

1919
1919

Flood
Control, etc.,
Flood Control,
etc.,

Page.
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for prosecuting
prosecuting work of, Mississippi River .............. 188, 900,1391
Sacramento River, Calif...........
Sacramento
Calif
188,1391
188,1391
drainage disdams, etc.,
etc., allowed by State drainage
tricts, in Lake
Lake Traverse, Red River
etc., Minn.,
Mimi. ,N.
of the North, etc.,
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
and S. Dak..................
Dak
1059
1059
improvement by drainage district, of Red
improvement
Red
.
Lake and Red Lake River, Minn.,
Minn.,
for, authorized
1105
authorized .................... 1105
Florence, Ariz.,
Florence,
appropriation for diversion dam,
dam, etc.,
Gila
etc., Gila
River Indian Reservation,
Reservation, above...
above
417
Florence
Crittenton Hope
Hope and Help Mission,
Florence Crittenton

'D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for care of women and children under
under............... 97,868,1139
97, 868, 1139
Florida,
Florida,
appropriation for relief, etc., of Seminole
Seminole
Indians in ...............
12,
418, 1234
12,418,1234
disputed titles, etc.,
etc., to erroneously
erroneously, sursurveyed public lands in, to be ad325
justed, etc ........................
325
Florida National
National Forest,
Forest, area
enlarged ....
area enlarged

18/0
1810

may apply for survey
survey of school sections
sections in
unsurveyed townships.............
townships
1103
unsurveyed
1103
lands reserved
reserved from settlement,
settlement, etc.,
within .....................
1104
1104
selection of school
grant
1104
school grant..............
1104
disposal of unselected lands
lands...........
1104
surveys in Everglades swamp lands not
not
authorized
authorized....................
. 1104
1104
Florida
Florida National
National Forest,
Forest, Fla.,
Fla.,
FlatheadIndians, Mont.,
Flathead
appropriation
Indians, fot
Mont.,
paying
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 249,
appropriation
for
paying claims
claims against
against
708,
1327
708,1327
funds from sales of lands of, in Bitter
proclamation
enlarging area of
1810
proclamation enlarging
of...........
1810
Root Valley_
1237
Valley ...................
Florida
FloridaState Road
Road Department,
Department,
allotments to u.11otted
children of,
allotments
unallotted living
living children
bridge Choctawhatchee
Choctawhatchee River,
may bridge
River, CaryCarywithin Flathead Reservation_
Reservation....... 452
vile
358
ville .........................
358
Flathead
FlatheadNational
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Flory,
OMow),
Flory, Margaret
Margaret (widow),
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of .... 249,
249,
appropriation
etc., of
pension ............................
pension
. 1595
1595
707,1327
Flathead
FlatheadRiver,
Flour,
Flour,
deficiency
across,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for bridge across
disposal of, in possession
disposal
possession of
of Grain
Grain CorporaBelton, Mont.,
Glacier National
National
Mont., in Glacier
tion, authorized
suffering
authorized to relieve suffering
Park
Park...........-..--.....-........
European populations,
populations, etc
548
335
etc .........
548
Flavoring
Extracts and Sirups,
Situps,
FlavoringExtracts
proclamation
proclamation announcing
announcing licensing of
unfit for intoxicating
intoxicating beverages,
beverages, etc., not
wheat and, storage, manufacture,
manufacture,
subject to constitutional prohibition
prohibition
etc ..........................
1758
provisions ...................
309
provisions
309 Flour,
Flour, Wheat,
Wheat,
conditions; permits, etc.,
conditions;
etc., required
required ......
309
proclamation restricting importing and
proclamation
and exFlex,
Flax,
porting of ...................
1759
1759
appropriation
Zealand, for
appropriation for testing New Zealand,
canceling restrictions
1773
canceling
restrictions ................
1773
binder twine ....................
243
Floyd, Joseph
Joseph (son),
Floyd,
(son),
for investigating cultivation,
cultivation, etc.,
etc., of, for
for
pension.
pension- ..........---------------....
1577
study of diseases....
diseases. - 244,
244,
seed purposes; study
and Creek,
N. Y.,
Y.,
Flushing Bay and
Creek, N.
702,1322 Flushing
preliminary examination,
of, to
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
be
Fleener,
(son),
Fleener, John T.
T. (son),
1010
* made ........................
:.
1010
pension increased
1504
increased......................
Flying
Army Air
Air Service,
Service,
Flying Cadets,
Cadets, Army
Fleet
Flet Naval Reserve,
grade established;
established; number
number allowed
allowed........
109
grade
109
computation of retainer
retainer pay if returning to
allowances ...................
109
pay and allowances
109
active duty within one month......
month
603
may receive commission
commission as
as second
second lieurequired for.....
for
837
837
minimum active service required
tenant, Officers'
Reserve Corps
on
Officers' Reserve
Corps on
Flick,
A. (widow),
Flick, Mary A.
completing course.................
109
109
1583
pension ..........
..................
discharge, etc
109
........................
109
Flint,
Flint, Antoinette (widow),
Flying Schools,
Schools, Army,
Army,
1483
pension increased
1483
increased. ..................
appropriation for
expenses.
108,953
appropriation
for instruction
instruction expenses..
108,953
for
108
for operating;
operating; land,
land, equipment,
equipment, etc -...
108
Flint, Mar'y
(widow),
Flint,
Ma^r E.
E. (widow),
for
maintenance of
for maintenance
of courses
courses of instruc1481
pensin..................
........
tion at established ..............
109
Flint River,
Flint
River,
John, Assistant
Assistant Paymaster,
275 Flynn, John,
Paymaster, Navy,
Navy,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Albany,
Albany, Ga.....
Ga
275
date of
of aDpointment
appointment
established
established .......
141
date
Newton, Ga..
Ga
279
time extended for bridging, Newton,
err

1920
1920

INDEX.

Flynn, Patrick,
Flynn,Pari,

Page.
Page.
Patri,
pension
..........................
1545
Fobes,
Elizabeth
(widow),
Fobes, Elizabeth (widow),
pension increased
increased ..................
1588
pension
FogSignals,
Fog
appropriation for .............
213, 926, 1416
appropriation
213,926,
Fogarty,
Fogarty, Michael
Michael (son),
(son),
pension increased
increased .......................
1485
Folding
House of
FoldingRoom, House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation
appropriation for superintendent, folders,
etc
636,1257
etc.........................
Folding
FoldingRoom,
Room, Senate,
appropriation for foreman, assistant, foldappropriation
633,1253
ers, etc ...................
Foley,
Foley, Tames,
James,
pension increased .......................• 1618
1618
Fond
Fonddu Lac Agency,
Agency, Minn.,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
at
434
at.
........................
434
Fond du Lac Indian
Indian School, Minn.,
Fond
Minn.,
appropriation
road
appropriation for certain county
county road
work, from funds of ................
14
14
Fontaine,
Bonus
W.
(son),
Fontaine, Bonus W. (son),
pension .
1502
*-pension
............................
Food Administration,
Administration,.
Food
deficiency
appropr
iation for salaries and
deficiency appropriation
expenses ..................
1187,1191
. 1187,1191
1187
for foreign service expenses
expenses............
1187
unexpended balances
unexpended
balances of appropriation
appropriation for,
covered in ......................
covered
233
Food Administrator,
Administrator,
Food
powers of, except as to wheat products,
transferred to Attorney
transferred
Attorney General_
General....
1775
Food and Fuel
Food
Fuel Administrations,
Administrations,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for
expenses
unappropriation for expenses under national security and defense...
defense
1192

Food Conservation,

Food
proclamation
Conservation
canceling
,
requirement for

proclamation canceling requirement for
licenses for dealing in cereals, etc.
licenses
etc. -_ 1795
cottonseed
cottonseed and products
products .............

1749

sugar, etc
sugar,
etc . ......................
prohibiting importation and exportation
exportation
of wheat and wheat flour; exceptions ..............................
canceled ......................
canceled
.
requiring licenses for business of wheat
and wheat
wheat flour storage,
storage, manufacture, etc ......................
Food Control
Food
Control Act Amendments,
Amendments,
necessity during the war declared for adequate supply of foods, fuel, fertilizers, etc ....................
to facilitate distribution
distribution of, including
wearing apparel,
apparel, food containers,
wearing
etc
etc ..............
...........
fuel, farm equipments, etc.............
etc
prevention of scarcity,
scarcity, monopoly, etc ._
Government control
Government
control................
means created
created.........................
authority vested in the President.....
President
unlawful
unlawful acts concerning necessaries.....
necessaries
destroying, to increase
increase prices,
destroying,
prices, etc
etc.......
willully
willfully wasting or permitting
permitting deterioration ation-------ation.
...........
..........
hoarding,
monopolizing, etc
etc...........
hoarding, monopolizing,
unjust charges
charges for handling, etc.........
etc
conspiracies
conspiracies limiting
transportation,
supply, etc
supply,
.---------------restrictig supply, distribution, manrestricting
ufacture, etc......................
etc
enhancing price, etc ..............

1807

meats or lard .....................
1741
rice and rice flour.................
flour.
1756

1759
1759

1773

Food Control
Act Amendments-Continued.
Amendments-Continued.
Food
Control Act

Page.
unlawful acts; punishment
punishment for
298
for...........
298
etc., raised
by
agricultural products, etc.,
raised by
farmers,
etc. not affected
298
farmers, etc.,
affected ..........
298
collective bargaining
collective
bargaining by
by farmers'
farmers' assoassociations, etc., not forbidden.......
forbidden
298
ciations,
298
former punishments for specified
specified offenses
offenses
repealed .......................
298
298
continued for prior acts ................
298
continued
298
provisions
provisions under, for licensing, etc.,
etc. sugar,
sirup, and
and molasses,
molasses, continued
continued until
until
December
386
December 31, 1920 ................
Food
and District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Rents
Food Control
Control and
Rents
Act,
Act,
provisions for food control.
297
provisions
control ..............
297
rents
298
rents, District of Columbia ............
298
Food
Maki-ids,
Food Materials,
appropriation
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative study of
methods of dehydrating.
dehydrating...._. 254,
713, 1332
254,713,1332
Food Products,
Products, Agricultural,
Food
Agricultural,
appropriation
market
appropriation for investigating market
724, 1342
conditions, supply, etc., of.. 265,
265,724,
1342
for diffusing
diffusing information
information of
of marketing,
marketing
etc., nonmanufactured.....
nonmanufactured
265,
724, 1342
265,724,1342
prevent deterioration
studies to prevent
deterioration in
storage, transit,
transit, etc................
etc
724
Food Products,
Products, American,
American,
Food
appropriation for investigating
investigating chemical,
appropriation
chemical,
etc., tests applied in foreign countries to, inspecting,
inspecting, etc......
etc
253, 712, 1331
253,712,
1331
Food Products,
Products, etc.,
etc.,
Food
appropriation for biological
biological investigations,
appropriation
etc., of agricultural
253, 712, 1331
agricultural......
253,712,
1331
Foods, Drags
Foods,
Drugs, etc.,
etc
appropriation for chemical
appropriation
chemical biological ininvestigation
vestigation of
.
of.. ...............
253,712
for investigating
investigating adulterations,
adulterations, false
branding, etc...............
etc
254,
712,
1331
254,712, 1331
Foods, etc.,
etc., D.
Foods,
D. C.,

appropriation
appropriation for detecting
adulterations,
detecting adulterations,
false branding, etc ...........
90, 860, 1131
90,860,1131

etc.,
Foodstuffs, etc.,

deficiency appropriation for
deficiency
for investigations
investigations
of production, manufacture,
manufacture, etc., of,
and by products ...................
disposal of flour in possession of Grain
Grain Cor-

328
328

poration,
to relieve
sufferporation, authorized
authorized to
relieve sufferEuropean populations,
ing European
populations, etc.....
etc
548
and Mouth Disease,
Foot and
Disease, etc.,
etc., Animal,
1758 Foot
appropriation
appropriation for emergency
emergency use, arresting,
arresting,
etc ..................
269, 728, 1345
269,728,1345
payment
payment for animals destroyed; appraisal of values............
values.
269, 729, 1345
269,729,1345
297
unexpended
reappropriated. 269,
unexpended balances reappropriated.
729, 1345
Foot, Rebecker
(widow),
Rebecker G. (widow),
297 - pension increased........................
increased
1566
1566
297 Foote,
Foote, Luella E.
E. (daughter),
(daughter),
29
297
pension
pension ..........................
1585
85........
297 Forage
Forage Crops,
Crops,
298
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating diseases of.
of.
243,
243,
298
702, 1322
702,1322
298
improvement, etc.,
for improvement,
etc., of
1324
of....... 245, 704,
704,1324
298
for investigating
investigating insects affecting ....... 256,
256,
715, 1334
715,1334
298
.....
98
Hessian fly and chinch
chinch bug ........
256,715
256,
715
298
Hessian fly, grasshopper, chinch bug..
bug.. 1334
298
Forage, Marine
Forage,
Marine Corps,
Corps,
appropriation for.................
appropriation
for
' 155,832
155, 832
298
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for; reappropriareappropriadeficiency
tion from 1920 ..................... 1170
1170
298
Forbes, Cornelia
Forbes,
Cornelia A. (wuidow),
(widow),
o
l
298
innwoa
.
lnfinn
pension
increased
1627
I--- --------.--------------lozi
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ForcibleEntry and Detainer,
Detainer, D.
Page.
Forcible
I). C.,
Page.
summons for, of any real property, to be
BUIIIMOI113
issued by municipal court
court.........
555
Ford,
Ford, Joseph,
Joseph,
pension
pension.................................. 1487
Fords Island,
Fords
Island, Hawaii',
Hawaii,
expenditures authorized
expenditures
authorized for Air Service
Service
barracks and quarters at
barracks
at............. 455
Foreign and
Foreign
and Domestic Commerce
Commerce Bureau,
Bureau, Department of Commerce,
partment
appropriation for Director, assistants, clerks,
appropriation
etc
678,1298
etc.........................
678,1298
for commercial
attaches, expenses, etc. 679,1298
commercialattaches,
ting and developing
developing foreign and
for promo
promotingand
domestic commerce ...........
679,
1298
domestic
679,1298
branch offices
limit for branch
offices...... ........ 679
for promoting commerce
commerce with South
South and
Central Arica
America .......
.....
679,1298
for promoting
promoting commerce with the Far
Far
East........................
679,1298
deficiency appropriation
commercial
appropriation for commercial
attaches
524
...
....................
commerce ............ 524,1040
for promoting commerce
24,1040
allowance for expenses
expenses of branch offices...
213
allowance
offices....
offices increased ........
limit for branch offices
516
Foreign Books, etc.,
Foreign
copyright protection of, modified........
modified
369
copyright
Foreign Commerce,
Foreign
Commerce,
common carriers by water, of American
American
schedules of sailing
registry, to file schedules
dates, ports, routes, etc
etc............
497
to give specific
specific rate to rail carrier, on
on
application of shipper
shipper............
497
reservation of space,
space, etc.,
etc., if offer acreservation
cepted
.........................
497
modifications, etc., to be filed..........
filed
498
modifications,
regulations to be prescribed............
prescribed
498
information of schedules,
schedules, etc., to shippers,
information
published
498
to be published....--...........9
copies to railway.
carriers for agents, etc_
railway carriers
etc- 498
distribution
distribution..........................
. 498
regulations, etc., to be made
498
regulations,
made...........498
through bill of lading for consignment
consignment for
which space, etc., on vessel reserved,
reserved,
to be issued by railroad carrier
498
carrier..-..
etc., to be named separatelyseparately _ 498
all charges, etc.,
rail carrier not liable after delivery to
ril
vessel
vessel................. .......
498
provision for limited liability of water
provision
water
carrier to be made
made.................
498
delivery of shipment to vessel by rail
delivery
carrier
carrier.........................
498
issuance of, not "an
arrangement for con"an arrangement
tinuous carriage or shipment"
shipment"......
498
Foreign Countries,
Foreign
Countries,
appropriation for
production
investigating production
for investigating
appropriation
in
of petroleum in...
.....................
1433
articles for Navy not to be purchased
puichased in,
articles
if obtainable
obtainable in United States at
reasonable prices; exception
157
reasonable
exception .......
exemption of seizures
seizures of merchant
merchant ships
exemption
claimed by
and cargoes in, to be claimed
527
consul
consul.............................
execution of bond, etc
etc.............
....
527
vessels,
in suits against masters of such vessels,
527
etc.....
appearance, etc
consul to enter appearance,
arrangement for sureties
sureties on credit of United
United
arrangement
States
......... ........... 527
States..-...payment of judgments;
judgments; no immunity
preimmunity prepayment
527
judiced .................
Foreign Financial
Operations (see Federal
Foreign
Financial Operations
Reserve Act Amendments).
Amendments).
Reserve
Foreign Governments.
Foreign
appropriation for furnishing Patent
Patent Office
Office
appropriation
ml+hliu+inna etc.,
+
+rt
671
671
publications
to
-44282°-v
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_Foreign Governments-Continued.
Governments—Continued.
Page.
Foreign
Page.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for representing
deficiency
representing
interests of, growing out of war in
in
Europe, etc................
etc
524,
1022,1043
Europe,
524,1022,1043
notice to be given, of termination of treaty
restrictions on imposing discriminating duties, etc
...................... 1007
surplus Army supplies,
supplies, etc.,
etc., may be sold
949
to friendly .......................
Foreign
ForeignGovernments,
Governments, Allied,
transportation, medical supplies, etc., to
transportation,
discharged members of forces of,
having similar
374
similar regulations
regulations. ..........
374
acceptance
acceptance of, to members of American
American
forces living within their territories.
territories
374
funds available
374
available........................
Foreign
Division, Post
Post Office DepartForeign Mails
Mails Division,
Department,
appropriation for superintendent,
assistsuperintendent, assistappropriation
ant ........................
675, 1295
. 675,1295
Foreign Mails, Postal
PostalService,
Foreign
appropriation
steamtransportation, by steamappropriation for transportation,
ship or otherwise --............. 581,1153
581,1153
allowance for aircraft
aircraft service........581,1153
service
581,1153
for balance
balance due foreign countries..
countries... - 581,1153
581, 1153
deficiency
fizr transportadeficiency appropriation
appropriation fqr
tion ..
349, 1031, 1174
...............
349,1031,1174
- for
balances due foreign countries....
countries.... 525,1189
525,1189
for balances
Foreign
Foreig n Markets,
Markets,
activities of War Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation revived to finance
finance exports of agricultural products, etc.,
etc., to
to............ 1084
Foreign
Diplomatic and ConForeign Missions (see Diplomatic
Service).
sular Service).
Foreign
Nations, etc.,
ForeignNations,
etc.,
delrv, etc.
property held by Alien
Alien
etc., of property
delivery,
Property
Property Custodian to nationals
nationals of,
Germany, etc...........
etc
other than Germany,
978
invited to send delegates
delegates to International
International
Farm Congress ....
271
............
_
271,271
World Cotton
Cotton Conference
Conference ..........
271,271
Foreign Relations,
State,
Relations, etc.,
etc., Department
Department of
of State,
Foreign
appropriation
officers, drafting
drafting imappropriation for officers,
portant work on
portant
on ................. 642,1263
642,1263
Foreign Seamen,
Foreign
payment of wages to, while in American
payment
harbors by
by master
vessel......... 1006
master of vessel
harbors
enforcement by United States courts
.
courts....
1006
enforcement
Foreign Trade,
Foreign
modification of shipping rules, etc., in, by
modification
departments, etc., may be requested
requested
departments,
by Shipping
Board
995
995
................
by
Shipping Board
rules
hereafter subject
subject to
to approval
approval of
of
rules hereafter
995
Board, etc .....................
disagreements as to, may be submitted to
to
the President.....................
President
995
Foreign
Foreign Travel,
appropriation for restricting
entry of aliens,
restricting entry
appropriation
etc., immediately available.
385
available.......
385
385
limit for fiscal year 1920.............
additional restrictions on entry of aliens—
aliens... 353
additional
duration of
............ 354
of. .............
deportation of undesirable aliens convicted
of violating Act regulating
594
594
regulating.........
readmission prohibited ..................
594
594
readmission
Forest Fires,
Forest
Fires,
appropriation for
fighting, etc.....
etc
251,
728, 1329
251, 728,1329
for fighting,
appropriation
cooperation of Agricultural and War
cooperation
Departments for air patrol
patrol in the
Departments
Rockies
and on
on Pacific
Pacific coast
coast ....
728, 1329
728,1329
Rockiesand
for cooperation
cooperation with States in protecting
protecting
watersheds of navigable streams
from
268, 728, 1344
from.....................268,728,1344
1406
1406
for fighting, in national parks .........
restrictions or allotments
allotments of expenses.
expenses . 1406
1406
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Servi ce, D epartment ofAgriculture-Con. Page.
age.
ForestService,DepartmentofAgriculture-Con.
Forest Fires-Continued.
Fires-Continued.
Page.
Page Forest
Forest
deficiency appropriation
forest
appropriation for fighting forest
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation for
ting, etc.,
etc.,
for fighting,
deficiency appropriation
fires,
etc.,
additional
339,
1177
fires, etc., additional ...........
National Park, Mont
0out .... 335,512
Glacier National
for Olympic
Wash..... 1177
Forest, Wash
for
Yellowstone National
Olympic National Forest,
for fighting,
fighting, etc., Yellowstone
lands added to Idaho and Payette NaForest, Wyo...................
Wyo
335,512
335,512
Forest,
Idaho
•............
324
for
tional forests, Idaho...
reimfor protecting
protecting public lands from; reimemployees receiving pay
bursement .
restriction on employees
...... 335
............
bursement
from outside parties
parties not applicable
applicable
for fighting, preventing,
preventing, etc ........
339,
1177
339,1177
270
cooperative activities of the ...
to cooperative
Forest
ForestGrove, Oreg.,
telephone supplies not needed for Army
telephone
Bureau,
transfer of block in, to Entomology Bureau,
transferred
Agricultural Departtransferred to Agricultural
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture.......... 349
ment for uses of .................
531
Forest
Departmentof Agriculture,
orest Service, Department
Forests,
Porets,
appropriation for Forester, supervisors,
appropriation
cooperation with States,
appropriation
appropriation for cooperation
rangers,
705, 1325
247,705,1325
rangers, etc
etc ........... . 247,
etc., as to methods
methods of managing,
managing,
etc.,
for
247, 705
705,1325
1325
etc ................. 247,
for clerks, etc
and forest lands ...........
252, 710, 1330
252,710,1330
for
draftsmen, mechanics, etc....
etc
247,
705, 1325
247,705,1325
for draftsmen,
for miscellaneous investigations,
investigations, etc....
252,
for
general expenses.........--..
expenses
247,
706, 1325
247,706,1325
710, 1330
for general
710,1330
tests
outside United States forbidden
forbidden..
247
.
taste outide
for investigating insects affecting.
affecting. 256,
715, 1334
256,715,1334
forinvestigatinginsects
706,1325
comba.
1: infestations
infestations of insects at
combating
buildings
248, 706,1326
248
limit of cost of buildings......
nati
forests, etc....................
etc
1334
1334
national
forests,
adminsitration
admi/iiitration of forests; sale of timForrest,
Elizabeth (widow),
PorrestlElizabeth
ber
248, 706, 1326
.
.... 248,706,1326
ber.............
pension increased
1515
..
pension
increased .............
care
game
... . 248,706,1326
248, 706, 1326
of fish and game........
care of
Forsyth, Mo.,
Posyth,
agents,
248, 706, 1326
248,706,1326
.......
agents, labor, etc
extended for bridging White River at.
at.
275
time extended
collaWig,
printing, etc., investigainvestagallating, proing,
Forsyth,
District,
Road District,
Mo., Road
Forsyth, Mo.,
248,706,1326
tions
248, 706, 1326
tionse-...............-....
extended for bridging White River by.
275
time extended
relief offield
of field employees.
-- .. 248,706,1326.
248, 706, 1326. Fort
employees.......
Agency,
Ant.
Fort
Apache
Agency,
Ariz.,
contingent
expenses;
traveling
*mexcontingent expenses;
appropriation
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation for support,
istimes;
...
706, 1326
penses; rent .........
..- .248,
248,706,1326
at .........................
31, 433, 1247
31,433,1247
for
forest
supervisors,
guards,
guards,
rangers,
supervisors,
for forest
Fort Apache IndianReservation, Ariz.,
Indian Reseration,
etc
707,1326 Fort
..........
etc .............
appropriation
appropriation for power and irrigation
for field and station expenses, mainte-:
mainte,
funds
11,
416, 1233
11,416,1233
plant from tribal funds.....
707,1326
forests.. 248,
248,707,1326
nance of designated
designated forests..
amount from Agency
Agency fund
1233
1233
........
for additional national forests under
Fort
Mont ,
FortAssinwthoine
Assinmnioe Military Reservation, Mont.,
Conservation Act.
251,
709s 1329
251,709,1329
Act.-....--.
Conservation
; time extended
extended for payments
payments by homestead
for expenses, district
251,
administration...
district administration
enti
ynien for lands on abandoned..
abandoned.. 1086
entrymen
709, 1329
interest payments required,
required, etc..
etc ....... 1086
interchangeable appropriations
710, 1329
interchangeable
appropriations 251, 710,1329
forfeited on failure to make payentry forfeited
for fighting forest fires; cooperative
cooperative air
...........................
ments
1086
patrol on
on Pacific
710,1329
patrol
Pacific coast,
coast, etc
etc ..... 710,1329
Fort Bayard,
Mex.
Fort
Bayard, N.
N. Mex.,
for selecting, etc., lands within
within national
Army medical
medical supplies to be transferred
transferred to
etc..... 251
forests for homestead entry, etc
forestsforhomesteadentry,
Ilftlth Service for hospital
Public Health
710, 1329
................................ 1025
at
etc. of agricultural
agricultural lands in
for survey, etc.,
Fort Belknap Agency,
Agency, Mont.,
Mont.,
251,710,1329
national forests ..........
251, 710, 1329 Fort
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc. of Indians
appropriation for support,
251
etc..............
for fighting forest fires, etc
15, 31,420,434,1236,1248
31, 420, 434, 1236, 1248
at .............. 15,
for supplies, instruments,
instruments, and
and equipFort
Reservation ' Mont.,
FortBelknap Indian
Indian Reservation,
251,710,1329
ments ....................
251,
710, 1329
appropriation
irrigation systems on,
appropriation for irrigation
for wood distillation, economy in forest
maintenance, etc...........
etc
16, 420, 1237
16,420,1237
maintenance,
products, etc...........
etc
251,
710, 1329
251,710,1329
commission
commission to prepare final roll of Indians
for
improving range conditions. - 251,
710, 1330
forimprovingrangeconditions...
251,710,1330
having rights on, to be appointed;
appointed;
for tree planting, etc
710, 1330
etc............ 251,
251,710,1330
composition
composition........................ 1355
National Forest.
251
nursery site, Michigan National
rate allotment of undisposed of lands,
pro rata
for cooperative, etc.,
etc., investigations to
to
1355
among enrolled
enrolled Indians
Indians ..........
1355
determine conservative manage1355
trust patents to allottees ..............
ment of forests -.........
252,710,1330
252, 710, 1330
cancellatio% of fraudulent
cancellation
fraudulent names on
for appraising, etc., timber for sale; exallotments .........................
1355
252,710,1330
penses of sales, etc ........... 252,
710, 1330
allotments subject to existing tribal
allotments
for
miscellaneous investigations
252, 710, 1330
formiscellaneousinvestigations..
252,710,1330
.
1355
leases....................
for
roads, trails, bridges, etc .... 252,710,1330
252, 710, 1330
leases
forroads,
stock corrals, watering places, etc .....
.
allottees
1356
issue to heirs in case of death of allottees.
252
710,1330
citizenship declared of allottees receiving
eradicating poisonous
plants .252,710,1330
252, 710, 1330
1356
trust patents ......................
eradicating
poisonousplants...
restricted.. 252,710,1330
252, 710, 1330
traveling expenses restricted..
subject to State laws, etc ..............
1356
restriction
on
preparing
articles
for
restriction
preparing
etc.,,
for
lands reserved
reserved for power sites, agency, etc
newspapers,
711, 1330
newspapers, etc ........... 252,
252,711,1330
uses
1356
uses.............
...........
1356
payment of grazing fees in two installpayment
for parks, etc
1356
etc............
.........
1356
ments ........................
. 1330
patents
to
religious,
etc.,
uses.
1356
fee simple
sample patents
uses
for expenses in Washington,
C,
Washington, D. C.,
examination before
examination
before allotments as to mineral
under Conservation Act ......
252, 711, 1330
underConservation
252,711,1330
deposits .......................
. 1356
for additional lands under Conservation
Conservation
minerals to remain tribal property;
minerals
property; allotAct......
..................
Act
1345
ment of surface land..............
land
1356
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for general excoal reserved for irrigation projects
projects__
... 1356
penses.
62, 64, 346, 52A
penses.................
62,64,346,524
timber lands to remain
remain tribal property:
1039,
1043, 1045, 1187, 1192
1039,1043,1045,1187,1192
domestic uses authorized
authorized .........
1356
domestic
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Fort Belknap
Belknap Indian
Fart
Indian Reservation,
Mont.— Page.
Reservation, Mont.Page. Fort
Calif,
Page.
FortBidwell, Calif.,
Page.
Continued.
Continued.
appropriation for Indian school....
school.... 12,418,1234
12, 418, 1234
appropriation
town site locations reserved
reserved ..........
1356
1356
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian school
345
school.
345
disposition of lots, parks,
parks, school
school sites,
sites,
Fort
Fort Creek Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Oreg.,
etc.,
on
1356
etc., on.......................
1356
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of
1243
appropriation
etc., of...
1243
appropriation for surveys,
surveys, etc.,
etc., to
to deterdeterappropriation
Fort
Fort de Russy Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
mine needs
for irrigation
irrigation projects-projects. _ 1357
1357
mine
needs for
right of way across, granted
granted to Honolulu,
Honolulu,
assessment of cost of all irrigation projects
assessment
conditions
1438
for sewer system; conditions.......
projects
1438
on, ratably against lands irrigated
Fort Douglas
Douglas Military Reservation,
irrigated.. 1357 Fort
Reservation, Utah,
Utah,
reimbursement to
licenses for removing
removing sand and gravel
reimbursement
to United
United States
States and
gravel from,
and
authorized ...
588
tribal fund ........................
1357
authorized
................
58
right of way through,
through, granted
repeal of requirement
repeal
requirement for reimbursing cost
cost
granted Salt
Salt Lake
Lake
City for
406
or water
of Milk River project from Indian
water supply system
system....... 406
funds...........................
funds
1357
1357 Fort
Fort Fairfield,
Fairfield, Me.,
Me.,
charges to be upon individual
individual allottees;
appropriation
165
appropriation for public
public building
building........
165
lien, etc., for
.. ............
. 1357 Fort
Fort Gibson,
Okla.,
Gibson, Okla.,
cost of irrigation work chargeable
chargeable to land
Arkansas River
bridge authorized
authorized across Arkansas
benefited .........................
1257
1357
629
near ........
................
629
all lands included
included .........
............1357 Fort
Fort Hall
Hall Agency, Idaho,
lien for repaying
repaying irrigation charges
charges to be
be
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
stated in all conveyances
conveyances...........
1358
at.........................
at
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
provision if purchaser
acquire
purchaser believed to acquire
Fort Hall
Reservation, Idaho,
Hall Indian
IndianReservation,
Indian water rights................
rights
1358 Fort
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
Indians
delivery of water may be refused until
at ........................
13, 418, 1234
13,418,1234
all dues paid ..................
1358
of irrigation
system....
13,
for maintenance
maintenance of
irrigation system....
13,
rights to water, etc.,
etc., subject to compliance
compliance
418,1234
418,1234
with prescribed rules, etc.........
etc
1358
comprehensive
comprehensive report on enlargement,
enlargement,
no payment
delivered
1358
payment required
required until water delivered.
etc., to be
submitted
418
etc.,
be submitted.........
....
418
domestic, etc., use of water by Indians
domestic,
Indians of,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance
not disturbed ...................
1358
of irrigation system ................
1171
1171
priority right of waters by any Indian,
Fort Henry,
Fort
limited ..........................
1358
medical supplies
supplies to be transferred
transferred to
Army medical
to
homesteads to be designated
homesteads
designated by allottees
Public Health Service for hospital
1025
hospital at.
at. 1025
before
before issue of patents ............ 1358
Fort
Lapwai
Agency,
Idaho,
Fort
Lapwai
Agency,
Idaho,
inalienable
inalienable during life of allottee, etc..
1358
etc.. 1358
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
to minors..........................
minors
1358
.
1358
at.
at ....................434, 1248
- 31,
31,434,1248
minerals, water power sites, etc., set aside
Fort Lapwai
Indian Reservation,
Lapwai Indian
Reservation, Idaho,
Idaho,
1358
as tribal property
property ................
1358 Fort
grant
grant of p
art of Indian
Indian school lands to
part
to LapLapleasingpermits,
leasing
.
permits, etc., for; period limited.
limited- 1358
war
553
wai Rural High School District....
District....
553
domestic use of coal permitted
permitted by Indian
proceeds
to
Nez
Perce
Indians..
554
credit
of
Nez
Perce
Indians..
554
head of aa family ...................
1359 Fort
Lapwai
Fort
Lapwai
Indian
Sanatorium,
Idaho,
Indian
Sanatorium,
Idaho,
become property
to become
property of allottee at expiraappropriation
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
•
5,
of....5,
tion of 50 years.
years .................
1359
410, 1227
1227
410,
school
school sections granted
granted to Montana......
Montana
1359 FortLeavenworth,
Fort
Kans.,
lieu selections
selections for allotted
allotted lands, etc.;
appropriation
School and
and
appropriation for Army Staff
Staff School
time for completing
completing ..............
1359
1359
service schools at................
at
106,950
106,950
for
....................
payment for.
1359
for improving water supply............
supply
961
961
Indian children to be admitted to State
State
for buildings,
buildings, motor training
963
training school
school.....
963
public schools
schools.................... 1359
1359
for quarters for officers, etc..
etc
963
........... 963
appropriation for landsgrantedto
lands granted to Montana.
Montana
1359
appropriation
1359
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
across
deficiency
for bridge
bridge across
or expenses of allotments,
for
allotments, etc
etc......... 1359
1359
Missouri River; local contribution
contribution
reimbursable
reimbursable from proceeds of town
town
for maintenance
maintenance ...................
510
510
1359
site sales, etc
etc ....
......................
1359
Boughton Memorial
erect
Memorial Association may erect
Fort
Fort Berthold
Berthold Agency, N. Dak.,
building
130
on
.......................
130
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of
of Indians
portion
portion for post office to be given free
free of
of
of............. 19, 31,424,
of
31, 424, 434,1240,
434, 1240, 1248
charge...............................
charge
130
130
FortBerthold
BrtholdIndian
Reservation, N.
Fort
Indian Reservation,
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
Fort
Fort Logan
Logan H. Roots, Ark.,
Art.,
appropriation for paying Indiana
appropriation
Indians of, for
sale of portion of lands, to Big Rock Stone
Verendrye Nalands included in Verendrye
Construction Company.
625
and Construction
Company........
625
tional Monument
Monument .................
424
424
revocable lease
revocable
lease of additional lands to
to same
same
all claims of Indians of against the United
United
Company . ...................
Company.
626
626
States to be submitted to Court of
of
immediately taken over for use of
to be immediately
Claims ......................
.... 404
404
war risk, etc.,
etc., patients
patients........... 1365
procedure; evidence
evidence received,
405
received, etc
etc...... 405
amount allotted for increasing
increasing hospital
etermination of attorneys'
determination
attorneys' fees by
facilities, etc.,
etc., of
of.................. 1365
1365
Court, etc......................
etc
405
allotments to unallotted
unallotted children on
Fort Lyons, Colo.,
on ....
424 Fort
appropriation
trust patents to be issued.............
issued
appropriation for naval hospital, public
424
reserved for tribal benefit
works........................
mineral rights reserved
benefit.
424
's 143
sale at auction
deficiency
auction of isolated tracts
tracts of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
enlarging
of land, in
for enlarging
in
former; conditions ................
naval hospital at ..................
1030
595
1030
Fort
Fart Bidwell Agency, Calif,
Calif.,
Fort
Fort McDermitt
McDermitt Agency,
Agency, Nev.,
Nev.,
appropriation for support, etc., of
appropriation
of Indians
appropriation
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of Indians
at .....................
434
..
........
434
at ................
..... ---------... 4.3
434,1248
_1924

1924
1924
Fort McHenry,
Baltimore, Md.,
Md.,
Fort
McHenry, Baltimore,
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appropriation for expenses
expenses dedicating
dedicating
appropriation
monument to Francis
Francis Scott Key,
monument
and others at
1391
..................
Congressional committee to attend
attend.... 1391
Congressional

Fort
Fort Mackenzie,
Mackenzie, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
to be immediately taken over for use of
etc., patients
war risk,
risk, etc.,
patients ......... 1365
1365
amount allotted for increasing hospital
hospital
amount
................
facilities....
facilities
1365
Fort
Mifflin Naval
Pa.,
Fort MJUflin
Naval Magazine,
Magazine, Pa.,
appropriation for dredging...........
dredging
144
appropriation
Fort
Islands,
Fort Mills,
Mills, Philippine
PhilippineIslands,
appropriation for constructing
engineer
constructing engineer
appropriation
wharf
1350
..................... 610,
610,1350
wharf
Fort
Agency, Ariz.,
Fort Mojave Agency,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
at ....................
433,1247
Fort Mojave,
Mojave, Arz.,
Ariz.,
Fort
appropriation for Indian school......
school
9, 415, 1232
9,415,1232
appropriation
deficiency
school.
66,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian school.
66,
345, 1039, 1042, 1171
345,1039,1042,1171
Fart
Fort Monroe,
Monroe, Va.,
appropriation for
Coast Artillery School.
106,951
951
School. 106,
for Coast
appropriation
for wharf,
wharf, roads, and sewers
894, 1385
sewers..... 183,
183,894,1385
Fort
Fort Niagara,
Niagara,N. Y.,
'.,
appropriation for filtration
filtration plant at
961
at......
appropriation
Fort
Agency, Mont.,
Fort Peck
Pek Agency,
Mont.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
Indiana
appropriation
at ..............
15,
31, 420, 434, 1236
15,31,420,434,1236
deficiency appropriation
support, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for support,
Indians at
of Indiana
at..................
1171
Fort
Peck Indian
Reservation, Mont.,
FortPeek
ndian Reervation,
Mont.,
appropriation
irrigation
constructing irrigation
appropriation for constructing
systems on; repayment......
repayment
16, 421, 1237
16,421,1237
allowance for passenger
passenger vehicles
allowance
vehicles.... 16,421
allottees may select classified coal lands.
lands... 421
reservation of mining rights
reservation
421
rights............
irrigable lands allowed
allotments from irrigable
unallotted
nnallotted children
422
children on .............
422
homestead
entrymen on ceded lands, alhomestead entrymen
lowed additional time for paying
paying
installments
365
installments........................
interest
payments
to
be
made
365
interest
.........
365
time of payment;
payment; further extension
366
extension....
commutation
366
commutation payable
payable in full
full..........
366
interest to credit
creditof Indians ...........
366
366
forfeiture
forfeiture of entry on failure to make
payments when due..............
due
366
payments
patent authorized
authorized of block for school purposes
in Waukea
Waukee town site on former
posesin
former.
549
, of unappropriated
unappropriated blocks in
in each town
ceded lands ...........
site within ceded
549
Indian pupils to be admitted to
549
to schools
schools.. 549
Fort
N. Y.,
Fort Plain,
Plain, N.
'Y.,
appropriation for public building........
building
165
appropriation
Fort
Port Randall
Randall Military
Dak.,
Military Reservation,
Reservation, S.
S. Dak.,
cash sales of lands in former
former
550
..............
550
Fort Revere, Mass.,
Fort
expenditure
at
expenditure authorized
authorized for real
real estate
estate at..
455
Fort Riley, Kans.,
Fort
Kans.,
appropriation
Mounted Service
appropriation for
for Army
Army Mounted
Service
School.......
School
106
...............
for Cavalry School ....................
950
950
Fort
Sill,
Okla.,
FortSill, Okla.,
appropriation
for
Army
School
of
Fire,
appropriation for Army School of Fire,
Field Artillery
...............
Artillery ..
106
for Infantry School of Arms
106
Arms................
Artillery School ............
950
for Field Artillery
for Field Artillery instruction..........
instruction
950
substitution of Infantry School, Camp
Henning, Ga., for Infantry School of
Benning,
Arms at
453
Armsat
......................
453
Fort Smith,
Smith, Ark.,
Ark.,
Fort
jail. *granted
mranted to....--------..
site of old Federal
Federal jail,
to
396
I 39

Fort Stanton
Stanton Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Fort

Pegs.
Pge.

appropriation for power
power house...........
house
875
appropriation
for
etc
1368
or alteration
alteration, etc....................
Fort
Fort Totten,
Totten, N.
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation
424, 1240
19,424,1240
Indian school-..
school.... 19,
for Indian
appropriation for
Fort Totten, N,
Fort
N, Y.,
Y.,
appropriation
machinery, etc.,
etc., torpedo
torpedo
appropriation for
for machinery,
depot
609,1348
609,1348
depot.....................
Fort Totten
Dak.,
Fort
Totten School
School and
and Agency,
Agency, N.
N. Dak.,

to school district
district..........
of lands in,
in, to
sale of

Fort Walla
Walla Walla,
Wash.
Fort
Walla, Wash.

19
19

to
taken over
over for
use of
to be
be immediately
immediately taken
for use
of
war risk, etc., patients ............ 1365
amount alloted
increasing hospital
amount
alloted for increasing
facilities ........
1365
1365
.............
facilities
Fort Worth, Tex.,
Fort
Tex.,
loan of Army tents, etc., for reunion of
at
United Confederate
Confederate Veterans
Veterans at
Hodgkins Springs, near
near............ 1061
Fort Yuma
Yuma Agency,
Agency, Calif.,
Calif.,
Fort
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of
Indians
of Indians
appropriation for
for support,
at ..........................-..
434
Fortifications.,
Fortifications,
appropriation
batterappropriation for gun and mortar batteries
608,1348
ies...............................
608,1348
for modernizing
modernizing emplacements
emplacements...... 608,1348
for
etc......... 608, 1348
for preservation,
preservation, repair, etc
for
1348
for preparation
preparation of
of plans
plans ............. 608
608,1348
for supplies
etc... 608,1348
spplies for electric plants, etc
for preserving,
preserving, etc., torpedo
torpedo structures,
structures,
submarine mines, etc ...........
submarine
608,1348
for sites, etc .........................
. 608
defenses
608
for land defenses.....
..............
electric plants.
.- 608,1348
for installing, etc., electric
plants..
etc
608,1348
for searchlights,
searchlights, etc...
.........
608,1348
embankments...... 608,1348
for sea walls and embankments
repairs, etc., defenses
defenses of Galveston,
for repairs,
Tex
608
.........................
for construction
construction expenses,
expenses, seaccet
seacost de608,1348
fenses
...................
constructing fire control stations,
for constructing
etc ..........................
608, 1348
for range finders,
finders, etc ............... 608,1348
for war instruction at Coast Artillery
posts.......................... 608,1348
posts
608, 1348
for accessories
accessories for submarine mine practice ..........................
1348
for operating fire control installations....
installations
609
forsubmarineminesupplies;
for submarine mine supplies; depot, Fort
Totten, N.Y........................
N. Y
1348
for armanent
armanent ..
609,1349
.................
.. 609,1349
for mountain,
mountain, field, and
and siege
siege cannon,
cannon,
etc
609, 1349
etc.......................
1349
for ammunition
ammunition therefor
therefor .............
609,1349
for seacoast cannon ................. 609,1349
for ammunition
ammunition therefor
therefor. ........... 609,1349
for modernizing
etc
609,1349
modernizing projectiles,
projectiles, etc......
609,1349
for ammunition, etc.,
etc., for seacoast artilpractice
609,1349
lery.practice.................
for altering, etc., seacoast artillery..
artillery.. _609, 1349
1349
for altering,
609,1349
for
altering, etc.
etc., mobile
mobile artillery
artillery ... 609,1349
delivery
etc.,
delivery of
of
Army tractors to State
highway departments .............
highway
1349
ammunition for field, etc., artillery
artillery
for ammunition
practice...................
practice
609,1349
for proving
proving grounds, current expenses.
expenses 609,1349
for accessories
accessores for submarine
submarine mine practice ........................
609
for maintenance, etc., submarine mines..
mines
609
for
torpedo depot,
depot, Fort
Fort Totten,
N. Y
609
for torpedo
Totten, N.
Y....
609
for operating
operating fire control installations
installations.... 1349
for barracks
barracks and quarters,
quarters, seacoast defenses ............
610,
1349
610,1349
for Air Service expenses
expenses ...............
1350
possessions............... 610,
610,1350
for insular possessions
'IMO
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appropriation
Hawaiappropriation for preserving,
preserving, etc., Hawaiian Islands ....................
610,1350
Philippine Islands ...............
Philippine
610,
1350
610,1350
for searchlights
searchlights for harbor
harbor defense,
defense, Phil.................
610,1350
ippine Islands .
610, 1350
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands ..................
610
for electric
electric plants, supplies, etc.,
etc., Hawaiian Islands
610
Islands ..................
610
Philippine
610
Philippine Islands
Islands..................
610
for submarine mine structures,
structures, etc.,
etc ,
Philippine Islands ................
Philippine
610
610
for land defenses,
defenses, Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands .....
.
610
for sites, etc.,
Hawaiian Islands .........
610
etc., Hawaiian
610
for preparation
Hawaiian Ispreparation of plans, Hawaiian
lands
610,1350
.....................
610,1350
. 610,1350
610,1350
Philippine Islands ..............
for
Fort
Mills,
Phillippine
Islands,
wharf.
for
Mills, PhiRippine
wharf. 610,
1350
1350
for seacost
seacost batteries,
batteries, Hawaiian
Islands.. 1350
Hawaiian Islands..
Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands
..................
610
for fire control
installations, insular
insular poscontrol installations,
sessions .-----.................. 610,1350
610,1350
insular possesfor seacoast
seacoast cannon, insular
sions ...
..................
610,1350
contracts...........................
contracts.
610
for ammunition
ammunition for seacoast
seacoast cannon, inpossessions ...............
611,1350
sular possessions
611,1350
for altering, etc.,
etc., seacoast
seacoast artillery,
artillery, insular possessions.................
possessions
611,1350
611,1350
submarine mine structures,
for submarine
structures, etc.,
etc.,
insular
611
insular possessions
possessions ...............
submarine mines,
for maintenance,
maintenance, submarine
insular possessions .................
611
611
quarters, seacoast artilfor barracks
barracks and quarters,
lery, Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands ........
611,1350
611,1350
Hawaiian
611
Hawaiian Islands ...................
611
for constructing
constructing fire control
control stations,
Philippine Islands
Philippine
Islands ...........
611,1351
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands
Islands.....
.........
611,1351
for submarine
submarine mine supplies, etc.,
etc., insular possessions
possessions ................
1351
for Air Service
Service expenses, Philippine
Islands ........................
611
Hawaiian Islands.............
Hawaiian
Islands
611
611
establishing, etc.,
for establishing
etc., aviation stations,
stations,
Hawaiian 'elands
Islands ............... 611,1351
for Panama
Panama Canal ...............
611,
1351
611,1351
for clearings and trails
trails ................
611
611
for preservation,
preservation, repairs, etc ......... 612,1351
for electric
electric plants,
plants, etc...............
612,1351
612,1351
612
for seacoast batteries ..................
612
for engineer
engineer equipment ................
612
612
for preparation
preparation of plans,
1351
plans, etc ............
searchlights........................ 1351
for searchlights
for land defenses ................
612, 1351
for
control stations
for installing, etc.,
etc., fire control
stations. 612,1351
operating fire control stations.....
612,1351
for operating
stations
for ammunition
ammunition for seacoast
seacoast cannon
cannon.. 612,1352
612,1352
artillery... 612,1352
for altering,
altering, etc.,
etc., seacoast artillery
altering, etc.,
etc., submarine
submarine mine supfor altering,
plies............................ .
612
plies
..
612
for barracks
barracks and quarters,
quarters, Coast Artil612. 1352
lery ......................
612,1352
purchase of supplies,
supplies, etc., from Army
surplus stock ..................
612,1352
612,1352
for Air Service
expenses ..-..
.......... 612
Service expenses.
612
for
for aviation
aviation station, France Field, Canal
612
Zone --......
612
..................
material to be of American
American manuall material
facture; exception
612,1352
exception............
purchases from private
private manulimit on purchases
facturers, etc.; waived in case of
facturers,
emergency ................-.
612,1352

•
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appropriation for; operations
operations of arsenals
appropriation
arsenals to
be maintained
612,1352
maintained ..............
612, 1352
no pay to officer
officer using time measuring
measuring
device
on work of employees
employees .....
613, 1352
device on
purchases forbidden
forbidden of articles
purchases
articles which
produced at arsenals
arsenals for a
a
can be produced
less sum ...................
613, 1352
613,1352
consideration of fortification
consideration
fortification orders
placed at arsenals,
613
arsenals, etc ............
613
funds of bureau
etc ,
bureau procuring
procuring stores, etc.,
from another, subject
subject to requisition
requisition
of bureau
bureau furnishing,
furnishing, etc., available
available
for two years
years.......................
613
613
installation
installation of guns and howitzers
howitzers directed ............................
1352
rected
1352
specified
balances to be
specified unexpended
unexpended balances
be covered in;
in; supplies
seacoast desupplies for seacoast
feru3es ........................
613
fenses
613
sites for fortifications,
fortifications, etc
etc...............
613
613
electrical equipment,
equipment, etc .............. .
613
sea walls and embankments
embankments............
613
613
contingent expenses,
expenses, seacoast
contingent
seacoast fortificafortifica613
tions .........................
613
fire control
613
................
.......
. 613
Coast Artillery
Artillery war
613
war instruction
instruction .........
613
armament
613
armament ........................
613
submarine
submarine mines
mines
613,1353
...............
613,1353
barracks and quarters,
barracks
quarters, seacoast
seacoast defenses.
defenses.
613
fortifications,
fortifications, insular possessions ...... 613,1353
613, 1353
aviation,
aviation, insular possessions ...........
613
613
sea walls,
etc., Panama
walls, etc.,
613
Panama Canal ..........
613
submarine mine structures,
structures, Panama
Panama
submarine
Canal.............................
613
Cana
613
Panama Canal ..............
613
armament, Panama
613
submarine
mines,
Panama
Canal
614
submarine
Panama
........
614
Board
Ordnance and Fortification ....
Board of Ordnance
614
aviation
1353
aviation stations,
stations, seacoast
seacoast defenses
defenses......
aviation,
seacoast
defenses
1353
aviation,
defenses .............
1353
Ordnance
Ordnance material sales ..............
1353
1353
automatic rifles ....
................. 1353
automatic
1353
armored motor cars
cars....................
1353
1353
antiaircraft ammunition ..............
1353
1353
National Guard,
Guard, field equipment,
1353
National
equipment, etc
etc... 1353
civilian
military training
training camps,
ord•
civilian military
camps,
nance.............................
Dance
1353
1353
Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Fraining Corps,
Corps, ordnance
1353
nance
........................
1353
ammunition ............................ 1353
ordnance stores and supplies...........
supplies
1353
1353
manufacture of arms ................... 1353
manufacture
1353
small arms target practice
practice.............. 1353
1353
engineer
engineer operations in the field .........
1353
1353
engineer
equipment of troops ...........
engineer equipment
1353
storage and shipping facilities ...........
1353
1353
Fortnem, Ella (mother),
Fortney,
pension .................................. 1609
Foster, Emma R.
It. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ........................
1549
1549
Foundlings' Home, D. C.,
Foundlings'
appropriation for care
care of children
children in. 97,867,1138
97, 867, 1138
appropriation
Fountain
Fountain County, Ind.,
bridge Wabash
Attica
may bridge
Wabash River, Attica..........
401
FourteenthCensus (see also Census Office),
Office),
Fourteenth
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses
for.. 1297
appropriation
expenses for..
1297
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses,
deficiency
1919, preparing
for
54
preparing for................
54
for salaries
salaries and all expenses
expenses for taking...
taking._
515
for
515
available until June
515
available
June 30, 1922
1922......... 515
enumerators
enumerators employed
employed from
from the Army
Army or
Navy, for
for taking, of
of military
military and
naval forces, to be paid.........
1361
1361
proclamation
proclamation urging
urging all persons
persons to answer
answer
1772
inquiries for...................
1772

1926
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Fourteenth
C.,
Page.
FourteenthStreet
Street NE.,
NE., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for paving, E
E to G
845
G Streets
Streets...
845
appropriation
Fourteenth
D. C.,
C.,
FourteenthStreet
Street SW.,
SW., D.
appropriation for repaving,
repaving, with granite
appropriation
block, D to Water Streets
844
Streets..........
Fourth
Postmaster General,
General,
AssistantPostmaster
FourthAssistant
appropriation for, chief clerk, superintendappropriation
ents
etc
ents of
of divisions, etc..........
676,1295
mail a division ...............676,1295
676,1295
for rural mails
for
equipment and supplies division.. 676,1295
forequipmentandsuppliesdivision..
topographer
676,1295
676,1295
for topographer..................
for postal service, Office
office of
of......... 581,1154
for postal supplies
supplies.................. 581,1154
for poet
post route and rural delivery
delivery maps,
maps
etc
582,
1154
etc........................
582,1154
for expenses
expense? shippupplies
shipping supplies ......
582,1154
for canceling
canceling and labor saving machines
582,1155
chines......................
582,1155
traveling
... — .....
..— . 582,1155
582, 1155
traveling mechanicians.
mechanicians..equipments, etc _582,1155
for mail bags, locks, equipments,
for labor, equipmentshops,
C
582,1155
equipmentsope, D. C......
equipments, departments,
departments, Alaska,
equipments,
Alaska,
etc
582,1155
etc.......................
582,1155
transportation, except in
for star route transportation,
Alaska
Alaska..................
582,1155
service
582,1155
for rural delivery service............
pay of route carriers...............
carriers
582
for village
village delivery service
582
service..............
for travel and miscellaneowi expenses. 583,1155
fortravelandmiscellaneousexpense
Fourth
Fourth Class
Class Mail
Mail Matter,
provisions for forwarding
forwarding or returning
returning undeliverable perishable...............
perble
deliverable
360
other
required.
otherundelivere;;pledge required......
360
Fowler,
Fowler, Agnes (widow),
pension
pension........
.........................
1585
Fowler,
(widow),
Fowler, Henrietta
Henrietta(ido),
pension
...
...................... 1566
1566
Fowler, Lena
Fowler,
Lena A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1570
...........................
1570
Fox River, Wis.,
For
preliminary
preliminary examination,
ination, etc., of, to be
made,
made, Oshkosh
Oshkosh to
to mouth...........
mouth
1012
1012
Fox, William
William A.
Fox,
A. (son),
(son),
pension increased
increased
...................
1595
Frame, Ellen
Ellen G.
G. (widow),
Frame,
(widow),
pension increased
increased........................ 1479
Frame,
Mary S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
Frame, Mary
pension
.................................. 1489
Frampton,
riampton, Hunter
Hunter C.,
C.,
pension increased ....................
1511
1511
France,
France,
appropriation
for ambassador to
739,1206
appropriationforambasadorto.........
739, 1206
foracquiringpremisesof embassyin
foracquiringpremisesof
embasyin Paris. 1214
for cure,
graves in Army Americare, etc., of graves
can cemeteries
cemeteries in..................
in
1386
1386
agreement with, modifying
modifying former ConvenConvenagreement
tion of Commerce
Navigation... 1723
Commerce and Navigation
importing from, and exporting
to colonies,
importing
exporting to,
etc., wheat and wheat flour, proetc.,
hibited; exception.................
exception
1759
canceled...............................
canceled
1773
France
Field, Canal
France Field,
Canal Zone,
appropriation
appropriation for establishing,
establishing, etc.,
etc., aviation station
station at
at ..................
612
612
Francis, John
John M.,
Francis,
M.,
deficiency
appropriation for .............
deficiency appropriation
507
payment to, for
son ............
payment
for death
death of son
1454
Francis, William
William (son),
Francis,
(son),
pension
pension increased
increased .........
............
1479
1479
Francisco,
(widow),
Francisco, Prudence
Prudence (widow),
pension increased
increased.... .....................
pension
1591
Franked
Franked Matter,
Matter,
report to be made of cost of mailing, of
each department,
department, etc .............- -- --- 1037
_ 37

Franked Matter—Continued.
Franked
Matter-Continued.
report
made of
of the
the revenue
revenue therefrom
report to
to be
be made
therefrom
if
paid.......
if ordinary
ordinary postage rates paid
Frankford
Arsenal,
Philadelphia,
.Pa.,
Prankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa.,
appropriation for
extending heating
mains
heating mains.
for extending
appropriation
for constructing
constructing roads, etc...........
etc
for
noncommissioned officers'
officers' quarters
quarters..
for noncommissioned
for completing power plant, etc
893
etc........
for
extending mains;
mains; electrical
electrical transfor extending
transmission 893.........................
Frankfort, Ky.,
Ky.
Frankfort,
court at ..........................
terms of court
Franking
Postal Service,
FrankingPrivilege
Priilege,Postal
granted Edith darow
Roosevelt ............
Carow Roosevelt
Franklin
FranklinCounty, Wash.,
construction of
authorized across
construction
of bridge authorized
across
Snake River, near Pasco, by Walla
Walla
Walla
Walls County and ...............
Frunklin, N. H.,
Franklin,
H.,
appropriation for public buildings ........
appropriation
lin,
Pa.,
Franklin, Pa.,
appropriation for public building
appropriation
building.........
Franklin, Tenn.
Franklin,
Tenn.,'
_appropriation
appropriation for public building .........
P iWtn Nannie
N comic M.
(widow),
Franks,
M. (widow),
pensio
n
pension.............................
i

Frantz, Mary
Mary M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Frantz,

Page.
Page

1037
182
182
182
182

893
893
400
1449

161
165
165

165
165
1626
1626

pension
.................................. 1566
Fraser, Edward,
Fraser,
Edward,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ...............
1033
deficiency
Fraternal,etc., Organizations,
Fraternal,
Organizations,
no discrimination
discrimination in benefits of vocational
rehabilitation of persons disabled
disabled in
rehabilitation
industry, based on membership
membership in.
in. 737
penalty for violation
violation ................
penalty
. 737
Frauendorf,
Martin 0.,
Frauendorf,Martin
pension
..........................
1619
Frazier,
Frazier,Laura
Laura(widow),
pension
1567
pension..................................
1567
Frazier,
Frazier, Samuel,
increased
1552
pension increased
........................
1552
Frazure, Melvii,
Frazure,
pension increased........................
increased
1544
pension
1544
Frederick, Mary
Mary E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1598
..........................
1598
Freedmen's Hospital,
C.,
Freedmen's
Hospital,D.
D. C.,
appropriation for care of indigent
indigent patients.
patients.
95,
appropriation
866,1137
for
salaries
and
expenses
866,
1137
for salaries and expenses........ 206,
206,920,1409
920,1409
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses.1030, 1173
Freeman, Elizabeth
Freeman,
Elizabeth (widow),
.................................. 1554
pension
Freer
Gallery Building,
Building, D.
Freer Art Gallery
1). C.,
appropriation
improving grounds......
grounds
899
appropriation for
for improving
899
deficienc
.
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for
for heating,
heating,
lighting, etc....
etc
328
........................
328
Freer,
L.,
Freer, Charles
Charles,.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for refunding
refunding inincome tax, to
507
come
to estate of
of .............
507
Freight,
Freight,
charges
commerce to be
charges on, in interstate commerce
paid
delivery ...............
479
paid before delivery
479
regulations to prevent
prevent unjust discriminations, etc .....................
479
479
credit allowed Government,
Government, States, etc.
etc
479
combinations of carriers
carriers for pooling, of
unlawful
different railroads unlawful.........
480
Freight, Navy and
Freight,
and Navy Department,
Department,
appropriation
for
appropriation for......................
148,826
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for ............
345,
1044, 116% 1185, 1191
1191
1044,1169,1185,
Freight on Bullion and Coin,
Freight
appropriation for..........
for
appropriation
.......
651,1272
Freight Trains,
Trains,
651, 1272
Freight
appropriation for special arrangement
arrangement for
for
appropriation
ntp 1
onnamrlint
conveying
mails
by, VV
etc
_v**. _' -f ma;ln
u, '.v
..........

1

R
nt
579,1152
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Fremont County,
Idaho,
Page.
Page.
Fremont
County, Idaho,
appropriation
sheep experiment
experiment staappropriation for sheep
etc., in ....................
240,699
tion, etc.,
Fremont
Wyo.
Fremont County,
County, Wyo.,
sale of Shoshone Indians'
Indians' lands to school
district
1466
district...........................
Fremont
National Forest,
Fremont National
Forest, Oreg.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of
249,
appropriation
7U, 1327
708,
French
French Broad
Broad River, N.
N. C.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
1012
made..........................
Fresno,
Calif.,
Fresno, Calif.,
purchase authorized
authorized of experiment
experiment vine1205
yard lands near...................
.Fringer, Sarah
Sarah A. (widow),
(widow),
Fringer,
pension
1592
...........................
F'ritcher, Clara
Fritcher,
ClaraE. (widow),
pension
1586
1.586
pension............................
Fritz, Pauline
PaulineG. (widow),
Fritz,
1594
..........................
pension
Royal, Va.,
Front Royal,
165
appropriation
building
165
appropriation for public building........
Frost,
Betsy G. (widow),
trost, Betsy
pension increased
1577
........................
increased.....
Frost, Sarah
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Frost,
pension increased.....................
increased
1510
pension
Fruit Flies,
Flies,
Fruit
appropriation for investigations,
investigations, etc .256,
.256, 715, 1334
appropriation
Fruit
Nonintozicating,
Fruit Juices,
Juices, Nonintaxicaimg,
manufacture of, for home use permitted..
permitted
316
manufacture
authorized
sale, etc., allowed only to authorized

manufactures ............
316
vinegar manufactures
Fruit
Fruit Trees,
appropriation
cooperative investigaappropriation for cooperative
gallons of propagating
propagating ........ 704,1323
gations
Fruits,
Fruits,
appropriation for investigating diseases
diseases of
appropriation
orchard and other ....... . 242,
701, 1321
242,701,1321
orchard
investigating, etc., growing, marketfor investigating,
etc., of
245,
703, 1323
245,703,1323
of..............
ing, etc.,
industries ...............
245
new grape industries
of. 253
determining maturity of
for chemically determining
affecting defor investigating
investigating insects affecting
256,714,1334
ciduous
714, 1334
........ 256,
ciduous.......
investigating insects affecting tropifor investigating
cal and subtropical ......... 256,
715, 1334
256,715,1334
distributing information of supply,
for distributing
market prices, etc
724, 1342
265,724,1342
etc.......... 265,
for investigating
certifying condiinvestigating and certifying
etc., of
of.
265,
of interstate shipments of.
tion, etc.,
724, 1342
724,1342
for executing
executing law fixing standard for containers of small............
small
266, 725, 1343
266,725,
tainers
Fruits, Vegetables, etc., D.
D. C.,
Fruits,
standard
established
1221
containers for, established.......
standard containers
Frund, John,
John,
Frund,
pension
1614
............................
pension.
Pry,
(widow),
E. (widow),
Fry, Mary E.
pension increased
1477
increased ...........-..-......
Frye,
Clarissa L. (wdow),
(widow),
Frye, Clais
pension-............-1568
.............
Frying
Pan Shoals Light Vessel, N.
N. C.,
Frying Pan
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..............
62
Fuel,
Fuel,
provisions for securing
securing adequate
adequate supply,
supply,
preventing injurious
injurious speculation,
preventing
297
etc., of., during the war ...........
298
punishment
of
violations of...........
punishment for violations
Fuel
Administration,
Puel Administration,
unexpended
balances of appropriation
appropriation for,
unexpended balances
233
covered in.........................
in
covered
Fuel, D. C.,
Fuel,
regulating sales of coal, charprovisions regulating
coke................... 1219
coal, and
and coke
coal,

Page.
Naval,
Fuel Depots,
Depots, Naval,
Fuel
Page.
appropriation
etc....... 145,822
appropriation for fuel storage, etc
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............
1030
Fuel,
Public Buildings
Water, Public
Buildings
Fuel, Lights, and
and Water,
Operating Supplies,
Public
(see Operating
Nduildings).
Buildings).
Fuel,
Corps,
Fuel, Marine
Marine Corps,
154, 831
appropriation for ......................
831
appropriation
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for; reappropria1170
1920....................
1170
tion from 1920
Fuel,
Fuel, Navy,
appropriation for,
148,826
826
transportation.... 148,
for, and
and transportation....
appropriation
no charter
charter hire for Government
Government ves.............
sels ........
148,826
148,826
coal mining, etc., in Alaska.......
Alaska
148,826
deficiency
appropriation for .............
522,
deficiency appropriation
1041, 1170, 1185, 1191
Oil, etc.,
Fuel Oil,
appropriation
investigation of, for
appropriation for investigation
133,813
naval use ......................
Fuel Ship,
•
Fuel
Ship, Navy,
increased of, designated .--...
156
costincreased
limit of cost
Fuels,
Mineral,
Fuels, Mineral,
appropriation for investigating, etc.,
etc., beappropriation
longing
to United
United States....
States.... 198,911,1186
198, 911, 1186
longing to
testing....... 1044
deficiency
appropriation for testing
deficiency appropriation
Fuhrman,
A.,
Fuhrman, Julius
Julius A.,
pension ...........................
1547
Fallen,
A.,
Fullen, James
James A.,
pension
1605
pension............................
Fuller
Fuller,, Mary Ann (widow,
(widow),
pension increased
. 1488
increased......................
Fuller,
Fuller, Mary E. (widow),
pension increased ....................
1517
Fulminate,
Fulminate, Dry,
transporting, in bulk, by common carrier
1445
unlawful....
commerce, unlawful
in interstate
interstate commerce,
1445
Fungicides
Insecticide Act),
also Insecticide
Fungicides (see also
appropriation
for
chemical
investigations
chemical investigations
appropriation
of ......
713, 1332
254,713,1332
............... 254,
Fur
Bearing
Animals,
Bearing
Fur
rearing.. 257,
appropriation for experiments
experiments in rearing..
appropriation
716, 1335
716,1335
for protecting
protecting land, in Alaska........
Alaska
716, 1335
Purley,.
Furfey, Mary (widow),
pension
1'545
1545
pension ..........................
Furloughs, Army,
Corp.,
Marine Corps,
Army, Navy, and Marine
Furloughs,
reduced railroad, etc., fares, to wounded
or disabled
disabled soldiers,
soldiers, etc.,
etc., having,
975
975
from hospital authorities ..........
Public Buildings,
Furniture,
Buildings,
Furniture,Public
170, 878, 1371
170,878,
appropriation for, repairs,
repairs, etc....;.
etc
appropriation
61,
61,
appropriation for .............
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
65,
344, 347, 522, 1184
65,344,347,522,
Fyock, Juliann
Juliann(widow),
1476
pension increased
1476
increased....................
G.
D. C.,
G Street
Street SE., D.
appropriation for paving, Fifteenth
Fifteenth to
to
appropriation
Sixteenth Streets ...............
for repaving,
Streets
repaving Eighth to Ninth Streets...
Gaddis,. Fnces T.
(widow),
T. (wido),
Gaddis,
pennon
increased ......................
pension incrmwd
Gaines, Edward,
Gaines,
pension
pension---------............-----Gaines, Lydia
Lydia A. (widow),
(widow),
Gaies,
pension
pension .......---------....------.....----Gaines, Maria
Maria (mother),
Gaines,
pension
......................-------pension..-.Galanos and Company, N.,
Galanos
appropriation for refund of immigration
appropriation
fine ....
........... -.- ..--.-----..fine

845
846

1594
1547

1502
1551
1424

1928
1928

INDEX.
INDEX.

Gallagher,
Gustavus F.,
F.,
Page.
Pae.
Gallagher,Gustavus
homestead
validated ..........
1092
homestead entry by, validated
Gallatin
National Forest,
_Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
GallatinNational
appropriation for
etc., of..
249,
of ...
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
708, 1327
Gallery
of Art,
..Art, National,
National,
Gallery of
appropriation for administrative
administrative expenses.
expenses. 892,
appropriation
1383
Gallinger
Municipal Hospital,
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
GaUinger Municipal
appropriation for construction
construction ........
96,
1137
96,1137
appropriation
contract for construction authorized
authorized at
at
increased cost................
cost
96,866
increased
Gailipolis,
Ohio,
Gallipolis, Ohio,
appropriation for public building
building .........
165
appropriation
Gallup,
N. Mex.,
Gallup, N.
Mex.,
appropriation for highway on Navajo Inappropriation
dian Reservation
Reservation from Mesa Verde
Verde
Park to........to
.............
18,422
deficiency
from
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for highway
highway from
Mesa Verde
Verde Park to, Navajo RaReserMesa
vation
.....................
1172
Galveston Channel,
Channel, Tex.,
Galveston
Tez.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
1012
1012
made....................
Galveston, Tex.,
Galveston,
Tex.,
appropriation for repair of sea walls, etc
etc.,,
defenses of
608
defensesof......
.............
for improving
improving jetty light station .......
1416
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for shipping commissioner at .......
340
.............
improving jetty light station, authorized
authorized.. 1058
Gcnnbee,
Rhoda
A.
(widow),
w.(widot),
Gamee,
increased
pension increased........
..-........
1497
Game,
appropriation
preventing shipment of
appropriation for preventing
716, 1335
illegally killed, etcetc........ 258, 716,1335
Game,
Game, Alaska,
Alaska,
appropriation
protection of
917, 1406
appropriation for protection
of..... 203,
203,917,1406
Game
Game Animals, etc., _Alaska,
Alaska,
powers over fur bearing
bearing land animals conpowers
ferred on Secretary of Agriculture716
Agriculture.. 716
walruses
walruses and sea lions on Secretary
Secretary of
Commerce
717
Commerce .........................
717
etc., not affur seals, Pribilof Islands, etc.,
fected .............
..........
717
authority of wardens, etc.,
etc., under Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture ................
717
717
Game
C.,
Game Birds,
Birds, D.
D. C.,
designated will,
368
dealing in designated
wild, unlawful
unlawful......
taking, etc.,
etc., for scientific purposes,
purposes, under
license, allowed ................
368
punishment for violations
368
violations..............
sales
permitted, if raised in captivity, of
sales permitted,
designated birds ...................
designated
368
propagating .......................
for propagating
368
Game
Game Birds,
Birds, .Migratory,
Migratory,
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing law protecting.
appropriation
protecting. 258,
716, 1335
proclamation prescribing
prescribing regulations for
proclamation
for
protecting................ 1746,
protecting
1798, 1817
1817
1746,1798,
Game
Preserves, etc.,
Game Preserves,
appropriation
for maintenance.....
maintenance
257,
1335
appropriation for
257, 716,
716,1335
Game Sanctuary,
Sanctuary, Custer
Custer State Park,
Park,
part of Harney National Forest, S. Dak.,
Dak ,
set aide
aside as...................
as
1805
Ganado
IrrigationProject,
Project, Navajo
Navajo Reservation,
Ganado Irrigation
Reservation,
Ariz.,
appropriation for operating, etc.; repayappropriation
ment ...................... 10,
416, 1232
10,416,1232
appropriation for maintenance,
deficiency appropriation
maintenance,
etc ..........................
1172
1172
Garage
Garage Keepers,
Keepers, D. C.,
lien allowed,
charges for
allowed, for storage, etc.,
etc., charges
motor vehicles ......................
569

Garbage, D.
(see also
City Refuse,
Refuse, D.
D. C.),
C.), Page.
Page.
D. C.
C. (see
also City
Garbage,
appropriation
for disposal
78, 848,1118
848,1118
of........ 78,
disposal of
appropriation for
removal in
in private
containers, etc.,
etc.,
removal
private containers,
repealed ...........................
848
repealed
collections from
hotels, etc.,
848,
etc., excluded
excluded. 848,
from hotels,
collections
1118
1118
Gerber,
C. (widow),
(widow),
Garber, Harriet
Harriet C.
1563
1563
pension
increased
pension increased...................-----.....
Garde, Jethro
Jethro J.
T.,
Garde,
J. T.,
1534
1534
pension increased....
increased
..................
pension
Garden City
City Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Kane.
aans.
Garden
cancellation directed
of contracts
for water
water
directed of
contracts for
cancellation
uses from
1054
1054
uses
from..........................
liens
released,
etc
1054
1054
liens released, etc ...................
Gardening,
Landscape,
Vegetable,
etc.,
Gardening, Landscape, Vegetable, etc.,
appropriation
for study
245, 703, 1323
245,703,1323
study of
of .........
appropriation for
Gardner, Catherine
(widow),
Garner,
Catherine(widow),
pension
1534
..............
1534
pension.........
Gardner, Elsie
Elsie (daughter),
Gardner,
(daughter),
pension
1546
1546
pension...............................
Gardner, Emma
Emma M.
M. (widow),
Gardner,
(widow),
pension
1617
1617
pension...- .......................
Gardner, John
D., alias
alias John
Darity,
Gardner,
John D.,
John Darity,
pension
1587
1587
pension ...........................
Gardner, Julia
Julia A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Gardner,
pension
increased .......................
1575
1575
pension increased
Gardner,
Laura E.
Gardner, Laura
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1614
1614
pension ..........................
Gardner, Robert,
Gardner,
pension
1580
1580
...............................
pension
Garen, Thomans
Thomas S.,
Garen,
.,
1535
pension
pension..........................
Garfield
Hospital, D.
l). C.,
Garfield Memorial
emorial Hospital,
C.,
appropriation
for minor
minor contagious
diseases
contagious diseases
appropriation for
90,
861, 1132
ward ...............-.....
90,861,1132
1132
repairs
repairs..........................
for maintenance
maintenance of destitute patients
patients...
95,
866,
1137
866,1137
Garges, Helenar (daughter),
c
ala
se
lhter),
Garges,
pension
1508
pension inc
increased .......................
1508
Garland,
Frank
R.
(son),
Garland,Frank R. (son),
pension
1494
pension
..........................
1494
Garland, Mahlon M.,
N., late
aRepresentative
Representative in
in
Garland,
late a
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
appropriation for pay to
to. daughdeficiency appropriation
daughter
1180
ter of
............................
1180
Garrett, J.
J. C.,
Garrett,
C.,
may be reappointed
reappointed captain of Cavalry
Cavalry...
607
Garrett, Martha
Martha (widow),
Garrett,
(widow),
pension
1494
pension increased
increased...................... 1494
Garrigus,
Garrigus, Jefferon
Jefferson C.,
pension
increased
1535
pension increased.......................
1535
Gas, D.
Gas,
D. C.,
investigation
Standards
investigation of cost, etc., by Standards
Bureau
935
Bureau ......................
935
Gas Deposits
Deposits (see also
Deposits),
also Oil
Oil and Gas
Gas Deposits),
provisions for leasing, on public
lands....
441
public lands._
Gas, Natural,
Natural,
Gas,
appropriation
for investigating
economic
appropriation for
investigating economic
production
of..............
348,911,1401
production of
348, 911, 1401
deficiency
investigations,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for investigations,
1044,
1186
etc .
..........................
1044,1186
Gaskins, John
John C.,
pension increased
increased...................
1601
1601
Gasoline, etc.h
etc.,
Gasoline,
appropriation
for
appropriation for
for investigation
investigation of,
of, for
133, 813
naval use
use....................
133,
813
Gass, Henry
Henry (son),
(son),
Gass,
pension
1480
pension.................................
1480
Gass, Mary.(widow),
pension increased ...................
1602
Gastonia,
Gastonia, N.
N. C.,
exchange of public building at, for new
1362
site and
and building
building ................... 1362

1929
1929

INDEX.
Gates, Rhoda
.M. (widow),
Gates,
Rhoda M.
(widow),

Page.

pension
1551
pension.
..
1551
Gatewood,
(widow),
Gatewood, Georgia
Georgia (widow),
pension increased .
.......................
1544
1544
Gaugers, Internal
Internal Revenue,
Gaugers,
appropriation for salaries and expenses_
appropriation
expenses. 653,1274

Gauges,

Gauges,
appropriation
for standardizing,
etc., by
by
appropriation for
standardizing, etc.,
Standards
Standards Bureau, War and Navy
Navy
Departments ................... 683, 1302
Departments
Gauley, John A.,
payment to, for injuries ................... 1470
1470
Gault, William
E.,
Gault,
William E.,
pension increased
increased .....................
1541
1541
Gaunt,
Gaunt, Annie Belle (daughter),
(daughter),
increased .....-.................
1505
pension increased
Geiger,
Christine E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Geiger, Christine
pension
1541
pension..
............................
General Grant
National Park,
Park, Calif. (see also
General
Grant National
National Parks, California),
California),
appropriation for protection, etc
... 204,918,1407
204, 918, 1407
etc...
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for commissioner.
commissioner. 1033
cession of exclusive jurisdiction over, by
California--.................
California
731
attached to California
California southern judicial
judicial
district ...-..-..............-..-..
731
commissioner
commi' essioner of district court to be appointed for, and Sequoia Park
Park......
733
powers, etc ..-..-....-...............
powers,
733
salary; residence ...................
734
General
General 'And
Land Office Building, D. C., Old,
Old,
appropriation
906, 1397
etc ..... 193,
193,906,1397
repairs, etc
appropriation for repairs,
for employees, care, etc., of........
of
669,1288
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs, etc...
etc_..
513
deficiency
General Land Office, Commissioner
Commissioner of the,
General
appropriation for
clerks, etc_
669,1288
etc 669,
1288
for, assistant, clerks,
appropriation
Oklahoma town site deposits
trust funds of Oklahoma
covered into the
held by, to be covered
Tr
Treasury....................
1354
General
e:
1
81
re, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
General Lan
Land
Office,
appropriation
Commissioner, assistant,
for Commissioner,
appropriation for
clerks, etc ..................... 669,
1288
669,1288
670,1289
for investigations,
investigations, etc ............
for maps, distribution, etc
etc.......... 670,1289
for filing appliances
appliances............. 670,1289
for reproducing plats of surveys; sale of
copies
908,
1398
908,1398
copies....................
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for reproducing
348
348
plats of surveys
surveys...................
General
UnitedStates,
Generalof the Armies of the United
revived; appointment
office of, revived;
appointment of officer
specially distinguished in command
command
of Army abroad
abroad.................. 283
allowances, and precedence.......
precedence
283
pay, allowances,
- 283
made...... appointment to be made
only one appointment
General
Army,
Generalof
of the Army,
office to cease when vacancy occurs
occurs...
760
......
General
GeneralStaff College, Army,
Army,
expenses ...............
appropriation
949
for expenses
appropriation for
or heating
eating and lighting
949
for
lighting..............
................. 949
for operating force ..
etc
955
for clerks, messengers, etc..............
General
General Staff Corps,
Corps, Army,
Army,
appropriation
General Staff
949
College...._ 949
Staff College...
for General
appropriation for
division..... 105,949
for military
military intelligence division
military observations
abroad
105,949
observations abroad......
for military
105, 950
service schools ..................
?50
for service
deficiency appropriation for contingencies,
contingencies,
deficiency
Military Information section
section....-.. 1184
composition of.
........ 762
of....................
General Staff
762
Staff.............
War Department General
to consist of Chief of Staff, four generals,
and other officers
763
........officers......

General Staff Corps,
Corps, Army—Continued.
General
Army-Continued.
Page.
General Staff with troops
General
troops..................
763
officers assigned to General
General Staff duties
at department
headquarters, etc....
department headquarters,
etc....
763
details for period of four years .......... 763
from list of eligibles ....................
from
763
board to prepare
prepare initial list of
of eligibles;
eligibles;
composition
composition........................
763
selection
selection from Regular
Regular Army, National
Guard, and Officers'
Guard,
Officers' Reserve Corps
by ...........................
763
classes recommended
recommended .................
763
additions to eligibles only from specially
specially
qualified
ualified graduates
graduates of General Staff
Staff
SchooL
763
School.......................
....
alignments
assignments to War Department General
General Staff College
College
Staff from General
graduates
763
graduates ..............................
list of eligibles
eligibles for, to be published annually, and in Army Register
763
Register.........
assignment
of acting General Staff officers
officers
assignment
.
i
763
in case of vacancies.
vacancies................
additional members
members from noncombatant
noncombatant
763
branches
....................
branches .........
War Department
Department General
prepare
General Staff to prepare
plans for national defense
763
defense..........
mobilize men and material resources for
for
emergencies.
....................
763
emergencies.............
investigate, etc.,
etc., efficiency
efficiency of the Army
Army.
763
investigate,
assistance to the
professional assistance
render professional
Secretary and Chief of Staff ........
763
committees of, to prepare
prepare policies for
committees
National Guard and Organized
Organized
National
763
Reserves, organization, etc
etc.........
officers
763
etc., of reserve officers..
appointment, etc.,.
including National
reserve officers
officers, including
Guard,
officers,
to
be
to
.
764
Guard, to be added to..............
designation
National Guard
officers
Guard officers
designation of National
on recommendation
recommendation of governors,
reserve comthough not having reserve
764
missions
missions. ......................
General
render prowith troops,
troops, to render
General Staff with
764
764
fessional aid, etc.,
etc., to general
general officers.
officers.
Chief
preside over War DepartChief of
of Staff to preside
764
ment General
General Staff ...............
etc „ the military
plans for mobilizing, etc,,
forces,
764
forces, to be made under ..........
764
transmission to Secretary
etc
764
transmission
Secretary of War, etc.
carry
on approval of, to act as agent to carry
764
effect.. .......................
into effect
plans submitted
for legislation
legislation by
by Congress,
submitted for
plans
to be
accompanied by study of
ori
e
V
tli
s
i;
War
be accompanied
to
Department General Staff
Staff......... 764
Department
764
comments
against............... 764
comments for or against
by Secretary,
Secretary, Chief
Chief of Staff, or indiby
764
764
officers..................
vidual officers
members
specified
confined strictly to specified
of, confined
members of,
............ 764
duties. ..
duties.................
not
permitted to assume Department
Department
not permitted

etc...........
administrative
work, etc
administrative work,

764
764

General Staff
School, Army,
Army,
General
Staff School,
950
950
appropriation for instruction
expenses_ ...
instruction expenses
appropriation
Treasury DepartGeneral
General Supply Committee, Treasury
Department,
appropriation for
for superintendent,
superintendent, chief
appropriation
clerk, clerks, etc................
etc
644, 1265
clerk,
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses transferring
for
surplus office equipment, etc.; pay
restriction
644,1265
.................
proceeds
in; War
War Deto be
be covered in;
proceeds to
partment
motor trucks_ 645,1265
partment to furnish motortrucks.
issues of typewriters and computing
machines..............--........
645

1930
1930

INDEX.

GeneralSupply Committee,
General
Treasury DepartDepart- Page.
Committee, Treasury
Page.
ment-Continued.
ment-Continued.
appropriationfor
appropriation for salaries, etc.; cooperation
in storing, delivery, etc.,
etc., of supplies.
supplies. 1265
two Army motor trucks to be transtransferred to Committee ................
1265
unfit typewriters, etc.,
etc., transferred
transferred to,
as surplus, may be issued for exchanges;
changes; conditions..............
conditions..
1265
repairs to typewriters
typewriters by, at cost
cost alallowed; payment,
payment, etc .............. 1266
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for salaries and
expenses
expe
nses transferring
transferring surplus office
equipment, etc.; pay restriction....
restriction
1161
supplies for Senate and House of Representatives
sentatives may be purchased
purchased under
under
contract
contract schedules
schedules of.
of ............... 1036
typewi
ter purchases restricted during
typewriter
during
1921, to surplus stock
688
fiscal year 1921,
stock...
inventory of War Department
Department supply to
be furnished .......................
688
688
delivery on requisition of Committee...
Committee
688
unserviceable,
unserviceable, may be supplied at current prices for exchange
exchange......... ... 689
disposal of typewriters by War DepartDepartment during fiscal year except to,
forbidden...................
forbidden_
6139
..... 689
typewriting
typewriting machine prices established
established
for fiscal year
1307
year 1922
1922..............
1307
purchases
purchases to he
be made from surplus
surplus stock
stock
Committee.
of Committee......
.............
1308
inventory
inventory of War Department
Department supply
supply to
be furnished..................
furnished
1308
delivery on requisition
requisition of Committee...
Committee
1308
1308
unserviceable machines allowed for
unserviceable
exchanges,
exchanges, etc ...................
1308
Geneseo,
Geneseo, III.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building......
building
165
165
Genoa, Nebr.,
appropriation
appropriation for Indian school
17, 422, 1238
1238
school..... 17,422,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
schooL 1171
1171
for Indian
Indian school
Genther,
Genther, Abbie J.
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
pension increased
1565
increased........................ 1565
Geographic
Geographic Board,
Board, United
United States,
States,
appropriation
appropriation for printing and
and binding
binding
for ....................
229, 942, 1430
1430
229,942,
Geological
Survey,
Geological S
urvey, Interior
Department,
InteriorDepartment,
appropriation
appropriation for Director,
Director, clerks,
clerks, etc
etc..... 197,
197,
910, 1399
1399
for scientific assistants..........
assistants
197,
197, 910,
910, 1399
1399
general expenses
expenses
for general
............. 197,
197,910,
910, 1399
topographic surveys
for topographic
surveys ......... 197, 910,1400
910, 1400
for geologic
geologic surveys.............
surveys.
197, 910,1400
910, 1400
197,
for chemical and physical researches;
potash deposits..............
deposits
197, 910, 1400
197,910,1400
for preparing illustrations
197, 910, 1400
illustrations........ 197,910,
1400
for report on mineral
mineral resources...
resources
197, 910, 1400
197,910,
1400
mineral resources of Alaska.......
for mineral
Alaska.
197, 1400
197,
1400
for gauging
gauging water supply, etc....
etc.... 197,
1400
197, 910,
910,1400
for discovering,
artesian wells, etc.,
discovering, etc., artesian
etc.,
lands................ 197,
on arid lands
197, 910,
910, 1400
1400
for books,
books, etc ................
197,
910, 1400
197,910,1400
for geologic
geolopic maps
maps............. 198,910,
198, 910, 1400
1400
for classifying
classifying lands for enlarged
enlarged homehomesteads, stock
stock raising, etc....
etc
198,
910, 1400
198,910,1400
for survey of water
water power, electric
electric proproducton, etc .........
duction,
91t1
.
.
91
for engraving, printing, and binding
binding
for......................
for
228.
941, 1429
228. 941,1429
for stream
stream gauging, cooperative with
with
Indian Service.............
4,409,1226
Indian
Service
4, 409, 1226
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses...
expenses... 64, 345,
deficiency
345,
348,523,1039,1042,
348, 523, 1039, 1042, 1186, 1191
1191

Geological
Survey, Interior
Interior Department-Con.
Page.
GeologicalSurvey,
Department-Con. Page
deficiency appropriation for
for Alaska
deficiencysppropriation
Alaska mineral
mineral
resources
investigations
512
resources investigations............
512
to
maps for
for Army
use;
to assist
assist in
in preparing
preparing maps
Army use;
payment
124,970
payment ........................
124,970
George,
F. (son),
George, Charles
Charles F.
(son),
pension
pension ..............................

1567
1567

George,
James S.
(son),
George, James
S. (son),
pension
1568
pension..................................
1568
George,
George, Orval,
Orvill,
pension
1613
pension ..............................
1613
George
Washington University
University Hospital,
Hospital, D.C.,
George Washington
D.C.,
appropriation
care of
of indigent
indigent patients
patients
95,
appropriation for
for care
95,
866, 1137
866,1137
Georgetown
Georgetown Bridge,
Bridge, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
construction ............
900
appropriation
for construction
900
half
revenues .........
900
half from
from District revenues
900
name
of Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge
900
name of
Bridge changed
changed to
to.
900
for
continuing construction
construction .............
1391
for continuing
1391
sixty per cent
from District
District revenues.
revenues
1391
cent from
1391

Georgetown University
Hospital, D.
C.,
University Hospital,
D. C.,

appropriation for care of indigent
95,
appropriation
indigent patients
patients 95,
866, 1137
866,1137
Georgia,
Georgia,
Cherokee
Cherokee National
National Forest, Tenn., and, set
set
apart ............................. 1798
1798
Nantahala National
Nantahala
National Forest, N. C.,
C., S.
S. C
C.,,
and, set apart.............................
apart
1785
1785

Georgia
Georgia Avenue NW.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
C.,

appropriation for paving,
paving, Buchanan Street
appropriation
Street
to Military Road
Bead
.................

Geraghty, Bridget
(widow),
Geraghty,
Bridget Margaret
Margaret(widow),
pension.............................
pension
Gelding,
F.
W,
Gerding, P. W.,

76
76
1615
1615

pension ...........................
1494
pension
. 1494
German
German and
Propaganda,
and Bolshevik
Bolshevik Propaganda,
additional
additional copies of
document on,
on, ordered
of document
ordered
printed.........................
printed
1633
1633
Germany,
Germany,
appropriation for
ambassador to..........
to.
1206
appropriation
for ambassador
1206
additional
additonal copies
copies of
of Treaty
Treaty with,
with, ordered
ordered
printed
1632
......................
1632
delivery,etc.,to
delivery,etc. ,
to Government
of, diplomatic
Governmentof,
diplomatic
and consular property held
Alien
held by
by Alien
Property
Custodian................ 979
Property Custodian
979
of property held by Alien
Alien Property
Property CusCustodian to official of, in the United
States when diplomatic relations
severed
978
...........
....
978
of,interned as alien enemies 979
to subjects of,interned
979
importing from, and exporting to, wheat
importing
wheat
and wheat flour, prohibited;
prohibited; excepexception ................... .....
1759
1759
canceled ........................
1773
1773
Germany, War
War with (see
World War).
(see World
War).
Gettings, Mary Ann
Getting.,
Ann (daughter),
(daughter),
increased .....................
pension increased
1486
1486
Gettysburg.National
Park, Pa.,
Gettysburg
National Military Park,
Pa.,
appropriation
appropriation for
establishfor continuing
continuing establishment of ....
.185,887,1387
185, 887, 1387
.............
Gibbins, Sarah
Gibbins,
(widow),
Sarah M.
M. (widow),
pension
increased................... .
nsion increased
1536
1536
Gwbons,
Margaret(widow),
bons, Margaret
pension
increased...................... 1569
nsion increased
1569
Gibbs,Hannah
Gibs, Hannah B.
B. (widow),
(widow),

pension

............

...............

-Gibs,
Rufus F.,
F.,
Gib.bsb,.Rufus
pension increased
increased........1538
Gibson,
(widow),
Gibson, Eliza
Eliza J.
J. (widow),
pension
pension
----------------...........
Gibson,
(widow),
Gson, Martha
Martha(widow),
pension ...............
Gison,tSarah
Gibson
R. (widow),
(widow),
SarahR.
on n-nn
pension
..

. ..............

..................

555
1555
1538
1581
1581

1483
1562
latz

INDEX.
.311,
Page.
Gibson, William M.,
pension increased
1546
pension
increased..........................
1546
Ellen C. (widow),
Giddens, Ellen
pension increased .......................
1619
pension
Gil-a
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
National Forest,
Forest, N.
Gila National
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of ...
249,
appropriation for maintenance,
708, 1327
708,1327
proclamation diminishing area of--.......
of
1815
proclamation
excluded lands
opened to
to settlement.
settlement.._. 1815
excluded
lands opened
Gila
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Aria.,
Aris.,
Gila River
River Indian
appropriation
irrigation system..
system.. 10, 415, 1232
for irrigation
appropriation for
etc
416
for diversion dam, bridge, etc..........
limit of cost increased
417
increased ...............
for diversion dam, etc., at
Florence
at Florence.....
417
for diverting
diverting flow of Gila River to irrilands
1233
gate additional lands..............
purchase of lands, rights of way, etc..
purchase
etc
1233
Gilbert, Charles
Charles J.,
Gilbert,
J.,
pension
1540
1540
Gpension---.....................
(widow),
Gilbert,
Fannie
Fannie
1579
pension ..............-....----.......
Gi/bow, Margaret
Margaret (widow),
Gilbow,
increased ....--.........-......
pension increased
.
1586
Gilkey, Laura
Gikey,
Laura S.
S. (mother),
pension increased
increased ........................
1544
pension
1544
Gill,
Gi1l, Kizzie (widow),
1542
pension increased
increased.......................
Gin, Maria
Gill,
Maria L. (widow),
pension
pension..............................
. 1499
Gillespie
T. A.,
A.,
Gillespie Company,
Company, T.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying claims
private property
property by
for loss, etc., of private
by
at plant of
of...............
46
explosion at
for paying additional
additional determined
46,
determined claims
1025, 1164
1025,1164
46
deductions for errors, etc., to be made _
46deductions
Gilliland, Hattie
E. (widow),
Gilliland,
Iattie E.
1494
pension increased
increased.......................
G. (daughter),
(daughter),
Gilman, feie•G.
. 1507
.. ..
......... ...
pens
pensio
Tex.,
Gilmer, Tex.,
appropriation
for
public
building
165
building.........
appropriation for
Gilmore, Amanda J.
J. (widow),
Gilnmore,
pension
1577
pension..............................-...
GirardStreet NW.,
'.,
Girard
NW., D. C.,
appropriation
paving, east of Fifteenth
for paving,
appropriation for
8-5
845
Street ..............................
Glacier County, Mont.,
Glacier
Browning townsite on former
block in Browning
Blackfeet Reservation granted to,
Blackfeet
for public
public school ..................
1237
1237
Indian children to be received,
received, etc.....
etc
Mont.,
National Park,
Park, Mont.,
Glacier
Glacier National
appropriation
for
preservation,
etc_
204,
918,
1407
204,918,
appropriation for preservation, etc.
in..... 1407
transmountain
transmountain road
road authorized
authorized in
687,1306
for commissioner
commissioner in................
in
687,
1306
highway through Blackfeet Indian
for highway
Yellowstone Park
Reservation to Yellowstone
Reservation
from
1237
from ..............................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fighting forest
deficiency
335
512, 1173
335,512,1173
urea in....................
in
fires
Flathead River
............. 335
for bridge, Flathead
1186,1191
preservation, etc................
etc
1186,
1191
for preservation,
Gladw;sh,
(widow),
Gladui;sh, Louisa
Louisa (widow),
pension
.
1580
pension..............................
Glass,
Glass, Optical,
Optical,
appropriation for investigating
investigating problems
appropriation
of...............683,1302
in production
production of
683, 1302
Glidewell, Malinda
lialindaE.
E. (widow),
1500
pension increased ................... ..
Ariz.,
Globe, Ariz.,
appropriation for public
public building .......
165
appropriation
Gloster, Joanna
( 'ow),
Gloster,
Joanna(widow),
...
pension increased
increased ......- ........-..
1498

1931
1931

Gnats, Eliza (widow),
Page.
Gnatz,
pension
pension
. .................................
1498
Calif.,
Island, Calif.,
Goat Island,
constructing keepers'
dwellings at lightconstructing
keepers' dwellings
authorized ............
1059
house depot, authorized
Godard, Georgia
Georgia A.
A. (mother),
Godard,
pension
increased -...------..--------....
1610
pension increased
Goddard, Andrew,
Goddard,
pension
........................... 1556
pension ...Godfrey, Harriet
Harriet M.
M. (widow),
pension
1482
.................................
pension
Goebel,
(widow),
Goebel, Alice
Alice J. (widow),
pension ............------..--.--- ..... 1555
pension
Goff,
arry,
Goff, Harry,
pension increased
increased.......................... 1606
pension
Goff, Mahals
(widow),
Mahala (widow),
Goff,
--..
1578
pension.
pension ........................
Goins, Sally
Sally (widow),
(widow),
Goins,
1518
pension
1518
- -....... ............--pension ---....
Geld Certificates,
Certificates,
G$d
payable to bearer
bearer on demand,
demand, made legal
tender for payment
payment of all debts
370
debts.....
Coins,
Gold Coins,
appropriation
recoinage of.....
of ..... 173,
882, 1375
173,882,1375
for recoinage
appropriation for
Gold Mining,
Gol
withleases
allowed
imallotted
withunallotted
on
for,
leases allowed
drawn
drawn mineral lands of Indian
31
designated States....
reservations in designated
States
Golden,
Golden, Emma (mother),
pension
1535
pension.....................------.-Golden,
.,
Golden, William M.,
pension . ....- ........1621
----------.--.
pension
Lands, Ark.,
"Goldens Lake" Lands,
claimants given
given right
purchase, under
right to purchase,
claimants
1458
decree ........-............
court decree
Goldie, Margaret
(mother),
Margaret (mother),
Goldie,
15-2
........
pension
increased
1552
pension increased ...............
Goldstein, Moses,
Goldstein,
pension increased .....................1548
pension
Gonioll, Paul
Paul B.,
B.,
Gomoll,
....
pension
1622
pension ..........--.........-.-Cornier, Daniel,
Goiuer,
Daniel,
pension
increased ........................
153:)
pension increased
Goodbrand,
(widow),
Goodbratml, Ellen (wtidow),
pension
1489
14!89
...
...
pension .............-...........
Gooden,
4A.(mother),
(mnother),
Mary A.
Gooden, Mary
pension
increased .......................
1618
1618
pension increased
Goodman,
Robert,
Goodman, Robert,
1538
pension.
pension ....................-.......
Goodman,
(mother),
C. (mother),
Sallie C.
Goodman, Sallie
pension
increased ..................
1615
----pension increased
Gophers,
Gophers,
appropriation for
methods for dedevising methods
for devising
appropriation
stroying .......
716, 1335
257, 716,1335
-------.. - 257,
stroying
Gordon, Edwin W.,
Gordon,
pension ...---------------------------1475
pension
Gordon.,Maggie (mother),
Gordon,
1545
...---..1545
increased............-pension increased
Gorham, Harlem
Harlem L.,
Gorham,
1600
pension
1600
------- ...
pension .......Goshute Agency,
Agency, Utah,
Utah,
Goshute
of
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
Indians
etc.,
appropriation for
at
434, 1248
434,
at -..-..----------------Gospel
Missionary Union,
Gospel Missionary
land
patent to,
to, on
on Western
Western Navajo
Navajo Indian
land patent
11
----------Reservation ........
11
Reservation
Gottwald,
Gottcald, Anna (widow),
1559
pension
....-------.
pension ..-----.....
Gouldrick,
Elizabeth (widow),
Gouldrick, Elizabeth
pension
1596
.
......-.....----pension
Government
Waters,
Inland Waters,
Boats, etc., on Inland
Government Boats,
of
provisions
Salbtary of
transfer of, to Secretary
for transfer
provisions for
458
War
operation, etc
etc.............
War for operation,

1932
1932

INDEX.

Control,
Government Control,

Page.

designated necessaries
provisions for, of designated
necessaries
during the
the war .................
punishment
for
violations
of
punishment for violations of..............

Government Employees (see also Executive
Executive De-

297
297
298
298

partments),
appropriation
for compensation
fund for,
for,
appropriation for
compensation fund
178, 887, 1379
injured in service
service........... 178,887,1379
for expenses, Joint Commission on ReRe
classification of Salaries
Salaries of
clasification
of.......... 227
for expenses
expenses of Civil Service Commission
under Act for retiring ............ 1262
for expenses of Pension Office under
Act
under Act
1290
for retiring ...................
1290
additional pay of $240 a
ayear to, provided
provided
for ........................
. 689,1308
restrictions
restrictions and exceptions
689,1308
exceptions........ 689,1308
attempting
attempting to influence Members
Members of Conalms
gress on matters of legislation by,
by, forforbidden
bidden........................
68
communications on request, or through
through
communications
official channels, excepted
excepted .........
48
48
removal of offender .................
68
68
punishment
punishment for violations ............
68
detailing
detailing clasified,
classified, in District of Columbia
Columbia
for service elsewhere,
elsewhere, restricted.
restricted. 689,1262
689,1262
prosecution by former, of claims for milimillprosecution
Ury
supplies
furnished
since
April
tary supplies furnished since April
7, 1917,
1917, forbidden,
forbidden, if engaged
engaged in procuring on behalf of the United States 131
punishment for violations
punishment
violations.......
131
provisions for retirement
retirement of, in classified
classified
provisions
civil service, for age or disability, on
annuitie
.................
annuities
614
restriction on receiving
receiving pay from outside
outside
parties,
parties, not applicable to cooperative
cooperative
activities with Agricultural
Agricultural -Department ...................................
270
who entered
armed service during
during the
entered armed
the war,
war,
entitled to reinstatement when
when honorably discharged .....
.........
142
Government Fuel
Government
Fuel Yards, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.
etc. 199, 912,
1402
912,1402
contracts authorized
authorized ...............
200
contracts
200
exchanges
equipment, etc.....
etc
200
exchanges for new equipment,
200
use of trucks for municipal,
municipal, etc., hauling; payment ...................
913
913
fuel deliveries
deliveries for following
following fiscal year,
allowed in April, May, and June
June.... 913
purchase
Navy....
purchase from, not required
required for Navy
148
Government Hotelsfor
C.,
Government
Hotels for War Workers, D. C.,
appropriation
maintenance, operation,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc ..........
.......... 223,938,1425
223, 938, 1425
to reimburse
reimburse Capital
Capital Power Plant for power
power
furnished......................
furnished
1427
Territories,
Government in
in the Territories,
appropriation for
for expenses............
expenses
674,1293
674,1293
Government Materials,
Materials,
deficiency
deficiency appropration
appropriation for
for testing,
teeing, etc..
340
etc ..
340
Government
Government of
of the United
United States,
States,
exclusion of aliens advocating
advocating overthrow
officials, etc
of, killing officials,
etc............. 1009
1009
Government Officers,
Government
Officers,
printing machinery, supplies, etc.,
etc., no
longer needed
needed by, may be requisithe
Public
Printer
233
tioned for by
by the Public Printer....
233
Government, Organized,
Organized,
aliens advocating opposition to all, excluded from entry
1009
...........
1009
Government
Owned Buildings,
Buildings, D.
Government Owned
C.,
D. C.,
detailed statement
statement of, to be made
made by deetc.....................
partments, etc
945
945
information
information required
required ...............
945
945

Government
Printing 0ice
Office (see
Public Page
Page.
Government Printing
(see also
also Public
Printing and Binding),
Printing
appropriation
for Public
Printer and
salaappropriation for
Public Printer
and salaries
in office
office of.
940, 1428
ries in
of............. 227,
227, 940,1428
Public Printer
for Deputy Public
Printer and
and salaries
salaries
office of
of ..............
227,
940, 1428
in office
227, 940,1428
force
227,
940, 1428
1428
for watch
watch force.
..............
227, 940,
940, 1428
for paying salaries
salaries for
for holiday
holiday... 227,
227, 940,1428
absence
227,
940,1428
for leaves
leaves of
of absence............
227, 940,1428
printing and
binding; allotallotfor public
public printing
and binding;
227,
940,1428
ments .................
227, 940,1428
advance
payments for
work ordered.
ordered. 941,1429
advance payments
for work
941,1429
quarterly
229,
942, 1430
quarterly allotments,
allotments, etc ....
229,942,1430
restriction on details from.....
from
230,
943, 1431
restriction
230,943,1431
apportionment
expenditures to
to
apportionment of expenditures
943, 1431
work executed
executed............ 230,
230,943,1431
for Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents
Documents and
and
salaries
943,1431
salaries in
in office
office of
of.......... 230,
230, 943,1431
for contingent expenses
expenses......... 230,
230, 943,1431
943,1431
for heat and power to city
city post office,
office,
etc.,
C ...................
676,1295
etc., D.
D. C
676,1295
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for Samuel
Samuel RobRobinson
William Madden,
inson, William
Madden, Joseph De
Font,es, and Charles
Charles C. Allen .....•
59,
Fontes,
59
1182
343, 1037,
1037,118
printing and binding
59,
for public printing
binding........
59,
593, 1037, 1182, 1186,1191
520, 523,
523,593,1037,1182,1186,1191
for Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents, enenvelopes, 1919 ....................
59
59
for holidays for employees
employees. ......... 520,1182
520,1182
absence to
for leaves of absence
to employees.520,1037,1182
employees.520,1037,1182
for heat and power to city post office,
office,
etc., D.
D C
592,1030
etc.,
C....
............ 592,1030
for Superintendent
Superintendent of
of Documents
Documents....... 520,
520,
1037,1182
1037,1182
pay of designated
designated employees increased to
75 cents an hour
hour ..................
272
272
Government Publications,
Publications,
Government
annual detailed report of, issued b
by ch
department, etc., to be sub
1037
sub dm t
1037
number, cost of paper, printing, pr
p
tion, etc
1037
etc.............................
.. 1037
Grace,
Catherine,
Grace, Catherine,
husband........
payment to, for death of husband
1454
Graham
Building, D. C.,
GrahamBuilding,
C.,
appropriation for installing
appropriation
installing sprinkler
sprinkler system..........................
tem
167
Graham, James
James L.,
Graham,
L.,
pension
pension ...
1473
.....................
1473
Graham,
Graham, Mary Jane
Jane (widoow),
(widow),
pension
1544
pension........
....................
1544
Graham, Mont,
Mont,
Graham,
pension......
pension
1606
....................
1606
Graham, W.
W. B.,
B.,
Graham,
reimbursement to ..................
reimbursement
1455
Grain,
Grain,
appropriation
appropriation for preventing
preventing admission
admission of
of
adulterated,
adulterated, for seeding, etc.
etc. 244,702,1322
244, 702, 1322
for investigating
investigating handling, etc.,
etc ,of, for
for
fixing grades
grades ............
725, 1342
266, 725,1342
Grain Corporation,
Corporation, United
States,
Grain
United States,
may dispose of flour in its possession, to
reto relieve suffering populations of Euetc...........................
rope, etc
548
548
Grain,
etc.,
Grain, etc.,
appropriation for diffusing
appropriation
diffusing commercial information
formation of supply, market prices,
prices,
etc.,
etc., of .................
. 265, 724,1342
724,1342
Grain,
etc., Dust
Explosions, etc.,
Grain, etc.,
Dust Explosions,
etc.,
appropriation for investigating
investigating methods of
appropriation
preventing, and resulting
fires...
1399,
1332
..- fires
----

INDEX.
Grain Standards
States,
Standards Act,
Act, United States,
Grain

Page.
Page.

appropriation for
expenses enforcing
enforcing...... 266,
for expenses
appropriation
725, 1343
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for enforcing....
enforcing
524,
deficiency
1188, 1192
1188,1192
Gran Quivira
Quivira National
National Monument, N. Mex.,
Gran
proclamation enlarging
enlarging area
area of
1778
proclamation
of...........

1933

Page.
Grayson, Joel,
Grayson,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for employment of, in House
document room ............
636, 1257
636,1257
Grazing Lands,
Lands, etc.,
Grazing
appropriation
investigating improveappropriation for investigating
and.... 244,703,1323
244, 703, 1323
ments of wild plants and....

Grazing, NationalForests,
fees for, may be paid in two installments
during 1921.....................
1921
1330
Great
Britain,
GreatBritain,
appropriation
ambassador to
1206
739,1206
to ........ 739,
for ambassador
appropriation for
etc., boundary line Alaska
for surveying, etc.,
743,1210
and Canada .................
743,1210
marking boundary
boundary line United States
for marking
Canada
743,1210
and Canada...................
743,1210
outstanding pecuniary
pecuniary
for arbitrating outstanding
claims between
between Unted
United States
States
and
746,1212
and..............
Waterways Comfor Canadian
Canadian Boundary Waterways
mission
747,1212
miasion.....
..........
for care, etc., of graves in Army American cemeteries
cemeteries in
............... 1386
acceptance
authorized of gift
acceptance authorized
gift of premises
premises
for diplomatic
representatives to,
diplomatic representatives
from J. Pierpont Morgan,..........
Morgan.
1214
copyright benefits extended
extended to, for works
published therein, etc.,
etc., since August 1, 1914,
in United
United States.
States. 1790
1914, and not
notin
importing from, and exporting to, colonies,.
colonies,
D. C.,
Grant
Circle NW., D.
Grant
appropriation
Circle NW,for
paving
C.,
roadway, etc.,
etc., wheat and wheat
wheat flour, proappropriation for paving roadway, etc.,
hibited; exceptions
exceptions................. 1759
around ...................-....
1116
1116
canceled .........................
1773
canceled
Grant County, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Grant
with Colony of Fiji.
Fiji
1713
parcel post convention with
reimbursement of Grant, .
Luna, and Hireimbursement
Great Falls
Great
Falls of the Potomac
Potomac River,
dalgo Counties for interest paid on
investigation of value
investition
value of power plant, by
947
bonds of ........................
1068
W
ater Power Commission
Commssion..........
Water
Grant,
(daughter),
FannieS. (daughter),
Grant, Fannie
1516 Great
increased1516
GreatLakes,
pension increased---.................----Grant, Henry P.,
P.,
jurisdiction of district courts in actions for
Grant,
reimbursement to--...-to
1454
death on the high seas, not appli.
-------------..
reimbursement
538
cable to .......................
Grant, Mary
Mary H. (widow),
Grant,
1514 Great
Training Station,
Station, Ill.,
III.,
Naval Training
Great Lakes Naval
pension increased ...................... . 1514
appropriation for
maintenance
136,817
Grant,
S.,
Ulysses S.,
for maintenance.........
General Ulysses
to General
appropriation
Memorial to
Grant, Memorial
for shore protection and harbor improveappropriation for
exercises, etc..
etc
188,
for unveiling exercises,
appropriation
900,1390
144,822
......................
ment
1168
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............
deficiency
for removing, etc., portion of fence,
fence, BoRiver,
Great Pee
Pee Dee
Dee Raver,
tanic Garden
Garden..................... 1391 Great
C
390
bridge authorized
authorized across, Cheraw, S. C....
Grant, Narcissa
A. (widow),
Narcissa A.
Grant,
pension
pension---....--------. .......---------- 1534 Greece,
Greece,
Grape Baskets, etc., Climax,
Grape
appropriation
for minister to ............ 1206
appropriation for
appropriation for executing
executing law 5Ting
fixing
appropriation
importing from, and exporting to, wheat
standards
1343
725,1343
for............... 266, 725,
standards for
prohibited; excepand wheat flour, prohibited;
tion
............................. 1759
Grapes,
Grapes,
canceled
1773
canceled...............................
appropriation
developing new
methods
new methods
appropriation for developing
and Montenegro,
Greece and
of
utilizing ----..............---..
245 Greece
of utilizing
740
to..............
appropriation
740
appropriation for minister to
Grasses,
Grasses, etc.,
Wis.,
Green Bay, Wis.,
appropriation
for testing, etc., commercial
appropriation for
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harbor
seeds
243, 702, 1322
seeds of
of .................... 243,702,1322
to be made
1012
......--.--...........-.
publishing
243, 702, 1322
etc... 243,702,1322
misbranded, etc
publishing misbranded,
Green, Floyd L.,
preventing
adulterated
preventing admission of adulterated
pension increased
1619
increased.......-................
pension
seeds,
for seeding
244, 702, 1322
seeding...... 244,702,1322
etc., for
seeds, etc.,
Harriet A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
for investigating improvement
improvement of
245, 704, 1324 Green, Harriet
of. 245,704,1324
forinvestigating
----------------- 1495
pension --........................
Grasshoppers,
Grasshoppers,
Minta (widow),
Green, Mints
appropriation
for investigating
of
investigating methods of
appropriation for
pension .....................---------..--------...
1567
pension
1334
eradicating
.
eradicating....................
Green, Miranda
Miranda (widow),
Graves
Soldiers, etc.,
American Soldiers,
of American
Abroad, of
Graves Abroad,
increased.........-............... 1517
pension increased
no paport
passport fees required
relatives to
of relatives
required of
no
Greenawalt, Rebecca
(widow),
Rebecca (widow),
750 Greenawalt,
visit
...-----------vt...
1561
increased ................... ....
pension increased
Graves, Darid
David W,
W.,
Graves,
N. C.,
Greensboro, N.
1614 Greensboro,
pension increased
..---..-increased--....--....,...
pension
532
terms of court at ........................
Graves,
Graves, John Temple,
Calif.,
Greenville
Greenville Agency,
Agency, Calif,
designated as
special resident member of
as special
designated
appropriation for
etc., of Indians
for support, etc.,
appropriation
Lincoln
Memorial
CommiPsion;
Commission;
Memorial
Lincoln
at
at ...........................------------------------ 31,434
,
537
etc..............----------------pay, etc
duty, pay,
1778

Grand Army
Army of the
Republic,
the Republic,
Grand
to
272
272
Army tents may be loaned to............
printing ordered of Journal of Encampment, 1920 ...................
1637
Encampment,
Encampment, 1921 ..................... 1643
Grand
Sailors Home, D. C
and Sailors
C.,,
GrandArmy Soldiers
Soldiers and
appropriation
expenses .-.....
97,
867, 1138
97,867,1138
appropriation for expenses.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance
42
maintenance.
deficiency
Grand
Ariz.,
Park, Ariz.,
National Park,
Grand Canyon National
appropriation for protection,
protection, etc -_-_ 204, 918,1407
918, 1407
appropriation
.. 918,1407
toll road prohibition..........
prohibition
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............
1191
deficiency
Grand
Haven, Mich.,
Micd.,
GrandHaven
preliminary examination,
harbor
examination, etc., of, harbor
preliminary
1012
...................
to be made1012
Colo.,
Project, Colo.,
Grand Valley Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Grand
of.... 200,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation
914,1403
Grande Ronde Agency, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Grande
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
25,428,1243
at -.........................
25, 428, 1243

Grazing,
fees for,
National
may beForests,
paid i
n two installments

1934
1934

INDEX.
ISDEx.

Greenville, Calif.,
Calif,
Page.
Page.
Greenville,
appropriation
Indian school....
school
12,418,1234
appropriation for Indian
appropriation for
school_
deficiency appropriation
for Indian
Indian school.
64,
523, 1042, 1171
523,1042,1171

Greenville,
C.,
Greenville, SS C.,
deficiency appropriation
for hospital
hospital for
deficiency
appropriation for
for
discharged disabled soldiers, etc.,
etc ,
at ...............................
508
at
508
Greenwold, Caroline
Caroline (widow),
Greenwold,
pension ............................
1480
Greer, Anna (widow),
Greer,
pension .
............. .............
.
1478
Gregg, Henry,
Henry,
Gregg,
increased....................
1560
pension increased
Gregory County, S.
Gregory
8. Dak.,
Randall
cash sales of lands in former Fort Randall
Military Reservation
550
...........
Grenada (see Windward Islands).
Mande).
Grenada
Grenadines, The (see Windward
Windward Islands).
Gress, Margaret
Grese,
Margaret(widow),
(widow),
pension
'penon..........
.
..... ........
1484
Griffin, Clara
(widow),
A. (widow),
ClaraA.
Griffin,
--------A..ptn;
j
:-------------pension
pension..........................
1570
Griffin
Martha Jane
(daughter),
Griffn,.Martha
Jane (daughter),
pension increased
increased
.................
1485
Grigg,
(mother),
Gngg, Jemima
Jemima (mother),
pension ........................
1545
.. 1545
Griggs,
Griggs, John
John T. (father),
pension
pension..........................
1540
1540
Griggs,
(widow),
Griggs, Martha
Martha (widow),
pension increased........
increased
1520
..........
Grigsby,
George B.,
7rgsby, George
B.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
deficiency
contested elecelection expenses ..... ...........
1180
Grimes,
Grimes, Albert,
pension
1473
]penson ......................
Groadstane
Grindstone Creek Indian
Indian Reservation,
eservation,
appropriation for irrigation project on ....
3
3
Grisarnore,
(widow,
Grisamore, Belle
Belle (widow),
pension............................
pension
. 1485
Griswold,
(daughter),
Griswod, Lena (daughter),
pension increased
increased................... 1559
1559
Gros Ventre Indians,
Gros
Indians,
member of, to serve on commission
for
commission for
allotting lands, etc., to Indians of
of
Reservation, Mont
1353
Fort Belknap Reservation,
Mont.. 1353
Grosseziamin
B.
Gross, Benjamin B.,
enlarged homestead
homestead entry
en
entry by, validated..
validated _ 1091
Gross,
Gross, Helen M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension...
1585
pension
............................... 1585
Gross,
Gross, William F.,
P.,
pension ........................
1548
Groton, Conn.,
Groton,
Conn.,
appropriation for operating, etc.,
etc., Governappropriation
ment house at ..................
223
Grover, Steve,
Grover,
land patent to ........
30
................... 30
Groves, Melissa
(widow),
Melissa (uidow),
pension increased ...........
......
. 1565
Gruver
Isabella (widow),
(widow),
Gruver,tIsabella
pension...............................
pension
1506
Guam,
Guam,
appropriation for care of lepers, etc.,
etc., naval
appropriation
station at......
at
..............
. 134, 814
814
for naval station,
station, public works........
works
144
for agricultural
experiment stations in
in.. 261,
agricultural experiment
261,
720, 1329
cumulative leaves of absence
absence to
to ememployees
262
ployees.....
...
............ .
262
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for care of lepers,
lepers,
etc., naval station
station at
49
at..............
49
for typhoon damage repairs, agricultural experiment station..........
station
1034
1034
for naval station,
station, purchase of
land
1169
of land.....
1169

Guanica Central,
Guanica
Central,
appropriation for refund to .............
appropriation
Guantanamo
Naval Station,
Station, Cuba,
Cuba
GuantanamoBay
Bay Naval
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fuel depot
depot..

Guaranty to
Termination of
of
Guaranty
to Carriers
Carriers after
after Termination
Federal
(see also
TransportaFederal Control
Control (see
also Transporta-

Page.
221
1030
1030

tion Act, 1920).
provisions for, of railway
railway operating income
income
464
for six months .................
Guarding Intoxicating
Intoxicating Liquors,
Guarding
Liuors,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for expenses, in
in
etc
bonded warehouses,
warehouses, etc............
506
Guatemala,
Guatemala,
appropriation for minister to..........
to
740,1206
appropriation
convention with, facilitating
facilitating work of travconvention
eling salesmen.
1669
eling
salesmen .................-.
importing
importing from,
from, and
and exporting
exporting to, wheat
wheat
and wheat flour, prohibited; excep1759
tion
..................
1759
tion.......
canceled
canceled..........................
1773
Guilford Courthouse.
Guilford
Courthouse. National
National Military
Military Park,
Park,
N. C.,
C.,
N.
appropriation for continuing
appropriation
ment of
of......
.........

Guilliams, Margaret
Margaret A.
(widow),
Guilliams,
A. (widow),

establish185,
897, 1388
185,897,1388

1483
pension .............................
1483
Gulf of Mexico Coast,
Coast,
appropriation for surveys of
928, 1417
214,928,1417
of..... 214,
appropriation
deficiency
eficiency appropriation
of... 515
appropriation for surveys of...
Ports Terminal Compaq,
Gulf Ports
Company,
time extended
extended for bridging channels of
Mobile Bay, by.
1100
by...;.............

Gulfport,
Gulfport, Miss.,
Miss.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harbor
to be made
made...................
1011
Gullett
Prank H.,
Gullett,t Prank
H.,
pension ...........................
1552
Gun
Mortar Batteries,
Gun and Mortar
Batteries, Army,
appropriation
constructing
608,
1348
608,1348
appropriation for constructing.......
Gunboat,
Navy,
Gunboat, Navy,
limit of cost
coat increased of designated....
designated.... 156,
156,833
833
Gunn, Hugh
Gunn,
Hugh H.,
H.,
homestead application
enlarged homestead
application of, authorized
ized...
.......
........
1435
Gunnery and
Exercises, Navy,
Navy,
Gunnery
and Engineering
Engineering Exercises,
appropriation for prizes, trophies, ranges,
appropriation
3, 58
22,
etc
15
etc............................
135,815
deficiency appropriation
3,15
deficiency
appropriation for
for............ 663,522,
1041, 1190
1190
1029, 1041,
Gunnison
Gunnison National
Forest, Colo.,
Coto.,
National Forest,
appropriation for maintenance,
249,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
of..
249,
708, 1327
708,1327
Gunpowder
Gunpowder (see
(see Explosives,
Explosives, High).
High).
Gunsallua,
(daughter),
Gunsallus, Ruth (daughter),
Gunsolus,
pension
(widow), ..
Gunsolus,
Mary M.
M. (widow),
pension Mary

pension.................................

Gurley, Cora (daughter),
pension......
.....................
pension
Gypsum Deposits,
Deposits,
Gypsum
leases of, in unallotted lands of Indians,
leases
authorized..
.................
authorized

1492
1501
1501
1563
1231.
1231

N.
H.

Street NW.,
H Street
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for paving, Twenty-third
Twenty-third
appropriation
Street to Virginia Avenue
76
Avenue.........
76
Habana,
Habana, Cuba,
Cuba,
appropriation for Pan American
American Trade
appropriation
Mark Bureau .................. 750,1216
750,1216
Haekensack River,
River, N.
Hackensack
J.,
N. J.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made ........................
1011
1011

INDEX.

Page.
Hacks, D.
D.C.,
C.,
Page.
loitering in front
prohibited.
104
front of hotels, etc., prohibited
penalty for ............................
104
Hadden, Maria
(widow),
Hadden,
Maria (widow),
1562
pension increased .......................
Hague, The,
Hague,
appropriation
contribution toward
appropriation for contribution
expenses of Palace of Peace at......
at
747
Haight, Frank
Haight,
Frank (son),
(son),
increased ......................
1507
pension increased
Hailegs Ferry,
Hailes
Ferry, Ga.,
Ga.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Savannah
Savannah River,
at
437, 1366
437,1366
at.............................
Haines, Lurinda
Haines,
Lurinda F. (widow),
pension
1578
..................................
pension
Haiti,
Haiti,
appropriation
to
740,1206
appropriation for minister to.........
importing
wheat
importin form, and exporting to, wheat
and wheat flour, prohibited;
prohibited; exceptions ...............
1759
canceled ........................
..- 1773
canceled
Halbert.,Margaret
I. (daughter),
(daughter),
Mararet I.
Halbert,
pension
1518
1518
pensn..............................
Mk,
(widow),
Hale, Mary
Mary A. (widow),
........... 1583
pension
.................
pension.
(widow),
Sarah(widow),
Hale, Sarah
pension
Half Dollar,
Dollar,
commemorate censilver, to be coined to commemorate
admiacrinn of the State of
tennial of admission
Alabama
............
Alabama..........
Maine..........
admission of the State of Maine
admission
admission of State of Missouri .........
tercentenary
tercentenary of the landing of the Pil-

1475

595
595
1363

597
...--.
grims. ..............
C..,
Halifax
i
T nsy,
N. C.,
County,
Halifax &
time extended
extended for
for bridging
Roanoke River
River
bridging Roanoke
time
• by,
by, near
near Palmyra
Palmyra......-........
502
H
Hall, Amy
Amy E.,
E.
Hall,
allowed............. 1459
homestead entry allowed
new homestead
Hall, Ann A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Hall,
83
.
1583
....................
pension ...........
Hall,
(widow),
Hall, Annie G. (widow),
pension
.......--------- 1551
pension................
Hall, Clarence
Hall,
ClarenceS. (son),
pension increased
. 1515
increased .........-...-....-pension
Hall, Etta
Etta (widow),
(widow),
Hall,
.......1561
pension ..............-......Hall, Gurney E. (son),
(son),
Hall,
-1512
increased......- .......---pension increased
Hall, Jennie
Jennie (widow),
(widow),
Hall,
pension
1572
pension..................-.......Hall, Mary
Mary C. (mother),
Hall,
pension
- 1607
pension ...--........................---------Hall,
E. (widow),
(widow),
SarahE.
Hall,Sarah
1580
pension ...........................
Hall, Taylor(son),
Taylor (son),
Hall,
1583
......--- -increased.............
pension increased
Hall, Thomas H.,
H.,
Hall,
relieved of payment
payment of postal funds stolen
relieved
from
1456
from..........................---.
Hall, Woolsey
Woolsey W.,
W.,
Hall,
1175
deficiency appropriation
services
appropriation for services.....
deficiency
Hallbaygh, .Katherine
Katherine(widow),
Hallbaugh,
pension
483
................................ 1483
pension
Hambleton,
Hambleton, William H.,
1605
pension
.................................
Hpension..
Hamilton,
(widow),
Phebie(widow),
Hamilton, Phebie
increased ...................- 1503
pension increased
Hamlin Street NE., D. C.,
Hamlin
appropriation
appropriation for improving, Twentysixth
75
Dakota Avenue
South Dakota
Street to South
sixth Street
Hammond,
Ind.,
Hammond, Ind.,
appropria
- tion for operating,
operating, etc., GovernGovernappropriation
223
ment house at
at..................---

Hammonton, N.
N. J.,
J.,
Hammonton,

1935
1935
Page.
Page.

appropriation for
Arsenal......... 1384
appropriation
for Amatol Arsenal
Hampden
Hampden County,
County, Mass.,
Mass.,
Connecticut
time extended for bridging Connecticut
and .........
529
River, by Springfield and
Hampers for Fruits
Fruitsand Vegetables, D.
D. C.,
Hampers
standard dimensions for, established......
established
1222
Hampton Creek, Va.,
Hampton
to
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
made
1010
1010
made........................
Hampton
Roads,
Va.,
Hampton
Va.,
appropriation
appropriation for training station, naval
137,817
operating base .................
for naval operating
operating base, water front
front
improvements,
etc..
145,822
improvements, etc.............. 145,822
buoysi from
maintenance
anchorage buoys,
maintenance of anchorage
Lighthouse appropriation........
appropriation
1373
1373
Lighthouse
Hampton, Va.,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home
191, 903, 1394
Soldiers'
Home............. 191,903,1394
transferred
Army surplus
surplus supplies, transferred
903
from Hospital
Hospital No. 43, without
charge
withoutcharge
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
deficiency
552
Soldiers'
552, 1167
Soldiers' Home . ................
Hancock, Josiah
Hancock,
Josiah C. (son),
pension
increased ...................
pension increased

1511
1511

pension
pension...........................

1493
1493

Mary M. (widow),
Hancock, Mary
pension
......1490
1490
pension...........................
W., U.S.
FieldArtillery,
Capt. Daniel
Hand, Capt.
Daniel W.,
U. S. Field
Hand,
restoration
restoration to grade on lineal list of Field
606
officers, authorized ........
Artillery officers,
Laura lane
(widow),
Jane (widow),
Handshy, Laura

Handy,Sarah J. (widow),
(widow),
Handy,Sarah
1501
pension increased
1501
increased.................
Hankow,
appropriation
for
appropriation for acquiring premises for
1214
consulate
1214
consulate uses at ...............
limit of cost; subject to approval
approval of
commission
1214
commission........................ 1214
Hanks,
(daughter),
Carrie(daughter),
Hanks, Carrie
1557
pension
1557
pension .................................
Hanlon,
Hanlon,Emma
Emma S.,
pension
paension................................ 1548
Hannuffe,
(daughter),,
Hanmore, Verna (daughter)
pension
increased....... .............. 1486
pension increased
Harbor
Patrol, D. C.,
HarborPatrol,
88,858,1129
appropriation for expenses
858, 1129
expenses.......... 88,
appropriation
Harbors
(see River and Harbor ImproveHarbors (see
ments).
Harding,
(widow),
Marie G. (widow),
Harding, Marie
1622
pension
1622
increased...................
pension increased
Harding,
Harding, Mary E. (widow),

1490
.................................
pension
1490
.........
pension
HarernaJcer,
(widow),
Haremaker, Mary (widow),
1509
pension ...........................---------------Harland,
Harland,Rachel J. (widow),
1..493
pension ...........................
1493
Hpension
Harlow,
A. (daughter),
(daughter),
ClaraA.
Harlow, Clara
..... 1503
pension increased
increased...........pension
Harney National
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
Forest1 S.
NationalForest,
Harney
249,
appropriation for maintenance,
of
mantenance, etc., of....
appropriation
708, 1327
designation of
Game
Custer State Park Game
of Custer
designation
Sanctuary in ...................
986
-----limited ..................-986
area limited
breeding
portion of, set aside for game breeding
place
place................--------...--- 1805
Harreld,
Harreld, J. W.,
1033
appropriation for -.............. 1033
deficiency appropriation
Harrington, Jeannette
Jeannette A.
A. (widow
(widow),
Harington,
1566
1566
.............------------pension
pension.......
Harris,
Doctor,
arris, Doctor
1597
-------- 1597
pension
............--pension ..

1936
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Harris, Jessie
Harris,
Jessie F.
P. (daughter),
pension .....................--............
pension
Harris, Louis
Harris,
Lois B.,
S.,
pension
incrased......................
pension increased
Harris,.
erel.
vidow),
Harris, Martha
Martha
A.e (widow),
in
pension increased
.......................
Harris,
Mary E.
E. (widow),
Barrs,Mary
(widow),
_pension
pen on..................................
Harria,Sophie
(widow),
Harri, Sophie P.
P. (widow),
pension increased
pension
increased.......................
Harrisburg,
Harrisbug,Pa.,
Pa.,
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
builddeficiency appropriation
public building..........................
•
ing
.
time extended
extended for
for bridging Susquehanna
Susquehanna
River
at
River at........
............
.
Harrison,
(widow),
Harrison,Louvisa
Louvia E..
E.. (widow),
_pension
enion increased
increased...................
1
,,
arrnll Ule Mo,
o.,
appropriati
on for
building .......
appropriation
for public
public building
Hrpi,
toa V. (daughter)
HmA,CapOola
-daughter),

Page.

pension in,
increased ...................
.
Hart,
(widow),
Hart, Harriet
HarretB.
B. (widow),
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
Hart,
Bart, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
pension ..........................
pension
Hart,
Hart, Myrtle L.
L. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
increased .....................
penion increased
Hart,
Hart,R. C.,
defidency appropriation
defciency
ap ppriation for
for reimbursing
rembursing...
Hart, Fillia371
Hart,
William H..,
ealon increased
Zirtel,
„Augustus
O.,
AugustusO.,

penionincreased........................

1565
1565

1606
1563
1563
1587
1587
1564
1504
1024
1024
1099
1099
1582
1582
165
165
1518
1626
1626
1598
1......
1495
1495

1035
1473
1473

pennon
1600
pensi.L.on -.-..........................
1600
Hartftel, Ruth E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Ifrtfiel,
pension...............
pension
..............
. 1623
1623
Hartford, Conn.,
Conn.,
Hartford,
terms
at
1146
terms of court at.................
.. 1146
Hartford Count,
County, Conn.,
Conn.,
Hartford
may bridge Connecticut
River,
Windsor
Connecticut River, Windsor
Locks to East Windsor
360
Windsor.............
360
Harness, Catherine
Catherine (widow),
Hartess,
(widow),
pension .......................
... . 1491
Hartley, Emiline (widow),
(widow),
'
'
pension
pension .................................
1517
1517
Hartley, Frances
Frances Tucker (widow),
pension ..............................
1589
pension.
Hartman,
CatherineE.
Hartman, Catherine
(widow),
E. (widow),
pension
pension ...................
1618
:......... . 1618
Hartman, Thomas,
Thomas,
1622
pension increased
increased ....................
1622
Hartt, Bertha
Bertha M.,
Hartt,
payment
payment to........................
to
1627
1627
Haskell
Haskell Institute,
Institute, Lawrence,
Lawrence, Kans.,
Kans.,
appropriation
Indian school.....
school
13, 418, 1235
appropriation for
for Indian
13,418,1235
sale
authorized of
tract in
sale authorized
of tract
in school
school rereserve .............................
419
419
Haskill,
(widow),
Haskil, Lida
Lida (widow),
pension
1575
pension....................................
1575
Hasson,
Hannah (widow),
asson, Hannah
(widow),
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
1539
1539
Hastings,
Hastings, Mich.,
appropriation
165
appropriation for
for public
public building
building..........
165
Hataway, Rufus S.,
Hataway,
S.,
Pension
---. ..........................
pennon
1613
1613
Hatch,
Castle R.
(daughter),
Batch, Casie
R. (daughter),
pension
increased ..................
pension increased
1510
1510
Hatch, Mary Ellen R.
Hatch,
R. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased........
increased
1495
pension
...........
1495
Hatten,
S.,
Haaen, W.
W. S.,
payment to,
to, for
for damages
damages from
1460
payment
from fire
fire .........
1460
H'
auk, Fred,
Hauk,
pension ...............................
pension
1483
Hauns,tKatherine
Katherine Wheeler (uidow),
Hauna
(widow),
pension
pension.................................
1570
1570

Havelick, Roberta
(widow),
PageHavelick,
Roberta R.
R. (widow),
Page.
1492
pension
.........-.......
1492
.......
pension....
Haven-Alten,
de,
Haven-Alten, Augusta
Augusta Louise
Louise de,
readmitted
1463
readmitted as
as aacitizen ..................
Hawaii,
Hawaii,
appropriation
for
salaries,
etc.,
governappropriation for salaries, etc., government
in
674, 1293
1293
mentin........................
674,
for legislative
674
for
legislative expenses
expenses ...............
674
for district
687, 1306
for
district court
court......
............. 687,1306
for q
uarantine
for
quarant
ie system,
system, including
including leprosy
leprosy
hospital
175, 88,
884, 1377
1377
hospital.................
175,
for ethnological
ethnological researches
researches among
natives
for
among natives
of
181, 891, 1383
of............................181,891,1383
of
for expenses of district
district judge
judge outside
outside of
official residence
residence ........... 210,
210, 924,1413
924,1413
official
for Weather
Weather Service
penses in..
in
236, 696, 1316
for
Service ex
expenses
236,696,1316
for agricultural
in..
262,
for
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
stations in..
262,
720, 1339
720,1339
agricultural
extension work
allotagricultural extension
work allotment
262,
ment.........................
262, 720
720
leaves of absence
absence to emcumulative leaves
ployees .......................
262
for
snail equipments
equipments for
582,1155
for mail
for..........
582,1155
for fortifications,
fortifications, etc..............
etc
610,1350
610,1350
for
for preservation,
preservation, repair,
repair, etc.,
etc., subsubmarine
structures
marine mine
mine structures.........
610,1350
for
searchlights for harbor defense........
defense
610
forsearchlights
610
for electric
electric plants, etc., seacoast
seacoast fortificafortifications
.
610,
1350
tions .
....................
610,1350
for
etc ................
610
for land
land defenses,
defenses etc
610
for
610
for sites for
for fortifications
fortifications.............
610
for
fortifications ............
610,1350
for plans
plans for
for fortifications
610,1350
for seacoat
seacoast batteries
1350
batteries............. 610
610,1350
for
quarters for Seacoast
for barracks
barracks and quarters
Seacoast
611
Artillery
......................
611
for
control installation,
etc
611,1351
for fire
fire control
installation, etc.......
611,1351
for Air Service
Service expenses
611
expenses ..............
611
for aviation stations, seacoast defenses
defenses
611,
1351
of ............................
611, 1351
protection of
for relief
relief and protection
of shipwrecked
shipwrecked
American seamen
749,1216
American
seamen in
in ...........
749,1216
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for relief of shipwrecked American
American seamen
seamen in.....
in
43,1022
wrecked
43,1022
branch
offices, etc.,
branch offices,
etc., authorized
authorized for Honolulu
lulu post office
office ..................
323
salary of postmaster
postmaster ..................
323
323
permits for
for travel
in foreign
foreign ships,
ships, between
permits
travel in
between
Pacific Coast and,
Pacific
and, allowed
allowed to
to February 1,
997
ruary
1, 1922
1922
..................
997
privately owned lands
lands within Hawaii
Hawaii National Park, may be acquired
acquired by

governor of
452
governor
of
.................
452
salary, etc., of clerk of district court in,
in, to
to
correspond to that of United
United States
States
district
courts
1413
district courts.................
1413
proclamation restoring to,
proclamation
to, lighthouse
lighthouse res1751
ervation, Honolulu
Honolulu ................
1751
Maui Island .......................
1742
1742
transferring to Territory of, title to pubproperty ceded by the Republie.
lic property
Republic. 1786
1786
HawaiiNational
Hawaii
Hawaii,
NationalPark,
Park, Hawaii,
appropriation
204,
918, 1407
appropriation for
for ...............
204,918,1407
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for ............
348
appropriation for
.
348
privately owned lands in,
privately
acquired
in, may
may be
be acquired
by governor of the Territory........
Territory
452
Hawes, Martha
Martha E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension..............................
pension
1624
1624
Hawkins,
George S.,
Hawkins, George
S
pension increased
increased..................
1545
. 1545
Hawley,
Hawley William
F. (son),
William F.
(son),
_pe
WWII ...........
1581
-lpension
..............................
1581
Hay,
Hay,
appropriation for
diffusing commercial
inappropriation
for diffusing
commercial information of supply, market prices,
etc., of ....................
265, 724, 1342
265,724,1342

INDEX.
Hay-Continued.
Page.
Hay-Continued.
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating and certifying condition, etc.,
etc., of interstate
shipments
shipments of...............
of
265, 724, 1342
Hayden,
E.,
Hayden, Joseph
Joseph E.,
pension increased ........................
1611
1611
Hayden
National Forest,
Colo.,
Hayden National
Forest, Wyo. and
and Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
of.... 249,
249,
708, 1327
Hayden, Samuel W.,
W.,
Hayden,
increased
pension increased
........................
1489
Hayes,
First Sergeant,
Corps,
Hayes, Edgar,
Edgar, First
Sergeant, Marine
Marine Corps,
may be appointed
appointed first lieutenant, Marine
Marine
Corps; conditions
conditions....
............
141
Hayes, Eli„
Eli,
pension increased
increased ...................
1546
Hayes,
H.,
Hayes, William H.,
increased.......................
1519
pension increased
Haynes,
Haynes, John Franklin,
Franklin,
pension
1474
penson...............................
Haynes,
Perry L.,
Haynes, Perry
reimbursement to
reimbursement
to....................... 1471
Haynes,
Samuel T.
Haynes, Samuel
T. (son),
(son),
pension increased.......
increased
............
..
1562
pension
Hays,
J.,
Hays, Ellie
Elie J.,
pension increased.........
increased
1598
...........
Hays,
E. (widow),
MarindaE.
Hays, Marinda
. 1488
pension.............................
pension
Hayward,
Wis.,
Hayward, Wis.,
appropriation
school
29, 432, 1246
29,432,1246
appropriation for Indian school.....
deficiency
school _ 66,
defieiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian school.
348, 1186
Hazeltine, Ross,
Hazeltine,
appropriation for reimbursement
reimbursement to
745
to.......
appropriation
Hazlett,
Hazlett, Henry,
Henry,
pension
... 1539
1539
pension..........................
Head
Head Tax,
appropriation
936, 1424
221,936,
refunding...... 221,
appropriation for refunding..
deficiency appropriation
refunding....
55
appropriation for refunding....
Graves,
Soldiers' Graves,
Headstonesfor Soldiers'
Headstones
appropriation
for furnishing
894, 1385
183, 894,
furnishing...... 183,
appropriation for
for
unmarked graves
graves of
in post
post
of civilians
civilians in
for unmarked
cemeteries ...............
183, 895, 1385
cemeteries
for
unmarked graves
graves of Confederates
Confederates in
for -unmarked
national cemeteries
183,
895, 1385
183,895,1385
national
cemeteries .........
deficiency appropriation
for
61,
deficiency
appropriation for.............
348, 522, 1038,1041,
1038, 1041, 1184, 1190
348,522,
Headwater
Improvements of Navigable
Navigable Waters,
HeaduaterImprovements
half of receipts
receipts from licenses for power
power projects made a
a special
special fund for
for mainmainects
taining ........................
1073
Health
Activities, Public,
Public,
Health Activities,
executive departments,
submit
etc., to submit
departments, etc.,
executive
statement of their
............... 176
D. C.,
C.,
Health Department,
Department, D.
Health
appropriation for
for health
health officer,
inspectors,
officer, inspectors,
appropriation
etc ....................
859, 1130
. 89,
89,859,1130
regulating employment
employment of
for inspectors, regulating
females .....................
89,
859, 1131
89,859,
for preventing
89,
89,
etc..
diseases, etc..
contagious diseases,
for
preventing contagious
859, 1131
1131
assignment,
etc.,
of
bacteriologists....
89
amignment, etc., of bacteriologists....
860, 1131
89,860,1131
for disinfecting service .......... 89,
emergency fund,
drainage of
fund, drainage
for sanitary emergency
lots,
etc ..................... 89, 860, 1131
lots, etc
90,
adulterations ...
for expenses, etc., food adulterations....
860,
1131
860,1131
for
bacteriological
laboratory
90,
860,
1131
for bacteriological laboratory...... 90,860, 1131
for biological
and aerological
study of
of
serological study
for
biological and
disease
90, 860, 1131
disease.................
for
chemical
laboratory
90,
860,
1131
90,860, 1131
for chemical laboratory ..........
for contingent
enforcing health
health
expenses, enforcing
contingent expenses,
for
laws
90,
1131
90, 860,
860, 1131
laws ........................
90, 860, 1132
etc.... 90,860,
inspecting dairy farms, etc.
for inspecting

......
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Health Department,
Department, D. C.-Continued.
Page.
Health
C.-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for
diseases isolatappropriation
for contagious
contagious diseases
ing wards ................... 90, 861,
1132
861,1132
repairs
repairs.......................... 1132
1132
public crematory,
crematory, etc ........
861, 1132
for public
90, 861,1132
ambulance ............
90, 861,1132
861, 1132
for motor ambulance
for pound,
pound, repairs, etc ................
90
dispensaries for tuberculosis
tuberculosis and vefor dispensaries
nereal diseases............
diseases
90, 861,
1132
861,1132
for clinical care, etc.,
etc., of young
young children.
children.
90,
861,1132
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for disinfecting
service.....................
service
40,1018
...
for inspecting
inspecting dairy farms, etc..........
etc
41
etc
41, 1157
for drainage of lots, etc..............
41,1157
for motor vehicle
pound.......... 41, 1018
vehicle for pound
for public crematory;
crematory; repairs
repairs......... 41, 1018
1018
dispensaries for tuberculosis
tuberculosis and vefor dispensaries
diseswes ................ 1018,1157
1018, 1157
nereal diseases
for chemical
laboratory
1018
chemical laboratory..................
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, enforcing
enforcing health
health
laws
1157
laws.........................
Health
1). C.,
Health Officer, D.
C.,
appropriation
89,
etc...
appropriation for, assistant, deputy, etc
859,1130
859,1130
Healy,
John,
Healy, John,
military record corrected
corrected .................
1524
1524
Hearings
in Land
Entries,
Hearingsin
Land Entries,
appropriation
908, 1398
195,908,1398
expenses........ 195,
appropriation for expenses
fees for depositions,
depositions, and copies.
copies 195, 908,1398
deficiency appropriation
for
appropriation for...............
1191
Heath,
Flora (daughter),
(daughter),
Heath, Flora
pension increased ....................
1510
Heath,
Heath, Milo D.,
..................
1624
pension increased
Heator, George
Heator,
George W.,
increased......................
1482
pension increased
Hedjaz,
Hedjaz,
importing from, and exporting to, wheat.
wheat.
and wheat flour, prohibited; exceptions
1759
tions.............................
canceled
1773
canceled...............................
Heiinlich,
Charles H. HenHenalias Charles
Charles H.,
H., alias
Heimlich, Charles
derson,
derson,
pension increased .....................
1550
Held,
Julia Agnes (widow),
Held, Julia
1489
pension .................................
1489
Heldreth,
Heldreth, Lynn J.,
pension
1603
pension increased ...................
Helena,
Helena, Mont.,
appropriation
for assay
657, 1276
assay office at ........ 657,1276
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for hospital for
deficiency
discharged
508
etc., at.
disabled soldiers, etc.,
discharged disabled
Helena
Forest, Mont.,
Helena National
National Forest,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of.... 249,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
708, 1327
Helium,
Helium,
right to extract, from gas produced
produced on
leased lands, etc., reserved to the
Government ......................
438
delivery of gas to purchaser
purchaser not to be
delivery
delayed
438
delayed thereby .................
Gas,
Helium Gas,
appropriation for production,
production, etc.,
etc., Army
Army
appropriation
Air Service ..............-.......
.
953
Plant, Naval,
Naval,
Helium Plant,
appropriation
operating ..........
133,814
for operating
appropriation for
H,
H.,
William H.,
Heller, William
1596
pension
..........................
pension...
Representative in
in ConConlate aa Representative
Harvey, late
Helm, Harvey,
gress,
gress,
deficiency
appropriation for pay to widow
deficiency appropriation
.
of -...........................
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Helm,
Hdlm, Mary L. (widow),
(idow),
pension .................................
pension
Helton,
Hlton, Louisa (widow),
increased
pension increased........................
Henenway,
Angeline 0.
(widow),
Hemenway, Angdine
0. (widow),

Pkgs.
Pag
1563
1563

gr
Hempel,
Hempel, Jacob,
Jacob,

penon ..................................
im

1594
1594

1569

payment
fire
yment to, for damages from fir.........
1460
Henson,
(widow),
Hgendaon, Jane
Jane M. (widow),
pensionnsion................................
pe
1507
Henderson,
Henderson, Nancy C. (widow),
pension ...............................
pension
1579
Hendricks,
William B.,
Hendricks, William
B.,
1535
pension
pension
................................ 1535
Hennepin
Minn.,
Hennepin County, Minn..
!midge Minnesota
Minnesota River .............. 291
may bridge
Henry,
Benry, Eliza Ann (widow),
pension
................................
1593
Henry, Jaws
James S. (son),
(on),
1559
pension increased
pension
increaed ...........
...........
Henry,
H.,
Henry, John H.,
pension
pension .....
................................
1541
Henry,
(widow)„
Henry, Irate
Kate M.
M. (widow),
increased .......................
pension increased
. 1500
Henry,
H. (son),
(son),
Henry, Nelson
Nelson H.
1576
pension
penon..................................
1576
"
y 0.
0. Barrett,"
Barrett," Schooner,
Schooner
owners of, may bring suit for collision
owners
court......... 1521
damages in Federal Court
reenrollment of bill directed
directed.......... 1639
Henhen, Josephine
Henshen,
Josephine Ella
(widow),
Ella (widow),
pension................................
pension
1673
1573
Howley, Taylor,
Hensley,
pension
1610
................................
10
Henson, Lydia Lenora
Lenora (widow),
pension
on ..................................
1501
1501
Herbert, Lila
Herbert,
Lila J.
J. (formerly
(formerly Simmons),
Simmonr),
homestead patent to
homestead
to....
....................
. 1434
Herbert
(widow),
Herbert,.,Mary J.
J. (widow),
pension
..........................
Watson
1557
Herbst,
Her6st, Charles,
Charles,
pension................................. 1564
pension
Herbst, Robert
Herbet,
Robert A.,
pension..............................
pension
1603
Herlehy,
Herkhy, Frances
FrancesE.
E. (widow,
pension
1611
...
..................... 1611
Herrald, Nancy (widow),
Herrald,
pension
1518
..........................
1518
Heriman,
David W.,
Herriman, David
pension increased ......................
1475
Herrington, Mary C. (mother),
Hrrington,
pension
pension................................. 1546
1546
Hess,
Abraham (son),
(son) ,
Hess, Abraham
pension increased.................. 1557
1567
Hess, Christian,
Christian,
pension............................... 1613
pension
Hessian Fly,
Fly,
Hessian
appropriation for investigating, etc.
etc. 256,
715, 1334
appropriation
256,715,1334
Heston
Annie
(widow),
Heston t
pennon
pension ..............................
1606
Hewett, Henrietta
A. (mother),
BenriettaA.
..........................
pension
1617
1617
Hewit Lumber Company
Company,, D. E.
E.,
may bridge Tug River,
ltiver, Kermit,
Kern*, W. Va....
Vs
287
287
Hcwitt, Margaret
Hewitt,
Margaret (daughter),
pension
pension increased
increased...................... 1569
Hickey, Annie F. (widow),
pension
penion ...........................
1616
1616
Hickey, Mack,
pension .................................
pension
1605
Hicks,
C.,
Hick, James C.,
pension ...
pension
..........................
1536
Skins, and
Leather,
Hides, Stins,
and Leather,
monthly
monthly collection
collection and publication of etastatistics of, by Census
Census Office ........
1057

Hides,
Skins, and
and Leather—Continued.
Page.
Hides, Skins,
Leather-Continued.
Page.
designated informamonthly collection
collection of designated
tion
.............................. 1057
use confidential;
confidential; punishment for unauthorized communicating
communicating ........ 1057
authorized
parties required to furnish, on demand.
demand. 1057
1057
penalty
furnish
... 1057
penalty for refusing to furnish.......
Higgins,
Josephine M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Higgins, Josephine
1520
pension
penion
....................................
1520
Higgins,
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Higgins, Mary
appropriation for payment to, one year's
year's
appropriation
deceased husband.......
husband
1209
salary of deceased
Higgins, Nora
(daughter),
Higgins,
Nora B.
B. (daughter),
1516
.........................
1516
pension .........
High
Commission, Inter-American,
High Commission,
Inter-American,
appropriation for expenses, United States
appropriation
section .....................
747,
1212
section
747,1212
High
Explosives (see
Explosives, High).
High).
High Explosives
(see Explosives,
High
High Seas,
Seas,
suit for damages may be brought for death
wrongful act on, in district
from wrongful
courts in admiralty .................
courts
537
High
High Temperature
Temperature Measurements,
Measurement,
appropriation for investigating methods
appropriation
683,1302
of .......................
Highway
Highway Bridge,
Bridge, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for operating
expenses. 77,847,1117
77, 847, 1117
appropriation
operating expenses.
fenders
77
for replacing fenders................
77
for painting, etc ...
.................
847
enforcement of passenger
passenger tax on street railenforcement
1119
ways using .......................... 1119
jurisdiction transferred
transferred to District Commissioners
missioners......................... 1117
Highways, etc., Public,
Highways,
Public
parts of
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
right of
parts
of Union
Railroad right
of way
way
etc., for.
for.
may be conveyed to States, etc.,
304
Highways,
State,
Highways, State,
loan of Army tractors authorized for con584
struction of ......................
all expenses to be paid by States
States........ 584
Highways System,
Permanent,
Highways
System, D. C.,
C., Permanent,
appropriation
appropriation for opening, extending
streets, etc ................
76,
846, 1116
76,846,1116
wholly from
District revenues..
revenues
76,
846,1117
wholly
from District
76,846,1117
for surveys, etc ..................
844,
1115
844,1115
Hill, Herbert,
Herbert,
Hill,
pension increased
1608
increased .....................
1608
Hill, Maria
C. (widow),
(widow),
Hill,
Maria C.
pension
1570
pension....................
........
1570
Hill, Mary
Hill,
Mary (mother),
(mother)
pension increased
pension
increaed .
...................... 1543
1543
Hiller, Rudolph,
Rudolph,
Hiller,
1535
pension increased ...................
1535
Hilliard,
Martha J.
(widow),
Hilliard,Martha
J. (widow),
pension..............................
pension
1492
1492
Hilliard,
Hilliard,Peter,
Peter,
pension
increased ....
1545
pension increased
...............
1545
Hills, Annie (widow),
Hills,
(widow),
penion...............................
pension
1488
1488
Hilo,
Hawaii,
Hilo, Ilawaii,
appropriation for
commission to
to architect,
architect,
appropriation
for commission
public
169, 877,1370
877, 1370
public building
building ...........
169,
Hinckley,
Perrin, D.,
linckley, Perrin
D.,
homestead
validated............. 1435
homestead entry
entry of, validated
1435
Hinds,
Lizzie E.
E. (widow),
Hinds, Lizzie
(ridow),
pension ............
1515
pension
......... .......
1515
Hinds' Precedents
Precedents of the House
fluse of RepresentaRepresentaHinds'
tives,
etc.,
tires, etc.,
printing
printing ordered
ordered of, with supplement
supplement to
date
date..
.........
...............
. 1181
1181
style,
etc., of
of previous
previous edition
1181
style, etc.,
edition. .........
1181
distnbution
1181
distribution directed
directed ...................
1181
supplement
to be
be prepared,
by Clarsupplement to
prepared, etc.,
etc., by
Clarence
Cannon
1181
ence A.
A. Cannon...................
1181
preservation
preservation of
of plates
1181
plates................... 1181

INDEX.
Hinds' Precedents
Hinds'
Precedents of the House
House of RepresentaRepresenta- Page.
etc—Continued.
lives, etc-Continued.
printing cost charged to printing and
and binding allotment
allotment....................
1181
1181
Hines, Walker D., Director
Director General
General of RailRailroads,
roads,
proclamation
to adjust,
adjust, etc.,
proclamation directing, to
etc.,
termination
termination of Federal
Federal railroad control
1782
trol............................... 1782
American Railway
Railway
Federal control of American
Express
Express Company .............
. 1783
designating,
agency to effect reimbursereimbursedesignating, agency
ment from
from railroads,
railroads, etc.,
etc., for equipment furnished ..................
1786
Hingson,
Hingson, Alice (widow),
pension increased
increased ..................
151t
151.r,
Hinkle, C. V.,
_payment
1526
payment to ...........
.............
1526
Hinman,
Edward,
linman, Edward,
pension increased
increased....................... 1539
Htnman,
A. (widow),
Hinman, Elizabeth A.
(widow),
pension increased
increased ....................
1501
Hinman, Lillie
P.
Hinman,
Lillie P.,
increased
1540
pension increased
..................
1540
Htshley, Edmund (son),
Hishley,
(son),
increased ................-..
1589
pension increased
.
1589
Hist, Mary (widow),
(tin"dow),
Hut,
pension
. 1585
pension ............................
1585
Hitchcock, Samantha
Samantha (widow),
. 1519
pension.............................
Hitchcock, Sylvia (widow),
pension
1497
...
...
.............
Hirson,
Hvcson, Nancy E. (widow),
pension
1579
pension
..........................
Hobbs,
Hobbs, Emma A. (mother),
pension increased .......................
1537
Hoboken, N.
N. J.,
J.,
docks, etc., acquired at, transferred to
Shipping Board for operation,
etc
operation, etc...
994
Hoboken, Pa.,
Pa.,
deficiency
appropriation for hospital for
deficiency appropriation
discharged disabled soldiers, etc.,
etc ,
discharged
at
508
at..............................
508
Hockman,
Hockman, Zora
Zora (daughter),
(daughter),
pension......
...........
...........
1505
.
Hodges,
Hodges, Brooklyn,
1599
1599
............................
pension
Hoelscher, Amelia (widow),
(widow),
Hoelscher,
. 1592
..........................
pension
Hof, Charles,
Hoff,
Charles,
pension
1542
increased ....................
pension increased
Hoffman, Alvin,
payment
damages from fire........
fire
1460
payment to, for damages
Hog Cholera,
Cholera,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating, treating,
etc ......................
240,
700, 1320
240,700,
Hogan,
Hogan, Barter,
Baxter,
_pension .....................
1535
Hpension
....
1535
Hogs,
appropriation for
for diffusing
commercial inindiffusing commercial
appropriation
formation
formation of market prices, distribution,
265,724
bution, etc.,
etc., of
of ................
265,
724
Holbrook, George
George S.,
Holbrook,
1489
...
pension
1489
pension........................
rrolden,
(widow),
Christina(widow),
Iolden, Christina
............. ...
pension
1612
pension.................
Holiday,
Holiday, D.
D. C.,
September 17,
17, 1919, made a
a legal,
legal, for the
September
review of First Division, American
American
Expeditionary Forces .............
283
Expeditionary
Holiday Recess of Congress,
Congress,
1632
ordered, July 1
1632
1 to July 8, 1919 .........
ordered,
December 20,
1919, to January
January 5, 1920..
1920. - 1636
December
20,1919,

1939
1939

Holidays, D. C., Legal,
Legal,
Holidays,
Page.
employees and day laborers
per diem employees
allowed pay for
.................. 102,873
Holland
Holland (see Netherlands).
Netherlands).
Holland,
Holland, Thomas
Thomas H.,
soldiers' additional
homestead entry of, in
additional homestead
Alaska, validated
validated as assignee of
Clark S. Bemis ................. 1093
as assignee
assignee of George Fritzinger
Fritzinger......... 1093
Holley, Sarah
Sarah J. (widow),
pension ..............................
1540
1540
Hollowell, Lucinda
Hollowell,
Lucinda (widow),
1495
pension •
...'.
.....................
1495
Holmes, Louisa
Louisa Jane
Jane (widow),
(widow),
pension...................................
pension
1486
Holmes, Mary (widow),
pension
.................................
pension
1485
,
Holmes, Sadie L. (widow),
1572
pension ........
........................
1572
Sarah E. (widow),
Holmes, Sarah
1592
pension ...........
1592
19................
Holsapple, John
John C. (father),
(father),
Holsapple,
increased
pension increased........................
1622
Holsten,
Holsten, William,
allowed.......
1093
homestead application
application by, allowed
Holt,
(Widow),
Holt, Isabella
Isabella (widow),
pension ...
1498
...
.............................
Holt, Samuel A.,
A. '
pension increased
increased ...
1612
........... 1612
Holy Cross
Forest Colo.,
Colo.
Cross National
National Forest,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of..
249,
708, 1327
708,1327
Holyoke, Mass.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Connecticut
Connecticut River,
Chicopee to ........................
391
Home for
for Aged and
and Infirm, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
salaries ........ 94,865,1136
94 865 1136
appropriation for salaries
or maintenance
maintenance ...............
94,
865, 1136
for
94,865,1136
94, 865, 1136
for repairs and improvements .... 94,865,1136
sale of surplus products;
products; deposit of
receipts .......................
94,865
deficiency
appropriation
41,
deficiency appropriation for maintenance.
maintenance.
1019,1158
Home for Incurables,
Incurables, D. C.,
appropriation for
95,
patients.
appropriation
for care of indigent patients.
866,
1137
866,1137
Homeopathic Hospital,
Hospital, D.
C., National,
Homeopathic
D. C.,
National,
appropriation for care
care of indigent patients.
95
patients.
appropriation
Disabled Soldiers and
Sailors, State,
Homes for Disabled
and Sailors,
or
or Territorial,
Territorial,
appropriation
906, 1396
140,906,1396
appropriation for aid to ............ 140,
extended to service
399
all wars
wars.....
service in all
to, extended
aid to,
amount increased
increased ......................
399
ascertainment of number
number of inmates
inmates ...
399
ascertainment
or
to be controlled exclusively by State or
Territorial authorities.............
authorities
399
inspection by managers of National
inspection
Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers
399
..................
diers.......
payment limited to one-half the cost of
maintenance .
...................... 399
maintenance
deductions
pensions received ......
399
deductions from pensions
forbidden
permitted
399
...
forbidden if intoxicants permitted..
moneys received
received from inmates to be deducted
399
ducted .
.........................
not applicable
applicable if wives or widows admitted ..........................
399
Homestead
Entries, Public
Homestead Entries,
Public Lands,
allowed, Hall, Amy E
allowed,
E .................... 1459
on lands restored from segregation
segregation under
under
Carey Act
407
.......................
preference
entrymen, resiresipreference right of entrymen,
dence, etc., required
required .............
407

1940
1940

INDEX.

Homestead Entries,
Public Lands--Contd.
Page.
Homestead
Entries, Public
Lands-Contd.
Page.
leave of absence
absence allowed discharged,
discharged,
soldiers, etc., for vocational
vocational rehabilitation, after making..-.........
making
288
...
patents
allowed both
both parties
parties intermarrypatents allowed
intermarrying,
if each has
boafi
ing, if
has been aa bona
fide
settler, etc., one year preceding such
such

1193
marriage-........... ..........
1193
of discharged
prefere
i
re:right
riTt
i
of
discharged soldiers, etc.,
preference
serving in late war,
war, to
to make,
make, on
on
opened
public
lands
434
public lands...............
opened
settlers serving in World War, and physically unable to return may
may make
final proof
proof and receive
patent withwithreceive patent
out further
further residence.............
residence
1202
prior survey
survey required
required before issue of
patent
1202
patent.....................
time extended
extended for payments for, on abandoned Fort Assinniboine
Assinniboine Military
Military
Reservation, Mont ...............
1086
Reservation,
validated,
N
1456
validated, Collins, Albert N...........
Settlers,
Homestead Settlers,
allowed leaves of absence during drought
allowed
drought
of 1919, to obtain food,
food, etc.........
etc271
residence
construed
during
absence
271
absence.....
residence construed
Homesteads,
Homesteads,
appropriation
classification, etc.,
appropriation for classification,
etc., lands
lands
within national
national forests, etc for....
for
251,
710,1329
Enlarged,
Homesteads, Enlarged,
appropriation
"
appropriation for examining, classifying,
etc.,
198,910,1400
etc., lands suitable for
for...... 198,910,1400
Homesteads,
Stout
Raising,
Homesteads, Stock Raising,
noncontigious lands for, permitted pending
noncontigious
homestead entrymen; conditions..
conditions.homestead
287
homesteaders
homesteaders having received patent,
etc., condition
etc.,
....................... 287
287
Honduras,
Honduras,
appropriation for
740,1206
appropriation
for minister
minister to ...........
740,1206
importing from, and exporting to,
to, wheat and
and
wheat flour, prohibited;
exceptions 1759
prohibited; exceptions
canceled
canceled
........................
1773
Hone,
Hone, Miriam
Miriam C.
C. (daughter),
pension
pension increased...................
increased
1480
Honey Grove, Te.,
Tex.,
appropriation for
165
appropriation
for public building
building..........
165
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Honolulu,
Hawaii,
appropriation for
building
165,1368
appropriation
for public
public building......165,1368
for delegates
delegates to Pan-Pacific
Scientific
Pan-Pacific Scientific
Congress, etc.,
745
etc., at ..................
745
branch
branch offices, etc., established of post
post
office at ..............................
323
salary of postmaster
postmaster ...................
323
salary
323
constructing
lighthouse
depot
at,
authorconstructing lighthouse depot at, authorized ..................................
1059
granted right of way for
across
for sewer
sewer sytem
system across
Fort de Russy Military
Military Reservation
Reservation 1438
proclamation
proclamation restoring
restoring to Hawaii lighthouse reservation at ............. 1750
transfer of .part of naval property at, authorized ...
821
.................
Honolulu,
Hawaii, Ordnance
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Ordnance Depot,
Depot,
appropriation
182
appropriation for black powder magazine
magazine..
182
for additional roads..................
roads
182
182
Hood, Charles
Charles S.,
Hood,
investigating claim of, for services
directed
25
services directed
25
Hook, George
W.
George W.,
pension increskied
increased ........................ 1596
Hook,
Hook, James
James H.
H. (father),
pension
pension.................................
154,5
1545
Hoopa
Valley Agency,
Agency, Calif.,
Calif.,
Hoopa Valky
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
Indians at
1247
appropriation
forsupport,
of Indians
at 1247
for constructing trail on
on Klamath
Klaath River
River
Reservation,
funds
418
Reservation from tribal
tribal funds......
418

Valley Indian
Hospital, Calif.,
Calif,
Page.
Indian Hospital,
Hoopa Valley
appropriation
of..
5,
appropriation for
for maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
5,
410,1227
410,1227
Indian Reservation,
Calif.,
Hoopa Valley
Valley Indian
Reservation, Calif.,
appropriation for road,
to Weitchpec
Weitchpec
appropriation
road, Hoops
Hoopa to
on;
repayment
12, 418, 1234
on; repayment............. 12,418,1234
Palls, N. Y.,
Y.,
Hoosick Falls,
appropriation
165
appropriation for
for public
public building
building ........
165
Hoover, Annie
Annie (daughter),
(daughter),
pension.
1501
pension ...................................
1501
Hoover, Homer (son),
pension
increased ....................
1486
pension increased
.
1486
Hoover Martha
E. (widow),
(widow),
Hoover,
Martha E.
pension
1572
pension1 572...........
Hope
C.,
Hope and
andHelp
Help Mission,
Mission,D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for care of women and chilclren ....................
868, 1139
dren
. 97,
97,868,1139
Hopewell,
H.,
Hopewell, John
JohnH.,
increased ...................
1608
pension increased
Hopi
Indian Reservation,
Hopi Indian
Reservation, Ans.,
Arz.,
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation projects on
appropriation
on 3,408,1226
3,408,1226
deficiency appropriationforwatersupply
appropriation for vrater supply 348,523
348,523
deficiency
Hopi
Indians,
Ariz.,
Hopi Indians, Ari.,
appropriation
for
water
supply
for,
on
appropriation for water supply for, on
*
reservations
10, 416, 1232
reservations................ 10,416,1232
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for water
water supply
supply
deficiency
for, on reservations ....... 348,1042,1172
348, 1042, 1172
Hopkins, Bridget
Bridget (widow),
(widow),
increased
pension increased
....... ...........
1587
Hoptins, Julia
Julia Ann (daughter),
Hopkins,
(daughter),
pension
pension..........................
1581
Hopkins,
Martha J. (widow),
Hopkins, Martha
pension increased...................
increased
1514
1514
Hopkins,
Hopkins, Rufus H.,
pension
1473
pension............................... 1473
Hopper, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
Hopper,
pension................................ 1581
pension
Horan, Joseph
I.,
Horan,
Joseph J.,
pension
1474
pension................................
Horan,
Kate
B.
(widow),
Horan, Kate
pension increased ...................
1540
Hard, William
Hord,
William B.,
appropriation for paying widow
widow of, for
for
appropriation
1249
legal services
services to
to Creek
Creek Indians.
Indians..... 1249
Horine,
(widow),
Horine, Rebecca (widow),
pension ............................
1506
106
Hornsby,
Hornsby, Gilbert
Gilbert G.,
G.,
1612
pension .............................. 1612
Horse Meat
Meat (see Equine Meat).
Horse
Meat).
Horses, Army,
Horses,
appropriation
appropriation for purchase
purchase of
of ........ 117,962
117,962
limit; contracts;
posts 118,962
contracts; purchases at posts.
rquired ...............
standard r6quired
118,962
no polo ponies except for Military
118,962
Academy .....................
118,962
allowance
allowance for breeding
breeding riding........
riding
962
donations
donations accepted
accepted of breeding animals, prizes,
prizes, etc.
etc ..................
962
Guard........... .......
for National Guard
126
for forage, etc ...........................
126
etc..................
for help for care,
care etc.
126
experiments in breeding,
for experiments
breeding, for military
military
purposes .
240,699
purposes
................
240,699
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for .........
1184,1190
Horticultural: etc., Investigations,
Horticultural
Investigations,
appropriation for .................. 245,
703, 1323
appropriation
245,703,1323
studies of condition
condition of vegetables
vegetables in
transporting, storage, etc
etc.............
1323
Horton, Julia
Horton
Julia (widow),
(widow)
pension
pension. .................
1593
...............
Hosey, Loretta (daughter),
pension increased
increased ...................:
1509
1509
Hosier,Rebecca E. (widow),
Hosier,
pension
pension increased...................
increased
1574

INDEX.
Hoskins, John
John D.,
D.,
Page.
pension.
pension ................................
1605
1605
Hos"tal
Facilities for Ex-Soldiers,
etc.,
Hospital Facilitiesfor
Ex-Soldiers, etc.,
ad
ditional, authorized
authorized for War Risk, or
or
additional,
Vocational rehabilitation
Vocational
rehabilitation patients,
by purchase, etc., of existing plants. 1364
construction on Government
Government owned sites. 1365
remodeling, etc.,
etc., existing Public Health
plants
1365
plants.........................
buildings, mechanical
mechanical equipment, vehiaccessories included.
included. 1365
cles, furniture, accessories
accommodations for attending
attending personnel.
personnel. 1365
accommodations
etc., may be accepted .......
1365
donations, etc.,
transfer
transfer of Army medical and hospital
hospital
equipment,
etc., to
to
equipment, motor vehicles, etc.,
Public Health Service without
without
charge ........................
1365
charge
expenses
etc ,
expenses allowed for technical, etc.,
services for preparing
preparing plans, construction,
1365
1365
struction, etc
etc ..................
other incidental
incidental expenses
expenses.............. 1365
limitation
1365
limitation....-.................-..
supervision under Secretary
Secretary of the
supervision
Treasury
1365
Treasur....-----...---.......--------........assignment
of Government
Government owned, etc.,
assignment of
properties, to Public Health Service
properties,
for care of war risk patients........
patients
1365
Mackenzie, Walla
Walla Walla
Walla, and
Forts Mackenzie,
Logan H. Roots, to be immediately
immediately
turned over
over........................ 1365
allotments for improving, etc., their
1365
hospital facilities
facilities ................
1365
hospital
appropriation for carrying
carrying provisions into
appropriation
effect; available
1365
expended..
available until expended..
effect;
allotment for remodeling, etc., existing
1365
plants ........................
Hospital for the Insane
Elizabeths
Insane (see Saint Elizabeths
Hospital
Hospital, D. C.).
C.).
Hospital Ship,
Hospital
Ship, Navy,
Navy,
limit of cost increased
increased of designated.....
designated
156,833
Hospital Stewards,
Army,
Hospital
Stewards, Army,
appropriation
for quarters
for........... 119,965
quarters for
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for
for quarters...
quarters... 344,1190
344,1190
deficiency appropriation
Hospitals,
Hospitals,
industrial alcohol for, may be withdrawn
withdrawn
industrial
free of tax .....................
321
321
321
permits, etc.,
etc., required
321
required..........-..-...
Hospitals, Army,
Hospitals,
Army,
appropriation
for
construction
and
repair
appropriation for construction and
general............... 119,964
of post and general
temporary buildalterations, additions, temporary
ings,
etc
119,964
ings, etc ....................
Letterman, San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif
964
Calif......
Letterman,
Reed, D. C.,
C., for Army Medical
Walter Reed,
964
School ...-............-.........
School
for remodeling, transferred
transferred to Public
Health Service for discharged
discharged solHealth
1368
diers, etc .........................
restrictions of real estate purchases
purchases in Army
Army
restrictions
appropriation Act, not to affect
affect
appropriation
Walter
General Hospital,
Hospital, D.
C.
456
D.C.
Reed General
Walter Reed
unexpended
balances
available
to
pay
unexpended balances available
contracts for construction,
etc., of,
construction, etc.,
suspended on
account of armistice..
armistice
1027
on account
suspended
Hospitals
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers, etc.,
etc ,
for Discharged
DischargedDisabled
Hospitalsfor
appropriation for
expenses of, under Pubfor expenses
appropriation
lic Health
Service ..................
885
885
Health Service
for remodeling,
etc., transferred
transferred to Pubremodeling, etc.,
Health Service
Service.................. 1368
lic Health
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for remodeling,
deficiency
etc., of
designated ...............
508
of designated
etc.,
construction....... 1163
for Broadview, Ill.,
I11., construction
erection of buildings for medical staff at
at
erection
Volunteer Soldiers'
branches,
Sordiers' Home branches,
Volunteer
from allotments
allotments for.............---.
for
1167

1941

Hospitals for Discharged
Discharged Disabled
Hospitals
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers, Page.
etc.—Continued.
etc.-Continued.
immediate acquiring
Broadview, Ill.,
Ill.,
immediate
acquiring of Broadview,
hospital directed
directed .................
45
45
use of emergency fund for, extended
45
extended....
45
purchase of leased hospital, District of
purchaso
Columbia, for use by Public Health
Service.......................
Service
1060
1060
limit of price; additional authorizations
authorizations.. 1060
1060
technical
technical services allowances
increased for
for
allowances increased
construction, etc.,
etc., of ............... 1163
1163
transfer of Whipple
Whipple Barracks,
Barracks, Ariz., to Public Health Service
Service for, authorized...
authorized
963
963
Hospitals
Indians,
Hospitalsfor Indians,
appropriation for
construction, equipment,
appropriation
for construction,
equipment,
maintenance of; limit.....
limit
4, 410, 1227
and maintenance
4,410,1227
designated hospitals ...........
410, 1227
for designated
5, 410,1227
Hospitals,
Hospitals, Naval,
Naval,
appropriation for
appropriation
for construction,
construction, Fort Lyons,
Lyons,
Colo ..........................
143
for care of patients
patients at, and other......
other
146,823
Hot
Springs Army
Navy Hospital,
Hospital, Ark.,
Hot Springs
Army and Navy
Ark.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for construction
construction and repairs............................
119,964
Pairs
for medical supplies
supplies.................. 122, 968
for burial in Little Rock National Cemeat... 185,
896, 1387
tery, of patients dying at...
185,896,1387
Park, Ark.,
Hot Springs National
NationalPark,
name of former Reservation
name
Reservation changed to....
to.... 1407
Hot Springs
Springs Reservation,
Reservation, Ark.,
Hot
Ark.,
appropriation
improvement of; reapappropriation for improvement
propnation
204, 918
propriation.......................
204,918
construction
buildings, etc.,
etc., on doconstruction of buildings,
nated sites ...................... 204,918
charges
authorized for use
use of water;
charges authorized
application
918
application of receipts
receipts............
918
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for free bathbuilding .................
1173
house building
name changed to Hot Springs National
National
Park
1407
Park........................
Hot
S. Dak.,
Hot Springs,
Springs, S.
Dak.,
appropriation for
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
for expenses,
appropriation
Soldiers' Home
Home ............. 192, 905,
1395
905,1395
deficiency appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
deficiency
Soldiers' Home ...........
47, 1028, 1167
47,1028,1167
Hotel
for War
War Workers,
Workers, D.
C., Government,
Government,
Hotelfor
D. C.,
appropriation
maintenance, operation,
operation,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
1425
223,1425
etc ............................ 223,
Hotels, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Hotels,
roims, services,
owners to file data of robins,
charges) etc ....................
303
charges,
rates established
Comestablished thereon by Rent Comcharged by ..........
303
mission to be charged
proprietors of, not liable for money,
money, etc., of
provided
guests not depositing in safe provided
therefor ......................
1081
unless refusing to give receipt
receipt for ....... 1081
1081
amount limited except
except by written con1081
tract ...............................
articles guests
guests may retain
1082
retain............ 1082
notice
room, etc.,
etc., to be posted;
posted;
notice as to locking room,
limitation for baggage therein ...... 1082
1082
reasonableness
to
reasonableness of charges of, subject to
Rent Commission during present
present
emergency
300
emergency 300
....................
Houghton
Miieh.,
Houghton County, Mich.,
Copper Harbor
Harbor Range
Range
sale of portion of Copper
Lighthouse Reservation
Reservation to KeweeLighthouse
naw County
County and,
and, for memorial, etc.,
etc ,
1096
uses, authorized;
authorized; conditions.......
conditions
1096
Houghton,.
Houghton, Mich.,
Mich.,
165
ap ropnation for
for public
public building
building .........
appropriation
165
H,
Mary
Ho,
icMary
B. (widow),
(widow),
1566
pension increased
1566
pension
increased ......................
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of Representatives-Continued.
Representatives-Continued.
Page.
Page.
House of
Page.
D. C.,
House of Detention,
Detention, D.
Page.
deficiency
appropriation for widow of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
for expenses
expenses .........
87, 858, 1129
87,858,1129
appropriation for
Charles
1180
F. Booher .................. 1180
Charles F.
deficiency
miscellaneous
appropriation for miscellaneous
deficiency appropriation
1180
for daughter of Mahlon M. Garland ...... 1180
40
expenses
40
expenses ..... .................
1180
for widow of Dick T. Morgan ............
of Representatives,
.Representatives,
House of
58,
for contested
contested election expenses .........
appropriation
compensation of Memappropriation for compensation
519, 1036,1180
519,1036,1180
bers, Delegates,
Delegates, and Resident
Resident Com58,
committees ........
for stenographers to committees.
missi' onera.........................
634,1255
missioners
519,
1037, 1180
519,1037,1180
2,634,1255
for mileage,
2, 634, 1255
mileage, etc ...............
for compiling contested election cases..
cases.. 58,1036
for
Speaker's office; Digest of Rules__
Rules.. 634,1255
for Speaker's
58 519,1036
519 1036
58,
.................
for folding
for
haplain ................
. 634,1255
for C
Chaplain
for messengers, post office
office .............
58
for Henry N. Couden .................. 1255
miscellaneous items,
items, and special and
and
for miscellaneous
for
clerks, etc....
etc.... 634,1255
House, clerks,
for Clerk of the House,
1036,1180
select committees..
committees.. 59, 342, 520, 1036,1180
635,1255
for chief engineer,
assistants, etc ....
635,1255
engineer, assistants,
furniture and
and repairs ........ 59, 343, 1036
for furniture
for clerks,
clerks, messengers,
and janitors
janitors to
messengers, and
for stationery
stationery .............
59. 343, 520,1036
520, 1036
for
committees .....................
635,1255
committees
for official
official reporters
reporters and stenographers
stenographers to
service under Clerk
Clerk of the House,
House, after
service
59
committees, additional pay .........
......... 635,1256
close
close of Congress....
Congress
635,1256
for folding materials .................
520
520
appointment
janitors;
appointment and duties of janitors;
520
for packing
packing boxes .......................
520
service
service under Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper after
after close
for assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, Committee on Appro635,1256
of Congrem
Congress ................
520
priations
520
..........................
for Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms, deputy,
636,1256
etc.... 636,1256
deputy, etc
1037,1180
for automobile
automobile for Speaker
Speaker ......... 1037,
1180
for Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, special
special employees,
employees, etc..
etc.. 636,
1179
House Office Building
1179
Building .............
for House
1256
for Henry
Henry M.
M. Couden as Chaplain
Chaplain Emerilaborers, etc ..........
636,1257
messengers, laborers,
tus .........................
1180
superintendent, folding
etc.. 636,1257
superintendent,
folding room, etc
designated services
for designated
services rendered
rendered Clerk
Clerk
pages .......................... 2,636,1257
2, 636, 1257
. 1181
of the House
House ..................
superintendent document
document room, etc..
etc.. 636,
superintendent
Daily Calendar
have index only
Calendar to have
1257
1181
each Monday
Monday..................
for Joel Grayson .................... 636,1257
Members authorized
appointment of five Members
appointment
authorized
for W. Ray Loomis.................
Loomis
636,1257
on a
a special
special committee
committee to report
report on
on
for minority
minority employees...............
employees
636
1257
636,1257
readjustment of pay, etc.,
etc., of personreadjustment
special employees,
employees, etc
etc............ 636,1257
for special
Navy, etc ...........
604
nel of Army, Navy,
for
clerk, etc.,
minority__ 636,1257
forclerk,
etc., conference
conference minority...
636,1257
chairman
Office
chairman and four
four members
members of Post Office
for messengers,
majority and
and minority
messengers, majority
minority
Committee
appointed on
Committee to be appointed
caucus rooms .....
637,1257
caucus
............. 637,1257
Joint Postal
583
Postal Service
Service Commission._
Commission....
583
for office of majority
majority floor leader ........ 1257
concurrent resolution
three MemMemconcurrent
resolution directing
directing three
etc
2, 637, 1257
for Postmaster, assistant, etc.......
2,637,1257
bers to serve
serve on joint commission
commission to
637,1257
for official
official reporters,
reporters, etc ..........
637, 1257
visit, etc.,
etc., Virgin Islands .........
1637
for stenographers
committees ..... 637,1257
stenographers to committees
637,1257
ordering
"during the session"
ordering adjournment
adjournment of, August 2, 1919.
1919
1632
"during
session" to mean 116
rescinding ......................... 1632
days .
637
..
.............
joint meeting
meeting of Senate
Senate and,
and, August
August
"during the session"
joint
"during
session" to mean 207
1632
8, 1919 ......................
1632
days .......................
1258
for counting
for clerks for Members,
Members, Delegates,
Delegates, and
counting the
the electoral
electoral vote, February 9, 1921 ..................
Resident
1642
Resident Commissioners
Commissioners ........ 637,1258
for contingent
in welcome
contingent expenses,
expenses, materials
materials for
for
welcome to General
General John J. Per....................
637,1258
folding ..
637, 1258
September 18, 1919 .......... 1633
shing, September
expenses authorized
for furniture and repairs ............. 637,1258
expenses
authorized Ways and Means
.................. 637
for packing boxes
Committee
1st
Committee until meeting of 1st
for miscellaneous
items .............. 637,1258
637, 1258
miscellaneous items
session,
............ 1180
session, 67th
67th Congress
Congress
for expenses, special
special and select
select commitfive
Members
to
be
appointed
on
special
five Members
be appointed on special
637, 1258
tees .....
................. 637,1258
joint committee
Pacific coast
committee on Pacific
2,637,1258
for stationery
stationery..................... 2,
637, 1258
naval bases .......................
820
1258
for postage stamps ................... 637,
637,1258
four Members
Members to be appointed
appointed on Pilgrim
Pilgrim
automobile for Speaker
Speaker .......... 637,1258
637, 1258
for automobile
Tercentenary
598
Tercentenary Commission ...........
for contested
Zebulon
contested election expenses,
expenses, Zebulon
payment authorized
authorized to the two persons
payment
persons
Weaver ......................
227
designated by Members,
Members, Delegates,
Delegates,
designated
227
James J. Britt ...................
Resident Commissioners
Commissioners as
and Resident
deficiency
refrigerating
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for refrigerating
their clerks; rates, etc ............
162
apparatus, cooling
cooling air, etc., for Hal
apparatus,
Hall
payment of salaries and clerk
clerk hire,
hire, MemMempayment
of the
57
the....
....................
bers of, in military service ratified
ratified..
58
for widow of William P.
58
P. Borland ........
58
printing of bills, etc., authorized
authorized for Comprinting
for widow of John
John L. Burnett..........
Burnett.
58
mittee on Revision
the Laws
mittee
Revision of the
Laws.....
370
Estopinal
58
for widow of Albert Esto
inal ..........
printing
printing ordered of Hinds'
Hinds' Precedents
Precedents of
for widow of Harvey Helm ............
58
with
the House of Representatives,
Representatives, with
for widow of Charles August Sulzer ......
58
supplement
date ..............
supplement to date
1181
for widow of Carl C. Van Dyke .........
58
distribution,
distribution, etc ..................
1181
for widow of J. Willard
Willard Ragsdale.......
342
Ragedale
salaries for December,
be paid on
on
December, 1919,
1919, to be
for widow of Joseph B. Thompson ......
342
342
day of adjournment
adjournment for holiday
holiday refor widow of Walter A. Watson ..........
519
519
cess.............................
cess
368
for widow of William
Browning ......
592
William J. Browning
December 20
369
.........................
A. Nichols
for mother of Charles A.
Nichols....... 1036
December, 1920, to be paid Decemfor December,
for widow of Fred L. Blackmon......... 1180
ber 20.............................-------------------1081
____
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House
Representatives—Continued.
House of Representatives-Continued.
Page.
Page.
session employees
employees to receive
receive June salaries
5, 1920.......................
June 5.
1920
1063
supplies for, may be purchased
supplies
purchased under General Supply Committee
Committee contracts...
contracts
1036
1036
paper,
Public Printer
paper, etc.,
etc., from the Public
Printer..... 1036
1036
three
Members to be appointed for Key
three Members
Monument
Monument dedication at
at Fort
Fort McMcHenry,
Henry, Md
Md......................... 1391
to serve on Joint Committee
Committee on Reorganization
Branch
ganization of Administrative Branch
of the Government
Government.................. 1083
1083
House
Building,
House Office Building,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.
226, 939, 1427
appropriation
etc. 226,939,1427
187, 899,
for trees, etc., grounds of
of........ 187,
899, 1389
etc., of grounds
194, 907, 1396
for care, etc.,
grounds......... 194,907,1396
for additional police
226, 939, 1426
police protection
protection. 226,939,1426
635,1255
for elevator conductors for
for...........
635,1255
636,
1256
for police force ....................
636,1256
deficiency
appropriation for repairs,
repairs, etc...
etc...
50
deficiency appropriation
50
for maintenance
maintenance --.....-519, 1035
...-... 56,
56,519,1035
57
for subway to Capitol, maintenance,
maintenance, etc.
etc.
ice-water plants, etc., for............
for
57
for ice-water
for furniture,
furniture, etc ..........
..
........
59
equipment for
rooms for
for additional
additional equipmefor
or rooms
clerks
clerks to Members,
Members, etc.......-....
343
for care, etc.,
etc. of grounds
grounds................ 1171
for waterproofing
'
1179
waterproofing main approach
approach:......
1179
etc
1179
for awnings, etc....................
1179
Household Effects,
Household
transportation
transportation allowed personnel of Navy,
similar
similar to Army and Marine
Marine Corps..
Corps
604
Housing
Corporation, United States,
Houtsing Corporation,
States,
appropriation for salaries..........
salaries
222, 937,1425
appropriation
contingent expenses
1425
for contingent
expenses.......... 222,
222, 937,
937,1425
for rent
222
rent..............................
for appraisal of property; collections
collections..-.- 223,
937,
1425
937,1425
for expenses of
etc., Governof operating, etc.,
Govern223
ment houses, under ...............
restaurants, apartments,
hotels, restaurants,
apartments, and
dormitories........................
dormitories
223
no other appropriations
appropriations to be used
therefor .......................
224
therefor
etc., Government hotel
for operating, etc.,
workers, Washington,
Washington, D. C..
C
938
for war workers,
938,
1425
1426
property..... 1426
for maintenance
maintenance of unsold property
for expenses of sold property
property ..........
1426
equitable claims allowed
offset of equitable
allowed... 1426
agency expenses
expenses authorized ...... 938,1426
938,1426
restriction on use of former appropria1426
tions .......
..............
938, 1426
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
operating, etc.,
etc., Government
Government hotel._
operating,
hotel.. 592
salaries
1179
for salaries.................................
1179
for expenses, sale of real estate
estate......... 1179
for operating, etc., Government hotel
for war
war workers, Washington,
Washington, D. C..
C
1179
1179
projects
1179
for operation,
operaion, etc.,
etc., of
of unsold projects....
1179
use of former appropriations
appropriations for expenditures
penditures herein provided
provided for,
1179
forbidden .....................
Housing
Housingfor War Needs,
appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of Housing
Housing
Corporation
222
Corporation ....................
for operation
operation of projects ...............
223
no other appropriations
appropriations to be used
.......................
224
therefor
224
authority for, to cease when termination
termination
of war proclaimed .................
224
224
excel,
i'et
geo
c
rerating, selling,
selling, etc., undisexcept
operating,
property
.............. 224
posed of property
concluding incurred obligations
obligations....... 224
collecting loans, interest,
collecting
interest, etc..........
etc
224
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for War
Needs—Continued.
nousngjor
War IVeeds-Continued.
Page.
sale of property; preference
preference to prospective
home owners
224
owners ...
............... ...
224
authority for;
for •execution of conveyance..
conveyance
224
lien for purchase money, if on credit
credit....
224
no free transfers, or rentals............
rentals
224
224
winding up of Housing Corporation
Corporation on disposal of property ................
225
225
made. 225
reports of sales expenditures
expenditures to be made
225
unexpended balances, etc.,
etc., of appropriations providing
providing for, covered into
Treasury
55
Treasury.. ....................
55
all revenues derived therefrom..........
therefrom
56
56
Housing of Shipyard Employees,
Housing
appropriation for
expenses; rea,ppropriation
appropriation
for expenses;
reappropriation 181
181
authorization for, terminated
authorization
terminated ...........
994
expenditures
expenditures for repairs,
repairs, etc., allowed
allowed...
994
early disposal
properties directed
disposal of all properties
994
directed.. 994
Houston,
Tex.,
Houston, Tex.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for hospital for
discharged disabled soldiers,
etc., at.
discharged
soldiers, etc.,at.
508
expenditure authorized
expenditure
authorized for real estate, ElEllington Aviation
Aviation Field
455
Field............
455
Hover, Carrie
Carrie (widow),
pension .................................. 1580
1580
Howard, John,
Howard,
John,
pensidn increased........................
pensio'n
increased
1624
Howard, Matilda
(widow),
Howard,
Matilda M.
M. (widow),
pension ............................
1556
Howard, Nancy Jane
Jane (mother),
Howard,
pension increased
........................
1551
Howard
Howard Road,
Road, D.
D. C.,
C.,
assessment on adjoining property
property for
for laying
roadway, in 1918, may be postponed
postponed
one year ...........................
77
Howard
Howard University,
University, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.
etc 206,
920, 1409
appropriation for maintenance,
206, 920,1409
for improving
improving grounds, etc......
etc
206,
920, 1409
206,920,1409
- for additions to home economics
economics building
ing................................
1409
for medical department
department ....... 206,
920, 1409
206,920,
for fuel and light ............... 206,
920, 1409
206,920,1409
Howell,
H.,
Howell, Prank
Frank H.,
_pension
1552
pension..................................1552
Jane P.
P. (widow)
(widow),.
Hoyt, Jane
pension ...........................
1578
Hubbard, Addle
(widow),
Hubbard,
Addie L. (idow),
pension
................................. 1477
Hubbard,
Hubbard, Amelia (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1516
increased......................
1516
Huber, Charles
CharlesG.,
may bridge
bridge Columbia
Columbia River, Pasco to
Kennewick, Wash..............
Wash
533
F. (widow),
Huckins, Cornelia
Cornelia F.
pension increased .....................
1490
1490
Hudson, Alice G. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1616
pension...........................
1616
Hudson,
Hudson, Anna E. (widow),
pension .................................
1487
1487
Hudson, Harlan
Harlan R.,
Hudson,
pension
1604
...........................
1604
Hudson River,
Hudson
River,
appropriation
of, under
appropriation for improvement
improvement of,
under
contract
contract .......................
1391
construction, etc., of tunnel under, by
construction,
by
Jersey and New York, conNew Jersey
sented to ......................
158
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
be
preliminary examination,
made, at Albany, N.
N. Y.,
Y., for removing shoal........................
shoal
1010
1010
approaches
Dam............... 1010
1010
approaches to Troy Dam
time extended for bridging,
bridging, between Castleton and Schodack
Schodack Landing,
Landine.
1101
"' N. Y.
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Hudson River
Railroad CorporaCorporaConnecting Railroad
River Connecting
Hudson
tion,
tion,
time
extended for
bridging Hudson River
River
for bridging
time extended
by,
and Schodack
Schodack
Casteton and
between Casaeton
by, between
Landing,
N.
Y
--.
.......
.......
Landing, N. Y
Huefano County,
Colo.,
County, Coo.,
Huerfano
exchange of
publie lands
lands in,
A. A
A.
with A.
in, with
of publie
exchange
Bruce ..............................
Bruce
Huff,
(widow),
Euphrates(widow),
Huff, Euphrates
pension ........
.......................
pension
Huff, John,
John,
Huff,

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
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1499

Hyder,
John T.,
T.,
Page.
ae.
ryder, John
pension increased
increased ................---- ... 1608
pension
Hydraulic
Engineering,
iydraulic Engineering,
appropriation for
for standardizing
apparatus,
standardizing apparatus,
appropriation
etc., used
used in
682, 1301
..
in...............
etc.,
Hydroelectric
(see also
also Federal
Water
Federal Water
Power (see
lydroelectric Power
Power Act),
910
appropriation for
etc
910
survey of production, etc.
for survey
appropriation
HJyaographi
phic Bureau,
Bureau, International,
International,
1215
.............
quota .....
appropriation
appropriation for quota
Hydrographic
Department,
Ofice, Navy Department,
Hydrographic Office,
appropriation
for
engineers, draftsmen,
appropriation for engineers,
clerks,
etc
.... 665, 1284
........
clerks, etc ....
for
temporary employees;
employees; pay restricfor temporary
tion
.. .....-. 665,1284
..........
tion ......
for materials,
materials, etc
etc..........t.....-- 665, 1284
for
for Pilot
Pilot Charts,
Charts, etc...
etc
.......... 665,1284
for
receipts
from sales................-..
sales
665
receipts from
665, 1285
offices.......... 665,1285
expenses, branch offices
for expenses,
1284
for employees,
665,1284
offices........ 665,
branch offices
employees, branch
for
restriction on
on personal
etc. 665, 1285
services, etc
personal services,
restriction
for
and binding
binding for.....
for
228, 941,
1429
941,1429
228,
printing and
for printing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for printing
deficiency
presses
..-----------49
presses.................
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ............... 63,1185
for
Physical,
Hydrography,
Hydrography, Physical,
appropriation
continuing researches
appropriation for continuing
in
928, 1417
1417
215,928,
in....................-- 215,
Hydroplanes
Navy),
Hydroplanes (see Aviation, Navy),
Hygienic
Public Health Service,
Laboratory, Public
Hygienic Laboratory,
appropriation for
building, etc. 167
additional building,
for additional
appropriation
for maintenance....-....
maintenance
884,1376
.... 175, 884,1376
for
for additional equipment,
etc........... 176
equipment, etc
for
deficiency
appropruition for maintenance 521,508
deficiencyappropriationformaintenance
for
equipment. ............ 508,1162
for additional
additional equipment

06
pension
1606
pension..............................16.....
Huff,
Russell M.,
Hi, Russell
pension
1552
Hughes
Hughae,.,Anna M. (widow),
1614
pension
-..-------.
pension..........
B.,
Hughes,
George B.,.
Hughes, George
payment to,
for injuries
1463
to, forinjuries............------payment
Hughes Olive G. (G.ido),
(widow),
Hughes
1577
pension
increased ..........-- .........-pension increased
PatrickKeagan,
Hughes,
alias Patrick
Patrick,alias
Hughes, Patrick,
pension
........................... 1558
pension.....
Hiding,,
(widow),
Margart(widow),
Huling, Margaret
. 1551
pension
pension............................
Humbert, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth F. (widow),
Humbert,
. 1488
..... ...........
pension
on . ..........
Forest, Nev.,
Humboldt
National Forest,
Nev.,
Aumbodt National
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of ... 249,
appropriationfor
708, 1327
708,1327
1752
proclamation modifying
modifying area of ........
proclamation
settlement... 1752
excluded lands restored to settlement
excluded
Humphrey, =widow),
Lavna (widow),
Humphrey,
_pension
in
.....--. .. 1504
Pension increased..........-.
Hungary,
appropriation
for minister to .............
1206
approriation for
HunUy
(widow),
Dellak (widow),
Hunley,.,Delilah
pension
1479
1479
................
........
....
pension.
I.
Hunnewell,
(widow),
Rhoda A. (widow),
HunneweU, Rhoda
1485 Ice, D. C.,
pension .........................
pension
provisions
of
1220
regulating sales of.............
provisions regulating
Hunsaker,
PearlA. (widow),
Hunsaker, Pearl
1537. Idaho,
..........
...
pension
Idaho,
............
pension
appropriation
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
for surveyor
appropriation for
Hunt, Martin,
Martin,
Hunt,
1565
673,1292
etc ......-..................
673, 1292
......--------.........
pension
etc
pension.................
Caribou
National Forest, Wyoming
Wyoming and,
Hunter,
(widow),
Caribou National
Elvira (widow),
Hunter Elvira
pension increased
area
........ 1534
enlarged....................... 1812
area enlarged
increased ....-..........
pension
diminished
Hunter,
diminished.......................... 1766
Terrisa N. (widow),
Hunter, Terrissa
1588
pension increased
etc., mining leases allowed of unalgold, etc.,
increased ...................
pension
lotted
withdrawn mineral
mineral lands of
Huntington, W. Va.,
Va.
lotted withdrawn
Huntington,
31
appropriation for
foriublic
in
31
reservations in.............
Indian reservations
public building, rent, etc. 165
appropriation
Huntley Irrigation
Mont.,
grant of lands to Pocatello,
Pocatello, to protect water
water
Project, Mont.,
IrrigationProject,
Huntley
201,
of.... 201,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
supply, etc ...................
596
appropriation for maintenance,
supply,
914, 1403
914,1403
adjoining lands in section
section to be sold as
597
Hurley
town
town site lots .................
Mary (widow),
Hurley,: Mary
.... 1591
pens=
Idaho and Payette National Forests, area
pension....................
HuronCounty,
Hirt=
County, Mich., -Mich-.
enlarged ........................... 1784
authorized to, for
of tract of land authorized
patent of
to....... 1199
Lemhi
addition to
Lemhi National Forest, addition
552
public
552
park ...................
public park
Nez Perce National Forest, addition to....
to
1197
552
price, conditions, etc .................
public lands in Thunder Mountain
Mountain region
region
Kan., ,
Kansas City, Kans
Huron
Indian Cemetery, Kansas
Payette NaHuron Indian
added to Idaho and PayetteNa1C
appropriation
appropriation for care, etc ................. . 13
324
..............
tional Forests ...
Husband and
Wife ,D.
D. O.,
.,
and Wife
sale
surveyed lands along
of erroneously surveyed
sale of
administering estate of wife
provision for administering
occupants
Snake River, to bona fide occupants
56,
out
567
dying intestate, stricken out........
630
...
630
under void patents ...............
devises
of
renunciation
by
widow
all
devises
and
renunciation
addition to.......
to
1198
Targhee National Forest, addition
husband;
will
bequests
in
of
husband;
time
bequests
Idaho,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho National
National Forest,
567 Idaho
for
for filing .....................
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of .... 249,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
568
etc
568
effect of; if no devise, etc............
708, 1327
56
wife.........
by
568
by husband under will of wife
324
lands added to..........................
to
56
effect of; no devise, etc.............
etc
568
proclamation
of
1784
proclamation extending area of............
Huso, Albert T.,
.fartha C. (widow),
152.
....................
payment to ...
1528 Igo, Martha
pension increased
increased
1481
..................
pension
Huston,
Huston, Ida C. (widow),
pension
Illinois,
154
.. 1548
llinois,
......................
pension..
appropriation
Great Lakes naval trainHutchison, Chloe
Chloe T.
appropriation for Great
T. (widow),
(widow),
Hutchison,
ing station .....................
. 136
151
pension ........................
1519
ing
pension
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Illinois
Canal,
Mississippi Canal,
and Mississippi
Illinoisand
examination,
effect of construction
construction
examination, etc., of effect
.
Milan, ll.... 1012
of, on flood conditions, Milan,
report on damages
damages to private property
property
from overflow, etc.................
etc
1012
Illinois Central
Railroad Company,
Illinois
CentralRailroad
Company,
Ill........
948
may bridge Rock River, Dixon, Ill
Illinois
River, Ill.,
Ill.,
Illinois River,
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made at Depue, Ill ................
1012
made
Illiterates,
Alien,
Illiterates, Alien,
admission
admission of women, to marry citizens who
served in the World War ..........
981
served
Illustrations
for Memorial
Memorial Addresses,
Addresses,
Illustrationsfor
made at Engraving
Engraving and Printing Bureau to
be paid from appropriations
appropriations for Bu.
943
reau .........................
elsewhere, from printing
printing allotment
allotment to
elsewhere,
Congress
Congress...................... 943
Immigrant Stations,
Stations,
Immigrant
appropriation
appropriation for Ellis Island station,
N.
works
221, 935, 1423
221,935,1423
N. Y., public works.........
Philadelphia, Pa., remodeling
remodeling defor Philadelphia,
tention
buildings
935
administration buildings
tention and administration
deficiency appropriation
Island,
appropriation for Ellis Island
deficiency
N. Y., public works ....-..... 1163,1178
authorized ......
280
lease of Charleston, S. C., authorized
Immigration
Labor,
of Labor,
Department of
Bureau, Department
ImmigrationBureau,
appropriation
Commissioner General,
appropriation for Commissioner
685,1304
1304
etc............. 685,
assistant, clerks, etc
Information.
685
for Division of Information.............
for
Island, N. Y., public works....
works
221,
221,
Ellis Island,
for Ellis
935,1423
for Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa., detention house,
935
..
etc ......................
for expenses
expenses enforcing laws, etc.. 221, 935, 1424
exclusion
included.... 936,1424
anarchists included....
exclusion of anarchists
reimbursements
inspection of aliens
reimbursements for inspection
in foreign
contiguous territory perforeign contiguous
mitted
936,1424
..................
mitted...
commissioner of immigration
immigration at New
New
commissioner
restriction reLa., salary
salary restriction
Orleans, La.,
936
------...............
moved ....
for enforcing laws against alien anarchists,
936,1424
etc ........................
for deporting undesirable, etc., aliens.. 936
deficiency
head
for refund of head
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
tax .........................
55
tax
55
for advertising ......................
for
immigration
62,
for expenses
expenses regulating immigration....
67,341,346,349,518
67,341,346, 349,518 1188,1192
for enforcing
enforcing laws against alien anarchists
anarc.hista
518
for
for expenses, deporting
deporting aliens, etc ....... 518
for
for Ellis
Ellis Island,
Island, N.
N. Y.,
works
1178
1178
Y., public works....
for
for expenses
interned aliens .........
1188
for
expenses of interned
Immigration
of Aliens
Aliens
Immigration of
appropriation for
for Commissioner
General,
Commissioner General,
appropriation
assistant,
etc
685, 1304
685,1304
assistant, etc................
for
1424
935,1424
regulating...... 221, 935,
for all expenses
expenses regulating.
for
Chinese;
unlawful entry of Chinese;
preventing unlawful
for preventing
935, 1424
221, 935,1424
deporting, etc ............
for
refunding head
tax ......
221,
936, 1424
221,936,1424
head tax
for refunding
for
enforcing alien
laws.... 936,1424
anarchists laws....
alien anarchists
for enforcing
936
for
deportation of aliens ..............
for deportation
,
for restricting
restricting entry of aliens, etc., im,for
mediately
1920.. 385
available; limit for 1920
mediately available;
deficiency appropriation
reguexpenses reguappropriation for expenses
deficiency
lating.
341, 346, 349, 518,
518, 1188, 1192
341,346,349,
lating.......
518
for
enforcing laws against anarchists.
_
anarchists....
for enforcing
for
undesirable aliens 518
deporting undesirable
for expenses
expenses deporting
alien
arriving in port with conseamen arriving
alien seamen
etc., to be treated
disease, etc.,
tagious disease,
1082
1082
etc..................
in hospitals, etc
expenses to
etc. 1083
owner, etc
paid by vessel owner,
to be
be paid
expenses

Immigration
Immigration of Aliens-Continued.
Aliens-Continued.
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alien seamen;
seamen; removal of suspected
suspected cases
for observation,
observation, etc
etc............... 1083
cured, etc
retention until cured,
etc............... 1083
enforcement of return
1083
enforcement
return...............
classes excluded;
excluded; anarchists, etc
etc......... 1009
teaching, etc., opposition to organized
government
1009
government...................
teaching, etc., overthrow of Government
Government
of United
United States by force,
force, killing
officials, sabotage,
sabotage, etc
etc............. 1009
etc.,,
writing, publishing, distributing, etc
matter advocating
teachings.. 1009
matter
advocating such teachings
members of organization
organization writing, dismembers
etc., such matter ......... 1009
tributing, etc.,
loaning money for use in doctrines
doctrines designated to constitute teaching, etc...
etc
1009
to organizations
organizations of such character,
character, to
constitute affiliation therewith.
1009
therewith ....
constitute
definitions not exclusive............
exclusive
1009
definitions
deportation of designated classes
classes of undesirable aliens......
aliens
593
...............
594
readmission prohibited ...............
594
illiterate alien women admitted,
admitted,. if marrying citizens
citizens who served in United
War
981
States forces during World War.....
restrictions
restrictions imposed on entries, additional
proclaimed
to existing ones, when proclaimed
353
by the President ................
duration of .......
354
..................
duration
Imperial Valley,
Valley, Calif,
Calif.,
Imperial
appropriation for irrigation investigations,
investigations,
appropriation
etc
915
...............
etc...........
examination, etc., authorized
authorized for proposed
examination,
extension of irrigating public and
600
..
private lands in ............report, recommendations,
recommendations, etc., to be
600
submitted ........................
submitted
estimates of cost, share of expense, con600
trol, etc., to be submitted
submitted.........
appropriation authorized
authorized for; local conappropriation
601
tribution required...............
required
Imports,
Imports,
restrictions on, of coal tar products con361
361
tinued until January 20, 1920
1920.......
Inaugural
Ceremonies, 1921,
1921,
Inaugural Ceremonies,
appropriation
Congressional expenses
expenses of 1089
appropriation for Congressional
Inauguration of
1921,
of the
the President,
President, 1921,
Inauguration
joint conunittee
committee of the two Houses to ar1642
authorized ................
1642
range for, authorized
Incapacitated Persons
Persons,,
Incanpitated
appropriations for salaries
;salaries not available for
appropriations
permanently ...............
688,1307
688,1307
permanently
Income
Tax,
Income TaT,
653,1274
appropriation for expenses collecting..
collecting
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses coldeficiency
65, 521, 1044
lecting
lecting. ....................
proceeds from
ve6ssels1, 1044
sales of
of American
American vessels
from sales
proceeds
built prior to January
January 1,
1, 1914, ex998
empt from .....................
investment
in
building
new
new ships in
investment
required....... 998
American shipyard
shipyard required
American
Incomes
(see also
also Transportation
Transportation
of Railroads
Railroads (see
Incomes of
Act, 1920),
1920),
provisions
authorizing
Interstate
provisions authorizing Interstate Commerce Commission to adjust rates,
merce
488
488
etc., to secure
secure fair return on property
for ascertaining and reimbursing
reimbursing deficits
460
in, during Federal
Federal control.........
control
Incorporations,
D. C.,
C.,
Incorporations,D.
284
284
charter granted,
granted, American
American Legion........
Legion.
273
Near East Relief.
Relief.................... 273
691
691
Roosevelt Memorial Association
Association ....... .
American
National Red Cross, executive
executive
American National
committee enlarged
1354
enlarged..............
committee
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Increase of
of Pay,
Army, Navy,
Navy, etc.-Contd.
Increase
Pay, Army,
Incorporations, .D.
C.-Continued.
Page.
Incorporations,
D. C.-Continued.
etc.-Contd. Page. Page.
special joint committee
committee to
special
to investigate,
investigate, etc.,
Convention of the Diocese
Diocese of Washington,
Washington,
etc.,
readjustment of service
service pay,
278
readjustment
278
pay, allowright of women to vote authorized..
authorized
allowawes, etc
604
ances,
etc........................
National Conservatory of Music,
604
Music, charter
charter
604
1361
no reduction
reduction in pay
pay or allowances
amended ..........................
allowances hereby
amended
hereby..
604
change
in
existing
gratuities,
etc
604
change in existing gratuities, etc........
National Education Association, may
604
may
availability of Navy and
availability
provide representative
representative assembly for
and Marine
Marine Corps
Corps
for
pay appropriations,
appropriations, 1920
1920 ..........
604
598
active members...................
members
pay
604
Increase
of the
(see Naval
Naval EstablishEstablishIncrease of
the Navy
Navy (see
Increase of Pay, Army,
Army, Navy,
Nary, etc.,
Increase
ment).
additional pay allowed officers
officers of
of Army,
Incurred
IncurredObligations,
Obligations, Army,
Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, and Public
Navy,
Public
payment
authorized of,
of, under
under. contracts
contracts
payment authorized
Health Service ...................
601
prior
to
July
11, 1919
278
1919...............
278
ratings
ratings specified
specified ......................
601
Indebtedness
Carriers to
United States,
Indebtedness of
of Carriers
to the
the United
States,
allowance to Army contract
contract surgeons
allowance
provisions for
etc.,
provisions
for ascertaining,
ascertaining, refunding,
refunding, etc.,
serving full time ..................
602
growing out of Federal control
462
growing
control..... 462
emergency commutation
commutation of quarters, etc
etc.,,
Indemnity, Lost Mail
Matter,
Mail Matter,
to Army officers in the field continappropriation for,
registered, insured,
insured, and
appropriation
for, registered,
and
ued to June 30, 1922.............
1922
602
collect
delivery domestic.
581, 1154
1154
collect on delivery
domestic .... 581,
applicable to Navy, Marine Corm
Corps, Coast
of
insured
collect
payment
insured
and
collect
on
deHealth Service.
Guard, and Public Health
Service. 602
livery, by postmasters,
authorized..
581
postmasters, authorized..
additional $240 a
ayear to Navy warrant
warrant of581
ofregistered, etc.,
etc., international
for registered,
international..... 581,1154
581,1154
ficers .
602
....................
602
deficiency
67,
deficiency appropriation for
for domestic
domestic.....
increase of 20 per cent to pay of Army
Army and
and
67,
347,
525, 1031, 1040, 1043,1045,1174,1189
1043, 1045, 1174, 1189
347,525,1031,1040,
Marine Corps enlisted men
men........ 602
602
employment of temporary
temporary clerks to
to
employment
female nurses of Army and Navy .....
602
expedite payment of claims.......
claims
1174
exception
exception.
..........................
1174
602
additional ration or commutation
for international...................
international
347,
additional
commutation to non347,
commissioned
349, 525, 1040, 1043, 1189, 1192
commissioned officers of Army and
and
Independent Establishments, Government
Corps
Marine Corps................
Government (see
(see
602 Independent
also Executive
determination
commutation value...
value. also
determination of commutation
Executive Departments,
Departments, etc),
602
etc),
increase of $240 aayear to Army and Quarheads of, to make detailed
detailed reports of emtermaster Corps field clerks receiving
ployees in nonpay status to Civil
Civil
$2,500 or less.
less
$2,500
Service Commission ..............
..................
619
602
619
to those receiving
receiving less
$2,740, to
to
less than $2,740,
Independent Treasury,
Independent
equal that amount
amount............
602
appropriation
expenses... 173,882
173,882
appropriation for contingent expenses...
no pay reductions
reductions hereby ..........
602
for offices
offices of assistant
assistant treasurers.........
treasurers
655
655
base pay of Navy enlisted men;
ratings. _
men; ratings.
.. 602
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for contingent
contingent
firemen; Naval Academy
Academy band; messexpenses
expenses ....... 330, 521,
1023, 1161, 1183
521,1023,1161,1183
men
men..............................
602
602
for expenses, transfer
transfer of subtreasuries.
subtreasuries..._ 1023
retainer
retainer pay of Naval Fleet Reserve,
Reserve, reremaintenance of offices of assistant treasturnng
to
active
duty.............
turmng
duty
603
urers discontinued after July 1,
1, 1921.
1921
654
no further increase by previous laws..
laws...._ 603 Index to Congressional
Congressional Record,
pay of Naval Academy civilian professors
appropriation
salaries, preparing
1431
appropriation for
for salaries,
preparing....... 1431
and instructors
instructors to be readjusted....
readjusted
(see Rubber).
603 India
India Rubber (see
Rubber).
limit on expenditure
expenditure for current year...
year
603 Indian
Commissioner of,
Indian Affairs, Commissioner
Coast Guard pay, ratings, etc., to correcorreappropriation
appropriation for, assistant, clerks,
clerks, etc.
etc. 670,1289
670, 1289
spond with Navy
Navy.............
603
to transfer
transfer block in Forest Grove, Oreg., to
enlisted
enlisted men, grades to be the same
mine as
Entomology Bureau ................
Entomology
349
349
Navy
in the Navy...............
603 Indian
Indian Agencies,
pay of surfman
surfman continued...........
continued
603
appropriation
appropriation for construction,
construction, repair, etc.,
etc.,
rank, etc., of district superintendents...
superintendents...
603
of buildings at...
at
5, 411, 1228
................
5,411,1228
no back pay granted if service terminated
terminated
heat
employees. . 5,411,1228
5, 411, 1228
heat and light
light to
to employees....
after December
December 31, 1919, and prior
for agricultural
agricultural experiments
experiments on
on farms...
6,
farms...
6,
hereto;
hereto; exception ..............
603
411, 1228
411,1228
Navy reenlistment
reenlistment benefits
benefits allowed if
if enendeficiency
appropriation for buildings
deficiency appropriation
buildings ..
61,
61
a year from discharge.
listing within
within a
discharge.
603
64, 66, 345,348,
345, 348, 1039,1042,
1039, 1042, 1186
inoperative
months...........
inoperative in six months
603
abandoned
abandoned buildings at, may be sold......
sold
415
415
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey officers to have
Indian
Indian Allottees,
Allottees,
pay, etc.,
of relative
relative Navy
pay,
etc., of
Navy rank
rank.... 603
appropriation for legal expenses
expenses in allotretirement laws applicable
applicable............
604
ment suits ..............
.
. 7, 412, 1229
longevity pay credits to include service
service in
in
for hearings, etc., to determine
8,
determine heirs of..
of..
any or all services
services.............. 604
413,1230
transportation
transportation in kind to families of officers
payments by beneficiaries;
beneficiaries; schedule
schedule
on change
change of permanent station ...
604
of rates
rates.......................
413
meaning of naval permanent
station....
mmning
permanent station
604
applicable to °sages
Five
not applicable
Osages nor
nor Five
by transports, if station
beyond
contistation
Civilized Tribes
Tribes...........
8, 413,1230
nental limits
limits................
604
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for determin8i'n4g13,
determining 1230
Navy officers allowed transportation
transportation of
heirs
of
deceased
.................
deceased
1D1
1191
household
household effects
effects............
604 Indian
Indian Apropriation
Appropriation Bill,
Bill, 1919,
additional pay provisions
additional
June
provisions limited to June
correction
enrollment
correction in enrollment
of, directed.....
directed
1631
30, 1922
1922...................
Indian Appropri
a tion Bill,
Bill, 1920
1631
604 Indian
Appropriation
1920,,
application
application to enlisted
enlisted men..........
men
604
corrections in enrollment
enrollment of, directed.
directed. 1637,1638
1637, 1638
not computed in pay if retired
retired prior to
to
Indian Commissioners,
Commissioners, Board
Indian
Board of,
of,
June 30, 1922..................
1922
604
appropriation for expenses of .......
7,
412, 1229
7,412,1229
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continuing work of, to the
appropriation for continuing
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes ........ 7,413,1230
7, 413, 1230
reservations outside of Five
for, on reservations
Civilized Tribes ...............
413,1230
Indian
Indian Courts,
appropriation for
for judges
7, 412, 1229
appropriation
judges ............. 7,412,
Indian
Indian Department,
appropriation for
for Commisioner,
Commissioner, assistant,
assistant,
appropriation
etc., Indian Office................
Office
etc.,
670, 1289
for expenses
expenses of the
3, 408, 1225
............. 3,408,1225
for surveying, allotting,
allotting, etc.,
etc., of lands in
severalty .................
3, 408, 1225
severalty
3,408,1225
use in Arizona
Arizona and New
New Mexico
restricted
3, 408, 1226
restricted................... 3,408,1226
for irrigation expenses;
expenses; amount for designated projects ............... 3,408,1226
3, 408, 1226
for administration
administration expenses of districts
districts..
3,
409, 1226
for cooperative
cooperative stream
gauging... .4,
409, 1226
for
stream gauging....
4,409,1226
4, 409, 1226
for surveys for new projects, etc...
etc... 4,409,1226
irrigation expenses for projects
projeets from
for irrgation
tribal funds
funds................... 409,1226
irrigation engineers, traveling
traveling exfor irrigation
penses, etc ...4,
409, 1226
penses
........-..-..
4,409,1226
projects excluded
systems and projects
excluded... 4,409,1227
expenses for flood damages, etc.;
expenses
limit .....................
4, 409, 1227
4,409,1227
reimbursement of construction
construction
reimbursement
charges on irrigated lands .........
409
reimbursable appropriations
use of reimbursable
409
restricted .........................
for suppressing
suppressing liquor traffic
410, 1227
traffic....... 4,
4,410,1227
44
possession
an offense;
offense; punishment
punishment....
possession an
for relieving
prevention of conrelieving distress; prevention
4,
410, 1227
4,410,1227
tagious diseases, etc ........
use for general treatment, etc..
etc.-.5,410,1227
5, 410, 1227
allotment to specified
specified hospitals, etc...
etc__
5,
allotment
410, 1227
410,1227
for support of schools
410, 1227
5,410,1227
schools............. 5,
mentally
deaf and dumb or blind or mentally
children
5, 410, 1227
5,410,
deficient children............
minimum average attendance
attendance required
410,1227
.............
quired......
limitation not applicable
applicable to Hope
limitation
Dak_ 1227
School for Girls, Spingfield S. Dak.
discontinuance
discontinuance of schools under average,
etc
410, 1227
age, etc.........................
amount for children in public schools.
5,
schools.
amount
411,
1228
411,1228
specifically
not available for schools specifically
appropriated
411, 1228
5,411,1228
for.............. 5,
appropriated for
etc., school and agency
agency
for construction, etc.,
buildings
411, 1228
... 5,
5,411,1228
buildings..................
supervision
supervision and construction employees
5, 411, 1228
5,411,1228
ployees ..................
heat and light to employees ..... 5,411,1228
5, 411, 1228
for collecting and transporting pupils...
5,
411,1228
411,1228
obtaining employment; repayment
repayment of
expenses
6, 411, 1228
expenses ..................... 6,411,1228
native pupils from Alaska ...... 6, 411,1228
411, 1228
per capita cost of pupils; determining
66
average attendance
attendance ..............
not applicable for 1919 ...............
66
etc........... 6,411, 1228
for timber culture, etc
6,411,1228
6, 411, 1228
for expenses of matrons .........
for school, etc., farms; farmers and
stockmen; field
6, 411, 1228
field matrons ...... 6,411,1228
stockmen;
applicable to
timber provisions not applicable
Menominee Reservation,
Reservation, Wis..
Wis
411, 1229
6, 411,1229
for agricultural
experiments, etcetc - 3,411,1229
3, 411, 1229
for
agricultural experiments,
purchase, transportation,
transportation,
for supplies;
supplies; purchase,
etc
7, 412, 1229
7,412,1229
etc..........................
warhmo
warehouse
limited
three .-.- -Y- 7.412.
7,
1229
_limitel
Y- ___ to
__ thre,
-I 412,
__
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appropriation for supplies; coal handling,
agency funds....
funds....
etc., from school or agency
412
for telegraphing
7, 412, 1229
telegraphing and telephoning
telephoning.. 7,412,1229
for costs, etc., Indian suits; no attorneys'
attorneys'
fees
1229
fees............
.............. 7,
7, 412,
412,1229
for citizen
citizen commission
7, 412, 1229
commission ...........
7,412,1229
for Indian police
412, 1229
.............. 7, 412,1229
7,
412, 1229
for judges, Indian courts ..........
7,412,1229
for contingencies,
contingencies, special
special agents,
agents, etc....
7
etc....
7
412, 1229
for Competency
Competency Commissions
413, 1230
Commissions...... 7,
7,413,
bookkeeping
machines in Indian
Indian Office
Office
bookkeeping machinesin
to be purchased..................
purchased
1230
1230
paymentforlawbooks,
payment
for law books, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized 1230
Indian Service
413, 1230
for Indian
Service inspectors ..... 8,
8,413,1230
determining heirs of deceased
for determining
deceased allottees ......................
413, 1230
8, 413,1230
clerks in Indian Office.........
Office
8, 413, 1230
8,413,1230
payments
413
payments from beneficiaries
beneficiaries .........
Osages and Five Civilized Tribes
excepted
8,413,1230
excepted ................-..
8, 413, 1230 for
encouraging
self
furnishing
for encouraging
seed,implements,
self support,
support,
etc
furnishing
8, 413, 1230
seed, implements, etc ......... 8,413,1230
repayment;
limitation ......... 8,
413, 1230
repayment; limitation
8,413,1230
amount for passenger
limit..
amount
passenger vehicles; limit..
8,
413, 1231
for
for reimbursing
reimbursing Indians for
for cattle
cattle destroyed to prevent
prevent spread of constroyed
tagious diseases, etc ........... 8,
414, 1231
8,414,1231
for A.
A. R. Snyder
Snyder .....................
99
for developing
places,
developing stock watering places,
etc
1213
etc.......................... 9, 414,
414,1213
final enrollment
enrollment of tribes authorized;
authorized;
exception
exception.........-------...............
99
relinquishment of
relinquishment
of railroad lands in
Arizona, held by Indians
Indians ..........
99
restrictions on sales, etc.,
etc., of live stock
of restricted Indians extended
extended ..-..
99
for advertising sale of lands; repay414,1231
414, 1231
ment .......................
acting disbursing
acting
disbursing agents authorized;
authorized;
414
security, etc ......................
vendees for expenses
expenses of sales,
fees from vendees
leases, etc
leases,
etc........................
415
abandoned school plants and agency
agency
abandoned
buildings to be sold; title,
title, etc
etc.;;
proceeds to credit of Indians ...... 415
mining leases allowed for deposits
deposits of
mining
gypsum, limestone, and
magnesite, gypsum,
1231
asbestos on unallotted
lands
unallotted lands........
leases of restricted allotments
allotments permitted for farming and grazing; Five
1232
excepted .........
1232
Civilized Tribes excepted
Indians in
for support,
support, etc., of Indians
Anzona
9, 41 ,1232
.............. .. 9,415,1232
Arizona .
for
9, 415, 1232
Mojave, Ariz
Ariz...... 9,415,1232
for school, Fort Mojave,
Phoenix, Ariz
9 415 1232
Ariz... ..............
9,415,1232
Truxton Canyon, Ariz ........... 9,
415, 1232
Truxton
9,415,1232
River ReserReserfor irrigation system, Gila River
vation, Ariz ................. 10,415,1232
10, 415, 1232
irrigation pumping
for irrigation
pumping plant, etc.,
Colorado
River
Reservation,
Reservation,
Ariz .................
10,
415, 1232
10,415,1232
for
for water supply, Papago
Papago Indian
Indian villages,
villages,
10, 416, 1232
Ariz ................
..... 10,416,1232
for school facilities,
facilities, Navajo Indians,
Ariz
10, 416,
1232
416,1232
Ariz........................
Navajo and Hopi
for water supply, Navajo
Indians on reservations
reservations ...... 10,416,1232
10, 416, 1232
for Ganado
Ganado project,
project, Navajo Reservation,
Reservation,
Ariz., system ................ 10,416,
10, 416, 1232
Ariz.,
for irrigation
irrigation extension,
extension, Laguna Pueblo,
N. Mex
Mex ............---...--......
10
N.
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appropriation for additional
water rights for
appropriation
additional waterrightsfor
Salt River Indian allotments,
allotments, Ariz
Ariz.. 10
for pumping plants for San Xavier
Xavier
Reservation,
11, 416, 1232
Reservation, Ariz ...........
11,416,1232
for bridges, Little Colorado and Canyon
Canyon
Diablo Rivers, Ariz
11
............... 11
for pumping plants
plants San Carlos ReservaAriz
11, 416, 1232
tion, Ariz...............
11,416,1232
for power and irrigation plant, Fort
Apache Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz
Apache
Ari, , from
from
funds
11,
416, 1233
tribal funds.................
11,416,1233
amount from agency
agency buildings
buildings appropriation
416, 1233
1233
priation
.......................
416,
for diversion dam, etc.,
etc., Gila
Gila River
River
Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz
Ariz............... 416,1233
purchase of land
land and other properties.
properties. 1233
purchase
for Yuma
Yuma County, Ariz.,
Ariz., reimbursement.
11
reimbursement.
11
for John
John Flanagan ......-................
11
11
Gospel Missionary
Missionary Union,
Union, patent
patent to
tract on Western
Western Navajo Reserva11
tion .........................
. 11
investigating need for bridge on Salt
for investigating
12
River Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz
Ariz.............
12
for water
water diverting works, Gila River
River
Reservation, Ariz.,
417
Reservation,
Ariz., above
above Florence
Florence.
417
limit of cost increased
increased
.............
417
investigation
acrss
investigation of need of road acroad
across
Papago Reservation, Ariz........
Ariz
Papago
417
for bridges, Little Colorado and Canyon
Diablo Rivers, near Leupp Agency,
Ariz.....................
Ariz
417,
1233
417,1233
for bridge, Salt River, in Salt River
River
Reservation, Ariz., cooperation
cooperation of
of
Reservation,
State, etc
417
etc......................
417
for investigating, etc., need
bridge
need for bridge
over Colorado River, near Lees
Ferry, Ariz...................
Ariz
1233
1233
sale of school property to Tucson,
Tucson. Ariz
Ariz. 1233
for support, etc., of Indians
Indians in California
12,
California.
12,
417, 1234
for lands for homeless Indians, Calif.
12,
Calif.
12
417,
1234
417,1234
for school, Sherman Institute, RiverRiverCalif................... 12,
side, Calif
417, 1234
12,417,1234
irrigation charges, Yuma
for irrigation
Yuma Reservation, Calif.; repayment
123
repayment....... 12, 4187, 123
12,418,
for school, Fort Bidwell,
Bidwell, Calif...
Calif
12,
418, 1234
Greenville,
Greenville, Calif...........
Calif
12,
41, 12344
12344
12,41,
Hoopa Valley Reservation,
Reservation,
for road,
road, Hoops
Calif ...................
12, 418, 1234
. 12,418,1234
for purchase
purchase of Volcan
Volcan cemetery
cemetery tract,
San Diego County,
County2 Calif...........
Calif.
418
KRauath River Reservation,
for trail, Mamath
Reservation,
Calif.; payment of indebtedness....
indebtedness....
418
for roads and bridges,
bridges, Yuma Reservation,
Reservation,
Calif.........................
Calif
1234
1234
for relief of distress, Seminoles, Fla .....
12,
12,
418,1234
for support, etc., of Fort Hall ReservaReserva418, 1234
tion Indians, Idaho
Idaho.......... 13,
13,418,1234
irrigation, etc., Fort Hall Reservafor irrigation,
Idaho ..............
tion, Idaho.
13,
418, 1234
13,418,1234
comprehensive
comprehensive report
report on enlargement,
enlargement,
etc. to be made
418
etc.,
made ...............
418
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty with Bannocks, Idaho
12,
418,1234
Coeur d'Alenes, Idaho .......
13, 418, 1234
13,418,1234
for drainage of Sac and Fox lands, in
Iowa
Iowa. ...................
1234
1234
for school,
Haskell Institute,
school, Haskell
Institute, Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Kans ....................... 13, 418,1235
Kane
418, 1235
sale of part of school lands
419
lands-........
419
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school plants,
appropriation for two
two day
day school
plants,
Mckapoo Reservation,
Reservation, Kans.......
Kens
13,419
Kickapoo
13,419
Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Mich.
Mich. 13,
13, 419,1235
419, 1235
for school,
school, Mount
Pipestone, Minn
419, 1235
Pipestone,
............ 13, 419,1235
Missisfor schools for Chippewas
Chippewas of
of the
the Mississippi
13, 419, 1235
sippi in
in Minnesota
Minnesota ........... 13,419,1235
419, 1235
use restricted
restricted ...................
419,
1235
celebration, White
White Earth
for annual celebration,
Earth
Band of Chippewas, Minn
Minn ........ 13,
13, 419
419
logging expenses,
etc. ' Red
for logging
expenses, etc.,
Red Lake
Lake

Indian
Minn. ' from
from timber
Indian Forest,
Forest, Minn.,
timber
sales; use of receipts hereafter
14
hereafter ..-....
14
14
for bridge across Red
Red Lake
Lake River,
River, Minn
Minn.
14
for county road work,
work, Fond du
du Lac
School,
etc., Minn
-14
School, etc.,
Minn ................
-14
for expenses
expenses of general council, ChippeChippewas of Minnesota ................. 14,419
committee to Washington ...... ...
14,419
14,419
for White
White Earth
Earth Reservation
Reservation, Minn.,
Minn.,
completing roll
completing
roll of allottees
allottees....... 14,419
14,419
for erection
erection of homes for
for Chippewas,
Chippewas,
destroyed by fire .................
14
14
use of amount; from
from tribal
fund
14
tribal fund......
14
for repairing
repairing roads, in Chippewa,
Chippewa, etc.,
etc.,
Minn
15
reservations, Minn................
15
for roads and bridges
bridges on
Lake
on Red
Red Lake
Reservation, Minn..........
Minn
15,
419, 1235
Reservation,
15,419,
1235
for
civilization, Chippewas
for promoting
promoting civilization,
Chippewas in
in
Minnesota, from tribal funds;
funds; objects
Minnesota,
specified.....................
specified
1235
15, 419, 1235
transfer
transfer of hospitals, etc.,
etc., to the State.
State. 1236
1236
for Hattie A. McKusick--.........
-. 420
420
for paying Itasca
Itasca County,
Minn.,
for
County, Minn., for
tuition of Chippewa
Chippewa children, 191419141920, from Indian
Indian funds
funds........... 1236
1236
for
relief
of
distress,
civilization,
for relief
distress, civilization, etc.,
etc.,
Indians in MissisMissisfull-blood Choctaw Indiansin
sippi ...................... 15,420,
15, 420, 1236
1236
for support,
Belknap Agency
support, etc., of Fort Belknap
Agency
Indians, Mont...............
Mont
15, 420,
1236
420,1236
FlatheadAgencyIndians,
Flathead Agency Indians, Mont
15, 420, 1236
Mont. 15,420,
Fort
PeckAgency Indians, Mont 15,
420, 1236
FortPeckAgencyIndians,Mont.
15,420,1236
BlackfeetAgencyIndians,Mont.
Blackfeet
Agency Indians,Mont 15, 420,
420, 1237
1237
Fort Belknap
for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort
Belknap Reservation,
Reservation,
Mont
16,
420, 1237
Mont ..................
16,420,1237
for fulfilling treaties
with
with Crows,
Crows,
Mont
420, 1237
Mont....................... 16,
16,420,1237
civilization, etc.,
etc., Northern Cheyenfor civilization,
Cheyennes and Arapahoes, Mont....
Mont
16, 421, 1237
for "line
"line riders,"
Northern Cheyenne
riders," Northern
Cheyenne
Reservation,
16,
Reservation, Mont ............
16, 421
for civilization,
civilization, etc., Rocky Boy Band
Mont.
1237
of Chippewas,
Chippewas, etc.
etc., Mont....
16, 421,
421,1237
for
irrigation systems,
etc.,
for irrigation
systems,
Flathead Reservation, Mont .................... 16,421,1237
16, 421, 1237
Fort Peck Reservation,
Reservation, Mont..
Mont
16, 421, 1237
16,421,
Blackfeet
Blackfeet Reservation,
Reservation, Mont
421, 1237
Mont.. 16,
16,421,1237
amount for passenger carrying
carrying vehicles
on irrigation projects
projects ...........
16,421
for irrigation
irrigation systems, Crow Reservation,
Reservation,
Mont., from tribal funds
Mont.,
funds.
. ... 16,421,1237
16, 421, 1237
Blackfeet Reservation,
Blackfeet
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont., dispodisposal of surplus lands repealed......
repealed
16
16
for school building, Browning, Mont.,
Mont., on
Blackfeet
Blackfeet Reservation;
Reservation; condition
421
condition...
allotments
allotments of coal lands by Fort Peck
Peck
Reservation Indians, Mont.; conconditions ........................
421
lieu lands selection
selection by Montana
Montana in
Flathead Reservation
Reservation ...............
421
421
allotment of irrigable
irrigable lands
lands to children
children
Mont....
on Fort Peck Reservation,
Reservation, Mont
422
422
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appropriation for bridge, Two Medicine
Medicine
appropriation
Creek on Blackfeet
Blackfeet Reservation,
Reservation,
Mont.,
Mont., from tribal funds ........... 422
for
paying claims
claimer against
lands
for paying
against sales
sales of
of lands
of Flathead Indians in Bitter Root
Valley, Mont
.....................
1237
town site granted
block in Browning town
Mont., for public
to Glacier
Glacier County, Mont.,
school; conditions................
conditions
1237
for construction
construction of highway in Blackfeet
Blackfeet
Reservation
Reservation from Yellowstone
YellOwstone to
Glacier Park
1237
....................
for school, Genoa,
Nebr.......... 17,422,1238
Genoa, Nebr
17, 422, 1238
for support, etc., of Indians
Indians in Navada-.
Nevada_
17
422, 1238
for school, Carson City, Nev......
Nev
17, 422, 1238
17,422,1238
irrigation system, Pyramid Lake
for irrigation
Reservation,
17, 422, 1238
Reservation, Nev .........
17,422,1238
irrigation system,
Moapa River Reserfor irrigation
system, Moapa
vation, Nev
Nev....................... 1238
for maintenance
maintenance charges,
charges, on Paiute allotments in Truckee-Carson
Truckee-Carson project,
Nev
1238
...........................
for support, etc., of Indians in New
Mexico
Mexico........................
422,1238
for school, Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, N.
W. Mex.
Mex. 17,
422, 1238
17,422,1238
Mei
18,
422, 1238
Santa Fe, N. Mex.........
18,422,1238
for attorney, Pueblo Indians, N
Mex.
18,
N. Mex.
422, 1239
for highway,
highway, Mesa Verde Park to Gallup
Gallup
N. Mex.,
Mex., Navajo, etc.,
etc., Reservation .............................. 18,422
18,422
for reconstructing,
reconstructing, etc.,
etc., Laguna Pueblo
irrigation
system,
N.
Mex
18,
423,
1238
irrigation system, N. Mex ... 18,423,1238
for wells for water
water for domestic, etc.,
Indian lands, ,1238
purposes, on Pueblo
Pueblo Indian
N. Mex ..........
..............
423,1238
constructing road and bridge on Mesfor constructing
Meecalero
Reservation,
N.
Mex.;
repaycalero Reservation, N. Mex.;
ment ...................
18, 423,1238
423, 1238
River,
for completing bridge, San Juan River,
N. Mex
Mex
18
....
.....................
18
for draining Pueblo lands, Rio Grande
Grande
Valley,
N.
Mex
•
423,1239
Valley, N. Mex..............: 423,1239
for land for Navajo
Navajo Tribes, from tribal
moneys
423
moneys .......................
leases..................
grazing
grazing land leases
.
423
Hogback irrigation project, Navajo
Navajo
for Hogback
Reservation,
Men
1239
Reservation, N. Mex...............
bridges over Rio Grande, at
for repairing bridges
Islets
and
San
Felipe
Isletaand
Felipe.............. 1239
for approach to bridge over San Juan
River at Farmington,
Farmington, N. Meer
Mex..... 1239
relinquishment,
etc., of lands
lauds in deedesrelinquishment, etc.,
i
i
gnated counties,
ignated
counties N. Mex.,
Mex., and
lieu selections
selections allowed
allowed to consolidate holdings....................
holdings
1239
239
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties with Senecas,
Seneca, N.Y..
18,
N.Y
IS,
423, 1239
423,1239
18,423,1239
Six Nations, N. Y .............
18,423,1239
for school,
school, Cherokee,
Cherokee, N. C.......
C
18,423,1239
18,423,1239
for bridge across
across Oconalufty
Ocona1ufty River, near
near
Cherokee School,
18
School N. C
C.............
Cherokee
for support, etc., of bevils
Devi'ls Lake Sioux,
N Dak....................
Dak
19, 424, 1239
19,424,1239
N.
Fort Berthold Agency Indians, N.
Dak
19,
424, 1240
19,424,1240
Dak.......................
Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewas,
19,424,1240
N
N. Dak
Dak..................... 19,424,1240
for school,
school, Bismarck, N. Dak .... 19,424,1240
Fort Totten, N. Dak ........
19, 424, 1240
19,424,1240
Wahpeton, N. Dak
19, 424, 1240
Wahpeton,
Dak............. 19,424,1240
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appropriation for roads and
and bridges, Standing Rock Reservation,
Reservation, N.
Dak
19,424
N. Dak.....
19,424
Fort Totten Reservation,
Reservation, N. Dak.,
sale of lands to school district.......
district
19
19
lands to unalloted
unalloted living children,
children,
Reservation, N.
N. Dak
Fort Berthold Reservation,
Dak.;;
mineral rights reserved
reserved............
424
for reimbursing Fort Berthold ReservaDak., for lands added to
tion, N. Dak.,
Verendrye National Monument
Verendrye
Monument..... 424
for reimbursing
reimbursng Benson County, N. Dak
Dak.,,
Indians....:'.....
19
for care
care of insane Indians
19
for support, etc., of Wichitas, etc., Okla.
19
19,
424, 1240
for agency, etc., Kiowas,
Kiowas, Comanches,and
Comanches,and
Apaches, Okla., from tribal funds..
funds
20,
424,1240
for
maintenance, etc.,
Kiowas, etc.,
etc., from
for maintenance,
etc., Kiowas,
from
tribal funds...............
funds
20,
425, 1240
20,425,1240
for support,
su ••Irt, etc.,
etc., of Cheyennes
Cheyennes and AraIoes, Okla.,
from tribal
tribal funds....
funds..
20,
pahoes,
Okla., from
20,
:125,
1240
425,1240
Kansas Indians, Okla.
Okla......... 20,425,1240
Kickapoos, Okla ............
20,
425, 1240
Kickapoos,
20,425,1240
Ponces, Okla. and Nebr.
425, 1240
Poncas,
Nebr....... 20,
20,425,1240
for school, Chilocco, Okla........
Olda
20,
425, 1240
20,425,1240
roads and bridges..............
bridges
20,425,1240
reports
additions: etc ............
1240
reports on additions,
1240
for fulfilling treaties with Pawnees, Okla.
Okla
20,
425,1241
Quapaws, Okla ..
20, 425, 1241
............ 20,425,1241
for education,
education, etc.,
etc., of Osage children,
children,
from tribal funds............
funds
20,
425, 1241
20,425,1241
Saint Louis Mission Boarding
Boarding School
School
included
20,
425, 1241
included................
20,425,1241
for Osage
Osage Agency, Olda.,
Okla., from tribal
funds
21,
426, 1241
funds....................
21,426,1241
for Osage oil and gas production
production expenses
426, 1241
21,426,1241
penses...................... 21,
building, etc.,
for new office building,
etc., Osage
Osage
Agency, Okla.,
Okla., from tribal funds...
funds_..
21,
426, 1241
21,426
use of old building ...............
increased .....................
1241
cost increased
for visits of Osage Tribal Council to
Washington, D.
D C...........
C
Washington,
426,1241
services adjusting claims as to
for expert services
assessments of lands in Osage
Osage County
assessments
Okla
.................
. 1241
Locke, from Choctaw tribal
M. Locke,
for Victor M.
funds
21
funds..............................
Okla; adminfor Five Civilized Tribes, Okla.;
istering affairs of
21, 426,
1242
of...........
426,1242
undisputed
undisputed claims to be adjusted by
superintendent;
exception....... 21,426
superintendent; exception.
appeals allowed to Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior
21,426
Interior........................
for
Choctaws and
for per
per capita
capita payment to Choctaws
Chickasaws
hinds 22,426,1242
22, 426, 1242
Chickasaws from tribal funds.
distribution expenses.........
expenses
22,427,1242
Henry W. Blair.....................
Blair
22
additional amount
amount allowed hereafter
hereafter
from all available
available funds
funds........... 427
for attorneys,
probate matters,
attorneys, etc., in probate
Quapaws 22,
Five Civilized Tribes, and Quapaws
427,1242
for Cherokee
Cherokee Orphan Training School,
Olds
23, 427, 1242
Okla..................
23,427,1242
for
for common schools,
schools, Five
Five Civilized
Tribes,
Quapaws.... 23,427,529,1242.
23, 427, 529, 1242
Tribes, and Quapaws....
date of Act corrected
529
corrected ................
for
expenses, sale of
unallotted lands,
of unallotted
for expenses,
etc.,
23, 427, 1242
Tribes... 23,427,1242
etc., Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes...
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appropriation for
for Five
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes;
Tribes
appropriation
coal
and asphalt lands included 23,427,1242
23, 427, 1242
coalandasphaltlandsincluded
specific
specific authority
authority required
required for
for expendexpending tribal moneys;
23, 427, 1242
ingtribal
moneys; exceptions
exceptions. 23,427,1242
tribal
23, 428, 1243
23,428,1243
tribal attorneys
attorneys ..............
tribal
continued; repairs,
tribal schools continued;
repairs, etc.
etc. 23.
23.
428,1243
428,1243
Mekusukey
Mekusukey Academy,
Academy, from
from Seminole
Seminole
funds.......................
funds
1243
for fulfilling treaties with
with Choctaws,
Okla
23, 428, 1243
Okla .
...............
23,428,1243
Chickasaw
for George 1).
D. Rodgers, from Chickasaw
funds ........................
24
24
Gordon, and Rutherfor Stuart, Lewis, Gordon,
ford, from Creek funds
24
funds.............
Bale of Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw coal
coal
sale
and asphalt lands
24
lands...............
24
claims against Cks
Creeks and Seminoles
Seminoles
to be filed within one year
24
year.........
for
reimbursing William
William R.
It.. McIntosh,
for reimbursing
McIntosh,
from Choctaw funds ...............
24
for
reimbursing Jacob
for reimbursing
Jacob B.
B. Moore, from
from
Chickasaw funds .................
24
for
Klamath
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians of Klamath
Agency, Oreg ............. 25,
428, 1243
25,428,1243
1243
Warm Springs Agency, Oreg..Oreg.... 25,428,
25,428,1243
Umatilla Agency,
25,428,1243
Umatilla
Agency Oreg
Oreg .....
25,428,1243
for school,
school Salem, Oreg
428, 1243
Oreg......... 25,
25,428,1243
investigation of claim
claim of Charles S.
investigation
25
Hood for services ................
25
Klamath Reservation,
Reservation, issue of with25
held trust patents ................
for support, etc.,.
Indians of Grande
Grande
etc., of Indians
Agencies, Oreg.
Ronde and Siletz Agencies,
Oreg...
25,
428,
1243
428,1243
for Modoc Point, etc.,
etc., irrigation projects,
Klamath Reservation,
428, 1243
Klamath
Reservation Oreg.
Oreg.._25,
25,428,1243
for school, Flandreau,
Flandreau, S.
25, 428, 1244
S. Dak
ak ..... 25,428,1244
Pierre, S. Dak
............. 25,
428, 1244
25,428,1244
Rapid City, S. Dak ............ 25,429,1244
25, 429, 1244
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Sioux of different
different
25, 429, 1244
tribes, S. Dak ............... 25,429,1244
26, 429, 1244
schools ..................
26,429,1244
etc., of Yankton Sioux, S.
for support, etc.,
Dak
26,
429, 1244
Dak.........................
26,429,1244
for asylum for insane
insane Indians, Canton, S.
Dak
26,
429, 1244
ak .....................
26,429,
for support, etc., of Rosebud Agency
Agency
Sioux Indians, S. Dak
Dak.,,from tribal
funds ................
..... 26,429
for per capita to Rosebud Sioux,
Sioux, from
from
tribal funds; purchase of cattle .....
26
26
for roads and bridges, Pine Ridge ReserReservation, S. Dak.,
Dak., from tribal funds .. 429
for bridge, Cheyenne River on Cheyenne
Cheyenne
River Reservation, S. Dak.; condition.............................
tion
429
for support of Alabama
Alabama and Coushatta
Coushatta
Indians, Texas
Texas ...................
1244
1244
for fulfilling treaty with Confederated
Confederated
Bands of Utes, Utah .........
26,
429, 1244
26,429,1244
for support, etc., of detached
detached Indians in
Utah ..................
26, 430, 1244
. 26,430,1244
for distributing
distributing principal
principal funds of Confederated Bands of Utes
Utes.....26, 430, 1245
to Navajo Springs Band in Colorado..
26,
Colorado..
430,
1245
430,1245
Ciritah, etc., Bands in Utah...
26, 430, 1245
Uintah,
Utah... 26,430,
1245
Southern
Southern Utes in Colorado.....
Colorado. .... 27,430,1245
27, 430, 1245
for promoting
promoting self support, etc., from accrued interest .............. 27,430,1245
27, 430, 1245
for irrigating allotted lands of Uncompahgre, etc.,
etc., Utes in Utah, from
tribal funds ................
27,
430, 1245
27,430,
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appropriation for reimbursingJoseph
reimbursing Joseph M.
M
appropriation
Bryant
430
430
Bryant ..................................
ITintah and Dufor public schools in Uintah
chesne
condition
chesne Counties, Utah; condition..
27,
430, 1245
430,1245
division of
of special
of ConfederConfederdivision
special funds
funds of
ated Bands of Utes to credit of each
each
band
430
430
band ...........................
bridges
across
Duchesne
River
bridges across
River conconveyed
Utah and
and to
to Duchesne
Ducheeme
veyed to
to Utah
1245
County ......................
1245
for support,
D'Wamiah, etc.,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of D'Wamish,
etc., InIndians, Wash
Wash.................. 27,
27, 431,1245
431, 1245
dians,
Indians, Wash .........
27, 431, 1245
Makah Indians,
27,431,1245
Qui-nai-elts
Quil-leh-utes, Wash.
Wash.
27,
Qui-nai-elts and Quil-leh-utes,
27,
431,1245
Yakima Agency
Agency Indians.......
Indians
27, 431, 1245
27,431,1245
Colville, etc., Agencies Indians
27, 431, 1245
Indians. 27,431,1245
Perce Indians,
Joseph's Band of Nez Perce
Wash
27, 431, 1245
Wash..................
27,431,1245
Spokane
Wash
27,
431, 1245
Spokane Indians, Wash........
27,431,1245
for
fulfilling
treaty
with
Spokanes,
Wash.
forfulfillingtreaty with Spokanes, Wash. 1245
1245
for
irrigation,
lands
of
Yakima
allottees,
for irrigation, lands of Yakima allottees,
Wash ..........................
27
27
for additional
additional water
water supply
supply to
to Yakima
Yakima
Reservation, Wash.,
27,431
Reservation,
Wash., allottees
allottees..... 27,431
for Cushman
Cushman School, Tacoma,
27
Tacoma, Wash....
Wash....
27
for Wapato
Wapato irrigation
irrigation system, Yakima
Reservation, Wash.; repayment.....
repayment
28,
Reservation,
28,
431,
431, 1246
1246
payment for damages..........
damages
28,
431, 1246
28,431,1246
collection
from
collection and use of charges from
landowners
28,431
white landowners................
28,431
patent of Davie Skoota, on Lummi
patent
Lummi
Reservation,
canceled ......
28
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash. canceled
for irrigating
irrigating additional
additional lands, Yakima
Reservation,
Wash
28,432
Reservation, Wash ................ 28,432
reimbursement
from operation
charges;
reimbursementfrom
operation charges;
security for payments,
payments, etc.........
etc
28
security
return of lands to di'
dispossessed
eposseesed Nisqually
qually Indians
Pierce County,
County,
Indians in Pierce
Wash
28
Wash.........................
limit of cost increased
increased ..............
432
Wash ;
for road, Quiniault Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.;
reappropriation ................ 432,1246
reappropriation
432,1246
taxation of allotted lands by Stevens and Ferry Counties,
Counties, Wash.,
Wash., to
be investigated,
investigated, etc ..............
432
432
for operating,
etc., Toppenish-Simcoe
Toppeniah-Simcoe
for
operating, etc.,
irrigation system on YakimaReservaYakima Reeervairrigation
tion, Wash.......................
Wash
1246
1246
system,
for operating Ahtanum irrigation
irrigation system,
Yakima
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.........
Wash
1246
1246
for school, Hayward, Wis.........
Wis
1246
29, 432, 1246
18 .............
432, 1246
Tomah, Wis
. 29,
29,432,1246
Chippewas of Lake Sufor support, etc., Chippewaa
perior, Wis .................. 29,
432, 1246
1246
29,432,
Pottawatomies,
29,432,1246
Pottawatomiee, Wis
Wis. .........
29,
432, 1246
for self support, etc., of Wisconsin
Wisconsin Band
of Pottawatomies,
Pottawatomiee, Wis. and Mich.
Mich. 29,432
29, 432
per
er capita
capita payment; restriction
29
restriction.......
29
Erik O. Morstad ....................
29
distress, etc.,
etc., Saint Croix
for relieving distrees,
Croix
Indians, Wis ............... 29,432,1246
29, 432,1246
for purchase
purchase of lands for Saint Croix
Croix
Chippewa Indians, Wis.; per capita
Chippewa
payment.................. 433, 1246
payment
for per capita payment to Menominees,
Menominees,
Wis.,
funds
1247
Wis., from
from tribal
tribal funds.............
1247
Odanah in Bad River Reserfor road from Odanah
Wis., from tribal funds; conconvation, Wis.,
dition
29
.......................
29
patent to Steve Grover.
Grover .............
30
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appropriation
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of ShoWyo.............. 30,
shones, Wyo
433, 1247
30,433,1247
Shoshone Reservation,
for school, Shoshone
Reservation, Wyo.
Wyo.
30,
433,1247
fulfilling treaty
for fulfilling
treaty with Shoshones,
Shoahones,
.................. 30,433,1247
Wyo ..
30, 433, 1247
for irrigation,
irrigation, Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation,
Reservation,
Wyo ........................
30, 433, 1247
30,433,1247
for Riverton
Wyo.... ... 433
Riverton irrigation project,
project, Wyo..
for irrigating
additional ceded
ceded lands;
lands; reirrigating additional
payment
... 30,433
payment .................
for roads, etc., Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation,
Reservation,
Wyo .......................
30, 433, 1247
30,433,1247
for additional
additional amounts
amounts from tribal funds
funds
for support, etc., of specified
specified Indians ....................
31, 433, 1247
31,433,1247
gold, etc.,
etc., mining leases allowed on
on
gold,
reserved
mineral lands of Indian
reserved mineral
reservations in designated
designated States.
States. 31
reservations
31
regulations governing
governing prospecting,
regulations
royalties, etc ....................
32
no public
withdrawn for
public lands to be withdrawn
act
reservations except by act
Indian reservations
of Congress .......................
34
by
for investigation
investigation of Indian Service
Service by
members
on
members of House Committee
Committee on
Indian Affairs ....................
34
Indian
powers conferred, employees, etc .....
34
alienation
restrictions further extended
extended
alienation restrictions
on designated
designated Quapaw Indian allottees, etc
etc.......................... 1248
mining leases allowed on restricted
restricted
allotments; State tax permitted, etc1249
allotments;
etc. 1249
for Clarence
Clarence W. Turner and Mrs
Mrs. William
William
B.
funds. - 1249
B. Hord, from Creek Nation funds
for irrigation system, Crow Indian ReserReservation, Mont., from tribal funds....
196
funds
for bridge, etc., Shivwits
Shivwits Reservation;
Reservation;
repayment
repayment .....................
196
suppression of
deficiency
appropriation for suppression
deficiency appropriation
liquor traffic
61, 64, 66, 1186
traffic............. 61,64,66,
buildings.........
61,
61,
agency buildings
for school and agency
64, 66, 345, 348, 1039, 1042, 1186
1186
for transporting
61, 345,1042
transporting pupils...........
for supplies;
transportation,
supplies; purchase, transportation,
61,62,
etc .........................
61,
62,
64, 66, 345, 348,
348,523,
523, 1042, 1171, 1186, 1191
for irrigation, Colorado
Ariz ..61,
61, 64,66
Colorado River, Ariz..
for water
water supply,
supply, Papago
Papago Indian villages,
villages,
Ariz
Ariz...............
62, 64, 66, 345, 1172
1172
Mountain Band of Chippewas,
Chippewas,
for Turtle Mountain
N. Dak .
62
...
.....................
62
for Five Civilized Tribes ............
62, 1186
for Modoc Point irrigation project,
project, Kla62
math Reservation, Oreg ..........
for Sioux Indians, different tribes ......
62,
66,
345, 346, 523, 1042, 1186
1186
66,345,346,523,
for school,
school, Rapid
Rapid City, S
62,346
S. flak
Dak .......
62,346
............... 64,
for support of schools. .
345, 523, 1039, 1042, 1045, 1171, 1186, 1191
for telegraphing
telegraphing and telephoning
telephoning .......
64,
1186
66. 345, 523, 1039, 1042,
1042,1186
64
for school,
school, Truxton
Truxton Canyon, Ariz .......
64
for school, Greenville,
64, 523, 1042. 1171
Greenville, Calif. 64,523,
64,
for school,
school, Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, N. Mex ......
64,
523, 1039, 1042
1042
for school, Tomah,
Tomah, Wis. 64, 66, 1039, 1042, 1186
for irrigation,
irrigation, Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation,
Reservation,
Wyo ..
....................- 64,1172
64, 1172
66,
Mojave, Ariz...........
for school,
school, Fort Mojave,
Ariz
345
345,.,1039, 1042, 1171
for support
support of Indians
Indians in Arizona and
66. 1042, 1186,
1186. 1191
New Mexico ..........
66,
t-KI
,
P-;--;
K.RH
9V
for
school,
Kickapoo Reservation,
Kans. W.
66,523
__1
-,-I-I -IA--,.
-.-__'
_-_
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deficiency appropriation
appropriation for school, Lawrence, Kans
Kane
.................
66,348
for Indians at Klamath Agency, Oreg...
Oreg...
66
for school, Carlisle, Pa
Pa ................ 66,345
66,345
for school, Pierre, S. Dak
flak ..............
66
66
for school,
school, Hayward, Wis
66, 348, 1186
.......... 66,348,
1186
for school, Shoshone Reservation,Wyo.
Reservation,Wyo. 66, 1186
1186
for relieving distress, etc., among Indians ..........
345, 348, 523,1042,
523, 1042, 1186
345,348,
1186
for general
general expenses
expenses..... 345, 1039, 1042, 1186
1186
for school,
school, Fort Bidwell, Calif ..........
345
nonreservation Indians in
for support of
of' nonreservation
Nevada
345, 523, 1186
Nevada
................
345,523,1186
Chilocco, Okla ...... 345, 1039, 1042
for school, Chilocco,
police.
.
348,
523, 1186
1186
for Indian police...............
348,523,
Navajo and Hopi Infor water supply, Navajo
In348,
523, 1042, 1172
1172
dians, Anz ..........
348,523,
for school, Riverside,
Calif..... 348,
348,1171,
Riverside, Calif
1171, 1186
1186
Cherokee, N. C..
1171
for school, Cherokee,
C .......... 348,
348,1171
for school, Bismarck,
Bismarck, N.
flak
348,1186
N. Dak.......
for school, Wahpeton,
Wahpeton, N. Dak...
348,523,
flak... 348,
523, 1171
1171
for support, etc.,
etc., Chippewas
Chippewas of Lake
Superior, Wis.......
Wis
348, 1042,
1045, 1171
1171
1042,1045,
for costs, etc., Indian
Indian suits ............
523
support, etc. 523, 1042, 1186
encouraging self sup,
for encouraging
1186
Pawnees, Okla
0
for schools, Pawnees,
..
.......... -523
1186
for school,
school, Salem, Oreg ............ 523, 1186
for timber culture,
culture, etc ...........
1039, 1186
1186
for school,
school, Sante Fe, N.
N. Mex
Mex ..........
1039
1039
for support
support of Kickapoos,
1039, 1171
Kickapoos, Okla .....
Reservation,
for roads, etc.,
etc., Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation,

Wyo .
..................
1039
forinspectors
Wyo
1039
1042
for
inspectors
.....................
1042
for support,
etc., Chippewas of the Missupport, etc.,
Mississippi, Minn ..................
1042
Blackfeet Agency
for support, Blackfeet
Agency Indians,
Mont.........................
1042,1171
Mont
1042,
1171
1042, 1171
for school, Carson City, Nev..
Nev .......
for support
support of Pawnees,
Pawnees, etc.,
Okla
1042, 1171
1042,1171
etc. Okla.
for irrigation,
Reservation,
irrigation, Yakima
Yakima Reservation,

Wash
1042, 1172
1172
. 1042,
Wash ............
for support
support of Fort Peck Agency
Agency InIn1171
dians, Mont.......................
Mont
for school,
school, Phoenix, Ariz .............
1171
1171
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., Colville,
Colville, etc., Agencies
Agencies
1171
Indians, Wash ....................
1171
1171, 1186
Pipestone, Minn .......
for school,
school, Pipestone,
1186
for
Joseph's Band
for support
support of
of Joseph's
Band of
of Nez
Nez
1171
Perces, Wash
Wash. ..................
1171
1171
for school,
school, Genoa,
(Genoa, Nebr ..............
Reservation,
for irrigation, Fort Hall Reservation,
Idaho
Idaho..........................
1171
for irrigation,
for
irrigation, Jemez
Jecmez and Zia Pueblos,
Pueblos,
N.
Mex ...
1172
1172
...................
N. Mex
for irrigation,
irrigation, Blackfeet
Blackfeet Reservation,
Reservation,
1172
Mont ........................
for irrigation, Granado project, Navajo
Navajo
Reservation, Ariz...............
Ariz
1172
for pumping
pumping plants, San Xavier Reser1172
1172
vation, Ariz .....................
for surveying, alloting, etc...........
etc
1172
for highway, Mesa
Mesa Verde
Verde Park to Gallup,
1172
1172
N. Mex ......................---for suppressing
suppressing contagious
contagious diseases
diseases
1172
1172
among live stock .................
payment
for Pawnee Indians, Okla.; payment
1172
for purchase of lands from
from .........
compensation......... 1186
for increase
increase of compensation
for support of Indians in California
1186
California..... 1186
1186
for school,
school, Flandreau, S. Dak
flak ...........
1186
for support, etc., Shoshones, Wyo ..- _..
for Indians
Reservation,
Indians of Wind River Reservation,
Wyo .........................
1186
for determining
de terminingheirs
heirs of deceased
deceased allottee
allottee. 1191
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Oreg., transferred
block in Forest Grove, Oreg.,
transferred to
Entomology Bureau, Department
Department of
Agriculture.....................
Agriculture
349
Indian
Claims,
Indian Depredation
DepredationClaims,
appropriation
defense in
921, 1410
appropriation for defense
in....... 207,
207,921,1410
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying judg60,
521, 1038
ments in ..................
60,521,1038
Indian Farmers
Stockmen,
Indian
Farmersand Stocmen,
appropriation for ..............
6,
411, 1229
6,411,1229
Indian Matrons
Indian
Matrons,
appropriation
6,
411, 1228
appropriation for ....... ........
6,411,1228
Inan Oasis
Oasis Hospital,
Indian
Hospital, Ariz.,
Aiz.,
appropriation
5, 410, 1227
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc,of.
etc,of. 5,410,1227
Indian Office, Interior
Interior Department
Department (see also
also
Department),
Indian Department),
appropriation for Commissioner,
Commissioner, assistant,
appropriation
clerks, etc....................
etc
670,1289
for telegraph and telephone messages
messages on
on
with
7,
412, 1229
Indian Service with..........
7,412,1229
for purchase
purchase of bookkeeping
bookkeeping machines,
etc.
1230
etc .............................. 1230
payment for law books, etc., authorpayment
zed ............................. 1230
ized
for clerks, etc., determining heirs of de.
.ceased
ceased Indian allottees.......
allottees
8, 413, 1230
8,413,1230
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for telegraphing
telegraphing
deficiency
64,
and telephoning
telephoning ................
64,
66, 345,523,1039,1042,1186
345, 523, 1039, 1042, 1186
Indian
Police,
Indian Police,
appropriation
etc
7, 412, 1229
appropriation for pay,
payt etc...........
7,412,1229
deficiency appropriation
etc...
deficiency
appropriation for pay, etc.....
348,
i23,
1186
523,1186
Indian
Indian Pupils,
Pupols,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of, at
schools.....................
schools
5, 410,1227
5410,1227
discontinuance of schools with minidiscontinuance
minimum attendance
mum
attendance............. 410,1227
schools.. 5,410,1228
tuition in public, etc.,
etc., schools..
5, 410, 1228
for transporting, etc.............
etc
5, 411, 1228
5,411,1228
obtaining employment;
obtaining
employment; refund
6, 411, 1228
refund.. 6,411,
native pupils
pupils from Alaska......
Alaska
6, 411, 1228
6,411,
per capita restriction
restriction ..............
.
66
deficiency
appropriation for transporting,
deficiency appropriation
etc.......................
etc
61, 345, 1042
. 61,345,
Indian Reservations,
Indian
Resevations,
appropriation
appropriation for surveying, allotting .in
severalty, etc., of lands in; reimseveralty,
bursable
3, 408, 1225
bursable....................
3,408,1225
repayment
expenses.......... 3,408,1225
repayment of expenses
3, 408, 1225
for irriation
irrigation and drainage
drainage expenses;
expenses;
projects specified
specified ............. 3,408,1226
3, 408, 1226
for timber protection,
protection, etc..........
etc
6,
411, 1228
6,411,1228
Menominee, Wis.,
Menominee,
excluded
411,1228
Wis.,
..... 6,
6,411,1228
for developing
developing stock watering places
on;
places
condition
condition ..
9, 414, 1231
............
9,414,1231
for irrigation,
irrigation, Gila River, Ariz....
Ariz.... 10,
415, 1232
10,415,1232
irrigation, Colorado River, Ariz. 10, 415,1232
for irrigation.
415, 1232
for water supply, Navajo, Ariz....
Ariz.... 10,
416, 1232
10,416,1232
for Ganado irrigation
irrigation project on Navajo,
Ariz........................
Aria
10 416 1232
10,416,1232
for irrigation,
irrigation, San Xavier, Ariz
Ariz....... 416,1232
for irrigation,
irrigation, San Carlos, Ariz
Ari....... 416,1232
416,1232
for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort Apache,
Apache, Ariz
Ariz..... 416,1233
Ariz.... 10,416,1233
for irrigation,
irrigation, Gila River, Ariz....
10, 416, 1233
for irrigation,
irrigation, Yuma, Ariz.; repayment._
12
repayment..
12
for irrigation,
... _13,413,1234
irrigation, Fort Hall, Idaho
Idaho...
13, 413, 1234
for drainage assessments,
assessments, in Minnesota;
15
repayment ....................
15
for irrigation,
irrigation. Fort Belknap,
Belknap, Mont.
Mont. 16,420,1237
16, 420, 1237
for irrigation, Flathead, Mont
16, 421, 1237
Mont..... 16,421,1237
for irrigation, Fort Peck, Mont....
Mont
16, 421, 1237
16,421,1237
for irrigation, Blackfeet, Mont
16, 421, 1237
Mont.... 16,421,1237
for irrigation, Crow, Mont .......
16, 421, 1237
16,421,1237

Indian
Reservations-Continued.
IndianReservations-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for
appropriation
for highway, Yellowstone
Yellowstone to
to
Glacier Park, within
within Blackfeet
Blackfeet...... 1237
Nev.. 17,422,1238
17, 422, 1238
for irrigation, Pramid Lake, Nev..
for irrigation,
irrigation, Moapa River,
River, Nev
Nev........ 1238
for nrigation, Laguna
Pueblo, N.
N. Mex.
423,1238
forirrigation,
Laguna Pueblo,
Mex. 423,1238
Klamath,
for irrigation, Modoc Point, Kamath,

Oreg .....................
25, 428,1243
forirrigation,
°Teg
Uncompahgre
Utes, etc...
25, 428, 1243
27,
for
irrigation,
Uncompahgre Utes,
etc...
27,
430, 1245
430,1245
28, 431, 1246
for irrigation, Yakima, Wash...
Wash... 27,
27,28,431,1246
for irrigation, Shoshone, Wyo.....
Wyo
30, 433, 1247
30,433,1247
expenses opening, to entry; reimbursfor expenses
able .........
195, 908, 1398
.........
195,908,1398
for irrigation, Big Horn Valley,
Valley, Crow,
Mont ........................
196
extended for
Colville, Wash.,
Wash., time further
further extended
for
payments on ceded
ceded lands
lands of
536
payments
of ........
536
Mont., survey
survey allotting, etc., of lands
Crow, Mont.,
lands
in .....................
751
fees to be charged for sales of allotments,
leases, etc .......
415
...............
415
Flathead, Mont.,
unallotted
Mont., allotments to
to unallotted
living children enrolled with tribe-.
tribe.. 452
Belknap, Mont.,
Mont., allotment
allotment of unreFort Belknap,
served lands to Indians on ..........
1356
served
1356
Fort Lapwai,
Lapwai, Idaho, grant of tract of school
lands
to
Lapwai
school
district
553
lands Lapwai
district.....
553
Fort Peck, Mont.,
Mont., blocks
blocks in
town sites
sites in
in town
in
ceded, granted
granted to school districts....
districts
549
ceded,
549
time extended
extended for payments by homehomesteaders
steaders on ceded lands of.........
of
365
lands surrendered
surrendered by South Dakota, reRidge.
1193
stored to Pine Ridge.................
ng allowed
allowed on
leases for gold, etc., mini
mining
withdrawn
withdrawn mineral unallotted
unallotted lands
of, in designated
designated States
31
States.............
leasing deposits of magnesite,
magnesite, gypsum,
limestone,
limestone, and asbestos permitted
permitted
on unallotted lands in...............
in
1231
proceeds from licenses for power projects
proceeds
projects
within, to be credited to Indians
thereof ............................ 1072
restricted
allotments may be leased for
restricted allotments
farming
farming and grazing by allottees;
condition
1232
condition.........................
1232
not applicable
applicable to Five Civilized Tribes.
Tribes
1232
time extended for paying installments
installments for
for
ceded lands of Cheyenne River, S
S.
Dak
1447
Dak.
.......................
1447
ceded Standing Rock, N.
N. and S. Dak.,
Dak ,
lands
lands..............
......... 1446
withdrawal of public lands for, forbidden
withdrawal
forbidden
except by act of Congrees
34
except
Congress ...........
34
Indian
Indian Schools,
Schools,
appropriation
etc., of
of....
5, 410, 1227
appropriation for support, etc.,
.... 5,410,1227
provision for the deaf and dumb or
blind or mentally
mentally deficient....
410, 1227
deficient.... 5,
5,410,1227
discontinuance of schools with less
discontinuance
than specified
pupils
specified pupils............
410,1227
attendance
attendance limitation
limitation not applicable
applicable
to Hope School for Girls, Springfield,
Springfield,
S. Dak ......................
1227
transfers directed; return of moneys
appropriated
410,1228
appropriated.................
410,1228
maintenance in public schools...
maintenance
schools... 5,411,1228
5, 411, 1228
not to be used for schools specifically
specifically
appropriated for ............... 5,411,1228
5, 411, 1228
for constructing,
constructing, etc., buildings
5, 411, 1228
buildings..... 5,411,1228
heat and light to employees'
employees' quarters.
quarters.
5,
5,
1228
411, 1228
for transporting,
transporting, etc., pupils
5, 411, 1228
pupils....... 5,411,1228
employment for pupils; refunding,
etc-........................ 6, 411.1228
etc
411.11'28
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Indians-Continued.
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Page.
appropriation for transporting
transporting pupils;
appropriation
citizenship granted
citizenship
granted American,
American, honorably
honorably
Alaska pupils..............
Alaska
pupils
411, 1228
6, 411,
discharged
discharged from service
service in World
World
per capita
capita expenditure
expenditure restrictions;
restrictions;
War ..
........................-350
exception..........................
exception
66
tribal
tribal rights, etc.,
impaired ......
etc., not impaired
350
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for buildings.
buildings. 61, 64, 66,
Fort
Fort Belknap
Belknap Reservation
Reservation Indians,
345, 348, 1039,1042,
1039, 1042, 1186
Mont., receiving
patents ......
Mont.,
receiving trust patents
1356
for transporting
transporting pupils, etc-.......
etc.
61, 345, 1042
61,345,1042
Osage
Osage Indians, Okla ................
1250
for support ............
64, 345, 523,
.....
64,345,523,
claims of Sioux, referred to court
court of Claims_
Claims. 738
1039, 1042,1045,
1042, 1045, 1171,
1171, 1186,1191
1186, 1191
fee to be
be charged
charged on sales of allotments,
abandoned,
abandoned, etc., buildings, may
may be sold...
sold...
415
415
leases,
of....................
415
leases, etc., of
415
sale authorized
authorized of land, etc.,
etc., Tucson,
Tucson, Ariz.,
Ariz ,
payment by
payment
by vendee,
vendee, lessee,
lessee, etc .........
415
415
for public
public school .................
1233
1233
enrollment of any tribe, authorized..
99
final enrollment
authorized
Indian-Service,
Indian•Sernee,
effect of enrollment ....................
9
9
investigation
invest•gat
on of conduct of, by members
members of
tribes excepted
excepted ......................
99
House
Committee on Indian Affairselm Committee
Affairs.
34
Osage civilization
referred to
Osage
civilization fund claim, referred
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses ...............
34
1097
Court of Claims ..
..............
1097
powers conferred
conferred ....................
34
restricted,
restricted, may
may lease
lease allotments
allotments for farming
farming
Indian Service Inspectors,
Inspectors,
Indian
and grazing purposes
purposes ............1232
appropriation
pay and expenses..
expenses.. 7,
413, 1230
appropriation for pay
7,413,1230
regulations, etc.,
etc., to be
prescribed ........
1232
regulations,
be prescribed
1232
deficiency appropriation
for............... 1042
deficiency
appropriation for
Five Civilized
Tribes excepted
excepted ..........
1232
Civilized Tribes
1232
Indian
Indian Supplies,
99
restrictions on sales, etc.,
etc. of live stock of.
of
restrictions
appropriation
for purchase,
appropriation for
purchase, transporting,
transporting,
required ...............
branding, etc., required
9
9
etc
7, 412, 1229
etc..---.---.-----------.- 7,412,1229
punishment for violations ..............
9
punishment
9
warehouses
restricted to three
three.. - 7,
warehouses restricted
412, 1229
7,412,1229
Indians,
Indians, American,
American,
coal delivery,
delivery, etc.,
payable from
from agency
coal
etc., payable
agency
appropriation
appropriation for ethnological
ethnological researches
researches
or school funds ..................
412
among ..................... 181,
1383
among
181, 891,
891,1383
for telegraphing,
telegraphing, etc
etc.............. 7,.412,1229
7,412,1229 Industrial
Industrial Alcohol (see also National
National Prohideficiency
purchasing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for purchasing
bition Act),
Act),
and transporting
6, 62, 64,66,
64, 66, 345,348,
345, 348,
transporting ..... 6,62,
meaning
meaning of "alcohol"
"alcohol" and "container"
"container" as
523,
1039, 1042, 1045, 1171, 1186, 1191
523,1039,1042,1045,1171,1186,1191
used herein
herein ........................
319
319
telegraphing and telephoning
for telegraphing
telephoning ........
64,
alcohol
producers
may
register
industrial
alcohol producers may register as industrial
66, 345, 523,1039,1042,1186
523, 1039, 1042,1186
alcohol
alcohol plants
plants
319
..................
319
Indianapolis, Ind.,
Indianapolis,
bond and permit required
319
required for operating..
operating..
319
appropriation
Confederate secappropriation for care of Confederate
warehouses
beverage alcohol
alcohol
warehouses for other than beverage
tion, Greenlawn
Cemetery..- 184,196,1387
184, 196, 1387
Greenlawn Cemetery.
may be
be established
319
may
established ..............
319
Indianhead,
Indianhead, Md.,
bonds
bonds and permits required
required ............
319
319
appropriation for operating,
appropriation
operating, etc.,
etc., GovernGoverncontainers
320
containers to be used
used ...................
320
ment house at......................
223
transfers of product
product to other plants
transfers
plants or warewarefor operating, etc., Government
Government dormihouses authorized
320
authorized .................
320
224
tories at ...........................
tax on product
product when made ..............
320
320
Indians,
lien for, on product
product and premises
320
premises .......
320
appropriation for survey, etc., for allotappropriation
beverage
beverage spirits on hand may be withments in severalty to
3, 408, 1225
to.......... 3,408,1225
drawn for
for denaturing
320
drawn
denaturing
.......
320
restriction on use in Arizona
restriction
Arizona and New
deposit in industrial
industrial alcohol
for deposit
alcohol ware3,408,1225
Mexico ...................... 3,
408, 1225
houses
320
........................
for suppressing
among- 4,408,1227
4, 408, 1227
suppressing liquor traffic among.
redistillation of, for nonbeverage
nonbeverage use....
320
redistillation
use... .
preventing, and
for relieving
relieving distress, preventing,
present
present distilleries,
distilleries, etc., may be operated
operated
treating
4,410,1227
treating diseases,
diseases, etc .......
4, 410, 1227
as industrial
plants or wareindustrial alcohol
alcohol plants
amount for new hospitals; limitation..
limitation.. - -4
4
amount
320
houses ..........................
320
general
general treatment,
treatment, etc ..........
5, 410, 1227
5,410,1227
alcohol may be produced
produced from any
any matefor maintenance
maintenance of designated
designated hospitals,
plants ...................
rial at, plants.
320
320
etc .....................
410,1227
5, 410,
1227
disposal of, for any
any lawful
lawful use ..........
320
320
farming and stock raising
for directing
directing farming
exemption
exemption of, from
from general
general distillery
distillery and
among ...................
6, 411,
among
6,
411, 1229
warehouse
provisions...............
320
warehouse provisions
320
expenses in allotment
allotment and
for legal expenses
regulations authorized ...............
320
regulations
8, 412, 1229
property suits ..............
8,412,1229
tax-free
alcohol provisions...............
320
tax-free alcohol
provisions
320
for determining
determining heirs of deceased
deceased allotdenaturing alcohol plants authorized on
denaturing
tees ...........................
413,1230
413,1230
industrial plants, etc.;
etc.; conditions..
320
industrial
conditions..
payments by beneficiaries.
payments
beneficiaries ...........
413
product
product of, free from tax ................
321
industry and self support
for encouraging
encouraging industry
support
distilled
etc., exemption_
exemption.
distilled vinegar; proof,
proof, etc.,
321
among; repayment
8, 413,
1230
repayment .........
8,
413,1230
alcohol may be transferred
transferred from industrial
industrial
alcohol
restriction
expenditure for any one
restriction on expenditure
denaturing, etc...........
321
plants for denaturing,
321
tribe
.................... 8,414,1230
tribe ..
8, 414, 1230
proof
proof allowed
allowed for denaturing..........
denaturing
321
destroyed to prevent
for live stock
stock of, destroyed
prevent
for Government,
Government, State, etc.,
uses
321
etc., uses.......
321
contagious diseases, etc ........ 8,
8,414,1231
414, 1231
for scientific
scientific research,
research, hospitals, etc .....
321
321
for care
care of insane,
insane, Benson County, N.
N.
permits required
permits
321
required for purchase.--.........321
flak ..........................
Dak
. 19
19
United States,
States, etc.,
etc., excepted;
regulaUnited
excepted; reguladeficiency appropriation
appropriation for suppressing
deficiency
suppressing
tions to be prescribed
prescribed...............
321
321
liquor traffic
traffic among ........ 61, 64,
64, 66,
1186
66,1186
additional penalties for violation
additional
violation of these
etc., among
among ....... 345,
345,
for relieving
relieving distress, etc.,
provisions
provisions..:.......
...-...-... 321
general provisions to be prescribed
prescribed for in348,
1042, 1186
348,1042,1186
general
for legal expenses
expenses in
in allotment,
allotment, etc.,
etc.,
dustrial
denaturing plants
dustrial and denaturing
plants and
suits
523
suits..............................
523
warehouses ....................
warehouses
321
321
for encouraging
encouraging industry
industry among. 523,1042,
523, 1042, 1186
details specified
321
specified ....................
321
-
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Paga
Pag
Alcohol-Continued.
IndustrialAlcohol—Continued.
allowance
alcohol lost
lost by
evaporation,
by evaporation,
for alcohol
allowance for
etc
321
etc...........----------------punishment
violating industrial
industrial and
and
for violating
punishment for
denaturing alcohol
provisions
321
alcohol provisions......
denaturing
method of
optional
322
collection optional.........tax collection
of tax
method
release
of property
property seized,
on giving
bond
322
322
giving bond..
seized, on
release of
general administrative
administrative revenue
revenue laws,
etc ,
laws, etc.,
general
322
.........applicable ...........
applicable
322
prior inconsistent
inconsistent laws repealed
repealed...........-prior
First,
Industrial Conference, First,
Industrial
deficiency
appropriation for
o,
expenses of,
for expenses
deficiency appropriation
called
President ........... 519
the President
called by the
Industrial Education,
Education,
Industrial
appmpriation
for investigating, etc .....
671,1291
671,1291
apPropriationforinvestigating,
deficiency
appropriation for investigating.
investigating..- 522
deficiencyappropriation
Industrial Emergency, 1919,
Industrial
concurrent resolution
pledging support of
resolution pledging
concurrent
Congress
meet,
Administration in meetCongress to Administration
1634
ing.
........................
..
ing
C.,
Industrial
Schoot, D.
D. C.,
Home Schoot,
Industrial Home
appropriation
expenses.
97,
appropriation for salaries and expenses...
8
.
67, 1135
867,1135
deficiency
maintenance._ 1020
for maintenance..
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Children,
Colored Children,
Industrial Home School for Colored
Industrial
D. C.,
96,
appropriation
expenses.
appropriation for salaries and expenses...
86'7,1138
867,1138
867,1138
sale of
867,
1138
.........
etc.
products, etc
of products,
sale
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance._
42
maintenance..
deficiency
Organizations,
Industrial
Industrial Organizations,
na.diScrimmation in
benefits of vocational
vocational
in benefits
nodiscrimination
rehabilitation of persons disabled in
rehabilitation
industry, based on membership
membership in..
in..
737
industry,
penalty for violation
violation .........
737
.......
penalty
Industrial Property,
Property, International
International Bureau
Bureaufor
Indutrial
Protection
Protectionof,
appropriation
expense of.. 671,1291
apprpriation for share in expense
for......... 1042,1191
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
Industrial
Relations Commission,
Industrial Relations
deficiency appropriation
for
1043
appropriation for.............
deficiency
Industries,
American,
Industries, American,
appropriation for
for investigating problems of
appropriation
new,
developed during the war.. 683,1302
new, developed
investigating
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigating
deficiency
problems of, developed during the
340
war ...........................
development, etc., of safety standards
standards
for development,
340
for ..............................
for cooperative
cooperative standardizing
standardizing instruments,
machinery, etc., used in....
in
341
ments, machinery,
in,
Disabledin,
Industry,
Persona Disabled
Industry, Persons
cooperation with
vocational rewith States for vocational
cooperation
735
habilitation of
735
of....................
habilitation
Infant Mortality,
appropriation for investigating,
investigating, etc....
etc.... 686,1305
appropriation
Paralysis,
Infantile Paralysis,
175.
appropriation for
epidemic
175,
prevention of epidemic..
for prevention
appropriation
885,1377
deficiency-appropriation
prevention of
appropriation for prevention
epidemic
50
. ..... 508
epidemic....................
Infantile
Paralysis, D. C.,
Infantile Paralysis,
appropriation
89, 860, 1131
preventing....... 89,860,1131
appropriation for preventing
Infantry,
Army,
Infantry, Army,
761
composing...... 769
officers and enlisted men composing
761
tank units included
769
................
Infantry made
Porto Rico Regiment
Regiment of Infantry
77(
............ 770
...
part of .....
Infantry
Benning, Ga.,
Infantry School, Camp Benning,
appropriation
for
instruction
expenses
950
95(
instruction expenses....
ppropriation
96:
for buildings, etc..................
etc
963
substituted for Infantry School of Arms,
substituted
45
Okla
453
Sill. Okla--..................
Fort Sill,
Z
.......------

· n·ri

nll_

Infantry
School
Okla.,
Page.
rage.
t,
ortSill,auT
Arms, Fort
of Arms,
School of
Infantry
appropriation
for instruction
instruction expenses
106
expenses....
appropriation for
substitution
Infantry School,
School, Camp BeaBenof Infantry
substitution of
ming,
453
Ga., for .......................
ning, Ga.,
Infectious
Diseases,
nfectious Diseases,
appropriation
preventing, etc., among
for preventing,
appropriation for
Indians
4, 410, 1227
Indians. .................... 4,410,1227
Infernal
etc.,
Machines, etc.,
Infernal Machines,
declared nonmailable
nonmailable ....................
620
declared
punishment for sending, by mail with
punishment
etc..........
intent to injure, kill, etc
621
intent
Influenza,
.
..
Influenza,
appropriation for
epidemic
175,
prevention of epidemic..
for prevention
appropriation
885,1377
885,1377
deficiency
appropriation for prevention of
deficiency appropriation
epidemic. ................-..----508
epidemic.
temporary
hospital equipment
equipment
Army hospital
temporary use of Army
436
of....
Kansas, to check
check epidemic of
to Kansas,
Information
Immigration,
Bureau of Immigration,
Division, Bureau
Information Division,
etc.... 685
assistant, etc
appropriation for chief,
chief, assistants,
appropriation
Ingalls,
Frank S.,
Ingalls, Frank
.......................
credit
accounts
1464
credit in accounts.....
Ingalls,
Scott (son),
Ingalls, Walter Scott
pension
1590
increased ...............-...-..
pension increased
Ingersoll,
Ingersoll, William N.,
pension
1516
pension....... ...........-..........--Iniunctions,
Injunctions,
issue
of, to
to restrain
violations of War Prorestrain violations
ssue of,
306
Act
hibition Act.......................
to
National Prohirestrain violations of National
to restrain
bition
314
Act ....................
bition Act
punishment
315
violating ..........
for violating
punishment for
Injunctions,
D. C.,
C.
Injunctws, D.
damages
damages recovered under bond to obtain
preliminary,
etc., may include
include reapreliminary, etc,
565
sonable
fees.................
sonable counsel fees
Persons,
Injuries
Injuries by Intoxicated Persons,
actions allowed
allowed against seller of liquor
actions
causing
313
causing .........................
313
exemplary damages
damages allowed............
allowed
exemplary
by parents
injured person...........
person
313
parents of injured
by
Injuries to
to District
District of Columbia
Columbia Employees,
Injuries
104,841,1112
appropriation
for compensation...
compensation... 104,
841, 1112
appropriation for
deficiency
compensation
appropriation for compensation
deficiency appropriation
1016
fund
allowances, etc............
etc
fund allowances,
Injuries to Government Employees (see also
Injuries
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Fund),
Employees'
from
appropriation
etc., from
allowances, etc.,
for allowances,
appropriation for
778,887,1379
compensation fund ........
778,
887, 1379
compensation
compensation for, extended
extended to employees
compensation
104
Columbia ............
District of Columbia
of District
104
excepted
firemen excepted...........
police and firemen
104
appropriation
appropriation for awards ..............
Injuries to Seamen,
Injuies
action for damages
damages allowed in cases of....
of
1007
procedure,
procedure, etc .......................... 1007
Inland
Coastuise Waterways,
and Coastwise
Inland and
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of operating
barges, etc.,
etc., on, under War
boats, barges,
Department
906, 1392
Department................... 906,1392
for
experts, clerks, etc., in Department.
Department_ - 906,
for experts,
1392
provisions
terminal facilities......
facilities
1392
provisions for terminal
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for operating
operating
deficiency
boats, barges, etc., on.............
on
1026
operation of New York State Barge Canal
terminated.... 1149
Secretary of War terminated
by Secretary
1149
disposal of boats, etc ...............
1149
development of
receipts to be used for development
1149
other
canals,
etc
other canals, etc.................
of.... 1149
retention temporarily of portion of
Storage,
Port Storage,
Inland and Port
Inland
appropriation for expenses of, for Army
appropriation
121.967
-...
..------------suoilies
supplies
121,967
-j-----------------------.............
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balances of appropriations
covered in, .
balances
appropriations covered
1918-1919, etc
1353
1918-1919,
etc..................
Inland Waterways (see also
Inland
also Transportation
Transportation
1920),
Act, 1920),
boats and other transportation
transportation facilities
facilities on,
used during Federal control,
control, transferred to Secretary of War..........
War
458
operation, etc.
458
operation,
etc., continued
continued .............
payment of all claims for, under contracts, etc.
etc .......................
458
f
acilitiee to be operated
operated subject tointerstate
to interstate
facilitiesto
commerce and Shipping Act provisions
visions........................
458
merchant vessels subject to all shipping,
merchant
etc., laws......................
458
employees
.......... 458
employees to be appointed.....
Inland Waterways
Inland
Waterways Transportation,
Transportation,
investigation by Secretary
investigation
Secretary of War directed
etc.....
499
for promoting,
promoting, developing, etc
subjects designated.-........-designated
...---- . 499
compilation, distribution, etc., of valuacompilation,
ble data .......--499
...-....--...
the Great
Great Lakes included ..............
499
construction,
construction, operation,
operation, etc., of facilities
authorized ......----------.......
458
..
terminal facilities for interchange
interchange of
terminal
458
traffic
458
traffic............................
loans to State for construction thereof;
condition ........................
458
operation directed for water facility carriage on the Mississippi
Mississippi above
above Saint
Louis ............................
458
Inness,
(widow),
Sue N.
N. (widow),
Inness, Sue
pension increased ....................
1582
Innkeepers
Innkeepers, D.
D. C. (see Hotels, D. C.).
Inquiries
Investigations, Senate,
Inquiries and Investigations,
appropriation for expenses of
633, 939, 1254
of....... 633,939,1254
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for expenses.
_ 57,342
57,342
expenses....
appropriation for
deficiency
Insane
Insane Asylum,
Asylum, D. C. (see Saint Elizabeths
Hospital, D. C.).
Hospital,
Insane.
C.,
Insane. D. C.,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses executing
executing
appropriation
lunacy
862, 1134
92,862,
writs ................ 92,
lunacy writs
97,868,1139
indigent ............
97,
868, 1139
for support of indigent
97,
deporting indigent
indigent nonresident
97,
nonresident......
for deporting
868,
1139
868,1139
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for lunacy writs..
writs
41,
deficiency
1019,
1158
1019,1158
for support
support of indigent ........... 42,590,
42, 590, 1158
24,
for deporting
deporting indigent nonresident
nonresident ......
1020, 1158
Insane,
Marine Corps,
Corps,
and Marine
Insane, Navy and
appropriation for care of, on
Pacific
on the Pacific
appropriation
146,823
coast ..........................
Insane
Insane Persons,
Persons,
provisions for payment under
under War Risk
Insurance
Insurance Act to, in asylums, if no
371
guardian appointed, etc ............
Insane
Persons, Alaska,
Insane Persons,
appropriation
care of...........
of
203, 916, 1405
203,916,1405
appropriation for care
Insanitary
Buildings, D.
D. C.,
C.,
huanitary Buildings,
appropriation for condemning
condemning ..... 74,849,1120
74, 849, 1120
appropriation
Insect
Pests,
Insect Pests,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of quarantine
quarantine
appropriation
. 267,726,
against-. ..........------against
267, 726, 1344
1344
Insecticide
Act,
Insecticide Art,
appropriation
enforcement of..
of. . 267,
appropriation for salaries, enforcement
725,1343
for expenses _ ................. 267,726,
267, 726, 1344
forexpenses
deficiency appropriation
for expenses
expenses endeficiency
appropriation for
forcing ........................... 64,67
Insecticides, etc.,
Insecticides,
appropriation for
investigations,
chemical inveetigations,
for chemical
appropriation
etc
254,
713, 1332
254, 713,1332
etc.......................
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Insecticides,
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nsecticides, etc.-Continued.
etc.-uontinueCd
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appropriation
appropriation for investigating manufac267, 726, 1344
ture, etc., of ............... 267,726,1344
Insects (see also
Insects
also Entomology
Entomology Bureau,
Bureau, DepartDepartment
of
Agriculture),
ment
Agriculture),
appropriation
for investigations,
etc_ 256,714,1334
256,714,1334
appropriation for
investigations, etc.
for study of, affecting
affecting health
health of man, etc.;
etc. •,
household ................. 256,
715, 1334
household
256,715,
importation
256
importation of useful .................
Insects
Affecting Agriculture
Agriculture (see
(see Entomology
Insects Affecting
Entomology
Department of Agriculture).
Bureau, Department
Inspection
Buildings, etc.,
etc., D.
C.,
Inspection of
of Buildings,
D. C.,
fees to be prescribed for; schedules to be
posted, etc .......................
69
Inspector
General's Department,
Army,
Inspector General's
Department, Army,
appropriation for
for expert
accountant....
112,956
112,
956
expert accountant
...
appropriation
for mileage, expert accountant
112,956
accountant........ 112,956
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mileage, exdeficiency
expert accountant
1026
accountant.................... 1026
officers
765
officers composing
composing .......................
Inspector General's
General's Ofice,
Inspector
Office, War Department,
Department,
appropriation for derks,
etc
659,1277
appropriation
clerks, etc............
Inspectors,
Interior Department,
Inspectors, Interior
appropriation for.....................
669,1287
appropriation
etc
669, 1288
669,1288
for per diem, etc..................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for traveling exdeficiency
penses ..........................
1039
penses.
Inspectors
Inspectors of Hulls
Hulls and of Boilers,
Boilers,
appropriation
etc........ 679, 1298
appropriation for, assistant, etc
Inspectors,
Service (see
(see Post
Poet Office
Office InInPostal Service
Inspectors, Postal
spectors).
spectors).
Instruction Camps,
etc., Naval
Naval Reserve
Force,
Instruction
Camps, etc.,
Reserve Force,
appropriation
incurred obligations inciappropriation for incurred
dent to closing .................... 135
Instruction Camps,
Camps, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Instruction
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc ..... 154,832
Instruction of
of Foreigners,
Foreigners, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Instruction
appropriation for expenses
expenses ..........
82,852
appropriation
Consular
Pay, Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Instruction Pay,
Instruction
and Consular
Service,
appropriation for
for.................... 740,1206
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for.............. 1042
Instruments,
Mechanical, etc.,
etc.,
Instruments, Mechanical,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative
deficiency
standardizing, used
in industries
341
341
used in
industries....
standardizing,
Insular
Bureau, Army,
Army,
Insular Affairs Bureau,
110
appropriation
110
officers...........
appropriation for pay of officers
for care of insane soldiers in the Philippines and Porto Rico..........
Rico
122,968
officers of; present chief to continue
continue as
major
general .....................
-e
769
majorgeneral
Bureau, War
War Department,
Insular
Aairs Bureau,
Insular Affairs
Department,
appropriation for clerks, etc
etc........... 660,1279
Insular Possessions,
Possessions,
Insular
appropriation
appropriation for fortifications .......... 610, 1350
for
preservation, repair, etc.,
of, and toretc., of,
for preservation,
pedo
Hawaiian and
and Philpedo structures,
structures, Hawaiian
ippine Islands
610,1350
610,1350
Islands .................
searchlights for harbor
harbor defenses,
defenses, Philfor searchlightsfor
ippine and
_ 610,1350
610,1350
Islands....
and Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.
ippine
equipment, etc.,
etc., Hawaiian
Hawaiian
for electric equipment,
and Philippine Islands.........
Islands
610,1350
610,1350
submarine mine structures, etc.,
for submarine
Philippine
610
Philippine Islands
Islands . ............
610
Islands. 610
etc., Hawaiian Islands
for land
land defenses,
defenses, etc.,
etc., coast defenses, Hawaiian
for sites, etc.,
Islands ...........................
610
610
fortifications,
for preparing
preparing plans of fortifications,
Hawaiian and Philippine
Philippine Islands. 610,1350
610,1350
engineer wharf, Fort Mills, Philfor engineer
ippine
610,1350
ippine Islands .............
for constructing
constructing seacoast batteries, Ha610, 1350
waiian Islands .................
for fire control installations
installations......... 610,1350
for seacoast cannon,
cannon, etc ...610,1350
-.. - ... 610,1350
A
.r
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Insular
Possessions--Continued.
Pare.
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InsularPossessions-Continued.
appropriation
seacoast
for seacoast
ammunition for
for ammunition
appropriation for
cannon,
etc
611,
1350
611,1350
...................
cannon, etc
for
611,1350
artillery.... 611,1350
etc., seacoast
seacoast artillery
altering, etc.,
for altering,
for
submarine mines,
mines, etc
611
etc...........
611
for submarine
for
maintenance, submarine
mines...... 611
submarine mines
for maintenance,
for
barracks and quarters,
quarters, Seacoast
Seacoast ArArfor barracks
tillery,
Hawaiian
Philippine and
and Hawaiian
tillery, Philippine
Islands ....................... 611,
1350
611,1350
Islands
for fire
control stations,
stations, etc.,
Philippine
etc., Philippine
for
fire control
Hawaiian Islands..........
Islands
611,
1351
and Hawaiian
611,1351
supplies, insular possesfor submarine
submarine supplies,
sions
1351
sions............----............------expenses, Philippine and
for Air
Air Service expenses,
Hawaiian Islands .................
611
for aviation
aviation stations, Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands
defenses -.............- ........ 611,1351
defenses
balances covered in of appropriations
appropriations for
balances
fortifications
fortifications in -..........---. 613,1353
aviation seacoast
seacoast defenses
defenses in
in........ 613
for aviation
bills of health required of all vessels leaving
foreign
for
1149
elsewhere, for......
or elsewhere,
foreign ports, or
coastwise
to extend to, after Februlaws to
coastwise laws
ary
1,
1922
997
ary 1,1922 ....................
passen
passenger.etc,
etc., service to be established............................
997
Baked
period extended if adequate
adequate facilities
period
not established-...........---....
established.
997
statement of naval
persona from,
naval services
services of
of persons
statement
who served
served in World War, to be
furnished authorities thereof
815
furnished
thereof.......
use
corporations for foreign
branches of corporations
use of branches
financial operations
operations as Government
Government
financial
1146
depositaries in ................
Insurance,
Insurance,
provisions for, of vessels under
under Merchant
Merchant
Marine Act ........................
992
fund
authorized for, of vessels, plants,
fund authorized
etc., under Shipping
992
992
Board........
etc.,
Shipping Board
Insurance, Army and
also War Risk
Risk
and Navy (see also
Insurance,
Insurance Act Amendments),
Amendments),
converted, may be assigned by beneficiaconverted,
372
permitted class
372
class.....
ries to others of permitted
extension
applications,
extension of provisions for applications,
374
etc ...............................
persons
disabled
board, disabled
persons inducted
inducted by draft board,
or dying before enrolled for active
service
375
service............................
375
death allowances,
allowances, etc., modified ........
375
375
issued to those lost on U.
IL S. S. "
Cyclops "..
"
375
375
"Cyclops
saltines or expenses
expenses permitted for solicitno salaries
lapsed
126
ing reinstatement of lapsed..........
permitted class
claw of beneficiaries
beneficiaries extended
extended to
to
permitted
other designated
designated relatives
375
relatives..........
375
payment of unpaid installments
installments on
term; payment
death, etc., of beneficiary
.
376
beneficiary ........
converted; modification of provisions for..
for
376
converted;
payment
lump sum and other periods of payment
allowed............................
allowed
376
Insurance
I). C.,
InsuranceDepartment,
Department, D.
appropriation for salaries
840, 1112
71,840,1112
salaries........... 71,
appropriation
Insured Mail,
Mail, Postal
PostalService,
Insured
appropriation for indemnity
indemnity for lost....
lost
581,1154
appropriation
payment by postmasters authorized...
581
authorized...
deficiency
aipropriation for indemnity for
deficiency appropriation
lost, domestic
**attic ...
336, 514
.......... 54,
54,336,514
Inter-American High
High Commission,
Inter-American
appropriation
expenses, United States
appropriation for expenses,
747,1212
section .....................
747,1212
Interalkied Committee
Committee for
Reeducation of
of War
War
for Reducation
Interallied
Cripples,
* Cripples,
appropriation for contribution
contribution for mainappropriation
tenance
..................... 750,1214

Interdepartmental Social
Social Hygiene Board,
Page.
Board,
Interdepartmental
appropriation for
for expenses,
servpersonal servexpenses, persor.al
appropriation
ices, etc.......
etc
ices,

.................

178, 888
178,

assistance to States;
States; institutions
institutions exfor assistance
888
cepted ............................
prevention,
to States, for prevention,
for allotment
allotment to
etc., of venereal
venereal diseases;
diseases; restriction.
888
restriction.
universities, etc.,
etc., for
for
for payment to universities,
scientific research for more effective
effective
scientific
medical measures, etc..............
etc
888
for payment to universities, etc., for developing
educational measures of
veloping educational
prevention,
prevention, etc .................... 888
888
contributions required .................
contributions
extended to designated
duties, etc.,
etc., extended
designated expenditures .........................
888
Interest and Sinking Fund,
Fund, D. C.,
Interest
appropriation for payment
862, 1134
92,862,1134
payment......... 92,
appropriation
Interest,
Interest, D.
D. C.,
•
eight per cent alexceeding'eight
rate of, not exceeding
lowed on express contracts
568
contracts.........
contracts to pay more than six per cent verbally or eight per cent in writing,
unlawful .................. ......
568
forfeiture of interest by creditor........
creditor.
568
forfeiture
law relating to business of loaning money
on security not affected
568
affected............
Interior
Department,
InteriorDepartment,
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistants,
appropriation
inspectors,
inspectors, etc ............... 668,1287
for clerks, etc.......................
etc
668,
1287
668,1287
for mechanics,
mechanics, watchmen,
watchmen, engineers,
engineers,
etc
669,1288
etc.............................669,1288
for clerk to sign tribal deeds ......... 669,1288
for employees,
employees, General Land Office
Office
Building
669,1288
Building......................
669, 1288
for operating
operating force, Department BuildBuilding ...............
............ 669, 1288
for board of appeals,
appeals, assistants,
assistants, office of
Solicitor ......................
669, 1288
669,1288
for expenses,
.... 669,1288
expenses, special
special inspectors, etc
etc....669,1288
Commissioner, General
General Land Office,
Office,
for Commissioner,
assistant,
669, 1288
assistant, clerks, etc ............ 669,1288
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, asfor Commissioner
etc............... 670,1289
sistant, clerks, etc
for Commissioner
Commissioner of Pensions, deputy,
clerks,
etc....................... 670,
670,1289
clerks zetc.
1289
for Commisioner of
of Patents, assistants,
assistants,
etc. ..............
671, 1290
examiners, etc
for Commissioner
Education, clerks,
Commissioner of Education,
etc
671,
1291
etc............................
671,1291
Superintendent of Capitol Building
for Superintendent
671
and Grounds, etc
..................
Architect of the Capitol
Capitol........... 1291
for Architect
for contingent
contingent expenses..........
expenses
672, 1291
for supplies for Department
Department Office Building
672,
1292
ing--.................-.......
672,1292
for stationery,
stationery, etc ................
672,1292
for law books, etc.
673, 1292
etc .................. 673,1292
forstorage
for storage of Patent
Patent Office
Office models, etc 673, 1292
for postage stamps
stamps.................... 673, 1292
for surveyorsgeneral,
surveyorsgeneral, theirclerks,
their clerks, etc.
etc 674,1292

for Government
Governmentin
in the
the Territories
674,1293
Territories.... 674,1293

forsundry
expensesunder..
for sundry civil expenses
under.. 193,
906, 1396
193,906,1396
etc., to be transferred from
explosives, etc.,
War
Department....
...................
193
War Department
buildings......... 193,906,1396
for repairs of, buildings
193, 906, 1396
for Capitol, etc ..............
1396
193, 906,
906,1396
restoring
etc................
restoring floors, etc
194
for Maltby Building for Vocational
Vocational Education Board
Board.......................
cation
1397
for courthouse,
D.C.,
courthouse, D.
C., repairs, etc .......
1397
194, 907, 1397
for public lands ...............
194,907,1397
for Indian
Indian Department
Department--.................
196
'196
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Interior
Page.
Interior Department-Continued.
Department-Continued.
Interior
Department-Continued.
Page.
Interior Department-Continued.
appropriation
Pension Office
910
appropriation for Pension
Office..........
910
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
Glacier Naappropriation for Glacier
Geological Survey...........
Survey .
910, 1399
for Geological
197, 910,1399
tiongl
1186
tional Park .......................... 1186
Bureau of Mines ............. 198, 911, 1400
for Bureau
for maps
maps .........................
1191
for Reclamation
Reclamation Service
Service .........
200, 913,1402
913, 1402
conservation of ores,
ores, minerals,
minerals, etc.,
conservation
etc., unexfor expenses
proceedexpenses in disbarment proceedpended balances
balances covered
covered into the
ings
...................
202, 916, 1405
Treasury
Treasury .......................
51
for Alaska
Alaska expenses
2p2, 916, 1405
expenses ...........
2p2,
credits to be allowed
credits
allowed in
in accounts
accounts of disfor national
national parks ..
........
204,917,1406
204, 917, 1406
bursing officer
officer Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths HosSaint Elizabeths
919, 1408
for Saint
Elizabeths HospitalHospital .... 205,
205, 919,
1408
pital...............................
pital
513
for
Columbia
Institution
for
the
for Columbia Institution
Power Plant
Plant for
for curto reimburse
reimburse Capitol
Capitol Power
Deaf
1409
..................
206, 920,
920,1409
rent
rent supplied.......................
supplied
1427
.
Howard University
University ........... 206,920,1409
206, 920, 1409
for Howard
work of Federal
Federal Power
Power Commission
Commission by perwork
for Freedmen's Hospital
206,
920,
1409
Hospital ........ 206,920,1409
sonnel of, etc ...................... 1.063
1063
for printing
binding for ..... 228,941,1429
printing and binding
228, 941, 1429
Interlocking
Interlocking Directorates,
Directorates,
for Army and Navy pensions..........
pensions
837,1104
antitrust
antitrust provisions
provisions against,
against, applicable
applicable to
for Indian Department
Department .............. 3,408,
3, 408, 1225
officials,
officials, etc.,
etc., of corporations
corporations for forSolicitor for ....................
676, 1296
for Solicitor
381
eign financial business ............
381
deficiency appropriation
11
deficiency
appropriation for
for pensions
pensions ......
holding postion
holding
postion as officer,
officer, etc.,
etc., on more
more
for increased
cost
of
envelopes,
1919
...
50
increased
envelopes, 1919
50
than one carrier,
carrier, unless
unless authorized
authorized
for Capitol,
repairs, etc ................
50,
Capitol, repairs,
50,
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commisby Interstate
66,
513, 1039, 1171, 1185
66,513,
sion, unlawful_
496
unlawful ..................
496
conversion for office
for Maltby Building, conversion
office
prohibition against, not applicable
prohibition
applicable to
purposes
50
service
by
service in two other banks,
banks, by
purposes..........................
50
for courthouse, reconstruction, etc ......
50
private
bankers, or
officers of
private
of
for George W. Evans ...................
58
58
Federal reserve
Federal
reserve member banks,
banks,
for Columbia Institution for the Deaf ....
51,
etc.
etc ...........................
626
335, 512, 1030, 1173
consent of Federal
Reserve Board reconsent
Federal Reserve
for Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital ............
51,
51,
quired, etc ...-------.. ................
626
61, 345, 523, 1039, 1185 Internal
Internal Revenue,
for Alaska Engineering
Commission
51,
Engineering Commission .....
51,
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., office of
of
appropriation
335, 1172
Commissioner
650,1271
Commissioner ..............
650,1271
for Mines
Bureau
61,
64,
66,
315,
348,
Mines Bureau .......... 61, 64, 66,
for stamp agent
agent ......................
650,1271
650,1271
523, 1039,1042,
1039, 1042, 1044, 1172, 1186, 1191
1191
for salaries
523,
salaries and expenses,
expenses, collectors,
for Indian
Department...... 61,
61,64,66,345,348
Indian Department
64, 66, 345, 348
gaugers, etc ..
653,1274
gaugers,
...............
523, 1039, 1042, 1045, 1171, 1186, 1191
1191
etc., taxes under
under Revenue
Revenue
for collecting,
collecting, etc.,
for judgments,
Court
of
Claims
under
60,
judgments,
-..Act of
of 1918 .................
653, 1274
Act
653,1274
60, 343, 1182
amount
60,343,1182
prosecuting
amount for detecting and
and prosecuting
for contingent
expenses ...............---63,
contingent expenses
63,
violations.......
654,1274
violations
...........
654,
1274
66,345,348,522,
66, 345, 348, 522, 1039, 1042, 1185
for refunding
refunding collections
collections.............. 654,1274
for Geological
64,
for
refunding
illegally
collected,
taxes..
654,
Geological Survey
Survey..................
for refunding illegally collected, taxes.. 654,
345, 348,
512, 523, 1039, 1042, 1186, 1191
1191
348,512,523,
1274
1274
allowance
for library
66
allowance of certified
1274
certified claims ........ 654, 1274
......................... 66
library
for education in Alaska ..........
66, 1030, 1186
for expenses
expenses enforcing
enforcing National
National ProhiProhi66,1030,1186
bition and Narcotic
Narcotic Acts
Acts .......
654,1274
for public lands
lands
66, 335,
. 66,335,
....................
345, 348, 512,
amount
512, 523, 1039, 1044, 1186, 1191
amount limited
limited for rent in the Dis334,348,522,
for Education
Bureau.. 334,
348, 522, 1172, 1191
trict; condition
condition ....................
1275
Education Bureau..
1275
for fees, etc.,
etc., examining surgeons,
allotment for enforcing Narcotic
Narcotic Act
surgeons, penallotment
Act.. 654,
1275
1275
66
sions .
66
.........................
advances
advances by disbursing
disbursing agents
agents....... 1275
1275
for annex to Senate
Senate Document Room ....
334
for national parks.........
335,348,
detailed statement
statement of expenses
Condetailed
expenses to Conparks.
335, 348, 1173, 1191
gress yearly ..................... 654,
654, 1275
1275
for Patent Office
Office
...................
335,
345, 512, 522, 1042, 1171. 1185, 1191
for Solicitor of ...................... 676. 1296
for additional
additional employees,
employees, enforcing Nafor Capitol
Capitol power
plant.
345,
523, 1191
345,523,
power plant........
Act.............
for Columbia
Columbia Hospital
C
348
tional Prohibition
Prohibition Act
348
883
D.C..
or Women,
Women, D.
Hospitforfor
operating supplies,
deficiency
appropriation for refunding coletc., Department
Department
deficiency appropriation
supplies, etc.,
for operating
lections
61, 63, 344. 347, 521,
office
building
......................
512
office building
512
lections............ 44,
44,61,63,344,347,521,
1024,1038,1040,1161,1183,
National Park
Park Service
Service
512
1024, 1038, 1040, 1161, 1183, 1189
1189
.............. 512
for National
513
61,1183
513
for agents. etc.......................
61,1183
for repairs, Old Land Office Building ...
for printing
pnnting and binding
520
expenses ....... 61,344 1183
1183
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
binding for ...........
520
for refunding
refunding illegally
illegally collected
collected taxes...
judgments, United
United States courts ununtaxes... 61,
63,
61,63,
for judgments,
65. 344, 347, 522, 1038.
65.344,347,522,1038.
520
520
der ..........................
for repairs
repairs of buildings
buildings......... 523,1039
523,1039 1042
1042
1041,
1044, 1161 1183
1183
1041,1044,1161
redemption of stamps...
stamps... 61,63.65,344,347,
61, 63. 65, 344, 347,
for Freedmen's
Hospital
1030, 1173
1030,
for redemption
Freedmen's Hospital.........
521. 1038,1040,1044,1184,1189
1038, 1040, 1044, 1184, 1189
Office, employees
for Pension Office,
employees under Refor paying
judgments against,
against. officers-.
paying judgments
officers.. 61,65.
61, 65.
tirement
Act ......................
1030
1030
tirement Act
344. 521.
1038.1040.1044, 1184,
1190
521.1038,1040.1044,
1184,1190
expenses -----..
1039
for inspectors,
inspectors, traveling
traveling expenses
.....
1039
claim of Miller
Miller and Lux. excepted....
excepted_ .521
1042
for
etc., Department
1042
Department Building ....
care, etc.,
for care,
drawback........... 61,
63, 65. 344, M7,522,
for drawback
61,63,65344,347,522,
for Alaska .......................... 1042,1186
1042,1186
1041, 1044, 1184, 1190
1038. 1041,1044,1184,1190
for medical
medical relief, Alaska_
Alaska-............. 1042
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses..
63. 65, 1041,
1041.1189
expenses..._63.65.
1189
1170
stationery, etc
for stationery,
etc...............-..-.
1170
income tax_
65, 521, 1044
1171
for collecting
collecting income
tax-......... 65,521,1044
.-------------.....----for Pension
Pension Office
1171
Office
for expenses
enforcement of National
National
1185
expenses enforcement
Defense under.
for National Security and Defense
under
1185
forNational
forer.eiul
i^nmv
orntf.
1185
Prohibition Act
Act.................
Prohibition
506.1161
for
inspectors
1185
- sperial
-r
k - - - -- - - - - --
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International
of Labor,
Page.
Page.
Labor,
Conference of
InternationalConference
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
and
deficiency
341
expenses
..........................
expenses
disbursements
of
under Department
Department of
disbursements under
Labor
..............
342
Labor................
restriction on subsistence
allowance
342
subsistence allowance..
International Conferences,
Conferences, etc.,
International
payment for
personal services
services, from
from approapprofor personal
payment
priations for, prohibited
prohibited..
1217
..........
International Dry Land
Congress, Tulsa, Okla.,
LandCongress,
Internatonal
524
for.............
deficiency apropriation
appropriation for
International Exchanges,
for opium,
etc., special
special tax
tax ..........
1183
1183 International
opium, etc.,
for
Echdnges,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of.....
of
181,
891, 1383
collecting war revenue
revenue ............
1189
181,891,1383
for collecting
appropriation for
rent
allowance, District
for printing and binding for
942, 1430
229,942,1430
for..... 229,
of Columbia. for
District of
rent allowance,
deficiency
appropriation for
expenses
329
Maryland district collector,
330
for expenses.....
1920....
collector, 1920
deficiency appropriation
Maryland
International
of,
Internal
Commissioner of,
Congress, Kansas
Kansas City,
InternalRevenue, Commissioner
arm Congress,
International Farm
deputies.
appropriation
assistant to, deputies,
Mo.,
Mo.,
appropriation for, assistant
clerks, etc., office of.............
of
to.
271
send delegates
delegates to.
foreign
nations invited
to send
271
invited to
650,1271
foreign nations
International Financial
Financial Operation
Operations (see Federal
Federal
enforcing national prohibifor expenses, enforcing
International
tion
under
319
tion under ...................
Reserve Act Amendments).
Amendments).
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses in
International
Association for Measdeficiency appropriation
International Geodetic Association
Prohibition
office of, under National
urement of the Earth,
Earth,
Act.
506,1161
......
Act. .............
appropriation for
748
quota ..................
for quota
appropriation
preference for war service in appointments
appointments
preference
maintenance of observatory
for maintenance
observatory at Ukiah,
Prohibition Act, by.
by.
319
under National Prohibition
Calif
748
Calif ..........................
InterprInternational Arbitration,
Bureau of InterparArbitration, Bureau
International
deficiency appropriation
Latitude Obdeficiency
appropriation for Latitude
lirentary
Union for,
liamentar Unionfor,
servatory, Ukiah, Calif
Calif............ 1021
servatory,
appropriation for contribution..........
contribution
745,1212 International
appropriation
Bureau,
InternationalHydrographic
HydrographicBureau,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contribution.
329
contribution..
deficiency
appropriation for
for quota.................
quota
1215
1215
appropriation
International
for LaborLegislation,
LaborLegislation,
Associationfor
InternationalAsiaticm.
International Institute
Agriculture,
International
Instituteof Agriculture,
appropriation for contribution
to........ 685
contribution to
appropriation
appropriation for
for quota
quota and
and member....
745,1211
member.... 745,1211
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for contribution..
contribution
518
deficiency
for translating,
translating, etc., publications ......
745
International
Interainational Boundary Commission, United
Canadian
International
International Joint
Joint Commission,
Commission, Canadian
States and Mexico,
Boundary
Boundary Waters,
appropriation for
continuing work;
balance
work; balance
for continuing
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
of
... 747,1212
expense of.........
appropration
reappropriated
743,1.209
743,1209 International
reappropriated.--..............
Conference,
InternauonalLabor
Labor Conference
International
Bureau for Protection
Protection of IndusInternationalBureau
meetingauthorized
of,
at
Washington,
Wa
Wshing ton,
athe
authorized
meet
trial Property,
trial
Property,
279
.........................
C.....
appropriation
671, 1.291
of... 671,1291
appropriation for share in expense of
representation
representation of United States not audeficiency appropriation for
for............... 1042
deficiency
thorized
thorized until treaty of peace with
International Bureau
Publication of CusCusInternational
Bureau for Publication
279
Germany
Germany ratified
ratified by the Senate....
Senate. 279
toms Tariffs,
International
Late, Commission
Commission on Public
Law,
Public and
and
appropriation
annual contribution..
contribution.. 743,1209 International
appropriation for annual
Private,
Private,
International
Bureau for Repressing African
InternationalBureau
appropriation for expenses of representaappropriation
Slave Trade,
Trade,
tion
tion..
..................
748,1213
appropriation
annual contribution..
contribution.. 744,1210 International
appropriation for annual
International Office of Public
Public Health,
Health,
International Bureau
Permanent Court
Court of
of
International
Bureau of Permanent
appropriation for
for annual quota
quota ........ 746,1212
appropriation
Arbitration,
Arbitration,
International
Prison Commission,
Commissionz
International Prison
contribution.. 744,1211
appropriation
annual contribution..
appropriation for annual
appropriation
744,1210
contribution.. 744,1210
appropriation for annual contribution_
Internaional
and Measures,
Measures,
International Bureau
Bureau of Weights and
deficiency
appropriation for .
505
............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
contribution.. 743,1209
appropriation for annual contribution..
International
Convention,
InternationalRadiotelegraphic
RadiotelegraphicConvention,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............... 66
appropriation
expenses. ..._ 747,1212
747,1212
for share
share of
of expenses
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
524
deficiency
appropriation for
for ...........
International Catalogue
Catalogue of Scientific
International
Scientific literaLiteraCongress,
InternationalRailway Congress,
ture,
• International
ture,
appropriation for
appropriation for expenses,
appropriation
expenses, preparation
preparation of. 181,
............. 745,1211
745,1211
for quota ..
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for annual
annual quotas
quotas
891,1383
505
for printing and binding.......
binding
229,
942, 1430
1916-1920
1916-1920 ......................
229,942,1430
InternationalResearch Council,
Council,
International
International
Commission on International
International
International Commission
appropriation for delegates
delegates to
1418
928,1418
to...... 215, 928,
appropriation
Law,
for annual contribution
contribution to, and Assoappropriation for expenses
expenses of representaappropriation
1213
ciated Unions .................
tive, etc
1213
.....................
1213
International
International Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau,
Bureau,
International Commission
Commission on Tables of ConConInternational
appropriation for annual
annual share of mainteappropriation
stants,
stants,
nance
745, 1211
nance......................
. 745,1211
appropriation for contribution
to
745,
1211
contribution to......
745,1211
appropriation
International
Conference, Sixth,
International Sanitary
Sanitary Conference,
International Committee of Weights and
International
and Measdeficiency appropriation for
for............. 1022
urements,
urements,
International Seismological
Seismological Association,
International
Association,
appropriation
member..- 681,1301
appropriation for expenses
expenses of member
appropriation
contribution.. . 746
746
for annual
annual contribution....
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses of
InternationalTrade
Trade Mark
Mark Registration
International
RegistrationBureau,
Bureau,
member.......................
340
member
appropriation
expenses, at
appropriation for share of expenses,
International
Conference,
International Communication
Communication Conference,
Habana, Cuba.................
Cuba
750,1216
authorized to convene
convene in Washington,
Interned
Interned Alien Enemies,
D. C.,
C. to consider questions
questions of wire
Secretary of
deportation of, on order of Secretary
and radio communication
communication facilities..
facilities..
367
Labor ........................
593
367
appropriation
for
expenses:
restriction..
appropriation
expenses: restriction. _
594
readmission
nrohihited readmission prohibited
___
____ __ ___--- - -----------------------

Internal Revenue-Continued.
Revenue-Continued.
Page.
Internal
deficiency
appropriation for
refund of
inof infor refund
deficiency appropriation
come tax to estate of Charles LWrenn
507
cometaxtoestateofCharlesL.tfreer.
for
taxes under Revenue
Revenue
etc., taxes
for collecting,
collecting, etc.,
Act of
1918
1024, 1161, 1183
1024,1161,1183
.........
of 1918
Act
1038, 1183, 1189
1038,1183,1189
for collectors ...............
1041
1041
for agents, etc
etc.........-...----1183
for collecting cotton futures
futures tax......
tax
. 1183
1183
for collecting
collecting excess
etc
1183
profits tax,
tax, etc.....
excess profits
for
for
tax on
on estates,
estates, munitions,
munitions,
for collecting
collecting tax
etc
....... - 1183
.........
etc ......
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1959

Interned
Interned Aliens,
Aliens,
Page.
Interstate Commerce Commission-Contd.
Commission-Contd.
Interstate
Page
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses of,
employment of attorneys
attorneys authorized by.
by..._. 492
Bureau...... 341,1188
under Immigration
Immigration Bureau
forms,
etc., of accountingto
493
forms, etc.,
accounting to be prescribed by
Interned
Persons, etc.,
InternedPersons,
etc.,
classification
classification of depreciation
charges
493
depreciation charges....
493
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of, under Navy
Navy
access to records, etc.; of Federal
Federal control
Department .....................
132,813
132,813
included ......................
493
493
enlarged, to consist of 11 members.........
enlarged,
members
497
497
Interparliamentary Union
InInterparliamentary
Union for
for Promoting
Promoting Incompensation increased
compensation
497
.......
........
ternational
Arbitration,
ternationalArbitration,
appointment and terms of new members
members..
497
appropriation for
appropriation
contribution .......
745, 1212
for contribution
745,
1212
political selection
selection.................... 497
497
deficiency appropriation
329
appropriation for contribution..
contribution..
329
secretary's pay increased
increased ..............
497
497
Interpreters,
Interpreters, Diplomatic
Consular Service,
Diplomatic and
andl Consular
issue of stock,
stock, bonds, etc., by carriers unappropriation for
etc., Persia..
appropriation
for legation,
legation, etc.,
Persia.. 740,1207
740,1207
lawful hereafter
hereafter unless
by
494
unless approved by.
494
for legation,
for
legation, etc.
Bangkok, Siam....
Siam. _ 740,1207
etc., Bangkok,
740,1207
governing.................
provisions governing
494
for student, China, Japan,and
Japan, and Turkey
forstudent,
Turkey. 740,1207
740,1207
jurisdiction
jurisdiction in complaints for violations by
restriction on salaries...........
salaries
741,1207
741,1207
carriers during Federal
Federal control
462
carriers
control......
462
Turkey... 741,1207
for quarters
quarters for, Japan
Japan and Turkey
powers
powers conferred to investigate,
investigate, etc., applifor, and guards at consulates.........
consulates
749,1216
cations of carriers for loans
cations
loans......... 468
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for,
for, at conconfindin? and recommendations
finding
recommendations .......... 468
468
sulates
sulates....................... 1022,1039
1022,1039
certificate
certificate to Secretary of Treasury....
Treasury
468
for Turkey ........................
1043
assistance of Federal
assistance
Board
468
Federal Reserve Board..
Interstate Commerce Commission (see also
Interstate
also
appropriation
for purposes
purposes of,
of, etc
468
appropriation for
etc ....
468
Transportation
Transportation Act, 1920),
1920),
no other authorization
authorization required
required for issue
appropriation
179, 888, 1380
appropriation for salaries
salaries.......... 179,888,1380
of
Tor ................
469
of notes, etc., for
469
for expenses, regulating
regulating commerce;
commerce; rent
rent
transportation provisions
483
rail and water transportation
provisions...
483
restriction.
restriction
888, 1380
................ 179,
179,888,1380
regulations
regulations for transporting
transporting explosives
explosives and
for enforcing
account- enforcing uniform system of accountother
other dangerous
dangerous articles
articles to be formuing, etc.,
etc., by railroads.....
railroads
179,
889, 1380
179,889,1380
lated by ........................
1445
for enforcing
appliances regulaenforcing safety appliances
binding on all carriers, shippers, etc
etc.... 1445
tions
179,
1380
tions.....................
179, 889,
889,1380
regulations of
regulations
of foreign
foreign commerce
commerce by
by AmeriAmerifor securing reports, etc., of accidents...
accidents...
179,
can common
common carriers
carriers by water, under
889, 1380
889,1380
direction of
497
direction
of ........................
497
enforcing block signal and train confor enforcing
to certify amounts
amounts due from carriers
carriers during
during
trol systems, etc...........
etc
179, 889, 1380
179,889,1380
Federal control, for traffic balances,
Federal
balances,
for physical valuation
valuation of railroads,
railroads, etc..
etc. - 179,
credits due thereto..........
with credits
590
889, 1381
deduction
deduction to be credited
credited as payment of
for securing information
information of stocks, bonds,
indebtedness ......................
indebtedness
590
etc.; rent
rent............. . 179,889,
179, 889, 1381
Interstate Commerce
also
Interstate
Commerce Laws, etc., (see also
for compelling
compelling use of safe locomotive
locomotive
Transportation
1920),
Transportation Act, 1920),
179,
889, 1381
boilers, etc
etc..............
179,889,1381
appropriation
enforcappropriation for
for legal
legal expenses,
expenses, enforcfor printing and binding for.....
for
229,
942, 1430
229,942,1430
ing
922, 1411
.....................
. 208,
208,922,1411
cost report form blanks...............
942
942
amendments to Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act.
Act - 474
amendments
474
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses ....
62,
deficiency
transportation charges
charges from
lower rail transportation
64,
504, 524, 1043, 1045,1159,
1045, 1159, 1187, 1191
64,504,524,
1191
foreign countries than for commerce
commerce
for physical valuation
valuation of railroads
railroads.......
504
with the United States, forbidden..
forbidden..
999
for securing information
information of stock, bonds,
by American
American vessels excepted
999
excepted .........
999
etc ........
...................
504
suspended if no facilities by American
suspended
American
for two additional Commissioners ......
591
vessels .
........................
999
for increased pay, Commissioners
Commissioners and
termination
termination of, when ,,facilities
facilities availsecretary ........................
591
591
able
able..............................
999
for expenses; rent restriction.........
restriction
591
Interstate Construction
Construction Company,
Company,
for enforcing accounting
591
accounting by railroads
railroads....
591 Interstate
time extended
extended for bndging
bridging Columbia
Colorable
for enforcing
enforcing safety applances
appliances regularegulaRiver, near
near Cascade
Cascade Locks,
Locks, Oreg., by
by. 1101
tions ............................. 1159
Interstate
Interstate Construction
Construction Corpmation,
Corporation,
for compelling use of safe locomotive
locomotive
Columbia River
Cascade
etc
1159
may bridge
boilers, etc........,..............
bridge Columbia
River near
near Cascade
1159
Locks, Oreg.
Oreg .
............
401
authorized to establish rates, etc.,
etc., to secure
secure
authorized
right of way over Government
Government land
fair income return upon property of
approaches
401
granted for approaches...........
401
railroads
railroads.......................
. 488
Quarantine Service,
Service,
nterstate Quarantine
determination of property values, etc
determination
etc... 488 Interstate
appropriation for
certificate from, of
appropriation
for cooperation
cooperation with
with States,
States,
of portion of sums due
etc., for
preventing contagious
contagious disetc.,
for preventing
carriers, before full amount
amount detercarriers,
diseases.
176,
eases......................
176, 885, 1377
1377
mined ............................. 1145
1145
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
payment on, directed
for............ 521,1183
directed................... 1145
payment
Intoxicating Liquors
National ProhiLiuwrs (see also
also National
of deficits during Federal control.....
control
1145 Intoxicating
bition Act),
guaranty to c
carriers, under
of guaranty
carriers,
unders-TransTranty
appropriation
............. 1145
portation Act
Act... ...
appropriation for
for suppressing
suppressing traffic
traffic in,
in,
among
Indians ............. 4,
410, 1227
among Indians
4,410,
1227
guaranty to American
of guaranty
American Railway
Railway Ex1145
punishment for unlawful
unlawful possession
possession of,
punishment
press Company..................
Company
1145
of,
4
in Indian country,
deferred debits and credits
estimate of deferred
country, etc .............
4
enforcing prohibition,
prohibition, etc
for expenses enforcing
etc.,,
determining amounts
allowed in determining
amounts
revenue officials..
officials.. 654,1274
644, 1274
of, by internal revenue
payable
1145
.....................
additional revenue
revenue officers guarding,
guarding,
492
divisions of, authorized
authorized ................
for additional
492
in
warehouses, under
under National
National ProPro492
to.............
492
in warehouses,
assignment of members to
883
492
hibition Act ...................
883
temporary
fillingvof vacancies..........
temporary
filling
vacancies.
492
- f ............
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INDEX.

Page.
Intoxicating
Liquors-Continued.
Intoxicating Liquors-Continued.
appropriation
suppressing, among
naamong nafor suppressing,
appropriation for
tives
of
Alaska
203,
917,
1406
tives of Alaska............. 203,917,1406
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for internal revdeficiency
enue expenses
expenses enforcement
enforcement of
of NaNaenue
506
tional Prohibition Act .............
declared nonmailable
621
nonmailable...................
declared
punishment for sending by mail ........
621
punishment
introduction in
undisposed
in disposed
disposed of or undisposed
introduction
of lands, Blackfeet
Blackfeet Reservation,
Reservation,
17
Mont.,
17
Mont., prohibited ................
Inventions (see
(see also
also Patents),
Patents),
Inventions
for
applications for
priority rights in filing applications
patents of, abroad extended
extended for six
1313
.................
months...
months
1313
Investigation
Department of
Justice,
of Justice,
Bureau, Department
Investigation Bureau,
appropriation for Director,
Director, etc...
etc
207, 921, 1410
207,921,1410
appropriation
special agents of the Department
Department of
Justice to be appointed;
Justice
appointed; authority,
etc
.............. 922,1411
etc .......
Investigation Division,
Division, Department
Justice,
Investigation
Department of
of Justice,
appropriation
for
chief,
etc. 677,1296
examiners, etc.
appropriation for chief, examiners,
Ingo
National
Forest,
Calif.
and
Nev.,
Inyo National Forest, Calif. and Nev.,
of.... 249,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation for maintenance,
708,
1327
708,1327
right of way to Los Angeles,
Angeles, Calif., through,
through,
for power works, etc .............
983
proclamation
of
1744
diminishing area of.........
proclamation diminishing
excluded lands restored to settlement
settlement... 1744
Iowa,
appropriation
drainage system: for Sac
appropriation for drainage
lands in; reimburseand Fox Indian lands
. 1234
ment, etc ......................
consent of Congress given to, as to jurisconsent
offenses upon boundary
boundary
diction over offenses
waters, by agreement
agreement with adjoining
1447
State
State.. ....................
Iowa
Indians, Okla.,
Okla.,
Iowa Indians,
claims of, against the United States referred
to the Court of Claims; procedure,
etc
585
etc. ..........................
Iowa
Reformatory, Anomosa,
Anamosa,
Iowa Reformatory,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reimbursedeficiency
ment ...............................
338
Iron
Wood
Bluff,
Miss.,
Wood
Bluff,
Miss.,
Iron
bridge authorized
authorized across Tombigbee
Tombigbee River,
near
391
..............................
Irrigated Western
Western Districts,
andt:
hrigated
Distris,Semiarid
Semiaridand
appropriation for experiments
experi
ments in dairying
appropriation
and meat production
production in
268, 728, 1345
in..... 26,728,
Irrigation (see
also Recl
amation Service),
Service),
brigation
(see also
Reclamation
appropriation for investigating
investigating water supappropriation
lands...... 197,
197,910,1400
plies for, in arid lands
910, 1400
for investigating
investigating utilizing of water in
farm, etc ................... 264,722,1340
264, 722, 1340
easements adjoining rights of way of, perpermitted for operating
operating works, etc
etc.... 1194
permits for prospecting
prospecting public lands in
water supNevada for underground
underground water
ply for
......................
293
plans for additional,
additional, of Imperial
Imperial Valley,
Valley,
etc
600
Calif., to be examined,
examined, etc.........
600
amount.authorized
amount
authorized for expenses of examinations, etc ................
601
supply for other uses than, may be
water tI
furnished
si
reclamation projects;
furnished
from reclamation
conditions, etc...................
etc
451
conditions,
451
Irrigation
Agriculture, Western,
IrrigationAgriculture,
Western,
appropriation
appropriation for investigations
investigations in connection with, of reclaimed
reclaimed lands
under
under Reclamation
Reclamation Act.....
Act
244, 703,1323
703, 1323
Irrigation,
Irrigation, Indian
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses; allotments
allotments to
district projects ...........
3,
408, 1226
3,408,
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses........
expenses
3, 409,
1226
409,1226

Irrigation,
Indian Reservations-Contd.
Reservations--Contd.
Page.
Page.
Irrigation,Indian
appropriation for
cooperative stream
stream gauggaugfor cooperative
appropriation
ing with
with Geological
Geological Survey
409, 1226
4,409,1226
Survey.... 4,
ing
for
projects ......
4,
409, 1226
4,409,1226
for investigating new projects
for
specified projects
tribal funds.
funds. 409,1226
projects from
from tribal
forspecified
for
irrigation engineers
409, 1226
4,409,1226
engineers............ 4,
for irrigation
for
of irrigation
409, 1226
4,409,1226
irrigation.... 4,
for superintendent
superintendent of
for
409, 1226
4,409,1226
expenses....... 4,
for traveling,
traveling, etc., expenses
projects specifically
specifically provided
provided for, excluded ..
409, 1227
4,409,1227
cluded
............ ..- 4,
interchangeable
amounts for flood
interchangeable amounts
damages, etc ...............
4, 409, 1227
4,409,1227
damages,
owners to reimburse
reimburse irrigation
irrigation charges
where water can be delivered;
409
credits
409
for ........................
credits for
use of reimbursable
reimbursable moneys restricted.
restricted
409
10,
maintenance, etc., Gila River, Ariz.
Ariz
10,
for maintenance,
415,1232
415, 1232
for
Colorado
River,
Ariz
10,
415,
1232
for Colorado River, Ariz......... 10,415,1232
for maintenance,
etc., Ganado
Ganado project,
for
maintenance, etc.,
Navajo, Ariz .............
10,
416, 1232
10,416,1232
for extending,
extending, Laguna Pueblo
Pueblo, N. Mex..
Mex.. 10,423
for
for extending,
extending, Salt River, Ariz
10
10
Arz.......
for maintenance,
maintenance, San
Xavier, Ariz...
for
San Xavier,
Ariz... 416,1232
for maintenance,
maintenance, San Carlos,
Caros, Ariz...._
Ariz.... 416,1232
for reconstruction,
etc., Fort
Fort Apache,
Apache,
for
reconstruction, etc.,
Ariz
Ariz...
.....
......
. 416,1233
for diversion dams, etc., for, Gila River,
.
416,1233
. Ariz
Ariz............... .....
maintenance charges, Yuma, Calif..
Calif...12
for maintenance
13, 418, 1234
for maintenance,
maintenance, Fort Hall, Idaho 13,418,1234
for maintenance,.Fort
maintenance,_Fort Belknap,
Belknap, Mont...
Mont.
16,
420,1237
for construction,
construction Flathead,
Flathead, Mont.
Mont. 16,421,1237
16, 421, 1237
construction; Fort Peck, Mont.
Mont. 16, 421,
1237
421,1237
for construction,
for construction, Blackfeet, Mont.. 16, 421,
1237
421,1237
for improving, Crow, Mont
16, 421, 1237
Mont....... 16,421,1237
for
17,
for maintenance,
maintenance, Pyramid
Pyramid Lake,
Lake, Nev...
Nev...
17,
422,1238
for maintenance,
maintenance, Moapa
Moapa River,
Nev
1238
for
River, Nev....
1238
for maintenance,
Nev.. 1238
maintenance, Laguna Pueblo, Nev..
maintenance, Modoc Point, etc.,
for maintenance,
Klamath, Oreg...........
Oreg
25, 428, 1243
. 25,428,1243
Uncompahgre, etc.,
for constructing, Uncompahgre,
Utes,
Utee, Utah
27, 430, 1245
.............. 27,430,1245
Wash
27,
431, 1246
for maintenance,
maintenance, Yakima, Wash..
27,431,1246
for extension,
extension, Yakima,
Yakima, Wash.........
Wash
28
for construction,
construction, Shoshone, Wyo..
Wyo.. 30,
433, 1247
30,433,1247
for improving, Big Horn Valley, Crow,
Mont
196
Mont........................
196
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Colorado
Colorado
River, Ari.................
Ariz
62,
64,
66
62,64,66
for Klamath, Greg
62
Oreg .....................
62
for Shoshone, Wyo.
64
Wyo ...................
provisions governing
governing allottees, etc., in
Mont
, .
753
Crow, Mont
.......... ..
753
expenditures for,
for.,on Fort Belknap,
Belknap, Mont.,
Mont ,
expenditures
aalien against
against land benefited regardless of ownership
ownership............... 1357
Irrigation Projects,
Irrigation
Projects,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, construcetc. of designated, on Indian
tion, etc.,
Reservations ...........
200,
408, 1226
Reservations
200,408,1226
lands within, no longer needed, to be sold,
etc...............................
etc
605
Isaac,
(widow),
Isaac, Rose
Rose C.
C. (widow),
pension
pension increased ...................
1617
Island
North Fork
of Snake
Snake River,
Island Park,
Park, North
Fork of
River,
Idaho,
Idaho,
sale authorized
authorized to Saint
park
Saint Anthony,
Anthony, for
for park
and memorial
conditions. 1093
memorial purposes;
purposes; conditions.
Isthmian Canal
Canal (see
Isthmian
(see Panama
Canal).
Panama Canal).
Isthmus
Isthmus Slough,
Slough, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
preliminary
examination,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination, etc.,
made.........................
made
1013
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INDEX.
Italy,
Page.
appropriation for ambassador to
appropriation
to........ 736,1206
agreement
agreement extending arbitration conven1675
tion with .........................
Itasca
Itasca County, Minn.,
appropriation
appropriation for tuition of Chippewa Indian children
No.
children in school district No
6, from 1914 to 1920; from Indian
1236
funds ........................
Itawamba
Itawamba County, Miss.,
authorized across
bridge authorized
across Tombigbee
Tombigbee River,
near Iron Wood Bluff, by board of
supervisors
391
supervisors of ...................
Itskin,
Itskin, Bull,
pension increased
increased.
................... 1600

J.
Jack
Rabbits,
Jack Rabbits,
appropriation for devising methods of
appropriation
destroying
1335
destroying ...............---------1335
Jackson
Jackson Barracks,
Barracks, La.,
extension of street through grounds
grounds of, by
extension
New Orleans, authorized ....-..-1354
reserved
1355
rights reserved.........................
Jackson,
(daughter),
Jackon, Ida
Ida M.
M. (daughter),
pension increased
1520
....
increased--............-....
Jackson,
Jane (widow),
Jackson, Jane
pension .................................
1608
Ky.,
Jackson, Ky.,
terms of court at
400
at.....................
Jackson, Sherman
Sherman E.,
.
1610
pension increased................-...
increased
Jacksonville, Fla.,
Fla.,
Jacksonville,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to be made
preliminary
from........ 1011
for waterway to Miami, from
Jacksonville, Tenn.,
Jacksonville,
operation of school for children of employoperation
ees at Ordnance reservation, authorized..........................
..
333
Jadwin,
(widow),
Jadwin, Jane
Jane (widow),
pension ............................----1495
pension
Jail,
Washington Asylum and
Jail, D.
D. C. (see Washington
Jail, D. C.).
Jamaica
JamaicaBay, N. P.,
Y.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made, including entrance..........
entrance
1010
channel from Peconic
to
1010
Pecomc Bay to..........
channel
James,
(widow),
James, Cynthia
Cynthia M. (widow),
pension increased
increased.................... 1495
James,
Della,
James, Della,
husband........ 1451
payment to, for death of husband
James, George W.,
W.,
pension increased
increased .......................
1623
(widow),
James, Martha
Martha J. (widow),
pension increased.................-...increased
1509
James River, Va.,
Va.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to Camp
Camp
preliminary examination,
1011
Eustis to be made
made...............
Y.,
Jamestown, N. Y.,
terms of court at ..............
...-------- 395
Jamison, John
John S.,
Jamison,
pension increased
increased
.--1602
....
..........Janitors to Committees, House of RepresentaRepresentaJanitors
tivesz
appropriation for .................
635,
1255
635,1255
appropriation
appointment
appointment and duties .............. 635, 1256
placed under Doorkeeper after close of
Congress
Congress............-......- 636, 1256
Japan,
Japan,
appropriation
...... --739, 1206
ambassador to -..---for ambassador
appropriation for
for Japanese secretary of embassy_
740, 1206
embassy... 740.
740, 1206
assistant ...................for
student interpreters
interpreters ..........
741. 1207
for student
for
quarters ...---.
.. 741, 1207
of tuition; quarters
for cost
cost of
742,1208
for ground rent of embassy -...----742. 1208

TV

`

Japanese
Page.
JapaneseBeetle,
Page.
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses predeficiency appropriation
venting
venting spread of
................. 338
Jarrett, Clanton,
Clanton,
Jarrett,
pension increased
increased.......................
1604
Jefferson National
National Forest,
Jeferson
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of
of.... 249,
708,
708, 1327
Jefferson
•
Jefferson Street
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
appropriation for
845
K Streets
Streets...
845
for paving,
paving, M
MI to
to K
appropriation
Jeffnes,
(widow),
Jeffries, ()live
Olive K.
K. (widow),
pension
1554
pension.............................
1554
Jelison
.
,Hanna
D. (widow),
(widow),
Jelison,
HannaD.
pension
1478
.
pension........................
Mex.,
Jemez and
and Zia Pueblo
Pueblo Indians,
Indians, N. Mex.,
deficiency
appropriation for irrigation near. 1172
deficiency appropriation
Jemez
Pueblo N.
Jemez Pueblo,
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation for irrigating ditches for....
for
18
18
appropriation
Jenkins,
George S.,
S.
Jenkins, George
pension increased......................
increased
1536
1536
Jenkins,
Martha J. (widow),
Jenkins, Martha
1593
pension increased
................
increased...
Jennings, Emma (mother),
Jennings,
pension increased
1623
increased....-................ 1623
N. J.,
Jersey City, N.
construction,
Hudson
construction, etc., of tunnel under Hudson
River to New York City, consented
to
158
158
to..............................
Jerseyville,
Jerseyville, Ill.,
appropriation for public building
165
building..........
appropriation
Jewell,
L.
FrankL.,
Jewell, Prank
pension increaSed
1609
increased ....................
Jewett,
Alice (daughter),
(daughter),
Jewett, Alice
pension increased
1580
increased .......................
pension
Jwarilla Agency, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Jicarilla
appropriation
of Indians
etc., of
appropriation for support, etc.,
at ....
31, 434, 1248
31,434,
................
Jicarilla Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, N. Mex.,
Jicarilla
appropriation
of....
5,
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation for maintenance,
410,
1227
410,1227
(daughter),
Jinkins, Elizabeth (daughter),
pension
.................. 1483
pension...............
Janson,
Charlotte I. (widow),
Johnson, Charlotte
pension ...........................
1492
1492
pension
J nson City, Tenn.,
Johnson
appropriation
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation for expenses,
Soldiers'
192,
904, 1395
192,904,
Soldiers' Home .........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
deficiency
Soldiers' Home
............. 1028, 1185
Johnson County, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Johnson
(22
patent to,
patent
to, of lands for poorhouse farm; price 622
Johnson, Ella
Ella K.
(widow),
K. (widow),
Johnson,
1584
1584
.............................
pension
Johnson, Emily W. (widow),
(widow),
Johnson,
1582
1582
..........................
pension .
Johnson, Emma M. (widow),
........................
pension
increased
1502
pension increased
Janson,
W.,
Johnson, George
George W.,
1518
pension.............................-1518
Jopnsonno
Janson,
Json, Jacob,
pension ...
1611
1611
......................
Janson,
Johnson, Louisa (widow),
pension
increased
1610
pension increased................-....
Johnson,
(widow),
E. (widow),
Martha E.
Johnson, Martha
1546
.. ..... 1546
pension increased
increased .............
Johnson,
A. (mother),
Mary A.
Johnson, Mary
1542
pension.............
Janson, Mary A. (widow),
Johnson,
1544
pension
1544
pension ...........................----......
Janson,
Johnson, Miranda
Miranda(daughter),
1586
pension....--.......................-----------------pension
Johnson,
Palmyra(mother),
Johnson, Palmyra
nsion .............
1473
1473
...............
pension
J
nson, Rebecca
Rebecca (widow),
Johnson,
1497
.........
pension increased
increased .......-pension
To

Janson,

INDEX.
INDEX.

1962
Johnson, Richard
Richard M.,
Johnson,
M.,
pension
pension.....

Page.
Page.
1498

....................

Johnson, Sarah
(widow),
Johnson,
Sarah (widow),
pension ....
...... ........................
pension
G. (son),
(seri),
Johnson, Sherman
Sherman G.

1589

pension increased
increased ........................
pension

1488

pension increased
increased

1514
1..5...
114

Johown, Susanna
A. (widow),
(widow),
Johnson,
SusannaA.
Johnson, William
Johnson,
William A.,
A.,
pennon...............
penon
Johnson William
William E.,
E.,
Johnson,

...........
...
...................

.1616
1616

reimbursement to........................
to
reimbursement

1460
1460

ftmort ..............
pension

1530
1580

Johnston, Ellen
J. (daughter),
Johnon,
Ellen J.
(daughter),
Johnston, Thomas,
Thomas,
Jonston,

............

land patents
patents to,
to, authorized;
authorized; adverse rights

not affected
1094
1094
........
affected...........
not
Joint Commission
Commission on
Reclassification of
of SalaSalaJoint
on Redassification
ries,
ries,

appropriation for
..............
for expenses
expenses
apprpriation
time
extended....
for filing
filing final report of, extended
time for
Joint Committee
on Arrival
Arrival of
of AmerCommittee on
of Bodies
Bodies of
AmerJoint
ican Soldiers,
ican
Soldiers,
created to
represent Congress
Congress at New York
York..
torepresent
created
Joint
Committee on
on Pacific
Coast Naval
Naval Bases,
Joint Committee
Paific Coast
Bases,
Special,
Special,
of
creation and composition of.................
to
establishment, etc.,
naval
to investigate
investigate establishment,
etc., of naval
Calif...
base in San Francisco Bay, Calif
Wash.
base, Sand Point, Wash.......
aviation base,
submarine
Calif
submarine base, San Pedro,
Pedro, Calif.......
submarine destroyer, and aviation base,
Angeles, Wash
Wash..............
Port Angeles,
details of Navy experts to assist
asist..........
expenses
contingent fund of
expenes payable
paable from contingent
two Houses
Houses........
............
appropriation for technical, etc., expenses
expenses.
appropriation
time extended for report by ............
Joint
Printing,
Joint Committee
Committee on
on Printing,
appropriation
etc._ 634,
for clerk, inspector,
inspector, etc..
634,
appropriation for
for
Congressional Directory
for compiling
compiling Congressional
Directory...

227
386

1634

820
820
820
820
820

821
821
821
821
1088
1254
634,
634,
1254

to determine
determine enrollment of bills, etc.,
etc., on
on
parchment
paper .................
520
parchment or
or paper
520
Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
on Reorganization,
Reorganiation,
to consist of three Members of the Senate
and of the House
House ...................
1083
duties conferred;
conferred; survey of administrative
services of the Government
Government ........ 1083
distribution
distribution of powers among executive departments ...................
1083
duplication of authority, etc ..........
1083
duplication
1083
determination
economical
determination of efficient and economical
regrouping of department services..
services
1083
reports,
reports, recommendation'',
recommendations, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be submitted;
1083
mitted; final report
report.. ............
1083
assistants, expenses, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized...... 1084
1084
payment from contingent
contingent funds of House
payment
.............
and Senate.....
Senate
1084
information, etc., to be afforded by Government officials
officials.................... 1084
access to records, etc ................
access
1084
duplicate enrollment
enrollment and signature authorized
creating......
thorized to resolution creating
1642
Joint
Committee on
Joint Committee
an Short Time Rural
Rural Credits,
Credits,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
appropriation
of.. ......... 1347
1347
composition, duties,
duties, etc..
etc of
730
composition.
of..
............ 730
Joint
Joint Comnmittee
Committee on
Tercentenary of
the
Landon Tercentenary
of the Landing of
of the Pilgrims.
Pilgrims.
concurrent resolution creating, etc.,
concurrent
etc., to
to
report on participating
participating in observ............... 13
ance thereof ...
1631
time extended
extended for report by ............
1632
time further
further extended
extended ..........
1635,1636

Joint
on Virgin
Joint Congressional
Conressional Commission
Commission on
Virgin Page.
Page.
Islands
Islands,
concurrent resolution
resolution creating;
creating; report,
report,
etc
.....
1637
1637
etc ........................
Joint Meeting
Meeting of
Senate and
and House
Joint
of the
the Senate
House of
of
Representatives,
Representatives,
ordered for August 8, 1919
1632
1919...............
1632
for September
September 18
18, 1919,
1919, in welcome
welcome to
John J. Pershing............
Pershing
1633
Gen. John
for
for February
February 9,
9, 1921,
1921, for
for counting
counting the
electoral
vote
1642
electoral vote....................
Joint Postal
Commission,
Joint
PostalService
Service Commission,
creation, composition,
etc
583
composition, authority, etc......
1922
1155
continued until June 30, 1922.............
Joint Rates,
Fares, etc.,
etc., of
Joint
Rates, Fares,
of Carriers,
Carriers,
divisions of, in effect February
February 29, 1920,
1920,
continued until changed by mutual
continued
agreement
.....................
464
Joint
Stock Land
Land Banks,
Joint Stock
Banks,
voluntary
voluntary liquidation
liquidation of, authorized,
authorized, on
on
approval of Federal Farm Loan
approval
Board .............................. 691
action of stockholders required .........
action
691
acquiring assets and assuming liabiliacquiring
banks
ties by Federal land banks........
691
691
conditions, etc .......................
Jones,
(widow),
Jones, Alice
Alice (widow),
1567
167
pension
..................
Jones,
(widow),
Jones, Alice
Alice M.
M. (widow),
pension1583
.................................
1583
Jones,
(widow),
Jones, Barbara
Barbara(widow),
pension ..........................
1612
1612
Jones,
(daughter),
Jones, Bertha
Bertha E.
E. (daughter),
pension
1565
pension.
.................................
Jones,
(widow),
Jones, Ellen
Ellen (widow),
pension
pension.............
.................
. 1474
Jones,
Fanny M.
Jones, Fanny
M. (widow),
(widow),
increased1516
pension increased....................
1516
Jones,
Lulu M.
(daughter),
Jones, Lulu
M. (daughter),
pension increased
increased .......
1504
pension
..........
Jones Steamship Company, W. and
and C.
C. T.,
Jones
T.,
appropriation
222
appropriation for refund to
to..............
Janes,
William. (son),
(son),
Jones, William
1486
pension increased ...............
......
1486
Jones, William
Jones,
William Mason,
Mason,
pension.............................
pension
1536
1536
Jordan, Harriett
Harriett(widow),
Jordan,
(widow),
pension
.................................. 1507
Joseph's Band
Band of
of Nez
Joseph's
Nez Perce
Perce Indians,
Indians Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation
of. .27, 431,
1245
appropriation for support, etc., of...
431,1245
appropriation for support,
1171
deficiency appropriation
suppor"t, etc..
etc
Journals,
etc.,
Journals,etc.,
iseue of, by departments, etc.,restricted.
etc., reetricted. 945, 1433
1433
isueof,by
Joyce,
Joyce, Stephen
Stephen 8.,;
pension increased
i
ncreased1626
......................
1626
Jud,
Tony,
Jud, Tony,
pension
...............................
1603
Judge
Advocate General,
General, Navy,
Navy,
Judge Advocate
appropriation
clerks, etc.,
appropriation for attorneys, clerks,
etc.,
office of.......................
of
664, 1283
664,1283
for temporary employees
664, 1283
employees .............
664,1283
J
sic
Advocate
General's
Department,
Army,
Jude Advocate General's Department, Army,
o
oticers
cers composing
composing
765
........................
765
number
increased
765
number of colonels increased..........
765
additional colonels and lieutenant colonels
colonels
authorized in; selection
selection ...........
771
771
Judge Advocate General's
Ofice, War
War DepartDepartJudge
General's Office,
ment,
ment,
appropriation for solicitor, clerks, etc.. 659,1277
for additional
additional employees;
employees; pay restricrestriction
- 1277
1277
tion..........
.................
board of review constituted
constituted in, to examine
records of courts martial ......
etc., records
797
duties and authority of ...............
797
two or more authorized.................
authorized
799

INDEX.
Judge Advocate General's
General's Office, War DepartDepart- Page.
ment-Continued.
ment-Continued.

board of review constituted in, branches
branches at
distantcommands
distant
commands mav
may be established
799
799
Judges,
Courts
Judges, United States Courts,
appropriation for circuit .............. 687,1306
appropriation
for district
687, 1306
....................
for retired
retired .....................
687, 1306
for law books for
for.................... 687, 1306
for traveling expenses
expenses of circuit and disresidence_
trict, outside of official residence...
210,
924, 1413

Judgments,
Judgments,

deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for paying, against
against
District of Columbia ........ 42,1020,1158
42, 1020, 1158
for paying, United States
States Courts.......
Courts
59,
343, 520,
520, 1037, 1182
for paying, Court of Claims .............. 60,
60, 343, 521, 1037,1182
1037, 1182
60,343,521,
for paying, Indian
Indian depredation
claims..
depredation claims
60,
521, 1038
for paying, against internal revenue
revenue officers........................
cers
61, 65, 344,
61,65,344,
521, 1038, 1040, 1044, 1184,1190
1184, 1190
521,1038,1040,
claiin of Miller and Lux excepted....
excepted....
521
by Default,
Judgments by
affidavit that defendant
affidavit
defendant was not in armed
service may be filed subsequent to
282
to.
effective as of date
date of entry
283
effective
entry.............
punishment for making false, etc..---.
etc
punishment
283
Judicial
Judicial Code,
amended, section
section 74 ---....-........-... 1146
amended,
400
....----.-section 83 --....-..-....--..
395
section 97 .............................
section
532
section 98 ................--............
532
section
Judicial
JudicialExpenses,
appropriations for ....................
686,1306
appropriations
JudicialOficers,
Officers,
Judicia
appropriation
for
law
books,
etc.,
for.
_.
687,1306
books, etc., for...
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for
346,
.
deficiency
appropriation for books for..

524, 1188, 1192
524,1188,1192
Juneau,
Alaska,
Juneau, Alaska,
register of district land office
office at, to perform
register
duties of receiver,
receiver, etc.;appointment,
etc.; appointment,
194
salary
etc.. ...................
salary,-,etc
1204
terms of court at .....................-Jupiter," U.
U. S. S.,
S.,
"Jupiter,"
appropriation for
converting, into an aerofor converting,
appropriation
133
plane carrier
carrier ......................
Jurors, D. C.,
Jurors,
jury
commission constituted;
constituted; appointment,
appointment,
jury commission
558
qualifications,
etc.................
qualifications, etc
658
duties, pay, etc ..................-.558
558
selection of names
selection
names by ..............
jury box provisions;
provisions; sealing, keeping,
keeping,
etc
.......... 588
etc ....................
monthly drawing of petit and grand; asmonthly
signment, etc
559
etc........................
signment,
quarterly drawings
drawings for police, juvenile,
juvenile, and
quarterly
other courts
559
courts.......................
other
petit, monthly
monthly term of service, OctoberOctober.......... 559
June ...............
in July, August, and September........
September
559
559
grand jury
for each
each term
court.._ 559
criminal court.
term of criminal
jury for
grand
selection of foreman
559
foreman..................
selection
substitution
death, etc., of
substitution in case of death,
person
560
drawn ....................
person drawn
resealing,
drawing
560
etc., of
of box after each drawing..
resealing, etc.,
number of names required
required at time of drawing;
etc., to be kept
560
kept........
ing; record, etc.,
560
drawings to fill vacancies,
560
vacancies, etc ..........
560
criminal cases
cases........-- 560
special venire in criminal
punishment for fraudulently
fraudulently tampering
punishment
560
with box,
560
box, etc ...................
with
560
fraudulent acts by commissioners
..
commissioners....
service
supreme court,
court, in municiservice of petit
petit supreme
1311
pal court..........................
court
1311

1963
1963

Jurors, United
United States
Jurors,
Courts,
States Courts,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for fees ............. 210, 924, 1413
for meals, etc., in United States cases...
210,
cases... 210,
924, 1413
deficiency appropriation
64,
appropriation for fees ......... 52,
52,64,
67,
347, 1033
67,347,
Commissioners, United States
Courts,
Jury Commissioners,
States Courts,
appropriation
210,924,1413
appropriation for compensation....
compensation.210,
924, 1413
Justices of the Peace,
Peace,
Justices
appropriation
appropriation for fees, acting as commissioners,
courts. 210, 924, 1413
sioners, United States courts.
deficiency
appropriation for fees, acting as
deficiency appropriation
commissioners....................
commissioners
52,
1176
52,1176
Justis,
Sallie (widow),
Justis, Sallie
pension increased ...................
1563
Juvenile
Court, D.
Juvenile Court,
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for judge, probation
probation officers,
officers,
etc .....................
91, 861, 1132
. 91,861,1132
advances for returning, etc.,
advances
etc., abscondprobationers, authorized ....... 1133
ing probationers,
for jurors; rent, expenses, etc....
91, 861, 1133
etc.... 91,861,
deficiency
appropriation for acting judges.
judges_ 1018'
deficiency appropriation
1018
jurors..........................................
for jurors
1019
for probation
probation expenses.................
expenses
1157
IC.
K.
Street NW.,
NW., D.
KStreet
D. C.,
appropriation for repaving with granite
appropriation
block, Rock
Rock Creek
Creek to Thirty-second
Thirty-second
Street ..
......................... 76
width of roadway,
roadway, etc ...............
width
76
Kahului,
Kahului, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor._
harbor. - 188
appropriation
Katbab
Kaibab Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
31, 433, 1247
31,433,1247
at .....................
Kaibab
Kaibab National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of....
240,
249,
etc., of....
appropriation for maintenance,
708,1327
708,1327
Hawaii,
Kalena Tract,
Tract, Hawaii,
expenditure authorized
authorized for real estate,
expenditure
455
..............
Army post at ....
Kanahena
Hawaii,
KanahenaPoint,
Point, Hawaii,
proclamation
restoring to Hawaii, lightproclamation restoring
1743
................. 174S
house lands on .
Clara,
Kane, Clara,
payment to, on account
account of death of Wilpayment
liam A. Yenser .................... 1466
Kane,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Kane, Ethel A.
pension
1537
pension................................
Kerniksu National
Forest, Idaho and Wash.,
National Forest,
Kaniksu
appropriation
of
249,
etc., of...
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
708,
1327
708,1327
Kansas,
Kansas,
delivery
equipment to
to
delivery of Army hospital equipment
influenza epidemic
epidemic in
in...... 436
check influenza
Kansas City,
City, Kans.,
Kansas
cemetery
appropriation for Huron Indian cemeter
13
at
at.....
..................... ......
Kansas City, Mo.,
Mo.,
Kansas
appropriation for
public building.........
building
•
165
for public
appropriation
bridge
authorized across Missouri
Missouri River,
River,
bridge authorized
...
574
near .......................
foreign nations invited to send delegates
delegates
to International
Congress
271
International Farm Congress.....
Kansas
Indians, Okla.,
Kansas Indians,
appropriation for
etc., of..
425, 1240
of.. 20,
20,425,1240
for support,
support, etc.,
appropriation
Kaufman,
Kaufnan, Adam Perry,
Perry,
1580
1580
pension ...........................--------Kavanagh,
Grace (widow),
Kavanagh, Grace
1546
1546
pension .........................J. (widow),
Kaylor, Rebecca
Rebecca I.
1489
pension
ension....................1489

.,
earsarge," U. .S. S
S.,
Kearsarge,"U.

appropriation for
for repairs
repairs and
to
and changes
changes to
appropriation
U.
S. S. "Kentucky"
or
"Kentucky" or............
U.S.

827
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Keating,
Catherine T. (daughter),
Keatin, Catherine
pensionnincreased ....................
K
1
71Z
o
eeDocie
Keble,
Docie D.,
pension increased
increased ......................
Leonard P.,
P.,
Kehrmeyer, Leonard
pension increased
pennon
increased...
................
Keith, George
W,
George W.,

Page.
1569

ension............................

Ki
s
li:rfhomas
W. and
N.,
Kdler,
Thomas W.
and Alice
Alice N.,
appropriation for paying, damages
damages in conappropriation
demnation
of lands,
lands, District
demnation of
District of
of
• Columbia ......
....................
Keiley,.Anna
Keley, Anna (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ...............................
Kelley,
Cora B. (widow),
KXUley, CoraB.
(uidw),
pension ..................................
pension
Kelley, Isabella (widow),
amets,
Kely, James,
Ar.
pension
penon increased
increased ...................

penon.............---..................
i

1552
1552
1538
1538
1602
1602

846
1537
1537
1507

1480
1480

1545
1545
1545
KrUlman,
Frank 0.,
Keaun, Pran
exchange of lands for stock raising
raising homeexchange
stead entry by, authorized
authorized......... 1094
Kelly,
KlUy, Annie (daughter),
pension
1536
KdyOiveM
Katy,
Olive M. (widow),
(widow),
1536
pension...........................
pension
1483
Kelp Plant,
Plant, Government,
appropriation for operating, etc.,
etc., at Sumappropriation
merland, Cahf
714, 1333
Calif...... ........... 714,1333
sale.of product,
product, etc ................
714
714
sale of plant, etc.,
etc., authorized........
authorized
1333
Kemp, Elroy
L.
E
L. (son),
(son),
pension increased
increased ...................
. 1592
Keper,
Kemper:, Julia
Julia (widow),
penion
pension increased
increased ....................
1480
Kedriek,
Kendrick, Susan
Susan C.
C. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1578
pension................................
1578
Kennebunkport, Me.,
Me.,
Kennebunkport,
sale of customhouse
customhouse building and site,
authorized
..........
authorized
......
554
Kennedy, Anna (mother),
pension...
-..........- .............
pension
1597
Kennedy, Millie (widow),
penion
on increased........
increased
.... ........
1561
Kennewick, Wash.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Columbia River,
from Pasco to ..................
533
(
father),
Kenney, John
John (father),
pension increased
1624
increased ...................
Kenny,
Kenny,. Amanda (widow),
(widow),
pension
. 1575
on .............................
Pen
Kenton,
Ohio,
appropriation for public building ....
appropriation
165
Kentucky Avenue SE., I).
D. C.,
appropriation for paving, Fifteenth to
to
Sixteenth
Sixteenth Streets ...............
1116
1116
Kentucky
Kentucky Eastern
Eastern Judicial
District,
Judicial District,
terms of court, Catlettsburg
Catlettsburg ...........
400
Covington
Covington .
............
....
400
Frankfort .........
400
.................
400
Jackson ...................
......
. 400
Lexington
Lexington ................
400
.............
London ...............................
400
400
Richmond
....................Richmond
- - 400
400
offices of clerk to be maintained
each
maintained at each
place..
...........................
place
400
South Fork
Kentucky River, South
Fork of,
preliminary
examination,
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
of, to
be
made ...... ............
1012
....... 1012
"Kentucky,"
U.S.
"Kentucky," U.
S. S.,
appropriation
appropriation for repairs
repairs and
and alterations
alterations to
to
U. S. S. "
U.
Keen, erze" or
or ........
827
"Keararge"
827
Kenyon, Annie B. (widow),
(widow),
pension .............
................
1557

Kermit, W. Va.,
Page.
Page.
bridge authorized
at
bridge
authorized across Tug River at....
287
Kernan,
E. (widow),
Kernan, Jane
Jane E.
1575
pension
..................................
1575
Kerns, John,
1549
pension ............................
1549
Kerr,
Ierr, Dennis M.,
M.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services...
services... 57,1035
57,1035
Keshena Ageney,
Agency, Wis.,
Wis.,
Keshena
appropnation
etc., of
of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
Indians
31, 434,1248
434, 1248
at ....................
31,
Kesler,
(widow),
Kesler, Hannah
HannahB.
B. (widow),
pension ............................
1582
1582
Ketchilcan, Alaska;
Ketchikan,
Alaska;
bond issue authorized
authorized by, for constructing
schoolhouse, etc ...................
402
election for; interest; payment,
payment, etc....
etc
403
Keweenaw County, Mich.,
Range
sale of portion of Copper
Copper Harbor Range
Lighthouse Reservation
Lighthouse
Reservation to Rough
Houghton County and, for memorial, etc
etc.,,
uses, authorized;
authorized; conditions
1096
conditions .........
1096
Francis Scott,
Scott,
Key, Francis
appropriation for
monument to,
appropriation
for dedicating
dedicating monument
McHenry, Baltiand others at Fort McHenry,
1391
more, Md
Md
. ......... .............
1391
Congressional
Congressional committee authorized
authorized
to attend .......................... 1391
Key West, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation for naval
naval station, public
appropriation
works
144,820
....................
144,820
improvement of harbor .............
900
for improvement
900
Keyes, Eliza M. (widow),
(widow),
pension..........................
pension
1503
........
1503
Keys, Sarah
(widow),
Sarah(widow),
1512
pension ......
1512
Kiapoo
tekapoo Agency,
Agency, Kans.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
at........................... 430,1248
at
430,1248
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
support, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for support,
of Indians
In
at
..................... 1171
1171
Kickapoo Indian
Kickapoo
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Kans.,
appropriation
appropriation for Indian school
13
school.............
13
for sites and plants for two day schools
on...............
on
419
..........
419
deficiency
appropriation for school
deficiency appropriation
school....
. 66,523
66,523
Kickapoo Indians,
Sickapoo
Indians, Okla.,
Okkz.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of
of... 20, 425, 1240
1240
deficiency
appropriation for support, etc..
deficiency appropriation
etc.. 1039
1039
Kiefer, Helen
K.,
Helen a.,
deficiency
appropriation for services......
deficiency appropriation
services
57
Kiess, Julia
Julia (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1594
pension........
.......................
1594
""Kilpatrick,"
Kilpatrick," Army
Army Transport,
Transport,
disposal
disposal of, authorized
authorized ................
961
961
Kimball, Annie M.
Kimball,
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension..............................
pension
1482
1482
Kimball, Mary A.
Kimball,
A. (widow),
pension ...
1501
pension
...
...
........................
1501
Kimball, Mary J.
Kimball,
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ............................
1583
1583
Kimbler, Benjamin H.,
H.,
pension increased
increased,
1475
.......
........................
1475
Kimmer, Grace
Simmer,
Grace A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension
1614
..............................
1614
Kin-le-chee Irrigation
Ktn-le-claee
IrrigationProject,
Project, Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
1226
1226
Kinder, Catherine
Catherine (widow),
Kinder,
(widow),
pension increased....................
increased
1590
pension
1590
Kindergarten
Education,
Kindergarten Education,
appropriation forinvestigation
for investigation of, etc..
1291
appropriation
etc.. 672,
672, 1291
King Coal
Coal Company,
Company,
may bringsuit
bring suitfor
for damages to barge
Ruth " 1467
1467
barge""Ruth"
King, Ewel,
pension..................................
pension
1604

...........................

INDEX.

1965
1965

King
Page.
King Hill
illt Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Idaho,
Idaho,
Page.
Klamath,
Klamath, etc., Indians,
Indians, Oreg.,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of
all claims
United States, to
claims of, against the restriction
restriction..................
200, 914, 1403
be
submitted
to
Court
of
Claims
623
be
Claims....
King, James,
James, B.
B.
procedure,
procedure, etc..........................
etc
624
pension increased
increased .......................
1546 Klamath Indian
Indian Reservation, Oreg.,
King, Mary
Mary Jane
Jane (mother),
appropriation
for Sand
Sand Creek
Creek Agency,
appropriation for
Agency, etc.,
etc.,
pension increased
increased ........................ 1545
irrigation
irrigation projects in; from tribal
King,
King, Rosella (widow).
(uidow),
funds...............
funds
.....
. 3,409
3,409
pension increased
increased .......................
1558
1558
for Modoc
Modoc Point irrigation system in ....
25
King,
(widow),
King, Venus
Venus B.
B. (uidow),
428,
1243
428,1243
pension ......................
1550
......
.
1550
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Modoc
deficiency
Point
Modoc Point
King, William N.,
irrigation
irrigation system
62
system ....................
62
pension increased........................
increased
1550
1550
trust patents to be issued for certain agriZittle,
King, Zittle,
cultural, etc., lands in..............
in
25
25
pension.................................
pension
1552 Klamath
Klamath Irrigation
Project, Oreg.,-Calif,
IrriationProject,
Oreg.,-Calif.,
(daughter),
Kingsbury, Ethel
Ethel (daughter),
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of
of.... 201,
201,
_pension
1516
pension ...........................
1516
915,1404
Corporation,
Kingsdale Lumber Corporation,
lands uncovered
uncovered by, in Klamath Lake
may bridge Lumber River, near LumberBird Reserve
Reserve opened to homestead
homestead
ton, N. C
C ........................ ' 390
entry, etc
etc....--...--........--....
.
627
Kingsley, Hannah
Hannah M. (widow),
assessment of charges on ...............
628
-628
pension increased
increased ......................
1517
Klamath Lake Bird
Bird Reservation,
Reservation, Oreg.,-Calif.,
Klamath
Oreg.,-Calif,
Szniston, Matinda
Kiniston,
Malinda (widow),
uncovered lands in, restored to public dopension
1515
main ....... ......................
627
627
Kinkade,
Knkade, Henry T.,
opened to homestead
entry only..........
only
628
homestead entry
pension--......-----------------......
1542
pension
1542
reservation
reservation of irrigation rights, etc
628
etc......
Margaret A. (widow),
Kinney, Margaret
oil.....................
minerals and oil
628
pension..............................
1501
1501
assessment of irrigation charges
charges of Klamath
/Tinny, Patrick,
Patrick,
Kinny,
project ...........................
628
project
628
pension
pension......................................................
1602
survey, etc., directed .................... 628
Kinsey,
Kinsey, Ada L.
L. (widow),
opening subject to payment of irrigation
irrigation
opening
pension increased
1584
pension
increased ....................
1584
charges by other owners
owners ............
charges
628
Moira
Kiowa Agency, Okla.,
etc., of irrigation
irrigation charges......
charges
assessment, etc.,
628
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
preference to persons serving
preference
serving in World War 628
at .............---.........
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
time limit, drawings...................
drawings
628
Kiowa, etc., Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
excluded ......................
persons excluded
629
appropriation for agency expenses from triappropriation
restriction
entering lands before openrestriction on entering
funds
20, 424, 1240
20,424,1240
bal funds...-................
ing
ing...........................
. 629
funds 20,
425, 1240
for support, etc., from tribal funds.
20,425,1240
agricultural lands opened
opened to entry........
entry
629
Kiplinger,
E. (widow),
Kiplinger, Sarah
SarahE.
(uidow),
reservation of lake shore line...........
line
629
pension
1538
1538
pension...--.........--..............-------------....---------.....--Klamath National
and Oreg.,
Klamath
National Forest,
Forest, Calif
Calif. and
Oreg.,
Carson,
Kirby, Kit
Kit Carson,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
appropriation
249,
homestead entry
entry application
application authorized
authorized of 1435
1435
homestead
708, 1327
Kirgan.
,Belle
Belle (mother),
Kirgan,
Klamath
River,
Calif
.
,
pension
1621 Klamath River, Calif.,
.......------.--.------.------------.
pension
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
Kirk,
irk, Mary
Mary (widow),
made
1013
made.............................
pension
1536
pension
-----------------------Klamath River Indian
Klamath
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif,
Kirker,Ulysses
son),
Kirker, Ulysses Grant
Grant (son),
appropriation for constructing
constructing trail on;
appropriation
pension
1576
ension increased
increased.......................
paying debt for, from tribal fund
418
fund...
418
Kirkpatrick, Alfred,
Kirkpatrick,
Alfred,
of Pythias,
Pythias, Wendell
Wendell Philipps
Philipps Lodge
Lodge of,
of,
pension increased .......................
1605 Knights of
pension
payment to
payment
........................
1532
Kissinger,
R.,
John R.,
Kissinger, John
H.,
Knowles, William, H.,
appropriation
to. 113,956 Knowles,
payments to.
monthly payments
for monthly
appropriation for
pension
pension.................................
1582
Kittery, Me.,
Me.,
Knox, Alice M.
(widow),
Know,
M. (widow),
appropriation
for constructing
bridge to
to
constructing bridge
appropriation for
1583
pension
connect navy
.............................
1583
connect
navy yard with Portsmouth,
Portsmouth,
Carolyn Wheeler,
Kobbe, Carolyn
N. H............................
H
143 Kobbe,
payment to, for death of husband
payment
husband......... 1471
contribution of Maine and New Hampcontribution
Rebecca J. (widow),
shire, required
143
143 Kohn, Rebecca
shire,
required .............-......
pension-............................
1486
.
Kittery
Paint, Me.,
Me.,
Kittery Point,
Kolkofen,
Kolkofen, Charles,
Charles,
appropriation for operating,
operating, etc., Governappropriation
payment
damages from fire
payment to, for damages
fire......... 1460
223
223
ment hotel at ......................
Konrad,
Konrad, Fred
Fred C.,
C.,
Kittery
District, Me.,
Me.,
Water District,
Kittery Water
naval record
record corrected.................
corrected
1524
appropriation for advances
advances to, for increasappropriation
Kootenai
Kootenai National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
ing water supply, Portsmouth Navy
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
of... _ 249,
refund
143
appropriation for maintenance,
Yard; refund..-...................
708,
1327
708,1327
Kittson County,
Minn.,
County, Minn.,
Kittson
Korea
Korea (see
(see Chosen).
Chosen).
bridge authorized across Red River of the
Kraig,
Kraig, Kate
Kate C. (widow),
(widow),
N'orth, Pembina, N. Dak., by PemNorth,
pension
1481
pension..-........-.....--.........----.
N. Dak., and ........
947
947
bina County, N.
Kreis,
Kreis, George
George W.,
Agency, Oreg.,
Klamath Agency,
Oreg.,
deficiency
appropriation for
credit in
in
for credit
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
Indians
of Indians
appropriation
accounts
of ...------..-- ..-----...
513
513
.
accounts of
of
25,
31, 428,
434, 1243,
1243, 1248
25, 31,
428,434,
1248
of..............
Kuehn,
Maria (widow),
(widow),
Kuehn, Maria
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc.,
deficiency
pension
increased
1534
increased .......................
66
Indians of ..---------------.---.-.

1966
1966

INDEX.
Labor
Conference, International—Contd.
Page.
Page.
International-Contd.
Labor Conference,
meeting of;
representation of United
of; no representation
meeting
States until
peace ratified
ratified
of peace
treaty of
until treaty
States
................... 279
by the Senate
Labor Disputes,
Conciliation of,
of,
Disputes, Conciliation
Labor
appropriation
under
commissioners of, under
for commissioners
appropriation for
.... 685,1304
/Department
Department of Labor ...
for..............
deficiency appropriation
55
appropriation for
deficiency
for commissioners
commissioners of
1188
1179,1188
............ 517, 1179,
of.
for
mediation of, by War Labor Adminfor mediation
istration .............-........... 517
istration
Labor
International Association
Iegislation, International
Labor Legislation,
for,
for,
appropriation
685
appropriation for contribution to .........
deficiency
appropriation for
contribution.. 518
for contribution..
deficiency appropriation
Labor
Organizations,
Labor Organizations,
1.1Be
use of antitrust appropriations for prose336, 922, 1411
208,336,922,1411
forbidden....... 208,
cuting, forbidden
336
officers, excepted ............
of public
public officers,
Devices,
Labor Saving
Saving Devices,
Labor
appropriation for Pension
Pension Office ....... 671,1290
671,1290
appropriation
Labor Saving
Service,
PostalService,
Devices, Postal
Saving Devices,
Labor
appropriation for rent, purchase,
purchase, etc...
etc.
582,1155
appropriation
Labor Saving Machines,
Labor
appropriation
.
for
purchase,
supplies,
etc.,
appropriation for purchase, supplies, etc.,
652,1273
Department
Treasury Department............
deficiency appropriation
Treasury Deappropriation for Treasury
deficiency
505,1189
.. 505,
partment ................
1189
Labor,
Labor Statistics
Departmentof Labor,
Bureau, Department
Statistics Bureau,
Labor
appropriation for
Commissioner, statistifor Commissioner,
appropriation
cian
etc... 685,
cian and chief clerk, experts, etc...
1304
-

Page.
Kuhlman, Bridget
Bridget (widow),
Kuhlman,
pension
----------..........-- 1615
.
...
pension
Kuhns,
(widow),
Elizabeth M. (widow),
Kuhns, Elizabeth
1618
pension
1616
pension.................................L.
L
La
Breche, David,
David, Indian
Indian Allottee,
La Brecie,
purchase of
of allotment
of
funds of
from funds
of,l from
allotment of
purchase
Blackfeet
Mont., irriReservation, Mont.,
Blackfeet Reservation,
549
gation
systems ................----gation systems
La
Ark.,
River, Ark.,
La Gras
Grue River,
preliminary
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
made
1012
..........------.... 1012
.....made
La
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Jolla Indian
La Jolla
appropriation
for irrigation
irrigation project
3,408
on..... 3,408
project on
appropriation for
La Pointe
.Pointe Agency,
Wis.,
Agency, Wis.,
La
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of
Indians
of Indians
for support,
appropriation for
at
31,434
..............--........ 31,434
at......
La Sal
Sal National
Forest, Utah
Utah and
and Colo., _
NationalForest,
La
appropriation
249,
of... 249,
etc., of....
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
708,
1327
708,1327
proclamation diminiahing
area of
1753
of.......... 1753
diminishing area
proclamation
excluded
restored to settlement
settlement... 1754
lands restored
excluded lands
Labaw,.Susie
(widow),
Labaw, Susie (widow),
1575
pension
1575
pension................--...............
Labels
for Liquor
Containers,
Liuor Containers,
Labelsfor
to be
manufacturers; details
be attached
attached by manufacturers;
to
required
312
required----. ....................
Labor
Adjustments, Railroad
Railroad Boards
Boards of,
of,
Labor Adjustments,
establishment of,
of, by
between
agreement between
by agreement
establishment
469
carriers
and employees ...........
carriers and
to hear
disputes involving
decide disputes
hear and decide
to
grievances,
grievances, rules, or working conditions
469
.....
tions. ..............
Labor Board,
Board, Railroad
(see also
also Transportation
Transportation
Railroad(see
Labor
Act, 1920),
appropriation
for salaries
salaries and
expenses.. 890,1381
890, 1381
and expenses..
appropriation for
established;
composition of................
of
470
470
established; composition
470
labor
nominated by employees..
employees
labor group, nominated
management group,
nominated by cargroup, nominated
management
470
470
riers ........................
470
public group,
selected by the President.
President
group, selected
public
original appointments;
appointments; ineligibility conoriginal
470
ditions
470
ditions .............................
tenure
salaries, etc
etc ................
470
470
of; salaries,
tenure of;
470
decisions of
of disputes
disputes as
to grievances,
grievances, etc..
etc
470
as to
decisions
471
involving wages
salaries
or salaries..............
wages or
involving
471
concurrence
required ..................
concurrence required
471
public
of
471
statement of...................
public statement
in determindeterminelements to
considered in
to be
be considered
elements
ing ...............................
471
ing
472
functions, etc.....
administrative
etc .
powers, functions,
administrative powers,
472
authority
etc
472
evidence, etc........
to secure
secure evidence,
authority to
penalty for
for persons
persons refusing
refusing access
access to
to docudocupenalty
472
ments,
by members,
members, etc.......
etc
472
etc., by
ments, etc.,
departments, etc.,
information to
473
to 473
etc., to
to supply
supply information
departments,
records of
of Federal
Federal control
agencies to
to
labor agencies
control labor
records
be
to .................
473
transferred to
be transferred
wages established
by adjustment
adjustment boards
in
boards in
wages
established by
effect
1, 1920,
1920, to
be mainmainto be
effect March
March 1,
473
September 1,
1, 1920
1920.....
tained
473
tained until
until September
penalty for
suit to
recover
473
473
to recover...
penalty
for violation;
violation; suit
public
be given
of violations
violations of
given of
notice to
to be
public notice
473
decisions,
etc
decisions, etc....................
473
office
allowed
473
force and
and expenses
expenses allowed.........
office forte
year
appropriation
for expenses
expenses for fiscal year
appropriation for
..........
1920 ..................
473
1920
powers of
of Board
Mediation and
and ConciliaConciliaof Mediation
Board of
powers
herein protion not
cover disputes
to cover
disputes herein
tion
not to
474
vided
474
for .........................
vided for
Labor
International,
Labor Conference,
Conference, International,
meeting of,
Washington, D. C.,
C., authorauthorof, at
at Washington,
meeting
297
......................
ized
ized......

,

.

.

.

.
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for per diem experts, etc...........
etc
685,1304
for temporary statistical clerks .. .... 685, 1304
for........ 685,1304
for reports and materials
materials for
685, 1304
deficiency appropriation
miscellaneous
appropriation for miscellaneous
deficiency
expenses
341, 1179
expenses.................. 341,1179
per diem, experts, etc
etc............ 518, 1179
for per
Laboratories
'
Laboratories,
industrial alcohol may be withdrawn
withdrawn for
scientific research
research in, free of tax....
tax.... 321
scientific
321
permits, etc., required
required .................
Flambeau Agency,
Agency, Wis.,
Lac du Flambeau
appropriation
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation for support,
434,1248
434, 1248
..................
at .....
Lace,
May
(widow),
Lace, May (widow),
1600
pension .........................
Laceyeilk, Pa.,
Pa.,
Laceyville,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
bridge
385
River at ...........................
Ladd,
Robert
C.,
Ladd, Robert C.,
pension
1602
pension..................................
Lafayette
Park, Me.,
Me.,
NationalPark,
Lafayette National
appropriation
protection, etc...
204, 918, 1407
etc... 204,918,1407
for protection,
appropriation for
Lagrange
Bayou, Fla.,
Fla.,
Lagrange Bayou,
preliminary
examination,
ination, etc., of, to be
prelinary emin
made ............................
1011
1011
made
Laguna Indian
Sanatorium, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Laguna
IndianSanatorium,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
5,
of....
appropriation for maintenance,
47.0,
410, 1227
Laguna Pueblo,
Pueblo, N. Mex.,
Laguna
project.. 10,423,1238
10, 423, 1238
appropriation for irrigation project..
Wis.,
Lake Butte des Morts,
Morts, Wis.,
--------------------preliminary madeexamination,
etc., of, to be 101
examination,
preliminary
made, for harbor of refuge...........
refuge
1012
Lake Champlain,
Champlain,
bridge authorized
Shoreham, Vt.,
authorized across, Shoreham,
to Ticonderoga,
Ticonderoga, N. Y
551
Y.................
Lake Denmark, N. J., Naval Magazine,
Late
appropriation
fare protection;
electric
protection; electric
appropriation for fire
generators, etc ..................
144
generators,
Lake Depue,
Depue Ill.,
Ill.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1012
made
1012
made.......................
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Lake,
(widow),
Page.
Lake, Harriett
arriett A.
A. (ui/dow),
Page.
pension
1510
Lake, Mary F. (widow),
pension ...........................
1506
1506
Lake, Mary L.
L. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased......................
pension increased
1490
1490
Lake of
of the
Minn.,
Lake
the Woods,
Woods, Minn.,
appropriation
appropriation for
survey .......... 188,
901,1391
for survey
188,901,1391
Lake Saint
Lake
Saint Clair,
Clair, etc.,
etc.,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
Prescott,
Wis...
across,
Wis _. 1100
Lake Superior,
Superior,
station
authorized
on,
in
coast guard
guard station authorized on, in Cook
Cook
County,
County, Minn
588
Minn .....................
588
Lake Traverse,
Lake
etc. '
Trarerse, etc.,
draina
districts, etc.,
of
Minnesota,
North
drainage?districts,
etc., of Minnesota, North
Dakota,
Dakota, and South
may dam,
South Dakota,
Dakota, may
dam,
floods, etc
etc., for control of floods,
etc........ 1059
1059
Lake
Washington Ship
Canal,
Wash.,
Lake Washington
Ship Canal, Wash.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of,
to
be
preliminary
etc., of, to be
made
made .............................
1013
1013
Lamarche, Annie T.
Lamarche,
T. (widow),
(widow),
pension..................................
pension
1576
1576
Lambert,
(son),
Lambert, Ferdinand
Ferdinand(son),
pension .................................
pension
1589
1589
Lambert, John
Lambert,
John W.,
W.,
appropriation for,
appropriation
for, as
first
assistant,
Senate
as first assistant, Senate
Document
Room
631
Document Room------.........--.
631
Lameroux,
Hattie (widow),
Lameroux, Hattie
(widow),
pension
1554
pension.................................
1554
Lamson,
V. (mother),
Lamson, Adelaide
Adelaide V.
(mother),
increased ........................
pension increased
1626
1626
Land Banks
Banks (see
(see Federal
Federal Farm
Land
Farm Loan
Loan Act
Act
Amendments).
Amendments).
Land Defenses,
Land
Defenses, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
construction, etc
608
appropriation
for construction,
etc-..-.....
608
Land Grant
Grant Railroads,
Railroads,
compensation for
for Government
Government transportatransportacompensation
tion on specified
specified................-.
464
464
Land Offices
Land
Offices (see
(see Public
Public Lands).
Lands).
Landing of
of,
Landing
of the
the Pilgrims,
Pilgrims, Tercentenary
Tercentenary oft
appropriation for
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
of Commission
Commission
to
participate in
in celebration
of. .
893
to participate
celebration of...
893
coinage of
silver pieces
comcoinage
of 50-cent
50-cent silver
pieces in
in commemoration of......................
memoration
of
597
597
legal tender
number, legal
tender quality,
quality, etc
597
etc........
597
no Government
Government expense
expense for
for dies,
etc -..
597
dies, etc.
597
United States
States Pilgrim
Tercentenary ComComUnited
Pilgrim Tercentenary
mission
established ................
598
mission established
598
composition and
and appointment;
appointment; no
composition
no comcompensation
598
pensation ..........................
598
appropriation
authorized for
for expenses.....
expenses
598
appropriation authorized
598
allotment
Pilgrim Monument,
Provallotment for
for Pilgrim
Monument, Provincetown, Mass
Mass ...................
599
incetown,
.
599
tablets, etc.,
etc., Provincetown,
Provincetown, Truro,
Truro,
Wellfleet, and
and Eastham............
Eastham
599
Wellfleet,
599
to
Pilgrim Tercentary
Commission, PlyPlyto Pilgrim
Tercentary (ommission,
mouth, etc.,
restoring Plymouth
mouth,
etc., for
for restoring
Plymouth
Rock,
etc ........................
599
Rock, etc
599
tablets, etc.,
etc., at
in
tablets,
at appropriate
appropriate places
places in
the Old Colony,
Colony, etc................
etc
599
599
expenditures
unless Massaexpenditures not
not authorized
authorized unless
Massachusetts
makes specified
specified contribucontribuchusetts makes
tion...............................
tion
599
599
no Government
for maintenance,
no
Government liability
liability for
maintenance,
etc................................
etc
599
599
debts
incurred by
by other
agency, etc.
etc. _.
599
debts incurred
other agency,
599
accounting,
required ..............
599
accounting, etc.;
etc.; required
599
commemorative
commemorative series
series of
of postage
postage stamps
stamps to
to
be issued .........................
599
599
provisions
expire December
31, 1921...
1921.. _ 599
provisions to
to expire
December 31,
599
Joint
Committee created
created to
Joint Congressional
Congressional Committee
to
consider celebrating
celebrating ...............
1631
consider
1631
time
extended for
for report
report by............
by
1632
time extended
1632
time further
further extended
extended ............. 1635,
1635, 1636
time
1636
proclamation recommending
proclamation
recommending December
December
91
109lA be
h.o observed
~ol . ...............
rv,
l
18929
1920,
as
1802
UC
-21,TV_',
....W

1967
1967
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Landis, Allen,
Alien,
Page.
pension ............................
1567
pension
1567
Landlord
and Tenant,
Landlord and
Tenant, D.
D. C.,
C.,
undertakings
judgment
undertakings on appeals from judgment
of municipal
court in
municipal court
in cases
of ......
568
cases of
568
Lands, etc.,
Lands,
States,
etc., United
UnitedStates,
appropriation for
appropriation
for custody
174, 883, 1376
custody of
of........ 174,883,1376
Lands in
Lands
in Severalty
Indians,
Severalty to
to Indians,
appropriation for
for surveying,
alloting, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
surveying, alloting,
of............................
of
3, 408, 1225
3,408,1225
repayment.........
repayment
3,
408, 1215
.........
3, 408,1215
in Arizona
use for Indians in
Arizona and
and New
New
Mexico
Mexico restricted ...........
3, 408, 1225
3,408,1225
for legal expenses in
in allotment suits 7, 412,1229
412, 1229
for advertising
advertising sales, etc
414
etc ..............
414
deficiency
appropriation for
expenses
deficiency appropriation
for legal
legal expenses
in
523
in allotment
allotment suits
suits ..................
523
for surveying,
surveying, allotting,
1172
for
allotting, etc
etc............. 1172
allotment application
allotment
application for minor
child by
by
minor child
Johnny
(Bull), validated.....
validated
1093
Johnny Steel
Steel (Bull),
1093
Landscape and
and Vegetable Gardening,
Landscape
Gardening,
appropriation
studies in,
appropriation for studiesin, floriculture,
floriculture,
etc
205, 703, 1323
etc
......................
205,703,
1323
Langeneck,
Langeneek, Mike
Mike A.
A.,
pension
increased...................
pension increased
1624
1624
(widow),
Langguth, Frances
Frances(widow),
pension.............................
pension
1481
. 1481
Langley
Langley Aviation
Field, Va.,
Aviation Field,
Va.,
expenditure
expenditure authorized
for real
authorized for
real estate,
estate, etc
etc.,,
at
at.....

......................

455
455

Langley, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
Langley,
(widow),
pension increased
increased ...................
1589
pension
1589
Langley
Memorial Aeronautical
Aeronautical Laboratory,
Langley Memorial
Laboratory,
appropriation for
appropriation
equipment, etc..........
etc
1381
for equipment,
1381
Langston,
Mary S.
S. (mother),
(mother),
Langston, Mary
pension
1539
pension..................................
1539
Lapsed
Lapsed Insurance,
Insurance,
restrictions
reinstatement of
restrictions on solicting
&dieting reinstatement
of... 1267
1267
Lapwai Rural
Rural High
School District,
District, Idaho,
Idaho,
Lapwai
High School
grant of part of
of Fort
Fort Lapwai
Indian School
School
Lapwai Indian
lands to,
for agricultural
agricultural experiexperilands
to, for
mental work
work ...................
553
mental
553
Lard,
Lard,
proclamation
proclamation canceling
canceling license
license requirerequirements for
for importing,
importing, manufacturing,
manufacturing,
etc
1742
etc....................................
1742
Lard Substitutes,
Lard
Substitutes,
proclamation
proclamation canceling
canceling license
license requirerequirements for
importing, manufacturing
manufacturing
ments
for importing,
cottonseed,
etc
1750
cottonseed, etc .................
1750
Lavish, Clara
Clara (daughter),
(daughter),
Larish,
pension
1584
pension increased
increased ....................
1584
Lary,
Arminta (daughter),
(daughter),
Lary, Arminta
pension
1565
pension increased
increased
........................
1565
Las Vacas, Mexico,
Las
Mexico,
bridge
authorized
across
Rio
Grande,
Del
bridge authorized across Rio Grande, Del
Rio,
Tex., to
1202
Rio, Tex.,
to ..................
1202
Lassen
National Forest,
Lassen National
Forest, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.... 249,
249,
708,
1327
708,1327
Lassen Volcanic National
Lassen
National Park,
Park, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation
for protection,
918, 1407
1407
appropriation for
protection, etc
etc........ 918,
Lasseter,
W.,
Lasseter, Ryrd
Ryrd W.,
pension increased....................
increased
1540
pension
1540
Laswell, Matilda
(widow),
Laswell,
Matilda (widow),
pension .................................
1480
pension
1480
Latin America,
Latin
America,
appropriation
for promoting,
comappropriation for
promoting, etc.,
etc., commerce with
679,1298
merce
with ................
679,1298
Latty,
Latty, Angeline
Angeline (widow),
(widow),
pension
1484
pension ...........................
1484
Lauber,
Lauber, Aolia
Aolia (widow),
(widow),
pension
1607
pension..................................
1607
Laundries,
Marine Corps,
Laundries, Marine
Corps,
appropriation for
for maintenance.....-......
maintenance
155
appropriation
155
-Ii?nfof rreceipts.
i
for
-tsannoratinor
atr
use
for
operating, etc
-l
,VVVx.....---------........

1 Li
155

1968
1968
Laurinburg, N.
N. C.,
C.,
Laurinburg,

terms of court at .....................

Lausanne, Switzerland,
Switzerland,
Lausanne,

INDEX.
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appropriation
delegates to
appropriation for expenses of delegates
at
1217
Alcoholism at....
Congress against Alcoholism
Law, Actions
Actions at,
at,
Law,
provisions governing, against
against carriers, arising during Federal control of transportation
461
....
.
portation...........
agent for, to be designated by the Presi461
dent .............................
proclamation
designating Director
proclamation designating
General
Railroads as
1789,1794
as....... 1789,1794
General of Railroads
Library, Library
Congress,
Law Library,
Library of Congress,
appropriation
etc........ 638,1259
appropriation for librarian, etc
Lawn
Lawn Grass
Grass (see
(see Grasses,
Grasses, etc.).
etc.).
Lawrence,
(son),
Lawrence, Albert
Albert B.
B. (son),
increased
1517
pension increased.........................
Lawrence,
Lawrence, George
George E.,
E.,
pension
1473
1473
pension...............................
Lawrence,
Sans.,
Lawrence, Kans.,
appropriation for Haskell Institute Indian
appropriation
school
13, 418, 1235
school......................... 13,418,1235
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
deficiency
Indian school. 66,
348
Lawrence, Reuben
E.,
Reuben E.,
Lawrence,
. 1501
pension ...........................
Laws of
of Congress,
Congress,
appropriation
appropriation for law clerk and assistant,
editing
the
642,1263
editingthe.....................
enrollment of bills or resolutions to be
printed on parchment
parchment or paper of a
a
520
suitable quality
quality .................
Lawson,
Millie
(widow),
Lawson, Millie (widow),
pension ..............................
1609
Lowther,
(widow),
A. (widow),
Lawther, Nancy A.
pension
1480
1480
pension
..............................
Lawyers'
Lawyers' Cooperative
CooperativeEdition,
Edition, Volumes
Volumes 63,64,
63, 64,
65,
65,
appropriation for additional
additional copies, United
appropriation
States Reports
208, 922, 1411
Reports. .........
208,922,1411
Layton
Charles (son),
Layton,: Charles
(son),
pension
pension................................
1521
Lazear,
Lazear, Mabel
Mabel H.
H. (widow),
(widow),
appropriation for monthly payments
payments to..
to.. 113,956
appropriation
Lazier, Anson T.,
Lazier,
pension
pension............................
1602
Purge, Charles
Le Furge,
Charles M.,
M.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reimbursing..
reimbursing
deficency
1024
M.,
Lea, John
John M.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for estate of
of.... 591
payment to administrator
administrator of
of.......... 1463
A. (widow),
(widow),
Leach, Lucy A.
pension
.............................
. 1504
Leach, Warren
Warren Henry,
patent authorized
authorized for adjoining farm home1090
stead entry by ....................
1090
Lead Arsenates (see Insecticide
Insecticide Act).
Leadville
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Colo.,
Leadville National
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of..
of
249,
appropriation
708,1327
Leahy, Mary (mother),
(mother),
increased .......................
pension increased
1626
Leahy,
Leahy, Maurice,
Maurice,
pension ................
pension
.........
1596
Leary,
M. (widow),
(widow),
Leary, Ellen M.
1625
pension increased ...................
1625
Leary,
(daughter),
Leary, Mary G.
G. (daughter),
pension
pension.........................
1480
Leases of Rental
Rental Property,
C.,
Property, D.
D. C.,
standard
standard forms of Rent Commission to be
used in all ....................
303

-
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Leasing
Nonmetallic Minerals
Minerals Page.
of Nonmetallic
Leasing of
of Deposits
Deposits of
and
Lands,
andGas
Gas on
on Public
PublicLands,
provisions as
as to coal
coal lands ..............
438
phosphate lands ....................
440
phosphate
oil and gas lands......................
lands
441
oil shale lands ........................
445
Alaska oil and gas lands ..............
446
Alaska
447
sodium lands .......................
appropriation
enforcing Act providing
providing
appropriation for enforcing
for
1401
for............................
deficiency ap
appropriation
Act
enforcing Act
p ropriation for enforcing
providing
1172
for....................
providing for
Leasing of
of Railroad
Railroad Equipment,
Equipment,
Leasing
from
provisions authorizing,
authorizing, to carriers, from
490
general
railway contingent
fund
contingent fund....
general railway
also Hides, Skins, and Leather),
Leather (see also
appropriation
developing aquatic
appropriation for developing
sources of .....
........ 220,933
for developing standards of quality, etc.,
of
683, 1302
683,1302
of.............................
Leavenworth Bridge
Bridge Company,
Company,
deficiency- appropriation
constructing
appropriation for constructing
Republican River,
across Republican
bridge across
1164
Fort Riley, Kans ..................
Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Kans.
Volunteer
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
appropriation
Soldiers' Home ..........
191,
903, 1394
191,903,1394
construction... 207,921,1410
penitentiary, construction
207, 921, 1410
for penitentiary,
maintenance
211, 924, 1413
211,924,1413
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenance...
deficiency
appropriation for Volunteer
deficiency appropriation
47,1027,1167
Soldiers Home
47,
1027, 1167
Soldiers'Home............
52, 1033, 1176
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenance
maintenance... 52,1033,1176
repairing fire damages.
damages.
337
for penitentiary, repairing
for penitentiary,
additional pay, guard
338
guard.
penitentiary, additional
for
...
1033
for city fire department
department ........
Leaves of
of Absence,
Leaves
Absence,
allowed homestead
homestead entrymen, who are discharged soldiers, etc., for vocational
vocational
charged
rehabilitation .....................
288
rehabilitation
during drought of 1919 to obtain food,
etc
271
etc.............................
postal service employees, of 15 days ....
1052
ten days' sick leave,
cumulative
leave, cumulative.....
1053
per diem employees of District of Columbia
allowed annual, for 15 days........
days
1144
permitted Coast Guard officers
officers for temporary employment by Venezuela.
Venezuela.. - 452
LE, alias
H. WalLeaycraft, George H.,
alias George
George H.
lace,
lace,
pension
1604
..........................
LeClear,
LeCkar, George,
George.
military record corrected.................
corrected
1627
Ledford, Jones
James W.,
W.,
pension ...........
1480
.......
Ledger Despatch
Corporation, Norfolk, Va.,
Despatch Corporation,
Va.,
deficiency
appropriation for advertising
deficiency appropriation
advertising.. 1168
(widow),
Lee, Adelia Mae
Mae (uvdow),
pension ..........................
1507
Lee,
Ernest R.,
Lee, Ernest
pension
increased
1546
pension increased.......................
1546
Lee, Melissa
Melissa S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1503
pension increased
increased ......................
1503
Lee,
Lee, Willie,
pension
pension-............................
1606
Leech Lake Agency,
Agency, Minn.,
linn.,
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
of
Indians
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at .....
31,434
....................
Lees
Ferry : Ariz.,
Lees Ferry,
Ariz.,
appropriation for investigating,
appropriation
investigating, etc., need
for bridge across Colorado River,
near
near............................. 1233
Va.,
Leesburg, Va.,
appropriation for public building........
building
165

1969
1969

INDEX.
Lefavor, Lizzie C.
Page.
C. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension
1551
................................
1551
Legal
Legal Tender,
Tender,
gold certificates
bearer on decertificates payable to bearer
mand
370
mand made
made .......................
370
national bank notes a, except for customs
duties, interest on public debt, and
redemption
redemption of national currency....
currency
387
Legations,
Legations,
appropriation
clerks at
740,1206
appropriation for
for clerks
at ............. 740,
1206
or interpreters to
740, 1207
for
to...
..........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
clerks
at
1187
for clerks at..... 1187
Legg,
Robert T.,
T.,
Legg, Robert
payment to ..............................
1462
1462
Legislative Drafting
Service,
Legislative
Drafting Service,
appropriation for
for salaries
and expenses;
expenses,
appropriation
salaries and
division of expenses
expenses.............. 634,1255
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries and
and
expenses........ ...
expenses
56
.....
Legislative, _Executive,
and
Judicial
Expenses,
Executive, and Judicial Expenes,
' appropriation for legislative
legislative expenses..
631,1252
expenses.. 631,1252
or Senate..........
Senate
631,1252
for
...........
631,1252
for Capitol Police.................
Police
633,1254
for Joint Committee on Printing
Printing..... 634,1254
Service
634,1255
for Legislative Drafting Service.....
Representatives ......
634,1255
for House of Representatives.
634,1255
"
during the session"
to mean 116
days_
637
"during
session' 'to
116 days.
637
"
during the session"
"during
session' to mean 207 days. 1258
for Library of Congress.............
Congress
637,1258
637,1258
for
for Botanic
Botanic Garden
Garden
....
........... 640,1261
640,1261
for executive expenses............
expenses
640,1261
for
for President
President....-.............. 640,1261
640,1261
for Vice President
President -...............
640,
1261
640,1261
for Executive
Executive Office
Office................ 640,1261
for Bureau
Bureau of Efficiency
Efficiency ..........
641,
1261
641,1261
Service Commission ...... 641,1262
for Civil Service
for
State
642,1263
for Department
Department of
of State............
642 1263
passport agencies
agencies .................
642
for Treasury
Treasury Department
643,1263
Department.........643,1263
. 644,1265
General Supply Committee.....Committee
expenses of loans
expenses
loans...............
1266
War Risk Insurance Bureau......
Bureau
646,1267
Federal Farm Loan Bureau -----.___ 646,1267
collecting internal revenue.......
revenue653,1274
653,1274
enforcing
enforcing National Prohibition and
Narcotic Acts ...............
654,1274
Narcotic
654,1274
Independent Treasury; offices of assistIndependent
ant treasurers
abolished from July 1,
1,
treasurers abolished
1921 ..............................
654
656,1275
Mints and Assay Offices ........
656,1275
for War Department ................ 658,1277
temporary employees ................
658
temporary
658
restriction on use of other appropriarestriction
employees ..........
tions for civil employees
658
reimbursement
Red
reimbursement from American Red
accounts
Cross for auditing accounts........
659
Service .........................
1278
Air Service
1278
record of bringing home remains from
abroad .
abroad
......................
1278
Finance office................
office
Chief of Finance
1278
661,1280
public building; and grounds
grounds..... 661,1280
State,
Department
tate, War, and Navy Department
Buildings ......
............
661,1280
Department
for Navy Department...............
663,1282
Europe
naval records of war in Europe....
664,1283
for Interior Department ............ 668,1287
Architect of the Capitol, office created.
created. 1291
Architect
general . ..............
673.1292
surveyors general
673 1292
government in the Territories
Territories ..... 674,1293
674,1293
government
Office Department
for Post Office
Department......... 674,1294
for Department
of Justice...........
Justice
676,1296
for
Department of
676,1296
Commerce
for Department
Department of Commerce........
678,1297
684,1304
for Department
Department of Labor ..............
for judicial expenses
expenses .............
. 686,1306
United States courts, etc
for United
etc........ 686,1306
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appropriation for national park commisappropriation
sioners ........................
687,1306
for Court of Customs Appeals .
.... 687,1306
for Court of Claims ..............
688,
688, 1307
1307
restriction on purchase
purchase price for
for type....................
writers
_688,
1307
688,1307
determination of character
688
determination
character of machines.
machines.
688
purchases
purchases to be from surplus stock of
Supply Committee
683, 1308
Supply
Committee -............ 683,1308
machines for
transferred from
machines
for, to
to be transferred
from
War Department
Department ...........
688, 1308
unserviceable
unserviceable
machines for ex1308
change ........... ...........
689,1308
disposal by War
War Department
Department restricted 689
restriction on sale, etc., of used typerestriction
writers ......................
689
pay of switchboard
switchboard operators,
operators, assistant
assistant
messengers, etc., rated..........
rated
688,1307
messengers,
permanently
permanently incapacitated
incapacitated persons not to
be paid ..................
688,1307
classified employees
employees
restriction on detailing classified
for service outside of District of
of
Columbia ..................
689, 1308
not applicable to investigations
investigations by
by Department of Justice
partment
Justice........
.. 689,1308
689,1308
additional pay of $240 a
a year to civilian
employees of the Government and
employees
District of Columbia
Columbia receiving
$2,500
District
receiving $2,500
or less
less......................
. 689,1308
to those receiving less than $2,740 to
to
equal that amount ............. 689,1308
not to exceed
exceed 60 per cent of total pay
pay. 689,1308
increased compensation
for 1920,
increased
compensation for
1920, not
computed
as
salary
689
computed salary................
restriction on granting, to employees
employees rerestriction
ceiving increased
salary in 1920 or
or
increased salary
1921,
excess of $200
1921, in excess
$200............ 689
entering service
service since June 30, 1919
689
1919..
689
increased compensation
compensation for
for 1921
increased
1921 not
not comcomputed as salary...................
salary
1308
1308
restriction on granting, to employees
restriction
employees receiving increased
salary in 1921 in
increased salary
1308
excess of $200 ....................
entering service
service since June 30, 1920
entering
1920.. 1308
employees whose
adjusted by
employees
whose pay
pay is adjusted
by
etc
wage boards, etc...
.......... 689,1309
employees in
not applicable
applicable to employees
in postal
postal
service
1309
........................ 689, 1309
Panama Canal or Alaska Engineering
Panama
Commission
689,1309
Commission
....
....... 689,
1309
police, firemen,
firemen, etc., District of
Columbia .........................
689
etc., created
created
lump sum, in agencies, etc.,
since January 1, 1916,
1916, except Tariff
Commission employees
Commission
employees......... 690,1309
Insurance Bureau employees
employees
War Risk Insurance
included ...................... . 1309
included
Columbia police, park
District of Columbia
park police,
included .............
and firemen included
1309
not applicable
applicable to part time employees,
employees,
except charwomen
690,1309
except
charwomen ...........
serving at intervals
intervals............... 690,1309
employees
for
employees in construction
construction works for
Government, etc., by corporathe Government,
corporations, etc
etc...................
690,1309
receiving pay from outside
outside sources
sources
under cooperative
cooperative arrangements
arrangements. 690,1309
voluntarily or at a
a nominal
nominal
serving voluntarily
rate
rate...........................
690,1309
allowance for foreign
with special allowance
690,
1309
service .......................
690,1309
employees
railroads, express, teleemployees of railroads,
graph,
companies
....... 690,1309
690,1309
etc, companies
graph, etc..,

1970
1970
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additional pay; double salary
salary restriction
restriction
additional
not to prevent receipt of .........
690,1309
computation of
piecework pay......
pay
690,1309
of piecework
computation
not applicable
applicable to regular per diem
employees
690,1309
employees .-............
appropriation
paying
690,1309
appropriation for paying..........
for
District of
of Columbia
Columbia employees
employees
for District
half
thereof, except
except
half from revenues thereof,
water
department wholly from water
water department
revenues
690
.....................
for trust fund employees
employees from trust
trust
funds
1310
690,1310
funds............................... 690,
employees
of Columbia
Columbia employees
for District
District of
sixty per cent from revenues thereof,
except water department
department wholly
wholly
from water revenues ............... 1309
for employees
employees of
of Minimum
Wage
Minimum Wage
for
Bm.rd,
District
Board, etc.,
etc., wholly from District
revenues
...............
690,1309
report of payments in first four months
report
submitted to Congress
to be submitted
Congress..... 690,1310
statement of rented buildings,
annual statement
D. C., to indicate cost for care, etc.,
etc ,
square foot of space
per square
space...........- 691
street
land in Chicago conveyed to city for street
purposes;
1310
conditions............. 1310
purposes; conditions
Legislative
147ffaryof
of Congress,
Legislative Reference, Libray
appropriation
for
prparing material for
appropriation for preparing
Congress,
638,1259
Congress, etc ................
638,1259
deficiency appropriation
preparing
deficiency
appropriation for preparing
material for
1159
for Congress,
Congress, etc
etc.......... 1159
Lego, Jennie
Jennie (widow),
(widow),
Lego,
pension
pension
pension...
..........................
1487
Legumes,
Legumes,
appropriation for testing, etc.,
etc., cultures for
appropriation
inoculating ...............
1322
243, 702,
702,1322
Lehi, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Lekhi
appropriation for construction of bridge
appropriation
across Salt River near: conditions_
across
conditions....
417
Leighton, Mary
Leighton,
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension .........................
1572
pension.
Leighty, Morris
E.,
Morris E.,
pension
pension..
............................. 1598
Lewhman,
Leihman, John,
John,
pension increased
increased
......................
1539
Lemhi
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
Lenhi National
NationalForest,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 249,
7•1I,
1327
708,1327
authorized to be added to.........
to
1199
lands authorized
1199
Leming,
Leming, Gilly
Gilly (widow),
(widow),
pension . . .---.-------------1592
1592
Lendeborn, Ottello (widow),
Ipensidebon, Ottello (widow).
pension
1592
1592
Lentz, Betty
Betty (widow,
(widow),
Lenta,
pension increased
1604
pension
increase
......................
1604
Lenz,
Catharine (widow),
Lent, Catharine
(widow),
pension increased
1512
pension
increased.........................
1512
Leonard,
Leonard, Malmo
Malssa (widow),
(widow),
pension...
....................
pension
1595
1595
Leonard, Margaret
MargaretE.
E. (widow),
Leonard,
(widow),
.....................
pension .....
1554
1554
Lepers,
Lepers,
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance of home
appropriation
home for,
for,
etc., under Public Health
Health Service..
Service
175,
175,
4. 1377
884,
88.
Lepers,
Lepers, etc
etc.,:,
appropriation
appropriation for care of, Islands of Guam
and Culion, etc .............
134, 814
814
deficiency
care, Guam
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for care,
Culon .....................
and Cuhon
49
49
Leprosy
Hospital, Hawaii,
Leprosy Hospital,
Hawaii.
appropriation
approgriation for maintenance
maintenance of..
of.. 175, 884, 1377

I

I -1
- (widow),
- E.
Leroy,
Page.
Leroy, Mary
Miary
(wuow),
.ag
az.
pension .......................
1510
1510
pension
Letcher,
(widow),
Jane (widow),
Letcher, Jane
pension increased
increased .......
1564
pension
1564
Letter
Postal Service,
Service,
Letter Carriers,
Carriers,Postal
appropriation for
for city
city delivery........
delivery
578,
1151
578, 1151
appropriation
Detroit Riverservice,
River service, pay
increased ... 1151
1151
payincreased...
Detroit
offices
578,
1151
578,1151
for new offices.................
allowed
allowed credit
credit for
for serving in Army,
etc.,
War as
Postal
as in
in Postal
etc., during
during World
World War
Service
1152
Service ....................
delivery
..--. 582,1155
for rural delivery.............
deficiency appropriation for city delivery..
delivery.. 347,
deficiency
349, 1043
1043
temporary carriers ...............
for temporary

Letter Postage,
Foreign .
,
Letter
Postage, Foreign,

1044

convention with Windward
Windward Islands as to
convention
rate for......................
for
1662

Postal Service,
Service,
Scales, etc., Postal
Letter Scales,
Letter
appropriation for, and
582,1154
repairs......... 582,1154
and repairs
appropriation
Letterman
Hospital, San
San Francisco,
Francisco,
Army Hospital,
Letterman Army
Calif.,

appropriation for hospital wards..........
wards
appropriation

964
Letters
(see also
Postal Service),
Service),
Letters (see
also Postal
583
disposition of undelivered................
undelivered
collection
delivery to writers........
writers
583
collection fee on delivery
transmission
transmission of prepaid unstamped, author583
ized ...................................
Leupp
Leupp Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation for
etc., of Indians
appropriation
for support, etc.,
433,
1247
433,1247
at .......................
Leupp Indian
Indian Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Leupp
appropriation for bridges
bridges across Little Coloappropriation
rado and Canyon Diablo Rivers,
11
near
11
near.. ................................
for approaches
approaches to bridge over Little Colorado and Canyon Diablo Rivers.
near
1233
417,1233
near .......................... 417,
Levenseler, Laura
Levenseler,
Laura (daughter),
(daughter),
pension increased
1512
increased.......................... • 1512
Lewd Books, Motion-Picture
Motion-PictureFilms,
Films, etc.,
punishment for importing, shipping
shipping in
1060
interstate
etc
1060
interstate commerce,
commerce, etc..........
Lewis, Abbie H.
IL (widow),
(widow),
1478
1478
.......................
pension ...
Lewis,
Alfred E.,
E.,
Lewis, Alfred
military record
record corrected
corrected ...............
1532
Lewis,
Alice May
Lewis, Alice
ay (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
...........................
1555
pension..
Lewis and Clark
Lewis
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
Clark National
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of
249,
appropriation
708,
1327
708, 1327
Lewis,
Lewis, Annie
Annie A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased........................
increased
1582
Lewis, Frederick,
Frederick,
pension
1550
pension .............................
1550
Lewis, Gideon
C.,
Lewis,
Gideon C.,
pension
1487
pension.................................
1487
Lewis, Louis
Louis K.
Lewis,
K. (son),
(son),
pension
1502
pension increased
increased .......................
1502
Lewis, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
pension
1581
pension increased
increased ........................
1581
Lewis, Mildred
(widow),
Lewis,
Mildred S.
S. (widowi),
pension ........
1499
.................
Leuistoum
Pa.,
Levistown,2 Pa.,
165
building.......
appropriation
appropration for public building
Leangton,
Lexington, Ky.,
Ky.,
terms of
at
400
terms
of court
court at........................
400
...-------.-----400
rooms to be provided
provided for
400
Libels
Libels in
in Admiralty
Admiralty Causes,
Causes,
allowed in personam,
personam. in actions
actions against
against
vessels and cargoes
cargoes of Goverment
Goverment
ownership
525
ownership .....................
525
procedure as
as between
private parties
526
procedure
between private
526
parties ....

IND EX.
INDEX.
Liberia,
Liberia,
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Page.
Licensing of
etc., Deposits
of Coal,
Coal, Oil,
Oil, etc.,
Deposits on
on Public
Public Page.
Page.
appropriation
resident and
appropriation for minister resident
Lands,
Lands,
consul general to................
to
740, 1206
740,1206
Act
appropriation for expenses
expenses of enforcing Act
importing from, and exporting to, wheat
wheat
importing
for
1401
for...... ...... ..................
1401
prohibited, exand wheat flour, prohibited,
deficiency appropriation for expenses of
ceptions 1759
........................... 1759
enforcing law for, etc .............
enforcing
1172
1172
canceled
1773
canceled .........................
provisions for deposits of coal.............
coal
438
438
Liberty
Acts.
Liberty Bond
Bond Acts.
phosphates............................
phosphates
440
440
provisions of the several, not affected
affected by
oil and gas
gas. ..........................
441
resolution declaring date of termina- .
oil shale...............................
shale
445
tion of
of War
War with
with Germany, etc
etc ..... 1360
oil and gas in Alaska ..................
446
446
Liberty,
Liberty, Mo.,
Mo.,
sodium ...........................
447
appropriation for public building
building........ 165 Liechtenstein,
appropriation
Liechtenstein,
Librarian
Congress,
Librarianof
of Congress,
wheat
importing from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat
appropriation for, chief assistant, etc...
etc._ 6_37,
1258
637,1258
appropriation
wheat flour, prohibited;
prohibited; excepand wheat
salary of, and chief assiatantincreased.
assistantincreased.
salary
637
tions ..............................
1759
Library,
Free Public,
Public,
D. C.,
C., Free
Library, D.
canceled .............................
1773
appropriation for expenses
expenses
72,
841, 1112 Liens,
Liens, D.
.........
72,841,1112
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries and
deficiency
liverymen allowed,
liverymen
allowed, for charges
charges for keepexpenses .....................
37
37
ing animals
owner
568
expenses.
animals,'etc.; notice to owner..
Library for
C., National,
National,
enforcement by bill in equity ..........
568
the Blind,
Blind, .D.
D. C.,
Library
for the
enforcement
appropriation for aid to
97, 868, 1139
garage keepers allowed,
allowed, for charges for
to............... 97,868,1139
appropriation
Library
Congress,
storage, etc.,
of Congress,
etc., of motor vehicles;
Library of
appropriation for Librarian, assistant,
notice to owner ...................
569
appropriation
etc ........................
enforcement
equity
569
. 637,1258
enforcement by bill in equity..........
Life
Government,
pay of Librarian, and chief assistant
assistant
Life Insurance
Insurance Fund,
Fund, Government,
increased
637
premiums paid for converted
converted War Risk
Risk
increased........--.............. 637
637,1258
for chiefs of division, etc ..........
insurance to be credited to ........
376
insurance
for
payments from .......................
638,1258
376
rooms, etc ..............
payments
for reading rooms,
for law library
library ..................... 638,1259
reserve fund to be kept; investment,
investment,
reserve
for Semitic and Oriental
literature
.................
376
etc .
............
638,1259
Oriental literature..
Copyright Office ................ 638,1259 Life
Life Saving
(see also
Guard),
also Coast
Coast Guard),
Saving Service
Service (see
for Copyright
reference
638,1259
deficiency
appropriation for
for pay
pay of
of crews..
crews.. 63,
63,
deficiency appropriation
for legislative
legislative reference...............
344,
1041
etc
639,1259
344,1041
for distribution of card indexes, etc..
etc
1184
.....
1184
expenses, etc..
carriers...... 639,1259
miscellaneous expenses,
for temporary services; carriers
for miscellaneous
Life Saving
Saving Testimonials,
opening ................. 639,1260 Life
Testimonials,
for Sunday opening
appropriation
for purchasing books, periodicals,
etc- 639,1260
shipwrecked
appropriation for, rescuing shipwrecked
periodicals, etc.
forpurchasing
American
etc
742,
1208
742,1208
639,1260
seamen, etc..........
American seamen,
contingent expenses ...........
for contingent
Light
burn, Harriet
Harriet E.
E. (widow),
Lightburn,
for superintendent
superintendent of building and
1493
.......................
increased
grounds, clerks,
clerks, etc
pension increased
etc......... .. 639,1260
grounds,
etc.
Keepers, etc.,
Lighthouse Keepers,
etc........ 639,1260 Lighthouse
engineers, etc
for watchmen, engineers,
appropriation
etc.... 213, 926, 1416 Sunday opening .................
640,
1260 .
640,1260
appropriation for dwellings, etc....
for rations, etc ..............
213, 926, 1416
1416
incidental expenses, care
care of building,
for incidental
for
1416
927,1416
salaries ..................... 214, 927,
for salaries
etc.;
to.. 640,1260
etc.; transfer
transfer of Army truck to
640 Lighthouse
............
etc.........-for repairs, etc
Service,
Lighthouse Service,
etc ................... 640,1260
for furniture,
furniture, etc
appropriation for repairs, etc.,
etc., of, vessels
appropriation
of
... 187, 899,1389
899, 1389
for trees, etc., grounds of......
naval service .................
149
in naval
942, 1430
229,942,1430
for..... 229,
for printing and binding for
for general expenses ............. 213,
926, 1416
213,926,
deficiency
appropriation for increased cost
deficiency appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general ex37
of envelopes,
envelopes, 1919..
1919
3
.. ............
. 67,
penses
.
67, 1178
penses.....................
691
for distribution
indexes
37, 591
distribution of card indexes.......
expenses of, while cooperating
cooperating with Navy,
for widow
widow of
Washington
. 591
Lawrence Washington......
of Lawrence
for
to be paid from appropriations
appropriations there...............593
for printing and binding
for
150
for ................................
reference
....... .. 1159
...
legislative reference
for legislative
transfer of appropriations..
150
appropriations .............
transfer
employees of,
eligible for retirement
retirement on
of, eligible
employees
officers, etc.,
etc., not included
included in general proofficers,
614
..
annuities. .....................
614
annuities
visions for retirement
retirement of civil emLicense Bureau,
Bureau, D.
.D. C.,
License
ployees ...................
614
.......
ployees
appropriation
appropriation for superintendent, clerks,
Lighthouse
Tenders,
Lighthouse
70, 839, 1110
1110
70,839,
etc .....................
appropriation for general expenses.
213, 927, 1416
expenses. 213,927,
appropriation
Licenses (see
Federal Water
Water Power
Act),
Power Act),
(see also
also Federal
Licenses
authorized.............. 1058
construction
construction of, authorized
constructing dams,
issue authorized
authorized of, for constructing
darns,
transfers from Army, Navy, and Shiptransfers
etc. for
navigation development... 1065
etc.,
for navigation
1058
ping Board .......................
for utilizing,
utilizing, etc., power across, etc.,
Vessels,
Lighthouse Ve.ssels,
navigable
1065 Lighthouse
navigable waters ................
appropriation for expenses ........ 213, 927, 1416
1416
appropriation
upon
public lands
reservations
1065
1065
and reservations...
lands and
upon public
927, 1416
1416
214,927,
crews ........... 214,
officers and crews
for officers
surplus water from Government
dams. 1065
Government dams
surplus
constructing, etc.,
etc., for general
general service.
service. 1416
1416
for constructing,
conditions,
conditions, etc ...................... 1065
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, Diamond
deficiency
preliminary permits to applicants
applicants for, to
preliminary
339
Shoal, N. C.......................
obtain data, etc ................
1066
salaries, officers,
officers, etc.. 517,1035,1178,1188
517, 1035, 1178, 1188
for salaries,
period and terms of ....................
1067
period
1058
authorizations for -----......--...........
authorizations
annual charges to be paid; basis of
of...... 1069
annual
transfers from Army, Navy, and Shiptransfers
Government to take over, etc., on
right of Government
. 1058
...------------..
ping Board ......
1071
expiration
expiration of ....................
Lighthouses,
disposition of proceeds arising from........
from
1072 Lighthouses,
1072
disposition
proclamation reserving Roncador
Roncador Cay,
proclamation
provisions for, continued
continued as to sugar, etc
etc.,,
until
Deremher31,
.
l386
Caribbean Sea, for ...............
1751
Caribbean
until
386
a m p December
- l., 1920
v- ...........
Ac-
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Lighthouses-Continued.
Page.
Lighthouses-Continued.
proclamation restoring to Hawaii,
Hawaii, reserreserproclamation
vations
Honolulu ...............
1750
at Honolulu
vations at
1742
on Maui
Maui Island ..................
Lighthouses
Department of Commerce,
Commerce,
Bureau, Department
Lighthouses Bureau,
appropriation
Commissioner, deputy,
deputy,
for Commissioner,
appropriation for
etc
678,1297
.............
678,1297
etc ............ ..
for
aids
to
navigation
213
213
for aids to navigation ................
1416
lighthouse vessels, general service..
service
for lighthouse
for Galveston,
jetty light
station
1416
lightstation..
Tex., jetty
for
Galveston, Tex.,
213,926,
general expenses.............
expenses
213,
926, 1416
for general
lights, etc.,
etc., on Yukon River and tribulights,
taries, Alaska..................
Alaska
. 927
taries,
for
keepers' salaries...
salaries... 214,
etc., keepers'
lighthouses, etc.,
for lighthouses,
927,
1416
927,1416
of vessels
for
salaries, officers
and crews
vessels
crews of
officers and
for salaries,
of
214, 927, 1417
214,927,1417
................
of...
214
for
inspectors, etc
etc..................forinspectos,
for
etc
927,1417
superintendents, etc...........
for superintendents,
for retired
214, 927, 1417
214,927,1417
pay ..............
for
retired pay
compulsory retirement
retirement provisions
provisions modicompulsory
fied
fied as to present employees ...... 1417
after ten years no employees continued
beyond
retirement age ............
1417
beyond retirement
privileges of present
present employees,
employees, for
for
privileges
1417
retirement ..................deficiency
appropriation for Frying Pan
deficiency appropriation
Shoals
C
62
Shoals Light Vessel, N. C........
for general
62, 346, 349, 516, 524,
524,
expenses...... 62,346,349,516,
general expenses
for
1040,
1043, 1045, 1188, 1188,1192
1040,1043,1045,
339
vessels for general service
service..........
for vessels
339
for Diamond
Diamond Shoal,
N. C
C .............
Shoal, N.
for
339
Ohio.......
Conneaut Light Station, Ohio
for Conneaut
for completing
completing depot,
depot, sixteenth district
district. 516
for
for aids
aids to navigation,
navigation, seventh and
eighth
districts
516
eighth districts....................
officers and crew
crews9 of vessels
for salaries, officers
517, 1035, 1178,1188
1178, 1188
of ................
employees
for retired pay, officers and employees
517, 1178
............................... 517,1178
for Metropolitan
517
Metropolitan Coal Company ........
for inspectors, etc ......................
1035
for R. C. Hart
.......................... 1035
for salaries ........................... 1043
superintendent of naval construcfor superintendent
1178
additional pay ...............
tion, additional
navigation, Conneaut, Ohio..
Ohio
1178
for aids to navigation,
paying damage claims collisions
collisions with
for paying
. 1178
1178
....................
vessels of
authorized............ 1057
aids to navigation authorized
superintendent of naval
pay increased
increased of superintendent
106l
construction ...................
1054
Copper Harbor Range
Range
sale of portion of Copper
Lighthouse Reservation
Reservation to RoughLighthouse
HoughKeweenaw Counties, Mich.,
Mich.,
ton and Keweenaw
authorized, for public uses; condiauthorized,
1096
tions
.......................
transfer
reservation
transfer of North Point, Md., reservation
to control of War Department......
Department
357
vessels of Army, Navy, and Shipping
Board, suitable for use by, to be
1058
reported .....................
reported
authorized; alterations, etc
1058
transfers authorized;
etc.... 1058
Lighting,
D.
C.,
Lighting, D.
appropriation
for
expenses.
80,
849,
1120
expenses......... 80,849,1120
appropriation
Lighting of Rivers,
appropriation
for
213, 927, 1416
213,927,1416
appropriation for.............
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
517
appropriation for ............
517
Lile, Milton M.,
M.,

pension............................
Lstar
emlon
oilard,,William M.,

increased......................
pension increased
Lillis, Bridget
Bridget (widow),
(widow),
..........................
pension

. 1472
1472
1621
1479

•

Lima,
Page.
Peru,
Lima, Peru,
appropriation for Third
American
Pan 'American
Third Pan
appropriation
747
Scientific
Congress at
at.............
Scientific Congress
Lime, Susan E.
(widow
E. (widow),
pension
1557
.............-pension ...........
Deposits,
Limestone Deposits,
Ipama of
leases
of, in unallotted
unallotted lands of Indians.
Indians,
1231
authorized.........................
authorized
Limestone-Morgan
Bridge Company,
Limestone-lMorgan Bridge
361
bridge Tennessee River, Decatur,
Decatur, Ala.
Ala_
may bridge
Lincoln, Memorial
Abraham,
to President
President Abraham,
Memorial to
Lincoln,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses dedicating,
dedicating, etc. 180,
appropriation
889
maintenance ................ 188, 900, 1390
for maintenance
expenses
dedication continued for
expenses of dedication
fiiaal
cal year 1922 .................... 1390
for additional
approaches, etc
etc.. 1381
on approaches,
additional work on
for
at................... 1389
for roads and walks at
appointment
Graves as
appointment of John Temple Graves
special resident commissioner......
commissioner
537
relief of contractors
contractors for losses due to increased
creased cost of materials, etc., in
constructing retaining wall to.......
to.
281
constructing
Lincoln National
National Forest,
Forest, N. Mex.,
Hex.,
Lincoln
appropriation for
maintenance, etc. 249,708,1327
249, 708, 1327
for maintenance,
appropriation
proclamation
enlarging area of ............
1779
proclamation enlarging
Deathplace,D. C.,
Lincoln's Deathplace,
appropriation for
188,
900, 1390
188,900,1390
for repairs
repairs ..........
appropriation
Lindblad, Axel,
Lindblad,
date of appointment
ensign, Navy,
appointment as ensign,
141
established
established ..........................
Linden Street NE., D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Twelfth to Thir845
teenth Streets...................
Streets
Emaline C. (daughter),
(daughter),
Lindner, Emaline
increased ........................
1508
pension increased
Lindquist,
John F.,
F.,
Lindquist, John
pension
................................. 1606
pensionLindsay, Emma
Emma L. (widow),
1507
pension
.................................
pension.
„Lindsey,
widow),
Lindsey, Adelia E. (widow),
1489
pension increased ........................
Lindsey ,
Lucian,
Lndsey,
Lucian,
pension
increased
1544
1544
........................
pension increased.
Linclaley, 0.
Lindsley,
O. W.,
payment
1468
.............
to...........
payment to
(widow),
Lint,
Sophia A. (widow),
Lint, Sophia
pension
1487
pension ................................
Liquid
Liquid Measures,
Meaures, D. C.,
1223
standard cubic contents
contents established
established for....
for
Liquor
Liquor Traffic (see also
also Intoxicating
Intoxicating Liquors),
appropriation
appropriation for suppressing, among Indians
4, 410, 1227
4,410,
dians... ................
for suppressing, among natives
natives of Alaska
203, 917, 1406
........................... 203,917,1406
deficiency
appropriation for suppressing,
deficiency appropriation
suppressing

among
Indians
61, 64, 66, 1186
61,64,66,1186
among Indians...........
Liquors,
Adulterated, etc.,
Liquors, Adulterated,
appropriation for expenses preventing
preventing sale,
appropriation
etc
254, 712, 1331
etc.,,of ...............
Lisenby, Crowell,
Crowell,
pension increased ....................
1610
1610
List
ist of Merchant Vessels,
American
classification of vessels by American
classification
Bureau of Shipping to be noted on.
998
Liston,George
Liston, George A. (son),
pension
1571
..................................
pension...
Ill.,
Little Calumet River, Ill.,
bridge authorized
Burnham
1108
1108
across, at Burnham.....
authorized across,
Little Chute,
Chute, Wis.,
construction of sewers, etc.,
etc., through Govconstruction
ernment property by, authorized...
authorized
385
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Little Colorado
Colorado River,
Little
Page.
Page.
appropriation for bridge across,
across, at
at Winslow,
Winslow,
..............................
Ariz-11
11
payment from Indian
payment
Indian funds
11
funds. ........
11
for approaches to bridge over, Leupp
Leupp
Indian Agency, Ariz...........
Ariz
417,
1233
417,1233
Rock, Ark.,
Little Rock,
expenditure authorized
authorized for real
expenditure
real estate,
estate,
Aviation General
General Supply Depot at..
at..
455
455
time extended
extended for bridging Arkansas River
River
at Broadway
Broadway Street ...............
278
278
at Main Street ......
279
...............
279
Little Rock, Ark.,
Ark., National
National Cemetery,
Little
Cemetery,
appropriation forburialin.
for burial in. of patientsdying
patients dying
at Hot Springs
Springs Hospital.....
Hospital
185, 896, 1387
185,896,1387
Little Wicomico
Wicornico River, Va.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of,
preliminary examination,
of, to
to be
made .......................
1011
1011
Live
Stock (see
(see also
also Cattle
Cattle an
dAnimals),
An i
mal
s),
Live Stock
and
appropriation for reimbursing
appropriation
reimbursing Indians
Indians for,
destroyed in eradicating
eradicating contagious
contagious
diseases, etc ................
8,
414, 1231
8,414,1231
for developing water for Indian
Indian...... 414, 1231
for enforcing humane
humane treatment
treatment of
of exexport
port
1318
..............
239, 698,
698,1318
for Cs.ft
distribution
•. dbution
of information of market
market
prices shipments,
prices,
of.
265,
724, 1342
shipments, etc., of...
265,724,1342
for compiling, publishing
of,
publishing estimates
estimates of,
and products on farms
farms.............. 1342
1342
for experiments in establishing
establishing meat
meat
production
production in western
western irrigated districts, etc .................
268,
728, 1345
268,728,
for eradicating
contagious diseases
diseases affectaffecteradicating contagious
ing ......
.............. 269,728,1345
269, 728, 1345
for station for experiments
experiments in, breeding,
etc., Woodward,
Woodward, Okla..........
Okla .
730,1345
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for suppressing
deficiency
suppressing
contagious
Indian..
contagious diseases among Indian...
1172
loans allowed
allowed by national
national banks,
banks, secured
secured
by bills of lading, etc.,
296
etc., of .......... 296
limitation to one person in twelve
months...........................
months
297
297
regulations
regulations governing
governing car load shipments
of ordinary,
ordinary, to
public stockyards
486
to public
stockyards....
486
transportation not affected
other transportation
486
affected.......
486
restrictions
restrictions on sales, etc., of,
to
of, belonging
belonging to
restricted Indians.................
Indians
9
9
in Cane
Sugarand
and Cotton
Cotton Districts,
Distrits,
Live Stock in
Cane Sugar
appropriation for cooperative
appropriation
cooperative experiments,
developing ........
etc., in developing
... 268,728,1345
268, 728, 1345
Liverymen, D. C.,
lien allowed,
allowed, for charges
charges for keeping
keeping
animals, etc ......................
568
568
Lloyd, Maggie
Maggie Dona
Dona (daughter),
(daughter),
pension...........................
pension.
1507
1507
Lloyd, Margaret
(widow),
Lloyd,
Margaret(widow),
increased .................
pension increased
1557
...... 1557
LlToyd,
Lloyd, Thomas,
Thomas,
pension
increased .
pension increased
1547
................
1547
Loans and
and Currency
Loans
Currency Division,
Division, Treasury
Treasury DeDepartment,
partment,
appropriation
appropriation for chief of division, etc..
etc.. 645,1266
645,1266
termination of appropriations for expenses of issue of war bonds, June
30, 1921 ..........................
646
646
unexpended balances
balances to be covered
covered in
646
June 30, 1922 ..................
646
estimates
estimates to be submitted hereafter...
hereafter
646
646
expenses of loans, etc ............
for expenses
1266
1266
Loans by National
National Banks,
limit to any person ......................
296
296
exceptions;
exceptions; secured discounts
discounts and acceptances;
designated...._ 296
ceptances; collateral
collateral designated...
commercial
commercial paper discounted .......
296
296

1973
1973

Loans by National
Banks-Continued.
National Banks—Continued.
Page.
Page.
limit to
limit
to notessecuredby
notes secured by marketable
marketable staples.
stapl es.
296
maximum
maximum allowed
296
allowed...............
296
Loans, Liberty Bond Acts, etc.,
Loans,
appropriation for expenses, issues of.......
appropriation
of
1266
1266
payment for personal services repayment
restricted
stricted to designated offices .....
1267
1267
Loans to Railroads
Railroads (see also
also Transportation
Transportation
Act,
Act, 1920),
1920),
provisions
for, before expiration of
provisions for
of t
wo
two
termination of Federal
years after termination
control ......................
468
468
appropriation for making
appropriation
468
making...............
468
no other authorization
authorization required
required ........
469
469
Lock
Lock Haven,
Haven, Pa.,
Pa.,
apropriation
a propnaton for public building........
building
165
165
lJocke,o,Victor
/tor M.,
payment to, from Choctaw
Choctaw tribal funds...
21
funds..
21
Lockport, N.
N. Y1,
r.,
terms of court at .....................
395
395
Lockwood, Edward
EdwardD., alias
alias George
E. McGeorge E.
McDaniel,
Daniel,
pension increased....................
increased
1516
Locomotive Engine
Engine Boilers,
Bailers, etc.,
afe,
- 1516
etc., SSafe,
appropriation for expenses
compelling
expenses compelling
railroads to use.............
use
179,
889, 1381
179,889,1381
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
expenses,
appropriation for
for expenses,
compelling railroads to
compelling
to use
use........ 1159
1159
"Logan," Army
Transport,
Army Transport,
disposal of, authorized .
961
................
961
Lola
olo National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
249
appropriation for
for maintenance,
249

708, 1327
708,1327
London, England,
England,
appropriation for
for dispatch
dispatch agent
nt.......
741,
1208
....
741,1208
acceptance
authorized of
acceptance authorized
of gift from J. Pierpont Morgan
Morgan of premises
premises for
diplofor diplomatic representatives
in ........
1214
representatives in
1214
medal
of
honor
to
be
bestowed
upon ununmedal of honor to be bestowed upon
known British soldier buried in
in
Westminster Abbey
1367
Abbey-................
1367
Ky.,
London, Ky.,
of court
at
400
terms of
court at ...................
400
Long and
and Short
Railroad (see
(see also
Short Hauls,
Hauls, Railroad
also
Transportation Act 1920),
1920),
Transportation
provisions
relating to
to
480
provisions relating
....................
480
Long Beach, Calif.,
Calif.,
preliminary examination,
etc.,
to
ascerexamination, etc., to ascertain cost of designated
designated harbor
harbor imimprovements .....................
1012
1012
Long Island City
City, N. r.,
Y.,
appropriation for
165
appropriation
for public
public building
building.........
165
Lang,
John W.,
Long, John
W.,
1608
pension increased
increased........................ 1608
Long, Mary (widow),
pension.
1606
pension ................................
1606
Loomis, W. Ray,
Ray,
appropriation
in
Document
appropriation for services
services in Document
636,1257
Room, House of Representatives.
Representatives. 636,1257
Los Angeles, Calif.
Calif,
expenditure
Arcaexpenditure authorized
authorized for
for sewer,
sewer, Arcadia Balloon School
455
School .............
455
for real estate, Arcadia Balloon
at
455
Balloon School
School at.
455
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.
to asceretc., to
ascertain cost of designated harbor
imharbor improvements ........................
1012
provements
1012
rights of way through designated public
public
etc., granted
lands, etc.,
granted to, for
for wateretc., of
power plants, etc.,
983
of...-........... 983
lands excepted
excepted .........
.....
........ 983 •
time for filing maps, etc
etc. ...............
984
984
rights of other
grants protected.........
protected
984
other grants
984
payments for use of lands, etc
985
etc.............
985
limitations as to lands under previous
previous laws_
laws. 985
985

INDEX.

1974
1974
Los Angeles,
Calif—Continued.
Angeles, Calif-Continued.
Los
limitations; as
to Owens
Owens River
River Gorge
Gorge.....
as to
limitations;

irrigation rights reserved ..............
forfeiture for failure
failure to commence
commence waterwaterforfeiture
works
works .........................

Page
985
985

Page.

985

985
985

complete power works, as to uncomcomplete
pleted portion ...
985
985
..............
laws of California
California as to use of water, not interfered with ....................
986
986
report of special joint
joint
extended for report
time extended
committee on submarine
submarine base at....
at
1088

Los
Harbor, Calif
Calif. (see
(see San
San Pedro,
Pedro,
Angeles Harbor,
Los Angeles
Calif.).
Calif.).
Loss by Exchange,
Exchange,
appropriation
disbursing officers,
appropriation for Army disbursing
abroad and in Alaska...........
Alaska
112,956
112,956
foreign missions.....
missions
741,
741, 1208
1208
for foreign
........
for consulates
consulates
.................
750,1216
for
Loss
Service,
Army Service,
Property, Army
Loss of
of Private
PrivateProperty,
designated
property of officers, endesignated personal property
Nurse Corps, lost,
listed men, and Nurse
etc., since April 5, 1917,
1917, to be reetc.,
1436
placed
for
laced or paid for..............
conditions; without
negligence
without fault or negligence
conditions;
1436
of
owner
ofowner
.......... ....
shipped under orders on unseaworthy
unseaworthy
vessel
1436
vesel
......................
1436
saving life on Government
Government propwhile saving
1436
erty .
.....
........................
eneged in military
military duties connected
connected
engaged
therewith
1436
therewith.........................
1436
in transit under orders, by carrier or
Government
Government agency; limit
limit........ 1437
destroyed by the enemy, etc.........
etc
1437
limitations on articles other than required by law, etc..:
etc
........... 1437
BUMS
money included
sums of money
included............. 1437
ascertained by Secretary
Secretary
amount of,
of, to be ascertained
................... 1437
of War ...
payment or replacement
replacement authorized....
authorized.
1437
tender, etc., aa final determination
determination of
claim
claim...........................
1437
claims to be presented within two years..
years
1437
appropriation for paying...............
paying
1437
appropriation

Lozaw, Thompson
S. (son),
(son),
Page
Thompson S.
Page.
Lozaw,
pension increased
1510
1510
increased ........................
pension
Diana (tvidow),
(widow),
Lucas, Diana
pension..
1508
1508
pension ................................
Wis.,
Luco Creek, Wis.,
preliminary
to be
be made
made.
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to
for harbor
of refuge
refuge ..............
1012
for
harbor of
1012
Lucore,
Ladernia N.,
N.,
Lucore, Ladernia
enlarged
homestead entry by,
by, validated
validated.
enlarged homestead

F.,
Ludi, George
George F.,

pension
pension ..........................

Ludington, Mich.,
Mich.,
Ludington,

. 1092

-

1625

navigation at, authorimproving aids to navigation
ized
1058
........................

Ludwig,
Ludwig, Eliza C. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1511
pension ...........................
Lug Boxes
for Fruits
and Vegetables,
Vegetables, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Fruitsand
Lug
Boxesfor
standard dimensions for, established
established...... 1222
Lumber River.
River.
bridge authorized
Lumberton,
bridge
authorized across, near Lumberton,
N.
C
390
390
N. C...
.......................
Lumberton,
N. C.,
Lumberton, N.
bridge
authorized
across
Lumber
River,
River.
bridge authorized
390
near ..............................
Lummi
Indian Reservation,
Lummi Indian
Reservation, Wash.,
allotment of Davie Skootah
Skootah on, canceled;
canceled;
reallobnent
28
28
reallotment ........................
Lump Sum Appropriations,
Appropriaions,
restrictions on additional
additional pay of $240 a
ayear
to employees under ............. 690,1309
Lunacy
C.,
Lunacy Proceedings,
Proceedings, D.
D. C.,
from
jurisdiction in; panel from
equity court jurisdiction
_petit
556
jurors .........................
petit jurors.
Lunacy Writs,
Writs, D.
D. C.,
Lunacy
appropriation
expenses of executing...
executing...
92.
appropriation for expenses
862,1134
862,1134
deficiency appropriation
for
41,1019
deficiency
appropriation for...........
Lunger, Lemuel,
Lemuel,
pension increased ........................ 1474
Langer
(widow),
Lunger,.,Susan (widow),
pension1496..........................
1496
pension
Luquillo
National Forest,
P. R..
R..
Luquillo National
Forest, P.
appropriation
of... 249.
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of
708,
1327
708,1327
Luxembourg,
importing from, and exporting to, wheat
wheat
wheat flour, prohibited;
prohibited; excepand wheat
tiona ..........................
tions
1759
1773
cancel
1773
canceled...........................
Luxemburg,
Netherlands
and,
Luxemburg, Netherlands and,
appropriation
tion
for
minister
to
739,1206
minister to........
appropriation
County, Pa.,
739, 1206

Lost Instruments,
Instruments, D. C.,
suits at law on, may be continued by giving
bond required in equity proceedings
569
ings.........................
569
Loudermilk,
jr.,
Loudermilk, Joe,
Joe, jr.,
pension increased
increased........................ 1535
Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Luzerne County, Pa.,
patent to mayor of Bonita. of described
described
may bridge Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, Mocanalands in
.....................
. 1053
................
qua to Shickshinny
Louisiana
C..
Louisiana Avenue
Avenue NW.,
NW., D. C.
..........
Pittston
appropriation
roadway, Pennappropriation for repaving roadway,
Salem to Wapwallopen ...............
sylvania Avenue to Tenth Street
845
sylvania
Street...
time extended for bridging North Branch
Branch
Louisville and
Louisville
and Nashville
Nashville Railroad,
Railroad,
of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River at Wilkesmay bridge Alabama
Alabama River, near MontBarre by
by.........................
gomery, Ala......................
Ala
1090 Lynch, James
James (son),
Louisville,
Louisville, Ky.,
y.,
pension ................................
approation
pri
for marine hospital, repairs..
repairs
appropriation
1368 Lynch,
Lynch, John,
John,
Lovell,
Hannah (widow),
Loell, Hannah
(widow),
pension.
pension................................
pension .
1477
..........................
(widow),
Lynde, Mary E.
E. (widou),
Lowe,
(widow),
Lowe, Anna
Anna (widow),
pension
pension increased ........................
pension..........................
pension
1581
1581 Lynns Bayou,
Tex.,
Bayou, Tex.,
Lowe, Sarah
Sarah Isabel
IsabeU (daughter).
(daughter).
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
pension
pension
.............
1580.........
1580
made ......................
Lower Brule
Brule Agency,
S. Dak.,
Agency, S.
Lyons,
Lyons, Jacob,
Jacob,
appropriation
appropriation for support.
support, etc., of Indians
pension ................................
at ........................
31,
434,
1248
31,434,1248 Lyons,
Lyons, Mary
(widow),
Mary (widow),
Lowndes
Lotand,es County, Ga.,
Ga. '
pension
pension increased
increased.......................
bridge authorized
across Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee
bridge
authorized acros5
Lytk,
H.,
Lytle, John
John H.,
River by Brooks County, and......
and
1100
pension
pension.............................
Loyd,
Julia A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Loyd, Julia
Lyzear,
Allis
Lyzear, Allie (widow),
(widow),
pension ..
......
.....................
1489
pension
pension ............................

159

160

160
1103
1560
1607
1607
1615
1615
1012
1549
1485
1485
1601
1571
1571

1975
1975

INDEX.
INDEX.
M.
M.
Mabery,
Mabery, Margrett
Margrett (widow).
(widow),
pension
..........
...................
"Mable
I. Meyers,"
"Mable I.
Meyers," Barkentine,
Barkentine,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for paying
paying judgjudgdeficiency
ment to owners
owners of
of .................
McAllister, John
John J.,
J., Jr.,
Jr.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for services
services ......
McArthur,
(widow),
McArthur, Louise
Louise M.
M. (widow),
pension
................................
pension
McBride,
(widow),
McBride, Sarah
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
a
Mpens
on ................................
pension
McCain, Flora
FloraB. (widow),
McCain,
pension-........-pension
..........-.--McCallie,
McCollie, J.
J. H.,
H.,
settlement
settlement rights
Chugach National
rights of,
of, Chugach
National
Forest, Alaska, allowed
allowed ............
McCasland,
Elizabeth P.
F. (mother),
(mother),
McCasland, Elizabeth
pension increased
increased ...---........
.
.......
McClarty, William A.,
McClarty,
A.,
pension increased ................
...
McClay, Ruth
(widow),
Ruth (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased
:* .........
..........
McCeary,
IMartha J.
McCleary, Martha
J. (widow),
pension
en on ................................
McClellan, Edward,
Edward,
McClellan,
pension increased
increased ......................
McClelland,
.McClelland, Marion
Marion A.
A. (widow),
(uidow),
pension.
enion
........
cClelland, Mary A. (widow),
McClelland,
(widow),
pension
pension ...........................
McClintic-MarshallConstruction
McClintic-Marshall
Construction Company,
Company,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for Panama
Panama Canal
Canal
construction work
construction
work ................
McCoy,
(widow),
McCoy, Ida (widow),
pension ...-................
.....
McCoy, John
John C.,
pension
pension increased.......................
increased
McCracksen Clara
.MeCracken,
Clara C.
C. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ......................
McCrady,
Carrie
B.
(widow),
McCrady, CarrieB. (widow),
pension ................................
McCrary, Arthur B.,
B.,
date
date of appointment as ensign, Navy,
Navy, esestablished .........................
McCue, Francis
Francis P.,
P.,
pension ................................
McCumber, Robert
.MCCumber
Robert B.,
B.,
pension
pension increased
increased .....................
McCumsey, Emma J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension.
McDaneld,
cDaneld, Eliza
Eliza (widow).
(widow),
pension
pension. ...............................
McDermott,
Martin (son),
McDermott, Martin
(son),
pension
pension increased ...
..............
McDonald, George
McDonald,
George WF.,
W.,
pensionincreased
pension
increased
....................
McDonald,
(widow)„
McDonald, Mary
Mary J.
J. (widow).
pension .
......................... ......
McDonald,
McDonald, Matthew,
naval record
record corrected ...................
McDonald,
Samuel J.,
J.,
McDonald,Samuel
pension increased ......................
McDowell,
(widotv),
McDowuell, Alice
Alice (widow
),
pension.
_pension.
.
. .....
..............
McDowell
McDowell Indians,
Indians,
appropriation
irrigation projappropriation for
for Headgate
Headgate irrigation
project, Salt River
Arm
River Reservation,
Reservation, Anz...
McElliott, Johanna
McElliott,
ohanna (mother),
(mother),
pension
pension . ..............................
XcEuen, Pauline
McEuen,
(widow),
Pauline(widow),
pension
pension ................................
McEvoy, Mary
McEvoy,
Mary (widow).
( widou),
Dension increased
increased - - -- -- - - - ..--------pension
or -------

Page.
Page-

1483
1483
59
59
56
56
1604
1604
1591
1591
1484
1484
1747
1747
1605
1605
1608
1608
1537
1537
1503
1503
1545
1545
1581
1581
1557
1557
1166
1166
1514
114
1618
1618
1513
1513
1593
1593
141
141
1596
1596
1517
1517
1493

1493
1513
1513
1501
1501
1554
1554

1503
1524
1524
1545
1545
1489
1489
408
408
1626
1626

1594
1.ql
1961
-eve

McFarland,
Martha (widow),
McFarland, Martha
(widow),
pension
..........................
pension .

Page.

1560
....
1560
McFarland,
W,
McFarland,Robert
Robert W.,
pension increased
increased ......................
1607
1607
MacGarvey,
MacGarvey, Michael,
Michael,
payment to,
for
injuries
1522
payment
to, for injuries ........
1522
cGee, FrankisH.,
McGee,.Fran,cis
H.,
pension ................................
1610
1610
McGee, J.
McGee,
J. E., and
and J.
J. J.
J. Smith,
may bridge Savannah
Savannah River
near
Hailey's
River near Hailey's
Ferry, S. C.
and Ga
Ga ..............
1366
C. and
1366
J. Rutledge,
McGhee, J.
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for
services ......
'56
for services
'56
McGhee, Sarah
Sarah (mother),
(mother),
pension ...........
_pension.
1610
......
............... .. 1610
McGill, Mary A.
A. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
on. ...............................
1509
1509
.M
P
casl
i
,Mary F.
(widow),
Mc'ill,
F. (widow),
pension increased
_pension
increased .....................
1594
1594
McGinnis,.Martha
I. (widow),
McGinnis,
,Martha I.
pensi
pension.
1505
on..
.......
.
......................
1505
.McGinnis,
Thomas,
Meinnis, Thomias,
pensi on.........
_pension
1608
.... ..................
1608
Moern, Mrs.
Mrs. Thomas,
Thomas,
.McGovern,
payment to,
death of
husband ........
1459
to, for
for death
of husband
1459
McGowan, Sarah
Sarah (widow),
(widow),
pension
_pension
1577
................................
1577
McGourty, John
John Farrell,
Farrell,
payment
payment to heirs
of .....................
1530
heirs of
1530
McGregor
Point ,Hawaii,
McGregorPoint,,Hawaii,
proclamation
restoring
to
Hawaii
lightproclamation restoring to Hawaii lighthouse lands
at
1743
lands at...................
1743
McGregor, Richard
McGregor,
Richard L.,
L.,
pension
1601
........
......
1601
McGrew, Ann
Ann E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ..........
........... 1477
1477
McIntire, Sarah
(widow),
Sarah(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ..........
1520
:..........1520
McIntosh, William
William R.,
R.,
payment to,
from Choctaw
tribal funds
24
payment
to, from
Choctaw tribal
funds...
24
Mc Jenkins, Mary
Mary (mother),
pension
pension ...............................
1607
1607
McKay, James W.,
W.,
pension increased
1623
increased .........
............
1623
McKay,
Peter,
McKay, Peter,

payment to, for injuries .................

i
c
)
./re
eVja
o r
f
i
o
n
r injuries
MMclee,
Benjamin
F.,
pension increased
.....................
McKee,
(daughter),
McKee, Loretta
Loretta (daughter),
pension
ension
..................
...... .
McKees
McBees Rocks,
Rocks, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation for
for public
public building
building. .......
appropriation
time extended
Ohio River
River at.
at.
tune
extended for
for bridging
bridging Ohio
McKenna,
McKenna, James
James E.
E. (son),
(son),
pension i
ncreased
increased
..................
McKenzie,
Jeremiah M.,
McKenzie, Jeremiah
M.,
pension increased
increased
............
McKeown, Millie
A. (widow),
(widow),
Millie A.
pension.
pension ................................
McKibben,
7cKabben, Harry
Harry A.,
A.,
pension increased
increased ......................
McKibbin, Mary S. (widow),
MCKibbin,.
(widow),
pension increased
increased --........-........
McKinley
County, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.
McKinley County,
exchanges permitted
exchanges
permitted of
to conof lands
lands in, to
consolidate
solidate holdings
holdings in
in solid areas
areas .....
McKinley Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
McKinley
C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Street to Belt Road
Road...........
(widow),
McKinney, Sophie
Sophie E.
E. (idow),
pension
pension increased
increased ......................
McKusick„ Hattie
McKusick,
Hattie A.,
A.,
appropriation
for lands
lands purchased
for homehomeappropriation for
purchased for
lssI
T.a D Indians
IniTninan
less
Mille
asIMille
nYILacs
113"from
1V
-anUI

L-

1524

1524
1533
1533
1511
1511
165
165
1079
1079
1481
1481
1541
1541
1592
1592
135
1535
1520
1520
1239
1239
845
845
1616
1616

Aon
420
T-V

______

1976
1976

INDEX.
iNUJ

McLane,
Page.
Patrick,
HonorablePatrick,
McLane, Honorable
deficiency
for contested
contested
appropriations for
deficiency appropriations
election expenses..............expenses
1180
1180
election
McLaughlin,
Ann (widow),
(widow),
Mary Ann
McLaufhlin, Mary
pension
......-- 1562
penon-------------....................
W,
W.,
George
McMahan,i
MCMahan,
ncreased
pension increased 1475
1475
...................---pension
McMahon,
Jane (widow),
(widow),
McMahln, Jane
1505
pension
pension..........................
.MiMains, Julia (widow),
pension
1622
..----.........----- ..-.-------------pension 1622
McManaman, Albert,
McManaman,
1537
increased
-----.....---...--.......-pension increased
KcMann, Flora
Flora (widow),
(widow),
JfMann,
1587
pension
.
18
.................
pension.....---------------------MCMill
.
an,Minerva
C. (daughter),
Minerva C.
IMilan,
on increased
1519
increased...................---------- 119
pension
eriA
l
an Park
alsoWater
Reervoir,D. C. (see also
ParkReservoir,
XMcMillan
Service, D. C.),
C.),
appropriation
100, 870,1141
etc... 100,870,1141
operation, etc...
for operation,
appropriation for
McMillan
Anz.,
Wash, Ariz.,
McMiUlan Wash,
appropriation
irrigating adappropriation for test well for irrigating
ditional
San Carlos
Carlos Reservalands, San
ditional lands,
tion
416
------tion.........................

A

McMullen,
H.,
Myron H.,
McMullen, Myron
ncreased
1562
........----------..
..
increaed.
ension i
pension
.McMurray,
J. F.,
MMwurray, J.
F.,
additional claims,
etc., between,
between, and the
claims, etc.,
additional
Chickasaw Indians,
Indians,
Choctaw and Chickasaw
234
referred to Court of Claims„
Claims, --....-...
referred
exclusion
specified claims;
claims; limitations
limitations
234
exclusion of specified
McNally, Mary
(widow),
Mary (widow),
McNally,
pension increased
increased.........
pension
John F.,
McNeeley, John
F.,
McNeeley,

...--............---- -1565

1602
................
pension ...........
pension
McNeil Island,
Island, Wash.,
appropriation for penitentiary, construcconstrucappropriation
tion
207
tion.................------.........----... 212,926,
for
maintenance_..
212, 926, 1415
penitentiary, maintenance
for penitentiary,
deficiency
penitentary,
appropriation for penitentary,
deficiency appropriation
maintenance
52, 1176
1176
maintenance.................--penitentiary, additional pay, guards.
guards.
338
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenance
maintenance .......... 338
for penitentiary,
McNett,
(widow),
Eva (widow),
McNett, Eva
on ..
............................
pension
c
i
c
ri
t
!
y,
Margaret
(widow),
cNulty, Magaret (widow),

1505
1505

pension............................1590
on
i
rer
L
son Place
NW, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Place NW.,
McPherson

1590

AlftP
west side of McPherson Square, designated
west side of McPherson Square, designated
Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street ...................

846
McPite,
Oscar (son),
McPice, Oscar
(son),
............
pension ..
1498
............
Mc
Angeline (widow),
Mc Vickers,
Vickers, Angeline
1493
pension
1493
pension..................................
Machine
Tools, Army,
Army,
Machine Tools,
sales at
reduced rates
rates to
etc ,
to trade schools, etc.,
at reduced
sales
of
360
360
surplus .......................
of surplus
use of
of proceeds
360
proceeds .......................
use
reversion if offered
offered for sale by schools,
reversion
360
without consent
consent of Secretary
War.
Secretary of War.
without
surplus,
Vocational
transferred to Vocational
be transferred
to be
surplus, to
Education
without charge...
charge
504
504
Board without
Education Board
Mackenzie,
(widow),
Alexandra (widow),
Mackenzie, Alexandra
1607
pension..............................
pension
Mackin,
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Maoen,Sarah
1483
pension increased...................
increased1483
Mackinac
Mich.,
Agency Mich.,
Mackinac Agency,
appropriation
support, etc., of Indians
for support,
appropriation for
at
31,
434, 1248
31,434,1248
at .......................
(widow),
Eliza (widow),
Macomber,
Macomber, Eliza
pension
1585
1585
pension..................................
(daughter),
Maormaughay,
Catherine(daughter),
Maconaughay, Catherine
1505
pension
increased.......................
1505
pension increased

Page.
Madawaska,
Me.,
adawaska, Me.,
Mbridge
authorized across Saint John River,
bridge authorized
between Edmundston,
New BrunsEdmundston, New
between
161
..-....--------...------and.......
wick, and
Madden,
(daughter),
D. (daughter),
Ella D.
adden, Ella
1482
....
1482
increased....--.----.........-------------pension increased
Madden,
'adden, William,
William,
59,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extra
extra services.
services.
deficiency
343, 1037, 1182
Madigan, Daniel,
1543
.......-----------..------pension
1543
increased....pension increased
Madison
County, Miss.,
Miss. '
Wison County,
by
bridge authorized
authorized across Pearl River
bridge
Rankin
County and,
and, at Meeks
Meeks
Rankin County
Ferry
572
Ferry...................-----.....-------------

Mont.,
Madison
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
radison National
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of
for maintenance,
appropriation

.... 249,
708,
1327
708,1327

J fadison Place,
Madison
Place, D. C.,
appropriation
etc., of Treasury
appropriation for care, etc.,
644,1265
Department
Department Annex ...........
Madison,
Wis.,
aradison, Wis.,
appropriation for public building -..---...--.
appropriation
Madrid,
Spain,
(adrid,Spain,
deficiency
appropriation for Universal
deficiency appropriation
Postal
delegates' expenses
expenses
Congress, delegates'
Postal Congress,

165

1031
1031

Magazines,
fagazines, etc.,
945
restricted..
departments, etc., restricted
issue of, by departments,
Magee,
(widow),
Henrietta (widow),
vagee, Henrietta
......--...-1520
............
pension increased
increased
(daughter),
Magee,
Magee, Rosella (daughter),
increased.........-----------......... 1511
pension increased
1511
Magelssen,
T.,
Winifred T.,
Wagelssen, Winifred
appropriation
one
year's
pay
of
defor
appropriation
ceased husband,
husband, William
William C. Magels....
....-sen, late consul
743
consul.............
Magnesite
Deposits,
Iagnesite Deposits,
leases
unallotted lands of Indians,
leases of, in unallotted
1231
.....------.---authorized
authorized...............
Magnetic
Observations,
Magnetic Observations,
appropriation for continuing, under Coast
Coast
appropriation
Survey ..................
215, 928,
1418
928, 1418
215,
Survey
Mahan,
Virgil,
Mahan, Virgil,
pension increased
1610
increased... ....................-pension
Maher,
Watson Smith (widow),
Mary Watson
Maher, Mary
on
1598
1598
pension.......-.----..............--M
c
:heliAmanda
F. (widow),
Amanda F.
Mahin,
1475
--pension
on increased
increased .......................
1475
710 ,Clara
(daughter),
Clara(daughter),
Mah~oney,
1581
pension
.............................
pension
Mahoning
Mahoning River,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Youngstown,
Youngstown,
572
Ohio .........................-

27:

Division, Treasury DepartMail
DepartFiles Division,
Mail and Files
ment,
appropriation for chief of division, etc.
etc. 646, 1267
appropriation
Mail
Bags, etc.,
etc., Postal
PostalService,
Mail Bags,
on
appropriation for freight or expressage
expressage on
appropriation
empty ................---.--.
579,
1152
579,1152
empty
deficiency
appropriation for freight on.
on_...
63,
...
deficiency appropriation
347, 525, 1040,
1040, 1043,
1193
1043, 1193
347,525,
Mail
Equipment, etc.,
Postal
etc., Postal
Locks, Equipment,
Bags, Locks,
Mail Bags,
Service,
appropriation for purchase, manufacture,
appropriation
etc
582,1155
etc..................................
for
materials, etc.,
etc., equipment
equipment shops.
shops_ 582,1155
for materials,
for labor in equipment shops ........ 582,1155
executive
distinctive
equipment for executive
distinctive equipment
departments,
island possespossesAlaska, island
departments, Alaska,
582,1155
sions,
etc
sions, etc....................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for purchase,
manufacture, etc ..................
1175
manufacture,

-INDEX.
-IND
)EX.

Il··m
Mail

· I __
Transportation (see also Postal Service),

I ransportation(see also Postal Service), Page.
Page.
579,1152
appropriation for star
star routes
routes in Alaska..
Alaska
579,1152
for steamboat
powerboat routes
routes.. 579,1152
steamboat and powerboat
for railroad
railroad routes...................
routes
579,1152
contracts for aircraft
aircraft service authorized; conditions ................. 579,1152
for aeroplanes,
aeroplanes, etc.,
etc., for aircraft service,
New York to San Francisco.....
Francisco
579,1153
for Railway
Railway Mail Service
Service ........... 579,1153
for electric and cable car service
579,1153
service..... 579,1153
for foreign mails by stesurship
steamship and otherwise
581,1153
...................... 581,1153
amount
amount for aircraft service ....... 581,1153
for star routes except
except in Alaska
Alaska...... 582,1155
deficiency
appropriation for railroad routes.
deficiency appropriation
routes. 347,
349, 525,
525, 1040, 1043,
349,
1045,
1174, 1189, 1192
1045,1174,1189,1192
for railroad routes; for increased
rates... 1031
increased rates...
for railroad routes under Railroad
Railroad Administration...................... 1174
ministration
for star routes....
routes. .. 347,
347,349,1031,1175,1189,1192
349, 1031, 1175, 1189,1192
mails............. 349,1031,1174
for foreign mails
349, 1031, 1174
for Railway Mail Service
Service.
. ............. 1043
for rural deliver);
delivery................. 1045,1189
for electric and cable car service.......
service
1174
for power boat service
service............... 1189
vehicles, equipment,
equipment, etc.,
motor vehicles,
etc., transferred from Army for
for.............. 530
States,
Mails, United States,
to be shipped on American
American vessels
vessels ........
998
998
contracts for, not assignable ...........
998
forbidden, if terms violated, etc 998
payment forbidden,
compensation for service to be determined
compensation
determined
by Postmaster
Postmaster General
General and Shipping
Board............................
Board
998
contracts for, authorized................
authorized
998
provisions of prior Act not applicable.
provisions
applicable -_ 998
998
Main,
(widow),
Main, Melissa
Malisa (widow),
pnension.............................
pension
1569
Maine,
construction
construction of bridge authorized
authorized across
across
Saint John River, Madawaska
Madawaska to
Edmundston, New Brunswick, by
Canada and; condition ...........
161
161
Maine State Centennial,
Centennial,
coinage of 50-cent silver pieces in commemcommemoration of ........................
595
tender quality, etc
number, legal tender
etc......
595
for dies,
595
no Government
Government expense
expense for
dies, etc
etc....
595
Majestic Collieries
Collieries Company
Company,
Majestic
may bridge Tug Fork of Big Sandy River,
Cedar, W
Va
1108
Cedar
W. Va.....................
Sam C.
C.,
Major, Honorable
HonorableSam
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
deficiency
contested
election
election expenses ................. 1036
Majority Floor
Majority
Floor Le.a,
Leader, House of RepresentaRepresentatives,
tives,
appropriati
on for clerks,
clerks, etc .............
1257
appropriation
Mak.ah Indians,
Makah
Indians, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of..
of- - 27,431,1245
27, 431, 1215
Malheur National
Malheur
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of....
of
249,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
708,1327
708,1327
Malki
Agency, Calif.,
Malki Agency,
Calif.,
appropriation
Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
at ...............................
1247
Buildings, D.
D. C.,
Mall Office Buildings,
appropriation
force and exappropriation for operating force
penses -........................
penses
662,1281
removal of units A and B............
B
1282
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for operating
force, 1920 .......................
48
operating expenses .................
48
for operating
Mallory, Charlotte
Mallory,
Charlotte I.
I. (widow),
(widow),
....-----------...-- - .----------..
1490
pension
- - ------. - -I
Alaz

1977
1977

Malt Liquors,
Liquors,
Page.
Page.
alcoholic strength
of, subject
alcoholic
strength of,
subject to
to provisions
provisions

Act.............
of War Prohibition
Prohibition Act
lower
lower strength
strength not subject thereto;
thereto; permits, etc.,
etc. required
required

..............

of Constitutional prohibition...........
prohibition

lower strength not subject thereto; permits, etc., required
................
Maltby
Building, I).
C.,
Maltby Building,
D. C.,

305
306
305

307

308
308

appropriation for repairs to, occupied
appropriation
occupied by
by
Vocational
Vocational Education Board
1397
Board....... 1397
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses converting, for office
office purposes .......50
American,
Mammals, North
North American,
appropriation for investigating
habits
appropriation
investigating food habits
of, etc
257, 716, 1335
...................
.
257,716,1335
Mandelbaum, Jacob
Jacob,
Mandelbaum,
pension increased
1614
pension
incree.........................
1614
Manhattan Borough,
Borough, N.
Y. (see
(see New
York City)
City)
Manhattan
N. Y.
NewYork
Manitowoc, Wis.,
Wis. '
appropriation
appropriation for light
light and fog signal staetation at
at.................. /4
.........
213
213
Mann,
(daughter),
Mann, Nannie
Nannie A.
A. (daughter),
pension increased........................
increased
1569
1569
Manning,
Katherine G.
G. (widow),
Manning, Katherine
(widow),
pension
1539
.....
-..................-.
1539
Manore,
Daisy (daughter),
Manore, Daisy
(daughter),
pension
1487
pension ..................................
1487
Mansfield,
Harriet S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
Mansfield, Harriet
pension
increased
1625
pension increased
.
..............
1625
Mansfield,
and Cornish
Cornish (see
(see McMa McMurra,j
el
McMuray and
McMurray,
J.
.).
Murray, F.).
Monti National
Utah,
Manti
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
appropriation
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 249,
249,
708,1327
708,1327
Manuel,
John
F.,
Manuel, John F.,
increased ------1474
pension increased
......-. ........ 1474
Mannino
National Forest,
Forest N.
N. Mex.
Manzano National
Mae.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of....
of. _
249,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
249,
708, 1327
708,1327
Manzer,
Manzer, Nathan,
Nathan,
military record corrected
corrected ...............
1528
1528
Maples,
(widow),
Maples, Cena
Cena M.
M. (widow),
pension
1584
pension.................................
1584
Maps,
Maps, Geologic,
Geologic,
appropriation for engraving and printing..
printing
198,
198,
910, 1400
910,1400
Maps, Military,
Maps,
Military,
appropriation
for preparation,
appropriation for
preparation, etc.,
etc., topotopographic ....................
124,970
124,970
assistance
Coast and
assistance of Geological
Geological and
and Coast
and
Geodetic
Surveys, etc .........
124,970
Geodetic Surveys,
124,970
Maps,
States,
Maps, United
United States,
appropriation
for connected;
connected; distribution..
distribution.. 670,
670,
appropriation for
1289
1289
670,1289
for separate State and Territorial
Territorial..... 670,1289
designated
designated areas under enlarged home670,1289
stead provisions ............
deficiency apppriation
appropriation for ...............
1191
deficiency
Mare Island,
Is, Cal'.,
Mare
Calf.,
appropriation for navy yard,
yard, public works.
144,
appropriation
works. 144,
821
821
for right of way and railroad extension..
extension
144
for naval magazine,
magazine, public works
works....... 144
144
223
etc., Government
Government house
house at.
at
for operating,
operating, etc.,
223
Government restaufor operating, etc.,
etc., Government
rant at ........................
224
Government dormifor operating, etc., Government
224
tories at
at .........................
224
deficiency
for navy
navy yard,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
yard,
1169
public
public works
works.
............ ....
1169
Mare
Mare Island Navy Yard,
Yard, Calif,
Calif.,
report of special joint
time extended
extended for report
investigating deeper chancommittee investigating
1088
nel to
...----------.---------------.
1088

1978
1978
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Marine Corps-Continued.
Page.
Marine
Corps-Continued.
Page.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fuel, etc.....
etc
1170
deficiency
1170
for
1170
for forage
forage ...............................
1170
Mariann, Peter,
Peter,
Mariann,
for commutation
quarters ............
commutation of quarters
1170
increased ...................
1605
pension increased
1605
allowance
allowance for quarters
quarters to
to families of officers
officers
Marianna, Ark.,
Ark.,
Marianna,
continued during present emergency
emergency
385
appropriation
165
building .........
public building
for public
appropriation for
allowances
allowances for
for death in
in service of officers
officers
Hamann°, Fla.,
Fla.,
Marianna,
and enlisted men . ................
824
appropriation
building ........
165
appropriation for public building
restricted to Regular
824
restricted
Regular Marine
Marine Corps
Corps.....
824
Mantopa _Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
Marncopa
Indian Reservation,
Ariz.,
discharged
officers and enlisted men of,
discharged officers
appropriation
appropriation for
for Alc
Ak Chin
Chin irrigation
Health patients,
patients, may
project
project on.....-.....
3, 408, 1226
.....- . 3,408,1226
Public Health
may purchase supplies, etc., at Marine
Marine
Marine
Maine and
and Seamen's
Seamen's hunerance,
Insurance, CommisCommis976
sioner of,
of,
Corps prices
prices .......................
sioner
976
enlisted
men,
reenlisting
after
serving
abolished; duties transferred
men, reenlisting after serving as
office aboliahed;
as
transferred to division under Director of War Risk
officer in Reserve, to
for
to have
have credit for
active service therein .............
141
Insurance Bureau
371
Bureau...............
371
within
four
or
three
months
Marine
Corps,
if
to
have
Marine Corps,
appropriation
pay of
officers, active
active
former grade, etc ..................
141
for pay
of officers,
appropriation for
reserve lis..t
list
enlisted strength permanently
permanently established.
established
830
and reserve
.......-...
152,829
830
retired list
temporary officers
for pay
pay of
of officers,
officers, retired
list....... 152,829
officers eligible for existing vavafor enlisted men, etc.................
etc
strength
830
cancies in permanent strength.....
152,829
women in service, to receive
receive pay, etc.,
transfers without
without regard to age; qualificaof enlisted personnel
personnel.............. 152
tions required ..................... 830
830
enlisted
enlisted strength
strength temporarily
temporarily ineligibility extended
extended to officers in active
inactive
creased; restriction
152
creased;
restriction .................
152
s
ervice since April 6, 1917 .........
830
service
making reductions
reductions temporary offioffiin making
830
to same or lower rank ...............
cers may:
may be given
given other temporary
service may be
temporary
with more than ten years' service
commissions
in lower
lower grades.........
grades
153
commissions in
153
appointed
warrant, if not
appointed warrant,
not qualified
qualified
retired enlisted men promoted
promoted to warretired
for commissions.....................
commissions
830
rant grades on active
active duty,
duty, to rewarrant, increased
increased therefor
number of warrant,
therefor. 830
830
therefor............ 153
ceive pay, etc., therefor
15
transfers,
transfers, etc.,
etc., to be made by June 30,
disbursing officers
officers allowed credits for
830
1921 .........................
war emergency
emergency payments, etc.; remay hold temporary
temporary commissions
commissions until
until
striction......................
striction
153
153
permanent made ..................
830
permanent
enlisted strength established
established ........
830
enlistment terms in, established; reenlisttransfer of temporary officers to perment benefits,
benefits, etc ...............
836
commissions, etc...........
etc
manent commisons,
830
entombment
Memorial Amentombment in Arlington Memorial
for retired enlisted
enlisted men
153,
830
men.............. 153,830
phitheater
phitheater of members of, who renfor undrawn
undrawn clothing..................
clothing
153,830
153,830
dered conspicuously distinguished
distinguished
mileage to officers
officers without troops..
troops
153,830
for mileage
153,830
service;
service; requirements..............
requirements
1440
commutation of quarters, officers
officers
for commutation
exchange of land,
land, San Diego, Calif.,
Calif., base,
without troops
troops................... 153,831
authorized
authorized ...................
145
154,831
for pay of civil force ....
..................
154,831
families of commissioned
commissioned officers,
officers, etc
etc.,,
pay
pay restrictions,
restrictions, temporary
temporary employees.
employees. 831
allowed transportation
transportation upon change
change
commutation of rations.
rations 154,831
for provisions; commutation
of permanent
permanent station
station.............. 604
for clothing..........................
clothing
154,831
permanent station defined
permanent
defined............
604
sales to officers
cost
officers at cost....
.................154
154
noncommissioned officers to have addinoncommissioned
154,831
for fuel ......
................
154,831
tional ration or commutation.......
commutation
602
for military stores,
stares, etc
etc................... 154,831
effective until June 30, 1922.............
1922
604
for camps of instruction, etc ............. 154
pay clerks, accepting
accepting commissions
commissions in
Rein Refor ammunition
ammunition ...................... 154,
832
154,832
serves, restored to former status on
for transporting
transporting and recruiting........
recruiting
154,
832
154,832
termination of active
.termination
active service
service therein
141
for repairs to barracks,
barracks, etc.; rent
rent..... 154,832
154,832
pensions increased for service in Civil or
or
forage
for froagre......................
155,832
Mexican War ..................
Mexican
585
commutation of
quarters, officers
for commutation
of quarters,
officers
quartermaster
quartermaster supplies may be bought by
with troops, etc ................... 155,832
Coast Guard
Guard officers,
officers, etc., from
from...... 506
for contingent
contingent .....................
155,832
155,832
Public Health Service officers
officers..........
507
laundries;
receipts for work
at
155,833
laundries receipts
work at......
155,833
rates allowed pensioners for loss of limbs or
or
water
supply,
Quantico
Barracks,
Va..
833
water supply, Quantico Barracks, Va.. 833
sight while in the...................
the
c
982
to constitute
constitute maintenance
maintenance fund,
readjustment
readjustment of pay, etc.,
etc., of personnel to
Quartermaster's Department
Quartermaster's
Department..... 156,833
investigated, etc.,
be investigated,
etc., by special
special joint
joint
for flying equipment for, advanced
advanced base
committee of
Congress
604
of Congress.............
604
units
133
units ..
.....................
133
transfer of maintenance
maintenance appropriation
appropriation 1919,
barracks, Quantico,
Va
145
for barracks,
Quantico, Va................
145
to pay Navy freight, etc., charges
for transporting remains of officers and
forfiscal
for fiscal year 1921
1921.................. 1169
1169
enlisted men .................... 146,823
uniforms, etc.,
etc., prohibitions
prohibitions in force heredeficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs
repairs of
after.
........................
after
836
barracks .......................
50,1170
50,1170
of Navy
Navy added
added ....
836
duties of Secretary
Secretary of
836
for Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department........
Department
50,
50
warrant
warrant officers, accepting
accepting commissions
commissions in
61,63,345,522,1039,1041,1044,
61, 63, 345, 522, 1039, 1041, 1044, 1185,1190
Reserves, restored to former status
for pay...
pay... 61,65,345,522,
61, 65, 345, 522, 1039,1041,1185,1190
1039, 1041, 1185, 1190
on termination
termination of active
active service ....
141
for contingent......................
contingent
345,
345, Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
348,
522, 1039, 1041, 1044,
1170, 1185, 1190
348,522,1039,1041,
1044,1170,1185,
enrolled
enrolled men, not officers, on active duty
for provisions;
reappropriation from 1920 1170
provisions; reappropriation
1170
during the war, may serve unexpired
unexpired
for transportation
transortation
recrnitin
.
117f0
and
recruiting
1170
term in Marine
139
r
_.
........
-v
Maxine Corps; conditions...
conditions
William,
Margo, Wiliam,
pension increased
increased....

.............-

Pace
Page.
1616
1616

INDEX.
Marine Corps
Reserve—Continued.
Marine
Corps Reserve-Continued.
Page.
Page.
enrolled men; not to exceed authorized
authorized
enlisted strength .
139
..................
139
139
pay, allowances,
allowances, etc ...............
139
members to be placed on inactive
female members
duty
.......................
. 138
service may
members in service
may be
be given tempotemporary civil appointments;
appointments; pay
pay---..-.
138
may qualify for civil service certificates
certificates
to fill vacancies ...................
138
termination of temporary appointments
termination
appointments.
138
appropriation
reservists transappropriation for pay of reservists
ferred, etc
.......
138
pay restrictions
restrictions ............-.........-.
138
persons serving as officers
officers on active duty
in, since April
1917, eligible to
April 6, 1917,
permanent commissions
commissions in Marine
Marine
permanent
Corps ..............................
830
Marine Exposition,
Marine
Exposition, National,
National,
exhibits from Department of Commerce
Commerce
may be furnished for, without expense to United States ...........
550
Marine
Hospitals (see also
Marine Hospitals
also Public Health
Service),
Service),
appropriation
Chicago, Ill.,
Ill., improveimproveappropriation for Chicago,
ments
ments......-....-.........-----..
167
167
for Cincinnati, Ohio, repairs, etc ......
for Mobile, Ala.,
Ala. remodeling,
remodeling, etc........
etc_
167
for Philadelphia:,
remodeling, etc._
Philadelphia, Pa., remodeling,
etc..
167
for Savannah,
Savannah, Ga., officers'
officers' quarters,
etc .------167,875
--.........
... 167,875
work under Supervising Architect....
Architect. _
167
Mass., buildings
875
for Boston,
Boston, Mass.,
............
Stanton, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex., remodeling
for Fort Stanton,
power
house, et
etc, ............... 875,1368
power house,
Ill., repairs
repairs ..
1368
for Cairo, Ill.,
...............
for Louisville, Ky., repairs
repairs..---...--....... 1368
Ala., alterations,
alterations, etc
for Mobile, Ala.,
etc........ 1368
for San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif., alterations, etc . 1368
for Stapleton, N. Y., alterations, etc._
etc.... 1368
for remodeling camp, etc., facilities for
discharged soldiers,
soldiers, etc.,
etc., turned over
discharged
from War Department
1368
Department-............
for repairs
repairs and preservation.....
preservation
168, 876, 1368
168,876,1368
for mechanical
equipment for
168, 876, 1369
mechanical equipment
for. - 168,876,1369
for maintenance
maintenance...............
175, 884, 1376
175,884,1376
admission of contagious,
contagious, etc.,
etc , cases
for study.
study---..-..-------........ 175,884
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance,
etc ............................. ..
45
Marine Insurance
Marine
Insurance Associations,
Associations,
antitrust prohibitions
prohibitions not applicable to,
formed for apportioning
apportioning risks among
1000
members thereof -....-........... . 1000
Marine Schools, State,
Marine
appropriation for expenses
expenses of, New York,
appropriation
Massachusetts,
Washington... 134,814
Massachusetts, and Washington...
Marines, etc.,
Marines,
appropriation for vocational
rehabilitation
vocational rehabilitation
appropriation
of discharged
discharged disabled
887
.............
for medical, etc., services
services for discharged
discharged
disabled, under
Public Health
Health Servdisabled,
under Public
Serv1376
ice
1376
ice.--..-................-...----------........---.-----.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for hospital
hospital care,
care,
deficiency
etc.,
discharged sick and disabled,
etc., of
of discharged
patients
Public Health
Health ServServunder Public
patients under
ice
377
ice ..............................
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
for expenses, vocational
discharged disabled ............ 504,1020
allowance increased
increased under exceppay allowance
1021
tional circumstances
circumstances..- ............
for medical
medical treatment, etc., of, war risk
insurance patients
.-.......---...
507,591
insurance
no passport fees required of relatives
relatives of, to
to
vilt
mrava thereof
thereolf ahbrod
visit
graves
abroad...
......
·--- s--·--------------------

750
750

1979
1979

Marines, etc.-Continued.
Marines,
etc.—Continued.
Page.
preference
preference in clerical, etc., appointnients,
appointments,
hereafter,
hereafter, in departments,
departments, etc.,
etc ,
discharged, or their
to honorably
honorably discharged,
widows
37
widows...........................
37
wives of injured ......................
37
37
preference
discharged
preference right for two years of, discharged
from service in late war, to make
homestead entry, etc., on opened
homestead
public lands
...................
434
drafted
drafted men refusing to serve, etc., excluded ..........................
434
travel at one cent a
a mile allowed wounded
or disabled,
disabled, on furlough from hospitals
976
itals .............................
Marion County,
Marion
Comnty, Miss.,
may bridge
391
may
bridge Pearl
earl River
River ...................
391
Marion,
Ind.,
Marion, Ind.,
appropriation
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation for expenses,
Soldiers' Home
904, 1395
Soldiers'
Home......
.. 191,
191,904,1395
deficiency
Volunteer
deficiency appropriation for Volunteer
Soldiers' Home ................. 47,1028
Soldiers'
Maritime
Causes (see Admiralty Causes).
Causes).
Maritime Causes
Maritime Liens (see also Ship Mortgage
Mortgage Act,
Maritime
1920)
persons furnishing repairs,
repairs, etc., entitled
entitled to,
for necessaries......................
necessaries
1005
enforcement, etc
enforcement,
etc...................... 1005
Maritime Torts,
Maritime
allowed against Government
Government owned,
owned,
actions allowed
etc., merchant vessels
vessels..............
525
Marix,
Grace F. (widow),
Marix, Grace
increased ....................
1599
pension increased
Marketable Staples,
Marketable
loans allowed
by
allowed by national banks secured by
bills of lading,
lading, etc., for nonperishable
nonperishable 296
limit to one person in twelve
twelve months....
months
297
Markets
Crop Estimates Bureau,
Markets and
and Crop
Bureau, DepartDepartment of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation
1341
appropriation for salaries ................
for general
1341
general expenses -.....-....-- ......
for
information on marketfor distributing
distributing information
ing, etc., farm
farm products,
products, purchasing
purchasing
supplies, etc -..--...-..
..... .--.- 1341
studying
in transit, etc
etc........ 1342
studying losses in
for collecting,
collecting, distributing,
distributing, etc., market
market
prices
live stock,
stock, meats, fish, agriprices of live
cultural products,
etc
1342
products, etc...............
for
certifying condition,
etc., of interfor certifying
condition, etc.,
state
perishable farm
farm
state shipments
shipments of perishable
products
1342
products..........................
certificates prima facie evidence of
facts stated ......................
1342
1342
for
baling, etc.,
etc., invesfor cotton grading,
grading, baling,
tigations
1342
1342
....
...............
.
..
tigations
employment of agents,
for cooperative
cooperative employment
agents, to
diffuse information
information for marketing
diffuse
farm products,
.
etc
1342
etc.................
for grain handling,
handling, grading, etc., investigations ......................
1342
tigations--------------------compiling, etc.
for compiling,
etc.,'data relating to crops
and live stock ..................... 1342
for disseminating
disseminating to American
American producers
information
information of world supply and deAmerican agricultural
agricultural
mand for American
products, etc ...-----......-.....
1342
cooperation
with
agencies,
organizacooperation with agencies, organizations, etc.....-----etc
. 1342
------....--for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses ............
1343
duties of Statistics
Statistics and Crop Estimates
Bureaus transferred
to
transferred to.............. 1343
for enforcing
enforcing Cotton Futures Act ....... 1343
for enforcing Grain Standards Act
Act....... 1343
for administering
Warehouse Act.......
Act
1343
1343
administering Warehouse
Container Act....
Act.... 1343
for enforcing
enforcing Standard Container

1980
1980
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Market
and Crop
Bureau, DepartMarket and
(rop Estimates
Estimates Bureau,
Depart- Page.
Page.
rneni of Agriculture-Continued.
ment
Agriculture-Continued.
appropriation for enforcingfor
enforcing regulations for
appropriation
enforcing
for
handling wool clip of 1918
1918.........
1343
distribution of sums collected
collected to growers thereof.........................
thereof
1343
deficiency appropriation
for enforcing
deficiency
appropriation for
enforcing reguregulations for handling wool clip of 1918,
etc............................... 1177
etc
1177
agriculture and facilitatfor stimulating agriculture
ing
products
1187,1192
ing distribution
distribution of
of products....
1187,1192
Markets
Organization, Ofice
Office of,
Markets and Rural
Rural Organization,
of,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general exdeficiency
penses
64,67,346,524,1040,1043,1187,1192
penses.. 64,67,346,524,1040,1043,1187,1192
Markets
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture
Markets Bureau
Bureau,' Department
appropriation
appropriation for salaries ............... 264,723
for general expenses ................ 264,723
for distributing information
information on marketing, etc., farm products,
purchasing
products,-purchasing
supplies, etc ....................
264,723
diffusing by telegraph,
for diffusing
telegraph, etc.,
etc., market
market
prices of fruits, vegetables,
etc
265
prices
vegetables, etc......
for
superviaipn of
of stockyards
stockyards industry..
industry....
26
for supervision
26
for publishing
publishing information
information as to marketing, prices, etc., of live stock, meats
meats,
fish, etc .......................
265, 724
for distributing commercial
information,
commercial information,
etc.,
and poultry
products .....
....
265
etc., dairy
dairyand
poultry products
265
distributing commercial
for distributing
information,
commercial information,
etc., grain, hay, etc
265
etc.......-......
for
investigating production,
forinvestigating
production, distribution,
etc., of agricultural
agricultural food
food products
265
products.
for distributing
distributing commercial
information,
commercial information,
etc., peanuts ......................
265
for distributing information
information of marketing, prices of fruits, vegetables, peanuts, dairy
dairy and poultry products,
feeds, etc
........................
724
for investigating
investigating transportation,
transportation, marketetc., of agricultural
ing, etc.
agricultural food products, control,
control, etc ................
724
for certifying
certifying condition, etc.
etc., of interstate shipments of perishable farm
products
..................... 265,724
products
for cotton grading, baling, etc.,
etc., investigations
gations.......................... 265, 724
testing spinning
spinning value of grades ..... 265,724
for studies of cooperation
cooperation among farmers,
farmers,
diffusing information thereof, etc...
etc
266
for cooperative
cooperative diffusing information of
marketing, etc., of farm products. 266,724
266, 724
for grain handling, grading, etc., investigations ...................
266, 725
for executing law fixing standard small
fruit containers,
containers, Climax grape
grape baskets, etc....................
etc
266, 725
725
for administrative
administrative expenses ........
266,725
for enforcing Cotton Futures Act.......
Act
266, 725
266,725
classifications
declared permanent....
classifications declared
permanent....
725
725
demand and delivery of grades
grades
optional demand
.....................
repealed
738
for enforcing
enforcing Grain Standards Act.....
Act
268,725
266,725
administering Warehouse
Warehouse Act ....
725
for administering
266, 725
modifications
modifications of bond and receipt
receipt conditions . .........................
266
authority to administer oaths, etc ....
267
for enforcing
regulations for wool clip of
enforcing regulations
of
1918............................
1918
267, 725
Markets,
Markets, D. C.
C. (see also
also Weights, Measures,
and Markets, D.
D. C., Department of),
of),
appropriation
appropriation for market masters,etc.
masters,etc 70, 844, 1111
for maintenance
maintenance ..............
844, 1115
. 75, 844,1115
for fish wharf and market
market expenses....
expenses ... 75, 844
for refrigerating
refrigerating plant .................
75,
844
75, 844

Markets,
C.-Continued.
Markets, D.
D. C.-Continued.
- Page.
appropriation for
for produce
produce market,
comappropriation
market, completing
south
shelter
1115
pleting south shelter............... 1115
supervision over, etc.,
supervision
etc., by
by superintendent
superintendent
of weights
weights, etc ....................
1224
1224
Markham,
(widow),
Markham, Nancy
Nancy j.
J. (widow),
pension ................................
Pension
1502
.Markley,
arkley, John
John E.,
pension. .........
.pension
...................
1505
Markley,
Markley, S. S.,
8.
1093
sale of public land to, authorized .........
1093
Marksbury, Annie L. 4widow),
widow),
pension.
1585
pension ..........................
1585
Marian,
alatt, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
pension
1500
1500
....................
apension......
H.,
Marlow, W.
W. H.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for fuel
fuel.........
40
Married Women,
Married
delivery
delivery of property
property held
held by
by Alien
Alien Propnational of
of neuerty Custodian
Custodian to,
to, national
neutral nation, married to German,
German, etc.,
etc.,
1917
978, 1147
prior to April 6, 1917...........
978,1147
if property
property not acquired
acquired from German,
German,
January 1,1917.......
1, 1917
etc., prior to
toJanuary
1147
of American citizenship
citizenship by birth, married to German, etc., prior to April
6, 1917.....................
1917
978, 1147
978,1147
acquired from
from German,
German,
if property not acquired
etc., pnortoJanuary
prior to January 1,, 1917
1917........ 1147
Married
D. C.,
Married Women, D
C.
provisions for administering
admimstering estate of,
of, dying
dying
567
intestate, stricken out ..............
Mars
Bluff Ferry,
Ferry, S. C.,
Mars Bluff
bridge authorized
at.. 1102
authorized acroes
across Peedee
Peedee River at
Marsh, Annie S. (widow),
Marsh,
(widow),
_pension
pension......................
........ 1480
1480
Marshall, Alida A. (widow),
Mardshl,
pension increased....................
increased
1512
1512
Marshall,
Elizabeth Colquitt
Colquitt (widow),
(widow),
Marshall,Elizabeth
pension increased
1567
increased.......................
Marshals, United
Marshals,
Courts,
UnitedStates Courts,
appropriation
advances.. 209,
appropriation for salaries, etc.; advances
923,
1412
923,1412
appropriation for salaries, etc
deficiency appropriation
etc.. 51, 62,
67, 337, 349, 525, 1032, 1175, 1188, 1190
64, 67,337,
Marten,
Marten,
appropriation for experiments
experiments in rearing..
rearing
257
appropriation
Martin, Amelia C.
Martin,
C. (widow),
(widow),
_pension
pension
1574
.....
..................
1574
Martin, Cynthia
Martin,
Cynthia (widow),
pension increased
increased
1552
...................
Martin, Eliza M. (teidow),
Martin,
(widow),
pension...
1481
pension...............................1481
on
1481
Martin,
Martin Elizabeth C. (widow),
pension increased
increased........................ 1563
Martin, Isabella
Isabella (widow),
Martin,
pension
pension ...................
1498
.........
1498
Martin,
(widow),
.Martin, Mary E. (widow),
pension
penson
............................
1487
artin, Mary J. (widow),
Martin,
(widow),
pension
1492
pension ...........................
1492
Martin,
Martin, Richard
Richard(son),
pension.
1478
pension -----------------................................
1478
artin, Thomas S., late a
Martin,
a Senator,
Senator
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to heirs of.
519
of.
Martin,
H.,
.Martin
z William Z.,
Mpension
pension increased
increased ..
1621
................. 1621
Martineau, James
James H.,
Martineau,
H.,
_pension
1625
pension increased
increased ......................
1625
Martinez Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
appropriation for pumping plant -------3
3
Jacob H.,
Martz, Jacob
1495
pension ............................
.
1495
Marvi,
Marvin, Lillie C. (widow),
(widow),
pension .........................
1487

INE
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Maryland Roads
Roads Commission,
Commission,
Maryland
Page.
Page.
may bridge Pocomoke
Pocomoke River, Pocomoke
Pocomoke
City, Md
Md.....................
£52
352
Mason, Betsey Palmer
Palmer (widow),
(widow),
pension ...........................
. 1510
1510
Mason,
Mason, Henry,
pension
1605
pension. .
.........
....................
1605
Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
appropriation for reimbursing,
for marine
appropriation
reimbursing, for
marine
school expenses..................
expenses
814
134. 814
cooperating with, in
in observprovisions for cooperating
ing Tercentenary
Tercentenary of
Landing of
of Landing
of the
Pilgrims, etc ......................
599
599
expenditures by,
required ............
599
expenditures
by, required
599
Massachusetts
D. C.,
Massachusetts Avenue
Avenue SE.,
SE., D.
C.,
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Fourteenth
to
appropriation for
Fourteenth to
Fifteenth Streets
845
Fifteenth
Streets .................
845
Massey, Eleanor
Eleanor W.
W. (widow),
(widow),
pension ................................
1614
1614
Matanuska
Coal Fields,
Matanuska Coal
Fields, Alaska,
Alaska,
proclamation
proclamation authorizing coal
the Navy
coal for
for the
Navy
supplied from................
to be supplied
from
1797
1797
Matchett, Clarence,
Matchett,
Harry J.
J. Reed,
Clarence, alias
alias Barry
Reed,
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
------ --- 1619
1619
Materials,
Surplus,
Materials, etc., Army
Army Surplus,
transfer, free of charge,
transfer,
of, to
charge, authorized
authorized of,
to
Chief of
Engineers, to
be used
used for
for
Chief
of Engineers,
to be
authorized civil
civil works............
works
1051
authorized
1051
Materials,
Government Uses,
Uses,
Materials, etc.,
etc., for
for Government
purchases to be made, so far as possible,
purchases
from stock no longer needed,
due to
to
needed, due
end of war ......................
67
67
Materials, Government,
Materials,
funds of bureau or department
department purchasing,
purchasing,
etc., from another, to be
to
be subject
subject to
requisition of the one furnishing
furnishing the
same .........................
same.
613
613
available
available for
613
for two years
years ................
613
Matlack,
Capt. Leonard
Leonard F.,
Matlack, Capt.
S. Cavalry,
F., U.
U. S.
Cavalry,
may be appointed
appointed captain
captain of
on
of Cavalry
Cavalry on
retired
list
607
retired list-...................
.
607
"Matoa,"
"
Matoa," Steamship,
Steamship,
owner of, may bring suit for
collision
for collision
damages
in Federal
court .........
1521
damages in
Federal court
1521
reenrollment
directed.......... 1639
reenrollment of bill,
sill, directed
1639
Mattes,
Mattes, Thomas,
Thomas,
pension ....................
1598
........... 1598
Matteson,
Matteson, Jennie
Jennie D.
D. (widow),
(widow),
...........................
pension
1499
1499
Matthews,
(widow),
Matthews, Ophelia
Ophelia (widow),
pension ...........................
1617
1617
.Mattox,
Mattox, Sarah
Sarah C.
C. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1583
pension......................................
1583
Mauch, Charles
Mauch,
C.
Charles C.,
pension
1544
pension increased
increased .....................
1544
Maui
Hawaii,
Moui Island,
Island, Hawaii,
proclamation restoring
proclamation
restoring to Hawaii,
Hawaii, lighthouse lands on....
on
1742
..........
1742
Maurer, Sarah
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Maurer,
pension
1508
pension. ......................
.
1508
Ma
uter, Lena
Lena (widow),
(widow),
Mauter,
increased
pension increased.
1602
......................
1602
Mawhiney, Louisa
Louisa (widow),
(widow),
-pension
pension increased.
1507
increased...................... 1507
Maxey,
Florence (daughter),
(daughter),
Mazey, Florence
pension
1504
pension..................................
1504
axell, Ruth (widow),
Maxwell,
(widow),
pension ...........................
1579
1579
May, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
pension
1496
pension.........
.............
1496
May,
May, Louise P.
P. (widow),
(widow),
pension.........
pension
1595
...........
..........
1595
Mayer
Hattie R.,
R.,
Mayer,, Mattie
homestead entry
homestead
authorized; oil
entry by, authorized;
oil
deposits reserved.................
reserved
1093
1093

1981
1981

•
Maynard, Cordelia
Maynard,
Cordelia D.
D. (widow),
(widow),
Page.
Page.
pension increased.
increased
................
1501
Maynard,
E.,
Maynard, George
George E.,
date of appointment
appointment as
ensign, Navy,
Navy,
as ensign,
established ....................
141
141
Maynard, Marinda
Marinda (widow),
Maynard,
(widow),
1579
pension
. .
...
.........................
1579
Maynard,
Maynard, Montgomery,
Montgomery,
deficiency appropiation
for reimbursing...
reimbursing
1024
appropiation for
1024
Mayo, Joseph
Joseph H.,
Mayo,
H.,
pensionpension .
1610
.......................
1610
N. J.,
Mays Landing,
Landing, N.
J.,
operation of school
for children
operation
school for
children of
of ememployees
at Ordnance
ployees at
Ordnance reservation,
reservation,
authorized
authorized ..............
333
.
333
Measures, D.
.1). C.,
C.,
Measures,
provisions
provisions establishing
establishing standards
standards of
1217
of....... 1217
Meat
Meat Inspection,
Inspection,
appropriation
for additional
additional expenses
241,
appropriation for
expenses..... 241,
700, 1320
700,1320
amount for equine
meat; labels,
labels, etc.,
etc.,
amount
equine meat;
required .................
241,
700, 1320
241, 700,1320
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for
62,
1187, 1192
appropriation for......
62,1187,1192
overtime pay allowed
employees in
in estaballowed employees
establishments
to
241
lishments subject to.......
.......
241
Meat Production
in
Western
Irrigated
Districts,
Productionin Western IrrigatedDistricts,
etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
for experiments,
appropriation
experiments, etc.,
etc., in
in
establishing.
268, 728, 1345
establishing ................
268,728,1345
Meats,
Meats,
proclamation canceling
proclamation
canceling license
license requirerequirements for
for importing,
importing, manufacturing,
manufacturing,
ments
etc
1742
etc.
..........................
1742
Meats
and Meat
Products,
Meats and
Meat Products,
appropriation for
diffusing commercial
appropriation
for diffusing
commercial ininformation of
market prices,
prices, disformation
of market
distribution, etc.,
etc., of..........
of
•265,
724,1342
tribution,
265, 724,1342
Meats,
Meats, Wrapped,
misbranding
provisions of
pure food
misbranding provisions
of pure
food law
law
extended
271
extended to
to......................
271
Mechanical
Devices, etc.,
MechanicalDevices,
etc.,
deficiency
appropriation for
cooperative
deficiency appropriation
for cooperative
standardizing
industries.
341
standardizing of, used in
in industries.
341
Mechanical
Mechanical Engineering,
Engineering,
appropriation
appropriation for
for standardizing
standardizing apparatus,
apparatus,
etc.
used in
682, 1301
etc., used
in ..................
682,
1301
Mechanical Equipment
for Public
Mechanical
Equipmentfor
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
appropriation
or heating,
heating, hoisting,
appropriation for
hoisting, etc....
etc.... 168,
168,
876,
1369
876,1369
deficiency
61,
344,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ...........
61,344,
347, 1038,
1038, 1041,
1041, 1184
1184
Mechanical Musical
Musical Reproductions,
Mechanical
Reproductions,
proclamation including,
including,
in copyright
proclamation
in
copyright
privileges
1787
privileges to
to Sweden
Sweden.............. 1787
Mechanics,
Mechanics,
retirement
provisions for,
for, in
retirement provisions
in classified
classified
614
civil service
service .....................
614
Medal
Medal of
of Honor,
Honor, Congressional,
Congressional,
awarded
Robert Edward
Cox, Chief
awarded to
to Robert
Edward Cox,
Chief
Gunner, Navy...................
Navy
1526
Gunner,
1526
duplicate enrollment
enrollment of
bill, directed...
directed
1643
duplicate
of bill,
1643
bestowed with
appropriate cerecereto be
be bestowed
with appropriate
monies upon unknown
unknown British
British
soldier,
in
Westminster
soldier, buried
buried in
Westminster
Abbey, London
1367
Abbey,
London....................
1367
unknown French
French soldier,
buried in
in the
unknown
soldier, buried
the
Arc de Triomphe,
Triomphe, Paris
Paris............ 1367
1367
to
to city
city of
of Verdun,
the
to be
be presented
presented to
Verdun, by
by the
President
in the
the name
President in
name of
of Congress
Congress in
in
appreciation
the valor
of its
appreciation of
of the
valor of
its dedefenders
977
fenders .......................
977
of Honor
and Navy,
Medal of
Honor Roll,
Roll, Army
Army and
Navy,
additional pensions
pensions to
on, not
additional
to those
those on,
not afaffected
by increased
service penfected by
increased service
pensions...............................
587
sions
587

1982
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Medal
Merit, Merchant
Merdiant
4 Marine,
Marine,
°
Medal of
of Merit,
to
awarded for distinguished
distinguished service at
to be
be awarded
sea during the World War
War. ..........
only one issue to a
a person; bar for succeeding
deed
ceeding deed..................
time limit for issuing; statement
statement of
service, etc.,
etc., required.
required ...........
award to representative
representative in case
death
case of death.
award
regulations, etc.,
etc., to be made ..........
regulations,
Medals of
Honor, etc.,
Army,
Medals
of Honor,
etc., Army,

only one award
award to any one person..
person ........
succeeding justifyissue of bar, etc., for succeeding
ing deed......................
deed
silver star to be issued for citation
citation in orders
orders
from headquarters
headquarters commanded
commanded by
aageneral
general......................
commanded
if force appropriate to be commanded
by a
a general .......................
Mediation
of Railway
Differences
ediation of
Railway Employees' Differences
(see Board of Mediation and Conciliation)
ciliation).

Page.
Page.

1082
1082
1082
1082
1082

399
399
399
399

Corps, Army
Army (see
Medical
Medical Administrative
Administrative Corps,
Medical Department,
Department, Army).
Medical
Services, Wm.
InWar Risk
Risk Inand Hospital
Hospital Services,
Medical and
surance
swrance Bureau,
ureau,
appropriation for, to beneficiaries
beneficiaries ..... 881,1374
881,1374
appropriation
disbursement of allotments
allotments to specidisbursement
fied departments, etc
etc.......... 881,1374
Medical
Surgical History of the German
andSurgical
Medical and
Wax,
War,
appropriation for preparing for publicspublica•
tion, etc ...........
......- . 901,1392
Medical
Charities, D. C.,
Medical Charities,
appropriations for care
care of indigent patients,
etc --....--..--....---- --95, 866, 1137
..
95,866,1137
deficiency appropriation for Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis
'
Hospital -;-................
41
Hospital.
.....
41
Medical Corps,
Army (see
(see Medical
DepartMedical
Corps, Army
Medical Department, Army).
Medical Department,
Medical
Department, Army,
Army,
appropriation for supplies, etc ..........
121,967
appropriation
121,967
for mosquito destruction,
destruction, Canal Zone
Zone.. 121,
967
selection of motor ambulances
ambulances without advertising ..
121, 967
............. 121,
private treatment, etc ............. 121,967
for preventing, etc., epidemic diseases
forpreventing,
diseases. 122,967
for civilian
etc
122, 967
civilian employees,
employees, nurses, etc....
for supplies, Hot
Hot Springs, Ark., Hospital.
pital ............................ 122,96
122,96
for hospital
of Canal
Canal Zone
Zone garfor
hospital treatment
treatment of
garrisons .........................
122,968
rions
122,968
for additional land, Walter Reed Hospital, D. C., for Medical Museum,
Museum,
School, etc.
....................
etc
122
for museum.........................
museum
122, 968
for library,
library, Surgeon
Surl nGeneral's office...
122,968
office... 122,
968
for artificial
artificial limbs.
lira
.......... 189,
901, 1392
189,901,
for surgical appliances
appliances.......... 189,
189 901, 1392
for trusses ..................
189, 901,1392
,19
for medical and surgical history of War
War
Germany ................. 901,1392
with Germany
for Providence
Hospital, D. C.........
189
Providence Hospital,
for printing and binding for ....
228,
941, 1429
228,941,1429

deficiency
appropriation for supplies
supplies......
deficiency appropriation
61,
61,
510, 532, 1038, 1041,
1184, 1190
65, 345,
345,510,532,1038,
1041,1184,1190
for appliances
appliances for disabled soldiers
soldiers......
61
for trusses .......................
1184
surplus supplies and foodstuffs
foodstuffs to be placed
at disposal of Red Cross, to relieve
relieve
distress of peoples involved in the
war .
.........................
. 130
officers and enlisted men composing
766
....... 766
I

Medical Department,
Department, Army-Continued.
Army-Continued.
Medical

Page.
Page.
Medical,
Medical, DentalMedical,
Dental, Veterinary, and Medical
Administrative
constituting. 766
Administrative Corps constituting
authorized
commissioned and
authorized commissioned
and enlisted
enlisted
766
strength of ........................
766
Army Nurse Corps, and contract
contract surgeons.
surgeons
776
776
percentage of oficers,
officers, Medical
Medical and Dental
percentage
Corps ............
767
Dental Corps......................
Corps
767
number of Veterinary
officers .......
767
Veterinary Corps officers
service promotions,
promotions, Medical,
Medical, and Dental
service
767
Corps............................
Corps
767
Veterinary Corps
Corps. ........................
Medical Administrative
Administrative Corps
Corpi! .......... 767
767
Medical
credit
all active
commissioned servactive commissioned
credit for
for all
ice ...........................
767
Dental Corps; Veterinary
Veterinary Corps ......
767
767
filling vacancies
vacancies on July 1,
1, 1920
1920.......... 767
persons eligible,
eligible, other than Regular
Army
RegularArmy
officers; service since April 6, 1917_
767
1917..
selection by board of general
officers
767
eneral officers..
selection
Medical Administrative
Medical
Administrative Corps, enrequired ............
767
listed service required
number of captains and first lieutenants limited
767
limited.....................
service credits for future
future promotions
promotions ......
767
conferred. 767
Army Nurse Corps, relative rank conferred
•
authority of, in hospitals ...........
768
* authority
of, to be described.
described
768
rights and privileges
privileges of,
768
dental outfits in excess of needs, may be
preferences, etc.............
etc
554
sold; preferences,
emergency hospital equipment to be deemergency
livered to Kansas for temporary use
to check influenza epidemic
epidemic .......
436
Medical
Department, Navy
Navy (see
Medical Department,
(see Bureau of
of
Medicine and Surgery,
Surgery, Navy).
Medicine
Medical
Schools, D.
C.
Medical Inspectors,
Inspectors, Public
PublicSchools,
D. C.,
appropriation for; division.........
division
854,1124
1124
83, 854
appropriation
Medical Museum,
Army,
Museum, Army,
appropriation for additional land, Walter
Walter
appropriation
Reed Hospital, D.C.,
D. C., for location
location of,
122
etc ..........................
preserving specimens,
specimens, etc........
etc
for preserving
122,968
Medical
Field Service
Correspondedi Officers,
Officers, Field
Service and Correspondence
School for,
4
ence Schoolfor,
X
appropriation
expenses_ 106,950
106,950
appropriation for instruction expenses..
Maedinal
Medicinal Preparations,
Preparations, Manufactured,
Manufactured,
officinal, unfit for beverages,
officinal,
beverages, not subject
subject
Constitutional prohibition
prohibition proto Constitutional
visions .............................
309
conditions;
conditions; permits,
permits, etc.,
etc., required......
required
309
Medicinal
Medicinal Solutions,
Solutions, etc.,
not fit for beverages,
beverages, not subject to Constitutional
309
stitutional prohibition
prohibition provisions..
provisions
309
conditions;
conditions; permits, etc.,
etc., required
309
required..
Medicine
Medicine Bow National
NationalForest,
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..appropriation
of..... 249,
708, 1327
708,
1327
Medicines,
Adulterated, etc.,
Medicines, Adulterated,
etc.,
appropriation for
expenses preventing
preventing sale,
appropriation
for expenses
etc.,
etc., of
of.....................
254, 712,
712, 1331
1331
Mediterranean Fruit
Mediterranean
FruitFly,
appropriationforinvestgigatons,etc.
appropriation forinvestigations, etc .256,715,1334
256, 715, 1334
Meek, Cornelius,
Meek,
Cornelius,
pension increased
increased ......................
1616
.. 1616
Meeks Ferry,
Ferry, Miss.,
Ricks
bridge authorized
River at...
at
572
authorized across Pearl River
572
Mellinger,
Maria (widow),
Mellinger, Maria
(widow),
pension
1491
penson-...
--..---.........................-1491
Mellinger,
ellinger, Mary
ary R. (mother),
pension.
................................
pension
1548
Melson
E. (widow),
elson,.,Margaret
MargaretE.
(widow),
pension
increased .....................
pensi
on increased
1479
Melter,
Theodore A.,
A.,
elter, Theodore
pension..................................
pension
1546
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aU-l
U1-Members
of
Congress,
3-iiw
unrcss,
yloUj
Page
attempting
attempting to influence,
influence, on matters of
legislation, by Federal officers
officers and
and
employees, forbidden
forbidden ..............
68
communications
communications on request,
request, or through
official channels
channels excepted..........
excepted
68
6
punishment for violations
violations. .............
punishment
68
6
Members of the House
House of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation for
compensation
appropriation
for compensation ........ 634,1255
634,1256
for mileage ....-.........
. 2, 634, 1255
1255
for clerk
clerk hire ........................ 637, 1258
1258
payment
payment of arrears of pay to, while in military service, ratified ..............
58
58
payment
payment authorized to the two persons
designated by, as their clerks; rates,
etc...............................
etc
162
162
Memorial
in Congress,
Memorial Addresses
Addresses in
Congress,
illustrations accompanying,
accompanying, to be made at
at
Engraving
Engraving and Printing Bureau,
Bureau,
and paid from appropriation
appropriation theretherefor ...
......................... 943,
1431
943,1431
if elsewhere,
printing for
for Congress.
Congress.
943,
elsewhere, from printing
943,
1431
Memorial Archway, Vicksburg (see Vicksburg,
*-Miss.,
Archway).
Miss., Memorial
Memorial Archway).
Memorials,
Memorials, etc.,
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses dedicating,
dedicating, to
to
Abraham Lincoln
President Abraham
180,889
Lincoln.. ...
180,889
commission created
created to recommend
recommend erecerection of, in Arlington
Memorial
Arlington Memorial
Amphitheater each
Amphitheater
each year
1440
year ..........
1440
Memphis, Tenn.,
appropriation for public building, sub
appropriation
post office
office ..
...................... 165
165
expenditure authorized
expenditure
estate,
authorized for real
real estate,
Park Aviation Field at..............
at
455
455
Mendelson, Hyman,
pension
1621
pension..
.
...............................
1621
JKenominee Agency,
Menominee
Wis.,
Agency, Wis.,
appropriation for support, etc.,
Indians
appropriation
etc., of
of Indians
at ...........-..........
. 434,1248
Menominee Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wis.,
Wis.,
forest investigations,
investigations, etc., on Indian
Indian reservations not applicable
applicable to......
to_
6,
411, 1229
6,411,1229
Menominee Indians,
Wu.,
Indians, Wis.,
appropriation for per capita payment
payment to,
to,
from tribal
tribal funds ..................
1247
1247
Menominee, Wis.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination etc., of, Harbor
Harbor
and River to be made..............
made
1012
1012
Mercer,
Mercer, Rose
Rose (widow),
pension.................................
pension
1520
. 1520
Merchant
Merchant Marine,
medal of merit awarded to
for
to person
person in, for
distinguished service at sea during
distinguished
during
the World War .................
1082
1082
Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
Act, 1920,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of Shipping
appropriation
Board under provisions of
of........ 1382
necessity of American
American vessels for National
necessity
National
Defense, commerce, etc.,
etc., stated.—
988
stated....
988
policy declared
declared of developing
developing and encouraging
couraging ........................
. 988
988
execution by Shipping Board
execution
988
Board.--.......
988
legislation repealed;
repealed; transportation of
of
shipyard employees ..............
988
compensation for roads taken
taken therefor.
therefor
988
acquiring
acquiring shipbuilding
shipbuilding plants, etc_
etc ....
988
control
control of shipping charters, etc
etc-.....
988
authority to build,charter,
build, charter, sell, ships,
....................-----.
etc
988
988
limitations; execution of prior contracts
988
contracts.
988
accruing
accruing rights valid and enforceable
988
enforceable.
988
penalties,
penalties, etc.,
etc., not affected
affected-989
......
989

1983
1983

Merchant
Marine Act,
Merchant Marine
Act, /920—Continued.
1920-Continued.
Page.
legislation repealed;
repealed; limitations; completion of necessary construction
construction work
work..
989
speedy
speedy adjustment of all matters
matters arising
arising
under
under...........................
989
determination of compensation,
compensation, etc
etc.,,
by the Board
Board.....................
989
989
suit authorized
authorized if decision unsatisfactory
tory ........
.............
989
Shipping Board provisions................
provisions
989
number of Commissioners
Commissioners increased....
increased. —
chairman to be designated
designated by the President ...........
dent
..............
terms, qualifications, geographical
geographical division . ..............................
political
political division;
division; pecuniary
interests
pecuniary interests
restricted ......................
other employments,
employments, or relations
with
relations with
carriers, forbidden................
forbidden
division of duties; removal,
removal, etc
etc.........
regulations, etc.,
regulations,
etc., to be prescribed;
prescribed; ememployment
ployment of attorneys,
attorneys etc.........
etc
rights and duties continued ...........
temporary continuance
continuance of present
present Commission ............
............
salaries of members increased
increased..........
vessels,
vessels, etc., property, transferred
transferred to
to
Board
Board......................
exceptions, in other Government service
service
Army, Navy, river and harbor vessels,
etc
etc..
.......................
sales of vessels to citizens
citizens .................
price; payments;
payments; conditions ............
coastwise
limitations ................
coastwise limitations.
.
sales of vessels to aliens................
aliens
restrictions,
restrictions, etc.; interest on
deferred
on deferred
payments
payments ......................
steamship lines for
development of
of trade,
for development
trade,
etc., authorized
authorized....................
requirements, :tailings,
vessel requirements,
etc
sailings, etc.......
sale or charter of vessels to citizens
citizens for..
for..
operation by Board if
if no citizen
citizen service
service
secured
secured ...........................
mail contracts
contracts authorized
authorized
...................
preference in
citizens having
in sales
sales for,
for, to
to citizens
having
support of communities ............
maintaining similar
similar service
service..........
charges restricted if
if Government
Government operatoperating service additional
additional to
to private
private....
subjects to be investigated;
for
promotion
investigated; for promotion
of port facilities,
facilities, etc
etc.............
recommendation
as to
etc., of
recommendation as
to rates,
rates, etc.,
of rail
rail
carriers ...........................
submitted to Interstate Commerce
Commerce
Commission for action..............
Commission
action
insurance required on
vessels
sold
deon vessels sold with
with deferred payments
ferred
payments .................
insurance
insurance fund for Government-owned
Government-owned
vessels may be created
created .............
construction loan fund
set aside
aside from
fund to be
be set
from
revenues .........................
etc
to aid in ship
ship construction,
construction, etc.........
by citizens in private yards
yards ..........
limit;
created for
for ................
limit; lien
lien created
vessels to be cared
cared for,
for, operated,
operated, etc.,
etc., until
until
sold
sold..........................
authority of
authority
gency Fleet
Corporaof Emer
Emergency
Fleet Corporation continued
tion
continued.....................
all property other
all
other than
than vessels
vessels to
be sold
to be
sold..
disposition of
disposition
of revenues,
prior to
to July
1, 1921
revenues, prior
July 1,1921
thereafter to
thereafter
covered into
into the
Treasto be
be covered
the Treasury
ury.........- ..................-.
operating
operating capital,
and conconcapital, insurance,
insurance, and
struction loan funds excepted......
excepted

989

989
989

989
989
989
989
990
990

990
990
990
990
990
990
990
990
990
990
991
991
991
991
991

991
991
991
991
991
991
991

991
992
992
992
992
992
992
992
992
992
992
992
992
993
993
993
993
993
993

993
993
993
993
993
993
993
993
993
993

1984
1984
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Merchant Marine
Page.
Merchant
Marine Act, 1920—Continued.
1920-Continued.
emergency investments to be withdrawn
withdrawn
emergency
993
Treasury
and covered into the Treasury......
required for
furcharter hire not
not required
for vessels
vessels furnished to War Department.........
Department
993
nished
authorization
authorization for purchasing
purchasing houses,
houses, etc
etc.,,
shipyard employees
employees terminated.
terminated
994
for shipyard
994
repairs, etc., allowed.......................
allowed
994
disposal of all
property directed........
directed
994
all property
docks, etc.
Hudson River, at
etc., on Hudson
at Hoboken
Hoboken
turned over to the Board,
Board, etc
turned
etc....... 994
other, acquired
acquired for Army or wavy,
Navy, may
may
be transferred
transferred....................
994
temporary
Navy
temporary transfers for Army or
or Navy
needs, authorized
needs,
authorized...............
994
sales restricted.......................
restricted
994
vessels procured
procured from Board by citizens
citizens
allowed American
etc
American registry, etc.....
994
foreign built so owned admitted
admitted to coastwise trade ............
....
994
operation
operation under laws governing
governing mervessels......................
chant vessels
994
restricted—
995
sales to other than citizens
citizens restricted....
995
forfeiture for violations................
violations
995
punishment imposed
imposed.................
995
authorized to make necessary
Board authorized
necessary rules,
etc
etc........................
995
to meet unfavorable
unfavorable trade laws, competitive practices,
practices, etc.,
etc., of foreign
foreign
countries
countries....
.....

..........

to request
modification, etc.,
request modification,
etc., of estabestablished rules by departments,
departments, etc
etc....
rules affecting shipping
shipping established
established herehereafter
after subject to approval of Board,
etc
etc............................
disagreements
disagreements between
between Departments
Departm9nts,
etc., and the Board as
as to,
to, submitted
submitted
for action of the President........
President
Government vessels over
over
no preference to Government
citizen-owned by ...................
citizen-owned
common carriers by water not to give deferred rebates to shippers ........
use fighting ships .....................
retaliate
retaliate against shippers for patronizing
patronizing
other carriers, etc
etc...................
make unfair discriminatory
shipping
discriminatory shipping
contracts, etc
etc......................
penalty
penalty for..........................
for
Board to determine
determine if persons
persons not citizens
citizens
have violated water carrier
carrier restricrestrictions.......
tions
........
.......
entered into combinations
combinations against
against
American carriers.................
carriers
to certify violations
violations to Secretary of Commerce ............................

entry to be refused
refused vessel of person violating
.......................
coastwise laws extended to
to island
Terriisland Territories, etc.,
etc., after February 1,
1, 1922
1922..
adequate
adequate steamship service to
to be
be estabestablished for the islands ...............
time may be extended
extended................
regulations
regulations for the Philippines under
under
the Government
Government thereof............
thereof
application
application hereof
hereof to the Philippines
Philippines
..................
deferred
privileges
privileges of coastwise trade to foreign
foreign vessels admitted
admitted to American
American registry,
repealed
...................
repealed
allowed if owned by citizens,
citizens etc
etc.......
permits for Hawaiian
ve lin
Hawaiian tra
travel
in foreign
foreign
ships until February 1,
1, 1922
1922........
tax exemption,
exemption, for ten years, allowed owners of American ships in foreign
foreign
trade ......................

995
995
995
995
995
995
995
995
995
995
996
996
996
996
996
996
996
996
996

996

996
996
996
996
996
996
996
996
997
997
997
997
997
997
997
997
997
997
997
997
997
997
997
997
997
997

Merchant
Marine Act, 1920-Continued.
1920—Continued.
Merchant Marine
Page.
tax exemption; equivalent
equivalent to
to earnings
earnings
thereof
997
thereof...........................
997
building vessels in
in
amount to be used
used for building
American shipyards.................
shipyards
997
997
part of construction
construction costs
costs required
required from
ordinary funds
998
funds........ ..........
998
proceeds of sales of American
proceeds
American ships built
built
prior to January 1, 1914 ...........
998
998
income tax for ten years
exempt from income
years 998
998
American ships
therenew American
ships to
to be
be built
built therefrom ..............................
998
998
mails to be carried on American vessels...
vessels
998
contracts for, not
not be
assigned,
etc
998
be assigned, etc.....
998
compensation for;
authorized
998
compensation
for; contracts
contracts authorized..
998
prior Act, not applicable
998
applicable .............. 998
classification of vessels
by American
American Buclassification
vessels by
Bureau of Shipping, recognized
998
recognized.......
998
Government representatives
representatives to
to be
be on
on
Government
Bureau .............
998
Committee of Bureau
998
list of merchant vessels to
contain class
to contain
notation of Bureau .................
998
998
cargo
cargo vessels permitted to carry limited
passengers
998
number of passengers...............
998
life saving equipments, etc., required
required.. 998
notice
notice of risk, etc.,
etc., to be given passengers
999
gers.......
..................
999
reciprocal
reciprocal allowance to foreign vessels...
vessels...
999
penalty for failure of
of owner,
owner, etc
etc.,,to give
give
notice of risks..
risks .
...................
999
merchandise transported
merchandise
other
transported by
by water
water in
in other
than American vessels to be forfeited ..............................
999
partly over Canadian
Canadian line excepted
excepted ...
999
999
application
application to Yukon River, Alaska,
delayed
delayed.....................
999
lower rail charges
charges for transportation
transportation from
from
foreign countries
countries by water carriers,
forbidden
999
forbidden.........................
999
by American vessels excepted
excepted .......... 999
999
provisions suspended
suspended if adequate
adequate faciliities not afforded by American
American vessels
999
..........................
999
to terminate
terminate when facilities available.
999
999
marine insurance associations;
associations; meaning of
terms.........
terms
1000
..............
1000
for apportionment
apportionment of risks, not violations
of antitrust laws ...................
1000
1000
Ship Mortgage Act, 1920
1920.............. 1000-1006
recording sales, conveyances,
iecenling
conveyances, and
and mortmortgages in the United States ........
1000
1000
penalties for failures,
failures, etc
etc............. 1003
1003
foreclosure
foreclosure of preferred
preferred mortgages
mortgages....... 1003
1003
transfers of mortgaged
mortgaged vessels, and asmortgages ............ 1004
signment of mortgages
maritime
maritime liens for necessities ........
1005
1005
prior laws superseded
superseded.................. 1006
1006
wages
wages of seamen; payment in port during
voyage
voyage ......................... . 1006
1006
limitation
limitation onapplicatonn
on application for ........ 1006
release of contract
contract on failure, etc.....
etc
.1006
1006
in full, at end of voyage ............... 1006
1006
setting aside of release
release for cause........
cause.
1006
1006
application to foreign seamen in Ameriapplication
American ports
ports...................... 1006
1006
enforcement by United States courts
enforcement
courts. 1006
advance payment of, etc.,
etc., unlawful.....
unlawful
1007
1007
punishment for violations..........
violations
1007
applicable either within or without
applicable
without
United States territory ........... 1007
liability for wages actually earned....
earned. ___ 1007
receiving remuneration
remuneration from seamen for
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor...... 1007
employment, a
punishment for ....................
1007
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seamen injured on duty may bring action
for damages..................
damages
1007
1007
laws applicable
.............
applicable .....
.
1007
resulting in death; action by personal
representative
representative allowed .............
1007
applicable... ................ . 1007
laws applicable
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of courts ..................
1007
declaration of Congress
Congress that treaty restricdeclaration
discriminations on right to impose discriminaduties. etc., should
tory duties,
should be terminated .................
....... 1007
President
President authorized to give notice to
to
foreign governments
governments therefor
therefor....... 1007
1007
powers of Board may be exercised
exercised through
Emergency
Corporation...... 1007
Emergency Fleet Corporation
invalidity
invalidity of any provision not to affect
affect
remainder of Act
remainder
Act..................
1007
general
general meaning
meaning of terms used in this Act.
Act_ 1008
corporation,
corporation, etc., not deemed a
citizen of
a citizen
the United States unless controlling
controlling
interest owned by citizens
citizens ..........
1008
president and managing
managing directors
directors of
president
of
corporations are citizens
citizens............ 1008
1008
corporations are organized
corporations
organized under Federal or State laws
............... 1008
operating vessels in coastwise
coastwise trade,
seventy-five per cent citizenship
seventy-five
citizenship interest required
1008
required ..............--.
1008
interests specified
specified divesting controlling
ownership by citizens
ownership
citizens. ............
1008
seventy-five per
ownership_ ...
1008
seventy-five
per cent
cent of
of ownership
1008
provisions applicable
applicable to receivers
receivers and
trustees
trustees...........................
1008
Act.........
.....................
title of Act
1008
correction
directed
correction in enrollment
enrollment of, directed......
1640
Merchant
also Admiralty
Cause's),
Merchant Vessels
Vessels (see
(see also
Admiralty Causes),
owned by the Government,
Government, etc., and their
cargoes, not subject
subject to arrest or
cargoes,
or
seizure in United States
seizure
States..........
525
libels in personam
personam authorized
authorized .........
525
jurisdiction of courts; acceptance
acceptance of
526
service, etc ....................
procedure
between private parties
526
procedure as between
parties..
private, formerly Government
Government owned, atattached for causes arising
arising under
such
under such
ownership, to be released without
without
ownership,
bond, etc ..
........................ 526
assumption of liability therefor by the
assumption
526
United States ...................
immunity against seizures abroad, of Govimmunity
ernment owned, etc., to be claimed
claimed
consul
by consul.......................
527
execution
execution of bond ....................
527
consul to enter appearance,
etc., in suits
appearance, etc.,
against masters
masters of such vessels
527
vessels......
provisions for sureties, payment
payment of judgments. etc .....................
527
Meredith, Angelia
Angelia (widow),
Meredith,
(widow),
pension ..............................
1503
Meredith.
A. (widow),,
Meredith, Nancy
Nancy A.
(widow),
increased ........................
1543
pension increased
1543
Meridian
Highway Bridge
Meridian Highway
Bridge Company,
Company,
may bridge Missouri
Missouri River,
River, -Yankton
Yankton
County,
Cedar County,
County, S. Dak.,
Dak., and Cedar
County,
Nebr
Nebr.............................
355
Meridian Hill
Park, D.
D. C.,
Meridian
Hill Park,
C.
appropriation
appropriation for continuing improveetc
ment, etc................
186,896,1389
Meridian
Meridian Place
Place NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for paving. Sixteenth
Sixteenth to
to
appropriation
Brown Streets ...................
845
Mark,
Merk, Anton
Anton (father).
(father).
1624
pension . ......................-.....
1624
Merrick,
(widow),
Merrick, Ella
Ella (widow),
.nrwion ._ _
1579
pension...
1579
44282°—voa
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Merrill,: Ira
Ira S.
Merrill
S. (son),
Page.
Page.
pension increased
pension
increased........................
1593
Merriman,
Merriman, Abigail
(widow),
Abigail (widow),
_pJ)enson
e sion..................................
1513
1513
erriman, Nellie
Nellie J.
(widow),
Merriman,
J. (widow).
pension
increased
pension increased......................
1581
Merritt and Chapman
Chapman Derrick
Merritt
Derrick and
Wrecking
and Wrecking
Company,
Company,
may bring suit for collision
damages to
collision damages
to
derrick
1469
derrick..........................
1469
Merz,
Merz, Marie
Marie (widow),
(widow),
pension...........................
pension
1543
Mesa Verde National
Mesa
National Park,
Park, Colo.,
Colo.,
appropriation
etc.__ 204,918,1407
204, 918, 1407
appropriation for protection, etc...
for roadway
roadway from, to Gallup on Navajo,
Navajo,
etc., Reservation,
Reservation, N. Mex.__
18, 422, 1172
Mex.... 18,422,1172
Mescalero Agency, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for support,
support, etc., of
of Indians
Indians
at
31, 434, 1248
at...
................
31,434,1248
Mescalero Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, N.
Mescalero
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of... 5,
410,1227
410,1227
Mescalero Indian
Mescalero
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
18,423,1238
appropriation for roads and bridges.
bridges. 18,
423, 1238
Messages,
Transmission of
of (see
(see also
Messages, Transmission
also TransTransportation Act, 1920),
interstate commerce
regulations applicainterstate
commerce regulations
applicable to, by wire or wireless
wireless ..........
474
charges for to be just and reasonable......
reasonable
475
unlawful.............
unjust declared
declared. unlawful
475
475
classification of; different rates allowed...
allowed
475
classification
475
exchange of services
services with carriers,
exchange
carriers, allowed ..
......................
. 475
Messenger
Messenger Service, Mail,
appropriation for
579,1152
appropriation
................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for .............
5,
deficiency
525,
1040,1043,1174,1189,1193
1040,1043,1174,1189,1193
Messengers with
Messengers
with Electoral
Electoral Vote,
Vote, 1921,
1921,
relieved from penalty on failure to deliver
deliver
relieved
certificate
1448
certificate at proper time ...........
payment of mileage authorized..........
authorized
1448
payment
Messer.s-mith, Hosea
Hosea G.
(son),
Messersmith,
G. (son),
pension increased
increased ......................
pension
. 1591
1591
Metaline
Falls, Wash..
Metaline Falls,
Wash.,
construction of bridge
construction
bridge authorized
authorized across
across
Pend Oreille
Oreille Raver,
River, by
by Pend Oreille
Oreille
County, Metaline.
Metaline, and
162
and ............
162
Metaline,
Metaline, Wash.,
Wash.,
construction
across
construction of
of bridge authorized across
Oreille River, by Pend OrePend Oreille
ille County,
County, Metaline
Metaline Falls,
Falls, and
162
ille
and....
162
Metalliferous
Metalliferous Minerals,
Minerals, Valuable.
Valuable,
leases
allowed for
for mining
mining on
on Indian
reserleases allowed
Indian reservations
for; conditions,
conditions, etc.........
etc
31
vations for;
31
Metallurgical
MetallurgicalProducts,
Products.
appropriation for investigating new proappropriation
processes, etc., in .................
cesse,
683,1302
Metals,
Metals, Rare,
Rare,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for purchasing
purchasing,
311
for use
use of Standards
Standards Bureau ........
Metropolis,
Metropolis, Ill.,
appropriation
for public
165
building......... 165
public building
appropriation for
Metropolitan
Company,
Metropolitan Coal
Coal Company,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for damages
damages to
to
wharf of
of.
..................
517
Metropolitan
D. C.
Police, D.
D. C.).
MetropolitanPolice,
Police, D.
C. (see
(see Police,
C. .
Mexican
Bean Beetle,
Beetle,
Mexican Bean
appropriation
appropriation for
for emergency
emergency expenses,
expenses, prepreventing spread of,
of in Alabama, etc
etc.. 1346
Mexican
Border Medal
and Ribbon,
Mexican Border
Medal and
Ribbon,
issue
authorized to
National
issue authorized
to members
members of
of National
Guard who
at
who served under call,
call, but at
points other than on the border....
border_ _ 973
forbidden if subsequently
subsequently dishonorably
dishonorably
discharged. or deserting
discharged,
deserting
973
..........
973
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Mexican Disturbances,
Page.
Page.
Disturbances,
Mexican
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for care, etc.,
etc.,
deficiency
interned Mexican
Mexican soldiers, etc
. 1041
interned

Mexican
1911,
Disturbances, 1911,
Mexican Disturbances,
payment of portion
appropriation for
portion of appropriation
payment
American citizens
citizens killed in,
heirs of American
596
to
wounded, etc ..........
to heirs of wounded,
Mexican War,
in.. 585
pension increased,
increased, for persons serving
serving in
..-. .....
widows
587
........
widows.........
Mexico,
appropriation for
ambassador to
to...... 739,1206
for ambassador
appropriation
Commission
743,1209
for Boundary Commission..........
emergency expenses
expenses for eradicating,
for emergency
etc.,
bollworm of
in... 269,
of cotton in._
pink bollworm
etc., pink
729,1346
for
national cemetery,
cemetery, Mexico City...
City _.. 183,894
183, 894
for national
deficiency
appropriation for transporting
deficiency appropriation
Chmna.
333
refugees from, to Chma....
Chinese refugees
for
etc. American
American citizens in....
in....
349
for relief, etc.,
consent of, required
bridge across Rio
required for bridge
consent
Grande, Del Rio, Tex., to Las
1202
Yams,
_
exico.................
Vacas, Mexico
importing from, and exporting to, wheat
wheat
importing
and
wheat flour, prohibited;
prohibited; exexand wheat
ceptions ....................
1759
canceled .
....................... 1773
proclamation
proclamation forbidding illegal shipment
of arms, etc.,
etc, to
to................... 1762
Meyer,
Dunphy,
Jennie Dunphy
Meyer Jennie
land patent authorized
conveyauthorized to; State conveyland
ance confirmed ................
1091
ance
conditions
1091
conditions...........................
Miami,
Fla.,
Miami, Fla.,
preliminary
examination, etc., to be made
preliminary examination,
for waterway from Jacksonville
to
1011
Jacksonville to..
1011
of harbor........................
harbor.
expenditure
authorized for real estate,
expenditure authorized
455
Chapman Aviation
Aviation Field at ........
Chapman
Daniel,
Michael, Daniel,
pension ..........................
1595
pension
Michel,
(widow),
Mary (widow),
Michel, Mary
pension
....................... 1541
pension ....
Mtchel,Peter,
Muhel, Peter,
pension increased
1563
increased ........................ 1563
Michener,
P.,
Charle P.,
Michener, Charles
pension
ension ................................ 1538
Michigan City, Ind.,
Michigan
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harbor
harbor
preliminary
1012
to be made .......................
Michigan
Forest, Mich.,
NationalForest,
Michigan National
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of...
of.... 249,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
708, 1327
708,1327
251
251
for nursery site land ..................
Hiram L.,
Middlebrooks, Hiram
pension
1611
............
ension ..................
E. (daughter),
(daughter),
Middleton, Anna E.
1484
pension increased.......................
increased
Middletown, Pa.,
Pa.,
Middleton,
expenditure
authorized for real estate,
expenditure authorized
455
Aviation General Supply Depot at.
Aviation
Midland,
Midland, Mich.,
appropriation
building
165
appropriation for public building........
expenditure authorized
authorized for real estate for
expenditure
Chemical Warfare Service,
Service, Salt
Chemical
Wells site..........................
site
455
Midshipmen,
Midshipmen,
Senator,
appointments of five, allowed each Senator,
appointments
Representative,
Delegate..... 140
Representative, and Delegate
Resident
Commissioner
from
Porto
Rico,
Resident
140
and District of Columbia
Columbia.. .......
140
fifteen each year at large ...............
140
one hundred annually from Navy enlisted men, and Naval Reserve
140
duty.............
Force on active duty

Midshipmen—Continued.
Page.
age.
Midshipmen-Continued.
146
increased
pay of, increased
reexarination of, deficient in studies
reexamination
1028
.....
permitted
1028
.............
permitted.
special
for
1028
instruction to be provided for...
special instruction
Migratory
Birds, etc.,
Game Birds,
Migratory Game
appropriation
enforcing law protecting 258,
appropriation for enforcing
716, 1335
proclamation prescribing
prescribing additional
additional regureguproclamation
lations for
1764, 1798, 1817
1817
protecting..... 1764,
for protecting
lations
Mikle,
Adam,
Mikle, Adam,
pension..
...
pension

.........

1500

........----

Milams, George,
George,
pension ................------------pension

--

1538
1538

Ill.,
Milan,
Milan, Ill.,
examination,
etc., to be made of effect
effect on
examination, etc.,
Illinois and Mississippi Canal on
flood condition in .................
report,
etc. on damages to private
report, etc.,
.
etc..................
property, etc

1012

1012

Mileage,
Mileage, Army,
Army,
appropriation for designated
etc. 112,956
officers, etc.
designated officers,
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for designated
designated
deficiency appropriation
officers,
.................... 1026, 1184
officers, etc
Mileage, Navy,
appropriation
etc
131,812
appropriation for officers, etc...........
Military
Academy,
Military Academy,
appropriation for
538
support of the ......... 58
for support
appropriation
538
for pay of
professors...................
of professors.
for
............538
...........
chaplain .
for chaplain
for master
master of sword; rank, etc., of present
present
for
538
incumbent ................-----incumbent
. 538
..............
for pay of cadets
cadets .
538
increased ration rate for fiscal year 1921
538
increased
clothing, equipment, etc.,
etc ,
credit for clothing,
1919, 1920 .......................
538
538
for extra pay of officers ...............
539
longevity
for longevity.......................
539
enlisted men
men..................
for enlisted
539
............
for band............band
539
539
for field musicians
musicians ....................
for
service
detachment;
extra
pay
539
pay.
duty
for service detachment;
for Cavalry
detachment ................
539
Cavalry detachment
for
for Artillery detachment
detachment .............
540
for Engineer
Engineer detachment
detachment .............
540
540
for Signal Corps detachment
541)
detachment ........
for
for Coast Artillery detachment .........
541
for
for
travel allowances;clothing
allowancee; clothing not drawn.
drawn
541
fortravel
541
for
interest on deposits ................
for interest
541
for extra pay, detached
detached service........
service
Infantry;
for regimental
regimental sergeant major, Infantry;
542
headquarters.............
at cadet headquarters
.
for
noncommissioned officers
for extra
extra pay, noncommissioned
.............
. 542
instructors.
assistant instructors
as assistant
542
sergeant major, etc .................
542
for sergeant
civilians ..................
542
for pay of civilians
542
instructors..
quarters, etc., to civilian instructors._
542
quarters,
accounting, etc.,
etc., by Academy
Academy dis544
bursing officer
officer ...................
.
544
for expenses,
expenses, Board of Visitors .........
for contingencies,
contingencies, superintendent
544
superintendent .....
for repairs
repairs and improvements .........
544
544
for fuel, light, etc ....................
544
...............
transportation ......
for transportation
etc............. 544
for printing, supplies, etc
department of Cavalry,
for expenses, department
544
Artillery, and Infantry
tactics
Infantry tactics.....
for instruction material,
material, etc., for designated departments ...............
545
for lectures ........................
545
for miscellaneous and incidental ex545
penses .......................
penses
545
for lighting, plumbing, etc ............
for library, etc
545
..........
etc.............
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Page.
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Military and
and Naval Compen.sation--Contd.
Military
Page.
Compensation-Contd.
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for contingent, academic
academic
appropriation for payments;
appropriation
paymeats; unexpended
unexpended
board; technical supplies ..........
545
54
balance reappropriated
881
balance
reappropriated .............
881
for band instruments, etc
546
etc...................
54
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for payments,
payments,
for laundry,
laundry, cadet mess, etc.........-etc
546
54
etc
.............
............... 378, 508
508
barracks, etc _...........
for policing
policing barracks
546
. 54(
Military and
and Naval Family
Military
Family Allowances,
Allowances,
for cadet barracks, furniture,
furniture , etc....
etc
....
546
appropriation
for
payments
from..........
appropriation
payments from
172
for children's school .................
546
546
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..............
11
protection ......................
for fire protection
546
54
Military
and Naval Insurance,
Military and
Insurance, Commissioner
Commissioner
for buildings
buildings and grounds ..............
546
546
of,
of,
for ordnance
ordnance museum; laboratory; genoffice abolished;
transferred to
diabolished; duties transferred
to dieral repairs, etc ..................
546
vision under Director of War Risk
Risk
for waterworks.....................
waterworks
546
546
Insurance Bureau
371
Insurance
..................
371
for bayonet
bayonet fencing ground,
ground, etc.........
etc
546
546
Military
Attaches,
Military Attaches,
repairing walls along Poplopen pipe
for repairing
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses abroad,
etc..
105,949
appropriation
abroad, etc..
line ..
..........................
546 Military
etc.,
Military Equipment,
Equipment, etc.,
for roads, grounds, etc .................
546
546
specimens
specimens of arms, etc., issued to the
the Army
Army
for repairs,
repairs, etc., to mess buildings, etc_
etc.. 546
National Museum for
to be furnished
furnished National
for
for cadet boathouse,
547
boathouse, etc ..............
547
.................
exhibition
1438
1438
for south cadet
barracks ..............
cadet barracks
547
colors,
colors, etc.,
organizations
etc., of demobilized
demobilized organizations,
for cadet barracks
barracks .......................
547
547
brought into service from National
National
brought
for post cemetery
cemetery....................
547
547
•
Guard, to be returned
returned to State
State...... 1438
1438
for walls, roads, etc ...................
547
547
all others to State furnishing
furnishing majority to
for cadet mess, repairs, etc.............
etc
547
547
organization ...................
1439
organization
1439
for waterproofing
waterproofing post headquarters,
headquarters, etc
etc.,,
for national
national use, if not identified
identified with
buildings
buildings ......................
547
any State ..........
............. 1439
1439
for new dry cleaning, disinfecting,
disinfecting, etc
etc.,,
title of, to remain in United
United States.—
States...... 1439
building ...
....................
547
preservation care, etc
1439
preservation,
etc..................
1439
for married officers'
547
officers' quarters
quarters...........
547
previous
previous disposition of, ratified........
ratified
1439
1439
for bachelor
bachelor quarters .................
547
547 Military
Military Forces
Forces (see Army).
Army).
for remodeling
remodeling old cadet hospital, etc_.
etc..._ 547
547 Military
Military Instruction,
Civilian
Instruction, Civilian
Civilian (see
(see Civilian
surplus Army tools, material,
material, etc.,
etc., to
to
Military Instruction).
Instruction).
furnished for constructing
constructing tembe furnished
Military Intelligence
Intelligence Division,
Military
Division, General
General Staf
Staff
porary buildings,
buildings, instruction
instruction, etc..
etc..._ 547
547
Corps,
Corps, Army,
Army,
547
for construction
construction of temporary
temporary buildings.buildings.- 547
appropriation for contingent
expenses
105,949
appropriation
contingent expense...
continuation
continuation of appropriation
appropriation for enfor expenses,
attaches
105,949
expenses, military attache.......
105,949
larging
larging elevator
elevator shaft cadet
cadet hospital.
hospital. 547
for observing war operations
operations abroad...
abroad
105,949
forobservingwar
105,949
funds consolidated
consolidated as "Maintenance"547
funds
"Maintenance".
547
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for contingent
contingent
deficiency
for disposition
disposition of remains of officers,
expenses
1184
expenses......
................. . 1184
cadets, etc .....................
895
895 Military
Abroad, Army,
Army,
Military Observers
Observers Abroad,
deficiency
appropriation for pay of cadets.
deficiency appropriation
cadets_ 1166
appropriation
expenses o........
of
105,949
appropriation for
for expenses
105949
for fuel
1166
fuel, light,
ight, etc
.........
1166 Military
National Parks).
Parks).
Military Parks,
Parks, National
National (see
(see National
for installing automatic stokers in power
power
Military
Posts, Army,
Military Posts,
Army,
plant ........................
1166
1166
appropriation
appropriation for water
water and sewer systems,
systems,
for maintenance
1184
maintenance............ ........ 1184
etc.
117,961
etc., at
...................
117,961
instruction course made four years.........
years
548
for construction,
construction, etc.,
etc., post exchanges
exchanges. 118,963
118,963
appointment
of
appointment to vacancy due to end of
training,
training, etc.,
etc., camps, recreation exexcourse for present
present year, if cadet reat
penses at.....................
. 118,963
118,963
tained. .
tained
548
.... ................ ......
constructing roads, walks, wharves,
for constructing
wharves,
cadets may postpone
postpone graduation
graduation for one
drainage, etc.,
etc. at
and drainage,
at ............. 119,964
119,964
graduate with present class
class_
548
year, or graduate
548
for removing remains from abandoned.
abandoned 184,
184,895
895
admission .......................
age for admission.
548
548
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for roads, walks,
extended
extended during 1919,
1919, 1920,
1920, 1921 for
for
wharves, and drainage
1041, 1044
drainage...... 344,
344,1041,1044
appointees serving in World
World War...
War
548
appointees
548
for exchanges
exchanges.......................
. 1184
graduate from sickness,
failure of cadet to graduate
sickness,
unexpended balances
available to
unexpended
balances available
to pay conconetc.,
etc., not to delay admission of suctracts
tracts for roads, walks, etc.,
etc., at, sus548
cessor .......................
548
pended on account
account of armistice—
pended
armistice.....
1027
lease of land for hotel site authorized-.....
authorized..... _ 548
Military
Records Corrected,
Military Records
Corrected,
erection of buildings
buildings on recommendation
recommendation
Britton
Britton, William S.
S....................... 1464
1464
superintendent................. 548
of superintendent
Certain , Wilson .....................
1531
Certain,
1531
conditions, etc.; compensation
compensation for buildChick, John...
John
1530
Chick,
.....................
1530
lease.. - 548
ings, etc.
etc.,' on termination of lease...
Healy, John
John. .......................
1524
Healy,
1524
admission for instruction authorized,
authorized, of
LeClear,
LeClear, George..
George
.....................
1627
Ramon Ricardo Arias of Panama.
Panama.. -_ 548
Lewis, Alfred
Alfred E
1532
E ..............-......... 1532
Tao Hung Chang and Zeng Tze Wong of
Manzer, Nathan
Nathan
1528
.......................
1528
China
234
..........................
Snfoos,
1464
Sigerfoos, Edward
Edward ..............
_.....4
1464
cadets graduating
graduating in 1920 to receive comS
il"
Anthony, Marine
Marine Corps ............
1526
Sulik,
Anthony,
1526
missions
after July
missions alter
July 22..............
786 Manor;
Military Reservations,
Reservations, Abandoned,
Abandoned,
purchase of polo ponies limited for use of. 118, 962
appropriation
196
appropriation for survey, etc., of .........
196
Military
Theory and Naval Compensation
Compensation (see
(see also
also
Military Service,
Military
Service,
War Risk Insurance),
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, completing,
appropriation for
forpayments,
appropriation
payments, etc _..
881, 1374
... .173,
173,881,1374
preserving records of selective
selective draft,
draft,
preserving
no reimbursement
reimbursement to Government
Government
etc
109, 951
etc........................
951
hospitals herefrom for treating War
War
statement of State, to be furnished
furnished
statement
Risk Bureau beneficiaries..........
beneficiaries
173
the adjutant
thereof
110
adjutant general thereof........
110
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Page.
Miller,
Caroline (widow),
Miller, Caroline
1502
pension
pension..............................----------Miller
Ark.,
County, Ark.,
Miller County,
162
River...............
may
Sulphur River
bridge Sulphur
may bridge
- 162
Blackrnans
Blackmans Point ...................Miller, Cynthia
Cynthia A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Miller,
1579
............
pension
pension
....-- ----------on .-...-............
Mpen
Miller,
alias Frank
Frank Smith,
Edward, alias
liller, Edward,
---- 1620
pension increased...........------increased
pension
Miller,
Eliza M.
(widow),
M. (widow),
Miller, Eliza
pension increased........-----.-------increased
1518
pension
Stores, etc.,
Military Stores,
(daughter),
Eva (daughter),
Miller, Eva
interchange
of,
without
compensation,
be•
becompensation,
interchange of, without
- 1581
pension
increased
pension increased.......------...---tween
Army and
and Navy,
authorized.
132 Miller,
Navy,authorized.
tween Army
Frances
D. (widow),
(widow),
FrancesD.
Miller,
Military
Stores,
etc.,
Marine
Corps,
Corps,
Marine
etc.,
Military Stores,
pension
. 1519
...
pension....................
appropriation for
154.831
154.831 Miller,
for.... ..................
appropriation
Frank C.,
Miller, Frank
Military
Training,
Civilian,
Civilian,
Training,
Military
pension
1620
-1620
ension ..........................appropriation
for
ordnance
supplies,
ordnance supplies,
for
appropriation
Miller, Hattie
Hattie (widow),
camps, etc.,
128, 974 Miller,
for.....................128,
etc., for
camps,
192
....pension
1592
pension.............---..........-974
for instruction
instruction camps
camps ...............
for
John,
Miller, John,
deficiency
instruction
for instruction
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
..-- .. pension increased.............increased
1610
pension
camps .....................
1041,1184
1041,1184 Miller,
camps
K. (widow),
Mamie K.
Miller, Mamie
Militia
Department,
Bureau, War Department,
Militia Bureau,
pension
1536
....................
pension........
appropriation
for National
National Guard
officers
Guard officers
appropriation for
Margaret
(widow),
Margaret J. (widow),
126,972
126,972 Miller,
assigned to
to--....................---.
assigned
1492
pension
1492
.......-.. -----.......-....
pension-for clerks,
clerks, etc..........................
etc
660,1279
for
Miller,
iller, Mary (widow),
Guard
selected from National
National Guard
to be selected
Chief to
1478
pension increased
increased....................----------pension
officers
recommended by
governors
by governors
officers recommended
Miller, Mary J.
J.. (widow),
of
States, etc
782
......-----------------etc....-of States,
1500
pension
1500
increased ......................--------pension increased
782
term for four
major ciger
ai
four years;
years; rank as majorgeneral
term
(daughter),
Rosanna (daughter),
Miller, Rosanna
assignment
temporary, from Regular
of temporary,
assignment of
1485
pension increased
increased .....................-pension
Army
782
----.
Army .....---..
(daughter),
Miller,
(daughter),
Sibba
Miller,
instructing
for
assignment
Regulars to,
assignment of Regulars
.....----------pension increased..........
increased
1487
pension
•
National Guard...................
Guard
782
National
Miller,
J.,
Walter J.,
Miller, Walter
National
Guard officers
officers with
reserve
with reserve
National Guard
pension
..... ..........------ 1599
pension. ......commissions
Regulars.
782
duty with Regulars.
to duty
commissions to
William M.,
Miller,
M.,
r, William
pay, etc.,
etc., from
appropriations.
783
militia appropriations.
from militia
pay,
1610
.....pension ........................
1610
pension
Militia,
D. C.,
C.,
Militia, D.
Millington,
Catherine (daughter),
(daughter),
Millington, Catherine
99,869,1140
appropriation
expenses .......... 99,
869, 1140
for expenses
appropriation for
1544
pension
pension......................................
for
etc ................
99,
869, 1140
99,869,1140
camps, etc
for camps,
Mills,
E. (widow),
(widow),
JuliaE.
Mills, Julia
for
subsistence, enlisted
enlisted
commutation of subsistence,
for commutation
......--------pension
1513
pension...................
99,869,1140
men
detail
99,
869, 114()
on special
special detail........
men on
Millvale,
Pa.,
Millvale,
Pa.,
99,869,1140
for
rent
of
armories,
etc
99,
869,
1140
etc............
for rent of armories,
time
Allegheny
for bridging Allegheny
extended for
time extended
for pay
of troops,
troops, other
other than
than Government
Government
for
pay of
River
1078
1078
at ........................
River at
employees
99,
870, 1140
99,870,1140
employees .................
Wis.,
Milwaukee, Wis.,
etc.... 1020 Milwaukee,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for camps, etc....
deficiency
Volunteer
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
appropriation for
Militia,
Organized,
Militia, Organized,
190,902,1393
Soldiers'
190,
902, 1393
Home .............
Soldiers' Home
deficiency
encampments
for encampments
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
deficiency appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
deficiency
522,1041,
1041, 1184
1184
and maneuvers
maneuvers.......... 522,
Soldiers
Home............. 47, 1027, 1166
Soldiers fHome
1184
for
equipping ..............
and equipping
arming and
for arming
balance of
of appropriation
appropriation for improving
balance
D. C.,
Milk, D.
inner
harbor to be used for mainteinner harbor
appropriation for inspection of dairy farms,
appropriation
project........ 1014
nance
outer harbor project
1014
nance of outer
90,860,
etc., by health officials.
' 90,
860, 1132
officials. .:..
etc.,
Minaham, John,
John, alias
John Bagley,
Bagley,
alias John
Minaham,
inspection of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for inspection
deficiency
....1500
pension
1500
pension..............................
dairy
etc., by
by health
officials
41
health officials..
farms, etc.,
dairy farms
Minam
Forest, Oreg.,
Min=am National
National Forest,
Oreg.,
Milk River Irrigation
Project, Mont.,
IrrigationProject,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of
249
etc., of....
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of.... 201,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
201,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
914, 1403 Mine Accidents, etc.,
198,911,
appropriation for
for investigating....
investigating. ... 198,
911, 1400
requiring
appropriation
of, from
reimbursement of cost of,
requiring reimbursement
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigating,
deficiency
Indian
repealed .............
1357
Indian funds repealed
345,523,
61,64,66,
etc
64, 66, 345,
523, 1044, 1186
1186
etc.......... 61,
charges payable
payable by
by individual
individual allottee..
allottee
1357
1357
charges
Mine
Explosions,
Mine Explosions,
unpaid,
upon allotment........
allotment
1357
unpaid, a
a lien upon
appropriation
for investigating
investigating causes of,
Mill
appropriation for
Ill.,
Creek, Ill.,
Mill Creek,
etc ......................
198, 911, 1400
198,911,
etc
preliminary examination,
to be
examination, etc., of, to
preliminary
deficiency
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating
made
1012
1012
deficiency appropriation
made.................................
causes of
1039
of ........................
causes
Millage,
(widow),
Janett (widow),
Millage, Janett
Mine Planter
Army,
Service, Artillery
Artillery Corps, Army,
Planter Service,
Mine
pension ..........................
1499
1499
pension
Minn.,
110
appropriation for
for pay
warrant officers..
officers
110
pay of warrant
MillelLacsIndians,
Lacs Indians,
appropriation
957
for rations,
warrant officers.............
officers
rations, warrant
for
appropriation for
paying Hattie A. McKufor paying
appropriation
959
for
transportation
.
420
homeless...........
land for homeless
for transportation ............
sick for
for land
warrant
included in
in Coast
Coast
officers of, included
and Lux
LuI (Incorporated),
warrant officers
Miller and
Miller
(Incorporated),
revenue
judgment
against
internal
revenue
Artillery Corps....................
Corps
770
of,
against
judgment
Artillery
officer, not
to be
be paid
521
warrant
officers allowed
allowed increase
increase of $240 a
a
521
paid..............
warrant officers
officer,
not to
Miller, Annie S.
year
January 1,
1, 1920,
1920, to June
S. (widow),
from January
year from
956
pension .............................
1590
30,
pension
1922.........................
30, 1922
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Page.
Page
Service-Continued.
Military
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
expenses,
for expenses,
deficiency
registration,
1190
1184,1190
for........... 1184,
etc., for
registration, etc.,
payment
Members of
of RepHouse of
the House
of the
to Members
pavment to
resentatives of
arrears of
while
of pay
pay while
of arrears
resentatives
58
in, ratified
........
58
ratified .......-.....in,
reinstatement
former Government
Government emof former
reinstatement of
ployees
entering, during
the war,
war,
during the
ployees entering,
when
honorably discharged therewhen honorably
from
142
...-......--..........-..-from-
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Mnec
Mine Rescue Cars,
Cars,

Page.
Page.
appropriation for expenses, operating, etc
etc. 199,
912,1401
1401
912,
for
f
or land for headquarters
headquarters of ...........
912
deficiency appropriation for operating.....
operating
1186
1186
Mine
Mine Scales,
appropriation
appropriation for testing, etc ........... 683,1302
Mineral
Deposits
Mineral Deposits,
disposal of coal and other, within underground
water supply
supply discove
rie s in
ground water
discoveries
in
N
- evada
Nevada.........................
. 295
Mineral Fuels
Fuels and
and Products,
Mineral
Products,
appropriation for testing, etc.,
etc., belonging
appropriation
to United States
198, 911, 1400
States............ 198,911,1400
Mineral Land
Mineral
Land Entries,
Entries,
annual assessment
annual
assessment work on claims suspended for 1919
279,354
1919 .....................
279,354
Alaska included.
included
.................... 354
limit for one claimant
claimant ................
279
notice of retention of claim to be filed.
filed. 279, 354
effect relief of claimants in armed
not to effect
service
service.-........-.........-....
280
Mineral
Lands, Indian
Reservations,
Mineral Lands
IndianReservations
leases for gold, etc., mining
leases
nng on withdrawn
withdrawn
31
unallotted, in designated States
States....
Secretary of
lands to be determined
determined by Secretary
the Interior
....................
...
32
location by
for
by prospector,
prospector, application
application for
leases .............................
32
lands excluded ............--.......
32
relinquishment,
terms of leases; extension, relinquishment,
etc .............................
32
tracts for development
development work, etc.,
etc., allowed ........................
32
.
surface may be reserved; easement perpermits
32
.............................
32
conditions
binding on
successors........
32
conditions binding
on successor
32
forfeiture if conditions not complied
forfeiture
complied
with ..........................
33
royalties for benefit
33
royaties
benefit of
of Indians ...........
33
minimum; rental ....-----...........-. 33
assessment work in addition to .........
33
damages
property to be paid by
damages to Indian property
lessees
lessees............................
33
restriction on cutting timber
timber.............
33
statements, etc.
etc., required
required ..----..----..........
33
punishment for false --..........- ......
punishment
33
all moneys to be deposited
deposited to credit
credit of
al
Indians ..-......................
Indians
33
distribution,
distribution, etc ......................33
regulations, etc.,
etc., to be prescribed
33
regulations,
prescribed........
State, etc.,
etc., taxes, not affected
affected ........
33
locations and leases allowed competent
competent
locations
Indians .....................-...34
Indians
34
by other Indians .-...................
34
34
regulations, etc.,
prescribed ......
34
etc., to be prescribed
Mineral Point,
Wis.,
Mineral
Point, Wis.,
appropriation for public building..........
building
165
appropriation
Mineral Products,
Mineral
Products,
appropriation for investigating,
investigating, etc., beappropriation
longing to United
United States.... 198, 911, 1400
longing
Mineral
Mineral Resources
Resources of
of the United
United States,
States,
appropriation
preparing report on
on...... 197,
appropriation for preparing
910, 1400
910,
1400
941, 1429
for printing and
and binding
binding........ 228,
228,941,1429
Mineral
Substances,
Mineral Substances,
appropriation
in
appropriation for investigating
investigating safety in
treatment
198, 911
911
treatment of, etc.;
etc.; restrictions....
restrictions.... 198,
Minerals,
Ores,
etc.,
Conservation
of,
Minerals, Ores etc., Conservationof,
unexpended balance
balance of appropriation
appropriation for,
unexpended
covered into the Treasury.........
Treasury
51
covered
Mines Bureau,
Bureau, Interior
InteriorDepartment,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries and general exaO 1
Ian
O1QQ
.....
penses
• .-------.--198,911,1400
.l
..
----.....--., IO,-l, -w

Mines Bureau,
Interior Department-Contd.
Department-Contd. Page.
Mines
Bureau, Interior
Page.
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating mine explosions, methods of ruining,
mining, etc.. 198,
911, 1400
911,1400
investigating mineral fuels and unfor investigating
finished products...........
198,911,1400
products
198, 911, 1400
for investigating
investigating treatment of ores, etc..
etc.
198,
911.1400
911.
1400
petroleum and natural
for petroleum
natural gas inquiries,
etc ........................ 198,
911, 1401
198,911,1401
for concluding work under Explosives
Act .............................
198
198
unexpended
unexpended balance
balance covered
covered into the
Treasury ..........................
198
amount for personal
personal services
services in
in District of Columbia ...........
198, 911, 1401
detail of Public Health officers
officers forfor cooperative work with
911, 1401
with...... 199,
199,911,1401
for mining experiment stations..
stations_ 199, 912, 1401
for Pittsburgh, Pa., experiment
experiment station. 199,
912,1401
912,
1401
for mine rescue cars...........
cars
199,
912,1401
199,912,1401
per diem;
diem;
for mine inspector,
inspector, Alaska;
Alaska; per
clerk ..................
199,
912, 1401
199,912,1401
for technical
technical books,
books, etc .......... 199,
912, 1401
199,912,1401
for land for headquarters,
headquarters, mine rescue
rescue
cars, sidings, etc ..............
199, 912
acceptance of lands
acceptance
lands.............. 199,912
199, 912
sale of Billings, Mont.,
Mont., rescue station.
station.
912
912
temporary details of field employees '
for service in Washington; allowallow199„ 912, 1402
ances, etc.
etc ..............
199,912,1402
for enforcing
enforcing_ regulations,
regulations, etc.
leasing
etc., leasing
nonmetallic
deposits, etc..
nonmetallic mineral
mineral deposits,
etc.. 1401
for Government
Government Fuel Yards, District of
Columbia ................. 199, 912, 1402
exchange
200
exchange of equipment,
equipment, etc
etc..........
municipal hauling;
use of trucks for municipal
hauling;
payment
913
payment..........................
913
deliveries in April,
April, May,
May, and June
June
deliveries
allowed, for following
following fiscal
fiscal year ....
913
allowed,
913
transfer of appropriations
appropriations for scientific
transfer
913,
work by, for other
other departments,
departments, etc.
etc
913,
1402
deficienc
deficiencyy appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating
61,
mine accidents
accidents. .................
64, 66, 345,
523, 1039, 1041, 1186
64,66,
345, 523,1039,1041,
1186
for technical books, etc
66, 345, 1042
etc....... 61, 66,345,
for enforcing explosives regulations
regulations.....
345,
523,
1039, 1042, 1045, 1191
523,1039,1042,1045,119L
fuel
345,
523, 1042,1044,
1042, 1044, 1186
1186
for testing fuel.......
345,523,
for general expenses
expenses.. 348, 523, 1044, 1186, 1191
for petroleum and natural gas inquiries,
etc ...........
1044,1186
348, 523, 1042,
1042,1044,1186
for mine inspection,
inspection, Alaska
Alaska ...........
348'
348'
furnished district
district attorney's
for coal furnished
office, D. C. by ...................
1032
office,
for mineral mining
mining investigations......
investigations
1044
experiment stations
for mine experiment
stations....... 1045,1186
rescue cars ...................
1186
for mine rescue
for expenses,
expenses, leasing,
leasing, nonmetallic
nonmetallic minmineral deposits
1172
deposits ..................
1172
assistance of, in executing
executing Act for safe
transportation of explosives
1445
explosives........ 1445
unexpended
for
unexpended balance
balance of appropriation
appropriation for
conservation
etc., covconservation of minerals, etc.,
ered into the Treasury
Treasury .............
51
Minicloka County,
County, Idaho,
Idaho,
Minidoka
lands in, sold to Oregon
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company ...................
1453
Minidoka Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of ..
201,
appropriation
for maintenance,
201,
914, 1403
purchase of new townaite
town.site for American
purchase
Ialla to
t- lo n flooded
fl
nw
].,
h r aJl.rmr
i
Aj0.1
Falls,
by
1403
r· -1
- be
- ---iuy -new -reservoir.
n - -u. .
Irv

_____

1990
1990

IX.
INDEX.
INDE
___

Minidoka National
Idaho and
Page.
Utah,
and Utah,
Forest, Idaho
National Forest,
Minidoka
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 249,
appropriation for
708,
1327
708, 1327
Minimum Wage
C.,
D. C.,
Board, D.
Wage Board,
Minimum
appropriation
for salaries
salaries and
72,
72,
expenses...
and expenses
appropriation for
841,
1112
841, 1112
Mining,
provisions
nonmetallic minof nonmetallic
regulating, of
provisions regulating,
450
...
..........
eral leased
leased lands
.....
450
lands
eral
Mining
Public Lands
Lands,
Claims, Public
Mining Claims,
annual
assessments suspended
suspended for
279,354
1919.. 279,354
for 1919..
annual assesments
notice
retention of
of claims
claims to
to be
be filed . 279,354
of retention
notice of
assessments for
extended to
to July
1,
July 1,
1920, extended
for 1920,
assessments
- 1084
1921
1921.........................work for
for 1921
affected ............... 1084
not affected
1921 not
work
Mining
Stations,
Experiment Stations,
Mining Experiment
appropriation for
expenses, establishing,
establishing,
for expenses,
appropriation
operating,
etc
199,
912, 1401
199,912,1401
.......
.
etc.
operating,
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses....
ex-,m
1045
deficiency appropiation
Mining
Coal, Oil,
Oil, etc.,
etc., Public
Lands,
PublicLands,
of.Coal,
Mining of
appropriation
for expenses
expenses enforcing
Act to
enforcing Act
appropriation for
1401
promote
promote ............-----........
Ministers Plenipotentiary,
Plenipotentiary,
Ministers
appropriation for
739,1206
salaries.............. 739,1206
for salaries
appropriation
appropriation for
for experiments
rearing...
experiments in rearing...
appropriation
Minkler,
Emily T. (widow),
Minkler, Emily
pension
pension ....-.--..-------------------.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minn.,,
Minneapolis,
may bridge
Franklin
Mississippi River, at Franklin
bridge Mississippi
may
Avenue
Avenue......................--

257
1595
1595

276

Minnesota,
Minnesotaz
appropriation for
for paying
paying drainage
assessdrainage asssappropriation
ments against
against Indian
Indian lands; repayrepayments
15
ment .............................
ment
and
may bridge
bridge Rainy
Rainy River,
River,
Canada, may
and Canada,
Spooner,
Rainy River,
Minn., to Rainy
Spooner, Minn.,
Ontario
276
Ontario ........................
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Red
Red River of the
bridge
584
North, between
and
North Dakota and..
between North
North,
consent of
Congress given to, as to jurisdicof Congress
consent
tion
over offenses
offenses upon
upon boundary
boundary
tion over
waters, by
agreement with adjoining
by agreement
waters,
State
................ 1447
.........
State
concurrent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, as agreed
agreed upon
concurrent
by
Legislative
acts
of
South
Dakota
by Legislative acts of South Dakota
1448
and .
1448
.......................
and
Lake
to
dam
authorized
drainage
districts authorized
drainage districts
Traverse, etc., for control of floods,
Traverse,
105
etc
1059
...............................
etc..
improvement of
of Red Lake
Lake and Red Lake
improvement
River
River by State Drainage District
authorized,
drainage, etc.......
etc
1105
authorized, for drainage,
C.,
D. C.,
Minnesota
Minnesota Avenue NE., D.
appropriation for
grading, etc.,
Quarles
etc., Quarles
for grading,
appropriation
84
Street to
to Eastern
Eastern Avenue
Avenue ...........
845
Street
Minnesota
Forest, Minn.,
Minn.,
National Forest,
Minnesota National
of.... 249
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
249,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
708, 1327
Minnesota River
River,
Minnesota
2
Hennepin County,
bridge
authorized across, Hennepin
bridge authorized
29
Minn ...........................
291
Minn
dam, etc.
authorized across, at Big Stone
etc., authorized
dam,
55
Lake, Minn.
Minn. and S. Dak ............
551
Lake,
District,
Flood Control
and Flood
Minnesota
Control District,
Minnesota Valley and

Minn.,

may
Minnesota River at Big Stone
dam Minnesota
may dam
55
Lake
551
Lake...........................Minor
Coins,
Minor Coins,
appropriation
173,882,137
882, 1375
of..... 173,
recoinage of
for recoinage
appropriation for
Minority
Representatives
Employees, House of Representatives,
Minority Employees,
636. 125
for......................
appropriation
636,1257
aonronriation for
---rr--r----

Mints
and Assay
Page.
rage.
UOitces,
Mints and
Assay Offices,
appropriation for Director,
Director, examiner,
1272
651,1272
examiner, etc. 651,
appropriationfor
for salaries
Carson
at Carson
expenses, mint at
and expenses,
salaries and
for
City, Nev
1276
656,1276
..................656,
....
Nev..
City,
Denver;
Colo
656, 1275
Denver, Colo....................
New
Orleans, La
1275
La.................. 657, 1275
New Orleans,
Philadelphia,
Pa
657, 1275
657,1275
Philadelphia, Pa..............
657, 1276
San
Francisco Calif ..........
San Francisco,
for
expenses, assay
assay office,
office,
and expenses,
salaries and
for salaries
657,1276
Boise,
Idaho ................
657, 1276
Boise, Idaho
657, 1276
Deadwood, S.
Dak............
S. Dak
Deadwood,
657,1276
Helena, Mont
657,
1276
Mont................
Helena,
New York,
657, 1276
.............
N. Y
York, N.
New
658
Salt Lake City, Utah ..............
Salt
Seattle, Wash
Wash
658,1276
658,1276
....................
Seattle,
deficiency
for San Francisco,
Francisco,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Calif ...................
..----- .-- 1184
Calif
1184
for
Y .................
York, N. Y
New York,
for New
522
for
..
City, Nev ................
Carson City,
for Carson
591,1024
for
Colo
591,1024
Denver, Colo................
for Denver,
1024
0..
for Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa
Pa .................
for
fifty cent
cent silver
pieces to be coined
cO-ined for
for
silver pieces
fifty
595
Alabama
centennial .............
Alabama centennial
for Maine
Maine centennial
centennial................. 595
for
for Missouri
Missouri centennial
centennial ................
1363
for
for tercentenary
tercentenary of
of landing
landing of the Pilgrims
Pilgrims
597
for
Misbranded
Foods, Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
MisbrandedFoods,
appropriation
expenses preventing sale,
appropriation for expenses
etc., of
254,
712, 1331
254,712,1331
................
of .
etc.,

Company,
Farm Company,
Mission Farm
1460
damages from fire........
payment to;
fire
1460
to, for damages
payment
Missionani Ridge,
Ridge,Ga.
and Tenn.,
Ga. and
Missionary
Government boucost
improving, etc.,
etc., Government
of improving,
cost of
levard
ascertained......... 1095
levard on, to be ascertained
1095
appropriation for expenses
expenses............
appropriation
Missions
Diplomatic and Consular ServMissions (see Diplomatic
ice).
Mississippi County,
County, Ark.,
Ark.,
Mississippi
public lands
subject to State drainmadesubject
lands in, made
public
329
age laws,
329
laws, etc .....................
age
Mississippi
River
Mississippi River,
appropriation for
for prosecuting
work of flood
flood
prosecuting .work
appropriation
901,1391
188, 901,
control, etc.................
etc
1391
control,
deficiency
appropriation for South Pass
deficiency appropriation
Channel
345
Channel ...............
bridge authorized
Minneapolis,
across, Minneapolis,
authorized across,
bridge
276
Minn
Minn..............................
Saint Paul,
Minn ....................... 1107
Paul, Minn
Saint
operation of
carriage transportation
transportation
of water
water carriage
operation
on,
above Saint Louis, by Secretary
on above
458
of
War...
.......................
ofWar
preliminary examination
of, to be
etc of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made,
for 35-foot
channel to Gulf of
35-foot channel
made, for
Mexico
1011
..................
Mexico ...
at
Fort Madison,
1012
Madison, Iowa ............... . 1012
at Fort
survey, etc.,
etc. directed
protect
directed for plan to protect
survey,
basin;
etc., Rivers,
Rivers,
Atchafalaya, etc.,
basins of Atchafalaya,
La., from
from floods of
1354
of ...............
La.,
time extended
bridging, Baton Rouge,
for bridging,
extended for
time
161
La
La..........................
1077
Saint Louis,
Louis, Mo
Mo ...................
Saint
Mississippi
River Commission,
Mississippi River
examination
and report
protecting
report on protecting
examination and
Atchafalaya, Black, and
Rivers
and Red Rivers
Atchafalaya,
basins, from Mississippi floods by,
basins,
1354
directed
.......................
directed..
Missoula National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Missoula
249,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc. of..
of.. .
249
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
708, 1327
1327
708,
and Iron
Iron Company,
Missouri
MissouriBridge and
Kansas
may
bridge Missouri
Missouri River, near Kansas
may bridge
City, Mo........................
I4o
574
Citv,

INDEX.
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Missouri
Page.
Missouri River,
River,
Pag
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for bridge across,
deficiency
Leavenworth, Kans.; local
Fort Leavenworth,
local concontribution
tribution .........................
510
51
bridge
authorized across,
bridge authorized
across, near
near Kansas
Kansas City,
City,
Mo ..............................
57
574
Yankton County, S. Dak.,
Dak., to Cedar
Cedar
County, Nebr .....................
355
35
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made, at Saint Joseph, Mo
1012
Mo.......... 101
Missouri
Centennial,
MissouriState Centennial,
coinage of silver 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces in commemcommemoration of.........................
of
1363
136
number, legal tender quality,
1363
quality, etc
etc....... 136
laws applicable..........
applicable
1363
................
13
no Government
Government expense for dies
dies........ 136
1363
Mitchell, Bridget
Mitchell,
(widow),
Bridget (widow),
pension ...........................
1589
158
Mitchell, Cora
Cora (widow),
(widow),
pension ...........................
1483
1483
Mitchell, Cora
Cora F.
(daughter),
F. (daughter),
pension
pension increased
1491
increased................
........
149]
Mitchell County, Ga.,
time extended
at
extended for bridging Flint River
River at
Newton,
Newton, by Baker County
County or
279
or......
27f
Mitchell, George
George M. (son),
Mitchell,
increased
1558
pension increased........................
155
Mttchell,
Mitchell, James W.,
pension ............................
1539
Mitchell, Margaret
Margaret W. (widow),
(widow),
...
......................
pension ....
1491
Mitchell, Marion
Marion T.,
pension increased
1474
pension
increased.....................
1474
Mitchell, Nannie Jackson
Jackson (mother),
(mother),
pension................
pension
1620
Mitchell, Samuel H.
H. (son),
(son),
pension increased.................
increased
1497
.......1497
Mixtert Sybil M. (widow),
(widow),
Mrter,
increased...................... 1573
pension increased
1573
Moadac Tribe of Indians,
Indians,
Moada
all claims of, against
against the United States rereferred
ferred to the Court of Claims.......
Claims
623
procedure etc.
procedure,
etc......................
624
Moapa
Project, Nev.,
Nev.,
Moapa River Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,,
etc., of
appropriation for maintenance,
of...
3,
408, 1238
408,1238
Mobile, Ala.,
appropriation
appropriation for marine hospital, remodeling, etc ....................... 167,1368
167, 1368
Army,
Mobile Artillery, Army,
appropriation for altering, etc
609,
1349
appropriation
etc.........
609,1349
Mobile Bay, Ala.,
bridging, etc.,
time extended
extended for bridging,
etc., Dauphin
Island,
Island, etc........................
etc
277
channels
channels of, Bay Port to Blakely
Blakely Island
Island. 1100
1100
Mocanaqua,
Pa.,
Mocanaqua, Pa.,
bridge authorized across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
River, Shkkshinny
159
Shickshinny to ............
Mockabee,
John T.,
Mockabee, John
pension ..
1612
........................
Modoc
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Calif,
Modoc National
appropriation for maintenance,
249,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of.
249,
708, 1327
.1
,
1roclaination enlarging
of
proclamation
enlarging area of..........
1804
/take
Point Irrigation
Irrigation System,
System, Oreg.,
odoc Point
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
appropriation
25,
428, 1243
deficiency
maintenance.
62
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance.
Moencopi,
Moencopi, Wash., Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project,
appropriation
of..
3,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
408,
1226
408,1226
Moessner,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Moessner, Mary A.
pension increased
1505
increased................... 1505
Moieties, Customs,
Moieties,
appropriation for compensation
appropriation
of.
174,
compensation in lieu of.
883, 1376
1376

1991
1991

Moir,
George,
Moir, George,
Page.
Page.
pension increased............
increased
1474
...........
1474
Molasses (see Sugar Equalization
Molasses
Equalization Board).
Moline,
Moline, Ill.,
appropriation
appropriation for operating, etc., GovernGovernment house at ...................
223
223
Molzahn,
dfolzahn, Norman
Norman Lee,
remains of, in District of Columbia may be
be
disinterred
1450
disinterred
....................
1450
Monaco,
Monaco,
importing from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat and
wheat flour, prohibited;exceptions..
prohibited ;
exceptions
1759
canceled
1773
canceled .............................
1773
Moncla, La.,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across
/liver at
352
across Red
Red River
at....
352
Money Laundry Machines,
Machines,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of ..........
173,882
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.............
for
61
Money Orders
Orders Division,
.Division, Post
Post Office
Office DepartDepartment,
appropriation
appropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, chief
chief
clerk ........................... 676,1295
Mono National
NationalForest,
Forest, Nev. and Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
of...
249,
708,1327
Monogue, Ellen Agnes,
payment to, for death of husband
1461
husband........ 1461
Monongahela National
Monongahela
National Forest,
Forest, Va. and
W
and W.
Va.,
Va.,
proclamation setting apart ................
1792
1792
Monongahela River,
Monongahela
time extended
bridging, at Wilson, Pa.
Pa. 1078
extended for bridging,
1078
Monongahela
Pa. and
Monongahela River, Pa.
and W.
W. Va.,
Va.,
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
1012
made ............................. 1012
Monopolies,
Antitrust Laws),
Laws),
Monopolies, etc., (see also
also Antitrust
leases of nonmetallic
nonmetallic mineral deposits forforfeited if subleased to .............
448
provisions for preventing,
necesnaprovisions
preventing, etc., in necessaries dunng
during the war .................
297
punishment for violations of ...........
298
Monroe, Luke,
pension
pension.............................
1602
Monroe, Mich.,
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
building ..............................
61
61
Monrovia,
Monrovia,
appropriation for acquiring premises for
for
appropriation
diplomatic, etc.,
etc., uses at
1214
at ..........
1214
approval of
limit of cost; subject to approval
1214
commission
........................
1214
Montana,
Montana,
appropriation for surveyor
general, clerks,
appropriation
surveyor general,
etc
673,1293
......................
673,1293
Crow Indian Reservation,
Reservation, time
time extended
extended
for paying
paying for
for ceded
lands .........
1793
ceded lands
1793
gold,
mining leases allowed of
gold, etc., mining
of unallotted withdrawn mineral lands of
Indian reservations in.............
in
31
31
grant of common school sections in
in Crow
Indian Reservation ..............
756
lieu selections for allotted,
allotted, etc.,
etc., lands...
lands- .- 756
appropriation
Indians—
757
appropriation for payment to Indians...
757
mineral rights reserved to tribe .........
757
children to be admitted
admitted to State public
schools .......................
757
grant of common school sections in Fort
Fort
Belknap
Reservation
1359
Belknap Indian Reservation....-...
1359
lieu_selections for allotted, etc.,
etc., lands._
lieu-selections
lands... 1359
1359
time limit for making ..............
1359
price per acre for lands..............
lands
price
1359
children
children of Reservation
Reservation to be admitted
1359
to State public
public schools ...........
1359

1992
1992
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Montana—Continued.
rage.
Page.
Montana--Continued.
indemnity school
selections in
opened
in opened
school selections
indemnity
Blackfeet
Reservation limited
to
limited to
Blackfeet Reservation
17
nonmineral and nonirrigable
17
lands..
nonirrigable lands
nonmineral
lieu school
selection of
former
in former
of lands
lands in
school selection
lieu
Flathead
Reservation by,
Indian Reservation
Flathead Indian
authorized .....
421
...............
authorized
and, diNational Forest, S. Dak. and,
Sioux National
1768
.........--.
minished
minished ...........
Montana
Bison Range,
Range,
NationalBison
Montana National
appropriation
for
maintenance
257, 716, 1335
appropriation for maintenance ..... 257,716,1335
Montclair,
N. J.,
J.,
Montclair, N.
appropriation
building
165
public building........
for public
appropriation for
Montefredini,
Francisco,
Montefredini, Francisco,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
etc. - 1032
services, etc..
for services,
deficiency
Montenegro,
Montenegro,
importing from, and exporting to, wheat
and
wheat flour, prohibited;
exand wheat
ceptions
ceptions........................... 1759
............. 1773
canceled ..........
canceled
Montenegro,
and,
Greece and,
Montenegro, Greece
appropriation for minister to
to........... 740
appropriation
Monterey,
Calif.,
Monterey, Calif.,
preliminary
harbor
examination, etc., of, harbor
preliminary examination,
1013
to be made .
tobemade......................
Monterey
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Calif.,
Monterey National
appropriation
etc., of
249
of....
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Uruguay,
Montevideo, Uruguay,
deficiency appropriation for expenses of
deficiency
representation,
International
representation, Sixth International
Sanitary Conference,
Conference, etc., at ........ 1022
Sanitary
Montezuma
National
Forest,
Colo.,
Montezuma National Forest,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of
249,
appropriation
708, 1327
708,1327
exchange
of lands, etc., for addition to,
exchange of
authorized...
1148
authorized....................
Montgomery, Ala.,
bridge
across Alabama River,
authorized across
bridge authorized
1090
near
1090
near............................
Montgomery
Tenn.,
Montgomery County, Tenn.
Cumberland River near Clarksmay bridge Cumberland
282
ville .........................
Monument,
erection
authorized to perpetuate
perpetuate
erection of, authorized
memory of Chickasaw and Seminole
Indians ......................
1364
Monument,
C..
Monument, D. C.,
erection
erection authorized to mark starting place
of motor convoy, Washington to San
1062
Francisco .....................
Moody,.
Eva J. (widow),
Moody, Eva
pension ..............
1596
..................
Moon, Mary Rita (widow),
(widow),
1618
......................
pension
16'18
Moore
oore Company, John E.,
E.,
damages to tug "'E.
E. M
M.
may bring suit for damages
Millard"..................... 1553
Delila (mother),
Moore, Delila
1548
increased.. ................
pension increased.
Moore,
B.,
Jacob B.
Moore, Jacob
24
funds.
payment
payment to, from Chickasaw
Chickasaw tribal funds.
Moore, James
James M.,
payment to, for injuries
injuries............... 1459
paymentto
Moore,
Joseph T.,
Moore, Joseph
T.,
pension
1619
oension.............................. 1619
Moore,
A. (widow),
(widow),
eore, Laura
LauraA.
pension
..
1495
...................
Maore.
A. (widow),
(wido),
Moore. Sallie A.
159
.............
pension
1591
Mpension
Moore,
F.,
Thomas F.,
oore, Thomas
........ 1605
pension
pension increased ............
Moorhead,
A. (widow),
Laura A.(widow),
Moorhead, Laura
pension increased ......................
1482

Page.
Morand,
Elizabeth (widow),
rage.
(wudOw),
forand, Elizabeth
1490
1490
pension
pension ........................
Moran',
Davis (widow),
(widow),
Abbie Davis
Moranq, Abbie
1603
1603
-pension .... .................----Mpension
Morattico
Creek, Va.
Va.,
orattico Creek,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1011
--------made
made.......................
Morgan
City, La.,
Morgan City,
La.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
507
..-..---------.
ing site...........site
Morgan,
T., late
late a
a Representative
in
Representative in
Dick T.,
Morgan, Dick
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
appropriation for pay to widow
deficiency appropriation
..----- ..------ 1180
.......-...
of -Morgan J.
J. Pierpont,
Pierpont,
Morgan,
acceptance
authorized of gift of embassy
embamy
acceptance authorized
premises in London, England, from. 1214
premises
Morgan, Marion
J. (widow),
(widow),
Marion J.
Morgan,
1597
1597
pension
pension...............------.-------.........-------Morgan:,Mary
B. (widow),
Mary B.
Morgan,
1581
1581
pension increased
increased ....................
Morgan, N. J.,
J.,
MOrgan,
appropriation for paying for privdeficiency appropriation
plant
ate
explosion at plant
losses, explosion
property loeses,
ate property
46,
A. Gillespie Company .........
of T. A.
1025,1164
Morgan, Phebe
Phebe (widow),
(widow),
Morgan,
1497
pension
pension....................
Morgue,
D. C.,
C.,
Morgue, D.
843
appropriation for cold storage plant.......
plant
appropriation
autotruck
843
...........---for autotruck..........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for cold storage
deficiency
38
plant .........................
38
Morocco,
Morocco,
appropriation
general
appropriation for agent and consul general
740,1206
Tangier.................740,1206
at Tangier
light
742,1208
Spartel, etc.,
etc., light........
for Cape Spartel,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for interpreters
deficiency
1022
in........consulates in
and guards at consulates
wheat
importing from,
from, and exporting to, wheat
importing
prohibited; excepand wheat
wheat flour prohibited;
. 1759
tions
............
tions.....
'
canceled
1773
.....................
'canceled..
Reservation, Calif.,
Morongo Indian
Morcmgo
Indian Reservation,
Calif.,
3,
appropriation
on
appropriation for irrigation project on....
408,1226
Morris,. Isaac,
Isaac,
Morris,
...................... 1603
.......
pension ...
Morris, William
Morris,
William A.,
A.,
pension
.................................. 1601
pension
Morrison, Belle
Belle (sister),
Morrison,
increased
1572
pension increased...........................
MOrrison,
Augustus (father),
(ather),
Charles Augustus
jorrison, Charles
pension
1604
increased........................
pension increased
Morrison
Street NW.,
NW., D.
C.,
D. C.,
Morison Street
appropriation
Thirty-ninth
aving, Thirty-ninth
for paving,
appropriation for
.............. 845
oad
Street to Belt Road
Morrow,
Martha J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Morrow, Martha
1486
increased ....................
pension increased
Morrow Steamship
Steamship Company,
Morrow
steamer "Charlotte
"Charlotte
may change name of steamer
Graveraet
Breitung" to "T. K
K.
Graveraet Breitung"
Maher"
365
Maher". .........................
Morstad,
Morstad, Erik 0.,
0.
Indian
payment to, from Pottowatomie
Pottowatomie -Indian
29
funds
funds .........................
Army,
Mortar
Batteries, Army,
MortarBatteries,
appropriation
constructing ........ 608,1348
appropriation for constructing
Mortgages of
Mortgage Act,
Act,
(see Ship
Ship Mortgage
of Vessels
Vessels (see
Mortgages
1920).
1920).
Morton, Cornelia
Cornelia W.,
W.,
Morton,
56
deficiency appropriation
56
services......
appropriation for services
deficiency
-

-

.

A..

.................

.

/

7

-

-

-

X

............

17-

-
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I.
- (widow),
-1
Moses, Elizabeth
Moses,
luizabeth (widow),
pension
pension............................

and Brown
Brown Tail,
Moths, Gypsy and

Page.
Page.
1478
1478

appropriation
for
quarantining,
etc.,
etc.,
for quarantining,
appropriation
against
of
256,
715, 1334
against spread
spread of...........
256, 715,1334
deficiency appropriation
preventing
deficiency
appropriation for
for preventing
spread, etc
62,
524,1177
spread,
etc ..............
62,524,1177
Motion
Motion Ptcture
Picture Films,
Films, Lewd, etc.,
etc.,
punishment
for importing,
shipping in
in
punishment for
importing, shipping
interstate commerce,
etc., of
1060
interstate
commerce, etc.,
of......
1060
Motive
Power, Railway,
Motive Power,
Railway,
reimbursement
for advances
advances furnished
by
reimbursement for
furnished by
'United States
carriers for,
for, while
while
United
States to
to carriers
under
Federal control
359
under Federal
control..............
359
acceptance
equipment trust
securiacceptance of
of equipment
trust securities,
359
ties, etc
etc ......
................
359
Cars, Army
Army Armored,
Motor Cars,
appropriation for
etc
126
126
appropriation
for purchase,
purchase, etc...........
Motor Convoy,
Convoy, Washington
Washington to
to San
Motor
San Francisco,
Francisco,
monument may
be erected
erected to
monument
may be
to mark
mark startstarting point
point of
1062
1062
ing
of...................
approval of design
1062
design .....................
1062
Motor Training
Training School,
School, Army,
Army,
appropriation
for buildings
buildings for,
for, Fort
Fort LeavenLeavenappropriation for
worth, Kanes
Kane ......-........-----963
963
worth,
for
for officers,
officers, etc
963
for quarters
quarters for
etc ............
963
Motor
Transport Corps,
Motor Transport
Corps, Army,
Army
organization
of, continued
June 30,
to June
30,
continued to
organization of,
1920
129
129
1920...--.................---.--expenditures
for school
at
expenditures authorized
authorized for
school at
Camp
454
454
Md............
Holabird, Md
Camp Holabird,
454
at
454
at Camp
Camp Normoyle,
Normoyle, Tex
Tex..............
Motor
National,
Motor Vehicle Theft Act, National,
title
declared ...............-324
....-- .
324
title declared
vehicle" and
and "intermeaning
"motor vehicle"
"intermeaning of
of "motor
state
and foreign
foreign commerce,"
state and
commerce," as
as
324
used
in Act
Act
used in
..-....-...---.-----324
punishment for
for transporting
transporting knowingly
knowingly
punishment
325
325
stolen
......-- stolen vehicle
vehicle............-receiving,
of such
receiving, disposing,
disposing, etc.,
etc., of
such veve325
325
hicle
hicle ................--------- 325
325
venue of
of prosecutions
.........--..--prosecutions ....
venue
Motor Vehicles,
mileage
for, used
used in
in business
business of
mileage allowance
allowance for,
of
Agricultural Department...
730, 1347
Department...- _270,
270,730,1347
Agricultural
Motor
Army,
Motor Vehicles,
Vehicles, Army,
surplus, may
may be
be sold
sold to
individto States,
States, individsurplus,
uals,
etc
uals, etc..............
.....
.105105
transfer of,
of, parts,
etc., to
postal service
service
parts, etc.,
to postal
transfer
583
without
charge ..................
583
without charge
Motor Vehicles,
Vehicles, D.
C.,
Motor
D. C.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
Disetc.,' Dismaintenance, etc.
appropriation for
trict offices
73, 842, 1113
73,842,1113
trict
offices ..-............
for
purchase, exchange,
exchange, etc
73, 842, 1113
for purchase,
etc....
73,842,1113
use
limited, etc.
etc 73,842,1113
73, 842, 1113
use restricted,
restricted, cost
cost limited,
for tags,
for
74, 844, 1115
for
tags, etc.,
etc., for.............
74,844,1115
garage
keepers allowed
liens on,
on, for
for storage
storage
allowed liens
garage keepers
charges, etc
569
charges,
etc .. . ...............
... 569
speed
regulations, etc.,
in public
public grounds,
grounds,
speed regulations,
etc., in
subject to
exclusive charge
charge of
of Chief
Chief
subject
to exclusive
of Engineers
Engineers ......................
898
of
Motor Vehicles,
etc., Army,
Army,
Motor
Vehicles, etc..
transfers
of surplus,
surplus, to
to other
other Government
Government
transfers of
233
services authorized
authorized ................
services
determination of
of price;
prodetermination
price; deposit
deposit of
of pro233
...-........
ceeds
.......
ceeds.......
233
preference to, required
preference
required...............
no free,
free, unless
specifically authorized
no
unless specifically
authorized
by law
2233
233
law ......-...................
by
Mount Clemens,
Mich.,
Mount
Clemens, Mich.,
expenditure authorized
construction,
authorized for
for construction,
expenditure
Selfridge Aviation
Aviation Field
455
455
Field..........
Selfridge
Mount
Alaska,
Mount McKinley
McKinley National
National Park,
Park, Alaska,
140
appropriation for
protection, etc ..........
140
for protection,
appropriation

1993
1993

Mount Olive, N. C.,
Page.
Page.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for public
public buildbuilding,
365
ing, site
site ........................
- 365
Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Mich.,
Mich.,
appropriation for Indian school at..
13,419,1235
appropriation
at.. 13,
419, 1235
165
for public building..................
building
Mount .Pleasant,
Pleasant, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation
building .........
165
appropriation for
for public
public building
165
Mount Rainier
Rainier National
NationalPark.,
Park., Wash.,
Wash.,
204,918,1407
appropriation for protection,
protection, etc..
etc.. 204,
918, 1407
for commissioner
in..................
687,1306
commissioner in
687,
1306
deficiency appropriation
for.............. 1191
deficiency
appropriation for
1191
Mount
Weather, Va.
Mount Weather,
Va.,
commission created
commission
created to report on utilizing,
or other purposes......
for hospital or
purposes
697
697
Mountain, etc., Cannon,
Mountain,
Cannon,
appropriation for
for purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
appropriation
manufacture,
etc.,
609,1349
etc., of
of .....................
609,1349
for ammunition
ammunition for
for .................
609,1349
609,1349
for ammunition
ammunition for
practice ...........
1349
for practice
1349
Mountain
Mountain Lions,
Lions,
appropriation
devising methods
deappropriation for
for devising
methods for
for destroying
1335
stroying.......................
1335
Mounted Service
Service School,
School, Fort
Kans.,
Fort Riley, Kans.,
appropriation for
for instruction
106
appropriation
instruction expenses
expenses....
106
Mowry
Sarah (widow),
z zSarah
_pension
1509
pension..
.............................
1509
Muck, Leando
Muck,
M. (son),
Leando M.
(son),
pension increased
increased........................
1592
1592
Mulcahy,
Mulcahy, Bridget
Bridget (mother),
(mother),
_pension
increased ....................
1544
pension increased
1544
Mulliken,
Rory,
Muelikn, Mory,
pension
1567
pension............................
1567
Mulvey, Henry
Henry C.,
Mulvey,
C.,
pension increased
1610
pension
increased...................
1610
Mundorff, Katherine
(widow),
Mundorjf,
Katherine (widow),
1609
pension ..............................
1609
Munger,
.Munger, Barbara
Barbara A. (mother),
pension increased
1622
increased.......................
1622
Municipal Architect's
Architect's Office,
D. C.,
Municipal
Office, D.
appropriation for
for salaries
1111
appropriation
salaries........... 71,
71, 840,
840, 1111
Municipal
C.,
Municipal Court,
Court, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
92
862 1133
1133
92,862,
salaries ...........
appropriation for salaries
or rent; contingent
contingent expenses.....
expenses
92,
862, 1133
for
92,862,
1133
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses...
expenses... 41,
deficiency appropriation
41, 1019
1019
actions in,
in, allowed
allowed for
rentals in
for rentals
in excess
excess
of determination
determination of
of Rent
of
Rent CommisCommission ..........................
sion
303
303
exclusive
civil cases
cases
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction of,
of, in
in civil
extended
$1,000 ...............
1310
extended to
to $1,000
1310
concurrent
jurisdiction with
court
concurrent jurisdiction
with supreme
supreme court
repealed
1310
repealed ......................
1310
transfer of pending causes
transfer
causes ...............
1310
1310
made
a
court
of
record;
seal;
terms
1310
made a court of record; seal; terms....... 1310
jury
trials
allowed
in
actions
exceeding
$20
1310
jury trials allowedin actionsexceeding$20. 1310
proceedings,
1310
proceedings, etc
etc ...................
1310
jurors obtained
obtained as
gujurors
as for
for petit
petit jurors
jurors in
in supremecourt
1311
1311
preme court.....................
compensation, terms,
etc
1311
compensation,
terms, etc..............
1311
service of,
certified by
by clerk
clerk of
of supreme
supreme
service
of, certified
court
1311
court.............................
1311
trials without
without jury;
jury; effect
effect of
of verdict,
1311
verdict, etc
etc.. 1311
trials
judgments
years ........ . 1311
1311
judgments in
in force
force only
only six
six years
if docketed
docketed in
court to
if
in supreme
supreme court
to become
become
liens .........
1311
liens
...............
1311
not liens
liens on
on real
real property
unless docketed
docketed 1311
not
property unless
1311
costs by
by nonresident
plaintiffs ............
1311
1311
nonresident plaintiffs
costs
waived for
for indigent
indigent plaintiffs..........
plaintiffs
1311
1311
waived
provisions for
for return
goods,
provisions
return of
of replevined
replevined goods,
paying money
into court,
cburt, and
and atmoney into
paying
tachments
1312
1312
tachments..........................
marshal to
two deputies
deputies for
for servmarshal
to designate
designate two
service
in
1312
ice in
.........................
1312
fees,
rules of
practice, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed
fees, rules
of practice,
by,
in bane
1312
by, in
banc......................
1311

1994
1994
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PageMunicipal
Court, 1).
C.—Continued.
Municipal Court,
D. C.-Continued.
Page.
docket
applidocket fees
fees for
for attorneys,
attorneys, etc., not
not appli1312
1312
cable
.......................
1312
appeal to District supreme court
court....... 1312
no appeal
1312
1312
exception
bills of exception.........................
petition to court of appeals
appeals for
for review,
1312
etc...............................
1312
etc
1312
issue of writ of error, etc
etc.............. 1312
proceedings in court of appeals on writ
writ.... 1312
1312
filing undertaking
stay of judgment on filing
undertaking.. 1312
1312
1312
requirements in real estate actions,
etc
requirementinrealeetate
actions, etc.
1312
present judges
judges continued
through commicommiscontinued through
1312
sions
.......................
MODS
1312
1313
years
successors to serve four years..........
1313
1313
in effectin
effect in 90 days ...................
1313
inconsistent laws repealed
repealed .............. 1313
1313
continued in
in supreme
supreme
pending cases continued
1313
court and court of appeals
appeals......... 1313
profiteering laws not modified
rent profiteering
hereby
hereby................................ 1313
jurisdiction of, in actions by claimant
claimant for
jurisdiction
personal property levied
levied on; appeal
appeal
allowed
allowed..............................
555
of forcible
forcible entry and detainer
detainer of any real
property
555
ProPertY .....................
search warrants for suspected
suspected infested
infested
nursery
nursery plants, etc.,
etc., tobe
to be issued
ismed by.
by
727
undertakings required
required on appeals from
undertakings
from
judgments of, in landlord
landlord and tenant
tenant
Ca908
cases........
568
................
568
correction in enrollment of bill relating
co/Let:Lion
relating to,
to,
ordered
ordered ......................
1643
Municipal
Municipal Lodging House, D. C.,
appropriation
expenses
appropriation for expenses.......
97,
867, 1138
97,867,1138
Municipal
Municipal Ordinances,
Ordinances,etc., D. C
C. ,
copy certified
certified by secretary
secretary of Board
Board of
Commissioners accepted
accepted as
Commisioners
567
as evidence
evidence
567
Municipalities,
Municipalities,
limited permits of coal mining areas alallowed,
lowed, for disposal for
for household use
use 440
preferences to
preferences
to application
applcation from,
from, for
for power
power
project licenses...................
licenses
project
1067
Munitions of
Munitions
of War,
War,
temporary possession
temporary
possession of licensed power
projects may be ordered by the
PresithePresident when safety of
of 1Jmted
United States
States
demands it, for manufacturing.....
manufacturing
1072
compensation,
compensation, etc
etc..................... 1072
proclamation
shipment
proclamation forbidding illegal shipment
to Mexico of ...................
1762
Tax,
Munitions Tax,
deficiency .appropriation
appropriation for
expenses coldeficiency
for expenses
collectmg
lecting............................. 1183
Murphey,
Lucile D.
D. (widow),
(widow),
Murphey, Luele
1
pension
pension............
.................
1612
Murphy, Eliza
Murphy,
Eli= (widow),
(widow),
_pension
pension............................... 1487
1487
Murphy, Elizabeth
(widow),
Mrphy,
Elizabeth A.
A. (widow),
_pension
pension
.....................
..................
1481
urphy, Johanna
Murphy,
Johanna (mother),
pension
_pension.....
...
.....................
1550
1550
Murphy,
_Murphy, Lily D.
D. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension...................
.............
1475
Murphy, Rebecca
Rebecca (widow),
Murphy,
(widow),
_pension................................
pension
1496
Murray
.
,Alberto
Alberto (son),
(son),
Murray,
_pension
pension .........................
157
1575
array, Sarah
E. (daughter),
Murray,
Sarah E.
(daughter),
_pension
.
pension increased
increased..............
1574
Murrays
S. C.,
C.,
urrays Ferry,
Ferry, S.
authorized across Santee River at_
bridge authorized
at-. 1102
Murren, Margaret
Marren,
E. (mother),
MargaretE.
(mother),
increased..
pension increased
.......
...........
..
1614

Muscle
Shoals, Ala.,
Muscle Shoals,
Ala.,
operation
children of
emoperation of school for
for children
of employees
ployees at
at Ordnance
Ordnance reservation,
reservation,
authorized .........................
authorized
Muskegon,
Muskegon, Mich.,
Mich., •
appropriation
for public
building, rent,
appropriation for
public building,
rent,
etc ..........................
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of
of harbor,
harbor,
to be made
.........................
Muskogee
County, Okla.,
Muskogee County,
Okla.
bridge Arkansas
Gibson_
may bridge
Arkansas River,
River, Fort Gibson..
Webbers
Falls
Webbers Falls .........................
Mutton,
Mutton,
proclamation canceling
canceling license
license requirerequireproclamation
ments
ments for
for importing,
importing, manufacturing,
etc
etc......
........................
......
Myers, Annie
(widow),
Myers,
Annie (widow),
pension
pension..................................
Myers, Austin
Austin L.
L. (son),
(son),
Myers,
pension
increased
pension increased....................
Myers, Dora
Dora (widow),
Myers,
(widow),
pension ...........................
Myers,
Edward,
Myers, Edward,
pension increased........................
increased
.*ers,
Emanuel,
Myers, Emanuel,
pension ....
.....
...... , .
Myers,
Rebecca E.
(widow),
Myers, Rebecca
E. (widow),
pension
pension..................................
Mygatt,
Henry,
ygatt, Henry,
pension increased
increased........................
Myrick,
yrict, Frank
Frank C.,
C.,
pension increased
pension
increased........................
Myrtle
Myrtle Point,
Point, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
patent for part of revested
revested Oregon-California Railroad grant lands granted
granted
to ............................
payment
payment required for land and timber
timber..
reservation
reservation of mineral deposits .........
Mystic,
Mystic, Conn.,
Conn.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building .........
Mytinger,
Kate N.
N. (daughter).
(daughter),
Mytinger, Kate
pension increased........................
increased

Page.
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333
165
1012
629
629
629

1741
1741
1481
1481

1517
1510
1510

1548
1536
1536
1570
157
1622
1622
1517
1517

621
622
622
165
165
1574
1574

N.
Names
Names of
of Vessels,
Vessels,
change of, by Commissioner of Navigation,
Navigation,
authorized ........................
436
regulations, fees, etc .................. 437
regulations,
former laws repealed
repealed ...................
437
Nantahala
Nantahala National
National Forest,
Ga., N.
N. C.,
Forest, Ga.,
C., and
and
S. C.,
S.
C.,
proclamation setting apart
proclamation
1785
................
1785
Napier,
Napier, John
John A.,
A.,
pension .....................
1616
Narcotics,
Narcotics,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses restricting sale
of .............................. 654,1274
654,1274
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
expenses restricting sale of .
1161
stncting
.............
1161
Nash,
Francis O.,
Nash, Francis
0.,
pension increased
increased
..................
1599
Nashville,
Tenn
Nashville, Tenn.,
appropriation for public building, rent,
rent, etc.
165
appropriation
etc. 165
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public
public building, rent .............
......... 330
330
National Advisory Committee on
Aeronautics,
National
an Aeronautics,
appropration for expenses
appropriation
889, 1381
expenses........ 180,
180,889,1381
National Army
Cantonments,
National
Army Cantonments,
use of appropriation
appropriation for permanent
permanent roads,
etc.,in,
etc.,
in, forbidden
forbidden .................
964
964
NationalBank
National
Notes,
Bank Notes,
authorized, payable
demand.....
issue authorized,
payable on demand
387
signatures may be written or engraved
engraved..-- 387
signatures

_ ___

1_ ··
National Bank Notes--Continuecj.
National liank NVotes-Continued

issue authorized;
authorized; legal tender except for
customs duties, interest
interest on public
public
debt, and redemption
redemption of national
currency
currency .. .......................
National
also National Currency),
National Banks (see also
directors must be citizens ..............
residence within State. etc.,
residence
etc., where located, or within fifty miles, for one
year prior to election,
election, required
required.....
continuance in office .........
during continuance
required; disqualified
stock ownership
ownership required;
on ceasing to hold
hold.................
indebtedness
indebtedness of, not to exceed
exceed capital.,
capital ....
exceptions;
exceptions; circulating
circulating notes, deposits,
drafts, etc ........
drafts,
.................
dividends and reserves
reserves .............
dividends
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act liabilities ......
War Finance Corporation
Corporation Act liabilities ............................
accepted
of exchange.
accepted foreign
foreign bills
bills of
exchange....
loans by, to any person, etc.,
etc. limited_
limited....
exceptions; bills of exchange,
exceptions;
exchange, secured
secured
by shipping
shipping documents
documents of commodicommodi-
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387
87
119
1199
1199
1199

1199
297
297
297
297
297
297
296

ties
ties ..................................
296
secured bankers'
bankers' acceptances
acceptances .......
296
commercial
paper ........ ..........
commercial paper
296
notes secured by bills of lading of
marketable staples;
staples; value of security ...............................
296
notes with Liberty bonds, etc., as collateral .
.......................
296
maximum, secured by
Federal bonds, etc
maximum,secured
byFederalbonds,etc.
296
secured by bills of lading, etc.,
etc. for
for
marketable
marketable staples; limit for t
welve
twelve
months ...........................
296
may invest in corporations
engaged in facorporations engaged
cilitating exports of Amercan
American mermerchandise,
etc
chandise, etc...................
286
amount limited ....................... 286
applications by, for foreign business to inapplications
clude corporations
corporations for export
export business
ness. ............................
296
296
operating foreign
foreign branches to report to
Comptroller condition
condition of
Comptroller
286
of...........
investing in export corporations
report to
investingin
corporations to
to report
to
Federal Reserve Board condition of.
of
286
examinations by Board ...............
286
National Board
Board for
Promotion of Rifle PracPracNational
for Promotion
tice,
appropriation
appropriation for maintaining, etc., rifle
rifle
ranges under regulations
• 120,966
ranges
regulations of
of.......
120, 966
reimbursing members of, for exfor reimbursing
penses .......................... 126,
126, 971
971
National
Cemeteries.
National Cemeteries,
appropriation for
maintenance
183,
894, 1385
183, 894,
1385
appropriation
for maintenance.
for superintendents
superintendents ...............
183,
894, 1385
183,894,1385
headstones for soldiers'
graves 183,
894, 1385
for headstones
soldiers' graves.
183,894,1385
for repairs
repai to roadways;
roadways; restrictions
restrictions..... 183,
895,1385
roadways limited to one approach....
approach
184,
895, 1385
1385
for burial of indigent
indigent soldiers, etc., District
of Columbia
895, 1386
trict of
Columbia.......... 184,
184,895,1386
Antietam battlefield........
battlefield
184,
895, 1386
for Antietam
184,895,
for disposition of remains of officers,
officers, enlisted
removals. 184,
184,
men, civilians,
civilians, etc.;
etc.; removals_
listed men,
895, 1386
895,1386
removal of remains from Europe, etc.,
1386
to .......................
896, 1386
segregation of bodies in American
cemsegregation
American cemeteries. Great Britain and
896,1386
eteries.
and France
France. 896,
1386
unexpended balances
use of
of unexpended
balances for
for care of
of
graves abroad
graves
abroad .................896,1387
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appropriation for Confederate
Confederate Mound,
Mound, Chiappropriation
cago, 111
11.......
cage,
........ 184
184,896,1387
,896,1387
for Confederate
Confederate Stockade
Cemetery,
Stockade Cemetery,
Ohio....................
Ohio
896, 138"
. 184, 896,1387
for Confederate
Confederate burial plats, care,
care, etc....
etc....
184,
1387
896, 1387
formonuments,etc.,in
for monuments, etc.,in CubaandChina.
Cuba and China. 185,896
for burial of indigent patients, Hot
Hot
Springs
Springs Hospital
..
185, 896, 1387
Hospita, Ark
Ark......
185,896
1387
Francisco Calif., extension
for San Francisco,
extension ....
185
for Battle Ground,
Ground, D. C., rostrum......
rostrum.
896
896
Memorial Amphitheafor Arlington, Va.,
Va., Memorial
AmphitheaChapel................. 896, 1387
ter and Chapel
1387
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for headstones
for
headstones for
graves
61,
soldiers graves....................
61,
348,522,
348,
522, 1038, 1041, 1184, 1190
1190
for disposition of remains of officers,
65,
officers, etc.
1185,
1190
1185,1190
for Vicksburg,
Vicksburg, Miss., repairing
repairing storm
damages .......................
1025
damages
1025
allotment from sum for disposition
disposition of remains, etc.,
etc., for services in compiling
data, etc., of bringing home
remains
home remains
from abroad ........................
1278
1278
burials in, extended to service in.all wars
wars.. 552
citizens serving with Allies during
during the
War ......
552
World War
.............. 552
honorably discharged
552
honorably
discharged Army
Army nurses.
nurses....
552
superintendents eligible
retirement on
on
superintendents
eligible for
for retirement
annuities ........................
614
National Conservatory
National
Conservatory of Music of America,
substituted list of incorporators
incorporators ........... 1361
branches
allowed
branches outside of the District allowed..
1361
National Currency, Federal
National
FederalReserve and,
and,
appropriation
appropriation for superintendent
superintendent redempredemption of,
ofof, clerks, etc.,
etc., Treasurer's
Treasurer's office
649,1270
fice.............................. 649,1270
employees; pay
pay restricrestricfor temporary
temporary employees;
tion
649, 1270
tion............................
649,1270
superintendent, clerks,
clerks, etc.,
Compfor superintendent,
etc., Comptroller's office ...............
650,1270
troller's
650,1270
for special examinations ............. 650,1271
650,1271
distinctive paper for 173, 882,
1375
for expenses, distinctivepaperfor
882,1375
deficiency
appropriation for
or tellers, etc.,
etc ,
deficiency appropriation
redemption of ....................
44
redemption
44
for additional employees, redemption
redemption of
of. 331
331
assessment for employees of Engraving
Engraving and
and
detailed on
Printing detailed
on redemption
redemption of.
of. 331
National
Show, Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.,
NationalDairy
Dairy Shou,
Ill.,
appropriation for
agricultural exhibit
exhibit at
appropriation
for agricultural
at... 271
271
National
Defense Act
Act (see
Army Emergency
Emergency
National Defense
(see Army
Increase,
Increase, 1917),
1917),
National Defense Act,
National
Act, 1916, Amendments,
Amendments,
Army
Army of
of the
the United
United States, forces
forces included
included
in
759
in................--..............
759
Regular Army; composition
composition of
of...........
759
maximum
maximum enlisted
enlisted strength
strength...........
759
Organization
estabOrganization of the Army;
Army; peace establishment
include Regular
Army;
lishment to include
Regular ArmyNational
National Guard,
Guard, and Organized
Organized
759
Reserve ...-.
...........------- 759
division
into
brigades,
divisions,
and
division into brigades, divisions, and
759
corps .......... ...............759
759
territorial corps
corps areas
territorial
areas .-...........
759
Army
areas
or
departments
759
Army areas or departments..........
National Guard
and Organized
Organized Reserves;
Reserves;
National
Guard and
initial organization
organization ...........
. 760
760
retention
designations,
retention of World War
War designations,
760
etc.,
etc., authorized .................
760
organization to
by
plans for organization
to be
be prepared
prepared by
760
War
General Staff
Staff.....
War Department
Department General
760
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National Guard
Guard and Organized Reserves;
Reserves;
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of War; procurement
procurement
plans for composition
composition of committee;
committee;
branches to
report to
to .............
765
to report
765
reserve officers ......................
760
760
to cause supplies to be
be manufactured
manufactured at
at
location of units, etc., within a
760
a State
State.... 760
arsenals, etc ...................
.
765,
765
officers;
officers; general officers of the line
760
line.......
760
appropriations available
for two
576
available for
two years
years...
576
general officers of the Staff designated
760
designated...
760
War Council; composition,
composition, meetings,
and
meetings, and
onegeneral;
one
general; office to cease when vacated
vacated. 760
760
duties.............................
duties
765
765
other officers, numbers specified
specified ........
760
760
Adjutant General's Department;
officers
Department; officers
Medical Department, chaplains,
chaplains, etc...-.
etc
760
760
composing
composing ......................
765
765
appointment of major generals........
generals
760
760
Personnel Bureau; duties .............
765
765
brigadier generals; list of eligibles
brigadier
for
760
•
eligibles for.
760
territorial commanders
commanders and
and chiefs
chiefs of
of
permanent commissions
commissions in specified
specified
branches
branches .........................
765
765
branches
branches
760
......
760
Inspector General's Department;
Department; officers
officers
by details in General Staff Corps,
etc
761
Corps, etc....
761
composing .....................
765
765
by detail, or
permanent commiscommieor with permanent
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's Department;
Department;
sions, by consent
consent of officer
761
officer.........
761
officers composing..............
composing
765
765
warrant officers;
officers; number
number authorized,
adauthorized, adnumber of colonels
colonels increased ........
764
765
ditional to Mine Planter Service
761
Service....
761
Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps; officers and
and enlisted
enlisted
eligibi
lity; service qualifications
eligibility;
qualifications .......
761
761
men composing.
766
composing ..................
766
field clerk appointments to cease.......
cease
761
761
duties of Quartermaster
General speciQuartermaster General
specipay, rank, etc ......................
761
761
766
fied
..........................
766
enlisted
enlisted men; grades and pay
established
761
pay established.
761
purchase
purchase of technical
technical articles
articles by
by
percentage
percentage of grades; temporary ininbranches using ....................
766
branches
766
creased pay
761
pay.......................
761
operating
operating of utilities by different
different
service pay increased
increased allowance........
allowance
761
761
branches .........................
766
766
specialists ratings established; percentpercentFinance Department;
Department; creation of;
officers
of; officers
age allowed ....................
761
761
and enlisted
enlisted men composing.......
composing
766
766
extra duty pay abolished
abolished.............
761
761
disbursing pay, etc..................
disbursing
etc
766
766
no reduction m
pay............... 762
in pay
762
disbursements
disbursements by other officers perperassignments
assignments of officers
officers and enlisted men.
mom
762
762
mitted .......................
766
766
proportion
proportion of each grade in each branch
762
branch.
762
Medical Department; officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted
limit; Philippine Scouts included in
in
men composing ....................
766
766
enlisted men ....................
762
762
percentage to total enlisted strength
percentage
767
strength...
767
transfers of officers by consent.........
consent
762
762
of
Veterinary
number
Veterinary
Corns
767
Corps...........
767
appointment of chiefs
appointment
chiefs and assistant
assistant
promotions in Medical
Medical or 'Dental
Corps
Dental Corps.
767
767
branches...............
chiefs of branches
762
762
Veterninary
Veterninary Corps .....................
767
selection for first appointments
appointments..... .762762
Administrative Corps ...........
Medical Administrative
767
767
restriction on details to General Staff
service credits
credits ..................
767
767
Corps, etc...........
etc
762
.. ..... 7....
762
filling vacancies
vacancies existing July 1, 1920...
1920. —
767
767
service with troops
troops required
762
required......... 762
selection by board; qualifications
qualifications.....
767
767
duty since April 6, 1917,
1917, accepted....
accepted
762
762
Medical Administrative
Corps ........
Administrative Corps
767
767
restricting details repealed
law restricting
repealed ........
762
762
service credits
credits allowed
allowed .............
767
767
full report of
of assignments, etc.,
etc., to be
be
Army Nurse Corps; relative rank
deterrank determade by Secretary of War
762
War.........
762
mined .............................
767
767
General
General Staff Corps; composition of......
of
762
762
authority in hospital, etc ............
768
768
War Department
Department General
General Staff ........
762
762
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed ..........
768
768
General
General Staff with troops .............
763
763
Corps of Engineers; officers and enlisted
details; officers eligible, etc.; selection
details;
selection
men composing .
768
..................
768
Board.....................7...
by
Board -763
763
63
by Board
Ordnance Department;
Ordnance
Department; officers
officers and
enand enWar Department
Department General Staff; desiglisted men composing
composing .............
768
768
nated
nated duties .....................
763
763
Chemical Warfare Service; creation and
and
action
action on National Guard and Organcomposition of
768
of.....................
768
ized Reserves
Reserves matters............
matters
763
763
duties of developing,
developing, etc.,
etc., gases,
gases, projecprojeccooperation with reserve
reserve officers subtiles, etc
.....
................ 768
768
mitted by governors ...........
764
764
Signal Corps; officers and enlisted men
men
General
General Staff with troops; duties desigcomposing
768
composing
.......
.............. 768
nated......................
nated
764
.
764
764
Air Service;
Service; creation and composition
composition of
768
of
768
Chief of Staff, to preside
preside over
War Deover War
Deflying
cadets
flying
768
.....................
768
partment General Staff
764
Staff...........
764
details permitted
768
permitted ...................
768
authority and duties conferred.......
conferred
764
for
increase
of
pay
aerial
flights
769
aerial
.......
769
plans submitted for Army organization.
organization
no other
other allowed ......................
769
769
etc.,
etc., to be accompanied
accompanied with studies,
flying cadets continued
769
continued
............
769
comments, etc.,
etc., of
764
of ..............
764
Insular
Affairs
Bureau;
officers
for
769
........
769
members confined
confined strictly to specified
specified
chaplains; number authorized
769
authorized...........
769
duties.........................
duties
764
duties
- 764
764
service,
rank,
etc
769
etc.....................
769
administrative
administrative Department work by,
chaplains to be appointed
chief of chaplains
appointed .....
769
769
forbidden..................
forbidden
764
764
filling
existang
vacancies
769
filling
existing
vacancies ..
............
Assistant Secretary
769
Secretary of War;
supervision of
Assistant
War; supervision
of
future promotions
769
promotions ...
...
.................
769
procurement
procurement of supplies under.....
under
764
764
former
provisions
former
provisions
as
to
veterinarians
reto
veterinarians
resalary;
salary; details of officers
officers and employees
employees
pealed
769
pealed..
...
................ 769
to..............................765
to
765
t ---------------------------o
Infantry; officers and enlisted men comInfantry;
comoffices of Second and Third Assistants 765
posing
769
...
.........................
769
....
abolished ..
765
a-i
,
-----.
.
....w
tank units added
added to...............
to
769
769
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Cavalry; officers and enlisted
Cavalry;
enlisted men
men comcomposing .-----.......
-...
--------......
Field Artillery; officers and enlisted men
men
composing. .
composing
...----...........
..
Coast Artillery Corps; officers and enlisted
men composing
composing ...................
Porto Rico
Rico Regiment of Infantry; composition and service
of
service of..............
Philippine
Philippine Scouts; organization
organization similar to
to
Regular Army .....................
recommissions
recommissions of present
present officers
officers ......
subsequent appointments,
appointments, etc.; retireretirement provisions .................
enlisted status unchanged
unchanged ...............
provisional period of appointments rerepealed.........................
pealed
.
filling original vacancies
vacancies --............
.
one-half
by
appointing
one-half
appointing officers, not Regulars, who served
served during recent war..
war
credits, age, etc .-- ...............
.....
appointments
appointments in Judge Advocate
Advocate General's Department
Department--- .......- .....
retired pay if apponted
apponted above
of 45
above age
age of
45.
vacancies
promotions...
vacancies remaining, by promotions
board to make
make selections............
selections
appointments to be approved by chief
appointments
of branch ......--. ..........--...
promotion
prepared ....-.......
promotion list to be prepared
all officers of Regular Army below
below colonel
included
included ....-.....-......-..--...
Medical
Department,
Medical
chaplains, etc
etc.,,
excepted
excepted ...................-.....
credit for all active service ............
board to form original list; composition.
composition
according
according to present lineal list, combatant branches, etc ..............
officers omitted .--..-................
officers omitted placed in original class
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
General's Department,
Department,
Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, Ordnance
Ordnance Department.
partment ....................
captains and lieutenants
captains
or
lieutenants of Regulars
Regulars or
Philippine Scouts appointed since
since
April 6, 1917 .......................
captains or lieutenants appointed to
to
original vacancies .................
lieutenant colonels or majors appointed
to original
original vacancies...............
vacancies
discretionary assignment
discretionary
assignment by
by board
board ...
former officers
officers and
and retired
retired officers
officers.......
reserve judge advocates
advocates ................
other officers at end
end of
of list
list .............
permanency
permanency of list ...................
classification of officers by board of general
classification
general
officers
officers......................
Claw A, to be retained
retained in service
Class
service.........
Class B, not to be retained
retained .
.............
proceedings placing an officer in
proceedings
in.......
board to determine
determine if due to misconduct,
etc -...........................dirharge or retirement
retirement on
action of
discharge
on action
of
board ............................
retired pay if not discharged,
etc.
retired
discharged, etc.....
status of Quartermaster Corps, second lieutenants, determined
determined..............
promotions of officers up to June
June 30, 1920,
under existing laws -.............
afterwards
afterwards from promotion
promotion list .......
repeal of laws for examinations,
examinations, etc....
etc
Medical
edical Department
excepted
Department excepted.......
transfers of officers without
without loss of rank,
applications ..............
etc., on applications
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770
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771
771
772
772
772
772
772
772
772
772
772
772
772
772
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772
772
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
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773
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773
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773
773
773
773
774
774
774
774
774
774
774
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appointments
appointments of second lieutenants;
lieutenants; from
Military
Military Academy
Academy graduates
graduates........
Regular Army warrant officers
officers and enlisted men .
....................
reserve
reserve officers,
officers, National
National Guard, enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps, and military
school graduates
graduates .............
..
General's Department
Judge Advocate General's
Department
captains, from reserve
reserve judge advocates.
cates ......................
Medical and Dental Corps first lieutenants, from reserve
officers .
reserve officers
.........
Veterinary Corps second lieutenants,
lieutenants,
Veterinary
from reserve veterinary
veterinary officers....
officers
Medical
Administrative Corps second
Medical Administrative
second
lieutenants, from enlisted men of
lieutenants,
Medical Department
Department ...............
Dental Corps, professional
professional qualifications
required
required.......................
.
chaplains,
chaplains, from persons accredited
accredited by a
a
religious
religious organization
organization
.......
former officers,
officers, etc., to be
be commissioned
commissioned
as assigned in promotion list.....
list_ .._
officers and enlisted men
carried on
officers
men to
to be
be carried
on
Detached
Detached Lists if not assigned
to
assigned to
any branch
branch or bureau
bureau .............
provisions
provisions for retirement
of Philippine
retirement of
Philippine
Scouts repealed .................
enlisted
enlisted men; term of service
service optional, one
one
three years
or three
years ................
reenlistments for three years
reenlistments
years .........
existing
AX isting laws for reenlistment allowances
allowances
repealed
repealed .........................
service payment
payment hereafter
hereafter............
specified rates of pay
pay repealed.........
repealed
specified
except
except telegraphers..................
telegraphers
discharge allowed
allowed for support
of dededischarge
support of
pendent family ...................
.
pendent
Regular Army Reserve; organization
organization abolRegular
............................
ished
Officers
Officers Reserve Corps;
Corps; organization
organization of
of....
sections corresponding
corresponding with
with branches
branches of
of
Regular Army, etc
etc ................
appointment of;
persons
qualified
of; persons qualified .......
limitations in time of
peace
of peace..........
promotions
pronotions and transfers; assignments
assignments
to local units ...................
commissions continued
continued ........
present commissions
commissions in National Guard perpermilted ............
mitted
................
time, and restriction,
restriction, on
on active
duty
active duty....
pay,
etc., allowed
allowed ....................
pay, etc.
Reserve Otficers'
Officers"rraining
Corps; created
Training Corps;
created
in civil educational
institutions
educational institutions...
senior division;
division; junior
division
junior division .........
detail of Regular
Army officers
officers and
detail
Regular Army
and enenlisted men;
men; number
of students
students rerelisted
number of
quired .......................
quired
compulsory military training, etc.,
etc., prepregraduating. ............
requisite for graduating
courses of military training
be
adopted
training to
to be adopted
details from Regulars
Regulars for instructors,
instructors, etc.
etc.
retired list in time of peace.
peace
.......
full pay for retired officers,
etc ........
officers, etc
Army supplies, equipment,
etc., to
be
equipment, etc.,
to be
issued from
from Army stock ...........
appropriations available
expendiappropriations
available for expenditures ............
.............
camps for, to
to be
be maintained
maintained...
........
authorized;
subsistence,
expenses authorized;
subsistence,
travel, etc .......................
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Reserve Officers Training Corps;
Corps; graduates
graduates
Reserve
778
778
appointed reserve
to be
be appointed
reserve officers
officers.....
qualifications;
qualifications; service requirements,
778
778
etc
etc.............................
778
no retired pay, etc ................... 778
pay,
etc., allowed
students selected
allowed students
selected for
pay, etc.,
778
778
advance training
training ...................
778
778
Medical Department
Medical
Department units
units...........
778
778
subsistence allowance
allowance ..................
reserve officers admitted for medical,
medical,
779
779
etc., training .........
.......
to be allowed pay for attending ad779
779
vanced course camps ..........
training
maintaining, on reservareservatraining camps; maintaining,
779
tions
authorized ...
779
tions authorized
...............
779
persons to receive instructions, etc....
etc
779
arms,
equipments,
supplies,
to
be
furarms, equipments, supplies, to be furnished .......................
779
nished
779
travel
allowance, etc........
etc
779
779
travel allowance,
sales to persons receiving instructions
instructions..
779
779
courses of instruction;
instruction; use of Regular
courses
779
Army for duty, etc
779
............
Enlisted Reserve Corps; composition
composition of...
of
Enlisted
780
780
periods
periods of enlistment;
enlistment; persons eligible
eligible..
780
organization
Army
organization similar to Regular Army..
780
assignment of officers,
etc
assignment
780
officers, etc...
.......
780
active service
service duty limited
780
active
limited.............
780
other schools and colleges;
colleges; issue of arms,
etc.
course of military
military
etc., to, having aacourse
training
training....
.
................
780
780
details from Regular Army for instrucinstruction, etc ......................... 780
from retired list restricted ........
780
780
National
National Guard provisions ..............
780
minimum strength of units ...........
780
780
combination of units with other States..
States
781
781
enlisted men; periods of enlistment after
after
discharge from Army.
discharge
Army .........
781
781
oath, and enlistment contracts
contracts.........
781
781
former, repealed.....................
repealed
781
781
certificate of discharge to be issued
issued.....
781
781
officers;
officers; qualification
qualification required
required for appointappointment as ......................
mentas
781
781
National
National Guard
Guard Reserve;
Reserve; enlistment
enlistment contract and oath ..................
tract
782
782
National
pay, etc.
etc., when
when training with National
Guard
Guard......................
782
782
no other pay for ................
782
782
recruit training repealed
repealed ...............
782
782
Militia
Militia Bureau
Bureau created
created in War Department
Department 782
782
appointment of chief from selections preappointment
sented by Governors
Governors ...........
782
782
qualifications, etc ................
782
782
term, rank, pay, etc.
etc ..............
782
782
reserve commission
commission continued
continued ........
782
782
temporary
temporary acting
acting_ chief
...............
782
782
assignment from Regular Army for
for duty
in
in
.......................
782
782
assignment
National Guard officers
officers to
to
assignment of National
Regular
Regular Army duty ..............
782
782
animals to be furnished
furnished .................
783
783
regulations
regulations for issue; condemned
condemned animals
for training ......................
783
783
service
and
supplies;
payment
service
payment for men
men
detailed
detailed ......
................
783
783
pay of officers; captains and lieutenants...
lieutenants
783
783
captains
captains commanding organizations
organization& ..
783
783
above captains
captains .......................
above
783
783
from Army
may purchase
purchase uniforms, etc., from
Army
supplies ......................
supplies
784
pay
of enlisted
men: rate
rate for
for each
drill servpay of
enlisted men;
each drill
service
ice .................... ............
784
784

National
Defense Act,
Act, 1916,
National Defense
1916, Amendments—
Amendments- Page.
Page
Continued.
pay of
drill attendance
attendance rerepay
of enlisted
enlisted men;
men; drill
quired;
pay if
actually present.....
present
784
784
quired; pay
if actually
784
other duty accepted
accepted for drills
drills ...........
784
into Federal
when
may be drafted into
Federal service
service when
authorized by
Congress
784
authorized
by Congress...........
784
784
period of service ......................
784
discharge
subject to
discharge from Militia
Militia and subject
784
governing them........
them
Army laws governing
784
784
unit
unit organizations
organizations ....................
784
784
officers
appointed therefrom
therefrom .......
officers to be appointed
784
784
not above colonel by President alone
alone.
784
pay
allowances of Regular
Regular Army
Army
pay and allowances
784
while serving
serving .....................
784
784
status on termination
784
termination of service
service........
785
temporary
vacancies;
provisions
repealed.
temporary vacancies; provisions repealed. 785
details
of
officers
not
to
carry
advanced
details of officers not to carry advanced
785
rank .........................
rank
785
pay for aerial
aerial flights duty by aviators
aviators ......
785
carrying officers as additional
additional numbers
numbers to
to
be abolished ..........
........ 785
retired officers to have full pay for
retired
for active
active
785
duty in time of war ................
785
details from Medical
Medical Department
Department to
to
American Red Cross .............
. 785
785
American Red Cross allowed buildings
buildings for
American
for
785
storage, etc.,
reservations
etc., on reservations.......
785
credited as length of
all active duty to be credited
service ...........
785
...........
officers appointed
of
appointed to
to higher rank in time of
war without affecting
affecting regular
regular commissions
......................
785
precedence of rank of officers according
precedence
according to
to
provisions governing .............
785
785
rank, etc., of retired officers on active duty
786
pay, etc.,
etc., to retired enlisted men serving
as officers
officers during the war ...........
786
graduates of Military Academy ro
receive
graduates
ro receive
commissions July 2,
2, 1920 ..........
786
emergency officers may be retained temporarily in service .................
786
786
number limited ....................
786
786
December
to be discharged not later than December
31, 1920.
1920 .........................
786
786
Regular Army officers to be discharged
discharged
Regular
emergency commissions by
from emergency
by
June 30, 1920.
1920 ...................
786
786
detention
detention of disabled officers
officers in hospitals
786
786
details of officers
officers to
to educational
educational instituinstitutions, industrial plants, etc., for
for
technical
technical instruction
instruction .............
786
786
expenses
limited
786
expenses
.....................
786
Army appointments
appointments prior to December 31,
1920...................
1920
786
........
. 786
President
temporary appointments by President
permitted .
786
..................
786
rank, etc.,
etc., if retired .................
787
inconsistent laws repealed ..............
. 787
787
Articles
787
Articles of War .......................
787
enlistment period in National
enlistment
National Guard,
modified .......................
127
modified
127
National
National Defense, Council
Council of,
of,
appropriation
177,
appropriation for expenses.
expenses. .........
177, 886
886
deficiency
appropriation for expenses of. 117, 503
deficiency appropriation
National
National Education
Education Association
Association of
of the
the United
United
States,
States,
charter
charter amended;
amended; representative
representative assembly
assembly
of active members, authorized
authorized......
598
National
National Forests
(see also
Forest Service),
Service),
Forests (see
also Forest
appropriation
appropriation for advertising
advertising lands in, restored to public domain.....
domain... 195,908,1398
195, 908,1398
for topographic
topographic sur .'.eys
in
197,
eys of lands in.....
197,
910, 1400
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Page
appropriation for administration of.
of 247, 705,
1325
705,132'
disposal of timber ........... 247, 706,
1325
706,132'
for maintenance,
for
maintenance, etc..
etc., of designated...
designated. -- 248,
248
707,132(
707, 1326
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of, under Conservation Act ...........
251, 709,
709, 1329
251,
1329
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous administrative
administrative exexpeses
............
pe
tnses
251, 709,
709, 1329
1329
. 251,
for classificaton
ssification, etc., lands within, for
for
homesteads.............
homesteads
251, 710, 1329
1329
251,710,
for survey, etc., of agricultural
agricultural lands
within...................
within
1329
251, 710,
710, 1329
for fighting forest fires, etc.........
etc
251,1329
251,1329
for improving
improving range conditions, etc
etc..... 251,
251,
710, 1330
710,133C
etc., for tree plantfor purchase
purchase of seed, etc.,
plantexperiments, etc......
ing; experiments,
etc
251,
251, 710, 1330
133(
for appraising timber for sale, etc.
etc_ 252,
710,1330
252, 710,133(
investigations. 252,710,1330
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous investigations
252, 710, 1330
for roads, trails, bridges, etc.....
etc
1330
252, 710,
710, 133
for stock watering
watering places, eradicating
eradicating
poisonous plants, etc ......
252, 710,1330
grazing fees may be paid on two
intwo installments .......................
1330
1330
for air patrol to prevent fires
728
fires on
on .......
728
for combating insect
insect infestation of
of trees
trees
near
1334
in or near......................
1334
for additional lands for, under Conservation Act .....................
1345
1345
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
restoration of
for restoration
of
lands in.....................
in
66
...
66
designation
designation of Custer State Park Game
Sanctuary in Harney, S.
Sanctuary
Dak., auS. Dak.,
authorized .......................
986
986
exchange
authorized for addition
exchange of lands authorized
to Carson,
Carson, N. Mex
Men ...............
1364
1364
Montezuma, Colo
Montezuma,
1148
Colo .................
1148
Rainier, Wash...............
Wash
1366
.......
1366
980
Sierra, Calif
Calif....................
980
for, with South Dakota
986
Dakota. ............
986
lands added to Caribon,
Caribou, Idaho
Idaho..........
1056
Colorado, Colo.,
Colo., by exchange
exchange ..........
757
757
Oreg .......................
Crater, Oreg.
406
Idaho.................... 1196
Nez Perce, Idaho
Ochoco, Oreg .......................
•Ochoco,
404
Oregon, Oreg ...................
406,605
406,605
exchanges
exchanges with private
private owners authorized
thorized
.......................
606
Payette and Idaho, Idaho............
Idaho
324
Sevier, Utah, by exchange
exchange with Henry
Henry
Blackstone...................... 1087
Blackstone
1087
Siuslaw, Oreg
Oreg
.......................
.406
1198
Targhee, Idaho ......................
1198
Idaho
1194
Weiser, Idaho......-...............
1194
lands authorized
authorized to be added to
to Lemhi,
Lemhi,
Idaho ........................
1199
1199
proclamation
proclamation diminishing
diminishing area of, Caribou,
Wyo ................
1766
Idaho and Wyo.
1766
Chugach, Alaska....................
Alaska
1745
1745
Inyo, Calif. and Nev ..............
1744
1744
La Sal, Utah and Colo .............
1753
Nebraska, Nebr .................-.
1777
1777
Sioux, S. Dak. and Mont
Mont ...........
1768
Tahoe, Calif. and Nev.............Nev
1755
Trinity, Calif
1803
Calif. ..................-.
1803
enlarging area of Arkansas,
enlarging
Arkansas, Ark
Ark........ 1805
Caribou,
Caribou, Idaho and Wyo............
Wyo
1812
1812
Crook,
Crook, Ariz.......................
Ariz
1765
1765
Florida, Fla ...................
.. 1810
1810
Idaho
Idaho..........
...............- 1784
1784
Lincoln, N. Mex
Lincoln,
Mex.................... 1779
1779
Modoc, Calif ......................
1804
1804
Payette, Idaho
li84
Idaho...........--......
1N84
....
-_i
]
_
I?»
....
- l lIx?'x r
1 "oe
Shenandoah,, 'a.
Va.
W.. Va
1780
.JetliauUla(
a. and
a
v a....
V
.....
Lo
I
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proclamation
enlargin Wyoming,
Wyoming, Wyo..
proclamation enlarging
Wyo.._
modifying area of, Coconino, Ariz......
Ariz
Datil, N.
N Mex
Men ......................
N. Mex
Gila, N
Men ......................
Humboldt, Nev
Nev....
..............
Prescott,
Prescott, Ariz ...............
.
Santa Fe, N. Mex ..............
C............
setting apart, Boone, N. C
Cherokee, Ga. and Tenn ...........
Monongahela, Va. and W. Va
Monongahela,
Va.........
Nantahala, Ga.,
Ga., N. C.,
Nantahala,
C., and S. C
C ......
Unaka, N. C., Tenn., and Va........
Va
setting aside part of Harney, S.
as
S. Dak.,
Dak., as
Custer State Park
Game Sanctuary.
Custer
Park Game
Sanctuary.
NationalGallery of Art,
National
appropriation for administrative
administrative expenses.
appropriation
expenses.
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1761
1761
1770
1770
1816
1816
1815
1815
1752
1752
1770
1770
1806
1806
1784
1798
1798
1792
1785
1785
1801
1801 •
1805
1805

892,
1383
1430
1430

for printing
printing and binding annual report.
report.
National
NationalGuard,
Guard,
appropriation for pay of officers
appropriation
officers. ...... ... 110,954
110,954
for pay of enlisted men ..............
no,
954
110,954
for purchase
purchase of animals for mounted
mounted
..................
units
126,
126, 972
972
for forage, etc.....
etc
126, 972
972
..............
126,
for care, etc., of material,
material, animals, and
equipment_..........
126,972
equipment
........ 126,
972
for expenses,
expenses, camps
camps of
126,972
of instruction
instruction. .... 126,
972
for attending
attending military servi
ce schools
972
service
schools. 126, 972
for Militia
Militia Bureau,
Bureau, officers,
officers, pay
pay and
and alallowances ......................
126,
126, 972
972
for property and disbursing officers
officers.... 126,972
126, 972
for equipment
equipment and instruction
instruction expenses .......................
126,972
126,972
for traveling expenses,
expenses, Regular Army
Army
officers, etc ....................
126, 972
972
126,
for inspection expenses
126,972
expenses ............
126,
972
for transporting
transporting supplies.............
supplies_
126,972
126,972
for sergeant
sergeant instructors;
instructors: rent.........
rent
126 972
972
126,
for pay of; accounting
accounting ..............
126, 973
973
126,
for clothing,
clothing, equipment,
equipment, etc.,
field
etc., for
for field
service, National Guard
of
the
States,
Guard of the States,
etc ..........................
973
973
Mexican border
issue of Mexican
border medal,
medal, for
for
service at points other than on the
973
border .........................
973
pay for continuous
than
continuous service less
less than
one month ...........
973
............... 973
clothing, etc.,
etc., to be issued from
surplus
from surplus
Army stores ........
973
............. 973
issue without charge to militia
militia approappropriations
........................
priations.
973
973
materiel for
973
for Field Army
Army mat6riel
for ............
973
for Field Army mat6riel,
materiel, for
National
for National
Guard of the States ................
973
973
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for arming,
arming, equipequipping, etc .......................
348,
348,
522, 1038,
1041, 1184,1190
1184, 1190
1038,1041,
for arms, etc., for field service
522
service .........
522
balances of appropriations
appropriations covered
covered in,
balances
in,
equipment, etc.,
etc., field
field service
1353
equipment,
service..... 1353
be issued
issued to,
to,
clothing, equipment, etc., to
to be
from Army stores ...............
126
126
not charged
against militia appropriaappropriacharged against
tions .........................
127
127
reimbursement
for property
property
reimbursement in
in kind
kind for
brought into service,
service, by
by State
State
127
troops ...........................
127
colors, etc., used by,
by, when
when in
in United
United
States service, to be returned to
to
State, on demobilization
demobilization of
of organorganization to which attached
attached ......
1438
1438
first numerical
numerical strength
strength requirement
requirement exex1920
127
tended to June 30, 1920...........
127
immediate compliance
compliance allowed........
allowed ...
127
immediate
127
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National
Guard-Continued.
enlisted men; period of enlistment to be
same as Regular
Regular Army
Army............
persons honorably
honorably discharged
discharged from war
war
persons
etc_
service may enlist for one year, etc.
effect of, in computing
computing authorized
effect
authorized
number ...........................
now serving under six-year periods, may
may
enlist under new contract.........
contract
credit for previous
previous service; previous
enlistment canceled.
canceled ...............
members entitled
entitled to Army pay for continuous service less than
than one
one month,
month,
to be paid for each
each day served
served......
minimum enlisted strength
strength of units allowed until July 1,
1, 1921 ..........
combination
combination with other States, etc.,
etc., to
to
form tactical
tactieal units ..................
original enlistments
enlistments for three years,
years, subsequent for one ......
..........
for one year if honorably
honorably discharged
discharged
from the Army
.................
enlistment contract and oath ..........
former repealed
repealed .......
........
certificate
enlisted
certificate of discharge
discharge to be given enlisted

men .............................
prior to expiration
desired, in
expiration of term, if desired,
time of peace .....................
officers; qualifications,
former services,
officers;
qualifications, former
services,
etc., required -...-..........
persons
persons eligible.
eligible .......................
officers,
officers, with reserve
reserve commissions
commissions may be
assigned to duty
duly with
Regulars ....
.
with Regulars
etc., from Militia
Militia funds ...........
pay, etc.,
animals
atumals to be issued to, for training.......
training
regulations
regulations for issue, etc ................
care, etc., of, from National Guard funds
funds.
pay to men detailed for _.............
pay allowances
allowances and restrictions, to officers
officers.
officers
officers may purchase uniforms, etc.,
etc ,
from Army supplies ................
to enlisted men; drill requirements
requirements.....
pay if actually present................
present
other duty in lieu of drills
drills............
draft of, into Federal service
service by the President when authorized
authorized by Congress
for period of war, etc .....
......
relieved
militia,' and subject to
relieved from militia,
Army rules, etc
etc..................
officers
officers to be appointed
appointed therefrom;
therefrom; commissions
missions.....
..............
etc., of officers and enlisted men
pay, etc.,
men...
discharge from Army on termination of
emergency, and
emergency,
and reversion
reversion to former
status, etc .......
.............
rank and precedence
precedence of, officers called
called into
Federal service
service..............
reorganization
preservation of World
World
reorganization of; preservation
War names, records,
in
records, etc.,
etc., in.......
committee of War Department
Department General
committee
General
Staff to prepare plans, etc.,
etc., for iiinitial.

.......................

officers to be included in.....
reserve officers
in.
location, etc.,
location
etc., of State units to
to be
be determined by a
aboard; composition.....
composition
staff officers,
officers, District of Columbia, status
established for retirement, etc
established
etc......
National Guard
Guard Camps,
National
Camps,
use of appropriations
appropriations for constructing
constructing permanent roads, etc., at, forbidden....
forbidden
NationalGuard,
National
Guard, D. C. (see also Militia,
Militia, D. C.).
C.)
status of staff officers, established
retireestablished for
for retirement, etc .........................
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127
127
127
127
127
127
973
780
781
781
781
781
781

781
781
781
781
782
783
783
783
783
783
783

784
784
784
784
784
784
784
784

784

784
784

784
784
785
785
760
760
760
760
760
760
760
760
127
964
197
127

National
the States,
page.
National Guard
Guardof
of the
States, etc.,
etc.,
Page.
appropriation
equipments, etc.,
appropriation for arms, equipments,
etc.,
requisitions of
for, on requisitions
of governors, etc.,
etc.,
service..................
973
for field service
973
stores
973
issues from Army
Army surplus stores.......
973
not charged to militia appropriations
973
appropriations. 973
for Field Artillery materiel for, on
on requirequietc .........
973
sitions of governors, etc.
973
National
Guard Reserve,
Reserve,
NationalGuard
enlistment contract and
required
782
enlistment
and oath
oath required.....
782
pay, etc.
etc., when training with
with National
National
Guard ..........................
782
782
no other, allowed
allowed......................
. 782
National
NationalHome
Homefor
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers,
appropriation for
189,
appropriation
for expenses, Dayton, Ohio. 189,
901 1392
901,1392
Milwaukee, Wis.................
Wis
190,
902,,1393
190,902,1393
Togus, Me .le...............
190,
903, 1394
Togus,M
190,903,
1394
Hampton, Va...............
Va
191,
903,
1394
191,903,1394
Leavenworth,
.
191,
903,
1394
Leavenworth, Kans
Kans......... 191,903, 1394
Santa Monica,
Calif .........
191,
904, 1395
Monica, Calif
191,904,1395
Marion,
Ind
904, 1395
Marion, Ind .................. 191,
191,904,1395
Danville I.................
El
192,
Danville,
192, 904,
904, 1395
1395
Johnson City, Tenn .
192,
904, 1395
..........
192,904,1395
Battle Mountain
Mountain Sanitarium,
Dak.
192,
Sanitarium, S.
S. Dak. 192,
905,
905, 1395
branches '
192, 905, 1396
for clothing,
clothing, all branches..
. 192,905,
1396
manfor salaries and expenses, board of managers ...................
1396
192, 905,
905, 1396
deficiency appropriation for Milwaukee,
Milwaukee,
Wis...................
Wis
1027,1166
. 47,
47,1027,1166
1167, 1185
1185
for Togus, Me
Me............. 47, 334,
34, 1167,
Leavenworth, Kane
1027, 1167
for Leavenworth,
Kans......... 47,
47,1027,1167
for Santa Monica, Calif. 47, 334,
1028, 1167,1190
1167,1190
334,1028,
for Marion,
Marion, Ind .................
47, 1028
47,1028
for Danville,
Danville, Ill
47, 1028,
1167, 1190
1190
Ill........... 47,
1028,1167,
for Battle Mountain Sanitarium,
Hot
Sanitarium, Hot
Springs, S. Dak ............. 47,
1028, 1167
47,1028,
for Hampton, Va .................. 522,
522, 1167
for Dayton, Ohio
Ohio.................. 1027,1166
1027, 1166
Johnson City, Tenn.............
Tenn
1028, 1185
for Johnson
1028,1185
branches
47,
1039, 1190
for clothing, all branches........
47,1039,1190
for Board of Managers .................
1167
appointment of W. S. Albright
Albright on Board
Board of
Managers
1150
Managers.........................
1150
disbursement by managers
managers of, of allotments
services to war risk insurance
for services
insurance
beneficiaries
beneficiaries .....................
881
881
additional accommodations
accommodations allowed from
from. 881
erection of quarters for
medical
staff
aufor medical staff authorized from allotment
allotment to,
medithorized
to, for
for medihospital services
services to
to war
risk
cal and hospital
war risk
1167
patients, etc
etc...................... 1167
extension of benefits of, to other war servserv•
905
ice, etc ........................
.
905
assignment of classes of eligibles to differ905
ent branches
branches...................
905
improving existing conditions allowed out
out
of allotments
allotments from War Risk Insur.
ance Bureau .....................
906
906
improving facilities, from allotments
allotments of
War Risk Insurance
Insurance Bureau for
for
beneficiaries
beneficiaries thereof
thereof................ 1162
use of allotments for War
War Risk Insurance
Insurance
beneficiaries by Board of Managers.
Managers. 1374
beneficiaries
National Monuments,
National
Monuments,
appropriation
appropriation for protection, etc...
etc... 204,
919, 1407
204,919,1407
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for protection
protection....
348
licenses for estabhshing
establishing water-power plants,
etc.,
etc., in, forbidden, without specific
action of Congress
Congress ..............
1353
former power to Commission
Commission for, repealed ..........................
1354
proclamation enlarging area of.
Proclamation
of. Gran
Gran
Quivira.
Quivira. N.
N. Mex
Men ............-------.......
1778
1778

INDEX.
National
Page.
nanonat Mcmuments-Continued.
aonuments-Continued.
Page
proclamation setting aside, Scotts Bluff,
proclamation
Nebr
..
1779
..............
1771
1781
Yucca House,
House, Colo ................... 178:
Zion, Utah, changed to National Park
Zion.
356
Park....
351
National Museum,
National
appropriation
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, fixtures, etc....
etc_.
181,
181
892,1383
for heating,
heating. lighting. etc........
etc
181,
892, 1383
1383
181,892,
for preserving
preserving collections; employees_..
employees_ ._ 181
181,
892, 1383
138&
for repairs, books, etc
892, 1383
etc........... 182,
182,892,
1383
for printing and binding for.....
for
229, 942, 142
1429
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for preserving
collections, etc ....... 62, 346, 1039, 1187
1187
for
for, heating, lighting, etc.,
etc., Freer
Freer Building.
Building
328
............................ 524,
for books
1187
524,1187
for heating,
heating, lighting, etc................
etc
1159
Army arms, equipment, etc.,
etc. issued or
produced for service, to be furnished
produced
furnished
to, for exhibition
exhibition................. 1438
1438
National
National Park
Park Commissioners,
Commissioners,
appropriation
687,1306
appropriation for salaries
salaries.
. .....
687,1306
appropriation for salary, Yosemdeficiency appropriation
Yeoem1033
ite, Calif .....
................... 1033
Sequoia, Calif ......
1033
.............
1033
1033
General Grant, Calif
Calif...
..................
1033
NationalPark
ParkSerrice,
National
Serri•e, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
appropriation for Director, etc....
etc
204, 917, 1406
appropriation
204,917,1406
for commissioners
commissioners .............. 687,1306
salary of commissioners Yosemite and Sequoia
quoia
and General Grant Parks,
.if..............................
734
734
National Parks,
National
Parks,
appropriation for Director National
appropriation
National Park
Service, assistant, etc.......
etc
204, 917, 1406
204,917,1406
acceptance
etc., donated
donated
acceptance of lands, etc.,
for, authorized
authorized
917
. ..
...........
......
for commissioners
commissioners in designated.
designated..... 687,1306
687,1306
for Chickamauga
Chickamauga and
and Chattanooga......
Chattanooga
185,
185,
897, 1387
897,1387
for Gettysburg ..................
185, 897, 1387
185,897,1387
for Guilford Courthouse.........
Courthouse
185, 897, 1388
185,897,1388
for Shiloh .......................
185, 897, 1388
185,897,1388
Vicksburg
185,
897, 1388
for Vicksburg..................
185,897,1388
for fighting forest fires
1406
frees in
in................ 1406
for Crater Lake ..............
204, 917, 1406
204,917,1406
204, 917, 1407
for General
General Grant ............... 204,917,1407
for Glacier .................
204, 918, 1407
204,918,1407
for Grand Canyon..
Canyon
204, 918, 1407
..........
204,918,1407
for Hawaii ..................
204, 918, 1407
204,918,1407
for Hot Springs Reservation
Reservation
204,918
.......... 204,918
charges for use of waters, etc
918
etc ......... 918
name changed to National
National Park......
Park
1407
1407
for Lafayette..................
Lafayette
204,
918, 1407
204,918,1407
Lassen Volcanic
Volcanic ...............
918,1407
for Lassen
918,1407
for Mesa Verde ..............
204, 918, 1407
204,918,1407
for Mount Rainier .............
204, 918, 1407
204,918,1407
for national monuments
204, 919, 1407
monuments......... 204,919,1407
for Platt
205, 919, 1407
Platt....................... 205,919,1407
for Rocky Mountain
Mountain ............ 205,919,1407
205, 919, 1407
for Sequoia
Sequoia................ 205,919,1408
205, 919, 1408
for Wind Cave .................
205,
919, 1408
205,919,1408
for Yellowstone
Yellowstone .............
205,
919, 1408
205,919,1408
for Yosemite
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1173
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1173
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1185
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. 1191
for Mount Rainier
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Sequoia
............................ 1191
establishment
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from
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Zion National Monument,
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356
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Sequoia, and
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fornia
731
fornia. ..............................
731
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provisions for assuming.
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731
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establishing water
water power
power
plants, etc., in, forbidden,
forbidden, without
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former power to
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fornia....
........
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731
State...............
731
enforcement of laws; State extradition..
extradition
731
enforcement
731
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district.......................
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jurisdiction of court ....................
731
731
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731
jurisdiction of court
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offenders punishable
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731
731
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731
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affected by repeal
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731
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prohibited .
731
731
restricted .
732
fishing restricted........................
732
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management, protection,
protection,
732
etc., to be made
made................. 732
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vioof violation
732
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732
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732
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forfeiture,
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of
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appointed
for
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Park................... 733
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733
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733
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734
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734
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marshal of
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734
jurisdictional
734
arrest without
without process if taken in act
of
act of
violation......................
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734
734
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commissioners; residence
residence in rererequired- 734
734
spective parks
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disposal of fees,
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etc., collected by
by comcommissioners .........................
734
734
payment of fees, etc., chargeable
chargeable to
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734
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California of acceptance
acceptance of
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etc.....................
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conditions
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prosecution
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toxicating
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enforce
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courts
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court
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continuing
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temporary
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before judgment as to, only.
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before
no release
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307
violation of injunction,
injunction, subject to punviolation
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procedure;
affect
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,remainder of Act ................
307
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repeal of
307
of prior Act,
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no repeal
prescribed
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areas, etc .....................
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enforcement
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307
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enforcement...
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excepted; perless alcoholic
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308
delegation
delegation of authority for executing, authorized.
308
thorized ........................
violations to be investigated,
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tion...........................
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apprehension, etc..
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308
criminal procedure; issue of search
search warrants ...............
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...........
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prohibited; unauthorized
308
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nonbeverage or
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sacramental
uses, under
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warehouse receipts
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309
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medicinal preparations
preparations.............. 309
patent medicines,
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309
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................
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restricted; alcohol
309
alcohol.......
of liquor
liquor restricted;
use of
penalty
selling exempted
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exempted liquors
for selling
penalty for
beverages
309
beverages...................
containing excess
alcoholic strength....
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309
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containing
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bidden
309
...........
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unlawful thereafter,
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emption
309
..--------emption ..............
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revocation
requirements not
not
permit if requirements
revocation of permit
complied with
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310
with ..................
complied
310
310
review by equity court ..............
310
continued
310
continued until judgment ...........
permits
manufacture, sale,
sale,
permits required for manufacture,
purchase, etc., of liquors
310
liquors...........
purchase,
purchase of medicines
medicines on physicians'
physicians'
prescriptions
310
excepted .............
prescriptions excepted
use by
inebriate hospitals,
etc., alhospitals, etc.,
by inebriate
use
lowed; conditions ...............
310
issue
annually for manufacturing,
manufacturing,
issue of, annually
selling, etc.; extensions for part of a
a
310
year ..........................
310
310
details of,
of,. for purchases; time limit ...
issue
to
violators
of,
forbidden
310
forbidden.........
issue to violators
for retail
retail sales
sales limited
limited to
to pharmacists...
pharmacists
310
for
to
physicians
limited
310
.....
to physicians limited ..........
details of; applications
310
required... .... 310
applications required
details
forms, etc.,
prescribed; bond reetc., to be prescribed;
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310
quired......*..................
review by equity court of refusals to

issue
311
311
issue...........................
wine for sacramental,
sacramental, etc., purposes......
purposes
311
to
311
provisions not applicable to..........
required; for supervision
supervision of manpermits required;
ufacture
311
ufacture .....................
physicians for liquor represcriptions by physicians
prescriptions
311
stricted .........................
311
quantity limited.
limited......................
311
cancellation, etc., by pharmacists ......
311
records, etc.,
etc., to be kept ..............
311
blanks, etc., to be prepared
prepared ...........
311
return of stubs, unused,
unused, etc ..........
311
proceedings on complaint
complaint of violations of
proceedings
311
311
permits ...........................
312
citation
citation to appear; hearings ...........
312
revocation
revocation of permits ................
312
review by equity court .............
312
action...............
continued during action
record of all liquors manufactured,
manufactured, sold,
312
.................
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..
kept ...
etc., to be kept.
312
allowed
inspection allowed....
details required; inspection
copies of permits to purchase
purchase to be kept
kept
312
manufacturers, druggists,
druggists, etc ...
by manufacturers,
labels for containers
containers to be attached
attached by
312
manufacturers
...............
312
by wholesalers on packages sold ........
liquor shipments
shipments requirements
requirements by carriers .........................
312
verification of consignees'
consignees' permits
to
verification
permits to
312
purchase.
.
............... .
purchase
notification of character of contents renotification
313
. 313
quired ........................
manufacturers; by
labels to be used by manufacturers;
313
313
other persons .....................
statements,
receiving,
etc., with false statements,
receiving, etc.,
unlawful ...........................
313
delivering,
delivering, except to bona fide consignee, unlawful
unlawful ..................
313
313
unlawful..
advertisements,
etc., of liquors, unlawful
advertisements, etc.,
313
exceptions;
authorized price lists, etc...
etc
exceptions; authorized
313
foreign newspapers
newspapers ..............
in foreign
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forbidden ..
313
313
unlawfully
soliciting or giving means to unlawfully
obtain liquor, forbidden............
forbidden
obtain
313
313
actions for injuries by intoxicated persons,
persons,
allowed
allowed against the seller..........
seller
313
313
exemplary
exemplary damages allowed
allowed ............ 313
313
by parents; limit .......................
313
premises, etc., where liquor is manufacnuisance . 314
tured, sold, etc., aapublic nuisance.
314
punishment for maintaining,
maintaining, etc
etc........
314
314
therefor, subject to lien..
property used therefor,
314
lien..
314
sale for fines and costs .............
314
314
enforcement
enforcement of lien
314
lien .................
314
prosecution for violations; equity courts
given jursidiction
jursidictiota ..............
314
314
issue of
temporary injunctions
314
of temporary
injunctions......... 314
removal of liquor, etc.,
etc., restrained
restrained......
314
314
etc., of liquor on premises,
manufacture, etc.,
premises,
forbidden
forbidden ........................
314
314
use
use for
for one year
year prohibited
prohibited .............
314
314
allowed for lawful purposes, on giving
314
314
bond, etc.; conditions ............
keeping liquor for sale on the person, in a
a
vehicle, etc., taking
taking orders
illegal
orders for
for illegal
314
314
sale, etc., a
a nuisance...............
nuisance
injunction, etc.,
etc, to abate; intention of
inferred ....
314
314
violation inferred
.........
315
charges allowed officers in enforcing Act..
Act. _ 315
315
315
leases forfeited by violation of lessee......
lessee
contempt
contempt proceedings
proceedings for
for violating
violating injuncinjunctions;
punishment
15
tions; punishment.................
315
possession
liquors for
for unauthorized
possession of
of -liquors
unauthorized use,
use,
unlawful ...........
315
unlawful
.......
315
seizure on search warrant, etc.........
etc
315
315
315
315
destruction of liquor, etc..................
etc
315
sale of other property
property
315
..................
private dwellings exempt from search
315
315
search.....
residence
hotels, etc.,
residence rooms in hotels,
etc., in315
315
cluded.......
cluded
......................
property
seized under search warrants not
property seized
315
315
subject to replevin, etc............
etc
seizure of vehicles, etc., illegally carrying
liquors
315
315
liquors.......................
...
disposal of articles; sale of unclaimed
315
315
vehicles
vehicles............................
seized liquors may be delivered to departseized
316
316
ments,
etc. for
Government uses
uses...
ments, etc.,
for Government
316
sold to other parties
parties
................... 316
316
316
applicable to prior seizures, etc.........
etc
316
316
enforcement powers conferred
enforcement
conferred..........
punishment for unlawfully
manufacturing
punishment
unlawfully manufacturing
316
316
or selling liquors ...
........
violating permits, making false state316
316
ments, etc .....................
nonintoxicating
etc., for home use
nonintoxicating cider, etc.,
316
excepted .................-....
excepted
sale, etc., allowed only to authorized
316
316
vinegar manufacturers
manufacturers ...........
vinegar
compulsory testimony;
criminal imcompulsory
317
317
munity to natural persons..........
persons
317
317
venue of actions for deliveries
venue
deliveries by carriers
carriers..
317
317
indictment
separate offenses..
offenses
indictment may include separate
317
317
complaint, etc .................
form of complaint,
possession prima facie evidence of
illegal possession
317
317
violating
violating prohibition
prohibition -...........
possessed, to be
report of liquors lawfully possessed,
317
317
made
made ......................private dwellings for personal
personal use,
in private
317
317
excepted;
excepted; conditions
conditions ............
317
317
burden
.......
burden of proof
proof on possessor ..
records, etc,.
etc,. to be open to inspection by
317
authorized officers ...............
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records, etc.,
etc., verified copies accepted as
evidence
evidence ........................
may be called
called for by Commissioner
Commissioner...
inconsistent laws repealed,
repealed, etc
inconsistent
etc............
taxes not exempted
exempted
...............
manufacture,
issue of stamps for illegal manufacture,
etc., forbidden ..................
etc.,
double tax, etc.,
etc., for illegal manufacture
manufacture
or sale
.....................
additional penalty
penalty on retailers; manufacturers ......................
facturers.
payment of tax, no bar to punishment..
punishment._
payment
compromise of civil actions permitted__
compromise
permitted.....
in'dity
affect
invalidity of any provision
provision not to affect
others ....
others
......................
permissive use of stock on hand
permissive
hand.........
permits allowed
develop higher strength
permits
allowed to develop
alcohol, by manufacturers
manufacturers of authoralcohol,
beverages ..................
ized beverages
..
reduction to required
requited strength........
strength
reduction
permitted
removals permitted.................
authorized beverage
by others for sale to authorized
manufacturers ....................
manufacturers
alcohol saved ................
tax on alcohol
credits allowed .................
no tax on spirits in fortified wine used for
for
nonbeverage alcohol
nonbeverage
alcohol.................
dealcoholized wine used therefor .
dealcoholized
.......
subject to tax on still wines .........
burden of proof on manufacturer as to
lawful use of liquid
lawful
liquid..............
expense of
analysis of beverages taxed
expense
of analysis
as cots............................
costs
as
enforcement authorized
authorized.......
expenses of enforcement
civil service
service appointment
employees;
appointment of employees;
exceptions
exceptions
.......................
preference for war service
service ........
preference
appropriation for,
Commissioner
for, under
under Commissioner
appropriation
Internal Revenue
Revenue .............
of Internal
for
etc........
for Department
Department of Justice, etc
service
service of
of summons
summons to
to innocent
innocent owners
owners of
of
proceeded against
against.........
property proceeded
provisions
industrial alcohol provisions....
........
meaning of "alcohol"
"alcohol" and "container"
"container"
under
under .........................
permits, etc.,
etc., required
required for plants to propermits,
duce ............................
warehouses
for
storage, etc.
etc .........
warehouses
may be transferred
plants and
transferred between plants
may
storehouses
storehouses
.........................
tax imposed on production.............
production
tax
lien for,
for, on product and premises
premises.....
withdrawal, of spirits in bond when Conwithdrawal
stitutional
prohibition
effect, for
for
in effect,
stitutional prohibition in
denaturing .......................
denaturing
redistillation authorized for nonbeverage
nonbeverage
redistillation
uses
...........................
etc., may
operated
may be operated
present distilleries,
distilleries, etc.,
alcohol
for industrial
industrial alcohol...............
alcohol...............
disposal of industrial
industrial alcohol
exemption of
of plants
warehouses from
from
exemption
plants and
and warehouses
provisions
general distillery,
distillery, etc.
etc., provisions...
regulations to
to be
be preAcribeil
regulations
prescribed..... ......
denaturing plants
established
denaturing
plants may
may be
be established.....
product free of tax ................
distilled vinegar
without dealcohol for distilled
vinegar without
dematuring, etc....................
etc
naturing,
alcohol produced at industrial plants may
withdrawn free of tax for denaturbe withdrawn
ing, etc.......................-etc
allowed ...
proof allowed
.................
Government, scientific,
scientific, or hospital
hospital
for Government,
uses
uses.....................---
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Auguste Louise
Louise de
de Haven-Alten
readHaven-Alten readAuguste
alcohol
scientific, or hosGovernment, scientific,
alcohol for Government,
1463
mitted as aacitizen................
mitted
citizen
pital uses; permits required for purFrances Scoville-Mumm
readmitted as
as aa
Scoville-Mumm readmitted
Frances
chases by other than Government,
Government,
chases
1449
citizen
1449
citizen ..........................
321
States, etc . ......................
Naturalization Bureau,
Department of Labor,
Labor,
Bureau, Department
Naturalization
industrial alcohol, etc.,
penalties to be
etc., penalties
industrial
appropriation
for
Commissioner,
deputy,
appropriation for Commissioner, deputy,
321
additional ....................
clerks, etc
etc....................
685,
1304
685,1304
clerks,
regulations for plants, etc., to be prefor examiners,
interpreters, clerks,
etc.. 222,
clerks, etc..
for
examiners, interpreters,
scribed; details .................
321
937, 1425
937,1425
permits
uses, etc .......... 321
scientific uses,
for scientific
permits for
for
222, 937, 1425
etc. 222,937,1425
rent, etc._
travel, rent,
of travel,
expenses of
for expenses
allowance
allowance for loss of alcohol by leakage,
to clerks of courts
for
assistance to
clerical assistance
for clerical
321
etc .........................
in naturalization
naturalization cases
222, 937, 1425
cases...... 222,937,
in
321
refund of tax; insurance exception...
exception
deficiency appropriation
for expenses,
expenses,
appropriation for
deficiency
321
punishment for violating provisions.....
provisions
punishment
naturalization
of aliens
aliens..
518, 1179
1179
518,
........
naturalization of
322
subsequent
offenses... .........
subsequent offenses
for
1188
. 1188
expenses ............
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
322
method of collecting tax, discretionary....
discretionary
method
seized property on giving bond,
bond,
release of seized
Naturalization
Naturalizationof Aliens,
322
etc ..............................
appropriation for special examiners, exappropriation
general
revenue
administrative
provisions
administrative
general revenue
222, 937,1425
.............
penses, etc
937, 1425
322
applicable
applicable....................
for assistance
assistance to clerks of courts
courts in cases
322
repealed..............
inconsistent laws repealed
of
222,
937, 1425
. 222,937,1425
of.....................
Canal
Zone subject to general prohibitions
Canal Zone
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses_.
518,1179
expenses.. 518,1179
deficiency
against alcoholic, etc., liquors;
liquors; exprovisions for, who served in United States
provisions
322
ceptions ......................
222
forces during the war...............
war
222
transit through, by Panama Canal or
Nautical
Ephemeris,
American Ephemeris,
Nautical Almanac and American
Railroad, excepted
excepted ................
322
Railroad,
appropriation
for
preparing
666,1285
appropriation for preparing............
prosecution
punishment for violations;
violations; prosecution
Nautical Almanac Office, Navy Department,
Department,
Nautical
322
offenses.
399
of prior offenses...........-....
appropriation for
for assistants, etc
etc........ 666,1285
appropriation
effective at once; war prohibition,
prohibition, Canal
666,1285
for preparing
preparing Nautical
Nautical Almanac.....
Almanac.
Zone
provisions
.............. 322 Navajo Agency, Arz.,
Zone, etc., provisions.
Ariz., Western,
when Constitutional amendment
amendment in force;
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation
National Prohibition provisions
provisions. .....
_
322
National
'
31,433
....................
at .....
National
American
American (see American
Cross, American
National Red Cross,
Agency, N. Mex.,
Alex. ,
Navajo
National).
Red Cross, National).
appropriation
Indians
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
Commission,
National Screw Thread Commission,
National
434
...........
at .............
existence
extended two years.........
years
536 Navajo
existence of, extended
Mex.,,
Reservation,Ariz. and N. Mex
IndianReservation,
Navajo Indian
National
and Defense,
Security and
NationalSecurity
3,
appropriation
on
appropriation for irrigation project on....
deficiency
appropriation for, under War
War
deficiency appropriation
408, 1226
408,1226
Department
1184
Department............. .......
10,416
for Ganado
irrigation project..........
project
10,416
Ganado irrigation
for
for expenses
expenses of, under
under thR
Executive_
1186
the Executive...
for operating,
etc., Hogback
irrigation
Hogback irrigation
for
operating, etc.,
expenses of, under Shipping Board..
Board
1187
for expenses
School, N.
project
under San
San Juan
Juan School,
project under
1187
for Food Administration ................
1239
Mex.,
on ........................
1239
Mex., on
for foreign service expenses under Food
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Ganado
Ganado irrideficiency
Administration
1187
Administration ................
gation project
project
1172
.......................
for expenses of, under
under Department
Department of
Indian Reservation,
Preservation, Ariz., Western,
Commerce
1188,
1192 Navajo Indian
1188,1192
Commerce.....................
appropriation for water
water supply for Indians
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of, under Department
Department of
10
on ...........................
10
Labor .......................
1188,
1192
1188,1192
patent to tract on, granted Gospel Missionfor expenses of, under Department
Department of
11
..........
11
ary Union ............
Justice
. 1188,1192 Navajo
Justice...................
Indian Reservation,
Mex.,
Navajo Indian
Reservation, N. Alex.,
for expenses of, under Post
Office DePoet Office
appropriation
highway from
Mesa VerVerfrom Mesa
for highway
appropriation for
partment ........................
1189
on........ 18,422,1172
18, 422, 1172
Gallup, on
de Park to Gallup,
Department
1190
for expenses of, under War Department.
Navajo
Indian Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Navajo Indian
for Food and Fuel Admimstrations,
Administrations,
5,410,1227
appropriation
formaintenance, etc., of. 5,
410, 1227
appropriationformaintenance,
building
building....................
1192
Navajo
Indians, Ariz.,
Navajo Indians,
Administrations,
for Food and Fuel Administrations,
appropriation for schools; discretionary
appropriation
educational
1192
educational......................
10,416,1232
1180
10,
416, 1232
use........................
D. C.,
National Training
Training Schoolfor
School for Boys,
Boys ' D.
National
reservations.. 10, 416, 1232
for water supply on reservations
appropriation for care of inmates....
inmates.... 94,
865, 1136
94,86,
deficiency appropriation
water supply
deficiency
appropriation for water
for maintenance
for
maintenance................ 212,
212, 926,
926, 1415
1415
reservations of......
of
348,
523, 1042, 1172
348,523,1042,1172
on reservations
deficiency appropriation for care of inNavajo
Indians,
N.
Mex.,
and
Ariz.,
Indians, N. Mex., and
mates ........................
53
appropriation
for
purchase
of
land
for;
appropriation for purchase
National
for Girls,
TrainingSchool
Schoolfor
Girls, D. C.,
National Training
423
leasing grazing
423
lands ...............
grazing lands
leasing
appropriation
salaries
95,
1136
95, 865,
865,1136
appropriation for salaries...........
cost of
of bridge
San Juan
River,
Juan River,
bridge across
across San
cost
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ........... 95,865,
95, 865, 1136
Shiprock, to be repaid from funds of.
18
National
Zoological Park
Park (see
(see Zoological
Zoological
National Zoological
1ite Indians,
Navajo Springs
Springs Band of Ute
Indians, Colo.,
Cob.,
Park,
(1 ,National).
Park, D.
D. C.,
National).
appropriation
appropriation for payment to, from tribal
Natural Gas
(see also
Gas Deposits),
Deposits),
Natural
Gas (see
also Oil and Gas
funds of
of Confederated
Bands of
of
Confederated Bands
funds
appropriation for investigations for ecoappropriation
Utes
26, 430, 1245
26,430,1245
Utes ......................
nomic production,
production, etc......
etc
198,
911, 1401
198,911,1401
to...............
funds to.
transfer
of special
special funds
430
transfer of
deficiency appropriation for investigations,
investigations,
deficiency
etc ....................
348, 1044,
1044, 1186
348,
1186 Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy,
provisions for .securing adequate supply,
appropriation
appropriation for professors and instructpreventing injurious
preventing
injurious speculation,
ors.
150,828
150,828
ors..........................
etc.
during the
297
etc., of,
of, during
the war
war ............
297
for swordmaster,
swordmaster, assistants,
assistants, etc........
etc
150,828
150,828
for
punishment
298
punishnient for violations
violations of ............
298
1150,828
50. 828
Ptce
for
for watehmen
watchmen etc
---------I
-----------------___ -___ -
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Naval Family Allowances,
Allowances, Military
Naval
Military and,
and,
Page
appropriation
Pageappropriation for department
department of ordnance
appropriation for
appropriation
for .....................
172
172
and gunnery
gunnery.................... 150,82
150,828
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for.............
1
1
for departments
engineering
departments of electrical engineering
Naval Farces
ee Navy).
Naval
Forces (s
(see
Navy).
and physics
physics..................... 150,828
150,82
Naval
Gun
Factory,
Factory, Washington,
Washington, I).
C.,
D. C.,
for department
department of seamanship
seamanship........ 151,
151, 828
82
appropriation
machinery ......
142
appropriation for
for machinery
....
142
for department
department of marine engineering
engineering
deficiency
appropriation
appropriation
for
522
for........
...
522
and naval
naval construction.-....
construction
828
...- . 151, 82
Naval Home, Philadelphia,
Pa.,
Philadelphia,Pa.,
for commissary
commissary department .......... 151,
151, 82.
828
appropriation for employees
appropriation
employees............ 137,
137, 818
818
pay restriction ...................... 151,82
151, 828
maintenance, etc., from
for maintenance,
penfrom naval
naval pendepartment
for
department
of
buildings
and
and
sion fund..............................
fund
137,
137, 818
818
grounds ..................
151,828
151,82:
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
1185
for ...............
1185
for current and miscellaneous
miscellaneous exexNaval Hospitals,
Hospitals,
penses .....................
151,829
151,82'
appropriation for care of patients in,
appropriation
in, and
for books for library ...............
151,829
151,82
other ......................
146,823
146,823
for expenses, Board
Visitors........ 151,
Board of Visitors
151,829
82
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional,
additional, at
at
for contingencies,
contingencies, superintendent.....
superintendent
151,821
151, 829
Newport, R.I.,
R'.I.,and
i
N. Y. 1030
and Brooklyn, N.Y.
1030
for commandant
commandant of midshipmen......
midshipmen
151, 82
829
for care of patients in,
n, and
and other
other...... 1030
1030
for general maintenance
maintenance and repairs.
repairs.._151,829
151, 821 Naval
Information,
Naval Information,
for rent, etc
...................
152,
829
152,821
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses collecting, at
at
for public works ..............
144,820
-...
.
144,
82(
home and abroad
abroad.... ........ 132,818
132,818
for engineering
engineering experiment
experiment station...
station. . 150,
150,828
82{ Naval Intelliyence
Navy Department,
Intellig ence Office,
Office, Navy
Department,
deficiency appropriation
for extending
extending
appropriation for
appropriation
etc
664,1284
appropriation for clerks,
clerks, etc...........
664,1284
Bancroft Hall .......................
49
49
for temporary
temporary employees;
employees; pay
pay restricrestricfor maintenance
maintenance and repairs.........
repairs
50
50
tion.
tion
664,1284
......................
. 664,
1284
allowance
increased......
allowance of midshipmen increased
140
14(
Naval
Militia,
Naval Militia,
Porto Rico and
and District of
of Columbia
Columbia
deficiency. appropriation
appropriation for
for arming
and
deficiency
arming and
five each...
each
140
..................
140
equipping .....................
1039
equipping
1039
from Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force on active
members
of Naval Volunteers transferred
transferred
duty added .....................
140
140
to Naval Reserve
Reserve Force not conbase pay for ratings
ratings of, band from
from January
January
strued as discharged
diwharged from
141
from........... 141
1, 1920
1920.........
602
.....................
602
Naval Reserve
Force
may become
Reserve
Force may
become memmemeffective until June
June 30,
30, 1922.............
1922
604
604
bers of; condition
141
condition................
141
composition,
composition, pay, etc., of Naval Academy
Academy
prescribed by
by any
part of Organized
Organized Militia
Militia prescribed
any
Band, established
152
established. ................. 152
State, etc.,
etc., to
to constitute,
until
June
constitute, until June
allowances, etc., to correspond
correspond with
1922
817
30, 1922.......................
.. 817
Navy..........................
Navy
152
152
existing,
to
be
a
part
of
Naval Reserve
a
of
Naval
Reserve
readjustment
readjustment of pay of
of civilian
professors
civilian professors
Force, for same period.............
period
817
Force,
817
and instructors....................
instructors
603
603
members on enrolling
enrolling inNaval
in Naval Reserve
Reserve
effective
effective from January 1,
1, 1920; limit
limit of
of
Force to have benefits, etc.,
thereof
817
etc., thereof.
817
expenditure
expenditure .......
.....
...... 603
603
duty in, may be counted
counted as active service,
service,
reexamination of midshipmen
midshipmen deficient in
reexamination
in
etc
.............................
818
818
studies............................ 1028
studies
1028
moneys available
available for....................
for
818
818
special instruction to be provided.......
provided
1028
1028

Naval Attache's,
Attaches,

appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses............... 132,812
132, 812

Naval Auxiliaries
Auxiliaries,

deficiency
maintenance—
49,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance..
49,
1041, 1185
Naval Bases, Pacific
Naval
Pacific Coast,
Coast,
investigation
investigation by joint Congressional comcommittee on establishing, etc .........
820
820
time extended
extended for report of
1088
of............. 1088
Naval Communications,
Naval
Communications, Director
Director of,
of,
appropriation
appropriation for employees, office
pay
office of; pay
restriction
restriction .........
664 1283
............
664,1283
Shipping Bulletin, publication
publication authorized ............................
1028
1028
Naval Consulting
Consulting Board,
Naval
Board, Civilian,
Civilian,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses ..............
133,814
133,814
Naval Emergency
Naval
Emergency Fund,
Fund,
appropriation for restoring property taken
appropriation
taken
for the Navy
Navy in prosecuting
prosecuting the
the war,
war,
fulfilling
fulfilling contracts,
contracts, etc
etc .............
156
156
Naval Establishment,
Establishment,
appropriation for construction
appropriation
construction and
and machinmachinvessels............... 156,833
ery, new vessels
156, 833
for submarine torpedo boats..........
boats
156,833
156, 833
for armor and armament
156,833
armament............... 156,833
for ammunition.............................
ammunition
156
repealed.
early construction
construction provisions repealed
156
156
limit of cost of designated
designated vessels increased...... ..............
creased
156,833

Naval Observatory,
Naval
Observatory,
appropriation for
for astronomers,
astronomers, assistants,
assistants,
appropriation
etc .......................
666, 1285
666,
1285
forcomputation,
for computation, books,apparatus,
666,1285
books,apparatus, etc
etc. 666,1285
for repairs
repairs to buildings, etc
etc ......... 666,
666, 1285
1285
for contingent
expenses .............
contingent expenses
666, 1285
666,1285
for care
care of grounds, etc
etc ...........
666,
1285
666,1285
for new boiler
boiler...............
..............666
666
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for .............
appropriation for
345
345
expenses .................
for contingent expenses
1185
1185
Naval
Operations, Office
Office of
of Chif
Chief of,
of,
Navnl Operations,
appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc.,
Navy DeDeetc., Navy
partment
664, 1283
partment......................
. 664,1283
for temporary employees;
employees; pay
pay restricrestriction
664,1283
tion.........................
664,1283
Naval
Petroleum Reserves,
Naval Petroleum
Reserves,
appropriation for care,
care, etc
145,822
etc ...........
145,822
poweesion of properties within, subject
subject to
to
possession
use for naval
naval purposes,
813
purposes, directed....
directed....
813
operation, etc.,
etc., disposal of product,
product, royalties, etc........
etc
813
...............
813
claimants not affected.........
affected
813
rights of claimants
813
royalties available
for operation,
813
available for
operation, etc
etc ...
813
reimbursement of fund, from
reimbursement
from products
products
used by the Government
814
Government...........
814
receipts
receipts from leases of lands in,
dein, to
to be
be deposited
posited in the Treasury
Treasury ...........
450
450
restrictions
on leasing
leasing lands
lands for
for drilling,
drilling,
restrictions on
etc., in
444
etc.,in.......................
444
Vatal Radio
Radio Stations
Naval
Stations (see
(see Radiotelegraphy,
Radiotelegraphy,
Naval ).
Naval).

2006
2006
Naval Records
Navy Department,
Department,
Records and
andLibrary,
Library, Navy
Naval
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appropriation
etc
664,1283
664,1283
for clerks,
clerks, etc..........
appropriation for
preparing, etc., naval records of war
for preparing,
with Central
of Europe;
pay
with
Central Powers
Powers of
Europe; pay
restriction
. 664,1283
restriction.................
deficiency
publishing
appropriation for publishing
deficiency appropriation
511
Naval Records
Records of the Rebellion
Rebellion. ...Naval
purchases
of books,
books, etc.,
allowed from apetc., allowed
purchases of
propriation for Naval Records
Records of War
War
propriation
Central Powers
Powers of Europe ......
510
with Central
Naval Records
Records Corrected,
Corrected,
Naval
Konrad, Fred C.........................
C
1524
Konrad,
McDonald,
Matthew .....................
1524
McDonald, Matthew
Naval Records
of the
the Rebellion,
Rebellion,
Records of
Naval
deficiency appropriation
publication of
appropriation for publication
deficiency
offici
al
511
official...........................
Naval
Force,
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
appropriation for transportation,
transportation, etc., enappropriation
listed
134,, 815
134,815
listed men .................
for paying incurred obligations
obligations coninstruction camps, etc.,
etc ,
nected with instruction
for; reappropriation
135
reappropriation ..............
816
for uniform gratuity; limit ............
organizing, etc.,
etc., expenses
137,817
expenses .......
for organizing,
pay.
147,824
for retainer and active service pay....
forbidden on failure to train
train........- 824
forbidden
deficiency
expenses, orappropriation for expenses,
deficiency appropriation
ganizing
522,
1039, 1185, 1190
522,1039,1185,1190
ganizing............
active civilian duty on shore by, forbidden
forbidden
.- 138
hereafter-.......................
hereafter
disc,
discharged, to reenlist in Navy or Marine
Corps, to receive $60 bonus, and
836
travel pay ...................
employment
enlisted, rated on active
employment of enlisted,
duty;
average allowed
834
allowed............
dutyi average
lmitdd; term of service required
number limited;
required
834
enrollment
general service—
834
service..
enrollment in, only for general
enrolled men,
men, not officers, on active duty
during the war, may serve unexpired
term in Na;
Navy; conditions
conditions .......... 139
not to exceed authorized
authorized enlisted
strength .......................... 139
pay, allowances, etc ................
139
female members
members to be placed on inactive
duty
138
duty.............................
members in service, may be given temporary civil appointments; pay
138
pay......
may qualify
qualify for civil service
service certificates,
certificates,
138
to fill vacancies ...................
termination of temparary
appointments
138
tempararv appointments
appropriation
appropriation for pay of reservists transferred, etc ........................
138
138
pay restrictions
restrictions.....................
members
members of, may become
become members
members of Naval
Militia; condition ...............
141
Naval Militia
Militia made part of, until June 30,
1922; benefits, etc., accruing......
accruing
817
officers, eligible for disability
834
disability retirement..
retirement..
one hundred midshipmen
midshipmen to be appointed
annually from; on active duty, and
140
the Navy .....................
140
recalling for active duty, 1920,
recalling
1920, restrictedrestricted.. 138
retainer pay withheld
withheld from members fail837
ing to perform duty
duty.
.........
money credited
to organizing,
organizing, etc
837
837
etc..-..
money
credited to
temporary appointments
appointments continued
temporary
continued until
December 31, 1921,
1921, on active duty,
December
with their own consent-.........
consent
834
in Naval Intelligence
offices............
834
Intelligence offices
beyond
beyond age of disenrollment,
disenrollment, to June
30, 1922 .........................
834
Naval Service,
Naral
Service,
reinstatement of former Government
Government emreinstatement
ployees entering,
entering, for
for the war,
war, when
when
honorably
therefrom ...
142
honorably discharged
discharged therefrom
142

Naval
Service in
World War,
War,
Page.
Pag.
in World
Naval Service
tItatements to
States, etc., of all
be furnished
furnished States,
to be
statements
persons
Navy..
815
who served
served in the Navy..
persons of, who
appropriation for
material, and
obtaining material,
for obtaining
appropriation
temporary clerical
815
clerical force ...........
temporary
temporary emallotment from fund for temporary
ployees
815
Department ............
ployees in Department
employees on
appropriations for employees
use of appropriations
815
other work forbidden .............
Naval
Stores,
Naval Stores,
appropriation for investigating grading,
appropriation
handling, etc., of..........
of
254, 713, 1332
deficiency
appropriation for investigating
investigating
deficiency appropriation
64
grading, handling,
handling, etc.............
etc
64
grading,
Naval
Fund,
Account Fund,
Supply Account
Naval Supply
established
........................ 1169
established
transfer of appropriations,
appropriations, supplies, etc., to 1169
procured,
to be charged
charged with cost of stores procured,
and credited
credited with issues and sales
sales... 1169
Naval
Stations,
TrainingStations,
Naval Training
appropriation
136,816
California ..........
for California
appropriation for
136,816
136, 816
Island ................
for Rhode
Rhode Island
Great Lakes ..................... 136,817
for Great
Helena, Hampton Roads, Va
Va. 137,817
for Saint Helena,
two...... 817
for summer schools for boys at two
for developing permanent, San Diego
Calif
822
Calif.........................
1168
deficiency
California
appropriation for California....
deficiency appropriation
for Rhode Island
Island.................... 1168
1168
for Great Lakes
Lakes ....................
Naval
National,
Volunteers, National,
Naval Volunteers
officers transferred
Reserve
officers
transferred from, to Naval Reserve
Force allowed uniform gratuity;
condition .
........................ 135
Harbor Island,
Nava/
College, Coasters
Coasters Harbor
Island,
War College,
Naval War
R. I.,
I.,
R.
appropriation for maintenance,
etc
137,818
maintenance, etc......
appropriation
Nave, Martha
Martha (widow),
(widow),
Nave,
1580
......................
pension .....
Navigable Streams,
etc.,
Streams, etc.
Navigable
appropriation for
investigating pollution
pollution of. 176,
for investigating
appropriation
885, 1377
885,1377
Navigable Streams,
Watersheds of (see ConserStreams, Watersheds
Navigable
Navigable Waters, etc.).
vation of Navigable
Navigable
Waters,
Navigable Waters,
half of receipts from licenses for power projects reserved
headwater
reserved as fund for headwater
1073
improvements of, etc..............
etc
provisions for actions for damages
damages from
provisions
death, etc.,
etc., on, in district courts.
537
courts....
Navigation,
Navigation,
names of vessels may be changed
changed on appliowners ...................
436
cation of owners
regulations
etc., to be prescribed by
regulations,.,etc.,
Commissioner of Navigation........
Navigation
437
.......... 437
former laws repealed......
repealed
Navigation
Commerce,
Navigation Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
of Commerce,
appropriation
Commissioner, deputy,
deputy,
for Commissioner,
appropriation for
clerks, etc ....
.............. .. 680, 1299
for salaries of shipping commissioners;
clerk
680, 1299
hire ...............
clerk hire
contingent expenses...........
expenses
680, 1299
for contingent
admeasurement of vessels,
for uniform admeasurement
etc
1299
680,1299
etc............................ 680,
for instruments
counting passenfor
instruments for counting
gers
680,
1299
680,1299
gers.........................
for motor boats, etc.,
etc., to enforce
enforce naviga680, 1299
tion laws .......... ........
for preventing
preventing overcrowding
overcrowding of passenger
passenger
and excursion
excursion vessels
vessels........... 680,1300
for enforcing wireless
wireless communication
communication
laws
681, 1300
laws........................ 681,1300
deficiency
appropriation for shipping comdeficiency appropriation
Tex......... 340
missioner, Galveston, Tex
340
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Bureau, Department
Department of CornCorn- Page.
Navigation
merce-Continued.
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deficiency appropriation
appropriation for clerk hire,
deficiency
commissioners; pay restricshipping commissioners;
restriction . .........................
340
etc., to enforce
enforce navigafor motor boats, etc.,
tion laws.......................
laws
340
enforcing wireless communication
communication
for enforcing
laws ...................
1188
340, 524,
524,1188
for shipping
shipping service
service...
............
1040
Navigation, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
Navigation,
appropriation for, deputy, clerks, etc.. 680,1299
680, 1299
appropriation
authorized to change
change name of steamer
authorized
"Charlotte Graveraet
Graveraet Breitung"
Breiriing" to
"Charlotte
365
Maher" ....................
"T. K. Maher"
436
authorized.
change of names of vessels by, authorized
regulations,
etc., to be established .....
437
regulations, etc.,
437
.........
schedule of fees .........
Facilities (see Federal Water
Navigation
Water
Navigation Facilities
Power Act).
Navigation
NavigationLaws,
appropriation for enforcement of
of.......680,1299
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for enforcement
enforcement of. 340
deficiency
Navy,
appropriation for the naval service-...
service
131,812
apprepriation
allowances to
schedule of all pay and allowances
.......
be sent to Congress.....
Congress
131,812
131,812
for pay, miscellaneous
miscellaneous .........--.
allowances
allowances to officers, etc., abroad for
conditions
132,813
unusual conditions..-....-....--.
collecting
information...... 132,813
collecting naval information
etc., services at yards
clerical, etc.,
limit, clerical,
......--- 132,813
and stations...--....
interned
personsand prisonersof war 132,813
internedpersonsandprisonersofwar.
privately
payment for damages
damages to privately
payment
owned
owned property due to men in naval
-...
service .
132
.................-disbursing
officers relieved from loss of
disbursing officers
funds,
etc., in line of duty without
without
funds, etc.,
132
fault, etc ..-.......-----personal fault,
interchange
stores, equipment,
etc ,
equipment, etc.,
interchange of stores,
between Army and Navy, authorbetween
ized
compensation therefor
132
without compensation
ized without
813
claims
for collision damages claims........-..
133,813
contingent ..................for contingent
Isgovernment for Virgin Isfor expenses, government
lands ....
................ 133,813
lands
investigation of fuel oil, etc.; testing
for investigation
plant,
etc
133,813
Philadelphia, Pa., etc.....
plant, Philadelphia,
possession
operation of petroleum
and operation
possession and
reserves,
813
reserves, etc ....................
for expenses,
expenses, Civilian
Civilian Naval Consulting
Board
133,814
.....Board................
specified....... 133, 814
for aviation; expenses
expenses specified
technical,
technical, etc., services in aircraft stations
. 133,814
................
tions....
paying
damages to property by airpaying damages
claims.......... 133,814
craft; report of claims
limit of stations on United
United States
coasts
133,814
................
coasts.....
forbidden
134,814
factory forbidden....
airplane factory
use for airplane
report of all aircraft
aircraft used in Army,
joint report
Navy,
or
postal
service
to
be
made..
134
made..
Navy, or postal service
for
for marine schools, New York, Massachusetts,
Washington
134,814
chusetts, and Washington.......
Culion.. 134,814
for care of lepers,
lepers, Guam
Guam and Culion
for
Bureau of Navigation; transportation
transportation
for Bureau
and
recruiting .............--.-- 134,814
and recruiting
enlistment
fiscal
enlistment periods modified for fiscal
year 1920
1920
134
134
.........
..........
year
for furnishing States with statement of
services of persons therefrom during
World War .....-...........-----.
815

2007
2007
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appropriation for additional
additional temporary
temporary
appropriation
employees in Department
Department engaged
engaged
employees
thereon; other work forbidden
forbidden...... 815
men........... 134,815
for recreation enlisted men
135,815
for contingent
contingent ....... ...........
135,815
for gunnery and engineering
exercises 135, 815
engineering exercises.
for outfit on first enlistments; uniform
gratuity to Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force..
Force
135,815
gratuity
for equipment supplies, instruments,
instruments,
135, 8T6
etc .......................
gyrocompass testing, etc
etc.......... 135,816
gyrocompass
for ocean and lake surveys...........
surveys
135,816
for paying incurred obligations
obligations for Naval
Naval
Reserve
Reserve Force instruction camps or
135
schools .......................
training stations
136,816
stations.. ..............
for training
schools for boys at two trainfor summer schools
817
....................
ing stations
Force
137,817
for Naval Reserve Force.............
Naval Militia to be maintained,
maintained, etc.,
817
part of
of ..................-.......
as palt
receiving barracks
barracks............... 137,818
for receiving
for Naval War College
College............. 137,818
for
Naval Home....................
Home
137,818
for Naval
reduction of temporary increase in
authorized
limit_
137
authorized enlisted strength; limit..
continuance of male members of Naval
Reserve Force in enlisted ratings
for
138
only .............
for naval duties only
composition of authorized
authorized strength...
strength
138
active
restricted
138
active duty of reservists restricted...
official personnel
personnel for temporary inofficial
138
crease
.......---crease.............----permanent
ent strength not affected
138
affected ......
permanent
reservists
to
be
placed
placed on
female reservists to
138
inactive duty.................
duty
reservists not to perform civilian duty
on
shore
138
- 138
on shore......................--reservists may
be given temporary
may be
reservists
civil
138
appointments ...............
civil appointments
reservists
reservists accepting civil appointments may
may qualify for examinations
examinations
ments
to
vacancies, if not eligible
to fill vacancies,
already
138
.......
-----------already......
termination of temporary appointtermination
138
......-ments ................
for pay
transferred reservists,
etc.;;
reservists, etc
of transferred
pay of
for
pay restrictions
138
.....................
restrictions .....
pay
promotion selection
selection boards
boards to be conpromotion
vened
hereafter
139
vened annually hereafter...........
139
reduced.
present regular pay, etc., not reduced
present
transfer of
enrolled reservists
reservists on
on active
of enrolled
transfer
war
Corps
Navy or Marine Corps
to Navy
duty to
war duty
to
unexpired term; conto serve out unexpired
ditions, pay,
pay, etc..................
etc
139
served in the war
enlisted men who served
and discharged
expiration of
before expiration
discharged before
and
enlistment to
to have
honorable dishave honorable
enlistment
charge and
etc.. - 139
and travel pay, home, etc...
charge
men
four
enlisting during the war for four
men enlisting
years,
granted honorable
be granted
may be
years, may
139
discharge,
etc
discharge, etc..................reenlisting in four
pay if reenlisting
gratuity pay
.. 139
months
discharge
months after discharge..........
extend
men thus reenlisting may extend
periods of enlistment,
enlistment, etc.; gratuity
periods
pay
therefor
.............---------- 139
pay therefor
allowance of quarters to families,
families, apallowance
plicable only
only during
during the
the war
to
war to
plicable
Navy
and Marine
officers - .
140
140
Corps officers.
Marine Corps
Navy and
increased pay of enlisted men conincreased
tinued
enlistment,etc. 140
current enlistmentetc.
tinued during current
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appropriation
appropriation for naval magazines ......... 144
officers serving satisfactorily
satisfactorily during the
training station ......
144,822
for Great Lakes training
war in temporary
temporary grade eligible to
to
for fuel
fuel depots,
Va., etc
etc... 145,822
145, 822
for
depots, Yorktown,
Yorktown, Va.,
permanent
promotion without expermanent promotion
Va., operating
operating base,
for Hampton Roads, Va.,
140
......................
amination .
140
822
improvements, etc
145,822
................ 145,
improvements,
requirements for comage and grade requirements
Quantico, Va ......
145
for Marine Barracks, Quantico,
manders extended
extended one year ........ 140
140
for New York, N. Y.; water front imprecedence of rear admiral for service
provements suspended
820
suspended..............
as
140
of bureau
bureau ...............
as chief of
special joint committee on Pacific
Naval Academy
Academy midshipmen
midshipmen allow820
coast naval bases ................
820
ance extended to Porto Rico, Disexchange of land, radio station, South
exchange
trict of Columbia, and Naval Reserve
Reserve
San Francisco,
821
Francisco, Calif ..............
Force ........................
140
acceptance
acceptance of lands from San Diego,
officers on shore duty overseas,
warrant officers
Calif., for naval
140
Calif.,
naval uses ...............
821
allowed sea duty pay ..............
for Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
821
Hawaii .............
enlisted men discharged to accept
accept
enlisted
exchange of lands,
lands, Puuloa Rifle Range,
Reserves
appointment as officers in Reserves
appointment
entrance ...............
821
at harbor entrance
on
to have credit for such service on
821
exchange of lands, Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii.
reenliating .......................
141
reenlisting
822
141
for Cavite, P. I., fuel storage ...........
grade or rank restored, etc ............
grade
hospital,
I, from prohospital, Olongapo,
Olongapo, P. I.,
officers
similar provision for warrant officers
822
"Repose" ........
Marine Corps pay clerks......... 141
ceeds of U. S. S. "Repose"
and Marine
marine barracks,
Calif
822
transfers from Naval Volunteer to
barracks, San Diego, Calif...
transfers
for marine
Reserve Force not a
from
a discharge from
for fuel depot, San Diego, Calif ......... 822
State, etc.
submarine base, New London,
London Conn.
Conn
822
Militia.......... 141
etc., Naval Militia
for submarine
members of 'Reserve
ColumReserve Force not predestroyer base, 'Columfor submarine and destroyer
vented from being in State,
etc ,
State, etc.,
822
bia River, Oreg .................
141
Naval Militia ......................
acceptance of site from Astoria for
822
for....
acceptance
membership
in
Naval
Militia
not
to
for
developing
permanent
training
staNaval
membership
for developing permanent training stainterfere
with
duties
in
Reserve
interfere
822
tion, San Diego, Calif ............
Force_ ..........................
141
for repairs
preservation ............
145,822
Force
repairs and preservation
status of Assistant Paymaster John
John
maintenance
of
training
stations
from
stations
maintenance
Flynn, established
established...............
141
Bureau appropriations .............
Flynn,
145
Bureau
appointment
certain ensigns estabappointment of certain
acceptance
acceptance of lands from San Diego,
lished as of June 28, 1917.
141
1917 ..........
Calif., for training station and hosCalif.,
appointment
authorized of Edgar
Edgar
145
appointment authorized
pital site ...........................
Marine
Hayes, as first lieutenant Marine
exchange
exchange of lands, Marine
Marine Corps base,
.................... 141
...
145
Corps
San Diego
145
Diego, Calif....................
C9rPs .appropriation
Ordnance; ordappropriation for Bureau of Ordnance;
for Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery,
ordnance stores_
142,819
stores ....... 142,819
nance and ordnance
surgeons' necessaries,
etc ......... 145, 822
necessaries, etc.
surgeons'
chemical, technical,
etc., services..
services
142,819
142,819
chemical,
technical, etc.,
for contingent ....................... 145, 823
former Government
Government employees entercare, etc.,
etc., of insane on Pacific
Pacific coast.
coast 146, 823
ing war service
service may be reinstated,
reinstated,
for transferring
transferring remains of officers, en142
honorably discharged,
discharged, etc ........
if honorably
listed men, etc ................... 146, 823
for smokeless
powder.................. 142,819
smokeless powder
etc............. 146, 823
for hospital treatment, etc
823
for Naval Gun Factory,Washington,
C.
142
D.C.
Factory,Washington, D
for Bureau of Supplies and Accounts;
for torpedoes, etc ......................
142
pay of the Navy.
Navy................. 146, 824
for torpedo station, Newport, R. I
142
I ......
designation of Pay Corps changed to
designation
to
material, ordfor experiments
Supply Corps
Corps.......................
147
in armor material,
experiments in
Supply
nance, etc .................
142,819
line captains
captains wounded in line of duty
for contingent ..................
142,819
147
restrictions- 147
not subject to promotion restrictions_
Yards and Docks, mainmainfor Bureau of Yards
allowances for death
death in the service
tenance.
142,819
tenance ...................
applicable only to Regular Navy or
or
clerical, etc., services
143,819
services............... 143,819
clerical,
Marine Corps ......................
824
purchase of passenger automobiles
automobiles
purchase
death allowance extended
extended to officers
forbidden
forbidden ....................... 143,820
Guard .. , .824
.824
and enlisted men of Coast Guard
employment of motor vehicle
vehicle operarank, etc.,
Superintendent of Coast
Coast
employment
etc., of Superintendent
tors ................................
820
and
825
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey established..
established..._ 825
for contingent ....................... 143,820
for provisions.
provisions . ....................... 147,825
for public works, designated
designated yards, etc
etc. 143,820
for maintenance;
maintenance; equipment supplies.
supplies. 147,825
for naval hospital,
Colo........
143
hospital, Fort Lyon, Colo
credit for losses in disposal of excess
for Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, N. H................
H
143, 8t0
8!0
stocks
825
stocks
..............................
825
water supply from Kittery, Me .......
143
water
chemical, etc.,
etc., services ............. 148,826
for aid in constructing
constructing bridge to navy
Department and bureaus
for freight, Department
bureaus.. 148, 826
yard at Kittery, Me.
Me.............
143
transportation ........... 148,826
for fuel and transportation
contributions required
required from Maine and
restricted ....
shipping charter hire
hire restricted
148, 826
826
New Hampshire
Hampshire .................
143
143
coal from public lands of Alaska .... 148, 826
Pa., dry dock, etc..
for Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
etc.. 143,820
purchase from Government
Government fuel yards.
purchase
increased ..............
820
limit of cost increased
82C
D. C.,
C., not required .....----..........
148
D.
148
extensions, etc..
etc
for Washington,
Washington, D. C., extensions,
144
for Bureau of Construction and Repair;
for Naval Academy ................... 144,820
144, 82C
construction, etc.............
etc
construction,
. 148, 826
for Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va., water front improvemaintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of Coast Guard,
ments, etc
..................
144
etc., vessels .......................
149
etc.,
149
for Mare Island, Calif., railroad
railroad connecconnecequipment supplies ...------------ 149,826
149,826
limitations on repairs
reairs not
not. applicable._
annlicathl
149
tions.
....------.............--------------------144
tions, etc
limitations
149
_
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appropriation for repairs, etc., "Kearsarge"
"Kearsarge "
appointments from Coast Guard
835
Guard......
835
appointments
appropriation
"Kentucky "....................
827
warrant officers with war service eleor "Kentucky
acceptance of naval brig "Niagara";
"Niagara";
gible
appointments in Regular
Regular
ible to appointments
835
827
repairs.
repairs ...........................
Navy ............................
835
835
etc.
clerical, etc.,
etc., services
precedence of transferred
transferred officers, etc.
services.............. 149, 827
precedence
835
construction plants
plants............... 149,827
age restrictions
restrictions for authorized transfers
for construction
Engineering; repairs,
for Bureau of Steam Engineering;
and appointments, etc ............ 835
etc............ 149, 827
etc.,
bonus of $60, allowed for reenlisting
reenlisting..
etc., of machinery,
machinery, etc
836
enlistment terms in Navy and Marine
Naval Communienlistment
office of Director of Naval
149
Corps established .................
cations ........................
836
cations
unauthorized
etc ,
unauthorized wearing of uniform, etc.,
827
stations........
land for radio shore stations
prohibition continued ...
..............836
equipment supplies
supplies ............
149,827
equipment
retainer pay due Naval Reserve Force
clerical, etc. services
services
........... 150,827
clerical
member withheld if duty not pername changed
changed to Bureau of EngineerEngineerformed
837
ing
......
formed. .................
828
ing..................................
selection
age limits for promotion by selection
150
radio shore stations: Otter
Otter Cliffs, Me
Me..
837
deferred until June 30, 1921.......
1921
deferred
for engineering experiment
station.. 150,828
experiment station..
for
appropriation
837,1104
appropriation for pensions ............
Coast Guard and Lighthouse Services
included .........................
150
11
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pensions....
pensions....
deficiency
transfer of naval appropriation
appropriation 1920,
damage claims, collisions
collisions with
for paying damage
and
Lighthouse
Guard
for Coast
v5see18 of. -......
49,
334, 511, 1028, 1168
49,334,511,1028,1168
vessels
Services
150
................ .
Services......
49, 1190
for contingent ...............
150
cutters............
for five Coast Guard
Guard cutters
49
of lepers, Guam and Culion
Culion......
for care oflepers,
150,828
......
for Naval Academy.........
Academy
49,
Navigation...............
for Bureau of Navigation
for
Marine
Corps
152,
829
152,829
for Marine Corps ....................
61, 63, 522,1029,
522, 1029, 1041,
1168, 1185, 1190
1041,1168,1185,1190
61,63,
women enlisted
enlisted or enrolled to receive
49,
Docks.........
Bureau of Yards and Docks
for Bureau
Navy and Marine Corps
511,
1029, 1169, 1185, 1190
511,1029,1169,1185,1190
of Navy
etc., of
pay, etc.,
...-------..---..
enlisted
personnel
152
Surgery ..... . 49,
enlisted personnel
Medicine and Surgery
for Bureau of Medicine
'1030,
1169, 1185
1030,1169,
enlisted strength of Marine
Marine Corps
temporarily
increased;
restriction_
152,830
for
Naval Academy
Academy ..................
50
temporarily increased; restriction.
for Naval
in making
making reductions, temporary offioffifor
50, 61, 63,
50,61,63,
for Marine
Marine Corps .................
cers may be given temporary
temporary ap1041,1044,1170,1185,1190
345, 522, 1039, 1041,
1044, 1170, 1185, 1190
345,522,
153
61,63,65
pointments
grades .......
for
61,
63, 65
pointments in lower grades.
pay ....................
for pay
345,
348,
522.
1039,
1041, 1044, 1185,1190
to
transfer of temporary
temporary officers,
officers, etc.,
345, 348,522. 1039,1041,1044,1185,1190
830
61,
clothing...
permanent list ..................
for indemnity
destroyed clothing..
61,
permanent
indemnity for destroyed
63,1185
promotions of retired
retired enlisted men on
active
duty
to
warrant
63,345,
grades,
for
pay,
miscellaneous
63,
345,
active duty
for pay, miscellaneous -..............
522,
1044, 1168, 1185, 1190
.... 153
legalized
1041, 1044,1168,1185,1190
1039, 1041,
522, 1039,
legalized..................
65,
disbursing
officers
Navy
and
Marine
disbursing officers
for Bureau of Ordnance ................
522, 1039, 1041, 1185, 1190
522,1039,1041,1185,1190
Corps
war emerallowed credits for wax
Corps allowed
for
Supplies and Accounts
Accounts... 345,
gency payments
payments to officers
officers and enof Supplies
Bureau of
for Bureau
gency
1169, 1185, 1190
153
1044,1169,1185,
522, 1041, 1044,
men; restriction .............
listeddmenfor Bureau
of Steam
Steam Engineering
Engineering .....
345,
for increase
increase of Naval
Naval Establishment..
Establishment.. 156,833
for
Bureau of
522,
1041, 1185, 1190
522,1041,1185,1190
for construction and machinery
machinery...... 156,833
for
for printing
for torpedo
boats, submarine
and binding for, and Navy
submarine........ 156,833
printing and
for
torpedo boats,
for
228
Department .....................
for armor
and armament
Department
armament ............ 156,833
armor and
for
for aviation
522,1185
- 156
for ammunition
ammunition -....................aviation .....................
for
for
522,1039,1190
for Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force ........ 522,
1039, 1190
tune
new vessels refor
time for completing new
for
Bureau of
pealed .......
156
Equipment .............. 1041
of Equipment.
.................
for Bureau
pealed
1039
for
Naval Militia ...................
for Naval
limits of cost of designated
designated vessels
1044,1185,1190
for
freight. ................
1044,
1185, 1190
156,833
for freight.
increased
increased....................
landsmen................ 1044
for outfits for landsmen
use of naval appropriations
appropriations for Departuse
for
Company. 1168
Pilot Publishing Company
ment purposes restricted .......... 833
Virginian Pilot
for Virnian
ment
for
1168
Corporation....... 1168
for naval
Despatch Corporation
Ledger Despatch
for Ledger
emergency fund, to restore to
naval emergency
for
Repair.. 1185
for
owners property
etc., for
Bureau of Construction and Repair
for Bureau
property taken, etc.,
owners
for
freight, from former appropriation
for
appropriation for
....... 156
for freight,
prosecution of the war..
war
Marine Corps
1169
Corps ..................
Marine
restriction on purchasing
etc ,
purchasing articles, etc.,
restriction
for increase
increase of
of compensation
1185,1190
compensation........ 1185,1190
for
in foreign
foreign countries that can be
114
..... 1190
provisions. ..................
for provisions
made in the United States ..........
157
for fuel
fuel and
transportation.............- 1191
and transportation
for
no pay to officers, etc., using timemeasuring devices
devices on work of
measuring
allowance
to families of officers
quarters to
allowance for quarters
employees
157,834
385
continued during present emergency
emergency
385
employees.................
continued
cash
etc.,
restricted
157,834
......
rewards,
cash
allowances for
for death
in
active
of
service of
active
in
death
allowances
purchase
articles
can
be
which
articles
of
purchase
officers, enlisted
enlisted men,
men, and nurses in
officers,
produced at navy yards,
yards, restricted.
157, 834
restricted. 157,834
producedatnavy
824
824
Regular
Corps.....
Regular Navy or Marine Corps
employment of
Reserve Force,
of Naval
Naval Reserve
employment
824
duty.......... 824
retired list on active duty
on retired
etc
834
..-- ...-- .....-----------etc
824
824
beneficiaries to be designated ........
beneficiaries
percentage
of commissioned
commissioned officers..
officers_
834
percentage of
restricted to Regular
Regular Navy
Navy and Marine
restricted
continuation of temporary
temporary appoint824
824
.............-----.
Corps ........
ments
834
ments ..............----.-----..
825
825
applicable to Coast Guard.........-....
Guard
applicable
disability
retirement of Naval Reserve
disability retirement
claims of
officers for
for commutation
commutation for quarof officers
claims
and temporary
officers .......-. . 834
and
temporary officers
ters, etc.,
etc., prior
prior to
1, 1918, auto July 1,
ters,
eligibility
officers for apof temporary officers
eligibility of
511
1918.
thorized
from Pay of the Navy, 1918.
511
thnrized from
-t CAN
t
-:++paAo
pointment
to
grades,etc
pommuent
to permanent
peUrmaeun gir-,i
-
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details of
officers, on
application of
of South
details
of officers,
on application
South
American Republics,
Republics, authorized
1056
authorized.. 1056
American
discharged
officers
and
enlisted
men
of,
discharged officers and enlisted men of,
public
Health patients,
patients, may .purPublic Health
976
chase supplies, etc.,
etc., at Navy prices.
prices.
976
chase
enlisted
within one
enlisted men
men reenlisting
reenlisting within
one year
year
from date of discharge,
discharge, to
to have 'benben-

603
efits, etc.,
etc. as
as if
in four
four months.....
months
efits
if in
603
inoperative
sex months
approval of
months from approval
inoperative six
603
603
Act ........................entombment in Arlington
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amentombment
phitheater,
oi, who renphitheater, of members ot,
dered
distinguished
dered conspicuously
conspicuously distinguished
1440
service; requirements
requirements............ 1440
families
commissioned officers,
etc., alofficers, etc.,
families of commissioned
transportation upon change
lowed transportation
. 604
of permanent
permanent station.............
604
604
permanent station defined
defined............
permanent
transportation
household effects
transportation of household
allowed personnel,
personnel, as for Army or
.............. 604
Corps
Marine Corps.........
military stores, etc., including
including real estate,
estate,
military
interchanged with Army,
Army,
may be interchanged
132
without compensation
compensation ...........
mining of coal from Matanuska
Matanuska field Alaska,
1797
for, authorized
authorized by proclamation....
proclamation
Naval Reserve Force in enlisted ratings
834
duty
may be employed on active duty...
834
number
limited.................
number limited
834
term of duty required................
required
834
enrollment only for general service......
service
enrollment
duty........ 834
limit of line officers on active duty
834
staff officers......................
officers
reserve officers
officers in aviation and auxiliary
auxiliery
service authorized
authorized ...............
834
existing temporary
temporary appointments
appointments continued to December 31, 1921 .........
834
Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve officers
officers continued on
active duty until December
December 31,
1921
834
31,1921.
834
Intelligence Office .........
in Naval
Naval Intelligence
reduction of Regular Navy strength
834
no reduction
strength....
Naval Reserve
Reserve and temporary officers may
be retired for disbility in line of
duty ..............................
834
temporary officers
officers may be transferred.
transferred, to
temporary
to
permanent appointments
permanent
appointments..........
834
Reserve Flying
limit for line; from Reserve
Corps
.....................
834
Staff Corps........................
Corps
835
precedence determined
rank and precedence
determined in the
line ..........................
835
from Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
from
...... . 835
Coast Guard, serving
serving in Navy during the
World War may have permanent
permanent apWorld
pointment
pointment in Navy ................
835
qualifications,
qualifications, rank, etc
.................
835
service in, credited for naval longevity
longevity
pay ..............................
835
warrant officers holding temporary Navy
commissions in the war, to have permanent appointments
appointments............ 835
qualifications;
qualifications; rank,
rank, precedence,
precedence, etc....
etc
835
precedence of staff officers transferred
precedence
transferred
hereby ............................
835
recommend; rank, etc., limboard to recommend;
ited ..............................
835
reversion to former status if warrant officers
officers
reversion
examinations.... _ 835
fail in professional
professional examinations...
appointments under
age limitations
limitations for appointments
under
foregoing
foregoing
.....................
835
increase
in designated
increase allowed in
designated cases....
eases
835
not applicable
Corps .......... 836
applicable to Dental
Dental Cors
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age
age provisions for line officers, other than
Naval
graduates .........
836
836
Naval Academy
Academy graduates
promotions of lieutenants until June 30,
promotions
836
1923 ............................
eligibility for
eligibility
for promotion,
promotion, etc.,
etc., of permapermanent
comnent officers having
having temporary
temporary com836
missions during late war ..........
for
appointments in lower
for temporary
temporary appointments
lower
836
836
precedence..............
grades; precedence
etc., for reenlistments
reenlistments after
bonus of $60, etc.,
discharge
November 11,
11, 1918;
discharge since
since November
836
836
limit .............................
836
enlistment terms
terms established ..............
enlistment
836
836
reenlistments, etc.,
etc., benefits applicable
836
applicable..
reenlistments,
grades and ratings to be established for
grades
836
Navy
and
Marine
Corps
836
Navy and Marine Corps.............
prohibitions against unauthorized use of
836
uniforms, etc.,
etc., to be
be enforced......
enforced
authority
Navy...... 836
authority of Secretary of the Navy
Reserve Force retainer
retainer pay withheld on
Reserve
837
failure to perform duty
duty..................
failure
837
use of moneys .........................
837
service required
required of Fleet Naval Reserve
Reserve. 837
age limit for promotion by selection may be
837
deferred until June 30, 1921 ........
1169
naval supply
supply account fund established....
established
naval
1169
transfer
of appropriations,
appropriations, etc..........
etc
1169
transferof
to be charged
charged with cost of stores procured and credited with issues or
1169
sales
........................
naval
naval supply account prices to be fixed by
1170
General
Paymaster General................
material purchased
purchased during the war to be
material
1170
1170
issued at reduced prices
prices ..........
charged to respective
respective funds 1170
losses to be charged
payment authorized to officers
officers and enlisted men employed
employed to take census
of
1361
of...........................
payment directed to San Francisco Bridge
Company in settlement of construccontract, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.
Hawaii.
591
tion contract,
payments
payments made and obligations incurred
under, appropriation
1920, ap
apappropriation Act, 1920,
proved from July 1, 1919...........
1919
272
pension increased for service in Civil or
Mexican
585
Mexican War .......................
quartermaster
supplies may be bought by
quartermaster supplies
Coast Guard officers,
from......
officers, etc.,
etc., from
506
officers..........
Public Health Service officers
507
rates allowed
allowed pensioners for loss of limbs or
sight while in the ..............
982
readjustment
readjustment of pay, etc.,
etc., of, personnel to
be investigated,
investigated, etc.,
etc., by special
special
604
Congress.........
joint committee of Congress
retainer pay
pi9r of Fleet Naval Reserve
Reserve reretainer
turning to active duty within one
month ......................
603
extended for report of special
special joint
joint
time extended
committee to investigate establishetc.... 1088
ing Pacific Coast naval
naval bases, etc
radio stations and apparatus, for
use. of radio
commercial- messages;
press and commercial
messages;
limitations,
limitations, etc....................
etc
1061
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of disabled pervocational
sons dischar
ged from, extended
159
discharged
extended....
compensation
compensation allowed while receiving
receiving..
159
warrant
officers on shore duty abroad to
warrant officers
receive sea-duty pay .............
140
warrant officers to have additional $240 a
a
602
year from January 1, 1920 ........ . 602
604
effective until June 30, 1922 ..........
Navy Annez
Annex Building,
Navy
Building, D.
D. C.,
deficiency appropriation
"deficiency
appropriation for Treasury Department offices in,
43
partment
in, rent ...........
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Nary Department,
Department,
appropriation
Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,
for Secretary,
appropriation for
clerks, etc ....................
663, 1282
employees; pay restricfor temporary
temporary employees;
tion .....
1283
.................... 663,
663,1283
663,1283
etc.............
for
Solicitor, clerks, etc
663, 1283
for Solicitor,
employees; pay restricfor temporary
temporary employees;
663, 1283
tion
tion ...........................
clerks, etc.,
etc., Office of Naval Records
for clerks,
664, 1283
and
and Library ....................
Germany,
naval
records of War with Germany,
naval records
664,1283
etc
664, 1283
etc ..........................
office;
for Judge
Judge Advocate
General's office;
Advocate General's
for
664,1283
temporary employees
employees ..........--.--. 664,1283
temporary
temporary
Operations Office; temporary
for Naval Operations
employees
664, 1283
employees....................-------------------.
for
Naval Communications
664,1283
Office....
Communications Office
for Naval
for
temporary
Navigation; temporary
of Navigation;
Bureau of
for Bureau
......-------- 664,1283
employees ...............
employees
temporary
Office; temporary
for
Intelligence Office;
Naval Intelligence
for Naval
employees
.....-----------...----- 664,1284
..
employees
emtemporary emfor
Office; temporary
Hydrographic Office;
for Rydrographic
665,1284
ployees .....--.--------------.
for
Observatory ---....-------..-..-- 666,1285
for Naval
Naval Observatory
for assistants, etc., Nautical Almanac
Office
.666,1285 666,1285
Office ...-------....-------....-------for clerks, etc.,
etc., Bureau of Engineering;
Engineering;
temporary employees..........
employees
666,1285
temporary
Bureau
Repair;
Construction and Repair;
of Construction
Bureau of
temporary employees
employees ............ 667,1285
temporary
Bureau of Ordnance;
Ordnance; temporary emBureau
ployees ......................--667,1286
ployees
Bureau of
and Accounts;
Supplies and
of Supplies
Bureau
temporary employees
667,1286
employees ..........-temporary
Bureau
Medicine and Surgery; temBureau of Medicine
porary employees
employees ..............------- 667, 1286
porary
Bureau of Yards
Yards and
and Docks; tempo667,1286
rary
employees ...............--rary employees
for contingent
expenses .............. 668,1287
contingent expenses
for
use
appropriations for, unnaval appropriations
of naval
use of
lawful
668,1287
lawful .......................-------- 668,1287
for fitting
fitting office
office space for Shipping Board
for
1287
in
Building .............
1287
Navy Building
new Navy
in new
use of
of naval
appropriations for DepartDepartnaval appropriations
use
668,1287
ment purposes
purposes restricted
668,1287
restricted ........
ment
for standardizing
standardizing gauges and screw
for
threads
cooperation with Standin cooperation
threads in
ards
Bureau..................----- 683,1302
683,1302
ards Bureau
for Navy
.....................----------131,812
Navy ....
for
for freight
.....................
148,826
freight ...
for
printing and binding
binding for ...... 228,941,1429
228, 941, 1429
for printing
deficiency
damage
appropriation for paying damage
deficiency appropriation
claims, collisions
collisions with
naval veswith naval
claims,
sels
49,
334, 511, 1028, 1168
49,334,511,
sels..............----49
envelopes, 1919.....
1919
increased cost of envelopes,
for increased
49,63,1185
for Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office ...........
49, 63, 1185
for
for
Navy
49, 61, 63,65,345,348,511,
63, 65, 345, 348, 511,
49,61,
for Navy............
522, 1029,
1039, 1041,1044,1168,1185,1190
1041, 1044, 1168, 1185, 1190
1029, 1039,
522,
for
Naval Academy
................... 50
Academy ..
for Naval
for Marine
Marine Corps
Corps
50, 61,
65, 348,
61,65,348,
.......
for
522, 1039, 1041, 1044, 1185, 1190
522,1039,1041,1044,1185,1190
for
of Claims
60,
under....
Claims under....
Court of
judgments, Court
for judgments,
60,
343, 521, 1037, 1182
60,343,521,1037,1182
for
contingent expenses
345, 1185, 1190
63,345,1185,1190
expenses...... 63,
for contingent
334
for rent ...........................------------------for
judgments, United
United States
343,1182
courts... 343,1182
States courts...
for judgments,
for Naval
Naval Observatory
345,1185
345,1185
Observatory .............for
for publication,
Records of
of the
Naval Records
publication, Naval
for
................ 511
Rebellion
Rebellion.---.......
for freight
freight ..................
1169,
1185, 1191
1169,1185,1191
for
authorized in office
additional employees,
employees, authorized
office
additional
of Secretary
Secretary .....----------1028
1028
.----of
in Bureau
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and
and Accounts ....
1028
in

2011
2011

Page
Navy Department-Continued.
Department-Continued.
Page.
purchases
purchases for Naval Records and Library
authorized from sum
authorized
sum for
for naval
naval rere510
cords of
of World War
War ................
510
Shipping
Shipping Bulletin
Bulletin publication
publication authorauthorized ..............................
1028
1028
status of rear admiral
admiral serving as chief of
bureau, having
heretofore a
bureau,
having served
served heretofore
a
140
140
full term .........................
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance
use of allotments
allotments for
for War
patients by ......................
1374
1374
patients
Navy Yards
Nary
and Stations,
YardsandStations,
appropriation
for maintenance
142,819
142,819
maintenance .........
appropriation for
public works ...................
143,820
for public
143,820
for repairs
repairs and
and preservation
preservation ........... 145,822
145,822
Navy which can
can be
articles for use of the Navy
made at, not to be purchased elsewhere;
157
where; condition
condition ..................
157
no
part of
of naval
naval appropriation
to be
be used
no part
appropriation to
used
purchase of
articles which
be
for purchase
of articles
which can be
made
in, at
at less
price, etc
etc ..........
834
made in,
less price,
834
Navy
1919,
Navy Yearbook,
Yearbook, 1919,
appropriation for
632
for compiling
compiling ..............
appropriation
Navy Yearbook,
1920,
Navy
Yearbook, 1920,
1253
appropriation for compiling ..............
appropriation
Neal, Mary (widow),
pension
increased
1583
pension increased
.................
1583
Near Beer,
Beer,
of
designated alcoholic
strength not
not ininof designated
alcoholic strength
cluded in
in provisions
provisions of War
War Procluded
hibition
305
305
.......
Act..............:.
hibition Act
permits, etc.,
etc., required
305
305
required ...............
permits,
308
of
Constitutional prohibition
prohibition ...........
of Constitutional
permits,
etc., required...............
required
308
permits, etc.,
Near
Near East
East Relief,
Relief,
273
charter granted;
granted; purposes
purposes ......-.........
273
charter
reports
be made,
made, etc
273
273
etc ...................
to be
reports to
273
termination
of franchise
franchise .................
termination of
Nease,
(daughter),
Nease, Mary (daughter),
pension
1590
pension ........---------------------Nebraska,
Nebraska,
consent of
Congress given to, as to jurisdicof Congressgiven
consent
tion over
boundary
upon boundary
offenses upon
over offenses
tion
waters, by
agreement with
with adjoining
adjoining
by agreement
waters,
State .--.......
..............--. 1447
State
Nebraska
diminished. 1777
area diminished.
Forest, area
National Forest,
Nebraska National
allowed from ........
selection by
1777
by State, allowed
selection
Scott8 Bluff
Bluff National
Monument set
aside
1779
set aside.
National Monument
Scotts
Nebraska National
Forest, Nebr.,
National Forest,
Nebraska
of.... 249,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
249,
for maintenance,
appropriation
708,1327
708,1327
trees
arid land
residents from
from nurland residents
to arid
trees to
series of
of.................
249, 708, 1328
249,708,1328
series
1777
proclamation
area of .........
diminishing area
proclamation diminishing
1777
eliminated
lands granted
Nebraska
granted to Nebraska..
eliminated lands
Necessaries (see
Control Act
AmendAct AmendFood Control
also Food
(see also
Necessaries
ments),
ments),
articles designated
for national
national security
security
as, for
designated as,
articles
and defense
defense ......................• 297
297
and
provisions
conserving, etc ............ 297
for conserving,
provisions for
punishment
violations of ...........
298
punishment for violations
deficiency
investigating
for investigating
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
production,
distribution,
cost,
etc
,
production, distribution, cost, etc.,
328
of,
328
of, and by products .......-.........
Negotiable Instruments,
D. C.,
C.,
Instruments, D.
Negotiable
for
protest
for
dishonor
of;
required
only
for
required
protest for dishonor of;
foreign
of exchange
569
exchange...........
bills of
foreign bills
a notary,
original,
notary, stating presentoriginal, of a
569
ment,
etc., accepted
as evidence ...
accepted as
ment, etc.,
Nehalem River,
Oreg.,
Nehalem
River, Oreg.,
.
preliminary
of, to
to be
be
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
101
made
1013
made...-------........................------Johanna(widow),
Neil, Johanna
1517
pension
1517
increased ..--....................------------pension increased
1

2012
2012
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Neill,
Anna M.
(widow),
Page.
Page.
Neill, Anna
M. (widow),
pension
1541
-.......................
pension........
Neiness,
Ed,
Neiness, Ed,
payment
damages from fire
1460
fire.......
payment to, for damages
Nelson,
Nelson, Flora
FloraA.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension1518
1518
---...................Nelson,
(mother),
Nelson, Maygrethe
Margrethe(mother),
1543
pension increased.....................
increased

Nepal,

importing from, and
and exporting to, wheat
wheat
and wheat flour, prohibited;
prohibited; exceptions
tions............................. 1759
canceled
1773
....... . 1773
canceled.................
Nestucca
River,
Nestucca River,
bridge
across, in
in Tillamook
Tillamook
bridge authorized
authorized across,
533
County, Greg
Oreg ....................
Netherlands,
Netherlands,
agreement extending arbitration convention with .....................
1667
importing from, and exporting to,
to, colonies,
etc., of wheat and wheat flour proetc.,
hibited; exceptions
exceptions1759
................. 1759
canceled
1773
canceled........................71773
Netherlandsand
and Luxemburg,
Netherlands
appropriation
ter to
- 739,1206
to........minister
appropriation for mini's
Netson,
Netson, Emily
Emily A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension1516
1516
..........................
Nets,
Peter,
Netz, Peter,
pension
. 1500
pension....... .............
Neuse
River, N.
C.,
NeuseRiver,
N. C.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
preliminary
of, to
to be
made, to Newbern
1011
Newbern...............
Neutrality,
Neutrality,
deportation of aliens convicted
convicted of organorgandeportation
izing expeditions,
expeditions, etc., against
against
friendly _powers
between August
August 1,
1,
friendly
powers between
1914, and April 6, 1917.594
1914,
1917 ............
594
readmission prohibited .......
594
readmission
.......... . 594
Neutrality Act,
Neutrality
appropriation
balance
appropriation for expenses under; balance
reappropriated
742.1208
reappropriated..
-...-.........
742.1208
Nevada,
Nevada,
appropriation
general, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation for surveyor general,
etc ..
1293
......................... 673,
673,1293
for support, etc.,
422, 1238
etc., of Indians in...
in.... 17, 422,1238
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for support, etc.
523, 1186
of Indians .................. 345,
345,523,1186
residents,
desert land entries restriction
restriction to residents,
not applicable
applicable to .................
1086
leases allowed
allowed of unalgold, etc.
etc., mining leases
withdrawn mineral lands of
loted withdrawn
Indian reservations
31
reservations in .............
31
National Forest, area modified
Humboldt National
modified. 1752
National Forest, Calif. and, diminishdiminishInyo National
ed
ed..........
................ 1744
prospecting permits allowed
allowed for developing underground water for irrigation
in
in... .............................
293
lands to be designated
designated............... 294
application requirements
requirements .............
294
conditions for development
development operations..
operations. _ 294
area allowed on discovery
discovery and development ...........................
294
disposal of remainder
remainder within limits of
permit
permit ..............
........
294
receipts to reclamation
receipts
reclamation fund
fund..........
295
reservation of mineral
reservation
mineral desposits.
desposits.........
295
295
disposal of ..............
.........
295
prospecting rights, etc.;
etc.; conditions...
conditions...
295
occupation
occupation of surface for development
development
works,
works, etc.
etc .......................
295
295
surface lands to be reserved
disposal of surface
in mineral patents ..............
295
Tahoe National Forest, Calif. and,
and, diminished .......................
1755

Page.
Nevada
Agency, Nev.,
Nevada Agency,
Nev.,
Page.
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
31, 434, 1248
at
..............
31,434,1248
at......
Nevada
Forest, Nev.,
Nev.,
Nevada National
National Forest,
... 250,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
250,
etc., of
of...
appropriation
708, 1328
708,1328
Nevill,Mary
L. (daughter),
(daughter),
Nevill, Mary L.
increased
1586
pension increased.......................
Nevils,George
Nevils, George S.,
S.,
.
1608
..............
pension ...
....
New
N. J.,
New Brunswick,
Brunswick, N.
J.,
appropriation for
etc., GovernGovernfor operating, etc.,
appropriation
ment house at ....................
223
New
D. C.,
New Hampshire
Hampshire Avenue
Avenue NW.,
NW., D.
C.,
appropriation for paving II Street to
appropriation
Twenty-seventh. .
......
.................
845
Twenty-seventh
for paving, Upshur
Grant Circle.
Circle
1116
Upshur Street toGrant
1116
New Haven,
New
Haven, Conn.,
Conn.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for hospital for
discharged disabled
disabled soldiers, etc.,
etc ,
508
at ...............................
modification
modification of contract for sale of old post
.. 1458
office allowed ..................
.....- . 1146
..at
.....
terms
terms of court at.
New Jersey,
New
Jersy,
construction, etc.,
construction,
etc., of
of tunnel
tunnel under
under Hudson
Hudson
River by, and New York,
York, consented
to ..........................158
New Jersey
Central Railroad
New
Jersey Central
RailroadCompany,
Company,
may bridge
bridge Delaware
Delaware River, Easton,
Easton, Pa.,
to
Phillipsburg, N.
N. J.
1055
J..........
toPhillipsburg,
Newark
Elizabeth to Bayonne,
Newark Bay, Elizabeth
Bayonne,
N.J ............................
277
time extended for bridging Newark Bay,
N.
J., by ..................
1099
N.J.,
New Jersey
Jersey Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding and
and Dredging
Dredging
New
Company,
payment to, for collision
collision damages with
naval vessel.
vessel .....................
1461
New
London, Conn.,
New London,
Conn.,
appropriation
operating, etc., Governappropriation for operating,
223
ment house at.
at...................
.................. 822
for submarine base
base.
New Mexico,
New
Mexico, .
appropriation for surveyor
surveyor general, clerks,
appropriation
etc
673,
1293
etc...............
........
673,1293
Indiana in..... 9,422,1238
9, 422, 1238
for support, etc., of Indians
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for support of
Indians in
1042, 1186, 1191
Indians
in............ 66,
66,1042,1186,1191
Carson National Forest, exchange
exchange of lands
for ........................
1364
modified...... 1816
Datil National Forest, area modified
exchanges permitted
permitted of lands in San Juan,
exchanges
Valencia counties,
McKinley-, and Valencia
to consolidate
consolidate holdings in solid areas
areas 1239
Gila National
National Forest, area modified......
modified
1815
gold,
etc., mining leases allowed of unalgold, etc.,
lotted withdrawn
withdrawn mineral lands of
Indian
in .............
31 31
Indian reservations
reservations in
Gran Quivira
Quivira National
National Monument,
Monument, area
extended .....................
1778
extended
1779
Lincoln National
National Forest,
Forest, area enlarged....
enlarged
payment
payment of interest
interest and bonds of designated
counties, etc., authorized from procounties
ceeds of land grant.
947
grant ..............
Santa Fe National
National Forest,
Forest, area modified..
modified._ 1806
sums
MUM for allotting lands, etc.,
etc. not to be used
residing
for Indians in, not resi
,
ding on public
30,1914..
domain prior to June 30,
1914.. 3,
408, 1225
3,408,1225
New Mexico Judicial
District,
New
JudicialDistrict,
composition; district court to be held at
I
the capital.......................
capital
1361
attached to eighth circuit................
circuit
1361
judge,
judge, attorney,
attorney, and marshal
marshal ...........
1361
clerk
to
keep
office
at
the
capital
1361
1362
clerk to keep office at the capital........
1362
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- 1. District-Continued.
.1 - Judicial
- - Mexico
New
District—Continued.
Page
iew
Mexico
Juaicial
Page.
terms
terms of
of court
court .......
................
1362
powers,
powers, jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, etc
etc..................1362
1362
New
New Mexico
Meico Pueblos,
Pueblos,
appropriation for
etc., for.
f
or .3,
3, 408
,1226
appropriation
for irrigation,
irrigation, etc.,
408,1226
New
Orleans, La.,
La.,
New Orleans,
appropriation
assistant treasurer's
treasurer' s offi
ce _
656
appropriation for
for assistant
office.
656
discontinued,
654
discontinued, July
July 1,
1, 1921
1921...........
654
for
mint at
657
1275
for mint
at.....................
657,,1275
for
agent
741
,1208
for dispatch
dispatch agent..................
741,1208
for
naval station,
works
144
for naval
station, public
public works..........
144
for naval
station, fuel-oil
fuel-oil plant
820
for
naval station,
plant.........
820
foreign nations
invited to
send delegate
foreign
nations invited
to send
delegatess t
too
World
Cotton Conference
271, 271
World Cotton
Conference........ 271,
271
may
extend Dauphine
Street through
through
may extend
Dauphine Street
grounds
grounds of
Jackson Barracks
of Jackson
Barracks........ 1354
1354
restriction on
salary of
commissioner of
of
restriction
on salary
of commissioner
immigration,
immigration, removed.............
removed
936
936
New York,
New
York,

appropriation
appropriation for reimbursing,
reimbursing, for marine
school
expenses .............
134,814
school expenses
134, 814
construction, etc.,
etc., of
of tunnel
tunnel under
under Hudson
Hudson
construction,
River
by New
New Jersey
Jersey and,
River by
and, consented
consented
to.
.......................
to
158
....
158
may unite
unite with
Troy, etc.,
etc., in
in bridging
bridging
may
with Troy,
River, Troy
Troy to
1108
Hudson River,
to Cohoes
Cohoes......
1108
New York
York City, N.
N. Y.'
appropriation for
office
656
appropriation
for assistant
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's office
656
discontinued, July
1921
discontinued,
July 1,
1, 1921...........
654
for assay office at
at..................
657,1276
657,1276
for dispatch
dispatch agent
741,1208
agent..............
741,1208
for navy
navy yard,
yard, public
works, traveling
for
public works,
traveling
cranes,
820
cranes, etc
etc .....................
820
front, improvements,
suswater front,
improvements, etc.,
etc., suspended ........................
820
pended
820
for aircraft
aircraft mail
mail service
to San
Francisco
for
service to
San Francisco
from via
Chicago and
579, 1153
from
via Chicago
and Omaha._
Omaha......579,1153
for passport
passport bureau...................
bureau
642
642
for
purchase from
from
for quarantine
quarantine station,
station, purchase
the State
State .......................
875
the
875
schedule
schedule of
fees, etc.,
875
of fees,
etc., continued
continued......
875
for pneumatic
pneumatic tube system, custom.house
house and
and appraisers'
stores. 168,876,1369
168, 876, 1369
appraisers' stores.
deficiency appropriation
-deficiency
reimbursing
appropriation for
for reimbursing
certain customs
laborers, port
port of
44
certain
customs laborers,
of....
44
for assay
assay office
.
344, 1184
for
office .....................
344,1184
for assistant
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's office,
office, reimbursreimbursing employees
employees ..................
1023
1023
construction, etc.,
etc., of
of tunnel under
construction,
Hudson
under Hudson
River
between Jersey
City and,
River between
Jersey City
and, conconsented to
158
sented
to.......................
158
exhibits
Exposition at,
at,
exhibits for
for National
National Marine
Marine Exposition
may be
be furnished
furnished by
of
may
by Department
Department of
Commerce
550
Commerce........
................
550
terms of court at .....................
.
395
395
New York
New
York Eastern
Eastern Judical
JudicalDistrict,
District,
counties
constituting
395
counties constituting
.................
395
terms
terms of
395
of court,
court, Brooklyn
Brooklyn .
...........
395
concurrent
southern disdisconcurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction with
with southern
trict
over
New
York
Harbor
waters,
trict over New York Harbor waters,
etc
395
etc
..............................
395
interchange
of other
395
interchange with
with judges
judges of
other districts
districts..
395
New York Harbor,
Harbor, N. Y.,
New
appropriation
preventing injurious
defor preventing
injurious deappropriation for
posits in
189, 901, 1391
posits
in .................
189,901,1391
deficiency
appropriation
for
preventing
indeficiency appropriation for preventing injurious
deposits .in...............in
1164
jurious deposits
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be made
preliminary examination,
made
of channel,
channel, Shooters
1010
1010
Island........
Shooters Island
of
maintenance of
of anchorage
anchorage buoys, from
maintenance
from
Lighthouse appropriation
1373
1373
appropriation.........
Lighthouse
Yew
New York
York Northern
Northern Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
counties
constituting
.
395
counties constituting ..................
tirms
of court,
nourt.
Albanv
...............
-...
terms
Albany
395
.......
.....
.
.---------------

2013
2013

Northern Judicial
New York Northern
Judicial District-Contd.
District—Contd Page.
Page.
terms of
of court,
court, Auburn
Auburn................
.
395
Binghamton
Binghamton..........................395
395
Syracuse
Syracuse................. .
.............
395
395
Utica
Utica .......---------...........---.............
395
395
annually in
designated counties,
counties, Rensannually
in designated
Rensselaer added
added ....................
395
395
interchange with judges of other districts..
districts
395
395
New York
York Southern Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
counties
counties constituting
395
constituting. .................
395
terms
New York
City
395
terms of
of court,
court, New
York City............
395
concurrent jurisdiction with eastern district
over New
York
Harbor
waters,
trict over
New York Harbor waters,
etc
395
etc ...........................
395
interchange
with
judges of other
interchange
other districts..
districts
395
395
New
State Barge
Barge Canal,
New York
York State
Canal,
operation by
by Secretary
of War,
operation
Secretary of
War, etc.,
etc., of
of
boats
and other
facilities on,
to cease.
cease. 1149
1149
boats and
other facilities
on, to
dieposal
of bttrges, etc.;
etc.; temporary
lease. 1149
1149
disposalofbarges,
temporarylease.
moneys
available for other
moneys received
received available
other ininland waterways
waterways.................. 1149
1149
New York
Judicial
District,
New
York Western
Western Judicial District,
counties
constituting
395
counties constituting.....................
395
terms
of court,
court, Buffalo
395
terms of
Buffalo ...................
395
Canandaigua
395
Canandaigua...........................
395
Elmira ..
.............................
Elmira
395
395
Jamestown.........
Jamestown
395
.....
.............
395
Lockport..............................
Lockport
395
395
Rochester
........................
Rochester
395
395
admiralty
and bankruptcy
at
admiralty and
bankruptcy proceedings
proceedings at
Buffalo
395
Buffalo.......................
395
interchange
interchange with
judges of
districts
395
with judges
of other
other districts..
395
Newark Bay,
Bay, N.
J.,
N. J.,
bridge
authorized
acroes,
between
Elizabridge authorized across, between Elizabeth and
277
beth
and Bayonne
Bayonne........... ....
277
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
be
preliminary examination,
of, to
made
1011
made ........................
1011
time extended
for bridging,
time
extended for
bridging, from
from ElizaElizabeth
to
Bayonne
1099
beth to Bayonne................
1099
Newbern, N.
N. C.,
terms
of
court
at
532
terms of court at .......................
532
Newland,
Albert L.,
L.,
Newland, Albert
pension increased
1475
pension
increased
........................
1475
Newlands Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Nev.,
Project, Net.,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.... 201,
201,
914, 1403
914.1403
Newman,
Maria
S.
(nidou
Neuman, Maria S. (uidolic ,
pension
1565
pension increased
increased.......................
1
Newport
News, Va.,
VNewport News,
ea.,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of
channel,
preliminary examination, etc., of chanael,
from Old
Old Point,
1011
from
Point, to
to be
be made
nadl ........
1011
Newport,
I.,
Newport, R.
R. I.,
appropriation
for
naval
torpedo
station
142
142
appropriation for naval torpedo tat ion ....
for
torpedo station,
station, buildings,
144
buildings, etc
etc.....
144
for torpedo
for
public
building,
rent,
etc
165
for public building, rent, etc ...........
165
for
operating, etc
Government house at
223
foroperating,
etc.,., Governmenthoute
at.
23
deficiency
appropriation
for
public
builddeficiency appropriation for public building, rent
330
330
ing,
rent ..........................
for
additional naval
naval hospital
construcfor additional
hospital construction, etc
1030
tion,
etc........................
1030
Newspaper:
Wrappers, etc.,
Newspaper Wrappers,
etc., Stamped,
Stamped,
appropriation for
freight orexpreesage on 579,
1152
appropriation
forfreightorexpremageon.
579,1152
for manufacture
manufacture of
581.1153
for
of ...............
581.1153
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for manufacture,
manufacture,
deficiency
etc ......1174
1174
... ..
............
etc
Newton, Ga.,
time
for bridging
Flint River
279
279
River at.
at.
bridging Flint
time extended
extended for
Newton,
Paul, alias
Paul Scott,
Newton, Paul,
aliasPaul
Scott,
pension
1542
pension
...--......--.--.---.
...---1542
Nez
Perm Indians,
Ner
Pere
Indians, Idaho,
Idaho,
proceeds of
of grant
Lapwai schools,
schools,
of Fort
Fort Lapwai
proceeds
grant of
to be
be credited
554
to
credited to
to................
554
prohibition of
intoxicating liquors,
liquors, etc..
etc.,
prohibition
of intoxicating
to, continued
4
to,
continued ...................
4

2014
2014
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Nez Perce
Joseph's Band
Band of,
of,
Page.
Page.
Wash., Joseph's
Perce Indians,
Indians, Wash.,
Nez
appropriation for
for support,
etc., of...
431,1245
27, 431,1245
of... 27,
support, etc.,
appropriation
Idaho,
Perce National
Forest, Idaho,
NationalForest,
Nez Perce

appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of
250,
250,
appropriation
708,1328
708,1328
1196
to.......................
lands added to

Niagara Falls,
N. Y.,
F.,
Niagara
Falls, N.
appropriation
operating, etc.,
Governetc., Governfor operating,
appropriation for
at...................
ment house
house at

223
223

"Niagara," Naval Brig,
Brig,
acceptance
restoration,
of; restoration,
Ene, Pa., of;
from Erie,
acceptance from
etc ............................
827
827
etc
Niagara
Niagara River,
Commission created
submit plans,
etc.,
plans, etc.,
created to submit
Commission
for
Buffalo, N.
to
N. Y.
Y. to
for bridging,
bridging, Buffalo,
400
Canada ...
400
...................diversion of water from,
from above
above the Falls,
diversion
permitted for crention
\
of power_
163
creationoof
power....
permitted
maximum
163
maximum allowed ...................
termination
163
termination of permits .................
punishment
163
etc.........
punishment for violations, etc
liability of officials
officials. .
............ 163
Nicaragua,
Niaraguaz
appropriation for minister to..........
to
740,1206
appropriation
importing from,andex rting to, wheat and
importingfrom,andexportingto,
wheat
flour, pr
ibited; exceptions
exceptions_ 1759
prohibited;
wheat flour,
canceled
1773
1773
canceled............................
Avenue SE.,
Nichols Avenue
SE., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Sheridan Road to
Saint Elizabeths
Flizabeths Hospital entrance.
entrance_
844
Charles A.,
in
Nichols, Charles
A., late
late aa Representative
Representative in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for pay to mother
mother
of
1036
of.............................
Nichols,
Julia W. (widow),
Niehols, Julia
(widow),
pension
pension...:............................ 1481
Nichols,
Nichols, Mary
Mary (mother),
1602
pension increased ....................
Nichols, Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased
.................
1496
pension increased
1496
Nickerson, Josephine
Josephine (widow),
Ncersn,
pension ...............................
pension
1566
N
mnn, Louise (mother),
Nienumn,
pension increased
increased.....................
1604
Night
D. C.,
Night Schools,
Schools, D.
appropriation for teachers, expenses,
expenses, etc
82,
etc..
82,
852,
1122
852,1122
deficiency
for
deficiency appropriation for.............
1157
Nilan,
Nilan, Fred
Fred (son),
(son),
pension ..............................
1590
Iles,
Ni, Ohio,
appropriation for operating, etc., Governappropriation
ment house at .................
223
Amendment to the
Constitution,
Nineteenth Amendment
the Constitution,
proposed to the States, prohibiting
proposed
prohibiting the
denial
denial of right to vote on account
account of
sex.............................
sex
362
certificate of the ratification
ratification of,
the
certificate
of, by
by the
States1823
States-.
.......................
1823
Nineteenth
Nineteenth Lighthouse
Lighthouse District,
District,
constructing depot at
constructing
at Honolulu,
Honolulu, for,
for,
authorized ........................
1059
authorized
1059

Nineteenth Street NW., D. C
appropriation for paving, E Street to New
York
York Avenue
Avenue ....................
Nisgually
Nisqually Indians,
Indians, Wash.,
lands in
in Pierce County taken for Camp
Lewis from,
from, may be acquired
acquired and
returned
returned ..........................
Nitrate
Nitrate of Soda,
Soda,
reserve
reserve Army supply of, to be sold to users
of fertilizers,
fertilizers, etc.,
etc., to
to meet
meet emergency
emergency
shortage
shortage...........................
Nineteenth
appropriation
Street for
NW.,
paving,
D. C.E Street to New

845

28
28

573
573

Nitrate of
of Soda—Continued.
Nitrate
Soda-Continued.

Page.
Page.
reserve Army
Army supply of; proceeds
proceeds of sales to
to
be credited
credited to
to original
573
573
appropriations
original appropriations
be
573
report to Congress
573
Congress .....................
report
Nitrate Plant,
Army,
Nitrate
Plant, Army,
expenditure
for,
for real
real estate
estate for,
authorized for
expenditure authorized
456
at
Ancor, Ohio
456
Ohio ...................
at Ancor,
Nitrates,
etc., Natural
Fertilizers
Natural Fertilizers,
Nitrates, etc.,
appropriation
investigating source of
appropriation for investigating
255,
States.... 255,
within United States
supply of, within
714,
1333
714,1333
power
temporary possession of licensed power
projects may be ordered by the
projects
President for manufacturing, when
safety of United
United States demands it..
it
1072
1072
safety
compensation,
1072
1072
compensation, etc ..................
Nitro,
W. Va.,
Va.,
Nitro, W.
operation of school for children
children of emoperation
ployees at Ordnance
Ordnance reservation,
reservation,
ployees
authorized
authorized.........................
Nitroglycerin, Liquid,
Nitroglycerin,
Liquid,
transporting,
common carriers
in intercarriers in
intertransporting, by
by common
state commerce, unlawful
unlawful.........
Nocona Red
Company,
Red River
River Bridge
Bridge Company,
Nocona
Tex ....
may
Nocona, Tex_
bridge Red
Red River, Nocona,
may bridge
Nocona,
Tex.,
Nocona, Ten.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Red River at....
Noe,
James W.,
W.,
Noe, James
pension
pension............................
NOel,
Harry,
Noel, Harry,
pension
pension......
....................
ogales, Ariz.,
Nogales,
Ariz.,
appropriation
for
public
building .......
appropriation for public building
Non,
James, jr.,
jr. '
Nolan, James,
increased
pension increased....................
Nolin, Mabel (daughter),
(daughter),
Nolin,
pension increased ...................
(widow),
Noll, Savannah
Savannah (widow),
pension increased ..
................
Alaska,
Nome, Alaska,
terms of court at .........................
Minerals and
Gas on
on Public
Public
Nonmetallic Minerals
and Gas
Lands,
deficiency
appropriation
for
expenses
expenses regudeficiency
lating issue of licenses,
licenses, etc
etc..........
deposits of, subject
subject to disposal to citizens
of the United States, etc
etc...........
excluding Appalachian
lands
Appalachian Forest lands....
military and naval reserves
reserves.........
to municipalities of coal, gas, etc
etc.......
extract helium from gas produced
right to extract
from, reserved to the Government..
Government
purchasers
not to delay gas delivery
delivery to purchasers.
interests in, forbidden to citizens of
countries denying like privileges
privileges to
Americans ....................
provision for leasing
leasing lands containing coal
coal
deposits .........................
phosphate
phosphate deposits
deposits......................
.
oil or gas deposits ......................
oil shale
shale deposits .....................
oil
or gas
gas deposits
in Alaska
oil or
deposits in
Alaska ...........
sodium deposits
deposits.......................
cancellation of permits
permits for
cancellation
for want of
of diligence
gence ............................
holdings
leases restricted;
restricted; coal,
holdings of leases
coal, phosphosphate, or
or sodium
sodium..................
oil or
gas; within
within producing
producing fields
oil
or gas;
fields.......
by corporations.
corporations by
...............
interests
in other
interests in
other leases
leases.................
forfeiture for violation .................
forfeiture
temporary,
permitted, when acquired
temporary, permitted,
acquired
by
descent,
descent,, etc ..................
,...............................

333
1445

529
529
1597
1539
1539

165

1603
1576
1576
1499
1499
1204

1172
1172
437
437
438
438
438
438
438
438
438
438

438
438
438
438
440
440
441
445
445
446
446
447
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
. 448
448
448
448
448
448
448

INDEX.
Nonmetallic Minerals
Minerals and
and Oils
Oils on
on Public
Public Page.
Nonmetallic
Lands—Continued.
Lands-Continued.
holdings of leases
leases restricted; exceptions;
- 448
under prior gas or oil placer entries. Alaska ...................
gas or oil in Alaska
448
combinations permitted, for refineries.
448
refineries .
....
for oil pipe lines
448
448
fines or railroads............
transportation ................
for coal transportation
448
unlawful
forfeiture for subleasing, etc., to unlawful
combinations ...............
448
trust combinations
in restraint of trade
trade ..................
448
448
to control price of product ..............
excess holdings .
448
.............
rights of way for pipe lines granted lessees
lessees
through public
public lands .............
449
etc
..
449
conditions, etc........................
use by other producers ...............
449
449
to all future
applicable to
applicable
future grants ...........
449
forfeiture for noncompliance
noncompliance with conforfeiture
449
ditions .............................
easements, etc., to be rejoint use of, easements,
etc--.........449
served in future leases, etc
449
449
disposal of surface lands may be reserved
reserved
offering leases.
to be determined
determined before offering
leases. -_ 449
easements to continue during
during time of
449
.......................
lease ..
449
restricted .......
assignment or subleasing restricted
assignment
449
relinquishment allowed,
relinquishment
allowed, etc ...........
restrictive requirements
requirements in leases; for dilirestrictive
449
gence in operation, etc ............
449
safety of miners; prevention
prevention of waste...
waste
eight-hour workday; children
children or female
female
449
employments
449
employments ...................
wages. 450
450
freedom of purchase;
purchase; payment of wages
each
measurement of coal mined by each
measurement
miner, etc ......................
450
sales of product, prevention
monopoly;
prevention of monopoly;
450
safeguarding
450
safeguarding public welfare, etc none to conflict
conflict with State laws .--........ 450
forfeited for noncompliance
leases
leases forfeited
noncompliance with
provisions
450
provisions hereof .. .............. 450
450
proceedings for ..........-.........450
may provide for settlement
settlement of disputes,
450
etc ........--------................... 450
prescribed by Secetc., to be prescribed
regulations, etc.
regulations,
450
450
Interior.............retary of the
die Interior
450
450
State taxation,
taxation, etc., not affected
affected ........
450
450
sworn statements
statements may be required ......
extended to all specified
provisions hereof extended
specified
450
450
lands...
reserved public lands
deposits on reserved
deposits
450
450
subject
subject to conditions
conditions thereof
thereof ............
disposal of all receipts; portion
portion to the
disposal
450
450
......
.....
Treasury. ..
Treasury
450
450
...........
to the reclamation
reclamation fund
450
450
States; apportionment
apportionment of ........
to the States;
Treasury..... 450
from naval reserves
reserves to the
the Treasury
451
gas and oil royalties payable in kind ......
451
sale by auction; advertisement, etc....
etc..
451
451
of current product at private sale ........
451
etc....... 451
to Government
Government departments, etc
provisions of Act to control disposal
disposal of
451
sp ec ified deposits ................---specified
451
451
Creek Coal Company
Company included .....
Owl Creek
451
451
existing
existing valid claims
claims protected
protected .........
451
451
prescribed ..........land office fees to be prescribed
Streams, .
Nonnavigable
Nonnavigable Streams,
1105
1105
declaration
declaration as to Platte River, Mo
Mo ........
1145
of
Bayou Cocodrie, La.........1145
portion
portion
La
D. C.,
Nonresident
Nonresident, I).
service of process in person on, to have
publication: returns,
returns,
of. by publication;
effect of,
556
556
costs, etc ......................------------------Vordyke, Minnie
(widow),
.ordyke,
Minnie (widow)S,
1550
1550
..................--------rwnsion inrpeased
pension
increased.....

2015
2015

Page.
Norfolk, Va.,
Va.,
Page.
appropriation
yard,
appropriation for public works, navy yard,
water-front
etc... 144,820
144, 820
water-front improvements, etc...
for naval hospital, land for spur track
track...
822
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for navy yard,
yard,
dry dock, etc
................... 511
preliminary
examination, etc., of, harbor
preliminary examination,
to be made ....
1011
................
1011
Norfork, Ark.,
Norfork,
Ark.,
at..
551
bridge authorized
authorized across
across White River at
Norman,
Norman, Cassie
Cassie (widow),
(widow),
pension
1515
...........................
1515
North Alton, Ill.,
North
Ill.,
appropriation
appropriation for care of Confederate
184,
896, 1387
cemetery at ................
184,896,1387
of Susquehanna
North Branch
Branchof
SusquehannaRiver,
River,
time extended for bridging, at WilkesBarre, Pa .......................... 1103
North
North Carolina,
Carolina,
Boone National
National Forest, set apart
apart.......... 1784
Nantahala National Forest, Ga.,
Ga., S. C., and,
1785
set apart
1785
.....................
National Forest, N. C., Tenn.,
Unaka National
Tenn., and,
1801
set apart .....................
North
Eastern Judicial
Judicial District,
North Carolina
CarolinaEastern
District,
counties constituting.....................
532
terms, Elizabeth City..........-.......532
532
Laurinburg
................
Laurinburg .......Newbern .........................
532
Raleigh
539
532
Raleigh.......................
Washington..................... ... 532
Washington
.......................
Wilmington
Wilmington
532
Wilson
532
.................
Wilson..........
offices of clerk .......................
532
offices
former provision
Raleigh,
provision for extra terms at Raleigh,
former
repealed
532
.........------repealed ............-North
Carolina Western
District,
JudicialDistrict,
Western Judicial
North Carolina
counties constituting
532
constituting ....................
counties
term, Asheville
Asheville ......................532
532
Charlotte ......
532
...................
Greensboro...........-.........-------- ... 532
Greensboro
Salisbury
532
Salisbury .........................
Stat,-vifie
532
............-.
Stateeville ........
Wilkesboro
532
.......................
Wilkesboro ..
532
offices
offices of clerk ...........................
North Dakota,
North
,.,.
Dakota,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Red
River of
of the
the
Red River
bridge
North between
Minnesota and ......
584
between Minnesota
North
consent of Congress
Congress given to, as to jurisdiction over
over offenses
boundary
offenses upon boundary
tion
waters,
agreement with
with adjoinwaters, by agreement
1447
ing State
State ...........................
drainage districts, etc.,
etc., may
may dam Lake
Lake
Traverse, etc.,
etc., for
for control of floods,
Traverse,
etc ...............................
1059
etc
North Dakota
Dakota Pumping
Pumping Project,
Project, N.
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
North
appropriation for
tenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
201,
201,
maintenance,
for main
appropriation
915, 1403
North
Platte Irrigation
Nebr.-Wyo.,
Project, Nebr.-Wyo.,
IrrigationProject,
North Platte
201,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of....
of
201,
appropriation
914,1403
914, 1403
North Point,
Point, Md.
Md.,
North
transfer
reservation, to conlighthouse reservation,
transfer of lighthouse
War Department...........
Department
357
trol of War
(see Hudson
North River
River (see
Hudson River).
North Topeka,
Topeka, Kans.,
Kans.,
North
appropriation
for public building
165
building .........appropriation for
North
lad.,
orth Vernon, Ind.,
building ........
appropriation
public building
165
appropriation for public
Northern and
Lakes, etc.,
etc.,
Northwestern Lakes,
and Northwestern
Northern
appropriation
of ......
188,
901, 1391
188,901,1391
for survey
survey of
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for survey
survey of.....1185
of
1185
deficiency appropriation
Mex.,
Agency, N.
Pueblos Agency,
Northern
Northern Pueblos
N. Mex.,
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
Indians
appropriation for support,
1248
at ..........................
at

'2016
2016
Norton,
(widow),
Norton, Idella
Idella (widow),
pension increased
increased........................
Norton,
Norton, William J.,
pension
pension...............................
Nomall,
Katie,
Norvall, Katie,
payment to, for death of husband
husband.........

INDEX.
Page.
Page

1500

1611
1611

Nursery Stock,
etc.—Continued.
Stock, etc.-Continued.
Nursery

inspection
inspection by Horticultural
Horticultural Board em, ployees...........................
ployees
power
conferred to
power conferred
to enter
enter places, open
open
suspected of infecbundles, etc.,
etc., suspected
infections, etc
etc..........................
destruction of infected plants, etc., by
destruction
Owner .............................
owner
search warrants, etc., by police or muauthorized
nicipal courts authorized..........
regulations
governing moving,
moving, shipping,
regulations governing
etc., of any plant or products from or
into the District to be prescribed
prescribed...
punishment
for noncompliance
noncompliance with
punishment for
with....

Page.
Page.
727

727
1524
Conn.,
Norwalk, Conn.,
727
terms of court at
at.......................... 1146
provided
1146
rooms, to be provided...................
727
Norway,
appropriation for
to
740,1206
for minister
minister to...........
appropriation
importing from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat
importing
wheat
727
and wheat flour, prohibited; excep727
727
1759
tions
..........................
canceled
1773
Nursery
1773
canceled...............................
Nursery Stock Law,
parcel post convention
convention with..............
with
1739
appropriation
quarantine against moths
appropriation for quarantine
provisions of.........
of
256,
715, 1334
under provisions
256,715,1334
Nourse, William
William It.,
M.,
pension increased
increased ........................ 1592 Nurses,
Army,
Nurses, Army,
honorably
discharged, may be buried
buried in
honorably discharged,
Noyes, Susette
Suseue (widow),
national cemeteries
cemeteries ...............
552
pension
1517
pension..--....................-......
587
pension increased of, Civil War
War............
Nuisances, Public,
Public,
Nuisances,
Nuts,
premises where intoxicating liquora
liquors are
appropriation
investigating insects afappropriation for investigating
sold, etc., in violation of War Prohifecting .....................
256, 714, 1334
256,714,1334
declared
306
bition, declared................
Nuts, Edible,
Edible,
punishment
maintaining ........
306
pmnishment for maintaining.
appropriation for investigating,
appropriation
investigating, etc., growproceedings for
for abatement, etce......
etc
proceedings
306
ing, marketing, etc.,
etc., of......
of
245, 703, 1323
245,703,
314
of -National prohibition, declared
declared....... 314
punishment for
for maintaining .........
314
314
o.
0.
proceedings
314
proceedings for abatement, etc
etc...... 314
Nulph,. Malinda
Malinda (widow),
Nulph,
Oahu Island,
Island, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
pension
pension..............................
. 1558 Oahu
proclamation restoring
restoring to Hawaii, lightNunez Ferry,
Nuiez
Ferry, Ala.,
Ala.,
house lands on .................
1751
across Perdido River at.
283
bridge authorized acros
Oakland, Cat,
Oakland,
Calif.,
Army,
Nurse Corps,
Corps, Army,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harbor
appropriation-for nurses
appropriationfor
nurses................. 112,956
to be made
................
made. ...
. 1013
for hospital matrons ................. 112,956 Oaklille,
Oakville ' Calif.,
Calif
etc
for commutation
commutation of quarters, etc......
112,956
purchase
purchase authorized of experiment
experiment vinehonorably discharged
discharged members
members of, may be
yard lands near
near...-...............
1205
'
cemeteries .....
552 Oakwood Cemetery, Chicago, Ill.,
buried in national cemeteries
part of Medical
Medical Department ...........
767
appropriation
Confederate Mound...
Mound... 184,
896,
184,896,
appropriation for
for Confederate
relative rank conferred on members
members of....
of..
767
1387
authority of, in military hospitals ........
768 Oats,
rights and privileges to be prescribed.....
prescribed
768
appropriation
appropriation for investigating black rust,
pay increased 20 per cent from January
January 1,
1,
etc
244, 702, 1322
etc .......................
244,702,1322
.
1920 .........................
602
for purchasing seed, for sale to farmers in
effective until June 30, 1922
604
effective
1922...........
drought-stricken
areas for seeding..
1347
drought-stricken areas
seeding.. 1347
pension increased of Civil War
War nurses
581 Oberer,
nurses......
Oberer,. Callie
Collie (widow),
(widow),
private property of, lost in the service, to
to
,=e
ion-0 e n n -------------------------- 1508
O'Brien,
1508
be paid for
for, etc.; conditions
...
1436
conditions.......
(widow),.
O'Bre.n,Anna (widow),.
Nurse Corps,
Corps, Navy (female),
(femal),
1540
pension .............................
1540
appropriation for pay, etc ............... 147,824
appropriation
O'Brien,
O'Brien, James,
James,
for rent of quarters for ................. 147,824
1541
pension
................. ............... 1541
for tranporting remains
remains of,dying
of, dying
O'Bryan,
O'Bryan, William,
abroad......................
... 146,823
46,823
abroad
1541
pension increased
increased........................
1541
death allowances
allowances to beneficiaries
beneficiaries of; reObscene
Books, etc.,
Obscene Books,
Regular Navy
824
stricted to Regular
Navy...........
comimporting, shipping in interstate compay increased
increased 20 per cent from January 1,
1,
etc., unlawful
merce, etc.,
unlawful .............
1060
1920 .............................
602
punishment for........................
for
1061
punishment
effective until June 30,1922
30, 1922 ............
604
effective
604 Ocean
Ocean and Lake Surveys, Navy,
Nurseries, Plant
Nurseries,
Plantand Tree,
appropriation for hydrographic
appropriation
hydrographic........ 135,816
13.5,816
appropriation for cooperative
investigations
appropriation
cooperative investigations
Ochoco
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.
Ochoco National
Oreg.,
704, 1323
of
. 704,1323
..........................
appropriation for maintenance,
mai
ntenance, etc.,
etc., of 250,708,
250,708,
appropriation
Nursery Stock, etc.,
1328
appropriation
for
regulating
importations,
appropriation
regulating importations,
lands added to ...........................
404
etc.; plant quarantine for diseased,
Ochs, MJary A. (widow),
Ochs,
pension
Mary
i
ncreased
A.
(widow),
1496
etc -...............
256, 267, 726,1334
726, 1334
pension increased.......................
1496
moving, shipping,
shipping, etc., in or out of DisOconalufty River, N. C.,
trict of Columbia forbidden .......
726
appropriation for constructiong
constructiong bridge
appropriation
except
except in compliance with rules for.....
for
726
across,
near Cherokee
Cherokee Indian
notice to owner
owner to destroy infested........
infested
726
school
18
school......
..............
18
destruction,
destruction, etc., by Secretary of AgriO'Connor,
E.,
O'Connor, William E.,
culture on noncompliance
726
noncompliance .........
appointment as ensign,
ensign, Navy, es-date of appointment
esliability for expenses
liability
expenses of ............... 727
727
tablished ........................
tabhshed
141

INDEX.
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Oconto,
Oonto, Wis.,
Page.
Wis.,
Page
appropriation for public building ..........
appropriation
166
166
Office
Buildings,
D.
C.,
Temporary,
Office Buildings, D. C., Temporary,
deficiency
appropriation
for
operating
appropriation
for
operating
deficiency
47
force, 1920 ....................
for operating supplies
48
supplis .................
superintendent,
control, etc., of superintendent,
under control,
etc., Department
Department Buildings.
Buildings_.
48
State, etc.,
Office
of Communications,
Communications, Navy
Navy Department,
Departrent,
Office of
Shipping Bulletin publication authorized
authorized
Shipping
1028
by.
bv .............................
Office Supplies,
Supplies, etc.,
etc., D.
C.,
D. C.,
Office
appropriation for expenses transferring
transferring to
appropriation
departments, etc.,
etc., no longer needed
needed
departments,
for
restricfor war activities, etc., pay restric644
tion
...........................
proceeds
covered in ..........
645
proceeds to be covered
departments,
cooperate in
artments, etc., to cooperate
disposition
.
. 645
disposition..........
motor trucks to be furnished by War
War
645
Department ....................
645
Department
issue
typewriters and computing
computing
issue of typewriters
645
machines at current
current prices..........
prices
departments, etc.,
etc., under sundry civil
for departments,
appropriation
purchased
Act, to be purchased
appropriation Act,
in preference
preference from stock of other
services
to
longer needed, due to
no longer
services no
- the end of the war
232
war..................
Officers,
Army,
Officers, Army,
appropriation for
110,954
954
line ........... 110,
pay of line
for pay
appropriation
for pay of staff ....................... 110,954
for
110,954
Guard. ..........
for pay of National Guard
for
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps.....
Corps
110,9
110, 954
for pay
pay of Officers'
for
warrant offcers,
Mine Planter
offcers, Mine
pay, warrant
for pay,
Service ...................
110,954
Bervice
for
Insular Affairs
110
Affairs.....
of, Bureau of Insular
for pay
pay of,
for aviation increase,
increase, Air Service-...
Service -... 110,954
for
Scouts ...........
110
pay, Philippine
Philippine Scouts
for pay,
for longevity pay ............
... 110,954
for
retired
110
7954
110,954
.....
for pay of retired.........
for
service.. 110,954
of retired, on active service
for pay of
for retired Philippine
Philippine Scouts
111
.......
for
of quarters,
quarters, etc ..... 112,956
for commutation
commutation of
for
- 112,956
..--...------for mileage
mileage --...
for
cent additional
additional pay, foreign
10 per cent
for 10
service
..-..----- 112,956
service......warrant officers entitled to
112
to..........
warrant
pay to, furnishing their
for additional
additional pay
own
mounts
113,956
own mounts.. .............-.
for disposition
disposition of
of remains
of
184,
895, 1386
184,895,1386
remains of......
for
removal,
etc., from
from abroad.........
abroad
896,1386
896,1386
removal, etc.,
deficiency
appropriation for mileage
mileage...... 344,
deficiency appropriation
1026, 1038, 1184
1026,1038,1184
for
disposition
of
remains
of
for disposition of remains of ............ 345,
348, 522, 1038, 1041, 1044
additional
to permanent
to
establishment to
permanent establishment
additional to
be maintained
maintained until
until June
June 30, 1920..
1920
286
286
be
286
...
etc
emergency
service
selection
for,
emergency service
Air
Service assignments
emergency,
assignments of emergency,
Air Service
limited;
percentage of fliers relimited; percentage
287
................
quired .
........
760
reorganization provisions..........
provisions
Army reorganization
general
officers, of the line commissioned
commissioned
general officers,
760
......such
as such.................
of the
holding office to which
when holding
of
the staff, when
760
rank is attached .............--..one general,
office to
to cease
cease when vacancy
vacancy
general, office
one
760
occurs
occurs............-........-----760
authorized......... -numbers and ranks authorized
appointment of
generals of the line,
major generals
of major
appointment
760
from
generals............
from brigadier generals
brigadier
generals from colonels.
colonels ........ 760
brigadier generals
prepared annually
eligible list to be prepared
760
by
'
major generals ..........
by board
board of major
760
-........
liat ..
nrTnnratinn
preparation of
of first
first list
760
.
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Oficers, Army-Continued.
Page.
in designated
commissions permanent
commissions
permanent in
branches........................
branches
760
760
by
General Staff
etc...
761
by detail
detail to
to General
Staff Corps, etc
761
other officers by detail, or permanent
permanent
..............
with consent .....
761
761
required of all .........
762
duty with troops required
762
provisional appointments
771
repealed....
provisional
appointments of, repealed....
771
prepared.........
promotion list for, to be prepared
771
promotion
771
promotions under existing law up to June
promotions
30, 1920 ........................
774
774
standing on promotion
in order of standing
promotion list
.................. 774
thereafter ..
774
classification of, Class A, for retention
retention in •
classification
service
773
service ........................
773
Class B, not to be retained
retained .......
773
...........
773
provisions relating to................
to
773
provisions
773
774
original appointment provisions
provisions........ 774
on active list not to be detailed for recruitetc.,
ing duty, or at military schools, etc.,
if retired officers
officers can be secured
secured
therefor
777
therefor....... ..............
777
retired, to receive full pay when on active
retired,
duty
777 ,
duty..........................
777.
additional numbers
numbers to be absorbed,
etc. _
absorbed, etc...
additional
785
details, etc., to carry no advanced
advanced rank,
details,
etc
785
etc...............................
785
retired, may be employed on active duty
•
785
...............
785
in time of war ..
etc., for
785
full pay, etc.,
...................
credit
for
all
Government
services
given,
credit for
determining relative
relative rank, retirein determining
ment, etc .....................
785
appointed
in
time
of
war to temporary
temporary
appointed
higher rank,
rank, without
without vacating
pervacating perhigher
manent commissions
commissions ..........
785
Officers' Reserve
other appointments
appointments in Officers'
Reserve
Corps
785
Corps ......................
rank and precedence
precedence of Regular, determined ...........
785
..........
mined
National Guard
Guard .....
785
reserve officers, and National
retired, on active duty to have rank, etc.,
he would have had if he had reduty 786
786
time on active duty.
- mained
mained such time
temporary
retained
commissions of, may be retained
temporary commissions
786
until December 31, 1920 ........
by Regulars
Regulars to be vacated by June
held by
786
30, 1920
1920. ......................-details
at
details of, for technical education at
schools, industrial plants, etc.......
etc
786
temporary
President
appointments by President
temporary appointments
alone of person nominated prior to
December 31, 1920
786
.............
786
etc......
termination
confirmation, etc
termination after confirmation,
786
or
1921, if not confirmed
confirmed.....
4, 1921,
or March
March 4,
pay,
etc., if
if retired while
while holding ....... 786
pay, etc.,
commutation
quarters, etc., to families
commutation of quarters,
602
of,
extended to June
1922
June 30, 1922.......
of, extended
death
or disease
allowances for wounds or
death allowances
extended
duV
367
on active duty.
retired, on
extended to retired,
War
detached service of, during World War
emergency,
be regarded as with
emergency, to be
394
troops
troops.....................
details
engineering infor aeronautic
aeronautic engineering
of, for
details of,
594
struction
.....
struction at schools, etc ...
of active, for recruiting, or at coldetails of
286
leges,
restricted............
etc., restricted.
leges, etc.,
emergency personnel
personnel may
temporarily
may be temporarily
emergency
977
retained, etc.
etc .4-..............--.-retained,
977
number
limited
......
number on active duty limited.
final
than December
December
discharge not later than
final discharge
31,
1920
977
31, 1920.........-......---.---.
of Regular
Regular Army
holding emergency
emergency
Army holding
of
commissions
to be
be discharged
discharged theretherecommissions to
977
from
by June 30, 1920
977
1920.............
from by
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rage.
ifficers, Navy--Continued.
duty not
captains
in the
wounded on duty
the line, wounded
captains in
restrictions,
subject
to promotion
promotion restrictions,
subject to
147
etc...............................
etc
etc.,,
claims for
commutation of quarters, etc
for commutation
claims
prior to
July 1,
1918, to
from
to be paid from
1, 1918,
to July
prior
511
appropriation for 1918 .............
appropriation
commutation of quarters,
etc., to families
quarters, etc.,
commutation
140
of,
applicable only during the war..
war
140
of, applicable
continued
present emergency....
emergency
385
during present
continued during
602
extended
extended to June 30, 1922 ..............
824
death
allowances to, on active list ........
death allowances
824
retired
active duty ........
on active
when on
list, when
retired list,
824
restricted
Regular Navy ............. .
824
restricted to Regular
details to
American Republics
Republics auto South American
details
by
thorized
on
application
Governthorized on application
ments
1056
thereof ..................
ments thereof
acceptance
of offices,
offices, pay, etc.,
allowed
1056
etc., allowed.
acceptance of
. 1056
status
unchanged ..........
status in Navy unchanged
holding
appointments, may
may be
temporary appointments,
holding temporary
grades, in making regiven lower grades,
153
quired reductions.................
reductions
quired
153
precedence established.................
established
precedence
longevity pay
service in
pay of, based on total service
longevity
all
604
services ......................-all services
pay
increased temporarily
January 1,
temporarily from January
pay increased
601
1920; rates
rates....................--601
1920;
604
effective
effective until June 30, 1922 ...........
percentage
authorized of line, on active
percentage authorized
duty
duty ........--...-...- ...........----- - 834
of
active duty
duty................... 834
staff on active
of staff
employment of reserve
reserve officers in aviaemployment
834
auxiliary service..........
service
tion and auxiliary
serving
temporary grade during the war,
serving in temporary
etc.,
eligible for promotion;
promotion; requireetc., eligible
Corps,
Marine Corps,
ments waived
waived..................----..
140
Officers, Marine
ments
appropriation
152,829
appropriation for pay ..............
admiral, chief of
status
rear admiral,
permanent rear
of permanent
status of
152,829
for
retired .....................
forretired
bureau,
heretofore a
a
bureau, having served heretofore
without
commutation of quarters, without
for commutation
full
140
full term ......................
153,829
troops
troops..........................
temporary, eligible
eligible for disability
disability retiretemporary,
unusual
under
to,
for
under unusual
allowances
for special allowances
ment
834
ment........................--------132,813
conditions
conditions ...................
temporary
continued until
appointments continued
temporary appointments
for
transporting
remains
of,
dying
for transporting remains
December 31,
31, 1921; limit ...........
834
December
abroad
146,823
abroad ....................
in
Naval Reserve, on active duty .......
834
in Naval
commutation of quarters to families of, contemporary commissioned
warrant elicommissioned and warrant
commutation
temporary
tinued
present emergency...
385
emergency...
gible for
appointment in
tinued during present
transfer to appointment
for transfer
gible
834
permanent
grades and ranks........
extended to June 30, 1922 ............
602
extended
permanent grades
834
........
allowances to, on active list ........
824
834
death allowances
number limited .........
active duty ........
824
quota to Medical,
Dental, and Supretired list, when on active
Medical, Dental,
full quota
restricted to Regular Marine Corps .....
824
ply
Corps .......................
835
restricted
ply Corps
835
holding .temporary
appointments, may be
temporary appointments,
precedence, etc ................
835
rank, precedence,
making regiven lower grades, in making
Coast
serving with Navy
Navy in
Coast Guard officers serving
153
reductions .................
quired reductions
permanent
World War, eligible
eligible for permanent
World
15
precedence
established
153
precedence established.................
rank, etc., of....................83
of
835
rank,
examination
by board; rank, etc., limexamination by
longevity
service in
longevity pay of, based on total service
835
ited .. ........................... ..
all services
604
services....................
835
longevity, etc..
credit for service in, for longevity,
etc
credit
increased temporarily from January
January 1,
pay increased
60]
age limits
temporary, to receive comlimits for temporary,
601
age
1920; rates ....................
835
604
missions in permanent
permanent Navy ........
effective until June 30, 1922 ...........
service ......... 835
increase allowed
allowed for prior
prior service.
increase
permanent comtemporary, eligible for permanent
836
Corps .........
not
83(
missions
applicable to Dental Corps.
not applicable
missions .......................
830
for line officers other
other than from Naval
Naval
equipment
accouterments, and equipment
uniforms, accouterments,
836
15'
Academy ............--.........---Academy
to be sold at cost to .............. . 154
lieutenant
lieutenant
lieutenant (junior grade) and lieutenant
Officers, Navy,
promotions
without regard
regard to service
service
promotions without
82'
appropriation for pay, active list ....... 146,
146,824
appropriation
836
until June 30, 1923 ..............-..
146,82146,824
for pay of retired ................
or
grade
temporary
permanent, serving in
permanent,
......... 146,824
quarters
commutation of quarters
for commutation
rank during the war eligible for pro82
146,
for hire of quarters ashore ............
146,824
836
motion, etc
etc ....................-motion,
for special allowances
allowances to, serving under
temporary, may receive
receive temporary
temporary ap132,81
unusual conditions .............
132,813
836
pointments
grades
pomintments in lower graes.........
for transporting
transporting remains
remains of, dying
146,82
......... 146,823
Officers'
Corps, Army,
Army,
Reserve Corps,
Officers' Reserve
abroad
abroad...........
110,954
of...............
be
appropriation
promotions to be
appropriation for pay of.
recommend promotions
boards to recommend
on active
duty
112, 954
110,
956
112,956
active duty........
on
for mileage,
m
13
mileage,
convened once a
139
a year .............
convened
-
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Officers,
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longevity
total service in
longevity pay of, based on total
...... ..... 604
..
all services
maximum
restricted after
number of, restricted
maximum number
286
October
31, 1919 ................
October 31,
pay
temporarily from January
January 1,
increased temporarily
pay increased
601
.................. 601
1920; rates ...
604
effective
effective until June 30, 1922 ..........
private property
property of, lost in the service to
private
be
conditions, etc ......... 1436
be paid for; conditions,
606
606
relief, etc.,
etc. of designated
designated ................
relief,
Frank Amber,
loss of
Barber, British Army, lose
Frank
606
sight .............................. 606
William
A. Simpson,
appointment as
Simpson, appointment
William A.
606
606
brigadier general,
general, retired
retired..........
brigadier
Robert
Robert H. Peck, restored to rank of
606
major, Infantry.......---------.....
Infantry:
major,
H.
appointment as first lieuDaly, appointment
H. W. Daly,
606
606
tenant,
tenant, retired ....................
Daniel W.
W. Hand,
Hand, restored
restored to lineal
Daniel
606
Artillery..
captain, Field Artillery
position of captain,
Leonard F.
F. Matlack,
Matlack, appointment
appointment as
Leonard
607
retired .................-captain, retired
607
accounts....
Jesse McI.
Carter, credit in accounts
McI. Carter,
Jesse
John Elmer
Elmer Wright,
appointment as
Wright, appointment
John
607
...........
first
retired..
first lieutenant, retired
William Shelby
appointment
Shelby Barriger, appointment
William
607
as captain
captain of Cavalry ..............
appointment as captain
J. C. Garrett,
Garrett, appointment
captain of
607
Cavalry .......................
retired for disability not placed on limited
retired
286
list ..............................
retained until
temporary
grades of, may be retained
temporary grades
286
bine 30, 1920 ......................
June
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Page.
Officers' Reserve
Corps. Army—Continued.
Army-Continued.
Page.
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mileage, on
active duty .....................
1026
creation
and constitution
creation and
constitution of
of .............. 775
775
appointments
appointments and commissions by President alone .
..................
775
of generals
generals by President
President and Senate
775
Senate.....775
term of service; discharges
776
discharges permitted
permitted-....
776
citizenship requirements
•citizenship
776
requirements ...............
former service qualifications
qualifications for grades
776
former
grades....
776
in National Guard
776
Guard.....................
776
limitations on other appointments
appointments......
776
promotion and transfer rules to be prescribed .........................
776
scribed
776
776
basis of ...............................
776
assignment to local units
units...............
776
present commissions to be retained
retained.......
776
vacated by National
not vacated
National Guard commission
........................
776
active duty by, limited
limited..................
776
776
on.................
pay, etc., only while on
allowances for, as of Regular
Army
allowances
Regular Army....
776
no retirement, etc
etc...................
776
emergency officers
may be appointed
appointed therethereemergency
officers may
in, to same or next higher grade
grade.... 129
flying cadets may be commissioned
second
commissioned second
lieutenants in ................-....
109
graduates of Reserve Officers' Training
Corps, etc., may be appoin
appointed in
778
in..
inted
rank and precedence
called into service.
service
785
precedence of, called
Patent Office,
Offite
Official Gazette, Patent
appropriation
printing and
and binding....
binding
228,
appropriation for printing
941, 1429
Official Reporters,
Reporters,
Official
appropriation
Representafor House of Representaappropriation for
tives ........................
637,1257
Senate
for Senate.....................
633,1254
deficiency
appropriation for extra services,
deficiency appropriation
Senate
Senate...-.......--...-........
.57.57
for additional pay, House of Representatives .........
59
--....----......... additional pay, Senate.............
Senate
342
for additional
additional expenses, Senate
Senate..... 1035, 1180
for additional
Ogden, Utah,
Utah,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for site for ammudeficiency
ammu..
nition storage depot at
510
at..
.
purchase of land, etc., for Army ammuniamnmunition storage at, legalized
legalized ...........
894
Avenue NW.,
NW, D.
1). C.,
Ohio Avenue
appropriation
for
repaving
with
asphalt,
appropriation for repaving
Twelfth to Fifteenth Streets
71i
76
Streets........
Ohio River,
River,
time extended
extended for bridging, McKees
McKees
Rocks, Pa .....................
1079
1079
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made,
Pittsburgh to
to mouth,
for ice
ice
made, Pittsburgh
mouth, for
piers
1012
piers.............................
Oil
Deposits, Public
Oil and
and Gas
Gas Deposits,
Public Lands,
Lands,
lands
permits
permits to prospect for, on public lands
-..... ...... 441
authorized
authorized............exclusive right for two years ............
441
area, if not within known producing
fields
441
fields .....................----drilling, etc.,
etc. required -.............
441
extending
extending time for,
for, allowed
allowed............ 441
location, etc.,
etc., on surveyed lands ......
441
on ungurveyed
unsurveyed lands; notices to be
posted, etc ......................
441
442
corner marks, on receiving permits-..
permits__
in
granted five
five. 442
applicant may be granted
Alaska, applicant
in Alaska,
requirements exdrilling and time
time requirements
tended ........................44 9
442
tended
preference right to first locator; repreference
anirpmentst
.r...
.-------..
-- -442
quirements
442
. - -- ...---------------
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Oil and
Oil
and Gas
Gas Deposits,
Deposits, Public
Public Lands-Con.
Lands—Con.
lease to permittee on discovery
discovery...........
restricted to one-fourth of land in permit.
permit
selection
selection and description on surveyed
surveyed
lands
......................
unsurveyed lands, to be surveyed
surveyed at
cost of applicant..............
applicant
royalty and rental;
term for twenty years; royalty
rental; renewal
rental;
renewal...............
preference right of permittee
preferenc6
permitt,ee to remainder of area
area...............
etc., conditions
conditions ...............
royalty, etc.,
permittee
permitt,ee to pay for product
product secured
secured
applying for ................
before applying
drilling restrictions; location
location of wells
wells......
prevention
etc
prevention of waste, etc................
forfeiture of permit
permit or lease for violations.
violations
leases of unappropriated
unappropriated deposits in producing fields...................
fields
ducing
lands not subject to preferential
preferential
claims....................
claims
competitive
competitive bids by qualified applicants; limit of tracts
tracts..
.........
bonus, royalty, and rental ..
.........
period of twenty years..................
years
right of renewal
renewal
..................
royalty may be reduced
reduced if production
production
diminished
diminished....................
applicable to all oil and gas leases
applicable
•hereunder.........................
hereunder
to claimants of withdrawn
withdrawn lands under
placer mining laws on relinquishing
relinquishing
rights, etc
................--.
-.
royalty of one-eighth
royalty
one-eighth of
of total
total production
.............
tion to be paid .
period of twenty years;
minimum
period
minimnm
royalty
royalty ..........................
area limitations
limitations.................
regulations of
royalty, etc
regulations
of royalty,
etc.........
claims
reserves limclaims in naval petroleum reserves
ited
to
area
of
producing
ited to area of producing wells
wells......
royalties for past and future producroyalties
tion
tion
.
.................
restriction on additional
additional drilling, etc..
etc._
restriction
disposal of remainder of such claim;
preference ..
peereference
...............
additional drilling
additional
drilling by claimant
claimant may
permitted ................
be permitted
benefits
fraud by claimant to bar
bar all benefits...
adjustment of
of pending
suits as
as to
readjustment
pending suits
to reof
served lands on acceptance
acceptance of......
payment of moneys impounded.......
impounded
settlement
conflicting claims
settlement of conflicting
claims.......
claimant,
claimant, and
and persons
persons claiming
claiming under, to
to
have benefit of
............
.......
September I,
acquired since September
I,
of interest acquired
1919, from person
person holding, etc., excess area, forbidden
forbidden.
...........
exchanges
1, 1920,
not
exchanges prior
prior to
to January
January 1,
1920, not
affecting area,
area. allowed
allowed.............
exceeding
maximum area,
interest
exceeding maximum
area, or interest
therein,
therein, prohibited
...........
compromise authorized of suits affecting
compromise
lacer claims in lands withdrawn,
withdrawn,
placer
September
September 27,
27, 1909
1909.............
conditions
terms and conditions................
prospecting permits
prospecting
permits on
on lands
lands not withwith........
........drawn ....
drawn
October 1,
bona fide
fide claimant,
claimant, etc., on October
1,
1919 ....................
performed, without disprior work performed,
discovery ....................---coverv.
leases
leases allowed
allowed if discovery
discovery made
made heretofore
fore...............-..-......------
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442
443
443
443
443
443
443
443
443
443
443

443
443
448
446
443
443
443
443
443
443

443
443
443
443
444
444
444
444
444
444
444
414
444
444
444
444
444
444

444
444
444
445
445
445
445
445
445
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Oil
Page.
Page.
Public Lands—Con.
Lands-Con.
Oil and Gas Deposits,
Deposits, Public
prospecting permits;
permits; royalty
royalty in
in lease
if
lease if
prospecting
permit
445
area.
445
permit upon
upon known
known producing
producing area
445
naval
reserve lands
included
445
not included........
lands not
naval reserve
fraud
by
claimant
to
bar
all
benefits
fraud by claimant to bar all benefits
hereof
445
445
hereof ........................--benefits of
of permits
permits and
and leases
claimbenefits
leases to
to claimants,
claiming under
445
445
under...
persons claiming
ants, and
and persons
preference right
entrymen on .agriculright of entrymen
preference
tural
for prospecting'permit,
prospecting permit,
tural lands
lands for
etc .............................
. 445
445
etc
445
reserved..... .........
mineral right
if mineral
right reserved
lease if
if discovery
discovery made
445
445
made.................
lease
445
limit .....
joint
permitted; limit
applications permitted;
joint applications
royalty provisions..................
provisions
445
''royalty
provisions for
deposits of.........
of
446
446
Alaska deposits
for Alaska
provisions
cancellation of
of permits
permits for
want of
of dilidilifor want
cancellation
gence
448
448
gence...... ...-........-...limitation of
of leases,
leases, etc.................
etc
448
448
limitation
prevention of
etc ............
448
448
of monopoly,
monopoly, etc
prevention
449
lines, etc...........
rights of
etc
rights
of way for pipe lines,
Oil, Fuel,
Fuel,
appropriation for
investigation of,
for naval
naval
of, for
for investigation
appropriation
use
..........
133,813
133,813
use...-.........
"wprovisions
for securing
seeming 'adequate
'adequate supply,
'provisions for
supply,
preventing injurious
speculation,
injurious speculation,
preventing
etc., of,
the war
war ...........
297
297
etc.,
of, during
during the
punishment for
for vitilations
violations of...........
of
298
298
punishment
Oil Lands.
Oil
Lands,
appropriation for
expenses, suits
suits affecting
affecting
for expenses,
appropriation
withdrawn ...............
208,
922, 1411
208,922,1411
withdrawn
Oil
Public Lands,
Deposits, Public
Oil Shale Deposits,
leases
of lands
445
leases authorized
authorized of
lands containing
containing .....
445
446
surface lands for reduction
reduction works.......
works
regulations,
446
regulations, etc
etc .......................
446
area limited ...........................
area
446
period
for
period indeterminate;
indeterminate; conditions
conditions for
working,
etc
446
working, etc.......................
446
royalties
446
royalties and
and rentals
rentals .................
446
waiving
to encourage
waiving temporarily,
temporarily, to
encourage proproduction
446
duction ........................
446
to persons
valid claims
claims under
under exto
persons having
having valid
existing
the
isting laws,
laws, or
or relinquishing
relinquishing the
same
446
same.... ............
........
446
area limited
limited ........................
446
446
fraud, etc.,
etc., by
benefits
fraud,
by claimant
claimant to
to bar
bar benefits
of...........................
of
446
446
only one,
one, to
any person,
person, etc............
etc
446
only
to any
446
Oil Transportation,
Transportation,
interstate commerce
interstate
commerce regulations
regulations applicable
applicable
to, by
by pipe
pipe lines,
lines, etc
474
to,
etc.............
474
Okanogan Irrigation
Project, Wash.,
Okanogan
IrrigationProject,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of;
of;
reeppropriation
reappropriation ............ 201,915,1404
201,915,1404
restriction
on
permanent
pumping
restriction on permanent pumping
plant
915
plant construction
construction-................
915
Okanogan .
National Forest,
Okanogan
National
Forest, Wash.,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of..
250,708
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.. 250,708
Oklahoma,
balance of
town site
site trust
funds with
with Combalance
of town
trust funds
Comof the
the General
General Land
Land Office
missioner of
Office
to
into the
the Treasury....
Treasury
1354
to be
be covered
covered into
1354
authorized across
River bebridge authorized
across Red River
tween Texas
Texas and..............
and
589,597
589,597
central standard
standard time
established for
central
time established
for PanPanhandle
handle and Plains section of........
of
1446
1446
relating
correction in
in enrollment
enrollment of bill relating
to ..........................
1643
1643
drainage
drainae assessments against allotments of
Five Civilized Tribes, may be paid
Five
1204
from tribal funds ...............
maximum charge
charge for, omitted .......... 1205
gros production
gross
production tax on oil and gas produced in Osage County, allowed
allowed
paid
Osare
Indians.- 1250
from royalties
- -x Indians._
Sr - - Osage

Oklahoma—Continued.
Oklahoma-Continued.
sale authorized
authorized of
of portion
portion of
of reserved
reserved
sale
Choctaw
and Chickasaw
lands to,
to,
Chickasaw lands
Choctaw and
for
site.................
for sanatorium
sanatorium site
treatment
Indian and
white citizens
citizens.
and white
treatment of
of Indian
sale directed
of remaining
remaining Choctaw
Choctaw and
and
directed of
sale
Chickasaw
asphalt deposits
deposits
coal and
and asphalt
Chickasaw coal
in
in.............................
surface
of inherited
in
surface
of
inherited allotments
allotments
in
Quapaw
pursite purQuapaw Agency,
Agency, for
for town
town site
,
n-.n.
poses.. -------------tax
alrXescl on
produced from
from
on minerals
minerals produced
tax allowed
leases
of Quapaw
Quapaw restricted
restricted allotallotleases of
ments
ments..............................
not chargeable
chargeable as
as a
against the
the land
land.
a lien
lien against
not

Page.
1105
1105
1105
1105

1107
355
355
1249
1249
1249
1249

Oklahoma
Standard Time,
Oklahoma and Texas, Standard
central time established
central
established for Panhandle
1446
and
section of................
of
and Plains
Plains section
correction
in enrollment
relating to,
bill relating
of bill
enrollment of
correction in
ordered
1643
1643
ordered .......................
Olcott,
Frederica(widow),
Olcott, H. Frederica
pension
1622
1622
............. ...
.........
pension
Old Dock, N. C.,
C. :
bridge
Waccamaw River,
River,
across Waccamaw
authorized across
bridge authorized
near
404
404
...............
near.............
Old
Point, Va.,
Old Point,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of channel
channel
preliminary
to
Newport News
News from,
from, to
to be
be made
1011
made.. 1011
to Newport
Olongapo,P.
Olongapo, P. I.,
appropriation for
station, public
for naval station,
appropriation
822
822
........
works ...............
works
for hospital
horal at.
at. from
proceeds of
of U.
S. S.
U. S.
from proceeds
for
g pose II
822
822
......................
"Repose"
Olsen, Emil, J.,
1538
1538
0 pension........................
pension
(daughter),
Olson,,Josephine
Josephine (daughter),
1568
pension
1568
pension ...........................
Olympic
etc.,
Games, etc.,
Olympic Games,
Transports authorized
authorized to
carry repuse of Transports
to carry
738
resentative
738
American teams, etc., to.
resentative American
Olympic National
Forest, Wash.,
NationalForest,
250,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of.... 250,
etc., of....
appropriation
708, 1328
708,1328
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
exemergency exfor emergency
deficiency
penses
1177
1177
penses..........................
Olyphant, Pa.,
Pa.,
Olyphant,
166
appropriation for
for public
public building
166
building.......
appropriation
Omaha Agency,
Agency, Nebr.,
Omaha
etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
appropriation for
at ........................
31,
434, 1248
1248
31,434,
at
0' Neal, Walter,
O'Neal,
. 1534
pension increased....................
increased
pension
O'Neil,
Nene T. (widow),
O'Neil, Nelle
pension ...........................
1603
1603
pension
Openshaw,
Openshaw, Esther
Esther M. (widow),
pension
1599
1599
...........
pension...............
Operating
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
Operating Force,
Force, Public
appropriation for
pay of;
of; employees
speciemployees specifor pay
appropriation
fied...................
170,878,1371
fied
170,
878, 1371
1163
deficiency
appropriation for...............
deficiency appropriation
for
1163
Operating
OperatingSupplies,
Supplies, Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
appropriation
for
fuel,
lights,
water,
etc
170,
etc...
170,
appropriation for fuel, lights, water,
878, 1371
878,1371
for
advance fuel
authorized for
advance
fuel contracts authorized
1372
fiscal year..
1372
year ..
..................
fiscal
deficiency
appropriation for
45,
61, 65, 330,
deficiency appropriation
for ......
45,61,65,330,
344,
347, 522, 1024, 1041,
1041, 1044,
1044, 1163,
1163, 1184
1184
344,347,522,1024,
Opinions of the Attorney General,
Opinions
General,
deficiency appropriation
appropration for preparing
deficiency
Volume
1032
Volume 32
32.......................... 1032
Opium, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
enforcing law
appropriation for expenses, enforcing
restricting sale, etc...........
etc
654,1274
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
expenses reappropriation for expenses
stnctine
sale.
tc'-..,.
. ....
1161.
stricting
etc
1161, 1185
1185
------ sale,
_-1 -----------------

INDEX.
Optical
Page.
Optical Glass,
Glass,
Page.
appropriation
investigating production
appropriation for investigating
problems of .................
683, 1302
Oraibi
IrrigationProject,
Project, Ariz.,
Oraibi Wash Irrigation
of .... 1226
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
appropriation
Commerce,
Orange Chamber
Chamber of
of Commerce,
Orange
598
may bridge Sabine River, Orange, Tex....
Tex....
Orange,
Tex.,
Orange, Tex.,
appropriation for public building ..........
166
appropriation
authorized across Sabine
bridge authorized
Sabine-River at .
598
Orchard,
Orchard,etc., Fruits,
Fruits,
investigating diseases of,
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
242, 701,
701,1321
etc ......................
•
1321
Orchards,
Orchards,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating insects
256,714,1334
affecting ...................
affecting
256, 714, 1334
Ordnance and Ordnance
Ordnance Stores,
Stores, Navy,
Navy,
Ordnance
appropriation for procuring, etc ........ 142,819
142,819
appropriation
deficiency
65,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..............
1190
522, 1039, 1041, 1185, 1190
Ordnance
Department, Army,
Army,
Ordnance Department,
appropriation for current expenses,
expenses, etc.
etc. 124,970
124,970
appropriation
material to be of American
manufacAmerican manufacmaterial
ture; exception
exception .......---....... 125,971
civilian services
services other
other than.
than, clerical
clerical
125
in District of Columbia
Columbia.............
125
125
allowance for subsistence...........
subsistence
125
allowance
for
for airplane
airplane bombs; ammunition for
small arms,
arms, etc .................
. 125, 971
small
971
for firing morning and evening gun .. 125, 971
small arms
arms target
target
for ammunition for small
125,
971
practice; medals, etc...........etc
manufacture, etc.,
etc., of arms at armoarmofor manufacture,
. 125,971
125, 971
ries .....................
125, 971
etc., stores ..........for preserving,
preserving, etc.,
125,971
for Infantry,
etc., equipments -...-.
Infantry, etc.
125,971
for national
national trophy, etc., rifle contests.
contests 125,971
125,971
for
--...--.....
126,972
machine
rifles
for automatic
automatic
126
for armored motor cars ...............tanks,
for purchase,
manufacture, etc.,
etc., of t
anks,
purchase, manufacture,
etc
972
972
...........................----etc
etc., for civilian practice
practice at rifle
rifle
for arms, etc.,
ranges
127; 974
127;
ranges....................
camps. 128,974
for arms, etc.,
etc., civilian
training camps
civilian training
for arms,
arms, equipment,
equipment, etc.,
etc., to units of ReCorps..... 128,974
serve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps
serve
for arms, etc.,
etc., to other
other schools
schools having
having military training ......----......... 128,974
128, 974
expenses, insular possesfor fortification
fortification expenses,
610, 1350
1350
............
sions ........
for civilian
civilian schools on ordnance
ordnance reservations ......................
894,1385
for Aberdeen, Md.,
Md., proving
proving ground, airship hangar
hangar ............--........
894
deficiency
appropriation for paying
paying damage
damage
deficiency appropriation
claims, explosions
explosions at plant of T. A.
Gillespie Company, Morgan,
Morgan, N. J...
J
46,
Gillespie
1025,
1164
1025,1164
for incurred
incurred obligations, from unex46
pended balances ................-.
46
for expenses
expenses of salvage
salvage activities, from
from
510
510
sales of surplus stores, etc ..........-----510
facilities; reappropriation
for storage facilities:
reappropriation_....
510
Ogden, Utah, for site
land near Ogden
site.......
.
510
restriction on construction
construction work
work....... 510
restriction
510
Wis..........
not available for Sparta, Wis
510
contract requirements
requirements --........-....
510
contract
service
1190
1184, 1190
.............------ 1184.
ordnance service
for ordnance
automatic rifles .................----- 1184
for automatic
operation of civilian
civilian schools
schools on specified
specified
operation
ordnance reservations
reservations authorized
authorized
333
from
appropriations for ammunition.
ammunition
333
from appropriations
unexpended
unexpended balances
balances available
available to pay
armored
suspended contracts;
contracts; for armored
1027
motor cars -.....................--------

2021
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Ordnance
Department, Army—Continued.
Army-Continued.
Ordnance Department,
Page.
unexpended balances
unexpended
balances available
available to
to pay sussuspended contracts;
contracts; for automatic
automatic
rifles .
...
1027
............................
1027
Field Artillery
Artillery for National
National Guard ......
1027
1027
manufacture of arms
manufacture
arms
................
1027
1027
ordnance service .....................
ordnance
1027
1
7
1027
ammunition ............................
1027
ordnance stores and supplies
supplies ...........
1027
1027
officers
officers and enlisted men composing
composing .......
768
limitation
on
selection
of
sergeants,
relimitation on selection of sergeants, repealed
pealed ............
396
.............
396
purchase
ammunition storage,
storage,
purchase of land
land for ammunition
Ogden, Utah,
Utah, legalized
894
Ogden,
legalized ............
894
Ordnance
Ordnance Office,
Office, War Department,
Department,
appropriation for
660, 1279
660,1279
appropriation
for clerks,
clerks, etc ............
additional employees;
for additional
employees; pay
pay restricrestriction .........................
1279
1279
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., paid
paid from
draftsmen,
from appropriaappropriafortifications ...........
66° ,1279
tions for
for fortifications
660,1279
allowance
allowance for services
services of civilians
civilians with
with SalSalvage Board, from
ordnance approprifrom ordnance
appropriations
1164
ations .......................
1164
Ordnance Proving
ProsingGrounds, Army,
Ordnance
Army,
appropriation
for
current
expenses,
testing
appropriation for current expenses, testing
experimental work, etc..........
experimental
etc
609, 1349
609,1349
Ordnance
Army,
Ordnance Stores, etc.,
etc., Army,
appropriation
for
purchase,
etc
appropriation for purchase, etc.......... 124,971
material to be of American
material
manufacAmerican manufacture;
exception. ................
125,971
ture; exception
125,971
for
airplane
bombs,
ammunition,
etc - - 125,
125, 971
971
for airplane bombs, ammunition, etc
for preserving, etc......
etc
125,971
.........
125,971
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
125, 791
etc., for
for issue .........
125,791
balances
covered in,
in, of
for
balances covered
of appropriations
appropriations for
ammunition
1353
1917-1919 .............
1353
ammunition 1917-1919
for ammunition
ammunition 1919, 1920 ..............
1353
1353
for
and supplies,
supplies, 1918,
1918, 1919 .......
1353
for stores
stores and
for
1353
for 1919,
1919, 1920 ........................
proceeds
sales of war
war material,
material, covered
in
1353
covered in.
1353
proceeds of
of salesof
June MacM.
Ordway, June
Marie. (mother),
increased --------........----....-...--...---.... 1540
1540
pension increased
Oregon,
Oregon,
clerks,
appropriation for surveyor
general, clerks,
appropriation
surveyor general,
673,1293
etc ............................
673, 1293
gold, etc,
of unalunalmining leases
leases allowed
allowed of
gold,
etc., mining
withdrawn mineral lands
lands of
lotted withdrawn
Indian
in..
31
Indian reservations
reservations in.
granted
granted right of way acros
across Dall-Celilo
Rallee-Celilo
River improveimprovesection of Columbia River
ments,
Columbia River
14:17
Riverihighway
ighway.
1437
ments, for Columbia
lands
Klamath Lake
Reserve,
Bird Reserve.
lands in Klamath
Lake Bird
627
opened to homestead
homestead entry, etc .....
404
Ochoco
Ochoco National
National Forest, area
area increased...
increased
404
Oregon National
extended. 404.
605
404. 605
Oregon
National Forest.
Forest. area
area extended.
segregation
segregation of lands by, under
under Carey Act,
Act,
continued
97
continued 987
........................
406
Siuslaw
National Forest.
Forest area
area extended
extended......
Siuslaw National
Oregon
California Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
Oregon and
and California
revested •
appropriation
protecting, etc.. revested
appropriation for protecting,
lands
195. 908.
1398
908. 1398
lands..............--.
195.
..............
196.
909
for survey,
survey, sale, etc.,
etc., of
•
196.909
deficiency
for protecting,
appropriation for
protecting,
deficiency appropriation
513
513
..............--...
etc.
revested lands
etc., revested
sold..
622
agricultural revested
agricultural
revested lands of, to be sold
price, etc
2
6•1
...
--..........--.....
price,
etc......
subject to homestead
homestead entry for two years
years
before
sale
623
623
before sale.....................--------disposition
623
disposition of proceeds
proceeds 623
...............sale
of
portion of
of revested
revested lands,
lands, to
Myrtle
to Myrtle
sale of portion
621
authorized...........
Point, Oreg.,
Oreg., authorized
621
62-2
6-price, etc .....-............-----------...--.--Oregon and
California Railroad
Railroad Grant
Grant Lands,
Oregon
and California
revested,
to Oregon.
Siuslaw, and
and
Oregon. Siudlaw,
revested. added
added to
495
Forests ...------........ 45
Crater
Crater National Forests

2022
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Page
Page.
Okla.-Continued.
Indians, Okla.—Continued.
Osage Indians,
Oregon
and California
California RailroadGrant
Railroad Grant Lands—
Lands- Page. Osage
Oregonand
appropriation for
for visits
visits of
of council
Washto Washcouncil to
appropriation
Continued.
Continued.
426, 1241
ington
ington .............-.......
revested; disposal
timber. 405
merchantable timber
of merchantable
disposal of
revested;
for
adjusting appraiseappraiseservices adjusting
expert services
for expert
proceeds to
to land
fund........... 406
grant fund
land grant
proceeds
ment,
etc., of
lands in
County,
in Osage County,
of lands
ment, etc.,
if eliminated
eliminated from
from national
forests to be
national forests
if
1
1241
........
Okla241
Oklda
406
disposed of, as other revested
revested lands.
lands.
disposed
ceded
claim
of,
for
moneys
from
ceded
of
sale
due
moneys
for
of,
claim
sales
of
timber
authorized
revested,
revested,
on
authorized
sales of timber
lands, to be brought in Court of
classified for
758
sites........... '758
power sites
for power
clasified
1097
Claims1097
Claims.....................-..
preferred
homestead claims on power sites,
preferred homestead
jurisdiction, basis
basis of damages, proce758
jurisdiction,
recognized
recognized........................
dure, etc..........----------------etc
1097
dure,
payment
made for power damages,
be made
to be
payment to
1098
award
Indians
award to credit of individual Indians...
758
etc .
..........-........
etc
oil, gas,
lands of, reserved
reserved to the tribe
etc., lands
gas, etc.,
oil,
758
fees
required
fees required.......................
1249
until
758
until April 7, 1946 .............
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed .............
753
regulations
leases of
1931,
existing April 7, 1931,
gas, existing
and gas,
oil and
of oil
leases
Oregon City, Oreg.,
Oregon
1249
continued
for fifteen
fifteen years
1249
years..........
continued for
lands
National Forest for
lands added to Oregon National
unleased lands
to be offered for oil and gas
lands to
406
unleased
protecting
of
protecting water supply of.........
1249
leases
.............-.--------leases 1249
Oregon
Porest tOGreg.,
Oreg.,
NatinalForest
Oregon National
....... 1249
.......
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 250,
annual rate of offer
appropriation
surface
708,1328
owners or lessees to be paid for
surface owners
708,1328
damages
from oil,
oil, etc.,
etc, mining
mining
605
damages from
...................
extended ..
area of, extended....
1249
operations..
..........operations..........
exchanges with private
acceptance
acceptance of exchanges
appeal
to
courts
if
dissatisfied
dissatisfied with
606
owners. .......................
appeal to courts
owners
. 1250
.........
awarded
amount awarded......
revested
revested Oregon and California lands, addcitizens........ 1250
members
members of tribe declared citizens
protecting Oregon City
ed to, for protecting
affected.. 1250
interest
1250 .•
in tribal property not affected
406
.......-..
interest in
water supply ...--......alienation
restrictions on adults of less
Oregon Short Line Railroad
RailroadCompany,
alienation restrictions
Oregon
than
one-half Indian blood reto.. 1453
lands in Minidoka
Mi' nidoka County, Idaho, sold to
than one-half
moved
1250
Ores, etc.,
moved ........................
etc.,
Ores,
determination
1250
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating treatment,
determination of status .............
appropriation
homesteads held by original allottees
195,911,1400
utilization,
of
195, 911, 1400
utilization, etc., of..........
homesteads
not
balance of appropriation
appropriation for encouraging
encouraging
balance
not subject to taxation until April
.......... 1250
1931
production, etc., of, covered
covered into
8, 1931..............
production,
Treasury
51
quarterly payment to competent
competent Indians,
Treasury........................
quarterly
interest on trust
rata share of interest
pro rata
Organized
OrganizedGovernment,
etc................ 1250
exclusion from entry, aliens teaching
teaching oproyalties, etc
funds, royalties,
- exclusion
1250
adult
members, $1,000....
$1,000
all
........ 1009
.............
toall
position to
incompetent members,
adult incompetent
Organized
Militia, Organized).
legal
$500 ........ 1250
Organized).
Militia (see Militia,
Organized Militia
legal guardians of minors, $500
under supervision
supervision of agency
agency superinOrganized Reserves,
Army,
Reserves, Army,
Organized
under
1250
initial organization
preservation of
..............
organization of; preservation
tendent ...... 4'
tendent
World War names in
760
invest
balance to credit of incompein.............
invest balance
General
Department General
tent or minor ...................1250
committee of War Department
for..... 760
prepare plans,
reservation of amount for expenditures
expenditures
plans etc., for_
Staff to prepare
reservation
reserve officers included ............
760
authorized
annually
authorized by Congress annually
etc., of units within a
a State to be
from tribal funds ..................
1250
location, etc.,
determined by a
a board of officers;
determined
payment of existing
existing obligations of incompayment
760
composition........................
composition
petents
petents from money placed to their
1250
Orient,
The,
credit .......................
Orient, The,
credit
appropriation for promoting, etc., comproduction
appropriation
production tax on oil and gas produced in
merce with
1250
..................... 679,1298
merce
Osage County, allowed Oklahoma..
Oklahoma
1250
Osage
Calif.,
Orland
Project, Calif.,
IrrigationProject,
Orland Irrigation
........ 1250
payment
royalties.........
payment from royalties
appropriation
200,
maintenance, etc., of..
additional
from royalties
appropriation for maintenance,
tax authorized from
additional tax
914,1403
914,
1403
for
bridges.............. 1251
for roads and bridges.
Orr, Daniel
Daniel W.,
Orr,
annual report
report of county officials
officials of use
1589
pension
1251
pension........................
thereof ................-..-.Orr,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Orr, Mary
Mary E.
Osborn,
A. (widow),
A.
Amanda
Osborn,
1573
pension
pension.............................
1493
..................
pension ........
Orr,
Susan H.
H. (widow),
(widow),
Orr, Susan
Osborn,
Catherine
(daughter),
(daughter),
Catherine
Osborn,
pension
1511
pension............................
1511
1482
pension ....................-1482
.---pension
Orsborn,
John,
Orsborn, John,
Ewell V.,
V.,
Osborn, Ewell
.
pension
pension............................. 1533 Osborn,
pension
1596
...............---..
pension.....
Osage
Osage County, Okla.,
tax allowed on royalties
royalties from oil and gas
Osborn : Margret
(widow),
Margret (widow),
Osborn,
of Osage Indians, for road and bridge
..... 1501
pension increased...............
increased
12
construction in
in............... ..... 1250
construction
Osgood, Cynthia
Cynthia Rudler
Rud7,er (widow),
Osgood,
Osage
Indians, Okla.,
Osage Indians,
1577
pension
pension...........................
appropriation
appropriation for vocational, etc., instrucD.
Thomas D
O'Shea, Thomas
tion, from tribal funds.......
funds
425, 1241 O'Shea,
21, 425,1241
1539
pension increased ......................
1539
pension
21,425,1241
School
21, 425, 1241
Saint Louis Boarding School...
21
funds..
21, Osier,
C. C.,
C.,
Osier, C.
for agency expenses, from tribal funds..
settlement rights of, Chugach
Chugach National
425, 1241
Forest,
21
for
production expenses
21,
expenses.....
allowed............ 1747
and gas
gas production
for oil
oil and
Alaska, allowed
Forest Alaska,
426, 1241 Otoe Agency, Okla.,
426,1241
etc.;; cost
appropriation
for agency office building, etc
cost
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians,
..... 434,1248
434, 1248
21.426.1241
...............---. 21,
....-..
at .--.increased
1241
increased----__
--' 426,
- -------------------.
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EX.
INDEX.
-- .lie.,
1- Cliffs,
Otter
Me.,
Page,
Otter
ilipfs,
Page.
appropriation
site at,
at, for naval
for site
appropriation for
naval radio
station
station ........................
150
Otto, Mary
Mary J.
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
Otto,

increased ....................
pension increased
Turkey).
Ottoman Empire
Empire (see Turkey).

1502

Ousley, Ga.,
Ousley,
Ga.,

authorized across Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee
bridge authorized
River, near ....................
1100
Enlistments,
First Enlistments,
Outfits, Navy
Nary First
appropriation for ..................
815
135, 815
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for, 1917, etc....
etc
49,
61, 1029, 1190

for, 1919 ...........................
1029
Owego,
Y.,
Ouego, N.
N. Y.,
appropriation for public building .........
166
appropriation
Owen.
Delia T.
Ouwen. Delia
T. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1494
...........................
Owen, Helen
Helen B. (widow),
pension increased
1511
1511
....................
Owen,
Sarah L.
(daughter),
L. (daughter),
Owen, Sarah
1611
1611
pension ................................
Joseph R.,
Owens, Joseph
R.,
1624
..........................
pension .
A. (idow),
(widow),
MariaA.
Owens, Maria
.................................. 1589
pension
(widow),
Owens, Susan
Susan (widow),
1474
increased........................ 1474
pension increased
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Owens Valley Indian
appropriation for irrigation project on....
on.... 3,1226
3, 1226
appropriation
Ow/ Creek Coal
Owl
Coal Company,
operations of, subject to provisions for
operations
lands
451
leasing, etc., coal lands............
Oyster,
Oyster, Va.,
Va.,
preliminary
examination, etc., to be made
preliminary examination,
1011
of channel from, to the sea........
sea
1011
Oysters,
Oysters,
appropriation for investigating
investigating packing,
appropriation
etc
253,712
shipping, etc.....................
Oysters,
Oysters, I).
n. C.,
C.,
.... 1223
regulations governing
sales of shucked
shucked....
governing sales
District,Ark.,
Improvement District,
Ozark
Ozark Forest
Forest Road Improvement
Ark.
may bridge White River, at Norfork, Ark.
551
Ozark
National Forest,
Forest, Ark.,
Ozark National
appropriation
of.... 250,
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation for maintenance,
708, 1328
P.
P.
Pacific Coast
Naval Bases,
Coast Naval
Pacific
investigation by joint Congressional cominvestigation
mittee
establishing, etc
820
etc..........
mittee on establishing,
•
1088
of...........
time extended for report of
Pacific Ocean,
Ocean,
Pacific
appropriation
on
215,
for surveys of coasts on.....
appropriation for
928, 1417
928,
1417
516
deficiency appropriation
of
apppropriation for surveys of....
deficiency
Pacific Railroads,
Rai/roads,
Pacific
appropriation
expenses of suits affectappropriation for expenses
ing
208, 923.
923, 1411
ing...................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
deficiency
1188
1188
suits affecting
affecting ..................
Pack,
Pack, Pharoah,
Pharoah,
1598
98
....................
pension..
Package
C.,
D. C.
Foods, D.
Package Foods,
marking
weight etc., requantity, weight,
marking of quantity,
1223
.- .......
.1223
...........
quired of
Packages
of Meat,
Wrapped,
Meat, Wrapped,
Packages of
subject
to misbranding
misbranding provisions
provisions of
of pure
subject to
food law......................-----law
Packard,
(daughter),
Packard, Abbie M. (daughter),
........
pension increased ................-----Page, Annie
(widow),
J. (v/idow),
Page,
Annie J.
pension ............................
J. (widow),
Page, Margaret
(widow),
Margaret J.
Page,
..........---- ------........
pension

271
271
1588
188
1506
1506
1574
1574

Page,
William Tyler,
Page, William

2023
2023
Page.

deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services,
services, etc.,
deficiency
compiling contested election cases..
cases.. 1036
Pages,
Pages,
appropriation for House of Representatives.
2,
Representatives.
2,
636,
1257
636,1257
for Senate ...................
633,1253
2, 633,
1253

Painter,
Painter, Rose M.
M (mother),

pension
...........................
1602
Paiute
Indians, Nev.,
Nev.,
Paiute Indians,
appropriation for irrigation charges, allotted lands of ....................
1238
Pala Agency,
Agency, Calif.,
Pala
appropriation for support, etc., of Indiana
Indians
at
at...............................
31
Pala
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif.,
Pala Indian
Indian Reservation,
appropriation for irrigation project
project on. 3, 408,1226
408, 1226
Palmer, Ellen
Ellen S. (mother),
Palmer,
pension ..
pension
.........................
1613
Palmer, Estelle
Palmer,
Estelle (widow),
(widow),
pension increased ...................
1492
Palmer,
Lewis H.,
H.,
Palmer, Lewis
pension increased
.......................
1535
Palmer, Sarah
E. (widow),
Sarah E.
(widow),
Palmer,
pension increased
..................
1564
Palmyra, N.
N. C.
C.,
Palmyra,
time extended
extended for bridging Roanoke
Roanoke River
River
near ..............................
502
Pan American Scientific Congress,
Congress, Third,
Third,
Pan
appropriation for expenses, participating
participating
appropriation
747
in
in.............................
Pan American
Trade Marks
Marks Registration
Registration
American Trade
Pan
Bureau,
Bureau,
appropriation for
expenses, at
Jor share of expenses,
Habana, Cuba ................ 750,1216
provisions for registering in Patent Office
communicated by bureaus
marks communicated
under .............................
FLU
533
Pan American Union,
Union,
Pan
appropriation
expenses ............
744,1210
744,1210
appropriation for expenses
or printing
printing and binding for
229, 942, 1430
for..... 229,942,1430
for
deficiency
appropriation for printing
printing and
deficiency appropriation
binding for.......................
for
59
Pan
Pacific Union,
Union,
Pan Pacific
appropriation for delegates
delegates to Pan Pacific
etc......
Scientific
..
745
Scientific Congress under, etc
Panama,
Panama,

740,1206
appropriation for minister to
1206
to.......... 740,
payment to .............. 748,
1213
748,1213
for annual
annual payment
admission
Ramon Ricardo
Arias of, to
Ricardo Arias
admission of Ramon
Military
548
Academy ................
Military Academy
convention with,
with, facilitating
facilitating work of
traveling salesmen
salesmen................. 1696
importing from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat
wheat
importing
and wheat flour, prohibited; exceptions .......................... 1759
canceled .................................
1773
canceled
foreign
use of branch of corporations for foreign
financial
Government
financial operations, as Government
depositories in ..................
1146
Panama
Canal (see also Canal Zone),
Panama Canal
appropriation for surveys of Atlantic coast
appropriation
entrance
928, 1417
entrance to ................. 214, 928,1417
specified. 230,
944, 1431
230,944,1431
expenses; objects specifed.
for all expenses;
officials and employees;
employees; addiof officials
pay of
tional to Auditor for War
Uar Department
230,
944, 1431
230,944,1431
ment ...................
contingent expenses
203, 944, 1431
expenses.......... 203,944,1431
contingent
damages to
passing through
to vessels passing
damages
locks
231, 944, 1431
231,944,
locks ..................
losses
damages to property
property taken...
taken... 231,
231,
losses or damages
944, 1432
944,1432
231,
claims for damages to lands, etc......
etc
231,
claims
944, 1432

2024
2024
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Panama
Page.
PageCanal-Continued.
Panama Canal-Continued.
appropriation for
for expenses;
expenses; sales
of ununsales of
appropriation
serviceable property, etc...
etc.. _.231, 944, 1432
serviceable
preparing estimates on
Isthmus
on Isthmus.......
231,
preparing
944, 1432
per diem subsistence,
subsistence, employees
employees trav944, 1432
231, 944,1432
etc .................. 231,
eling, etc
for
maintenance and bperation..
Operation
231,
944, 1432
231, 944,1432
for maintenance
for salary of Governor............
Governor
231,
944, 1432
231,944,1432
for sanitation, etc
. 231,944
...............
for civil government
government expenses...
944, 1432
231,944,1432
expenses... 231,
for completing two seagoing barges;
limitation removed
removed ...............
231
etc.. 231,
for procuring supplies, equipment, etc
944,
1432
944,1432
payment to injured alien employees.
employees.. _ 231,
944,
1432
944,1432
restriction on employees and compensation .......................231, 945,1432
for general
general expenses
expenses from moneys
moneys received from
from specified
specified sources
sources....... 232,
945,1433
net profits to be covered into the
Treasury ...............
232, 945, 1433
Treasury
. 232,945,1433
etc., Panwaterworks, etc.,
for operation of waterworks,
Colon
232, 945, 1433
ama and Colon............
232,945,1433
Weather Service expenses
in 236,696,1316
236, 696, 1316
for Weather
expenses in.
for fortifications
fortifications.... ............
611, 1351
for clearings and trails
611
................
for preservation,
etc., of fortifications. 612
1351
preservation, etc.,
612,1351
for electric plants ................
612,1351
for preparing plans, etc................
etc
1351
for seacoast batteries
batteries ................
612
for reserve engineer
engineer equipment
612
equipment.........
612
for searchlights ...................
1351
for land for defenses of
• .......
612
-........
for fire control installations .......... 612,1351
for ammunition
ammunition ..................... 612,1352
etc., seacoast artillery...
artillery
for altering, etc.,
612, 1352
for submarine
supplies........ 612,1351
submarine mine supplies
barracks, etc., Coast Artillery troops.
for barracks,
troops. 612,
1352
purchase of supplies, etc.,
etc. ' from surpurchase
plus stock of War Department
612
Department......
Service expenses ..............
612
for Air Service
for France
France field aviation station........
station
612
protection of American
American seafor relief and protection
men in ...................
749,1216
749, 1216
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civil government expenses .............
334,1166
for relief, etc.,
etc., American seamen in
in..... 1022
for paying claim of McClintic-Marshall
McClintic-Marshall
Construction
Construction Company .............
1166
1166
unexpended
covered in, of apunexpended balances covered
propriation for sea walls, etc ........
613
propriation
submarine mine structures .........
613
for submarine
613
for armament of fortifications
fortifications ..........
for submarine mines
614
mines...............
614
additional pay of $240 a
a year, not applicable to employees
employees of, on Canal
689, 1309
Zone .....................
proclamation declaring formal opening of.
of. 1800
proclamation
provisions for retirement
retirement of American emprovisions
ployees
614
ployees of, above grade of laborer...
laborer...
subject to
shipment of liquors through, not subject
prohibition
restrictions
322
prohibition restrictions............
Panama
Canal, Governor
Governor of,
Panama Canal,
appropriation
salary of.......
of
231, 944, 1432
1432
appropriation for salary
231,944,
Panama
Panama Exposition,
Exposition,
deficiency appropriation
for
1187
appropriation for.............
Panama-Pacific
International Exposition,
Exposition,
Panama-Pacifi International
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for............... 1183
1183
Panama, Panama,
Panama,
Panama,
appropriation
etc., public
appropriation for operating.
operating, etc.,
receipts therefrom......
works, from receipts
therefrom
232,
945,
945, 1433
1433

Panama Railroad,
Railroad,
Panama

liquors in transit by,
by, not subject to prohirestrictions ...............
bition restrictions

Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
Panama

Page.
Page.

322

sale of tract of land, Cristobal, Canal Zone,
released to, authorized............
authorized
948
released
vessels of, excluded from exemptions
exemptions of
Government owned
owned vessels, from
Government
from
525
seizure, etc ......................
Pangborn, Ella
(widow),
Ella E.
E. (widow),
Pangborn,
pension increased ....................... 1518
Papago Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Papago
Indian Reservation,
investigation as to necessity
necessity of road across,
across,
investigation
directed
417
directed...........................
Papago
Papago Indians,
Indians, Ariz.,
appropriation for
10,
for water supply for villages.
appropriation
416, 1232
416,1232
deficiency appropriation
supply
appropriation for water supply
for villages...........
villages.
1172
62, 64, 66, 345,
345,1172
Paper,
Paper,
appropriation
developing standards of
appropriation for developing
quality, etc., of
of............... 683,1302
Paper,
Paper, Distinctive,
Distinctive,
appropriation
United States
appropriation for expenses, United
securities
882, 1375
securities
.............. 173, 882,1375
Paper Making,
Makin,,
Paper
appropriation for testing woods suitable
appropriation
710, 1309
for ........................ 251, 710,1309
P,
Printing,
Paper, Printing,
minimum value increased.......
increased
573
573
duty on; minimum
additional, if from country imposing
imposing exexport duty, etc.,
etc., on paper, wood
wood pulp,
573
.......
etc .......................
•
573
free of duty; valued not above eight cents
a
573
573
a pound ........................
provisions to expire in two years.
years......... 573
provisions
573
Paguet,
Paquet, Omer Germain,
Germain,
reenlistment
reenlistment in Army at former grade au607
allowed
thorized; service credit allowed....
Paraguay,
Paraguay,
appropriation
740, 1206
to............ 740,1206
appropriation for minister to
importing from,
from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat
wheat
prohibited; excepand wheat flour, prohibited;
1759
tions ....
..................
canceled
1773
1773
canceled ... ......................
parcel
poet
convention
with
1700
parcel post convention with ..............
1700
Paralysis,
Paralysis,Infantile,
Infantile,
appropriation
for
prevention
of
epidemic
appropriation
prevention epidemic.. 175,
885, 1377
885,1377
Parcel
ParcelPost
Post Conventions,
Conventions,
with Colony of Fiji ....................
1723
1687
with Czecho-Slovakia
Czecho-Slovkia ...................
1729
with Norway..
Norway ........................
with Paraguay
Paraguay ......................
1700
with Portugal .......................
1677
with Society Islands.................
Islands
1645
1645
with Union
Union of South Africa...............
Africa
16.56
1656
Pardue, Thomas
Pardue,
Thomas G.,
G.,
pension .........................
1552
Parents, Dependent,
Parents,
pension increased
increased to, of officers
officers or enlisted
587
men who served in the Civil War...
War__
Paris, France,
France,
Paris,
appropriation for acquiring property
property for
for
appropriation
use
embassy at ............
1214
1214
use of embassy
medal
of
honor
bestowed
upon
unknown
medal
honor bestowed upon
French
soldier
buried
in
the
Arc
de
French
Arc de
Triomphe ...................
1367
Triomphe.Paris
Green (see Insecticide
Paris Green
Act).
Insecticide Act).
Paris-HugoBridge
Paris-Hugo
Bridge Company,
Tex
324
may bridge Red River, Arthur City, Tex..
Parish,
Parish, Henry,
Henry,
pension
1542
1542
pension increased
increased... .....................
Park, Emma (daughter),
(daughter),
Park,
pension
1506
1o06
pension.. ........................

INDEX.
Park
Park Place
Place NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Page.
appropriation
Hobart Place
appropriation for improving, Hobart
76
to Lamont Street ................
76
United States,
Park Police,
Police, D. C., United
Park
appropriation
salaries................. 1280
for salaries
appropriation for
for
expenses, uniforms, etc
etc............ 1280
or expenses,
874
1921.
additional pay allowed, for fiscal year 1921.
for fiscal year 1922 ...................
1309
watchmen in public squares, etc., to be
364
known as
as.........................
salaries established
established ....................
364
appropriation
364
pay........
increased pay
appropriation for increased
payable half from District revenues...
revenues
payable
509
Parker,.
Parker, Harriet
Harriet S. (widow),
1486
1486
pension ..............................
Parker, Maidora
Maidora C.,
Parker,
. 1599
.........................
pension
Parker, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Parker,
1589
pension .............................
Parker, Nancy J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Parker,
1568
..........................
pension .
Parker,
S.,
Parker, Reuben S.
increased..................... 1543
pension increased
Parker, Robert
Robert S.,
Parker,
1539
pension ..............................
Parker,
Thorntn,
William Thornton,
Parker, William
1538
1538
pension ............................
pension
Parking Commission,
C.,
Commission, D. C,
Parking
78, 848, 1119
appropriation for expenses
expenses. ....... 78,848,1119
appropriation
Parks, D. C. t Small,
Small,
Parts,
1141
870,1141
- 870,
..........
appropriation for
appropriation
Parks,
National (see National Parks).
Parks, National
Parks,
Sarah J. (widow),
Parks, Sarah
1509
............................
pension.
pension
Parlatoria
Scale,
ParlatriaDate Scale,
expenses,
appropriation for emergency
emergency _expenses,
appropriation
1346
eradicating
eradicating ..............------Parliamentary Precedents,
Precedents,
Parliamentary
printing authorized
authorized of Hinds'
Hinds' Precedents
Precedents
printing
of
Representatives, with
House of Representatives,
the House
of the
1181
supplement ........-...----.-supplement.
1181
1181
distribution, etc ............-.---distribution,
E. (widow),
Parmater,
Frances E.
(widow),
Parmater, Frances
1508
1508
*pension
pension ...........-----..-.-----Parrigin,
(widow),
F. (widow),
Parrigin,Alice F.
1591
........................
pension.
pension ..
Parris
Island, S. C.,
ParrisIsland,
deficiency
appropriation for acquired propdeficiency appropriation
511
511
station
erty, Marine recruiting station.....
Parsons,
Ella (daughter),
(daughter),
Parsons, Ella
1588
588
.----- ..
pension
. ...............---.
pension ..
Partnerships,
Foreign,
Partnerships, Foreign,
delivery, etc., ofproperty
of property held by Alien
Alien
delivery,
Property Custodian
Custodian to, entirely
Property
979
Germans, etc _ 979
other than Germans,
owned by other
Partridge,
(daughter),
Katharine(daughter),
Partridge, Katharine
1491
...- 1491
pension increased...............--.
increased

Wash.,
Paseo,
Pasco Wash.,
bridge
authorized across Colombia
Colombia River,
bridge authorized
..----from....-to Kennewick
Kennewick from
Snake River, near ..........------Pass
Palacios. Tex.,
Tex.,
Pass Palacios.
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
-1012
made
made........-------------................--J.,
Passaic
PassaicRiver, N. .I.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made ....--- --....----------..Passenger
Transportation,
Passenger Transportation,
interstate
applicable
regulations applicable
commerce regulations
interstate commerce
to, by railroad,
water
railroad, or by rail and water..
to,
wholly
excepted
wholly within one State excepted......
by
water
by carrier by water...............Passengers'
Baggage,
Passengers' Baggage,
extra compensation
compensation allowed customs offiextra
cials for
for examining, etc., at night,
cials
Sundays. or holidays
holidays .............-

533
533
161
161
1012
1012
1011
111
474
474
474
474
474
474

402
402
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Passport Control
Control Acts,
Page.
Passport
appropriation for expenses
expenses under
under....... 750,1217
appropriation
undesirable aliens convicted
deportation of undesirable
convicted
violating Act restricting
restricting foreign
foreign
of violating
594
travel .............................
readmission prohibited................
prohibited
594
readmission
Passports,
Passports,
appropriation for restricting entry of aliens,
appropriation
etc., immediately available;
available; limit
limit
385
for 1920
1920 ..... .................
expenses under Passport Control
for expenses
Act
1217
750,1217
Act............................. 750,
applications and issues
fees established for applications
750
of ..........................
officers, etc., on official
not applicable to officers,
750
business, or seamen ...............
relatives of American soldiers, etc.,
etc ,
relatives
750
visiting graves thereof
thereof .............
vises of alien, and application therefees for vises
750
for .........................
etc.,,
Governments, etc
officials of foreign Governments,
officials
751
excepted
.......
excepted ....... .......
alien
residents returning from war servalien residents
751
ice with allies, excepted
excepted...........
validity of passport or vise limited to two
751
years ..........................
citizen if vise of, refused
return of fees to citizen
751
by official
official of foreign country........
country
issue
declaring intention,
issue of, to persons declaring
751
........ ...
etc., repealed
repealed..........
Passports, Alien,
Passports,
750
of...
applications for vise of
fees for vises and applications
751
751
---exceptions
exceptions.......................
353
restrictions on viseing, for entry of aliens..
aliens._
restrictions
Patch, Matthew
F.,
Matthew F.,
Patch,
pension .....
........-----....--- 1551
...
pension
Patent Medicines,
Medicines,
Patent

unfit for
for beverages,
subject to Constitunot subject
beverages, not
unfit
provisions........ 309
prohibition provisions
tional prohibition
309
required......
conditions; permits, etc.,
etc., required
conditions;
Patent
Building,
Patent Office Building,
appropriation for repairs,
etc
193,
906, 1396
193,906,1396
repairs, etc......
appropriation
Patent Office Gazette,
Patent
binding.... 228,
appropriation for printing
printing and binding....
appropriation
941,1429
.
941, 1429
Patent Office,
Department,
Interior Department,
Office, Interior
Patent
appropriation for
assistants,
Commissioner, assistants,
for Commissioner,
appropriation
examiners,
671, 1290
. 671,
etc..............
examiners, etc
professional and scientific
scientific books.
books,
for professional
etc
671, 1290
... 671,
................
etc...
for weekly
weekly issue
issue of
of patents, drawings,
for
etc.; furnishing
furnishing to foreign governetc.;
ments
671, 1290
671,1290
.....
.................
ments..
for investigations
investigations, etc
671, 1290
etc ..............
for
for
expenses, international
international Bureau,
for expenses,
............ 671, 1290
......
Berne ..
193,906,1396
for repairs, etc..
building
193, 906, 1396
etc., of building....
for
and binding
941, 1429
228,941,
for...:.228,
binding for
printing and
for printing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Tice and
deficiency
335
Lynch
Lynch .............--------------..
for
employees ............
335,512
additional employees
for additional
for
issue of
of patents,
patents, etc..
335, 512, 1171
etc.. 335.512,
weekly issue
for weekly
for
library....
522, 1042, 1185
345,522,
........-- 345,
for library
for
Bureau, Berne_
... 1042,
Berne....
International Bureau,
for International
patent
deposited in the
hereafter to be deposited
fees hereafter
patent fees
Treasury -...-----..----------Treasury.
refund
of mistakes, etc ..............-- refund of
price
for uncertified
specificauncertified copies of. specificaprice for
tions and
....-- drawings........-and drawings
tions
register to
in. of
of trade
trade marks
marks comcomkept in.
be kept
to be
register
American
municated from Pan American
municated
Trade Mark
Bureau......---..-----Mark Bureau
Trade
other
trade marks
. terable under
registerable
not regis
marks not
other trade
general
law. ..............------general law
fee
required, etc
etc ............
.....---fee required,

1191

512
512
512
335
523
533
534
4
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Patents,
Patents,

Page.

design patent of badge of United States
Daughters of 1812, renewed and exextended twelve years...............
years
rights of priority extended
extended six months for
for
applications for, if not expired
filing applications
August 1,
1914, or since ............
1, 1914,
to nationals of countries reciprocating.
reciprocating
to patents granted, or pending..........
pending
extension no basis of claim against the
Government........................
Government
bona fide rights in conflicting
conflicting patents
before passage hereof, not affected..
affected
prior use of such invention, etc., not
not to
to
affect issue of a
apatent
patent unless prior
to filing foreign application
which
application on which
based
based.............................
time extended, for fees,
fees, etc.,
etc., not expiring
August 1,
commencing there1, 1914, or commencing
after, to nationals of countries
countries reciprocating
rocating. ....................
term of extension limited..............
limited
final interference
interference hearings
hearings not to be reopened......................
......
rights of
o
orcitizens,
ned
to continue
manufacture,
to
continue manufacture,
etc., commenced
heretofore,
not
commenced heretofore, not
affected by patents arising
arising from extensions granted ....................
continued manufacture,
manufacture, etc., not an ininfringement
fringement.........................
validation
validation of applications filed, August 1,
1914, to June 15, 1920, executed
executed by
petition, etc., signed by
agents, if petition,
inventor filed subsequently
subsequently or in a
a
year
.............................
patents to have same force and effect as
if papers properly signed...........
signed
acceptance
acceptance of authentication
applications
authentication of applications
filed between
between August 1, 1914, and
June 15,
1920, executed
June
15,1920,
executed before foreign
foreign
official acting
acting for American
American consul..
consul
priority rights of inventions of persons
persons
serving abroad during the World
World
War, afforded inventor
inventor.............
applications
applications abandoned,
abandoned, etc.,
etc., owing
owing to
to
service
service abroad of inventor, may be
revived within six months.........
months
no claim permitted
permitted for use since August 1,
1,
1914, by Government,
Government, etc., of alien
enemy patent
patent rights
rights. ............
for use of any process, sale of products
manufactured,
manufactured, etc., during such

1440
1313
1313
1313
1313
1313
1313
1313
1313
1313

1313
1314
1314
1314
1314

1314
1314
1314
1314
1314

Pawnee Agency,
Agency, Okla.,
Pawnee
Okla.,

Page.
Page.

appropriation for
for support,
of Indians
Indians
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of
434, 1248
at ........................ 31,
31,434,
1248
Indians, Okla..
Pawnee Indians,
Okla.,

appropriation
fulfilling treaty
treaty with....
with....
20,
appropriation for
for fulfilling
20,
425,
1241
425,1241
deficiency appropriations for schools
schools of.
14
deficiencyappropriationsfor
of. 523,104
523,1042
for support, etc........................
etc1
1171
for paying for lands of
1172
of .................. 1172
Paxton,
Paxton, Ill.,
Ill.,
appropriation for public
public building..........
building
166
appropriation
166
Pay,
Army,
Pay, Army,
appropriation for officers
110,954
officers of the line....
line.... 110,954
departfor officers
officers of staff corps and
and depart110,954
ments ......................... 110,954
954
for National
National Guard officers ............ 110,954
11110; 9

for
Officers'
Reserve Corps.
Corps...........
for Officers'
Mine Planter
Reserve
Service,
warrant 110,954
0
for
Mine
Planter Service, warrant
officers................
10,954
1
officers
........ 110,954
for Bureau of Insular
Insular Affairs
110
Affairs...........
110
increase, Air
for aviation increase,
Air Service
Service offiofficers .........................
110,954
officers ................ 110,954
110,954
for longevity, officers
enlisted men of the line ......... 110,954
for enlisted
payment if
service records
received
payment
if service
records not
not received
overseas, etc ................
110
from overseas,
110
for enlisted
enlisted men, National Guard....
Guard.... 110,954
enlisted men, staff corps and departfor enlisted
departments ........................... 110,954
110,954
for
enlisted
men,
Regular
Army
Reserves
110
for enlisted men, Regular Army Reserves .110
for Enlisted Reserve Corps
Corps......... 110,954
for enlisted
aviation increase...
increase
110,954
for
enlisted men,
men, aviation
110,954
for enlisted
enlisted men,
Scouts -.. 110,954
110,954
men, Philippine
Philippine Scouts

for enlisted men, longevity .......... 110,954
emergency
emergency increases
increases in, continued....
continued....
110
for retired officers, etc ...............
110,954
110,954
1314
1314
men
111,955
for retired enlisted men..............
111,955
reservists -............
111
for Regular Army reservists
Ill
deficiency
appropriation for...61,
65, 344,
347,
deficiency appropriation
for...61, 63,
63,65,
344, 347,
1026, 1038, 1041, 1044, 1166, 1184, 1190
1190
522, 1026,1038,1041,1044,1166,1184,
1314
1314
additional, to officers
officers from January 1,
rates
1920; rates....................
601
enlisted men, of 20 per cent............
cent
enlisted
602
1314
effective
effective until June 30, 1922
1922..........
604
readjustment of, etc.,
etc., to be investigated
investigated
etc.,
etc., by special joint Congressional
Congressional
1314
1314
committee
604
committee.....................
604
Pay, Array,
Army, Navy,
Congressional
Navy, etc., Special
Special Congressional
Committee on Readjustment
Readjustment of,
1314
1314
authorized to investigate
appointment of, authorized
recommendations ......
604
and report recommendations
604
Pay Clerks, Army,
Army,
pe riod ....................... .....
1314
1314
appropriation for retired ............... 111,
appropriation
111,955
955
special
legislation during the war as to
special legislation
Corps, Navy,
Navy,
Pay Corps,
patents
patents of an enemy or ally of enemy
title of, changed to Supply Corps
147
Corps........
affected hereby
not affected
hereby ...........
1315 Pay,
.....
1315
Pay, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Patents, Commissioner
Patents,
Commissioner
of,
Tra-r--------------- ----------- 5131 appropriation
appropriation for ......................
152 829
152,829
appropriation for, assistants,
appropriation
assistants, examiners,
examiners,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for .... 61,65,345,522,
61, 65, 345, 522,
etc ............................ 671,
671, 1290
1039, 1041, 1185, 1190
1039,1041,1185,1190
fees to be paid to, and deposited
deposited in the
additional, to officers
officers from January
January 1,
1, 1920;
1920;
Treasury
ITeasury .
512
..........................
512
ratings........................
ratings
601
601
refund
mistakes, etc.. authorized
authorized.....
512
refund of mistakes,
512
enlisted men, of 20 per cent............
cent
602
enlisted
602
Patterson, Edwin
Patterson,
FAdhin Reader (son).
(son),
effective until June 30, 1922.
effective
1922...........
604
............
pension
........... 1569
readjustment of, etc.,
etc., to be investigated,
investigated,
readjustment
Patterson, Margaret
MargaretA.
Patterson,
A. (widow),
(widow),
etc., by special joint committee of
pension increased .........
..........
. 1570
1570
Congress ......................
Congress
604
Patl E. Slocumb Post,
Post, Grand
RePaul
Grand Army of the Respecial allowances to officers,
officers, etc.,
etc., serving
public,
public,
under unusual
unusual conditions payable
loan of Army tents, etc., to, for State enfrom
813
from..........................
813
campment
campment at Bloomington.
Bloomington. Ind
623
Ind....
623 Pay,
Navy,
Pay, Nary,
Pavia, Chriey,
Charley,
Pavik,
allowances.... 146,824
appropriation for, and allowances....
payment to,
fire
1460
to, for damages from fire.........
1460
for
or retainer and active
active service,
service, Naval
Pawcatuck Rirer.
Pawcatuck
Ricer, R. I. and
and Conn.,
Reserve Force
Force ..................
147
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
for discharge
discharge gratuity of $60
60............
147
made .............................
1010
1010
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous .................
131,682
131,682
1314

INDEX.
Pay.
-Continued.
Page
Page.
Pay. Nary
Naivy-Continued.
deficiency appropriation
63, 65, 345,348,
345, 348,
for.. .61,63,
appropriation for...61,
deficiency
1044, 1169, 1185, 1190
522, 1039, 1041, 1044,1169,
63,345,
for, miscellaneous
miscellaneous ..................... 63,
345,
522, 1039, 1041,1044,
1041, 1044, 1185,1190
1185, 1190
January 1, 1920;
additional, to officers from January
1920;
601
....
ratings .......................
enlisted
ratings ..................
602
enlisted men; ratings
604
effective
1922.
effective until June 30, 1922..........
claims
commutation of quarclaims of officers for commutation
ters, etc.,
etc., prior to July 1, 1918, to be
511
paid from appropriation
appropriation for 1918....
1918
enlisted men, emergency
emergency rates of pay conenlisted
tinued, etc ........................
140
tinued,
investigated,
readjustment
etc., to be investigated,
readjustment of, etc.,
etc., by special joint committee
committee of
604
Congress ...........................
Payette
Forest, Idaho,
National Forest,
Payette National
of.... 250,
etc., of
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
708, 1328
708,1328
324
324
lands added to .......................
1784
proclamation
proclamation extending area of .........
Payne,
E.,
George E.,
Payne, George
Claims
1470
of, referred to Court of Claims......
claim of,
RailPayne, John Barton,
General of RailDirectorGeneral
Barton, Director
Payne,
roads,
roads,
proclamation appointing, to terminate
proclamation
railroads
1793
Federal control of railroads........
actionsarisarisas agent of the President in actions
control...........
ing under Federal control
1794
American,
Peace Commission,
Commission, American,
Peace
328
deficiency appropriation
for expenses
expenses....
appropriation for
deficiency
Peace
Palaceat the Hague,
Peace Palace
appropriation for
747
to........
contribution to
for contribution
appropriation
Pead
Tr
ees,
Peach Trees,
appropriation for researches
brown-rot,
researches in brown-rot,
appropriation
etc. ,diseases of...-......---------of
1321
etc.,
E. (widow),
Mary E.
Peake, Mary
- 1576
pension
increased
pension increased....................--Peanuts,
Peanuts,
appropriation
diffusing commercial
commercial infor diffusing
appropriation for
formation
market prices,
of supply, market
formation of
etc.,
of
724, 1342
265, 724,
......--- 265,
etc., of...........-Pear Box, D. C.,
Pear
standard
established.... 1222
dimensions for, established....
standard dimensions
Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
PearlHarbor,
appropriation
appropriation for naval station, public
works, dry dock, etc ............ 144,821
822
for naval
ammunition depot.
depot ...........
naval ammunition
for
deficiency
appropriation for dry dock,
deficiency appropriation
naval
511
naval station at ....................
for construction
construction expenditures
expenditures for dry
for
dock .
511
........................
dock
payment
payment to San Francisco Bridge Company
591
contract..
in settlement of dry dock contract
transfer of
of Puuloa Rifle Range, auof part
part of'Puuloa
transfer
thonzed
821
.......................-.
thorized
Pearl River,
Pearl
bridge authorized
across, in Marion County,
authorized across,
bridge
-- 391
Miss
Miss...............----...........-...572
at Meeks Ferry, Miss
Miss................
at
time extended
extended for
River
bridging. by Pearl River
for bridging,
time
County,
Miss., and Washington
Washington
County, Miss.,
354
.................
Parish, La ....
Pearl
PearlRiver County, Miss.,
extended for bridging Pearl River by
time extended
Washington
Parish, La.,
La., and
354
and.......
Washington Parish,
(widow),
Pearson,
A. (widow),
Pearson, Anna A.
- 1491
pension
pension ..................------------Pearson, Bettie
(widow),
E. (widow),
Bettie E.
Pearson,
1609
pension
increased..-.....-......-...-...pension increased
Pease,
Pease, Elizabeth A. (widow),
1-506
pension
1506
pension..............---------Pray,
Gordon N., Jr.
Jr.,'
Pesy, Gordon
may
Des Arc, Ark
Ark..-_- 436
River, Des
White River,
bridge White
may bridge

2027
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Pecans,
Page.
Page.
Pecans,
of. 242,
appropriation for
investigating diseases of
for investigating
appropriation
701, 1321
1321
701,
for
investigating insects
affecting
256
256
insects affecting.......
for investigating
Peck,
U. S.
S. Army,
Peck, Robert H., U.
of majors
restored
place on
majors of
on lineal
lineal list of
to place
restored to
Infantry
606
Infantry .........................
Peconic
Peconic Bay, N. Y.,
preliminary
etc., to be made,
preliminary examination, etc.,
from, to Jamaica Bay....
Bay.... 1010
1010
of channel from,
States and
Claims between United States
Pecuniary
Pecuniary Claims
Great
Britain,
Great Britain,
appropriation
arbitration of
appropriation for expenses, arbitration
1212
outstanding
746, 1212
..............
outstanding
Pedagozz Blain
(son),
Pedago
Blain (son),
penEnon
1597
pension ...........................
Peedee Bridge Commission,
Peedee
bridge authorized
authorized across Peedee
Peedee River at
bridge
Mars
Mar Bluff Ferry, S. C., by South
Carolina State Highway
Highway Department, and.........
and
1102
..........
Peedee River,
Peedee
bridge authorized
authorized across, at Mars Bluff
C
1102
S. C.......................
Ferry, S.
Peggs,
Elizabeth H. (widow),
Peggs, Elizabeth
pension increased
increased..................... 1519
pension
Pellagra,
Pellagra,
appropriation for study
Health
Public Health
study of, Public
appropriation
Service .......................
176,
176, 885
Service
not
available after December 31,
31, 1920.
885
not available
(widow),
Pemberton,
Caroline(widow),
Pemberton, Caroline
1492
pension
......................
..
Pembina County, N. Dak.,
Pembina
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Red River of the
bridge
North,
Kittson
by Kittson
Pembina, by
at Pembina,
North, at
947
County,
Minn., and ..............
County, Minn.,
Pembina,
Dale.,
Pembina, N. Dak.,
bridge
authorized across
across Red River of the
bridge authorized
947
North, at
at...........................
North,
Pend
County, Wash.,
Oreille County,
Pend Oreille
construction
bridge authorized
authorized across
construction of bridge
Pend Oreille
Oreille River
River by Metaline,
Metaline,
Pend
Metalline
162
and................
Falls. and
Metaline Falls,
276
Uak...
may
bridge Pend
276
Oreille River, at 'Usk
Pend Oreille
may bridge
Idaho,
Pend
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Oreille National
Pend Oreille
250.
appropriation
for maintenance,
of.... 250,
maintenance, etc., of..
appropriation for
i08, 1328
708,1328
PendOreille
Pend
Oreille River,
bridge authorized
authorized across, between
between Metabridge
162
Falls, Wash.....
Wash
and Metaline ialls,
line and
276
Usk
W ash
278
Usk, Wash...........................
Penitentiaries, United
Prisons,
also Prisons,
United States (see also
Penitntiaries,
United States),
appropriation for
capital, Atlanta,
working capital,
for working
appropriation
921, 1410
206,921,1410
........-.
Ga .....
Kans...- 207.
for
construction, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.
for construction,
921,1410
921,1410
for construction,
Wash
207
Island, Wash..
McNeil Island,
construction, McNeil
for
use
other buildings
buildings forbidden
forbidden..... 207.
for other
use for
921,1410
921,1410
for
maintenance .......-...-..211, 924, 1413
1413
211,924,
for maintenance
deficiency
maintenance,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1176
Leavenworth, Kane
52, 1033, 1176
Kans.......... 52,1033,
Leavenworth,
for
Leavenworth, Kans.,
department. 1033
firedepartment.
Kans., fire
for Leavenworth,
for
212, 338,
1188
338,1188
52,212,
GaC 52,
Atlanta, Ga.
maintenance, Atlanta,
for maintenance,
maintenance,
McNeil Island,
Wash._
52,
Island, Wash...
maintenance, McNeil
338,1176
338,1176
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
etc., Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.
_
337
337
Kans.-..
for
for mill
mill equipment,
337
Ga.......
Atlanta, Gra
euipment, Atlanta,
for
for additional
Leavenworth,
salaries. Leavenworth,
additional salaries,
for
338
K
am.
338
........------.........-----Kan
Atlanta.....
for additional
additional pay,
pay, guards,
guards, Atlanta
338
for
for additional
additional pay,
pay, guards,
McNeil Isguards, McNeil
for
land,
338
- 3..38
Wash...........----land, Wash
338
for
Iowa Reformatory,
138
reimbursement..
Reformatory, reimbursement
for Iowa

2028
Penitentiaries,
States-Continued.
United States—Continued.
Penitentiaries, United
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Sacramento
Sacramento
deficiency
County,
Calif.,
damage to
to jail
of damage
repair of
County, Calif., repair
allowances
to
diseharged
prisoners
allowances to discharged prisoners increased ...........................
creased
pay
increased..............
force increased
of watch
watch force
pay of

INDEX.
Page.
Page.
1033

1033
338

Penniman,
Penniman, Va.,
operation
of emchildren of
for children
of school
school for
operation of
ployees at
at ordnance
reservation, auordnance reservation,
ployees
,, 333
thorized
thorized......................
Pennington,
(son),
Pennington, John
John (son),
1497
1497
pension...
pension ..............................
Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
may bridge
River, at
Falls..
282
282
at Falls..
Susquehanna River,
bridge Susquehanna
may
Laceyville
385
Laceyville....-----......................--------------Pension
Building,
Office Building,
Pension Office
appropriation for
repairs, etc
193, 906, 1396
1396
etc ...... 193,906,
for repairs,
appropriation
Pension
Office,
Department,
InteriorDepartment,
Pension Office, Interior
appropriation for
for Commissioner,
deputy,
Commissioner, deputy,
appropriation
chief clerk,
clerk, etc
670, 1289
.. ....
etc..
chief
for
disbursing clerk
penof penpayment of
for payment
clerk for
for disbursing
sions, clerks,
670,
670, 1289
etc..............
clerks, etc
sions,
for
under civil
civil service
service retireexpenses under
for expenses
910,1290
ment
Act
910,
1290
ment Act......................
for
per diem,
etc ..... 671,1290
671,1290
investigations, etc
diem, investigations,
for per
for labor
671,1290
671,1290
etc .........
devices, etc
saving devices,
labor saving
for
for
repairs, etc.,
of building
193, 906, 1396
building ..... 193,906,1396
etc., of
for repairs,
deficiency appropriation
for executing
appropriation for
deficiency
civil
retirement Act
1030
Act .......
service retirement
civil service
annuities to
service employees
to be
employees to
civil service
to civil
annuities
by check
for penclerk for
disbursing clerk
of disbursing
check of
by
sions ......
619
......................
sions
Pensions,
Pensions,
appropriation
for Commissioner,
assistants,
Commissioner, assistants,
appropriation for
670,1289
...................... 670,1289
etc ......
penof penfor disbursing
payment of
for payment
clerk for
disbursing clerk
for
670,
1289
670,1289
dons
sions .. .....................
837,
1104
837,1104
Navy
Army and Navy.--..............
for Army
837,
1104
837,1104
Navy from
fund ............
naval fund
from naval
' Navy
837 1105
separate accounts
required ........ 837,1105
accounts required
separate
837,1105
for fees,
surgeons
837, 1105
examining surgeons...
etc., examining
for
fees, etc.,
deficiency
Army and
and
appropriation for Army
deficiency appropriation
1
......--....................
Navy
1
Navy...:
66,345,1171
for
examining surgeons, fees
345, 1171
fees..... 66,
for examining
granted
persons serving in War with Spain,
granted persons
in Philippines,
and China, for disPhilippines, and
in
982
...... ..... .................
ability
ability
982
service,
982
age of 62 .........
reaching age
after reaching
service, after
maximum
at
75
982
maximum at 75 .....................
present
pensioners
eligible.
982
...........
eligible
present pensioners
considered
no double
double pension nor rank considered
982
no
982
attorneys' fees
feeki limited,
limited, etc
982
etc ..............
attorneys'
punishment
violations .............
982
for violations
punishment for
rate
increased for
for Civil
90
service of 90
War service
Civil War
rate increased
585
days .............................
less
90 days
discharged for disdays if discharged
than 90
less than
586
ability in line of duty ..............
586
abilitv
now
on rolls
as Civil
veteran .......
586
58
War veteran
Civil War
rolls as
now on
service
60 days
Mexican War,
586
etc..
War, etc
in Mexican
days in
for 60
service for
disability, increased,
Mexican
or Mexican
for Civil or
increased, for
disability,
War
or blind,
reblind, reif helpless
helpless or
service, if
War service,
58f
person .......
586
aid of another person
quiring aid
War
m Civil War
specific disability,
disability, for loss in
specific
58
service,
foot
586
of hand or foot..............
service, of
above elbow,
knee ...
586
elbow, or leg above knee
arm above
58
arm
shoulder, or
586
or leg at hip ...........
at shoulder,
arm at
one
586
and one
one foot
foot.................
one hand
hand and
widows;
rate increased,
if married
married before
increased, if
widows; rate
June 27,
27, 1905,
1905, if
served 90
if husband
husband served
June
days
in Civil
Civil War, or
or was discharged
discharged
days in
for
disability
586
586
for disability .....................
including
remarried, on
on death,
death, etc.,
etc., of
including remarried,
of
subsequent
husband
586
subsequent husband...............
rate
minor child
increased ...........
586
58
child increased
rate to
to minor

Pensions—Continued.
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Pagechildren
widows; part
minor child or children
part to minor
widows;
586
until
16, if
586
remarries.
or remarries.
dies or
if mother
mother dies
until 16,
to mentally
child
helpless child
physically helpless
or physically
to
mentally or
continued during
during life
disability
587
587
life or
or disability..
continued
renewal restricted,
if dropped for marrestricted, if
renewal
riage and
and paid
to child .............
587
paid to
riage
payment
587
to cease............
child to
payment to child
rate
for service
1812 or
or MexiMexiof 1812
in War
War of
service in
of, for
rate of,
can
increased .................
587
War increased
can War
rate for
for Civil
War Army
Army nurses,
nurses, and deCivil War
rate
officers and enpendent
pendent parents of officers
listed
men in
587
service.....
Civil War service
in Civil
listed men
rate to present
pensioners to commence
commence on
present pensioners
rate
approval
of
Act,
etc
587
587
approval of Act, etc.........---...-58T
to new
applicants on filing
application
587
filing application..
to
new applicants
to
remarried widows
applying under forwidows applying
to remarried
587
mer
587
law ..........................
mer law
587
under
587
Act .......................
this Act
under this
medal
Honor Roll
pension not affected
Roll pension
medal of Honor
587
hereby ..........................
587
hereby
no
587
587
reduced ..............
pension reduced
present pension
no present
attorneys'
restricted to claims.
claims, for
attorneys' fees restricted
58
original
original pensions; limit ...........-586
punishment
for violations
58E.
588
violations ...............
punishment for
etc.,,
sight, etc
rate
increased for loss of limbs, sight,
rate increased
982
persons on pension rolls ...... 982
of all persons
Pensions,
of,
Commissioner of,
Pernions, Commissioner
appropriation for,
for assistants,
etc ......
670, 1289.
670,1289>
assistants, etc
appropriation
retirement
service emof classified
classified civil service
retirement of
ployees
placed under
under administraployees placed
tion
616616tion of
of .............. .............
Pensions
Pensions Granted,
Granted,
1480
Carrie_........................-1486
...
Abbitt, Carrie
Abel,
Anna D
1498,
D .........--................
Abel, Anna
1540
.....--....
R ..--...............
Adair, Mary R
1540
Adams,
C....---....
............ 1500
Esmeralda C
Adams, Esmeralda
1567
Adams, Gilbert
Gilbert. ....
Adams,
............
......
1579
Adams,
Laura..........................
157g
Adams, Laura
Adams,
Virgil 0
0.....
1596
1596f
..................
Adams, Virgil
1595
Adamson Ruth B
1595
B .......................
Adamson,
Adkins, lasson
1537
Jasson ..........................
Adkins,
Agan, Margaret
1617
1617
M ........................
Agan,
Margaret M
Agard,
March
1607
Agard, March .........................
Akridge,
David
1549
1549
Akridge, David .......................
Albro,
1562
1562
Mary E
E ..........................
Albro, Mary
1539%
Alexander, Herman.....................
Herman.
153g
Alldaffer,
Minnie ......................
1587
1587
Alldaffer, Minnie
1519
Adah E
1519
E .......................
Allen, Adah
1490
1490F ........................
Allen, Atala F
1473
Allen, Mary
1473.
E .......................
Mary E
Allen,
Allen, William
William I
1549
1549
I .......................
Allen,
Altmeyer, Ella
1578
1578
V ....................
Ella V
Altmeyer,
1502
1502
Amer, Anna
Anna M
M ......................
Amerine, Sarah
Sarah E
1554
E .....................
Amerine,
Amy,
John II..........................
1477
1477
Amy, John
Anderson,
1480
1480
Anderson, Agnes
Agnes ......................
Anderson,
W....................
1546
1546
Charles W
Anderson, Charles
Anderson, Frederieke
C..................
1502
1502
Frederieke C
Anderson,
Anderson, Jetora
Jetora E
E .....................
1576
Anderson,
1576
Anderson, William
1556
Anderson,
William A
A ....................
1556
Andrews, Horace
Horace V
V .....................
1547
Andrews,
1547
Andrews, Minnie
Minnie May
1576
1576
Andrews,
May ....................
1572
Anthony, Ella
Ella H
H ......................
1572
Applegate, Mary
Mary E
E.....................
1579
1579
Applegate,
Archuleta,
1543
1543
Miguel
.....
...........
Archuleta, Miguel
Arey, Charles
Charles J.
S.....................
1602
1602
J. S
Arey,
Armstrong,
1491
1491
Armstrong, Sarah
Sarah (C......................
Armstrong, Sibria .......................
1506
Armstrong,
Arnold, Edith
Edith H
H .........................
1555
1555
Arnold,
Arnold,
Fanny
W
1625
1625
Arnold, Fanny W .......................
Arnold, Mary ..........................
1576
1578
Arnold,
Arnold, M3rrtie
1479
I ......................
1479
Arnold,
Mvrtie I
Ash,
Duracy
E
1562
1562
Ash, Duracv E ........................
At
.... 1624
1624
At Lee,
Lee, Anna
Anna JJ....................
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.....................
Athens, Sarah
Athens.
1582
1582
A ..............
Atkinson, Catharine
Catharine A
1518
1518
Atkinson,
Georgiana ................
1555
Atkinson, Georgiana
1555
Ault, Nancy
1571
......................
1571
Austin, John E.........................
E
1591
1591
Avery, Abbie..........................
Abbie
1567
Avery,
1567
1555
Aymar, Harriet ....................
1555
Hart
1577
1577
Baber, Fannie Hart.................
Galen............................
1610
1610
Back, Galen
Backman,
Rebecca ..........
1591
....... 1591
Backman, Rebecca
Grace M ..
1486
...................
1486
Bacon, Grace
1611
Bahlkow; Elissa
Elissa ........................
1611
Bahlkow,
1608
1608
D ....................
Garrett D
Bailey, Garrett
1567
J. ...................
Bailey, Harriet J
1571
Lizzie
1571
....................
Bailey, Lizzie...
Bailey, Louisa.......................
Louisa
1591
1591
Bailey.
Bailie, Elizabeth ........................
1569
1581
Baird, Annie .........-...........-.
Baker,
Elizabeth
1618
1618
Anna Elizabeth..............
Baker, Anna
Baker, Beatrice Mabel ..............
1618
Baker,
1546
.........
Baker,
R .........
Baker, Edward R.
Baker,
S'. Infantry
Infantry........ 1571
John, 4th U. 8.
Baker, John,
Baker,
S. Infantry
1604
Infantry......... 1604
John, 7th U. 8.
Baker, John,
Baker,
Lester Belford .................
1618
1618
Baker Leeter
...- 1487
A.................-Baker, Marjorie
Marjorie A
Baker, Nannie
Nannie L
L ..................
1561
A...................... 1546
Baldridge,
Badridge, Mary A
1505
................
Baldwin,
George T
T
Baldwin, George
Baldwin, Matilda
K ..................
1565
Matilda K
Baldwin,
1548
George... ...... ..........
Bales, George
1482
...........
Balthasar, Kathrina
Kathrin.........
Balthaar,
1570
Lucy ...................
Banks, Lucy
1576
Elizabeth A ................
Barclay, Elizabeth
1585
Barlow-, Mary V
V ......................
Barlow,
Barnard, Mary
T
1483
Mary T.....................
Barnard,
1493
Barnes, Diantha ....................
Barnes,
1575
-...-- ...-...-.
Barnes,
L .....
Barnes, Ellen L
Barnes,
Harriet
1585
..
Barnes, Harriet...........--....Barnes,
1511
A ..................
Julia A
Barnes, Julia
Barr,
Paul JJ ............-------------- •
1602
Barr, Paul
1602
Barr,
Roy S..........--.....-------.....
S
1602
Barr, Roy
Barrett,
1589
...........
K ......---Emma K
Barrett, Emma
1512
Bartram,
James ................-------..-1512
Bartram, James
Barzee,
Helen L
L.
1567
-.....
..........-----Barzee, Helen
1479
Bassett,
DeYoe -..............
1479
Emma J. DeYoe.
Bassett, Emma
Bates,
...-- ....-------- 1604
M .-.... David M
Bates, David
Bates,
Sarah JJ..............---1506
.........
Bates, Sarah
Baughman.
1508
..----...-Lottie ............
Baughman. Lottie
1587
......---Bayless,
1587
N.............-Bayless, Isaac N
Baylor, Frank
Frank C...............--C
1609
......-Baylor,
1488
1488
A..................-Rhoda A
Beatty. Rhoda
1512
Bechtel. Louisa
Louisa R.
R
1512
................
Bechtel.
1490
...........-Bechtold,
Minna
1490
.....
Bechtold, Minna..
1586
Beck, Annie....................--------------Annie
1586
Beck,
1586
Lola
1586
Beebe, Lola........-................
Beeler, Rhoda
1555
..........
Rhoda.........
Beeler,
1498
Clarissa........................ 1498
Bell, Clarissa
Bell, William....
William
1547
............-Bell,
Bellew. Adaline
Adaline C......................
C.
1587
.
Bellew.
1485
Benefiel,
1485
Martha..................--..-Benefiel, Martha
1493
Benham, Alice
1493
Alice.............--....----Benham,
Benjamin.
R . .................
.. 1584
Nina R.
Benjamin. Nina
Bennett, Mary I....
I
... .... ........-- 1569
Bennett,
1489
1489
Bennett, Nancy .......-.....-......----Benson, Mary
Mary ..................-----------1556
Benson,
1584
Berry,
1584
......-------E.....Berry, Edward E
1506
........--Birch,
Amanda B
1506
B ..........-Birch, Amanda
Bider,
Bertha J
J ...... ....-------.....-- 1593
Bitler, Bertha
1582
Bitner,
1582
......--.-........
Nathaniel.
Bitner, Nathaniel.
1495
Black,
Margaret P
P....................--Black, Margaret
1502
........------ 1502
Blackburn,
....
Sarah .....
Blackburn, Sarah
1499
Blades,
1499
William ............---------..
Blades, William
Blair,
Addie M
1582
M ......................-Blair, Addie
1581
Blaker, Charles..
1581
Charles.................-----Blaker,

2029

Pensions
Pensions Granted—Continued.
Granted-Continued.
Blatchley, Sarah
Sarah A
A ....................
Blatchley,
Bleiweiss, John
John ......................
Bleiweiss,
Bloxom, Sarah G
Bloxom,
G .......................
.......................
Blue, Lucy E
E.
Blythman, Esther A
A...
.................
Blythman,
Boatright, Callie B
B .......................
Boatright,
Bo,-4;
-, John J
J ...........................
Boggs,
Bo
Iit an, John A
A ....................
Bohman,
Jonas
Bolen, Jonas...........................
Boon, Juliaette
Juliaette .........................
Boone, Anna .......................
Boone,
Booram,
Booram, Cora.........................
Boozer, Pernecia
Pernecia ....................
Borden, Elizabeth
Elizabeth ....................
Bouret, Carrie
Carrie ..........................
Bowen, George
George .
..................
Bowen, Mary
Mary E ........................
Bowen, Mary
Mary JJ.........................
Bowman, Charles T
T....................
Boyd, Fidelia A....
A
................
Boyd, Peter........................
Peter
Boyer, Israel
Israel....................
Bradford,
Mollie ......................
Bradford, Mollie
Bradley,
Linda. .....................
Bradley, Linda
Bradshaw,
Ann
Rebecca Ann................
Bradshaw, Rebecca
................
Brainard, Edwin M
..............
Brandon,
Jennie Y ....
Brandon, Jennie
Brune,
William H
H....................
Brane, William
Brannum,
Abram ....................
Brannum, Abram
Breiter,
Gustav ......................
Breiter, Gustav
Breezier,
..................
Breesler, Kate ...
....
Bridgett, Emma
Emma
..... .............
Briles,
A
Briles, Emma A.....................
Britton,
Hollie.......--...........
Britton, Rollie
Brock,
Emma ...............
..
Brock, Emma
Brockway,
Amanda J. S
S............Brockway, Amanda
..
Broderick, Marcus
Marcus ..............
Brooks, Henry
Henry.......................
.........
Brothers,
D
........
Brothers. Daniel D
Brown,
A .....-...........
Brown, Elizabeth A
Brown,
Brown, Emma E ..................
Brown,
...........
G .....Gertrude G
Brown, Gertrude
..
Brown,
Brown, Harriet E................
..
Brown, James
James D
D ...................
Brown, Jennie
J
Jennie J...........-..........
Brown,
Brown, Rebecca
Rebecca E
E ....................
Brown,
Brown, Sarah
Sarah M
M ....................
Brown,
Brown, William
L ......................
William L
Brown,
Brownlee, Paul
0
Paul 0....................
Brownlee,
Broyles, John E.....................
E
Broyles,
Brundage, Columbus
Columbus ..................
Brundage,
Bryant, Alice
Alice H ........................
Bryant,
Bryant, Charles W....................
W
Bryant,
Buchanan, Fannie
Fannie M
M ...................
Buchanan,
Amanda E
E. ......................
Buck, Amanda
Buck, Erastus
Erastus A
A........................
Buck,
Buckwheat, William, jr ................
Buckwheat,
Budd,
Huldah
A....................
Budd, Huldah A
Bullard, Ann ......................
Bullard,
Buragarner, Elizabeth
Elizabeth M. A
A .............
Bumgarner,
Bunger, Blanche
Blanche .....................
Bunger,
Bunion, Thomas
Thomas.......... ...........
Bunion,
Burdick, Ellen.............-.........
Ellen
Burdick,
Burdick, Martha
A......- .............Martha A
Burdick,
Burge, Isabel .........................
Elizabeth ...................
Burgess, Elizabeth
Burgess,
A
Sarah A....................
Burgess, Sarah
Burk,
George W......................
W
Burk, George
Burke, Alice M ..........................
Burke,
Anna
Burke, Anna............................
Catherine .....................
Burke, Catherine
Burke, Delos ....................---Burke, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.................
A
A ............---.-.-Burke, Mary A...

Page.
Page.
1591
1591
1538
1538
1623
1623
1553
1553
1583
1583
1505
1505
1601
1601
1622
1622
1547
1547
1575
1575
1488
1488
1603
1603
1579
1579
1590
1590
1611
1611
1484
1484
1511
1479
1479
1619
1619
1484
1484
1507
1507
1507
1617
1617
1569
1564
1561
1566
1535
1481
1620
1495
1486
1489
1624
1583
1583
1588
1588
1570
1493
1543
1613
1508
1615
1615
1613
1550
155,5
1555
1510
1578
1543
1596
1508
1600
1499
1599
1605
1503
1557
1490
1492
1492
1487
1594
1594
1479
1479
1616
1623
1562
1562
1480
1480
1510
1510
1496
1496
1503
1615
1615
1611
1611
1613
1613
1556
1484
1545

2030

INDEX.

Pensions Granted-Continued.
Granted—Continued.
Pensions
Burkett, Sarah E..
E
......................
Barlett,
Burlett, Amanda ....................
Burns, James
James P
P ........................
Burress, Lucius
Lucius P..................
P
Burris, Ruth A
A.
......................
Burroughs, James R...................
R
Burroughs,
Burton, Jane
Burton,
Jane......
.................
Butler, Edith
.....................
Butler, James J
J ......................
.Butler, Margaret
Margaret Howell ................
Button, Rhoda .........
..........
Caldwell,
Caldwell, Isaac D
D ................
Caldwell, James
M .......................
Caldwell,
James M
Call, Emma .............................
Canavey,
Canavey, Elizabeth Dorothy ............
Canavy, Mary...................
Canavey,
Mary
Canfield,
Canfield, Ulys
illyasis S. G...................
G
Cannon, Belle .......................
Cannon,
Canton,
Mar M .......
Canton LMary
...........

Page.
1495
1495

Carey,
Josephine ........................
Carey, Josephine
rey Mary
Carey,
I.........................
Carey,
ldaryI
....................
Carl, Ether
Carl
Esther L.........................
L
Carlisle, Henrietta
Henrietta W.....................
W
Carman, Ann .......
Carman,
...............
Carney, Joshua
Carney,
Joshua C
C.....................
Carpenter, Ellen W
W ....................
Carpenter,
Carr,Mary
L............... .......
Carr,
Mary L
Carrl, Otilie............................
Carrol,
Oitilie
Carroll, Anna
•Carroll,
M ........................
AnnaM
Carroll,
Carroll, James 0
0....
..............
Carroll,
Carroll, Mary A
A ..................
Casler,
easier, Sarah J
I .............
.........
Cavenaugh, Charles F
F ..............
Chadwick, Charles C
Chadwick,
C .................
Chamberlin, Frederick
Chamberlin,
Frederick S
S..............
Chambers, Josephine....................
Chambers,
Josephine.
Chambers, Leatha........................
Leatha
Chamblin, Alice ..
.............
Chandler, Emma M .
Chandler,
..............
Chaney, Rosetta .......
............
Chapman, Hulda J
J...................
Chapman,
Chapman, Minnie .....................
Chase, Inez Mabel
Mabel ......................
Cherry, Albert W
W...................
E....................
Chick, Edwin E
Childs, Martha
Martha M........................
M
Chittenden, Nettie M
M..................
Chorpenning, Mary A.................
Chorpenni,
A
Chronister,
M
Chroniter, Francis
Francis M...............
Ciler,
Millie.....................
Cisler, Millie
Clark, Corydon
Corydon W...............'
W
erge........................
Clark, Gecirge
Clark Mary A
A....................
Clark,
Clark, Nancy
Nancy J...................
Clark,
James C
C.......................
Claxton, James
Clements, Phebe J....................
J
Cleveland, Mary E
Cleveland,
E .......
..
Clink, Eliza E
E...........
........
L..............
Cobb, Harriet L
Colby, Marie A
A.........
..........
Cole, Charles W .....----.Cole, Sarah -.............
Coleman,
E ...........
Coleman, John E
Colestock, Martha .1J.......
....
Colt, Emma
Emma .
.
....................
Combs, John A.
A
Comstock, Martha J-........
J
Conn, Harry W
W............
Conroy,
Conroy, Orpha.............
Orpha
.......
Conter, Mary
Ma-..........
Conway,
J...........
Conway, Edward J
Conway,
T.............
Conway, William
William T
V..........
Cook. Alice V
Cook, Charles L......'...............
L

1488
1488
1596
1596
1596
1561
1597
1509
1509

1498
1498
1474
1598
1509
1509

1554
1604
1604
1489
1489
1545
1545
1545
1545
1474
1612
1612
1538
1538
1595
1595
1564
1564
1593
1593

1578
1578
1520
1520
1619
1619
1554
1554
1609
1609
1578
1578
1611
611
1534
1534
1577
1577
1478
1478
1472
1472
1623
1623
1498
1498
1573
1573
1546
1546
1573
1573
1593
1593
1579
1579
1556
1556
1590
1590
1582
1582
1518
1518
1559
1559
1516
1516
1626
1626
1587
1587
1580
1580
1600
1600
1613
1613
1605
1605
1576
1576
1505
1505
1543
1543
1593
1593
1484
1484
1583
1583
1484
1484
161
16129
156 9
1562
1566
1566
1596
1596
1568
1568
1568
1568
1609
1609
1544
1544
92O
11535
1586
1586
1541
1541
1609
160(9
1604
1604
1555
155.5
1605
1605

Pensions
Pensions Granted-Continued.
Granted—Continued.
Page.
Page.
Cook, Minnie E
E
1563
1563
......................
Cook,
Nancy ..........................
1517
1517
Cook, Nancy
Cook, Otis Henry
..................... 1493
1493
C,00le,
Tabitha A
1610
Coole, Tabitha
A......................
1610
Coombs, Elizabeth N
N.................... 1573
Coombs, Frank
1609
Frank .......................
Cooper, Mary
1485
Mary J
J .......................
1485
Cooper, Maude C.......................
C
1550
1550
Cooper, Pleasant D
1538
D.................
1538
Cooper, Susanah
1488
Susanah.
...........
1488
......
Corbly, Elizabeth
Elizabeth
1587
...................... 1587
Corwell, Sarah Ann ...............
Cornwell,
1621
Cottrell,
Sarah E.....................
E
1615
Cottrell, Sarah
1615
Courtney, Jesse .......................
Courtney,
1535
1535
Cowan,
1624
Cowan, Jane M
M......................
1624
Cox, Bose
Bose ......----..................
1604
1604
Cox,
Sarah ...........................
1492
Cox, Sarah.
1492
1619
Craft, Dury M .......
. .............
1619
Cravens, Elizabeth
Elizabeth.....................
1498
Crawford,
1566
Crawford, Agnes ......................
1566
Crawford, Claborn ......................
1550
1550
Crawford, Ielia
Crawford,
Lelia......................
1588
Crawford, Mary .......................... 1619
•
Crawford,
1619
Crawford,
1543
Crawford, William
William........................
1543
Cronin, Sarah ...................
1597
1597
Crosby, Peter
1609
Peter........................... 1609
Camp............... 1619
Croxton, Cornelia
Cornelia de Camp
1619
Crum, John E
E
...................
1541
Crum, Lucretia
Lucretia A......................
A
1490
1490
Crysler, Emma
Emma L
L .......................
1500
Cuff, Catharine T
1589
T....................
1589
E .................
1541
Cummings, Tebitha
Tebitha E
1541
Cummins, William F
1564
Cummins,
F ...............
1564
Cunningham,
Cunningham, Eugene
Eugene
1507
...................
1507
Cunningham, Jesse
1599
Cunningham,
Jesse....................
1599
Cunningham, Nason
Nason B..............
B
1477
Cunningham,
1477
Currier, Lizzie JI.......................
1592
1592
Curry, Georgianna....................
Georgianna
1567
1567
Cutnrght,
Cutnght, Margaret
Margaret J
J.......
1578
1578
............
Margaret..............
Daley, Margaret
1621
1621
.....
Dalton, Nellie A
1574
Dalton,
A......................
1574
Davidson, Emma Lucinda
1561
Davidson,
Lucinda ............
1561
Davis, Buster
Buster ......................
1541
1541
Davis, Margaret
A...................... 1490
Margaret A
1490
Davis, Mary S .......................
1559
1559
Davis, Nancy
Nancy M......................
1479
1479
Dean, Effie
1494
Efe ...........................
1494
Dearborn, Joseph E
1515
E...................... 1515
Deckarz, Veronica
1617
Deckarz,
Venica......................
1617
M
1579
Deer, Ellen M.........................
1579
Deetz, Emilie
Emilie. ..
.......................
1525
Degen, John ..........
1543
Degen,
............
1543
Deibert,
Caroline .............
Delbert, Caroline
1477
....
Denius, William 8
S ........
Denius,
1560
...............1560
Denning, Jennie .....................
1567
1567
Dennis, Anna Jenkins ..............
1495
1495
DeWitt,
DeWitt, Carlton.
Carlton
1592
..................
1592
Dierken. Antonette
1613
Antonette..................
1613
Dillen. Louesa
Dillon,
Louesa T
T ...............-...1486
1486
Dixon. Anna
..............-.......
1602
1602
Dixon. Virginia A
A .................
1579
1579
Doan. Sarah M ....-.......
......... 1496
1496
Naoma
Dobie. Naoma
1556
1586
- -.................
Dodd. Virginia
1518
Virginia..............
1518
.....
..
Dodge. Meda E
E .......................
148,5
1485
Dodge. Rose
Rose ..
1557
--...................
1587
Dodson. Lucy
............... 1497
Lucy A
A ...
Dolderer. Charles .........
1544
........
1544
Dolph, Thirza
Thirza M
1547
M.................
1547
Donahue, Margaret
Margaret .....................
1477
1477
Donlevy. William .......
1545
...........1545
Donley, Mar
C...................
Mary C
1489
Donovan, John...................
John
1613
1613
Donze. Alice
Donze,
Alice G....................
G
1499
.
1499

INDEX.
Pensions Granted—Continued.
Granted-Continued.
Pensions
Douglas, Palace ...................
Doup, David Conrad
................
Downs,
Downs, Melissa 0
0. . .................
Doyle, Mary J.......................
J
Drain, William R
R ....................
Drake, Amelia
Amelia E
E
....................
Drake, Mary L
L........
............
Duddleson, Martha
Martha J
J ..................
Duddleson,
Dudley, Mathew
...................
Duff, Adron
Adron
Duff,
..................
DuHamel, Elizabeth
DuHamel,
Elizabeth ......................
Dulhagen, Elizabeth ..................
Dulhagen,
Alice
Dunbar, Alice.........................
Duncan, Catharine........................
Catharine
Francis ....................
Dunery, Francis
R
Dunham, Roy R...................
L
Dunn, Ben L.............................
Dunn, Julia S
S ..
...................
Dunn, Leroy ........
.................
Durand,
T
Durand, Charles T
.................
Durham, Samuel
Durham,
Samuel ......................
Durocher, Emma .....................
Dutcher, Elmina .................
Dutton, Harriet J
J .....-.... ....--.......
Eastman, Manella
A..................
Eastman,
Manella A
Edwards, Dow .
Edwards,
................
Richard E-..............
E
Edwards, Richard
..
Robert A
Edwards, Robert
A
..................
Edwards, William H ................
Anna ..............----......
Efner, AnnaEggleston, Priscilla
Eggleston,
Priscilla .....................
L
Einkopf, Christopher
Christopher L.............--Elkins, Margaret ...............-...
Elliott, Clara.....................--L ....................
Elliott, Martha L
Henry ...........-..........
Ellis, Henry
Ann.......-..............
Ellis, Mary Ann
Jacob D.....
D
..............Emery, Jacob
E
Endicott, Cynthia E...................
Engelhardt, Louisa
Louisa ..............
-..
Engelhardt,
England, Ralph ......................
Engle, Scott ........................
Harriett A.......-........-.....
A
Erb, Harriett
Ervin, Emma
S...................
.....
Emma S
Ervin,
Esarey,
Esarey, Emma A .....................
Esterbrooks, Lucy..............
Lucy
Esterbrooks,
.
Estes, William .......................
Ette, Pauline .....................-....
...................
Evans, Lillian
Lillian M
George R
R ...................
Everhart, George
Fackler, Susan..........................
Susan
Edwin
Fager, Edwin............
...........--Fairhurst, Phoebe A
A
.................
Fairhurst,
Farlow, Clara ................--Farlow,
...
Farrar. Mary L..................-.-..
L
Farrar.
Faught, S.
S. Eliza -................-....
Faught.
Feist, Delilah J............
J
..-.- .......
Fellhauer, John
John Frederick.................
Frederick
Fellhauer,
Ferry.
Ferr.y Julia M ..
................- ..Field, Mary ...........
-.........-------Fifield, Eva
Eva.........------.......
-Fink,
Charles M
M ...
Fink, Charles
................--Finley, Julia ......
........--.--....
Finney, Mary
Mary J.............--.--..---J
Finson, Mary E ...............-.-------Firkins,
Firkins, William
William...
............-------..-----Fish, Christie
Christie.................----.------Fisher, Michael
F
Michael F..........--.......
Fisher, Rowena
Rowena
................-----Fisk, Jennie
Jennie A
A ............-..-... -Fisk, Mary--...-..-..---------.--------Mary
Fite, Austin R ..................----Fitzgerald,
Fitzgerald, John
John. ...............------Fitz Hugh, Henry L ................--

Page.
1600
1600
1588
1588
1496
1496
1534
1534
1598
1598
1519
1519
1506
1506
1556
1556
1620
1620
1608
1608
1583
1583
1572
1572
1577
1577
1494
1494
1533
1533
1534
1534
1536
1536
1488
1544
1544
1538
1538
1494
1494
1594
1594
1558
1558
1492
1492
1583
1583
1493
1493
1557
1557
1607
1607
1609
1609
1487
1487
1601
1601
1552
1552
1482
1482
1592
1592
1509
1509
1563
1563
1483
1483
1475
1475
1549
1549
1510
1510
1571
1571
1597
1597
1519
1519
1622
1622
1545
1545
1584
1584
1548
1548
1494
1494
1485
1485
1599
1599
1557
1557
1615
1615
1589
1589
1515
1515
1558
1558
1583
1583
1499
1499
1557
1485
1485
1559
1559
1517
1517
1539
1539
1570
1570
1590
1590
1568
1568
1514
1514
1481
1481
1604
1604
1541
1541
1584
1584
1589
1589
1607
1607
1535
1535
1.5a2
1535
----

2031
2031

Pensions Granted-Continued.
Pensions
Granted—Continued.
Fitzpatrick, Rosa .........................
Fitzpatrick,
Fitzsimmons, Lulu
Lulu S...............
S
...
Flaherty,
Flaherty, Ella B...................
B
Flanagan, Katherine M...............
M
Flick, Mary A...................
A
E........................
Flint, Mary E
Margaret
Flory, Margaret......................
Floyd, Joseph .................
.....
Flynn, Patrick
Patrick
......................
Fontaine,
W ....................
Fontaine, Bonus W
Foote, Luella E
E .........
..........
Ford, Joseph......................
Joseph
Fortney,
Ella.....................
Fortney, Ella
....
Fowler, Agnes ........................
Fowler, Henrietta ..
................
A .........................
Fowler, Lena A
Frame, Mary S.
......................
S
Franks, Nannie M .......
.............
Frantz, Mary M ......................
Frauendorf, Martin 0
,
t
O...................
Frazier, Laura ....
--.................
Frederick,
E ..................
Frederick, Mary E
Freeman, Elizabeth ...................
Fringer, Sarah A....................
A
Fritcher, Clara E
E........................
Fritz, Pauline
Pauline G
G......................
Fnind,
Frund, John ............
.........
Frye, Clarissa L
L
......................
Fuhrman, Julius A
A..................
Fullen,
A
Fullen, James
James A........................
Furfey, Mary ........................
Gaines, Edward ....
Gaines,
...............
Gaines, Lydia A........
A
...........
Gaines,
Gaines, Maria
Maria......................
Gaines,
Gardner,
Catherine
...-.....-......
Gardner, Catherine
Gardner, Elsie
Elsie ...........--.........
Gardner,
Gardner,
Emma
M
Gardner, Emma M ....- ............
Gardner, John
John D
Gardner,
D
.....................
Gardner, Laura
Gardner,
Laura E
E -..................
Gardner, Robert ...........
......
Garen, Thomas
S
Garen,
Thomas S.....................
R
Garland, Frank R....................
Gass, Henry .
....- ................
Gates, Rhoda
Rhoda M .............
........
Geiger, Christine
Christine E
E ....................
Charles F......................
F
George, Charles
George, James S.
S ........................
George,
George, Orvill
Orrill ...........................
George,
Geraghty, Bridget Margaret
Margaret...............
Gerdin, F. W
W ...........................
Gerding,
Hannah B
B ......................
Gibbs, -Hannah
J
Gibson, Eliza
Eliza J.........................
Gibson, Martha
Martha..................
Gibson, Sarah R
R.................
J
Gilbert, Charles
Charles J..................
Fannie
Gilbert, Fannie.......................
Gill, Maria
Maria L..........................
Gilman,
Gilman, Jessie G
G....................
Gilmore,
Gilmore, Amanda
Amanda J
J ......................
Gladwish,
Gladwish, Louisa
Louisa .....................
Gnatz,
Gnatz, Eliza
Eliza .....
...................
Goddard,
Goddard, Andrew
Andrew ....................
Godfrey, Harriet
Harriet M -...............
Goebel.
Alice J
J...................--.
GoebeL. Alice
Goff,
Goff, Mahala
Mahala .............-.......Gans,
Sally
Goins, Sally.
....................
Golden,
Golden, Emma
Emma.-....
.............
Golden,
William M
Golden, William
M ................
Gomoll, Paul B....---...............---B
Goodbrand, Ellen ...................
Goodbrand,
Goodman, Robert
Goodman,
Robert ...........--....-Gordon, Edwin
Edwin W
W ................--.
Gordon,
Gorham, Harlem L
Gorham,
L.................
Gott Add, Anna..............---.-------Anna
Gottwald,

Page.
Page.

1497
1497
1616
1616
1581
1581
1601
1601
1583
1583
1481
1481
1595
1595
1577
1577
1545
1545
1502
1502
1585
1585
1
1
/
187
A87
1609
1609
1585
1585

1566
1566
1570
1570
1489
1489
1626
1626
1566
1566
1619
1619
1567
1567
1598
1598
1554
1554
1592
1586
1594
1594
1614
1614
1568
1547
1605
1605
1545
1545
1547
1502
1551
1534
1534
1546
1617
1617
1587
1587
1614
1614
1580
1580
1535
1494
1494
1480
1480
1551
1541
1541
1567
1568
1613
1615
1494

1555

1581

1483

1562
1540
1579
1499
1507
1577
1580
1498
1556
1482
1555

1578
1518
1535
1621
1622
1489
1538
1538
1475
1475
1600
1600
1559
1559

2032
2032
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Pensions Granted—Continued.
Pensions
Granted-Continued.
Elizabeth .............
Gouldrick, Elizabeth.
Graham, James L
Graham,
L .................
Graham, Mary Jane ..
..............
Graham, Mont
Graham,
Mont...................
A.................
Grant, Narcissa
Narcissa A
Harriet A
A.........
Green, Harriet
.........
Green,
Minta ....................
Green, Minta

Page.
Page.

1596

1473
1473
1544
1544
1606
1606
1534
1495
1567
1480
Greenwold, Caroline
1480
Greenwold,
Caroline ...............
1478
1478
Greer, Anna
Anna.....................
1484
Gress, Margaret
1484
Margaret ...................
1570
griffin,
1570
CGriffin, Clara
Clara A
A ...................
1545
Grigg,
Jemima .......
1545
............
Grigg, Jemima
1540
Griggs,
1540
Griggs, John
John T
T ...................
1473
Grimes, Albert
1473
...................
1485
Grisamore,
1485
Grisamore, Belle
Belle ..................
1585
Gross, Helen M
1585
M.....
..............
Gross,
William
F
Gross, William F ........................ 1548
1506
Gruver, Isabella..................
Guilhams,
Margaret A
1483
A ...............
Guiliams, Margaret
Gunett,
1552
H..................
Gullett, Frit&
Frbhk H
1492
1492
................
Ruth ...
Gunsallus, Ruth
Gunsolus, Mary
Mary M ......
1501
...........
1563
1563
............
Gurley, Cora .........
1578
Lminda F
1578
F .................
Haines, Lurinda
Halbert, Margaret
Margaret I
1518
..............
I ..
Halbert,
Hale, Mary A
A ........................... 1583
Hale,
1475
Hale, Sarah
.................
..
1583
Hall, Ann A
A
1583
............
........
1552
Hall, Annie G
G.........................
1561
Hall, Etta ......................
1561
1572
Rail, Jennie .....................
1572
Hall,
1607
Hall, Mary
Mary C .-.......
............... 1607
1580
1580
Hall, Sarah E
E .........................
Hallbaugh,
1483
Hallbaugh, Katherine
Katherine
...................
1605
William H...................
H
1605
Hambleton, William
1490
Hancock, Mary
Mary M
1490
.................
Hancock,
Handshy, Laura
Jane ..............
1493
1493
Laura Jane
Handshy,
1557
Hanks, Carrie ................
............ 1557
Hanlon, Emma S
1548
S .................
1548
Harding, Mary E...........
E
1490
....... 1490
Haremaker, Mary
1509
Mary.................
1509
Harland, Rachel J.................
J
1493
1493
Harrington, Jeannette
A .Jeannette A
1566
............. 1566
Harris, Doctor ....................
1597
1597
Harris, Jessie F
F ...................
1565
1565
Harris, Mary E
1587
E ...................
1587
1598
Hart, Mary ......................
1598
Bartel, Augustus 0......................
0
1600
Hartel,
1600
Hartfiel, Ruth E.........................
E
1623
Hartfiel,
1623
Hartless, Catherine
1491
Hartless,
Catherine ...
..............
1491
Hartley, Emiline.................
Emiline
1517
Hartley,
1517
Hartley, Frances Tucker
1589
Tucker............
1589
Hartman,
E ................. :..
1518
Hartman Catherine E
1518
Makin,
1575
HIaskill, Lida ....................
1575
Hataway
1613
HIataway,, Rufus SS .................
1613
Hank,
Hauk, Fred
Fred............................. 1483
1483
Hauns, Katherine
Katherine Wheeler................
Wheeler
1570
1570
Havelick, Roberta
Roberta R
1492
R ...............
1492
Hawes, Martha
Martha E.................
E
1624
1624
Hawley, William F
1581
F................
1581
1474
Haynes, John Franklin
Franklin.............
1474
Hays, Marinda E
E ...................
1488
1488
Hazlett, Henry ...................
1539
1539
Held, Julia Agnes......................
Agnes
1489
1489
Heller, William
William H ..............
1596
1596
L....................
Helm, Mary L
1563
1563
Hemenway, Angeline 0
1569
0.............
1569
Henderson, Jane M .....................
1507
1507
Henderson,
C...............
Henderson, Nancy C
1479
1479
Hendricks, William B...................
B
1535
Hendricks,
1535
Henry, Eliza Ann .................
1593
1593
Henry, John H...................
H
1541
1541
Henry, Nelson II
H.................
1576
1576
Ella
1573
Henshen, Josephine Ella............
1573
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Hensley,
Hensley, Taylor
Taylor .................
Henson,
Henson, Lydia
Lydia Lenora
Lenora .
.............
Herbert,
Mary
................
Herbert, Mary JJ....
Herbst, Charles ........
...........
Herbst,
Robert A
Herbst, Robert
A..................
Herlehy,
Frances
E
Herlehy, Frances E .......
.........
Herrald,
.....
Nancy ........... • ....
Herrald, Nancy
Herrington,
C....
Herrington, Mary
Mary C
............
Hess,
Hess, Christian
Christian..
.................
..
Heston, Annie
Annie .
...................
Hewett, Henrietta
A ...............
Henrietta A
Hewett,
..............
Annie F
F .....
Hickey, Annie
Hickey, Mack
Mack ..
.................
Hicks,
C...................
Hicks, James
James C
Higgins,
M ....................
Higgins, Josephine
Josephine M
Higgins, Nora B.............
B
.....
.
Hill
C .......................
Hil Maria C
.....
Billiard,
Martha J
Hilliard, Martha
J.................
....--...-.........
Hills, Annie ........

Hinds, Lizzie E .... :...................
Hist, Mary ......................
Hitchcock, Samantha
Samantha ....................
Hitchcock,
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1610
1501
1557
1564
1564
1603
1611
1518
1546
1613
1613
1606
1617
1616
1605
1536
1520
1516
1516
1570
1570
1492
1492
1488
1488
1515
1515
1585
1585
1519
1519

1497
Sylvia .............
1497
.....
Hitchcock, Sylvia
1579
1579
Hixson, Nancy E
E ........................
1505
1505
Hockman, Zora ...................
1599
H, Brooklyn .................
1599
Hodges,
Hoe
her, Amelia
Amelia .......
.......... 1592
Hoelscher,
1535
H,
1535
Hogan, Baxter ....................... .
1489
Holbrook
1489
S ................
Holbrook, George S
1612
Holden, Christina
Christina .................
1612
1540
Holley, Sarah J
1540
J ...................
1495
....
1495
Hollowell, Lucinda ..................
1486
Holmes, Louisa Jane......................
1486
1485
1485
Holmes, Mary .........................
1572
1572
L ..................
Holmes, Sadie L
1592
E.
1592
.................
Holmes, Sarah E
1498
1
498
Holt, Isabella ....................--..
1545
H
1545
.....................-Hook, James H
1501
.
................... 1501
Hoover, Annie
1572
Hoover, Martha
Martha E
E......................- 1572
1581
Hopkins, Julia Ann
1581
Ann.................
1473
Hopkins, Rufus H .................
1473
1581
Hopper,
1581
Elizabeth ......................
Hopper, Elizabeth
1474
Horan, Joseph J
J ...................
Horan,
1474
1506
bonne,
Rebecca ....
1506
Horine, Rebecca.
.............
1612
Hornsby,
Gilbert
G
G...................... 1612
Hornmsby
1593
Horton, Julia
1593
Julia .....................-Horton,
1605
Hoskins, John
D ......................
1605
John D
Hoskins,
1580
Hover, Carrie
1580
Carrie.....................--Hover,
1556
Howard, Matilda
Matilda M
1
556
M................
1552
Howell, Frank H .........................
155
2
Howell,
1578
Ho,
Jane P
1578
Hoyt, Jane
P ............................
1477
Hubbard,
L
1
477
Hubbard, Addie L..................--.
1616
Hudson, Alice G
G ........................
1616
1487
Hudson, Anna E
1
487
E..................
1604
R.................
Hudson, Harlan R
1
604
14999
149
Huff, Euphrates
Euphrates.........................
1606
Huff, John
06
Huff,
John ............................... 16
1552
Huff,
Russell M
552
Huff, Russell
M .......................... 1
1614
Hughes, Anna M ..................
1614
Hughes,
1558
Hughes, Patrick ........................
1558
Hughes,
1551
Ruling, Margaret.
Margaret
1551
.................
Huling,
1488
Humbert, Elizabeth
Elizabeth F
Humbert,
F...................
1479
Hunley, Delilah ..........................
1479
Hunley,
1485
•
A .................
1485
- Hunnewell, Rhoda A
15377
Hunsaker, Pearl A
A.
153
................
1565
Hunt, Martin ..
1565
.................
1591
Hurley, Mary ...........................
15
91
Huston, Ida C
C ...
1548
.................
1519
Hutchison,
Hutchison, Chloe T
15
19
T...........-...-..---1516
Ingersoll,
Ingersoll, William N
N .....................
15
16
1608
Jackson, Jane ...........................
1495
Jadwin, Jane
1495
Jadwin,
Jane .................-...-----------1554
Jeffries, Olive K
K ..
Jeffries.
................ 1554
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Jelison,
...............
Jelison, Hanna D
1478
1478
Jinkins, Elizabeth
Elizabeth .......................
1483
1483
Johnson,
Charlotte
I.....................
Johnson, Charlotte I
1492
1492
Johnson, Ella
Johnson,
Ella K.........................
K
1584
1584
Johnson, Emily
Johnson,
Emily W........................
W
1582
1582
Johnson, George
Johnson,
George W.
W. —. ..................
1518
1518
Johnson, Jacob
Jacob ..........................
Johnson,
1611
1611
Johnson,
A. (mother)...............
(mother)
1542
Johnson, Mary
Mary A.
1542
Johnson, Mary
Mary A.
Johnson,
A. (widow)................
(widow)
1544
1544
Johnson, Miranda
Miranda.......................
Johnson,
1586
1586
Johnson, Palmyra
Palmyra ........................
1473
1473
Johnson, Richard
Johnson,
Richard M
M .................
1498
1498
Johnson, Sarah
Johnson,
Sarah ....................
1589
1589
Johnson,
William A
Johnson, William
A...................... 1616
1616
Johnston. Ellen .1J......................... 1580
Johnston,
1580
Jones, Alice
......................
1567
1567
Jones,
Jones, Alice M....................
M
1583
1583
Jones, Barbara .........................
1612
1612
Jones, Bertha E
1565
E ..................
1565
Jones, Ellen ..
....................
1474
1474
Jones, William
William Mason....................
Mason
1536
1536
Jordan,
Harriett.......................
Jordan, Harriett
1507
1507
Tony
1603
Jud, Tonyv.
..........
....................
1603
Kane,
A
1537
Kane, Ethel A......................
1537
Kaufman,
1580
Kaufman, Adam Perry
Perryv ...........
1580
Kavanagh, Grace.........................
Kavanagh,
Grace
1546
1546
Kaylor,
Rebecca J
1489
Kaylor, Rebecca
J
1489
........................
Keith, George
George W...................
W
1602
1602
Kelley, Anna
Anna............................
Kelley,
1537
1537
Kelley, Cora B .........................
1507
1507
1480
Kelley, Isabella
Isabella....
................
Kelley,
1480
Kelly, Annie
1536
1536
Annie----------------.............................
Kelly, Olive M
1483
1483
....................
1578
Kendrick, Susan C
1578
C..................
Kendrick,
Kennedy, Anna
Anna ......................
1597
1597
Amanda ...................
1575
1575
Kenny, Amanda
1557
Kenyon, Annie
Annie B .......................
Kenyon,
....--------1575
Kernstn, Jane E
1575
E ....-- .-----...---- .
Kernan,
Berns, John
1549
Kerns,
John.................----B....................... 1582
Kesler, Hannah
Hannah B
Keyes, Eliza M.........................
M
1503
1512
Keys, Sarah
Sarah.............................. 1512
Kiess, Julia .......-...--............------.-------.......
1594
Kimball, Annie M .................
1482
1482
Kimball,
Kimball,
Mary A----..................
Kimball, Mary
A
1501
Kimball, Mary J
1583
Kimball,
J .....................
1614
Kimmer,
Kimmer, Grace A.....................--A
1614
ing, Venus B..........................
King,
B
1550
ing, Ewel .......................
Ring,
1604
King,
King,Zittle
Zittle ..........................
1552
1516
Kingsbury,
Kingsbury, Ethel ........................
1516
1515
Kimston, Malinda
241alinda..................
1515
Kiniston,
1542
Kinkade, Henry
Henry T
1542
Kinkade
T.....................
A..................... 1501
Kinney,
Margaret A
Kinney, Margaret
...-----.................
1602
Patrick
Kinny, Patrick
1538
..............
E ...
Kiplinger, Sarah E
iran,.Belle
Kirgan
Belle ..............---.-........
1621
................. . 1536
Kirk,
Kir, Mary ..........
1536
1582
II
1582
illiamH...................
Knowles, William
1583
Knox,
Knox, Alice M
M .................-......----1486
Kohn,
Kohn, Rebecca J
J ....-...........-----1486
1481
Kraig,
C ................------------------Kraig, Kate C
1481
1615
Kuhlman,
Bridget .................
Kuhlman, Bridget
1615
1618
Kuhns,
......................
Kuhns, Elizabeth
Elizabeth MM
1618
1575
Labaw, Susie -...------...-....---.-------157:5
Labaw,
1600
Lace, May ........................---------.---1600
Lace,
1602
Ladd, Robert
Robert C'
C...---.........---------------..............
1602
Ladd,
1510
Lake, Harriett
1510
A ...............--------------....----Harriett A
Lake,
1506
Lake, Mary F..----------------.----F
1506
1576
Lamarche, Annie T -. .---..-...-...--------Lamarche,
1589
Lambert
Ferdinand
1589
Lambert, Ferdinand......................
1554
Lameroux,
Hattie --------..........--------Lameroux, Hattie
1567
Landis,
Landis, Allen ............---..-..---..--1481
Langguth,
Frances ............----.......---------Langguth, Frances
4 1-PT 22
44282°-VOL
44282°—voi 41—PT
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Langston, Mary S........................
S
1539
1539
Matilda ...........
............... 1480
Laswell, Matilda
1480
.......................... 1484
Latty, Angeline
Angeline
Lauber, Aolia
1607
.................... ........ 1607
Lawrence, George
George E
E .....................
Lawrence,
1473
Lawrence, Reuben
Lawrence,
Reuben E
E .................... 1501
Lawson, Millie
Millie .......................... 1609
Nancy A
A ....................... 1480
Lawther, Nancy
Layton, Charles .....................---------------...
1521
1521
Lazier, Anson T
T.........................
1602
Leach, Lucy A
A ..........................
1504
Leahy, Maurice .......................... 1596
G -------------......................------....-- 1480
1480
Leary, Mary G
Leaycraft, George H .....................
1604
Ledford, James
Ledford,
James W
W
1480
-------------....................
1480
Lee, Adelia
-----------------..........
...-..-Adelia Mae
Mae.
1507
1606
Lee, Willie .............................
1606
Lefavor, Lizzie C
1551
C ........................ 1551
Lego,
Jennie ...........---.................. 1487
Leo, Jennie
1487
Leighton, Mary
Mary A
A........................ 1572
1572
Leighton,
Leighty, Morris
Morris E........................
E
1598
Leighty,
1598
Leming, Gilly ----------------...........................
1592
Lendeborn, Ottello
Ottello ....................... 1592
1592
Leonard, Malian
Leonard,
Malissa ......................... 1595
Leonard,
E ...................... 1554
Leonard, Margaret
Margaret E
E..........................
1510
Leroy, Mary E
1510
Lewis, Abbie
H .......................... 1478
Abbie II
Lewis, Alice May .......................--------.. 1555
1555
Lewis, Frederick
Frederick .........................
1550
1550
C.........................
1487
1487
Lewis, Gideon
Gideon C
Lewis. Mildred
Mildred S........................
1599
Lewis,
S
1599
Lile, Milton M ........................... 1472
1472
Lillis, Bridget
Bridget ..........................
1479
1479
1557
Lime, Susan E.
E---....-----------.....------...
Lindquist, John F
1606
F.
.......................
1507
Lindsay, Emma
1507
........................
Emma L
L
Lint, Sophia A ........
................ 1487
Listen,
Liston, George
George A
A ........................
1571
Lloyd, Maggie
1507
.........----------...---..---.
Lloyd,
Maggie Dona
Mary .............................---------------------1606
Long, Mary
1477
Lovell, Hannah
Hannah ........................
1477
1581
Lowe,
Lowe, Anna ..............................
1580
Lowe, Sarah Isabell
Isabell.......------------------............... 1580
Lowe,
1489
Loyd, Julia A
A.
1489
Loyd,
..........................
Lucas, Diana ............................ 1508
1525
Ludi, George F
F
...........................
1511
Ludwig, Eliza C
C.........................
1496
1496
Susan
Lunger, Susan...........................
1560
1560
Lynch, James
James ...........................
Lynch, John ............................. 1607
1549
1549
Lyons, Jacob ...........................
... ........ 1605
1605
Lytle, John II .............
1571
1571
Lyzear, Allie .................... .......
1483
fabery, Margrett
Mabery,
Margrett ........................ 1483
1604
--.....------------. 1604
Louise M ..
McArthur, Louise
McBride,
A .......................
McBride, Sarah A

........
McCain,
McCain, Flora
Flora B................
B
J.......................
McCleary,
Martha J
McCleary, Martha
McClelland,
A.......---------------.
Marion A
McClelland, Marion
McClelland,
A...
...................
McClelland, Mary
Mary A
McCoy, Ida

.......................

...

McCrady,
McCoy, Ida
Carrie B.--.----------------...B
Carrie
McCrady,

1591
1591

1484
1484
1503
1503
1581
1581
1557
1557
1514
1514

1593
1593
1596
................. 1596
McCue, Francis
McCue,
Francis P......
P
1493
. 1493
....
....----McCumsey,
Emma J
McCumsey, Emma
1513
McDaneld,
.
..... 1513
McDaneld, Eliza
Eliza .--..............
1503
McDonald, Mary
------------. 1503
McDonald,
Mary J.-----J
1489
McDowell,
Alice
1489
McDowell, Alice........................
1626
1626
McElliott, Johanna ...----------------1594
MeEuen,
McEuen, Pauline
Pauline-. ..--- .---------------- 1594
1560
...---------- 1560
Martha -......-----McFarland,
McFarland, Martha
1610
McGee, Francis H ......------------------ 1610
McGee,
------ 1610
1610
McGhee
McGhee Sarah ....---------------......
1509
ar A
1509
McGill, fary
A..........................--1505
1-05
McGinnis, Martha I ......................
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McGinnis, Thomas ..
..............
McGowan, Sarah .........................
McGowan,
L
McGregor, Richard L.....................
McJenkins, Mary
McJenkins,
Mary..
....
McKee, Loretta...-.
Loretta
McKee,
.
McKeown, Millie A
A.
.................
McLaughlin, Mary
McLaughlin,
Mary Ann.
Ann
............
McMahon,
Jane
McMahon, Jane.......
..............
McMains, Julia
Julia
......................
McMann, Flora
McMann,
Flora.........................
McNeeley,
John F......................
F
McNeeley, John
McNett,
Eva ............................
McNett, Eva
McNulty, Margaret
Margaret..................
McPike, Oscar
Oscar......................
McVickers, Angeline.....................
Angeline
Mackenzie,
Mackenzie, Alexandra ...................
Macomber, Eliza ....................
Maher, Mary
Mary Watson Smith
Smith...........
Mahoney, Clara
Clara..
Main, Malim,
Mlissa .......................
Mallory, Charlotte II......................
Mallory,
Manning, Katherine
Manning,
Katherine G
G....................
Manore, Daisy
Manore,
Daisy .....................
Maples, Cena M ......................
Markham, Nancy 7
J ...................
Markley, John E
E
.
..........
Markley,
Marksbury
A
annie L
Marksbury,i ,Annie
L
........
Marlatt, Elizabeth
F i beth ......................
Marsh,
Marsh, Annie S
S..........................
Martin, Amelia
Amelia C
C
. .
Martin, Eliza M .................
Martin, Isabella
Isabella...................
Martin, Mary E
E.. ..................
Martin, Mary J
J .....................
Martin, Richard
Richard .................
Martin,
Martz,
Martz, Jacob H ......................
Marvin, Lillie C
C ................
Mason,
Mason; Betsy Palmer..........
Mason, Henry ................
Mason,
Massey, Eleanor W
W ...............
Mattes, Thomas
Thomas .................
Mattes,
D.......
Jennie
Matteson,
Matteson,
D
Matthews,
Ophelia....................
Matthews, Ophelia
.......
Mattox, Sarah C........
C
Mattox,
Maurer, Sarah E
E....................
Maxey, Florence ...........
May, Elizabeth
Elizabeth .....................
May, Louise P
P ............
Maynard, Marinda............
Maynard,
Marinda
.......
Mayo, Joseph H ...................
Maxwell,
Maxwell, Ruth .....................
Mellinger, Maria....................
Maria
R...........
Mellinger, Mary R
A.
.................
Melter, Theodore
Theodore A
Mendelson,
Mendelson, Hyman .....
........
Mercer, Rose .......................
Meredith, Angelia
Meredith,
Angelis ........................
.............
Merk, Anton
Anton .........
Merrick, Ella
Ella.......................
Merriman,
Merriman, Abigail.................
. ,,....
Merz,
Merz, Marie
Marie
........
Michael,
Michael, Daniel.....................
Daniel
Michel, Mary ............
.......
.
Michener,
P ......................
Michener, Charles
Charles P
Middlebrooks, Hiram
Hiram L
L...............
Mikle, Adam
..
Adam ............
Milams, George ...............
Millage, Janett ---...............
.
Miller, Annie S.....................
S
Miller, Caroline.....................
Caroline
A...................
Miller, Cynthia A
Miller, Frances
Frances D
I) .
Miller. Frank C...
C
Miller, Hattie ----.....................
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1618
1618
1577
1577
1601
1601
1607
1607
1511
1511
1592
1592
1562
1562
1505
1505
1622
1622
1587
1587
1602
1602
1505
1505
1590
1590
1498
1498
1493
1493
1607
1607
1585
1585
1598
1598
1581
1581
1569
1569
1490
1490
1539
1539
1487
1487
1584
1584
1502
1502
1505
1505
1585
1585
1500
1500
1480
1480
1574
1574
1481
1481
1498
1498
1487
1487
1492
1492
1478
1478
1495
1495
1487
1487
1510
1510
1605
1605
1614
1614
1598
1598
1499
1499
1617
1617
1583
1583
1508
1508
1504
1504
1496
1496
1595
1595
1579
1579
1610
1610
1579
1579
1491
1491
1548
1548
1546
1546
1621
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1520
1520
1503
1503
1624
1624
1579
1579
1513
1513
1543
1543
1595
1595
1541
1541
1538
1538
1611
1611
1500
1500
1538
1538
1499
1499
1590
1590
1502
1502
1579
1579
1519
1519
1620
1620
1592
1592
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Page.
Miller, Mamie
K
1536
Miller,
Mamie K
.....................
1536
1492
Miller, Margaret
Margaret JJ........................
1492
Miller, Walter
1599
Miller,
Walter 7
J.........................
1599
Miller, William
William M
1610
Miller,
M ......................
1610
Catherine
1544
Millington, Catherine....................
1544
Mills, Julia
1513
Mills,
Julia E
E ............................
1513
Minahan, John
1500
Minahan,
John........................... 1500
1595
Minkler, Emily T
T ....................
1595
Bridget.......................... 1589
Mitchell, Bridget
1589
Mitchell, Cora
1483
Cora
.................
.....
1483
Mitchell,
James W
1539
Mitchell, James
W ........................
1539
W ................
Mitchell, Margaret W
1491
1491
Mitchell,
Jackson ................
1620
Mitchell, Nannie
Nannie Jackson
1620
Mockabee,
T
1612
Mockabee, John
John T........................
1612
Monroe,
1602
Monroe, Luke
Luke ...........................
1602
Moody,
J
1596
Moody Eva J........................
1596
Moon,
1618
Moon, Mary
ary Rita
Rita.........................
1618
Moore,
1495
Moore, Laura
Laura A
A..........................
1495
Moore,
1591
Moore, Sallie
Sallie A
A.........................
1591
Moore, Joseph T
1619
T......................
1619
Morand, Elizabeth.......................
Elizabeth
1490
Morand,
1490
Morang, Abbie
Abbie Davis.
Davis .
1603
Morang,
................
1603
Morgan,
J.
..
.................
Morgan, Marion J
1597
1597
Morgan,
Morgan, Phebe
Phebe..........................
1497
1497
Moths, Isaac
1603
Morris,
Isaac........................
1603
A
1601
Morris, William
William A .......................
1601
Mowry,
Sarah
............................
Mowry,
1509
1509
Mulliken,
1567
Mulliken, Mory ........................... 1567
Mundorff,
Katherine
1609
Mundorff, Katherine....................
1609
Murphey,
Murphey, Lucile D
I)
1612
..................
1612
1487
Murphy, Eliza
Eliza ...........
...........
1487
Murphy, Elizabeth
A
1481
Elizabeth A
.................
1481
Murphy, Johanna.
Johanna
1550
.
...................
1550
Murphy,
1475
Murphy, Lily
ily D
D.
........
1475
Murphy,
1496
Murphy, Rebecca
Re becca
........................
1496
Murray,
1575
Murray, Alberto
Alberto ..........................
1575
Myers, Annie
1481
Annie .............................-------------1481
Myers, Dora ..............................
1510
1510
Myers, Emanuel ........................
Myers,
1534
1534
Myers,
Rebecca E
E ...................
1570
Myers, Rebecca
1570
A ......................
Napier, John A
1616
1616
Nave,
Imo
Nave, Martha
Martha..........................------1580
Nease,
Mary
1590
Nease, Mary........
...............
1590
Neill, Anna
M .............
1541
Anna M
......
:..
1541
Nelson, Flora
A ...
1518
Flora A
......
............
1518
Netson, Emily A
A....................
1516
1516
Netz,
1500
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B
1626
1626
Harriet B........................
Hart,
L.........................
1495
1495
Hart, Myrtle
Myrtle L
Hart,
II ..........................
1473
1473
Hart, William
Willim H
min, Thoma
...... 1622
lisutmTeh
nat
omas S..........
Hasson
1539
1539
Haon, Hannah...
..............
Hatch,
R
1510
1510
Hatch, Cassie R
..........
.....
Hatch, Mary Ellen
R
1495
1495
Ellen R.......R.........
Hawkins, George S
1545
1545
S......
..........
Hayden,
1611
1611
Hayden, Joseph.
Joseph E
E ....................
Hayden, Samuel W
1489
W
1489
.......................
Hayes, Eli.......................
Eli
1546
1546
Hayes, William H.....................
H
1519
1519
Haynes, Samuel
Samuel T......
T
1562
1562
...........
Hays,
1598
Hays, Ellie J..
......................
1598
Heath,
Flora ..........................
1510
1510
Heath, Flra
Heath,
Milo D
1624
1624
Heath, Milo
D........
...............
Heator,
George W........................
W
1482
1482
Heatr, George
Beiralich,
Ch
ar
l
es
g
1550
Heimlich, Charles H......................
1550
Heldreth, Lynn
1603
1603
Heldreth,
Lynn J
J....................
Helton,
1594
1594
Helton, Louisa_
LoDai ...................
Henry,
James
8
1559
Henry, James S......................... 1559
Henry,
Kate
M
1500
Henry, Kate M........................... 1500
Herrman, David W
1475
1475
Hess, Abraham
1557
Hewittn,
Margaretvid
.................
1557
Hewitt,
Margaret__ ............. ....,
1569
Hess, HAbraham.................
1569
Hewitt,Maar
.. ret ...............
1608
1608
Rill,
1543
Hill, Mary
Herbertudolph ................
1543
Hiller,
1535
Hill,
ar.Rudolph .........................
1535
Hilliard,
Peter
1545
Hiller,
Rudolph
...................
1545
Hingson, Alice
1515
1515
Hinman,
Hinman, Edward
1539
....................
1539
Hinman, Elizabeth A
1501
Hinman,
A ................
1501
Hinman,
P ....................
Hinman, Lillie P
1540
1540
Hishley
Hishley, Edmund.......................
Edmund
1589
1589
Hobbs, Emma A
A ...................... 1537
1537
Charles
1542
Hoff, Charles
...........................
1542
Holsapple, John C
C
Holsapple,
..................... 1622
1622
Holt,
Holt, Samuel A
A
1612
...................
1612
C
1480
Hone, Miriam
Miriam C
...................
1480
Hook, George W
.................
W
1596
1596
Hoover, Homer .................
1486
1486
Hopewell, John H.................
II
1608
Hopewell,
1608
1587
Hopkins, Bridget
Bridget......................
1587
Hopkins, Martha
Martha J
1514
J ....................
1514
Horan, Kate B.....................
B
1540
Horan,
1540
Hosey, Loretta
Loretta........................
Hooey,
1509
1509
Hosier, Rebecca
Rebecca E
E
1574
................
1574
B
1566
Houk, Mary B...
................
1566
Howard, John ...................
Howard,
1624
1624
Howard, Nancy Jane..............
Howard,
Jane
1551
1551
Hubbard,
1516
Hubbard, Amelia --..................
1516
Huckins,
1490
Huckins, Cornelia
Cornelia F
F ...............
1490
Hughes,
1577
Hughes, Olive G
G...........
....... 1577
Humphrey,
.................
Humphrey, Lana..
Lavina
1504
1504
Hunter, Elvira
1534
................
1534
N......
..........
Hunter, Terrissa
Terrissa N
1588
1588
Hyder, John T......................
Ryder,
T
1608
1608
Igo, Martha C........
C
1481
................
1481
Ingalls, Walter Scott
Scott .....................
1590
1590
Inness, Sue N
1582
N ..............-......
1582

Pensions Increased-Continued.
Pensions
Increased—Continued.
Isaac, Rose C
C ..
..................
Itskin, Hull
Hull..............................
Jackson,
Ida
M
Jackson, Ida M......................
Jackson, Sherman
Sherman E
Jackson,
E ....................
Tames, Cynthia
Cynthia M
Tames,
M .....................
Tames, George W
lames,
W .....................
J
James, Martha J......................
Jamison, John
John S
Jamison,
S ..........................
Clanton .....................
Jarrett, Clanton
Jenkins, George
George 5
Jenkins,
S....................
Jenkins, Martha J
Jenkins,
J ....................
Jennings, Emma
Jennings
Emma...................
Jewell, Frank
Frank L
Jewell,
L.....................
Jewett, Alice
Alice....................
Johnson, Emma
Johnson,
Emma M .................
Johnson, Louisa .....................
Johnson,
Johnson, Martha E......
E
Johnson,
............
Johnson, Rebecca
Johnson,
Rebecca.....
-......-.........
Johnson, Sherman G................
G
Johnson,
Johnson, Susanna A
A
Johnson,
................
Jones, Fanny M
Jones,
M....................
Lulu M ..........
Jones, Lului
..........
Jones, William
Jones,
William
..........................
Joyce, Stephen S
S....................
Just* Sallie......................
Sallie
Justis,
Keating, Catherine T.......
T
,
Keating,
.........
Keeble, Docie
Docie D...
D
Keeble,
................
Kehrmeyer, Leonard
Kehrmeyer,
Leonard P
P .............
Kelley, James
Kelley,
James
....................
Kemp, Elroy L
L...................
Kemp,
Kemper, Julia
Kemper,
Julia........................
Kennedy, Millie....................
Millie
Kennedy,
Kenney, John...
John
Kenney,
..................
Kimbler, Benjamin H
H...................
Kinder, Catharine
Catharine ......................
B
King, James B.......................
..................
King, Mary Jane
King,
ing, Rosella ...
.................
Ring William N .......................
King,
Kingsley,
M
ingsley, Hannah M.................
Kinsey, Ada L...
L
Kinsey,
...............
Kirker, Ulysses
Grant
Ulysses Grant..................
Kirkpatrick,
Alfred
Rirkpatrick, Alfred.................
Kuehn, Maria ....
...................
Lake, Mary L
L...........................
Lamson,
Adelaide
V
Lason, Adelaide V .....................
Langeneck,
A
Langeneck, Mike A......................
Langley,
Elizabeth ...................
Langley, Elizabeth
Larish, Clara
Clara.... .....................
Lary, Arminta
Arnainta .......................
Lasseter,
Lasseter, Byrd W
W .....................
Lawrence, Albert
Albert B
Lawrence,
B.......................
Leahy,
Leahy, Mary
Mary. .......................
Leary,
Leary, Ellen M
M .......................
Lee, Ernest R...........................
R
Lee, Melissa
Melissa S
S .........................
Leishman, John
Leishman,
John..........................
Lentz, Betty ....
..................
Lenz, Catharine.........................
Catharine
Letcher, Jane ...........................
Levenseler, Laura
Levenseler,
Laura. ....................
Lewis, Annie A
A .....................
Lewis,
Lewis, Louis
Louis K......................
K
Lewis, Mary........................
Mary
Lightburn, Harriet E....................
E
Harriet
Lillard, William
William M......................
M
Lindner,
Lindner, Emaline C
C...................
Lindsey, Adelia E
Lindsey,
E.....................
Lindsey,
Lindey, Lucian
Lucian.......................
Lisenby, Crowell.........................
Crowell
Lisenby,
Lloyd, Margaret........................
Margaret
Lloyd,
Lloyd, Thomas ......................
Lockwood, Edward
D
Lockwood,
Edward D..................
Long, John W.......................
W

Page.
Page.
1617
1600
1600

1520
1520
1610
1610
1495
1495
1623
1623
1509
1602
1602
1604
1604
1536
1536
1593
1593
1623
1623
1609
1609
1580
1580
1502
1502
1610
1610
1546
1546 ,
1497
1497
1488
1488
1514
1514
1516
1516
1504
1504
1486
1486
1626
1626
1563
1563
1569
1569
1552
1552
1538
1538
1545
1545
1592
1592
1480
1480
1561
1561
1624

1475
1475
1590
1590
1546
1546
1545
1545
1558
1558
1550
1550
1517
1517
1584
1584
1576
1576
1605
1605
1534
1534
1490
1490
1626
1626
1624
1624
1589
1589
1584
1584
1565
1565
1540
1540
1517
1517
1626
1626
1625
1625
1546
1546
1503
1503
1539
1539
1604
1604
1512
1512
1564
1564
1512
1512
1582
1582
1502
1502
1581
1581
1493
1493
1621
1621
1508
1508
1489
1489
1544
1544
1610
1610
1557
1557
1547
1547
1516
1516
1606
1608

INDEX.
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Pensions
Increased—Continued.
Loudermilk, Joe, jr
jr.......................
Loudermilk,
Lozaw,
Lozaw, Thompson
Thompson S
S ................
Lunger,
...............
Lunger, Lemuel.....
Lemuel
Lynde,
Ly-nde, Mary
Mary E...................
E
Lyons, Mary
Mary............. .........
McCasland, Elizabeth
Elizabeth F...............
McCasland,
F
McClarty, William A................
McClarty,
A
McClay, Ruth
Ruth....................
McClay,
McClellan, Edward ...................
McClellan,
McCoy, John C
McCoy,
C.....................
McCracken, Clara C
C .............
.
McCracken,
McCumber, Robert
Robert B
B.......
........
McDermott, Martin ........
McDermott,
.........
McDonald, George W
W ..........
McDonald,
...
McDonald,
McDonald, Samuel J
J ................
McEvoy, Mary ...
McEvoy,
................
McFarland, Robert W..................
McFarland,
W.
McGill, Mary F
F.........
.........
McGrew,
McGrew, Ann E
E ...........
..........
McIntire Sarah ........................
McIntire,
McKay,
McKay, James
ejames W
W ......................
McKee,
Benjamin F
.........
McKee, Benjamin
F.......
McKenna,
McKenna, James
James E
E ...................
McKenzie,
M .............
McKenzie, Jeremiah
Jeremiah M.
McKibben, Harry
A
.........
McKlibben,
Harry A........
McKibbin, Mary S.
McKibbin,
S....................
McKinney, Sophie E
McKinney,
E ...............
McMahan, George
George W
W................
McManaman,
McManaman, Albert....-............
Albert
McMillan, Minerva
C
Minerva C................
McMillan,
McMullen,
McMullen, Myron H --.........-....... t
McNally, Mary
McNally,
Mary....................
Mackin, Sarah J....-.................
J
Mackin,
Maconaughay, Catherine
Maconaughay,
Catherine ................
D
.......
Madden, Ella D...........
Madigan, Daniel ..................
Madigan,
Magee, Henrietta -....................
Magee,
Magee, RoselLa
............
Magee,
Rosella ....
Mahan,
Virgil
M , Virgil...................-..
F.--...........- ......
Mahin, Amanda
Amanda F
Mandelbaum, Jacob.................
Jacob
Mandelbaum,
Mann, Nannie
Nannie A
A ....................
Mann
Mansfield, Harriet
Harriet S
MansAeld,
S....-..- ...........
Manuel, John F
Manuel,
F ...................
Margo, William
William .
....................
Margo,
Mariann, Peter ...
.................
Mariann,
Marix, Grace F
................
F. ...
Marix,
...............
Marshall, Alida A
A.
.
Marshall,
Marshall, Elizabeth
Elizabeth Colquitt ...........
Marshall,
Martin, Cynthia
............
Martin,
ynthia.
........
Elizabeth C......
C
Martin, Elizabeth
Martin, William II .....................
Martin,
Martineau, James III ...................
.
Martineau,
Matchett, Clarence ......................
Matchett,
Mauch, Charles C
C .....................
Mauch,
Mauter, Lena
Lena. ...................Mawhiney, Louisa .................
Mawhiney,
Maynard, Cordelia
Cordelia D
D ....................
Maynard,
Cornelius
Meek, Cornelius....................
Melson, Margaret
E
.................
Melson,
Margaret E
Meredith, Nancy A
A ..-...............
Meredith,
Merrill, Ira S
Merrill,
S.......--............--.-.
Merriman, Nellie J....-.............--J
Merriman,
Messersmith, Hosea
Hosea G
G.......-........-Messersmith,
Michel, Peter
Peter .....................----Michel,
Middleton,
E -.................
Middleton, Anna E
Miller, Edward
Edward............- .....-...
...........-Miller, Eliza M ....
Miller,
.....
Miller, Eva ..
...
...
Miller, John
Miller,
John.............--...-.
Mary
Miller, Mary......................--.
Miller, Mary J....................--J
Miller,
Rosanna. ..............-...---Miller, Rosanna
.-.......-Miller, Sibba ...........-..

Page.
Page.
1535
1535
1510
1510
1474
1474
1615
1615
1485
1485
1605
1605
1608
1608
1537
1537
1545
1545
1618
1618
1513
1513
1517
1517
1501
1501
1554
1554
1545
1545
1619
1619
1607
1607
1594
1594
1477
1477
1520
1520
1623
1623
1533
1533
1481
1481
1541
1541
1535
1535
1520
1520
1616
1616
1475
1475
1537
1537
1519
1519
1562
1565
1565
1483
1505
1505
1482
1482
1543
1543
1520
1520
1511
1610
1610
1475
1475
1614
1569
1569
1625
1474
1616
1605
1599
1512
1512
1567
1552
1563
1621
1625
1619
1619
1544
1544
1602
1507
1501
1616
1616
1479
1479
1543
1593
1593
1581
1591
1563
1563
1484
1620
1620
1518
1581
1610
1478
1478
1500
1500
1485
1485
1487
1487

Pensions Increased-Continued.
Increased—Contin ued.
Pensions
Mitchell,
Mitchell, Cora F....
F.
....
....
Mitchell, George M...................
M
Mitchell,
Marion T
T.........
Mitchell, Marion
........
Mitchell, Samuel H ..............
M........
...........
Mixter, Sybil M
Moesner,
..
Moessner, Mary
Mary A.............
A
Moir, George
George......................
Moore,
Moore, Delila.......................
Dellis .
Moore, Thomas F.......................
F
Moore,
Moorhead,
Moorhead, Laura A......................
A
Morgan, Mary B...................
B
Morgan,
Belle
Morrison, Belle....................
Morrison, Charles Augustus.
Augustus ............
Morrow, Martha
Martha JJ .....................
Muck,
Muck, Leando
Leando M ........................
Mulcahy, Bridget
Bridget.....................
Mulvey, Henry
Henry C.....................
C
Barbara A
A....................
Munger, Barbara
Murray, Sarah E
E ....................
Murren, Margaret E...................
E
Myers, Austin L
L...............
.....
Myers, Edward .......................
Mygatt, Henry
Henry..
.....................
Myrick, Frank C
C ....................
Myrick,
Myfiinm Kate N
N
Mytinger,
.......................
Nash, Francis 0
0...................O......
Neal,
Neal, Mary .......................
Neil,
Neil, Johanna
Johanna..
.....................
Margrethe
Nelson, Margrethe....................
Nevin,
Mary L
..............
Nevill, Mary
L....
Newland, Albert L
L .................
Newland,
Newman, Maria S
S.............-------....
Newman,
Nichols, Mary
....................
Nichols, Mary A
Nichols,
A .. ...................
Niemann, Louise ....................
Niemann,
Nolan, James, jr...................jr
Nolan,
Mabel ........................
Nolin, Mabel
Noll, Savannah ....................
Nordyke,
Nordyke, Minnie
Minnie..................
Norton, Idella ...................
Nourse, William M ....................
O'Bryan, William..................
William
Ochs,
Mary A
Ochs, Mary
A ........................
O'Neal,
O'Neal, Walter
Walter.....
................
Ordway,
June MacM ................
Ordway, June
Osborn, Margret
Margret ......................
O'Shea,
O'Shea, Thomas
Thomas D .....................
Otto, Mary JJ
...............
.......
Owen,
Owen, Helen B .........................
Owens, Susan .............
.........
..
Packard, Abbio
Abbie M ........................
Palmer, Estelle .........
.........
Palmer, Lewis
Lewis II
...................
Palmer, Sarah E
E ..................
Pangburn,
E ......................
Pangburn, Ella
Ella E
Parish, Henry ..........-......-....---S....................
Reuben S
Parker, Reuben
Parker, Robert S.....................S
Parker
Partridge, Katharine
Katharine ...............
Partridge,
Patterson, Margaret
A.................
Patterson,
Margaret A
Peake, Mary E
E ..-..................
Peake,
E....................
Pearson, Bettie E
Peggs, Elizabeth
H
..-.........Elizabeth H......Peggs,
Catharine ..............----Pentz, Catharine.
C .................---Perkins, Charles C
Peters, Elizabeth ...........-----------Pfiffner, August ..................---Philbiick,
Earle E1...................--II
Philbrick, Earle
Phillips,
Hester A
A ..................---Phillips, Hester
Pickens, Etta F
F................--Pierce,
-Charles W
W.............-------Pierce, Charles
Pierson,
Geergeanna
C .....
.........-Pierson, Georgeanna C
Pinksohn,
Gustave
Pinksohn, Gustave -..............-...Miler,
Pliler, Mary ....................---

2041
2041
Page.
Page.

1491
1491
1553
1558
1474
1474
1497
1497
1573
1573
1505
1505
1474
1474
1548
1548
1605
1605
1482
1482
1581
1581
1572
1572
1604
1604
1486
1486
1592
1592
1544
1544
1610
1610
1622
1622
1574
1574
1614
1614
1517
1517
1548
1548
1622
1622
1517
1517
1574
1574
1599
1599
1583
1583
1517
1517
1543
1543
1586
1586
1475
1475
1565
1565
1602
1602
1496
1496
1604
1603
1576
1576
1499
1499
1550
1550
1500
1592
1541
1496
1496
1534
1540
1540
1501
1501
1539
1502
1511
1511
1471
14 7
1588
1588
1492
1492
1535
1535
1564
1564
1518
1518
1542
1542
1543
1543
1539
1539
1491
1491
1570
1570
1576
1576
1609
1609
1519
1519
1586
1586
1626
1610
1610
•
1534
'1534
1625
1576
1576
1493
1493
1624
624
1515
1535
1597
1597
1519
1519

2042
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Pensions Increased—Continued.
Pensions
Inr'eased-Continued.
Points Minnie
Points,
M
innie...........

.........

Pollock
Polloci, James M
..............
Polo , Mary
Polo,
............
..........
S
Pomeroy, Oscar
O scarS.....................
Schuyler C....................
C
Pool, Schuyler
..................
Pope, Thomas
Porter, Fannie E
E..................
Posey, Ruth .....................
R .......................
Potter, Elijah R
Potter,
Potter Harriet
Harriet L
L ...................
Powell,
Alexander
Powel, Alexander C
C.....................
Prater,
Prater, John
John F
F..........
.........
Prim, Sarah
.....................
Purviance, Lydia Ann ...................
Albert..................
Putnam, Albert
Queen, Elizabeth A....................
A
Queen,
Quinn, Martin ...................
Basdale, Homer T....
Ragsdale,
............
Rains, Isaac R
R
.............
......
Barney, John W..................
W
Ransdell,
Ransdell, Jennie
Jennie L
L.....................

Gussie
Rash, Gussie
.....................
Rawli'ns,
C
Rawlins, Sarah
Sarah C.........................

Rearick, Estella ..................
Reed,
H
Reed, James H.......................
Reed,
eed, Jesse M ....................
Reider,
Reider Margaret II......
..............
Reieck,i Barbara
Reinecic
Barbara .................
Renfro,
esee I
Renfro, Jease
J
...........................
Rexroad,
Rexroad, Elecla ..................
Richards, Smith .................
Richards,
.
Richards, Walter E
E...
Richards,
.............
Rickards,
Rickards, Lucinda ..................
Ricker, Charles
dharles H .............
Riffey,
Riffiiy, William
William H .................
TRingold,
Ringold, Lysa
Lysa B
B.
...............
Bobbins,
N ...................
obbins, Nathaniel
Nathai N
el
Roberts,
Harrison
Roberts, Harrison.........................
Robinson,
Anne
G
Robinson, Anne G.......................
Robinson,
Robinson, James
James........................
Robison,
Bobison, John SS ..................
Rodeheaver, Samuel H..............
If
Rodeheaver,
Roehl,
Roehl, Wilhelmine
Wilhelmine....................
oger, Emma C
C ..................
,Rogers,
Ronsholdt, Charles M. S............
S
Ronsholdt,
Rise,
Re, Sewell C
C......................
Rosenbarger, William ..............
Rosenbarger,
ROW, Milton
Boss,
Milton
. ....................
Ruehe, Loui
Ruehle,
Louis H..................
H
Russell,
Russell, John J
J..................
Russell, William
William ......................
Rutherford,
Rutherford, Lennie R .
............
Salyer, John ........................
&heftier,
Scheitler, John J
J...
......
B
Scheitlin, Rudolph
Rudolph B....................
Schindling,
E
chindling, Louisa E...................
Schmidt, Anna
Anna................
Schonhoff, Phebe
Phebe...............
Schwarz,
Schwarz, Anton
Anton..................
Scott, Sarah A
A ............
Seidel,
John .
Seidel, John
...............
f3elleck,
Sellec, Amanda M
M......
...........
Senecal, John B
B ..................
Senecal,
Settles, Elyza ....................
Sewell, Susan ....................
Shaw, Eva ......................
Shaw,
Shepherd, Mattie
Shepherd,
Mattis .
................
Shepherd, Mary A
Shepherd,
A ..................
Sheridan,
Anna
Sheridan, Anna...................
Shlnk, Lennie
Lennie Anne....................
Shink,
Anne
Shipley, Annette I
J....................
Shoat, Louise ..........
.........
Short, Rebecca
Rebecca J
J...........
Shortridge,
ShortriAge, William W ..............

Page.
Page.
1496
1496
1548
1548
1584
1584
1475
1475
1539
1539
1607
1607
1509
1509
1606
1606
1544
1544
1504
1504
1622
1622
1621
1621
1498
1498
1557
1557
161.7
1617
1477
1477
1598
1598
1621
1621
1494
1494
1608
1608
1513
1513
1547
1547
1577
1577
1562
1562
1617
1617
1534
1534
1500
1500
1574
1574
1551
1551
1513
1513
1621
1621
1539
1539
1561
1561
1548
1548
1606
1606
1500
1500
1550
1550
1607
1607
1624
1624
1597
1597
1608
1608
1600
1600
1584
1584
1595
1595
1620
1620
1599
1599
1558
1558
1597
1597
1625
1625
1548
1548
1623
1623
1618
1618
1606
1606
1623
1623
1609
1609
1620
1620
1533
1533
1540
1540
1601
1601
1613
1613
1582
1582
1565
1565
1626
1626
1606
1606
1496
1496
1485
1485
1503
1503
1514
1514
1513
1513
1560
1560
1560
1560
1551
1551
1573
1573
1549
1549

Pensions Increased—Continued.
Pensions
Increased-Continued.
Showalter, Emma
Emma B
B................
Shull,
Shull, Elizabeth A
A .................
Sikes, Josiah
Josiah JJ ....................
Sillman, Harriet
Harriet.....
.............
Mary
Silvers, Mary.....................
Simmons, Tivis C
Simmons,
C ...................
M
Sims, Agnes
Agnes M....................
Sinclair, Maria C..................
C
Sitton, Clara
Clara J
J ..............
.. ...
Skidmore, John N
N .................
Sbilin.,
Skillings, Charles H ................
Slack,
Slack, 'Laura
Laura C
C ..........
.........
Slack, Mary A....................
A
Slayter, Isabella B
B.................
Sloan, Dudley R
R.....................
Smalle, Charles ................
Smile,
Smith, Alwilda ...................
Smith, Charles B
B................
........
Smith, Charles W
W .................
Smith, Ellen Temperance
Temperance................
Smith, Eunice A...
A
...............
Smith, Kate
Bate M ...................
Smith, Harry A
A...................
Smith, Mary .....................
Smith, Matilda ...........................
Snook Elizabeth A
Snook,
A ................
Speckhardt, William
William.....................
Spencer, Sophronia
Spencer,
Sophronia.................
Sprague, Susannah .......................
Springer, Leon
Leon................... ......
Azubath.
Srofe, Azubath
...................
St. Denis, Caroline
......
..........
John, Susan J
St. John
J .......................
Stanfield,
Stanfield, Maranda
Maranda .......................
Starring, Louis M ......................
Staubly,
Staubly, Woodville G
G.
.............
Stauter, Sallie
Stauter,
Sallie A
A ..........................
Stephens, Ann E.......................
E
Stevens, Charles L.................
L
Stevenson, William
William................
Stewart, Edward F
F................
Stewart, Margaret .................
Stilwell, Travis H.................
H
Stocking, Daniel B. W..-------..........
W
Stocking,
Stoddard,
Stoddard, Florence Ada.............
Ada
Stout, Stanley SS ...................
Strain, Lewis M
...................
Strayer,
Strayer, Hiram ..................
Streibig,
Stroll*, Theresa B................
B
Strobel, Caroline
Strobel,
Caroline..................
C ...................
Strout, Lucy C
Strouther, Rebecca
Rebecca ................
Strouther,
Sullivan,
Iohn D
Sullivan, John
D.....................
Summers,
Summers, Nancy
Nancy..................
Surface,
Sarah A
A ..................
Surface, Sarah
Sutton, Thomas E.................
E
Sutton,
Swans,
Swalls, Emma..................
Swalls, Zetta
Swalls,
Zetta --................-..-..
Swobe, Alzina S
Swobe,
S ..................
Swords, Rissie .....................
Swords,
Taft, Lewis W ....................
Tarbox, Mary L
L.........
..........
'
George W .................
Tarter,
Tarter, George
Harnson Bernard
Taylor, Harrison
Bernard
...........
Taylor, Mary L
L.......
Taylor,
............
Taylor, Mary M
M............
.......
Taylor, Nancy F
F ....................
Taylor, Nathaniel R
R................
Tlubodo, Mary..
Mary
Thibodo,
..................
Thomas, Anna E
Thomas,
E........
Thomas, Eddie
Thomas,
...............
Thomas, Edwin M
M.......................
A
Thomas, Louisa
Louisa A..............
Thompson, Alice M..................
M..

Page.
1560
1560
1541
1541
1546
1546
1512
1512
1550
1550
1618
1618
1493
1493
1504
1504
1549
1549
1621
1621
1474
1474
1543
1543
1505
1505
1608
1608
1597
1597
1627
1627
1554
1554
1473
1473
1505
1505
1518
1518
1558
1558
1521
1521
1552
1552
1556
1556
1572
1572
1491
1491
1549
1549
1624
1624
1495
1495
1569
1569
1491
1491
1510
1510
1517
1517
1504
1504
1515
1515
1625
1625
1590
1590
1544
1544
1622
1622
1570
1570
1603
1603
1589
1589
1502
1502
1596
1596
1592
1592
1611
1611
1534
1534
1564
1564
1595
1595
1562
1562
1605
1605
1533
1533
1479
1479
1497
1497
1484
1484
1550
1550
1509
1509
1509
1509
1500
1500
1503
1503
1553
1553
1495
1495
1473
1473
1568
1568
1496
1496
1595
1595
1508
1508
1619
1619
1516
1516
1563
1563
1626
1626
1617
1617
1626
1626
1576
1576

INDEX.
Pensions
Pensions Increased—Continued.
Increased-Continued.
Thompson, Polly E...................
E
Thompson,
Thompson,
George W
W....................
Thompson, George
Tinker, Fannie E
E..................
Tischer, Rosetta
............
Rosetta M. J..
J
Titman, Mary C......................
C
Toll, DeWitt
DeWitt W.............
W.
.....
Townsend,
L...............
Townsend, Amanda L
Treadway,
Treadway, William W ...............
Twine. .......................
Trent, Isaac.
Trent, Jesse A...........
........
A.
Troll, Frederick
Frederick E.
E.................
Truax, Marshall F.....................
F
Truax,
Trussell, Mattie
Trussell,
Mattie M
M...................
Tullock, Mary AI
Tullock,
M...........
....
Turner, ITallie
Hallie..........................
Turner, Nannie B ......................
Turner, Roy W
W................
Turner, William A..................
A
Turton, Mabel
Mabel.....................
Tuttle, Georg
Geoe R
R........................
Tyler, Flora E ..
........................
Urell, Michael
Michael...
...................
Van Gundy, Lafayette
Lafayette. ..----..-...---..
Van Ogle, Annie.........................
Annie
Varner, Catherine.....................
Catherine
Vaughn, William D ................--.
Venable, Frances
Frances M
M_...................
Venable,
Yenning, Elizabeth
Venning,
Elizabeth .....................
Vicars, Lydia
Lydia............................
Vicha, Frank
Frank.........................
Wade, Mattie L
L....... ..............
Waite, Ralph
Walker, John H ......................
Walker, John W
Walker, Louisa M ..................
Wallace, Martha
Martha .................
..-Walsh,
Walsh, Elizabeth
Elizabeth...................---Walter, Burton .................-.-..
Washburn, Carrie C.
Washburn,
C ........-.........-Waters, James B
B...................---..Watson, James ....................-Watson,
E ...................
Watson, Mary E
Waiters, Howard F
Watters,
F..................
Weber, Gus H .............-........-Weddel, Mary
Weddel,
Mary J
J .......................
Welch, Lucinda.
Lucinda ........................
H
Welsh, Virginia H.
................
Wheeler, Alwilda ......................
Wheeler, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A
A ...................
Matilda Il.
Whitaker, Matilda
M..................
Whitbeck, Mary
E. .................
Whitbeck,
Mary E
White, Sarah J
White,
J . ......................
Whiteaker, Lucy L
L
Whiteaker,
................
Whitehouse,
Whitehouse, Letitia R ..................
Whitehurst, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A
Whitehurst,
A................--Whitmore, Lucy ..................
Whitmore,
Whittlebery, Eva.
Eva_
Whittlebery,
.................
Wilder, James D ...................
Williams, Delia
Williams,
Delia ................
Harriett M. 0
Williams, Harriett
O......
.......-.--Williams, Isabella W
W ...............--Williams,
P
Williams, Lawrence P...............-.
Willi gins, Richard
Richard ...................-Williams,
Williams, Rufus
William,
Rufus C .................--Williams, Samuel
Samuel T.
T. H.
H .........--.----..
Williamson, Edna
Edna May
May...................
Williamson,
Williamson, Ella
Ella...
Williamson,
......................
.
Willingham, Sarah
Sarah A...............
A
Willingham,
Willis, Anna
F
Willis,
Anna F.....................
..-.
Willis, Caroline Haines
Haines.. .............Wilson, Alexander
Alexander ................--..
Wilson,
Wilson, Harry
L..
....................
Wilson,
Harry L
Wilson, James
James E.................-....
E
Wilson,
Wilson, John.....................---John
Wilson,
Wilson, Lucinda.
Wilson,
Lucinda................-----..--

Page.
Page.

1620
1620
1513
1513
1571
1571
1496
1496
1570
1570
1536
1536
1593
1593
1475
1475
1618
1618
1540
1540
1546
1546
1601
1601
1623
1623
1590
1590
1594
1594
1574
1574
1551
1551
1610
1610
1568
1568
1564
1616
1616
1624
1624
1511
1511
1624
1624
1487
1487
1536
1536
1490
1490
1564
1564
1616
1539
1539
1498
1498
1609
1609
1582
1582
1479
1479
1620
1620
1612
1612
1483
1483
1509
1509
1491
1600
1600
1537
1537
1483
1483
1605
1543
1486
1572
1604
1514
1568
1490
1571
1482
1622
1565
1565
1565
1561
1561
1514
1514
1474
1559
1561
1561
1567
1567
1597
1540
1561
1561
1485
1490
1490
1557
1607
1513
1513
1617
1617
1624
1614
1614
1606
1506
1506
1 ".r7
A
:t.
1547

2043
2043

Pensions increased—Continued.
Pensions
Increased-Continued.
C
Wilson, Sarah C.................
Wilson, Tony
Tony K
Wilson,
K....................
Wilson, Wood
Wilson,
Wood C
C...............

Wimer, Clarence
Nancy
EL
Wimer,
Clarence
L..............

Wimer, Nancy E..................

Page.

....
.....

......

Winegardner, Mary................
Mary
Winegardner,
Wode, May JJ ...................
.
Wohl, Irvimg.......................
Wohl,

Wood, Katherine_
_
Wood,
Katherine....................
Woodward, Milton
Woodward,
Milton II ...................
Wylie, Christina
Christina.....................
Wynn, John H ...........
..........
Yocum,
George
W
Yaple, Mary
E
E.......................
Yocum, George W .....................
Young, Albert.
Albert......................
Zimmerman,
N.
Zimmerman, Ida M...................

1486
1545
1620

Page.
1
1111
6524
5
51
3
:8
5
3

1538

1573
57
86

1571

1..
1579
1537

1
15
59
3
95
7
1595

1623
1601

1538
111
1
615
3
1
555
1555

1519
1615

1519

1613

Pentwater,
Pentwater, Mihi.,
may bridge Pentwater River or Lake
Lake.....
593
Pentwater River
Pentwater
River or
or Lake,
Lake,
bridge authorized
authorized SCIOSE4
across, at Pentwater,
Mich ........................
593
Mich
593
Pentz,
Catharine (widow),
(widow),
Pentz, Catharine
pension increased....................
increased
1546
pension
1546
Perdido
River,
Perdido River,
bridge authorized
across, Nunez Ferry,
Ferry,
bridge
authorized acroes,
Ala.........................
Ala
283
283
Pere
Marquette Railroad
Railroad Company,
Pere Marquette
may bridge Pentwater
Pentwater River or Lake,
Pentwater, Mich
Mich...................
593
Pentwater,
Periodicals,
etc.,
Periodicals etc.,
issue of, by departments, etc.,
etc., restricted 945,1433
Perishable
Farm Products,
PerishableFarm
Products,
appropriation for
investigating and certifyforinvestigating
appropriation
ing condition, etc.,
etc., of interstate
interstate
shipments of, at central
central markets
markets.... 265,
724,1342
fees for certificates; effect
effect as evidence.
evidence. 265,
724,
1342
724,1342
Perkins,
Charles C. father),
father),
Perkins, Charles.
1626

....
pension increased.
Perrin, Charlotte F. (widow),

Perrin,
pension
Charlotte
increased
F. (widow),
ension
pension

-.....-.

......................-..

........ .

1626

1560
1560

Perryville, Md.,
Perryville,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for hospital
hospital for
for
deficiency
discharged disabled soldiers,
soldiers, etc
etc.,,
discharged
at
508
at..................................
Pershing, General
General John
John J.
J. (see
also General
General of
Pershing,
(see also
States),
the Armies of the United States),
concurrent resolution
joint
authorizing joint
resolution authorizing
concurrent
MR.3
committee to
arrange for welcome
to 16.13
committee
to arrange
welcome to
joint session of the two Houses
Houses in
1633
to1633
welcome to.......................
American
report of, Commander-in-Chief
Commander-in-Chief American
Expeditionary
Forces,
ordered
ordered
Forces,
Expeditionary
1637
printed
1637
printed ..........................
thanks
Congress and
and American
American people
thanks of
of Congrees
people
tendered
to, and
and American
American Expeditendered to,
Expeditionary
tionary Forces.
Forces.................... 291
Persia,
Persia,
appropriation
for minister
minister to........7.40,1206
to
740,1206
appropriation for
for
740.1207
41207
etc ......
to legation,
legation, etc
for interpreter
interpreter to
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
interpreters
for interpreters
deficiency
and
consulates in ........
1022
and guards at consulates
importing
and exporting
to, wheat
wheat
exporting to,
from, and
importing from,
and
exand wheat
wheat flour,
flour, prohibited;
prohibited; exceptions
1759
............. 1759
ceptions..............
canceled
------- 1773
canceled 1773
................----Personal Pro,
Personal
Property,D. C.,
increase
of tax
to
tangible, authorized
authorized to
tax on
on tangible,
increase of
meet
District's share
meet District's
share of
of appropriaappropriations
838
limit......... ..-....-838
tions 1921;
1921; limit_
jurisdiction of
court, in
in claims
claims
of municipal
municipal court,
jurisdiction
for,
on; time
for appeals
for, levied
levied on;
time for
555
--- ~-~~"~~"'
~ appeals
~ .. 5555
modified_
modified...................

2044
Personal Tax
C.,
Personal
Tax Board,
Board, D.
D. C.,

INDEX.
INDEX.

Page.
Page. Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,Pa.-Continued.
Pa.-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for salaries.
appropriation
70, 839, 1110
1110
salaries........... 70,839,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for mint,
repairs
mint, repairs.
507
507
Peru,
Peru,
for mint at........................
at
. 1024
1024
appropriation for ambassador to..
appropriation
739,1206
to ...... 739,1206
for navy yard, dry dock ............... 1169
importing from, and exporting to,
to, wheat
wheat
bridge authorized
authorized across Delaware
River
Delaware River
and wheat flour, prohibited; excepexcepfrom.................
to Camden from
1101
1101
tions ..............................
1759
1759 Philbriec,
Philbrick, Earle
Earle H.,
H.,
canceled.
canceled .............................
1773
1773
pension
pension increased
increased
1625
........................
1625
Peterman,
Peterman, Rushie (widow),
Philippine Insurrection,
Insurrection,
pension.............................
pension
1617
1617 Philippine
pensions granted for disability
to persons
disability to
Peters,
Peters, Annie J. (widow),
persons
(widow),
serving in Army, etc.,
etc., during.......
during
...................
982
pension
1613
..........
1613
for service, on reaching 62 years of
age
Peters, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
Peters,
of age..
982
present
pensioners
entitled
to
pensioners entitled to........
increased................... 1610
982
pension increased
982
1610
Petersburg, Alaska,
Petersburg,
Philippine
PhilippineIslands,
Islands,
issue of bonds by, for public improveappropriation
Resident Comappropriation for
for pay
pay of
of Resident
Comments, authorized
authorized ...............
289
missioners from ................
634, 1255
289
634,1255
election for, interest, payment, etc
election
289
etc......
for clerk hire, Resident Commissoners
Commialioners
289
bond issue authorized
authorized by, for public uses,
from........................ 637, 1258
from
1258
increased......................
for shelter of troops in
increased
in............... 119,
981
119, 964
964
use restricted;
restricted; application
application of proceeds
proceeds
limit, officers'quarters
officers' quarters .............
964
964
modified ....................
981
for care of insane soldiers at asylums in. 122,968
122,968
forcareofinsanesoldiersatasylumsin.
981
Peterson,
Peterson, Luella H.
M. (widow),
for contingent expenses, Army
Army Engineer
Engineer
pension _ ..........................
1492
Department,
Department, in..............
in
124
970
1492
124,970
Peterson, Ruth C. (widow),
Peterson,
for care of lepers, etc.,
etc., Clion
Culion ....... 134,814
134,814
pension
..........................
pension.
1560
for Cavite naval station, fuel
iel oil
822
1560
oil.........
822
Petroleum,
Petroleum
equipments for
for mail equipments
582,1155
for. ......... - 582,1155
appropriation
for
investigations
appropriation
investigations for ecofor preservation,
preservation, repair, etc.,
etc. of fortificanomic production, etc .....
•
198,
911, 1401
198,911,
1401
tions; torpedo structures,
610,1350
structures, etc
etc.... 610,1350
for
invesligating resources of,
and
producforinvestigatingresources
of, and producfor searchights
searchlights for haor
harbor
defenses
610, 1350
r defenses..
610,1350
tion in other countries...........
countries
1433
for electric
electric plants, etc., seacoast fortifica1433
fortificadeficiency
appropriation for investigations
deficiency appropriation
tions
610,
1350
tions..........................
610, 1350
for economic
economic production, etc.,
etc., of
for constructing
of... 348,
constructing submarine mine struc348,
1042,
1044, 1186
tures, etc....................
1042,1044,1186
etc
610
...
.
610
Petroleum
Naval (see also Naval PePetroleum Reserves, Naval
for plans for fortifications, etc...........
etc .. ..... ..
1350
1350
Reserves),
troleum Reserves),
for engineer
engineer wharf, Fort Mills
Mills....... 610,1350
appropriation
appropriation for care, etc .............. 145,822
for seacoast
145, 822
seacoast batteries .................
4i°,1 6
3
ro
610
forvehicles,
or vehicles, etc.,
etc., for................
133
for
barracks
and
quarters
for
133
for Seacoast
Seacoast
Petteys, George B.,
Artillery in
Artillery
in.................
. 611, 1350
pension.....................
pension.
1608
fire control
.
for fire
.......
control installations,
1608
installations, etc
etc...... 611,
611, 1350
1351
Pfiffner, August,
for
Air Service
611, 1351
for Air
Service expenses
expenses ...............
611
611
pension increased
increased 1534
...................
1534
for relief and protection of shipwrecked
shipwrecked
Phaneuf,
Phaneuf, Wilfred W.,
W.,
American seamen in..........
in
49
1216
749, 1216
pe
nsion
pensioa.
1473 ........................
deficiency
1.....
appropriation for relief
1473
deficiency appropriation
relief of shi
7
p- ,
shipPharmac
(seealsoNational
Prrnactsts(seealso
National ProhibitionAct)
Prohibition Act),
wrecked
wrecked American
43,
American seamen in
in
......
43,
mailing of poisons, etc., to licensed,
licensed, from
from
1022,
1216
for
of troops
troops in
1022, 126
16
1
manufacturers or dealers permitted
manufacturers
permitted
for shelter
shelter of
in .................
61
under prescribed
regulations
621
prescribed regulations.......
621
for care of insane soldiers at asylums in.. 1026
1026
retail sales of liquors
liquors restricted
restricted to ........ 310
310
limitation on $240 additional pay to Fedpermits, etc.
required...............
permits,
etc., required
310
eral employees
employees in ...............
. 343
343
Pharmaecopia, United
Pharrntwoeceia,
United States,
States,
use of branch of corporations for foreign
fiforeign fiappropriation
appropriation for cooperating
revision
cooperating in revision
nancial operations, as Government
Government
of.........
of
.............. 254, 712, 1331
depositaries
depositaries in
in..................... 1146
1146
Philadelphiaand Reading Coal and Iran
Philadelphia
Irn ComCornregulations
coastwise traffic
regulations of coastwise
traffic in ..........
997
997
pany,
PenY,
taxes imposed
imposed by legislature of, legalized,
taxes
legalized,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying Court
etc
............................
1025
of Claims findings to
to1161
.............
1161 Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands, Disturbances
in,
Disturbancesin,
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Harrisburg,
RailHarrisburg,and
and Pittsburgh
PittsburghRailaRpropriationforarrearsof
appropriation for arrears of pay, etc.
etc. 193,
906, 1396
193,906,1396
road Company,
road
PhTnpplne
Philippme
Scouts,
time extended for bridging Susquehanna
Susquehanna
appropriation
appropriation for officers,
officers, pay
110
pay............
110
River at Harrisburg by ..........
1099
1099
for enlisted men, pay ......
..... 110,954
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pa.,
for pay of
retired
officers
110,
954
of
retired
officers. .........
111,955
111,
955
treasurer'ssoffice.
appropriation for assistant treasurer
office_
656
656
organization of, in branches and units....
orgamzation
units ._...
770
770
discontinued,
discontinued, July 1,
1, 1921...........
1921
654
654
details
of
to
770
Army
officers
to............
770
for mint at ............
657, 1275
657,
1275
active
list
who
officers
on
are
citizens
to
be
to be
for
fuel oil
testing plant, navy
for fuel
oil testing
navy yard..
yard. _. 133, 813
813
recommissioned .................
770
recommissioned
770
for naval home ..............
137,
137 818
818
others
to
serve
under
present
commisfor navy yard, dry dock, etc.; limit of
of
sions..............................
sions
770
770
cost increased ...........
143,
820
..
143,820
further
appointments limited to Filipinos,
further appointments
for marine hospital,
for
hospital, remodeling,
remodeling, etc
_ 167
second
lieutenants.............
as
lieutenants
770
770
for Frankford Arsenal
182
Arsenal.. .....
.......
182
promotion of officers
officers..................
770
promotion
770
foroperating,
Government house at.
for
operating, etc., Government
at
223
223
retired list provisions
770
provisions
............
.
...
770
for naval hospital,
hospital, public
public works .....
822
822
present status of enlisted men unchanged.
unchanged..- 771
for immigrant
inmigrant station, remodeling buildformer retirement
former
retirement provisions for officers of,
ings ...................---......
935
935
.r
.
..
..
repealed
775
-1t/w»WU.-- . -..-............
I/O

INDEX.
Philips, James L.,
Philips,
L.,
Page.
Page.
nsion .
1614
pens
ion
...............................
1614
PZlips, George
George F.
F. (son),
Phillips,
pension _ ..... .............. ...
1.
531
1.584
.........
Phillips, Hester
A. (widow
(widow),
Phillips,
Hester A.
pension increased
1576
1576
increased .......................
Phillip!, Mary (tvidow),
Phillips,
(widow),
pension
1508
1508
pension.............................
Phillip!, William C.,
Phillips,
pension
.
1598
..................
pension ...........
Phillipsburg, N. J.,
Phillipsburg,
J.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Delaware River,
bridge
between Easton,
Easton, Pa., and .........
1055
Philpot, Jane
Jane (widow),
Philpot,
(widow),
pension
1597
1197
pension.........................
Phinney,
P.iwney, Preston,
Preston,
penmen
1610
1610
pension............................
Phoenix,
Phoenix, Ariz.,
appropriation
415, 1232
10,415,
appropriation for Indian school at.. 10,
deficiency
Indian school.
school. 1171
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
Phoenix Indian
Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Phoenix
Indian Sanatorium,
Arim.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of...._ 5,
appropriation
•
410,
1227
410,1227
Phoenixville,
Phoenixvile, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation for public building, site..
site.. 166, 874
appropriation
Lands,
Phosphates,
Public Lands,
Phosphates, Deposits
Deposits of, Public
leases of public lands containing,
containing, allowed
qualified
applicants .............
440
qualified applicants
terms,
440
.......................terms, etc ..
area;
payment
for
surveying
unsursurveying
area; payment
3:eyed lands ...................
440
veyed
form and extent .................. ...
440
440
advance......
royalty to be specified
specified in advance
440
computation
and
payment
payment.......... 440
computation
rates.................... 441
annual rental; rates
441
accruing royalties
credited against accruing
royalties ...
credited
to be for indeterminate
indeterminate periods.......
.. .441
441
minimum production
441
minimum
production required .......
readjustment
readjustment of terms, etc., each twenty
years ......................
441
years
operations
suspended, to preoperations may be suspended,
441
vent loss; condition..............
condition
surface of unappropriated
unappropriated public lands
may
development
used for
for development
be used
may be
441
limit.
..........
works, etc.; limit......Physical Constants,
Physical
Constants, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for operating testing madetermine............ 682,1301
chines to determine
appropriation for determining,
deficiency appropriation
etc
etc................................ 1043
Physical Education,
Physical
Education,
appropriation for investigating, etc....
671, 1291
etc .... 671,
appropriation
Physical
Physical Hydrography,
Hydrography,
continuing researches
appropriation for continuing
researches
appropriation
W28, 1417
1417
215,928,
in .......................... 215,
Physical Valuation of Railroads,
Physical
Railroads,
appropriation
expenses of ascertainappropriation for expenses
ing
179, 889, 1103, 1381
179,889,1103,
ing...............
deficiency appropriation for expenses,
deficiency
504
ascertaining
ascertaining, ....................
Physicians (see also National
ational Prohibition Act),
Physicians
mailing of poisons, etc., to licensed, from
manufacturers
manufacturers or dealers permitted
under prescribed
prescribed regulations ........
621
liquor prescriptions
prescriptions to be issued only by;
hmitations
311
limitations.....................
permit required; records, blanks, etc.,
etc ,
kept
.. 311
.....to be kept.............
Pickens,
Etta F. (daughter),
(daughter),
Pickens, Etta
1493
increased.....................
pension increased
Picric
Picric Acid,
Acid,
.appropriation for distributing, etc., surplus war, for clearing
clearing agricultural
agricultural
land and...--.----......----...-..

1341

2045
2045

Pier,
Page.
Pier, Nancy J. (widow),
pension
pension.............................
. 1479
Pierce, Charles
Charles W.,
W.,
Pierce,
pension increased
increased......................
.. 1624
Pierce
Pierce County, Wash.,
return
return of lands to dispossessed Nisqually
Nisqually
Indians in, to be investigated,
investigated, etc.
etc_
28
Pierce,
Pierce, Murray,
Murray,
.................................
pension
1549
Pierre,
Pierre, S.
S. Dak.,
appropriation
school
25,
'&8, 1244
appropriation for Indian school.....
25,428,1244
deficiency
appropriation for Indian schOol.
66
deficiency appropriation
school.
Pierrepont,
Julia E.
(widow),
Pierrepont, Julia
E. (widow),
pension
1504
pension...............................
Pierson,
GeorgeannaC. (mother),
Pierson, Georgeanna
pension increased
increased ........................
1535
Pike
National Forest,
Coto.,
Pike National
Forest, Colo.,
appropriation
250,
etc., of
of....
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
708, 1328
708,1328
Pile,
Sallie J.
J. (widow),
Pile, Sallie
pension
p*enmon.................................. 1582
Piles,
(widow),
Piles, Emma (widow),
pension
pension.................................. 1562
Pilgrim
Commission United
Tercentenary Commission,
Pilgrim Tercentenary
States
Landing of
ot the Pilalso Landing
States (see also
grims),
appropriation
expenses
893
appropriation for expenses................
598
creation and appointment of .............
to
appropriation
appropriation authorized for expenses to
598
of....
be expended under direction of.
Pilgrims,
Tercentenary of the Landing
Pilgrims, Terentenary
Landing of,
coinage of 50-cent silver pieces in comcoinage
597
memoration
authorized .........
memoration of, authorized
proclamation
recommending December
December 21,
proclamation recommending
1920, be observed as ...............
1802
Pilot Charts,
Charts, Hyckrographic,
Hydrographic,
Pilot
appropriation
etc
665, 1284
appropriation for preparation, etc.....
Pima Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
Pima
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation
433
at ..........................
Pima Indian
Hospital, Ari.,
Ariz.,
Indian Hospital,
Pima
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
of
5,
5,
appropriation
410, 1227
Pinta
Indians, Ariz.,
Pima Indians,
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation system, Gila
appropriation
River Reservation.
10, 415, 132
1232
10,415,
Reservation ..........
River
Pine
Ridge Agency,
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Agency, S.
Pine Ridge
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of Indians
at
at............................... 31,434
Pine
Reservation, S. Dak.,
Indian Reservation,
Ridge Indian
Pine Ridge
appropriation
bridges in,
roads and bridges
appropriation for roads
429
from tribal funds ................
surrendered by South Dakota,
Dakota, relands surrendered
stored to
1193
....................
Pint River
River Irrigation
C'olo.,
Project, Colo.,
IrrigationProject,
Pine
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
3,409
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Parkway, D. C.,
Piney Branch Parkway,
appropriation
improvement. 186,
186,898
898
appropriation for care and improvement.
Bollworm of Cotton,
Pink Bollworm
appropriation for
emergency expenses
expenses for
for emergency
appropriation
preventing spread of.......
of
269,729,1346
269, 729, 1346
preventing
for
preventing entrance
entrance of
of cotton
cotton and
for preventing
seed from Mexico;
Mexico; inspection, cleanseed
269,729,
ing, etc..................
etc
269, 729, 1346
ing
use of receipts
receipts from disinfecting, etc.,
charges ..................
269,
729, 1346
269,729,1346
for investigation and local extermination
extermination
in Mexico
Mexico ..............-.. 269, 729, 1346
for control measures
etc...... 270,
measures in Mexico, etc
729,1346
for survey
survey of infestation in Texas and
other
270,
729,1346
270,729,1346
other States
States ...............
cooperative establishment
cotton
of cotton
establishment of
cooperative
free areas
areas ................270.
1346
29, 1346
270, 729,
free
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Pink Bollworm
Bollworm of
Cotton-Continued.
Page.
Pink
of Cotton-Continued.
Page.
appropriation
for extermination
extermination measures
measures
appropriation for
in
cooperation with
in cooperation
with Mexican
Mexican authorauthorities
270, 729,
ities.....................
270,
729, 1346
1346
payment
crops, etc.,
forpayment for
for destroyed
destroyed crops,
etc., forbidden
270,
730,
1346
bidden. ...................
270, 730,1346
deficiency appropriation
predeficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses preventing
of
1177, 1188, 1192
venting spread of........
1177,1188,1192
Pinkley, Frank,
Frank,
payment
1465
payment to
to.............................
1465
Pinksohn, Gustave,
Ptnksohn,
pension increased.......................
increased
1597
1597
Pipe Lines,
Lines,
Pipe
interstate
commerce regulations
regulations applicable
interstate commerce
applicable
to
transportation of
etc., by.....
by
474
to transportation
of oil,
oil, etc.,
474
rights of way granted through
public lands
lands
through public
for
449
for.............................
449
Pipe
Pipe Lines,
Lines, Oil,
combinations of oil land
combinations
permitted
land lessees
lessees permitted
etc., authorized...
authorized
448
for constructing,
constructing, etc.,
448
Pipestone,
Pipestone, Minn.,
appropriation for Indian
appropriation
Indian school.....
school
13, 419, 1235
13,419,1235
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
school. 1171,
1171,
for Indian
Indian school.
1186
1186
Pitman,
(widow),
Pitman, Jennie
Jennie M.
M. (widow),
pension
1592
pension .............................
1592
Ptttman, Islay T. widow),
Pittman,
widow),
pension ................................
1543
1543
Pittsburg,
Tex.,
Pittsburg, Tex.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building..........
building
166
166
Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation for
for mining
staappropriation
mining experiment
experiment staetc
199,
912, 1401
tion, care,
care, etc.............
199,912,1401
acquiring site
post office
office building,
acquiring
site for new
new post
building,
authorized
166
authorized....................
166
use of installments
installments paid
former site
site
paid for
for former
authorized
authorized ......................
166
166
further
further sum appropriated............
appropriated
166
166
remaining installments
installments for
remaining
for former
former site,
site,
covered
covered into the Treasury
166
Treasury..........
166
time
for bridging
Allegheny
time extended
extended for
bridging Allegheny
River
River at.........................
at
1078
1078
Pittston,
Pa.,
Pittston, Pa.,
appropriation for
public building.........
building
166
appropriation
for public
166
authorized across
bridge authorized
Susquehanna
across Susquehanna
West Pittston
Pittston to
160
River, West
to............
160
Planning
Central Bureau
Bureau of,
of,
Planningand
and Statistics,
Statistics, Central
books,
books, etc., of, to
Effito be
be transferred
transferred to
to Effi36
ciency Bureau
Bureau ..................
36
Plant Disease
Disease Survey, Department
Department of AgriPlant
culture,
culture,
appropriation for
for maintenance.....
maintenance
242, 701,1321
701, 1321
appropriation
242,
for emergency
expenses cooperative
emergency expenses
cooperative
eradication
of
soil
and
seed
infecting
eradication of soil and seed infecting
diseases
diseases of cereals,
cereals, etc......
etc
244,
703, 1322
244,703,1322
Plant
Diseases and
Insect Pests
(see also
Plant Diseases
and Insect
Pests (see
also
Nursery
Stock,
etc.),
Nursery Stock, etc.),
appropriation
quarantine
appropriation for
for maintaining
maintaining quarantine
districts
for........... 256,
districts for.
267, 726,1344
726, 1344
256,267,
provisions to control and
and eradicate
eradicate in
in
District of Columbia
Columbia ...............
726
726
Plant Industry Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Plant
Department of AgriAgriculture,
culture,
appropriation
chief of
of bureau,
appropriation for
for chief
bureau, clerks,
clerks,
gardeners, etc...............
etc
241, 700,1320
700, 1320
gardeners,
241,
for general expenses
expenses and investigations..
investigations.
242,
242,
701, 1320
701,1320
cost of buildings limited
242, 701,
1320
limited...... 242,
701,1320
for investigating
investigating plant, tree, and fruit
fruit
diseases;
diseases; pecans ...........
242, 701, 1321
242,701,1321
for citrus canker
eradication, etc
canker eradication,
etc. 242, 701,1321
701, 1321
required.. 242, 701,1321
local contributions
contributions required_
for investigating tree diseases; chestnut
chestnut
bark, white
etc... 243,
white pine blister rust, etc.
243,
7
.01, 1321
701,1321

Plant Industry
Bureau, Department
of AgriAgri- Page.
Page_
Plant
Industry Bureau,
Department of
culture-Continued.
culture-Continued.
appropriation
for cooperative
cooperative eradication
eradication
appropriation for
of white
white pine
pine blister
of
blister rust;
rust; condiconditions
243,
1321
tions......................
243, 702,
702,1321
for
investigating, etc.,
truck,
for investigating,
etc., cotton
cotton truck, etc.,
etc.,
crop plants
243, 702,
702, 1322
1322
crop
plants ...............
243,
for
crop plants,
243, 702,1322
702, 1322
for physiology
physiology of
of crop
plants, etc
etc.. 243,
for
for soil bacteriology
bacteriology and
and plant
plant nutrition
nutrition
investigations .............
243,
investigations
243, 702,1322
702,1322
cultures
1322
cultures for
for legumes,
legumes, etc
etc...... 243,
243, 702,
702,1322
publication
of tests,
etc
243, 702,1322
702, 1322
publication of
tests, etc.......
243,
for
fertility investigations;
investigations; adapting
adapting
for soil
soil fertility
crops
regions, etc......
etc
243,
crops from
from tropical
tropical regions,
243,
702, 1322
702,
1322
• cottonseed interbreeding,
interbreeding, etc..
etc.. 243.
243, 702,1322
702,1322
New
flax ...................
243
New Zealand
Zealand flax
243
for
investigations...
243,
for drugs,
drugs, spices,
spices, etc.,
etc., investigations....
243,
702,
1322
702,1322
for
investigations, etc.
for crop technological
technological investigations,
etc.
243, 702,1322
702, 1322
243,
243, 702,1322
702, 1322
for testing commercial
commercial seeds,
seeds, etc
etc. 243,
preventing adulterated
adulterated seed
seed and
and grain
grain
admission ..................
244, 702,1322
702, 1322
admission
244,
for
improving cereal
cereal production,
etc.... 244,
244,
for improving
production, etc....
702,1322
702,1322
flax cultivation,
cultivation, diseases,
702, 1322
diseases, etc
etc.. 244,
244,702,1322
improvement and
producbroom corn improvement
and produc244, 702, 1322
tion ........................
244,702,1322
investigating black
black and
and stripe
investigating
stripe rust;
rust;
destroying
infected
vegetation;
destroying
infected
vegetation;
wheat
scab
244,
702, 1322
wheatsca.................
244, 702,1322
for emergency
emergency eradication
eradication of
soil and
seed
of soil
and seed
infecting
diseases of
infecting diseases
of wheat
wheat and
and
other
244, 703, 1322
other cereals
cereals ...............
244,703,1322
etc
244,
703, 1323
for tobacco
tobacco production,
production, etc......
244,703,1323
fordroughtresistant,
for
drought resistant, etc., crops
1323
crops.. 244,
244, 703,
703,1323
for sugar plant, etc.,
investigations 244,
703,1323
etc., investigations
244, 703,1323
developing
developing beet seed industry ..... 244,
244,703
703
investigating cane
sirup
cane and
and sorghum
sorghum sirup
production,
by
products,
etc
244
production, by products, etc....... 244
for economic botany,
botany, improving
improving grazing
grazing
lands,
244, 703,
703, 1323
lands, etc
etc..................
244,
1323
for dry land, etc.,
etc., farming
farming experiments.
244,
experiments. 244,
703, 1323
703,1323
distribution of
of trees
restricted....
244,
free distribution
trees restricted....
244,
703,1323
703,1323
for utilizing
utilizing western
western reclaimed
reclaimed lands,
lands,
etc
244, 703,1323
703, 1323
etc......
.............
. 244,
for edible
edible nuts, growing,
shipping, etc...
growing, shipping,
etc... 245,
245,
703,
1323
703,1323
for pomological
pomological investigations,
investigations, harvesting
harvesting
etc
245, 703
703
etc..........................
245,
for investigating fruit growing,
growing, shipping,
shipping,
etc ........
............
245, 703, 1323
245,703,1323
conditions in
in transporting,
transporting,
study of
of conditions
storage,
storage, etc.........................
etc
1323
1323
experimental gardens
for experimental
gardens and grounds
grounds... 245,
245,
703, 1323
703,
1323
for investigating
investigating producing,
producing, marketing,
marketing,
etc.,
etc., truck crops, potatoes, etc. 245,703,1233
245,703,1233
nursery plants investigations,
for nursery
investigations, etc.
etc. 704,
704,1323
1323
for farm,
farm, Arlington,
Arlington, Va.........
Va
245,
704, 1323
245,704,1323
for foreign seed
seed and plant
introduction,
plant introduction,
experiments, etc...........
etc.
245,
704, 1323
245,704,1323
plantinspection
plant inspection and detention
detention station.
245
station.
245
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., of new seeds; investigation of
crops; weeds
eradicagation
of forage
forage crops;
weeds eradication
245, 704,
704, 1324
tion. ......................
245,
1324
for administrative
administrative expenses.
245, 704, 1325
expenses..... 245,704,1325
for seed purchase and Congressional
Congressional
distribution................ 246,
distribution
1324
246. 704,
704, 1324
for biophysical
biophysical investigations...........
investigations
1325
1325
deficiency
appropriation for general
deficiency appropriation
general exexpenses...... 64,
64,67,
346,349,524,
penses
67, 346,
349, 524, 1187, 1192
1192
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Plant
Department of AgriPage.
Plant Industry Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Agri- Page.
Pneumatic Tubes,
Pneujnatic
Page.
culture-Continu.
culture-Continued.
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc. apappropriation
apdeficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for seeds,
seeds, distridistripraisers
stores and
customhouse,
praisers stores
and customhouse,
bution, etc
etc .....................
524,1187
bution,
524,1187
New York
York City ...........
168, 876,
1369
876, 1369
sites' for new plant
propagating stations
Pocatello,
sites'for
plant propagating
stations to
to
Pocatello, Idaho,
Idaho,
specified places_
730
grant of
lands to, for
protecting water
water supsup730
places. ....
grant
of lands
be acquired
acquired at specified
for protecting
Plant Inspection
Detention Station,
Plant
Inspectionand Detention
................
.
..
596
Station,
ply, etc .
596
appropriation
for land,
land, buildings,
price,
etc.; mineral
mineral rights
rights reserved.....
reserved .
_ 596
for
buildings, etc.,
etc., for
price, etc.;
appropriation for
596
reversion
for nonuser,
nonuser, etc..............
etc
596
establishing
245
reversion for
245
establishing.....................
596
Plant Quarantine
Stock, etc.).
etc.)
adjoining
lands in
in section
to be
be disposed
disposed
Plant
QuarantineAct (see
(see Nursery
Nursery Stock,
adjoining lands
section to
Plants, etc., Agricultural,
Agricultural,
of
townsite lots
Plants,
of in
in townsite
lots .................
597
appropriation
investigating diseases
of.
04, Md.,
Pocomoke City,
242, Pocomoke
Md.,
diseases of.
for investigating
appropriation for
701,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Pocomoke
Pocomoke River
River at 352
701, 1321
1321
Pocomoke River,
River
pathological collections
242, 701,
701, 1321
1321 Pocomoke
pathological
collections....... 242,
bridge
authorized across,
across, Pocomoke
Pocomoke City,
City,
242, 701, 1321
plant disease
disease survey
survey.......... 242,701,1321
bridge authorized
1321
Md
Md...........................
352
brown rot,
rot, etc., of peach trees
trees .......
1321
County, Ark.,
Ark.,
etc., investigations.
702, 1322 Poinsett
Poinsett County,
for nutrition, etc.,
investigations. 243,
243,702,1322
public
lands
in,
made
subject
to
State
lands in, made subject to State
testing, etc., cultures
inoculating
testing,
cultures for inoculating
legumes, etc
243,
702,1322
drainage
laws, etc
392
drainage laws,
243, 702,1322
etc..............
etc...............
392
legumes,
Point
JigueroLight Station, P.
Point Tiguero
R.,
Plants for
Shipbuilding,
P. R.,
Plants
for Shipbuilding,
appropriation
etc.........
213
appropriation
for
acquiring,
etc
181
appropriation
for
rebuilding,
etc
213
181
appropriation for acquiring, etc ........
Point Look,out,
Md.,
Lookout, Md.,
authority for
for establishing,
establishing, etc.,
988
repealed..
988 - Pont
etc., repealed..
authority
appropriation for
of Confederate
Confederate cemecemePlate Printing,
Printing,
Plate
for care
care of
appropriation
tery
at
185, 896, 1387
suspension of
power
tery at................
185,896,1387
suspension
of restriction
restriction on
on using
using power
Point,
(widow),
Point, Mary
Mary L.
L. (widow),
etc., for, in
in Engraving and
presses, etc.,
and
Printing
emergency.
45
pension ...........................
1562
pension
1562
Printing Bureau
Bureau during
during emergency.
45
Point Retreat
Point
Retreat and Cape
Cape Hinchinbrook
Hinchnhbrook Light
Platinum,
Platinum, etc.,
Station,
Station, Alas
Alaska,
deficiency
appropriation for
for purchase,
deficiency appropriation
purchase, for
for
1058
authorized
1058
improving, authorized....................
Standards Bureau................
Bureau
341
341
Standards
Points,
(daughter),
Platt National
NationalPark,
Points, Minnie (daughter),
Platt
Park, Okla., s'
pension increased.
increased ....................
1496
pension
1496
appropriation for
for protection,
protection, etc.
etc.._ 204, 919, 1407
appropriation
Platte
Poisonous
Platte River, Mo.,
Poisonous Foods, Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
Mo.,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses preventing
preventing sale,
sale, 254,
254,
declared a
notuaavigable stream..........
stream
1105
1105
declared
a nonnavigable
appropriation
etc.,
1331
jurisdiction
Missouri.1105
1105
etc. of ........................
712, 1331
vested in
in Missouri
...
jurisdiction over,
over, vested
Poisons,
Poisons,Poisonous
Poisonous Animals, etc.,
etc.,
Playgrounds,
Playgrounds,D.
D. C.,
C.,
declared nonmsilable
nonmailable matter.............
620
appropriation for
for salaries..........
salaries
declared
matter
620
79, 848,1119
848,1119
appropriation
for maintenance
79, 849, 1119
transmission
manufacturers to licensed
licensed
transmission by manufacturers
79,849,1119
for
maintenance ..............
physicians,
permitted under
etc., permitted
under
79,849,1119
physicians, etc.
for swimming
swimming pools............
pools.
79,
849, 1119
621
prescribed regulations...........
wholly
79, 849, 1119
prescribed
regulations
621
wholly from
from District
District revenues_
revenues. 79,849,1119
punishment for
for unauthorized
mailing
621
unauthorized mailing..
621
punishment
for
place of
Park View
1119
of Park
View....
1119
for site
site to take place
of Logan
Logan ........................
mailing prohibited
to
prohibited matter with intent
intent to
. 1119
1119
of
injure, kill, etc.................
etc
injure,
621
for
expenses of
81,
1122
81, 851,
851, 1122
for expenses
of school ............
Plessner, Clara
Clara B.
Polacca,
Wash., Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Plessner,
B. (widow),
Polacca, Wash.,
pension
1579
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of.
_
1226
1226
of....
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
pension. ...
.
.......................
1579
Poland,
Pleuropneumonia, etc.,
etc., Animal,
Pleuropneumonia,
Animal,
Poland
appropriation
for minister
to
739,1206
739,1206
minister to........
appropriation
preventing spread
appropriation for
spread of,
for preventing
appropriation for
importingfrom,
from, andexportingto,
and exporting to, wheat
and
importing
wheat and
from
to another...
another... 239,698,1318
239, 698, 1318
from one
one State
State to
wheat flour
flour prohibited;
prohibited; exceptions.
exceptions. 1759
1759
wheat
eradicating,etc 269, 728,
1345
for emergency use, eradicating,etc
728,1345
1773
canceled
1773
canceled............................
payment for animals destroyed;
destroyed; appayment
C.,
Police Court,
Court, 1).
D. C.,
praisal of values.
269, 729, 1345 Police
praisal
values.........
269,729,1345
appropriation for
salaries .........
91, 862, 1133
1133
Niter, Mary (widow),
(widow),
91,862,
Pliler,
for salaries
appropriation
for
expenses, witness
witness fees,
fees, jurors,
etc...
91,
91,
pension
1519
for expenses,
jurors, etc...
1519
pension increased
increased......................
862, 1133
862,1133
Plum, Mary
Plum,
Mary (widow),
deficiency
for expenses..
expenses.. 41,
41, 1019
1019
appropriation for
pension
1604
deficiency appropriation
104
pension ................................
search warrants
warrants for
suspected infested nurP
umas National
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
search
for suspected
nurPlumas
Calif.,
etc., to
by....
727
sery plants, etc.,
to be issued by....
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
_.
250,
of....
250,
etc., of..
for maintenance,
appropriation
D. C.
708,
1328 Police, D.
708,1328
appropriation for
major, officers,
officers, etc.
etc. 86,857,1128
86, 857, 1128
Plumbing
Inspection, D.
Plumbing Inspection,
D. C.,
formajor,
appropriation
force increased,
increased, etc .................
86
force
86
appropriation for
salaries, etc.,
etc., division
of.
69,
division of
for salaries,
appropriation
838,
for aid to National
National Bureau
Bureau of Criminal
Criminal
838, 1109
1109
Identiffcation
87, 857, 1128
Identification ..............
87,857,1128
for
844, 1115
for motorcycles
motorcycles for.............
75, 844,
1115
for fuel,
repairs, etc............
etc
87, 857,1128
857, 1128
Plummer,
(widow),
for
fuel, repairs,
87,
Plummer, Persillia
Persillia(widow),
pension. ..
87 857 1128
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses........ 87,857,
1128
1562
pension
.............................. 1562
detection
of crime...........
crime
87,
858, 1128
Plummer,
Presima W.
Plummer, Presima
W. (widow),
(uidow),
detection of
87, 858,1128
for
motor
vehicles,
maintenance
87,
858,
1129
pension...
. 1556
for motor vehicles, maintenance.. 87,858,1129
pension . ...........................
Plymouth,
(see also
also Landing
Pilhouse of detention.
detention . .........
87, 858,1129
858,1129
Plymouth, Mass.
Mass. (see
Landing of
of the
the Pil87,
for house
for harbor
patrol ..............
88, 858, 1129
grims),
for
harbor patrol
88,858,1129
grims),
for
relief
fund
allowances,
etc.
.
_
88,
858,
1129
expenditures authorized
expenditures
authorized for restoring Plyfor relief fund allowances, etc.... 88,858,1129
etc., in
in cooperation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
40
mouth Rock, etc.,
cooperation
deficiency
for fuel
fuel.........
40
with
599
with............................
599
motor vehicles
40.
1018, 1157
for motor
vehicles ............
40, 1018,
preliminary
of harbor,
to
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of
harbor, to
for house
40
house of detention................
detention
1010
be made
made .......................
1010
for
contingent expenses
expenses .............1018
for contingent
1018
proclamation
recommending celebration
proclamation recommending
celebration of
of
additional pay of $240 a
not appliadditional
a year, not
tercentenary of landing of the Piltercentenary
cable to.
689
689
to.........................
cable
1802
grims at
at ..... ...................
1802
allowable, for
fiscal year
year 1921........
1921
874
874
allowable,
for fiscal

2048
2048
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Police, D.
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*Page.
additional
additional pay of $240
$
.
240 a
year allowable,
a year
allowable,
for fim.sl
, year 1922.
focal
1922................ 1309
1309
age limits for original appointments
appointments in, to
be fixed by Commissioners
398
Commissioners........
398
excluded
excluded from general
general provisions for
for reretirement of civil service
service employees
614
employees.
614
provisions
governing, amended ........
provisions governing,
363
363
appointment of force by Commissioners
Commissioners of
of
the District
363
District.......................
363
subject
subject to civil
service laws;
lams; exceptions
363
civilservice
exceptions.
363
assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents and inspectors
from captains
captains
.................
363
privates;
jsivates; service
service for promotions........
promotions.
363
salaries increased
increased.......... .... '......
363
363
extra for mounted men, etc ...........
363
patrol drivers;
drivers .ratings
ratings ...............
364
364
allowed from August 1, 1919..........
1919
364
affiliation of, with organizations
organizations advocataffiliation
advocating, etc., strikes, forbidden
forbidden........
364
discharge therefor.
364
discharge
therefor...................
364
..
.
punishment for members conspiring to
to ininterfere with operations of, by strikes,
strikes,
etc..............
etc
........
364
resignations restricted
restricted .................
364
364
appropriation for increased pay; half from
District revenues.................
revenues
364
364
watchmen in public squares, etc., to be
be
known as United States park police;
police;
salaries, etc ..
.................. 364
364
appropriation for increase
appropriation
increase in pay, etc...
etc
364
364
World War service
service credited, for classifica1129
tion and pay
pay p
purposes...........1129
Policemen
Policemen and
Firemen's Relief
Fund, D.
and Firemen's
Relief Fund,
D. C.,
C.
appropriation
for
allowances
88, 858,
appropriation
allowances from..
from.. 88,
858, 1129
1129
Polish Residents,
Polish
American,
Residents, American,
returning home from service with Allies in
in
late war to be brought on Army
Army
transports ........................
528
transports
28
Pollard, Ella
Pollard,
Ella A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
.................................
pension1492
1492
Pollard,Sarah
Pollard,
Sarah Virginia
Virginia (widow),
(widow),
pension..................................
pension
1500
1500
Pollock, James
Pollock,
James M.,
M.,
increased
pension increased
1548
.......
1 1548
Robert C.,
C.,
Pollock, Robert
pension
pension....................
1497
Pollutionof Navigable Streams and
Pollution
and Lakes,
Lakes,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating sanitation,
sewage,
and............
sewage,and
176, 885,
885, 1377
1377
176,
Polo, Maog
Mary (widow),
(widow),
Polo,
pension increased
mncreased
1584
.............
15....84
Pomeroy, Oscar
Oscar S.,
S.,
pension
....
pension increased
1475
..
.
...........
147.5
Pompton
Pompton Lakes,
Lakes, N.
N. J.,
J.,
appropriation
appropriation for operating, etc.,
etc., Government house at
223
at.................
.
223
Ponca Ageney,
Okla.,
Ponca
Ageney, Okla.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
Indians
at ..................
31,434
..31,434
Ponca
Ponca Indians,
Indians, Okla. and
and Nebr.,
Nebr.,
appropriation for support, etc., of.. 20, 425, 1240
appropriation
1240
P. R.,
Ponce,
Ponce, P.
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harbor
to be made.......................
made.1013
1013
Pond, Sarah
Sarah J. (widow),
Pond,
.........................
pension1511
. 111
Pool,
Pool, Schuyler
Schuyler L'.
C'.,
pension increaed.....................
increased
1539
53
Poolingof
Pooling
of Freight
Freight by
by Railroads,
Railroads,
unlawful
combinations of carriers for, unlawful.
480
Poor, D.
D. C.,
Poor,
appropriation for relief of the.......
appropriation
the
98, 868, 1139
98,868,1139
s..
for transportation
paupers
98, 868, 1139
1139
transportation of paupers......
98,868,

Pope, Mary
Mary L.
Pope,
L. (widow),
(widow),

P
age .
Page.
pension
pension.............................
. 1626
1626
Pope, Thomas
Thomas (father),
(father),
Pope,
pension
increased ..................
• 1607
pension increased.
1607
Pork,
Pork,
proclamation canceling license
requirelicense requiremanufacturing,
ments for importing, manufacturing,
etc.........................
etc
1742
1742
PoropotankBay
Poropotank
Bay and
and Creek,
Creek, Va.,
Va.,
preliminary examination,
of, to
be
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
made
made.............-....-...1010
-.
1010
Port
Inland Storage,
Port and
and Inland
Storage,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of,
of, for
appropriation
for Army
Army
supplies
supplies.......................... 121,967
121, 967
Port
Angeles, Wash.,
PortAngeles,
Wash.,
investigation
investigation of advisability,
advisability, etc.,
of subsubetc., of
marine, destroyer, and aviation base
at, by special joint
joint committee
821
committee......
821
time extended
extended for report of special joint
joint
committee on submarine
committee
at
.
1088
submarine base
base at... 1088
Port
Port Aransas,
Aransas, Tex.,
Tex.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
be
made ........................
1012
1012
Port
Royal, S.
S. C.,
C.,
Port Royal,
deficiency
appropriation for
marine reredeficiency appropriation
for marine
cruiting
station, land
land acquired..
acquired._.
511
cruiting station,
.
511
Port
Sound, S. C.,
PortRoyal
Royal Sound,
C,.
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
be
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
to be
made
made..................
101
1011
Port
Terminals,
etc.
1
Port Terminals, etc.,
investigation, etc., of, in
investigation,
of mermerin interests of
992
chant marine
marine...................
992
Port Townsend,
Townsend, Wash.,
Wash.,
Port
appropriation for quarantine station.
station
875
..... 875
Porter (see
Malt Liquors),
Liquors),
Porter
(see Malt
Porter, FannieE.
Fannie E. (widow),
(widow),
Porter,
pension increased
pension
1509
increased.........
..............
1509
Porter,
Porter, James
James M.,
M.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
services
1035
for services.....
1035
Porter,
Porter, Jane
Jane C.
C. A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension................................
1540
1540
Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico,
appropriation
appropriation for pay of Resident Commissioner from ...................
634, 1255
634,1255
for clerk hire Resident
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner. 637,1258
637,1258
for district court
court. ................
. 687,1306
for
for ............. 582,1155
for mail equipments
equipments for
582, 1155
for agricultural experiment
experiment stations in. 261,720,
261,720,
1339
cumulative
cumulative leaves of absence
absence to em..............
ployees
.........
. 262
262
for quarantine
quarantine system
175, 884,
1377
system........... 175,
884,1377
for expenses of district judge outside of
of
official residence
official
residence............ 210,
210,924,1413
924, 1413.
for relief and prote
ction o
shipwrecked
protection
offshipwrecked
American seamen
seamen in
49,1216
in............ 749,1216
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
reliefo
7
pfor relief
offshi
shipwrecked
wreCked American
American seamen in.....
in
43, 102'2
43,1022
established of post
branch offices, etc.,
etc., established
office, San Juan ....................
323
323
establishment
establishment of branch of Federal
Federal land
bank in, authorized
1148
authorized ..............
1148
loans to borrowers
borrowers allowed; maximum;
interest ......................
1148
term limited
limited.......
...............
1148
subscription
subscription to
to stock
stockr
equi
red, etc....
etc
1148
required,
1148
five midshipmen allowed
all owed Resident
Resident Commissioner
missioner from ........
140
...
....... 140
proclamation
reserved lands in
proclamation transferring
transferring reserved
San Juan to, for highway purposes
purposes. 1813
transportation
transportation of officials of, etc.,
etc., allowed
allowed
on Army transports.
transports
............
. 960
960

INDEX.
Porto Rico Civil
Page.
Civil Government,
Government,
Porto
Pageetc.,,
religious uses, etc
use of public funds for religious
forbidden
forbidden.........................
1096
education, etc
etc.,,
restriction on use for education,
omitted
1096
. ..................
omitted.
revenue provisions; export duties forbidden
bidden............................. 1096
authorized for insular
insular and
general taxes authorized
municipal governments
governments ...........
1096
1096
issue of bonds, etc ..................
ited to 10
indebtedness lim
indebtedness
limited
10 per
per cent of
1096
tax valuation..................
valuation
exemption of, in United
general tax exemption
Rico
1096
1096
States and Porto Rico............
secured
secured bonds not included
included in indebtedness .......................
1096
salary,
salary, etc., of clerk to district court,
court, to
to
correspond with that of United
correspond
1413
States district court .............
Porto
Infantry,
PortoRico Regiment of Infantry,
appropriation forcareof
for care of insanesoldiersof.
interne soldiers of. 123,968
made part of United States Infantry
770
Infantry.....
recommission, etc.,
etc., of officers...........
officers
770
recommision,
Portsmouth,
H.,
Portsmoh, N.
N. H.,
appropriation
works
143
appropriation for navy yard, public works.
for advances
Kittery Water District
advances to Kttery
for increasing
increasing water supply; refund,
143
etc ...................-......
for
bridge to Kittery Navy
for constructing bridge
Yard
143
Yard.........................
concurrence
concurrence of Maine and New
143
Hampshire required .............
for navy yard public works; welding
........
.............
•820
shop .
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for navy yard,
1030
public works..................
Portugal,
Portugal,
appropriation
740,1206
740,1206
minister to
to.........
appropriation for minister
importing from, and exporting
exporting to, colonies
etc., of wheat and wheat flour prohibited; exceptions.............
exceptions
1759
1773
canceled
1773
canceled ....-....-.................
1677
parcel post
poet convention
convention with ..............
Posey,
Posey, Ruth
Ruth (widow),
(widow),
.............. 1606
increased.. ....
pension increased
and Diplomatic
Post Allowances to Consular
Consular and
Diplomatic
Post
()peers,
Officers,
appropriation
costs,
appropriation for, to meet living coets,
etc
749,1215
etc....................
deficiency
for
346, 524,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for...........
346,524,
1022, 1043, 1187,1191
1022,1043,1187,1191
Post,
Post, Henry A. V.,
deficiency
of
appropriation for payment of'
deficiency appropriation
1161
of
findings to estate of.
Court of Claims findings
Post
Office Appropriation
Post Offiee
Appropriation Bill,
Bill, 1920,
1920,
1638
correction
directed
correction in enrollment of, directed......
Post
Post Office Department,
Department,
appropriation for Postmaster
Postmaster General,
appropriation
clerk, etc
674, 1294
etc................ 674,1294
chief clerk,
674,1294
for appointment
etc
appointment clerk, etc..........
for chief inspector,
etc
674,1294
inspector, etc.............
for purchasing
purchasing agent, assistant attorneys,
etc
674,1294
etc.......................
for clerks,
messengers engineers,
engineers, etc
etc. 674,1294
clerks, messengers,
railroad transfor additional
additional clerks, from railroad
portation
675,1294
portation ..................
readjustment of salaries
salaries of clerks
clerks.. 675,1294
redjustment
bureaus,
assignments
anignments of employees to bureaus,
.-.......
es, etc
675,1294
etc......
ffces,
Postmaster General,
for First
First Assistant Postmaster
675,1294
chief clerk
clerk .................
poet office service
superintendent, post
service
for superintendent,
assistants ............
675,1294
division, assistant
44282°-vot 41--r
41-sr 2
-42
2--42
44282°-VOL

2049
2049

Post Office Department-Continued.
Department-Continued.
Page.
Post
appropriation
appointsuperintendent, appoint-.
appropriation for superintendent,
ments division
675,1294
division............... 675,
1294
superintendent, dead letters divifor superintendent,
sion
675,1294
sion............................
for chief, correspondence
correspondence division
division.... 675,1294
for Second Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
chief clerk ..................
675,1295
superintendent, railway adjustments
for superintendent,
division
division..................... 675,1295
for superintendent,
superintendent, foreign mails divi675,1295
sion, assistant ................. 675,
1295
Railway
for general superintendent,
superintendent, Railway
Mail Service, assistant, etc
675,1295
675,1295
etc......
for
General,
Postmaster General,
for Third Assistant Postmaster
chief
etc675,1295
675,1295
clerk, etc................
chief clerk,
for
director ' postal savings division,
for director,
assistant, etc
etc................... 675,1295
for superintendent,
division
675,1295
superintendent, stamps division..
for
superintendent, finance
division
675,1295
finance division..
for superintendent,
superintendent, classification
classification divifor superintendent,
sion
676,1295
sion ......................superintendent, registered mails divifor superintendent,
676,1295
sion .......................
for superintendent,
superintendent, money orders division,
etc .................----- 676,1295
sion, etc
for Fourth Assistant Postmaster General,
chief
676,1295
. 676,1295
clerk.................
chief clerk
superintendent, rural mails division,
for superintendent,
676,1295
chief
....
.........
clerk .....
chief clerk
supsuperintendent, equipment and gapfor superintendent,
676,1295
piles division, chief clerk ......
6761295
plies
for topographer
for
toporpher................. 676,1295
contingent expenses...........
expenses
676,1295
676,1295
for contnent
expenses
676,1295
for operating
operating expenses............
vehiaes
1295
................for vehicles..
1295
miscellaneous items ...............
for miscellaneous
Official Postal
676,1295
Postal Guide ...........
for Official
reimbursing Government
Government Printing
for reimbursing
Office
poet
Office for heat and power to post
676,1295
office, etc.,
etc., D. C.............-C
office,
postal service
service appropriations
appropriations not
not to be
postal
used for
Department676,1295
676,1295
.........
for Department
used
for
Solicitor for....................
for..676,1296
676,1296
for Solicitor
for
574,1150
574,1150
service................
for postal service
for
binding for .... 229,942,1430
-n9,942, 1430
for printing and binding
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
cost
increased cost
for increased
deficiency
of envelopes,
envelopes, 1919.................
1919
53
53
for horses
. .................
vehicles.
and vehicles
horses and
for
for
contingent expenses
53,513,1173
expenses ...........
for contingent
......................
furniture, etc
etc.
53
for furniture,
for Official
Official Postal
Guide.............. 53,1030
Postal Guide
for
for postal
service
53, 62,
................. 53,62,
..
postal service...
for
65,
67, 336, 337, 349, 514, 525, 574, 592,
65,67,336,337,349,514,525,574,592,
1031,1040,1043,1045,1174,1189,1192
1031,1040,1043,1045,1174,1189,1192
520,593,1182
59,
for..
and binding
printing and
for printing
forjudgments,
for
binding
United for..
States
0, 520,
Courts
593, 1182
for judgments, United States Courts
.......
59
under ..........
for
judgments Court of Claims under...
under...
60,
for judgments
1037,1183
for equipment
514
514
shops.....
for
equipment shops
etc ,
postofice, etc.
to poetoffice,
power to
heat and power
for hest
D.
C.
592,1030
...................
D. C...
defense exnational security and defense
for national
1189
under ...-..............
penses under
motor vehicles,
vehicles, equipment,
etc., not
equipment, etc.,
motor
needed for Army, transferred
transferred to, for
needed
transportation............. 530,583
mail transportation
Post
Inspecton,
Poet Office Inspectors,
appropriation
for chief,
chief, and
and chief
in
chief clerk in
aproriation for
Post
674,1294
Deprtment.......-Office Department
Post Office
574, 1150
574,1150
.-----.--for salaries
salaries of ...-.....
for per
diem; allowances
allowances when temporaper diem;
for
574
etc
rily absent from home, etc.........

2050
2050
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Page.
Post
Pate.
Inspectors-Continued.
Post Office Inspectors-Continued.
appropriation for
division headetc., division
clerks, etc.,
for clerks,
appropriation
quarters
574,1150
574,1150
quarters ..................
for traveling
expenses, etc
etc.......... 575,1150
traveling expenses,
for
for expenses,
expenses, division
headquarters.. 575,1150
division headquarters
for
for rewards,
575,1150
575,1150
etc...........-.....--.
rewards, etc
for
etc........ 575,1150
information, etc.
for securing information,
deficiency appropriation
traveling exappropriation for traveling
deficiency
1174
penses,
penses, etc ............--...----salaries of
headquarters,
division headquarters,
clerks at division
of clerks
salaries
readjusted
1051
readjusted.......... .........
1052
grades and salaries of, promotions,
etc
promotions, etc....
grades
DePost Office DePost
Divisnon, Post
Post Office Service Division,
partment,
partment,
appropriation
superintendent, assistappropriation for superintendent,
ants etc
etc ....................... 675,1294
675, 1294
ants,
Post Offices,
Post
appropriation
postmasters............ 575,1151
appropriation for postmasters
fillingtemporary
vacancies........ 575,1151
temporary vacancies
filling
regular appointments
appointments to be promptly
regular
made
1151
--....... 1151
made.................
for
second
postmasters, first and second
assistant postmasters,
for assistant
class offices.....-..........----offices
575,1151
appointments
limited
576
assignments limited
appointments and assignments
for
clerks and employees,
employees, first and secfor clerks
ond
offices
576,1151
ond class offices...............
foremen
stenographers at first
and stenographers
foremen and
class offices
577
...................
offices.
class
appointments and assignments
assignments limited
577
appointments
for printers,
watchmen,
mechanics, watchmen,
printers, mechanics,
for
etc
578,1151
.... --.........etc.........
clerks ............ 578,1151
for contract station clerks
substitute
for temporary,
temporary auxiliary, and substitute
clerks
carriers
578,1151
578.1151
clers and carriers............
clerk hire at summer and winter re578,1151
578, 1151
sorts .....................
for
separating mails, third and fourth
for separating
...... ......... 578,1151
class offices ..
for
578,1151
for unusual conditions .............
advances from fourth to presidential
presidential
advances
.. 578
class, allowed ...............
receipts
578
decrease of receipts......
reduction on decrease
clerical services, third class offices. 578,1151
for clerical
and
for rent, light, and fuel, first, second, and
offices .............. 578,1151
third class offices
leases
allowed
hereafter
for
twenty
leases allowed hereafter for twenty
years
578
years ..........................
578
limit
for third class
class offices repealed...
repealed .limit for
for
miscellaneous items, first and second
second
for miscellaneous
class offices
578,1151
offices ...................
class
578,1151
for
city delivery; carriers............
carriers
578,
1151
for city
increased.. 1151
pay increase&..
Detroit River service pay
for
earners absent with
for substitutes for carmers
578,1151
1151
...................... 578,
pay, etc
578,1151
offices
578,1151
for carriers, etc., new offices.........
clerks
who served in Army,
carrierswho
clerks and carriers
etc., during World War, to have
etc.,
credit thereor,
therefor, as
Service
1152
as in
in Postal Service.
credit
etc............... 1152
for village
village delivery, etc
for
allowance, etc
etc........... 578,1152
vehicle allowance,
for vehicle
for
service
579,1152
messenger service...............
for messenger
bicycles........... 579,1152
for car fare and bicycles
579,1152
for street car collections............
collections
579,1152
for Detroit River service
service ..........
579,1152
messengers...... 579,1152
for special delivery
delivery messengers
579,1152
delivery without receipt
permitted 579,1152
receipt permitted.
matter to be first delivered
delivered by messenger .........................
1152
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for temporary and
deficiency
53,
hire
532
auxiliary clerk hire................
514,
1031, 1045, 1174,1193
1174, 1193
514,1031,1045,
for unusual conditions .....
53, 514, 525, 1189
53,514,525,1189
65. 67,
for clerks, etc., first and second class... 65,67,
1193
525.1043.1189.
347. 349.
336. 347,
336,
349, 514.
514, 525,
1043,
----- 1189,
___1

---

Pae
Post
Page.
Ofices-Continued.
Post 0.ezes---Continued.
deficiency appropriation
for clerks, third
appropriation for
deficiency
class
65,
349,
525,
1045
65,349,525,
class .................
for city
city delivery
delivery525,1193
7, 349,
67,349,525,1193
............ 6
for
347,
for rent,
rent, light, and fuel..............
fuel
for
525, 1043, 1045, 1189, 1193
525,1043,1045,1189,1193
for city
city delivery,
delivery?, carriers
349
carriers ..............
for
for car fare
allowance. ....
514
bicycle allowance.......
fare and bicycle
for
514
messengers .........
for special delivery messengers
525
messenger service
service ....................
for messenger
for postmasters
postmasters ................ 525,1189,1192
525, 1189, 1
10
1931
2
for
for
allowances
................ 1031
vehicle allowances
for vehicle
for
separating mails, third and fourth
for separating
1189, 1
1
18
1
99
3
1193
1043,1189,
class................. 1043,
1189
for
equipment ..........
city delivery, equipment
for city
1189
class. 11
for
miscellaneous, first and second class
1
18
89
9
for miscellaneous,
1189
for power, light, etc ..................
for
temporary, auxiliary,
auxiliary, and substitute 1193
for temporary,
1193
...................
carriers
......
.....
for
hire
1193
temporary clerk hire......
for temporary
for city
hire
1193
delivery, horse hire..........
city delivery,
for
additional pay for fiscal year 1920 to desig350
.......
nated
officials, etc ...
nated officials,
substitute,
auxiliary
temporary, and auxiliary
substitute, temporary,
clerks
carriers............... 351
and carriers
clerks and
postmasters, employees,
employees,
pay readjusted of postmasters,
1045
etc
etc..........................
1049
clerks and letter carriers .............
Post
Postal Service,
Post Route, etc., Maps, Postal
appropriation
expenses of preparing,
preparing,
appropriation for expenses
etc.; sales
582,1154
................
sales582,1154
etc.;
Postage
PostageStamps,
appropriation
etc
581,1153
manufacture, etc.....
appropriation for manufacture,
deficiency
manufacture,
appropriation for manufacture,
deficiency appropriation
54
etc
54
..........................
etc
special
commemorating Tercentenary
special series commemoratingTercentenary
of Landing of the Pilgrims,
Pilgrims, to be
599
issued ........................Postal Cards,
Cards,
Postal
appropriation for freight or expressage
expressage on 579,1152
appropriation
581,1153
manufacture of ................
581,1153
for manufacture
deficiency
manufacture.. 1174
appropriation for manufacture..
deficiency appropriation
Postal
Congress, Universal,
Universal,
PostalCongress,
deficiency
appropriation for delegates'
delegates'
deficiency appropriation
1031
.......
expenses
expenses ............
Postal
Conventions
Postal Conventions,
letter
Islands
1662
letter postage, with Windward Islands....
1713
1713
parcel post, with Colony of Fiji ...........
with
1687
Czecho-Slovakia ................
with Czecho-Slovakia
with Norway
Norway ..........................
1739
with
with
Paraguay
1700
with Paraguay..........................
1677
1677
with Portugal
Portugal ....................
1645
. 1645
with
Society Islands ................
with Society
1656
1656
Africa.............
with Union of South Africa
Postal
Guide, Official,
PostalGuide,
appropriation for;
receipts
676,1295
676,1295
for; use of receipts.......
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for publication
publication
deficiency
of
53,1030
.......................
of........

PostalOffenses,
Postal
etc.,,
poisons,
explosives, disease germs, etc
poisons, explosives,
. 620
nonmailable
nonmailable.....................
lito
permitted
transmission may be permitted
censed physicians, etc.,
etc., by manu621
facturers or dealers ..................
facturers
all intoxicating
intoxicating liquors excluded
excluded from the
all
621
mails
mails ........................
punishment for unauthorized
unauthorized mailing of
punishment
621
prohibited articles................-.
articles
prohibited
depositing for mailing prohibited artidepositing
etc., ancles with intent to kill, etc.,
damage, etc.,
etc., the mails or
or
other, damage,
property
621
..............
-----propertv
r
I
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Post
Depart- Page.
Page.
'ost Office
OJfice Department,
ment,
appropriation
appropriation for
for Director.
Director, assistant,
etc
675,1295
assistant, etc. 675,1295
for travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
office
office of Director ................
581,1154
581,1154
Postal Savings
Postal
Savings System,
System,
appropriation
appropriation for travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses, office
Director
581,1154
expenses,
office of
of Director......
581,1154
for supplies,
supplies, etc.;
expenses of
bond
expenses
of bond
issues ...................
581, 1154
.
. 581,1154
for clerks,
etc., auditing
auditing accounts of,
clerks, etc.,
of,
Auditor for Post
Office DepartDepartPost Office
ment
648,1269
ment.........................
648,1269
for accountant, clerks,
clerks, etc.,
Treasurer's
etc., Treasurer's
Office
Office
649,1270
......................
649,1270
Postal
PostalService,
Service,
Office of Postmaster
Postmaster Genera
General. l...........
574,1150
574,1150
appropriation
for
appropriation for power,
power, light,
light, etc.,
etc., for
equipment
equipment shops .............
574,1150
for post office inspectors ............
574,1150
574,1150
for per diem, inspectors
inspectors in
field..
574
in the
the field....
574
for
etc., expenses..
expenses
5- 1150
for clerks; traveling, etc.,
574,1150
74,
for rewards,
etc
..-................
rewards,
574,1150
574,1150
for special assistant to
to Attorney
Attorney General
General
in
574,1150
m postal
postal cases
cases................
574,1150
adjoining Mail
for purchasing
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spectors......................
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salaries .........
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.......... 1052
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monthly credit for ....................
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commemorate
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....
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etc ............
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by ...................-----ployed
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Y.,,
Watertown, N. Y
Army buildings
determine presence
presence of.......
of..
197, 910, 1400
determine
transferred to,
equipment
to, for mail equipment
transferred
623 Potato
sho
s- hop ...............-..----......
Potato Wart,
Wart,
authorized
appropriation
cooperative expenses
unstamped
prepaid unstamped
to accept
accept prepaid
for cooperative
authorized to
appropriation for
583
eradicating ............... 268, 726, 1344
83
first
delivery.......
class matter for delivery
first class
eradicating
determine rates for carrying
carrying mails on
determine
Potatoes,
998 Potatoes,
American
vessels
............
American vessels....
appropriation
investigating diseases of. 243,
appropriation for investigating
998
contracts for
for.............. 998
enter into contracts
702, 1322
702,1322
comprehensive report
aircraft to be •
report on aircraft
comprehensive
for
investigating insects affecting.
affecting. 256, 715, 1334
forinvestigating
made
Secretary of War and Secby, Secretary
made by,
Potomac Avenue
Avenue SE., D. C.,
134 Potomac
134
..............
retary of the Navy .
appropriation for paving, Eleventh to
appropriation
coat
mailing franked matter by each
cost of mailing
845
Thirteenth
845
Thirteenth Streets ..............
department, etc.,
etc., to be annually
annually
department,
Pennsylvania Avenue to Sixpaving Pennsylvania
for paving
1037
1037
reported
by..... ...............
reported by...
845
teenth Street
..........
Street........
also revenue if
ordinary rates
carried at ordinary
if carried
also
Electric Power
Company, D. C.,
Power Company,
Potomac Electric
1037 Potomac
of postage
postage..
1037
......-------.......
of
deficiency appropriation
current supappropriation for curent
deficiency
imited
may
authorie postmasters to pay limited
may authorize
plied
District Attorney's office by
by.. 1032
plied Distrit
indemnity claims on insured and
Park, D.
D. C.,
Potomac Part,
collect
mail
581 Potomac
collect on delivery mail............
appropriation for parkway connecting
appropriation
may prescribe regulations permitting sendRock
and
180,
890, 1389
180,890,1389
ock Creek Park and.....
ing by mail poisons, etc.,
etc., from manuing
186,
898, 1389
186,898,1389
Park .................
for West Park
facturers to
physicians, etc.
621
to licensed
licensedphysicians,
facturers
898,1389
roads. ............ 186, 898,
1389
for oiling, etc., roads
may readjust salaries
salaries of clerks in Departmay
Park
186, 898, 1389
186,898,
EastPark..................
for East
ment,
etc.... 675,1294
ment, assign employees, etc
for tidal basin bathing beach; extension. 186,
sale
airplanes, etc.,
etc., by,
unsuitable airplanes,
of unsuitable
sale of
898,1389
898,1389
authorized
authorized..................... 1031
1389
899,1389
187, 899,
to East
East Park .........
for ferry
ferry to
special
stamps to
to commemorate
commemorate
postage stamps
special postage
for sea wall ............................
187
tercentenary of landing of the Piltercentenary
for sea wall, Easbys Point to foot of New
599
grims to be issued by.............
by
Hampshire Avenue
Avenue1389
1389
..............
Hampshire
to appoint
appoint postal expert
expert to Joint Postal
for
constructing reflecting
reflecting pool, West
for constructing
583
Service
Service Commission ..............
188, 900, 1390
188,900,1390
...........
Park.......
Postmaster, House
Representatives,
House of Representatives,
Postmaster,
Potomac
Park Office Buildings,
Buildings, D. C.,
PotomacPart
appropriation for, assistant, money order
appropriation
appropriation
operating force, and exfor operating
appropriation for
clerk, messengers,
messengers, etc ......... 637,1257
clerk,
penses
662,1281
.................
penses...
for mail vehicles, etc.
etc.................. 637,1257
deficiency
appropriation for operating exdeficiency appropriation
Postmaster, Senate,
Postmaster,
47,48,1167
penses, etc .................
47, 48, 1167
633,
1253
633,1253
appropriation
carriers, etc .........
appropriation for, carriers,
48
for
operating force, 1920 ................
for operating
Postmasters,
Postmasters,
for
operating supplies, 1920
48
1920............
for operating
appropriation
compensation ........
575,1151 Potomac
appropriation for compensation
Potomac River,
River,
designation
designation of acting, in case of teminvestigation, etc., by Federal Power
porary
vacancies
............ 575,1151
porary vacancies
omnussion of proposed
proposed power
power plant
plant
Commission
appointments
appointments without delay to fill
at
etc........... 1068
Falls of the, etc
Great Falls
at Great
vacancies
vacancies..................... 575, 1151
Columbia water
water
increase of District of Columbia
for assistant, first and second class
supply
1068
supply...........................
575,1151
offices .........................
575,
1151
appropriation
for
expenses
expenses ............. 1068
appropriation
53, Pottawatomie
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for compensation.
compensation.
deficiency
Kans.,
Agency,
Agency,
Pottawatomie
63, 65, 67,
347, 525, 1040,
67,347,525,1040,
63,65,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
1043, 1045, 1189, 1192
at
434, 1248
31,434,1248
at ......................... 31,
assistant
514 Pottawatomie
for assistant..........................
Indians, Wis.,
PottawatomieIndians,
additional pay for fiscal year 1920 to third
29,432,1246
appropriation
of
29, 432, 1246
appropriation for support, etc., of...
350 Pottawatomie
class
class..............................
Wis
and Mic.,
Pottawatomie Indians,
Midi , WisIndians, Wis. and
351
to fourth class .........................
Band of,
consin Band
indemnity
claims
on
lost
insured
and
coland
indemnity claims on lost
appropriation
appropriation for self support, etc.; per
lect on delivery mail may be paid
29, 432
capita payment .................. 29,432
by
581
.....................
.
.
by
payment
/Aoudad ........
29
O. Morstad
payment to Erik 0.
reclassification
of
pay,
second,
and
second,
first,
reclassification
Potter, Elijah
Elijah R.,
Potter,
offices.................
third
offices
1045
class
third
1544
increased
pension increased........................
fourth class
........................... 1046 Potter,
Potter, Harriet
(widow),
L. (widow),
HarrietL.
etc.. 1047
advanced
advanced for unusual conditions, etc
150
pension
increased ....................... 1504
pension increased
salaries of assistant.......................
assistant.
1047
Pottery,
Pottery,
Potash,
Potash,
appropriation for study of processes, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for testing methods of comappropriation
in
of................. 682,1301
manufacture of.
in manufacture
mercially producing
producing ...............
255 Poultry,
mercially
Poultry,
sale
255
receipts..
sale of
of products; deposits of receipts
appropriation for investigating
investigating and certifyappropriation
for operating, etc., Government
Government kelp
ing condition,
condition, etc.,
etc., of interstate
714,1333
plant, Summerland,
Summerhuid, Calif
714,
1333
Calif.......
shipments
724, 1342
265,724,1342
of ............... 265,
shipments of
714
sale
of
product,
etc
...............
sale
Poultry
Poultry and Eggs,
sale, etc.,
etc., of plant
plant ................... 1333
appropriation
investigating preparing,
preparing,
for investigating
appropriation for
712
253,712
for market, etc .................. 253,
Potash
Fertilizers,
Potlsh Fertilizers,
253
253
experimental
etc.
experimental shipments, etc.........
appropriation
invests bing source of
appropriation for investigating
and Breeding,
Feeding and
Poultry
Poultry Feeding
supply
nited States....
States
255,
United
supply of, within 1,
appropriation for
experiments in..
1319
in.. 240, 699, 131i
for experiments
714,1333
appropriation
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Poultry Products,
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Page.
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Poultry
appropriation
diffusing commerical
incommerical infor diffusing
appropriation for
formation
market prices,
prices,
formation of
of supply,
supply, market
etc., of
of
265,
1342
265, 724,
724, 1342
etc.,
................
Pound, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Pound,
appropriation
vehicle
90
90
for motor
motor vehicle..........
appropriation for
.
90
for repairs,
etc
90
for
repairs, etc........................
Pound,
0.,
Oren 0.,
Pound, Oren
pension.
1601
1601
.........................
pension.....
Powder,
(see Ammunition).
Ammunition).
Powder, Army
Army (see
Powder,
Powder, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for
for purchase
purchase and
manufacand manufacappropriation
ture
of smokeless
142,819
smokeless................ 142,819
ture of
for
expenments,
etc_
142
142
for experiments, etc..................
Powell,
Alexander C.
(father),
C. (father),
Powell, Alexader
1622
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
Powell
Forest, Utah,
Utah,
National Forest,
Powell National
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
- 250,
250,
of....
appropriation for
708,1324
708,1324
Power
Boat Routes,
Routes, Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
Power Boat
appropriation
mail transportation
579,
by... 579,
transportation by
for mail
appropriation for
1152
1152
transpordeficiency
appropriation for mail transpordeficiency appropriation
tation
by .....................
1189
1189
tation by
Power Commission
also Federal
Federal Water
Water
(see also
Power
Commission (see
Power
Act),
Power Act),
..--_ 1380
appropriation
salaries and
and expenses_
expenses _
for salaries
appropriation for
Power, etc.,
Reservations,
etc., Sites, Indian
Indian Reservations,
Power,
appropriation for
investigations and
and sursurfor investigations
appropriation
4,409,1226
veys
4, 409, 1226
veys for
for.....................
Powers, Harriet
AL (widow),
Harriet M.
(widow), ,
Powers,
pension
1567
...............
pension ............
Powers, Lewis,
George Powers,
Powers,
Powers,
Lewis, alias
aliasGeorge
1574
1574
pension. .............-........--..---..
pension
A. (widow),
Powers, Mary
P
ary A
1537
1537
pension................................
pension
Prague,
Prague,
appropriation for
for acquiring
premises for
acquiring premises
appropriation
1214
1214
at..........
etc., uses at
diplomatic, etc.,
diplomatic,
limit of
of cost;
to approval
approval of
of
subject to
limit
cost; subject
1214
1214
commission ......................
commission
Prairie
PrairieDogs,
Dos,
appropriation for
devising methods
for
methods for
for devising
appropriation
destroying .................
257,
1335
257, 716,
716, 1335
destroying
Prat,
Prat, Joseph
Joseph A.,
A.,
1528
1528
......................
reimbursement
reimbursement to
Prater,
John F.,
P.,
Prater, John
1621
1621
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
Pratt,
P. (son),
Pratt, Ezra
Ezra P.
(son),
1555
1555
pension ................................
pension
Pratt, Kans.,
Kans.,
Pratt,
166
166
appropriation
building
public building........
for public
appropriation for
Pray,
Thanws N.,
N.,
Pray, Thomas
1549
1549
...........
....
pension
pension ...........
Precedents
the House
of Representatives,
House of
Representatives,
of the
Precedents of
Hinds',
Hinds',
printing ordered
ordered of
of, with
with
new edition
edition of,
of new
printing
1.181
1181
supplement
to date
date ...............
Pci supplement to
Precious
Preciou Metals,
Metals,
1272
appropriation
collecting statistics
of. 6.51,
651, 1272
statistics of.
for collecting
appropriation for
Predatory
Predatory Wild Animals,
Animals,
257,
appropriation for
suppressing rabies
257,
rabies in ....
for suppressing
appropriation
716,
716, 1335
1335
Mortgages of Vessels (see Ship MortPreferred
Preferred Mortgages
Mortgage
gage Act,
Act, 1920).
1920).
Preparations,
Toilet, etc.,
Preparatios,Toilet,
etc.,
unfit
for beverages,
subject to
to Constinot subject
beverages, not
unfit for
309
309
tutional prohibition
prohibition provisions__
provisions......
tutional
369
conditions;
permits, etc.,
required
309
etc., required......
conditions; permits,
Prescott, Ark.,
Prescott,
Ark.,
166
166
appropriation
for public
building .......
public building
appropriation for
PrescottBridge Company,
Comrany,
Prescott
may
Saint Croix,
Croix, Prescott,
Prescott,
Lake Saint
bridge Lake
may bridge
1100
1100
Wis
Wis.................. ............
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Prescott National
National Forest,
Ariz.
Forest, Ariz.,
Prescott
250,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of... 250,
appropriation
708,
1328
708,1328
proclamation
area of
of ..........
1770
1770
modifying area
proclamation modifying
portion
of, transferred
transferred to
to Coconino
Coconino NaNaportion of,
1770
tional
Ariz
1770
................
tional Forest,
Forest, Ariz
Prescott,
Wis.,
Prescott, Wis.,
bridge
authorized across
across Lake Saint
Croix
Saint Croix
bridge authorized
at
1100
1100
at
..........................
President
of the
the United
States (see
Procla(see also ProclaUnited States
Presidentof
mations),
mations),
appropriation for
compensation ......
for compensation
appropriation

640,1261
for
,
•
.
e
•
tary of,
of, executive
executive clerk,
clerk, clerks,
clerks,
for Seretary
• etc
640, 1261
640,1261
...........................
etc
174,207,
for protecting
protecting the
person of..........
of
174, 207,
the person
for
882,
921, 1375, 1410
1410
882,921,1375,
187,899,
for traveling
expenses of.........
of
187,
899, 1390
traveling .expenses
for
for Congressional
inaugural
of inaugural
expenses of
for
Congressional expenses
1089
ceremonies
ceremonies of ....................
for investigating
resources,
petroleum resources,
for
investigating petroleum
and production
other countries..
countries_
1433
1433
in other
production in
and
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses First
First
deficiency appropriation
Industrial
called by.
_
519
519
by....
Conference called
Industrial Conference
for printing
ascertainment of
of electoral
electoral
printing ascertainment
for
vote
for, and
and Vice
Vice President
President....... 1159
vote for,
for national
security and
and defense
defense under.
under. 1186,
1186,
for
national security
1191
1191
appointment of
Commission, D.
D. C
C.,,
Rent Commission,
of Rent
appointment
by,
with advice
consent of
of the
the
and consent
advice and
by, with
299
Senate ..................-......
three
members of
of Pilgrim
Tercentenary
Pilgrim Tercentenary
three members
Commission by .................598
Commission
598
authorized
to accept
accept gifts
gifts of
of premises
premises for
for
authorized to
embassy
at London,
from J.
J. PierPierLondon, from
embassy at
pont
Morgan
1214
1214
pont Morgan.......................
add designated
designated lands
Lemhi National
National
lands to Lemhi
add
Forest,
Idaho ..................
1199
1199
Forest, Idaho
appoint ambassador
ambassador to
to Belgium........
Belgium
291
291
appoint
commission
to appraise
appraise property
property of
commission to
Washington Market
Company .
1442
1442
.....
Market Company
Washington
designated
General of the
officer General
designated officer
Armies
of
the
United
States
283
283
Armies of the United States.......
bestow
Cong.ressional medal
of honor
honor on
medal of
bestow Congressional
the
British soldier
soldier buried
buried
unknown British
the unknown
in Westminster
Westminster Abbey,
Abbey, London,
London,
in
England .........................
1367
England
the
unknown French
French soldier
soldier buried
buried in
in
the unknown
the Arc
Arc de
de Triomphe,
Triomphe, Paris,
France
1367
Paris, France.
the
call
wire and
conference on wire
international conference
call international
radio communication
communication ...............
3;7
367
radio
continue
Equalization Board,
Board,
Sugar Equalization
continue Sugar
386
un
til December
Decem ber 31,
31, 1920............
1920
until
279
convene
international labor
labor conference..
conference
279
convene international
designate
Custer State
Game SancSancState Park
Park Game
designate Custer
Natuary,
S. Dak.,
Dak., part
part of
of Harney
Harney Natuary, S.
986
tional
Forest .....................
tional Forest
draft
National Guard
Guard into
into Army
Army service
service
draft National
in
time of
of war,
war, when
when Congress
Congress directs
directs
in time
784
use of
of land
forces, etc
etc ............
land forces,
use
further
restrict entry
of aliens,
aliens, when
when rereentry of
further restrict
353
quired by
public safety............
safety
353
by publc
quired
invite foreign
to World's
World's
governments to
invite
foreign governments
1347
Dairy
in 1922
1922 ............
1347
Congress in
Dairy Congress
foreign
nations to send
send delegates
delegates to
to
foreign nations
International Farm
Farm Congress.......
Congress
271
International
to
Cotton Conference
Conference ...........
271,271
271, 271
to Cotton
notify
foreign Governments
Governments of
terminaof terminanotify foreign
on distion
of treaty
treaty restrictions
restrictions on
dietion of
crimi'nsting
duties, etc............-etc
1007
. 1007
criminating duties,
present
medal, etc.,
etc., to
of
city of
to city
memorial medal,
present memorial
Verdtm,
the name of
of
in the
France, in
Verdun, France,
977
Cowen
977
----Congress ....--------sell
or
lease
Army
storage
real
property
sell or lease Army storage real property
129
no
longer
needed
................
no longer needed
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concurrent
authorizing joint
joint
concurrent resolution authorizing
Committee of Congress to arrange
Committee
inaugural
ipauguyal ceremonies
ceremonies of ...........
ordering joint meeting
meeting of the two
ordering
two Houses
Houses
8, 1919,
1919, to
of Congress, August 8,
to rerecommunications from........
from
ceive communications
providing for proceedings in
Congress to
providing
in Congress
electoral votes for, and
count electoral
and Vice
Vice
President ....................
control, etc., of telegraph and telephone
telephone
control,
repealed.............
systems by, repealed
deportation of undesirable aliens condeportation
victed of violating Act to punish.
punish
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Preston Bridge
Company,
Preston
liruge Company,

Page.
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may
276
may bridge
bridge Red River, Preston, Tex.
Tex.....
276
Preston,
Preston, Mary B.
B. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1568
1643,
pension
..................................
1568
1643
Preston,
Preston, Tex.,
Tex.,
across Red
at ....
276
bridge authorized
authorized across
Red River,
River, at
76
Islands (see
(see Alaska
1632
PribiofIslands
1632 Pribilof
Alaska Fisheries
Fisheries Service)
Service).
Prices
Commodities,
Pricesof Commodities,
foreign financial
corporations prohibited
foreign
financial corporations
prohibited
min&
thereof to control
using funds thereof
control...... 381
1642
Prwkett,
(widow),
Pnckett, Louisa
Lousa E.
E. (widow),
1489
pension
...........................
1489
157
Prim,
Prim, Sarah
Sarah (widow),
increased
pension increased
....................... 1498
1498
Princeton Place
Princeton
Place NW,
NW., D. C.,
C.,
persons
threats against
594
persons making
making threats
against. ..
594
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Warder Street to
to
readmission prohibited
readmission
prohibited ...............
594
594
Park Place
Place .........................
845
housing for war needs, unexpended
unexpended balbalPrinting and
Stationery Division,
Printing
and Stationery
Division, Treasury
Treasury
ances, etc.,
etc., covered in
55
in............
55
Department,
Department,
may appoint William Shelby Barriger,
appropriation
etc. 646,1267
appropriation for chief
chief of
of division, etc.
captain of Cavalry.
607
Printing House
Cavalry............... 607 Printing
Housefor
for the
the Blind, American,
Maj..H.
Army, first
Maj..H. W. Daly, National Army,
appropriation
expenses.
1378
first
appropriation for
for expenses
...............
1378
lieutenant on retired list
606
list.......... 606
annual permanent
annual
permanent appropriation
appropriation for, inJ. C. Garrett, captain of Cavalry
607
creased
272
Cavalry.......
creased........................ 272
Capt. Daniel W. Hand on lineal list of
Printing
etc.
Printing Machinery, Supplies,
Supplies, etc.
Field Artillery officers ...........
606
no longer needed by other Government
Government
606
First Sergeant
Sergeant Edgar Hayes, first lieutenofficers, to be delivered
delivered to
to Public
Public "
Marine Corps ...............
141
ant, Marine
Printer
requisition
therefor
233
on
requisition
141
therefor......
Capt. Leonard
Leonard F. Matlack,
Matlack, captain
Printing
Printing).
captain of
of
PrintingPaper
Paper(see Paper, Printing).
Cavalry
Cavalry on retired
retired list.........
list.
Public (see Public Printing
Printing and
Printing,Public
607 Printing,
and Binding).
Col. William A. Simpson,
Simpson, brigadier
brigadier genPrintis,
Mahala (widow),
(widow),
genPrintis, Mahala
eral on retired list
pension ...........................
1593
list............
pension
606
1593
John Elmer Wright,
Wright, first lieutenant
lieutenant on
Priority
Patents,
Priorityof Patents,
retired list ........................
provisions relating
relating to extension
applicaprovisions
607
extension of applicamay detail naval officers to assist South
tions, etc.,
etc., growing
growing out of late war.war.. 1313
American
American Republics in naval matters 1056
1056 Prison
Commission, International,
International,
Prison Conmission,
may extend
extend retirement provisions to civil
civil
appropriation
appropriation for annual contribution..
contribution_. 744,1210
744,1210
service employees not classified,
classified, or
or
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............ .
deficiency
505
exclude
employees of uncertain
exclude employees
uncertain
Prisoners,
Prisoners,D.
D. C.,
C.,
tenure
614
tenure......................
....
appropriation
614
appropriation for payments
payments to abandoned
abandoned
may grant leave of absence to Coast Guard
families of ...................
94,
864, 1136
94,864,1136
officers
officers 4or
-for temporary
temporary employment
employment
for support of jail, etc...........
etc
94,
864, 1136
1136
94,864,
Venezuela ..................
452
by Venezuela
452
transporting ......................
94,865
for transporting
94,865
may order Alien Property Custodian to redeficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc.,
turn property,
property, if owner deemed
deemed an
of jail.......................
jail
41,
1019
41, 1019
enemy solely by residing in territory
territory
Primers of
Prisoners
of War,
War, etc.,
etc.,
occupied by forces of Germany, etc.
etc.
36
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, etc., of, under
may permit reenlistment, etc.,
etc., of Omer
Navy Department
Department............. 132, 813
813
Germain Paquet, in the Army
607
Army......
607 Prisoners,
United States Courts,
Prisoners, United
delivery, etc.,
etc., of property
property
provisions for delivery
appropriation for inspection
appropriation
inspection of prisons and.
and. 207,
207,
held by Alien Property
P' roperty Custodian
1411
922, 1411
extended.........................
extended
977
for support, etc., of ..........
211,
924, 1413
1413
211,924,
reciprocal copyright protection of foreign
reciprocal
foreign
appropriation for support, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
countries
countries to be determined
determined by proc53,
of ........
................
53,
lamation of
....................
62,
64, 67, 347, 319,
369
62,64,67,347,
349, 1043, 1045,
1045, 1188, 1192
reimbursement for motive power, cars, etc
reimbursement
,
etc.,
for inspection
inspection of prisons and............
and
346
furnished carriers
carriers during
during Federal
Federal
furnished
allowances to discharged,
discharged, increased.......
increased
1033
control by........................
by
359
359 Prisons,
United States (see also
Prisons, United
Penitenalso Penitenrelinquishment of control of railroad transrelinquishment
United States),
tiaries, United
1, 1920.
1920 ...
portation by, on March 1,
457
appropriation
appropriation for inspection of, and prispristerminated specified...........
powers terminated
specified
457
207,
922, 1411
oners ..................
207, 922,1411
emergency
457
emergency war powers not affected
affected.....
457
for superintendent
superintendent of
of.............
677, 1296
agent to be designated
designated to answer in acappropriation for inspection of,
deficiency appropriation
tions arising out of Federal control.
461
control.
461
and prisoners
prisoners..........
............... 346
346
execution of duties, etc., through
execution
through agenPrivate
Private Dwellings,
469
cies, authorized
.........
.......
. 469
exempt from search warrants
warrants for liquors;
liquors;
shipbuilding plants, etc., to be disposed of
exceptions
315
..... ...................
315
as directed by .................
18l
181
rooms in hotels, etc., used solely
solely for
for resiresito assign Government
Government owned buildings,
dence included
included ....................
315
315
etc.,
etc., to Public Health Service for
for
no report required of liquors in, for percare of War Risk Insurance Bureau
Bureau
sonal use only ..................
317
317
patients........................
patients
1365 Private
Private Property
Property of Arny
Army Officers, etc
etc.,,
to present medal of merit to
person in
to person
in merloss, damage, etc., of, in the service to be
chant marine for distinguished
distinguished servpaid for, etc.: conditions .......... 1436
ice in World
World War ...............
1082
1082
aDDomnriations for
fnr paying
ai-no claims
1io;mr
1 A17
1437
appropriations
-f -~
.&.vo.vU.jj
.- .*ma,.- . . . ..
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Probate
C.,
Probate Court,
Court, D.
D. C.,
Page.
Page.
fiduciary may be authorized by, to confiduciary
tinue decedents'
business;
prodecedents'
cedure, etc .......................
556
enforcement
of
duty by executor,
executor, etc.,
etc. by
duty
enforcement
order
of;
testamentary
trustee
added
added 557
order
not to be found"
found " 557
provisions, if reported ' •
no prior will admitted to probate while
while
557
caveat pending ..................
trial of issues
issues as to wills;
wills; jury from supreme
supreme
557
court petit jurors.................
jurors
effect of judgment ..................
558
effect
administering estates of intestates, persons
administering
entitled; widow, surviving husband
husband
entitled;
561
or children ........................
grandchild
widow surviving husband, or grandchild
561
561
....................
if no child .
561
father or mother
widow, etc
etc.......
father
mother,, if no widow,
parent,
brothers and sisters, if no widow, parent,
562
etc ..............................
next of kin, if no widow, parent, brother,
562
etc ...............................
collector on failure to
action against collector
562
deliver property,
property, etc ..............
562
deliver
colbgendum; duties of collector;
letters ad colligendum;
management, etc., of real
real estate
management,
562
562
added ...........................
added
562
commission
commission allowed
allowed ..................
exauthority as to real estate to be ex562
specified
pressly specified--..................
pant of letters testapowers to cease on grant
562
mentary, etc.; delivery of property.
property.
mentary,
nonresident fiduciary; power of
service on nonresident
attorney
attorney to register
register of wills to re562
562
ceive, to be filed.
filed
. ..............
62
filed....... 562
rights forfeited if power not filed
appraisers of estates of decedents;
decedents; under
under
563
letters of collection
added
collection added..........
debts due by administrator or collector
collector to
to
estate...... 563
included in assets of estate
be included
distribution of estate of intestate;
intestate; to widow
or surviving
surviving husband,
husband, the whole, if
563
no child, parent, etc...............
etc
563
one-third, if child or children........
children
563
one-half, if no child, but parent, etc..
etc
surplus, exclusive of widow's or surviv............... 563
ing husband's share
provisions for administering
administering estate of wife
567
dying intestate, stricken out........
out
renunciation of all devises or bequests in
renunciation
567
will of husband,
husband, by widow..........
widow
568
..............
of will of wife, by husband
husband
Probation
System, D.
ProbationSystem,
D. C..
C..
. appropriation
appropriation for, under supreme court...
91,
court...
91,
861, 1132
court
91,
861,1133
91,861,1133
for juvenile court................
91, 862, 1133
for police court
court................... 91,862,1133
Proceedings
in Congress,
Proceedingsin
Congress,
appropriation for printing
printing and binding....
binding.... 227,
appropriation
941,1429
941,1429
for reporting, House of Representatives.
Representatives. 637,
1257
for reporting, Senate
Senate ....-...........633,1254
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional pay,
deficiency
House of Representareporting, house
tives
59
tives..........................
for additional pay for reporting, Senate
342
Senate.
for extra services
services reporting Senate......
Senate .
57
for additional expenses reporting, Sen... 1035,1180
1035,1180
ate ..................
Process,
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
Process, United
service of, in causes removed
removed from State
554
etc.
perfected prior to, etc_
54
courts, if not perfected
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Proclamations,
Page.
Proclamations,
abrogating
restrictions on flying by
by airabrogating restrictions
etc
1765
craft, etc...........................
announcing
cereals, etc.,
etc., no
licensing of cereals,
announcing licensing
longer essential.......
essential
1795
longer
............ . 1795
wheat and
and flour storage, manufacture,
manufacture,
wheat
etc., as essential
............... 1758
etc.,
appointing Anthracite
Anthracite coal mining comappointing
mission
1796
......................
mission
John Barton Payne, Director
General of
Director General
1793
Railroads .........................
1793
Railroads
authorizing
domestic needs, etc
etc.,,
authorizing sale for domestic
1776
Alaska.....
1776
of surplus coal mined in Alaska
canceling license
license requirement
requirement for exportcanceling
1760
currency
1760
ing coin, bullion, and currency.....
importing, manufacturing,
manufacturing, etc., cottonimporting,
seed
and
products
products ................. 1749
seed
,
1741
1741
meats or lard ....................
1756
................ 1756
flour ...
rice and rice flour
1808
sugar trade,
trade, etc
......................... 1808
sugar
convening extra
extra session
session of Congress, May
May
convening
1758
19, 1919 ......................
special session of the Senate,
Senate, March
March 4,
4,
special
1813
1813
...........................
1921
declaring
extended to
privileges extended
copyright privileges
declaring copyright
Denmark for
or'works
works published thereDenmark
August 1, 1914,
1914, and not in
in since August
United States ..................
1810
. 1810
United
Great Britain
works published
published
for works
Britain for
Great
therein since August 1, 1914, and
therein
1790
1790
United States...............
States
not in United
for mechanical
mechanical musical
musical reproductions
reproductions
for
1787
1787
extended
extended to Sweden ............
1800
1800
formal opening
opening of Panama
Canal
Panama Canal.......
formal
1768
termination
Committee_ 1768
termination of Capital Issues Committee.
designating agency
agency to effect reimbursereimbursedesignating
railroads, for equipment
equipment
ment from railroads,
1786
1786
control..
furnished during
during Federal
Federal control
furnished
terminate Federal
General to terminate
Director General
1788
1788
control of transportation
transportation systems....
systems
control
agent in actions arising from Federal
as agent
1789
railroad
railroad control ..................John
agent in actions
as agent
Barton Payne as
John Barton
out of Federal
Federal railroad
railroad conarising out
1794
trol
trol...........................
Saturday, October
October 9,
Fire Preas Fire
9, 1920, as
Saturday,
1802
vention Day .......................
1802
vention
Thursday, November
November 27, 1919,
1919, as ThanksThursday,
1771
giving Day ........................
giving
Thursday, November
November 25,1920,
25, 1920, as ThanksThursday,
1809
1809
....................
giving Day ..
giving
diminishing area
Caribou National
National Forarea of Caribou
diminishing
1766
est, Idaho
Idaho and
and Wyo .............
est,
1745
Chugach National
National Forest,
Alaska .......
1745
Forest, Alaska
Chugach
1744
Inyo National
and Nev..
Nev...- 1744
National Forest, Calif. and
Inyo
1753
1753
Utah and Colo..
Colo
National Forest, Utah
La Sal National
1777
1777
Nebraska National Forest,
Forest, Nebr .......
Nebraska
Sioux National
National Forest, S. Dak. and
Sioux
1768
Mont .......................--1755
Tahoe National
National Forest, Calif. and Nev...
Nev
1803
Calif
Trinity National Forest, Calif..........
directing mining, etc.,
etc., of coal for naval
directing
uses in MatanusKa
Matanuska field, Alaska....
Alaska.. - 1797
enlarging area
National ForArkansas National
area of Arkansas
enlarging
1805
est, Ark
... 1805
est,
Ark....-...............-1812
1812
Caribou National
Wyo
National Forest, Idaho and Wyo.
Caribou
1765
1765
Crook National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz ...........
Crook
1810
Florida National
National Forest,
Forest, Fla...........
Fla
1810
Florida
Gran Quivira
National Monument,
Monument, N.
N
Quivira National
Gran
1778
hex
1778
Mex...........................
1784
1784
Idaho National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho .........
Mex....... 1779
Lincoln National
National Forest, N. Mex
1804
Modoc National
Calif
Modoc
National Forest, Calif...........
11144
1784
Payette National Forest, Idaho........
Idaho
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frocLamatl.ns--on
tmnued.
Page
enlarging area
area of
Shenandoah National
of Shenandoah
National
Forest, Va. and
W. Va
and W.
1780
Va............
1786
Wyoming National
National Forest, Wyo
Wyo .......
1761
1761
extending
extending time for paying installments
installments for
for
ceded lands
lands of
of Crow
Indian ReserReserceded
Crow Indian
vation, Mont
vation,
Mont .....................
1793
1793
modifying
modifying area
area of
of Coconino
Coconino National
National ForForest, Ariz...........................
Ariz
1770
177
National Forest,
Datil National
Mex ..........
1816
Forest, N.
N. Mex
1816
Gila
National Forest,
Gila National
Forest, N.
N. Mex
1815
Mex ...........
1815
Humboldt National
National Forest,
Forest, Nev
Nev .......
1752
1752
Prescott
Prescott National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz
Ariz .........
1770
1770
Santa
Fe National
Santa Fe
N. Mex......
Mex
1806
National Forest,
Forest, N.
1806
prescribing additional
additional regulations
regulations for
for proprotection of migratory
migratory birds.
1764,
1798,
1817
birds. 1764,1798,1817
prohibiting
prohibiting illegal
illegal export
export of
of arms,
to
arms, etc.,
etc., to
Mexico .................................
1762
1762
importation and exportation
exportation of
of wheat
wheat
and wheat flour.
flour.................... 1759
1759
canceled
.......................
. 1773
1773
recommending December
recommending
December 21,
21, 1920,
1920, be
be obobserved as
as Tercentenary
Tercentenary of
of the
the landlanding of the Pilgrims
1802
Pilgrims ..............
1802
observance of Boy
week
1747
Boy Scout
Scout week..........
1747
relinquishing Federal control of American
relinquishing
American
Railway
Company.........
Railway Express
Express Company
1783
1783
Federal
Federal control
control of railroads, etc
etc ........ 1782
1782
reserving
Roncador Cay,
reserving Roncador
Caribbean Sea,
Cay, Caribbean
Sea,
lighthouse purposes.
for lighthouse
1751
purposes
............
1751
restorig
restoriza l.hthouse
hghthowie land,
land, Honolulu,
Honolulu, to
to
wan Hawaii............................
1750
1750
Mani
Maui Island,
Island, to
to Hawaii
Hawaii................ 1742
1742
setting apart, Boone National Forest,
N. C
1784
Forest, N.
C
1784
Cherokee National
Cherokee
National Forest,
Forest, Ga.
Tenn
1798
Ga. and
and Tenn.
1798
Monongahela National
Monongahela
National Forest,
Forest, Va.
Va. and
and
W. Va...........................
Va
1792
1792
Nantahala National Forest, Ga.,
Nantahala
Ga., N.
N. C.,
C,
and S.
S. C
C .........................
1785
1785
Unaka
Unaka National Forest, N.
C., Tenn.,
Penn.,
N. C.,
and Va
............................
1801
1801
setting aside Custer
State Park
Game
Custer State
Park Game
Sanctuary, S.
S. Dak
Dak .................
1805
1805
Scotts Bluff National Monument,
1779
Monument, Nebr
Nebr. 1779
Yucca
Yucca House National Monument,
Colo
1781
Monument, Colo.
1781
transferring
transferring certain public
to
public property
property to
Temtory
Hawaii. ..............
Territory of Hawaii
1786
1786
reserved
to Porto
reserved lands to
Porto Rico
1813
Rico........... 1813
urging all persons to
answer
cens
us
i
n
to answer census inquiries .....................
1772
1772
ProhibitionArt,
Act, National,
Prohibition
National,
appropriation
expenses of
appropriation for expenses
enforcing,
of enforcing,
under Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Bureau
319,
Bureau.... 319,
654,
1274
654,1274
under Department
Department of
of Justice
319
Justice .........
319
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
of
expenses of
Internal Revenue Bureau in
in enenforcing. .........................
forcing
1161
1161
Prohibitin of Intoxicating
Prohibition
Intoxicating Liquors
NaLiquors (see
(see National
Prohibition Act).
tional Prohibition
Act).
Projectiles, Army,
Projectiles,
Army,
appropriation for modernizing,
appropriation
modernizing, etc
609
etc........
609
Projectiles,
Projectiles, Nay,
Navy,
appropriation
appropriation for developing
developing armor
armor piercpiercing, etc ........................
ing,
142
142
Promoton
Promotion List, Army (see
also National
(see also
National DeDefense Act, 1916, Amendments),
Amendments),
provisions
provisions for preparation
preparation of, for Army
Army
officers ....
771
....
.......
771
Property
and
Disbursing
Property
Disbursing Officers, National
National
Guard,
Guard,
appropriation
appropriation for
972
for pay
pay
.....
...... . 126,
126,972
Property
of Alien
Property of
Alien Women,
Women,
held by
delivery of, held
by Alien
Alien Property
Property CustoCustodian, under
dian,
under specified
specified conditions. 978,1147

Property Taken
for Naval
Uses,
Property
Takenfor
Naval Uses,
Page.
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for
for restoring,
etc., to
owners,
restoring, etc.,
to owners,
etc ...........................
etc
156
156
Property
Property Transportation,
Transportation,
interstate
commerce regulations
regulations applicable
applicable
interstate commerce
to, by
railroad, or
and water
to,
by railroad,
or by
by rail
rail and
water
under commoil
control
474
common control............
474

except,
except, wholly within one
State ........
one State
by carrier by water..................
water

474
474
474
474

Protecting
Lands,
ProtectingPublic
PublicLands,
appropriation
appropriation for, from
from fraudulent
entries. 194,
194,
fraudulent entries.
908, 1397
Protestof Negotiable
Protest
D. C.,
C.,
Negotiable Instruments,
Instruments, D.
acceptance
acceptance of original,
original, by
a notary,
adby a
notary, admitted as
as evidence
evidence thereof..........
thereof
569
569
requirement of
of notary
public of
of District
District
requirement
notary public
of Columbia
Columbia omitted
omitted ................
569
569
Providence Hospital,
Providence
Hospital, D.
I). C.,
C.,
appropriation for
isolating
ward....
90,
861,
1132
appropriation
for isolating ward.... 90,861,1132
for repairs .......................
1132
1132
for care,
care, etc., destitute patients..
patients.. 95,866,1137
95, 866, 1137
for power, etc., plant
repairs
189
plant repairs.............
189
Provincetown, Mass.
Mass. (see
(see also
Landing of
Pmroincetoun,
also Landing
of the
the
Pilgrims),
appropriation
authorized for
appropriation authorized
for completing
completing
*Pilgrim
-Pilgrim Monument,
Monument, etc.,
cooperaetc., in
in cooperation with Provincetown
Provincetown TercenteTercentenary Commission....
Commission
599
nary
.......
599
Proving Grounds,
Army Ordnance,
Proving
Grornds, Army
Ordnance,
appropriation
appropriation for
for current
current expenses,
expenses, testing,
testing,
etc.........................
etc
609,1349
609,1349
Provisions, Army
Provisions,
Army (see Subsistence,
Army).
Subsistence, Army).
Provisions, Marine
Provisions,
Corps,
Marine Corps,
appropriation for
154,831
appropriation
for..................
154,831
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for;
for; reappropriareappropriationfrom
tion from 1920....................
1920
1170
1170
Provisions,
Provisions, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for...............
appropriation
for.
147,
825
..........
147, 825
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for........... 1185,1190
1185,1190
Provost
Provost Marshal
General's Office,
Office,
MarshalGeneral's
appropriation for
preserving,
for completing,
completing, preserving,
and transporting draft
draft records,
records, from
from
unexpended
unexpended balances.............
balances
109
109
clerical
force
in
Adjutant
General's
clerical force in Adjutant General's
Office.........................
Office
110
110
statements to Adjutants General
statements
General of
of
.
tates,
of
service therefrom.
.States,
military service
therefrom.
110
110
disbursing officer
designated....
officer to be designated
110
110
Pruyn, Margaret
Pruyn,
Margaret S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
pension
...........................
pension
1576
1576
Pryor,
Pryor, Samuel,
Samuel,
pension ......................
1507
1507
PublicBuildings,
Public
Buildings,
appropriation for Supervising
appropriation
Supervising Architect,
Architect,
etc ......................
647,
1268
647,1268
construction, etc.........
for sites, construction,
etc
164, 874,1368
874, 1368
164,
for Alexandria,
Alexandria, La,
etc .........
874,1368
La., rent,
rent, etc
874,1368
for Amherst,
AmherstI Mass
Ma,93 ....................
164
164
for Apalachicola,
Apalachicola, Fla.................
Fla
164
164
for Batavia, Ill
164
Ill....................
164
for Bellefourche, S.
S. Dak.
Dak. ....
164
164
for Bluffton, Ind
Ind.......................
164
164
for Branford,
Branford, Conn
Conn
164
........... .
164
for Brooklyn, N. Y., post
office
874
post office........
874
Y ...................
for Buffalo, N. Y.
164
164
for
Carroll, Iowa
164
for Carroll,
Iowa....................
164
City, Nebr
for Central City,
164
Nebr...............
164
for Chamberlain,
Chamberlain, S.
S. Dak
164
Dak...............
164
for Chandler, Okla..................
Okla
164
164
for Charles Town, W.
W. Va.
164
Va..............
164
for Cheboygan,
Cheboygan, Mich..................
Mich
164
164
for Cherokee, Iowa....................
Iowa
164
164
for Clinton, Ind
Ind.........
164
...........
164
for Clinton, S. C
C ..........
164
............
164
for Cnhna
V
ofor
Cohoee,
164
--,N. Y .........
..........
...
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appropriation
164
appropriation for Comanche, Tex ..........
Alaska ....................
164
for Cordova, Alaska.
164
. 164
for Dawson, Ga .......................
164
for Decatur, Ala ...................
164
for Des Moines, Iowa ...................
for Donora, Pa
.....................
164
for Douglas, Ga .........................
164
for East Las Vegas, N.
N. Mex
Men .............
164
for Eldorado, Kans
Kane .....................
164
for Eureka, Utah ...................
164
for Fairmont, Minn.................
164
164
for Fallon, Nev .........................
for Fayette, Mo ........................
164
for Fort Fairfield,
Fairfield, Me ................
165
for Fort Plain, N. Y .................
165
for Franklin, N. H .....................
165
165
for Franklin, Pa .......................
165
for Franklin,
Franklin, Tenn
Tenn ..
................. 165
165
for Front Royal,
Royal, Va ....................
165
for Gallipolis, Ohio ..................
165
for Geneseo, Ill .....................
165
165
for Gilmer, Tex .
165
....................
for Globe, Ariz .........................
165
165
Mo...................
165
for Harrisonville, Mo
165
for Hastings, Mich .....................
165
165
165
for Honey Grove, Tex ...........
.....
165
165,1368
for Honolulu, Hawaii ............
for
for Hoosick
Hoosick Falls, N.
N. Y ..
165
.........
165
Mich.....................
for Houghton, Mich
165
for Huntington,
W.
Va.,
rent,
etc
165
Huntington,
rent, etc.---......165
for Jerseyville,
Ill .....................
165
Jerseyville, Ill
for Kansas City, Mo.
Mo ..................
165
165
for Kenton, Ohio...................
165
165
165
Leesburg, Va ....................
for Leesburg,
for Leominster, Mass ................
165
Lewiown, Pa
Pa....................
for Lewistown,
165
Mo.....................
165
for Liberty, Mo
165
for Lock Haven,
Haven, Pa.................
Pa
165
165
for Long Island City, N. Y
Y.............
165
for McKees
165
McKees Rocks, Pa ................
165
165
Madison, Wis ....................
for Madison,
165
Marianna, Ark ....................
for Marianna,
165
for Marianna,
Marianna, Fla...................
165
165
for Memphis, Tenn.,
Tenn., subpostoffice
subpostoffice .......
165
165
for Metropolis,
Metropolis, Ill ...................
165
165
for Midland,
Midland, Mich
Mich ...................
165
165
for Mineral
Mineral Point, Wis.................
Wis
165
for
165
165
for Montclair, N. JJ.................
165
...............
for Mount Pleasant, Mich
Mich...
165
for Mount
Mount Pleasant, Tex
Tex.................
165
165
for Muskegon, Mich.,
Mich., rent, etc ..........
165
for Mystic, Conn
Conn........................
etc........... 165
for Nashville, Tenn., rent, etc
165
for Newport,
Newport, R. I., rent, etc ...........
for Nogales, Ariz ........................
165
for North Topeka, Kans ................
165
for North Vernon, Ind .................
165
for Oconto, Wis........................
166
166
for Olyphant, Pa ......................
166
for Orange, Tex ....................
Owego, N. Y ....................... 166
for Owego,
for Paxton, Ill
Ill .........................
166
166,874
for Phoenixville, Pa .............
166,874
Pittsburgh Pa., new post office site..
for Pittsburgh,
site..
166
Pittsburg.Tex...................
for Pittsburg,
Tex
166
Pa....................... 166
forPittston
for
Pittston, Pa
166
166
for Pratt,Rans.....................
Kano
166
Prescott, Ark .....................
for Prescott,
166
Calif..................
for Red
Red Bluff, Calif
166
for Rhinelander,
Rhinelander, Wis ................
166
166
for Ripon,
Ripon, Wis
Witt ...................
166
for Rochester,
Rochester, Ind ..................
166
for Ruasellville,
Ark..
166
Russellville, Ark................
fuH.er
Ma
.
166I
for
166
- _Saco,I Me
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Page
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Page.
appropriation for Sacramento,
166
appropriation
Sacramento, Calif .......
Vt
for Saint Johnsbury, Vt...............
166
Mo., appraisers'
appraisers' stores
stores..
for Saint Louis, Mo.,
166
for Salem,
Salem, Va ......................
166
166
for Salisbury,
Salisbury, Md ...................
168
for Sandpoint, Idaho .................
166
for Sandusky, Ohio....................
166
for San
San Pedro, Calif...................
Calif.
166
for Santa Fe, N. Mex..................
Mex.
166
for Saranac Lake, N.
N. Y...............
Y.
166
for Sayre, Pa.
Pa .........................
166
for Shawnee, Okla ..................
166
for Shelbyville,
166
Shelby'ville, Ind ..................
for Shelbyville,
Ky...................
Shelbyville, Ky.
166
....
166
874
for Sitka
Sitka,t Alaska ..................
for Spanish Fork, Utah.
Utah ...............
166
for State College,
College, Pa ...................
166
for Steubenville, Ohio .................
166
for Sunbury, Pa....................
166
for Tamaqua, Pa ......................
166
for Thiaux,
Thibodaux, La.
...................
166
Thomasville, N. C
166
for Thomasville,
C ................
166
Wis
166
for Tomah, Wis......................
. 166
167
for Tullahoma, Tenn ..................
167
for Tulsa, Okla .....................
167
for Vernal, Utah ......................
J
167
for Vineland, N. J...................
167
for Vinton, Iowa .....................
167
for Walden, N. Y ...................
167
Washington, D. C., Engraving
Engraving and
for Washington,
Bureau
167, 874
Printing Bureau.
...............
167
Graham Building ...............
Hygienic Laboratory
Laboratory ...............
167
Auditors' Building
Building ................
874
874
Butler Building
Building..................
874
Treasury
Treasury Building
Building ................... 874
for Washington,
167
Mo
...................
167
Washington,
for Water Valley, Miss .................
167
167
for Waynesboro,
Waynesboro, Va ..................
167
for West
West Point,
Point, Ga
Ga..
....................
for Wilmington, Ohio.
Ohio.................
167
167
for Winchester,
Winchester, Mass
Mass ................
for Winn'emucca,
Winnemucca, Nev...............
.. 167
167
167
for Woodward,
Woodward, Okla .................
167
for Wyandotte,
Wyandotte, Mich ................
contracts for
lcoses on contracts
for reimbursing
reimbursing losses
for
construction, materials
........
construction,
materials etc
874
altering, etc.,
for altering,
etc., occupied
occupied buildings....
nuldings
167,
167,
875,
1368
875,1368
marine hospitals,
hospitals, improvements,
for marine
improvements,
167,875,
167,
875, 1368
1368
...................
etc
for remodeling,
remodeling, etc., Army
Army hospitals
hospitals
for
transferred to Public
Public Health
Health Service
Service 1368
transferred
for quarantine
quarantine stations.........
167,875.
stations
167,
875. 1368
1368
construction under Supervising
Supervising Archiconstruction
tect.
1368
tect ..............................
for repairs
repairs and preservation
preservation .... 167,
875, 1368
167,875,1368
allowance
buildings,
allowance for Treasury
Treasury buildings,
D. C.,
C., increased.................
330
330
for mechanical
168,876.1369
mechanical equipment......
equipment
168, 876, 1369
for vaults, safes, etc .......
168,876,
168, 876. 1369
expenses skilled employees,
employees,
for general expenses
etc., Office
Office of Supervising Architect
Architect 168,
876, 1370
1370
Supervising Archifor additional
additional pay to Supervising
tect
168,876,
tect....................
168,
876, 1370
superintendents, inspectors,
etc., on
on
for superintendents,
inspectors, etc.,
buildings..
169,
877, 1370
buildings............... 169,877,1370
for contingent
contingent expenses, materials,
materials, etc
etc_ 169,
877,
1370
877,1370
supplies.. 1370
no expense
transporting supplies..
1370
expense for transporting
commissions to architect
169,877,1370
for commissions
architects ....
169,
177, 1370
for operating
operating force; employees specispecified
170, 878, 1371
170,878.,1371
.................
fied ..
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Public
Buildings-Continued.
Page
Page
appropriation
appropriation for furniture and repairs...
repairs...
170,
170,
878, 1371
878,1371
for operating supplies;
supplies; fuel, lights,
lights,
170, 878, 1371
water, etc
etc............... 170,878,1371
for Salamanca,
Salamanca, N. Y., ground rent .....
171,
171,
879,1372
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for operating
operating supsupplies .........................
45,
plies.
45,
61,
65, 330, 344, 347, 522, 1024,
61,65,330,344,347,522,1024,
1041, 1044,
1044; 1163, 1184,
1041,
1184, 1190
61, 65,344,
65, 344, 347,
522, 1184
for furniture, etc
etc .... 61,
347, 522,1184
for mechanical
61,
mechanical equipment
equipment ...........
61,
344, 347, 1038, 1041, 1184, 1190
344,347,1038,1041,1184,1190
for general expenses of .................
61,
61,
63,
344, 622,
1184
63,344,
622, 1184
61
for Monroe, Mich ...................
61
for repairs and preservation
65,
preservation ............
65,
344, 347, 522, 1041, 1163,1184,1190
1163, 1184, 1196
344,347,522,1041,
for Mount Olive, N. C
C .................
330
Nashville, Tenn.,
rent.
330
for Nashville,
Tenn., rent.............
330
for Newport,
Newport, R. I., rent..............
rent
330
330
for Cape Charles, Va., quarantine stastation .....................
330,1163
for Morgan City, La...........
La
507
..... 507
for Philadelphia, Pa.,
_
507
Pa., mint
mint............
507
for Harrisburg,
Harrisburg Pa
1024
Pa .................... 1024
for Columbia, S. C
1024
C.................
1024
for reimbursing
reimbursing contractors
contractors for construcconstrmction losses due to war conditions...
conditions... 507,592
607,592
for Ellis Island,
Island, N.
N. Y., immigration
immigration
...................
station
. 1163
1163
for hospital buildings, Broadview, I11..
.
III__ 1163
for operating
operating force ....................
1163
Bedford,
Bedford, Iowa, acceptance
building at,
acceptance of building
at,
from Sedgwick
601
Sedgwick Post,
Post, G.
G. A.
A. R
R......
601
Gastonia, N. C., sale of present building,
Gastonia,
building,
and construction
construction of new
new one from
from
proceeds, authorized
authorized ..........
1362
1362
Kennebunkport,
Kennebunkport, Me.,
Me., sale of present customhouse .........................
5554
purchase of site for, at Spring Valley, Ill
Ill.,,
authorized,
authorized, with mineral
mineral rights reserved
served........................
. 1251
1251
Saint Louis,
Louie, Mo., rooms
roonis for subtreasury
subtreasury
may be omitted from.........
from
392
392
Mex. use for United States
Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
courts
courts excluded
excluded ...................
356
356
reimbursement authorized
reimbursement
authorized of contractors
for construction,
construction, etc., losses
to
losses due to
increased cost of materials,
increased
materials, etc.,
etc ,
owing to war conditions .......
281
281
technical services allowances
technical
allowances for
for hospitals
hospitals
for disabled,
disabled, etc.,
etc., soldiers, increased...........................
creased
1163
1163
Public
I). C.,
Public Buildings
Buildings and Grounds, D.
C.,
appropriation
superintendent, assistant,
appropriation for superintendent,
etc.,
etc., office of ................
661, 1280
661,
1280
foremen, gardeners,
for foremen,
gardeners, etc..........
etc
661,
1280
661,1280
for park police ...................
661,
1280
661,1280
for watchmen,
Washington's birthwatchmen, Washington's
place
........
........ . 661,1280
for contingent
contingent expenses;
expenses; uniforms, etc 661,1280
661,1280
amount from District
District revenues
revenue&...
661, 1280
661,
1280
for additional pa,
pay, officer in
of... 112
in charge of_
112
for dedicating
dedicating Lincoln Memorial;
Memorial; reappropriation
889
.....
................
889
for Lincoln
Lincoln Memorial,
Memorial, approaches......
approaches
1381
1381
for improvement
improvement and care of parks,
...................1. 186,
etc
1388
186, 897,
897,1388
for Monument
Monument Grounds,
Grounds, etc....
etc
186, 897,
897, 1388
1388
for Rock
Bock Creek Park and Piney Branch
Branch
Parkway..................
Parkway
., 186, 898,
1388
898,1388
for Potomac Park
Park............... 186,898,1389
l86, 898, 1389

Public
Grounds, D.
D. C.-Contd.
C.-Contd. Page.
Page.
PublicBuildings
Buildings and
and Grounds,
appropriation
maintaining portions
portions of
of
appropriation for
for maintaining
898, 1389
parks for outside
outside sports
sports...... 186,
186, 898,1389
for Meridian
Meridian Hill Park,
etc
186,
898, 1389
Park, etc....
186,898,1389
for operating, etc.,
fountains in
Union
etc., fountains
in Union
Plaza
186, 898,
898, 1389
1389
Station Plaza...............
186,
for increased
increased cost of park maintenance..
186,
maintenance.. 186,
898, 1389
898,1389
beach
186,
898, 1389
1389
for Tidal Basin bathing beach....
186,898,
for ferry line to East Potomac
Potomac Park.....
Park
187,
187,
1389
879, 1389
for roads, etc,.
Memorial........
1389
etc., Lincoln Memorial
1389
for sea wall, Easbys Point to New HampAvenue
1389
shire Avenue..................
1389
for new comfort
comfort stations, Smithsonian
Smithsonian
899
grounds ...........................
899
Stanton Park..........................
Park
899
899
for improving
improving grounds
grounds around Freer Art
Art
Gallery Building .................
899
899
for care, etc., grounds of executive dedepartments..............' 187,899,
partments
187, 899, 1389
1389
for trees,
trees, etc., Library
Library grounds
899, 1389
grounds.. 187,
187,899,1389
grounds of Capitol and
grounds
and Senate and
House Office Buildings.....
899, 1389
Buildings..... _187,
187,899,1389
for Executive Mansion grounds..187,
899, 1389
grounds..187,899,1389
for employing engineer, etc.....
etc
187,
899, 1389
187,899,1389
for repairs,
repairs,etc.,
Executive Mansion..
Mansion.... 9, 187,
for
etc., Executive
1389
187,
ii
899,1389
greenhouses, etc
for fuel, greenhouses,
899, 1390
etc...... 187,
187,899,1390
for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of President .....
187,
187,
899, 1390
899,1390
for lighting
lighting Executive
Executive Mansion,
etc.._
_
187,
Mansion, etc.... 187,
899,1390
899,1390
grounds
187, 899, 1390
public grounds.............
187,899,1390
heating offices,
greenhouses, etc....
187,
for heating
offices, greenhouses,
etc.... 187,
899 1390
899,1390
for telegraph,
telegraph, Capitol,
Capitol, departments,
187,
departments, etc_
etc. ,187,

899,1390
for Washington
Monument
899, 1390
1390
for
Washington Monument.....
187, 899,
187,899,1390
for repairs, building
building where Lincoln died.
died. 188,
900,
1390
900, 1390
Wakefield, Va.
188, 900, 1390
for maintenance, Wakefield,
Va. 188,900,1390
for reflecting
reflecting pool, West Potomac Park.
Park. 188,
188, 900
900
for Lincoln Memorial; maintenance,
maintenance, etc
etc. 188,
900,
1390
900,1390
Memorial Amphitheater
for Arlington Memorial
Amphitheater
and Chapel; maintenance
188
maintenance..........
188
for Grant Memorial
Memorial ..........
1390
188, 900,
900, 1390
construction, etc.,
etc.,
for Aqueduct Bridge, construction,
of
of new ................
188,
900, 1391
188,900,1391
designated Georgetown
Bridge
900
Georgetown Bridge.......
900
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for restoring .
.
grounds, etc.,
etc., around
333
grounds,
around courthouse
courthouse..
333
for new Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge, D. C........
C
509
509
for propagating
propagatinggardens,
gardens, repairs, etc....
etc
1026
1026
for Executive
Executive Manion
Mansion, fuel ...... 1026,1168
1026,1168
for heating offices,
offices, greenhouses,
greenhouses, etc....
etc.... 1168
Washington Monument
1168
for Washington
Monument
..............
1168
additional pay
pay, park police,
police, for fiscal
fiscal year
year
1920, half from District revenues.
revenues..._. 509
for fiscal year 1921 ..................
874
874
for fiscal year 1922 ...................... 1309
1309
John Temple Graves made special
special commissioner,
sioner , Lincoln
Lincoln Memorial..
Memorial.......... 537
537
officer
officer in charge of, to serve on Zoning ComCommission, D.
500
D. C.
C ..................
500
traffic regulations,
regulation,s, etc
etc., under
under exclusive
exclusive
control of Chief of Engineers
Engineers .......
398
898
watchmen in squares and reservations
reservations to
to be
be
known as park police .............
364
364
pay,
etc................................
Pay, etc
364
appropriation
for ....................
364
appropriation for
364
Public
Public Convenience Stations,
Stations, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for
maintenance
appropriation for maintenance..... 79,849,1119
'
aeenicy appropriation
anDronriatinn
fnr maintenance.
main- ,oe
deficiency
for
·
-x-.
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Public
Debt,
Public Debt,
Department- Page.
Health Service,
Service, Treasury
Public
Public Health
Treasury Departmentappropriation for expenses
expenses connected
connected with
appropriation
Continued.
Continued.
1266
of. .........................
issues of
authorized for
additional hospital facilities authorized
use for personal services designated..
designated
1267
World War patients
patients of War Risk
World
Bureau and Vocational rehabilitarehabilitaBureau
Public
Public Health,
Health, International
InternationalOffice of,
tion
1364
tion...............................
appropriation for annual
annual quota........
quota
1272
746, 1272
appropriation
accessories, etc
etc.,,
hospital equipment, accessories,
Public
Department,
Treasury Department,
Health Service, Treasury
Public Health
transferred free...
free
1365
from Army to be transferred
appropriation for clerks, etc., in office
office of
appropriation
advertising
advertising in newspapers,
newspapers, etc.,
etc., by, reSurgeon General.
...............651,1272
General ...
stricted
508, 1378
stricted........................
for pay, etc., Surgeon General,
General, medical
allowance of
commutation of quarters
quarters to
allowance
of commutation
officers, etc
883, 1376
etc............... 174, 883,1376
families of officers
officers until June 30,
for Assistant Surgeons General
General at large,
1922 ..............................
602
pharmacists .......-..... 174,883
-174,883
and pharmacists
transferred
medical supplies to be transferred
Army medical
for acting assistant surgeons
883, 1376
174,883,1376
surgeons.... 174,
hospitals
1025
free to, for specified
specified hospitals......
pay allotments permitted............
permitted
883
etc.,,
bill of health from American consul, etc
employees
174,
883, 1376
174,883,1376
for all other employees..........
reqUired
leaving foreign
foreign
required of ships leaving
174, 883,1376
883, 1376
for freight, etc ...............
its
ts
ports, etc., for United States or i
175,883,1376
etc....... 175,
883, 1376
for fuel, lights, water, etc
1149
possessions
1149
possessions........................
depot......... 175, 883,1376
883, 1376
for supplies, etc., depot
form,
form, etc.; fees
fees........................ 1149
Hygienic Laboratory
Laboratory........ 175, 884,1376
for Hygienic
uncompleted hospital
Broadview, Ill.,
Il., uncompleted
Broadview,
884, 1376
etc....... 175, 884,1376
hospitals, etc
for marine hospitals,
immediately
building and site to be immediately
884
study.---..... 175, 884
admission of cases for study
acquired, equipped, etc
acquired,
etc........... 45,378
175,884,1376
etc...... 175,
884, 1376
for outside treatment, etc
completion of, and construction
construction of auxcompletion
for
officers, etc.,
for transporting remains of officers,
iliary buildings directed
directed ..........
378
service
175,
884, 1376
175,884,1376
in service............
dying in
at
508
limit of cost increased,
increased, hospitals at......
for
884, 1376
175,884,1376
etc ........ 175,
books, etc
scientific books,
for scientific
508
immediate completion,
completion ' etc.,
etc. :directed...
directed
175,884,1376
aliens..---175,
medical
884, 1376
inspection of aliens_
medical inspection
508
contracts authorized;
authorized; restrictions ......
for
etc. ' services for beneficiabeneficiafor medical, etc.,
Cran.
ey Island, Va.,
transferred from War
Va., transferred
Craney
ries
than war risk insurance
of, other than
ries of,
358
Department to
to....................
patients
175 884,1376
...-- .----. 175,
patients ...
departments,
statement of
etc., to report statement
departments, etc.,
disbursement
War
disbursement of allotments from War
176
their public health activities
activities......
.
Risk
Bureau
884
Risk Insurance Bureau.--..........
detail of medical officers of, for work with
maintenance
maintenance of home for lepers .....- . 1377
199, 911, 1401
Bureau.............. 199,911,1401
Mines Bureau
175,884,1377
for
884, 1377
quarantine service ..----- 175,
for quarantine
disbursements
medical and
disbursements of allotments, medical
for
epidemics
175;885,
1377
175,885,1377
prevention of epidemics....
for prevention
881
hospital services ..........-...-....
for field investigation
investigation of public health
families
commissioned officers, etc., alfamilies of commissioned
matters
176, 885,
1377
885,1377
matters................---.. 176,
transportation upon change of
lowed transportation
for
interstate quarantine
quarantine service.
service 176,
885, 1377
176,885,1377
for interstate
permanent station .................
604
permanent
for
etc., of
consanitation; conrural sanitation;
of rural
studies, etc.,
for studies,
for
lands and buildings to be assigned to, for
ditional
demonstration work. 176,
885, 1377
176,885,1377
ditional demonstration
. 1365
war risk patients .............-..
local
._.176,
885,1377
176,885,1377
required....
cooperation required_
local cooperation
immediate
Mackenzie,
immediate transfer of Forts Mackenzie,
176,885
for
limitation
study of pellagra; limitation......
for study
1365
Roots
Walla Walla, and Logan H. Roots..
for
regulating sale of viruses, etc.. 176,
885, 1377
176,885,1377
for regulating
appropriation for executing
executing provisions
provisions
appropriation
176,885,1378
for
Venereal Diseases_
885, 1378
Diseases. 176,
for Division
Division of Venereal
1365
hereof
hereof.............................
for
Laboratory, equipment,
Hygienic Laboratory,
for Hygienic
longevity
based on total
of officers, based
pay of
longevity pay
176
.-----------------etc
etc........--- .
604
service i
n all services
services .............
in
for
expenses of hospitals under, for disdisfor expenses
motor vehicles,
etc., transequipment, etc.,
vehicles, equipment,
motor
chaiged, disabled
etc... 176,885
176, 885
soldiers, etc...
disabled soldiers,
charged,
ferred from
from Army
Army to, for hospital
hospital
ferred
advertising
508, 1378
restricted.......----. 508,1378
advertising restricted
30
.
use, etc..............................
etc
530
use,
for
buildings
167
Laboratory buildings......
for Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory
quartermaster
officers may purchase
quartermaster suppurchase
for
in Alaska.....
Alaska
203, 917, 1406
203,917,
relief in
medical relief
for medical
plies from
Navy etc ........ 507
from Army, Navy,
plies
for
hospitals
Army hospitals
etc., Army
remodeling, etc.,
for remodeling,
patients of,
honorably discharged
discharged from
honorably
of,
patients
transferred to,
for treating
treating discharged
discharged
to, for
transferred
Army, Navy,
Navy, or Marine Corps, may
Army,
sick
...........--.-. 1368
soldiers, etc
sick soldiers,
purchase stores
same
therefrom, at same
stores therefrom,
purchase
deficiency
price charged
charged as
service
976
appropriation for acting assistsuch service..
if in
in such
deficiency appropriation
as if
price
ant surgeons................--surgeons
45, 1162
1162
pay of
officers temporarily
temporarily increased
increased from
ant
pay
of officers
45,
transportation, etc ..........
rates..............
601
for freight, transportation,
January 1, 1920; rates
65, 344, 1024,
1162, 1183, 1189
1189
1024,1162,
65,344,
effective until June 30, 1922............
1922
604
effective
for maintenance
maintenance of
of hospitals....
45, 1183,1189
1183,1189
hospitals.... 45,
in
purchase authorized of hospital,
hospital, etc.,
etc., in
for
purchase
65,521,1183
field investigations
65,
521, 1183
District
discharged
investigations .......--.
Columbia, for discharged
for field
District of Columbia,
for care
care of
seamen ............-..... 344, 1183
1183
of seamen
for
disabled soldiers,
soldiers, etc........-....etc
1060
for
epidemics.344, 508,
1183, 1189
1189
508, 1183,
of epidemics-344,
price limited;
limited; additional authorization..
authorization
1060
for prevention
prevention of
price
344, 1162,1183
for
readjustment
pay, etc., of,
personnel to
quarantine service -...--..for quarantine
of, personnel
of pay,
readjustment of
investigated, etc., by special
special
be investigated,
for
services and supplies
supplies for War Risk
for services
Congress ........
604
committee of Congress
joint committee
377,
Insurance
patients, etc......------etc
Insurance patients,
representatives
to Sixth International
507,
591, 1024,
1024, 1162
International
1162
representatives to
507,591,
Sanitary
selected
to be selected
Conference to
Sanitary Conference
products of patients
patients during
during
of products
disposal of
1022
from officers of -.........--------treatment.
507
treatment .....- ...-------------.
service in
Navy, Marine Corps, and
Army, Navy,
in Army,
service
for
regulating sale of viruses, etc
508
etc........
for regulating
Coast
longevity
credited in longevity
Guard credited
Coast Guard
for
Hygienic Laboratory
Laboratory. ........ 508.521,1162
for Hygienic
507
pay of officers
officers........---------- ..---etc.. 508
for hospitals
hospitals for discharged
discharged soldiers, etc.
use of
of allotments
insurance
allotments for war risk insurance
use
521,1183
interstate quarantine
quarantine service
5i1, 1183
service..
for interstate
patients
by.
1374
.
.........-......
patients by
1024
employees
............
other employees.....
for all other
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Public
Health Service,
Service, Treasury
Departmtnt- Page.
Page.
Public Health
TreasuryDepartmcntContinued.
use of allotments for emergency
fund
for
emergency
for
buildings, etc., for hospital
hospital
lands, buildings,
sanatoria purposes
purposes extended...
extended
45
and sanatoria
Whipple Barracks,
Barracks, Ariz.,
Ariz. may be transferred to, for hospital purposes
963
purposes.....
Public
Health Service
MaPublic Health
Service Hospitals
Hospitals (see
(see also
also Marine Hospitals),
Hospitals),.
appropriation for repairs
repays and preservation.
preservation
appropriation
1369
mechanical equipment
equipment for .........
for mechanical
1369
Public
Information, Committee
Public Information,
Committee on,
on,
amount allowed for incurred
expenses and
amount
incurred expenses
affairs of
327
closing up affairs
of................
unexpended balances
balances available
unexpended
available for liabilities incurred prior to June 30, 1919_
327
1919..
National
payable through Council of National
327
Defense ..........................
$1,000,000 immediately covered
covered into the
327
Treasury
.........................
unexpended balances
appropriation for,
balances of appropriation
covered in
233
covered
....................
Public Lands,
Public
Lands,
appropriation for Commissioner,
Commissioner, assistant,
assistant,
appropriation
clerks,
clerks, etc ......................
669, 1288
surveyors general,
673,1292
for surveyors
general, clerks, etc
etc..... 673,1292
for registers
907, 1397
registers and receivers
receivers....... 194, 907,1397
consolidation of offices, Juneau, Aiaska.
Alaska.
194
consolidation
194
Broken Bow, Nebr.,
Nebr., offices consolconsol--idated
907
idated.......................
consolidation of
of offices at
at Alliance,
Alliance,
Nebr.,
Nebr.
Vancouver, and Seattle,
Wash..............................
Wash!
1397
for contingent expenses; restriction
restriction.... 194,
194,
M7, 1397
907,1397
forexpenses,
timberdepredations.
for
expenses, timber
depredations. 194,908,1397
194,908,1397
for protecting,
fraudulent enprotectig, from fraudulent
tries ...................
194, 908, 1397
claims, etc ...
908, 1397
for swamp land claims,
194, 908,1397
Oregon and Califor protecting,
protecting, etc.,
etc., Oregon
fornia
fornia railroad lands......
lands
195,
908, 1398
195,908,1398
Coos Bay Wagon Road lands included ....................
195,
1398
195, 908,
908,1398
for hearings in land entries
entries..... 195, 908, 1398
surveys
195,
908, 1398
for reproducing
reproducing plats of surveys..
195,908,1398
for restoring lands in national forests .......................
195, 908,
908, 1398
1398
opening Indian reservations
908, 1398
for opening
reservations. 195,
195,908,
for surveying
surveying ...................
195, 909, 1398
195,909,
for abandoned military reservations,
reservations,
etc
etc.............
.............
196
deficiency
appropriation for surveying....
surveying
deficiency appropriation
66,
345, 523, 1039
;1186, 1191
345,523,
1039,1186,
for
for protecting,
protecting, etc.;
etc.; reimbursement
reimbursement
from fighting
fighting forest
forest fires
fires...........
335
for protection of
ofOregon-California
RailOregon-California Railroad and Coos Bay Wagon Road
Road
lands
513
lands.....................
..
contingent expenses........
for contingent
expenses
523,
1044, 1186
523,1044,
for protecting
timber 2etc.......
etc
523,
1186, 1191
protecting timber,
523, 1186,
1191
for registers and
1039
and receivers
receivers.
.............
1039
for hearings in land entries..............
entries
1191
1191
added
Caribou National
added to
to Caribou
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho
Idaho.. 1056
1056
Nez Perce
Perce National Forest, Idaho
Idaho...... 1196
Ochoco National
National Forest, Oreg ..........
404
Oregon National Forest, Oreg
Oreg .......... 605
605
Targhee
Targhee National Forest, Idaho
Idaho........ 1198
Weiser National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho.........
Idaho
1194
1194
additional
additional homesteads
homesteads not to be canceled
canceled
for commutation
commutation of former
former entry
under Act of June 15, 1880
...... 1434
entries heretofore canceled to be reintherefor.. 1434
stated if no other ground therefor

Public Lands-Continued.
Lands-Continued.
Public

additional homestead entry
entry application
application
allowed, of Lawrence Benson
allowed
Benson.......
Willis A. Simmons
immons ................ .
Edward E. Voedisch .................
validated, of Charlotte
Charlotte Daniels.
validated,
Daniels........
adjustment of
of disputes
disputes of title,
title, etc.,
etc., of
erroneously surveyed,
surveyed, in Florida
Florida...
area extended
extended of Idaho and Payette National Forests, Idaho..............
Idaho
authorized to be added to Lemhi National
National
authorized
Forest, Idaho .......................
Carey Act reclamation
reclamation period
period to begin
from
Carey
begin from
approval of
segregaof application for segregation...........................
tion
.
construction work required,
construction
etc
required, etc........
coal deposits on, leasing,
leasing, etc., of ........
in Alaska excepted
excepted ..................
correction of erroneous
erroneous surveys
correction
surveys of specified
specified
sections in Utah .................
sections
preferential
rights, etc.,
etc., of occupants..
occupants
preferential rights,
lien lands to railroads for holdings by
occupants
occupants ..........
...............
confirmation of patent
confirmation
patent to
to Central Pacific
Railroad ......................
Railroad
desert land entries restricted to citizens of
the State, except in Nevada
Nevada......
easements adjoining rights of
easements
of way for irrigation, etc.,
etc., permitted
permitted for
for operating
operating
works, etc...................
etc
not applicable to national
national forests......
forests
enlarged
enlarged homestead application
application authorized of Hugh H.
Gunn
ized
H. Gunn.........
enlarged
homestead entries validated,
enlarged homestead
validated,
where prior homestead
homestead title
title acquired, if for less than 160 acres
....
quired,
acres....
if adverse
adverse claim
claim initiated
initiated hitherto, exexcepted ....................... ..
cepted
enlarged homestead entry validated,
enlarged
validated, of
John H. Cavanaugh................
Cavanaugh
Benjamin B. Gross
.................
Ladernia
N. Lucore ................
Ladernia N.
William H. Struble.....................
Struble
enlarged homestead patent authorized
authorized
enlarged
Elma Hixon Benton ...............
Edgar J. Snyder .....................
entrymen
preference
entrymn under
under Carey Act given
given preference
right to lands
lands restored
restored from State
segregation
segregation .....................
residence, improvements,
residence,
improvements, etc., required.
required
_credit
credit of homestead
homestead residence
residence on former
former
entry
entry...........................
exchange of lands with A. A.
A. Bruce, Colorado
..................
.
with R. L. Douglass, in Nevada
Nevada......
stock raising homestead
homestead entry lands authorized,
thorized, of Frank 0.
Kellman
O. Kellman....
Dakota in lieu of lands surwith South Dakota,
rendered
rendered to Pine Ridge
Ridge Indian
Reservation ...................
Reservation
exchanges
exchanges permitted of lands in certain
counties of New Mexico, to
to consolidate holdings in solid areas .......
gas deposits in, leasing,
leasing, etc., of tracts
tracts containing ..........
taining
............. .
in Alaska .........................
Goldens Lake, Ark.,
Ark., claimants given right
right
decree......
to purchase
purchase under court
court decree
additional, to Boulder,
grant of additional,
Boulder, Colo.,
Colo., for
water supply .......
...........
Downey, Idaho, for protecting
protecting water
water
supply;
price, etc ...............
supply;price,
Los Angeles,
Angeles, Calif., for right of way,
nower
nlant.
t..a--,,-----,,
power
*v . etc
-. --. ..v plant,
..
..
.
.. ..
.
..
..
.
T
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1435
1092
1091
325
325

324
1199
1199
1085
1085
438
438
553
553
553
553
553
553
1086
1086
1194
1194
1194
1435
1435

1433
1434
1434
1091
1091
1091
1091
1092
1092
1435
1435
1435
1434
407
407
407
408
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1147
1147
1094
1094
1193
1193
1239
1239
441
441
446
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1458
1458
288
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1198
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Public
Lands-Continued.
Page.
grant of additional, Pocatello, Idaho, to
protect water supply, etc
596
etc..........
disposal of town site lots adjoining....
adjoining
597
Sandpoint, Idaho, for protecting water
supply; price, etc ................
1197
supply;
1197
homestead entry allowed Amy E. Hall
Hall.... 1459

application
allowed, William Holsten...
application allowed,
Holsten

1093
1093
Kit Carson Kirby....................
Kirby
1435
1435
Ralph B. Quinn;
Quinn; condition.
1092
condition ......... 1092
Arthur Lawrence
Lawrence Whitmore_
1092
Whitmore......... 1092
selection of lien lands by Utah....
Utah
1092
1092
authorized,
by
Mattie
authorized,
R. Mayer
Mayer...... 1093
validated of,
Albert
N.
Collins...
1456
validated
of, Albert N. Collins ........
1456
Gustavus Gallagher...................
Gallagher
1092
1092
Perrin D. Hinchley
Hinchley .................. 1435
Mary A. Reim..
Reim
1092
...................
1092
Roseberry
G. Ridgway..............
Ridgway
1091
Roseberry G.
1091
Donald Thompson
Thompson ...............
. 1091
Parley P.
1435
P. Warren
Warren................ . 1435
Cole Weir ..................
1434
''
.
1434
entrymen on Fort Peck
Peck Reservation,
Reservation,
Mont.,
allowed addiMont., ceded lands, allowed
additime for payment
365
tional time
payment.........
365
patent authorized
authorized to Pearl B. Brazil—
Brazil.... 1434
Michael F. Campion ............... 1434
Lila J. Herbert
Herbert...................... 1434
patents allowed, both parties intermarrying, who have been bona fide settlers
preceding such marriage.
marriage. -- 1193
1193
one year preceding
settlers allowed leave of absence for vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation after discharge
discharge
from Army, etc . .-..-..........-....
288
who served in World War, physically
unable to return, may make proof
and receive patent without further
further
residence1202
residence
.
.................
1202
during drought of 1919, allowed leaves
leaves
of absence to obtain food,
food, etc
etc...... 271
residence construed during absence
residence
absence..
271
in Mississippi
Counties, Ark.,
Missisippi and Poinsett Counties,
392
laws......
subject to State drainage laws
Mexico patented to Martina Sena,
in New Mexico
Luis E. Armijo, and Maria Baca de
Romero
1525
Romero
.....................
1525
isolated tracts in former Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation,
Dak., to be
Indian
Reservation, N. Dak.,
595
sold ..........................
leases of nonmetallic
nonmetallic minerals and gas on,
authorized; provisions governing
.
437
governing...
limitation on area of sales of undisposed
undispod of,
in former Uintah Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
repealed ....................
599
Utah, repealed
larger area validated;
validated; payprior sales of larger
ment required.
600
required ..................
assessments on, suspended
mining claims assessments
suspended
for 1919 ...................
279, 354
354
Alaska included
included...................
assessments for 1920 extended
extended to July
July
assessments
1,
1084
1, 1921
1921 ..........................
1084
1084
work for 1921 not affected ...........
oil deposits in, leasing, etc., of tracts
tracts containing ......
441
taining
................
441
in Alaska
Alaska -.........................
446
oil
shale deposits
on, leasing,
leasing, etc.,
oil shale
deposits on,
etc., of
of tracts
tracts
containing ..............-.......
445
445
containing
opened to entry, excluded
excluded from Caribou
Wyo
1766
National Forest, Idaho and Wyo-..
Datil National Forest, N
N. Mex ........ 1817
1
17
84
16
7
Chugach
Alaska...... 1746
National Forest, Alaska
Chugach National
N Hex
1815
Mex......... 1815
Forest, N.
Gila National
National Forest,
Humboldt National Forest, Nev......
Nev
1752
1752
Humboldt
1744
Inyo National
National Forest, Calif.,
Calif., and Nev..
Nev
1744
and Colo
Colo.. 1754
La Sal National
Forest,
Utah
National
1»"_I7
,
1V'
*Xf'
.
-:l Day
rC!-+
no
liT
Santa
Fe
1807
bana
r e National
n4alonal Forest,
r oresL, N. Ilex
......
A
..
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excluded from Sioux
opened to entry, excluded
National Forest, S. Dak. and Mont..
Mont
Tahoe National Forest, Calif.,
Calif., and Nev
Nev.
Trinity National
National Forest, Calif
Calif...........
patent authorized,
authorized, to James E. Adams....
Adams
Huron County, Mich ................
Johnson County, Wyo.,
Wyo., for poor farm
purposes ........................
Thomas Johnston of, in Indiana;
Indiana; effect,
etc............................
etc
mayor of Bonita, of lands in Louisiana,
in trust for owners under title from
the St,ate
State.........................
Jennie Durphy Meyer; conditions
conditions .....
Myrtle Point,
revested OrePoint, Oreg.,
Oreg., from revested
gon-California Railroad grant
gon-California
grant......
payment required; mineral
mineral deposits
reserved
reserved ......................
Ambroise
Ambroise Reopel
Reopel..................
Robert W. Stroud..................
Stroud
Henry E. Thomas
Thomas
Henry
..................
John Albert Thompson
Thompson..............
Kathryn Walker .....................
Yosemite Stone
power
Stone'- Company, for power
site, etc ......................
adjoining
adjoining farm homestead entry by
Warren Henry Leach ............
enlarged homestead
homestead entry, to Elizabeth
Elizabeth
enlarged
H.Boucher
H.
Boucher.................... ..
Amelia P. Clark......................
Clark
Amelia
homestead entry to Charlotte Strommer
homestead
Strommer.
patents to school districts of townsite lands
within reclamation
projects
reclamation projects.........
phosphate deposits in, leasing, etc.,
etc., tracts
tracts
of...................
........
preference right of entry to soldiers, etc.,
etc., of
late war, on opening of ............
railroad townsites allowed
allowed Alaska from
railroad
Chugach National
National Forest eliminations ...........................
railroads may convey portion of rights
rights of
railroads
way through, for public highways
or streets -.-...-...........
.......etc., to Nick Sitch.........
Sitch
refund of fees, etc.,
Billie H. Evashanks ...................
repayment of
repayment
of purchase
purchase moneys,
moneys, etc.
etc.,t in
in
rejected
rejected entries, etc.; condition;
time limit ............................
excess
payments under land laws; time
excess payments
limit ..........................
settlement of .......................
reserved for irrigation
longer
irrigation projects, no
no longer
needed, to
appraised, sold at
needed,
to be appraised,
at
auction, etc ....................
title conveyed;
conveyed; area limitations; condi,
conditions if irrigable
irrigable .................
citizenship
requirements...........
citizenship requirements.
receipts
receipts to be credited
credited to project in reclamation
fund..................
lamation fund
public domain,
domain, uncovered
uncovered
restored to public
Klamath Lake Bird Reserlands in Klamath
vation, Oreg.,
vation,
Oreg., and Calif
Calif..........
revested Oregon-California
Oregon-California grant lands,
added
Crater
added to Oregon,
Oregon, Siuslaw
Siuslaw and Crater
National Forests .................
National
of agricultural
agricultural lands of ...........
sales of
rights of
of way
way through,
through, granted
oil pipe
rights
granted for
for oil
pipe
linos
lines---.....---.--.---..........--......------.....-..
sale
of
erroneously
surveyed
lands
in
sale of erroneously surveyed lands in
Idaho, to occupants
occupants in
in good
good faith
faith
under
void
patents
under void patents ....--.......--- .
sale of,
of, authorized
authorized to
to S.
S. S.
S. Markley
Markley .......
sale
Onzgpn
Company,
Oregon Short
Short Line
Line Railroad
Railroad Company,
in Minidoka
Minidoka County, Idaho.........
Idaho
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1755
1803
1531
552
552
622
622
1094
1053
1053
1091
1091
621

622
1627
1091
1469
1456
1456
1525
1435
1435
1090
1090
1090
1090

326
440
434
1745
1745
621
1436
1436

366
366
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605
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606
606

606
627
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630
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1093
1093
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Public
sale of,
authorizedto Saint
Anthony, Idaho,
Idaho,
Saint Anthony,
of, authorizedto
sale
of "Island
"Island Park"
Park" in North Fork of
Snake
Snake River ...................... 1093
withdrawn for Reclamation
Reclamation Service pur-

- 1089
1089
poses, no
longer needed
needed therefor.
therefor...
-. poses,
no longer
within
projects withdrawn
withdrawn
within water power projects
1075
..............
entry ......
from entry
sales of, in abandoned
abandoned Fort Randall MiliReservation, S. Dak ...........
550
tary Reservation,
segregations under Carey Act, by Oregon,
continued
987
987
continued.... -..................
set aside for water supply reserve for Sunnyside, Utah ..................
1087
etc., of
sodium salts deposits in, leasing, etc.,
tracts containing
containing ................
447
soldiers' additional homestead validated,
soldiers'
of Thomas
Thomas H. Holland as assignee
assignee
of Clark S. Bemis ...................
1093
assignee of George
George E. Fritzinger
Fritzinger ...... 1093
as assignee
homesteads; entries of nonstock raising
raising homesteads;
contiguous land permitted
permitted to existing homesteaders
homesteaders ................... 287
survey authorized
authorized of Florida school sections in unsurveyed townships.....
townships
1103
selection of school grant, etc ............ 1104
selection
timber
manufacturtimber cutting
cutting permitted
permitted for manufacturing, etc., purposes
purposes by corporations
corporations
other
than
of
the
State
1088
State --.......
other
timber
sales
on
power
authorsite
lands,
timber
ized
....
.......
............... 758
prior rights for homesteads, etc.,
etc., on
power site lands, recognized .......
758
payment
758
payment for damages
damages ..............758
extension of provisions to revested
revested Coos
extension
Coos
Bay Wagon Grant Lands..........
758
time extended for payments by homesteaders on abandoned
era
abandoned Fort Assinniboine
Military Reservation, Mont
......... 1086
ceded lands of Cheyenne
Cheyenne River Indian
Reservation,
Reservation, S. Dak
Dak............... 1447
Standing Rock Indian Reservation,
N.
and S. Dak ...................... 1446
N.andS.
time further extended
extended for paying installments for, on ceded Colville Indian
Reservation,
Reservation, Wash ................. 536
underground water
underground
water supply prospecting
prospecting
permits authorized
authorized in Nevada ...... 293
patents, etc.,
etc., to
discoverer .............
to discoverer
294
disposal of remainder of lands within
area of permit ..................
295
vehicle allowances for timber protection, 1920, increased ............
. 512
withdrawal of, for Indian reservations,
withdrawal
reservations,
except by act of ConFress
prohibited
34
Congress prohibited.
34
within water power projects withdrawn
withdrawn
from entry ...................
1075
Public
Public Library,
Library, D.
and Takoma
Takama Park
D. C., Free,
Free, and
Park
Branch,
Branch,
,appropriation
841, 1112
appropriation for salaries
salaries ........... 72,
72,841,1112
for Sunday and holiday openings.
openings 72,841,1112
72, 841, 1112
for books, fuel,
fuel, etc..............
etc
72,
841, 1112
72,841,1112
for extraordinary
extraordinary repairs, etc...........
etc
72
72
deficiency
contingent
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
expenses
1016
expenses ........................ 37,
37,1016
Public Moneys Division,
Public
Division, Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartment,
ment,
appropriation
appropriation for chief of division, etc.....
etc.....
645
Public
etc.,
Public Moneys, etc.,
appropriation
expenses-.... - 1375
appropriation for contingent expenses....
Public Printer
Printer(see
(see also Government
Public
Government Printing
Office),
Office),
appropriation for, Deputy, clerks, etc.....
etc
227,
appropriation
227,
940, 1428
428

Page.
Public Printer-Continued.
Printer-Continued.
Public
etc., no
printing machinery, supplies, etc.,
longer needed by other officials,
officials, may
requisitioned for by ............
233
be requisitioned
stationery
Senate and House
stationery for
for Senate
House of
of RepreRepresentatives may be purchased
purchased from..
from
1036
sentatives
Public
andBinding,
Binding,
Printingand
PublicPrinting
appropriation
Government Printing Ofappropriation for Government
salaries ............
227,
940, 1428
227,940,1428
fice, salaries
for
227,940,1428
940, 1428
for holidays..
holidays... _227,
for paying
paying salaries
salaries for
for leaves
absence ............ 227,
940, 1428
1428
227,940,
for
leaves of absence
for expenses
expenses of
227,
940, 1428
227,940,1428
for
of ..............
advance payment
payment from departments,
etc.,
etc., for work ordered; credits didirected
941,
1429
941,1429
................
rected ....
228, 941,
1429
941,1429
for Congress ...............executive departments, etc..
etc. 228, 941, 1429
for executive
allotments; restriction
229,
229,
restriction....
of allotments;
division of
942, 1430
942,1430
certificate of necessity of work recertificate
quired;
943, 1430
quired; 'exceptions
exceptions........ 230,
230,943,1430
authority
230
of Congress for other printing 230
authority of
details prohibited
prohibited unless expressly authorized bp
by law ............ 230, 943,
thorized
1431
943,1431
all
expenditures to
be equitably
all expenditures
to be
equitably
charged to work executed.
230,
943,
1431
executed...
943, 1431
illustrations -for
Memorial addresses,
4or Memorial
payment for ...............
943,
1431
943,1431
Superintendent
salaries and expenses, Superintendent
for salaries
of Documents..............
Documents
230, 943, 1431
230,943,
646
Insurance Bureau.........
Bureau
for War Risk Insurance
deficiency
appropriation for War Risk Indeficiency appropriation
surance
Bureau ....................
11
surance Bureau
59, 520, 593, 1182
Department... 59,520,593,1182
Post Office
Office Department...
for Post
59
American Union ...............
for Pan
Pan American
C ........... 59,1037
for Supreme Court, D. C
59, 520, 1182
Labor .......... 59,520,1182
of Labor
for Department
Department of
for paying salaries for holidays ..........
520
for leaves of absence ............... . 520,
1037
520,1037
520,523,1042
for printing, binding, etc ........ 520,
523, 1042
for Civil Service Commission...
Commission.. . 520, 1037, 1182
520
Department ................
for Interior Department
520
for Treasury Department .............
520, 593
for Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission .............................
590
8mn
593
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture ..........
for Department
593
for Library of Congress
Congress ...............
for Department
1182
Department of Commerce
Commerce ...........
1191
1186,1191
for expenses ....................... 1186,
annual detailed
detailed statement to be submitted
submitted
deof publications
publications issued by each de1037
partment, etc ..................
number, cost of paper, printing, prepara1037
tion, etc .....................
authorized; bills, etc.,
etc., relating to work of
authorized;
House Committee on Revision of
370
...........
the Laws ...........
enrolled bills, etc., to be printed
printed on parch520
520
ment or suitable
suitable paper.............
paper
for War Risk Insurance Bureau, allowed
allowed
appropriations for field exfrom appropriations
penses
331
penses........................
issue of journals, periodicals,
periodicals, etc.,
etc., by departments or establishments re945
stricted .......................
1433
December 31, 1921 ........
allowed until December
1433
specific authorization required there1433
after
after.............................. 1433
ordered: laws relating to river and harbor
harbor
improvements from
from March
March 4, 1913,
1913, to
improvements
1014
end of 66th Congress
Congress ...............
Congressional Directory,
Directory, 1st
let session,
session, 66th
66th
1631
Congress ..........................
1631
German and Bolshevik
German
Bolshevik Propaganda
Propaganda
document .........................
1633
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Public
Printing and
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Page.
Public Printing
ordered: Journal of Grand Army Encampappropriation for manual training exordered:
appropriation
84,854,1125
ment,
penses ..................
84, 854, 1125
1920...................... 1637
ment, 1920
854,1125
for
1921
1643
.................
1125
power......... 84, 854,
light, and power
for 1921......
for fuel, light,
report of General John J. Pershing......
Pershing
1637
additions to
buildreport
for furniture; additions
ings
854, 1125
84, 854,1125
Treaty Germany ................
1632
with Germany
Treaty
ings ...................
for contingent
expenses ..........
84, 854, 1125
1125
84,854,
pay
contingent expenses
pay of designated employees in Governfor
84,854,
854, 1125
1125
ment Printing Office increased
increased to 75
paper towels, etc ............. 84,
for paper
84, 854,1125
854,1125
272
hour ....................
pianos ......................
for pianos
cents an hour.
textbooks, etc.,
etc., flags, playgrounds,
settlement
for textbooks,
settlement of irregular, by War Labor Ad84,854,1125
etc
84,
854, 1125
Naturalization Buministration and Naturalization
school gardens, etc...........
payments to teachers in nature study,
341
payments
authorized.. ................
reau, authorized
696,1317
1125
etc
1125
Weather Bureau 237, 696,
1317
........................
etc
work permitted in Weather
Public Roads
Engineering Office,
physics departfor apparatus, etc., physics
andRural Engineering
Roads and
Public
85,855,1125
ments
855, 1125
ments................... 85,
appropriation for general
general exdeficiency appropriation
for
laboratories, etc., sup67, 346, 524, 1187
64,67,346,524,1187
for High School laboratories.
penses................ 64,
85,855,1126
plies
855, 1126
Public
B
Pe
o:fseeBureau,
Bureau, Department
plies....--............... 85,
Department of AgriPublic Roads
space
space in Franklin Building for office
culture,
culture,
purposes
855
permitted ..............
262,721,1340
purposes permitted
appropriation
262,
72L 1340
appropriation for salaries ..........
for equipping,
etc., junior high schools
schools.. 1126
equipping, etc.,
for
for general
263, 722, 1340
expenses;restriction.. 263,722,1340
general expensesirestriction„
for community
department...... 1126
center department
community center
for
for expenses of inquiries, expert advice,
advice,
85, 855, 1126
etc
263, 722, 1340
cabinetmaker ................ 85,855,1126
263,722,1340
for cabinetmaker
etc .......................
system to port263,722,1340
extending telephone system
for extending
for
etc
263, 722, 1340
for methods, materials, etc.....
able
buildings
85
263,
able buildings....................
etc., investigations
investigations......
chemical, etc.,
for chemical,
community forums, etc.,
etc., in school
722,
1340
for community
722, 1340
85,855
buildings ....................
buildings
payable from Rural Post Roads Fund
Fund.. 1340
payable
increased 328
allowance
etc.,'increased
employees, etc.
for employees,
allowance for
etc. 263,
experiments in construction,
263,
construction, etc
for field experiments
for
etc., manual training
equipment, etc.,
for equipment,
722,1340
85
.......................
schools .
for farm
investigations. 263, 722,1340
irrigation investigations.
farm irrigation
for
for
equipment;
Dunbar High School, equipment;
for Dunbar
for drainage
farms, swamps, etc.;
drainage of farms,
for
balance reappropriated
reappropriated ............ 1126
balance
plans,
722, 1340
263,722,1340
etc.........------------- 263,
plans, etc
for
investigating farm domestic
domestic water
for transporting
tubercular pupils
pupils...... 85,855
for investigating
transporting tubercular
for
-- 264, 723,1341
supply,
applicadouble
restrictions not applicaetc................
salaries restrictions
supply, etc
double salaries
for
administrative expenses
expensee. .... 264, 723,1341
ble
teachers during
vacation.. 850,1126
850,1126
during vacation..
for admmnistrative
to teachers
ble to
for
distribution, etc.,
etc., of war
war
free
children of Army, Navy
Navy,
supervising distribution,
for supervising
tuition to children
free tuition
85,850,1126
explosives for clearing land, etc....
etc.... 1341
etc., outside
outside of
District
85,
850, 1126
of District........
explosives
etc.,
.
D. C.,
Public Scales,
for portable
portable schools .................
85
Scales, D.
Public
for
additional amounts
amounts for specified
of..-------. 1224
establishment,
regulation, etc., of
establishment, regulation,
for additional
buildings
85
C.,,
Public
D. C.
buildings. ..--..........---------PublicSchools, D.
appropriation
officers
80, 850, 1120
80,850,1120
for officers--...--..-appropriation for
for Eastern
High School, additional
Eastern High
for
850,1121
80, 850,
for attendance
officers
1121
attendance officers-------.......--.
for
855,1126
amount .....
85,
..............
amount
80, 850,1121
for teachers
850, 1121
........
--------teachers ...
for
for Petworth
addition....... 855,1126
School, addition
Petworth School,
for
salaries
salaries of principals, directors, etc.,
for Deanwood
Deanwood School, addition
855,1126
addition .....
for
80
rated ............---------------rated
for
addition
856,1126
for Burrville School, addition.......
81
instruction
barred......-------instruction in German barred
remodeling for manfor Phelps School, remodeling
in lieu of present rates; additional
856
ual
center
•
training center............-....
ual training
81
1920........--..- longevity for year 1920
longevity
for
new building,
building, fifth
fifth division northfor new
851
addition to
salaries .......--..to basic salaries
addition
1126
east
east.........................
851,1122
81; 851,
for
librarians and clerks-.........
clerks
1122
for librarians
for
... .. 856, 1126
addition.....
School, addition
West School,
R. West
J. R.
for J.
81,
for
vacation schools and playgrounds....
playgrounds....
for vacation
for Takoma
'Nkomo School,
School, addition
856, 1126
addition ......... 856,1126
for
851, 1122
for
Wheatley School,
School, addition;
addition; confor Wheatley
for
.
longevity
p
a
y
81,
851,
1122
81,851,1122
for longevity pay ....-- ....---...
tracts
1126
........................... 1126
tracts
851, 1122
inefficient
receive... 851,1122
1126
inefficient persons not to receive...
for
Henry D.
D. Cooke
School, addition
addition ....
Cooke School,
for Henry
1122
82,852,
for
allowance
to
principals
...
82,
852,
for allowance to principals.......
land. 1127
for Dunbar
Dunbar High School, adjoining land
for
for
night schools.............
schools
82, 852, 1122
for night
School, addition to site.........
site
1127
for Mott School,
852
82,
for
industrial,
etc.,
instruction
82,852
for industrial, etc., instruction.......
sale
lots 821 and 822, Square 3064
sale of lots
1123
852,
for
Teachers'
Retirement
Fund
852,
Fund......
authorized
1127
for Teachers' Retirement
authorized .....................
duties, etc.,
transferred from Secretary
etc., transferred
duties,
amounts
for construction
immediately
construction immediately
amounts for
of
the
Treasury
to
Commissioners
852
the
of the Treasury
856,1127
available
available.................. 856,1127
for
Americanization work, etc., instructfor Americanization
School.
for remodeling
remodeling Old Central
Central High School.
856
for
ing
foreigners
82,
852,
1123
82,852,
856
..............
ing foreigners
........ ..
M Street
High School
School ...
Street High
M
for
kindergarten
supplies
82,
852,
1123
82,852,1123
.......sites
buildings not to exceed
limit
for kindergarten supplies
exceed limit
and buildings
sites and
for
janitors and
buildings, etc...
etc...
82
of buildings,
of
cost
86,
856, 1127
care of
and care
86,856,1127
for janitors
of cost..............-...--..
852,1123
852,1123
86,
soliciting
subscriptions forbidden
forbidden.....
subscriptions
soliciting
83,
for matrons
normal, etc.,
schools.....
856,1127
etc., schools
856,1127
in normal,
matrons in
for
853,
853, 1124
plans,
Municito be prepared by Municietc., to
plans, etc.,
83,
for smaller
smaller building',
etc..
rooms, etc
rented rooms,
buildings, rented
for
pal Architect
86,
856, 1127
86,856,1127
Architect ............pal
853,1124
853,1124
exit doors
outward, etc.; undoors to open outward,
exit
854,1124
for medical
medical inspectors:
1124
83, 854,
nurses.... 83,
inspectors: nurses....
for
locking required.
required. ........
86,
856, 1127
86,856,1127
locking
for free
dental clinic"
clinics.......-..- 84, 854,1124
free dental
for
for paying,
revenues, adfrom District revenues,
paying, from
for
for rent,
84,
84
etc -....
temporary rooms, etc
etc., temporary
rent, etc.,
-for
vances in
in 1877,
for support
support of
103
of.......
1877, for
vances
854,1124
854,1124
for paying,
paying, from District revenues, adfor
for
repairs and
improvements.... 84,
854, 1124
84, 854,1124
and improvements-..
for repairs
Georgetown
vances in 1875, for Georgetown
for
remodeling Hamilten
Hamilton Building
Building.....- 854
for remodeling
103
....--school
103
building.......- .....
school building
1124
h-,;lrin
......
-i......1
--_ Johnson
for
school building
1124
41- - -' --' ------AOr
JUu 44282-VOL
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Public
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deficiency
appropriation for longevity pay
deficiency appropriation
39,
1017
.............................. 39,1017
allowance to principals
40, 1017, 1157
principals...... 40,1017,1157
for allowance
for Western
Western High
High. School,
40
School, equipment...
equipment .... _ 40
for
40
fuel
for W. H. Marlow, fuel..............
for
fuel,
light,
and
power.
40,1017
for fuel, light, and power............ 40,1017
schools, contingent
contingent expenses
40,
expenses...
for night schools,
503,1157
503,
1157
for
Deanwood
School,
toilet
facilities
_
40
40
facilities...
toilet
for Deanwood School,
503
for additional teachers ................
for manual
training, etc., expenses.....
expenses
1017
for
manual training,
expenses .............. 1017
1017
for contingent
contingent expenses
for supplies
supplies to pupils ..................
1017
apparatus, etc.,
etc., physic
physic departments.
departments
1017
for apparatus,
for repairs
repairs and
1017
and improvements.
improvements .........
for
for textbooks
textbooks and
and supplies
___ 1157
1157
to pupils.
pupils....
supplies to
for
transporting tubercular
tubercular pupils .....
1157
for transporting
retirement of teachers
teachers ....................
387
fund created
created by deduction
deduction from basic
limitations.
387
salaries; limitations..............
certificate of deductions to be filed
certificate
yearly...
387
yearly...........................
amount
inamount received to be deposited to in387
dividual credits .................
investment and use of .............
387
investment
retirement at age of 62; at
70
388
at70.............
for disability
388
disability..........................
annuity, based
based on one per
of annuity,
composition of
cent
of average
average salary
388
salary.............
centof
additional
388
service...
$10 for
for each
each year of service
additional $10
age....... 388
minimum annuity if retired for age
388
for disability
disability...............................
payment of annuity;
current
annuity; part from current
payment
expenses
expenses of the
the District
District........... 388
from
missy deductions
,
388
'...
388
deductions ............
from salary
credit for service
service outside of District
.
388
District......
credit
service
388
required .............
service in District required.
maximum basic
388
allowed ............ 388
maximum
basic salary allowed
return
of
deductions
on
leaving
the
service,
return
except for retirement
retirement
388
..............
provisions for reinstated teachers
teachers........ 388
provisions
payments
if teacher dies
service ........ 389
dies in service
payments if
if annuitant
dies prior to receiving
annuitant dies
if
amount of deductions ...........
389
provisions applicable to all teachers
teachers on the
provisions
rolls June,1919
389
June, 1919 ..................
teachers
to
in service deemed to
teachers continuing
continuing in
consent to deductions, etc.........
etc
389
discharges by Board of Education
Education not afdischarges
fected
389
fected........................
persons included in term "teacher"
"teacher" .....
389
meaning
basic salary:"
"he ". 389
"basic
salary;" pronoun "he".
meaning of "
preparation
tables, records, etc., dipreparation of tables,
rected
389
rected..........................
389
included....................
data, etc., included
reports to Congress, etc ................
389
appropriation for expenses;
expenses; proportion
appropriation
from District revenues ............
389
390
estimates to
be submitted
...
to be
submitted annually
annually....
estimates
herewith. _ 390
no additional pay for services herewith..
regulations, etc., to be made by Secretary
Secretary
regulations,
of the Treasury
Treasury .................
390
transferred to the Commissioners
852
transferred
Commissioners ....
annuity not assignable, subject
subject to attach390
390
ment, etc ........................
provisions not applicable
receives
applicable if person receives
annuity
annuity from any State, etc
etc....... 390
employees,
general provisions
employees, included in general
for retirement
of
civil
service
emretirement
service employees .......................
614
ployees
officers and teacher
teacher excluded
excluded .........
614
double salaries
salaries restrictions
restrictions not applicable
garden employees
employees........ 1017
to school garden

Public
Utilities,
Pare.
Pare
.
Public Utilities,
appropriation
investigating standards
standards of
appropriation for investigating
measurement, etc., of..
of.......... 682,1301
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission,
Commission, D. C.,
Public
appropriation
salaries
840, 1111
71, 840,1111
appropriation for salaries...........
for general
expenses ............. 71,840,1111
71, 840,1111
general expenses
Publications, Departmental,
Departmental, etc.,
Publications,
permitted until June 30, 1921. 945
continuance permitted
continuance
unless specifically
authorized by Conunless
specifically authorized
discontinued thereafter..
thereafter..
946
gress, to be discontinued
allowed until December
1, 1921 ......... 1433
December 1,
authority required
required thereafter
thereafter.. 1433
specific authority
Publications Division,
Department of AgriculAgriculDivision, Department
Publications
ture,
ture,
appropriation
salaries
258, 717, 1336
1336
appropriation for salaries........
for general
general expenses; sales
sales of photofor
graphs, etc................
etc
graphs,
259, 718,1336
for agricultural
agricultural exhibits at fairs, etc..
1337
718,1337
etc.. 718,
for
for emergency
etc.
718, 1337
718,1337
for
emergency employments, etc....
Publications, Government,
Publications,
annual detailed
detailed report to be submitted of,
issued by each department,
etc..... 1037
department, etc
number, cost of paper, printing,
printing, prepara1037
. ..........................
tion, etc
etc....
Pueblo Bonito
Pueblo
Bonito Agency, N. Mar.,
Mez.,
appropriation
support, etc., of Indians
for support,
appropriation for
at
434, 1248
434,1248
at........................
Pueblo
Pueblo Indians,
Indians, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
422, 1239
18,422,1239
for....... 18,
for attorney for
appropriation for
for
408
for................
or irrigation,
irrigation, etc., for
for
23,1238
423,1238
for water supply for...............
Grand
4e
for drainage of lands of, in Rio Grande
condition .............. 423,1239
Valley; condition
Pueblos,
Pueblos, New Mexico.
appropriation for irrigation, etc.,
18
18
etc., for ......
appropriation
Puget
Puget Sound Navy Yard, Wash.,
appropriation for
144,821
public works ..........
for public
appropriation
for
144
works.......
magazine, public works
for naval
naval magazine,
for
nurses
145
145
quarters for
for nurses...
for naval
naval hospital,
hospital, quarters
822
for magazine for T. N
T
N. T...............
Pugh, Mary Florence
Pugh,
Florence (widow),
pension
1595
........................
......
pension
Pulaski
Pulaski County, Ark.,
time extended
extended for bridging Arkansas
River
Arkansas River
by, at Broadway ..................
278
278
279
279
.....................
at Main Street
Purcell,
Susan .1.
Purcell, Susan
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension..,
1538
pension.................................
Purchasing
PurchasingAgent, Post
Post Office Department,
Department,
appropriation for, chief clerk ...........
674,1294
appropration
Purchasing
Officer,, .D.
PurchasingOicer,
D. C.,
appropriation for, deputy,
deputy, clerks,
etc..
69,
clerks, etc...
appropriation
838,1109
A.,
Purdy, Edward
Edward A.,
stolen.. 1470
credit in postal accounts
accounts for funds stolen
Pure Food Law,
Pure
appropriation
enforcing...... 254,
appropriation for expenses enforcing
712,1331
deficiency.appropriation
appropriation for expenses endeficiency
forcing
67, 346, 1187, 1192
64, 67,346,1187,1192
forcing ..........
misbranding
misbranding provisions of, extended
extended to
wrapped meats ....................
271
Purviance,
Purviance, Lydia Ann (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased........................ 1557
Putnam,
Putnam, Albert,
1617
1617
increased .................
pension increased
Puyallup
Agency, Wash.,
Puyallup Agency
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation
27,431,434,1245
at .................
27, 431, 434, 1245
Pyramid
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Nev.
Pyramid Lake Indian
Nev.,
appropriation
appropriation for irrigation system on,
maintenance, etc ..........
17, 422,1238
maintenance,

INDEX.
Q.
Q.

Qua 77 tiro, Va.,
Va.,
Quantico,
appropriation for Marine barracks,
barracks, incinappropriation
145
erator plant .....................
erator
for Marine barracks, water supply; reappropriation .
833
..........
appropriation
Quo paw Indian
Agency, Okla.,
Indian Agency,
Quopaw
22,427,1242
appropriation forprobate
expenses
22,
427, 1242
for probate expenses..'
appropriation
ot inherited
inherited allotments in,
sale of surface oft
355
authorized
purposes...
authorized for town site purposes
355
etc., protected
protected ............
legal rights, etc.,
appropriation for expenses;
expenses; repayment
repayment
appropriation
355
from proceeds ......................
Quapaw
Indians, Okla.,
•
Quapaw Indians,
appropriation
treaties with;
for fulfilling treaties
appropriation for
20, 425, 1241
condition
20,425,1241
condition ................
for
common schools
schools .............
23, 427, 1242
23,427,1242
for common
alienation
allotments of
alienation restrictions of, on allotments
designated, continued for 25 years
designated,
1
1248
more 248 ......................
removal
owner found to be
removal allowed if owner
1249
competent ...................
competent
leases permitted on restricted
mining leases
1249
lands ..........................
Oklahoma;
product allowed
allowed Oklahoma;
tax on product
1249
hen against
against land.............
land
not aahen
Plant Diseases
Quarantine
Diseases and
Districts for Plant
Quarantine Districts
Insect Pests,
appropriation for
enforcing regulations
for enforcing
appropriation
governing ................
267, 726,1344
governing
Quarantine
Districts,Live Stock,
QuarantineDistricts,
appropriation for
for establishing, etc.
etc. 239,
698, 1318
239,698,1318
appropriation
1318
for
stations .............
1318
for repairs, etc., to stations
Quarantine
QuarantineService,
etc... 175,
maintenance, pay, etc
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
$$4,
1377
884,1377
deficiency
appropriation for...........
for
344,1189
deficiency appropriation
Quarantine Stations,
Statins,
Quarantine
167
Va........
appropriation
appropriation for Cape Charles, Va
construction work
work under direction of
construction
. 167
Supervising
Architect ............
Supervising Architect
Baltimore, Md.,
Md., purchase of propfor Baltimore,
875
erty ...........................
tank
875
Cape Fear, N. C., water tank........
for Cape
for
purchase of
of New York Quarantine
for purchase
Station, from the State ............ 875
-875
for
Wash
875
Townsend, Wash..............
Port Townsend,
for Port
for purchase,
etc., Texas quarantine
purchase, etc.,
875
stations
875
stations............................
N. C., wharf............. 1368
Cape Fear, N.
for Cape
repairs and
168, 876, 1369
preservation ..... 168,876,1369
and preservation
for repairs
for.... 168,876,1369
equipment for
168, 876, 1369
for mechanical
mechanical equipment
175,884,1377
maintenance, etc ..........
175, 884, 1377
for maintenance,
deficiency appropriation
Charles,
Cape Charles,
for Cape
appropriation for
deficiency
Va
330.1163
330,1163
Va........................
Quartermaster Corps,
Army,
Corps, Army,
Quartermaster
appropriation for
110
110
Army....
of the
the Army....
pay, etc., of
for pay,
appropriation
110
for pay of officers;
officers; longevity........
longevity
110
110
for pay
longevity......
enlisted men; longevity
of enlisted
pay of
for
etc., field
commutation of quarters, etc.,
for commutation
111
...............
clerks
111
.............
clerks
112
for mileage,
mileage, officers,
officers, etc...............
etc
112
for
for loss
by exchange,
disbursements
exchange, disbursements
loss by
for
abroad
112,956
Alaska .........-.
in Alaska
and in
abroad and
for
subsistence supplies, etc........etc
113,957
for subsistence
care,
Aberdeen Proving
care, etc., of crops, Aberdeen
- 114
Ground
Ground............---......-----for
regular quartermaster
quartermaster supplies.....
supplies
114,957
114, 957
for regular
fue, heat,
and light..............
light
114,958
heat, and
fuel,
958
114,
recreation
buildings
114,958
recreation buildings.............-bakeries, ice machines,
machines, laundries,
bakeries,
etc
-----.-------- 114,958
etc..........-schools, forage, etc ............--- 114,958
schools,
stationery,
stationery. printing, etc ............ 115,958
~
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QuartermasterCorps,
Quartermaster
•
appropriation
incidental expenses...
expenses... 115,958
appropriation for incidental
extra
958
115
115,,958
etc...............
extra duty pay, etc
for
transportation959
. 115
115,,959
for transportation...................
accommodations
accommodations for Porto Rico offitransports .................
960
cials, on transports
passengers and cargoes permitted
permitted on
passengers
transatlantic
960
transatlantic transports ............
detlignated transports......
transports
961
disposal of designated
for
posts.. 117,961
for water and sewer systems at posts..
Leavenworth
961
Fort Niagara, and Fort Leavenworth..
clothing, camp and garrison
garrison equipfor clothing,
. 117,961
age
age .........................
indemnity
indemnity for destroyed clothing,
etc
117,
962
117,962
.......................
etc ...
for purchase of horses
horses................ 117, 961
forpurchase
standard required..
required
118,962
contracts, standard
limit; contracts,
restriction on polo ponies...........
ponies118,962
118,962
restriction
breeding
riding animals;
donations
animals; donations
breeding riding
962
accepted .......................
92
accepted
118,962
for
barracks and quarters, etc .........
for barracks
etc....... 118,963
grounds for cantonments, etc
grounds
963
Fort
Leavenworth ....................
Fort Leavenworth
963
transfer of Whipple
Whipple Barracks, Ariz
Ariz....
transfer
for
Infantry Training
Training School,
buildings, Infantry
for buildings,
Camp
Ga................ 963
Camp Benning, Ga
118,963
for
exchanges .........
for military post exchanges
for
barracks and
Philippine
quarters, Philippine
and quarters,
for barracks
1
119,964
Islands
19,964
Islands........................
rentals in China .................... 119,964
for
wharves, and drainage
walks, wharves,
roads, walks,
for roads,
. 119,964
at
..................
at posts
posts119,964
purchase
purchase of land Deer Island, Boston
. 964
Harbor
Harbor........................
use
for National
National Army
Army cantonments,
cantonments,
use for
etc.,
forbidden
964
etc., forbidden.................
for
hospitals, construction,
etc... 119,964
construction, etc...
post hospitals,
for post
buildings, etc..119,
additions, temporary buildim:t
c0119, 964
Letterman Hospital,
Hospital, San FranDsco,
Letterman
................
......
Calif
964
..
Calif.....
Army
Walter Reed
Hospital, D. C., for Army
Reed Hospital,
Walter
Medical School
.................. 964
School...
Medical
for quarters
for hospital stewards
119,965 119,965
stewards.......
quarters forhospital
for
for
galleries and ranges119,
965
ranges...... 119,965
shooting galleries
for shooting
for
settlement of target,
damage
•
target, etc., damage
for settlement
claims
119,965
119,965
...................
claims..
for
etc
120
College: fuel, etc.......
Army War College;
for Army
for
of buildings
buildings in District of Corent of
for rent
lumbia
. 120,965
lumbia ......................
if
no space
Government
available in Government
space available
if no
owned
.
120,965
buildings ................
owned buildings.
soldiers...... 120,965
vocational training of soldiers
for vocational
for
target pracfor supplies for civilian target
tice
120,966
120,966
.....................
tice.
for suplies,
supplies, etc.,
Reserve
121, 966
etc., to units of Reserve
for
Officers' Training
Training Corps
Corps......... 121,966
Officers
milifor supplies to other schools having milifor
121, 967
121,967
training
tary training....................-.
for inland
storage and shipping
and port storage
inland and
for
121,967
...............
facilities ..
facilities
183,894,1385
for
Monroe, Va ..........
183, 894 ,1385
for Fort Monroe,
for Schofield Barracks, Hawaii .........
1385
183, 984, 1385
for national cemeteries
cemeteries .........-183,984,1385
for
183,
for
graves
soldiers' graves......
headstones for soldiers'
for headstones
894, 138,i
894,1385
for
indigent ex-soldiers,
ex-soldiers, etc.,
of indigent
burial of
for burial
D.
184,
895, 1386
184,895,1386
C.
...................
D. C
for Antietam
Antietam battle
field1386
184,
895,
184,895,1386
battle field........
for
disposition of remains of officers, enfor disposition
listed men, civilians,
etc
184,
895, 1386
184,895,1386
civilians, etc...
listed
for removing
abandoned
removing remains from abandoned
for
posts,
etc
184,
895, 1386
.....-- 184,895,1386
posts, etc .....-....
184,
reimbursement
expenses... 184,
reimbursement for burial expense...
895, 1386
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QuartermasterCorps,
appropriation
removing remains,
remains, etc.;
etc.- apappropriation removing
plicable to
active
plicable
to retired list
list on active
duty,
abroad in
in
duty, and
and civilians dying
dying abroad
armies of
184, 896, 1386
armies
of Allies.
Allies ........... 184,896,1386
for care of graves abroad,
abroad, shipping home
remains, etc
896,1387
remains,
etc ..................
896,1387
additional employees
employees in.Department,
in.Department,
additional
compiling
dataof graves,etc„abroad.
896
compilingdataofgraves,etc.,abroad.
for Confederate
Confederate burial plats
184, 896, 1387
plats..
. 184,896,1387
for burials, Little Rock, Ark
896, 1387
Ark..... 185,
185,896,1387
for Arlington
Arlington Cemetery,
Cemetery, toilet facilities
facilities.
896
for Battle
Rattle Ground Cemetery, D. C., construction
struction of rostrum..............
rostrum
896
for Arlington Memorial
896, 1387
Memorial Amphitheater 896,1387
for national parks
parks............... 185,897,1387
185, 897, 1387
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for incurred
incurred oblideficiency
fT0111 unexpended balances
46
balances.
gations from
for pay of the Army ...................
61,
61,
63,65,344,347,522, 1026, 1038, 1041, 1044
63,65,344,347,522,1026,1038,1041,1044
for barracks
Philippines
61
barracks and quarters, Philippines..
61
for supplies, services,
services, and transportation
61, 63,65, 344,
tion.................... 61,63,65,344,
348,
522, 1038, 1041, 1044, 1184, 1190
348,522,1038,1041,1044,1184,1190
for
transportation
61,
63, 65, 344,
for transportation.............
61,63,65,344,
522,
1038, 1041, 1166, 1184, 1190
522,1038,1041,1166,1184,1190
for headstones
soldiers' graves......
graves. .
61,
headstones for soldiers'
61,
348, 522, 1038, 104i, li.134, 1190
348,522,1038,1041,1184,1190
for incidental expenses..
expenses.. 61,63,522,1184,1190
61,63,522,1184,1190
for barracks
65,
baacks and quarters.
quarters .............
344, 522, 1041, 1044, 11M
344,522,1041,1044,1184
for disposition of remains
remains of officers,
officers, enlisted men, etc....................65,
etc
65,
345, 522, 1038, 1041, 1044, 1185
345,522,1038,1041,1044,1185
for
regular supplies ..........
344,
1041
forregularsUppies
344, 522,
522,1041
walks, wharves,
for roads,
rods,wal,
wharves, and drainage.
drainage.. 344,
522, 1041, 1044
522,1041,1044
for
for hospital stewards
344
for quarters forhospital
stewards.......
344
for burial of indigent soldiers
soldiers.......... 345
345
Vicksburg Cemetery ...............
for Vicksburg
1025
for field clerks,
clerks, mileage ...............
1026
for mileage to
officers, etc .
formileage
toofficers,
............. 1038
for civilian military training
training camps.
camps. 1038,1044
for shooting galleries,
galleries, ranges, etc. 1044,1184,1190
1044,1184,1190
subsistence
1166
for subsistence.......................
1166
for horses
.......................... 1184,1190
1184,1190
horses
for military post exchange..............
exchanges
1184
for supplies to Reserve
Officers' Training
Training
Reserve Officers'
Corps ..
.......................
1184
balances
balances of appropriations
appropriations covered in
in, for
inland
and port storage1918-1919,etc. 1353
inlandandportstorage1918-1919,
1353
unexpended balances
balances available
unexpended
available to pay suspended contracts
pended
contracts for barracks and
9uarters
quarters ..........................
1027
hospitals,
construction, etc ............. 1027
hospitals, construction,
rsz walks
etc
reads
walks, etce.....................
1027
shooting galleries
galleries and ranges
ranges.......... 1027
supplies services,
services, and
1027
supplies,
and transportation
transportation... 1027
officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted men compsing......
composing
766
766
duties of Quartermaster
General
766
Quartermaster General........
766
procurement
procurement of supplies,
supplies, construction
construction of
transportation, etc........
buildings, transportation,
etc
766
except
except technical,
technical, etc., supplies for
other branches;
utilities therefor...
branches; utilitiestherefor
766
Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
Corps Field Clerks,
Clerks,
hereafter...........
no appointments
appointments of, hereafter
761
Quartermaster General,
Quartermaster
General, Army,
rank and duties of....................
766
766
Quartrmaster
General's Office, War
War DepartQuartermaster General's
Depart-

merit,

merit,

appropriation
clerks, etc.......
etc
659,1278
appropriation for
for clerks,
659,1278
.for additional employees;
1278
employees; pay
pay restriction
restriction 1278
allotment from fund
fund for bringing home
remains,
remains, to Cemeterial
Cemeterial Division
Division....
.... 1278

Quartermaster General's
Depart- Page.
Quartermaster
General's Office, War Depart•
tnent-Continued.
ment-Continued.
appropriation for
additional employees,
appropriation
for additional
employees,
•
Cemeterial Division,
Division, compiling
Cemeterial
compiling data
data
disposition of remains abroad,
abroad, etc.
of disposition
etc.
896
allowance for
personal services
services in Cemeteallowance
for personal
rial .Division,
,Division, compiling data on
on
bringing
home remains
bringing home
remains........... 1164
1164
colors,
colors, etc.,
etc., of
of demobilized
demobilized Army
Army organized
organized
not delivered to States,
States, to be
be turned
turned
national use .............
1439
in to, for national
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine
Quartermaster's
Marine Corps,
Corps,
appropriation
maintenance
154,831
appropriation for
for maintenance........
154,831
deficiency
maintenance.
deficiency appfopriation
appropriation for maintenance.
50,
1039,
1044, 118.5
1039, 1041,
1041,1044,1185
Quarters, Navy
Quarters,
Navy and Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
commutation of, to
families of officers,
officers, conto families
tinued during present emergency..
emergency..
385
Queen,
Elizabeth,
Queen, Elisabeth,
pension increased
1477
pension
increased.....................
1477
Quz-nat-elt
Indian, Wash.,
Qui-enelt and Quil-leh-ute
Quil-leh-ute Indian,
Wash.,
appropriation for
27, 431, 1245
for support, etc.,
etc., of..
of.. 27,431,1245
appropriation
Quanault
Qu/naielt Agency,
Agenhy, Wash.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians at 1248
1248
appropriationforsupporetc.,ofIndiansat
Qutn
Va.,
Quwmb Creek,
Cd~e, Va.,
prehmi'nary
prel
ry examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
to be
made
.........................
1011
Quinsy,
Quincy, Mass.,
appropriation for
operating, etc.,
etc., GovernGovernappropriation
for operating,
ment house at ....................
223
Government restaurestaufor operating, etc., Government
rant
at
224
rantat...........................
Government dormifor operating, etc., Government
dormitories
at
toriesat..........................
224
Quiniault Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
Quiniault
Wash.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for support, etc., of
of Indians
at
at...--.......................
434
Chtiniault
Indian Reservation,
Quiniault Indian
Reservation, Wash.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for road
road on,
on, from tribal
tribal
funds ..
................... 432,1246
Quinn,
Quinn, Martin,
Martin,
pension increased
increased.................. 1598
Quinn, Ralph
Ralph B.,
homestead application„
..... 1092
application,, by allowed.
allowed.....
homestead
subject to Reclamation
Reclamation Act provisions
provisions. 1092
water privileges restricted
restricted
..........
1092

B.

Rabies,
Rabies,
appropriation for suppression
deappropriation
suppression of, by destroying certain predatory animals
257, 716, 1335
........................... 257,716,1335
Radio
Radio Communication,
Communication,
appropriation for investigating,
investigating,
etc.,
appropriation
employed
methods and instruments employed
in
in.............................
682,1301
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for enforcing,
enforcing,
laws for
ocean
steamers
for ocean steamers ............ 524
524
facilities for international,
international, to be considered, etc.,
International conferetc., at International
ence
367
ence...........................
367
Radio, etc., Systems (see Telegraph
Radio,
Telegraph and TeleTelephone Systems,
Systems, etc.).
Radio
Research,
Radio Resear,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for experiments,
experiments,
in
349,524
etc., in......................
349,524
Radio Stations, Government,
all, may be used for Government
Government messages,
messages,
compass
safety of ships
ships..... 1061
compas reports, safety
naval, for American
1061
American press messages
messages.......
private commercial
commercial messages
mes3ages
.......... 1061
rates not less than by private stations.
stations
1061
to terminate
terminate when adequate
adequate service
service furniahed by private stations, etc......
nished
etc
1061

INDEX.
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Radio Stations,
Stations, Government—Continued.
Government-Continued.
Radio
Page.
naval; final termination
termination in two years ..... 1061
wireless telegraph
telegraph regulations
regulations to govern
operations ........................
operations
1061
Radio
Radio Telegraphy,
interstate commerce regulations
regulations applicable
interstate
to transmission
transmission of messages by
474
by..... 474
wholly within one State excepted
excepted...... 474
Radiotelegraphic
International,
RadiotelegraphicConvention, International,
appropriation for expenses
1212
...............
deficiency
appropriation for .............
524
deficiency appropriation
524
Radiotelegraphy,
Radiotelegraphy, Naval,
appropriation
149
stations.....
for naval
naval shore stations
appropriation for
for site
Me
150
ite for station, Otter Cliffs, Me......
acquisition
acquisition of stations used for commercial messages, forbidden
forbidden....... 150
827
stations.............
for sites for shore stations
Ragan,
(widow),
Ragan, Ellen
Ellen (widow),
pension
pension.................................. 1493
Ragsdale,
Ragsdale, Homer
Homer T.,
pension increased...........
increased
1621
.............
late a
a Representative
Ragsdale,
Willard, late
Representative in
in
Ragsdale, J. Willard,
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to widow.
342
Rail
Transportation,
and Water
Water Transportation,
Rail and
authority of Interstate
Interstate Commerce Comauthority
connections with,
mission to direct connections
terms and conditions
conditions of rates, etc...
etc
483
policy of
declared, to foster and
of Congress declared,
policy
preserve
both-....................
499
preserve both
States7
Railroad
Administration, United States,
RailroadAdministration,
liquidating
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for liquidating
deficiency
accounts with carriers,
carriers, etc
589
etc.........
accounts
for transporting
1174
mails by ..........
for
transporting mails
Finance Corporation
take over LibCorporation to take
War Finance
erty loan bonds not desired
desired to be
579
..............................
kept
kept by
Railroad
Labor Adjustment (see
Railroad Boards of Labor
Transportation Act, 1920).
1920).
Transportation
Railroad
General,
Fund, General,
Contingent Fund,
RailroadContingent
half of
of income
income of carriers, over
of excess
excess of
half
prescribed •fair return to be paid
prescribed
into
489
............
mto..............- ...
administration of, by Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
administration
Commission as a
arevolving fund....
fund
490
uses
designated; investment of unused
uses designated;
moneys ................-......
490
moneys
from....
applications
loans from
490
carriers for loans
applications of carriers
Commi ion.... 490
investigation, etc., by Commission—
investigation,
security,
interest, repayment ........ 490
security, interest,
lease
equipment purof transportation
transportation equipment
lease of
chased
from
490
...........
chased from..........
action of Commission
Commission granting........
granting
491
action
rental
491
rental charges, etc ...................
purchase, sale, etc.,
etc., of equipment
equipment from,
from,
authorized
authorized ......................... 491
rules,
prescribed for loans,
etc., to be prescribed
rules, etc.,
leases,
491
etc.....................--leases, etc
alo
ao Federal
Railroad
(see also
Federal
Railroad Control, Federall (e
and TransportaRailroad
Railroad Control and
tion Act, 1920).
1920).
provisions
relinquishing
457
provisions relinquishing...........---------Railroad
etc.,
RailroadEmployees, etc.,
provisions
between,
provisions for settling disputes between,
and
employers
469
............-.
their employers-.
and their
Railroad
Grant Lands,
RailroadGrant
relinquishment
in Arizona,
to Indians in
relinquishment to
99
extended....----------------etc., extended
Railroad
Board (see also TransportaLabor Board
RailroadLabor
1920),
tion Act, 1920),
appropriation
salaries
890,1381
...- 890,1381
for salaries........-appropriation for
for expenses-----..-....----.---------890,1381
expenses
890,1381
for
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PostalService,
Railroad Routes, Postal
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appropriation for mail transportation
transportation by
appropriation
579, 1152
............................... 579,1152
special
arrangement for mail by freight
special arrangement
freight
trains, etc .......................
trams,
579,1152
contracts for aircraft service; condiconditions
579,
1152
tions. ..................
579,1152
aircraft service payable from railroad
railroad
transportation
579,1152
transportation ..............
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for mail transportation by .............
347,
349, 525,
347,349,525,
portation
1040,1043,1045,1174,
1189,1192
1040, 1043, 1045, 1174, 1189,
1192
for mail transportation
transportation by; additional
additional
1031
for increased
increased rates ..............
transportation under Railroad
for mail transportation
Administration by 1174
Administration
..............
1174
rascal year 1920
for transportation,
transportation, fiscal
1920...... 1174
Railroad
RailroadSafety Devices,

be ordered
ordered to
to install autocarriers
carriers may
may be

matic train stop, etc ................
498
penalty for noncompliance,
noncompliance, etc
etc......... 498
Railroads (see also
ComRailroads
also Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission and
and Transportation Act,
1920),
1920),
appropriation for establishing,
establi hing, etc., uniform
appropriation
system
accounting by....
889, 1380
system of
of accounting
by.... 179,
179,889,1380
for enforcing use of safety
safety appliances
appliances by
179, 889, 1380
179,889,
...........................
for securing
securing reports of accidents, etc.,
from ....................
179, 889, 1380
179,889,1380
for investigating
investigating block-signal and traincontrol systems,
systems, etc., for—..
889, 1380
for.... 179,
179,889,1380
for ascertaining
ascertaining physical valuation of
property
179,
889,
1103,1381
179,889,
property ..........
for securing information of stocks, bonds,
etc., of .............
179,889, 1103, 1381
. 179,889,1103,1381
etc.,
for compelling
compelling use of safe locomotive
for
boilers by ................
179, 889, 1381
179,889,1381
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ascertaning
ascertaining
deficiency
physical valuation
valuation of property of...
504
information of securities
for securing information
504
issued by ................................
enforcing systems
accounting by,
for enforcing
systems of accounting
591
...............
etc ..........
1159
59
1
by....... 1159
appliances by
enforcing safety appliances
for enforcing
locomotive
compelling use of safe locomotive
for compelling
boilers
1159
1159
by .....................
boilers by
extensions
new construction, aclines, new
of lime,
extensions of
quiring lines, etc., by, restricted
477
restricted...
certificate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
ertificate from Interstate
Commission of necessity,
necesity, etc., for
477
required
required..................................
rod.... 477
required for abandonment
abandonment of road
applications for
certificates; hearings....
hearings
478
for certificates;
applications
etc....... 478
notice to State authorities, etc
478
publication
178
newspaper .........
publication of, in newspapers
discretionary power of Commiuion
Commission to
discretionary
issue, etc ..
478
..................
no other
other approval
approval than
certificate
than certificate
no
478
necessary ........................
injunctions
necessary
for violations.
478
. 478
violations ..........for
injunctions
punishment of
permitting
of carrier,
carrier, etc., permitting
punishment
478
478
violationsviolations ..- ..........----------authorized,
etc., car service, authorized,
safe, etc.,
order for safe,
by Commission
478
478
Commission .......-----------by
extension of
478
lines. .....................
of lines_
extension
condition of
required
478
etc., required.
for, etc.,
necessity for,
of necessity
condition
478
..----.
noncompliance with478
penalty for noncompliance
intrastate
switches,
etc.,
not
included.
478
intrastate switches, etc., not included-consolidation
of,
into
a
limited
number
of
consolidation of, into a limited number
481
481
directed- ...............-systems directed
481
preparation of
etc., for ......-.
of plans, etc.,
preparation
income
adjustment of
to
of rates to
provisions: adjustment
income provisions:
488
488
secure
secure fair return, etc ............
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Railroads-Continued.
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Railroads-Continued.
income provisions; percentage
percentage constituting
income
488
return
fair return.....................
488
rate adopted
adopted for two years ...........
488
valuation of property
property to be determined..
determined
valuation
income
competitive traffic in excess of
income from competitive
fair return to be paid into the Treasury
489
ury ........................
excess income between
between carrier
of excess
division of
reserve fund and general railroad
contingent fund
489
...............
contingent
489
reserve fund ....................
use of reserve
fund...... 489
general railroad
railroad contingent
contingent fund
unlawful
etc., by, unlawful
issue of stock, bonds, etc.,
hereafter unless authorized
authorized by Interhereafter
state Commerce Commission .......
494
may convey
convey portions of rights of way
through public lands for public
621
highways or streets.................
621
-.
................ ...--....
limit .--payments to, directed
directed on accountof
account of deficits
payments
guaranty
under Federal control, and guaranty
Transportation Act, prior to final
by Transportation
settlement, etc...................
etc
1145
retention of excess earnings by new construction, etc.,
etc., allowed
allowed for ten years.
491
struction,
Division, Post
Post Office
Railway Adjustments Division,
Department,
Department,
appropriation
superintendent, assistappropriation for superintendent,
675,1295
ant .....................
Railway Ccmciress,
International,
Conrres, International,
745,1211
appropriation
quota.
appropriation for quota...............
deficiency
appropriation for annual quotas
deficiency appropriation
1916-1920......................
505
Railway
Railway Employees,
appropriation
Mediation and
appropriation for Board of Mediation
Conciliation
176.886
Conciliation...................... 176,886
Mateials,
Railway Equipment Materials,
appropriation
etc.... 682,1302
appropriation for investigations, etc....
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for investigating,
....... 62, 67, 524
etc ..............
Railway
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
appropriation
Superintendent,
General Superintendent,
for General
appropriation for
assistant,
Post Office Deassistant, etc., in Poet
....... .. 675,1295
partment .......
or
superintendents, assistants,
or division
division superintendents,
579, 1153
clerks, etc ....................
full time credited
credited hereafter
hereafter when deadorders. ............
580
heading, under orders
appointments and assignments restricted
580
580
stricted ......................
allowances for clerks.....
clerks
580,1153
for travel allowances
expenses, etc., away from
from
tmveling expenses,
for traveling
headquarters
580,1153
headquarters...................
for miscellaneous
580
miscellaneous expenses ............
580,1153
rent of space at terminals .........
twenty year leases allowed ......... 580
for
assistant superintendsuperintendfor per diem, two assistant
ents ...........................
580
..
deficiency
appropriation for expenses of
deficiency appropriation
superintendents, etc., away from
headquarters.
53
.
53
headquarters. ....................
for per diem, two assistant superintendents
53
tendents..........................
expenses ...........
63, 347, 349, 525, 1189
63,347,349,525,1189
for expenses
65,
for salaries, etc .......................
67,
347, 525, 1040, 1043, 1189, 1193
67,347,525,1040,1043,1189,1193
525,1193
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses..
expenses.. 347, 349, 525,
1193
for travel allowance .................
1189
reclassifying
1050
in. 1050
reclassifying and grading of employees in
salaries readjusted
1051
readjusted... ..............
salaries
superintendents and chief clerks 1052
salaries of superintendents

Railway
Appliances :
Page.
Page.
Safety Appiances,
Railway Safety
appropriation for
etc
179,
enforcing use of, etc.....
for enforcing
appropriation
889,
1380
889,1380
deficiency appropriation for investigating,
.. 1159
etc ..
........................
Raines Susanah
Susanah (mother),
Raines,
1552
pension ...........................
1552
Rainier National
Forest, Wash.,
National Forest,
Rainier
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 250,
appropriation for maintenance,
708, 1328
708,1328
exchange of lands authorized for addition
addition
exchange
to
1366
to..........................
lands in, to be set aside for protection of
municipalities rewater supply of municipalities
questing
1367
questing. ......................
cooperative
protection
1367
cooperative protection ................
1367
violations punishable .................
Rains,
Rains, Isaac
Isaac R. (son),
pension
increased.
pension increased ....................... 1494
Rainy River,
bridge
Minnesota
bridge authorized across, by Minnesota
276
and Canada .....................
Canada,
Ontario, Canada,
Rainy River, Ontario,
bridge authorized
authorized across Rainy River
River from
Spooner,
to
276
..........
Minn., to.
Spooner, Minn.,
Raleigh,
N. C.,
Raleigh, N.
..........
532
terms of court at ....
additional for civil cases..............
cases.
532
Ramey,
W.
John W.,
Ramey, John
1608
pension increased ...................
Ramsey, George
F.,
George F.,
appropriation for
payment to
for payment
deficiency appropriation
estate
estate of,
of, for losses on levee contracts 1165
Range
Conditions,
Range Conditions,
appropriation for
experiments, etc.,
imetc., imfor experiments,
appropriation
proving,
251, 710, 1330
forests.. 251,710,1330
proving, in national forests..
Range Finders,
Fortifications
Finders, Fortifications,
608,1348
appropriation for purchase, etc........
etc
608,
1348
appropriation
for purchase,
purchase, etc., insular
insular possessions..
possessions... 1351
Rankin
Rankin County, Miss.,
by
authorized across Pearl River, by
bridge authorized
Madison County and, at Meeks
Ferry
572
Ferry.............................
Rankin, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (daughter),
(daughter),
1497
pension.
pension ...............................
Jennie L. (widow),
Ransdell, Jennie
1503
pension increased......................-.
increased
Rantoul, Ill.,
expenditure
authorized for real estate,
expenditure authorized
Chanute Aviation
Aviation Field at
455
at........Rape,
Rape, D. C.,
punishment for;
minimum penalty
penalty omitted
567
for; minimum
punishment
Rapid
Rapid City, S. Dak.,
appropriation
Indian school....
school
- 25, 429,1244
appropriation for Indian
school.
deficiency appropriation
Indian school.
62,
appropriation for Indian
deficiency
346
346
Raritan Arsenal, N. I.,
J.,
Raritan
expenditure authorized for acquiring land
expenditure
456
for ..........................
456
456
perfection of title.
title ...................
Raritan River, N.
N. J.,
Raritan
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1011
...........................
made .
Gustrie (mother),
(mother),
Rash, Gussie
1547
pension increased
increased......................
Rates,
Fares, Charges,
Charges, etc., of Carriers,
Carriers,
Rates, Fares,
in effect
effect February 29, 1920, continued
464
until changed by law ..............
no reduction,
etc., prior to September
September 1,
reduction, etc.,
1920, unless approved by C
OMM18
.Commis464
464
..........................
sion.
8/011.
Ratliff,
Ratlif, William H.,
1613
pension
pension............................. 1613
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Rawles.
Phoebe A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Rawles. Phoebe
pension
1577
1577
pension ............................
Rawlings,
A.,
Hinor A.,
Rawlings, Hinor
pension
1535
1535
pension ...............................
Sarah C.
C. (widow),
Rawlins,
Rawlins, Sarah
1577
pension
increased
1577
pension increased........................
Raysor, Minnie
Minnie M.
M. (daughter),
(daughter),
Raysor,
pension .............................
1593
1593
pension
Rea, John,
John,
Rea,
internal revenue tax to adminisrefund of internal
1472
tratrix of ........................
Real Estate,
Estate,
Real
restriction on use of Army appropriations
appropriations
restriction
to buy, for camps or cantonments...
cantonments
128
Real
Estate, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Real Estate,
limited..........
corporations limited
.
566
holdings by corporations
restricted, if acquired
acquired to secure debt, etc.
etc.
566
restricted,
increase of tax on, authorized
authorized to meet Disincrease
1917;
trict's
share of
appropriations, 1917;
of appropriations,
trict's share
limit.
838
limit ..........................
redistribution
redistribution of taxes on new subdivisions
of
. 1195
of..............................
Estate, Government Owned,
Real Estate,
interchange, without compensation,
interchange,
compensation, beauthorized..
132
tween Army and Navy, authorized
Profiteering, D. C.,
EstateProfiteering,
Real Estate
restricting, continued until
provisions restricting,
ninety days after conclusion of
peace treaty with Germany........
Germany
104
298
substitution of further ................
Real
Property,
Real Property,
lease of, acquired for Army storage,
sale or lease
130
no longer needed ................
D. C.,
Property, 1).
Real Property,
jurisdiction of municipal
municipal court in actions
actions of
jurisdiction
forcible
entry and
and detainer
detainer of
555
555
of any
any...
forcible entry
Rearick,
Estella (daughter),
(daughter),
Rearic, Estella
. 1562
pension increased
.................-increased..
Rebates,
Interstate Commerce,
Rebates, Interstate
etc.,,
special,
special, for transportation, messages, etc
479
by
unlawful .............carriers, unlawful
by carriers,
Recess of Congress,
Congress,
1632
ordered,
to 8,
1919
1632
8, 1919...............
1 to
July 1
ordered, July
636
5, 1920...
December 20,1919,
20, 1919, to
to January
January 5,
1920..
1636
December
Offices,
Receivers
of Public
Land Offices,
Moneys, Land
Public Moneys,
Receivers of
appropriation
commissions. 194,
salaries and commissions.
for salaries
appropriation for
907, 1397
907,1397
Juneau, Alaska, duties
duties of, to be perJuneau,
............- 194
formed by register
register ..
formed
Broken
consolidated with
Bow, Nebr., consolidated
Broken Bow,
register
907
register........................907
consolidation
consolidation of, with registers at
Nebr., Vancouver,
Vancouver, and
Alliance, Nebr.,
Seattle,
Wash
1397
Seattle, Wash.................
deficiency appropriation
salaries
1039
for salaries......
appropriation for
deficiency
(uidon),
Reck, Mollie (widow),
1494
pension
1494
..........................-.
pension
Reclamation Act,
Reclamation
appropriation for investigations
investigations for utilizappropriation
ing
etc
244,
reclaimed under, etc.....
lands reclaimed
ing lands
703,
1323
703,1323
demonstrations to assist agricultural
for demonstrations
development of
etc.. 268,
projects under, etc
of projects
development
727, 1344
longer
lands within projects under, no longer
needed for
construction works, etc.,
for construction
needed
605
citizens..
605
to be sold at auction to citizens....
etc. 'limitations
limitations ..............
606
area, etc.,
proceeds to
credit of
of reclamation
reclamation fund;
to credit
proceeds
use
606
606
..
.............--use...
Reclamation
Fund,
Reclamation Fund,
appropriation
for
all
expenditures
of
200,
913,
1402
appropriation forall expenditures of 200, 913,1402
proceeds of licenses
licenses for power projects
of proceeds
half of
in
credited
public lands, etc., to be credited
in public
to
1072
---......-.....------------------

Reclamation Fund-Continued.
Fund-Continued.
Reclamation

leases, etc., of
portion of receipts from leases,
nonmetallic mineral lands to be
be
credited to ........................
Nevada
receipts from public lands in Nevada
within underground
underground water supply
discoveries, to be turned into..
into ......

Page.

450

295
Reclamation
Reclamation Projects,
Projects,
water
contracts authorized
authorized for supplying water
. from,
from, for other than irrigation ...... 451
consent
users; no other available
available
consent of water users;
451
sturce ............................
impaired. - 451
rights for irrigation, etc., not impaired
452
receipts to credit of project
project delivering..
delivering_
patents authorized
authorized of lands within town
sites
in, to school districts for buildsites in,
ings, etc ...............
........... 326
reversion
nonuser .................
327
for nonuser
reversion for
Reclamation
Reclamation Service,
appropriation
expenditures, from
appropriation for all expenditures,
reclamation fund; objects specified. 200,
reclamation
913, 1402
913,1402
for maintenance,
etc., of designated irrimaintenance, etc.,
gation projects
200,
914, 1403
200,914,1403
projects ...........
gation
for secondary
projects .........
201,
915, 1404
201,915,1404
for
secondary projects
limitation on
expenditures.. __202,915,1404
202, 915, 1404
on expenditures....
limitation
interchangeable
appropriations; reinterchangeable appropriations;
striction
915, 1404
202,915,1404
striction................. . 202,
proceeds from
from leases,
leases, etc., to be covproceeds
........
ered into reclamation
reclamation fund
202
ered
Calif., investigaImperial Valley, Calif.,
investigafor Imperial
tion
915
........................
tion....
allowance for
for motor travel expenses..
expenses. _ 915
915
allowance
for reimbursing
reimbursing fund
water
furnishing water
fund for
for furnishing
for
Wash.,
Reservation, Wash.,
to Yakima Reservation,
lands
202,
916, 1404
202,916,1404
...........
lands.......
cancellation of
of contracts
contracts for water, etc.,
cancellation
Kans... 1054
Garden City project, Kans...
from Garden
credit allowed in accounts
accounts of C.
C. G. Ducredit
garme .......................332
ganne
money received
received from outside parties
parties for
money
investigations, etc.,
etc., to be covered
investigations,
reclamation fund and available
available
into reclamation
for
use .....................-..-1404
for use
withdrawn
withdrawn lands no longer needed for uses
1089
of,
1089
to be
be sold ...................
of, to
limited............ 1089
patents to issue; area limited
1089
deposits
etc., reserved..
reserved.. 1090
1090
of oil, minerals, etc.,
deposits of
1090
disposal of receipts ...................
1090
Joint Commission
Reclassification
of Salaries,
Salaries, Joint
Reclassification of
of,
of,
time
extended for
386
of..........
for final report of
time extended
Recorder of
D. C.,
C.,
of Deeds,
Deeds, D.
Recorder
appropriation for
for rent
offices
74, 843, 1115
1115
74,843,
of offices.....
rent of
appropriation
copying
copying from office files to be paid from
fees;
rate
74,
843,
1115
fees; rate.................... 74,843,1115
certificate
corporaby corporaof names
names by
of change
change of
certificate of
1195
tions
be filed
etc.
with, etc..........
filed with,
to be
tions to
Recreation Buildings,
Army,
Buildings, Arm
Recreation
appropriation
lights, etc., for, at
heat, bghts,
appropriation for heat,
114, 958
military.posts
posts .................
military
for
for conducting, etc., at military post
exchanges
118, 963
. 118,963
exchanges ........... .......
Recreation
for Enlisted
Nary,
Recreationfor
Enlisted Men,
Men, Navy,
appropriation
134,815
appropriation for; pay restrictions ...... 134,815
Recruiting, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Recruiting,
832
appropriation
for expenses
expenses .............- 154,
154,832
appropriation for
Recruiting,
Naty,
Recruiting. Nary,
appropriation
for expenses
134, 815
of.......... 134,815
expenses of
appropriation for
enlistment
terms for
1920 modified...
modified._
134
for 1920
enlistment terms
1029,
deficiency
expenses
for expenses.....
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1168
1041, 1168
1029
1029
advertising
for advertising....................
Red Bluff,
Bluff, Calif.,
Calif..
Red
.166
building-.....nublic building
*,rnmnw'iation for public
appropriation
166
___ - - -

-
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National Page.
American National
American (see American
Cross, American
Red Cross
Red
Red Cross).
Minn.,,
Agency, Minn.
Lake Agency,
Red Lake
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
31,434,1248
at
31, 434, 1248
...........
at..........
and Red Lake River, Minn.,
Red Lake and
improvement
authorized, by Red Lake
of, authorized,
improvement of,
Drainage, etc., District for navigacontrol.... 1105
tion, drainage, and flood control....
assessments
payment by
assessments for benefits; payment
1106
Indians, etc.................-.
etc
Indian,
Red Lake
District,
and Conservancy District,
Drainaeand
Lae Drainage
Red
Minn.,
authorized to improve
improve Red Lake and Red
authorized
Lake River, for drainage, flood con1105
trol,
etc .......................
trol, etc.
compensation to
Indians for
to Reservation
Reservation Indians
compensation
1106
lands
taken, etc
etc ................
landstaken,
contracts
within Red
Red
contracts as to work, etc., within
1106
Lake Reservation
made
Reservation to be made.......
assessment
benefited; basis of;
assessment on lands benefited;
maximum
charge
............. 1106
maximum charge...:
1106
to
levied under State laws ...........
be levied
to be
1106
payment from tribal fund ............
1106
allottees benefited
benefited to repay ...........
allottees
1106
made aafirst lien on lands ..............
enforcement;
credit of
enforcement; from fund to credit
1107
allottee
allottee............................
construction of roads by, authorized
authorized....... 1107
construction
Reservation subject to
lands outside of Reservation
etc...... 1107
assessments, etc
State laws for assessments,
plans,
plans, etc., to be submitted within two
terminate........ 1107
years, or rights to terminate
Red Lake
Indian Forest,
Forest, Minn.,
Lake Indian
Red
etc.,,
appropriation
expenses, etc
logging expenses,
for logging
appropriation for
from
from timber sales; use of receipts
14
hereafter
14
hereafter......................
Minn.,
Reservation, Minn.,
IndianReservation,
Lake Indian
Red Lake
appropriation
constructing bridge across
for constructing
appropriation for
14
Red Lake River, from tribal funds..
funds
for
constructing roads and bridges, from
for constructing
15,419,1233
Indian labor....
labor.... 15,
419, 1233
funds- Indian
tribal funds;
improvement
Lake and Red Lake
improvement of Red Lake
River in, authorized for drainage,
1105
flood
control, etc ...............
flood control,
assessments payable
payable from tribal funds;
assessments
1106
refund
allottees
refund by allottees..................
Red
Irrigation Project,
Ari.,
Project, Any.,
Lake Irrgation
Red Lake
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
3,
of....
for maintenance,
appropriation for
408, 1226
468,
Red
Lake t Minn.,
Red Lake,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
1012
made,
Redby, Minn ............
1012
made, Redby,
Red Lake
River, Minn.,
Lake River,
Red
Red
appropriation
for
bridging,
Lake
on
appropriation for bridging,
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, from tribal
Indian
14
14
funds ........................
Red River,
bridge
authorized across,
Tex
324
across, Arthur City, Tex.
bridge authorized
352
La........................
Moncla, La
.............
Nocona, Tex .....
529
Nocona,
between Oklahoma
Texas........ 589,597
and Texas
Oklahoma and
between
276
Preston,
Tex..........................
Preston, Tex
Tex.,
Oka., and Tex.,
Red River, Ark., Okla.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
Fulton, Ark., to Denifrom Fulton,
made from
son,
Tex.......................... 1012
son, Tex
Red River, La., etc.,
examination, etc., directed for plan to proexamination,
tect
Mississippi River
River
basin of, from Mississippi
tect basin
1354
floods
floods......................
Red
Red River of the North,
bridge authorized
authorized across, between MinneMinnebridge
sota and North Dakota ............ 584
T1r
L:...W
D.
lan.....................
x.. J.L.
Pembina,
Dak
remahde,
....................
Je[umjua N.
11.

-
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Red
North-Continued.
of the North-Continued.
Page.
River of
Red River
drainadistricts,
etc., of Minnesota,
drainage districts, etc.,
drainage
Dakota,
Dakota,
and
South
Dakota,
North Dakota, aDakota,
may
etc., for
for control
control of floods,
dam, etc.,
may dam,
........... 1059
etc .....................
Redfield,
Redfield, Mary (widow),
....-----1491
pension
pension.......................
Reding!on,
Redington, John W.,
1544
.........---.
.................
pension .
Bank,
Rediscounts, Federal
Federal Reserve Bank,
Rediscounts,
rates may
may be graduated,
graduated, based on accomrates
550
550
borrower.............
modations to borrower
modations
Calif.,
Redwood City, Calif.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, Harbor
preliminary examination
1013
............
Creek to be made
and Creek
Reed, James
James H.,
H.,
Reed,
pension
increased
pension increased
Jesse M.,
Reed, Jesse
pension
increased
pension increased

.....

.......

....
....

................-....-.

1617

1534
1534

Reed, Maria
Maria M.
(widow),
M. (widow),
Reed,

- 1591
pension
pension.............-........----ComWar Cripples,
Reeducation of Wax
Cripples, Interallied
Interallied ComReeducation
•
mittee for,
mitteefor,
appropriation
contribution ......... 750,1214
appropriation for contribution
Henrietta M. (widow),
Reeves, Henrietta
pension
1625
..-.. *-......-----pension...........- .
Reeves, Permelia
Perrnelia (widow),
(widow), •
Reeves,

1493
..........................-----pension 1493
Refineries, Oil,
combinations of oil land lessees for concombinations
structing, authorized
448
authorized ............. ..
structing,
Institutions,
Reformatories
Correctional Institutions,
Reformatories and Correctional
D.
D. C.,
appropriation for Washington
Washington Asylum and
appropriation
Jail .....................
93, 864, 1135
1135
93,864,
Jail
93,864,1135
expenses
93, 864, 1135
hospital expenses..............
for hospital

94,865,1136
for
Home for
for Aged and Infirm...
Infirm..- 94,
865, 1136
for Home
for
94,
Training School for Boys...
National Training
for National
865,1136
for
95,
School for Girls...
Training School
National Training
for National
865,
1136
865,1136
for
Reformatory ................. 98,869,1140
98, 869, 1140
for Reformatory
Reformatory,
D. C.,
Reformatory, D.
98,869,1140
appropriation for salaries..........
salaries
98,
869, 1140
appropriation
98,
buildings...
permanent buildings...
constructing permanent
for constructing
869,1140
869,1140
98,869, 1140
98,869,1140
maintenance .............
for maintenance
99,869,1140
.
for fuel,
fuel, etc..............
etc
99, 869, 1140
for
for constructing
constructing permanent
permanent buildings. 869,1140
for
99,869
sale
etc
of products, etc..................
sale of
Erroneous Collections,
Collections, D. C.,
Refund of :Erroneous
appropriation
appropriation for ................. 99,870,1141
Refund
of Internal
Collections, 99, 870, 1141
Revenue Collections,
Internal Revenue
Refund of
for
for...................... 654,1274
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
7
6
4
defi
,
for... ........ 654, 12446,
deficiency
61, 65, 344,
344, 347, 524,
1024,
1038, 1040, 1183, 1189
1024,1038,1040,1183,1189
Register
Treasury,
Register of the Treasury,
appropriation for, assistant,
assistant, clerks, etc. 649,1270
appropriation
temporary employees
employees from fund for extemporary
649
penses
restriction
of loans; pay restriction.....
penses of
Register of Wills, D. C.,
of
appropriation
appropriation for furnishing copies of'
74,843,1115
assessor........
wills, etc., to assessor
to file power
74, 843
0f ,
1115
of
power
file
nonresident fiduciary to
nonresident
attorney
to,
for
receiving
notices
notices
attorney to, for receiving
562
of.............. 562
and process; effect
effect of
rights forfeited,
forfeited, if not filed .............
562
Registered Mail, Postal
PostalService,
Registered
lost, doappropriation for
for indemnity for kat'
appropriation
mestic
articles
mestic articles .................--. 581, 1154
581.1154
international..
for
for
for indomnitv
indemnity
for lost.
lost,
international
581,1154
--- , --------------I---

INDEX.
Postal Service-Continued.
Service-Continued. Page.
Registered Mail, Postal
deficiency appropriation
indemnity for
appropriation for indemnity
deficiency
54,
lost, domestic ....................
1031, 1040,
62, 336, 514, 1031,
1043, 1045, 1174, 1189
1043,
62,
international.....
for indemnity for lost, international
65,
1040, 1043, 1189, 1192
65,1040,1043,1189,1192
Post Office DepartDivision, Post
Mails Division,
Registered Mails
DepartRegistered
ment,
appropriation for superintendent
superintendent ......
676,1295
676,1295
appropriation
Registers of Land Offices,
Offices,
Registers
commissions. 194,
appropriation for salaries and commissions
194,
appropriation
907, 1397
907,1397
receiver and
Juneau, Alaska,
Alaska, office of receiver
Juneau,
register combined...................
combined
194
Broken Bow,
Bow, Nebr.,
Nebr., receiver consoliBroken
............... 907
.........
dated with
consolidation of offices of register
register and
consolidation
receiver at Alliance, Nebr., and at
receiver
Vancouver,
Wash
1397
Vancouver, and Seattle, Wash......
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc
etc.. 1039
deficiency
Registration
Selectionfor Military Service,
Registrationand Selection
appropriation for
preserving, etc
etc.,,
for expenses
expenses preserving,
appropriation
110
records of
of...............----.-..
deficiency
appropriation for...........
for
1184.1190
1184,1190
deficiency appropriation
allotment from fund for preserving
preserving records
information from
of, to furnish information
509
demobBlired army......army
records of demoblilized
liability
punishment, etc.,
etc. for violating
for punishment,
liability for
affected by declaprovisions of, not affected
ration of date of end of War with
1360
Germany,
etc
1360
Germany, etc.----......-...-.----Trade Marks,
Registration of Trade
Registration
Commissioner of
register to be
be kept by Commissioner
register
Patents, of marks communicated
communicated by
533
533
Pan American bureaus............
bureaus
of other marks, not registrable under
533
conditions....
United States laws; conditions
Regular
Army Reserves,
Regular Army
appropriation
appropriation for pay, enlisted men ...... 110
111
duty..
active duty
pay and allowances, on active
for pay
abolished,
discharged from
abolished, and members discharged
775
.....obligations
obligations.............
Regulation of Steam Vessels,
'
Regulation
Shipping Board subject to statuvessels of Shipping

tor
tory

...........---....--------

305
305

ort, Department
Regulatory. Work,
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Regulatory
_appropriation
anoropnation for
of
1315
for salary.of director of.....
Rehabilitation
Persona Disabled
in Industry,
Disabledin
Rehabilitationof Persons
Vocational,
Vocational,
735
provisions for promoting ................Rehabilitation
of Soldiers,
Soldiers, etc. (see also Federal
Rehabilitationof
Education),
Vocational Education),
Board for Vocational
appropriation
expenses, vocational,
vocational, disfor expenses,
appropriation for
abled
discharged,
etc.,
887
178,887
abled discharged, etc., persons... 178,
vocational.... 1379
additional amount for vocational
for additional
1379
etc
medical treatment, etc...............
. 1379
fund for
trainees ......
advances to trainees
for advances
fund
acceptance of
'gaining..............1379
of training.
acceptance
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses of
deficiency
disabled
persons
1020
discharged, etc., persons.
disabled discharged,
leave
of absence
discharged
absence for, allowed discharged
leave of
soldiers, etc.,
etc., making homestead
homestead
soldiers,
288
entries .....................------(widow),
Reid,
Bridget E. (widow),
Reid, Bridget

1552
pension
pension ....-.........------------------Reider,
I. (widow),
MargartI.
Reider, Margaret
1500
...-----.pension
increased--....--pension increased
(iwidow),
Reilly, Nellie M. (widow),
1593
.
.....-.-----------pension .......
Ram, Mary
Mary A.,
.,d
Reim,
homestead entry by validated; coal deb validated; coal de-l2
enntry
homreste
posits
reserved
poIs
resert.V
...---...---.
- ----. 1092
-..
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Page.
Reindeer,
Page.
Alaska,
Reindeer, Alaska,
etc.. 203,
appropriation
o stations, etc..
appropriation for support o
917, 1406
203,917,1406
917, 1406
etc............. 203,
sale of males, etc
1336
of...... 716, 1336
etc., industry
industry of
for improving,
improving, etc.,
Reineck, Barbara
Barbara(widow),
pension increased
increased........................ 1574
pension
Reinmuller,
(widow),
Sophie (widow),
Reinmuller, Sophie
1533
pension
1533
pension..............................
Entries, etc., Public
PublicLands,
Rejected Entries,
repayment of purchase moneys, etc., for;
repayment
conditions
conditions ......................... 366
367
appropriation
appropriation for ...................
Seamen,
Protectionof American Seamen,
and Protection
Relief and
appropriation for, in foreign countries,
appropriation
etc
749,
1216
749,1216
etc......................
deficiency appropriation for .............
43,
deficiency
62, 64, 66,
346, 1,022, 1160,1187,
1160, 1187, 1191
66,346,1022,
62,64,
Causes from
from. State Courts,
Courts,
Removal of Causes
service of process not perfected,
perfected, etc., in
service
courts may be completed
completed by
State courts
courts
554
officers of United States courts.....
Renfro, Jesse J.,
pension increased
1551
increased............................
Rensselaer
Rensselaer County, N. Y.,
may unite with State, etc., in bridging
Cohoes
1108
Hudson River, Troy to Cohoes.....
terms of United States court to be held
held
395
annually in ......................
annually
Rent Commission, D. C.,
creation, appointment,
etc., of....
of
299
appointment, duties, etc.,
creation,
Rent, D.
.D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for Army ................ 120,965
if no Government
Government owned buildings
120,965
available
...............
available ....
Department; not available
for Treasury
Treasury Department;
available
for
Government
if space provided in Government
164
......................
buildings .......
173
Insurance Bureau
Bureau .........
173
for War Risk Insurance
179
for Interstate
Commerce Commission
Commission...
Interstate Commerce
for
223
for
Housing Corporation
Corporation buildings......
buildings
for Housing
for
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, addifor Department
225
tional;
condition
tional; condition................
for
Agriculture; restricDepartment of Agriculture;
for Department
tion
260 719 1337
tion..................... 260,719,
for
Civil Service
642,1263
642,1263
Commission ........
Service Commission
for Civil
for Department of State .............. 643, 1263
652, 1272
for
Treasury Department
Department ............ 652,1272
for Treasury
661,1280
for
661, 1280
Department ............
War Department
for War
673, 1292
for
Interior Department ............. 673,1292
for Interior
1296
677, 1296
for
Department of Justice ...........
for Department
130
for
Commerce........ 684, 1303
Department of Commerce
for Department
686
1305
686, 1305
for
of Labor ............
Department of
for Department
for
Commerce Commission..
179,
Commision.... 179.
Interstate Commerce
for Interstate
1380
888,1380
statement
of buildings under, to indicate
statement of
cost per
per square
etc., of
foot for care, etc.,
square foot
cost
691
suave
... .....................
ce
Rent, Lig,
Post Offices,
Fuel, Post
and Fuel,
t,gt, and
Ren
578,1151
.......... 578.1151
appropriation for .....
appropriation
twenty year
year leases
allowed hereafter..
578
578
hereafter..
leases allowed
twenty
limitation, third clas
class offices, repealed
repealed
578
limitation,
for..............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
34.
deficiency
525, 1043, 1045,
1189, 1193
1045,1189,
Rent
Rent of
of Court
Court Rooms,
appropriation for
210,
924, 1413
210,924,1413
for.............appropriation
C.,
Rent Profiteering,
Profiteering,D. C..
municipal
court
provisions
not
to
affect
affect
municipal court provisions
-laws
relating .t
1313
too ......-..---laws relating
provisions
restricting,
continued
provisions restricting, continued until
ninety
conclusion of
after conclusion
days after
ninety days
104
......
peace
Germany 104
peace treaty with Germany
Rentfro,
(widow),
Catherine(widow),
Rentfr, Catherine
158
pension
....---------------- 1578
pension ............
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Rents. District
Columbia (see also
Rents,
District of Columbia
also District Page.

of
Columbia Rents),
Rents),
of Columbia
profiteering in......
in
298
provisions restricting
restricting profiteering
298
Reopel, Ambroise,
patent
for confirmed
confirmed
patent to
to issue
issue to
to heirs
heirs of,
of, for
land
land claim
claim......................... 1627
1627
Reporting Proceedings
Proceedingsin Congress,
Congress,
appropriation
House of
of RepresentaRepresentaappropriation for
for House
tives
637,1257
tives
.....................
637,1257
for
633,1254
for Senate
Senate .....................
633,1254
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for extra
deficiency
extra services,
services,
Senate ........................
57
57
for
House of
Representatives, additional
additional
for House
of Representatives,
compensation
59
compensation ......................
59
for
additional pay
342,1035
for additional
pay for,
for, Senate
Senate........ 342,1035
Representatives in Congress,
Congress,
Representatives
appropriation for
for compensation.
compensation........ 634,1255
appropriation
634,1255
for
634, 1255
for mileage
mileage....................... 2,
2,634,1255
for
637,
for clerks
clerks to
to ............................
637, 1258
1258
payment authorized
authorized to
the two
two persons
payment
to the
persons
designated by,
as their
designated
by, as
their clerks;
clerks;
rates, etc
162
rates,
etc ..........................
162
payment of arrears
pay to,
arrears of pay
to, while
while in
in
military service,
service, ratified
ratified ..........
58
58
Reproducing Plats
Surveys,
Reproducing
Plate of Survys,
appropriation for.............
appropriation
for
195,
908, 1398
195,908,1398
sale of
copies
908
sale
of copies.........................
908
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for
348
appropriation for...............
348
Rescuing Shipwrecked
etc ,
Shipnrecked American Seamen, etc.,
appropriation for acknowledgments
appropriation
acknowledgments of
of
services
services of officers,
officers, etc.,
of foreign
foreign
etc., of
vessels
742,1208
vessels for
for....
.....................
742,1208
Research Council,
Researc
Council, International,
International,
appropriation for
for delegates'
appropriation
215
delegates' expenses
expenses.....
215
for annual
for
annual contribution
contribution to,
and AssoAssoto, and
ciated Unions
Unions .................
ciated
1213
1213
Reservation Number 7, D. C.,
Reservation
C.,
lease to Washington
lease
Company of,
of,
Washington Market
Market Company
to be
be annulled
to
annulled ...
.............. 1441
1441
to become
become United
grounds, buildings, etc., to
United
States property, etc
etc .................
1441
1441
Reserve Officers' Training
Training Corps,
Corps, Army,
Army,
appropriation
for quartermaster
appropriation for
quartermaster supplies,
supplies,
etc.,
to institutions
etc., to
units
institutions having
having units
of
.......................
121,966
121,966
maintenance of
for maintenance
of training
etc 121,966
training camps,
camps, etc.
121, 966
for subsistence;
to memfor
subsistence; commutation
commutation to
members of senior division
division........... 121,966
121,966
payment
payment of
allowances; adof traveling
traveling allowances;
advances for
return ..................
967
vances
for return
967
commutation
commutation to institutions furnishing
furnishing
their own
uniforms .................
967
own uniforms
967
for ordnance
supplies to
to schools,
schools, etc.,
etc ,
ordnance supplies
having units of
of.................
128,974
128,974
deficiency appropriation
Quartermaster
appropriation for Quartermaster
supplies, etc
supplies,
etc.....
.........
.. 1184
1184
balances
appropriations covered in,
balances of appropriations
ordnance
stores,
etc
1153
ordnance stores, etc............
1353
senior division to
to be
established in
be established
in uniunigranting degrees
versities granting
degrees
776
........
776
agricultural, etc.,
agricul,
etc., colleges.
colleges ..........
776
776
specially designated
designated military
military schools
schools.. 777
777
junior division at
jimior
other educational
educational instiinstiat other
tutions .........
777
..............
777
units of several arms to be
be maintained
maintained_...
777
777
detail
Regular Army officer
detail of Regular
as proproofficer as
fessor, and number
number of
of students
students rerequired ......................
777
.
777
course of
course
of military
military training
to be
pretraining to
be aa prerequisite for
for graduation
graduation ...........
777
requisite
777
standard required
required ..................
777
777

Reserve Officers'
Training Corps, Army-Con.
Army—Con. Page.
Officers' Training
Page.
details from
from Regular
Regular Army
details
Army as
as professors
professors
of
military science,
777
of military
science, etc.,
etc., authorized.
authorized.
777
use
list for,
for, in
time of
of peace.
777
use of
of retired
retired list
in time
peace.. - 777
no
officer on
on active
to be
be used
used for,
no officer
active list
list to
for,
etc.,
can be
secured ......
777
etc., if
if retired
retired can
be secured
777
while
duty to
to have
full pay,
while on
on active
active duty
have full
pay,
etc ..........................
777
777
issue
supplies, etc.,
to institutions
institutions
issue of
of Army
Army supplies,
etc., to
having
umts of
777
having units
of....................
777
appropriations
appropriations available;
available; bond
bond required
required
for care
for
care of
property, etc
etc ...........
777
of property,
777
camps
for practical
instruction to
maincamps for
practical instruction
to be
be maintained for
778
for ........................
778
time limitation
limitation .........................
778
time
778
transportation and
transportation
expenses auand other
other expenses
authorized
778
thorized.........................
778
use
of Army
Army troops
troops and
778
use of
and property
property for
for....
778
graduates
to be
reserve officers
778
graduates to
be appointed
appointed reserve
officers..
778
conditions; oath
conditions;
oath and
required
778
and service
service required...
778
no
pay, etc
etc ...............
778
no retirement
retirement pay,
778
pay,
allowed students
pay, etc.,
etc., allowed
students selected
selected for
for adadvanced
778
vanced training
training .................
778
agreement required
required to
course, etc.
etc
778
agreement
to pursue
pursue course,
778
course for
for medical,
medical, etc.,
students admitted
admitted
course
etc., students
to
779
to units of
of..............
..........
779
subsistence
subsistence allowance
allowance if
to purif agreeing
agreeing to
pursue course
course of
camp training,
779
sue
of camp
training, etc
etc....
779
reserve
be admitted
to medical,
medical,
reserve officers
officers may
may be
admitted to
etc.,
779
etc., units
units........................
779
payment
for attendance
attendance at
at advanced
payment for
advanced
course
camps
779
course camps.....................
779
Resident Commissioners,
Commissioners,
appropriation
compensation
634,1255
appropriation for
for compensation.........
634,1255
for
expenses
2,
634, 1258
for expenses...................
2,634,1258
for clerks
clerks to ...................
637,
1258
637,1258
persons
payment authorized
authorized to
to the
the two
two persons
designated
as their
162
designated by,
by, as
their clerks;
clerks; rates.
rates.
162
Restraining Orders,
Restraining
Orders, D. C.,
C.,
damages recovered
recovered under
obtain,
under bond
bond to obtain,
etc., may
etc.,
include reasonable
counsel
may include
reasonable counsel
fees
565
fees ...............................
565
Restraint
of Trade
Restraint of
Trade (see
(see also
Laws),
also Antitrust
Antitrust Laws),
combinations in,
etc ,
in, of
of electrical
electrical energy,
energy, etc.,
prohibited ........................
prohibited
1070
1070
Fund, Public
Retirement Fund,
Public Schools, I).
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for paying
paying annuities,
annuities, etc.
etc. .852,1122
852,1122
balances reappropnated
1122
balances
reappropriated ..............
1122
duties of
duties
the Treasury
Treasury in,
of Secretary
Secretary of
of the
in,
transferred
transferred to
to District
District CommisCommissioners; exception...................
goners;
exception
852
852
Reirement
Retirement of Classified
Clasified Civil
Civil Service
Servie Employees,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
Civil Servappropriation for
of Civil
Service
Commission under
under
886,1262
ice Commission
...........
886,1262
for expenses
expenses of Pension Office,
Office, executing
executing
Act
910,1290
Act
......................
910,1290
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for additional
additional pay
pay
to Pension
Pension Office
Office employees,
employees, on....
on.... 1030
1030
age and service
service period
period entitling
entitling to
to ......
614
614
special postal service
service and mechanics
mechanics
provisons
provisions ....................
614
.
614
other
employees included.....
included
614
other specified
specied employees
614
extension to
not clssified...
classified
614
extension
to employees,
employees, not
614
discretionary
exclusion if
tenure uncerdiscretionary exclusion
if tenure
uncertain,
614
tain, etc
ete.....................
614
including District
District of
including
of Columbia
Columbia ememployees
ployees .........
...................... 614
614
teachers,police,and firemen,excepted.
firemen,excepted
614
teachers,police,and
614
postmasters,
postmasters, and
and lighthouse
lighthouse officers,
officers, etc
etc.,,
excluded
614
excluded...........................
614
classification for annuities;
classification
annuities; periods, and
and
rates on basic pay, specified
614
specified........
614
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Retirement
Service EmEm- Page.
of Classified
Classified Civil
Civil Service
Retirement of
p/oyees—Continued.
playees-Continued.
clsssification
classificaton for; bonuses, etc., excluded
from basic pay ...................
615
615
entitling to; in different
periods of service
service entitling
different
615
departments, etc .................. 615
foreign,
615
etc............
foreign, military,
military, naval, etc
excluded.....
615
entitling
615
entitling to pension, etc., excluded
616
affected....
right to pension, etc., not affected
separated from the service exwhen separated
cluded ..........................
616
cluded
Commissioner of
administration vested in Commissioner
616
Pensions .........:.............
616
Interior.....
appeals to Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
allowed
reaching preallowed for disability before reaching
616
616
scribed age; condition ............
medical examination
examination to be made.......
made
616
permanent,
annually
thereafter unless permanent,
annually thereafter
616
reaching retiring age.............
age
or reaching
discontinued
616
recovery..............
discontinued on recovery
suspended
failure to be examined...
examined.
616
suspended on failure
special examinations
examinations authorized.......
authorized
616
examinations..
616
fees, etc., to be fixed for examinations..
difference between anif discontinued,
discontinued, difference
nuity and contribution to be returned .............-.........
617
compensation for injuries,
receiving, and compensation
not allowed .....................
617
benefit............
may
617
may select higher benefit
automatic separation
separation of employees
employees if of reautomatic
tirement age, after 90 days from passage of Act ....................
617
notification by head
etc
617
head of department, etc.
notification
executive derestriction on replacing executive
partment
employees in District of
partment employees
1921
617
Columbia, during fiscal year 1921...
continuance
continuance allowed for two years on cerdepartment, etc.;
etc ;
of head of department,
tificate of
extensions
617
extensions ...........- ...-.......final
separation ..
617
final separation.
application of eligibles
eligibles for; certificate
certificate from
application
617
department, etc
etc. ..........
of department,
head of
employees
continued beyond retirement
retirement
employees continued
617
617
...-------------age........age
617
617
compulsory,
prevented .............
compulsory, not prevented
618
.........--.........- - 618
issue of certificates
certificates .
commencement
continuance of annuiand continuance
commencement and
618
..----age
ties for age......---.......
618
for
for disability......................
618
618
monthly
employees
from pay of employees
deductions from
monthly deductions
618
transfer
transfer to special fund .............-..- 618
appropriation
annuities, etc.,
etc.,
for annuities,
appropriation for
618
618
therefrom
................
therefrom......
investment
Government securiinvestment of fund in Government
618
618
income
ties; use of income.........-...--donations
supplement contributions
contributions
donations to supplement
from
from employees permitted; use
618
618
specified ...............----...-specified
consent
employees of monthly deducby employees
consent by
618
618
.....---......-.-..
inferred ...
tions inferred
reduced
acquittance of all
all
a full acquittance
pay a
reduced pay
618
claims for
etc
618
for salary, etc............-claims
618
benefits excepted
excepted..........-618
annuity benefits
credit
subsequent hereto by
services subsequent
credit for services
employees transferred
transferred to classified
classified
employees
status, or
or reinstated,
dependent on
reinstated, dependent
status,
deposit of deductions required
required durdeposit
618
618
ing that time ..................--for
prior service not affected by failure to
for prior
619
619
make
deposit...................
.
make deposit
payment to
legal representative
representative if emto legal
payment
ployee
die
before
anriuities
equal
ployee die before annuities
619
accumulated
deductions .........619
accumulated deductions
before
retirement age
age or receiving
receiving anbefore retirement
619
619
nuity
...
nuity.........-----............----

Civil Service
Service Em- Page.
Classified Civil
Retirement of Classified
p/oyees—Continued.
ployees-Continued.
payment to other person, if not over $300,
payment
and no claim by executor,
executor, etc..
etc .....
annuities to be paid monthly by check...
check...
periods on nonpay status of each employee
employee
to be reported to Civil Service Commission ..........................
.
................
details required
required ...
Service Commission to keep record of
Civil Service
appointments, transfers, etc., of employees ........................
ployees

619
619
619
619
619
619

furnish information therefrom
therefrom to Comto furnish
missioner of Pensions
Pensions to adjust
619
claims, etc ......................
a guide to future
to prepare tables, as a
. 620
valuations, etc ..................
annual reCommissioner
Commissioner to make detailed annual
620
ports of receipts, disbursements,
disbursements, etc.
etc
assignable,
moneys mentioned herein not assignable,
620
620
subject to execution,
execution, etc ...........
appropriation for salaries and all other exappropriation
620
penses
penses..................... ..
620
estimates
annually........
estimates to be submitted annually
Board of Actuaries to be selected by Com620
missioner
of Pensions ..............
missionerof
annual report upon operations
operations of Act,
annual
620
with
recommendations ............
with recommendations
to be submitted to Congress with report
report
620of Commissioner ................
valuation of "civil
to make valuation
"civil service re620
tirement
fund"
tirement and disability fund".....
620
compensation
of....,.................
compensation of..
620
inconsistent laws reealed
repealed ................
inconsistent
C.,
D. C.,
Retirement
Public School
SChOOL Teadhes,
Teachers, D.
Retirement of Public
387
...........................
provisions for........
for
Retter,
Katherine (widow),
Retter, Katherine
1548
pension
pension............................----

Revenue
1916,
Act, 1916,
Revenue Act,
573
amended..
printing
provisions amended..
printing paper tariff provisions
1918,
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1918,
Revenue
inappropriation
expenses collecting
collecting infor expenses
appropriation for
ternal
under.... 653,1274
taxes under....
revenue taxes
ternal revenue
coldeficiency
expenses
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
lecting internal
internal revenue
revenue taxes unlecting
der
1024,
1161, 1183,1189
1183, 1189
1024,1161,
der ...............
Revenue
Cutter Service
Coast Guard),
Guard),
also Coast
(see also
Service (see
Revenue Cutter
deficiency
expenses..... 1184
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
Revenue from Customs,
Revenue
appropriation
for collecting
883, 1376
174,883,1376
collecting...... 174,
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for collecting
collecting..
61,
61,
...
deficiency appropriation
63, 65, 344,
347, 521,
1023, 1183
521,1023,
344,347,
Revised Statutes,
Statutes,
548
amended, section 1318 ................
. 140
section
section 1513 ....................-147
---• section 1585
1585...................-9
section
9
section 2138 ........................
section
583
section 3936 .......................1006
section
................
4530...
section 4530
section
......-- 586
4703 ..............
section 4703
section
- 552
4878......-...-..-..-....section 4878
section
1199
1199
.-- ......--5146......---......--section 5146
section
387
5182........ .....---...-----section 5182
section 5200
296
296
5200. ...-..-....-.....-------section
..................section 5202 ..
297
section
396
1110 .................
repealed, section
section 1110.
6a4
............
section
section 3595 .......654
1006
sections 4192-4196..................
4192-4196
sections
Revision
of the
the Laws,
Revision of
Laws,
bills,
authorized to be printed for
etc., authorized
bills, etc.,
370
- 370
House
on
Committee on.............--House Committee
(widow),
Rezroad,
Elecla (widow),
Rexroad, Elecla
1513
1513
-------...
increased............---pension increased
pension
Reynolds,
Amanda J.
(widow),
J. (widow),
Reynolds, Amanda
1480
1480
---------pension..
pension. ......--
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2076
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Page.
Reynolds, Bridget
rageBridget (widow),
pension
1542
pension ................................
Reynolds, Mary
Mary (widow),
pension ........................
1503
.......
1503
pension
Rhinelander,
Rh/nelander, Wis.,
appropriation
166
166
appropriation for public building .........
Sarah A.
Rhoads, Sarah
A. (widow),
pension ................................
1593
Rhode
Island,
Rhode Island,
appropriation
station. 136,816
appropriation for naval training station.
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for naval training
1168
station
1168
station............................
Rice,
appropriation
investigating insects
insects
appropriation for investigating
affecting
715, 1334
affecting................... 256, 715,1334
Flour,
Rice and Rice Flour,
proclamation cancelling
cancelling license
license requireproclamation
ment for importing, manufacturing,
manufacturing,
etc
............................... 1757
Rice, Maria
Iaria (widow),
pension
1566
1566
..........................
pension
Ruh,
Rtch, Bert,
Bert,
pension
1604
pension..........................
Rick
.
dgaz E.,
E.,
Rich, E
Edgar
pensi
on ...........................
1623
pension
Richards,
Richards, Smith,
increased
1621
pension increased........................
Richards,
E.,
Richards, Walter E.,
pension increased
1539
increased.......................
pension
Richardson, Isadora
Isadora (mother),
·Richardson,
1622
pension ............................
Richardson,
E. (widow),
Richardson, Susan
Susan E.
pension ...........................
1514
Richland
Counties, S. C.,
Richland and
and Sumter Counties,
may bridge Wateree 'River
'River at Geniers
Gerners
Ferry .........................
1102
Richmond County,
County, Ga.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Savannah River,
Augusta, Ga.,
Ga., by Aiken County,
S.
C., and .......................
275
S.C.,
Ky.,
Richmond, Ky.,
at
terms of court at.......................
400
Va.,
Richmond, Va.,
expenditure
authorized for real estate,
expenditure authorized
Aviation General Supply Depot at
at. 455
Rickabaugh,
Kittie (widow),
(widow),
Rickabaugh, Kittle
pension .................................
1493
Rickards, Lucinda
Riards,
Lucinda (widow),
pension
increased
pension increased.......................
1561
Ricker,
Charles H.,
H.,
Ruckr, Charles
pension increased
increased........................ 1548
Ricker, Ubert C.,
Ridker,
pension
1611
pension
................................
Ridgway, Roseerry,
Roseberry,
homestead entry
1091
homestead
entry by, validated ............
Riley,
H.,
Riffey, William H.,
pension increased
increased ............
....... 1606
Rifle Contests,
Contests, Army,
Army,
appropriation
medals, etc.,
appropriation for trophy, medals,
for............................ 125,971
for
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for transportation
transportation
of teams to
to.........................
344
Rifle Ranges for
Instruction,
for Civilian
Civilian Instruction,
appropriation
appropriation for quartermaster
quartermaster supplies
for
maintaining, etc
120,966
for maintaining,
etc.............. 120,
966
etc., teams..........
selection of State, etc.,
120
transportation,
subsistence, etc., to
transportation, subsistence,
participants in national matches....
matches....
966
commutation,
traveling excommutation, etc.,
etc., of
of traveling
expenses ............................
penses.
966
ordnance supplies for practice.
for ordnance
practice.. - .127,974
127,974
deficiency
appropriation for transporting
transporting
deficiency appropriation
teams
national matches
1041
teams to
to national
matches.......... 1041
Army,
Rifles, Army,
deficiency
aDnronriation
for
1184
deficiency
appropriation
automatic
1184
-ro .
___ automatic.
.... -----------

etc. Army,
Army, Condemned,
Page.
Condemned,
Rifles, etc.,
loans of,
veterans' associations
associations for
for
loans
of, to
to war
war veterans'
ceremonial
etc
977
ceremonial purposes, etc...........
ammunition at cost, etc ...........
977
977
sale, of ammunition
977
camp.............
limitation to one post or camp
Rights
Rights of.Way,
Way,
authorized through
through Government
Government property,
authorized
385
Little Chute, Wis .................
easements adjoining, of tramroads,
tramroads, irrigaeasements
tion,
etc., permitted
permitted for operating
tion, etc.,
1194
...................
works, etc ..
not applicable
applicable to national forests
forests....... 1194
general authority for,
for, through
through public lands
general
for oil or gas pipe lines..............
lines
449
for
granted across Columbia River improvegranted
ments, to State
State of Oregon.......
Oregon
.. 1437
Fort
Russy Military
Military Reservation,
de Russy
Fort de
1438
Hawaii ........................
Fort Douglas Military
Military Reservation,
Utah
406
Utah...............................
approaches to bridge
public lands for approaches
Columbia River, Oreg
Oreg ......
401
across Columbia
Los
Calif., for water power
power
Los Angeles, Calif.,
etc
. 983
works, etc.....................
railroads
through
may convey portions of,
of, through
railroads may
public
highways or
lands,
publicfor public highways
pc
streets ...........................
621
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif.
Indian Reservation,
Rincon Indian
appropriation
irrigation project on....
on
3,
appropriation for irrigation
408, 1226
408,1226
Rinderpest,
Rinderpest,
appropriation
emergency use, eradicatfor emergency
appropriation for
etc
•
1345
269, 729,
729,1345
ing, etc..................
payment for animals
animals destroyed; appraisal of values
729, 1345
269,729,1345
values............ 269,
Ringold, Lysa B. (widow),

pension increased
increased
1500
. 1500
..................
pension
Rao
Brazil,
Rwi de Janeiro,
Janeiro, Brazil,
appropriation for
750,
1214
.
750,1214
seamen's mission.
mission.. .
for seamen's
appropriation
Rio Grande,
Grande,
appropriation for
repairing Indian
Indian bridges
for repairing
appropriation
across, at Isleta and Felipe,
elipe, N. Mex.
Mex. 1239
bridge authorized
to
Rio, Tex., to
across, Del Rio,
bridge
authorized across,
Vacua, Mexico................
Mexico
1202
Las Vacas,
consent of Mexico required............
required
1202
Grande Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Pro3ect, N. Mar.-Tex.,
Mex.-Tex.,
Rio Grande
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of;
appropriation for maintenance,
restriction .............
201, 914, 1403
201,914,1403
Grande National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Rio Grande
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.... 250,
appropriation for maintenance,
708, 1328
708,1328
Grande Valley,
N. Alex.
Mfe., ,
Rio Grande
Valley, N.
appropriation for draining Pueblo Indian
appropriation
land in; conditions
conditions ............
422,
1239
423,1239
Ripon;
Ripon; Wis.,
Wui.,
166
appropriation for public building
building........
appropriation
Ripple, Lft,wd,
Leonard,
1611
pension ............................
Ritter, Hannah
Hannah C.
(widow),
Ritter,
C. (wudow),
1501
pension........
..................
pension
Ritter, Harriet
HarrietE. (widow),
pension ............................
1506
pension.
Harbor Improvements,
River and Harbor
188
appropriation
harbor.
Hawaii, harbor
Kahului, Hawaii,
appropriation for Kahului,
for construction of works on, under
under con900
tracts, etc .........................
for preservation,
preservation, maintenance,
maintenance, and construction
struction of previously authorized
authorized
works
works....................... 1009,1202
allotments
allotments on recommendation
recommendation of Chief
Chief
Engineers
1010
of Engineers......................
1010
of amounts allotted. ...
1010
special report
reportof
1010
1010,1202
for examinations, surveys, etc.....
etc
1010,
1202
limited to specially designated
designated
works
Inl
01,2
works
1010,
1202
.......
..............................
.

INDEX.
River and
Harbor Improvements—Continued.
Improvements-Continued.
and Harbor
appropriation for
for examinations,
examinations, etc.; no
appropriation
supplementary
supplementary reports, unless specifically authorized..................
authorized
no
appropriation
authorized until appropriation
work authorized
no work
made therefor ....................
accruing;
statements
show benefits accruing;
statements to show
recommendations as to local contrirecommendations
etc......................
bution, etc
for contract
N. Y. Hudson River, N.Y
contract work, Hudson
for
preliminary
examinations and surveys
preliminary examinations
ordered;
designated..-.. projects designated
ordered; projects
Savannah,
Ga., for consolidation
consolidation of
Savannah, Ga.,

Page.
Page.

Riverside, Calif.,
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InSherman Institute Inappropriation
appropriation for Sherman
dian
School
1234
1
2, 417,
12,417,1234
School.............
dian
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Sherman
Sherman In1010
deficiency
1010
1171,
1186
1171,1186
stitute Indian School .........
expenditure authorized
authorized for real estate,
1010
expenditure
1010
March Aviation
Aviation Field at ............ 455
Riverton
Wyo.,
Project, Wyo.,
IrrigationProject,
Riverton Irrigation
1010
1010
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc. of,
appropriation for maintenance,
1391
1391
Shoshone Indian Reservation.433,
Reservation.433, 915,1404
Shoshone
915
reclamation of lands within..........
within
915
reclamation
1010
1010
915
charges,
etc., on reclaimed
reclaimed lands
915
lands......
charges, etc.,
payment for homestead
homestead entries within.
within 1404
1404
payment
projects ..............
1011
1011
............
projects
Jean N. (widow),
Roach,
Mississippi
Missisippi River, La., for deep water
1536
....
pension
pension........... ..............1011
outlet to Gulf of Mexico
Mexico_ ..........
and ComBrothers and
Roach, Stansell,
Stansdl, Lowrance Brothers
coast
protection
coast of Texas; harbors, and protection
pany,
1012
from
1012
from storms, etc ...............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for losses
losses on levee
levee
deficiency
Ohio
River, for
piers, Pittsburgh to
for ice piers,
Ohio River,
1165
contracts. ....................
1165
contracts
........
1012
.........
the mouth .
Construction, etc.,
Road Construction,
Los Angeles
and Long Beach Harbors,
Angeles and
Los
appropriation
experiments, etc
etc.... 263,
fbr field
field experiments,
appropriation for
Calif., cost
cost of designated projects,
Calif.,
722, 1340
722,1340
.........
etc ..
1012
..........
motor vehicles, etc.,
etc., transsurplus Army motor
Wrangeil Narrows,
Narrows, Alaska, deepening
Wrangell
ferred to Agricultural
Department
Agricultural Department
ferred
channel
etc
1013
1013
commerce, etc...
for future commerce,
channel for
530
for uses
uses of ........................
for
1013
Christiansted,
1013
Christiansted, Virgin Islands ..........
road
making
materials,
machinery,
etc
530
530
road making materials, machinery, etc..
coat restriction
repealed _ 1013
restriction on new projects repealed..
cost
Road
Materials,
Road Making Materials,
modification of former
authorizations;
former authorizations;
modification
appropriation forinvestigations
for investigations and experiappropriation
Yaquina Bay and Harbor, Oreg...
Oreg
1013
ments
263,
722, 1340
263,722,1340
ments ................
Saint Jones River, Del., title to cut-off
263
investigations.
for chemical
chemical and physical investigations.
1014
lands
1014
required .................
lands required
722,
1340
722,1340
Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wis., outer harbor improvepayable
from Rural
Roads
Rural Post Roads
payable from
1014
1014
.........................
ment ..
administrative
1340
administrative fund ..............
Delaware
combination of projects,
projects,
Delaware River, combination
etc.,
Management, etc.
Road Management,
Philadelphia to
to Trenton
Trenton........... 1014 Road
Philadelphia
appropriation forinvestigations, etc.
etc. 263,
263, 722,1340
722, 1340
appropriationforinvestigations,
combination of
Saint Johns River, Fla., combination
for
determining best
best materials,
etc...... 263,
materials, etc
for determining
Jacksonville to the ocean__
ocean - 1014
projects, Jacksonville
722,1340
722,1340
Cumberland River above Nashville,
Cumberland
National Forests,
Forests,
etc., National
Trails, etc.,
Roads, Trails,
Tenn.;
construction of
lock and dam -1014 Roads,
oflock
Tenn.; construction
appropriation
for construction,
etc. 252,710,1330
252, 710, 1330
construction, etc.
appropriation for
Willapa
Willapa Harbor and River, Wash.; acR,
Walks, Wharves„
Army,
Wharves,, etc., Army,
Roads, Walks,
ceptance of local contribution
contribution to
ceptance
unexpended
balances available to pay
unexpended balances
1014
project
1014
..........-- .............
project
contracts for,
suspended on account
account
for, suspended
contracts
transfer
Savannah
of seagoing dredge to Savannah
transfer of
1027
armistice................... .1027
1014
of armistice
1014
Harbor ........................
Roanoke River,
claims
fo: louses
losses on, contracts due to inclaim fo
502
time extended
extended for bridging, Palmyra, N. C.
C.
time
within
creased war costs, to be filed within
J. (widow),
1014 Robb, Mary .I.
six months
1014
months ..................
six
1516
pension
1516
..........................
pension
compilation
March
compilation of laws relating to, from March
Robbins, Martha
A. (widow),.
(widow)
Martha A.
Con3, 1913, to end of Sixty-sixth Con1516
................
pension.1516
..........
pension..
1014
distribution_
1014
gress to be printed; distribution....
Robbins,
Nathaniel N.,
Robbins, Nathaniel
appropriations
use for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of appropriations
1550
.......................
pension increased
increased
1550
pension
for
construction of
of projects,
projects, authorauthorfor construction
George,
Roberts, George,
ized
1014 Roberts,
ized .............................
1607
pension. ..............................
1607
pension
diversion prohibited
1014
prohibited ................
Roberts,
Harrison(father).
Roberts, Harrison
to
Army supplies, etc., to be transferred
transferred to
1607
pension
increased ...........-........
1607
pension increased
authorized
Engineers for authorized
Chief of Engineers
Jane (widow),
(widow),
civil works, free of charge .......... 1015 Roberts. Jane
1515
1515
pension...............................
pension
damages to vessels,
river
etc., by vessels on river
vessels, etc.,
M. E.,
E.,
and harbor
to be
be examined..
1015 Robertson,
examined..._ 1015
harbor work,
work, to
and
Robertson, M.
1460
payment to,
damages from fire.......
fire
to, for damages
payment
accident to other personal
personal property
property
by accident
1015 Robinson, Anne G. (widow),
included
included.....................
...... 1624
pension
increased .................
pension increased
to employees in saving Government
Government
(widow).
property, life, etc ................
1015 Robinson, Emily (widow),
property,
pension
1488
pension _ ....................-..........
Secretary of
claims for, to be adjusted by Secretary
1015 Robinson,
War
Robinson, James,
War ............................
.. 1597
pension increased ...................-pension
payment, if
if not
not exceeding
1015
500 ....... 1015
exceeding $500
payment,
other amounts to be reported to ConRobinson, Samuel,
deficiency appropriation
services._59,
59.
for extra services.
appropriation for
.gress
1015
deficiency
1015
gress. ..-........--....-.....-...
343, 1037, 1182
343,1037,1182
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for paying claims
claims
by....
for damages to vessels caused
caused by.
__ 46, Robison, Guy.
1553
pension
333. 509.116.5
pension..........................-.
509. 1165
for readjustments
Robison,
readjustments of contracts due to inJohn S.,
Robison, John
pension
............- 1608
etc.... 1026,1165
1026, 1165
increased .......
creased cost of materials, etc....
pension increased
Rivers,
lad.,
Rirers,
Rochester, Ind.,
168
16f
213.
927.
annronriation for public
appropriation
for lightina
lighting of ......
213,
1416
appropriation
aDproeriation
-r 927,
--- , 1416
rpublic building ........
-b---O
-rr--r---r
r

2078
2078
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Roncador Cay,
Cay, Caribbean
Page.
Roncador
CaniboeanSea,
Sea,
rage.
Page.
Rochester,
Page.
Y.,
N. Y,
Rochester, N.
proclamation reserving,
reserving, for lighthouse
lighthouse
proclamation
terms
of court
court at
395
at ..................
terms of
1751
purposes
urposes ...............-....Rock Creek
Creek and
arul Potomac
Commission,
Parkway Commission,
Potomac Parkway
Rock
Rooney,
Mary
(mother),
Mary
Rooney,
appropriation
for
acquisition
of
additional
acquisition
for
appropriation
1616
pension
1616
.........................
pension ..
land
by; limit
180, 890, 1382
180,890,1382
limit ............
land by;
Roosevelt,
Edith Carow,
Carow,
Roosevelt, Edith
Rock Creek
NW., D. C.,
Road NW.,
FordRoad
Creek Ford
Rock
franking privilege
privilege granted
widow of
to, widow
granted to,
franking
Road
closing of, between Broad Branch
Branch Road
closing
ex-President Roosevelt
Roosevelt ............. 1449
ex-President
authorized. 1116
and
Rittenhouse Street,
Street, authorized.
and Rittenhouse
D. C.,
Roosevelt Memorial
Association, D.
Memorial Association,
reversion
to abutting
1116 Roosevelt
owners.. ;.. 1116
abutting owners
land to
of land
reversion of
incorporated; purposes,
purposes, etc
691
etc ............. incorporated;
Parkway,
Rock Creek
Creek Park
Park and
Branch Parkway,
and Piney Branch
Rock
trustees; operated
exclusively for eduoperated exclusively
trustees;
I).
C.,
D. C.,
cational purposes
693
purposes ................
cational
appropriation for
for care
care and
improvement
and improvement
appropriation
special
canceling stamp
authorized for, at
at
stamp authorized
special canceling
of .....
186,
898, 1389
186,898,1389
..............of
designated post
offices........-..... 288
post offices
designted
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
care and
imand imfor care
deficiency
Rose, Henry
.,
Henry 31.,
1017
provement
1017 Rose,
................-.
provement
secretary of
appropriation
as assistant secretary
for, as
appropriation for,
Rock Creek
Creek Park,
C.,
D. C.,
Park, I).
Rock
the Senate
. 631,1252
631,1252
Senate ...............the
appropriation for
connecting
parkway connecting
for parkway
appropriation
Rose, Sewell C.,
180,890,1382
Potomac Park
and '
180,
890, 1382 Rose,
Park and.......
Potomac
1599
..
.................
pension
1599
increased
pension increased
total area
area limited;
on exconditions on
limited; conditions
total
W. L.,
L.,
penditures.............
890, 1382 Rose, W.
180,890,1382
..... 180,
penditures
...
payment
1466
to.....................-payment to
Ill.,
IslandArsenal,
Rock
Arsenal, Ill.,
Rock Island
Rosebud Agency,
Agency, S.
S. Dak.,
182
etc....
appropriation
for sidewalks,
sidewalks, roads, etc
182 Rosebud
appropriation for
appropriation
etc., of Indians
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation for
for
shop buildings, repairs ........... . 182
for shop
at
434,1248
434,1248
...................
..
at.
182,894
for
maintenance..
plant, maintenance.........
power plant,
for power
S. Dak.,
Rosebud
Reservation, S.
Indian Reservation,
Rosebud Indian
182,894,1385
... 182,
for
expenses ......
894, 1385
bridges, expenses
for bridges,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc., of Sioux
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for shop building
deficiency appropriation
Indians of,
funds....... 26,429
tribal funds
from tribal
of, from
Indians
for
unexpended
of unexpended
use of
recuperators; use
for recuperators;
for per
distribution; purchase
purchase of
capita distribution;
per capita
for
..............
balances
333
balances .........
06
26
cattle, .etc.
etc .......................
cattle,
Rock Island,
Ill.,
Island, Ill.,
Rock
1460
on.
fire
payment
for
damages
parties
from
1460
parties
to
damages
for
payment
appropriation
for
care
of
Confederate
Confederate
appropriation for care of
Rosenbarger,
Rosenbarger, William,
185,896,1387
cemetery ................
185, 896, 1387
cemetery
1558
...............
pension increased
1558
increased ......
pension
Government house at 223
for operating,
operating, etc., Government
for
Ross,
Elizabeth (widow),
Ross, Elizabeth
Rock
River,
Rock River,
1516
.......................
pension
1516 .
pension...........
391,1355
bridge authorized,
authorized, Beloit,
Wis.
391,1355
Beloit, Wis........
bridge
Milton,
948 Ross, Milton,
Dixon,
......................
Ill...
Dixon, Ill
pension
1597
increased .................pension increased
Rockland,
Rocklandt Me.,
Roth, Adam,
Adam,
preliminary examination,
harbor
etc., of harbor
Roth,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
pension .............
1598
........1010
pension
to be
be made.
1010
made ...................
to
Rothleutner,
Frank,
Rothleutner, Frank,
Rockport,
Tex.,
Rockport, Tex.,
payment to,
damages from fire
1460
fire....... 1460
from damages
to, from
payment
preliminary
examination, etc., to be made
preliminary examination,
Roumania,
Roumania,
for channels
channels to
to .................
1012
for
appropriation for
minister to...........
to
740, 1206
for minister
appropriation
Rocky
Mont.,
Agency, Mont.,
Boy Agency,
Rocky Boy
importing from,
exporting to, wheat
wheat
from, and exporting
importing
appropriation
etc ,of Indians
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation for
and
wheat
flour,
prohibited;
exand wheat flour, prohibited; ex31,434,
at ..................
31,434, 1237,1248
at
1759
ceptions
ceptions ........................
Rocky
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, etc.,
of Chippewa
Band of
Boy Band
Rocky Boy
..-.... 1773
canceled
canceled .....................
Mont.,
Calif.,
Round Valley Agency,
Agency, Calif.,
Round
of... 16,421,1237
appropriation
etc., of...
16, 421, 1237
support, etc.,
appropriation for support,
Indians
appropriation
etc., of Indiana
appropriation for support, etc.,
Park, Colo.,
Rocky Mountain
NationalPark,
Mountain National
Rocky
at
.
31,
434, 1247
31,434,1247
...................
at ..
appropriation for
for protection,
204, 919, 1407
etc... 204,919,1407
protection, etc._
appropriation
Calif.,
Round
Valley Indian
Reservation, Calif.,
Indian Reservation,
Round Valley
H.,
Ro&heaver, Samuel
Samuel H.,
Rodeheaver,
3,
appropriation for
irrigation project on....
on
for irrigation
1600
pension increased
1600
................
appropriation
.
increased.
pension
408, 1226
408,1226
D.,
Rodgers,
Geo.
Rodgers,
Rountree, Annie
F. (widow),
Annie F.
Rountree,
funds..
payment to
to from Chickasaw
Chickasaw tribal funds
24
payment
pension
1623
pension.................................
Roehl,
(widow),
Wilhelmine (widow),
Roehl, Wilhelmint
Rourke,
Josephine
(widow),
Rourke, Josephine M. (widow),
pension
increased
1584
pension increased.......................
1622
pension ..............-.........--1622
pension
Rogers,
Cash,
Rogers, Cash,
Rouse, Annie
(widow),
Annie (widow),
Rouse,
payment
for damages
damages from
fire......... 1460
from fire
pension
. 1572
to, for
payment to,
pension ............................
Roush,
M. (widow),
Mary M.
Roush, Mary
Rogers,
(widow),
Emma C. (widow),
Rogers, Emma
1568
pension
1568
1595
pension
pension ...........................
increased....................
pension increased
Routt National
Forest, Colo.,
National Forest,
Routt
Riihrscheid,
Christopher.
Rohrscheid, Christopher,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of ...
250,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
1600
pension .........................
pension
708,
328
708, 1328
Rome, Italy,
Rome,
Rovinsky,
John,
Rovinsky, John,
Institute
International
appropriation for International
appropriation
pension
........... 1603
...........
pension ..........
745,1211
of Agriculture
Agriculture at............
at
745,
1211
of
Rowland,
William G.,
G.,
Rowland, William
Office
for
International
Office
of
Public
Health
International
for
1599.
pension ..................................
1599
pension
at
746,
1212
746,1212
.......................
at
Rowney,
(widow),68
Mattie (widow),
Rowney, Hattie
for acquiring
premises for diplomatic,
acquiring premises
for
11568
pension
pension.............................
etc.,
1214
uses at ...................
etc., uses
Roziene,
A.,
a.
FrederickA.,
Roziene, Frederick
limit
cost; subject
subject to approval of
of cost;
limit of
129
appropriation for
reimbursement to .....
for reimbursement
appropriation
1214
commission
1214
commission ........................
Rubber,
Rubber,
Romero,
Maria Baca
Baca de,
Romero, Maria
appropriation
for developing
developing standards of
appropriation for
1302
to......... 1525
Mexico patented to
lands
in New Mexico
1525
lands in
683, 1302
quality,
............... 683,
of
etc., of
quality, etc.,
Ruebel,. Martha
(widow),
Ruebel,
Martha (widow),
S..
M.
Charles
Romsholdt,
Ramsholdt,Charles
pension increasedM. S
1620
504
pension
1504
....................1620
1....................
.....
pension
pension increased
-

.
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Page.
Ruehle,
Ruehk, Louis H.,
increased
1625
pension increased........................
Buses, Leah F. (widow),
Ruess,
(widow),
. 1587
pension ............................
Digest
Rules of the House of Representatives,
Representatives,
Repreent,
Diest
ge of
of,
appropriation
for reparing
634, 1255
634,
appropriation forpreparing..............
Rumania,
Roumania),
Rumania, (see also Roumania),
appropriation for minister to
to........... 740, 1206 „.
appropriation
Rundell,
Rundell, Melinda
Malinda (widow),
(widow),
1576
1576
pension ............................
Runion, Mary
Mary S. (widow),
Bunion,
1497
pension
...........................
Runyan,
Runyan, Sadie
Sadie L. (widow),
1556
pension
............................
pension..
Rural
Rural Credits,
Credits, Short
Short Time,
appropriation for expenses of committee
committee
appropriation
..... 1347
investigating, etc ..........
investigating,
investigation, etc., by special joint cominvestigation,
730
mittee on system of .............
Rural
PostalService,
Rural Delivery, Postal
appropriation
expenses, carriers,
carriers, etc.
etc. 582,1155
582, 1155
appropriation for expenses,
for poet
sale..... 582,1154
post route, etc., maps; sale
63,
deficiency
for.............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
1043, 1045, 1189, 1193
65, 67, 347, 349, 525, 1043.
additional
fical year
additional pay to carriers, for £w'eal
1920 ....................
... .351351
1920
compensation of carriers, established
established..... 1051
compensation
Rural
Rural Education,
Education,
appropriation for investigation
investigation of .....
671,1291
appropriation
522
investigating.
deficiency
appriation for investigating.
deficiency appropriation
Post Office Department,
Rural
Rural Mails
Mails Division,
Division, Post
Department,
appropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, etc
etc.. 676,1295
appropriation
Ruia
PostRoads,
Rioul Post
transfer of 1,250 Army tractors
tractors to State
highway departments directed, for
highway
constructing .....................
1349
Rural Sanitation,
Rural
Sanitation,
appropriation for field investigation
investigation of, by
appropriation
Health Service
Service .....
176, 885,1377
885,1377
Public Health
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for studies by
Service in .......... 1183
Public Health Serice
Rwahlon,
Rushlon, David,
pension
1484
..........................
pension......
John J.,
J.,
Russell, John
1548
pension increased........................
increased
1548
Russell.
,Mary F. (wiidow),
(widow),
Russell,
1497
...........................
pension
Russell,
Russell, William,
increased
1623
pension increased......................
Russellville,
Russellville, Ark.,
appropriation for
166
building........
public building
for public
appropriation
Russia,
Russwr,
exporting to, wheat
importing from and exportin*
prohibited; exexand wheat flour, prohibited;
1759
ceptions ...........................
1759
canceled
1773
1773
.........................
canceled
Stripe,
Rust, Black and Stripe,
appropriation
investigating, in wheat,
appropriation for investigating,
etc
244, 702, 1322
244,702,1322
...................
Rust,
Margaret
T.
(widow),
Rust, Margaret T. (widow),
pension
1564
pension .....
.......................
Rust
Rust Spores,
Spores, Vegetable,
appropriation
for
destroying,
etc
,
plants
etc.,
appropriation
originating .............
244,
702, 1322
244,702,
Rutherford,
Rutherford, Lennie
Lennie R.,
pension increased
1618
1618
...................
pension
Rutherford,
(widow),
Rutherford, Mary M. (wridow),
pension
...........................
1591
pension
S.
S.
Sabin. Harriet
Harriet E. (widow),
(widow),
Sabin,
pension
pension.............................
Sabine River,
River,
bridge authorized
authorized acrose.
across. at Orange,
Orange, Tex
bridge
Tex..

1586
1586
598

Sabotage,
Page.
Sabotage,
aliens advocating,
excluded from entry...
entry
advocating, excluded
1009
deportation
undesirable aliens condeportation of undesirable
victed of violating
victed
violating Act to punish
injury to war material, etc
etc..........
594
readmission
594
readmission prohibited
prohibited ...............
Sac and Fox Agency,
Agency, Iowa,
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support,
at .........................
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
Sac and Fox Agency,
Agency, Okla.,
appropriation
Indians
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
at
31, 434, 1248
at.....................
Sac and Fox Indian
Sanatorium, Iowa,
Indian Sanatorium,
of.. 410,1227
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of..
appropriation for maintenance,
Sac and
and Fox Indians,
Indians, Iowa,
appropriation
drainage system for lands
appropriation for drainage
of
1234
1234
of.................................
arrangement
adjacent
arrangement with owners of adjacent
lands
1234
.............
lands...........
Saco,
Me.,
Saeo, .Me.,
appropriation
166
building.........
appropriation for public building
Saco River, Me.,
Me.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of shore
preliminary examination,
1010
near mouth of, to be made........
made
near
Sacramento, Calif.
Calif,
Sacramento,
appropriation
for fitting
up rooms
rooms for
for disfitting up
appropriation for
trict court, in post office, etc.......
etc
166
166
trict
expenditure authorized
authorized for real estate,
estate,
expenditure
455
Mather Aviation
Aviation Field at ..........
Mather
Sacramento County, Calif.,
Calif,
Sacramento
claim for damage
damage to county
county jail allowed..
allowed
1033
claim
Sacramento River, Calif.,
Calif,
Saramento
appropriation for
for prosecuting
prosecuting work
work of flood
flood
appropriation
control
188,1391
control ...................
Railroad,
Safety Devices, Railroad,
installation
automatic train-top,
train-stop, etc.,
etc ,
installation of automatic
may be ordered ..................
498
allowed for fulfillment ...........
498
time allowed
liability of carriers
carriers limited ............
498
liability
498
noncompliance with order...
order
penalty for noncompliance
SEY'ety of
of Railway Operation,
Operation,
Safety
appropriation
investigating, etc., sysappropriation for investigating,
promote
179 889 1380
179,889,1380
tems to promote...........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigating,
deficiency
investigating,
etc., systems
promote........... 1159
systems to promote
etc.,
Safety Standards,
Standards,

for
appropriation
deficiency
deficiency
forindustrial
appropriation
occupations
for developing,
developing,
340
for industrial occupations ......... 340
Sage Brook,
Broo, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation for auxiliary fish hatchery..
hatchery
1423
appropriation
Sage,
I.,
Hiram I.,
Sage, Hiram
283
may bridgePerdidoRiver,
bridgePerdido River, NunezFerry,Ala.
Nunez Ferry,Ala.
Sager,
N. (widow),
(widow),
Elabeth M.
Sager, Elizabeth
1511
pension
1511
pension..................................
Sailors,
etc..
Sailors, etc.,
appropriation for
medical treatment, etc.,
etc ,
for medical
appropriation
175
risk insurance
insurance patients......
175
war risk
of, war
for vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
of disdieha
ed
disabled
178,
887,
1376
178,887,1376
charged disabled ...........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for hospital
hospital care,
deficiency
etc.,
of
discharged
sick
and
disabled
disabled
etc., of discharged
patients under Public
Public Health
Health Servpatients
- ice......
ice
.............. 377
............
for
rehabilitation of
vocational rehabilitation
expenses, vocational
for expenses,
discharged disabled ............. 504,1020
discharged
pay
allowance increased
excepunder excepincreased under
pay allowance
tional circumstances.............
circumstances
1021
tional
for
treatment of war
war risk insurfor medical
medical treatment
ance patients
patients ...............
507.591
ance
passport fees
fees required
required of relatives of, to
to
no passport
visit grales
750
graves thereof abroad .........
preference in
appointments
etc., appointments
in clerical. etc..
preference
hereafter, in departments,
departments, etc., to
hereafter,
37
honorably
discharged,ortheir widowe.
widows
honorablydischargedortheir
of
r.v. Vr- D -V
wives
of ini.
injured
VV
J ..........

....

.............

.

W .....

37
37
''......

2080
2080
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Mo.,
Page.
Paa
Saint Louis,
Louis, Mo.,
Sailors,
etc.—Continued.
Page.
Sailors, etc.-Continued.
appropriation
stores........ 166
appraisers' stores
appropriation for appraisers'
preference
discharged
two years
years of, discharged
preference right
right for two
for assistant treasurer's office ..........
656
service in late war, to make
from service
discontinued, July 1,
1, 1921............
1921
654
discontinued,
homestead
opened
homestead entry, etc., on opened
deficiency
appropriation
for
hospital
for
disdeficiency appropriation
434
lands...................
public lands
charged
etc., at...
at
508
soldiers, etc.,
charged disabled
disabled soldiers,
drafted
etc., exto serve, etc.,
men refusing
refusing to
drafted men
operation
Government owned boats, etc.,
etc ,
operation of Government
cluded
434
cluded.............................
/
on Mississippi
Mississippi River_above,
River.above, by Sectravel at one cent a
amile allowed
allowed wounded
wounded
ret
aryof
458
458
retary
of War
War.......................
disabled, on furlough
furlough from hosor disabled,
pital ........................
976
subtreasury accommodations
subtreasury
accommodations may be omit976
pital
392
building......
ted from new public building
Saint
Asylum, D. C.,
Saint Ann's Infant Asylum,
time
Mississippi
time extended for
for bridging
bridging Mississippi
appropriation
care of children
children in. 97,867,1138
97, 867, 1138
appropriation for care
River by
........
1077
by............
Saint
Idaho,
Anthony, Idaho,
Saint Anthony,
Saint
Saint Louis River,
may
"Island Park"
Park" in
may purchase
purchase "Island
in North Fork
time extended for bridging, at Duluth,
of Snake
Snake River, for
park purposes
purposes.. 1093
for park
of
Minn
Minn..............................
588
reversion for
for nonuser
nonuser.................. 1093
reversion
Windward Islands).
1094
affected ................
1094 Saint Lucia (see Windward
prior rights not affected
Fla.,,
Saint Marks River, Fla.
Saint
Wis.,
Croix Indians,
Indians, Wis.,
Saint Croix
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
etc.... 29,
appropriation for relieving
relieving distress, etc.appropriation
1
1011
made 011
........................
•
132, 1246
432,1246
Minn.,
Paul, Minn.,
for
purchase of land for
433, 1246 Saint Paul,
for ............... 433,1246
forpurchase
may bridge Mississippi
Misissippi River at Sibley
Saint
Hospital, D.
D. 0.,
Saint Elizabeth.
Elizabetl Hospital,
Street .............................. 1107
appropriation for general expenses.
919, 1408
205,919,1408
expenses. 205,
appropriation
205 Saint
adjustment
compensation.........
adjustment of compensation
Saint Petersburg,
Fla.,
Petersburg, Fla.,
transfer of equipment
equipment motor vehicles,
vehicles,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harbor,
205
etc., from Arny...................
Army
etc.,
. 1011
to be made 1011....................
deputy
deputy disbursing
disbursing agent
agent for, authorVincent (see Windward
Windward Islands).
ized
..... . 920 Saint
ized.....................
Salamanca, N. Y.,
Salamanca,
for buildings and grounds
920, 1409
206,920,1409
grounds....... 206,
appropriation
for ground rent, public buildappropriation forground
indigent insane, District
District
for support of indigent
ing
879, 1372
ing......................... 171,
171,879,1372
97, 868,
1139
868,1139
in ...........
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
Salaries,
Salaries, Government,
Government,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for support of
appropriation for joint commission on reappropriation
indigent insane, District of Columclassification,
classification, etc ................ 227
bia
590, 1158
42,590,1158
bia......................... 42,
time extended
extended for final
final report of joint Confor general expenses
61, 523, 1039, U85
expenses..... 51, 61,523,1039,1185
gressional committee
committee on reclassifyreclassifyadjustment of pay of employees
employees...... 51
adjustment
ing .......................-......
386
345
for returning funds of patients ........
Salem, Oreg.,
articles produced
produced by patients
patients in course of
appropriation for Indian school; Alaska
Alaska
curative treatment
disposed of.
of.
513
treatment to be disposed
appropriation
pupils
25, 428, 1243
1243
authorized in accounts of George W.
W
pupils......................
25,428,
credits authorized
Kreis ........................
513
deficiency appropriation
appropriation forIndian
forindian school.
school. 523,
523,
deficiency
for payment of readjusted
1186
readjusted salaries, etc
etc.,,
Pa.,
disbursing agent
513 Salem, Pa.,
as special disbursing
agent. ........
IVa.,
Saint
Helena Naval Training
Susquehanna
Saint Helena
TrainingStation, Va.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Susquehanna
appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance ...........
137
appropriation for
137
Wapwallopen to
160
River, Wapwallopen
to............
160
Saint
Salem River, N. J.,
Saint Helens,
Helens, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of harbor,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
made .....................
to be made
. 1013
1013
made
1010
made........................
1010
Saint
Salem,
Saint.Joe
Jo National
NationalForest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
Salem, Va.,
appropriation for
building
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of....
of..
250
250
166
appropriation
for public building.........
1324 Sales Tickets,
I). C.,
709,128
Tkets, D.
Saint John
Saint
John River,
River,
provisions regulating
regulating use of. by firms, etc
1219
etc. 1219
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, between MadaSalesmen, Traveling,
Traveling,
waska, Me.,
Me., and Edmundston,
New
Edmundston, New
convention facilitating
facilitating work of, with
Brunswick....................
161
Brunswick
Guatemala
1669
Guatemala
........................ 1669
Saint Johns
Fla.,
Saint
Johns River, Fla.,
with Panama...........................
Panama
1696
consolidation of projects for improving, at
with Salvador
Salvador ........................
1725
Jacksonville,
and
from
JacksonNille
Jacksonville,
Jacksonville
with Uruguayy........................
Uruguay
1663
to the ocean ........................
1014
with Venezuela.........................
Venezuela
1719
1719
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
Salisbury, Harold
Harold A.,
A.,
Salisbury,
Jacksonville to the
made, Jacksonville
the ocean
1011
pension
1547
ocean....
pension.........................
1547
Saint
Saint Johnsbury,
Vt.,
Johnsbury, Vt.,
Salisbury, Md.,
Salisbury,
appropriation for_public
166
building.........
appropriation
for public building
appropriation
building
166
166
appropriation for public building.........
Saint Jones River, Del.,
el.,
Salibury, N. C.,
improvement of, subject to transfer of title
improvement
532
terms of court at.........................
.532
for land for cut-off ................. 1014 Salmon National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Saint Louis County, Minn., -appropriation for
etc., of....
of
250,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
time extended
bridging Saint Louis
extended for bridgi'ng
709,1328
Salt Late
Lake City,
City, Utah,
709,1328
River at Duluth, by
by.............. 588 Salt
Utah,
Saint Louis Indian
Mision Boarding
Indian Mission
Boarding School,
School,
658,1276
appropriation for assay
assay office
office at
approiation
at..... 658,1276
Pawhuska, Okla.,
Pawhuska,
granted rih
righttof way through Fort Douglas
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., from Osage
appropriation
Military
Military Reservation
Reservation for water sup425, 1241
tribal funds .................. 20,
20,425,1241
ply system
406
ply
system.......................

INDEX.
Salt River -4gency,
Agency, Ariz.,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of Indians
*at
•
at ..........................
31,1247
Salt River,
River, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
investigating need
appropriation for investigating
need for
for
bridge across, near
near Lehi
Lehi............
12
construction of bridge
for construction
bridge across,
across, near
Lehi, Salt
River Indian Reservation.
Reservation.
417
Salt River
417
cooperation, etc.,
cooperation,
etc., of Arizona
Arizona authorities...
ties
417
.........................
417
Salt
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Salt River
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for water rights for Indian
allotments
allotments in .....................
10
10
on
12
for investigating
investigating need
need for bridge
bridge on....
12
for headgate
headate irrigation project
project..........
408
Salt
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Salt River Irrigation
appropriation
etc., of....
of
200,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
200,
914,1403
James D.,
D.,
Salts, James
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
election
expenses
1180
election expenses................
1180
Sa/tzman,
Saltzman, Cyrus
Cyrus H.,
H.,
pension ..................................
1534
1534
Salvador.
Salvador.
appropriation for minister to
740,1206
appropriation
to ...........
740,1206
for legation San Salvador,
Salvador, improving
improving
grounds, etc
grounds,,
etc..........----........
--. 1214
1214
convention with, facilitating
work of
convention
facilitating work
of traveling salesmen......................
salesmen
1725
ing
1725
importing from,
from, and
importing
and exporting
exporting to, wheat
wheat
and wheat flour prohibited;
prohibited; exceptions............................
tions
1759
canceled ....
1773
canceled
......................
1773
Salvage,
Salvage,
Government owned,
suit allowed
allowed for,
for, by
by Government
owned,
etc., merchant vessel
vowel and
528
etc.,
and crew
crew .....
528
disposition of moneys
moneys recovered
528
disposition
recovered........
528
Salvage
Board, Army,
Salvage Board,
Army,
allowance for
for civilians
on work
work of,
from
allowance
civilians on
of, from
ordnance appropriations............
appropriations
1164
ordnance
1164
Salyer, John,
John,
pension
increased
1606
pension increased.....-...............
1606
Salyers, Charley,
Salyers.
pension
pension................................ 1600
1600
San Antonin,
Antonio, Tex.,
Tex.,
Sen
expenditures
for storage
storage hanexpenditures authorized
authorized for
hangars,
General
Supply
gars, Aviation
Aviation General
Supply
Depot
at...........................
/epot at
455
real estate,
estate, Brooks
Aviation Field
Field at....
at
455
real
Brooks Aviation
455
Kelly
No. 2,
455
Kelly Aviation
Aviation Field
Field No.
2, at
at.........
455
San
Carlos Agency,
San Carlos
Ageniy, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
31,
433, 1247
at ..........................
31,433,1247
San Carlos
Indian Reservation,
Ariz.,
Sai
CarlosIndian
Rfsercatirn, Ariz.,
appropriation
for
pumping
plants
for
irriappropriation for pumping plants for irrigation
11, 416, 1233
ation ...................
11,416,1233
San
Creek, etc.,
San Crek,
etc., Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
appropr
iation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
appropriation
of...
33
San Diego,
(alif.,
D)ieyo, Calif.,
Sam
appropriation
establishing naval
aplpropriation for
for establishing
naval traintraining station at ......................
822
822
for naval fuel depot .....................
822
822
fr
Marine
Corps
base
822
f,,r Marine Corps base ..................
822
deficiency
appropriation
for
naval
fuel
leficiency appropriation for naval fuel
depot
depot ..........................
1030
acceptance
station
acceptance of
of land from,
from, for naval
naval station
site, etc .........................
821
acceptance
naval
acceptance of
of lands
lands for establishing
establishing naval
training stations at.................
at
training
145
donation of tide lands from the city
donation
city rerequired
quired ...........-.................
145
site for hospital in Balboa Park
Park.......
145
etc., to be submitted
plans, etc.,
submitted............
145
44282°—voi,
41—Pr 2-44
2-44
44282°-VOL 41-PT

2081
2081

Diego, Calif.-Continued.
Calif.—Continued.
Page.
San Diego,
Page.
exchange of lands, Marine
Marine Corps
base,
exchange
Corps base,
authorized
authorized ......................
145
145
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor, to
to
be made
made........ .................
' 1013
San Diego
of Commerce,
Commerce,
Diego Chamber
Chamberof
acceptance, free
acceptance,
free of cost, of land for naval
training station, San Diego, Calif
Calif.,,
from, authorized;
authorized; conditions
conditions....... 145
145
Diego County,
County, Calif.,
San Diego
Calif.,
appropriation for purchase of cemetery
appropriation
cemetery
tract,
tract, for Indians
Indians of Volcan
Volcan Indian
Indian
Reservation ........................
418
418
San Diego"
Diego" U.S.
U. S. S.,
"San
S.,
officers and crew of,
Liberty bonds of officers
of, lost
lost
vessel to
dupliby sinking
sinking of
of vessel
to have
have duplicates issued therefor...............
therefor
45
Calif.,
San Francisco
FranciscoBay, Calif.,
investigation
etc. of
of estabestabinvestigation of
of feasibility, etc.,
lishing naval base in, etc.
etc.,,by special
special
committee ..................
joint committee
820
depth of water, Mare
Mare Island
Island Navy
Navy Yard,
Yard,
etc
............................
820
time
extended for report
1088
time extended
report................ 1088
San Francisco
FraniscoBridge
Bridge Company,
Company,
payment authorized
authorized to,
to, for construction
construction
work, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii,
Hawaii, dry
dock ...........................
591
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation for assistant treasurer's
appropriation
treasurer's office.
office
656
656
discontinued, July
1, 1921............
1921
654
discontinued,
July 1,
654
for aircraft mail
service from
mail service
from New
New York
York
to, via Chicago
Chicago and Omaha ...... 579,1153
579,1153
for passport bureau .....................
643
643
for mint at
at ..
657,1276
...................
657,1276
dispatch agent
741,1208
for dispatch
agent......
.......
741,1208
marine hospital,
hospital, alterations,
etc
1368
for marine
alterations, etc.....
1368
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mint.........
mint
1184
deficiency
1184
monument to mark starting
motor
•
monument
starting point of
of motor
convoy from
Washington, D.
C., to,
to,
convoy
from Washington,
D. C.,
authorized .....................
1062
authorized
1062
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harbor
preliminary
harbor
entrance, to be made .............
1013
entrance,
1013
Nara Creek ............................
1013
Islais
1013
water
supply
provisions
not
affected
by
water supply provisions not affected by
. Federal
.
Federal Water Power Act ..........
1077
1077
Cemetery, Calif.,
Calif.,
San Francisco
Francisco National
National Cemetely,
appropriation for
extensions. ..............
appropriation
for extensions
185
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
San Isabel
Isabel National
Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 250.
appropriation
709,
1328
709,1328
San
Agency, HV.
V. Mex.,
Juan Agency,
MJex.,
Sat Juan
appropriation for
support, etc.,
Indians
appropriation
for support,
etc., of
of Indians
at
31, 434, 1248
at..........................
31,434,1248
San
Juan
County
l
N.
Mex.,
San Juan Cntnty, N. Mex.,
exchange permitted
to consoliconsoliexchange
permitted of
of lands
lands in,
in, to
areas........
1239
date holdings
holdings in
in solid
solid area
1239
San
Mex.,
San Juan
Juan Indian
Indian Reservation, N.
N. Mex.,
appropriation
irrigation project on....
on
3,408
appropriation for
for irrigation
3,408
for highway
highway from Mesa Verde
Verde Park to
Gallup,
on
18,422
Gallup on........................
18,422
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
San Juan
Juan National
Colo..
appropriation
for maintenance. etc. 250,
250. 709, 1328
appropriation formaintenance,
Juan, P.
San Juan,
P. R.,
branch
etc., established
established at
branch offices,
offies, etc.,
at post
post
office at .........................
323
323
proclamation transferring
transferring reserved
proclamation
reserved lands
lands
for
in, to the people of Porto Rico, for
highway purposes...................
purposes
1813
highway
1813
Juan Pueblo,
Pueblo, N. Mex.
San Juan
1Ce.,'
appropriation for
irrigating
18
appropriation
for survey
survey for
for irrigating.....
18

2082
2082
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Santa
Forest, Calif.,
National Forest,
Barbara National
Santa Barbara
appropriation
of
maintenance, etc., of..
appropriation for maintenance,

Page.
250,
709,
'N)9, 1328
1328
right of way through,
through, to Los Angeles, Calif.,
Calif ,
983
etc...............
power works, etc
for power
Santa Clara
River,
Claraliver,
Santa
appropriation for constructing
constructing bridge
appropriation
ReservaShivwits Indian Reservaacross, Shivwits
tion, Utah
Utah .....................
196
tion,
Santa Fe
Mex.,
County, N. Aex.,
Fe County,
Santa
reimbursement of, for interest paid on
on
947
bonds thereof.
thereof ......................
-

San
Juan River,
River,
Page.
San Juan
appropriation
appropriation for bridging, Shiprock, N.
Mex.;
repayment
from
funds
of
Mex.; repayment
IS1
Navajos
18
...............
Navajos.......
for
reconstructing
approach to Indian
Indian
for reconstructing approach
bridge
across, at
N
Farmington, N.
at Farmington,
bridge across,
Mex
.......- 1239
Mex...................
San Luis
Calif.,
Obispo, Calif.,
Lds Obispo,
San
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harbor,
preliminary
made. ..................
1013
to be made
San
Marino,
San Marino,
importing
exporting to, wheat
wheat
and exporting
from, and
importing from
and wheat flour, prohibited; exceptions
. 1759
ceptions..........................
canceled
....-. 1773
.....
canceled ............
Pedro. Calif.,
Calif.,
San Pedro,
appropriation
public building..........
building
166
for public
appropriation for
investigation
advisability, etc., of subof advisability,
invesgation of
marine
special
joint special
at, by
by joint
base at,
marine base
committee
820
committee...................
San
Salvador, Salvador,
Salvador,
San Salvador,
appropriation for improving
improving grounds, etc
etc.,,
appropriation
legation at .
1214
1214
...................
legation
San
Any.,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
San Xavier
Xawier Indian
appropriation for
operating pumping
pumping
for operating
appropriation
11,
416, 1232
11,416,1232
on ...........
plants, etc., on
deficiency
appropriation for
pumping
for pumping
deficiency appropriation
plants,
etc
1172
1172
....................
plants, etc....
Sanatoria,
Sanatoria,
industrial alcohol
for, may
withdrawn
may be withdrawn
alcohol for,
industrial
free of tax .........................
321
...
permits, etc.,
etc., required..................
required
321
permits,
Sand
Project,Oreg.,
IrrigationProject,
Sand Creek, etc., Irrigation
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of,
for maintenance,
appropriation
from tribal
tribal funds ............... 409,1243
Sand
Point, Wash.,
SandPoint,
investigation as to advisability,
advisability, etc., of
investigation
aviation base at, by special joint
820
committee .....................
time
special joint
extended for report of special
time extended
committee investigating
investigating naval base
1088
at
.........................
Sanders, .Alvina
Alvina (widow),
Sanders,
pension
1600
pension..................................
Sanders, May
(widow),
A. (widow),
May A.
Sanders,
1551
pension ..........................
Sanders, Pauline
(widow),
Pauline(widow),
Sanders,
1478
1478
..........................
pension
Sandpoint,
Idaho,
Sandpoint, Idaho,
appropriation for public
public building..........
building
166
166
appropriation
lands
protecting water supto, for
for protecting
granted to,
lands granted
etc
1197
ply, etc......................
price;
affected
1197
price; legal rights not affected..........
mineral
reserved; other use formineral deposits reserved;
bidden
......................... 1197
report
etc., to
be made
made ............ 1197
to be
use, etc.,
report of use,
1198
forfeiture
forfeiture on failure, etc ..............
Malissie (widow),
(widow),
Sands, Malissie
pension ................................ 1480
Sandusky, Ohio,
appropriation for
public building
building .........
166
for publc
appropriation
Sanitarium Company
Portland, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
of Portland,
Company of
Sanitarium
appropriation
care, etc., Alaskan insane
for care,
appropriation for
916, 1405
patients
........................
patients.....
Sanitary
Bureau, International,
International,
Sanitary Bureau.
appropriation
for
annual
share
of
maintemainteappropriation for annual share
745,1211
nance
745,
1211
....-...............
nance
Sanitary
Conference,
International,
International,
Sixth
Sanitary Conference,
deficiency appropriation
1022
102
appropriation for ...............
Sanitation, Rural,
Rural,
Sanitation,
appropriation
for field investigation of, by
appropriation for
176, 885, 1377
Service.
Public Health Service......
Calif.,
Santa Barbara,
Barbara,Calif.,
Santa
preliminary examination,
harbor
examination, etc., of, harbor
preliminary
h
mPA„
nidm
+n
to
.
1013
. be
.o made
.
.......................
*v

Santa Fe,
Fe, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Santa

18,422,1238
appropriation
school
18,
422, 1238
appropriation for Indian school.....
166
for
public building .....................
for public
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian school.
school
1039
deficiency
building, for United States
use of public building,
courts
rescinded .................
356
courts rescinded
Santa
Forest, N.
Mex.,
N. Mex.,
NationalForest,
Fe National
Santa Fe
250,
of ....
appropriation for
etc., of
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
709, 1328
709,1328
of........... 1806
proclamation modifying
modifying area of
proclamation
excluded lands
opened to
settlement
1807
to settlement....
lands opened
excluded

Santa Monica, Calif.,
Santa
appropriation
Volunteer
expenses, Volunteer
appropriation for expenses,
Soldiers'
Home.......... 191, 904, 1394
Soldiers' Home
• deficiency
deficiency appropriation
Volunteer
appropriation for Volunteer
Soldiers'
334, 1028, 1167, 1190
1190
47,334,1028,
Home ... 47,
Soldiers' Home._
Santa
Fla.,
Sound, Fla.,
Rosa Sound,
Santa Rosa
etc., of, Narpreliminary examination,
examination etc.
preliminary
rows between
Choctawhatchee Bar
between Choc4awluitchee
and,
be made
made ................... 1011
to be
and, to
Santee
Agency, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Santee Agency,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
at
434
434
at.............................
Santee River,
River,
Santee
bridge authorized
authorized across, Murrays
Mlurrays Ferry,
S. C
1102
C..........................
Santee River
River Bridge
Bridge Commission,
Commission,
Santee
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Santee River by,
Highway
and South Carolina State Highway
Department, at Murrays Ferry, S. C.
C. 1102
Indians,
Santee Sioux
Sioux Indians
Sioux Indiana,
Indians (see Sioux
Santee
Different Tribes).
Different
Santiago, Chile,
appropriation
purchase, etc., of buildappropriation for purchase,
at.....
ing and grounds for Embassy
Embassy at
742
Santiam
Forest, Oreg.,
Santiam National
National Forest,
appropriation for maintenance,
of
250,
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation
709,1328
Dominican Republic).
Santo
Republic).
Santo Domingo (see Dominican
Y.,
Saranac Lake,
N. V.,
Lake, N.
Saranac
appropriation for public
public building.........
building
166
Saratoga, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Saratoga,
appropriation for fish hatchery,
hatchery, quarters,
appropriation
station at Sage Creek. 1423
and auxiliary station
Satra,
V.,
Satra, James
James V.
fire.......... 1460
payment to, for damages from fire
Saunders, Vinnie
Vinnie E.
E. (daughter),
(daughter),
Saunders,
pension
1573
pension.............................
Savannah,
Ga.,
Savannah, Ga.,
appropriation
for
marine
hospital,
officers'
marine hospital, officers'
appropriation
quarters ......................
167
quarters
remodeling buildfor marine hospital,
hospital, remodeling
ings. etc ......................
875
ings,
acquiring site for new
new crop plants
plants .propa730
gation, etc., station
station at, authorized...
authorized_
bridge authorized
authorized across Savannah
Savannah River at 1366
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harbor
to be made; for consolidating
consolidating all
projects
1011
projects.....................
transfer of seagoing dredge "Cumberland
transfer
Cumberland""
imA..
B-r 50 of
-. improving
;
_lmwvL harbor
p v-j-*l S<o
to project
for
l.,-'VJC.b Afo
XLJLUjl.
"la.t
zV.. ., 1014
u-x

INDEX.
Savannah
Savannah River.
Page.
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across,
Augusta, Ca
across, Augusta,
275
Gia.....
275
Haileys Ferry,
437, 1366
Haileys
Ferry, Ga
Ga ..................
437,
1366
Savannah, Ga
Ga ........................
1366
Savannah,
1366
Sawicki,
John,
Sawicki, John,
pension -*.............................
. 1334
1534
Sawtooth National
National Forest,
Idaho.,
Sawtooth
Forest, Idaho.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of
250,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of....
250,
709, 1328
709,1328
At.,
Sayre, Marshall
Marshall M.,
pension
1357
1557
pension
............................-.
Sayre, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation
for public
166
appropriation for
public building
building..........
166
Scabies in
Cattle,
Scabies
in Sheep
Sheep and
and Cattle,
appropriation
etc. _239,698,
1318
appropriation for
for eradicating,
eradicating, etc..
239, 698, 1318
Scales,
Customs,
Scales, Customs,
appropriation
for automatic weighing,
174,
appropriation forautomatic
weighing, etc
etc.. 174,
883,
1376
883, 1376
Scales,
etc.,
Scales, Railroad
RailroadTrack,
Track, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, testing,
testing,
etc
934,1423
etc........-.................
934,1423
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for testing
524,
deficiency
testing.......
524,
1188,
1192
1188,1192
Scanlain,
Thomas J.,
J.,
amnlain, Thomas
1473
pension
pension ....................-..........
1473
Sehaarman,
Helen Cecelia
Schaarman, Helen
Cecelia (mother),
(mother),
1543
pension
pension _..................
.....-----...
1543
Schaefer, Albin
Albin D.,
D.,
Schaefer,

pension .
pension
.........................--Schaefer,
Charles Francis
(son),
Shaeffer, Charles
Francis(son),
on..............................1476
pension
- --.--------------W
pS nio ..
Sciudlert,
W.,
allHert, Herman
erman W.,
reimbursement
to
reimbursement to......................
Scheitler,
J.,
Seheitler, John
John J.,
pension
increased
pension increased........................
Scheittin,
Scheitlin, Rudolph
Rudolph B.,
B.,
pension
increased
pension increased....................
Schenkelberger,
(mother),
Schenkelberger, Zora
Zora (mother),
pension
pension ..............................
Schininter,'Falik,
Schimmer,
'Falik,
appropriation for
refund of
of inunigration
appropriation
for refund
immigration
deposit .............------.-.
Schindling,Louisa
E. (icidow
(widow),
Sehindling, Louisa E.
),
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
Schmidt,
Anna (mother),
(mother),
Schmidt, Anna
pension increased
increased ......................
Schneider, Marie
Marie (widow),
Schneider,
(widow),
pension
pension...........................
Schofield
Schofield Barracks,
Barracks, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
appropriation for
completing Artillery
Artillery
appropriation
for completing
regiment quarters
quarters .................
regiment
deficiency
appropriation for..............
for
deficiency appropriation
Schofield,
Jennie (cidow),
(widow),
Schofield, Jennie
pension
pension ..............................
Scholten, Margaret
(widow),
Margaret (widow),
pension .
.............................. ..
Schonhoff, Phebe (mother),
Schorihoff,
increased........................
pension increased
School
School Distriets,
Districts,
lands granted
granted to, of townsite
townsite lands in
in
reclamation projects
reclamation
projects............
School, etc., Gardening,
Gardening,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
proappropriation for
for expenses
expenses promoting, etc
etc......................
School, Hygiene,
appropriation for
for investigating.......
investigating
671,
appropriation
671,
School of Arms, Infantry, Fort Sill, Okla ,
appropriation
instruction expenses,.
appropriation for instruction
expenses.. ...
School of Fire
Fire for Field Artillery, Fort
School
Fart Sill,
Okla.,
appropriation
appropriation for
_
for instruction
instruction expenses.
expenses....
Schools, D.
D. C. (see Public Schools,
Schools, D.
B. C.).
C.).

1606
1606
1476
17
1533
1533
1623
1623
1609
1609
1599
1599
1424
1424
1620
1620

1533
1533
1583
1583
1385
1385
1185
1185
1480
1480
1518
1518
1540
1540
326
326
335
335
1291
1291
106
106
106
106
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Schools, etc.,
Page.
etc.,
Page.
appropriation for quartermaster
supplies,
appropriation
quartermaster supplies,
etc., to
other than
than with
with
etc.,
to military,
military, other
units
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training
units of Reserve
Corps ..........................
121,967
for
supplies to
128,974
for ordnance
ordnance supplies
to.............
128,
974
military
equipment,
etc.,
military equipment, etc. to, other
other than
with
units
of Reserve
with
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
Training
Training Corps ................
780
780
conditions
780
conditions...............................
780
details from Army; pay,
pay, etc...........
etc
780
780
Schools, Indian
Indian (see
(see Indian
Indian Schools).
Schools).
Schools,
Schools, Military,
Military,
provisions for establishing
provisions
establishing Reserve
Officers'
Reserve Officers'
Training
Training Corps units in
in specially
specially
designated
designated.
..............
.....
.
776
776
Schools of Instruction,
Instruction, Naval Reserve Force
Schools
Force
(see Instruction
Instruction Camps,
Camps, etc.).
etc.).
(see
Sdzottmueller,
Eugenia (mother),
(mother),
Schottmueller, Eugenia
pension
pension...............................
1539
1539
Schram,
(widow),
Schram, Sophia (widow),
pension
pension. ...............................
1514
1514
Schwan!,
Anton,
Schwarz, Anton,
pension increased.......................
increased
pension
1601
101
Scientific
Congress, Pan
Pan American,
American,
Scientific Congress,
appropriation for expenses
of delegates
to
appropriation
expenses of
delegates to
Third
Third ...........................
.747
747
Congress, Pan
Pacific,
Scientific Congress,
Pan Pacific,
appropriation for
delegates to,
to, etc.,
under •
appropriation
for delegates
etc., under
Pan
Union ................
745
Pan Pacific
Pacific Union
745
etc.,
Scientific Investigations,
Investigations, etc.,
transfer
transfer of appropriations
for, in
departappropriations for,
in departments, etc.,
etc., to Bureau of
of Mines
Mines for
for
cooperative work.
cooperative
1402
1402
Literature, International
International Catalogue
Scientific Literature,
Catalogue
of:,
of,
appropriation for expenses,
appropriation
expenses, preparation
of.
181,
preparation of.
181,
891, 1383
1383
for printing and binding........
binding
229, 942,
942, 1430
229,
1430
Scientific Work,
Work, Director
Department of
of
Director of, Department
Agriculture
Agriculture,'
appropriation
for salary..................
salary
1315
appropriation for
1315
Scifres,
Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Scifres, Mary
pension................................
pension
1606
1606
Scituate,
Sctuate, Mass.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of,
of, harbor
harbor
to be
be made .......................
1010
1010
Sclipp
Harriet N.
(widow),
Sclipp,tHarriet
N. (widou),
pension ...............................
1516
1516
Scott, Frank,
Frank,
Scott,
pension
...............................
pension
1552
1552
Scott, Sarah
Sarah A.
A. (mother),
(mother),
Scott,
pension
increased......................
pension increased
1613
1613
Scotts
Monument, Nebr.,
Scotts Bluff
Bluff National
National Monument,
Nebr.,
proclamation
setting aside
1779
proclamation setting
aside............... 1779
Scout
Scout Cruisers,
Cruisers,
limits of
increased of
of designated
156
of cost
cost increased
designated......
156
Scoville-Mumni.
Scoville-3Mumm. Frances,
Frances,
readmitted
citizen .............
1149
readmitted as
as aacitizen
.....
1149
Screw Thread Commission, National,
National,
term of existence
existence of,
of, extended
extended two
years
536
two years..
536
Screw
Threads,
Screw Threads,
appropriation for
standardizing, etc.,
etc., by
by
appropriation
for standardizing,
Standards
Standards Bureau
Bureau ...............
683,1302
683,1302
Sarah (widow),
Scrivens, Sarah
(widow),
pension ...................................
1567
pension
1567
Sea Walls,
Halls, Fortifications,
Fortifications,
Sea
appropriation
for construction
of
608.1348
appropriation for
construction of......
608.1348
balances of
appropriations for,
for, covered
in..
613
balances
of appropriations
covered in..
613
Sea bet, Elise
Elise (widow),
Seabel,
(wtidou),
pension
pension_ ..............................
1626
1626
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Page.
Seacoast
Artillery,
Page
Seacoast Artillery,
appropriation
ammunition, etc., for
for ammunition,
appropriation for
practice
609, 1349
..... ..... 609,1349
.........
practice..
for altering,
altering, etc
etc
.........609, 1349
.........
for
for accommodations
for, etc.,
insular
etc., insular
accommodations for,
for
possessions
possessions..................... 611, 1350
for altering,
etc., Panama
Panama Canal.-Canal ..... 612, 1352
altering, etc.,
for
for barracks
barracks and quarters, Panama
for
612,1352
Canal
612, 1352
Canal....................-.........
Seacoast Batteries,
Batteries,
Seacoast
appropriation
Hawaiian
construction, Hawaiian
for construction,
appropriation for
610,1350
and Philippine
Islands
Philippine Islands.........
and
Seacoast
Cannon, Army,
Seacoast Cannon,
appropriation for
manufacture,
purchase, manufacture,
for purchase,
appropriation
etc
609,1349
..........................
etc .
for
ammunition
for
1349
609,1349
for ammunition for................ 609,
for purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, etc., insular
insular
for
possessions
610,1350
.......
pomefsions .......
611,1350
for ammunition
ammunition for...............
for
for
Seacoast Defenses
Defenses (see
(see also
Fortifications),
also Fortifications),
Seacoast
appropriation
for barracks
quarters. 610,1349
610,1349
barracks and quarters.
appropriation for
............-for
1350
expenses.....
aviation expenses
for aviation
balances covered
covered in,
in, of
appropriations for
of appropriations
balances
supplies
613
supplies ......................
fortifications. for contingent
613
contingent expenses, fortifications
for
for barracks
barracks and quarters.............
quarters
613
for
Seals, Fur
Fisheries Service).
Service).
(see Alaska Fisheries
Fur (see
Seals,
Seamen, Alien,
Alien,
Seamen,
diseased,
arriving in port to be treated in
diseased, arriving
1082
hospitals, etc ...............
•retention
enforcement of
until cured; enforcement
retention until
1083
return
return...........................
Seamen,
American,
Seamen, American,
appropriation for
for life
life saving
saving testimonials
appropriation
742,1208
shipwrecked
for rescuing shipwrecked......
for relief
relief and
protection of, in foreign
and protection
for
..... 749,1216
countries, etc ..........
deficiency
appropriation for relief and prodeficiency appropriation
tection of,
etc.
43,
of, in foreign countries, etc.
tection
62, 64, 66, 346, 1022, 1160, 1187, 1191
62,64,66,346,1022,1160,1187,1191
Janeiro,
Seamen's
Mission, Rio de Janeiro,
Seamen's Mission,
appropriation for.................for
.
750,1214
appropriation
Search Warrants,
Warrants,
issue, etc.,
etc., of,
of, in enforcing War Prohibiissue,
306
................. .....
tion Act
308
Constitutional prohibition .............
Constitutional
etc., of illegally posissue of, for seizure, etc.,
. 315
315
liquors ...................
sessed liquors
not
not allowed for private dwellings; term
315
....
..................
construed
construed
property
subject to replevin,
seized, not subject
property seized,
etc
etc.............. ................ 315
Searchlights,
Fortifications,
Seacoast Fortifications,
Searchlights, Seacoast
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc....
608,1348
etc.... 608,1348
appropriation
for
purchase,
................... 608,1348
etc
for purchase,
for Hawaii and Philippine
Philippine Islands......
Islands
610
1350
for
Islands
for Philippine Islands................
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for
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.............
pension ...................
Wash.,
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appropriation
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appropriation for assay office at
Aces of
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.........
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of
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penses ......................
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Secret
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Department of
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............
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Secretary
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716
etc., to Civil
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duty of furnishing,
over walruses and sea lions to Secretary
Secretary
Service Commission
Commission by, transferred
transferred
Service
717
of Commerce,
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Commission.....................
to Commission
Secretary
of Commerce,
Commerce,
Secretaryof
estimates
estimates for carrying out civil service
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appropriation for, Assistant,
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by.
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Power Coma member
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made
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716
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from
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717
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Secretary
of Labor,
Labor,
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cooperate in , ministration of reserve
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water supply of Sunnyside,
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promoting welfare
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to make regulations
articles
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employment offices, etc...........
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employment
produced
treated at
produced by patients treated
authorized to lease Charleston, S. C., imauthorized
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Saint Elizabeths
Flizabeths Hospital..........
Hospital
280
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station and dock ...........
280
notify governor
California, acceptance
acceptance
governor of California,
to notify
deportation
deportation of designated classes of aliens
of
Yosemite, Sejurisdiction over Yosemite,
of jurisdiction
on
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of, if
undesirable residents
593
593
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if undesirable
on order
quoia,
and General
General Grant
Grant National
quoia, and
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finality
decision as to ..............
finality of decisdon
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.........
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State,
Secretary of
Secretary
repaying moneys
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to prescribe
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cases, etc............
etc
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642,1263
................
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Secretary
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expenses of International
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367
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367
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for temporary
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authorized to exchange
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tion .....................--...
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Siam..............
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156
etc............
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for war
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the States
Nineteenth AmendStates of the Nineteenth
the
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damages to private
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ment to
to the
the Constitution....-....
Constitution
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ment
etc. by men
men in
n naval service,
service, to be
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adjusted by;i
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report on aircraft
comprehensive
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comprehensive report
1214
...
ernments ....................
1214
ernments
made
Secretary of War,
War, and
made by, Secretary
price
credited on indebtedness
price may be credited
Postmaster General
General ..
134
........ ...
Postmaster
1214
States
1214
of Government to United States....
to
detail experts
experts to assist joint special comto detail
on
certificate of purchase,
purchase, etc., credit
credit
on certificate
s21
mittee
Pacific Coast naval
naval bases.
bases.
S21
mittee on Pacific
to be given to debt held against the
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report to Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce, vessels
to
1214
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1214
Government
of Navy,
Navy, available
available as lighthouse
lighthouse vesof
purchase of
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to
serve on
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to serve
Secretary
of the
Interior,
the Interior,
Secretaryof
recommendations as to memorials,
memorials,
recommendations
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clerk. 668,1287
chiefclerk.
Assistants, chief
appropriation for,
entombments,
etc., in Arlington
entombments, etc.,
for
attorneys, clerks,
etc .668,1287
clerks etc.
assistant to, attorneys,
for assistant
Memorial
Amphitheater.
1440
Memorial Amphitheater .......... 1440
abandoned Indian agency,
agency, and school
school
abandoned
report on utilizing
utilizing Mount Weather,
Weather, Va.,
Va ,
report
415
by..
buildings
415
buildings and lands to be sold by
weather station
station buildings,
buildings, etc......
etc
697
weather
improving Red
authority of, in project for improving
two additional
additional employees
employees authorized in
two
Lake
in Indian
Riverin
Red Lake River
Lake and Red
...... 1028
..
office of..........
of
1028
office
Reservation,
etc.. 1106
control, etc
Reservation, for flood control,
Secretory of the President
President of the United States,
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authorized to erect monuments
monuments to Chickauthorized
640,1261
.............
appropriation for.....
for
640,
1261
appropriation
asaw and Seminole Tribes of Inof the
Senate,
the Senate,
Secretary of
1364 Secretary
dians in Oklahoma
Oklahoma ...............
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assistant, clerks, etc.
etc. 631,
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appropriation
examine and report on proposed
proposed plans
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automobile
appropriation for automobile
deficiency appropriation
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for
additional irrigation
irrigation of lands in
for additional
19
for
519
................for..........
(600
600
Imperial Valley, Calif ............
Secretary of the Treasury,
grant permits, etc.,
etc., for underground
underground
appropnation for, assistantto,.Assistants.
assistant to,Assistants. 643, 1263
1263
appropriationfor,
293
water supply prospecting
prospecting in Nevada.
Nevada.
for two
two additional
Assistants, clerks,
clerks, etc.
etc
643
643
additional Assistants,
for
294
etc..........
lands
294
lands to be designated, etc
for
1264
for additional employees ............
issue patent to Fort Smith, Ark.,
Ark., for
issue
for
of..........-. .. 645,, 1264
for divisions in office of
............
site
396
site of old Federal jail .
authority to purchase
Loan bonds
purchase Farm Loan
revested lands
Point, Oreg., for revested
Myrtle Point,
extended, to
1920, 1921.
1921
627
to fiscal years 1920,
extended,
of
Railroad grant.
grant
621
4;21
Oregon-California Railroad
of Oregon-California
bonds excluded
..................-..---627
excluded
bonds
La.,,
R.
R. L. Credille, mayor of Bonita, La
authorized
additional hospital
hospital
provide additional
authorized to provide
1053
for lands in Louisiana..............
Louisiana
1053
vocational
facilities
facilities for War Risk and vocational
permit exchanges
exchanges of lands in certain
rehabilitation
patients
by
purchase,
purchase,
rehabilitation patients
counties of New Mexico,
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1364
etc.,
of existing
plants
1364
existing plants............
etc., of
areas.... 1239
solidate holdings in solid areas
1239
solidate
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charge.............
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lic
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etc..........
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pay
civil service
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civil service
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"the civil
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Government
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relief of
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from Fort
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Service for
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immediately 13685
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supplies,
transfer
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transfer medical
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by .....................
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surplus Army motor vehicles, etc., to be
sold
Government servsold by, to other
other Government
ices, etc.;
restriction .............
233
233
ices,
etc.; restriction
ascertain cost of improving, etc.,
etc., bouleto ascertain
vard
Ridge, ChickMissionary Ridge,
vard on
on Missionary
amauga and Chattanooga
Chattanooga Park;
Park; rereamauga
port
1095
1095
port ..........................
appropriation
1095
for expenses
expenses............ 1095
appropriation for
to
additional temporary
temporary employees
to reallot additional
to Adjutant General's Office on
work
demobilized army
records
509
army records..
509
work of
of demobilized
to
report to Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce, vessels
to report
of
lighthouse vesavailable as
as lighthouse
of Army, available
sels,
etc. ;transfers,
1058
1058
sels, et.;
transfers, etc ...........
to
yearly
to serve
serve on
on commission to make yearly
recommendations
memorials.
recommendations as to memorials,
entombments, etc., in
in Arlington
entombments,
Memorial Amphitheater.
1440
Memorial
Amphitheater........... 1440
Weather,
to report
report on
on utilizing
utilizing Mount
Mount Weather,
weather station, buildings, etc.
etc.
697
\\a., weather
etc., to
to transfer
transfer Army equipment,
equipment, etc.,
Captiol,
etc
1035
1035
Captiol, etc ...................
to Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution custody
custody of
thereof for
for
buildings on the grounds thereof
exhibition of Government
Government aircraft,
aircraft,
exhibition
etc
etc...........................
328
tractors to
be loaned
loaned by,
by, to
for highhightractors
to be
to States
States for
ways
construction
1155
ways construction...............
1155
Securities,
Transportation
Securities, Railroad
Railroad (see also
also Transportation
Act),
Act),
appropriation
information of,
of,
securing information
appropriation for securing
etc
179,
889, 1103,
etc.................
179,889,
1103, 1381
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for securing
securing ininformation
504
of .....
.....
-.....--.
504
formation of

Securities, Railroad-Continued.
Railroad-Continued.
Securities,

extension, etc.,
etc. permitted
extension,
permitted of, acquired under Transportation
Transportation Act, 1920, Federal Control
Control Act, etc..............
etc
issue
issue of, capital
capital stock,
stuck, bonds, etc.,
etc., unlawunlawful hereafter
hereafter unless
unless authorized
authorized by
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission...
Commission
Interstate
provisions relating
relating to ................
issued without authorization
authorization of CommisCommisissued
sion, void ....................
suit authorized
authorized if acquired
acquired for value without notice.
notice.....................
liability of carrier, officers, etc .......
recovery
consideration if acquired
recovery of consideration
from carrier
carrier ....................
punishment of officers
officers assenting thereto,
thereto,
etc
..........................
personally benefiting
officer of carrier,
carrier,
personally
benefiting by officer
inside, etc., of, unlawful
insale,
unlawful............
punishment
punishment for
for....................

Securities, United
States (see
(see also
also United
United States
UnitedStates
States
Securities,
Securities),
Securities),
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463
494
494
496
496
496
496
496
496
497

appropriation for distinctive paper
for
173,
paper for......
appropriation
882,1373
882,1373

Sedgivick
Post, Grand
Grand Army
Army of
of the Republic,
Republic
Sedgwick Post,
acceptance of
of hall property
property from,
from, to be
be used
used
acceptance
as public
building,
Bedford,
Iowa
601
public
edford, Iowa...
Seditious
Conspiracy,
Seditious Conspiracy,
deportation
undesirable aliens
aliens convicted
convicted
deportation of undesirable
of, since August
August 1,
1914
1, 1914...........
594
readmission
prohibited ................
594
readmission prohibited
Sedore, David
Sedore,
David (son),
(son),
pension
pension....
................. ........... 1504
Seebers, Henry,
Henry,
Seebers,
pension
................. 1477
pension...........
Seed Grain
Grain for
Areas,
for Drought
DroughtStricken Areas,
Seed
advances, etc., to farmers
wheat, oats,
farmers of wheat,
advances,
and barley
barley purchased
purchased for seed purposes
1347
.....................
terms, etc.; lien on first crop as security..
security
1347
1347
amount to one farmer limited...........
limited
1347
1347
agencies to be designated............
designated
1347
appropriation
purposes hereof........
hereof
appropriation for purposes
punishment for obtaining
obtaining loan, etc.,
etc., by
by
false
1347
1347
false representations
representations ...............
Seeds,
Seeds,
appropriation for
for testing commercial,
commercial,
appropriation
adulterated,
etc
243, 702, 1322
1322
adulterated, etc............
preventing
admission of adulterated,
adulterated,
preventing admission
etc.,
243, 702, 1322
etc., for seeding ..........
for investigating
investigating introduction
introduction of foreign
plant ...................
1323
245, 704, 1323
for purchase, testing, etc.,
new andrare..
and rare..
245,
etc.,new
forpurchase,
704, 1324
704,1324
for diffusing
diffusing information
information of supply, market prices, etc., of..........
of
1342
265, 724, 1342
deficiency
appropriation for purchase
purchase and
deficiency appropriation
distribution
524
distribution.....................
Seeds,
Congressional Allotment,
etc.,
Allotment, etc.,
Seeds, etc.,.
etc., Congressional
appropriation
purchase, distribution,
distribution,
appropriation for purchase,
704, 1324
.................. 246, 704,1324
etc .
selection as to locality
locality......... 246, 704, 1324
selection
contracts, etc.....
etc
704, 1324
246, 704,1324
seed packet contracts,
Congressional distribution
246, 704,1324
704, 1324
distribution ... 246,
Congressional
allotments uncalled
southern delivery;
deliverv; allotments
705, 1324
246, 705,
............
for ......
report of purchases;
purchases; diversion forbidreport
1324
den
...................
246, 705, 1324
Seger
Okla.,
Seger Agency,
Agency, Okla.,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
at
31, 434, 1248
at.......................... 31,434,1248
Seidel, John (son)
(son),
pension increased
increased
pension

.........

1582
.................
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Page.
Seismological
Page.
International,
SeismologicalAssociation, International,
appropriation
appropriation for annual contribution ...
746
Selective Draft, Arm,y,
Army,
appropriation for expenses
and
completing and
expenses completing
appropriation
preserving
etc., of; reappropreserving records,
records, etc.,
reappropriation........................ 110,951
priation
statements of services
services to State adjustatements
tants general
general .......-.......-..951
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for registration,
selection,
1184,1190
selection, etc.,
etc., for.............
for
1184,1190
allotment
allotment from appropriation
appropriation for preserving
preserving
records,
to
furnish
information
from
records,
information from
records
demobilized army
army........
509
records of demobilized
liability
to
prosecution
for
failing
to
comliability
prosecution
failing
ply with provisions
provisions of, not affected
affected
by declaration
declaration of date of end of War
War
with Germany,
Germany, etc ................
1360
Sell, Ben B.,
'
1542
1542
pension .................................
Selkck,
(widow),
Selleck, Amanda M.
IM.(widow),
pension increased
1565
1565
pension
increased .....................
Selway
Selicay National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of._
appropriation
of.... 250,
ii59,
1328
709,1328
Semiarid and
and Irrigated
Irrigated Western Districts,
Semiarid
Districts,
appropriation for experiments
dairying
appropriation
experiments in dairying
and meat production in....
in.... 268,
728, 1345
268,728,1345
Semiarid Land
Land Farming,
Semiarid
Fanning,
appropriation for improving
appropriation
improving methods of....
of. ._. 244,
703,1323
703,1323
Seminole Indians,
Fla.,
Indians, Fla.,
appropriation for relief, etc.,
etc., of
12,418,1234
appropriation
of..... 12,418,1234
Seminole
(see also Five
Five CivilSmtno Indians,
Indians,'Okla.
okla. (see
ized Tribes),
appropriation
schools_ ._23,427,1242
appropriation for common
common schools...
for
tribal schools...
schools
23,428,1243
fortribal
..........
23,428,1243
for repairs,
repairs, Mekusukey
1243
Mekusukey Academy....-.
Academy
against, to be filed in one
one year;
year;
all claims
claims against,
adjudication,
etc.
...
...............24
adjudication, etc
24
payment from tribal
tribal funds............
funds
24
payment
24
monument to perpetuate
be
monument
perpetuate memory
memory of, to be
erected
1364
erected at Wewoka, Okla ...........
appropriation for, from tribal
funds
1364
appropriation
tribal funds.....
1364
Sena,
Jinn/no,
Sena, Martina,
Mexico patented
1525
lands in New Mexico
patented to ........
Senate,
Senate,
appropriation
appropriation for compensation
compensation of Sena631,
1252
tors ......................
631,1252
for mileage.......................
mileage
2, 631,1252
631, 1252
2,
for secretary
secretary to Vice President,
President, etc_
etc.. 631,1252
for Chaplain .....................
631,1252
for Secretary,
Secretary, assistant, clerks, etc...
etc
631,1252
631, 1252
room....
for superintendent
superintendent of document
document room
_
631,
631,
1252
1252
631,
for clerks, assistants, etc., to committees.
committees_ 631,
1252
1252
preparation of Senate
Manual ....
632,1253
preparation
Senate Manual
632,1253
for clerical
clerical assistance to Senators not
not
chairmen
committees specifically
specifically
chairmen of committees
provided for ...............
provided
632,1253
committee
632,1253
committee status .............
632,1253
for additional
additional clerks to Senators at
at
$1,200
$1,200_ ......................... 632,1253
632, 1253
for compiling Navy Yearbook
Yearbook....... 632,1253
and Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper,
for Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms and
assistants, etc...................
etc.
632,1253
632,1253
for police
police force, Senate
Senate Office
Office Building
ng..
633,
1253
....................
633, 1253
for Postmaster,
Postmaster, etc ................... 633.1253
633.1253
folding room,
room, etc ........ 633-.1253
63.3 1253
for foreman, folding
633,
for chief engineer,
engineer, assistants, etc.....
etc
633, 1253
1253
for elevator
conductors, Senate
elevator conductors,
Senate Office
Office
633,1254
Building..................
stationery,
for contingent
contingent expenses, stationery,
etc ....................
22, 63q
19254
etc
633.1254
--......
------------

................

Senate-Continued.
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appropriation
stamps ...... 633,1254
appropriation for postage
postage stamps
for
mail, etc......
etc
633, 1254
for motor vehicles
vehicles for mail,
633,1254
for automobile
for Vice President....
President
1254
automobile for
633, 1254
for folding
materials;
folding
633, 1254
1254
folding materials; folding ........ 633,
for fuel,
etc
633,1254
fuel, etc .....
............... 633,1254
for furniture, repairs,
repairs, etc.............
etc
633, 1254
633,1254
for packing boxes....................
633, 1254
633,1254
for rent, warehouse
warehouse for
for documents....
documents
633, 1254
633,1254
for miscellaneous
items
... 2, 633,1254
633, 1254
miscellaneous items............
inquiries and investigations..
for inquiries
investigations.. 633,939,1254
633, 939, 1254
for reporting
reporting debates
debates.....
633,1254
....... 633,1254
storekeeper of, additional..........
additional
226
for storekeeper
226
for kitchens
kitchens and restaurants.........
restaurants.
for
939, 1427
for restoring
wall decorations
restoring wall
decorations of firstfloor corridors
corridors.................
1427
1427
for document
document room, shelves,
shelves, etc
etc..........
1427
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for heirs
heirs of
of
deficiency
Thomas S.
Thorny
S Martin ..............
. 519
for widow
for
John H. Bankhead........
Bankhead
592
widow of John
592
for clerical,
for
clerical, etc.,
etc., assistance
assistance to Senators
56
Senators..
56
for John J. McAllister,
56
McAllister, jr .............
56
for J. Rutledge
McGhee...........
56
Rutledge McGhee
.....
56
for Cornelia
Cornelia W. Morton................
Morton.,
56
for Aline
Aline Thompson
Thompson .....................
56
56
for Helen
Helen K. Kiefer
57
Kiefer....................
57
57
for Susan Shoemaker
Shoemaker.................
57
for official reporters
57
reporters ..................
57
for mail vehicles, etc ...................
57
'
57
forDennis
1035
for
Dennis M. Kerr
Kerr .................. 57, 1035
for repairs,
repairs, etc., kitchens and restaurrestaurrants .........................
57519.
rants
57, 519. 592
592
for
for refrigerating
refrigerating apparatus,
apparatus, cooling
cooling air,
etc.,
57
etc., for Chamber
Chamber of the ............
Clayton ............. .........
for Don C. Clayton
57
for inquiries
inquiries and investigations
investigations ......... 57,
57,342
342
for fuel,
fuel, etc .....................
57, 342, 519
519
57,342,
for furniture
for
furniture for terrace
terrace rooms
rooms ............
58
58
room, old Telephone
for annex
annex to folding
folding room,
Telephone
Exchange
Exchange Building, repairs,
repairs, etc....
etc....
334
for additional
pay for reporting
reporting debates.
debates. 342,
additional pay
342,
1035,1180
1035,1180
telephone operator
342
for chief telephone
operator..............
342
for motor vehicles............... 342,519,1036
342, 519, 1036
folding
for folding.............
.................342
342
for motor vehicle
519
vehicle for Secretary..........
Secretary
519
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items..................
items
1035
1035
for stationery
stationery .....................
1035
1035
for additional
additional mesenger.................
messenger
1035
1036
for Paul C. Carpenter
Carpenter ................... 1035
1035
for James M. Porter
Porter ....................
1035
1036
for Senate Office Building
Building.............. 1035
1035
Emma Britt ........................
1036
for Emma
1036
for Mark
Mark L. Black ..................
1179
1179
Farrar................
1180
for Robert W. Farrar
1180
for Charles A. Webb.................... 1180
11E0
appointment of five
five Senators
Senators authorized
appointment
authorized
on
on special committee
committee to report
report on
on
readjustment
readjustment of
of pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., of personnel
sonnel of Army,
Army, Naavy,
Navy, etc .........
604
chairman
chairman and four members
members of Post
Post Office
Office
Committee
on
Committee to be
be appointed
appointed on
fis.3
Joint
Commission....
583
Joint Postal Service
Service Commission
five Senators to be appointed
appointed on special
special
Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on Pacific
Pacific Coast
Coast
Naval
Naval Bases ...................
820
four Senators
four
Senators to be appointed
appointed on Pilgrim
Tercentenary
Tercentenary Commission
Commission.............
598
meeting of House
joint meeting
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
and, ordered
August 8, 1919.....
1919..... 1632
and,
ordered for August
for September
September 18,
18, 1919,
1919, in welcome to
General
1633
General John J. Pershing ..........
9, 1921,
1921, to
to count
count the
the elecfor February
February 9,
m] x-t.
11642
toral
vote
_
_ fA9
. . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..
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Senate-Continued.
Senate-Continued.
equipment not
needed by War Denot needed
motor equipment
57
partment
to... _
57
transferred to.....
partment may be transferred
proclamation convening
convening special
session of.
of _ 1813
1813
special session
proclamation
salaries for December,
on
salaries
December, 1919, to be paid on
368
368
day
of adjournment for holiday
holiday recess
recess
dayofadjournmentfor
369
369
20........................
December
December 20
be paid
paid December
December
to be
for December
December 1920 to
1081
20
20................................
session
receive salaries
salaries for
session employees
employees to receive
1063
June on
5, 1920
1920.............. 1063
June
on June
June 5,
supplies
purchased under
under Genfor, may be purchased
supplies for,
1036
eral
Committee contracts
contracts... 1036
Supply Committee
eral Supply
of paper, etc., from Public
Public Printer......
Printer
1036
Senators to be appointed for Key
three Senators
Monument dedication
at Fort
Fort McMcdedication at
Monument
Henry,
Md
1391
Henry, Md......................
to serve on Joint Committee on ReorganiReorganization of Administrative
Administrative Branch
Branch of
of
zation
1083
Government ..................
the Government
commission to visit,
etc ,
visit, etc.,
on joint commission
to serve
serve on
1637
1637
Virgin Islands.....................
Islands.

Senate
Manual,
Senate Manual,
appropriation for preparing
............ 632,1253
preparing
appropriation
Senate Office
Office Building,
Building,
Senate
appropriation
for maintenance, etc., of...
of.... 226,
appropriation formaintenance,
939,1427
939,1427
for
226, 939, 1427
226,939,1427
..............
furniture...
for furniture
for kitchens
and restaurants
226,939
226,939
restaurants ..........
kitchens and
for
for
etc., grounds of........
of
187, 899, 1389
187,899,1389
treee, etc.,
for trees,
for
etc...................
194, 907, 1396
194,907,1396
for repairs,
repairs, etc
for
etc., of
grounds
194, 907, 1396
194,907,1396
of grounds..........
for care, etc
for
additional police protection..
939, 1426
protection.. 226, 939,1426
for additional
633,
for
633, 1253
for police force ....................
for
elevator
conductors.
633,1254
633,1254
for elevator conductors.............
deficiency
etc.
50
deficiency appropnation
appropriation for repairs, etc...
for
maintenance, etc.
57
for subway
subway to
to Capitol,
Capitol, maintenance,
plants, etc.,
for...........
water plants,
etc., for
57
for ice water
58
for construction
construction........................
for kitchens
519
519
and restaurants
restaurants .............
for
kitchens and
1035
for maintenance
maintenance............ ..........
1171
1171
grounds................
for care,
care, etc.,
etc., of grounds
Senators,
Senators,
631,1252
appropriation for
compensation
631,1252
for compensation.......
appropriation
for
mileage .....................
2,631,1252
631,1252
. 2,
for mileage
for
chairmen of
assistance to, not chairmen
for clerical
clerical assistance
committees
provided for_.
for.. 632,
specially provided
committees specially
1253
1253
for
additional clerks
clerks ................
632, 1253
for additional
deficiency appropriation
clerical, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for clerical,
deficiency
assistance
comnot chairmen of comassistance to, not
56
mittees ...........................
Seneca
Agency, Okla.,
Okla.,
Seneca Agency,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
at
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
at.........................
Seneca
Indians, N.
F.,
N. Y.,
Seneca Indians,
18.
appropriation
fulfilling treaties
treaties with...
with...
18.
appropriation for fulfilling
423,
1239
423,1239
Seneca!,
John B.,
B.,
Senecal, John
pension increased
1626
increase ........................
pension
Sequoia
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Calif.,
Sequoia National
of.... 250,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
for maintenance,
appropriation for
709,1328
709,1328
Calif ,
right of way through, to Los Angeles, Calif.,
983
for
for power works ....................
Park, Calif.
Calif. (see also NaSequoia National
National Park,
tional Parks, Calif.),
Calif.),
appropriation
919, 1408
205,919,1408
etc... 205,
protection, etc...
appropriation for protection,
1033
deficiency appropriation
commissioner. 1013
appropriation for commissioner_
deficiency
1191
for protection,
etc ....................
for
protection, etc.
cession of exclusive jurisdiction over, by
California
731
731
California .......................
attached
California southern
attached to
to California
southern judicial
judicial
district
731
district ...........................
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NationalPark,
Sequoia National
commissioner
of district court
court to be apcommissioner of
General Grant
733
Grant Park.
Park.
733
pointed for, and General
powers,
733
powers, etc
etc ...........................
salary;
residence
734
734
salary; residence......................
Serbia,
Serbia,
appropriation
for minister
minister to..............
to
740
740
appropriation for
Serbs,
Coats, and Slovenes,
Serbs, Croats,
appropriation
minister to
to the..........
the
1206
for minister
appropriation for
importing from,
and exporting
exporting to, wheat
from, and
wheat
importing
and
wheat flour,
prohibited; excepflour, prohibited;
and wheat
tions
1759
1759
tions .............................
canceled
1773
1773
.............................
canceled
Sergeant
at
Arms
and
Doorkeeper
'
Senate,
Senate,
Doorkeeper,
Sergeant at Arms and
appropriation
for, assistant,
assistant, doorkeepers,
doorkeepers,
appropriation for,
632,1253
messengers,
gtc
632, 1253
messengers, atc.................
for
force, Senate
Senate Office
Office Building..
Building..
633,
police force,
for police
1253
1253
Sergeant
of Representatives,
Representatives,
Arms, House of
Sergeant at Arms,
appropriation for,
etc
636,1256
636,1256
cashier, etc..
deputy, cashier,
for, deputy,
appropriation
for
police force, HouseOfficeBuilding.
House Office Building 636,1256
636,1256
forpoliceforce,
payment
by, to
Members while
in military
military
while in
to Members
payment by,
58
service,
58
.............
ratified....
service, ratified
Serums, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
for regulating
propagation
regulating propagation
appropriation
176, 885,1377
etc., of...........
of..
885,1377
and sale, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for regulating
regulating sale,
deficiency
etc., of..........................
of
508
etc.,
Serums
for Domestic Animals,
Serumsfor
appropriation for
240, 700,1320
700,1320
for investigating....
investigating.... 240,
appropriation
for
240, 700, 1320
etc.......... 240,700,1320
regulating sale, etc
for regulating
Service
Pensions,
Service Pensions,
rate
increased for veterans
veterans of Civil
Civil or Mexi•
rate increased
585
can War
War.........................
Service
Schools, Army,
Army,
Service Schools,
appropriation for
expenses... 106,950
for instruction
instruction expenses...
appropriation
for
translators.
950
950
.......................
for translators
Services,
Services, etc., Government,
funds
of bureau
bureau or department
department procuring,
funds of
subject to requifrom another,
another, to be subject
from
613
sition of the
furnishing the
the same.
same
613
one furnishing
the one
sition
available
for
two
years
613
613
available for two years ................
Settles, Elyza
Elyza (owther),
(mother),
Settles,
pension increased
1606
increased........................
pension
District,
Seventh Lighthouse District,
purchasing site,
site, etc., of depot for, authorpurchasing
ized .
1058
1058
......................
ized
Seventh Street NW.,
NW, D. C.,
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Webster
Webster to Alliappropriation for
1116
son
Streets ......................
1116
son Streets
Sevier
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
Servier National
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
250,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
709, 1327
709,1327
lands
to, by
by exchange
exchange with
with Henry
Henry
added to,
lands added
1087
Blackstone
........................
Blackstone
exchanged
with Thomas
Sevy to become
become
Thomas Sevy
exchanged with
1455
part
of .........................
part of
S'ery,
Thomas,
Sevy, Thmas,
1455
exchange of
of lands
lands with
with
..................
exchange
Sewage,
etc.,
Sewage, etc.,
appropriation for
investigations of,
of, by
by
field investigations
for field
appropriation
Public Health
Health Service......
Service
176, 885, 1377
176,885,1377
Public
Sewell, Susan
Susan (widow),
(widow),
Seuell,
pension increased
1496
1496
increased......................-pension
Sewers, D. C.,
appropriation for
for cleaning
cleaning and
and repairing
77,
77,
repairing...
appropriation
847, 1118
847,1118
for pumping
stations, etc
77, 84 7, 1118
77,847,1118
etc .........
pumping stations,
for
for
pipe
78,
847, 1118
78,847,1118
and pipe..............
main and
for main
for
suburban
78,
847, 1118
1118
for suburban................... 78,847,
for assessment
and permit
permit work...
work
78,
847, 1118
1118
78,847,
assessment and
for
for rights
of way
way................
78, 847, 1118
78,847,1118
rights of
for
for 'Upper
Potomac interceptor
interceptor ........
78,847
Upper Potomac
for
for pumping
pumping station, engine room force,
for
additional pay.
pay. ...................
177
177
additional
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Sewers, D.
deficiency
appropriation for
cleaning and
deficiency appropriation
for cleaning
and
repairing ......................
repairing
38, 1016
1016
for
stations, etc
.__ 38,
38, 590,
590, 1016,
1016, 1156
1156
for pumping
pumping stations,
etc...
for
etc., reappropriation
for main
main and pipe, etc.,
reappropriation._38,327
for
Anacostia main
interceptor; reapfor Anacostia
main interceptor;
reappropriation .
38
propriation
.......................
for
327
for 'Upper
I pper Potomac
Potomac interceptor
interceptor .........
assessments for
assessments
for laying
laying service,
service, increased
increased..__ 1142
1142
Sexton,
Sexton, Martha
Martha J.
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1510
1310
pension ...............................
Sexton, Teddy,
Teddy,
pension ..............................
1545
1545
pension
Shafer,
Shafer, George
George W.,
W.,
pension ..............................
1600
1600
pension
Shafer,
Shaffer, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow).
(widow)
'pension
1484
pension ... ...........................
Shafges,
Shafges, Rita
Rita (widow),
(wido),
pension .............................
1480
1480
pension
Shanghai, China,
China,
Shanghai,
appropriation for
expenses, United
United States
for expenses,
appropriation
court
for China
746, 1211
1211
court for
China................. 746,
commissioner
be excommissioner authorized;
authorized; to
to be
exofficio
746
officio judge
judge of
of consular
consular court_
court......
746
for
749,1216
expenses ................
749,1216
for prison expenses
Shanklin,
Nancy
A.
E.
(widow),
Shankln, Nancy A. E. (wuido),
pension ..............................
1486
pension
1486
Shanks,
Shanks, Ezra,
Ezra,
pension
............................
1506
pension
Shannon,
Shannon, Anna if.
M. (widow),
pension
1615
1615
pension..............................
Sharon, Pa.,
National Bank
of,
Sharon,
Pa., First
FirstNatonal
Bank of.
redemption
redemption of lost certificate of indebtedindebtedness
1530
ness ...........................
1530
Shasta National
National Forest,
Forest, Calif,
Shasta
Calif.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
of. __. 250,
250,
etc., of....
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
709,1328
709,1328
Sharer, Lloyd,
Sharer,
Lloyd,
pension
1530
1530
pension ................................
Shaw, Elizabeth
Shaw,
Elizabeth (widow,
(widow),
pension
1600
1600
pension ...............................
Shaw, Eta
Era (widow),
(widow),
pension increased......................
increased
1485
pension
1485
B.,
Shaw, Frederick
FrederickB.,
reimbursement
losses ............
1463
reimbursement to, for losses
1463
Shaw, Julia
Julia (widow),
Shaw,
(widow),
pension
1178
pension 1478
...............................
Shawnee, Okla.,
Okla.,
Shatcnne,
appropriation for
public building........
building
166
166
for public
appropriation
Shears, Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
(widow),
Shears,
M. (widow),
pension ...............................
1568
pension
68
(see also Cattle),
Sheep (see
appropriation for
scabies in
239,
in... 239,
appropriation
for eradicating
eradicating scabies
698,1318
698,1318
for
experiment
station,
Fremont
County,
for experiment station, Fremont County,
240,699
Idaho .
.........................
240,699
experiment station,
station, Clark
for experiment
Clark County,
County,
Idaho1319
Idaho..........................
1319
investigating problems
Western
for investigating
problems of Western
States. ...................
240,
700, 1319
States
240,700,1319
for diffusing
commercial information
information of
of
for
diffusing commercial
market
etc., of.
of 265,724
market prices,
prices, distribution,
distribution, etc.,
265,724
Sheffield, A/a.,
Ala.
Sheffield,
operation of school for children
employoperation
children of employees at
at Ordnance
Ordnance reservation,
reservation, auees
au333
thorized .........................
333
Shelbyvilk„ Ind.,
Shelbyille,
appropriation for
for public
166
appropriation
public building
building.........
166
Shelbinulle, Ky.,
Ky.,
Shelbyvle,
appropriation for
166
appropriation
for public
public building
building.........
166
Sheldon,
Sheldon, Lucy
Lucy J.
J. (widow),
(wido),
pension1512
pension
...............................
1512
Shellfish,
appropriation for investigating
packing,
investigating packing,
appropriation
shipping. etc
etc...............
253.712
shipping,
253, 712
v r
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Shelly, Minn.
•
Page.
Shelly,
Minn.,
Page.
bridge
authorized across
across Red River of
of the
bridge authorized
North,
by Caledonia,
Caledonia, N.
N. Dak.,
Pak., and.
and
584
North, by
584
Shelton, Charley,
pension
1475
pension .............................
.
1475
Shenandoah National
Forest, Va.,
and W.
Va ,
Shenandoah
NationalForest,
Va.. and
W. Va.,
proclamation
enlarging area
area of............
of
proclamation enlarging
1780
Shepherd,
Shepherd, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1514
pension increased
increased .......................
1514
Shepherd,
Shepherd, Hattie
Mattie (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1503
pension increased
increased ........................
1 03
Shepherd
NW:, D.
D. C.,
Shepherd Street NW.,
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Rock
Rock (reek
Creek
appropriation for
Church Road
Road to Fourth
Fourth Street......
Street
76
Church
76
Sheridan, Anna
Anna (widow),
Sheridan,
(widow),
pension increased
1513
1513
pension
increased ......................
"Sheridan,"
"Sheridan," Arnm
Army Transport,
Transport,
disposal of,
authorized
disposal
of, authorized....................
961
Sheridan,
(widow),
Sheridan, Mary
Mary (widow),
pension
1612
1612
pension.................................
Sherlaw,
Francis Ann
(widow),
Sherlaw, Francis
Ann (widow),
pension
1584
1584
pension
................................
Army Transport,
Transport,
"Sherman," Army
disposal of.
authorized ...................
disposal
of. authorized
961
Sherman
Calif.,
Sherman Institute,
Institute, Riverside,
Riverside, Calif.,
appropriation
for
Indian
school
12,
417,
1234
appropriation for Indian school..... 12,417, 1234
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
1186
deficiency
for............... 1186
CharlTes L.
Sherwin, Charles
L C.,
pension
1544
1544
pension
..............................
Henrietta (widow),
(widow),
Sheumacher, Henrietta
pension
1574
1574
pension ..................................
Shickshinny,
Pa.,
Shickshinny, Pa.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
bridge
159
River, from Mocanaqua
Mocanaqua to.........
to
159
Shiloh
National Military
Military Park,
Park, Tenn.,
Tenn.
Shiloh National
appropriation for
for continuing
continuing establishesiablishappropriation
ment
897, 1388
ment of ...................
185, 897,1388
Shindollar,
(daughter),
Shindollar, Daisy B. (daughter),
pension
pension .................................
1571
Ship
Miss.
Ship Island
Island Pass,
Pass, Miss.,
preliminary
of, to
to be
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
made
1011
made..
..........................
1011
Ship
1920,
Ship Mortgage
Mortgage Act,
Act, 1920,
definition of terms
terms used ..................
1000
definition
1000
mortgages, etc.,
etc., of vessels to be
sales, mortgages,
recorded in
in office of Collector
of
Collector of
Customs
1000
Customs...........................
1000
record
contents
1000
record book;
book; contents...................
1000
mortgages; requirements
preferred
mortgages;
requirements to give preferred
status of, when
when vessels
vessels sold........1001
sold
1001
status
indorsements on documents
indorsements
documents of vessels
vessels
covered
covered by preferred
preferred.............. 1001
made by
collector, etc.........
etc
1001
to be
be made
by collector,
1001
including other
other property
property not a
preferred
including
a preferred
mortgage unless
unless so provided
1001
mortgage
provided .......
1001
preferred, including
including more
more than one vessel
preferred,
vessel 1001
1001
action
of
court
on
sale
under
1001
action of court on sale under......... 1001
copies of
record of
mortcopies
of record
of preferred,
preferred, to
to mortgagee
gagee
.............................
1001
exhibition
on
vessel,
etc
1001
exhibition on vessel etc............. 1001
written
written notice of prior
prior liabilities
liabilities to
to be
• given before execution
preferred. 1002
1002
execution of
of preferred.
restriction on making obligations
obligations creating aalien,
lien, etc....................
etc
1002
collector
collector to record notice of
claim of
of claim
lien ..............................
1002
.lien
notice
notice of discharge
discharge ................
1002
certificate
certificate of discharge to be filed
filed with
collector; record
1002
collector;
record.................
1002
if
mortgage, indorsement
indorsement on
if preferred
preferred mortgage,
on
document, etc
etc...................
1002
etc., to state inbills of sales, mortgages, etc.
interest
terest owned, sold, mortgaged,
mortgaged, etc_
etc.._ 1002
acknowledgment
1C(02
acknowledgment required
required... .........
1002
roWnrdinm
at
ner- l-r
,
f documentation
A
n on
IW)9
recording
at new
port
of
_ 1002
`Y11C·--YU
tN·YVIUYI-·YUVIlU·IIUY_
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Page.
Page.
Ship
1920-Continued.
Shipley,
J. (widow),
Page
Act, /920—Continued.
Mortgage Act,
Page.
Ship Mortgage
Shipley, Annette
Annette J.
bills of
interest allowed
pension
increased
1560
allowed of
of preprebills
of sales,
sales, etc.
etc.;•interest
1560
...................
pension increased
1002
ferred mortgages ................
1002 Shipments
Foreign.
in American Vessels, Foreign.
ferred
Shipments in
provisions
schedules. etc.,
etc., in
in connecconnecrecords may be inspected;
inspected; certified copies
records
provisions for
for schedules.
1002
1002
tion
with railroad
railroad transportation...
transportation
497
furnished .........................
tion with
1003 Shipments
of Liquors,
Liquors,
Shipments of
fees
recording, copies,
copies, etc ...........
for recording,
fees for
regulations
restricting, by common
common carcanceled on willful
regulations restricting.
license of master
master canceled
1003
312
failure to
documents, etc...
etc.
riers
1003
failure
to exhibit
exhibit documents,
riers ..............................
Shipping,
punishment
Shipping,
notice of
for withholding
withholding notice
punishment for
1003
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for recruiting
1003
prior
debts by
mortgagor ..........
deficiency
by mortgagor
prior debts
crews, etc..
for American
vessels
42
etc.. for
American vessels....
liability
crews,
collector for loss by failure of
liability of collector
1003
1003
alien seamen
with contagious,
contagious, etc.,
etc ,
seamen arriving with
duty
preferred mortgages
mortgages_ ....
duty as to preferred
diseases to be sent
immigration
comply
mortgagee,
etc., for
sent by immigration
for failure
failure to comply
diseases
mortgagee, etc.,
1003
officials for hospital
hospital treatment
1082
1003
treatment...... 1082
requirements
..............
officials
with requirements
required of
vessels leaving
leaving
1003
of vessels
bills of
of health required
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of court; service, etc ......
1003
foreign ports, etc., for United
1003
United States
foreign
preferred
mortgage a
alien on vessel.......
vessel
preferred mortgage
1149
or its possessions .................
enforcement; exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
enforcement;
1003
duties of
fees..... 1149
of consular
consular officers. etc.; fees
duties
Court
Federal Court....................
change of
names of
of American
American vessels au1004
change
of names
notice
notice to be given ................
thorized on
on application
application of owner....
owner... _.
436
effect of
of failure
failure to
thorized
notice; rereto give
give notice;
effect
1004
merchant
Government owned,
owned, not
not
1004
vessels, Government
merchant vessels,
covery of
of damages ..............
covery
525
seizure..................
subject to seizure
operation
by receiver;
receiver; possesvessel by
of vessel
operation of
1004
proceedings in
personam authorized.....
authorized
525
1004
in personam
proceedings
marshal.................
sion by marshal
1004
etc.,
schedules
of
routes,
etc.,
of
Ameri1004
dates,
routes,
schedules of
extent
preferred maritime
maritime liens .....
of preferred
extent of
can vessels
vessels in
in foreign
commerce to be
be
foreign commerce
can
termination
enforceby sale for enforcetermination of, by
1004
filed
Interstate Commerce Com1004
filed with
with Interstate
ment
mortgage
preferred mortgage.........
ment of
of _preferred
1004
mission
497
1004
mission ...........................
attached thereafter
proceeds ......
thereafter to proceeds
attached
1004
steam vessels
vessels of
of Shipping Board,
Board, subject
subject
1004
suits in
in personam
in addition...
addition
allowed in
personam allowed
suits
to all
regulations of
of steam
vessels
305
steam vessels...to
all regulations
not applicable
to realty,
etc., covered
covered
realty, etc.,
applicable to
not
1004
Shipping Act. 1916 (see
1004 Shipping
(see also Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine
.
......
by mortgage .....
documents of
vessel covered
by preferred
Act),
preferred
covered by
of vessel
,documents
creation of Shipping
Shipping Board. composition,
mortgage surrendered
only upon
creation
upon
surrendered only
mortgage
989
duties, etc
etc .......................
1004
duties,
approval
of Board ..............
approval of
citizenship
requirements to constitute
constitute con1004
citizenship requirements
consent
mortgagee required
required .........
consent of mortgagee
trolling interests
interests .........
1008
...: .....
trolling
terminated if
interesi of mortgagee
if
mortgagee not terminated
interest
in coastwise
coastwise trade
trade seventy-five
seventy-five per
per cent
in
vessel
law._ 1005
by violation
violation of law
forfeited by
vessel forfeited
required ........................
1008
required
effect
sale by
vessel
court of vessel
order of court
by order
of sale
effect of
interests specified
specified as not deemed
deemed owned
owned
interests
-1005
1005
covered
mortgage
by preferred mortgage......
covered by
1008
by citizens......
citizens
..............
by
new
mortgage, etc., to
purchaser; conto purchaser;
new mortgage,
1008
seventy-five per
per cent
cent of
ownership_
of ownership....
1005
seventy-five
dition:a .........................ditions
vessels purchased
Board
citizens from Board.
1005
by citizens
1005
purchased by
vessels
effect on
on price,
etc ..................
price, etc
effect
etc....
allowed American
American registry, etc.
994
allowed
rights
mostgages assignable,
if not
assignable, if
under mortgages
rights under
coastwise
trade allowed
allowed foreign
foreign built.
built
coastwise trade
to citizens,
citizens, only
approval of
with approval
only with
to
994
etc., while
while owned
owned by citizens.......
citizens
1005
1005
etc.,
Board.............................
Board
to
operated under
such registry,
registry, etc
994
etc.
1005
under such
1005
be operated
to be
otherwise .....................
void otherwise
employed
as merchant
merchant vessels
vessels subject
subject
employed as
only
sales of
of American
in admiralty
admiralty only
vessels in
American vessels
sales
to
etc., therefor
therefor .............
995
995
1005
to laws,
laws, etc.,
to citizens
to
citizens ........................
sale,
charter, etc.,
etc., to
to persons
persons not
not citizens,
citizens,
sale, charter,
maritime
necessities, persons
persons enlien for necessities.
maritime lien
995
unlawful,
without approval
approval of
of Board
Board
993
1005
unlawful, without
titled
titled to .........................
995
forfeiture
violations
vessel, for violations......
1005
forfeiture of vessel,
enforcement
enforcement ..........................
995
punishment for violations
violations .............
punishment
persons
to have
to
authority to
have authority
presumed to
persons presumed
provisions
applicable to
receivers and
and
to receivers
1005
of. applicable
provisions of.
procure
etc
repairs, etc................
procure repairs,
trustees
1008
1008
trustees .........................
chartered vessels,
vessels, etc.;
etc.; restrictions_.
restrictions... - 1005
chartered
etc.,,
operation
owned boats.
boats. etc
Government owned
operation of Government
waiving
by agreement
agreement authorized;
desigauthorized; desigwaiving by
on
inland
waterways
subject
to
pro1005
on inland waterways subject to pro.........
nated rights not affected
affected
nated
458
visions
visions of .........................
1006
1006
State
superseded by ..........
statutes superseded
State statutes
Bureau of,
1006 Shipping,
American Bureau
Shipping, American
existing
hereby.... 1006
affected hereby
mortgages not affected
existing mortgages
departments,
directed to recognize
recognize
etc., directed
departments, etc.,
certificates, etc.,
necessary
etc., to be
necessary books, certificates,
998
classification
of vessels
vessels by .........
1006
1006
classification of
furnished collectors ..............
Board, United States (see also MerShipping Board,
1006 Shipping
executory regulations
regulations to be prescribed....
prescribed—
executory
chant
Marine Act,
1920),
Act, 1920),
1006
chant Marine
1006
inconsistent laws repealed ..............
appropriation
for salaries
180, 891, 1382
salaries......... 180,891,
prosecution
of all
etc. accruing
accruing
appropriation for
rights, etc.,
all rights,
prosecution of
for
180, 891, 1382
180,891,1382
expenses .................
for expenses
... - 1006 I
authorized. .
existing laws,
laws, authorized.
under existing
investigating
discriminations
foreign discriminations
investigating foreign
Merchants Tugboat ComOwners and Merchants
Ship Oumers
against American
vessels and
and shipAmerican vessels
against
pany,
pany,
1382
pers ....
1382
.................
.....
1527
pers
1527
payment
to.........................
payment to
for
fund ..........
180
180
Letters
shipping fund
emergency shipping
for emergency
Steamboat, and Way Letters,
Ship, Steamboat,
emergency shipping
fund for
building
for building
581,
shipping fund
581. 1154
emergency
appropriation
payment for ........
for payment
appropriation for
891
ships reduced.....................
reduced
ships
Shipbuilding
Plants, etc.,
etc.,
Shipbuilding Plants,
for
Fleet Corporation
Corporation exfor Emergency
Emergency Fleet
appropriation for
requisitionpurchasing, requisitionfor purchasing,
appropriation
penses;
sources available.......
available
ii91,
1382
891,1382
penses; sources
180
180
ing,
ing, etc
etc .......................
for fitting office
office accommodation
accommodation in
in new
for
181
for
etc., plants
for
plants for........
for acquiring,
acquiring, etc.,
Navy
for
authority
for acquiring,
repealed
988
1287
acquiring, etc., repealed.....
authority for
Building for...............
Navy Building
deficiency
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
disposal of.
under direction
direction of
the Presidli(iriency appropriation
of the
of. under
disposal
expenses
521, 1187
expenses....................... 524,
181
dent .
........................

In
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Shipping Board,
Board, United
Paga
Page.
States-Continued.
United States-Continued.
Shipping
deficiency appropriation
for national
national securappropriation for
deficiency
ity
under
. 1187
and defense
defense under.........-ity and
authority
build, purchase,
purchase, etc.,
by,
etc., ships
ships by,
to build,
authority to
repealed
988
........
repealed........
awards,
etc., in
in admiralty
admiralty
settlements, etc.,
awards, settlements,
causes
merchant vessels
vessels of, to be
of merchant
causes of
528
reported
528
Congress...............
to Congress
reported to
bonds in
in admiralty
given by,
by, to be
be
causes given
admiralty causes
bonds
canceled
526
canceled..........................
assumption of
of liability
States
526
526
United States.
by United
liability by
assumption
creation of,
composed of
of seven
commisseven commisof, composed
creation
sioners
989
...................
sioners ..
989
appointment, tenure of office,
etc
989
office, etc.......
appointment,
political
qualifications,
geographical and political
qualifications, geographical
989
division .........................
pecuniarily
taking part
in claim,
etc., if pecuniarily
claim, etc.,
part in
taking
interested,
forbidden
989
interested, forbidden...............
other
relations with
employment, or relations
other employment,
forbidden..................
carriers
carriers forbidden
989
business
legal assistance,
etc.-.
990
assistance, etc.
procedure, legal
business procedure,
duties
continued by.....
by
990
existing Board continued
duties of existing
990
salary
members increased
990
increased..............
of members
salary of
execution
of policy
of
development of
for development
policy for
execution of
American
Marine by, diMerchant Marine
American Merchant
988
rected ............................
988
rected
moneys
in actions
in connection
connection
actions in
received in
moneys received
of
merchant vessels,
vessels, etc., of, to be
be
of merchant
528
credited
thereof
funds thereof...........
credited to funds
no
additional
ships
to
be
built
by
891,1382
no additional ships to be built by....... 891,1382
cost
plus
contracts
forbidden
891
891
cost plus contracts forbidden..........
rent
of Columbia
Columbia
in District
District of
rent allowance
allowance in
891
restricted
891
restricted.........................
printing bulletins,
forbidden_ _891,1383
bulletins, etc., by, forbidden..
printing
authorized
reports, etc.,
etc., excepted....
excepted.... 891,1383
authorized reports,
shipments on American vesrates for mail shipments
sels
determined by Postmaster
Postmaster
be determined
sels to be
General and
998
and ....................
General
to report
report to
Secretary of
of Commerce
vessels
Commerce vessels
to Secretary
to
of, available
available as lighthouse tenders
tenders
of,
1058
etc
and light vessels; transfers, etc.....
vessels of,
statutory regularegulaof, subject
subject to all statutory
vessels
tions of
vessels ..............
305
tions
of steam
steam vessels
Shipping
Bulletin,
Shipping Bulletin,
Office,
publication of, by
Communications Office,
by Communications
publication
Navy Department,
Department, authorized......
authorized
1028
1028
Navy
Shipping
Charters,
Shipping Charters,
control
rates, etc.,
etc., by
by the
the President,
President,
of rates,
control of
988
repealed .........................
988
repealed
Shipping
Commissiomers,
Shipping Commissioners,
appropriation
salaries ..............
680,1299
680,1299
for salaries
appropriation for
for
offices of
680,1299
of ................
in offices
for clerks
clerks in
680,1299
for
contingent expenses..............
expenses
080,1299
for contingent
deficiency
appropriation for,
for, Galveston,
Galveston,
deficiency approprnation
Tex
340
Tex .............................
for office
office clerks
clerks.......................

340

Shipping Documents,
Documents,
Shipping
loans allowed
allowed by
by national
banks, secured
secured
national banks,
loans
by, on
commodities in
296
296
in shipment
shipment....
on commodities
by,
Emergency
Emergency (see Emergency
Fund, Emergency
Shipping Fund,
Shipping Fund).
Shipping
Shipping Service,
commissioners
appropriation for
salaries of commissioners
for salaries
appropriation
at specified
specified ports
ports ..............
680,
680, 1299
at
1299
680,
for clerk
hire; contingent
expenses
680,1299
contingent expenses...
for
clerk hire;
admeasurement of vessels;
vessels; counting
for admeasurement
passengers
680,1299
passengers ......................
for
navigation
to enforce navigation
for motor
motor boats to
laws
680,1299
680,1299
laws ..........-...........
deficiency
appropriation for
contingent
for contingent
deficiency appropriation
expenses
1040
1040
.....
expenses....................
Shiprock, N.
Shiprod,

ex.,
Met.,

appropriation for
for bridging
Juan River,
San Juan
bridging San
appropriation
at ..............................

18

Page.
Ships
Vessels),
Page.
also Vessels),
Ships (see also
appropriation for
for purchase,
purchase, etc., of,
of, by
by
appropriation
181
Shipping
Board; reappropriation....
reappropriation....
Shipping Board;
181
constructing, restricted..
contracts
restricted..
181
contracts for constructing,
Shipwrecked American
etc.,
Seamen, etc.,
American Seamen,
Shipwrecked
appropriation
life saving
saving testimonials
testimonials
for life
appropriation for
in rescuing
rescuing ...................
742, 1208
742,1208
in
749,1216
etc...........
in
Alaska,
of,
for relief of, in
etc
749,1216
1017,
deficiency appropriation
for relief, etc.....
etc
1017,
appropriation for
deficiency
1160, 1187, 1191
1191
1160,1187,
Shipyard Employees,
Emnployees,
988
repealed.
provisions for
transporting, etc.,
etc., repealed.
988
for transporting,
provisions
Shipyards,
Shipyards,
appropriation
acquiring, etc., plants
plants for
for acquiring,
appropriation for
181
shipbuilding
181
shipbuilding.....................
181
for
housing, etc.,
etc., shipyard
shipyard employees...
employees
for housing,
Shimvits Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Utah,
Shivwits
appropriation forirrigation
forirrigation projection.
projection. 3, 408, 1226
1226
appropriation
196
or bridge
repayment ..............
bridge in; repayment
for
197
contribution, etc., by State ..........
contribution,
Shoat,
(widow),
Louise (widow),
Shoat, Louise
.........
. 1551
pension
increased ..................
pension increased
Shockley,
G.,
James G.,
Shockley, James
pension
1619
1619
pension ..............................
Shoemaker,
Susan,
Shoemaker, Susan,
57
deficiency
for services
services ......
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Shooters
Island, New York
Harbor,
York Harbor,
Shooters Island,
preliminary
examination etc.,
etc. of channel
channel
preliminary examination,
for
shoal west
west of, to be
removing shoal
for removing
made
1010
made...........................
Shooting Galleries
Galleries and
Ranges, Army,
Army,
and Ranges,
Shooting
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses .............. 119,965
119, 965
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for....
for
1044, 1184, 1190
1044,1184,1190
deficien
unexpended balances
balances available
pay
available to pay
unexpended
contracts
suspended on
account
on account
for, suspended
contracts for,
1027
of armistice
armistice .....................of
Shooting Galleries,
Ranges, etc.,
Nary,
etc., .Nary,
Shooting
Galleries, Ranges,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses
135, 815
815
............... 135,
appropriation
eh, Vt.,
.
Shoreham,
bridge authorized
Lake Champlain,
Champlain,
authorized across Lake
bridge
to Ticonderoga
from
•
551
...........
Ticonderoga from...
to
Short
and
Long
Hauls,
Railroad
(see also
also
Short and Long Hauls, Railroad (see
Transportation Act,
Act, 1920),
1920),
Transportation
provisions
480
...............
to ...
relating to
provisions relating
Short,
(widow),
iMartha (widow),
Short, Martha
1585
pension
..................................
pension
Short,
Rebecca J.
j. (widow),
( idow),
Short, Rebecca
1573
pension
increased
1573
...................
pension increased
Short
Credits Committee,
Committee,
Time Rural
Rural Credits
Short Time
joint committee
committee of
Senate and
House conand Rouse
of Senate
joint
730
stituted;
composition ..............
stituted; composition
to investigate,
etc., system
system of short
short time
time
to
investigate, etc.,
rural
730
credits.....................rural credits
appropriation for
for expenses.
730,1347
expenses.......... 730,1347
appropriation
Shortric.lge, William
W,
William W.,
Shortridge,
pension
increased ........................-- 1549
pension increased
Shoshone
Agency, Ner.,
Ner., Western,
Western,
Shoshone Agency,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
of Indians
Indians
etc., of
for support,
appropriation
at
.......--- 31,434
at..................
Shoshone Agency,
Agency, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Shoshone
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
at
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
at.....................
Nev.,' Western,
Shoshone
Indian Reservation, Nev.
Shoshone Indian
appropriation for
irrigation system...
system... 3,408,
3, 408, 1226
1226
for irrigation
appropriation
Shoshone
Wyo.,
Indian Reservation, Wqo.,
Shoshone Indian
30,433,1247
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school.....
school
30, 433, 1247
appropriation for
for
30, 433, 1247
1247
system............ 30,433,
for irrigation
irrigation system
433
............
project ..
Riverton project
for Riverton
30,
for irrigating
conditionally ceded
ceded lands..
lands
for
irrigating conditionally
433 :1247
1247
433,
30
payment
construction charges
charges etc...
etc
of constrlction
payment of
for
of diversion
diversion dam,
dam, etc
etc., for
for irrifor share
share of
gating Indian
ceded porporland on ceded
Indian land
gating
30
tion
30
....................
tion of ...

INDEX.

Indian Reservation,
Shoshone Indian
Reservation, Wyo.-Contd. Page.
appropriation
appropriation for roads and bridges; reimbursement
bursement ................. 30, 433, 1247
deficiency
irrigation sysdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for irrigation
64,
172
64,1172
tem .........................
Indian school
school .................... 66, 116
1186
for Indian
for roads etc
............
1039
forroads
Shoahone Indians,
Shoshone
I
8, Wiyn.,
Wyo.,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
of... 30. 433, 1247
1247
etc., of...
for support,
appropriation
with
30,
433, 1247
1247
30,433,
for fulfilling treaty with.........
deficient'.
appropriation for support,
support, etc.. 1186
deficiencyyappropriation
sale of, lands to school district........
district
1466
Shoshone
Wyo.,
Shoshone Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Wyo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of
201,
201,
etc., of....
maintenance, etc.,
915,1404
915,
1404
1172
lands. 1172
deficiency
appropriation for, ceded lands.
deficiency appropriation
Shoshone
National Forest,
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Shoshone National
appropriation
of
250,
maintenance, etc., of..
appropriation for maintenance,
709,1328
709, 1328
Showalter,
(daughter),
Shawalter, Emma B. (daughter),
pension
1560
pension increased
increased ....................
Shown, James A.
A.,
Showen,
J.
gratuity pay to, as father of Arthur
Arthur I
Showen
1462
Showen.......................... . 1462
Shrimp,
appropriation for investigating
investigating handling,
712
......................
etc .....
Shrubs,
SArabs,
appropriation
appropriation for study of diseases of 243,701,1321
Shull,
A. (widow),
Sull, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
penmen increased
increased........................ 1541
pension
Shunk,
(daughter),
Shunt, Lennie Anne (daughter),
1560
pension increased ......................
1560
pension
Shuns,
Katherine (widow),
Shurts, Katherine
pension ..........................
1578
1578
pension
Siam,
Siam
appropriation
to ........
740,1206
740.1206
for minister
minister to
appropriation for
for interpreter tolegation,
to legation, etc.......
etc
. 740,1207
forinterpreter
for expenses of American
American prisonersin.
prisoners in 749,1216
for
exchange of legation premises,
premises, Bangkok,
Bangkok,
exchange
352
authorized
authorized ....................
wheat
importing from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat
importing
excepand wheat flour, prohibited; exceptions.
tions ............................. 1759
canceled
1773
1773
......................
canceled-Army,
Cannon, etc., Arry,
Siege Cannon,
appropriation
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture,
appropriation for purchase,
etc., of
609,1349
of........................ 609,1349
etc.,
foramruunitioia for.
1349
609, 1349
for ...............
forammunition
practice............ 1349
ammunition for practice
for ammuniti:in
Sierra National
Forest, Cog.,
Sierra
NationalForest,
Calif.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
250,
for maintenance,
appropriation
709, 1328
1328
to,
auaddition
exchange of lands for addition
exchange
980
thorized ...........................
thorized
Sigerfoos, Edward,
Fdward,
military record corrected.................
corrected
1464
Signal Corps,
Signal
Corps, Army,
Army,
offiappropriation
increase, offiappropriation for aviation increase,
110
110
cers of .........................
110
increase......
for enlisted men, aviation increase
110
composing
768
officers and enlisted men composing......
expenditure authorized
authorized for real estate at
expenditure
454
N. JJ...........
Camp Alfred Vail, N.
unexpended
balances available to pay
unexpended balances
contracts for aviation increase suscontracts
pended on account
account of armistice.....
armistice
1027
Signal Corps
Corps School,
Fort Leavenworth,
Signal
School, Fort
Kans..
Kans.
expenses.. 106,950
appropriation
instruction expenses..
106,950
appropriation for instruction
Department,
Signal Office, War Department,
appropriation
659,1277
1277
etc.......... 659,
appropriation for clerks, etc
for additional employees;
employees; pay restricrestric1t77
ti.n
tion
1277
.v.
...............................
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Department-Continued.
Page
Signal Office, War
War Department-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for clerks,
clerks, etc.;
etc.; draftsmen.
draftsmen.
appropriation

etc., to be paid from
from appropriations
appropriations
etc.,
for
fortifications, etc
659, 1277
1277
for fortifications,
etc............ 659,
Signal
Army,
Signal Service,
Service, Army,
appropriation for expenses,
appropriation
expenses, telegraph,
telephone, etc.,
etc., systems
systems....... 107, 952
electric plants at posts, etc ........ 107, 952
952
civilian employees.................
employees
107, 952
signaling
research, etc.............
etc952
107
signaling research,
107, 952
buildings,
etc., for
for suppiles........
suppiles
108,
buildings, etc.,
108, 952
952
for telephone
telephone service
for Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery
for
service for
108
108
posts ............................
for
Washington-Alaska
cable and telefor rit
sington-Alaska cable
952
108,
graph.......................
graph.
for operating fire control installations,
installations,
for
seacoast
seacoast defenses......
defenses
......
609,1349
for operating fire control installations,
insular possessions
possessions ............. 610, 1350
insular
deficiency
expenses.... 344,
344,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses....
522. 1041.
1041. 1184
1184
522.
for telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone system;
system;
reappropriation ...................
reappropriation
509
for Washington-Alaska
and teleWashington-Alaska cable and
graph; reap propriation
510
510
graph;reappropriation..............
for aviation increase
increae ................
1184
for commercial
commercial telephone
telephone service at
at
Artillery posts.
Coast Artillery
posts - ..........
1190
payment
for tuition, etc., of officers
officers at
at
payment for
technical schools ................
509
technical
unexpended
available to pay
unexpended balances
balances available
contracts for,
for, suspended on account
account
contracts
of armistice ...................... 1027
Signaling
Systems, Army,
Signaling Systems,
Army,
appropriation for
for researches,
etc., in, by
researches, etc.,
appropriation
-Signal
Signal Corps
Corps ................
108, 952
108,952
Sikes, Josiah
J.,
Josiah J.,
Sikes,
pension
pension increased
increased.......................... 1546
Siletz Agency,
Agency, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Siletz
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
25, 31, 428, 434, 1243
1243
25,31,428,434,
at ................
Sillman, Harriet
Harriet (widow),
(widow),
Sillman,
pension increased
1512
1512
increased......................
pension
Silver City,
Mex.,
N. Mex.
City, N.
Silver
reimbursement of, for interest,
interest, and bonds
bonds
reimbursement
947
issued thereby
thereby ....................
issued
Silver Mining,
Mining,
Silver
leases allowed
allowed for,
for, on
on unallotted
withunallotted withleases
drawn
mineral lands
lands of Indian
Indian resdrawn mineral
ervations in
designated States......
States
31
31
in designated
ervations
Silver Stars,
Stars, Army,
Silver
Army,
to
gallantry
for gallantry
worn by person cited for
to be
be worn
headin action,
action, in orders from headquarters of force commanded
commanded by aa
quarters
general officer
officer ...................
399
general
399
force appropriate
command
appropriate to such command...
if force
Silvers, Mary
(widow),
Mary (widow),
Silvers,
pension increased.......................
increased
1550
Simmons,
Lenora A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Simmons, Lenora
1499
pension.1499
................................
pension
Simmons,
Tivis C.,
C.
Simmons, Tivis
1618
pension
increased
1618
pension increased........................
Simmons,
Willis A.
A.,
Simmons, Willis
additional homestead
homestead application
application of,
of,
additional
.. 1435
authorized
1435
authorized.....................
Simpson,
P.,
John P.,
Simpson, John
154.3
......................... 1543
pension ...
William A4
A., U.
retired,
. retired,
U. S. 41.
Simpson, Col. Willian
may
appointed brigadier general on
may be appointed
606
retired list
606
list ........................
retired
(widow),
Sims, Agnes M. (widow),
1493
pension
increased1493 ........................
pension increased
Sims,
Swanhild,
Sims, Swanhild,
-avmennt
to
for
iniuries
..................
1471
payment
to,
injuries
*
_/
.,
, ----------------------
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Page
Simon,
Page.
(widow),
Stella A.
A. (widow),
Sinson, Stella
1.540
1540
pension
pension...............................
Sinclair,
(widcrw),
Maria C. (widow),
Sinclair, Maria
pension increased
increae........................ 1504
Sinking
Fund, D.
D. C.,
Sinking Fund,
appropriation for clerk in
Treasurer's
in Treasurer's
appropriation
839,1110
70, 839,1110
Office ......................
92, 862, 1134
for payments
to
.........
payments to....
Sioux Indians,
Different Tribes,
N.
Tribes, Nebr., .I.
Indians, Different
and
Dak.,
and S. D.
appropriation
25,429,1244
appropriation for fulfilling treaty with 25,429,1244
for agency
429, 1244
26,429,
employees.......... 26,
agency employees...
subsistence ..............
26,
429. 1244
26,429.
for subsistence
429, 1244
26, 429,1244
schools............ 26,
for support of schools.
26. 429, 1244
Yankton Sioux..'
Sioux .............
for Yankton
for support, etc.,
Rosebud
etc., of Indians of Rosebud
Agency, S. Dak ...............
26,429
Rosefor per capita distribution, etc., to Rosebud Sioux
26
....................
deficiency appropriation
62,
etc. -_ 62,
appropriation for support, etc_
deficiency
66, 345, 523, 1042, 1186
1186
66,345,523,
345
education ...........................
for education
all
claims of,
of, against
the United
United States,
to
States, to
against the
all claims
be submitted
Claims..._ 738
submitted to Court of Claims...
jurisdiction conferred ................
738
jurisdiction
procedure, etc
738
etc......................
procedure,
payment of attorneys'
attorneys' fees, limit
limit...... 739
payment

Dak.,
Devils Lake, N. Dak.,
Sioux Indians
Indiansof Devils
appropriation for support,
etc. of..
19, 424, 1239
of.. 19,424,1239
supprt, Ptc.,
appropriation
Forest, S. Dak.
nd Mont.,
Dak. a
and
National Forest,
Sioux National
250
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
250
appropriation for maintenance,
proclamation
diminishing area of ........ 1768
proclamation diminishing
excluded lands restored to settlement.
__ 1768
settlement...
excluded
Sipes,
Sipes, Sarah
Sarah (mother),
pension
1611.
1611
...................
pension.......
Sirup,
Sirup,
appropriation
for
investigating
production,
production,
investigating
appropriation
etc., of cane and sorghum ..........
244
Sirup,
Table,
Sirup,
appropriation
utilizinvestigatings of; utilizappropriation for investigatings
ing new sources
254, 712, 1331
sources............ 254,712,1331
Situps (see Sugar Equalization
Equalization Board).
Sirups
Situps, Flavoring,
Flavoring,
Sirups,

unfit for intoxicating beverages, etc., not
not
prohibition
subject to constitutional prohibition
provisions
provisions .....................
conditions;
permits, etc.,
required
etc., required......
conditions;permits,
Siskiwit River, Wis.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
made
made.............................
Siskiyou
National Forest,
and Calif.,
Forest, Oreg.
Oreg. and
Siskiyou National
appropriation
etc., of..
of....
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
of
Sitch, Nick,
Sitdh,

309
309
1012

250,
1328
709, 1328

refund of
of land
to
office fees, etc,
etc., to.........
refund
land office

1436
1436

Sitgreaves National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Sitgreaves
appropriation for maintenance,
of
- 250,
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation
709,1328
709,
1328
Alaska,
Sitka, Alaska,
appropriation for public building
building site.....
site
874
appropriation
Sitton, Clara
J. (widow),
(widow),
Clara J.
$itton,

pension increased
pension
increased ...................
1549
Stuslaw
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Siuslaw National
appropriation for maintenance,
of.... 250,
maintenance, etc., of..
appropriation
io9,
1328
709,1328
revested Oregon and California
California lands added
water
to, for protection of Corvallis water
406
supply..................... ....
supply
Six Nations
Nations Indians,
N. Y.,
Y.,
Indidns, N.
Six
appropriation for
18 ,
18,
with...
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties with
appropriation
423,1239
423, 1239
District
Lighthouse District,
Sixteenth Lighthouse
&iteenth
construction of depot for, aucontinuing construction
.. 1058
thorized.
.....................
thorized

Sixteenth
Street SE.,
SE., I).
Page.
D. C.,
C.,
Sixteenth Street
appropriation for paving, G Street to KenKenappropriation
Avenue
P
lug
lle6
1116
...................
tucky Avenue
District,
Lighthouse District,
Sixth Lighthouse
C.,,
completing
Charleston, S. C
completing depot for, at Charleston,
authorized ....................
1058
authorized
NW., D. C.,
Sixth Street NW.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Newton to Otis
Streets ........................
845
45
Streets
Skaggs, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
pension
1617
pension............................... 1617
Skaggs, Thomas,
1556
pension
1556
pension..................................
Skelton, Harriette
Harriette(widow),
1512
pension
pension................................ 112
Skidmore,
N.,
Sidmore, John N.,
pension
increased ...................
1621
1621
pension increased
Skillings, Charles
Charles H.,
H.,
1474
pension
1474
increased ....................
pension increased
Skinner,
Skinner, Amelia (widow),
pension1610
1610
...................
pension..........
Skins, etc. (see Hides, Skins, and Leather).
Leather).
Skootah, Davie,
Indian Allottee,
Davie, Indian
28
issued to, canceled,
patent
canceled, etc...........
etc
28
patent issued
Slack, Laura
Laura C. (widow),
(widow),
.............
pension increased
increased .....
1543
Slack, Mary A.
A. (widow),
pension increased
increased .......................
1505
pension
Bureau for ReInternational Bureau
Slave Trade, International
pressing
pressing African,
744,1210
appiopnation for
ior annual
annual contribution.
contribution
744, 1210
appropriation
Isabella B. (widow),
(widow),
Slayter, Isabella
. 1608
pension increased.
increased ....................
pension
Sloan, Ada (widow),
pension
........ 1566
pension....................
Sloan,
R.
Sloan, Dudley R.,
1597
pension increased
..........
increased...........
Sloan,
I.,
Sloan, James I.,
pension .........
1540
1540
..................
(father),
Sloane, William E. (father),
pension
1534
1534
...................
pension............
Janus (son),
Slocum, James
pension ...........................
1611
1611
Slocum, Mercedes (child),
1611
pension
1611
pension...........................
Patricia(daughter),
(daughter),
Slocum, Patricia
pension
1.611
1611
..................................
pension.
Machines, etc., D. C.,
Slot Vending Machines,
1219
provisions regulating
regulating use of ................
provisions
Croats, and,
and,
•
Slovenes, Serbs, Croats,
1206
appropriation for minister
minister to the...........
the
appropriation
Smalle,
Charles,
Smalle, Charles,
1627
pension
increased
pension increased....................
Smallpox,
Smallpox,
appropriation
for prevention,
prevention, etc., among
among
appropriation for
Indians .......................
4, 410, 1227
4,410,1227
Indians
for preventing
spread of, District
District of
preventing spread
89,860,
Columbia
89, 860, 1131
Columbia....................
prevention of epidemic......
epidemic
175, 885, 1377
175,885,1377
for prevention
deficiency appropriation
for prevention
prevention of
deficiency
appropriation for
epulemc............
508
........
epidenic
Small wood, Margaret
(daughter),
Smaluwood,
Margaret(daughter),
pension
1560
....
pension............................
Allwilda,
Smith, Alwilda,
pension increased
increased........................ 1554
pension
Smith, Anna (widow),
pension
1487
1487
pension...............................
Charles B.,
Smith, Charles
1473
1473
pension increased....................
increased
W.,
Charles W.,
Smith, Charles
pension increased
..................... 1505
Smith, Cornelia
(widow),
CorneliaK. (widow),
pension
...............
1562
penson ...................
P. (widow),
(widow),
DeliaP.
Smith, Delia
1557
.......
.......
enmion ...................
pension
- ----. ---e- -- -- -- -- ---------
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Smith, Ellen
Ellen (widow),
pension
pension..................................
Ellen Temperance
Temperance (daughter),
Smith, Ellen
(daughter),
increased........................
pension increased
A. (widow),
Smith, Eunice
(widow),
Eunice A.
pension
increased
pension increased.....................
Smith, George F., alias
alias F.
F. G. Kasimir,
Kasimir,
pension ..............................
Smith, Harry
A.
Harry A.,
.....................
increased
pension increased
Smith, Henry
alias Henry Ash,
Ash,
lenry M., alias
...........................
pension
Smith, J. J., and J. E. McGee,
may bridge
bridge Savannah
Savannah River near Bailey's
Hailey's
Ferry, S. C., and Ga ................
Smith, James
alias James
James Smith,
D., alias
James D.,
pension ..................................
Smith, Kate
Kate M. (widow),
inceased........................
pension increased
Smith, Kit,
pension
.................................
pension
Smith, Lucinda
(daughter),
Luinda J. (daughter),
pension
pension.................................
Smith, .Lydia
Lydia (widow),
pension
pension...............................
Smith, Mary (widow),
.
increased......................
pension increased
Mary A. (widow),
Smith, Mary
pension
........................
pension ...
Smith, Mary Ann (widow),
pension
pension.............................
Matilda (widow),
Smith, Matilda
pension
increased....................
pension increased
Sloth,
Oscar,
Srith, Oscar,
payment to, for services
services...............
payment
Smith, Sid,
8id,
and
may bridge Red
Red River between
between Texas
Texas and
...
.............. ........
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Smith, Sydney E.,
deficiency
appropriation for credit in
deficiency appropriation
.........
accounts ...........
accounts

Page.
1585
1585

Page-

1518
1518
1558
1601
1552
1552
1599
1599

Page
Page
Powder, Navy,
Smokeless Powder,
appropriation
purchase and manufacmanufacappropriation for purchase
142,819
142,
819
ture ..........................
Smyrna, Turkey,
Turkey,
appropriation
expenses
1216
appropriation for prison expenses..........
(widow),
F. (widow),
Smyth, Emma F.
pension
1497
pension ...........................
1497
Marta T. (widow),
Smyth, Maria
pension
1558
pension ...........................
Snake Indians,
Indians, Yhhooskin Band of,
all claims of, against
against the
the United
United States to
submitted to Court of Claims....
Claims
623
be submitted

procedure, etc
etc.....................

1366
1366
1550
1550

1521
1614
1614
1486
1486

1579
1579
1556
1556
1581
1581

1617
1617
1572
1572

1533
597
332

Smith, Watson D.
pension
1624
...---------pension. ..
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution,
Smithsonian
appropriation
international exchanges
exchanges 181
appropriation for international
891, 1383
891,1383
Ethnology
181, 891,
1383
American Ethnology.........
for American
for
International Catalogue of Scientific
for International
Literature
891, 1383
. 181,
181,891,1383
Literature:................
Observatory
181, 892, 1383
181,892,1383
Astrophysical Observatory...
for Astrophysical
for expenses, observing sun's eclipse,
1919
181
1919.......................181
181, 892, 1383
Museum........... 181,892,
for National Museum
892, 1383
892,1383
National Gallery of Art ..........
for National
1384
Park
181, 892,
892,-1384
National Zoological Park.....
for National
186, 899, 1388
grounds........ 186,899,1388
etc. of grounds
for care, etc.,
899
of. 187,
187,899
comfort station in grounds of.
for new comfort
899
grounds ..........
for Freer Art Gallery, grounds
229, 942,1429
for
942, 1429
binding for.....
and binding
for printing and
deficiency appropriation
National
appropriation for National
deficiency
Museum
62, 346, 524, 1039, 1159
62,346,524,1039,1159
Museum ..........
328
for National
National Museum, Freer Building...
Building
for fitting
fitting up temporary
building in
temporary Army building
for
328
grounds of, for aircraft
aircraft exposition...
for international
exchanges
329
international exchanges.............
for refund of income tax on proceeds
proceeds of
gift by Charles
Charles L. Freer, for erection
erection
collection at
507
at.....
of building for art collection
524
for American
American ethnology ................
for astrophysical
astrophysical observatory
observatory .........
1039
reappointment as Regent, of Charles F.
F
550
. Choate,
Choate, Jr
...................
Smoke, Mary J. (widow),
(widow),
Smoke,
pension
-- .....- 1569
pension..........,..............

Snake River,
Pasco, Wash.....
Wash
acros, Pasco,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
Idaho,
Snake River, Idaho,
sale of lands erroneously
erroneously surveyed
surveyed along
under
occupants in good faith under
the, to occupants
patents
void patents.....................
accordance with
titles to be adjusted
adjusted in accordance
titles
corrected survey ...................
corrected
• payments,
payments, etc.,
etc., required..............
required
Snay, Elizabeth
Elizabeth M. (wido),
(widow),
pension
pension

...........................

A. (daughter),
(daughter),
Elizabeth A.
Snook, Elizabeth
pension increased
increased ...................
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
Snoqualmie National

624

161

630
630

630
630
630
1569
1569

1491

250
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of....
of
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
709, 1328
709,1328
andIce, D. C.
Snow and
appropriation
appropriation for removing, from streets,
sidewalks,
gutters, etc......
etc
78,
848, 1118
78,848,1118
sidewalks, gutters,
Snyder, A.
A. R
R.,:,
99
appropriation
reimbursement ..........
appropriation for reimbursement
Snyder, Anna (widow),
pension
1487
.......................
pension.....
Snyder, Edgar
Edgar J.,
enlarged homestead
to
1434
patent to............
homestead patent
enlarged
Soboba
Calif.,
Reservatwon, Calif.,
ndian Reservation,
Soboba Indian
appropriation for
project on ...
1226
1226
irrigation project
for irrigation
appropriation
Social Hygiene Board,
Board, Interdepartmental
_Interdepartmental (see
(see
also
Interdepartmental Social Hyalso Interdepartmental
giene Board.),
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, allotments,
appropriation
etc
178.888
888
178.
etc............................
Society Islands,
Islands,
1645
parcel.post convention
convention with
1645
with...............
parcel.post
Sodium, Deposits
Deposits of,
of,
prospecting permits allowed for salts
prospecting
................. 447
on public lands
447
for period
years .................
period of two years
447
maximum
447
included ...............
maximum area included
not applicable
San Bernardino County,
County,
applicable to San
not
447
alif ...........................
Calif
lease to
discovery, of one-half
permittee on discovery,
to permittee
lease
. 447
of
area
of area.......................
447
..-..
royalty on production.............
production
royalty
preference
remainder of lands
lands to perpreference for remainder
................. . 447
mittee ........
lands containing
containing known
deposits to be
known deposits
lands
leased
competitive bidding, etc.
etc.
447
leased by competitive
447
minimum royalty;
royalty ;rental
rental .............
period of leases indeterminate;
indeterminate; working
447
conditions .......................
conditions
unoccupied nonmineral
nonmineral lands may be used
used
unoccupied
447
camp sites, refining works, etc..
etc
for camp
........447
annual
rental....................
annual rental
Sodium Nitrate,
Nitrate,
1190
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for storage.......
storage
deficiency
Soil Bacteriology, etc.,
243,
etc......
appropriation for investigations, etc
243,
appropriation
702, 1322
702,1322
testing bacterial
bacterial cultures for
for inoculatinoculating
702. 1322
1322
243, 702,
legumes .............
ing legumes
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Soldiers,
Unidentified-Continued.
Page
Page.
Soldiers, Unidentified-Continued.
Soft
Bacteriology, etc.--Continued.
etc.-Continued.
Page.
Soil Bacteriology,
Congressional medal of honor to be beCongressional
appropriation for
investigations, etc.; pubforinvestigations,
appropriation
stowed upon the French soldier
soldier
lishing tests, names of dealers in
buried in the Arc de Triomphe,
etc
243,
702, 1322
243,702,1322
impure, etc...............
Paris,
1367
France ...................
Paris, France
Soil
Fertility,
Soil Fertility,
Solicitor, Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation
343, 702, 1322 Solicitor,
investigations... 343,702,1322
appropriation for investigations
appropriation
235, 694, 1315
for law clerks, etc.. 235,694,1315
appropriation for,
Soils
Department of
Agriculture,
of Agriculture,
Bureau, Department
Soils Bureau,
Solicitor, etc., War Department,
Department,
appropriation for salaries..........
salaries
254, 713, 1322 Solicitor,
254,713,1322
appropriation
appropriation for....
for
659,
1277
659,1277
.......
appropriation
for
expenses ............. 255, 713,1322
general expenses
for general
Solicitor for the
Department of State,
State,
the Department
for
chemical and physical investigations.
investigations. 255, Solicitorfor
for chemical
appropriation for
.. 676,1296
..............
713,1322
appropriation
713,1322
for
clerks. 642,1263
solicitors, and law clerks
assistant solicitors,
for assistant
for
etc., investigations
714, 1333
255,714,1333
investigations... 255,
potash, etc.,
for potash,
Solicitor
for
the
Interior
Department,
Solicitorfor the Interior Department,
cooperative investigations
investigations of soils,
for cooperative
676, 1296
mapping,
714, 1333
appropriation for...................
for
1296
appropriation
255,714,1333
etc............... 255,
mapping, etc
for board
board of
of appeals,
office of
1288
of.......... 669, ]288
appeals, office
for
for
clsasification of agricultural
agricultural lands.
lands... 255,
for classification
for
assistant
attorneys,
etc
669,
1288
669,1288
..........
714,1333
for assistant attorneys, etc
for per
per diem,
etc., inspectors, etc .... 669,1288
669, 1288
diem, etc.,
for
for commercial
commercial potash production demonDepartment,
Post Office Department,
Solicitorfor the Post
255 Solicitor
etc.....................
strations, etc
appropriation for......................
for
676,1296
appropriation
.............. 255
sale of product ......
Solicitor
General,
Solicitor General,
for
Summerland,
operating kelp plant, Summerland,
for operating
appropriation
for
676,1296
Calif.;
etc., of
product
714,1333
appropriation for......................
of product.....
Calif.; sale, etc.,
Department,
Navy Department,
Solicitor, Nary
sale of plant authorized...............
authorized
1333 Solicitor,
663,1283
appropriation for, clerks, etc........
etc
for
714, 1333
255,714,1333
expenses .... 255,
administrative expenses....
for administrative
temporary employees;
employees; pay restricfor temporary
deficiency
general exappropriation for general
deficiency appropriation
............................ 664,1283
tion
1187
penses ...........................
118
Solicitor of Internal
InternalRevenue,
Solicitor
Solar
Eclipse, 1919,
Solar Eclipse,
appropriation
for
676,1296
appropriation for.................
181
appropriation
expense of
observing....
of observing
for expense
appropriation for
Solicitor of the Department
Department of Commerce,
Solicitor
Soldier, American Unknown,
Soldier,
appropriation
etc. 677,1297
for, Assistant, clerks, etc.
appropriation for,
who was a
American
a member of American
body of, who
Labor,
Solicitor of the Department
Department of Labor,
Solicitor
Expeditionary Forces, and died durExpeditionary
appropriation for,
clerks, etc. 678,1297
for, law clerk, clerks,
appropriation
World War, to be brought for
ing World
Solicitor of the Treasury,
Treasury,
Solicitor
burial
Memorial AmphiArlington Memorial
in Arlington
burial in
appropriation for, Assistant, clerks, etc.
etc 677,1297
appropriation
1447
theater
theater.........................
for law books, etc
677 1297
6771297
............
Grand
Sailors' Home, D. C., Grand
Soldiers' and Sailors'
Sommer, Ellen (widow),
Army,
pension
1569
.....................
appropriation for expenses
expenses ........ 97,867,1138
97, 867, 1138
pension..
appropriation
Sock,
Ida L. (widow),
Sook, Ida
Soldiers, etc.,
etc., (see
Men, Army),
Army),
Enlisted Men,
(see also
also Enlisted
Soldiers,
pension
1576
..........
pension.................
appropriation for medical
medical treatment, etc.,
etc ,
appropriation
Forest, Colo.
Colo.,
National Forest,
of,
insurance patients......
patients
175 Sopris
Sopris National
of, war risk insurance
appropriation for maintentince,
maintenance, etc., of. 250,709
appropriation
for
rehabilitation of
for expenses,
expenses, vocational rehabilitation
Sorghum,
discharged disabled
disabled............... 178,887 Sorghum,
dscharged
appropriation for investigating production
production
appropriation
for
medical, etc.,
etc., services for discharged
discharged
for medical,
244
diseases of; by products..
products
of, sirup; diseases
disabled, under Public Health Servdisabled,
ice
1376 Sorghums,
Grain,
Sorghums, Grain,
ice.............................
appropriation
investigating handling,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for hospital care,
appropriation for investigating
deficiency
266, 725, 1342
etc..............
grading, etc
discharged sick and disabled,
etc., of discharged
Service.
377 Sound,
II ealth Service.
patients under Public Ilealth
to
appropriation
principles of, to
appropriation for applying principles
for expenses, vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
1302
purposes. 683,
military and industral
industrial purposes.
683,1302
military
discharged disabled
disabled.............. 504,1020
Fortifications,
Sound Ranging
Ranging Equipment, Fortifications,
allowance
under exallowance of pay increased under
613
balances
of
appropriations
for,
covered
in
in.
balances appropriations
ceptional
circumstances............ 1021
ceptional circumstances
South Africa
Africa, Union of,
of,
for medical treatment,
treatment, etc., of, war risk
insurance patients .............
507, 591
parcel post
1656
convention with ...........
post convention
parcel
insurance
South American
Republics,
American Repubics,
no passport fees required of relatives of, to
details
allowed on applicaofficer allowed
of naval
naval officers
details of
abroad......... 750
visit graves thereof abroad
750
naval matters
matters.. 1056
preference
in clerical,
clerical, etc.,
etc., appointments
tions of, to assist in naval
appointments
preference in
South
Central America,
and Central
South and
hereafter
etc., to
hereafter in departments, etc.,
appropriation for promoting,
etc., com37
of.
honorably discharged,
widows of
discharged, or widows
promoting, etc.,
appropriation
merce with ...................
679,1298
37
wives of injured ......................
wives
promoting,,
preference
deficiency appropriation for promoting,
deficiency
preference right for two years of disetc., commerce
commerce with ............... 1040
charged, from service
service in late war, to
charged,
South
South Carolina,
Carolina,
make homestead
homestead entry, etc., on
434
opened
proclamation setting apart Nantahala
Nantahala Na................
proclamation
lands..
opened public lands
tional Forest, Ga., N. C.
and
1785
C., and......
refusing to serve, etc.,
etc., exdrafted men refusing
434 South
Highway Department,
cluded
Carolina State
Department,
State Highway
South Carolina
cluded...........................
authorized to bridge Peedee River, at Gerwounded
authorized
travel at one cent aamile allowed wounded
ners
1102
furlough from hosners Ferry ........................
or disabled, on furlough
1102
976
Santee River, at Murrays Ferry........
Ferry
.......................
pitals .
1102
Wateree
Wateree River, at Mars Bluff Ferry....
Ferry
wives of, married in Europe may have
transportation
therefrom paid out
South Dakota,
Dakota,
out
transportation therefrom
general, clerks,
appropriation for surveyor general,
fund....... 1026
appropriation
of Army transportation fund
etc
673,1293
Soldiers, Unidentified,
Unidentified,
Soldiers,
673,1293
.
etc .--........................
juriedicconsent of Congress given to, as to jurisdicCongressional medal of honor to be beoffenses upon boundary
boundary
stowed upon the British soldier
tion over offenses
Westminster Abbey, Lonwaters,
waters, by agreement with adjoinburied in Westminster
1367
. ·................
1744Adrn
nTland u.....................
ino
Sqta't
ing .State
1744
don,
_V_
G England
I,
. . .-- 1367
-b
.
.
. . .--. ... -.......
.
.
. .
.

INDEX.
South Dakota-Continued.
South
Dakota-Continued.
consent of
Congress given
to, etc.;
concurconsent
of Congress
given to,
etc.; concurrent
jurisdiction, as
as agreed
agreed upon
by
rent jurisdiction,
upon by
legislative
acts of
Minnesota and
legislative acts
of Minnesota
and...
establishment
of Custer
Custer State
Park Game
establishment of
State Park
Game
Sanctuary, in......................
in
Sanctuary,
provisions governing
governing .................
nonmineral forest lands in
in, may
may be patnonmineral
patented to,
to, in
exchange for
for lands
lands conented
in exchange
conveyed fof
national forests
forests ...........
veyed
fof national
Custer State
Park Game
Game Sanctuary,
Sanctuary, set
set
Custer
State Park
aside ..............................
aside
drainage districts,
districts, etc.,
etc., of,
may dam
drainage
of, may
dam .Lake
Lake
Traverse, etc.,
etc., for control
of floods,
control of
floods,
etc .............................
etc
exchange of
lands with,
vrith, in
exchange
of lands
in lieu
lieu of
of tract
tract
surrendered for
Pine Ridge
Indian
surrendered
for Pine
Ridge Indian
Reservation.
Reservation .....................
Sioux National
National Forest,
Mont., and,
and, diminForest, Mont.,
diminished
ished ............................
South San Francisco,
South
Calif.,
Francisco, Calif.
exchange of
lands at
at naval
station,
exchange
of lands
naval radio
radio station,
authorized;
expenses .............
authorized; expenses
South
III.,
South Slough,
Slough, III.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
made
made at
Milan, Il
Ill ................
at Milan,

Page.
Page.

1448
1448
986
986
986
986
986
986
1815
1815
1059
1059
1193
1193
1768
1768
821
821
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Spaulding,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Spaulding, Emeline
Emeline A.
Page.
pension
1475
pension
..........................
...
1475
Speaker
of
the
House
of
Representatives,
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
appropriation
for
secretary
to
634,1255
appropriation for secretary to.........
634,1255
for clerk
clerk to
Speaker's table
634, 1255
for
to Speaker's
table ..........
634,1255
preparing
Digest
of
Rules
634, 1255
preparing Digest of Rules .........
634,1255
for clerks
and
messengers
634,
1255
for
clerks and messengers.......... 634, 1255
for care,
etc. of
of automobile
637, 1258
for
care, etc.,
automobile for
for...... 637,1258
for additional
of automobile
automobile of.
of.
226
for
additional to
to driver
driver of
226
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for care,
care, etc.,
etc. ' of
appropriation for
of
automobile for
1180
automobile
for................. 1037,
1037,1180
Spear, Emma
Emma J.,
J.,
Spear,
designated as
as beneficiary
beneficiary of
late Henry
Henry W.
W
designated
of late
Spear
1466
Spear ...........................
1466
Spearman, Thomas
(son),
Spearman,
Thomas (son),
pension
1588
pension................................
1588
Spears, Eliza
Eliza C.
(widow),
Spears,
C. (widow),
pension ................................
1489
pension
1489
Committees, House
RepSpecial and
and Select
Select Committees,
House of
of Representatives,
resentatives,
appropriation for
for expenses
of
637,1258
appropriation
expenses of.........
637,1258
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses
59, 342,
deficiency appropriation
expenses of.
of. 59,342,
520, 1036,1180
520,1036,1180
Special Assessment Office,
D. C.,
C.,
Office, D.
appropriation for
for salaries
70, 839, 1110
appropriation
salaries .........
70,839,1110

1012
1012
Special Delivery, PostalService,
Southerland,Louisa
Louisa C. (widow),
Southerland,
Special
appropriation
Delivery, Postal
for carService,
fare i
n emergency
appropriation for car fare in emergency
pension .........................
pension
1493
.....
1493
cases
579, 1152
cases.........................
579,1152
Southern Cattle
(see Cattle
Southern
Cattle Ticks (see
Cattle Ticks,
Ticks,
for fees
to messengers
messengers ..............
579,1152
for
fees to
579,1152
Southern).
Southern).
delivery
receipt permitted.
permitted 579,1152
579,1152
delivery without
without receipt
Southern Field
Southern
Field Crops,
Crops,
matter to
to be
be first
first delivered
delivered by
by mesmesmatter
appropriation
investigating insects
insects afafappropriation for
for investigating
senger
1152
senger ...........................
1152
• fecU,
ag ................
256, 715,1334
715, 1334
fecting.
....
256,
deficiency
for fees...
fees... 53,
514, 525,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
53,514,525,
Southern Relief
D. C.,
C.,
Southern
Relief Society,
Society, D.
1031, 1174,1189,1193
1174, 1189, 1193
1031,
appropriation for
to COnfederate
appropriation
for aid
aid to
Confederate vetvetSpeckhtirdt, William,
William,
erans, etc
etc ..................
97, 868, 1139 Speclhardt,
97,868,1139
pension increased
increased .......................
1549
pension
1549
Southern
Southern States
Lumber Company,
Company,
States Lumber
payment to
1457 Speer,
payment
Speer, John,
John,
to..
.
...--..-.... ........
1457
Southern Ute Agency,
Colo.,
Agency, Colo.,
pension .............................
1494
pension
1494
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
of Indians
appropriation
Spencer, David 0.
etc., of
Indians
O. (son),
(son),
at
31,
434, 1248
pension ...............................
1505
at..........................
pension
1505
31,434,1248
Southern
Ute Indian
Indian Reservation,
Spencer,.Jacob
(son).
Southern Ute
Spencer, Jacob J.
Reservation, Colo
Colo.,,
J. (son).
appropriation for
Pine River
River irrigation
pension
1594
pension.... ...........................
appropriation
for Pine
irrigation
1594
project, from
from tribal
funds.... 3,
409, 1226 Spencer,
Sophrernia, alias
Owens,
Spencer, Sophronia,
project,
alias Owens,
tribal funds....
3,409,1226
Southern Ute
pension
1624
Southern
Ute Indians,
Indians, Colo.,
Colo.,
pension increased
increased .........................
1624
appropriation for
payment to,
to, from
Spencer,
Susanna (widow),
Spencer, Susanna
appropriation
for payment
from tribal
tribal
(widow),
funds of
Confederated Bands
Bands of
1/tee
27,
funds
of Confederated
pension
1582
of Utes.
27,
pension ...............................
1582
(widow),
Spiker, Jennie
430,1245
Jennie B.
B. (widow),
430,1245 Spiker,
of special
special funds to
to ..............
transfer of
430
pension
1568
430
pension ................................
1568
Spain,
Sprits,
National Prohibition
Prohibition
Spirits, Distilled
Distilled (see
(see National
appropriation for
to ......
739,1206
appropriation
for ambassador
ambassador to
739,1206
Act).
Act).
agreement extending
extending arbitration
Spokane
Wash.,
arbitration convenconvenSpokane Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
tion with
1673
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
tion
with ........................
1673
appropriation
Indians
importing
importing from,
from, and
and exporting
to, colonies,
at
27, 31,431,434,1245,1248
31, 431,434, 1245, 1248
exporting to
colonies,
at..............
27,
etc. wheat and
etc.,
and wheat
Spokane
Wash.,
wheat flour,
four, proSpokane Indian
Indian Hospital,
proHospital, Wash.,
hibited; exceptions
exceptions...............
1759
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of....
of.... 5,410,
5, 410,
1759
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
1227
canceled
canceled .............................
1773
1227
1773
Spain,
Spain, War with,
Indians, Wash.,
Wash.,
Spokane Indians,
appropriation for
of pay,
193,
appropriation
for arrears
arrears of
appropriation for
fulfilling treaty
treaty with...
with... 27,
431,
pay, etc
etc....... 193,
appropriation
for fulfilling
27,431,
1245
1245
906,1396
906,
1396
pensions granted for disability
diaability to
Sponge Fisheries,
to persons
persons
Sponge
Fisheries,
in
Army, etc.,
etc., during
982
in Army,
appropriation for
expenses. protecting....
protecting.... 220,
229,
during .............
appropriation
for expenses,
982
for
service on
reaching age
age of
982
for service
on reaching
934, 1423
of 62
62...........
982
934,1423
present
thereto
982
present pensioners
pensioners entitled
entitled thereto...
982 Spooner,
Spooner, Minn.,
inn.,
Spanish
Fork, Utah,
Spanish Fork
Utah
bridge authorized
across Rainy
to
bridge
authorized across
Rainy River,
River, to
appropriation
public building
166
appropriation for
for public
building ........
Rainy
Canada from........
from
276
276
166
Rainy River,
River, Canada
Spanish War
Spanish
War Veterans,
Veterans, United,
United,
Sprague, Eliza
(widow),
L. (widow),
Sprague,
Eliza L.
Army tents
272
Army
tents may
may be
be loaned
loaned to
to............
272
pension ...............................
1489
1489
pension
Sparta,
Sparta, Wis.,
Wi/.,
(widow),
Sprague, Susannah
Susannah (widow),
construction of
construction
high explosive
of permanent,
permanent, high
explosive
pension increased
1495
pension
increased ..
........................
storage
facilities at,
at, from
Ordnance
storage facilities
from Ordnance
Spray," Motor
Motor Boat,
Boat,
"Spray,"
appropriations
510
appropriations forbidden
forbidden...........
owner of,
of, may
suit for
for damages
damages to
510
owner
may bring
bring suit
to .... 1553
Spatch,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Spatch, Mary
Mary A.
Spreckels and
and Brothers
Brothers Company,
Company, J.
J. D.,
/1.,
Spreckels
pension-.....-pension
1591 - appropriation
........................
1591
appropriation for
for refund
refund of
of fine
fine .........
937
4428r-vot
41-pr 2---45
2-45
44282°-vOL 41-r
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Page
Time-Continued.
Standard Time-Continued.
Page. Standard
Spring
Place NW.,
1). C.,
NW., D.
Spring Place
correction
correction in enrollment of bill relating to,
appropriation
gradpaying damages by gradappropriation for paying
1643
in
Texas and
Oklahoma ...........
and Oklahoma
in Texas
846
ing,
etc
846
ing, etc........................
Threads,
Standardization
of Gauges,
and Screw Threads,
Gauges, and
Standardizationof
C'.,
NW., D. C.,
Road NW.,
Spring Road
683,1302
appropriation
etc
cooperative, etc......
for cooperative,
appropriation for
appropriation
paving, Thirteenth to
for paving,
appropriation for
Commerce,
Standards Bureau,
Department of Commerce,
Bureau, Department
76 Standards
..............
Fourteenth Streets
Fourteenth
appropriation
for Director,
Director, assistants,
assistants, etc..
etc.. 681,
681,
appropriation for
Spring Valley, Il.,
1300
acquisition of
site for public building at,
of site
acquisition
681,1300
authorized
apparatus, machinery,
machinery, etc..
etc.. ....
681, 1300
authorized with mineral rights refor apparatus,
681,1300
1251
served
for repairs, etc.,
etc., to buildings.......
buildings
681, 1300
served........................
for
............. 681,1300
Spring?,
expenses681,1300
contingent expenses
for contingent
Springer, Leon
Leon (son,
(son),
569
----pension
1569
member, International
International Committee of
increased.......-....------member,
pension increased
681,1301
Weights and Measures.........
Measures
681.1301
Springfield
Arsenal, Mass.,
Springfield Arsenal,
Weights
682,1301
......... 682,
for
1301
appropriation
power plant; reapproetc..
grounds, etc
of grounds,
care of
for care
appropriation for power
182
..
for
investigating structural
priation
.............
materials. 682,1301
structural materials
priation..........
for investigating
1385
for
determination of physical
physical
for
water supply, etc .....---------for water
for expenses, determination
682,1301
constants,
682, 1301
Springfield,
Springfield, Mass.,
constants etc ..............-.
time extended
extended for bridging Connecticut
Connecticut
fire-resisting properties
time
investigating fire-resisting
for investigating
529
and...
River, by Hampden County
County and
of
materials ............ 682,1301
682,1301
River,
building materials
of building
Spurlock, Elijah,
for investigating
Elijah,
Spurlot,
investigating standards of measurefor
104
pension...
1604
ment,
utilities
682,1301
........... .................
pension ....
etc., of public utilities....
ment, etc.,
for
Square
3064, D. C.,
Square 8064,
testing railway equipment matefor testing
1127
authorized.......
f682
6.........sale
of
Lots
821
and
822,
authorized
rials,
682
sale of
rials, etc ....
Squier,
Jennie H.
materials.... 682,1301
for
H. (widow),
Squier, Jennie
miscellaneous materials._
for testing miscellaneous
176
-pension
1576
communication
pension .........................
for
standardizing radio communication
for standardizing
682,1301
Squires,
Adell J. (widow),
instruments, etc ............
Squires, Adell
instruments,
1492
pension
682,1301
................-for developing
color standards,
standards, etc...
etc
.....
pension .
developing color
for
for study
products, processes,
processes,
Squirrels, Ground,
Ground,
clay products,
Squirrels,
of clay
study of
for
etc ..
682,1301
appropriation
appropriation for devising methods of de.....................
etc
257,716,1335
stroying
716, 1335
for aeronautical,
aeronautical, etc.,
etc., engineering
engineering instroying .....------------- 257,
for
Srofe,
vestigations
Azubath (widow),
Srofe, Azubath
vestigations..................... 682,1301
...-----pension increased
1491
increased ...........-.-pension
for investigating optical glass producSt.
tion
683,1302
(icidou),
Caroline (widow),
St. Denis, Caroline
tion...................---pension
increased
1510
pension increased......--------------...
measurement,
for standardizing quality, measurement,
St.
(widow),
John, Susan J. (widowv),
St. John,
etc.,
etc., of textiles, paper, leather, and
-pension
1517
pension increased ...................
683,1302
Tubber
•
rubber.........................
College,. Army,
Army,
Staff College,
standardizing,
for
studying problems
problems of standardizing,
for studying
949
. 106,
appropriation
106,949
appropriation for expenses .........-683,1302
grading, etc.,
etc., sugar ..........
grading,
955
for clerks,
clerks messengers,
messengers, etc ..............
for
for
cooperative standardizing,
standardizing, etc.,
for cooperative
Corps and Departments,
Departments, Army,
Army,
Staff Corps
1302
etc....... 683,
683,1302
gauges, screw threads, etc
appropriation for
officers
110,954
of officers.......
pay of
for pay
appropriation
investigating, etc., mine scales and
for investigating,
110,954
enlisted men ..............
for enlisted
pay for
cars.. ...........
683,1302
....
.....
cars
Staff School, Army,
researches: railway
metallurgical researches:
for metallurgical
appropriation
expenses,
appropriation for instruction expenses,
equipment
683,1302
equipment ........ ..........
950
Leavenworth,
Kans.................
Leavenworth, Sans
for
investigating methods
methods of high-temfor investigating
Stamped Envelopes,
Envelopes, etc.,
etc., Postal
Postal Service,
Stamped
683,1302
etc
measurements, etc.....
perature measurements,
appropriation
for freight orexpressage on 579,1152
appropriationforfreightorexpresageon.
for
applying principles of sound to milifor applying
for
manufacture, etc
etc.............-... 581,1153
for manufacture,
purposes.... 683,1302
tary and industrial purposes
deficiency
for freight,
freight, etc.,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for
investigating problems of industrial
industrial
for investigating
on....
67, 347,
347, 525,1040,1043,1045,1193
525, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1193
63,67,
on.... 63,
683,1302
development, etc ............
development,
. 1174
..............
manufacture, etc
for manufacture,
developing aquatic sources
sources of leather
for developing
Stamps
Department,
Office Department,
Post Offift
Division, Post
Stamps Division,
cooperation with Fisheries
in cooperation
appropriation for superintendent......
superintendent
675,1295
appropriation
Bureau
220,933
Bureau ....................
Stomps,
Internal Revenue,
Stamp., Internal
scales......... 221,934,1423
.for testing large scales
?21, 934, 1423
deficiency
appropriation for redemption
redemption of. 61,63,
61,63,
deficiency appropriation
for
present
additional land adjoining present
for additional
65-344,
347, 521,1038,100,1044,1184,1189
521, 1038, 1040, 1044, 1184, 1189
65,344, 347,
site..................---......-934
site
Stamps, Postage,.
Postage,
for
gas investigation,
C
. 935
investigation, D. C............
for gas
appropriation
for manufacture,
manufacture, etc
etc.... 581,1153
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency
. appropriation
..
. for railway matedeficiency
appropriation for manufacture,
manufacture,
deficiency appropriation
62, 67, 524
investigations............ 62,67,524
rialssinvestigations.
54
............----etc
.........etc
for
62,
346, 524,1040
524, 1040
6i7,346,
62, 67,
equipment ..........
for equipment
Standard Container
Container Act,
Standard
for
testing structural materials ........ 62,
for testing
appropriation
enforcing, for grapes,
appropriation for enforcing,
349,
1043, 1188
349,1043,1188
etc........... 266, 725,1343
725, 1343
small fruit, etc
general expenses...
expenses.." 340,349,
340, 349, 524,
1188, 1192
524,1188,1192
for general
Standard Time,
Standard
research of problems deindustrial research
for industrial
repeal
of law
daylight
advancing time for daylight
law advancing
repeal of
480
veloped during
war........ 340,1188
during the war
veloped
80
...
-.......savin.............
investigating, etc., industrial safety
for investigating,
transfer
luv
o
Panhandle and Plains section
ofrfanhandle
transfer
340
standards
............
340
standards ......
of
Oklahoma to central
and Oklahoma
Texas and
of Texas
appliances. 341,
mechanical appliances
standardizing mechanical
for standardizing
time
zone...
........ ...- 1446
.....
time zone
1040,1043
1040,1043
transfer order directed
boundary
directed for western boundary
transfer
341
for
purchase of platinum, etc ..........
for purchase
of
zone in
Texas and
Oklahoma.... 1446
and Oklahoma....
in Texas
of zone
for retaining
retaining wall, etc.,
etc., industrial labodescription;
points for railchanging points
description; changing
341
*ratory
'ratory............................
1446
..------roads
1446
........
roads...............
349,1040,1045
standardizatian ...... 349,
for color standardbation........
1010, 1045
1446
affected .......---other time zone affected
no other

2099
2099
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Standard.,
Commerce- page.
StandardsBureau,
Bureau, Department
Departmentof
of CommerceContinued.
Continued.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for equipment,
equipment,
chemical laboratory.
chemical
_ 349,524,1040,1188
349, 524, 1040, 1138
laboratory...
for radio research
research ..................
349,524
349,524
for investigating
investigating fire resisting
resisting properties
properties
of
materials
524
of building
building materials.............
524
for
machines .................
524
for testing
testing machines
524
for testing
testing railroad scales.......
scales
524,
1188, 1192
524,1188,1192
for testing
miscellaneous materials
testing miscellaneous
materials .....
1040
for determination
determination of physical
constants
1043
physical constants.
1043
standardizing equipment
equipment ...........
1178
for standardizing
1178
gauge standardization
standardization .............
1188
for gauge
1188
for investigating standards
standards of public
utilities:....................
utilities •
. 1192
1192
research
1188,1192
for military research
...........
1188,1192
cooperative scientific
scientific work,
other estabcooperative
work, for
for other
establishments authorized
683,1302
lishments
authorized ............ 683,1302
funds
transferred to credit of Bufunds to be transferred
reau..........................
reau
683,1303
Standing
StandingRock Agency,
Agency, N.
N. Dak.,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
Indians
etc., of
of Indians
appropriation
at
31, 434, 1248
at.........................
31,434,1248
Standing
N. and
S.
Standing Rock Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N.
and S.
Dak.,
Dak.,
due
time extended
extended for
for annual
annual installments
installments due
ceded lands
on ceded
lands of;
of; final
final _payment
payment... 1446
1446
applications
applications for, payment of
etc- 1446
of interest, etc.
1446
commutation
commutation permitted
permitted
1446
............
1446
entry, etc.,
etc., forfeited
on failure
entry,
forfeited on
failure to
to make
make
payments
1447
payments .
....................
1447
extension allowed
allowed for
installments on lands
extension
for installments
lands
in Cheyenne
and Standing
Standing
in
Cheyenne River
River and
Rock
Reservations sold
in 1908....
1908._ 1447
Rock Reservations,
sold in
1447
Standituj
Indian Reservation,
StandingRock
Rock Indian
Reservation, N.
N. .Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation for
constructing roads
and
appropriation
for constructing
roads and
bridges,
bridges, from
from tribal funds
funds......... 19,424
Standish, Sarah
Sarah M. (widow),
Standish,
pension
1580
pension
.................................
1580
Stanfield,
Maranda (widow),
Stanfield, Maranda
(widow),
pension increased
1504
increased .
......................
1.504
Stanislaus National
Stanislaus
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
250,
for maintenance,
etc., of...
of...
250,
appropriation for
709,1328
Stanley,
Stanley, lda
Ida (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1563
pension
...........................
1563
Staikton,
Stapleton, N. Y.,
appropriation
appropriation for marine
marine hospital,
hospital, alteraalterations, etc .......................
1368
1368
Stapleton,
Sarah
J.
(daughter),
Stapleton, Sarah
(daughter),
pension
1559
pension
...........................
1559
Star Routes, Postal
Service,
Star
PostalSertie,
appropriation
for
mail
transportation
by,
mail
transportation
by,
appropriation for
in Alaska
579, 1152
1152
in
Alaska ....
...........
579,
emergency sert
ice
570, 1152
emergency
service..................579,
1152
transportation by, except in
for inland transportation
in
Alaska ....................
582,1155
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for,
special carfor, special
carriers
63, 347, 349
riers...................
63,347,349
formail transportation
transportation by, except
Alaska . 54,
formail
exceptAlaska.
54,
65,
525, 1031, 1175, 1189, 1192
65,525,1031,1175,1189,
1192
Starburk, Matilda
Matilda (widow),
(widow),
Starbuck,
pension
1576
pension ............................
1578
Starlings Creek,
Starlings
Creek, Va.,
Va.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
made
1011
made..........................
1011
Starnes, William S.,
Starnes,
S.,
pension
1605
pension .
..........................
1605
Starring, Louis
M. (son),
Starring,
Louis M.
(son),
increased ...
1515
pension increased
.................
1515
State College,
College, Pa.,
Pa.,
State
appropriation
building
166
for public building.........
166
appropriation for
Soldiers and
Sailors,
State Homes
Honesfor Disabled
DisabledSoldiers
andSailors,
appropriation
193, 906, 1396
1396
appropriation for aid to.
to...........
193,906,

State
HomesforDisabledSoldiers andSailorsandSailors- Prge.
Page.
State Hf7oesforDisabledSoldiers
Continued.
Continued.
provisions
extended to other war
provisions for aid
aid to, extended
war
service,
etc .......................
399
service, etc
399
allowance
399
allowance increased
increased ...............
399
State, War,
War, and Navy Department
State.
Department Buildings,
Buildings,

D. C.,

appropriation
assistant to superinappropriation for assistant
clerks, engineers,
engineers, watchwatchtendent, clerks,
men, etc.,
main building.......
building
661,
1280
men,
etc., main
661, 1280
for
fuel, lights,
repairs, etc
661, 1281
for fuel,
lights, repairs,
etc........... 661,1281
for
metal work,
work, etc...
etc... 1281
for painting
painting exterior
exterior metal
1281
for
new electric
electric generator..............
generator
661
for new
661
for
Walker-Johnson Building
Building .........
661, 1281
1281
for WalkerJohnson
661,
for Potomac
Potomac Park office
office buildings
buildings.... 662,1281
for
office buildings............
buildings
662,
1281
for Mall office
662, 1281
removal of units
units A
A and B,
Council of
of
removal
B, Council
National
Defense,
Corcoran
National Defense,
and Corcoran
Court
1282
Court Buildings
Buildings.................. 1282
for
office building
building 1800
1800 Virfor temporary
temporary office
Virginia Avenue
Avenue NW
NW............
662,1282
ginia
662,1282
for
temporary office buildfor designated
designated temporary
buildings ......................
663,1282
ings
663,1282
removal of
of buildings
buildings on
on leased
leased lands
lands if
it
removal
663
•renewal
renewal refused.
etc
refused, etc...............
663
deficiency appropriation
for fuel,
fuel, lights,
deficiency
appropriation for
lights,
repairs, etc.,
etc., main
building
47, 1167
repairs,
main building......
47,1167
buildings
47,1167
for Potomac
Potomac Park
Park office buildings.....
47,1167
for designated
temporary office buildbuildfor
designated temporary
operating force, 1920
1920 .........
47
47
ings, operating
for operating
therefor
48
supplies therefor..........
for
operating supplies
under superision
supervision and control of
under
of superintendent
48
intendent ooff....................
f
48
superintendent of, 1920..
1920
48
to superintendent
for assistant
assistant to
for Potomac
Potomac Park
for
Park buildings,
buildings, maintemaintenance, etc.,
etc., 1920 ..................
48
nance,
48
for Mall
office buildings,
maintenance,
for
Mall office
buildings, maintenance,
1920
48
1920 ..........................
4s
for building
building 1800
Virginia Avenue
Avenue NW..
NW
for
1800 Virginia
care,
etc.
1920
48
48
care, etc., 1920 ..................
for Walker-Johnson
Building ..........
1167
for
Walker-Johnson Building
1167
for salaries, etc
1191
forsalaries,
etc........................
1191
Statement
Statement of
of Appropriations,
Appropriations,
i
i
appropriation
for preparing,
preparing,
third session
session
third
for
appropriation
Sixty-fifth Congress;
Congress; to
to include
include exexSixty-fifth
traordinary session,
traordinary
session, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth ConCon225
gress
25
gress ............................
for
session of Sixtyfor preparing,
preparing, second session
sixth
sixth Congress
Congress ....................
'938
for expenses
of, third
third session
session Sixtyfor
expenses of,
Sixty1426
sixth
1426
sixth Congress
Congress.................
States,
•
States,
appropriation
for allotment
to, for
for prevenprevenallotment to,
appropriation for
tion,
etc., of
diseases
888
s
of venereal
venereal diseases......
tion, etc.,
for cooperation
cooperation with, in protecting
for
protecting waterwaternavigable streams from
sheds of navigable
from
forest fires
728, 1344
1344
forest
fires................. 268,
268,728,
Amendment to
to the
Constitution providing
providing
Amendment
the Constitution
submitted to the.
the
362
for female
female suffrage,
suffrage, submitted
362
certificate of ratification
ratification of.............
of
1823
1823
cooperation of
Federal Power
Power Commission
Commission
cooperation
of Federal
with
with agencies
agencies of, in
in water
water power
power
investigations,
1065
1065
etc..............
investigations, etc
cooperation with.
with, for vocational
vocational rehabilicooperation
tation
disabled in
industry.
735
inindustry.
735
tation of persons disabled
incomplete,
etc., service
cases transincomplete, etc.,
service in
in cases
ferred
to United
States courts,
courts, may
may
ferred to
United States
554
be
perfected by officers thereof....
thereof
534
be perfected
investigation
rates, etc.,
etc., iminvestigation of railroad
railroad rates,
44
posed by ..........................
484
rates
discriminating in
in favor
intrarates discriminating
favor at
of intrastate commerce
commerce unlawful
unlawful ..........
state
484
484
rates to be prescribed......
prescribed
484
just, etc., rates
observance
notwithstanding State
State
observance notwithstanding
laws,
484
laws, etc
etc ..........
............
484

2100
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Page.
States-Continued.
Page.
States-Continued.
jurisdiaion
jurisdiction of district courts in actions for
death
high seas, etc., not apon the high
death on
538
of..
plicable to waters within limits of
plicable
relating to control, etc., of water for
laws of, relating
irrigation, municipal,
municipal, or other uses,
irrigation,
etc., not affected
affected by Federal Power
Commimion
Commission Act .................. 1077
loans
constructing terminal facilities for
for constructing
loans for
transportation traffic,
waterways transportation
ownership
authorized in, when other ownership
forbidden
by
of ...............
458
laws of
forbidden by laws
percentage
percentage of receipts from licenses for
power projects
projects in
national forests,
in national
power
etc., to
be paid to ...............
1073
to be
etc.,
portions of receipts from leases, etc., of nonportions
450
metallic mineral lands to be paid to.
to
metallic
preference
to applications
power
applications from, for power
preference to
project
1067
.......................
hicenses..
project licenses
statement
persons in,
of military
military service of persons
statement of
furnished adjutants general
be furnihed
to be
..................... 110
thereof ....
thereof
naval services of persons
persons from, who
naval
World War to be furnished
furnished
served in World
authorities thereof
815
thereof ...............
authorities
949
to
surplus Army supplies may be sold to.....
surplus Army
Army tractors to be loaned for
surplus
highway
construction to ......... 584,1155
highway construction
all
expenses to be paid therefor......
therefor
584,1155
all expenses
transfer of 1,250 tractors for distribution to
highway
1349
departments of ...........
highway departments
Relations Service,
Department of AgriService, Department
States Relations
culture,
culture,
719,1338
260, 719,
appropriation
salaries .........
1338
appropriation for salaries
for general
general expenses,
expenses, State allotments for
experiment stations_
260, 720, 1338
stations.......... 260,720,1338
experiment
260,720,1338
for
720, 1338
allotments.......... 260,
increased allotments
for increased
for cooperative
cooperative agricultural extension
extension
for
work_........
720, 1338
261,720,1338
......... 261,
work
cooperative demonstrations outside
for cooperative
261,
720, 1338
261,720,1338
of cotton belt ...............
for
cooperative demonstrations,
farmers' cooperative
for farmers'
and meeting ravages of cotton boll
weevil
261, 720, 1338
weevil....................261,720,1338
for
for

additional
agricultural extension
additional agricultural
work allotment;
allotment; county agents
agents..... 261,
work
720,1339
for
for stations in Alaska and insular possessions
sions.................... 262, 721,1339
262,721,1339
extension
Hawaii
262,
721, 1339
extension work in Hawaii...
leaves of absence
employees, Virabsence to employees,
leaves
gin
Islands
262
gin Islands.....................
cumulative leaves to employees,
employees,
cumulative
Alaska
possessions- ....
262
and insular poesirons.
Alaska and
home. 262,
for
utilizing farm products
products in the home.
for utilizing
721,1339
262 721, 1339
administrative expenses
expenses.... 262.
for administrative
deficiency
for general exappropriation for
deticiency appropriation
penses
67,
346, 524, 1043,
1187
1043,1187
67,346,
penees.............
67
for experiment station, Alaska ..........
for typhoon
typhoon damages,
damages, etc., Guam station. 1034
for

Statesirt7k,
.N. C.,
C.,
StatevilIe, Pr.
532
................ .......
terms of court at
Stationery, Postal
PostalService,
Stationery,
581,1154
appropriation for......................
appropriation
deficiency
for
514,592
appropriation for............
deficiency appropriation
for
increased cost of envelopes,
envelopes, moneyfor increased
54
etc., 1919
1919............
blanks, etc.,
order blanks,
Stationery, Treasury
Department,
Treasury Department,
Stationery,
appropriation
bureau and offices comfor bureaus
appropriation for
appropriation...... 651,1272
bined in one appropriation_
505,1161
deficiency appropriation
for.......... 505,1161
appropriation for
deficiency

Pae.
Statistical
Page
Information,
StatisticalInformation,
investigation, etc.,
by Efficiency
Bureau
Efficiency Bureau
etc., by
investigation,
on methods
collecting, etc
by
etc., by
of collecting,
methods of
on
'43
•Government
Government agencies ..............
343
Statutes at Large,
Large,
Statutes
(42 1263
etc.......... 642,
appropriation
for editing,
editing, etc
appropriation for
Statutes,
Statutes, Revision of,
House
Committee on Revision of the Laws,
House Committee
authorized
etc., conto print bills, etc.,
authorized to
70
cerning ......-.....
370
.............
cerni.
Staubly,
Woodille G.,
Staubly, Woodville
l;2
pension
1625
increased ...- ................-pension increased
Stouter, Sallie
Sallie A. (widow),
Stauter,
....
........ 1,'90
...
pension
1390
increased ......
pension increased
Steadman, Sadie
C. (widow),
(widow),
Sadie C.
Steadman,
pension ..............................
1511
pension
Steam Engineers,
Engineers, D. C.
Eraminers,
Boardof Examiners,
C., Board
Steam
71.840,1112
appropriation for salaries .........
71.840,1112
appropriation
Steam Vessels,
of
Shipping Board subject to all statutory
of Shipping
regulations therefor ................
305
regulations
schedules of dates, ports, routes, etc., of
schedules
American,
commerce to
in foreign commerce
American, in
be
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
filed with Interstate
be filed
497
..........
Commission
Commion.......................
Steamboat
Inspection Service,
Steamboat Inspection
appropriation
Inspector
appropriation for Supervising Inspector
679,1298
General,
clerks, etc...............
etc
679,
1298
General, clerks,
679.1298
.......
inspectors
679,1298
supervising inspectors
for supervising
of
hulls
for
salaries,
inspectors
of
and
for salaries,
boilers
679, 1298
boilers.....................-for
designated
for assistant inspectors, at designated
679,1299
ports
679, 1299
.............
ports-.....large........ 680,1299
for clerk
680,1299
clerk hire, service at large
for
220,680,1299
for contingent
contingent expenses ......... 220,
680, 1299
for
deficiency appropriation for contingent
contingent
expenses
62;524,
1034. 1040.
,1188, 1192
62,'524,1034.1040,1188,1192
expenses....
Supervising
Serrice, Superv
Steamboat
Inspection Service,
ising
Steamboat Inspection
Inspector
General,
Inspector General,
679,1298
appropriation
etc
679,
1298
appropriation for, clerks, etc...........
Postal Service,
Steamboat Routes, etc., Postal
appropriation for mail transportation
transportation by 579, 1152
appropriation
Steamship
Lines,
Steamship Lines,
provisions for establishing,
establishing, of American
provisions
etc....... 991
vessels for foreign trade, etc
991
etc..........
types of vessels;
vessels; wilinp,
sailings, etc
types
991
for..........
sales of vessels to citizens for
satisoperation etc.,
etc. by Board
Board until satisoperation,
991
factory terms made ..............
mail contracts
contracts authorized
service by.
by
991
authorized for service
preference
preference in sales of vessels for operat991
991
......
ing..,,,.,.
IndianAlottee,
Steele (But),
Allottee,
Jomny, Indian
(Bu), Johnny,
Steele
minor
application on behalf of minor
allotment application
condition......... 1093
child, validated: condition
Steele, John
John M.,
1551
pension
......................
pension........
Steele,
(widow),
Margaret(widom),
Steele, Margaret
....... - ... . 1502
pension .................
Steinert,
(widow),
Freida(widow),
Steinert, Freida
1620
....
..
pension
1620
penon.........
Stenographers to Committees,
House of RepreCommittees, IIovse
Stenographers
sentatives,
sentatives,
appropriation
.......... 637,1257
appropriation for ....
deficiency appropriation
58,
appropriation for extra services.
deficiency
519, 1037,1180
1037,1180
519.
for additional pay ....................
59
E. (widow),
Stephens, Ann E.
1544
pension
increased.......................
pension increased
Stephens,
(widow),
A. (widov),
Jennie A.
Stephens, Jennie
pension
1479
1479
pension...............................
Sterling,
(widow),
L. (widow),
Mary L.
Sterling, Mary
1559
pension
pension .........................
Steubentnik, Ohio,
Steubenvie,
166
appropriation
166
building.........
appropriation for public building

INDEX.
Stevens, Charles
L.
CharlesL.,
pension increased
increased .......................
.
Stevens County, Wash.,
Wash.,
investigation, etc.,
of right
right of,
to tax
on
investigation,
etc., of
of, to
tax on
Indian allotted
allotted lands.............
lands
(son),
Stevens, Vernon
Vernn (son),
pension ...............................
Stevenson, Louise
Louise R.
R. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension .............................
Stevenson, William
William (son),
(son),
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
Stewart, Edward
F.
EdwardF.,
pension increased
increased
....................
Stewart, Fanny
Stewart,
Fanny (widow),
pension...........................
pension
Stewart, Lenora
Lenora (widow),
(widow),
pension..............................
pension
Stewart, Margaret
Margaret (daughter),
(daughter),
pension increased
increased .......................
Stewart, W. C.,
Stewart,
C. '
payment to, for
for services
services .................
Stiwell, Travis H.
Stilwell,
H. (son),
(son),
pension increased
increased....................

Page.
1622
1622

2101
2101

Stone, etc.,
Page.
appropriation for
investigating structural
structural
appropriation
for investigating
materials
materials of
of682,1301
...................
682,1301
Stone, Harriet
Harriet L.
L. (daughter),
(daughter),
Stone,
432
pension
1519
pension................................
432
1519
(see Time Measuring
Stop Watch (see
Measuring Devices).
Devices).
Facilities, Army,
Army,
1571
1571 Storage and Shipping Facilities,
appropriation
docks, tracks,
tracks,
appropriation for
for buildings,
buildings, docks,
etc., for
for inland.................
inland
2, 967
etc.,
121,967
1625
1625
lease of
acquired for,
for3,..1
sale or lease
of real
real property
property acquired
since
April 6,
1917, if
if no
longer
since April
6, 1917,
no longer
1570
1570
needed
129
needed........................
.
129
deposit
proceeds ...................
130
deposit of
of proceeds
130
1603
1603 Storage
Facilittes, Army
Ordnance,
Storage Facilities,
Army Ordnance,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for construction,
construction,
1579
1579
etc ........
510
.................
510
amount
site Ogden,
Ogden, Utah.........
Utah
510
amount for
for site
510
1477
1477
restriction on
on construction
construction work......
work
510
restriction
510
use
for permanent
permanent storage
storage at
at Sparta,
Sparta,
use for
1589
1589
Wis.
prohibited ................
510
Wis., prohibited
510
restriction on
on contrasts
510
restriction
contracts................
510
1532
1532 Stored
Products, Agricultural,
Agricultural,
Stored Products,
appropriation
for investigating
insects afafappropriation for
investigating insects
1502
1502
fecting
256, 715, 1334
fecting
.................... 256,715,1334
Stttt,
Stitt, Mary
Mary E.
E. (widow),
Stores,
etc., Government,
Government,
Stores, etc.,
pension...........................
pension
1516
1516
funds of
or department
department
purchasing,
funds
of bureau
bureau or
purchasing,
Margetret A.
Stobie, -Margaret
A. (widow),
etc.,
another, to
to be
subject to
to
etc., from
from another,
be subject
pension..................................
pension
1493
1493
requisition of
of the
the one
one furnishing
furnishing the
requisition
the
Stock Driveways, Public
Public Lands,
Lands,
same
613
same...........................
.
613
appropriation
classifying, etc.,
etc , lands
lands
appropriation for
for classifying,
available for
for two
two years................
years
available
6133
for ......................
198,
910, 1400 Stout, Stanley
198,910,1400
Stanley S.,
S.,
Stock Raising
.
Raising Homesteads,
pension increased........................
increased16
61
11
pension
1611
appropriation
classifying,
appropriation for
for examining.,
examining, classifying,
Stowell, Elizabeth
(widow),
Stowell,
Elizabeth (widow),
etc., lands suitable
etc.,
suitable for......
for
198,
910, 1400
198,910,1400
pension...........................
1568
pension
1568
noncontiguous lands
noncontiguous
lands for, may
may be
by
be entered
entered by
Stradley,
Stradley, Effie H.
If. (daughter),
persons having pending
pending homestead
homestead
pension
1565
pension...........................
1565
entries..-............... manias_
287 Strain,
Strain, Lewis
alias Lewis
Lewis Monroe,
Monroe,
Lewis M.,
M., alias
improvements
improvements required
287
required.............
287
pension
1534
pension increased
increased.......................
1534
selections
selections of contiguous
contiguous areas first._
--- 287
first -...
287 Strain,
Strain, Teresa
Teresa M.
(widow),
l. (widow),
by homesteaders
patent, etc__
.__
287
homesteaders having
having patent,
etc....
287
pension_
1615
pension...............................
1615
improvements
improvements on additional,
additional, required.
required.
287
287
Strawberry Valley
Valley Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Utah,
Strawberry
Utah,
contiguous areas
first-- -- 287
287
areas to
to be entered
entered first....
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
20,
5, 201,
1404
1
appropriation for
for maintenance,
exchange
exchange of
Frank O.
0.
of location
location of
of entry
entry of
of Frank
915,1404
Kellman,
Kellman authorized
authorized ..............
1094
1094 Strayer,
Hiram (son),
Strayer, Hiram
(son),
Stock Watering Places,
Places,
pension
increased
1564
pension increased........................
1564
appropriation for
for classification,
classification, etc.,
etc. ' lands
lands
appropriation
Stream
Gauging, Indian
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
Stream Gauging,
suitable for
............
for..
198,
910, 1400
198,910,
1400
appropriation for
for cooperative,
cooperative, Indian
Indian SerSerappropriation
for development of,
reser% aof, on Indian
Indian reservavice with
with Geological
Geological Survey..
409, 1226
Survey.. 4,
4,409,1226
tions
dons .......................
4 14,1231
. 414,1231
Street
Division, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Street Cleaning
CleaningDivision,
for development
development of, in
in national
national forests252,
forests..- 252,
appropriation for
for salaries.............
salaries
71,840,1111
appropriation
71,
840, 1111
710,1330
710, 1330 Street
Street Railroads,
Railroads, etc.,
etc.,
Stocking,
Daniel B.
B. W.,
Stocking, Daniel
W.,
provisions for taking
over, etc.,
etc., for
shipprovisions
taking over,
for shippension
pension increased...
increased......................
1596
yard employees,
repealed ..........
988
yard
employees, repealed
988
Stocks, Bonds, etc., Railroad,
Railroad,
Avenues, etc.,
etc., D.
D. C.,
Streets, Avenues,
C.,
issue of, hereafter unlawful
unlawful unless
unless authorauthorappropriation
for assessment
assessment and
and permit
permit
appropriation for
ized.by
ized
by Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce ComComwork; balance
balance reappropriated.
reappropriated. 75,844,1116
75, 844, 1116
mission
mission ............................
494
for street improvements;
designated alalimprovements;
designated
Stocks, etc. (see
Securities).
(see Securities).
lotments .........
lotments
75, 844, 1116
...... . 75,844,1116
Stockton, Me.,
Me.,
for work
work on,
authorized; reon, previously
prevously authorized;
repreliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of harbor
harbor
appropriation
76
appropriation .......................
76
to be made ..................
1010
. 1010
for
by grading
grading Sprin
Spring
for paying
paying damages
damages by
k
Stockyards Industry,
Place
N. W....................
W.
846
Place N.
846
appropriation for
for supervision
business
appropriation
supervision of
of business
for
for grading......................
grading
76,846,1116
76,846,1116
connected with
connected
with ..........
....... 265
for condemnation,
etc
76, 846, 1116
condemnation, etc........
76,846,1116
for diffusing information of, shipments,
shipments,
for
for Thomas W. and Alice
N. Keller.....
Keller__
846
Alice N.
846
prices, etc ......................
265
for
for constructing
suburban roads;
roads; balconstructing suburban
balStockyards,
Stockyards, Public,
Public,
ance reappropriated
reappropriated ....... ........
76
ance
76
regulation of carload
carload shipments of live
regulation
etc., outside
of cities;
from
for opening,
opening, etc.,
outside of
cities; from
stock
stock to
to ........................
4g6
486
District revenues..................
revenues
76
District
76
Stoddard, Florence
Florence Ada (daughter),
Stoddard,
(daughter),
for repairs,
repairs, etc
etc ................... 76,846,1117
76,846, 1117
increased.....................
pension increased.
1592
.
1592
replacing sidewalks
for replacing
sidewalks and curbs
curbs around
around
Stokes, Lemuel,
Lemuel,
reservations,
reservations, etc.............
etc
77,847,1117
77,847,1117
payment to.
to
payment
..............
.......
..
1528
for repairs.
repairs, suburban
suburban -roads
roads
77,i-_847, 1117
--.... 77.847.1117
....
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tl~ies, Army—Continued.
ubmaine
Submarine
Mines,
Page.
ubrmarine Mines,
Army--Uontnuea .
rage.
Pae.
Streets,
D. C-Continued.
C.—Continued.
Page.
etc., D.
Avenues, etc.,
Streets, Avenues,
613
for..
balances
covered
in,
of appropriations
appropriations for
in, of
covered
balances
appropriation
cleaning, resweeping, cleaning,
appropriation for sweeping,
613
Canal........
for
613
structures for, Panama Canal
for structures
moving
and ice,
etc.... 78, 848,1117
ice, etc....
snow and
moving snow
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc ,Panama
Panama Canal.......
Canal
614
for
53
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for suburban
suburban
deficiency
13
.........-for structures
structures for..........
for
1353
for
roads,
construction
..... 38, 590
roads, construction.........
Submarine
Tender,
Navy,
...-'ubmarine Tender, Navy,
............- .. .
for
38
cleaning, etc
for cleaning.
156
limit
cost increased
increased of designated
designated.......
of cost
etc.;;
limit of
condemnation of land for opening, etc
condemnation
566 Submarine
jury
to be
commission
Torpedo Boats,
drawn by jury commission
Submarine Torpedo
be drawn
jury to
appropriation
for, increase of the Navy
Navy. .... 156
(daughter),
Streibtg
Theresa B. (daughter),
Streib'g,,Theresa
appropriation for,
156,833
-.
pension
1595
limit of
increased of designated......
designated
of cost increased
increased .............------limit
pension increased
Strevel
(mother),
E. (mother),
Susan E.
Strevel,tSusan
of Carriers,
Subordinate
Officials of
Carriers,
Officials
Subordinate
113
pension
1613
.........---.-pension..........-...
provisions
between,
provisions for settling disputes between,
469
Strikes, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Strikes,
and employers............-...-.
employers
and
policemen prohibited
prohibited affiliation with orpolicemen
Subsistence,
Army,
Army,
Subsistence,
364
ganizations
advocating,
etc
ganizations advocating, etc........
11, 957
appropriation for supplies, etc..........
etc
113,957
appropriation
conspiring
interfere with duties of the
to interfere
conspiring to
113,957
for transport
transport service
service...............
for
misdea
of
force,
etc.. guilty
a
by, etc.,
force, by,
957
113,
meals,
etc
113,957
etc...................---meals,
for
meanor
364
meaner..........-...--..........--113,957
officers
etc ..............
113 957
officers,
to
sales
364
..---------.
punishment
for...........
punishment for
....-- 113,957
for
etc., for rifle matches
food, etc.,
for food,
etc.,'
Strikes,
Advocating, etc.
Organizatirns Advocating,
Strikes, Organizations
for
payments;
commutation
rations.113, 957
of rations.113,
commutation
payments;
for
demembers
of
District
of
Columbia
fire
demembers of District of Columbia
113, 957
....
........
for special diet rations .
partment
forbidden connection
connection with. 398
partment forbidden
. 114,957
for
advertising
..................
advertising
for
Strobel,
Caroline
(widow),
Strobel z Caroline(widow),
etc....... 114,957
for prizes
prizes for
for cooks, bakers, etc
114 957
for
1562
...
pension increased
increased. ..................
pension
114,957
for preserving,
accounting, etc.......
etc
preserving,
for
Strome„
Mary
A.
(widow),
Strorne, .Mary A. (widow),
Aberdeen Proving
care, etc.,
etc., of crops Aberdeen
pension
1484
pension ...........................
114
....--.Ground ...............
Ground
S'trommer,
Charlotte,
Strommer, Charlotte,
deficiency
appropriation for supplies, etc..
etc
1166
appropriation
deficiency
homestead
patent
authorized
to,
for
former
homestead
patent authorized
(see Provisions,
Provisions, Navy)
Navy (see
Subsistence, Navy
entry by
Andrew W.
Strommer
1090 Subsistence,
W. Strommer....
by Andrew
entry
Subtreasuries,
Subtreasuries,
Strong
t
Robert,
Strong, Robert,
1597
pension
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
pension ...............-...----------1023
transfer
of offices
discontinued
of discontinued...
offices of
transfer of
Stroud,
W.,
Robert, W.,
Stroud, Robert,
1091
land patent
authorized to...........maintenance of, discontinued
discontinued not later
maintenance
patent authorized
land
than July 1,
1921.................. 654
1, 1921
Strout, Lucy
C. (mother),
(mother),
than
Lucy C.
Strout,
16
pension increased
increased..--....-............. 1605
pension
Subtropical
Fruits,
Subtropical Fruits,
(mother),
Strouther,
Rebecca (mother),
appropriation for investigating
investigating insects
Strouther, Rebecca
1-53- appropriation
.
pension increased.
1533
256, 715,1334
affecting ...............
increased.............-..-. .-pension
affecting
Struble
H.,
William H.,
Struble, William
C.,
D.
Suburban
Roads
and
Streets,
D.
Streets,
and
Roads
Suburban
143
enlarged
homestead entry
of, validated
1435
validated...
entry of,
enlarged homestead
appropriation for construction,
construction, etc., preappropriation
Structural Materials,
Materials,
Structural
viously authorized;
authorized; balance
balance reapviously
appropriation for
investigating, of stone,
for investigating,
appropriation
76
propriated
propriated..................etc
682,1301
...........-------- ....----- 682,130
etc..
77,
for repairs; maintenance of motor vehicle
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for testing,
62,
etc...
testing, etc...
deficiency
847,
1117
847,1117
349, 1043, 1188
349,1043,118&
deficiency appropriation
improving
appropriation for improving
deficiency
Strunk,
E.,
Marion E.,
Strunk? Marian
Longfellow Street, Concord Avenue,
Longfellow
153
pension
1539
pension ..........................--....
38
and Kennedy
Kennedy Street ..............
Stuart,
Rutherford,
and Rutherford,
Gordon, and
Lewis, Gordon,
Stuart, Lewis,
for repairs,
etc ...............590,1016
repairs,
for
payment to, from
from Creek funds for legal
payment
2
Suffrage,
services
24
services .....................--Suffrag
propoed
e,
Amendment to
to the
the Constitution,
Constitution,
Amendment
proposed
Student Interpreters
Interpreters (see
(see Interpreters,
DiploInterpreters, DiploStudent
of....
extending
326
extending to women the right of....
matic and Consular Service).
Service).
matic
ratification of, by the
certificate of the ratification
certificate
Sturgill,
Belle (widow),
(widow),
Sturgill, Belle
1823
States
161(
States..........................
pension
1616
pension .............................
Sugar
Equalization Board),
Subhumid
Farming,
(see also Sugar Equalization
Land Farming,
Sugar (see
Subhumid Land
244
appropriation
improving methods
methods of...
of
244,
proclamation
canceling requirement
requirement for
for improving
proclamation canceling
appropriation for
1323
703, 132
licenses
for importing, etc ......... 1807
licenses for
Submarine, etc.,
etc., Base,
Base, Naval,
Naval,
Submarine,
Beet, Sugar).
Sugar Beet
(see Beet,
Beet (see
Sugar
appropriation for
for developing,
developing, Columbia
Columbia
appropriation
Sugar Cane,
Cane,
Sugar
82
River,
Oieg
822
River, Oreg ...................
appropriation
investigating insects
for investigating
appropriation for
82
for.
acceptance of
of site
site from
from Astoria,
Astoria, Oreg.,
Oreg., for
822
acceptance
256,715,1334
affecting
256, 715, 1334
affecting ..............
Army,
Submarine
Submarine Mines, Army,
States,
Sugar
Equalization
Board,
Board, United States,
Equalization
Sugar
appropriation
for
preservation,
etc.,
strucetc.,
preservation,
appropriation for
corporation continued
continued for one year, to
corporation
6
.......tures
for
608
tures for..........--...secure adequate
adequate supply, etc., of
secure
for
preservation,
etc.,
structures
for,
structues
etc.,
for preservation,
386
sugar
price
sugar at aafair price..............
from former
1348
appropriation....-...- 134
former appropriation
from
licensing and requisitioning
requisitioning of sugar, sirups,
grope,
licensing
609,134
for
supplies,
for
submarine
practice..
609,1348
practice..
submanne
for
supplies,
for
and molasses
molasses continued until De134
for maintenance,
etc. of depots......
depots..... -609, 1348
maintenance, etc.,
for
1920.................. 386
cember 31,
31, 1920
for construction,
construction, etc.,
structures for,
etc., structures
for
for domestic
product until June 30, 1920.
1920
386
domestic product
for
61
Philippine Island;
610
Islands..............--Philippine
386
zone
system
abolished.......
of sale, etc., abolished
system of
zone
for
purchase
of,
etc.,
insular
possessions
611
61
ions.
po
insular
etc.,
for purchase of,
rights, liabilities,
liabilities, etc.,
etc., prior hereto, concon-'
rights,
for
structures, HaHapreservation, etc., structures,
for preservation,
386
tinned
tinued........................
135
waiian
and Philippine
1350
Islands.....
Philippine Islands
waiian and
386
prosecutions,
etc., to be enforced.......
enforced
prosecutions, etc.,
for maintenance
maintenance of
peesupplies, insular poeof supplies,
for
dealers
proclamation
canceling licenses of dealers
proclamation canceling
13
sessions .....................
1351
sesions
1807
in
1807
-)U--5---.--..--«----- -------------JL sugar
for
for, etc.,
etc., Panama
Canal
1351
au
......
mrnama
ao.
for supplies
supplies for,

-

INDEX.
Sugar
Plant,
Page.
Sugar Plant,
Page.
appropriation
investigations; seed
seed imappropriation for investigations;
provement,
244, 703, 1323
provement, etc
etc.............. 244,
developing sugar beet seed
developing
seed...........
244
244
production...
_
cane and sorghum sirup production.
244
for utilizing by products ...............
Sugar
Apparatus,
Sugar Testing
Testing Apparatus,
683,1302
appropriation for standardizing, etc...
1302
etc...._ 683,
Sulik,
SulZk, Anthony,
Anthony,
relieved from court martial
martial sentence......
sentence
1526
relieved
Sullivan,
Sullivan, James,
James,
pension ..........................
. 1597
Sullivan,
.D.,
Sullivan, John
John D.,
1479
pension increased
increased .......................
Sullivan,
Sullivan, Mary (widow),
pension
1484
pension..................................
Park, N.
N. Dak.,
Sullys Hill
Hill National
National Park,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of
257, 716,1335
etc
game preserve in, etc....
Sulphur
Sulphur River,
authorized across at Blackmans
bridge authorized
Point, Ark ......................
162
'
162
...............
Ark..
Miller County,
County, Ark
A.,
Sulzer,
Charles A.,
Honorable Charles
Sulzer, Honorable
appropriation for contested
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
election expenses
expenses ---...............
58
58
58
of..................
for pay to widow of
Naval Training
Training
at Naval
Summer
Summer Schools for Boys at
Stations,
Stations,
appropriation
817
conducting.. - 817
appropriation for expenses of conducting.
Summerland,
Calif,
Summerland, Calif.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc., kelp
plant at
714, 1333
at.......................
714
sale of product, etc ................
appraisal, sale, etc.,
etc. authorized.......
authorized
1333
appraisal,
Summers,
Catherine (mother),
Summers, Catherine
pension
........-. 1551
......
...........
pension.
Summers,
Summers, Nancy (widow),
1497
-............
increased
pension increased......
Sumpter,
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Sumpter, Sarah
1495
..................
pension .........
Sumter and
and Richland
Richland Counties,
Counties, S.
S. C.,
Sumter
Gerners
bridge Wateree
Wateree River,
Rrver, at Gernera
may bridge
•
Ferry................
1102
Sun River
River Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Mont.,,
Project, Mont.
Sun
201,
appropriation for maintenance,
of
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation
914, 1403
Sunbury, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation for public building
166
building.........
appropriation
Sundry Ciiil
Civil Expenses Appropriations,
Appropriations,
Sundry
under Department
Department of State, for temporary
employees
163
employees.........................
War
Trade Board duties, etc., transferred
transferred
War Trade
163
.....
...
to .......................
for expenses
938
of.....................
expenses of
under Treasury Department, for rent in
164
District of Columbia ..............
164
Auditor for Post Office Department.....
Department
public
buildings
164,874,1368
public buildings.............. .
167,875,1368
marine hospitals
hospitals
167, 875, 1368
.........
quarantine
1368
167,1368
stations............... 167,
quarantine stations
167,875,1368
maintenance,
etc
167,
875, 1368
maintenance, etc.............
Coast Guard
Guard ...................
171, 879, 1372
171,879,1372
titles of officers
officers changed
879
changed ............
titles
Engraving and
Printing Bureau.
Bureau. 172,880,1373
172, 880, 1373
and Printing
Engraving
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Bureau
172, 881, 1374
172,881,1374
Insurance Bureau.....
War
miscellaneous; enforcing
enforcing laws relating
miscellaneous;
to
--- 173, 881, 1375
to .................---Independent
173, 882, 1375
Treasury........ 173,882,1375
Independent Treasury
public
etc
1375
1375
moneys, etc..............-.
public moneys,
securities, etc...
etc... 173,
882, 1375
173,882,1375
States securities,
United States
suppressing
1375
882,1375
etc. 174, 882,
counterfeiting, etc.
suppressin counterfeiting,
custody of
lands, etc ...............
174
of lands,
custody
customs revenue, etc. 174,883,1376
174, 883, 1376
collecting customs
enforcing National Prohibition
883
Act.....
Prohibition Act
enforcing

AppropriationsCivil Expenses,
Expenses, AppropriationsSundry Civil
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Continued.
Continued.
under
Treasury Department;
Department;
Treasury
Public
Health Service
Service ............. 174,883,1376
174, 883, 1376
quarantine service
175, 884, 1377
service............ 175,884,1377
p
revention of epidemics.......
epidemics
175,
885, 1377
175,885,1377
prevention
field investigations, etc.......
etc
176
, 885, 1377
176,885,1377
176,
etc
quarantine service, etc.....
interstate quarantine
885,
1377
885,1377
176 885,1377
Division of Venereal
Diseases. 176,
Venereal Diseases.
statement of health activities by Destatement
partments .....................
176
176
hospitals for discharged
etc..„ 885
discharged soldiers, ate.
hospitals
Property Custodian, for exunder Alien Property
penses
885, 1378
176,885,1378
penses..................... 176,
Arlington Memorial
Arlington
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater Com176
expenses....
dedication expenses....
mission, for dedication
American
American Printing House
House for theBlind.
the
.885,1378
885,1378
Board of Mediation and Conciliation, for
Board
salaries, etc..........
etc
....... 176,886
salaries,
Service Commission, for retirement
retirement
Civil Service
expenses ........................
886
expenses.
expenses
177,
Commission of Fine Arts, for expenses....
886, 1378
886,1378
National Defense, for expenses.
expenses
177,
Council of National
886
under District of Columbia, for pumping
177
stations employees ................
Columbia Hospital
177, 886, 1378
Women... 177,886,1378
Hospital for Women...
Columbia
Commission,
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission,
Employees'
expenses..
177,
887, 1378
177,887,1378
..........
for expennses
Education,
Federal Board for Vocational Education,
887, 1379
178,887,1379
etc............ 178,
for expenses, etc
Commission, for expenses..
expenses.. 1380
Power Commission,
Federal Power
Federal Trade Commission, for salaries,
178,
887, 1380
178,887,1380
etc ..................
Interdepartmental
Hygiene Board, for exInterdepartmental Hygiene
178,888
penses
..........-...........
under Interstate
Interstate Commerce Commission,
Commission,
for
179, 888, 1380
etc............. 179,888,1380
for salaries, etc
valuation of railroads, etc.......
etc
179, 889, 1381
179,889,1381
valuation
180,889,1381
Lincoln Memorial
Memorial Commission
889, 1381
Commission..... 180,
National Advisory Committee on AeroNational
889, 1381
180,889,1381
expenses........ 180,
for expenses
nautics, for
expenses.... 890,1381
Railroad Labor
Labor Board, for expenses....
Railroad
Rock Creek and Potomac
Potomac Parkway Commission,
etc....
180,
acquiring lands, etc....
mission, for acquiring
890, 1382
expenses. 180,
Shipping Board, for salaries and
and expenses.
891,
1382
891,1382
Emergency
Emergency Shipping Fund expenses,
182
limitationA,
180
180,1891, 1382
limitations, etc ............
authorizations for constructing
constructing ships,
authorizations
reduced
180
reduced........................ 180
181
disposal of property,
property, etc................
etc
disposal
under Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution......
Institution
181,891, 1383
under
National
181, 892, 1383
Museum.............. 181,892,1383
National Museum
National
Park
182, 892, 1384
182,892,1384
National Zoological Park........
Tariff
expenses
182, 893, 1384
182,893,1384
Commission, for expenses...
Tariff Commission,
Pilgrim
Tercentenary Commission,
Commission, for exPilgrim Tercentenary
penses ........................
893
penses
under War
armories and
Department, for armories
War Department,
under
arsenals, etc
893, 1384
182,893,1384
etc................. 182
arsenals,
national cemeteries,
cemeteries, etc
183,
894, 1385
183,894,1385
etc. ......
national
national parks,
etc
185, 897, 1387
185,897,1387
parks, etc..............
national
buildings and
and grounds,
C
186,
897, 1388
186,897,1388
D. C.....
grounds, D.
buildings
Lincoln
Memorial ...........
188,900,1390
188,900,1390
Lincoln Memorial
Arlington
Amphitheater,
Memorial Amphitheater,
Arlington Memorial
188
188
etc .......................--General Grant Memorial
900, 1390
188,900,1390
Memorial ..... 188,
General
Georgetown Bridge (new Aqueduct)..
188,
Aqueduct).. 188.
Georgetown
I ,
910
900, 1391
Monument
Francis Scott Key .......
,1391
Monument to Francis
rivers and harbors, contract work;
work; flood
control
188, 900, 1391
188,900,1391
..............
control
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Sundry Civil
Civil Expenses
Pare.
Appropriations-Con. Paee.
Expenses Appropriations-Con.
Sundry
Sundry
Civil Expenses Appropriations-Con. Page.
Sundry CivilExpensesAppropriations-Con.
under
under legislative, for statement of approunder
War Department;
northern
surveys, northern
Department; surveys,
under War
priations
priations.................. 225, 938, 1426
and
188, 901, 1391
lakes..... 188,901,1391
northwestern lakes
and northwestern
225
Garden....................- 225
Botanic Garden
California
901, 1391
189,901,1391
Commission... 189,
Debris Commission
California Debris
protection
939,1426
rotection of the Capitol ........ 226, 939,1426
New York
York Harbor
189,
901, 1391
189,901,1391
Harbor ...........
New
Senate ......................
939, 1427
Senate
artificial
limbs, etc
189, 901, 1392
189,901,1392
etc............
artificial limbs,
226, 939, 1427
Building......... 226,939,
Senate Office Building
medical, etc.,
etc., history
history of War
War with Germedical,
226
repairs, etc..................
etc..
226
Capitol, repairs,
many
901, 1392
. 901,1392
..-..........
.
many
automobiles for Vice President
President and
automobiles
Volunteer
Soldiers'
Home
189,
901,
1392
189,901,1392
Home.......
Volunteer Soldiers'
226
Speaker .......................
226
Speaker
State
Territorial homes
193, 906, 1396
homes..... 193,906,1396
and Territorial
State and
226,939,1427
........... 226,
House Office Building
Building
939, 1427
back pay,
pay, bounty,
commutation of
and commutation
bounty, and
back
226,939,
Capitol
power
plant
226,
939,
1427
Capitol power plant.............
rations, Civil
War .........
193,
906, 1396
193,906,1396
Civil War
rations,
Joint
Reclassification of
on Reclaesification
Commission on
Joint Commission
arrears of
of pay,
with Spain
193,
Spain...
War with
etc., War
pay, etc.,
arrears
....----..227
Salaries
Salaries................
906, 1396
906,1396
expenses, House of
contested election
election expenses,
contested
transportation
facilities, inland
inland watertransportation facilities,
Representatives
Representatives................. 227
ways
906, 1392
1392
906,
ways.....................
under Government
Government Printing Office,
Office, for salunder
under
buildings.
193,
Department, for buildings.
under Interior Department,
aries,
etc
227,
940, 1428
227,940,1428
aries, etc..................
906,
906,1396
940,1428
public
binding
227, 940,
1428
public printing and binding....
Capitol and
and grounds
193, 907, 1396
193,907,1396
grounds ..........
Capitol
230,943,1431
Superintendent
943, 1431
Documents... 230,
uperintendent of Documents
. 194,
194,907,1397
public lands
lands ................
907, 1397
public
under Panama
Panama Canal, for all expenses....
expenses. ...
230,
under
196
Indian Department
196
Department............. .....
Indian
944, 1431
1431
910
Pension
Office, retirement
retirement expenses
expenses ....
Pension Office,
sums for salaries to be in full; conflicting
Geological
Survey
197, 910, 1399
197,910,1399
Geological Surve............
laws repealed
repealed ..........
232, 945, 1433
. 232,945,1433
laws
Bureau
198,
911, 1400
198,911,
Mines ...........--.
of Mines
Bureau of
etc., to be purchased from stock
supplies, etc.,
Reclamation
Service
200, 913,
1402
913,1402
200,
Reclamation Service...........
no longer needed by other services,
disbarment proceedings.........
proceedings
202,916,1405
202,916,1405
disbarment
232 .
war ................end of war.
to end
due to
Alaska,
railroads, education,
202, 916, 1405
etc. 202,916,1405
education, etc
Alaska, railroads,
files
discontinued agencies
agencies transferred
transferred to
files of discontinued
national
parks ................
204, 917, 1406
204,917,1406
national parks
233
departments, etc ................
departments,
Saint
Elizabeths Hospital ......
205, 919, 1408
205,919,1408
Saint Elizabeths
surplus
surplus Army motor vehicles, etc., may be
Columbia Deaf
Deaf Institution......
Institution
206, 920, 1409
206,920,1409
Columbia
purchased
purchased by branches of Govern206,920,1409
Howard
206,
920, 1409
Universit .............
Howard University
233
ment service
service ..................233
206,920,1409
Freedmens Hospital
920, 1409
Hospital........... 206,
Freedmens
balances
covered in, of appropriations
appropriations for
for
balances covered
under Department
Department of
Justice, for penitenpenitenof Justice,
under
Committee .........
233
Capital Issues Committee
206,921,1410
tiary
buildings
206,
921, 1410
tiary buildings..-.....-..for Committee
Committee on Public Information..
Information
233
for
miscellaneous, conduct
conduct of
of customs
customs cases,
miscellaneous,
233
for Federal
Trade Commission ........
Federal Trade
for
• etc
etc .......
207, 921, 1410
207,921,1410
.........
233
Administration ..............
Food Administration.
for
defense in
in claims,
prosecution of
claims, prosecution
defense
233
for Fuel Administration ..............
233
crimes,
207, 921, 1410
etc.................. 207,921,1410
crimes, etc
233
for
Industries Board ..............
War Industries
for War
etc.;;restricenforcing
antitrust laws, etc
enforcing antitrust
233
for
Trade Board .................
War Trade
for War
208,922,1411
tion
208, 922, 1411
tion .......................
University of
Washington forest experiof Washington
University
suits
affecting withdrawn
withdrawn oil lands....
lands.... 208,
suits affecting
ment station lands
lands ............... .
233
922,1411
to
I. F.
F. McMurray,
referred' to
McMurray, etc., claims referred
J.
conveyances, Five
Civilized Tribes__
208,
Tribes...
Five Civilized
conveyances,
Court of Claims ..................
234
922,
1411
922, 1411
payments made and obligations
obligations incurred
incurred
payments
enforcing
commerce laws,
enforcing interstate commerce
under Act for, 1920, approved
approved from
from
etc
208, 922, 1411
208,922,1411
etc........................
272
July
1919.....................
July 1, 1919
reports, etc.,
etc_. _ 208,922,1411
208, 922, 1411
etc., for courts, etc....
reports,
statement
operating expenses,
location, operating
statement of location,
Pacific
Railroad suits
suits ..........
208, 923, 1411
208,923,1411
Pacific Railroad
etc., of Government
Government owned buildetc.,
under
judicial branch,
branch, for
for law clerks, Suings to be submitted to Congress, 945
under judicial
945
preme Court Justices
209
Justices ............
annually

preme Court

etc......
United
States courts,
courts, salaries,
209,
salaries, etc
United States
923,1413
923,1413
211,
penitentiaries,
maintenance, etc
211
etc.......
penitentiaries, maintenance,
924,1413
C. 212,
National Training
Training School
School for Boys, D.
I). C.
National
926,
926, 1415
1415
under
Department of
of Commerce,
Commerce, for Buunder Department
reau
of Foreign
Domestic ComForeign and Domestic
reau of
213
merce
213
merce.........................
Lighthouses Bureau
926, 1416
213,926,1416
Bureau.......... 213,
Lighthouses
928.1417
Coast and
and Geodetic
1417
Survey...... 214, 928.
Geodetic Survey
Coast
Bureau
Fisheries
217, 930, 1419
217,930,1419
of Fisheries...........
Bureau of
Steamboat
Inspection Service.........
Service
220
Steamboat Inspection
221,934,1423
Bureau
Standards............
221, 934, 1423
of Standards
Bureau of
under
Department of
Labor, for immigraof Labor,
under Department
221,935,1423
...
tion
221,
935, 1423
expenses ..-.....
tion expenses.
222,937,1425
Bureau of
of Naturalization
937, 1425
.---..=2,
Naturaliin
Bureau
222,937,1426
........
Housing Corporation
222,
937, 1426
Corporation ..
Housing
223
operating, etc., Government
projectsGovernment proects..
224
disposal of
of property,
property, etc .------....
disposal
women in
in industry,
- .225,938
investigations....
industry, investigations.
women
Employment
Service .. ..._
.., 225,938,1426
225, 938, 1426
Employment Service.....-...
rent
Agriculture,
under Department
Department of Agriculture
- ., for rent_
225
under

annually.......................

departments alissue of journals, etc., by departments
lowed until June
June 30, 1921.........
1921
945
.. 1433
December 1, 1921 .........--until December
authorization required thereafspecific authorization
946,1433
ter.
946,
1433
ter..........................
amendment to Transportation
Transportation Act, 1920,
amendment
946
loans to carriers, etc ..............
disposal of typewriting
typewriting machines
machines used less
disposal
years forbidden
forbidden......... 947
than three years
for
investigating petroleum resources,
resources, and
for investigating
production in other
other countries.......
countries
1433
production
Sunnyside,
Sunnyside, Utah,
1087
lands
of
lands set aside for water supply reserve of.
cooperative administration
administration of Secretary
cooperative
town....... 1087
of the Interior with the town
1087
deposits
mineral deposits.........
lease, etc., of mineral
enforcement of regulations,
regulations, etc ..........1087
enforcement
Government
Superintendent
Documents, Government
Superintnden of Docmnts,
Printing
PrintingOffice,
appropriation for salaries
943, 1431
230,943,1431
salaries..-...... 230,
appropriation
for preparing
preparing Congressional
Congressional Record
Record Index
1431
...
.................
de
230,943,
943, 1431
1431
expenses .. ... . .-230,
for contingent expenses_

INDEX.
Superintendent
Documents, Government Page.
Superintendent of Documents,
Printing
PrintingOffice-Continued.
Office-Continued.
increased cost
deficiency appropriation for increased
cost
of envelopes,
envelopes, 1919,
1919, office
office of
59
of........
documents
520
distributing documents...
for expenses, distributing
for supplying books to libraries,
1037,1182
etc. 1037,1182
libraries, etc.
for contingent
expenses
1182
contingent expenses...............
Superior
Minn.,
Forest, Minn.,
National Forest,
Superior National
appropriation
of
250,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
709,
1328
709,1328
Supervising
Department,
Treasury Department,
Supervising Architect, Treasury
appropriation
chiefs,
executive officer, chiefs,
appropriation for, executive
etc
647,1268
.......................
for additional
salary............ 168, 876, 1370
additional salary
Supplies,
Army,
Supplies, Army,
appropriation
services, etc., sale of... 105,949
appropriation for services,
pay restriction
restriction ....................
105,949
121,967
facilities for
for. ......
.
121,
967
for inland and port facilities
including motor vehicles, may be
surplus, including
sold to States, individuals, etc.....
etc..
105
may be sold to friendly foreign Governments, etc.
etc ......................
949
Surplus,
Supplies, Army Surplus,
equipment no longer
longer
motor vehicles and equipment
required
transferred to AgriAgrirequired to be transferred
cultural Department
Department for road imcultural
530
provement......................
provement
certificate of use required
required............ 530
certificate
Poet Office
Office Department
Department for mails transto Post
mission
530
mission........................
hospitals,
to Treasury
Treasury Department for hospitals,
etc. for Pub'c
Service
530
Public Health Service.....
etc.,
freight charges,
caws, etc., at expense of department
receiving
property
531
property ........
ment
payment
payment by States for property used on
highways improvements..........
improvements
531
highways
deduction
freight charges therefrom;
deduction of freight
limit
532
...................
limit-.......
road
making equipment, material;
material; etc., to
to
road making
Agricultural Department ...........
530
AgriculturaDepartment
articles, etc., specified...............
specified
530
articles,
Agricultural Detelephone supplies to Agricultural
telephone
partment
.........531
partment for Forest Service
title to vehicles vested in State for road
improvement
531
.....................
improvement
forbidden......
from, to any person forbidden
531
sales from,
authorized
531
lease or rental to agencies authorized....
prohibition on expenditures
expenditures for vehicles,
prohibition
not applicable
applicable to authorized
authorized transtransfers of
531
. . ......................
.
etc., not effected
effected hereby...
hereby
531
sales to States, etc.,
authorized of, to
transfer, free of charge, authorized
Engineers, to be used for
Chief of Engineers,
authorized
civil works
1015
works ...........
authorized civil
Government,
Supplies, etc., Government,
for
departments, etc., under sundry civil
for departments,
appropriation Act to be purchased
purchased in
appropriation
preference from stock of other servpreference
needed, due to end
ices no longer needed,
232
.
of the war .....................
to
purchased, so far as possible, from
be purchased,
to be
stock of other services no longer
needed, due to end of war.........
war
...
67
ascertainment before purchasing elseascertainment
where; prices
68
prices ...................
sales authorized;
authorized; deposit
deposit of
proceeds
68
of proceeds...
sales
Supplies for Government Departments,
Departments,
Suppliesfor
appropriation for testing, etc...........
etc
682,1301
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for testing, etc... 340
deficiency
Supplies, Materials,
etc., Government,
Materials, etc.
Supplies,
to
be purchased
from stock
stock no
longer
no longer
purchased from
to be
needed
services so far as
needed by other services,
perstble, for
for uses
uses by
by District
of
istrict of
possible
Columbia..
103
103
.---..-...-.......
Columbia
office supplies,
supplies, etc.,
with general
general Supetc., with
office
Committee, not affected.......
affected
103
ply Committee,
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2105

Materials, etc.,
etc., Government-Con.
Government-Con. Page.
Supplies, Materials,
to be purchased from stock no longer
needed by other services; restriction
restriction
on
purchases from other sources..
sources
103
on purchases
Military,
Supplies, Military,
former officers
officers engaged
engaged in procuring, for
the United States during the war,
prohibited from presenting
presenting claims
131
therefor .......................
Supplies,
Postal Service,
Supplies, Postal
appropriation for stationery,
etc
581,1154
appropriation
stationery, etc.......
or postal savings
savings system
for
system............. 581,1154
for
postmarking stamps, typewriters,
typewriters,
for postmarking
letter scales, etc...............
etc
581,
1154
581,1154
miscellaneous, city delivery, etc.;
etc.;
for miscellaneous,
post routes, etc., maps .........
581,1154
581,1154
for twine and tying devices .........
shipping.......... 582,1154
for expenses of shipping
canceling machines, labor saving
for canceling
devices, etc ..................
582,1155
for mail bags, locks, etc ............. 582,1155
67,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for shipping.....
shipping
deficiency
347,
349, 525, 1040, 1043, 1193
347,349,525,1040,1043,1193
for
increased cost
etc........ 1031
cost of blanks, etc
for increased
Supplies,
Anry,
and Transportation,
Transportation,Army,
Services, and
Supplies, Services,
deficiency
appropriation
for
deficiency appropriation for .............. 1038,
1041, 1044, 1190
1041,1044,1190
unexpended balances
balances available
available to pay
unexpended
contracts for, suspended
suspended on account
account
contracts
1027
of
.......... 1027
of armistice
armistice ...........
Supplies,
United States
Courts,
States Courts,
Supplies, United
appropriation for
for ................
210,
924, 1413
210,924,1413
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for............
for
1043
deficiency appropriation
Supply
Committee (sComttee
(see
General Supply Comomsee General
Supply Committee
mittee,
Department).
Treasury Department).
mittee, Treasury
Supply
Navy,
Corps, Navy,
Supply Corps,
title
to............ 147
of Pay Corps changed to
title of
Supreme
C,
D. C.,
Supreme Court, D.
appropriation for
salaries; half from Disfor salaries;
appropriation
trict revenues .................
687
District
salaries; sixty per cent from District
for salaries;
revenues ....
1306
...............
revenues
for probation officers,
etc
91, 861, 1132
91,861,1132
officers, etc.........
for
93,863,1134
witnesses
93,
863, 1134
of witnsesses..............
fees of
for fees
jurors
93,
863, 1135
93,863,1135
.................
jurors .
863,1135
for pay
pay of bailiffs,
1135
etc........... 93, 863,
bailiffs, etc
for
expenses....... 93, 863, 1135
miscellaneous expenses
for miscellaneous
additional,
temporary quarwhile in temporary
additional, while
ters
93
.....-.......-..
ters........
229,942,1430
for...-. 229,
942, 1430
for printing and binding for..,..
deficiency appropriation
for printing and
appropriation for
deficiency
binding
59, 1037
...........
binding.............
66,
expenses
miscellaneous expenses...........
for miscellaneous
346, 349, 524, 1019,
1043, 1158, 1187
1019,1043,1158,1187
..... 1158
for bailiffs,
bailiffs, etc............
etc
for
for fees
fees of
of witnesses
1158
witnesses .................for
Alien
claims for
for property
custody of Alien
property in custody
claims
Property
Custodian may be brought
brought
Property Custodian
3.5
in, by
35
person not an enemy ........
by person
in,
clerk's salary,
to correspond
correspond with
with
etc., to
salary _etc.,
clerk's
that of
district courts 1413
of United States district
that
concurrent jurisdiction of, with municiconcurrent
pal
1310
abolished ............-court, abolished
pal court,
duties of,
of, in aiding
C. 300
Rent Commission, D. C
aiding Rent
duties
jurisdiction of,
of, in suits
suite for property
under
property under
jurisdiction
35
Alien
Custodian
Alien Property Custodian........no appeal
appeal allowed
allowed hereafter from municipal
no
1312
court
to ......................--1312
court to
555
powers
general term
term...........-....
of, in general
powers of,
establish rules
rules of
of procedure,
notice, etc.
etc
555
procedure, notice,
establish
556
ecprity
556
equity rules; restriction ...........
appoint
etc........ 556
the court, etc
officers of the
appoint officers
admissions
.........- 556
admissions to the bar, etc ..
hearing
of
causes
in,
not
allowed
556
allowed.......
hearing of causes in,
assign
a special
assign more than one justice to a
556
....------------.-term -..........---
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Supreme
Page.
Court, D.
D. C.-Continued.
C.-Continued.
Supreme Court,
special term;
may be
certified from
from
causes may
be certified
special
term; causes
one justice
another ............
556
556
to another
one
justice to
criminal
cases only
only to
to another
criminal
criminal
another criminal
criminal cases
court ............................
556
556
court
other
may conduct
conduct business
business in
in
other justice
justice may
absence of
justice assigned
thereto._
556
absence
of justice
assigned thereto.
556
service of
of process
in perperprocess on
on nonresidents,
nonresidents, in
service
son to
have effect
effect of,
of, by
publication;
by publication;
to have
son
returns,
556
returns, etc
etc......................
556
lunacy
proceedings
in
equity
court; jury
jury
lunacy proceedings in equity court;
from
petit
jurors
of
556
petit
jurors
of.................
from
jurors;
provisions for
selecting, constituconstitufor selecting,
jurors; .provisions
tion
jury commission,
558
of jury
commission, etc
etc........
tion of
admission to
bar; rules,
rules, etc.
to be
admission
to the
the bar;
etc., to
be
prescribed
by, in
in general
term;
prescribed by,
general term;
oath
561
561
oath required
required.....................
authority to
to suspend,
expel, etc
etc ........
561
authority
suspend, expel,
561
disbarment
convicted of
of offense
disbarment if
if convicted
offense ininvolving
moral turpitude;
volving moral
turpitude; suspensuspension, etc
etc ......................
561
561
sion,
trial
of charges
against members;
members; proprotrial of
charges against
ceedings
in general
term ..........
561
ceedings in
general term
561
probate
estates of
of ininprobate court;
court; administering
administering estates
testates,
persons entitled;
entitled; surviving
surviving
testates, persons
husband
561
added .................
561
husband added
distribution of
intestate estate
to widow
of intestate
estate to
widow
distribution
or surviving
husband
563
563
or
surviving husband..................
testimony
of surviving
surviving party
party to
contract,
to aacontract,
testimony of
etc.
not admitted
admitted as
as evidence
567
567
evidence.....
etc., not
exceptions;
by order
court omitted
567
exceptions; by
order of
of court
omitted...
67
final judgment
judgment or
or decree
decree may
be entered
entered
may be
final
for
admitted part
of action,
action, and
refor admitted
part of
and remainder
in same
suit
569
mainder be
be prosecuted
prosecuted in
same suit
569
cases
brought in
in law
or equity
cases erroneously
erroneously brought
law or
equity
may
be
transferred
to
proper
court
569
569
may be transferred to proper court..
569
amendments to
to be
be made
made in
in pleadings
pleadings...
amendments
prior testimony
testimony accepted
accepted ...............
569
prior
equitable
in actions
at
allowed in
actions at
defenses allowed
equitable defenses
law
569
569
law....
........................
suits
on lost
law may
at law
may be
be
suits on
lost instruments
instruments at
continued on
giving bond
required
continued
on giving
bond required
in
569
in equity
equity........................
569
Supreme Court
Court of the United States,
appropriation
for Chief
and Associate
Associate JusJusChief and
appropriation for
tices
........................... 686,1306
686,1306
tices
for marshal...............................
marshal
686, 1306
686,
1306
for
for law
law clerks
Justices
209,
686, 1306
for
clerks to
to Justices........
209,686,1306
for clerks
clerks to
Justices ................
687,
687, 1306
1306
to Justices
for
for printing
and binding
for
229, 942, 1430
229,942,1430
printing and
binding for.....
for
Reports,
Court Reports,
Supreme Court
appropriation for
for Lawyers'
Edition, Volume
Volume
Lawyers' Edition,
appropriation
63 of...............................
208
208
630of
for
Volume 64
922
922
64........
for Lawyers'
Lawyers' Edition,
Edition, Volume
for
Lawyers' Edition,
Edition, Volume
Volume 65.......
65.
1411
1411
for Lawyers'
for
Volumes 253
253 to
to 256.......
256
208
208
copies of
of Volumes
for copies
for
two sets,
Volumes 240
to 256
208
256........
208
sets, Volumes
240 to
for two
for copies
Volumes 257
257 and
258
1411
1411
and 258.......
for
copies of
of Volumes
for
complete set
set of,
South Carolina,
Carolina
of, for
for South
for complete
western district
district ...................
922
Deprtment,
Treaury Department,
Section, Treasury
Surety Bonds Section,
appropriation for
for chief
chief of
of division,
division, clerics,
clerks,
appropriation
etc
645
etc..........................
64
1266
for
1266
etc.........................
for clerks,
clerks, etc
Surface, Sarah
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
Surface,
pension increased
1424
1484
pensionincreased.................................
SurgeonGeneral,
Surgeon
Genal, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
printing and
and binding
binding
for printing
appropriation
medical bulletins
bulletins under....
941, 1429
228,941,1429
under.... 228,
medical
General, Public
Public Health
Health Service,
Service,
Surgeon General,
appropriation
allowances, etc.....
etc
174,
174,
pay, allowances,
for pay,
propation for
883,
83, 1876
1376
Assistants, at
174
174
limit............
at Large;
Large; limit
Asstants,
for
clerks, etc.......................
659,1278
659,1278
forclerks,etc

Surgeon
General's Office, War Department,
Page.
Department,
Surgeon General's
appropriation
additional employees;
employees;
for additional
appropriation for
pay restriction
1278
1278
restriction ...................
pay
for
Walter Reed
HosReed Hosadditional land,
land, Walter
for additional
pital, D.
D. C.;
C.; for
for final
final location
of
location of
pital,
Museum, Library,
etc ......
122
122
library, School,
School, etc
Museum,
for
Medical Museum
Museum ...........
122,968
122, 968
for Army
Army Medical
for
Library
of.
122,968
122, 968
for Library of .........................
for
preparing medical
medical and
hisand surgical
surgical hisfor preparing
tory
of
War
with
Germany
901,
tory of War with Germany....... 901, 1392
1392
1041
deficiency
for library
library........ 1041
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Surgeons,
Surgeons,
mailing of poisons, etc.,
etc., to licensed,
licensed, from
from
permitted
manufacturers or
or dealers,
dealers, permitted
manufacturers
under prescribed
regulations
621
621
under
prescribed regulations.......
Surgical
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers,
Surgical Appliances
Appliances for DIsabled
appropriation for
for furnishing..
189, 901, 1392
189,901,1392
furnishing .......
appropriation
Survey
Northwestern Lakes,
and Northwestern
Survey of
of Northern
Northern and
appropriation
for
188,
901, 1391
188,901,1391
appropriation for ..............
Surveying and Allotting, Indian
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
(see Lands
in Severalty
Severalty to
to Indians).
Indians).
(see
Lands in
Surveying Public
Public Lands,
Lands,
appropriation
for surveyors
surveyors general,
clerks,
general, clerks,
appropriation for
etc
673,1292
673,1292
etc..........................
for
195, 909, 1398
for expenses
expenses ..................... 195,909,1398
preferences;
townships, etc..
195,
etc.. 195,
occupied townships,
preferences; occupied
909, 1399
909,1399
rants to
to States
and Territories.
Territories. 195, 909,1399
909, 1399
States and
grants
irrigation or dryfarming
farming lands.
lands. 196,909,1399
196, 909, 1399
irrigationordry
reservations, or
or national
national forests.
196, 909, 1399
forests. 196,909,1399
reservations,
compensations;
supervisors of
of sursurcompensations; supervisors
veys
196,
909,1399
veys....................... 196, 909,1399
etc. 196,
909
for
resurveys; mineral
196,909
mineral locations,
locations, etc.
for resurveys;
for
corner monuments....
monuments
196, 909, 1399
196,909,1399
metal corner
for metal
field
employees detailed
detailed to
General
to General
field employees
196, 909,1399
Land Office
Office.............
Land
909, 1399
Oregon
O
Bay
and Coos
Coos Bay
Oregon
--California,
California, and
on Road,
Road, lands
196, 909, 1399
lands......... 196,909,1399
Wagon
for abandoned
abandoned military
reservations...
196
...... . 196
military reservations
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ...............
66,
66,
deficiency
345,
523, 1039, 1186, 1191
345, 523,1039,1186,1191
General,
Surveyors General,
appropriation for,
and office
office exexfor, clerks,
clerks, and
appropriation
penses
673,1292
673,1292
penses ........................
restriction
on clerk
clerk hire..........
hire..
673,
1293
673,1293
restriction on
temporary
details of
etc., from
from
temporary details
of clerks,
clerks, etc.,
one office
office to
to another
673,1293
one
another ............ 673,1293
use for
for office
funds for
for suruse
office work
work of
of funds
surveying
railroad
grant
lands
674,
1293
veying railroad grant lands...... 674,1293
Surveyor's Office, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
71,
840, 1112
71,840,1112
...........
for salaries
salaries
appropriation
for temporary
services, supplies,
supplies, etc....
etc....
71,
for
temporary services,
71,
841,1112
841,1112
permanent highways
for surveys for permanent
highways
system
844,1115
system .....................
844,1115
Surveys and Maps, Military,
Military,
appropriation for
expenses, etc.;
etc.; assistance
assistance
appropriation
for expenses,
of other
other departments,
of
departments, etc
etc........ 124,970
124,970
Susquehanna River,
Susqruehanna
bridge authorized across, Falls,
Falls, Pa.........
Pa
282
282
bndgeauthorizedacross,
Laceyville,
385
Laceyville, Pa
Pa .........................
385
Mocanaqua
to Shickshinny
Shickshinny .............
159
Mocanaqua to
159
Pittston...............................
160
Pittston
160
Salem to Wapwallopen.
Wapwallopen ...............
160
160
time
for bridging,
Harrisburg,
time extended
extended for
bridging, at
at Harriburg,
Pa.............................
1099
1099
Pa
Susquehanna River, North
Branch of,
Susquehanna
North Branch
of,
time extended
for bridging,
bridging, at
Wilkes.
time
extended for
at WilkesBane, Pa
1103
Barre,
Pa.......................
1108
Sutherland,
Sutherland, Martha
Martha J. (widow),
pension .................................
1488
pension
1488
Sutton, Thomas E., alias
aliasBirt Sutton,
pension increased
1550
pension
increased .......................
1550
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Swells,.
(daughter),
Emma (mdaughter),
Swalls, Emma
pennon
pension increased
increased ......................
1509
Swans,
Zeta (daughter),
Swalls, Zetta
(daughter),
pension increased.....................
increased
1509
Swamp Land
and Indemnity,
Land Claims and
appropriation for adjusting
adjusting ........ 194, 908,1397
appropriation
Swank, Emily (widow),
(widow,
pension
1595
...........................
Sweden,
appropriation
appropriation for minister to ........... 740, 1206
importing from, and exporting
exporting to, wheat
wheat
prohibited; exand wheat flour, prohibited;
ceptions
....... 1759
ceptions............
canceled
1773
.......................
canceled.
proclamation
including mechanical
mechanical musiproclamation including
reproductions in copyright privical reproductions
leges to
1787
legesto..........................
Sweeney,
Sweeney, Robert,
1607
pension
penon.................................
Sweet, Margaret
Margaret(widow),
1577
pension
1577
pension.............................
Potato,
Sweet Potato,
producin
investigation
appropriation for investigation
appropriation
from
commercial products from
tion of commercial
the
712, 1331
712,1331
the.......................
Swinford,
(ridow),
Swinford, Alice (widow),
pension
1483
pension.............................
Switzerland,
Switzerland,
appropriation
MO, 1206
to........... 740,1206
appropriation for minister to
importing from,
from, and exporting to, wheat
importing
and wheat
wheat flour, prohibited;
prohibited; exand
ceptions
1759
ceptions .-.........................
1773
canceled
canceled..........................
Swobe, Alzina
S. (widow),
(widouw),
AlzinaS.
1500
pension increased
increased .......................
1500
(widow),
Swords, Rissie (widow),
1503
----.--------pension increased...---increased
Symonds, Eugene M.,
1473
pension
1473
pension.................-.....-....-Syracuse,
N. Y.,
Syracuse, N.
395
terms of court
court at
at.-....-- ..-.........----Syrups (see Sugar Equalization
Equalization Board).
Szydlowski, Adolf
S.,
Adolf S.,
1541
--pension
pension................-...........-T.
7'. K. Maher,"
Maher," Steamer,
" T.
Breitung,"
Gravaraet Breitung,"
name of "Charlotte Gravaraet
changed
to ...................365
changed to
Tables
Constants, etc., International
International ComCornTables of Constants,
mission
mission on,
appropriation for annual
annual contribution
contribution
appropriation
to
745, 1211
to........-.......-.....
Tabulating
Equipment, etc.,
TabulatingEquipment,
appropriation for Auditor for Post Office
appropriation
Department; rentalrestriction...
rental restriction.. .653,1274
Department;
Tacoma,
Tacoma, Wash.,
appropriation for Cushman
Indian School
Cuahman Indian
appropriation
27
at
at................................----Taft,
Taft, Lewis W.,
pension
1453
increased................pension increased
Tague,
Peter F.,
HonorablePeter
Tague, Honorable
contested
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
deficiency
519
election expenses .................
Tahlequah, Okla.,
Tahlequah:
appropriation
Cherokee Orphan Trainapproprnation for Cherokee
ing
427, 1242
23,427,1242
. 23,
at........-...
School at
ing School
and Nev.,
Calif. and
National Forest,
Nev ,
Forest, Calif.
Tahoe National
appropriation
maintenance, etc
etc.,,of.... 250,
appropriation for maintenance,
709, 1328
709,1328
proclamation
diminishing
area
of
1755
proclamation diminishing area of .........
Company
Central
Pacific
Railway
Company
Pacific
Central
---...--- ..---- 1755
selections .-.......
selections
excluded lands
restored to settlement.
settlement. _...
lands restored
excluded

1755

Taholah Indian
Indian Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
Page
Page.
Taholah
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
27,31,
431,1245
at.....................
at
27,
31, 431,
1245
Branch Library,
ParkBranch
Takoma Park
Library, D. C.
C (see Public Library, D. C., Free).
Tamaqua,
Pa.,
Tamaqua, Pa.,
appropriation for public building.........
building
166
appropriation
Tampa Bay, Fla.,
Fla.,.
authorized
1058
aids to navigation in, authorized........
"
Tampa," Coast
Cutter,
"Tampa,"
Coast Guard
Guard Cutter,
payment to heirs of officers
officers of, destroyed
destroyed
payment
1530
Channel
in Bristol Channel..................
Tangier
Light,
Morocco,
Tangier Light, Morocco,
742,1208
appropriation for annual
annual contribution.
contribution. 742,
1208
appropriation
Tangier, Morocco,
Morocco,
Tangier,
appropriation for agent and consul
consul genappropriation
740, 1206
eral at ........................ 740,1206
Tank Corps,
Corps, Army,
appropriation
for
civilian
employees
civilian employees at
appropriation
headquarters and schools
schools.......... 974
headquarters
schools....... 974
for incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of schools
for
1920.
organization of, continued
continued to June 30, 1920
129
organization
Ta, etc., Army,
Tanks,
appropriation for purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture,
appropriation
................
972
etc ............-Tawas River, La.
La.,
Tansas
preliminary examination
examination etc., of, to be
preliminary
1
1011
made011
made.......................
Chang, of China,
China,
Tao Hung
Hung Chang,
may be admitted
admitted to receive
receive instruction at
234
West Point.
Point .......................
West
Tarbox, Mary L. (widow),
pension
increased
pension increased

....................

1495

Target Practice,
etc.,,
Practice,Army Small Arms, etc.
Target
appropriation for ammunition
ammunition for, iargets,
targets,
appropriation
125,971
etc ........................
125,971
etc
125,
971
for marksmen's medals, prizes, etc..
balances covered in, of appropriations
appropriations for
balances
1917-1919
1917-1919 .....................-- . 1353
...........
1918-1919
1353
for 1918-1919...........
.....-...... - 1353
1919-1920 ...........
for 1919-1920
Target Practice,
Army,
Practice, etc., Army,
Target
appropriation
paying claims for damappropriation for paying
ages from...................
from
. 119,965
ages
Wyo.,
Targhee National
Forest, Idaho and Wyo.,
NationalForest,
Targhee
of.... 250,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation for maintenance,
709,1328
1
11
39
28
8
- 7°8 '1198
lands granted to ..................
Commission,
Tariff Commission,
appropriation
expenses.... 182,
appropriation for salaries and expenses....
893,1384
deficiency
appropriation
for
1186
..............
deficiency appropriation
employees
receive $240
$240 additional
additional
employees of, to receive
1309
year
pay for the year.........................
Tariff of
1913,
of,1913,
Tari
pnnting paper
paper duty
573
73
amended ........
rate amended
duty rate
pnrnti
free hat
573
amended...........
provisions amended
hat provisions
free
years........
.
provisiona to expire in two years
573
provisions
Tariffs, International
Publication
InternationalBureau for Publication
Tarifs,
of Customs,
Customs,
of
appropriation
contribution.. 743,1209
appropriation for annual contribution._
W.,
Tarter,
George
George
Tarter,
pension
1473
1473
.......
-----increased...........-----pension increased
Tax Free
Industrial Alcohol),
Alcohol),
also Industrial
FreeAlcohol (see also
Tax
relating to
to..................
320
provisions relating
D. C.,
Taxes, .D.
appropriation
advertising notices
notices of arfor advertising
appropriation for
843, 1114
1114
74,843,
.---- 74,
of.........----rears of
deficiency appropriation
advertising
appropriation for advertising
deficiency
notices of
arrears of
38,
590, 1156
38,590,1156
of.........
of arrears
notices
street
enforcement of passenger,
passenger, levied on street
enforcement
railways
bway Bridge...
Bridge... 1119
Hihway
railways using lii
increase
authorized, if necesincrease in rates of, authorized,
sary
sary to meet District's share of anappropriations. etc.; limit.. 838,1109
nual appropriations
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Tea
Importation Act,
Act, Impure,
Impure,
Page.
Page.
Tea Importation
Taxes,
C.—Continued.
Page.
Taxes, D. C.--Continued.
appropriation
expenses, executing.
713,1332
executing. 713,1332
for expenses,
appropriation for
subdivisions made
real estate, payable on subdivisions
administration,
of, transferred
transferred from
etc., of,
administration, etc.,
• during first half of fiscal year beTreasury to Department
Department of AgriTreasury
admission to record...........
record
1195
fore admission
712
culture
712
culture.........................
general tax for all prior years and first
general
Teachers,
Teachers,
current ..................
1195
1195
half of current
deficiency
registers of,
appropriation for registers
deficiency appropriation
all water, sewer, and special assessBureau of Education
Education............ " 334
ments.
1196
ments........................
I). C.).
C.).
C. (see Public Schools, D.
Teachers, D. C.
subdivisions made during
during last half of fissubdivisions
Education,
Technical Education,
cal
1196
cal year.
year ......................
details of Army officers for, to schools,
current
all general taxes for prior and current
industrial
industrial plants, hospitals, etc....
etc
786
years
assessments_
1196
years and all special assessments...
Teeter,
Teeter, Josephine
Josephine J. (widow),
redistribution of assessments on tracts not
1554
pension.1554
...........................
pension
recorded as subdivided, on request
request
Teheran,
Persia,
Teheran, Persia,
of owner .....................
1196
appropriation for
interpreter to legation
for interpreter
appropriation
on
thereof 1196
on request
request of owner of any parcel thereof
and consulate general at740,1207
....... 740,1207
proportional
each
proportional share chargeable to each
Telegraph
Systems,
Telegraphand Telephone Systems,
parcel
1196
1.......................196
deficiency
appropriation for operating
deficiency appropriation
declared valid on various
various parts of tracts
tracts. 1196
deficit under
under Federal
Federal control
control of....
of...
1021
1021
deficit
each.......... 1196
independent liability of each
authority of President
control, etc.
etc ,
President to control,
authority
board of assistant assessors to reassess all
specified
repealed, to take effect at specified
unpaid taxes .......
1196
..........
157
time .........................
owners; appeal to board of
notice to owners;
telephone
rates
continued
temporarily
157
telephone rates continued temporarily..
equalization
1196
equalization and review .......... 1196
delivery
of
all
property,
etc.,
to
owners
action
1196
delivery of all property, etc., owners.. 157
of assessor ....................
action of
adjustment
of compensation,
compensation, etc.......
etc
158
adjustment of
Taxes, Internal
InternalRevenue,
detailed
operation, etc., to be
expenses collecting, undetailed report of operation,
appropriation for expenses
158
made158
made
....................................
der Revenue Act of 1918 ........ 653,1274
653,1274
Telegraph Connecting
Departments,
Capitol, Departments,
Connecting Capitol,
654,1274 Telegraph
refunding collections..........
collections
for refunding
and
Government Printing
for refunding
refunding illegally
illegally collected
collected taxes 654,1274
654,1274
andGovernment
rinting Office,
Offie,
appropriation
care, etc........
etc ......
187,
899, 1390
187,899,1390
for care,
appropriation for
payment of accrued
accrued claims without
payment
Systems, Army,
Army,
special authorization
654,1274 Telegraph, etc., Systems,
authorization ..........
appropriation
expenses of Signal
Signal Corps,
for enforcingopium,
enforcing opium, etc., special
tax
654,1274
specialtax..
654,1274
for expenses
appropriation for
operating, etc....
etc
107,952
952
................ 107,
deficiency appropriation for refund of coloperating,
deficiency
Telegraph Facilities,
International,
44, Telegraph
Facilites, International,
lections ........................
to
etc., by International
International
considered, etc.,
to be considered,
65,344,347,521,1038,1040,1161,1189
65,
344, 347, 521, 1038, 1040, 1161, 1189
Communication
367
Conference........
Communication Conference
61,63,65,
for refunding illegally collected-..
collected_ .. 61,
63, 65,
Telegraph
Systems,
344, 347, 522, 1038, 1041, 1044, 1161, 1183
Telegraph Systems,
344,347,522,1038,1041,1044,1161,1183
interstate
commerce regulations
regulations applicable
applicable
for refunding illegally collected, 1918
interstate commerce
messages by wire
to transmission
transmission of messages
and prior years ................
1184
or wireless .....................
474
474
income ..............
1044
for collecting
collectingincome
excepted
474
issue of stamps, etc., in advance, for liquors
wholly within one State excepted......
Telegraphic Union,
Bureau of,
manufactured, etc., forTelegraphic
Union, International
International Bureau
illegally manufactured,
appropriation
expenses.... 747,1212
747,1212
bidden. ........................
317
bidden.
appropriation for share of expenses....
International,
double tax imposed if illegally
illegally manufacFacilities, International,
double
Telephone Facilities,
to be considered,
considered, etc., by International
International
penalty
318
tured, etc.: additional penalty....
........ 367
no criminal
on paypayCommunication
Conference
Communication Conference
etc., on
no
criminal immunity,
immunity, etc.,
318
Telephone
ment of ......................
Telephone Systems (see Telegraph and Telephone Systems, etc.).
etc.).
Taxes on Indian
Indian Land
Land Allotments,
Telephone
Telephone Systems, Army,
investigation, etc., of right of Stevens and
appropriation
Corps,
expenses of Signal Corps,
for expenses
appropriation for
Ferry Counties, Wash.,
payment
Wash.. to payment
Ferry
operating, etc...........................
etc
107,952
432
of
of..........................
Temperature,
Temperature, High,
Bernard (son),
Taylor, Harrison
Harrison Bernard
appropriation
investigating suitable
appropriation for investigating
1568
pension increased
increased......................
methods of, measurements,
measurements, etc. 683,1302
Taylor, Louisa (widow),
Tenafa, N. J.,
Tenon,
.T.,
pension
. 1499
pension............................
repair authorized, of roads, damaged by
(widow),
Taylor, Lovina (widow),
troops .........................
976
976
appropriation
. 1568
pension ............................
appropriation for share of expenses; conditions imposed
imposed .................
976
Taylor, Mary E. (widow),
Tennant,
Tennant, Margaret
Margaret M. (widow),
(widow),
pension.
1586
pension................................
pension
pension...............................
. 1491
Taylor, Mary L. (widow),
Tennessee,
1496
pension increased
increased......................
Cherokee
National Forest, Ga., and, set
Cherokee Nationlal
(daughter),
Taylor, Mary M. (daughter),
apart
1798
apart.............................
1798
increased .......
........
1595
pension increased
naka National
Forest, N.
N. C., Va., and,
National Forest,
Unaka
Taylor,
Nacy
n.widaw),
P. (widow),
Taylor, Nancy
set apart
apart......
...............
... 1801
pensionincreased
.......... 1508 Tennessee River,
pension
increased............
Taylor, Nathaniel
R.,
R.,
Nathaniel
bridge authorized across, Decatur,
Decatur, Ala....
Ala
361
361
pension increased
increased
1619
...........
time extended
Chattanooga,
extended for bridging,
bridging, Chattanooga,
Taylor Street NW.,
NW., D.
C.,
D.
Tenn292
Tenn............
.
292
appropriation for paving
C k
paving, Rock Creek
appropriation
Tennessee River, etc., N. C., Tenn., Ala., and
Church Road to New Hampahire
Hampshire
Sy.,
. Ky.
Avenue ......................
76
76
preliminary
examination etc., of, and
preliminary examination,
for paving, east of Fourteenth
Fourteenth Street.—
Street.... 1116
tributaries, to be mde.............
made
1012
1012

INDEX.
Tents,
etc., Army,
ents, etc.,
Army,
Page.
Page.
loan of, authorized
authorized for United
United Confederate
Veterans' encampment, Atlanta, Ga.
Veterans'
Ga
290
Dawson,
Ga
Dawson, Ga.........................
22
Paul
E. Slocumb
State encampencampPaul E.
Slocumb Post,
Post, for
for State
ment at Bloomington,
hid .........
Bloomington, Ind
623
United Confederate Veterans,
Albert
Veterans, Albert
Sidney Johnston
Johnston Camp,
reunion
Camp, for
for reunion
Tex ................
Fort Worth, Tex
1061
restricted to Grand Army of the RepubConfederate Veterans,
Veterans, Spanish
Spanish
lic, Confederate
War
War Veterans, and World
War vetvetWorld War
erans .............................
erans
272
272
Tercentenary
Pilgrims at
Tercentenary of Landing
Landing of
of the
the Pilgrims
at
Provincetown
Plymouth, Mass
Mass.,,
Provincetown and Plymouth,
provisions for observance
provisions
observance of..............
of
598
598
proclamation recommending
recommending December
proclamation
December 21,
21,
1920, be
be observed
observed as
as ...............
1802
1920,
1802
Joint Congressional
Congressional Committee
Committee created
to
Joint
created to
participatin in
in ..........
report on participating
1631
1631
1632, 1635, 1636
time extended for report
report o
of.... 1632,1635,1636
Terminal
Facilities,
Terminal Facilities,
construction of,
interchange of
of traffic
construction
of, for
for interchange
traffic
waterway
with rail and
and inland waterway
transportations, authorized
transportations,
458
authorized.........
458
loans to States for, when other ownerownership
458
ship forbidden
forbidden by
by law ............
458
provisions
provisions for traffic interchange
interchange of, with
Government and other rail and water
Government
water
carriers
1392
carriers.......................
1392
by
use by other
other carriers, may be ordered
ordered by
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission..
Commission
479
479
compensation,
compensation, etc ....................
480
Termination of
Termination
of War with Germany,
Germany, etc.,
construed
construed as of
of date when resolution
resolution relatrelating
becomes effective.
effective ......
1359
ing to, becomes
1359
legislation
during the
legislation only in
in force
force during
the war,
war,
etc.,
1360
etc., treated
treated as ended ..............
1360
District of
Colaws excepted
excepted heiefrom,
herefrom; District
of Co1360
lumbia Rents Act................
Act
1360
Loans Acts
1360
Liberty Bonds
Bonds and
and Loans
Acts ........
1360
Finance Corporation
etc ....
War Finance
Corporation Act,
Act, etc
1360
proclamations issued thereunder.......
thereunder
1360
proclamations
1360
military status
of deserters
deserters from
service
military
status of
from service
unchanged ....
unchanged
.........
.. 1360
prosecution for violations
violations of seliability to prosecution
lective service
1360
lective
service law not terminated..
terminated.. 1360
offense
of making
making false
false statements,
statements, etc.,
etc.,
offense of
during a
a war,
war, interfering
with naduring
interfering with
national
forces, etc.,
etc., modified........
modified
1360
tional forces,
1360
provisions
sale of
of bonds,
provisions relating
relating to
to sale
bonds,
abuse
omitted.......... 1360
of flag, etc.,
etc., omitted
abuse of
no
from prosecutions
for offenses
offenses
prosecutions for
no exemption
exemption from
heretofore
committed,
1360
1360
etc.........
heretofore committed, etc
Terra Cotta,
Terra
Cotta,
appropriation
for
study
of
processes.
etc.,
appropriation for study of proce.ses. etc.,
in
682,
1301
in manufacture
manufacture of
of..............
;82, 1301
Territorial
Delegates,
Territorial Delegates,
appropriation
compensation .......
634, 1255
634,1255
for compensation
appropriation for
for mileage
2,
634, 1255
1255
2,634,
for
mileage ..................
for clerk
clerk hire.
637, 1258
1258
for
hire .....................
637,
payment authorized
authorized to the two persons
persons desdespayment
ignated by,
as their
clerks; rates....
rates....
162
162
their clerks;
by, as
ignated
Disabled Soldiers
Homes for Disabled
Territorial Homes
Territorial
Soldiers and
Sailors,
Sailors,
appropriation for
aid to;
to; rerefor continuing
continuing aid
appropriation
striction ...............
193, 906,
1396
193,
906, 1396
striction.
provisions
provisions for aid to, extended to other
399
war
service, etc.................
etc
war service,
allowance
399
increased .................
allowance increased
Territories,
Territories,
appropriation
for government
government in
674, 1293
1293
in the....
the.... 674,
appropriation for
statements
of naval
from,
naval service
service of
of persons
persons from,
statements of
who served
be
who
served in
in World
World War,
War, to
to be
LIh
.+i
furnished authorities
thereof
815
aun'lUllOlntl
tlicol....
..
u,-.
IlUririlew
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Terry, Adeline F.
F. (widow),
Terry,
Page
pension
pension ...........................
1591
1591
Tes-nos-pos Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project,
Tes-nos-pos
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
3,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of....
3,
408,
1226
408,1226
Testing Machines,
Machines, Watertown Arseral,
Arsenal, Mass
Mass.,,
appropriation
for expenses.
expenses
183
appropriation for
...........
183
Teters, Eliza A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1518
pension
..........................
1518
Teton National
National Forest,
Wyo.,
Forest, Wyo.,
appropriation for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
appropriation
for maintenance, etc., of.... 250,
250,
709, 1328
709,1328
Texas,
appropriation for
for cooperative
cooperative surveys,
appropriation
surveys, etc.,
etc.,
with, for preventing
preventing spread, etc.,
etc., of
pink bollworm of cotton.....
cotton
270.
1346
270. 729,
729,1346
across Red
River, bebebridge authorized
authorized across
Red River,
tween Oklahoma
Oklahoma and ..........
589,
589, 597
597
central
standard time
for PanPancentral standard
time established
established for
handle and Plains section of
of....... 1446
preliminary
preliminary examination of coast of, for
for
harbors, etc.,
etc., in
in vicinity of Aransas
Pass, etc
1012
etc .
...................
1012
Texas and
and Oklahoma, Standard
Standard Time,
correction in
bill relating
to,
correction
in enrollment
enrollment of
of bill
relating to,
ordered .....................
1643
ordered
1643
Judicial District,
District,
Texas Northern
Northern Judicial
appropriation
judge
209
appropriation for additional
additional judge........
209
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
additional
judge,
judge,...........................
51
Texas Quarantine
Stations,
QuarantineStations,
appropriation
875
appropriation for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., of
of.......
875
Textiles,
Textles,
appropriation
for developing
standards of
appropriation for
developing standards
of
quality,
682,1302
quality, etc
etc ..................
682,1302
Thanks
of Congress,
etc.,
Thanks of
Congress, etc.,
tendered
and
tendered to General
General John J.
J. Pershing
Pershing and
American Expeditionary
American
Expeditionary Forces....
Forces....
291
Thanksgiving
Day,
Thanksgiving Day,
proclamation designating
Noproclamation
designating Thursday,
Thursday, November
27, 1919,
1771
vember 27,
1919, as
as................
1771
Thursday, November
25, 1920,
1920, as
1809
Thursday,
November 25,
as......
1809
Judith (uidow),
(widow),
Tharp, Sadie
Sadie Judith
pension
1615
pension ............................
1615
Thatcher, Ella
Ella (widow),
Thatcher,
pension
1477
pension............................
.....
1477
Hague, The).
The Hague (see
(see Hague,
The).
Thibodaux, La.,
Thibodmaux
La.,
appropriation
for public
166
public building
building.........
166
appropriation for
Thibodo, Mary
Mry (widow),
(u1idow),
Thbodo,,
pension
increased
1516
pension increased......................
1516
Third
General,
Assistant Postmaster
PostmasterGeneral,
Third Assistant
appropriation
for,
chief
clerk,
superintendappropriation for, chief clerk, superintendents
675,
1295
ents of divisions, etc ..........
675,1295
for
postal savings
1295
forpostal
savings division
division.......... 675.
675. 1295
for
stamps division...............
division.
675,
675, 1295
for stamps
for finance
675,
for
finance division
division .............
675, 1295
1295
for classification
676, 1295
division ..........
676.
1295
for
classification division.
for registered
registered mails
676, 1295
for
mails division
division........ 676,
1295
for money
division
676, 1295
for
money orders
orders division...........
676,
1295
for
postal service
service, office
office of
581
of.........
581, 1153
1153
for postal
for
stamps, postal
1153
581. 1153
etc......... 581.
postal cards,
cards, etc
for stamps,
for
steamboat, and
way letters..
letters
581.
1154
for ship,
ship, steamboat,
and way
581, 1154
for
indemnity, lost
registered, etc.,
etc., dodofor indemnity,
lost registered,
mestic
1154
mestic mail
mail................... 581.
581. 1154
payment
insured and
and collect
depayment of
of insured
collect on
on delivery
claims by
postmaster
5'81
581
by postmaster........
livery claims
for
indemnity lost
regisfor indemnity
lost international
international regis581.1154
mail ...................
tered mail.
for travel
miscellaneous expenses.
expenses. 581.
581.1154
for
travel and
and miscellaneous
1154
Postal Savings
Savings System,
System. office
DirecPostal
office of
of Director
581. 1154
tor
.....................-----581.
1154
Third Class
Third
Class Mail
Mail Matter,
provisions for
or returning
returning uiunprovisions
for forwarding
forwarding or
Aplivorahleetc
360
deliverable;
required.
etc...
360
U-r
.T
I .VL«. , .pledge
fnldlso . rnnlirped.
i..- ---·--.
- -. -
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Third Class
Post Offices,
Offices,
Class Post
Third
payment of
authorized...........
salaries; authorized
of salaries;
payment
clerks,
etc ..........................
clerks, etc
Third Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1920 (see
Third
Appropriation Act, 1920,
Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Third).
Third).
Third Lighthouse
District,
Lighthouse District,
Third
appropriation
improving, etc.,
etc., stations.
stations.
for improving,
appropriation for
additional authorization
for machine
shop
machine shop
authorization for
additional
Y....
extension,
N. Y
Tompkinsville, N.
extension, Tompkinsville,
riprapping foundation
foundation at
station boat
at station
riprapping
..b-.t
landings .....'............
landings
Thirteenth
NE., D. C.,
Street NE.,
Thirteenth Street
appropriation for
C to
to D
D Streets
Streets...
paving, C
for paving,
appropriation
Thirteenth
Street NW.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
Thirteenth Street
appropriation
for
grading,
Buchanan
to
appropriation for grading, Buchanan to
Shepherd Streets
................
Streets.
Shepherd
Tkirteenth Street
C.,
D. C.,
SE., D.
Street SE.,
Thirteenth
appropriation
for paving,
Potomac Avenue
paving, Potomac
appropriation for
.......
to
L Street
Street.... ........
to L
Thirty-eighth Street
D. C.,
Street SE., D.
Thirty-eighth
Bowen Road
appropriation
for improving,
improving, Bowen
Road
appropriation for
to
Road ..................
Suitland Road
to Suitland
Thomas,
Anna E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Thomas, Anna
ns increased
pension
increased......................pension
Tort,
Army Transport,
"Thomas," Army
disposal
of, authorized
authorized.................
disposal of,
Thomas,
Eddie,
Thomas, Eddie,
pension
increased ...........-.....ension increased
Minas,
Edwin M.,
M.,
Thomas, Edwin
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Thomas,
Henry E.,
E.,
Thomas, Henry
condition..............
patent
to; condition
fee to;
in fee
patent in
Thomas, John
A. (son),
(son),
John A.
Thomas,
pension
..
pension ............

Page.
Page.
1046
1046
1052
1052

.
pension increased
increased ....................-..
pension
Thomas,
E. (widow),
Mary E.
Thomas, Mary
pension ..............................
pension
Thomasville,
C.,
N. C.,
Thomasville, N.
appropriation for
for public
public building.........
building
appropriation
Thompson,
Alice M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Thompson, Alice
ninon increased
increased .....................
pension
Thompson,
Aline,
Thompson, Aline,
deficiency
appropriation for
for services......
services
deficiency appropriation
Thompson, Donald,
Donald,
Thompson,
homestead
by, validated
validated...........
entry by,
homestead entry

1626

George
Thompson,
nsion i
ncreased
George W.
IL (son),
(son),
pension increased ......................
Thompson, John
Albert,
John Albert,
Thompson,
land patent
to.........................
patent to
land
payment
credited
to Reclamation
fund
Reclamation fund..
payment credited to
Thompson,
,
W.,
John W.,
Thompson, John
pension
.............................
pension
Thompson,
Joseph B.,
B., late
in
Representative in
late aaRepresentative
Thompson, Joseph
Congress,
Congress,
widow
deficiency
appropriation for pay to widow
deficiency appropriation
of .....................
...----...
of.
Thompson, Louisana
(widow),
Louisana (widow),
Thompson,
pension
ension ..............................
Thompson, Polly
E. (mother),
(mother),
Polly E.
Thompson,
............
...
pension
increased
pension increased
Thornburg, Sarah
(widow),
A. (widow),
Sarah A.
Thornburg,
pension
pension ..............................---------Thornton,
H. (widow),
Louise H.
Thornton, Louise
pension
pension ..............................
ribbon"
Daisy M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Tbbott, Daisy
..................
pension
.
.......--pension...
Lynch,
Twe
Tice and
and Lynch,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for reimbursing..
reimbursing
deficiency

1513

,t

213
1058
1058
1058
845
1116

75
75
846
1563

,"

(widor),
A. (widow),
Thomas, Louisa A.

Ticonderoga,
Y.,
Tionderoga, N. Y,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Lake
Lake Champlain
Champlain
bridge
from Shoreham.
Shoreham, Vt..
Vt., to
to............
from
......

g

961
1626
1626
1617
1469
1577

1496
166
1576
1576
56
1091
1513

1456
1456
1602
1602

342
1487
1487
1620
1590
1594

186
1586
335
551

Tile,
Page.
Tie,
appropriation
for study
study of
of processes,
processes, etc.,
appropriation for
682,1301
in manufacture
682,
1301
of ..............
manufacture of
in
Oreg.,
Tillanwok County, Oreg.,
Tillamook
River in.
bridge
across Nestucca
in.
533
Nestucca River
authorized across
bridge authorized
Tilton, Helen
I. (daughter),
Helen I.
Tilton,
...........------------- 1574
pension
pension............-Lands,
Timber Depredations,
Public Lands,
Depredations, Public
Tinber
preventing
appropriation
expenses, preventing
for expenses,
appropriation for
194, 908,1397
908, 1397
194,
..... ...
............
deficiency appropriation
523
523
preventing...
for preventing_..
appropriation for
deficiency
allowance
vehicles, etc.,
etc., for
for promotor vehicles,
for motor
allowance for
tection
of, 1920
1920,Z increased
512
increased.........
tection of,
Timber,
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
Timber, Indian
appropriation for
for preserving,
etc
6, 411, 1228
6,411,1228
preserving, etc.....
appropriation
not applicable
applicable to
to Menominee,
Menominee, Wis.
Wis.
not
411, 1229
6,411,1229
.... . 6,
.......................
Timber,
National Forests,
Forests,
Timber, National
appropriation for
for preservative
preservative treatment,
treatment,
appropriation
251,710,1329
testing, etc
etc. ..............
251,
710, 1329
testing,
252,710,1330
for
appraising, etc.,
etc., for
for sale
710, 1330
sale....... 252,
forappraunng,
Timber,
Public Lands,
Lands,
Timber, Public
cutting
manufacturing, etc., purfor manufacturing,
of, for
cutting of,
poses permitted
by corporations
corporations
permitted by
poses
1088
other than
than of
State ............
1088
of the
the State
other
compliance with
with State
State laws
1088
required .... - 1088
laws required...
compliance
1088
not
applicable to
to railroads
railroads .............
not applicable
Timber, Ceynthia
Cynthia (widow),
(widow),
Timberkl,
1581
pension ..............................
pension
Time Measuring
Devices,
MeasuringDevices,
Time
no
to pay
pay
appropriations to
Army appropriations
of Army
part of
no part
on work
officers, etc.,
etc., using,
work of
of an
using, on
officers,
128,975
.
employee ................
128,975
employee
fortifications
appropriations to
to pay
offipay offifortifications appropriations
emcers,
etc., using,
on work of an
using, on
cers, etc.,
613,1352
ployee
ployee.....................
naval
to be used to pay
appropriations to
naval appropriations
officers,
using, on
work oofe an
on work
etc., using,
officers, etc.,
employee
157,834
...................
employee 157,834
Tinker,
E. (daughter),
(daughter),
FannieE.
Tinker, Fannie
........ 1571
........
pension increased.
increased ...
1571
pension
Tradier,
(daughter),
J. (daughter),
M. J.
Rosetta M.
Tisher, Rosetta
1496
..............
increased-......
pension
pension increasedTishomingo, Okla.,
Okla.,
Tshomingo,
monument to
memory of Chickperpetuate memory
to perpetuate
monument
1364
asaw Tribe
to be
at
erected at..........
be erected
Tribe to
asaw
Titman, Mary
C. (widow),
(widow),
Mary C.
Titman,
pension increased
1570
..................
increased......
pension
Titus,
(widow),
F. (widow),
CarrieF.
Titus, Carrie
pension ...............................
1491
1491
pension
Tobacco,
Tobaeco,
appropriation
investigating improved
improved
for investigating
appropriation for
methods
roduction, etc..
etc.. 244,703,1323
244, 703, 1323
production,
of p
methods of
for
investigating insects
affecting
256,
insects affecting........
for investigating
715,1334
715,1334
Tagus, Me.
Me.,
Togus,
appropriation
for expenses,
Volunteer Solexpenses, Volunteer
appropriation for
190,903,1334
diers' Home...............
Home
190, 903, 1334
diers'
Volunteer
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
deficiency
47,334,1167,1185
Soldiers' Home
47,334,
1167, 1185
Soldiers'Home.........
Toiyabe National
National Forest,
Forest, Nev.,
Nev.,
Toiyabe
of...._ 250,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of...
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
709,
1328
709,1328
Tokyo,
Japan,
Tokyo, Japan,
appropriation for
ground rent
for embass3,-..
742,
embassy.. 742,
rent for
forground
appropriation
1208
1208
W.,
Toll,
DeWitt W.,
Toll, DeWitt
1536
pension increased....
increased
...........
pension
Tomah,
Tommah, Wis.,
Wis.,
appropriation
29, 432, 1246
school.... 29,432,1246
Indian school..
for Indian
appropriation for
166
for
building ................
166
public building
for public
64,
school.
deficiency
for Indian
Indian school
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
66, 1039, 1042, 1186
66,1039,1042,1186
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Tombigbee

..
River,

Page.
tmtCngoee lever,
Page.
bridge
authorized across,
bridge authorized
across, near Iron Wood
Wood
Bluff,
Miss
391
Bluff, Miss.......................
391
Tompkinsville,
Y.,
Tomptinsville, N.
N. Y.,
appropriation for
for general
general lighthouse
depot,
appropriation
lighthouse depot,
enlarging
enlarging machine shop
213
shop............
213
enlarging machine
shop; additional
additional amount
enlarging
machine shop;
amount
authorized
1058
authorized .....................
1058
Tonawanda,
N. Y.,
Tonawanda, N.
preliminary
etc., of, Harbor
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
and Creek to be made.............
made
1012
1012
Tbngass National
National Forest,
Forest, Alaska,
Tongass
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of
250,
of.... 250,

I

709,1328

Tongue River Agency,
Agency, Mont.,
Mont.,1328
appropriation for
support, etc.,
appropriation
for support,
etc., of Indians
Indians
at..........................
31,434,1248
at
31, 434, 1248
Tongue
Tongue River
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation
for irrigation
project on.
on.. 3,408,1226
3, 408, 1226
appropriation for
irrigation project
Tonnage
Dues,
Tonnage Dues,
treaty restrictions
discrimirestrictions on imposing discriminating, to be terminated..........
terminated
1007
1007
notice to be given foreign
foreign Governments
Governments.'. 1007
1007
Tonto National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Ara.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of.... 250,
250,
709,1328
Tooley
B. (widow),
Tooley,, Rebecca
Rebecca B.
(widoir),
pension ..............................
1489
pension
1489
Machine,
Tools, Army
Army Machine,
schools, etc.,
etc., authorsale of surplus, to
to trade
trade schools,
authorized;
360
ized; terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions.........
360
Tools,
etc.,
Tools, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
cooperative
deficiency
appropriation for cooperative
standardizing
of, used
used in
341
standardizing of,
in industries
industries..
341
Topographer,
Post Office
Topographer, Post
Offee Department,
Department,
appropriation for ....
676,1295
appropriation
...............
676,1295
Topographic Surveys,
Topographic
Surveys,
appropriation
national forests
appropriaton for;
for; lands
lands in
in national
forests
197,
910, 1400
included .................
197,910,1400
also Submarines,
Submarines, Navy),
Torpedo Boats
Boats (see
(se also
Navy),
appropriation
for, increase
increase of
of the
.. 156,833
appropriation for,
the Navy
Navy..
156,833
Torpedo Defense,
Defense, Army,
Torpedo
Army,
appropriation
for preservation,
preservation, etc.,
etc., of
of
appropriation for
structures for
for......................... 608,1348
for preservation,
preservation, etc.,
of structures
for
etc., of
structures for,
for,
Hawaiian
610,1350
Hawaiian and
and Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands 610,1350
for preservation,
preservation, etc.,
etc., of
of structures
structures for,
Panama Canal
Canal ....................
1351
Panama
1351
Torpedo
Station, Newport,
R. I.,
Torpedo Station,
Newport, R.
I.,
appropriation for
labor and
material.
142
142
appropriation
for labor
and material.......
for
buildings, etc
etc ....................
142
for buildings,
142
for
machinery, etc
etc....................
142
for machinery,
142
deficiency appropriation
for...
1041
deficiency
appropriation for
.............
1041
Torpedoes,
Torpedoes, etc.,
etc., Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for
for purchase,
142
142
etc ..........
purchase, etc
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
1039,1041
deficiency
appropriation for
for.......... 1039,1041
Townsend,
(widow),
Toarsend, Amanda
Amanda L.
L. (widow),
pension increased
1593
pension
increased .........................
1593
Towneites,
Townsites,
lands within
within reclamation
projects, granted
granted
lands
reclamation projects,
districts ..................
326
to school districts
326
Toxins, Animal,
Toxins,
Animal,
appropriation for
for enforcing
law regulating
regulating
enforcing law
appropriation
sale, etc.,
etc., of
240, 700,
240,
700, 1320
1320
of................
sale,
Toxins,
etc.,
Toxins, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for regulating
regulating propagation
propagation
and sale,
etc., of
176, 885,1377
885, 1377
of...........
176,
and
sale, etc.,
deficiency
regulating
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for regulating
sale,
508
of ......................
etc., of
sale, etc.,
Trachoma,
Trachoma,
appropriation for
etc., among
appropriation
for prevention,
prevention, etc.,
among
Indians ....................
4, 410,1327
410, 1327
Indians
4,
for
prevention
of
epidemic
175, 885,
1377
for prevention of epidemic...... 175,
885,1377
deficiency appropriation
of
deficiency
appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of
;,1o
wU
epidemic
508
Vyvuv.-....
.......
................

Tractors, Army,
Army,
Tractors,
Page
Pagedelivery of 1,250,
1,250, to Secretary
Secretary of
of AgriculAgriculture for distributing to State highhighways departments,
departments, for
for road
conroad construction .......................
struction
1349
1349
loan to States for highways construction
authorized of
1155
authorized
of................... .
1155
surplus, may be loaned to States
States for use in
in
highway construction;
construction; conditions...
conditions
584
highway
584
Trade Commission,
Trade
Federal,
Commission, Federal,.
appropriation
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses....
expenses
178,
178,
88
887, 1380
Registration Bureau,
Bu reau , I
nt
erna Trade Mark
Mark Registration
Interna7, 1380
ticmal,
tional,
appropriation
appropriation for
for quota for,
for, Habana,
Habana,
Cuba.......................
Cuba
750,
750, 1216
1216
register to be kept by Commissioner
Commissioner of
Patents,
Patents, of marks
marks communicated
communicated by
533
Trade Marks, etc.,
Trade
etc.,
register to be kept of all marks, etc.,
register
etc., communicated
municated to Commissioner of Patents, by Pan American bureaus.....
bureaus
533
533
details to
533
details
to be
be entered
entered on
on..............
533
other marks
marks not
not registerable
registerable under
under
Trade Mark
Mark Act....................
Act
533
conditions; fees
534
conditions;
fees .........
.......... .
534
refused
if
identical
with
entry on,
on, refused if identical with
mark owned and used by another
another
on
similar goods,
goods, etc
534
on similar
etc..............
534
party injured
apply
for
cancellaparty
injured by,
by, may
may apply for cancellation
entry ......................
534
tion of
of entry
534
proceedings; appeals....
appeals
534
proceedings;
...............
534
falsely indicating origin
marked goods
goods
origin of
of marked
in interstate
foreign commerce,
in
interstate and
and foreign
commerce,
unlawful..........................
unlawful
534
534
liability for damages, etc., to person
person
injured ..........................
534
534
liability for
etc., marks
for counterfeiting, etc.,
marks
registered hereby, and using in
in
trade
534
trade............................
534
treble damages,
damages, etc.,
etc., allowed...........
allowed
534
534
compliance with
where
with law
law of country
country where
*• originally registered
required
534
registered required.......
534
on failure
failure
no recovery
recovery for infringement
infringement on
notified
535
unless defendant
defendant duly
duly notified......
535
general trade mark provisions
applicable
provisions applicable
to marks registered
registered ................
535
535
certified copies of records,
etc., relating
relating to
records, etc.,
marks on register acceptable
acceptable as
as evievidence
535
dence ............................
536
fees
required for
copies of
papers, etc
535
fees required
for copies
of papers,
etc.....
535
appeals to
to Conmissioner
Commissioner of
appeals
of Patents
Patents....... 535
535
extension
general law,
registered
extension under
under general
law, of
of registered
marks
articles made
made
marks, to
to additional
additional articles
and
sed by
by same
same person
person one
one year;
and u
used
year;
restriction
535
restriction.......................
535
Trading with
Enemy,
Trading
uwith the
the Enemy,
appropriation
for expenses,
of Alien
Alien
appropriation for
expenses, office
office of
885, 1378
Property Custodian
Custodian......... 176,
176, 885,1378
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
Property
.
deficiency
for Alien Property
Custodian .
35
Custodian
......... ..............
35
authority
patents
authority of
of United
United States
States over
over patents.
enemies, not
not affected
affected
etc., of alien
alien enemies,
by
Act relating
relating to
to priority,
1315
by Act
priority, etc
etc..... 1315
deportation
of undersirable
deportation of
undersirabe aliens
aliens convicted
convicted
of
etc., and
of violating
violating Act
Act regulating,
regulating, etc.,
and
amendments .....................
594
amendments
594
readmission
prohibited
594
readmission prohibited ................
594
property held
held by
by the
custodian, etc.,
etc., may
may
property
the custodian,
be claimed
claimed by
by other
35,977
be
other than
than enemy..
enemy.. 35,977
seized property
977
seized
property added
added -.........
.....
977
be filed
35,
977
notice to
to be
filed ...................
35, 977
payment, etc.,
may be
be ordered
ordered by
by the
the
payment,
etc., may
President
35,977
President......................
35, 977
r~Mhta aoaint
ctlaimantt
lprotrCt :
rights
protected
L'6"LU ·against
aUYYY claimants
IYYIU·IU
Il·V1
U--_-

5 9q78
35,
Y11 978
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Page.
Trading
the Enemy-Continued.
Enemy—Continued.
Page
with the
Trading with
property held by the custodian,
custodian, etc.;
property
war
the
for,
after
after
equity suit allowed
3,
if payment
payment not ordered, etc........
etc
35, 978
D. C.,
jurisdiction
of
supreme
court,
supreme
jurisdiction
and district
35,978
...............
district courts .
and
determination
978
determination of court ............
retention
property until final judgretention of property
ment
ment ............................ 35,978
if
owner an enemy
enemy solely by residing in
if owner
territory
occupied by enemy forces,
territory occupied
36
allowed
36
be allowed...........
delivery may be
receipt
acquittance of cusreceipt to be aa full acquittance
36
36
todian, etc ......................
36
barred.....
rights of other persons not barred
36
delivery
of money,
money, etc., without applicadelivery of
tion, to nationals of other than Ger978,1147
978, 1147
many, etc .................
official of Germany,
Germany, etc.,
in United
etc., in
official
978
severed.......
States when relations severed
to woman
woman of neutral or allied nation,
German, etc.,
etc., prior to
married to German,
April
978,1147
April 6, 1917 .................
required from German,
if property not required
1917. 1147
etc., subsequent
subsequent to January 1, 1917.
to
citizenship,
to woman of American citizenship,
married to German,
German, etc.,
etc., prior to
married
978,1147
April 6, 1917 ...............
if property not acquired
acquired from German,
1917. 1147
etc., subsequent
subsequent to January
January 1,
1, 1917
979
interned enemy alien..................
alien
interned
partnerships
corporations, etc.,
etc., entirely
partnerships, corporations,
owned by other than
than Germans, etc..
etc
979
Governments
Turkey
979
of Bulgaria
Bulgaria or Turkey....
Governments of
Governments of
etc., of diploof Germany,
Germany, etc.
Governments
property........ 979
matic and consular properly
status
persons of free cities, etc., formerly
formerly
status of persons
part of Germany, etc., but now
released by treaties, etc...........
etc
979
remaining part thereof
thereof.................
979
remaining
acquittance of all claims
receipt aa full acquittance
under
979
under............................
..•980
........
legal rights not barred ..
legal
applications
applications for return of property under
980
provisions hereof
............
hereof.....
by legal representatives
representatives of deceased
deceased per980
sons .........................
980
conditions imposed...................
imposed
claims of citizens or subjects of Allied naclaims
reciprocal
tions not allowed unless reciprocal
citizens
rights accorded American citizens
980
by such nations .................
980
ownership prior to October 6, 1917,
1917, reownership
quired
980
980
......................
quired
no other lien enforceable
enforceable ................ 36,980
provisions not applicable
applicable to payments on
provisions
36,980
account of patents, etc .........
provisions relating to, not affected by resoprovisions
declaring date of termination
lution declaring
Germany, etc ..........
1360
of War with Germany,
Train
and Appliances,
Appliances,
Train Control
Control Systems
Systems and
179,
appropriation for invetigating
investigating and testing.
appropriation
889,1380
Training
Camps, Military,
Militant,
Training Camps,
appropriation for ordnance
ordnance supplies for
appropriation
civilian
128
civilian ......................
maintenance
instruction of warrant
maintenance of, for instruction
officers,
civilians.
779
officers, enlisted men, and civilians.
be
of the
the Army
Army to be
arms,
etc., of
equipment, etc.,
arms, epiipment,
779
used............................
uniforms, subsistence, and transportauniforms,
persons attendtion, to be furnished persons
779
ing .......---...---...
779
...ing.
approArmy ammoexpenditures authorized
from Army
authorized from
expenditures
etc....
for maintenance,
pristions for
maintenance, etc
779
priations

Training
Page.
Military-Contnued.
Camps, Military—Continued.
Training Camps,
sales of
ordnance propand ordnance
of quartermaster
quartermaster and
sales
persons attending
attending .......... 779
erty to persons
779
receipts available
available ....................
course
established, etc 779
of instruction to be established,
course of
780
employment
Regular Army personnel..
personnel
780
employment of Regular
Training Stations,
Stations, Naval (see also Naval
Training
Training Stations),
Training
acceptance
donated lands San Diego,
of donated
acceptance of
145
condition..
establishing: condition
Calif., for establishing;
plans, cost, etc.,
etc., to
submitted
145
145
to be submitted......
plans,
maintenance
expenses, allowed from appromaintenance expenses,
priations
145
docks.....
priations for yards and docks
Tramroads, etc.
etc.,,
Tramroads,
easements adjoining rights of way of, peretc.... 1194
mitted
operating works, etc
nitted for operating
Service,
ConsularService,
Transit Pay,
Diplomaticand Consular
Pay, Diplomatic
Transit
appropriation
for ..................... 740,1206
appropriation for
1042
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............
deficiency
Transmission of
of Intelligence,
Intelligence,
Transmission
interstate
applicable
commerce regulations applicable
interstate commerce
to,
474
wireless............
wire or wireless
to, by wire
474
within one State excepted......
excepted
wholly within
penalties for violations of interstate compenalties
merce
laws made applicable
applicable to....
to
484
merce laws
Transportation Act, 1920,
Transportation
appropriation
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carriers, etc...................
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Board....
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etc...................
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Act .......................
merce Act"
"Commerce Court Act"
457
Act" ..............
"Commerce
"Federal Control Act"
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457
"Federal
control"...................
"Federal control"
457
"Federal
"Commission".....................
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457
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March 1,1920
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operation
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457
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457
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water transportation
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457
terminals, etc ......................
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457
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up Federal
for
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457
war emergencies
for war
Government
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transferred to Secretary
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458
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prior contracts,
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458
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transfer of money for, to Secretary of
transfer
................ 458
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War
other operation,
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fun
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for
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for.
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use of operation
carriers
moneys received
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additional appropriation
appropriation .............
compensation to carriers
payment of just compensation
having no contract therefor
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of part necessary
necessary to meet corporate
charges, etc...................
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etc
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further
discretionary amount ........
further discretionary
amount not
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not prevented by.
by .....................
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return
excess, if any
any...................
reimbursement
reimbursement of carriers for deficits during Federal control ................
carriers affected
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carriers
designated
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computation
ascertainment
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period
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period
certificate of awards for amount payable
certificate
payable.
appropriation
for
appropriation for..................
inspection of records, etc., of carriers for
inspection
period of Federal control, authorized
ized..
...-...........
facilities to be accorded
accorded agents for
for......
information, etc.,
etc., at expense of carriers
carriers.
information,
penalty
etc ............
penalty for refusal,
refusal, etc.
causes of action arising out of Federal control may be brought against agent
agent
appointed
the President
President.......
appointed by the
jurisdiction for...
time and jurisdiction
for.. ..........
service of process, on carrier .......
on designated
desi gnated agents
agents................
President to designate
designate officers
agent of President
therefor
therefor .....
.... .........
reparation for violations of interclaims for reparation
state commerce laws to be filed with
Commission .................
....
for..
President to be named for
agent of the President
jurisdiction of Commission..........
Commission
jurisdiction
continued until final judgment
pending, continued
judgment.
period of Federal
period
Federal control not to run
thereto
against actions prior thereto.....
property exemption
property
exemption while under Federal
control
control.....................
refunding of indebtedness
indebtedness of carriers to
refunding
United States
.........
United
States.-........
ascertainment
incurred
ascertainment of indebtedness incurred
for
additions, etc.................
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otherwise incurred
incurred.................
of
carriers ...........
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set-offs allowed;
limitation.........
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security to be given
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allowed.
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be given for other indebtedDOSS
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bonds acquired
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trust
agreements,
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under
contract for just compensation
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if no contract
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..
compensation, etc
etc....
determination ifestimate
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been made
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......................
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................
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for
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to American
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470
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Company; exclusion
exclusion of
privileges
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Company;
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restricted to cause
removal restricted
pay;
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from
operating expenses
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in which
Board
and decide
decide matters
matters in
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to hear
Board to
467
basis of
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payments of guaranty...........
of payments
basis
agree..
to agree
Adjustment
Boards failed
470
failed to
Adjustment Boards
if no
deficit, income
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if
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of grievances,
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467
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471
mutual conferences
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be certified
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467
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471
tual conferences...............
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for
467
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directed; appropriation
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suspend
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to meet
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467
mutual
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final
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471
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"
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........ 485
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refusing, etc ............
penalty for refusing,
476
rules, and regulations
regulations for,
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for
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Commission.......................
rates, fares, etc.,
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established by Commission
authorized
Commission authorized
on complaint,
complaint, etc.................
etc
476
476
in emergencies
emergencies Commission
Commission may temporarily suspend
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rarily
476
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service without regard to ownerdirect
ship;
476
ship; compensation
compensation ..............
476
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require
etc.....
477
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477
preference
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defense, etc .......................
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carrier unable to
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agreement as to terms, etc ...........
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execution of directions
execution
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agencies therefor.............................
for..
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compliance
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required;
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477
ness
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extensions of railroads restricted...
restricted...
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necessity for, to be obcertificate
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tained
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abandonment of road.............
road
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proceedings
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authorities; publicapublication .............................
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service............................
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noncompliance ...........
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tracks,
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street
railways, etc................
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lawful
.........................
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etc ....................
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Auditor for
for
etc
648, 1269
1269
...... 648,
etc.................
for
Auditor for
for Navy
Navy Department,
Department, clerks,
for Auditor
etc ....................-648,1269
1269
648,
etc
for Auditor
Auditor for Interior Department,
Department,
for
clerks, etc
648,1269
648,1269
etc ..................
clerks,
for
Departments,
State, etc., Departments,
for State,
Auditor for
for Auditor
clerks, etc
648, 1269
. 648,1269
etc ..............
clerks,
for Auditor for Poet
Post Office Department,
aesietant and chief
etc..
648,
chief clerk, clerks, etc..
assistantand
1269
1269
Savings System acsalaries, Postal Savings
for salaries,
counts
648, 1.269
648,1269
..------counts ..........-..
Treasurer, assistant, deputy, cashier,
for Treasurer
tellers, clerks, etc.............
etc _
648,1269
for
. 649,1270
System...
for force for Postal Savings System
for Register,
Register, assistant,
assistant, clerks,
clerks, etc....
etc
649,1270
for
for
Currency, depuComptroller of the Currency,
for Comptroller
ties,
etc................ 649,1270
clerks, etc.
ties, clerks,
for Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Iuternal
Revenue,
Internal Revenue,
for
assistants
deputles, clerks,
650,1271
clerks, etc. 650,1271
to, deputies,
assistants to,
division,
for
Coast
Guard
office,
chiefs
of
for Coast Guard
clerks, etc...........--......---etc
650,
1271
650,1271
clerks,
for Director,
Engraving and
of Engraving
Bureau of
Director, Bureau
for
Printing,
clerks, etc
650,1271
etc.. 650,1271
Printing, assistant, clerks,
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appropriation for Chief, Secret Service
appropriation
651, 1271
Division, clerks, etc ............
651,1271
for Director
Director of the Mint, clerks, etc..
etc
651,
1272
651,1272
for Surgeon General of Public Health
651,
1272
Service, office personnel ........
651,1272
for contingent
contingent expenses ............. 651,1272
for stationery .....................
651, 1272
for freight, etc .................... 652,
1272
652,1272
for rent, etc.; restriction
1272
652,1272
restriction.......... 652,
for motor vehicles, etc.; transfer of Army
..................
62,1273
trucks .........
662,1273
for files
652,1273
files.
......................
for heating,
heating' lighting, etc., supplies..
supplies
652,1273
for miscellaneous supplies..........
su plies
652,
1273
652,1273
652,1273
for labor saving machines,
maóhinee, etc......
etc
652,
1273
etc........... 652,1273
for carpets, furniture, etc
for automatic
alarm
653
automatic fire alarm.............
Arlington Buildfor operating expenses, Arlington
ing .........................
653,1273
Department Annex, Madison
Place 653,1273
Madison Place.
Department
Annex, Fourteenth and B Streets,
NW
653,1273
.............
NW..........
Building................. 653,1279
Darby Building
con R 1 : •
nt expenses,
expenses, Auditor for
for contingent
Post
•fi ce Department.........
Department
653,1273
Post Office
deputies,
for internal revenue
revenue collectors,
collectors, deputies,
653,1274
agents, etc.; rent, etc ...........
for
assessing, collecting,
collecting, etc., taxes,
for assesing,
653,1274
Revenue Act, 1918 ............
653, 1274
Revenue
for refunding
refunding internal revenue collections
654,1274
tions ......................
for refunding
illegally collected taxes.
taxes 654,1274
refundingillegally
for expenses
ProhibiNational Prohibienforcing National
expenses enforcing
for
Narcotics Act ..........
654,1274
tion and Narcotics
discontinuance of subtreasuries from
discontinuance
July 1,
1, 1921
654
54
.. 6..
1921 .................
July
655
treasurers' offices..
offices
for salaries, assistant treasurers'
656,1275
offices ...........
for mints and assay offices
for sundry civil
164, 874, 1368
under.. 164,874.1368
civil expenses under..
forsundry
for
164
condition ...............
etc.; condition
rent; etc.;
for rent;
164
for Auditor
Department..
Post Office Department
Auditor for Post
for
for
public
buildings
164.
874.
1368
136S
for public buildings ............
for remodeling
new
story and for new
remodeling fourth story
for
874
roof
roof .....................-.....marine
hospitals
167,
875, 136g
875.1368
marine hospitals ..............
136i
quarantine
stations ...........
167, 875, 1368
167,875.
quarantine stations
1 N,
for repairs
repairs to department
buildings, etc..
etc.,
16N,,
department buildings,
for
1:ti!
875. 1369
for mechanical
equipment for
for departmechanical equipment
for
ment
168, 876, 1369
buildings............. 18,
ment buildings
for Coast
879, 1372
1372
. 171,
171,879,
Guard .............
Coast Guard
for
titles of
officers changed.
879
changed.
of commissioned
commissioned ollicers
titles
for Engraving
Engraving and
Bureau
172,
Printing Bureau.....
and Printing
for
880, 1373
1373
for War
Risk Insurance
172. 881, 1374
Bureau.. 172.881,1374
Insurance Bureau..
War Risk
for
for miscellaneous
173, 881, 1374
miscellaneous ............... 173,881,
for
enforcement of,
173, 881, 1374
of, laws .......... 173,881,1374
enforcement
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses Independent
Independent
Treasury ............-....
173,882
.
Treasury
for recoinage,
gold, and
minor coins....
coins
173,
173,
and minor
recoinage, gold,
for
882,1375
882,1375
for money
money laundry
13, 882
machines ....... 173,
laundry machines
for
for
paper, securities, national
distinctive paper,
for distinctive
currency,
etc
173,
882,
1375
173,882,1375
currency, etc...........--for
impressing counterfeiting,
174. 882, 1375
1375
etc. 174.882,
counterfeiting, etc
for supreasing
President....
protecting person of the
President.... 174,
174,
protecting
882,
1375
882,1375
payment for details under
under Secret Servpayment
ice
Division forbidden:
forbidden: except to
ice Division
Department
Department of State ........ 174, 883,1375
883,1376
- 174, 883,
for
1376
etc......
for custody of lands, etc.
174,883,1376
revenue... 174,
for
883, 1376
collecting customs revenue
for collecting
for
automatic
scales,
customs_
174,
883,
1376
for automatic scales, customs.... 174,
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deficiency
appropriation for relief of condeficiency appropriation
appropriation
for compensation in lieu of
appropriation for
507,592
under.
tractors for public buildings under.
tractorsforpublicbuildings
moieties
174,
883, 1376
174,883,
moieties.................
508, 1183
for
prevention of epidemics.........
epidemics
for prevention
Prohibition Act
Act
enforcing Prohibition
expenses, enforcing
for expenses,
for
hospitals
for war
war risk insurance pafor hospitals for
internal revenue officials
883
officials........
by internal
tients, etc
508
etc.....................
tients,
174,883,1376
Service
174,
883, 1376
for Public Health Service......
for printing
for
520,593
binding for..........
printing and binding
for
Large
Assistant Surgeons General
General at Large
Assistant
for
522, 1024, 1184
offices...... 522,1024,1184
assay offices
and assay
mints and
for mints
174
authorized
authorized.......................
591
Cob., mint ...............
for Denver, Colo.,
for expenses, War Risk Insurance
Insurance papa591
....
John M. Lea ..............
for
175,884
tients, etc
etc...
.................
tients,
Assistant Treasurer, New
for office of Assistant
175, 884, 1377
service.......... 175,884,1377
for quarantine service
York,
Y
1023
York, N. Y.........................
for
prevention of epidemics.....
epidemics
175, 885, 1377
175,885,1377
for prevention
for Life
1041.1184
Saving Service .........
Life Saving
for
for
field
investigations
of
health
matters.
176,
for field
etc.... 1160
distinctive paper, securities,
securities, etc....
for distinctivepaper,
885, 1377
885,1377
1160
Company
American Express Company........
for American
for
interstate
quarantine
service
176,
885,
1377
176,885,1377
service.
for interstate quarantine
1161
II. Brown ...............
for Walston
Walston H.
for
study
of
sanitation
176,
885,
1377
176,885,1377
.....
rural
for study of
Philadelphia and Reading Coal and
for Philadelphia
176,885
for
pellagra. ..............
for study of pellagra_
Company................. 1161
Iron Company
176,885,1377
forregulating
etc.
176,
885,
1377
of
viruses,
sale
regulating
for
Post.......... 1161
for estate of Henry
Henrv A. V. Post
for Division
Division of
885, 1378
176,885,1378
Venereal Diseases. 176,
of Venereal
for
for
Supply Committee.........
Committee
1161 .
General Supply
for General
for
hospitals
for
discharged
disabled,
disabled,
discharged
for hospitals for
1183
for
compensation increase ............
for compensation
soldiers.................. 885
etc., soldiers
for
Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board.........
Board
1183
for Federal
for Hygenic
Laboratory, equipment,
Hygenic Laboratory,
for
Panama-Pacific International
International Expofor Panama-Pacific
176
etc ........................
sition...............
1183
.......-sition
for.... 228,941,
for printing and binding for
228, 941, 1429
for
etc., special tax...
tax
1183
collecting opium, etc.,
for collecting
deficiency
appropriation for War Risk InInfor
1184
deficiency appropriation
Cutter Service ...........
Revenue Cutter
for Revenue
surance
Bureau ...........
1, 331, 378, 508
1,331,378,508
labor saving machines
surance Bureau
machines............... 1189
for labor
43
for
Building and Annex
43
Annex......
allotments
Insurance Bureau,
Arlington Building
for Arlington
allotments of War Risk Insurance
for
43,505
505
Annexes........ 43,
reasury Building Annexes
hospitals, etc..................
etc
1162
for Treasury
for hospitals,
for
contingent expenses
expense............... 43,
duties
for contingent
under impure tea importation
of, under
duties of,
505,
1023,
1040,
1160,
1183
505,1023,1040,1160,1183
Act transferred
Department of
transferred to Department
43
712
Building...• ..............
for Darby Building
Agriculture .......................
712
43
for
increased
cost
of
envelopes1918,
1919
1918,1919.
envelopes
forincreased
Fishexmans Island,
Island, Va., transferred
transferred from,
Fishermans
43
for
removal
from
Bond
Building
Building........
358
......to Army................
Army
for removal from
43
..............
for Navy
Navy Annex,
Annex, rent ......
Broadview, Ill., to be immedihospital at Broadview,
........
45
for
Auditor
for
War
Department
44
etc......
acquired, equipped, etc
for Auditor
ately acquired,
for Treasurer's
Treasurer's Office ................. 44,331
Liberty loan bonds of officers and crew of
revenue ..........
44,
U. S.
S. ship
"San Diego'"
Diego' lost by
for collecting
collecting customs revenue
ship "San
U.
61, 63, 65, 344,
521, 1023, 1183
347,521,1023,1183
344, 347,
61,63,
sinking of
of vessel,
vessel, to
to have
duplicates
have duplicates
sinlring
44,61,
61, 63,65,344,347,
63, 65, 344, 347,
45
revenue.... 44,
for internal revenue_...
issued, etc ......................
45
521, 1024,
1038, 1040, 1044, 1161,1183,1189
1161, 1183, 1189
1024,1038,1040,
limit of cost increased for hospital, BroadBureau
44,
view, Ill., for war risk insurance
Engraring and Printing Bureau.....
for Enirra*Ang
61,
344, 1184
61,344,1184
08
patients, etc....................
etc
508
for
45, 61, 63, 65, 330, 344, 347,
buildings. 45,61,63,65,330,344,347,
for public buildings_
of construction,
construction, etc., authorcontracts of
507,
1024, 1038, 1041, 1044,1163,1190
1044, 1163, 1190
522,1024,1038,1041,
508
507, 522,
508
ized at once ....................
for Public Health Service
45, 65, 344, 377,
Service.... 45,65,344,377,
08
restriction
payments................. 508
restriction of payments
507,
521, 591, 1024, 1162, 1183,1189
507,521,591,1024,1162,
equipment, etc., not
vehicles, equipment,
motor vehicles,
for judgments, United
United States courts unneeded by Army, transferred
transferred to, for
der
59,520
der...........................
530
Public
Health Service hospitals, etc.
etc
PublicHealthServicehospitals,
judgments, Court of Claims under...
60,
under...
for judgments,
discontinued
treasurers discontinued
offices of assistant treasurers
343, 521, 1037, 1182
343,521,1037,1182
654
from
July 1, 1921 .................
from July
laundry machines ...........
61
for money laundry
transfer of duties to Treasurer, mints,
transfer
61,
63, 65, 344, 347,
61,63,65,344,347,
for Coast Guard .........
655
Federal reserve banks, etc
etc..........
Federal
506, 522, 1023, 1038, 1041, 1162, 1184, 1190
506,522,1023,1038,1041,1162,1184,1190
assignment of vacated
vacated rooms, etc., to
assignment
division..
warrants division..
329
bookkeeping and warrants
for bookkeeping
agents. 655
reserve
fiscal agents.
reserve banks acting as fiscal
Treasury Department....
Department.... 329,
for Auditor for Treasury
civil service
service employees
employees in, eligible for
506,1161
655
transfers; preferences
preferences...............
transfers;
Department ......
329
for Auditor for Navy Department
Department Buildings,
Buildings, D. C.,
Treasury Department
for
330
Departments.
for State, etc., Departments
Auditor for
for Auditor
appropriation
etc
168
appropriation for additions, etc..........
for
Currency
330
for Comptroller of the Currency....'.....
for
designated... 168, 876,1369
876,1369
repairs etc., of designated...
for repairs
330,
for Independent
Treasury............
Independent Treasury
for mechanical
equipment for desigmechanical equipment
521,
1023, 1161, 1183
521,1023,1161,1183
nated
168,
876, 1369
168,876,1369
nated.................
644,1264
for
for care, etc.,
etc., of main, etc...........
etc
for suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting, etc... 330,1183
for
bureaus... 1264
for care,
care, etc., of buildings for bureaus...
for
American Printing House for the
for American
for
644, 1265
for Arlington
Arlington....................
Blind
332
...
.....
Blind........
644,1265
Place
644,
1265
for Annex
Annex. Madison Place............
for C. G.
G. Duganne.................
Duganne
332
for garage
641,
1265
644,1265
..............
for
332
forgarage.....
Sydney E. Smith ................
for Sydney
Fourteenth and B
B Streets
for
334,1183
for Annex Fourteenth
for quarantine
quarantine service .............
NW
1265
644, 1265
344
office, New York, N. Y........
Y
NW........................
for assay office,
operating expenqe,
expenW, Arlington Buildfor operating
505
for stationery,
stationery, etc .................
653,
6......1273
506
ing ..........-.....
Coast Guard Office ................
for Coast
expenses, Madison Place
for operating expenses,
Internal Revenue
Revenue Bureau, enforcing
for Internal
Annex
653,1273
National Prohibition
Annex........................ 653.1273
Act.......... 506
Prohibition Act
National
Annex, Fourfor operating expenses, Annex,
507
Freer ............
Charles L. Aver
for estate
estate of Charles
fv
M- FVrais......
6%5,1273
for
John
IC
507
teenth and B Streets NW.-.....
NIP
653,1273
- - - -s 507
- - *-*-..
~-*- v .. *b~ - - - .....-Francis
Lei
n.^^.........
-John
^bF- -~
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Department Buildings,
Treasury
appropriation
for operating
operating expenses,
appropriation for
........
Darby
653, 1273
1273
Building ..
Darby Building
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Arlington
Arlington
deficiency
Building
and annex,
equipment,
annex, equipment,
Building and
43, 505
etc
etc ............................
for Annex,
Madison Place NW.,
NW., equipAnnex, Madison
for
ment
43
ment. .........................
43, 505
for operating
operating expenses,
expenses, etc............
etc
for
for
Fourteenth and B
B Streets
Annex, Fourteenth
for Annex,
NW.,
43
operating force ..............
NW., operating
506
43,
for
expenses, etc
etc ............
43,506
operating expenses,
for operating
for
operating expenses,
Building, operating
Darby Building,
for Darby
43
etc
........................
etc
for ex penses.
transfer of bureaus in
in Bond
penses., transfer
for
Building to
-owned
Government-owned
to Government
Building
43
buildings ....................-...
buildings
for Navy
43
rent..........
Building rent
Annex Building
Navy Annex
for
330
increased.....
allowance
1920, increased
repairs, 1920,
for repairs,
allowance for
Treaties
(see also
also Conventions),
Treaties (see
restrictions in,
in, on
on imposing
imposing discriminating
restrictions
1007
duties
to be
be terminated
terminated ..........-duties to
notification
Governments.... 1007
to foreign Governments....
notification to
1711
commercial,
with Ethiopia............
Ethiopia
1711
commercial, with

Treaty with Germany,

additional
of, ordered
ordered printed......
printed
copies of,
additional copies

1632

Trees,
Trees,
appropriation for
for study
diseases of,
study of diseases
appropriation
including
bark, etc.
243, 701, 1321
etc. 243,701,1321
chestnutbark,
including chestnut
for white
white pine
pine blister
eradication... 243,
rust eradication...
blister rust
for
702, 1321
1321
702,
cooperation with
with State,
etc., authoriState, etc.,
cooperation
ties
243,
1321
702,1321
243, 702,
ties...................
243,702,1321
no payment for trees destroyed 243,
702, 1321
nopaymentfortreesdestroyed.
national forfor
seeding and planting, in national
for seeding
ests
1330
251 710, 1330
. 251,
ests .......-........--Trenor
Trenor,z Bessie M. (widow),
pension
1488
peo..-----------------.........................
Trent, Isaac,
Isaac,
161 .
pension
increased
1618
pension increased..................---------Trent,
A.
Trent, Jesse A.,
1540
pension
increased ......-..........----pension increased
Trent,
C.,
Trent, John C.,
1619
...-----------------pension
1619
pension.........
Rvrer, N. C.,
Trent River,
preliminary
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1011
made. to
Polloksville
...
to Polloksville...........
made.
Zanie (uidow),
(widow),
Trent, Zanie
pension
1566
pension...........................-------------------1566
Trim,
Payne (uidow),
(widow),
Edith Payne
Trim, Edith
pension
1550
pension.................................
Trimble,
Trimble, South,
deficiency
appropriation for
compiling
for compiling
deficiency appropriation
contested election
House of
cases, House
election cases,
contested
.
Representatives.......-------...
58
Representatives
Trinitrotoluol,
Trinitrotoluol,
appropriation for
for distributing,
distributing, etc.
surplus
etc. surplus
appropriation
lands.
war,
clearing agricultura
agricultural lands
1341
for clearing
war, for
Trinity
National Forest,
Califf.,
Forest Calif.,
Trinity National
250,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of...
of
for maintenance,
appropriation
709,
1328
709,1328
180
proclamation
diminigiking area
area of.........
of
1803
proclamation diminishing
excluded lands
lands opened
settlement
1803
to settlement....
opened to
excluded
Tripp, Eunice
Eunice R.
(uidow.),
R. (widow),
Tripp,
1591
pension
1591
pension. .............................
pension.........--.-----.------*--Trojan
Powder,
Trojan Powder,
appropriation for
distributing, etc.,
surplus
etc., surplus
for distributing,
appropriation
war,
agricultural lands,
clearing agricultural
for clearing
war, for
34
etc
1341
-etc.......---.....----.....------Troll, Frederick
E. '
Frederick E.,
Troll,
1546
pension
increased............---------------pension increased
Tropical Fruits,
Fruits,
Tropical
appropraition for
for investigating
investigating insects
insects
appropraition
256, 715, 1334
affecting
,,n
<»s
e....--- -- -- -.----........---

Tropical
Plants,
Page.
Tropical Plants,
702, 1322
appropriation for acclimatizing, etc. 243, 702.
appropriationforacclimatizing,
Troup County, Ga.,
West
may bridge
Chattahoochee River, West
bridge Chattahoochee
may
1055
Point
........................
Point

C. (uidow),
(widow),
Troupe, Nancy C.
pension
pension

................

..........

1510
1510

Y.,
N. Y.,
Troy, N.

in bridging
may
with State, etc., in
join with
may join
Cohoes............
Hudson River, to Cohoes
Hudson

1108

Truax,
1108
Marshall F.,
Truax, Marshall
pension increased
increased .....................
1601
pension
Truck Cops,
Crops,
appropriation for investigating
investigating diseases
appropriation
of ....................
243,
1322
702,1322
243, 702,
of
for
insects affecting, inininvestigating insects
for investigating
etc. 256, 715.
products, etc.
cluding
715, 1334
stored products,
cluding stored
Truckee-Carson
Project, Nev.,
IrrigationProject,
Carson Irrigation
Truckeeappropriation
for charges
allotments of
charges on allotments
appropriation for
1238
1238
Paiute Indians,
Indians, within ............
Paiute
"anima (widow),
Trueax, Jemima
1499
----pension
.. ....................
pension
Trueblood,
Cora A. (widow),
Trueblood, Cora
...-- 1504
pension
pension.....................
Mass,
Truro, Mass.,
etc.,,
appropriation authorized
authorized for tablets, etc
appropriation
of
in, commemorating
commemorating tercentenary
tercentenary of
in,
599
599
Pilgrims........... .
landing
the Pilgrims
of the
landing of
Trussell,
(mother),
Trussell, Mattie M. (mother),
1623
pension
1623
increased....................
pension increased
Soldiers,
DisabledSoldiers,
for Disabled
Trusses for
189,901,1392
appropriation for
for ..............
189, 901, 1392
appropriation
1184
.........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..
deficiency
Combinations of Unlawful,
Trusts, Combinations
leases of
mineral deposits fornonmetallic mineral
of nonmetallic
leases
448
feited
if subleased
subleased to .............feited if
Truxton
Agency, Ariz.,
Canyon Agency,
Truxton Canyon
Indians
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
appropriation for
at
31,
433, 1247
31, 433,1247
at ....-....................
Ariz.,
Truxton Canyon, Aria..
10,415,1232
appropriation
415, 1232
school..... 10,
Indian school
for Indian
appropriation for
64
deficiency
Indian School
School
appropriation for Indian
deficiency appropriation
Ariz.
Hospital,
Indian Camp Hospital,
Truxton Canyon Indian
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
5,
of...
etc., of....
for maintenance,
appropriation
410,
1227
410,1227
Truxton,
Va.,
Truxton, Va.,
appropriation for
for operating,
Governoperating, etc., Governappropriation
ment
at .
.
223
223
..................
house at
ment house
Tualatin
TualatinRiver, Oreg.,
p
reliminary examination,
etc.,
of,
to
be
preliminary examination, etc., of, to
101
.
made
1013
made........................
Tuberculin,
Serums, etc.,
Tuberculin, Serums,
2,
appropriation
for investigating
240,
animal.....
investigating animal
appropriation for
700,1377
700,
1377
Tuberculosis,
Tuberculosis,

appropriation
for prevention,
prevention, etc.,
etc., among
appropriation for
122
Indians.
4, 410, 1227
4,410,
Indians .................----Tuberculosis, D.
D. C.,
Tuberculosis,
89,
....
appropriation for
for preventing
preventing spread ot
of....
appropriation
859, 1131
8.59,
for dispensaries
• 90,
859, 1132
1132
90,859,
treating.....-.
for treating
dispensaries for
for
for medical,
etc., aid
persons suffering
suffering
to persons
aid to
medical, etc.,
for
i i
1132
...........
from.......
from
*---.-- 1132
from.---.--------------deficiency
appropriation
dispensaries
for
deficiency appropriation
for
1018,
115
1018, 1157
....--------.------for.-....
Tuberculosis,
Tuberculosis, etc.. Animal,
appropriation
preventing spread of
for preventing
appropriation for
from
one State
to another
239, 698, 1318
another... 239,698,1318
State to
from one
payment
for animals
23
239,
limit..6
destroyed; limit__
animals destroyed;
payment for
698,1318
interstate
shipment of
of arrested
cases
arrested cases
interstate shipment
for immediate
immediate slaughter,
slaughter, etc.,
peretc., perfor
mitted
.--------239,699
mitted...........
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Tuberculosis Iospital,
Tuberculosis
Hospital, D. C.,
Page.
C.,
Page.
appropriation for
for maintenance......
maintenance
95,
866, 1137
appropriation
95,866,1137
for buildings and grounds, etc
. .96,866,1137
96, 866, 1137
etc...
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
maintenance.
41,
for maintenance.
41.
1019
1019
Tucker,
Martha
(widow),
Tucker, Martha (widow),
pension
pension.................................
1577
1577
Tucson, Ariz.
Ariz.
sale of Indian
County
Indian day
day school
school to
to Pima
Pima County
school district No. 11 ..............
1233
Indian children
to be
be admitted
1233
Indian
children to
admitted ........
1233
Tug Fork
Fork of
Sandy River
River,
Tug
of Big
Big Sandy
bridge authorized
Va..
authorized across, Cedar,
Cedar, W. Va
.. 1108
1108
Tug Raver,
River,
bridge authorized across, Kermit, W.
287
W. Va..
Va.
287
Tulalip Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
Tulalip
Wash.,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
Indians
31,434
at ........................
31,434
River Apency,
Tule River
Agency, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
appropriation for
etc., of
of Indians
Indians
......................
at
31,
434, 1249
31,434,1249
Tule River Indian
Reservation, Calif.,
Indian Reservation,
Calif.,
appropriation
for irrigation
irrigation project
appropriation for
project on
on..... 1226
1226
(widow),
Tuley, Georgia
Georgia(widow),
pension ...........................
1494
1494
Tullahoma, Tenn.,
Tullahoma,
Tenn.
appropriation
for public
building
167
appropriation for
public building........
167
Tullock,
M. (widow),
Tutlock, Mary Ji.
(widow),
penson increased......................
pension
i
ncreased
1590
1590
Tullytown, Pa.,
Tullytawn,
operation
of
,
chool for
of employoperation Pa.
of school
for children
children of
employees at ordnance
ordnance reservation, authorized .........................
333
333
Tulsa,
Tulsa, Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation for
for remodeling,
remodeling.
,etc.,
public
appropriation
etc., public
building; reappropriation
167
building;
reappropriation .........
167
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for International
International
Dry Land Congress
524
Congress at
at ..............
524
Tunnel under
Tunnel
under Hudson River,
construction of, etc., by the States of New
New
Jersey and
New York,
consented to
158
and New
York, consented
to.
158
rights of United
United States not
affected
158
not affected......
158
Tupper,
(widow)„
Tupper, Mary
Mary T.
T. (widow),
pension ................................
1556
Turkey,
appropriation for
ambassador to
1206
appropriation
for ambassador
to ..........
1206
for Turkish
Turkish secretary
secretary of embassy.....
embassy
740,1206
740,1206
assistant
assistant ......................
740, 1206
740,1206
for
student interpreters
interpreters .............
741, 1207
for student
741,1207
for cost
coot of tuition; quarters ..........
741, 1207
741,
1207
for steam launch
launch for embassy
742,1208
embassy........ 742,1208
for expenses
expenses of American
American prsonersin
prisoners in 749,1216
749,1216
for prison
nson expenses,
expenses, Smyrna
7491216
Smyrna......... 749,1216
Constantinople
Constantinople749,1216
...............
749,1216
deficiency
appropriation for interpreters
deficiency appropriation
and
dominions of..
of.. 524,
1022,1043
and guards, dominions
524, 1022,1043
delivery, etc., of property
delivery,etc.,
property held
by Alien
Alien
held by
to
Government
Property Custodian
Custodian to Government
of, etc
etc..........................
979
979
importing
exporting to,
importing from,
from, and
and exporting
to, wheat
wheat
and wheat flour, prohibited; exexceptions
1759
ceptions ......................
1759
canceled
1773
canceled..........................
1773
Turner,
Turner, Clarence
Clarence W.,
appropriation
for paying
of, against
appropriation for
paying claim
claim of,
against
Indians, for legal
Creek Indians,
legal services
services.... 1249
1249
Turner,
Hattie (daughter)
(daughter),
Turner, Hallie
pension increased.......................
increased
1594
pension
1594
Turner,
Mary E.
Turner, Mary
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension .
1613
pension
.............................
1613
Turner,
Nemnie B.
B. (daughter),
(daughter),
Turner, Nannie
pension increased
pension
increased 1574
........................
1574
Turner, Roy
Roy W.,
W.,
pension increased
pension
1551
increased...-..................
1551

Turner,
Sarah C.
(widow),
Page
Turner, Sarah
C. (widow),
Page.
pension.
1582
pensnon
. .....................
.....
1582
Turner,
William A.,
Turner, William
A.,
pension increased
1610
pension
increased...................
1610
Turner,
William H.,
H.,
Turner, William
pension ...........................
1625
pension
1625
Turtle
Mountain Agency,
Agency, N.
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
Turtle Mountain
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
of
Indians
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at
31,434
at
............................... 31,434
Turtle
of Chippewa
Indians,
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Band
Band of
Chippewa Indians,
N.
Dak.,
N. Dak.
appropriation for
or support, etc.,
etc., of...
19, 424, 1240
appropriation
of... 19,424,1240
deficiency
appropriation for
support, etc..
etc..
62
deficiency appropriation
for support,
62
Turtle
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, N.
Dak.,
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Indian
N. Dak.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
5.
appropriation
of....
5.
410, 227
227
410,
Turtan
.
,Mabel
Mabel (
daughter),
Turton,
(daughter),
1568
pension inc
increased ..
................
1568
Tusayan
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Tusayan National
Ariz.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of...
of.... 250.
250.
709, 1328
1328
709,
Tuttle, Elizabeth
(widow),
Tuttle,
Elizabeth A.
A. (widow),
pension
pension 1506
................................
1506
George R.
Tuttle, George
R. (son),
(son),
pension increased
Increased ......................
1546
pension
1546
Tutuila, Samoa,
Tutuila,
Samoa,
appropriation
naval station,
station, public
public
appropriation for
for naval
works ...............
144
.........
144
D. C.,
C.,
Twelfth Street
Street NE.,
NE., D.
appropriation
Monroe to
to Otis
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Monroe
Otis
Streets
75
Streets .........................
75
C.,
Twelfth Street
Street SE.,
SE., D. C.,
appropriation
Street to
to PotoPotoappropriation for
for paving,
paving, IIStreet
mac
Avenue ..................
75
mac Avenue
75
Animal TrasportaTransportaTwenty-eight Hour
Hour Law,
Law, Animal
tion,
tion,
appropriation
executing
239,
698, 1318
1318
appropriation for
for executing........
239, 698,
Street NW.,
D. C.,
Twenty-fourth Street
NW., D.
C.,
appropriation
repaving, K
Street to
to
appropriation for
for repaving,
K Street
Virgini'
Avenue ................
845
Virginiaa Avenue
.
845
Twine
and Tying
Devices,
Postal
Service,
Twine and
fTing Devices, PostalService,
appropriation for .....................
582,
1154
582,1154
deficiency appropriation
1175
appropriation for....
for.... 54,
54, 336,
336, 514,
514,1175
Two
Mont.,
Two Medicine Creek,
Creek, Mont.,
appropriation for
bridge over,
over, on
Blackappropriation
for bridge
on Blackfeet Indian
from tribal
feet
Indian Reservarion,
Reservarion, from
tribal
492
funds .......................
422
Flora E.
(widow),
Tyler, Flora
E. (widow),
pension
increased
1616
pension increased.....................
1616
Tyler,
Martha (widow),
Tyler, Martha
pension ...........................
1534
1534
Typewriters,
Typewriters,
surplus, may be issued to departments
departments by
by
Supply
Committee at
exSupply Committee
at current
current exchange prices
prices ...................
645
change
645
transferred to
Committee as
surto Supply
Supply Committee
as surplus,
if unfit
for use,
use, may
issued
plus, if
unfit for
may be
be issued
to other departments,
departments, etc.,
etc., at
at exchange prices, etcetc .................
1265
repairs to,
Committee, at
repairs
to, by
by Supply
Supply Committee,
at cost,
cost,
authorized,
authorized, mode of
payment ......
1266
of payment
1266
Typewriting
Typewriting Machines,
Machines,
restriction
restriction on price
price for purchases
,1307
purchases of....
of .... 688,1307
determination
determination of character
character of machines..
machines
688
designation
designation of
etc
1307
of sizes,
sizes, etc..
.................
1307
purchases during
during fiscal
fiscal year
year to
to be
be from
from sursurpurchases
plus stock of General
General Supply
Supply ComCommittee
688, 1308
mittee...........
............
688,1308
machines
machines for, to be furnished
furnished by
War
by War
Department..
13°8
..................
688,)1308
unserviceable machines may
unserviceable
may be
be dedelivered for exchange
689,1308
exchange...... ..... 689,1308
Department duing
disposal of,
of, by War Department
during the
year forbidden
forbidden except as hereby
hereby authorized ......................
689
thorized
689
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Typewriting

Page.
not to be sold,
used
years, not
sold,
used less than three years,
947
689,
exchanged, etc..................
etc
689,947
exchanged,

Typhus Fever,
Fever,
175,
appropriation
epidemic..
for prevention of epidemic..
appropriation for
885,
1377
885,1377
deficiency appropriation
prevention of
appropriation for prevention
deficiency
508
epidennc
epidemic..........................
U.

Forest, Utah,
Uinta National
National Forest,
Uinta
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
of
250,
appropriation for maintenance,
13%
709, 1328
Indian, Utah,
Uintah Band of Ute Indians,
Utah,
Uintah
to from tribal
appropriation for payment
payment to,
tribal
appropriation
funds of Confederated
Confederated Bands of
funds
26,430,1245
Utes
430, 1245
...................... 26,
Utes.
27,430,
for irrigating
430, 1245
irrigating allotted lands of .... 27,
for
430
transfer
special funds to ..............
of special
transfer of
Uintah County,
County, Utah,
Uintah
appropriation
appropriation for aid to public schools in,
430,1245
1245
from Indian funds ......... 27, 430,
Uintah,
Agency, Utah,
Utah,
etc., Agency,
Uintah, etc.
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation
at
31, 434, 1248
........... 31,434,1248
-...
.....
at
Utah,
Uintah Indian
Reservation, Utah,
Indian Reservation,
Uintah
limit on sales of undisposed
undisposed of Indian
limit
599
lands in
repealed ..........
in former, repealed
lands
prior
sales of larger area validated; payprior sales
600
ment
required ....................
ment required
Ukiah, Calif.,
Calif. :
UL-iah,

appropriation
expenses, maintaining
appropriation for expenses,
latitude
repayment-_ 748
observatory at; repayment
latitude observatory
Umatilla
Agency, Oreg.,
CUmatilla Agency,
appropriation
Indians
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at
2, 31,428,434,1243, 1248
at .............. 25,31,428,434,1243,1248
Umatilla Irrigation
Projet,Oreg.,
IrrigationProject,
Umatilla
201,
etc., of...
appropriation
of... _ 201,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
915, 1404
Forest, Oreg.,
Umatilla
National Forest,
Umatilla National
250,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of....
appropriation
709,
1328
709,1328
Umpqua National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Umpqua
250,
of ...
appropriation for maintenance,
250.
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation
709, 1328
Va.,,
Unaka National
Forest,N. C., Tenn., and Va
NationalForest,
Unaka
1801
proclamation setting apart...........-apart
1801
proclamation
Uncompahgre Irrigation
Project, Colo.,
IrrigationProject,
Uncompahgre
200
appropriation
etc., of....
of
200,
for maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
914, 1403
914,140K
Colo.,
Uncompahgre
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Uncompahgre National
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
250,
of.... 250
appropriation
1328
709, 132k
Utah,
Uncompahgre
Indian, Utah,
Ute Indians,
Uncompahgre Ute
tribal
appropriation for payment to, from tribal
appropriation
funds of Confederated Bands of
Utes
26, 430, 12455
Utes........................ 26,430,1244
1241a
27, 430, 1245
for irrigating
of
allotted lands of....
irrigating allotted
for
43
transfer
430)
transfer of special funds to ...............
Slate,
of
Under Secretary
fState,
.Secrctary o
(Unkr
642, 126
appropriation
or
642,1263
.....................
a lpropriation for
T reiontrui Water Supply,
Ltierh
rlchrou/nd Water
U
in
prospecting permits,
permits, etc.,
etc., allowed for, in
pr,8pw.ting
29
etc........
Nevada, for irrigation,
irrigation, etc
2933
Nevada,
Undertakings,
(see Bonds and UnderUnderD. C. (see
CrUrtakings, D.
takings,
takings, D. C.).
Uniilentifier./Soldiers,
Soldiers,
Uileantified
'ongressional medal of honor to be bestowed
('ongressional
upon, the
the British soldier buried in
upon,
Westminster
Abbey, London, EngWestminster Abbey,
7
136
land
1367
land .........................
French
French soldier buried in the Arc de
136
Triomphe, Paris, France ..........
1367
Triomphe,

Page.
or Marine
Uniforms, etc., Army,
Army, Navy,
Marine Corps,
Corps, Page.
Navy, or
Uniforms,
prohibitions against wearing,
wearing, in force hereafter
after...........................
added......
duties of Secretary
Secretary of Navy added

836
836

Union
Africa,
Union of South Africa,
with.............. 1656
convention with
parcel post convention
Company,
Union Pacific
Railroad Company,
PacificRailroad
Union
may convey portion of right of way
way for
for
304
public highways or streets.........
streets
width of track,
track, etc., not to be diminwidth
304
ished
ished..................-.......30
C.,
D. C.
Union
Plaza, D.
Union Station Plaza,
appropriation
etc., fountains
fountains
appropriation for operating, etc.,
in
186, 898
............- ... 186,898
in......
United
United Kingdom (see Great Britain).
Court for China,
China,
States Courtfor
United States
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses.
expenses 745,1211
appropriation
allowances to officers of, to
for post allowances
. 749,1215
..........
meet living costs
for
exchange
742,1208
allowance for loss by exchange...
for allowance
746
commissioner
appointed.........
commissioner of, to be appointed
746
jurisdiction of consular
court at Shanghai.
Shanghai
consular court
jurisdiction
appointment
authorappointment of clerk of court as, author................. 746
ized
ized........
other person; pay.
746
pay .................
other
expenses when
when sessions other than Shangexpenses
746
.........---....
.....
hai
....
hai.
inheritance taxes
collected from
from
taxes to be collected
inheritance
746
estates of decedents, by ...........
746
United States
Courts,
States Courts,
United
appropriation for Chief and Associate
Associate Jusappropriation
tices
686,1306
tices of Supreme Court ..........
for
marshal of
Supreme Court.
Court....... 686,1306
of Supreme
for marshal
for
to Justices
686,1306
Justices...............
clerks to
for clerks
for
judges ........ ......- - 687,1306
circuit judges
for circuit
for clerks,
circuit courts
appeal
687,1306
courts of appeal....
clerks, circuit
for
687,1306
for messenger,
circuit
messenger, eighth circuit.........
for
1306
687,
for district
judges
687,1300
district judges....................
for
687,1306
for district
district court,
Hawaii
court, Hawaii...........
for
for
district court,
court, Porto Rico
Rico........ 687,1306
for district
687,1306
.....
.......
for
judges
retired judges.......
for retired
687,1306
for
C
court of appeals, D. C............for court
687,1306
for
supreme court, D. C.............
C
supreme
for
for national park commissioners......
commissioners
687,
1306
687,1306
for national park
for
law
books
for
judicial
officers
687,1306
687,130(i
officers.....
judicial
for
books
for law
CustomsAppeals687,1306 687,1306
for Court of CustomsAppeals........
688,1307
Claims.................. 688,
Court of Claims
for
for law clerks to
ef and
Associate 1307
and Associate
Chief
for law clerks to Chi
209
Justices of
Court...........
of Supreme Court
Justices
for
additional judge,
judge, Texas
Texas northern disfor additional
trict
trict.............................. 209
advances....
for salaries, etc.,
etc., marshals; advances9
23
- 209,
for
2°
4192
1412
923,,1
for salaries, etc.,
etc., district attorneys
attorneys and
for
assistants .................
assistants

209,
923, 1412
209, 923,1412

for district
district attorney,
attorney, District of ColumColumfor
209
bia, and
assistant
and assistant...............-.
bia,
general
applicable to office
office
general provisions applicable
209
-of.............................2°9
1
141
12
2
for
payment
of.
of
assistants. 209,923,1412
regular assistants.
of regular
for payment
for
special assistants
210 ,92
923
3,4
assistants....... .... 210,923,1412
for special
foreign
923,
210,923,1412
counsel.1412 ............... 210,
foreign counsel
210, 923, 1412
etc.... .... 210,923,1412
clerks, salaries, etc
for clerks,
provisions applicable
supreme court,
court,
to supreme
applicable to
provisions

7

D. C
..........-- .---..-- 923
C ........D.
applicable
Hawaii and Porto
to Hawaii
also to
applicable also
1413
. 1413
Rico courts
courts..................210,924
for
clerks, fees
fees..................
for clerks,
travel, etc., clerks of circuit courts
courts of
travel,
210
.......appeals
appeals................
for fees,
commissioners.
924, 1413
210,924,1413
. 210,
fees, commissioners........
for
jurors
924, 1413
210, 924,1413
. 210,
.......
jurors ....
witnesses
210,
924.1413
210,924.1413
witnesses ..............
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United
Page.
States Courts-Continued.
Courts--Continued.
United States
appropriation
924, 1413
210, 924,1413
courtrooms 210,
of courtrooms
for rent
rent of
appropriation for
210, 924, 1413
for bailiffs,
bailiffs, etc ................. 210,924,1413
210,
924, 1413
210,924,1413
judges, etc .........
for expenses,
expenses, judges,
210,924,1413
210,
924, 1413
for expenses, jurors, etc.........
210,924,1413
commissioners ........... 210,
924, 1413
for jury commissioners
miscellaneous; Alaska ....... 210,
924, 1413
210,924,1413
for miscellaneous;
210,924,1413
supplies ..................... 210
924 1413
for supplies
210,924,1413
support of prisoners ........... 210,
924, 1413
for support
Kans... 211,
for penitentiary,
Leavenworth, Kans...
penitentiary, Leavenworth,
924,1413
924,1413
925, 1414
212,925,1414
Atlanta, Ga. ................ 212,
212,926,
McNeil Island, Wash.......... 212,
926, 1415
McNeil
for National Training School for Boys,
D. C
C.................
926, 1415
212, 926,1415
D.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
deficiency
51
judge,
district.......
northern district
judge, Texas northern
marshals
51,
62, 64, 67,
51,62,64,67,
..............
for marshals...
525, 1032, 1175, 1188, 1192
337, 349, 525,1032,1175,
attorneys .................
52,
for district attorneys
67, 337, 346, 349, 525, 1032, 1176
67,337,346,349,525,1032,1176
for
clerks
52,
67,
338,
346,
52, 67,338,346,
for clerks .................
525,
1040, 1043, 1176, 1188
525,1040,1043,1176,
347,349,
commissioners ....... 52,62,
52, 62, 64, 67, 347,
349,
for commissioners
1192
525, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1176, 1188,1192
525,1040,1043,1045,1176,1188,
67,347,1033
52,
64,
for jurors
67,
347,
1033
jurors...................
for witnesses
52, 67, 347,
525, 1033,
347,525,1033,
witnesses ........
1040, 1043,
1045, 1188
1043,1045,1188
1919 ..... 52
for increased
increased cost of envelopes,
envelopes, 1919.
64,67,338,347,
67, 338, 347,
expenses. 52, 64,
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses.
525,
1040, 1043, 1176, 1188, 1192
525, 1033,
1033,1040,1043,1176,1188,1192
penitentiaries, maintenance ..........
52
for penitentiaries,
53,
prisoners ................
for support of prisoners
62, 64, 67, 347, 349, 1043, 1045
62,64,67,347,349,1043,1045
National Training
Training School for Boys,
for National
D. C...............................
53
D.C
59, 343, 520, 1037, 1182
of. 59,343,520,1037,1182
for paying
paying judgments of.
supplies.. 64,347,525,
64, 347, 525, 1033,
1043, 1176, 1192
1033,1043,1176,1192
for supplies..
for special assistants; foreign counsel ....
338,
1032,
1176, 1188
1032,1176,1188
for penitentiary, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans._
Kans.... 338,
1033, 1176
1176, 1188
338,1176,1188
Ga.... 338,
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, Atlanta, Ga....
for
Isla.nd,Wash 338,1176
338,1176
for penitentiary,McNeil
penitentiary,McNeil Island,Wash.
for law books for judicial officers ...... 346,1043
346, 1043
1032
for regular assistants ...................
1032
for
1033
for bailiffs, etc .......................
for
for Edward
Edward Fraser ...................... 1033
for
for Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans, fire depart1033
allowed ...............
ment, claim allowed
commissioners........
1033
for National Park commissioners
Court of Claims ..................... 1175
for Court
for support
support of prisoners, etc .........
1188,1192
for
Alaska...............
1188
miscellaneous, Alaska
for miscellaneous,
etc. 1203
judges divisions, etc
Alaska district court; judges
California northern
northern district;
district- Yosemite
California
National Park, attached to .........
731
National
southern
district;
Sequoia,
General
and General
southern district;
Grant, National
Parks, attached
731
attached to.
National Parks,
Grant,
Connecticut judicial district
district .............
1146
New
Mexico judicial district .............. 1361
New Mexico
New
York judicial districts
395
...............
New York
532
districts .........
North Carolina
Carolina judicial districts
admiralty
district courts in
jurisdiction of district
admiralty jurisdiction
death resulting
suits for damages for death
wrongful acts, etc., on the
from wrongful
537
high seas, etc ......................
allowance to discharged prisoners, inin
allowance
creased ......................
1033
creased
to district courts, appointment,
clerks to
salary,
1099
salary, etc ........................
exclusive jurisdiction in suits for foreexclusive
closure of
preferred ship
mortgages.. 1003
ship mortgages._
of preferred
closure
jurisdiction
nuisances
jurisdiction of, in actions to abate nuisances
306
.........
under War Prohibition Act ....
underWar

United
Page.
Cowts-Continued.
United States Courts-Continued.
Prohibition
jurisdiction of, under National
National Prohibition
Act..........................
314
payment to Sacramento,
Sacramento, Calif.,
Calif., for damages
damages
to
Federal prisoners
prisoners ......... 1033
by Federal
to jail
jail by
punishment for wrongfully
wrongfully converting by,
officers
their
money coming into their
officers of money
............. 630
possession as such ....
630
630
personal
interest therein not a
adefense
630
defense..
personal interest
removal of causes from State courts to;
completed,
service of process may be completed,
etc., by Federal
Federal court officers ......
554
etc.,
available from
salaries of all district judges available
515
appropriation
appropriation for 1920 ............ 515
395
395
terms, Albany, N. Y ..................
532
532
Asheville, N. C
C .....................
395
395
Auburn, N. Y .....................
395
395
N.
Y
...............
Binghamton,
Binghamton,
395
395
Brooklyn, N. Y....................
Y
395
395
............
Buffalo, N. Y ..........
395
395
Canandaigua, N.
N Y .................
Canandaigua,
400
400
Catlettsburg, Ky ......................
Catlettsburg,
532
. 532
Charlotte, N. C
C...................
Charlotte,
400
400
Covington, Ky .....................
Covington,
532
532
Elizabeth City, N. C
C ................
Elizabeth
395
395
Elmira, N. Y ......................
400
400
Frankfort, Ky.....................
Frankfort,
532
532
Greensboro,
C...................
Greensboro, N. C
1146
1146
Hartford, Conn ....................
Hartford,
400
400
Jackson,
Jackson, Ky ......................
395
395
Jamestown, N. Y ...................
Jamestown,
532
532
Laurinburg,
C
Laurinburg, N. C......................
Lexington,Ky
400
Lockport, N
N. Y .Y.....
395
............ 395
400
London,
400
London, Ky ....................
1146
Haven,.Conn
1146
......................
.
Conn
New Haven,
Nei?
Y
395
N.Y..............
YorkCi
City,,N.
New
532
.....
Newborn, N. C
532
.......
Newbern,
1146
Norwalk, Conn
Conn.................... 1146
Norwalk,
532
532
C..........................
Raleigh, N. C
400
Richmond, Ky
400
Ky....................
Richmond,
Rochester, N. Y .......
.............
395
Rochester,
532
Salisbury, N. C
532
C ....................
532
Statesville, N. C
532
C...................
Syracuse, N. Y ........................
395
Syracuse,
Utica, N. Y ............................
395
532
Washington. N. C
C ..................
532
Washington.
532
C ...................
Wilkesboro, N. C
532
Wilmington, N. C
532
C ..................
Wilmington,
Wilson, N.
N C
C.....................
532
United
Housinq Corporation
Corporation(see HousUnited States Housing
ing Corporation,United
Corporation,United States).
United
Reports,
United States Reports,
appropriation
Cooperative
Lawyers' Cooperative
appropriation for Lawyers'
206
208
Edition, Volume 63 ..............
Lawyers' Cooperative
for Lawyers'
Cooperative Edition, Volume 64
64 .....................
923
923
ume
Lawyers' Cooperative Edition, Volfor Lawyers'
1411
ume 65 ......................
United
Securities,
United States Securities,
appropriation for
for
173,
173,
for distinctive paper for.....
appropriation
882, 1375
882,1375
connected with issues of....
of
1266
for expenses
expenses connected
use for personal
personal services
services limited to
to
specified
offices........... 1267
specified Treasury offices
restriction ...................
1267
pay restriction
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for distinctive
deficiency
paper .......................
. 1160
loans allowed by national banks on notes
secured by designated
designated .............. 296
rediscounts by Federal
Federal reserve banks of
rediscounts
secured by,
notes of member banks secured
allowed ......................
1146
allowed
conditions
1146
inereased; purchase
purchase conditions....
limit inereased;
expires October
October 31, 1921.
1146
1921.... .........
expires
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United
Securities—Continued.
Page.
United States
States Becurities-Continued.
Page.
termination of
termination
appropriations for
for expenses
of appropriations
expenses
of issuing war bonds, etc.,
etc., June
June 30,
30,
..........................
1921
646
646
unexpended balances
unexpended
balances to
be covered
to be
covered in
in
June
J
une 30, 1922 ......................
646
646
submitted
estimates for expenses to be submitted
annually
646
annually
........................
646
United States
Board,
United
States Shipping
Shipping Board,
appropriation
appropriation for
salaries and
expenses
180,
for salaries
and expenses....
180,
891,
1382
891, 1382
Universal Postal
Postal Congress,
Congress,
Universal
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses
deficiency appropriation
expenses of
of
two delegates
delegates ......................
1031
1031
Universities,
Universities,
industrial
may be
industrial alcohol
alcohol for, may
be withdrawn
withdrawn
free of
free
321
of tax
tax.........................
321
permits,
required ...............
321
permits, etc.,
etc., required
321
establishing Reserve
provisions for establishing
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
Training Corps
units in
in ............
776
Corps units
776
of Washington,
University of
of the
the State
State of
Washington,
transfer
transfer of State charitable,
etc. ' institucharitable, etc.,
institutions'
for forest
experitions' lands
lands to,
to, for
forest experiment station, authorized
ment
233
authorized .........
233
Unknown American Soldier,
Soldier,
member of
of American
American Expedibody of, a
a member
Expeditionary Forces,
Forces, who died during the
the
to be
be brought
for burial
burial
World War,
War, to
brought for
in Arlington Memorial
Memoriat Amphitheater
1447
ter ......................................
1447
Upshur Street
Upshur
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
Rock Creek
Creek
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Rock
Church Road
Road to
to Second
Second Street.....
Street1116
1116
Urell, Michael,
alias Charles
Urel,
Miidhael, alias
Charles Welsh,
Welsh,
pension
increased .....................
1624
pension increased
1624

Urgent Deficiencies
Urgent
Appropriations (see
DeDeficiencies Appropriations
(ee Deficiencies Appropriations).
ficiencies
Appropnations).
Urquhart, Christina
Christina R. (mother),
Urquhart,
pension
pension...
..........................

1544
1544

Uruguay,

appropriation for
for minister
appropriation
minister to
to........... 740,1206
740,1206
convention with,
with, facilitating
facilitating work
of
convention
work of
traveling
salesmen
1663
traveling salesmen
.................
1663
importing
from, and exporting
importing from,
exporting to,
wheat
to, wheat
prohibited; ex- and wheat flour, prohibited;
exceptions
1759
ceptions ......................
1759
canceled
1773
canceled
........................
1773

Usk, Wash.,
bridge authorized
bridge
authorized across
across Pend
Pend Oreille
Oreille
at......
...............
River, at
276
276
Usury,
sury, D.
D. C.,
forfeiture
forfeiture of interest by creditor,
creditor, in verbal
verbal
contracts to pay more than six per
per
cent, or in writing more than
eight
than eight
per cent
ht
per
...
. .........
cent..........
............
568
loaning
law relating to business of loaning
money on security not affected.
money
affected....
568
Utah,
appropriation for surveyor general, clerks,
appropriation
etc .........................-.
673,
1293
673,1293
for support, etc.,
etc., of detached
detached Indians
Indians in
26,
430,
1244
430,1244
Indian bridge across
across Duchesne River near
near
Myton, conveyed
State of.......
of
1245
conveyed to
toState
1245
La Sal National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Colo., and, diminished........................
ished
1753
lieu land selection authorized
authorized for homestead application of Arthur Lawrence Whitmore
Whitmore
1092
..................
Sevier National
National Forest, lands added
added to
to.... 1087

Utah--Continued.
Utah--Continued.
Page
Page.
erroneously omitted surveys of
survey of erroneously
designated sections in
in ............
designated
553
553
segregation of holdings of bona fide occupants ..........................
pants
553
553
preferential right to
to purchase;
preferential
purchase; price,
price,
etc ..........................
etc
553
553
lieu lands to railroads
railroads for holdings by
by
occupants .....................
553
553
patent
Railpatent of
of tract
tract to
to Central
Central Pacific
Pacific Railroad,
confirmed
553
road, confirmed....................
553

Ute Agency, Colo., Southern,

appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation
for support,
of Indians
Indians
at
at...............................
.

Indians, Confederated
Ute Indians,
Confederated Bands
Bands of,

1248
1248

appropriation for
for fulfilling
treaties with
26,
appropriation
fulfilling treaties
with...
26,
429,1244
429,1244
for payment
from principal
funds of,
of, to
to
for
payment from
principal funds
Ute
Band in
in Colorado
26,
Ute Mountain
Mountain Band
Colorado....
26,

430,1245
430,1245

Uintah, etc.,
Bands in
26, 430, 1245
Uintah,
etc., Bands
in Utah...
Utah... 26,430,1245
Southern
Utes in
27, 430, 1245
Southern Utes
in Colorado
Colorado..... 27,430,1245
for promoting
self support,
support, from
from accrued
for
promoting self
accrued
interest
27, 430, 1245
interest ....
..........
27,430,1245
detailed statement
27,
detailed
statement of
of expenditures...
expenditures...
27,
430,
1245
430,1245
for irrigating
irrigating allotted
27,430,1245
for
allotted lands
lands of
of.... 27,430,1245
for Joseph
Joseph M.
Bryant
430
for
M. Bryant................
430
for aid
to public
schools, Uintah
and
for
aid to
public schools,
Uintah and
Duchesne Counties,
Utah.... 27,430,
27,430,1245
Duchesne
Counties, Utah....
1245
tuition
paid from
from tribal
tribal funds
covered
tuition paid
funds covered
into the
the Treasury................
Treasury
.
430
into
430
admission
of Indian
Indian children
430,1245
admission of
children ...... 430,
1245
division
special trust
trust funds
funds to
division of
of special
to credit
credit of
of
respective
430
430
respective bands
bands ..............
expenditures
from 4
4per
per cent
cent fund
fund to
to be
be
expenditures from
charged
to said
said bands
bands ..............
431
charged to
431
similar division of
accruals ............
431
similar
of accruals
431
accumulated
interest ...............
431
accumulated interest

Ute Mountain
Mountain Agency,
Agency, Colo.,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
Indians
etc., of
of Indians
appropriation for
at ..................
31, 434, 1248
at
......
31,434,1248
Indians, Colorado,
Ute Mountain
Mountain Band
Band of
of Indians,
Colorado
appropriation
payment to,
to, from
from tribal
tribal
appropriation for
for payment
funds
of Confederated
Confederated Banda.
funds of
Bands. 26,430,1245
26,430,1245
transfer
special funds
to
430
transfer of
of special
funds to...............
430
Utica, N.
Utica,
N. Y.,
terms of
court at
995
terms
of court
at ..............
......
395
Utley,
Utley, Blanche,
Blanche,
payment
to guardian
guardian of,
of, for
1476
for injuries
injuries...... 1476
payment to

V.
V.
Vacation
Playgrounds, D.
Vacation Schools and Pllayrorunds,
D. C.,
appropriation for
expenses, etc....
etc.... 81,851,1122
81, 851, 1122
appropriation
for expenses,
Valdez, Alaska,
terms of
of court
court at
at
1204
........................
. 1204
terms
Vale, Sarah
SarahA.
A. (widow),
pension
1592
pension..
............................
1592
Valencia
Valencia County, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
exchanges permitted
permitted of
of lands
lands in,
to consoliexchanges
in, to
consolidate holdings
holdings in
in solid
solid areas........
areas
1239
1239
date
Island, Calif.).
Vallejo,
Calif (see
Calif.).
Valljo, Calif.
(sec Mare
Mare Island,
Valuation
Property of Carriers,
Carriers,
Valuation of Property
appropriation
for expenses
of. 179,889,1103,1381
179, 889, 1103, 1381
appropriation for
expenses of.
Van Auken,
Peter F.,
F.,
Van
A!ugn, Peter
pension
1542
1542
......................
pension.....
NW., D. C.
Van Buren Street NW.,
C.
appropriation for
for grading,
grading, First
to Second
Second
irst to
appropriation
Streets............................
1116
Streets
1116
(widow),
Van Camp,
Camp, Esther
Esther A. (widow),
pension
1498
pension
.................................
1498
Van
Van De:nbergh,
Denbergh, Mary
Mary J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1505
1505
pension...........................
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Van
Dyke, Carl
Carl C.,
Page.
in Page.
a Representative
Representative in
lale a
C., late
Van Dyke,
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation for pay to widow of
58
deficiency
Van
Gandy, Lafayette,
Lafayette,
Van Gundy,
pension increased
1511
increased ...................
pension
Van Horn,
E.,
Herbert E.,
Van
Horn, Herbert
pension ......
1539
...................
pension
Van Ogle,
Annie (widow),
(widow),
Van
Ogle, Annie
pension increased..........
increased
............. . 1624
pension
(widow),
S. (widow,
Van Pelt,
Elizabeth S.
Pelt, Elizabeth
Van
pension
1506
pension .............................
Van Riper,
Samuel W.,
W.,
Riper, Samuel
Van
pension
1534
pension............................
Vancouver,
Wash.,,
Vancouver, Wash.
offices
receiver of public
offices of register and receiver
consolidated ............
lands at, consolidated
1397
Vanjleet,
Ann (widow),
(widow),
Vanfleet, Ann
pension
1580
........................Varner,
(daughter),
Catherine(daughter),
Varner, Catherine
........ .1487
pension increased
1487
........
increased...
pension
Vaughan, Sarah
A. (widow),
SarahA.
Vaughan,
pension
............. ................ 1495
pension
Vaughan, Willie
Willie E.,
E.,
Vaughan,
1601
pension
---------..-----pension...............
Vaughn, James
M. (father),
(father),
James M.
Vaughn,
1604
pension ..............................---------pension
D.,
Vaughn, William
William D.,
Vaughn,
1536
pension increased...........................
increased
pension
Vaults and
Buildings,
Public Buildings,
Safes, Public
and Safes,
Vaults
168,876,
appropriation for, equipments,
etc. 168,
876, 1369
equipments, etc.
appropriation
Vegetables,
Vegetables,
appropriation
fors study
study of, in storage, marappropriation fop
keting,
etc
.................-245,703
keting, etc
for
maturity in...
253
determining maturity
for chemical determining
for
investigating insects affecting.
affecting. 256, 715,1334
715, 1334
for investigating
for distributing
information of
of supply,
supply,
distributing information
for
etc. 'of.
265, 724, 1342
of...... 265,724,1342
prices, etc.,
market prices,
for investigating
and certifying condiinvestigating and
for
of. 265,
interstate shipments
shipments of.
ofinterstate
tion, etc., of
724,
1342
724,1342
for executing law fixing standards for
small containers
of
266,
266,725,
725, 1343
1343
containers of..........
small

D. C.,
Vegetables,
Vegetables, D.
sales of
of designated, permitted by the
sales
1223
bunch
...........
bunch..............
1223
...........
by net weight ..............
Vegetables,
D. C.,
etc., D.
Vegetables etc.,
established........ 1221
standard containers
containers for established
Vehicles,
Vehicles,
315
seizure
of, illegally
liquors
carrying liquors.......
illegally carrying
seizure of
316
.....
disposal of ...................
316
disposal
Vehicles,
C.,
D. C.,
Veicles, D.
appropriation for tags, etc., motor and
appropriation
horse drawn
drawn ...............
74,
74,844,1115
844,1115
horse
loitering of, around
around hotels, theaters, etc.,
loitering
...............
prohibited
104
prohibited.
..
penalty
for
104
pentyfor.................
Vehicles for Indian
Service,
Indian Service,
Vehiclsfor
amount available
for maintenance,
8,
8,
etc....
maintenance, etc.
available for
amount
414,1231
purchase
purchase of horse drawn; motor.... 8,414,1231
motor,
Department..... 414,1231
motor, from War Department
Vehicles, Motor,
Motor,
Vehicle,
transfer
equipments,
Army surplus, and equipments,
transfer of Army
to
Agricultural Department
Department for
for
to Agricultur
-------------roads.
530
.....-..-..---roads
to
to Post Office Department, for postal
service
530
service......................to
Treasury Department,
Department, for hospitals,
hospitals,
to Treasury
530
etc.,
Service..... 530
of Public Health Service
etc., of
Vehicles, Selfgropelled,
Selfpropelled,
Vehicles,
punishment
transporting, receiving,
receiving,
punishment for transporting,
etc.,
in interstate comstolen m
etc., of, stolen
.
L
R325
merce,
325
.
.
.
-----.----.
.uLnst
.etc -... ------

-

Venable, Frances
Frances M.
(widow),
M. (widow),
Venable,

pension increased ........................

Page.

1490
1490
(see Interdepartmental
Diseases
Interdepartmental
Diseases (see
Social
Board).
Hygiene Board).
Social Hygiene
Venereal Diseases,
Diseases, D.
D. C.,
C. ,
Venereal
appropriation for dispensaries for treatappropriation
ment
90, 861,
1132
861,1132
of ..................
ment of
deficiency
dispensaries
appropriation for dispensaries
deficiency appropriation
treating
1157
1018,1157
................ 1018,
for treating..
Public Health
Venereal Diseases
Diseases Division,
Division, Public
Health
Venereal
Service,
Service,
appropriation
for expenses
176, 885, 1378
1378
expenses........ 176,885,
appropriation for
Venezuela,
appropriation for minister
740, 1206
to........... 740,1206
minister to
appropriation
convention with,
facilitating work of
with, facilitating
convention
1719
salesmen................. 1719
traveling salesmen
exporting to, wheat
wheat
importing from, and exporting
and wheat flour, prohibited; exceptions .......................
1759
ceptions
canceled
1773
canceled...............................
leaves
absence permitted Coast Guard
leaves of absence
officers,
employment
temporary employment
for temporary
officers, for
by
452
452
-.. b g .. ........ ........
((widow),
Eliabeth (widow),
Yenning, Elizabeth
1564
pension
increased................- ....--pension increased
Verdun
France,
Verdun, France,
presented to, in the
medal of honor to be presented
appreciation
name of Congress, in appreciation
977
of the
the valor
defenders
valor oof its defenders........
of
N. Dak.,
Verendrye National
National Monument, N.
Da.,
Verendrye
appropriation
for payment to Fort Berappropriation for
424
thold
within
for lands within.....
Indians for
thold Indians
Utah,
Vernal, Utah,
appropriation
public building......-...
building
167
for public
appropriation for
Vessels (see
(see also
also Merchant
Merchant Marine
Act),
Marine Act),
Vessels
appropriation for
for securing
securing uniformity in
appropriation
adraeasurement
of
680, 1299
admeasurement of...............
number
cargo, allowed
limited number
a limited
allowed to carry a
cargo,
998
of passengers;
restrictions etc
998
etc......
of
passengers; restrictions,
extra compensation
allowed customs
customs emcompensation allowed
extra
ployees lading
lading or
unlading cargoes,
or unlading
ployees
402
etc., at
night, holidays,
holidays, etc........
etc..
402
at night,
etc.,
basis of, increased...................increased
402
436
in names of........
provisions
changes in
of
provisions for changes
etc...................
schedules of fees, etc
437
Vessels, American,
American,
Vessels,
construction
created, to aid
construction loan fund created,
in building, of best type, etc., at
993
private
private shipyards, etc .............
Vessels,
Acquired,
(overnment Acquired,
Vessels, Government
990
transferred to
Board
to Shipping
Shipping Board...........
transferred
990
sales
directed
sales to citizens directed.................
aliens
991
under specified conditions to aliens.....
Veseels).
Vessels,
(see Merchant
Merchant Vessels).
Merchant (see
Vessels, Merchant
tc., of (see Ship
Mortgages, etc.,
Vessels,
Vessels, Sales, Mortgages,
Mortgage
Act, 1920).
1920).
Mortgage Act,
Vestile,.
Ellen S.
S. (widow),
Vestile, Ellen
1514
pension ..............................
1514
pension
Veterans
War,
Associations, War,
Veterans Associations,
etc., to .....
977
loan of obsolete Army rifles, etc.,
Veterinarians,
Veterinarians,
licensed, from
mailing of
of poisons
etc., to licensed,
from
poisons, etc.,
mailing
manufacturers
permitted
manufacturers or dealers permitted
621
under prescribed
regulations.......
prescribed regulations
Veterinarians,
Veterinarins, Army,
Army,
appropriation for pay of retired.......
retired
111,955
appropriation
112,956
for pay of reserve .................
Veterinary Corps,
Corps, Array
Medical
Ary (see also Medical
Veterinary
Department, Army),
Department,
767
.............
officers.. .....
number of officers
number
767
service promotions, etc...................
etc
service
Vaieh, Anthony,
Anthony,
Verch,
Lawrence
Bendich and,
and, may bring suit
Lawrence Bendich
for
"Protecto freighter
freighter "Protecdamages to
for damages
tor", ..........................
1467
tor"
Venereal
Venereal

INDEX.
INDEX.
Vicars,
Vicars, Lydia (mother),
(mother),
Page.
Page.
pension increased
1616
pension
increased........................ 1616
Vice Consuls,
Consuls,
appropriation
1215
appropriation for salaries ............. 748,
748, 1215
deficiency appropriation
salaries
deficiency
appropriation for salaries......
1022
Vies President
President of the United States,
Vice
appropriation
compensation
640,1261
appropriation for compensation.......
640,1261
for
etc. .........
631,
1252
for secretary, clerk,
clerk, etc.
631,1252
for
automobile for
633, 1254
forautomobile
for.................... 633,1254
for additional
additional to driver of automobile
automobile of. 226
proceedings in Congress
Congress for counting
counting elecproceedings
toral votes
and........ 1642
votes for President and
1642
Vicha,
Vidha, Frank,
Frank,
pension increased
.....................1539
Vicksburg,
Vicsburg, Miss., Memorial Archway
appropriation
reimbursing Frederick
Prederick
appropriation for reimbursing
Roziene, expenses of Vicksburg
Vicksburg
A. Roziene,
Reunion, from unexMemorial Reunion,
pended balances
balances ..................
129
for plans for, and construction
of
construction of........
129
commission
designated for constructing,
commission designated
etc ...........................
129
composition; duty; no compensation
compensation....
129
to be part of Vicksburg National Military
Military
Park .............................
129
under control of commission ...........
129
Vicksburg National
National Cemetery, Miss.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairing
storm damages
damages ......................
1025
1025
Vicksburg National
National Military Park,
Park, Miss.,
Miss.,
appropriation
contmeing establishappropriation for continuing
ment
of ..........
185,
897, 1388
mentof
.......
185,897,1388
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..............
1185
Memorial Archway made a
129
a part of
of........
Victory Liberty Loan Act,
provisions of, not affected
affected by resolution
resolution
declaring
declaring date of termination of
War with Germany, etc ...........
1360
Vienna,
Vienna,
appropriation for
appropriation
for acquiring premises for
diplomatic, etc., uses at..........
at.
1214
limit of cost; subject to approval
approval of
commission .................
1214
Village Delivery, Postal
PostalService,
appropriation for
appropriation
for towns and villages, having second or third class offices, etc. 582,
1152
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for...............
for
347,
1189
deficiency
347,1189
Village
Village Service,
Service, Postal
Postal Service,
allowance
allowance for carriers.....................
carriers
1052
Vinennes, Ind.,
Vincennes,
loan of Army cots to encampment of
American Legion
authorized
1062
American
Legion at, authorized....
1062
Vinegar,
Vinegar,
not subject to Constitutional
Constitutional prohibition
prohibition
309
provisions ..........................
conditions; permits,
permits, etc.,
etc., required ......
309
exemption of manufacturers of distilled,
exemption
from alcohol
alcohol proof, etc., requirements
321
ments........................
Vineland, N.
N. J.,
J.,
appropriation
167
appropriation for public building .........
Vineyard, George W.,
pension
pension................................. 1621
Vineyards,
Vineyards,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating insects
affecting
256, 714,1334
714, 1334
affecting .................
Vineyards, Experiment,
Experiment
Agricultural Depurchase authorized
authorized of Agricultural
partment, near Fresno and Oakville, Calif........................
Calif
1205
Liquors,
Vinous Liquors,
alcoholic strength of, subject to provisions
provisions
of War Prohibition
Prohibition Act
Act............ 305
leeaer
thereto; perlesser strength not subject thereto;
mits, etc., required
305
required.. ..............
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Vinous Liquors-Continued.
Liquors—Continued.
Page.
alcohol strength of, subject to provisions
307
of Constitutional prohibition
prohibition.......
307
lower strength not subject
subject thereto;
required
308
permits, etc.,
etc., required.............
308
Vinton, Iowa,
Iowa,
appropriation for public building........
building.
167
Islands,
Virgin Islands,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, temporary
temporary government for
133,813
for................
133,813
for quarantine system...........
system
175,
884, 1377
175,884,1377
agricultural experiment
experiment stations in..
for agricultural
in.. 261,
261,
720,1339
leaves of absence to employees;
employees; cumuleaves allowed .............
262
lative leaves
262
for relief of shipwrecked
shipwrecked American seaseamenin
men in .......................
1216
1216
branch offices, etc., established for post
post
office Charlotte
Charlotte Amalie..
323
Amalie ............
323
creation of joint Congressional
Congressional commission
to visit, etc., and report
report on conditions, etc
etc.....................
tions
1637
expenses from contingent
contingent funds of both
Houses
1637
Houses...........................
1637
Virginia,
Virginia,
appropriation for Saint Helena,
appropriation
Helena, etc.,
etc., naval
naval
training station
station................. 137
137
for
operating base,
for Hampton
Hampton Roads naval
naval operating
base,
training station .................
817
817
jurisdiction over Cradock town site retrojurisdiction
ceded to ......................
1439
ceded
1439
Monongahela National
National Forest, W. Va., and,
Monongahela
set apart ......................
1792
Shenandoah National Forest, W. Va., and,
Shenandoah
area enlarged
enlarged..................... 1780
1780
Unaka National
National Poreet,
Forest, N. C., Tenn., and,
set apart
apart. ......................
1801
Virginia Avenue
Eighteenth Street,
Virginia
Arenue and Eighteenth
Street, NW
NW.,,
D. C.,
D.C.,
appropriation
operating force
appropriation for operating
force and expenses,
penses, Army temporary
temporary office
building ...................... 662, 1282
1282
Virginian Pilot
('ompany,
Virginian
Pilot Publishing
'ublishing Comtpiny,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for advertising..
advertising.. 1168
Viruses, etc.,
Viruses,
appropriation
etc.,
for
appropriation
for regulating
regulating propagation
propagation
of
176, 885, 1377
and sale, etc.,
etc., of...........
deficiency
appropriation for regulating
deficiency appropriation
regulating
propagation, sale, etc.,
of
riks
rAS
eht., of.........
propagation,
Animals (see Serums,
Serums, etc.,
Viruses, etc.,
etc. for
or Animtals
Domestic Animals).
Animals).
for Domnestic
Visies of Alien
Alien Passports,
I'asports,
fees established
750
established for, and applications
applications....
i,
excepting officials,
officials, etc.,
etc., of foreign Governments.
751
ernments .........................
alien residents returning from war
war
service with
with the allies .........
751
Vocational
Education, Federal
Federal Board for (see
Vocational Education,
also Federal
also
Federal Board
Board for Vocational
Education),
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses ............
appropriation

178,887
178, 887
for
rehabilitation of
for expenses,
expenses, etc., for rehabilitation
of
discharged soldiers, etc...........
etc
1379
Vocational Rehabilitation
Vocational
Rehabilitation (see also Federal
Board for
Education),
Board
for Vocational
Vocational Education),
of
328,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses of..
328,
504,, 1020
504,1020
additional
hospital facilities
additional hospital
facilities provided for
World War patients undergoing....
undergoing
1365
World
benefits of, extended
extended to all disabled
disabled perbenefits
forces since
sons in military or naval forces
separated
April 7,
7, 1917, honorably separated
therefrom ......................
therefrom
159
Federal Board for
to be furnished by Federal
Vocational Education..........
Education
159
159
Vocational
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Page.
Vocational Rehabilitation—Continued.
Rehabilitation-Continued.
benefits of; compensation
following
compensation if following
benefits
159
course; to single persons ........
persons with dependents
159
dependents. .........
persons
No War Risk allowance while receivexception
159
ing; exception..................
appropriation for expenses, etc........
etc
159
appropriation
discharged
absence for, allowed discharged
leave of
of absence
making homestead ensoldiers, etc., making
tries
288
tries...........................
Vocational Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation of Persons
Persons Disabled
Disabled
Vocational
in Industry,
in
Industry,
amounts appropriated
appropriated annually
annually for the use
amounts
in
735
of States in......................
735
allotments in ratio of population
population.......
allotments
minimum
minimum ..........................
735
appropriation for minimum
allotments to
minimum allotments
appropriation
735
States
...........................
expenditures conditioned
conditioned on equal amount
expenditures
735
under State board ...............
under
735
restriction on use for institutions.......
institutions
restriction
submission of State board plans, etc
735
etc....
submission
annual report
Federal
from State to Federal
annual
report from
735
Board ......................
no portion to be used for buildings,
buildings, land,
735
etc
etc.-..........-.................
admission of Federal civil employees
employees ininadmission
735
jured on duty ...................
meaning of "persons disabled,"
disabled," and
meaning
"rehabilitation"
735
"rehabilitation".................
legislative action
action of States required;
required; aclegislative
736
ceptance of provisions
provisions herein......
herein
ceptance
cooperation of State
State boards with Federal
cooperation
736
Board in administration, etc
etc......
provide for cooperation
cooperation of workmen's
workmen's
provide
etc.,, board, with
compensation, etc
compensation,
736
State board
...................
736
supervision and support of courses....
courses
appoint
appoint State treasurer as custodian of
736
funds, etc ..................
temporary
acceptance of conditions by
temporary acceptance
governor
meeting of
legisof leginuntil next meeting
governor until
736
lature
ature. ........................
duties of Federal Board; to cooperate
cooperate with
736
State boards, etc
etc..................
plans of State board subject to examina736
tion and approval of............
of
736
ascertain
funds
ascertain use of funds..................
certify what
what States are complying
complying with
736
conditions,
etc
conditions, etc...................
deduct from allotments unexpended
unexpended
736
portion
previous year's........
year's
portion of previous
withhold
properly used..
736
withhold allotments not properly
require replacements
require
replacements of moneys lost, etc.,
736
by
custodian.
by custodian.....................
appeal to Congress
boards if
Congress allowed State boards
appeal
allotment withheld
withheld............. 736
to be covered into the Treasury
Treasury if Congress does not direct payment.....
payment
736
grees
payments
quarterly to State custodian
736
custodian....
payments quarterly
737
disposition
report of.............
of
disposition and report
appropriation for
for investigations
investigations by Federal
Federal
appropriation
737
Board
Board.....................
expenses authorized;
authorized; report to Con737
gress..
........................
gross.
pay
737
pay restrictions
restrictions .................
unconditional gifts, etc., may be received
received
unconditional
737
by
by the Board .................
moneys to constitute "special
"special fund for
vocational rehabilitation
disabled
rehabilitation of disabled
vocational
737
per:star"
.................
persons"......
737
uses designated
designated -...................
737
report, etc., to Congress................
Congress
report,

Vocational
of Persons
Disabled Page.
PersonsDisabled
Rehabilitationof
Vocational Rehabilitation
in
Industry-Continued.
in industry—Continued.
against memberor against
no
discriminations for or
no discriminations
ship inindustrial, etc., organizations.
737
organizations.
737
ahipinindustrial,etc.,
penalty
for violations
737
737
.................
penalty for
violations .
etc. Army,
Army,
Vocational Training,
Training, etc.,
appropriation
equipment,
for instruction, equipment,
appropriation for
120,965
.......................
etc
details
from the
966
966
the Army..
Army..
instructors from
details of
of instructors
disposal
of farm
products, etc........
etc
966
farm products,
disposal of
Voedisch,
EdwardE.,
Voedisch, Edward
additional
homestead application
application by,
by,
additional homestead
allowed;
1092
1092
allowed; conditions
conditions.............
Vokan
Indian Reservation,
Calif.,
Volcan Indian
Reservation, Calif.,
appropriation
for cemetery
for InIncemetery tract
tract for
appropriation for
clians
418
418
of .......................
dians of
Vollrath,
William, alias
alias William
Walvorth,
William Walworth,
Vollrath, William,
_Tension
1556
pension ..........................
Volcmdra, Peter
Peter,
Volondra,
payment
to, for
damages from
fire .......
1460
1460
from fire
ior damages
payment to,

w.
W.

Wabash
River,
Wabash River,
bridge
at Attica,
401
401
Attica, Ind
Ind...
authorized screw,
across, at
bridge authorized
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to be
etc., of,
of, to
be
preliminary examination,
made,
III
1012
1012
made, Hutsonville,
Hutsonville, Ill.............
Waccantaw
River,
Waccamaw River,
bridge
across, near
Old Dock,
near Old
Dock,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
N.
C ..........................
404
N.C
Wade,
Helen F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
Wade, Helen
pension
1478
pension..............................
Wade,
L. (daughter),
(daughter),
Wade, Mattie
Mattie L.
1498
pension
increased ...................
1498
pension increased
Wade,
Sabina
(widow),
Wade, Sabina (idow),
pension
1485
1485
.....................
pension
Wage
etc.,
Employment of
also
(see also
of (see
c.nploment
c,
Wage Earners,
arnerm
Employment
Department
Employment Service,
Service,
Servicent Department
of
Labor),
of Labor),
appropriation
agencies, etc.,
etc.,
expenses of
of agencies,
for expenses
appropriation for
for
225,
938, 1426
.....
225,938,1426
for .............
Wages
Merchant Seamen).
Seamen).
Seamen (see Merchant
Wages of Seamen
Waggoner,
William A.,
A.,
Waggoner, William
pension
1540
Wagner.,Nancy if. (mother),
9
2pension
on ......................
1619
h7etlon, N.
N. Dak.,
Dab.,
Wahpeton,
appropriation
for Indian
424, 1240
19,424,1240
Indian school....
school.... 19,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for Indian
Indian school.
school. 348,
348,
deficiency
appropriation for
523,
1171
523,1171
Waists,
Charles.
Waide, Charles.
pension ...............................
1485
1485
pension
Wainseott, Isaac,
Wainscott,
Isaac,
pension
1608
108
......................
Wpension
Wainwright, Lula V. (tudow),
(widow),
Wainwright,
1488
1488
pension ...............................

Wf:

Waite, Ralph,

Waite,
pension
Ralph
=reased
,
1609
pension
increased..........................
1609
Wakefield, Va.,
Va.,
Wakefield,
appropriation
grounds,
for maintaining
maintaining grounds,
appropriation for
Washington's birthplace....
birthplace.... 188,900,1390
188, 900, 1390
Washington's
for watchmen,
Washington's birthbirthetc., Washington's
for
watchmen, etc.,
p
iace
place
..................
661,
1280
661,1280
Walden,r.. Y.,
Y.,
Walden,
167
167
for publi
aropriation
wizzarialon
arthar
fo
public building ........

Waplke,,
W

=ditk, MarthaE. (widow),
on
pension
................................
(widow),
Walk,n Hester
Hester
(id),
;j--------------on -------------Walk.A
e
Walter,
nr,nAnnie
nnie E.
(widow),
E. (ha),
pension...........................
Zan:Arabella
G. (widow),
Walker,
Arabella G.
(widow),
nsion ..............................
pension
WaPieker, Charles
Walker
Charles F.,
F.,
pension
penson.......
......
...................

1537
1537

1537
1551
1608

1625
1M5
1601
1601

INDEX.
W.H."
Th. H.
Tn7 1.-\o.~.
Walker,
John
(son),
page.
pension
1582
penson increased ........................
Walker, John
John W. (son),
(son),
pension increased
increased ....................
1479
Walker-Johnson Building,
Wialker-Johnson
Building, D.
D; C.,
appropriation for operating
operating force, and
appropriation
expenses
661, 1281
expenses ..................
. 661,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for operating supsupplies ..........................
1167
Walker, Kathryn,
land patent to
1525
......................
Walker, Louisa M. (mother),
(mother),
pension increased .................
1620
Wension
Walker
Nev.,
aerRiver Agency, Nev.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
at ...................
31,
434, 1248
31,434,1248
Walker River Indian
Reservation, Nev.,
Nev.,
Indian Reservation,
appropriation for irrigation project on. 3,
408, 1226
3,408,1226
appropriation
Walla
County, Wash.,
Wash.,
Walla Walla
Walla County,
construction of bridge authorized
authorized across
Snake River, near Pasco, by Franklin County
County and ...................
161
Caroline V.
Wallace, Caroline
V. (widow),
pension
................................. 1548
Wallace, Charles
Charles 0.,
0.,
pension ................................
1551
Wallace, Idaho,
appropriation for marking graves in, of
of
Service, losing their lives
Forest Service,
fighting fires in Coeur d'Alene
National
707
National Forest ....................
Wallace, Kate
A. (widow),
Kate A.
pension...
1596
pension.....
......................
Martha (widow),
Wallace, Martha
_pension increased ..................
1612
.. 1612
Wallowa National
NationalForest,
Forest, Oreg.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of....
of
250,
appropriation for maintenance,
709,1328
Walls, Flora
Flora (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1498
. ..-- .......
1498
pe nsion ....
....-..-- .
Walsh,
(widow),
Wal, Bessie
essie (widow),
pension
1600
1600
ension .............................
(daughter),
Walsh, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (daughter),
pension increased
1483
..
increased....................
Walter, Burton
Walter,
Burton (son),
1509
pension increased ...................
C.,
Walter Reed Army
D. C.,
Walter
Army Hospital,
Hospital, D.
appropriation for buildings
buildings for Medical
Medical
appropriation
School...
964
94
School..............................
provision against purchasing
purchasing real estate in
in
Army Appropriation Act, not applicable to authorized
456
authorized addition to
to....
Wantz, Mary (mother),
Wantz,.
pension ...........................
1613
pension
apato Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Wash.,
ffapato
appropriation for additional water supply
appropriation
to allotments
allotments on Yakima Reserva431, 1246
tion, from ...............
27, 431,1246
reimbursement of entire cost431, 1246
cost... 28,
28,431,
reimbursement
payment of damages
damages to crops, etc
28,
etc.....
28,
payment
431.1246
431,1246
collection of charges from white land
. 431
owners ..........................
Wapwallopen,
Waptrallopen, Pa.,
Pa.,
authorized across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
bridge authorized
160
River, Salem
Salem to
to...
..............
160
War
War Activities,
Activities, Agencies for,
transferred to custody of departfiles, etc., transferred
233
ments
.......................
. 233
War and
and Excess Profits
Profits Tax, 1918,
War
1918,
earnings
American vessels in foreign
earnings of American
foreign
deducted from income subject
subject
trade deducted
997
97
to, for ten years .................

44282°-voi. 41-pr
41-PT 2-47
44282°-VOL
247
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and Excess Profits
Profits Tax, 1918-Contd.
Page.
War and
/9/8-Contd.
earnings of American vessels,
vessels, exemption,
earnings
exemption,
etc.; conditioned on usingamount
using amount for
approved vessels
vessels built in American
American
shipyards .........................
shipyards.
997
two-thuds
two-thirds of cost to be paid out of other
funds, etc ........................
998
War College,
College, Army
Army (see also General Staff
College),
College),
appropriation for expenses
expenses ................
105
appropriation
maintenance .......................
120
for maintenance
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............
1184
deficiency
War
College),
War College, Navy (see
(see Naval War College),
War Contracts,
War
Contracts,
unexpended balances available
available for paying,
unexpended
suspended
suspended on account of armistice..
armistice
1026
War Council,
Council, War
War Department,
Department,
creation and composition of .............
765
consideration of policies,
policies, etc., by
consideration
by.........
765
War Crip
Cripples,
Interallied Committee for Reks, Interullied
atucatson
of,
uaton of,
appropriation
750,1214
: 750,1214
appropriation for contribution ........ •
War Department,
Department,
appropriation
Secretary, Assistants, asappropriation for Secretary,
sistant and chief clerk, clerks, etc 658,1277
for temporary
employees ..........
658,1277
temporary employees
detailed
Congress........
detailed statement to Congress
658
amount for Adjutant General's
General's Office.
Office
658
appropriations for DepartDepartuse of other appropriations
personnel forbidden;
ment civil personnel
forbidden;
•
658
exceptions .....................
restrictions
658
pay restrictions....................
reimbursement
reimbursement to be made for auditing Red Cross accounts
accounts ............
658
Adjutant General's Office 659,
for clerks, etc., Adjutant
1277
Inspector General's
General's Office ........
659,1277
Inspector
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's Office....659,1277
Office....659, 1277
services
659,1277
659,
1277
technical services...
Signal Office; technical
Service
1278
Office of Chief of Air Service.........
Quartermaster
Office.... 659,1278
659, 1278
Quartermaster General's Office....
on records of bringing home remains
from abroad
abroad ....................... 1278
Office
Finance ...........
1278
of Finance
of Chief
Chief of
Office of
Surgeon General's
General's Office............
Office
1278
659, 1278
Office of Chief of Ordance;
Ordance; technical
66°
279
services ........................ 660, 1279
Office of Chief of Engineers;
Engineers; technical
1279
660, 1279
services
services........................
Bureau of Insular
Insular Affairs.........
Affairs
660, 1279
1279
6)0,
1279
Militia
660, 1279
Militia Bureau ................
Office of Chief of Coast Artillery
1279
Artillery... 660, 1279
Office
Chief of
'Warfare
of Chief
of Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Office of
1279
Services
1279
Services .........................
expenses .............
for contingent
660,1280
contingent expenses
stationery; postage............
postage
660,1280
660, 1280
for stationery;
66,
1280
661,1280
rent .........................
for rent
ublic buildings and grounds, superfor p
public
intendent, clerk, engineers,
engineers, watch661, 1280
661,1280
men, etc ...................
Department
for State, War, and Navy Department
Buildings, etc
661,1280
661,1290
etc...............
Buildings,
ior
661, 1281
for Walker-Johnson
Walker-Johnson Building ...... 661,1281
for
Buildings
662,
1a11
662,1281
Potomac Park Buildings........
for Potomac
66,la41
for
office buildings.............
buildings
662,1281
for Mall
Mall office
removal of designated
designated temporary buildings
2 1282
directed .................-.-ings directed
for
temporary office building, 1800 Virfor temporary
ginia Avenue
66 9,1282
662,1282
NSW ............
ginia
Avenue NW
for designated
663,
designated temporary office buildings 663.
lt32
1282
663
'
12
663,1282
for fuel, lights .................
removal of buildings
buildings on private lands,
removal
663
if renewal of leases refused,
refused, etc.....
etc
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War Department-Continued.
46,61,63,
deficiency
Army.- 46,
61, 63,
appropriation for Army....
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
standardizing gauges
gauges and
for standardizing
appropriation
65, 104, 344, 347, 509, 522, 1026,
screw threads in cooperation
cooperation with
1044,1166,1184,1190
1038, 1041, 1044,
1166, 1184, 1190
1038,1041,
Standards Bureau
683,1302
.........
Bureau
Standards
47,334,527,
for Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers'
Home_ 47,
334, 527,
Soldiers' Home..
for
893, 1384
182,893,1384
under.. 182,
expenses under..
civil expenses
sundry civil
for sundry
1027, 1039, 1166, 1185,1190
1185, 1190
1027,1039,1166,
for
temporary employees,
employees, office of Difor temporary
893
for
Navy Department
Department
rector of Finance................
for State, War, and Navy
. 47,1167
Buildings ...................
for
armories and
182,
893, 1384
182,893,
arsenals ........
and arsenals
for armories
183,894,1385
for Fort Monroe, Va ..........
183,
894, 1385
Claims under...
under...
60,
for judgments, Court of Claims
1037,1182
60,
343,
501,
1037,
1182
60,343,501,
1385
Hawaii ..........
1385
for Schofield Barracks, Hawaii
332,509
183,894,1385
cemeteries ........... 183,
894, 1385
.......................
for rent
for national cemeteries
for buildings
buildings and grounds,
grounds, D.
D. C.
C. 333, 1025,1168
for
officers, enfor
disposition of remains of officers,
for disposition
895,1386
184,
etc
etc., civilians,
listed men,
refugees from
from
men, etc.
transporting Chinese refugees
for transporting
333
services in
Depart:ment, compiling data
data
Mexico
Mexico to China................
in Department,
services
896
of
graves
abroad,
...............
etc
of graves abroad,
ordnance
specified ordnance
for civilian schools on specified
185, 897, 1387 '
for national parks ............... 185,897,1387
333
reservations
reservations ....................
Washington,
for buildings
buildings and grounds,
grounds, Washington,
for armories and
and arsenals............. 333,1184
186,897,1388
D.
C...................
186, 897, 1388
D. C
for
334, 1166
Panama Canal ................... 334,1166
for Panama
for
187, 899, 1389
187,899,1389
Mansion ..........
Executive Mansion
for Executive
for judgments,
judgments, United States courts
courts
for
traveling
expenses
of
the
President..
187,
President..
expenses
traveling
for
under ....................... 343,520,1182
343, 520, 1182
under
8N,
1390
899,1390
for new Aqueduct Bridge, D. C
C........
509
for
Government
187,
899,
1390
187,899,1390
.......
telegraph
Government
for
for Crater Lake
Lake National Park..........
522
for
Washington Monument
899, 1390
188,899,1390
Monument ...... 188,
for Washington
1025
for Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary ..............
188,900,1390
Wakefield, Va ............
for Wakefield,
188,
900, 1390
1025,1038,1184
for national
national cemeteries
cemeteries ........
1025, 1038, 1184
for
maintenance
188,
188,
Lincoln Memorial; maintenance...-.
for Lincoln
for
inland, etc.,
etc., water
transwater transfor operating
operating inland,
900, 1390
1026
portation facilities ................
for Arlington
Amphitheater and
contracts for river
readjustment of contracts
for readjustment
Memorial Amphitheater
Arlington Memorial
for
188
1165
1026,
and
harbor
work
work...............
Chapel, maintenance ..............
Chapel,
1164
188,900,1390
for Grant
Memorial
188, 900, 1390
Harbor ..................
1164
for New York Harbor
Grant Memorial.............
for
1164
for dedicating
for Chickamauga
Park
Chattanooga Park.
for
Chickamauga and Chattanooga
dedicating Key Monument, Fort Mcfor
1164
Company......
Bridge
Leavenworth
Henry,
Baltimore,
Md
1391
.............
for
Leavenworth Bridge Company
1164
Henry,
188,900,1391
Stansell, Lowrance Brothers
Roach, Stanaell,
Brothers
for Roach,
Georgetown Bridge ..........
188, 900, 1391
for Georgetown
188,
1165
work..
for rivers
rivers and harbors, contract work..
and Company
Company .....................
for
NO,
1391
900,1391
for H. B. Blanks..
Blanks ....................... 1165
Ramsey......... 1165
for estate of George
George F. Ramsey
prosecuting work of flood control, Misfor prosecuting
1166,1184
Military Academy .............
for Military
sissippi and Sacramento
Rivers... . 188,
Sacramento Rivers....
sissippi
Construction ComMcClintic-Marshall Construction
for McClintic-Marshall
900, 1391
900,1391
pany .............................
1166
for
northwestern
of northern
northern and northwestern
for survey of
1184
for national
national defense ....................
lakes
188, 901, 1391
lakes .................
1184,1190
for national
national security
security and defense....
defense.... 1184,
1190
for
901, 1391
189,901,1391
Commission. 189,
Debris Commission
California Debris
for California
arrears of pay, bounty, etc ...... 1184,1190
for arrears
for
189,
901, 1391
189,901,
Harbor...........
York Harbor
New York
for New
1184
for trusses .............................
189,901,
for
901, 1392
for artificial limbs .............. 189,
paying claims for loss of firearms, Colfor paying
for
appliances for disabled soldiers 189,901,1392
189, 901, 1392
forappliancesfordisabledsoldiers
orado strike, 1914 .............. 1185, 1190
1190
189,901,1392
for trusses ...................... 189,
901, 1392
1185
for Vicksburg
Vicksburg National Park ..........
1185
for
C..........
189
Hospital, D. C
for Providence
Providence Hospital,
1185
Territorial Homes .......
for State and Territorial
for
surgical history of the
medical and surgical
for medical
survey of northern
northwestern
northern and northwestern
for survey
War
Germany ............. 901,1392
with Germany
War with
1185
lakes ........................
for National
Home for Disabled VolunNational Home
for
189,901,
compiling data,
teer Soldiers ................ 189,
901, 1392
additional
allowance for compiling
additional allowance
1164
193
homes....
bringing remains from abroad
alonmd .......
for aid to State and Territorial homes....
906,1396
Assistant Secretary
Secretary to supervise
supervise procurefor back
bounty, and commutation
commutation
for
back pay, bounty,
764
ment of all Army supplies, etc ......
193,906,1396
rations, Civil War ........
193,
906,1396
of rations,
765
salary; office force
force .....................
for
arrears
of
pay,
War
with
etc..
193,
etc..
Spain,
for arrears of pay,
offices of Second
Second and Third Assistant,
Assistant,
OK 1396
906,1396
765
abolished .........................
for operating
transportation facilities on
operating transportation
for
chief of procurement
procurement branches to report
chief
inland and coastwise waterways.
waterways. 906,1392
765
direct to ..........................
direct
for
printing and
941, 1429
228,941,1429
and binding for ..... 228,
for printing
direction of manufactures
manufactures at
to have direction
for Army ......................
104,948
765
arsenals,
arsenals, etc ...................
538
for Military Academy ..................
538
appropriations
available for two years.
years.
765
appropriations available
607,1347
................
for fortifications
fortifications
credit allowed
accounts of Sydney E.
E
allowed in accounts
for
cooperation with Agair patrol by, in cooperation
for air
332
Smith .............................
ricultural Department for fire premotor equipment no longer needed by, to
vention
National forests ...... 728,1329
vention on National
57
57
be delivered to Senate ..............
for
improvements. 1009,1202
river and harbor improvements..
for river
trucks for use of General Supply
Supply
motor trucks
deficiency
appropriation for contingent
contingent exdeficiency appropriation
*
Committee
to be transferred by,
penses ............ 46,332,1163,1184,1190
46, 332, 1163, 1184, 1190
without payment for ...............
645
without
to
river and harbor work, damages to
for river
payment of civilians
payment
civilians on work of Salvage
46,333,509,1165
46, 333, 509, 1165
vessels ...............
Board authorized
authorized from ordnance
paying claims for losses to private
for paying
1164
appropriations
appropriations .................
property, etc.,
etc., explosion
explosion at T. A.
property,
tax legislation,
legislation, Philippine legislature, ratiGillespie's
N. I
46,
I.....
Morgan, N.
plant, Morgan,
Gillespie's plant,
fied,
1025
fied, etc ......................
1025,1164

•
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War Department-Continued.
typewriters
typewriters in possession of, to be turned
over to General
General Supply Committee
for sale to departments,
departments, etc
etc...... 688, 1308
disposal forbidden ................
689
other disposal
unexpended balances
balances available
available for pay
unexpended
contracts, etc., suspended
suspended by armistice .............................. 1026
funds designated
designated............
......... 1027
allotments for War Risk Insurance
Insurance
use of allotments
1374
patients by
1374
by.....................
Federal Power Commission
Commission by perwork of Federal
1063
sonnel of, etc ....................
War
General Staf
Staff (see
War Department
Department General
(ee General
Staff Corps).
War
Finance Corporation,
War Finance
Corporation,
activities
revived to finance
finance export of
activities of, revived
agricultural
etc........... 1084
agricultural products, etc
Liberty bonds, etc., of Railroad Administration
tration to be taken by, if retention
589
not desired ....
........................589
provisions relating to, not affected by resolution declaring date of termination
termination
of War with Germany,
1360
1360
Germany, etc .........
Finance Corporation
Corporation Act,
Act
War Finance
included in limit of
liabilities under, not included
indebtedness of
of national
297
banks....
297
indebtedness
national banks
proclamation
terminatingexistence of Capiproclamationterminatingexistence
tal Issues Committee created
created under. 1798
in Europe
(see also
War in
Europe (see
also World War),
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for representing
representing
deficiency
interests of foreign Governments
Governments
interests
during .......................... 524,1022
Industries Board,
Board,
War Industries
appropriation for
enforcing by
Department
by Department
for enforcing
appropriation
of Agriculture, regulations of, for
handling wool clip of 1918.........
1918
267
handling
unexpended balances of appropriation for,
unexpended
.
................. 233
covered in...
in
Administration,
War Labor Administration,
appropriation for salaries and
deficiency appropriation
expenses, mediation of labor disexpenses,
517
putes, etc .....................
War Material,
Material, etc.,
etc.,
deportation of undesirable aliens convicted
convicted
deportation
of
punish injury to,
of violating Act to punish
594
etc
..........................
594
readmission prohibited ...............
War of 1812,
increased for widows of persons
pension increased
serving in ........................
587
OperationsAbroad,
War Operations
appropriation
observing
105,949
for observing.............
appropriation for
War Prohibition
Prohibition (see also National
National Prohibition
Prohibition
Act),
_provisions
305
enforcing .................
rovisions for enforcing
War Risk Insurance
Insurac Act,
allowance
specific
for attendant
attendant in case of specific
allowance for
loss of
disability of $100
$100 a
amonth for loss
disability
274
both eyes, limbs, etc .............
disability allowances
allowances restricted when revocational rehabiliceiving pay for vocational
159
......................
tation ...
War
Act Amendments,
War Risk Insurance
InsuranceArt
offices of Commissioners
Commissioners of Military and
Naval, and Marine and Seamen's,
Naval,
Insurance in Bureau, abolished
371
abolished....
Insurance
371
Bureau.
transferred to Director of Bureau
powers transferred
371
pay of Director
Director increased .............
divisions in Bureau for, created; tempo371
rary continuance
continuance .................
371
beneficiaries;
modified..........
beneficiaries; terms modified
"legally adopted child,"
restrictions
child," restrictions
"legally
omitted
371
omitted ...........................

Act Amendmlents-Con.
Amendments—Con.
War Risk Insurance
InsuranceAct
beneficiaries; "illegitimate
"illegitimate child,"
child," irrebeneficiaries;
pl
ace of birth .........
spective of place
"parents," step parents, adopted par"parents,"
etc., included............
included
ents, etc.,
"brother"
"sister," to include
"brother" and "sister,"
parentis
child of person
person in loco parentis....
guardian,
payments to insane, having no guardian,
etc ..........
etc

..................

insurance........
assign converted
may assign
converted insurance
persons inducted but not
enrolled for
active
personsinducted
notenrolled
foractive
service, allowed disability
disability compensation, etc .......................
insurance
applications by, valid........
insurance applications
valid
family allowance
allowance payment period
period extended ...........................
preceding November
November 1,
1917, ex1, 1917,
preceding
cluded ........................
allotments........
final discontinuance
discontinuance of allotments
voluntary pay allotments
permitted......
allotments permitted
voluntary
death allowances; burial expenses
expenses subsedeath
quent to April 6, 1917, authorized
authorized..
quent
effective from April
April 6, 1917
1917............
deduction of pension, etc.,
etc. ' payments
payments..
deduction
compensation
compensation for death or disability in
designated persons
persons......
service of designated
excluded if resulting from willful misconduct
conduct ..........................
inferred........
soundness on entrance inferred
soundness
effective from April 6,
60917
1917...........
effective
compensation increased; for total
disability compensation
and temporary
temporary...................
temporary .................
partial and temporary
double...........
total and permanent; double
partial and permanent;
permanent; computation of
degree
..............
........
buns
.................
basis of ratings
allowance for
attendant.......
for nurse or attendant
allowance
etc., in addition ......
medical services, etc.,
apportionment if not living together
together.....
apportionment
dependent
husband included...........
included
dependent husband
medical services,
services, etc.,
etc. authorized
authorized to
disabled discharged members of
allied forces ......................
allied Governments
Governments to
to members
members of
by allied
American forces ...................
American
available for ..
................
funds available
1917. .........
in effect as of April 6, 1917
other
etc to
surrendered..
to be surrendered
pensions, etc.,
other pensions
insurance
service.
provisions for persons in service
insurance provisions
applications
specified
applications for, to be made in specified
time after
after enlistment
enlistment..........
during the war, after period
period
valid if made during
expired,
expired, etc ..................
inferred if person dying or disabled
disabled in
service
war..........
during the war
service during
disabled,
rejected by draft board and disabled,
rejected
enrolled for active servbefore enrolled
etc., before
ice
ice

...........................

death allowance modified; payments
.....................
limited
granted
persons lost on U. S. S. "Cy"Cygranted persons
clops"
............
clops".............
beneficiaries
additional relatives made beneficiaries..
monthly
payments under former laws
monthly payments
months...........
continued
continued for two months
all awards to be revised ................
payable to estate of insured if no beneficiary survives.................
survives
term insurance;
payments of, on death,
insurance; payments
etc., of beneficiary
beneficiary
............
converted
insurance; payment of, if no
converted insurance;
beneficiary designated,
designated, etc........
etc
beneficiary
on death of beneficiary..
beneficiary
........

Page.
Page.

371
371
371
371
371
371
371
371
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372
373
373
373
373
373
373
373
373

373
373
373
373
373
373
373
373
373
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374

375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375

376
376
376
376
376
376
376
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War Risk Insurance
Insurance Act
Act Amendments-Con.
Amendments—Con.
Page.
converted insurance;
insurance; optional lump sum
converted
settlement, etc., of, allowed........
allowed
376
other installment periods permitted..
376
other
permitted....
life insurance fund to be credited
credited with
with
all premium
premium payments from........
from
376
use of.
of .......
376
..............
reserve fund to be kept; investment
investment
of,
376
376
of, etc
etc ...........................
unpaidinstallments,
etc., payable to perunpaid installments, etc.,
sonal representative
representative of deceased
deceased
beneficiary
376
........
beneficiary ..........
Insurance Bureau,
Director of,
War Risk Insurance
Bureau, Director
salary increased .....................
371
Bureau, Treasury
Treasury DepartWar Risk Insurance
InsuranceBureau,
Department,
appropriation for salaries, etc.........
etc
646,1267
66,1267
appropriation
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses . .........
646,1267
binding
646,1267
for printing and binding............
646,1267
etc
646,1267
for furniture, supplies, etc.........
646,1267
machine
1267
for Pierce accounting
accounting machine........
1267
for traveling expenses .............. 646,1267
expenses and temporary
for field expenses
temporary
branches
branches.......................
646,1267
restriction on compensation
restriction
compensation ....... 646,1267
solicitations for
reinstatement of lapsed
solicitations
for reinstatement
lapsed
insurance
forbidden. .............
insurance forbidden
1267
172, 881, 1374
for expenses ...............
172,881,1374
allowances
172
for family allowances.................
172
for military and naval compensation
compensation.... 173,
881,1374
for rent
173
..........................
no reimbursement
reimbursement herefrom for treattreatbeneficiaries of Bureau
173
ing, etc., beneficiaries
Bureau..
for medical,
medical, surgical, hospital,
hospital, etc.,
etc., services ..................
175,
881,.1374
175,881,1374
commutation of quarters, etc., herefrom only to commissioned
medical
commissioned medical
officers
1374
officers.
....................
allotments to other Government
Government agenallotments
cies; uses specified ...........
881,1374
881,1374
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for salaries
salaries...... 1,331
1,331
for stationery,
stationery, etc ....................
1,331
etc
for furniture, equipment, etc...........
1,331
for printing and binding
binding ...............
1,331
1 331
for rent, District of Columbia
Columbia........... 1,331
for traveling expenses
expenses................... 1,331
1,331
1
for military and naval family
family allowances
allowances
1
for addrestrograph
331
addressgraph supplies,
upplies etc.
et........
331
for repairs, etc., National
National Museum......
Museum
332
332
for military and naval compensation..
compensation.. 378,508
378,508
for medical treatment,
treatment, etc., of patients..
patients
507,
507,
591,1024
treatment, etc.,
etc., of patients
for medical treatment
of, by Public Health
Health Service
Service...... 1162
additional hospital facilities
facilities provided
provided for
for
1365
patients of
of.....
..........
additional pay for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921
1921 to ememployees of. ..
................
690,1309
employees
employees at rates below $400 a
year
a year....
690
Soldiers' Home
Home
allotments to Volunteer Soldiers'
available for improving facilfrom, available
facilities, etc .....................
906
provide
to Volunteer Soldiers' Home to provide
accommodations for beneficiaries
accommodations
beneficiaries of. 1162
to War Department
Department by, fiscal year 1921,
1921,
available for additional
additional accommodaaccommodations in Fitzsimons General
General Hospital 1162
disbursements of allotments by, to Public
Service for medical services,
Health Service
services,
etc., to beneficiaries ..............
884
offices of Commissioners
Commissioners of Military
Military and
Naval, and Marine and Seamen's,
Seamen's,
Insurance,
371
Insurance, abolished ..............

War
Bureau, Treasury
Depart- Page.
War Risk
Risk Insurance
InsuranceBureau,
TreasuryDepartment—Continued.
ment-Continued.
offices of Commissioners
Military and
and
offices
Commissioners of Military
Naval, and Marine
Marine and
Seamens',
Naval,
and Seamens'
Insurance, duties, etc.,
etc., transferred
transferred
Insurance,
Director ......
............
to Director
....................
371
salary of Director increased
salary
increased ............
371
divisions
divisions created for work of discondiscon371
tinued offices
offices.......................
31
printing and binding allowed from
from field
field
printing
expenses ................
expenses
......
331
temporary allowance
allowance of credits in accounts
temporary
disbursing clerk,
of disbursing
clerk i for advance in627
surance payments ................
transfer of allotments
allotments of specified appropriations, fiscal
fiscal year, 1920..........
1920
1025
Supplies, Army),
Army),
War Supplies (see Supplies,
War Trade
Board,
War
Trade Board,
deficiency
appropriation for.............
for.
deficiency appropriation
66
wheat and wheat
wheat flour
authority of, over wheat
Director. 1759
trade transferred
transferred to Wheat Director.
duties, etc.,
etc., transferred
transferred to Department
of
Department of
State
State........................
163
appropriation for expenses;
expenses; reappropriation .......................
163
unexpended balances
unexpended
balances of appropriation for,
for,
covered in ........................
covered
233
Board, Department
of State,
War Trade Board,
Department of
State,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of; reappropriation.
938
tion.........................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for;
for; reappropiiadeficiency
reapproprialion.
1159
tion........
.................
1159
War Veterans Associations,
Assoiations,
loan of obsolete Army
Army rifles,
rifles, etc.,
etc., to
to......
977
War),
War with Germany (see also World War),
appropriation for preparing,
preparing, etc.,
etc., naval
naval
appropriation
records of ....................... 664, 1283
medical and surgical hisfor preparing
preparing medical
tory of.....................
of
901, 1392
. 901,1392
Army tents
tents may be loaned
loaned to organizaorganizaArmy
tions of veterans
veterans of the...........
the.
272
termination of, declared
declared as affecting
affecting legislatermination
legislation contingent
contingent upon its duration, etc 1359
War
Spain,
War with
with Spain,
appropriation for arrears
arrears of
193, 906, 1396
appropriation
of pay....
pay ... 193,906,1396
pensions granted
granted for disability
persons
pensions
disability to
to persons
in Army, etc.,
etc., during
982
during..............
982
for service
service on
reaching age
age of
of 62
982
for
on reaching
62........
982
present pensioners
pensioners entitled
entitled thereto...
thereto
982
Ward, .Margaret
Margaret E. (widow),
(widow),
pension............................
1548
Wpension
1548
Warehouse
Act, United
United States,
States,
arehouseAct,
appropriation for expenses
expenses administering..
administering_ 266,
appropriation
266,
725,1343
bond
of
warehouseman
modified
266
bond warehouseman modified ..........
266
issue of receipts
receipts not stating
stating grade, etc.,
etc., of
other than
than fungible products
...
266
products.......
266
Warehouse Receipts,
dealing
distilled spirits
spirits not
not forbidforbiddealing in, for distilled
den
den by National
Prohibition Act...
Act...
309
National Prohibition
309
no special
special tax
tax required
required ...............
309
309
Warehouses,
etc.
Warehouses, Bonded,
Bonded, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses
guarding intoxicating
liquors in
506
guarding
intoxicating liquors
in...
506
Warm Springs Agency,
Agency, Oreg.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indiana
Indians
at
at ...............
25, 428, 434, 1243,1248
1243, 1248
25,428,434,
Warner,
Carrie S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
Wamer, Carrie
pensi
on...
pension
..................
1601
Warner,
Wamer, Emma E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
p-ension
...........................
_pension
1570
1570
Warrant
arrant
Officers,
Army,
ers, Army,
anoronriation
for
nay
9Q.i
appropriation
pay
954
- ,.
..............
....v1-
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Warrant Officers,
Warrant
Officers, Anny--Continued.
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Washington—Continued.
Page.
Page.
Mine
number allowed
allowed in addition to Mine
transfer
transfer of State charitable, •etc.,
etc., instituPlanter Service ...............
761
tions
tions lands to the University, for forservice eligibility.....................
eligibility
761
est experiment
experiment station, authorized..
authorized..
233
233
no appointments
appointments of Army or QuarterWashington-Alaska
and TeleWashington-Alaska Military
Military Cable
Cable and
Telemaster field clerks
clerks hereafter
761
hereafter........
graph
graphSystem,
base pay; allowances
allowances of second lieutenant.
lieutenant
761
appropriation
extension, betterappropriation for cost of extension,
retirement .................
761
longevity pay; retirement
761
ments, etc.,
etc., from
from receipts........
receipts
108, 952
952
108.
761
rank among themselves
themselves ................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extensions,
extensions,
etc.;
reappropriation
510
reappropriation.............
Warrant Officers, Navy,
510
Warrant
Aqueduct (see Water Service.
Service,
Washington Aqueduct
additional pay of $240 a
ayear from
additional
from January
January
D. C.).
C.).
1, 1920 ........................
1,
602
Asylum and Jail,
Jail, D.
C.,
D. C.,
effective
1922
effective until June 30, 1922..............
604 Washington Asylum
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses....
expenses
93,
appropriation
93,
commissioned,
commissioned, with specified service,
service, in
864,
1135
864,1135
World War, eligible for permanent
permanent
for hospital, maintenance,
864, 1135
maintenance, etc....
etc.... 93,
93,864,1135
commissions in regular
regular Navy
835
commissions
Navy.......
apparatus for operating
room
94
apparatus
operating room..........
rank, etc.; order of precedence
precedence.........
835
for
payments
families of prisoners
to families
prisoners...
94,
limited
835
grade or rank limited...............
835
864, 1136
failing
864,1136
ailing professionally
professionally on examination to
for support
support of prisoners ..
94,
864, 1136
.........
94,864,1136
revert to former status ..............
835
revert
for transportation
transportation of prisoners.........
prisoners
94,865
- temporary,
eligible for appointment
appointment to perpertemporary, eligible
deficiency
appropriation for contingent
contingent
deficiency appropriation
manent grades
Navy.......
grades in the Navy
834
expenses ..........................
41
expenses
numbers limited,
limited, etc.; precedence__
.•_ 835
precedence......
for support
support of prisoners ............
41,1019
"Warren "Army
"Army Transport,
Transport,
for
hospital
1019
hospital ......
................
1019
disposal of, authorized
authorized
961
...............
Washington,
C.,
Washington, D.
D. C.,
Warren,
Warren, Edwin E.
E. (son),
(son),
appropriation for navy yard,
yard, public works;
appropriation
pension
1510
ension..................................
extensions
144
extensions .....................
144
Flora B. (widow),
(widow),
Warren, Flora
for
navy
yard,
operating
Government
navy yard,
Government
pension ...............................
1570
1570
house for war workers
workers ...............
223
house
223
Warren"
Jaws,
Warren, James,
for expenses
Government
for
expenses of hotel for Government
pension ..
1505
pension
.......................
workers
937, 1425
workers..
..............
223, 937,1425
Warren" John
John H.,
H.,
Warren,
pay restriction ....................
937
pay
. 937
1541
pension ...........................
1541
for
navy
yard,
operating
Government
yard, operating Government
Warren,
A. (widow),
Warren, Margaret
Margaret A.
apartments ....................
224
apartments
224
pension
increased
1620
wpe
nsion increased.
...................
navy yard, Government
dormitories,
for navy
Government dormitories,
Warren, Parley
Parley P.,
P.,
operating,
etc
224
operating,
...................
224
homestead entry of, validated
homestead
validated........... 1435
for expenses
for
expenses of International
International CommuniWarren, Sarah
Sarah A.
Warren,
A. (widow),
cations Conference
Conference at
cations
at.............. 367
367
pension
pension
...........................
1594
for navy yard,
yard, forge shop water
water supply..
supply
820
WarrenStret
Warren
Street NE., D.
D. C.,
C.,
for
Army
Medical
School
950
Medical School .............
950
appropriation for paving, B
B to C
C Streets...
Streets...
7
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
deficiency
appropriation for
Poland,
Warsaw, Poland,
First Industrial
Industrial Conference
Conference .......
519
First
519
Polish AmerArmy transport to bring from, Polish
for Naval Gun Factory...............
Factory
522
ican residents returning
returning from service
service
for expenses
expenses of hotel for Government
Government
of Allies in late war..............
war
528
workers
592, 1179
workers........................ 592,1179
Warwick River,
River, Va.,
international
international labor
labor conference
conference authorized
authorized
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
to meet
meet at .........................
279 .
279
......................
made .
. 1011
1011
monument to
to mark starting point of motor
motor
monument
convoy from, to San Francisco,
Francisco,
National Forest,
Wasatch National
Forest, Utah,
Utah,
authorized
authorized.........................
1062
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of
of.... 250,
709,1328
709, 1328 Washington, Lawrence,
Washakie National
Forest, Wyo.,
Notional Forest,
Wyo.,
deficiency
appropriation for
for pay to widow
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.... 250.
of.. .........................
of
591
709, 1328
Washington Market Company, D. C.,
C.,
Washbun,
Washburn, Carrie
(daughter),
Carie C.
C. (daughter),
lease of land to, to be annulled............
annulled
1441
pension increased ........................
1491
property
property of, to be taken over by the United
Washburn, Florence
Florence F.
F. Wellington (widow),
States .....
..................
1441
pension ................................
pension
1578
to surrender
surrender buildinas,
buildings, etc., when 75 per
Washington,
Washington,
cent of award
award is paid
paid............... 1441
appropriation
appropriation for surveyor general, clerks,
payment of balance.
1441
balance ...................
1441
etc........................... 673,1293
etc
control of premises vested in Secretary .of
in
for relief of old and indigent Indians in
Agriculture
benefit of United
United
Agriculture for benefit
western
4
............................
4
States .......................
States
1441
for reimbursing,
reimbursing, for marine
marine school exspace, etc.,
etc., to be reserved for Governpenses -......................
134,814
ment uses .......................
1441
gold, etc.
etc., mining leases allowed of unalremainder to be leased
. remainder
leased to present
present tenants,
lotted withdrawn
withdrawn mineral lands of
of
etc ....
............................
1441
reservations in.............
in
31
Indian reservations
31
disposal
disposal of rents, etc.,
property taken
taken
etc., when property
River, near Pasco......
Pasco
161
may bridge Snake River,
over ..............................
1441
Rainier
Rainier National
National Forest, exchange
exchange of lands
etc., limited
liability of, for taxes, rentals, etc.,
1366
with .........................
1442
to time of possession ...............
1442
reserved for water supply of
of
lands in, reserved
authority
authority for operation
operation employees,
employees, expenmunicipalities
municipalities .................
1367
ses, etc.,
etc., by Secretary of Aignculture.
Agriculture. 1442
1442
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Washington Market
D. C.-Contd. Page.
Page.
Company, D.
Market Company,
Washington
commission
buildings and imcommission to appraise buildings
provements, to be
appointed by the
be appointed
provements,
President
1442
........-..
President.....
finding
of majority
majority to constitute
constitute the
finding of
award; minority
minority report
report...-.....- 1442
award;
disqualifications
on.......-. 1442
for serving on
disqualifications for
1442
power
take testimony;
etc
testimony; hearings, etc..
to take
power to
award
amount as fair and just valuaaward of amount
tion
1443
............. 1443
.....
tion......
to
evidence,
filed, with record and evidence,
be filed,
to be
Appeals
1443
in Court of Appeals.............copies to Attorney General and Comcopies
1443
pany
pany........................
appeal
allowed either party to Court of
appeal allowed
1443
Appeals
Appeals.......-......--.........
1443
judgment on, final .............----judgment
assistance
secure
assistance of supreme court to secure
1443
etc.................
testimony, etc
appropriation for paying
paying award,
award, expenses
expenses
appropriation

.........
of
commission, etc...
etc
1443
of commisiop,
attorneys
assigned by Attorney
Attorney Genattorneys to be assigned
eral,
for proceeding's
proceedings before commiseral, for
sion
and in court...............
court
1443
sion and
lessees
of premises
premises guilty of overcharging
overcharging,
lessees of
profiteering, etc.,
ejected
etc., may be ejected
profiteering,
443
therefrom .... 1..- .-----1443
therefrom
denied forever
privileges of trading_
trading. 1443
forever any privileges
denied
authority
Secretary to eject, cancel
cancel
authority of Secretary
lease, etc., made specific and man:
datory
1443
...... ..--------datory .....
all
acknowledgcontracts to contain acknowledgall contracts
.........-----ment
of
1444
ment of.........corporaliability
liability of each member of firm, coToration,
- 1444
committed .-for offense committmd
etc., for
tion, etc.,
rae.anin of
designated words ............. 1444
of designated
meaning
1444
..........conflicting laws repealed
conflicting
Washington,
Mo.,
Washington, Mo.,
appropriation for public building.........
building
167
appropriation
C.,
Washington
Monument, D. C.,
Washington Monument,
186,
appropriation
care, etc., of grounds
grounds...
for care,
appropriation for
897,1388
for care
and maintenance
899, 1390
187,899,1390
maintenance....... 187,
care and
for
188,900,1390
for fuel,
etc.............
188,
900, 1390
repairs, etc
fuel, repairs,
for
for Sunday,
etc., opening........
opening
188,
900, 1390
188,900,1390
Sunday, etc.,
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fuel, lights,
deficiency
etc
1168
.....---..........
etc..

Washington,
N. C.,
Washington, N.
• terms
terms of court at .................---....
Washington National
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
Washington
appropriation
etc., of
of ...
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
709,
Washington Parish,
Parish,La.,
Washington
bridging Pearl River by
extended for bridging
time extended
Pearl River
and .....Miss., and..
County, Mies.,
River County,
Pearl

Commis- Page.
Water Power
Power (see
Power CommisFederal Power
also Federal
(see also
Water
&ion),
sion),
appropriation for
for survey
survey of production and
appropriation
..............
distribution of electric
electric
distribution

32
532
250,

1328
354

Birthplace. Va.,
Washington's
Washington's Birthplace.
appropriation for
watchman, etc ...... 661,1280
for watchman,
appropriation
for maintenance
---- 188, 900, 1390
maintenance ...........---for
Scouring,
Waste,
Waste, Wool Scouring,
appropriation
for developing
developing methods of
appropriation for
utilizing
.. 254,713,1332
254, 713, 1332
utilizing ..................
Watches, Frances
Frances (wido0,
(wi/dow),
Watches,
pension
pension

........

.....

.......

1478
..-------...

Poss,
Military Posts,
Water and
Sewers at Military
and Sewers
Water

appropriation for
for expenses
expenses ............- 117,961
appropriation
Niagara, and Fort Leavenworth..
Leavenworth..
961
Fort Niagara,

Water Commerce,
Commerce,
Water

investigations,
Shipping Board for
for
investigations, etc., by Shipping
992
....---developing
developing........--alo Water Serv(ee also
Water
Department, D.
D .C.
C. (see
ServWater Department,
ice, D. C.),
appropriation for salaries and expensesexpenses. 871,1142
appropriation

910

Water
D. C.,
C.,
Service, D.
Water Service,
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, wholly from
appropriation
department..... 100,
revenues of water department
870,1141
for Washington
Washington Aqueduct,
Reservoir,
Aqueduct, Reservoir,
for
870,1141
tunnel,
1141
plant, etc.. 100, 870,
filtration plant,
tunnel, filtration
for additional
additional pumping
pumping facilities
facilities ..... 870,1141
for
for Conduit
repairs, etc... 100, 871,1141
Road, repairs,
Conduit Road,
for
100,871,1141
for emergency
1141
100, 871,
fund............
emergency fund
for
control
Secretary of War over Aqueof Secretary
control of
duct,
etc., not affected
100, 871,1141
affected .... 100,871,1141
duct, etc.,
100,871,1142
for
water department,
department, salaries...
salaries
100,
871, 1142
for water
101,871,1142
for
operation expenses..........
expenses
101,
871,1142
for operation
I and
for
between I
for new main, 16th Street between
1142
II
U Streets NW ...................
for extending
extending mains,
101, 871, 1142
mains, etc ........ 101,871,1142
for
rate of
of assessment
assessment for laying mains, servrate
ice
increased871,1142871,1142
sewers, etc., increased.......
ice sewers,
872,1142
for
installing meters,
etc
meters, etc............
for installing
872,1142
for fire
hydrants, etc.....
etc
and public hydrants,
fire and
for
for
pumping station,
station, engine room force,
for pumping
177
additional pay ..................
additional
deficiency appropriation
departappropriation for water departdeficiency
42
.
ment, salaries .................expenses, high service
limitation
limitation on expenses,
42
system
increased ........
extension, increased
system extension,
technical, etc.,
etc., emservices of temporary technical,
authorized....... 102, 872,1143
ployees, authorized
ployees,
102,872,1143
laborers, mechanics,
mechanics, etc........
etc
102,
872, 1143
twenty-five
increased not lees twenty-five
water rates increased
870
per cent ..........................
Water Street
Street SW.,
D. C.,
C.,
SW., D.
Water
appropriation for repaving Eleventh
Eleventh to
appropriation
75
Fourteenth Streets ...............
75
Fourteenth
Water
Water Supply,
Supply,
for
other than
than irrigation
uses may be furirrigation uses
for other
451
nished
from reclamation
reclamation projects
projects-..
nished from
conditions,
451
etc.........
of receipts, etc
use of
conditions, use

Farms,
Water Supply
Supply of Farms,
Water

etc., doappropriation for
for investigating, etc.,
appropriation
mestic .................
264, 723,1341
mestic

Water
of the
the United
United States,
States,
Supply of
Water Supply
appropriation
investigations to deterfor investigations
appropnation for
mine
wells
197, 910,1400
mine the; artesian wells....
Water Transportation,
Transportation,
Water
provisions for through
through shipments by rail
provisions
carriers and American vessels in foreign
497
commerce .................
eign commerce
encourage,
policy of Congress to promote, encourage,
499
and develop,
declared ............
develop, declared
and
Water
Facilities,
TransportationFacilities,
Water Transportation
appropriation for
for operating, on inland and
appropriation
coastwise waterways.............
waterways
906,1392
coastwise
inoperating indeficiency
appropriation for operating
deficiency appropriation
1026
Department
land, under War Department.......
Water Valley, Miss.,
Water
...
167
appropriation
building
appropriation for public building.........
Waterbury, Conn.,
Conn.,
Waterbury,
appropriation
etc., GovernGovernoperating, etc.,
for operating,
appropriation for
at
223
ment house at.................
Wateree
River,
Watree River,
bridge authorized
authorized across, at Gerners Ferry,
bridge
S.
C ....................-..-.
110
S.C
Lands,
Watering
Public Lands,
Places, Public
Watering Places,
appropriation
classifying, etc
etc.,,lands
for classifying,
appropriation for
198, 910,1400
198,910,1400
for ...............-...
Waterman,
E.,
Andrew E.,
Waterman, Andrew
1473
pension
pension......-..-...........-.........

INDEX.
Waters, James
James B.,
B.,
Waters,

Page
Page.

pension increased
1600
increased... ..................
pension
ConservaWatersheds
Navigable Streams (see Conservaatersheds of Navigable
tion of
of Navigable
Navigable Waters, etc.).
tion
Watertown
Arsenal, Mass.,
Watertown Arsenal,
appropriation for
woodworking shop
183
shop......
for woodworking
appropriation
183
for bar
storage shed .............
stock storage
bar stock
for
for
testing machines
machines ........... 183,
183, 894,1385
for testing
894
for
ingot storage yard .................
for ingot
1385
for
etc ......................
roads, etc
for roads,
deficiency
etc ,
appropriation for repairs, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
333
planers,
.............
planers, etc ...
Watertown
Watertown,; N. Y.,
appropriation
operating, etc., Governfor operating,
appropration for
ment house
house at..................
at
223
ment
Army buildings
turned over to
to
buildings at, to be turned
Army
623
Postmaster
General...............
Postmaster General
Me.,
Waterville, Me.,
sale
of land
land in, to
abutting pro
owner. 1465
property owner.
to abutting
sale of
Arsenal, West Troy, N..Y.,.,
Watervliet Arsenal,
appropriation for
for old
gun shop, etc., buildold gun
appropriation
183
ings, floor ...................--.
for ctncrete
894
bins .................
ash bins
cbncrete ash
for
expenditure authorized
authorized for real estate for
expenditure
455
extension
.........extension of .......
Waterway,
Intracoastal,
Waterway, Intracoastal,
preliminary
examination, etc., to be made
preliminary examination,
of,
Miami, Fla ......
1011
to Miami
Jacksonville to
of, Jacksonville
Waterways Commission,
............ . 1077
creating, repealed..
repealed.
law creating,
CanadianJoint,
Waterways
Joint,
Commission, Canadian
Waterways Commission,
appropriation
expenses. 747,1212
and expenses.
salaries and
for salaries
appropriation for
........... 747,1212
for
cases, etc
preparation of cases,
for preparation
Watson, James,
1537
pension increased....................
increased
pension
Watson, Lou (widow),
Wetson,
1570
pension
-..........
peon.................---Watson,
(widow),
Watson, Mary E. (widow),
........ 1483
pension increased...............
increased
pension
late aa Representative
Watson,
Representative in
A., late
Watson, Walter A.,
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
appropriation for pay to widow
deficiency appropriation
519
519
.........------..
of .....
Wafters,
F.
Watters, Howard F.
1605
pension increased ....................
W.,
Jonathan W,
Watts, Jonathan
1561
......................
pension
pension ........
(widow),
Watts, Mary A. (widow),
Watts,
1498
pension
.........................
pension ...
Waugh, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth H. (widow),
Waugh,

pension
1578
Waynes Va.,1578
Waynesboro,
Va., -Dension
..................1678
167
appropriation for
public building
building ......... 167
for public
appropriation
Ways
House of RepreMeans Committee, House
and Means
Ways and
sentatives,
sentatives,
expenses authorized
for, until meeting of
authorized for,
expenses
1st
1180
Congress.........
67th Congress
session 67th
1st session
Wearing
.
Weasrig Apparel,
provisions
securing adequate
adequate supply,
provisions for securing
preventing injurious
injurious speculation,
speculation,
preventing
etc.,
war
297
etc., of, during the war............
punishment
for violations
of
298
violations of...........
punishment for
Agriculture,
Weather Bureau,
Department of Agriculture,
Bureau, Department
Weather
appropriation
for salaries
236, 695, 1316
salaries......... 236,695,1316
appropriation for
cooperation
with other bureaus,
bureaus, etc...
etc- 236,
cooperation with
696,1317
237,696,1317
for expenses
696, 1317
Washington...... 237,
in Washington
expenses in
for
for printing
printing office
office expenses
expenses...... 237, 696,1317
for
restriction
pnnting by Bureau;
restriction on printing
exception
696, 1317
exception.................. 237, 696,1317
237
for expenses
Washington
dttside of Washington.....
expenses ottside
for
696,1317
696,1317
for
frost warnings,
warnings, etc
etc................. 1317
for frost
1317
9 7.
. . 237,
.
.nno
trli;nA-S
*Sfor
expenses
1317
---.
Ev..ns
car
JJU
at sL.
. ..
. j 697,
am traveling
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Weather Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Page.
Agriculture- Page.
Departmentof AgricultureWeather
Continued.
Continued.
appropriation for expenses, aerological
aerological
appropriation
stations ................
697,1317
237, 697,1317
stations
Mount
Weather, Va., utilizing buildMount Weather,
697
etc
.........
ings, etc............
229,942,1430
for
for
229, 942, 1430
printing and binding for.....
for printing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general exdeficiency
62,
penses
penses ........................
64, 346, 349, 524,
1040, 1043, 1187, 1192
Weatherby, Catherine
Catherine E. (widow),
1571
pension
...........................
pension 1571
Richard J. (father),
Weaver, Richard
pension.
1603
.
pension............................
Honorable Zebulon,
Zebulm,
Weaver, Honorable
apptopriation for
contested election
election exfor contested
appropriation
... .................
penses
227
nses..
A.,
Webb, Charles
Charles A.,

1180
deficiency
appropriation for
services
for services......
deficiency appropriation
Webbers Falls,
Falls, Okla.,
bridge
Arkansas River
River
authorized across Arkansas
bridge authorized
............ 629
near
..........
near.
Catherine (widow),
Weber, Catherine
1508
pension .--------.............--...-.....----------Gus H.,
i
Zer
n !lon
H.,
Weber,
1543
pension increased
increased.....................
1543
Dension
Weber,
C. (widow),
(widow),
Isabella C.
ber, Isabella
1623
1623
...............
pension.
pension............
pension
Webster, Lizzie
(widow),
Eaton (widow),
Lizzie Eaton
Webster,
1535
pension
pension ...........................
D. C.,
NW., D.
Webster Street NW.,
appropriation
Sixteenth to
appropriation for paving, Sixteenth
1116
Seventeenth Streets................
Streets
Seventeenth
Weddel, Mary J. (daughter),
(daughter),
Weddel,
pension
pension increased ....................... 1486
Weeds,
Weeds,
appropriation for
for determining methods of
appropriation
eradicating .................
245,704
eradicating
Weeks,
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Weeks, Elizabeth
.........
pension...
1497
..........
.......
pension.
Ella (daughter),
Weidner,
Sarah Ella
Wdnr, Sarah
pension
1558
1558
.......
.........
pension
of,
Bureauof,
Weights
InternationalBureau
and Measures, International
Weights and
appropriation for
contribution. 743,1209
annual contribution.
for annual
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for ..............
66
deficiency appropriation
Weights
International ComMeasures, International
Weights and Measures,
mittee of,
appropriation
for annual
contribution.. 681,1301
annual contribution..
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
deficiency appropriation
member
340
member ......................Weights,
Weights, Measures, and Markets, D. C., Department
of,
partment of,
1217
creation of
of ........................creation
appointment, salary..
superintendent
salary
1217
superintendent of, appointment,
to
custodian of official standard
be custodian
to be
weights
measures............ 1217
weights and measures
assistants,
inspectors, etc., to be appointappointassistants, inspectors,
ed
bond required.........----required
. 1217
by; bond
ed by;
conferred.........-.. 1217
exclusive powers conferred
exclusive
all weights,
measures, etc., to be tested
weights, measures,
all
1217
by, every six months ..............
by,
1218
approved
sealing and marking, if approved....
to
seizures,
conforming to
seizures, etc., if not conforming
1218
standard
standard........................
condemnation of
unsuitable devices,etc
devices,etc 1218
of unsuitable
condemnation
using of, forbidden
approved
forbidden unless approved
using
1218
in six
months ...................
six months
in
notice
inspection of all
notice to be given for inspection
etc...........-- 1218
unapproved
unapproved scales, etc
peddlers, etc.,
etc., to have weights tested,
peddlers,
1218
etc., semiannually
semiannually.........---.....-1218
government owned devices
devices exempt......
exempt
government
repaired
scales, etc., not to be used withwithrepaired scales,
out
inspection.................- 1218
out inspection

W
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Weights, Measures,
and Markets,
D. C.,
Markets, D.
Measures, and
Weights,

Department
of—Continued.
Department of-Continued.
unauthorized
unauthorized altering of seals, etc., forbidden
bidden ..............--...-------.
forbidden.
refusing,
obstructing, etc., tests, forbidden_
refusing, obstructing,
record
inspected devices
devices to be kept._
kept..
all inspected
of all
record of
open
public...............---open to the public
true
measure, or count, of comweight, measure,
true weight,
...........
modities required
required ..
modities
buyer to
only actual
actual weight, etc..
etc
take only
to take
buyer
ton......
weight; weight
weight of ton
sales by net weight;
-long ton
coal .................
for coal.
ton for
long
slot machines;
machines; regulation
regulation governing
governing operaslot
tion of..
.
of.....................
tion
sales tickets;
using....
requirements when using....
tickets; requirements
sales
coal,
requirecharcoal, and coke; delivery requirecoal, charcoal,
ments
..............---ments....
ice to be sold by weight; scale requirements
ments ..........................
bread;
standard weight of loaf established;
established;
bread; standard
etc., required
required...........
labels, etc.,
not
applicable to
to crackers,
crackers, pretzels,
pretzels, etc
etc.
not applicable
milk
milk bottles; capacity, etc., of .......
standard
commodities
containers of dry commodities
standard containers
......--established
......
established .
vegetables, etc.........
etc
for fruit, vegetables,
barrel for
cranberries ................
for cranberries.
sales in
in less capacity
capacity than, or authorsales
ized
subdivisions, unlawful
unlawful.......
ized subdivisions,
Climax
baskets for grapes, etc ........
Climax baskets
..............-carrier crates
carrier
box
etc_
for berries, shelled peas, etc-.
etc., for
box, etc.,
boxes......................--lug boxes
hampers
fruits, etc ......-.....hampers for fruits,
baskets
round stave baskets................
apple
box..........- ............-apple box
pees box ...........-..........---pear
.............
onion
crate.................
onion crate
sales
of fruit,
fruit, etc.
prohibited, except in
etc., prohibited,
sales of
standard
etc............
containers, etc
standard containers,
when containers
containers not compactly filled..
filled
when
customary
sales,
in
bunches,
etc., permitcustomary sales, in bunches, etc.,

ted. .................------.---

designated containers not permitted to be
designated
used for dry measures
measures. ..........
punishment
punishment for ....................
package
requirements
content requirements......
food; content
package food;
cordwood
requirements; split wood
wood......
cordwood requirements;
standard liquid
liquid measure;
measures; cubic contentsof.
contentsof.
standard
oyster
fish .....................
sales; fish
oyster sales;
automatic
measuring pumps; use forbidden
automatic measuring
unless
in condition,
condition, etc ...........
unlessin
subject
inspection, etc ............
to inspection,
subject to
pro
rata price
smaller quantities
quantities of comfor smaller
price for
pro rata
modities
modities sold at stated price for
stated
quantity. ...............
stated quantity
right
inspection, etc., of all commodities
commodities
right of inspection,
declared .................declared
vending, etc.,
etc., weights and measures by
vending,
employees of, unlawful
unlawful .........
employeesof,
superintendent, etc., given
powers..
given police powers
superintendent,
may
premises, etc.; private resienter premises,
may enter
dences excepted
excepted...............dences
stop venders,
venders, pedlers, etc
etc...........
stop
authorized for scales,
tolerances,
etc., authorized
scales, and
tolerances, etc.,

...measures..
measures.........................
containers,
Federal usage.
usage.
containers, etc., similar to Federal
public
scales to be estabweighmaaters and scales
public weighmasters
lished;
allowed ............--lished; fees allowed
charges
forbidden ..........
by others forbidden
charges by
powers
superintendent grantduties of superintendent
powers and duties
ed
assistants, etc ..........-..
ed to assistants,
supervision, etc.,
etc., of public markets by
supervision,
superintendent. ..........-.....
superintendent
construction of terms
herein........
terms used herein
construction

Page.
E
Page.

1218
1218
1219
1219
1219
1219
1219
1219

1219
1219
1219
1219
1220
1220
1220
1220
1221
1221
1221
1221

1221
1221
1222
1222
1222
1222
1222
1222

1222
1222
1222
1222
1222
122
12229
1223
1223
1223
1223
1223
1223

1223
1223
1223
1223
1223
1223
1223
1223
1224
1224
1224
1224
1224
1224

1224
1224
1224
1224
1224
1224
1225

Page.
Weights,
and Markets,
Markets, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Measures, and
Weights, Measures,
Department of-Continued.
of—Continued.
Department
each section
independent ......... 1225
section of Act independent
each
invalidity of one, not to affect any other
invalidity
....--.--- 1225
section, etc ...........section,
ninety days; former laws rein effect in ninety
.... ..1225
pealed....
...........
pealed
Weights, Measures,
Measures, and Markets, D. C.,
Weights,
Superintendent of,
of,
Superintendent
appropriation
appropriation for, chief inspector, inspectors,
etc ..
839, 1111
................ 70, 839,1111
tors, etc
75,844,115
etc.......... 75,
expenses, markets,
markets, etc
844, 115
for expenses,
75,844,1115
for refrigerating plant ............ 75,
844, 1115
forrefrigeratingplant
for motor
75, 844, 1115
vehicles................ 75,844,1115
motor vehicles
for
1115
for produce
produce market,
shelter
market, south shelter........
for
Weill,
Fanny (widow),
(widow),
Weill, Fanny
pensi
on
1537
pension................................
(daughter),
Weimer,
Bertha Blanch
Blanch (daughter),
Wimer, Bertha
1506
pension
pension............................
Weir, Cole,
1434
homestead
to.....................
homestead patent to
Forest, Idaho,
National Forest,
Weiser National
of.
appropriation
for maintenance,
250,
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for
709, 1328
S09,
1194
lands added to........................
to
Welch, Lucinda
Hartland L. KelLucinda (widow of Hartland
Welch,
logg),
.. 1555
.....
pension
pension...............
Welch,
Lucinda
of Messor B. Welch),
Wlch, Lucinda (widow of
1572
pension increased ........................
1572
pension
Welch,
Ann (widow),
(widow),
MarthaAnn
Welch, Martha
pension
. 1546
pension............................
Wellfleet,
Wellflet, Mass.,
appropriation
authorized for tablets, etc.,
appropriation authorized
tercentenary of
in, commemorating.tercentenary
599
landing of the Pilgrims .............
(uidow),
Wellman, Emily N. (widow
pension ............ ...................... 1507
Welsh,
Virqinia H.
(mother),
H. (mother),
Welsh, Virginia
1604
pension increased ...................
National Forest,
Wenaha
Forest, Wash. and Oreg.,
Wqnaha National
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.. 250, 709
appropriation
Wenatchee
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
Wenatchee National
of.... 251,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for maintenance,
709, 1328
Pythias,
of Pythias,
Knights of
Phillips Lodge of Knights
Wendell Phillips
1532
......................
payment
to
1532
aymentto.
Project, Ariz.,
Irrigation Project,
Any.,
Wash Irrigation
Wepo Wash
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of....
of
1226
for maintenance,
appropriation
Wernecke, Gustave
Gustave C.
(son),
C. (son),
Wernecke,
pension
1563
pension.............................
Werner, Mary (widow),
loll
f............................ 1511
pension
pension
Warntz,
(daughter),
Lillie (daughter),
Werntz, Mita
88
pension ..............................
1588
Mary (widow),
Wmad,
greased, Mary
(widow),
1557
pension
s
pension ..................................
West, Alice
(daughter),
Alice (daughter),
West,
pension
1506
pension ...........................
Fannie (widow),
West, Fannie
pension
pension-..........-................. 1567
from Denmark
Acquired fnnt
Islands Acquired
Denmark
Indian Islands
West Indian
(see Virgin Islands)
West Indies,
appropriation for Weather Service exexappropriation
236,696,1316
penses in
236,
696, 1316
:
..........
pensesin...
West, ?fancy
ancy G.,
_pension
1549
pension .........................
Pa.,
West Pittston,
Pit ton, Pa.
acros Susquehanna
bridge authorized across
River, Pittston to.....................
to
159
Ga.,
Point, Ga.,
West Point,
appropriation for public building
building .........
167
appropriation
Chattahoochee
bridge
authorized across
Chattahoochee
ac
bidge authoried
1055
at.........................
River at

INDEX.
West Point,
Ga.—Continued.
West
Point, Ga.--Continued.

Page.
Page.
pontoon bridge authorized
authorized across Chattahoochie River at ................
370
War. 370
loan of material for, by Secretary
Secretary of War370
construction and operation by city......
city
370
West Point,
Point, N. Y.
Y. (see also
Military Acadalso Military
emy),
emy),
Academy Reserlease of land on Military Academy
vation
548
authorized........
vation for hotel, authorized
conditions, etc ........................
548
548
West Roxbury, Mass.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for hospital for
deficiency
508
508
etc., at.
discharged disabled
disabled soldiers, etc.,
West, Sarah
(widow),
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
West,
pension ....
1515
1515
......................
..........
pension
West
Springfield, Mass.,
stSpringfield,
Connecticut
time extended for bridging Connecticut
to ..............
River, Springfield
529
Springfield to.
West Virginia,
Virginia,
Monongahela National Forest, Va., and, set
Monongahela
1792
apart
apart........................
Shenandoah National Forest, Va., and,
Shenandoah
1780
area
1780
area enlarged .....................
Agency, Ariz.,
Western Navajo
Navajo Agency,
Ariz.,
appropriation
etc., of Indians
appropriation for support, etc.,
at
31,433
.......................
at....
Western Shoshone
Agency, Nev.,
Nev.,
Shoshone Agency,
Western
appropriation
31,
at....
Indians at..
of Indians
support of
for support
appropriation for
;134, 1248
434,
Reservation, Idaho
Indian Reservation,
Idaho
Western Shoshone Indian
and Nev.,
appropriation for
irrigation system on
on... 1226
for irrigation
appropriation
Westminster
Abbey, London,
England,
London, England,
Westminster Abbey,
medal
bestowed upon unhonor to be bestowed
medal of honor
in.... 1367
buried in
known
British soldier
soldier buried
known British
Wewoka, Okla.,
Ohio.,
monument
monument to perpetuate memory of Sem1364
inole
Tribe, to be erected at
at.......
inole Trbe,
Weyant,
Tames G.
Weyant, James
G. (son),
1519
pension
.
penon ..................
Whalin,
Whalin, James
JamesG.,
nsion ...........................
1612
pension
appropriation for investigating black rust,
appropriation
244,702,1322
etc.; scab or blight..........
blight..
244,
702, 1322
spread
etc., preventing spread
for investigation,
investigation, etc.
of soil and seed infecting
infecting diseases
diseases of. 244,
703, 1322
cooperation with States, etc...
etc
244,
703, 1322
244,703,1322
cooperation
purchasing seed, for sale to farmers in
for purchasing
drought
seeding.. 1347
drought stricken areas, for seeding..
VP. ,at Flour,
Flour,
Wheat and Wheat
prochivr.tion announcing licensing of,
proclamation
storage, manufacture,
manufacture, etc., as essenessential
tial...........................

1758

prohibiting importation
exportation
importation and exportation
prohibiting
1759
exceptions
of; exceptions.......................
canceled
1773
canceled.........................
Crop,
Wheat Crop,
appropriation
appropriation for securing workers to harvest,
938
vest, etc .......................
Wheat Director,
Director,
Wheat

wheat
authority of War Trade
Trade Board over wheat
authority
and wheat
wheat flour trade transferred
transferred to. 1759
Drought Stricken Regions,
Regions,
Wheat in Drought
Government
borrowers of nibney
ntbney from the Government
for seeds for, relieved from payment
if crop a
afailure.
730
failure..................agreement not resigning guaranty
guaranty fund agreement
731
leased, if crop not a
afailure.........
failure.
731.
use of guaranty fund to settle loans of
731
failures ........................
failures
Wheeler, Alwilda (widow),
(widow),
Wheeler,
1514
pension increased ....................
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Page.
A. (widow),
Elizabeth A.
Wheeler, Elizabeth
increased
1568
pension increased
..................
Whetsel, Linda
Linda (widow),
pension
1479
pension.........
..................
Any.,
Barracks, Ariz.,
Whipple Barracks,
transferred to
Army medical supplies to be transferred
Public Health
Health Serviceforhospitalat.
Service for hospital at. 1025
transferred
Health Service for
transferred to Public Health
hI.•ital purposes
purposes .................
963
hospital
M. (widow),
atilda Al.
Whitaker, Matilda
1490
pension
on increased
increased......................
Whitbeck, Mary
(widow),
Witbe,
Mary E.
E. (widow),
1571
.................
pension increased
increased ...
Whitmnb, Adelia M.
K. (widow),
Whietomb,
pension
1485
1485
....................
pension.......
(widow),
White, Anna Gale (widmow),
appropriation
payment to, one year's
year's
appropriation for payment
1209
husband......... 1.209
salary of deceased
deceased husband
White, Betty (widow),
. 1564
pension
e
pension............................
W
Earth
Agency, Minn.,
Earth Agency,
Write
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at
434, 1248
31,434,1248
.......... 31,
at ............
Indians, Minn.,
White Earth
Chippewa Indians,
Earth Band,
Band, Chippewa
appropriation
or annual celebration,
celebration, from
for
appropriation I
419
13,419
13,
tribal funds .................
for completing
completing roll of allottees
allottees........ 14,419
White Pine
Pine Blister
Blister Rust,
appropriation for study, etc., of...
of.
243, 701, 1321
243,701,1321
appropriation
eradicating, etc..
etc.. 243,
243, 702, 1321
for expenses of eradicating,
702,1321
1321
cooperation....... 243, 702,
local, etc., cooperation
paying for destroyed trees, etc., forpaying
... 243, 702, 1321
bidden .............
White River,
bridge authorized across, at Des Arc,
Ark.
436
Arc, Ark
bridge
Norfork, Ark .........................
551
275
Mo..
time extended
extended for bridging,
Forsyth, Mo
bridging, Forsyth,
Utah,
Indians, Utah,
Band of Ute Indians,
White River Band
appropriation
payment to, from tribal
appropriation for payment
Confederated Bands of
funds of Confederated
26, 430, 1245
1245
Utes ...................... 26,430,
for irrigating
irrigating allotted lands of.
of. ... 27, 430, 1245
transfer of special funds to ..............
430
transfer
White River
River National
Co/o.,
Forest, Colo.,
National Forest,
White
251,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
251,
etc., of....
appropriation
709,
1328
709,1328
White,
Sarah
J.
(widow),
White, Sarah J. (widow),
pension increased
increased .......................
1482
Whiteacre,
H. (widow),
Rebecca H.
Whiteacre, Rebecca
pension
1479
1479
.ension..............................
Whiteaker, Lucy L. (widow),
,
pension
increased
1622
increased
ension ........................ 1622
p
Whitehouse,
(widow),
Letitia R. (widow),
Whitehause, Letitia
pension increased
increased ....................
1565
pension
Whitehurst,
(widow),
Elizabeth A. (widow),
Whitehurst, Elizabeth
pension increased
increased -...........-.........
1565
1565
pension
Lumber Company,
Whiteville Lumber
Dock,
Waccamaw River, Old Dock,
may bridge Waccamaw
N. C
404
C.........................
Whitman
National
Forest, Oreg.,
Whitman National Forest,
of.... 251,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
251,
appropriation for maintenance,
709, 1328
709,1328
Arthur Lawrence,
Whitmore, Arthur
1092
homestead application by, allowed.......
allowed
1092
lieu
land
1092
authorized. 1092
selection by Utah, authorized
lieu land selection
Whitmore, Lucy (widow),
pension
increased
1561
.....
pension increased.............
Whitney,
H. (daughter),
(daughter),
Flora H.
Whitney, Flora

pension..
....................
.....
pension
Whittier
NW., D. C.,
Whittier Street NW.,
Second
appropriation for
First to Second
for grading,
grading, First
appropriation
Streets
Streets ...........................
Whittkbery,
(daughter),
Whittlebery, Eva (daughter),
pension
increased
pension increased........................

1519
1519

1116
1116

1514
1514

2138
2138
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Ayency, Okla.,
Wichita Agency,
Page.
appropriation
of Indians
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
Indians
434
at..............................
at
434

Wichita, etc., Indians,
Indians, Okla.,

appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of
of .......

Wichita Natinal
Natisnal Forest,
Forest, Okla.,
Widcita

19,
19,
424, 1240
424,1240

appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of
of.... 251,
251,
709,
709, 1329
1329
Wickersham, James,
James,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
elecdeficiency
for contested
contested election
58
tion expenses.
expenses ...................
58
Wicoff„Rose
E. (widow),
Wicoff, Rose E.
pension
..............
..........
1492
Wide Ruins Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of....
of
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
1226
Widows,
if married
married
rate of
of pension
pension for,
for, increased,
increased, if
27, 1905,
1905, to
to person
before June
June 27,
person in
in
Civil War service
586
.
...........
586
if remarried,
remarried, on death,
etc., of
if
death, etc.,
of subsubsequent husband
586
husband..................
for minor
increased
586
for
minor children
children increased..........
586
for service
service of
of husband in War
War of
of 1812,
1812, or
or
with Mexico
Mexico ......................
587
587
E. (widow),
Wiggin, Mary
Mary E.
(widow),
pension
penson ..................
. ...
1617
Wikox,
Wilcox, Anna (widow),
pension.
1478
Wpe/nsion.
.............
1478
Wilcox,
E, (widow),
ilox, Jane
JaneE,
_penmen
1492
pen son. .........................
..
1492
WidGameBidsD.
Wikl
Game Birds, D C.(seeGameBirds,
C.(see Game Birds, D.
D. C.)
(.).
Wilder, James
JamesD.,
pension increased
creased
1474
....................
1474
Widay,
Mary
ildey,iary
in Loftain (widow),
pension
1598
pension ...........................
1598
FVi'lkes-Barre,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
Pa.,
time
extended for bridging
bridging North
North Branch
Branch
time extended
of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River
1103
River at
at..........
1103
Wilkesboro, N. C.,
terms
532
terms of
of court
court at..
at ......................
532
Wilkins, Aurelia
(widow),
Wilkin,
Aurelia E. (widow),
on
................................
on
1578
aMi, Floyd
Wilkins,
Floyd H.,
pension
p
ension ...........................
1599
kt,Henry
Wits,
Henry N.,
pension................................
_pension
1603
Willapa
Wash.,
Wilapa Harbor
Harborand
and River, Wash.,
acceptance
authorized
of
local
contribuacceptance authorized of local contribution to
project for
tion
to project
for improvement
improvement of
of.. 1014
1014
Willard,
E.,
Willard, E.,
payment to
to .............................
1468
payment
1468
Willett,
Orville G.,
Willett, Orville
1537
pension ............................
1537
"William
" William H.
H. Davenport," Schooner,
payment to owner
owner of,
for collision
damages. 1462
payment
of for
collision damages.
1462
"William
Schooner,
"William H. Sumner," Schooner,
payment
for collision
collision damages
damages 1529
payment to owners of,
of, for
1529
Williams, Delia
Wiiamsu,
Delia (widow),
pension
15,59
dension increased
increased....................
1559
Williams,
Willi
, Emma L. (widow),
pension
1619
pension.............................
1619
Williams,
(daughter),
l
s, Esther
Esther Adele (daughter),
pension
penion..
........................
1564
W
i , George
Williams,
oge W. (son),
ension
pesiaon................................
1518
Williams,
0. (widow),
ia , Harriet
Harriet M.. 0.
(widow),
pension
increased
1561
ension increased....................
1561
Williams,
widow),
W*llas, Isabella
Isabella W.
W. (widow),

wf

pe on increased
Wiplleinasmiosn,
increased ..................

W
John M.,
Wiu/iams,
John

enon...
pension

....................-

Willias, Lawrence P.,
Williams,
P.,
pension
increased...................
pension increased

1567
1567
1598
1597
1597

Williams,
A. (widow),
Williams, Malvina
Malvina A.
(widaw),
pension
pension................................
(widow),
Williams, Margaret
MargaretL. (widow),
_pension
pension
.........................
s, Martha (widow),
_pension
pension.................................
Williams, Richard,
Richard,
pension increased
pension
increased ...
................
Willianjs, Rufus
Williams,
Rufus C.
C. (son),
(son),
pension
increased
pension increased......................
Williams,
la
Williams,
Samuel T. H. (son),
pension increased
Williamson, Edna
Edna May (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
pension increased
increased.......................
Williamson,
(daughter),
Williamson, Ella
Ella (daughter),
pension increased
increased.....................
Williamson,
Garrett (son),
(son),
Williamson, Garrett
pension
pension
.
..................
Sarah A. (widow),
(widow),
Willingham, Sarah
pension
increased
pension increased......................
ii ink, Anna F. (daughter),
(daughter),
Willis,
pension
increased
pension increased........................
Caroline Haines
Haines (widow),
Willis, Caroline
ension increased....................
increased
pension
Willison, Sarah
Sarah M.
M. (widow),
pension................................
pension
Wills, D. C.,
pending no
admitted
while caveat
caveat pending
no prior,
prior, admitted
to probate ...........
...........
issues; jury
from supreme
court
trial of
of issues;
jury from
supreme court
petit
petit jurors
jurors .......................
effect
judgment
effect of
of judgment .......
...........
collectors under,
under, powers,
powers, duties, etc
etc.,,
extended
extended ..........................
renunciation of all devises
renunciation
devises or bequests
bequests of
of
effecthusband, by
by widow; effect........
of wife, by husband; effect.
effect............
Wilmington, Del.,
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, ChrisChristiana River at, to be made
made ........

Wilmington, N. C.,
terms of court at

Wilmington, Ohio,
Ohio,

..............

....

appropriation
public building
building .........
appropriation for
for public

Wilmot, Ark.,

time
extended for
Bayou BarBartime extended
for bridging
bridging Bayou
tholomew
at, by
Ashley County
tholomew at,
by Ashley
County....
Wilsey,
J.,
Wilsey, Cyrus
Cyrus J.,
pension
_pension..................................
Wilson, Alexander,
pension
pension increased
increased.
.....................
Amme A.,
A.,
Wilson, Amme
pension ............................
pension
Wilson,
Catherine N. (widow),
Wilon, Catherine

penson..
_pension
..............................
Wilson,
Dora F.. (widow),
(widow),
W
on Dora

Page.
1578
178
1613
1613

1511
1540
540
1561
1561
1485
1490
1490
1557
1557
1581
1581
1607
1607
1513
1513
1617
1617
1519
1519

557
557
557
557
558
558
562
562
567
567
568

1011
1011
532
532
167
167
589
589
1580
1580
1624
1624

1473
1621
1621

pension ...........................
1542
1542
Wilson
Wilson,:Edna C. (widow),
pension..
........................
pension
1517
1517
Wilson
Wilson,: Harry
Harry L.,
pension increased
increased ....................
1614
pension
1614
Wilson,
James
E.,
Wilson Jam
eE.,
_penaton
increased ..................
1606
pension increased
1606
Wilson, John,
_pension increased
1506
Wilson,
Wilson, Lucinda
Lui nda (mother),
(mother),
penson increased
_pennon
increased ...................
1547
1547
Wilson,: Margaret
Wilwn
Margaret L.
L. (daughter),
pension.................................
pension
1482
Wilson, N. C.,
terms
terms of court at .....................
532
532
Wilson,
Wilson, Pa.
Pa.,
time extended
exte:nded for
bridging Monongahela
for bridging
Monongahela
............--1078
River at .....--........
1078
____

- ----------

2139
2139
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Sarah C.
Page.
C. (widow.),
(wcidwrr),
Wilson, Sarah
pension
increased1486
1486
enson increased........................
Wilson, Tony
Tony K.,
K.,
pension increased.......................
increased
1545
penson
Wilson,
C.,
on, Wood C.,
pension increased
1620
increased..... ................
pension
Winter, Clarence
ClarenceL.,
Winer,
1538
pension increased ........................
Winter, Nancy E.
E. (widow),
Winer,
173
...............
ncreased
1573
increased.
pension i
A. (daughter),
(daughter),
FloraA.
Winchester, Flora
1566
_pension
pension1566.......................
Winchester,
Winchester, Mass.,
appropriation
building ........
167
appropriation for public building
Park, S. Dak.,
NationalPar,
Wind Cave National
appropriation for protection,
205, 919, 1408
protection, etc... 205,919,1408
appropriation
Wind River Reservation,
also ShoReservation Wyo. (see also
Reservation, Wyo.),
Wyo.),
shone Indian leservation,
to
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for payment
payment to
deficiency
Indians of
1186
....................
Indians
Windsor Locks, Conn.,
Conn.,
Windsor
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Connecticut
360
River, East Windsor and
and...........
Windward
Islands,
Windward Islands,
postal convention
convention with, as to letter postage.
postage. 1662
al
see Vinous Liquors).
Liquors).
WYL6t((see
Wine
Deakoholized(see DealcoholizedWine).
Dealcoholized Wine).
Wine, Dealcoholized(sec
Sacramental, etc., Uses,
Wine for Sacramental,
regulations governing manufacture, sale,
311
etc., of ..........................
etc.,
311
permits, etc., required...............----required
Winega.rdner, Mary
Winegardner,
Mary (widow),
1571
pension
on increased
increased ......................
1571
Winn, Mahala
Mahala (widow),
pension1574
1574
.......----.
pension..................
Agency, Nebr.,
Winnebago Agency,
appropriation
support, etc. of Indians
appropriation for support,
at
31, 434, 1248
31,434,1248
at.........................
Winnebago
Hospital, Nebr.,
Indian Hospital,
Winnebago Indian
appropriation for
5,
maintenance, etc., of ....
for maintenance,
appropriation
410,
1227
410,1227
Winnemucca,
Nev.,
Winnemucca, Nev.,
167
appropriation for public building..........
buildi
appropriation
Winslow,
Ariz.,
Winslow, Any.,
appropriation for bridge
bridge across
across Little Coloappropriation
11
rado River; payment by Indians...
Indians
rado
Wire Conference (see International
International Communication Conference).
Conference).
Wire Control
Telegraph and Telephone
Telephone
Control (see Telegraph
• Systems,
Systems, etc).
Wireless
Communication,
Wireless Communication,
ocean
appropriation
appropriation for enforcing, laws for ocean
steamers, etc ................... 681, 1300
1300
deficiency
appropriation for enforcing, laws
deficiency appropriation
on
steamers
67, 340, 524, 1188
67,340,524,1188
on ocean
ocean steamers........
Wireless
Radio Communialso Radio
Telegraph (see also
Wireless Telegraph
cation, etc.),
regulations applicable
interstate commerce
applicable
commerce regulations
interstate
to messages transmitted
transmitted by.........
by
474
wholly within one State excepted
excepted..... 474
Telegraph,
Wireless Telephone and Telegraph,
facilities for international,
international, to be considered, etc., by International Conference
367
ference............................
Wisconsin,
Wisconsin,
consent of Congress given to, as to jurisdiction over offenses
offenses upon boundary
waters, by agreement
agreement with adjoinwaters,
ing State
1447
......................
Wise, Cevia
Cevilla (widow),
(widow),
1608
.
pension .............................
Wise,
Mace,
Wise,
Mace,
1618
pension
...................
pension.........River,
Withlacoochee
ithlacoochee River,
1100
Ousley, Ga......
Ga
bridge authorized across, Dusky,

WPtrr

Page.
Courts,
States Courts,
Witnesses, United States
appropriation for fees, etc ......... 210, 924,1413
924, 1413
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for fees..........
fees
52,
deficiency appropriation
67, 347,
525, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1188
347,525,1040,1043,1045,1188
Witters, Anna L. (widow),
_pension
pension
1549
pension.................................
Soldiers, etc.,
Wives of Injured
InjuredSoldiers,
preference
clerical, etc.,
preference hereafter
hereafter to, in clerical,
appointments in departments, etc..
etc
37
appointments
Wode,
Mayincreased
J. (daughter),
Wode,
pension
May
J.
(daughter),
1579
1579
....................
pension increased
Wohl, Irving,
Irving,
increased
1537
pension increased.........................
Wolfe, :Ella
Ella C. (widow),
Wolfe,
1555
pension ..........................
Wolves,
appropriation for devising
devising methods for deappropriation
stroying
257, 719,1335
...........
stroying....
amount for destroying, in
in national
257
forests, etc .....................
rabies.. 257
for destroying
destroying for suppression
suppression of rabies
Woman Suffrage,
Amendment
Amendment to the Constitution proposed,
providing
362
providing for ...................
States. 1823
ratification of, by the States
certificate
certificate of ratification
Women, Alien,
admission of illiterate, authorized,
marry
authorized, to marry
admission
citizens
World
citizens who served in the World
War ..........................
981
property of, held by Alien
Alien Property
Property Custoproperty
dian, to be returned
returned under
under specified
specified
conditions
978,1147
conditions .................
Women in
in Industry,
appropriation for investigations,
investigations, etc....
etc.... 225,938
appropriation
Women in
in Naval
Naval Service,
enlisted
enrolled, to receive pay, allowenlisted or enrolled,
ances, etc.,
etc. of Navy and Marine
Marine
Corps enlisted
enlist!ed personnel ............
152
Women's Bureau,
Labor,
Departmentof Labor,
Bureau, Department
appropriation for expenses;
expenses; pay restrictions
1305
......................
tions..
...............
creation
987
creation of ..........
appointment
director;
appointment of aa woman as director;
987
salary........................
salary
duties
welfare of wage earnin promoting
promoting welfare
duties in
987
ing women, etc ....................
publication
987
publication of results, etc .............
assistant director
987
director;- salary; duties .........
etc...........
chief clerk, special agents, etc
987
quarters,
987
equipment, etc .................
quarters, equipment,
Wood,
(widow),
Wood, Bessie (wudow),
pension
1614
Dension .............................
Wood
ood Distillation,
Distillation,etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating methods of 251,
710, 1329
Wood
for Fires,
Fires, D.
D. C.,
Woodfor
regulations
1223
1223
governing sales of ...........
regulations governing
Wood,
Katherne (widow),
Wood, Katherine
inprald
...nrnnnin increased
pension

------..---.....

1595
1595

Wood Pulp.,

Wood
addition
Pulp. , duty
duty on
on printing
paper, from
from
printing paper,
additional
country imposing
etc ,
imposing export duty, etc.,
country
on
on ........................-..
Woodbridge
J.,
N. J.,
Woobridge Creek, N.
preliminary
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
made
made ..........................
Woodford Bank and Trust
Company,
Trust Company,
of indebtedcertificates of
redemption of lost certificates
redemption
ness
...
..............
ness...
Woods Hole,
Hole, Mass.,
deficiency
hatchery.
appropriation for fish hatchery.
deficiency appropriation
Woods, Mary .F.
(widow),
F. (widow),
pension
pension -...-..- ........-..............Woods, Rose A.
A. (widow),
pension
...............
pension..............

573

1010
1010
1472
1472

1034
1513

1555
1555

2140
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Woodward, Mary Ellen (widow),
(widow),
Woodward,
Page.
pension............................
pension
1569
.
Woodward, Milton I.,
I.,
pension
pension increased
increased....................... 1623
1623
Woodward, Ok.la
Okla. 1
Woodward,
appropriation
public building........
building
167
appropriation or
or public
.
167
establishing live-stock
for establishing
live-stock breeding station at
730,1345
.................
730,1345
Clip of 1918,
Wool Clip
for enforcing regulations
regulations for
267,725
for handling..
handling.. 267,
725
for completing
completing work
work of handling
handling ....... 1343
payments to growers, etc., from repayments
1343
ceipts .......................
1343
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for enforcing regulations for handling, etc..........
etc
1177
1177
Wool Scouring
Scouring Waste,
appropriation for developing
methods of
of
developing methods
utilizing............
utilizing
254,
713, 1332
....
254,713,1332
Woollaott, Eva
Eva L. (widow),
Woollacott,
pension ...........................
1538
Wooster, Julia
Julia E. (widow),
Wooster,
pension .............
.....
........... . 1579
Workhoue and Reformatory,
Reformatory, D.
Workhouse
.D. C.,

appropriation
appropriation for salaries

........ 98,868,1139
98, 868, 1139

Workhouse, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for salaries
98, 868, 1139
appropriation
salaries......... 98,868,1139
for operation and maintenance
maintenance.... 98, 868, 1139
for fuel, etc ..
98, 869, 1140
...............
98,869,1140
for construction,
construction, etc..............
etc
869,1140
deficiency
deficiency appropiation
appropriation for maintenance.
maintenance. 1020
Rho& (widow),
(widow),
Workman, Rhoda
pension
pension ........................
1573
1573
World Cotton
Cotton Conference, New Orleans,
Orleans, La
La.,,
foreign nations invited to send delegates
delegates
to
271,271
to...........................
271,271
World War,
War,
appropriation
appropriation forpreparingnavalrecordsof.
for preparing naval records of. 664,
1283
for preparing
preparing medical and surgical his901,
tory of ...................
901, 1392
1392
body of unknown American soldier
soldier who lost
lost
his life in.
in, to be brought for burial in
Arlington Memorial Amphitheater..
Arlington
Amphitheater.. 1447
1447
citizens serving with Allies in, may be
buried in national cemeteries
cemeteries ......
552
credit allowed postal
postal service
service clerks and
carriers serving in Army, etc.,
etc., durduring, as of Postal Service............
Service
1152
date of termination
termination of, declared,
declared, as
as affecting legislation, etc.,
etc., contingent
contingent
upon
uponits
its duration
duration.
..................
1359
detached service of Regular
Regular Army officers
officers
regarded as with
during, emergency,
emergency, regarded
troops.
394
troops............................
394
homestead patents allowed
homestead
allowed settlers who
served in, and physically
physically unable to
to
return to complete
complete residence,
residence, etc..
etc
1202
1202
information
information from demobilization
demobilization Army
Army
records to be furnished
furnished public offirecords
cials, etc......................
etc
509
509
use of fund for preserving
preserving draft
draft records,
records,
509
etc., to provide employees
employees........
509
joint committee created to attend arrival
American soldiers
soldiers from
of bodies of American
from. 1634
medal of merit
merit for person
person in
in merchant
merchant
marine rendering
rendering distinguished
distinguished servduring.........................
ice during
1082
preference
preference for service in, to be given in
in
appointments
appointments for enforcing
enforcing National
prohibition........................
_prohibition
319
319
World War Veterans,
Veterans,
Army tents may be loaned
loaned to organizations of .........................
272
272

Dairy Congress,
Congress,
Page.
World's Dairy
Page.
governments to be
to atforeign governments
be invited
invited to
attend1
347
tend..........................
1347
A. (widow),
Wormuth, Harriet
HarrietA.
pension
1578
pension......................
.....
1578
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers, etc.,
etc.,
Wounded or Disabled
furlough certificates to be
be given
given by
by hoshos975
pital authorities to ..............
975
ticket to destination
destination and return
return at one
carrier
cent aa mile to be issued by carrier
presentation of ................
976
on presentation
976
difference
difference between,
between, and regular rate
rate
payable
976
payable from
from the Treasury
Treasury..........
976
Wrangell, Alaska,
Wrangell,
Alaska,
issue of bonds by, for
for designated
designated improveimprovements, authorized .................
435
election for, interest, payment, etc
etc..... 435
allotment of expenditures
allotment
expenditures..............
436
special
tax for sinking fund
specialtax
436
fund............
436
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor,
harbor,
to be made 1013
....................
1013
Wrangell
Wrangell Narrows,
Narrows, Alaska,
Alaska,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to be
be
made
1013
made...........................
1013
Wrapped
Wrapped Meats,
mislarandi'ng provisions of pure food
misbranding
food law,
law,
extended to
extended
to........
.............. 271
271
Wray, Seaburn
Seaburn D.,
D.,
pension
1597
ension.................................
1597
Wright,
(widow),
right, Eunice (widow),
pension
1589
pension ..
...............
....
..... 1589
Wright,
John Elmer
U. S. Army,
Army,
right, John
Elmer, U.S.
may be appointed first lieutenant on
on
retiref list.....................
list
607
retired
Wright, Leonora
Leonora E. (widow),
pension1621
pension
...............................
1621
Wyandotte, Mich.,
appropriation for public building..........
building
167
appropriation
167
Wylie, Christina
Christina (mother),
(mother),
increased
1601
pension increased........................
1601
Wynn, John
John H.,
H.,
Wynn,
pension increased
increased........................ 1538
Wyoming,
Wyoming,

appropriation for surveyor
general, clerks,
appropriation
surveyor general,
clerks,
etc ......................
673, 1293
673,1293
etc., mining leases
gold, etc.
leases allowed of unallotted withdrawn
mineral lands of
withdrawn mineral
of
reservations in.............
Indian reservations
in
31
31
Caribou National Forest, Idaho and, diminished ............
1766
...........
1766
area enlarged
enlarged ..............................
1812
1812
Wyoming
National Forest, area enlarged..
Wyoming National
enlarged
1761
Wyoming National
Wyoming
National Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of....
of
251,
appropriation
251,

proclamation
proclamation enlarging
enlarging area
area of .........
Wypietrski,
Bronulawa (widow),
WypieCski, Bronislawa

709,
709, 1329
1329
1761

pension1612
Wythe
Va.,
appropriation
appropriation for fish hatchery improvements ............................
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fish hatchery,
hatchery,
improvements ...................
improvements
(daughter),
Wyrill, Anna Bell (daughter),
pension ...............................

220
220
339
1497
1497

Y.
Y.
Yahooskin Band of
of Snake Indians,
Indians,
all claims of, against the United States to
be submitted
to Court
Court of
of Claims....
623
submitted to
Claims....
623
procedure,
procedure, etc
et.......
..............
624
Yakima Agency, Wash.,
appropriation for support,
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians
at---..........-------at
27, 31, 431, 434,1245,1248
434, 1245, 1248
27,31,431,

INDEX.

Page.
Yakima Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
page.
Yakimna
appropriation
irrigation system; repayappropriation for irrigation
ment
27
.........................
ment .
for additional water supply, Wapato
Wapato prorepayment
27, 431, 1246
27,431,
..........
ject; repayment
collection from white landowners for
431
water furnished ..................
reimbursement
damages to crops,
reimbursement for damages
1246
etc
1246
...........................
etc....
additional lands; repayfor irrigating additional
28,431
ment from owners ................
enforcement
28
charges to be aalien; enforcement....
28
rules,
prescribed
rules, etc., to be prescribed..........
for irrigation
irrigation maintenance,
maintenance, including
432,1246
Toppenish-Simcoe
.
432, 1246
system......
Toppenish-Simcoe system.
Ahtanum irrigation
irrigation system ........
1246
for Ahtanum
reimbursing reclamation
reclamation fund for
for reimbursing
water
furnished ............ 202, 916, 1404
water furnished
deficiency appropriation
irrigation sysappropriation for irrigation
tem
1042,
1172, 1172
1042,1172,1172
tem .................
Yakima
Project, Wash.,
IrrgationProject,
Yakima Irrigation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance. etc.,
etc., of....
of.... 201,
915,1404
Yankton Agency
Presbyterian Church,
Church,
Agency Presbyterian
lands in Indian reservation granted to....
to.... 1468
Yankton Agency,
Dak.
Agency, S. Dak.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at
31,434
...................
at......
Yankton County. S. Dak.,
Dak.,
bridge authorized across Missouri
Missouri River,
355
from Cedar County, Nebr.,
Nebr., to......
to
35,1
Dak.,'
S. Dak.
Indian Reservation, S.
Yankton Indian
Presbylands in, granted Yankton
Yankton Agency
AgencyPresby1468
terian Church ....................
Indians, S. Dak.,
Yankton Sioux Indians,
appropriation
of.. 26, 429,
1244
429,1244
for support, etc., of..
appropriation for
Yaple, Mary E. (widow),
1555
pension increased
increased .......................
Yaguina
and Harbor,
Oreg. '
Harbor, Oreg.,
Yaquina Bay and
in
credit to local interests of cost of work in
connection with improvement of
connection
project
project............................ 1013
(daughter),
Yarnell,
Yarnell, Alice (daughter),
pension
1555
pension ..............................
Yeates,. Elizabeth
(widow),
Yeates,
Elizabeth (idow),
pension ................................
1556
Yellow Fever,
Fever,
Yellow
appropriation
far prevention of epidemic. 175,
appropriation fgr
885, 1377
prevention of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for prevention
508
epidemic.
epidemic ...................
Project, Mont.-N. Dak.,
Yellowstone Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Yellowstone
Lower,
of.... 201,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for maintenance,
914, 1403
Yellowstone National
Park, Wyo.,
Wyo.
NationalPark,
205
appropriation
etc
appropriation for improving roads, etc....
919, 1408
205,919,1408
etc............... 205,
for protection, etc
205,919,1408
restricted
205,
919, 1408
use restricted.................
205,919
for
205,919
buffalo ................
for care of buffalo.
removal ................... 205,919
205,919
for snow removal
highway through Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indian
for highway
from .. 1237
Reservation
Reservation to Glacier Park from..
687,1306
commissioner in ...............
for commissioner
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fighting forest
forest
deficiency
335,512
fires
3.15, 512
.........................
fires in .
preservation of elk herd.....
herd
512
for hay for preservation
for protecting
protecting bridge over Elk Fork of
road to..........
to
512
Shoshone River on road
... 1173
emergency road repairs ..........
for emergency
Yerba Buena
Island, Calif.,
Buena Island,
appropriation for naval
naval training station,
136,816
maintenance .................
136,816
George W. (son),
Yocum, George
1519
...............
pension increased.......
increased
1519

2141
2141

Yohe, Margaret
(widow),
lohe,
Margaret (wtidow),
pension ...........................

York, Cleo
Cleo (widow),
(widow),
York,

Page.
1476

1569
1569
................
.........
pension ...
Savings Bank of Biddeford, Me.,
York County Savings
Me ,
redemption
redemption of lost certificate of indebted.......................
ness .
1464
Yorktown, Va.,
Va.,
Yorktown,
- 145
wharf, etc. _
appropriation
appropriation for fuel storage, wharf,
822
for fuel depot, water system ...........
Yosemite National
Park, Calif
.
. (see also
also
Calif.
National Park,
Yosemite
National Parks,
Parks, California),
California),
National
appropriation
etc...
919, 1408
-.. 205,
205,919,1408
protection, etc.
for protection,
appropriation for
El Portal-Yosemite
Portal-Yosemite Road ............ 205
1306
for commissioner......................
commissioner
1306
deficiency appropriation
commissioner. 1033
appropriation for commissioner_
deficiency
for
repairs, etc................-.-..--etc
1173
for repairs,
jurisdiction over, by
exclusive jurisdiction
cession of exclusive
731
California .....................
attached to California northern judicial
district
731
district..........................
commissioner of district court to be apcommissioner
pointed for ...............------- 733
..........----powers,
733
.........
powers, etc .
--------salary; residence............
residence
734
Comrpany,
Yosemite Stone Company,
land patent granted to; water power rights
reserved
1435
reserved......................---Young, Albert,
Albert,
Young,
- 1615
............pension
1615
pension increased ....
oung, Eleanor
Eleanor (widow),
(widow),
Young,
pension
1563
pension ...........................
Young.,Elizabeth
Elizabeth G.
G. (widow),
Young,
pension
14'77
147
..............pension .............
Young,Kate (widow),
Young,

60
11:1810111............................---1560
pension
Youngstown, Ohio,
Ohio
Youngstoun,
may
Mahoning River, at Division
bridge Maioning
may bridge
Street
572
-Street........................
National Monument, Colo.,
House National
Yucca House
proclamation
aside .............
1781
proclamation setting aside
Yukon Rirer,
River, Alaska,
Yukon
post
etc., authorized
authorized on...
on
927
post lantern lights, etc.,
Yuma County,
County, Ariz.,
Yuma
Ariz.,
11
appropriation
reimbursement
11
appropriation for reimbursement..........
Yuma Indian
Calif,
Reservation, Calif.,
Indian Reservation,
Yuma
appropriation
for reclamation,
charges;
reclamation, etc., charges;
appropriation for
reimbursement
12, 417, 1234
reimbursement............. 12,417,
124
for
roads and bridges on....
on
.......... 1234
for roads
Yuma Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.-Calif.,
Ariz.-Calif.,
Yuma
appropriation
etc., of
of.... 200,
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
914,
1403
914,1403
Z.
z.

Zachary,
Virginia (iiidowl,
(widow),
Zachary, Virginia
pension
pension....-.....-................-----Zanzibar,
Zanzibar,
deficiency appropriation
interpreters
for interpreters
appropriation for
deficiency
and guards
in
guards at consulates in.........
and
Zedalcer,
Julia I.
I. (widow),
(uidot),
Zedaker, Julia
pension
(daughter),
Rebecca (daughter),
Zellers, Rebecca
-pension
pension..................-........----China,
Tze Wong, of China,
Zeng Tye
may be
receive instruction at
to receive
admitted to
be admitted
may
Point
.--West Point...........---.---Mex.,
Pueblo, N. Mex.,
Zia Pueblo,
appropriation for irrigating
ditches for...
for. .
irrigating ditches
appropriation
Zimmerman, Ida
Ida M.
(widow),
M. (i/dow),
Zimmerman,
pension
increased..................
pension increased
Zimmerman, John,
Zimmerman,
exchange of
addition to
to
with, for addition
of lands
lands with,
exchange
Colorado National
National Forest.........
Forest
Colorado
Zion National
National Monument,
Utah,
Monument, Utah,
Zion
changed to Zion National Park
Park..........
changed

1507
1022
1022
1538
1538
1591
1591
234
234
18
18
1613
1613
757
356

2142

INDEX.
INDEX.

-

National Park,
Page.
Page.
Zion National
Park, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation
etc
919,1408
appropriation for
for protection,
protection, etc......
919,1408
deficiency appropriation
road and
deficiency
appropriation for road
bridge repairs
bridge
repairs..................... 1173
1173
establish
from former Zion National
National
established
356
Monument
Monument......................
administration, etc
356
administration,
etc...................
Zoning
Zoning Commission,
Commission, D. C.,
deficiency
appropriation for services and
deficiency appropriation
expenses
expenses.........................
590
created for protecting public eafety,
and
safety, and
property
the District
property in
in the
District ...........
membership, powers, etc ...............
..
appropriation for expenses
expenses .............
appropriation
establishment of height, area, and use clisestablishment
districte
tricts........................
building regulations for, to be establish-

ed...........................

determination
determination after public hearings of
permissible heights, areas, and uses.
uses.
changes authorized
changes
authorized.................
petition
and
action
of
owners
required_
petition and action owners required.
by
orders and regulations to be made by.....
construction conditions .............
construction
existing use of buildings may
may be continued; conditions
conditions...............
maps of districts, orders,
orders, etc., to be filed
filed
with District Engineer
Engineer Commissioner.........................

500
500

500
500
500

500
500

500
500
500
501
501
501
501
501
501

.

..--~

PagePage.
C.-Continued.
Commisson, D.
D. C.—Continued.
Zoning Commission,
maps of districts,etc.;
districts, etc.; publication
publication of copies,
maps
etc
501
etc............................
501
buildings erected, etc.,
etc., hereafter
hereafter
use of buildings
without
certificate
of
occupancy
without certificate
occupancy
from, unlawful
unlawful ...................
502
502
buildings erected, etc.,
etc., in violation
violation of ordeclared nuisances
502
nuisances...........
502
ders declared
penalty for permitting
permitting continuance
502
502
penalty
continuance.....
enforcement
District Commissioners,
Commissioners,
enforcement by District
etc
etc...........................
502
no easements,
easements, etc., impaired...........
impaired
502

-

0

future construction,
use, etc.,
future
construction, use,
etc., subject
subject to
to
etc., hereof............
hereof
502
restrictions, etc.,
502
Park, D. C., National,
Zoological Park,
National,
appropriation for expenses;
expenses; half
half from Disappropriation
revenues
182,892
trict revenues...............
182,892
from District
District
for expenses; sixty per cent from
1384
1384
revenues
...................
for land for parkway
parkway connecting,
connecting, with
Potomac and Rock Creek
Creek Parks....
Parks
180
Potomac
180
connecting Rock Creek Plirk
for parkway connecting
Park
890
890
and ..........................
purchase of lands to be added to..
to.. 892,.1384
892,1381
for purchase
condemnation authorized
unable to
condemnation
authorized if unable
purchase
purchase .....................
1384
for printing
printing and binding for.....
for
229, 912, 1430
229,942,1430
Zuni Indian
Reservation,
N.
-Vex.,
Indian Resevation, N. Mex.,
aDoropriation
roiect on. 3.408.1226
appropriation forirrigation
for irrigation project
3, 408, 1226.
-

